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Abaca, described, MO
Abies Douglasii, 321; first flowering of, 336

Acacias for a greenhouse, 216 ; spectabilis, 759 ; armata, 881

Acarus geniculates, described, 356

Accentuation, remarks on, 389

Achimenes hirsuta, 807; pedunculata, 806; grandiflora, 633 ; hir-

suta, adv., Henderson, 658; lonsriflora, its treatment, 41, 73,

174; producing bulbs at the axils of the leaves, 105; grandi-

flora, adv., 369; multiflora 140; treatment of the genus, 1/3

Acorns, American, adv., Whalley, 114

Adhesive paper for dried plants, 777
/Echmea fulgens, 695

/Ecidium laceratum, described, 678
Aerides virens, 523

Affghanistan, plants of, 53, U65 variation of its climate, 67 ,
116,

African Marygold, luminous appearances in, 691 ; oil, 845 ; guano
islands, 864 ; Kidney-beans, $62

Agapanthus, its treatment, 9 ; umbellatus, var. maximus, 175

Agarics, remarks on, 559

Agave Americana, its treatment, 321

Agricultural works, adv., 128 ; remarks on, 571 ; chemistry, associ-

ation of Scotland, adv.,407 ; education, adv., 51/ ;
experiments,

remarks on, 155 ; labourers, to employ, 299. 315, 373 ; Mr. Law-
rence's letters to, 342, 396 ; means ofimproving their condition,

333,387. 411 ; to educate their children, 355,371; labour, ancient

price of, 445 ; Agricultural Gazette announced, 837

Agriculture, its improvement, 318 j hints on, 427,443, 477, 517,

539, 555 ; Of Ceylon, 845
Agricultural Gazette, preparations for, 907
AUanthus, 807
Alhagi of the Desert, 87
Allcard, (Mr.) his garden noticed, 559
Allotments, remarks on, 187,206,227,243,387,411,863; to pre-
pare and let, 243 ; succession of crops for, 262

Almanacs of Fanning and Gardening, rev., 847
Almug of Scripture, 333
Alonsoa, its treatment, 505
Alstrcemeria lineatiflora, 844
Althsea frutcx, 72
Alum useful in fixing Ammonia, 541 ; in turning Hydrangeas

blue, 543
Amaryllis Belladonna, its treatment, 22, 85, 102, 137? in pots,

302, 375; speciosissima, its treatment, 157; Josephinro, des-
cribed, 645; Iongifolia, 305;

;
regina3, habits of, 357; formosissima,

to bloom, 545

America, N.W., collector for, 231 ; Willows of, 375
American plants, soil suitable for, 721

American Agriculturist, rev., 504

Ammonia, its value in Horticulture, 539 ; to apply, 539 ;

fixed by Alum, 541 ;
to fix in Manure, 665 ; 448, 697 ; its effects

on vegetation, G92, 710 ; phosphate of, 40 ; its effects on
grass, 3; test for, 9; sulphate of, 40; Dr. Daubeny's let-

ter respecting, 99; per acre, 9; its value for destroying insects,

477; turmeric as a test for, 88 ; muriate of, to destroy insects,

519; on Cucumbers, 556; Potter's remarks on fixing. 229, 245;

with blue vitriol, 229 ; with salt and lime, 230 ;
with gypsum,

117, M4, 135,177,777; to fix, 9, 115, 117, 189,191,248; with salt,

115, 245; Mr. Henslow's letter on, 135

Ammoniacal liquor to kill weeds, 806 ; its effect on grass, 3, 22,

J91, 209, 46l ; on bark, 286; to convert
v
into manure, 7% 2165

formation of carbonate of sodafrom, 245

Ammocharis falcata, its treatment, 283, 301

Aniphicome arguta, 232
Anagallis Breweri, 400; adv., 425 ;

grandiflora, 461

Analysis of soils, 525
Anasctochilus setaceus, 71

1

Ancients, opinion of, respecting animals, 142

Anemones, to protect, 25; adv., 33; to grow in boxes, 248;

treatment of, S09, 881

Anger, in the island of Java, produce of that part, 733

Angle, measuring, directions for, 721

Animals, source of fat in, 71 ; anatomy of, 303

Anisoplia horticola, 190 ; to destroy, 377

Annuals, treatment of, 665; early, 25, 116; advantage of sowing

in autumn, 429; to protect, 38 ; list of, 209 ; for autumn bloom-
ing, 412; greenhouse, to sow, 6Q r 116; for autumn sowing,

560 ; select, 105; fragrant, 248; tender, their treatment,

305 ; their seeds will generally grow the second year, 305

Anoraatheca cruenta, 144

Anona Cherimolia, its treatment, 518

Antirrhinum majus, var. quadricolor, 774

Antiquilicsof Gardening—green Peas, 71; Lemons, 119; Market

Gardeners and Pigs, 157—372, 389, 412, 500; fruit-trees, or-

chards, and Vines, 840

Ants, to destroy, 105, 361, 433; to drive fromPine-pits, 122; from

pots, 249 „ ,

Aphis, to destroy, 321, 449; on Roses, 449; on Firs, 545; on Peach-

trees 607
Apples,' for succession, 809; select, 57; of 1842 sold at

Preston, 574; stocks for, 73, 144; to gather the fruit of, 649; to

graft on Pears, 105; late kinds, 105; instance of twice

blooming in one season, 758; Sturmer Pippin, adv., 154; of

Sodom, 73; moss on, to destroy, 158,216; caterpillars injurious

to, to destroy, 105; singular preservation of, 357; to preserve,

305, 336, 357, 777 ; in sand, 335; late flowering of, 773

Apple-trees, to prune, S81

Apricots, good, 121 ; trees, to move, 305

Aquilegia Skinneri, 77$
Arable land, to crop, 4/7
Aracepus order, described, 140

Areca'sapida, 142
'. ,

•
.

Araucaria imbricata, Youeli's adv., 817 ;

465, 862; seeds, adv., 329; plants, 425,

Arbutus, to remove, 89
Architecture, good works on,' 400; of birds, 303

Arnotto, whence procured, 415
Aromatic plants, effect produced bv, 559 ; on approaching Cey-

lon, 609, 646
Arrowroot Pudding and Mange, to make, 447 i

potato starch in,

141 ;
price of, 4/9

Artisan, a new periodical, reviewed, 742
Ascension Island, growth of plants in, 230
Asclepias, gigantic, 69 ; curassavica, hardy, 789
Ash-tree, toad discovered in, 737; to confine the roots of, 809;

variety of, 878
Asparagus, use of trenches between the bed9, 697 ; to cut down,
792 > salt for, 9, 44, 249, 387, 444, 462, 188, 629; nitrate^of soda

for, 41 ; beds, to plant, 7S, 249, 387, 464 ; to grow mbottles, 102,

138, 336, 374; hints on managing, 305, 433, 479; on manuring,

357,361,373,387,417,697; remarks on, 633; its treatment,

387, 429, 464, 865 ; in wet soils, 649 ; hardiness of, 445 ; to apply

sea-water to, 577; superiority of Austrian, 589

Asphalte, adv., Farrel, 2 ; Croggon, 440 ; for covering, 4SS

Aspidiotus proteus, or small brown scale, described, 6/6 ;
con-

chiformis, or Apple-tree Mussel Scale, described, 735; Nern,

or small white-scale, described, 588 ;
ostreauformis, or Pear-tree

oyster-scale, described, 805

Assam Tea, 39
Atmosphere, to retain moist, 272; of hothouses, 772, 803, 821,

788, 839
Atropos pulsatorius, described, 116

Aucuba, a Cornaceous plant, 161 ; remarks on, 211; description

of the fruit, 286
Auriculas, canker in, 842 860; adv., 33; select, 321 ;

seed of, to

sow, 89 ; their treatment, 100 ; treatment of seedlings, 121 ; adv.,

Dickson, 130; Groom, 129
Australian plants, their treatment, 400

Autumn flowers, 377
Avenues, advocated, 57
Aviaries, their construction, 101

Azaleas, to propagate, 761 ; seed, to sow, 71 ; Herberti, to grow,

2S9 ; Indian, treatment of after blooming, 345

as a

B
Babtngton's Manual of British Botany, rev., 398

Backhouse's Visit to the Australian Colonies, reviewed, 142

Bacon, to preserve, 23

Balsams, treatment of, 345

Baloot Oak, 85
Bamford Hall, Pine-stoves at, 139
Baobab-tree, 463
Baptisia australis, 216

Barkmite, described, 356
Bark, to strip from trees, 85 ; mite, 556

Barkeria spectabilis, 741

Barley-corn, prolific, 69; bulbous-rooted, 103; straw

manure, '203

Barnadcsia rosea, 463

Barton, near Bury St. Edmunds, young trees noticed at, 647

Barringtonia speciosa, 863

Baxter's British Phcenogamous Botany, reviewed, 560

Bay Lily, 807
Beans, Kidney, a profitable vegetable for the poor, 387; manure

for, 57; French, to cure red spider on, 57; early, 89; good

kinds, 105 ; straw as a manure, 244

Beck, Mr., his tank-house, 820; his potting-shed, ib.

Becium bicolor, 268
Beds, dwarf-plants for, 272
Beech-trees, disease in, 593; Beech, evergreen, its introduction,

231 ; hedges,- to form, %7*l ; to retain their leaves, 913

Bees, controversy respecting their swarming:, 5/8, 542 ;

cause of their deserting their hive, 519; on a White-

thorn, 51Q, 542; under tiles, to manage, 545, 824; hive of, on

a log of wood, 775; to preserve during winter, 677; instance

of sacacitv in, 695, 822; singular fact connected with, 39], 433;

to take off swarms artificially, 429 ;
prolific hive of, 094

;

remarks on the weight of honey collected by, hive great

weight of comb and honey in 501 ; on the temper 01

501,519,737; profitable management of, 646; their^treatment,

in winter. 6, 52, 69, 85, 101 : fecundity of, 574 ; in Zante, 2/1 ;

drones, their appearance, 391 ; hives for, 52, 429 ;
straw hive

treatment of seeds, 232,
862

of, 173, 629; in spring, 24b; Dahlia, injurious to, 230 30V; to

manage in straw hives without destroying them, 2b5 ;
mode

of clearing their hives, 286, 372; hints respecting them, 335 ;

early swarming of, 357, 373, 39L 414 ; in New Zealand, 881 j

and Wasps, 822 ;
observations on, 909

Beehives, Nutt's, Strictures on, 139; work on, adv., Milton, 151;

1 nriv'cSafetv 177- adv., Neighbour, 224; should not be painted

iSdetlSVst^ 246
>
53

'
Patent barjrad frame,

317; cottage, adv., 328

Beet, adv., Whyte, 49 . . „„
Beetle, Fern-shaw, destruction caused by, 190

Beponiacoccinea, 118. 396; Evansiana, hardy, /58

Beil. gardens at, noticed, 70O

Bell's subscription, 857

Belgian Carrots, to sow, 73, 86, 39

Bcnthamia fragifera, at Helisan, 524

Berberis glumacea, 89; aqnifolium, adv., Kendie, 1/0; to sow
seeds of, 561 ; trifoliata, 216; dulcis, 232, 695

Berberry, mildew on leaves of; its effect upon corn, /38; to sow,

Q13
Berlin Botanic Garden, circular respecting, 268

Bermuda, growth of Potatoes in, 375; coffee, 803

Bicke'sArtof Cultivating: the Ground without Manure, 8; re-

marks on, 35 ; by Mr. King, 70 ; test of, 70 ; failure of, 775

Bifrenaria inodora, 559 .

Bignonia venusta, to prune, 777 ;
greenhouse kinds, 41 ;

picta, 591

Bilberry leaves, as manure, 478

Birch, its value, 23

Birds, to frighten, 272 ; bad effects of destroyine;, 677 ,- architec-

ture of, 303; singular association of, 357; benefits derived from,

557, 742; nests, plants propagated in, 694

Birkenhead, new public parks at, 742

Bixa prellana, 415
a

Blackbird, remarkable, 70
Blackberry Jelly, receipt for, 774, 789
Bleaching powd'er", a disinfecting agent, 192

Bletting, its derivation, 21

Blight, killed by pilchard-oil, 861

Blue Bell, to extirpate, 243
Blue-flowering plants for the Conservatory
Boar, wild, 142
Bobbin Joans, 589
Bog-earth for manure, 177 „ ,-,
Boilers, Stephenson's double cylindrical, 87; Burbidge and

Healy's, adv., 732; description of those used at Veitcn's Nur-
sery, 556

Bokhara clover, 246, 289; notice of, 412 ; treatment of, 758 :

Bolbophyllum adenopetalum, 23

Bombyx Neustria, described, 244

265

Bombazine dust for manure, 46

Bonatea speciosa, singular property ot, 2i ?

Bones as a manure, 5; adulteration in detected, 50; their effect

on Wheat, 189; boiled superior to unboiled, 318; digested in

sulphuric acid, 761 -a*„
Books, on farming 25 ; adv., 96, 259 ; for gardeners, 25 ;

on plans

and ornaments, 73; land surveying, 89 ;
Botany, 144. 2 0, 233,

417; Geology, 216; Conchology,2l6 ; for travellers on the Con-

tinent, 289; on the treatment of forest-trees, 721 5
new

Botanical, 9W
. -n0

Book of the Farm, No. 16, rev., 792 ; observations on, /y*

Border-plants, good, 245 ; ror a wall, to form, 344

Boronia Fraseri, 823

Botanic Garden at Kew, improvements in, 675; of University 01

Copenhagen, 77$ ; of Ceylon, 432

Botany, adv., 332; remarks on, 744, 761 ; of the Himalayan

mountains, adv., Allen, 25 works on, 25,41, 488,864; adv.,

Pamplin, 538; new, 103; lectures on, adv., 201, 410; familiar,

99,188,207,228,412,735
Botanical terms, remarks on, 299; works lately published, 77$;

books, new, 879, 91

1

.

Botanists, destruction amongst rare British plants, committed by,

501, 557
Bottom-heat, remarks on, 68, 449, 488, 606, 661, 803 ? hotwater

gutters for, 544, 659 ; hotwater recommended for, 305; observa-

tions on different systems of, 643

Boucherie's (Dr.) his method of improving the appearance and

quality of wood, 911

Bouquets, adv., Harding, 1

Bowling-green, to make, 761

Boxley Abbey, a fine specimen of Clianthus puniceus in bloom
there, 303

Brachycome, its treatment, 71

Branches, their tendency to stretch towards the light, 359

Brande's (Prof.) lectures, 877

Bravoa geminirlora, treatment of, 697

Bread, its nutritive power in various countries, 559

Brewers' grains, as a manure, 105, 136, 1/7

British Association, meeting of, announced, 342, 524

Broccoli, sprouts, to boil, 7; seed, adv., Hammond, 49; leaves,

to cure scalds, 70 ;
good kinds, 105, 848; Walcheren, adv., 314

Brocklehurst, Mr., his garden noticed, 271

Broughton Hall gardens, noticed, 759

Brown's Nursery, noticed, 359

Bruchus granarius, described, 188

Brugmansia, adv.,T. Bridicford, 7S6

Brunsvigia Josephin<e, its treatment, 248, 283; multiflora, 283

Buck-wheat, as a green manure, 4 ; straw, as a manure, 229

Buds, their development, 228

Budding, plan of, 3
1 7» 432, 528; improved knife for, 519 ; adv., 533

Bulb Cucumber- glasses, adv., 370

Bulbs, treatment of, S09; growth of, 38; adv., Saunders, 473;

Cape, their treatment, 73, 245, 248, 283, 681, 761, 774 ; adv., 553

;

910
Bugs, to get rid of, 528; mealy, to destroy, 501

Butter, effect of sheep on, when pastured with cows, 103, 209 ; to

produce, 525

Cabbages, Couve Tronchuda, &c, 809; large size of, 806, 823;

early, 41 ; club to prevent in, 57.825 ; leaf, curious form of, 628;

Chinese, its treatment, 73 ; Portuguese, 216 ; good kinds, 105,

138,417; Cow, 161 ; singularinstanceof sporting in, 56l j
grub,

to kill on, 445 ; to plant crowns of, 822 ; large, 909
Cactus, Conway's Giant, adv., 154; new varieties, noticed, 247>

345,361,377.432,417,465, 505

Cacti, their treatment, 105,361; from seed, 216, 361; adv., 240,

441, 457
Cabul, remarks on its vegetation, 69

Calandra granaria, 907
Calceolarias, adv., Dickson, 1 ; May, 14; select, 144, 5W, 777;

to bloom late, 377 ; treatment of, 478

Calcutta, Botanic Garden noticed, 287

Caledonian Hort. Soc. Gardens noticed, 103

Calendar, remarks on, 54; alteration in, 907

Calla, its treatment, 232

Callis'emon salignum in flower at, 447

Calypso borealis, 272
Camel, account of, 142

Cameiina sativa, described, 633; seed of, disagreeing with cattle,

Camellias, to water with Nitrate of Soda, 41 ;
remarks on, 697;

their treatment, 56, 57, 102, 117, 177, 633; in the open air, 118,

174, 36l; soil for, 216; to graft, 189 ; adv., Hally, 186; new va-

riety noticed, 247 ;
good kinds, 2/2

Campanula Lteflingii, 268 ;
gxandis, 341, 505

Canada Kale, 4 1

Candollea tetrandra, 844

Canker, to eradicate, 89 ;
cause °/- 526 5 m Cucumbers, 361 > in

Melons, 777; Auriculas, 842, S60

Canvas for frames, to prepare, 139, 157

Caoutchouc, remarks on, 403

Cape Bulbs, remarks on, 245; their treatment, 248, 681; Jas-

mine, 449 ;
lridacese, 70I

;
culture of, 774 ; 910

Cape Pal mas, its vegetation, 22

Cape Gooseberry, its treatment, 305, 400

Carbon, adv., 151

Carbonic acid, its relation to plants, 875
Carbonate of Soda, from gas-liquor, 245
Cardoons, to cook, 119

Carex paniculata, large size of, 161
Carnations, select, 26, 543, 681, 761, 809; Appleby's Prince of

Wales, adv., 515; their treatment,' 100, 21$; soiltor, 649; exhi-
bition at Youell's, adv., 537; adv., Youell, 114 ,- Groom, 129;
Holland, 129; Dickson, 130; , Ely, 154 ; Anseli; 226; Wood's
description of, 134, 155, 206 ; to fertilize, 792, 861 ; Mr. Orson's
Paper on the Properties of, 91'- remarks on, 230, 266 ; catalogue
of, 857; manure for, 848; autumn, 842; late flowering, 909$
kind of abundant, in pollen, 909

Carrots, remarks on the Altringham, Large Surrey, and Long
Horn, 249 : Belgian, to sow, 73, 86, 89 ; cause of their running
to seed, 523; yield best when sown thickly, 86; seed adv.,

Gordon, 204; Yellow Belgian, adv., Clarke, 204

Castor Oil Plant, its treatment, 177
Catalogue of Roses, Rivers's, rev., 648; Paul's, rev., 742; Lane's,

rev " 776 . . „
Caterpillars on Apple-trees, to destroy, 105; on Gooseberries,

272,480, 503, 761

Catasetum plauiceps, 175 > experiments with, 358

\
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IV INDEX.

Cattle, good wnrk on, 105; feeding;, remarks on, 697
Ceanothus divaricatus, 523
Cedars, to prune, 793
Celery, to destroy maggots on, 69"; its culture in beds, 4, 20

;

lv.v Lane, 17; to cook, 39; soon cools when brought to table,
54; to earth up, 105; effect of Potter's Guano on, 266 ; remarks
on, 881

Cellar for roots, to prepare, &c, 245. 266 ; for plants, 825
Cement, adv., Austin, 128; hydraulic, 609 ; Roman, to apply,
630 ; observations on, 646

Centradenia rosea, 319; culture of, 876
Cerbera fruticosa, 9
Cereale papaver, 7
Cereus serpentinus, blooming: at Yard House, 543
Cesspool, contents of, as a manure, 72 ; to disinfect, 192
Ceylon, Botanic Garden of, 432; Cinnamon plants described. 679
Chalk, to apply to land, 416
Chambers' Cyclopaedia of English Literature, remarks on, 417
Chamomile, curious sporting- of, 479; to prevent, 519
Chandler's Nursery, noticed, 159, 824
Chara, as a green manure, 84

Charcoal, a preventive to the Onion- maggot, 54, 161
;
growth of

plants in, 55; to prepare, 358, 478; to mix with soil in potting,
177; fornix with manures, 248; made from refuse cuttings,
191 ;

to use advantageously, 216, 248 ; food for plants. 875 ; Mr.
Rigg's experiment with, 875 ; its effects on plants, 907

Chemistry, made Easy, adv., 498; Rural, adv., 51 ; lectures on,
318, 338, 358. 392 ; striking discoveries in, effects of, 733

Cherimoyer, its treatment, 518
; where procured, 545

Cherne-, for espaliers. 25; Mayduke, remarks on, 57; on walls,
tneir treatment, 305; to destroy insects on, 433

Chervil, bulbous-rooted, 159
Chickweed, to destroy, 9
Chicory, to cultivate, 289
Child's " Every Man his own Brewer," rev., 160
Chimonanthus, hardy, 72, 192; its treatment, 232
China, collection for, 7; flower-gardens in, 39; Cabbage of its

treatment, 73; seeds from, to raise, 121 ; Mr. Fortune's mission
to, 140

Chinese Eeg-plaut, 142; Iris, its treatment, 177 ; method of sow-
ing seeds, 247

Chionanthus, to flower, 144
Chloride of lime, a remedy for worms, 429
Chlorine, to disinfect manure, 4
Chorozema spartioides, 630
Chrysanthemums, their treatment, 229, 345, 736; list of, 681;

adv., 281; the Duke, adv., 329; list of, adv., Youcll, 441; to
bloom in winter, 377; to render bushy. 377; pamphlet on, adv.,
442 ; to layer, 541 ; Chinese, 876

Churns, Atwood's, noticed, 593
Cider, to make, 864
Cinerarias, their treatment, 289, 372; good kinds, 289; to sow

seeds of, 720; seed, adv., 385
Cinnamon plant, described, 679
Cirrhopetalum auratum, 911
Civil history, 24
Clarke's Ladies' Hand-Book, adv., 112
Clay, directions for burning, 303, 335; land, to improve, 539;
hungry, to ameliorate, 793

Clematis Hendersonii, 56l
Clianthus puniceus, its treatment, 9, 121 ; to propagate, 345 : spe-
cimen at Newport in the open air, 359

Climbers, trellis for, 4, 68, 84, 156, 173, 263, 300, 428; for a S.E.
wall, 67; for a shaded trellis, 72; for a rough wall, 72- for a N.
aspect, 89 ;

for a Conservatory, 89 ; hardy, to strike cuttings of,

^lL;^r
ht

r^& CaSt TaU '
105; for a summer-house, 121; for

verandahs, 433; greenhouse, 305; annual, 209, 272; to bloom,21b; summer, 377; evergreen, 505
3 '

Climate, in the N. of Scotland, 211
; in United States, 807

r ntnl
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tOSaVG
'
U4 ' 2l6>247; to disinfect, 216,247^w^ ^ 1***11 *!*' 99 ''
Aisike

>
138

'
seed

* ^ctored, test

&&SR^i!j"fc4,lj soil for, 289; red, as agreen

Clover Rape, &c, remarks on, 645
Clover Dodder, its habits described, 627 ; to destrov 627 768 • ner-nicuous effectsof, 607. 629 ; list of plantsaSelbt JK \ f£d
&!d^ "** its etfect on Lucerne,

Clowesia rosea, 741
Club in Cabbages, to prevent, 57, 825
Coal-ashes, as a protection to the roots of plants, 272Cobeea scandens, 192
Cockscombs, culture of, 788; their treatment, 345
Cockroaches, to destroy, 396, 505
Coccus testudo, described, 443, 444; patelkeformis, G17, 513:
Cocoa-nuts, for manure, 909. 862
Coffee plant, 842
Coltsfoot, to extirpate, 248
Colours, arrangement of, in flower-beds, 173, 316, 540
Columnea splendens, 21

1

Colours of flowers, remarks on changing, 577
Comarostaphylis arbutoides, 463
Commelina coelestis, its treatment, 443
Corn, cheaper to buy than flour, 22; Indian, remarkable crop of,
38; iis treatment, 400; stubble as a manure, 133: new kind
of, 6*7; transmutation of, 661

Corn Weevil, 907
Comparettia rosea, 140
Compost heap, to prepare, 720
Conservatory, plants for, 88, 1 04, 884 ; described, 629 ; climbers, 89

;

new r rtode of treatment suggested, 583, 607 ; blue-flowering
plar'.o for, 265; time for planting, 400; remarks on planting,
76'

Co -ifera?, manures injurious to, 89; adv., P. Lawson, 786 ; treat-
ment when young, 105: of seeds, 232 : cultivation of, in pots,
315, 336

Convolvulus, Swan River, described, 719
Contrivance in the creation, 23
Cookery, problem in, 22, 38 ; No. 2, 190
Coppice wood, its treatment, 101
Copyright, remarks on, 545
Coral tree in the open ground, 172Conana mynifolia, poisoning by, 319Cork tree, not hardy, 89
Correspondents, notice to. respecting naming plants, 344
Corrosive sublimate, to destroy worms, 37, 70, 86, 2l6, 449
Cosson's Introduction to the Flora of Paris noticed 39
Costus speciosus, its treatment, 56 '

n°ticeo, »»

Cottage Bee-hive, adv., 328
Cottagers, cheap way forthem to prepare manure 8*? • books, as

Cotton's My Bee Book, adv., 200
Cotton, of English growth, 520 ; coverings of. for frames to pre-

pare, 301, 557 ; seed of, for cows, 524
wames, to pre

Cotoneaster, berries of, not poisonous, 505
Curculio lineatus, feeds on the Bean, 373
Cotyledon umbilicus, for edgings, 519
Couch-grass, to destroy, 103, 825
Covering for flowers, 557; for stacks, 558
Cow-grass, to lay down land with, 232

Cows, to cure warts on their teats, 177; good kinds, 443; food
for, 825 ; dung of, a good manure for American borders, 321;
coitoo stid, as food for, 524; works upon, 417; effect of vege-
table refuse on their milk, 157

Cranberries, as manure, 478; to cultivate, 844
Crabs, ornamental, 41
Crataegus, ornamental kinds of, 412

Creasote, for preserving meat, 543
Creepers for a N. aspect, 89; for a bank, 192; quick growing,

361 ; adv., Miine, 258; hardy, list of, and time of flowering, 633;
list of, 881

Cress, American, to sow, 345
Crickets, to destroy, 56l
Crinum longifolium, treatment of, 825
Crocuses, to protect from mice, 9; adv., Lockhart, 170; to sow
seeds of, 433

Cropping, remarks on, 720 ; succession for allotments, 262
Crowfoot, as a green manure, 81; to destroy, 192, 216
Cryptogamic plants

v
adv., Gardiner, 170

Cuckoo, habits of, 519,557; account of one surviving two win-
ters in England, 574; to keep in winter, 862

Cucumbers, treatment of, 848; adv., Cuthill, 1 ; Carter, 17O; re-

marks on, 19, 22; qualifications of, 19; cause of canker in,

36l ; boxes, adv., Watt's, 2; good kinds, 53, 2*6; pit for, 25;
nitrate of soda for, 192; to prepaic a hotbed for, 53; their

treatment at Southill, 118; early, to cultivate, 336; bed, to

mix gypsum with, 232; to cure mildew on, 505; benefited by
muriate of ammonia, 556 ; bitterness in, 56l

Currants, to train, 806 ; trees, 9 9
Currant, Vine, its treatment in the Ionian islands, 70; large fruit

of, 175 ; to raise from seed, 319
Cuscuta trifolii, 710, 756; Europaca, 710
Custom House officers, plants plundered by, 115
Custard Apple, 233

Cuttings, peculiar method of striking, 102; when to gather,

reason for retaining a leaf on, 709 ; to prepare, 104, 300 ; of the

Apple, treatment of, 116, 300; not likely to root in a Potato,

272; half-hardy in spring, 189; autumn-struck, preferable to

spring. 428 ; pit for, 189 ; to transmit to India, 228, 539, 544

Cyclopaedia of Science, rev., 791
Cyclamens, their treatment, 460; varieties described, 660
Cycnoches, 775; pentadactylon, 319
Cydonia japonica, for a north wall, 69; edible, 246
Cymbidium Dcvonianum, 431
Cypress tree, its durability, 87
Cyrtanthus, its treatment, 248, 488
Cytisus Weldenii, 647

D
Dahlias, select, 761 ; to cut down the stems of, 777; adv.,

Whale, 1; Mitchell, I; Newton, 17; Edwards, 33; Mal-

roy,ib.i Headland, 49; Mountjoy, 65; Bushell, 65; Heale,

65; Smith, 81; Keynes, 82; Bragg's, 82; Gaines, 97;
King, 130; Langelier, 154; Low, 201; seed, to sow, 41

;
to

save, 67 ; of 1842, exhibited near London, 289; Mr. Wildman's

remarkson, 86, 102; properties of, 86, 102 ; select, 231, 233,305,

593 ; to prune, 361 ; Asmodeus, adv., 170 ; Virgil, 185 ;
Uxbndge

Rival, 282; Imogene, 282; Queen of the Isles, 298; Essex

Triumph, 330; blooming of, with open centres, 711 5 list of

winning flowers, 231; effect of nitrate of soda on, 191 ; to keep

through the winter, 744; adv., Brown, 226; Sutton, 257;

Atwell, 258; at exhibitions, should be named, 499; coccinea,

double, 879 ; remarks on, 877
Daisy, a guard against wireworm, 603
Dalkeith Palace- Gardens, noticed, 176

Dandelions, to destroy, 216
Daniell's manure, good for Turnips, 22

Daphne, to graft, 9; soil for, 216; Cneorum, soil for, 321, 391

;

to train, 414; odora, to bloom, 345

Date tree, 845
Dates, remarks on, 449
Daubeny's sulphate of ammonia, letter respecting, 99

David's Temperature of the Soils, adv., 426 ;
reviewed, 464

Davis's Injury and Waste of Corn from Thick Sowing, rev., 576

Davy's Agricultural Chemistry, adv., 328

Deciduous shrubs, list of, 825

Dendrobiumsanguinolentum, 118; rhombeum,26S; Ituckeri,3l9;

taurinum, 447; cucumerinnm, 575 ; list of, 761; aqueum, 823

Denyer's nursery, noticed, 487

Devonshire, mildness of, 159

Derby, remarks on the Agricultural Society's meetings at, 499 ;

show, adv., 257 ; account of, 481, 502; remarks on, 492 ; anni-

versary meeting, 374 ; Southampton meeting, adv., 834

Digging land, cost of, 9; shrubberies, 805, 843, 860, 86l
Diocletian's answer to Maximilian, 87
Diospyros virginiana, 844

Diseases of vegetables, remarks on, 131; in Potatoes, Sir C.

Lemon on, 524; in Firs, 37; in Larch, 488, 661 ; in Pansies,

573, 646, 809 ; cure for, 589; in Plums, 319
Dock-mud, as a manure, 614
Doctored Clover seed, test for, 231
Dodder, pernicious effects of, on Clover, 607 ; its habits, 627; to

destroy, 627, 758; plants attacked by it, 644; seed imported

from Khelat, 672 ; its effect on Lucerne, 678; described, 71 i

origin of, 806 ; remarks on, 737; introduced from Affghanistan

with Lucerne seeds, 691 ; to separate seeds of, from those of

Lucerne, 771 ; seeds of, 862, 909
Dodd's Annual Biography, adv., 80
Doxat's Meteorological Ephemeris, rev., 807 "_

,

Doyle's Cyclopaedia of Husbandry, rev., 39, 87; of Practical

Agriculture, rev., 176; Kitchen Garden, adv., 184
Drainage Act, remarks on, 19,51,86, 115, 187; works on, rev.,

143 ; remarks on Mr. Pusey's Bill for, 283, 300
Draining, remarks on, 3, 21, 35, 51, 232, 248, 334, 356, G25 ;

man-
ner in which it may be carried out universally, 3, 51, 261

;

observations on, and directions for, 264,318, 643; its beneficial

effects on the Weald of Kent, 68; on forming companies for,

115; fields, 232; with clay, 245, 390; cylindrical tiles, 392,

480 ; on different kinds of subsoils
,
process of making pipes for,

659; plan of, 606; and subsoil ploughing, remarks on, 587;

directions for, 606, 627 ; with peat, durability of, 519, 027

Drain-water, its application to useful purposes, 51

Drawing, works on, for beginners, 465
Drejer, death of, 775
Droke, remarks on, 571
Drying plants, easy method of, 488
Drone Bees, time of their appearance, 391
Dropmore, Pinuses at, 808
Duckweed, as a green manure, 84
Duhring's Art of Living, 527
Duvaua longifolia, 823
Dyer's wood, for manure, 121

E
Earths, artificial, 412
Earthen pipes, to joint, 842, 862, 878 ; for heating, 737> 693
Earwigs, to destroy, 102
Eboe, description of, 392
Echites splendens, 319
Echium petrxum, 375

Edgings, plants for, 825; Cotyledon umbilicus for, 619; Fairy

Roses for, 527; Saxifraga hypnoides for, 285
Edinburgh Botanic Garden, noticed, 119
Edington, Apple-trees at, 879

Education of Gardeners, letters on, 210; in Germany, 77$

Eel, large, 806

Egg, large size of, 73b, 773; plant, Chinese, 142

Eggs, effect of food on, 159, 175, 230; to preserve, 190

Egyptian seeds, to raise, 41 ; silk plant, 69, 121

Elroagnus reflexa, hardy evergreen, 6, 41 ; parvifolia, 759
Elder, 415
Electrotyping, remarkson, 459, 403

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry, adv., 442

Eleutherina anomala, 844
Elm planks, slipperiness of, 335, 356

Emigrant's Hand-Book of Facts, rev., 192
Employment of labourers, 187, 206, 227, 299, 315
Engines, forcing, adv., Read, 168 ; Jones, 204
English ana Scotch Farmers, remarks on, 209, 265, 301, 367

Enormities, Horticultural, 53
Entomology, 52, 11 6, 156, 188, 244, 356, 443, 588, 676, 735 ; W!>rks
on, adv., 112; 907

Epicurus, remarks respecting, 912
Epidendrum arbusculura, 523; Schomburgkii, 631; remarkson

habits of, 744
Epiphyllura Russellianum, 911
Epiphytes, stand for, 413 ; house at Broughton-hall, 908
Kquisetum, to destroy, 400
Eranthemum pulchellum, 909
Erythrochiton Braziliensis, 775
Erythrina, to flower, 144

; in the open air, 172 ; to propagate, 400
Espaliers, material tor, 806; for fruit-trees, 865
Essenden Place, Pinus insignis blooming at, 319
Eucalyptus robusta, 842
Eucalypti, their decortication in Australia, 17,7 ;

hardy kinds, 362
Euphorbia jacquiniflora, its treatment, 160, 210, 267
Evergreens, to remove, 9, 528 ; Gray's adv., 873
Excrescences of Oak-timber, 908
Exhibitions of the Horticultural Society, single plants for, 25 ; to
show Pelargoniums at, 44 ; remarks on naming plants at, 52;
remarks on, 89

Exotic plants may be kept too warm at night, 545
Experimenting with manures, remarks on, 171 ; results of, 526
Experimental co-operation, 861 ; farming, dialogue respecting, 213
Eyre's Journal of an Afghanistan prisoner, rev., 39

Fabtana imbricata, hardy, 374
Fairbairn's Nursery, noticed, 214, 760
Falkner's Muck Manual, adv., 475; rev., 504
Fall of the leaf, its cause, 188
Familiar Botany, 99, 188, 207, 228, 412, 735
Farmers, advice to, 155; laws of, 266; English and Scotch remarks

on, 209, 265,301,316, 357
Farming, experimental, dialogue respecting, 213; Scotch remarks
on, 335

; treatiseon, adv., 410; on a small scale, hints on, 427,
443, 447 ; remarks on, 709, 733, 777

Pastolff Raspberry, Youell's, adv., 817
Fat in Animals, source of, 71
Fences, to renovate, 862
Fermentation, remarkson, 84
Ferns, where procurable, 449 ; to sow the seed of, 577- remarks
on, 461 ; as manure, 478; liritish, adv., 518 ; adv., Young, 537

Fern-shaw Beetle, destruction caused by, 190
Fertilisation of plants, 345, 528
Fielding's, &c, Sertum Plantarum, rev., 824
Fig, to observe in flower, 73; caprification of, 376; remarks on
the fruit falling, 192, 400; to grow in Vineries, 230, 266- treat-
ment of, 300, 336, 744, 820; best soil for, 249; to graft on a
Vine, absurdity of, 633; for back wall of a Vinery 593- best
kind for forcing, 121 ; directions for, 633

Figwort, described, 207; remarks on, 249
Filberts, to preserve, ] 19; to train, 89 ; treatment of, 305
Fire, caused by the friction of Cane-stalks in the forests of Ke-
maoon, 304

Firs, Scotch, disease in, 37; time to stout 488; when full grown,
73 ; remarks on its varieties, 16]

; plants that will grow under,
37 ; best time to remove, 528 ; leaves of, as manure, 334; query
respecting disease in, 505 ; to destroy insects on, id.

Fish, John Dory, 773; pond at Logan, 790 ;
gold and silver,

their treatment, 6, 54 85, 101, i 38> 188,272, 285; where pur-
chased, 73, 192; best time to remove, 192; Jack, food for, 21 6;
questions respecting, 301 ; answered, 46l 1 tameness of, 805

Fleas, to kill on dogs, 806, 822 ; in stables, to destroy, 640
Flies, their utility, 7

"
Flint, calcined, to prepare, 144
Flora odorata, rev., 375

Floral fancies, rev., 55

Florence Court, Fir-trees at, noticed, 696
Florist's Journal, adv., 200 ; rev 824
Florist's flowers, Humphrey's compound for, 842

Floors, to prepare, 249
Flour, its nutritive power in various countries, 559
1 lowers, notice respecting, 289 ; remarks on, 317; to keep up a
supply by small means, 156; natives, at exhibitions, 345; on
the pronunciation of their names, 210,336; winter, 400; for
autumn, 3/7; vagaries of, 775 ; night smelling, supposed cause

? \ i

; Jemarks on
» 4**5 to hybridise, 444; sweet-scented,

449 ;
double, to fertilize, 633 ; their origin, 628

Flower-garden, plans for, 758; grouping plants in, 66*2 ; in China,
39; borders, to dig, 68 ; arrangement of plants for, 316,640;
pots, sizes of, 233 ; arguments in favour of glazed ones, 285

Flower-seeds, adv., Lucombe and Co., 82 ; Brown, 98 ; Aphelius
and Eichel, 98; Sutton, 114; Cooper, 114 ; Black, 130; Rendle
153; Hurst, 154; Warner, 169: Sang, 226

I-
flowering-plants for forcing, 736, 7«S
Flower-pots, improvements in, 372, 519, 557; Hunt's patent,

adv., 498
Flax, growth of, in Ireland, 175
Flute-grafting, how performed, 321
Food of plants, 5; its effect on eggs, 175 ; for cows, 825
rorbes's Inaugural Lecture on Botany, rev., 447
Forcing.remarks on, 35,40, 54, 67, 577; Roses, Rivers' method, 21

;
plants for, 247, 736; houses, new plan of adjusting lights for, 230

Fork, for leaves, 38

:10ns on,
and table expressing the girths at different heights, 645; re-
marks on size of, at Nerquis, Flintshire ; also Dr. Thackeray's
method of pruning of, 676

Fortune, Mr., letter from, announced, 7^9 ; dismission to China,
741

Foster, Mr., his garden, noticed, 487
Fountain, adv., Wyatt, 184
Fox-hunters, crops injured by, 130
Frames, canvas for, remarks on, 680; sheet-glass for, 792; two-

light, to keep up a succession of flowers in, 156; cheap mode of
glazing, 2M, 390 ; cotton coverings for, 301 ; for protecting an-
nuals, 38; for growing Vines in, 54; to prepare canvas for,
***"> 158

Frankfort, notice of Prince Salm's garden at, 287
French lieans, effects of spirits oftar on, 737
l-rogmore Gardens, noticed, 39
*ruit, to keep from wasps, 662 ; to preserve, 5 ; with water, 38

:

maturation of, without leaves, 542, 589, 677, 711; when wet,
240; to pack, 433, 56l

Fruit-trees, to prune, 649; in gravel, remarks on, 711 ; heavy
crops of late fruit on, consequences resulting from ; reason of,
709; husks of, as a manure, 133 ; to transplant, 5, 665 ; select,
9i 25, 41, 57,825; adv., Forrest's, 817; for south wall, 25; to
pave below, 822; borders, to drain, &c, 632; moss on, to
destroy, 633; to protect in flower, 73, 161 ; to train, 41, 73;

lofi i ' 73; to tradicate l ichen from » 158; adv., Corsten,
180; borders, distance to plant vegetables on, 376"; salt for,
417; remarks on the prizes awarded by the Horticultural
Society for, 556; for a north aspect, 865; espaliers, distance
octween, 73 ; suitable for trees, 865 ; effect of gas tar on stems

Fuchsias, to keep in winter, 721; list of, 721, 761 ; to sow the
seeus of, 649 treatment of, and corymbiilora, to sow seeds
of, 081

; splendens, 7, 57 ;
Exoniensis, 663, 862 ; Standish's seed-

lings, described, 574; corymbiilora, 76I; to grow in the open
air, 73 ; ma dwarf state, 539 ; Brockmania, adv., 33 ; Toddiana,
97 ;

Eppsn, 154 ; Miller, 65 ; Deans, 82 ; Youell, 97 ; Smith, 186;
lyery, 201 ; Cormackii, 268 ; Smith, 314; at Logan House, 790

;

kinds for the open ground, 89, 144; new, 413, 446; select, I44
t

321, 431, 433, 446, 481, 643, 546, 681 $ St. Clare, 433$ good SOrtsJ

'I.'
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545; Queen Victoria, 446; Rogersiana, adv., 169; majestica

multiriora, 298 ; Deansia, 314 ; Kxoniensis, 300; Prince Albert,

553; Lowryii, 553; treatment of, 821; Cnpps, 353 ; Bell, 553;

to propagate, 116 ; affinis, to flower, 633; discolor, rapid

growth of, 031 ; Constellation, habit of, 761 ; fine specimen in

the open air at Loeran, 557 ; Exoniensis, 8/S

Fumigation, easy method of, 189; hints respecting, 373, 391;

Patent Blower for, adv., 450

Fungi, said to possess phosphorescent properties, 69 1 \ as a green

manure, 1 16 ; on tan, to destroy, 357, 6/8

Furnace, Jukes' patent, 39

Furze, to raise, for a cover, 57

G
Gardeners' and Farmers' Almanacks, rev., 847
Gardeners' Benevolent Society, remarks on, 99 ; Association
—plan for establishing a garden for those out of employment,
suggested, 677. 909

Gardeners, dissolute, remarks on, 19. 21, 41, 54; Societies, 19, 21,

73; remarks on their character and interests, 355 j
discussions,

139; letters on their education, 210; Associations, 822; Benevo-
lent Institution, adv., 240, 329 ; lament, 6*08

Gardener and Practical Florist, adv., 2

Gardening, antiquities of, 71, 119, 157, 3/2, 389,412, 500; state
of, 336, 840

Garden-engine, cost of, 321; Rollers, adv., 426; pots, Rcudlc's
improved, 519

;
pots, best form of, 771

Gardens, management of, 249; new trees and shrubs for, 577;
remarks on visiting, 373 ; walks, formation of, 593 ; forming a
public one at Cambcrwell, 413 ; law of, 528 ; scenery, remarks
on, 789 ;

produce, query respecting, 117; answered, 139; frame,
to construct cheaply, 211, 390 ; walks, remarks on edgings
of, 710

Garrya, its treatment, 25

Gi

grass, 191, 209, 301, 401 ; how produced, 528; not likely to
destroy insects, 321*, lime, its effects on grass, 232; tar,
noxious to insects, 433 ; as a manure, 528

Gas tar, its effect on the stems of fruit-trees, 909
Genista canadensis, nearly hardy, 305
Gentiana amarella, &c, noticed, 628
Gentianella, its treatment, 317, 321, 3/4
Geography of plants, 359
Germany, wild flowers of, 266
Gesncra lateritia, 38; elegans, flowering of, out doors, 739;

elongata, its treatment, 56; zebrina, 121

Gesneras, treatment of, 865
Ginger, to have a second crop of, 557 i

information regarding its
culture requested, 590 ; cultivation of, 608, 630

Gladiolus communis, found in the New Forest, 479 ; splcndens
559 ; to sow the seed of, 665

Glass, superiority of sheet over other kinds, 199
Glazed frames, substitute for, 55, 557; useless, 139
Glazing, remarks on, 464, 488, 499, 528
Gloxinias, to bloom in a greenhouse, 161, 305 ; digitalitlora. 759

;

treatment of, 825
Glycine sinensis, cause of its not growing, 193
Goldham, Mr., his Tulips noticed, 398
Gongora truncata, 523
Goosebenx^best flavoured, 121 ; weights of, 774; growing on

willows, 267; caterpillars, to destroy, 272, 480,488,503,701;
Cape, to raise from seed, 400 ; its treatment, 305; to train, 806

^orsc, French, remarks on, 192
pourd, largest, 192; good sort, 216 ; remarks on, 909
drafting Vines, 37,208, 210, 230; Camellias, 189; as practised by
the ancients, 84 ; remarks on, 105, 144,249; clay, recommended
jor, i2i, 249; wax, mode of applying, 280; flute, how per-
formed, 321 ; Rhododendrons, 809, 825

J*rain, Bruchus, described, 188
"fammatophyllum multiflorum, 7
Grapes, large bunch of, 825; Mr. Crawshay's, remarks on, 3;
cause of rust on, 5, 37, 189, 46l : for a greenhouse, 25; remarks
on forcing, 35,40,54,07; to keep late, 3, 37; out-of-door, to
ripen, 417; remarks on various kinds, 89; cause of shanking,
*20, 230, 205; black Muscat, 232; Chasselas Musque, 848;

! Malmsey, 321; dark- juiced kinds, 248; temperature which
they require when ripening, 459; on open walls, 080; Muscat,
supposed cause of their spotting, 505 ; remarks on, 721 ; shrivel-

,,
Aln &» principal cause of, 709™s field, to destroy slugs in, 697; gas-lime for, 191, 232, 301

1 ass, roots of, as a green manure, 36; to extirpate from walks,
/3; seeds for pasture, 88, 210; Couch, to destroy, 103; to con-
vert into manure, 344; tree, 105; seeds, to sow Barley with,
J?lJ Tussack, described, 331 ; seeds of, adv., Sutton, 1G8;
Italian Rye, to sow, 232 ; British, adv., 510; effect of gas -liquor
on

> 3, 22, 191,209,401; land, hints on treating, 289, 459; to
stock in summer, 40s

way's Flora of N. America noticed, 215
Grecian supar-plant, Go
Green-fly, see Aphis
Green manure, seeds to sow for 881Greenhouse, to protect from frost in winter, 080 ; to heat, 793 ;in Canada, glass for 777 , ,,lant 8clect 7 Vines for, 25

annuals, to sow, G9
;
shades for, adv., Weekes. 224 ; to fumi-

gate 240 ;
miniature, adv., Hewctson, 2G0 ; remarks on the

erection of, 400, 404 '

Greg's Scotch Farming in England, rev., 1O0
Grey Wagtail, anecdote respecting, 737
groom's Nursery, noticed, 214, 319
grotto Pea, Shilling's adv., 835

Sru°8| to destroy, 445, 465

ra" '
qucry respecting its application to Vines, 318 ; notice of

1 experiments with, 845 ;
to apply, 848; its effect on voire-

*v* 109,306, 360 ; to Turnips, 144 ; to meadows, //,., 52S; with
Ratine substances, 391 ; to sow with seeds, 210,272; native,

Vr
m

JL
rks on

> B *i 86, 204; curious incrustation caused by, 230;w. Teschemacher's experiments with, 141; as applied in S.
America, 175

; versus bones. 877, 909
guards, for trees, 0,1 is
guernsey, Camellias in the open air, there, 39

f,^le to Service, The Farm Bailiff, rev., 64s™ to trees, cause of, 6*6

"i jjj»
hot-water, for bottom-heat, 544 j

in Horticultural So-

Gvnc
S Garden

» 659; plan to prevent dampness from, 8/0

nor'
1 ™' to (1X amm°nia» 83, 117, 135, 144, 177, 777, to conduct ex-

penmentswith, 83, 157, 212; to analyse, 157 j how to use, 177;

•. iv o
on Potat°es, 280;' as manure, quantity per'acre, 325

;

ft dv.,Sturge, 312 -

Ha Hacqkrstonk Castle Gardens, a fine plant of Dorvanthes excelsa
blooming; in, 303

Hamfr
1

^
1
!'

J" Es<l" h5s pamphlet on Arboriculture, rev., 096
"flights, material for, 7O1
annam's prize essay of the Wetherby Agricultural Association,

Har^hi*^ macroPhyHa> its treatment, 137

HartweSlo
G*rden Alm*™<*, adv., 112

M«we#rWPU^' 658

s**«UcoUect db
ICeS fr0n

^ 392
' ^ returnannouncetl*- 524j

Harvest mouse, curious situation of its nest, 711

Hawk, capture of, 823

Hawthorn, changing: the colour of its flowers, 335, 391, 445;

fungus on, 678 ; berries, to prepare for sowing, 792

Hay, musty, not hurtful to cattle, 118; to render palatable, 175,

245 ; to steam, 245 ; after-math, 761

Heartsease, see Pansy
Heath-mould, quality of, 839

Heaths, to kill mildew on, 777 ; shifting of, 792; their treatment,

200, 228; at Berlin, 24 ; scab and mildew on, 593
;
good kinds,

73; hardy, 248; price per 100, 697 j as a manure, 334; seedlings

noticed, 36l, 401 ; hybrid, 461 ; MacNab's treatise on, 50l

Heating, remarks on, on different systems of, 643, 720 ;
appa-

ratus, adv., Stephenson, 1 ; Bailey, 1 ;
Shewen, 1 ; Hill, 1

;

Weeks, 17, 200, 537; Palmer, 312; Caldwell, 312; Fowler,

510; for frames, 428 ; upon a new plan, adv., Thomson, 112;

treatise on, adv., Rendle, 200 ; remarks on, 19, 40, 57, 60, OS, 449,

488,528,561, 661,680; earthen pipes described, 737 ;
Rendle's

tank -system, 19, 609 ; described, 36, 57, 390 ; bad effects of using,

open tanks, 043; by steam, 38; by gas, 133; by means of casks,

519; dwelling-houses, 40 ; tank system, 305 ; cost of apparatus,

144, l6l j zinc pipes unfit for, 144 ; apparatus at Oakley Park, 371;

at Lancaster, 428 ; Huy she's system, 460, 479 ; Watson's, 500 ;

remarks on, 593. 616 ; open tanks, O06; remarks on, 697; with

earthen pipes, 693; boilers for, 865 ; killogie, a substitute for

fermenting materials in hotbeds, 607, 628 ; boilers, remarks on,

632; hot-water tanks, 803; hot-water gutters for, 544; as used

in the Horticultural Society's garden, 059 ; new apparatus for,

806; a greenhouse, 793; observations on, 771 ; apparatus,

Saul's, 428, 823 ; with brick-flues, 908 ; observations on, 909

Heat, brick flues for, 878 ; water, a non-conductor of, 77* i peat,

a non-conductor of, O29

Hedgehog, to keep in a garden, 321, 357
Hedychiums, their treatment, 72

Hcdysarum alkage, 87
Heliotropiums, &c, winter treatment of, J'iA

Hemlock Spruce, 192
Hemp, its cultivation in the north of India, 55

Henderson's nursery, noticed, 39, 447, 742
Hen-roost, manure from, to use, 272
Henslow, Prof., his Letters on Fixing Ammonia, 135; announce-
ment of their separate publication, 231, 315

Herat, valley of, its productions, 23

Herbaceous plants, Jackson's adv., 857
Hcwcll, near ISromsgrove, gardens noticed, 663
Hibbertia perfoliata, 91

1

Hibiscus Lindleyi, 216 ; cannabinus, character and treatment of,

374 ; Wrayee, 488; Surattensis, S09

Hierro, sacred tree of, 304
Highclere, notice of, 398
Highland Journal of Agriculture, rev., 524
Himalayan mountains, botany of, adv., Allen, 2
Hobart Town, vegetation of, 142

Hollies, to sow the seed of, 619 ; their treatment when newly
planted, 105 ; to clip, 144; to transplant, 249; to prune, 544;
best kinds of, 544

Hollyhock, time of sowing, 2R9
j
gigantic size of, 759

Holme gardens, near Inverness, noticed, 695
Hompesch, Count, remarks on his new fertilizer, 51/
Honeysuckle, French, as a field plant, 305

Hooker's British Flora, 9; Dr. Joseph, his return to England
announced, 647

Hopcton Oats, gigantic, 359
Hops, male and female on the same plant, 758
Hop refuse, a substitute for stable dung, 158 ; as a manure, 21 6,

417 ;
poles, treatment of plantations intended for, 270 ; to cul-

tivate in Wales, 049; improvement in cultivation of, 6*7
Hornwort as a green manure, 84

Horse-radish, to extirpate, 9; to plant, 21

6

Horsetail, to destroy, 400

Horse-Chesnuts for pigs, 6; food for sheep, 737
Horticultural Essays of the Regent's Park Mutual Instruction

Society, rev., 247; enormities, 53; buildings, to heat by gas,
133; Society's garden noticed, 101, 575; alteration in the time
of closing, 371 ; in the exhibition list, 517; statement of the
weather on the days of exhibition, 556

Hotbed, to prepare, 53 ; substitute for glazed frames for, 55 ; for

raising annuals, 289
Hothouses, advantage in their being span-roofed, 261

Hot-water apparatus, Bailey, adv., 857; pipes, to set, 248 ; hard
water for, 445; boilers, adv., Cottam and Hallen, 537

Hovca raccmulosa, 103; pungens, 341; splendens, 447
Humphrey's inodorous compound, adv., 552; its effects upon

plants, 711
Humus, remarks on, 99; adv., Lance, 151

Hyacinths, adv., Youell, 553; list of, 681 ; for forcing, necessity

of procuring them early, 57G; remarks on, 697; their treat-

ment, 36; in water, 105

Hybrid plants, hints respecting, 36l, 46l ; to produce, 444, 460
Hydrangea, effect of ferruginous peat on colour of, 646 ; its

treatment, 334; turned blue with alum, 543 ; remarks on, 909
Hylurgus pinipcrda, to destroy, 721

Hypocalymmarobustum, 175

Ick, effect of straw in packing, 73; plant, its treatment, 121 ; to
preserve, 881

Icones Plantarum, Hooker's, rev., 632

[lex Paraguayensis, 118; hints on transplanting, 321
Implements of spade husbandry, 88

India, to prepare cuttings for, 228, 539, 544 ; rapidity of vegeta-
tion in, 392

Indian corn, remarkable crop of, 38; its treatment, 400, 823;
Agri-Horticultural Society, 39, 103, 191,393; establishment of

a new one in the N.W. provinces, 392
Indigofera stachyoides, 212
Indigo, black, discovered, 879
Inorganic substances found in plants, 358

Insects, to kill, 73; effects of powerful smells on, 22, 264,477;
to kill for the cabinet, 69, 138, 174, 265, 305; remarks on kill-

ing, 101,138, 1/4, 433; on Firs, to kill, 505,721 ; on Larch, 806;
on Cherries, to drive away, 249 ; in malt, to destroy, 433 ; from
Roses, 465; from walls, 249 ;

from furniture, 249, 36l ; influence
of tar, &c, in destroying, 285; on Roses, to kill, 301, 488 ; in
cupboards, to extirpate, 577

Ionian Islands, treatment of theVine there, 70 ; manner of water-
ing plants there, 543

Ipomcea, to plant, 105; in the open air, 232 ; rubro-ca;rulea, its

treatment, 71, 192; Learii, 161,616; cymosa, 342; tynanthina,
321 ; crerulea, &c, remarks on flowering of, 744

Ipomopsis elegans, 848; splendens, to protect from frost, 697
Ipswich Cucumber show, remarks on, 157, 174; prize Cucumbers

at, 480
Ireland, remarks on planting in, 267
Iris, Chinese, its treatment, 177; select, 825
Iron labels, 105
Italian fire-fly, discovered .in a greenhouse in Norfolk, 71 8, s6 *> 5

to naturalise, 862
Ivy, as a covering for houses, 89 ; stem, roots of, remarks on, 72

1

to cover a new wall with, 910
Ixias, adv., Young, 537; treatment of, 721

J
Jackson's Nursery noticed, 288, 807
Japan, Flora of, 288
Jasmines, adv., Cobbctt, 98 ; Arabian, require artificial heat, 321

;

Cape, treatment of, 449
Jealous wild flowers, 55
Jesse's Gleanings in Natural History, reviewed, 192

John Dory, 773

Johnson's Calendar, for Young Farmers* reviewed, 376 i Lectures

on Agricultural Chemistry, adv., 442 ; Every Lady her own
Flower Gardener, adv., 50 ; Guano as a Fertilizer, reviewed,
I91 ; Agricultural Chemistry for Young Farmers, reviewed, 215

Joining earthen pipes, 842, 862
Journal, to form, 73 ; of the Royal Agricultural Society, adv.,

368 ; of Agriculture, and Transactions of the Highland Society,
reviewed, 524, 742

Jukes 1 patent furnace, 39

K
Kennrdias, their treatment, 105

; splendens, 877
Kensington Gardens, noticed, 695 ; improvements in, 214 ;

pillag-

ing of plants in, 771

Kew Botanic Garden, notes on, 247

Khftt plant, account of, 391

Kidney Beans, a profitable vegetable for the poor, 387; remarks
on, 721 ; good kinds, 105

Kieri, valley of, 319
Kilravock Gardens, noticed, 791
Killogie, 628; a substitute for fermenting materials in hotbeds,

607
- ««

King of Hanover, false reports concerning, 0/5

King wood, whence procured, 9
Kitchen gardening, 865
Kitchen garden, how to prepare soil in, 649 j

economics, 246, 336

Knapp's Illustrations of the British Grasses, adv., 368

Knife, for budding, improved, 519; adv., 538

Knight's Nursery, noticed, 375
Kunth's, (Prof.,) Enumeratio Plantarum, reviewed, 807

Kydia, derivation of the word, 463

Labels, iron, 105; zinc, to write on with common pencils, 911

Labichea bipunctata, 663
Labourers, employment of, 187, 206, 227, 299, 315, 37:1 :

means o

improving their condition, 333, 387; to educate their children,

355 ; Mr. Lawrence's letters to, 342, 397
Labour, agricultural, ancient price of, 445
Lachenalias, their treatment, 159
Lackey Moth, described, 244
Laslia acuminata, 341

Lambcrtian herbarium, Don's account of, adv., 128

Lament, Gardener's, 608
Lane's Nursery, noticed, 463
Lance's manures, Treatise on, rev., 143

Land, to support a family, 821 ; with a clayey subsoil, its treat-

ment, 9; marshj', to reclaim, 9; beneficial results of pulve-

rizing, 87; clover sick, 99; remarks on paring and burning,

528; grass, to crop and manure, 105; to crop after Potatoes,

105 ; advantage of inclosing from the sea, 175, 209 ; heavy, to

reclaim, 121, 539; profits derived from its improvement, 245;

light, rotation of crops for, 376, arable, to crop, 477; waste,

to improve, 517, 539, 555; sandy, to improve, 539; grass seeds

for, 504
Larch, disease in, 66

1
; adv., Dickson, 49; Urquhart, 65 ;

re-

marks on, 216; diseased, 488; a light moist soil good tor

growth of, 630; cause of, 542; cause of decay m, 572; msccts

on, 862; rot in, 842

Larmiers in the heads of deer, 142

Launceston (Van Dieman's Land), Botanical Garden, /

Laurel, leaves to destroy insects, 73 ; eaten by slugs, 272 ;
Por-

tugal, to prune, 57
Law of Gardens, 528 ; 881
Lawns, to kill moss on, manures for, 721 , 76l ; soot, a good manure

lor, 73; grass-seeds for, 177, 233, 616, 400, 405; their treat-

ment, 305; manure-water for, 105 ; to improve, 121, 233;

grass-seeds for, 681 ; leaves for pits, 25 : fork for, 38 ;
when to

apply gas-water to, 720 ; to apply soot to, 865

Lawson's Treatise on the cultivated Grasses, rev., 143

Lea-land, to crop and manure, 105

Leaf (Mr.), his garden noticed, 415

Leaf-mould to prepare, 232, 504 ; to grow Melons in, 528

Leaf-cutter Bee, 843

Leaves, impropriety of removing them from Vines, &c, 443;

respiration of, 463; bad effects of mowing them from Straw-

berry-beds, 555
Leeks, to boil, 23

Lee's Botany of the Malvern Hills, adv., 456 ; rev., 503

Leianthus nigrescens, 790
Lelieur (Comte), his remarks on Strawberries, 542

Leonotis leonurus, its treatment, 41, 56

Letter to the Farmers of England, adv., 50

Lettuce, Artichoke-leaved, 89; good kinds, 105; white Versailles,

its treatment, 545 ; kinds to stand the winter and time of sow-

ing, 593
Lichens, fragrant, 22 ; on fruit-trees to eradicate, 158; onlawns,

321
Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry, new edition, by Playfair, adv.,

690 ; his letters on, rev., 776; his Chemistry, rev., 846

Light land, rotation of crops for, 376
Light, its effects on plants, 54, 73 ; tendency of branches to seek,

359 ; its effect on plants, 819
Lilies, treatment of, 848

Lilium lancifolium, adv., 33 ; testaceum, 175 ; isabellinum, 807

Lily, of the Valley, to transplant, 9, 25, 232 ; to flower in autumn,

272 ; of Scripture, 429, 465

Lime-tree, leaves of, as a manure, 334

Lime, its effect on Wheat, 232 ; to kill worms, 809

Lime-water, to prepare, 54,57; not effectual in killing worms,

157
Lindlcy's (Prof.), Theory of Horticulture, rev., 847

Linnasa borealis, 71

1

Linnaeus, remarks of, 87
Lion, habits of, 360 . - .

Lisianthus Russellianus, Cuthill's adv., 857; to raise from seed,

161 ; treatment of, 804
Lissochilus roseus, 319
Loasalucida, adv.,553 , , ntn
Lobelia gracilis, to propagate, 773 ; to sow seed of, 248 ; fulgens,

treatment of, 633 ; erinus, var. grandirlora, 390

Locomotion of plants, 57. 89

Loddiges' Nursery, noticed, 343, 8/9 1

London, account of a Vinery on the eads of a house in, 462

London and Kdinburgh Journal, adv., 80

London Physiological Journal, rev., /42

Loudonia aurea, 6/9

Loudon's (Mr.), Encyclopedia of Plants, of Cottage and Villa
Architecture, and of Trees and Shrubs, adv., 200; Suburban
Horticulturist and Suburban Gardener, adv., 204 ; Encyclo-
paedia of Gardening, adv., 328 ; Loudon (Mr.), statements con-
cerning, 694 s

Loudon (Mrs.), Ladies' Companion to the
Flower-garden, adv., 204

; Flower-garden of Ornamental Peren-
nials, adv., 259; (Mr.) death of, 875; his affairs, 909

Louise Bonne (of Jersey) Pear, 860
Low's nursery, noticed, 55

Low (Prof.), his Elements of Practical Agriculture, adv., 370

:

rev., 527
Lucerne, a green manure, 36
Luculia gratissima, 822
Luminosity of plants, 691, 71 1 , 758
Lupines, Mr. H. Pepys' experiments with, 543
Lycaste plana, 38, 631 ; lanipes, 212
Lyndon's patent spades, adv., 370 ; remarkson, 103, 360
Lyons' Remarks on the Management of Orchidaceous Plants,

rev., 343
Lytham Agricultural Association, observations made at, 737

Madeira, its vegetation, 70, 46a
Madia sativa, remarks on, 157

M
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Magnolia fuscata, attraction of, for blackbirds, &c, 6465 to sow
seeds of, 761

Main's Landscape Gardening:, adv., 128

Maize, constituents of, 345; sugar extracted from, 139 5 analysis
of, 633; its treatment in America, 175

Malacca, correspondence from, 26"

Malaria of cesspools, to destroy, 25

Malloo, account of, 319

Maltese cross, blue, yellow, white, and scarlet plants for, 272
Malt, to destroy insects in, 433; dust, as a manure, 133; comb,

as a manure, 1/7
Manchester, new Society forjudging florists' flowers, adv., 260 ;

remarks on, 262
Manettia bicolor, 319; glabra, 848; cordifolia, treatment of, 825
Mangel Wurzel, as food for cattle, 105 ; to salt, 2163 cause of its

running to seed, 52S; leaves, to salt, 821
Manures, for Turnips, 314, 845; refuse lime from gas-works

;

gas tar as a, 528, 805 ; saline, experiment with, on Oats,
&c., 6/7; gypsum, quantity per acre, 825; on experimenting
with, 171 ; sulphate refuse for ley, 11; their use, 67, 205;
to fix ammonia in, 697; speculative, prussiate of potash,
remarks on, 737; their treatment, 9, 25, 40, 141, 205; strong
kinds, 464; Count Hompesch's, 517; experiments with,
5. 22, 189, 526; vegetable matter for, in a fresh state,
77*', to disinfect, 4; brewers' grains, 105, 136, 177; Potter's
remarks on experiments with artificial, 541 ; liquid, cart, adv.,
Crosskill, 1; for Onions, 25; for flower-clumps, 117; Mr. Potter's
remarks on, 157 ;

principles to be observed in preparing, 205,
317; green, 34,20, 35,".52,68, 84, 1 16 ; their;effect on insects/264

;

to save, 427; artificial, their weight per bushel, 231
;
their effect

on Turnips, 526; Daniell's, good for Turnips, 22 ; not destructive
to insects, 267 ; home, their management, 226, 427; gas-lime,
as a, 57, 88, 218 ; water as, 72; dyers' wood, 121

; pigs' wash,
321 ; vegetable, 133, 207, 229. 244, 262, 284, 334, 372, 478, 500;
howtaken up by plants, 67; cheap way for cottagers to prepare,
83,117, 121, 144,172,448; tank for preparing, 83, 427 ; waste of,

83, 189; works on, adv., 128
; remarks on, 67, 83, 99, 115, 172,

243, 317 ; manner in which they enrich the earth, 99; animal
and vegetable, their application, 115 ; efficacy of mixed over
simple kinds, 243 ; heap, to prepare, 205; liquid, to apply to
plants, 121, 416, 464 ; pumps for, adv., Fowler, 204; to fix am-
monia in, 248, 448 ; adv., Fothergill, 151 ; Lance, 151 ; Skirving,
259 ; for Carnations, 848; Lawe's, 442 ; for a stiff soil on yel-
low clay, 720 ; bog earth for, 177; bombazine dust for, 46; bones,
boiled superior to unboiled, for, 318 ; contents of cesspools as
a, 72; to disinfect, 192; Cocoa-nuts for, 662; Cranberries for,

478 ; Hen-roost, manure from, 272 ; Hop-refuse a substitute
for stable-dung, 158 ; as a, 216, 417; experiments with, 876 ;

pigeon-dung for vines, 881 ; for clayey soil, 913
Maple, to propagate, 881
Marcetia excoriata, 463
Marcet (Mrs.), her works, adv., 260
Marriages, early and improvident, bad effects of, 675 ; in Prussia,

Marshy land, to reclaim, 9; salt, to drain, 302
Martagon, its derivation, 6, 156
Martin's Thames and Metropolis Improvement Plan, rev., 176
Masters' nursery, noticed, 7
Maund's Botanic Garden, adv., 538
Maw-seed, 272, 545
May's nursery, remarks on, 373
Mcintosh's Practical Gardener, adv., 128
McNab's testimonial, 790
Meadow-land, its treatment, 56, 459 ; hints on manuring, 45
Meadows, containing peaty-soil, to improve, 633
Mealy Bug, to destroy, 619, 72]
Mearn's Treatise on the Vine in pots, adv., 128 ; rev., 159Meat preserved by Creasote, 543
Medlars, to propagate, 9, 25
Melocactus communis, treatment of, 777
Melons, cause of canker in, 777- to grow under oiled canvas,

744 ; muddy state of soil good for growth of, 644 ; Persian, to
grow in baskets of earth, in an open tank, experiment with, 643;

produced when deprived of foliage, 709 ; seeds, to test
the quality of, 737; adv., Cuthill, l, Carter, 17O; Hardy's
Cantaloupe, 37; to grow in leaf-mould, 528; Beech-wood,
a good sort, 89 ; distance of the fruit from the glass,
429; seeds, remarkable instances of vitality in, 102; ancient
directions for planting, 231 ; Persian, their culture, 284,315,
321 i directions for leaving fruit, 36l; forgathering, 488; cause
of failure, 376, 545; pit for, 461; manure for, 842 : seeds,
Spivey's adv., 835, 873

Mesembryanthemum, uses of, 360
Meteorological Ephemeris, H. Doxat's, rev.. 807
Meteors, 910
Mice, to destroy, 5
Microscope, for botanical purposes, 144, 433
Mignonette, treatment of, in winter, 720 ; cause of its losing its

fragrance 72; tree, to grow, 528 ; to bloom in pots, 556
Mildew, doubts about its origin, 823 ; to cure, 144, 377 ; on Peas,

633; on Cucumbers, 505 : on Roses, 377
Milford Nursery, sale at, 369
Mill's improved pit, 37
Miller's Gardeners' Dictionary, best edition of. 249 ; Don's edi-

tion, 345 '

Milton Lodge gardens, noticed, 776
Milton's Practical Bookkeeper, rev., 375
Miltonia Clowesii, 23
Mimuli, good sorts, 121
Mistletoe, trees on which it is found, 105
Mock Scorpion, to destroy, 649
Mohl (Prof.) his critique on Liebig's Theory of the Nutrition of

Plants, noticed, 333, 543, 559, 5?6, 591, 6l4, 631, 647, 664, 679
Moisture in stoves, injuries arising from excess of, 155
Monstrous flowers, remarks on, 488, 545
Moredun, noticed, 87
Morrnodes luxatum, 575; aromaticum, 844
Morphology, remarks on, 86

1

Moss (Mr.), his garden, noticed, 432
moss, to preserve, 843; to destroy on lawns, 76*1 ; to destroy on

?Jo
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8455 adv -> Gardiner, 96 : from fruit-trees, to eradicate,
X 39, Zl

Moth, small ermine, to destroy, 545 ;
yellow underwing, to

destroy, 681 " * *

Mott's Flora odorata, adv. 370Mount Edgecumbe gardens, noticed, 672Mowing, remarks on, 233 , machine value of, 433 : adv., 410Mud from ponds, for manure, 105
Mugwort, as a green manure, 52
Mulberry, treatment of, 677, 777; to pronae-ate 573 • effect of
pruning, 105, 633; to graft,m^S^m S^t
rapid growth of, 59 H singular instance of sporting in, 388

Mules, remarks on, 5/7 * 6
'

Mummy Wheat, 805, 787 ;
produce of, 822; to sow 881

Muriate of lime, for fixing ammonia, 248; of ammonia to destroy
insects, 519 ;

beneficial to Cucumbers, 556
*

Murray's New Chemical Fertilizers, adv., 170; Trials andEffects
of New Chemical Fertilizers, rev., 231

Musa Cavendishii, its treatment, 73 ; adv., 457
Mushrooms, as a green manure, 116; large, 574, 691

; to grow in
the open air, 272; properties of in different countries, 559 j to
prepare a bed for, 56l ; culture of, 591 ; remarks on growth of
6u

Myrtle, remarks on, 142 ; to keep in winter, 825, 792

N
Naming plants in the Parks, strictures on, 317
Names of plants, remarks on, 299

Narcissus, to sow seed of, 433

Narcissi, to force, 865

Nasturtium, luminous appearance in, 691 ; officinale, iodine in,

759
Nature, remark of Anaxagoras on the observation of, 359
Natural History, works on, adv., 128 ; a Branch of School Educa-

tion, reviewed, 696
Naturalist's Corner, 864, 847, 7, 23, 87, 142, 760, 830
Neapolitan Violet, to force, 788
Nectarine tree, singular instance of one shedding its fruit, 56i

;

list of, 66fi

Neill, Dr., his garden noticed, 71 ; testimonial to, 103, 447
Nelumbium speciosum in Astracan, 559
Nemophila discoidalis, adv., 426; black variety, remarks on its

origin, 445
Nepenthes distillatoria, treatment of, 665
Nerine, its treatment, 249
Nettles, as purifiers of the blood, 505
Nets, to preserve, 57; adv., Richardson, 50; woollen, injurious

to the setting of fruit, 192; hints to purchasers of, 301; of no
use in the prevention of blight on Wall trees, 374

New Plymouth, letter from, 318
New Zealand, emigration to, advocated, 25; letters from, 190,

318; remarks on, 192; to send plants to, 793; plants for, to

pack, 247,790; plants, adv., Stevens, 457 5 as a" Agricultural

colony, remarks on. 4/8, 605 ; extracts from letters respecting,

6()5, 606; remarks on soil of, 627; burning, best mode of

clearing Fern, &c. on, 628; climate of, 663; Flax, remarks
on. 697

Niger, vegetation at the confluence of, 7, 286
Night-scented flowers, remarks on, 445, 488
Niphsca oblonga, treatment of, 697
Nitric acid, as manure, 448
Nitro-muriatic acid, for checking the spot in Pelargoniums, 541

Nitrogen of plants, whence is it derived ? 356
Nitrate of soda, experiments with, 22, 191; quantity to apply

in the kitchen garden, 22, 72; its effect on Pinus Webbiana,
25; on Beans, 72; on a Rhododendron, 119; Roses, 101; on
Potatoes, 227; on Onions, 461 ; on various flowers, 191 ; f°r

Camellias, 41; Asparagus, 'iX ; Strawberries, 121; garden
crops, 192; Firs, ih.; Cucumbers, ib*\ for various plants

216; for Wheat, 344; to destroy Grubs, 445; adv., Rounth-
waite, 369 ; of Potash, for Pelargoniums, 248

Norfolk Island, Cabbage, palm of, J 42

Norman's Picotees and Carnations, noticed, 543
Notices to Correspondents, remarks on, 243
Nuphar minima, query respecting, 301
Nuthatchs, habits of, 337
Nuts, to preserve, 721

O
Oak, leaves, for pits, 25 ; stools, to renovate, 40 ;

great age of,

823; Fulham, 41; evergreen, to prune, 41, 89; soil for, 73;
spangles, described, 52; Turkey, its value for timber, 67; ex-
traordinary growth of, 67; Baloot, 85 ; tender kinds, 89; to

plant, 321 ; timber, excrescense of, 903; new hardy, 91

1

Oats, Tulip root in, 773; straw as a manure, 229; Hopeton,
giganlic, 359 ; consequence of stacking, when wet, 560

Odontoglossum citrosmnm, 38
Oil-cake, as a manure, 133
Oil-cloth, to prepare, 36
Oleanders, treatment of, 681
Olive, how grafted by the ancients, 84
Ombrological Almanack, reviewed, 24
Oniscamyntic Epiphyte stand, 413
(Enanthe crocata, described, 412
Oncidium bicallosum, 212; suave, 212; microchilum, 311; uni-

florum, 617
Onions, great weight of, 773; productiveness of, 806; Tripoli, its

treatment, 9; liquid manure for, 25; remarks on, 67 ; globe,
to sow, 249 ; maggot, to destroy, 22, 102, 233 ; by charcoal, 54,
161 ; by rolling, 102; by nitrate of soda, 461 ; by soot, 608

;

good kinds, 105, 144 ; nitrate of soda for 272 ; disease in, 649
Orange Lily, luminous appearance in, 691
Orange trees, adv., Cobbett, 98; Taylor, 369; Marsano, 298;
Flanagan, 298; Butler, 426 ; cause of leaves dropping, 192;
seedlings to graft, 21 6 ; improved by a top-dressing of rotten
fruit, 246 ; their treatment in France during the last three cen-
turies, 263 ; soil for, 321 ; temperature for in winter, 649

Organisable substance, explanation of the term, 681; history of,

709 ; organic matter, origin of, effect of on soils, 755 ; in water,
S45

Oxylobium obovatum, 575
Orchard, heavy crops of late fruit in, consequences resulting
from, reason of, 709

Orchidaceae, some kinds delight in a low temperature, 39; treat-
ment of, 777 ; Lyons' remarks on their management, rev.,
343; adv., Stevens, 240, 258 ; sale of, 503 : Holmes', 441, 457 ;

British, adv. for exchange, 407; terrestrial, their treatment,
428; new stand for, 413; for a pit, 528; support for, 557; of
Mexico and Guatemala, by J. Bateman, Esq., rev. 719; of
Quito, 9U

Otiorynchus notatus, to destroy, 345
Owen's Lectures on Anatomy, rev., 879
Owl, useful in gardens, 118; eggs of, found amongst the comb

of bees, 391, 433
Oxalis Bowei, its treatment, 89
Oxylobium capitatum, 263

Packing flowers, 792 ; plants, for New Zealand, 247, 790 ; fruit, 433
Paint, made of Potatoes, 86 ; for pits, 233
Palestine, productiveness of, 359
Palm-house of the King of Prussia, 69
Palms, adv., 457
Palmetto root, 845
Pansies, select, 73, 105, 777; manure for, 57 ; disease in, 573, 6i6,

809; cure for disease in, 589 ; soil for, 345; adv., Henchman,
113; Earl, 154; Hart, 202; Pearson, 425 ; double, 505; proper-
ties of, 301 ; to strike cuttings of, 36 1 ; treatise on, rev., 104

Peonies, remarks on, 23; tree, to propagate, 289; new variety
of, 432; to grow in pots, 417

Paper, adhesive, for dried plants, 777
Paradise stocks, remarks on, 249
Paraguay Tea, 233
Parchment labels, 823
Paris, Royal parks and gardens of, 113: correspondence from,
302,358,519; weather near, 519

Parks, strictures on naming plants in the, 317; diagrams of, 371
Parsley, to grow fine, 335
Passiflora Fieldii, adv., 553
Pasture, old, for Potatoes, 144, 161
Paulovnia impcrialis, adv., Smith, 81; noticed, 212; to propagate,
285 ; hardy, 345, 825

Paving below fruit-trees, 822
Peach-trees, list of, 655; cause of leaves blistering on, 697; aphis

on, to destroy, 697 ;
to shed their flowers, cause of, 7^6 ; to train

a few inches from the wall, 121 ; to train, 144; cause of bloom
not setting, 144; Smith's treatise on, adv., 260 ; to force, 267-,

remarks on the diseases of their leaves, 2S9 ;
their treatment in

dry weather, 36l, 400; cause of disease in, 400, 526 ; Walburton
Admirable, adv., 553 ; border to crop, 865; to root-prune. 593;
old trees, objection to budding of, 649

;
to applv fire-heat to, 681

Peat-bogs, gardening on, 757

Peat, to convert into manure, 40, 72 ; analyses of, 583 ;
to obtain,

678 ; substitute for, 216 ;
good annuals to grow in, 272 ; drains,

durability of, 519. 841 ;
non-conducting properties of, 629

Pears, for a N.N.W. aspect, 721 ; coreless, described, 737 ; Vicar
of Winkfield, described, 20; Jargonelle, as a standard, 744 ;

desert, good keeping kinds, 665; select, 25, 57, 144, 177, 305,
713; Lewis, 192; Barnadiston,<jl92 ; for standards, 89, 681;
late for a south wall, 25, 177 \ varieties to come in between

Christmas and Easter, 744 ; for espaliers, 25 5 to summer*
prune, 37; to prepare cuttings, 544; to prune, 121, 189;
on Corbett's plan, 285 ; to preserve on horsehair, 119; stocks
for, 144 ; large tree, 191

;
qualities of a few, 318 ; to check the

blistering of the leaves, 505 ; will not force, 557; to trans-
plantinlime, effectof, 635; training result of, 841 ; Louise Bonne
(of Jersey) described, 860 ; Van Mons Leon le Clerc, 877; for a
south aspect, 913

Peas, adv., Cormack, 1 ; Prince Albert, 574 ; Fames' Early, re-
marks on, 630; mildew on, origin of, 633 ; Prince Albert, rapid
growth of, 645; Woodford Marrow, 2l6; Early, 809; remarks
on, 806 ; to keep mice from, 805 ; early taste for, in France, 71 ;

not influenced by a chalky soil, 72$ the largest, 89; remarks
on Cormack's Prince Albert, 559; Early May, 662; Fames*
Early, 662; spirits of tar, to preserve from pheasants, 737;
straw of, as a manure, 244

Pelargoniums, list of, to preserve during winter, 681, 711; select,

25, 233, 433, 465, 545, 777* 849 ; for bedding out, 572, 736 ;
manure

for, 25 ; soil for, 161, 36l
;
prizes for seedlings, remarks on, 542,

556,573; mode of exhibiting seedlings, 41 ; Lyne's seedlings,

773, 790 ; as standards, 773 ; for forcing, 25, 377 ; to propagate,
'677 ; to obtain a succession, 500 ; treatment of, 84, 465, 500, 501

,

590, 855; to stop the shoots of, 121 ; treatment of seedlings,

l6l ; of scarlet, 262, 317,337, 3/3, 505; good scarlet, 556; to keep
in winter, ^93; characters of various kinds, 190,447; new, ib.;

nitrate of potash for, 248; liquid manure for, 321 ; Queen Vic-
toria, 805; hints on exhibiting, 286; cause of leaves spotting,

616; to prevent the leaves spotting, 361, 389,400, 417,428, 541 ;

with nitro-muriatic acid, 541 ; Mayday, adv., 314 ; Lynes',425 ;

Pluto, 409; to move to a distance, 633; adv., Hodges, 33;
Gaines, 97; Catleugh, 113; Groom, 129; Ash, 186; Masters,
201 ; Hancock, 297 ; White, 473

Penang, the great tree of China, 55

Pcntstemons, observations on, 809
Pepys (Mr. H.), his experiments on Lupines, 543

Perennials, good, 73, 105, 245, 248,544 ; for pot-culture, 89
Peristerias, remarks on habits of, 744; elata, its treatment, 57;

Mumboldti, 268
Petunias, seedlings of different colours raised from one called

scarlet without hybridisation, 678 ; adv.,Cattell, 258
Phaius albus, 103
Pheasants, to drive from seeds, 33
Philibertia grandiflora, 212
Philosophy, practical, 157
Phlox, Van Houtte's, 55; adv., 457; suaveolens var., 679;
Drummondi, to sow the seed of, 744; an annual, 121; its
treatment, 244; adv., Wood, 130

Phormium tenax, fine plant of, at Woodville, 487
Physalis edulis, its treatment, 305
Physianthus albicans, 190
Picotees, select, 25, 545, 616, 809 ; adv., Groom, 33 ; Youell, 114

5
Dickson, 130; Ely, 154; Johns, 553; their treatment, 100;
Wood's description of, 134, 155, 206, 243; Mr. Orson's paper on
the properties of, 191 ; remarks on, 230 ; to fertilize, 878

Picture-cleaning, directions for, 593
Pigs, to feed with Horse-chesnuts, 6 ; wash of, as manure, 321

5

feeding of, 825
Piqua plant, 233
Pilchard oil, to kill blight, S6l
Pine-apples, at Bicton, 787,842; culture of, 837,861; size and
weight of, 759; 789, 803 ; cultivation of, 73S, 803, 819, 908; effects
of allowing gills to remain on, 697; Mammoth, weight
of, 807; weights of, 118, 806; to cure scale on, 7, 449, 616;
remarks on their cockscombing, 505 ; to fruit the same plants
for several years, 100; adv., Rosling, iu

; to exchange, 332,
354; adv., Trinder, 457; Dungate, 5(iS ; mode of growing,
773; Hamilton's treatise on, adv., 517; culture of, in France,
174; cause of leaves spotting, 192; imported from the West
Indies, 575 ;

soot, as a manure for, 209, 266 ; suckers, cause of
fruiting, 417, 433; number to put in abed, 26 feet by 8, 616 ;

remarks on, 877 ; bottom-heat for, 881
Pine-pit, at Hewell, described, 772
Pine-stoves, at Uamford Hall, described, 139
Pinks, to have in bloom nearly all the year through, 72; to pro-
pagate, 460 ; to fertilize, 809 ; select, 545

Pinus, laricio, [destroyed by rabbits, 211 ; seedling, shrinking of,

649; to plant out, 809; Mexican species of, nearly hardy, 1 90
;

cones at Ockham Park, 575 ; Douglasii, producing seeds of,

adv., 354 ; remarks on, 913

Pip, in fowls, to cure, 376

Pipes, earthen, for heating, 737, 693 ; to joint, 842, 862
Pipings of Carnations, treatment of, 543

Pits, peat walls for, 793; to construct, 849; for flower-garden
plants in winter, 693; to protect from frost, 4, 20 ; M'PhaiPs
recommended, 544; Mills' improved, 22, 37; for cuttings, 189;
remarks on covering, 6.33; height of, 192; ridge and furrow,
208; for Melons, 46l ; hints on building, 505 ; at. Capesthorne,
543; with peat walls, 633; ridge and furrow, 203; at Hewell,
772

Pitcairnia macrantha, 524

Planks, Elm, slipperiness of, 335, 355; to kyanise, as a preven-
tive, 355

Plantains, dried, a confection, 55 ; or rib-grass, to destroy, 232
Plantations, young, their treatment, 25
Planting, remarks on, 84, 136, 736 ; to transplant, 819; precipitous

places, 161; Rejuvenescence of, being a Key to explaining their
Growth, Flowering, &c, with PracticalApplication to Culture,
by Dr. C. IT.Schultz, rev., 614

Plants, vegetable monster, 140; trailing evergreen for rockwork,
list of, 616 ; importance of knowing the structure and natural
habits of, 755 ; luminous appearances in, 691, 7H, 758; in pots
to apply liquid manure to, growth of, 7/1 ; for a south wall,

777; winter flowering, 805; Prof. Henslow's remarks on their
respiration, 269 ; whence do they derive their nitrogen ?

356; for a suburban garden, 372; on potting, 135, 171, 187,
205, 263, 283, 433, 444; to hybridise, 444, 460 ; out-door,
to water, 47s, 499, 542, 555, 557; on their decomposing
carbonic acid, 543; on their absorbing oxygen, 544; delicate
time to propagate, 556 ; shade for, 557 ; to grow in large pots,
691 ; emission of carbonic acid by their roots, 5; food of,

5, 272 ;
for forcing, 247, 399; to fertilize, 345, 528; kinds to

flower in winter, 681 ;
greenhouse, select, 7; herbaceous, 681

;

for flower-beds, 681 ;
not eaten by rabbits, 9 ; to preserve in

pits, 20, 36; in cellars, 465 ; to pack, 247 f out-door, to protect,
23, 84 ; light necessary to, 36, 54, 73 ; to tie, 36 ; stages for, 41

;

to dry, 488; to keep green in drying. 41; of Affghanistan,
53, 116 ; herbaceous, 57, 245 ; yellow, 216, 248 ; white, 248 ; for
growing under Fir-trees, 57, 89, 376; locomotion of, 57. 89: to
winter, 400

; action of manure on, 67 ; frozen, to recover, 84,
118, 137, 210, 285, 317, 399 ; stove, select, 88, 272 ; perennial for
pot-culture, 89; conservatory, 89, 104, 216; two essentially-
distinct parts in, of importance for gardeners to consider, 709;
in-door, 105; for windows,. 144 ; hardening of their texture, 99 ;

packages of, plundered^ at the Custom-house, 115; sulphur'in,
159; to propagate, .116, 487; border, 245 ; to apply liquid
manure to, 121,144 ;,to send abroad, 121 ;* protection lor, 789;
remarks on potting, 135, 171, 137, 205, 245; tropical, their
treatment, 155 ; for clumps in summer, 161 ; composition of, 8/5;
remarks on, 907

Plant-guards, 908
Platylobium Murrayanum, 289
Pleasures and advantages of rural life, 912
Pleurothallis Smithiana, 679
Plums, for espaliers, 25 ; good kinds, 89 ; cause of cracking, 665 ;

new disease in 319 ; wild, remarks on, 462
Pocket Almanack, rev., 24
Polyanthus, treatment in pots, 100

; of seed, 233
Polyanthus Narcissus (yellow), cause of its not flowering, 289
Polianthes tuberosa, its treatment, 121, 449
Polytechnic Review, rev., 24; adv., 96
Pomegranate, its treatment, 73, 89; to bloom, 192; to preserve

in winter, 793

*
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Pond, to form a bottom to, 306 ; to clear the water in, 360 ; to
keep down weeds in, 721 ; weeds in, pio

Poor, to employ, 187, 206
Popular Flowers, adv., 112; The Geranium, rev., 71 ; ThePansv

rev., 104
"

Portulacea splendens, 631; to raise seeds of, 272
Potatoes, great crop of, 464, 864; probable cause of their
forming: tubers, instead of leaves, 413, 427, 445

; great pro-duce of, 774; extraordinary tenacity of life in, 590- to store
up, cellar described, 629 ; manures for, 9, 25, 227, 913 ;'to obtainyoung ones early in winter, 593 ; good early, q, 105 : in Ber-
muda, 375 ;

weight of, 806 , their treatment, 25 ; alternate with
Wheat, 388 ;

remarks on failure of, 694 ; haulm of, for manure,
?L 2„^ sets, remarks on, 57, 144, 433 ; effects of guano on, 72
227 286

;
paint from 86; Sir C. Lemon's letter on the disease
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1"stancc of their deterioration, 1 17 ; its cause,
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Rjee, Er 1"' to increase, 361

JtekstX °7 °f potato-starch in, 141

Sidee and
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adv

-' 426 5 neat kind, 560
Ri «igi nl
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^ow pit, 208

fivers' Ros

e
p
bark of trees, effect produced by, 5 10

Roberts's TrP»
mateur'

s G"ide
' 3d e(iit- rev., 864

Sock > artifiehi * °n the vino
»
Tev -> 103» 1J 9RolliSSon!"

clal. to construct, 134
KondelotiT 1

ursery, noticed, 303
Ro°fs, iron

ngiflora
-
e *7

f

' ftce Aibe"; ^01; to destroy caterpillars

on, 321, 361 j cause of monstrous flowers, 301, 400; remarks on
their exhibition, 372, 390, 413 ; forced, to prune and pot, 3/6

j

T to strike from cuttings, 4l6, 449, 545; by layers, 448 ; to obtain
a succession in autumn, 504 5 on grouping, 518 ; to prune, 831

Rose Garden, 100, 355 ; edging for, 527
Rosa Hardii, 775, 822, 789
Ross-shire, Dr. Graham's botanical excursion in, 119
Rot in Larch, cause of, 542; in Auriculas, 860
Rubi, subdivision of, 574
Rucker, Mr., his garden noticed, 231 ; his Orchidaceous house, 839
Rural Sonnets, 119, 212
Russelia juncea, its treatment, 40
Rust of the Vine, remarks on, 132, 181), 2S9; caused by greasy
hands, 46l * ° *

Rye, as a green manure, 20; straw as a manure, 208: grass
Italian, to sow, 232; rapidity of growth in, 631

S
Saintfoin, a green manure, 36 ; to rear, 464
Salad-oil plant, 157
Salad, to make, 396
Salectum Britanicum, adv., 168
Salerno, state of weather at, effect upon vegetation, 662
Saline substances, to apply, 305
Salonichi, gardens of, 840
Salt, fossil infusoria in, 759
Salt and soot, their effect on grass, 3 ; to drive from the soil, 361,
433; as a manure, 36, 54, 432; on wet soils, 161 ; found in all
°' ,s

'

'f?r

r Asparagus, 41 ; for fruit-trees, 417; to fix ammo-ma, Ho, 24o; marshes, to drain, 302; to destroy grubs, 57 ;action of various kinds on living plants, 319
Salvia patens, hardy, 38, 390; denied, 117, 46l, 479; cause ofblooms dropping, 545 ; treatment of, 761
Salvia splendens, to obtain flowering plants of, in March and

Sandal-wood, account of, 132 ; the Almug of Scripture, 333
Sand-banks, to embank, 115
Sand, to apply to land, 105, 161
Sandy-land, to improve, 539
Sashes, new plan for arranging, 230 ; bars of, improvement in, 358
Saucepans silvered by the electrotype process, 463
Sawdust, to convert into manure, 40, 121, 176 572
Saxifrage hypnoides, for edgings, 285; crassifolia, leaves of used

as tea, 559
Scale, cure for, 70; small brown, described, 676 ; Apple-tree
Mussel, described, 735; small white, 583; Pear-tree oyster
805 ; black turtle, 444 j brown limpets, 518 ; on Pines, to cure'
7, 40, 419, 616, 824 ; with ammoniacal liquor, 345

; on Vines, 40!
488; on trees, 233, 518; black Turtle, described, 443 : brown
limpet, to destroy, 518

'

Schistostega pinnata, 758
Schizanthus candidus, 679; retusus, 805 ; candidus, adv., 553
Scnleiden's Beitriige zur Anatomic der Cacteen. rev., 320
Schomburgk, Mr., his Travels in Guyana, 159
Schomburgkia tibicinis, 678; marginata. 247
Scilla peruviana, 759
Scotch crops, query respecting, 317
Screens for protecting trees, adv., Hulme, 123
Scripture, Lily of, 429
Sertum Plantarum, Fielding's, &c, rev., 824
Scutellaria splendens, 447 ; its treatment, 571 ; Japonica. 5Q1
Scyphauthus elegans, 175 ; adv., Milne, 258
Season, mildness of, 6, 22, 23, 908
Seakale, treatment of young plants, 144, 216, 400, 433 i

Seaweed, as green manure, 116
Seeds, vitality of, 787, 862 ; from Polynesia, treatment of, 681

:

from Cape of Good Hope, treatment of, 744 5 of Heaths andEpacns, to sow, 577; adv., Fames, 1 3 Lockhart, 1 ; Sutton, 49 ;S^K ?A Garter
%554 ' E€7Ptta»i to raise, 41 \ foreign, to

raise, 215, 248
;
remarks on sowing, 73, 143, 230 ; Cape, to raise,

Sd
/> .9S£*».

WM Indian' 2g9; of Melons, remarkable instances

fl^L1

-
7 In

'
102

,
; Wlth fleshy coty»edons, their treatment,

1/2; Chinese method of sowing, 247; grow best in dry soil,
318

;
effect of early ripening on their germination, 376

Seedlings, selected by the Floricultural Society, 140 : on hotbeds,
their treatment, 305 ' '

Silene speciosa, 807
Shaddock, early blooming of, 573
Shades for greenhouses, adv., Weekes, 224 ; for plants, described,
55/

Shakspeare's pale Primroses, 6
Sheep, impart a noxious flavour to butter, when pastured with
cows, 103, 209; to fold on Turnips, 132; experiments on
feeding, 175 ;

preventive for red water in, 211
Sherbourne (Mrs.), her garden noticed, 631
Shoals, to embank, 115
Shrew-mouse, sometimes passes the winter in a wren's nest 301
Shrubs, hardy, list of, 39; for planting under trees, 89- orna-
mental, 105 ;

dwarf evergreen, 757
;
select hardy, 8*7

Shrubberies, to dig, 805, 843, 860, 878
Sizing-dregs, as a manure, 413
Silk-button-galls, described, 52
Silk-plant of Egypt, 69 ; of Madeira, 479
Siphocampylus betuleefolius, its treatment, 41
Sitting-rooms, cause of plants being unhealthy in, 272
Skins of animals, refuse of, as a manure, 413
Slate, adv., Beck, 50
Slugs, in houses, to destroy, 105; in the garden, 118, 192, 377,703

Laurel-leaves eaten by, 272
Smith's treatise on the Growth of the Peach, rev., 304 ; Productive
Farming, adv., 456

Smithfleld cattle-show, SJ5
Smoke, to consume, l6l
Sn

i

a
-ii

S
'^A

00ms °f Sunflower a traP fo^ 737
;
poisoning by, 319 ; to

h ' i I * Mil'

Snowdrops, advertisement for, 552
Soapsuds, for manure, 8S ; to save, 216
Sociktiks.—Agricultural, 103, 119, 139,158, 175, 190, 211, 231.
240, 302, 318, 338, 358, 392, 414, 446, 462, 520, 543, 558, 823, 863
8/8, 879; Derby Show, 257; account of, 481, 502; remarks
on, 499; anniversary meeting, 3/4; Southampton meeting-
adv., 834 ;—Agricultural and Hort. of India, 738; of Arts
318; Alnwick, 483; Anglesea, 712; Arbroath, id. ; Armagh'
339; Aylesbury Floral and Hort., 712; Aberdeen, 393, 4V
712 ; Adam's Lodge of Gardeners, 521 ; Caledonian, 911
Banchory Tcrnan, 483; Bath, 393, 609; Bebbington Floraland Hort., 713; Bebbington, 521; Bensham, 483; Berwick

591; Botanical, 211, 246, 35S, 574, 590, 790; Brighton, 739 \Bromley, adv., 313; British Association at Cork, 609 • Birming-
ham, 339. 393. 433; exhibition of Roses at, 521

; Burton Floral
and Hort., 713
Caledonian 211, 3/5, 414, 447, 482; Cambridge, 237. 591, 713 :

£anmb£d|£ Fl0mtS '
6l °' 713 ; Ca»terbury. 268, 484 ; Cheetham

339 j Cheltenham, 393, 483 5 Chesterfield, 394 ; Chichester, 521

;

Cerclc General d' Horticulture de Paris, 694; Cork 394 433
010; Cornwall Royal Hort., 717; Cremlington, 484
Devon and Cornwall, 394, 739; Devon and Exeter. 610, 713 :

Diss, 591 ; Doncaster, 713 ; Dorking, 217, 484, 714 : Dorsetshire,
sg*, 521; Dundee, 339; Dundee and Broughty-ferry Dahlia
Competition, 714 ; Durham, 484, 714
Ealing Cucumber. 23/; East Lothian, 395, 610, 714; East

Norfolk and Suffolk, C10
; Earl's Colne, 484 ; Eccleston Floral

and Hort., 714; Edinburgh Botanical, 70, 119, 287, 462, 521;
Elgin and Moray, 714; Exeter, 483 ; Etal 714
Farmers' Hailstorm Insurance, adv., 385; Felton Florists'

340, 484, 591 ;
Floricultural meetings, adv., l, 39, 86, 119. 140, 159,

19U 26S,358, 392, 446, 503, 646, 695, 622; Forres and Nairn, 774
Gardeners' Benevolent, remarks on, Q9, 240 ; adv., 240, 329;

Grantham, 391, 61 1 ; Guernsey, 394, 6li 9 739 ; Glasgow Bota-
nical, 878
Hailstorm Insurance, adv., 516; Hale Floral and Hort., 714:

Halsted, 4945 Hammersmith Cucumber, adv., 170 5 exhibition,

stead^^e
'J^°l^^1111^ Ul ^ 395

'
521 '715; Hamn.
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Harl<*ton, 395, 52I
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» 7U * Hertford, 303, 622; Hexham
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5 Highland Agricultural, 574 ; Horn-

1Q0 23^26* 30o
d
4?rho 7l5; Horticultural,^, 86, il8, 353

fjyu, 26V, 20, f 302 t 402, 542, 574. fiQn fifi9 fiTft find TQQ Tnn Qfio

.

exhibitions at the garden, 337 430 .'isn 'arlv i-t' i?2'
7?^lL

on the exhibitions, 52, 33 3,'^^ 477 awl d U2Q S
473, 729

;
admission as a workman to 89 - annTversarv meetfn^

302; remarks on, 300; remarks on the^altera^S^S^S'
bition list, 517^; Members' addresses, 730 SsZ,Vo

Inverness, 484; Inverness and Northern 7is- Tncwirh
Cucumber, 140,340; Ireland, Practical Floral' Society ofU?
558,613, 7 17 i

Royal Hort., 718; Irish Flax, 175
; Iste of Man 485

Jersey, Agricultural and Horticultural, 611
' '

Kendal, 521; Kent, 484; Kent and Canterbury. 715. Kennn
way, 611

5
Lancaster, 395,522, 716; Leeds, 485; Leeds Hort

and Floral, 611 ; Limerick, 340, 522, 716; Linntean, 39 103 130-
159, 190, 246, 2bS, 318, 446, 790, 823, 863; Liverpool, adv.' 65
exhibition, 395 ; Lunesdale, 716; Luton, 879
Manchester, adv., 443 ; Carnation and Picotee meeting, 611

Midland Counties, 522; Middleton Carnation, 61 1 ; Mold, 522-
Morningside, presentation of plate by, 140; exhibitions, 302^
485; Morningside Practical Gardeners', 612, 716
Neepsend Gooseberry, 612; Newcastle-on-Tyne, 340, 485,

522 ; New Zealand, 646; North British Gardeners, 341,612,716;
Norwich, 103, 237, 395,485,612; Norwich and Norfolk, 716;
Nottingham, 486 ; Nottingham Floral and Horticultural, 61 2, 716"

Oxford, 843
Paris Horticultural Society, 358; Pendleton Dahlia, 717;

Perthshire Royal Horticultural, ib.i Pitlessie and Springfield,
612,717 ; Pittville, 717; Plymouth, 522
Reigate Cottagers', 558 ; Rochdale Carnation Meeting, 613 ,

Roxburghshire, 395; Roxburgh, 591, 739; Royal Caledonian,
712; Award of, adv., 353, 441, 497; Royal Botanic Exhibition,
adv., 33, 81, 353, 833; Account of, 358, 445, 502
Sandbach, 396, 718; Salt-hilLDahlia exhibition, 622,663.678:

Scarborough, 486; Sheffield Gooseberry, 613 ; Sherbourne,
341 ;

Shrewsbury, 613 ; Union Florists, id. ; Solihull Floral and
Horticultural,^.; South Essex, 339, 486, 739 ; South London,
268, 339, 414, 520, 543, 622, 662; Staines, 718; Statistical
Society, 139; Stitchel, 740; Stonehenge Dahlia, 7J8;St.
Andrews, 302, 523, 740; Sunderland, 486; Surrey, adv., 353;
Florists', 447, 695
Tamworth 740 ; Farmers' Club, 759 ; Thanet, 740 ; Torbay,

740; Tunbndge Wells, 718
Uttoxeter Royal Horticultural and Floral, 613, 740
Vale of Evesham, 436, 591, 740
Walton Tulip, 396; Walton-le-Dale, 740; Warrington, 396,

/4l; West Kent, adv., 281; exhibition, 61 4 ; West London,
adv., 515 ; exhibition, 558, 590 ; West Renfrew, 739 ; Wexford,
591 ; whitefield, 741; Whitehaven, 741; Windsor and Eton,
adv., 385 ; Wingham, 523, 718 ; Wolstanton, 341 ; Woolton, 713 :
Worcester, 487, 741
York, 341 , adv., 515; land -draining association, 712;

Youghal, 71
Soda, nitrate of, experiments with, 2, 22 ; caustic, unfit for land*

232; produced in Cornwall, 142
Sodom, Apple of, 73
Soils, stiff upon a yellow clay subsoil, best manure for, 720; of
gardens, to improve, when the subsoil is clay, 305 ; when
gravel, 560, analysis of, 525; to cultivate, 571 ; necessity of
pulverising, 555; mechanical properties of, 755 ; for Pansies,
777; remarks on, 849

Solly (Mr.), his Lectures on Chemistry, 318, 338, 358, 392 ; his
Rural Chemistry, rev., 214 ; adv., 224

Somnauth, gates of, 132
Sonnets, Rural, 119, 212; to the Rose de l'Isle, 575
Soot, for manure, 25, 216; for Pines, 209, 266 ; for Potatoes, 305
bowerby's English Botany, adv., 475
Spade, Lindon's patent, 103 ; adv., 370 ; remarks on, 360
Spade-husbandry, implements for, 88; culture, success of, 822-
^
Mr. Fardon's account of the advantages of, 383

Span-roofed houses, remarks on their superiority, 261
Spain, phosphate of lime in, 119
Sparrows, use of, 461, 480
Spathodea campanulata, 805
Speede's Indian Hand-book of Gardening, rev., 271
Specimens, ill-selected, adv. concerning, 592
Spiders, peculiar properties of certain kinds, 9; red, to destroy,

57, 101,233,356,505,528
*'

Spinach, Flanders, described, 56l
Spirits of tar, their value, 5, 22 ; quantity to apply, 22,216 ; time

to apply, 86, 105
Sphagnum, 232
Spot on Pelargonium leaves, cause of, 616 ; to prevent, 361. 380.

400, 417, 423, 541 j in Pine-leaves, 192

Sprengel on green manuring, 3, 20, 35, 52, 68, 84, 116, 572, 588 :

on Clover, 35; Rape, 20; Rye, id.- Vetch, 3; Lucerne and
Saintfoin, 36 ;

roots of Grasses, id. ; Turnip-tops, 20 : Tansy,
52; Mugwort, id.; Bannatic Globe Thistles, 68 ; Seaweed, 116;
Mushrooms and Fungi, id. ; on vegetable refuse as a manure,
133 ; on oil-cake, id. ; on Malt dust, id. ; on husks of fruit, id.;
on Corn-stubble, id. ; on vegetable manures, 207, 229, 244, 262,
284,478, 500; on straw of Wheat, 208 ; Rye,t6.; Barley, id.; Oat,
229; Buck-wheat, 229; Bean, 244; Peas, 244 ; Vetches, 262 ; Po-
tato-haulm, 263 ; Rape-straw, 263 ; leaves of Firs, 284 ; of Beech,
tb. ; of Oak, id. ; of Lime, 334; of Fir, ib. ; on Heath, id.;
on Turves, 372; on Cranberries, 478 ; Bilberry-leaves,^.;
Ferns, id. ; Cotton-grass, 500 ; Forest-litter, ib. ; Broom, id.

;

Flags, 'id. ; refuse of Flax and Hemp, ib.
Spring Plants, 229
Spruce Fir-branch, monstrosity of, 630; curious appearance of,

cause explained, 66

1

Spurring, its meaning, 192
Squirrels, their use in Fir- plantations, 3.00; nursed by a cat, 413
Stable-yards, to keep clean, 577
Stables, experiments on purifying the air of, 463

Stakeholder, of iron, described, 266
Stall-feeding, 847; for cows, 831
Stanhopea Martiana, var. bicolor, 6/0
Starch, its conversion into gum and sugar, 23

Statistics of Agriculture, 823
Steaming houses, suggestions about, 289

Stenomesson vitellinum, 55

Stephens' Book of the Farm, rev., 160 ; adv., 442
Stocks, Brompton, their treatment, 505 ; ten week, to so W 541'-
double, remarks on fertilisation of, 645 ; flowering of fira . for
grafting on, 57, 73; Paradise, 249 b h o/B, ior

Stoke Newington Gardeners' Association, 837
Stops for hot-water gutters, 804

Storm, destructive effects of, 607
Straw, as a manure, 207, 229 ; beneficial in packing ice 03
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;
to dig between, 720 j in autumn, bad practice of, reason

explained, "09
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Strachan's Agricultural Tables, rev., 880

Stages for plants, 41

Stove-plants, select, 88, 272
Strelitzia regina, 2/2 ; to sow seed of, 321

Studley Gardens, remarks on, 373
Substitute for glass, S6l ; for wood, 86l

Suburban garden, plants for, 372
Succulents will bloom if suspended in the air, 417

Sugar, extracted from a Grecian plant, 41, 09 ; an Aspnoaei, oy ,

bakers' scum, good for Turnips. 321 : for grass 335

Suggestions for Experiments in Practical Agriculture, adv., 44-

Sulphate of Ammonia, per acre, 9, 248; sulphate refuse as a

manure, 711 ; of iron, best material for ^?S.^m™^V"
^ manure, 5/7 ; of lime, to fix Ammonia, 83 ; and nitrate 01 soaa,

their effect on Potatoes, 227

Sulphur in plants, 159 , ,.u i;„'„*h
Sulphuric acid, quantity to use, 105, 416; to mix with l.quia

manure, 192

Summer climbers, 377 ,. ,«,
Sutton's Culture of the Vine in Australia, adv., 456 ;

rev., 4o4

Swallows, to prevent from building under eaves ot nouses,

758 goo

Swan River Colony, botanical excursion in, 212 ;
vegetation of,

414, 719, 759
Sweeps, remarks on, 70
Swan River Vegetation, 845

T
Talinum teretifolium, 38

Tan, to convert into manure, 72, 88, 177, 488, 56l ; fungus, to

Tank-house, at Doneraille Gardens, description^, 757; hot water,

774,803; Mr. Beck's, 820

Tanks, porous material for^ remarks on, 649 ; for a green-

house, 793 ; covering for, 861

Tank-heating, Rendle's system of, 390, 500; Huyshe's system,

460,479; not applicable to Pines, 500; remarks on, 691 5
t0

render water-tight, 736
Tansy, as a green manure, 52, 86

Tar, spirits of, to destroy wireworms, 65 to apply, 21

Tares, disease of, 573
Tecoma jasminoides, 248
Temperature, in forcing, 35, 40, 54

Tents, adv., Richardson, 476
Testa di Quaglia, 3/3, 608

Testacella Maugei, described, 389

Testimonial presented to Dr. Mills, remarks on, 447

Tetranema Mexicanum, 844

Texture of plants, hardening; of, 99
Thawing plants, remarks on, 84, 118, 137, 210, 285, 317, 391

Theorie der Gurtnerei, von John Lindley (Lindley's Theory of

Horticulture), notice of, 398, 415, 4&7, 7*2,912

Thistles, Bannatic Globe, as a green manure, 68; to eradicate,

376, 913 ; in by-ways, bad effects of allowing them to seed, 091

Thorns, ornamental kinds, 412

Thrips, to destroy, on Cucumbers, 649

Thrush, singular instance of parental affection in, 318

Thuja articulata, 9 ... . rM VrxTor{
Thunbergias, their treatment, 161 j new seedling, 417s Iryeri,

adv., 457
Tigridias, to keep in winter, 736

Tillage, remarks on, 232, 555

Tillandsia, its treatment, 9
Tilley's Agricultural Chemistry rendered simple, rev., 288

Timber, to strip the bark from, «5

Tinea sarcitella, described, 156 ; to destroy, 36l ; vestianella,

species of moth, to destroy, 593

Tipula oleracea,to destroy, 36

1

Tissue, vegetable, to prepare for minute examination, 777
Titmouse, building in a bottle, 519
Toads destroy woodlice, 210, 357; in an Ash tree, 7^7
Tobacco, number of plants allowed to cultivate in Great Britain

and Ireland, 630 ; as manure, 76l

Tobolsk Rhubarb, remarks on, 13S, 161, 881 ; adv., Youell, 834

Tomtits, habits of, 429, 519

Topham's Chemistry made Easy, adv., 498 ; rev., 560

Torbron's Treatise on Pine-apples, rev., 824; observations re-

specting, 91

3

Tortoise, to keep in winter, 877
Traill, Miss, her garden noticed, 524

Training, quenouille, explained, 25 ; forest-trees, 136

Transplanting, remarks on, 136, 321 ; observations on, 678, 712

Transactions of the Prussian Horticultural Society, rev., 24 ;>
of

the Dublin Gardeners' Provident and Mutual Instruction

Society, rev., 360 ; of the Highland Agricultural Society, adv.,

442
Trays for Flowers, adv., Hewetson, 450

Trees, in hedge-rows, their effects on Corn, 69 1 ;
guards tor, 0,

118 ; to strip the bark from, 85 ; ornamental, 105 ;
for marshes,

177; fast-growing, 417; to protect from hares, 118; excava-

tion of, by birds, 429; absence of, in the North American

prairies, 173; adv., Willmer, 130; fruit, cause of gum and

canker in, 526; measure of, in planting, 528; petrified, dis-

covered in a stone-quarry, near St. Helen's, 678; Peeonies, to

propagate, 289 ; new var., 432 ; to grow in pots, 417 ; hst of, 881

Trellis, for clim'oers, 4, 68, 84, 156, 173, 263, 300, 428; for China

Roses, 192

Trevirana, its culture, 173

Trilliums, their culture, 209

Trimmer's Science with Practice, rev., 191

Trollius acaulis, 523

TropEcolum peregrinum, its beauty, 573; azureura, 23
;
penta-

phyllum, its treatment, 400 ; Moritzianum, its culture, 73

;

T^yphyllum, 741 ; tuberosum, to flower, 121, 210, 805 ;
penta-

phyllum, 806

Tropical Orchidacese, 838

Troschel, Dr., his mission to California, 77* «ran„ 7 ,

Truffles, 590 ; to propagate, 233, 417 ; ^J^.^^Alilne
Tuberoses, adv., Cobbett, 33, treatment of, 449 ;

to keep during

winter, 681

Tuckermania maritima, 175
Tulip-root, a disease in Oats, 773
Tulip-tree, to propagate, 545

th „ rhi „

Tulips, Florentine, 57; to protect, 73 ;
absence of, at the Cnis-

wick Exhibition, 374, 390 »„»-«* t^o™™
Turf, under trees, 865 ; as a green manure, 36, 372 ;

to prepare

for potting, 305
Turkey, observations on, 840

Turmeric, as a test for ammonia, 9, 88

Turnip-tops, as a green manure, 20 ; seed, adv., Haig, ioh j ny,

to keep away, 318 ; effect of various manures on, 520 ;
to 101a

sheep on, 132; sprouts, to prepare, 246

Turnips, specimen, grown with guano and salt, 737; saw-ny, iwu

Turtle-doves, disease in, 773

Turtle Scale, black, described, 443

Tussack Grass, 57; account of, 131, 190

Tyas* Sentiment of Flowers, adv., 442

U
Under-draining, beneficial effects of, 68

University College, Botanical prizemen at, 559
'

Urine and vegetable refuse, as a manure for plants, 08 ;
to save,

144, 216, 247, 289

V
Va m.ota purpurea, its treatment,

Van Diemen's Land, meteorological observations at, £03

Varnish for cotton-frames, 55 ; useless, 139

Vegetable manures, 207, 229 ; physiology, importance of, /33

Vegetable marrow, to boil, 319, 335; different kinds of, 633 ;
cause

of fruit falling off, 662 ; treatment of, 681

Vegetable tissue, to prepare, for minute examination, 777 ;
irri "

Vegetables, discovery of a way to preserve them, 574 ;
food from,

24 : refuse, for manure, 25, 102, 117 ; putrid, their effect on the

growth of plants, 68; diseases of, 131; importance of good

water in cooking, 359; select kinds, 105; for shady ground,

161 • their composition, 338; seeds of, adv., May, 114; hardy,

505 ; to procure good seeds of, 157 ;
from the Rhine, 192 j

new

variety* 392; vagaries, 878

Vegetable irritability, 911

Vegetation in India, rapidity of, 392 ; of Swan River, 414; Vege-

table matter, to apply as manure in a fresh state, 771

Vcitch's Nursery, noticed, 503 ;
propagating-house, 540

Ventilation, remarks on, 440

Verandahs, climbers for, 433

Verbenas, their treatment, 41, 73; adv. Miller, 65; Wood, 130 ;

Hally, 186; May, 225; Miller, adv., 834; Veronica speciosa,

863 • good kinds, 144, 272, 447 ; soil for, 248 ; formosa elegans,

adv! 258 ; list of, 272 ; to preserve in winter, 336 ; to stand

overwinter, 773; remarks on raising hybrids from, 693; winter,

treatment of, 7**4

Vetch, as a green manure, 3 ; straw, as manure, 202

Victoria regia, seed, adv., 425 ; remarks on, 428, 56i

Vines, to fruit in succession, 720 ; for a late vinery, 697 ;
selection

fork crop, 697; culture of, in Bengal, 375 ; good works on,

377- to render productive, 428 ; cause of warts on the leaves,

433 ; strictures on pruning, 411 ; singular failure of the leaves

upon, 414; supposed cause of, 445, 461, 4/9; impropriety ot

removing leaves from, 443; questioned, 479; advantage of

removing the buds from the lower part of the stem, 111

planting, 488 ; Black Hamburgh, remarks on colouring of,

678 and Peaches, to grow together, 681 ; system of pruning

deduced from Scripture, 678; remarks on culture of, 711;

management of, 6?Q; query respecting a system of pruning,

645 : border, to make, 825 ; to apply guano to, 649 to

graft/ directions for, 744; adv., Hoare, 1; remarks on stop-

ping, 272, 616: to graft, 37, 208, 216; remarks on manage-

ment, 649, 230 ; to cure scale on, 40 ;
temperature in forcing,

35. 40, 54, 67, 105, 120 ;
power of vegetation m, 54 ; to grow in

frames, ib. ; in pots, 232, 665 ; to steam, 57 ; their treatment

in the Ionian islands, 70; necessity of watering when grown

within the house, 72; young, to prune, 89, 120, 528; affected

bv frost, to recover, 102; Roberts's treatise on, rev., 103, 119 ;

to remove, 248 ; remarks on some kinds, 417 ; their treatment,

103, 119, 286, 316; border for, 103; Errington's remarks on,

2U ; to inarch, 192, 232; for a Vinery, 528 ; to propagate, 119;

to disbud, 120; remarks on pruning, 573; flowers destroyed

without affecting the leaves, 121 ;
great produce of, 573

;

wash for, 144; to protect the stems, 161 ; rust of, remarks on,

132, 189; Portugal, to train, 161 ; in pots, to tram, 177; to

raise from eyes. ib. ; Verdelho, 192; for a greenhouse, 216; to

stop their bleeding, 265; remarks on, 847; to graft, 230, 844;

border for, 103; Errington on, 211; Roberts on, 230; cover-

ing for, 266; hints for improving, 300; manure for, &81
;
to

ViSesftreatment of Figs in, 300 ; on roofs in cities, 462 ; tem-

perature to be maintained in summer, 459
ftfm-mf

Violets, Neapolitan, cause of their failure, 73 j
their treatment,

356; tree, its culture, 73, 89; Russian, their treatment, 356;

list of good kinds, 616

Viscaria oculata, 823; Backhouse, adv., 857

Vitriol, green, to apply, 88; quantity to use, 105, 416; oil of, to

fix ammonia, 230, 399

Vriesia psittacina, 140 «. +, %. i„«
Vulgar Errors, 511; blight on corn from the Barberry, explana-

tion of, 69*1; refuted, ib.

W
Wagtails, habits of, 392
Walks, to extirpate grass from, 73 ; remarks on edgings of, 710

Walls for trees, remarks on, 233 ; north, unfit for Peaches, 289;

to prepare borders for, 344 5 new, to cover with Ivy, 910

Walnut-trees, to transplant, 136 ; to graft, 177

Ward's Cases, 847 ;
plants for, 89 ; grown in, 574 ; for sending

plants out in, 121 ; remarks on, 577 ; prizes for, at exhibitions,

517
Wash for fruit-trees, 848 ; for Vine?, 144

Wasps, observations on, 629 ; numerous about Bristol, &c, 645

;

remarks on, nest in Currant-bush described, 661 ;
plentiful in

Shropshire, 661 ; remarks on killing, 301, 556; nest, 8?8; and

Rats, 909
Waste land, to improve, 517

A . , . . ,

Water, a non-conductor of heat, 774, 806 5
danger of using bad

for hot-water pipes, 417 ;
greatest heat of, in open gutters, 501

Watering out-door plants, 478, 499, 542, 555, 557 5 in the Ionian

Islands, 543

Water-flannel described, 735

Water Dropwort, described, 412

Waterer's exhibition of plants, adv., 313; noticed, 359, 371

Watercourses, query respecting composition for, 519

Watercresaes, treatment of, 431, 444 '

Water Lily, to multiply, 292, 289

Watson's granulated manure, 248

Weasel sportsman, 823

Weather, remarks on, 396 , flnnS
Weeds, to prepare for manure, 649 ; to boil for manure, 9 1 heaps

of, to decompose, 360; to destroy, on gravel-walks, 610
;
in

ponds, to destroy, 737 , 758, 806, 842, 847 ; observations on, J 74 ;
to

destroy by ammoniacal liquor, 806, 819 ; in. ponds, 910

Weekes (Mr.), his annual dinner, 71

Weights of fine Horticultural productions, 608

Wells, to remedy their impurity, 70, 86

Wellington, New Zealand, letter from, 190

West's Agricultural Tract for the Times, rev-, 288

West Indian cultivation, account of, 269

Wheat-splitting, 837; observations on, 838; Egyptian, adv..

Staunton and Sons, Strand, 658 ; experiments with manures

on, 189; propagation of, by division of its roots, amount 01

saving by, 65; straw, as a manure, 208; to dibble in, 571

#

gluten contained in, 633; nitrate of soda as a ™anur ?. ™£
344 ; alternate with Potatoes, 388 ; tillering of, 646 ;

possibility

of obtaining 30 quarters per acre, 396 ; year after year on some

land, 772 ; splitting, opinions of practical workmen concerning

tables showing expenses of, 734; to transplant, by division101

its roots, experiment on, 695 ; to sow, quantity per acre, 72"

,

preparation of the ground, and manure for, 720 ; Australian, bu*

Wheelbarrows, to preserve the handles of, 429

Whitethorn, plants for grafting in, 216
Whitney's substitute for glass, 819

Wighton on Bees, adv., 112 D«„ ,a
Willow, cerulean, remarks on, 6; new American, adv., Rivers,

130; peelings for bottom-heat, 272; American, 375 j
weeping*

415
Window plants, 105, 144, 528

Windsor, progress of the Royal Gardens at, 227 i
Gardens at

Frogmore, noticed, 647
.

'

.

Wine, to make from common Bramble, 614 ; raisin, to make,

ibA Grape, to make, 645; receipt for making, 647; BlacK

Currant, to make, 663; British Champagne, to make, 69*j

British, remarks on, 57 ; best work on, 449 ;
ginger, receipt for

\ making, 679 > lees of, as a manure, 345 5 Elder, best work on,

545
Winter gardening, 822, 862; 878
Wire, for walls, 793
Wireworm, to destroy, 233, 272, 301, 305, 318, 744

Wirework, adv., Baker, 96; Gidney, 224; Thompson, ib.; coated

with zinc, 392
Woodlouse, death-watch, described, 116 ; to destroy, 649

Woodlice, to destroy, 57, 102, 177, 465 ; destroyed by toads, 210, 357

Wood, Punch's critique on, 71 ;
pulverised, as food for cattle ana

horses, 387 ; decayed, as manure for plants, 417 .

Wood-paving, remarks on, 315, 528; advantage of using Elm in,

358 : improvement in, 738

Wood-ashes, for manure, 25 ; as a top-dressmg for pLants, 57

Woollen Moth, white-shouldered, described, 156

Woollen rags, to arrest ammonia during fermentation of, 744;

rags to apply as a manure, 665

Woodville, fine plant of Phormium tenax at, 487

Worms, to destroy, 5, 37, 70, 809, 825, 865, 881 ; by limewater, 54,

70, 192, 216; by corrosive sublimate, 37, 70, 86, 216, 449; W
salt, 70 ; with chloride of lime, 429; their use, 103

Wrens, query^ respecting, 391 $ answered, 429,501; their nests

noticed, 590; nest, 910
X

Xylocopa figured, 791 > nest of, 791

Y
f Year-Book of Facts, rev., 143

Yeast, as a manure, 216; plant, 246 ; described, 336, 361, 528

Yew, poisonous nature of, 807; Irish, where raised, 9; to cut-

down, 101

Yucca, species of, 144; soil for, 216; gloriosa, treatment of after

flowering, 633

Zante Currant, will probably succeed at the Cape of Go<#*

Hope, 272
Zichya villosa, 7 ; coccinea, 692
Zinc greenhouses, adv., 332; labels, ink for, 793
Zinc-labels, to write on with a common pencil, 91

1

Zoologist, adv., 456

LIST OF WOODCUTS IN THE PRESENT VOLUME
- ari t i '

plan of, adv.,

' 1

4

Araucaria seeds, 862
Aspasia epidendroides,' 878 ... . Mnts
Aspidiotus Nerii, 588 ; Proteus, 6765 conchiformis, ,36; ostrese-

formis, 805
Athalia spinarum, 620 •

Bark-mite, 556
Baya, nest of, 791
Beck, Mr., his potting-shed, 820
Bee-hive, 53; patent bar and frame, 317
Boilers used at Veitch's Nursery, 556; Burbidge'S
732

Bombyx Neustria , 244
Bruchus granarius, I89

Coccus patella*formis, 518; testudo, 444

Corn Weevil, 907
Cuscuta europeea, 710 ; trifolii, ib*

Cycnoches, 775
f

*

Dahlia-tuber, with scion inserted, 622

Draining plan of, 606
Drains, 627

Epiphyte-house, at Broughton Hall, gos *

Fork for leaves, 38
Pigwort, 207

GuS^hot-watS,
1

in Horticultural Society's Garden, 659j

plan to prevent dampness from, 87o

Heating,-the Killogie, 628 >
apparatus for a greenhouse at Per-

shore, 910 ; for Dahlias, &c, 832

Saul's, 428 ; Hughes's, 460j Watson's, 500

Heckfield Melon-pit, 892
Hot- water apparatus at Oakley, J)

Italian Firefly, 860

Khat Plant, 391
Killogie, 628

Lackey Moth, 244

Mummy Wheat, 787

Necrophorus figured, 791

Oak- spangles, 52

Oil-cloth machine, to prepare, 36

Orchidaceous plants, support for, 557
*

Park, diagrams of, 371

Pit, ridge and furrow, 208; at Hewell, 772 r , v _

Pears, Vicar of Winkfield, 20 j Louise Bonne (of Jersey), 860

Portable hotbed, 895
Pots, Rendle's improved, 519 '

Scale, white, 5885 brown, 676', Apple-tree Mussel, 736; Vetf'

tree Oyster, 805
Spruce Fir-branch, 630
Stake-holder, of iron, 266
Stops for gutters, 804

Tank-house at Doneraile Gardens, 757
Tailor-bird, nest of, 792
Testacella Maugei, 389
Tinea sarcitella, 156
Trellises, for Climbers, 4, 68, 84, 156, 173, 263, 300, 428
Turnip saw-fly, 620
Tussack-grass, 131

Veitch's propagating-house, 540
Vine, to graft, 230

Wheat, Australian, 864
Woodlouse, death-watch, 116

iylocopa figured, 791 ; nest of, 791

Yeast-plant, its seed, 246; leaf of, 336

Zichya coccinea, 692
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THE GARDENERS CHRONICLE.
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

No. 1—1843. SATURDAY, JANUARY 7. Price 6d9

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—The
GENERAL MEETING for the ElectionoftheCommitt.ee

and Officers will be held, at 1 o'clock on Thursday next the 12th

in st., at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand; on which day
the ANNUAL DINNER of FLORISTS and AMATEURS, in con-
junction with the Patrons and Members of the Gardeners' Bene-
volent Institution has been appointed to take place, at 5 o'clock.

—H. Wildman, Hon. Sec. Tickets, 12s. 6d. each, (including

a Bottle of Wine), may be had, on application, addressed to the
Secretaries of the above Societies, at the Crown and Anchor
Tavern

,

SEEDLING DAHLIAS W."R. WHALE begs to
announce to Dahlia-growers generally, that he intends send-

ing out HERO of STONEHENGE Dahlia, in strong Plants,

early in May ; it not being in his power to accommodate his nu-
merous friends with Ground Roots, having received orders for

24 roots. This Dahlia needs not the usual puffing ; suffice to say,

it is a gem of the first water; and, if it do not give satisfaction,

the cash will he returned- Colour, a dark Mulberry, with fine

cupped petals of great substance, symmetrical form, splendid

habit, flowers standing erect above the foliage, perfectly constant

the whole season, closes when young, pronounced to be a de-

cided improvement on Rival Sussex at Stone Henge Show, by
Messrs. Keynes, Spary, Dodds, &c. &c. Awarded the following
prizes: viz.— 1st. at Stonehenge, on Salisbury Plain, supposed
to be the premier Show of the season, (calculated to have been
10,000 persons present)—2d at Devon and Exeter; 3d at Marlbo-
rough ; and in a winning stand of 12—prize at Salt Hill, and at

several of the Metropolitan exhibitions, the only places exhibited

at. Price 106*. fid., the usual discount where a dozen plants are
ordercd-heigbt 4 to 5 feet. NOVELTY, ruby ground, tipped,

and striped with buff, quite new in colour, full-sized flower,

fine clear petals, symmetrical form, an every day's; flower,

perfectly constant—height 2 to 3 feet, 10s. 6d. APPLAUSE, a
pale orange, fine clear cupped petals, a round and full-sized

flower; it looks beautiful in a stand, rather flat, but comes up in

water, like many other stiff petal flowers— height 4 to 5 feet,

10s. 6rf. Only 4 roots of this variety.—Elcot, Newbury, Berks,
Jan. 4 , 1843.

.

MITCHELL'S Unrivalled Variegated DAHLIAS, viz.

—The BEAUTY of SUSSEX and BLANCHE SHELLEY.
Jamks Mitchell begs to announce his intention of sending out
in May the above seedling Dahlias; which he can recommend
with confidence to the most limited grower; they have been
justly pronounced both by foreign and English growers to be the
most beautiful, and the most valuable acquisition ever offered

to the Public. J. M. will also have fine plants of Mrs. SHELLEY,
which is first-rate and very scarce. The BEAUTY of SUSSEX,
—This Dahlia has been placed before any other two-coloured
flower, at all the principal Shows in England : viz.—the Salt

Hill, the Floricultural, the South London, Maidstone, and Ton-
bridge-wells Shows. Colour, delicate pink, strongly edged with
Cherry—the petals are cupped, of firm texture, and well ar-

ranged, never confused; the general form is excellent, and rising

well in the centre; a constant show- flower— 4 feet, 10s. 6d.

BLANCHE SHELLEY, white, delicately tipped with purple,

beautifully cupped petals, superior form, and of great depth : a
constant show- flower—5 feet, 10s. 6d. Mrs. SHELLEY, delicate

rosy pink, cupped petals, a constant show- flower—4 feet, 5s.

—The usual allowance to the trade, where a dozen plants are
ordered.—Piltdown Nursery, Maresficld, Uckfield, Sussex.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Nurserymen, Seeds-
men, and Flobists, have much pleasure in announcing that

they have succeeded in making a valuable addition to their e

tensive stock of CALCEOLARIAS, by the purchase of the entire
stock of those richly-spotted varieties raised by Isaac Anderson,
Esq., which took the first prize for seedlings at the Royal Cale-

donian Horticultural Society's meeting of the 15th July last, and
were justly described as being the finest varieties yet exhibited.

There are six distinct varieties, named as follows—George
Heriot, Grahami, Greigiana, Ariadne, Margaret, Neillii. These
will be sent out in rotation of order, early in April next, at 305.

per set, or 7s. Gd. each. Early orders will oblige, and meet with
prompt attention; but as the stock of some of the varieties is

very limited, early application can only be guaranteed execution.

Seed Warehouse, 32, South Hanover- street, Edinburgh -

3

Nurseries, Inverleith, and Broughton Park.

N tc—Messrs. J. D. & Sons are now sending out plants of that
beautiful and distinct variety of Epiphyllum truncatum, called
Epiphyllum truncatum elegans, which attracted so much notice
at the Horticultural Society's Show.

HARDING, MARCHAND DE BOUQUETS, No. 1,
CLiFKonn Stiikkt, Old Bond Street.—BOUQUETS

of all kinds made to order, and carefully packed for the country.
A liberal price will be given to Growers and others in the Isle of
Wight, Devonshire, &c. for forced and other Cut Flowers—Orange,
Rose, Pelargonium, Clove, and Carnation blooms most in demand.
On Sale, various Works on the Language of Flowers, Ornamen-
tal Flower Pots, Vases, Stands for Plants, Fancy Baskets, &c—
Apply post-paid.

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

YOUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the
readers of the Gardeners9 Chronicle to their Advertisement

of the above magnificent Fuchsia, inserted in this Paper of the
24th Dec, together with their two new Verbenas.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Jan. 5, 1842.

PATRONIZED BY HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND
AND MANY OF THE NOBILITY,

rpiIE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—For many years
J- past there has been cultivated in the neighbourhood of Yar.
mouth, adjacent to the ancient Castle of Sir John Fastolff, a red
Raspberry of a most extraordinary size and rich flavour. The
Nobility wno visit the sea-coast here have invariably expressed
their astonishment at the exceeding fineness of the fruit of this
variety, and until lately Youkm- and Co. have not been enabled
to obtain a sufficient stock of it to bring it into public notice; but
having now obtained a supply (although limited) of fine Canes,
beg to offer them on the following terms, and they can be sent
with safety to any part of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of
a Post-ofiice order.

Packages containing go Canes, 25s.—Packages containing 25
Canes, Ms.—Package included.

The few to whom Youell and Co. have sent it, haveexpressed
their high admiration of its superiority over other varieties ;

and a letter just received from a Gentleman in Derbyshire,
to whom this variety was sent, states that it invariably takes
prizes at the Hort. Shows m his neighbourhood. In conclusion,
Youki.l and Co. beg to state that they have not, or do they
intend to recommend any article but that which they can do
With confidence; and in this instance they feel fully assured of
its giving the most entire satisfaction.—Great YarmouthNursery,
Norfolk, Jan. 5, 1842,

SHIRLEY VINEYARD, NEAR SOUTHAMPTON,—NURSERY
DEPARTMENT.

CLEMENT HOARE respectfully announces that he
has now on sale an extensive collection of Grape Vine Plants

of superior growth, and of the most approved sorts in general
cultivation, varying in price from 25. 6d. to 7s. 6rt. each.

' Lately Published,
A PRACTICAL TREATISE on thb CULTIVATION op THB

GRAPE VINE on OPEN WALLS. By Clemkxt Hoark. 3d
edition. 8vo, 7s. 6d. boards. Longman & Co., London. Sold by
all Booksellers, and at the Vineyard, at Shirley.

T CUTHILLbegs to recommend his EARLY MELON
*-* • as the most prolific and easy of culture. His Black Spine and
Snow's Cucumbers, the best in cultivation, maybe seen grow-
ing to the amount of 300 plants, in pits heated by Stephenson's
Wrought Iron Boiler, heating nearly 600 feet of large piping. Also
Seed of the True Sion- House Cucumber for houses, &c. Lisian-
thus Russellianus, New Spotted Digitalis, Phlox Drummondi very
fine. The above, each per packet 25. 6d., sent free on the receipt
of an order. Direct, J. Cuthill's Flower and Forcing Grounds,
Denmark Hill, Camberwell, London. Fine Plants of the Lisian-
thus Russellianus from 5s. to 10s. each. N.B.—Wanted an Active
Lad, aged 17; Wages, 2s. per week, with Board and Lodging.

T^ARLY PEAS, &c—HENRY D. CORMACK,
-L' SEEDSMAN, begs respectfully to inform the Nobility,
Gentry, and others of Manchester and its Vicinity that they can
be supplied with the following new and early articles :—Cor-
mack's Prince Albert and early Kent Peas, British Queen ditto ;

Taylor's new improved Windsor, and Johnson's Wonderful
Beans; Manchester and Giant red and pink Celery; Hamilton's
White Spine and Walker's Prize-fighter Cucumbers; Incompara-
ble Cos Lettuce, together with every other variety of Horticultu-
ral, Agricultural, and Floricultural Seeds, at his Wholesale and
Retail Warehouse, io6, Deangate, Manchester. Agent for Sir
James Murray's Patent Fertilising and Guano Manures.

pHARLES FARNES, No. 128, St. John-street,
v-^ London, respectfully informs the Public that his Collection
of New KITCHEN-GARDEN AND FLOWER-SEEDS are now
ready to send out. Catalogues with prices will be forwarded on
application.

Fames' Superior First Early
Peas, height, l£ to 2 ft.

Flack's Dwarf BlueVictory Pea,
2 ft.

Knight's Dwarf Blue Marrow
do., 3 ft.

American Dwarf do., do., 3 to
4 ft.

Improved Green ditto, do.,
4 ft.

New Auvergne, do., 4 to 5 ft.

Young's Milford Marrow, do.,

5 to 6 ft.

Improved Giant do., do., 6 to

7 ft.

Marshall's Early Prolific Bean
Green Dwarf Fan do.
Green Windsor do.
New-England Long-podded do.
Early French Olive-shaped
Radish

Wood's Early Frame do.
White Spanish Onion
White Globe do.
James Keeping do.

Early Dutch Horn Carrot
Long Red Surrey do.
Large Altrincham do.

Ady's Large Cos Lettuce
Paris White do., do.

,, Green do., do.
Black Seed Bath do., do.
Siberian do., do.
Golding's do., do.
Versailles Cabbage do.
Malta do., do.
Spotted do.
Flanders Spinach
Seymour's White Celery

,, Red do., and other kinds
Earliest Dwarf Cabbage

,, Nonpareil do.
Large Asparagus do.
Early Hope do.

,, Crompton do.
Earliest White Walchercn Broc-

coli

Chappell's Splendid Cream do.

„ Early White do.
Myatt's do., do., do.
Imported Hrussels Sprouts
Small Dai k- Red Beet

French Sugar do.
do. Sweet do.
do. Summer Endive
do. Chicory, for coffeeit

With every variety of Vegetable and Flower Seeds in cultivation.

rp AND C. LOCKHART, Florists, 156, Cheapside,
J- • London, have published their List of Seeds for 1843, which
will be forwarded free, by post, on application. In consequence
of the late favourable season, they are able to offer most kinds
at considerably reduced prices.

rpHE FARMERS' AND GENERAL FIRE AND
-1 LIFE INSURANCE INSTITUTION. Empowered by Act
of Parliament. Offices, Strand, London. Capital, 500,000/. With
1,960 Shareholders Enrolled.

HONORARY
His Grace the Duke of Rut-
land

The Earl of Stradbrokb
The Earl of Coventry
Earl Due ik

The Earl of Stair

directors.
The Earl of Stamford and
Warrington

Lord Stanley, M.P.
Lord Rayleigh
Lord Faversham
Lord Viscount Caiupden

And Seventy-two other Members of Parliament and Gentlemen.
COUNTY DIRECTORS.—Upwards of 1/0 Gentlemen, Landed

Proprietors, or otherwise connected with Agriculture, holders of
50 Shares, have been appointed County Directors.—FARMING
STOCK insured without the Average Clause at \s. Qd. per cent.,
no duty*—COMMON INSURANCE at the usual moderate rates.
—INSURANCE of LIVES on an equitable scale of charge. En-
dowments of all kinds for future or existing children. The
usual commission to Solicitors. Agents are appointed in all the

(

principal Town sin the kingdom. W. SHAW, Managing Director.

If CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
-> No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.

Established 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 William IV.
Lower rates of premium than those ofany other office,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :—

Age.

Annual
Premium
per cent.

15

1 10 8

20

1 14 7

25

1 19

30 35

2 4 3

40

2 1011 2 19 9

45

3 11 9

50

4 8

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent.
on the premiums paid during J:he preceding five years.
No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.
Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell James Downer, Secretary,

TT OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
^7; °t

h
r

er BuiId,n^s—STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the
Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61, Gracechurch-street.
London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.
(See Editor's description, Gardeners* Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.)
To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They arc
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
of building, may be obtained as above- where also may be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter'*
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—Waytk's New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin.
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. andE. Bailey also construct in metal all desciiptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and fhe public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; thtry
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals required, and which mav be seen at their Manufactory.

'PHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-* by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SIIEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges*,
Ifp,ckney ; Messrs. Henderson's, Pineapple-place; Mr. Knight's,
King's- road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

PENN'S SYSTEM PERFECTED—FOR OBTAINING A FREE
CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR
THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL & OTHER BUILDINGS.

\\f HILL having had every opportunity of making
» » • himself acquainted with the best method of constructing

Horticultural Buildings of every kind—to command the above
truly uOMrable result—and having with much satisfaction wit-
nessed the gradual improvement in the adaptation of this prin-
ciple to almost, every variety of Building, begs to announce to
the Nobility and Public generally, that he erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, PITS, &c, &c.,upon the above system,
which has (at an immense cost to the inventor), been brought to
great perfection, and heals the same by Hotwater Apparatus,
with improved Tube or Conical Boilers. W.Hill also adapts
Da. Arnott's New Balanced Regulator to the Boiler Appa-
ratus, by which an immense saving of fuel is effected, the greatest
regularity of Temperature preserved, and much time and trouble
saved. Penn's System only requires publicity to be appre-
ciated. The Public are therefore invited to inspect its efficient

working at the Inventor's Residence, Lewisham. The great end
gained by adopting this system, is a perfect and rapid Circula-
tion, producing consequently an equable temperature throughout
the building (of whatever construction), and renders access to it

at all times safe and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-
stitution being enabled to remain for hours in a temperature
greatly exceeding summer-heat, with as much comfort as could
possibly be derived from an out-door temperature equally high.

W. Hill would refer any, who may desire to apply the above

system to Forcing-Houses in particular, to Mr. John Willmot,
of Isleworth, who after 40 years' experience has adopted this

system throughout his extensive Establishment. Designs, and

any further information, upon application to W. Hill, Builder

and Surveyor, Lewisham. ._

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.

p ROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which re-

\y ceived thellonorary Reward of the Roy. Agricultural Society.

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast- Iron, and holds about

"00 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the

horse, the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquidjipon

the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cannot
possibly choke or get out of order. E, %e Flexible Leather

-~

Pipe, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the' end.— Pricattehvered

in Hull, 25/.

CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c—will contain 8 bushels of
manure—price 12/. 12s.

T^HE GENUINE GUANO ON Sk&fAT LIVER-
-1- POOL.—Any quantity of this celebrated and valuable
natural Manure can be obtained from the Queen's Bonded Stores,

either in Liverpool or in London. Apply to Messrs- War, Jos.
Mykns & Co., Importers, Liverpool; Messrs. Coteswukth,
Powell, & Pryor, Great St. Helen's, London; or Messrs.
Edwards, Dawson, & Co., Brokers, Liverpool,

a
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EXCYCLOP/EDIA OF FLOWERS.
On Saturday, January 7, will appear the first portion of this

valuable guide to the Florist and Amateur—bein
H^HE COMPLETE HISTORY and CULTURE of
-A- the HEARTSEASE, for the Border and for Exhibition ;

forming a leading feature In the First Number for 1843 of the
GARDENER and PRACTICAL FLORIST, price Thrrei?bn<
.Published every Saturday by JEL Gkoomcridoi;, 6, Pa) :;ioster-
rovr, where all advertisements that can in; t the nobility and
mtry who have gardens, must be forwarded. The charge is 5a-.

!<>; six lines, and 6d. .".cry addi'

VALUABLE WO S ON INDIA, Pi: [ED BY WILLI \

H. ALLEN & Co., ;, I DENHALL-STREET.
BOTANY OF THE II ,VYAN MOUNTAINS,

lllu-trations of the Botany and o; branches of the
v
atural History of the Himalayan Mountains, and of the Flo

of Cashmere. By J. FoRBfiS RoYMh t.D., V.P.R.S., F.L.S.and
G.S., M.R.A.S., &c. &c. &c. Now complete, in 2 Vols. Imp. 4>t0,

with < "'.'loured Plates, half morocco extra, price 11/. li.v.

THE PRODUCTIVE l
! 1SOURCES OF INDIA.

J, FolvBks Kovi.k, M.i) , V.U.S., &e., Late of the lb cal
Vol the Bengal Aimy, a:td Stfperii .it of the Hon. E. i.

Company's Botanic Garden at Saharunporc, and Author of
" Illustrations of the Botany and other Branches of the Natural
History of the Himalayan Monii'

" In respect to Dr. Royle's object to point out the latent agri
cultural wealth of India, he has bremght a targe store of know-
ledge, accumulate<l from local observation, practical experience,
and scientific studies, to bear upon the subject, which he lias

elucidated with much ability."— Times.
THE EAST INDIA GAZETTEER; containing

particular Descriptions of the Empires, King loins, Principalities,
Provinces, Cities, &c. &c. of Hlndoostan and the adjacent
Countries, India beyond the Gai id the Eastern Archi-
pelago $ tog-ether with Stcetcftea of the Manners, Customs, [nsti-
cutiansj Ag tlture, Commerce, Manufactures, Revenues, Popu-
lation, Castes, Religion, History, &c, oj their various Inhabi-
tants. By the late Walter Hamilton, in 2 vols. Svo, price
1/. \%s. boards.

THE HISTORY, ANTIQUITIES, TOPOGRAPHY,
and STATISTICS of EASTERN INDIA; comprising the districts

of Behar, Shahabad, Bhaguipore, Gorukpore, Dinajepore, Pu-
rauiya, Rungporc, and Assam, in relation to their Geology,
Mineralogy, Botany, Agriculture; Commerce, &c. &c. Surveyed
under the orders of the Supreme Government, and collated from
he original documents at the East India House. J3y Mont-
Gquery Martin. Complete in 3 vols. Svo, with numerous
Plates, 21. 2s. cloth boards, lettered.

hi This work is now concluded, and we can only repeat our
previous opinion, that it is one of the most valuable additions to
the literature of the present day."— Literary Gazette.

TRAVELS IN WESTERN INDIA, embracing a
Visit to the Sacred Mountains of the .Jains •. and the most cele-
brated Shrines of the Hindoo Kaith, -between Rajpootana and the
Indus; and an account of the ancient City of Nehrwalla. By
the late Eicuteiiant-ColoncI Jamks Ton, Author of "Annals of
Rajast'han." Royal -ito, cloth. Price \',L its. W.
**# This, work is embellished with Nine Plate i and Vignettes,

beautifully engraved from Sketches by Mrs. Hunter Blair.
"Awork wliirh inisM. be regarded as the mo.-t important, the

most full, and the most interesting that I ever appeared upon
Western India. 7 *—Atlas.

MAPS AND CHARTS OF INDIA, fcc, Published
by W. H. Ai.lkx &C0.
MAP OF CHINA AND THE ADJACEtQT COUNTRIES,

drawn from the latest Surveys and other Authentic Documents $

contaion',- all the \\ Information relating to that
Country ami adjacent Tracts, up to the present time. By John
Walker. On one sheet, coloured, 8$. ; on cloth, in a case,
ll.v. ; on doth, with roller, 12s. (>/.

CHART m THE CANTON RIVER, folded in case, 2s. 6d.

GENERA!, CHART FROM ENGLAND to CHINA, including
the India Seas : inscribed to James Horsburgii, F.R.S., &c. &c.
On one large sh price 7*« W- ; or ou cloth, hound, 10*. Gd.

A MAP OF INDIA, from the latest Surveys of the best autho-
rities, and corrected to the present time. On i ixsh. of Atlas,
11. l-J.v. o>/.; on cloth* in a case, :}/. 13$. fid.; or on cloth, with
rollers, varnished, it. is.

A SMALLER P OF II L compiled from the latest

Documents. On one large sheet, 18s. $ or on cloth, in a case, or
on rollers, 17.6s. 3 or with rollers, varnished, 1/ Qs.

mdon: W. il. Ai.i.kv & Co., 7, Le#denhall-street.

In Monthly Nos., Svo, with Four beautifully -coloured Plates*
Price* #>

v (\ff

])AXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
-*~ The Number for December, 1842, contains highly-finished
drawings of Cattley

a

Sttperb-flowered Cattleya), Correa
bicalar (Two-towered Correa), Laasa Herbertn (Mr. Herbert's
f oasa), Salvia tricolor (Two-coloured Sage). Floricultural

Notices— Ciwinia discolor. — Q 1 .a—?—iVIaurandya—?- Ni-
phaea oblonga. — Oncidium Lemonianum. — Oncidium michro-
ehilum.- Oncidium volubilc.—-Scutellaria s; ideus-Tropseolum
azurenm. Operations for January -- Index — Dedication—Adver-
tisement— Latin Index to Coloured ares of Plants—English
index to Coloured Figures of Plants—Woodcut and Coloured
illustrations. '

Tins work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,
and I nty four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers arc requested to observe

—

1. That ail the drawn ire taken from nature, and arc conse-
qucnily made from plants wfaichh* towered in Britain,

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

who lilfties are Of the highest 1 r, and who travels himself
to th aces where the plants are in Bower.

3. That they are 1. graphed by the same individual, and,
behtg coloured in a tor manner, hai e all the spirit and ele-

gance, and much be finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about one-half" of the drawings are from plants which

nave never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting the m pular Ities, as well as the more neglected,

tinv r ham ier
f

old species; the majority
being such as can be c« ted by every one possessing a
how, house or frame.

It may, in concli n,

beauty tot \\ hrrn

work . well ai d to tin
and as the Improved of hi the

|

litbogi'aphed
commei vitlr tjcar, dthateach
volume sh iow be perfect in ent is a desirable
opportunity for those who w becc subscribers.

]A)}y S. ( i-row.

FUN FOR THE :

Bound in
1 t price 55.6^".,

O E MILLER'y JEST-BOOK.
A Reprint from the 6rst and genuine edition, such omissions

and aiteratioaw only having been made as Acre required by the

g» " fe*n conversation; but, that the
volume might have son

,
and be a good table or tra-

velling b( copious additions have besn made from other old
volumes of Ail

Extract from the P>
lt Another strange circumst: connected v.ith this work is, that

everybody presumes that he himself and ev. >,dy ehe are perfectly
familnvr with its contents and yet, if the reader will ask his
acquaintance, it 1 . appear that not one in, five bundled <:ver set eyeS
on a copy, it U in c< xnce of like questions that this edition is
published," Loatoni Whjexxakbr m<X Cq,

j

In one small volume, price 15*.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-
sion of a preat variety of information into one volume, in order to

bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally

sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-

od with his proh m, should be as well aecommodated as other

clas :a in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior

to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once
ent; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical

C:: :ue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.
Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by carrying
itinhis pocket, examine all the plants that are at, any time submitted
to his inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence respect-

ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species which could
re; lably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only be
sufficiently estimated by those who have felt trie want of such an
assistant j and to all such individuals, as well as to every agent or

friend of Horticulture, the Tucket .Botanical Dictionary is decidedly
indispensable.

London: J. Andrews, Bond-street; Orr 8c Co., Paternoster-row.

DARLSY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. It is

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Scries of Elementary
Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the
Public at large. To youth of cither sex at public and private
schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or
whose attention has not been directed in early life to such
studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various
Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our
commonest ideas as possible; the demonstrations of proposi-
tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory ;

and the Klcments of each Science are reduced, not only to their
simplest, but to their shortest form.

1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary
and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science
in its leading Truths and general Principles. J$y Gkorgk Daii-
lev, A.B. Fourth Edition, 4a-. 6d. cloth.

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in which
the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,
and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,
with numerous Cuts. (A Second Edition is now ready.) 4*. 6d.
cloth.

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on
Proportions and Progressions. Third Edition. 4s. 6d. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane
and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the
application or Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 3fi. 6d. cl.
" For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with
more advantage than Parley's Popular Geometry and Algebra."
—Library of Useful Knowledge, Article "Mechanics."
TAylor and Walto.v, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 23, Upper Gower-strcet.

HORTICULTURAL AGENCY, 65, Lower Thames
Street.—N. SYLVESTER informs his Friends and the Pub-

lic that he gives particular attention to this branch of his busi-
ness. Gentlemen sending orders to the Continent for Trees,
Plants, Bulbs, &c, should have the packages consigned to N". S.,

who will clear and forward them within a few hours after arrival
iti London. All kinds of Goods received for shipment or cleared
from the Docks.—N. Sylvkstur, Custom-house Agent, Licensed
by the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Customs. N. S. will
forward Orders to the Continent free of Postage.

pUCUMBERand MELON BOXES and LIGHTS.—w For SALU, one, two, and three Light BOXES and LIGHTS,
Of all sizes, icady for immediate use, warranted of the best mate-
rials, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom; two Light
Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. 8.v. Garden Lights made,
glazed and painted, from Is. per foot. Sashes and Frames made,
glazed, and hung complete, Is. 8d. per foot.—At JAMES WATTS'
Sash Manufactory, 8, Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.

** * An Apprentice wanted.

HPHE ANNUAL DINNER of the SUBSCRIBERS
X to, and AMENDS of, the GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION, the MEMBERS of the Ff.oiacULTUK A L

SOCIETY Of LONDON, and the NURSERYMEN, GARDEN-
k; 5, and AMATEUR FLORISTS of (JKEAT BRITAIN- will

take place at the CROWN and ANCHORTAVEUX, STRAND,
on TIM !;.-'!/AV, the tSfib of JANUAitv, 1843, at Five o'Clock.

Professional Siwgbhswixx attend.
The GENERAL MEETING -at the GARDENERS' BENEVO-

LENT INSTITUTION, the r i.nlUCUI/n'K A L SOCIETY of
LONDON, and ANNUAL MINTING of the TRADE, at One
o'clock the .same day.

Dinner Tickets, 12*. dd. each 'including a bottle of wine), may be

obtained of the following members of the Committee :
—

Messrs. Beaton, Bhrublands, near Ipswich; Bkistow, Kflights-

1*

G
.

recti Osborne, Fulham ; Kookrs, Katon-square % Smith, gar-

dener to Lord 'i'enterden, I
Urn; Thomson, Iver

; To^ARn,
;ier to !:.; .11. the hess of Gloucester, Bagshot Park;

\va: l and Warner, < ornhill; Watsrbr, Knapp-hill, Ba toot.

Of Me . Atkins, Northampton? Day, Oxford; Dickson,

Acre-lane, Brixton; Flanagan, Mansion Mouse-street; <:.\i;-

rawav and Co., fcol ; Girling, Stowmarket ; Mackay, Ba£-
raington; Nn. .. Cheapside; Ggojsn, Coventry

;
Orson,

orange-row. :;, on: Wool) and ^ons, Maresfield \ at the

<;.* inkrs' Gazette Office, 320, Strand; Mr. VVildman, Hon.
coftheJli

,
Grove-place, Southampton-street,

(13 ; and of Mr. Bowler, Honorary Secretary of the Bfe-

nevolent Society, Albany-roud, Kent-roaa-

T7E7"ANTED, as GARDENER, . an unmarried Man,
* * who writes a fair hand, knows something of JJotany, lias

a competent knowledge of every part of his profession, including
the cultivation' of Orchideous plants, ami a desire to improve.
Wages, 40*. a year, with board and lodging in the house. Two
mider-gardeners are kept, one of whom will probably be wanted.
Apply by letter, post-paid, to G. F., 3, Charles-street, Covent-
garden. Any recommendations not requiring to be returned
may be sent at the same time.

WANTED, a GARDENER and his WIFE, the for-
mer to undertake the management of a small Green-

house and Forcing-house. He must possess a good knowledge of
Flowers. There is no Kitchen-garden ; lie would, therefore, he re-
quired to make himself occasionally useful in the house. The
wife as Cook and general servant ; there is one other A! aid- servant;
kept. Wages 40/. a year, with other perquisites, that will be ex-
plained. Apply any morning before 30, at No. 6, Barnstoury
Park, Liverpool-road, Islington.

WANTED, by a respectable single YOUNG MAN,
aSITUATION as UNI) KK- C.VRDENERj he can have a

4 years' good character from the place he lias just left, and per-
fectly understands the management of Greenhouse and Forcing-
house. The Country would be preferred. Direct to C. I. K.,
14, Duke-street, Lisson Grove; if by letter, post-paid.

"IXTANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, (or as*
y V GARDENER and FORESTER), an Active, Middle-aged,

Married Man, who perfectly understands the management of
Vines, Grapes, Peaches, Stove,- aud Greenhouse Plants, and the
cultivation of all Florist's Flowers; can have an undeniable cha-
racter from his last situation, where he has lived Twenty years.
Direct to A. B., at Mr. Cock's, Chiswick.

r

i
EXTENSION OF 3HS PRINCIPLE OP ART-U*
"UilS Public are now respectfully iavited t(

UNIONS.
__peetfully iavited to inspect

sonie of the 1 IN.. .;!) ETCHINGS illustrative of the

SONGS of SHAKSPEARE by the ETCHING C!.UB. The whole
Serie8wiUberea4yin the third wccl: of this month for every
Subscriber to the aOYAL POLYTECHNIC UNION of LONDON
for the year 1. 13. The prizes will be drawn on the 25th of

April, 1843. Two most material points should be perfectly

tood by the prize-holders. : First. -That they are to

sclusively devoted to the 1
i i »UCER of the work of Art or

cience (advertisements and
1 pondence alone excepted).

The specimens are to be -seen at B, Cavendish- sriuarej they will

also hi- sliown by the Honorary etary at the ROYAL POLY-
TECHNK3 INSTITU1 ION, of whom cive prospectus may be had,

;f i to whOHl subscri].iions may be paid.

HODGSON and ABBOTT'S PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Uecr, so stronjrjy recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from K. Auhott, Brewery, iiow,

Middk • The Le not being si Led, the Pale Ah mot be

genuine if procured clsewliere.—CUy Oliice, 98, Gracechurgh-st,

Y\/"ANTS A SITUATION.—A Man and his Wife,
' » without incumbrance j the Man as Gardener, the Woman

as Cook, or to look after a Dairy or Lodge. Can have, a 3 years'*
good character from their last place. Direct A. B., at Mr. Row-
i-amd's, No. 3, St. Mary Axe.—All letters, Post-paid.

A YOUNG MARRIED MAN, about 30, is desirous
-^-*- of engaging himself with any Nobleman or Gentleman, as
GARDKNKR. His last situation was in one of the first families
in Warwickshire, and he previously lived in some of the principal
establishments of the country. Having also a considerable know-
ledge of the principal systems of Agriculture, a situation where
the management of a small Farm came under his charge would
be preferred, and an unexceptionable recommendation, as to abili-

ties, &c.will be obtained. Direct, G.J. P., Post orhce, Oxon.

TO NURSERYMEN.—The Advertiser is desirous
-- of entering into an arrangement with any respectable Nur-
seryman, who may feci disposed, either now, or within a limited
period, of disposing of his business. The neighbourhood of Lon-
don would be preferred. Application to be by principals only.
Address, T. F. C, No. 23, St. Paul's Place, Ball's Pond, Isling-
ton, London.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.—WANTS
J- a SITUATION as GAKDENER, a Married Man without any
Family, age 37 years; a person with a practical knowledge of his
business in all its departments. The advertiser will receive a
good character from James Alexander, Esq., Somerhill, Ton-
bridge, Kent, where he has served in the above capacity for
several years. He will be disengaged the 1st day of March,
1843. Address, James Masscy, Gardener to James Alexander,
Esq. Somerhill, Tonbridge, Kent. No single-handed place
need apply.

PATRONISED by all the principal Architects and
Builders in this Country and Abroad SEYSSEL AS-

PIIALTE.— Inconsequence of the daily attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of the name of " Asphalte"
being given to most of the spurious and ° cheap" materials, the

Directors of this Company particularly recommend Architects,

Builders, and others, (for the purpose of securing the use of the
genuine article,} to insert in their specifications "The Seyssel

Asphaltc, Chiridge\s Patent,' 1 and not merely " Asphalte" or
" Bitumen," as, in many cases wheretheseterms have Uev.n used,

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. For the information of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of those who, having employed the
spurious composition, may, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asphalte, the following are mentioned
as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.

The Asphalte of Seyssel is of a light colour, closely resembling
Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (Without being slippery),

and joints almost impeiccptible ; it is also free from smell, is not
acted upon by change of temperature, and is at all times dry and
warm, and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas-

ticity, nevcrcracks. The fictitious material, on l he contrary, has
a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse
suriace, and, from its brittleness, is liable to crack, particularly

in frosty weather. In consequence of the above qualities, the
genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wet) has been
used with great advantage for rooting ; it can be laid down to any
extent, presenting one uniform suriace, and is far superior to

lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence
of any change in the temperature. For covering of arches, (to

l>i event the percolation of wet,) it is invaluable, the Greenwich
Railway Company alone having covered i. ards of -10(1,000 su-
perncial feet; it has also been used on the Great Western, t;ir-

nii ogham. Midland Counties, >outh Western, Brighton,Blackwall,
and other Railways: at the joint Stations, London-bridge, and at
the South Metropolitan, Bigbgate, and Nunhead Cemeteries. As
proof of the great durability of the genuine Asphalte, it need only
he mentioned that the first work executed in this Country with
this material, (amounting to B,052 feet,j was at Whitehall, oppo-
site the Horse Guards, in the fhonth of April, 1838, ami which,
although only half an inch in thickness, has remained up to this
time (a period of*four years and eight months) in the most per-
fect condition. 15ooks of Testimonials with scale of prices may
be obtained on application to J- FarrblXi, taxy.

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stangate, London.
Note—Neither The pavement in Parliament Street, Loudon, nor

the works at the Model Prison, attheAbney-pariv ('emettjy ( Lch
from its failure has since been removed), or at the 'Hotel at the
Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed by
this Company,

is IlOW offered for sale as u KALYDOK. :"— it is tin mperar-

tive on Purchasers to see that the words "ROWLAND'S KA-
l,YJ)OR" are printed on the wrapper.—All 1 ra are " Gross
i m positions." *$* -To protect the Public (r- .

. ad, The Hon*
Commissioners of Stamps have autborj :edtl prietor' ma-

ture to be engraved on the Go unent Si ip, thus—r"A«
Rowland and So:v, 20, Hatton Garden," v is affixed to

each bottle. Price 45, tid. and 8a. 6d. per bottle, duly included.

A k for ROWLAND'S KALYDOfi, $014 by them, and by Che-
mists aiui perfumers,

.

*
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON7
.

This Day is published, Price 3.5. M. to Fellows of the Society, and
5.s\ to Others,

A CATALOGUE OF THE FRUITS Cultivated in
*•*- the Garden of the Horticui/tl'kal Society of I^njjom
Third Edition. Sold at the House of the Society, 21, Recent-
street

; and also by Longman ;ui<l Co., Paternoster- Row
J. Hatchard, Piccadilly; Rid^way, Piccadilly

; Riviiigtofts, ^atet-
loo-place; and by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the
Empite.— N.J3. A few Copies of the 2nd Edition may be had atthe reduced Price of Is. w. each.
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We some time since mentioned Mr. George Craw-
shay's late Grapes, produced -without tire, at Colney
Hatch ( 1 842, p. 608). At the meetings of the Horti-
cultural Society in November and December they
were exhibited, and were allowed by all the Grape-
growers present to be as good as Black HatnburgKs
can be, and much better than they often are; We
had the good fortune to receive bunches of these
Grapes again on the 1st of the present month, and
they were still as fresh, as plump, as sweet, and in all
respects as excellent, as they were two months before;
not shrivelled, not decaying ; but firm, covered with
bloom, their fruit-stalks green, and in quality all that
a Grape can be.

Mr. Crawshay says, that, to preserve Grapes thus
Jong on the Vines, and in such perfection, nothing
more is required than a dry. well-exposed house'
and plenty of fresh air. To excess of heat during the
spring and summer, particularly during the month of
May, when the shoots are tender, and to an insuffi-
ciency of air, if the weather is damp or cold during
Uie months of October, November, and December he
attributes the general failure of the late Grape crop,
inese are important facts for the Grape-grower towar in mind. '

Let us return to the all-important subject of em-
ploying the poor in the work of drainage; for every
week is adding to the inmates of the Unions.

draining, whether considered as a means of profit,
or 3s a national benefit, is of the highest interest and
ot he most urgent necessity. It is in actual evidence
t at by the mere removal of stagnant water, without
further outlay, land which had grown two or two-
and-a-half quarters of Wheat per acre, has at once
produced three- and- a half and four quarters This
well-ascertained fact renders all reasoning as to causes
superfluous m a practical point of view. The neces-
sity of doing something is, in fact, admitted ; the dif-
ncuity consists in setting about it. It 'is plain that if
~<"y one takes to drainage independent of his neigh-
bours, the acts of one man, or his inaction, may ren-uci otiier proceedings ineffectual. What we trust will beone is the passing ofsome general DrainageAct, which

iint ?/
V
f
conslste"cy and union to one general opera-ion all through the country. Upon this point, Mr.

a ley Denton s views appear to us extremely wellworth the consideration of Government, which, wemost earnestly hope, will take the initiative in the cn-su«ig session of Parliament.
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would certainly follow ; for the effect produced by the
one would render obvious the advantage and ease of
accomplishing the other.

To do this with the greatest benefit to the country,
it would be necessary to clear and improve all the
more important of the watercourses which now inter-
sect those valleys where, in consequence of some bar-
rier, or the insufficiency of size in the channel of such
streams, the accumulating waters overflow, and, be-
coming stagnant, sour the adjoining pastures, and
destroy the aiuumn-sown corn. In those valleys
where there are no natural watercourses, and where
the waters collect on the surface, producing even worse
effects, Open public drains would have to be made,
connecting such valleys with some natural stream.
All these watercourses would become so many
public mains, and would form over all the country a
general network of ready-formed outlets for the use
of the cultivators of the lands through which they
pass at any time when the price of labour and pecu-
niary means may induce them to undertake such
work. This would be a prodigious advantage, and
might be economically obtained. There would then be
no cases in which a want of outfall, or the ill-feeling of
a neighbour, would stand in the way of draining.
It could not happen that one person's land would be
deluged by the refuse waters of his neighbours.
An enterprising, sensible, market-gardener could not
then be inundated by the unwillingness of a man
on a different land, who refuses to join in the work of
drainage. But in this undulating country such instances
must continually occur, if nature, unassisted by art, is

to guide descending waters to their natural outlet.
Our readers have only to turn to Mr. Chadwick's
Sanatory Keport, p. 305, (where he relates a case that
may be taken as the type of many) to find evidence
of these evils. They are however so common, that
few will read these remarks without feeling their ap-
plication to some instances with which they are per-
sonally acquainted.

Difficulties like these would cease if the principle,
that every landowner, large and small, should have out-
fall for injurious water, were made the basis of an Act
of Parliament. The amount of compulsion involved
in such a measure would be merely the authorized
entry of scientific officers to direct, and of labourers to
construct, the main drains, which, with few excep-
tions, would be confined to the valleys ; those excep-
tions being along the junction of the out-cropping of
particular strata. For instance, in districts where the
clay overlies the chalk, a drain along the junction would
intercept the water running off the clay, which water
would otherwise drop down into the chalk until it

reached the subterranean level of the water in that
formation ; and, vice versa, where the alluvium of the
valleys outcrops along' hill-sides upon .porous strata,
the springs which exude at the junction would be
caught in a receiving drain for after application.
The present state of the country bears ample testi-

mony to the necessity of a preliminary public mea-
sure for the improvement and preservation of outfalls
and watercourses upon the three fundamental prin-
ciples of drainage laid down by Sir John llennie
in his vindication of the plans of his father, of
Smeaton, Telford, Milne, and others in the Mid-

hands is found, so would the parish drains, if under
skilful management, create a like demand.We cannot but think that, with such security and
assistance as the measure we thus advocate
would afford, the landed interest would be aroused
into action

; companies would be formed to find
capital, and to superintend great works of under-
draining; and the Unions would be relieved of the
present excess of inmates

, while the cost to the coun-
ty would be repaid by the profits on the uses to
which the waters thus obtained might be applied, if
made the vehicle o$ carnagejar the refuse of towns for
irrigation, and as a moving power ; thus turning a pre-
sent evil into a future benefit. To these points we
shall again advert.

When, about a twelvemonth ago, we noticed an
account by Mr; Potter of his Artificial Guano, we
expressed an opinion that it ought to be a very power-
ful manure, and recommended our readers to try it.

We have now before us some returns which show
that our expectations were not unfounded. Mr.
Cotton, of Hiidersham Hall, near Cambridgfe, used it

for Barley, and obtained 6 quarters per acre ; on
Grass land the ordinary produce of Hay was doubled.

On Orange Mangel Wurzel the result was still more
striking : a square yard dressed with common farm-
yard manure produced 27 lbs., another, dressed with
Potters Guano, 40 lbs. ; the heaviest root of the latter

weighed 15|lbs., others 12lbs. and 1 3 lbs. The soil

was light, with chalk close to the surface. The
following was also the result of an experiment on rich
old meadow land, resting on limestone-rock, at Aske,
the property of the Earl of Zetland :—
"Five separate plots of land, a quarter of an acre each, were

staked out in the same field; adjoining these plots another piece
was staked off, containing 150 square yards. They wexe treated
as under:—

1st plot, i of an acre, No manure.
2d Do. 10 bushels soot, and 6 stones salt.

3d Do. 40 gallons Am. liquor, & 120 gallons water.
4th ' Do. 4 stones Guano mixed with fine soil.

5th Do. 12 stones Am. phosphate mixed with do.
6th 150 sq. yards 7 lbs. Potter's Manure mixed with char-

coal ashes.
"The following was the weight of the Hay on each separate plot,

viz,, ~ .

cwt.qr.lb.
No Manure J l 14
Soot and Salt 9 l o
Ammoniafeal Liquor 8 3
(iuano 920
Am. Phosphate 8 o

Potter's Manure 1 2

These are very remarkable results.

weight obtained by Mr. Cotton, 87 tons an acre of
Mangel Wurzel were produced, which is more than
double the usual maximum. And the quantity of
Hay in Lord Zetland's experiment was sufficiently

great to show that this substance may be employed
on Grass lands with very decided advantage.

Kate per acre
toncwt.qr,

l 9 %
l 17
1 15

1 18

1 12

2 8

Increase,
cwt.qr,

0!

7
5
8
9

2

2
2

2
38 2!"

At the rate of

ON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS.—No. IV.

(By Professor Charles ^'i'iiengel. Translated from
the German).

(CohtiwUed from pag (is of 1842.)

dlefen drainage, viz., *The improvement of the
outfalls and channels of rivers; the judicious con-
struction of inferior drains for low-land waters ; and
catch-water drains lor high-land waters." When
this great engineer used these expressions, he
was alluding, indeed, to the great work of fen-drain-
age, which, as requiring great engineering talent to
carry out effectually, has ever been considered as a
distinct matter from the drainage of heavy uplands;
but we think the present season, and indeed all pre-
vious winters, must have convinced the most sceptical
that there exists some analogy with the two works

;

and that with all the under-draining in the world, the
valley lands will not become as profitable as they are
capable of becoming, so long as the waters of the
higher lands may stagnate on the lower lands.
The worst pastures are the lowest lands; and since

all evidence goes to prove that there is not an acre of
land in this country which has not, or may not, com-
mand a 'ready outfall for its superfluous water, and
which consequently is not susceptible of thorough
draining, a fresh field for the employment of the poor
opens itself to the view of agriculturists.

Let us suppose that by a general measure for the
improvement of outfalls the landlords and tenants
became united in an earnest wish to make the most
of an advantage which would then be readily attain-
able, and that th£y ;>cL about under-draining in g6od
earnest: the immediate effect would be to convertTinto
arable land all those low, inferior pastures which s

now overflowed; the tillage of these would create a

large instant demand for labour, and a wide extent of

laud peculiarly fitted forthegrowth of Wheat would be

gained to the nation. These are points in themselves

of no small magnitude. In addition, we may with

certainty anticipate that, as, in the case of parish and
turnpike roads, employment for some few surplus

3- The Vetch (Vuia sativa).—This plant is also sown for

green manure, especially in the south-west of Germany.
J3ut, considering that this is best accomplished by plants

yielding an abundant herbage, it is advisable to select

that sort which is a hybrid between the Pea and ihe Vetch,
and which yields a far more abundant herbage than the

common Vetch, especially if the land has been manured
with gypsum.

If the common Vetch is not sown too late, the Magde-
burg acre v* ill yield, on an average, G500 or 70001b.

;

whilst the hybrid Vetch will yield <'J0OOlb. and more,

herbage and roots taken together.

10001b. of green Vetch consist of

750-0
4-3
3-4

D-3

4-0

0-8

1*0

3'0

0*5

126-0

lOti-7

water in fluid state.

„ nitrogen (contained in the vegetable sub-

„ potash. [stance).

$t

17

1*

1}

soda,

lime.

magnesia
sulphuric acid,

phosphoric acid.

chlorine.

carbon.

hydrogen, oxjuen, silica, magnesia, alu-

[mina, manganese, and oxide of iron.

magnesia, 71b. wlph«nc acid, 211b. phosphorus 21b.

chlorine; and 875'b. carbon. That this manure is not
equal to that of the Lupine is seen at once from the
above, and is confirmed by experience.

If Vetches are to yield any considerable quantity of
fodder, the soil must be pretty fertile. In the Rhenish
Pfalz (where agriculture most flourishes) the fai s sow
it for green manure in autumn amongst the stubble of
Wheat, Rye, and Speltj and it is not plou u 1 in till late
in autumn, when bitten by frost, because in this case it
decomposes better and quicker. In the following spring
Barley is sown, and this green manure is considered equal
to a small dressing of dung. The soil of this province
consists of a fine humous loam. ore ploughing in. the
field is harrowed length' so that tl plant i be
well buried, jt w ii] not be advisable in northern coun-
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*ries to sow Vetches as a fallow crop, because they require,

iven in the midst of summer, 10 or 11 weeks' time to

come into blossom. If they are sown in the beginning of

April, they can be ploughed in by the middle of June, and

the land can be fallowed by a second crop of Vetches, or,

still better, of the larger sort of Spurry. The objections

to sowing Vetches are, that they often fail; that their roots

do not reach deep; that they suffer from wire-worm, and

that the seed is expensive. I do not much recommend

them, and there are other plants preferable for green

manure. At times they are sown with Beans, when a

greater mass of herbage will be obtained ; the latter, how-

ever, require a yet stronger soil than Vetches. Beans,

however, have this advantage, that their roots reach 6 or

7 inches deeper, and they thus loosen heavy land better.

The seed of Beans, however, is still dearer.

4. Buck Wheat.—Buck Wheat has been often praised

as a superior plant for green manure, but I have much

reason to doubt it. In the first place, its success is too

precarious; it yields little herbage, and that is very watery.

If it succeeds well, one Magdeburg acre of land will yield

on an average 4800 or 50001b. green herbage and roots,

10001b. green consist of •

820-Olb. of water.

2'0

1*5

05
15
2-0

0-5

0-7

03
100-0

71-0

10001b.

M

M
M
>*

"J

nitrogen (contained 1n the substance of

potassa. [the plant),

soda.

lime.

magnesia.
,

sulphuric acid,

phosphoric acid,

chlorine,

carbon.

hydrogen, oxygen, silica, alumina, man-
ganese, and iron.

If, then, an acre yields 5,000 lbs., the furrow-slice will

receive 10 lbs. nitrogen, 7* lbs. potass, 7± lbs. lime,

10 lbs. magnesia, 2| lbs. sulphuric acid, 4 ibs. phosphoric

acid, and 500 lbs. "carbon, &c, which small quantities

cannot produce any great result. Whenever 1 have used

Buck Wheat for green manure, I have always returned to

my former resolution, not to do so again, the result being

constantly very trifling. Spurry is at any rate to be pre-

ferred, for the seed is less expensive, and its roots pene-

trate quite as deep into the ground. In heath-soil,

however, Buck Wheat will succeed better than Spurry.

I have often found by experiment that manuring it with

gypsum will not improve the former, because it obtains

the small amount of sulphuric acid required for its

chemical constitution from rain-water. It generally re-

quires only the atmosphere for its growth, and can sup-

port a great deal of heat and drought ; on the other hand,

it is more susceptible of wet and cold than most other

cultivated plants. It never suffers from wire-worm or

caterpillar ; in short, it is a plant which, notwithstanding

its disadvantages, has also some good qualities. If it

grows luxuriantly, it will destroy all Couch-grass, and

generally clean the land well; but if weak, the land will

become so foul, as even to injure the subsequent crop.

The latter must on no account be forgotten, if Buck

Wheat is used as green manure ; and if its failure seems

certain, it should be at once ploughed in. This is, in fact,

a rule which ought to be observed with regard to all

plants grown for green manure. Nitrogen, potass, and

magnesia, seem to be the most important agents in grow-

ing Buck Wheat. If it is manured with any nitrate, it

vegetates most luxuriantly, which proves that, notwith-

standing its broad leaves, it does not receive much nitrogen

from the air.

In the middle and south of Germany it is sown in

autumn in Corn stubble, and ploughed in after having

attained 1£ to 2 feet in length. In the north, however,

this is impossible. It only acts during one season, which

is explained by the small quantity of its chemical con-

stituents. As it branches a good deal, it need not be

sown thick ; 55 to 60 lbs. of seed per Magdeburg acre will

suffice. Before it is ploughed in, it must be harrowed

over, and a few days afterwards the crop can be sown.

(To be continued.)

which mould is afterwards protected with 5 or 6 inches of

Fern or dry litter.

At the time the fermentation of the leaves and dung

commences, a sufficient quantity of Ash-leaved Kidney

Potatoes to plant the beds are placed on the floor of a

forcing-house, and covered to the depth of 1 inch with

leaf-mould, or any other light soil ; or where there is not

the convenience of a forcing-house, a slight hotbed must

be made up for the purpose of starting the Potatoes.

About the middle of March, all things being favourable,

the Potatoes may be planted in rows, 1 foot apart and 3

inches deep, in the soil before alluded to ; making choice

of the crown of the Potato only, and reserving the lower

parts to plant in a bed by themselves, or in the natural

ground ; for it is a fact worth knowing, that in Potatoes

planted on the same day there will be a fortnight's differ-

ence in favour of the crown over sets taken from any other

part of the Potato, by the time the produce will be ready

for table. After the planting is finished, it is necessary to

rake the surface of the beds smooth and fine, to pre-

vent as far as possible the heated air confined between the

interstices of the soil from escaping, and to prepare the

ground for a crop of Radishes.

When the Radishes are sown, the Fern or litter may

be returned to the bed, and need not be removed again

until the Radishes are up ; after which, it must be re-

moved in a morning and returned in the evening, until

the Potatoes are so high as to require some more effective

protection. For this purpose, common sheep-hurdles

covered with straw or reed, and made to rest on the

ridges on each side, are an excellent covering ;
but where

these are not available, the less effective, though more

expensive, method of hoops and mats may be resorted

to. The Potatoes will require little or no earthing up, and

will be ready for table in April and May. If the sets

throw up more than three stems, it will be well to reduce

them to that number, as there is no advantage in having

more leaves than can be properly exposed to the light.

These form the second and third crops. In the end of

February a row of Knight's Dwarf Marrow Peas may be

sown along the centre of each ridge; and if the Endive

is removed to a house or frame to blanch, a row of autumn-

sown Lettuce may be planted on each side of the Peas,

which will form the fourth and fifth crops. In June,

after the Potatoes are-used, the beds must be dug over, the

soil being thoroughly mixed with the dung ; they will then

be readv for the sixth and last croo. which will be * "crope ready

ions is desired, it will be best to replace the soil that

the

Celery. If Celery of superior quality an^ ^"^{^i1"^"

Potatoes were grown in by a layer of compost, six inches

thick, consisting of good mellow loam and peat-earth.

This must be mixed in equal quantities with the leaf-

mould ; and it would be advisable before planting to g*ve

the whole a thorough soaking of ammoniacal liquor, or

some other rich liquid manure. A mixture of vegetable

matter of this kind, in a half-decomposed state, I have in-

variably found superior to the best spit dung for growing

Celery : it is not superior in flavour only, but also in size

and texture. For my first crop of Celery to be ready for

table in August, I sow in shallow pans or boxes about the

middle of February, and place the pans in heat until the

plants are half-an-inch high ; I then remove them to a

moderately warm frame, to harden. They are pricked out

on a gentle hotbed, in leaf-mould, at about three inches

apart, in April.

—

Judex.
{To be continued.)

TRELLIS FOR CLIMBERS.

be occasionally noticed ; and the exposition of the prin-

ciples upon which the practice of gardening is founded

will not be lost sight of. The province of the Amateur

ought to be to cultivate selections rather than collections

of plants ; for, as a small garden, well managed, affords

more pleasure than a large one half cultivated, so is a

small collection of plants, properly treated, 'calculated

to give more satisfaction than an extensive assortment of

mere botanical curiosities. I shall, therefore, as I pro-

ceed, point out such new or old, but comparatively

neglected plants, as I consider adapted to answer the pur-

poses of the Amateur.

From present appearances it is likely that we shall be

visited by some rather severe weather ; and as the late mild

season has induced many tender plants in the open air to

grow with nearly the vigour of spring, some slight pro-

tection -will be indispensably necessary. Many plants,

such as Noisette, Tea-scented China, and the more tender

of the Hybrid China and Bourbon Roses, are pushing

even at the lowermost buds; therefore a slight frost on

the young shoots, if they are unprotected, will be suffi-

cient to do them irreparable injury. It is not cold

that plants suffer from, so much as sudden changes in

temperature ; for it is well known that a plant will

brave considerable cold on a northern exposure, while

a similar one on a warm south border, if not pro-

tected from the sun, will be killed. Hence the utility

of the plan recommended by Mr. Rivers, viz., to take

up tender Roses, place them under a northern wall,

and protect them with a mat in frosty weather ;
but as

plants—for the first two or three years at least, until a

considerable quantity of fibrous roots are formed—sustain

a severe check by this treatment, it will be found better to

tie the shoots loosely together, cover them thinly with

dry fern or straw, and then to envelop the whole in a

water-proof covering of some kind, such as calico satu-

rated with oil, and a very small proportion of white-lead,

or even with oiled paper. This covering must not be per-

manent, but merely put on in case of frost ; and the fern or

straw should be sufficiently loose to admit of a current of

air passing through it; the object being not to protect

a plant, but to retard its growth.

If the outer walls of pits or frames containing half-

hardy plants are not already rendered frost-proof, place

dry straw or waste hay round them, to the thickness of

one foot, and thatch it securely with straight straw ;

which, by throwing the wet off, will be found a much
better protection than fermenting materials.

Greenhouses containing flowering plants of Camellias,

Epacris, Cinerarias, Heaths, &c, should not be allowed

to fall much below 40° in temperature. Flowering plants

require rather more water than those in a dormant state,

especially when fire heat is used ; but be cautious, and if

you err, let it be on the side of moderation.
J W. P. Ayrcs*

CULTURE OF CELERY IN BEDS, AND THE
ROTATION OF CROPS.

In an extract from Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture,

and also in the notice of the garden at Puttendgebury,

allusion has been made to the cultivation of Celery in

beds. As my system of growing that vegetable in beds

differs a little from that generally practised, in so far as 1

make the beds available for various purposes prior to

planting the Celery, it may not be without interest to

some of your readers if I give a short detail of it.

In the autumn, after the crops are cleared, the ground

which is intended for Celery the following season is

marked out in beds, 4 ft. wide, running from north to

south, and the mould in every alternate bed is excavated

to the depth of 14 inches, being placed so as to form a

ridge between the beds. This ridge is then planted with

Endive or Winter Lettuce, which may be considered the

first crop- During the winter, as the leaves and weeds are

cleared from the pleasure-ground and garden, they are

wheeled into the trenches to the depth of, when pretty

solid one foot ; and are occasionally turned so as to get

the various ingredients equally commingled. In February

the leaves in each trench are collected into two or three

heaps, and sufficient hot dung is added to each to excite

by gradual admixture fermentation in the whole mass.

This, after it has attained a proper heat, is levelled equally

over the bed ; and, if the heat is not too violent, is covered

4 inches thick with mould from the sides of the ridges,

AMATEURS' GARDEN, No. I.

In commencing this part of the Gardeners
7 Chronicle

for the ensuing year, I shall endeavour to the utmost to

render it as instructive and interesting as possible. For

this purpose, in the kitchen-garden department, I shall

give directions for sowing just such a number of crops

of each vegetable, as will be indispensable to the regular

supply of a small family ; the flower-garden and green-

house I shall endeavour to make gay at all seasons ;
the

management of what are designated florists' flowers will

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Disinfection.—I am glad to observe that you have taken

up that most important subject, the sanatory condition of

the labouring population. Few inquiries are more worthy
^

of consideration, as it strikes at once at the root of dis-
v

ease, misery, and vice. My attention has been strongly

drawn to this subject, in consequence of some investiga-

tions recently made by order of that enlightened sovereign,

the King of Prussia ; and my inquiries have led me to

conclusions very similar to some of those you have ad-

vanced. I shall say nothing of the effect of miasms and

putrid vapours on health, for I conceive that every one

must be alive to them, although not aware how much evil

they produce. The question now is, not as to the effects

thus produced, but as to the best method of remedying

them. Houses, streets, and whole towns, are rendered

unwholesome from the want of attention to cleanliness.

Refuse of all j kinds is left to putrefy in the vicinity of

dwellings, or within their walls ; and in populous places,

where buildings are crowded together, it is frequently

found that no means are taken to prevent those evils which

are sure to arise when human beings live in an atmosphere

loaded with putrid exhalations ;
probably the most

effectual remedy for this is a thorough system of drainage ;

but then what is to become of the matters thus removed?

Complete drains may be made to ensure the immediate

removal of putrefying matters, from the places where their

presence might do injury, into rivers or the sea ;
or proper

receptacles might be formed to receive these matters, and

some of the disinfecting processes, which the discoveries

of chemists have brought to light, might be adopted to

destroy putrid effluvia, and thus prevent all evil effects.

The latter must be allowed to be preferable. The value

of the manure annually lost by drainage is enormous ;
our

sewers carry away matters which would fertilise thousands

of acres, the whole of -which might be saved at a compa-

ratively small expense. No doubt there is a great difli-

culty to overcome in the prejudice which exists against

the use of fecal manure, but it must in time give way be-

fore the necessity of employing it, or some costly substi-

tute. In disinfecting refuse animal matter there are

three points to be attended to—first, to destroy the

offensive smell; secondly, to preserve the volatile pro-

ducts of decomposition ; and lastly, to render it port-

able if to be used at a distance. It is of the first importance

that the process adopted to destroy smell shall not at the

same time ckuse the loss of those substances which con-

stitute the chief value of manure. Chlorine, the most

powerful known disinfecting agent, might be prepared at

a very small cost ; it would not in anyway injure the

manure, and it would effectually destroy putrid vapours.

Other cheap substances might also be employed with ad-

vantage ; but it is at present unnecessary to examine when

is the best method of converting refuse matters into ma-

-

\
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mire, ray object is merely to assist in drawing attention

to this most important subject Edward Solly, jun.
t 38,

Bedford Rota. *

To destroy Worms.—Your correspondent " R. S. V. P.,"
in last week's Chronicle, says he has found lime-water of
little or no value in destroying worm-casts in lawns. All
I can say is, that about a fortnight since I tried it, as re-
commended in the Chronicle, by putting quick-lime into
a barrel with water, and allowing it to stand a day before
using it; and it appears to have effectually removed the
worm-casts.—J". R. W.

Spirits of Tar.—" A Rossshire Gardener" has in a late
Number added his testimony to the utility of spirits of
tar, in preserving Carrots from wire-worm. Although an
old practitioner, I have never until within the last two
years had any complaint to make against the wire-worm,
so far as Carrots are concerned. However, another
natural enemy, by name Scolopendra electrica, as well
ass several under the generic denomination of Julus or
ring-worm, often create great devastation amongst the
Carrot-crops

; these are formidable enemies to contend with
in addition to the Elater obscurus, or wire-worm. Your
Rossshire friend may, however, rest assured that spirits of
tar will keep them at defiance ; but I would advise him,
as these pests will in all probability take shelter at a great
depth under the surface of the ground, to give a good
dressing to his Carrot-beds in autumn, by digging in the
spirits of tar ; and also to give a repetition of the dose in
spring, as he purposes. He says he has made use of
it more than once; may I ask him how long he has
practised this remedy ? I would not have alluded to this
bad I not found spirits of tar a useful remedy in
more ways than one in the Horticultural world ; but I
have no pecuniary or selfish interest in the matter.
Spirit of tar is so offensive to insects, that they avoid
it as much as possible ; consequently, if buried in the
ground in autiftnn, they retreat to the surface, where they
are either killed by the frost, or eaten up by their natural
enemies. If applied only in spring and near the surface,
they commit their depredations underground, as the roots
of the Carrot descend ; whereas, if applied in autumn, and
committed to the ground with the manure, it drives them
to the surface, when they either die of want, or are eaten
up by the birds, &c. Many persons may perhaps think
that spirits of tar are of a volatile nature, like ether, am-
monia, and others of the same class, and that they will, if

applied in autumn, lose their volatile parts ere spring
brings forth the tap-rooted Carrot to be destroyed. I
should have thought so too, had I not of late been taught
differently. A neighbour of mine craved my assistance
in ascertaining the cause of failure in a field of Turnips,
containing 24 acres, which upon examination I found to
be infested with wire-worm in great numbers, I told my
mend that the season for applying spirits of tar was
passed, as the plants were six inches high ; but he was
anxious to try my nostrum. I therefore procured a suffi-

cient quantity, and we set to work. During the process
of preparing the sand and spirits of tar, a small quantity
of the latter was spilt upon my coat; the consequence
is, that up to this date, if I appear ingpublic with that coat
on, I am avoided, because I smell of something offensive.
If man, therefore, shuns me for having only a small
patch of my coat besmeared with spirits of tar, and which
after a period of six months smells as disagreeable as ever,
"what must insects experience when this is brought in
contact with them ? Amongst the uses to which I would
direct your numerpus readers to apply this simple remedy
are the following—I do not, however, pledge myself that
I am in each case quite correct:-—1st. Mixing it with
the soil as a security against all underground enemies.— 2d.
Rowing it, when mixed with sand, with Peas and Beans
ln autumn, to secure them from mice ; and also in spring
and summer in situations where pheasants, rooks, or
jackdaws attack them.—3d. Sowing it on the surface
"Where any of the Brassica tribe is sown, as these are fre-
quently devoured by birds—4th. Saturating shreds used
]
n nailing wall-trees.— 5th. Pouring a table-spoonful of
lt into the burrows of rats, mice, and moles ; also in
tbe entrance to wasp-nests.— 6th. Painting very slightly
the branches of Apple-trees infested with American blight

;

aIs
P various species of Coccus or scaly insect. This ope-

ration must be performed during winter,[as it would-be
fatal to the foliage ; it might be as well to reduce the
strength of the spirits, by mixing them with sand.—7th.
aturating pieces of sponge or woollen-rags with them,

and placing them in barns amongst grain, and in seed-
looms amongst seeds. Hanging them amongst the
ovanches of trees and plants infected with aphides ; also

_^
rfine fruit when ripe, such as Peaches, Figs, &c, &c.

y th. Slightly painting the stems of fruit-trees in autumn,
as a preventive against hares and rabbits— 9th. Sprinkling
n gravel-walks subject to worm-casts.— 10th. Sowing on
1€
\ surface of the ground with Turnips, as a preventive

against thefly.—nth. Washing walls against which fruit-

•

ees llave been growing, when they have been injured by
sects.— 12. Steeping nets in, used for a fence against
axes and rabbits. Spirits of tar have also been applied
y medical men as a remedy in inveterate cases of ring-
rm in the human head, when the ordinary means have

Proved unavailing.-C. Mchi.
' o destroy Mice.—Vry a sheet of brown paper (the

oarser the better) in any grease ; this the mice will eat,

eiJL i,
destr°y them. This is safer, cheaper, and

easier than any trap.—Senex.
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Ea*> of Brent, tried**ano last year, [and had a large crop of Barley and

Oats. He also sowed Clover with the Barley, which is

likewise looking well. This proves it to be a lasting ma-
nure, and not like nitrate of soda, only visible just

after the first application. Mr. C. Spear, Colebrook
Farm, near Plymouth, states, that he applied Guano mixed
with earth, and drilled it in with the seeds of Swedish
Turnips ; but having used it too strong, a great part of

the seed was killed ; but those which came up were of

immense size, and were on the 10th of December very
green, when compared with the other part of the field,

(manured with Bone-dust) and as heavy per acre. H*e

is, therefore, perfectly satisfied with its superior fertilizing

qualities. This gentleman fell into the same error as

many other of my friends, some of whom drilled in the
clean Guano with the seed ; consequently, it was so pow-
erful, that as soon as the seed burst, the vegetative pow-
ers were destroyed. We find the best way of applying it

is to mix 4 lbs. of Guano with a bushel of ashes or
earth. Mr. Shepheard, of Sutton, South Milton, says :

(l I sowed 100 lbs. of Guano, on a piece of land for

Turnips, in a direct line through the middle of the field,

and manured the other part of the field with the best rot-

ten dung I could procure ; but the difference in the ap-
pearance of the crops was so great, that the country
people at large could not help making remarks about it.

The part that was manured with the Guano could
be seen at a great distance." Mr. T. Moore, Kings-
bridge, sowed 50 lbs. on 40 yds. of Grass-land; the re-

mainder of the field was dressed with good rotten com-
post ; but that sown with Guano was by far the best, and
the cattle liked the herbage much better. It is now as

green as the finest meadow. Mr. W. Moore, Kingsbridge,
sowed a small quantity on a lawn for trial; the part sown
with the Guano was covered with moss, and looked very
badly. Before the other parts, that were not manured,
required cutting, this portion of the lawn was obliged to

be cut twice; the moss was quite killed, and the herbage
looked very fine/' These are facts from highly respect-

able men, who are well known in the South of Devon. I

have found it useful as a liquid manure, by mixing 4 lbs.

in about 8 gallons of water

—

W.E. Rend/e, Plymouth.
Experiments with Manures,—The following is an

account of three experiments made on the growth of
Swedes, with different manures :

—
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—Hortulanus, Wrawall, Somerset.

Food of Plants.—A fortnight since

short account of a discovery by Messrs

we published a

, Wiegmann and

Polsdorff, that the roots of plants emit carbonic acid, and
that this agent has the power of decomposing siliceous
substances. Our correspondent, Mr. Murray, has written
to claim the originality of this. He says that he made the
discovery in 1818, having proved the fact experimentally
by growing in distilled water the bulbs of Hyacinths, Per-
sian Ins, &c.

;
that he communicated the circumstance to

Mr. Edward Rudge, and announced the discovery in his
lectures at the Surrey Institution in that year. He adds,
that he then published the details in the Transactions of
theWernerian Society, as well asin twodistinct works ofhis
own, several years ago ;

and before the Natural History Sec-
tionoftheBritishAssociationatEdinburgh,inl834,Dr.Gra-

ham in the chair, he publicly announced the circumstance,
in reference to some remarks made by Dr. Daubeny. He
moreover alleges, that nearly 20 years ago, Dr. Wiegmann,
in the German Journals of Science, ridiculed and impugned
his announcement of the fact he now announces as his
own discovery. In conclusion, Mr. Murray says, if

\ am
possessed of a very remarkable specimen proving that

the carbonic acid gas secreted by the roots of the Lichen
does decompose the silicated alkali of glass. It is a piece

of old glass from a window at St. Cross, near Winchester.

When put into my hands, it was beautifully mantled with

a brilliant Lichen; which being removed, discovered the

surface of the glass beneath, corroded and completely

grooved or wormed." While we are quite ready to assist

Mr. Murray in claiming what he regards as his own, we
must be permitted to add, that he seems to have rather

misunderstood the object of Wiegmann and Polsdorff's

paper. They do not seem to lay much stress upon the

secretion of carbonic acid by roots ; it is to the decompo-
sition of silicates by this agent that their experiments are

principally directed; and we do not gather from Mr#

Murray that he has published anything on that subject,

until now, when he mentions the highly curious and inter-

esting fact of glass being corroded by a Lichen.

Rust on Grapes.—I certainly do not wish to encourage
any Gardener, while thinning his Grapes, to handle them,
however clean his hands may be, or to rub them with his

head, however dry his hair may be ; but I cannot allow
that his doing either or both would produce what is called

Rust. Grapes may be thinned, either by handling the

end berry only, which may be afterwards cut off, or by
means of a small deal stick, not larger than a crow's quill;

this will render it almost unnecessary to touch the berries

at all with the fingers. I quite agree with Mr. Bromley,

p. 853, as to the cause of the disease and its cure
;
but I

do not see why in explaining his method of eradicating it,

he should mix up his mode of pruning the Vines, which
even if 50 years old and trained on the spur system, can

be easily cured of Thrip. Such a statemei.t is liable to

mislead others, and induce them to think that the old

stems of Vines cannot be cleaned.

—

G. C. Colney.

Preserving Fruit.—Observing in one of your late

numbers a paragraph on preserving fruit, I beg to state,

that gooseberries, currants, cherries, &c. maybe successfully

preserved in the following manner : Procure as many clean,

dry wide-mouthed bottles as will be required, and fill them
with the gooseberries or cherries, the stalks of which have
been previously removed ; currants should be held by the

stalk over the mouth of the bottle, and the berries should

be cut off singly with sharp scissors, as the less they are

handled the better. The fruit must of course be perfectly

dry before being put into the bottles, which should be welf

.

corked, and covered with rosin to prevent the air from get-

ting in. A dry corner of the garden should be selected, where
they should be buried with their necks undermost, two or

three feet below the surface. The earth should be well

packed round them, taking care however that the bottles

are not broken. Those who have no garden may bury
them in a dry cellar. In this manner, green as well as

ripe fruit may be preserved for a length of time.-

—

Geo. M. J.

Transplanting Fruit-trees. — Your correspondent

"Totty," at page 809, requests information for trans-

planting large Walnut-trees. The following is the system

which I have adopted with success in removing large

fruit-trees :—Having in the autumn of 1840 determined

on removing a row of large standard Apple and Pear-trees,

I commenced by reducing the heads of the Apple-trees

considerably; I then opened around each tree, at\l feet

6 inches distance from the stem, a trench 2 feet wide,

and deep enough to cut through the surface-roots
;
these

trenches were then filled with leaves and left for the

present. The Pears, which were handsome standards of

the same size as the Apples, and from 14 to lb teet high,

with stems 8 feet high and 5 inches m diameter, were

headed down to within 18 inches of the top of the stem,

and were trenched round in the same manner as the Ap-
ples. About the beginning of March in the ensuing

spring they were crown-grafted, and grew rapidly : some
of the weaker sorts, such as the Marie Louise, inclined

downwards; the others were tied down, to make them
assume a pendent habit, and to induce them to become
fruitful. In the following winter, 1841, after holes, 6 feet

in diameter and 2 feet deep, had been prepared for their
reception, with the top spit turned in with the t^rf down-
wards, thus leaving the holes only a foot deep, and after
the balls had been sufficiently frozen to insure their being
lifted with safety, the trees were removed to their newr
situation with from 14 to 16 hundred weight of earth
about their roots. They all succeeded admirably, and
some of the Apples bore fruit. This season the Pears
have formed fruit-buds throughout the whole length of the
preceding year's Tvood, and promise well for an abundant
crop next season. I have never removed large Walnut-
trees

; but I have no doubt that if the above plan be pur-
sued, they will succeed quite as well as Apples or
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Pears. RE Busby, Gardener to S. Ricardo, Esq., Tit- 1 tops have twice been cut to prevent them from being

ness Park.
JEIaagnus reflexa, a new hardy Evergreen.—I possess

a shrub from Japan, which MM. Decaisne and Morren
have named Eheagnus reflexa, and characterize as follows.
" E. foliis oblongis acuminatis coriaceis supra glaberrimis

subtus lepidoto-ferrugineis, perianthii segmentis suberec-

tis." It is well deserving of cultivation, since, of all the

species which have proved hardy in this climate, (of

London,) it is the only evergreen. The large and elegant

shaped leaves (4 inches long by 1} broad, average size)

with the upper surface of a dark shining green, contrast-

ing beautifully with the bright silvery scales of the nnder

side, would alone secure it a distinguished place amongst
the hardy evergreens belonging to other genera. But

this shrub recommends itself besides, by its ample pani-

cles of small yellow flowers diffusing around the fragrance

of the Violet and Pink combined. It was introduced

into the Jardin du Roi, at Paris, in 1834, from the Bota-

nic Garden of the University of Ghent. At the first of

these places I have known it to flower freely 12 ft. high,

in a bed of heath soil, exposition N. E. In my garden

in .Suffolk, it grows vigorously in a mixture of loam and

heath mould, and would probably succeed in any open
soil.— C. IV. [We are unacquainted with this plant.

No such name is to be found in books, nor does the

plant occur in that part of Siebold and Zuccarinis' Flora

Japonica which has reached us. The leaves resemble

those of E. conferta. Can you let us have a plant ?]

Tree Guards— Of the various contrivances for protect-

ing newly-planted trees from being barked, or otherwise

injured by horses or cattle, &c, perhaps there are none

so simple, and at the same time so perfectly effectual, as

the one invented some years ago by C. Lawrence, Esq.,

of Cirencester, of which a sketch and description are given

in the "Gardener's Magazine," vol. xiii, p. 166. As many
of your readers, however, may not possess that work, I will

transcribe Mr. Lawrence's account of his invention, as I

believe its merits are such as to render it deserving of

being better known. I have had ample proof within the

last five years of its utility, and am therefore enabled to

recommend it as one of the best protectors of young trees

that can possibly be employed. Besides its cheapness

and durability, which are not the least of its recommenda-
tions, it has altogether a much neater appearance than those

which are so frequently seen fixed around trees near a gen-

tleman's residence, and which in too .many instances only

disfigure and render unsightly the trees that were planted

for ornament. From the following description and sketch,

any labourer may soon understand the way of construct-

ing the tree-guards, that have led to these remarks.

Procure stakes of Ash, or Larch, on thinning young

plantations, or cutting down coppices, 6 feet in length, or

more if requisite, and about two inches in diameter; and

bore holes through the tops and bottoms, about one foot

from each end. Get a similar hole drilled up the centre

of a stake, and saw it off in lengths of two inches, or rather

less; pass a strong wire or thick tarred string through
one stake, by the holes, at the top and at the bottom ;

then

pass it through the hole made in one of the two-inch pieces

at each end, and then through another stake; separating

each stake at top and bottom by a piece of wood, until

you have enough to surround the tree loosely, leaving

plenty of space for growth. Place it round the tree, and
fasten the ends of the wire or string. This guard is much
the same as the

Cw'adle put round
tht neck of a blis-

tere I horse, to pre-

vent his gnawing
the irritated part.

The stakes merely

rest on the ground,

and should be cut

quite flat at the

bottom, to prevent

their sticking into

the ground. At
the upper end they

should have a sharp

slanting cut with

a bill-hook, and
threaded with the

slope towards the

tree. The motion
of the tree will not
in any degree be
impeded ; and the

bark cannot be in-

jured, let the wind
blow as it may, for
the guard moves
freely with the tree

in every direction.

a represents the

tree ; b the small

stakes which form

the cradle ; c the

pieces which are

placed between the stakes at top and bottom.—M. E. II.

[Although this method of protecting trees differs but

slightly from that recommended by Mr. Bowers, at

p. 365, of the Chronicle for 1341 , we have, nevertheless,

inserted it, as the accompanying drawing will render
it more intelligible.]

Cwrulean TVilloiv.—ln the climate of England, few
trees grow with equal rapidity to the Cserulean Willow,
which is supposed to be a variety of Salix alba. Somp of

these trees were planted eighteen years ago, on the New
"Walk, by the side of the River Ouse, at York. Their

blown over by high winds, attended by the flooding of the

river. Several of these trees exceed five feet in circum-

ference, at five feet from the ground ; one of them is five

feet six inches, and contains thirty-four cubic feet of

timber.

—

J* B.
Mildness cf the Season.—From the garden at Orwell

Hall, Suffolk, the following flowers were gathered on the

1st of January, 1843. Salvia fulgens, Verbena Thompsd-
nia, V. Tweediana, V. Aubletia, V. Sabina, Fuchsia
globosa major, F. Virgata, Tropce'olum peregrinum,

O'xalis versicolor, Cineraria cruenta, Senccio elegans,

Pentstemon gentianoides, Phlox Drummondi, Erysimum
Perofskianum, Silene pendula, Lupinus luteus, Antirrhi-

num majus, A. caryophylleum, Saponaria ocymoides, Chi-

monanthus fragrans, Mignonette, purple and white Stocks,

Ten-week Stocks, Russian Violets, Wall-flowers, Pelargo-

niums, and China Roses.

—

A. C
Martagon.—This inquiry has been left at p. 790 of

your Chronicle, by yourself and your intelligent cor-

respondent, with the question " Why was the Philoso-

pher's Stone called Martagon V In the absence of more
positive information, I venture to offer the following con-

jecture :—It seems that with our older gardeners and

botanists, Martagon was the generic name of a group of

liliaceous plants, one of which in particular was called by
Lobel and others, Lilium chemicarum or chemistarum, and

Martagon because of the golden hue of its bulb. This

appearance, when the wits of all the world were turned

toward the acquisition of the *' great secret," naturally

suggested the association with the object of every man's

desire. Gardeners were always full ot the " conceits" of

nomenclature, and are so still, as evinced by our Golden-

drops, Pheasant's Eyes, Bishop's Thumbs, Flemish
Beauties, Lady's Fingers, Delices des Dames, CEil de Jour,

Glout Morceau, Cuisses-Mesdames, &c, &c.—an innocent

indulgence of the poetic fancy, from which men of graver

sciences are not always exempt. Not having it in my
power to refer to the systematic writers on Alchemy, I

looked into Ben Jonson's well-known drama, thinking

that so grandiloquent a word would certainly find a place

in the jargon he puts into the mouth of his pretended

adept ; but I do not find it there. Unless, therefore, it

can be shown to come directly from the Arabic, I think

that Martagon must be one of the mystifications of Para-

celsus, the inventor of much of the jargon of the alchemy
of the 15 th century, or of some other fanatic of that time. It

seems not unlikely that the above-mentioned worthycoined
it out of Magisterium or Magisterion,the real unadulterated

red-precipitate-philosopher's-stone powder. Or, it may
have been used as a convenient contraction of Magistefion ;

and if any of your readers find it difficult to trace the

similitude, I recommend to their notice, to help their vision,

the following exemplary case of our excellent friend

Jonathan Oldbuck :
—" I am clear we should read Salmon-

length for Shathmont's-length ; Shathmont, Salmont.

You see the close alliance of the sounds ; dropping out two

A's and a t, and assuming an l
}
makes the whole difference."

—P. P. [We have taken the trouble to look through

the old folios of Paracelsus, and the collection of

alchemical books formed by Salmon, without finding any-

where this word Martagon. We are, however, reminded
by them that iron was called by the alchemists Mars, and
it is not impossible that the word , Martagon may
come from ago, to act on anything, and that it may
really refer to the hoped-for power of the Philosopher's

Stone in acting upon iron so as to change it into gold.]

Shakspmre's "Pale Primroses."—Your Correspon-
dents "Florizel" and a " Foreigner1

' have been, perhaps,
more successful in pointing out the distinction between
the Poet and the Physiologist than in explaining the pas-
sage in question. The very general and remote resem-
blance which may be fancied between a young damsel and
the pale Primrose seems quite insufficient to demand the

specific words, " A malady most incident to maids.' 3 The
matter is, however, not worth pursuing, or at all events
had better wait for some new light. Your Correspon-
dents, as is now the fashion, reject with indignation the

idea that Shakspeare could possibly step beyond the pro-

per boundaries of his own art. This is an excess of
idolatry, which must be injurious 'rather than otherwise

to Shakspeare's fame, and will, eventually, cure itself.

Shakspeare's reputation can well afford to concede quite

as much fallibility as can be fairly urged against it; and
probably his most vulnerable place will be found in an

occasional tendency to a minuteness, more than is con-
sistent with true poetry, though it may not always be
good physiology. One instance at this moment occurs to

me, though I cannot refer to it with precision. He talks

somewhere of the "gnarled and unwedgeable oak. 37 Now,
though gnarledness is an allowable poetical character,

unwedgeableness is, I think, quite the reverse; because it

is a quality not discoverable by any inspection of the Oak
in the landscape, and becomes evident only to him who
follows the tree to the faggot-shed, and watches its con-
version into logs of fire-wood M.

Bees.—Having some pretensions to a knowledge of the

management of bees, I will endeavour to solve the diffi-

culties of your fair correspondent, who writes at p. S37 of

your last volume. Her first complaint that her bees made
but little honey in the summer of 1841 is an unreasonable

one; since in consequence of the unfavourable season it

was quite impossible for bees to make much honey.

There was no great error, I imagine, in not feeding them

during the autumn, as they probably made enough honey

for their own sustenance. Upon this point I would re-

mark, that when bees require to be fed, it ought to be

done at once, at the rate of 21bs. or 31bs. per day for a

week or ten days together in fine weather, during the

^ month of October; after which, they should not be dis-

turbed, as unnecessary interference with them always does
mischief. The bees will increase in weight according as
they are fed. lib. of honey or good sugar mixed with lib.

of boiling water will answer well. It is a mistake to sup-
pose that bees in boxes always die in winter from cold,

especially when constructed as Nutt's and Taylor's are.
That your correspondent erred in wrapping hers up in
mats is pretty evident, from the bees having in December
been as strong and brisk as they would have been in

June. It is desirable, for obvious reasons, to have the
inmates of a bee-hive torpid rather than brisk in December.
Instead of stopping the mouth of the hive with a piece of
perforated zinc when the frost begins, I prefer darkening
the front with a piece of board, so placed, as entirely to

exclude the sun-beams, or even the rays of light. The
sad condition of her bees in January appears to have
arisen from too much anxiety to secure their comfort.
The bees were thus (artificially it may be said), rendered
so brisk in January, that it was most proper to feed them
if they required it ; but, probably, that would not have
been necessary, had no extraordinary efforts been made to

prevent their torpidity (the natural state in this climate)
in winter. The high temperature of the hive complained
of might have been prevented by giving air to the side-

boxes, and by removing and cleaning the tubes daily.

There is no reason for believing that clustering about the
foot-board always precedes swarming. The bees of your
correspondent finding themselves uncomfortable from the
high temperature of the hive, and their crowded con-
dition, naturally took a sudden and unceremonious leave
of their kind and over-anxious patroness. I have only to

add further, that if M a Despairing Beekeeper" will make
another attempt, 'and attend to the hints I have given for

her guidance, she will not find her bees ungrateful. In
conclusion, I beg to mention that from a box constructed
on Nutt's plan, I last year obtained two side-boxes, and
two glasses of honey ; one of the boxes weighed 46flbs.
net ; the other 351bs.; and the two glasses lOlbs. ; total,

91$lbs. ; which was allowed to be equal to any that Italy

ever produced. For the former I received an honorary
medal from the Exeter Horticultural Society. If your
correspondent wishes to have a glass filled with honey, she

may easily accomplish that object by cutting a hole two
or three inches in circumference in the top of a common
straw-hive, and by placing over it a glass in April ; in that

way I took one this year which weighed 13£ lbs., and got

a fine swarm also.

—

C. S. f
Beacon House.

Gold and Silver Fish.—I beg to inform a Correspon-
dent that the following plan of preserving Gold and Silver

Fish has been pursued with success. Two years ago, I

lost all rny Gold Fish, which were Dutch, although I was
very particular in breaking the ice every day around the

basin. I afterwards procured a quantity from Montrose,
where they are bred in the reservoirs attached as con-
densers to the large engine of the Flax Mills; and instead of

breaking the ice all round, I broke three small holes about
!) inches in diameter, which were covered with old bee-

hives or boxes to keep them from freezing up. As soon
as the ice was sufficiently firm, I baled out the water
through these apertures until a large bubble of air ap-

peared beneath the ice ; continuing to do so until I had
in fact formed a frozen shutter, which covered the pond
and preserved the fish in good health. The bottom of

mine is formed of mud, originally puddled with clay and
cow-dung ; it is 4ft. Gin. deep, with a cemented rim 2ft.

wide, and 18in. deep. Its diameter is 18ft., with a small

fountain in the centre, which requires about a hogshead

per day to keep it playing. I have found that large Fish

will never travel nor bear handling; they are also essen-

tially a pond-fish, and require but little change of water.

The temperature of the reservoirs where they breed in

such numbers, averages, I am told, from 60 to 70 degrees.

I would advise your Correspondent to return his fishes into

the pond, and endeavour by all means to keep up the tem-
perature of the water, and to allow plenty of air beneath
the iceif the pond should become frozen.

—

J.G., St. John's.
Gold Fish.—In the county of Somerset, Gold and Sil-

ver Fish live and thrive in ponds, without any other care

being taken of them, than to break the ice so frequently,

as not to permit the pond to be entirely covered with ice

for many hours.

—

IE I).

Poultry.—Seeing in last week's Chronicle, an inquiry
as towhich is the best sort of Poultry, I have, after the
experience of 4 years, no hesitation in recommending the
half-bred Malay, as being beyond all comparison the best,

both for the table and as good layers. They are, perhaps,
rather careless sitters, being large and heavy, but as
sitters, they may be

\

termed tolerable, and one must not
expect to find perfection even in a Hen. Though an
enthusiastic amateur gardener, I am also very fond of my
Poultry, and by the system I pursue in their management,
I always succeed in obtaining a superabundance of eggs
and very fine Chickens. Between January and Decem-
ber, 1841, I obtained from 25 Hens, 3,891 eggs ; and a
Chick hatched in March, weighed in September, when
trussed fit for table, 4 lbs. My secret, is to keep the
Hen-house at a regular temperate heat, by means of a
small Dutch Stove kept burning for about 2 hours in the
afternoon, and to give my Hens a warm breakfast of
boiled Potatoes the first thing in the morning. By this

means, I get plenty of eggs during the whole winter, and
indeed, throughout the year ; my Hens cease to lay only
for about 6 weeks in the autumn. A mixture of Malay
with Spanish or Dorking, I consider the best.—A. E. S.

Horse-Chesnuts for Pigs.—li "A. P., Cheam," who
tried to feed his pigs on pounded Ilorse-Chesnuts, had
steeped the latter in lime-water without pounding, they
would have been eaten voraciously, nor would the lime-
water have prevented them from vsgetating. The farina

of Horse-chesnuts, prepared like Potato-flour, is equally
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good for the purpose of starch. If it were deprived of its

bitter by lime-water, would it be an unwholesome article

of food ?—M. E. [Probably it would still be unfit for

the use of man.]

FOREIGlfcORRESPONDENCE.
Confluence of (he Chadda and Niger.—We made this

part of the river on the 1 7th of September, and landed at

the late town of Pamliaki. This town was in a very
flourishing state at the time the Liverpool expedition
visited this river; but since that period it has been de-
stroyed by the Felatas, and the inhabitants have been
obliged to take refuge on the opposite side of the Niger.
The soil, upon examination, was not found to answer the
expectations previously entertained of its fertility ; and
Stirling Hill, situated about two miles further up the
river, was decided upon as the site for the model farm.
Operations were immediately commenced in clearing land,
building houses, &c. ; and several of the natives came and
assisted to prepare the ground for planting Cotton. With
regard to extensive cultivation, I think this will not be
found to answer the expectations of the African Agri-
cultural Society, as the parts capable of tillage are con-
fined to a few narrow valleys, the greater part of which are
cultivated by the natives. From what I have seen of the
African disposition, 1 do not think they will be inclined
to give up the whole of their good land to a stranger,

whether black or whitq. The soil is of a poor sandy
description, the only vegetation flourishing being a species
of Tephrosia, nearly related to T. toxicaria, which covers
acres of land about Pandiaki and the Confluence. This
plant is used by the natives to give the beautiful blue dye
to their cloth. Indigo is also found, but not plentifully,

neither does it seem to be taken notice of by the people.
Cotton of a good quality is frequently met with in a wild
as^ well as a cultivated state. I have no doubt but the
soil is better adapted for cultivation at a short distance
from the banks of the stream, as I have always found it

to improve the farther I proceeded from the river. The
utmost distance, however, which I was enabled to go from
the settlement, was six miles, having been token with the
fever two days after the Albert proceeded up the river, and
consequently incapacitated from prosecuting my researches
any farther. Macgregor states, that at the junction of the
Shary (Chadda) with the Niger, it is covered with majestic
trees

; but this part is now the least wooded of any
met with after entering the Nun. The only large trees
to be seen at the present time are a few specimens of the
Adansdnia digitata. The Flora is very similar to that on
the coast, except that Palms and Orchidaceoe are more
rare at this place. In the former tribe there are a few
specimens of a species of Areca, and at a short distance in
the interior is found the Elais guineensis ; but it is rare.
The lovely Spathodea campanulata is plentiful in the
moist valleys, and at this season they were covered with
its large scarlet flowers. On the banks of the river
"were also two species of Combretum, and a beauti-
ful Clerodendrum. The natives prepare a red dye
from some tree which they find at a distance from the
Confluence ; but I was unfortunately prevented from
seeing it, by being taken ill, previously to the time which I
had appointed to accompany one of the chiefs of the
village to the place at which it was found. The natives
cultivate Yams, Dhourra, Ground Nuts, Capsicums,
Gourds, Tobacco, Papaws, Bananas, Limes, and a small
yellow fruit—a species of Chrysobalanus. They brought
also to the settlement, for sale, goats, fowls, Guinea
fowls, eggs, and honey. The manner of dyeing their
cloth is as follows :—a number of deep, narrow jars arc
buried in the earth, so that the tops remain a few inches
above the surface. A quantity of the Tephrdsia is then
gathered, and the leaves, with the young shoots, after
being bruised, are mixed with a certain quantity of water
*|i those jars. After remaining for a few days, to get the
'"quid to the proper degree of colour, the cloth is im-
mersed, the tops of the jars are covered over, and they
ai 'c left in this state for about two days ; after which, the
doth is taken out and dried. If the 'colour is not deep
^nough, it is subjected to another immersion. I have no
hesitation in saying, that the natives live nearly, if not
totally, upon a vegetable diet. I could never see the
goat used as food ; and the Guinea-fowl is either thrown
away, or offered as a sacrifice ; but why offered as a sacri-
fice, I cannot say, except that it is a terrible enemy to
the crops of Ground Nuts and Dhourra. Some of the
•hu-gest trees of Adansdnia are also objects of superstitious
*'cSard

; those so distinguished having their trunks stuck
*W of the barbed heads of arrows and spears, with the
skulls of birds and animals. They have also a super-
stition with regard to Stirling-Hill, and say that it belongs
to an evil spirit, that will not let any one live upon it. A
day or two after the Albert had proceeded up the river, a
pillage about two miles from us was ransacked by the
*-etatas, and most of the inhabitants carried away. I
could not see that any blood had been shed, but many of
tare huts were burned to the ground. The markets are
conducted by the women, who are very just in their deal-
ngs

; they are also very expert in numbers, soon counting
0V^ several thousands of cowries. This operation is

BfoJ
m^ by rcckoning thjuee a* ^ time. I may also

J?te
> kbat I think Laaider was labouring under a mistake

J**n he said that the Delta of the Niger produces Cedar,
?j upon the closest inspection, I could not see anything
JjOToaching to the Conifercc. He probably meant some
I^nt allied to Cedrela.

notices ofnew plants which are either
useful or ornamental.

•ho n SIA sim.ka'i.kns. Splendid Fuphsin*. {Greenhovse Shrub).
"^racera. Octandria Monog-ynia. Fine a plant as P. ful-ens

^_\ve regara this as being still more beautiful, because of the

vividness of the scarlet and pale green colours with which it is

adorned. In habit it much resembles it, and, in fiact, was sup-

posed at one time to be the same species : but it evidently differs

in many important circumstances. It will probably be the
hardiest of its race, for it was found by Mr. llartweg on the
mountain called Totontepequc, at the height of ten thousand feet

above the sea, or little more than 5,500 feet lower than the frozen
summit of Mont Blanc. This species should neither be cultivated
in very rich soil nor in a large pot, for both these circumstances
have a tendency to prevent its flowering: freely. It will grow
well enough in any free soil, and flowers abundantly in the
early part of the season. Young plants arc easily struck from
cuttings of the young shoots, when planted in; sand and
treated in the usual way. Like other Mexican and Peruvian
species, it is not sufficiently . hardy to stand a severe winter out
of doors about London.—Bot. lit

,
GaAMMATOPHYLLOMBfULTiPLORUM; var. tigrinum. The Tiger-

spotted Letter-leaf. {Stove Orchidaceous Plant). Grchidacece
j Vandcre. Gyuandria Monandria. This species varies a good
deal in the markings of its flowers, which sometimes present
almost as rich a colouring as those of Oncidium papilio. It is a
stove-plant, and succeeds easily in the hot damp Orchidaceous
house. It may cither be grown in turfype&t, in a pot, or sus-
pended from- the rafters; if cultivated as an air plant, the
roots should be surrounded with some substance, such
sphagnum, or peat, and liber: 1.]/ supplied with water. When
well managed it flowers regularly every year, and continues in
flower longer than any plant of Its race with which 1 am ac-
quainted. It is propagated in the usual manner.

—

Hot. Reg.
ZiCHYA vi i, i. os a. Villous Ziehya. {(Irccnlmvxe Climber). Pard-

lionaecrc. Diadelphia Decandria. This plant was raised from
Swan River seeds by Mr. Standish, Nurseryman, Bagshot. It

is a free-growing greenhouse climber, well suited for either
training round some ornamental wircwork, fastened to a pot, or
to the pillars or rafters of a greenhouse. The plant grows freely
fin a mixture of loam and sandy peat, when not broken very
fine, if the pots are well drained. It is easily increased by cut-
tings, or by seeds, which are produced freely when the plants
get large. It flowers the greater part of summer, if properly
treated, and placed where it has plenty of light and air; but
it should never be placed out of doors during summer (as is fre-

quently done), as the plants arc generally injured in such a situa-
tion by either the rain or wind. They do best when kept all

summer in a cold frame, with the back turned to the sun, but with
the lights off during fine weather.— Bot. Reg*

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pruning.—In order to secure the regular bursting of

buds, along the branches of a tree, "the leading

,
shoots should be left for shortening in the spring, just

before the opening of the leaf ; when the sap, then becom-
ing active, and each bud left—being equallymaturcd, will

rapidly distribute its impulse over the whole. On the

other hand, if shortened early in winter, the sap, whilst

deficient of energy to produce any apparent effect, will

gradually ascend to the ends of the branches, become there

deposited, and in ths spring, being roused into quick ac-

tion, impel the terminating buds into rapid growth, which
will rob all below them of that stimulating fluid of which
they themselves have become the greedy consumers."

—

Maund's Bot. Gard.
Botanical Garden, Lazcncc$to?i, New South Wales.—

We learn from the Launceston papers, that arrangements
are being made for establishing a Botanical Garden in

that town, the local government having granted . to

the inhabitants 7 acres of land for that purpose. At a
meeting held on the 6th of July, it was resolved that the
management of the Garden should be placed in the hands
of the Committee of the Horticultural Society, amongst
whom we observe the names of the Rev. J. Bishton, Rev.
R. H. Davies, R. C. Gunn, C. S. and W. Henty, Esqrs.

Greenhouse Plants.—The following is a list of choice
plants for Greenhouse cultivation :— Borunia pinnata, B.

serrulata, and 13. anemonefolia, Polygala ojipositi folia

and P. coitlifdlia, Garduquia Hookeri, Roclla ciliaia,

Htfvea celsi, and II. pungens ; Chonizenaa varium, C.
Dicksoni, and C. Henchmanni ; Mirbolia fioribunda, Swain-
sonia galegifolia and S. gal. alba, Soilya hetcrophylla,
Helichrysumproliferumand Il.spcctabile; Piraelealmpida,
P. decussata, and P. spechibilis; Bossiwa linophylh',

Eutaxia myrtifdlia, Dillwynia floribunda, Genista cana-
densis, Cytisus rhodopnaea, Erythrina Cristagalli

;

Acacia vestita, A. armata, A. hybrid;?, and A. pulcheUa

;

LeschenauUia formosa and L. bflobn, Coteenema tenuifolia;

Correa Cavendfshii, C. Lindleyana, and C. speciosa
;

Styphelia tubiflora, Sprcngelia incarnabi, Crowe,:':
j na,

Luculia gratfssifha, Gardenia ilurida and G. radicans
; with

Ericas, Epacrises, Fuchsias, Camellias, Oranges, and In-
dian Azaleas. Climbing plants may consist of Solly a

linearis, Gompholobium polymorphum, Kemu'dya Marry

-

attte, Hardenbergia monophylla and IT. maerophylla
;

Ziehya glabrata, Z. villosa, and Z. inophylla
; Tropas'clum

tricolor, T. , azureum, and T. bracliyceras
; Mandevilla

su-aveolens, Ipomoea Learii ; Thunbergia alata, T. alata
alba, and aurantiaca.

Guano.—From a tabular statement, published in the
Bristol Gazette, relative to the effects of this manure, we
extract the following results :—The experiment was made
with Turnips, and three species of manure were used.
Five cwt. of guano rfroduced a crop weighing 17 tons per
acre, at a cost (for manure) of is. Id. per ton of produce.
Twenty tons of stable-dung produced a crop f 10 tons
weight, at an expense of os. lid. per ton

; and 32 bushds
of bones produced a crop of 15 tons weight, at a cost of
os. Qd.

China.—We understand that a collector (Mr. Thomas
Lobb) is about to proceed to Java and China, in the

Samarang, Capt. Belcher, and that his mission is on ac-

count of the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew. His objects

will, we presume, be purely botanical.

To cure the tie on Pines The following is a

receipt of the late Mr. Runchnan's, who was a good Tine-

grower, for destroying the Scale-insects which infest that

plant: Boil gently together,, in 4 gallons of soft water, lib.

of tobacco, 1 lb. of sulphur, 1 lb. of soft soap, and A lb.

of nux vomica, until the quantity is reduced to 3 gallons.

In this the crowns aud suckers should be steeped for a

quarter of an hour; after which, they should be well

rinsed in a tub of clean water. They should be turned

bottom upwards until the wet is dn.ined from them ; and

after being
|

otted, they gfa
;

be r in a strong, moist
]u:!l

- ^- ;: - uisivc.i;; to d, .. large plants, great
rare should be taken to* d

I

• from them tho-
roughly, and not to wash too n i i ris.

rhe Italian :/ ,,/ c .
. ?™cWi Sprov.ts.—BoA

l,ui;n m
'

:i v;; - *! let tlu-ncoo! ; vh.nerhl, dredge
them with flour, fry them brown in butter, and sprinkle
a little salt over them. This whoh

i
,e and pleasant

dish is to be met vwih at the first tables on the Continent,
and is much superior to the very p*im*£ve mode in which
Broccoli is usually presented at ours. Muscipula.

j

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. VII.
{Continued from, page 840.)

23. C&reale Papaver.— ay are the reasons assigned
by commentators for the epithet Cereale befaag applied by
VirgU (Georg. lib. i. 212) to Papaver (Mic Poppy).
Jervius assigns the following :—either because it is eaten
like corn, or because Ceres made use of Poppies to forget

her grief, and was thrown thereby into a sleep, when she
had watched a long time on account of the abduction of

Proserpine; or because Mycou, the Athenian, who was
beloved by Ceres, was transformed into a Poppy ; or be-

cause it was sprinkled upon bread'. La Cerda quotes the

authority of Eusebius, in his third book, " De Prsepara-

tione Evangeliea/' that Ceres was aceounted the in-ventress

of Poppies. Rudus has the same quotation. La Cerda
gives another reason : that Ceres relieved her hunger
with Poppies, as appears from the fourth book of Ovid's

"Fasti/' We are there told, that when Celeus invited

Ceres to refresh herself in his cottage, his little boy was
sick, and could get no rest ; upon which Ceres gathered
some Poppies to cure him, and tasted them herself un-
awares. La Cerda also quotes Brodzeus for another
reason : that Poppies were sown amongst the Corn for the
sacrifices of Ceres. Again he quotes Brodaeus and also

Turnebus, who observe that the statues of that goddess
are frequently adorned with Poppies. Lastly, he cites

a reason, assigned by Mancinellus, that there is a sort of
Poppy, called QvKcuuris, of which a wholesome sort of
bread may be made. The reason assigned by Probus, that

Poppies are common amongstdthe Corn, which is under
the protection of Ceres, cannot, be right ; because the

Poppy heads, which are so common on the statues of
Ceres, plainly belong to the cultivated sort, not to that

which grows amongst the Corn. Rudus thinks the best

.
reason is, because it appears from Pliny that the seeds of

white Poppies were frequently eaten by the ancients:

this, indeed, shows why Virgil called the Poppy Vescum.
papaver, but does not seem to explain the epithet Cereale.

It is certain that Poppies were consecrated by the an-
cients to Ceres, and that most of her statues are adorned
with them.

24. Uiililj; of Fi'tcs.—Tt may appear surprising how a
Being perfectly good should have created animals which
seem to serve no end but to spread des ion wherever
they go. But let us be cautious in suspecting any imper-
fection in the Father of the Universe. "What at first

sight may seem only productive of mischief, will, upon
mature deliberation, be found worthy of that "Wisdom
which planned the most beautiful parts of the world.
Many poisons are valuable medicines; the storms are be-

neficial ; and diseases often promote life. Thee mon
flies are regarded by mankind in general as noxious, and
at best as useless beings in the creation : but this is cer-

tainly for want of considt on. There are not probably
in all nature animals of more ; and it would
not be difficult to prove that we should feel the want of
one or two sp. vi. s of h quadrupeds, much less than of

one or two species of these i;-aMe-looking insects.

Mankind in general are sensible that nothing is more dis-

agreeable or more pestiferous than putrid sul nces ; and
it is apparent to all who have mads observation that;

these liitle in?ecis contribute more to the quick dissolu-

tion a .
;
;-rsion of putrescent mattes than any other.

They;: so necessary in all hot climates, that, even in

the open fields, a <}ead anku ••!. or m u rid substance,

cannot be laid upon th^ ground two minutes before it will

be coveEed with (lies and their maggots, which, instantly

entering, qpkkly devour one past, and perforating the

rest in various directions, expose the whole to be much

sooner dissipated bv the eIemeD*&.r-Sm**tfo—fy Phi.os.

Trans., 1781.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.

of the Gardener? Chm^rle often contain accounts of provincial

gardens not in the immediate vicinity of the met opohs vvewere

induced to make notes (which were unfortunately mislaid) of a

visit to the exotic nursery at C*B»b«£ **&*? Wpriamt
us more, afte* proceeding down llupnucipal street ot the

ancient city, and walking through Bfr. Masters' house, than

bsing immediately ushered, at its back mro a -arden filled with
a great variety ot both hardy and tender plants, which, thon-h
crowded, were well arranged: and, from their healthy appear-
ar.ee, gave proofc of skilful cultivation, One portion <\ t the
ground is laid out in an arbc rotnm. m whfch the arrangement of
DeCandeile has been followed m plant

,

; the various ^oups.
Th , ;is are necessai-riy kept small, in consequence ™ tlie

space being limited s
but the habits of th« different aperies are

shown, as well as their rates ot growth. he effect produced hy
la harmonious Shaping of plants, nearly allied in structure,

but winch are yet distil) bed from andi contrasted with one
another, m consequence of the varying forms and shadesofc their
[eaves, is well calculated to recommend the scientific instead of
the usual empirical arrangement of hardy plants in shrubberies.
This was exemplified in the -:r,. t Korse-Slresnuts and
Pavias, the Ashes, Maples, Plums, Thorns, Gledit&chias* &o»
Anion- the Poplars, P. cam sf being placed with P. gr-eeca,
contrasted well, from their difference in habit, as well as in the

object, from the prospect then disp] d of numerous cations,,
y- hich make it so desirable for those who seek for new forms *>

introduce into their sfcwijbberie . B3rbex& fascicular was s c
'n

about six feet high against a wall ; while Lagerstroe'mia f<-ica »
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which one would hardly expect to succeed, had stood out of

doors for several winters, and had this year produced a rich
show of its gay inflorescence. The collection of Pines contains,
with the more common ones, most or those which have been
lately introduced. The in-door arrangements of the establish-
ment seem to be complete, as there are houses for succulents,
Orchidacese, Pelargoniums, Camellias, Oranges, Australian and
Cape plants, as well as a small stove. The two most remarkable
specimens seen were Pandanus spiralis and SabalBlackburniana;
the former is perfect in form, elegant in appearance, and just
beginning to show its spiral growth

; the latter is also a fine
specimen. There are several large Rhododendrons, with a fine
tree of R. arb6reum

; all giving: rich promise of bloom for the
coming season.

_
The climbers within doors were also remarkably

beautiful ; Passiflora Loudoni having covered a large portion of
the rrof of the Orchidaceous house, and having produced during
the ;easm several thousands of flowers. Tecoma jasminoides
has al^o blossomed freely, as well as the sfcarlet Passion-flower
(P. racemosa). The latter was said not to have been a single
day without flowers for the previous 18 months. Among the
Orchidacese in flower, we observed the singular and beautiful

Trichopilia tortilis, Ixia oblonga, a Den<lr6bium, imported from
China, &c. The elegant tribe of Ferns had not been neglected.
Polypddium aureum, Adiantum pubescens and tenenim, with

Asplenium coriaceum, were in excellent condition. The house
devoted to succulents contains a considerable number of those

singular-locking plants; amongst them are large specimens of

Cactus abnormis, Echinocactus Eyresii, and erinaceus, several

Opuntias, with many old Aloes and Euph6rbias. Among the
hothouse-plants there is a Bauhinia, received from Dr. Wallich
as B. piperii'61ia, the binate leaves! of which, when in a young
state, are pink-coloured. Besldria elegans, several species of
Hibiscus, and among them H- Cameroni, blooming abundantly
in a young state, were particularly conspicuous. The bark-pit
in the stove was occupied by Musas, Hedychiums, and Palms.
The handsomest of the Musas was M. discolor, the underside of
its leaves being of a rich brownish purple colour, and contrasting
well with the light-green foliage of M. rosacea and coccinea.
The Heaths arc grown here with some difficulty, in consequence
of the lowness of the situation rendering them liable to damp
off; still there were some handsome specimens of E. vestita and
its varieties, as well as of E. Hartnelli. A great variety of Ca-
mellias (not less than 150, we were told; are cultivated; all

looked healthy, and even the small plants were set for bloom.
In the Camellia-house there was a large Psidium Cattleyanum,
with an abundant crop of fruit, as well as several Orange-trees.
It is, perhaps, going beyond the province of this article, but we
cannot help observing that nothing was more delightful to
observe in this establishment than the attention paid to science
in connection with its application to practice. This was also
conspicuous in the Museum of Natural History in the town, in
which there is an excellent Herbarium of the plants growing in
the neighbourhood of Canterbury.

—

R.
Capesthome Hall, near Congleton.—At this place a crimson hy-

brid Rhododendron is now flowering in the open air without
any protection. The plant has 91 trusses of bloom upon it, and
it is remarkable, that, if the season is ever so severe, it has inva-
riably produced its flowers within a week of the same period.
Several other plants of the same variety will be in bloom in a few
weeks.— W.P.D.

Mittheilung uber die Erfindung den Boden ohne Bringer
anzubanen. (Communication on the Art of Cultivating

Jthe Ground without Manure.) By F. H- Bickes,

Frankfort-on-the-Maine, 1842, 8vo, pp. 31.

Wonders will never cease ! While our agricultu-

rists are eagerly discussing the comparative advantages of

particular soils, and studying the theory of manures as

propounded by Sprengel and Liebig, a countryman of

these distinguished professors comes forward to proclaim

that their labours are vain ; for, if we are to believe him,
he has discovered the art of growing luxuriant crops on
the poorest land, and without any manure whatsoever

;

and the cost of the process is so trifling, that for the acre

of Wheat or Maize, it does not exceed fivepence sterling;

and for Rape, Cabbage, &c, amounts to only about half

that sum ! At first we were disposed to consider such
extraordinary pretensions as an effusion of quackery,
and entitled to little or no credit ; but our incredulity has

been somewhat shaken by the numerous and respectable

attestations which the author has appended to his pam-
phlet, and which tend to prove that his method has been
practised with success, during the last 12 years, in various

parts of Germany and Holland. Thus the certificates

from Vienna, dated in 1829 and 1830, declare that Mr.
Bickes's process, which would seem to consist in some
preparation of the seed, li renders all dunging unneces-
sary, is applicable to the poorest soils, and to all sorts of
plants, and imparts to them a wonderful degree of vege-
tation and fulness ;" and they give the results of the ex-
periments in the Imperial Garden of the Chateau, from
which it appears that Wheat raised from seed sown by
Mr. B. had larger ears and more grains than that pro-

duced from unprepared seed ; that the Barley showed
ears with four rows and a larger number of grains, while

that from unprepared seed had only two rows and a

smaller proportion of grains on each stalk ; and the In-

dian Corn exhibited a larger number of much stronger

and thicker heads. At Offenbach, in unmanured and
light sandy soil, the prepared Wheat produced 10— 15

stems from a single grain, with larger and fuller ears ;

Rye and Barley presented the same vigorous growth, and
Flax had stronger stems, with heavier and more numerous
capsules, and was of a dark green colour ; while the plants
from unprepared seed had become yellow. Potatoes had
seldom fewer than ten shoots from a single tuber, and
some as many as 12, 15, and even 17 strong stems ; while
the green crops, viz. Grass, Clover, Beet, White Cabbage,
Savoys, &c. were equal, if not superior, to those raised in
gardens. At Biidingen, again, some plants of the Sun-
flower, treated according to Mr. B.'s method, grew to the
height of 10 toll feet, with woody stems of 8-£ to 9
inches in circumference. Ten or twelve Potato-plants, of
a large yellow sort, called Marburger, yielded each, on the
average, 30 good-sized tubers, with stem and branches
seven feet long; and Maize, which grew partly singly and
partly in rows, had from two to five, and in some in-
stances, as many as eight and nine heads. These crops
'were obtained in the garden of Count Isenburg

; and we
are further assured by the certificate, to which are at-
tached the signatures of two burgomasters, the Court
g^dener, a grand-ducal councillor, and other official per-
sonages, that they were raised in ground but partially

dressed, and in the midst of tall weeds ! The trials of

this method in Holland, made in the summer of 1834,

were attended with results not less astonishing : prepared

Wheat and Rye, though sown thick, gave from 50 to 60,

and even 80 stalks from one grain ; and a plant of Barley

bore eight large ears. Buck-Wheat rose to 4£ and 5 feet

;

Flax had 4 and 5 stems from one seed, and Indian Corn
grew from 9 to 10 feet in height with 4 or 5 stems, and

4 to 5 heads from a single corn. The green crops were
equally luxuriant. Red and White Clover and Lucerne
grew 3 feet high ; from two Tobacco- plants, 541 seed
capsules and 200 large and small leaves were cut ; and a

second blossoming yielded 742 fresh capsules, and of

larger size ; the seed from the whole weighing 2 hecto-
grams, or upwards of 6 ozs. At the date of the report

(Oct. 30), these plants were budding anew; and all this,

if we read the description aright, was effected in the shift-

ing sand (Flugsande) of the downs of Holland !

The method of preparing the seed is a secret.
]

CALENDAR OF OPERATION Sfor the ensuing week.

I.—KITCHEN- GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery."—If the tan was in a good working condition when the
fruiting plants were plunged for the winter, it should now give a steady
bottom-heat of from 80° to 90°. If it even gives 75° at the bottom
of the pots it is quite enough at this dull season. The mean bottom-
heat provided by Nature to the roots of plants in all parts of the
world is well known to be higher by some degrees than that by which
they are surrounded on the surface, and much less liable to varia-

tions. However far we may deviate with impunity from this simple
rule in our management of other stove plants, we must strictly

adhere to it to insure success in the cultivation of this fruit. While
the thermometer out-of-doors keeps above 18° or 20°, that in the
fruiting-house may range up to 70°, and as the weather gets colder
let it fall gradually to £G The roots of the succession-plants, being
younger and more active than those of the fruiters, are therefore
more easily stimulated, and on that account should be kept from 5°

to 10° lower. A humid atmosphere is at all times essential to these
plants, but especially in the early stages of their growth.
Vinery.—I began forcing my earliest Vinery on the 1st of last

month, in the good old-fashioned way, by introducing as much fresh
horse-dung as we could find room for in the house, having first re-

moved all plants in leaf, to save them from the ammoniacal vapour
of the dung. Not to lose the benefit of such a powerful agent in the
destruction of insect life, I ordered all the Fig, Peach, and Apricot
trees in pots to be removed into this house, with all other plants that
were suspected of harbouring enemies, such as Roses, Neriums,
Brugmansias, &c, which had previously been pruned or headed
down on purpose to undergo this general purification. The result I
shall not fail to teU you. This is the first time that this house has been
forced, therefore the artificial heat has not yet exceeded 60°. Plants
that have been already accustomed to this early forcing may now be
kept at 65°, with all the moisture that can be applied to them.
Giving air is of less consequence at this stage ; just enough to keep
down the sun-heat to 70° is sufficient. The borders inside the house
were thoroughly watered with tepid water, and the outside border has
been covered a yard deep with one-half leaves and one-half fresh
dung in a state of fermentation.
Peach-bouse.—My earliest Peach-house is divided from the

above Vinery by a glass partition, and is heated by the same boiler-
one of Rogers's best conical ones. I began to force it on the same
day as the Vinery; the weather was so favourable during the last
month, that little or no artificial heat was applied, the house being
closed up early in the afternoon. I have it now about 50° in the
day, and about 40° at night ; the flower-buds are already much
swollen. The trees were treated in the manner described in Mr.
Errington's paper in vol. i., p. 7. The borders inside were well
watered with tepid water, that on the outside being protected by
a layer of warm dung, but not so hot as that over the Vine-roots.
No air will be admitted by the front lights in either house when
the weather is frosty.

Cucumbers.—Suffolk is the cradle of Cucumber-growing. The
pedigree and lt points n of a Cucumber are as keenly canvassed here
as those of the horse elsewhere. The aim of the best growers is to
have the temperature as nearly 75° as possible in the mornings; to
get all the leaves dry once every day ; and to admit as much fresh
air at all times as circumstances will permit. ,
Asparagus.—This is the easiest of all plants to force

; yet unless
strong, healthy roots are to be had at this early period, success need
not be expected. The beds in bearing ought to have constant air,
and a bottom-heat of from 60° to 70°.

Seakale and Rhubarb.—All the plants of these that are in-
tended for forcing this spring should be forthwith mulched over with
litter of some sort ; if warm dung, all the better. The spent linings
from pits at work will do very well. Tn adding more dung now to keep
up the heat in the Seakale beds, take care that it is not overdone ;

where there are plenty of plants and a scarcity of dung, the former
had better be forced in some of the houses at work.
Stra wherries.—The Peach-house is the best place to introduce

the first crop of these. Clear off all dead leaves, stir the surface of
the pots, and add a little fresh soil. This, and all such work as is

not imperatively called for. should be deferred till rainy or stormy
days.
Mushrooms. — Lose' no opportunity of separating the horse-

droppings from the litter, as it is received from the stables, and place
them in some dry shed till wanted.
Miscellaneous.—The Carrots sown on a warm border last

August, to come into use before the spring-forced ones are ready,
will now require a slight protection. Make active preparations for
sowing Radishes, Carrots, and other light crops requiring slight hot-
beds. The dung cannot be too well prepared and sweetened for this
purpose. A stock of dry soils of different textures should always be
at hand in open sheds ready for use. Any new brickwork about
the framing-ground should be protected from frost with as much
care as half-hardy plants. All pumps and water-pipes that are
in the least exposed should also be covered with litter.

earlier growth, and come into flower three weeks sooner next winter
This treatment applies with equal effect to Justfcia speciosa a'nd the
old Justfcia, now Eranthemum pulchellum, and no doubt to all our
winter-flowering plants. The circumstance of their not being allowed
to exhaust themselves by flowering this season will enable them to
do so with increased vigour next year. Look at the Gloxinias and
Gesneras on the dry shelves, and set a few roots of each into growth,
to create a succession of flowers. As soon as the Dendrobiumsand
others of this tribe, that have been kept dry lately, show signs of
growth, give them a little moisture. If you have at command suf-
ficient humidity for the atmosphere of this house, very few Orchi-
daceffi will require much water at this season. They are all so accom-
modating that they may be potted at any time ; but the present, and
early in the autumn, are the best seasons for so doing. All sorts of
insects are fond of them, particularly woodlice, and the smaller
shell-snails ; these must be constantly watched and destroyed.
Greenhouse and Conservatory.— If the liberty I have taken

above in introducing my own practice in the Vinery and Peat-house
will be acceptable to the reader, I shall in future speak of these two
houses separately ; in practice T treat them very differently. Our
greenhouses here are constantly ventilated day and night, except
during frost. The conservatory, on the contrary, gets only a little

air in the middle of fine days, from, September to May; and the
temperature averages from 40° to 50° during the dullest weather.

Pits and Frames.—Of all our plant -structures these are become
of late years the most important—they arc the omnibuses of our
gardens : everything, from the finest Heath to the humblest Alpine
plants, finds a ready asylum here during these hard times. They
require the utmost attention at the present season. A slimy green
pot, a speck of mouldiness on the surface, or even a decayed leaf, if

not instantly removed, may be the ruin of the most favourite plant.
Very little watering will be required here for some time yet ; see that
ample covering is ready for the long cold nights.

Out-door Department.

Now that the first sharp frost has settled the worms for the winter,
get all the lawn well rolled at the first opportunity

; prune, plant, or
transplant, all sorts of shrubs and trees

;
protect all tender ones.

All the tender Roses must also be protected. Mr. Rivers proved last

winter that good liquid manure is as good for Roses as rotten dung;
this is of the greatest advantage, as we are always short of the latter.

No doubt but other shrubs would be much benefited by a dressing of
this sort.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Forest and Coppice Woods.—It is no use finding fault with the

farmers for not employing the idle labourers, when one can hardly
ride ten miles across the country without seeing scores of acres of the
finest plantations running to ruin, for want of thinning, pruning, and
draining. Coppice Woods are like old Raspberry stools, with only
this difference, that a chance shoot here and there has got the lead,
depriving all the rest of their clue nourishment ; this should not be so.

Nursery.—Nursery grounds are, or ought to be, managed like

the kitchen-garden, at least as far as rotation of crops, manuring,
digging, and trenching, are concerned. The Acorn-beds, if sown
last November, will now be visited by mice, which must be destroyed.

The stool-ground should now be cleared and cleaned of all weeds,
weak shoots, spurs, &c, so as to be ready for layering a fresh stock
of shoots next month. Now is the best time to cut all shoots for
grafting in the spring ;

gather all these to one convenient place, and
stick them in the ground with their proper number -sticks. Nothing
is more slovenly than to see the foreman running himself out of
breath at grafting-time in hunting after the different sorts, while the
grafter is kept idle half his time in waiting for them.—D. Beaton,
Shrubland Park Gardens.

tj. Out-door Department.
i mnts of every description have never been in a worse condition

to resist frost than they are this season. Broccoli, Endive, Celery,
ana .Lettuces will all require slight protection now. Cardoons and
blanched Celery might be removed into sheds, with a little moist
sand put round their roots. Horse-radish may be treated in the
same manner, but never more at one time than is sufficient for three
weeks consumption. The last month has boen so mild as to have
excited all plants and roots into growth. Care must be taken .of
Onions, Carrots, Beet, &c.

, perhaps they have also been deceived
by the season Manuring, digging, and trenching should now be
pushed forward with all speed.
Orchard —All newly-planted trees and bushes should be

mulched with the lightest portion of rotten dung or spent linings,
Unnail the Fig-trees on the walls, and gather their branches
together in the centre : and after tying them together fasten a few
of the strongest to the wall, and thatch the whole over with straw.
After pruning see that all the trees are divested of Lichen, Moss,
rough dead bark, &c. It is a capital plan to wash over the stems
and main branches with a paint of fresh slacked lime and a little soot.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—Let the temperature here be kept very steady at this

time ; not higher with fire-heat than 60°, even in the warm Orchi-
daceous house. This is a good time to prune and regulate the heads
of the specimen plants. Many, such asJustfcias, Poinsettias, Aphe-
lamdras, &c., had better now be cut down altogether, and kept dry
for a few weeks. If you have a good stock of Euph6rbia jacquini-
flora, cut down some of them also ; this will enable them to make an

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Jan.
1843, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Barohbtkr. TflKRMOMKTKlU
| Wind.

Dec.
Friday 30
Saturday 31

Jan.
Sunday 1

Monday 2
Tuesday 3
Wednesday4
Thursday 5

Max.
30.215
30.178

30.257
30.ORG
30.205

29.977
30.020

30.134

Mln.
30.161
30.040

30.131
30.017
80.107
2!).884
20 772

Max.
55
64

41

38
43
43
41

Min.
46
30

25

,19

27
29
31

20.6

* Mean.
50.5

42.0

33.0
28.5
35.0
30.0
36.0

»

w V

« *

*-

W.
w.

N.
N.VV.
K.W.
w.
w.

Average 30.017 45.0 37.3-

Rain.

.02

i
.

y
.12

.20

Dec. 30. Cloudy and fine ; very mild ; overcast.
31. Cloudy and mild; clear, with slight frost at night.

Jan. 1. Clear and fine throughout; slight frost at night.
2. Frosty ; clear and cool ; sharp frost at night.
3. Frosty; clear; overcast.
4. Rain; cold showers; clear, with slight frost at night,
5. Clear; cold showers; very clear at night.

Mean temperature of the week o.i° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick curing ihe last 17 years, for
the ensuing Week ending Jan. 14, 1843.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

31.9
34.8
34.7
35.3
35.3
36.8

35.8

No. of
Years in
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quantity
of Rain.

PrevailinK Winds.
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Z
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1

8
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2
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5 2
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1

1

3

1

*
]
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5
5
4
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4

2
1

2
3
2
2

1
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i

1

3
1

1

2
8
1

Sun. 8
M on. 9
Tues. 10
Wed. 11

Thurs.12
Fri. 13
Sat. 14

37-5

38 3
40.1

39.9
40.8
41.0
40.8

26.4
31.4
29.2
30.8
29.8

22.

6

30.7

2
4

5
8
6
9
8

0.26 In.

0.20
0.40

0.83
0.36

0.2.0

0.80

1

1

2
1

1

1

ft

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 8th, in 1827—thermometer 53°: and the lowest on the 8th.
in 1841—thermometer 6°.

REPORT ON COVENT GARDEN MARKET,
r , tt ,r -

For the Week ending Jan. 7, 1843.
[The Half-sieve contains . . . U imperial gallons.
The Sieve 7 „
The Bushel Sieve ...".'

. io* „
The Bushel Basket 1 imperial bushel.
Punnets for Seakale are . . . 73 in. wide and 2 in. deep.

Radishes .... 8 „ 2 .,

Mushrooms ... 7 „ 2 „
Salad 5 „ 2 „]

The supplies have been well kept up during the past week
; prices

have varied but little, and trade remains much the same, fruit:
Pines are tolerably abundant, from 4.?. to 6.v. per lb. The hothouse
Grapes are of superior quality to those which have been offered for
s cveral preceding weeks. Pomegranates appear to be over. A few
of the dessert Pears have made a slight advance in price ; the Old
Colmar fetching U)S . ; Nelis cTHiver, 12,?.: Beurre Ranee, 8a*.;
Easter Beurre

ft

, OS* . and Passe Colmar, 6s. per $ sieve. Haking Pears
may be procured from 3s. to 3*. Gd. per bushel.

' Amongst the dessert
Apples are the New-town Pippin, from 2s. to 3s. per doz. ; the
American Lady, or Pomme d'Api, a beautifully high coloured Apple,
from Gd. to Is. per doz. ; Ribstone Pippin, from 5*. to 7s. per bushel

;

Golden Pippin, from 8s. to 10.?. ; and Nonpareil, from 10s. to 12.?. per
bushel. The Russet and "Wellington, for Kitchen Apples, are excel-
lent

; the former, from 3.?. fid. to 4.?. ; the latter, from 4,?. to 5s. per
bushel. Vegetables: The best benches of Asparagus are a trifle
dearer than in our last Report. Seakale may be obtained of almost
any quality, and at almost any price, as it ranges from 9d. to 2.?. Gd.
per punnet. The supply of Broccoli, Brussels' Sprouts, &c., is
good; White Broccoli fetching from \s. Gd. to 3.?. per bunch ; and
the Purple ditto, from 9d. to 1.?. (kl. per bunch. A few forcedFrench
Beans are offered, from 2.?. to 3,?. per 100. Cabbage Lettuces are
small, and fetch from Ad. to M. per score ; the Cos are much better,
and are selling from M. to Is. (kl. per score. Celery sells from M. to
1*. Gd. per bundle; but a great portion of it is of inferior quality.
Mushrooms are even cheaper than they were last week, being plen-
tiful from 4d. to 9d. per pottle. Flowers : A great variety of cut
flowers are exhibited; comprising Poinseltia pulcherrima, Euphorbia
jacquiniflora, RondelStia speciosa, Lachenalia trfcolor, Camellias,
Cinerarias, Amaryllises, Rhododendrons, Daphnes, Kalmias. Orapaft*
flowers, &Ci

>
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Savoys, per doz. 6*7 to 1*

Cabbage* por doz. Gd to la

PRICES, Satubdax, Jan. 7, 1843.-FKU1TS:—
Lemone, per doz. \s to 2«
— per 100,6*to 14*

Almonds, perpeok, Gs to 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 2s Gd to 3i
Walnuts, per bush., 12* to )Gs
Filberts,English, per 100 lbs. tiO/to'0'5*
C« b Nxits, per 100 lbs., 70j to 80*
Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, iGs to 20*
-* Spanish, 18*
— Hnrcnlona. 24* '

— Cob, lit
VEGE'lAHl.KS.

Spinach, por

Pino Apple, per lb.4« toG»
Grapes, Hothouse, per lb. 8*

.-— Spanish, 9rf to U— Portugal, 1* to Is 6d
Apples, dessert, per bush., 2* Gd to 8*
— Kitchen, 2* to (I*

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2* to 10*

Melons, Spanish, 2* to 4*
Oranges, per dnz., Orf io'2t

Z— per 100, 5s to Mi
— hitter, per 100,10* to 12*

Chesnuts, per peck, 3* to 6*

— plants, per doz. 1* Gd to 2*

— Red, for pickling, Uflrf to 4*
Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. U 3d to 2*

Broccoli, White, per hunch, 1* Gd to 3*
— Purple, 0(* to IsGd

Beans, Kidney, forced, per 100, 2* to 3*
Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 75*
— per cwt. 2* to 4*

» perhushel, 1* 3./ to 2*
— Kidney, per bu., 1* Gd to 2*
~ New Autumn, por lb., SdtoSd

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,
9d to 1* 6*/

Turnips, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2* 6rf

Red Beet, per dozen, 9// to 1*
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd
Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd
Cardoons, each, 1* Gd to 2*
Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* Gd to 4s Gd
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

9d to 1*— Turnip, p. doz.hch., 1* to 1* Gd
Carrots, per dnz. hunch. 3* to 5i
Parsneps, per dozen. Gd to 1*

. sieve, 1* Gd to •_'*

Leeks, per doz. bun., U 6d to 2*
Onions, per bushel, 4* Gd to 6j I— Pickling, per hf.-sv., 3s to 4* Gd— Green, p. doz- bun. 3* to -It— Spanish, per doz. 1* Gd to 4*
Garlic, per lb. GdtoBd
Shallots, per lb., i*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 8* to 10*
— Second, 2s Gd to 3* Gd
— Sprue or Small, 2* to 2* 6d

Sea-kale, per punnet, Drf to 2* Gd
Lettuce. Cab, p. BC, 4ri to iid

_ Cos, 9d to 1- Gd
Endive, per score, 9d to 1* Gd
Celery, p. bd., (12to 15) 6</ to IsGd *

Rhubarb Stalks, per hdle, U to U3d
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf. -sieve, iid to 1*

Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4*/ to C, d
Parsley, per dozen bunches, l* Gd to 2*
Tarragon, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*
Sage, per doz- bunches, 1*0// to 2*

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to 8*

Mushrooms, per pottle, 4d to ad

*

Notices to Correspondents

»

Son..—-A Constant Header's house is situated on the North Chalk
Downs ; the adjoining land and garden consist of from 8 to 15 ins.

of mould, overlying and passing into a hed from 3 or 4ft. to
6 or 8ft. in thickness, of bright, red clay, full of large chalk flints,

and without a particle of free lime. In ploughed fields this clay is

brought to the surface, and the water lodges there; but in 'his

meadow-land, which has been laid down many years, and in his
garden, the rain-water drains away immediately. Under these cir-

cumstances, lie inquires to what depth we would recommend him
to dig or trench for planting trees, and for his crops in his garden.
IHs gardener asserts that if he trenches, the clay (as in the ploughed
fields) will be brought to the surface, the good soil buried, and the
garden will be spoiled. On the other hand, all horticultural books
seem to recommend trenching under all circumstances. We appre-
hend the gardener to be right. It would never do to bring to the
surface a tenacious clay which will not drain ; for a free and full

escape of surface-water is indispensable in a garden, and must be
secured. AVe say, then, act in such a manner that you are sure
of the water percolating freely. In planting both forest and
orchard-trees, the land should be well turned over; if for

orchard-trees, the hole should be manured (> feet in diameter at
least ; but for small forest-trees it is needless to do more than open
a hole, a foot or so wide, so as to admit the roots without doubling
up. The use of paving the bottom of a hole in which a fruit-tree

is planted, is to prevent the roots getting into soil they do not like

;

if your subsoil is of that description, pave by all means, if you have
the materials, t

Manures.—A. II.—In fixing the ammonia of cloacine by the applica-
tion of chloride of lime, no clanger is to be apprehended from an
excess of the chloride ; but as the substance is dear, no more than
is indispensable should.be employed. If every day all the dung
from the pigs, the horses, and the cows of your farm is carried to a
shed protected from sun and rain, but exposed to currents of
air, and dried with ashes, you will be furnished with abundance of
manure in the spring to drill with green crops ; but in this wav you
will be a loser, bypreventing the fermentation which takes place on
the dunghill. Why can you not ferment them first and dry them
afterwards? \ Muriate of soda is of no use whatever for fixing

ammonia. Soda has a much stronger affinity for muriatic acid
than ammonia has ; and, in consequence, when caustic soda, or its

carbonate, are added to muriate of ammonia, the latter is decom-
posed, common salt is formed, and ammonia is set free, either
caustic or in the state of carbonate. E. II. L.— In testing for

free ammonia by the method recommended last week, p. 868, it

is not ofmuch importance what sort of turmeric is employed, pro-
vided it be of a tolerably good yellow colour. Inferior turmeric
may be used when good is not to be had, because even the former

is reddened by ammonia. The difference in colour between that so

reddened, and a portion of turmeric merely moistened with water,

indicates the quantity of free ammonia. We are obliged for your
offer, but cannot find room at present. E. Mr.Chadiccll.—The
best method of converting vegetable refuse into manure has already

been stated at p. 745 of the Chronicle of last year.t M.—You
will find as much as we know about sea-weed upon referring to the

Index of last year. Some difference of opinion exists as to whether
it should be applied fresh or not ; we, however, entertain no doubt
that the best way is to rot it with any animal matter ; refuse fish

would no doubt be a good substance to add to the fermenting mass.f

Stultus.— We cannot venture to foretell what the effect

would be of oil-cake used as manure to a Vine-border. It is probably
a very good material. Your V ines will hardly suffer from the border
being too rich in such kinds of manure, provided it is well drained.!

JF. C.A.—We have at present little information about the

action of sulphate of ammonia. It is expected to turn out the best

form of ammonia.. Only, care must be taken to apply it in wet
weather, or first dissolved in water. Now is a good time to try it.

AVe should use 1$ or 2 cwt. an acre.f

Marsh Land.—IL B.—To reclaim your land, ruined by surface-

water, and overrun with rushes, you should thoroughly under-
drain it, clean it by ploughing up the rushes, burn them, and
scatter the ashes on the land. The parts not collected by the
workmen will die of themselves, when the soil is thoroughly drained
and well tilled. Don'tburn the soil, however. If you act thus your
land will no doubt bring you heavy crops of Wheat under good
managements

,

Digging.—W. C Aj—we are certainly of opinion that 41. 10s. an
acre is enough for double digging land.t

Heating.—S. (7.—We cannot undertake to settle the cost of erecting

a heating apparatus ;
that will be best learned by application to

the dealers in it ; many of whom, and most respectable persons,
advertise in our columns. There is no reason why a boiler should
not be employed to heat a Melon-pit, and to boil weeds, &c, if it

is desirable. A common brewing boiler would do, provided the
pipes are on a level and large enough. For this, however, a plan

would have to be prepared on purpose. No doubt by boiling the
roots and stems of weeds, &c, the greatest bulk of manure may be
obtained, as well as themost rapid and most certain decomposition.

By burning, the bulk is very much diminished
; to decompose

them in a heap takes some time, even if gas-water is employed.
But if boiled for 6 or (J minutes, most seeds and all weeds will en-

tirely lose their vitality. But then comes the question, of, whether
the expense of fuel is not greater than the value of the manure ?

Besides, it is evident that this operation could only be performed
on a small scale, in small gardens.!

.

Pruning Ytnes.—Judex.—Many men, many minds. AVe prefer
the spur to the rod-system of training Vines, because we have
been more accustomed to it, and because, with ordinary care, we
have always seen its adoption attended with success. Good forced

Grapes may no doubt be produced by the rod-method
; but why

the spur-system should be more il ^natural and ^'philosophical "

than the rod-system of training Vines, or the plan of pruning a
Gooseberry-bush in the form of a bell-glass, we are at a loss to

determine. $ . .

Contfkr.*;.—A. B.—Good practical directions for raising Araucaria

imbricata, and other Coniferous plants, from seed, will be found
at p. 83 of the Chronicle for last year.f

liii-v of the Valley.—H. M.—The proper season for transplanting

these is the autumn ; they will, however, succeed in spring, if

.carefully moved, t ,,-
BvaftoftasNS,—-r, & JT.—Yoitt case Is entirely different from that

of Cl T. S. P," When you want to remove large Hollies, or other

evergreens from hedgerows and similar rough places, where it is

difficult to preserve the roots, you cannot do better than remove

them with balls when their earth is firmly frozen ;
but for trans-

planting in open places, where almost every root may with care be

traced out, open weather is to be preferred, t

Plants.—A. JL—Thuja articulata is not hardy ; Juniperus Berniu-

diana is not capable of cultivation in this climate ; Cupressus ex-

pansa, of the Horticultural Society's Gardens, U the horizontalis

of some of the trade: Gymnocladus Canadensis is a very slow

grower, and nothing will accelerate its rate much
;

your plant

would, however, be the better for manure. Cuttings that strike

unwillingly will strike more readily under Ward's cases. Whether
Rhododendron, Azalea, and Khodora are three genera or not,

is a matter of opinion. We say yes. The Irish Yew is a seedling,

raised :it Florence Court, in Ireland.!

Weeds.—T. If. S.—Your plant is certainly duckweed, but is only

an annual. AVe never heard of its being troublesome. If, how-
ever, it does take possession of land, it can only be destroyed
either by carefully fallowing or by smothering it by strong crops.

We' fear your Clover is in bad condition to be affected by such a
plant as Chickweed. t

Cltanthus poniceus.—H. M.—Your plant appears to have suf-

fered from insufficient drainage. If you grow it near the light in

rich loam, allow it plenty of pot-room, and give it plenty of air

on all favourable occasions, you can hardly fail to flower \t.%

Troim.oll'iw tricolor.—II. M.—You will not injure your plant by
nipping off the early blossoms ; but you must take care to train

down fresh shoots over the parts thus treated, otherwise that por-
tion of your trellis will be destitute of bloom. J

Ckrbera fruticosa.— II. M.— This plant will not succeed in a con-
servatory ; when practicable, it should be planted out in the bor-
der of a stove,t

Hibiscus Cameroni.-—IF. M.—Tt is very doubtful whether this

plant would thrive in the low temperature of a conservatory.!
Tillandsia.—Mr. II. G.—Of Bromelia humilis we know but little.

Tillandsia amcena is a handsome plant, with which we are better

acquainted. All plants of this description require to be kept quite

dry at one season of the year, and to be grown in a strong and
moist heat during the remainder. With such treatment you will

no doubt induce your plants to Mower.X
Agapanthcs ttmbellatuSj—G. Walker.—This plant is also called

the Blue African Lily. It should be grown in a rich loamy soil,

with plenty of pot-room, and should be abundantly watered during
the growing season. In winter it requires the protection either of a
greenhouse or frame,t

Primula sinensis.—//. B. R.—Your monsters are of the same
nature as those often seen in the Polyanthus. AVe shall be glad to

make use of them as soon as we can find room to take up Morpho-
logy again.

t

Daphne.—Corycius.—Daphne laureola is the best stock upon which
to work any of the smaller kinds of Daphne. When the plants are

grafted, they should be placed in a cold pit or frame, which is kept
close and rather moist ; but in which no artificial heat is used. Jt

is doubtful whether they would succeed if placed in a dung frame
or out of doors, after being grafted. When only a few plants are
wanted, they will do very well under a large hand-glass, which is

kept close and well shaded. H
Pansies,— IF. IF. wishes to be informed whether any of the artifi-

cial manures have been tried upon Pansies ; and, if so, the result.

Roses.—Thomas.—The stock on which Roses are budded is called

indifferently the Wild Rose, Dog Rose, and common Hedge Briar.

It is the common Hedge Rose with upright shoots ; and is collected

in hedge-rows by the, peasants, who bring it for sale to the

nurserymen. No doubt, as the hedge-roses consist of several dif-

ferent species, some are better for stocks than others : but they are
not distinguished in practice. The Sweet Briar is a bad stock.

t

Crocuses.—E. S.—There is no means of driving mice away from
( rocus-roots, unless spirits of tar will do it. If your water-trap is

like that mentioned at p. I2(i of last year's Chronicle, we fear you
do not place it in the runs of the mice ; if you do so place it, you
can hardly fail to reduce the numbers of your little enemies.

f

Mulberries.—Bowbicis aviator.—These trees may be propagated
both by seeds and layers.!

Quinces.—Thomas.—These are layered in the autumn, when the
young wood is firm and half ripe.t

Medlars.—Thomas.—These are grafted at the same time as Pears
and Apples.

f

Fruit-trees.—Pynis.—The fruit of a Pear-tree which has been
worked upon the Quince will not prove gritty in consequence,
provided the tree is in a thriving condition ; hut should the Quince
stock dislike the soil, or if the stock and variety worked upon itare
unsuitable, the fruit will then become stunted and gritty, from the
want of sufficient nourishment. Re-grafting with the same variety
will do nogood in this case.y- -J.M.- -The Paradise stock is a dwarf

Books.--A . X. Z.—The price of the new edition of Hooker's British
Flora is 1Z. 18*. for the two volumes. The natural arrangement
adopted in that work is that of De Candolle. I G. B.—The Po-
mological Magazine has long since been terminated with the 3rd
volume.!

Exporting Plants.-j; j|f._We do not remember to what you
allude

;
you should always give a reference to the page of an

opinion you criticise; we cannot spare time to hunt for such
things, t

Woods.—//.£.—King-wood is said to be produced by a leguminous
tree, called Hapniamtida—figured in Loddiges's Botanical Cabinet,
t.367. .Rose-wood is the timber of a species of Jacaranda found
in Brazil ; the 1- rench call it hois de valwandre. It is not t e
produce of a Rhododendron, t

The Riddle.— IF. //"., and Others.—-Much obliged, but we have not
room for the poetical answers. It is evidently the Rose.f

Population ok Great Britain.—^ Constant Reader. The infor-
mation you require will be found at page 47 of our volume for
last year.

—

B.
Miscellaneous.—J. R. /.—The Fern is Polyp6dium vulgare.t
Julius.—CtoemicalsaltS may be obtained of Messrs. Garden & Co..
Oxford-street. J. C. I.—Yourplantis Pitcafrnia suaveolens. We
have written to Mr. J. Hamilton for an explanation of the manner
in which he treats his Pine-Apple plants, but we have not yet re-
ceived any satisfactory answer.* We sent a letter *to our
correspondent R. B. F., Findrassie House; if he has riot

received it, we must request him to send us a more explicit

address.; G. F. Ashgrove.— A great deal respecting the
treatment of Luculia gratfssima has already been stated in the
earlier Numbers of the Gardeners' Chronicled An Occa*;<»t<t?,

Header may easily discover the contents of a " digging rood " by
re-perusing the article to which he refers, t F. U- -S'.—Judging
from the leaf sent, your Clianthus appears to be in perfect health ;

the spots are evidently occasioned by some insect, probably fty

some of the miners. t //. will find an answer in Ins book of

Arithmetic.! Rumex.—Yoxx Pear is the Beurre Ranee. Ihe
price of Quince seed is Is. per oz. t J. M.—^No 1 °*

J"
0111-"

flowers is Zygopetalum crinitum ; 2 is 'A. intermedium. + w. P.—
You can have Nos. 11, 12, and 42 ; 33 is out of print. S. II-,

Whitechurch.—The Numbers you write for are both out of print.

« J. IF.—Mr. Westwood being the Secretary of the Entomological

Society, he will be able to furnish the information required] if a
letter be addressed to him at 17, Old Bond-street. liarieoUi would

be happy to answer the questions, but he is not a member. Mr-
Major.— 'We do not print circulars. J. A.—Your letter contains

useful criticisms: but it is evident that such matters are oversights

which correct themselves.* A. B. C.—We are not acquainted with
the history of the man eaten by rats. Mr. Scott.—We are obliged

by your letter ; and will take an opportunity of examining the

facts. A. R.—Your plant is Senecio tussilaginis.t T. B.—
The subscription to the Gardeners' Chronicle is (js. 6d. per quarter
if paid in advance. C. Bolton.—Your parcel has not been re-

ceived, t J. White—Your Clydesdale Apple is not known. In.

form, size, and colour, it resembles the Margil ; to which it is not
inferior in flavour. || A Canny Scotchman.—-AVe are not aware
that we have ever received such a communication as yon mention.X

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

variety of Apple, the roots of which are more fibrous and are pro-
duced nearer the surface than those of the Crab-stock. It is easily
propagated from suckers. II A Constant Reader.—Six good varie-
ties of Kitchen Apples, as regards both quantity and quality, and
which will afford a supply from the present time' till August, are—
the Royal Russet, Dumelow's Seedling, Bedfordshire Foundling,
Alfriston, Northern Greening, Gooseberry Pippin, and Easter
Pippin or French Crab.H Bigarreau.—Kitchen fruits are in

general to be preferred for planting against a North Avail. Tire
Morello and Kentish Cherries, and the Orleans Plum, would have
succeeded better than the varieties you have planted.

||

Currants.— Vicarius.—The sorts you mention can be had of Lon-
don nurserymen. The country nurserymen should obtain them
from their London correspondents.

t

Onions.—T. B. //".—You cannot do better than let your Tripoli
Onions, which were sown in August, stand as' they are, until the
middle of February, when, if the weather permit, they may be
planted out (> inches apart into other beds. You must not, how-
ever, depend upon them for winter use, as this kind docs not keep
long after being drawn.!

AsrAR,\ (;rs.— Thomas.—Fut as much salt on your Asparagus-beds
as will make them quite white. They will take a great deal.f

Potatoes.—A. //.—You cannot well plant your Potatoes earlier than
the beginning of April, on stiff clay. If you use with them guano,
mix it with ten or twelve parts ashes, or mould, or some substance
that will mechanically divide its particles, and place it in the drills

or holes when your sets are planted. If sulphate of ammonia,
apply it mixed with water as soon as the Potatoes are beginning to
show their leaves. Epsom salts are certainly a good manure for

Potatoes ; we should use l£ cwt. per acre alone ; but we are not
sure that cloacine will improve their action; it may be too strong.
AVe are unacquainted with the effect of Bran. Where does Liebig
recommend those substances ?t A Constan! Reader.—You can-
not procure a better kind for early forcing than the Ash-leaved
Kidney Potato. You may obtain a crop of Radishes in the same
frame by sowing them as soon as the Potatoes are planted. %

House K a dish.—Radix.—This is only to be extirpated by constantly
destroying the leaves as they appear. If you persevere in doing so*,

it must die. Fork up as much of it as you can in addition.t
Ra bbtt&.—Mid-o- 'rood.—The plants least likely to fall a prey to the

raving appetites of Rabbits are the different species of the Christ-
mas Rose, Monkshood, and Foxglove, with Rhododendrons. Aza-
leas, Andromodas, hardy Heaths, Daphnes, Laurustinas, Virgi-

nian Tobacco, Petunias, and Columbines.*
Insects.—Mr. J. Raters's twigs of a Ribes may be affected by

insects ; but if that be the case, it must have been early last spring,

as the excrescences are woody, and partake more of the nature of

the conglomerated masses often disfiguring the branches of the

Rirch-tree than of Galls. Having never observed any Galls upon

the Ribes, we should be glad of specimens if fresh excrescences he

formed in the ensuing spring.—/?. A. B. or E. F.—tt w only

the young of certain species of spiders which have tlie power of

sailing through the air, and it is well attested by naturalists, that

the gossamer spiders have the property attributed to them, ot

being able to shoot forth threads of web from their bodies. Ihe

rotatory motion observed was occasioned by the spider collecting

its web into a ball between its legs. The subject is amusingly dis-

cussed in Kirby and Spence'S Introd. to Eat., recently published,

Vide yoI. ii, p. 269.—R,

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The official returns of the public revenue, of which w&

give an abstract in another column, afford by no means a

cheering prospect for the commencement- of the New-

Year. The deficiency in the last quarter's revenue

amounts to more than nine hundred and forty thousand

pounds, and the deficiency on the year just ended, as com-

pared with that which ended on the 5th January of last

year, is not far short of the same amount, although the

Income-tax has been two quarters in operation. The

details of the returns furnish matter for serious considera-

tion ; in the four main branches of revenue— the Customs,,

the Excise, the Stamps, and Taxes, the deficit on the year

amounts to the immense sum of 2,425,554Z. The greatest

fallbg off is under the head of Excise ; the deficiency in

that branch for the year being 1,173,614/., and for the

quarter, 717,2627. The Customs also exhibit a similar

depression ; on the year the deficiency in their returns is-

824,275/.; on the quarter, 581,185/. The only compen-

sating fact is the increase in the Post-Office for the year,

of 150,000/., and for the quarter of 14,000/. If it were not

for the new branch of revenue created by the Income-

tax, the deficit for the past year would have amounted to-

nearly 1,500,000/. The returns for the quarter are mors

serious than those for the year, since they mark the pro*

gressive increase of distress. The falling off in the Excise

and Customs' duties shows'an alarming decrease in the

consumption of articles from which those duties are e-

rived ; and if the decrease continues, there will be next

year a deficiency of 3,000,000/. in the Excise alone.

These are melancholy facts. They prove, by evidence

which all parties must admit, that the prosperity ot the

country has sustained a serious check, and that the most

important interests have suffered from the prevailing

pressure. It is not difficult to conjecture upon what class

these privations have more immediately fallen
;

but, at

the same time, it is impossible not to perceive in the si-

multaneous decline of two such branches of revenue as the

Customs and Excise, how many in the middle classes of

society must have curtailed their habitual expenses and

enjoyments. These considerations will naturally direct

attention to the approaching session of Parliament; and

the public will no doubt look forward with unusual in-

terest to the measures which will be brought forward for

the relief of our financial difficulties.

From France we have accounts of the addresses pre-

sented to the King on New Year's Day, with his Majesty's
replies. The address of the Ambassadors expressed satis-

faction at the continuance of peace, and declared that it

was consolidating itself by its very duration, for its bless-

ings are every day better appreciated. The King cor-

dially concurred in this remark, and said, that everything

gave him confidence that Providence will continue to bless

their common endeavours to prevent the repose of the

world from being disturbed, and to insure the maintenance

of the general peace which now so happily prevails* Tha

King will open the Chambers, in person, on Monday next,
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with a speech from the throne; the Opposition are ex-

pected to press for the Abolition of the Sluve Trade treaties

of 1831 and 1833, but the Ministry are strong enough to

defeat the movement, and have no apprehension for

their stability. — From Spain, we have accounts of the

Regent's progress on his return to Madrid ; he has

everywhere been received with respect and sympathy,

and his government has evidently gained additional

influence by the result of the recent insurrection.

—Our advices from the Levant confirm the news
already announced in regard to Syria. The Sultan

has acceded to the wishes of the Allied Powers by ap-

pointing two native Governors for the Lebanon, and has

determined to conciliate the people by the withdrawal of

the Turkish garrisons. These accounts also mention the

recall of Redschid Pacha, the Ottoman Ambassador at

Paris ; this measure was unexpected both in Paris and

Constantinople, and it is supposed to have reference to

some important changes in the Turkish Ministry.

¥ka -.•.,;.—The Paris Papers are principally occupied
vitli the addresses delivered to Louis Philippe on New
fear's Day, and with his Majesty's replies. TheMarqui

w-
quis

florae Nefos.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert left "Windsor
on Thursday for Claremont, accompanied by the Duchess

, of Norfolk, the Marquess of Ormonde, Major-General
Wemyss, the Hon. C. A. Murray, and Mr. Anson, who
are the only members of the Royal household who will

be in attendance at Claremont. The Princess Royal, with
her French governess, left for Claremont in the forenoon.
The Prince of Wales remains at the Castle under the care
of Lady Lyttelton. It is expected that her Majesty's visit

to Claremont will not be prolonged beyond Thursday next,

the 1.2th inst. On Monday morning the Giueenand Prince
Albert walked for some time in the Home Park, after which
his Royal Highness hunted with his. harriers at Ritchings
Park. On Tuesday her Majesty and the Prince walked in

the Park both in the morning and afternoon
; and the

Prince enjoyed several hours' shooting over the preserves
at Cumberland Lodge. On Wednesday at 3 o'clock the
Queen held a Privy Council at Windsor, the summonses
for which were only issued at noon on the same day. It

was attended by several Ministers, for whom a special
train was ordered on the Great Western Railway. At the
Council, an Order in Council was passed for making Vice-
Admiralty and other Courts at Hong-Kong, in China,
which have hitherto been held at Canton. The Duchess
of Norfolk has succeeded Viscountess Canning as Lady in

Waiting on her Majesty. Mr. O. Gore has succeeded
Captain Meynell as the Groom in Waiting. Major-Gen.
Wemyss has relieved the Hon. Colonel Grey as Equerry
in Waiting on the Queen; and Colonel Bouverie has
relieved Major-Gen. Sir E. Bowater as Equerry in Waiting
on Prince Albert.

The Revenue*—The official returns of the revenue for

the year and quarter which ended on the 5th inst., have just
been published. They exhibit a considerable falling off as
compared with the returns of the last year and quarter. The
total ordinary income for the year ended Jan. 5, 1842, was
45,252,495/. ; that for the year just completed, was
44^29,865/., showing a decrease on the year of 922,630/.
The total ordinary revenue fbr the quarter, ended Jan. 5,
1S42, was 12,426,169^ ; while that of the quarter just
ended was 11,486,107/., showing a decrease on the
quarter of 94.0,062/. The following are the details :—The
returns for the Year exhibit an increase in the Post-office
of l^O.OOO/.

; Income-tax, 571,056/. ; Miscellaneous,
481,673/., to which must be added Imprest and other
moneys, 157,283/.; Repayment of Advances, 171,912/.;
making the total increase, 1,S3 1 ,924/. There is a decrease
in the Customs of 824,275/.; Excise, 1,173,614/.;
Stamps, 21M,:U6/.

; Taxes, 209,319/. ; and in the Crown-
lands, 29,000/. ; making the total decrease, 2,451,554/.,
from which deducting the above increase of 1,531,924/.,
we have, as stated above, a decrease on the year's ac-
counts of 922,030/. The returns for the Quarter are still

more unsatisfactory. In the Customs there is a decrease
of 68*,18M ; in the Excise, 717,262/. ; Stamps, 56,763/.

;

Taxes, 23,847/. ;
Crown-lands, 9000/., making a total

decrease of* 1.388,057/. There is an increase in the Post-
office of 14,000/. ; Miscellaneous, 6,485/. ; Income-tax,
257,212/., to which must be added Imprest and other
moneys, 80,910/.; Repayment of Advances, 89,388/.;
making a total increase of*447,995/., which being deducted
from the above decrease of 1,388,0.57/., shows a deficiency

on the quarter's accounts of 940,062/. If the Imprest-
money and repayment of advances be? excluded from the
calculation, the deficiency on the ordinary sources of
revenue will be for the year 1,251,825/. ; and for the
quarter, no less than 1,1 K), 1160/.

JVVm// Promotions.—With reference to the Gazette
of the 2.3d inst., the following additional promotion
has taken place, m consequence of the recent war in
Chma:-Lieutenant to be Commander-Mr. Thomas
Francis Birch.

The Navy:-TherNa*y at the present moment consists
of 2 vessels of all classes, mounting in the whole 3,890
Suns, which is about 0,0 guns less than last New Years'
Day, and consequently there are about 7,000 seamen less

year; o* sicamcrs, ** aaainonal
; 21 sur-

veying vessels ; 1.0 troop-ships ; and 10 receiving ships.
Our force at home comprises 604 guns; packets, 4&>
Mediterranean, 1,035; Brazils, 403 ; East Indies, 886

;

North America and West Indies, 4 76 ; Cape and Coast of
Africa, 309; surveying, 93, ; troop-ships, 56.

with

1 ear a xsay, ttiiu wiLii ma majesty- s VGl

deBrignole Sale, the Sardinian Minister, as senior member
of the Corps Diplomatique, presented to the King the
address of that body, and availed himself of the oppor-
tunity to assure his Majesty of the pacific disposition of
Europe towards his Government. He then added—
"Peace, which so fortunately subsists, and the main-
tenance of which is the object of the endeavours of all the
Cabinets, is consolidating, itself by its very duration, for
every day its blessings are better appreciated. May it

continue to be the lot of Europe and France to enjoy it

many years under the reign of your Majesty." The King
replied—* 1

1 have been deeply affected by the share which
all the Sovereigns whom you represent have taken in the
immense loss I have sustained, and I seize this opportunity
of again declaring how much I have valued the testimonies
they offered to me. Could my family or myself receive
any consolation, we should find it in the manifestations
with which we have been surrounded by all France, and
the universal sentiment which was everywhere evinced as
to the necessity of providing against the future con-
sequences to be feared from our great calamity. Every-
thing gives me confidence that Providence will continue to
bless our common endeavours to prevent the repose of the
world from being disturbed, and to insure the main-
tenance of the general peace, by a continuation of that
good harmony which so happily subsists between all the
powers." His Majesty's reply to the Peers was received
with loud acclamations, particularly when he characterised
their demonstrations as "at once the support of his
courage and the hope of the future that remains to him."
When the applause had subsided, the King continued

—

" This future you know is entirely consecrated to France.
The blow which has struck me was of a nature to inspire
grave anxiety. Your wisdom, the fidelity of the Chambers
to monarchical principles, the support which I have found
in them, and the national ardour so openly expressed for
myself and my family, have removed even the dread of
the evils which this immense calamity might have drawn
upon France."—Public attention is now directed to the
opening of the Chambers on the 9th; it is officially an-
nounced that they will be opened by the King in person,
and consequently there will be a speech from the throne.
Although it is certain that M. Guizot will be materially
strengthened by this circumstance, rumours of a change of
Ministry were still in circulation in Paris, founded on the
determination of the Opposition to press Ministers to
abrogate the treaties of 1831 and 1833. Upon this sub-
ject there is no doubt that, if the attempt be made, it will
certainly be defeated by the Ministry, who entertain no
feeling of apprehension for their stability.—The Govern-
ment papers contain an additional article to the Post-office
conventions entered into between France and Holland,
and in virtue of which a direct and mutual correspondence
is to be opened, through Belgium, between Lille and
Breda.—The fortifications of Paris are beginning to excite
the apprehensions of the inhabitants ; and the Commerce
infers, from the eagerness with which the Government is

prosecuting the expropriation of the ground on which the
new detached forts are to be erected, and the rapidity with
which these operations are conducted, that the Ministry
are afraid that the Chamber would not sanction the
enormous expenses occasioned by those stupendous works.
The citadel of Mont Valerien, composed of five bastions,
is to be shortly closed. It contains already two barracks,
four powder-magazines, and several other buildings.—
Abetter from Toulon states that the ship Maria Annetta,
sailing under the Sardinian flag, and whose crew was com-
posed of Spaniards, had been captured by the French cor-
vette Blonde, Captain Trehouart, off the island Mayotta,
being accused of acts of piracy and slave-trading.

"

This
vessel and her. crew had arrived at Toulon, where she
has been placed under sequestration. The seamen have
been committed to prison to wait their trial.—M. Carsy,
ex-president of the insurrectionary junta of Barcelona,
published in the Semaphore de Marseilles of (he 27th
ult. a vindication of his conduct whilst he headed the
revolt. He particularly directs himself against a charge
of dishonesty, adduced against him by a London journal,
in having << made away with no less a sum than 10,000,000
reals. He then proceeds to exonerate the French Con-

fu «
I*

•
accusation of undue interference, and declares

that he was the providence of the refugees, and that all,
without any distinction of party, found at his hands
the same hospitality, including even the families of Van
lialen, butierrez, and Zavala." The best possible under-
standing was believed, in Paris, to exist between the
English and French Cabinets respecting Spanish affairs;
it was even stated that our Minister in Madrid has been
instructed to recommend to'the Spanish Ministry acqui-
escence in the demand for "satisfaction addressed by M.
Guizot to the Regent's Government. It was also
rumoured that after the settlement of this difference
France would accredit an ambassador to the Spanish
Court, and that the choice of the Government would
either fall on M. de Pontois, or M. de Bourqueney.
—The trial of Jacques Besson, for the murder of M. de
Marcellange, has been brought to a close after nine days

5

sitting. After remaining about an hour in deliberation,
the jury brought a verdict of guilty against the prisoner,
without finding any extenuating circumstances. He was
accordingly sentenced to death, and to be executed on the
public square of Buy. It is said, however, that a point
made by the prisoner's counsel would induce the Court of
Cassation to annul the finding, and order a new trial-

—

Major Lelievre, whose name has frequently been before
the public in connexion with the defence of Mazagran,

arrived at Malesherbcs on the 22d December. Th
inhabitants of this town, his native place, had prepared a
banquet in his honour, which was presided over by M.
Hutteau, Mayor of Malesherbes, and an old soldier of the
empire, supported by 82 guests. Above the chair of M.
Lelievre were placed, as a trophy, the three swords of
honour offered to him by the towns of Angers, Strasburg,
and Peronne. Many toasts were drunk—to Ci The defenders
ofMazagran;" to "The Army of Africa ;" to " Lelievre,
our brave countryman," &c. Major Lelievre, in a simple
speech, expressed the gratitude which he experienced at
those testimonies of esteem and attachment.—The line of
French mail-packets to cross the Atlantic is expected to
commence running next June. The packets will be 11 in
number; they are built to carry 40 guns each, and will
belong to the French Government. The port selected for
the packet station is Cherbourg. Four of the steamers
will run to and from New York ; and the rest will convey
mails and passengers to and from France and the West
Indies, Brazils, and the Gulf of Mexico. The fares for
passengers will be considerably less than the charges of the
English West India Mail Steam-packet Company. The
whole of the postage paid to the English Government for
the correspondence between France and the southern
United States and the French West Indies will be lost to
this country after the French Atlantic steamers have com-
menced running. A vessel has already been despatched
to make the necessary arrangements at the various stations
and routes selected for the packets.—At the last meeting
of the Institute, Mr. Wright, the Anglo-Saxon scholar,
who has contributed so largely to our knowledge of middle-
age literature, was elected English corresponding member
in the room of the late Earl of Munster. There were two
other candidates for the office, viz., Mr. Hamilton, vice-
president of the Society of Antiquaries, and Sir Gardner
Wilkinson, Out of 34 members present on the occasion,
Mr. Wright had 25 votes. M. Guizot is said to have
exerted himself strenuously for Mr. Wright.

Spain.—We have accounts from^Barcelona to the 27th.
General Seoane has. joined to his functions of Captain-Ge-
neral those of the political chief. Senor Gutierrez, before
his retirement, annulled the municipal elections

; and the
Military Commission has set at liberty Senor Gibert, who
was arrested on suspicion of being concerned in the late
outbreak. Several villages on the French frontier had
been disarmed. The Ayuntamiento had issued a notice,
informing the inhabitants that it was the will of the Cap-
tain-General, Seoane, that the war contribution of
12,000,000 reals should he paid within three days, and
inviting them to comply with that exigency. The Regent
slept at Tarragona on the 23d, and proceeded on the next
day to Vinaroz. He was everywhere received with de-
monstrations of respect and sympathy by the people and
the National Guard. The Regent was to reach V'atencia
on the 25th, to stop there on the 26th and 27th, and t&en
set out for Madrid, which he expected to enter on the 1st
January. The preparations for his reception in Valencia
were on a most triumphant scale. The citizens and Na-
tional Guard of that province are said to have felt the ne-
cessity of proclaiming their adhesion to the existing Go-
vernment, in opposition to the attempts of the Repub-
licans and Christinites.—The official journal of Madrid
contradicts the assertion that Gen. Van lialen has been
displaced in consequence of any demand of Prance, or
from obsequiousness to that power. The papers are much
occupied with the letter written by Gen. Pastor, giving
an account of the surrender of the Atarazanas,
which he surrounded, and distinctly stating that
the French Consul went twice to that fort, accom-
panied by two members of the Junta. It also contra-
dicts the assertions of the Christino organs, that the
English ships of war off Barcelona had given projectiles
to the fort of Monjuich for the bombardment. It was
believed in Madrid that M. Gutierrez, late Political Chief
of Barcelona, would be removed in the same capacity£to
Granada. —The conduct of Mr. Penleaze, the British
Consul at Barcelona, in refusing to compromise his Go-
vernment by any overt act in allowing Spaniards to take
refuge on board our ships of war during the bombard-
ment, has been much censured by the French papers. It
appears, from a letter addressed by the Consul to his re-
latives in England, that when the city was threatened with
bombardment, he was requested by Capt. Maun sell of the
Rodney, to go on board, with his family ; but as he had
some Spaniards under his protection who had been threat-
ened with assassination, he determined not to desert
them and they remained during the whole bombardment,
which Mrs. Penleaze bore with great courage and calm-
ness. But on Sunday morning, when everything was
oyer, Capt. Maunsellsent to say that Espartero had com-
plained that the Consul impeded his operations, and urg-
ing him as a point of duty to go on board. Mr. Penleaze
could no longer resist

; and taking his wife out of a sick
bed, and going out in a heavy sea to the ship in the road-
stead, proved too much for her shattered constitution," and
she sunk under it. It appears more than probable that,
if he had retired on board the Rodney when first requested
to do so, the life of Mrs. Penleaze would have been pre-
served. . *

jfc

l

Portugal.—We have received Lisbon news to the
20th ult. Nothing definitive had been done respecting the
tariff question, but it was expected to be decided in rfne
way or the other, as far as the plenipotentiaries are con-
cerned in the course of afew days. The Saffron French line
of-bnttleship bearing the flag of Adm. Cazev, had arrived
at Listen, where the French have also a corvette and a
bng-of-war; it was said that two other vessels were e*.
pected

;
and there was a report that a French squadron

under the command of an admiral was to be stationed at
Lisbon for some time. There are now three vessels in the

i
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Tagus ; theRelampago,.the Gloria, and the Cabo Verde,
all of which were seized by General Marinho during his

government of Mozambique, for their notorious design to

take in cargoes of slaves ; the general has published a
letter, written by Senhor Vincente to M. Batalle, the
French slaving agent at Mozambique, which leaves no
doubt whatever of the illegal intention. The Gloria,

although professing to be bound on a peaceful voyage to

the coast of Africa for ivory and palm oil, was found at

Mozambique to have a crew of 70 men armed to the teeth,

carrying 6 pieces of artillery, besides a long 24-pound
swivel gun, and having on board all the apparatus of
fetters, cauldrons, and other accompaniments of a slaver.
•—The economies now completed by the Government in

the various departments of the public service amount to

the large sum of 65,000/. per annum. In addition to

those which have been already announced, the Duke of

^erceira has accomplished one of great importance, which
no one, less popular, could have attempted. It is. a
retrenchment in the expenditure connected with the
supplying of uniforms to the Army of Portugal, to the very
large extent of 99£ contos per annum (22,400*.). The
military force is to be henceforth maintained on the

footing of 21,000 infantry and 3,000 cavalry; of whom
6,000 are with registered license—leaving an actual sub-
sisting force, drawing pay and receiving food and clothing,

of 18,000 men. There is at once a diminution of number,
and an increase in the duties and efficiency of the force.

There seems to be no doubt that these retrenchments have
done more than any other acts to strengthen and consoli-

date the power of the present Administration.
Belgium.—Letters from Brussels of the 26th ult.,

state that General Joly, president of the Belgian commis-
sion for running the boundary line between Belgium and
Holland, has arrived at Maestricht, where the Dutch com-
mission has likewise a-ssembled. It may, therefore, be
supposed that the treaty on the subject of the boundary
line will be shortly carried into effect. It is stated that

the general receipt on all the railroads in the kingdom will

amount this year to about 7,500,000/.
Holland.—-On the 29th ult., a general meeting of the

shareholders of the Dutch Railway Company was held at

Amsterdam. M. Conrad, the engineer, gave an account
of the state of the work, and, among other things, an-
nounced that it was expected that the road from Leyden
to the Hague would be completed in the spring. He de-
clared that there was no truth in the reports that the
roads had sunk down in some places between Amsterdam
and Haarlem. Dr. Siebold, the well-known author of

works relative to Japan, has communicated to the Journal
de la Haye9 "A notice of aninedited narrative of a voyage
of Duco, made in 1639 in the Great Ocean to the east of

Japan, undertaken by order of the East India Company,
by Commodore Mathew Quast and Abel Jansan Tasman,
and of authentic documents, which prove the Bonin Isles,

of which the English took possession in 1827, and in

which they have probably since planted a colony, were
discovered and described by those two illustrious Dutch
navigators." It seems that Dr. Siebold, being led to en-
tertain some idea that the Bonin Islands had been, dis-

covered in the beginning of the 17th century by some
Dutch navigator, he, therefore, made search in the archives

of the Dutch East India Company, when he was so for-

tunate as to find last month several documents signed by
Quast and Tasman, and a journal of the voyage, with a

map, indisputably confirming his expectations, and giving

additional honour to the navigators who were the first to

explore those dangerous and then unknown seas.

Germany.—The Augsburg Gazette states that the
Prussian Ambassador at St. Petersburgh has received

orders to state to the Russian Cabinet, with respect to

the facilities granted to the Prussian commerce by a late

ukase, that the Prussian Government is anxious that all

the States of the German Customs Union should be ad-

mitted to enjoy the same advantages, inasmuch as its

intention is not to act for itself, but for the general interest

of the Union. A Berlin letter of the 25th ult., states that

the Hereditary Prince of Prussia, being out a few days
before at a boar hunt, wounded one of these animals of

unusually large size. The beast, which was not dis-

abled, turned upon the Prince, threw him down,
and in all probability would have killed him, had
not one of his suite fortunately come to his rescue,

and shot the boar, which fell instantly lifeless. ,11 is

Royal Highness did not receive the slightest injury.

Another letter from Berlin states, that the King of

Prussia has ordered an architect of that city to construct

at Sans-Souci 'a Greek theatre, where the masterpieces
of the ancient Greek tragedians are to be represented in

the open air in the fine season.—It is said to be the

intention of the Austrian Government to abolish the

transit duty, in order to facilitate commercial communica-
tion between the German Customs Union and the pro-
vinces of the Danube. The construction of railways in

Austria is proceeding rapidly ; a convention has just

been Concluded with the government of Saxony for the

construction of a railway from Prague to Dresden ; and
letters from Vienna of the 2-lth ult. announce, a sudden
rise in the price of the Vienna and Milan Railroad shares,

which had reached 92, with every prospect of a further

inprovement, in consequence of an Imperial decree or-

daining that this railroad should be completed as quickly

as possible, and that the Government would undertake
any part of the line which the company was unable or un-
willing to execute. Thus the Adriatic will soon be con-
nected with the German Ocean by means of a railroad

passing through the Austrian provinces.—The restoration

of Hamburgh is making rapid progress on the plans
chiefly of Mr. William Lindley, an English engineer,

whose services in checking the progress of the conflagra-

tion were acknowledged by the authorities. The streets

are to be wider and straighter than those of the old town,

and in addition to these improvements, the Government
has decided on constructing a lock and other works for

opening a navigable canal between the rivers Elbe and

Alster. A complete system of sewers also, upon the large

scale of those in London, will be established ; and one of

the main lines is already in progress of execution. A
Hamburgh paper of the 30th ult, states that the prepa-

rations for the marriage of the Crown Prince of Hanover
are in greatfortfardness ; nothing is known respecting the

time when it will take place, but from the active manner
in which the preparations are executing, it seems proba-

ble that it will be in a short period, perhaps before the end
of January.

Sweden.—Letters from Stockholm of the 23d ult.

mention that the King had been so much indisposed, that

it was necessary to put off the Council for two days, but

at the date of the last accounts his Majesty had somewhat
recovered, and no serious apprehensions were entertained.

These accounts notice the failure of the house of Gest-

thof and Co., of Stockholm. The liabilities of the insol-

vents are estimated at 400,000 thalers banco, or from
50,000/. to CO,000/. sterling. A considerable quantity of

old Roman silver coins of several Emperors have been
dug up in the Island of Gothland.

Malta.—Accounts from Malta mention the narrow

escape of H.M. steam-ship Geyser from shipwreck on the

banks off Cephalonia, on the 3d ult. She struck on the

Guardiana bank while on her passage from Malta to

Corfu with the Ionian mails, but was fortunately got off,

after throwing her heavy guns overboard, and succeeded

in reaching the port of Argostoli before night. Her
escape is the more remarkable, as a gale of wind came on
during the night, and nothing could have saved the ves-

sel had the machinery sustained injury.

Russia.—The /ete-day of the Emperor, on the 19th

ult., was celebrated with the usual demonstrations at St.

Petersburgh. In the morning a grand mass was per-

formed in the chapel of the Winter Palace, at which the

Emperor and Empress, with the Imperial Family and the

Court, attended. After the mass the Emperor received

the diplomatic corps in the throne-room, and the ladies

were admitted into the apartments of the Emperor to per-

form the ceremony of kissing hands. In the evening the

whole city was brilliantly illuminated; and on the evening

of the 20th there was a grand ball at Court—The Report

for 1841 of the Foundling Hospitals of St. Petersburg and
Moscow, which has just been published, furnishes a serious

picture of the mortality to which the inmates of those

magnificent establishments are subject. At the end of

1840, the children under the care of the two great houses

were in number 47,811. In the year 1811, the children

deposited in the institution amounted to 40,572 ; and the

number of deaths was no less than 10,155. During the

same year, 6,749 of the children were either returned to

their parents, or dismissed from the institution. Among
the latter were 75 who were sent to study at one or other

of the universities ; 14 were placed in the schools of medi-

cine, 88 in the schools for land-surveying, nearly 500 were

sent to the several imperial manufactories, and 10G8 were

apprenticed to different trades.— Private letters from St.

Petersburgh of the 17th ult. state that the Minister of the

Interior has communicated to all the governors of the

provinces the following imperial order :
—" Upon my

report of the arrest of an incendiary, his Imperial Majesty

has been pleased to order, if this criminal is convicted, he

is immediately to be punished by running the gauntlet six

times before 1,000 soldiers, at noon, and on the very spot

where he committed the crime, and with all possible

publicity and ceremony ; if he survives the punishment, he

is to be conveyed to the Siberian mines, to suffer 21 years'

hard labour, "it is his Majesty's wish that this punish-

ment shall be applied in such cases when incendiaries are

taken and convicted of such crimes. In cases of incen-

diaries who are not of age, a report shall be made to his

Majesty before they are punished."

Turkey.—Letters from Constantinople of thelSth ult.

confirm the news already announced in regard to Syria,

and the Minister for Foreign Affairs had announced

officially to the representatives of the five great Powers,

that the Sultan, in order to conform to the wishes of those

Powers, had determined to intrust the administration of the

Lebanon to two governors, one a Maronite and another a

Druse. These two governors are to be appointed by the Pacha

of Saida, to whom they will be subordinate. The Sultan has

also determined to withdraw the Turkish garrisons. In

regard to Servia, the Augsburg Gazette says that the French

Ambassador M. de Bourqueney, has declared that Louis

Philippe is not opposed to the protectorate, of Russia over

the Danubian provinces, and consequently not opposed to

the restoration of the Milosch family. The Carlsruhe

Gazette of the 3 1 st ult. also states, that it is the determination

of the great Powers to insist upon the restoration of Prince

Michael to the throne of Servia, having resolved to defend

legitimate right against the spirit of revolt. Letters from
Parisjannounce the sudden recall of Redschid Pacha, the

Turkish ambassador; at the Court of France. The imme-
diate object of the measure was not known ; but it was
supposed that he would immediately succeed to some high

office.

Egypt.—Advices from Alexandria of the 16th ult.

state that the Pacha has left Mansourah for Cairo, and that

after staying there a few days, he will go on to Suez, where

Boghos Bey, his Prime Minister, expects that he will give

orders to have the canal, so long talked of, between Suez

and Cairo immediately begun. Private letters state that

an experiment of some importance in the improvement of

the transit of passengers has just been made to try the

capability of dromedaries for draught. " One of the new

carriages lately sent out by the Oriental Company was
brought over here from Cairo with some difficulty, four
horses being found scarcely sufficient to draw it on the
heavier or sandy part of the road. It was here determined
to try two dromedaries in it, and although the experiment
was made under considerable disadvantage for want of
proper harness, breastplates, &c, it proved completely
successful, showing that the dromedarv is much more
valuable for draught than the horse in this country. Drawn
by dromedaries properly harnessed, these new carriages
will form avast improvement, being far more commodious
and easy than the clumsy vans hitherto used." We may
also mention here that a small steam-vessel has been con-
structed for the Peninsular and Oriental Company with
engines and patent propellers, intended to ply on the
Mahmoudieh canal from Alexandria to Atfeh. The pro-
pellers consist of two small instruments in the form of the

sails of a windmill, working in the run under each quarter
of the vessel, and by means of multiplying-wheels are
turned with great velocity ; their action on the water pro-

pelling the vessel either forwards or backwards, according

to the direction in which they are turned. The boat lias

been tried on the river, and went at a speed of eleven

miles an hour without causing any perceptible agitation of

the water. She has been since shipped at Southampton,

on board the Oriental, for Alexandria.

China.—The Great Seal of England was on Saturday

affixed to the treaty recently ratified between this country

and China, at the residence of the Lord Chancellor, in

George-street, Hanover-square, after which it was

transmitted to the War-office, for the purpose of being

forwarded to the Celestial Empire, under the care of Major

Malcolm. The seal is inclosed in a silver box, similar to

that used for the patent of his Royal Highness the Prince

of Wales, and, together with the important document to

which it is appended, is inclosed in a case covered with

crimson velvet. Of the seal itself, it is expected that no
trace of the impression of Mr. Wyon's beautiful design

will exist when the case reaches its destination, on account

of the yielding nature of the materials of which it is com-
posed ; indeed, on former occasions, it has been disco-

vered that during the comparatively short journey between

Scotland and London, the design has been completely

obliterated, Lieut. -Col. Malcolm left London with the

Treaty on his return to China on Thursday last.

West Indies.—The West India steam-ship Thames
arrived on Sunday with West Indian, Mexican, and other

mails, having left Demerara on the 3d of December, Bar-

badoes the 5th, St. Thomas's the 10th, and Bermuda the

16th. The papers received by her come down to the be-

ginning of December, but they afford little information

for the general reader. The dates from Jamaica are to

the 3d ult., and the accounts from that island state the

legislative proceedings as working in the most harmonious

manner. The Assembly had under consideration laws

for the better administration of bankrupt and insolvent

estates, which, it would appear, were strongly called for,

from the flagrant cases of fraud which had occurred under

the present system. The Customs revenue for the year

1842 was 80,748/., which, as compared with former re-

turns* proved a favourable increase in the commerce of

the island. Fears prior to the late rains had been enter-

tained for the support of the crops against the drought

threatened by the continued heat; but there was every

prospect of suitable weather following, and the hopes of

the planters were therefore revived. The advices from

Demerara, Trinidad, and Barbadoes also speak of the

favourable state of the weather for the crops, and the im-

provement trade was experiencing; but beyond these

facts there is not a line worth extract in the papers, which

are for the most part occupied with dissertations upon the

evidence lately taken before the committee of the House

of Commons, on the condition and prospects of the

West Indies. According to the estimates made of the

return of the crops, in all instances an increase is expected.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—The unfavourable state of the

revenue has produced a decline in the price of «?<*.

Consols closed at 94| to $ for the Opening, ex div.; inree

per Cents. Red., «6J; Tbree-and-haH per Cents.

Red., 102 ; Exchequer Bills, 59s. to 61*. prem.
;
Hank

Stock, 1/2 to 3 ; India Stock, 26l| to 3-

iWctropolfe an* ft* §W*2;
.

The Weather.-A seasonable change took place in the

weather on New Year's Day, and continued for two days,

with everv appearance of frost having at length set in
. 1 he

whole of Sunday was one of the finest New \ ears' Days

remembered for many years the sun shining brilliantly.

On Monday and Tuesday the frost continued with un-

abated intensity. All the smaller ponds in the vicinity ot

the metropolis were completely frozen up, and in many

of the more exposed situations the ice exceeded one inch

and a half in thickness, affording abundant employment

to the itinerant vendors, who at this season of the year

supply the pastrycooks and fishmongers with that neces-

sary article. The larger sheets of water in the parks were

partially frozen over, but the gates were not thrown open,

as the ice was not capable of bearing. The brightness of

the weather caused a very numerous attendance m the

parks, which were crowded until dusk, notwithstanding the

intensity of the cold. The Humane Society also made their

arrangements for the prevention of fatal accidents during the

prevalence of the frost. On Wednesday morning, however,

the weather again changed ; the wind suddenly shifted to

S.W., accompanied by rain, by which the ice in the Parks

was almost entirely broken up ;
another change occurred

at night, and a north wind set in with a hard frost. Oa
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Thursday and yesterday the weather continued extremely

variable, presenting alternations of thaw and frost during

the 24 hours, and completely at variance with the predic-

tions of many of the weather prophets.

Income Tax in the City.—The committee appointed at

a late public meeting of the inhabitants of the ward of

Tower, to memorialise the Commissioners for General

Purposes, on the subject of the improper increase which

had been made upon the Income-tax returns of that dis-

trict, had an interview on Saturday with the Chancellor

of the Exchequer. They were accompanied by Mr.
Masterman, one of the city Members. The deputation

presented a memorial, stating that the Government sur-

veyor had "admitted, in a letter to the chairman of the

meeting, that in the assessments for income alone, no

fewer than 556 persons out of 1,542 had had their in-

comes estimated by the ward assessors, it having been

alleged
h
by the officers that these persons did not make

returns ; that upon inquiry he had found this to be

partially untrue, inasmuch as some of the returns ap-

peared to have been lost or mislaid ; moreover, that the

increases under schedules A and D had in almost every

instance been made upon the suggestion of the ward

assessors ; that the ward assessor had presented himself

at the meeting, and publicly denied this, and had charged

his superior officer with having compelled him to

make the increases. That the meeting, upon this evidence,

had nominated the deputation then present as a com-

mittee to confer with the Commissioners for General

Purposes, to whom a memorial was immediately prepared

and presented, in,which the illegality of an assessment,

estimated or increased-mpon grounds such as those men-
tioned by the government surveyor, without the interven-

tion of the additional commissioners, as required by the

act of Parliament, was strongly represented ; and that as

no deliberation could have been bestowed upon the dif-

ferent cases, or discrimination exercised by the proper

authorities, and, moreover, as it was quite apparent that

neither the spirit nor the letter of the Act had been com-

plied with, the memorialists prayed that the commis-
sioners would be pleased to cause a re-assessment of the

ward, according to the original returns, to be made ; that

the commissioners, in answer to this memorial, had said

that the district represented by the deputation had cer-

tainly some reason to complain, but while they made this

acknowledgement, they lamented it was out of their power

to grant the relief which was prayed for. That the

assessment-books having been signed by the additional

commissioners, they were thus legalised, and that they

have, therefore, no power to cause a re-assessment of the

district. The abstract went on to say that the deputation

had been compelled to bring the case before the govern-

ment in the shape of the present memorial. That in doing

so they had been actuated by no political or party feeling.

That the district from which this complaint emanated had
ever been remarkable for its loyal acceptance of all con-

stitutional measures, and that the inhabitants, though they

did not shrink from bearing their fair share of any public

burden, felt confident the Government did not desire that

they should be forced to contribute more than by law

could be required. The Chancellor of the Exchequer,

after hearing these statements, said that the individual

who had been most in fault was the district assessor ; and
that officer not having been appointed by the Government,
it was clear the Government had no control over him. A
remedy for his defects lay rather in the hands of the in-

habitants of the district themselves. If a case were made
out against an officer who had his appointment under the

Government, the Government could then interfere. Several

members of the deputation then entered into details, and
mentioned many instances which had come under their

personal observation. Mr. Piper stated, on the authority

of the assessor, that while that officer was at the chambers
of the commissioners, going over the returns for the Ward
of Tower, a junior clerk called out, from a remote corner

of the room, 4I Have you come to So-and-so's return

yet? " adding, " I know them well ; they ought to make
a wapping return ! Put 500?. on to them at least." Mr.
Hunt, a member of the deputation, informed the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer that it was his case to which

Mr. Piper had alluded, and offered to put the very docu-

ment in his hands on which the addition was made. At
the close of the interview, the Chancellor of the Exchequer

said he felt obliged to the deputation for the statements

they had made ; the information which he had obtained

would not be thrown away ; and over and above, he would

look into the case, as regards the legality of the assessment.

Sunday Trading For some time past, the inhabitants

of St. Pancras have complained of the traffic allowed to

be carried on, not only on the Sunday morning, but

throughout the entire day. During the last few days,

the various paving boards have taken the subject into

consideration, and have issued printed notices, that any
person opening shop on Sunday for the sale of any articles

will be proceeded against with the utmost rigour of the

law. The itinerants who sell articles in the streets have
likewise been cautioned not to offend, as proceedings will

be taken against them.

Metropolitan Churches.—The directions contained in

the recent charge of the Bishop of London are complied with

by a large number of the metropolitan clergy. On Sunday
morning the Rev. Dr. Spry, rector of Marylebone, preached
for the first time in his surplice. The Bishop, it will be
remembered, recommended that the clergy should preach
in their surplices in the morning, and in their academical

gowns in the afternoon and evening. At the close of the
communion service Dr. Spry ascended the pulpit, and pro-

ceeded to the delivery of his sermon without the intro-

duction of the usual hymn or psalm, for which no provi-

sion is made in the Rubric or canons. At Trinity Church,

in the same parish, notice was given on Sunday morning,

that in future the recommendations of the Bishop on the

subject of preaching would be adopted—that all notices

would be read by the clergyman from the reading-desk,

instead of by the clerk as heretofore ; that the sacrament of

baptism would be administered immediately after the

second lesson in the afternoon, and that the church would

be opened for Divine service every morning during the

week at ten o'clock, and every afternoon at four. The
rectors of the remaining district churches in the parish

are expected to follow the example of the rector. In St.

George's, Hanover Square, however, and some other

churches at the west-end of the town, the clergy have re-

fused to comply with the proposed alterations. In the

City the incumbents have held a meeting atSion College,

at which a deputation was appointed to obtain an interview

with the Bishop of London. They expressed the appre-

hension of the clergy, that the alterations pointed out for

their adoption would give great offence to the laity, but
at the same time stated that if the bishop would order

them to adopt them, they would obey. The bishop re-

plied, he would not order, but it was his charge ; the

City clergy have, therefore, with few exceptions, made no
alteration.

Hall of Commerce.—On Monday the opening of this

very handsome building, recently erected by Mr. Moxhay
in Threadneedle-street, was celebrated by a dejeuner,

under the auspices of the Lord Mayor, several of the

aldermen, and sheriffs. The interior of the establishment,

which is at once spacious and elegant, consists of a hall

of meeting, with every accommodation for the transaction

of business connected with the general commerce of the

kingdom; a reading-room, supplied with British and
foreign newspapers ;

private apartments, to which parties

meeting in the hall may retire to conduct negotiations of

a confidential character; sample and deposit rooms,

with iron safes, a register-office, &c. The Lord Mayor
presided, supported by the chairman of the East India

Company and the principal merchants of the City.

Lord John Russell arrived some time after the commence-
ment of the proceedings, and was received with loud

cheers. The Lord Mayor, after giving, with all the

honours, the usual routine toasts, proposed "Prosperity
to the Hall of Commerce." He referred to the fact that

the magnificent building under whose roof they were
assembled had been erected by the unaided means of

one man, at a cost of more than 60,000/. ; and he felt

confident that every one who had looked into its arrange-

ments would agree with him, that such an institution was

calculated greatly to increase the facilities and promote
the interests of all who were engaged in commerce. Lord
John Russell returned thanks as one of the representatives

of the City of London, for the honour which had been done
them by drinking their healths, lie was sure they were all

actuated by one cordial feeling of admiration of the public

spirit and enterprise which had prompted Mr. Moxhay to

undertake the building of that great and splendid hall, and

they all wished him the fullest and most complete success.

He hoped the undertaking would be successful for Mr.
Moxhay's own sake, but he felt persuaded it would be a

higher reward to him to find that his efforts had conduced

in any way to promote the commerce and prosperity of

that great city. This was not an occasion on which

political matters should be introduced, but he trusted they

were all anxious for the promotion of the prosperity of the

City and of the country to which they belonged, whose

prosperity, he might say, was so intimately connected and

bound up with that of the City of London, that the City

could not prosper without the country participating in

the benefits to be derived from it. In conclusion, there-

fore, he would beg to give as a toast,
(i Prosperity to the

City of London and the trade thereof." Mr. Moxhay and

several other gentlemen addressed the meeting before it

broke up. Among the embellishments of this institution,

a statue by Mr. Carew, placed at the grand entrance,

attracted general admiration. It. is executed in Malta

stone, and represents Whittington, the size of life, seated

on the mile-stone, tired and dejected, at the moment when
the merry sound of Bow bells strikes upon his ear.

The Great Northern Steam Ship-—This vessel arrived

in the East India Docks last week from Ireland, and was
visited on Monday by a number of Naval officers, including

Capt. Sir Edward Parry, Mr. Lloyd, chief engineer of the

Woolwich dockyard, &c The Great Northern is fitted

with Mr. Smith's Archimedean screw, and is one of the

largest vessels to which that principle has hitherto been
applied. She was built at Londonderry by Mr. W. Coppin,
and laid down about 18 months since. The following are

her dimensions ".—Extreme length, 247 feet ; extreme
breadth, 37 feet ; depth in hold", 20 feet; draft of water,

16 feet; with a dead weight of 1,300 tons, consisting of

coals, ballast, machinery, &c. The diameter of the

cylinder is 68 inches, the length of stroke 4 feet 6 inches,

and the number of strokes per minute 17; the diameter
of the propelling screw is not less than 11 feet. The Great
Northern is frigate-built, pierced on her upper deck for

44 guns, and fully rigged as an ordinary sailing vessel.

The mainmast is 90 feet high, and its diameter 33 inches.

The length of mainyard 7G feet, and the diameter 22.',

inches. When in full sail she spreads no less than 6,700

yards of canvas. Her speed under steam-power only was

accurately tested before she left Ireland, on Loch Foyle,

where she made ¥>\ knots per hour, equal to 9£ statute

miles ; and in her voyage to England she ran, under sails

only, from the Ower's light, near Portsmouth, to Dunge-
ness, a distance of 66 nautical miles, in five hours. The
position of her machinery is near the stern, leaving the

hold entirely free for mercantile purposes ; and the boilers

and furnaces are all placed below the water-line. The
machinery occupies about 1-Gth of the tonnage of the

vessel. The consumption of fuel is about one ton per
hour; and the extraordinary capacity of the ship may be
judged from the fact, that, with 600 tons of coal on board,
she will still take in 1,000 tons of measurement goods,
and afford accommodation between decks for no^ess than
800 troops. Her destination is not at present known,
but there is said to be little doubt that she will be engaged
in the India trkde. Thirteen large vessels are at present
fitting with the Archimedean screw, among which may be
mentioned the Great Britain, now building at Bristol—

a

vessel of more than 3,000 tons burthen ; the Rattler,
Government frigate ; and three French ships of war.

The Scottish Monument.—On Friday the workmen
commenced the clearing of the ground in Regent Circus,
which the Marylebone Vestry have granted to Mr. Hume,
as the site of the proposed monument to the Scottish
Reformers of 1793 ; and a long pole, showing its intended
height, was placed in the centre. On Saturday morning,
to the astonishment of the inhabitants and the public, the
pole was found to be surmounted by a cap of liberty. In-
formation was forwarded to the parochial authorities, who
declined to mix themselves up in the matter. Some gen-
tleman resident on the spot, it is stated, lost no time in
conveying information of the occurrence to the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests. The result was, that
the red cap and pole were speedily struck down. At 11
o'clock the vestry assembled to consider a motion
of which Mr. Gomm had given notice,—« That the
safety and protection of the persons and property of the
members of the board of vestry may be duly considered,
the parish solicitor be instructed to submit his opinion in
writing to the following question— ' Can any proceedings,
and of what nature, be adopted, and by whom, against the
board of vestry, or any or either of its members, for a
recent grant of a portion of the parish land to Mr. Joseph
Hume, M.P., to erect a column to the alleged Scottish
martyrs?'" After an angry discussion, during which
several vestrymen addressed the meeting for and against
the motion, a show of hands took place, when the motion.
was declared tobe negatived by a large majority. Mr. Gomm
then demanded a division, upon which an extraordinary
scene of confusion ensued. The moment Mr. Gomm
mentioned a division, those who voted in the majority were
seen rushing from their seats in all directions, making
their exit as fast as possible in defiance of the authority
of the chairman, who continued to use his hammer
for some minutes to no purpose, the vestry at the
time being in a state of the greatest uproar. The op-
ponents of the monumental column insisted on the di-

vision, when the motion proposed by Mr. Gomm was
carried by a majority of nine to eight. It was stated that
the reason for the course adopted by those who left the
vestry was to prevent their names being recorded in the
event of legal proceedings being taken.

Fires in the Metropolis.—On Monday Mr. Braidwood,
the superintendent of the Brigade Force, at the meeting
of the Directors forming the Committee of the London
Fire Establishment, made his annual report of the fires
that occurred during the past year within the limits of the
Metropolis. The report commences by stating that fires
were on the increase in London, thenumber of last year ex-
ceeding by 73 those of the preceding 12 months, and being
213 over the average of the last nine years, though they
have not been so extensive in magnitude. The following
are the number of fires that have taken place since the
Brigade was formed, ten years ago : In 1833, there were
458 fires, destroying 31 houses totally, and damaging 427
other buildings. In 1834, 482 fires ; 28 houses burned
down, and 454 damaged. In 1835, 471 fires ; 31 houses
burned down, and 440 damaged. In 1836, 564 fires & 33
houses burned down, and 531 damaged. In 1837, 501
fires ; 22 houses burned down, and 479 damaged. In 1838,.
5G8 fires ; 33 houses burned down, and 535 damaged. In
1839, 584 fires; 17 houses burned down, and 567 damaged.
In 1840, 681 fires; 26 houses burned down, and 655 da-
maged. In 1841, 69b* fires ; 24 houses burned down, 672
damaged : and in 1842, 769 fires ; 24 houses burned down,
and 743 damaged : making a total of 5,774 fires within
the last ten years

; including 269 houses totally burned-
down, 1,611 partially consumed, and 3.894 slightly da-
maged. The number of lives lost by houses taking fire
daring the period is as follows : In 1833, 12 ; 1834, 3 ;

1835, 11; 183G, 14; 1837, 13; 1838,24; 1839,25;
1840,25; 1841,11; 1842, 20—total, 158. These are
the lives lost where the firemen were called, but many-
others have occurred through clothes taking fire, &c, of
which no notice has been received. The chief portion of
the fires broke out in the undermentioned trades : At
booksellers', bookbinders', and stationers', 79; bakers',
140 ; brokers', 48 ; cabinet-makers', 84 ; carpenters', 245

;

chandlers', 48
; chemists', 40 ; drapers' (woollen and

linen) and mercers', 107 ; grocers', 59 ; hat-makers', 57 ;

lodging-houses, 440; private dwellings, 1,935; public-
houses, 318; oil and colour-shops, 87; lucifer-match-
makers, G3 ; stables, 1]3 ; and sale-shops of different
descriptions, 325. A great number have been proved
to be wilful, and the offenders escaped punishment
on account of the want of a prosecutor.

Fire at Somerset House.—On Thursday evening,
about half-past 6, a fire occurred in the office of
the Commissioners of Stamps and Taxes, in the south-
east corner of the quadrangle of Somerset-house. It
originated in one of the apartments on the basement floor,
and was occasioned by a large fire having been lighted on
the hearth (no stove being in the fire-place), which becom-
ing overheated, communicated to the bond-timber under-
neath. Several engines' were speedily in attendance, but
the flames were subdued before they reached the spot, and
very little damage was sustained.

Metropolitan Amusements,—The sums of money spent

V
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in theatrical amusements on Monday, the 26th Dec, at

the fourteen theatres now open in the metropolis have

been calculated as follows :_Covent Garden 350/. ; Drury

Lane 3501. ; Haymarket 220/. ; Adelphi 120Z. ; Olympic

80/. ; the Princess's 200/. ; the Royal Marylebone 100/. ;

the Surrey 140/. ; the Victoria 120/. ; Sadler's Wells 80/.
;

the Queen's 75/.; the Norton-Folgate 90/.; the Pavilion

75/. ; the Garrick 60/.—Total, 2000/. The following

sums were taken at the popular saloons licensed to per-

form musical entertainments :—Grecian Saloon 150/.
;

Albert Saloon 100/.; the Bower 50/.; the Yorkshire

Stingo 40/. ;—making a total of 2,400/. taken at the doors

of the various places of theatrical and musical entertain-

ment.
Public Meetings.—On Tuesday, the half-yearly meeting

of the London Dock Company was held, for the purpose

of declaring a dividend for the half-year ending the 31st

ult., and for the election of directors ; Mr. John Cattley,

in the chair. From the report, it appeared that during

the half-year ending the 30th November last, the tonnage

of vessels entered into the Docks was 149,452 tons, against

131,893 tons in the corresponding period of 1841, being

!*n increase of 17,559 tons. The earnings of the company

for the six months of last year, ending with the 30th No-
vember, were 182,655/. 4s. 3d. ; and those of November,

1841, 180,878/. 155. Gd., or a decrease of 4,223/. Us. 3d,

The expenditure for the last six months was 105,482/.

19a*. 9d. ; and during the period ending the 30th Novem-
ber, 1841, 105,288/. 175. Sd., or an increase of 194/. 25.

Id. The directors recommended a dividend at the rate

of 1/. 175. 6rf. per cent., being more by 25. Gd. than that

agreed upon at the meeting in July last. The chairman,

in explanation of the leading items of the report, observed

that the Docks were progressing favourably, and that there

was a balance of 191,429/. in favour of the company.

There had been no new works erected in the last half-

year. Although there was an increase in the tonnage

since the last meeting, it would be seen there was no aug-

mentation in the revenue. This arose from the greater

number of corn-laden vessels that had arrived, the cargoes

of which were not warehoused in the London Docks. The
report was "then adopted, and the dividend declared as

proposed by the directors.—The half-yearly meeting of

the Canada Company took place on the 29th ult Mr.
Ambrose Humphrys was elected a director, and a divi-

dend at the rate of 6 per cent, on the capital paid up was
declared. The Governor said that the sales in the crown
reserves, up to the 24th November last, had been 33,963

acres, whereas in the same period in the previous year

there werebut 22,538 acres, showing an increase of 10,425

acres. In the Huron tract, up to the end of October last,

the sales had been 25,605 acres, and in the same period

of last year 6,367 acres only. There had been also 25,000

acres of the company's land in the Huron tract sold upon
a new plan of receiving payment in twelve instead of six

annual instalments. ' It was anticipated that the total

sales of land in 1842 would amount to 100,000 acres,

accounts having been already received of the sale of

85,000 acres. The receipts of the company had been

satisfactory, being above those of last year, and the

last instalment due to Government for the purchase

of these lands had been paid—The half-yearly meet-

ing of the Imperial Slate Mining Company took

place on Monday, Mr. W. R. Collett, M.P., in the chair.

The report stated, that the company had recently become
lessees of the whole of the slate mines, twenty square

miles in extent, situated in the districts of Curraghbally

and Killaloe, in the county of Tipperary. The quarries

had been surveyed by Mr. Cubitt, the engineer, and all

the liabilities connected with the purchase of the railways,

machinery, and property paid off. The sales at the quar-

ries and different depots during the past year showed a

considerable increase over those of the preceding year.

One thousand men were now employed in the principal

quarries, which produced upon an average 10,000 tons

of slate per annum. The profit upon the workings for

the past year, after payment of expenses, showed a

balance of 2,775/., applicable to the payment of a divi-

dend at the rate of 6 percent, per annum.—The half-

yearly meeting of the proprietors of the Colonial Bank
was held on Monday, Mr. Colville, M.P., in the chair.

From the report, it appeared that the losses the bank had

sustained beyond the reserved fund, were calculated at

about 50,000/. The profit made during the half-year left

an available balance of 14,361/. Is. bd., from which the

directors proposed to declare a dividend of 2 per cent, for

the half-year, being at the rate of 4 per cent, on the paid-

up capital. A motion for postponing the declaration

of a dividend, and another for reducing the salaries of the

directors from 3,500/. to 1,500/. per annum, were nega-

tived by a large majority, and the report of the directors

was adopted On Wednesday the half-yearly meeting of

the Royal Santiago Mining Company was held. From the

report it appeared that the produce of the six months
ending the 31st August was, 5,683 tons of copper, which

fetched at Swansea 55,008/. 9s. lie?., which the balance

of last account increased to 50,365/. 19s. 2d. A diminu-

tion in the proceeds of the mine had occurred since the

previous half-year, which had caused the receipts to be

less 5,000/., and had been, paid as import duty under

the new tariff. The expenses for the same period, includ-

ing the Income-tax, amounted to 31,513/. 11$. 6d., being

an increase of about 3,000/. over those of last year ; but

it was accounted for by the erection of new buildings

and machinery for the more extensive working of the

mine. The net profit on the half-year was 24,852/. 7s. Sd.,

from which the directors declared a dividend of 3/. 9s.

per share. After some remarks from Sir Samuel SeoU,

Bart., Mr. Thornton, Sir Isaac L. Goldsmid, Bart., the

Hon. Leslie Melville, and other proprietors, the report

was adopted.—The Quarterly Court of the South Sea

Company was held on Thursday. A long discussion arose

on the prospects of the Company and the management of

its affairs ; after which it was resolved that a dividend of

one and three quarters per cent, be declared on the Com-

pany's stock for the last half-year, and that the dividend

warrants be paid on the same day as the Government

Annuities. The Chairman said there was not sufficient

money to make up the dividend, and that the deficiency

would, as usual, be made good by Government.

Southivark.—lt was announced, about a fortnight

since, that the Bishop of Winchester had interdicted the

performance or a concert for a charitable purpose in St.

Saviour's Church, on the ground that no such perform-

ance ought to take place in a sacred edifice. On Friday, the

Standard and other papers announced that his Lordship

immediately wrote to the committee to ascertain what they

calculated as the amount likely to be realised by the per-

formance ; and on receiving their reply that, on a rough

estimate, they expected to have received between 150/. and

200/., after paying the expenses, the bishop transmitted a

cheque on his bankers for the larger sum, with a letter,

stating that he would not allow the cause of charity to suf-

fer by his conscientious scruples. Since the above state-

ment appeared in the daily papers, Mr. Sturmy, on behalf

of the Committee for conducting the proposed perform-

ance, has addressed a letter to the Morning Chronicle,

stating that no such donation has ever been received,

and consequently giving a total denial to the statement as

to the Bishop of Winchester's alleged gift of 200/. to the

schools ; the fact being, that the Committee have not

received one shilling towards the expenses incurred

by them.
Hamvell Lunatic Asylum.—On Christmas Eve, the

matron gave her annual musical entertainment to the

female lunatics in this asylum. Nearly 300 patients were

present, with a large number of visitors, among whom
were two of the visiting magistrates and Mr. Mainzer,who

added to the interest of the festival by singing two or three

melodies in the course of the evening. After the patients

had partaken of tea and cake, they danced with the at-

tendants, and were then amused by listening to several

simple ballads sung by the matron and others. At half-

past eight, refreshments were distributed to each patient;

after which the Evening Hymn was sung, and at nine

o'clock they all retired in the most orderly manner. These

entertainments to the insane, simple as they are in them-

selves, are found to have permanently beneficial effects.

For five years the experience of the officers at Hanwell

has proved them to be powerful moral agents for the good

government of lunatic asylums, and for the improvement,

comfort, and happiness of their unfortunate inmates.

Woolwich.—On Saturday last a meeting of the inhabi-

tants was held for the purpose of making a rate for the

repairs of the church, and other disbursements of the

churchwardens. The probable expenses of the ensuing

year having been submitted to the vestry, it was moved
by the churchwardens, that a vote of twopence in the

pound be granted ; on which an amendment was moved

by Mr. Colquhoun, that the churchwardens be empowered

to pave the path leading from Church-street through the

church-yard to High-street, and that a rate of threepence

in the pound be grauted, to enable them to carry this im-

provement into effect. The churchwardens stated, in

reference to the last rate, that many had not paid it on

account of poverty, and only two or three had objected on

principle. The rate of 2>d. was then carried, only one

hand being held up against it.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Dec. 24, 1842,

was 833 :—males 395 ; females438. Weekly average, 1838-

9-40-41 males 4G7 ; females 445. The occurrence of

this mortality in the different districts was as follows :

—

West Districts 128 ; North 144 ; Central 149 ; East 205 ;

South 207.

poor of the parish, on Christmas-day, immediately after

morning service. Twenty poor aged persons, 10 men and
10 women, were presented with 505. each, and 200 shilling

loaves of bread were given to as many poor persons : thus

providing a seasonable relief to 220 poor families every year
" for ever."

Aylesbury.—The Aylesbury News of Saturday states

that the assessments of the Income-tax in that neighbour-

hood have caused much dissatisfaction, and have given

a great deal of unnecessary trouble. u Parties from all the

surrounding villages (some of them labourers, earning

but 105. or 125. per week), were compelled to attend at

the Court-house on Monday, and were kept waiting two

or three days, thus losing their time, and being put to

expense and inconvenience. In many cases the costs of

the appeal amounted to more than three years' payment

of the tax sought to be imposed."

Birmingham.—-The National Conference held their last

;

sitting on Friday. In the morning of that day they ne-

gatived a motion rendering the Clergy and dissenting

Ministers ineligible to sit in Parliament ; and after a long

discussion of the details, adopted the " People's Bill"

without a division. x In the evening, they resolved that

Mr. Sharman Crawford be requested to move in the House

of Commons, at the earliest possible period, for leave to

bring in the bill adopted at this Conference, with an un-

derstanding that he will consider himself pledged to all

those details of the measure which are necessary to secure

the just representation of the whole male adult population

of the United Kingdom ; such details to include equal

electoral districts—vote by ballot, no property qualifica-

tion, payment of members, and annual Parliaments.

Another resolution was passed, requesting Mr. Duncombe

to support the Bill. A plan was then adopted for the

future operations of the Conference, which included public

meetings in the various towns of the country, for the pur-

pose of circulating addresses to the electors, and entreat-

ing them to vote only for such candidates for seats in

Parliament as may advocate complete suffrage. The plan

included a form of address, setting forth the grounds of

making the appeal, and urging considerations to induce

electors to pledge themselves to the course proposed. A
form of pledge was also given, and suggestions for bring-

ing it into public favour. The general object of the plan

was to address the electors, obtain pledges from them,

and by this means to obtain a register of the friends of

complete suffrage, and consolidate the movement.—On
the same day, the Chartists held the last meeting of their

Conference. The conduct of the complete suffrage party

in separating from the Chartist members of the Confer-

ence, was strongly condemned by Mr. Feargus O'Connor

and other speakers, who characterised it as a " want of

good faith," and endeavoured to pass a resolution to that

effect. After a long discussion, this resolution was with-

drawn and another adopted, in which the words " want of

good taste " were substituted. The " People's Charter
"

was then considered in its several clauses, and it was re-

solved to keep pace with the complete suffrage agitation,

by promoting in all parts of the country an agitation in

favour of the charter.—On Monday, the Anti-Corn Law
League had a festival at the Town-hall, at which from

1200 to 1400 persons were present. Mr. Scholefield,

M.P., presided, supported by Mr. Cobden, Mr. Bright,

and other active members of the League. Mr. Sturge

also made his appearance, but took no part in the pro-

ceedings. The meeting was addressed at some length by

the Chairman, by Mr. Bright, Mr. Cobden, and other

gentlemen, and a subscription was commenced, at which

about 200/. were collected.

Brighton.—The last sale of the property of Messrs.

Wigney, the bankers, of this town, took place last week.

The property being fully mortgaged, realised but little

beyond the sums lent upon it, although the amount came

up to the expectations of the assignees. The competition

was spirited, but very few of the particulars have any

general interest. One item among the shares is curious,

as a proof of the little value of American speculations.

It consisted of " Four certificates of Shares in the Mis-

souri and Arkansas Clamorgan Land Association, United

States, for 3GG/. each/' For this lot there were six com-

petitors, and the selling price was 6/.

Bury.—On Saturday last the Rev. Jonathan Ackroyd

was brought before the Petty Sessions of this town, on

two charges—first, for being a rogue and vagabond under

the Vagrant Act—and, secondly, for having obtained

money under false pretences. It appears from the evi-

dence that the prisoner had levied contributions in various

quarters, by representing that he was the incumbent of a

church or chapel at Skircoat near Hahfax
;
that the

church was in debt upwards of 2,000/ owing on a mort-

gage ; and that he was obtaining contributions to liquidate

the debt. Hefurtherstated that hehad performed thechurch

duties and services there for a period of ten years gratui-

tously, and that the building was still in connexion with the

Church of EngIantl - ^he P°^ce, on receiving intimation

of these proceedings, conferred with the Archdeacon, who

said that he had received upwards of 300 communications

regarding the prisoner; and from these and other circum-

stances, it appeared that he had been receiving great

numbers of contributions in the neighbourhood of Bolton

and Bury. The Archdeacon further said, that not a penny
of the contributions had been paid to the funds of the
church, and that the prisoner had received a large amount
not in the books. When he was apprehended, a book
was found in his possession, cntided, * A list of the names
of minor contributions towards the liquidation of a debt

upon Christ Church, Skircoat, Halifax, Yorkshire,

amounting to upwards of 2,300/." The amount received

by the prisoner, as stated in this book, was 792/. 1 \s. 6d. ;

Incendiary Fires.—On Sunday week, about 11 at night,

the rick-yard of Mr. Hine, of Newnham, near Baldock, in

Hertfordshire, was fired, and the whole produce of the

farm, with the exception of some hay, was entirely con-

sumed, consisting of five ricks of wheat, two of oats, two

of barley, and one of clover seed. The damage is esti-

mated at upwards of 2,000£. In Derbyshire, on the same

night, the stack-yard of Mr. Naylor, of Pleasley, was

fired; and before any assistance could be given, a barn,

containing about 40 loads of wheat, and 5 stacks in the

yard, were destroyed. In Lincolnshire, on the previous

Friday, three stacks of straw, from which the corn had

been threshed out in the course of the day, were burnt on

the farm of the Rev. T. H. Rawnsley, at Halton. A stack

of hay and some straw were fired, on Monday week, on the

farm of Mr. Brackenbury, at Aswardby, in the same

county. In Suffolk, on Wednesday week, the Red Barn,

at Polstead, near Hayland, was fired and destroyed. This

barn obtained notoriety about eighteen years ago by the

murder of Maria Marten by William Corder. The amount

of property burnt is calculated at about 300£., and the autho-

rities of the district have offered a reward for the appre-

hension of the incendiary.—On Saturday night a fire broke

out at Tingewick, Bucks. Farm aud other property to a

considerable extent was destroyed. The Duke of Bucking-

ham attended from Stowe, and exerted himself in arresting

the flames ; his grace's engine and fire-brigade were also on

the spot. The flames were visible for miles round. A
few weeks ago two incendiary fires took place at Steeple

Claydon, a few miles from Tingewick.
Ashburton.—The fifteenth annual distribution or the

Christmas bounty of the ate Wm. Giii'ord, the translator
j

of Juvenal, wa5 made by the appointed trustees to the \but other books and letters, also found m his possession
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stated the aggregate receipt to be 2,219/. VJs. Qd. Other
evidence was adduced to show that he had been previously
in custody at Manchester, for obtaining goods by means
of a false bill of Exchange. After a long inquiry, the
Chairman said the Bench had a painful duty to perform,
but they were compelled to execute it, inasmuch as the
prisoner had not lately alone been going about in the man-
ner described, but had been doing so for many years. It
was time, therefore, to put a stop to such deeds. The
Bench were unanimously of opinion that he should be im-
prisoned in the House of Correction at Salford, and there
krpt to hard labour, for three calendar months on the
first charge, and that he should be committed to the Ses-
sions for trial on the second.
Cm mar/hen.—We learn by the local papers that the

marble statue of Diana, executed for the King of Prussia
by German artists resident at Rome, and which was on
board the galliot stranded about a fortnight since on the
Ctefn Sidan sandbank, has been recovered from the wreck.
It appears, from the letter of a correspondent of the Car-
marthen Journal, that it had a narrow escape from muti-
lation. The wooden case, part of which was four inches
in thickness, had, in consequence of the top being off,

become nearly filled with sand. This, added to its own
weight, had made it so ponderous, that, not being able to
raise it from the bold with the tackle then in the vessel,
orders had been given to pull the statue from its case, a
process which would certainly have brokeri it into frag-
ments. Ropes had been actually placed for that purpose
under its legs and arras, when Mr. Rees, of Kilmamllwyd,
arrived at the wreck

;
after consulting with Mr. Mansfield,

of Llanelly, as to the possibility of its being raised entire,
he gave him directions to let the statue remain for that day,
and to bring on the following day the tackle, &c. necessary
for raising it in the case. Accordingly, Mr. Kiernan, of
Puny Port, sent on the next day his powerful tackle and
screw-pump; and, under the directions of Mr. Mansfield,
the statue was hauled by horses out of the hold, placed
upon two pair of wheels, and conveyed to the storehouse
at Pembrey, with the loss of part of a finger only. In
addition to this the vessel was freighted with numerous
cases of marbles of smaller size, all of which have been
recovered without much injury.

Cheltenham—Mr. Newton, the son-in-law of the late
Sir Robert Ricketts, who recently brought himself promi-
nently before the public by charging Lady Ricketts and
other parties with compassing the death of the deceased
baronet, has again made his appearance before the bo-
rough magistrates. On the former occasion, his case com-
pletely broke down, and not one of his charges was sub-
stantiated. He has now caused the valet of the late ba-
ronet to be apprehended on the charge of being a party
to the alleged poisoning. The accused was brought be-
fore the bench last week, when the information was read
over, and the chairman asked who was the complainant ?
No answer was returned, though the question was re-
peated three times, and the prisoner was tliereunon or-
dered to be discharged. Mr. Newton then rose, and said
he was the complainant in this case, and demanded that
it should be proceeded with. The magistrates said he
ought to have stated this before ; and as the man had been
discharged, Mr. Newton must procure a fresh inform-
ation if he intended to proceed further in the matter.

Chichester.—The affairs of the Chichester Old Bank
have been again brought before the public by the applica-
tion of Messrs. Charles and William Ridge, the two
senior partners, to the Court of Bankruptcy for their
certificates. The application was opposed by Mr. Cham-
bers in behalf of the assignees, on the grounds that
he failure was caused by the fraudulent trading of the
bankrupts, m deceiving the customers by the fallacious
manner m which they kept the accounts of the bank, and
holding out their affairs to the world as profitable and
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stopped payment, the deficiency was 83,000/., and yet it

was found that they had drawn out large sums of money
from time to time. Under their fiat no less than 1,100
persons proved debts, many of whom were sufferers to the
extent of the whole savings of a hard-worked and frugal
life. Mr. Missing, for the bankrupts, replied to these
charges, and contended that the bankrupts having made
a true statement of their affairs, were entitled to their
certificates. Although fraud had been alleged against
them, no such motive had been discovered upon reading
the examinations which had taken place. The erroneous
method of keeping the accounts did not involve fraud,
neither could it be said that the world had been deceived
by them, since their books were never open to the inspec-
tion of the customers or the public. It was error of
judgment, and out of the fallacious system of making the
accounts, the payment of the legacies was made. In con-
clusion, he argued that the bankrupts were innocent ofany
intended fraud, believing, up to the period o[ their stop-
page, that they were solvent, and as they had made a full
discovery of their estate and effects, they were in his
opinion entitled to their certificates. Mr. Commissioner
Fane took time to consider his judgment. He should, he
said, before he gave his decision, carefully read over the
examinations referred to in the speeches of counsel on
either side.

Coventry.—The papers have lately noticed the measures
taken by the Bishop of Norwich for the removal of pews
in churches, and for the restoration of the ancient custom of
fitting-up the body of the building with open benches. We
now find that similar efforts are making by the Bishop of
Worcester, and that his lordship, in conjunction with the
Archdeacon, has stated to the churchwardens of Trinity
Church in this town, that the parish church is equally the
property of all the parishioners; that any charge for pews

s is decidedly illegal ; and A practice which the

'!•*- -»

prosperous,^vhen they must have well known they were
deeply involved in difficulties, and insol
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they paid large legacies to their own family out of the
funds deposited in the bank. These allegations were sup-
ported by a minute history of the affairs of the bank, in
* :B it w&s stated that at the death of their father in
1829, the partners who now applied, without ascertaining
Ow their affairs stoodj paid legacies to their relatives to

tbe affiotirie of 12,500/., and drew out 9,000/. each for
themselves, showing a total of 30,500/. they had taken
from their customers' funds ; and, according to the exam-
ination of Mr, Charles Ridge, it appeared that all this was
oone without ascertaining whether the father was indebted
t0 tbe bank or not. Their annual balances were never
properly ascertained

; and, as a principle of bookkeeping
tbey carried their bad debts, including the 48

;
000/. owing

Dy Messrs .Fry and Chapman, their London agents, to
the profit side of their accounts, and charged interest and
compound interest on those bad debts from year to
yeah No oistincUon was made between good and bad
debts, and by tins system of bookkeeping it would, of
course to the casual observer, appear that thev were
transacting a P^f^usn^s. It w„ aIso^^
tr. Charles Ridge had lived at the rate of 1,500/. perannum for years, when the bank was insolvent A state

went Prepared from the accounts of the establishment
put before the Court of Review gave the actual deficiency

i year since 1828. From this it appeared that in
deficiency was 51,400/.; in 1830, 51,000/ - n

5,000/:; in 1832, 47,000/.; in 1833, 42,0001 • i»
48,1

. ; in 1835- ,000/. j in 1836, 50,000/
jn

L ; in 1 , 7$,QQ&1. ; in 1830, 79,000/ '.

jn
]

v

40, 80,000/,
; imd in 1041, the year in which the firm

or sittings , .o _. r
bishop, as the Ordinary, cannot sanction. In consequence
of this communication, the wardens have allotted the pews
and sittings indiscriminately to the parishioners on appli-
cation, and free of any charge.
Durham.—A petition has been forwarded from the

Uannockburn Colliery to the Marquess of Londonderry,
for presentation to the House of Lords, praying for an
alteration in the Collieries' Bill of last session. In
acknowledging the receipt of this petition, Lord London-
derry recommends u that efforts should be made by all the
other collieries in Scotland; and that petitions should be
prepared in like manner by each of them, disapproving of
the late bill." lie also states that, in order to effect their
purpose, " the petitions should be very numerous, and
active exertions should be made by all colliers." From
this It is evident that an attempt will be made in the en-
suing session of Parliament, on the part of the owners of
collieries, to procure a repeal, or an alteration in Lord*
Ashley's Act.

^

Halifax.—An extensive system of forgery on the pro-
vincial banks of the Midland counties, and also on the
Bank of England, has recently been discovered in this
town. Eight persons were apprehended as the principal
parties in the confederacy, and the most important wit-
ness was one of their accomplices, who had been in cus-
tody at Nottingham on three charges of uttering false

notes, and who now appeared to give evidence against
them. The notes which were forged were those of the
Wifkworth and Ashbourne Bank, and those of the Halifax
and Huddersfield Bank. There appears to be no doubt
that the system has been carried on for a considerable
lime, and to a large amount. Seven of the prisoners
have been committed to York to take their trial at the
next assizes.

Harwich.—The corporation and inhabitants of this

town have addressed a memorial to the Lords of the Trea-
sury, representing the rapid changes which are daily
taking place in the harbour, caused by the fall of the cliff

called the Beacon-hill, on the western entrance of the har-
bour; and stating that further and more extensive changes
are daily taking place in the southern point of the beach,
below Landguard-fort, the point having encroached so far

into what was formerly the deep-water channel, that the
lights erected but a few years since, at a great expense,
are no longer found to be a safe leading-mark into the
harbour. They express their belief that these changes
arise principally from t ]ie removal of stone from the Ord-
nance shore for the purpose of making cement, many
thousand tons being annually removed and converted,
with the consent of the Board of Ordnance ; so that, in a
few years, unless a stop is put to such proceedings, Har-
wich must inevitably become an island : and the harbour,
if not entirely destroyed, will be so much deteriorated and
blocked up, as to render it, in a great measure, useless as
a harbour of refuge, to the injury and danger of a numerous
class of vessels which now resort to it for shelter. They
conclude by praying for an inquiry into the statements of
their memorial, in order that Government may adopt mea-
sures for preventing the results to which they refer.

Hertford.—The General Quarter Sessions for this
county commenced on Tuesday, the Marquis of Salisbury
in the Chair. The principal topic of discussion related to
the county expenditure for the maintenance of the rural
police. It appeared from the Parliamentary documents,
which were quoted by several of the magistrates, that the
cost of maintaining the police force in the county of Hert-
ford greatly exceeded that of other counties in England.
Durham, with 80 police constables, cost the county 750/.

less than Hertford with only 70. In Suffolk, which had
07 constables, the cost of the rural police was 2,000/.
less than that of Herts; and in Worcestershire, where
there were also 64 constables, the cost was 1,750/. less.

Two or three cases were brought under the consideration
of the Court during the ch;. ,

wh< re members of the Rural

Police had made offers to offenders to compromise, for
trifling pecuniary returns, charges which had been pre-
ferred against them. In the opinion Of the chairman, it
was the bounden duty of the county to prosecute with
rigour all such cases. After some discussion, with refer-
ence to the sale by auction of the Berkhampstead and
Hitchin Bridewells, and the proceedings advisable to be
taken to obtain a more equal assessment of the countv
rate, the sessions were adjourned.
Jersey.—We learn by the Jersey News that the Mavor

of Weymouth has addressed letters to the Chamber' of
Commerce in Guernsey and Jersey, intimating that
Government are about to allow the mails to and from the
Channel Islands to be conveyed by contract from South-
ampton, and that the vessels now running between that
port and the islands had been surveyed and approved, in
consequence of which he requested their influence to pre-
vent the removal of the packet station. The Chamber of
Commerce in Guernsey having already voted in favour of
Weymouth, decline any further interference, but that in
Jersey have decided in favour of Southampton by a ma-
jority of 7; the numbers being, for Weymouth, .18, and
Southampton, 25. *

Liverpool.—The Liverpool papers mention, as a proof
of newspaper despatch, that the President's Message,
brought by the Independence, was received in that port on
the afternoon of Sunday the 25th, at three o'clock. A
copy of it was forwarded, at a quarter past four, by an
express engine to Birmingham— the distance from the
Edge-hill station of the Grand Junction Railway to that
town (97 miles) having been performed, including the
stoppages to take in coal and water, in two hours and
30 minutes. From Birmingham, it was forwarded by a
second express engine to Lohdon. There it was set up,
and copies of the Times containing it were" received in
Liverpool at a quarter to four o'clock on Monday after-
noon—just 24 hours from the time it left Liverpool, and
after having travelled, up and down, 420 miles.—On
Thursday evening this city was the scene of another ex-
tensive fire. It broke out suddenly about half-past five, in
in the workshops of Messrs. Foster and Stewart, the
extensive joiners and builders, in Lawton-street. The
yard in which the workshops stood extends from Lawton-
street to Newington, and is 112 yards in length by GO in
breadth.

_
The shop was filled with timber and new work,

all of which, with the building, were destroyed ; the flames
having spread with great rapidity, the strong north-west
wind Which was blowing at the time fanning them in an
extraordinary manner. The buildings on the same site
were completely destroyed about nine years ago by a similar
calamity.

Norwich.—The local papers inform us that the number
of presents sent by the different coaches from Norwich

Ips

to London during the Christmas week, amounted—by the
wich mail to about 409 ; by the Newmarket mail, 400 :

Phenomenon, 250 ; Telegraph, 346 ; Magnet, 1,400 •

Mack's Van, 280. Total, 3,076,-They also state that
the amount already subscribed to the public monument to
the memory of the late Earl of Leicester, is 4,440/. (i.v. 6d.
Pembroke.—The Naval papers mention that the Admi-

ralty have given orders that the Royal steam-yacht now
building at this dockyard for the use of her Maiest? be
entered in the Navy List, under the title of " The Victoria
and Albert Yacht.

'|
She will cost, it is said, little short

of 100,000/., and is expected to be ready for sea in the
course of the ensuing spring.

Portsmouth.—On Sunday morning Admiral Sir Charles
Rowley hoisted his flag (white at the main) as tbe Com-
mander-in-Chief at this port, on board the St. Vincent,
under the customary salutes. His predecessor, Sir Edward
Codnngton, hauled down his flag ori Saturday evening at
sunset, having in the course of the day mustered the snip's
company and taken his leave of them. On quitting the
ship, the men gave him three cheers ; and as he passed the
Victory the crew of that ship manned the rigging and
cheered him.— Ihe Archduke Frederick of Austria, whose
frigate, the Bellona, has been lying at Spithead for about
a fortnight, detained by the strong westerly winds, has at
length been enabled to take his departure, the wind having
shifted to the northward. His Imperial Highness had
only landed once siuce he left the harbour on Thursday
fortnight. J

Readinu.—Early in the ensuing spring, a new church
will be erected at Sonning, near this town, on a piece of
ground given by Lord Sidmooth for the purpose. The
estimated cost of its erection is 2,000/., and nearly that
amount has been already subscribed. Mr. R. Palmer,
°"e °,

(^n,
UJembers for tbe county, has presented the

sum of 200/. m aid of the undertaking. The population
of Sonning very nearly approaches 3,000, and it is in-
tended that the new edifice shall afford accommodation
for about one-fourth of that number.
Southampton.—The annual festival of the Gipsies of

the New Forest was held 6ti the 28th tilt, on the Rev.
Mr. Crabb's grounds, about a mile from this town On
these grounds the families and tribes of the gipsies of the
forest were invited, according to the yearly custom, to
partake of a dinner, and to receive various articles of
winter clothing. These presents are furnished by means
of subscriptions of the residents in all parts of the county
At two o'clock, nearly 200 gipsies, consisting of den,
women, and children, sat down to a dinner of roast beef
and plum pudding

; and were waited on by the gentry of
the neighbourhood, who assembled in huge numbers to
witness tbe scene—On Monday, the 26 th alt. a party of
labourers h-om Lea and Romsey assembled at a shooting-
match at foothill near the latter place. In the course of
the evening a fight ensued between the people of the two
villages, during which an old man named Savage, 70 years
of age, was sosenously wounded, that he died m "bout 36

.

•
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hours. An inquest has been held, and a verdict of Man-
slaughter returned against 14 persons, who have been
committed to Winchester gaol to take their trials at the
next assizes.

S7. Asaph.—Public attention has lately been directed
to the state of the Welsh bishoprics, by the contemplated
union of the two dioceses of North Wales. It appears
that the net value of the diocese of St. Asaph is 6,301/. ;

the net value of the diocese of Bangor is 4,464/. In the
former see are 143 parishes, in the latter 131 parishes

—

making together 274 parishes, which is far below the
average number of parishes in any English diocese, while
in respect of population the inferiority is yet more strik-
ing. In the diocese of St. Asaph there are 52 livings
under 200/., in the diocese of Bangor there are 61 livings
under 200/.—of the former, 38, and of the latter, 26 are
in the gift of the respective bishops, who are in many
cases the impropriators of the great tithes. In the dio-
cese of St. Asaph, the bishop is the impropriator of 13
livings, the total revenue of which is 4,6681,, and in the
diocese of Bangor, the bishop is the impropriator of 7
livings, the total revenue of which is 1,120/. From the
former see, therefore, is required 932/!., and from the lat-
ter 280/., to raise the value of these livings to 200/. each.

Warwick.—The excitement produced in the Western
Districts of Warwickshire by the melancholy occurrence
at Spernall, of which we gave the particulars in our last,
has not subsided. At the inquest last week the evidence
adduced merely substantiated the facts already published,
and proved that the father of the young man, a respect-
able farmer at Spernall, was the person against whom his
anger was principally directed ; that the deceased was
acting as a special constable for the protection of Mr.
Crowley, and that while deceased was approaching for the
purpose of apprehending the son, the young man shot
him dead in the presence of several witnesses, and in
open day. The jury returned a verdict of Wilful Mur-
der against James Crowley, and a reward has since been
offered for his apprehension.

JVmcheslev.—The Quarter Sessions of the county com-
menced in this city on Tuesday, and were more numerously
attended thar^ on any former occasion, no less than 124
magistrates being present. The cause of this attendance
was the election of a chief constable of the county police
in the room of Capt. Robins, who had resigned. At the
close of the poll the numbers were—for Capt. Harris, 64

;

for Capt. Morant, 57. The former gentleman was then
declared duly elected.

Windsor*—The last stone of the spire of the new Mili-
tary Church, of which Prince Albert laid the foundation
in April last, was fixed on Friday, and the arrangement of
the interior is now in progress. The body of the church will
be fitted up with open benches, without pews. In addition
to the accommodation afforded to the Military, there will
be about 1,000 sittings for the inhabitants of Windsor and
Ciewer. The principal feature of this church is the tower,
nearly 100 feet high, and surmounted by a spire, of Bath-
stone, rising 48 feet. The cost of the building will be
about 10,000/., nearly one half of which is already sub-
scribed, Her Majesty and Prince Albert being la.i$e con-
tributors. The building is designed by Mr. Blare, and
when complete will form a striking object from the Castle
and surrounding neighbourhood.

Worcester—The County Sessions commenced in this
city on Monday, Mr. Pakington, M.P., in the chair. For
some time past considerable disapprobation has been ma-
nifested throughout the county, on account of the alleged
expense and general inefficiency of the Rural Police, but
ttore especially on account of the great buVticnS imposed
on the agricultural districts, as compared with those of the
manufacturing towns of the county. At the present meet-
fpg, a committee appointed at the last sessions delivered
their report on the propriety of re-organising the county
pohce. The report stated that the committee had made
luquiries as to the population of each parish in the county,
and the number of paid constables appointed under the
iarish Constables' Act, commonly called Sir James Gra-ham s Act, that they were not prepared to deny that some
•improvement had taken place, but they thought it vain to
expect that'the main objects of a constabulary force would
be secured by the operation of that act. The committee
recommended that no reduction be made in the present
constabulary force. Several gentlemen then addressed
the meeting on the subject, contending that the Parish
Constables' Act, if carried out with energy, would fully
answer Lhe purposes which the present Government con-
templated by the introduction of that measure. After a
long and desultory discussion, it was resolved that the re-
port be received, and that a committee be appointed to
obtain information with regard to the probable effect of
the New Parish Constables' Act, and to see how far it
could be efficiently carried out in the county of Worcester.
It is generally considered that the report of this commit-
tee will be preliminary to the abolition of the Rural Po-
lice fotcfe in July next.

i ork.—A meeting of the shareholders of the Yorkshire
Agricultural and Commercial Bank was held iu this eity
<m Thursday, the 29th aft. Mr. Blanshard, the chairman'
^ated that the whole of the original capital had been lost'
and ib.at the liabilities of the bank amounted to upwards
Of 179,000/, After a very stormy meeting, during which
several shareholders declared that they had embarked the
^hole of their fortunes in the company, and that they
were now ruined, it was resolved that a call of 1/ per
share, iu addition to the two calls of II. each lately
panted, should be made for the purpose of meeting the
deficiency, and that the affairs of the company should be
^ound up as soon as possible. The greatest distress
Prevails in this city and neighbourhood upon the subject :

**» the details which have been made public show a case

even worse than that of the Bank of Manchester. It

appears that the Bank was projected in 1836, and started

with a paid-up capital of 7O,000£. for the towns of York,
Whitby, Driffield, Malton, Hull, Leeds, and Pocklington.

The amounts since added make up a total capital of

211,000/., all of which has been lost, and a heavy amount
of liabilities remains to be met by the shareholders in ad-

dition to their present loss. At the outset an error was
committed which was enough to shake the stability of any
provincial bank. The directors took the business of the

Northern and Central Bank at Leeds, paid them 6,000/.
for the good-will, and took accounts to the amount of
80,000/., for wbich they paid down Bank of England
notes. On this 80,000/. there has been a loss of about
one-half. All the dividends, which have been regularly
declared, are now said to have been paid out of capital,

when in fact there was no dividend to declare. The effects

of the failure will be severely felt by the agriculturists;
and the Leeds Mercury observes that it is a painful
feature of the case that many of the shareholders are
widows and persons of small means, who, tempted by the
success of two other banks in York, invested their money
in this undertaking, and have lost everything.

Railways.—The following are the returns of the prin-
cipal railways for the past week : Newcastle and Carlisle

1,340/. ; Liverpool and Manchester 3,698/. ; Great West-
ern 13,6'91/. ; South Western 5,51G/. ; Birmingham and
Derby 1,322/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester 1,719/.

;

Hull and Selby 882/. : Grand Junction 7,741/. ; Great
North of England 1,332/.; Midland Counties 2,718/.;
Manchester and Birmingham 2,477/.; Manchester and
Leeds :5,966/. ; North Midland 4,330/. ; York and North
Midland 1,706/. ; Blackwall 569/. ; Croydon 222/. ; Brigh-
ton 3,379/. 5 Eastern Counties 947/. ; Greenwich 825/.

;

Northern and Eastern 1,33 1/* ; London and Birmingham
10,886/.—The engine-driver and firemen on the North
Midland line struck work on Saturday, the 24th ult., in
consequence of a regulation by the directors, that the
men should in future be paid only for the days on which
they work, as is the practice on the Manchester and Leeds
Railway. The directors took immediate steps to procure
fresh hands, and a sufficient number of drivers from other
lines have been engaged, so that the trains have continued
to run without interruption.—On Sunday evening, an
accident happened to the train on the Glasgow and Edin-
burgh railway. When near the Polmont station, being
the first wTest from Falkirk, the engine was obstructed by
an empty truck, which some malicious person had drawn
across the line. The collision shattered the truck to
pieces, and threw the engine off the rails, upon some soft
ground, into which it entered without sustaining any
damage. The carriages, 5 or 6 in number, and containing
from 25 to 30 passengers, kept the rails, and although
the shock was severe, the passengers escaped without in-

jury.—A young lad was brought before the Mayor of
Reading last week, charged with having wilfully placed a
piece of iron on one of the rails of the Great Western
Railway, for the purpose of throwing the train off the
line. The policeman on duty discovered the obstruction
only a few moments before the passing of the train. If
it had not been removed in time, the engine would proba-
bly have been thrown down an embankment, 22 feet in
depth. The prisoner, a farmer's labourer, pleaded guilty
to the charge, and was fined 5/., and in default of payment
committed for 3 months.—We are informed by a corre-
spondent that a serious accident occurred on Tuesday at

North Shields, at the works now in progress for the form-
ation of a street from the river to the terminus of the
Shields and Newcastle Railway. Whilst the workmen
were employed in excavating the new road, a large body
of earth unexpectedly fell from the face of the cutting, and
buried live of the workmen, who were loading the carts.
The men were soon dug out, when three of them were
found to be quite dead ;

while two others were seriously
bruised, but hopes are entertained of their recovery. The
foreman of the works was on the spot at the time, and
narrowly escaped with his life.

testimonial 1

' of the esteem in which the labours of the
Rev. Mr.^ Mathew are held by all classes of the commu-
nity. This document is signed by 2 dukes, 4 marquesses,
11 earls, 3 viscounts, 4 barons, and by nearly 200 other
names; comprising the leading gentry, merchants, and
several clergymen of all religious persuasions.

Limerick.—The temperance movement continues to
meet with gieat success in all parts of the country. The
Limerick Chronicle says—" We are exceedingly happy to
announce the gratifying fact of not a single drunken person
being taken up by the police in the streets during the
Christmas *eek_an occurrence unprecedented iu the
annals of Limerick, and of which the friends of tem-
perance should feel truly proud." \ye learn also by the
Cork papers that seven non-commissioned officers and
three hundred privates of the 45th Regiment accepted the
pledge of total abstinence last week from the Rev. T.
Mathew, at his residence in that city. The Belfast "pa-
pers also mention a circumstance of the same kind. On
Sunday last, being New Year's Day, about 90 soldiers of
the 54th Regiment, at present stationed in that town,
adopted the total abstinence principle. Among these

were severalsergeants and corporals, who have determined,

with about 400 of their comrades who have already

taken the pledge, to commence the new year by abstaining

entirely from all intoxicating drinks.

Galway.—The inquest on the sufferers by the late

melancholy accident in the Catholic chapel of this town
was brought to a close on Friday, after a very long and
minute investigation. The coroner, in summing up, said

the evidence might be compressed into a very narrow
compass. The same facts were detailed by the several

witnesses examined, and, with few exceptions, they cor-

roborated each other, and established beyond doubt that

the cry of the gallery's falling originated in the body of

the chapel, under a gallery where it happened considerable
confusion arose from the pressure occasioned by a vast
crowd of persons collected on it. Some of those under-
neath the gallery, through timidity and nervousness,
dreaded an accident ; for which, it appears, there was no
ground for apprehension, and labouring under that im-
pression, innocently raised the cry—immediately caught
up and echoed through the building— that the gallery was
falling. He was glad that the case was so publicly in-

vestigated—reports were set afloat and circulated, without
the shadow of foundation, deeply affecting the character
of a few individuals, differing in religion from the con-
gregation assembled in the chapel on Christmas morning.
It was but justice to the individuals alluded to by the

reports to state, that it appeared in evidence, that their

demeanour, while in the chapel, before the alarm was
spread, was not only decorous, but that their conduct
afterwards was praiseworthy. The jury returned a ver-
dict, that the deaths of the persons killed on Christmas
morning last were caused by the rush of the congregation
to gain egress, on a cry being groundlessly raised, by
some person or persons unknown, that the galleries were
falling—and that the alarm was created without any
malicious intent. Since the first accounts were pub-
lished, four more persons have died ; making a total of 37,
who perished by the catastrophe.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The proceedings of the Lord Chancellor in re-

gard to the Irish magistracy, by removing from the commis-
sion those whom he considers to show unfitness for the bench
continues to attract great attention. Since the removal of
Lord Lucan and Mr. O'Mally, the Chancellor has super-
seded Mr. Hugh Lawton in the commission of the peace,
iu consequence of his having, in strong and un^arded
terms, entered a protest against Lhe decision of two of his
brother magistrates, in a case in which one of them was
plaintiff. This, led to a long recriminatory correspond-
ence, which was submitted "to the Lord Chancellor who
has ordered Mr. Lawton to be superseded, and -an inquiry
(o be held into the conduct of Mr. Townsend. A Mr.
Egan, of Moate, formerly a director of the National
Bunk, has been charged with having conveyed away a
parcel belonging to the company, which contained cash
and securities to the amount of 3,000/. He affirms that
*l!;c charge is the result of a conspiracy, and was only in-
tended to draw away attention from the real delinquents,
lie will, however, have to take his trial upon the accusa-
tion. The following letter has been received by the
managers of the National Bank, containing part of the
stolen property, consisting of securities to the amount of
.1,200/. ;

bank post bills to the amount of 500/. ; and
letters of credit to the amount of 450/.; leaving the
amount of cash retained by the thief, 1,770/. The letter

ran thus :
—" You have enclosed who I sent by a person

I met here ; do not blame any person ; 1 left one in p^ce
of it—Liverpool, Tuesday."—A requisition has been

published in the Dublin papers convening a meeting, to

be held in the Theatre Royal, on Thursday, the20'th inst.,

J'wtiie purpose of kking steps to erect an "enduring

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—Among the projected improvements upon

the Palace and. Park of Holyrood, public attention is now
directed to the re-edification of the Chapel Royal, as a

matter of the first consequence. Independently of its value
as an example of Gothic architecture, this venerable ruin
possesses a higher interest as the depository of the relics

of the ancient Scottish monarchs; and the Edinburgh papers
state that it has long been a reflection upon the country,
that a structure devoted to such a purpose should be left

in a state of neglect and desolation. They state that the
late Government incurred some expense in procuring
plans for its restoration, and that it would be most grati-

fying to the national feeling that these or similar plans

should be carried out, as a' sequel to her Majesty's late

visit to Scotland.—In the High Court of Justiciary, on

Saturday last, Alexander Mackenzie, cattle-dealer and

farmer, at Drumhead, Forfarshire, was indicted on a

charge of assault, by means of loaded fire-arms, with

intent to kill Mr. James Doff, a grazier, at Whitelu-ki,

Perthshire. The prisoner pleaded guilty, and threw him-

self on the mercy of the court. Sir James Ramsay, of

Banff, stated that he had been his tenant for 20 years, and

had the highest opinion of him previous to this event.

The Rev. James Watt, and other respectable witnesses,

gave similar testimony. The Lord Advocate said, on the

part of Government, that the statute had given him power

to restrict the libel; and, after the greatest consideration

which the law-advisers of the Crown could give to the

case, they had come at last to the opinion, that it was
consistent with their duty that the prisoner should not be
allowed to receive a capital sentence, but that, as Her

ajestv's Advocate, he should interpose the power which
the statute has given him, and spare the prisoner the ulti-

mate sentence of the law. Lord M ackenzie, in
|

. ingjudg-
ment, said :-This is certainly a most melancholy case. We
have here standing at the bar a man who has hitherto held
a respectable situation as a Scotch farmer—a man of reli-

gious, moral, and steady habits—a man who seems to
have been kind to his relations, and just in his previous
dealings ;

and yet he has done that which has brought him
to stand at this bar to answer to a charge which, I am
sorry to say, is one of the most atrocious that we have
ever been compelled to listen to. fee conftsses— i,r it is
impossible to take his confession lower than I ; both
the words of the indictment, and the nature of the B|
show plainly that no lower confession could or would
be taken off his hands ; he confesses, that from motives,
it not Qi a malignant, yet <?f a wretched au4 did
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nature—from regard to some pecuniary advantage—he

formed the purpose of assassinating his friend ; and that he,

as far as he had the power, executed his purpose ; that he
•waylaid him, and fired at him with intent to kill him.
As Her Majesty'»Advocate had found it consistent with
his duty to restrict the libel, the court had not to execute
the capital sentence; and he therefore proposed that the

prisoner should be transported for life. Lord Medwyn
and the Lord Justice Clerk coincided in this view, and the

prisoner was sentenced accordingly. The prisoner, whose
mental suffering had been apparent throughout, was then

removed. He is described as being between 50 and 60
years of age, of tall stature, which anguish had bent almost
double ; and every feature in his countenance betrayed

the misery which "for the last few months he had under-

gone. When the Rev. Mr. Watt and Sir James Ramsay
gave their testimony, his tears flowed unrestrained, and
during the time the judges were speaking, his feelings

were equally apparent. His pitiable condition is said to

have moved the compassion of every one in the court,

which was crowded to excess throughout the whole trial.

Glasgow.—On Friday night, about nine o'clock, the

embankment or breast of Glanderston Dam, near Barr-

head, gave way, and the contents of the reservoir rushed

down the channel of the burn with irresistible velocity.

The first place which suffered from the flood was the

Print Works of Springfield, occupied by Messrs. Hardie,

Stark, and Co., where three entire houses and a young
lad employed on the premises were swept off. The works
of Springfield are entirely suspended by this occurrence ;

the whole of the machinery, the goods in course of finish-

ing, and the vessels and stock of printing materials, in-

cluding about 300£. worth of indigo, were all carried away
by the current, inflicting serious loss on the owners. The
next place which suffered from the flood was the Print
Works of South Arthurlie, occupied by Messrs. Hays
and Sons, and situated about a quarter of a mile below
Springfield. Here the destruction of property was not so

great as at Springfield, but the loss of life was much more
serious. Two dwelling-houses, a large out-shed, and a

byre, with all their contents, were instantly carried away,
and'with one of the houses, the entire family of occupants
vpere drowned and buried in the ruins. With the excep-
tion of the husband, the other family shared the same fate

as their neighbours ; and nine persons have perished in

the two houses. Besides this damage the current also

swept down a portion of the garden-wall at Arthurlie
House, the properly of Mr. Lowndes. At two farm
steadings further down, a good deal of property was like-

wise carried off, and the bridge at Darnley was destroyed.

THEATRICALS.
Covknt Garden.—Miss Rainforth made her first

appearance in Semiramide on Monday night, and though
perhaps deficient in physical capability for the part, she
won the good opinion of the audience, and established her
claim to a high rank both as a vocalist and an actress.

The part of Semiramide requires no ordinary qualifica-

tions, and Miss Rainforth displayed an energy in over-
coming its difficulties which was hardly expected even by
those who have long appreciated her merits as a very
accomplished singer. At the conclusion of the opera she
was loudly called for, and was cordially applauded by a
house full in every part.—A new farce called the High-
wayman was produced at this theatre on Wednesday. It
is not remarkable for any novelty, being manufactured out
of old* and well-used materials ; but it is, nevertheless,
full of incident and absurdity ; the audience are kept alive
by a succession of ridiculous scenes ; and the object of
producing a laugh is attained. As the piece is made up
with mere conventionalities, there is no plot worth un-
ravelling,—but we may state that Mr. Bartley personates
an old country Squire Jolly Boy, and that the other princi-
pal characters are sustained by Mr. Harley, Mr. Meadows,
and Mrs. Humby.

Jflltscellaiuous.
Winter at SL Petersburgh.—-The following account

appeared lately in one of the Paris papers :_" Winter is

more variable at St. Petersburgh than at Moscow, that is, the
cold does not reign there with such continued severity.

Thus, for instance, it is said not to be a rare circumstance
at Moscow to find a fruit-peeling, or any other matter,

thrown by chance from a window, catch on the balcony,

and, becoming immediately frozen, remain there suspended
for the rest of the winter. Such a case could not occur
at St. Petersburgh, where, although the thermometer
often descends to 30 degrees of Reaumur below zero (35£
below zero of Fahrenheit), the neighbourhood of the sea

combats the icy winds of Siberia, and unexpectedly brings

on the most strange changes in the temperature. It has
never rained, in the memory of man, at Moscow, during
the months of December and January. At St. Peters-
burgh, on the contrary, rain frequently falls during these
two months, and at that period it has been constantly the
custom to replace carriages by sledges. This latter kind
ot vehicle, which no person gives up, becomes the most
inconvenient in the world, being driven in the midst of
snow and mud. The winter at St. Petersburgh, on ac-
count of these sudden transitions, so unexpected and so
rapid, V far more formidable than at Moscow, and to
strangers who have not experienced its effects is particu-
larly serious, Io defend one s self from the weat iier the
most constant and minute precautions are required In
October the Russians, and all who have been lono- i,\ the
country, assume fur clothes, and keep them in continual
wear until the month of April, after the ice has broken
up on the Neva. Stoves are lit everywhere, and each
family lays in a stock oi birchwood, the braise of which

is more abundant than of any other wood. There
is a servant specially appointed to attend to the stoves,

and his duty is to keep up, as much as possible, an equal

heat throughout the house. The best stove-keepers, whose
fame procures them a high salary, are generally from

Moscow. Twenty degrees of cold do not appear asto-

nishing to an inhabitant of St. Petersburgh, though he

then casts a curious look at the thermometer. At 23 or

24 degrees, constant rounds are made during the night to

prevent the police and sentinels from falling asleep on
their posts. Should the cold bring on drowsiness, and
the sufferer not be able to prevent himself from yielding

to its influence, he must perish, as he can only wake from
his sleep in the other world. At 25 degrees, the theatres

are closed, and all those who are obliged to go out on
foot, hurry along with their utmost speed, most anxiously

looking at the noses of all those whom they meet in the

street. If a sudden paleness—of which no intimation is

given by any physical feeling—should appear on that part

of the face, the passer-by rushes forward, and commences
rubbing the afflicted feature of the alarmed passenger

with snow, to produce animation. The same thing may
occur to the operator himself before the hour is over.

At 30 degrees of cold, the populace alone go out of doors;

entire families shut themselves up ; and not a single sledge

of any appearance of fashion is seen in the streets. Yet
even then the military reviews are not interrupted, and
the highest dignitaries, up to the Emperor himself, repair

to them without a cloak. It must be evident that, with

cold of such intensity, the sufferings of the poor must be
dreadful

; yet it may be affirmed without exaggeration,

that the lower classes, in winter, suffer less in Russia

than in France. There are placed in the various quarters

of every large town of the empire public establishments,

heated by large stoves, where every person that pleases

may take refuge.
M

Court of Chancery.—In re Hartley.—This was a petition to
discharge an order of the Vice-Chancellor, by which certain
Cornish miners were to stand committed for a trespass on the land
of which a Mrs. Hartley is the receiver. It appeared that there
is a custom in the Stannaries of Devon and Cornwall, under
which men may stream or board for tin, or open a waste land,
or on land which has been already streamed. The ground in the
parish of Wendron, on which the alleged trespass took place,
was supposed to have been already streamed by a defunct com-
pany called the Royal Duchy Mining, but this was denied.
The Lord Chancellor, after hearing the circumstances of the
case, was of opinion, that the order for commitment, as against
the petitioners, ought to be discharged. There was no pretence
for charging them with any intention to commit a trespass.
It was clear that the object of the parties who employed them
waa:totry a right, and it was against them that proceedings
might be had.
In re Shore.— In this matter of the Lady Hewley's charity, a

reference to the Master was ordered by Lord Cottenham, for the
appointment of new trustees. Those trustees have been ap-
pointed, and a petition presented to the Vice-Chancellor to con-
firm the Master's report. A petition has also been presented
against the confirmation of the report, on the ground that the
M'lection of the trustees from so many different classes of dis-
senters is highly objectionable. A third petition is before the
Lord Chancellor to get rid of the original order of reference
made by Lord Cottenham, and a petition was now heard to
obtain the consent of his lordship to the hearing of nil the peti-
tions before the Yicc-Chancellor on the ground of the expense
and loss of time which must ensue if the Vice-Chancellor heard
and made orders on the first two petitions, and the Lord Chan-
cellor afterwards heard the third petition, and rendered all the
proceedings nugatory by discharging the original order of refer-
ence. His Lordship, alter hearing counsel on both sides, di-

rected the hearing of all the petitions before the Vice-Chancellor
in the same manner as if one of them had not been a pcLition of
appeal.

Vick-Ciiakckllor'.s Court. — (Before Sir L. Shadwell.) —
Imray v. Tegg.—Mr. Bethell moved, on behalf of Mr. Tegg,
the bookseller in Cheapside, to dissolve a special injunction
granted ex parte on the 19th November last, restraining him
from continuing to publish a treatise, called "The Cyclopaedia
of Domestic Medicine, intended for Popular Use," which was
alleged by Keith Imray, M.D., of the Royal College of Phy-
sicians, Edinburgh, to be a piracy of a work bearing a similar
title written by him. It was proved that Mr. Tegg had purchased
the copyright of the work at the bankruptcy sale of Messrs.
Arnold and Ball. His Honour said it was simply a question
whether a man should be permitted to sell what he had pur-
chased. It was quite impossible to support the injunction, which
must be dissolved with costs.
Ckntral Criminal Court.—The third Session of the present

Mayoralty commenced on Monday, before the Lord Mayor,
Recorder, Sheriffs, snd other city authorities. The only point
in the Recorder's charge to the Grand Jury which offers any
interest for our readers, is his exposition of the law in reference
to a charge of cutting a holly-tree, which involves a charge of
felony under the statute. He said, that, with respect to the law
as bearing on the case of robbing trees from gardens, pleasure-
grounds, or orchards, it appeared in the present instance that
the damage to the tree was laid at 50*. By the act 7 and 8 Geo.
1

V

M c. 29, it was provided that any person tutting, injuring, or
stealing trees from parks, gardens, pleasure-grounds, or orchards,
where the injury exceeds in amount the sum of 206'., the case
became one of felony ; but it was provided that when the damage
was done in some place neither park, garden, pleasure-ground,
nor orchard, the damage should exceed in amount the sum of 5/.,
to come within the provision of the statute. The Grand Jury
returned a true bill on this charge.—William Ewerton and James
Brooks were then indicted for feloniously cutting a certain,
holly-tree, the property of Mr. Drown, and thereby doingdamage
to tnc tree above the value of 20a*. A second count alleged the
damage to be done to the owner of the tree, Mr. Brown. A
policeman stated that on the night of the 10th December, he was
on his beat, near the village of Wanstead, in Essex, when his at-
tention was called by the violent barking of a i\og. He went in
the direction of the noise, and when he had reached the spot he
heard another noise, as if some person was breaking down trees.
He climbed up tue wall which went round the grounds of Mr.
Brown, and saw Brooks, apparently on the watch. Directly he
saw witness he ran away. Witness then went to a tree which
he saw shaking, and saw Ewerton in it, cutting offsome branches.
Witness desired him to come down, which he did. Witness then
attempted to take him into custody, but the prisoner resisted
violently. After 10 minutes violent scufUing, witness told him he
might as well go at once to Mr. Brown's house, as he was so well
known that he must be taken the next day. The prisoner then
went quietly up to the house, where he was giveo up to the gar-

dencr. He made a violent: resistance while at the house, but was
at last secured. There was as much holly cut off the tree as two
men could carry. The gardener stated that he was alarmed on
the night of the 19th by the barking of the dog, goon afterwards

the policeman came up with Ewerton in !his custody. Witness,
after assisting the constable to handcuff him, locked him up.
Witness estimates the damage done at 2/. 10s. Mr. Brown
stated, that he occupies a house and grounds at the village of
Wanstead, in Essex. The tree in question was a very valuable
one. It stood nearly 20 feet high, and had several descriptions of
variegated holly grafted on it. It could not be replaced under
20 guineas. For the defence, Mr. Doane submitted to the Court
that there was no case for the jury, as there was no decisive
proof that the intrinsic value of the tree was above 20s. The
tree was not the property of the prosecutor; he had only the
control over it for the time being, and could not himself remove
it from the garden. Mr. Commissioner Bullock said, that in his
opinion there was a case for the jury to consider, as the value of
the tree had been distinctly stated to be above the sum required
by the act. Mr. Doane then addressed the jury at some length,
and argued that the gardener had not valued the tree properly.
Upon his own admission he knew very little of gardening. As
to the statement of the prosecutor, that he would not take 20
guineas tor the tree, that amounted to nothing ; as the value he
might place upon it, as a man of taste, might be, and was, very
considerably above its real value. The Commissioner having
summed up, the jury returned a verdict of Guilty against both
prisoners. Mr. Commissioner Bullock said, that the offence of
which the prisoners had been convicted was worse than an ordi-
nary felony, for, besides the actual theft, there was much wanton
mischief done. The sentence of the Court was that they each be
imprisoned 18 months, and kept to hard labour.
MichaelMeaghan was placed at the bar, charged with the wilful

murder of Thhomas Lcary. This case, which has been already
noticed, arose out of a drunken quarrel on Christmas Day, caused,
it is supposed, by jealousy. The evidence was not of any public
interest, and Mr. Baron Gurney, in summing up, observed that
it was the opinion of himself and Mr. Justice Wightman that the
evidence carried the charge no further than manslaughter. The
jury brought in a verdict accordingly ; and Baron Gurney, alter
an impressive address pointing out the melancholy effects of
drink, sentenced the prisoner to imprisonment, with hard labour,
for 18 calendar months.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—There was a small attendance

and a very dull performance. The business, however, deserves
a brief record. Tin; Dkrby.- 7 to 1 agst. Mr. Blakelock's A
British Yeoman (taken to 130/., and afterwards offered) ;

2.r> to
agst. Col. Peel's Murat (taken) ; 1000 to 45 agst. Lord Eglinl
ton's Aristides (taken); 1000 to 30 agst. Mr. Bell's Winesou**
(taken); 1000 to 15 agst. Mr. Theobald's Highlander (offers to
take )000 to 10); 1000 to 15 agst. Sir G. Heathcote's Khoiassan
(offers to take 1000 to 10); 1000 to 15 agst. Duke of Richmond's
Clara colt (taken) ; 2000 to 30 agst. Major Yarburgh's Dumpling
(taken) ; 500 to 5 agst. Mr. H. Combes' Fakeaway (taken); 1000
to 10 agst. Mr. Wagstaff's The Brewer (taken) ; 500 even between
Aristides and Murat; 500 even between ArrForino and Sirikol.
Oaks.— 1000 to 35 agst. Mr. F. Price's The Lily (taken) ; 300 to
10 agst. Lord Westminster's Laura filly (taken) ; 300 to 10 agst.
Lord Eglinton's Kgidia (taken).

MARK LANE, Friday, Jan. 6.—There have been a few car-
goes of North Country Wheat on the Market to-day, which have
been sold at an advance of U. per qr. ; of Essex and Kent there
has been none on sale. On Wednesday there was a lively de-
mand for Foreign at is. advance, which improvement has been
maintained this morning, but the sales have been to a limited
extent only.— In Bonded there was not much doing. The sup-
ply of Barley has been pretty well cleared off, and line qualities
are improving in value. There were not so many Peas and
Beans offered on sale, and Monday's currency was supported.
The Oat Trade was quite equal to Monday.

BRITISH, PER IMPKRIAL QUARTER4
!

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White
—

,

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polands
__ Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed

Irish Feed
live . .

lJeana, Mazngan, old and new . 22 to 28 Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland . . . 30 to 83 Winds.

Peas, White 30 to 32 Maple

8. S.

44 to a;i— to —
25 to 28
1 8 to 23
— to —
9 to 18
— to —
24 to 29
26 to ;m
27 to 20

S, S,

Red 40to48
White — to—
Grind. 19 to £5
Feed 14 to S3
Potato 15 to 24
Potato 14 to 22

iiairow 20 to 30
Longpod 26 to 30
Grey 26 to 27

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Nov.
Dec.

25
2
9
Hi

28
::o

Wheat.
40 6
48 6
47 3
'.<; io
47 2
47 1

6 weeks' Aggregate A ver. 47 9

Duties 20

Barley-
28
27
27
26
26
20

1

9
1

5
5
3

Oats.

27

9

17
17
17
17
17

17

9
9
3
2
4
2

17 5

8

Rye. Beans. Peas.
32 2 31 4 33 7
28 1 30 11 33 6

j

29 5 30 8 82 3
28 Jl 29 10 32 2
28 S 28 11 31 2
28 1 28 3 81

29 2

11 6
J

29 11

11 6

33 3

10 6

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST

English
Irish .

Foreign

English
Jri&h
Foreign

Flour.
2947 Sks. — Brls.

— ,, 1906
»

Wht.
8723

1035

Bar].
7192

388

Malt.
5024

WEEK.
Oats. J Hye.
2845
19619

Bns.
979

4050

Peas
677
- -.

230

Wheat
3870

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK,
Barley
5910
500

Oats
10110
10510

Flour
5230

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.BANKRUPT*.—J. S. Eiffe,48, Lombard-street, and 1, South-crescent, Bed-
Wd-sq.iare, chronometer-maker-W. Paine, Stony Stratford, Buckingham-
shire, bakcr-W. Cock, Bungay, Suffolk,

fi
rocer_J. Mayer, New City-

chambers, B.shop^ate-nrect, London, and late of Foley, Staffordshire,
earthenvrar,-manufacturer-J. Hod>on, Reading Berkshire, druggwt-J.

Lenton, Yorkshire, manufacturer of fancy waisteoating_J. Wilsun,

luaaerefield, merchant—W- Gawthorp, IludderstfcJd, plumber-Ci. C. Harril,
Bristol, auctioneer. ' r

SCOTCH SKQUE8TRATIONS.-W. Ballantine, Shi,— .i. Oonnell, fit. Andrew's, draper—P- Reid, UalHnluig.
shire, merchant—J. Wardrop, Dundyvan, grocer.

rva, Dumbartonshire
or Tullimet, Pcrth-

BIRTIIS—On the 2d inst., in Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park, the Lady of Ji-
lt. I fun lop, Esq., of Drumhead, near Cardross, Dumbartonshire, of a son—On
the 3d inst., at. the Castle, Parsonstown, Ireland, the Countess of Rnsse, of a .daughter—At Fleurs Castle, on the 81st ult., the Duchess of Roxburgho, of a
son— Oil

,

the-ad inst., at Champion-paik, C'amberwell, Mrs. Henry haw, of a
son, still-born—On the 29th ult., at 28, Sussex-square, the Hon. Mrs. John
fcrelliDrand Hubbard, of a son—On the 29th ult., the lady of W.Grant, Esq.,
oarriBler-at-Iaw, of a son—On the .'list ult., at New Brook-house, Lancashire,

w JfeffJK# K
" Hulton, Esq., ofa daughter.MARRIED—On the Md inst, at All Souls, X,anKhain-plaee, R. J. Griffiths,

c.aq.,ol Wewcourt, Hereford, to Harriet Anne Isabella, only daughter of the
late I'owler Price, Ksq., of Huntingdon Court, in the same county— On the 1th
inst., at bt. George's, Hanover-square, Griffith*Jenkins, Esq., Lieutenant,
Indian Navy, to Jane, youngest daughter of John Jones, l£sq., of Crossvvood,
fti ontgomeryshire—On the 28th ult*, atBaston, John Rennet Lawes, Esq., of
Rotherhamnsted-park, Hertfordshire, to Caroline, daughter of the late Andrew
l-uuntrtnie, Esq., of Narford-hall, Norfolk.
DlKIUOi, the i a[> in}< t .ja t his residence, in the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich,

Major-General Drummond, C.B., Director-General of the Royal Artillery—On
the 1st inst., at Doddington Castle, Gloucestershire, the Hon. Lady Codrington
- On the 'id inst., at Yoxall-Lodge, Mary, the wife of the Rev. Thomas Cis-
borne, prebendary of Durham, aged 88—On the 23d ult.. Henry Collett Ber-
bers, the son of Charles Bemeis Plestow, "Esq., of U'atlington-hall, Norfolk—
On the 30th ult., John Mil ward, Esq., of Jjoxley-house, near Stratfurd-on-
Avon, aged 71.

Printed by Messrs. Bbadbubt and Evans, Lombara-Btraet, Pleet-street, in
the Precinct of Whitelriars, in the City of London, and Published l,y them at
the OirriCB, 3, Chajw.ks-stkkht, Covknt Garden, in the County of Middlesex,
wht;re all Advertisements and Communications axe to be addresfacd io the
Editor.—Saturday, January 7, 1W3V _
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TAMES DICKSON & SONS, Nurserymen, Seeds-
men, and Florists, have much pleasure in announcing that

they have succeeded in making a valuable addition to their ex-
tensive stock of CALCEOLARIAS, by the purchase of the entire
stock of those richly-spotted varieties raised by Isaac Anderson,
fcsq., which took the first prize for seedlings at the Royal Cale-
donian Horticultural Society's meeting of the 15th July last, and
Jvere justly described as being the finest varieties yet exhibited.
There are six distinct varieties, named as follows—George
Heriot, Grahami, Greigiana, Ariadne, Margaret, Neillii. These
will be sent out in rotation of order, early in April next, at 30s.
per set, or 7*. 6tf. each. Early orders will obiige, and meet with
prompt attention ; but as the stock of some of the varieties is
vcry limited, early application can only be guaranteed execution.

Seed Warehouse, 32, South Hanover- street, Edinburgh;
Nurseries, Inverleith, and Broughton Park.

Note.—Messrs. J. D. & Sons are now sending out plants of that
beautiful and distinct variety of Epiphyllum truncatum, called
-kpiphyllum truncatum elegans, which attracted so much notice
at the Horticultural Society's Show.

Y
FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

OUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the
readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to their Advertisement

rj J
he above magnificent Fuchsia, inserted in this Paper of the

•Wth Dec., together with their two new Verbenas.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Jan. 5, 1343.

Price 6cf.

1V/I ITCHELL'S Unrivalled Variegated DAHLIAS, viz.

"T
X —The BEAUTY of SUSSEX and BLANCHE SHELLEY.
mES Mitchell hegsto announce his intention of sending out

in May the above seedling Dahlias ; which he can recommend
•
Vll

f ,

cor>ndence to the most limited grower; they have been
justly pronounced both by foreign and English growers to be the

t
_°.s ** heautiful, and the most valuable acquisition ever offered

to'the Public. J. M. will also have fine plants of Mrs. SHELLEY,
winch is first-rate and very scarce. The BEAUTY of SUSSEX,

inis Dahlia has been placed before any other two-coloured

Kill « at a11 the Principal Shows in England : viz.—the Salt

bri i

Floricultnral, the South London, Maidstone, and Ton-

Chp?
e " WcI,s Shows - Colour, delicate pink, strongly edged with

ra,.

' r *|~ tlie Petals are cupped, of firm texture, and well ar-

Welf •
nevcr confused ; the general form is excellent, and rising

Rr Avr,
t!lc centre; a constant show-flower— 4 feet, 10s. M.

beauKf PE SIIELLEY » white, delicately tipped with purple,

conS
ully cupped petals, superior form, and of great depth : a

rosy •
tsh°w-flower—5 feet, 10*. 6rf. Mrs. SHELLEY, delicate

"T/h
Pln *' cupped petals, a constant show-flower— 4 feet, 5s.

order
6
H
USUal allowan ce to the trade, where a dozen plants are

__J^ca.—Piltdown Nursery, Maresfield, Uckticld, Sussex.

gEEDLING DAHLIAS,—W. R. WHALE begs to

hie
a"nouncc to Dahlia-growers generally, that he intends send-

earlv S\5 RO of STONEHENGE Dahlia, in strong Plants,

merotis f --

ay
; St 110t hcnig "i his power to accommodate his nu-

24 root (SPr8 witn Ground Roots, having received orders for

it is a &p
Tllis dahlia needs not the usual puffing; suffice to say,

the ca \
°. f the first water; and, if it do not give satisfaction,

capped T
U1 bc returncd. Colour, a dark Mulberry, with fine

habit flo

e of Kreat substance, symmetrical form, splendid

the who]
WerS sta,uun£ erect above the foliage, perfectly constant

°hled im
G scason
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RANUNCULUSES.
*100 Different superb named sorts, one root of each .^500
*I00 Splendid Seedling varieties, Ditto Ditto 10

]\TESSRS. TVSO & SON, Wallingford, Berks,
J-VJ- invite the attention of their Floral Friends and the Public
to their extensive Collection of Named Ranunculuses, and par-
ticularly to their unrivalled Seedlings, to which they have re-
cently added some splendid new varieties. They have received
during the past season, by reports in newspapers, as well as by
private letters, numerous testimonials to the superior character
of the Flowers raised by them, and of the Prizes obtained by their
Seedlings at many of the principal horticultural exhibitions in
the kingdom. The Seedling varieties are of vigorous growth,
and will yield a profusion of bloom. An early application is

recommended, to ensure all the sorts.
The articles marked * can now be transmitted by post, and

will be sent, securely packed and prepaid, without additional
charge, to gentlemen forwarding the cash with the order.
Messrs. T. 8c Son's General Descriptive Priced Catalogue for

1843 may be had Gratis, and will be sent prepaid to applicants
enclosing a twopenny postage label.

SEEDLING DAHLIA.— DEWAR'S IMOGENS.
A beautiful bright lilac ; fine cupped petals, good outline and

rises well in the centre, a most abundant bloomer, and very con-
stant; flowers well above the foliage on stiff foot-stalks, height
from 3 to 4 feet. It took a Seedling Prize at the following shows

:

1st. at the Great North of England, 8 in Sept., 1841 : First Class
Prize at Hexham, 3 blooms, 13th Sept., 1842 ; First Class do. at
the North of England, 12 blooms, 21st Sept. ; First Prize at Dur-
ham, 2lst Sept.; First Prize at Morpeth, 9 blooms, 22d Sept. It

also obtained a Prize at York, 28th Sept. In class showing, it

was placed first at Hexham and the North of England shows as
being the best lilac. It was also placed as a First Class Flower
by the Board of the Hexham Floral Society, on the 7th Sept. Will
be sent out in strong plants the last week of April, atl0s.6tf. each,
and may be had of Mr. Henry Newton', Nurseryman, Newcas-
tle; Messrs. Warner, Seedsmen, London; Messrs. Ronalds,
Nurserymen, Brentford ; Mr. J. Harrison, York; and H. Dewar,
Jesmond, near Newcastle-on-Tyne.

rPHE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, patronised by his
J- Grace the Duke of Rutland and many of the Nobility. For

particulars of the superior merits of the above highly valuable
Raspberry, Youem, & Co. beg to refer the readers of the Gar-
deners1 Chronicle to their Advertisement of last week.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Jan. 13, 1843.

l^ARLY PEAS, &c—HENRY D. CORMACK,
*-* SEEDSMAN, begs respectfully to inform the Nobility,

Gentry, and others of Manchester and its Vicinity that they can
be supplied with the following new and early articles :— Cor*
mack's Prince Albert and early Kent Peas, British Queen ditto

;

Taylor's new improved Windsor, and Johnson's Wonderful
Beans; Manchester and Giant red and pink Celery; Hamilton's
White Spine and Walker's Prize-fighter Cucumbers ; Incompara-
ble Cos Lettuce, together with every other variety of Horticultu-
ral, Agricultural, and Floricultural Seeds, at his Wholesale and
Retail Warehouse, 106, Dcangate, Manchester. Agent for Sir

James Murray's Patent Fertilising and Guano Manures.

POTTED VINES WANTED, a few strong, bear-
ing VINES IN POTS, for early forcing.—Address, H. G. B.,

at the Office of the Chronicle, stating sorts and price. N.B. The
nearer Cheshire the better.

SHIRLEY VINEYARD, NEAR SOUTHAMPTON,—NURSERY
DEPARTMENT.

CLEMENT HOARE respectfully announces that he
has now on sale an extensive collection of Grape Vine Plants

of superior growth, and of the most approved sorts in general
cultivation, varying in price from 2s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. each.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, & OTHERS.
Two newly-erected Greenhouses, several Two-light Boxes and

Cap-glasses, Roekwork, sundry Utensils, &e.

MESSRS. PROTIIEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to submit to public competition, by Auction, on the Pre-

mises, Cotham-road, near Bristol, on Wednesday, Jan. 25th,

1843, and following day, at 11 o'clock, by order of the Trustees

of Mr. John Miller, under a deed of assignment, the whole of

the valuable Nursery Stock, consisting of Fruit and Forest-trees,

Evergreens and Shrubs, Hothouse, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous
Plants, a choice Collection of Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas,

&c. May be viewed prior to sale. Catalogues may be had of

Mr. Price, Solicitor, No. 1, Stephen-street, Bristol; Mr. T. P.

Willcox, Builder, Bristol ; of the principal Seedsmen in London;
on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leytonstone.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HEATING by HOT WATER

J WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-
• place, King's- road, Chklsea, Hothouse Builders and

Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the
Nobility and Gentry that their business, which lias been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 300 ft. in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may he had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the wbow
of the London N
Erections and Hot
&c, at their Horticultural

6ea, near Sloane-square.

TT OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural andXX other Buildings -STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the
Old Park Iron-works and^Manufacturers^], Gracechurch-street,
London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.
(See Editor's description, Gardeners1

Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.)
To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable They are
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 1 4 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
of building, may be obtained as above ;

where also may be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of
the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. Ihe trade sup.
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.—Waytb's New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2J2, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailkt having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E.Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

PENN'S SYSTEM PERFECTED—FOR OBTAINING A FREE
CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR
THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL & OTHER BUILDINGS.

\\f HILL having had every opportunity of making
» ' • himself acquainted with the best method of constructing

Horticultural Buildings of every kind—to command the above
truly-desirable result—and having with much satisfaction wit-

nessed the gradual improvement in the adaptation of this prin-

ciple to almost every variety of Building, begs to announce to

the Nobility and Public generally, that he erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, PITS, &c. &c.f upon the above system,

which has {at an immense cost to the inventor), been brought to

great perfection, and heats the same by Hotwatkr Apparatus,
with impVoved Tube or Conical Boilers. W. IIii.l abo adapts
Dr. Arnott's Nkw Balanced Regulator to the Boiler Appa-
ratus, by which an immense saving of fuel is effected, the greatest

regularity of Temperature preserved, and much time and trouble

saved. Pknn's System only requires publicity to be appre-
ciated. The Public are therefore invited to inspect its efficient

working at the Inventor's Residence, Lewisham. The great end
gained by adopting this system, is a perfect and rapid Circula-
tion, producing consequently an equable temperature throughout
the building (of whatever construction), and renders access to it

at all times safe and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-
stitution being enabled to remain for hours in a temperature
greatly exceeding summer- heat, with as much comfort as could
possibly be derived from an out-door temperature equally high.
W. Hill would refer any, who may desire to apply the above
system to Forcing-Houses in particular, to Mr. John Willmot,
of Isleworth, who after 40 years' experience has adopted this

system throughout his extensive Establishment. Designs, and
any further information, upon application to W. Hill, Builder

and Surveyor, Lewisham. __^ .

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &cM Made
and Fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom- °"

^

two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon-Boxes and L,ff .

Q a jj
all sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and s

£
n

]j ffn^
parts of the Kingdom; warranted best material. .

*"
Made

Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. 8s. Garden-L'g"

and Glazed, ls. per foot, at Jas. Watt's, Sash Manufactory,

mont- place, Old Kent-road. Reference givers

^IlE^ENUINE GUANO ON SALE *T LIVER-
-L POOL.-Any quantity of this celebratedla

"J
,8 Bond d

TURAL MAKUREcan be obtained from tne^w ^ Messrs.
Stores, either in Liverpool or in

r
Lo"d"n "

Liverpool ; Messrs!
William Joseph Myers a"dCo. T

Inn)or , Helcn .
s London :

Cotbsworth, Powisll, and Pryob, ^ea
Brokers , Liverpool,

or Messrs. Edwards, Dansov, and 00., x»

p
NEW ZEALAND AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

Foolscap 8vo, with aMap, &c, 5s. cloth,

OLYNESIA : or, an Historical Account of the

^ Principal Islands in the South Sea, including New Zealand

;

the introduction of Christianity, and the actual Condition of the

Inhabitants in regard to Civilization, Commerce, and the Arts of

Social Life. By the Right Rev. M. Russell, LL.D. and D.C.L.

(of St. John's College, Oxford).

By the same Author, uniformly printed, with Maps and numerous
„ Engravings:

I. PALES1IXE, or the HOLY LAND. 4th Edit, 5s.

II. ANCIENT and MODERN EGYPT, with an Outline of its

Natural History. 4th Edit., 6*. ^ . „. „
III. NUBIA and ABYSSINIA; comprehending their Civil

History, Antiquities, Arts, Religion, Literature, and Natural
History. 2d Edit. 5s.

IV. HISTORY and PRESENT CONDITION of the BARBARY
STATES. 2d Edit., 5s. „ a nOliver & Boyp, Edinburgh; Simpkin, Marshall, & m>..

London.
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In Monthly Nos., 8uo, with Four beautifully-coloured Plates.
Price 2s. 6&.

pAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY.
.IT The Number for December, 1842, contains highly-finished
drawings of Cattleya superba (Superb-flowered Cattleya), Correa
bicolor (Two-flowered Correa), Loasa Herbertii (Mr. Herbert's
.Loasa), Salvia bicolor (Two-coloured Sage). Floricultural

slices— Gloxinia discolor. — Gongora—?—Maurandya—?— Ni-
'phsea oblorfga.— Oncidium Lemonianum.— Oncidium michro-
chilum.—Oncidium volubile.—Scutellaria splendens—Tropseolum
azureufti. Operations for January— Index— Dedication—Adver-
ts at— Latin Index to Coloured Figures of Plants—English
Index, to Coloured Figures of Plants—Woodcut and Coloured
illustrations.
This work comprises, monthly, four admirably-coloured plates,

and twenty four pages of interesting and useful letter-press. The
admirers of flowers are requested to observe—

1

.

That all the drawings are taken from nature, and are conse-
quently made from plants which have flowered in Britain.

2. That, with few exceptions, they are all done by one artist,

whose abilities are of the highest order, and who travels himself
to the places where the plants are in flower.

3. That they are lithographed by the same individual, and,

being coloured in a superior manner, have all the spirit and ele-

ira.ice, and much of the finish, of the original drawing.
4. That about one-half of the drawings are from plants which

have never before been figured in this country, the rest repre-

senting- the most popular novelties, as well as the more neglected,

though sometimes far handsomer, old species; the majority
beiP ; such as can be cultivated hy every one possessing a
flo«Ver-border and a greenhouse or frame.

It may, in conclusion, be safely asserted that, both for the
beauty of its embellishments, and the utility of its contents, this

work is well adapted to the wants of all who delight in gardening;
and as the improved system of having the plates lithographed

commenced with the present year, and as it is intended that each
volume shall now be perfect in itself, the present is a desirable

opportunity for those who wish to become subscribers.
London : W. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster-row.

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darley,
A.B., Author of a System of Popular Geometry,—Companion

to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebra,—and a

S\ stem of Popular Trigonometry. 12mo, with Engravings, 5s. cloth,

lettered.

"There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in a

most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little volume,

which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent of its in-

telligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents of its pro-
jector and editor, Mr. Darley."

—

Sun.
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower-strcct.

One Volume, price 7s. Qd.,

THE LIFE AND TIxMES OF RIENZI.
(< Not less interesting than Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's eloquent

Romance, and scarcely less romantic, is this historical record of the

Con^.uracy of Gabrini""—Month/// Repository.
** To alfwho have read Sir E. Lytton Bulwer's 'Rienzi,' its perusal

iss in a measure, a duty."—Spectator.
" A curious and pleasing volume, and full of matter of historical

character ami illustration."

—

Literary Gazette.
"The publication of this work is well timed .... The Life of

Rienzi is to us full of interest "

—

Athenmum.
" Those that wish to become acquainted with the true history of a

man who was, in some sort, the Napoleon of his own age and country,

would do well to consult the extraordinary narrative of the ' Life and
Times of Rienzi.' "—Tait'a Magazine.

London: Wihttakhr and Co.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
rr,HE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly
*- intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating a

Garden of moderate size. Price 25. cloth, a New and Enlarged
Edition.

THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;
Or Linnsean Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden
Practice. Price 2a.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested iu the Allotment System.
Price is. 3d.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Iutended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of
Person. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who " wash at home." Price 1*. Qd.

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional
Aid cannot readily be procured. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OK NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price \s. Qd.

London: W. S. Orr & Co, ; and W. and R.Chambres, Edinburgh.

Just published, price 6a-., cloth,THE HAND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY; with aA complete Index of Reference. By G. H. Caunter, Esq.
London : W. S. Orb and Co.; and W. ami R. Chambers,

Edinburgh.

DARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use
of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics. Itis

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary
Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the
Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or

whose attention has not been directed iu early Hie to such
studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

he found particularly suited. The principles of the various

Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our
commonest ideas as possible j the demonstrations of proposi-
tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory >

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to their
simplest, but to their shortest form.

1. A. SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons ho much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary
and sumcicnt for a riK ht understanding of every Art and Science
in its '^"S truths anQ general Principles. By George Par-
ley, A.B. tourth Edition,

4.v M cloth
2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in which

the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,
and tendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,
with numerous Cuts. (A Secona Edition is now ready.) 4a. Qd.
Cl

f A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on
Proportions and

t

Progression s Thud Edition. 4*. 6U cloth.
4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular 1 realises on Logarithms, and the
application oi Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 3s. 6d. cl.
" For students who only seek tins limited knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with
more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebra."
—Library of Useful Knowledge, Article " Mechanics »>

Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Cower-street.

Handsomely bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-Engravings,
Price 6s. 6d.

TLLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
-I FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D.
From the British Magazine.—"This is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject."
Tilt and Boguk, Fleet-street.

* FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price 5s.6d.

tTOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.
O A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alterations only having been made as were required by the

greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ; but, that the

volume might have some substance, and be a good table or tra-

velling book, copious additions have been made from other old

volumes of Facetiae.

Extract from the Preface.
" Another strange circumstance connected with this work is, that

everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are perfectly

familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader will ask his

acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred ever set eyes

on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions that this edition is

published." London: Whittakrr and Co.

In one small volume, price 15s.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-

sion of a great variety of information into one volume, in order to

bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally

sought, it iB evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-

nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated as other

classes in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior

to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once

apparent ; since it combines che more essential features of a Botanical

Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.

Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by carrying

it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time submitted

to his inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence respect-

ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species which could

reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only be

sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such an

assistant; and to all such individuals, as well as to every agent or

friend of Horticulture, the Pocket Botanical Dictionary is decidedly

indispensable.

London: J. Andrkws, Bond-street; Orr & Co., Paternoster-row.

Price 7s., illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.,

A NEW EDITION OF THE
NATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS; their

Management, Habits, Food, Diseases, Treatment, Breeding,

and the Methods of Catching them. By J. M. Bkchstkin, M.D.
" A very delightful book of its kind. It seems to us

an indispensable book for the bird-fancier."

—

Spectator.

"It will be welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-room
table. It is superbly got up, with an immense number of vignettes,

and, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals."— Weekly Dispatch.

London : W. S. Orr and Co. ; W.and It. Cbambkrs, Edinburgh.

This day is published, price 3d.,

PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 1843, Brimful of Fun
and Jokes, and containing upwards of One Hundred humor-

ous Cuts. Also,

PUNCH'S LETTERS TO HIS SON. Revised and
corrected from the original MSS. in the Bloomsbury Library,

by DOUGLAS JERROLD. With 24 Illustrations by Kknnky
Mkadows. Price 3s.

T}UNCH'S PANTOMIME ; or, HARLEQUIN
JL KING JOHN, AND MAGNA CHARTA; as now perform-

ing at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden. Price l.v.

PUNCH ; or, the LONDON CHARIVARI. Volume
JL the Third. Price 8*. Published every Saturday, price 3d.,

and in Monthly Parts.

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK is now on sale, price

3,v. 67/., ronn tuck.

Officii:, 13, Wellington-street; and sold by all Book sellers.

ADAPTED FOR SCHOOLS, PRIVATE TEACHERS, AND
STUDENTS.

COOLEY'S ELEMENTS of EUCLID,
With Explanatory Appendix and Exercises. Price 4,s. 6d.

bound.
" The best edition of the Elements which has yet appeared."—

Athen&um.
" Cannot be easily surpassed."—Dublin University Magazine.

COOLEY'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS: a Key to the

Exercises appended to the Elements. Price 3s. 6d. bound.

COOLEY'S FIGURES of EUCLID, with Enunciations. Price

15. 6rf.

London : Whittakkr and Co . ; sold by a ll Booksellers.

OTga^DENERS, SEEDSMEN, and OTHERS.—
To be LET, the House and Premises of a Nursery and Seeds-

man, consisting of a double-fronted Conservatory, Sliop with

Two Counters, Window-fittings, Drawers, Shelves, and sundry

Plants ; in a good situation, and capable of great improvement.

None need apply who cannot command the sum of dot. Imme-
diate possession may be had. Apply, on the premises, 44, Her-

cules-buildings, Westminster-road, Lambeth.

LUE~GLASS for HOTHOUSES, in the opinion

of many eminent British and Foreign Philosophers and Hor-

ticulturists, admits the chemical rays which have the power of

accelerating germination, while it has the tendency to exclude

the red rays that arc injurious to vegetation. May be had at a

moderate price per foot, of Apslky Pkllatt, Falcon Glass

Works, Holland- street, Blackfriars road; also Striking Shades,

Grape Shades, Cucumber Glasses, &c. &c.

EXTENSION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF ART- UNIONS.
rPHE Public are now respectfully invited to inspect
-L some of the FINISHED ETCHINGS illustrative of the

SONGS of SHAKSPEARE by the ETCHING CLUB. The whole
Series will be ready in the third week of January next for every

Subscriber to the ROYAL POLYTECHNIC UNION of LONDON
for the year 1843. The prizes will be drawn on the 25th of

April, 1843. Two most material points should be perfectly

understood by the prize- holders?: First.- That they are to

select for themselves the prizes adapted to their taste from the

PRINCIPAL EXHIBITIONS IN LONDON: Secondly.—That as

the Committee is honorary, the whole subscription fund is

exclusively devoted to the produce of the work of Art or

Science (advertisements and correspondence alone excepted).

The specimens are to be seen at 5, Cavendish, square; they will

also be shown by the Honorary Secretary at the ROYAL POLY-
TECHNIC INSTITUTION, of whom the prospectus may be had,

and to whom subscriptions may be paid. ___
DWARD BECK invites the attention of Horiicul-

turists to the different aiticles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seen in use at Wortom Cottack, Isle-

vvoiiTH, upon application to the gardener— Sundays excepted.

ODGSON and ABBOTTS PALE ALE.—The
above celebrated Beer, so strongly recommended by the

Faculty, is to be procured only from E. Abbott, Brewery, Bow,
Middlesex. The Trade not being supplied, the Pale Ale cannot be
genuine if procured elsewhere.—City Office, 98, Gracechurch-st.

WANTS a SITUATION, an experienced GAR-
DENER; he is a married man, with one child. Wages

expected, 60/. a year, with a cottage. The Advertiser has given
entire satisfaction to gentlemen whom he has served,and to whom
he will refer. A Line, describing the nature of the service
required, will save trouble, and have immediate attention.—
Direct to J. M. t Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

WANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, a mar-
ried Man, aged 29, who understands Hothouse, Green-

house, Early Forcing, and Propagation of Plants, Kitchen- Garden,
and Meadow-land, and Cattle if required; just from the country,
leaving on account of the place being let; characier unexcep-
tionable. Terms in his last place, a guinea per week—cottage,
and fuel.— Address, T. D., at Mr. Todd's, Cheesemonger, Cam-
berwell-green.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Married
Man (no family), aged 33 years, a native of Scotland, has

a perfect knowledge of gardening in all its various branches upon
the most improved and scientific principles ; can have an unde-
niable character from the gentleman he has just left. Salary
about 701. per annum. Address to H. H., 57, Paddington- street,

Marylebone.

TX/ANT SITUATIONS, a middle-aged Man and his
V> Wife (without family). The Man is a first-rate GAR-
DENER and FLORIST; is well acquainted with new ground
work, the building of Rockwork, making Ferneries, collecting
British Plants, &c. ; also understands managing Land, Cattle,

ftCj if required. The Wife as COOK or GENERAL SERVANT
;

can manage the Dairy, &c—Letters to be addressed to Fklex
Fjsmnia, Dennis's Nursery, King's-road, Chelsea.

A YOUNG MARRIED MAN, about 30, is desirous
of engaging himself with any Nobleman or Gentleman, as

GARDENER. His last situation was in one of the first families

in Warwickshire, and he previously lived in some of the principal

establishments of the country. Having also a considerable know-
ledge of the principal systems of Agriculture, a situation where
the management of a small Farm came under his charge would
be preferred, and an unexceptionable recommendation, as to abili-

ties, &c. will be obtained. Direct, G. J. P., Post-office, Banbury,
Oxon.

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.—HENRY
MITCHELL, late GARDENER to Mrs. Sampson, of Tulli-

maar, near Truro, will be happy to engage with any Nobleman
or Gentleman who may be in want of an experienced GAR-
DENER, or GARDENER and FORESTER. The Advertiser is 30

years of age, married, and without a family.—Address, until the
30th inst., H.M., Sl.apton, near Dartmouth, Devon.

EED-TRADE WANTED IMMEDIATELY (for a
London House), an ACTIVE SHOPMAN, accustomed to the

Trade. Address A. B. C, Mr. Langdon's, Stationer, Newgate-st.

rpO GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, &c—In the
-L vicinity of Staines, about six miles from Windsor and
Hampton Court, to be LET, by the year or on lease, an extensive

well-arranged GARDEN, surrounded by excellent high walls, 300

feet long and 90 feet wide, with large Grapery, Melon-pits,

Mushroom-house, Pump, &c, together with a convenient six-

roomed detached Cottage, Piggery, Tool-house, &c. For par-

ticulars apply to Mr. Taylor, Bricklayer, Staines, or Mr. Cookk,
Gardener, 4, Ladbrook-grove, Notting-hill.

PATRONISED by all the principal Architects and
Builders in this Country and

>

Abroad SEYSSEL AS-
PHALTS.— In consequence of the daily attempts made to imitate
this valuable mineral production, and of the name of " Asphalte"
being given to most of the spurious and " cheap" ma'erials, the
Directors of this Company particularly recommend Architects,

Builders, and others, (for the purpose of securing the use of the
genuine article,) to insert in their specifications "The Seyssel
Asphalte, Claridge's Patent," and not merely " Asphalte" or
" Bitumen," as, in many cases where these terms have been used,
gas-tar and otlier worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. For the information of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of those who, having employed the
spurious composition, may, from its failure, have become preju-
diced against the use of Asphalte, the following are mentioned
as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.
The Asphalte of Seyssel is of a light colour, closely resembling
Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (without being slippery),
and joints almost imperceptible ; it is also free from smell, is not
acted upon by change of temperature, and is at all times dry and
warm, and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas-
ticity, nevercracks. The fictitious material, on the contrary, has
a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse
surface, and, from its brittleness, is liable to crack, particularly
in frosty weather. In consequence of the above qualities, the
genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wet) has been
used with great advantage for roofing ; it can be laid down to any
extent, presenting one uniform surface, and is far superior to
lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence
of any change in the temperature. For covering of arches, (to
prevent the percolation of wet,) itis invaluable, the Greenwich
Railway Company alone having covered upwards of 400,000 su-
perficial feet; it has also been used on the Great Western, Bir-
mingham. Midland Counties, south Western, Brighton,BlackwalJ,
and other Railways; at the joint Stations, London-bridge, and at
the South Metropolitan, Highgate, and Nunhead Cemeteries. As
proof of the great durability of the genuine At<phalte, it need only
be mentioned that the first work executed in this Country with
this material, (amounting to 8,952 lectj was at Whitehall, oppo-
site the Horse Guards, in the month of April, 1838, and which,
although only half an inch in thickness, has remained up to this
time (a period ol four years and eight months) in the most per-
fect condition. Books of Testimonials with scale of prices may
be obtained on application to J- Faruki.l, Secretary.
Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stangate, London.
Note—Neither the pavement in Parliament Street, London, nor

the works at the Model Prison, at the Abney-park Cemetery (which
from its failure has since been removed), or at the Hotel at the
Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed by
this Company.

ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or Pearl Dentrifice.—
-*-*' A Vegetable White Powder, prepared from (Mental Herbs
of the most Delicious Odour and Sweetness, and free from any
mineral or pernicious ingredient- it eradicates Tartar from the
Teeth, removes decayed spots, preserves the Enamel, and fixes
the Teeth firmly in their sockets, rendering them beautifully
white. Being an anti-scorbutic, it eradicates Scurvy from the
Gums, strengthens, braces, and renders them of a healthy red; it

removes unpleasant tastes from the mouth, which olten remain
after fevers, taking medicine, &c, and imparts a delightful
fragrance to the breath-—Price 2s. Qd. per box, duty included.
ROWLANDS' ALSANA EXTRACT immediately relieves the

must violent Toothache, Gum-boils, Swelled Face, fyc. ; it is also
an excellent Stomachic, in cases of Flatulency, Spasmodic Affec-
tions, £e. t and gives instantaneous relief.— Price 2s. 9d., 4*. 6rf.,

and 10*. 6d. per bottle.

Notice.—A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON-GARDEN,
LONDON, is engraved on the Government Stamp, which is
pasted on each article; also printed, in red, on the wrapper of
the latter. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers.
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A RCHITECTURE.—LECTURES at the ROYAL
XJL ACADEMY. The attention which is now so generally

directed to this subject, and the interest awakened by the brief

and casual notices which appeared last year in The Athenceum,

of the Lectures of Prof. C. R. Cockereli., at the Royal Academy,
have induced the Proprietors to make such arrangements as will

insure a full and accurate Report of each of the Six Lectures

about to be delivered. The first will appear in The Athentsum of

Saturday, January the 14th.

TStft eBratOemiy gcftrontcle

SATURDAY, JANUARY 14, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
. 2 p. M.
. 8 p. M.

, 6$ p. m.

. a£ p.m.
. 8 p. M,

. 8 P. M.

Tuesday, Jan. 17 - 7.

Wednesday. Jan. 18 .

Fiiday, Jan. 20. . •

Tuesday, Jan. 24 .
,

Wednesday, Jan. 25 .

Saturday, Jan. 28

f Horticultural - .

< Linnean
trior 'cultural . .

{Geological . • .

Microscopical • -

Botanical ....
{Entomological •

Zoological . • •

• Medico-Botanical.
. Royal Botanic . -

8' P- M.
a\ p. m.

8 P. M.

3 3 P.M.

We are reminded by a correspondent that the

principle of giving every landowner an outfall from

his land, which we advocated last week, has already

occupied the attention of Mr. Pusey, to whom the

country is already so much indebted for his exertions

in the important work of drainage. In fact, notice of

a committee was given by that gentleman last session,

and evidence on the subject was prepared; but the

discussion on the Tariff frustrated his intentions. We
have reason to believe that Mr. Pusey intends to re-

new his notice in the ensuing session, with a view to

some general legislative enactment; and we most sin-

cerely trust he will receive the support of the whole

landed interest. The two chief difficulties are— 1st,

the existence of old corporations of sewers, and of

local acts; and 2ndly, the want of a competent

board to which appeal might be made. The latter

"would have to be provided : and we cannot but sup-

pose that where measures of such paramount import-

ance are concerned, the former difficulty would be
easily removed.

Since the cultivation of the Cucumber has become
a matter of such general interest^ that societies have
been established for the sole purpose of testing its

merits, it is desirable that there should be laid down
some reasonable and fixed rules from which an univer-

sal standard may be formed for judging of the quali-

ties of this vegetable. This is the more necessary,

since the standard of almost every society at present
formed differs in some respect from that of its neigh-
bour.

In all these, the superiority of the fruit is made to
depend upon its length, combined with certain other
qualities, some of which indeed are of importance,
while others, in our opinion, are of little or no conse-
quence; and one, which requires a fruit to be
ribbed, is most absurd. Why a ribbed Cucumber
should be preferred to one with an even surface, we
cannot imagine. In peeling such a fruit, the portion
of it beneath the rind must necessarily be cut away :

and consequently great waste, as well as a loss of the
best part of the fruit, is occasioned. It is equally in-
comprehensible why a black-spined Cucumber should
be peremptorily declared to be superior to one with
white spines. Qualities such as these are perfectly
arbitrary, add nothing to the appearance of a Cucum-
ber on the dinner-table, and have no relation to its
good quality as a salad.

Then we must have Cucumbers grown to an enor-
mous length ; everybody wants to have his fruit longer
than his neighbour's ; and if it is so long that no dish
can be found to hold it, so much the better. But is
there any common sense in this? Of what earthly
Use are these long fruits, except to make people stare ?
Are they better flavoured—better bearers better
seeders ? Quite the contrary : they are simply longer.
A hey are too long to be placed on a dinner- table, too
««jg to be eaten by a small party, too coarse to suit a
cultivated palate, and are, in fact, fit for nothing, ex-
°ep

K
{

°u -

excite t,)e admiration of the servants' hall. If

J{J

ch things must be had to stare at, whv not cultivate

on >

ata*onian Cucumber, or the Snake Gourd, at
once e The fact is, that a Cucumber 10 or 12 inches
Jong is much beUer in a]1 reSpectgj only it ig not so
extraordinary, and will not make folks stare so much,

thi i

a Cucumberbe a foot long, straight, of even
ynickness, <with a flower still fresh upon its point; let

beSp^T be shortnecked, firm, brittle, and a free

sire: if *y?
u hav <* nearly all that it is possible to de-

artificial.^ i^
,°
ld Prickly race

'
bloom—natural, not

rarof.,1
sh°uld be insisted on ; because it ensures

look, £S8 0IVhe Part of the 8rower, and the fruit

Turki«hi
er
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ut as ^cumbers of the Smyrna and

theS IT?i
d hav

lf1
no b,oom

>
and theX ar* a^ong

in oiS • ° e"cludesome of the most useful sorts

be held wJa T
nalIy

>
no dumber-show should

^vS^u^r fT'i ^Proportion as the season

finish !ti •!
dlfficulty of growing this vegetable»™Sh i and it must be some very extraordinary

circumstance indeed that can render any Cucumber

worth a prize after June, in a society especially insti-

tuted for its cultivation.

We have been led to make these remarks by having

received from Mr. James Reid, gardener at Bretton

Hall, near Wakefield, some very handsome Cucum-

bers, of the Sion House kind, accompanied by a brace

of seedlings from the same sort, with a request that we

would give our opinion respecting them. The Jatter

were certainly more uniform in size, and superior in

outward appearance to the former ; but, allowing for

the extra care which most persons bestow upon sorts of

their own raising, we do not think that the seedlings

are preferable to the old variety.

We understand it to be the intention"" of Mr.

Crawshay to exhibit specimens of his Grapes on

Tuesday next, at the meeting of the Horticultural

Society in Regent-street. This will give our readers

an opportunity of judging for themselves as to their

quality.

Some time since we recommended the members of

the Hammersmith Mutual Instruction Gardeners'

Society to alter their rules, by substituting, for fines,

expulsion in case of drunkenness ; whereupon our good

friend Feter Mackenzie, himself a gardener, and well

acquainted with the brethren of the gentle craft, made

some general observations, directed at nobody in par-

ticular, which we thought very proper; but which, it

seems, people have been wise enough to apply to

themselves: at least, so we gather from a letter ad-

dressed to us by Mr. W. L., of Hammersmith, who
seems to have taken Mr. Peter's letter in dudgeon,

calling it scurrilous, and so forth.

We are not sorry that Mr. L. has addressed him-

self to us, because it gives us an opportunity of speak-

ing our mind about certain things, concerning which

we might otherwise have been silent. On the other

hand, we do regret that it should be necessary to ani-

madvert upon the letter of a man who seems to be

well-intentioned, and, in some respects, right minded.

It is evident that the great offence that we and Mr.

Peter have been so unfortunate as to give to the

Hammersmith Gardeners' Mutual Instruction Society

consists in our recommending the expulsion of mem-
bers who get drunk ; and it is the more surprising that

these good people should have proved so sensitive,

because other Societies of the same kind have thanked

us for the advice. How is it then that the members
of this Hammersmith Society are so tender upon this

point'/ Is it because it touched them home? We hope

not. Mr. L. says, u It does not follow because you meet

with a drunken man in company that you are to become

a drunkard,also ; a man that would suffer himself to be

led away must be a person of very weak intellect—of

very little self-command. I would rather allow him to

remain, that by seeing the actions of the good man, and

the success that attends his exertions, the drunkard may
be induced to amend his former errors, and for the

future walk in the paths of industry and sobriety."

This is all very fine ; but, good Mr. L., " fine words

butter no parsneps." If, indeed, these drunkards

were likely to be amended by your plan, we would

have it tried—not by sitting night after night with

your sot, but by expelling him, and putting him on

his good behaviour. If he mends, it is easy to re-

admit him ; if he remains in your society, it is not so

easy for raw young men to avoid imitating his exam-
ple. The truth is, that tippling is the bane of gar-

deners, as it is of so many other classes ; and no mea-

sures short of the most stringent are at all likely to

cure it.

We say nothing of the members of the Hammer-
smith Gardeners' Mutual Instruction Society, and we
are bound to believe all that is good of them, for we
know nothing to the contrary. It is, in fact, because

we wished them to remain respectable that we gave

them that advice, at which Mr. L. has taken hull.

But he knows quite as well as we do, that there

exists among gardeners a set of low fellows, who
spend their evenings in pothouses, and their days

in cheating their employers. These persons, the

dregs of the craft, may be known by a swaggering
demeanour, which the simple mistake for know-
ledge. They are men of assertions, talking down the

really well-informed gardener with loud words, slang

and braggadocio. In the morning you will see them
dirty and unshaken ; by noon they are muddled, and

may be found at the nearest public-house, laying down
the law to the sots around them : in the evening they

are drunk. At the meetings of gardeners, they ap-

pear in greasy clothes, foul linen, hats and shoes, like

their hair, unacquainted with the luxury of a brush ;

and they strut about, the very Farias of Horticulture.

On such occasions you may observe them in clusters,

perplexing their scanty brains by foolish arguments

about nothing. By way of showing their importance,

they jostle the ladies who may have the misfortune to

be near them at Horticultural Shows, and eventually

are consigned to the police, or are threatened with it,

when their insolence is quieted, and they sneak away

to their more congenial tap-rooms. Would oiir Ham*
mersmith correspondent keep these in his Society ?

Experience has brought us acquainted with many
of this sort. They are at once a nuisance and a dis-

grace to gardeners, and should be unceremoniously
expelled from all decent associations; for gardeners,

as a body, are the reverse of this description ; and for

their own sake they should not allow their credit to be
compromised, or their society to be contaminated, by
the admission of such people. Nooneknowsbetterthan
we do the excellence of character which is found in

the great body of gardeners ; their painful efforts to

improve themselves with most inadequate means, their

self-denial, their struggles against difficulties, and the

patience with which they bear the sad reverses to

which they are too often exposed ;
and, let us add, the

strictly honourable conduct that marks their lives. To
virtues such as these we bear our willing testimony

;

and because we know of them and honour them, we
are the more anxious to draw a broad line of distinc-

tion between gardeners of respectability and the

people just described.

It happened, not long since, that a very worthy

young man was induced to join a party of gardeners

in arranging some meetings for mutual instruction,

and for other purposes connected with their pro-

fession. An object of this kind, one would have

thought, would have met with approbation, if not

assistance, from every gardener who deserved

the name. But no; Timothy Cackle, one of

the low fellows we allude to, was present, who

ridiculed every proposition that was made, bullied

everybody, and, by mere force of impudence, contrived

to upset the business of the meeting. In doing so,

Mr. Timothy Cackle no doubt thought himself a line

fellow ; but his master did not estimate him so

highly when he knew of Ids proceedings. Would Mr.

L. keep this man in his Society ?

A second case was reported in the Times a short time

since. It appears, that, among other ruffians appre-

hended for torturing a bull, was one Isaac Hansom, a

gardener of Sudbury. It was proved that this worthy

had been among the most active in setting dogs on the

bull, and that the animal was tormented about an hour,

during which language of the most filthy and dis-

gusting description was indulged in. The magistrate

very properly sentenced Mr. Isaac Ransom to im-

prisonment with hard labour in the House of Coriec-

tion for two months. Is this man the sort of person

Mr. L. would keep in his Mutual Instruction Society ?

Now we affirm that these men, Cackle and Ransom,

are only a type of the class which we shall continue

to call low gardeners; that such occurrences, or others

very similar, are by no means uncommon among them ;

and that their brutal habits can, in fact, lead to no other

results. Nevertheless, well-meaning men, like Mr. L.,

are apt to regard such conduct as of no consequence

to themselves ; and to think that, so long as their own

acts are unimpeachable, they have nothing to do with

those of others. We can assure them that in this they

commit an error seriously prejudicial to themselves.

It is the interest of all gardeners to watch over

their profession; not by their own conduct alone,

but also by influencing and controlling that of others

beneath them. If they do this effectually, the charac-

ter of gardeners is raised; and, as their importance

advances, remuneration will keep pace with it. ^a

the other hand, if no means are taken to eradicate tne

evil portion, it, like weeds upon a dunghill, will grow

rank, and flourish, and choke the good seeds tfiat are

sown among them. Cure the Cackles and «ans™»
good Mr. L., by the most gentle of ™e

*f
e*^ !£

monstrance, by showing them your own Jjood «
ample, by persuasion, by kindness, oy * j

de/and Wctionate process.**£&£?&£
meanwhile, remove them from y°ur J

our advice.
trt conviviality. We should beWe are no enemies on V

the last to require gardea«g ' ^ uec^
stinence. All we conte 1 *",, .

J .

brieiv : a man may be nappy & 5 ""*,

and gardeners, above all nren in the world, require to

bepfoof against this vice ;;

for he charge entrusted

to their care is great and will not bear neglect. How-

ever we have said enough upon the subject for the

nresent or, if we have not, we shall surrender it into

the hands of a correspondent, who signs himself "A
Gardener," and whose experience in these matters will

be found in another column.

HEATING.
Our attention has lately been called by Mr. Beck, of

Jsleworth, to a somewhat novel method of heating by hot

water, which appears worthy of being more generally

known. The apparatus now in use at that gentleman's

residence is upon a very small scale ; but the principle

upon which it acts is capable of being carried out to any

extent, and is at once so simple and economical, that we
shall attempt to describe it briefly to our readers.

The originality of this invention lies with Mr. Rendle,

of the Plymouth Nursery, who, in June last, forwarded to

the Horticultural Society a paper upon the subject, which

j
was read at one of their meetings, and of which an ah-
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stract was given at p. 422 of the Chronicle of last year.

The main point in which it differs from other methods is,

that the hot water, instead of circulating round the house
in pipes or open gutters, is contained in the centre of the

building in a wooden tank, upon the lid of which is a
layer of bark or saw-dust, raised 3 or 4 feet above
the floor, for the reception of pots of cuttings, plants,

&c. This tank is divided lengthways by a partition in

the centre, with the exception of about two inches, which
are left open at one end to allow the water to circulate

;

its opposite extremity is connected with a small boiler by
means of a pipe. The water upon becoming heated in

the boiler flows through the pipe into the tank, and after

passing round the latter returns to the boiler by another

pipe ; in this manner the circulation of the water is

kept up.

The tank in Mr. Beck's house is about 11 inches deep;

but he is satisfied that 6 or 8 inches in depth would be

amply sufficient. Its lower part is formed of wood and

the upper of slate, one portion of which is covered with

tan for plunging in cuttings, &c ; the remaining part is

left bare, so that on sprinkling it with water a copious

vapour is obtainable. The waste of water in the tank is

trifling ; when, however, it requires to be replenished, it

is easily effected by means of a small orifice left for that

purpose in the slate covering.

The boiler, by which this comparatively large body of

water is heated, is of diminutive size, and, perhaps, we
cannot give a better idea of it than by supposing one of

Rogers's to be divided crossways into two ; the lower

portion, hermetically closed, will then represent the boiler

in question. As in Rogers's, the fire is contained in

the centre, and is supplied with fuel from the top. It

stands upon a grating raised a few inches from the floor,

and is surrounded at the distance of two or three inches

by an iron case, from one side of which the smoke makes
its escape through a small chimney. This outer case or

covering is almost double the height of the boiler ; and
the more effectually to prevent the radiation of heat from
its sides, an iron cylinder slides down through the opening
by which the fire is fed, and fits exactly within the top
of the boiler. This answers the double purpose of con-
taining a body of fuel, which settles down and supplies
the fire during the night; and, when the lid is placed
upon the outer case, of checking the draught of the
fire, which is only continued through some small pas-
sages cut in the sides of the cylinder. A small open-
ing also communicates with the fire from the outside,

through which the former can be stirred when necessary.
In a boiler of this kind, many improvements could,

doubtless, be suggested. Mr. Beck is of opinion that a
great advantage would be derived by having the boiler,

as in Rogers's improved, in the form of a dome above the
fire, and by having the latter fed on one side by means
of a shelving hopper, covered in, and placed as nearly as
convenient to the top of the apparatus.

During the time in which this system has been in work-
ing, the water has never been within many degrees of
the boiling temperature, yet the thermometer within the
house has seldom, on the coldest nights, fallen below 60*

or 65°. Its great advantages are, that the tank in which
the water circulates, will, with such modifications as cir-

cumstances may require, serve as a stage for plants, either

in the centre or round the sides of a house, by which the
expense of hot water-pipes will be dispensed with ; and
its extreme simplicity, which is such that any person
situated at a distance from engineers might, with a little

ingenuity and the assistance of a carpenter and black-
smith, erect an apparatus of his own; since any boiler
which would create a circulation of water would answer
as well as the one above described, although it might
not be equally economical. We may also state that the
atmosphere of the house, in which this system is adopted,
is remarkably pure.

bears as a standard. The leaves are large, roundish,
shortly acuminate. Flowers large with roundish petals.

—

Robert Thompson.

VICAR OP WINKFIELD PEAR.
Synonyms. Le Curt, Monsieur le Cure, Clion, Dumas.
The following account will, it is presumed, clear up the

confusion which has existed respecting this Pear of which
the accompanying is an outline from a specimen forwarded
by the Rev. W. L. Rham. It was found growing wild in
a wood by M. Clion, a French curate, and hence obtained
the name of Monsieur le Cure. Subsequently, by French
authors, it was erroneously made synonymous with the
Saint Lezin, which it resembles only in external appear-
ance ; the Saint Lezin being a firm-fleshed stewing pear.
Trees under both names were obtained from France by the

Horticultural Society ; the Saint Lezin was correct ; but
that under the name of Monsieur le Cure proved false,
being a small round pear. The difference between the

«°v-f
S ln consec

l
uence not ascertained till 1832, when

M. vilmonn sent specimens on purpose. With these,
fruit trom a tree then in bearing in the Society's garden,
under the name of Dumas, was found to agree. In the

ra\™ Sort in 1uesti™ had ]^en imported
from France by Mr.Bhani, to his

1

garden at Winkfield,Berk-
shxre ;

and me curators having obtained cuttings from
this ;*P? r

*f^^^ -as propagated in thfncigh.
bourhood of London under the nam! of the Vicar of
WmkfieW For this, the familiar appellation of Vicar of
Wakefield has been sometimes substituted Fnl verv
1

H^'M-a
fi

.

om
f
wh;"™?»teH Pyram idal form ;Jm&Wb .*n ength, obliquely inserte(! flesh

'

tery, and melting in all seasons^ and rich in such as are
luvourable. In point of flavour it cannot compete with
many autumn varieties ; but as it keeps till January, when
there are few good sortfs, it deserves cultivation on that
account. The tree grows very vigorously, and re-
quires to be kept thin of branches ; it is hardy, and

Skin smooth, pale citron-yellow,

with small brown dots throughout,

and occasionally a blush of brown-
ish-red next the sun.

Eye in an evenly-formed depression,

open, with the segments of the calyx

reflexed, almost reclining against the sides

of the cavity

•

ON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS.—No. V.

(By Professor Charles Sprengel. Translated from
the German.)

{Continuedfrom page 4.)

5. Rape,—Rape may be used as a green manure on all

soils which are strong enough ; but on a poor soil it yields

so little herbage as scarcely to be worth ploughing in.

It is valuable because the seed is cheap, and it grows both

late and early, and consequently feeds on the atmosphere,

which costs nothing : its roots, moreover, penetrate to

some depth, and bring substances out of the subsoil ; its

woody roots and stems will loosen heavy land. In the

Elsass it is planted for green manure after early Peas and

early Potatoes, even on very sandy soils, and is followed

by Rye or Wheat, which then succeed exceedingly well.

If, when sown after these two crops, it does not yield any

great amount of herbage, it still, nevertheless, is better

than nothing; to which must be added, that the soil, if

left unsown, will uselessly lose its humus—a circumstance

of great importance in green manuring ; because, even if

grown immediately after other crops, it cannot be made
use of either as fodder or dry : it still, if ploughed in, will

give the soil a considerable quantity of carbon and
nitrogen. If Rape is sown in autumn, it is left till the

spring ; after which the field is planted with Peas, Pota-

toes, &c. The amount of herbage and roots which an acre

will yield, may be stated at 7,000 or 8,0001bs. ; but if left

till it is in flower, it will yield twice as much.
lOOOlbs. of green Rape consist of
770-0 „ water in a fluid form. [stances.)

nitrogen (contained in the organic sub-

potassa.

soda,

lime,

magnesia,
sulphuric acid,

phosphoric acid,
chlorine.

carbon. [ f iron, and manganese,
hydrogen, oxygen, silica, alumina, oxide

1000.0 lbs.

If, therefore, the acre yields 8,0001bs.of green leaves and
roots, the furrow-slice will receive 281b." nitrogen, 321b.

potassa, 131b. sulphuric acid, 81b. phosphoric acid, 11201b.

carbon, j[&c, from which (especially from nitrogen and

carbon) a good effect may be anticipated. In localities

where wireworms occur, Rape is best sown with Oats,
Tvhen 8 inches high, and between the rows, because the
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Rape will then grow in the shade of the Oats, and be
better protected. If not too high it is rolled down before
being ploughed in, otherwise it is mown and drawn into
the furrow ; 10 to 151b. seed are used per acre.

6. Rye.—Professor Giabert, at Turin, some years
since, recommended Rye for green manure. New things
are mostly overrated—and so it was with Rye, some even
believing that it would supersede manure altogether. But
although Rye will not effect all which has been expected
from it, still it possesses many good qualities as a green
manure ;

it will succeed on very indifferent land, and is

one of the earliest plants in spring. On the other hand,
its roots do not reach deep, and consequently do not much
enrich the furrow-slice, except with a little nitrogen and
carbon; the seed, moreover, is expensive. The amount
of manuring substances contained in green Rye will be
equal to the ripe Rye, straw, and ripe grain taken together.
It is, therefore, easy to calculate how much it will better
the soil. A small quantity of potash, soda, sulphuric acid,
and common salt must, however, be added, because Rye
in ripening loses a portion of these substances. When
Rye is used for green manure, choice should be made of
fields which are quite clean, and where a good deal of Rye
has been lost at the harvest ; for in this case, if the Rye-
stubble is lightly ploughed in immediately after harvest,

less seed will be required. After the Rye has been ploughed
in, late Barley is planted, or the field may be manured
and planted with Potatoes ; otherwise, the practice is the
same as with other green plants ploughed in.

7. Turnip-tops and tails.—These are used in some of
the light soils of England (Norfolk) for green manure,
after the parts above ground have been eaten during
autumn and winter by sheep. Barley is sown afterwards;
which, of course, will succeed the better if dung has also
been used. But Turnips may as well be sown amongst
the stubble of manured Rye, and then it may be succeeded
by Barley or Oats. 1000 lbs. of Turnips consist of

900-0 lbs. of water in a fluid state.

nitrogen.

potash.

soda.

lime.

magnesia.

sulphuric acid.

phosphoric acid.

chlorine.

carbon.

hydrogen, oxygen, alumina, silica, oxide
[of manganese and iron.

1000-0 lbs.

If, therefore, 10,000 lbs. of the tops and tails of Turnips
are left on one Magdeburg acre of land, the soil will receive

22 lbs. of nitrogen, 500 lbs. of carbon, &c. To this are to
be added the excrements of the sheep, which are at least
worth a quarter as much as the Turnips.

In the Palatinate and the Elsass the leaves of White
Turnips are used as manure, being a very indifferent food.
After the harvest they are scattered over the field and
ploughed in, like the leaves of Mangel Wurzel.

(To be continued.)

CULTURE OF CELERY IN BEDS, AND THE
ROTATION OF CROPS.

(Continued from page 4.)

1 do not approve ofnursing early Celery plants in pots,
as I have invariably found them more apt to run prema-
turely to seed than those pricked out in the usual manner

;

and this I attribute to the alternations of drought and
moisture to which they are necessarily exposed, and to the
spiral direction given to the roots by their confinement in
the pots, which induces a stunted habit of growth, ill suited
to luxuriant vegetation. For the main crop, I sow in a
warm sheltered situation in the open air, in the beginning
of February; and for late crops, about the end of March

;

pricking out the plants, when about inch-high, six
inches apart, on a well-prepared border of leaf soil and good
garden mould : they are removed to the trenches with a
good ball to each when six inches high. My early crop I
plant in the beds early in June, my main crop in July, and
successional crops at intervals of three weeks, until the
middle of September. For the early and main crops I
plant three rows in each bed, placing the rows at one foot
apart, and nine inches between the plants in the rows ; for
I find that I can grow a greater weight of Celery with
plants at that distance, than if a greater number of plants
were planted in the same space ; but for late crops four or
even five rows will not be too thick. To the early crops I
apply water very copiously, at least once a week in dry
weather, making use of pond water, if I can procure it,
and, if not, of spring water mixed with soapsuds or liquid
manure. I give sufficient to soak the beds thoroughly,
and then on the following day, as soon as the leaves are
clear of moisture, I place an inch of dry mould over the
beds, to prevent as far as possible the water from being
carried off by evaporation.

I am no advocate for earthing Celery a little at a time ;
I never earth up until the plants are at least a foot in
height, and I then tie each plant loosely with matting,
removing the suckers and small leaves at the same time
and applying four or six inches of mould at once. I find
this the safest plan ; as in earthing a " little and often "
the soil is very likely to get into the heart of the Celery
plants, and they are then useless. Where a great quantity
of Celery is required, and it is not necessary to occupy all
the beds with Potatoes, they may be planted with early
Lettuce, Cauliflowers, or French Beans, or sown with
Turnips, Carrots, or any other crop that is required so
soon as it can be produced.
The advantages of this system are— first, there is no

space lost, as the ridges are useful for Salad plants, and
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the beds for early crops ; secondly, a greater quantity of
Celery can be produced, as single rows require to be
grown 4 ft. apart, while three rows are by this plan
grown in 8 ft. ; thirdly, the Celery having a greater quan-
tity of healthy pabulum for the roots to work in than
it would have in single trenches, attains a larger size and
is much superior in quality; fourthly, the mass of vege-
table matter added to the soil prepares it admirably for
tap-rooted vegetables in the following seasons ; and 5thly,
by the manure for the Celery being prepared in the beds,
tae nuisance of wheeling manure on the walks after they
are turned for the season is avoided. Indeed, by proper
management, no garden ought to require dung to be
wheeled into it from the time the walks are turned until
the following winter.

I generally sow my Celery ground in the second year
with Carrots, Parsneps, Beet, and other edible-rooted
plants without manure

; in the third year, Cabbage well
manured

; in the fourth year, Onions without manure,
out manured for Coleworts in the autumn

J in the fifth
year, early Peas and Broccoli ; and in the sixth year, Po-
tatoes. Thus by dividing a certain portion of the garden
into six equal compartments, the rotation of crops is re-
duced to a regular system, and each crop is six years be-
fore it again comes to the same place. By a little manage-
ment of this kind, the crowding of two or three crops
together, now too general, may be wholly avoided ; andwe need hear no more of the complaint that " ground will
not grow Celery." It is not to be expected that it will,
unless it be properly prepared. In conclusion, I may
h**Z .

» m my °Pinion > Seymour's Superb White is the
°est Celery in cultivation.—Judex.

be procured from wastes, rivers, and brooks. This pro-
vision appears to be omitted in the 5th and Gth Wm. IV.,
ch. 50 ; but might, I think, be re-enacted with advantage

;

and, if vigorously enforced, would tend much to remove
what is now generally admitted to be the greatest impe-
diment to the agricultural improvement of the country
An Old Subscriber. With reference to your sugges-
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in .j PnnciP al requisite in preserving tender plants

j

a cold pits or frames through the winter is, to keep"»em dormant from the end of October until the end of
feoruary; for as the growth of a plant depends more upon
eat and moisture than upon other agents of healthful
xistence, it is obvious that the more cool and dry plants
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tiou of a General Drainage Act, in a leading article,
which advocates a, measure of the highest importance and
public utility, I beg leave to observe that it would be of
much consequence to many were some steps taken to
prevent the use of mills, or the making pond-heads to work
mills, when the stream is so sluggish or its fall so little as
to make that necessary ; because this cannot and never is
done without great injury to the land adjoining and above
the pond-head

; such preventing its proper drainage by
the natural stream adjoining. How the means are to be
procured to buy up the interest of those now having mills
on such streams, and the right to the use of the water
thereof, is more than I can suggest; but I cannot help
thinking that it would be a fit subject for the considera-
tion of any one who would give his attention to a General
Drainage Act, as suggested by you ; inasmuch as by wind,
or by steam, the wheels of some such mills might be
worked, or substitutes for them, instead of by running
water; and in such cases as I have alluded io above, the
mills in use at present necessarily occasion injury to other
property.—B. C. II.

Gardeners' Societies.—As these are institutions which,
when properly conducted, are calculated to be of inesti-
mable advantage to the rising generation of gardeners, I
am happy to find that two new institutions are springing
up in the neighbourhood of London, and in parts where,
if the gardeners are so disposed, they may be well sup-
ported. If, however, there is one thing more than another
calculated to militate against the prosperity and respecta-
bility of such gatherings, it is the practice of holding the
meetings in public-houses ; for no matter whether liquor
be prohibited or not during the hours of meeting, it is
sure to be indulged in afterwards, and when members
become pot-valiant they are apt to ridicule or jeer at
statements which in the room they had not the courage to
combat. The consequence is, it creates ill-feeling and
jealousy, deters young members from taking any part in
future debates, and not unfrequently leads to those bicker-
ings which are anything but creditable to either in-
dividuals or societies. Thus, on mentioning to the
gardener of a nobleman that there was a Gardeners 1

Society at the Thatched House Tavern, at Hammer-
smith, he replied, " If you said a convivial society you
would be nearer the truth;' 1 and certainly the rule
inserted at page 713, as formed against "intoxication,"
is strong evidence that such is the case. Far be it from
my wish to raise a prejudice against the society ; but this
I will say, and I speak from no very limited experience,
that the respectability and utility of all societies of this
kind will be much augmented if the meetings are wholly
unconnected with public-houses. So convinced were the
projectors of the " West London Gardeners' Association "
of this, that at its commencement, and during the whole
of the time its meetings were held at Hammersmith, they
paid seven shillings per night for a private room, though
they could have had one at any of the public-houses free
of expense; and I believe to this principally, and to the
untiring assiduity of the leading members, may be attri-
buted the respectable standing which that institution has
attained among the societies of the metropolis. Rules as
to the conduct of members and conducting the discus-
sions are far best left out; for if members do not feel
sufficient interest in the prosperity and respectability of
their institutions to conduct themselves with courtesy
towards each other, and if the chairman of the evening
does not possess sufficient influence to check any ebullition
of feeling, there is but little hope for the prosperity of the
society, or the intellectual advancement of its members.
Fines are of no use ; to tax a man's pocket, is not to con*
vince his reason that he has done wrong ; and unless his
reason is convinced, it is not very likely that he will
amend his ways. In the excitement of debate uncivil ex-
pressions will escape even from the most guarded; but
one rebuke from the chairman or an influential member
will do more towards checking such conduct in future
than fifty fines. I can speak feelingly on this subject • for
I once experienced such a rebuke for an improper ex-
pression, that I would willingly have given my whole
week's wages to have escaped. While I fully accord with
Mr. Peter Mackenzie in what he has advanced respecting
the ,c dissipation of gardeners/' and would avoid a
drunken one as much as I would a contagious disease I
cannot agree with him, that they should be thrown on the
world as outcasts, or monsters which ought to be avoided.
No ; the spirit of philanthropy and benevolence, on which
all societies for mutual instruction ought to be founded
forbids it. We ought not to say to poor erring humanity!
" Go and beg your bread from door to door as a vagabond
upon the face of the earth ;" but

3 on the contrary, our
exhortation should be, " In your sober moments come
among us, and we will endeavour, by the force of, our
example and good counsel, to convince vou of the error of
your ways, and by making you taste of the sweets of intel-
lectual pleasures, make you a good and useful member of
society." Few unfortunately are there who have not at

some time or other stepped beyond the line of sobriety,
|

and therefore common charity should prompt us to pardon
if, and as much as possible prevent it in others. The
gatherings which generally take place before a young man
goes to a situation, and yclept " foys," are, to say the

least of them, very foolish and irrational assemblages,

where a man spends several pounds (which in the majority

of cases he cannot afford) for the purpose of seeing his
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Bletting.—Although a prolonged discussion of this h
ject promises to partake more of the philological than f
the horticultural or botanical character, your readers will
probably not be sorry, as the Scotch proverb says to
" hunt the mawkin doon ;" and so I make no apology for
replying to the observations of your correspondent "1?."
in a late Chronicle. "TVs" lively communication has
given a new turn to the inquiry respecting the meaning
of the word bletting ; or rather the subject divides itself
into two branches :—one seeks to explain the nature of
the change taking place in the maturation of the rosa-
ceous fruits, and the application of the word to express the
idea of that change :—the other the derivation of the word
itself. The first of these was the prime object 1 had in
view when I preferred the question ; and you have in part
answered it most satisfactorily. You sav that you follow
De Laudolle m the adoption of a word popular in France,
to express over- ripeness, mealiness, or the intermediate
stage between ripe and rotten ;—the druxiness, droxiness,
or drossiness of the Sussex people. The word answers
very well, and is not likely to be mistaken or misapplied;
though I still think that the ripeness of the Medlar (taken
as the exemplar of the tribe) in chemical nature, as well as
in taste and flavour, differs as much from rottenness, as
the melting condition or perfect ripeness of a Noblesse
Peach does. Nevertheless, " precision and copiousness/'
as h. says, are valuable qualities in a language, and it
is very convenient to say that,—whilst a Peach ripens, a
Medlar bletts. To follow out the other branch of the
inquiry, the etymology of " blette," will, perhaps, lead me
out of my depth ; but I will endeavour to reply to some of
the observations of my fellow-correspondent. He supposes
that there has been a misprint in my quotation from the
old " Thresor de la langue Francoyse," of pourree fov
poirrce ; and goes on to say :

—"This is not unimportant,
for the word is derived from the Latin blitum (Greek
bliton) beet ; in French poirrce, i. e. white beet. It is
found in our language, as the name of what is, I believe,
called Strawberry-spinach." I think that " 'F." will find
in the sequel that the matter is not quite so easily settled.
On referring again to my author, I find that the spelling
IS correct, although I have erred as to the signification of
the word. I find on looking further, that he does not
use the word blette adjectively, and that by " Espe'ce de
pourree" he does not mean " de pourriture," as I took it,
and answering to the trop-mure of later Dictionaries, but
a potherb, the blitum or blete of our older herbalists.
Pourree is afterwards spelt porree and " porree-rouo-e'
—blitum" (Blitte effilee, or Strawberry-blite of the pre-
sent day.) You, Mr. Editor say, at p. 838, 0\!Toi> is
supposed to have been the plant now called Amaranthus
Blitum, still used in France as a bad sort of spinach
Now, in Jaume St Hilaire's " Plantes de la France," I
find two blites beautifully figured, La Blite effilee, Bli-
tum virgalum, to which he appropriates the English name
of Strawberry-blite

; and the Amarauthe blette, Amaran-
thus Blitum of Linneus. The clustered scarlet axillary
inflorescence of the former of these, shews it to be the
true Strawberry-blite, and no Beet at all. If we come
back to the English herbalists, we find in Gerard a whole
host of "Blites;" including almost all the Chenopodiacese,
with the Orach and Atriplices ; and the following quota-

tion from " Booth's Analytical Dictionary of the English

Language" (p. 235) will shew that several wild and cul-

tivated herbs were anciently associated under this name.
" The generic name Chcnopodium (Greek xnv, a goose,

and itous, a foot) was given on account of the form of the

leaves of the early included species ; of those, the best

known are the Bonus Henricus, wild sjrinage, or all.

good, the leaves of which are often eaten as greens
; the

urbicum, or upright Elite ; the album, common orach, or

Frost-blite; the viride, Green-blite; the vulvana (olidwn)

Stinking-orach, or Stinking-blite ; the polgspermum, or
Allseed ; and the maritimum, Sca-biite, or white Glass,

wort. Most of the species of Goosefoot grow on waste
ground, or among rubbish ;

and the name Blite is from
the Greek Bx-nrov. fit only to be cast away, worthless.the Greek BXyrov, fit only - --v , ..uiuues
The genus « Bmtdm" includes some foreign species, or, it

may be, varieties of one species known in this country by
the names Strav>berry-bhle, Strawberry-spinach. Bloody-
spinach, and Berry-bearxng orach. A species of Amaran-
llais (polygonoides) which grows amongst rubbish by the
roadsides in tropica countries, is by SOme Botanists called
the AmaranlhMS BHtum j he welI.known culi faerb
Spinage or Spinach (for lt is Written bolh

' •

,

Spmacia oeracca, was formerly included amongst the
blites." Gera.d includes the Beet amongst the blites J
and the French seem to have done the same, sometimes
„g,.M the word • Blette" (genus pro specie) for their
Belrave. The other name of Poiree or Pourree must
have been g,ven it from its pear-shaped, or perhaps,
leek-like root

;
for 1 strongly suspect that the derivation of

!i Ttx
1S fl

'0m p°nreau or Poirean (v. Boyer) a Leek,
and ' Poiree-rouge" red-Leek :—and thus comes " espece
de pourree (" Thresor" loc. cit.) a species of Leek. But
our speculations on the parentage of Betrave, and of all
the Blites (the Amaranthus blitum included) in the Greek
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lliton, are at once set at nought by Paxton, who tells us

that Beet is from the Celtic Bet, red. Here then a new

light breaks in upon us, and we find another instance of

the imperfect knowledge of the Etymologists of the last

century who traced everything up to the Latin, Greek., or

Hebrew tongues, forgetful of their cognate, congeneric

dialects. To say that Beet, Blitte, or Blite come from

BHton.'is as much aside the truth as to say that Vater

and Mutter come from Pater andMater oriraTTjpand w^P-
Again, it would be as unreasonable to suppose that the plant

or plants, by the Greeks called Bliton (whether Chenopo-

dium or Amaranth), one of which our ancestors called

AU'iood, another, the true Strawberry-bhte, an el
fg

ant

plant, and severalof which were potherbs (it is reasonable to

suppose) in the time of Theophrastus, were so-called De-

cause they were worthless and only fit to be thrown,

"as men would serve a cucumber," to the dunghill.

While we thus dispose of the French and English blette

and blite as substantives, we are still in the dark as to the

use of these words (the former of them, at least) adjec

tively "I. K. S.," another of your correspondents,

quotes a " Vocabulaire Etymologique " for « Blette, s. f.

(0\lrop, espece de legume insipide),—plante. Adj. :
Poire

blette.-molle et presque pourne. As the author of this

Vocabulaire has not given the derivation of the adjective,

you are left to suppose that it is the substantive word used

adiectively. "1?." has probably hit on the right soil,

and I hope he will continue to dig in it. His " Glossaire

de la Langue Romane " informs us that Met, blette, bleque,

&c, signify " soft." We must look for some other origin,

therefore, for the adjective, than the blette of the Greek

lliton, or of the Celtic bet. The softness and mealiness

of some of the Chenopodia help the conjecture of a figura-

tive application of the term. But the speculations ot the

etymologists are a byword and a jest, and we must wait

for further information. Having already occupied so

much of your space on what will appear to some a rather

" droxy " subject, I must only briefly notice some other

of my fellow correspondent's remarks. " "F." says that

" blight " comes from the Anglo-Saxon bleectha, which

he translates " scurf, leprosy." On what authority does

he rest, beside the affinity of sound? Lye defines this

word by vitiligo, which, I believe, is not leprosy nor a

scurfy disease." " Scurf" exists entire in the Anglo-Saxon ;

and for " leprosy," Lye introduces the Gothic (quoting

St. Matthew) thrush or thrustfill—literally, "breaking-

out." Bleectha comes nearer to " blain " or " blotch. If

•blight " be Saxon, it is most probably from " blastan—

\nsuffiare, to blast ;" and this will agree with the lite-
rate popular idea of blight from atmospheric causes.^ My
fellow correspondent concludes his remarks with a " smaa

nota bene " on the use of the verb " swerve " in a passive

gense. I dare say he is quite right ; and I shall not look for

authorities to gainsay his dictum : for if " swerve" is not

a transitive verb, it deserves to be made so, and the sooner

it is done the better, for the sake of the " copiousness and

precision " of our language. In the foregoing quotation

from Booth's Analyt. Diet, it will be observed that he

spells the Greek name with an 77 instead of an t-evidently

with an eye to the root QaWeiv, to cast, or fling.—P. P.

Rooting.— I have two Hyacinths in flower-glasses, one

of which is a common clear glass, the other is coloured

dark blue ; the root in the latter has grown more than

double the other in strength and height, and is showing a

fine flower, which its companion is not yet doing. Is

this by accident, or is it caused by the dark colour ot the

glass, excluding the light ?—A Young Lady. [Koots are

formed with more difficulty when exposed to light than

when in darkness. The first effort made by a young

plant when it begins to grow is to force its rootlets down-

wards into the soil, and although this may be prevented

by art, yet a plant will never form its roots so willingly

under the influence of light as if buried in darkness.]

Amaryllis Belladonna.—I am not surprised at all that

SO few persons should cultivate this plant (a very great

favourite of mine), as it is such an uncertain bloomer in

the open ground. It has been in the garden here many

years, but scarcely ever flowered till I got Dr. Herbert's

book' on this class of bulbs ; since then, I have had the

pleasure of seeing its delicate and fragrant blooms every

autumn. It is thus described at p 275 of Dr. H.'s

work : "They are exceedingly hardy, but two things are

necessary to their flowering,-a strong growth of the

leaves, and absolute rest from Midsummer until their

period of flowering in September. If the leaves sprout

early, and are so much damaged by severe frosts that a

vigorous growth does not ensue in spring, or 11 mey are

preserved green by a wet summer after the period^of rest,

or if they have not moisture in September to promote

the blossoming, it will fail."-" A strong pre*w™ *™w
nof the \ea f seems necessary to its formation by the return

of the Bnp from the leaf at the time of their decay ,
the

seasonable (lrym of the leaf seemS to be the requisite

circumstance, if followed by a sufficiently high temperature.

In a pot it is very easy to regulate the points above

Stated ; in the open ground, it can only be done by put-

ting a glass covering or awning over the bulbs, so as to

keep oft* the rain in a wet summer." " A south wall pro-

motes the drying of the roots •, they very seldom flower

with me in the middle of the garden." In pursuance of

these physiological principles, most of the bulbs here are

now kept in large pots or boxes -, and they well repay the

trouble by their delightful flowers. Probably the reason

of their not being oftener met with is the frequent failure

of the bloom for want of attention to their nature.—CD.,
Sussex [Plant them at the foot of a warm south wall,

well drained, and leave them to themselves. There will

be no failure of bloom, we will warrant.]

The Season.—I have in my possession a CowBlip in full

bloom, lately dug up in this parish. It is no starveling,

but a fine fellow, with a fat, tall flower-stalk, and some

twenty flowers upon it ; and treading, quite as nearly as

nature will allow a Cowslip to do, on the heels of its elder

brother, Oxlip. My parishioners', who have spent their

lives in the fields, seem to think this a very remarkable

proof of the mildness of the winter. C. W. Bingham,

Sydling Vicarage, Dorset.—[We think so too ;
but we

also have a Cowslip now before us in full flower in the cold

London clay : which is still more remarkable.]

Cucumbers About 12 months ago, 1 paid a visit

to Mr. Mills, at Gunnersbury ; where I saw the best

Cucumbers that had ever come under my notice at

that season of the year. I may now state that the

benefits of his system have reached this neighbour-

hood. A few days since, 1 saw the Cucumbers at Wool-

verstone Park, which are grown by Mr. Stannard, in the

manner recommended in Mills' treatise. There were six

lights of various sorts, both black and white spined, all

looking well; that is to say, they are young, strong,

healthy clean plants, with leaves from 14 to 18 inches

wide, dark green, and bearing the appearance ot spring

rather than winter ; with an abundance of fruit, in every

stage of growth up to 16 inches in length. Some com-

plaints have been made of the expense; but as it is well

known that Cucumbers cannot be had at this season

without (and very frequently not with) expense, 1 say

until some more economical and equally certain method

can be devised, follow Mills' system.— Thomas Wild,

3, Tavern-street, Ipswich.
.

Economical Pumps in Hothouses.—-Having been at

considerable labour in carrying water to the plant-house

at Holme Gardens, our employer had a pump, occupying

only six square inches, placed in the corner of the bark-

pit Both in summer and winter water is abundantly

supplied from the rivers, even when our highland pumps

are frozen. If the ornamental head of such a pump is

objectionable, it might be covered with a creeper, such as

Hoya carnosa, a Kennedya, or some such plant. The

water may be rendered tepid by constructing a concealed

cistern beneath the bark or leaves ;
and it may be con-

veyed by means of pipes to any of the adjoining houses.

Where the latter are heated by hot water, such a pump

will be found still more advantageous. The expense ot its

erection is bl., which is soon repaid ; as two men in one

hour could easily do more watering in the summer season

than could formerly be performed by three men in double

that space of time

—

Snowdrop.

The Onion Maggot.—Notwithstanding the great failure

of the Onion crop in various parts, I have adopted the

following remedy for the last five years with perfect suc-

cess -—Immediately on the appearance of the maggot in

my Onions, I take advantage of a dull or rainy day, and

with a watering-can and rose, I saturate the beds well with

strong soap-suds. I then pull up all those which are in-

fected and I seldom find another die off afterwards. 1

am surprised to find that your valuable correspondent

(Peter Mackenzie) states that the salts contained in the

suds keep the maggot from the seed, when it is well known

that it does not originate in the seed.— W. B. T.

Problem in Cookery.—What is the reason that fruit

and liquors become, when heated, more acid, and, on

cooling, are restored to their natural sweetness ? A
solution of this seeming mystery will oblige a subscriber

and occasional contributor.—K.

Experiments with Manures.—Impelled by your ob-

servations last spring, 1 tried many expenments with vari-

ous kinds of manure as a top-dressing to Grass land upon

a tenacious clay subsoil. Among these were the ammo-

niacal gas-liquor from the gas-works, sulphate soda

nitrate of soda, common salt, sulphuric acid, and chloride

of lime. They were all applied in the beginning o May,

but, except in the case of the gas liquor, without any

perceptible effect. Wherever the water-cart pas ed with

the ammoniacal water, its course could be.traced
I

by the

dark green of the Grass; but at the Hay harve , thejro

duce did not much differ from the average quantity yielded

by other parts. I likewise tried the mlxt^/e^
so stronglv for Potatoes by Prof. *?*™*™>™™?£n*

*
sulphate of soda and nitrate of soda ;

but the ridges so

1 i f«^r»r tn the ridges on wnicn no

„„i,ersa, Mure in .„= ^Uc^n .f*~ ™™M
the continued drought from wiucn w

Daniell's
suffered so much. I experimented also with Dan e 1

been able to preserve my Peas and Beans from those

beautiful adjuncts to a gentleman's mansion, the phea-

sants. I have been so often baffled by them, that I have

caught at the idea, as a drowning man would at a straw ;

Hie est, aut nusquam, quod quarimus, said I : I am

determined to try the experiment. My object in writing

is to ask how much spirits of tar will be necessary, mixed

with sand, to sow with 12 quarts of Peas? Can I over-

dose them ? will it prevent the pheasants from picking

them off after they are up?—J. W. C—[Mr. M'Intosh

uses a gallon to 60 or 70 square yards ; and we apprehend

the best plan will be to water the soil where the Peas are

sown, if pheasants are to be thus driven away. If sand is

employed, we presume it must be well wetted. The tar

will not hurt the crop ; probably it will act as a manure.

We however, have no idea whether the plan will be

effectual. May we beg our correspondent to report the

result of his experiment when he has tried it ?]

Experiments with Nitrate of Soda.—-The following are

the results of a few carefully-conducted experiments with

Nitrate of Soda : On Keen's Seedling Strawberries, sown

in the spring, the effects were not visible ; Carrots, sown

in the spring, large increase in size; Seakale, great in-

crease in size and prominence of bud for this year's forc-

ing ; cut on Christmas-day. Brassicas of all kinds, deep

luxuriant colour and vigorous growth ; Asparagus pro-

duced the most extraordinary effects, as compared with

other things; I cut 50 stalks, which weighed nearly all

4 oz. each, and took the first prize at a local show
;
the

tops were of a very dark green, and kept growing late

into the autumn. Onions in 1841 kept growing too late ;

they were very large, but did not harvest; in 1842 there

was no perceptible difference. Coniferse, increased depth

of green, and vigorous growth. Turnips, sown with the

seed, which came up with unusual rapidity, and continued

to grow fast until they arrived at maturity ;
they were

tender, juicy, and mild in flavour, with a perceptible im-

provement in the following crops. The soil is a remark-

ably friable sandy loam, on a substratum of loam and

brickearth, much spotted with gravel, having a great

tendency to burn in dry summers. The quantity of nitrate

used was at the rate of 1£ lb. to the rod. In the case of

the Asparagus, the whole of the land was measured, but

no nitrate was put in the alleys. In every instance, ex-

cept the Turnips, where it was harrowed in with the seed,

it was applied when the plants were in a growing state,

being strewed on the ground and allowed to be washed in.

It appears to me that, wherever discrepancies arise as to

its action, it must either be attributable to the sort of

plants to which it is applied, or to the time and mode of

using it. I, of course, mean on the same soils.—J. G.,

St. John's. n , , , , T , , ,

Lichens.—In the Travels of the Abbe La Lande, who

visited Italy 1765, I find an observation, of which I add

the following free translation :—" There is a manufacture

at Rome of a powder called Cyprio, because the secret of

making it was derived from the island of Cyprus. It is

perfumed by a Lichen, or Moss, very common upon

trees, which, bv maceration in water, acquires a \ery

delicious scent." Is it at all known to what kind of

Lichen he alludes ?— li. E. K. [We do not find any

account of this Lichen ; but there are many which are

fragrant. Lecidea aromatica is very sweet-scented when

bruised ; some Collemas become fragrant when moistened,

and Parmelia fragrans has a similar quality.]

Advantage of Buying Corn.—I am enahled to confirm

Mr. Loudon's statement respecting the benefit to be de-

rived by the labourer from the purchase of corn instead of

flour, or bread ; having made inquiries of parties, who at

the present time adopt the system. The following fact,

however, speaks for itself. A quarter of wheat will pro-

duce 130 four-lb. loaves: that at 40s. the quarter, is,

within the smallest fraction, 3j>d. a loaf. Wheat at the

figure quoted, is better than that of which cheap bread is

made; the general price of bread in the metropolis is

from Hd. to 1\d.— C. K.

in with the seeds, the xuru,^ .-•- --
.

.

tween the drills there was, »°" e'er
!;
m"VS^

of weeds. I also succeeded in get ing a caP*d crop ot

Swedes from cloacine dried with coal-ashe ,
^onhng to

the directions which you were so good as to give in reply

to some former queries of mine.

—

A. H*

Effects of powerful Smells upon d
f"

ren\^l^is
The wasp appears to be sooner affected by pungent scents

than some other insects, since the ^mes arising trom

Cayenne pepper thrown on hot iron will kill them m less

than a minute ; -while the aphis, though infinitely more

delicate, can bear them in a closed box with impunity ior

an hour. The fumes arising from burnt sulphur do not

affect the white scale. I submitted some Pine-suckers,

which were covered with scale, to these fumes in a close

box not a foot square ; and I found that neither the plant

nor the insect were affected, although half an ounce ot

Rulnhur was burnt.

—

Flora. .

Svirils of Tar.-In the article on spirits of tar at p. 5 of

this -gear's Chronicle, I perceive that your correspondent

recommends that it be mixed with sand, and sown with

Peas and Beans, to preserve them from the attacks ot mice

and pheasants. The mice I can deal with, but I have never

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Cape Palmas.—We reached this settlement on the 18th

of July. For neatness of houses, &c, this must rank next

to Sierra Leone. During our short stay at this place, 1

was so fortunate as to meet with Mr. Minor, an American

missionary, who assisted me greatly in my researches.

In a ramble through the bush we met with a fine species

of Smeathmannia, growing to the height of 20 feet, and

producing abundance of large white flowers, with some

noble specimens of the Butter and Tallow tree (Penta-

desmis butyracea), which is very ornamental, with large,

entire,shining,coriaceousleaves,andpendulous fruit. Lpon

being wounded, a viscid yellowjuice exudes from it ;
this tree

grows to the height of 30 or 40 feet ; the fruit is known to

the natives of this part of the coast by the name 01

Lapanee. The order Anonacea? is very abundant ;
one

species was growing about the settlement, and is Bpug.it

after by the people for its delicious fruit—the appellation

given to it is Lapaumee. The dried fruit of a species

brought from the interior was given to me by Mr. Wilson,

of Fair Hope, Cape Palmas. One of the Fan Palm is

found at a short distance from the beach ; the leaves 01

this, when cut into narrow slips, are plaited by the natives,

and are then converted into hats, or sold to the seamen

visiting this port : this is known to them by the name o

Sennite. The Oil Palm is also plentiful, but is not take*

much notice of by the settlers. I may also mention Habzeii

aromatica, another plant of the Anonaceous order, the drie

seeds of which are known in the shops of this country as the

Piper 8ethi6piura. The seeds are used at Cape Palmas,

but in the interior, at the confluence of the Chadda an

Niger, it is not taken any notice of by the natives, tnous
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growing on the banks of the river in great abundance. A
beautiful Cinchonaceous plant is found about Fair Hope,
which possesses a climbing habit, and bears large corymbs
of light pink flowers. A species of Coffee, introduced
from Prince's Island, has taken possession of the soil, and
flourishes exceedingly. In the more open places are
found a Cardiospermum, and a Violaceous plant, with
small white flowers, and a species of Jonidium. The
order Capparidacese is plentiful, especially in the genus
Cleome; the Commelinacege are abundant in the genus
Tradescantia and Aneilema ; and Euphorbiiicese in the
genus Phyllanthus. The tribe of Ficus is plentiful, but
the fruit of none of them is sought after. The species of
Napoleona, found by Dr. Vogel, is growing in the lands
about the settlement that have been cleared some years
back, and upon which a young vegetation is springing up,
but I was not able to obtain any specimens in flower ; it
is a plant of no beauty, the colour being of a brick red. A
lovely species of Loranthus is very plentiful, the flowers
of which are of a rich scarlet and purple colour. In wet
situations are two species of Lycoprfdium ; one possessing
a creeping habit, the other growing upright. I only met
with four kinds of Ferns ; a climbing one is plentiful, as
Well as a species of Polypddium, but the other species are
rare. A plant of the Araceous order is growing abun-
dantly in the marshes ; so also are several Cypen'icese.
The stagnant waters produce a Nympheea, which, I was
informed, bears beautiful yellow flowers. Amongst the
cultivated plants, the settlers have Cotton, Coffee, Indigo
(found growing also in a wild state), the Sugar-cane, Cas-
sava, Yams, &c. The fruits consist of Cocoa-nuts, Ba-
nanas, Plantains, Papaws, Oranges, Limes, Guavas,
kweet and Sour Sop, Pine-apples, Vines, and Mulberries,
xhe Vines do not thrive; but the Mulberries are doing
*elL-_the species is Morus multicaulis. In the garden of
a Missionary, a very pretty Amaranthus was cultivated,
Which was obtained from the interior, A small quantity of
^amwood is imported from this settlement—that and
Palm oil being the principal articles of commerce. This
^as the only place in this part of Africa where I saw bees
Kept in hives for the sake of their honey, as they can be
found so readily by other means. The thermometer stood
at 80° at noon ; the wet bulb hygrometer indicating 6° of
dryness.—J. A.

Notices ofnew plants which are either
useful or ornamental.

Bolbophyllum adbnope'talum. (Stove Epiphyte). Orchi-
acese. Gyn/mdria Monandria. A native of Sincapore, whence

iirwii

aS *cceivecl by Messrs. liOddiges. The flowers are yellowish
V}d slightly sweet-scented. It resembles B. cocoinum, fromwinch its want of a pseudo-bulb, or at most its extremely small

r^J-^™1 its Petals, not serrated but glandular on the inside,
readily distinguish it.—Dot. Reg.

J Ror^B'oi.uM azu'rkum. Blue Nasturtium. (Gveejihouse

5pJ'
ftw)- Balsaminacefe,§Tropasolese. Octandria Mon6gynia.—

an fc
S amost remarkable plant, lately introduced by Messrs.Veitch

nci Sou; it is much deeper coloured in a wild state than it has yet

e-nM
ln cultivation

» Dut it is a very valuable acquisition for
earaens. This pretty species makes a beautiful object when
rained on some ornamental wirework, fastened to the pot, and
quires the same kind of treatment as Tropze'olum tricolorum.

sa i

SOil in wnicn st is P°tted should consist of some good rich
antly loam and leaf-mould, or fibrous peat, with a good portion

coa
Sand

' Thc mixturc should not be sifted fine, but left rather

dp!rV
se

' Wnen the bulbs begin to grow (which generally hap-

cov
*n Au£ust or September), pot them in the above mixture,

thp
Ul& the bulb in the soil about half an inch, and well drain

in a
°tS

* {hc latter should then be placed in a sheltered but not

£rmw
COnfi

-

ncd or snacled situation, out of doors. They will then

£ r
7

l

raPicI'y, and much stronger than if kept in the greenhouse

lnovlri V
bUt When tneni&llts Set cokl or wet they must be re-

frost t\°
ttie £reennousc for the winter, out of the reach of the

whpr!,M
Gy mustbe

lJ,ace(l in an airy and rather dry situation,

duiW f]
ere 1S

>
,lent3' of light. Thus treated they will flower freely

hulhs
s Prin£ and part of the summer. If there are several

thev V^
ome may he retained in a dry state until the spring before

"When th
pottG(1

» °y which means they will flower much later,

atid nla
pIants liave done flowering withhold water gradually,

allowed^ pots in a dry situation - The b«lbs do best when
by cntH

re^ain in the pots all summer to rest. It is increased

younTni
le
\ taken off before the plant begins to flower. The

the ton* V i
When struck should not be either potted off, or have

over thl
°p'

but sh01lld be allowed to grow and hang down
COB .T

pot
» otherwise they seldom form bulbs.— Bot. Reg.

Bulb ) A
0,A VKR*i'coLon. Changeable Coburgia. (Half-hardy

Plant is fv

mary Uic*acefe. Hexandria Monogynia.—This beautiful
tnepein •

produce of the excursions of J. Maclean, Esq., over
ar,(

l the o
Ian Andes from Lima, where he did not sec it in flower,

of Cohfn-
aCt place of its £rowth is not noted. The large species

clefts or
arefountJ deeply imbedded in rich alluvial soil, in the

They flow
11 thc summit °f rocks, and on the edge of precipices,

has been fn
sparin&,y in tncir native land, and much difficulty

Cultivate th u
making them bloom in Europe. Those who

takino- thoUf
bulbs for sale may plant them in the open ground,

tai«s wher2V£P
t0 lie dry durin& the winter; but, on the moun-

and the nH •
y £row» the temperature varies less than with us,

CoburPMo ,
paI division of season is dry and wet. There the

the heat
p
i
e
T

s
.
erves its leaf often the whole year, and flowers in

andJuiy an Y?i
Cernber and January, which answer to our June

of the leaf ,
at perio(l naB been preceded by the free growth

we ought tn L°rder» therefore, to make the old bulbs flower,

?er
. and at tw •

a vi£orous state of growth before midsum-
hotter sitnft«l!

*

ttlme
> if bloom docs not appear, place them in a

rotten and n,,u
n

'
•

rhey like stroT)S soil
»
mixe(l with Perfectly-

ground if .rulvensed dung or leaves, the neck being kept above

0rchidacesE iow,
KS»- Mr. Clowes's Miltonia. (Stone Epiphyte).

aPProaches 'j

lp„
yil,lndria Monandria— This very beautiful species

P'Otainent chai ? t0 M- cfindida
. which it resembles in several

J^at similar ex *
Stics

" lts Pseudo-bulbs and leaves are some-
towards the surn

6
'*

tllat t,ie former are rather more tapering
are, moroover '

m,t
'
and mostly a trifle greener. Thc flowers

Conformation w °eedlnRl
>' like those of M - Candida in general

?! M*e Up is altoSa
0,,jLa very little smal'er

;
but the structure

* l* considerahiv „
d'fferent, and its hues are quite peculiar.

°» the edges. a f,. n
mpressed in tl,c middle, by the folding back

£jce of bein'e cnm„«
8 c

,

onstru rtion almost gives it the appear-
g*«ly attended P

A? « ° &° parts
-

The Point«
besicles

-
is

S
a Awards acoi.iV^c= *
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—

Pa/tton's Mag. of Botany.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Contrivance in the Creation a Demonstration of the

Existence of the Deity.—One of the most irresistible ar-

guments by which we demonstrate the existence of a God,
as well as the character of many of his attributes, is that

which we gather ftjom a minute investigation of his works.
The region of Nature is full of God ; and the deeper our
researches are into its wonders, the fuller and the stronger
does the conviction become that all its parts have had their

origin and arrangement from a Power— a Power altogether
independent in its own being of the various objects over
which it presides, and a Power which in all its operations
has followed a specific plan, purpose, and design. The
marks of contrivance which meet us all through Creation
declare unanswerably a Contriving Mind. This arrange-
ment of matter cannot come of chance. The fortuitous

concurrence of atoms, of which ancient sages pitiably phi-
losophized, could never have organised such mechanism as

the whole Universe developes ; and he who, with that me-
chanism before him, owns no God, is, we affirm, but a
melancholy witness of the truth of that saying—that no
man is so credulous as an infidel. I pass by a throng of
facts which, in answer to such a question, seem to rush
forth from above us, and beneath us, and around us, to

fix on one particular class ofevidences of Designing Power
which pre-eminently claims attention : it is that class

which so plainly contemplates the condition of this our
world, and especially of our own species—not as God made
them at the first, but as we now see them—subject to suffer-

ing, disease, and pain. Now that our race, in common with
all animal existence, has become liable to physical suffering

—and that suffering of so various and often opposite kinds—we look into the resources of Creation, and what do we
discover? We discover the fact, that all this state of
things has been foreseen, anticipated, and provided for

;

inasmuch as here are stores laid up in all the vast reposi-
tories of the mineral and vegetable kingdoms—yes, and
even in the secret properties of animal substances also

—

stores of every kind, exactly adapted to meet the wants,
and ease the pains, and often altogether to remove the
diseases that our "flesh is heir to." So that here is de-
sign and contrivance shown in the most affecting manner.
God our Maker has been under the necessity—a necessity
imposed by his creatures' sin—of inflicting certain suffer-

ings upon us. Yet how do these provisions of nature
exhibit Him before us ? Even while, as it were, with the
one hand He wounds, with the other He ministers, if not
the cure, at least the mitigation of the pain. Here are
ills existing all around us ; and, all around, here are the
antidotes to those ills already prepared. Now we ask—Is
this chance ? Comes it of chance that the world should
prove one great depository of medicines for its own ma-
ladies ? No, we reply: here is intention— here is fore-
knowledge of special circumstances—here is preparation
to meet those circumstances. And the contemplation of
such a coincidence between the world's physical woes, and
the world's medicinal stores—the one so corresponding to
the other—enforces the recognition of a Mind that has
foreseen, and anticipated, and determined to provide for,

a condition of suffering existence such as earth now ex-
hibits.

—

From a Sermon preached before the Apothecaries'
Society, by the Rev. John Harding.

Productions of the Valley of Herat.—The winter at
Herat is not so severe as that of England, although snow
lies on the ground for a few days during the months of
December and January, and occasional frost occurs until
early in March. The summer months are much hotter
than in England, but cooler than in India, in conse-
quence of a very high wind which blows steadily from
the North during the months of June, July, August, and
September. Little rain falls except in winter and early
spring, the cultivation of the valley being carried on by
means of canals cut from the river. The climate may
certainly be considered as a very dry one. The principal
trees in the valley are the Elm, Ash, Fir, Plane, Poplar,
Willow, and Cypress. Of fruit trees there are the Pear,
Apple, Quince, Peach, Apricot, Plum, Cherry (sour),
Mulberry (red and white), Pomegranate, Walnut, Filbert,

Berberry, and the Fig ; the Pistachio flourishes in the dis-

trict immediately north of the valley. Of Melons and
Grapes there is every variety in perfection. The vege-
tables are Cucumbers, Beet, Onions, Lettuce, Brinjals,
Carrots, Turnips, Spinach, Knol- Kohl, and Beans ; all, ex-
cept the three first, of very indifferent quality. The gar-
den flowers are few in number : the Rose, red, white, and
yellow, the Jessamine and a species of Lilac, the com-
mon Red Tulip, the Narcissus, Blue Iris, Pink and Mari-
gold ; the Sunflower, Hollyhock, and Cockscomb, are
common. Amongst the wild flowers, are the Butter-cup,
Dandelion, Cornflower, Nettle, Clove, Forget-me-not, and
Poppy.— Transactions of the Agri-H or ticnltural Society
of India.

Conversion of Starch into Gum and Sugar.—During
germination, a great change has taken place in the chemical
composition of the seed

j
a notable quantity of its starch

has passed into the condition of Grape-sugar, and become
soluble, while the gluten, or azotised portion, has under-
gone partial decomposition, giving rise to a certain quan-
tity of a most extraordinary substance called u diastase,"

which possesses the power of inducing the conversion of

starch into Grape-sugar. The simplest experiment^ for

illustrating the specific property of this curious body is to

add to a quantity of warm thick gelatinous starch, a little

infusion of common malt made with tepid water, and then

maintain the whole at a temperature which does not much
exceed 160° Fahr. In the course of a very few minutes,

the starch, before so thick that the vessel might be inverted
without spilling any, becomes as limpid and thin as water.
It is now dextrin" or starch-gum, a state intermediate
between ordinary starch and sugar. If the temperature
be still kept up m the course of some hours, depending
upon the quantity of malt-infusion used, the liquor will
have acquired a sweet taste and have become, in fact, a
solution of Grape-sugar. This is the principle of the first
step towards the manufacture of beer, and which is called
" mashing ;

its object is to get a saccharine liquid sus-
ceptible of fermentation. The practice is as follows —The
malt, roughly ground, or rather crushed, between rollers,
is placed in a spacious wooden vessel or "mash-tun "
furnished with a false bottom pierced with small holes,
like a colander, and raised a little space above the true
bottom. A stop-cock, placed between the two, communi-
cates with an exit-pipe. The due proportion of water,
regulated of course by the quality of the liquor required,

which has meanwhile been heating to the proper tempera-

ture in a large copper boiler close at hand, is now let on,

and the mixture in the tun, after due agitation, either by
machinery or by hand, is closely covered up to prevent

loss of heat, and suffered to remain during a space of time

varying from two to four hours. In this interval the

greater part of the starch of the grain, which had escaped

unaltered during the malting, is, by the action of the

diastase before mentioned, converted into soluble muci-

laginous matter and sugar ; the liquid, or " wort," acquir-

ing a degree of sweetness incomparably greater than could

have been communicated by the sugar actually contained

in themaltitself.

—

Fownes
y
in the PharmaceuticalJournal.

Protecting Plants.—At the last sitting of the Paris

Horticultural Society, M. Victor Paquet made an interest"

ing communication relative to a mode of protecting, on
the open ground, delicate plants from the frost in winter.

The branches are to be tied together, and, if necessary,
two sticks are to be fixed in the ground as supporters.
Some litter is to be spread over the ground round the
plant, and a sack or other covering is to be placed over
the whole. This covering is to be made thoroughly wet,
so that it may be frozen at the first frost. The frozen
surface not admitting within the interior a cold so intense

as itself, the plant is in a comparatively warm temperature.
Guano.—The superintendent of the hardy department

reported that he had tried several experiments with guano
upon plants in

[
pots. In loam, containing one-fiftieth

part of this substance, Verbenas and Salvias became luxu-

riant in about the same degree as if potted in rotten dung.

The same plants also flourished exceedingly in sand con-

taining a similar proportion of guano. The same effect, or

even a more beneficial action, was produced upon them
when peat was substituted for sand. But when rich garden

soil was employed with the same proportion of guano*
the plants became languid and died. It was therefore

inferred that the value of guano as a manure, will depend
upon the soil with which it is employed, and that » quan-
tity which would be highly beneficial in poor soil will

become deleterious upon land previously rich and well

manured.-

—

Proceedings of the Hort. Soc 9 No. 17.

Sacon.—As it is of some importance to cottagers to,

know how best to preserve their bacon, we have borrowed
the following receipts from an old lady whose bacon is

never rusty. For the bacon of a large pig take 14 lbs. of
common salt, 1 lb. saltpetre, and £ lb. bay salt; with this

mixture rub the bacon thoroughly, and then put it down
tightly into a tub kept expressly for the purpose, having
a lid to fit tightly on, and also an inner cover, which rests

on the bacon, and presses it down as it diminishes. Be-
fore the salt is used it should be damped with a quart of
cold boiled water. If these precautions are^attended to,

the bacon will preserve its colour and good flavour for 18

or 20 months. As soon as the weather becomes hot, the

brine should be poured carefully out of the tub, be boiled

and well skimmed, and when cold be again poured over

the bacon.
To boil Leeks.—For the Cottager Leeks make a delicate,

economical dish, and are very beneficial in case of colds.

In boiling these vegetables, it may be well to state that

they are much improved by changing the water when halt

boiled. It is commonly supposed that.Leeks are stronger

in flavour than Onions : this, however, is an erroneous

opinion ; they are, on the contr ary, much mi e *

Mildness of the Weather.—-We learn from the Lon-

donderry Journal, that, as a proof of the mildness of the

weather in that neighbourhood, some ripe Strawberries

were, a few days ago, gathered in the garden of Mr R.

Stewart, of AUrest, nefr Donemana, which lies m rather

an exposed situation. In various parts of the country

thrushes have also been 'singing, and sparrows have com-

menced to build their nests.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—Ko. VIII.
{Continued from page 7.)

25. The Paonias, a ver v conspicuous genus of herbaceous

and suffruticose plants, were highly esteemed by the an-

cient Greek physicians, but their praises are too extrava-

gant for sober repetition. Modern times, however, are

not altogether free from some remnants of absurdity.
<* The anodyne necklaces, 1

' says Burnett, " still sold to

prevent convulsions in children, and to ease dentition,

are made of beads turned from the root of the common
Pasony."

26. The great utility of the bark of the Birch-free in

North America is very remarkable. Not only are the cances
in which the Indians trust themselves on lakes sufficiently

boisterous, some miles from the shore, made of it, but alto

all sorts of small cups and dishes. Besides, it burns like

pitch
; splits into threads which serve for twine ; and

the filmy part, near the outside, may be written upon in
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pencil, making no bad substitute for paper.

—

Head's

Forest Scenes.

27. Dr. Cheyne remarks, in his Philosophical Conjec-

tures ou the preference of Vegetable food, that he believes

a good natural philosopher might show, with great reason

and probability, that there is scarcely a beast, bird, reptile,

or insect, that does not, in each particular climate, in-

struct and admonish mankind of some necessary truth for

their happiness, either in body or mind.

28. In Civil History records are consulted, medals ex-

amined, and antique inscriptions decyphered, in order to

determine the epochs of human revolutions, and verify

modern events; so in Natural History we must search the

archives of the world ; draw from the bowels of the earth

the monuments of former times; collect the fragments,

and gather into one body of proofs all the indices of phy-

sical changes, which may enable us to retrace the different

ages of nature. It is thus only that we can fix some

points in the immensity of space, and mark the progress-

ive stages in the eternal maich of time.—Jameson's Geo-

logical Illustrations. ^^___

Verhandlungen des Verems xwr Beforderung des Gar-

tenbaues in den Koniglich Preussischen Staaten.

Transactions of the Royal Prussian Horticultural Soci-

ety at Berlin. Vol. XVI., Part II.

The greater portion of this Part is taken up by a very

detailed article on the culture of Heaths, by Mr. E. Kegel,

Inspector of the Botanic Garden at Zurich, followed by a

description of the species and most remarkable hybrids in

cultivation. The first portion, occupying 54 quarto pages,

is devoted to the cultivation of this beautiful tribe of

plants, and appears to be the result of long practical ex-

perience and careful comparison of the directions given

by previous writers, especially of those contained in Mr.
M'Nab's treatise, with the practice of the principal

Heath-growers in Germany, as well as of those of this coun-

try, as far as Mr. Regel has been able to ascertain them.

After devoting the first chapter to the soil, a long one

follows on propagation ; this is closed by an enumeration

of species classed according to the length of time and dif-

ficulty of striking cuttings under various modifications of

soil and temperature. In the third chapter, on transplant-

ing, the English practice, recommended by M'Nab and

others, of filling the bottom of the pots for large speci-

mens with stones, brickbats, cinders, or bits of wood, is

contrasted with the opinion of Jannack and most German
growers, that this practice is not only unnecessary, but

prejudicial. Mr. Regel advocates the German practice,

but admits that the greater humidity of the British cli-

mate may require a different treatment. The fourth

chapter contains directions for pruning ; the fifth for wa-
tering ; and the sixth, long details as to Heath-houses or

stages for summer, with reference to aspect, temperature,

light, and ventilation. The directions in this chapter are

drawn up chiefly for the climate of Germany, where the

long drought of summer has more to he guarded against

than the continued damp of our climate, which it is

M'Nab's chief object to counteract. With regard to the

Heath-houses for winter, detailed plans for which accom-

pany the paper, Mr. Regel warmly advocates heating by

hot water. He also strongly protests against iron sashes,

or any iron work in contact at once with the outer and

inner air. For, as the internal temperature should not be
kept in winter above 3 deg. Reaum. (39 Fahren.),

if the external cold descends only to 5 Reaum. (21

Fahren.) the internal vapour condenses and cools so ra-

pidly on the iron sashes as to fall in the form of snow.
Mr. Regel cautions also very particularly against any
cold draught being allowed to pass over the Heath-plants.

He recommends that all light should come from above,

and not from the sides ; that the plants be as near as pos-

sible to the light ; and that the inclination of the roof be
very small. At the close of the chapter, the Heaths in

cultivation are again enumerated, and classed according to

their relative hardiuess to bear cold in winter. The se-

venth and last chapter is devoted to the diseases which
attach to cultivated Heaths, and which are chiefly attri-

buted to defects in cultivation, with the exception of the

Fungus named by Klotzsch Clavicularia destruens, which,

if not stopped in time, will soon overrun whole plants
;

and, if it does not destroy them, will reappear regularly

every year. Mr. Kegel considers powdered sulphur, either

alone or mixed with slaked lime, to be the best remedy.

The second division of the paper occupies 130 quarto

pages, and contains detailed descriptions of all the spe-

cies in cultivation. In their classification, Mr. Regel

adopts the four subgenera established by Bentham in De
Candolle's Prodromus, and many of the sections of

Klotzsch, or of Bentham, with others, either entirely new
or modified, with special reference to the facility of deter-

mi™"S cultivated species. The number enumerated is

335, besides varieties ; but Mr. Regel includes as species

many ot the garden hybrids, which are now multiplied al-

most indehnuely, 80 a8 to render almost fruitless any at-

tempt at describing them on paper. Of two hybrid seed-
lings raised from the same parents, one will often have
more ot the character of one f the parents than the other

;

and thus a complete description of all the hybrids in cul-
tivation would have to include a separate account of almost
every individual raised. It appears to us that it would
have been better, even for garden purposes, to have enu-
merated as species only such permanent ones as are really
so in a Botanical sense ;

and after each species to have
referred to the hybrids which either are known to have
that species as one of their parents, or have such an affi-

nity to it as to make that probable.

—

E. M.

The Naturalist's Pocket Almanack is an attempt to

render this sort of book useful to those who are more in-

terested in Natural than in Political History ; the plan is

good, and we wish the work success.

The Ombrological Almanack is, Mr. Legh, its author,

informs us, founded partly on admitted principles, and

partly upon observations and discoveries recently made on

the influence of the planet Jupiter and his satellites on
our atmosphere. We cannot congratulate the author upon
the success of his weather predictions, as far as the present

year has gone. We are now writing with the country
covered with snow ; but the Almanack, which says nothing

of that, tell us the weather will be fair and cloudy ; while

the 3d of the month, which was one of theloveliest of bright

sunny days, was announced to be frosty, sleety, and cloudy.

The Polytechnic Review. No. I.—If we notice this

new periodical, it is certainly not for any merit that we
discover in it. It professes to treat, among other things,

of Agriculture; and the editor assures his readers that he

has, in that department, " facilities at his disposal which

have not yet been possessed by any similar periodical ;"

and then, as if he could not say enough upon this point,

he repeats that u in this department unusual facilities and

assistance are at his command." Upon looking to the

nature of these unusual facilities, we find they are derived

from plunder of the "Gardeners' Chronicle," and from
nothing else. All the Agriculture that is produced consists

of Dr. Playfair's first lecture on the Animal Chemistry

of Farming, misprints included, purloined without ac-

knowledgment, from our columns. It is fortunate that the

worthy gentleman who rejoices in the name of editor of this

abortion has hoisted the black flag thus early ; for other-

wise, we might, in our simplicity, have fancied that his

trumpet-tongued announcement of prodigious facilities and

peculiar advantages really possessed some meaning.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
The sudden disappearance of the first hard frost of the new

year, and the changeable nature of the weather since the first

new moon of the season, coupled with the fact that the wind
blew from the south-west on the last shortest day, are held by
our weather prophets here as sure indications of a mild open
winter. Good news this, if true. We must not, however, on this

account, relax our vigilance ; for although the last two months of
the year may be said to be the most trying for all kinds of house-
plants, yet the next six weeks are by no means free from trials of
a different cast. The large fires necessary to meet sudden depres-
sions of temperature, and the heat of the sun on frosty days, are
sure to bring on vegetation too quickly, and, if not guarded
against, will as surely bring disappointment at a future period.

Thick coverings at night, as little tiring as is consistent with the
safety of the plants, and judicious ventilation, are the proper
remedies. Besides the routine business of the season, such as
wheeling dung, digging, pruning, sweeping and rolling grass,
gathering leaves and materials for composts, I had lately some
of the best hands on the pleasure-grounds doing work which is

often neglected in many places, and sometimes never thought of
at all. They were examining the roots of all our finer trees and
shrubs planted on the grass or elsewhere within the last dozen
years, forking over the original composts in which these were
planted, tracing out and bringing nearer to the surface such
roots as went too deep ; others that rambled too wide were cut
back to different lengths, and after removing a portion of the old
compost, and adding fresh in its place, a zone of good soil, about
a foot or eighteen inches wide, was placed round the outside,
care being taken to have an inch or two of poor soil on the top to
prevent the roots of the grass from penetrating into the new
compost. This sort of work wants much looking after, from the
palace to the smallest garden. *

The early forcing of flowers is become more and more general
every year, and is now a regular and profitable branch of busi-
ness at many of the nurseries round London. There is an ex-
cellent paper on this subject, by Mr. Green, in Vol. i., p. 148, with
a good list of plants suitable for the purpose. The early Tulips
and Narcissuses have never been stionger with me than they have
been this season ; the earliest Hyacinths, on the other hand, are

not so strong as usual
;
perhaps the general drought overtook

them last season before their leaves had finished their office.

The whole race of tea-scented Roses ought to be forced, or other-
wise encouraged to bloom early, in order to enjoy their delicate

fragrance, as in summer they can hardly be said to be sweet.

The Spong's Provence is the earliest and best forcer of the old

Roses ; but to come in at Christmas the hybrid Perpetuals are by
far the best and sweetest, providing they are on their own roots

or worked upon the Boursault,—the latter is so easily excited

into growth; whereas our native Rose stocks are entirely unfit

for forcing purposes.

1.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—Continue the top and bottom heat, especially by
fire, as steady as possible for some time to come. Pines .and

Orchidacese suffer less from confined air than other stove plants
;

but the air in Pine-stoves, being always more or less charged

with exhalations from the fermenting materials, must be changed

as often as the state of the weather will permit. When the quantity

of hot-water pipes in any of the houses is barely sufficient to keep

up the requisite temperature, they must always be kept very hot
j

and thus, besides drying up the moisture, they deteriorate the

air in a manner not yet sufficiently explained.
Vxnkrv.— If the stems of the Vines have been painted with any

composition for destroying the eggs of insects, &c.,the longer it

remains on, the more effectual it will prove. When I use this

kind of paint, I always dredge it over, while moist, with fine sand

;

this forms a hard crust, and prevents the paint from scaling off

until it is cracked by the growth of the tree— of course I never
allow it to he washed off by the syringe. Vineries that are to be
forced next month should now be shut up, and the outside
borders well mulched with fermenting materials. Those now in
forcing must be constantly kept moist, with a temperature of
from 50Q to 6o°, according to their states of forwardness.
Pkacbmiouse.- During this changeable weather some nicety

is required to watch the temperature of this house. Whether you
are beginning to force it, or your trees are coming into blossom,
keep it rather below the mark than otherwise : abundance of air

and moisture are the main points to be attended to until the
blossoms open, when moisture must be withheld.
Chkrry-housk.—The trees here are so forward this season,

with merely the shelter of the house, that it would be dangerous
to leave them now exposed to frost. Very little forcing is required

for the Cherry at any time; but they are even more susceptible

of sudden changes than the Peach, and also more liable to the

attacks of insects. Any Cherry-trees in pots may be brought

into the coldest end of the Peach-house. Trees of this sort are

always more manageable in pots or boxes; and, being liable to

failures not easily accounted for, a good stock should be kept on
hand to replace accidents of any kind.

Fig- house.— I would never plant a house with figs; they

answer so much better in pots, which can readily be brought into

any house at work and in succession. Before they come intoleaf

they can stand in any out-of-the-way corner: they delight in a

miid moist atmosphere.

Cucumbers.—Those in a bearing state require a constant,
brisk heat, and plenty of air, especially if they are surrounded by
fermenting materials. The dung for seed-beds, or for planting
out upon, should be thoroughly sweetened before the beds are
made ; but few people think of beginning so early with this
troublesome system.
Melons.—-For a very early crop, seeds should now be sown in

any of the pits or houses at work.
Mushrooms.—Keep the bearing beds free from woodlice, and

continue to collect droppings for succession beds.
Asparagus.—Where a constant sr.pply of this useful vegetable

is wanted, a few single rows ought to be sown every year to
meet the demand, without encroaching on the permanent beds.
Celery trenches will be found the best for raising this supply,
and I advert to it thus early that room may be left in disposing
of the ground for future crops.
Kidney Brans.—For winter use, these should always be sown

in the pots in which they are to fruit, as transplanting them will
materially check their growth. Later in the season they may be
sown in boxes and transplanted with safety. Pots of 32's are
large enough for the early crops; the soil, if well drained, can
hardly be too rich for them.
Miscellaneous.—Early Radishes, Potatoes, Onions, Lettuces,

Herbs, and small salading, may now be forwarded on slight hot-
beds. I always pot the earliest crop of Potatoes in 48 pots, place
them anywhere in the stoves till they are well up, then remove
them to a cold vinery to harden, and afterwards turn them out
in turf pits, covered with reeds and with a little hot dung
under them.

Out-door Department.
All the early crops of Peas, Beans, Kadishes, and Lettuces, may

now be safely sown on dry, warm borders, and well guarded
from mice, birds, slugs, &c. An excellent list of the best sorts
of these and other vegetables has been recently given by Mr.
Whiting. There has been no want of time this season to protect
all crops that require it j neither has there ever been a finer time
for pruning and nailing, planting, and getting forward with the
routine business of this department.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stoves.—Many of the OrchidAceze are now enjoying a com-
fortable repose, while others, less fortunate, have to struggle on
against our long nights and comparatively dull days. Assist
this last class by giving them as much light as you can, and do
not excite them to too rapid growth. Another portion which
have just returned from the drawing-room, where they have
been showing off their beauties, will, in all probability, be
in want of a refreshing draught; look to them, and take
care that the water is not too cold for them ; a little atten-
tion will soon bring them to their regular habits. Look
also over the Hedychiums now piled under the stages or on
shelves, and start a few roots into growth to prolong their sea-
son. No plants are more fragrant or more suitable for the con-
servatory, when in flower, than H. maximum, coronarium, and
Gardnerianum ; but the latter is unfortunately of short duration,
so that a great number of plants would be required to keep up a
succession of flowers for any length of time. Out of \6 species
of this genus which I have flowered, these three are all that I
can recommend for general purposes. If the plants are clean,
there is very little work in the stoves at present. All sorts of
foreign stove-seeds, or of any other description from abroad, may
now be sown with safety. This is the best time to sow seeds of
fine Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, &c.
Greenhouse.—Keep the temperature as low as possible on

fine days by giving abundance of air. Nothing is better after
all than the old flue for heating a common greenhouse; this has
been lately very apparent.
Conservatory.—This should now be in a blaze with early

forced flowers and stove plants, including a few Orchidacea^.
Orange-trees, forced last spring in the late vineries, are just com-
ing into blossom. I sowed a quantity of lemon-seeds this time
last year; they are now about the size of my penholder, and in
a smart heat, ready to be grafted on the first wet day. I intend
to have scores of these in 48 pots for forcing all the year round.
The heat in this house is not lower than 40° at night, and as
much as the sun can raise it to in the day, with a little air for an
hour or two every fine day.
Pits and Frames.—There is a little breathing room here now;

many of the plants having been removed for forcing and propo-
gation, such as Pinks, Roses, Hydrangeas, Gardenias, Fuchsias,
&c, and a host of Dutch bulbs, which have been here for a few
weeks to improve their foliage, after coming from under the leaf
mould where they have been since they were potted. This puts
me in mind of a resolution which I meant some time since to put
to all Gardeners and Amateurs, namely, that we must in future
get over these Dutch bulbs one month sooner than the usual
time. To do justice to a Hyacinth, it ought to be potted on the
1st of September, if it is desirable to have it in flower on
Christmas day.

Out-door Department.
Forest and Coppice Wood.—The weather this month is

always too uncertain for planting. Pit, trench, and drain the
land first, and plant it afterwards; thin by all means, especially

L
n

i* %
mKldIc of the Plantation, and do not use above one

halfofthe number ofnurse plants that your predeccssorused to do.
l o make amends for the poles you would expect some dozen years
hence, crop the ground with potatoes, carrots, or any other crop
that suits the land best, until the trees begin to meet.-P. Beaton,
Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Jan. 12,
1843, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

.Tan.
Friday* G
Saturday 7
Sunday 8
Monday
Tuesday 10
Wednesdayll
Thursday 12

Average

Uaromhthk.
Max.
30.030
29.917
29 377
29.WD
29.861
29.108

29.120

29 r.un

Win.
29.997
29. 589
29.31

1

29 2oG
29.0G8
23-706'

23.706

29.289

Thkiimomhtkh.

Max.
41

4H
42

47
42
40
43

''.'{.

Win.
34
30
30
32
30

81
23

30.3

Mean.
37.5
41.0
36.0
39.6
86.0
35.5
33.0

80.9

Wind. Kain.

\V.
W.

s.w.
s.w.
w.

s.w.
N.

.01

.14

.09

,08

.16

.2'J

Jan. 6. Frosty; overcast; slight rain; cloudy.
7. Overcast; cloudy; rain at night.
8. Showery; cloudy and fine; overcast.
9. Clear and frosty ; in the evening alternately overcast and

clear
; stormy with lain.

10. Stormy and wet ; boisterous; cloudy and fine.
11. Clear and frosty; exceedingly fine; densely overcast-

snow commenced falling falling at p.m.
12

" Hazy with snow ; clear and frosty ; boisterous at night.Mean tem perature of the week 2 jt° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years for
the ensuing Week ending Jan. 21, 1843.

Jan.

Sun. 15
Mon. 16
Tue«. 17
Wed. 18
Thura.19
Fri. 20
Sat. 21

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

39.2
89 8
41.2
40.9
40 3
39-7
42.5

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

29.7
30.1

29.7
30.B
2«. 5

30.0
33-2

34.4
34.9
354
35.9
34.4

34.3
37.9

7
10

6

8
4
7

Greatest
t

*

1
l »

quantity
of Kain.

2 2; 2

W
00

1

1

1

c/3

3 3

•

25

0.54 in. 3
0.34 __ 5 8 — 2 4 2 1

0.11 1 4 2 3 1 2 2 2
0.24 — 3—2 8 3 4 2
0.37 3 2 3 - 2 3 3 X

0.G5 2 3 3 1 2 3 2 I

0.34 2 3 1 1 3 flf 2 3 1

«* 1 ?Jl
ie

-
temperature during the above period occurred on

tnel5tn, in 1834—thermometer 56°; and the lowest on the night
of the 19th and morning of the 20th. in 1838—thermometer 4£°
below zero.
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REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Jan. 13, 5843.

[The Half-sieve contains ... 34 imperial gallons.

The Sieve 7 n „
The Bushel Sieve 104 » „
The Bushel Basket l imperial bushel.

Punnets for Seakale are ... 73 in. wide and 2 in. deep.
Radishes .... 8 „ a „
Mushrooms ... 7 „ 2 „
Salad 5 n 2 ff]

99

99

99

The market has been well supplied with both fruit and vegetables

during the past week ; but the demand has not been great. Fruit:
The supply of Pines is not large. A few hothouse Grapes of fair

quality are offered from 5*. to Ss. per lb. Amongst the dessert Pears
the Ne Plus Meuris and St. Germain's have appeared ; the former at

8*., and the latter at 6*. per half-sieve. Good samples of the Old
Colmar at 10*., and of the BeurrG Itance at Gs., are also offered. The
prices of dessert Apples remain nearly the same as in our last Report.
The demand for Nonpareils has been upon the increase, and their
price has therefore advanced a little. Excellent Cockle Pippins may
also be had, at 5*. per bushel. Pummeloes, or Forbidden Fruit, have
made their appearance, from M. to is. each. Vegetables: The
quality of Asparagus has of late somewhat improved; the best
bunches continue to fetch from Ss. to 10s. each ; the inferior ones are
from 2s. to 3s. 6d. each. Seakale is abundantly supplied, and is a
little cheaper than in onr last Report. The price of White Broccoli
has also fallen

;
good samples being obtainable from 9d. to 2*. per

bunch. Turnips are excellent, from IsAM. to 2$. 6d. per dozen
bundles. "We noticed some young autumn -sown Horn Carrots, from
M. to M. per bunch. Rhubarb is very little in demand, and may be
procured from 9d. to 1*. 6d. per bunch. Of Celery there is a fair

supply; the White fetching from 6d. to Lv. 3d., and the Red from
§d. to 2*. per bundle. Mushrooms are still plentiful, from 4d. to 9d.

per pottle. Flowers : Amongst the cut flowers are Hyacinths,
Tulips, Narcissuses, Cyclamens, Gardenias, Amaryllises, Cinerarias,

Azaleas, Abutilon striatum, Pyrus japonica, the Chinese Primrose,
&c. ; and in pots are some good forced Hyacinths and Tulips.

PRICES, Saturday, Jan. 14, 1843—FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb. 4* toGs
tirapes, Hothouse, 5* to per lb. ft*— Spanish, Qd to is

— Portugal, U to 1* Gd
Apples, dessert, per bush., 3* to 7#— Kitchen, 2s 6d to 0**

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2s to 10$
Pummeloes, each, 6d to is
Melons, Spanish, 2s to 3i
Oranges, per doz,, 9<i to 2s— per 100, Gs to 14*— bitter, per 100, 10# to 12*

VEGETABLES—

Lemons, per doz. U to 2s
— per 100,ff*to 14*

Almonds, per peck, Gs to 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound,?*
Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 10*
Chesnuts, per peck, 3* to C*
Filberts,English, per 100 lbs. 60* to C.I*

Cob Nuts, per peck, 3i 6d
Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, iGs to 20*
— Spanish, IB* to TO*
— Barcelona, 24*

Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1*
Cabbage, per doz. Gd to 1*— plants, per doz. 1* 6d to 2*— Ked,for pickling, IsGd to 4*
Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. l* to 2*
Broccoli, White, per bunch, 9d to 2*
— Purple, 3d to 1* 3d

Beans, Kidney, forced, per 100, 2* to 3*
Potatoes, per ton, 50* to 70*— per cwt. 2* Gd to 3j Gd
— perbushel, 1* Gd to 2* 6d
— Kidney, per bu.,l*6\/ to 2* 6d— Scotch, per bushel, It 6d
— New Autumn, per lb., 4d to 3d

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

9d to Is Gd
Turnips, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2* Gd
J*-ed Beet, per dozen, Qd to 1*

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* 6d
SaUafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* 6d
"orse Kudifth, perbundle, IsGd to4*flrf
*^dish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

9<Z to 1*— Turnip, p. doz.hch., 1* to IsGd
Carrots, per doz. bunch. 3* to fli— \ oung Horn, per bun., Ad to Gd

Parsneps, per dozen. Gd to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd to 2*
Leeks, per doz. bun., 1* 6rf to 2*
Onions, per bushel, 4s Gd to 6*
_ Pickling, per hf.-sv., 38 to 4*
.— Green, p. doz. bun. 3* to 4* Gd— Spanish, per doz. 1* Gd to 3*

Garlic, per lb. 6d to 3d
Shallots, per lb., !*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 8* to 10*— Second, 2* Gd to 3* Gd— Sprue or Small, 2* to 2* Gd
Sea-kale, per punnet, Gil io2*
Lettuce. Cab, p. 8C. 4rf to 3d
— Cos, 1* to 1* Gd

Endive, per score, $d to U Gd
Celery, p. hd., (!2to 15)Grf to2t
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle,9rf to \sGd
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf. -sieve, 0d to 1*

Watercress, per doz. am. bun. 4d to Gd
Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Tarragon, perdnz. bun., 2s to 3*
Sage, per doz. bunches, 2*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*

Mushrooms, per pottle, 4d to 9d

Notices to Correspondents.
Manures.—Little Skill.—We do not advise you to apply your liquid

manure till your seeds are sown ; if you delay till they have germi-
nated so much the better, f Theta.—Woodashes are among the
best of all manures for anything. Mix them with dry earth, and
top-dress with them ; or add them to a heap of manure ; they will

greatly improve its quality. A. JL—Brine, which is salt and
water mixed with a little animal matter, can only be used as a
manure in small quantities. The best way of applying it is to pom-
it on lime, and allow the soaked mass to remain in a heap for

three months. At the end of that time an excellent manure for
light lands that arc apt to burn, will have been formed.- Querist.
We are sorry to say we have no information respecting Mr. liicke's

doings beyond what we have stated. M.—Fresh vegetables are
an excellent manure, and he must be a very ignorant person who
thinks that they breed slugs. If they do not benefit the land, it is

cither because it does not want manure, or there is not enough of
them. The best way, however, to use refuse vegetables is to throw
them in a heap, to moisten them with gas-water, or fermenting
Jjrine, and to leave them to rot, which they will soon do. Such
heaps should always be well covered over with earth.T A Sub*
*&Hber.—8oot is an* excellent manure mixed or unmixed. The best

^
ay, however, to apply it, is as a material to work up the ferment-

ing matters of cesspools and similar places. f A . //.—We should

vff'
e thought thatnothingwouldhavebeen inore'easy than for a bai-m to carry a few leaves of turmeric paper in his pocket to beused oc-

casionally. We fear that no means will be found of contriving an
easier test for ammonia. As to the length of time that manure
nsaps will He before fermentation begins, that is so entirely depend-
ent upon the temperature of the air and the nature of the mate-
i-ials, that we are at a loss what directions to give. Examination
?lone will show the extent of their putridity. If the heat of fer-
mentation has attained the amouut of 50°— (>0° for two or three
veeks, it will in general have carried decomposition far enough

;out the more complete the decomposition the better, provided the
"*ni0}}iaformed in the process is not lost. If heaps of decaying

l) ?!
ermls are just moistened with gas-water, or if waste yeast can

c added to them, decomposition will be greatly accelerated. We
SWH orgotten the statement made by Liebig, that Epsom

Pot f
mixed with cloacine formed a powerful manure for

le<« \
S

'
antl tne todex to ms 1)0ok is so ^atI as to ue almost use-

chipfl * conceive that as the object in applying this agent is

acrp
°
1

restore to Potato-land the magnesia it lias lost, i cwt. an

cloa
^'ould ue an ample supply. If you determine what quantity of

iiror?
in

f-

you mean to use per acre, you can easily calculate in what
J oportion to add Epsom salts to it. Kemeinber always that 3 ton

fti-n
oacme

> without Epsom salts, is equal to G tons of the best

Xiia nianure.t

annfl i^
ANURJS'"" ^- F- K'~~We would not recommend you to

will L q
i
lKl man"re now to land which you intend for Onions. It

their r °lJ?
0Te servi <:e ifyou vater the Onions with it weekly, after

Mauri thhlnmg.t

destrovt?
F Cess|,ools.—Theta.—The best means you can use to

a cesannnf
™alaria

>
ft«d prevent the unpleasant smell arising from

"with water t
8 t0 USe U SmaI1

<l
uailtit^ of bleaching-powder mixed

old
T
CmiT

S
*~~r'

S p—Jfyou have plantations five or six years
1

Wtrnvti'
in do 1)etter than dig between the trees, in order to

however n f «
88 which has S«wn there. The digging must,

making A \t
s
?
all

1

0w
» so as mot to interfere much with the roots. In

theyoTunrt, 1
i
antation

'
it is as well to grow Potatoes between

*ured • fftHM
two or three years, provided the ground is ma-

*dvants»ffn,« /
ce®Psthe ground clean, and stable manure is very

^irtrihp
eo^ /orest-treesingeiieral,wtli the exception of the

fio eood n e *1
e

l

e not received the copy of the Chronicle you are
GftApt

oaa
?
to *Peak of. t

our notice upon the culture of the Peach under glass is one from

Mr. Errington, which was published a few years since in the Horti-

cultural Society's Transactions, and of which an extract was

given at p. 7 of the Chronicle of 1841. t

Ankmonks.— S. F. C—An easy way of protecting Anemones and

Ranunculuses is to bend across the beds wooden or iron hoops,

securely fixed in the ground ; upon these mats can be thrown in

cases of frost or snow, but care must be taken that they are firmly

secured to the hoops by pegs.J
Ga'hrya ELLipncA.

—

A. A.—This plant does not require to be

pruned. It succeeds best in peat, but will thrive in almost any
soil or situation, t

Christmas Rosk.—A. A-—The Christmas Rose will grow in peat,

but it prefers a heavy, wet soil, f

Pints Webbiana.—A Salopian.^ It is probable that this plant casts

its old leaves after having been watered with nitrate of soda as an
effort of reviving nature, and that it has not yet had time to renew
them. The leaves will not appear again on the denuded branches,
but in all probability the buds will burst vigorously this spring, f

Ferns.'—Mercaior.—Any nurseryman can supply you with these

plants. Some you may find in old walls, in hedge-rows, and other

wild places.

Roses.— T. B.—Liquid manure, not applied too strong, will be be-
neficial to Roses which are just coming into bloom, t

Dog Roses.—A Young Lady.—It is not too late to transplant wild

Roses from the hedges for the purposes of budding. It may be
proceeded with whenever the weather is open. %

Lily of the Valley.—A Young Lady.—When it is desirable to

transplant Lilies of the Valley at the present season, they will not
be injured, providing that it is carefully done. The autumn is, how-
ever, the best time for removing them, t

Flower-seeds.—£. F. G.—It is too soon yet for sowing any kind of

flower seeds in the open border. If you want any for blooming
early, you had better sow in a slight hotbed such things as ("ollinsia

bicolor, JS'emophila insignis, Kaulfussia amelloides, Schi/.anthus

pinnatus, Clarkia pulchella and elegaus, Godctia Lindleyana,

Gilia tricolor, and the Rocket Larkspur. You will be quite early

enough, however, if you do this six weeks hence.

J

Pelargoniums.—An Original Subscriber.^-The following sorts are

the best for forcing: — Admiral Napier, General Washington, Isi-

dorianum, Diadematum rubescens, Alba multiflora, King Rufus,

Hodge's Emperor, Madeleine, Prince of Waterloo.* Amateur.
—Well-rotted cow manure, 3 years old, is much better than leaf-

mould for Pelargoniums in pots.*
Picotees.—J. //.—The following Carnations and Picotees are early

I bloomers, and will probably suit your situation :— Picotees : Gar
ratt'a Lady Dacre, IJufton's Will Stukeley, Martin's Prince

George, Wood's Talisman, Lee's Mary Ann, Jeane's Moonraker,
Gidden's Emma, Wood's Joan of Arc, Willmer's Maid of the

Mill, Hogg's Ensign, Norman's Vesuvius, Cox's Clarence. Car-

nations : Ely's Duke of Sussex and Earl lit/.william. Snooks' De-
fiance, Cartwright's Rainbow, Ely's Duke of Bedford, Hogg's
Epaminondas, Addenbrook's Lydia, Orson's Rob Roy, Hogg's
Blue Ribbon, Lascelles' Queen of Sheba, Hogg's Duchess of Kent
and Queen of Roses *

Pears.- Little Skill.—Ilacon's Incomparable Pear would probably

bear in three or four years, if grafted on the limb of a tree in full

bearing, f
Training.—W. W.—Quenouille training is explained at p. 705,

Vol.1. It consists in training one upright central shoot in sum-
mer, and shortening it down to 15 inches at the winter pruning,
in order that it may at that height produce branches forming a

tier, to be trained in the first instance horizontally. The shoot

produced by the uppermost bud is, however, trained as upright as

possible during the summer, and is cut back so as to produce ano-
ther tier 15 inches above the first, and so on, until the tree has
reached the desired height. In this climate it is necessary to train

the shoots downwards, which is easily done by tying those of the

first tier to short stakes, those of each successive tier being fast-

ened to the branches below them. When the shoots are thus

arched downwards at full length, or nearly so, they soon come
into a bearing state : but, in this climate, if cut short, as the

French do, they only send up a number of shoots annually. This
plan answers very w'ell where it can be at all times properly at-

tended to ; but if this cannot be guaranteed, the ordinary form of

dwarfs is preferable. Quenouilles require more time to be devoted
to them than Espaliers do.

||

Fruit-trees.—^. A.— Standard Pear and all other kinds of fruit-

trees require pruning more or less, at some time or other. || A.
IF.—The following Pears are suitable for Espalier rails in a
northern district: — Dunmore, Macon's Incomparable, Louise

Bonne (of Jersey), Thompson's, Winter Nelis, Passe Colmar,

Knight's Monarch, Beurre Ranee. Plums: Royale Dative, Green
Gage, Purple Gage, Fotheringham, Eckworth lmperatrice. Cher-

ries: May Duke, Elton, Downton, Royal Duke. ||- -J. Haycro/L
—The number of good Pears that will be fit for dessert from

February to April is very limited. It will be advisable to plant the

space you have allotted against a south wall for Pears of this late

description, with the Easter Beurre, Ne plus Meuris, and Beurre

Ranee. ||

Medlar Seeds.—M. H. G.—The seeds of Medlars grown in this

country do not germinate readily. They should not be allowed to

dry before they are sown. By attending to this, you will probably

be' more successful than by following the artificial mode of subject-

ing the seeds to the action of boiling water ; which, however, has

been advantageously practised in softening the skins of some seeds

imported from hot climates. ||

Cucumbers. IV. P. A'.—When it is not intended to force Cucum-
bers early there will be no advantage derived by having the walls of

vour pit so high as they are represented in Mr. Mills' Treatise. If

the cavity which is to contain the lining around the pit is two feet

deep instead of three, it will be quite sufficient. You will find no
material so good as turf for covering the faggots inside ; but where
that cannot be procured, small branches may be substituted. They
must, however, be laid very close and regular, otherwise the soil in

which the Cucumbers are growing will settle through. t

Rhubarb.—If a Young Gardener y\\\\ forward his address to Messrs.

Youelland Co. , of Great Yarmouth, they will give him every informa-
tion which he may require respecting the Tobolsk Rhubarb, and if

he wishes for positive proof of its superiority it is at his service, as

Messrs. Youell have been cutting an abundance of it for some time

past.
Potatoes.—A. //*.—Ifyou find the haulm of Potatoes unwilling to

decay, throw it in heaps, moisten it with gas-water, cover the

heaps with mould, and you will soon find it reduced
; or burn it,

and return the ashes to the land ; you will lose nothing but carbon
and water by the operation. On no account cut off the leaves of

the Potato at any period ; if you do, you will ruin your crop. The
removal of the flowers is quite another thing ; they contribute no-
thing to the formation of tubers ;

but, on the contrary, take from
them. Leaves, on the other hand, provide all the materials out of

which the Potato is formed. The rankness of Potatoes in India is

quite different from any kind of growth they are likely to furnish in

a cold country like England, t

Books.- -Mercator.—Doyle's " Cyclopaedia of Practical Husbandry,"
en's " Book of the Farm" are what we recommend to you.

•J.

or, Stephen
Inquisitor. Take " Macintosh's Practical Gardener.

L. &—You will find " Paxton's Botanical Dictionary " an useful

book of reference. We cannot recommend anything to you at the

price you mention ; you had better lie content with the Gardeners'
Chronicle. Your other question will be answered shortly, t

Oak- Leaves.— T. C. I'.—When these are required for filling pits,

linings, &c. an opportunity should be taken of raking them toge-

ther during fine weather, when they arc dry. If not wanted directly,

they should be heaped up in an open shed, or some other situatioi

where they would be protected from rain and snow. They re<l"

no preparation, except that of being thrown lightly into
.

ne ^
over which they should be equallv distributed, and of bei fe

ninnj

trodden down, so that they may not settle too much « nc « ,c>

begin to heat, which, if the leaves are in good condition, may be

expected to take place in eight or ten days. *
rUrpctioni

PiAxmm.-Mercator.-lt is hardly in our power to gne directions

for laying oxit l^lower-gaulg^ ; that can only be doiig on papei.

In so small a piece of ground as vours, the
E

best effect would pro
baoly be attained by two or three ovals judiciously disposed. Two
small ones might run parallel with the fence, and another be placed
in the centre of the remaining space, t

w^v^iChLf-
'"" lf

,
one Person exl»oits at the Horticultural

Society a
i

Inhibitions two plants, one of which is new, and the

«if«hi5S ,lJ^i
he ££ be allowed »*" for each /provided

Rr^k^T SUffiC1Gntly *-** a"d - Sh°™ UDder

New Z|MA^^^«bw« .repeatedly expressed our favourable
opinion of iĥ °^yj^^^nu

9 provided they do not go to
Auckland. We have no space to discuss the onestion further tort
now, and therefore can only add, that if we Cded to Sate
we should go there ourselves, like the editor of ?h ^ New zSd
Journal, who after three years' inquiry into the momzltlTof the
colony, and the most ample means of Mj^'BEMrS
about to proceed thither with his family and property t

Technical Words.-A Subscriber.—Imbricated signifies arranged
like the tiles on a house, and is applied to the relative position of
flowers, f

Pigs.—A Cottager will find an answer in another column.

MiscELLAN-Eors.—A. B. Z.—We never heard of such a thing as
a blue Rhodanthet T. IFi/cotf.— Lmdley's Elements of Bo-
tany t A Cabbage.—Your plants are, 1, Berberis glumacea

;

2, B aristata; 3, B. asiatica; 4, Jasminum fruticans
; 5, Coro-

nilla emerus. t Theta. — Your plant is Peltidea canina, so

called because it has been recommended as a cure for the bite of a
mad dog; its virtues are, however, considered to be imaginary.t -

C. E. had better consult his solicitor. We should suppose

that if he were to mutilate that which the law will not allow him to

remove, he would be very likely to get into a scrape.t Bucks.—
We are afraid to advise you, so much depends on the condition of

the land. If it is in very good heart the plan might succeed, but

not otherwise. Should you carry it into execution you had better

sow the Norfolk White Turnip.t A.B. C—We cannot interfere

between you and advertisers. We are in no way responsible for

their conduct.t W. P. A'.— Your Pear is the Gilogil.

W. B. B.—Your pretty little orchidaceous plant is Sophronitis

violacea.t A Header and Subscriber.—The Dahlia you enquire

about was sent on two occasions to theFloricultural Society ; at one

meeting it was pronounced first-rate, and second-rate on the

other. From these decisions it is fair to conclude that it is uncer-

tain. It is a good exhibition flower when in perfection.*

Errata.— In the Naturalists' Corner of last week, at p. 7, column
c, line from the top 17 and 26, for Jervius read Serving, and for

Kudus, read Ruteus.
As usual many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted
in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d.

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in any part of London by i emitting a Post-
office order to this Office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies re-

quired.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

s

The news received by the Overland Mail gives a de-

tailed account of the closing events of the campaign in

Affghanistan, and of the return of the British troops

through the Khyber Pass, which was successfully accom-

plished on the 7th November. From the date of our last

advices to the evacuation of Cabul, the troops were em-

ployed in demolishing the principal towns, and in leaving

behind them an enduring mark of vengeance. After de-

stroying Istalif, they razed to the ground the celebrated

Bazaar of Cabul, and spared no portion of the city except

the quarter inhabited by the Kuzzilbashes. The Bala

Hissar was left standing for the purpose of affording to

Shah Poora, a younger son of Shah Soojah, who had

mounted the throne, a means of defending himself against

the attacks of the Affghans after the departure of the

troops. On leaving Cabul, the Army laid waste the

country on their line of march, burning the villages and

forts, and showing, as the Indian papers tell us, no mercy

either to friend or foe. They destroyed Jellalabad, with its

fortifications and gardens, and arrived at Peshawur on

the 6th November, having passed through the most dif-

ficult defiles in Asia without the occurrence of any im-

portant casualty. They were to commence their march

to the British provinces on the 6th, and on their arrival

Dost Mahomed ami all the Affghan prisoners who have

fallen into our hands since 1839 were to be restored. Lord

Ellenborough had issued a proclamation, couched in the

pompous language of the East, announcing to "
j
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thers and friends" the native princes of India, that tne

sandal-wood gates of the Temple of Somnauth have Deen

recovered after acaptivity of 800 years, and
!

that tney wm

be restored with great ceremony and pomp to tne j ugger-

naut temple, to which they originally b
^
onf

d
;
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licy of this measure is much V^*n**^}^
papers, and it is expected to give great**^^*™*-
hometan population.-From China we have accounts to

the 13th Oct!; nothing of great importanee had occurred

since the date of the la8t advices and he prog ess of at

fairs was suspended until the ratification o the treaty had

been received from England. The monopoly of he Hong

merchants was completely at an end and samples of tea

had been sent to Hong Kong direct from Nankin. The

captured junks had been restored, and trading on a small

scale had already commenced between the English and

Chinese, who were daily becoming more sensible of the

value of commercial intercourse Our European news

begins to assume a more important character. In

France, the Chambers were opened on Monday by

a speech from the throne. The King, after alluding to

his recent bereavement, refers with satisfaction to

the prosperity of the country as attested by the rapid

increase of the revenue. He alludes to the pacific rela-

tions of foreign powers, and to the harmony prevailing

among them in regard to the settlement of the Syrian

question. His Majesty deplores the disturbances which

have recently agitated Spain, and declares that in his rela-

tions witb the Spanish Monarchy his sole object has been
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to protect the legitimate interests of France. The
speech touches lightly on the occupation of the Marquesas
Islands, and on the negotiations now in progress for

improving the trade and industry of the kingdom by com-
mercial treaties with Foreign Powers. The question of

the Right of Search is not mentioned, but it is said to be

the main point upon which the Opposition will make their

attack on Ministers in the debate on the Address.—From
Spain we have accounts of the return of the Regent to

Madrid, and of the dissolution of the Cortes. The
Regent's reception by the people was cold, and little

enthusiasm was manifested by the troops or National

Guards. The dissolution of the Cortes was not un-

expected, as it had become evident that the Ministry could

not hold office while the Chambers remained so hostile

to its measures. The new Cortes will not assemble until

the 3d of April.— From Lisbon we learn that the Portu-

guese Cortes were opened on the 2d by the Queen in

person. The speech mentions with satisfaction the arrival

1 of the Ambassadors of the Great Powers of the North, and

the anxiety of the Government to give additional develop,

ment to its foreign relations by means of treaties of com-
merce and navigation. The necessity of equalising the

receipts and expenditure of the State is again adverted

to, and the negotiations with the Pope are described

as advancing towards a favourable settlement From
the United States we have no political news, public

attention being exclusively absorbed by the details

of an attempted mutiny on board one of the ships of the

American Navy. The object of the conspiracy was to

convert the ship into a piratical cruiser, and intercept all

vessels passing between Europe and New York. It was
headed by the son of the Secretary at War, who was sum-
marily tried and hung at the yard-arm as soon as the

conspiracy was discovered. If it had succeeded, the packet-

ships from London and Liverpool might for some time
have been the scenes of fearful atrocities. The accounts
from Canada describe the health of Sir Charles Bagot as

much worse, and give slight hopes of his Excellency's

recovery.

f^onu Netos.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, and the Princess

Royal continue at Claremont, and are quite well. The Prince
of Wales is at WindsorCastle, and is still sufferingfrom the
efFects of teething, but in other respects is in good health.
During the week her Majesty and Prince Albert have
taken their usual walks in Claremont-park, and the Prince
has shot over the preserves at Ox-shott Common and at

Stoke whenever the weather has permitted. The Courtis
expected to return to Windsor on Monday next.

Parliamentary Movements.—A circular has been sent

by Sir. R. Peel to all the supporters of his Government,
informing them that the meeting of Parliament having
been fixed for Thursday, the 2d of February, public busi-

ness of importance will be brought forward without delay,

and expressing an earnest hope that it may be consistent

with their convenience to be in attendance at the opening
of the session.—A rumour has been current during the
week that Mr. Barnard is about to retire from the repre-

sentation of Greenwich, but there is no foundation for the
report, and Mr. Barnard has given it an unqualified con-
tradiction.—The election for North Shropshire will take
place on Monday; the only candidate is Viscount Clive,
who will be returned without opposition.

National Debt.—.The Lords of the Treasury having
certified to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the
National Debt that the actual expenditure of the United
Kingdom exceeded the actual revenue for the year ended
the 10th October last by the sum of 2,523.823/. 13s. lid.,
the Commissioners for the Reduction of the National
Debt have given notice that no sum will be applied by
them on account of the Sinking Fund, under the provi-
sions of the Act, between the 7th Jan. and the 5th April
in the present year.

jfoxnqn.
France.—The opening of the Session of the French

Chambers, to which the political circles have for some time
looked forward with unusual interest, took place on Mon-
day with a speech from the throne. The streets were
lined with troops, who loudly cheered his Majesty in his

progress from the Tuileries. The King was accompanied
by the Queen, the Princess Clementine, Mademoiselle
Adelaide, the Duke de Nemours, and the Duke de Mont-
pensjer. The Chamber was very fully attended by Peers
and Deputies, and by all the members of the Corps Diplo-
matique m full costume. The reception of the King was
very cordial; the whole House rose to welcome him with
loud and repeated Crie9 of « Vive le Roi." The King seemed
much affected, and after a few minutes' pause delivered
the following speech :-« Gentlemen, Peers, and De-
puties-The affection and the sympathy of the French
nation have sustained my courage. Jviy heart, ever suffer-
ing from grief, but full of confidence ij your devotedness
in calling you myself together-to resume the course of your
labours, I wished to conclude to-day what my crief had
compelled me to leave incomplete at the openin* of vour
session. You have already achieved much for the securitv
and future prosperity of France; I thank you in her
name. Whatever may be our trials, I and my family will
devote to her service whatever strength and life the
Almighty shall grant us. Thanks to the maintenance of
public order and peace, the national prosperity, attested

by the rapid increase in the public revenue, manifests

itself beyond our most sanguine hopes. The solid empire

of the laws is the best security for the well-being of all, as

it is for the power of the state ; and the conviction every-

where established, that the laws will be religiously ex-

ecuted, renders less frequent the enforcement of their

penalties. I congratulate myself on our having obtained

those happy results. I feel confident that our prosperity

will pursue its course without either interruption or

obstacle. My relations with foreign Powers continue to

be pacific and amicable. The good harmony prevail-

ing amongst the Powers has strengthened the repose
of the East, and procured in Syria for the Christian

population the establishment of an administration

conformable to their religious faith and their wishes.

I deplore the disturbances which have recently agitated

Spain. In my relations with the Spanish monarchy my
sole object has been to protect our legitimate interests, to

preserve for Queen Isabella II. a faithful amity, and to

testify for the rights of humanity that respect and protec-

tion which honour the name of France. By the occupa-

tion of the Marquesas Islands I have secured to our navi-

gators in those distant seas a protection and refuge, of

which the necessity had been long felt. Thanks to the

persevering efforts of our brave army, our dominion in

Algeria becomes everywhere stable and respected. The
vigilance and regularity of the administration will complete

the work so gloriously prosecuted by the courage of our

soldiers. I have opened with several states negotiations

which will have the effect of imparting to our agriculture,

our commerce, and manufactures more active develop-

ment, and to procure for our national interests additional

facilities. Laws of finance, and various bills intended to

introduce into our legislation and administration important

improvements, shall be immediately presented to you.

Gentlemen, the world is at peace ! France is free, active,

and happy ! My object has been, and ever shall be, until

my last breath, to secure those blessings for my country.

It is with your constant and loyal co-operation that I

have succeeded. You will aid me in maintaining and
in consummating the work which we have commenced in

common. This will be for all the most worthy recom-
pense : and for me the only consolation that I can here-

after hope for." The paragraph referring to the Spanish
question was slightly applauded, but the cheering was
more animated at the conclusion. The King looked well,

but seemed to have a cough, which impeded his free reading

of the discourse. His voice faltered at the first and last

paragraphs, but by an effort he regained his composure.
After the usual forms, the Minister of the Interior

declared the session opened, and the King retired amidst
the acclamations of the assemblage. The Chambers have
since been occupied with the usual routine business. In
the formation of the bureaux, or monthly standing com-
mittees, the Ministers have obtained a signal triumph, not

only over the Opposition, but over the party of Count
Mole. Only one member of Opposition, M. Barrot, has
been appointed; all the others are of M. Guizot's opinions.
The Sugar Bill and the Budget were then presented.—We
learn that the King has made a proposition to sell

Versailles to the state for 18,000, OOOf., stipulating to
employ the money, and more than the money, in

the completion of the Louvre, which will require, it

is' said, a million sterling. — The opening of the
Chambers is of course an event of so much importance
that it occupies almost exclusively the attention of

the Journals- The affairs of England, however, and
particularly the retreat from Affghanistan, afford them
additional matter for comment. They contrast the

state of the public revenue in Great Britain with

that of France, and observe, that whilst the former

shows an alarming deficit, the latter has improved during

the year 1842 to the amount of G0,000,000f. In regard

to Indian news, they all unanimously declare that the eva-

cuation of Affghanistan, or rather the mode of evacuation,

is more disgraceful to the English name and to English

honour, than any event of the present century. The
Ministerial Journal des Debats contrasts the conduct of

Gen. Pollock with that of the French generals in Algeria,

who have, it states, the consoling expectation that, by
adopting measures of extreme rigour, they are rescuing

the country from barbarism, and laying the foundation of

future civilization, while Gen. Pollock has had no other

object than the gratification of mere revenge. "What,"
it asks, " had Jellalabad done to deserve the fate it suf-

fered, a city which opened its gates to Sir R. Sale and

gave him provisions? Near 100,000 inhabitants have
thus been left without habitations in a climate almost as

cold as that of Russia.
'

It is frightful !—but what is most
odious is, that the English have avenged themselves upon
the inhabitants of the towns, instead of doing so on the
tribes who destroyed Gen. Elphinstone's army in 1841.
In Affghanistan, as well as in Algeria, the warlike part of
the population is that which wanders with its flocks in
search of pasture. The towns are only inhabited by Jews,
Armenians, Hindoos, Cashmeerians, Tadjiks, slaves, mer-
chants— that is, by strangers and peaceable people, who
have never taken up a gun since the beginning of the war.
These are the people who are to support the weight of the

revenge of the English. Those whom they ought to have
pursued were the Ghilzies, the Afridis, the Channaris, the

Mohmeuds, the Othman Kails—all those whom General
Pollock has taken care not to go and seek in their moun-
tains. General Pollock has done what a French general

would do, who, having to punish a revolt of the Flittas,

or the Beni-Amer, would go and burn Mostaganem or

Mascara. He has committed inexcusable cruelties.

Public opinion, however, has already pronounced itself in

India against these excesses ; and we do not doubt that in

England also, they will raise the indignation of all gener-

ous hearts."—The official Moniteur states that the Hon.
Capt. Grey has arrived at Toulon, in H.M.'s frigate Bel-
videra, to convey to Vice-Admiral Baron Hugon the ex-
pression of the gratitude of Admiral Sir E. Owen,
Commander-in-Chief of the British navul forces in the

Mediterranean, for efficient assistance given on the 30th
November last, to her Majesty's ship- of-the-line Formida-
ble, by the vessels of the French station at Barcelona.

Spain.—We have accounts from Madrid to the 4th
inst., bringing the important intelligence of the dissolution

of the Cortes, and of the return of the Regent from Bar-

celona. The Regent entered the capital on horseback on
the 1st, accompanied by the civil and military authorities,

who had gone out to meet him. The assemblage of people

was very numerous, and the staff extremely brilliant.

Among the latter were Generals Rodil, Grases, Ferraz,

Iriarte, and many others. Two squadrons of the cavalry

of the National Guard constituted the escort of the Regent,
who proceeded straight to the palace of the Queen. The
troops afterwards defiled before her Majesty and the Re-
gent, who had taken their station on one of the balconies

of the palace. At 3 o'clock, the Regent, who was suffer-

ing from fatigue and indisposition, repaired to his resi-

dence of Buena Vista. His reception by the people was
cold, and little or no enthusiasm was manifested by the

troops or national guards. In the evening, the city was
but partially illuminated. At 4 o'clock, the members of
the new municipality took the oath of office in presence of
the Political Chief, by whom they were formally installed.

In regard to the progress of the Regent through the dif-

ferent towns on his line of march, his reception appears
to have been everywhere satisfactory. In every town and
village he passed through, the corporations, provincial de-

putations, national guards, and even the clergy, vied in

demonstrations of respect and adhesion to his regency and
government. He was waited upon on his arrival in the

confines of Valencia by the Political Chief and the pro-

vincial deputation. At Almanaza he took his seat in a
carriage, drawn by six mules richly harnessed, which con-
veyed him to Valencia, escorted by the National Guard.

He entered the city under a triumphal arch, and proceeded
to the hotel prepared for his reception, amidst two lines

of National Guards, and saluted by the enthusiastic accla-

mations of the multitude. A telegraphic despatch from
Barcelona, dated the 2d inst., announces that General
Seoane, on the 29th, annulled the division of the forced

war contribution which had been made by the municipality,

because it weighed too heavily on the Moderadoes, who
were not engaged in the outbreak. The commercial classes

are to pay one-half, and the tax-payers the remainder.

The first payment was to be made on the 5th inst. The
decree of the Regent dissolving the Cortes is dated on
the 3d ; it announces that the new Cortes will be convoked
on the 3d April. The projected treaty of commerce with
England still excites great interest in Barcelona and in

Madrid. In the latter city the editors of the Opposition
pnpers drew np and signed on the 3d a strong declaration

against the conclusion of the treaty.

Portugal.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 2d
inst. The new year was ushered in with the opening of
the Chambers, and the recommencement of the legisla-

tive business of the kingdom. Her Majesty opened the
Cortes in person, with the following speech from the
throne :

—

u Honourable Peers of the Kingdom, and De-
puties of the Portuguese Nation— It is always an object
of high satisfaction to me to see the representatives of
the nation united in this respectable place. I congratu-
late myself with you on this solemn act, and trust that,

animated with the most decided desires to employ all

your solicitude in the honourable effort to consolidate the
representative system, you will adopt for this purpose all

the means and provisions that your wisdom may suggest.
With the arrival at this court of the ministers of Austria
and Prussia, and with that which has lately taken place of
the representative of his Imperial Majesty the Emperor of
Russia, the diplomatic relations of this country with the
great powers of the north are completely restored ; and
1 have the satisfaction of being able to communicate to
you, that I continue to receive from all the friendly and
allied nations the most decided proofs of friendship and
harmony. My government seeks with anxiety to main-
tain these political relations, and to give greater develop-
ment to the commercial ones, by means of treaties of
commerce and navigation, with which it is unceasingly
occupied. I trust that it will not be long ere the oppor-
tune occasion arrives to make known to you the result of
the negociations between my government and that of his
Holiness; and that, without any breach of the preroga-
tives of the Crown, the necessities of the Lusitanian
Church maybe attended to. The budget for the future
economical year will be presented so you, and I ought
especially to call your attention to the urgent necessity of
equalizing the receipts and expenditure of the state.

My Ministers will give you an account of the measures
which they judged urgent to adopt in the absence of the
legislative body, and will present to you the proposals
which experience suggests respecting the different branches
of the public service." The arrival of the Suffren
French line-of-battle ship, and the reports that other
vessels were ordered there, had excited suspicions that
the French Government had some sinister designs to
carry into effect at Lisbon, which were increased by the
absence of all explanation on the part of the French
Minister there. The Rodney British line-of-battle ship
arrived at Lisbon on the 26th ult, and was expected to
remain there for the present. The negociations still con-
tinued on the tariff question, without anything further
having been settled.

Belgium.—The Government papers have published a
Royal ordonnance, dated 6th January, approving the
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definitive convention between the State and the City of

Brussels for the purchase, by the Government, of the real

property, and of the museum, with the library, the gal-

lery of ancient and modern paintings, the collections of

natural history, the cabinet of medals, &c, belonging to

the city. They have also published a list of honorary

members of the Royal Academy of Medicine at Brussels,

approved by the King. The following are the English

physicians and surgeons in this list : Dr. Abercrombie,

Dr. Bright, Sir James Clark, and Dr. Marshall Hall ;

Messrs. Samuel Cooper, Guthrie. Travers, and Lawrence.

The Belgian Colonisation Company intend to fit out an

expedition which will be shortly sent to found its first

settlement in Central America.

Germany.—The Prussian papers announce the death

of the Archbishop of Posen and Gnessen, M. Martin de

Dunin ; he died on the 26th ult., aged 69.—Letters from

Berlin mention the expected arrival of the Countess de

Rossi and her husband, late Sardinian Ambassador at St.

Petersburgh, who has been appointed to fill the same post

at Berlin, the Countesshavingbeen unable to endure theclt-

mate of Russia. The Countess de Rossi, once the favourite

singer, Madame Sontag, will now revisit the scene or her

early fortune and artistical fame, and be received as an Am-

bassadress in those saloons in which she gained the first tri-

umphs of her profession.—It is rumoured that the Direc-

tors of the Asylum Life Assurance Company in London

are likely to establish branches of that institution m Ber-

lin and other parts of the Prussian dominions ; this report

is confirmed by the announcement of the daily papers that

Sir James Law Lushington and Mr. Farren, two of the

directors, have had an interview with Chev. Bunsen on the

subject.— Letters from Trieste state that the English

Commissioners for inquiring into the practicability of

conveying the Indian mail through Germany, have made a

favourable report, and have ascertained that the journey

from London to that place by Ostend, Cologne, Frank-

fort, Munich, Augsburg, Innspruck, &c„ may be per-

formed in 135 hours and 25 minutes. This would enable

the correspondence to be forwarded from Alexandria to

London in 114 to 12 days ; but when the railroads, now

in construction, shall have been finished, a considerable

additional saving of time will be possible.—On the 21st

ult. the St. Pauli sailed from Hamburgh with 120 Ger-

man emigrants, bound for New Zealand. Of these 100

may be said to belong to the labouring classes ;
the re-

mainder consist of a physician, some missionaries, and the

numerous family of the agent. This is said to be only the

commencement of an extensive system of emigration,

whi( h is likely to be organised in Germany, under the

auspices of the New Zealand Company.
Italy.—Letters from Milan announce that the railroad

from Venice to that city has been opened as far as Padua,

and that the event has excited the greatest interest in the

north of Italy.—From Rome we learn that the Pope has

determined to send a Vicar apostolic to China, in compli-

ance with the wishes of the Roman Catholics resident in

that country Letters from Catania mention that the

eruption of Mount Etna continues with more or less vio-

lence, and that all the towns at the foot of the mountain

are full of company attracted from all parts of Italy by the

imposing spectacle. The lava continues to flow in a broad

stream in the direction of the Val del Bove, and there is

some reason to apprehend that it will take the direction

of Milo, in which case it will make a descent on Zafferano,

and probably destroy Giarre and Mascali on the sea coast,

north of Aci Reale. Up to the present time there is no

reason to fear for the safety of Catania, which has so

Often been destroyed by previous eruptions.

Russia.—The last official census of Russia gives the

following as the populations of the chief towns of the

empire :—St. Petersburgh, 470,202 souls; Moscow,

349,068
; Odessa, 60,055 ; Cronstadt, 54,717 ;

Wilna,

54,499 ; Toula, 51,735 ; Kiew, 47,424 ; Astracan, 45,938 ;

Casan, 41,304; Sebastopol, 31,155; Darpat, 12,203;

Abo, 13,050; Helsingfors, 12,725; Warsaw, 140,571.

Egypt.—Private letters from Alexandria state that the

murrain still continues among the cattle, and that the

Pacha has dismounted all his cavalry and artillery, and

sent their horses to the plough. A plan is now being

prepared by a French engineer here for the construction

of a Barrage across the Nile, at the head of the Delta,

which will be forwarded in a short time to the Academy
°f Sciences at Paris for inspection. Should their opinion

as to its feasibility and usefulness be favourable, there

is every probability that the Pacha may decide on car-

ing this great undertaking into execution very soon.

The probable cost is estimated at about 250,000/. sterling,

and the great advantage anticipated is a constant supply of

water, by means of canals, to all parts of the country,

even during the lowest periods of the Nile—thus allowing

* great portion of the present waste though rich land, to be
brought into cultivation almost as easily as the fields on
the banks of the Nile. This work has been in contem-
plation for years, but it is said his Highness now thinks
8erioU8iy of commencing It, although nothing will cer-

tainly be done until the present plan has been approved of

by able engineers in Europe.
India.—The Overland Mail arrived on Saturday with

accounts from India to the 1st December. The return of
all the British troops through the Khyber Pass was fully

completed on the 7th November. The first division, under
General Pollock, succeeded in effecting their march with-
out much difficulty. The second, commanded by General
M'Caskill, was not equally fortunate, in consequence of
the neglect of crowning the heights over a most dangerous
part of the defile. The mountaineers were on the watch,
and, findiog this division embarrassed in its movements
near Ali Musjid, during the night of the 3d, they made an
attack on the baggage, a considerable quantity of which is

said to have fallen into their hands. During the skir-

mishing two officers, Lieut. Christie, of the Artillery,.and

Ensign Nicholson, of the 30th Bengal Native Infantry

were killed ; upwards of 100 Sepoys were killed and

wounded, besides a number of camp-followers. I wo can-

non were also taken by them, but one of the guns was re-

taken on the following morning. With this exception,

nothing of consequence appears to have occurred in the

return of the troops from Jellalabad to Peshawur through

the most difficult defiles in Asia. The third division,

under General Nott, which formed the last one of the

army, arrived at Jumrood, the frontier station ot the Sikh

territory, on the 6th, and it was intended to commence

the march to the British provinces on the 10th Isov.

From the date of our advices by the last mail, to

the evacuation of Cabul, the troops appear to have

been employed in demolishing the principal towns, m
order to leave behind tbem an enduring mark o

vengeance. After the capture of Istalif, General

M'Caskill's brigade burnt and destroyed it, giving

it over to pillage, during which neither armed nor unarmed

men were spared, and no quarter given. They treated the

women with respect, but every other living being was put

to the sword. They returned to Cabul on the 7th October,

and General Pollock having received from Lord Ellen-

borough positive instructions to leave the country without

delay, preparations were immediately made for carrying

out the work of destruction which it had been determined

should be performed previous to their retirement. Indeed,

from the fact of snow having made its appearance on the

hills, and ice in the camp, it was evident that, unless they

resolved to pass the winter in Cabul, a longer stay could

not be made with safety. The 12th, therefore was fixed

as the day for departure ; and on the 9th, a party of sap-

pers and miners, under Captain Abbott the chie en-

gineer, protected by a brigade commanded by Colonel

Richmond, was marched into the city for the P™po«« <>f

effecting its destruction, together with the ChahJDhatta,

or Grand Bazaar, a splendid structure, 600 feet long, and

containing nearly 2,000 shops, erected so far back as the

reign of Aurungzebe, by the celebrated Ah Murdan Khan.

Two days were occupied in conducting these operations,

and by the morning of the 11th the whole of the houses

with the exception of those in the Kuzzilbash quarter of

the city, were laid in ruins, while the bazaar was utterly

demolished, and a mosque which adjoined i levelled with

the ground. This act of vengeance ,s much censured by

the Indian papers, and it is said that the parties who will

suffer by it are not Affghans, but the merchants of Hin-

dostan, who thought themselves safe in our protection.

The Bala Hissar, or citadel, was spared, Shah Poora, a

vounger son of Shah Soojah, having mounted the throne

of Cabul, and taken possession of this place, and it being

considered advisable to leave him with the means of defend-

ing himself against any forces that might be brought against

him on the departure of the troops. Great efforts
;

are said

to have been made to secure Mahomed Akhbar Khan, and

directions to hang him, if captured, had been received by

General Pollock ; but the Sirdar effectually eluded the

vigilance of his pursuers, and has now, it is reported, suc-

ceeded in reaching Balkh. The troops marched between

the 12th and 15th, and had all reached Jellalabad by the

26th October. They had ravaged the country, burned

the villages and forts, and spread havoc and devastation

everywhere along the line of march. The Bombay limes

states that no mercy was shown ; that " impartial slaughter

was dealt on friend and foe, on those who sued for pardon

as well as those who bade us defiance ;
armed and unarmed,

professed allies and open enemies, were alike destroyed

The rear-guard was attacked, and five officers wounded,

with about eighty sepoys killed and wounded, near

Gundamuck. They were employed on the 2oth and

26th in destroying Jellalabad ; and having blown up

the fortifications, burnt the houses and destroyed

the gardens and vineyards of the inhabitants, they pro-

ceeded in the direction of Dhakka, reached Jumrood,

below the mountains, on the 2d November, and arrived

at Peshawur, as stated above, on the 6th. Fulteh

Jung, with many hundreds of friendly Affghans from

Cabul, and multitudes of women, accompanied the army

to take shelter in the British provinces from the fear-

ful drama which may now be looked for at Cabul

Some apprehension appeared to have been en ertained of

a collision between the Sikhs and the British troops near

Peshawur, and positive orders had been issued to prevent

any British soldier or camp follower from entering any

village near the camp, and from going to Peshawur. The

Governor-General has issued a proclamation, intimating

that so soon as the British troops return to India, Dost

Mahomed, and the whole of the Affghan prisoners who

have come into our hands since 1839, will be restored in

safety, but requiring that, prior to their obtaining permis-

sion to return to their own country, they should attend

his Lordship's Levee at Ferozepore, which is intended to

rival in magnificence any display ever made by the Great

Mogul. This order contains also the remarkable state-

ment that Akhbar Khan, prior to the late advance of the

British armies, had refused the offer of the Governor-

General to exchange the British prisoners in his custody

even for his father and his own family. The political

agencies established in Scinde, appointed by hord
.
A?c *~

d
land, had been abruptly terminated by an order oti*T

Ellenborough, who has placed the whole ma" a £e
r,. arles

those districts under the care of General »ir ^ioned
Napier, now commanding the Bombay aimy ^
there. There had, according to r^ "/'^ Hyderabad,
ther stipulations urged upon the Ameer. ,

activity
to *htah they Seemed™^£^JX£Z
prevailed in the communications between i

the Government of Bombay. A notification has been

published to the effect, that troops will be maintained on a

line of posts from Kurrachee, by Sukkur on the Indus,

to the Murkunda in Sinhind ; that war and other steamers

will continue to ply on the rivers ; and that a lighthouse

will be constructed at Kurrachee. In announcing this

fact the proclamation states, that " As late as the time of

Aurungzebe, the Indus is known to have been navigated

by large vessels drawing very little water, adapted to the

convenient conveyance of merchants and their goods ; and

the Right Hon. the Governor-General will be disappointed

indeed, if the British Government, with all the skill and

science of modern times, cannot at least restore the com-

merce which existed upon this river in the time of the Ma-

hometan Emperors." A proclamation has also been issued by

the Gov -Gen. "to all the Princes and Chiefs and people of

India," expressing his gratitude to Providence for the late

events, and announcing that the sandal-wood gates of the

Temple of Somnauth have been recovered, bywh.ch the in-

sult of 800 years is at last avenged, and that the gates are to

be replaced in the Juggernaut temple of Somnauth with

every circumstance of pomp and ceremony. The gates are

to be escorted by 100 men, and a proportion of Europeans

om Gen. Nott's division, to which wiUbe added 25 troopers

from the Governor's body-guard, under Captain Her s

the Aide-de-Camp. The men forming th escort ar
!

to

have double batta while employed on this duty ,
the pro-

cession is to be received with every demons ration
,

ot

respect in the various States through which it maypas

en route to Guzerat, when they are to be again fixed to tne

temple, from which they were removed 800 years
_

ago.

Her Majesty's 41st regiment was about to embarK ior

Europe from Kurrachee, for which purpose transports tiaa

been ordered from Bombay.—It was rumoured that six ot

the officers who were in the hands of Akhbar Khan are to

be tried by Court Martial ; they are Gen. Shelton, Col.

Palmer, Capts. Waller, Eyre, Boyd, and Anderson.

Madras was visited by a severe thunderstorm on the 24th

Oct., no less than five vessels having been totally wrecked.

There had been a heavy fall of rain at Bombay on the loth

Nov., which unusual and unseasonable event had caused

the cholera to rage among the natives for several days.

The health of the island was restored when the mail was

despatched. The accounts from Burmah show the

ravages which the cholera was making among its popula-

tion. Whole villages have become desolate, the inhabitants

being driven to seek shelter by flying up the country, or

cut off by this dreadful malady. At Ameenapoora alone

10,000 had died of it. From Singapore we learn that tne

ship Belvidera, which left Bombay for that port with a

precious cargo of pearls, cotton, opium, &c ,
had been

completely destroyed by fire in the roads there. The

police had received intimation>at she was one of the five

ships doomed to destruction within the last few months.

It was believed that the parties concerned in the destruc-

tion of this vessel were native dealers of Bombay, who had

shipped goods in her, and succeeded in effecting fraudulent

insurances. From the evidence which has been elicited

there is every reason to think that the charge will be

brought home to several of the delinquents. In the

interior of India tranquillity prevailed, with the exception

of the mountainous districts of Bundelkund, to quiet

which there was a considerable force collecting in that

direction. .,

China.—The news from China comes down to the

13th Oct. It was said that a clipper had brought news

to a later date of that month, that everything was in its

usual state while waiting for the ratification of the treaty

by the Queen, and that opium had risen in price, ine

news in regard to commercial affairs opens a cheering

prospect to British interests in China, and is calculated

to give confidence to our merchants at home, in regard to

their future operations. The Hong merchants monopoly

is at an end, and samples of tea from Nankin have been

forwarded to Hong Kong by her Majesty s plen>P°.
e

ir

tiary; the price is moderate, and the report on

have offered to accompany her Majesty's P|enip >

to the newly-opened ports of trade The cap^ J

and
have been restored, and trading between t

J

e * The
Chinese has commenced in the ^f"

'

mani festo in
imperial commissioners have PubUffsineUiar document
regard to the treaty of **ankin. ""as recognising the
in many respects, and not the least ^ ^
liability of the Chinese Govern*"»«

ssession of> and f(J
had so unceremoniously ©Maine r

after tfae

which they state that the six »" *

sate . The com-
ture of Canton was intended t

,', barbarians .» and
missioners still call tne * r the importance of
while pointing puttoj

of ^ fleet> they dedare ^
obtaining the withdra

whafc ^ the unwarrant.
they have "exam ned a^

barbariangf wMch th gQ .^
able demands>

ot « ^ ^^ degerving of the utmogt
Portunateiy^s^ that the Snewei| an officer of the
hatred.

bod y.guard, and his colleagues, who conducted

th negotiations with Sir H. Pottinger, " again authorita-

tively
questioned him as to the difficulties, but the said bar-

barian only stared at him indignantly ; the Shewei was

not listened to." After stating with remarkable clearness

the advantages of coming to terms with the English, they

show that the sums which will be received from our mer-

chants in payment of duties will meet the expenditure of

the Imperial family; thev admit also that "comparing

one year's expenses of the" army with the sum paid to the

English it is as three to ten } and as there is only the

name of fighting, without the hope of victory, it is oetter

to adopt plans in accordance with circumstances and put

an everlasting stop to war." They then detail the efforts

made to induce the « said barbarian" to reduce the num-

ber of places which he demanded as ports of trade, and
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say—" If we again prepare our armies to maintain those
places, it is a difficult matter to engage with them on the
waters. Though near to each other we have been idle

(there has not been any fighting) for many days ; and as to

those places which they have taken and keep possession
of, will it not be allowed them to return to us our terri-

tory, and allow them to trade, since they are willing

respectfully to pay the duties ? Just now they are sensible,

and repent of their errors, and are as obedient as if driven
by the wind, and when again united in mutual friendship,
benevolence, and truth, all things will go on well. And
since they will guard their own market, and surround and
protect the sea boundaries, there will not be any necessity
for recourse to our interference, which will be to the
advantage of our country." The commissioners conclude
by declaring that they have " examined, and found, that

with reference to equal official intercourse, it may be un-
reservedly granted ; and as the affairs with the foreigners

are finished (the war ended), the prisoners may also be
released, by which harmony and good understanding will

be strengthened ; for a state of peace will bring repose

and gladness, and overthrow factious parties."

United States.—The packet-ship New York, which
sailed from New York on the 19th ult., arrived at Liver-
pool on Wednesday. The papers brought by this con-
veyance are four days later than those received by the

mail steamer. There is no political or commercial news
of moment; public attention in New York is almost ex-

clusively engrossed by the news brought by the United
States brig-of-war Somers, just arrived from the coast of
Africa, of an attempted mutiny on board that vessel, the
object of the mutineers being to overpower and murder the
officers, and convert the Somers into a piratical cruiser
between Europe and New York. At the head of the con-
spiracy was a midshipman, Mr. Philip Spencer, son of the

American Secretary-at-War, who, with two of his most
active confederates, were summarily tried at the drum-head
and hanged from the yard-arm of the brig, as soon as the
conspiracy was discovered. The details of the plot given
in the Newv

s
York papers are of the most atrocious kind ;

they were to board every vessel off the harbour, and no one
was to be left to tell any tales. They were to proceed to

the Isle of Pines to meet a confederate, so that the con-
spiracy must have been a long time in embryo, and the

confederate has yet to be arrested. The Somers is stated
to be the fastest sailer in the American navy, well manned,
and carrying 10 guns; and had not the design been so
fortunately frustrated, frightful crimes might for some
time have been perpetrated on board the English and
American packets.—We regret to state, that the latest

accounts received at New York from Kingston describe
the health of Sir Charles Bagot as much worse. Only
slight hopes, it is added, were entertained of his Ex-
cellency's recovery. The immense ship canal, which
connects the St. Lawrence with the upper lakes, is at length
completed; and on the 30th Nov. the inhabitants of
Kingston were surprised by the arrival from Cornwall of

the steam-boat Highlander, the first vessel that had passed
through the canal. Although one of the largest steam-
boats on the river, the Highlander met with no difficulty

in passing through the locks. She left the mouth of the
canal on the previous day, and ascended the rapids between
that and Prescott with the greatest ease.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols for money and the

account closed at 94£ to \ ; Exchequer Bills, 61*. to 63s.
premium ; Bank Stock, 171 to 173 ; India Stock, 261 to
263; Three per Cents. Reduced, 95; Three-and-half per
Cents., lOlf to £ ; New Three-and-half per Cents., 101.

J$Ictropo(ts nrrti its Witiuity.
The Weather.—The weather still continues exceedingly

changeable, alternations of frost and thaw daily following
each other. During Monday night the wind blew with
great violence from the S.W., which continued up to about
8 o'clock on Tuesday morning, when there was a fall of
snow, which lasted only half-an-hour, and during which
the wind suddenly shifted to N. The after part of the day
was extremely fine, although the wind was keen and cold.
At midnight the thermometer stood at the freezing point
and the mercury in the course of the night fell considerably
lower, so that by day-break on Wednesday morning ice
nearly half an inch thick had formed; yet at 8 o'clock
the thermometer again stood no lower than 32°. Xhe
frost, however, continued through the forenoon

; but
between 1 and 2, p.m., a rapid thaw took place. The wind
also shifted to nearly due S., yet blew very cold, and at
G o'clock a fall of snow commenced, which by about 7,m the outskirts of the town, had covered the ground to the
depth of 3 or 4 inches. Throughout the last 12 hours the
wind has blown a perfect hurricane ; it commenced yester-
day afternoon, and continued during the whole night without
intermission. Several fine trees in St. James's and Hyde
Parks Kensington Gardens, Chiswick Park, Zion Park,
and at other places near town, have been torn up bv the
roots, and several barges and small craft have been sunk on
the river. From accounts received this morning, the storm
appears to have extended as far as Brighton ; and we shall
no doubt hear of its effects i n other parts of the country.TAeirwsesofParliaftou.^ numbcr of workm

'

n
are employed, under the Woods and Forests, in prepar-
ing both houses for the approaching meeting of Parlia-
ment on the 2d of next month. The men have this week
been engnged in painting and otherwise renovating thebody of the houses, and the libraries, committee-rooms
lobbies, &c. No material alterations are to be made inthe

'J

teri?rof the houses.
The City Sewers.—A report has been published by the

City Commissioners of Sewers, containing the result of the
Purveyor s examination of the main lines of sewers in the

City of London. The report of the Poor Law Com-
missioners on the inquiry into the sanatory condition of
the labouring population of Great Britain, contained
several severe animadversions on the present Commis-
sioners of Sewers. The system of operation, the fitness

of the commissioners for their situation, and the works
that had been accomplished, were alike the objects of un-
compromising blame. The surveyor's report is made in

obedience to an order of the Commissioners of Sewers
made on the 4th of last October, and it is to furnish these
commissioners with an opportunity of exonerating them-
selves from the charges which the Poor Law Commis-
sioners have brought against them, that the facts in this
report have been collected. The following extract con-
tains some curious historical information on the subject

:

—u Previous to the great fire of London, all kinds of
drainage appear to have been superficial and fortuitous

;

at that time the main sewers being the Fleet-dike, the
Walbrook, and the Tower-ditch, the highest point of
which was at Aldersgate. It was not till after this event
that the construction of sewers became an object of solici-

tude; but it not being deemed that there was sufficient

authority to levy rates for making new lines of sewers,
c adventurers ' were permitted to undertake this task, the
commission taking charge of their cleansing and main-
tenance, and suffering no one to extend or communicate
with them without compensation to the first builders. The
first common sewer was built by the Dean and Chapter of
St. Paul's, down Ludgate-street and hill, but its exact
date has not been recorded. In 1668, that of Fleet-street
was constructed, and for a century afterwards sewers still

continued to be laid down through the enterprise of
private individuals, among whom was Sir Christopher
Wren. It was not until the appointment, in 1768, of Mr.
George Wyatt, as surveyor of sewers, that the manage-
ment of the old, and the formation of new, sewers was
carried on in a workmanlike and efficient manner. This
gentleman executed with great boldness a main line of
sewer, five feet high, and three feet wide, as an auxiliary to
the Walbrook— the waters pouring into the latter having
so increased that it had become overcharged, and the
foundations of the wharf at its mouth were undermined
and washed away. It was built at a level, very close to,
and below the church tower of St. Stephen's, Walbrook,
and extended to the end of Beech-lane, where it obtained
a depth of 14 feet, being 4 feet 6 inches high, and 2 feet

9 inches wide at the head. In 1775, the same year this
sewer was completed, another main line, 5 feet high and 3
wide, was commenced along Bishopsgate-street without,
and was extended to Nortonfalgate in 1778. A sewer
of the same dimensions was also built in 1777 from
near Moorgate to the city boundary in Ropemaker-
street, which, in 1779, was continued along Finsbury-
road to Tindal's burial-ground. The increase of build-
ings in the county, and the additional quantities of
water poured into the city sewers, rendered it necessary
that some more capacious outlet should be formed,
and the Walbrook sewer was accordingly enlarged to an
average of 7 feet 10 inches, by 4 feet. This was, how-
ever, only a palliation of the evil, which was not effectu-
ally combated until, at the building of the present
London-bridge, Mr. Samuel Acton, the then surveyor,
proposed that advantage should be taken of it, and then
was commenced the London-bridge sewer—a work which
has contributed more than any other to the health and
welfare of the City and the Finsbury division. This work
was, through the resignation of Mr. Acton, intrusted to

the present surveyor, and it was therefore incumbent upon
him to enter into a defence of his operations, which he has
done at great length, showing that the line so formed
actually replaces the old Walbrook, the original bed of
which it intersects in several places. Within the last 13
years, (that is, since an outlet at London-bridge was ob-
tained,) sewers have been built in 168 different streets

and places ; and the map of the city sewers shows the
following sewerage lines as complete in that district:—
From the Temple gates along the riverside to Tower-hill

;

from Temple-bar nearly to Tower-hill ; from Holborn-
bars to Whitechapel-bars

; from Aldersgate, in an irregular
line, to Tower-hill; and from the Thames nearly to Hoi-
born-bars ; from the Thames to Aldersgate-bars ; from
Dowgate-dock to Golden-lane and Beech-lane, and Rope-
maker-street ; from London-bridge to Finsbury; from
the Thames to Nortonfalgate." The Report adds that,

"Although it cannot yet be said that not a street, or
court, or alley in the whole City is without adequate
drainage, there is fair ground for hope that but few years
will elapse before so desirable a statement can with truth
be made."

77*e Fleet Prison.—It has been recently stated, that a
^ew Central Criminal Court would probably be erected
on the spacious site where the untenanted prison of the
ileet now stands. The matter has for some time been
under the consideration of the civil authorities, and the
daily papers state that it is not unlikely that the improve-
ment will be realised.

City Antiquities.—KuLong the most important works
now in progress in the city, connected with its improve-
ment, is the extension of the sewerage through Lad-lane,
connected with the main leading sewer in Prii.ce's-street.
The excavations, which are from 18 to 20 feet deep, have
duringthelast week exhibited some interesting facts relative
to the early history of the City. Some coins, principally of
Antoninus, and a few interesting fragments of Roman and
Samian pottery^ with household utensils, have been found

;

but the chief objects of interest have been the discovery of
some vestiges of the foundation walls of some old Roman
buildings. The most extensive of these was found last
week opposite the Swan-with-two-Necks, where the
excavators arrived at a wall composed of flints, about
18 feet below the surface, which was between 5 and 6 feet

in thickness, and through which they had some difficulty
to penetrate. A contiguous line of wall was also found in
the excavations for laying the foundations for the ware-
houses of Messrs. Pickfords, which are adjacent, and
others have been found in other excavations in the neigh-
bourhood, which lead to the idea that on this spot there
formerly stood a castle or other extensive building. A
passage was also found running in a parallel line between
this and Cateaton-street, about 12 feet wide. At the
lower depth there was a fine stratum of vegetable mould,
apparently belonging to an ancient garden site, which sup-
position is strengthened by the appearance of gravel, pro-
bably used in the formation of garden-walks, as it is only
found in thin layers, and in detached portions. Above
this was found the site of the foundation of the old
houses destroyed by the fire of London, the rubbish of
which, without the aid of concrete, formed the foundation
of the more modern buildings. Opposite to the church-
walls in Cateaton-street, at the depth of about 18 feet, a
large quantity of human bones was found, showing that
there existed here a place of sepulture, which must have
been coeval with the time of the Romans.

The Wellington Statue.—The committee of the sub-
scribers to the city equestrian statue of the Duke of Wel-
lington, begun by Sir F. Chantrey, and completed since
his death by Mr.Weekes, met last week at the studio, to
inspect the progress of the work. The horse is already
cast in bronze, and the figure of the Duke, in clay, was
placed upon it, in order to judge of its effect before it is

also cast. The head of the horse is very spirited, with the
ears pricked forward ; he is standing on all four legs, and
is not in action. The Duke is seated in an erect position,
with the head uncovered, his left hand holding the bridle,
and the right holding the marshal's baton. The costume
in very simple, the whole body, from the waist to the toe,
being clothed in one unbroken pantaloon, whilst a short
cloak covers the shoulders, and is skilfully draped over the
back, and partially down each side. The entire height is
rather more than 12 feet, and the executors of Sir Francis
Chantrey stated that it will be ready next June.

The Model Prison.—The first criminal inmates of the
new prison at Pentonville were 16 convicts, who were
drafted from Newgate about a fortnight ago, six of whom
are under sentence of ten years' transportation, and the
other ten of seven. The number of inmates has been con-
siderably increased since the late sitting of the Central
Criminal Court, and during the present week numbers have
arrived under sentences from the Epiphany Quarter
Sessions throughout the country.

Public Meetings.— On Tuesday, a meeting of the
holders of the Portuguese Bonds, issued for a loan raised
in 1836, was held to adopt measures for obtaining their
rights, in respect to the advances made to the Govern-
ment at Lisbon, on the collateral security of the debt due
from Brazil to Portugal. The meeting was convened by
the contractors in consequence of recent communications
received from the Portuguese Government. The chair
was taken by Sir Isaac Lyon Goldsmid, who said he had
taken some pains to ascertain the feelings of the bond-
holders as to the last offer made by the Government at
Lisbon for the arrangement of their claims under the loan
raised in 1836, and the major part of them had agreed to
the proposition he had now to submit to the meeting. It
would, however, be important if the bondholders were
unanimous. He then read a long letter addressed by him
to Baron De Tojal, which, after going through a state-
ment of the various financial transactions between the
lortuguese Government and the British bondholders,
contained a proposal accepting the terms offered by Por-
tugal for the settlement of their claims, with this excep-
tion, that the reply proposed that the Brazilian stock to
be placed in the hands of the bondholders should be
reckoned at /5 instead of 85 per cent. Several of the
bondholders addressed the meeting in support of the view
or feir Isaac and his friends, who hold about 600,000/. of
the bonds now circulating, among whom was Mr. Tasker,
who gave it as his opinion, that in this instance the exer-
tions made to get from Portugal what she really owed her
creditors, would prove to other foreign states that British
interests were not so inclined to have their debts cut
down as they appeared to imagine. Mr. Thornton seemed
to think that the bondholders were "driving too hard a
bargain with Portugal; and, therefore, moved that the
terms of the proposal should be accepted. He endea-
voured to show that the interest of the other class of cre-
ditors of Portugal would be interfered with, if the terms
contained in Sir Isaac's proposal were pressed. He said
that he represented holders of between ten and eleven
millions of money, having himself nearly 900,000/. of the
bonds of Portugal ; and he was glad to be enabled
t0
cc
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*hat » as respected the security of Brazil
offered, Mr. Ellis, the British Minister at Rio, was
negotiating a treaty to admit Brazilian sugar and coffee
into this country, at a moderate rate of duty. The
meeting, however, was nearly unanimous ; and the
result, when the question came to the vote, was, that the
mover, and his nephew Mr. T. Thornton, were found to
be the only supporters of the view he had taken. The
proposal of Sir I. L. Goldsmid will be forthwith for-
warded to the Finance Minister, Baron de Tojal, and
every hope is entertained that the terms it contains will
meet with the Banction of the Cabinet, especially as Baron
Lagos, who was present, expressed himself in favour of
the fair and candid manner in which the whole question had
been treated by the majority.—A special general meeting of
the Anglo-Mexican Mint Company was held on Thursday
week for the purpose of taking into consideration the pro-
priety of raising additional capital. The directors in therr
report announced to the meeting that, in consequence of
having entered into a contract with the Government of
Mexico for working the Mint of Zacatecas for a period of

f
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fourteen years, they had, agreeably to the powers vested
in them, determined on the creation of 10,000 half-shares
of 5/. each, to be appropriated preferably to the pro-
prietors. Resolutions were then passed, empowerine; the
directors to make a further issue of shares to that extent.
"-The general meeting of the shareholders in the London
Joint Stock Bank was held on Wednesday. The report
stated that the affairs of the bank for the half-year ending
the 31st ult. showed a net profit for that period of
19,189/. 5s. lid., of which sum the directors proposed to
apply 18,000/. to the payment of the usual dividend of 61.
per cent, on the paid-up capital of the company, and to
carry the remainder to the credit of the guarantee fund.
Ihe guarantee fund would then amount to 94,403/. 17s.
2d. The statement of the account of liabilities and assets
was on the debtor side, to capital paid up, viz. 60,000
shares, at 10/. each, 600,000/. To amount due by the
bank, 1,771,739/. 18*. Id. To amount of the guarantee
fund, 93,214/. 11$. 3</., and amount carried to profit and
Joss account, 38,154/. 2s. U&; making a total of
£503,108/. lis. 10d. On the credit side, by Exchequer-
bills and India Bonds, 246,013/. 14s. 6d. ; by bills dis-
counted, loans, and cash, 2,222,469/. 17*. id. ; by build-

j»g, furniture, &c.
t

in PrinceVstreet, 23,000/., and
building, &cM in Pall-mall, making a total the same as the
°ther side, of 2,503,108/., lis. lOd. The report and
statement of the accounts were agreed to unanimously,
and a vote of thanks given to the directors.

Anti-Com-luw Meetings.—On Tuesday a meeting of
electors of the borough of Marylebone took place, for the
purpose of completing the formation of a Central Borough
Anti-Corn-Law Association, to carry out the objects of
the great League Fund. Mr. Bagshaw presided, and was
supported by Gen. Sir De Lacy Evans, Mr. Ewart, M.P.
aud other gentlemen. The meeting was addressed by
Mr. Henry Waymouth, Dr. W. C. Taylor, Mr. Ivemey,
aud others

; and resolutions for the formation of the pro-
posed Association were adopted. It was also decided to

o?
ld a.P ublic Meeting at the Colosseum on Thursday, the

^6th inst. for the general purpose of the League. On
Wednesday evening a meeting of the sixth district of the
Metropolitan Association, comprising the division of St.
^uke, Islington, and Clerkenwell, was held, Mr. P. A.
Baylor in the chair. The meeting was addressed by Mr.
ir M. Gibson, M.P., Mr. Ewart, M.P., Dr. Bowring,
M.P., Mr. Martineau, Mr. Buckingham, and other gentle-
men connected with the district; after which resolutions
*ere adopted in favour of the League Fund.

Church Pastoral Aid Society.—On Tuesday evening a
Meeting of the members of the Bloomsbury branch of this
society was held, the Hon. and Rev. Montagu Villiers in the
enair. The report stated that the society by its grants now
maintained 243 incumbents, having under their care and
Pastoral superintendence a population of 1,832,552 souls.
-Jhe charge to the society for these incumbents, 1 29 of whom
J^re without parsonage-houses, was 21,110/. In addition
To this number, 194 clergymen and 31 lay assistants were
Bupported in their labours by the funds at an annual charge
° f 17,705/. It was expected that after the ordinations to
°e held during the present and ensuing months, 15 more
Urates would be appointed to occupy grants now vacant
requiring a further sum of 1,300/. The contributions re-
cently received amounted to nearly 2,000/., to which was
«> be added 70/. 6*. received by the Branch Association.

and
addresses by the Rev - Dr - Dibdin, Rev. Mr. Hughes,

P others, resolutions were passed in support of theobJects of the society.

thi Val IIumanG Society.—-The half-yearly meeting of
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Election of Chief Rabbi.—We learn by the daily pa-
pers that the Presidents of the various Jewish synagogues
in Great Britain have been requested to proceed imme-
diately to appoint delegates from their congregations, and
to report their names to the secretary of the Great Syna-
gogue, preparatory to their assembling in London to elect

a Chief Rabbi of the Jews of the British empire, in the
room of the late Dr. Hirschel. Several eminent men are
said to be mentioned as candidates for the office.

The Scottish Monument.—We noticed in our last the
proceedings of the Marylebone Vestry on the 31st ult., in

adopting a resolution to ascertain how far their grant of a
spot of ground in Regent's Circus for the erection of this

monument might expose the Vestry to legal proceedings.

On Saturday last there was an exceedingly full attendance
of the Vestry for the purpose of deciding on the confirm-
ation of this resolution. Mr. Clapp moved the non-con-
firmation of the minute. He contended that the Vestry
had just as much right to erect this monument to the
Scottish Reformers as they would have to erect one to

Lord Castlereagh, Mr. Pitt, or any deceased Tory noble-
man. Mr. Gomm thought the Vestry would find out that
the course they had pursued was no joke. In the first

place, the Vestry had no right to give the land for such a
purpose at all ; and, secondly, they had no right to allow
the parish to be disgraced by a monument to such charac-

ters. Mr. Hodkinson denied the character given of those
men, and declared (amidst great confusion) that they were
Jacobins, and justly-convicted traitors. Mr. Walpole
Eyre thought it a disgrace to the parish, and little credit

to the memory of these men, to put up a monument
to them under the pretence of its being a lamp-post. Mr.
Hume denied that there was any wish to erect this under
the pretence of its being a "lamp-post;" he should indeed
consider himself, and the Reformers whose memory it was
to commemorate, disgraced by the erection of a lamp-post.
He asked for its erection as an ornament to the parish

;

and thought there was but little credit attached to those
who now sought to set that erection on one side. He was
sorry he had ever brought the subject before the Vestry,
as it had created a party spirit he had not anticipated. He
had already been at great expense in the contract for

digging out the foundation, and he wished the Vestry to

decide at once whether they could proceed or not. After
considerable discussion a division was demanded, when
there appeared— For non-confirmation, 35 ; for confirma-
tion, 14 ; majority in favour of proceeding with the monu-
ment, 21. The surveyor announced that the foundation
already dug came in contact with a manhole belonging to a
sewer, and the Commissioners of Woods and Forests dared
them to build over it. The architect of the monument,
therefore, desired to move the foundation four or five feet

more northward. An angry discussion again ensued, but
the application of the architect was complied with.

IlOcVton.—On Saturday night a murder and suicide,

committed under circumstances of a distressing nature,
caused much excitement amongst the inhabitants of Hunt-
ingdon-street, Hoxton Old Town, and its neighbourhood.
This double crime was committed by a man named Giles,

a maker of hooks and eyes, who had resided some time in

that street. Pulmonary consumption in an aggravated
form had lately rendered him so weak and infirm that he
could not continue at his work; and the result was, that
after parting with almost every article of furniture, and
everything wherewith he could raise money to purchase
food for his family, he became very much distressed. On
Saturday evening, in the absence of his wife, he cut the
throats of his two younger children, and then destroyed
himself. One of the children was found to be still alive,

and some hopes are entertained of her recovery. An in-

quest was held on Monday, when the jury returned a
verdict of "Temporary Insanity."

Woolwich The 16 gentlemen cadets belonging to the
first class of students at the Royal Military Academy who
have been detained at their studies beyond the usual

period as a mark of disapprobation of their conduct in

joining in some street disturbance a few months back,

were examined on Tuesday, and the extra duties having
been considered sufficient punishment, and a warning to

others not to follow a similar course, they have obtained

leave of absence, and will be immediately appointed to

commissions.
Ilanwell Lunatic Asylum.—We noticed in our last the

entertainment given on New Year's eve to the female
lunatics in this asylum. A similar festival was given on
Twelfth Night to the male patients, and with the same
satisfactory results. The scene of the/e/e was one of the

long galleries on the male side of the house which open
into the great central tower, and the circular gallery on
the same floor within the tower. These galleries were
tastefully decorated with festoons of evergreens, inter-

spersed with drawings and numerous mottos in ornamental
borderings. The greater part of these decorations were the

work of patients ; the paintings and the mottos, some of

which were in Latin, were exclusively their performance.
As on the previous occasion, Mr. Mainzer was present,

and added' to the interest of the scene by occasionally

presiding at the piano, selecting a sufficient number of

the patients to form the chorus. A band of music,

composed partly of patients and partly of the ser-

vants of the house, filled up the intervals between the

singing and the dances, which were kept up with great

spirit and frequently renewed. After "God save the

Queen" had been sung in good style, the whole party

joining in the chorus, they sat down to supper, which was

followed by pipes and tobacco. After this, the music and

the dancing were renewed until nine o'clock, when the
party broke up the patients being evidently as much de-
lighted with their holiday as the visitors, who assembledm large numbers to witness this interesting festival.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths
registered m the week ending Dec . 31 was 1004 , males,
52d~, females, 481. Weekly average, 1838-9-40-1-males
4
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°\ oc^rrence of this mortality in
the different districts was as follows—West dUfrirr* 19Q-
North, 190; Central, 194 ; East 222

; South ,269.

^Brobincial Nttus.
Incendiary Fires.—The following fires have been re-

ported this week :—In Surrey, two barns filled with wheat
and barley, and the stables on the farm of Mr. Woodward
of Thorpe, were totally destroyed on Saturday evening.

In Lincolnshire, on the 4th inst., several corn -ricks on
the farm of Mr. Peacock at Thorpe Tilney, 10 miles from
Sleaford, were consumed. On Saturday last a great part

of the farming-stock of Mr. Rusher at Heckington, was
fired and destroyed ; and on Sunday, 7 stacks of wheat, 2
of barley, and one of hay, were burnt to the ground on the

farm of Mr. E. Cooper at Ramsby.—In Cheshire, on
Thursday week, the stacks in the farm-yard of Mr. R.
W. Barton, and 1,100 feet of timber, valued at 1,000/.,

were entirely consumed. A labourer residing in the

neighbourhood of the farm has been apprehended as the

supposed incendiary, and committed to take his trial.

Caernarvon—On Saturday last the Monk steamer was
totally lost on Caernarvon Bar, and 24 persons drowned.
The vessel was on her voyage from Portinllaen to Liverpool,
and struck on the north bank of the bar about 6 p.m., on
Saturday, when the engine became immediately disabled.
She soon stuck fast on the sands, as it was then within an
hour of low water. The master, being in hopes she would
float off with the flood tide, endeavoured to pacify the
passengers to await the event, but made signals to the
life-boat station, by exhibiting lights and burning a tar
barrel, in hopes they would come off. The boat, however,
could not be made available, as she was in such a position
that she could make no way against a strong tide and head
wind, and consequently no assistance could be rendered.
The vessel went to pieces during the night, and only four
of the crew succeeded in saving themselves in a small
punt, after much danger and exertion ; they were once
capsized on approaching the bank, but, fortunately securing

the boat, they hauled her on the bank, and launched her

a considerable distance over it, to get into the channel
between it and the main, which they were enabled to reach
by the use of the bottom boards, having lost the oars when
she capsized. As day came on, a life-boat from Lland-
dwyn was able to reach the fragment of wreck which still

remained on the sands, and found two other persons, who
were brought away in safety. The body of the captain
has been washed ashore; and, so far as can at present

be ascertained, the number of lives lost is not less than
twenty- four.

Carmarthen.—The local papers observe that the state

of society in Wales may surprise some of their English
readers, when they acquaint them with the fact that there
has been for some months past in the neighbourhood of

St. Clears, a mob of depredators amounting to about 600,
who assemble nightly for the purpose of destroying the
turnpike-gates on the various lines of roads. They are
headed by a very tall man, dressed for disguise as a
female, and known by the name of Rebecca ; and as many
of his associates are likewise dressed as females, the whole
gang have been christened "Rebecca and her daughters."
These men are nearly all of them ably mounted, and are

the terror of the neighbouring country. The Pwlltrap
gate has been destroyed several times, and as frequently

replaced by the trustees of the road; but immediately
after its re-erection, the confederates have invariably as-

sembled in greater force than before, and levelled it to the

ground. They are well organised, for although so nume-

rous a body they disperse immediately afterwards in dif-

ferent directions, and completely elude the vigilance of

the local police. Rewards have been offered for their ap-

prehension, and some of the London police have been

sent down to assist the constabulary in discovering the

parties, but hitherto they have been entirely unsuccessful.

Ipswich.—We noticed last week the proceedings ot the

church authorities of Coventry in abolishing pews m
churches, and adopting the ancient custom oi

_
open

benches. As this improvement commenced with St.

Margaret's, Ipswich, it may not be uninteresting to our

readers if we give the following-letter
addressed to Mr.

Fonnereau of that town by the Bishop of Norwich, who

has done so much to introduce the ancient praying benches

in other parts of his diocese .— Palace, Norwich, Dec.

16._Dear Sir,—Agreeing with you, as I entirely do, upon

the injustice and evil tendency of pews, by which the be-

nefits of our church services are, comparatively speaking
f

confined to the higher and wealthier classes, to the ex-

clusion of the poor, I sincerely hope your appeal to the

inhabitants of Ipswich may be successful, and that they

may be amongst the first to express, as a collective body,
their disapprobation ot a system so adverse, in my opi-

nion, to the true interests of our national church, which
professes to have so much at heart the spiritual welfare of
the poorer and humbler classes of our population. I am
persuaded, indeed, that one of the prominent causes of
dissent, as well as utter disregard and indifference to reli-

gion, manifested by too many of these classes, is attribu-

table, in a great degree, to that exclusive system of pews
which has for so many years prevailed. If you have not
yet seen a charge delivered, Nov. 1842, by Archdeacon
Samuel Wilberforce, I would recommend it to your notice,

as containing much valuable informationand able remarks
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pott so important a subject. I remain, yours respect.

fully, E. Norwich/
Liverpool.—On Saturday last the Collegiate Institu-

tion in this town, of which the foundation-stone was

laid by Lord Stanley about two years since, was opened

with unusual ceremonies. This building, which is of

great extent, and one of the finest specimens of archi-

tecture in Liverpool, has been erected by the private

subscriptions of the inhabitants at a cost of 24,000/.

The great hall was crowded with visitors, among whom
were the Bishop of Chester, the Right Hon. W. E. Glad-

stone, several Members of Parliament, and a large num-

ber of the local clergy. In the absence of Lord Stanley,

Mr. Gladstone, Vice-President of the Board of Trade,

delivered the inaugural address. He said
—"At the

opening of an institution intended mainly for the benefit

of the middle classes of society, he, who was himself

sprung from that middle class, and with his family still

claimed to belong to that middle class— felt that he might

be expected to entertain some sympathy with the prin-

cipal object of this institution; that he might desire to

open and smooth the way for those who might be inclined

to enter in the path of honourable advancement, and

that upon this account^ if not upon personal qualifi-

cations, he might with sincerity and earnestness address

them on the question which had assembled them together.

He said that there was no class of men who ought to

take a livelier interest in the progress of all schemes

tnected with public education than that class whichcon:

was connected with political office. What was the con-

dition of the institutions of this country? He should

now speak of facts not open to dispute. He rejoiced

they were here removed from the arena of party discus-

sion; but it was admitted on all hands that we had

arrived at a state in the progress of society in which we

must give a broad basis to public institutions, in which

we must feel interest in them, and challenge for them the

approbation and support of the mass of the intelligent

community. It was his opinion, that those who were

appointed to watch over the laws and institutions of the

country ought to know best of all men—thatinasmuch
as we must look to the great masses of the intelligent

community for the means of upholding our institutions

—

of supporting the throne and the aristocracy—of support-

ing the church—of supporting all which some men
deemed to be relics of dark ages, but which others be-

lieved to be sound in their principles and deeply rooted in

the affections of the people—they ought, he said, to know

best the necessity of training the minds of the popula-

tion in sound and useful knowledge—in knowledge which

would bear the criterion of a searching examination, and

not in that which too often passed for sound and useful

knowledge—with pretensions to the substance, and not to

the reality. It was, therefore, acting on those convic-

tions that, so far from desiring to see education restricted

in the country, he trusted that every year that passed

over our heads might, on the contrary, witness its

freer and freer diffusion on sound and true principles.

Did we not live in an age when everything was made sub-

ject to question and doubt? when men's minds were sti-

mulated into an activity which was salutary, no doubt, in

many respects, but which required the guide both of

sound Scriptural principles and enlarged habits of thought ?

It was a critical period in the history of nations when
men began to question themselves with respect to things

about them—when doubts were suggested before the

means of solving those doubts were at hand—when there

was a great disposition to question the merits of this and

that institution, and when there was not the same power

to examine the merits on which such institutions might

depend. This was eminently an age of criticism, and, in

that sense, of scepticism. Did we hold it desirable to

check that spirit of inquiry ? No such thing. It was a

certain state which belonged to our condition and circum-

stances—it came upon us as a dispensation of Providence

that everything should be subjected to discussion. Let

that discussion be continued; but let it be fairly and fully

felt as approaches to a right understanding, not under delay

or haste, not under prejudices and party feelings, but with

all those aids and appliances of sound knowledge and of

right habits, and, above all, with all those reliances on a

higher power, which Christianity alone could give. With
those advantages let us meet discussion, and we need not

fear for its issue. And here he came to that great ques-

tion, that question of questions—what was an education?

What was an education, if it was indeed to vindicate for

itself that title for a being like man, who had faculties,

who had hopes, who had temptations, and who had

dangers ? There were two systems which were irre-

concilably divided, and the audience were the adherents

of one of them. They did not come to disparage the ef-

forts of those who thought differently on the subject of

education, and the ends to which it should be directed ;

but they were ready, he trusted, to do justice to their be-

nevolence and their zeal; ready to acknowledge that in

many cases we might take a lesson from that zeal; and

that men of sounder views might profit in practice

by the example of persons who, though they possessed

less light, yet seemed to make a more sincere and

earnest use of the light which they possessed. He paid

great respect, then, to the persons and motives of those

who took other views on this vital question ; still he
felt that there were two systems irreconcilably divided.

There were those who thought—and he admitted the

opinion to be a plausible one to men at first sight, and
that many would say it was the true one—there were those
who thought that the first object of education was to give
to a man such information as should serve the purposes
of his temporal advancement—as should enable him to

pursue with efficiency and success the calling to which he

| might be about to devote himself; and if they had that

view of the nature of education—if they felt that educa-

tion was merely designed to put tools into the hands of a

man, which tools he might employ in order to shape all

the materials which earth afforded—if they held such a

belief as this, the natural consequence was, that they

could not see the necessity of founding education on the

definite basis of religion. They said we were unhappily

perplexed by religious divisions, and they were led to add,

• Let us avoid all those difficulties, let us found our pub-

lic education upon the communication of a description of

knowledge about the utility of which there is no doubt,

and let us leave religion to be dealt with by other men

according to their will and pleasure.' He hoped this

was not an unfair view of the question. He hoped this

was not an unfair version of the view which many were

led to take, and he was bound to say, under the influence,

as he thought, of a most unfortunate delusion ;
but still

from motives which we were bound to respect, and by no

means implying an indifference on the part of such indi-

viduals to the importance and value of religion itself. He

firmly believed that religion should be included in the

matter of education, and not only that religion should be

one item among many, one head in the long catalogue of

accomplishments, but that it should be the ruling and

pervading principle, the principle to which all others

were to be subordinate, and with respect to which all the

foundations of an institution were to be regulated, and all

its ends directed and arranged. It was a great truth, that

education to be valuable and to deserve the name, must

be a religious educatiou, and to be religious must be

founded on the definite revelation of God. He believed

that if they could erect a system which should present to

mankind all branches of knowledge save the one that

was essential, they would only be building up a

Tower of Babel, which, when they had completed,

would be the more signal in its fall, and which would

bury those who raised it in its ruins. He believed

that if they could take a human being in his youth, and

make him an accomplished man in natural philosophy, in

mathematics, or in the knowledge necessary for the pro-

fession of a merchant, a lawyer, or a physician,—that if

with any or all of those endowments they could store his

mind —if they could endow him with the science and

power of a Newton, and if they had concealed from him,

or rather if they had not given him a knowledge and love

of the Christian faith, he would go forth into the world

destitute of everything that constituted the true and

sovereign purpose of our existence.
33 The Rev. J. Cony-

beare, the Principal of the Institution, here briefly

explained the principles upon which it would be con-

ducted ; after which the bishop closed the proceedings by

pronouncing the apostolical benediction. In the evening

the Mayor entertained a large party of the principal sup-

porters of the undertaking at dinner in the Town-hall.—

The Liverpool Chronicle mentions as a remarkable fact,

thatCapt. Nye, of the packet-ship Independence, which

arrived at that port on Sunday-week, in 16 days from New
York, states, that though he has crossed the Atlantic

above a hundred times, the last was the only voyage he^did

not see a solitary sail the whole distance from New York

to Liverpool.

Manchester.—The weekly meeting of the League was

held on Friday, and was attended by an unusually large

number of members. The chairman, Mr. Geo. Wilson,

stated, that large subscriptions had been received during

the week from several important towns ;
that on the pre-

vious night meetings had been held at Warrington and

Bolton ; that 300/. was subscribed at the former place, and

upwards of 700/. in the latter, before they quitted the room.

He also stated, that the town-council of Glasgow and

Edinburgh had confered the freedom of those cities on

Mr. Cobden, for his exertions in promoting the cause ot

the Anti-Corn-law League. The secretary then read a long

list of places from which contributions had been received,
O I1UU1 "1**V» vv„,-.,-

after which the meeting was addressed at great length by

the Hon. C. P. Villiers, M.P., Mr. M. Philips, Mr. Cob-

den, Mr. Brotherton, the Rev. Dr. Hewlett of Coventry,

and other gentlemen. It was announced that arrange-

ments had been entered into for holding a meeting on

every evening up to the 30th inst. all of which would be

attended and addressed by deputations of the council ot

the League, including the most influential members.

Plymouth.--We learn by the Plymouth Journal that

the arrangements and surveys for the formation of a line

of telegraphs along the coast, from the Lizard to lorts-

mouth, are in a forward state, and it is expected that the

signal stations will be completed and in operation in the

spring. The stations, as far as practicable, will be along

the coasts of Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, and Hants, to

Portsmouth, whence the telegraphic communications will

be made to the Admiralty as heretofore. In consequence

of the stations of the preventive service J>eing generally so

situate that each commands a view of an extensive line of

coast, and being under the superintendence of lieutenants

in the navy, it is intended to have a number of them fitted

with telegraphs, as was the case on the coast of Kent and

Sussex, when Admiral Sir H. Pigot commanded the coast

blockade. By this mode the expense of the line will be

comparatively trifling, as an addition of only one man to

each station will be required.

Heading.—We learn by the Reading papers that Alder-

maston House, the fine old mansion of Mr, W. Congreve,

was totally destroyed by fire on Saturday morning last.

The fire broke out in the morning between 4 and 5, in an

attic over the drawing-room, and though soon discovered

it had gained such head that it was impossible to suppress

it. The plate, however, and a large portion of the furni-

ture, were saved. At 7 o'clock the whole building was

enveloped in flames, which were seen at Newbury and

| other places for many miles round ; the roof fell soon

afterwards, and for some minutes completely smothered

the flames. The engines from Reading reached the Hall

soon after 8, and before noon the flames were in some
measure subdued ; but the principal rooms, the hall, and

by far the greater part of the building, were totally destroyed.

Wigan.—Intelligence arrived in this town on Wednes-

day week that Whitley-hall, the residence of Mr. A. F.

Halliburton, was on fire. The report caused a great sen-

sation, as the hall is one of the finest mansions in the

neighbourhood of Wigan. The fire was occasioned by

some lighted coals falling from the grate in the study down

a back flue constructed for the purpose of increasing the

draught in the chimney from the cellar. Some straw in

the cellar underneath the study caught fire, and, had a

timely discovery not been made, it is more than probable

that the mansion would soon have been destroyed from its

elevated situation and the strong breeze which was blowing

at the time. The flames were soon subdued, and very

little damage was sustained.

Windsor.—A military funeral took place in this town

last week, when the body of Lieut. De Winton of the 2d

Life Guards, who died at the cavalry barracks on the 31st

ult., was buried in St. George's Chapel with the usual

military honours. The aisles of the chapel were lined

with troops, and a large number of officers of high rank

took part in the imposing ceremony.—The daily papers

announce that forms of proposals for a contract have just

been issued from the Office of Woods and Forests, for

the immediate erection, in that portion of the Home-park,

near Adelaide-lodge, situate between her Majesty's private

dog-kennel and the dairy, opposite Frogmore-lodge, of a

small picturesque brick-building, to be appropriated ex-

clusively for keeping the varied and peculiar breeds of do-

mestic poultry belonging to her Majesty.

Wrexham.—A case of embezzlement, somewhat similar

to that which occurred at Richmond a few weeks since,

has been made public in this town, Mr. B. Dillon, the

actuary of the Savings-Bank, having been found to be a

defaulter to the amount of above 570/. A meeting of the

trustees has been held, at which all the particulars were

disclosed ; and the result has been the apprehension of

the delinquent. It appears that Mr. Dillon was formerly

a wine merchant in Wrexham, and failed for a large

amount. Being a good accountant he has filled several

offices of trust, and was actuary to the Savings-Bank and

auditor to the Union. His occupation of accountant

brought him a considerable income, sufficient to place

him above the reach of temptation. The depositors will

sustain no loss by the defalcation, as he gave a bond,

signed by two sureties, for a part of his liabilities, and the

remainder will fall upon the trustees.

York.—The Yorkshire Papers still dwell on the recent

failure of the Agricultural and Commercial Joint Stock

bank, of which we gave the particulars in our last, and

state that the effects will be severely felt in York and in the

surrounding districts. Not only has the paid-up capital

of '211,000/. been totally lost, but the shareholders have

now to meet a call of 3/. per share, in order to wind up

the concern, which will make another loss of 102,000/.

It appears also that litigation in a business of this sort is

hardly to be avoided, so that the ultimate loss of the

shareholders has yet to be determined, nor is it pretended

that the affairs can be wound up in less than a year and a

half. The list privately distributed of the proprietary

who are, during this long interval, to be kept in suspense,

contains the names of 562 shareholders, a large propor-

tion of whom, exclusive of those resident in York, are land-

owners and farmers.

Railways The following are the returns of the prin-

cipal railways for the past week :— London and Birming-

ham, 11,559/.; Great Western, 10,081/.; Northern and

Eastern, 1,155/.; South-Western, 4,803/.; Birmingham
and Derby, 1,248/. ; Hull and Selby, 671/- ; Grand Junc-

tion, 5,546/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1,604/. ;
Midland

Counties, 2,212/. ; Blackwall, 551/. ; Great North of Eng-

land, 995/. ; Sheffield and Manchester, 379/. ;
North

Midland, 3,400/. ; Brighton, 3,662/.; Greenwich, 830/.;

Eastern Counties, 8767. It is stated in the Railway

Magazine that the Great Western Company have de-

termined to make the Box tunnel an open cutting, and

that the contract for carrying this important improvement

into effect has been already taken. A meeting of the in-

habitants of Carlisle, in aid of the proposed railway from

that city to Lancaster, was held last week. Mr. Erring-

ton, one of the engineers of the line, stated that theie are

no engineering difficulties ; and that with respect to

gradients, the obstacles were not so great as had been

overcome upon the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway, and

upon several others now in successful operation. From

Carlisle to Penrith, and from Lancaster to Kendal, it is

proposed to make the line double ; but the middle dis-

tance, that is, from Penrith to Kendal, a single line only

will be laid down in the first instance. The distance from

Carlisle to Lancaster will be 69 miles ; and Mr. Errington

stated that he had no doubt that the railway could be laid

down, stations built, carriages supplied, and the whole put

in working order for one million sterling. The plan pro-

posed for raising this sum is this :—The different railway

companies, that is, the London and Birmingham, the

Grand Junction, the North Union, and the Preston and

Lancaster, will take shares at once to the amount of half

a million.' The value of the land required is calculated at

90,000/., and it is stipulated that the landowners shall

take shares to this amount. It is then proposed to raise,

in 50/. shares, among the inhabitants along the line, the

sum of 160,000/. A capital of 750,000/. will thus be pro-

vided, and this being three-fourths of the whole estimated

cost, it is believed that Parliament will at once grant a

bill. The remaining portion of the money will be railed
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either by the sale of shares in the usual way, or by loan.

—On Thursday morning a fatal accident occurred on the
NorthM idland Railway. From the official report it appears
that while the train which left Leeds for Derby at 5 o'clock
was waiting at the Barnesley station, it was run into by a
goods train, by which a Mr. Harvey, a traveller for the
house of Finlay & Co., of Glasgow, was killed on the spot.
Fortunately he was the only passenger, or the results would
have been more serious, as the engine and carriages were
smashed to pieces.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The Lord Lieutenant and Council, upon the

recommendation of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for
Ireland, have suspended the appointment of a Provost to
the Cathedral of Tuam, vacant by the death of the Hon.
G. D. Beresford. This was the only remaining instance of
the existence of the office of Provost in a Cathedral
church. There were no duties of any sort connected with
the office. The income of the Provost of Tuam, amount-
ing to about 300/. a-year, has been transferred to the Ec-
clesiastical Commissioners; but memorials, signed by the
clergymen of the parishes out of which a part of that sum,
amounting to 180/. a-year, is derived in rent-charges, have
been presented to the Privy Council and the commission-
ers, praying for the distribution of this sum in augmenta-
tion of their incomes.—A great sensation has been pro-
duced iqi legal circles, by the appearance of a general order
from the Lord Chancellor, requiring the names, ages,
duties, attendance, or non-attendance, as the case may be,
of officers of all classes deriving salaries or emoluments in
the Court of Chancery. It is said in explanation of this
order that there are some officers, with very high salaries,

*ho seldom appear personally, and that others have been
absent, from illness or other causes, during a whole year.
It is added that serious apprehensions prevail in the other
equity and common law courts, that a similar order will
be immediately issued, with a view to important modifica-
tions in the whole system.—The extensive establishment
of Mr. Busby, the distiller, has stopped payment. The
amount of the liabilities do not exceed 26,000/., and the
failure is attributed, in a great measure, to the temperance
movement, which is said to have produced the ruin of
three-fourths of the spirit retailers in Ireland.—Mr. Geo.
Cornewall Lewis, the second of the three Poor-Law Com-
missioners, has succeeded Mr- Nichols as resident com-
missioner in Dublin.—At the weekly meeting of the Re-
peal Association, a long letter was read from Mr. O'Con-
ttell, in which he announces five measures as the basis upon
^hich he seeks to combine all Irishmen in the struggle for
the Repeal of the Union. They constitute, he says, the
great national compact upon which he calls upon Irish-
men of every persuasion to l ally together, in order to ob-
tain national independence and prosperity for their native
land. The following are the measures :— 1. The total
abolition of the tithe rent-charge.—2. Fixity of tenure
for the occupying tenants.—3. The encouragement and
perfecting of Irish manufactures 4. Complete suffrage
*nd vote by ballot.—5. Abolition of the present poor-law,
and augmentation of well-regulated charitable institutions.
Such, he says, is the basis of their repeal agitation for the
year 1843. The rent for the week was 142/. 145. The

Tyrone.—A requisition, signed by peers, deputy-lieu-
tenants, and magistrates, has been forwarded to the High
Sheriff f Tyrone, calling on him to convene a meeting to
take into consideration the working of the Irish Poor-law,
nich, they allege, is found to be cumbrous, expensive,

a»d ill-suited to the wants of the destitute. A similar re-
quisition to the High Sheriff of Fermanagh is in course
° f signature. The union of Tuam has also been convened
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SCOTLAND;
Edinburgh.—We learn by the Edinburgh Observer that

it was announced in that city on Monday last, that

the Moderator had received an answer from Government
to his recent communications, announcing that her Ma-
jesty's ministers had no intention, by admitting the claim

of right, recognising the convocation, or acceding to its

demands, or those from the last meeting of commission,
to interfere with the existing law as regards the church ;

and that they do not purpose to introduce any measure
into Parliament affecting the Church of Scotland, as by
law established. It appears that this reply is in the form
of a state paper, bearing the signature of Sir J. Graham,
as adopted at a meeting of the Cabinet Council, presided

over by the Queen herself.

Dundee.—On Saturday last, indictments were served

upon the Chartist preacher, John Duncan, and five other
individuals, operatives in this town, to take their trial be-

fore the High Court of Justiciary at Edinburgh, on the

16th inst., for having taken an active part at the meeting

of the 16th August last, when a general strike or cessation

from labour was proposed, and the people recommended
to "help themselves/ 7 Indictments were also left at the

houses of four other Chartists, who absconded immediately

after the meeting referred to, and have not since been
heard of.

Glasgow.—The first ship from Scotland to China since

the new treaty, the James Campbell, sailed last week from
the Broomielaw for Hong-Kong, one of the ports opened
to the merchants of Great Britain by the treaty. The
vessel is said to be completely full, having as much mer-
chandise on board as she can carry.

THEATRICALS.
Drury Lane.—An English version of Rossini's opera

of " La Gazza Ladra " was produced at this theatre on
Saturday. The object of this performance was to intro-

duce to the public two young ladies, whose names were
not given in the bills, in the characters of Annette and
Pippo

t which latter character is in this version called

Felix. The lady who played Annette, and who was
called in the bills " a pupil of the Chevalier Micheroux," is

Miss S. Novello, whose style has evidently been formed
by a good musical education. Her execution was on the

whole very pleasing, and she elicited much applause
during her performance. The other young lady who
played Pippo, is a contralto ; she acted with remarkable
confidence and power for a first appearance, and gave
promise of future excellence. At the close of the opera
they were loudly called for, and were greeted with
reiterated plaudits. The new version of "La Gazza
Ladra," not only abridges that fine opera, and reduces it

to the character of a melo-dramatic spectacle, but is in

all respects the most feeble attempt which has ever been
made to adapt the Italian opera to the English stage.

In scenery and dress it was unexceptionable, but this was
a poor compensation for the mutilation of Rossini's music.
Covent Garden.—The well-known opera of "Gus-

tavus" has been reproduced at this theatre, but without
the brilliancy for which it was celebrated 10 years ago.
Some of the popular choruses were given with their

ancient effect, and the ball scene was deservedly success-
ful ; but the general result was not so satisfactory as had
been anticipated. It was, however, announced for repe-

tition three times a week. On Thursday Colman's u Blue-
beard '* was revived at this theatre, and was received with
great satisfaction by the juvenile audience which gene-
rally crowds the house at this holiday season.

JWfettllaneott*.
The Cabul Prisoners.—The gallant advance of Sir

Richmond Shakespear from Cabul, by forced marches of
90 miles a day, for the purpose of assisting in the release

of the prisoners, has been already noticed in our paper.
We find in the Indian intelligence received this week the

following interesting correspondence on the subject, which
we reprint without abridgment, as it gives the names of

those who were so providentially released from captivity.
" To Sir Richmond Shakespear, Military Secretary, &c. :

—

Dear Sir—Rescued as we have so lately been from a state

of prolonged and cheerless captivity, which threatened
soon to terminate in hopeless slavery in a land where the
laws of humanity are unknown and unacknowledged

;

restored by a wonderful interposition of Providence to

country, friends, and all that renders life desirable,— it

would ill become us, in the midst of our rejoicings, to

forget those friends through whose agency this happy
change in our prospects has been effected. To you we
are bound to express our heartfelt thanks' for the prompti-
tude with which you led a body of Kuzzilbash horsemen
to our assistance at a most critical period, to whose timely
arrival amongst us at Kaloo, it may be chiefly attributed

that our flight from Bameean was not intercepted. To
thank you adequately in words for so signal a service

would be impossible, but we trust you will accept of this

as a token of the gratitude we feel, and with every good
wish for your happiness and prosperity, we subscribe our-
selves yours very faithfully, Fanny Macnaghten, Florentia

Sale, Alexandria Sturt, Jean Boyd, F.Boyd, A.Waller,
R.Waller, G.Mem, Emily Eyre, Vincent Eyre, C.Mac-
kenzie, Eldred Pottinger, Edward Webb, B. Melville,

Georgiana Mainwaring, H. Johnson, G. St. P. Lawrence,

C. Harris, C. Griffiths, T. Palmer, J. S. Alston, T.

Thomson, J.Macgralb, J. Nicholson, — Airy, — Souter,

John Shelton, J.C.Hampton, —Evans, T.P.Walsh,

R. Warburton, H. Drummond, R. L. Burnett, H. M.

Williams, A. Crawford. Camp Cabool, Sept. 24." To

this letter Sir R. Shakespear returned the following reply :

—"To Lady Macnaghten, Lady Sale, &c, Gen. Shelton,

and Major Pottinger* Dear Ladies and Gentlemen-—

I

was this moraine greatly gratified by receiving a very kind
and flattering letter, signed by the ladies and officers who
were lately prisoners at Bameean, and I hasten to request
that you will express to tbem my sincere thanks for the
very handsome terms in which they have spoken of my
poor services. I shall ever consider it one of the happiest
events of my life, that I should have had the good fortune
to have been m any way instrumental in effecting your
escape from Affghanistan. I remain, dear Ladies and
Gentlemen, your obedient servant, R. c. Shakespear.
Camp, Jellalabad, Oct. 26, 1842/'

The Three Sovereigns.—The following anecdote, ac
cording to the Paris Papers, has often been told by the
Emperor Alexander, and is amongst the traditions of the
Russian Court:—In 1814, during the period when the
Allies were masters of Paris, the Czar, who resided in the
hotel of M. de Talleyrand, was in the daily habit of taking
a walk (in strict incognito) every morning in the gardens
of the Tuileries, and thence to the Palais Royal. He one
day met two other sovereigns, and the three were returning

arm-in-arm to breakfast in the Rue St. Florentin, when, on
their way thither, they encountered a provincial* evidently

freshly imported to Paris, and who had lost his way.
" Gentlemen," said he, " can you tell me which is the

Tuileries ?" " Yes," replied Alexander ;
" follow us, we

are going that way, and will show you." Thanks on the

part of the countryman led them soon into conversation.

A few minutes sufficed to arrive at the palace ; and, as

here their routes lay in opposite directions, they bade
each other reciprocally adieu. " Parbleu !" cried all at

once the provincial,' 1
I should be glad to know the names

of persons' so amiable and complaisant as you are?"
" My name ?" said the first—« Oh, certainly

;
you have,

perhaps, heard of me ; I am the Emperor Alexander I"
" A capital joke," exclaimed the Gascon ;

" an Emperor !

—and you," addressing the second individual, " who may
you be ?" " I ?" replied he ;

M why, probably I am not
wholly unknown to you, at least by name— I am the King
of Prussia !" " Better and better," said the man ; "and
you, what are you, then?" looking at the third person*
" I am the Emperor of Austria !

M li
Perfect, perfect!"

exclaimed the provincial, laughing with all his might.
" But you, monsieur/' said the Emperor Alexander,
11 surely you will also let us know whom we have the

honour to speak to ?
w u To be sure," replied the man,

quitting them with an important strut, " I am the Great
Mogul I"

The Human Voice Automaton.—The Paris Constu
iuliomiel states that a mechanician of a little town in Bo-
hemia has constructed an automaton which imitates per-

fectly the human voice, particularly the soprano notes. It

sings several difficult airs with the greatest accuracy.

Shakes, runs, and chromatic scales, are all executed with
surprising precision. This automaton, in singing, even
pronounces certain words, so as to be easily understood.
The inventor hopes to arrive at such a point of perfection
as to bring his machine to pronounce all the words of the

best operas. He intends shortly making a journey to
Prague and Vienna, to give concerts, and from thence to

Paris and the other cities of Europe.
Statistics of Marriage in Paris.—The following account

of the married women in Paris has just been published in
the French papers, although the facts were collected from
the registry books of the 18 years from 1813 to 1830 by
our countryman Mr. Francis Corbaux, and published in
his work on Life Assurance. Of 121,625 marriages,
there were 814 between 12 and 15 years old ; at 16 years,

1,190; at (17 years, 3,959; at 18 years, 5,816; at 19
years, (5,957 ; at 20 years, 7,610 ; at 21 years, 8,047 ; at

22 or 23, between 7,000 and 8,000 ; at 24 or 25, upwards
of 6,000 ; but at 26, 27, and 28, they scarcely exceed
5,000. This decreasing progression goes on, so that up
to 31 years there were only 3,651; thence to 41 years,

1,798 ; at 42 years, 1,015 ; at 48 years, 586 ; at 50 years,

226; at 60 years, 126; and during the 18 years there

were 578 marriages of women aged 61 years and upwards.

Another account shows that out of 1,000,000 married in

Paris, 521,365, being more than one half, were married

before the commencement of their 26th year.

The Porcelain Tower of Nankin.—The following

extract from a letter describing one of the greatest curi-

osities in China, is taken from the Bombay Spectator .-—

"Numerous, as you may conceive, have been the pil-

grimages made to the far-famed " Porcelain lower. for

the first time in inspecting any of the monuments of this

country, no disappointment has been experienced, while

comparing what they actually are with what he legends of

the book-makers in China describe them to be. It is,

indeed, a most elegant and singular structure, as remark,

able for its correct proportions as for the rare material of

which it is 'partially composed. I say partially, because

the mass of building is not of porcelain but is composed

of common brick, with a facing and lining f beautiful

white glazed porcelain bricks or slabs, fixed into the

masonry by means of deep keys or shoulders, cast like a
half T, on the brick. Its torm is octagonal, and running

up each of the angles is a moulding of large lites of very
fine clay, glazed and coloured red and green alternately

;

round each story runs a light balustrade formed of green
porcelain, upon which four arched doorways open, set to
the four cardinal points, the arches being elegantly
turned with large glazed tiles, cast in all imaginable
fancies of design and variegation of colour, representing
wild beasts, demons, deities, monsters, &c. It appears
to be a "sight" among the Chinese themselves, for
there are priests or bonzes attached to the building
to keep it in order, who earn their consideration by
distributing to the visitors lithographed elevations of
the tower, with descriptions attached, and who seem
to have the duty entrusted to them of illuminating it on
gala occasions. This is effected by means of lanterns made
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of thin oyster shells, used in lieu of window glass by the

Chinese, which are placed at each of the eight angles on

every story, and the effect of whose subdued light on

the highly reflective surface of the tower must be most

striking and beautiful. The walls of Nankin are more
remarkable for their extraordinary height and great ex-

tent than for the strength which has been given to them
by the builders ; in some places they are not less

than 70 feet in height, and at very few points along an

enceinte of fully 20 miles in extent, are they less than 50.

There are, however, several points at which they are

open to escalade with 26 feet ladders ; the Chinese engi-

neers, though they have evidently bestowed extensive

repairs upon the fortifications this year, having, as usual,

forgotten to raise their ramparts where the undulations of

the ground alter the levels of their foundations. From
the peculiar features of the country adjoining the town,

and from the situation of the Tartar city or citadel,

which is separated from the great straggling mass of the

town by open fields and gardens, it appears evident that

the place could at any time be readily carried by a com-

paratively small force, and retained against a very large

one of undisciplined troops, as long as they had the

means of procuring supplies, which, in consequence of

the goodness of the road and its inconsiderable length,

could always be obtained from the river. The Chinese,

I think, must have wisdom enough to know that our stay

here, and our examinations of their city from the heights

and from the summit of the Porcelain Tower, have taught

us this secret ; and it may therefore be considered as an

additional reason to the many that exist, why they should

not too soon again tempt the "devil's children," as they

call us, to measure strength with their bravos. Three to

four thousand seasoned troops, with a few guns, some

powder bags, mining tools and scaling ladders, would

have Nankin under their command in a week from Woo-
sung, with four or five steamers, and a dozen junks or

decked boats to be towed up by them against the stream

;

and from the important discovery of coal of decent qua-

lity in large quantities here, we may always reckon upon

being able to keep steamers constantly employed in bring-

ing in supplies from all points on the river, whither they

can be drawn."

HatD.
Judicial Committer of the Privv Council.—Keellcy v.

Carson.—Their Lordships met this morning for the purpose of

giving judgment in this case, which had been twice argued. Mr.

Baron Parke gave judgment as follows :—The great importance

of the principal question in this case induced those of their

Lordships who heard the first argument to request that a second

might take place before themselves and other members of the

Judicial Committee. The case has been again argued before the

Lord Chancellor, Lords Brougham, Denman, Abinger, Cottenham,
and Campbell, the Vice- Chancellor of England, the Lord Chief

Justice of the Common Pleas, Mr. Justice Krskine, Dr. Lushing-

ton, and myself ; and I have been instructed by their Lordships

to state the reasons for the advice which they will give to Her
Majesty to reverse the judgment of the Court below. That

judgment was given in favour of the defendant, upon a demurrer

to several special pleas to an action of trespass for false impri-

sonment, by which the acts complained of were justified by the

defendant Carson as Speaker of the House of Assembly of New-
foundland, by other defendants as members of that house, and
by one as messenger in aid of the Serjeant-at-Arms, upon an

arrest and commitment for an alleged breach of privilege of the

House. Several objections were taken of a formal nature to

these pleas, which it is unnecessary to state, as the opinion of

their Lordships is not founded upon any of those objections. The
main question raised by the pleadings, and applying equally to

the case of all the defendants was, whether the house of Assem-
bly had the power to arrest and bring before them, with a view

to punishment, a person charged by one of its members with

having used insolent language to him out of the doors of the

house, in reference to his conduct as a member of the Assembly

—in other words, whether the house had the power, such as is

possessed by both Houses of Parliament in England, to adjudi-

cate upon a complaint of contempt or breach of privilege. It is,

indeed, stated in the plea of the defendant Carson, and that of

the other defendants, members of the House, that something oc-

curred which might amount to a contempt committed in the

face of the Assembly, by the use of violent and threatening

words to one of the members then present in his place ; but

each' plea also justifies the original arrest of the plaintiff below
upon a warrant issued by the Speaker, founded on the complaint

of a breach of privilege committed out of the House; and if

the House of Assembly had not a power to issue that warrant,

this part of such plea is bad; and as each plea is entire, the

whole is bad. The question, therefore, whether the House of

Assembly could commit, by way of punishment, for a contempt
in the face of it, does not arise in this case. Their Lordships are

of opinion that the House of Assembly did not possess the power
of arrest, with a view to adjudication on a complaint of con-

tempt committed out of its doors, and consequently that

the judgment of the Court below must be reversed. In

order to determine this question, and to ascertain what the

legal powers of the Assembly were, it is proper to consider,

first, under what circumstances it was constituted, and what
was the legal origin of its powers. Newfoundland is a set-

tled, not a conquered colony, and to such colony there is

no doubt that the settlers from the mother country carried

with them such portion of its common and statute law as was
applicable to their new situation, and also the rights a^nd

immunities of British subjects. Their descendants have, on the

one hand, the same laws and the same rights (unless they have
been altered by Parliament) ;

and, on the other hand, the Crown
possesses the same prerogative and the same powers of govern-

ment that it does over its other subjects ; nor has it been disputed
in the argument before us, and therefore we consider it as con-
ceded, that the Sovereign had net merely the right of appointing
such magistrates, and establishing such corporations and courts
of justice, as he might do by the common law at home, but also

that of creating a local legislative assembly, with authority,
subordinate, indeed, to that of Parliament, but supreme within
the limits of the colony, for the government of its inhabitants.

This latter power was exercised by the Crown in favour of the
inhabitants of Newfoundland in the year 1832, by a commission
under the Great Seal, with accompanying instructions from the
Secretary of State for the Colonial Department; and the whole
question resolves itself into this—whether this power of adjudi-

cation upon, and committing for acontempt.was by virtue of the

commission, and the instructions legally given to the new legis-

lative assemblvof Newfoundland; lor under these alone can it

have any existence, there being no usage or custom to support
the exercise of any power whatever. In order to determine this
question, we must first consider whether the Crown did in this
case invest the local legislature with such a privilege. If it did,

a further question would arise—whether it had power to do so by

law. If that power was incident as an essential attribute to a
legislative assembly of a dependency of the British Crown, the

concession on both sides that the Crown had a right to establish

such an assembly, puts an end to the case ; but if it is not a legal

incident, then it was not conferred on the Colonial Assembly,
unless the Crown had authority to give such a power, and actually

did give it. Their Lordships gave no opinion upon the important

question, whether, in a settled country, such as Newfoundland,
the Crown could, by its prerogative, besides creating the Legis-

lative Assembly, expressly bestow upon it an authority not inci-

dental to it, ofcommitting for a contempt— an authority materially
interfering with the liberty of the subject, and much liable to
abuse. They do not enter upon that question, because they are
of opinion, upon the construction of the commission and of its

accompanying document, that no such authority was meant to
be communicated to the Legislative Assembly of Newfoundland

j

and if it did not pass as an incident by the creation of such a
body, it was not granted at all. This appears to be clear from the
consideration of the instruments. By the commission for the
establishing the Legislative Assembly, dated the 26th of July,

1832, his late Majesty William IV. authorised the Governor, with
the advice and consent of the Council of the Island, from time to

time to summon and call general assemblies of the freeholders

and householders within the island, in such manner and form,

and according to such powers, instructions, and authorities, as

were granted or appointed by the general instructions accompany-
ing the commission, or according to such further powers, instruc-

tions, or authorities, as should at anytime thereafter be granted

or appointed under his Majesty's sign manual and signet, or order

in Council, and that the persons thereupon duly elected should

take the oaths, and should be called and deemed the General
Assembly of the Island of Newfoundland ; and the Governor,
with the advice and consent of the Council and Assembly, or
the major part of them, respectively, should have full power to
make, constitute, and ordain laws, statutes, and ordinances for

the public peace, welfare, and good government of the island and
its dependencies, and the people and inhabitants thereof, and
such other as should resort thereto ; which laws, &c, were to be
as near as might be to the laws and statutes of the United King-
dom, and subject to the approbation of his Majesty, and to the
negative voice of the Governor. Accompanying this commission
was a despatch from Viscount Goderich n w Earl of Ripon)
containing instructions to the Governor for tue regulation of his

conduct, upon which some reliance was placed in the argument
at the bar, as affording evidence of the intention of the Crown
to confer the power in question upon the House of Assembly.
The Commission itself, where such an authority would naturally

be expected to be found, if the Crown had intended to confer it,

is entirely silent upon this subject, nor does it grant any of the
privileges of the British Parliament; and the terms used by the

Earl of Ripon's letter have probably reference to the mode of

conducting business, and the forms of procedure, which are to

be assimilated to those of the British House of Commons; at all

events, terms so vague and general could never have been used
with the intention of giving the powers of commitment, and other

privileges of so important a nature, if the authority of the Crown
was required to bestow them by a special grant. The whole
question, then, is reduced to this—whether by law the power of

committing for a contempt not in the presence of the Assembly
is incident to every local legislature. The statute law on this

subject being silent, the common law is to govern it, and what is

the common law depends upon principle and precedent. Their

Lordships see no reason to think that on the principle of the

common law any other powers are given than such as are neces-

sary to the existence of such a body, and the proper exercise of

the functions which it is intended to execute. These powers are

granted by the very act of its establishment—an act which, on
both sides it is admitted, it was competent for the Crown to per-

form. This is the principle which governs all legal incidents

—

" Quando lex aliquid concedit, concedere viditior et idem sine

quo res ipsa esse non potest.'* In conformity to this principle,

we feel no doubt that such an assembly has the right of protect-

ing itself from all impediments to the due course of its proceed-

ings. To the full extent of every measure which it may be really

necessary to adopt to secure the free exercise of their legislative

functions, they are justified in acting by the principle of the

common law. But the power of punishing any one for past mis-

conduct as a contempt of its authority, and adjudicating upon
the fact of such contempt, and the measure of punishment, as a

judicial body irresponsible to the party accused, whatever the

real facts may be, are of a very different character, and by no
means essentially necessary for the exercise of its functions by a
local legislature, whether representative or not ; all these func-

tions may be well performed without this extraordinary
power, and with the aid of the ordinary tribunals to

investigate and punish contemptuous insults and inter-

ruptions. These powers certainly do not exist in corpo-

rate or other bodies assembled with authority to make by-

laws for the government of particular trades or limited num-
bers of individuals. The functions of a colonial legislature are of

a higher character, and it is engaged in more important objects

;

but still there is no reason why it should possess the power in

question. It is said, however, that this power belongs to the

House of Commons in England ; and this, it is contended, affords

an authority for holding that it belongs as a legal incident by the

common law to an assembly with analogous functions. But the

reason why the House of Commons has this power, is not because

it is a representative body with legislative functions, but by

virtue of ancient usage and prescription, the Lex et Consuetudo

Parliament^ which forms a part of the common law of the land,

and according to which the High Court of Parliament, before its

division, and the Houses of Lords and Commons since, are

invested with many peculiar privileges— that of punishing for a

contempt being one. And besides, this argument from analogy

would prove too much, since it would be equally available in

favour of the assumption by the council of the island of the

power of commitment exercised by the House of Lords, as well

as in support of the right of impeachment by the Assembly—

a

claim for which there is not any colour of foundation. Nor can

this power be said to be incident to the Legislative Assembly by

analogy to the English Courts of Record, which possess it. This

Assembly is no Court of Record, nor has it any judicial functions

whatever ; and it is to be remarked, that all those bodies which

possess the power of adjudication upon, and punishing in a sum-

mary manner, contempts of their authority, have judicial func-

tions, and exercise this as incident to those which they possess,

except only the House of Commons, whose authority in this

respect rests upon ancient usage. Their lordships, therefore, are

of opinion, that the principle of the common law, that things

necessary pass as incident, does not give the power contended for

by the respondents as an incident to, and included in, the grant

of a subordinate legislature. It was, however, argued that in

other colonies the Legislative Assemblies exercise the power oi

committing for breach of privilege without objection, and that

the usage in this respect was good evidence that such power was

an incident attached by the common law, though not on the

ground of necessity j and no doubt this argument would have

had much weight if there had been many Legislatures situate

precisely as this is, and the usage to exercise the power of com-

mittal for breach of privilege had been frequent, and the acqui-

escence in its exercise long and universal, and that usage could

have been explained only on the ground that the power was a

legal incident. But no such usage has been proved, and the

constitution and practice of different colonies, and the preroga-

tive of the Crown with reference to other cases, differ so much

that there is very little analogy between them, and no inference

can safely be deduced from the law as understood in one to £ul
|

ie

us with respect to another. In some the very exercise of the

power, with the sanction of the tribunals, and the acquiescence

of the public for a long period of time, may raise a presumption

that the power has been duly communicated by law. But in

this case we have the simple question to decide, without any
usage, any acquiescence, or any sanction of the courts of
law, except in the very case in which we are now called
upon to affirm or reverse the judgment of the court below.
It remains to be considered how the question stands on
express authority, and unless there be some satisfactory-

authority expressly in favour of the power, we must hold
that the common law does not confer it. There is no de-
cision of a court of justice nor other authority in favour of
the right, except that of the case of " Palmer y. Barrett," decided
by the Judicial Committee, the members present being Lord
Brougham, Mr. Justice Bosanquet, Mr. Justice Erskine, and my-
self. Their Lordships do not consider that, case as one by which
they ought to be bound in deciding the present question; the opi-

nion of their lordships, delivered by myself immediately after the
argument was closed, though clearly expressed, that the power
was incidental to every Legislative Assembly, was not the only
ground on which the judgment was rested ; and therefore was in

some degree extra-judicial ; but, besides, it was stated to be, and
was founded entirely on, the dictum of Lord Ellenborough in
"Burdett v. Abbott," which dictum \\ e all think cannot be taken
as an authority for the abstract proposition that every legislative

body has the power of committing for contempt. The observation
was made by his Lordship with reference to the peculiar powers of
Parliament, and ought not, we all think, to be extended any fur-

ther. We all, therefore, think, that the opinion expressed by my-
self, in the case of " Palmer v. Barrett " ought not to affect our
decision in the present case; and there being no other authority

on the subject, we decide according to the principle of the com-
mon law, that the House of Assembly have not the power con-
tended for. They are a local Legislature, with every power rea-

sonably necessary for the proper exercise of their functions and
duties; but they have not what they have erroneously supposed
themselves to possess, the same exclusive privileges which the
ancient law of England has annexed to the Houses of Parlia-

ment. The judgment, therefore, will be reversed, and there must
be a writ of inquiry of damages, unless the parties can agree
amongst themselves. They ought to consider it as a mere ques-
tion of right to be tried, and therefore not a case for damages.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—The betting was just enough to

permit a quotation against most of the leading Derby favourites,

the first excepted, but was too flat to claim any other notice. The
DERBY.— 19 to 1 agst. Lord Eglintoun's Aristides (taken to a
pony) ; 20 to 1 agst. Colonel Peel's Murat (taken to 50/.) ; 35 to I

agst. Mr. Bell's Winesour (taken to 107.) ; 40 to 1 agst. Col. Anson's
Napier (taken to a pony and aft. offd.) j 40 to 1 agst. Sir G. Heath-
cote's Siricol (taken 45 to 1); 45 to 1 agst. Sir G. Heathcote's
Amorino (taken to 40/.) ; 45 to I agst. Mr. Griffiths's Newcourt
(taken to 407.) j 50 to 1 agst. Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone (taken to

35/.) ; 50 to 1 agst. Mr. H. Coombe's Fakcaway (taken to 60/.)

;

50 to 1 agst. Lord Chesterfield's Progress colt ; 1000 to 15 agst.

Lord Exeter's Lucetta colt (taken and afterwards offered) ; 1000

to 15 agst. Lord Westminster's Languish c (taken) ; 2000 to 25 agst.

Col. Peel's St. Valentine (taken) ; 1500 to 15 agst. Mr. D. Cook's
Trucboy (taken and aft. offd.) ; 2000 to 20 agst. Mr. Wreford'sMo-
nimia c. (taken and aft. offd.) ; 500 even Amorino agst. Siricol;

300 to 20 agst. Sir G. Heathcote's lot (taken) ; 425 to 25 agst.

Col. Peel's lot (taken.)

MARK LANE, Friday, Jan. 13.—The Wheat Trade is ex-
ceedingly fiat, the Millers not having confidence to follow up
the advance established on Monday, and prefer waiting the re-

sult of next week's supply.— Foreign is held at Monday's prices,

and the sales have been to a limited extent.—There was no in-

quiry for bonded. The supply of Barley is small, and fine quality

is in demand at full prices. Peas and Beans arc a dull sale at

our quotations, and there is no life in the Oat Trade.
BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER. S. S.

Wheat, KvBex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 44 lo 65
__—-^Norfolk, 1/incolnshire and Yorkshire. . •

Barley" Malting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polaids
Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irish . . » feed

Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . S2 to 28

Pigeon, Heligoland . . .30 to S3

Peas, White L0 to 33

Red
White

40 to SO
— to—— to —

25 tn30
13 to 33— to —
9 to m

-_ to —
24 to 20

Winds. 26 to 34 Lonjrpod 86 to30
Ma p 1e 27 to 20 G rey 26 to 27

Tick

Grind. ]*) to 27
Feed 14 to 22
J'otato 16 to 24
Jo in to 14 to 22

Harrow 26 to 30

WEKKI-Y IMPERIAL AVERAGES,

Dec.

Jan-

2

9
16
23
30
6

Duties

Wheat.
• • • 48 6

• • • 47 3
• • • 46 10

1 • 47 1

*

.te A

•

•

vex.

47 1

Igfl 47 4

1 20

Barley. Oats, Rye. Beans.
27 17 9 28 1 SO 11

27 1 17 3 20 5 30 3
£6 5 17 2 28 11 20 10

26 6 17 4 28 5 28 11

26 3 17 2 28 1 28 3
26 5

26

17 2

17 4

31 7 28

27 5 29 4

10 8 11 6 11 G

Peas-
33 5
82
32
31

81

29

S
2
2

11

ARRIVALS IN THK RIVKR LAKT WKRK.

English
Irish .

Foreign

English
Irish
Scotch .

Foreign

Flour.
7«53 Sks. — Brls.

99 fi

Wht* Barl. Malt. Oats. Rye.
J

Ens.
41)50 8265 7191 4612 — 691

wmam 600 4 13003 . _
^— — — — 0425

31

10 6

Peas.

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.
Wheat I Barley
3170 6660

5101700

Oats
8600
6 420

304

VJour
2020

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED.-^. Davison, Middlesboroufih, York-

shire, earthenware manufacturer—J- Smith, Old Broad-street, City, stockbroker

—J. Seaber, Soham, Cambiidgeshiro, grocer— .T. B. Baylis, Kowington, War-
wickshire, coal-dealer. „ _ __
BANKRUPTS.—J- P. Howard, Attlcbtidge, Norfolk, malster—W. R. Kemp,

Alfred's-terraoe, Ilolloway, grocer— F- Ford, Aldgate, draper—W. Finch,

lUclummsworth, Hertfordshire) miller—K. C Knuppel, Ilaymarket, hotel-

keeper—T. Whitmarsh.Tunbridge Wells, hotel-keeper— T- Walker, Houghron-
le-Skeme, Durham, grocer— 11. Goodenough, Newton Abbott, Devonshire,

woollen-draper— R. K. Presion, Wakefield, Yorkshire, inn-keeper—W. Bath,

Bilston, Staffordshire, brandy merchant—W. Home, Stannintflev, Yorkshire,
listing maker— (i. Knowles, Ili.lifax, Yorkshire, corndealer—R. Boag, Birken-
head, Cheshire, baker— J. Henson, Bury-court, St. Mary-axe, City, uphol-

6terer_W. Smith and J. Stickals, Knij;htsbridge, Middlesex, cheesemonger*
—O-F. Cobham and W- B. Wright, Feckham, builders-S- T-aw, (ireat Port-

land-street, Marylebom*, upholsterer— .J- Wardle, Griffon-street, bhadwell,

shipowner—J. Cassoii, Liverpool, corn merchant—J. Dickenson, New
Monmouthshire, butcher—W- Srielling. GlouocKtcr, paper hanger-J. Gar!

Halifax, manufacturer of lasting*.

BIRTHS.—On the 7th inst-, in Doctor's-commons, the wife of Dr. Haggard,
Of a daughter—On the 8th inst-, the wire of R- Hatfield, Esq., harrister-at-law,
of a son—At Wonston Rectory, Hants, on the 5th inst-, the lady of the Rev- A-

port,
forth,

Hall, of Regem-street, Langham-placc, of a son—On the 10th inst., at Hackney,
the lady of the Rev. T- V. Wright, of a^son—On the nth "»«•»_at No- 10, Smith-

u'ife of Mr. William Rutter, of Warwick road, Upper Clapton—Ou the 6th

i us*.. Mr*. 0»kev. of f onion wa'l, in her 78d year.

Editor—Saturday, January 14, 1843.
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Amaryllis belladonna, its treat-
ment

Amateur's Garden
Ammonia, test for
Anemones, to protect* . . ,

Annuals, lor blooming early
«aton, to preserve
Jjuch-tree, its use
Jtlettin^, its derivation
Kolbophyiium adenopetalum
nooks for gardeners .

jjnne B8 a m;inUre
J<ape PHlmaa, its vegetation
^arnations, select
^eiery

', its culture in beds .

o'V" ".'story, remarks on .
^obur^r IH versicolor .
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on*<n'aiu e in the Creation

Rookery, problem in .

^orn, ad vantage of buying insteadn
> Hour ....

y;°W8»P, early bloom of . .£ iu-umber,
?ood properties of .Cmjnnber pit, remaps on. .

ffjjgp act, remarks on . 10 a£Xh l0iu(ms of single plants
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hardeners, effects of dissipation
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n
°n

10 b
g ann, experiments with .«eatmg by hot-water, at Mr.
Heck's .....

l^Iih
va,

Jey°f t its productions

on
°f P°worful smells

*•*, to boii : : ; :

BEES' *;***** • .
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aof «e»»Poola, to destroyManures, experiments with .

to prepare .

Price 6d9

22 a
21 a
25 a
85 b
25 b
23 c

23 c

21 c
'-'3rt

25 b
25 a
22 c

25 b
20 e

21 a
23 a
23 b
22 6

i

22 r

38 o
19 a
25 b

, 21 «
25 c
25 *

19 b

, 21 /j

23 c

19 c

23 Z»

22 b
23 c

22 c

25 a
22 b
25 a

20
25
22
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b

b
b

24 a
S5 c
22 c

25 />

24 /»

22 i
25 a
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M •* nr seeds, to sow .

Mills' improved pit, remarks on
MiltoniaClowesil
Naturalist's Corner, No. VI IT. .

Naturalist's Pocket Almanack,
rev

New Zealand, emigration to
Nitrate of soda, experiments with
Oak-leaves for pits, to prepare .

Ombrological Almanack, rev.
Onion maggot, to destroy .

Onions, to apply liquid manure to
rreonies, remarks on .

Pear, Vicar of Winkficld, de-
scribed .....

Pelargoniums, good forcing kinds 25 6
Picotecs, select . . . . 25 b
Plantations, young, treatment of 25 a
Plants in the open ground, to

protect
— to preserve in winter

Polytechnic Review, rev. .

Potato-haulm, to convert into
manure. . . • . , 35 b

Pumps for hothouses, economical 22 b
Quenouille training explained . 25 b
Rape as a green manure . . 20 b
Roots, effect of light on . .22 a
Rye as a green manure . . 20 c
Season, mildness of . . . 23 c
Soot as a manure . . . . 25 a
Spirit of tar, to prevent the
attacks of mice and pheasants 22 b

Starch, its conversion into gum
and sugar 03 j

Transactions of the Prussian
Hort. Soc. at Berlin, rev. . 24 a

Tropseolura azureum . . . 23 a
Turnip-tops as a green manure . 20 e
Vegetable refuse as a manure . 25 a
Wood -ashes, a good manure . 25 a

23
SI
2i

35
•> >

c
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ll°YAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.
tinnc

?

ARI,KNS
' Innbr Circle, Rkgent's Park.—The Exhibi-

fniirf, •

the ycar 1813 wil1 takc l)Iace iu these hardens on theAllowing days, viz.:—
Wednesday, May 24

;

Wednesday, June 28; and
Wednesday, July 19.—From 2 till 7 o'clock.

-By Order of the Council,

_ Jambs dr Carlk Sowbrby, Secretary.

M SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.
RS. JAMES RICHARDSON, and TODD'S

R LADY SALE.

lRl9
Kr0^ ° K TRK LoN,,ON" F'.OITICUI.TURAI, SOCIETY, SlSPT. 20,

Ja'mn w-
,X Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of 1841, named "Mrs.

of y 1

R,char
.

(,son t" were sent for opinion by Mr. James Edwards
Flm-"

r
iL

Tllis FIower was shown at the Royal South London

award
Ul 'al Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize

tcr r>
' but on tne Present occasion was shown in much bet-

dedi r
r
.

actcr
* the blooms being quite up in the centre, and deci-

01/1 the Gar-

'

'
.*

iUU
»
Sl7-e, medium; general form, good; c

rf-» ?
nally tlPPed S class of quality, first -rate.—Fr«ener8 > Chronicle and Gazette.

Also obtained the following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited.

j

s
J
prize at Hull, Aug. 30th

^
st prize at Beverly, Sept. 7th
Awarded an extra prize at the Royal South London Flo-

ricultural Society, Sept. 13th
'st prize at Leeds, Sept. 21st ......
•rl

Pnze at Newcastle, Sept. 21 st
Mmzeat Sunderland, as a superior first-class Seedling,

_
Sept. 27th .......

1st

12

2

4

12

6

6
^^ prize at the York Floral and Horticultural Society,

lJS?-*ft
•

18

•J
prize at the York Floricultural Society, Oct. 1st .12

- prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.

Al
Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, 10.5. 6d.

of th^ 1

recomrnciuled by the London Floricultural Society as one

Lati i
l Ncw Dahl,as coming out in 1843.

cupped t
LK

vToD1>
's) : beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-

consido^u
1 S| 0f ^ood SUDstance

»
rising well in the centre ; of

first ri»£ i
<iePth aml ^° 0(1 size

i
ver >' constant, and a decided

All or i

w ,lowcr - Height, 4 ft.
j
Hants, 10*. 6d.

°r y C( > f
,

rs;uitIl"csscd J. Edwards, Florist, Laycrthorpe, Nursery
tended

t

man
' 7l New Bridge-street, York, will be strictly at-

plants at*-
1 aU(l tnc &rcatcstcarc wil1 be taken in sending out good

tl»c BeaSnf
51 tarly Period » s0 as t0 ensure a good bloom during

^__^^--YorU, Dec, 1842.

pUCHsiA BROCKMANIA.—This splendid Fuchsia
BrocW«raXS/d by P " Paddbw, Gardener to the Rev. William
by all \vh i

Bcachborough, Kent. It has been justly admired
the Gunl

scen lt> and rcPeatecll y noticed by the Editor of

fiimneasnf*l
S G"Z('ttc as a superb variety, " distinguished by

^escnnio texUu'e, large size, and diversity of colour between
A«gust

; im i

Pctals-"~(See '* P. P., Notices to Correspondents,"
habit an 1

2^ at bears remarkably fine foliage, is of vigorous

tended a
a
H
mc

?
st Profuse bloomer ; therefore confidently recom-

cx "ibitor c
esiraljle m any collection, and indispensable to the

riage-frep t
tron ^'Plants will be sent out early in spring (car-

office orrio f
any Part 0I the kingdom) upon the receipt of a post-

^vil l allows •?*' Gd
- As the Plants

(
so far as the limited stock

n oticc is r
W I)e scnt according to priority of order, early

Us«al aiim
(1Ucstcd

- To Nurserymen ordering Six Plants, the
boromrh Tr«nce -""Dircct to Mr. PAddbn, Gardener, Bcach-tn, Hythe, Kcnt.-D.

RANUNCULUSES

cc. I, 1842.

Pi^iXn,
b

» ANEMONES, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS,
^leOlEES, AND LIL1UM LANCIFOL1UM.

TO
Pubi

^ that he

Ranunculuses

planting tne aoove Mowers,
1 supply them of first-rate quality at the following

100 roots in 100 superfine sorts
per 100.AN]2MONl?4 Pl nc mixtures from 55, to 215. pe

>
u

s.n ,JR
r0(

?
ts in 10° superfine sorts .

£u&ICULa<T^t mixtm^ from 7s* 6rf.to2l5.pe

&4 4

3

per luO.

of each

3 13 G
3 10

2 10

2

»1

I Axrr-TT'AT.; ° ,: ,ri nue sons.LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, from 65. to 425. each.

SPRPTn«TTTwr
pUNCTATUM

, from l Qs.Gd. to 425. each.
1]

- O. ahn i

UM- SmuI1 bulbs
'
at ««»• each.

*^Al^li^^Lta^8af^^w«« his PRINCESS-
** M-AK for sale, at os, caeh.^Thc Trade supplied.

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
~\7"OUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the
J- readers of the Gfrdeners* Chronicle to their Advertisement

of the above magnificent Fuchsia, inserted in this Paper of the
24th Dec, together with their two new Verbenas.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Jan. 10, 1813.

rpO DAHLIA GROWERS.—For Sale at L.JACOB
-L MALROY'S. Horticulturist. Liege, Belgium, the beautiful
Dahlia INDISPENSABLE, (semis 1841, de rassart) from 4 to 5
feet high, abundant bloomer, of an admirable form, leaving
nothing to be desired; the colour as white as snow. As to
dimensions, those of its smallest flower far surpass the largest of
the Virgin Queen. This truly remarkable Dahlia, which may
justly be called the King of the Whites, has obtained the medals
of honour at the last exhibitions of Lisle and Rournay, and is

considered far superior to Lady Prudhoe, Blanche, Bianca, and
other new whites of high reputation

; in short, all the amateurs
who have seen it, unanimously agree that it is impossible to pro-
cure a more perfect white. The conditions of the sale are as
follows:— 6/. or 150/r.s*. per good root, if there are 20 ordered
before the end of the present month, January ; if not, the sale of
them will be postponed until autumn.

ouijle Italian tuberose roots, 45. per
dozen.—The Annual Importation of these delightful and

fragrant BULBS has just been received at Arthur jCobbktt's,
late Mr. C. Bartion's, Italian Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall. Where
also may be seen a Choice Collection of Orange, Lemon, Citron,
Lime, and Cypress Trees, Catalonian and Arabian Jasmines, &c,
just arrived from Italy.—N.B. Importer of choice Honeycomb,
Parmesan and Gruycre Cheese, New Salad Oil, and other Foreign
Produce, &c. Lists, with Prices, may be had.

IMPERIAL NURSERY, CHELTENHAM.
OAMUEL HODGES begs respectfully to inform theU admirers of the Pelargonium, that he has a few more strong
plants left of his unique Seedling, Oberon, at 42s. each. Those
that have not seen Oberon, will find the following a faithful des-
cription. It has the habit and size of bloom of Foster's Alicia

;

in the upper petal is a large dark spot, with a clear and distinct
white margin about the eighth of an inch wide; the lower petal
is as brilliant a white as the upper margin, and forms a beautiful
cup withoutjcrumple or serrature.

PATRONIZED BY HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND,
THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, THE EARL OF HAR-
RINGTON, AND MANY OF THE NOBILITY,

rPHE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—For many years
-*•- past there lias been cultivated in the neighbourhood of Yar-
mouth, adjacent to the ancient Castle of Sir John FastolfY, a red
Raspberry of a most extraordinary size and rich flavour. The
Nobility who visit the sea-coast here have invariably expressed
their astonishment at the exceeding fineness of the fruit of this

variety, and until lately Youkm, and Co. have not been enabled
to obtain a sufficient stock of it to bring it into public notice; but
having now obtained a supply (although limited) of fine Canes,
beg to offer them on the following terms, and they can be sent

with safety to any part of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of

a Post-office order.

Packages containing 50 Canes, 255.—Packages containing 25
Canes, 145.— Package included.
The few to whom Youkm. and Co. have sent it, have expressed

their high admiration of its superiority over other varieties ;

and a letter just received from a Gentleman in Derbyshire,
to whom this variety was sent, states that it invariably takes
prizes at the Hort. Shows in his neighbourhood. In conclusion,
Youkm* and Co. beg to state that they have not, or do they
intend to recommend any article but that which they can do
with confidence; and in this instance they feel fully assured of
its giving the most entire satisfaction.—Great Yarmouth Nursery,
Norfolk, Jan. 10, 1S43.

YEARLY PEAS, &c.~HENRY D. CORMACK,
A-' SEEDSMAN, begs respectfully to inform the Nobility,

Gentry, and others, of Manchester and its Vicinity that they can
be supplied with the following new and early articles:—Co r-

mack's Prince Albert and early Kent Peas, British Queen ditto
;

Taylor's New Improved Windfor, and Johnson's Wonderful
Beans; Manchester and Giant red and pink Celery; Hamilton's
White Spine and Walker's Prize-fighter Cucumbers ; Incompara-
ble Cos Lettuce, together with every other variety of Horticultu-
ral, Agricultural, and Floricultural Seeds, at his Wholesale and
Retail"Warehouse, 106, Deangate, Manchester. Agent for Sir

James Murray's Patent Fertilising and Guano Manures.

Age.

Annual
Premium
per cent.

15 20

1 10 81 H 7

25

1 19

30 35

2 4 3 2 10 11

40

2 19 9

45

3 II 9

50

l; enecccu on any ami u\ciy "•*.»•

By order of the Board of Directors,

Cam*bjsw- Jamks Downk*. Secretary.

pOUNTY FIRE-OFFICE, AND PROVIDENT
\J LIFE OFFICE, 50, Reobnt-strbbt, Piccadilly. Esta-
blished 180/- TRUSTEES.

His Grace the Duke of Rutland,

K.G.
The Marquess of Northampton
The lit. Hon. Lord Northwick
The Earl of Macclesfield

Sir Win. Earle Welby, Bart.

Sir John Osborn, Bart.

Sir R. Duckworth King, Bart.

Sir Henry Pynn
Sir Frederick A. Roe, Bart.
Alex. Henderson, Esq., M.D.
John Edward Conant, Esq.
Andrew Maclew, Esq.
Frederick Squire, Esq.
George Pryme, Esq.
Glynne Earle Welby, Esq., M.P.

&C.&C.&C
The advantages offered to the public by the above Offices are

such as result from a course of uninterrupted prosperity, the

fruits ofa prudent and economical management lor a period of

thirty-five years.
At the present time so many establishments exist, vieingwith

each other in the profession of benefits to the public, which nu-

merous failures and consequent ruin to thousands of industrious

families have proved to be fallacious, that the Directors think

they will best discharge their duty to the Proprietors and to the

Public by a simple statement of the advantages which have been
realised by these Offices.

The County Firb Office has not only settled all claims with
promptitude and liberality, but has, from its first establishment,

made large returns to the Insured. These amount at the pre-

sent time to 125,000/.
The Provident Lifk Office has at each septennial period di-

vided the whole of the profits, subject to a deduction of about a
twentieth part onty, among the Insured. The benefits actually

secured to lives insured in this Office maybe judged of by the
following Table :

—

No. oi Age Bonus in Bonus in Bonus in Total Of Sum
Policy 1813&1S20 182/&1834

J£. s. d.

1841. Bonuses. Insured

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £.
109 3/ 221 11 2 387 11 10 iU4 4 1213 3 4 2500
430 38 90 3 11 \o0 3 .18 6 4 497 13 3 1 COO
485' 38 257 2 1 50t) 19 6 14 19 6 1509 l 1 30<i0

492 46 106 15 9 197 16 2 'W 15 11 604 7 u 1000
515 31 72 13 1 134 13 7 04 1 1 411 7 < 1000
982

I

39 16/ 8 6 326 8 6 ;80 7 10 974 4 10 2000

John A. Bkai-moxt, Managing Director.

To NOB I,KM EN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, h OTHERS.
Two newly-erected Greenhouses, several Two-light Boxes and

Cap-glasses, Rockwork, sundry Utensils, Sec.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed
to submit to public competition, by Auction, on the Pre-

mises, Cotham-road, near Bristol, on Wednesday, Jan. 25th,

1843, and following day, at U o'clock, by order of the Trustees

of Mr. John Miller, under a deed of assignment, the whole of

the valuable Nursery Stock, consisting of Fruit and Forest-trees,

Evergreens and Shrubs, Hothouse, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous
Plants, a choice Collection of Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas,

&c. May be viewed prior to sale. Catalogues may be had of

Mr. Price, Solicitor, No. 1, Stephen-street, Bristol; Mr. T. P.

Willcox, Builder, Bristol ; of the principal Seedsmen in London

;

on the Premises; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leytonstone.

TV CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
Ha No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1823. Empowercdby Act of Parliament, 3 William IV.
Lower rates of premium than those of any other office,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :

—

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron- works, and Manufacturers, 6i , Gracechurcb- street,

London, solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description, Gardeners' Chronicle, .March 12, p. 175.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in u or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Further

particulars, with plans and estimates for Heating any description

of building, may be obtained as above; where also may be seen

the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied vv.th Chanter's

Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. 'lhe trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket- pipes.

N.B.

—

Watte** New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct m metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

1). and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic <:ur

J
ll}

^
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to lhe

^°°f
erx^U?

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many

others in this country and on the Continent. . «[„,*.

D. and E. Ba i ley have prepared a quant ity o( the WvajR™"
Protectors, which arc now ready for immediate demcr.

> > w
beg to introduce to public notice a ncw Trough p/Pe'„L\^'*i""
daceous or other Houses where
vals required, and which may be see

vapour is constantly, or at inter-

sec at their Manufactory.

PENN'S SYSTEM PERFFXTED-FOR O^f/VpHFi?,c AIR
CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE AiM^^^NG^
THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL & Ol H^B

^
L3?S '

\\l HILL having had every opportunity ot malv ng
\ V , • ,, • ,ort mirti the best method of constructing
> V . ^^^»^*

<
J*?ktod-to command the abovl

Horticultural Buildines oi e\ciy*" „*!„*__.! .,

4 8

Mornc.Kura duuu «6» »
hav ,, ff

with much satisfaction wit-

*^3*^™°fi^j£fi& the adaptation of this prin-

^S

in t* almns o erSS of Building, begs to announce to

Z"NohiSv "nd
G
^ubl "generally, that he erects CONSERVA-

above system,
been brought to

Apparatus,

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to l§l.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1S39 a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting: on the average to 31/. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding live years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from anyone
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

Of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying bv suicide, dueling, 01 u>

the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests 01

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any ami every day.

ciated. Tne ruunu n.^ mi-ieiure invited, to inspect
working at the Inventor s Residence, Lewisham. The great end
gained by adopting this system, is a perfect and rapid Circula-
tion, producing consequently an equable temperature throughout
the building (oi whatever construction), and renders access to it

at all times safe and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-
stitution being enabled to remain for hours in a temperature
greatly exceeding summer-Jaeat, -with as much comfort as could
possibly be derived from an out-dour temperature equally high.
W. Him. would refer any, who may desire to apply the above
system to Forcing-Houses in particular, to Mr. John *V\ illnot,
of Isleworth, who after 40 years' experience has adopted this
system throughout his extensive Establishment. Designs, and
any further information, upon application to W. Him,, Euiider
and Surveyor, Lewisham.
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M^HE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
A by J. Rogers, Esq., maybe obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an
•extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhallj Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney ; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple^place; Mr. Knight's,
King's-rcad, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
vche Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

T-jOTHOUSEsT CONSERVATORIES, &c, Made
1 *- and. Fixed Complete in alii parts of the Kingdom. One,
two, Am\ three-light CUcumber arid Melon-Boxes and Lights of
wisiwsfcept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all

aits of the Kingdom ; warranted best material. Two-light
Boxes and Lights complete, from \l. 8s. Garden-Lights Made
and Glazed, is. per foot, at Jas. Watt's, Sash Manufactory, Clare-

"mont- place, Old Kent-road. Reference given.

THE GENUINE GUANO ON SALE AT LIVER-
POO^.—Any quantity of this celebrated and valuable NA-

TURAL MANURE can be obtained from the Queen's Bonded
Store*, either in Liverpool or in London. Apply to Messrs.
WifMAM Joseph Myers andCoM Importers, Liverpool ; Messrs.
'OOTESwortTH, PowelIm and Pryor, Great St. Helen's, London

;

or Messrs. Edwards, Danson, and Co., Brokers, Liverpool.

MANURES.—MARK FOTHERGILL, 40, Upper
Thames-street, begs to offer the following Fertilizers to

the Dealer, Experimental Farmer, and the Horticulturist ;—viz\
Guano
Gypsum
Urate
Bone-dust
Hunt's New Fertilizer

Rape-dust
Soda Ash

Nitrates, Soda and Potash
Daniell's Bristol Manure
Alexander's Compost
Clarke's d>es5rcated do.

Sulphate of Ammonia
Silicate of Potash
Sulphate of Soda

Also Petre Salt, Rock, and Agricultural Salt.

M. F. being appointed Sole Agent in London for Potter's Eng-
Bish Guano, begs particularly to call attention to it, as being

equal in value, in its component parts, with the Foreign Guano

;

and having this further recommendation, that it is also strictly

uniform in its composition.
Full particulars of quantity to be used and mode of applica-

tion of the above Manures; also Mr. C.Johnston's Pamphlets on
Nitrates of Soda, and Potash, and Gypsum—and Mr. Tuimmkr's
on Guano— to be had at 40, Upper Thames- street. The last

named to be had also (by appointment) of Mr. Pettitt, Bookseller,

No 1, Old Compton-strect, Soho.

G u SALEA N O ON
BY THE IMPORTERS*

ANTHONY GIBBS Jk SONS, LONDON

;

GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LJVE&POOL and BRISTOL.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
This Day is published, Price 3s. 6d. to Fellows of the Society, and

5s. to Others,

A CATALOGUE OF THE FRUITS Cultivated in

the Garden of the Horticultural Sociktv ok London'.
bird Edition. Sold at the House of the Society, 21, Regent.

:trcct; and also by Longman and Co., Paternoster-Row

;

J. H?.tshard, Piccadilly; Ridgway, Piccadilly ; Rlvingtons> Water-
loo-place; and by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the
-i vnpire.— N.B. A few Copies of the 2nd Edition may be had at

the reduced Price of Is. 6d. each.

ARCHITECTURE.—LECTURES at the ROYAL
ACADEMY. —The attention which is now so generally

directed to this subject, and the interest awakened by the brief

airt! casual notices Which appeared last year in The Athenmum,
of the Lectures of Prof. C. R. Cockerell, at the Royal Academy,
have induced the Proprietors to make such arrangements as will

sure a full and accurate Report of each of the Six Lectures
about to be delivered. The "first appeared in The Athenmum of

Saturday, January the 14th.

Al.sc> this day, with Title-page and Index, bound in cloth, price 17.

the Volusik for 1842 of

THE ATHENAEUM (1,152 large 4 to. pages).

It contains a complete History ol the Literature of the period,

and of the proceedings of the Learned and Scientific Societies
;

and is an invaluable present to friends residing in the Colonies, or

in foreign countries.

Publishing Weeklv, Price Threepence, and in Monthly Parts,

with numerous Illustrations.

PUNCH; or THfi LONDON CHARIVARI. "The
career of this little Publication, from its outset till now,

has been one of unfailing success ; week after week it has sus-
tained itself with astonishing constancy, and shown that its

-authors are inexhaustible in their resources. Ministers of Momus,
they reign over the kingdoms of satire and burlesque with un-
limited sway. There is one thing, in addition to the cleverness
of * Punch,' which has not a little contributed to its success, and
that is, Vne unvarying good humour and propriety which prevail

in t£| and the total exclusion from its pages of all that is gross,

iow, or coarsely personal—a discipline, the absence of which has

swamped many previous attempts of the same kind."— Times.
*v* Also, a STAMPED EDITION, Price 4rf., to go Free by Post.

Officio, 13, Wki.ungton-strrkt, Strand,

Rev. LEONARD JENYNS, M.A., F.L.S. &c.
Just Published,

THE NATURAL HISTORY of SELBORNE. By
the Rev. GILBERT WHITE. A new edition, in foolscap

Svcs, price 7*. M. t with 26 Illustrations : and Notes by the Rev.

LEONARD JENYNS, MA. F.L.S. , &c, Author of " A Manual
of British Vertebrate Animals." " Everybody knows that the His-

tory of Selborne has gone through many editions j
no one, how-

ever, has, to our mind, so fully entered into the feelings of the

author as Mr. Jenyns. His notes are judicious and apposite,

neither too main- nor too few.**—Gardeners
9 Chronicle, Dec. 24th,

1842.- John Van Voorst, 1 , Paternoster-row.

QCHOOL BOOKS by WILLIAM BUTLER.—
O i. CHRONOLOGICAL, BIOGRAPHICAL, HISTORICAL,
and MISCELLANEOUS KXECRISES, on a New Plan, designed

for daily use. nth Edition; Enlarged by Thomas Bourn.
i2mo. 7s. 6d. bd.

2. ARITHMETICAL QUESTIONS, on a New Plan. 12th Edi-

tion, with Additions by Gkorgk Frost. l2mo. 6s. bd.

3. EXERCISES on the GLOBES and MAPS, interspersed

with some Historical, Biographical, Chronological, Mythological,

and Miscellaneous Information, on a New Plan. To which are

added QUESTIONS FOR EXAMINATION. With an Appendix,

by which the C^fctellations may be easily known. By Thomas
qitv -|, lf rft Edition. i2mo. 6s. bd.

4 A KEY to the EXERCISES on the GLOBES. 2s. 6tf.

5 . m ELLANEOUS QUESTIONS IN ENGLISH HISTORY
and BlOGRAPHx\ 4th Edition. Enlarged by Thomas Bourn.

32
6
10
g!'X)GRAPH1CAL EXERCISES on theNEW TESTAMENT,

with Maps. 6th Edition ;
Enlarged by Thomas Bourn. i2mo.

S«- 6rf. hd.

7. ARITHMETICAL TABLES. 19th Edition, with Additions,

by Thomas Bourn. Price Bd. sewed.

Sold by J. Harris; Darton and Harvbtj and Simpkin,

Marshall, and Co,

s

HARRISON'S FLORICULTURAL CABINET,
is published on the 1st of every Month. Each Number

contains coloured figures of the newest and best Flowers, and 24

pages of letter- press, on the management of flowers, descriptions

of new ones, with wood -engravings, &c, price 6d. The January
Number contains a coloured plate of the handsome new BLUE
NASTURTIUM. Published by Messrs. Whittaker and Co.,

Ave Maria- lane, London, and may he had of any Bookseller.

GIRLING'S Catalogue of English and
• Foreign DAHLIAS can now be had on prepaid appli-

cation ; it contains as well, a List of FutthMas, Pelargoniums,

Pansies, and Verbenas, any of which 5. G. will be happy to re-

ceive orders for j and pledges himself to supply early plants cor-

rect to name, and oh liberal terms where a quantity is wanted
;

the trade liberally supplied.

Dane tfroft Nursery, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

in commencing the Second Volume, the Conductors announce
that they have increased the Size, without additional charge,

to Sixteen Folio Pages,
Published every Friday, Price Fivepence,

rpHE CHURCH and STATE GAZETTE—News-
-l- paper Stamp Returns for April, May, and June. (Ordered

by the House of Commons, August 12).

CHURCH AND STATE GAZETTE 70,000.

Church Intelligencer . 13,000 1 Nonconformist * . . 36,250

Conservative Journal . 1 1,000 j
Patriot (twice a week) 70,000

Ecclesiastical Gazette , 36,750 Record (twice a week) 10
1
,000

John Bull ; '. . i ; 45,000 1 Watchman 51,500

In professing a desire to maintain the union of Church and

State, we exclude all principles and views hostile to the Esta-

blished Institutions of the Empire. We have no sympathy either

with the Adversaries of the Reformation, or with the Champions

of the Reformation in opposition to Primitive Truth. We war

against all doctrines, the tendencies whereof are on the one hand

to Popery, and on the other hand to Dissent and Sectarianism.

We support the State as the Nursing Parent of the Church—and
the Church as the Guide and Counsellor of the State. We believe

that the Empire has prospered, under Divine Providence; in pro-

portion as Church and State have understood and fulfilled these

their respective functions—in proportion as they have appreciated

the design of their union—in proportion as each has strengthened

each—and especially in proportion as the State has become reli-

gious. Believing, moreover, that the vast majority of the reflect-

ing, the educated, and the pious people of this country, concur

In these views, of which we do not perceive in the Public Press

any adequate Representative* We have entered the field and esta-

blished our Newspaper.
We challenge no opposition and profess no rivalry, but simply

desire to supply a defect through which false views have obtained

an unsuspected and unwarrantable currency. Had we doubted

of the expediency of the course we have adopted, the violence of

Party spirit, at the present moment, and the lamentable misap-

prehensions to which that violence has given rise on most solemn

and important topics, left us no alternative, and justified our

decision. . ,, _ .

Truth like air, is useful only in circulation. To circulate

truth has been and is our one object— to be useful will be our

reward. Cautiously, therefore, we avoid each extreme ot Party,

and fearlessly address ourselves to the correction of every error.

We expect as much the disfavour of all violent partisans, as the

countenance of moderate men and sound thinkers.

We rely for support not only upon the Nobility and Gentry,

who from high birth and station, may be considered hereditary

patrons of Church and State principles, but also upon the

thoughtful Middle Classes, who, in the gradual formation of right

convictions, require both a guide and an interpreter. It is

scarcely necessary to say, that in politics wcare Conservative ;

as willing to improve as we are unwilling to impair—reverencing

the hoarded wisdom and rich experience of the past, as the best

guides in principle for the conduct of the details both of the pre-

sent and the future. .,

It becomes us not to speak of the talent and abilities with

which our Publication is supported. The public, indeed, have a

right to require at our hands, industry, thoughtfulncss, and cam

dour—a holy and reverent love for all things sacred and venerable

-an unswerving maintenance of all things truc-an impartial

judgment upon all things doubtful. Without these, talent is mis-

chievous, and our object would be unattainable.

The Gazettk contains Original Articles on Matters affecting

the Church, and on the Leading Topics of the Day-on D£86lit-

injr Tactics—Foreign and Home Correspondence—a Weekly

Resume of Foreign News-Original Reviews of Books of ] »****
-Ecclesiastical and University Intelligence, and all the news

interesting to the Clergy and Laity of the Chu
J
chT thc/S^;

ings of Charitable and Religious Societies-Naval and
I

Mil tary

Intelligence-Court and Fashion- Finances, Markets, and Funds

-and a Miscellaneous Department replete with the most Inter*

esting facts ofw*™^
ADVERTISEMENTS. _

Advertisers are respectfully informed that a further reduction

has been made in the Scale of Prices for Advertisements, viz. :-

Haifa Column
Column

aCI

2

U

7
10

10

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER and
FLORIST, a respectable Single. Young Man, about 30

years of age, who has a good knowledge of British Plants, Ferns,

&c, with an unobjectionable reference. Wages 30J. per annum.
Direct, pre-paid, to William Turner, at Mr; Knight's* King's-

road, Chelsea.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, who has a thorough
knowledge of Early Forcing and Framing, both of Flowers

and Fruits.—Apply, by letter or otherwise, to the Gardener, St.

Margaret's, Isleworth, Middlesex.

WANTS a SITUATION as CLERK, or CLERK and
SHOPMAN, in the Nursery and Seed Business, a steady

Married Man, Aged 40 years; writes an excellent hand, and has

always been accustomed to the Trade. Character unexception-

able. Direct W. S., care of Messrs. Beck, Henderson, and Co.,

Seedsmen, 6*7, Strand, London.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, an active

respectable Young Man, aged 31, who has a practical know-
ledge of his business in all its branches; would not object to

take charge of Grass or Meadow Land, and to make himself

otherwise useful. Can have a character from his last situa-

tion, which he has just left, that will give general satisfaction.

Direct to A. Z., 11, Barne-street, Stoke Newington.

Seven lines and undergo 5

Per line after ... 6

Quarter of a Column 15 Page

(A line to average ten words.)

Advertisements received until 12 o'clock on Friday morning, at

the Publishing Office, 342, Strand. Annual Subscription, 2^. {if

f^ITSSe^st maV be transmitted by Post-office Orders

payable to Mr. William Edwabd Painter, 342, Strand; w here

all communications for the Editor, and Advertisements, will be

received.
.

r\OMESTlC COMFORTS. -READ'S PATENT
\J INSTRUMENTS for removing poisons from the stomacli,

alleviating costiveness, and other complaints ot the stomach and

bowels, vferc first patronised by Sir Astley Cooper, Sir H*AJgJ.
Mr. Abernethy, and the most eminent members of the profession,

and sanctioned by the Royal College of Surgeons Tlnsd.st.n-

guished patronage induced some unprincipled adventurer*, to

palm upon the public spurious imitations as improvements on

and superior to, Read's patent instruments J. R. has to oblifcc

his friends and agents, repaired all ^^XS^ffiZ
him for that purpose, and has discovered more than 20 ol d ffer-

ent makers, many of which have been sold as Read s patent,

although the public have been repeatedly cautioned against pur-

chasing machines that have not the Royal Arms and the paten-

tee's name. That the public may no longer be imposed upon,

J. R. will forward a single instrument to any part ot the kingdom

on receipt of a Post-office order. Price of the enema syringe,

U. 13s. ; improved enema fountain, 21. 2s. ;
ditto with reservoirs,

31.6s. May be seen and proved atSS^Regent-circus, Piccadilly.

. IMPORTANT TO ALL.

< i I CAN say of the WATERPROOF4COAT I guj;

1 chased of you, that I never had anything so pleasantin

" wear, or so efficient OS a ' Waterproof,' and therefore, **•*"*
" respect superior to a ' Mackintosh.' It is a very pleasant uar-

•< me.it, too, for moderate warmth when the weather is dry. As

•« a medical man, and having much daily riding, I have
.

juuy

" proved what is above stated, and you are welcome to use nis

"as the testimony of one much and constantly exposed to cm

"weather, as it maybe useful to yourself and others, &c.-

" Thomas Waiinkb, Surgeon, Cirencester, Jan. 4, ««• *""

(.arrncnt reier.ed to is BERDOE'S well-known VENTILATING
WATERPROOF FROCK, and the above testimony, is entirely

unsolicited, nor has W. B. ever seen the party who gives _it.

Made only by WALTER BERDOE, Tailor, Waterproofer, &C,

69, Comhill (eight doors from Bishopsgate-street.)

OEED TRADE -WANTS a SITUATION, a young
Man of good education and experience in the Seed Trade,

as Assistant in a Shop or Counting-house. Satisfactory refer-

ences will be given. Address "P.P.," at the Office of this Paper.

A YOUNG MARRIED MAN, about 30, is desirous

of engaging himself with any Nobleman or Gentleman, as

GARDENER. His last situation was in one of the first families

in Warwickshire, and he previously lived in some of the principal

establishments of the country. Having also a considerable know-

ledge of the principal systems of Agriculture, a situation where

the management of a small Farm came under his charge would

be preferred, and an unexceptionable recommendation, as to abili-

ties, &c. will be obtained. Direct, G. J. P.> Post-office, Banbury,

Oxon.

MESSRS. MARNOCK AND MANLEY beg tb in-

form their Friends and the Public, that they have pub-

lished their Catalogue of Flower Seeds, &c, for 1843. which will

be forwarded free by Post, on application. Their Importation of

German and Prussian Seeds have arrived in fine condition, to

which they beg to call their attention. Nursery, Hackney,

Jan. 12, 1 843.

rpHE Occupier of a Large Farm in Essex, has an oppor-
X tunityof RECEIVING into his family, a GENTLEMAN'S
SON, to learn Farming, where he will be treated in every respect

as one of the family. Address to Henry Fi-owkr, Esq., 14, North-

buildings, Finsbury-circus.

j
GARDENERS' ENTERTAINMENT.

WEEK'S, Jun., Annual Improved Plan of [HjEAT-
) • ING, will take place at his Horticultural Manufactory,

Gloucester-place, King's road, Chelsea, on Thursday the 2nd of

February. Such professional Gardeners who are his friends and

supporters, and who will honour him with their company, are

requested to favour him with a line, by Post, without delay.

PATRONIZED by all the principal Architects and
Builders in this Country and Abroad- CPVCCVT AG -SEYSSEL AS-

PHALTE.- In consequence of the daily attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of the name of " Asphalte"

being given to most of the spurious and !" cheap 1
' materials, the

Directors of this Company particularly recommend Architect^

ders, and others, (tor the purpose of securing the use of the

nine aiticle,) to insert in their specifications "The Seyssel

lialte, Claridge's Patent," and not merely " A&phalte" or

Builders,
gen uii!

AsphaL
" Bitumen," as, In many cases where these terms have been used*

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have

been introduced. For the information of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of those who, having employed thte

spurious composition, may, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asphnlte, the following are mentioned

as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.

The Asphalteof Seyssel is of a light colour, closely resembling

Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (without being slippery),

and joints almost impciceptible ; it is also free from smell, is not

acted upon by change of temperature, and is at all times dry and

warm, and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas-

ticity, never cracks. The fictitious materia', on the contrary, has

a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse

surface, and, from its brittleness, is liable to crack, particularly

in frostv weather. In consequence oi the above qualities, tne

genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wet) has been

used with great advantage for roofing ; it can be laid down to any

extent, presenting one uniform surJace, and is far superior to

lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence

of any change in the temperature. For covering or arches, (to

prevent the percolation of wet,) it is invaluable, the Greenwich

Railway Company alone having covered upwards of 400,000 su-

perficial feet; it has also been used on the Great Western, Bir-

mingham. Midland Counties, South Western, Brighton, Black wall,

and other Railways ; at the joint Stations, London-bridge, and at

the South Metropolitan, High gate, and Nunhead Cemeteries. As

proof of the great durability of the genuine Ahphalte, it need only

be mentioned that the first work executed in this Country with

this material, (amounting to 3,952 feet,) was at Whitehall, oppo-

site the Horse Guards, in the month of April, 1838, and which,

although only half an inch in thickness, has remained up to this

time (a period oi four years and eight months) in the most per-

fect condition. Books of Testimonials with scale of prices may

be obtained on application to J- Farkkll, Secretary.

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stangate, London.

Note—Neither the pavement in Parliament Street, London, nor

the works at the Model Prison, at the Abney-park Cemetery (which

from its failure has since been removed), or at the Hotel at the

Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed by

this Company. _

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-

-tv cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the QukkN,

the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This W»

is universally acknowledged to be the only articlb that wi

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it fromjailing off or

turning glw, free it from tcurfmdd^
lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure m
the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. ^CAUTION.--

Much pernicious trash is now offered (or sale as « MACAbSAJ*

OH " it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to set

that the words » ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven

on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions." I»e

Prourietor's Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:^

/TiuWLAND ft
SON9 20, UATTON GARDEN, LONDON

i

Countersigned" ALEX. ROWLAND." Price '6s. M.—7s. Family

Rnfrtle*<eoual to four small), 105. 6rf., and double that size 21*

per bottie Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil," Sold by them,

and by Chemists and Perfumers.
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TO LANGUAGE TEACHERS.—Wantedja Teacher,
or Teachers, of French and German, for two Young1 Ladies,

within 5 miles of Hyde Park-corner. One who can] teach both
Languages would be preferred. Address to S., at No. 5, Maiden-
lane, Covent Garden, stating terms per lesson, twice a week.

®f)e HfravXmxtvg
9

©fjtonicU.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, Jan. 24 . . .

JKnjomoloRical . - . 8 p.m.

"Wednesday, Jan. 2B ... Medico-Botanical . . 8 p.m.
Saturday, Jaii. 2"8 .... Rojral Botanic . . .

3J
p.m.

• . • • fli p. M.
• • • . 8 P. M.

Wednesday, Feb. 1 .... Geological
Fiiday, Feb. 3 Botanical

Thfre are some points in forcing which are per-

fectly consistent with theory, and undoubtedly advan-
tageous in practice. There are others which the cus-

tom of good gardeners sanctions, and which appear to

lead to advantageous results, but of which theory

offers a less satisfactory explanation. And there is

not a few which are at variance with theory, the best

practice, and common sense. We shall now proceed,

week by week, to touch gently upon some of these.

As we are bound to believe that all created things

have been stationed by the Almighty in those places

for which their habits render them best suited, the

first object of a gardener, in his artificial processes,

should be, to imitate as nearly as he can the natural

conditions to which the plant to be forced is exposed
in the countries where it thrives the best. If this

were skilfully attended to, and we knew each circum-

stance to which a given plant is naturally exposed, we
have the power of exactly imitating all of them, ex-
cept light. We can secure any amount of tempera-
ture—we can apply moisture with the greatest exact-

ness— and we may compose artificially every sort of
soil. Thus, heat, food, and moisture, the more essen-
tial of the conditions of vegetable life, are wholly
under our control; and light, which is beyond our
imitation, is naturally furnished in sufficient abun-
dance to maintain the health of plants, if not to se-

cure the greatest possible amount of those secretions

which constitute flavour.

But although we thus possess so large an amount
of power, we fear that it is very often most unwisely
applied ; and hence it is, that, while one'gardener never
fails withhis early Grapes and Strawberries, or with his

Peaches, and Apricots, or Raspberries, others can
hardly ensure a crop of the former, regard the latter

as almost unattainable, and would be ruined outright
if the condition of holding their places was the pro-

duction of forced Apples, or Currants, or Gooseberries.
Among the many causes of failure, the foremost,

we apprehend, is a mismanagement of temperature by
maintaining forcing-houses as warm at night as by
day, and an idea that, provided a certain number of
degrees on the thermometer is not exceeded, any
temperature below the standard will do. Mr. Knight
long since pointed out this fatal error :

a Few garden-
ers," he says, {Horticultural Papers, j). 213),

<4
if any,

have ever believed plants to be at all endued with
powers of sensation and perception similar to those of
animals, or to be in any degree susceptible of pleasure
or pain ; and yet it is very questionable whether there
has ever been a single gardener, who, in the manage-
ment of Fruit-trees in a forcing-house, did not in some
respects err by treating his trees as he would have
done if he had supposed them to possess such powers.
Being fully sensible of the comforts of a warm bed in
a cold night, and of fresh air in a hot day, the gar-
dener generally treats his plants as he would wish to
Retreated himself; and, consequently, though the
aggregate temperature of his house be nearly what it

ought to be, its temperature during the night, rela-
tively to that of the day, is almost always much too

M^\ The consequences of this excess of heat during
the night are, I have reason to believe, in all cases
highly injurious to the Fruit-trees of temperate clim-
ates

; for the temperature of these is, in many in-
stances, low during the night. In Jamaica, and other
Mountainous islands of the West Indies, the air upon
the mountains becomes, soon after sunset, chilled and
condensed ; and, in consequence of its superior gra-
^ty, descends and displaces the warm air of the val-

t
ey$ ; yet the sugar-canes are so far from bting
^jured by this sudden decrease of temperature, that
he sugars of Jamaica take a higher price in the
Market than those of the less elevated islands, of which
Jte temperature of the day and night is subject to
*uch less variation/'

**u t it is not merely in the West Indies that this
great diminution of temperature at night takes place;

is universally the case in all climates whence our
ruit-trees have been derived. When we consider how

Sib?

1
"

K
Sky ^ ^ the kndS °f the EaSt

>
lt iS imP0S-

oie that there should not be a great amount of noc-
urnal radiation, the effect of which will necessarily

esn -n
d°Wn the air t0 avery considerable extent,

^pecialJy in the spring • and when we look at the re-

£»«? r
temPeralure kept in such places, that which"» beiore a matter of inference becomes established

by direct evidence. Take Malta as an example t in

the month of January, according to Dr. Davy, the

thermometer reaches 60° in the day, but falls to 42°

at night; and even in July, the difference between

the day and night amounts to 16°. In the Ionian

Islands, Zante, Corfu, Cephalonia, fine Grape coun-

tries, the difference is not less considerable. Now we
hardly dare inquire how many gardeners, when they

begin forcing'' early Grapes, venture to maintain"

a

low night temperature. We know that with some it

is a maxim to keep the thermometer above 60° at

night. But what does nature do where the Vine
thrives best? In Zante, whence come the Currants,

or Corinth Grapes of the shops, the Vine pushes in

March ; antl it is a common saying there, * that after

the 1 0th March (Old Style), not even a dog without
a tail should be allowed to enter a Vineyard," {Davy's
Ionian Islands, ii., 345) because of the risk of his

breaking off the young and tender shoots. Now the

average temperature of Corfu, at 8 a.jh., in the month
of March, we learn from the same authority, is only
51°; and of course it must have been some degrees

lower during the night ; in April it is not more than
57°

; and it does not reach 61° till May, when, since the

Grapes are ripe in August, the berries must be set.

There can be no doubt, then, that 48° is quite high
enough at night for Grapes in the first month of their

growth, and 54° in the second.

The reason why a low temperature at night is

desirable, seems to be this : If much heat and moisture

are applied to a plant in vegetation, it must of necessity

grow in proportion to the amount of those agents;

now it is in daylight only that plants can digest their

food and harden their texture ; and the amount of

digestion, and consequent hardening, will be in pro-

portion to the intensity of the light they receive. If,

then, they are compelled to grow in the dark, they are

filled with undigested sap, and their wood becomes
watery and soft. Even where they can be excited

each day by very powerful light, it would seem that

nature exposes them to no such risks—although one
might suppose that beneath a southern sun the mis-
chief caused at night might be repaired during the

day. How much more, then, in these dull, northern

regions, where we never behold the sun in all his

brightness, and for weeks together in the spring only

as he struggles through clouds, how much more ought
we to avoid that nightly growth for which our day-
light can bring no help !

We have now before us a letter, dated last October,
from a Gardener, complaining that his early Grapes
would not colour, and that most of them shanked off;

a circumstance that he thought very surprising, because
the other half of his house, which was not foiced,

coloured well, and did not shank. To be sure, he
says, he could never get his house warmer at night
than 60°, and he fancied that if he could have com-
manded more heat he might have been more success-
ful. Now it is perfectly clear that, in this case, it was
to nothing but his unwise striving after a temperature
that his Vines could not bear at night, that he owed
his failure, and his master the loss of his crop. By
keeping his Vines growing fast all day and all night,
there was no elaboration of sap ; nothing was stored up
for a supply of the materials of colouring or filling

the berries ; but most of the organisable materials in-

tended for those purposes were consumed in foliage

and bad or useless wood. Then, when the time came
for the Grapes to draw upon the stems for nourish-
ment, there was none for them, and they necessarily

withered, or, as they say, shanked off; and still later,

when the few that escaped from this starvation

required colouring matter, that too was absent, and
entire failure was the result.

We would, at ^this season of the year, recommend
Gardeners to consider these things well, and in

addition to study carefully the chapter on tempera-
ture in the Theory of Horticulture ; more especially

the following paragraph :

—

" The effect of cold is, as has been seen, to diminish
excitability ; of heat, to stimulate it : but, if the latter

stimulus were constantly equal, it may be conceived
that the excitability would soon become impaired or
expended. Nature has, however, provided against

this result, not only by the fluctuations of temperature
that occur at different periods of the day, but more
particularly by the periodical fall of temperature at

night, and its rise, during the day: an arrangement
intimately connected with all the vital actions of vege-
tation. In the day, when light is strongest, and its

evaporating and decomposing powers most energetic,

temperature rises, and stimulates the vitality of plants,

so as to meet the demand thus made upon them

;

then, as light diminishes, and with it the necessity for

excessive stimulus, temperature falls, and reaches its

minimum at night, the time when there is the least

demand upon the vital forces of vegetation ; so that

plants, like animals, have their diurnal seasons of

action and repose. During the day, the system of a

plant is exhausted of fluid by the aqueous exhalations

that take place under the influence of sun-light ; at

night, when little or no perspiration occurs, the waste

of the day is made good by the attraction of the roots,,

and by morning the system is again filled with liquid

matter, ready to meet the demand to be made upon it

on the ensuing day. No plants will remain in at

healthy state unless these conditions be observed."

We hope our readers will not think that we have
finished our observations on Drainage. Our remarks
are only interrupted by other things, and will be con-

tinued next week. In the meanwhile, we shall bs
thankful for information and suggestions upon a mat-
ter which must occupy the attention of Parliament
very soon. We have already received many commu-
nications on the subject, some of which, we regret to

say, represent the obstinacy or selfishness of indivi-

duals to be a greater bar to the carrying a good bil*

through Parliament than we could have anticipated.-

We trust to be able to show, that, if a judicious

distribution of the waters to be obtained by drainage?

is effected, we shall secure, at least, an equivalent for

the mills on rivers, and for the weirs and dams across

streams, which now impede the natural drainage of

low districts. The after-application of water is just

as important in one way as the removal of water is in

another.

Since the notice of air. Bickes's alleged " Discovery

of the Art of Cultivating the Ground without the Awl

of Manure" appeared in our Paper (p. 8), a German

friend, who has lately arrived in this country, informs

us that he has inspected the crops raised by Mr/Bickes

at Kastel on the Rhine, where he resides, and has

found them to possess all the luxuriance ascribed to

them in the Pamphlet. We have also been favoured

with the perusal of a MS. letter from Mr. B., in

which he mentions, that last year, notwithstanding

the great drought of the summer, his method wa&

equally successful as in former years. If these state-

ments are to be relied on (and the manifold testimony

in their favour will not allow us to reject them has-

tily), they would seem to afford stronger proofs than

ever of the position of Liebig, viz., that a large pro-

portion of the solid matter of plants is derived from

the atmosphere.
We trust that some of our readers who are in com-

munication with Frankfort will endeavour to gain

some further information relating to Mr. Bickes's

extraordinary statements. We presume that his pre-

pared seeds may be procured, although the method of

preparing them is kept a secret.

ON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS.—No. VI
(By Professor Charles Sprengel. Translated from

the German.)
{Continuedfrom page 20.)

8. Red Clover.—In some countries (for instance, in

the Rhenish Palatinate) Red Clover is only used as a

green manure, ploughed in before it has begun to blossom.

1000 lbs. of Red Clover dried, contain—

17 lbs. of nitrogen.
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potash.

soda.

lime.

magnesia.

sulphuric acid.

phosphoric acid.

chlorine.

„ carbon.

Silica, iron, alumine, manganese, oxygen, and hydrogen,

make up the remainder.

When Green, it contains 79 per cent, of water, 12 per

cent, of carbon. It cannot be doubted that Red Clover is a

very valuable plant for green manure, as its roots reach, even

the first year, two to two and a-half feet in the subsoil, and

may weigh perhaps one-third as much afi the leaves and

stems taken together. If, therefore, the Magdeburg acre

will yield 9000 lbs. of the latter, the whole amount of manur-

ing substance would be 12,000 lbs. The herbage of Green

Clover is most commonly employed and is-allowed to be

8 inches high before it is ploughed in. If the Clover is

luxuriant, the succeeding crop will, u the main be equally

rich ; which may be perhaps explained by the land being

then clean, and containing a great mass ot Clover roots,

which amount at times to the half o the leave and stems,

possessing probably the same constituents as the herbage.

9 White Clover.—This plant also is grown in some

Places (for instance, Westphalia) for green manure.

It does not, however, yield more than one-third as much

as Red Clover, to which it is otherwise inferior, in conse-

quence of its roots not penetrating more than 12 or 15

inches in the ground. It is mostly used as manure after

having been pastured for two, three, or four years,

1000 lbs. of Green Clover contain

—

810-0 lbs. of water in the fluid state.
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in on one Magdeburg acre of land, the soil will receive

14 lbs, nitrogen, 440 lbs. carbon, &c. ; whence we might

conclude (even if experience did not prove it) that crops

cannot be as good as after Red Clover. If, however, they

do prove good after this sort of green manure, it may be

owing partly to the excrements of cattle, and partly to the

rest which the soil has received.

10. Roots of Lucerne and Saintfoin. — Both these

plants act on the fields where they have been ploughed in

by their roots, which are sometimes 20 years old; and

their strong effects may be judged of by the luxuriant

state of several crops grown after them. We must, how-

ever, take into account that the soil has been also manured
by the leaves which have fallen during that long time. It

would perhaps be possible to bring to the surface a large

part of the deep roots, which are of no use to the sub-

sequent crops, by means of such instruments as are

applied in England to draw the roots of Thistles and

Coltsfoot. It however remains to be seen whether the

roots thus obtained would repay the labour. At any rate,

idle hands might be employed about it.

11. Roots of Grasses {turf manure).—When an old

pasture is broken up, the soil is manured by the sward,

which soon decomposes, and whose effect will last the

longer the older the sward is; because, in that case, it

forms a close mat of roots, in which the strength of the

furrow-slice has been collected as well as that of the sub-

soil, if such deep-rooted plants as Dandelions, Plantain,

Milfoil, and Thistles, are in the turf. An old sward of Grass

is, moreover, a very superior manure, because it keeps the

soil (especially if light and dry) in a moist and cool con-

dition. Such soil, therefore, if laid down with a mixture

'of Grasses, White Clover, &c, although used for several

years as a pasture, when ploughed is followed by 3, 4, 5,

crops of grain, which (after the decay of the Grasses) will

grow as luxuriantly as after a full manuring
;

provided,

however, the soil, when originally laid down, was in

tolerably good condition ; otherwise these very Grasses

which were intended to manure the soil, will grow ill and
form anything but a dense turf. It may be assumed that

the roots of a pasture 4 to 5 years old, contain as much ma-
nuring substances as the roots of Red Clover two years old.

To the plants already mentioned may be added the

stubble of Spurry cut green, Vetches, and other vegetables

used as fodder, the weeds that grow on fallows or in

stubble. The latter are most useful when their roots

reach deep in the subsoil, and so bring substances to the

surface of which the furrow-slice is deficient. The green

stems of Tobacco are very valuable, as they are rich in

alkali and nitrogen. The stubble of plants mown green

should be ploughed in as quickly as possible, in order that

the humus formed by the leaves that have dropped may
not be dissipated.

{To be conti?iued).

was unfavourable when they were removed. It would also

be serviceable for sheltering Celery during the winter from

frost and rain ; and would assist in preventing the Celery

from becoming rotten.

Frames of a conical form, covered with oil-cloth, might

be made of strong wire, with the ends fixed into a round

hoop of wood, to stand upon the ground. These would

answer for covering Gooseberry and Currant bushes, and,

if placed over them sufficiently soon, would keep them

from breaking too early in spring. These frames, with

proper ventilation, would also serve for protecting the

fruit in autumn from birds and heavy rains.

The following machine has been contrived by me for

preparing this substance :

—

Fig. A.

FLOWERING HYACINTHS FOR SHOWING.
Having seen in the Chronicle several modes of culti-

vating Hyacinths, I am induced to send you the method
which I adopt for obtaining a fine spring bloom for the

purpose of exhibition ; a point on which none of your

other correspondents have remarked.

In the first place, it is important that a proper selection

be made in the choice of bulbs, which ought to indicate

great strength ; for as the best sorts sometimes make poor

flowers, such only should be chosen as show the greatest

substance. The soil which I make use of consists of good

free loam and well-rotted cow-dung, with a small portion

of sand ; yet I would remark that this is not of great im-

portance, as the matter to be developed is the secretion

of the previous season, and therefore only requires to be

placed in favourable circumstances to forward its proper

development.
The bulbs being planted in 32s (proper Hyacinth pots

being of the same width as those, although much deeper),

I place them in a cold pit or frame, with a dry flooring,

and cover the whole over with dry saw-dust, at least six

inches deep, above the pots. This material being kept

perfectly dry, the bulbs are secure from frost, and like-

wise from premature excitement. When spring arrives

and the leaves begin to push, I raise the pots above the

saw-dust to prevent that blanched appearance which this

tribe often present when brought from the old tan-heap,

which is but too often their abode until wanted for forcing.

As soon as the plants begin to grow I expose them as

much as possible, merely protecting them from frost

and rain.

When nearly in flower, I remove them to a shaded

place, and fix over them hand-lights, elevated upon inverted

flower-pots under the corners, for the twofold purpose of

making room for their tops and giving them all the air

possible. When the day is fine and calm, remove the top

of the light entirely. In such a situation, they will deve-

lope themselves in their greatest perfection, and may be

preserved in full beauty for double the time which they

would be if exposed to the sun.

—

A. Dawson*

Fig. B.

A is a side view of the machine : the frame and the

three rollers are made of wood ; the latter are 6 inches in

diameter. The frame is of wood, 2£ inches square, and

morticed together, as represented in B. The whole

machine, exclusive of 10 inches for the boiler and frame,

will not occupy more than 2 feet 6 inches square. The
boiler, of block tin, is 3 feet 3 inches in length, 9 inches

deep, and 9 inches in width; or made in length according

to the width of the cloth to be prepared. The boiler and

fire-place are fitted within an iron frame screwed to the

bottom sill at C. An iron supporter is screwed to one of

the uprights under each end of the double rollers at D, and

secured also to the top of the iron frame in which the

boiler is fixed.

Two rollers, one on each side of the boiler (fig. 1), are

fixed upon the iron frame ; these are intended for the

cloth to be rolled upon, previous to its passing through

the machine. 2 is a small tin roller fixed in the bottom

of the boiler, so as to cause the cloth to be saturated by

descending from roller 1 and ascending from 2 to 3. The

cloth passes over the roller 3, and then between the double

rollers. At each end of the roller (fig. 3), a flange is fixed

as to direct the cloth between the two rollers ; it is re-so

A MACHINE FOR PREPARING OIL-CLOTH.
This design represents a small machine for manufac-

turing oil-cloth, which will be found essential by those who
have much glass to cover. I need not enter into any

details respecting the economy in using oil-cloth in prefer-

ence to garden-mats ; enough has already been stated in

the Chronicle upon that subject.

My opinion is, that oil- cloth is an excellent covering for

various purposes. If a light triangular frame was made,
and covered with this cloth to any required length, it

would answer for covering early Peas or Potatoes during

frosty nights. After the danger of spring frosts was past,

it would serve for placing over any newly-transplanted

Cauliflowers, Celery-plan ts, &C provided the weather house, aud except at the end where the boiler is fixed

quisite that the double rollers should be covered with

cloth. The post, to which the top roller is fixed, is to be

made so that the axle will rise and fall according to the

thickness of the cloth prepared.

When the cloth has been conducted between the double

rollers, it is placed upon the single roller and turned round

by the windlass. The passage of the cloth is shown by

the dotted arrows. 4 is a fire-place under the boiler,

made either of bricks or cast-iron, heated by charcoal,

with a small tube at the extremity to allow the gas from

the charcoal to escape and cause combustion. 5 is a box

drawer made of sheet-iron, with a round handle in front

to push in and out when required. This will answer as a

ventilator, and will be much safer than if left open, as the

sparks of charcoal are liable to fly about. G is a tin dish,

placed under the bottom roller to prevent the oil from

being wasted by falling upon the floor.

To every gallon of cold-drawn linseed oil one pound of

bees' wax may be added ; these should be placed in the

boiler till the liquid becomes quite thin from the heat of

the fire; it will then be fit for use. When a sufficient

quantity of cloth has been prepared, it may be conveyed

to some convenient place to dry, and may be stitched

together as required.— Thomas Sellers, Pennoyre.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
I read with pleasure your notes at page 19 of the Chro-

nicle, respecting a u new plan of heating," observed at

Mr. Beck's, of Isleworth ; and also that you do me the

justice to ascribe the originality of its invention to me.

As you have now brought it prominently before the public,

perhaps a few observations from myself may prove

acceptable.

It is a plan which can scarcely be recommended too

strongly'; for not only is it adapted for the smallest pro-

pagating-house, but also for plant structures of the largest

size. You have clearly explained the principle of the appa-

ratus to your readers ; therefore, description from me
would be superfluous. My tank or cistern is about 20 ft.

long, and 5 ft. broad ; it is situated in the centre of a

surrounded by a walk. The boiler is one of Rogers's, and

acts admirably. The depth of the tank is only 6 inches,

and this is quite sufficient. On the top I have placed

large slate slabs, cemented to each other to prevent a

superfluity of steam from escaping into the house.

When first I thought of this excellent mode, I imagined

that to keep up a sufficient heat in the house, I should be

obliged to retain a constant fire ; but such is not the case.

If the fire is lighted for two hours in the morning and

evening it is quite sufficient to maintain a steady and

genial bottom-heat, as the large body of water in the

reservoir, when once heated, remains warm for a consider-

able length of time. The thermometer is generally on an

average at 65°.

In a small house this principle can be adopted for less

than 5/. ; and in larger ones, at a cost at least one-half

less than that of hot-water pipes. As you justly remark,

a common blacksmith and carpenter are all that are

required to put it up. I doubt not but before many years

it will be universally adopted by all those who grow

Pine-Apple, Melon, Cucumber, or even stove and Orchi-

daceous plants, when we shall find dung, leaves, and other

fermenting materials excluded from the Pinery and Stove,

and used only for manures. Even I, who can procure

tan and dung at a very low rate, am a saver of at least 2QL

a year by this discovery ; therefore the saving must be

very great in a larger establishment, where hundreds of

loads of dung, tan, and leaves, are consumed annually.

On the 28th of December last, the apparatus was set at

work, and my foreman commenced propagating Dahlias,

which are potted and placed on the top of the slates, and

surrounded by sawdust. They are now breaking luxu-

riantly ; hundreds of cuttings are already taken off, and

plunged in sawdust in another part of the tank. I liave

used the apparatus for more than 8 months, and have been

highly successful in striking some thousands of plants.

It is certainly the most complete plan that possibly can

be adopted for a propagating-house.— W. C. Rendle,
%

Plymouth Nursery. _^___-
AMATEURS' GARDEN, No. III.

As the present weather is not inviting for out-door

operations, advantage should be taken of it to regulate

the greenhouse and frame plants previously to their com-

mencing their spring growth. That the health of plants,

as well as of animals, is materially influenced by cleanliness

is evident, from the difference between the growth of the

same species in the country, and in the smoky atmosphere

of large towns. In the country, plants grow with vigour :

whereas, in the town, although enjoying the same advan-

tages as to soil and water, they only drag out a miserable

existence. This is caused by the respiratory organs

becoming choked by the accumulation of dust on the

foliage, and as the plant is thus unable to breathe, some

derangement of its system must be the result. In the

constituent parts of the atmosphere, the most delicate

analysis has failed to detect any material differenqe be-

tween that of densely populated towns and open places ;

but that it is less transparent is obvious to those who have

ever observed it from an eminence. There is no doubt,

therefore, that the want of light and the dirty state of the

foliage are the principal reasons why plants do not thrive

in towns ; but the success that has attended their cultiva-

tion in Ward's cases proves that they can be grown in

such situations, provided they are kept clean, have all the

light that can be procured, and are not parched up by an

arid atmosphere ; for it is to keeping plants free from

dirt, and to supplying them with an atmosphere contain-

ing moisture proportionate with the temperature of their

habitations, that we may attribute their successful cultiva-

tion in glazed cases. From the above observations the

window-gardener will see the necessity of keeping his

plants clean, especially in dull weather ; and the possessors

of frames and greenhouses the propriety of washing the

glass frequently.

In regulating the plants, it will be well to wash the

foliage of Oranges, Camellias, and other smooth-leaved

plants, with a sponge and clean water ; and the dust may

be removed from Pelargoniums, and other woolly-leaved

plants, by brushing them lightly with a soft brush. After

the plants are cleaned, the pots should be washed, and the

surface of each replaced with fresh soil ; and if they re-

quire it, they should be neatly tied to fresh stakes. It is

not an uncommon occurrence to see a stick as thick as a

man's thumb supporting the delicate stem of a Calceolaria,

or forming part of a trellis for a fragile and elegant

climber. This is bad taste ; and it should be recollected

that, as a support of this kind is only a necessary evil,

the more slender the sticks are the better, provided

they are strong enough to sustain the plant. Stout

green thread, or painted twine
t
are good substitutes for

matting.

Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas, and Polyanthuses in

frames, should have all the air possible in mild weather ;

but they must be protected from wet. It is a good plan

to have the frame raised upon a brick, placed beneath each

corner, with movable boards to fit around it, so that they

may be let down in mild weather, to admit a current of

air among the pots, and be replaced in case of frost. Re-
move all decaying matter, so as to keep the atmosphere

within as pure as possible, and prevent the attack of mil-

dew on the plants.— IT. 1J . Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Salt, as a Manure.—I am one of those who consider a

little fact worth a great deal of theory ; consequently I

feel no hesitation in relinquishing my theoretical opinions

concerning salt as a manure, after the statements made by

Mr. Brewis in a late Number. I may state, however, that

one of my objects was to bring out facts, if such could be
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produced. The bearing of the quotations from the sacred
books led me to infer that an article so often chosen to
indicate sterility and desolation could not be a fertilizer

of the soil ; this was merely a theoretical inference, having
never tried it by experiment. Now as Mr. Brewis has
stated the beneficial effect of salt on a " damp soil,

rf
I

should feel obliged if he will inform us, through your
columns, whether his ground is of a clayey, adhesive
quality—or what is usually understood by a " strong" or
" heavy" soil ; what proportion of salt he uses to a given
breadth, and how frequently applied ? Mr. B. says I

seem "to plume myself on my acquaintance with Scrip-
ture." If such was apparent in my remarks, I am
sorry for it, for it is not true. He moreover asks me
the meaning of salt having "lost its savour," to which
I offer the following solution. In Palestine are salt rocks,
the clifF-like parts or peaks of which, from long exposure
to a hot sun and atmospheric influence on their exposed
surfaces, lose that property which, when applied to the
palate, we call saltness, otherwise " its savour." It is

then used for foot-paths, or walks, as we use detritus or
gravel; hence it is " trodden under foot of man." These
saline rocks, their effect, use, &c, were doubtless present
to the view of Christ, and those whom he taught by so apt
an allusion. I have heard that our culinnry^salt may be de-
prived of " its savour " by a similar process, but I cannot
vouch for the truth. As to the practice of the Northum-
brian farmers in manuring with il Wrack" (Fuci), as it is

called, I was not only aware of it, but have been engaged
in doing it, though not in Northumberland. It is, how-
ever, worthy of notice, that it consists of a mass of vege-
table matter besides salt ; and that its entire efficacy is

not derived exclusively from its saline particles. Mr.
Brewis rather triumphantly inquires, whether a land of
lime, guano, &c, would not be equally uninhabitable with
a M salt land ? " I answer, undoubtedly ; but we never
find the articles spoken of symbolically to denote sterility

and desolation, by the sacred or any other writers with
whose works I am acquainted. As your correspondent is

versed in northern practices, he may also be acquainted
with northern words. '. Suppose, then, he were to relish or
try to flavour his porridge with the long-exposed detritus of
a salt rock 5 on tasting he would probably find it was
still " Wersh," (a northern term that has no equivalent in

English, but the negative saltlcss) ; it would have "lost
its savour."

—

Quercus. At p. 800 of the Chronicle,
there is an article upon Salt by "Quercus," who appears to
have formed an unfavourable opinion of it as a manure

;

and I think some of his texts have been somewhat
strained to support his views. If we take a glance at the
geological history of common Salt, we shall find it occur
in almost every formation of rocks ; so that nearly every
particle of earth must at one period or another have been
moistened with brine. According to Mr. Featherstone-
haugh, salt is found in America in the old transition slate
rock

; we are also informed that in the English coal-mines,
there are Salt-springs ; and the rock-salt of Cheshire is

situated in the new red sandstone. In Wurtemberg, it is

said to exist in the upper members of the same series,
called the Muschelkalk. According to Buckland, it is

found in the lias of Switzerland. Sedgwick and Murchi-
son have shown that it occurs in the Oolites in the Aus-
trian Alps ; and at Wieliczka, near Cracow, it is found in
the tertiary series. Any-one would be led to suppose that
such a wide-spread article must have been intended for
the good of organised beings, whether vegetable or animal.
Of late, many portions of alluvial soil have been taken
from the dominion of the sea, which for ages have been
steeped in salt-water ; but I will only notice one spot,
which frequently came under my observation. It was
formerly a small bay, near the town of Kincardine, on the
Firth of Forth. For an account of its embankment and
cultivation, I would refer your readers to the 6th vol. of
the " Prize Essays and Transactions of (he Highland and
Agricultural Society of Scotland," where a report of it is

given by Mr. Menzies. It appears from the report that
the first vegetation which appeared to take possession of
tbe mud after the tide was shut out, was the Poa mari-

na and Aster tripdlium, with Agrostis stolonifera and
alba, along the course of the fresh-water runs. The abund-
ai>ce of salt which the mud contained appears to have
prevented Corn-crops from growing well at first; but it is
stated in the report, "Commencing with Grass seems to
be by much the cheapest and best method for extracting
Sa 't from lands thus reclaimed from the sea; the over-
<pantity of which seemed to be the cause of barrenness at
" rst

i as it became productive in proportion as the salt was
e*tractcd from it. Sheep and cattle throve uncommonly
*'e 'l on these fields while they were in pasture, and both
*e grass and bestial pastured thereon improved as the

^Ids advanced in age." It is probable that the salt was
j*ken from the soil by means of the crop that grew upon

5 and, when received into the stomachs of the cattle
?uld produce the effect lately pointed out by Dr. Play-

a,r m his lectures ; namely, " The Chlorine of the salt

g

0es t(
?

fo **ni the gastric juice, which is so important an
gent m digestion, and the Soda forms the bile, which is

iierd
mP °UUd °f soda '" In America

>

the salt 1Jcks which

f j
° buffaloes and deer frequent are commonly re-

thlf V^
wllen salt is recommended as a condiment in

salt
attle# To pGint 0ut the beneficial effect of

wa n^°
n veSetation in general, when properly applied,

but

s
j

extend the present article to an undue length ; bu

xrTtl .

State
' *n conclusion, that the quality of grain L

been i
mproVtd

» and that Potatoes and Clover-grass have

Marj° •
Sreatly benefited by its application.— Peter

*JXv
fMW

' CNo doubt salt
>
judiciously applied, is asRood^a manure as saltpetre or nitrate of sod,p.enty of evidence of this. 1

destroying Worms on Grass,—

a. There is

Of^ the many methods

ing.

tions

which have been recommended for destroying worms on
Grass, I have found corrosive sublimate the most effica-

cious. By means of it I cleared a piece of Grass, from
which it seemed almost impossible to eradicate the worms,
the surface being always covered with casts, and presenting

the most slovenly appearance; but for nearly a year and
a half after this was applied, there was scarcely a single

cast to be seen. I mix it at the rate of one ounce of cor-

rosive sublimate to about 40 gallons of water, the subli-

mate being first beat quite small, and dissolved in some
hot water. The requisite proportion of each being pre-
pared, the whole should be well stirred together, and com-
mencing at one end of the lawn with a watering-pot without
arose, let the surface be entirely flooded. If any part of
the ground is missed, the worm-casts will soon be as bad
as ever. Directly after the sublimate and water is ap-
plied, the worms will make their appearance, which I have
always picked up. The dose may be made sufficiently

strong to kill them on the surface, or even in the ground
;

but this is attended with danger to the grass, parti-

cularly on light soils. I therefore consider picking them
up to be the best. If possible, the ground should be gone
over a second time after an interval of three or four days.
Attention should also be paid to the state of the ground,
which should neither be soaked with rain nor parched with
drought, but in a medium state. Great care is at all times
necessary in using this deadly poison. I applied it last

spring with much greater success than lime for destroying
slugs on young Peas.

—

A. Dawson, [No doubt it offers

one of the readiest and best means of destroying worms.]
Pruning Forest Trees.—Allow me to thank Mr. Bil-

lington for his answer to my request at p. 789, which
other avocations have hitherto prevented me from notic-

Mr. B. says I have " raised doubts and misconcep-
of his system of Pruning," &c. The latter is

probable ; but my object in taking up the subject has
been not to " raise doubts" only, but to bring proprietors
and managers of plantations, where timber is the object,
to a rational consideration of the injury which they com-
mit by following those pernicious systems which have
been laid down by theorists ; and followed in too many
instances, with a confiding pertinacity which is truly as-
tonishing, Mr. B. also tells us, " I still maintain what I

have proved in my former publication, that the increase
of timber in trees is in proportion to the jnumbe£and
healthiness of the branches and leaves."

* And again,
"hence the greater' number of branches with, healthy
leaves is the true cause of the increase of timber in trees."
Now this is precisely my opinion, and what I have con-
tended for from the first ; so that, after all, we are like the
two wiseacres that contended about the colour of the
cameleon—and were reproved by the animal thus :

"As things in different lights you sec,
They'll every one resemble me."

Mr. B. sees fine timber flourishing through the medium
of his •* system ;" and I see it as good or superior without
any (pruning) system at all. The intervening sentence
between those above extracted from Mr. B. is precisely an
amplification of what I mean by " reciprocity"—a term
which he seems to dislike, although he does not furnish
one more expressive. I also wish to say a few words
upon the seeming discrepancy in my friend's remarks, and
I shall put them in the form of a query. How is Pruning
by any ^'system" likely to increase the timber of a tree,
if that increase depend on, and is produced by, the num-
ber of branches and leaves ? I cannot think of any " sys-

tem" of Pruning that does not counteract the intention.
Mr. B. is mistaken in thinking I am an advocate for the
" Prune-not-at-all system." Pruning in many cases is

beneficial ; but in pruning forest-trees systematically,
with the view to an increase of timber, the means will
certainly retard and not accelerate the end. I am for
employing both " labour, reflection, and expense," when-
ever and wherever it can be done with beneficial results

;

but not in curtailing the heads of trees with a view to
increase their stems. "When Mr. Billington presents his
proposed Essay to the Royal Agricultural Society, I hope
it will correct the crude notions respecting trees which
were promulgated in one of their late reports, not
long since reviewed by you.

^
After all Mr. B.'s enlight-

ened views and long experience, I
. fear, however, that

there is still some latent clinging in his mind to the old
notion, that what is taken from the head is necessarily
laid on the stem ; for he remarks, " My system of train-
ing is simply to regulate those parts according to Science,
so as to aid those properties in accelerating the elongation
and regular increase of timber in the stem, and not to
1 expend itself in making useless branches/ " How can
branches be u useless" if the increase of the stem depend
on their number and healthiness? Mr. Falconer, also, at p.
588, says, that he is no convert to this no-pruning sys-
tem,— and what are his reasons? Because, on looking
over the Park or Forest, he sets that trees even of the
same species do not grow all alike, some producing fine
timber, and others wasting their energies in producing
"spray, faggot, and firewood." Ilow picturesque our
parks and forests would look, if the trees were denuded
of all spray, faggot, and firewood. Mr. F. must learn
from Mr. Billington that the increase of timber in trees is

in " proportion to the number, &c. of branches and
leaves." This is beyond all contradiction.—Quercus.
Summer Pruidng Pear- Trees. — In common with

others, I tried the breaking or rather, half-breaking, the

luxuriant shoots of my young Pears and Apples, which
were not sufficiently root-pruned. I do not think that

the buds below the fracture are larger, fuller, or more
ripened than on the unbroken branches ;

but the buds on

the parts above the fracture appear full and large. This

would, I conceive, be the natural consequence of the re-

turning sap being kept in the upper part of the shoot

;

there being more leaves at the top than on the lower part.
In many cases the fracture has healer- healed over, and I mean to
leave the pendent shoots unpruned.— Totty.

Disease in Scotch Firs.—In a late Number of th«
Chronicle the Rev. R. W. B. requested information re*,
pectmg the unusual decay and weakly apoearance of
Scotch Fir.trees on his grounds. At West Plean there
are Sco ch Fir.trees of the same age and baying the same
unhealthy appearance as those mentipned by your corres-
pondent. Afterwaminingthcpi,! have every reason to
believe that their decay is occasioned by the Hylurgas
pimperda.— Peter Mackenzie.

Grafting Vines.—In your answer at p. 824, to a cor-.

can be
grafted with another sort, is considered, I think it a waste
of time to plant one to supply its place ; a far better w$y
is to select a shoot, as low as possible on the old Yine, and
to inarch it with another kind either fropi a pot} or from a
neighbouring'plant; this however should be done when the*
vines are in full growth. In six weeks they will hav^
become sufficiently united, so that the engrafted shoot
may be severed from the parent plant]; and if allowed
plenty of light and air, it will mature its wood sufficiently

to take the place of the old bearing stem, which may be
cut away the following season: or if the graft is not
thought strong enough, it may be cut dowu and. allowed
another year's growth, whilst the original stem may be re-

tained
; I have treated several Vines so, and it appears to

have the effect of hastening or retarding the ripening of
the same Grape, accordingly as the stock may be of a late

or early kind. I had two Vines, the names of which I do wxfc

know
; one was a very late Grape with bunches and berries

shaped like a Black Portugal/but of a grizzly colour ;

the other which is called the Sicilian, was a round early

white Grape, about the size of a Dutch sweet-water, and
hollowed at the end like an Orange, very sweet, but having
a disagreeable thick tkin. These I inarched from a
neighbouring Black Hamburgh; the fruit from the early
stem ripened first, and the leaves dropped off some time
ago \ whereas, on the late stem, the leaves are still green ;

their parent is in an intermediate state.— Vitis.

Huston Grapes.—The diseasementionedby "W. Brom-
ley" was evidently caused by insects, and was quite differ-

ent from what I suppose to be meant by rust ; which, \i\

my opinion, is an induration of the cuticle of the fruii,^

an early stage of its growth, and is caused by the house
being overheated, and by the fruit being afterwards too

suddenly subjected to a current of cold air. During a
period of more than twenty years' experience in Grape
growing, the only sort I ever found affected was, the
Black Hamburgh, and that but slightly. Although I am
certain that the less and the more carefully they are

handled the better, still 1 think he goes beyond experi-

ence when he states that, after being touched by the hair

of the head, they will cease to grow.

—

A. C.
Preserving late Grapes.—A correspondent from Cork

informs us that the method recommended by Mr. Craw-
shay for preserving late Grapes has been practised with
great success by Mr. Haycroft, at Lord Doneraile's, in

that county. At Christmas, there were in one Vinery
nearly 200 bunches in good condition.,

Hardy's Cantaloupe Melon.— I have grown Hardy's
Cantaloupe Melon, and I find it to be a good and early

kind. The lalttr point I tested by growing it with one of

my earliest sorts. In order to give them both a fair trial,

I prepared a two-light pit for their reception ; and after

paying to both of them every attention, six fruits were set

upon the Cantaloupe before my own sort showed any in-

clination to do so. The result was, that I cut fruit 23

days earlier from the former, and obtained three crops

from the same plant. Both the flavour and size of the

fruit are good ; the first which I cut weighed 4^ lbs. I

intend to grow it this season upon a much larger scale.

—

It. Whitaker, Gardener to Major Savage, Midsummer
Norton, Bath.

Rhubarb.—If my experience of the superiority of early

Rhubarb is of any service to a " Young Gardener," I beg

to state that I grow the Tobolsk, and another sort called

Dully's Scarlet Admirable. Both kinds have been treated

in the usual way, and I have been using the Scarlet

Admirable since the middle of last month. On uncover-

ing the Tobolsk, I find it to be only just sprouting. The
Scarlet Admirable may also now be met with m abundance

in Covent Garden Market.—-S. <?., St. John $ Wood.

Mills9 Improved Cucumber Pit—Last autumn I had a

range of Mills' pits erected here, but too late in the

season to av.il myself of ridging out the plants for win,

ter-forcing at the time mentioned in his treatise. Being
anxious, however, to test the heating power, and to keep
the frost from the brick-work, I lined one of the pits on
Nov. 25th; in three days after, the heat was 95°.

The seed was then sown, and from that time to
the,' present the pit has ^never been without air night
or day, although without covering of any kind. The
lining was made with dung and leaves, having been
turned, and a little fresh dung added every ten days
as the old sank. The plants are healthy, and the
thermometer ranges from 70° to 75°, with one inch

°i o!i fp at the back a11 n^' 1 was surprised on
the Zd ot this month, when we had 12° of frost, to find
the thermometer in the pit standing at 73°; proving the
superiority of the improved pit over the old system with
double mats and hay. The saving of dung is also great

;

and the cavities in which the linings are made preserve
them from the changes of the weather, which those more
exposed are liable to. The pit which I am working has
hardly had a fair trial, as it is filled up with soil above the
loose material to the top of the air-flue; much less of the
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heated chamber is thus left for warming the pit ; but being

obliged to use it for a seed-bed, I was compelled to keep

the plants near the glass. It is, I think, of great import-

ance to have some boards on the lining at this season of

the year, as they afford protection against heavy rains. I

have also a gutter for the front water to pass away without

dropping on the lining.

—

G. Bond, Gardener to the Earl

of Powis, Walcot.
Fork for Leaves I send you a sketch of a simple and

useful leaf-fork which has been used here for some years ;

I have neither seen it in use anywhere else nor yet men-

tioned in any publication ; but I am certain that it only

requires to be known to be generally adopted wherever

there is any great quantity of leaves to be collected. One
person with this implement will take up with greater

facility more leaves than two persons cculd do with any

other tool which I have seen used for that purpose. It

is simply a large four-tined fork, made of wood, shod

with iron ; the tines are 18 inches long, and are morticed

into a head about 17 inches long and 1 \ inch by 2\ inches

thick. The tines are 1 inch in width and H inch in depth

at the head, gradually lapering to a point with a curve or

bend upwards (fig. 2). The wood of which they are

formed ought to be hard and tough ;
either Oak or Ash

will do, but the Robinia Pseud-Acacia is preferable to

either. The head should be made of Ash, with a T handle

of the same, and should be two feet four inches long

(fig. 1). Its recommendations are its size and lightness ;

the leaves also do not hang upon it as on a common fork,

the large size of the tines tearing them asunder.

—

Audio.

Toward, Bagshot Park.

o

H

Light Frame for Protecting Annuals, <|c— I could

not help being much struck the other day at what I at

first attributed to the ingenuity of a little boy, who, in de-

rision of a clumsy brick trap which had been set for

catching sparrows, collected a number of pieces of wood,

of which he constructed a kind of frame-work, having the

appearance of a square roof; with the sticks so disposed

as to admit sufficient light, and yet so near together as to

answer the purpose of a trap. This little fabric being

raised on one end, similar to the sieve when applied to

the same purpose, falls down upon displacing a small

piece of wood, and entraps its unfortunate victim, which is

easily taken out by inserting the hand through an opening

at the top. This lattice-work, at once so light and easily

constructed that a dozen of them might be procured for a

few pence, I find so admirably adapted for protecting

annuals, the forcing of Seakale, Rhubarb, &c, that I hope

a few words as to its construction will be acceptable. To
lay the foundation, procure four pieces of Hazel, or any

other kind of wood, of the same length, say about 14 inches,

and half an inch thick ; tie them together, at right angles,

so as to form a square, two pieces only touching the

ground, the other two being laid upon them. Upon this

base place four other pieces about an inch shorter than

the first layer, shortening and laying the bars in succes-

sion, until you have reached the apex of the miniature

roof within about five or six inches, according to the size

intended ; cover the aperture that remains with a piece of

deal or tile, and you have the figure in the form of a
pyramidal frustrum. I cannot better explain the manner
in which the pieces are secured together than by stating

that my little friend, cutting the string of his bow, bend-

ing the bow itself across the frame-work, and then tying

the ends of the same to the middle of the two parallel

pieces that were first laid down, as described above, gave

to the whole the desired tension and firmness. The
obvious utility of such a contrivance as a screen from

excessive rain, and the protection it would afford, with the

advantage of light and air, to the smaller kinds of flower

seeds, united with its neat appearance and simplicity of

contrivance, will, I trust, recommend its adoption.

—

Adam Keys, Plumb's House, Whiston.

Salvia patens.—In Holme Gardens, near Inverness,

a specimen of tlie above plant survived last winter in the

open ground. It flowered from the 1st of June until

November, and was only 3 ft. high, and 4 ft. in diameter,

being densely covered with flowers. The crowns of the

tubers were 3 in. beneath the surface of the ground. I

think it will prove quite hardy in any dry situation ; I

have kft one plant out this winter by way of experiment
—me result I will communicate hereafter.

—

J. Ross.
Growth of Bulbs.— Having more Cape bulbs last

autumn than I wanted, I cut open several, to observe

their mode of growth, and I found that the buds are

formed at the first shooting of the leaves. In a plant of

Brunsvfgia Josephinse, which had just flowered, and
whose leaves were about three or four inches long, there

was a well-formed bud at the base, and in the centre of

the new leaves, about three quarters of an inch high. I

discovered buds likewise in bulbs of B. multiflora and
in Nerine. I am induced to mention this, as Mr.
Herbert suggests in his work on bulbous plants, page
276, that the bud is probably formed at the drying
off of the leaves, and it will account for growers being

so often disappointed by the non-appearance of any

flower-bud, after a vigorous growth of leaves in the

preceding year. To obtain flowers from these difficult Cape

bulbs, the plants must not only he well grown during the

preceding season, but also in the year before that, to

induce the formation of a flower-bud. Amongst your

Notices to Correspondents in a late Chronicle, w Bulbo-

sus " asks for information respecting his bulb of B.

Josephinfe. If he examines his plant he will probably

find the roots decayed ; such effects as he describes often

arise from this cause. Should this not be the case, his

plant must have been kept in too moist a house, without a

due circulation of air. Where a proper circulation of air

is kept up, I feel satisfied that bulbs may be grown with-

out either rotting or being buried. " Bulbosus " may
pull off the decayed outer coats, but with caution, or he

will cause the bulb to bleed. Cyrtanthus obliquus I find

to flower more freely in the conservatory than in the

stove, which is probably too close for it.

—

J. H.
Indian Corn.—In March last I sowed some seeds of

the tall Indian Corn separately in small 60-pots, and kept

them in a cold frame until May, when I planted them out

2ft. apart, plant from plant, and 3ft. between the rows.

Each plant produced on an average 3 fine ears, and the

average weight of each ear when divested of leaves, was 1 lb.

I gathered the crop in October ; thus, from 12 plants I got

361bs. of fine Corn—a far greater increase than I believe

could have been obtained upon the same space of ground

from any other Corn crop.

—

Charllonknsis.

Problem in Cookery.— Sir, I think I am philosopher

enough to answer the question proposed by <; K.,
,;

in

reference to the diminished sweetness of hot fruits and

other things. The true statement I believe to be, not

that the sweetness is diminished, but that most other fla-

vours are increased by heating, and thus the sweetness is

overpowered. Asa general rule all odours and savours

are developed by warming the matters from which they

proceed, and this increased development by temperature

is great in proportion to the volatility of the substance.

Thus, most dilute acids being more volatile than syrup, are

by heating rendered disproportionately prominent to the

palate, and hence the apparently inferior sweetness of hot

plum tart. The effect in question is most strikingly

shewn in the case of sweetened grog, if your readers know

what that is. A glass of sweetish rum-and-water taken

hot, will appear to have a full flavour of the spirit ; let it

cool, and the taste of the sugar will so completely prevail

over that of the rum, that it would not be thought to be

the same mixture. 1 need scarcely point out that alcohol

and syrup being at opposite ends of the scale in regard to

volatility, this instance is more decisive than that of the

plum-tart. I have thus endeavoured, according to my
humble abilities, to acknowledge the kindness with which

you received the inquiries in a somewhat similar matter

of An Old Lady.
To Preserve Fruit with Water only.—Fill your bottles

with fruit
;
place them in a convenient vessel up to their

necks in cold water
;
put them on a brisk fire, and heal

the water to 160° ; keep it at that temperature for half an

hour, and have some boiling water ready with which to fill

your bottles to the neck ; afterwards cork them down

tight. Peas will neither keep good when done in this

manner, nor as stated by " No Mystery " at p. 821 of last

year's Chronicle.— W. P. K. [The samples of cherries,

currants, and gooseberries which accompanied this were

most excellent.]— Last autumn I preserved Gooseberries,

Currants, Cherries, &c, in the same manner as that

recommended by "Geo. M. I." at p. 5 ;
as well as some

Peas, which continue green, and are at this season an

acceptable diVh.— W. S., Moss Grove, Manchester.

To Expel Rats.—Rub some tar about all the holes and

places where the Rats resort. To this they have a great

aversion, because it sticks to their fur, from which they

are not able to remove it. This is a sure and cheap way

of driving them from buildings in which they are trouble-

some.—Facile. A Rat-trap is described at p. 853, of

last year's Chronicle. If, instead of a wooden top, your

correspondent were to cover the cask with a sheep-skin,

or some old parchment well wetted, and drawn tight; and

after it had become dry, and the Rats had been induced

to feed upon it, if a few triangular cuts were made in it,

sufficiently large to allow the Rats to fall through, I think

it would be an improvement. A friend of mine has cap-

tured them in that way.

—

R. G.
Pheasants. — Being much troubled with pheasants,

which destroy my early crops of Peas and Beans, I

usually place Pea-sticks on the rows directly after the

seeds are sown; these baffle the birds until the plants are

up, when the sticks require to be removed. I have after-

wards placed bowed sticks down the rows, with a net run-

ning along the top ; but this is too much trouble. I have

therefore ordered at the basket-maker's some twig cradles,

to be made in the shape of a half-moon, 17 inches in width,

and 9 inches in height. These I intend to have tarred

over, and I have no doubt that they will last six or seven

years. They should be made of different lengths, so as

to fit close together when stowed away in a dry shed.—
W. Brown, Merevale.
Poultry.— I should feel obliged if " A. E. S."

would inform me whether the Malay Hens are white

coloured, and in what part of the country they

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

LYCASTJ5 pr-ANA. (Stove Epiphyte). Orchidaceas. Gynandria
Monandria. This plant is nearly allied to the Maxilhiria, or

Lycaste, macrophylla, of which it has quite the habit. It differs

in the petals being quite even, not undulated, and in the lateral

sepals being: much more exactly oblong; the tubercle on the lip

is also much more obtuse. In colour too they are different. L.

macrophylla has olive green sepals, and petals almost colourless;

L. plana has the sepals of a deep rich madder red inside, and the

petals are richly tipped with crimson.—Botanical Register.

Gksnkra latkkvtia. Brick-rcd-ilowered Gesnera. {Stove Ha'-

baceous Plant). Gesneraceaa. Didynamia Angiospermia.— With the

most ample and noble foliage, and particularly biilliant flowers,

this plant combines unusual dwarfness and compactness. It was
introduced from Brazil eight or nine years ago. Cuttings should

be taken from the young shoots as soon as they are two or three

inches long, in the same way as Dahlias ; only not removing the

base, but leaving it attached to the old tuber, that fresh stems

may be generated. If struck rapidly in a brisk heat, they will

form excellent blooming plants in the following season, and will

probably flower the same year. The plant demands a rather

generous treatment in regard to soil and atmospheric moisture.

The compost in which it is potted should be enriched with leaf-

mould or decayed manure; and it must not be stinted for pot-

room. To retain around it a congenial humidity, it should be

plunged in fermenting bark, or some such material, so that the

supply of moisture may not depend on variable sources. Thetubers
should be well preserved from damp during the resting period.—

Paxtonys Magazine of Botany.
Talinum tkretik6mltm. Slender-leaved Talinum. (Green*

house Herbaceous Plant.) Portulaceas. Polyandria Monogynia.

—A pretty little herbaceous plant, seldom seen in cultivation.

It inhabits various parts of North America, from Texas as far

north as Pennsylvania, trailing over naked rocks, its favourite

place of resort. In our gardens it is treated as a greenhouse
plant, and then it forms pretty patches of lively purple flowers.

It is, however, seldom seen.—Botanical Register.

Odontogi.ossumcitrosmum. Lemon-scented Odontoglossum.

{Stove Epiphyte.) Orchidacese § Vandeee. Gynandria Monandria.—
This plant was imported byGeo. Barker, Esq., oi Birmingham, from
Mexico, and given to T. Brocklehurst, Esq., of the Fence, near

Macclesfield, by whose gardener it was exhibited at one of the

great meetings of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick, in 1842.

It has large snow-white and rose-coloured flowers, of great beauty,

exhaling a delicate smell of Lemons.— Botanical Register.

or

are common, as they are not known under the above

name here. I Bhould be glad to procure a pair of them.
" A. E. S." does not mention whether the Dorking

Hens recommended are the white or the grey variety.

The latter are generally found to grow more plump and

large, whilst the former are preferable from their uniform

white colour at table. Perhaps, some correspondent can

also give me some further information regarding the best

breed of Ducks, and where they can be obtained.—

\^A Subscriber, Renfrewshire.
ttj. — .

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Jan. 17.—R. H. Solly, Esq., in the chair. Miss Horrocks,

J. French, Esq., and Mr. Robt. Cooper were elected fellows.
,
A

paper upon a method of heating Hothouses by steam was
read, from Mr. P. Walker, gr. to R. W. Grenfil, Esq., Mais-

teg, near Swansea. Instead of heating: water in large pipes by
means of smaller ones conveying steam and traversing them
longitudinally, it was proposed to introduce the end only of a

steam-pipe into that of a larger water-pipe, which is continued

round the house. The steam is generated in a boiler, and can

thus, by pressure, be made to heat the water in the pipes to any

required temperature: it may also be thrown into the atmosphere

in any quantity by means of a small perforated pipe running along

the top of the water-pipe. To prevent abstraction of heat, the

steam-pipe is to be isolated on wooden sleepers, and to be inclosed

in a tunnel of the same material. Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Law-
rence, exhibited a large collection of Orchidaceous and other

plants, including a magnificent specimen of Dendr6bium nubile,

covered with its beautiful white and violet purple flowers ; Lse'lia

albicla, white, having the centre of thelubcllum marked with yel-

low, surrounded with a slight stain of purple; Cyrtochilum ma-
culatum, hearing 3 fine panicles of its prettily-spotted flowers

;

Peristeria guttata, producing its singular cup-like blossoms in

clusters upon the surface of the pot; a fine plant of the recently-

introduced Manettiabicolor, whose red and yellow tubular flow-

ers, although rather scantily produced, had a pretty effect; Clero-

denclrum splendens, a handsome species lately brought from
Sierra Leone, and bearing panicles of rich scarlet; with l.ae'lia

anceps, and cut blooms of Spermadyction azureum and Astra-

pfea Wallichii ; the latter a large stove plant, with immense leaves

resembling those of the Mulberry, and producing freely at this

season of the yearits drooping clusters of light carmine flowers : a
Knightian medal was awarded for the Dcndrobium. From Mr.
Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, were an exceedingly well cultiva-

ted specimen of Euph6i biajacquiniflora, having each of its droop-

ing branches terminated by a raceme of vivid scarlet flowers ; fine

plants of the showy Epiphyllum truncatum, and the scarcely less

beautiful Epacris impressa; Gesnera zebrina, which, although
past its best, still exhibited a multitude of its bright yellow and
vermilion blossoms, with Gesnera longiftflia, Corrca longiflora,

and Erica Westc6ttia: a Banksian medal was awarded tor the
Euphorbia. Messrs. Lucombe andPince exhibited a pretty little

Melastomaceous plant, of recent introduction from Mexico ; it is-

somewhat similar in habit to Saponaria ocymoides, and thrives

well in a moderately warm greenhouse, whereit produces its rosy
lilac flowers in great profusion: a Banksian medal was awarded
for it. From G. Loddiges, Esq., a cut specimen of Epidendrum
densiflorum, a species nearly allied to E. nutans, and possessing,
when in the hot-house, the desirable property of diffusing an
agreeable fragrance: for this a Banksian medal was alsoawarded.
A large collection of cut Orchidaceous flowers were sent by Mr,
Appleby, gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq.; amongst them were a fine

dark variety of the singular Stanhopca Wardii; a beautiful bloom
of Lse'lia anceps ; Myanthus cristatus, having the labellum covered
with long white excrescences, resembling hairs; Dendr6bium
teti agonum, a curious species with the segments of the perianth
of a light primrose colour, margined with reddish brown, and not
unlike the extended limbs of a large spider; a Certificate was
awarded to the Stanh6pea. From E. Johnstone, Esq., were a
pretty collection of cut Camellias, with specimens of Garrya
elHptica, a hardy evergreen shrub, bearing catkins of great
length, similar to those of the Hazel, and Acacia pubescens. Mr.
Mountjoy also exhibited a specimen of Garrya elliptica. From
Mr. Halley, of Blackheath, a seedling Camellia, named C. I-Ialley i,

a pretty variety, but not superior to C. imbricata, to which it bore
some resemblance. From Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq., a
very large flower of Camellia Donckelaeri ; its great size appeared
to have arisen from its having been grafted upon a stock of some
strong-growing variety. Mr. Goodbrand, gr. to Geo. Crawshay,
Esq., exhibited 25 bunches of excellent Black Hamburgh Grapes,
cutfrom the same Vines as those brought forward at the two pre-

vious meetings : it is unnecessary to say more in their praise than
that they were equally good upon this as upon former occasions,

and that to bring them to this perfection, not quite 2 sacks of
house-cinders had been consumed ; the fire not having been lighted
more than 20 or 25 times during the season, and then only for

the purpose of excluding frost or excessive damp. From Mr. J.

Hammond, of Jersey, were some very good Seedling Apples,
which are stated " to unite the properties of the Golden Pippin
and Nonpareil; like the former, they may be eaten as soon as
gathered, and they will keep as long, or nearly as long, as the
latter, some of the fruit of 1841 having continued sound until the
following May." The flesh is yellowish, crisp, juicy,and lich. From
J. Moorman, Esq., handsome specimens of the Easter Beurre,
Beurre d'Aremberg, Jean de Witte, Nelis d'Hiver, Passe Colmar,
and Glout Morceau Pears, 6 very good varieties f< r late keeping :

a Certificate was awarded for them. From the Garden of the
Society were two fine specimens of Amaryllis aulica; a plant of

the true Olympian Hellebore, which will probably prove hardy in

this country, the petals of which are of a beautiful, clear, green-
ish white; Acicia verniciflua, a handsome, compact-growing,

"
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species, with orange-coloured flowers, well adapted for growing
in small greenhouses; Hoitzia Mexicana, a plant with pale

flesh-coloured flowers, of great beauty in its native country,
but although introduced many years since, it is not so generally
cultivated as it deserves; cut flowers of the deliciously scented
Chimonanthus fiagrans and grandiflora, hardy shrubs, requiring
only to be protected while in bloom from wet, and worthy of a
place in every garden; with a branch of Garrya elliptica, were
also exhibited. The fruit from the Garden consisted of the fol-

lowing Pears : Rouse Lench, a great bearer and hardy ; Ne Plus
Meuris, not handsome, but of good quality ; Beurre Ranee, Easter
Beurre, and Poire d'Austrassie. Amongst the Apples were the
Ponime Royale, a kind of Russet, of good quality ; Boston Rus-
set, well-flavoured ;

New Rock Pippin, a small, but firm and rich
fruit; Pennington's Seedling, rich, but higher flavoured after
moister summers than that of 1842; and the Cockle Pippin, a
good desert Apple, and an excellent keeper. A model was exhi-
bited of Jucke's Patent Furnace. In this the fire-bars form an end-
less chain passing over two drums, one ateach end of the furnace,
and are kept in constant motion, at the rate ofabout 8 feet per hour,
either by hand or by a strap connected with a steam-engine. The
consumption of fuel is regulated by a door in front, which can
be raised to any desired level. The air is constantly passing
through the fire-bars, and the clinkers are carried along by the
revolving bars, and fall over into an iron box at the extremity of
the grate. The whole of the apparatus can be removed from be-
neath the boiler, when necessary. The smoke is said to be entirely
consumed.

LTNNEAN SOCIETY.
Jan. 17.—E. Forster, Esq., in the chair. Mr. Wm. Taylor ex-

hibited specimens of Camelina sativa, a cruciferous plant, with
silicjuose fruit. The seeds of this plant are used on the Continent
for the purpose of obtaining oil, which they yield in abundance.
The produce of the plant is large, being 40 or 50 bushels of seed
per acre. Specimens of the seeds, as well as of the oil, and the
cake after the expression of the oil, were also exhibited. A paper
was read from W. Griffiths, Esq., of the Hon. East India Com-
pany's Service, on the development of the embryonal sac in the
ovules of Santalum, Loranthus, and Viscum. In this paper, the
author corrected some previous statements which he had made,
and entered fully into the nature of the changes he had observed
in the growth, structure, and relative position of the embryonal
sac, nucleus, and pollen tubes in two species of plants belonging
to the natural order Santalaceee. Mr. R. H. Solly exhibited, with
the aid of Mr. Powell's microscope, specimens of the curious
wood of Phytocrene. Mr. Hassall exhibited specimens of various
species of Conferva?. Messrs. W. Osborne, Ncesom, and D. Rush,
were elected Fellows.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Jan. 17,—Mr. Wrench in the chair. Mr. Turville was elected

a member. It was announced that at the ensuing meetings, the
discussions upon florists' flowers would be renewed ; the first to
take place on Feb. 7, when Mr. Wildman will bring forward a
Paper upon the Dahlia.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Chinese Flower Gardens.—The Chinese gardens are

of a peculiar character, and differ altogether from ours in

their arrangements; while the care bestowed on them by
their possessors exceeds anything of which we could have
formed an idea. To each branch, often even to each
leaf of a tree or a shrub, the utmost pains are taken to give
the appropriate turn, and the gardeners may be seen
sitting constantly beside the plants, and employed in

binding and pruning them, in order to accomplish the
desired form. The production of the greatest variety and
contrast of colours is the chief object of the Chinese
flower-gardeners. Strangers to refinement and the tender
emotions, the Chinese have no taste for the pure and Iran-

quilenjoyment which the perfumes of sweet-scented flowei s

yield. It is only in gaudy colours, and by a marvellous
skill in developing singular growths, that the Chinese
gardener excels. Long and straight alleys run directly

through their gardens, and are bordered by low trees of
°ne and the same species. We visited these gardens [in

the vicinity of Canton] in the month of November, and
^marked the following objects : close to the entrance were
large masses of Chrysanthemums, the blossoms of which
had attained an extraordinary size. Then followed whole
plots of Citrons and Shaddocks, which were raised in pots,
a&d loaded with fruit ; and it was remarkable that all these
fruits were divided into segments, and thus formed
permanent monstrosities, which were further propagated
by grafts. It is by such mis-growth that they acquire a
p&ger-shaped appearance, which occurs also occasionally
1!* our conservatories. In China these fruits are cultivated
assiduously, not only for the adornment of the gardens,
but also for the sake of the well-known Chinese preserved
Citron, of which large quantities come to us by commerce.
f°r this purpose they use chiefly the smaller fruits, 3 or 4
jnches long, which are boiled in refined sugar. The larger
ru\ts of monstrous shape are of the Shaddock kind, and often
.°m 10 to 11 inches long, while the several segments extend

^

lngly in all directions. In the gardens these odd-shaped
fruits, as well as the sweet Oranges, with which whole
P'°ts are planted, have a neat appearance, as they do not
.
0w any trunk to form, but force them at once to spread

into branches. Large borders are to be seen planted with
amellia japonica, and others with Cockscombs, some
*th white, others with yellow or red flowers; the yellow-

"°wered plants had shot particularly high, and they were
.? an*anged that all the plants in a bed were of one and
ne same colour. We also saw in the gardens a species of
?lUa * v ery like Sc. maritima, which showed the samesort
* monstrosity as the Cockscomb. We observed Bamboos
Pots, the stems of which were 2 or 3 feet high, and were
°und into a spiral form from below upwards. Among the
ees were the Lee-chee, Banana, Averrhoa carambola, and

tra'
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^ ^al
^ 8

» on the stems of which Epidendrums were
amed. The ponds of these gardens, some of which were

KuJ- »
C

' contain beautiful fish, which are fed by a dis-

faia *
common method among the Chinese, which is

Bur £ render *em very plump. The stools in the plea-

n«.
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i°.
uses are» for the most part, of a coarse sort of

., 7 7
V*J "gieeaoie to sit upon, wnenone is accustomed

amain
1

" SinSIe horders are frequently edged with a
luieaved Box-tree

; and the long walks are, bounded

*hiil
of Averrhoa, O'lea fiagrans, and other plants,

the ill
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.

6W to us
* °n the whole

»
we mU8t allow that

planting in regular masses of the large-flowered Chry-

santhemums, with Oranges, Camellias, Kdlmias, and tall

Cockscombs, is not altogether devoid of beauty
;
but a

stranger can hardly reconcile himself to an arrangement

which must appear to him so contrary to the rules of good

taste. Hydrangeas and Asters seemed at this time to be

out of fashion, for we saw very few of them.

—

Dr. Meyeris

lleise um die Erde*

Orchidaceous Plants.—The collection of Orchidaceous

plants in the garden has been much increased of late

years by the introduction of many rare and beautiful spe-

cies from the high lands of Mexico and Guatemala. When
these were sent home, Mr. Hartweg informed us in his

letters, that the thermometer was sometimes near the

freezing point where many of them grew ; and this was

confirmed by the quantity of small mosses, which we

found growing upon some of the brandies to which the

plants had attached themselves. I, therefore, about two

years ago, removed many of them into a house, which is

kept cooler than the Orchidaceous stove, and they have

succeeded much better than others of the same kinds

which were allowed to remain in a high temperature.

Many of those which are most unmanageable in the Or-

chidaceous house succeed here without any trouble ; it is

evidently the most natural place for them, as in other

circumstances they are over excited, growing sickly and

languid, forming smaller pseudo-bulbs and leaves every

year, and finally perishing.—Mr. Loddiges, and, I believe,

Mr. Bateman, have both experienced the same results ; it

is, therefore, a circums'ance which cannot be too well

known, because many persons have been deterred from

growing Orchidaceous plants, by believing that they re-

quire such a high temperature. The house in the Garden

where they are grown has no artificial heat during the

greater part of the summer, and in winter it is kept at

about 55 degrees. The air, however, is always kept more
moist than in a common greenhouse.

—

Mr. Fortune, in

the Proceedings of the Hort. Soc., No. XVII.
Assam Tea.—The Planters' Journal (an Indian news-

paper) notices favourably some Gunpowder Tea that had

been produced in the hilly country of Assam. The speci-

men is declared to have a strong, high flavour, and other

qualities that will recommend the article strongly to con-

sumers in England, where it can be delivered at a cheap

rate. We learn from the same source that the shares in

the Assam Company that were lately offered for sale

at auction met hardly any bidders, and that the prices

offered were very inadequate to the amount already

paid up. The Company are making another call on their

shareholders of 3/. 10.v. each share, divided into portious

ofrs. 17 8.

Agri-Horticultural Society of India.—We learn from

the Planters
9 Journal that the Secretaryship of this im-

portant institution was not filled up at the departure of

the last mail, and that, in addition to the other candi-

dates, Mr, Griffiths had offered himself for the situation.

To Cook Celery.—Celery stewed in plain water till

tender, and sent up Jo table with a toast and melted but-

ter, exactly like Seakale, is an admirable auxiliary to a

muttoq-chop, &c, and for those who cannot masticate

it in a raw &l&te.~—Mtiscipnla.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Henderson's Nursery, Pine-Apple- Place.—The show-house is

already becoming gay with forced flowers, amongst which the

delicate blue corymbs of Khodora canadensis are very con-

spicuous. Another humble but interesting object, and one
which appears to be well suited for early forcing, is Cyclamen
coum, the rich rosy colour of its drooping flowers contrasting

well with the dark green of its foliage. Camdllias, Narcissuses,

and Hyacinths are blooming freely ; of the latter, few are better

adapted for this early period than Waterloo, a dark rose-

coloured flower. A large plant of Siphocampylus'betulref61ius

also promises an abundant bloom : in appearance it does not

differ greatly from S. bicolor; if anything, its habit is stronger.

In the stove we noticed several handsome plants of Beg6nia

insignisj its clear pink flowers, which are abundantly produced,

and its elegant drooping mode of growth, render it worthy of

being more generally cultivated. Begonia parviflora, with small

white flowers und of compact habit, is another pretty species

which is extensively grown at this nursery. It is found that this

genus thrives best in a soil not too retentive of moisture ; and
that it is beneficial during the growing season to let the mould
in the pots sometimes become well dried before the plants are

again watered. This treatment tends to make them more bushy,

and this habit may be increased by occasionally nipping out the

tips of the young shoots. Erauthemum strictum, an old and
neglected plant, deserves a place iu every collection; at this

season, the deep blue colour of its flowers form a striking con-

trast with the scarlet panicles of Gesnera elongata and the more
vivid tints of the terminal leaves of Poinslttia pulcherrima.

Several plants of Jacaranda mimos&eftlia were pointed out to us

;

its elegant foliage renders it at all times a handsome object. It

is said to succeed best when treated like Erythrina Crista- galli

;

namely, by being cut down annually, and by allowing the whole

strength of the plant each season to be confined to one or two
shoots. Catesbiea parviflora, a small prickly shrub, with white

flowers, is also blooming freely in this house. Amongst the

plants which enliven the Heath-house are Erica Westc6ttia, a
pretty variety, somewhat in the style of E. Linnseana, but not

quite so highly-coloured; E. Lambertiana rdsea, a free-blooming

winter variety; E. exsurgens coccinea, another good winter

variety, with much of the habit of E. vestita; E. scabrhlscula,

crowded with dense heads of white flowers; with the delicate

little E. hyemalis, and many others. A new climbing species of

Clerodendrum has lately bloomed in the Orchidaceous house.

Thtrcolour of the petals is said to be a French-white, while that

of the centre inclines to pink. Dendr6bium moniliforme is here

producing its lovely violet and purple flowers in great perfection,

and scarcely less beautiful are the delicate tints of Lre'lia anceps;

Many others equally worthy of notice are also in flower; amongst
which we may name Oncidium ampliatum, with panicles of bright

yellow, spotted with brown; Cymbidium sinense and Rodrisuezia

crispa, both very fragrant; Dendrtfbium cucullatum, its droop

ing branches loaded with delicate primrose and blush coloured

flowers; Phaius Woodf6rdii, light yellow, having the labellum

prettily curled and marked with orange ; the beautiful Zygopeja-

lumMackaii; Lie'lia acuminata, white, slightly stained wltn

purple—having a tinge of sulphur upon the labellum, ana me

throat strongly marked with purple.—R. A., Jum 16. , .

New Royal Gardens, Frogmore.— 'SNc understand tnattnt eAl

sive works which are going on in these Gardens are progriessing

raoidly. Already is the west wing of the noble range 01 11 oru-

cXral buildings, now putting up by Mr gar^B™iiig«g,
nearly completed ; and the frame-work of the _other wing begins

to indicate the extraordinary length to which the entire range of
buildings will extend, and which we learn will be little short of
one thousand feet. A neat and elegant structure, in the Eliza-
bethan style, occupies the centre of the range, and is intended
for the residence of the Royal Gardener, whose time and talents
are almost exclusively devoted to superintending the formation
of the new and very spacious garden, upon which some scores of
workmen have long been most actively employed. The chief
feature of the place, however, will be the long range of horticul-
tural buildings already mentioned, and which, from their present
appearance, bid fair to surpass any existing structure of the
kind with which we are acquainted. We hope to be enabled to
give our readers a more detailed description of these buildings
when the range is completed.

Beau Sijour, Gttermey.—K plant of the variegated Camellia
Jap6nica is now flowering in this garden in full perfection being
clothed with from 1500 to 2000 blossoms. It has attained tho
summit of a wall which is 1 1 feet in height, and is fully 40 feet in
breadth. Several kinds of Camellias are thriving, with equal
luxuriance, at Mr. Dobree's; amongst these is a double white,
which extends about 50 feet, the blossoms of which are about to
make their appearance in countless numbers. What more
striking proof can be given of the mildness of our climate?—
Guernsey Star.

l&Ebiefos.

Journal of an Affghanistan Prisoner. By Lieut. Eyre.

12mo. Murray.

If as literary critics we had to pronounce an opinion

upon this book, we should describe it as one of the most

interesting that it is possible to conceive, and infinitely

beyond the fictions of romance in the extraordinary tales

which it unfolds. We, however, regard it merely with re-

spect to its natural history, of which there are scraps here

and there.

Frequent mention is made of a plant called the Holly

Oak. In the valley of Jugdulluk, a formidable defile

through which the troops had to struggle on their way to

Jellalabad, the road was obstructed by two strong bar-

riers, formed of branches of this prickly Holly Oak, stretch-

ing completely across the defile. The same plant is men-
tioned elsewhere as growing on the hills.

At the Pas 5 of Udruk-budruk, the author gathered
" quantities cf a curious herbaceous plant, the under sur-

face of whose leaves was covered with a beautiful crimson

dewy-lookin; substance, which the Affghan ladies use as

rouge/' 1 1 one of the branches of the Tezeen valley,

yellow Dog-Roses and white Tulips are mentioned, and

the travellers in the heat of the day refreshed themselves

in shady bowers formed of Juniper. On the hills near

Cabul, the Gum-ammoniac plant is spoken of with the

young flowers clustered together not unlike a small Cauli-

flower. It is described as an umbelliferous plant, growing

to the height of six feet, and in its general appearance and

mode of growth, resembling an Heracleum. In the same

place, that is the captives' prison, in the valley of Cabul,

the climate was delightfully cool and pleasant, and the.,

cultivation luxuriant. The common trees were the Poplar
?i

Willow, Mulberry, and Elseagnus, whose yellow flowers

scattered a powerful and delicious perfume through the

surrounding air. Purple Centaureas adorned the Corn-,

fields, and a handsome Hedysarum, with a Lupine-lik&

flower,enlivened the border of every field and water-course

;

;

while a delicate kind of Tamarisk ornamented the banks

of the neighbouring river ; and in the garden was found a

very beautiful Orobanche, growing parasitically from the*

roots of the Melon.
Can any of our readers tell us what the Holly Oak

and the Affghan Rouge plant are ?

Introduction ft une Flore Analytiqne et Descriptive

des Environs de Paris, par MM. Cosson, Germain, and
Weddell, is a little list of the plants found about Paris>

with short occasional notes. It consists of 153 duodecimo

pages, and gives the localities in which the species occur.

The new Number of Martin Doyle's Cyclopedia of
Practical Husbandry begins with Manures, and ends

with Paring and Burning. As usual, it is full of good, use-

ful, practical information, of which the following is not a

bad specimen.—"Lord Meadowbank's mode of rendering

Peat a profitable manure is by far the best. His sugges-

tion is to form a layer of peat which had been previously in

a dry state, a little longer than the intended midden, six

inches thick ; and on this to lay fresh dung and peat m
alternate courses, diminishing each layer of dung from IU

inches in thickness until the compost is three or-four feet

high, when it should be covered from the ends (which

should be formed to overlap for the purpose) and the sides

with peat. His lordship's proportion is, one load of dung

to three of peat, in mild or warm, and a little more dung

in cold weather, so as to produce a full and general fer-

mentation, which in summer will be so rapid and violent

as to require an additional application of peat. The bsap.

should be turned upside down and thoroughly mixed, and

all the lumps broken a few weeks before using, after

which it ferments moderately a second time and th#n pre-

sents the appearance of garden-mould, and equsJs farm-

yard manure in strength/
1

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the emuxng week*.

We have always at command and under control, for early

forcing, three of the principal agents which govsmthe growth of

plants—heat, air, and moisture. With heat and moisture alone

Jve can stimulate almost any plant to growth in the depth ofwin-
ter. If we merely wished to enlarge the growth of our plants-
without reference to their flowers and fruit, we might thus sue*
ceed without any great violence to nature, and early forcing
would indeed become a simple process. But having no control
over light, which is the most irupor.taat agent in the growth of
plants, we must so apply heat and moisture as to accord with the
quantity of solar light which our, dull winters afford. Practice
alone can determine what degree of heat and moisture may safely
be applied to certain families of plants under a given quantity of
Ughi. Hence it is, on this point at 1< ast, that the observations
ot men in dailv practice are of more importance to the amateur
and young gardener than those of raea of science. Hence, also,,

the great caution iasi&ted on. of late yeass in the application of
artificial heat in. the comparative absence of light. The daily
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range of the thermometer, however, is of much less moment as a
guide in forcing:, than the mean temperature of certain periods or
stages in the growth of plants. At one time or other, I have
forced every plant which comes- under this title, from the Mango
to the Early Frame Pea : and I know of none which may not have
a range of from 5° to 10°, or even more in the daytime, during any
stage of their progress; yet I know there arc opposite and most
absurd notions entertained on this point. I have even known
young gardeners threatened with the loss of their situations, be-
cause they could not or would not keep their thermometers to the
exact degree specified in a book or calendar. I wish it, therefore,
to be always understood, that when I mention in this calen-
dar any particular degree of heat, that I intend it to repre-
sent the mean temperature for that week ; also, unless other-
wise specified, that I would never go above that degree by fire-

heat, and that I put little stress on a rise or fall of 10°, influenced

by the weather. I would therefore recommend young men
attending the forcing-houses, to hang up a piece of slate near
the thermometer, with the days of the week written on it, to mark
opposite to each the temperature at 8 or 10 o'clock, a.m., and at

8 or 10 p.m. ; then to add all up weekly, and take the average or

mean for their memorandum-books: afterwards, the average of

certain stages, say from the time of commencing fires to the ap-

pearance of leaves in the vinery or the flowers in the peach-house,
and so on, in all the houses, pits, or frames. This will afterwards
prove much more valuable to them than a record of the daily

range of the mercury.
1.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Department.
Pinery.—The temperature here must still be kept low and

steady. Tepid water only should be used for such plants as re-

quire watering; nothing is more injurious to plants in general
than lowering the temperature of the soil in which they grow by
the use of cold water. It is now considered in building new
houses or altering old ones, that a provision for a regular supply
of tepid water is indispensable.
Vinery.—There are Vines now in all stages of growth, from

those whose fruit is barely set or setting, down to those whose
sap is just beginning to move. Different temperatures to suit

these different stages will of course be necessary; say from 45°

to 50° at first, and then up to 60° as the Vine breaks into leaf, and
gradually up to 70° when the Vines are in flower. The Black
Hamburgh, Black Prince, White Muscadine, and other free-set-

ting kinds will set their fruit even at this dull season in a moist
atmosphere, just as well as in a dry stove ; but the Sweetwater
and Muscats, being deficient in pollen, require a drier atmosphere
when in tlower.
Peach-hot;sk.— Should the trees beat all weak, if one-sixth

part of their blossom-buds are rubbed off, it will materiallyassist
them in setting their fruit ? if, on the other hand, they are young
or rather vigorous, let all their flowers remain. Keep a dry at-

mosphere with plenty of air; from 45° to 50° is high enough at
night while the trees are in blossom.
Cherry-house.—If you guard against frost it will be sufficient

for this house at present.
Cucumbers and Melons.—Heat and moisture are the life of

these plants at this early period. Several sowings of both should
be made, to have a constant supply in case of accidents or fail-

ures. In a practical point of view, I fully agree with whatis said
about Cucumbers in the last Chronicle. My object has always
been to endeavour to have plenty of them when wanted. The
Anna Boleyn Pink and double yellow Tulip, are, in my eyes, the
best in their classes: but in point of utility, the Van Thol Tulip
has no rival with me. Just so with a Cucumber 12 inches long;
iiut if an amateur chooses to have them 40 inches long, ribbed,

emooth, or powdered, why not have them so if he .pays for it?
The extravagance of the thing is no more than for one man to

grow Pelargoniums, so that twelve of them would be large enough
to fill a house, in which another man could find room for two
hundred smaller plants of trie same sorts. If I could tell an ama-
teur how to add (i inches to his 3-feet Cucumber, I should not
mind writing a long calendar on the subject. At any rate, cold
water will not do for Cucumbers thus early.

Mushrooms.—When a sufficient quantity of droppings is ready,
new beds for spring use may be made on a wet day, when the
men can do little else.

Out- door and Orchard.
The work here is still of the common routine character.

Whenever the surface-soil is dry, stir up the earth between all

young crops in rows, such as Cabbages, Carrots, Onions, Let-
tuces, &c. Cauliflowers under hand-glasses require good atten-
tion during this changeable weather; let them have plenty of air,

and take the glasses off during fine days. Place boards or some
litter between the rows, for walking on. Pruning and nailing
should now be nearly completed, except in the case of Peaches
and Apricots, which had better be delayed till next month.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—Now that many of the Orchidacece are beginning to

grow, great attention must be paid to the young and tender
shoots, to see that no moisture lodges in their centres, or inside

the sheathy envelops which cover the buds at the bottom of
the stems or bulbs. These coverings, being now of no use, had
better carefully be cut off, and not torn off, for fear of displacing
any of the buds. Keep the plants always clean, and water only
such as are growing, and those but sparingly. Some of the
Cyrtop6diums might now be shaken out of their pots, the bulbs
cleared of all the dry remains of the last foliage, repotted in very
rich turfy loam, and plunged in a mild bottom-heat among the
Pines, or any frames at work. The same treatment suits the
Phaius, or old Blctia Tankervillze, after the flowering is over;
only, as it is of an evergreen nature, it requires to be watered all

the year round. It is a most useful plant, to come in at this

time, among forced flowers for the rooms or conservatory. Any
scarce stove-plant may now be removed into more heat, for the
purpose of increase; and cutfings of any woody plants which
take a long time to strike, may now be put in and placed in a
close frame or pit.

Grkenhouse.—Abundance of air should be given at all times
when the weather permits. I have seen plants die about this
time in this house from want of water, when the surface of the
pots were, if anything, too moist. Water often and a little at a
time, as I was first taught, is the cause of nine-tenths of the
failures in this way. Try the opposite, water very seldom ; but
when you do, mind to have every particle of soil in the pot
wetted.
Conservatory.—Having once got this house gay for the new

year, never slacken your endeavours to keep it so till next
Christmas ; but to do this, you must have plenty of plants, and
room to grow and force them.

Pits and Frames.—When the weather will not permit the
lights to be taken off, you can improve and sweeten them very
much by turning them during the day; that is, let two men
take hold of the light, one at top and one at bottom, and then
turn it over. The inside will thus be exposed to the air, which
will dry the inner surface of the glass. All sorts of pits, whether
for hardy plants or for forcing, should occasionally have the lights
turned through the season, particularly in winter and spring.
Cold Vinerucs.—Here many plants too tall for the pits arc

lodged ; with others too soft to be entrusted there, and some
from the intermediate stove, resting for a few months. Of
this last class I shall this week speak of Russelia juncea; a
lady having lately asked how to manage it. Four or nve years
ago, splendid specimens of this plant were exhibited at the
shows at Chiswick, but they have since fallen off. I treat it

exactly like the Vine, pruned on the spur system. I rest it for
three or four months in winter, in a cool Vinery, where the frost
is excluded. If I wanted it to be in rlower by next May, I should
now prune it by cutting out the whole of the drooping slender
shoots, made last year, to the last eye next the principal shoots
and I would cut off two-thirds of the last growth of the principal
shoots. I would remove it to the Peach-house, or any place kept

at 50°, till it began to grow, when I would shake off all the
mould from its roots, and repot it in as small a pot as I could get
the roots into without crowding them ; using rich turfy soil. It

should then have more heat, and by the time all the eyes pushed
a few inches, it would require as much heat as any of the stoves
could afford. Never allow rampant suckers to rise from the
bottom, unless wanted for principal main shoots. By this treat-

ment they do beautifully for three or four months in the con-
servatory, when in flower. The old Lagerstrse'mia inclica I treat
exactly in the same way ; only the spurs arc left three or four
inches long. What a pity it is that this fine plant should be so
seldom seen!

Out-door Department.
Vegetation is now happily arrested without any great vio-

lence, and half-hardy plants are in much better condition to
stand a smart frost than they were on New Year's Day. Soils
and gravel should now be carted, and laid in convenient places,

to be at hand for the beds and walks next spring. Keep a con-
stant eye on neatness along the walks and grass; see also that
alterations and improvements arc got forward, so as not to
interfere with the great business of spring.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Plantations and Coppice.— See that the shoots left on cop-

pice stools are not more numerous than the roots can main-
tain in vigour, and so arranged as to have an equal share of

light and air. Cut back to a shoot any of the side branches
which contend with the leading shoots, if you wish for long,

straight poles. Clear out the drains or watercourses as carefully

as you would the spouts around your buildings.

—

D. Beaton,
Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Jan. 19,

1S43, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

BarosiIKTRR. TllKRMUMBTRR. Wind. Rain.
Taxi- Max. Min. M ax. Min. . Mean.

37 41.5Friday 13 2H.G19 20.181 46 s.w. .0-1

Saturday 14 80.030 28.7(H) 80 23 33.5 s.w. .16
Sunday 15 29.070 28 820 40 2G 33.0 W.
Monday 18 29.912 '29.310 41 30 35.5 N.W.
Tuesday 17 30.190 30.182 42 37 39.5 S.W. .03
Wednosda) 18 30.-154 30 326 49 at 41.0 s.w.
Thursday 19 30.502

29 1)92
~

30.430 44 34 39.0 s.

Average 29.423 1 43.0 32.1 37.5 .23

Jan. 13. Hurricane in past night; morning very boisterous; ba-
rometer, at noon, lower than it has been since Dec. 25,
1821 ; clear at night.

14. Clear and windy ; densely overcast : snow at night.
15. Cloudy j clear and line j frosty at night.
16. Cold and dry; fine; overcast.
17. Overcast and fine; slight rain.
18. Hazy; overcast; dense fog at night.
19. Dense fog throughout.
Mean temperature of the week 2° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for
the ensuing Week ending' Jan. 28, 18 13.

Vevailine Winds.
» Aver.

Lowest
Temp.

|
Nn. nf I

Jan.

Aver-
Hijrhesi
Temp.

Meani
Temp

Yearn in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

• w'l .

1 2

r.

•

'A

Sun. 22 43.2 34.0 30 6 8 0.57 in. 5 1 2
M on. 23 43 1 33.0 33.0 6 0.12 — 1 2 3 2 4 1 4
Tuea. 24 42.7 32.5 37-fl 7 0.51 2 2 2 1 2 4 3 1

Wed. 25 42.3 31.4 30 9 0.00 12 2 1 3 1 4 3

Thnrt.88 43 5 32.5 30.0 G 31 1 4 1 2 1 C
,

'
1

Fri. 27 42.0 81.8 37-3 0.21 2 8 2 — m 6 3 -^

Sat. »\\ 43.3 32.3 37-0 7 0.17 2 3 1 —

_

— 7 3 1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 23d, in 1831—thermometer 58°; and the lowest on the 27th

in I827—thermometer 17 .

ft

if

tt

7'i in. wide and 2 in. deep.

8 „ 2 ,,

7 ft - tt

5 .. 2 „]

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Jan. 20, 1843.

[The Half-sieve contains . . . 3J Imperial gallons.

The Sieve 7 » ,,

The Bushel Sieve 10j „ „
The Bushel Basket 1 imperial bushel.
Punnets for Seakale are . . .

Radishes . . .

Mushrooms . . ,

Salad
Tv consequence of the mild state of the weather, most kinds of

vegetables are unusually abundant ; foreign fruits, and many sorts of

native growth, are also well supplied. Fruit : Few Pines are offered,

and there is a trifling advance in their price. The supply of

Hothouse Grapes is becoming limited ; foreign samples are very

good, the Spanish Grapes fetching from 9d. to ls. 9
and the

Lisbon, from U, to Is. (yd. per lb. Good dessert Pears arc

less abundant, and an advanced price is consequently demanded

;

fair samples of the Beurre* Kance and the Ne Plus Meuris are

selling from 7*. to 10*. per half-sieve ; the Easter Beurre from 5*.

to 7s. ; and the Glout Morceau, at 10*. per half-sieve. In the price

of dessert Apples there is also a trifling advance ; Nonpareils fetching

from 12*. to 15*. per bushel: Ribstcme Pippins, from 6s. to 8,?. ;
and

Golden Knobs, 5*. per bushel. The best Kitchen Apples are the

lilenheim Orange, from 4s. to 5*.; with the Royal Russet and
Winter Queening, from &v. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per bushel. Punnnelocs

are abundant, from Vs. to 12.?. per dozen. Vegetables: The supply of

Asparagus continues on the increase, and there is a slight diminution

in its price. Seakale is equally plentiful, and of excellent quality.

the best punnets are from 1*. 6d. to 2*. each. A few French Beans
may be obtained, from 3*. to 3.?. 6YZ. per 100. Rhubarb is pretty

generally offered, from 6d. to 1*. per bundle. Carrots are dearer

than in our last Report, having risen to 4.s\ and 6s. per doz. bunches.

Young Horn Carrots fetch from 4d. to 6d. per bunch. Other kinds

of Vegetables remain the same as quoted last week. Flowers ; There
is a great variety amongst the cut Camellia blooms. Hyacinths

are becoming more general. We noticed some very clear flowers

of the white Cydonia japrtnica, with Abutilon striatum, Acacia pu-

bescens, Cypripedhun venustum, A/.61eas, Gardenias, and the Tree

Pa?ony.
TRICES, Saturday, Jan. 21, 1843—FRUITS:—

Pine Apple, per lb. 4s to 7& Chesnuts, per perk, 3* to G*
Walnuts, per trash., 12.* to \GsGrapea, Hothouse, per lb. Gs to Hs

— Spanish, 9d to U
— Portugal* 1* to U Git

Apples, dessert, per bush., 2s Gd to 3t

— Kitchen, 2* to Gs
Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2* to 12«

Oranges, per doz., Sid to 25
— pt»r 100, 4* to 14*
— bitter, per 100, 10* to 12*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*
— per 100, 5* to \2s ,

VEGETABLES

Almonds, perpiH-k, Gs to 7*
Siveet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Filberts,English, per 100 lbs. 60* to 65*

Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., 70*. to 00*.

Nuts, per bushel—
— Rrazil, IGs to 20*
— Spanish,"20i
— Barcelona, 24*— Cob, 14*.

Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1*
Cabbage, per doz. Gd to 1*— plants, per doz. 1* Gd to9s Gd— Red.forpickling, IsGdtoAsGd
Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. U to 2*
Broccoli, White, p ,. r bunch, 0// to 2s— Purple, (Ul to Is 3d
Beans, Kidney, forced, per 100, 3s to 3$ Gd
Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 70*— per CWt. 2s to 4*

M per bushel, 1* ?,d to 2s

_ Kidney, per hush., \sGd to2«
— New, per lb., Ad ioiU!

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

i * to 1 .s Gd

Turnips, per doz. bun., 1* Gdto2s

Red Beet, per dozen, 9'/ to 1*

Scorzoneia, per bundle, Is 3d to 1*G<Z

Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd

Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* Gd to 4s

Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd to 2*

Leeks, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2* Gd

Onions, per bushel, 4* Gd to Gs

— Pickling, per hf.-sv., 3s 6rf to 4*(w
— Green, p. doz- bun. 3s to 4*
— Spanish, per doz. 2no 5*

Garlic, perlb. Gd to 3d
Shallots, per lb., !*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 7s to 0*

— Second, 2* Gd to 3* 6d
— Sprue or Small, 2t to 2* Gd

Sea-kale, per punnet, Gd lo 2s
Lettuce, Cab., p. sc, Ad to &/

— Cos, 1* to \m Gd
Endive, per score, Od to U Gd
Celery, p. bd.,

(
l2to 15) Gd to 2*

Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, Gd to 1*

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, Oft to 1*

Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to Gd

Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* to 1* 4d
Tarragon, per doz. bun., 2s to 3s9d to 1*

— Turnip, p. doz. bch., 1* to 1*6</ SaK e, per doz. bunches, 2* to 2» 8'i

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to Gt Mint, per doz. bunches, 2s to 3*

— Horn, per bunch, Ad to Gd Mushrooms, per pottle, 4d to 8a

Parsneps, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Notices to Correspondents.
Back Numbers of the Gatideners' CiiRo.vicr.K.—Wc are so

often applied to for particular Numbers of the Gardeners*
Chronicle, to complete sets, and so many are now out of print,

that we think it will save all parties trouble if we publish a list

of the Numbers which may still be had. Any subscriber who
will forward to our Publisher post-office stamps equivalent in
value to as many Numbers as are required, shall have them
sent. If parties find that they have any duplicates we
shall be glad to exchange them. Those subscribers who aro
very anxious to complete their sets should write at once, as we
have very few copies of some of the Numbers.

1811 : I, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 3-t, 41, 4f), 47.

1842: 1, 3,4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 10, 18, 10, 22, 23, 24, 39, 41,
42, 50, 51, 52, 53.

To Agricultural Correspondents.—As this class of Corre-
spondents is increasing, we beg to say that we are endeavour-
ing to find some one thoroughly conversant with the details of
agriculture, to whom such inquiries can be referred j and we
hope in a week or two to be able to discharge all our arrears
under this head, in a manner satisfactory to ourselves as well
as our Correspondents.

Manures.—Agricala.—It is much cheaper to buy gypsum than
to make sulphate of lime. The latter is, however, a refuse in
the manufactory of patent candles, and may be bought of the
makers of them. An Original Subscriber.— It is stated that a
compost consisting of three parts peat and one stable manure
is equal to its bulk of stable dung, and more permanent in its

effects. {Liebig, Amer, edit. p. 3/2.) If you can add pearl-ashes
or wood-ashes to your peat, it will become a valuable fer-

tilising material, without any stable manure at all. Ammonia
will be largely absorbed by the peaty matter. Mr. Rennie's
book is no authority whatever. When fermenting materials
are covered over with mould, it is not to prevent the escape of
carbonic acid, but of ammonia, which by degrees is partly
absorbed by the substances it is in contact with, and to keep
up the heat of fermentation. This we trust is an answer to

all your questions. If not, you must blame yourself; for who
but a young lady can read crossed writing, one-half of which
is obliterated by the other half.t J. Wollasto?i.—l^ or 2 cwt.
of guano will be a sufficient annual dressing for an acre of
Grass land.* //. il/.— Since you want to use your manure
immediately, you had better fix the ammonia with very weak
sulphuric acid. Guano must be used in mixture with 3 or 4

times its bulk of peat, ashes, cinder-siftings, gypsum, or some
such material; not lime. It is too strong in its pure state

;

old tan is a bad material. The guano is best applied to Grass-
land when the grass is beginning to grow, and in damp
weather; 1^ cwt. an acre is enough. We shall be infinitely

obliged for the result of your experiments.t J. B.-*X<*
render sawdust fitfor manure it must be rotted ; the bestjneana
of effecting which is to mix it with other substances \n a state

of fermentation. It then becomes valuable, not only as a source
of carbon and saline matters, but as a medium for condensing
the volatile matters around it. Cloacine is a good material to

mix with it. We do not anticipate advantage from mixipg it

with gas lime, which, however, is a good manure in itself. Jt

is absurd to say that sawdust creates wire-worms. The dust
produced by singeingbombazeens ought to be a good manure-

:

acting like animal charcoal, and excellent as a disinfecting

agent. But wc never heard of its being so employed. Its

value has to be determined by experiment. B. F.—We do
not find phosphate of ammonia quoted among the articles sold

by dealers in manures; it must therefore be obtained of the
wholesale manufacturing chemists. Sulphate of ammonia is

sold by all the dealers in manure; and will no doubt become a
most important substance.

t

Timber.—A Cantab writes thus—" About 70 years ago a small
wood of Oaks was cut down from a dry bank in the county of
Cumberland. The shoots from the old roots grew up very
thickly, and were repeatedly thinned, but not sufficiently, as
the trees springing from them grew straight, tall, and thin, with
hardly any top. For the last 20 years they were observed to
increase very little in size, and by the advice of those on the
spot I cut the whole down again in the spring of 1839. The
first year's shoots were generally spoiled in getting away the
timber : and by the last two years' growth they have become
bushes of about 3 feet high, of all shapes and forms, the tops
having died off in many cases for a few inches during the winter
of 1811. May I ask your opinion as to their future manage-
ment? Ought they next spring to be thinned out, leaving
only two or three of the best shoots at each root; or shouUt
they be suffered to take their own course for one, two, or three
years longer? I saw them in August last, and was much dis*
appointed to find that none of the shoots seemed to take the
lead of the rest; each old root had formed a regular bush." Tho
best advice we can give is, that the bushes should be imme-
diately cleared to two or three principal shoots, and kept
cleared ; that the laterals of these shoots should be stopped,
and the event of a season waited. If they, next autumn, appear
to be getting on, wc would go on for a second year in the same
way, until the leading growth was decidedly established. But
if, after the first year, they still continue scrubby, we should
cut them down once more, and take care to watch the young
shoots carefully, allowing only two to spring from each stock ;

and as soon as one of these has fairly taken the lead of the
other, we should remove the latter.

t

Heatino.—A Sufferer.—The joint at the extremity of a pipe may
be made water-tight at its point of junction with a brick or
slate tank by what is called an " union joint." A series of such
tanks as are described at p. 19 might be connected by means
of short pipes, but then the pipes must be large, and the last
tank only must have an incomplete partition. We can, how-
ever, see no advantage in such an arrangement. White lead and
oil are used for rendering a slate tank water-tight. f. T. S. P.
•—It would lead us away from our objects if we were to admit
much discussion as to the method of heating dwelling-houses.
Nevertheless, we may refer you to the account of Mrs. Tysson's
stove, at p. 723, of last year's volume; and state in addition
that another excellent method of obtaining heat is from small
water-pipes connected with a boiler at the back of the kitchen
fire. The cost of your M cockle " is too great, t Amateur.—
Joyce's stove is a very imperfect contrivance, and we can
hardly recommend it. Nevertheless, if you adapt a pipe to
the upper draft hole, and convey that pipe out of a pane of
glass, you may possibly find it answer your purposc.t

Vines.—F. Lamb.—We cannot recommend you a better recipe
for destroying the scale on Vines than a mixture of clay, lime,
soft-soap, sulphur, and urine, made into the consistence of
thick paint. This must be applied over all parts of the Vines,
after the rough bark has been removed from them. The steam
of fermenting dung might assist in the destruction of the
insects, but as you say the roots of your Vines are in the
house, and near the surface, it would be dangerous to place
a large body of fermenting material above them. Should the
heat of the dung raise the temperature of the soil beneath
higher than 4f>° or 50°, it would be highly prejudicial to the
Vines at this early period, and would cause them to break very
wcak.j—J.D.—There are two ways, and two ways only, in which
a Yew hedge will injure a Vine border. One is by rooting into
it, the other by shading it from the sun. The former, you say,
is guarded against; but you make no mention of the latter.

If the Yew hedge docs not shade the border, it can do the Vines
no harm, and the bad quality of your Grapes must be referred
to some other cause, t

Pinks.—A Subscriber will find at p. 7 of the Chronicle of this

year a remedy for the scale which infests Pine plants. There
is such a Pine as Anson's Queen, but it is not a sort of much
excellence.}

PtfACH-TRKKS,—Amj/gdalns,—It is impossible that your Peach-
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trees should have been injured in the manner you describe, by f

the application of a mixture of soft soap, tobacco-water, lime,

and Scotch snuff. From the appearance of the shoots sent,

we should judge that the trees were attacked by canker, from

the roots having penetrated into a cold and unfavourable sub-

R'lil
"^

Fxjlham Oak.—M. 2?.—The specimen sent is the Fulham and

not the Lucombc Oak; the latter has much smaller leaves,

and is more evergreen. The deciduous Oak of which you
speak is probably the common Turkey Oak. The Lucombe
Oak is said to have been an accidental seedling, detected about

80 years since amongst a bed of seedlings in the Exeter

Nursery ; where five or six other distinct and handsome va-

rieties are cultivated. %
Evengreen Oaks. — Georgiana.—These trees should be pruned

just at the time when they are beginning to make a fresh

growth. The remarks upon pruning the Common Laurel

which were made at p. 467 of last year's Chronicle are equally

applicable to the Evergreen Oak.J
Elbacnus rkklisxa.—M. H.—You will, we presume, be able to

procure this plant by inquiring for it of the London nursery-

men ; it came originally from Belgium.

t

Bignonias.-^ Subscriber.—The best of this tribe for greenhouse

cultivation are Bigndnia jasminoides, gtandiilora, and Pan-

dora;, with Tecoma capcnsis.t
Camellias.—A Subscriber-.—If your plants are in good condition

you had better not run the risk of watering them with nitrate of

soda before they flower. If applied at all, it should be given

when the plants are in full growth, and then only in very

small quantities.!
, ,

Siphoca'mpyi.usbktui^efolius.—J.R.—Thisplant succeeds best
in an intermediate stove, potted in a mixture oi turfy loam
and heath-mould. It should regularly be shifted into a larger

pot when necessary, and, if well drained, will require to be

freely supplied with water. There is little doubt but it will

prove sufficiently hardy to bear the treatment of ordinary

greenhouse plants, and to be turned out into the flower-gar-

den in summer, t , _, ,

Verbenas.— Verbena-Killer.— If, as you say, the Verbena cut-

tings which you have placed in a small greenhouse, and which
keep dying off in spite of all your attention, are well rooted,

it is probable that you have given them too much water, and

not sufficient air. Place them in a light and airy part of the

greenhouse, and water them during this dull weather only

when they really want it. If you were to procure some good

Verbena.seed, you might perhaps raise some handsome van-

ities. The seed should be sown towards the end of February

fey shallow feeders, which should be placed in a gentle heat.

•TIhd seedlings might be planted out, in summer, in a warm part

-of the garden, where they would probably flower in the au-

Knvqut , . -

(LftONoTis Lkonurus.—J. R.—This plant requires to be grown
in a rich loamy soil, well drained, and to be kept m an airy part

of the greenhouse. It should be allowed plenty of potroom,
.and be freely watered. When all danger of spring frosts is

over, the pots should be plunged up to the nm in a south

border, where they should be plentifully watered, and occa-

sionally with liquid manure. They may remain in that situa-

tion until the end of September, when they may be removed to

the greenhouse to bloom, X

AjCHiM/sNjcs i.oNcnxi.oRA.-.r. K.—The bulbs of this plant should

be started in a warm Cucumber frame, towards the end of

February. Each plant when it has formed a few leaves, should

then be potted off separately into small pots ; or, what is pre-

; ferable, several may be planted together in a shallow box, alter

which 'they may be treated in the same manner as the old

Trcvirana coccinea. The temperature of a warm greenhouse

suits them admirably.*—A Subscriber.—We cannot account for

your plants of Achimenes longiflora dying down without pro-

ducing bulbs. Such a thing docs not usually occur. The bulbs

are small j therefore you must be careful lest you overlook

them 4
Egyptian Skbos.—A Student.—A\\ that you have to do, In order

to raise them, is to place them in a hotbed, and to treat them in

all respects like tender annuals. Egyptian plants will not do
welt In this country unless kept in frames in very warm and
4ry places. Any light soil will suit them.

2>*vn&iAS,— C. S.— Your communication is an advertisement. We
cannot in any other form publish accounts of seedlings, ofwhich
we hf$re no personal knowledge-!

Dahlia ©bed. — T. Wollaston. — We cannot recommend one

seedsman in preference to another. Every respectable nursery-

man ought to be able to supply you with good Dahlia seed.

This should be sown in a hotbed about the latter end of

February, and as soon as the plants are large enough they

should be pricked thinly out into wide-mouthed pots, or

feqclcrs. When all clanger of frost is over, they may be trans-

ferred to the open ground. X

STj&cintbs.-—Hibernia,—We apprehend the'ease you mention is

merely accidental. The colour in this case cannot have any
influence over the rooting, t

Qvi-NCK.—An Original Subscriber.—The Quince seeds which are

bought at the shops will germinate, if treated as recommended
at p. 745, of the Chronicle of last year. They may be procured
at the best shops in Covent Garden Market.*

Strawberries.—Z>< M. C—The (trainings from dunghills form
as good liquid manure for Strawberry plants in pots as any
other which you can prepare. You must not, however,

• apply it to the plants until they begin to grow freely, t

Training Fruit-trbbs.—H*J< S.—Apple andPear-trees against

walls are best trained horizontally ; for Plums the fan method
is preferable. In balloon-training, an upright stem is allowed to

gvow to the height of b' ft. ; at this height branches are encou-
raged, and must be trained horizontally till they are 3 ft. from
the stem. They arc then curved downwards by pieces of

string attached to their extremities and affixed to a hoop or
small stakes at the base of the tree; the top will thus assume
tbc form of a balloon. It is necessary to train the branches ho-
rizontally in the first instance, in order that they may form a
^vide curve at top when they become a little bent in tying

_down.
||

*ruit-tukes. Clericvs.—The following is a selection of Fruit-

trees which will probably succeed in your garden, situated half
a degree north of Edinburgh : For your South wall, the Ac-
tou Scot, Royal George, Malta, Noblesse, and Harrington
Peaches

, and the Elruge and Violette Hativc Nectarines
; these

would require alittle assistance from fire-heat in ordinary sea-
sons; you might also have the May- Duke Cherry, Greengage
Mum, and Moornark Apricot. For your East aspect, the Jar-

gonelle, Marie Louise, BeurreBosc, 3 Bacon's Incomparable,
Thompson's, 2 Winter Nclis Pears, and the Ribstone Pippin,
°ld Nonpareil, and Herefordshire Pearmain Apples. For your

Ranee Pear. Apples for Espaliers may consist of the Worms-
fey Pippin, Golden Reinettc, Blenheim Pippin, Court of Wick,
Pearson's Plate, Pitraaston Nonpareil, Court-pendu Plat, Hei-
nette du Canada, Boston Russet, and Sturmer Pippin. The
extent of each aspect, divided by the number of trees as above
respectively appropriated, will give the distance at which the
trees should be planted. For Apples on espaliers, 15 ft. between
each tree will be sufficient. The permanent trees should be
tlwarfs. Riders may be planted between ; and if so tall as to
admit of being trained downwards, they will bear the sooner. [1

ornamental Crabs.—M. N.—The Siberian Trab, Cherry Crab,
Supreme Crab, and Biggs' Everlasting Crab, are ornamental,
both when in flower and fruit. Biggs' Everlasting Crab, if

Protected from birds, will retain its fruit all the winter.||as*aragus.—F. Lamb,—Salt acts very beneficially upon the

iem syringed three times with Chamomile water,

a quantity of Chamomilc-flowers, which he infused

growth of Asparagus ; and, to give some idea of the proportion

in which it should be applied, we recommended that it should

be spread over the surface of the beds until they were white, t

' Jfr&mite.—Nitrate of soda may be applied to Asparagus

beds at the rate of 2 cwt. per acre ; salt may be used at

the rate of 2lbs. per square yard. X , ,

Canada Kalb.—A Shropshire Subscriber.—The true kind is

like the common " Scotch Kale " or " German Greens,' but oi

a dwarfer habit j its heads should now he in perfection, afford-

ing abundance of sprouts in spring. It was recommended for

' a small garden, because of its small size, allowing more plants

to be grown, and consequently more sprouts, on an equal

plot of ground. We presume seeds of some spurious kind must

have been procured: the true sort is excellent in quality at

this season.

—

P.
Cabbagb.—An Original Subscriber.—The Early Russian is one

of the best of early Cabbages ; but it is now seldom met with. J

Omo-NS.—An Original Subscriber.—-Trie seeds of the White
Spanish Onion which are sold by the London Seedsmen are

chiefly imported, X

Scalk on" Plants.—An Amateur says that—having seen in

the Chronicle, at p. 805, a communication from Mr. Mallison,

stating that he had destroyed the white scale on his Camellias,

by having th

he procured a quantity •

in the proportion of half-a pound of flowers to three gallons

of boiling-water, with which his plants, which were infested

with the scale, have been syringed every favourable morning
since the appearance of Mr. M.'s paragraph, up to the present

time; he cannot, however, perceive that it has any tendency

whatever to destroy the scale. But he may be in error, as he

applied the mixture cold, while perhaps it should have been

warm ; or possibly Mr. M. forgot to mention some particulars

as to the time and mode of doing it. Would Mr. M. favour

him with an account of his method of applying it ? D. M.—
To judge from the leaf sent, your plants must be terribly

infested with the scale insects- Your best plan will be to cut

off and burn all the shoots which you can spare from the

plants infested ;
then with gum-water to brush over the re-

maining branches. All that escape this process should be after-

wards scrubbed off with a stiff brush. It is stated that

syringing the plants with Chamomile-water has proved

effectual in removing them ; but doubts are entertained as

to its efficacy. X

Books.—A Young Student.—Linriley's Natural System and In-

troduction to Botany will be your next steps. If you read

French, De Candolle's Physiologic Vegetale may also he taken.

For species you must study De Candolle's Prodromus and
Kunth's Enumeratio, Endlicher's Genera Plantarum, and
Mcisner's TabuUe Botanicze. There are scarcely any charts of

Botanical Geography, except one of Palms and another of

Amaranthaccie by Von Martins. None of the Numbers you
mention can be had at present. A. B —The only books,

likely to be met with in a circulating library, which give any

account of the vegetation of Himalaya andNepaul,are Royle's

Illustrations of the Himalayan Mountains, Loudon's Arbore-

tum Britannicum, and Vigne's Travels in Kashmir. %

Exhibitions.— C. if.—The mode, adopted by the Horticultural

Society, of showing seedling Pelargoniums, embraces those

points which it is desirable to ascertain in all new varieties.

Cultivation (which it is always desirable to see) does not form

the subject for examination in this class ; it is the properties of

the flower, and the general habit of theplant, that the judges are

called upon to investigate and decide upon. Therefore a fine

ilower moderately cultivated would be successful against one

of inferior qualities with the highest cultivation. Seedling

Pelargoniums frequently become deteriorated in the second

season; and we have known seedlings of first-rate character,

to which prizes have been awarded, discarded in the second

year as worthless. This renders the system of showing in

trusses unsatisfactory, besides its being open to other objec-

tions. By the present arrangements the habit of the new
variety (an essential point), as well as the qualities of the

flower, will be at once seen: an advantage impossible to be

gained by the former mode of showing. The disadvantage of

living at a great distance from the place of exhibition is not

increased by this new regulation; it is the same whether you
exhibit in trusses or in pots.*

Gardeners.—.4. B. C—There are good and bad gardeners and

bad and good masters. Some gardeners are well paid, others

ill paid; some get much more than they deserve, others much
less than they ought to have. But we cannot settle these

things ; it would do gardeners no good if we were to attempt

it. Let them help themselves by discouraging ill-conduct in

their brethren, and persevering in good conduct themselves.

Thus shall they raise the character of their profession, and

with that character will rise their wages. For our own parts,

we can truly *-ay that many gardeners, or persons who call

themselves so, are not worth labourers' wages, and utterly

ruin the credit of really good and deserving men.f
Herbarium.—Fm&mon.—Very few leaves will keep their green-

ness more than two or three years; they all become brown
eventually. If plants are not succulent, and are dried very

quickly without artificial heat, they are the most likely to

remain fresh- looking. Some one recommends the use of pads

filled with linuriatc of lime for this purpose ; but we have no
experience in that practice.

t

Grbbnhousk.-L. T. F.— In a greenhouse which is only eight

ft. wide we cannot recommend you anything which will be

more convenient, or contain a larger number of plants than a

rising stage. As the height of your house is G£ ft. in front,

there will also be room for a shelf for small plants above the

pathway. If you were to build a pit in the centre of the

house, the number of plants which it would contain would be

very small. X . . ... .

Plant Stages.—Laure&Mna.—It is almost impossible to give

advice in a newspaper as to the manner of laying out gardens,

or, which is the same thing, disposing the plants in a green-

house. In your case, we regret to say that the difficulty is in-

creased by the imperfect information you have given us. No-

thing is said of the roof, nor of the aspect, nor of the height,

nor of the situation of the heating-apparatus. Supposing,

however, that it has a sloping roof facing the south or there-

abouts you seem to have no means of placing plant-stands

except 'in the form of a stage resting with its back against the

back wall, and turning again at the brick wall. In addition to

which you may have a shelf or two in front, and a walk to

separate these from the main stage. All such matters are,

however, only to be settled well by actual inspection^

Exchanges.— C. P.—We are very sorry to be obliged to say that

we cannot undertake to effect exchanges. All such transactions

can only be arranged by means of advertisement. We may,
however, congratulate you on the success you must have with

your Cape bulbs. Few persons, if any, can rival you in this

respect.

t

Slatk Boxks.— W. B.—Nothing can answer better than slate

boxes for growing Orange-trees in. X

j>xiut.—A Constant -Reader.—Wash the pipes with ble aching-

powder and water

unpaidletters are refused. B.T.W.—You mustinquire among
your Botanical friends for the Grasses you want ; they are not to
be bought that we know of. A Well-Wisher.—Your question
is not Horticultural. The word has no meaning, butwas used,
we believe, as a piece of nonsense in the burlesque of Tom
Thumb. J. R., Woolwich.—We do not recognise the leaf
sent.i Robin.—There is no such plant as Pomerania splen-
didissima.f Vitis.—We cannot make a point of inserting
articles in the Chronicle as soon as they are received. Many
communications must necessarily stand over for want of room.
Yours has been in type for several weeks, and will probably
appear either to-day or in our next Number4 J.JHIfc—We
have no recollection of the question to which you allude.i

J. L. Wood.—We cannot inform you what your packages
would cost. The only means of obtaining packages of plants
from Belgium and Paris is by the Diligence, or ordinary con-
veyance. We shall be obliged.! H. G.—You must watch
amongst our advertisements, where the first volume of the

Chronicle is occasionally advertised. There is no chance of its

being reprinted. J An Amateur.—Your plant is Clematis
balearica, and is also known as C. calycina.t A. S.—We
cannot answer such questions; they should be addressed to

the nurserymen .+ A Subscriber may obtain the Index of

1811 by enclosing Post-office labels to the amount.* Guliel-

mus will see by the list at the head of " Notices to Correspond-

cuts" the Numbers we have. For any Numbers not in that

list we are willing to give 6d. each.—4 Nursery foreman.

—The last Number for July is out of print. S. H.-W e really

cannot help you. Our letters, when addressed like yours do

not miscarry. J. il/.-We cannot read your writing and do

not know what you mean. What are » Sinetmes of National

Scots Fir Tree shones?" Gulielmus.-On your Pear-tree

covering a north gable you may graft the Jargonelle, Hacon s

Incomparable, Flemish Beauty, Marie Louise, Ihompson s

and Knight's Monarch Pears. I
-Amateur.- ^obuei

is the Reinette Blanche d'Espagne, which had been taken our,

probably by French emigrants, to America, whence Mr. coDDeit

obtained it. The Mother Apple, (of some,) is the Burr- Knot.

The Kentish Fill-basket is a large Apple for kitchen use; ana

the Hawthornden has the character of being an early and very

abundant bearer. II Cartmel.-The Apple, which you state

has been cultivated in your neighbourhood for nearly a century,

is the Court-pendu Plat. || A. C—Your Apple is undoubtedly

Coe's Golden Drop. You will observe that the fruit of this variety

is, in general, peculiarly marked with rust- coloured specks. 1|

II. B.—Your Pears are the Gilogil.t A. E. S.—The Pea you

describe as having been received originally in your part of the

country from the Horticultural Society, and answering well

both early and late in the season, is doubtless Knight's Tall

Marrow. The disease you mention is caused by a fungus, and

is not peculiar to the Auvergne Pea. Its attack is induced by

such conditions as are unfavourable to the growth of the

plant || C. C. B. P.—You will find a list of Potatoes at

p. 8-11, Vol. ii. A typographical error occurs from a transposi-

tion of the figures referring to the above, at p. 857. II

Errata.—In Mr. W. R. Whale's Advertisement of Seedling

Dahlias, inserted Jan. 14th,—for 2nd prize at Devon and

Exeter, read 1st; and for 3rd at Marlborough, read 2nd.

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

the operation. Can any one give him '»form?S\°H^inGUirv
subject? We know of no Narthecium to which tins inquiry

ourcan have relation.t .

f ,-

Miscellaneous.—Medicus.—Did you pay the P^tage oi )

letter ? If not, that will account for our not receiving
the fii st, a,

• NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Thb discussions in the French Chambers during the

past week afford a good insight into the state of parties

and the opinions of their leaders. Although the debates

were merely introductory to the appointment of the Com-

mission on the Address, although no definite question

**f before the House, men of the most opposite shades

of opinion seemed eager to seize the opportunity for de-

nouncing the Right of Search. The extreme party con-

tended for the immediate abrogation of the Slave Trade

Treaties of 1831 and 1833 ; while others, feeling that

such a course would lead to an immediate rupture with

England, proposed a negotiation for their gradual aboli-

tion. It was contended, on one hand, that the last Cham-

bers having compelled the Government to refuse the rati-

fication of the treaty of 1841, it was impossible for the

present Chambers to sanction any other treaties which

were almost identical with it in principle ;
while M. Guizot

declared that the treaties, though merely temporary, and

contingent on the suppression of the Slave Trade, were

nevertheless in force, and ought, therefore, to be legally

executed. The result of this excitement will probably be

the introduction of a passage into the Address, re-

commending increased vigilance in the execution ot

the treaties. Their abrogation by a legislative vote

would not only be subversive of all the principles ot

diplomacy, but, by the admission of all parties, would

amount to a declaration of war with England. It n. not

supposed that the Opposition party is strong enough in

the Chambers to effect this object ;
but the course they

have taken thus early in the session may be received as a

significant indication of French feelings on this important

i
- -n c u««p nrrounts of the enthusiastic

subject.—From Spain we have account*

interview between the Regent and the National Guard of

Madrid, and of the rumoured negot.at.ons between the

King of the French and the Austnan Cabmet or effect-

ing a marriage between Queen Is.be la and the eldest son

of Don Carlos. Letters from Barcelona state that,

although the time for the forced contribution has been

again extended, a very sua I proportion has ye been col-

lected and that many of the inhabitants are leaving the

city to escape the operation of the decree.—From Por-

tugal there is nothing new
;
the Chambers have been oc-

cupied with routine business, and with a consideration of

the measures adopted by Ministers during the recess,

with a view to a bill of indemnity. — In Prussia,

public attention is entirely occupied by the recent

proceedings of the Government against the freedom

of the press. One of the leading journals of Lei p.

zic had lately published a letter addressed to the

King of Prussia by the poet Herwegh, whose recent inter-

view with his Majesty will be in the recollection of our

readers. The language in which this letter was couched

is admitted on all hands to have been indecorous and dis-
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respectful ; but the offence was considered so serious by

the Government, that they have prohibited the circula-

tion of the Paper in every part of the Prussian States, and

have thus virtually crushed it. The affair has caused

great excitement throughout Germany ; more particularly

as so harsh a measure was not expected from a Govern-
ment which had apparently identified itself with the pro-

gress of free institutions.—The affairs of the Levant are

again unsettled. The amicable relations between Turkey

and Greece have sustained another check, and the inter-

ference of Russia is likely to produce additional complica-

tions in the Servian question. The election of the new

Hospodar of Wallachia has terminated in the triumph of

the Russian candidate, and thus one of the most

important provinces of the Danube will continue subject

to her control.

At home, we have received from all parts of the country

distressing accounts of the recent storms. The great ex-

tent over which they prevailed had in some measure pre-

pared the public for this intelligence, but the disasters on

the coast, which every day of the past week has made

public, have perhaps been unparalleled in their amount.

Our Paper contains the particulars of many of these

calamities, and there is, unhappily, no doubt that a great

number have occurred of which we have received no

tidings. The shipping-interest has not for many years

sustained so severe an injury, and the unusual loss of life

has added to the general depression which these disasters

have produced in all classes of society.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, and the Princess

Royal returned to Windsor Castle from Claremont on

Monday last, and are quite well. The health of the Prince

of "Wales has considerably improved within the last few

days. Prince Albert, attended by the Duke of Buc-

cleuch and the gentlemen of his suite, came to town yes-

terday, and transacted business at the office of the Duchy
of Cornwall.—The Earl of Morton has succeeded Lord
Rivers as the Lord in Waiting; and Colonel Drummond,
of the Scots Fusileer Guards, has succeeded Mr. R. Ormsby
Gore as the Groom in Waiting on her Majesty. The
Duchess of Norfolk, who has been in attendance on her

Majesty as Lady in Waiting, left the Castle on Thursday
for Town, in consequence of the continued indisposition

of the Duke of Norfolk, who had for several days been

expected at the Castle. The Viscountess Canning has

arrived at Windsor to take the duties of the Duchess of

Norfolk as Lady in Waiting on her Majesty.

Parliamentary Movements.—Lord Clive was on Mon-
day elected without opposition member for North Shrop-

shire, in the room of the present Lord Hill, elevatW to

the Peerage by the death of the late Commander-in-Chief.

The sudden death of Col. Clements creates a vacancy for

the County of Cavan ; the Hon. Somerset Maxwell has

issued an address to the electors, soliciting their votes in

favour of the Hon. Capt. James Maxwell, of the 59th

Regiment, and third brother of Lord Farnham, who is at

present at Jersey with the depot of his regiment.—An
official summons has been issued by Lord John Russell, as

leader of the Opposition, informing the Members of Oppo-
sition that questions of importance affecting the state of

the country will be brought forward at the commencement
of the session.—Sir R. Peel gave his first Cabinet dinner

on Tuesday, and has issued cards for the usual full-dress

Parliamentary dinner on the 1st Feb., the day previous to

the meeting of Parliament.

France—The news from Paris is almost exclusively
devoted to the discussion of the Right of Search, and to

speculations both on the address and on the divisions to

which it will give rise hereafter. The debates introductory
to the Commission on the address, the members of which
were nominated favourably to Ministers, are peculiarly

interesting to English readers, since it is generally con-
sidered that the abrogation of the Slave-trade treaiies of

1831 and 1833 would be a declaration of war between
France and England. The arguments employed against

the maintenance of the treaties of 1831 and 1833 are

various. The extreme party would abolish them, from

pure hostility to England. Others, like the members for

the great seaports, oppose them, because they are the

pretexts by which England secures her domination of the

seas ; and the mildest foes of the treaties would abrogate

them, because they threaten to produce collisions. The
chief speakers against the treaties in the debate on the

Commission were M. Barrot and M. Dupin. M. Barrot
denied that the refusal to sign the treaty of 1841 was
enough. The amendment voted by the last Chamber
complained of the principle of the treaties of 1831 and
1833, and the present Chamber could not sanction those
tnaties. He did not want to abrogate those treaties at

once, or break with England: he merely wished for
negotiation. M. Dupin held the same language, and
advised the Government to imitate the United States.

M. Lanyer, a follower of Count Mole, went farther, and
argued that England had broken the treaty of 1831. The
9th article of that treaty obliged her to make efforts to
induce all countries to join in the right of search. Instead
of acting up to this article, Lord Ashburton abandoned it,

and waived all such pretensions in his treaty with America.
France was, therefore, doubly entitled to imitate not
merely the United States, but England herself, which
abandoned the principle of the treaty whenever she found it

impracticable. M. Lacave Laplagne, Finance Minister,

declared he had been against the treaty of 1841, and

would gladly see that of 1831 repealed. But it could not

be done unconstitutionally or unfairly. France herself

had pressed the negotiation of the treaties. They had been

ten years in course of execution before she complained,

although the acts complained of had long taken place.

There were seven instances of abuse complained of, and

the way in which the English Government listened to and
received those complaints, left no cause for saying that

the spirit of the treaties would not be respected. M,
Duchatel pleaded that the Government had done much
in refusing to ratify the treaty of 1841, without bringing

about any interruption of harmony between the powers.

Their exertions had been confined to this. They had entered

upon no negotiation with regard to the treaties of 1831 and

1833. M. Guizot said that the treaties existed. They were

not perpetual in their nature, as they related to what was

temporary, viz., the Slave trade. When this has been

suppressed, the treaties will cease of themselves. At pre-

sent 'they exist, and ought to be legally executed. He
admitted that certain regulations, tending to prevent abuse,

had been neglected. One of these was the annual con-

vention, fixing the number of cruisers. This regulation

would again be put in force. It was the subject of pending

negotiation, which would prevent any abuse of the right

of search.—This debate will show what is the prominent

topic of French politics at this moment. There is no

doubt that the Commission will introduce a paragraph,

either suggesting an increased vigilance in the execution of

the treaties, or expressive of the wish of the Chamber that

the abrogation of the right of search principle may be

accomplished by the means of negotiations. All the leading

parties, however, disavow the notion of wishing a rupture

with England by a demand for annulling the treaties of

1831 and 1833 ; but the feeling is strong and universal for

some arrangement similar to that concluded with the United

States. Count Mole has declared that he is intimately

convinced of the value and importance of the alliance

between England and France ; and that, although opposed

in principle to the right of search, as he was when for-

merly Minister of Marine, still that he would religiously

observe and execute all existing treaties. M. Thiers,

also, although cautious in his language, manifests the

desire that no attempt may be made to come into contact

with European diplomacy by the attempt to break up

solemn treaties by the expression of a legislative vote.

—It appears that the Sugar Duties Bill will be the field of

a serious attack upon the Government. The Chamber of

Commerce of Paris has declared against the ministerial

project, and adopted a report against the subject. It

deprecates, as does the Journal des Debals, the sup-

pression of the beet-root article, and insists on the

equalization of duties at 40 francs on both sugars. M,
Thiers will be the opponent of Ministers on this ques-

tion, which, when the Right of Search is got rid of,

will be the prominent topic of the ensuing session.

—

The Minister of Finance has laid before the Chamber of

Deputies a comparative statement, showing the difference

existing between the estimates of 1843 and the last

budget voted under the restoration. According to that

document, the increase in the receipts rose during the

last 12 years to 361 ,576,999f., and the diminution to

60,190,774f., leaving an augmentation of 301,38G,225f.

The augmentation in the expenditure, during the same

period, has been 49S\638 3
012f., and the diminution

1 16,216, 514f., which leaves a net increase of upwards of

380,421,498f. The administration of Customs has also

presented to the Chambers the general returns of the

coasting trade during the year 1841. This trade occupied

79,483 vessels, navigated by 315,809 men, and measuring

2,424,246 tons. The returns of the Excise taxes for

1842 amounted to 751,257, OOOf. (30,000,000/.) As com-

pared with those of 1840, they exhibit a.n increase of

G8,G22
f
000f. (2,720,000/.), and exceed those of 1841 by

35,584,000f. (1,440,000/.)—The Miscellaneous news may
almost he disposed of in a single paragraph. It is ru-

moured that M. Lacave Laplagne, Minister of Finance,

intends to retire because he is hostile to the treaties of

1831 and 1833, and that the Minister of Marine has been

authorized to establish armed factories on the coast of the

Gambia. The Toulon papers state that the crew of

H.M.'s .'frigate Belvidera, Hon. Capt. Grey, were beaten

in a rowing match in that harbour a few days since by the

crew of the French line-of-battle ship Friedland. The
statue voted by the Council- General of the Tarn to the

memory of La Perouse has been cast at the foundry of

M. St. Denis, with complete success. It is to be erected

at Alby, the birthplace of the celebrated navigator. The
struggle between Calais and Boulogne, as to which of the

two towns should form the point of communication of the

coast with the north line of rail-road, is said to have been
decided by the Ponts et Chausses in favour of Boulogne.
Spain.—We have accounts from Madrid to the 9th

inst. They state that the deputies of different political

opinions had held frequent meetings in that capital for

the purpose, no doubt, of preparing for the electoral

contests which were to commence on the 10th March.
The solemnity of Twelfih-day had attracted a large con-

course of the nobility, ambassadors, and visitors to the

Palace of Buena Vista, where the Regent received them
on that day. Since the time of Ferdinand VII. no re-

ception at Court had been attended with so much eclat.

The Regent replied to the address presented to him on the

occasion by General Ferras, in the name of the National

Guard, that his only desire was to promote the well-being

of the nation, and that he had no other interest than that

of defending liberty, the constitution of 1837, the throne

of the Queen, and the independence of his country. After

praising the patriotism displayed by the militia of Madrid

in October, 1841, the Regent added :
—" I am the chief

of the State, the Regent of the kingdom, during the

minority of our august Queen. In the course of twenty-

two months her Majesty will have attained her majority,

and my heart tells me that I shall then be able to say,

'Madam, on me devolves the glorious mission of com-
mitting to your hands the destinies of a great and inde-

pendent nation ; so great, Madam, that not only is it

respected, but dreaded, by foreign nations.' My heart,

I am sure, will not deceive me. This object once achieved,

I will retire into private life, amidst my fellow-country-

men : I have no other ambition. But if, when seated by
my family fireside, I see the throne shaken, and the con-

stitution we have sworn to maintain exposed to danger,

I will again fly to their defence, offer my breast once more
to our enemies, and sacrifice my life, if necessary, in order
to save liberty, the throne of Isabel II., and the constitu-

tion." The Regent was interrupted here by the enthu-
siastic applause of the National Guards. He then re-

sumed :
—" Nationals ! Such are the sentiments of a true

Spaniard. Should the enemies of our glory and our
liberty attempt to tarnish the honour of that soldier, of
the Spaniard who now addresses you, I authorize you to

tell them that they are villanos and traitors, and that you
have read the heart of a man who knows no deceit. Time
passes over rapidly: time will show the sincerity of that

citizen-soldier, of that old Spaniard, who desires nothing
beyond the glory of his country." This speech was re-

ceived with the most deafening vivas, and the chief of

battalion of the artillery of the National Guard,
M. Villabriga, having stepped forward, protested, in

the name of his comrades, that if there existed men
so insane as to meditate projects against his life,

.

he might depend on all the National Guards of
Madrid sacrificing their lives in defence of his person*

Since this took place, the officers of the National Guard
have presented an address to Government, praying for the

adoption of measures against the calumnies of the daily

press against the Regent. The National Guard of Madrid
are its citizens ; its officers are elected by those citizens,

and hence this document is virtually a protest of all the

citizens of the capital against the journals -of the same
city. In State affairs there is nothing new, except the

daily increasing conviction that the French Court is

busily engaged in secret negotiations respecting Spain,
It is believed that Louis Philippe and Queen Christina
are at this moment negotiating, at Vienna, the marriage
of Queen Isabella with the eldest son of Don Carlos, and
that Prince Metternich is disposed to give his sanction to
the scheme.—Letters from Barcelona of the 8th inst.

state, that the greatest effervescence prevailed in that city

in consequence of the bando issued by the municipality at

the desire of the new Captain-General. Not more than
27 citizens had, in compliance with the General's injunc-
tion, presented themselves to pay their quota of the
extraordinary contribution, of which only about 8,000/.
had as yet been collected, leaving no less than 112,000/.
to be paid up. Many of the inhabiiants were determined
to leave the city rather than obey the orders of the autho-
rities

; and others had resolved on opposing passive
resistance, and allowing their property to be seized, sooner
than submit to the exaction. The rebuilding of the
citadel was proceeding very rapidly, and so desirous were
the military authorities to accelerate its completion, that
the works were not even interrupted on Sundays and
other holydays, which is very unusual inSpaiu, where the
Sabbath is strictly observed.

Portugal.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 9th
January, and letters and journals from Madeira by the
same packet to the 23d December. The Chambers at
Lisbon had been occupied with routine business and the
verification of the late elections. The Ministers were
submitting to the Chambers a statement of the various
measures adopted by them during the recess, preparatory
to the proposition of a bill of indemnity, and the Queen's
speech had not yet been taken into consideration. The
French and English line-of-battle ships still remained
watching each other. Commodore Sir Charles Napier
returned to England by this packet.—The brigof-war
Don Pedro had arrived from Madeira at Lisbon with the
report of the commission on the subject of tariff reduc-
tions, which the Government was expected to adopt.
\\ ere it not for the unusually large number of 400 English
invalids and strangers now wintering at Funchal, and
spending large sums of money, the shops, and even the
Custom-house, would be closed, and the island literally
ruined. The weather had fortunately continued fine.
Germany.—From Berlin we learn that the King of

Hanover arrived there on the 10th, from Dessau. On the
previous day the Crown Prince set out for Altenburg to
spend a short time with his bride; and it is expected that
the King will join him there before his return to
Hanover. The Prussian Government lately issued an
ordinance against the Leipsic Allgemeine Zeitung, not
only prohibiting its circulation in Prussia, but at the
same time prohibiting the forwarding of the Paper
through any Prussian post-office. The number of sub-
scribers in Prussia is estimated at 2,400, in addition to
which all the subscribers in Mecklenburg, Hamburgh,
Hanover, Frankfort, &cM who were accustomed to receive
the paper through the Prussian Post-office, will hence-
forth be prevented from receiving it. Under these cir-
cumstances the decree will have the effect of completely
extinguishing the paper. The reason which drew down
upon it so severe a measure of anger, was the publication of
a letter from the poet Herwegh to the King of Prussia, a let-
ter which is spoken of on all sides as having been couched
m highly indecorous language, but which Herr Herwegh
himself declares was published without his consent, and
contrary to his wish. It seems that he is a young man, a

11
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native of Zurich in Switzerland, and consequently by birth

a citizen of a republic. He has acquired a good deal of

celebrity in Germany as the author of political lyrics.

He had been connected with the Leipsic Gazette, al-

though he resided at Berlin, and he was about to undertake

the management of an Opposition paper at Konigsberg.

A report was current that this new paper would be the

organ of extreme opinions. The Prussian Government,

therefore, prohibited its appearance, and thus called forth

the letter which has produced all this excitement- Our
readers are already acquainted with the interview between

the poet and the King of Prussia a few weeks since, which

tins affair is likely to make famous throughout Germany.
A letter from Leipsic says

—

u Our town presents a

striking proof of the advance in public prosperity caused

by the introduction of railroads. Since the completion

of those between our town and Dresden, Berlin, and

Altenburg, the population, which was before only 43,000,

has increased to 55,000, or a quarter more. The business

of the fairs here, which five years ago amounted to 40

millions of thalers (144 millions of francs a-year), at pre-

sent has reached the sum of 70 millions of thalers (252

millions of francs) per annum.w

Turkey.— Accounts received by way of Vienna from

Constantinople, dated the 21st ult., announce a fresh rup-

ture between the Ottoman and Greek Governments
;
and

it was feared that the Turkish Minister at Athens would

demand his passports. The election for Hospodar of

Wallachia took place at Buchorest on the 1st inst.

The national Wallachian party brought forward Styr Bey
as their candidate, but the Russian party triumphed ; their

candidate, M. Bibesco, having succeeded in obtaining the

absolute majority, and was declared duly elected Hospodar
of Wallachia. A rumour was current at Constantinople

that Col. Stoddart, formerly attached to the mission in

Persia, and Capt. Conolly, who wrote an interesting ac-

count of his travels in Central Asia, and who was at Con-

stantinople in 1837 or 1838, have been beheaded in Bok-

hara. It is said that they were seized by the authorities of

Bokhara as spies, and could have got away through the

favour of the Russian political agent, but refused his as-

sistance ; and after a number of trials and sufferings, they

^ere at last taken from prison to the market-place, where

Colonel Stoddart was first beheaded. That when this was

done, Capt. Conolly could still have saved himself had he

consented to embrace Islamism ; but firmly rejected the

offer, and also immediately fell under the headsman's

knife. Such is the account as given in letters from Con-

stantinople, but it is hoped that it may prove unfounded.

^-Advices from Tunis, of the 20th ult., announce that the

Bey had, of his own free will, proclaimed the freedom of

the children of slaves hereafter born in the Regency.

Cape of Good Hope.—We have advices this week

from the Cape of Good Hope of the 26th Nov. brought

by the unfortunate East Indiaman Conqueror. The papers

dwell at some length upon a declaration of war, or at

least a denunciation of the British government, and a

denunciation of allegiance, by an assembly of Boers in the

vicinity of the Orange River, close upon our border, in the.

presence of Mr. Justice Menzies, chief puisne judge of

the colony, and other authorities. They also made over-

tures to the Griqua chief of Philippolis to unite with them

in the revolt. The Judge had taken formal possession of

the district on account of the English government ; but

this act had been repudiated by the Governor as unne-

cessary, the whole territory belonging already to the

Crown. The affair, however, is treated in a very serious

light by the Cape press, which laments that the govern-

ment had for some time past been "letting down its

authority;" and says that the natural result of this

behaviour " has been open rebellion, bloodshed, devasta-

tion, and plunder, and is now a more extensive rebellion

* than has ever been known in South Africa under either

the Dutch or British government. The South African

•Advertiser declares that mischief has been done that will

Squire thousands of soldiers to repress, and at an expense

°f not less than a million of money. The country about

Graham's Town, and to a long distance in the interior, is

^presented as having been in a deplorable state from a

Protracted drought. Many farmers had been obliged to

quit their farms by the entire failure of water. Both the

Fish and Sunday Rivers had ceased to flow ; many springsW dried up, the pasturage had disappeared, and even the

Wdy karoo bushes presented nothing but thin, dry, and

blackened branches. The rains, however, had at last

commenced ; and it was hoped that many of the crops,

*hich were rapidly failing for want of moisture, would
oe partially secured.

Brazils—By the Express packet, which left Rio on

J*e 27th Nov., we have intelligence that the Right Hon.
**• Ellis, the Special Envoy from her Majesty, had been

^ost favourably received by the Emperor and his court,
a^d though there was a good deal of opposition to the
ta*"iff proposed by England, yet the predominant feeling
w*s in its favour, and it is fully anticipated that the Envoy
**U be able to come to such an issue as will improve the
lr»tercourse between England and the Brazils. Mr. Ellis
arrWed in H.M.S. Salamander on the 11th inst, and deli-

J?
rad a long address to the Emperor in French

;
to which

hls Imperial Majesty replied as follows—" You may assure

y°ur august Sovereign, that this additional proof of her
triendshipis very gratifying, and highly esteemed by me,"
UniTED States and Canada. — The mail-steamer

** ritannia arrived at Liverpool on Sunday night. She

^countered dreadful weather during the passage, and
elt the full effects of the hurricane on Friday. She has,

^withstanding, made the voyage in less than 14 days from
p0ft to port, and brings papers from New York to 31st

2J*-» fromJBoston to 1st, and from Halifax to 3d inst.

—

*** proceedings in Congress were of the ordinary kind.

The subjects before it were purely domestic, though allu-

sion had been made to the Oregon territory, on a motion

being made for papers concerning it. The Government

seemed to be blamed for having passed the subject over in

the negotiations between them and Lord Ashburton.

The news of the recent successes in China, and the re-

trieval of the British arms in India from the disastrous

campaign in Afghanistan, had excited lively feelings of

astonishment, mixed up with a portion of jealousy, on the

part of the American commercial classes. The inquiry

into the circumstances of the mutiny on board the

Somers, the details of which are already before our readers,

was sitting at Brooklyn, opposite New York, on board

the North Carolina, and was exciting the very greatest in-

terest. The court consisted of three of the oldest com-

manders in the service, jmd of the Hon. Ogden HofTman,

the Judge Advocate. The three days' proceedings before

the court are reported at considerable length in the New
York papers. The inquiry had not terminated on the

31 st; but, as far as it had progressed, the belief was general

that the commander and officers had performed a perfectly

justifiable act in condemning and hanging the chief par-

ties implicated in the conspiracy—Letters from Canada

give a more favourable account of the Governor-General's

health, indeed much more so than was anticipated.

There is not the slightest doubt that he will return to this

country as soon as possible, and his medical attendants

are of opinion that by the change of climate his health

will be thoroughl y re-established.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.— Consols for the Account

closed at 94|, and the same for money ; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 95£ to £ ; Three-and-half per Cents. Reduced,

101£ to 2 ; New^Three-and-half per Cents., 100£ to 1 ;

Bank Stock, 172$; India Stock, 261 *
; Exchequer Bills,

635. to 65s. prem. ^^^^

Jftetropolts anH its S7*tctmtp.

Attempt to Assassinate Sir R. Peel's Secretary.—We
are concerned to announce that an attempt was made
yesterday afternoon, in open day, and in, a crowded

thoroughfare, to assassinate Mr. Edward Drummond, the

private secretary of Sir Robert Peel. Very few particulars

have as yet transpired, the assassin having refused to give

his name, or explain his motive. It has, however, been

ascertained that he is called Daniel M'Naughten— a native,

it is supposed, of Glasgow. The crime was perpetrated in

front of the Salopian Coffee-house, close to Charing-cross.

It appears that Mr. Drummond had left Sir R. Peel at

the Council-office, and had been at his brother's bank at

Charing-cross. He was returning to Downing-street,

in company with a friend, when M'Naughten came behind

him and discharged two pistols almost simultaneously

into his back. One missed fire, but the bullet from the

other entered in a slanting direction, and passed into the

right thigh. The assassin was immediately seized by the

bystanders, and the wounded gentleman was supported

into Messrs. Drummond's Bank. On the arrival of a

surgeon, Mr. Drummond was removed to his own house,

in Grosvenor-street. The ball has since been ex-

tracted by Mr. Bransby Cooper and Mr. Guthrie,

and although a portion of the linen which was

forced into the wound still remains there, the sur-

geons have declared that no vital part is injured,

and that they have every reason to believe that Mr.
Drummond is doing well. It has been discovered that

M'Naughten had been seen lurking about the residence

of the Prime Minister for several days past, and there is,

therefore, reason to suppose that Sir Robert Peel was

the destined object of this attack. It seems impossi-

ble to imagine any personal motive for the commission

of a crime hitherto so un-English in its character.

In private life no man could have been more generally

esteemed than Mr. Drummond, and his kindness and

courtesy had so completely gained him the respect of all

who were brought into communication with him in his

official capacity, that all suspicion of the assassin having

been actuated by private vengeance is at once removed. The

man's dress and appearance resembled that of a gentle-

man's valet. He was immediately apprehended, and re-

mains of course in the custody of the police.

The late Hurricane.,—The daily papers have given

long accounts of the damage done in the neighbourhood

of town by the hurricane of Friday night. The streets

of the Metropolis and the suburbs were strewed on

Saturday morning with fragments of broken chimney-

pots, tiles, slates, &c. ;
while, out of town, trees,

palings, &c, have been blown down in all directions.

In St. James's and Hyde Parks the promenades were

covered with branches of trees. In Kensington-gardens,

an ancient elm, on the border of the Black Pond, which

had for scores of years been the pride of the spot, was torn

up by the roots. On the Bayswater side of the gardens a

lofty lime shared the same fate, and an oak in the long

avenue was blown down, while all parts of the ground

were covered with branches of trees. On the Palace-green,

at Kensington, opposite the apartments of the Duke of

Sussex, a large tree was also torn up by the roots. At
Brompton-row, in the Fulham-road, two ash-trees, which

have for years formed part of a row skirting the edge of

the footpath, were torn up by the roots; fortunately,

though numerous persons and vehicles were passing along

at the moment, no accident occurred. At Hackney,

Islington, and Kingsland, many trees were blown down,

and several walls and fences were destroyed. At Notting-

hill, Shepherd's Bush, and other elevated and open parts,

nearly every house suffered more or less. In Holland Park

much damage was done to the trees ; and in the Addison-

road a green-house, on the premises of Mr, Jackson, was

blown down. Up the river, about Chelsea, Fulhara,

Putney, Wandsworth, Hammersmith, Richmond, &c,
several barges, some heavily laden, with boats of every

description, were drifted from their moorings, and although

the greater part of them ran on shore, several were sunk.

Along the shore on each side, the walls and palings and
some fine trees, were blown down, and considerable damage
was done to many of the market-gardens by the influx of

the tide. In Chiswick Park, the seat of the Duke of

Devonshire; Ealing Park, the seat of Lady Carr fZion
Park, Duke of Northumberland's; Osterly Park, Earl

Jersey's; Hanworth Park, Mr. Perkins; and Stanwell

Park, Sir J. Gibbons; several fine trees were uprooted,

and limbs and branches torn off; while the roofs of sheds,

outhouses, and stacks were blown off in other quarters.

In the course of Saturday alone, intelligence was received

at Lloyd's of the loss of 22 vessels, and 56 other losses

were reported on Monday, exclusive of partial injuries.

It would fill a large portion of our Paper if we gave even

a catalogue of these disasters, and of the others which

have since occurred. The loss of the Conqueror East-

Indiaman is detailed below, and the most important of

the other wrecks on the English coast are noticed undtr

our Provincial News. The hurricane was succeeded by

heavy falls of snow at intervals during Saturday, which

was followed by a slight frost on Sunday morning. The

weather in the early part of the week was extremely

changeable, and has continued to present alternations of

rain and frost.

Loss of the " Conqueror" East Indiaman.—In our

brief notice in our last of the destructive hurricane which

visited the Metropolis on Friday night, we expressed our

fears that accounts of serious disasters would be received

from various parts of the country. The great extent over

which the storm prevailed has in some degree prepared

the public for the intelligence of wrecks from all quarters ;

and we regret to say that the most gloomy apprehensions

have been more than realised. A list of disasters, perhaps

unparalleled in their extent, has been already received ;

and there is reason to fear that the catalogue will even yet

be greatly augmented by subsequent arrivals. Only six

weeks have elapsed since the attention of the country

was painfully excited by the loss of the Reliance off Bou-

logne, when nearly all the passengers and crew were lost.

Another East Indiaman has now to be added to the me-

lancholy list of wrecks on that coast. The Conqueror, a

fine vessel of 800 tons, belonging to Messrs. Wigram and

Green, bound from Calcutta to London, and commanded

by Capt. Duggan, after beating about in the Channel

during the heavy gale on Friday night, was driven on

shore off Lornel, a small town on the French coast, only

six miles distant from Merlimont (where the Reliance

struck), at about half-past 10 o'clock, and almost

immediately went to pieces, every soul on board being

lost, with the exception of a boy, named Henry Abchurch,

one of tWe cuddy servants. The crew consisted of about

50 seamen and officers, and the vessel had no less than 17

cabin passengers, viz., Mrs. Thompson, and four children-

one girl and three boys; Mrs. Major Johnstone, with

one girl and three boys ; Capt. Milner, 39th B.N. I.;

Lieut, and Mr. Marshall; Miss Turton, daughter of a

judge at Calcutta; Master Blake ; Master Reeves ; and

Mr. Stephens, in command of a detachment of the 91st

from St. Helena. About the same period a Swedish ves-

sel was wrecked near the spot, and all hands perished ; as

also an English fruit-vessel, with the whole of her crew.

Three other vessels were also wrecked: among them was

a large three-masted Russian, off Etaples, in which every

soul perished. From the details given by the poor boy,

mentioned above as the only survivor of the Conqueror, it

appears that she struck at half-past 10 on Thursday night,

off Lornel, near the entrance of the Canche, where the

sandbanks extend a considerable distance from the shore.

During the whole night blue-lights, rockets, and signals

of distress were fired without intermission. The wreck

was observed by the inhabitants on the coast, but such

was the boisterous state of the weather at the time, that

it is stated to have been impossible to render any assist-

ance. The vessel held together nearly twelve hours,

and went to pieces about nine on Friday morning. e

sea was at this time running very high, and altnougn

many persons were on the shore, no attempt seems to ua\ e

been made to save the crew, and out of *e
?f
n?*V?™l

believed to have been on board, the boy Abc
^f?J

*"

the only one who reached the shore for a ^DSU
^^^^

period. He had been lashed to a spar, and waj ™*™«
exhausted state. Restoratives were immed.ately applied
au.ub icu ^. - T.nn,, iousness. Before ten o'clock
and he slowly regained consciousness.

Mr, Thompson was washed on the beach with one o{ her

children. The unfortunate lady, who was n da ^expec-

tation of being confined, was not quite dead, but survived

only a few moments. The wind continued to blow

strongly from the N.W. during ti.e whole da,, and several

bodief came on shore including M rs Jenkins, five

children two sailors, and two soldiers. Information was

immediately forwarded to Boulogne, and Mr. Hamilton,

the consul, arrived at Lornel on *nday afternoon, and

claimed 13 boxes of despatches which had come on shore.

Portions of the wreck and cargo were washed on shore

during the day, and taken possession of on behalf of the

underwriters. Mr. Hamilton directed a number of coffins

to be prepared for the bodies, and made arrangements for

the proper performance of the funeral service. Although
the weather has very much moderated since Saturday,

strong gales have prevailed, in consequence of which
many bodies drifted ashore during Sunday and Monday,
and it is generally believed that nearly the whole of the

crew have been recovered. There is a remarkable simi-

larity in the circumstances attending the loss of the Con-
queror to that of the Reliance on the same shore, which
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we had so recently occasion to record. A letter, addressed

by one of the seamen to his father and mother, on
Thursday week, when the ship was off Torbay, shows that

the Conqueror was all well at that time, and running up
the Channel with a fair wind. The coincidence between
this case and that of Captain Green, of the Reliance, who
addressed his brother under similar circumstances from
the Lizard, cannot fail to be remarked. The ship which
brought the letter from the Conqueror was the American
liner Westminster, which was in company with her during
the greater part of the Thursday, both vessels continually

tacking on each other's course. The latter ship arrived

in the Downs on Sunday last. The Conqueror left Bengal

on the 18th September, 1842. No advices had been

received by her owner from the Cape, but it is conjec-

tured that she had made a very favourable passage from

the early period of her arrival in the Channel.

Wreck of the "Jessie Logan' 1 East Jndiaman.—On
Tuesday, information was received in the City that another

East Indiaman had been added to the melancholy cata-

logue of losses occasioned by the late gales. The vessel

was the Jessie Logau, the property of Mr. Logan, a mer-

chant at Liverpool, from which port she traded with Cal-

cutta. She was 850 tons burden, and commanded by

Capt. Major. On Monday last, this vessel, being on her

homeward voyage, and apparently making for Boscastle

or Bude Brys, on the Cornish coast, became unmanage-

able, and was driven aground off Boscastle, about 17 miles

from Launceston. Blue lights and other signals of dis-

tress were made ; but such was the fury of the gale and
the violence of the surf, that none would venture to her
assistance. At length she drifted on the rocks, and soon
became a total wreck. She had evidently been abandoned
by the crew and passengers ; but, from the long-boat hav-
ing been washed on shore, there is no doubt that they

have all perished, as, up to the present time, no informa-

tion has been obtained respecting them. She was a North
American-built vessel. Her cargo, consisting of rum,
sugar, spices, and general East India produce, has been
washed ashore on the coast ; but no despatches or papers

of any kind have been recovered. In addition to this and
the other calamities recorded in other parts of our Paper,
20 other vessels have been reported as wrecked on other
parts of the Western coast, and we regret to say with
great loss of life.

Court of Aldermen.—A Court was held on Tuesday,
at which the question of wood-pavement was discussed,

with a view to its applicability to the City thoroughfares.

Sir P. Laurie, in bringing the question forward, stated,

that he agreed with the observations of Alderman Cope-
land, who said that the shopkeepers would find out their

mistake in advocating the substitution of wooden for stone

pavement, as few persons would allow their carriages and
horses to be placed in such imminent danger, and that he
was in the habit of going out of his way himself because
he did not wish to risk his own or his horsed life. He
trusted that the authorities would interfere to prevent the

further extension of the new plan of paving. Very
lately, three women had been killed in consequence of the

difficulty of checking the horses of omnibuses, and two
drivers had been tried and acquitted, the jury having

agreed that it was impossible to exercise any control over
horses travelling over such a perilous surface. On Sun-
day morning he had witnessed a curious sight. As the

Blues were returning from the Horse Guards to their bar-

racks they all dismounted in Argyll-street, in which the

wooden pavement is laid down, and led their horses until

they reached Portland-street, where the stone pavement
recommenced, and, upon making inquiry, he learned that

the extraordinary action of dismounting was occasioned by
the severe fall of a soldier upon the wooden pavement,
upon which a horse of any spirit could scarcely stand.

He was on the bench when a driver of an omnibus was
tried by Lord Denman for having run over a man in

Coventry-street, in which the wooden pavement was
laid down, and the prisoner was acquitted, proof having
been given that it was impossible for the driver of an
omnibus to pull up on such a surface. At the last ses-

sions, a cabman was acquitted before Baron Gurney upon
similar grounds ; and Mr. Payne had recently held an in-

quest upon a young female who was killed in the Poultry.

In his opinion the magistrates of London were bound to

do all in their power to prevent such consequences as

seemed to result inevitably from the use of the wooden
pavement. Alderman Gibbs said, that, although as chair-

man of the Sewers' Commissioners, he was decidedly op-

posed to the introduction of wooden pavements, he was

outvoted on the question by those who admired it. He
wished that the inhabitants would present petitions to the

commissioners against the substitution of the new plan

for the old one, and he would give them all the support

in his power. He was sorry to inform the Court that

there was a mania in favour of wooden pavements, and

that, on that very day, a petition had been presented to

the commissioners for the introduction of a specimen.

His objections were not without foundation: inde-

pendently of his own experience, he had been informed
by medical authority, that, since the wooden pavements
had come into fashion, accidents had increased one-third.

Alderman Wilson declared that he would not risk his car-

riage and horses in the streets into which the wooden
pavements had been introduced. The shopkeepers would
soon find that West-end customers would be very cautious

of hazarding the safety of their own persons, and the

lives of their horses, on the wooden pavements of the

City ; and they would also find that the wooden pave-

ments would be much more expensive than that to which
they had been accustomed. Alderman Copeland repeated
what he had mentioned in the Guildhall on Saturday, and
said he was frequently put to great inconvenience in con-

sequence of his reluctance to run the hazard of driving

in the City. Sir Peter Laurie hoped that the inhabitants

would maturely deliberate upon the subject, which he, as

a magistrate of the City, considered it to be his duty to

bring forward in order to rouse them to exertion.

The Scottish Monument.—At the meeting of the Ma-
rylebone Vestry on Saturday, in reference to this monu-
ment, the proceedings were suddenly stopped by an an-
nouncement from the vestry clerk that he had that instant

received a document from the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests with reference to the Scottish monument,
which demanded the immediate attention of the vestry.

The document was signed by Messrs. Pemberton, Craw-
ley, and Gardner, Solicitors to the Board of Woods and
Forests. It stated, that having ascertained that the ex-

cavation lately made in the Regent-circus had been made
by the vestrymen, or under their assumed authority, for

the purpose of laying the foundations of a monument, her

Majesty's Commissioners had directed their solicitors to

give notice to the vestry that the soil and freehold of the

Regent-circus are vested in her Majesty, and that the

limited jurisdiction which the vestrymen possess over it,

for the purposes of paving, cleansing, and lighting, does

not extend to authorize the erection of a structure which

is not designed for any of those purposes. That her

Majesty's Commissioners consider the erection of the in-

tended monument upon the property of the Crown to be

objectionable, and that they have instructed their solici-

tors to file an information and bill for injunction in the

Court of Chancery, for the purpose of preventing it. A
long and angry discussion ensued, the opponents of the

monument expressing their satisfaction at the result, and

its supporters contending that the Commissioners had no

legal power over the ground. Mr. Joseph suggested that

the vestry should at once, as wise men, retrace their

steps ; and moved a resolution, H That orders be forth-

with issued by the Vestry to suspend all further pro-

ceedings relating to" the erection of the Scottish monu-

ment in the Regent-circus, and that notice be immedi-

ately given to the architect to that effect." (Sir R. P.

Jodrell seconded the motion, which was carried without a

division.

Missionaries to China.—One of the largest meetings,

perhaps, which was ever held in Exeter-hall, took place

on Tuesday evening, being convened by the London
Missionary Society, to consider the means of extending

and promoting Christianity in China. The doors were

opened at five o'clock, and by six the hall was so full that

policemen were stationed at the various entrances to pre-

vent others entering. Mr. W. T. Blair, of Bath, presided.

Dr. Leifchild moved the first resolution, expressive of

thanksgiving to God for the termination of the war between

China and Great Britain, and for the greatly enlarged

facilities secured, by the treaty of peace, for the introduc-

tion of Christianity into that empire. This resolution

was seconded by the Rev. Dr. Alder, and was carried

unanimously. Several other resolutions were likewise

passed, one of which, moved by the Hon. and Rev. B.

Noel, stated that the Anglo-Chinese College was to be

removed from Malacca to Hong-Kong, and that the Mis-

sionary labours were to be specially directed to that

island. The meeting did not separate till a late hour, and

collections were made at the doors.

Fires.—One of the most destructive fires which has

visited the Metropolis for many years broke out on Mon-

day evening, about seven o'clock, on the extensive floor-

cloth manufactory of Mr. Rolls, situated within a few

hundred yards of the canal-bridge on the Old Kent-road.

The premises occupied a commanding situation, fronting

the main road, and were well known to all persons

acquainted with the Greenwich and Dover-road. They

are surrounded on the west by the Marlborough-road,

and on the east by some private dwellings, known as

Ranger-place, at the extremity of which stood the still

more extensive factory of Mr. Goulston, also a floor-cloth

manufacturer and japanner. In less than ten minutes

after the fire was first discovered, Mr. Rolls' premises

were in flames as high as the upper windows, being

chiefly built of wood, and filled, of course, with com-

bustible materials. Notwithstanding the efforts of the

fire-brigade, assisted by several engines, the fire continued

almost uninterruptedly until the whole factory, consisting

of painting-rooms, drying- houses, store-rooms, ware-

houses, and the other appendages to a floor-cloth manu-

factory, were consumed. Some private dwelling-houses at

the side were also destroyed, together with property to a

large amount. The fire next spread to the floor-cloth

factory of Messrs. Goulston, adjoining the private houses,

which, being built chiefly of wood, was soon in flames, and

burning with great fury. In a quarter of an hour all was de-

stroyed. The heat from the burning buildings was at this

time so great that water had to be thrown on the houses op-

posite,^ prevent them from catching. The fire was at length

subdued for a few moments, by the falling of the roofs;

but, being composed principally of beams of wood, they

soon ignited again, and were destroyed. By nine o'clock

the surrounding buildings were out of danger. The Kent-

road was completely stopped, and no vehicles were allowed

to pass. When the Dover mail came up it was found

impossible to get the horses by, until their eyes were

bandaged, when the coachman with some difficulty suc-

ceeded. The damage is roughly estimated at little short

of 20,000/., but all the property is insured.
Accidents.—On Sunday afternoon, during the per-

formance of divine service, an accident occurred in the

chapel in Queen-street, Lambeth. At half-past three,

whilst the annual sermon preached on behalf of the

Sunday schools in connexion with the chapel was being

delivered to a numerous congregation, a temporary gal-

lery, erected for the accommodation of the children
j

instructed in the schools, fell, carrying all who were in it

to the ground. About fifty children were seated in it at

the time, and many of them were seriously injured.

Westminster.—A special meeting of the Court of

Sewers for the city and liberty of Westminster was held

last week, *' to consider the steps to be taken with refer-

ence to the report of the Poor Law Commissioners on

the sanatory condition of the poorer classes, presented by
Royal command to both Houses of Parliament during the

last session." A court was held on the 23d ult., when the

proceedings were almost wholly confined to the hearing

an address from the chairman, Mr. Donaldson, in reply

to certain charges and imputations contained in the pub-
lished report of Mr. Chadwick, secretary to the Poor
Law Commissioners. After several gentlemen had ex-

pressed their disapproval of the reports, Mr. Leslie

suggested the following resolution :

—

H That the Court
requests an investigation under the authority of Her
Majesty's Secretary of State for the Home Department
into the charges brought against the Westminster Com-
missioners of Sewers in the report of the Poor Law Com-
missioners on the sanatory condition of the poorer classes,

and to ascertain the best means of cleansing the streets

and roads by aid of sewers, and also the most advanta-

geous form of sewers for the public interests." This

resolution was carried by a majority of 17 to 1, the

only dissentient being Mr. Hawkes, who approved the

suggestion for an inquiry, but opposed the present motion,

because, in his opinion, it attached too much importance

to the Poor Law Report.

Southivark.—The inhabitants of St. Saviour's, South-
wark, held a meeting on Friday, to take into consideration
u the cause of the abandonment of the recently-proposed

performance of sacred music in the church ; to consider

the power of the bishop and clergy to prevent such per-

formance, and the statement in the bishop's letter as to

the wardens having no power to grant the use of the

church." The requisition calling the meeting had been
signed by upwards of 100 persons, and 103 were said to

be present. The statement in the Bishop of Winchester's
letter, inferred to in the notice, was as follows :

—" With
the minister aione, subject, of course, to his responsibility

to the ordinary, is the right of exercising his discretion as

to the allowing the use of the church for any meeting
except for the customary meetings of vestry for parochial
business. The minister has a perfect right to refuse the
use of the church for such a performance as advertised ;

and I may add that he has not only a right so to do, but
it is his bounden duty. The churchwardens have no
power to grant the use of the church." Resolutions were
now passed expressing the regret of the parishioners at

thebishop's interference, referring to the precedents for per-
formances of sacred music afforded by the annual rehearsals
at St. Paul's, and the musical festivals in the provinces ; and
declaring that the chaplains of St. Saviour's have no right,
as the bishop imagines, to interfere in the management of
that parish. From the facts stated in the resolution it

appears that neither of the ministers is rector of the
parish. The rectory, with all its rights, privileges, and
appurtenances, was granted upon purchase, by letters

patent from James L, to certain inhabitants in (rust for

the wardens, who for the time are the rectors, and are
authorized to exercise all the powers of rectors, and,
among other things, to provide for the school, and two
chaplains, or preachers, for the church ; and further, the
wardens are to be under the control of the Bishop of
Winchester only in such matters as those over which he has
legal control. In regard to the schools, for whose benefit
the performance was intended, it was stated that the pro-
fessional singers engaged for the occasion had voluntarily
resigned their claims for compensation ; and the rumour
that the bishop had contributed 200/. to the charity was
officially contradicted.

Hammersmith.—On Monday a numerous meeting of
the ratepayers of Hammersmith was held in the vestry-
room of the church, in pursuance of a requisition to the
churchwardens, for the purpose of taking into considera-
tion " the vexatious and oppressive nature of the Income-
tax, and of the machinery— alike unequal, unfair, and
inquisitorial, by which this odious impost is inflicted upon
a too generous and too confiding public ; and also, the
expediency of adopting petitions to the Houses of Legis-
lature for its immediate repeal." The churchwarden was
voted to the chair, when, in consequence of the vestry-
room being incapable to hold the large number 'of

inhabitants present, an adjournment took place into
the body of the church. After a long discussion, the
following resolutions were adopted, and ordered to be em-
bodied in petitions to both Houses of Parliament :—

*

1. " That the object, the principle, and the extent of all tax-
ation ought to be limited to the promotion of the pros-
perity of the commonwealth, and the equal protection and
security of every individual member of the community."

2. "That this vestry meeting would regard a tax upon
property as a legitimate impost, were each individual
called upon to contribute towards the charge for protec-
tion a fair share of the burthen, honestly commensurate with
the extent and value of his interests and possessions.
3. "That a tax upon income appears, on the contrary, to be
a tax upon individuals, in very many cases distinct from
all property, unjustly extorting from the honest earnings
of labourers and unremitting exertions of individuals for

the support of their families, an equal load of burthen to

that assessed upon the more fortunate possessor of funded
wealth and hereditary property." An amendment was
moved in the course of the proceedings, "That the

parishioners are of opinion, that direct taxation is better
than indirect taxation, and that it is therefore inexpedient
to petition Parliament against the Income-tax ;" but on
being put to a show of hands, three only were held up for

i
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it, and the original resolutions were finally carried without
a dissentient voice.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, the 7th tost.,

^as 869 (451 males, and 418 females). This mortality

occurred in the five districts in the following proportion,
to which, being the first return for the year, we shall add
the parishes included in each district. West districts,

including; Kensington, Chelsea, St. George's, Hanover-
square, Westminster, St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, and St.

James's, Piccadilly, 130 ; north districts, including St.

Marylebone, St. Pancras, Islington, and Hackney, 151
;

central districts, including St. Giles's, and St. George's,
Strand, Holborn, Clerkenwell, St. Luke's, East London,
West London, and City of London, 164 ; east districts,

including Shoreditch, Bethnal-green, Whiteehapcl, St.

George's-in-the-East, Stepney, and Poplar, 213; south
districts, including St. Saviour's, St. Olave's, Bermondsey,
St. George's (Southwark),Newington, Lambeth, Camber-
*ell, Rotherhithe, and Greenwich, 211. The weekly
average for the five previous years was 903 (461 males,
and 442 females) ; and for the five previous winters, 1,004.

Population in 1841, 1,870,727.

Bristol.—The late storm, which appears to have affected
fclmost every portion of the kingdom, in its progress visited

Bristol and the neighbourhood, and raged on Thursday
and Friday with the utmost fury. During the night the
*ind blew with great violence, producing the usual effects
°f chimneys blown down, windows broken, and houses
partly unroofed. Among other accidents the Gothic
window of St. Nicholas Church, in the clock-tower, was
t°m completely out of its framework and dashed in. The
*a*e of St. Philip's church also was torn off. From St.

^erberg's Church several copingstones of large size were
blown down. At the West of England Stay Factory the
en tire stuck of chimneys was blown down, and, falling on
*he roof, dashed it in, and the whole mass forced its way
through the ceiling of a room in which upwards of 50
girls were at work, causing, of course, the utmost con-
vernation, but no serious injury to the inmates. Several
^ssels in the Severn were driven on shore, and some
foundered at the mouth of the river.

Brighton*—The storm was severely felt here during the
*nole of Friday. Some of the old fishermen declare that
they never saw the waves rise so high ; they occasionally
covered the chain-pier, which rocked very much, but has
leaped uninjured. The wind brought the Shoreham train
°n the railway to a stand-still. The Defiance, Portsmouth
coach, which left at 4 o'clock, was blown over near Shore-
"am, and the passengers so much injured that they were
oblige(j to be conveyed back to Brighton. A boat lying
°n the beach at Shoreham was blown into a field, and
gashed to pieces. At Kemp-Town all the fences and
•hoardings were levelled with the ground. The houses on
the cliffs have received great injury; the Bedford Hotel
Presents the appearance of an attack by rioters, almost
every window in that fine building being broken. A great
P°rtion of the roof of the theatre was carried away. Mr.
^°gers, a florist in the Western road, had half the covering

y his green-house blown off and smashed to pieces,

J*

a*naging many of the plants. The tall chimneys in the
°wn rocked to and fro, and many of the inhabitants took
etuge in the lower parts of their houses, in the greatest

Towards evening it had changed from a gale to a storm,

and from 6 o*clock on Friday night till 4 on Saturday

morning it blew a hurricane, causing serious damage and

loss at sea as well as on land. The hurricane was at its

height between 2 and 3 o'clock. It was, with short

pauses, terrific. People who were exposed to its fury had

not the slightest doubt that it was as violent as the me-

morable storm on the night of the 6th January, 1839.

The river, even at low water, about 3 o'clock in the morn-

ing, was one sheet of foam, the waves running as high as

if it had been a full tide in calm weather; Hundreds of

families, especially those who reside in situations exposed

to the sweep of westerly winds, never ventured to bed

during the night. They sat up in the lower apartments

of their houses. With one exception, however, where a

roof fell in and buried a tohole family in the ruins, the

damage done to the buildings by the tempest has not been

serious. This accident occurred in the London road, but the

inmates were all rescued alive. Several vessels were wrecked

and many lives lost in the harbour and off Holyhead.

Manchester.—The storm of Friday was anticipated in

this town by the remarkable depression of the barometer

observed by Dr. Dalton and other meteorologists. The
fall was so rapid'and so low as to produce a general im-

pression that it was connected with some sudden convul-

sion of the atmosphere. Dr. Dalton states that on Thurs-

day, at 6 o'clock p.m., the mercury began to descend in

the barometer, and in five hours sank .12 of an inch,

when it stood at 29.05 inches. On Friday morning at

8 o'clock it stood 28.15 inches) and gradually descended

until 2 p.m., when it was observed at 28.02, being lower

by .16 of an inch than he ever observed it at Manchester.

The only depression which he has found in his journal of

observations made in Manchester for upwards of 49 years,

that approaches the nearest to the present, occurred on

23d Nov., 1824, when the mercury stood at 28.18 inches.

The mean height of the barometer, as adduced from his

observations for the last 49 years, is 26.885, being 1.8G5

inch higher than the height it stood at on Friday. At

4 p.m. it was 28.10 ; at 8 p.m. it was 28.20 ; at 9 p.m. it

was 28.27. As to the wheel barometers, some of them

actually went round the dial to " very dry."

Plymouth.—During the greater part of Thursday night

it blew a heavy gale in this harbourj and between six and

ten on Friday morning it was a perfect hurricane from

W.S.W., during which several vessels drove from their

anchors in the Sound, and were stranded on the rocks

Batten Bay. The Southampton, from London to

stat

falli

e of alarm from the roofs being beat in. From the

of both is materially injured,

day the royal standard hoisted on the

lng stacks scarcely a roof in an exposed situation has
scaped injury. The fishing craft on the coast sustained
**ch damage, and many lives were lost.

Claremont.—The gales during the past week, which
*ave been generally destructive throughout the country,

J*Ve done considerable damage in the neighbourhood of
Jarcmont and Esher. Several trees have been blown
own in the park, and the plantations and shrubberies in

.^vicinity have been injured to a great extent. Nearly
/) front of the mansion at Claremont are two fine cedar

j
ee s, supposed to be upwards of a century old, and at

east 40 feet high. Between these trees formerly stood
'? old mansion, previously to the erection of the present

fjj
lh ce. During the height of the gale, on the night of

^rUrsday, the top of one of them was blown down, the
Uul snapping the stem in twain about 25 feet from the

? °Und. The other tree was also shorn of many of its

j^ncheS; and the beauty

Rte i

°°Urse of Friday th(
-

*a kf
° f Esher church, in honour of her Majesty's visit,

arid u
Wn int0 shreds - At Ditton, Hook, Chessington,

ex •
am pton, the severity of the storm was equally

i^rienced, and considerable damage has been done to
y^oxxs buildings in all situations exposed to its fury.

ti\^
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?rPooL—The observers of the barometer were asto-
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d

' 0n Friday morning, on inspecting their instru-

lial
s

> to find that an extraordinary fall of the mercury

Thi
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l
)Iace during the night, from 28.92 to 28.05.
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nu sual phenomenon was the general topic of con-

r0oJ)
Uon during the day. The barometers in the public

^ov

S *ere under constant inspection, and the minutest

*bor r

e^ ent of the mercury was watched and noted from

H0te

'lng till night. Some said that the phenomenon de-

liatj ? an earthquake, for the great earthquake at Lisbon

O t Jie

Cen Preceded by an extraordinary fall of the mercury,

^d nf mainta*ned that it was the precursor of a storm,

^atd
i

as tlie wind was blowing smartly from the west-

Wrt fc Mas lllc probable direction from which the

tati
0l^

atle w°uld come. All agreed that some severe visi-

ea*th
WaS imPending, but whether a convulsion of the

the
(I-,

01* merely of the atmosphere, nobody could tell. As

that n^
vaneed, however, the wind increased, showing

116
predictors of the storm were the true prophets.

in

Gibraltar, went ashore, and lies apparently bilged; the

General Brock, from London to Africa, drove at nine

o'clock, and went ashore; the Seawitch, from London

to Africa, struck soon after. They are all expected to be

got off should the weather moderate, and the greater part

of their cargoes will probably be saved. The Bragilla, of

Falmouth, was lost in Bovisand Bay, but the crew saved.

The Belle, of this port, ran ashore on the rocks in Cat-

water, and a trawl sloop ran on the rocks under Teats-

hill. The Thunderer, 84, the Euphrates East Indiaman,

and numerous other vessels, rode out the gale in safety

under shelter of the Breakwater. The position of the

Euphrates was at one time very perilous ; she dragged her

anchors, and hatchets were kept ready to cut away her

masts ; she is bound to Calcutta, and it is stated that she

has specie to the value of 150,000/. aboard, and 50 tons

of Congreve rockets- The Royal Adelaide, 120, during

the gale, parted one of her mooring chains. She drove

some distance, but brought up by letting go an anchor.

The Confiance steam-tug went to her assistance, and she

was soon put in a position of safety. So great was the

force of the wind, that lead weighing nearly a ton was

peeled off one of the sheds in her Majesty's Dock-yard,

where other effects of its strength have been manifested.

In the citadel the slates were blown from the roof of the

barracks to the ramparts, and the lead on the chapel was

turned up like paper. Many chimneys were blown down
in Devonport, Stonehouse, and Stoke, and in some cases

the inmates were compelled to escape through the windows.

The roof of Saltram House, (he seat of Earl Morley, has

sustained considerable damage. The officer employed in

the Dock-yard to record the movements of the barometer

for a period of seven years, states that in all that time it

was never so low as on Thursday night on the approach

of the gale, but that on Friday morning, during the worst

of the weather, it was still lower, and that there was no

means left of indicating the force of the storm.

Portsmouth.—The gale of Friday was severely felt in

this harbour. The William the Fourth, from Cowes to

London, ran ashore in Stokes Bay, but has been got off;

the Moore, from Southampton to Sunderland, went ashore

on the beach, but is expected off if the weather moderates

;

the Two Brothers, from Weymouth to Langston, went

ashore on South Sea beach, but has since been got off ; a

brigantine ran ashore on the Woolsners, crew supposed to

be saved. A sloop and a two-masted vessel were observed

in the morning riding heavily, two miles S.S.W. of Cum-
berland Fort ; they both sank shortly afterwards, and it is

feared all hands have perished. The mast-heads of the

two-masted vessel are visible above water. Several houses

at Southsea are much damaged in roofs, chimneys, and

windows. Many of the large dockyard buildings are,

also slightly damaged ; and Lord Ashburton's new marine

villa, in Stokes Bay, is severely injured. At Cowes the

streets were flooded, and great damage has been done to

the quay and wharfs. At Southampton, a number of

boats and small craft were driven on shore. Several un-

finished houses were blown down in the neighbourhood of

the railway terminus, which sustained some damage by the

falling of a stack of chimneys, and some breakage of sky-

lights! On the south side of the Isle of Wight, a large

brig from Sunderland to Grenada was driven on shore,

and the master and mate drowned.

tlamsgate andMargate.— Several wrecks occurred along

this coast, and in the neighbourhood ofRamsgate and Dover
—the oldest man in the Coast-Guard declares that he never

witnessed such a scene. Seven ships and four schooners

were lost on the North Sand; the Diana was driven on
the Knock Sand, full of water. At Deal a number of

vessels have arrived more or less damaged, and there is

little doubt that many have foundered in the channel.

At Sheerness the hurricane was severely felt ; in fact, it

was impossible to stand against it in any exposed situa-

tion. The oldest inhabitant has no recollection of so

awful a gale, During the night no less than four ships

drove on shore on the Ataplin Sand, where it is expected

they will become wrecks. The fine American packet,

Samarang, reported to be GOO tons burthen, was lost on
the Brake shoal, close to the Goodwin Sands. The ship

was laden with a cargo of turpentine, oil, and other goods,

and arrived in the Downs from Quebec on Friday morn-

ing, and was on her way to Hull, when overtaken by the

storm. The crew of 2l men were rescued by the Duke

of York;Cutter, of Ramsgate, which went offin the height

of the gale to their assistance. A delay of half-an-hour

would have [been fatal, for the ship went to pieces im-

mediately after they left her.

Tynemouth Castle— The storm has produced very

serious damage on this coast. On Thursday the Percy

steam-vessel was totally wrecked about 10 miles north of

the Castle. She belonged to North Shields, and had left

this harbour on the evening previous, to look out for

vessels in distress, when she was overtaken by the stbrma

Owing to her pitching heavily, the engines soon becaiiie

unmanageable, and the commander, in order to save her,

brought her head down upon the shore ; but unfortunately

she drove upon a mass of rocks, where she subsequently

became a total wreck. All the crew, excepting a boy 15

years of age, who was drowned, saved themselves by
swimming ashore. Between the place where the Percy

went ashore and Dunbar, five vessels are reported to have

been driven upon the beach, and there is said to be no

chance of getting them off. Other vessels have been lost

on different parts of the coast, and it is said that so awful

a storm has not been experienced since 1824.

Windsor and Eton.—The storm of Friday night has

done considerable damage in this neighbourhood. The

wind blew a complete hurricane, several trees were up-

rooted in the park, many portions of which were strewn

with the branches, which the poor of the neighbourhood

were permitted to carry away. Fublic attention has been

directed by several correspondents of the Tunes to

Dorney Church, in this neighbourhood. It was stated that

two antique statues of Bacchus and Ceres, recently im-

ported from Italy, had been placed over the altar, in the

room of the Lord's Prayer and Creed ; that a pew built

like a conservatory glazed at the sides, with a glass roof,

and fitted up with a stove, was recently erected in the

church, and that pewter vessels have been substituted for

the communion plate. These charges have called forth

replies from Mr. Palmer, the patron of the living, and

from Mr. Carter, the rural dean. Mr* Palmer says that

the statues were not those of Bacchus and Ceres, and

denies that his pew is now covered with a glass roof ; the

rural dean states that the statues, were removed by his

direction last summer, when he recommended the Tables

to be replaced, and that the Bishop of the diocese fully

approved of the order he had given.

Bath.—A meeting of the Town Council took place last

week for the purpose of agreeing to petitions to both

Houses of Parliament, at the commencement of the en-

suing session, for a repeal of the Corn-laws ; the^ subject

was brought forward by Admiral Gordon, and supported

by several aldermen and other members, in a discussion

which lasted upwards of two hours, when it was unani-

mously agreed that petitions should be presented, and a

committee was appointed to draw them up and submit

them to the council for adoption.

Bridueivater.—An inquiry has been going on in this

town respecting the death of an orphan girl, who was said

to have been starved to death by her mistress. It appeared

on the inquest that many bruises and marks of blows on

the head with some instrument were perceptible.
£
evera *

witnesses gave evidence of frequent complaints by

girl of a want of food, and the statement of the ^eaicai

gentleman tended to confirm the alleged ill-treatment ot

the girl by her mistress. The prisoner, who is tlie wire
i

oi

a tradesman in the town, was committed to Taunton jail

^ ^ UV?T - ^ne notoriety under the name of
Wales, who have obtained «

s ,

LOi 'c
_ ^

lill(.n .i . n A
' Rebecca and her daughters." We now learn that a de-

tachment of Royal Marines, stationed at Milford, was

despatched on Thursday morning, m carnages from that

place, under the orders of Cap am V 1 son
,
to suppress

the warfare against turnpike-gates,^ which has caused so

much excitement at St. Clare s. It is supposed, that as

the farmers have refused to be sworn m [as constables,

they are encouraging their labourers in their acts of de-

struction. It is said that the rioters are armed with mus-
kets, pistols, and scythes, and fancy that they will be

able to effect the demolition of every turnpike-gate in

this way, and then attack the Union atNeorbeth, to which
they have a great antipathy.

Cambridge.—The approaching election to the office of

the Regius Professor of Divinity, vacant by the promo-
tion of Dr. Turton to the Deanery of Westminster, is

creating great interest in the university. At thejiast

meeting of the Electors, the following divines declared

themselves candidates :— 1. The Rev. W. H. Mill, D.D.,
Christian Advocate, Chaplain to the Archbishop of Can-
terbury, and formerly Principal of Bishop's College, Cal-
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cutta. 2. The Rev. Alfred Ollivant, D.D., late Vice-

Principal and Professor at St. David's College, Lampeter.

8. The Rev; Christopher Wordsworth, jun.^ D.D;* Head
Master of Harrow, late Public Orator. It Was the intent

tion of Dr. Graham, Master of Christ's College, to have

offered himself as a candidate, but has withdrawn incon-
sequence of one of the electors having entered a protest

as to his eligibility, on account of holding the Mastership

of a college. Tuesday, the 31st inst., is fixed for hearing

the exercises of the candidates ; and it is understood that

the election will take place on the same day.

I/forcL—On Sunday morning, while the inhabitants of

Little Ilford were assembling to hear Divine service, the

roof of the church was discovered to be on fire. The sup-

ply of water was abundant, and the flames were subdued

before much mischief had been done. The fire was oc-

casioned by a part of the flue, which carried away the

smoke, being in so decayed a state as to allow sparks to

pass through it and rest on the timbers supporting the

roof. It was fortunate, however, that the morning was

so calm, for had there been the slightest wind the build-

ing must have been destroyed.

Leeds.—The local papers mention the following proofs

of the physical and moral degradation of the manufac-

turing population afforded by the registration of births and

deaths in the Leeds districts for the last quarter. They
state, that whilst the marriages at the register-office and

dissenting chapels have not increased in number, those at

the parish church, in 1842, are less by between 200 and

300 than in the year 1841. In the number of births re-

gistered during the last quarter a decrease of a fifth or

sixth will be manifest, as compared with the corresponding

quarter of 1841, while the number of illegitimate children

born have been trebled in some, if not in all the districts.

Nottingham—.We lately noticed the dilapidated con-

dition of the tower of St. Mary's Church in this town
;

and the opinion of Mr. Cottingham, the architect, who
had surveyed the building, and pronounced it to be un-

safe in its present state. Last week the parishioners

were convened for the purpose of raising a rate to defray

the expenses of the necessary repairs. The meeting took

place in the church, but was so fully attended, in conse-

quence of a rate not having been levied for many years,

that it was adjourned to the Town-hall. An amendment
condemning church-rates as unjust, and deferring the con-

sideration of the question for 12 months, was proposed and

carried by a large majority. A poll was then demanded

by the churchwardens, which lasted for two days ; and

gave 145 for the rate, and* 929 against it.

Oxford.—For some days past the University has been

occupied with the rumoured conversion to the Roman
Catholic faith of another Fellow of Magdalen College,

the Rev. Bernard Smith. The local papers had contra-

dicted the statement, but all doubt has now been dissi-

pated by a letter from the reverend gentleman himself,

addressed to the Vice-President of his College, admitting

the fact, which took place on Christmas-day in last year.

Mr. Smith at present holds the valuable preferment of

Leadenham, in Lincolnshire, and which he only retains

till his brother, who will succeed him, is able to receive

the appointment.

Sheffield.— The old - established banking - house of

Messrs. Parker, Shore, and Co., have, it is understood,

been obliged to suspend their payments. The house is

one of long standing, but it is net thought that its liabi-

lities are heavy, as the business of the firm has been much
reduced of late years. The principal of the establish-

ment, Mr. John Parker, was one of the Lords of the

Treasury under the late Administration, and is a sitting

member of the present House of Commons. The failure

of the bank is attributed to the depressed condition of

trade in Sheffield, which is so bad that the merchants,
manufacturers, and traders, are unable to realise their

debts, and the bank has been led into advances,

which the parties indebted to them have been unable

to meet.

Shepton Mallet.—On Tuesday, the 10th, a fire broke

out at the crape and silk factory of Messrs. Hardisty, of

Dasshill, situated between this town and Wells. In about

three hours and a half the whole of the premises were

burnt down. The walls and roof fell in ; the flames were

so powerful that no assistance could be rendered. It is

supposed there is 40,000/. damage done ; but the property

is understood to be insured. The premises are between

60 and 70 yards in length, and seven stories high, and it

is one of the largest factories in this part of the country.

It is supposed that it will throw 600 hands out of employ,

and the fire broke out with such rapidity, that the poor

girls and boys were obliged to run for their lives, leaving

their clothes behind ; it is said that out of nearly 400,

there are few who have not lost something of small value.

Fork.—A Meeting of Shareholders of the Yorkshire

Agricultural and Commercial Bank was held in this city

on Tuesday. After a stormy discussion, the propositions

brought forward and adopted at a previous meeting were

confirmed, as being, in the present condition of the con-

cern, the best that could be acted upon. The affairs of
the bank are to be wound up as speedily as possible, and
a call of 3/. per share is to be made forthwith, in order

that its liabilities may be discharged.
Railways—The following are the returns of the under-

mentioned railways for the past week:—London and
Birmingham, 12,120/. ; Great Western, 9,687/. ; South
Western, 4,379/. ; South Eastern, 1,405/.; Eastern

Counties, 804/.; North Midland, 3,407/.; York and
North Midland, 1,194/.; Greenwich, 713/.; Croydon,

:U4/. : Brighton, 2,479/.; Blackwall, 478/.; Hull and

Selby, 632/. ;
Grand Junction, 6,000/. ; Midland Counties,

2,144/.—On Monday a special general meeting of the
London and Birmingham company was held at the Euston

station, for the purpose of authorizing the directors to

apply to Parliament in the ensuing session to make a

branch line from the Blisworth- station, Northampton, to

the city of Peterborough; Mr. G; C. Glyn having taken

the chair; pointed out the eligibility of the proposed line,

which would embrace in its route the towns of Northamp-
ton, Thrapston, Oundle, Peterborough, Boston and
Lynn, and a great part of the county of Lincoln. All

the large landholders were in favour of the line, which

would be 48 miles in extent, and cost, according to the

engineering estimates, 500,000/. The Duke of Grafton

had placed at the disposal of the company land sufficient

to form a station at Gay ton, and had also engaged to make
the necessary roads in connexion with it. The estimated

traffic for passengers, parcels, and contingent traffic,

amounted to 22,971/.; for goods and cattle, 9,100/.
;

making a total of ."50,500/. per annum. The locomotive

power of the Birmingham Railway would be applied to the

traffic of the branch line, the expense of working which

was estimated at between 10,000/. and 12,000/. per annum.

A series of resolutions was then passed, empowering the

directors to raise the required sum, which was intended to

form an integral portion of the capital of the main line in

a certain amount of shares to be divided rateably and at par

amongst the proprietors. The chairman, in reply to

questions from a proprietor, who took occasion to allude

to the recent disasters on the North Midland Railway,

in connexion with the reductions in the expenditure of

that establishment, said it was not the intention of the

directors of the Birmingham Railway to reduce their

establishment; and he believed that the adoption of

such false systems of economy was fraught with con-

sequences the most dangerous, both to the under-

takings themselves and to the interests of the public.

—On Friday, an- inquest was held on the body of Mr.

Robert Harvey, the gentleman who was killed by the

late accident on the North Midland Railway. After a

long examination of witnesses, who proved that the lug-

gage-train which caused the accident neither used the

whistle nor regarded the signal ; the jury returned a ver-

dict of "Manslaughter" against Edward Jenkins, the

engine-driver, who was accordingly committed to York

Castle for trial at the next assizes. The foreman, address-

ing some of the directors who were present, said, " We
think the railroad company are very highly to blame for em-

ploying such inefficient men, and not having a sufficient

number to attend the stations. We think the accident

might possibly have been prevented if there had been a

sufficient number of rhen at the Barnsley station to get

off the passenger-train in due time." On Saturday night,

two coke trains on the same line came in collision near

Derby, and one of the engines and several carriages were

smashed. It appears that the first coke engine, owing to

some defect, could not get along; the consequence was,

that a second train overtook it, and notwithstanding the

guard of the first train exhibited the signals, the second

train ran into them, and a collision occurred. The guard

of the first train sprang off just as the second came upon

them, and the engine was smashed to pieces. On Mon-
day, as a Nottingham train was leaving the station, a

North Midland luggage-train came up from the north,

and nothing but the presence of mind of an attendant

prevented a collision. Seeing the danger, he reversed the

point, and sent the passenger-train on another line just as

the luggage-train came up to the junction. Had a colli-

sion taken place, the passenger-train must have gone over

the embankment—perhaps into the river.—On Tuesday

last, a Sheriff's Court was held at Reading, for the purpose

of assessing damages caused by the Great Western Rail-

way in making a "spoil bank" on land adjoining the

Sonning cutting, at Early Court farm, the property of

Lord Sidmouth, and in the occupation of Mr. W. Shackell

;

and also for the alleged occupation and use of land, con-

trary to agreement. The evidence was given on both

sides at great length, but it has no general interest for

the public. The total claims were 1009/., and the

jury made the following award :—To Lord Sidmouth for

permanent injury to Pit-field, 419/. ; to Mr. W. Shackell

for temporary injury to Pit-field, 58/. ; to Lord Sidmouth,

for temporary injury to Mutton-meadow and Breach s-

meadow, 63/. 10*.—A table of the fluctuations in the

value of railway shares has been published by Messrs.

Watson, the share-brokers of Leeds, embracing the con-

dition of the market for the past year. Taking a general

view of the returns, it appears that a depreciation has oc-

curred in all except the Birmingham, Great-Western,

Bristol and Exeter, York and North Midland, and Man-

chester and Leeds shares, which have shown symptoms of

advance in public opinion. Another circular of the same

description gives the following as the total receipts of the

undermentioned lines, in the half-years ending the 31st

December, for the three last years :—Birmingham and

Derby, 1840, 25,713/.; 1841, 31,335/. ; 1842, 35,353/.—

Birmingham and Gloucester, 1810, 21,791/. ; 1841,

48,730/. ; 1842, 49,281/.—Eastern Counties, 1840,

14,753/.; 1841, 21,815/.; 1842, 25,828/.—Grand Junc-

tion, 1840,228,249/.; 1841, 236,987/. ; 1842, 201,570/.

—Great Western, 1840, 150,925/.; 1841, 336,028/.;

1842, 353,928/.—Hull and Selby, 1840, 17,066/. ;
1841,

24,083/.; 1842, 27,180/.—Liverpool and Manchester,

1840, 134,969/.; 1841, 131,541/.; 1842, 114,387/.—

London and Birmingham, 1840, 403,395/. ; 1841,

428,777/. ; 1842, 419,471/.—South Western, 1840,

138,650/.; 1841, 149,071/.; 1842, 167,574/.—Manches-

ter, Bolton, and Bury, 1840, 14,176/. ;
1841,15,626/.;

1842, 14,537/.—Midland Counties, 1840, 43,662/. ; 1841,

70,244/. ; 1842, 70, 809/.—North Midland, 18-10,

72,895/.; 184 I, 114,^16/. ; 1842, 114,526/.—York and

North Midland, 1840, 22,70]/. ; 1841,43,744/.; 1842,

45,482/.—A special Meeting of the Great Western Com-

pany was held on Thursday, to consider a plan of the

directors, for purchasing the Cheltenham and Great

Western Railway. One of the proprietors having moved,

as an amendment, to lease the line, the decision between

the purchase and leasing of the line was referred to the

ballot of an adjourned meeting, appointed to be held on
Thursday next.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The National Bank robbery and the trial of

Mr. Egan, of Moate, on suspicion of being the party

implicated, has been the exclusive topic of attention

during the week. The evidence has been given at great

length, but the details would have little interest for our

readers. A number of coach-office clerks, and persons

usually employed about such establishments, were exa-

mined ; but the most material evidence was that of the

guard of the coach, who swore positively that the false

parcel left in the coach-office, in lieu of the bank one, was

the parcel handed to him by Mr, Egan. This and other

evidence established a case of presumption against the

prisoner; but, on the other hand, nothing was alleged

absolutely incapable of being refuted. No part of the

stolen property was found upon him ; he did not avoid

pursuit or inquiry; on the contrary, his conduct subse-

quent to the charge appears to have been candid and

unembarrassed, and such as would be expected from an

innocent person. The most respectable witnesses were

examined as to the character of the prisoner, including

Mr. Tuite, member for Westmeath, and Mr. Ellis, assist-

ant-barrister for that county, who spoke of Mr- Egan in

the highest terms. A letter from Lord Castlemaine was

read, stating his readiness to give evidence as to the cha-

racter of Mr. Egan, but he was under the necessity of

leaving town ; and he regretted this the less on account of

the favourable turn of the case, as appeared from the

evidence. Mr. M'Donongh addressed the jury on the

part of the prisoner at considerable length. He contended

that, the evidence adduced for the prosecution was alto-

gether circumstantial—very little of which left grounds for

suspicion against Mr. Egan ; much of which was favourable

to him—much equivocal ; and many circumstances ap-

peared that pointed to the real thief. He asked the jury,

Was it likely that a man capable of stealing a parcel of

money would, as had been done in the present case, return

to the bank a bill for 71/., for which he was liable? Had
Mr. Egan stolen the money, would he not have thrown

that security into the fire, and thus terminate his liability

for a large amount ? The trial occupied the Commission

Court from Thursday the 12th, and closed on Tuesday.

Mr. Justice Jackson commenced his charge to the jury at

the sitting of the court, and did not conclude until half-

past two o'clock. The jury remained half an hour in

deliberation, and returned a verdict of " Not Guilty.
3 '

The prisoner, on the announcement of the verdict, leaned

his face upon his hand and wept audibly. There was a

very general expression of applause in the body of the

court, which was echoed by the crowd outside.

Co/k.—As a contrast to the accounts which we have

given in our recent Numbers respecting the management

of Hanwell Lunatic Asylum, we may cite the following

observations of the Lord Chancellor of Ireland in relation

to the case of a Mr. Speed. His Lordship, in giving

judgment, said, " I could hardly have believed that such

an outrage on humanity as is disclosed by the affidavits in

this case could have been perpetrated at the present day.

A gentleman of a highly respectable [family, who is

afflicted with insanity, was put under the care of a com-

mittee of his person. Afterwards one of his brothers was

appointed committee, and he placed the lunatic in a house

in Cork. This unfortunate lunatic was found by two

gentlemen, who are magistrates in the county, and they

immediately exerted themselves on his behalf. The lunatic

was found by ihose gentlemen in an outhouse belonging to

the man with whom he had been placed, and from the

state of the roof there was access for the weather and the

rain ; and, though it was in the latter part of the year, he

was stark naked, his legs chained and clenched together,

and fastened in a chain not more than two feet in length,

without even straw, and not able, on account of his

chains, to lie down in such a way as to rest himself, and

without power to move beyond the limit of the narrow

circle which the chain would describe. Such were the

circumstances in which, through the inattention, to say

the least of it, of his brother, the lunatic lived. This is a

case upon which, naturally, I have felt great pain on

account of the family ; but I felt bound to have it fully

investigated and exposed, because I am afraid the evil

exists to a considerable extent." His Lordship then an-

nounced that it was his intention to carry into execution

a series of arrangements which he thought would tend to

secure to this unhappy class of persons much more care

and attention than, in too many instances, they have

heretofore experienced. ,

Tipperary.—Another murder has been committed in

this county. The victim was the herdsman of Mr. Scully?

who was so recently assassinated in the same district.

He was waylaid and murdered by two men, who assaulted

him with stones, and broke in the left side of his skull-

An inquest was held on the body on Friday, and a verdict

of Wilful Murder returned.

Belfast.—The atmospherical phenomena which pre-

ceded the late storm, and were noticed in many parts or

England, were observed also in this town. The tide ox

Friday morning was at its height at twenty-six minutes

past 8, and rose to 11 feet 3 inches, being 2 feet 3 above

the previous tide—a remarkable difference when the very

low state of the barometer is taken into consideration-

In addition to these phenomena, the storm-glasses were

the whole day in a remarkaWy unsettled state v—w°

i

t

:.
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index of the wheel barometers, in all parts of the town,

went round the circle, passing over the lowest marks,

and rising the reverse way, to beyond u fair ;
" afterwards,

thte index came back the way it traversed, and then re-

mained at the lowest point, " very stormy." The ma-

rine barometers were affected in exactly a similar way.

Indications of this kind took place about the 6th of Ja-

nuary, 183.9—the period of one of the severest storms

ever experienced in Ireland.

Newry.—At the Newry quarter sessions last week,

Mr. Jones, the assistant barrister, in his charge to the

grand jury* gave the following account of the increase of

litigation "resulting from the protracted and still existing

distress of the farmers:

—

u At the sessions for the pre-

sent quarter he had heard 3,000 civil bills; 2,000 at

Newtownards, and 1,000 at Hillsborough. There would

probably be another 1,000 at these sessions, making alto-

gether 4,000 civil bill entries. This was a larger number

of entries than he had ever known to be brought before

him at the sessions for a single quarter. Since he first

came to this county there was a positive increase of one-

fourth in the number of civil bill entries. The extra-

ordinary increase on the present occasion he attributed

to the depressed state of the lower classes. Though the

last harvest was a most luxuriant and bountiful one, jet

still, in consequence of the low prices, it did not afford an

adequate remuneration to the farmer."

Downshire.—\\\ the storm of Friday, a melancholy

calamity happened on the coast of this county. The

morning was so fine that almost all the boats from New-

castle to Analong went out to their fishing in the bay,

where they had an unusually good take. About noon it

came on to blow with snow, Two of those nearest the

shore succeeded in returning, but nine boats were swamped,

together with another which went out to attempt a rescue.

The men were all from the fishing village of Analong, and

the pretty watering-place of Newcastle; 27 belonging

to Analong, and 47 belonging to Newcastle, have been

drowned. By this sad event no less than 26 families have

been left destitute.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The letter of Sir James Graham convey-

ing the answer of her Majesty's Government to the

memorial transmitted to Sir Robert Peel, and the other

members of the Administration, by the General Assembly,

has been published since our last. It is in every respect

an imnortant document. After minutely recounting the

leading facts of the questions at issue, it states, that when

the Government consider the nature and extent of their

demands, they find them to be no less than the reversal of

the solemn judgments of the supreme courts of law ;
the

repeal of the statute under which for a period of 130 years

patronage has been administered in Scotland ; and the

concession of privileges, not such as are ascertained and

defined by constitutional law, or the recorded decisions of

competent tribunals, but privileges such as il the Church

considers to belong to her." It states, that the wish of

the Government to heal these unhappy divisions, and to

close this unseemly spectacle of a Church in connexion

with the State openly violating the law, remains unabated

and sincere. "We are convinced," says Sir J. Graham,
" that the Church established by law in Scotland has pro-

duced the best practical effects on the morals and religious

Character of the people. It has well fulfilled, and it con-

tinues to fulfil, the important purposes for which it was

founded ; and any shock which might endanger this great

national establishment would be regarded by her Majesty's

servants as a fearful calamity. But in resisting the aboli-

tion of patronage, her Majesty's servants believe that

they are maintaining a right which is conducive to the

welfare, and stability of the Church itself. It cannot be

denied that the right of presentation in the Crown is a

bond of amity, which intimately connects the Church of

Scotland with the head of the State ; and patronage in

the hands of laymen has also its effect in securing to the

Presbyterian establishment the co-operation and support

of powerful interests, where hostility might otherwise be

apprehended, and could not fail to be injurious to the

Church. The Assembly submitted the question at issue

to the judgment of the Court of Session. They were

dissatisfied with the decision—they had their legal

remedy—they used it. They carried the judgment by

appeal to the bar of the House of Lords; and in the

last resort the judgment of the Scotch Court was

confirmed, and the Veto Act was pronounced to be

illegal. This solemn decision fixed the principle of law

*hich rules ail the minor cases which have since arisen.

The judgment in the second Auchterarder case, which

found the patron and presentee entitled to redress in

the form of pecuniary compensation for a civil wrong, was

a legal sequence of the former judgment; and here again

the Assembly was content to plead before the Civil tri-

bunal, and again the Assembly refuses to submit to the

compulsion of an adverse decision. I am also compelled

reluctantly to remark that the Church, not content with

disobeying the decrees of the Civil Courts, has inflicted

the severities of her discipline, as in the case of the

Strathbogie Presbytery, on ministers whose only crime

has been obedience to what has been declared to be the

law of the land. All the other cases complained of in the

Memorial and declaration of right which relate to the set-

tlement of ministers have arisen in the determination of

&e Church to enforce the Veto Act in defiance of law.

The acts of the General Assembly (the claim, declaration,

and protest, the address against patronage, the demand of

llle repeal of the statute of Anne), have unhappily dimi-

nished, so far at least as the Church is concerned, the

kopes of arrangement ; and her Majesty's Ministers, now
Understanding that nothing less than the total abrogation

of the rights of the Crown, and of other patrons, will

satisfy the Church, are bound with firmness to declare

that they cannot advise her Majesty to consent to the

grant of any such demand."—A meeting of the special

commission of the Assembly was held on Thursday, when

they agreed to a minute, in reply to the above letter, on

the subjects which at present agitate the Church. The

minute argues at great length the right claimed by the

Church for exclusive jurisdiction in ecclesiastical matters,

and contends that the power assumed by the Civil Court

is a power not conferred by the State. It then alludes to

the other questions referred to in the letter from Govern-

ment, and assuming that Ministers are .not inclined to

grant any redress of the grievances complained of, it

states that " the Legislature will have an alternative sub-

mitted to them, namely, whether to force on a disruption

of the established Church of Scotland, with all its at-

tendant evils, or to restore the Church to the state in

which she was between 1834 and 1838, when the Veto Act

had not been declared illegal, the power to admit quoad

sacra ministers had not been challenged, and the juris-

diction of the Civil Courts, which has since been so

largely exercised, had not been claimed." The special

commission are of opinion that the claim of right should

be laid before Parliament, and that the Commission of

Assembly should petition both Houses, calling the atten-

tion of the Legislature to the grievances, and applications

for redress set forth in the Church's claim. A meeting

on the subject is convened for the 31st inst.

Glasgow.— On Wednesday of last week, the town coun-

cil met for the purpose of presenting Mr. Cobden with the

freedom of the city. The Lord Provost, Sir James Camp-
bell, in presenting this honour stated, that it was conferred

on him in testimony of the esteem which the town

council entertain of the ability, zeal, and untiring efforts

with which he has advocated the principles of iVee-trade,

not only in his private capacity, but on various arenas of

public life—and especially in the House of Commons, as

the representative of one of the most rising manufacturing

communities in England. Mr. Cobden in the course of

his reply, said : He hoped that this compliment had been

paid withoutany regard to his political views. He believed

that the gentlemen who proposed it had done so solely on

account of his personal services in the cause of free- trade.

As such, he accepted it. If there was one thing which he

desired more than another, it was that this question should

be considered apart from political partisanship, or the

time-serving purpose of mere politicians. The Free

Trade banquet took place in the evening, Mr. J. Oswald,

M.P., in the chair, supported by Mr. Cobden, Col.

Thompson, and Mr. Bright, who addressed the meeting at

great length. It is calculated that nearly 2000 persons

were present.

Perth.—The local papers state that last week, smoke
was observed to issue from the armoury-room at Lynedoch

Cottage, on which the servants broke open the door to

discover the cause, and found the room in flames and

several articles burning. In a short time the fire was got

under; after which, on examining the damage sustained,

it was found that the coat which Lord Lynedoch wore at

the battle of Barossa was consumed. His lordship

would permit no one to enter the room but himself and

one servant, and always kept it locked. The fire was

caused by the over-heating of a flue which runs beneath

the floor of the room.

jftfliscdlaiuous.

The March from CahuL—The following letter giving

a succinct account of the march between Cabul and Jella-

labad has been communicated to the " Agra Ukhbar " by

one of the officers of the Staff. It contains a good deal of

information respecting the Affghan Passes, which will no

doubt interest our readers. " Camp, Jellalabad, Oct. 2G,

1842. On the 12th inst. the whole British force then

encamped in the neighbourhood of the city, marched to

Boodkhak, accompanied by the Shabzada Futteh Jung,

and most of the Hindoos late resident of Cabul. Here

arrangements were made for dividing the troops into two

columns, by taking the 2d and 16th Regiment Native

Infantry, with Captain Blood's battery of 9-pounders,

from the force under Major-General Nott, and attaching

them to that with Major-General Pollock, who moved

forward with his divisions through the Khoord Cabui Pass

the following morning. Major-General Sale had taken a

route by the (Gost Pundurrah) Pass to the right of the

Khoord* Cabul with his light brigade the day previous, so

as to turn the Khoord Cabul Pass, and crown the heights

from the further side, where they were more accessible.

This route (Gost Pundurrah) can only be adopted by

troops in light marching order, with yaboos, being im-

practicable for camels or heavily laden animals, and if the

Affghans had made any disposition to oppose our passage

through the Khoord Cabul, the detour taken by the 1st

brigade would have been of material advantage; as it

was, however, not a shot was fired, nor enemy seen, and

we all encamped at Khoord Cabul on the 1 3th, some

arriving there rather late, from the delay in getting our

immense train of baggage through the narrow pass. On
the 14th we passed over the Huft Kotul (the scene of our

former glorious fight), and through the Tezeen Pass,

encamping in the valley. The 4th brigade, under Briga-

dier Monieath, C.B., foimed the rear-guard, and did not

effect their march as scatheless as yesterday- Owing to

the badness of the bullocks yoked to the captured guns,

very great delay was occasioned, and finally the bullocks

were taken our, and the soldiers of Her Majesty sdist

Regiment supplied their place ; the labour was excessive,

and they did not arrive at the narrow pass leading to the

Tezeen valley until dark. The enemy, taking advantage

of this, commenced a sharp tire into the column, and

masses of baggage collected there, causing great confusion
amongst the latter. Parties were imn ediately sent up to

the heights on the right to dislodge these marauders^ the
brigadiers, staff-officers, leading the party; but owing to

the darkness little could be done beyond checking theif

descents into the pass $ nothing but the flash of their

juzais could be seen. Finding themselves checked on
the right, they tried thfe left and rear of the column, and
annoyed them much, killing some six, and wounding an
officer, and about 11 men. However, the guns were safely

deposited in camp at a quarter past 10 o'clock, and all the

baggage, with the exception of that destroyed when the

cattle fell on the march. The advance guard had burnt

the fort of Kooderbux Khas, the Tezeen chief, during the

day ; and the two 18-pounders received from Major-Gen.

Nott were burst, thus affording more cattle fur the trans-

port of the other guns: indeed, but for this the captured

guns could not have been taken on the following day.

On the 15th, the 1st division, consisting of the 1st and '2d

brigades, under Major-General Pollock, marched to Kut-

turgung, two marches, whilst the 2d division, consisting

of the 4th brigade with that portion of Major-General

Nott's force before mentioned under Major- General

M'Caskill marched, at a late hour to Leh Baba (one

march), thus separating the two divisions by one day's

march, and General Nott's column took up their ground

at Tezeen the same day, having suffered in the pass rather

more than the 4th brigade, caused in a great measure, I

fancy, by their being unacquainted with the country, and

neglect in crowning the heights soon enough* The marches

to Lehbaba,Kutturgung, and Jugdulluk, on the 15th, 16th,

and 17th, were accomplished with but little annoyance.

The enemy followed up the rear-guard each day, and

made several attempts upon the baggage of the 2d division,

but without success. The first division marched through

the Jugdulluk Pass on the 17th without firing a shot. On
the 18th, however, when the 2d division attempted it, the

most decided attack yet evinced was sustained by them ;

rarely have the Affghans shown more courage or daring-

than was displayed by the Ghilzies on that day. Sword in

hand they 'more than once rushed towards our retiring

parties, when recalled from the heights by the rear-guard,

but each time a shell or shot thrown from the guns, placed

in a position most judiciously by Brigadier Monteath at

the top of the pass, sent the Ghilzies to the right-about,

and saved our men. Notwithstanding their obstinate

attacks, and their following close upon the rear-guard for

five or six miles beyond the pass, I am happy to say that

the Ghilzies had their labour in vain, not a particle of

baggage falling into their hands, whilst their loss must

have been considerable ; for, besides many that fell from

our skirmishing parties, several round-shot dashed directly

through the Gungahs, behind which they were ensconced,

killing numbers,—and our shell scattered many a group

who little calculated on such unwelcome visitors. Their

attack upon Major-General Nott the following day was

much tamer from their thrashing on the 18th; but they

managed to annoy his force greatly, showing them the

wide difference between the Kandahar and Peshawur routes

to Cabuh Every day from this to Gundamuk, where ihe

three divisions arrived on the 19th, 20th, and 21st suc-

cessively, our rear was followed pretty closely by the

Affghans—chiefly in expectation of plunder, which, I am
glad to say, they were disappointed in. The divisions

halted each one day at Gundamuck, and arrived at Jel-

lalabad without any occurrence (beyond Nott's forces

having made an example of some men in the Nemla

valley) on the 22d, 23d, and 25th. We march hence on

the 27th as far as Alii liaghan—that is, the whole of

General Pollock's force, that under General Nott moving

the following day. As yet nothing is known of the manner

in which way we are to cross the Punjaub, but we trust it

will be in brigades ; for great inconvenience ensues from

moving large bodies at a time. Very severe loss has been

sustained by officers and men from the falling of baggage

cattle since leaving Cabul. I have myself lost four pri-

vate camels, besides property ; others even more
1 ,

so

that our promised batta will not positively r%°*f^™
for actual losses. The medal, however, wil be highly

prised *™gh indeecIdearly -njjd.
f
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until the next ^^^sJa Sepoys have done their
fulness, and both .buiopeuu*

duty well."

HabJ.

Court of CnASCBRr-MundeU v. G Imistone.-This was a re-

hea ine by way of appeal from a decision of the Vice-Chancellor,

cite larinSthatthe
plaintiff, Thomas Wehi, who has taken the name

nrAinndell, is the devisee under the will of the late Mr.Blundell,

of inch Blundell. By the will, made in 1834, the testator gave his

estates to the second son of Edward Weld, of Lnlwoith, in the

county of Dorset. Mr. Weld, of Luhvorth, is however, named
Joseph, and his eldest brother, who was named Joseph Edward,
is dead. The plaintiff, Thomas, the second son of Mr. Weld,
filed the bill against Mr. Gladstone and the other executors to
establish his title to the property, and the Vice- Chancellor di-

rected an issue, which was tried at the Lancaster assizes in 1840,

and the result of which was a verdict in favour of the plaintiff,

and a decree of the Vice- Chancellor, declaring him to be ihe de-
visee named in the will. The rehearing before the Lord Chan-
cellor, assisted by Mr. Justice Patteson and Mr. Justice Maule,
was at the instance of Lord Camoys and his sister, Lady Stour-
ton, who claimed as heirs-at-law if the title of the plaintiff

tailed, or ii the will could he held void for uncertainty. The catfe,

which dtrivetl an tmpoitarjce mm the estates being of the
value of more than S,out)/. a->ear, was argurd before the vaca-
tion. Mr. Justice Patteson, on the part of Mr. Justice Maule
and himself, now delivered the opinion they had formed on the

construction of the will, and that opinion was iafevour of the
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claim of the plaintiff, Thomas Weld. It appeared beyond ques-

tion that there was no such person as Edward Weld, but that

there was a person who by description fully answered the de-

clared intentions of the testator. The principle that the Court
might have recourse to description where the person could not

be identified by name, was so clea'rly established, that it was
quite unnecessary to advert to the cases in which it was carried

out. The Court invariably acted on a satisfactory description of

the devisee, rather than declare the will to be void for uncer-

tainty ; and in the present case their Lordships had no doubt,

from the description, that the plaintiff was the person intended

by the testator as the second son of Mr. Weld. The Lord Chan-
cellor, after expressing his strong sense of the attention be-

stowed on the question by the learned Judges, c -incurred most
fully in their decision, and affirmed the decree of the Vice-Chan-
cellor, but with costs out of the estate.

Vick-Chancbllor'8 Court.— [Before Sir J. Wigram.]—Je»<w»
V. Hodgson—The bill was brought by the rector of the parish of

Enfield, in the diocese of Lichfield and Coventry, against the Rev.

John Hodgson, an occupier of lands within the parish, for the

tithes of the tithable matters produced on the defendant's lands.-

the bill stated, however, that as to most of the tithable articles,

the defendant insisted upon certain moduses, and the plain-

tiff was willing to accept payment according to such mo-

duses. The question was thus reduced to the right to the lithe

of hay and of garden- stuff. The defendant insisted upon a

rhbdus of 2d. for all hay grown on his farm, which he alleged was

an ancient farm; and he also insisted on a like modus tor

» smoke and garden." The evidence was entirely documentary,

and sustained the defence against the claim for the garden pro-

duce; but although it in some respects tended to show the ex-

istence of a hay modus, yet the modus seemed to be confined to

hay growing on ancient meadows only. His Honour said, the

rector having proved his common law right, was, as a matter of

course, entitled to an issue, if the claim to the tithes in question

was not established without it. The question in this case was,

whether the defendant had thrown so much doubt on the

right to the tithe of hay, that he was entitled to call

for an issue. The rule which the court acted upon was
(hat Of requiring every party to come prepared with the

best evidence which his case afforded, and not to allow a de-

fect of evidence to be supplied by giving him another oppor-

tunity of proving his case in a different form. There was very

often much more inattention to the evidence which was neces-

sary to be produced in cases in this court than in cases at law
;

the evidence in causes in equity was often much more defective

than could be accounted for by any deficiency in the mode of

taking the proofs in the latter court. The defendant in this case

might prove that hay had been produced on land not: being an-

cient meadow; that the hay so produced had been in sufficient

quantity to make it worth a demand for tithe by the rector; and
that the rector had either not demanded it, or had made the de-

mand and been refused. That would have been some evidence

of non-payment of tithe of hay not covered by the alleged modus.
No evidence of this kind had been given j and, therefore, had it

not been for the general claim to the tithe of hay which the bill

had made, without noticing any modus whatsoever^ the Court

Would have made a decree without giving the defendant any fur-

ther opportunity of making out his defence. On the ground Of

the general character of the demand^ the court would direct an
issue at law to try the title of the rector to the tithe of hay, and
the bill as to the garden tithes would be dismissed;

Prerogative VovHT.—Daiu otherwise Jjawes, against de Feu-

ch&re8.~~This was a business of granting administration of the

effects of the late Sophy Dawes, Baroness de Feucheres, to her

immediate relations in Kngland. The suit had been in the first

instance opposed by the Queen's Proctor, and by the Baron de

Feucheres, her husband, from whom she had been divorced by

the law of France. Both had, however, withdrawn from the suit.

The remarkable history of the deceased lady has been made known
to the world by the proceedings in the civil tribunals of France.

Dr. Addams was about to open the case, when Sir H, Jcnner

Fust said he had read the allegation, the evidence, and the

exhibits, and he did not see any necessity for troubling the

learned counsel to enter into the details of the case. The de-

ceased was a domiciled subject of France, and had been divorced

from her husband, who, by the law of France, had therefore no
control over her property. Of the fact of her being a domiciled

French subject, there could be no doubt ; there could be as little

doubt of the title of the patties before the Court. It was quite

clear that Richard Daw and Jane Callaway were married in

the Isle of Wight in 1775, and had had several children, of whom
the deceased was one, though there was no baptismal register of

her birth. The fact that they had a daughter named Sophy was,

however, proved by an extract from the books of the House o£

Industry, into which she was introduced at tillage of six years,

and where she continued some time. Her identity was proved

by the fact, amongst others, that she placed her mother in the

Carmelite convent at Paris. Indeed, the only difficulty in the

case had been created by the deceased herself, in representing her

name to be Dawes, and herself to be a widow, when she married

the Baron de Feucheres. She was evidently a person of very

extraordinary talents, and her history was a romance of real life

rnore extraordinary than any he (the learned Judge) had ever

read. She became acquainted with the Duke of Bourbon, from

Whom she obtained the large property which had now to be dis-

tributed. The facts and documents were so strong and so clear,

that he had no doubt that the parties were the legitimate brother

and sister of the late Baroness de FeuchOres; and though she had

gone bv the name of Dawes, there had been no family in the Isle

of Wight of that name. He had no hesitation in presuming that

the proctor for the brother and sister had proved their allegation,

and that they are entitled to administration of her effects, she

being a French subject legally divorced from her husband. It

was to be said in favour of the deceased lady that she never

deserted her family, whom it washer great object to aggrandize.

The effect of this sentence will be to give to the family of the de-

ceased about 200,000/. in personalty/.and nearly 250,000*. in real

estates, almost all in France; some small amount ot property

being the only portion secured to the Baron by the marriage set-

t'ement, _ . .

Ro&ll Court.— ity*ff v. Lord Strafford.—Lord Langdale gave

iudement in this case, and observed that the question to be de-

cided was, whether the plaintiff was entitled to the residuary

personal estate of Lord Strafford, who died in the year 1791.

The estate had been distributed under the direction of this court,

and an order had been made for payment of the interest ot the

property in question (which amounted to about 380,000/.) to Mr.

Byng for life, but without prejudice to any question which might

be raised with respect to his right to the capital absolutely ; that

question had now been brought before the court, and the result

depended upon the construction of the will of the Earl of Straf-

ford, dated 25th of October, 1 774, and thirteen codicils, the last

ofwhich was dated the 1'ith January, 1791. about two months
before his death. The whole of these instruments were inarti-

ficially expressed ; but the words " all my personal and landed

estates whatsoever," were sufficiently large to include all, and

wore also extensive enough to dispose of all he had. The tes-

tator appeared, however, to have thought that his legatees should

take in succession; and accordingly he devised to the Countess

OfStrafford all his personal estate for her life; and all his houses,

gardens' parks* and woods, and all his landed estates, for her

life and afterwards all his landed and personal estates to his

eldest sister Lady Ann Conolly, for her life, it might, there-

fore be inferred, when he intended to give a life estate, that he

understood what words were necessary. The words » for life"

were afterwards omitted by the testator, who said, « and then to

theeldeatson of George Byng, Esq., ofWrotham Park and after.

wards to his second, third, or any later sons he might have by

his niece Ann (Mrs. Byng), and then to the eldest son and sons

successively of the Earl of Buckinghamshire, by ms (the testa-

tor's) niece Caroline; btft all those to be subject to certain out-

payments and legacies, which the testator gave. He then said

he would have all his debts paid; and if the legacies and condi-

tions of his will were not complied with exactly, then he left all

the advantages of it to the next person in succession1, subject to

those legacies, and so on, unless they were discharged, The

plaintiff was the eldest son of the first legatee, and the will con-

tained no words limiting the devise to him ; and, therefore, he

Claimed to have an absolute interest in the property—first, be-

cause the gift expressed the whole interest; second, because it

was not limited to' him for life ; third, because it was charged

with the payment of gro'ss sums of money j and fourth, because

the testator had used words giving an absolute interest, andbe-

causeno restriction was intended. For the next of kin, it was

said that the words should be construed so as to limit the general

terms of the gift, and as there was no indication that the tes-

tator meant to give an estate tail, it was argued that the testator

meant only to give estates for life. The court, however, cottld

not alter the words of the will j but as to personal estate, it was
a clear rule that the first legatee of a quasi estate tail would have
absolute interest. It was then said, that the estate was given

upon a condition, and that it ought to be declared void. For the

purpose, however, of supporting the intention of the testator, the

court would disregard the gifts oyer, which were said to be incon-

sistent with each other. His Lordship thentouched upon the whole

of the points relied Upon in the argument, and after commenting
upon the intention expressed through the whole of the codi-

cils, and observing that they strengthened the conclusion he had

come to, said he thought that Mr, Byng's interest was indefeas-

ible, as neither the will nor codicils indicated any intention that

he should have a life-interest only; he was of opinion, therefore,

that Mr. Byng was entitled to the fund absolutely, subject to

any annuities or charges that might still be subsisting. The

costs were to be paid out of the fund.

Court ok Q'uken's Bknch.- (Sittings in Banco.)—M Jnto.vi

v. The Warden and Scholars of New College, Oxford.— Lord

Denman delivered judgment; This was>n issue directed out

of Chancery to determine whether the lands of the manor

park of Havering-atte Bower, in Essex, the freehold of which

was in the defendants, was or not tithe free. The issue was tried

at the summer assizes for Essex, in 1841, before Mr.- Sergeant

Taddy, when a verdict was given for plaintiff. The question was

whether these lands were discharged from payment of tithes, by

a render of a buck and doe, or 51. in lieu theieof, to the Vicar of

liorhchnrch. The defendants were the impropriators of the rec-

tory Of Hornchurch j they appointed the minister, who was called

the temporary vican Havering Park was not wholly situated

within the limits of the Parish of Hornchnrch, but was situated

partly in that parish and partly in two others. The defendants

contended that no tithes had been paid at any time for the park;

but, on the other hand, they showed that there had been ol late

years a render of 5/. annually, and that that render was made as

and for compensation for a buck and doe. The plaintiff insisted

that this was a modus for the rectorial tithes, though such com-

position was paid to the vicar and not to the rector; and though

the render was for the whole of the park, and not merely for that

part of it which was in Havering. The defendants, on the other

hand, contended that this render had nothing whatever to do

with a pavment for tithes ; and they accounted for the non-pay-

ment of tithes on the ground that the park was a royal park, and

as such, had been exempt from payments for tithes, and had so

continued exempt, as royal property, up to within a recent pe-

riod. And though they admitted that. Crown lands in the hands

of trustees were titheable, still they said that the circumstance

of their having been considered Crown property, explained tne

reason why tithes had not been demanded in respect of them

until after the sale. It could not be doubted that the case thus

of premise* as the mere servant of the Crown, and in no other cha-

racter, and had no1 beneficial occupation resulting to himselffrom

that use, then he was not rateable. Whether in such a case as

that just mentioned, the officer could withdraw himself from the

rate by contracting his occupation, was a question which might
hereafter arise, but did not affect the present case. The question

of the occupation of Crown property by private individuals, who
held only at the pleasure of the Crown, had come before the

court In the case of the Hampton Court Palace
;
and the court

had held the liability to exist, inasmuch as there was a beneficial

occupation of private individuals. The distinction between that

case and the present appeared to be this : Here there was no be-

neficial occupation in the shape of actual residence; there such

an occupation did exist. If, therefore, the occupation here:

could not be said to be beneficial to an individual, but was only

an occupation of public property for public purposes, and with-

out private benefit, the case must be treated as falling within the

principle of exemption. Now, what was the nature of this-

society > It was a society instituted by Geo. Ill, in 1/G8, for the

express purpose of improving the arts of painting and sculpture-

in this country—i^was formerly held in part of the royal palace

of Somerset Hcmse, but had since been removed to the premises

now in question, which were stated to be the property of the

Crown. The officers of the society itself were appointed by the

sovereign, or elected by the members of the society, subject to

the approval of the sovereign. The treasurer who received the

profits was appointed by the Crown, and his receipts were sub-

jected to the audit of the keeper of the Privy Purse, and if the

ordinary profits now enjoyed by the society should fail, it must

fall unless supported by the Crown. The society had been placed

in these Rooms by the Crown ; it had no lease :,
the Crown might

at any moment resume possession. Under these circumstances,

therefore, the defendants might well be considered the agents of

the Crown for the furtherance of objects which wctc of a public

and national kind, and the court was therefore of opinion that

no private occupation could be proved, and consequently that

the rate could not be supported.— Order accordingly.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—DERBY.-6 to 1 agst. Scott's

lot (taken); 12 to 1 agst. Mr. Blakelock's A British Yeoman;
(taken and afterwards offered); 18 to 1 agst. Colonel Peel's

Mufat (taken) ; 22 to 1 agst. Lord Eglinton's Anstides (taken);

30 to 1 agst. Mr. Bell's Wincsour. (take 35 to 1) ; 1000 to 30 agst.

Colonel Anson's Napier (taken) ; 40 to 1 agst. Sir G. Heathcotc's

Sirikol (take 45 to l) ; 45 to 1 agst. Sir G. Heathcote's Amorino
(taken to 6',)/.) : 1000 to 20 agst. Mr. GrilTiths's Newcourt (taken)

3

1000 to 20 agst. Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone (taken) ; 1000 to 20 agst.

Mr. H. Coombe's Fakcaway (taken) ; 1000 to 10 agst. Lord Exeter's

Lucctta Colt (taken). OAKS.—500 to 25 agst. Colonel CsadocVs
Peggy (taken and afterwards offered).

then the parliamentary survey, which showed that at that time

the lands were tithe-free on consideration of certain premises

therein mentioned. Jt was there stated that, " the parson ot

Hornchurch has in every year, in their season, a buck and doe,

which we value at 5/. in consideration of his tithes ior the whole

park." There were also instruments of the endowment of the

vicarage put in by the defendants, and documents which were

contended to be leases, and which were produced to show that

the park was tithe free. The court would not say more of these

last documents, than that in the summing up sufficient justice

was not done to their importance in the case ; and the court

could not accord with the representations made ot these docu-

ments by the plaintiff's counsel, in his mode of characterising

them. But the judgment did not proceed on that, but on.another

ground. The defendants, in order to succeed on this issue,

ought to be able to establish the existence of a payment of an

tithes. They must say that the word "parson'; necessan y

meant the vicar, and that the payment made to hnn was maae

by reason of his endowment, and not merely by the grant to him

of the rectorial tithes. There were two other parishes, and this

might have been so if the vicar of Hornchurch had been a por-

ionist in the other parishes, of which, however, there was not

evidence. The evidence as to the payment ol this composition

to the vicar of Hornchurch alone, as for the whole park, though

that park was not situated at Hornchurch alone, but in that m
common with two other parishes, though insufficient and weak

in itself, was Insufficiently left to the jury, and without the pro-

per explanations that ought to have accompanied it. Tne mi-

liculty connected with it did not seem to have presented itseU to

the mind of the learned judge. He directed the jury to the effect

that the circumstance was immaterial, and that the jurors mignt

find for the modus if they were satisfied of the proof of its exis-

tence, though the vicar might not be entitled to tithes from the

park. This mode of leaving the question must have misled tne

jury. Ft might be that the vicar was a portionist, and that as

such he had at one period been endowed with these tithes, ana

that at an early period this modus or composition for them iuui

been established. Butthough that might be the fact, it was one

which vet remained to be proved. The court was not satisneci

that as yet this had been done. The rule for a new trial must

therefore be absolute.
(Sittings in Banco.)— The Queen v. Sir M. A. Shee and Others.—

The question in this case was, whether the defendants, the pre-

sident and directors of the Royal Academy, were liable to be

rated to the relief of the poor of the parish ol St. Martin, in res-

pect of the rooms used by them at the National Gallery, at

Charing- cross. The case was argued some time since, and tnc

court had taken time to consider its judgment. Lord Denman

now delivered judgment. He said that the question arose upon

the peculiar nature, character, and purposes for which the rooms

were used. There could be no doubt that, if there was nothing

specially exempting the defendants from liability to rate, the pi e-

mises which they used would presumptively be the subject
;

01

assessment. And that would be the case independently ol tne

local act governing this parish, because, although, that act con-

tained words which would embrace a larger description of pro-

perty that appeared to be included in the statute of Elizabeth, no

reliance had been placed on that circumstance ; but the case nan

been considered in argument as one which was to be decided by

MARK LANE, Friday, Jan. 20.—The little English Wheat
left over, and fresh up since Monday, was difficult of sale, even

at a decline from that day ; of Foreign there was a very slender

attendance of buyers, and scarcely any business was transacted,

prices may be considered nominally the same, and Bonded was
without buyers. Some parcels of Barley, have arrived coastwise,

for which the same rates arc demanded. Peas and Beans con-

tinue at Monday's quotations. The Oat Trade is very dull, at

the prices of last market day.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTKR.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk • • White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . .

lj rt rley Malting anddistilllnff

Oats, Lincolnshire ami Yorkshire ...
Northumberland and Scotch ...

11 Irish •••*••••••
Rye- ••" •• • » • • •• *

Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 22 to 20
Pigeon, Heligoland . . . SO to S3

Peas, White 80 to as

Feed
Feed

'Tick
Winds.

S. S.

44 to 64— to —
25 to 30
13 to 23
— to —
9 to id
— to —
24 to 29
2<I to 34

S. S.
Red 40 to &o
White —to
Grind. ]•) tn 27
Feed 14 to 22
Potato 15 to 24
Potato 14 to 22

Hai70W 26 to 30
Lonflyml 26" to 30

Maple 27 to 29 Grey 26 to 27

WUBRf.Y IMFKRIAL AVERAGES,

Deo.

Jan.

9
16
23
20

(1

13

<fweeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat.
47 3
40 10

47 2

47 1

47 1

47 10

47 2
——

—

—

—

20

Barley.
|

Oats. Rye. Beans.
27 1 17 3 29 5 30 3
20 5 17 2 28 11 29 19

26 5 17 4 28 5 23 11

20 3 17 2 23 1 23 3
2(5 5 17 2 31 7 28
2(> 5 \n n £9 4 27 5

2G 6 17 2 2» 4 28 9

10 8*0 U 6 11 6

Peas-
32 3
32 2
81 2
31

29
29

11

7

ARRIVALS
Flour-

English
Irish .

Foreign

English
Irish .

Scotch .

Foreign

550o"

10
540

Ska. Urls.

9* 50

IN Til RIVER LAST WEEK,
Wht.) Barl. Malt. Oats. live. Bns.

• 4223 0420 4578 3704 201 788

15 — — 20017 —

_

—
1912 515 — - •«* 1975

31

10 6

Peas.
GOO

ARRIVALS
"Wheat
5740

THIS WEEK.
Barley
5220

Oats
3100
7200

800

Flour
3150

GAZKTTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED.—J. Hedgman, High Holborn, dealer

in leather- II. Chard, Liverpool, merchant.
B,
BANKRUPTS

—

fy. MayheW, Crutched Friars, wine-merchant—J. Latti-

mcr, Hanslope, Buckinghamshire, corn factor—T. B. Clarke, Acle, Norfolk,

apothecary— J. May, Clapham -rise, china-dealer—W. I- Welsh, Great Queen -

streets Lincoln's Inn-fields, attorney— J- II« Ritchie, Rotherhithj, shipwright

shire, dyers—R. and R. I). Dunn, Wakefield, Yorkshire, corn- factors—J. Cole-

man, Birmingham, victualler— J- H. Ormeiod, Manchester, wine-merchant—
W. Thompson, Exeter, Lime-burner— M. Groves, York, joiner—UJivans,
Whttechapel-road, potatoe-deater— S. AI. Lonjr. Northlodge-fann, hnheld,

cattle-dealer— 1). K. Price and D. Price, Pilgrim-street, LudRatc-hill, ware-

housemen-,*. Senior, Kirkheaton, Yorkshire, brewer—W. ^"pm, Chelten-

ham, builder— E. Edffd. Dawley-ereen, Salop, victualler— fc. I-IIhU and .*.

Hall, Leeds, flax-spinners - W- fi. Woodall, Bithoptffftte-ltrwp Without,
woollen-draper— It. Hunt, Kingston-upon-Hull, hosier.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—W. Noble, Lasswade, candle-maker— J.

Minto, Edinburgh, surgeon—P. Bruce, Glasgow, rag-merchant—J. M'Kay,
Glasgow, draper— J. C. Buchanan, Auehenioshaii-

- At Marislow, Devon, on the lath inst., tnc iaoyoi

[ p., of a daughter— On the Mth inst., in Belgrave

-

lamden, of a eon—On the 12th inst., at the l'hilan-

ev. Sydney Turner, resident chaplain, of a son—On

there were a beneficial occupation by an individual, there arcs'

a liability to rate. If, ou the other hand, the party had the use

BIRTHS.—On the i:ith,at the British Museum, Lady Madden, of a son—At
the Rectory, West Tyiherley, on the Mth, the lady Catherine Barnngton, of

a son—In South Audloy-street, on the 16th inst, the Hon. Mrs. Thornton,

Wodehouse, of a daughter—At Marislow, Devon, on the 13th inftt., thcladyoi
Sir Ralph Lopes, Bart., M
square, the Marchioness Ci
thropic, the lady nf the Rev.
the 12th inst., at Merrywood-hall, near Bristol, the lady of b- 1-iemming, f.sq.,

of a daughter.
MARKIKD.—On the 80th Oct., at Meerut, Charles Grant, Captain Horse

Artillery , son of the late Robert Grant, Esq., Bengal Civil Serv.ce, to V ranees

Eliza, daughter of Lient.-Col. Roherts/C.B^-On the soth Oct. at Mcerut, W
M. G. Maconochie, Esq., 11th Light Cavalry, son of the Right Hon. Alexander
Maconochie (Lord Mendowbank), "> Maria Isabella, daughter of Lieut-Col.
Col. Roberta, CB—On the Mth inst , at St. Mary's, Islington, Mr. 8- Foster,

of Kenchureh-street, .o Miss K- R. Thomas, youngest daughter ol the late W-
Robinson, Km,., of Holloway—On the 17th Inst-, at St. James's, Piccadilly, \v.

Sugdcn, Esq., of Ryde, Isle of Wight, to Georgiana Frances, daughter or the

late P. Conolly, Esq. . -,
, ,, ,_

, , e .

UIKD On the lath inst., at Weymouth, General Browne (Coloae! o* tha

44th Regiment), aged 7!> years—On the flth inst., in the 44th year of his

age, the Rev. Havilland Durand, M.A., rector ot St. Mary de Castro, Ouorn-
ey,and chaplain to the forces in that island—On the 16th inst., Mary, wire

il R. Tattersall, Ksq.,of Grosvenor-place—On the 1st inst., G. A. Ellis, fcsq.,

1'urser, R.N On the 8th Aug, on board the Endymion, Chinese expedition,

First Lieutenant W- t* S- Atcherley -At the Rectory House, Ballymoney, on
the 13th inst, the Very Rev. W. Greene, M.A., late Dean of Achonxy—On
the 15th inst., at Hastings, aged 42, ihe Rev. C. H. Lutwidge, M.A-, Vicar of

East Farleigh, Kent-
-.^ ..m...^-. ~.

Piinted by Messrs- Bradrurv and Evans, Lombard-street, Fleet-street, in

the l'jerinetof U'hitel'riars, in the City of London, and Published by them at

the OmcB. 3, CnABuea itKET, CoVBNT Caiidkn, in the County ol Middlesex,

wnero all Advertisements and Communications arc to be addressed to the

Editor,—Saturday, January 21, 1843.
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TOSEPH HEADLAND,
** Road, Cambridge begs to

FLORIST, 4c., London
offer Fine GROUND ROOTS of

g
the undernamed DAHLIAS, in fine condition, and warranted

5. d.true to Name :

—

8.

Admirable (Spary) . . 3
Arethusa (Union) . . 5

Beauty of Wakefield (Bar-
rett) . . • .10

Beeswing: (Headly) . . 7
Chancellor, (Whale) . 10
Conqueror of the Plain,

(Spary)
Dowager Lady Cowper,
(Jackson)

Duke of Richmond, (Ed-
wards)

Eclipse, (Catleugh) .

(Widnall)

d.

6

5

3 6

Exquisite, (Holmes)
Frederic the^Great, (At-

well) .'
" *\ +>%. .

5

5

3

3

6

6

5

Indispensable, (Girling) .

Invertan, (Hodges) .

Lady Glentwor*"b, (Carter)
Marquess of Lansdowne,
(Brown)

Majestic, (Widnall) .

Marchioness of Exeter,
(Widnall)

Oriental Pearl, (Union) .

Oscar ....
Phoenix, (Headly; .

Princess Royal, (Hudson) 15
Satirist, (Headly) . . 7
Stanley, (Jones) . . 7
Twyford Perfection . . 8

Unique (Walters) . . 3
Westbury Rival . . 10

3 6
5
5

10

7

10

5

3

10

6

6

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS, 4*. per
dozen.—The Annual Importation of these delightful and

fragrant BULBS has just been received at Arthur Cobbktt's,
late Mr. C. Barron's, Italian Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall. Where
also may be seen a Choice Collection of Orange, Lemon, Citron,
Lime, and Cypress Trees, Catalonian and Arabian Jasmines, &c.,
just arrived from Italy.— N.B. Impoiter of choice Honeycomb,
Parmesan and Gruyere Cheese, New Salad Oil, and other Foreign
Produce, &c. Lists, with Prices, may be had.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.

H GROOM, Clapham - Rise, near London,
• (removed from Walworth,) By Appointment, Florist

to Her Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and
Public, that this is the best season for planting the above Flowers,
and that he cart supply them of first-rate quality at the following
piices :

—

RANUNCULUSES, 100 roots in 100 superfine sorts £4,
„ Superfine mixtures from 5s. to 21$. per 100.

ANEMOMES, 100 roots in 100 superfine sorts

„ Superfine mixtures from 7s. §d. to 21.9. per 100.
AURICULAS, 25 superfine sorts, 1 plant of each
CARNATIONS, 25 superfine sorts, 1 pair of each
PlCOTEES, 25 superfine sorts, 1 pair of each
YELLOW PICOTEES, 12 superfine sorts, 1 pair of each
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, from 5s. to 42s. each.

PUNCTATUM, from \os.6d. to 42s. each,
SPECIOSUM, small bulbs, at 63s. each.

H, G. also begs to say that he has a few Trees of his PRINCESS-
ROYAL PEAR for sale, at 5s. each.—The Trade supplied.

4

3

3
3

2
2

13
10

10

2

6
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ryQ GENTLEMEN and AMATEUR FLORISTS.—
J- The time of year is now fast approaching for planting that

delightful flower, the Ranunculus; a few hundred roots to be

parted with at 42s. per hundred, (with names); planting time,

February and March. Apply (pre-paid) to Mr. Eyre, Farnham,
Surrey; where may be seen, in the blooming season, in Mr.
Eyre's Collection of Pelargoniums, "a few Seedlings," broken
into flower in July.'last, 1842, with many of this year, 1843.

Some possessing striking foliage, cultivated and grown in small

pots, " in their true arid natural state, without that pernicious

aid," chemical watering, which can only serve to raise and
drive "colorem contra naturam," for a short period.—Farnham,
January 23, 1843.

IMPERIAL NURSERY, CHELTENHAM.
QAMUEL HODGES begs respectfully to inform the^ admirers of the Pelargonium, that he has a few more strong
Plants left of his unique Seedling, Oberon, at 42s. each. Those
that have not seen Oberon, will find the following a faithful des-
cription. It has the habit and size of bloom of Foster's Alicia

;

Jn the upper petal is a large dark spot, with a clear and distinct
>vhite margin about the eighth of an inch wide • the lower petal
is as brilliant a white as the upper margin, and forms a beautiful
C«P without crumple or serrature.

"PUCHSIA BROCKMANIA.—This splendid Fuchsia
:p ^vas raised by P. Padden, Gardener to the Rev. William
tfrockman, of Beachborough, Kent. It has been justly admired
°y all who have seen it, and repeatedly noticed by the Editor of
jhe Gardeners' Gazette as a superb variety, "distinguished by
" rmness of texture, large size, and diversity of colour between
l"e sepals and petals."— (See " P.P., Notices to Correspondents,"
£ugust 13, 1842). It bears remarkably fine foliage, is of vigorous
Jiabit, and a most profuse bloomer ; therefore confidently recom-
mended as desirable in any collection, and indispensable to the
exhibitor. Strong Plants will be sent out early in spring (car-
^age.free to any part of the kingdom) upon the receipt of a post-
"JJice order for 7s. 6rf. As the Plants (so far as the limited stock

w- allow ) will be sent according to priority of order, early
otice is requested. To Nurserymen ordering Six Plants, the

h
^ual allowance.—Direct to Mr. Padden, Gardener, Beach-

uorough, Hythe, Kent.-Dec. l, 1842.

DAHLIAS.—An Amateur has a Collection of about
Sixty good ground Roots at his disposal, being Show

Varieties, many first-rate sorts, and in good condition. For full

particulars apply by letter, Post-paid, to F. H., Post-office,

Maidenhead, Berks.

SEEDLING LARCHES.— Several Hundred Thousands
of Two and Three Years' old Seedling Larches, of first-rate

quality, and at very moderate prices, are for sale by Dickson
and Tuhnbuu, Nurserymen, &c, Brechin. N.B. Will be put

free on board a vessel at Montrose, from which port there is a
regular trader once a week to London, &c.

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
OUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the
readers of the Gardeners* Chronicle to their Advertisement

CAMELLIAS.—WANTED, about a dozen good,
strong, growing Plants, of the hardy and common Sorts,

standing not less than from 5 to 6 feet high from the pot, and
well covered with foliage. Any person having the above to

dispose of is requested to apply by letter, stating lowest price, to

Mr. Benjamin Heath, Gardener, Highfield, near Southampton.
The Plants are not wanted until out of flower.

Y
°4rw above magnificent Fuchsia, inserted in this Paper of the

*J?
Dec, together with their two new Verbenas,

weat Yarmouth Nursery, Jan. 2o", 1843,

PATRONIZED BY HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND,
THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, THE EARL OF HAR-
RINGTON, AND MANY OF THE NOBILITY,

THE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—For many yearsi past there has been cultivated in the neighbourhood of Yar-

mouth, adjacent to the ancient Castle of Sir John Fastolff, a red

Raspberry of a most extraordinary size and rich ilavour. The
Nobility -who vi?>it the sea-coast here have invariably expressed

their astonishment at the exceeding fineness of the fruit of this

variety, and until lately Youkli. and Co. have not been enabled

to obtain a sufficient stock of it to bring it into public notice ; but

having now obtained a supply (although limited) of fine Canes,

beg to offer them on the following terms, and they can be sent

with safety to any part of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of

a Post-office order.

Packages containing 50 Canes, 25s.—Packages containing 25

Canes, 1 4s.—Package included.

The few to whom Youkli, and Co. have sentit, have expressed

their high admiration of its superiority over other varieties
;

and a letter just received from a Gentleman in Derbyshire,

to whom this variety was sent, states that it invariably takes

prizes at the Hort. Shows in his neighbourhood. In conclusion,

Youem. and Co. beg to state that they have not, nor do they

intend to recommend any article but that which they can do

with confidence; and in this instance they feel fully assured of

its giving the most entire satisfaction.—Great Yarmouth Nursery,

Norfolk, Jan. 26, 1843. ___^
W BYTE'S SUPERIOR DARK AND DELICIOUS

BEET-ROOT in sealed Packets of 5s. ; each packet con-

taining l oz. To be had of Mr. Knight, Nurseryman, Kings-

road, Chelsea, and of the Grower, J. Wiiyte, Rails Head, Isle-

worth. As this Beet requires peculiar culture, directions will

accompany each packet.

SEYMOUR'S SUPERB WHITE CELERY.

MESSRS. LANE and SON beg again to offer to

. the Public the above superior Celery Seed (at Is. (id. per

packet), the qualities of which are so well known as to require

no eulogium here, although it may be advisable to state, by way
of caution, that there is an old variety of Seymour's White

Celery offering for sale, which is very inferior to the above.

—

Also the BLACK-SEEDED BATH COS LETTUCE, at from Is.

to 5s. per packet.— Either or both can be sent by post, on the

receipt of postage stamps or post-office order from unknown
correspondents.—Nurseries, Great Berkharopstead, Dec. 26, 1842.

EARLY PEAS, &c—HENRY D. CORMACK,
SEEDSMAN, begs respectfully to inform the Nobility,

Gentry, and others, of Manchester and its Vicinity that they can
be supplied with the following new and early articles :— Cor-
mack's Prince Albert and early Kent Peas, British Queen ditto ;

Taylor's New Improved Windsor, and Johnson's Wonderful
Beans; Manchester and Giant red and pink Celery ; Hamilton's
White Spine and Walker's Prize-fighter Cucumbers; Incompara-
ble Cos Lettuce, together with every other variety of Horticultu-

ral, Agricultural, and Floricultural Seeds, at his Wholesale and
Retail Warehouse, 106, Deangate, Manchester. Agent for Sir

Jamea Murray's Patent Fertilising and Guano Manures.

HOME-GROWN SEEDS.

MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS respectfully acquaint
those readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle who have not

vet hitherto honoured them with their commands, that their

grounds, being situated at considerable distances from each
other, and of different soils, they are enabled by strict attention

to grow Garden-Seeds true to their kinds, and can supply their

Customers with Seeds which they know to be new, thereby pre-

venting disappointment in the crops. The Annual Seed Cata-

logue is now published, and may be had gratis on application.

The following articles are particularly recommended \—

£

s. d.

1

2
1

5

15

2

1

1

1

10
1

10

4

(i
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HENRY HAMMOND, Nursery and Seedsman,
Munriford, near Brandon, Suffolk, respectfully announces

to the Kobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, that the late

fine season for preserving his admired WHITE CAPE BROCCOLT
enables him to offer it at 3s. 6d. a packet, which will contain
half an ounce. The many orders already received from those
who were purchasers last year justify H. H. in again offering it

to the public. The flavour is not only equal to any Cauliflower,

but it is as hardy as any of the Cabbage tribe. By sowing in

March, the end of May, and August, a supply may be had nearly

all the year. If any gentleman wishes for information respecting

its quality, a reference to the undermentioned Gardeners will

meet with an immediate reply :—Mr.Wylie, His Grace the Duke of

Grafton, Euston Hall; Mr. Piper, Right Hon. LordiWalsingham,

Merton Hall ; Mr. Hammond, Sir Richard Sutton, Bart., Lynford

Hall; Mr. Brownly, John Angerstein's, Esq., Weeting Hall.

Messrs. Flanagan, Seedsmen, Mansion-house-street, London,

who can warrant the stock, and will carefully execute any orders

entrusted to them.—A good PROPAGATOR in the Out-door

Deuartment is wanted.—Mundford, Jam 10>J^3^
fBOUNTY FIRE-OFFICE, AND PROVIDENT^ LIFE OFFICE, 50, Regent-street, Piccadilly. Esta-

blished 1807. TRUSTEES.
His Grace the Duke of Rutland, Sir Henry Pynn
K.G. Sir Frederick A. Roe, Bart.

The Marquess of Northampton Alex. Henderson, Esq., M.D.

100 Ranunculuses, in 50 fine varieties by name
50 do., *n 50 d0

The most approved kinds of Kitchen Garden Seeds, in

a complete collection for a Nobleman's or Gentle-
man's family

Ditto, ditto, for a smaller Establishment

Ditto, ditto, of Flower-Seeds, containing all the

new kinds worthy of recommendation; together
with the best of the old sorts, with instructions en-

closed . • • • • .

Ditto, in smaller collection, equally choice .

Ditto, ditto, ditto ....
Double Italian Tuberoses, fresh imported, per dozen .

J. S. and Sons, having a stock of all the new kinds of Kitchen

Garden and Flower- Seeds, they will be included in the above

collections ; or they may be obtained separate, according to

order, at moderate prices.

N.B.—Parcels delivered free to the Railway-station, or any

part of London.- Reading Nursery, Berkshire, Jan. 28th,

The Rt. Hon. Lord Northwick
The Earl of Macclesfield
Sir Wm. Earle Welby, Bart.

Sir John Osborn, Bart.

Sir R. Duckworth King, Bart.

John Edward Conaivt, Esq.

Andrew Maclew, Esq.
Frederick Squire, Esq.
George Pryme, Esq.
Glynne Earle Wclby, Esq., M.P.

&c. &e. &c.
The advantages offered to the public by the above Offices are

such as result from a course of uninterrupted prosperity, the

fruits ofa prudent and economical management for a period of

thirty-five years.

At the present time so many establishments exist, vieingwith

each other in the profession of benefits to the public, which nu-

merous failures and consequent ruin to thousands of industrious

families have proved to be fallacious, that the Directors think

they will best discharge their duty to the Proprietors and to the

Public by a simple statement of the advantages which have been
realised by these Offices.

The County Fire Office has not only settled all claims with

promptitude and liberality, but has, from its first establishment,

made large returns to the Insured. These amount at the pre-

sent time to 125,000/.
.

The Provident Life Office has at each septennial period di-

vtded the whole of the profits, subject to a deduction of about a

twentieth part only, among the Insured. The benefits actually

secured to lives insured in this Office may be judged of by the

following Table :—

No. 01

Policy
Age

37109
430 38
435 38
'i92 46
515 31

982 39
!

Bonus in

1813&1S20

£*
-221

90
•257

10(5

72
167

s.

11

3

2
15

13

8

2

11

1

9
1

6

£.
387
159

50t)

197
134

326

s.

11

3

19
16
13

8

d.

10

6
2

7

6

Bonus in Total of Sum
1841. Bonuses. Insured

£. s. d. £. 8. d. £.
504 4 1213 3 4 2500

US 6 4 497 13 3 1000

744 19 b* 1509 1 1 30DO
'99 15 11 6;.'4 7 i< 1000

04 I 1 411 7 i 1000

80 7 10 97-4 4 10 2000

John A. Beaumont, Managing Director.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswiek-

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, -where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely complete and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic ™tviii--

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Consermury
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, bebia^ u any

others in this country and on the Continent. paivanic Plant
D.and E.Bailey have prepared a quantity of the

J?
..

th
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate «w

fo^rch£
beg to introduce to public notice a new TrougnP

Jjy atintci^
daceous or other Houses where vapour fc-f^v^ofactory.
vals required, and which mav be seen at tneir

_
•

PENN'S SYSTEM PERFECTED-FOB OBTAINING^ A FREE

CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR

THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL & °T,
H
^^f £!£?„'W HILL having

;
had

,

ever,^^3 SLSlSg
H;^«srB3Se

4^fe--to con!mandthe abovf

prim
announce to

Horucuuurd. isuna

m

B » - •—
;
*

ith much satisfaction wit-^y-^^^^^^l^^^ou of this nrin.

,THOUSES,PlTS,&c. (
&c.,up

it an immense cost to the inven

,,-frrfian and heats the same by Ho-Si^Tube or Conical Boilers. W.Hill also adapts™,„Ws New Balanced Regulator to the Boiler Appa-

ciple to almost everyw
:

«7«^
11w fhaf hp pr„Pro r

the Nobility

whS
E
h4s
H
Sra»«M« cost to the inventor), been brought to

^J5*££« «^ h^JKLT5!,tHo?yA«la Apparatus,

cipie to aimob J""^. generally, that he cruets CONSERVA-
™?R?1S™o5SE WTS, &c *c, upon the above system.

n£u by which an immense saving of fuel is effected, the greatest

rctruVarity of Temperature preserved, and much time and trouble

saved. Pkn'N's System only requires publicity to be appre-

ciated. The Public are therefore invited to inspect its efficient

working at the Inventor s Residence, Lewisham. The great end
gained by adopting this system, is a perfect and rapid Circula-
tion, producing consequently an equable temperature throughout
the building (of whatever construction), and renders access to it

at all times safe and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-
stitution being enabled to remain for hours in a temperature
greatly exceeding summer-heat, with as much comfort as could
possibly be derived from an out-door temperature equally high.
W. Him would refer any, who may desire to apply the above
system to Forcing-Houses in particular, to Mr. John Willmot,
of Isleworth, who alter 40 years' experience has adopted this
system throughout his extensive Establishment. Designs, and
any further information, upon application to W. Hill, Builder
and Surveyor, Lewisham*
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 61 , Gracechurch-strcet,
London, soiicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler,

ee Editor's description, Gardeners9 Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.)

To . .'ceurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are
complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 5s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description
of building', may be obtained as above ; where also may be seen
the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's
Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the ility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-
mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. The trade sup-
plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.

N.B.

—

Wayte's New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

0RT1CULTURAL BUILDING and HEATING by HOT WATER.

J WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-
• placb, King's- road, Chklsea, Hothouse Builders and

ot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the
Nobility and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 300ft. in
length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means

ofan open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
ea, near Sloane-square.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF~HEATING~
'

TT/'ILLIAM E. RENDLE haviDg received several
* * communications from various parts of the country, con-

cerning his "Tank System of Heating," which will ultimately
tersally adopted in all forcing establishments where

bottom-heat is required, begs to announce to those Gentlemen, as
ell as to others who wish forinformation respecting it, that it is

intention to publish a well- executed Engraving, with a
Treatise appended, which will contain every information requisite
to set up or adapt the Apparatus for Houses of various sizes, with
the cost of materials, fixing, Sec.

ry I- > in the kingdom ought to befitted up on thisprinciple.
W. E. R. is induced thus to bring this system prominently before

the public, knowing that it will be of the greatest utility, and of
immense importance to Horticulturists. The cost of the Treatise
will be regulated according to the number of subscribers.
Unio p Road Nursery, Plymouth, Jan. 23, 1843.

THE GENUINE GUANO ON SALE AT LIVER-
POOL.—Any quantity of this celebrated and valuable NA-

TURAL MANURE can be obtained from the Queen's Bonded
ores, cither in Liverpool or in London. Apply to Messrs.

W i'.uam Joskpii Myers and Co., Importers, Liverpool j Messrs.
Cot ith, Powell, and Pryor, Great St. Helen's, London ;

r Mess wards, Danson, and Co., Brokers, Liverpool.

BONE MANURE. ADULTERATION DETECTED.
J-J The extent to which Bone Manure is adulterated is so great

to render it imperative upon the Farmer to ascertain, by
chemical analysis, the quantity of PURE BONE it contains.

Vv
.
H. Pottbk undertakes to examine any Sample that may

he submitted to him, and within two days after the receipt
thereof, ; to return the correct percentage of Pure Bonk. Mr.
Potter's charge is 5*., which should be enclosed with an average
sample, say lib., and sent (carriage paid), to the Artificial Guano
Works, 28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, where Unadulterated
Bone may be had, either in dust or j-in. pieces.

*** Mr. Pottbr examines every species of Artificial Manure,
and reports upon them at the above charge. Soils very carefully
anal-si d.

G SALEU A N .O ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, ERIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

'I41E- QUEEN'S SPEECH, specially Rep.
-* Illustrated, will appear in next Saturday's !

In small 8vo., Price 28. Cloth. The Fifth Edition of

EVERY LADY her own FLOWER-GARDENER,
By LOUISA JOHNSON. With a Chapter on Window Gar-

ening, by Mr. MACINTOSH, and a Description of WARD'S
Domestic Greenhouse. Preparingfor Publication, uniforyn with
the above, price 2s., EVERY LADY'S COMPANION TO THE
KITCHEN-GARDEN, by A LADY. London: W. S. Orr, and
Co., Amen Coiner, Paternoster-row. ______^_____

•orted and
Number of

" PUNCH, or THE LONDON CHARIVARI," price 3d.

A STAMPED EDITION to go free by Post, price 4d.

Vol. III. is just published, and Vols. I. and II. are, as well as
all back Numbers, constantly on sale.— Office, 13, Wellington-

t, and Sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen.
Just published, price Sixpence,

A LETTER to the FARMERS of ENGLAND,
xx

- on the RELATIONSHIP of AGRICULTURE and MANU-
FA< KES. With a representation of Ploughs and Ploughingm Buckinghamshire and the Lothians. By One who has
Win D at the Plough ; Author of Letters under that
signature in the Morning Chronicle.

London : Riqgwav, Piccadilly.

1%/| ESSRS, MARNOCK AND MANLEY beg to in-

I -1 *2
r™

r

thcir Friends and the Public, that they have pub-
lished tneir C ataloguc of Flower Seeds, Sec, for 1843, which will
be forwarded free by Post, on application. Their Importation of
German and Prussian Seeds have arrived in fine condition, to
which they beg to call their attention. Nursery, Hackney,
Jan. 12, 1843.

*

"

SGIKLING'S Catalogue of English and
• Foreign DAHLIAS can now be had on prepaid appli-

cation ; it contains as well, a List of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Pansies, and Verbenas, any of which S. G. will be happy to re-
ceive orders for; and pledges himself to supply early plants cor-
rect to name, and on liberal terms where a quantity ia wanted.
The trade liberally supplied.
Dane Croft Nursery, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

PATRONIZED by all the principal Architects and
Builders in this Country and Abroad SEYSSEL AS-

PHALTE.— In consequence of the daily attempts made to imitate

this valuable mineral production, and of the name of " Asphaltc"
being given to most of the spurious and " cheap" materials, the

Directors of this Company particularly recommend Architects,

Builders, and others, (for the purpose of securing the use of the

genuine article,) to insert in their specifications "The Seyssel

Asphaltc, Claridge's Patent," and not merely " Asphaltc" or
11 Bitumen," as, in many cases where these terms have been used,

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. For the information of those residing at a dis-

tance from London, and of those who, having employed the

spurious composition, may, from its failure, have become preju-

diced against the use of Asphalte, the following are mentioned
as some of the distinguishing qualities of the genuine material.

The Asphalte of Seyssel is of a light colour, closely resembling
Yorkshire stone, has a smooth surface (without being slippery),

and joints almost imperceptible ; it is also free from smell, is not

acted upon by change of temperature, and is at all times dry and
warm, and remarkably pleasant to walk upon, and, from its elas-

ticity, never cracks. The fictitious material, on the contrary, has

a dark and dirty-looking appearance, presents a rough and coarse

surface, and, from its brittleness, is liable to crack, particularly

in frosty weather. In consequence of the above qualities, the

genuine material (being perfectly impervious to wet) has been
used with great advantage for roofing; it can be laid down to any
extent, presenting one uniform surface, and is far superior to

lead, as it is not liable to expansion or contraction in consequence
of any change in the temperature. For covering of arches, (to

prevent the percolation of wet,) it is invaluable, the Greenwich
Railway Company alone having covered upwards of 400,000 su-

perficial feet; it has also been used on the Great Western, Bir-

mingham, Midland Counties, South Western, Brighton, Blackwall,

and other Railways; at the joint Stations, London-bridge, and at

the South Metropolitan, Highgate, and Nunhead Cemeteries. As
proof of the great durability of the genuine Asphalte, it need only

be mentioned that the first work executed in this Country with
this material, (amounting to 3,952 feet,; was at Whitehall, oppo-

site the Horse Guards, in the month of April, 1838, and which,
although only half an inch in thickness, has remained up to this

time (a period of four years and eight months) in the most per-

fect condition. Books of Testimonials with scale of prices may
be obtained on application to j. Farrell, Secretary.

Seyssel Asphalte Company's Depot, Stan gate, London.
Note—Neither the pavement in Parliament Street, London, nor

the works at the Model Prison, atthe Abney-park Cemetery (which

from its failure has since been removed), or at the Hotel at the

Slough station of the Great Western Railway, were executed by
this Company,

SION NURSERY, CROYDON.
ROBERT COOPER begs to inform the Public that

he has just published his CATALOGUE of CHOICE
FLOWER SEEDS, &c. &c. for 1843, which will be forwarded by
Post on application.—Jan. 25, 1843.

EXTENSION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF ART-UNIONS.

THE ROYAL POLYTECHNIC UNION
of LONDON.— Subscribers and the Public are respectfully

informed that the ETCHINGS illustrative of the SONGS of
SHAKSPEARE by the Etching Club are now ready for inspec-
tion. By the liberality of the Members of the Club, the Sub-
scribers will receive Seventeen Etchings instead of the promised
number of Thirteen.— Subscriptions received by the Honorary
Secretary, at 309, Regent-street, and 5, Cavendish-square.1^.^"^^^^^"^^^^^"^^—*"^^^^**^^^^^™.^^^ »^^~-^^-^^r^.^^^^^^^^J____.

^ ^ j_^^_^_^—_».^»— _ ^_^_ _ _ _

WILLIAM LYNN, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
and Florist, late of Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, respect-

fully informs the Gentry and Public in general, that he is now
carrying on the above business, and connected therewith a
Garden Tool Warehouse, at the premises, No. 10, Church-
street, Hackney, opposite Morning-lane. W. L. begs to state
that his collection of Culinary, Garden, and Flower Seeds is of
the very best quality, and true to kind ; likewise his Fruit-Trees,
Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, Perennial
and Bulbous Roots. His Garden Utensils are also of the best
description, at prices which, he trusts, with industry, punctuality,
and attention, will secure to him general patronage.
W. L. solicits particular attention to his new PEA, Lynn's

Dwarf Wrinkled Marrow, 2s- 6d. per quart, which is superior
to the Knight's Marrows, and much more advantageous, especially
in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 feet ; it is the most pro-
lific summer and autumn Pea ever introduced—perpetual in its

bearing, the pod quite full, and of delicious flavour, even when
nearly ripe.—Catalogues of Seeds, Garden Implements, &c.,may
be had on application, enclosing a postage-stamp.

TO NURSERYMEN.—To be DISPOSED OF, an
Old-established NURSERY, in the immediate vicinity of

London, containing 1 1 Acres of Land, in the best state of culti-

vation, partly stocked with Fruit-trees, Standard and Dwarf
Roses, Evergreens, and other Ornamental Shrubs and Trees,
principally inclosed with good walls. There are 4,000 feet of
Glass, well stocked with Greenhouse and other Plants. There
are also on the premises a commodious Dwelling- House, and
Seed-Shop attached, Stabling, Sheds, &c., all In excellent repair.
Rent and Taxes moderate, and 25 years of the Lease unexpired.
The above is situate on one of the leading thoroughfares out of
London, and may be entered upon on or before 25th March next.
—For particulars, application to be made, by letter only, prepaid,
to Messrs. Noble, Seedsmen, &c, 152, Fleet-street, London,
Part of the purchase-money may remain, if required, on ap-
proved-of security. The proprietor is retiring from business in
consequence of ill-health.

THE GARDENER at ST. MARGARET'S informs
J- those parties who have addressed letters to him upon the
subject of a Second Gardener's place, that the Advertisement was
inserted without his knowledge, he being perfectly satisfied with
his present Foreman, whom he considers strictly honest, sober,
industrious, and trustworthy, and things under his charge bear
testimony of his attention to his business.

St. Margaret's, Jan. 23, 1843.

pUCUMHERand MELON BOXES and LIGHTS.—
V^ For'.SALE, one, two, and three-light BOXES and LIGHTS,
of all sizes, ready for immediate use, warranted of the best mate-
rials, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom ; two-light
Boxes and Lights complete, from \l. 8s. Garden Lights made,
glazed and painted, from Is. per foot. Sashes and Frames made,
glazed, and hung complete. Is. 8d. per foot.—At JAMES WATTS'
Sash Manufactory, 8, Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.

*** An Apprentice wanted.

GARDENERS* ENTERTAINMENT.

J WEEK'S, Jun., Annual Improved Plan of [H]EAT-
• ING, will take place at his Horticultural Manufactory,

Gloucester-place, King's road, Chelsea, on Thursday the 2nd of
February. Such professional Gardeners who are his friends and
supporters, and who will honour him with their company, are
requested to favour him with a line, hy Post, without delay.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTII; MIDDLESEX. 5

EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,
1 that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower-Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c, manufactured
by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener (Sundays excepted).

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a res-
pectable young Man, aged 30, who has a practical know-

ledge of his business in all its branches, and can be well recom-
mended from the situation he is about to leave. Address, A.B.,
at Mr. Bell's, Bookseller, Richmond, York.

WANTED, a steady, active, middle-aged Man, who
has some knowledge of Greenhouse Plants, Cultivation of

Roses, Training Fruit-trees, &c, and would have no objection
to go out Jobbing occasionally. None need apply who cannot
have a good character from their last situation. Further parti-
culars may be had by applying by letter, post-paid, to J.Cole,
Nurseryman, Rugby, Warwickshire.—Jan. 23, 1843.

WANTS a> SITUATION as GARDENER, a
middle-aged married Man without encumbrance ; who

understands the management of Pines, early Forcing, and Gar-
dening in general ; he would prefer living on the premises ; can
have a good character from his last place, where he lived up-
wards of 10 years. Direct to A.B., No. 9, Great Orchard-row,
High-street, Camberwell.

WANTED, immediately, an active and steady MAN,
to take charge of a provincial Nursery of recent establish-

ment. He must have a thorough knowledge of the Nursery
Business, and be a good propagator of Greenhouse Plants, Sec
Satisfactory references will be required. Application to be made,
stating Wages, to Messrs. Handcock and Son, Nursery Seeds-
men and Florists, 218, Gillegate, Durham. •

WANTS a SITUATION, a single young Man of
respectable connexions, as Under Gardener, where his

employment would be principally in the Houses. Has been as

Under Gardener for seven years, and can have a good character
from the gentleman's Gardener he is now living with. Direct to

J. A., Post-office, Aveley, Essex.—All letters post-paid.

TO SEEDSMEN.
WANTS a SITUATION, a respectable young Man

(who has been engaged for the last three years in the
Seed Business, hi a large concern in the country), either in a
Seed-shop or Warehouse, where he could make himself generally
useful. Salary not so much an object as immediate employment.
For particulars, please to apply (post-paid) to Messrs. W. and J.

Noble, Seedsmen, No. 152, Fleet-street, London,

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a
respectable Man, age 46, who thoroughly understands his

Business, and all kinds of Forcing, Pleasure-grounds, and
Kitchen-gardens; and can have an unexceptionable reference from
the Gentleman he has just left, with 13 years' character ; either

to live in the house or not. Direct to A.B., Mrs. Carey's, No.
8, Providence-row, Islington-green.

-* -_..-— . - _ -- 1 1 . .

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-
DENER and BAILIFF, a single young Man, aged 32,

who has a thorough knowledge of his business, and can have a
good character from his last place.—Address to H. H., Post-office,

Tonbridge Wells.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a respect-
able, young, unmarried Man, who has been 12 years atthe

business, and has a competent knowledge of his profession in all

its branches; has been in some of the first-rate situations as
Gardener in the North j and can have an undeniable character
from the place he is now in, where he has lived above two years.
—Direct, I. B., Mr. Peter Fair's, Bookseller, Bishop-Auckland.

rpo NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FARMERsT&
J- GRAZIERS.-WANTED hy a Young Man (a native of Cum-
berland) a SITUATION as FARM BAILIFF, in any County in
England. The Advertiser has been brought up in Cumberland
to Farming and Grazing ; and is acquainted with thorough
Drainage system, Subsoil and Trench Plowing, and with most of
the modern improvements in Agriculture; and would be able to
give respectable references, and produce sufficient testimonials
as to character, and capabilities, &c. Address, A.L., Post-office,
Brampton, Cumberland.

NOTICE.—All persons having a CLAIM upon the
ESTATE of the late Mr. MICHAEL WATERER, Nursery-

man, Knaphill, Horscll, Surrey, arc requested to send in their

Accounts without delay; and all persons indebted to the said
Estate are requested to Pay the same to Hosia Waterer, Knap-
hill, or to James Waterer, Chertsey, Executors to the deceased.

GARDEN NET.—New Garden Net, viz., Herring
Net, one-inch mesh, made with machinery, ]£rf. per yard in

any length or width. Old Fishing Net, properly mended up, in
lengths 30 or 40 yards, 8 and 10 feet deep, ftf. per yard square.
Woollen and Worsted Net, fine Blossom and Wasp Net, made
from Hemp, Bunting, Screens, &c. Sec Woollen Tie for Flowers.
Also Sheep-folding Nets, Fishing Nets, Rabbit and Hare Nets.
Nets for Fences against Rabbits, Dogs, Poultry, Sec, -2d. per yard

;

also for covering in Poultry yards, Pheasantries, &c, 2rf. per
yard. Superior expanding Tents for Lawns, &c, hi., 36 feet
round. Tarpaulins for Wagon and Stack Covers, Garden Frames,
&c, 25. per square yard made up.
Rob. Richardson, Net and Tent Makers, 21, Tonbridge Place,

New Road, near Euston Square, London.
N.B.— 1000 London Policemen's Capes for Farmers' Servants,

Is. Qd., 2s., and 2$. Gd. each.
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IMPORTANT TO ALL.

] CAN say of the WATERPROOF COAT I pur-
•*- chased of you, that I never had anything so pleasant in

" wear, or so efficient as a ' Waterproof, 9 and therefore, in every
•! respect superior to a * Mackintosh.' It is a very pleasant Gar-
" ment, too, for moderate warmth when the weather is dry. Asu a medical man, and having much daily riding, I have full//
"proved what is above stated, and you are welcome to use this
"as the testimony of one much and constantly exposed to the
weather, as it may be useful to yourself and others, Ac-
Thomas Warner, Surgeon, Cirencester, Jan. 4, 1843." The

Garment referred to is BERDOE'S well-known VENTILATING
WATERPROOF FROCK, and the above testimony is entirely
unsolicited, nor has W. B. ever seen the party who gives it.

Made only by WALTER BERDOE, Tailor, Waterproofer, &c,
9, Cornhill (eight doors from Bishopsgate-street.)

/^AUTION.—Several Perfumers of apparent Respect-^ ability, for the sake of gaining a trifle more profit, basely at-
tempt to impose their pernicious compounds upon the public as the
real "MACASSAR OIL" for the Hair, and « KALYDOR" for
the Complexion. They copy the bills and labels of the original arti-
cles, substituting either afictitious name, orthe word " GENUINE"
in the place of "ROWLAND'S." To frustrate such imposition,
it ia necessary, on purchasing either article, to see that the word
ROWLAND'S is on the wrapper, as follows, without which none
are genuine. Rowland's Macassar Oil, for the growth, and for
Beautifying the Human Hair. Price 3.9. 6d., 7s., or Family Bottles
(containing four small) 10s. 6d. ; and double that size, 2ls. per
bottle. Rowland's Kalydor, for the Skin and Complexion.
Price 45. 6rf. and 8s. 6d. per bottle. A. ROWLAND AND SON,
20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, is written in red on the
wrappers of the Macassar Oil and Kalydor, and engraven on
the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. Be sure to ask for
" Rowland's" Articles, Sold by them and by respectable Chemists
and Perfumers.

r
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In the Press, and will be published in a few days, in one small

vol. l2mo,

I>
U R A L CHEMISTRY.

^ By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S.,

Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 28, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Wednesday, Feb.l
Fiiday, Feb. 3. ; «

Monday, Feb. 6.

Tuesday, Feb 7 ,

Wednesday, Feb. 8
Saturday, Feb. 11

Geological
Botanical

Entomological •

ltural
ean . .

ultural

Medico-Botanical
Royal Botanic «

f Horticu
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CFloricu]

iiJ i\ m.

8 "p. «•

P.M.

2 P.M.

8 P.M.

G£ P.M.

8 p,M.
33 P.M.

We have already stated that during the last session

of Parliament Mr. Pusey gave notice for a committee
to inquire into the subject of Drainage; and we be-

lieve that evidence was prepared to establish and show
the necessity of enforcing the universal clearance and
maintenance of the outfalls now existing, so that

underdraining might hereafter become a less diffi-

cult and costly operation. We are, however, not

aware that there was an intention of making the

measure universally compulsory, and placing it under
scientific administration; nor do we understand that

the after-applicatUm of drain-water had attracted the

attention of those agricultural Members of Parliament,

"who are generally interested in such matters. Indeed,

it is chiefly in the pamphlet of Mr. Bailey Denton,

already referred to, that the subject has been examined:

and as we agree with that gentleman in believing that

even more ultimate profit may be* derived to the

country from beneficial after-uses of drain -water than

from the mere eradication of existing evils, we shall

now proceed to consider that topic.

If a profitable distribution of the drain-water, which
pow is so injurious from its stagnation, be practicable,

it must be secured by uniformity in arranging the re-

ceiving watercourses ; and although that uniformity

can only be worked out in districts, still it is essential

that those districts should be allotted in relation to the

whole country, and without regard to the interests of

private individuals. This systematising of the mains
or receivers is the amount of compulsion to which we
alluded in our former notice of the subject; and we
are of opinion that, in the absence of such compulsion,

the nation will never be made to feel a great and im-

portant change, but will be brought, by the desultory

plans of separate individuals, into the same condition

as London, so far as regards systematic arrangement
of the mains, and the application of the valuable mat-
ter to be derived from them.

The dislocation of the Metropolitan sewers is a matter
ofcommon complaint; they have been planned without
reference to each other, and now they will notwork toge-

ther; but had all the London works of this kind been
formed upon one well-considered, preconcerted plan,

£ot only would the drainage of London and its suburbs
have been more effectual but the water of the Thames
"Would still be as pure as it was originally : and instead
°f being corrupted by the refuse of the town, the
valuable contents of the sewers might have been di-
rected to the large increase of agricultural wealth. By
sorne such uniformity of arrangement as would have
secured toLondon advantages ofwhich we can now only
regret the loss, the waters of the higher lands may, in
rnany cases, conduce to the fertility of the lower lands.
But this uniformity can never be secured if we allow
the opportunity to pass without incorporating with the
Regulations of a General Drainage Act stringent pro-
v*sions for regulating the dispersion of the water to be
gained by its operation. There is no apparent reason
jyhy the measure which renders clay lands dry enough
j°r improved cultivation should not also make li^ht
lands moist in all cases where a transfer of surplus^ater can be effected advantageously ; though such
opportunities would not be general, they certainlv
^oultl occur.

*
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England cannot indeed be called, in strict agricul-

tural terms, an irrigating country ; but, nevertheless,

J***
may be found in Wiltshire, Bedfordshire, and

.
any parts of Scotland, where the benefit to be de-

£
Veu from such an use of water is distinctly shown.
w^0rnbining the measure we are now advocating
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meadows, we have a well-known

proof of the value of irrigating with the contents of

sewers ; for there, sandy, inferior land has become

worth as much as 571. an acre, annual rent ; not that

we are at all disposed to advocate the manner in which

the sewerage is used in this instance ; on the contrary,

we agree with Mr. Bailey Denton in regarding such

a selfish use of the sewerage in the light of an abuse.

We would rather turn to Mr. Roe's very recent

Report on the Drainage of Eton *, because the improve-

ments suggested by him afford a better illustration

of this part of the subject. That gentleman (whose

great practical experience entitles his observations to

the most careful consideration) particularly directs

attention to the importance of the contents of sewers

for irrigating meadow land, and turning them to

profitable account as a means of supplying an abund-
ance of rich manure. We have already seen, in the

report of the Poor-law Commissioners, that the

contents of the ditches at Eton have been found to

kill the Grass ; a circumstance which plainly shows
the ignorance of some farmers, and the value of

sewerage when sufficiently diluted and judiciously

applied.

With regard to the application of drain-water as a

moving power, there can be no doubt that this may
be effected in many places at a cost quite trifling

when compared to steam ; for there must be at this

moment numberless springs gushing from hill-sides,

having a flow of water sufficient to drive a 10, 20, or

30-feet wheel, and therefore capable of being instantly

turned to profitable account. Upon this point we
would particularly refer to Mr, Bailey Denton's

pamphlet. If the supply from springs were aug-

mented by water brought together by main-drains, we
should confidently look for this branch of its applica-

tion being carried to a great extent. Indeed it is only

necessary to turn to the instance afforded by Lord
Hatherton at Teddesley, and to the mines and works
in Wales, in Cornwall, Devon, and Ireland, to gain

assurance of its paramount economy. Besides, as we
cursorily remarked last week, the quantity of water to

be accumulated by judicious management would afford

means for compensating millowners and others who
may be aggrieved by the removal of their mills, weirs,

and dams.
We think every one will agree with Mr. Denton,

that, if the after-application of drainage water should
form part of any legislative measure, not only would
the direction of the system be more skilful in itself,

but the obligation on the part of individuals to keep
their watercourses clear, would produce a result more
beneficial to thorough drainage than could arise from
any measure devoted to that object alone.

In recommending to Parliament the propriety of
uniting the distribution of drain-water and of the

refuse of towns with the improvement of outfalls and
watercourses, we do not advocate the execution of
expensive works, like the aqueducts and reservoirs of
Lombardy, Spain, and India; these, in a country like

England, would not repay their cost. All we ask for,

is, such as may be constructed economically and
profitably, and which in their maintenance and
repair would create a continued and paying demand
for labour in winter.

But it may be asked whence all this water is to

come? Upon this point we shall content ourselves
with referring to Mr. Denton's pamphlet, where it is

shown, by fair calculation, that the force of surface-
water alone is equal to 2,000,000 horse-power, the
whole of which might, by skilful engineers, be turned
to the useful purposes we have mentioned.

These considerations must, we think, be felt by
every one to be of great importance to the country;
they demonstrate how enormous are the annual losses

of national wealth by neglect, supineness, or unskil-

fulness ; they point out a new and immense field for

the employment of labour profitably ; and we do trust

they will lead Parliament to give the whole question
the most careful consideration without further loss of
time.

As we anticipated, the determination of the Horti-
cultural Society to exclude from the best prizes at the
Garden Exhibitions, Roses that are cut, and to encour-
age the cultivation of those plants in pots, has excited
a good deal of interest, and produced a fair crop of
opinions, a tolerable sample of which has already
reached us. One man congratulates the Society upon
the decision at which they have arrived; another
doubts the possibility of cultivating Roses thus with
any sort of success; a third says he can't do it,

abusing us for advocating it, and his master for

insisting upon his making the attempt. We are
perfectly aware that the plan will not suit the "stand
stills;" and we can easily understand that those

Gardeners who have no notion of the reason why
they do a thing, may be aghast at the very thought

of having to grow a Rose as well as a Pelargonium ;

but we also know that the thing may be done, and

well done too, and that the really intelligent gardener

* Report on the State of the Drainage ofEton College.&c, in a
Letter to Dr. Hawtrey.

will have no serious difficulty in the matter. Indeed, a
better test of the metal that a man is made of could
scarcely have been hit upon ; and the only persons
who have any just grounds for complaint, are the
Pelargonium growers, who now stand a good chance
of being eclipsed. If Roses are as well grown, and
as well got up, as Pelargoniums, the tide of fashion
will be very likely to take a turn, for, after all, there

is nothing like a Rose. We cannot conceive anything
more perfectly enchanting, in the way of flowers,

than a sitting-room decorated with Banksian and
Chinese Roses, gracefully arranged upon the trellises

of flower-pots.

That there are difficulties in the way we freely

admit, that many of the first attempts will be failures

we cannot doubt ; but perseverance is sure to triumph

—and in what cause, let us ask, can perseverance be

more worthily employed ? One of the first stumbling-

blocks will be uncertainty as to the manner of pre-

paring plants for cultivation in pots. One man will

perhaps grow them " on their own bottoms/' others

will use stocks, and then will come a question as to

the kind of stock that had best be employed. Upon
that point, and some others, we have a welcome
communication from Mr. Robert Reid, gardener

at Noble Thorpe, near Barnsley. Mr. Reid, in

the spring and summer of 1838, was living
t
in

Philadelphia, U. S., where the culture of Roses in pots

is carried on to a great extent, both in nurseries and
private gardens, and where, at the monthly exhibi-

tions of the Philadelphia Horticultural Society, they
form a leading feature. Nothing, he says, could ex-

ceed the beauty of some of the collections. There
were not many climbing Roses, except the double
white Banksian Rose, which, being so very sweet, is

a great favourite there ; and of this he saw plants in
large pots (16'sor 12's), coiled neatly round three or
four sticks, covered ivitk Roses down to the -pot, and
forced early in the spring, which it bears exceedingly
well. He justly observes, that, as the Banksian is, per-

haps, one of the most difficult Roses to flovrer in a
pot, many other of our beautiful climbing varieties

would succeed in the same way.
The manner in which these Roses are prepared is

stated by Mr. Reid to be as follows :—
" The Boursault Rose, being for pot-culture supe-

rior as a stock to any other kind, should be planted in
good rich soil in a sheltered situation ; and, if cut
down to form stools for the purpose of producing
layers, it will in the second year be strong enough to
produce abundance of fine shoots, the earliest of
which will make such rapid growth, that they may be
layered the same season. If this operation is carefully
performed, and if the end of the layer is tied up neatly
to a stick, it will in a few weeks be sufficiently high
to allow one bud to be inserted in the stem. It is a
safe plan to cut the tongue on the upper side of
the layer, whereby all danger of breaking the shoot is

prevented. It is, however, advisable to insert a piece
of clay, or a small stone, in the opening, to prevent it

from adhering before roots are formed.
" About the end of October, these early layers will

have made sufficient roots to admit oftheir being taken
up and potted ; and it will thus be seen how quickly
a fine and vigorous collection of Roses may be propa-
gated.

" The reason why only one bud should be inserted
upon each stock is obvious : the latter, when headed
down, furnishes its whole strength to the bud, which
soon forms as fine a head as a Maiden Peach, and a
much morehandsome plant than if the supply had been

divided between several buds.
" All the unbudded shoots which remain upon the

stools car. be layered in the following spring, and may
be budded in the course of the summer. By the adop-

tion of this plan, a whole year is saved ;
instead of a

crop of layers to be taken off for planting out in nur-

sery rows, to be budded in the succeeding summer,

here is a crop of fine young plants ready for being

potted the same season. Many sorts, such as Bourbon,

Noisette, China, and Tea-scented Roses, will, if well

managed through the winter, flower beautifully during

the following spring and summer.
" In this manner, plants ofmuch greater strength can

be raised, and in a much shorter time than from cut-

tings. For the Amateur, they will make excellent

window-plants; and to the Gardener they will be in-
valuable for the rreenhouse and conservatory during
winter and spring, and for planting out durino- sum-
mer in the flower-garden, from whence, after bloom-
ing throughout the autumn, they must be again taken
up and repotted for spring flowering. The?e is little
doubt but that the market florist would find a ready
sale for well-grown Roses in pots, as the taste for them
1S

i °S™
0I

5 r?"^ a11 <****; and a long bed
Planted and shaded after the manner of Tulips would
be a beautiful sigjufo summer visitors."

A Stirling correspondent strongly urges us to call
attention to a new source of manure, which he thinks
must exist in our own country. He says that every
year seems to be proving more and more conclusively
that guano is one of the best of our manures, and
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that it therefore would he very important to find it

nearer home than the Islands of the Pacific, whence
it is now imported. As it is the deposit of sea-

fowl, he supposes that we must have an abundance of
it on many parts of our own coast, especially in the
Western Isles of Scotland, which are the resort of
great flocks of sea-fowl, and in the Orkney and Shet-
land Islands ; and he thinks the collection of it would
be a profitable employment for the very poor inhabi-
tants of those places- He recommends the Agricul-
tural Society of England and the Highland Society to

offer premiums to individuals for obtaining it, in

order to stimulate them to exertion.

We hardly know what to say to this proposition.

If, indeed, the substance were really to be found in the

places mentioned, there is no doubt that it would be

very valuable, and afford a far more ample remune-

ration for collecting it than the premiums of societies.

Eut it is generally understood that their wet climate

and the storms to which those islands are exposed, are

perpetually washing the material into the sea as fast

as it is formed ; a circumstance which does not hap-

pen in the dry climate whence the foreign guano is

brought. Perhaps some one may be able to say what
the fact really is respecting the presence of guano in

our northern islets.

If it should turn out that, as we suppose, it is lost as

fast as it is produced, we are by no means sure that it

might not be saved artificially, if a little pains were
taken to do so. In Persia, the great manure is

pigeons'-dung; small dove-cotes are built in the
plains, in the form of towers, in the upper parts of
which the birds inhabit, and in the lower of which the
manure is collected. Access to these towers is se-

cured by a door at their foot, which can be opened for

the purpose of clearing out the interior; and thus the

extensive Melon grounds are richly manured. Could
not means be taken to induce the sea-fowl to frequent
particular spots, where, by means of a little contriv-

ance of the Persian kind, the effects of rain might be
prevented ? It is to be remembered, that if this sub-

stance could be thus collected, it would be more
powerful than guano ; because it would be, or might
be, free from sand and other impurities, which greatly

diminish the value of the imported guano. It is for

our Scotch friends to consider how far such a project

is feasible.

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XXXIX.
Oak-spangles and Silk-button-galls.— There

are several different kinds of these singular and pretty

objects which are formed upon the Oak-leaves. In some
seasons they are exceedingly abundant, as in the autumns
of 1840 and 1841, and at other times it is difficult to find

any of them ; such was the case, generally speaking, last

year. A casual observer might mistake the brown globose

Button-galls (fig. 2) for the eggs of a large moth (espe-

cially of a Lasiocampa), the rosy spangles (7) looking
like the same expanded ; and not a few persons have
supposed them to be fungi. They are, however, galls,

formed by minute hymenopterous insects called Cyni-
poidese.

These galls are attached to the under-side of the Oak-
leaves by a short pedicle, as represented in fig. 5; and
the same is shown in the centre of fig. 4, which is

the under-side of one of the globular spangles magnified,

fig. 3 being the upper-side. These galls are produced
upon the under-side of the leaves, and generally on the
south side of the tree. After the succession of heavy
showers we had in September and October, 1841, 1 found
the Oak-leaves covered with spangles in Suffolk, when
they were larger than I had ever before observed them ;

this induced me to examine some carefully, and on open-
ing one I found a live shining fat maggot (fig. 6), with a

bright yellow patch on its back, curled up and lying in a

small cavity close to the pedicle of the gall. I opened
several others with similar success, but could not find

any of them in the pupa state ; and although I placed the

leaves in a pot with damp moss, which I kept until the

following year, I could not rear them, or if I did, they

escaped through the fine gauze which was tied over the pot.

I was, however, fully convinced that the Oak-spangles

were the work of a Gall-fly ; and upon referring to the
4< Encyclopddie Me'thodique," I found the following

short description of the insect which causes these pretty

objects. It is a true Cynips,* but it is called by the

French naturalists Diplolepis lenticularis :
—"The an-

tennae are blackish, a little longer than the thorax ; the
whole of the body is black and shining ; the legs are
yellow." The Oak-spangles are equally common in
France, and M. Danthoine says that in Provence " they
are sometimes so abundant that, in autumn, when any-one
shakes the Oaks, they fall like rain ; this little gall de-
taches itself from the leaves in the month of October, and
remains buried during winter either in the earth or in the
gnow. Each lentil (the appellation by which he distin-
guishes the little gall) contains rarely more than one
larva, which comes forth a perfect insect towards the first

fine days of spring."

These spangles, or buttons, are beautiful objects when
examined under a lens, being covered with fine fibres

shining like silk, and varying from a greenish to a brown
colour, with a pit, or deep circular impression on the
crown. The other galls, which often accompany them,
are larger, flatter, and something like a saucer or a

* Curtis's Guide, Gen. 564, ii. 29 b.

depressed Chinese hat, generally of a crimson colour, the

outer margin a little reflexed, and the centre slightly

elevated ; these likewise arrive at their full size in October

and November; but in July they are very minute; at

that time the centre is ochreous, and the ring deep red

and velvety. I have also detected in the thickened central

part of these a gelatinous maggot, but it is generally en-

tirely dried up. I can find no account of the species of

Cynips which infest these galls, and am therefore unable

at present to describe it, or to give it a name.
I have observed a third variety of gall, in November,

upon the Oak-leaves, which was more fleshy, and larger

than usual : some were green and others brown ; they were
the shape of a deep cup ; the top was open, with a minute
tubercle in the centre. These also contained minute
maggots, which I was unable to rear. In June, 1841, a

fourth variety of gall was sent to me from the same Oak-
tree which had furnished a constant supply of the Oak-
spangles : some of the leaves exhibited as many as three

of the galls, but most of them only one ; they were

variously placed, projected but slightly from the surface,

and differed from all the foregoing in being equally visible

on both sides. Upon examining the under-side of the

leaf, the galls appeared to form a circular leathery spot,

of a dull ochreous colour, surrounded by a thickened

green ring, about a line in diameter ; this ring was
wrinkled, and the colour of the leaf; on the upper-side

the spot was similar, with the addition of a little tubercle

in the centre ; and there was sometimes a conspicuous

hole, from whence the perfect insect had escaped. On
opening one which, by holding the leaf up to the light, I

saw contained some opaque object, I detected a shining

piceous Cynips, with long brown antennas, a little clavate;

the legs were ochreous and the nervures of the wings

deeply coloured ; by its side I saw a parasitic maggot of

a grey colour, which had seized the Cynips, and, to my
great annoyance, soon ate out the body, and mutilated

the other parts. If this species be not described, I pro-

pose calling it Cynips Quercus tiara, from the resem-

blance of the gall to a turban.

—

Iluricola*

ON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS.—No- VII.

(By Professor Charles Sfrengel. Translated from

the German.)
(Continuedfrom page 36.)

It cannot be doubted that many plants, not yet used,

will yield good green manure, because they combine all

essential properties in a high degree. The following are

some with which I have made successfxil experiments.

1. Tansy (Tanacetum vulgare).—This plant, which is

common in a wild state, and on account of its pungent

smell and taste (owing to some ethereal oil) is not eaten

by cattle, has hitherto been only used medicinally. If xt

is only used as a green manure, its not being relished by

cattle is of no consequence, and is a case similar to that

of the Lupine. The qualities which recommend Tansy are

of much importance, viz., its roots reach 2 to 3 feet in the

soil, and thereby bring to the surface important mineral

substances, such as potash, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid,

etc. It is a perennial, and does not suffer from drought, wet,

or cold, is never attacked by vermin, grows from the

earliest spring, and yields a great mass of herbage, viz.,

29,000 to 30,000 lbs. per Magdeburg acre ; whilst Lupine,

under the most favourable circumstances, will not yield

more than 1 6,000 lbs. I have not yet analysed the Tansy,

and am, therefore, unable to state with accuracy how

much manuring substances are added to the soil by 1000 lbs.

;

but some comparative experiments gave such a favourable

result, that I may say that Tansy is in no way inferior to

Lupines. At the end of May, 1837, I carted the first cut

of Tansy on a small piece of ground, which was of the

same size as that on which the Tansy had been grown ;
I

ploughed it in five inches deep, and 8 days afterwards

sowed Barley, which, from the first to the last, grew as

luxuriantly as if it had been manured with dung ;
nay, it

might be even distinguished by every one from an adja-

cent piece of Barley, which had been dressed with dung.

In 1838, I sowed both plots with Oats ; and here also

that manured with Tansy stood much better than where

none has been applied.

If we then remember that one acre of Tansy yields

manure for at least two acres of other land, that it is a

plant most easy of propagation, as it seeds by itself, and

even becomes a weed ; that on proper soils it will grow

for 10 years most luxuriantly, and that during that time

it does not occasion any expense of labour or outlay for

seed, it will be obvious that it is worth while trying expe-
1

riments on a large scale with this plant. If they be suc-

cessful (as I have no reason to doubt), 200 acres of bad
land would not only be improved by 50 acres of Tansy, but
also l<ept in such herfrt, that a dressing with Tansy would
only be required every second year. The only objection

to this sort of green manure is, that it cannot be ploughed
in on the spot where it is grown, but must be conveyed to

the field. Although our native Tansy is a valuable green
manure, yet the Tanacetum boreale, a native of Siberia,

seems to be still better, as it attains the height of 7 or 8

feet, whilst ours grows only 4 or 5 feet.

2. Mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris).—This plant, which
grows wild near roads and hedges, might be used advan-
tageously as a green manure, as its roots reach 3 to 4 feet

in the subsoil, and thus bring substances to the surface

(especially a large amount of potash), which are valuable

fertilizers. It yields, even on poor loamy soils, as consi-

derable a mass of herbage as the Lupine, as it can be mown
twice a year ; it lasts several years, is not attacked by ver-

min, nor injured by weather, and it grows from the earliest

to the latest part of the year. Still, Mug-wort, like Tansy,
requires for its success a subsoil which contains (at least

in some degree) all the substances required for vegetation,

such as potash, common salt, lime, gypsum, and the phos-

phates. When either of these plants goes off, it is evi-

dent that the subsoil is exhausted, at least for the present,

and they are then to be sown on other fields. I have not

made any experiments to show how crops will grow after

the green herbage of Mngwort has been ploughed in, still

analogy leads me to suppose that its effects will be the

same as those of Tansy. Perhaps it would be best to

sow Mugwort and Tansy together, as both are often grow-
ing so in their wild state. This culture is at any rate

very useful, as mineral substances are thus obtained at a
cheap rate ; which, although amongst the indispensable

nourishment of crops, cannot be applied in large quan-
tities on account of their high price ; for instance, potash,

common salt, phosphate of lime, and gypsum. No doubt,
besides Tansy and Mugwort, several other wild plants

may be used for the same purpose, the roots of which
reach deep in the soil ; for instance, Mullein (Verbascum)
for dry sandy soils, which yields a great mass of herbage,
and is very hardy ; whilst some species of Cow Parsnep
(Heracleum), would be more adapted for clayey soils.

fc (To be continued.)

GARDEN EXHIBITIONS OF THE HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

With many of the Exhibitors and Friends of the Horti-
cultural Society, I must congratulate the Prize Committee
upon the important and useful alterations which they have
introduced to the circular which has appeared amongst
your advertisements. There is one thing, however, which
I am anxious to bring under their notice ; and I cannot
do it better than by asking you to print the suggestion in

the Gardeners 7 Chronicle.

You are aware that the exhibitions are less interesting

than they might be, owing to the difficulty which is felt

by visitors in getting acquainted with the names of the

plants. I have frequently heard them making anxious

inquiries of those who were supposed to be Gardeners or

Exhibitors, and in many instances getting names which
were either erroneous, or garbled and unintelligible. Last
year it was reported that this defect was to be remedied, by
the Society's officers putting correct names to all the

specimens; but as this was not done, I suppose it vi as

found impossible, for want of time. I would therefore

propose that the plants should be named by the Exhibitors
themselves, and in order to encourage them the Society
might offer a Banksian Medal, or Certificate, for the best-

named collections. Florists' flowers are generally named
by the Exhibitors, and single specimens of ornamental
plants have their names written upon the entry cards by
the Clerks at the Garden ; so that it is only the
" Collections" about which there is any difficulty, and for

which rewards would have to be offered.

Suppose, then, that a Banksian Medal was offered for

the best-named collection of 40 stove and greenhouse
plants ; certificates for the best-named smaller collections,

and for Heaths and Azaleas. The names would have to

be legibly written and correctly spelt, as well as placed

upon the plants in situations where they would be easily

read by the visitors. I have little doubt that by these

means the visitors would be more interested than they can
be by the sight of a splendid flower without a name ; for,

how much soever they may admire it, they have no means
of asking it from a Nurseryman, or of making him com-
prehend what it is they wish to add to their collection.

And I also think that a prize of this kind would not only

be highly honourable to those Gardeners who might be

successful competitors, but it would have a tendency to

improve them in the art of writing and spelling botanical

names.— Crilicus.

w
two

BEES.
If there is anything more calculated than another to

induce man to undertake a task, it is the appeal of a mem-
ber of the fair sex for assistance when in distress. I have

ritten many thousands of pages for the press, but never

vo lines about Bees. Although very fond of Bees, I have

never yet written anything concerning them ; I have now,

however, out of sympathy to a " Despairing Bee-keeper,"

drawn up the following account of my experience with

these insects during the last season only, as my avocations

have previously prevented me from keeping Bees.

In the month of June last, I purchased a swarm of

Bees, which had been secured in a common straw hive,

and the season being favourable, they appeared to be active

and industrious on every occasion when the weather per-

mitted them to go abroad. From the quantity of pollen
»

1

)
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which I observed them carry into the hive, I judged about
the end of August that it must be nearly full ; especially

as the Bees, even in very fine weather, clustered at the

entrance, and did not appear to proceed to the fields in

such numbers as they had hitherto done. In order to

afford them more room, I made a box 10 inches square,

outside, of wood, 1 inch in thickness. At the bottom of

the front side, I cut a hole 2$ inches long, by £-inch in

depth, exactly similar in dimensions to the entrance to

the straw hive. In the side of the straw hive I cut a hole

2-J- inches long, by 1 inch in depth, and having made a tube
of zinc, for the sake of neatness, I fixed it to the box, and
joined the straw hive and box together ; the zinc enter-
ing about half an inch beyond the straw of the hive.

I left the hole in front of the side box open ; and the

Bees on the following day recommenced operations with
all their former activity ; thousands departing through the
medium or outlet of the box, but all entering the straw
hive on their return laden with their floral treasures. In
the evening, from curiosity, I separated the side box, and
to my astonishment, several of the Bees came along with
it, intent on absorbing with their proboscis the condensed
steam from the heat of the hive, which had formed like

dew-drops on the zinc. It occurred to me, that this

liquid might prove injurious to the Bees, and I therefore

immediately made a communication of wood to join the
box to the straw hive. I am now glad that I did so ; as

1 feel convinced that the white powder, in appearance like

arsenic, which always forms on zinc, after it has been wetted
even with the purest rain-water, is of a poisonous nature,
and is the principal cause of the destruction of Bees hived
within wooden boxes, or in straw hives, when they are fed
from zinc troughs, or have their entrances contracted by
the same metal.

When the weather became frosty in the early part of
November, being desirous that every care should be taken
of my Bees, I closed the aperture in the side box, which
I had found of great use in warm weather, as, on all occa-
sions, it proved an effectual safety-valve. I at the same
time covered the entrance of the straw hive with a piece
of perforated zinc ; but in a few minutes afterwards the
Bees became unsettled and crowded to the entrance, evi-
dently oppressed by the alteration I had made, and ap-
pearing to absorb the condensed air on the zinc, which
induced me to remove it altogether. Shortly afterwards,
I attempted to contract the entrance by inserting a piece
°f wood one inch long by half an inch thick, leaving about
one and a half inch open. The wood had not been applied
|fcany minutes when two of the Bees came and examined
xt

> with the object of removing it, as they fixed their hind
legs to it and pulled with all their strength ; but failing in
their endeavours, they, with several others which subse-
quently joined them, ran about the entrance and appeared
to be very uneasy. As I could not bear to see them un-
comfortable, I withdrew the piece of wood, upon which
two of them immediately occupied the position where it

had been placed, and continued fanning for nearly ten
Minutes, as if it had been the warmest day in June.

This satisfied me it would be best to let the Bees take
their natural course, as my contracting the entrance would
°nly create foul air and cause their destruction. In this
I have not been disappointed, as up to Dec. 26 I only
witnessed three dead Bees from my hive, there being no
drones to kill. Two of the Bees must have been strangers
£r unruly members of the community, as they were
brought out of the hive by other Bees, assisted by one on
each side as guards, thrown down in front of the hive and
stung to death ; the executioners returning to the hive
'^mediately afterwards with apparently as great satisfac-
tion as if a praiseworthy action had been performed.
•These deaths occurred in August ; but the third took
Place towards the end of December, as I found the body
°f the Bee in the side box lying near the body of an ear-
*'g

5 both having evidently been killed by stinging, as the
*Jee appeared quite glazed and free from disease; it is,

therefore, probable that it had been fighting.

I almost every day examine the bottom of the straw-
^ive, which I can easily do by the aid of a lighted candle
held in front of the entrance. It is remarkably clean,
0nly a few crumbs of wax about the size of pins' heads
^PPearing on it. I consider this to be the covering which
ta."s from the combs on their being opened to supply the
* lrUer stores, which appear amply sufficient for their sub-
sistence

; although the hive is very crowded, being, as
pearly as I can guess, from 40 to 50 lbs. in weight. My
pes appear in excellent health; on tapping at the en-
ru&ce, they come to ascertain the cause of the noise ; and
°n

f

the 1 3th, 14th, and 15th Dec, when the wind blew
**oft and warm from the S.W., they left the hive in such
timbers that I was obliged to open the hole in the side-

.
°* during the time the sun was near the meridian. It

j

S Worthy of remark that many of them came home as

a ,

n with pollen as would have been the case in May
;*d on these days they carried out of the hive every crumb

,
wax which had previously fallen, leaving the bottom

°ard as clean as if it had been scoured.
*rom the observations which I have made, I am ofopi-

J 0l
J
that Bees will thrive best if left to their own natural

«stinct. It is bad policy to lift the hive from the board,

fi
.j

er the season is past when they can collect propolis to

be
-

Up
-

tlie Parts wllich tliey wis,i t0 close
'
to Prevent their

Ing injured by contrary currents in the hiveinincle-

sata
l Weatlier

5 as it: is impossible to replace it in the

fcot
po&it*on in which they.had secured it, and they can-

^go abroad to procure the material to remedy the evil.

bnf ?
16 aPiarians recommend the use of tobacco-smoke,

e ffe f

c
luestion i f ^e Bees ever recover fully from the

kiv
^ being fumigated. I have constructed a Bee-

foju
^° ol)viate an y necessity for, in the slightest degree,

ri^g these useful and truly valuable insects. It com-

bines the advantage possessed by the common cottage straw

hives, as a winter residence, with that of boxes of wood at-

tached to work any quantity of honey, or to separate stocks,

without allowing them to swarm, or to join stocks on the

approach of winter, or to make experiments of any kind

with the Bees, as the boxes have windows to permit a full

view of all their operations. I send you a sketch to show
that it has a pleasing appearance, and that it requires no
other protection whatever. Considerable taste might be

displayed in making hives in which all these advantages

are combined ; although in the present I have studied

economy in order to satisfy myself that they can be made
at a moderate price, so as to be within the reach of all

classes; and I shall be happy to show it to the ** Despairing

Bee-keeper," or any other respectable reader of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle, shpuld they pay me a visit.

The boxes are made of wood one inch in thickness ;

and as your tc Despairing Bee-keeper" has stated that

Bees kept in boxes generally die during the winter, I have

lined the inside of my boxes with India matting, similar

in texture to the straw hives. The interiors remind me
of the tapestried halls of our ancestors, and must prove a

luxury to the Bees. The dotted lines in the plan of the

base show the thickness of the wood, and that there are

pillars supporting a portico extending three inches,

and the roof six inches over the straw portion of the hive,

to protect it from rain and the meridian summer sun.

The whole roof lifts off at once with the greatest ease,

and is so constructed that bell-glasses could be worked
on the head of the straw hive, or on either of the boxes.

—

John Grant, Editor of the u Army and Navy Register"
Woolwich.
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AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. IV.

As some readers may have dung sufficiently fer-

mented to be made into a bed for the growth of the Cu-
cumber, I will offer a few remarks on the most simple
method of managing it. Presuming that a common frame
is to be employed, the first thing will be to excavate

the ground where the bed is to be formed, to the depth of
3 feet, and 4 feet wider and longer than the frame
to be used. In the centre place a layer of faggots or
waste wood, 2 feet thick, of the size of the frame, and upon
this foundation lay the fermented dung ; taking care to

make the mass firm as you proceed, until the bed is 4 feet

high in front, and 4£ feet at the back. If the dung is not

well fermented or dry, it will be advisable to sprinkle it

with tepid water as you proceed. The bed being formed,

the frame must be placed upon it, and as soon as the

mass begins to heat, the dung inside the frame should be
forked over twice or thrice a week until it is quite sweet

;

that is, until the steam evolved is inoffensive to the smell.

At that time the frame must be lifted off, and the dune:

from the centre of the bed.,formed into a wall G or 8 in.

wide all round the sides of the bed. On this wall place

some boards G in. wide, so that their outer edge will be
even with the outside of the frame, and then plaster the

inside all round with mortar or tempered clay, which will

prevent the entrance of steam, and deprive the woodlice

of a favourite retreat. Should the dung be very hot, some
strong pieces of wood may be placed across the bed, with

some boards and thin turf above them, on which the soil

for the plants must be put. A hot-air chamber is thus

formed between the dung and the soil, by which every part

of the latter is at all times equally heated, and all risk of

burning the roots is removed. The heat from this air-

chamber may also be brought in to warm the atmosphere

of the frame in a case of emergency.

It is of little importance what kind of soil is used, so

that it is not of an adhesive nature. Peat-earth is good,

because it is porous, and its poorness is remedied on dung-

beds by the carbonic acid and ammoniacal gas which pass

through and enrich it from the fermenting dung ; but I

have found sandy turfy loam and leaf-mould in about
equal quantities, used in a rough state, superior to it.

The soil should be placed in a narrow ridge along the
back of the frame, but not so as to rest against the wood-
work ; in this position it gets rather more sun, and the
young plants have the advantage of the light reflected from
the back of the frame.

In planting, place two plants under each sash and
within eight inches of the glass

; pinch the top from one
of them as soon as it has made three rough leaves ; train

the laterals along the back of the frame, and stop them
above every leaf until they show fruit. These plants

will produce a few early fruit ; but the others, which are

to be trained towards the front, must not be allowed to

bear fruit until they have acquired strength, as they must
be depended upon for the main supply.

It is not necessary that the temperature of the frame

should exceed 65° with air by night, but by day with sun

and air it should range from 70° to 85° or 90°. Sprinkle

the plants about 2 o'clock in the afternoon of every sunny

day with tepid water, and shut the sashes close down ; but

give a little air at the time the frame is covered up for

the night. Unless the weather is very bright, water at the

root will not be required more than once a week, until

the middle of March ; but after that time the plants

will stand in need of it more frequently. Keep the tem-

perature steady at 65°, by occasionally turning or renew-

ing the linings ; do not allow the bed to become crowded

with useless vine ; keep the glass clean, and success

is certain.

For early use, there is no Cucumber equal to the old

Southgate for a frame ; next to that, the Syon House and
Roman Emperor are the best. If, however, long fruit is

wanted, Young's Champion and Dreadnought, two white-

spined varieties, may be procured ; which, in addition to

producing fruit of extraordinary length, are of a hardy
constitution, and bear profusely. In my opinion, the

white-spined varieties are invariably superior to the black

kinds, both in precocity, prolificacy, and hardihood.—
W. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Affghan Plants.—The nearest wooded part of the Su-

faid Koh (i.e., White Mountain) to Cabul is Taizeen.

The forests of the Sufaid Koh consist of various kinds of

Fir, among which the Deodar is abundant ; the Cheel, or

Pinus longifolia, is also believed to occur, as well as the

Chilghozeh, which, from the abundance of the seeds ex-

posed for sale, must be common. These appear exactly to

resemble those of the Pinus Gerardiana, a native of

Kunawur, on the northern face of the Himalaya Moun-
tains. These forests likewise contain the Baloot, a species

of Oak ; the Zaitoon, a species of Olive ; the Schnee, one

of the most celebrated plants in the country for its aro-

matic and stimulant properties, and which may perhaps

be a species of Balsamodendron. This seems especially irj

the Kojuck range. The only forests with which Mr.
Griffiths expresses himself acquainted are those about

Olipone, in which direction the mountains assume the

Himalayan features. The principal trees of these moun-
tains are the Deodar, or Nokhtur ; the Zaitoon, and the

Baloot. There is, perhaps, another species of Oak ; but,

so far as known to Mr. G., no other Fir-tree. On the

Kafir Mountains other forest-trees occur, as the Horse-
Chesnut, and a beautiful Abies or Spruce Fir, apparently

allied to the Morinda or Khutrow of the Himalayas. At
Cabul, the demand for timber is supplied almost exclu-

sively by the Poplars. The great majority of the cultU

vated trees are fruit-trees; and the bulk of the vegetable

fuel is supplied by the low bushes, chiefly species of Arte-

misia. From Taizeen, supplies of Baloot
.
branches are

brought to Cabul, as well as a good deal of charcoal pre-

pared from it and the Deodar. The transition from the

absolute barrenness of the Hindoo Khoosh to the finely-

clothed Himalayas certainly takes place somewhere to the

north of Pushed, or between it and Jugdulluck. It would

appear almost sudden, both Firs and the Zaitoon ceasing

abruptly; the Baloot only straggling as far as Jugdulluck,

about which it is a stunted tree, very much like a Ho
;

1y*

This, no doubt, is the prickly Hollyoak, withl
which

stockades were made by the Affghans in the Cabul 1 asses
;

but as Mr. Griffiths has not given it a specific name,

we are unable to get more precise information, tfut ootn

his collection and that of Dr. Falconer, no doubt, contain

specimens which will hereafter enable the species to oe

ascertained.

—

R. , TT .. „u„„„
Enormities.-Veople who regard Horticulture as a

tranquil, peaceful recreation or employment will startle at

such a heading, and wonder what must be the sequel to

so electrifying an announcement. But the
:

fact is that, as

one of the readers of your Chronicle, I beg to thank you

for staying, by your late strictures on monstrosities, the

present ra%> for "horticultural enormities '-enormous

Celery, enormous Carrots, enormous Cucumbers, and

enormous Grapes. Any production now, to be orthodox,

must be in its way enormous. It generally happens,

however, that flavour is herein sacrificed to appearance,

and I must think, and do nnd, that Celery grown in well-

digested compost to a moderate size, is far superior to

heads big enough lor neat stock to graze on. Carrots
should rather be remarkable for saccharine and tender
substance, than for making two in a dish a full comple-
ment for dinner. Cucumbers grown on a single stem
against a south wall in summer are crisper and more sub-
saccharine than others, and should be, in my opinion, of

the black and white spine old-fashioned sort, just as you
describe them. These will be relished by the cognoscenti

in gastronomy far beyond the Patagonian monsters of the

present day. As for Grapes, if they are produced out of
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a dry gently-manured compost of lime-rubbish and loam,

although not so big in berry as a Muscle Plum, yet lib. of

Grapes so grown will be worth a stone of the <l enormity
breed," provided palate and not eye is to form the canon
for supremacy of excellence.— W. Mason.

Dissipation of Gardeners.—Your judicious remarks,
at p. 18, respecting the dissipation of Gardeners, and the

excellent letter of u A Gardener" upon the same subject,

mustbe cordiallyapproved by every right-thinking person of

that valuable class who wishes to see his'profession elevated

above the degrading vice of intemperance. The objects

and associations of Horticulture are so pure and uncon-
taminated, and afford such a pleasing variety of food for

the imagination, that it is difficult to conceive how men
who have once entered upon its pursuit can degrade them-

selves so far as to seek, in the vice of drinking, for that

gratification of their inferior senses for which, in their in-

tervals of sobriety, they must despise themselves. I trust

that this important matter will call forth an abler pen than

mine amongst my brother Gardeners, that such mistaken

characters may see in what estimation they are held by
those who desire to see their profession elevated to that

degree of respectability which it deserves.
_

I wish it not

to be understood that I am inimical to a judicious enjoy-

ment of the gifts of a bounteous Providence. We all re-

quire a certain portion for the support of Nature, and
perhaps a hard-working Gardener may need more than

some other classes ; but it is the abuse of those gifts that

I would deprecate- I would raise my voice against the fre-

quenterofpothouses—who pours downhis throatglass after

glass of liquid fire, for no other purpose apparent than to

deprive himself of that reason which was given him for the
noblest of purposes, but which he converts to the most
debasing. Such men should be made aware that they are
considered by all respectable Gardeners as the weeds of
the profession, and, as such, deserve to be rooted out
" pro bono publico."

—

J. W. C.
Calendar.—I am much struck with the familiar and

comprehensive style in which Mr. Beaton has written his
second

a

u Calendar of Operations," which every gardener
I think must be pleased with. I am, however, induced
to ask him, through the medium of the Chronicle, to en-
large a little on his remarks on " The Conservatory," by
begging him to name some of the stove plants and Orchi-
d^cese, calculated to create the "blaze" of which he
speaks. I always fancied that stove plants would, if

moved from their own edifice at this season of the year, in-

stantly droop, unless a higher temperature was maintained
than is safe for Camellias, Kennddias, Acacias, &c, grow,
ing in the beds. Of course I am mistaken, and I think
that a series of papers on the management and decora-
tions of conservatories in a more full detail would be ge-
nerally acceptable. Greenhouses of this description are

now become common ; but few present that constant
succession of flowers which their character demands : this

deficiency a series of papers would remedy. Will he also

kindly say how Hedychiums should be managed ? I am
induced further to trespass on your or his kindness by
asking how to raise Rhododendron, Indian, or Ghent
Az&lea seed, both in pots and the open ground. I have
raised seed-pans full, but they always perished before put-

ting out their second leaf.

—

An Inquirer.

Effect of Light vpon Plants.—I can fully confirm the
statement of Mr. Beaton at p. 39, "that Light is the most
important agent in the growth of plants." I have two
Houses of nearly the same dimensions ; one facing the
North, the other with a South aspect; the former has
been heated artificially since Nov. 30th, the temperature
ganging from 39° to 69°. The latter has never had
artificial heat applied to it, except when very hard frost

was expected at night, perhaps not half-a-dozen times
during that period. Both houses are filled with Roses,
and I have gathered the greatest quantity from the
Southern house, which of course caught every beam of
sunshine that was to be had in this dreary season.— Oikos.
Night Temperature of Vines.— 11 my experience in

confirmation of your remarks at p. 35, regarding the tem-
perature of forcing-houses at night, will be of any use
in assisting to convince those who are still sceptical on
this important point, they are at your service. When I

began to force Vines some years ago, I was sanguine of

success, and believed that a strong heat was all that was
necessary to ensure it. I commenced with 50° night
temperature, that of the day of course fluctuating accord-

ing to the state of the weather, for the first fortnight or

three weeks ; at the end of the month I raised the tempe-

rature at night to 60°, gradually increasing it to 75°,

which I made my standard, allowing myself a range of 3°

\bove and 3° below that point. The result of this treat-

ment was the development of weak long-jointed wood
;

fruitful certainly, but the fruit, like the wood, was weak

;

the branches were long and straggling ; the berries small,

and when ripe very imperfectly coloured, and in many
cases shanking off". I was grievously disappointed, for I

calculated upon having large, compact, black bunches,
covered with bloom ; instead of which, I had bunches
that I was almost ashamed to send to table. I was at
first inclined to attribute it to the border ; but when I re-
flected that I had taken the greatest care to have it

thoroughly well drained, I concluded that this could not
be m fault, and that the error must lie elsewhere. I
inMtaoned my disappointment to a brother Gardener, a
cl«v«r practical man, who, on observing the state of my
Vines, (the fruit was then on the point of changing colour)
inquired what temperature I was in the habit of keeping
at night. Upon detailing my practice to him, he shook
his head and said, Ah 1 I see how it is, you have kept too
high a temperature in the earlier stages of forcing

; you
have given your Vines more food than they can properly
assimilate and have thus weakened their digestive func-

tions." Much more to the same purpose passed, which it

is needless to recapitulate, as you^have so clearly explained

the principle in last week's Chronicle, and in the Theory
of Horticulture. In summing up, he said, "Begin with a

lower temperature, increase it more gradually, and always
let it at night sink at least 10° lower than what you con-

sider necessary in the day." By following this advice, the

second season after commencing the new treatment I

succeeded in obtaining from the same trees strong, short-

jointed wood, and close compact finely-coloured bunches,
all of which I owe to this timely advice.—/. W. C.

The Grape Vine.—An extraordinary instance of the
power of vegetation in the Vine is, I think, deserving a
place in the Gardeners 9

Chronicle. About ten years
since, it was deemed requisite to enlarge a school-room
in this town which had a Vine growing at the eastern end;
but so unwilling was the proprietor to destroy it, that he
ventured to lay the branches under the new flooring to

the extent of 15 feet ; and, to his surprise and gratifica-

tion, it has continued to produce fruit, notwithstanding a
great portion of it is in continual darkness, and conse-

quently deprived of atmospheric excitement, except by the

termination of its flexible branches and annual foliation.

—JV. S. Uodson, Bury St. Edmund's.
Groining Vines in Frames.—The following system of

growing the Vine in frames, which is well adapted for

gardens where the quantity of glass is limited, is prac-

tised by Mr. Dawson, gardener to Lord Ducie, at the

Hoo, Hertfordshire. About the first week in April, a
bed of partly decayed dung, to which a small quantity of

raw material is added, so as to produce a slight heat, is

made at about 18 inches from the wall in front of the se-

lected Vines. This bed is built sufficiently deep to admit
of its being about 3 ft. high after settling. The frame
used by Mr. Dawson separates into two portions, so that

the lower part can be first placed upon the bed. It con-

tains a trellis upon which the Vines are trained, fixed

about a foot above the surface of the dung. The upper
portion of the frame can be afterwards put on and secured

to the lower by small brackets. The advantage of having
the frames constructed in this way is the ease and safety

with which the Vine can be taken in ; since, in intro-

ducing the shoots of a Vine through a hole cut in the

back of a frame of ordinary construction, the buds would
be liable to be rubbed off. No more care is required, ex-

cept in stopping, thinning, &c. Air is given freely, but

no linings to the bed are required, Mr. Dawson having

failed in a crop upon which he tried this experiment. In

severe weather a covering is put on, but this is not gene-

rally resorted to. By pursuing the above method, fruit of

good quality has been cut by the latter end of August

;

for which Mr. Dawson has obtained several prizes at

local Horticultural exhibitions.—J. A.
}
Liverpool

Double Yellow Rose.— In a leading article at p. 811,

of the Chronicle of 1841, you have mentioned different

localities in Britain, where the Double Yellow Rose has

blossomed ; the most northern of which appears to be
Biel, in East Lothian. As this Rose is undoubtedly a
native of a warm climate, I am of opinion that, where
practicable, it should be grown against a wall with a

southern aspect. A specimen, from 10 to 11 feet high
and 7 or 8 feet in diameter, is planted here in a similar

situation, and in connection with a greenhouse. The soil

in which it grows is of a light nature; and, although so

far north, two very beautiful Roses were last year ga-

thered from this plant, and were exhibited at the Gardens

of the Horticultural Society of Edinburgh, where they

were greatly admired.— W.Procter, Gardener at Tar-

bat House Rosshire.

Celery—The mode of cooking Celery in last Chronicle

I have almost daily experience of, but I am desirous of

having the following problem solved. Though the Celery

is brought to table as hot as several other vegetables in

daily use, it becomes cold much more rapidly ; indeed,

after the cover is removed it is with difficulty that it can

be served round the table. "Why is this?—M. C [No
doubt there is something in the texture of the Celery

which renders it a good conductor of heat, and therefore

it cools down rapidly. Probably this is connected with

the many large open cavities which it contains. We can-

not, however, say that we have found it cool inconveniently

fast, if covered with good melted butter.]

Charcoal a Preventive to the Onion Maggot.—At

p. 165 of the Chronicle for 1841, " A. H., Nottingham,"
states that, half-an-inch of Charcoal dust spread over the

soil 'and mixed with it just before Onion-seed is sown,

will be found assure preventive against the grub, moodi-
ness, &c. He also states that it is a remedy for the

club in the roots of Cabbages and Cauliflowers. May I

ask your Correspondent "asa young practitioner" the

exegetical reasons why he applied the Charcoal to such a

purpose, if he knew the philosophy of its results, or if done
in a hap-chance manner? It is assuredly a simple and not
less easy way of destroying these pests ; and when once
fully convinced of the philosophy of its nature, I will try

the remedy, and the result shall afterwards be reported.

—

A Rosshire Gardener.
Salt as a Manure.—I can bear testimony to the bene-

ficial effects of Salt as a manure when judiciously em-
ployed. My garden, when I came to it, was so infested with

slugs as to render it almost impossible to preserve a vege-

table from their ravages, more especially from those of a

large species, half as long as a man's thumb, provincially

termed the herring- back slug. By the advice of a neigh-

bour, I procured a quantity of Salt, which I kept in a

dry shed ; and when a quarter of the land was cleared of

its crop, I sprinkled it all over with Salt, and allowed it

to remain for a day or two before it was dug in. I like-

wise on moist evenings, when the slugs were most active,

went carefully over the garden and gave it a slight

sprinkling with Salt, even amongst the growing crops.

This effectually destroyed those pests, without injuring

the vegetables ; and my garden is now comparatively free

from them. The {Salt I use is a coarse sort, which I

purchased at Scovil's Wharf, in Tooley Street, for about
18s. per ton. It is that in which hides are imported
from South America ; and is consequently enriched by
matters which it extracts from the skins. I think if your
Correspondent " Quercus" will refer to thexivth Chapter
of Luke, verses 34 and 35, he will there be led to infer

that Salt, which had not lost its savour, was formerly con-
sidered beneficial for dressing land. I have used Salt

with equal success on heavy and light land ; and the crops
flourish amazingly from its good effects.—C. Wood,
Clapham.
* Lime Wafer.—Several Correspondents have recom-
mended Corrosive Sublimate for destroying worms on
Lawns, &c. ; at the same time cautioning persons against

its dangerous nature. Why then do they not use the

more safe, simple, and efficacious substitute—quick-lime ?

The idea of using Lime-water for this purpose was intro-

duced about 25 years ago, (I believe for the first time) by a
gardener named McDougal,who travelled over a great part

of the kingdom collecting subscriptions of 10s. 6d. each.

When he had collected as many as he could, he divulged

the secret to his subscribers, and to myself amongst the

number. His secret was merely to put some quick-lime

into a tub of water, to stir it up well, and when the lime

had subsided, to water the lawn, &c, with the clear

liquor. This is an infallible remedy, although some of

your Correspondents have stated otherwise ; but I appre-

hend that their failure has arisen from their having made
use of stale or slack lime ; that is, lime that had been
slacked either from having had water poured over it, or

from having imbibed atmospheric moisture. A bushel of

quick-lime is sufficient for an acre of ground.

—

F.II.S.

To destroy Rats.—At page 853 of the Chronicle of last

year, there is a description, by J. Parks, of a trap for

catching rats, to which I beg to offer the following im-
provement. Instead of the hole being left open in the lid,

a light tin trap-door should be fitted to it, and this should
be fixed with a very weak wire spring, just strong enough
to raise the door to its proper place whenever a rat drops
into the hogshead. This door must, for a few days at

first, be fastened up with a button, during which time
some food should be placed upon it, to induce the rats to

frequent it. Afterwards, the bait should be secured to the
trap-door, so that it may not fall off when the rat drops
into the water.

—

D.M.C.
Gold Fish.—At p. 857 of last year's Chronicle a cor-

respondent inquires as to the best way to keep Gold Fish
alive through the winter. I therefore take the liberty of
making a few remarks on the subject. Your corres-
pondent appears to bestow much unnecessary trouble uporj
the Fish ; for I consider once in a week, or a fortnight, is

quite often enough to change the water ; for which pur-
pose pond water is preferable to rain, which, when taken
from a tub or tank, supplied from the roofs of buildings
where there are chimneys, must contain particles of soot,

and these are no doubt injurious to the Fish. The reason
why they so often die when kept in glass globes is owing
to the change of water from warm to cold. The globes
are commonly placed close to a window, where the heat
of [the sun in summer and of the fires in winter must
make the water warm, and I believe the general prac-
tice is to change it about once in a week. As the tempe-
rature of the fresh water must therefore be a great deal
lower than that removed, it is no wonder that persons so
often fail in keeping their Fishes alive. It would be a
better plan to raise the water to the same temperature as
that which it is to replace. I am not aware whether it is

generally known that there are two varieties of Gold Fish ;

one the Chub Headed or Dutch, the other of a brighter
colour, and more tapering shape. The latter is bred by
several persons in this neighbourhood, who keep them in
ponds during the winter. Perhaps the Dutch Fishes
are more tender than the other variety, as a correspondent
at p. 6 says, that he lost all his which were of that kind.
My pond is rather singularly situated ; being in the high-
est part of my garden, which has a steep slope towards
the north-east. It is, therefore, one of the coldest as-
pects that can be

;
particularly as this part of the country

is very elevated. The depth of the pond at this season is

about three feet, and its dimensions 14 by 12 feet; the
waste water being carried off by a drain. It is formed out
of the solid clay, and is supplied entirely by the rain,
which filters through the clay, and which being impreg-
nated with iron, is very hard; since the sun scarcely ever
shines upon its surface for two or three months in the
winter. About four years ago I stocked it with twenty
brace of Gold fish, of various sizes. I have never
since fed or removed them ; all that I do in frosty weather
is, to break the ice every morning, or, if very severe,
twice during the day. I have only lost three, and that
was from my neglecting to break the ice one day when
the frost was very intense. The ice does not require to
be broken more than three or four feet square in one
place, unless the pond is of a large size ; it should also be
thrown out, in order that it may not again congeal toge-
ther. I ought to mention that my pond is formed in the
centre of a hollow space, having a narrow path round its

margin, and a sloping bank five feet wide, which prevents
its being dried up in the summer. There is a white
Water-Lily in the centre, and the Fish are very fond of
collecting under the shade of its beautiful round leaves in
hot weather. My Fish are at this time from two to nine
inches in length ; and, of various colours, from the brown
to the fineBt gold and scarlet: and in a summer's day,
they are one of the prettiest objects in a garden. They
thrive well thus treated, and breed every season. Your
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Correspondent is advised to replace his Fish in the pond,
but I consider that it would not be safe at this time. It

would be better to keep them as they are for a month, or

two longer.—/. F., Sudbury, Harrow on the Hill.

Poultry.—In answer to your Renfrewshire correspond-
ent, I beg to state that the Malay Hens are usually of a

reddish brown colour, long in the leg, with a peculiar

round-shouldered look in the form of the back. Mine
were originally given to me by a friend from India ; but
they are to be procured in abundance at Baker's, or

indeed of any of the poultry-dealers in Leadenhali market.
My Dorking hens are coloured, as I prefer those to the
white sorts. I have never found anything to complain of

in the colour of their flesh.

—

A. E. S.

I

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Stknomesson vitellinum. Yolk-of-Egg Stenomesson. (Stave
But/),) Amaryllidaceae. Hexanclria Monogynia. — A bulbous
plant from Lima, whence it was sent by J. Maclean, Esq., to the
Horticultural Society, with whom it flowered in February, 1842.
It is essentially distinguished from other known species by its

broad leaves, depressed bulbs, and the intermediate teeth of the
cup being* obtuse and undivided. The plant flowered in a cool
stove, where it had been kept warm and moist while growing,
hut cooler and drier while at rest. It is among the prettiest of
the Western American bulbs ; but is at present extremely rare.— Botanical Register.
Van Houttk's Phlox. Garden Variety.—For a knowledge

of this remarkable plant we are indebted to M. Louis Van Houtte,
Nurseryman, of Ghent, who sent it to us in October last, in full

flower, but without any account of its origin. It is a variety of
remarkable beauty, looking as if P. suavdolens had been crossed
^vith P. caroliniana, leaving on a white ground a crimson evi-
dence of its paternity. The appearance of the plant is beautiful,
far beyond anything yet seen in the genus Phlox; and we were
almost going to say, beyond anything among the hardy peren-
nials In cultivation. An approach to it was exhibited last year
by Mr. Mountjoy, nurseryman, of Ealing, but it was only an
approach, with a much paler stain on the corolla : that, how-
ever, was very pretty, and well worth the acquisition of the
lovers of gay flowers.

—

Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS,
Dried Plantains as a Confection.—Dr. Wallich exhi-

bited at a meeting of the Agri-Horticultural Society of
India, in May 1840, a bottle containing dried Plantains,

which had been prepared at Kornegallein Ceylon simply
by solar heat, without any admixture of sugar. The mode
of their preparation is as follows : the fruit is gathered

when fully ripe, and is laid on light cane-frames exposed
to the sun. When it begins to shrivel, the outer skin is

stripped off (the stripping off the skin is a very essential

part of the process, as it acquires an unpleasant flavour
by drying), and then the drying is completed. During
the process it becomes covered with a white mealy efflor-

escence of sugar, as the Fig does under similar circum-
stances. It is evident that the. fruit in this state bears

precisely the same relation to the fresh Plantain that the

dried Fig and Raisin do to the fruits from which they are

prepared, and may be expected to keep good as long as

either of them. Some samples, which were two years old,

*ere sufficiently moist, of a consistence and flavour be-

tween the Date and Fig, and very sweet without acidity.

There are no seeds, the whole of the fruit being eatable.

•—Transactions of the Agri-Horticultural Society of
India.

Cultivation of Hemp, as practised in the North of
India.—The seed is sown in the hills about the middle of

May, and when the plants spring up they are thinned to

about four or five inches apart, and the ground is kept
clear of long Grass during the period of their growth.
Hemp flourishes best on the northern side of the hills, and
ln

- a soil rich from the decomposition of vegetable matter.
The plant ripens about the end of September or the be-

ginning of October : it is then cut down and dried in the
Sn-», being afterwards steeped in a pond or stream for
e-ght days ; the fibre is then stripped off from the thick
pfld of the stem, and when put together in small parcels
ls beaten a little with a piece of wood or tappee, and is

^ade up into twists like yarns of cotton. There is another
Plant, called the Large Nettle Plant, that grows in the in-

terior of the hills, which makes even stronger ropes than
the Hemp. It frequently grows to the height of 14 or 15
feet. The Hill people, in preparing ropes from it, steep
jt for three days only, and then strip off the fibre; this is

done in a contrary manner to that of stripping Hemp

—

* Ci the top of the Nettle is broken off, and the fibre is

Pulled down from the thin end. Strong ropes are also

^ade from a creeper, called in the Hills, Malloo. For
suspension bridges, this plant has been found stronger
than Hemp.— Transactions of the Agri-Horticultural
Society of India.

Charcoal. During the past year, various experiments
**ave been in progress to ascertain what effects would be
P^duced upon plants by potting, or striking them
*rom cuttings in charcoal ; or by mixing it in various

£
r°portions in the soil in which they were to be grown.

* r°m what had been published on this subject in
Liebig's Organic Chemistry" and elsewhere, I had been

:^ to expect some very decided results ;but after varying
lhe experiments in many different ways, nothing has hap-
Pened which proves charcoal to be useful as a chemical
JSent in the growth of plants. When pounded and used
°y itself, it is very apt to get too dry, and then runs to-

other and sets very hard. Some Orchidaceous plants,

^
l0xi'nias, and Cacti, were potted in it, but they did not

W*ed> evidently from the causes above mentioned.

7 faen mixed with soil, in the proportion of two-thirds of
Uarcoal to one-third of soil, and also in smaller quanti-

anV
SU°h Plants as Oranges, Ipomcea scabra, Gesnera,

t
,

a Cacti, grew very well in the mixture, but not better

Cut*
others which were treated in the common way.

jottings of the common Caper, Ficus el&stica, Euphdr-
jacquiniflora> Ipomcea, and various other kinds, were

planted both in pounded charcoal, and in different propor-

tions mixed with sand; but the results were not more

favourable to the charcoal than to the common sand

usually employed for that purpose. The Caper rooted

freely in both ways, but the others did best in the sand.

Many cuttings, when planted in pure charcoal, or even

where that formed a principal part of the mixture, threw

off their leaves in a short time and rotted at the base.

From what has come under my observation during

these experiments, I would not recommend this substance

to be used by itself for the growth of plants or for strik-

ing cuttings ; and if it does produce any good chemical

effects when mixed with soil, these will probably depend

in a great degree upon the constitution of the soil, in the

same way as lime and chalk are only good manures for

certain lands. But 'it is very possible that these effects

are only mechanical, tending to keep the ground open,

in the manner which renders ashes so very beneficial to

stiff soils.

—

Robert Fortune, in the Proceedings of the

Hort. Soc 9 No* 17.

Penang—"The Great Tree.' 1 A day or two after, I

visited the Great Tree. It is on the slope of a hill, so we had

no great ascent to make. I recognised it as the Great Tree

directly I saw it; though I had been told that even at a little

distance it would not look so large as it is. It is believed

to be a species of Dammar tree. The natives call it the

Milk-tree ; because, when bruised with a stick, a milky

or rather creamy substance, very white, soft, and some-

what glutinous, makes its appearance. It is said to be

30 feet round the base (I think it is more), 110 feet up
to the first branch, and at that height still 21 feet round.

It has not many branches left, and it is said to be dange-

rous to stand under the tree in windy weather. The
trunk is very straight, like a huge mainmast. It is de-

cidedly worth going to see, though seven miles from the

harbour.

—

From the " Last Year in China, by a Field

Officer."— [The tree here mentioned is no doubt some
kind of Fig : and not a Dammar, which is resinous, not

milky.]

Substitute for Glazed Frames in Hot-Beds.—In the

Rheinlandische Gartenzeilung a substitute for the glazed

frames of hot-beds and green-houses is described. Instead

of glass, the frames are covered with a fine white cotton-

cloth. In order to render this more transparent, and enable

it to resist moisture, it is covered with a preparation, the

ingredients of which are 4 oz. of pulverised dry white

cheese, 2 oz. of white slack lime, and 4 oz. of boiled

linseed oil. These three ingredients having been mixed
with each other, 4 oz. of the white of eggs, and as much
of the yolk, are added, and the mixture is then made
liquid by heating. The oil combines easily with the other

ingredients, and the varnish remains pliable and quite

transparent. The expense of a forcing-bed arranged in

this manner is inconsiderable, and it yields at the same
time many other advantages. Such a hot-bed needs not

the anxious attention required by the ordinary ones

covered with glazed frames. During the strongest rays

of the mid-day sun, they do not require any particular

covering or shade ; the atmosphere therein preserves a

nearly equalfle temperature almost the whole day, and
requires only to be changed from time to time, according

to circumstances.

—

Annals of Chemistry.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Low's Nttrsery, Clapton.—In the show-house Hyacinths and

Tulips are just beginning to create a gay appearance. The
principal object, however, is a large specimen of Aciicia platyp-

tera, a winged-.stemmed species, somewhat resembling A. alata,

but with considerably darker flowers, almost approaching to

orange. We were informed that the present plant is the one
originally introduced into this country, and that it has been in

blossom for several months. Epacris mut&bilis, a pleasing va-

riety with white campanulate flowers tipped with rose, is here
blooming freely ; it has the merit of (lowering earlier than most
other varieties. A large plant of the beautiful Camellia tricolor

will also be in bloom shortly. In this house we noticed Banksia
Hugelii, an elegant species of recent introduction, with singu-

larly sporting foliage j the most common form of the leaves is,

however, oblong-lanceolate, with the margins deeply laciniated;

the rare Pacrydium cupi'essinum, a coniferous plant, with a
graceful drooping habit, and another species of more erect

growth, probably D. elatum, which throws out, at regular inter-

vals, side-branches having a drooping tendency. Should the
latter prove hardy, it will be a valuable addition to this tribe of

plants. In the extensive Heathery, but few specimens are in

flower, and these chiefly consist of Erica tenella, a profuse
bloomer, with small rosy-purple flowers; E. ardens, reddish
orange ; E. Templeyi, a beautiiul rose-coloured variety, with a
large inflated corolla ; and the oldE. mutabilis, with light-purple

tubes, gradually changing to crimson. One pit is entirely taken
up with Araucaria imbricata, the seeds of which are sown sepa-

rately in small-sized 60 pots; they arc germinating rapidly, and
the house is kept constantly shaded, to accelerate this process.

In another house were pointed out to us two plants of Statice

piatyphylla, a species lately introduced from the Canary Islands;

the leaves are larger, and have shorter petioles than those of St.

arb6rea, with which the flowers are said to agree in colour,

although produced in larger trusses. Thunbergia Hawtayneana
is just expanding its delicate flowers in one of the stoves, with
several strong specimens of Gesnera laterltia and mollis. An
adjoining house contains numerous plants of Scyphanthus
Uegans, a handsome greenhouse creeper, with yellow blossoms,

nearly allied to Loasa, but not possessing its stinging properties.

In a small house, which is used for grafting and similar purposes,

there is a good contrivance for maintaining any required degree

of moisture in the atmosphere. This is effected by the two
4-inch iron pipes which warm the house, being seated in an iron

trough, capable of being filled with water to any requisite depth.

When a moderately damp atmosphere is necessary, the lower

pipe only is partially immersed in water ; but when a greater

degree of moisture is demanded, the water in the trough is

brought in contact with the upper pipe also. The trough can be

emptied by means of a stopcock at one extremity.—Ji.A.,Jan. 23.

Floral Fancies and Morals from Flowers. 12mo. :

Tilt and Co.

One of the most pleasing little books we know is

Carovd's " Story without an End," charmingly translated

by Mrs. Austin. Some, perhaps, think it too fanciful and

flowery ; but we, who have far too much of the real world
for our liking, confess to our love for the sweet visions of
Dreamland; and especially for such as those of "The
Child. ' The little work before us seems to have been
intended as an imitation of Carovtf's style, and we may
add is in many respects a successful one. It is a series of
fables, intended, we are told, in part, to convey information
concerning the economy and habits of some of the most
beautiful or singular productions of the vegetable king-

dom, and partly to illustrate moral truths by analogies

drawn from the same source. Instead of criticising the

book, we shall content ourselves with an extract, as a

specimen of the author's agreeable style. The subject is

THE JEALOUS "WILD FLOWERS.
" On the first introduction of exotics into our gardens

and conservatories, many native plants grew envious of the

universal preference shown to these foreign intruders. It

may seem strange how the secluded dwellers in wood and

wild could ever have learned what was going on in the

fashionable world ; but they derived this dangerous infor-

mation from a vile garden outcast, who, having travelled

all the way from London in a dung-cart, chanced to grow

up among our simple rustics, and poisoned their heads

with news and notions never before dreamed of. For

a while, however, the malcontent flowers only pined in

silent jealousy, till one fine summer's day, a large body of

them met together, and consulted how they might best

assert the national rights they considered so shamefully

invaded. A spirited Viper's Buglos first addressed the

assembly.* ' I move/ said he, ' that a chosen party of

us should forthwith go up to London,, and make a deter-

mined stand against the insolent pretensions of these con-

temptible foreigners. Once fairly matched against theirs,

our superior merits cannot fail to be acknowledged ;
and

if any should dare to dispute them—by the name of

Flora! ! I' Here the vegetable orator con-

cluded with an abrupt pause, as the most emphatic expres-

sion of implied threatening, and wound up all bylshaking

his formidable spike, and raising his azure crest, with the

bold bearing of an old English knight, eager
t
to challenge all

competitors. His heroic resolution was warmly applauded,

and, in the violent clapping of leaves which immediately

ensued, the opposition of two only dissentient flowers, the re-

tiringViolet and the modest Daisy, was completely drowned.

Several of the Buglos party rose to second their leaders

proposal, and branched out into fine flourishes about their

patriotic desire to uphold the honour of their native soil.

Nothing else, they declared, would have induced them to

undertake the danger and trouble of the projected expedi-

tion. Perhaps, however, if these flowers of eloquence

could have been thoroughly investigated, a few grains of

personal vanity might have been found clinging to their

roots. Several of the individuals who were to accompany

Sir Viper Buglos had, indeed, long panted for a wider field

wherein to display their respective attractions. The
pheasant-like eye of the handsome Adonis, weary of gazing

at the rustic beauties of the Corn-field, flashed fire at

thoughts of conquest over fair and graceful foreigners*

The lovely Nymphsea alba daily viewed her image in her

liquid mirror, and with pardonable pride, felt herself a

Queen of Waters ; while the poetical Narcissus, like his

ancestor of old, was more than satisfied with his own ap-

pearance. Then, what dress of u purple and pall" could

bear comparison with the Lady's Mantle of silvery satin,

unsullied as the snow of her native mountains ? Others,

again, of appearance less striking, prided themselves on

their personal^accomplishments. The Shaking Grass was

a most light and graceful dancer on the breeze ; and the

musical powers of the Reed had been acknowledged from

the days of Pan, though his waving plumes had never been

half sufficiently admired. How the floral party travelled

is a matter of uncertainty, though clearly not, as in modern

days, by post or railroad ; suffice it that they arrived in

town, or its vicinity, and the day afterwards made their

appearance at a grand exhibition of exotics, to which they

gained admission through the interest of some relations,

who as yet continued to hold high places in the flower-

garden. But, alas ! for our native candidates, when tneir

merits came to be weighed (how fairly we *tte™P?™\*°
determine) against the foreign pretensions they haa so im-

prudently challenged. Then, blighted in the bud^ere au

their aspirations, even Uke.the hopes of xnany JJ
son of genius, who, having left his nauv

mnmA
metropolitan celebrity, is overlooked in the crowd, or

shoved aside by more confident c?»Pe
fI,?7rV„o™here of <,

« Oppressed by the impure and heated atmosphere of a

vv i a «iitliprpd bv the neglect or
crowded show-room, andjnthwed y K

scornful compamona of nearer a 11 1

refreshi
'

our disappomtedaspKants droop
g
.S

their qoiet glades I
to en ' ^ &zure ke before

J

Buglos
^ll

omJ
e
^fll c

°
an Gladiolus. The fiery eye

orth
a

e hanSsome Adonis>
sunk, for the first time, before

IbrS blue orbs of the Peacock Iris. The pure

classic beauty of the Nymphaa alba was completely

eclipsed by the dazzling charms ot an Amazonian Queen

of Indian waters. The white satin sheen of tlie Lady's

Mantle found but few admirers, contrasted with the velvet

robes of crimson and purple which glowed around. The
graceful evolutions of the Shaking Grass could not even

be displayed for want of air to move his slender footstalks.

As for the tuneful Reed, he soon discovered that the breeze

was no less a necessary agent in his instrumental perform-

ance ;
and, could even his reolian strains have been

awakened, the prevailing taste for foreign airs, as 'well as

foreign flowers, would have caused his silvery tones to have

fallen unheeded on fashionable ears.
" Thus terminated the wild flowers' silly attempt to

obtain distinction by abandoning the stations wherein

nature had placed them, and to which, convinced of their
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folly, tbey were glad enough to return. They have ever

since bloomed contentedly within their native recesses,

thinking it no hardship to ' waste their sweetness on the

desert air.' But in the most secluded spot, where foot of

man has never trodden, why should the wild flower be
said to waste its fragrance ?—for, even there, may not its

very perfume minister to the enjoyment of millions of

sentient beings, from the bird and the butterfly down to

those tiny existences which dance in every mote of the

summer sunbeam, and sport in every drop of teeming
water?"
We have only to add that the little book is embellished

with 70 fanciful illustrations, some in lithography, and
others cut in wood, the latter of which are much the best.

L

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /br the ensuing week.

As these weekly Calendars are addressed more particularly to

Amateurs, I shall this week glance at a subject in which a large

portion of them are much interested; namely, the paddock, or

meadow-land round the house, where a few cows, horses, or

sheep, are kept, according to the taste of the occupier. In no part

of the world are hav-making and the management of meadow-
land better understood than in Middlesex. While in that

county I had to forego many of my previous notions of the

Scotch system of managing Grass lands. Where the paddock is

grazed all the year round, the land stands less in need of assist-

ance from manures than where the economic Dutch system of

stall-feeding is pursued. In either case, however, it is a point of

good management to keep the land always in good heart; and
as there is a natural prejudice against breaking up such land for

permanent improvement, recourse must be had to top-dressing

it with rotten dung, rich humous composts, or, what is better

than either, with good liquid manure from cesspools. The end
of January, or beginning of February, are the best periods of the

year for this work, as, if done later, its effects are, in a great
measure, lost by evaporation, which becomes more powerful as

the season advances ; and if applied earlier, the winter rains and
melting snow will carry off the best portion of the dung into the
drains and ditches-- Strong clayey lands are more liable to this

kind of waste than porous loams. Light soils are also subject to

waste, though in a less degree ; and the best portion of the
manure will be carried down too deep, by winter rains, to be of
benefit to the more tender Grasses, which, from the long-rooted
Clovers having more than their share, wili thus be overpowered.
It may, therefore, be laid down as a general rule, that the end of
this or the beginning of next month are the best periods for
manuring Grass-land; that Grasses are more benefited at this

time by stimulants which give immediate effect than by such as
are of a permanent nature ; and hence, liquid manure is preferable
to rotten dung. Before the land is rolled, after this dressing,
it would be of essential service if the whole could be sprinkled

over with a suitable compost ; that is, light soil with a portion
of rotten dung for heavy lands, and clay with dung for light

soils; the small siftings from coal-ashes are also excellent for

Grass on any soil. An Amateur who does not know the nature

of soils, and may have taken up the current topic of draining,

would do well to get advice from the nearest gardener, or intel-

ligent farmer, on the spot, previous to any undertaking of this

nature; he may thus save both his land and his purse from
useless drainage. There are thousands of acres in this country
that might easily be ruined by drainage ; such as, for example,
light sandy soils lying on loose chalk or gravel, or, indeed, on
any porous substratum. Instead of draining such land, he
ought rather to have recourse to substances that will retain the
natural moisture, such as clay and cooling manures, or salts and
nitrates, which possess the property of attracting moisture from
the atmosphere. This does not, of course, imply that drainage,

where wanted, is not the grand fundamental source for the per-

manent improvement of all our lands. At present, however, I

fear we must be content with the less efficient mode of surface-

draining in a general way, till the stimulus under the auspices

of our great Agricultural Societies and the wants of our popula-
tion will lead us to adopt the Scotch system of long leases, when
drainage on a sound basis, and other improvements, will follow

as a matter of course. The cheapest mode of draining heavy
Grass land is the open-drain system prevalent on the clayey lands
in Middlesex. The open drains there are from 9 to 15 inches deep,
according to the inclination of the ground and the depth oi the re-

ceiving ditches, and from 12 to 18 inches wide. The width of all

open drains must necessarily be determined by their lengths, and
by the fall of the ground. Many fields and paddocks might be
greatly improved by this partial system, at no great expense ; their

after-management will only be to have them cleaned and cleared

out annually after harvest. Theroller is as essential to Grass land

as dung; two or three rollings when the ground is in a half-dry

state will greatly improve it. If any rough compost has been
spread on the land, a bush-harrow should be run over it, to
scatter the lumps more equally, previous to rolling it.

In our anxiety with early forcing, which at present requires
our principal attention, we must not lose sight of those plants
which are to come into flower next autumn and winter. This
class comprises more names than I can mention this week, but I

will continue them occasionally throughout the season. A pro-
spective Calendar is, indeed, a great desideratum in our garden
literature; but no individual, however extensive his practice,

will £e able to do justice to this subject. Mr. Whiting has given
an excellent hint in a late Number on this point, where he says
that the day of the month on which any crop is sov*n or planted
should be marked on the tally indicating the name of the crop.

I have adopted this plan for many years, but did not attend suf-

ficiently to the times when the crops came into use to enable me
to construct a regular prospective Calendar. The subject, how-
ever, deserves our best attention. Gesnera elongata is an
excellent winter flower, which may be had from October to

April, with a little management. When this has done flowering

it should be kept rather dry until it is pruned; and this should

be done in succession till the end of spring. Those pruned

now should flower next October. Prune the young shoots

close to the main branches, and keep them in the stove with but

little water till all the eyes are beginning to grow; then shake the

mould from their roots and repot them in a light rich compost,

and force them gently for three months. After resting in the

greenhouse through the summer, they should be again potted in

August, or in succession through the autumn, and returned into

he&t ; they will then begin a fresh growth, and will continue to

flower for a long time. Leonotis leonurus treated thus, only
being turned out of doors in summer, may be had in flower from
August to the end of November. There are two species of a half
Orchidaceous genus, from the Brazils, which thrive exceedingly
well m the conservatory in July, August, and September, if now
get growing in a smart bottom-heat and very rich soil. These
are Dichonzandra thyrsiflora and gracilis, both with beautiful
light-blue spikes of flowers. The old Costus speciosus, by the
game treatment, will come in very useful late in the autumn.
As these plants, like the Gloxinias, require to be dry in winter,
and may be k«pt where nothing else would grow, they are useful
where room is scaice, and I believe that is the case everywhere
in our days.

-^S¥*KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

PiNE8.~Tn all probability the bottom-heat will have to be
renewed by the add itional supply of tan or leaves. See that the
increased heat does not exceed Q0° or 95°. Those called Black

tes, such as the Black Jamaica, Montserrats, &c . require very
little water at this time;Jfcnd all that are wanted for early

dry for a week or two, This checkfruiting hud better be |ft^

will throw them into fruit with more certainty. If the warmest
end of the house is so treated, and the other end rather en-

couraged to grow, with a little water and gentle syringing, the
succession of fruit may be prolonged.

Vi-vkhy.— Many people make a point of beginning to force

Grapes on the 1st of March
; but the first week or ten days of

February are much better for that purpose, and the expense need
not be greater. By beginning thus early, you can bring on the
plants more imperceptibly, by using only a little fire in the day-
time; besides, many other plants may be brought in which
might be too late next month, such as Strawberries and store
pots of plants, of which a large stock may be required for the
flower-garden. As soon as all the eyes of a Vine are fairly
started into growth, gardeners consider them out of danger, and
from this period forcing is often carried on rather to suit the
views of the gardener than the capacity of the plant; but if the
interest of both were equally considered, they would have a
better chance of being longer together. Until the breaking of
the buds, the Vine must have its own way, otherwise the top-
most buds will take the lead, and many of the bottom eyes will
not break at all.

Peach-house.—The Peach is never out of danger till you
catch it ripe in the net ; success depends on the degree of atten-
tion you pay to it. Shaking the trellis or main branches when
the trees are in blossom will assist in dispersing the pollen, and
thus part of it will be sure to touch the stigma. "When out of
bloom, increase the moisture. If green-fly appears upon the
young shoots, fumigate the house occasionally. As prevention
is always better than cure, a little smoking once a week will keep
these pests under till the leaves arc more hardened. Give plenty
of air, a little of which may be retained on all night. No fires

will be required at night while the frost keeps away.
Cherry-housk.—Keep the temperature down to 50° till the

trees are out of blossom, then gradually raise it to 56° with air

day and night. A mild, moist atmosphere, and guarding against
sudden changes and insects, are the proper requisites here.

Figs.—These, like the Vine, are gross feeders. Every alternate

watering should be with liquid manure. Like the Vine, also,

there is no end to their growth, if well supplied in this way. You
must therefore pinch out their leading buds at every third or fourth

joint, and this you must continue as long as they keep growing
;

they will then produce a fruit at every eye.
Cucumbers and Melons.— During the early stages of these

plants, a brisk, moist heat, with a little air, and the plants kept
near to the glass, are the chief requisites. If, at any time, they

get a check from too much bottom- heat, too low a temperature,
insects, or any other cause, the best way will be to throw them
away and take the next strongest plants. One failure in this way
will teach a man more useful knowledge than all the calendars
in the world. No annual plant will pay for doctoring, much less

the Cucumber or Melon.
Asparagus.— If you have plenty of plants and command of

dung, leaves, or tan, you need never want Asparagus from Lord
Mayor's Day till it is cut from the open ground. Yet I know
no plant that is more easily injured by a sudden rise in the bottom-
heat, or by confinement in close frames.
Cauliflowers.— If a sudden hard frost should come upon us,

they must suffer very much, as they are now as tender as the Pe-
largoniums in the greenhouse. Stir the ground about them, and
strew some coal or wood-ashes round them ; this will help to keep
down the damp and slugs.
Miscellaneous.—August is the best time in the year to sow

the main crop of Onions, to be transplanted by the end of Febru-

ary or the beginning of March; but by sowing now on a slight

hotbed, or in boxes in any house at work, much time and seed

may be saved, and a surer crop may be obtained next summer.
Transplanting Onions is as old as the hills ; but prejudice has still

her day and week in spring to sow her Onions on the same bed on
which they were sown at the beginning of this century. Peas
and Beans may be slightly forced for transplanting; also a few
Cauliflower-seeds for the earliest crop, together with Radishes,

Lettuces, and Potatoes. Seeds of the same kinds may also be
sown on warm borders, with some protection at hand in case of

rough weather. Seeds should never be spared at this time, for

fear of losing a crop ; the loss is trifling compared with the chance
of an earlier crop than usual.

Out-door Department. •
Who would not be busy out of doors such a winter as this ?

^
I

proposed to do a hundred jobs in-doors this winter, all of which
must be put off for rainy days. The Peach-trees are much earlier

than I ever recollect them, and unless they get a seasonable
check, every one of them must be covered this season. Nailing
has been an easy task. I hope the Peach and Apricot-trees will

be got over as easily as the hardier fruit-trees. Those who have
not yet ordered their fruit-trees from the nurseries should lose

no time now. We shall have an early spring, and the late

planters must suffer.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stoves.— Frosty weather is always best for stove-plants, be-

cause we have generally bright sunny days; but perhaps what we
lose by dull, mild winters, we gain in the less expense of our firing.

The weather has been so tempting lately for keeping the men out
of doors, that I fear the insects are not yet subdued ; but where
house-plants are properly attended to, that is, where plenty of

hands are allowed to manage the houses, there are very few
insects to be met with, except the annual crop of green-fly, which
is soon got rid of. The cheapest way of curing a plant over-

whelmed with scale insects, is to throw it away to the rubbish

heap, and replace it from the nursery, or from a top or root-cut-

ting well cleaned. This has always been my own practice, and I

always had more plants than I had room for. I have seen others

persevering in cleaning and scrubbing their plants, till the expense
of the work exceeded the price of the plants by many per cent.

Cleaning the leaves of plants, however, from dust, &c, is a differ-

ent affair, and will always pay its expenses in more than one way :

this must be always attended to, where the engine or syringe

cannot reach the plants. I can never use the syringe in the

conservatory on account of flowers ; and all the plants there have
their leaves washed over occasionally with a little warm water
and a piece of sponge.
Greenhouse.—Any Camellias that have no flower-buds may

now be sent to the stove, or vinery, or anywhere else where a gen-
tle heat is kept, and as soon as they begin to grow, may have plenty

of water every day till their growth is finished. I believe if the

pots were plunged to the rims in a tank of warm water during the

short time they are making their growth, it would not hurt these
plants. They may be kept in the stove till tlieir flower-buds are
lormed ; then, if they are kept in a cool frame all the summer,
and shaded a few hours in the middle of the day while the weather
is hot, and brought to the greenhouse by the end of August, they
will come into flower about the end of October. Another lot that
are now in flower may be put to forcing a month hence for a suc-
cession. A third lot might be so treated in April, and the re-
mainder of the stock maybe kept unforced. This will carry on the
succession through the winter till the end of spring. October is

the best time to pot the general stock of Camellias ; but the early
forced ones may be potted a month or six weeks after their blos-

som-buds are formed. Good turfy loam for established plants,
with a handful or two of rough ground bones and a little sand ;

one-half peat, the other half sandy loam, will make young
plants grow faster; but in this they will not set their blooms
so well. The whole of them require to be rather under-potted ;

that is, in smaller pots, according to the size of the plants.
Pits and Frames.—The whole of the Verbenas, Pet6nias,

Heliotropes, Salvias, and all the soft plants for planting out in the

flower-beds, except the scarlet Pelargoniums, are best from spring

propagation. Those in the store pots may now be introduced

into heat for that purpose; but many of them this mild season
can be left till the first crop of cuttiugs are taken off; as they are

in active growth. If the sorts are not scarce, it is fully soon yet

to begin with them ; as they will require too much room before
we can trust them out in May.

Out-door Department.
There never has been such a season for planting and for

carrying on improvements. Avoid digging among shrubs after
they begin to spread tlieir roots. The annual injury done to fine
trees and shrubs by the common practice of digging the borders is

incalculable ; to spread rotten composts of leaves and different
soils over the borders is much preferable, if they are in want of
assistance in that way.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Forest and Coppice.—Game will, in all probability, pair this

season sooner than usual. See, therefore, that the work is also
got over sooner on that account. Sparrows have been building
their nests for the last three weeks, and they are no bad judges
of the season. Clear out the felled timber as soon as possible,
if only to the outside of the plantations at first. As to planting,
everybody has been actively engaged in it all the winter who had
any to do.—D. Beaton, Shrublund Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Jan. 26,
18*13, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

1 Karowktrh. TllRRMOMRTRR.
Wind. Rain.

Jan* Max.
30.237

Min.
30.0RG

At ax.
39

Min.
29

Mean.
34.0

it * ***** J l * J i m

Friday 20 K. .04
Saturday 2i 80.030 30 008 41 34 37.5 S.
Sunday 22 30.038 30.003 44 34 89.0 s.w. .02
Monday 2a 30.027 29.892 40 43 40.5 s. .05
Tuesday 24 29.009 29 837 48 39 43.5 s.w. .02
Wednesday25 30.059 29.999 49 44 40.5 s.w.

m x^*#

Thursday 20 30.038 30.010 61 45 48.0 S.W.J
<*

A vffrafrp 30 042 29.790 45.7 38.3 42.0 .13

Jan. 20. Hazy, with easterly wind ; foggy at night.
21. Foggy; hazy; densely overcast.
22. Overcast; fine; slight rain at night.
23. Very fine; overcast and mild ; rain.
24. Densely overcast ; fine; slight rain.
25. Fine; cloudy; very fine; overcast.
26. Overcast ; cloudy and mild ; densely overcast at night.
Mean temperature of the week 4$° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for
the ensuing Week ending Feb. 4, 1843.

Jan.

A ver.
Highest
Temp.

Sun. 29 43.4
Mon. 30 42 1

TueH. 81 43.2
Wed. 1 42.4
Thurs. 2 43.8
Fri. 3 44.1
Sat. 4 44.5

Aver.
LoweBt
Temp.

31.4

31.8
32.1
31-5

31.4

32.2
34.0

No. Of
Mean Years in
Temp which it

Rained.

37-4
369
37-7
37.0
37-6
38.1

39.2

o
8
8
4
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7
8

1

i
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quantity
of Rain.
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|

1

2

lw| .
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\
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W

1 1

•

8 a0.32 in.

0.12 2 2 2 4 1 2 3
0.32 — 3 ] i 8 3 1

0.20 2 4 1 2 3 4 m_

0.75 1 2 2; a 2 4 2
0.42 1 2

: s| i 1 6 2
0.30 __ 4 2M 5 3 3

£
£

4
1

1

I

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 4th Feb. 1833, and 2d, 1835—thermometer 56°; and the lowest
on the 4th in 1830—thermometer 12°.
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99

99

99

99

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Jan. 27, 1843.

[The Half-sieve contains . . . 3£ imperial gallons.
The Sieve 7
The Bushel Sieve io£
The Bushel Basket l imperial bushel.
Punnets for Seakale are ... 72 in. wide and 2 in. deep.

Radishes .... 8 „ 2
Mushrooms ... 7 » 2
Salad 5 „ 2 ,,]

The market has been, generally speaking, well supplied with
most articles during the past week; the demand, however, has
been rather limited. Fruit: There is a slight diminution in the
price of Pines, which consist principally of Queens, and a few
handsome Envilles. Scarcely any hothouse Grapes have been
offered during the week; foreign samples of excellent quality
are, however, plentiful. The supply of good dessert Pears is
sensibly on the decrease, and seems to be confined chiefly to
Beurre Ranee and Easter Beurre; the former from 10s. to 12s.

;

the latter from 8s. to 105. per half-sieve; a few samples of Ne
Plus Meuris are also offered, but not generally. Baking Pears
are plentiful, from 2s. to 23. 6d. per half-sieve. The prices of
Apples scarcely differ from those quoted in our last Report. A
few tolerably good Cucumbers are occasionally offered, from 4s.
to 6s. per brace. Vegetables: Asparagus is improving in quality,
and is slightly reduced in price ; the best bunches fetching from
5s. to 8s. each. Seakale, in consequence of the mildness of the
weather requiring little artificial heat, is unusually abundant,
and very good; it may be obtained from 4d. to Is. 6d. per punnet.
French Beans are from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per 100. Brussels' Sprouts
are becoming less plentiful. Good White Cabbages are offered
from 2s. to 4s. per dozen. Onions are of excellent quality, and
fetch from 5s. to 6s. per bushel. The supply of Lettuces and
Endive is pretty good ; Cabbage Lettuces selling from 4d. to 6d.
per score ; and Cos, from Qd. to is. per score. Rhubarb, although
good, is very little in request; the best bundles do not fetch
more than is. each. Mushrooms are plentiful, from 4d. to Qd.
per pottle. Flowers: The display of cut flowers has been very
brilliant throughout the week ; amongst them we many mention
Amaryllis Johnsoni, Lachenalia tricolor, Acacia pubescens and
vestita, Euphorbia jacquiniflora and splendens, Poins6ttia pul-
chtSrrima, Combretum purpureum, Cypripetiium insigne, Big-
nomavenusta, and PEe6nia papaveracea.

PRICES, Saturday, Jan. 20, 1843 FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb. 3* to 5*
Orapet, Spanish, per lb. Qd to U— 1'ortugal, 1* to IsGd
Apples, dessert, per bush., 3* to 0*— Kitchen, 2* to 5*
rears, dessert, per hf. sieve* 2*G</ to 12*
Pummeloes, per doz., !>* to 12s
Oranges, per doz., Qd to 2s— per 100,4* to 14*— bitter, per 100, R* to 12*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*— per 100, 5*to 14#
Chesnuts, per peck, 3* to 0*

,
VEGETABLES

Cucumbers, per brace, 4*. to Qs
Melons, Spanish, 2* to 4*
Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 16*
Almonds, perpeck, 6* to 7*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 2* Gd to 3*
Filberts,Eng-lish,per 100 lbs. CO* to 05*
Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., 65*. to 70*.
Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 16* to B0«— Spanish, 18*

— Barcelona, 24*— Cob, 14*.

Savoys, per doz. 3d to 1* 3d
cabbage. White, per doz. 2* to 4*— plants, per doz. 1* 6d to is Gd
_, — Red, for pickling, 2*to 4*64
nrussels Sprouts, per hf.-av. 1* to 2*
Broccoli, White, por bunch, 1* to 3*

n — Purple, Qd to ls6d
Beans, Kidney, forced, per 100, 2* Gd to 3*
Potatoes, pe r ton, 50* to 75*— per <:wt. 2* firfto 4*
— perbushel, It Gd to 2j Gd
— Kidney, per b.,l*6d to 2* Gd
— Scotch, per ton, 45* to 50*
— New, per lb., 4dlottd

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

l*to 1* Gd
lurnips, per doz. bun., UGdtoSs
Red Beet, per dozen, Qd to 1*
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1*6<*
SaUafy, per bundle, 1* 3*/ to 1* Gd
Jorse Radish, per bundle, Is Gd to 4s Gd
Radish, per doz. hands (24to30each)

Qd to 1*— Turnip, p. doz.bch., 1* to 1*6*/

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to Of
— Horn, per bunch, 'Sd to 6d

^arsnepa, per dozen, Gd to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd to 2*
'

Leeks, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2* Gd
OnionB, per bushel, 5* to 6j— Pickling, per h£-av., 3s Gd to 4* Gd— Green, p. doz. bun. 3* to 4*— Spanish, per doz. U Gd to \*
Garlic, per lb. Gd to Qd
Shallots, per lb., I*

Asparagus, large, per 100, fit to 8*— Second, 2* Gd to 3* Gd_ Sprue or Small, 2« to 2* Gd
Sea-kale, per punnet, Id to It Gd
Lettuce, Cab., p. ic, 4J to Gd— Cos, Qd to 1*
Endive, per score, Qd to 1*CJ
Celery, p. bd., (l2to 15) Gd to 2*
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, Gd to 1* '.

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, 9d to 1*
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. Ad to Gd
Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Tarragon, per doz. bun., 2t to 4*
rennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Satfe, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2t to 4*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 4d to Qd

Notices to Correspondents.
Back Numbers of thk Gardknkrs' Chronicle.—(The pub-

lisher repeats the following notice, as, since last week, Three
more Numbers are out of print.)—We are so often applied to

ttf***
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for particular Numbers of the Gardeners 9 Chronicle, to

complete sets, and so many are now out of print, that

we think it will save all parties trouble if we publish a list

of the Numbers which may still be had. Any subscriber who
will forward to our Publisher post-office stamps equivalent in

value to as many Numbers as are required, shall have them
sent. If parties find that they have any duplicates, or

wish to part with their back Numbers, we shall be glad to

exchange them, if clean. Those subscribers who are very

anxious to complete their sets should write at once, as we have
very few copies of some of the Numbers.

1841: 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14, 15,16,17,18,19, 20,21,

22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 41, 46, 47-

1812: 1,4,5, 6,8,9,10,11,12,16, 18,22, 23,24, 39,41,50,
51, 52, 53.

WLaxvkks.—Amateur.—You are perfectly right} so much so indeed,

that no marking: the spots is required to prove the fact. A
Subscriber'.—For your Beans, try Potter's Guano mixed with 2

or 3 times its bulk of cinder-sittings, peat-mould, black earth,

or any such substance. One cwt. and a half an acre will be
enough. No Chemist.—Gas-lime that has been reburnt is

not what we mean, and is of no importance. It is the offen-

sive lime, as it comes from the gas-works, that is valuable.

Like all the really good manures, it will destroy everything,

unless it is very much Weakened by mixtures with common
manure, or old compost. The mistake you and your friends

have made, consists in your having employed a great deal too

much of it unmixed with other substances.

t

Salt.—An Amateur states that he has a small garden which
is much infested with cockchafer grubs, which have de-

stroyed several valuable plants. He has been told that salt,

if mixed with the soil, will kill them. We should imagine, that

salt would be more likely to kill the plants than the grubs, X

LlMR-WATER.—A Yorkshireman.—As water can only hold a cer-

tain quantity of lime in solution, it is immaterial how much
of that substance you mix with it. The mixture should be well

stirred, and should be left until it has become clear, when it

will be fit for use. We should imagine that half a gallon per

square yard would be sufficient to destroy worms on lawns. X

Wood-ashes.—^.-/?.—2>.—Wood-ashes will not be injurious as a

top-dressing to such plants as Ixora rosea, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, and Manettia cordifulia. We know nothing further

respecting their action uponworms than is stated by " R. S.V. P."

at p. 870 of last year. Why not use lime-water for destroying

them, when it can so easily be prepared ? X

Heating.— I?- Glendinning*—The principle of heating in Mr.

Rendle's apparatus is the same as that of Corbett, and his is the

same as that of many others. In all cases where hot water is

employed the principle is the same. It is the application of it

which is different: and here we consider Mr. Rendle original.

p. p.—A tank made like a square beer-cooler will hold

water, and serve for heating in Mr. Rendle's way. In a house

of the size you mention, 15 feet by 6 will be large enough. The

boiler is better outside the house.!

Pine-Apples.—J. Gray should state the place where his method

of growing this fruit has been practised, before we can publish

his communication, i

Vines.—Comus.— In determining at what time of the day Vines

should be steamed, we. would have you look around into

Nature. There you will find that it is the earliest part of the

morning that vegetation is involved in mists, which are after-

wards dispelled by the sun. Follow this in your artificial prac-

tico *f*

Hot-bBD.—A Shropshire Subscriber.—The depth of dung upon

which a 3-light frame is placed at this early period, should not

be less than 4 feet 5 and, as you have good facility for drainage,

it will be better to remove the soil, where the bed is to stand,

to the depth of 2 feet, and to place a layer o( faggots or brush-

wood beneath the dung. This will prevent the water which
usually collects about these places from chilling the heat of

the bed. X

Laurel.—Inquisitive.—There is no doubt if your Portugal Lau-

rel, which has grown to the height of 25 feet, were cut down,

and a few leafy shoots were preserved near the base of the stem,

it would in time become a bushy plant. 1 J. M. H.—It is not

too late to transplant Laurels; but this kind of work should

be concluded as soon as possible, t

CnMHKUs.—T.il/. //.—We recommend you to plant the follow-

ing climbers against your S. E. wall : Wistaria sinensis, Clema-

tis azurea grandiflora, Sieboldi, grata and Hendersoni, Jasmi-

num revolutum and officinale, Magn61ia grandiflora, Bign<5nia

radicans, Caprifolium gratum, and Ampelopsis quinquefolia ; to

which you may add the Lisle, Bougainville, and Ayrshire Roses.*

Hkriiackous Plants.— Oikos —There ore so many good her-

baceous plants that it is difficult to say which are the six best.

Besides, we do not know what your objects are. The follow-

ing 6 arc amongst the best for general purposes :—Alyssum
saxatile, dwarf, flowers yellow; A'rabis grandiflora, dwarf,

white; Asphodelus luteus, middle sized ; Anemone vitif61ia,

middle sized, -white j Delphinium grandiflorum (double var.),

tall, deep blue ; Phlox paniculata, tall, flowers lilac. §

Furzk.— J. W. T.—Where strong layers of Furze can be pro-

cured, it is probable that, if it was planted as soon as all

danger of severe frost is past, it would form a cover in much
less time than if seeds were sown upon the same ground. In

sandy soils, and where only weak plants are to be had, the

safest way is to sow the seeds in April. %

Undkrwood.—Nothing will grow well under Fir-trees which

are thick at their heads and bare below. The best plants are

Hollies, Common Laurels, Blackthorn, and Buckthorn ; but all

these must have light, and the soil must be well broken up
before they are planted,t _..,"... • 1 .

Peiustr'iua klata.— TF. ill.—This plant thrives best in a sou

composed of light turfy loam and leaf-mould. It should, while

in a growing state, be allowed plenty of pot-room and a good
supply of water.

t

Camk'ujas.-Z.-You cannot do better than shake all the sou

from the roots of your unhealthy Camellias, and repot them
into a mixture of turfy loam and peat. When potted, they

should be plunged into a gentle bottom-heat until the plants

are fairly established.*- G. F.—The Double White and fim-

briated Camellias generally form a large number of flower-

buds, many of which they cannot perfect, even if in high

health. Your mode of treating them seems right; and there-

fore the only advice we can give you is, to thin out the buds

and keep the temperature rather lower ; so that the flowers

may be prevented from opening until the sun has more power j

unless it is your wish to have the plants in full flower very

^vcixsVa^ svh^xy^s.-B.B.H.—This pi"* bears considerable

resemblance to F. fulgens, but is superior to that species in

the brightness of its colours. The reason why your plant grows
so luxuriantly and docs not flower, is no doubt caused by your
having potted it in too rich a soil. It should be rather under
than over potted, and the soil in which it is grown should not

contain any stimulating manure, X .

ThkTussac Grass.- W. S.-This is the Festuca flabellata of

Lamarck. We will give you more information about it next
*Wcek,+

Pansxss,—A Pansy-Grotver.~V?e do not recommendyou to use
either bone-dust or hom-shavings in your compost for Pan-
ics

; they are of too drying a nature for the purpose. Good
loam, enriched with ordinary manure, is the best soil you can
make use of.* _ .. m vTulips,- W. S.-The reason why the Florentine Tulip produces
one very large root and many small ones, is this—The small
roots arc merely intended to leed the old bulbs to which they
belong, and which will die as soon as its flower has been ma-
tured

; the large root is for the nourishment of a new bulb. If

you trace this large root to its origin, you will find that it is the

«>wer end of a tubercle just beginning to swell into a bulb; and

the large apparatus with which, as you see, nature supplies it,

is merely to enable it to organize itself rapidly. As the young

bulb gains size it will probably produce other roots.t

FnuiT-TRKKS.-W'. P. AT.—You had better head down those sorts

of Pears that do not succeed in a confined situation, sur-

rounded with buildings, and graft them with such good vari-

eties as you find by experience to do well there. You may
also add to your collection Hacon's Incomparable, Passe Coi-

mar, Dunmore, Knight's Monarch, Thompson's, Winter Nelis,

andNc PlusMeuris.il B. IF.—Six good dessert Apples for

the neighbourhood of Manchester are, the Kerry Pippin, Pear-

son's Plate, Sykehouse Russet, Court of Wick, Court-pendu

Plat, andBostonRusset.il S. 5.-In some seasons, upon

trees that usually produce well-flavoured fruit, the Chaumontel

acquires a bitterness, and also fails in becoming perfectly melt-

ing. The past was one of those seasons; its peculiarities, as

affecting the qualities of fruits, were, a hot dry summer, suc-

ceeded by wet and cloudy weather.
||

Grafting Stocks.— Simpleton.—Crab-stocks from woods will

do for grafting on, and are generally more hardy than those

raised from the flips of good Apples ; species being in one

sense perfect, whilst varieties are more or less imperfect.

Many of the Perry varieties of Pears have good seeds, from

which stocks may be raised. You will find the time and man-

ner of sowing at vol. ii. p. 745; but you will get stocks pro-

perly reared from the growers at probably less expense than

you can raise them. Cherries are grafted on Cherry or Mahaleb

stocks. The other kinds of fruit you mention are grafted or

budded on Plum- stocks. ||

Mayduks Cherry.—J*. G.—That the Cherry known as the

Mayduke for two centuries has derived its name from Madoc,

a district in France where Cherries are much grown, is very

doubtful ; for Duhamel and other French authors have no such

name as Madoc in their nomenclature. On the contrary, they

describe the Duke Cherries as having been received from

England or Holland. Duhamel states that there are three

varieties of the Royale, or " Cherry-duke," namely, thcRoyale

Hative, Due de Mai, Mayduke, of which the fruit ripens in the

end of May or commencement of June; the Royale Tardive

and the Holman's Duke. M. de la Bretonnerie, in " I/E'cole

du Jardin Fruitier," describes the Cerise d'Angleterre, ou

Cherry-Duck des Anglais. This, he says, is scarcely different

from La Grosse Cerise Hative, "which has lately been adorned

with many fine names, as the Royale Hative, Due de Mai, &c
;

although it ripens in the end of June, it is the May-duck des

Anglais." In Kraft's Pomona Austriaca " Der May Herzog,

Cerasus proccox regia, Dux Majalis, Royale Hative, Due de

Mai," is described as ripening in the middle of May; and

Kraft's figure is undoubtedly that of our Mayduke. The Cense

de Hollande of the French has also been proved to be the May-
duke. This excellent variety, it is admitted, is never perfectly

ripe in May, unless when forced, and therefore the name is not

strictly applicable; yet in Langley's Pomona it is stated to

have ripened at Twickenham, in 1727, on May 20, Old Style, or

the last day of May, New Style. In warm seasons, Cherries,

at the present day, are gathered sufficiently ripe to sell, if not

perfectly so for eating, from south walls, at the place just

mentioned, in the commencement of June. In the Report on

Covent Garden Market for the week ending June 4, 1841 (see

vol. i., p. 368), it is stated that " a large quantity of Cherries

have been imported from France during the week, and letch

about is. per lb." These, to be in the London markets in :he

first days of June must have been gathered in France in the

end of May ; and they were Mayduke Cherries. In the Report

of the week following, ending June 13, 1841, we find that

•• Cherries, both forced and natural, abound." It is also to be

recollected, that when the variety in question had received

the appellation of Mayduke, the Old Style was the mode of

reckoning, consequently the 11th of June would be accounted

the last day of May. These, it is presumed, are strong proofs

in favour of the name having been Mayduke, and that the latter

is not a corruption of Madoc, as some suppose. If it be such,

proof requires to be adduced. ||

French Bbans.—Anxious Inquirer.—Your French Means are

infested with the red spider, an insect to whose attack they are

extremely liable. The greatest check which you can put upon

their ravages will be to syringe your plants early in the morn-

ing before you admit any air to the house, and again in the

evening as soon as it is closed. The atmosphere of the house

should also be kept abundantly moist for a few days ;
there is

nothing which accelerates the increase of these pests so much

as a dry atmosphere, t ., .
...

Club in Cabbagks.—A Subscriber.—-The best remedy with

which we are acquainted for preventing the Club in Cabbages,

is to fork into the ground, previously to sowing the seeds, a

good dressingof wood-ashes, which may easily be procured by

burning the primings of trees, refuse vegetables, &c. At p. 21

of the Chronicle for 1841, it is also recommended in planting

outBroccoli, Cabbages, &c. to fill the holes partially with a

mixture of wood-ashes and sand. It is very probable that

Spirits of Tar would be as beneficial in checking the Club in

Cabbages as in preventing wireworms from attacking Carrots. t

Potatoes.—Newtow7i.—The difference in the condition of sets,

when new Potatoes are taken up, probably depends upon the

state of ripeness of the sets. When they are quite mature, and

are planted, their contents are readily converted into organiz-

able matter, and the consequence is, ripe and good Potatoes
;

if on the contrary, the sets are ill-ripened, they contain com-

paratively little organizable matter, and being but slightly

affected by the young Potatoes, the latter are small and bad,

and the sets themselves remain but little changed. Potato seed

from hot and dry places will produce tubers earlier than if it

came from cold, damp situations, t

WooniiCK.—A Constant Header.—Yon may reduce the number

of woodlice which infest your Mushroom beds by placing a few

cold boiled potatoes separately in pots, and covering them

loosely with moss. These are to beset as traps in different

narts of the beds, and must be looked to every morning. The

insects which collect therein may be easily destroyed by im-

mersing them in boiling water. The method adopted by Mr.

Sellers is to procure afew half-inch boards, about three inches

broad one edge having a groove to contain liquid, the other

beinir wedge-shaped to insert into the soil. When the Mush-

rooms appear, the beds are surrounded with these boards, and

the earth is pressed so tightly round them as to prevent the

insects from getting beneath them. The grooved upper edge

is "then tilled with tur, which effectually preserves the Mush-

rooms from the attacks of woodlice, which cannot pass over

the pitchy barrier. The same means will also protect them

from earwigs. $ .

Akts.—A. b.—J).—Ants, unless very numerous, will do no injury

amongst Orchidaceous plants, t

TiMBKit-PRUNiNG.—Arbor.—We are glad to find your opinions on

this subject so much like those we constantly advocate.

Avknuks.—A Gardener.—In our opinion, these are among the

noblest ornaments of a country mansion ; it has been barbarous

taste to destroy them, and it is good taste to restore them

where the house is of any importance. Limes, Elms, and Ash-

trees are the best for the purpose, t . .

Preserving Nets.—J.M. H. Kyan's Patent is of no service in

^reserving nets. The best plan is to tan them, t

Locomotion of Pi.ANTS.-ff.K-Although physiologists c ciny

that plants can shift their quarters, and thus distinguish ti em

from animals, yet it is very certain that they do somehow fc
o

from one place to another in a mysterious manner, in**

removals take place in various ways, and in the commonJiepa

tica thus : what we call the root of that plant is really an under

ground stem, which grows upwards from its;
point, Jke other

stems : if, then, we bury it a few inches underground, t
win

every year rise nearer and nearer to thew^^^S^* 9

HI at last will stand above it. Crocuses wll do the same thing.

British Wines,—^wu/rewr.—We have no fancy for British Wines,
and really cannot undertake to advocate them. Those who like

them will make them without any assistance of Horticultural
Societies, and those who don't like them cannotbe so influenced.
The thing has already been done by the Caledonian Horticul-
tural Society. If you wish for our opinion, it is, that almost all

British Wines are undrinkablc. Nevertheless, we will not dis-

pute the truth of your assertion that Gooseberry Wine is often
as good as Champagne. Why should it not be, when it is noto-
rious that enormous quantities of the stuffcalled Champagne is

prepared in England from Rhubarb-stalks ?t
Sweeps.—These young gentlemen are not gardeners. We pre-

sume the law relating to them is just the same whether they

sweep the chimney head foremost or feet foremost. We would
not advise you to try the experiment of evading the law.

Miscellaneous.—B. P.—You will find excellent directions for

the treatment of the Ranunculus at pp. 420 and 4G0 of the Chron-
icle for 18424 An undeserving Bee-keeper had better pro-

cure Dr. Bevan's work on the Bee.* J. n. /.—Your Fern is

the Asplenium Ruta-muraria. t A . E.—Of your Brazilian

seeds 1. is Araucaria braziliensis, which is too tender to stand

out in this climate. 2. is Anda Gomezu. 3. A. Sapindus. 4. So-

phora tomentosa. 5. A. Canna. None except the Araucaria,

which is now becoming common, is of much interest in a Hor-

ticultural point of view.t Alpha.-lt is possible that some

of the Melon-seeds which have been preserved since the close

of the last century, may germinate ; but this will depend entirely

upon the manner in which they have been kept. X--A Con.

slant Reader's plant is Lachenalia tricolor. J— Af^ur.--
Cotoneaster is to be found in every book on hardy shrubs pub-

lished for the last 20 years ; therefore, as you have Mr. Loudon s

works, we can only beg you to look again. Your question

about Apples has also been answered, and for that too we must

beg you to look again.t H. Broum.-Of your plants, 1, is a

Talinum: 3, Justicia flavicoma; 4, Gnitlia imberbis
;
/appears

to be Anthyllis barba Jovis. The remainder are such miserable

specimens that it is impossible to recognise them, i :rZ
'

—It is highly probable that the leaves of your Orange-trees

have been eaten either by earwigs or by woodlice. + — J'

W. T.—Meam's Treatise on the Vine is not yet published.X

G. D.—From the punctures upon the Azalea leaves, we pre-

sume that the disease is occasioned by an Acarus, or perhaps

an Aphis ; but as we could find no insects, it is impossible to

answer your question satisfactorily, which we will endeavour to

do if you will send us some leaves with the animals complained

of, ji t x. X.—H notabovc four lines, 3s. A Post-office order

may be sent. Broughton.—Your plant is a new species of

Odontoglossum. It has already flowered with Mr. Ruckcr.

, c. JJ.—Your Apple is not the Golden Harvey or Brandy

Apple; it appears to be the Russet Nonpareil.il J. R.—Ko

t

such plant is known to botanists as Dendr6bium Shepherdi.

What you have sent is a very trifling variety of D. Pierardi.

A Subscriber.—The bloom of your seedling Camellia was

not sufficiently expanded to enable us to judge whether the

centre of the flower, when full blown, is full and perfect. The

colour is very good, and the outer rows of petals well-formed,

and smooth on their edges, but rather thin and smalh W» a

very pretty variety, and worth cultivating* M' C 'T
"r

plants are :-l. Cassia acuminata, 2. Acacia m clan6xylon f 3.

Edwardsia microphylla, 4. Schinus Molle ;
all _°f ^iMh are

tender, except the Edwardsia, which will succeed, with shght

protection in severe weather, against a South wall. S.issome

species of Rhus.* Fair Play should pay m ad™n™>^l^
the quarter, Half-year, or twelvemonth as most^con -ement

;

newsmen could not thus charge extra. At any rate, if a Post-

office order is sent to us for 13s., we will take care he has 26

Numbers. J. B.-The native Pear is Xylomelum pyru

form. The dried plants are of no sort of value or interest.

They are left in Charles-street, t Hibernicns.—There is such

a plant as Ribes inebrians in the Garden of the Horticultural

Society ; but such things are only given to the Fellows of the

Society. X A. R- t
Sandford.—Your Apples are : I, 2, MargU ;

3, French Russet -

9
4,11, Nonpareil; 7, Dutch Mignonnej 8,

Royal Russet; 9, Fenouillet Gris; 10,Downton ;
12,Wheelers

Russet: 13, Lemon Pippin; 15, Braddick's Nonpareil.
,|

—
T. S. t

Clifton.—The Apple you sent is the Newtown Pippin.

Your Pear is the Bishop's Thumb; it is one of those that, m
some seasons, do not become melting, especially if grown on a

wall having an aspect not in any degree inclined to south. If

the beginning of autumn be wet and cloudy, although the

summer may have been hot, Pears are in consequence detc-

As
r

us
r

ual,

d
mLny letters have arrived too late for answers this ^yeek

.

Mr PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d.

eachcopv; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen

wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may

have them delivered in any part of London by remitting a Post-

office order to this Office, at the rate of U. for every 25 copies re-

quired.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
, — *

The discussions on the Right of Search in the Cham-

ber of Peers have terminated favourably to the French

Cabinet and to the general interests of peace. e

amendments proposed by different Peers in
.

the
,fJ^

°n

the Address, for the purpose of embodying m
J**^™;

raent an expression of feeling hostile to the

Treaties, have been negatived by a .^"2™^*^™
the Ministerial Address, which ^n. »o -1-*-

v^
ever to the subject, has beer adopted

tion In the Chamber of_
Deput e. f

a

of^J
sausfactory has been obta ned 1

^
proposed by the Co^njujaon me y

ject » answer to the Pa»nge > ^ q{^ ^.^
rf 8 TanVlSa^ conges itself to an expression of

the wishes of the Chamber, that at some future period the

commerce of France may be placed under the exclusive

control of the national flag. It neither specifies a period

for this event, nor suggests the opening of negotiations

for its accomplishment. No one who has followed the

course of French politics for some months past can

fail to perceive how great is the importance of this

Ministerial triumph to the whole of Europe. M. Guizot

declared in the Chamber of Peers, that negotiations

with England at the present moment could only lead

to an act of weakness or an act of madness; the British

Government, he said, could not yield without com-

promising its dignity ; and he considered the exist-

ence of good relations between .France and England,

both politically and morally, as far preferable to the

abrogation of the Right of Search Conventions. -He

was convinced that the national independence waa not
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involved in the question at issue, and the Government was

determined not to depart from the complete and loyal

execution of the treaties. These arguments have pre-

vailed over the clamour of the journals, and the danger

which last week threatened the peace of Europe has for

the present subsided. The discussion on the Address in

the Chamber of Deputies is still in progress ; and although

it is impossible to foresee the ultimate decision of an

assembly so uncertain in its impulses as the Representative

body, it is still believed that the Ministerial party are

strong enough to prevent the adoption of any hostile

amendment.—From Spain we learn that the Captain-

General of Barcelona has adopted the extreme measures
of severity with which he has long threatened the inha-

bitants who refused to pay the war contribution* Soldiers

are now quartered on the houses of all persons in arrear,

who are to defray the expenses of the Military upon a scale

which doubles the amount daily until the contribution be

paid up. In Madrid there is nothing new, except the

meetings of electors and candidates, and the increasing

rumours of Ministerial changes.—From Portugal we learn

that the Address, in answer to the Speech from the

Throne, has been carried, almost without discussion,

by a large majority, and that the forthcoming Budget

is of the most satisfactory character. It embodies

a great number of financial reforms, and shews that

under the administration of the present Government
the long-standing deficiency in the revenue has already

substantially disappeared.—The affairs of the Levant are

rather more promising than usual ; the appointment of a

Christian Prince to the Government of the Christian por-

tion of the Lebanon has given rise to much rejoicing,

and has produced a tranquillising effect on all classes of

the people. The Austrian Cabinet continues to concen-

trate troops on the Eastern frontier of the Empire, but

the affairs of Servia, to which this measure has immediate

reference, will no doubt be settled by diplomacy, without

the necessity of an appeal to arms.—From the United
States we learn that the question of the Oregon territory

has become the prominent topic of discussion in Con-
gress, and that the President has sent a message to the

House of Representatives, recommending negotiations

with the Chinese Government for the purpose of obtain-

ing for the commerce of the United States the same pri-

vileges as those ceded to Great Britain by the recent

treaty.

At home, few subjects for some time past have so much
excited the feelings of the public as the death of Mr.
Drummond. The Papers of all shades of politics concur

in the expression of cordial sympathy for his untimely

fate, and of respect for his personal character. Our
readers will find under our Metropolitan News a concise

summary of the facts which have transpired since our
last, and will see that the assassin has been committed to

take his trial on the capital charge.

ome Nefos.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, remain at Windsor Castle,
and continue quite well. The Prince has shot over the pre-
serves in the Great Park during the week, and the Queen
has occasionally taken walking exercise in the Home
Park. It is announced that the Queen will not open
Parliament in person, but will remain at Windsor until
the beginning of March. Her Majesty will then come to
town, and remain at Buckingham Palace until her ac-
couchement is over—an event which is expected to take
place at the end of March or the beginning of April.

Court Mourning.—The Gazette of last night contains
orders for the Court to go into mourning until the 12th
Feb. for her late Royal Highness the Duchess Dowager of
Schleswick Holstein Sonderbourg Augustenbourg, mother
of her Majesty the Queen of Denmark, and great grand-
daughter of King George II.

Parliamentary Movements.—It is said that the Duke
of Cleveland will move the address in the House of Lords
in answer to the Queen's speech on the opening of the
session, and that Lord Courtenay, eldest son of the Earl

of Devon, will move the address in the Commons.
Gazette Announcements The Queen has been pleased

to appoint the Right Hon. Sir Charles T. Metcalfe, Bart.,

to be Governor-General of Canada, New Brunswick, and
Nova Scotia.

jForefgn.
France.— Chamber of Peers.—The Paris 'papers, as

might have been anticipated, have been filled during the
week with comments on the debates in the two Chambers.
The proposed address of the Chamber of Peers, in answer
to the King's speech, has given rise to a long and inte-
resting debate, involving questions of the highest import-
ance to Great Britain. The draft of the address, prepared
by the Due de Broglie, contained no allusion to the Right
of Search

; the Opposition, therefore, proposed various
amendments, for the purpose of making the address con-
vey an expression of the popular feeling on the subject.
The Marquis de Turgot moved the following:—" Those
good relations (with Great Britain) would be better in-
sured, if, on a new examination of the treaties of 1831 and
1833, the inconveniences which their execution have re-
vealed were removed by fresh negotiations." The Prince
of Moskowa proposed the following amendment

:

" We

hope that your Majesty will see the necessity of taking
into consideration the opinion that has manifested itself

relative to the right of mutual search stipulated in the

treaties of 1831 and 1833." M. de Brigode moved the

following :

—

<( We congratulate the Government of your
Majesty for not ratifying a convention which would have
proved, for the independence of the French flag, an aggrav-

ation of the treaties of 1831 and 1833." The arguments
of the different speakers would have little interest for our
readers. We shall therefore confine ourselves to the
speeches of M. Guizot in the Chamber of Peers, which
are highly important, as developing the views of Govern-
ment on the questions at issue. In the speech of Satur-

day he confined himself to the charges of the Opposi-
tion in regard to the decline of French influence. In
Egypt, he said, the position of France was far more
favourable than before 1840. In Syria not only has
France taken up its habits of protection, but it has

also extended them. [All the religious establishments

of Syria have received new succours. In the college at

Autourah, free scholarships have been endowed, and a
consulate has been formed at Jerusalem. The appearance

of a Protestant bishop at Jerusalem had given rise to some
fears. I asked the opinions of the Catholic bishops and
chiefs of the Christians in Syria, and in the empire of the

East ; they replied that, far from being a cause of fear,

the presence of our Protestant bishop would tend to bind
not only the Catholics among themselves, but also

to France. That is an opinion which we did not suggest

to them, but which they themselves conceived from their

knowledge of their situation and wants. We wish there

to strengthen and maintain the Ottoman empire, and at

the same time protect the Christians within it. We have
done both. For example : the Greek Christians obtained
permission to rebuild the cupola of the church of the Holy
Sepulchre, and then have it as a property. They obtained

a firman for this. We obtained the recal of the firman,

though it was obtained under Russian influence; and all

Catholics have the right to contribute to the pious task. I

shall now pass to Spain. Somebody spoke of projects of

usurpation entertained in that country. I see, and I be-

lieve, nothing of the kind. Even if our relations with
the present Spanish Government want intimacy—even if

we have to complain of its conduct, and of its mistakes
with regard to most important points in our relations

—

still we must do it justice. I see no sign of usurpation;

no power keeps so attentive an eye on Spain as France
does. We know very well that our national interests and
our honour are bound up in Spain with the throne of

Isabella, and the maintenance of the House of Bourbon
on that glorious throne. We have not forgotten, and never
will forget this. In regard to the other Powers, we stand
in the most true, regular, and useful position—that is,

without especial intimacy with any one in particular, but
in good intelligence with all. France has lived a long time
in Europe as a fiery meteor, seeking its place in the gene-
ral system of European states. She was forced to it.

She had to raise to general recognition her new social

state. She had no place made for her ; her place was
contested to her—often unjustly. Now, however, she has

conquered; Europe has accepted her social and political

reforms. This is the key of French policy henceforth.

Her state, however revolutionary, however at variance with
that of the rest of Europe, has been accepted and recog-
nised—it little matters with reluctance and ill-humour,
or not. This being achieved, France should cease to be
the burning and shifting meteor, in order to become a

fixed and settled planet, moving in the proper orbit as-

signed to it in the European system. The present Cabinet
has made the same choice that was made by the statesmen
of 1830 and 1831. There were then, as now, a violent

and a pacific, a turbulent and a tranquil policy to choose
between. We have chosen the pacific and the tranquil,

and you will approve and fortify our choice."—On Mon-
day, M. Guizot replied to the amendment of the Marquis
de Turgot and M. de Brigode on the right of search.

He began by saying that he would not trouble himself
with those nice questions of theory which complained of

cession of sovereignty and such things. He would at once
examine the reality of the facts. The treaties existed, and
bound France not only towards England, but also towards
other Powers, which she had solicited to concur in them.
Thus, France had advised and obtained the adhesion of

Denmark in 1834, of Sweden and Sardinia in 1836, of the
Hanse Towns and Tuscany in 1837, and of Naples in 1838.
Negotiations to the same effect had been likewise opened
by her with the Cabinets of Madrid, Lisbon, and Rio
Janeiro. In making these overtures, France invariably
assured those Powers that the concessions required of them
were conformable to the real principles of the maritime
laws, which France had always defended. These treaties

had existed during ten years without any serious objection
being raised against them. In that interval only twelve
complaints were made. Several were {found groundless,
two had obtained satisfaction, and three remained un-
adjusted. If the treaty necessarily produced so many
abuses, how was it possible that it could have been
executed during ten years in silence? Had it not been
for the treaty of 1841, the conventions of 1831 and 1833
would never have been thought of. He was not of opinion
that the public feeling excited by that treaty imposed
upon the Government an obligation to prosecute its

abrogation. The object for which they were concluded
still existed: it was notorious that French, Spanish, and
Portuguese vessels were still engaged in the slave-trade.
They could not suspend the treaties. They must be
executed loyally as long as they existed. But we are asked
to open negotiations. Such negotiations for the revision

of these treaties would, in the state of irritationinto which
the right of search has cast the two countries, lead to no

J

good result. It would be highly inopportune. On a
former occasion there had been, as at present, hostile

demonstrations on the part of the French Chambers and
press, and when the English Government was pressed by
the French Government to consent to modifications, the

reply of Lord Aberdeen was, that after such menaces and
hostile manifestations, the British Government could not
yield without compromising its dignity. At certain times

difficulties of this kind were insurmountable. In the

present state of people's minds on both sides of the

Channel, negotiations could lead only to an act of weak-
ness or an act of madness. u And, for my part," said M.
Guizot, " I can lend myself neither to one nor the other."

He told Lord Palmerston in 1 840,—"My Lord, you sacrifice

la grande 'politique a la petite,—the existence of good
relations between France and England are worth more
than Syria ;

" he would now say to the Chamber, " You
sacrifice the grande politique a la petite,—the existence

of good relations between France and England, politically

and morally speaking, are far preferable to the abrogation
of the conventions of 1831 and 1833." " We have," said

M. Guizot, in conclusion, u rights to respect ; to pro-

pose new negotiations would be an act of levity and blame-
able imprudence and temerity. The Government of the
King .is convinced that the status quo is not in the least

derogatory to the national independence, and it is conse-
quently determined not to depart from the complete and
loyal execution of those treaties ; and I repeat, it would
neither be wise nor opportune to propose any modification
thereof at this moment to the English Cabinet." The Due
de Broglie followed in a powerful speech in favour of the

Address, and on Tuesday evening the Chamber divided,

when the amendments of M. de Brigode and the Marquis
de Turgot were supported by 67 votes, and the original

Address by 1 18, giving therefore a majority of 51 to Minis-
ters. The other amendment of the Prince of Moskowa was
then abandoned. This result produced a rise in the funds,
and every account describes the effect of M.Guizot's speech
as perfectly surprising. In the House, it is said that his

calm and dignified reasoning appealed at once to the un-
derstanding—that many were convinced by his arguments ;

and the Assembly, which had before been agitated and
disturbed, became suddenly grave, and listened with ear-

nest attention. Even the Republican National, one of
the bitterest opponents of M. Guizot, pays him the highest
compliment :—" His speech," it says, u was expected
with impatience; and in listening to his exordium, so
brilliant and so happy, we feared for the moment lest the
miraculous gift of eloquence might not give a triumph
to the worst of causes."

Chamber of Deputies.—The influence of the journals
which have taken the lead in the attacks on the Right of
Search is obviously stronger in the Chamber of Deputies
than in the Chamber of Peers. The draft of the Address
proposed to the Representative body contains the follow-
ing express allusion to the right of search :

—" United by
a sentiment of humanity, the Powers apply themselves to
the suppression of the infamous slave-trade. We have
seen with satisfaction that, by persevering in lending the
assistance of France to this just enterprise, the Govern.
ment of your Majesty has not given its assent to the ex-
tension of the existing conventions. For the honourable
execution of those treaties, as long as they shall not be
abrogated, we rely upon the vigilance and firmness of your
Government ; but, struck with the inconvenience which
experience has pointed out, and in the interest of the good
intelligence which is so necessary for the accomplishment
of the common object, we anticipate with all our wishes
the time when our commerce shall be placed under the
exclusive guardianship of our flag." The public discus,
sion on this Address commenced on Thursday, and is not
expected to be concluded for some days.

SrAiN.—We have accounts from Madrid to the 15th.
They are still full of rumours of Ministerial changes, but
of a conflicting nature, and evidently unsupported by
official authority. Associations of electors continued to
be formed

; those of the pure progresistas, in particular,
were very numerous. One of their meetings took place
on the 13th, under the presidency of Senator Juan
Lasana. Their object was to devise means of insuring
the return of the candidates of that party at the next
election. They adopted the following programme :

—

11 The Constitution of 1837, neither more nor less than
the throne of Queen Isabel II., and the regency of the
illustrious Duke of Victory." The trial of the Editor of
the Heraldo for a libel on Government had terminated in
his acquittal by a large majority; in short, after this
case, and that of the Sol a few days previously, it was
considered very doubtful if a jury could be found to con-
vict the conductor of a public journal. The Barcelona
journals of the 16th inst. announce that General Seoane
had commenced the measures of severity with which he
threatened those who should refuse to pay^the war contri-
bution. He had consequently placed a corporal and five
privates upon the house of each person in arrear, who is

to pay the corporal seven francs, and the soldiers five
francs per day. This tax is to be doubled the second day,
tripled the third, and so on, until the contribution be
paid up. The Phare des Pyrenees states, that on the
14th inst. the Bishop of Barcelona, attired in his ponti-
fical robes, paid an official visit to the French Consul in
that city, to thank him in the name of humanity for the
services which he rendered during, and subsequent to, the
insurrection, to the population of Barcelona, and to con-
gratulate him upon the recompense which had been be-
stowed upon him.
Portugal.—We have news from Lisbon to the 16th,

and from Oporto to the 17th inst. Previously to the
departure of the packet from Oporto on the 17th inst., a
telegraphic despatch was received from Lisbon by the

\
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Governor, announcing that the Address in answer to

the speech from the Throne had been carried, almost

without discussion, by a majority of 69 to 21 votes.

When former debates on the Address have occupied

several weeks, this very speedy settlement of the

question is calculated to convey a favourable impres-

sion of the strength of Government. The Finance

Minister will immediately bring forward his budget,

which is said to be of a most satisfactory charac-

ter. It embodies all the economies lately effected, im-

poses no general items of taxation except on hemp, flax,

iron, and fresh fish ; recites an inci'ease in the revenue of

200 contos by the improved assessment of the decima, and

of 100 contos by giving an increased extension to the

Lisbon octroi ; and it further shows the deficit to liave

already substantially disappeared. A decree will be like-

wise made public, empowering all foreign bondholders to

receive their dividends in Lisbon, by which they will save

the 3 percent, deducted in London for income-tax, and

the Government will likewise save the 2 per cent, com-

mission. The negotiations foi\the tariff convention re-

main in the same state.

Holland.—Accounts from the Hague state that his

Majesty has been suffering from indisposition, but is so

much better that no further bulletins will be issued. They
also state that the members of the Second Chamber of

the States-General have received the preliminary re-

port of the central section to the Chamber on the project

of law relative to the treaty between the Netherlands and

Belgium ; and an answer of the Government to the objec-

tions made in the Chamber, both against the project of

law, and the treaty itself. It is affirmed that^ these docu-

ments were communicated to the Chambers with a request

to keep them secret. In the sitting of the Chambers on

the 19th, a long address of the merchants of Amsterdam
was presented, stating their objections to the treaty now
under discussion.

Germany.—The Frankfort papers announce that the

Diet of the Confederation held its first sitting for the year

on the 19th inst., and that Count Von Drutsorff, the re-

presentative of Prussia, presided. The Leipsic papers an-

nounce that the King of Prussia has apprised the directors

of the Cologne Railroad that His Majesty, in order to en-

courage their enterprise, has decided that the indemnity,

which, by the 38th section of the Railroad Act, was to be

paid by the company to the administration of the post-

office, should be remitted.—The Editor of the Leipsic

Allgemeine Zeitung, in a recent Number, gives the readers

of that paper the solemn assurance, 1, That the poet

Hervegh never intimated to him (the Editor) a wish that

the letter to the King of Prussia {should not be printed
;

and 2, That the publication in that paper did not take

place till after the letter had been in extensive circulation

for some time previously in a manuscript form. The
measures against the paper are now published in all the

official journals of Berlin, and are so strictly enforced that

it is quite unlikely that the proprietors will be able to ob-

tain a modification or revocation of the prohibition. The

directors of the Anhalt railway have received orders to see

that the journal is not clandestinely introduced by their

officers, and the booksellers know that they are closely

looked after, and that the penalty will be infallibly in-

flicted on any disregard of the prohibitions ; accord-

ingly, hardly a copy of that journal has reached Berlin.

The Cologne papers, and other journals of the Rhenish

provinces, have received notice from the Censors, that

conformably to strict directions from superior authority,

they are not to insert in their columns in future any

article from the Leipsic Allgemeine Zeitung, which may
have been copied into other journals, either wholly or in

part, or in an abstract. The same regulation applies to

all articles, whether of German or Foreign journals, in

which the prohibition of that journal is blamed ; articles

in favour of the prohibition are not yet forbidden. From
this rigorous prohibition, which will doubtless be extended

to all the journals in the Prussian dominions, it is evident

that it is intended to prevent the public in Prussia from

learning anything of- the contents of the paper. These

severe means seem to do away with the hope that the pro-

hibition would be revoked.—Letters from Berlin state

that the King of Hanover appears everywhere in the uni-

form of the Prussian regiment of Hussars, of which he is

the Colonel, and that it is considered very complimentary
by the Prussians, as such an uniform is generally incon-

venient to a man of his advanced age. It seems that the

marriage of the Crown Prince is to take place in the

third week of February, but the day does not appear to be
fixed.

Italy.— Accounts from Naples, dated the 12th inst.

state, that a gloom has been suddenly cast over the gaieties

of that city, by the death of Prince Antonio, fourth brother

of the King. His Royal Highness had during last autumn
one or two apoplectic fits, and was seized by typhus fever

lately, and died on the 12th. It was the!King's birthday,

but all the Court commands had been countermanded,
find, for the first time for many years, no gala would be
given at St. Carlo, in honour of the occasion. These let-

ters announce that the Neapolitan Government has deter-

mined on establishing steam-packets between Messina, Pa-

lermo and Naples three times a week, for the conveyance
of letters and passengers, at very low rates. The days, of

departure from Naples are Fridays for Messina, and
Mondays and Thursdays 4 for Palermo. The Mediter-

ranean appears to have been severely visited by the storms
that caused so many calamities last week in the Channel

;

Merchant-vessels have been lost on all parts of the coast.

The wind raged with such violence at Genoa during
several days, that the inhabitants residing near the pier

£
ad been obliged to abandon their houses, where their

llves were in danger. A letter from that city dated the

18th inst., states that the agitation of the sea continued

and even increased during the 13th, 14th, and 15th, and

caused considerable damage in the port and neighbour-

hood. Two French vessels were lost in the waters of

Spezzia, and much injury was done to the new mole and

the ramparts of Mala Paga, where the foundations of the

barracks appropriated to the Custom-house troops were

considerably shaken. On the evening of the 15th the

Archbishop, together with the Chapter, and accompanied

by all the clergy of the place, the municipal authorities,

and a great concourse of people, blessed the sea, from
the heights of the mole.

Greece.—Letters from Athens confirm our previous

accounts of the disastrous condition of the country, and
state that an explosion is almost inevitable. After the

melancholy seizure of the Finance Minister with insanity,

he was succeeded by M. Ralli, Minister of Justice, who is

now Minister of both these departments. As general

poverty has begun to be felt, Government have resolved to

make some economy in the public expenses, by abolishing

the two embassies in London and Paris, the salaries of the

civil engineers, and the pensions of all veteran military

men, by giving them a certain portion of the public land.

Many other economical measures have been adopted, as

the former prodigality of Government had exhausted the

public money, and it was impossible to impose any more
taxes on the already impoverished people. The King of

Greece has forwarded to Mr. Emerson Tennent the star

and other insignia of a Knight of the Redeemer, of which
Order his Majesty has created him a Grand Commander, in

recognition of his early services, military and literary, in

behalf of that country. Mr. Tennent is said to be the

only commoner on whom this distinction has been

conferred.

Turret and Syria.—The French steam-ship which

was the bearer of the Levant mail due at Marseilles on
the 11th, had not reached Malta on the 9th, and serious

apprehensions are entertained that she perished in the

tempest which appears to have extended from the British

Channel to the coast of Egypt. We have, however, a mail

from Malta, bringing dates from Beyi'out of Dec. 15,

and Malta of the 8th inst. The letters from Beyrout
of the 15th ult. state that the account of the appoint-

ment of a Christian Prince over the Christian part of the

mountains had produced a most tranquillizing effect

among all classes of the population. The Sheikh

Shibley-el-Arian had made his submission to Ahmed
Pasha of Damascus, who had presented him with a shawl

and pelisse. The marauding parties, who intercepted for

some time the communications between Beyrout and

Damascus, had returned to their homes, and the mail

from the latter arrived on the 15th without accident. A
large council of Pashas has been held at Beyrout, in which

the subject of discussion was whether or not an amnesty

should be granted to the Christians, and which the diffe-

rent Consuls were of course anxious to obtain. The dis-

cussion was of a boisterous nature, and terminated in a

resolution not to grant the amnesty. From the Danube

we learn that Prince Metternich is still concentrating

troops on the eastern frontier of the empire, for the pur-

pose of watching the progress of affairs in Servia. There

seems to be no doubt that Austria has joined Russia in

remonstrating against the deposition of the Obrenowicz

family. It is said, however, that although this policy is

apparently in accord with that of Russia, the design of

the Russian Cabinet in remonstrating on the result of a

revolution in which it had taken no inconsiderable part,

was merely a feint, intended to induce the other Euro-

pean Powers to support Prince Alexander against Russia,

though he was in reality the object of her choice. The
present course of Austria is therefore entirely opposed to

the expectations of Russia.—Accounts from Bucharest

state that M. Vaillant, a Frenchman, who wrote a pam-

phlet against the Russian Government, and who had in

consequence been banished from Wallachia, had again

returned in disguise, but, having been discovered, was

marched to the frontier under the charge of a detachment

of gendarmerie. The French Consul at Bucharest, who
was appealed to by M. Vaillant, refused to interfere, as

the latter had not deposited his passport at the Consulate.

Egypt. We have accounts from Alexandria to the

16th ult. The Pacha is making extraordinary efforts to

repair the losses occasioned among the cattle by the recent

murrain. His frigates and smaller vessels have been em-
ployed in bringing cargoes of cattle from Tarsus, and have

been despatched again as soon as they have landed their

cargoes. To facilitate the importation the Pacha has

granted leave to every sailor on board to purchase one

sheep each on his own account, which they are allowed to

sell on arrival; several Greek vessels from Anatolia have

also arrived with cargoes of bullocks consigned to French

merchants. A Sardinian war-steamer had arrived, an-

nouncing the intention of the Sardinian Government to

send to Jerusalem a Consul and a Vice-Consul.

United States and Canada.—The packet-ship

Cambridge, which sailed from New York on the 3rd inst.,

arrived off Liverpool on Tuesday night. She has brought

news four days later than the advices received by the mail

steamer. The proceedings in Congress possess some

interest for |the English reader. The Oregon territory

question, which now that the north-eastern boundary one

is settled, is likely to become a prominent topic in the

United States, had engaged the attention of the Senate.

That assembly was entirely occupied on the 30th ult.

with the consideration of a bill for the occupation and

settlement of the territory of Oregon, and extending

certain portions of the laws of the United States over the

same. The bill assumes that "the title of the United

States to the territory of Oregon is certain, and will not

be abandoned." The Presidenthad sent a communication

to the House of Representatives, recommending negotia-

tions to be entered into with the Chinese Government, to

secure for the commerce of the United States the same
advantages as would be enjoyed by Great Britain by the

ceding of the four ports and the possession of Hong-
Kong. It was referred to the committee on foreign

affairs. The inquiry into the mutiny and execution of

Mr. Spencer and others on board the Somers was still in

progress, but no new facts of importance were elicited.

We regret to find, by the Montreal papers received by
the Cambridge, that the health of Sir C. Bagot was de-

scribed by his medical advisers as "hi a most precarious

state." The rumoured appointment of Lord Eliot as his

successor was not correct, and it is now announced that

Sir Charles Metcalfe, late Governor of Jamaica, has been

appointed the new Governor-General of Canada.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.— Consols closed at 94| for

the Account, and 94$ to £ for money ; Three per| Cents.

Reduced, 95£ to f ; Three-and-half per Cents. Reduced,

101£ to 2 ; New Three-and-half per Cents., 101 to 10l£,

Exchequer Bills, 63s. to 60s. prem.

Jffletropolfe an* its Ffcfafti).

Death of Mr. Drummo7id.—The favourable opinion

given by the surgeons on Friday night led to the impres-

sion that the life of this unfortunate gentleman was not in

danger. Our readers will learn with great regret that

this belief has unhappily not been realised, and that Mr.

Drummond expired on Wednesday morning. In the

course of Saturday afternoon unfavourable symptoms began

to manifest themselves, and great apprehensions were

entertained by Mr. Bransby Cooper and Mr. Guthrie for

his life. It at length became necessary to open the tem-

poral artery, inflammation of an alarming character having

occurred. The copious bleeding somewhat 3'elieved the

most urgent symptoms, and Mr. Drummond went on

tolerably well until Sunday night, when the inflammation

returned. At 3 o'clock on Sunday the whole case had

I

assumed a more unfavourable aspect, the difficulty of

breathing was very great, and Dr. Chambers and Dr.

Hume were called in. An improvement took place

in the evening, but it was of short duration, and on

Monday morning it was evident that recovery was

very doubtful ; during the whole day the case main-

tained the same serious character, and on Tuesday

morning the inflammation and difficulty of breathing

had become so urgent, that a repetition of the bleeding

was indispensable. Towards night the symptoms were

much aggravated, and the medical attendants gave up

all hope. At 2 on Wednesday morning the unfortunate

gentleman still survived, although his dissolution was

momentarily expected ; he was then suffering from great

oppression, but retained his consciousness and was per-

fectly resigned. He continued for some hours in the same

calm state as from the first ; and although no mitigation

of the unfavourable symptoms took place, he did not

appear to be afflicted by any acute pain ; but the difficulty

of breathing continued to increase, and it now became

manifest that the period of dissolution was rapidly

approaching. At half-past 10 on Wednesday morning

Mr. Drummond breathed his last, and died without a

struggle, in the presence of Mr. Guthrie, his three brothers,

and his sister, Miss Drummond, [who remained by his

side to the last moment of his existence. It is understood

that Mr. Drummond appeared to suffer little pain in his

last moments. The mournful intelligence was quickly

disseminated at the west-end of the Metropolis, messengers

having been constantly sent to inquire the state of the

patient from all the public offices. A messenger was

also despatched to the Queen at Windsor Castle, her

Majesty having taken great interest by frequent inquiries

after the unfortunate gentleman. The melancholy intel-

ligence was the all-absorbing topic of conversation at

the west-end of the town in the beginning of the week.

Sir J. Graham and several Cabinet Ministers, shortly after

it was known that Mr. Drummond had breathed his last,

went to the residence of Sir R. Peel in Whitehall-gardens.

Upon the Premier being informed of the fatal termination

of the assassin's attack, it is said that he was greatly

affected, and immediately directed that his condolence

should be forwarded to the afflicted relatives. Mr. Drum-

mond, we understand, was in his 50th year, universally

respected by all who had the pleasure of his acquaintance,

and, in the transaction of official duties, he
>

was cour eous

and obliging to every one who had occasion to 8pp

l

y to

him on business of a V*™\n*™2
f^ *

on one occasion he publicly stated in the House of Lords

his ereat satisfaction that Mr. Drummond had done him

the honour to become his private secretary. There has

seldom been an instance m which the life of an individual

has been sacrificed by the hands of a murderer that has
created so painful an interest amongst all classes of the

community. In regard to the assassin M'Naghten, very
little of an authentic character has yet transpired. On
Saturday, he was examined at Bow-street. After several
witnesses had deposed to the main facts, the prisoner at

first refused to say anything, but was afterwards brought
back at his own request, and said, " I wish to say that it

is the Tories of my native city who have driven me to this

act. They follow and persecute me wherever I go ; and
they have, by their treatment of me, already ruined my
health and disordered my mind. I can't sleep at nights,

and have no rest night nor day. They have followed me
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to France, to different parts of England, and other places

— in short, wherever I go. The system they have pursued

towards me was such that I could go no longer. I believe

I have been driven into a consumption by them. I believe

I shall never be the same individual again that I was be-

fore. I used to have good health and strength. They
have accused me of crimes of which I was never guilty.

They have done everything in their power to harass my
mind and to persecute me ; and, in fact, to murder me.
That is all I have to say at present, and it can be sup-

ported by evidence." The prisoner here paused. The
magistrate then asked, "Have you anything more to

say?"—Prisoner: •' Only that they completely disordered

my mind. I am quite a different man from what I used

to be before they commenced their persecutions.M He
was then conveyed to Tothill-fields Prison, and from the

above remarks and other circumstances which have oc-

curred in the prison, there is little doubt that he intends

to plead insanity. On Monday, several medical men of

eminence connected with the various lunatic asylums of

the Metropolis, amongst whom were Drs. Monro and

Sutherland, visited the prisoner, for the purpose of ascer-

taining whether he suffered from aberration of mind. The
result of their interview was the unanimous conviction

that the statement of the prisoner was a premeditated

one, and that there is no mental derangement whatever.

—The inquest on the body of Mr. Drummond took place

on Thursday, Mr. Maule, Solicitor to the Treasury, ap-

pearing on the part of the Crown as prosecutor. The
evidence consisted in the accounts of the policeman, and a

man called Hodge, a carpenter, who saw M'Naghten
fire, and in the testimony of Mr. Guthrie, the surgeon.

The latter put in a written account of the post mortem
examination, stating that the ball in its transit passed

directly through the abdomen, perforating the diaphragm,

and producing a large effusion of blood ; and that the sur-

geons considered such a wound to be inevitably fatal. The
jury returned a verdict of " Wilful Murder" against Daniel

M'Naghten, and the coroner issued his warrant for the

committal of the prisoner to Newgate. The belief that

the shot was intended for Sir R. Peel becomes more and
more general, and would seem to be borne out by the whole
circumstances of the case. Mr. Drummond was about
the same stature and stoutness as Sir R. Peel, but had a

more active and elastic gait. There was no resemblance

of features ; but he was necessarily a frequent inmate at

the Premier's house, and had just parted with Sir Robert's

children when he met with his untimely fate. It is said,

indeed, that Sir R. Peel has now no doubt that Mr. Drum-
mond received a blow which was intended for him.

The Wreck of the Conqueror.—The following particu-

lars have been obtained since our last from the boy
Abchurch, the only survivor of this melancholy catas-

trophe :—It appears that they saw the French coast on
Thursday night, having made the Lizard light on Monday.
The sea was very boisterous on Wednesday and Thursday,

and the captain did not appear to have much faith in the

skill of the fisherman, who had been taken on board oft

Torbay, to steer the ship through the Channel. Abchurch
says the ship struck about ten at night. The captain went
into the cabin, and informed the ladies and the other

passengers that they were on the French coast, where no
boats were likely to put off to their aid, nor any other

assistance could be afforded, and that they must trust to

Providence for protection. During the night the men be-

haved remarkably well, and obeyed every order given by
the officers with great fortitude. The ship held together

until nearly five o'clock on Saturday morning, when her
bottom timbers began to give way. Captain Duggan now
went down into the cabin and told the ladies that it was

all over, and that he would see them put into the boat,

and perhaps they might reach the shore. At this time
Mrs. Thompson was dressed, and sitting by the side of her
children's cot ; Miss Turton and the other ladies were
also dressed. About nine the vessel broke up, and although

greatly alarmed, the ladies got safely on the deck; and
Capt. Duggan and Mr. Rogers, the surgeon, handed them
into the boat, which was suspended from the side of the

vessel by the M falls." In consequence of the tackle being

entangled, the boat could not be lowered in the usual way,

and the lines being cut, it dropped into the sea. Abchurch
and another boy were the only sailors in the boat, and the

former states that the whole of the ladies kept their seats

firmly, while they endeavoured to pull towards the shore.

The sea at this time washed the deck of the vessel, and

the communication between the fore and aft decks was

almost entirely cut off. The boat had not left the ship

more than three minutes before it was struck by a wave

and caps : zed. The whole of the passengers were thrown

out, and Abchurch alone, with one of Mrs. Thompson's
children, regained the boat. Abchurch recollects nothing

more after this period, except being again washed into the

sea, and again reaching the boat. , In addition to these

facts, a French gentleman, M. Dupont, who went down to

the Sands soon after the boat left the ship, has made
known some facts, which leave little doubt that many of

the passengers and crew were plundered by the people of

the coast. The boy Abchurch states that all the passengers
in the boat were fully dressed, whereas M. Dupont found
most of them stripped. He also states that when he ar-

rived on the Sands, he saw Miss Turton expire, and that

she had evidently been plundered. The body of Captain
Duggan has not yet been recovered, and there is reason

to fear that he, like Miss Turton, met with some foul

treatment, and that his body was afterwards buried in the

sand. This surmise appears to be strengthened by the

fact, that some articles which are known to have belonged
to that gentleman have been recovered from different

parties. A bill has been recovered for 145?., endorsed by
Capt. Duggan only the day before the wreck, and also a

letter to the owners, both of which came on shore quite

dry, although the body of the captain himself has not

been found. No doubt is entertained at Boulogne, that

when the captain was thrown on the shore, these things

were taken out of his pocket by some individuals, who
afterwards stowed away his body in the sand. It is sup-

posed that many were not dead when they reached the

shore, and might have been recovered by proper treat-

ment. It is admitted that very little assistance was ren-

dered to any of them, with the exception of the boy

Abchurch, who was taken to the Lighthouse and properly

attended to. A strong opinion has long been expressed

by nautical men with reference to the neglected condition

of this dangerous coast, which the recent sacrifice of life

will tend to strengthen ; and it is hoped that the Govern-

ments of other countries will now interfere, and either

erect new Lighthouses, or provide life-boats along the

shore. On Wednesday a meeting of the merchants and

shipowners of London took place at the Universal Hall

of Commerce, in Threadneedle-street, for the purpose of

taking into consideration the most advisable plan of relief

for the widows and children of the seamen lost by the

wreck'of the Reliance and Conqueror in the late gales.

Sir John Pirie presided, and stated that a concert had

been proposed as the most eligible mode of raising a fund

for their relief, and that Mr. Moxhay, the proprietor of

the Hall of Commerce, had, upon being applied to on the

subject of lending the building to the purposes of the

charity, declared that he would, without the charge of one

farthing, not only dedicate the great room to the accomo-

dation of an audience, but light it up with gas, and fit it

out with seats at his own expense. On the motion of

Lord Dudley Stuart, the thanks of the meeting were given

to Mr. Moxhay, and a committee was appointed to make
arrangements for the concert without delay.

Illness of Sir George Cockburn.—We regret to state

that Sir George Cockburn, one of the Lords of the

Admiralty, burst a blood-vessel in the lungs on Saturday,

and was for some time in a precarious state. On Tuesday,

however, the hemorrhage had nearly ceased, and the

bulletins since issued at the Admiralty announce that,

although still suffering from cough, he is proceeding

favourably.

Income Tax in the City.—Our readers are aware of

the excitement which has prevailed for some time in the

ward of Tower on the subject of the income-tax, and that

the dissatisfaction produced by the numerous cases of

surcharge led to a public meeting and the appointment of

a committee to inquire into the circumstances. The in-

habitants of the district were again called together last

week for the purpose of learning the result of this inves-

tigation. After a long statement by Mr. Shearman of the

proceedings of the committee, in submitting a memorial

to Government, a letter was read from the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, regretting that any proceedings should have

taken place in assessing the Tower Ward calculated to give

rise to complaints on the part of the inhabitants, but stating

that on reference to the act, imposing the property-tax,

« he did not find that the Government possesses any power,

either of themselves, or by direction to the commissioners,

to quash an assessment made and allowed, as this had

been, by competent authority. The only mode of relief

appointed by law for persons aggrieved by an improper

assessment, is an appeal to the general commissioners."

After a long discussion, it was resolved—" That it is the

opinion of this meeting, that the duties of Government
surveyor and local assessor, under the Property and In-

come-tax Act, are not sufficiently defined ; that an indis-

tinct combination of duties thrown upon officers appointed

by, and amenable to, two separate authorities, renders

such officers virtually irresponsible for their acts ; that

this gives the possession of uncontrolled power, which

under any circumstances is objectionable, but which be-

comes intolerable when exercised by those who are em-
ployed in carrying out the difficult provisions of the Pro-

perty and Income-tax Act ; that, therefore, according to

the present construction of this act, there is no clear and
immeiiate remedy for the neglect or misconduct of these

officers, and acts of injustice and arrogance can thus be

perpetrated, as in the case of this ward, for which the right

of appeal affords no adequate redress."

Court of Aldermen.—A Committee of the whole Court

met on Saturday for the purpose of determining whether

certain documents referred to in the affidavit, but not

filed in the proceeding in the Court of Queen's Bench,

in the case of Alderman T. Wood, ought to be printed

with the affidavits. A long discussion took place, in

which some of the Aldermen expressed an opinion that

as these documents were referred to in the affidavits of the

parties, they were necessary to elucidate the matter, and
ought to be printed. Alderman Musgrove was of opinion

that the committee ought to be put in possession of all

papers bearing upon the case, and it was probable that the

exhibits were referred to in such a manner as to render

the printing of them indispensable. He believed that

justice required the printing of the exhibits, and after

disclaiming all idea of prejudicing Alderman Thomas
Wood, he submitted an amendment to that effect. The
resolution of Sir Peter Laurie, u That the affidavits should

be printed without the exhibits," was adopted, six hands

having been held up for the motion, and three for the

amendment. Alderman Thomas Wood then announced
that in the future stages of the case, he should be attended

by Mr. Laurie, the City pleader, and Mr. Wire as his

counsel and solicitor.

City Improvements.—At the meeting cf the Court of

Common Council last week, Mr. R. L. Jones, in bringing

up a report relative to the new street from Holborn Bridge

to Clerkenwell, said that if the construction of the new

street depended upon the corporation alone, it would have

been accomplished long ago ; but without the consent of

Government, by whom alone the delay was occasioned,

the very desirable object of the corporation could not be

effected. He believed that every difficulty would speedily

be removed, and the moment the sanction of Government

was obtained, it would be seen that the City authorities

were not fairly chargeable with neglect or supineness.

—

The report of the Royal Exchange Committee alluded to

the selection of Mr. Richard Westmacott to execute the

sculpture for the tympanum of the portico, at an expense

not exceeding 3,150/., and stated that the committee felt

gratification at seeing the satisfactory progress which had

been made in the new building during the last year.

Metropolitan Charities.—The Quarterly Court of the

Seamen's Hospital, established for the relief of sick and dis-

eased seamen, onboard Her Majesty's ship Dreadnought,

was held last week. Rear-Admiral Young in the chair. The
committee reported that, during the past quarter, 926 in-

patients had been received into the hospital, of which
number 704 had been discharged cured, leaving 222 still

under treatment ; 507 out-patients had likewise been re-

lieved. These operations, however, left the society in debt

to the amount of 441/. Typhus fever had prevailed to a

great extent amongst the mariners frequenting the port of

London. Many of the natives of the South Sea Islands had

fallen victims to consumption, whilst among the Lascars

and the natives from the Marquesas islands great mor-
tality had prevailed. Since the first establishment of the

institution, in 1821, 43,541 in-patients had been admitted,

and advice, medicine, and medical stores dispensed to

16,834 out-patients.—On Monday the annual meeting of

the London Orphan Asylum took place, when 8 girls and

17 boys were elected from a list of 135 candidates. The
Rev. Dr. Read read the report, from which it appeared

that 54 children had left the asylum during the year, and
that at the close of the election the number in the insti-

tution would be 389, for which the size of the building

was inadequate, and the committee regretted that the sub-

scription for its enlargement, called the Wellington fund,

had made so little progress, there being two-thirds still

wanting. The legacies and subscriptions for the year

ending the 31st December, amounted to 10,639/. 14. 2d. f

which, after the expenditure, left a balance in hand of

450/. 8*. lOrf. The funded capital was about 46,000/.

Wood Pavement.—We alluded in our last to the oppo-
sition shown by the Court of Aldermen to the use of

wood pavement in the City. On Tuesday, one of the

Sergeants of Police, who had been appointed to take an
account of the accidents which occurred in the Poultry,

attended at Guildhall with his report. It appeared from

this that the number of horses that fell on the wood pave-

ment in the Poultry on Friday evening, the 20th, between 5

and half-past 6, was 5 ; on Saturday, from half-past 9 in the

morning to the same hour at night, 3 ; on Sunday, from 2

to 8, p.m., 4 ; on Monday, from 8, a.m., to half-past 7,

p.m., 7 ; total, 19 horses. Sir P. Laurie observed, that

it appeared from this report, that between Friday evening
and Monday evening, there being no frost in the interval,

as many as 19 horses had fallen down on that short piece

of wood pavement. He asked the Sergeant if some acci-

dent had not happened to one of the mails on that spot ?

The Sergeant said it was the Norwich mail ; it was delayed
half-an-hour by the circumstance, and all the horses were
thrown down. When it was raining fast, or when the
pavement was quite dry, the horses kept their footing ; but
at other times so great was the danger, that the butchers
frequently drove down Bucklersbury to avoid the wood
pavement in the Poultry. Sir P. Laurie said, the dis-

mounting of the regiment of Life Guards in Argyle-street

to cross Oxford-street, and remounting as soon as they
had crossed, was proof of the danger to the most experi-

enced horsemen. The Animals' Friend Society, and the

kindred associations, would do more good by collecting

facts on the mischief of adopting the wood pavement than

by hunting after the cases they usually brought before the
magistrates. A gentleman referred to the danger of
crossing from Cheapside to St. Paul's Churchyard ; since

the east end of the yard had been paved with wood, light

vehicles now came without noise and in the dark upon the

persons crossing. Sir P. Laurie said the wood pavement
could not be used at all upon declivities such as Holborn-
bridge and Blackfriars bridge. He had no greater pecu-
niary interest in promoting the use of granite pavement
than of wooden pavement ; he had no interest in either

;

and if any accident were to happen to a horse belonging to

him from travelling over the wood pavement, he would
bring an action against the parish authorities who caused

it to be laid down ; for he would maintain that nobody
had a right to make the public highway impassable. Even
a shopkeeper, he thought, might sustain an action for the

damage he sustained by rendering his premises unap-
proachable with safety by customers who rode on horse-

back, or who kept valuable carriage-horses. He directed

the officers to continue to register the accidents.

The Scottish Monument.—On Saturday the Marylebone
vestry assembled to take into consideration the commu-
nication from the Commissioners of Woods and Forests

in reference to the erection of the column in the Regent-
circus, alleging that the ground was the freehold property

of her.Majesty, and announcing that, if the vestry at-

tempted to carry the resolution into effect, an injunction

would be issued in the Court of Chancery. Mr. Gomm
remarked that the vestry had placed themselves in a most
pitiable situation. When the question was first intro-

duced, they were told that they had not power to proceed

with the column, when they observed they did not care

for legal advice, nor the Attorney-General's opinion.

Now they were dumb-founded. The present; result

was the triumph of common sense, which was not

a quality, he ^was very sorry to say, very common in

1
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that vestry. Mr. Gibson stated that he was glad the

Government had interfered, as the vestry would now
make choice of a spot which was a Roman road 30 or 40
years before the Christian cera. He alluded to Tyburn,
where the column would be much more conspicuous. It

was then resolved, " That the vestry having taken into

consideration the communication from Messrs. Pember-
ton and Co., have resolved that, in consequence of the

objections raised on the part of the Queen as the alleged

freeholder of the soil beneath the pavement of the Regent-
circus, it is expedient that the sanction afforded by the
vestry to the erection of the column in the Regent-circus

by Mr. Hume, M.P., be withdrawn, and that the same
hereby is withdrawn ; but the vestry at the same time
protest against there being any legal right vested in the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests in any way tending
to abridge the entire and exclusive control of the vestry

over the carriage-way and footway in the Regent-circus."

Public Meetings.—The Half-yearly General Meeting of

the proprietors of the St. Katherine's Docks was held

last week, for the 'purpose of declaring a dividend. The
chair was taken by Mr. Thomas Tooke, who stated that

the credit-balance on the 1st January, 1842, was 120,526/.

2s. 10f/., and that the like balance brought forward on the

1st inst. was 121,184/. 19s. 9c/., and after making suitable

provision in advance for interest upon debentures payable

in April next, and also for the payment of the dividend

about to be declared, the net balance or rest would
amount to the sum of 76,135/. 8s. 8c/., being an increase

as compared with the rest at the corresponding period in

1842—a result, considering the general depression of

trade during the past year, of a satisfactory character.

The number of ships that had entered the Port of Lon-
don in 1841, was 6,619, and that in 1842, was 6,381,

being a decrease of 238. The amount of tonnage in 1841,

was 1,313,210, and in 1842, 1,288,490, being a decrease

of 24,720. The Chairman after having briefly com-
mented upon these returns said, that it was the opinion

of the Court of Directors that a dividend of 2£ per cent,

for the half-year ending the 31st ult. should be declared,

the Company defraying the charge of the income-tax.

This proposition was agreed to, and the dividend declared

at the rate specified by the directors.—On Monday a

special general meeting of the proprietors of the Union
Bank of Australia was held, for the purpose of declaring

a dividend for the half-year. The report stated that the

accounts received from the colonies down to September
last, were very satisfactory as respected the various

branches. The result of the half-year enabled the

directors to declare a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent,

for the half-year. The net assets up to December, 1842,

were as follows:—Paid-up capital in London, 616,640/. ;

in the Colonies, 163,875/. ; net profit for the half-year,

47,967/. ; making together 828,482/. The amount of un-
divided profit was 64,109/., to which, after deducting ex-

penses of working:, bad debts, &c., was to be added

47,907/., less 4,796/., being one-tenth of the reserve-fund,

making together, 43,170/. To this was to be added,

amount of undivided profit, 107,280/., which after deduct-

ing last dividend, left a balance of 70,280/. The reserve-

fund now amounted to 24,475/. The chairman stated

that there was no probability, at present, of the remain-

ing capital being called up. The amount of the reserve-

fund was invested in theThree-and-a-Half per Cents., and
the subject of the charter was at present in abeyance, in

consequence of some references now making by Lord
Stanley in the Colonies.—A very numerous meeting in

favour of the National Temperance Society took place on
Monday, in Exeter Hall. The chair was taken by Mr.
B. Rotch, when the objects of the Society, and the advan-

tages of the habits of temperance were advocated by Mr.
Bowley, of Gloucester, Mr. Buckingham, the Rev. G.
McDonald, of Leeds, the Rev. Mr. Stovel, and other gen-

tlemen. Mr. Hunt, a farmer, expressed his belief that

teatotalism would be an efficient remedy for the existing

distress among the agricultural and other labourers, as well

as a means of moralizing the lower orders. A collection

was made, with an appeal for contributions of a larger

character, in reduction of a debt of 700/. due by the

society, between 500/. and 600/. of which sum was already

raised.—The half-yearly meeting of the United Mexican
Mining Company, was held on Wednesday, Sir John
Easthope in the chair. From the report it appeared
that the mine of Rayas was working prosperously, the

ore sold having produced 157,618 dollars; the outlay

*as 77,653, leaving a balance of 79,965, of which
the company's share was 44,980 dollars. The assets were
1 1,168/. 18s. 3d. The available surplus was about
7,547/. 8s. 3d., which, in addition to 6,500/. expected from
abroad, would make a total of 15,047/. 85. 3d., with
^hich the directors proposed to pay off 11,906/. 5s. on
lhe red scrip, which was about 25 per cent. The report
^as considered satisfactory, and seemed to inspire the
shareholders with the hope of a general dividend being
declared before a very long time shall have elapsed.

East India Trade.—Mr. Stikeman, of the East India
a*ul China Association, has just published his comparative
statement of the number of British ships, with their ton.
nage, which have traded with places within the limits of
^e East India Company's charter in the years 1841 and
*842. Of the number of vessels entered inwards, the re-
turns show a decrease in 1842 of 37 ships, 25,533 ton-
*age, and 2,126 men—the difference between 788 ships,
dl 0,980 tonnage, and 16,304 men, and 751 ships, 293,427
tonnage, and 14,178 men. Of the number of vessels

Reared outwards, the returns show a decrease of 186 ships,
bl

;
?38 tonnage, 3,113 men—the difference between 1,006

f^Ps, 408,607 tonnage, and 21,392 men, and 820 ships,
^46,869 tonnage, and 18,279 men. One of the most
Expected results is, that a decrease of no less than 146

ships has occurred in the clearances for the Australian

colonies and New Zealand. The clearances for Bombay

and Calcutta also exhibit a considerable decrease.

The Corn-Law Movement.—On Monday, at the meet-

ing of the Directors and Guardians of the Poor of Mary-

lebone, a memorial was presented, signed by several

ratepayers, calling upon the board to lend their co-opera-

tion in the movement now taking place throughout the

borough in favour of a repeal of the Corn-laws. Mr.

Soden moved, that every assistance he given by that

board in aid of the movement now going on, not merely

throughout that borough, but throughout the country.

Bread partook greatly of a parochial character, inasmuch

as it concerned in particular the poor as well as all the rate-

payers. Other speakers contended that the question was

political, and not parochial. The motion, however, was

carried, with only five dissentients.

Greenwich On Friday a disturbance broke out in the

Upper School of the Royal Asylum. It appears that

Lieutenant Rouse, one of the directors of gymnastics, had

restricted the intercourse between the boys and their

friends, which so irritated the pupils that they commenced

a general row, smashing the windows with slates, rules,

brickbats, and other missiles, and breaking upwards of

1 ,000 panes of glass. Five of the ringleaders of the dis-

turbance have been placed in confinement. An investi-

gation is going on by order of Sir Robert Stopford before

the principal officers of the institution. There are nearly

800 boys, the sons of commission and warrant officers, in

the upper school, and many of them are 15 or 16 years

of age, who, on a former occasion, expelled the police by

a volley of stones.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of* deaths registered in the week ending Satur-

day, Jan. 14 :—West districts, 131 ; North districts,

191 ; Central districts, 186 ; East districts, 203 ; South

districts, 239. Total, 953, (502 males, 451 females.)

Weekly average for the five last years, 903, (461 males,

442 females,) and for the five last winters, 1,004.

Ashton.—A demonstration in favour of free trade princi-

ples was made here on Monday, at which Mr. Hindley, the

member forthe borough, gave in his adhesion to the agitation

of the Anti-Corn-law League for total and immediate repeal.

Mr. Hindley took the chair, and the meeting was addressed

by Mr. Cobden, Mr. Brotherton, Colonel Thompson, Mr.

T. Gisborne (late M.P. for North Derbyshire), Mr.

M'Callagh, and other gentlemen. Mr. Hindley, after

speaking at some length in favour of the doctrines of free

trade, alluded to the comparative merits of a fixed duty

and a total repeal. To what, he said, were he and others

driven who had been desirous rather to take a practical

course when those in power were willing to give a fixed

duty ? Their alternative was no longer between a fixed

duty and a total repeal ; for Sir R. Peel had declared that

those who advocated a fixed duty had the worst of the ar-

gument, and that those who voted for the total and im-

mediate repeal had far better ground. Was he then to be

turned about from one thing to another—to be sent over

from Whigs to Tories, from a repeal to a fixed duty

—

roasted on one side, and boiled on the other ? Not at all.

Moreover, the landowners said they could not do with a

fixed duty at all, but they could understand a perfectly

free trade. If the farmers and landlords would have

nothing to do with a fixed duty, why should he take the

trouble to advocate it, when his own constituents would

not go along with him in doing so ? That was his justi-

fication for giving up a fixed duty, which he had likened

to descending down the stairs, instead of jumping from

the top to the bottom at the risk of breaking their necks.

But when he saw the commercial community in such a

state, when he saw the house burning, was it a time to

consider about going down stairs ? The question was

now practically not between a sliding scale and a fixed

duty, but between a sliding scale and a total and imme-

diate repeal. He would say, in justice to himself, and to

those who had fought and acted with him, that they were

not responsible for that alternative. He would take upon

himself no such responsibility, now that the very farmers

had begun to say that the question must be settled, as the

question of rents and engagements generally was involved

in it, and that they would rather know at once what they

had to do and suffer, than be left in an uncertain and un-

settled state, which disabled them from making engage-

ments with their landlords. In conclusion, he assured the

meeting that he should go along with them heart and

hand in the establishment of free trade and the abolition

of monopoly.
Barnstaple.—A letter has been received at Lloyd's

from a resident at Braunton, near this town, giving an

account of the conduct of the wreckers on the north

coast of Devon during the late storms. The following

is an extract:
—"On the night of Saturday last, two

very large merchant ships belonging to Liverpool, and

bound for the coast of Africa, were wrecked near our

dangerous bar—the lives were happily saved, but the

scenes of audacious plunder which immediately ensued,

and which have continued up to the present time, are of

the most revolting description. On Sunday all our op-

posing sects were merged into wreckites, and never was

a more busy day of rest for man and beast. The shore

was thronged with wretches hardened as the rocks that

surrounded them, wholly intent on plunder. Farmers

from this and the adjoining parishes continued through

the day to cart off whatever they could put their hands

on, and the night came without causing a cessation ot

their labours 5 and that which is most remarkable is,
,

that

not a single magistrate made his appearance to check the

work of devastation. The collectors of the neighbouring

ports betrayed the same want of energy and promptitude.

I believe the highest official authority was the comptrol-
ler from Barnstaple, but it must be borne in mind that I

am speaking of the wreck on the Braunton side. There
was nothing approaching to a properly-organised police,

and those set to watch, if not participating in the plun-

der, were singularly indifferent in its prevention." The
writer concludes by expressing his belief, that "some of

the more wealthy offenders have been more promi-

nent, and certainly more wholesale in their proceedings,

than the numerous poor wretches who might plead their

fourteenpence a-day, the amount of husbandman's wages

in this parish, as some incentive in following the ex-

ample."
b

Birmingham.—A meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
of this town took place last week, to receive the report of

a committee relative to a correspondence which has been

for some time carried on between the committee and Sir

R. Peel. It appears that on the 29th July last the com-

mittee addressed a letter to Sir R. Peel, applying for a

personal conference. Sir Robert, in his answer, proposed

that instead of a conference, the facts intended to be stated

to him should be communicated in writing. The com-

mittee then forwarded a memorial, setting forth the state

of extreme distress of the town of Birmingham and the

surrounding districts, the embarrassments of the manu-

facturers, and the wretchedness of the unemployed ope-

ratives, but repudiating in the strongest terms the idea

that the distress alluded to was at all to be traced to over-

production. The memorial concluded by urging Govern-

ment to adopt some step with a view of putting matters in

the manufacturing districts upon a better footing. To
this document an answer was returned, stating that Sir

Robert had laid the memorial before her Majesty's

Government ; that Government lamented the existence

of the distress it detailed, but that they trusted that the

measures introduced during the session would have the

effect of promoting the interests and bettering the con-

dition of the manufacturing districts. Certain resolutions

were then forwarded through the Mayor of Birmingham

to the Home Secretary, expressive of fears that, as the

causes which had produced the late disturbances were still

in active operation, the peace of the manufacturing

districts could not be safely relied on, and intimating

a desire on the part of the applicants that the matter

should be taken under the serious and immediate con-

sideration of the Government. A reply was received from

Sir James Graham, stating that Government could not

hold out any expectation that it was within their power

permanently to alter the condition of the working classes.—

On the 4th November another memorial was forwarded

from the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce to Sir R.

Peel. It stated that trade was still declining, and distress

consequently upon the increase ; that in the opinion of

the memorialists one of the main causes of this unfortunate

state of things was the present state of the currency, the

attempt of the Legislature to "subject the circulating

system of the country to the ancient standard of value ;"

and that the restrictions placed by foreign nations upon

our manufactured goods were partly occasioned by this

defective policy with respect to the currency. The memo-
rial proceeded to make certaiu recommendations founded

upon these views, and concluded by calling on Sir R. Peel

to take the subject of the currency into his immediate and

serious consideration. The reply, dated Nov. 7, inti-

mates that the Premier quite differs in his views of the

currency from those adopted by the committee, and dis-

sents from the conclusions at which they had arrived.

Another memorial was then despatched by the committee,

dated the 26th November. It proceeded still further to

argue the question in dispute, denying that In the pre-

vious paper the memorialists had recommended any spe-

cific course to be adopted ; but, in general, reiterating

their conviction of the soundness of the principles they

had laid down, and the correctness of the facts they had

stated. They observe that, in their mature opinion,

considerable permanent expansion of the circulation, not

subject to be contracted by circumstances over wJncii tne

public have no control, is essentially necessary tor safety

and effectually sustaining apermanent demand for jaoour.

On the 3d Dec. Sir R. Peel replied, maintaining the cor-

rectness of the views he had already expressed on the

question, and disapproving of the suggestion that the ^o-

vernment should be empowered to issue paper money

which should be issued as a legal ender To^his letter

the committee replied at considerable^ length m z memo-

rial still further arguing the questions at issue, and re-
nai, suiiiuiuici * s Publish the correspondence. Sir
questing permissioo to pubhsU

&nd

£ Zt he does tall justice to the motives by
commit ee that he do

.

n cnti
*

SvtoS tiS opinions on ,„e subject of the
g
CM.

relcY and thanks them for the courteous and temperate

manner in which those opinions have been conveved.

u Each bill or note," he says, « if it is to answer the pur-

pose of an instrument of exchange, and to be made a legal

tender, must profess to be of a certain value, to be equi-

valent, that is, to a certain nominal amount of money, five

pounds, ten pounds, 100 pounds, according to the amount
of the note. In what sense will the word 'pound' be
used ? It will not mean a definite quantity of silver or

gold, or of any substance intrinsically valuable, for thepaper
is not to be convertible, either at present or at any future

period. What, then, will the word 4 pound' imply ? This
question is at the root of the whole controversy. It will

be no answer to it to observe that the paper is based on
the national solvency, or that the amount of it is limited

to the amount of the quarterly dividends." The Com-
mittee reply, in explanation, M That their propositions to

limit the issues of national paper to Government, and to
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limit the amount issued in the manner described in their

memorial, and that ail other issuers of paper should be

liable to take up the paper money they issue in the na-

tional paper, in the same manner as their issues are now
redeemable in Bank of England paper. The national

paper thus limited could not exceed the amount of the

claims which Government have upon the nation ; and the

Government, being bound to take back this paper in dis-

charge of taxes, would insure to the holders of the paper

the same quantum of value which it cost the holder to

obtain."

Boscaslle.—We are happy to find that the crew of the

Jessie Logan, whose wreck was reported in our last, are

safe, and have arrived at Cork in the Lynx, from Mes-
sina, The Jessie Logan left Calcutta on September 4th,

and on the 13th inst. was struck by a heavy sea, which

carried away bulwarks and poop, stove in her stern, swept

the decks, broke the pumps, sprung foremasts, and carried

away all her sails. The cook was drowned in the fore-

castle, the carpenter and two men were much injured.

On the 15th, the Lynx bore down for them, and took

them all on board. At the time she was abandoned she

had 13 feet of water in her hold. Soon after the Jessie

Logan drove on the rocks and became a wreck, another

vessel, called the Elizabeth Aletta, was driven by the hur-

ricane upon the sands at Cruckington Haven, six miles

N.E. of Boscastle Harbour, where, in the course of an

hour, she was totally lost, and all on board perished. A
party of the Coast Guard saw the vessel come ashore, and

the crew take to the rigging, where they remained but a

short period, for on the vessel striking the sands, her
masts were started and fell overboard, carrying with them
the crew, none of whom were seen alive afterwards.

They were supposed to consist of 11 seamen, with
the master.

Bristol.—Among the other disasters in the Bristol

Channel during the late storm, the papers announce the

loss of the ship Lily, of 600 tons, belonging to Liverpool.

She was on her passage to the coast of Africa, and was
driven on the Taunton Sands with two other vessels in the

hurricane of Friday week. The crew lashed themselves to

the rigging, and were saved by a vessel called the Apple-
dore, which bore down to their assistance. The ship went
to pieces during the following morning, and severe conflicts

arose between the Coast Guard and the wreckers, who
plundered the cargo to a great extent.

Buckingham.—The sixth annual meeting of the Con-
servative Association of Buckingham and the neighbour-
ing districts took place on Tuesday. The anniversary was
celebrated by a public dinner in the Town-hall, which was
appropriately arranged and decorated for the purpose.
The Duke of Buckingham presided, supported by a large

number of the gentlemen of the county. After the rou-
tine toasts, Dr. Marsham, Warden of Merton College,

spoke at great length on the Anti-Corn-law League. He
said, if well governed (as he had no doubt England would
be, under Sir R. Peel), this country had power to defy the

whole world. It had the largest population, looking to

Asia, Africa, America, and Europe, that had ever been
under the sway of any empire; and, if the country were
properly governed, it had the power to defy all the world,
and live in peace and happiness. They say that the
utmost that the kingdom produces is 16,000,000 quarters
of corn annually; and that as the population amounts to

26,000,000, and as it is necessary that every man should
have one quarter of corn annually to live on, they infer

that 10.000,000 people are starving. But this is not the
case : they forget that 5,000,000 live on oatmeal, and
more than 5,000,000 rejoice in potatoes. Put these

together, and it will be found communibus annis, that the
kingdom does in fact support its population, and without
much distress. He knew it was said that it was a good
maxim " to buy in the cheapest and sell in the dearest
market." This was a maxim which he confessed he did

not like. He knew he should be told that nothing was
more foolish than to prefer one's own countrymen to

others. It might be said, why should a man like any-
body but his own dear self? But one cannot help
doing so, and he declared that he would rather lay out
Is. with Mr. Cobden, bitter enemy as he was to the agri-

culturists, than with any Frenchman or other foreigner,

because he knew that if \l\tL out of that shilling went
into Mr. Cobden's pocket, helping to make him a million-

aire, the other halfpenny went into the pocket of some other

person, and that other person was his (Dr. Marsham's)
countryman. Sir Thomas Fremantle returned thanks for

the toast in honour of Her Majesty's Ministers. He said

that from the private and personal communications which
he necessarily had with Ministers, officially and otherwise,

from time to time, he felt assured that in all their measures
they look only to the promotion of the interests of the

country in the most extended and beneficial sense. They
are aware that many of their measures must be in the first

instance misunderstood—that the first effect of those
measures must be to produce some individual suffering; but
if time be given them to mature their measures, and to give
to them their full scope and effect, they do hope and trust
that those measures will ultimately be found conducive to
the real benefit and "prosperity of the country—to the
prosperity of the agricultural, not less than of the com-
mercial interest. Mr. E. Dayrell then proposed the
health of the Conservative members of both Houses of
Parliament. He said it was useless to attempt to dis-

guise that there did prevail amongst them a difference of
opinion with respect to some recent measures of the Govern-
ment ; and, however much he might desire not to touch
upon such topics, or to run the risk of interrupting the
harmony of the meeting, still he thought that when the
meeting of Parliament was so near at hand they ought not
to allow it to go forth that all had passed off with perfect

unanimity on that occasion, as far as their approval of those

measures of the Government was in question. No man
had more respect than he had for the talents of Ministers

—no man felt more than he did the difficulties of their

position ; but at the same time, he contended, they were

bound to let them know what their real sentiments were ;

and if they felt that mischief had been brought about by
their measures, they were bound feelingly to speak their

opinions, and not 'allow that unanimity to be inferred

which they knew did not exist. He remembered that, on

a former occasion in that hall, the advent of the present

Ministers to power was looked upon as the panacea for

every evil, and the harbinger of every good. How had
those expectations been realized ? If they thought they

had been disappointed, should they not be candid and

straightforward enough to say so ? If they did not speak

out they would not deserve the remedy which, by perse-

verance, they would otherwise attain. All he would hope

was, that they would in future look most narrowly into the

course pursued by Ministers, and endeavour so to shape it

as to secure the advantage of the agricultural interest.

The Earl of Orkney returned thanks. He had been one

of the unfortunate minority of 17 which had opposed the

Ministerial measures just alluded to, and he could prove,

if necessary, that these measures, now that they had

passed, had fully borne out the expectations which those

17 entertained of it. He had just come from Scotland,

and it was of no use miucing the matter as to the effect of

these measures on the agricultural interest there. One-
third of the agricultural property of Scotland was gone to

the winds. The effect of free trade would be to throw all

the " poor" land out of cultivation. Speaking of Scot-

land, he could say that land which was now growing a very

decent quantity of corn, would, if those principles were

carried out, only grow a decent quantity of grouse. If we
drew our supplies from abroad, and threw our own land

out of cultivation, this country would, before three years

were over, become a province of France or Russia. After

some general arguments against free trade opinions, the

noble Lord went on to say, that next session he should

give his votes independently and honestly, and he would

say he had that confidence in Ministers to believe that, if

if they were to see that they had gone too far, they would

have the courage to retract. Mr. C. S. Murray and the

Hon. Capt. Fitzmaurice returned thanks for the toast of

"The Members of the County/' proposed by Col. Hall.

Sir T. Fremantle acknowledged a similar compliment paid

to the Members for the borough. He particularly adverted

to Lord Orkney's statement that one-third of the property

in Scotland was already confiscated, and that if we went
on as we were now going on, we should be a province of

France. He certainly thought his noble friend had shown
in his speech, that, to quote the words of the song, he was
"royally fresh." lie denied the statement that the

depreciation of prices in the agricultural districts was
attributable to the measures adopted in the last Parlia-

ment. Such political economy, in his opinion, savoured

of after-dinner eloquence. If the manufacturing interest

had been languishing for the ,last 12 months, and if the

artisans had been turned out from their work for a con-

siderable time, was it extraordinary that, when the extent

of consumption had been thereby diminished, the agricul-

turist was not able to get so good prices as heretofore?

In considering this subject, the state of the revenue might

be referred to. He lamented that the Customs and the

Excise had fallen off; but was not that circumstance an

indication of a want of power on the part of the people

to purchase or consume? Was it to be wondered at

that the people were unable to purchase corn when
they were unable to purchase sugar and other articles ?

ISir J. Chetwode proposed the health of the chairman,

the Duke of Buckingham. In returning thanks his

Grace said, " The topics of this evening have been so

varied and so ably entered into on all sides, that for me
again to enter on them would only be going over beaten

ground. As I have had already the honour to say often,

and more recently at a dinner of a Conservative associa-

tion in this county, I still hold the opinion which 1 have

always maintained, and which, by the blessing of God, I

will continue to maintain to the grave. I shall content

myself now with expressing my fervent and zealous deter-

mination to maintain those feelings and opinions which I

have always expressed, and with assuring you that you

will always find in me a faithful advocate—one prepared

to maintain, to the utmost of his power, the agricultural

interest of the United Kingdom. I have little doubt that

the members for this county will do their duty. I trust

that they will steadily maintain their position, and resist

any furthergattempt— if such an attempt should be made
—to interfere with the rights and privileges of the agri-

cultural interest. The time is now come for the Govern-

ment of the Queen to take their ground. I think they

have done wrong in the course they have taken with re-

gard to agriculture, and I think also we are entitled to

call on them to stand steady where they are, to maintain

the ground on which they are now placed, and not to give

way one jot further. As your neighbour, and as a private

country gentleman, I can now do no more than act

heartily with you hereafter on every occasion. You will

find me most zealous for your interests, and also in my
endeavours to promote the employment of the labouring

population whenever it is in my power, and so long as I

exist, whatever may be said of me for holding the honest

opinions which I avow I hold, you will never find me
flinch from doing iny duty to myself, to my Queen, and

to my country." Several toasts were then given, includ-

ing " The Mayor, Aldermen, and Town Council of Buck-

ingham/' "The British Farmer, and success to Agricul-

ture,' ' and other appropriate toasts.

Caermarthen.—We have already noticed the lawless

proceedings in the neighbourhood of St. Clear's, and the

march of a party of marines from Milford in search of the

rioters, called " Rebecca and her daughters." We now
learn that the troops have arrived at the spot, and that the

reward for the apprehension of the offenders has been
increased from 50/. to 100/. Notwithstanding these pre-

cautions, on Monday night the rioters sent a message to

the marines, that they were about to pay a visit to the

gates, and that they should be glad to meet them. Between
3 and 4 in the morning a detachment of marines, accom-
panied by four officers, set out for the gates, to ascertain

if the men intended carrying their threat into execution.

When they arrived at Trevaughan-gate, it was found to

have been levelled to the ground, and part of the toll-

house destroyed. Not one of the rioters, however, was
to be seen, as they had dispersed in different directions

after they had levelled the gates. On each of these ex-

cursions the mob, consisting of a large number of men
and boys, all of them well mounted, most of them dressed

in women's clothes, and armed with guns, pistols, pitch-

forks, hay-knives, reaping-hooks, crowbars, or some other

weapon, are invariably headed by Rebecca, who is de-

scribed as being a strong tali man, well disguised, and
having unlimited authority over the rest of the party.

The farmers in the neighbourhood have refused to be

sworn in as special constables, and many of them have

paid the fine of 5/. for such refusal. The peasantry of

that part of the county appear to be in a state of great

excitement, and it is feared that the affair will not be ter-

minated without the effusion of blood.

Carlisle.— About a fortnight since, a fire broke out at

Netherby Hall, the seat of Sir James Graham, which,

but for the successful exertions of those on the spot,

might have been attended with disastrous results. About
six o'clock three female servants, the only occupants of

the house, were alarmed by the appearance of dense

smoke in the room they occupied, and on proceeding to

ascertain whence it issued, discovered that the carved

wood-work of the hall was in flames. They immediately

communicated the fact to the gardener, who was not far

distant from the house, and he at once proceeded to the

scene of the fire, taking with him a small engine used in

watering the garden. With this apparently insignificant

apparatus, and aided only by his three assistants, he suc-

ceeded, after considerable exertion, in putting out the fire

before it had made much progress.

Liverpool.—For some time past, the magistrates have

been occupied with prosecutions for Sabbath-breaking,

which have excited a good deal ofattention in the town. The
firstcaseinvestigated was that of a personcalled Shepherd,'a

newsvender in the Vauxhall-road, who had been summoned
on a charge of having his shop open for the sale of the

London journals and other publications on the preceding

Sunday. This was the third occasion, during as many
weeks, on which he had been summoned on a similar

charge. On the two former occasions he had been fined

in the penalty of 5.v. for each offence, but on both he in-

formed the court that it was impossible for him to meet
the demands of his customers unless his shop were open
on the Sunday ; that he was determined to keep it open,
even though he should thereby subject himself to a 5$.

penalty for every infraction of the act during the next
twelve months. Mr. Rushton, while he admitted the

justness of this line of reasoning, declared, at the same time,

that he had only to deal with such cases as might happen to

be brought before him, and that as infractions of the Act
had taken place, he must again fine him. Mr. Shepherd,
in the meantime, wishing to bring the subject more at

large before the public, had summonses served upon
William Spence, the mayor's coachman, for having driven
his worship to.and from church on Sunday ; and also upon
Mr. Jones, the master of the Exchange ; Mr. Hughes,
the master of the Lycanim ; and Mr. Griffiths, the master
of the Athenaeum news-rooms ; for having had their pre-

mises open for public amusement and instruction upon
Sunday last. The case of the mayor's coachman was first

-considered: the town-clerk, who appeared on his behalf,

contended that neither a stage-coachman nor the coachman
of a private gentleman came within the meaning of the

act ; and the magistrate, acquiescing in this view, decided
that the case could not be sustained. The other cases

broke down for want of evidence to prove that the parties

were masters of the establishments. The magistrates

therefore dismissed the summonses, stating that if the law
were odious, it was the duty of the public to petition for

its repeal, and not for any individual to mention its

odiousness in the presence of the bench ; he thought the

law was good, inasmuch as it was designed to preserve the

Sabbath in the way it should be preserved.—The receipts

at the Custom-house at this port, for the year ending the

,5th inst., amount to 3,904,379/., being a decrease, as

compared with 1841, of 200,514/., and with the preceding

year, of 702,947/.
Merthyr.—About 3,000 of the Gellygaer and Mon-

mouthshire colliers proceeded, on the 16th inst., to Mr.
Powell's colliery at Duffryn, for the purpose of compel-
ling the men of those works to strike. The police of the

district having had timely intimation of the intended
movement, mustered in strong numbers ; and the mob,
finding themselves so received, and that the colliers of the

latter works were disposed to remain at work, very soon
dispersed. No intimidation or threats were used towards
the men composing this colliery. On the following morn-
ing the manager was at his post to receive the workmen.
Several came in their best clothes, and refused to con-

tinue their work, assigning no reason. Another.meeting
was held on the 18th inst. by the colliers between Ponta-

berbargoed and Blackwood.

Manchester.—The usual weekly meeting of the Anti-

Corn-law League was held at the Corn Exchange, on the

•

[
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19th, and was numerously attended. The chair was occu-
pied by Mr. George Wilson, the president of the council.
Mr. Thornely, M. P., gave an account of his recent visit

to the United States. He said he had made an abstract
of the reduction which had taken place on several articles

of American exports, and, when he visited Washington,
he presented one of the written statements he had so
drawn out to the President, assuring him that in many
respects those reductions would increase the trade and
commerce between the two countries. The President, who
was an agreeable, light-hearted man, immediately replied,
that he saw not how the Americans could ship corn to
England under the existing corn-laws, and added—" I

wonder you do not take our Indian corn, but I have heard
your horses would not eat our American Indian corn."
He (Mr. Thornely) assured him that he was in error upon
this point, inasmuch as the English horses evinced more
wisdom than their masters, because they ate all the
Indian corn laid before them. It was well known that in

the last session of Congress the Americans had been im-
posing duties on imported goods ; but this fact made him
the more anxious to bring about a repeal of the Corn-laws,
in order to affect the commercial legislation of the United
States, because the Congress at present sitting would
come to an end upon the 4th of March, and because it

was confidently believed that the future Congress would
be considerably more favourable to free trade.— Mr.
Ricardo, M.P., then addressed the meeting. He said, that
he would not oppose the corn monopoly a whit more
strenuously than he would oppose any other that might
happen to exist. He would oppose any attempt to create
a monopoly for the cotton manufacturer or the potter by
restrictive laws. He believed that no restrictive laws
were required, and that any enterprise which depended on
protection for support was resting on a rotten foundation.
He believed that the first effect of the repeal of the Corn-
laws would be to throw bad lands out of cultivation, and
that " protection " meant high rents. He wished that this

objectionable word had been blotted out from the tariff

altogether ; and he asked? how it came that we had aban-
doned the system by which we had become wealthy ? He
contended that all nations were free-traders in the outset

;

that subsequently they abandoned the principle ; and that
it then took years of struggle and sacrifice to regain their

position. He believed that Sir R. Peel would help the
League if he dared. He could not believe that a states-
man of Sir Robert's experience and unquestionable ability

could be blind to the fact that some further development
was necessary to be given to our resources and industry.
The meeting was subsequently addressed by Mr. Moore,
Mr. Rawson, Mr. Brookes, and Mr. Brotherton, M.P.

Newcastle.—On Friday last the inhabitants of New-
castle entertained Mr. Cobden, Colonel Thompson, and
Mr. John Bright, the deputation from the League, with
Mr. J. Wilson, at a public soiree. The hall was crowded,
and the gallery was occupied by a large number of inha-
bitants. The committee had issued 500 tea-tickets,
which were bought up with unusual rapidity, and were all

disposed of by Thursday; on Friday they were at a pre-
mium. At the doors there were hundreds of applicants,
eager to obtain admission by money payments. The
total number present amounted to upwards of 1,000,
of whom about 200 were ladies. Sir John Fife presided.

After the usual preliminary business, it was resolved

—

u That this meeting, convinced of the injustice and im-
policy of all restrictions on the importation of food for

the people, and of all taxes which, under the guise of pro-

tection to one class of the community, inflict a robbery
upon every other, applaud the zealous efforts of the Na-
tional Anti Corn Law League for the total and immediate
Repeal of the Corn Laws, and warmly welcome to New-
castle the distinguished members of its council now pre-
sent, namely, R. Cobden, Esq., M.P. for Stockport, Col.

Thompson, of London, John Bright, Esq., of Rochdale,
and James Wilson, Esq., of London." The meeting was
then addressed by these gentlemen at considerable length,

°n the different questions connected with free-trade, and
^vith the proceedings and prospects of the League.

Portsmouth.—A Court-Martial was held on Tuesday on
board her Majesty's ship Camperdown, for the trial of

Lieut. H. Winthrop, the Commander, and the officers and
crew of H.M.'s steamer Spitfire, for losing that vessel on
the Half-Moon Kays Rock, off Belize, on the night of the
10th September. Captain W. H. Sheriff, superintendent
of Chatham Dockyard, presided. After examining several

witnesses and hearing the statement of the Commander,
the President informed Lieut. "Winthrop that the members
Qf the Court, having duly considered the evidence brought
before them, had come to the unanimous decision that he
had done all that could be expected under the circum-
stances, and that it was by no fault of his that the vessel
had been lost, and that they did, therefore, fully acquit
him, his officers, and crew, of all blame. He had great
Pleasure in returning him his sword, and was much grati-
hed at the testimony which had been given of his firmness
jtfter the disaster, and his successful exertions in saving
^e lives of those placed under his charge.

Preston.—As an instance of the progress of machinery,
jt *s stated that the principal manufacturing concern in
lhis town will, after the whole of the contemplated im-
Provements are completed, have, besides other machinery,
M40 power-looms, each of which will be able to produce
^eekly six pieces of 25 yards, making a weekly aggregate

7} 122 miles and 280 yards of cloth. Another account of
*e same kind states that Mr. Atkinson, the rope-manu-
a<jtu rer of this town, has received an order from the

4nn ralty t0 manufacture 75,000 fathoms, or 85 miles
400

yards, of line for Sir E. Belcher, of the Samarang,

S^ 0n an exploring expedition,
Sheffield.—The Yorkshire papers continue to give long

^counts
t
of the stoppage of the Sheffield^Old, Bank,

known as the firm of Messrs. Parker, Shore, and Co.
There seems to be no doubt that their stoppage was
caused by the decay of the trade of the town. When the

sera of bad trade commenced, many of their customers
were in debt, and they took securities which, a few years

ago, would have been considered ample, but which now,
for want of trade, have sunk so low that they will not
fetch half their original value. The favourable circum-
stance in the event of the week is, that the other banks of
the town have escaped a run. They are stated to have
been well prepared to have stood the panic. The liabili-

ties of Messrs. Parker and Co. are stated at about
600,000/., and the apparent assets at 725,000/., but the

latter sum does not include bad debts. At a public

meeting of the merchants, manufacturers, and other inha-
bitants, on the 16 tli inst, the Master Cutler in the chair,

a resolution was unanimously adopted, expressing an en-

tire and unabated confidence in all the banks at present
existing in Sheffield.

St. Asaph.—A meeting of the freeholders of the county
of Denbigh, convened and presided over by the High
Sheriff, was held at Ruthin, on Saturday last, to petition

Parliament for the repeal of the Act passed in the late

reign, which proposes to unite in one Bishopric the pre-

sent Sees of St. Asaph and Bangor. Resolutions were
moved and seconded by Viscount Dungannon, Hon. W.
Bagot, Sir Watkin Williams Wynn, Mr. Mainwaring,
M.P., and other gentlemen, and a petition to both Houses
of Parliament against the proposed union of the two
dioceses and the alienation of their revenues to Manches-
ter was adopted. The local papers state that the Lord
Lieutenant and all the resident gentry are unanimous in

their opposition to the measure, and that nearly every
parish in the county has petitioned Parliament against it.

A meeting to the same effect has also been held at Cam-
bridge, and a petition adopted against the union of the

two Sees.

Wigan.—The Manchester papers mention with satis-

faction, that the Rev. W. Corbett, the Catholic minister
of Hindley, near this town, has opened an institution for

the diffusion of knowledge, taking upon himself the ex-

pense of the building, the payment of the teachers and
attendants, and furnishing it with books and papers.

All the incidental expenses of its management will also

be defrayed from his private purse.

Railroads.—The returns for the week on the principal

lines are as follow :— Greenwich, 689/. ; Northern and
Eastern, 1,053/. ; Eastern Counties, 819/. ; London and
Birmingham, 13,186/.; Croydon, 194/.; Brighton, 2,487/.;

Liverpool and Manchester, 3,470/. ; Grand Junction,

5,912/.; York and North Midland, 1,232/. ; Blackwall,

467/.; Great North of England, 1,121/.; Sheffield and
Manchester, 271/. ; Manchester and Birmingham, 2,148/.;

Manchester and Leeds, 3,379/. ; Midland Counties, 2,248/.

;

Hull and Selby, 669/.; Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,484/.;

Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1,421/. ; Birmingham and Derb)',

1,102/.; North Midland, 3,143/.; South Western, 4,016/.;

Great Western, 9,964/.; South Eastern and Dover, 1,306/.

A special general meeting of the Birmingham and Glou-
cester Company was held last week at Birmingham, for

the purpose of considering the appointment of a commit-
tee of investigation into the prospects of the undertak-

ing. Captain Moorsom, R.N., presided, and stated that

the directors were by no means averse to the appointment
of a joint committee. After a long discussion it was re-

resolved that a committee, consisting of five shareholders

and four directors, be appointed for the purpose of consi-

dering any measures calculated to reduce the working ex-

penses, and increase the traffic of the line; the committee
to report to some subsequent meeting. The daily papers

mention, as a new proof of the public benefit resulting

from railway expedition, that, on the 16th, a letter having

been received in Doctors' Commons from Portsmouth,
containing instructions to arrest a vessel which had
arrived in that port, in a salvage cause, a warrant issued

from the Registry of the Admiralty Court, and was
despatched to Portsmouth in time to arrest the vessel at

half-past 2 o'clock on the same day the letter was received

in. London.—The great blast at Round Down Cliff, for the

new works on the London and Dover Railway, consisting

of 18,5001bs., or eight-and-a-half tons of gunpowder, was
fired by means of the voltaic battery on Thursday, in the

presence of an immense concourse of spectators, including

Sir John Herschell, Gen. Pasley, and a large number of

eminent engineers. The battery was directed by Lieut.

Hutchinson, R.E., and as soon as the wires were con-

nected, the earth, according to the account of an eye-

witness, trembled to half-a-mile distant—a stifled report

was heard ; the base of the cliffy extending on either hand
to upwards of five hundred feet was shot as from a can-

non from under the superincumbeut mass of chalk sea-

ward, and in a few seconds, not less than 1,000,000 tons

of chalk were dislodged by the shock, and settled down
into the sea below. Loud cheers followed the blast, and

a royal salute was fired. The sight is described as truly mag-
nificent, and the interest of the proceedings is increased

by the fact that no accident occurred.—The meeting of

the proprietors of the Great Western Railway adjourned

to Thursday, from last week, has terminated in the adop-

tion of the plan incorporating by purchase the Chelten-

ham and Great Western Union line with their own under-

taking, as proposed in the first instance by the directors.

The ballot gave an enormous majority over the opposition,

the number of shares in favour of the proposal being

upwards of 6,000, and that of its opponents being less

than 600.

IRELAND.
" Dublin.—Intelligence was received in Dublin on the

19th instant of the death, on the previous evening, of

Viscount Ferrard, son of the celebrated John Foster, first

Lord Oriel, and the last Speaker of the Irish House of
Commons. Viscount Massareene, his Lordship's eldest son,
succeeds to his large estates, and thereby unites in himself
the titles of Baron Oriel of the United Kingdom with
those of Viscount Ferrard and Viscount Massareene in the
peerage of Ireland.—The four representative Spiritual
Peers for the ensuing session are, the Lord Primate, and
the Bishops orruam, Derry, and Limerick.-^The Dean
of St. Patrick's is to be consecrated Bishop of Cashel,
Waterford, and Emly, in St. Patrick's Cathedral, to-
morrow the 29th instant. His Grace the Archbishop of
Dublin will perform the solemn ceremony, assisted by the
Bishops of Cork and Ossory.—The Poor-Law Commis-
sioners have issued a circular in reference to the intended
alteration of the Irish Poor-Law. They request to be
provided with "an account of the total number of persons
rated in the last rate made in the South-Dublin Union,
and the total net annual value of the property rated in the

Also an account of the number of persons in suchunion.

rate whose valuation was respectively not greater than 1/.
;

greater than 1/., and not greater than 21.
;
greater than

2/., and not greater [than 3/.
;
greater than 3^., and not

greater, than 41.
;

greater than 4/., and not greater than

5/.; and the amount of arrears for valuations not greater

than 5/., carried on from a previous rate."—Lord Eliot,

in acknowledging the receipt of a resolution of the Board
of Guardians of the South-Dublin Union, on the impolicy

of placing the medical charities under the control of the

Commissioners, has announced that it is not the intention

of Ministers to bring forward, in the ensuing session, any
measure relating to the medical charities of Ireland.—At
the meeting of the Repeal Association, on Thursday,
another address from Mr. O'Connell " to the people of

Ireland " was read. The hon. gentleman
3
in this address,

refers to the progress of the Anti-Corn-Law League,
in illustration of the power of peaceful and combined
agitation, and declares his belief that the League is too

well organised, and its combination too extensive, not to

succeed. "It is thus/' he says, "that every day de-

velops the transcendant force of legal and peaceable com-
bination for the amelioration of political institution. It is

for this purpose that I require three millions of enrolled
Repealers. No reasonable man can doubt, that if I ob-

tained these three millions of avowed, combined, and co-

operating Repealers, the Repeal of the Union could not

possibly be delayed." The Rent lor the week was nearly 200/.

Belfast.—The Irish Presbyterian Church has resolved to

celebrate its second centenary of Presbyterianism in Ire-

land this year, by a subscription fund, to enable the

General Assembly to build houses of worship in the Roman
Catholic districts of the south and west, to establish Irish

schools, to preach the gospel to Roman Catholics, and to

employ scripture readers in the Irish language.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Judges of the first division were

occupied on Thursday and Friday in delivering their opi-

nions in the Stewarton case, which involves the question

as to the legality of the acts under which the ministers of

Parliamentary churches, of chapels of ease, or of quoad
sacra, extension, and secession churches, were admitted

by the General Assembly to the full status and privileges

of parochial ministers. Of the Judges whose opinions

have already been given, the Lord Justice Clerk, Lords
Meadowbank, Medwyn, Cunningham, Murray, and
Wood, consider that the acts in question are illegal, and
that the suspension and interdict in the present case

ought to be sustained ; on the other hand Lords Mon-
crieff, Cockburn, and Ivory, support the legality of the

acts in question. The Lord President and Lord Mac-
kenzie delivered their opinions on Thursday, and both

were conclusively against the legality of the erection of

quoad sacra parishes, and the admission of their minis-

ters into the General Assembly. The judgment of the

former occupied two hours in the reading. Lord Jeffrey

and Lord Fullarton delivered their opinions on Friday in

favour of the General Assembly. The Judges have now

all delivered their opinions—eight being against the lega-

lity of the quoad sacra parishes, and five in favour of the

church. The effect of this decision will materially weaken

the non-intrusion party in the Assembly, but it is under-

stood that the House of Lords will be appealed to. It is

rumoured that Mr. Fox Maule intends to bring in a bill

on the Kirk question in the ensuing session of Parha-

ment. ,. . -

Stirling.—On Tuesday week a demonstration in favour

of the principles of free-trade took place in this town

when about 1,500 people, including a large proportion of

ladies, met at a soiree in the Corn Exchange of the

burgh. The chair was taken by Mr. W. Murray, of

Polmaise and Touchadan, an extensive landed proprietor,

and Provost Galbraith, of Stirling, acted as vice-chair-

man Mr. Cobden was introduced to the meeting by the

chairman, and addressed them in a long speech in favour

of the League and the general principles of free-trade.

Lanark.—the Glasgow papers state with expressions

of dissatisfaction, that the iron-masters and coal-proprie-

tors of Lanarkshire, taking advantage of the unsettled

state of the mining districts, the impoverished state of

the country, and the contemplated reduction of wages
that is to be, have taken the usual means of convening a
meeting of the county for the purpose of raising a police

force for the protection of property in the neighbourhood
of Airdrie, Coatbridge, &c, where the principal works are
situate.

THEATRICALS.
Drury-Lane.—On Saturday evening Shakspeare's play

of Cymbeline was revived in the purity of its original text

at this theatre. It was a bold experiment, for the play is

not a «• strong" one, according to the ordinary notions of
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stage effect ; but it was well cast, and the result was a

cordial reception from a very crowded house. Miss H.

Faucit appeared as Imogen with great advantage, and sus-

tained her difficult part with a delicacy of feeling which

showed that she appreciated the character. Mr. Macready's

Iachimo was a still more remarkable instance of thorough

feeling for the spirit of his part. Mr. Anderson was ani-

mated and forcible as Leonatus. Mr. Phelps played the

old lord Belarius with the homely truth which has now

become the characteristic of his style. The play was well

got up in every respect, and on the fall of the curtain

Miss Faucit, Mr. Macready, and Mr. Anderson, were

called for, to receive a renewal of the applause already so

abundantly bestowed upon them during its progress.

Covent-Garden.—A new comedy, by the author of

Marriage, bearing the title of Mothers and Daughters,

was produced on Monday at this theatre with success. It

was placed upon the stage with great completeness, and

needed no assistance which the tact of the manager could

bestow, to render it successful. The plot was deficient in

the vigour and vivacity which distinguished Mr. Jjell s

first production, and seems to have been founded on the

model of the well-known stock comedies of the last

century. The characters arc therefore not new, and

though thev are sketched with talent, they show the same

want of vigour which characterises the general manage-

ment of the plot. The leading characters are an intriguing

mother, with her head full of projects for her daughter's

advancement ; the daughter, an artful coquette, delighted

to overreach her mother ; a humble companion, suffering

under the insolence of her patroness ; a scampish adven-

turer, endeavouring to keep up appearances ; a middle-

aged man, who has recently inherited a title; a young

lover ; a fat baronet, Sir Gregory Plump, a suitor to Lady

Manifold ; a servant who tells fortunes in cards, and a

foppifeh valet. The heroine of the piece was worthily

represented by Miss Vandenhoff, and the remaining cha-

racters were sustained by Mrs. Orger, Mrs.W. Lacy, Mr.

Vandenhoff, Mr. Hartley, Mrs. Huroby, and Mr. Cooper.

Mrs.Orger's personation of Lady Manifold, the intriguing

mother, was one of the most finished pieces of acting

which has been seen upon the stage for many a day ; it

was lady-like, subdued, and perfectly true to possibility;

there was no caricature, no exaggeration, but the concep-

tion of the character was complete, and controlled by that

artistical delicacy which is the true realisation of natural

comedy. The play went off with great applause, and was

announced by Mr. Vandenhoff for repetition ; after which

the author was called for, and bowed from the front of one

of the boxes.

volumes, from those held at Perpignanby Peter IV.,

50, to those held by Philip V., at Barcelona, in 1702.

occupied by them. On their arrival at the place, they

were terrified by the sound of repeated claps of subterra-

nean thunder, which lasted for some time. On a sudden,

a tremendous explosion took place, followed by a dense

cloud of earth, thrown to an incredible height, which was

succeeded by a column of water belched from the bowels

of the land in the most awful manner, spreading as it rose

in all directions. This eruption from the watery volcano

lasted for half an hour, deluging the place around for

miles. On examination, the mouth of the crater formed

by this convulsion of nature was found to exceed six yards

in diameter, and of a perfectly circular form. After the

column of water, which was salt, as though fresh from the

ocean, had spent its force, the gulf continued for two

whole days to bubble up and overflow the land, and then

the water appeared to return from whence it came. A
few days afterwards the same subterranean sounds were

repeated, but no eruption ensued. The above fact, which

was transmitted to Lisbon officially, has, it may be well

supposed, formed the terror and matter for conjecture of

the whole country round."

Vice Chancellor's

JifttscdlanEOUs.

Archives of Barcelona.— \t is known that amongst the

buildings set on fire during the bombardment of Barcelona

was that containing the archives of Catalonia. The fol-

lowing account will show how great the loss of these

documents must be in an historical point of view :—There

were collected there charters and acts of the early Courts

of Barcelona, from the year 814, and documents relating

not only to the province of Catalonia and the Courts ot

Roussillon and Cerdagne,but to the kingdoms of Arragon,

Valencia, Majorca, Sardinia, Sicily, and Naples. The

building contained the proceedings of all the Ministers

from the union of the kingdom of Arragon with the prin-

cipality of Catalonia, as well as copies of all treaties of

peace, alliances, and such matters. There were also

deposited there the original papers of the States-General,

in 50
in 1350,

Not less than 856 original bulls of the Pope were there,

of which the dates ranged from the Pontificate of Benedict

IX., in 1024, to that of Clement XI., in 1709. There

were 17,640 documents, written on papyrus, parchment,

or cotton paper. Those on parchment or paper were

rolled up separately, but the parchments were tied up in

collections. At the period when paper was first made of

rags, about the thirteenth century, registers were formed

to copy letters patent and other acts proceeding from the

sovereign authority. These registers, begun in 1214, were

concluded in 1803", and comprised 28 reigns from James I.

to Charles IV. They were 6,070 in number, and each

register contained between 300 and 400 leaves in folio.

The learned Capmany affirms, in the preface to the fourth

volume of his rt Memoires Historiques sur Barcelone,"

that the archives of the Crown of Arragon were the most

memorable in Europe, if their antiquity, good preserva-

tion, extent, variety, and importance, were taken into

consideration.

—

Galignani.

Coincidences.—"During the year 1842 there died,

savs the Courier Franqais, « the last of the Abbesses

crosses of France (Madame the Countess de la Marche)
;

the last of the Chanoinesses of Remiremont (the Countess

of Arma de Monspey) ; the last of the Prelate Abbes of

Flanders (the Abbe Delvigne) ; the last of the Augus-

tinian Monks of France (the Abb£ Mollard) ;
the last ot

the Hermits of Switzerland (the Hermit KaufFman), found

frozen in the forest of Dufikon ; the last of the Council-

lors of the Parliament of Navarre (M. du Parage)
;
the

last of the companions of the famous Paul Jones, and the

last of the companions of Cook. This is an entire society,

an entire age, which has disappeared 1"

Watery Volcano.—The accounts received this week by

the Lisbon mail give the particulars of a remarkable phe-

nomenon which occurred on the 8th inst., at a small ham-

let not far from Penicho, a fortified town on the coast,

and distant about two Portuguese leagues from the sea.

A correspondent of the Morning Post gives the following

account of it
:—" At an early hour of the morning, the

proprietor of a small farm, together with his wife and

sons, left their home for the purpose of sowing beans m a

neighbouring plot of ground, detached from the cottage

Hato.
wmvmm Court. — [Before Sir Lancelot Shad-

we]\y~"perkins and Others v. the JJeptford Pier Company,

Leeson, and Prichard.- This cause came before the court

upon a demurrer, put into the bill by the defendant Pnchard

for want of equity in the plaintiff's case, multifariousness,

and want of parties. There were one or two other technical

Grounds of demurrer, but the substantial ground was,

that of want of equity. In support of the demurrer, it was con-

tended that the defendant Prichard was admitted to be first

mortgagee of one part of the property, and therefore as to that

the only relief the plaintiffs could have in equity was redemption,

assuming that the plaintiffs were second mortgagees, and that

there was an offer to redeem. The only attempt to establish

any other equity by the plaintiffs was an allegation of collusion,

as in the bill stated j a mere allegation of collusion was nothing,

unless facts were stated showing it. The allegation of collusion

in substance was this, that the defendant Pnchard, being a

mortgagee of the sum of 1,000*., mortgage money and interest,

brought an action, and that the company and Leeson being will-

ing that he should be first paid, did not defend the action. That

was no collusion, because the defendant Prichard had a right to

bring his action, and there was no impropriety in the company

not defending it. Prichard having obtained a judgment, the

plaintiffs, who were mere creditors upon the tolls, had no right

to interfere to prevent Prichard from perfecting his legal remedy

againbt the land by getting an elegit. This, besides, was not a

bill on behalf of creditors for a general administration of the com-

pany's estates. The counsel in support of the bill insisted on

the point of equity, that inasmuch as the plaintiffs were deben-

ture creditors under the lGth clause of the company's act, they

had no legal remedy, and that the defendants by obtaining writs

of elegit would get a legal title to the company's property, and

would thereby destroy the undertaking and consequently do

away altogether with the tolls, &c, upon which the act of Par-

liament created the plaintiff's securities; that there was collu-

sion between Prichard and the company in bringing the action,

and, therefore, the plaintiffs had aright to come to this court

and require the court to restrain the defendants from getting the

legal right. The plaintiffs could not bring any action at law to

recover their principal aud interest on those debentures, nor

could they bring an action of ejectment to recover possession at

law. All these points had been decided in the courts of law ;

every railway company had been in the habit of giving those

bonds or debentures, and many millions ot money had been

lent upon them, and unless a court of equity could interfere,

they would be of no more value than an I O U at a gaming

table. The Vice-Chancellor said, that the plaintiffs having taken

such security as was given by the l6th clause of the company's

act, they had no claim upon the lands ; their security was only on

the tolls and duties, and the plaintiffs could not interfere with

the defendants' right to get a better security, for Pnchard had

a right to sue, and this court could not restrain the legal right

;

even if the bringing the actions was an arrangement between the

company and the defendants, he could see no collusion in that

which would affect the parties in equity. He must, therefore,

allow the demurrer with costs.—This decision is one of very

serious and considerable importance to all persons holding de-

benture securities like those in question, as tlie decision shows,

that any other creditor, by due diligence, perfecting his legal

right by obtaining a judgment and execution at law, may come

in, and by taking possession of the land, obtain priority of pay-

ment of his claim to the prejudice of the debenture creditor.

Court of Excitkqueh.—Heywood v. Beecher-This was an

action to recover the sum of 30/. 105., alleged to be due to tne

plaintiff for work and labour done, under the circumstances de-

tailed below, which afford a good insight into the "house-

agency" business in London. The plaintiff is ahouse-agent car-

rying on his business in the neighbourhood of Knightsbrulge,

and defendant is a gentleman residing at Brighton, where he

holds the office of clerk to the directors of the poor, as well as

others of importance in that town. The plaintiff brought his

action to recover the amount in question as the commission due

to him for having been instrumental, in the character of a house-

agent, in letting a house, No. 55, Cadogan-place, and selling tne

furniture therewith, the property of defendant. In reply, tne

latter said that he was not liable to the charge so made, inas-

much as he had never given instructions or authority to plaintitr

to act for him. In support of his case the plaintiff called Mr.

Stewart, the son of the lady to whom the premises had been let

and the furniture sold, who proved that his mother had enterea

upon the negotiation solely upon the information they'had oo-

tained at the office of the plaintiff, where, too, it was that they

had become acquainted with the fact that the premises were to

be disposed of. Mrs. Stewart eventually closed the bargain witn

defendant, by agreeing to take the house on a lease o
:
14 years

at the annual rent of 100 guineas, and to pay 700/. for the furni-

ture. It was further stated that defendant, or some person wno

represented himself to be that gentleman, had called at the omce

on the 3d of August last vear, and had left the particulars or tne

house which was to let, and that those particulars were tnus

entered in the letting book, ,l Mr. Beecher, to be let,
[
urn *sn®°;

at five guineas a week, per annum, or unfurnished, at 100*. per

annum, furniture and fixtures, 800/.* 55, Cadogan-place, *c.

These particulars, as thus set forth, were given to Mrs. Stewart,

and thereby paved the way for the arrangement which was ulti-

mately made between defendant and that lady. The lease was

granted in September, but the plaintiff did not make a^ !*£;"

cation for payment, nor indeed did he send in any bill until tne

month of November. The plaintiff's porter also stated, that De-

fendant had called at the office one day when he was the oniy

person in the way, and that that gentleman, in the col
?
r^ °*

their conversation, had desired him to tell his master, tnacm,

never paid more than 2& per cent, to a house-agent. This was

the outline of the plaintiff's evidence. On the part of defendant

a number of witnesses were called, and amongst them one o ins

servants whose testimony went to show that the board «>«»

(Shich she produced) referred the parties for PgHgLg?
cards to view to Messrs. Rogers and Dear, and not toplaintitt.

She also stated that her master, who only came to town occa

sionally, was not in London at the vmo6s Me^dbyt^e^n
nesses for plaintiff. This latter statement was ^»C^™J
borne out, although there was a variance of a day or two beween

the dates of the parties, by two gentlemen who are clerks to de-

fendant at Brighton, both ofwhom said most positively, that from

the nature of the duties defendant had to perform, and indeed had
performed in person, in connexion with offices he held with the

directors ofthe poor in hisown town, hemust have been in Brighton

upon the days when it had been alleged he had been in London.

Messrs. Rogers& Dear also proved thatthey were the house-agents

who had been employed by defendant. They, however, had no
recollection of having given any cards to view this particular

house, although they could not swear that they had not. One of

these witnesses stated that he remembered inquiries having been

made of him respecting the house by a person whom he had rea-

son to suspect was in the service of plaintiff, some time prior to

the premisesbeing disposed of. This latter fact was intended to ap-

ply to astatement of the counsel for defendant, which went to show
that it was not at all an uncommon thing for the less respect-

able of the house-agents to send to others in the business, and

having obtained the full particulars of premises they might chance

to have for sale or letting, then to place those very premises on

their own books, accompanied with a public intimation that such

property was to be disposed of on boards, which they exhibited

in the windows of their offices, and when let to demand their

commission, and the inference intended to be drawn was. that

such had been the proceeding in the present instance. Mr.

Baron Rolfe summed up the case, and told the jury that the ques-

tion they had to determine was, whether or not the plaintiff had

made out to their satisfaction that he had been employed as his

agent by the defendant to dispose of these premises. It was
quite certain from the evidence given by Mrs. Stewart and her

&on, that it was through the medium of the plaintiff's office they

had obtained a knowledge that the premises were for sale. That

fact, however, he must tell them, did not entitle the plaintiff to

recover, unless he could prove that he had been employed by the

defendant. The jury would therefore say by their verdict

whether the case as made out by the plaintiff was sufficient to

satisfy them that the defendant had given the plaintiff instruc-

tions upon the subject. The jury, after a few minutes 1 consulta-

tion, returned a verdict for the defendant.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—DERBY.- 6 to 1 agst Scott's

lot (taken to 200/.) ; 8 to 1 agst Mr. Blakelock's A British Yeo-

man (taken and afterwards offered); 17 to 1 agst Colonel Peel's

Murat (taken 18 tol); 23 to 1 agst Lord Eglinton's Anstides j

25 to 1 agst Colonel Anson's Napier; 30 to 1 agst Mr. Bell's Wine-

sour; 40 to l agst Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone; 50 to 1 agst Duke
of Grafton's Cataract (Oxygen colt) (taken) ; 50 to I agst Mr.
Griffith's Newcourt (taken); 1000 to 15 agst Mr. Goodman's
Capsicum colt (taken); 1000 to 15 agst Mr. Mostyn's Birdlime

colt (taken) : 2000 to 25 agst Major Yarburgh's Dumpling (taken)

;

1000 to 10 agst Colonel Peel's St. Valentine (1000 to 15 taken

once); 1000 to 10 agst Mr. Bell's Blackdrop (taken) ; 1000 to 5

agst Mr. Goodman's Bothercm (taken). OAKS.—20 to 1 agst

Mr. Price's The Lily (take 25 to 1) ; 400 even between The Lily

and Loicl Westminster's nomination. Offers take 7 to 1 about

Maria Day.

MARK LANE, Friday, Jan. 27.—We have but few arrivals

of English Wheat since Monday, and the trade was exceedingly

dull at a further decline of is. to 2*. per qr.—There was scarcely

anything doing in Foreign, which was held at the same prices ; in

bonded we did not hear of any transactions. Barley was a heavy

sale, and none but the selected qualities would realise Monday's

prices.—Peas and Beans are unaltered in value, and Oats ex-

ceedingly flat.

BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yoiashire. . .

Barley Malting anddisti ling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . .

Northumberland and Scotch . . .

—— Ilir.il

Rvo ••
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 22 to 2B

Pigeon, Heligoland . . . 30 to 33

Peas, White SO to 32

Pol finds

Fred
Feed

"Tick
Winds.

S. S. S. 8.

44 to 62 Red 40 to 4 8
— to — White —to—
2fi tn30 Grind. 19 to 27
13 to 23 Feed 14 to 22
_ to — Potato 16 to 24
9 to 18 Potato 14 to 22
_ to —
24 to 29~H;\Tro\v 2Q to 30
26 to 34 Longpod 26 to 30

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAO
Barley.

Dec. 10
— 23
— 30

Jan. 6— 13— 20

6 weeks' Aggregate A vex

Duties

Maple 27 to 29 Urey 26to27

English
Irish
Foreign

English
Irish .

Scotch .

Foreign

6144

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER
Flotir.

Sks. — Brls.

Oats Rye. Beans- Peas.

17 2 28 11 28 10 32 2

17 4 28 5 23 11 31 2

17 2 28 1 28 3 31

17 2 31 7 28 29 11

16 11 29 4 27 5 29 7
17 28 2 27 7

28 4

29 5

17 1 29 1 30 7

8 11 6 11 6 10 6

\R LAST WEKK 1

5213
ARRIVALS

Wheat
5570

Wht.
7323

; Bail.
6977

Malt.
6795

25

Oats.
2537
7261

Rye.

i — — — —

Bns.
1469__-__ — 1700

475

THIS WEEK.
Barley
40.50

Oats
3140
4610

Flour
4910

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCY SUPERSEDED—R. Busby, Wood-street, Bethnal-green,

daiiyman*
INSOLVENT— J. Walker, Hay field, Derbyshire, grocer.

BANKRUPTS.—T. C- Clarkson, Commercial-road, Lambeth, tanner—.1

painter ana gl;

field, Hirkenhead, Cheshire, merchant.

tlcton, Glasgow, clerk.

at 21, Portman-squarc, Lady Bellingham, of a

jc-sty's Cm
lodge, Hants,
aged 77—

O

brother of the
sett Hall, Norfolk.

;"'S the wife of Vice-Admiral Sir Prances Austen, RCBji

n%Kth inst in the C>2d year of his age, the Hon. W- Howard,

L ••
trl ot Carlisle-On the 16th in*t., W. Hening, E.q., ot Hethcr-

Printed bv Messrs. Brapih;ry and Evans, Lombard-street, I- leet-stre^et in

n IWiiirt
o"

Whitelriars, in the City of London, and 1 ubh 3hcd by them at

t Of«« 3 ,
ClUUU»M«*f Cm** OAMMh in the C»untyot Middle^

e Kiyyica, a,
,
^" _._ n „j n^^,,.;,,,.;^. nm t.n be addressed to l»u

th

whereTaHAdvenisemenu and Communications are to be addressed

Editor,—Saturday, January.28, 1013,
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NDKX OP THE PRINCIPAL HO
THE LAST

AfFffbftnistan, plants of
Amateur's Garden
Avenues advocated
gOftns. manure for
•jjee-hive, plan of • •

JjeOBi their treatment .

Calendar, remarks on .

Camellias, their treatment, 5d b,
Celery, soon cools when brought

to table •

Charcoal, a preventive to the
Onion maggot • . •

— growth of plants in
Cherry, Mayduke, remarks on .

Climbers for a S.E. wall
Club in Cabbages, to prevent
Diainaiie, remarks on .

Drain-water, its application to
useful purposes ....

Fish, gold and silver, their treat-
ment

Floral Fancies, reviewed .

I'/uit-trees, select
*<«rzc, to raise a coter . . »/ »
gardeners, dissipated, remarks on tea
J^as June as a manure
Wuano, native, remarks on •

Heating, Rendle's system, re-
marks on ....

Hemp, its cultivation in the N-
of India .....

Horticultural enormities, re-
marks on

«ort. Soe. Exhibitions, remarks
on naming plants at •

53 c

53 b
57 b

57 a
63 6
52 c

51 a
57 a

54 b

54 b

55 a
6? b

57 a
57 b
51a

51 a

54 c

55 b
57 h

hi a
54 a
67 a
61 c

57 a

55 a

53 c

52 c

RTICULTURAL SUBJECTS
NUMBER.
Hotbeds, substitute for glazed
coverings for . . •

Jealous Wild Flowers" .

Lime-water, to prepare •

Low's Nursery noticed •

Manuring wiih green crops
JVI Ugwort as a green inanuxe
Nets, to preset ve . . •

Oak spangles described •
,

Pansies, manure for . . .

PenanR, ,l The Great Tree"
Phlox, Van Houtte's •

Plantains, dried, as a confection
Plants, effect of light on
— for growing under Firs .

— herbaceous, select -

— locomotion of •

Totato sets, remarks on
Poultry, good kinds - . «

Rose, double yellow, in Ross-
shire

Roses in pots, their treatment
[

Salt, beneficial as a manure
— to destroy grubs .

Spider, red, to destroy . * .

Stenomesson vitcllinum
Stocks for grafting . . .

Tansy as a green manure .

Tulip, Florentine
Vines, night temperature for
— power of vegetation in
— to giow in frames
— to steam .

Wines, British, remarks on •

Woodlice, to destroy .

IN

b
c
t
b
b
c

b

65
55
64
65
52
52
57
52 a
67 a
55 b
55 a
55 a
64 a
57a
57 a
67 b
57 b
55 a

54 b
51 b
54 b
57 a
67-b
65 a
57 ft

52 ft

57 a
54 a
54 ft

64 ft

67 a
57 c

57 ft

••*»

"pUCHSIA BROCKMANIA.—This splendid Fuchsia
-*~ was raised by P. Paddkn, Gardener to the Rev. William
Brockman, of Beachborough, Kent. It has been justly admired
hy all who have seen it, and repeatedly noticed by the Editor of
the Gardeners1 Gazette as a superb variety, "distinguished by
firmness of texture, large size, and diversity of colour between
the sepals and petals."—(See "P.P., Notices to Correspondents,"
August 13, 1842). It bears remarkably fine foliage, is of vigorous
habit, and a most profuse bloomer ; therefore confidently recom-
mended as desirable in any collection, and indispensable to the
exhibitor. Strong Plants will be sent out early in spring (car-
riage-free to any part of the kingdom) upon the receipt of a post-
office order for 7s. 6d. As the Plants (so far as the limited stock
w ill allow) will be sent according to priority of order, early
notice is requested. To Nurserymen ordering Six Plants, the
usual allowance.— Direct to Mr. Padden, Gardener, lieach-
b^rough, Hythe, Kent.—Dec. 1, 1842.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND LIMUM LANCIFOLIUM.

TT GROOM, Clapham-Rise, near London,
-*-A» (removed from Walworth,) By Appointment, Fi.oiiist
T <> Her Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and
•Public, that this is the best season for planting the above Flowers,
and that he can supply them of first-rate quality at the following
prices ;- -

RANUNCULUSES, ioo roots in 100 superfine sorts
m Superfine mixtures from 55, to 2U\ per 100.

ANEMONES, 100 roots in i o superfine sorts .

„ Superfine mixtures from 7s. 6rf.to2l5.per 100.
AURICULAS, 25 superfine sorts, l plant of each
CARNATIONS, 25 superfine >>oris, i pa jr f each
PICOTEES, 25 superfine sorts, 1 pair or ea^n
YELLOW PICOTEES, 12 superfine sorts, 1 pair of each
LIL1TJM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, from 5.9. to 42s. each.

„ PUNCTATUM, from 1 OsM. to 425. each.
SPECIOSUM, small bulbs, at Oft*, each.

H. G. also begs to say that he has a few Trees of his PRJNCESS-
ROVAL PEAR for sale, at 5fi. each.—The Trade supplied.

£4 4

3

3

3

2
2

13
10
10

2

6

11

91

OUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS, 4s. per
"T'-

/ dozen.—-The Annual Importation of these delightful and
jragrant BULBS has just been received at Arthur Cobbktt's,
late Mr. C. Bauron's, Italian Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall. Where
also may be seen a Choice Collection of Orange, Lemon, Citron,
Lime, and Cypress Trees, Catalonian and Arabian Jasmines, &c,
just arrived from Italy.—N.B. Importer of choice Honeycomb,
Parmesan and Gruyere Cheese, New Salad Oil, and other Foreign
Produce, &c. Lists, with Prices, may be had.

M
SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.

RS. JAMES RICHARDSON, and TODD'S
LADY SALE.

Report of the London Floricui.tural Society, Sept. 20,
1842:— Six Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of 1841, named "Mrs.
James Richardson," were sent for opinion by Mr. James Edwards
°fYork. This Flower was shown at the Royal South London
floricultural Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize
^warded

; but on the present occasion was shown in much bet-
ter character, the blooms being quite up in the centre, and deci-
dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the censors :

*°rm, substance, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good;

^
ePth, full- size, medium; general form, good; colour, white,

0ccasionally tipped; class of quality, first-rate—From the Gar-
<«»«•«> Chronicle and Gazette.
Also obtained the following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited.
J
st prize at Hull, Aug. 30th

*st prize at Beverly, Sept. 7th
Awarded an extra prize at the Royal South London Flo-

ricultural Society, Sept. 13th
T st prize at Leeds, Sept. 21st
* st Pnzc at Newcastle, Sept. 2lst
J st prize at Sunderland, as a superior first-class Seedling,

Sept. 27th
Js t prize at the York Floral and Horticultural Society,
Sept. 28th. .

J

S
J
prize at the York Floricultural Society, Oct. 1st

l5 t prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.

A1 Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, lOs.Gtf.
Also recommended by the London Floricultural Society as one
Y»c best Six New Dahlias coming out in 1843.

cu ,

DY Sale (Town's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-Wed petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre; of

fi
"siclcrable depth and good size ; very constant, and a decided

in**? show flower. Height, 4 ft._; Plants, \0s.6d.

Nursery
ctly at-

pia
•* ^3 t*juu cne greatest care win uu^Aun" ^ ,niM,

fe out good
thp at iUl curly period, so as to ensure a good bloom during

^^^on.-York, Dec, 18 12.

XVllLlA m VIRGIL."— Messrs. MOUNTJOY
D^r

T

Ik-& to say they can spare a few tine Roots of the above

*&& ft
' which were grown in No. 12 pots, each Root break-

from ,

n
\

2 t0 8 e>'es - Pric« from 3 to 5 guineas. A remittance

p unknown correspondents is respectiully requested.
**"«g, 1st Feb., 1843.

12

2

4
12

6

6

18

12

r IVERPOOL BOTANICAL INSTITUTION.—
A-^ Exhibitions at the Garden fur the year 1843.—The Ex-
hibitions will take place on Friday, May 5, Friday, June 23, and
Friday, September 0, when the following Prizes will be awarded
at each Meeting.

^ o
in —

*

A

B

C
D

i

CLASS L

E

F

G

H
I

K
L

M

N

O
P

R
S
T
V
w
X

Greenhouse Azaleas in collections,
not more than 2 plants of a sort

Cape Heaths, in collections of 6
species . ...

Exotic Orchidacea?, 3 specimens .

Pelargoniums in pots, in collections
of 10 varieties .

Pelargoniums in pots, ditto of 6
varieties

Garden Roses, including Moss,
Provence, &c., 12 bunches of 3
blooms each, and not less than
12 varieties

Chinese Roses, or Chinese Hybrids,
such as the Noisettes, Bourbon.
&c; 12 bunches of 3 blooms each,
12 varieties .

Fuchsias, in distinct varieties
Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in mis-

cellaneous collections
Stove or Greenhouse Plants, ditto
Stove or Greenhouse Plant, be^t
ornamental single specimen

Forced Hardy Plants in pots ; as
Roses, Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Verbenas, &c. Sec. •

Herbaceous Calceolarias, in 6 vari-

eties, in pots .

Shrubby Calceolarias, ditto .

Carnations and Picotees, in pans,
all distinct

Pinks, ditto ditto •

Dahlias, ditto ditto .

Tulips, ditto ditto .

Pansies, ditto ditto .

Cut Flowers, in ornamental groups
or baskets

Miscellaneous Flowers in pots set

in boxes, baskets, or stands j in-

cluding Auriculas, Ranunculus,
Hyacinths, the newest varieties

of tender annuals, &c. &c.

No. of
Plants to
be exhibi-

ted.

<

•Eg
Q< O

tf
8

6
3

10

6

36

36

9

6
4

1

12

6
6

18
13

24

12

24

6

3

10

36

Amount of
l'rizes*

36
6

6

4

12

6
6

12
12

12

12
24

12 12

S
c
o
u
It

C/2

s. d.

15

25

to

60

a. d.

10

20

20

40

30 20

10

10 c

20

7 6

6

10
7

60 40
30 20

25

30

)0

10

20

10

30
30

10

20

30

10

30

10

10

10

20 10

7 6

7 6

15

15

7
20

20

5

6

10 7 6

5

5

10

5

10

10

Total ^650

^ o

AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF

GG

HH

Amount of

Prizes.

CLASS II.

Grapes, the best dish .

Pines, the best
Melons, the best .

Peaches, the best dish of 3 specimens
Nectarines, the best dish of 8 specimens
Miscellaneous collections of Fruit, consisting
of at least 6 different kinds of Hothouse or
Wall-fruit, in dishes

Miscellaneous collections of other Fruits,eon-

sisting of at least 6 cliff, kinds, in dishes .

Miscellaneous collections of Frame or Early
Vegetables, including Cucumbers.Rhubarb,
French Beans, Lettuces, &c, to be exhi-

bited at the May Meeting only, in Baskets.

Total £

T3
C
§
ai

i.

20

20
12

15

15

d.

6

EXTRAS at discretion of the Judges

Grand Total to be contended for
at each Meeting :i*

60

20

TJ
u

S.

15

10

/

7
7

d.

6
6
6

40

10

20

20

16
4

70

10

Exhibitors will be required to sign a declaration that all Plants
exhibited have been in their possession Two Months; also, that

all Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables exhibited, are of their own
growth and production ; and if such declaration cannot or shall

not be duly signed, the Premiums awarded will be withheld;
and all Fruit must be set out in dishes with leaves, the same as

if served up for Desert.

In order to facilitate the regulations as far as possible, in cases
of specimens brought from a distance, arrangements will be
made to receive all such as shall be brought during the afternoon
of the previous day, into one of the greenhouses of the Institu-

tion, which will be cleared for the purpose.

A printed copy of the regulations (which resemble as closely

as local and other circumstances will permit those of the Horti-
cultural Society of London) may be had by application to Mr.
Shepherd, the Curator at the Garden; or, to

Joseph Dickinson, M.D., Hon. Secretary.

24, Great George-square, Liverpool. Jan. 27, 1843.

STOCK 01 j^nibAKuuiMumo iiuw icauy ior sending- out are

strong healthy plants. The following are a few of his Seedlings,

which have been proved, and can be recommended, viz. :—wmcu im
PELARGONIUMS.

Gaines's Duchess of Suther-

land . oJ*

Pride of Surrey . 63a

Orange Perfection 63s

Amulet - . 63.s

99

>9

»
99

tt

Gaines's Lady Duncannon
Royal Adelaide
Prince of Wales
Countess Eldon
Princess Royal
Conspicuum

»

19

91

42s
425
425
42s
42s
42s

.IAS.

10s 6d

Lady Sale . . 42s

Emperor Superb . 42s
DAI!

Gaines's Lord Prudhoe—dark crimson
Lady Prudhoe—blush white ....
Lady Duncannon—blush, shaded with lilac .

Lady ol the Lake—Peach blossom
Venus— clear white
Surpasse Primrose—fine large primrose
Elegaus-iosy purple

Golden Yellow- bright yellow ... 7 6

Catalogues of Pelargoniums, Dahlias, Pansies, Calceolarias,

Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c, may be obtained by applying as above.

Feb, 2, 1843.

11

11

11

ii

7
10
10
10

7
10

6
6
6

6

G

Price §d.

w

PET RIVAL DAHLIA (Bxjshbll's), and KEN-
-L NINGTON R9SE (WKLDON's).-These Dahlias (though
risen and grown within one mile of the General Post Office,
London, have obtained prizes), will be sent out through the
Trade in May next.

Pet RivAL-Purple Maroon, finely, cupped, and depth of Petals
never showing the eye, good habit, and always true ; height 3ft.

Plants, 10s. 6d.

Kenmngtom Rose, superior to Wheeler's Maria, constant
and fine habit ; height 4ft. Plants Js. bd. Exchanges and liberal

discount to the Trade on early application to J. Bushell, 12,

Hall-place, Kennington Lane.—Feb. 3.

NEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP.
"

/ ILLIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Ramsgate, Kent,
havinsr selected from the many new FUCHSIAS and

VERBENAS Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the

Public at the undernamed low prices—including the follow-

ing Fuchsias:— Conspicua arborea (Catlengh's), Venus victrix,

(Cripps'), rosea alba, Moncypennii, magnifica racemiiiora, &c.

Also the following distinct Verbenas :—Queen Aurora, Stewartii

varicgata, Mortlock's Superb, Burlcyana, &c. &c. Fuchsias,

10s. Qd. per doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 125. per doz.j

package and carriage paid to London. Verbenas, 3s. Gd. per

doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 4s. per doz., package and
carriage paid to London.— Persons may depend upon their being

good Plants, carefully packed in moss, and correct to Name.
They will be sent out according to priority of orders in April.

A remittance from unknown correspondents.
"VV.M. obtained a Prize of 10/., open to all England, for a

Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c.,at the Isle of Thanct
Floricultural Show, Jul}', 18*3,

List of Pelargoniums, &c, can be had on application.

T\/ HEALE &^ON7^uRSerymen, &c~ CalnV,
» » • and Devizes, Wilts, beg to announce to the growers of
DAHLIAS that they have purchased ;the entire stock of " Swin-
don Rival," (Coropton's), a decidedly first-rate variety, only
being in the hands ofan inexperienced amateur, it was not grown
to advantage last season. It was recommended at the Salt-
Hill show for a piize, and took several prizes as a Seedling in
1841 : colour, dark rosy purple; habit of growth similar to
" Springfield- Rival." Plants in May, lOs.Orf. The usual aliow-
ancerto the Trade.
W. H. & Sox being so confident of the superior qnalitics of the

above, pledge themselves to deduct the amount charged if not
approved.— Nursery, Devizes, 27th Jan.; 1843.

TO GENTLEMEN and AMATEUR FLORISTS.—
-*- The time of year is now fast approaching for planting that
delightful flower, the Ranunculus; a few hundred roots to be
parted With at 42s. per hundred, (with names) ;

planting time,
February and March. Apply (pre-paid) to Mr. Eyre, Farnham,
Surrey ; where may be seen, in the blooming season, Jn Mr.
Eyre's Collection of Pelargoniums, "a few Seedlings," broken
into flower in July last, 1842, with many of this year, 1U43.
Some possessing striking foliage, cultivated and grown in small
pots, "in their true and natural state, without that pernicious
aid," chemical watering, which can only serve to raise and
drive "colorem contra naturam," for a short period.—Farnham,
January 23, 1843. ^^

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAG* 1"*

rpUCHSlA ST. CLARE.—The above magnificent
-A- FUCHSIA was raised by Mr. Meehan, gardener to Colo-

nel Harcourt,.at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom Messrs.

Youjslx. obtained the entire stock. In May last, it was sub-

mitted to Dr. Lindley for his opinion, which will be found in

the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th of that month, as follows:
" Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have seen,

the flowers being three inches in lengih, with the tube and se-

pals of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy vurple.

\\, as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will

prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus.' 1

Messrs. Youkll, in bringing this beautiful production into

public notice, do so without the slightest diffidence, being fully

assured of its giving the most entire satisfaction. It is of vigor-

ous habit, fine foliage, and as a proof of its being a promse
bloomer, they have a plant in flower at the present time (Sep-

tember loth; on one branch of which there are upwards of 200

blooms, forming a splendid object for the greenhouse, conserva-

tory, or flower-garden. Youell and Co. purpose sending itouc

in the second week of April next, at 10s. 6d. per PiWlt»^ceh °;
postage, to any part of the United Kingdom ;

and all orders;iney

may be favoured with will be executed in rotation. ""*" *ri
the Continent will receive every care in packing, so as 1

o
sure

their safety. The usual discount to the Trade, when notitss

than six plants are ordered. . 01,M „: n[f thnf
Messrs. Youei.l have also much pleasure in

1

announc ng, that

they are in possession of the entire Stock of ^^S^so
Verbenas, raised by Mr. Edmonds, gardener to John.^on, iibq

of Ormesby Hall/ which were ^na^JB^^^Q^
gentleman. The one named • Laconn,' is a fie^«W^
fully fragrant, of vigorous

JfQ?^flowers measuring upwards of three-aua a 11 a
uurcsf

meter. The other, named "Princess Ro>al, is ot ^purest

snowy white, the flowers remarkably la^^i™"^
s&ssar vS,7a ?sMt^awsffl?£$. w
fouanan^

It would be as well to remark, that the petals of the flowers

of the above meet so closely, as to form a perfect ball. They

will"be^read

e
y^or 'sending out by post (free) to any part of the

United Kingdom, in the second week of April, at 5s. Qd. per plant.

Gt. Yarmouth Nursery, Octobei 6th, 1842.

P s —Their Catalogue of Fuchsias may be had on applica-

tion', and will be found to contain every variety worthy of cul-

tivation. _
1 IflEDLlNG LARCHES-—SeveralHundred Thousands
5 of Two and Three Years' old Seedling Larches, of first- rate

uality, and at very moderate prices, are for sale by Dickson
and Turnbui-l, Nurserymen, &c, Brechin. N.B. Will be put
free on board a vessel at Montrose, from which port there is a
regular trader once a week toLondon, &c.

_

EEDLING LARCHES, &c—The SUBSCRIBERS
* x x 4 I

1

1

H

1

.1,

**

.a—

___
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LING LARCHES; also 1 and 2-year TEA
LARCHES, and some fine 2-year Transplanted
LARCHES. The 2-year Seedling Larches, bring

TYROLESE
.... *uv*.jxw oeedling Larches, being of extra fine

quality, aie well worth the attention of the Trade and Gentle-

men in hlhng up their Nurseries. Any of the above will be laid

down, freight paid to London, Hull, or Newcastle, at a moderate
price. They have also line 1-year Seedling BLECH, which will

be sold at Two Pounds per 25,000.

Wm, Urquhart & Sons, Dundee.
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PATRONIZED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE
QUEEN", HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE
EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE LORD BISHOP OF
LONDON, LORD VISCOUNT LORTON, AND MANY OF
THE NOBILITY.

THE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—For many years

JL past there has been cultivated in the neighbourhood of Yar-

mouth, adjacent to the ancient Castle of Sir John Fastolff, a red

Raspberry of a most extraordinary size and rich flavour, ine

Nobility who visit the sea-coast here have invariably expressed

their astonishment at the exceeding fineness of the fruit of tms

variety, and until lately Youkll and Co. have not been enaoiea

to obtain a sufficient stock of it to bring it into public notice
;
out

having now obtained a supply (although limited) offi"e
~J*"

e *'

beg to offer them on the following terms, and they can Desem

with safety to any part of the United Kingdom, on the receipt or

a Post-office order. . _ „,™fQinino- 9*
Packages containing 50 Canes, 25s.-Packages containing 25

Canes, Us.—Package included.
haveexoressed

The few to whom Youkll and Co. have aentiVJ*J*™R™?"a
their high admiration of its superiority over other varieties

j
and a letter just received from a Gentleman m Deibysh re,

to whom this variety was sent, states that it invariably takes

prizes at the Hort. Shows in his neighbourhood. In conclusion,

Youei.l and Co. beg to state that they have not, nor do they

intend to recommend any article but that which they can do

with confidence j and in this instance they ieel fully assured of

its giving the most entire satisfaction.-Great Yarmouth Nursery,

Norfolk, Jan. 26, 1843.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., Agents for the

Old Park Iron-works, and Manufacturers, 6l, Gracechurch- street,

I ondon solicit an inspection of their improved Conical Boiler.

(See Editor's description, Gardeners 1 Chronicle, March 12, p. 175.)

To Amateurs these Boilers will be found invaluable. They are

complete without furnaces or setting in brickwork, movable at

nleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

onlv once in 14 or 15 hours, price 5/. 55. and upwards. Further

Darticulars, with plans and estimates for heating any description

of building, may be obtained as above ; where also may be seen

the improved Wrought-iron Boiler, as applied with Chanter's

Smoke-consuming Furnaces at Chatsworth, and many other of

the Nobility's Seats. Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Bedsteads, Orna-

mental Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. Ihe trade sup-

plied with Hot-water Socket-pipes.
N.B.—Wayte's New Patent Land-presses and Drills.

WANTED. An OUT-DOOR APPRENTICE to the
NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS near London, a re-

spectacle Youth, 15 or 16 years of age. He must write a good
hand, as he will have to assist in Bookkeeping. A premium will

be required. For further particulars, apply by letter only, with

name and address, to A. B.,38, Queen-street, Cheapside, London.

AN ESTABLISHED SEED-HOUSE in LONDON
has a Vacancy for one or two Respectable Young Men, of

active and persevering habits, good address, and well versed in

the general Seed business, likewise in the Nursery department.

They may be required to travel. Particulars of age, present occu-

pation, and qualifications to be addressed to Warners* Seed-

Warehouses, 3, Laurence Poultney Lane, Cannon Street, London.
—Personal application will not be attended to.

HENRY HAMMOND, Nursery and Seedsman,
Mundford, near Brandon, Suffolk, respectfully announces

to the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, that the late

fine season for preserving his admired WHITE CAPE BROCCOLI
enables him to offer it at 3s. 6d. a packet, which will contain

half an ounce. The many orders already received from those

•who were purchasers last year justify H. H. in again offering it

to the public. The flavour is not only equal to any Cauliflower,

but it is as hardy as any of the Cabbage tribe. By sowing in

March, the end of May, and August, a supply may be had nearly

all the year. If any gentleman wishes for information respecting

its quality, a refeience to the undermentioned Gardeners will

meet with an immediate reply :-Mr.Wylie, His Grace the Duke of

Grafton, Euston Hall; Mr. Piper, Right Hon. Lord Walsingham,

Merton Hall ; Mr. Hammond, Sir Richard Sutton, Bart., Lynford

Hall ; Mr. Brownly, John Angerstein's, Esq., Weeting Hall.

Messrs Flanagan, Seedsmen, Mansion-house-street, London,

who can warrant the stock, and will carefully execute any orders

entrusted to them.-A good PROPAGATOR in the Out-door

Department is wanted.—Mundford, Jan. ig, 1843.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy m the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, tor

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions o!

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity oi

exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely completeand

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. andE. Bailky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bai lby have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Man
aged 33. Has had extensive experience in the business

in all its various branches, particularly the management of

PINES, VINES, &c. An unobjectionable character. N.B.—In

or out of the house. Address A. B., 23, Norton-street, Portland-

place, London.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a Res-
pectable young Man, aged 30, who has a practical know-

ledge of his business in ail its branches, and can be well recom-

mended from the situation he is about to leave. Address, A.B.,

at Mr. Bell's, Bookseller, Richmond, York.

WANTS a SITUATION as UNDER GARDENER.
—A sober steady Young Man, who has a good knowledge

of his Business, but wishes to improve himself in the Plant de-

partment. Can be well recommended from his last place. Ad-
dress, stating particulars, to W. 1., 34, Riley-street, King's-

road, Chelsea.
w

— m ~ * "— ' '
,p " - —

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-
ried Man, about 30 years of age. Is well acquainted with

Horticulture in its different branches, and obliging in disposition.

Satisfactory references will be given as to abilities and moral

character. Wages expected, U. per week.—Address, G. W., 16,

Bennett's-buildings, Kennington-lane, Surrey.

w

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, single-

handed, a middle-aged married Man, who can have a good
recommendation from the place he is just leaving, and likewise

can be well recommended if needed to take charge of a little

land. No objection to any part of the country. Direct to J.

Jones, Chislehurst, Kent.

HOME-GROWN SEEDS.

MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS respectfully acquaint

those readers of the Gardeners 9 Chronicle who have not

yet hitherto honoured them with their commands, that their

grounds, being situated at considerable distances from each

other, and of different soils, they are enabled by strict attention

to prow Garden-Seeds true to their kinds, and can supply their

Customers with Seeds which they know to be new, thereby pre-

venting disappointment in the crops. The Annual Seed Cata-

logue is now published, and may behad gratis on application.

The following articles are particularly recommended :—£ s. d.

3 00 Ranunculuses, in 50 tine varieties by name . . I 6

50 0u ,
to 50 a0 15

The most approved kinds of Kitchen Garden Seeds, in

a complete collection for a Nobleman's or Gentle-

man's family
Ditto, ditto, for a smaller Establishment . .

Ditto, ditto, of Flower-Seeds, containing all the

new kinds worthy of recommendation; together

with the best of the old sorts, with instructions in-

closed
Ditto, in smaller collection, equally choice .

Ditto, ditto, ditto

Double Italian Tuberoses, fresh imported, per dozen .

J. S. and Sons, having a stock of all the new kinds of Kitchen

Gardeii and Flower-Seeds, they wiU be included in the above

collections 5 or they may be obtained separate, according to

order, at moderate prices.

N.B.— Parcels delivered free to the Railway-station, or any
part of London.— Reading Nursery, Eerkshiie, Jan . 28th.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
l\/j ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit
±tJL to Public Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on
Tuesday, Feb. 11, and Friday u, 1843, at 12 o'clock each day,

about 300 Double CAMELLIAS, from one to four leet, the whole
beautitully furnished with bloom buds, Fine Hybrid Rhododen-
drons, Magnolias, Azaleas, Andromeda floribunda, Kalmias, &c;
Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best varieties, Dahlias, &c.

May be viewed the morning of sale. Catalogues may be had at

the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone

2 2

1 1

1 10

1 1

10 6
4

PENN'S SYSTEM PERFECTED—FOR OBTAINING A FREE
CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR
THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL & OTHER BUILDINGS.

WHILL having had every opportunity of making
• himself acquainted with the best method of constructing

Horticultural Buildings of every kind—to command the above

truly-desirable result—and having with much satisfaction wit-

nessed the gradual improvement in the adaptation of this prin-

ciple to almost every variety of Building, begs to announce to

the Nobility and Public generally, that he erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, PITS, &c, &c.,upon the above system,

which has (at an immense cost to the inventor), been brought to

(rreat perfection, and heats the same by Hotwater Apparatus,

with improved Tube or Conical Boilers. W. Hill also adapts

Dr. Arnott's New Balanced Regulator to the Boiler Appa-

ratus, by which an immense saving of fuel is effected, the greatest

regularity of Temperature preserved, and much time and trouble

saved. Pevn's System only requires publicity to be appre-

ciated. The Public are therefore invited to inspect its efficient

working at the Inventor's Residence, Lewisham. The great end

gained by adopting this system, is a perfect and rapid Circula-

tion, producing consequently an equable temperature throughout

the building (of whatever construction), and renders access to it

at all times safe and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-

stitution being enabled to remain for hours in a temperature

greatly exceeding summer-heat, with as much comfort as could

possibly be derived from an out-door temperature equally high.

W Hill would refer any, who may desire to apply the above

system to Forcing-Houses in particular, to Mr. John Willmot,

of Isleworth, who after 40 years' experience has adopted this

system throughout his extensive Establishment. Designs, and

any further information, upon application to W. Hill, Builder

and Surveyor, Lewisham.

WANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, or

GA RDENER and COACHMAN, a respectable young Man,
without incumbrance, aged 33, with a four years' good charac-

ter. Is fully capable of taking the management of Kitchen and
Pleasure- Garden, with Vinery, Greenhouse, &c. ; can Brew, and
has been used to the management of Grass Land and Horses ;

would be at liberty at a short notice. His wife could act as

Cook, and manage a small Dairy, if required.—Address, A. B.,

at Mr. Holt's, Waterloo- street, Leicester.
i

ANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, a\ mid-
dle-aged, married Man, without incumbrance, who has a

good knowledge of Plants and Fruits generally. For a long

period he has paid considerable attention to the growth and
training of the Grape- Vine, and from which he will undertake

to produce a crop in 16 months after the Vine is planted. To
any gentleman whose Gardens or Vinery have been neglected,

and who is desirous of re-establishing them, more especially

the latter, upon the most appioved system, the Advertiser flatters

himself, he will be found sftrvjoaahl©. He can be recommended
by Richd. Crawshay, JKsq., and can have a character of six

years' standing from his present employer. Letters addressed,

post paid, to O. P. Q., Post-office, Brandon, Norfolk, will meet
with immediate attention.

X? CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
1^ No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1323. Empowered byAct of Parliament, 3 William IV.

LOWER RATES OF PREMIUM THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER OFFICE,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :—

Age.

Annual
Premium
per cent.

15 20

1 10 8 I 14 7

25

1 19

30

2 4 3

35

2 10 11

40

2 10 9

45

3 11 9

50

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE having received several

communications from various parts of the country, con-

cerning his "Tank System of Heating," which will ultimately

become universally adopted in all forcing establishments where

bottom-heat is required, begs to announce to those Gentlemen, as

well as to others who wish for information respecting; it, that it is

W. E. R.'s intention to publish a well-executed Engraving, with a

Treatise appended, which will contain every information requisite

to set up or adapt the Apparatus for Houses of various sizes, with

the cost of materials, fixing, &c. <

t
.

Every Pinery in the kingdom ought to befitted up on thisprinciple.

W. E. R. is induced thus to bring this system prominently before

the public, knowing that it will be of the greatest utility, and or

immense importance to Horticulturists. The cost of the Treatise

will be regulated according to the number of subscribers.

Union Road Nursery, Plymouth, Jan. 23, 1843.

WANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, a single,

Man, aged 33, who has a practical knowledge of his

business ; can be well recommended. Lowest wages accepted"

30 guineas, board, and lodging.—Address to A. M., Post-office,

Barnet, Herts. ___-

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-
ried Man, with good character, without incumbrance,

aged 39, who perfectly understands his business. He is a good
brewer, and would have no objection to take the management
of land.—Direct to James Brockwell, gardener, Kingston-
bottom.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FARMERS, &
GRAZIERS,—WANTED by a Young Man, (anative of Cum-

berland) a SITUATION as FARM BAILIFF, in any County in

England. The Advertiser has been brought up in Cumberland
to Farming and Grazing; and is acquainted with thorough
Drainage system, Subsoil and Trench Ploughing, and with most
of the modern improvements in Agriculture ; and would be able

to give respectable references, and produce sufficient testimonials

as to character, and capabilities, &c. Address, A.L., Post-oflice,

Brampton, Cumberland.

4 8

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second

Boms was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-
faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part
of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of
parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.
By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell James Downer, Secretary.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.

pROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which re-

\j ceived theHonorary Reward of the Roy. Agricultural Society.

A

HPHB CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN

SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.
J. Shewkn having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most eiiicient and economical

: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons* Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney ; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Mr. Knight's,
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs, Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-iron, and holds about

200 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping me
horse, the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon

the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cai™£
possibly choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible Leauier

Pipe, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.—Price delivered

in Hull, 25/.

CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c—will contain 8 bushels 01

manure—price 12/. 12s.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

GENTLEMAN who is about to part with his

GARDENER wishes to recommend him to any person in

want of a good servant. He is a married Man, without children,
middle-aged, and understands his business in every department.
Apply by letter, post-paid, to A. B., at Mr. Jenkins', 51, Cornhill.

BONE MANURE. ADULTERATION DETECTED.
The extent to which Bone Manure is adulterated is so great

as to. render it imperative upon the Farmer to ascertain, by
chemical analysis, the quantity of PURE BONE it contains.

W. H. Pottkr undertakes to examine any Sample that may
be submitted to him, and within two days after the receipt
thereof, ;to return the correct percentage of Pure Bone. Mr.
Potter's charge is 5a*., which should be enclosed with an average
sample, say Jib., and sent (carriage paid), to the Artificial Guano
Works, 28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, where Unadulterated
Bone may be had, either in dust or 4-in - pieces.
*** Mr. Potter examines every species of Artificial Manure,

and reports upon them at the above charge. Soils very carefully
analysed.

GIRLING'S Catalogue of English and
• Foreign DAHLIAS can now be had on prepaid appli-

cation It contains as weU, a List of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Panaies, and Verbenas, any of which S. G. will be happy to re-

ceive orders for ; and pledges himself to supply early plants cor-

rect to name, and on liberal terms where a quantity is wanted.
The trade liberally supplied.
Dane Croft Nursery, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

_ — —
„i 1 i n _

_

__-__._ H
-*

BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.

YOUELL & Co. have much pleasure in announcing
that their CATALOGUE of the above is in the Press, and

may be had on application. It will be found to contain all the

really good and distinct kinds, to the exclusion of such as are

merely nominal varieties, and will prove a valuable guide to

those who intend competing at the Horticultural Exhibitions of

the ensuing season.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, Feb. 2.
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In the Press, and will be published in a few Days, in One small
vol. l2mo,RURAL CHEMISTRY.

By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S.,
Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Monday, Feb. 6.

Tuesday, Feb. 7

Wednesday, Feb. 8
Saturday, Feb. 11

Tuesday, Feb. 14.

Wednesday, Feb. 15

Friday, Feb. 17 . ,

Entomological . .

C Horticultural . .

*» Iiinnean . .

tFloricultural . .

. Medico-Botanical -

. Royal Botanic

• Zoological . • .

Microscopical •

{Geological . . .

Botanical * . • •

8 p.m.
2 P.M.

8 P.M.

G£ p.m.

8 p.m.

3J
P.M.

8$ P. M«
7 p.m.
1 P. M.
8 p. M,

It is very evident, from the letters that have been
addressed to"us by our correspondents, that the observ-
ations we lately made upon the night temperature
suited to Vines were not without their use. In gene-
ral, the correctness of our opinion is admitted ; but,
in one or two cases, the writers have doubted whether
shanking and bad colouring are to be ascribed to mis-
management at the early period of forcing. In one
instance, we are assured that in a house where the
Vines broke well, flowered well, set well, and where
the temperature was kept low at night, the berries,

although all was well with them till they began toco-
lour, then took to shanking and shrivelling, so that there
was not half a crop. Now we beg it to be observed,
that we did not say that shanking is to be ascribed
exclusively to mismanagement of temperature : we
only pointed it out as one of the causes of this trou-
blesome disease, and a common one. It may doubt-
less be produced by other means, such as a cold wet
border; but into this we shall not go at present. Our
immediate object is merely to insist upon the manner
in which the atmosphere should be regulated.

We may all of us rely on this, that we cannot
break the laws of nature with impunity; we
may violate them indeed for a time, but in the end
punishment is sure to overtake us. It is a universal
law of nature, that, in temperate countries, in the
early part of the year, the nights are cold, whatever
the days may be. We have already mentioned the case
of the islands of the Mediterranean : let us now turn
our eyes still further to the eastward. Nowhere is

the climate more sultry than in Afghanistan. We
are told that General Pollock's troops at Jellalabad
were forced to dig holes- in the ground to hide them-
selves from the heat. The condition of Cabul must be
much the same. At Candahar, we are informed bv
Mr. Atkinson that, in May, the heat of the tents was
generally 110°; and at midday, in the sun, 140°.

^ow, in no part of the world are the Grapes more de-
licious than at Candahar and Cabul. On the 30th
June, this traveller saw donkeys laden with panniers
of fine purple Grapes; and at the same time, the
paper on which he was writing curled up and became
as crisp as if it was before a blazing fire. When he
reached Cabul, in August, he found the bazaar filled

with delicious Grapes in astonishing profusion. Now
what sort of nights had the troops in the spring of the
year, when the Vines were growing and flowering, and
preparing themselves to bear fruit ? Why, on the
7th March, near Shikarpore, 200 miles south of Can-
dahar, and above 500 south of Cabul, in the Desert,
we are told that the march took place in "a
brilliant starlight night; frost seemed to be in
the air, it was so cool and bracing ; after mid-
n*ght, the servants made up a blazing fire,
"for the north wind was blowing bitter cold'
*md the traveller was glad of hot brandy and water/'*
Nevertheless, the day before, Mr. Atkinson had been
Uniting at Shikarpore, and the march was over level
plains, and not among the mountains. Two days
afterwards the weather is described as being oppres-
sively hot at midday. Then on the 19th March there

^
as a hailstorm at night, and the air was u cold and

bracing;" and soon.
Here, then, in a country totally different from the

Jsiands of the Mediterranean, where the Grapes are
^mous for their excellence, we have even greater
vanations *n temperature between day and night in

jj

16 month of March, when the Vines are shooting:
tie air is cold and bracing by night, and grilling by
ay«

t
And this is but one of the innumerable wise

Provisions of nature, which prevents the destruction

Je
yita*tty from undue stimulus. Vegetation, vio-

JJ
u
y, spurred onwards by heat during the day, is

freshed at night by a total cessation of all excite-

s

ent
5 were it otherwise, the powers of life would

on be exhausted, and such plants as the Vine would
evitably perish. A man cannot live if his sleep is

tha^f^ ; in like manner
> plants cannot flourish if

at kind of rest which is natural to them, and is

dJ*i
d by the combined influence of coolness and

Let it not, however, be supposed that a low tem-

perature at night is requisite during the whole period

of growth of the Vine; that the contrary is the case

when the fruit is ripening, we shall shew at an early

opportunity.

:5
pss, is withheld.

Atkinson's Affghaiiistan, p. 104.

The use of all manures is to increase the natural
fertility of the soil, or to restore that which has been
diminished by vegetation. The idea of a universal
pabulum for all plants is nearly exploded ; and all the
attempts to discover it are, by many, considered to be on
a par with the finding of the philosopher's stone or
the universal medicine. The improvements in Chem-
istry have discovered various and different substances in
every different family of plants; not only such as are
peculiar to organised matter, and are the result of the
decomposition of vegetable and animal substances,

but others likewise, which belong to the mineral king-
dom. These can be exhibited unaltered in the re-

sidue of chemical decomposition, whether in the dry
way, by means of heat,—or in'the humid way, by
means of the action of other substances, which destroy
the cohesion of the parts, or change their affinities.

Thus the earths, silica, lime, magnesia, alumina, and
several of the metals, especially iron, are found in the
ashes of plants which have been burned; and from
the regular proportions of these in plants of the same
kind, whatever be the nature of the soil in which they
are raised, we must conclude that they are in some
measure essential to their formation. However in-

volved in darkness and doubt the growth and nourish-
ment of plants is in the present state of science, there
are' certain principles which may be considered to be
fully established by experiment: of these one is, that

whatever enters the body of a plant, whether by the

roots or the pores which are distributed along its sur-

face, especially in the leaves, when they are developed,
must be so minutely divided, that its particles are in-

visible, not only to our naked eyes, but even assisted

by the high magnifying powers of the microscope

:

that is, they mustbefluid, whether in a liquid or piri-

form state. It is useless, therefore, to present to the
pores, or mouths, if we may so call them, of plants,

substances which cannot enter into them, however
well adapted they may be to serve as nourishment or
increase. Mineral substances must therefore be dis-
solved in suitable menstrua before the plants can im-
bibe them. Organic substances naturally decompose
in the state of gas, and these gases may contain va-
rious matters in solution. It is more than probable
that water and atmospheric air are the chief menstrua
in which the food of plants is dissolved ; as we well
know, that without the presence of both, plants soon
become diseased, and die. All water, except perhaps
that which has been purified by repeated distillations,
contains portions of various substances in solution, so
minute, that the art of the analyst has not yet found
means to show their presence or ascertain their pro-
portion. We need not be surprised at this when we
apply to arithmetical calculations : one grain of any
substance dissolved or diffused in one pound of water
(avoirdupois) is only ^^ part of the water;
yet, when we consider that many plants absorb and
evaporate their own weight in water in 24 hours,
and that the substance diffused or dissolved in this
water may remain behind in the plant, we can rea-
dily conceive a great deposition of substances which
are perfectly inappreciable on an analysis of the sap

;

besides, we cannot doubt but minute particles of every
substance which exists on the earth are continually
floating in the atmosphere, and there exerting influ-
ences which are quite beyond the reach of the
most skilful analyser of air. How could we otherwise
account for the formation of solid meteors, which ap-
pear to be generated in our atmosphere, unless they
are supposed to be projected from the moon, which is
a very improbable supposition ? We may therefore
philosophically lay down as a certain fact that ex-
treme division is an essential condition in all sub-
stances which are to enter the body of plants and
contribute to their formation and increase. And we
need not be astonished if we find accumulated in
plants substances of which no trace can be discovered
in the soil.

From these preliminary observations we may draw
this conclusion : that it is not sufficient merely to add
to the soil any of the substances which are found in
the plants when come to maturity, but we must so
arrange all the circumstances accompanying this ad-
dition that they may be presented to the plants in the
state in which they may be absorbed and assimilated.
No fact is more undeniable than that soils, the mecha-
nical constitution of which is favourable to the deve-
lopment of the roots, and in which they can be properly
fixed, so as to support the plant, are found to be fer-

tile in proportion to the quantity of organic matter in-

timately combined with the earth, within ; certain

limits, and with certain exceptions; and that this fer-

tility, however great, diminishes in process of time, if

plants are allowed to grow in these soils, and are car-

ried away when they come to maturity. A soil of

inexhaustiblefertility is a mere creature of the imagi-

nation; and the reduction of this fertility is always
accompanied with the diminution of the organic mat-
ter. This intimate union of organic matter and the
soil is the result of the slow deposition of various
earths suspended in water, together with certain re-
sults of the decomposition of animal and vegetable
substances. There seems to be a peculiar affinity
between extremely divided earth and the residue of
organic decomposition, which prevents their being
dissipated and lost so long as the soil remains undis-
turbed ; but the slightest tillage which exposes this

compound of earth and organic matter, commonly
called virgin earth or humus, to the influence of the
air, produces an action abundantly supplying the
plants which have begun their vegetation from the
seed with that pabulum which causes their healthy

increase. The roots increase as well as the stems and
leaves ; and while the former absorb the moisture and
gases afforded by the soil, the latter imbibe other ele-

ments from the surrounding atmosphere; and thus,

every part performing its proper functions, a healthy

and vigorous plant is produced, and its fruit brought

to maturity.

These simple facts, and the principles founded on
them , must be steadfastly kept in view, whenever we at-

tempt to explain or account for the action of various

manures ; and here chemical science greatly assists us,

by pointing out the probable effects of certain mix-
tures of substances, which either act upon each other,

or undergo spontaneous chemical changes in certain

situations. We can never do better than take Nature
for our guide, and endeavour to imitate her opera-
tions. We cannot, it is true, artificially form a soil of the
greatest and most permanent fertility : we cannot dis-

integrate rocks, and, washing out their minute par-
tides, intimately blend various kinds together, and
slowly deposit them to form a soil—although the
processof warping, practised on the banks of some
rivers, is a close and rapid imitation of the natural
depositions. We have certain earths and minerals ready
formed and mixed in thej soils we cultivate; all we
can do is to find the easiest mode of improving the
texture and composition of these soils, so as to make
them more and more fertile. It is not relevant to our
present purpose to speak of the mechanical means of
improvement—of the mixture of earths of opposite
qualities—or of the regulation of the moisture : these
must be treated of separately. We now confine our ob-
servations to the simple addition of substances, which
directly or indirectly furnish materials for the increase
and healthy vegetation of the plants cultivated. The
subject naturally divides itself into two parts: the
first relates to the substances which afford the ele-
ments by which plants increase; and the second, to

those which act as assistants or solvents of these sub-
stances ; and, as it were, prepare the food, bringing it

to the state in which the plants can readily and gra-*

dually absorb it. This is exactly what some authors
have distinguished as enriching manures and stimu*
lating manures. We shall see that some substances
may be ranked in both these divisions.

—

M.

While the planting season continues, we are desir-

ous of calling the attention of our readers to the Le-
vant, or Turkey, or Mossy-cupped Oak (Quercus
Cerris), of which so little seems to be known in this

country.

It is one of the most ornamental of the Oaks, grows
very fast in poor soil, and forms excellent timber for

in-door purposes, as is admitted by every one ; and for

naval purposes also, where the climate suits it,^ if

that opinion is correct which reftrs the Sardinian

Oak now so extensively employed in the Government
Dockyards to Q. Cerris.

Be this as it may, there is no doubt that the Turkey-

Oak is one of the most profitable to a planter ; and
that being so, it matters little whether it is to be con-

verted into line-of-battle-ships, floors, doors, or the

shopkeepers' counters. Mr. Loudon, in his Arboretum

Bntannicum, gives the measurement of a few speci-

mens, of which he had obtained information; and they,

in some instances, show that the tree will lengthen.

even more than three feet annually

!

To the cases mentioned by that author, Sir Henry
Bunbury enables us to add two others : Two Levant
Oaks, which had been planted (from the nursery) at
Great Barton, in the winter of 1822-3, have been cut
down this winter, 1842-3, when the following were
their measurements :

—

No. I.—40 feet high; girth at one foot from ft in 1

the ground . . .
3* c"

'

i
^ '

' • -.30]
8 feet . . 2 9*

No. IL—41 feet high
; girth at one foot ! ! 3 2 J

8 *** . '. ; : : . 2 I*
At the same place, there are several others standing

about 50 feet high, and carrying up stems which do
not taper so much as the two that have been felled

;

but their girth at bottom is less. The soil is clay.

We have lately inserted a notice or two concerning
a mode of dispensing with manure, which has origin-
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ated with a Mr. Bickes, of Kastel. In another

column will be found a letter upon the subject, to

which we invite attention.

I

Although Farming is not exactly our vocation, we
are always glad to open our columns to the principles

of cultivation ; for they are the same in Agriculture

as in Horticulture, only that the former applies them
on the larger scale. We, however, like our neighbours,

find a pretty considerable number of people who
laugh at principles, and tell us that there is'nothinglike

practice ; in which they are so far right that principles

would be of little use unless practice carried them into

execution. We cannot, however, too often assert, that

practice without principles is a broken reed to lean

upon, and will most undoubtedly fail those who cling

to it alone in the coming storm ; and we now extract

from our excellent contemporary, the Maidstone

Journal, a specimen of the effects of people knowing

something more than their grandfathers; which

specimen we advise all the rule of thumb folks to

examine for themselves.

At a recent meeting of the Maidstone Farmers' Club,

the President, in giving the health of one of the

Members, a Mr. Barnes, took occasion to make the

following remarks :
—" Not only was that gentleman

very eloquent and instructive at their meetings, but he

carried out in practice what he advanced as theory.

Last year, he (the President) paid him a visit just

before reaping, and the difference between his Corn
and that of his neighbours' was such as no one would
believe who had not seen it ; he saw some pieces close

to his land, where there was hardly tzvo quarters an acre

of produce, while on Mr. Barnes' there was not less

than four or Jive quarters an acre. That was a very

extraordinary difference in such a district as the

Weald of Kent, and in such a season as that of last

year, it struck him with surprise." Mr. Barnes,

in reply, ascribed his success to the outlay of capital

in under-draining and manuring, and among other

things,stated that "he had not been a grower ofTurnips

for some years, having formerly attempted it and failed.

However, after under-draining to some extent, he

attempted again this year, and succeeded beyond

anything in that neighbourhood." We trust Mr. Pusey

will ask Mr. Barnes for his evidence when he has

obtained the committee which we understand it to be

his intention to move for as soon as Parliament meets.

BOTTOM-HEAT.
The importance of Bottom-heat, not only for Pines

and Cucumbers, but for everything else in some degree,

is now generally acknowledged ; and since nature has es-

tablished it as something like a general principle all over

the globe, I see no reason why we should be sceptical as

to its utility.

If a Nurseryman is anxious to propagate a valuable

plant, he generally has recourse to bottom-heat. A gar-

dener waters his Vine or his Peach-border inside the

house with tepid water (seeing that he has no other means
of conveying a degree of warmth to the ground), in order
to get a fund of sap in motion to supply the demand made
by the buds in the earlier stages of development. In forc-

ing Asparagus or Seakale at an early period, the process
will be extremely tardy, unless we can command a bottom-
heat of about 80°.

It appears somewhat astonishing to think that the Pine-
apple should luxuriate in a bottom-heat of 90Q or 95°,
whilst a temperature of 70S or 75° is found sufficient for

the top. The discrepancy in nature does not amount to

this ; therefore it is
r
plain that, although nature is, as to

general principles, an unerring guide, yet a great latitude

has been provided for by the great Architect, both with
regard to heat and moisture. Indeed, had it not been so,

man, beast, and vegetable could not so readily have
adapted themselves to change of situation, and the valuable
Potato must have remained to grace its native hills in

Quito. m

I see that in Dr. Lindley's " Theory of Horticulture,"
the average heat of the earth during each month is given

;

but there needs, I think, a classification, founded on the
natural divisions of the seasons. I will therefore, to draw
attention to the subject, suggest that, tor all practical pur-
poses in gardening, the year might be divided somewhat
after the following manner:

1st, accumulating period, (say) May, June, July, Aug.
2nd, stationary period, (say) September and April. 3rd,

dispersing period, (say) October, November, December,
January, February, March.
Of course the above-assumed periods refer to the heat-

ing of the earth by the sun ; and by " stationary" I mean
those periods when the average temperature Of the atmo-
sphere and of the earth are nearly the same.

It will be seen at a glance that the above is a mere spe-
culation, and therefore cannot mislead ; but of course
there is a meaning in everything. Thus, the accumu-
lating period sets everything in the vegetable kingdom in
motion, and progressively increases that motion up to the
time that the meridian sun exhausts the tender leaf; at
which period there is, and had need be, the most complete
action of the root by means of bottom-heat ; this conti-
nues unt.il the fruit is perfected, and the bud filled and or-
ganised for the ensuing year.
The stationary period is the withdrawing of excitement

ia the autumn, which allows the vegetable system to in-

cline to its period of rest ; and again in the spring, to

prevent the too eager buds from hurrying into action.

The dispersing period, in which the vegetable world,

no longer needing the excitement of bottom-heat, returns

a part of its borrowed store to the atmosphere, there to

alleviate, in some degree, the rigours of the season, if the

winter is long and severe.

—

Robert Errington
9 Oulton,

near Tarporley.

TRELLISES FOR CLIMBERS.

EFFECTS OF PUTRID VEGETABLES, &c. ON
THE GROWTH OF PLANTS.

It is well known that in adding decomposing vegetable

matter to the soil, we supply to plants those substances

which enter into their composition, and which exist in

different states of combination. When such matter is to

be applied as a manure to plants whose roots are confined in

pots or any other given space, it must be made soluble in

water; and chemical analysis plainly shows that all plants

are resolvable into a certain number of simple bodies, and

that these bodies enter readily into combination with water.

Water, therefore, is apparently the source through

which this nutriment is to be conveyed to the absorbent

vessels ; and wishing to have ocular proof of the effects

of such a liquid, and that too in as economical way as

possible, 1 had an upright cask, with one end taken out,

filled with leaves of Cabbage and any other succulent

plants ; these were pressed down, and rain-water was

added until the mass rose level with the surface. In this

state putrefaction proceeded quickly, and in three or four

weeks it was complete; this, however, depends entirely

upon the state of the weather.

That I might be the more certain of its fertilizing effects,

500 scarlet Pelargoniums were subjected to an experi-

ment. These had been exposed for the greaterpart of

the year to all the variations of the weather, being pot-

bound, having literally nothing to subsist on but what

was supplied to them in a fluid state. One-half of them

were supplied with the liquid from the cask, the other half

with rain-water, and this experiment was carried on for

upwards of a month—a sufficient time to prove its use-

fulness.

At the expiration of that period, no one ignorant of

their treatment could have believed that they were all of

the same age, and had been treated alike in every other

respect ; the difference was so much in favour of those

that had been supplied with vegetable liquid ; they had

not only grown more vigorously, but their leaves were

larger and of a darker green.

However fertilizing tins liquid may be of itself, it is

made still more so by the addition of animal urine in lieu

of rain, water ; I also found that the vegetable fibre decom-

posed with greater facility when acted upon by the urine of

cattle in a fresh state, at the same time that the latter

forms a liquid, holding in solution all the ingredients that

constitute the food of plants, and fitted to supply nutri-

tion in that form in which it can be received by the most

minute spongioles. When Orange-trees, that had been

sickly for years, were supplied with this liquid, their

leaves turned from yellow to green, they bloomed freely,

and set their fruit the same year.

That this fluid may not receive more than its due, I

will subjoin the previous treatment of the above plants.

Early in spring, all the earthy matter was washed from

their roots ; they were repotted into fresh soil and plunged

in a gentle hot-bed, where they made numerous fibres.

The liquid was then copiously given ; and at no time

should this or any other artificial liquid, unless in a very

diluted state, be applied to plants where a deficiency of

fibres exists. I have supplied this liquid to numerous

stove and greenhouse plants, with very beneficial results,

more especially to those with succulent roots, and at no
time did it destroy or fail in its effects. Unless sulphuric

acid or some other fixing substance is mixed with it, this

liquid cannot be used in any confined apartment, on ac-

count of the noxious effluvia that is given off. Where a

constant supply is required, two casks or cisterns are ne-

cessary, that the contents of one may be putrefying while

the other is in use ; the portion that remains after the

liquid is drawn off, if mixed with light loam, forms an ex-

cellent compost. — Robert P. Drurnmond, Foreman,
Minto Honse

t
Roxburghshire*

ON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS.—No. VIII.
(By Professor Charj.es Sprengel. Translated from

the German.)
{Continuedfrom page 52.)

3. Bannatic Globe Thistle (Echinops bannaticus).—
This plant, a native of Hungary, has been cultivated for

some time pastas an ornament ; it is biennial, and attains

a height of 8 feet. I may state that I know, from expe-

riment, that it will be a very valuable acquisition to the

farmer, as well for fodder as for green manure. As fodder

it is important, because, if planted the year before, it will

be 3 feet high by the middle of the following May, and
furnish an astonishing mass of herbage at a period when
Red Clover is scarcely 4 or 5 inches high. I have given

it repeatedly to swine, sheep, cows, and horses, in con-

siderable quantity, and have always found that it was
eagerly eaten by them, even when they have had plenty of

Clover. If mown when 2 or 3 feet high, it grows up again

speedily, and can be cut once or twice more in the same
season. Its qualities for green manure are, that its roots

reach 3 or 4 feet in the subsoil, that it succeeds very well

on poor loamy land, does not suffer from either frost or

severe drought, is not attacked by vermin, and yields a

mass of herbage nearly incredible ; the Magdeburg
acre [will yield, if the Echinops is (5 or 7 feet high and
about to blossom, 40,0001bs. I have never grown it to

that extent ; still, from the ground I have planted, I have

been able to judge of its fertility. It yields an astonishing

quantity of seed. My experiment, as to its manuring

qualities, succeeded as well as might have been expected
;

yet I observed that it decays underground more slowly

than other plants. If it should turn out to be practically

a good fodder, which I doubt the less because it is one of

the Thistles with very soft small spines, the first cutting

might be used in that way, and the second ploughed in

green. Considering the Bannatic Globe Thistle such an
important plant, I examined its chemical composition,

and it will be seen from the following results how much
manuring matter 40,0001bs. of the green material will

furnish.

lOOOlbs. of the green plant consist of

—

800-0 lbs. of water in fluid form.

nitrogen, probably,

potash.

soda,

lime,

magnesia,
sulphuric acid,

phosphoric acid,

chlorine.^

carbon.

hydrogen, oxygen, silica, alumine,
oxide of iron, and manganese—of

the three latter substances merely
traces.

1,000 lbs. of the dry plant contain 7001bs. actually

nourishing material, amongst which are much mucilage

and albumen. #

40,000 lbs. green herbage would, therefore, bring into

the furrow-slice of one acre, 80lbs. nitrogen, 1201bs.

potash, 68ibs. soda, 6*41bs. lime, 281bs. magnesia, 41bs.

sulphuric acid, 321bs. phosphoric acid, 361bs. chlorine,

and 4,4001bs. of carbon ; consequently, the soil would

receive from that Globe Thistle more manuring substances

than from any other plant hitherto known. The small

amount of sulphuric acid is remarkable.

For the sake of experiment the seed ought to be sown
in May, and the plants to be transplanted in July or

August, perhaps best after Rye. Although this Thistle is

a plant of easy cultivation, it must be kept free from

weeds, although they are not likely to overrun it, its own
growth being so very luxuriant. That its principal suc-

cess depends on the quality of the subsoil does not re-

quire further explanation.
{To be continued.)
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AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. V.
As the busy season of seed-sowing is at hand, proceed

with the general work both in the flower and kitchen

garden, as fast as possible. Borders, containing herba-

ceous plants, that were not digged over in the autumn,

should, now that the bulbous plants are above-ground,

be attended to immediately. Instead of being dug they

should be neatly forked over, previously dressing the

ground, if poor, with rich compost or manure, and taking

care to disturb the bulbs as little as possible. Coarse-

growing plants, such as Asters, Achilleas, Phloxes, Stenac-

tises, &c, must be reduced in size. In doing this retain a

portion of the outside only, removing the other part and

the centre ; or, if necessary, take the plant up altogether,

and after adding some fresh compost to the soil, replant

the best part of the old stool. In this way, neat com-

pact plants may be obtained, and what is an advantage

in small gardens, some of the coarse-growing ones will

be checked in their growth.

Many of the more hardy of the autumn-struck plants

for grouping, such as Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, com-
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mon Verbenas, &c, may now be potted off into small
pots, and placed under the shade of the greenhouse plants
until well rooted ; so as to be ready to plant out in sand
in temporary pits towards the end of March, and set the
pots at liberty for other things. Very small pots must
oe used, my object being to get a compact ball of roots,
winch, when plunged in sand, will produce a dense mass
ot nbres, ready to push into the soil directly after the
plants are placed in their permanent quarters.

For this reason, I would advocate the' autumn as
the best season for striking cuttings, because every
day ip spring brings its work, while autumn is com-
paratively an idle time in the garden ; therefore, as
tliree dozen plants can on an average be kept under
every superficial foot of glass, let us get over these thingsm autumn, have them potted off early in spring, and
plunged out in temporary pits, so as to set the other pits
and frames at liberty for more useful purposes. Any new
or scarce plants, of which your stock may be limited, had
better be placed in heat to produce cuttings for propaga-
tion. Among the things not so extensively grown as their
merits entitle them to be, I may mention Nierembergia
intermedia, gracilis, filicaulis, and calycina, Lantana
fcellowi, the old Ruellia formosa, Bouvardia triphylla
and splendens. Both the latter plants are readily in-
creased by pieces of the roots cut into portions about one
inch long, placed over some light sandy soil, covered
about half an inch deep, and plunged in a gentle bottom-
heat. The young plants must be potted off when about
one inch high, and the strongest of them will do to bed
out the first season. The old plants should be parted
and potted in March, and placed in heat, until they have
produced shoots two inches long ; after which they must
oc hardened off previously to being planted out. B. splen-
oens strikes freely from cuttings, but the other kind is
best increased by roots.
A few seeds of Brachycome iberidifdlia, Schizanthus

ttookeri, Priestii, and humilis, Mesembryanthemum tri-
color, Rhodanthe Manglesii, Clint6nia pulchella and
Regans, Phlox Drummondi, [and Portulaca Thellussoni,may be sown on a gentle heat to bloom in pots

; and
some of the autumn-sown ones will require repotting.

Jn the kitchen-garden plant a few early Potatoes at the
foot of a south wall, or on a warm border ; but if theycan be placed on a slight hotbed, so as to start them into
growth a little, they will be as well planted three weeks
flence. Make a small sowing of Lettuce, and also get in
another crop of early Peas, and the first crop of Windsor
^eans. Lay in a stock of different kinds of soil under
cover, while it is dry, ready for potting with next month.—~rv. p. Ayres.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
/ o Kill Insects for the Cabinet.—Two or three para-

graphs, pointing out the best methods of killing insects,
nave appeared in your Paper, which, in my opinion, cannot

SJ
G een 7mten ^ Practical entomologists. I have

*»ain tens of thousands lor my cabinet, and send you mymode. For such Coleoptera, Dermaptera, Orthoptera,
«emiptera, and Homoptera, as have not bright colours,
jne readiest way is to shake them out of the bottles or
ooxes into which they have been collected, into a cup of
"oiling hot water ; and as soon as dead to lay them upon
oiottmg-paper, to absorb the moisture. For gay-coloured
Pecies of these orders, and such Hymenoptera and Dip-
era as will allow of the ordinary mode of setting byneans of a pin passed through them, the best plan is to
Plunge the bottle or box, if of tin, into the boiling water,
r io hold them to a hot fire for a few moments without
oKing out the corks or removing the lids. All the Lepi-

tl v'
exceP fc the smaI1 Tortricidae and Tineidse, and all

ie JNeuroptera, Trichoptera, the larger Hymenoptera,
a Uiptera, and indeed any insect, may be most expe-

ditiously killed, and with least danger of injury to the
I cimen or operator, by piercing, after having passed

sidP
Vl

e
throu8h the insect in the usuaI way, the under

<Hnn i
•

the th°raX °f the
.

sPecimen with a pointed quill
1 ped m a saturated solution of oxalic acid. Death is in

jCe

°st cases instantaneous. The solution is most readily

Win,
m * sma11 Phial »

such as Perf«mers use for oils, &c,
Wi) f

I"ece ° f a quiU fixed in the cork
* A sing,e drop

destroy any insect ; and a quarter of an ounce of acid

eVa
serve a lifetime, by merely adding a little water as it

be
P
„°£

at
-

es
* °f course the quantity °f water should never

^.^unicient to dissolve the whole of the acid. To kill

boxp
te ^epidoptera, which are collected into separate pill,

"-hot'
Ul
?
best way is to elevate the Iid of each. box a little

P'le tl

8

£
<ar as to allow tbe iDclosed moth to escape—to

8ft>all I

6

n
es tlms Partially opened under a large tumbler or

SUcj

e
.

J1~gIass, and to burn a brimstone match underneath.
°n p ;

m ' nute Hymenoptera and Diptera as are mounted
iutQ v

Ces
.

°f card-board for the cabinet should be thrown
C

] eo
°.
,IlnS water, as directed for the majority of the

tl, e w
P tera, &c. ; and by moving each specimen about in

leg
s c

a e
\
w ' ln tne point of a setting needle, the wings and

of Wf
.

a
? be placed in the proper positions, and then a slip

dravvn
'
ng

'l,aPer plunged underneath each specimen, and
di s t u

, ?
ut at an angle, will bring the insect with it without

laid
asid'

8 US P°sition - These slips of paper should be
be f0u

C

t
*° r a few days to dry, when the specimens will

Card-b i

,Q most beautiful order for mounting on the
c°lleC tin

1 may lnention
»
for the benent of the Tyro in

Paper i„
& ' lnt

'ie ought always to put a few pieces " "

are
poll

each bottle or box into which a number of i

of soft

n sects* Coll a
U1 UUA uiiu which a numuci oi insects

f' 0ft> tlJp

eC
'
not on'y ,0 absorb the moisture arising

t0
PrevpITf'

Wh,ch fre(
luently spoils the villose species, but

*ther<
nt
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has industriously converted his collection of insects into
one of mere legs and wings. I would caution him too
against using spirits of wine and corrosive sublimate to
kill mites, &C.; the loss or change of every bright colour
will be the result. The safe plan is to bake the infected
insect for a few minutes in a slow oven or in a tin-box.—A\
The King of Prussia's Palm-house.—The Palm-house

on the Peacock s Island, near Potzdam, which was finished
and opened to view in the year 1831, deserves the notice
ol all connoisseurs, as it is unquestionably one of the most
beautiful erections of its kind, and contains much that is
remarkable and interesting to botanists and the lovers of
PiT£ e V-
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by 40 feet in height,

and 35 feet m depth. Properly speaking, however, the
depth is 54 feet, ^s at each end of the back front it in-
cludes apartments for the gardeners, and the middle
forms an alcove, in which the marble fragments of an
Indian pagoda have been erected with the requisite
restorations. This large space has not been narrowed by
cross beams nor supports ; and one cannot but admire
the boldness with which the design has been carried into
execution. It is lighted on all sides, and is ornamented
tasterully with various Indian devices. The Palms which
are placed in it were purchased by the King from M. Ful-
cheron, of Passy, near Paris. They consist of forty-one
ditterent species

; the number of them, however, amounts
to eighty, as of several of the species there are various
specimens, and some have been obtained from other
places. Particularly distinguished is a specimen of Cha-
mserops humilis, which was formerly in the botanic gar-
den at Bonn, and, was brought from thence in 1831.
Ibis tree ,s 300 years old, has a trunk | foot in diameter,
and 10 feet in height to the crown, which is 9 feet in
diameter. The height of the whole is 16 feet. It blowsm the winter months, and bears male flowers, with which
the female flowers of the smaller plants were fertilised
in February of the year 1834, so that they have already
a show of male fruit. Latania borbonica is remarkable
tor its fine growth and the richness of its leaves, forty of
which form the crown, which is upwards of 24 feet in
diameter. Zamia tridentata and revoluta have trunks of
1 foot in diameter. A specimen of the Sago Palm, Cycas
revoluta, has a trunk 3 feet in height. Several of the
plants have flowered. Chamrerops humilis, with male and
female flowers on different plants :—a small specimen
exhibited in Feb. 1832 a female spathe of flowers, of
which several ripened into fruit; but after germination
they decayed. This year the same plant has borne onlymale flowers.

—

H. J

Cyd6niajap6nica.—In your answer to " A. A " p 857you express a doubt whether Cyddniajapduica will bloom
we on a wall with a north aspect. I have on a north
wall two plants which bloom as profusely as any that I
have seen in other situations. The buds are now appear-
ing in thousands, and some of the earlier are expanded
which I attribute to the late unusual fine weather.—
Quercus.

Exhibition of Roses in Pots.—It is acknowledged upon
all hands that this is unknown ground, and that exhibi-
tors will have to contend with considerable difficulty
Now, I hope that the prizes offered will not be withheldupon the ground that the best collections at the ensuinjr
shows are not what we may reasonably hope they will be
at another time. I have no doubt that in future years, it
will become as much a matter of course to exhibit in this
class as in any other ; but there is certainly more credit
due to him who shall in the infancy of the thing put upon
the table a respectable collection, than to those who, pro-
fiting by experience, shall attain to considerable perfec-
tion. To private growers the attempt will be attended
with considerable expense, and as I have said above I
hope the reward will not be withheld from the best exhi-
bitor, though he be but moderately successful. Let him
wear the garland that wins it.—Rosebud. [We have no
doubt that the Horticultural Society agrees with Rosebud
in these views.]

[ I

Egyptian Silk.—There is a plant very common on the
banks of the Nile, both in Upper Egypt and Nubia and
at Dongola. The silk, of which I send a specimen, is manu-
factured into cords and other substances of domestic
use. It usually grows 4 or 5 ft. high, has largish leaves
which generally have the appearance of being sprinkled
with white powder, and bears star-shaped purple flowers
with white eyes, about the size of Auriculas. The pod'
when green, has the appearance of a large green Peach'
but is quite empty with the exception of a small core"
containing the seeds (enveloped in the silk), which is
attached to the skin by small fibres. It is called bv the
Arabs " Oshour." I have succeeded in raising some small
plants of it ;

only one of which, however, seems likely to
thrive.—C. J. IV. [This is the Asclepias (now called
Calotropis) gigantea, which Forskahl tells us is called
by the Arabs Oscbar. It is too tender to live out of a
greenhouse in this country. The silky substance sur-
rounding the seeds is of beautiful texture.]

Cabul.—Your correspondent ' R.' }ias kin(]lv .

n ug
the desired information respecting the Holly-oak and
other plants alluded to by Lieut. Eyre in the deeplv-
interesting account of his captivity in Affghanistan 'R 's

sources of information are doubtless authentic and
perhaps he would oblige us still further by explaining to
what geological peculiarities the barren Hindoo Koosh
owes its sterility, while the Himalayan range, of which the
Suffeed Koh appears as the S.W. extremity, is covered
with fine forests. It would be highly interesting to know
if ' Ivy ' has been remarked as growing at Cabul. Several
ancient writers describe the Macedonians, under Alexan-
der, to have been thrown into an extasy of delight at the
discovery of Ivy at Nysa (which is generally believed to

a Ucmdela or Crabro be the Cabul country), where alone it was to be found in
;
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41 of the Chronicle an inquirvby" J. E.M." respecting a plant indigenous to Greece',from the root of which it i- intended to extract sugar
and winch he thinks is a species of Narthecium, I beg to
recal your attention to the subject as related at p 351 of
last year's volume, where it is stated to be an Asphodel
and in an editorial note presumed to be the Astinodeliw
fistulosus.— W. W. E. [We had forgotten all about it 1Our Prejudices.—How many they are, and how idle !

I was never more convinced of this than by a visit to Mr"
Beck's. I had always believed that a pot must be porous*
in order that a plant might thrive in it; indeed, I selected
my pottery, though at a great and expensive distance, on
account ofthe pots possessing that quality. Judge, then, my
surprise and conviction, when I'saw a greenhouse, 26 ft. by
10, filled with Epacrises, Heaths, Pelargoniums, Calceola-
rias, and Cinerarias all in perfect health and luxuriance,
growing in pots of slate—a material perfectly impervious
to moisture ! If any one is possessed with the same pre-
judice as myself, let him go and see for himself; and if he
be an observer, he may learn more than this : he will find
that stoves and forcing-pits can be erected without the aid
of engineers

; and that there is such a thing as having
a potting-shed an ornament, 'instead of a disgrace, to the
garden in which it is placed.— Convert.
From the Herbage Book of Richard More, Rector of

Rede7ihall, in the County of Norfolk.—

{

Factum est
istud a Domino, et est mirabile.) One Barleycorn set inmy garden about the beginning of Sept., 1G00, brought
forth 101 ears, whereof 6 grew upon one stem or stalk,
and all the rest upon their single and several stalks, and
the whole increase of Corn which that produced was as
followeth :-Imprimis : Gathered hereof, August 20th,
2 ears,wh.ch had in them 31 full corns, 13 withered corns,
besides 6, which were lost by birds-in all 54. Item,*Hu August, / ears, which had in them 208 full corns, be-
sides 12 withered, and 4 perished either by birds or shell-
ing before they were gathered. This one Barleycorn
brought forth 96 stalks, whereof one stalk had 6 ears,
and all others only single ears, so that in aH there were
101 ears, whereof the principal ears had 34 corns a-piece
the second 32, the third 30, and the mean and ordinary
sort 28. So that if one indifferently cast them one with
another to have but 26 corns a-piece, it will be found,
that ot this one corn there came 2,626— at 24 a-piece

Rhubarb.—-Your correspondents at pp. 25 and 37 have
recorded their opinions of the Tobolsk and Admirable
Kiiubai o. • I send for your inspection; a specimen of the
V ictona, six three-year old roots of which were placed in
a pit in December; and the accompanying stalks are from
these roots, after being hard pulled for three weeks. I do
not consider its size worthy of notice, but the quality
and colour are equal to, and the roots are as productive
as any other variety with which I am acquainted. The
mode of forcing which I adopt might be pursued in many
situations where pits and frames are not thought of. I
convey through the pits and frames the waste condensing
water from a steam-engine, by means of which, without
further assistance, I can raise Cucumbers, Melons, or
force flowers, roots, &c. I am at present about to apply
this heat under the surface of the ground to Strawberries
and other plants without covering; and if successful, I
intend to heat a large surface of open ground—the heat
to be applied in the usual season of growth W. R.
Morris, Deplford. [The stalks of the Victoria Rhubarb
forwarded to us by Mr. Morris, with the above commu-
nication, fully support .the character ascribed to it. The
average length of the "stalks is 14 inches, and their cir-

cumference 3£ ins. ; that of the largest being 4} ins. In
colour and delicacy of appearance they equal anything of
the kind which has hitherto come under our notice.]

Bees.—In answering a " Despairing Beekeeper" at p.
6, " C. S." mentions, among other things, that " the high
temperature of the hive complained of might have been
prevented, by giving air to the side boxes, and by remov-
ing and cleaning the tubes daily." This is partly true ;

but when so much has been admitted on the instinct of
Bees, I may be allowed to ask—if they found the cooling
tube agreeable, how came they to seal it up ? I should
like to know also, if the j*udges who awarded a prize to
" C. S." for 9 1 lbs. of honey, taken from one hive, saw that
great produce weighed,—how long the Bees had been in
the hive,—whether only one swarm was put into it, and
in what state he expects they will be in during the month
of March }—J.D. Many hives have been invented for
rearing that most interesting and useful insect, the Bee most
of which are faulty in the essential point of thoroueh venti
Iation without which our little honey-makers cannot pros-
per. To obtain a proper'circulation of air, there is no hive
so good as that made of Straw

; the temperature being much
more equal than in the wooden hives/ and for this reason-m the former, the atmosphere penetrates at innumerable
orifices and in small quantities, without draft; whereas
inthe lattei, it can only be admitted at certain places,
causing currents iDJuri0U8 to the Bees. In the winter'.
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SUU tLe fancy of the amateur, without
destroying the advantages of free ventilation, whic'. is of
such vital importance to the industrious insects. The as-
pect ot the liee-shed (and it is advisable to have the hives
protected both from severe weather and great 1 eat) should
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be either North, North-east, or North-west. The warm

spring sun shining on the hives often induces the Bees to

roam prematurely abroad in search of flowers, which are

not to be found at that period of the year in sufficient

numbers to provide them with sustenance, lne conse-

quence is, that the Bees are exhausted by their long flight

in pursuit of food during the heat of the day, and are un-

able to reach home before the frost sets in. Bees should

never be destroyed by that cruel practice of smo her.ng

them with brimstone matches ; the dried "Field puff, as

it is commonly called, answering the purpose of rendering

the B f es harmless without killing them. A light canvas

dress might be made to tie round the neck and ancles,

wilh a head-piece of the same material, with glass eyes

;

thus incased, a Bee-master might rob his hives after dark

without fear of suffering for his rashness —W'.^.
Rare Blackbird'.—A rare specimen of this bird which

was shot by Mr. Worthington, of Warton, near Lytham,

may be seen in the shop of Mr. Sharpies, of ?™sto"- "

is of a clear white colour, intermixed with spots ot DiacK,

and I do not remember for a length of time having seen

a bird of this species of so large a size.—V< aciie.

Worm Casts on Lawns.-Observes at p. 37, the sug-

gestion by Mr. Dawson for destroying Worms it seemed

fo feasible, that I gave it a trial, and the result has been

eminently successful. I applied a very weak solution of

Corrosive Sublimate on a few square feet of my Lawn

and immediately afterwards the Worms began to rise to

the surface in great numbers while others endeavoured to

escape laterally towards the adjoining gravel walks. ineir

efforts continued for a quarter of an hour ;
and much lon-

ger, though in diminished numbers ; the difficulty was to

pick them up fast enough, so copious was the supply. It

is evident that Worms cannot endure this penetrating

poison, and that it may be made the means of effecting a

wonderful improvement in the appearance of turf. Mr.

Dawson's cautions about its use ought, however, to be care-

fully attended to. I had previously tried Quick Lime-water,

which certainly drew the Worms up, but as compared with

the Sublimate, only in the proportion of one to 20, or

even \ess.-A.I. T. 1 beg to inform " F. H. S. 'p. 54,

that I paid Mr. McDougal for instructing me how to des-

troy Worms on my Grass with Lime Water. I have tried

it three successive years, and have destroyed thousands ;

but they are still as abundant as ever. About a month

ago, I applied it in the usual way ; and since this mild,

damp weather, the Worm Casts have been as numerous

as before. A neighbouring Gardener assures me that

Salt is much more efficacious : but great care must be

taken not to sow it too thickly, or it will destroy the

Grass. It should be strewn about as thickly as if you

were sowing seed.—Rusticus. [We do not recommend

silt T

Wells —In 1828, a well was sunk to the depth of 40 ft.,

and a pump, for the use of the lodge that I now occupy,

was placed over it. The workmen, in sinking to the

above depth were greatly annoyed by the soil from the

sides, which was of a gravelly nature, pouring in upon

them ; and one wiseacre proposed that the well should be

lined with hay. This was accordingly done to the extent

of a load of that article ; and the consequence is, that

although the pump has been in constant use for 14 years,

the water is as bad as 7 years back. The pump brings up

particles of hay in a decomposed state ; the water, indeed,

is quite thick, and the stench from it is intolerable. As

I know your Paper circulates amongst persons who are

skilled in hydraulics, chemistry, and geology, may I solicit

some information as to the most economical means I can

adopt for purifying the water and making it fit for use.-—

Water. [We know of no remedy for this act of folly,

except re-making the well ; unless the decayed hay can

be removed by some means.]

Sweeps.—These young gentlemen, as you remark, are

not gardeners ;
nevertheless, as the subject has been intro-

duced and as you maybe desirous of giving your correspond-

ent an answer, I submit to you the following remarks.

There may be more readers of the Chronicle who deem

such petty interference on the part of the Legislature mis-

taken philanthropy, and that a family burnt out or buried

in the ruins of a house, are of as much consideration as

a casual accident to one of these young gentlemen to

which every calling is subject. I have known two or three

instances this winter of chimneys that have cowls on them

taking fire ; and in my own case I have been obliged
^
to

send the sweep to the top of the chimney to cleanse the

cowl from soot-an undertaking he considers far ^dan-
gerous than any he was subject to, when sweeping chimne

s

before the new law was made ;
and in proof of *>™<*

than return the way he goes up, he invariably <»» e8

p
*0WB

one of the chimneys. He argues, that the Act of Parlia-

ment certainly does not permit any person under the age

of 21 to go up a chimney, but that there is nothing to

pre- cut any one from coming down. Your correspondent

need not, therefore, trouble herself whether they sweep the

chimney head foremost or feet foremost, as I presume her

object maybe attained in the way pointed out, without any

infringement of the \&w.—Sambo-Jambo. ,

Cure for a Scald.-kt p. 70 ofvol.ii. green turf is

recommended as a cure for scalds. I have seen Broccoli

leaves applied successfully to the same purpose. A hey

soon relieved the pain, and JI have no doubt that other

kinds of green leaves would produce a similar effect on

scalds, if those of Broccoli could not at any time be ob-

tained.—Facile.

this discovery already reached England, without having

been realised in any way in our country. In the course

of the latter end of the year 1841, Mr. Bickes did send

some papers to be read at the meetings of our Horticultu-

ral society. They consisted of communications, and ot

the mentioned certificates relating to the said discovery.

Mr Bickes proposed to make known his secret to the

world, and in the first place to Germany, if a very small

sum were paid to him from every cultivator throughout

the whole Confederation without exception. This plan ap-

peared to bring up 1,000,000 florins. Nevertheless,

such a sum was not estimated too high when compared

with the profits in view for all generations ;
but the great-

est part of the Assembly were surprised at the old age ot

certificates dated from the Emperor s own garden at

Vienna, and some other places in our nearest neighbour-

hood, without having at any time before heard of these or

similar wonderful results. The Assembly, therefore, con-

sidering further, that every man in possession of the said

secret might have very easily thousands of acres of the

poorest land at five florins and upwards per acre
;
con-

sidering also, that it would seem more profitable for this

man to buy poor land on purpose to convert it afterwards

for his own account into a state of the promised fertility,

equal to property valued at 300 to 500 florins per acre

Considering all these circumstances, the Assembly took

the resolution not to support the speculation before Mr.

Bickes had made some fair trials. A commission of some

experienced Floricultural, Horticultural, and Agricultural

persons was therefore elected, and Mr. Bickes invited to

prepare a variety of seeds and plants. The whole party

met for the first time in November, 1841, when Mr.

Bickes himself sowed a large but very poor sandy field

with Wheat, prepared in his powerful l.quor or mixture,

and the adjoining field of quite the same condition, with

Wheat not prepared. The plants all came up well as the

weather continued beautiful ; last spring and later, accord-

ing to the nature of things, a great variety of seeds, Cauli-

flower-plants, Cabbages, Maize, flower-seeds amount-

ing to more than 30 species, were tried under the eyes ot

the Commission and prepared by Mr. Bickes ;
but neither

in the course of growth, nor till the last period, one sin-

gle fact was to be observed in praise of the system. The

report of the Commission was read in two parts, indicating

at length the judicial proceedings relative to all the Hor-

ticultural and Agricultural trials. Vv hy should now the

results be or have been more favourable in other places ?

Surely because fertility was excited by some d.fferent

means. I have seen quite enough of the 'Discovery of

the art of cultivating the ground without the aid of ma-

nure," that for my part I will not give sixpence for the

secret neither am 1 disposed to waste time in writing

more 'on the subject.-J. Ring, jun., Nurseryman, Di-

rector of the Frankfort Horticultural Society.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH,

r „ r>r T) Maclaean in the chair. J. Irving;, Esq., was

S»«t,w on the structure and habits of these microscopic
observations o„ the stru
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l?râ ld rcad a description of two new species

^BrS Mosses, by Dr. Ta?lor. The next paper contained a
of British Mosses, uy ,
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BridM Yorkshire," by C. C. Babington, Esq. The author stated
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE,
Frankfort, Jan. 27, 1843—Having read at pp.8

and 35 of the Gardeners' Chronicle your notice of Mr.

Bickes' " Discovery of the art of cultivating the ground

without the aid of manure," I wonder that the fame of

icurbitaceas m great aounaanut*—b««**«> '"".-chant's villa

some petals, their roots beingjomet mes ^miy
we haye

crevices of the granite.-Here were'Pla^s
fCerent character

[SSOSS: fhla-sS.TtrSn?however, that many

of the rare flowers were not indigenous; but it was not easy to

distinguish those that had been introduced, as the whole country

at this elevation had the appearance of an ornamented garden.

There was a scene of life and motion amongst the herbage, of

which our Scottish forests afford no idea 5
the leaves of some

shrubs being covered with brilliant beetles; the abundant

foliage giving plentiful nourishment to the swarms of insect

tribes. Larks in great numbers were carolling merrily, and kes-

trels hovering on the mountain side. We dismounted, to examine

the pictures and architecture of the Mount Church, dedicated to

Santa Maria, and from our now elevated position enjoyed a truly

magnificent view, the platform and gateway being mantled with

luxuriant shoots of Lonicera and Clematis. Below us lay the

town and bay of Funchal, eastward the singular promontory

which we had rounded on entering the bay, and which is known

to visitors by the name of Brazen Nose ; and to the west, beyond

the tract of vineyards, is an extensive race-course, with a range

of steep craggy rocks jutting out into the sea In pursuing the

ascent we rode along a sharp ridge leading to the Caldeira, ox-

highest peak of the island, on which is a well-supplied ice-house.

This is the range of the Pines and Spanish Chesnuts, and the

timber here was not contemptible. Closely adjoining^at a

greater elevation, were many species, chiefly of the Labiatie and

Caryophylleas. We were now on either side the yawning depths

of ravines, where, after a few hours' rain, the most formidable

torrents rush down the adjacent valley to the ocean. There

were some remarkably fine specimens of Gymnogramma Ldwei.

amongst the wet rocks of a narrow cleft, through which we

passed in crossing a watercourse; of these specimens some were

singular varieties." ^^^^___—>_______
MISCELLANEOUS.

Treatment of the Vine in the Ionian Islands.—The

mode of cultivating the common Vine is much the same

in all the islands, and appears to be well understood.

The Vines are pruned in February and March J
about the

,

same time, or a little later, the ground around them is dug

with a hoe, and raised in heaps, which are levelled in May.

In June the extremities of the young shoots are broken

off, and the vintage commonly begins in September
;
m

Corfu the 19th of September is fixed by custom for its

commencement. The vineyards are not commonly ma-

nured, nor are the Vines supported by stakes. The latter

the proprietors cannot afford to use, the low value of the

produce does not warrant the expense. The Vines are kept

low, and are generally treated very much in the same man-

ner as in France. In proportion to the poverty and poor-

ness of the soil, the greater is the rigour with which the

pruning-knife is used. In some rocky situations as in

the district of Erisso, in Cephalonia, where the Vine 18

planted in the crevices of the rocks, and the rock, it is said,

is even hollowed out to receive it, only one or two of last

year's branches are preserved, and of these the greater part

is removed,—only two or three eyes or buds being allowed

to remain. This severity is exercised on principle, and

from long experience of its beneficial effects. An intelli-

gent Zantiote with whom I conversed on the subject re-

marked, that it is the property of the Vine to extend its

branches much more rapidly than its roots ;
and m con-

sequence, unless severe pruning is used, the branches

will exceed in proportion the roots and the plant wi be

weakly and unproductive ; and he added, that as the fru.t-

bearine branches are strictly annuals, and derived from

buds of the last year, older wood is merely an encum-

brance. He had been in England, and he expressed sur-

prise at the manner in which the Vine is commonly treated

there, by being allowed to be overloaded with old wood ;
he

mentioned too the surprise and astonishment which he

excited, by pruning his landlady's Vine, in the neighbour-

hood of London, according to the Zantiote s rigorous

method The poor Vine, curtailed of its branches, was

considered ruined. In the autumn ,
however, ample com-

pensation was given in a vintage of unexampled abundance

Lthe barren Vine was made fruitful. The cuttings of

the Vine, and the early shoots which are broken off, are

carefully collected. The latter are given to the cattle ;

and even the dry branches are similarly used. I have often

seen a bundle of dry Vine-twigs thrown before a horse for

a baiting, which the poor animal, not being able to get any-

thing better, contrived to masticate. The Currant Vine

js far less generally cultivated than the common Vine ;
it is

chiefly confined to Zante, Cephalonia, and Ithaca. lhe

attempts to extend its cultivation to the other islands have

been partial, on a very limited scale, and attended with

doubtful success. This, I believe, is not owing, as has

been asserted, to any unfitness of soil in the other islands,

for their soil is very analogous, but rather to some differ-

ence of climate, especially about the time of ripening,

gathering, and drying the fruit; consisting in greater lia-

bility to rain, a heavy fall of which is ruinous to the crop,

and which, in the Currant islands, during the period of the

gathering, is considered as a great calamity. In confirm-

ation, I may remark, that equally in Zante Cepha Ionia,

and Ithaca, the Currant Vine is planted m different soils

and in different situations,-in grey marl and in red clay,

in the plains and amongst the mountains, where nothing is

common except the long, dry, season. A certain so, and

situation, however, is considered ™« ™*™**ot **%
tivation; especially the calcareous marls, which are

:

easi y

worked, have great depth, are easily P«c*rate* ^ *e

roots, and are retentive of the moisture,; and low situation*

where water can be easily introduced and irrigation effected.

The marl of the plain of Zante contains a little sulphate

of lime, and I have detected sulphate of lime in the Cur

rantTof that district. It is a question^whether-this corn

pound in a minute proportion may not be beneficial, an

whether the excellence of the soil may not in part depend

on its presence. The produce being valuable, and the

profit to the cultivator often great, much attention

has been paid to the Currant plantations. I shall bueflf

mention the manner in which they are managed mZa»

where, perhaps, the Currant Vine has been brought
_

to 1

greatest perfection. As abundance of water and irnga

Son are essential to the fertility of the Currant Vine, »e»

sures are taken to secure this ; and accordingly, the pia

Tons are surrounded by mounds of earth and ditches (">

ground thrown up in making the.latter forms the mounds J,
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provided with sluices, by which the admission or exclusion,
and quantity of water can be regulated. Before the heavy
rains in Oct. and Nov. the ditches and mounds are put in
order. Both the broad hoe and the spade are used, for
this purpose, and almost for this alone is the spade em-
ployed. The mound is often planted with the Aloe, which,
growing luxuriantly in rows and attaining to a large size,
has a very stately and striking appearance, and is useful
as well as ornamental. It makes, by means of its large,
strong, prickly leaves, an admirable fence. The Vines are
planted in rows, with perfect regularity, 3 or 4 feet asun-
der. A new plantation is formed either by laying shoots
or by grafting the Currant Vine on the common Vine.
The best shoots for propagation are obtained by cutting
the parent trunk very low beneath the ground ; after this
operation, the shoots spring up very vigorously. They
are cut off in December, covered with light mould, and
planted in spring

; 6 or 7 years elapse before they come
into bearing. The process of grafting has, of late years,
been much in use, since the value of the fruit of the one
has exceeded that of the fermented juice of the other,
and especially in Cephalonia. It has, moreover, this

• advantage, that the grafted Vine becomes productive in a
njuch shorter time ; in 3 or 4 years it is in full bearing.
The operation of grafting is thus conducted :—a pit is dug,
exposing the trunk of the common Vine 1 or !•£ foot below
the surface

; the Vine is amputated as low as this, and two
or three perpendicular incisions are made in the stalk with
a chisel near the bark, into which the last year's shoots of
the Currant Vine are inserted, of such a length as to have
two or three eyes or buds above the surface. Then some
moist marl is applied to the engrafted part, wrapped in
leaves, and bound with rushes, and the earth is thrown
into the pit. The season for grafting is, of course, in
spring, when the sap is ascending. The pruning of the
Currant Vine is an operation said to require much judg-
ment, not as regards time, for that is fixed by custom, but
in relation to the quantity of wood to be removed,—the
quality and even position of the branches to be left. It
is not completed at once, but at intervals. In December
the Vines are cleaned ; the dead, weakly, and unpromising
branches are removed ; only a certain number of the more
vigorous shoots of the preceding spring are left,—selected
<m account of their position, and the indications afforded
in their buds of their fruit-bearing powers. Towards the
end of February, the knife is again applied, and the re-
gaining branches are curtailed, so as to insure active vege-
tation. Each eye is considered equivalent to a fruit-bear-
ing branch

; and no more are left than it is supposed can
be amply nourished, 3 or 4 being the usual number. The
J-urrant grounds, where there is a command of water, are
flooded from the latter end of October or beginning of
November, till the latter end of December, when the
sluices are opened and the excess of water is allowed to
run off. The after-irrigation is merely to keep the ground
moist. About the same time that the Vines receive their
last pruning, the earth is moved about their roots, being
scooped out round the stems, and piled in small heaps at
a little distance, thus favouring the watering of the plants
and the warming of the roots, as well as the exposure of
the soil to the influence of the air. In April, the ground
is moved a second time, and that deeply ; then the surface
*s levelled. Occasionally manure is used ; it is, however,
*ar from a general practice. It is said to increase the
quantity of fruit, but to injure its quality. The new soil
fought down from the hills by rain, is considered the
natural and most appropriate manure. The Currant Vine
is allowed to grow without check ; the ends of its shoots
are not broken, like those of the common Vine; and the
luxuriance of its annual shoots, in favourable circumstances,
*s extraordinary. They are always supported by stakes'
^reat.care is paid, at allseasons, to the Currant plantations,
especially in spring, when vegetation is commencing, and*™e opening buds and young shoots are so tender as to be
*ery susceptible of injury. If the bud is broken, the em-bryo bunch is destroyed. The Currant Vine is one of the
j^rliest kinds. Its fruit is often sufficiently ripe for theab 'e in the last week in July : it is then of a purplish
Jje, not too luscious, as when thoroughly ripe, but agree-

*Jiy sweet and sub-acid. The period of the vintage in thePwn of Zante is commonly in the middle of August

;

nd this is a very interesting and important period to the
autiote.

—

Davy's Notes and Observations on the Ionian•*stands.

Ow Wood.—«He would if he could."—Old Proverb.
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own species. This I deny ! It is said in favour
of wood, that it enables one to go quietly on one's
way, but I had rather make a noise in the world, and
if one pays a good price for a carriage, one ought at

least to have the luxury of hearing the wheels rattle. It

may be said in favour of the antiquity of wooden pave-
ments, that there is an old expression about " hallooing
before we are out of the wood." Perhaps there is an Act
of Parliament prohibiting the itinerant vendors of certain
commodities to cry their wares at halloo until they are out
of the wood. I say, there is, perhaps, such an Act of
Parliament, but I am bound to admit that perhaps there
isn't. In conclusion, let me say, that I am not a bigoted
enemy of wood paving, and I am still ready to consider the
matter, or, in othir words, to give my head to it.

—

Punch.
j ! Antiquities of Gardening ; Green Peas.—The taste for
Green Peas appears to have been carried to great excess in
the time of Louis XIV. Bonnefonds mentions them in his
"Jardinier Fran9ais," 1651, and describes them as the
Dutch Pea, or Pea without shell ;* and adds, " Until very
lately they were exceedingly rare." Roquefort says
they were first introduced by M. de Buhl, the French
Ambassador in Holland, about 1600. The author of a
Life of Colbert, 1G95, says, "It is frightful to see persons
sensual enough to purchase Green Peas at the price of 50
crowns per litron" (little more than an English pint). This
kind of pompous expenditure prevailed much at the French
Court, as will be seen by a letter of Madame de Mainte-
non, dated 10th May, 1696. « The subject of Peas, con-
tinues to absorb all others," says she ; " the anxiety to eat
them, the pleasure of having eaten them, and the desire
to eat them again, are the three great matters which have
been discussed by our Princes for four days past. Some
ladies, even after having supped at the Royal table, and
well supped too, returning to their own homes, at the
risk of suffering from indigestion, will again eat Peas
before going to bed. It is both a fashion and a madness."
It is curious to remark that, notwithstanding the fashion
and consequent high price of the article, to produce them
in the beginning of May was the earliest period that the
art of Horticulture was at that time capable of.
Mr. Weekes's Annual Dinner

:

—The fourth anniversary
dinner given by Mr. J. Weeks to the various members of
the Horticultural profession was held on Thursday evening
last, at his manufactory, in Gloucester-place, King's-road,
Chelsea. The room was handsomely fitted up for the
occasion, and was crowded with guests, principally gar-
deners, who collected to the number of a hundred to do
honour to their host's hospitality.

Source of Fat in Animals.—The observation by Liebig,
that the fibrin of plants and animals is identical in its
composition, led to the inevitable conclusion, that the
animal organisation merely modifies the state of the sub-
stances presented to it by the vegetable kingdom, and
does not form any solids, as plants do, from their gaseous
constituents

; or, in other words, the fibrin or curd of
milk exists ready formed in the vegetables which serve as
the food of the cow, while the main constituents of the
blood, in like manner, are derived directly from the vege-
table matters which constitute the food primarily of all
animals. No exception could be urged to this affirmation
in reference to the formation of blood and muscle. The
anomaly which presented itself was in the instance of fat,
which, as far as experiment had carried us, did not appear
to exist in sufficient abundance in vegetable food, to au-
thorise us to ascribe its origin to such a source. Liebig
quotes the instance of a lean goose, weighing 4 lbs. which
in 36 days, gains 5 lbs. weight by consuming 24 lbs. of
Maize, and yields 3^ lbs. of pure fat. The latter could
not be derived from the Maize, said Liebig, because
Maize, according to such experiments as had been made
upon it before Liebig wrote, did not contain the thou-
sandth part of its weight of fat. The ingenious views of
Liebig have led Dumas and Payen to make a series of ex-
periments, for the purpose of determining the quantity of
fatty or oily matter in Maize. They have found 9 per
cent, of yellow oil to exist in this vegetable

; hence they
conclude, when a lean goose eats 24 lbs. of Maize, it takes
up 2£ lbs. of fatty matter, which, with the fat previously
existing in the animal, is sufficient to account for the
source of the 3^ lbs. of fat. Dumas adds the remark-
able intelligence, that Hay, such as it is met with in
the trusses eaten by animals, contains 2 per cent, of
fatty or oily matter.—Proceedings of the Philosophical
Society of Glasgow.

Truffles.—The Paris states that at the last market held
at Angoulfime, 2000 lbs. of Truffles were sold at 3f. 25c
per pound. " A farmer at Dordogne," says that journal'
"has found means of cultivating Truffles like any other
vegetable. It has been ascertained that they grow near
or under the shade of a peculiar species of Oak. This
person planted some years ago a considerable number of
those Oaks, and we have been assured that he sold last
year 100,000f. worth of Truffles. He expects this year
to realise by their sale double that amount."

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Dr. NeilVs Garden, Canon Mills, near Edinburgh —This is

situated on the north side of the town, and although a small spot,
is nevertheless very

t

^^]^on account of the number of
new and beautiful plants which have been raised in it and dis
seminated throughout the country. in one of the stoves we
observed a noble specimen of the Coffee-plant in high health, and
covered with berries. In the same house there are good speci-
mens of the Mahogany-tree, the Pimento, Nepenthes distillatona,
and various other objects of interest. Dr. Neill has been much
annoyed with the new railway from Edinburgh to Leith, which
threatened at one time to destroy his garden ; but we were glad
to see that it is still uninjured, although the Loch by the side of
it has been completely drained. Every lover of science and hor-
ticulture in the country would have felt nearly as much as Dr.

Pais sans Parchemin, is a variety cultivated at the present
day, the pods of which, being destitute of tough lining, are used
like those of Kidney Beans,

Neill himself had anything happened tuvhiv,

—

1
^

—

stand that the™«^*llo^S^^^v™^lhim to sit for a bust, to be executed bj Mr Steele in nSwhich is to be placed in their new hall at the garden .-R I\ '

3Rcbi*fos.
Popular Flowers

: The Geranium ; its Propagation
CultivaUon and General Treatment in all Tea ons

'

B Tyas and Co.

This is the first of a series of Treatises, each to be de-
voted to some popular flower. In the introducto re_
marks the Author states, that « It is matter of surprise
that so few of those who possess them (Pelargoniums) are
so little acquainted with their proper treatment simple
though it be ; and the pleasure they feel in beholding
their beauty is marred by seeing them prematurely decay,
droop, and die. For such these few pages are compiled.''
We wish we could say they were likely to answer that pur-
pose

; but the work bears evidence of not being written bv
a. practical person, and the Author loses sight of the ob-
ject with which he started; for, although some of the
directions are good, others are insufficient for the purpose,
and a few would lead to curious results : for instance, to
extirpate the green-fly, the Author recommends the eggs
to be destroyed in winter, and as the cheapest mode, to
u wash your plants with hot water at 200 degrees I" To
instruct persons so ignorant of the management of flowers
as the Author supposes the generality of people to be,
requires that the directions for the different operations
should be much more precise and ample than those which
he has supplied.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
Active preparations must now be made for sowing- seeds-New or well-cleaned potS> plenty of drainage, and light, dry,loamy soils, with dry sand and peat, will be indispensable. Nur-serymen and gardeners who have command of stove-heat havesown many seeds last autumn, which those who have no such

conveniences must have delayed till the return of sprine The
seeds of such plants as are liable to damp off in winter or are
otherwise difficult to manage through their early stages, are
generally not sown till this time. Ipomcea rubro-cserulea, with
Thunberg-ia alata and its varieties, belong to this class ; also late-ripened seeds of fancy flowers, such as Pelargoniums, Calceo-
larias, fuchsias, and many other florist's flowers. Many amongst
these are too precious in the eyes of the possessor to be risked
through the vicissitudes of a long winter; but they are safe now,
and must be got forward with all possible speed. The Thun-
bergia seldom germinates under three or four weeks, even in the
warmest hotbed, in which it delights; Ipomcea rubro-ca?rulea
soon springs up, but not too quickly now for a plant which
flowers so late in the autumn, after all other Ipomceas have
bloomed. August is the best time to sow it, where it can be
carried through the winter on a dry shelf in the stove. Early
last autumn I grafted many of these on young plants of Ipomcea
Learii; they have all succeeded, and some of them are showing
flower-buds. If these should grow as freely as seedlings, this
will be the best plan for seeding them ; at any rate, this is the
easiest way to keep them through the winter, and to increase
them. The beautiful Swan Daisy (Brachycome) never terminates-
under a month or six weeks; it ought, therefore, to be amongst
the first sown, m order to have strong plants fit to turn out in
May. Independently of the brilliancy of its blue starry flowers,
it is the best of annuals for a very dry summer like the last; but
with many other small flowering Syngenesious plants it suffersmuch from wet. We had several beds of it here last season
blooming freely for nine or ten weeks, with scarcely any assist-
ance from the watering-pot. I think we shall always have to
treat it as a half-hardy plant at first. A correspondent at p. 285
of last year's Chronicle, sowed seeds of it late in the autumn,
and kept them through the winter in the greenhouse, and they
all vegetated in the spring. The seeds of this blue Daisy, though
as small as dust, are thus proved to possess strong vitality.
Every-one who has been accustomed to gardening knows how
to sow seeds; a few simple rules will therefore be sufficient for
those who are just commencing. Whatever sized pots you use,
it is a good rule to fill them up one-half with drainage : rough-
sifted coal-ashes are as good as anything for this purpose. Verv
small seeds, such as those of Lobelias, Calceolarias, Gesneras
and the whole tribe of Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and Heaths*
require to be sown very thinly upon the surface- the pots being
previously watered. Only one kind of seed should be sown in a
pot, as these are liable to be disturbed by watering, and thus get
mixed together. After sowing, press the seeds down gently, to
imbed them in the surface, and sprinkle a little white sand over
them; not, however, with a view of covering the seeds, but to
make a firmer surface, wh ch future waterings will not so easily
disturb, and which will, in a great measure, prevent dampness.
As a further precaution against damp, to which these small
seedlings, and many other things, are peculiarly liable on their
first appearance, keep a potful of sand on the top of the fire-

place, or over a hot pipe or flue, for the next four months ; and
as soon as tender seedlings of any sort make their appearance,
sprinkle a little hot sand in amongst them occasionally, when-
ever they show any indications of dampness. I have never
found this plan to fail. Let "Inquirer" follow this plan, and
his seedling Rhododendrons will quickly be nice plants. As
soon as he can take hold of them, he ought to transplant them into
fresh soil, one half peat and the other half sand. Indeed, all

seedlings in pots should be transplanted as soon as they can be
safely handled. When several kinds of seeds are to be sown in
one pot,;asmust often happen when a large number of packets are
received from abroad, the seeds must be sorted, and those which
bear the nearest resemblance to each other should be sown in
one pot; thus, for instance, seeds of common Broom, the old
blue Lupine, and Cobbett's Locust-tree are suited for one pot-
the stones of Peaches, Cherries, and Plums would answer with
another; Nuts and Filberts for another. However, after all the-
pains we can take, some of the seeds will vegetate before the
rest. All sorts of seeds In pots should merely be covered with
soil, especially if they have travelled far, or are at all doubSiS
and no more water should be given them than will keen the Inii
from getting quite dry.
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In bloom till Mar. * "stove plant, just making its growth in

SDi-Miff, would, indeed, be apt to droop by a sudden change of

temperature; it would not, therefore, be advisable to remove it

till the young growth was a little hardened. Whenever danger

is apprehended in this way, let the new comer have the warmest

and quietest corner, till he gets a little accustomed to the

change. The Hedychiums, fortunately, are the easiest of all

plants to manage and to increase, and they are as sweet as the

Italian Tuberosus. They may be kept dry for three or four

months in winter, if necessary, or they will grow very well out

of doors in front of the Vinery or stove, and live over the winter

with little or no protection j but I am not aware that they have

yet been flowered in the open air in this country. They have

long, creeping, underground stems, which float near the surface

of marshes in the tropics, in the same manner as our Sedges

(Iris pseud-acorus) do in ponds and ditches. These creeping

stems are full of eyes like a Potato ; every piece, however
small, with an eye, will make a plant. But to flower them the

same season, take strong pieces five or six inches long, and pot

them in very rich loam j
plunge the pots in the Cucumber-

frame, and as soon as they begin to grow, recollect they are

marsh plants, and can hardly have too much moisture. incy

will soon get too tall for the frame, and may be removed to a

Vinery, Stove, or any other place where there is plenty or

heat and head-room. They will require two pottings before they

flower; rich, strong loam should be used for the last, as tne

bottoms of the stems throw out roots, you may pot t tiema nttie

deeper each time. Later in the season it will be as well to start

them in a Vinery, and as soon as they begin to throw up their

flower-stems, move them towards the door, to harden them belore

they are taken to the conservatory.

1.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiNKRY.-See that you have a stock of dry, rich loam in an

open shed for potting by-and-by. If you use tan you will find

it very troublesome, unless it is thoroughly dry and sweet before

nutting into the beds. Strong fires have not been wanted lately,

neither have we had much sun, so that little water and syringing

are wanted. The plants have seldom been more healthy at this

season, owing, no doubt, to the large portions of air given and

the small quantity of coals used.

Vinkiiy.—How strongly the Vines break this season! The

borders have not been chilled ; and, being so well drained, they

retain no superabundant moisture. Though the "Vine is very

thirsty in summer, it luxuriates in a dry, warm bed m winter.

Plenty of air and moisture are now required.

Peach-house. -The bees have been busy here for the last ten

davs, carrying home loads of pollen every night. Who would

shut up bees such weather as this ! They have also found out

the Strawberries and Kidney-beans in flower j
but they are

frightened at the Stanh6peas. ..-**.
Cherry-house and Figs.— Same as last week, if there is no

alteration in the weather.
Cucumbers and Melons require the usual routine of air,

heat, and moisture, and a good supply of young plants to be kept

in reserve, till the first crops are fairly established in the fruiting

beds. I have had some letters lately about long Cucumbers, but

the subject is not of sufficient public interest to be noticed in the

Calendar; and I cannot undertake to answer letters from

strangers. M . _
Potatoes, Carrots, Radishes, Celery, and Cauliflower-

seeds, with Herbs, Lettuce, Sec. may be forwarded on slight

hot-beds through the spring, according to the wants of the fa-

mily ; also on warm borders. If the soil is too wet when you

want to sow anything out of doors, sift a barrowfnl of light soil

from the dry sheds, and lay an inch or two of this all over the

border; on this sow your seeds, press them gently down, and

cover them with the dry soil according to their sizes.

Out-door Department.

When the Peaches and Apricots are just ready to open their

blossoms, you must be ready too with a wash of lime, soot, sul-

phur, and soft soap, to paint them all over. The later this is done

the better. For the other trees on the wall, or in the orchard,

six weeks hence will be time enough to wash them ;
but for any

of those on which you have noticed any red spider for the last

season or two, you must mix a portion of sulphur with the soot

and lime.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door department.

Stove.—Provided the stove plants are clean, there is little to

do among them now. They will become more easily excited

every day, and they should therefore be kept cooler at night with

air for three or four hours in the day time. If the thermometer is

between 55° and 60° in the morning, there can be no harm on either

side : and with a little fire in the morning, you can give air early.

Young Orchidaceac will persist in growing this spring with the

slightest excitement ;
probably the heat of last season ripened

them better and earlier than usual. They had better be assisted

rather than checked now ; for if they once get deranged they are

not brought round again so easily as most other plants. A lew of

the Lantanas may now be brought from the cold houses to get

them forward for flowering in the conservatory next June. They

are useful plants when treated thus : After flowering, they should

be closely pruned, and if they are merely saved from the frost

through the winter, it is enough. Very little heat will make them

crow away freely in spring, and the usual criterion for potting at

this time is when the eyes are just beginning to swell. All plants

that have been a long time at rest may also have all the soil shook

from their roots when they are beginning to grow; their roots

may thus be examined, and pruned if they are too many or too

strong. They may then be potted in fresh soil and in small pots

at first : they will then require several pottings through the sea

son, as the pots become full of roots ; Lantanas require rich

light soil, and to be watered once a week with liquid manure.

I
s
aculeata and its varieties are the tallest sorts, and will answer

well if trained up like Standard Roses, and pruned in asmja
manner in the autumn. L. mixta, violacea, and crocea, are not

so tall, and look better as low bushy plants.

Greenhouse and CoxsERVATORY.-There is no place like the

conservatory after all. If I had a*«^J^"% nlo the
not grow a single flowering plant unless I could bring ^"™™
conservatory while it was in flower, with the exception of Heaths

and good specimens of Epacrises. These are soon stifled m living

rooms and conservatories, but fortunately they are very cheap in

the nurseries. A hundred nice little plants of them may be
s

iiaa

at any nursery at a shilling each. Pelargoniums arc the most

accommodating plants for the conservatory; we have them

in full flower here from January to October. The **«£ °"c*

bloom till May, and after the general stock has doneflowerinff

by the end of June, the February cuttings and retarded old
L I
lams

carry us through to October. Anna Boleyn Pinks we have icgu-

larly in flower ten months in the year : the fi rst crop is just De-

ginning to bloom. Pipings put in last October will soon oe

PlantwHmt on a warm border; these will flower next June alter

theJJkJRr stock has bloomed in the open ground, and pipings

put in now will follow these through July and August; while tne

M utflHgs will come in later. In September we pot many
k ward flowering ones to preserve them from frost

;

these will a a few flowers till Christmas, or at least till late in

November. Acacias should never be planted out in the borders

of the conservatory, they are so greedy, that no other plant has a

chance of growing within their reach ; as early flowering plants,

they are vert useful to be brought in, but they do much better

out of dnors in summer. If a well-grown specimen of the old

Acacia *rmata were to be shown now in flower for the first time,

and said to be from Mexico or China, would it not make us stare ?

Two or three dozen good plants of this would keep up a succes-

sion of flowers from New Year's day till the middle of May. Ca-

mellias and Oranges are the best plants to plant out permanently

in the conservatory, and as they require but little nourishment,

the climbers will have abetter chance of success. The Kenne-
J

dias, Gomphol6biums, and similar delicate climbers, are always

best near the eye, and on that account are better fitted for pot

culture, and trained on such wire trellises as have been lately

figured in the Chronicle, than to be planted out in the borders of

large conservatories,—Passion-flowers, Ipomceas, strong Bigno-

nias indeed strong-growing climbers in general, arc only to be

seen to perfection when planted out in rich well-drained bor-

ders. Where can you find a better climber for the conservatory

than the old Plumbago capensis, which will produce hundreds of

spikes of flowers for four or five months,— say from May to Sep-

tember ? Look at the same plant in the largest pot that can be

made, and it is nothing ; I will, however, devote a chapter to

climbers when the Calendar gets a little lighter.

Pits and Frames.—As the forcing plants are taken away
from these, keep filling up with plants from the greenhouse, if

it were only to keep some of them more backward in flowering.

To have a large stock of such plants as suit the demands of

families rather than a large collection of species, is one of the

grand secrets in gardening ; and to have the different families in

different situations, with a view to have them flower at different

periods is the next. Where you see a dozen or two of the same
species in flower for a few weeks, and then a blank for the rest

of the year, you need not expect to find the philosopher's stone

very near such a place. It is hardly necessary to say that no
covering is required for cold pits in fine weather, except to keep

off rain, and guard against frost.

Out- door Department.

Let not another day pass without uncoveringhalf-hardy plants

that have been so thickly covered in anticipation of a hard

winter. Let there be no delicacy at all about this matter; strip

them all j and if you find that any of the shoots or eyes have

made a blanched growth, cut them off, and leave the plants

quite exposed j but keep the coverings at hand, to be put on
whenever the thermometer falls four or five degrees below

freezing. If you hear anything about " suddenchanges," say

they are very dangerous on paper, but harmless in the open air,

this mild season.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Forest and Coppice.—One of the earliest plants to grow is

the common Hawthorn or Quick j
their buds are always forward

by the end of February-indeed, they are beginning to swell

now: yet the nurserymen seldom get their spring orders for this

plant till many weeks after their planting season is over. Are you

going to plant any Quick this spring? Of all things belonging

to our rural economy, the things we manage worst in this

country are our hedges and hedge-row timber. However, we
must first drain our lands, then subdivide them by degrees, and

plant according to the soil, and with an eye to the adjoining

crops.—1>. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Feb. 2,

1843, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Harojirthr. *I1'1'fIIinMOMKTKR.

Jan.
Friday 27
Saturday 28
Sunday 20
Monday 30
Tuesday 3i

Wednesday l

Thursday 2

Average

Max.
29 959
29.907
29-911

29905
29.931

29.902
20.742

29 894

M in.

29.901
29 772
29.H2G

29.724
29.8J4

29.833
29.612

Max.
5'3
66
55
65
51

53
45

29.7«G~' -

r
'~ G

Min.
50

4B
48
30
44

45

_?7
43.0

Mean.
51-5

50.5
51.5
45.5
47-5

49.0
41.0

4u.r

Wind. Uain.

S.W.
W.
\v.
\v.
s.w.

W.

.02

.07

AG
.20

.45

Jan. 27. Densely overcast; cloudy; overcast and remarkably

mild at night.
28. Cloudy -, slightly overcast, with whitish haze; clear

and fine.

29. Overcast and windy.
30. Overcast; very fine; clear at night.

31. Uniformly overcast; slight drizzle; stormy, with rain

at night
Feb. I. Very fine ; cloudy ; clear and fine.

2. Heavy rain; drizzly; overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 10°.6 above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 1 7 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Feb. 11, 1843.

Feb.

Aver.
Highest!
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest.
Temp.

Mean
Temp

Sun. 5 44.8 32.2 38-5

Mini. 6 40.7 34.1 40-4

Tue3. 7 49.4 35.9 42-6

Wed. 8 48-4 86.3 42 4
Thurs. 9 48.5 34.2 41.4
Fri. 10 48.0 33.1 40.6
Sat. 11 47-0 35.0 41.0

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

9
10

5
8
9

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

0.39 in.

0.25
0.28

0.67
0.30
0.28

0.34
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on

the 10th in 1831—thermometer 65°; and the lowest on the 5th in

1830—thermometer 10°.

Pine Apple, per lb.3.t to 5*

Grapes, Spanish, per lb. 1*

Portugal, \s to 2*

Apples, dessert, per bush., 3s to7#
_ Kitchen, 2* Gd to 0*

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2*6rftol2*

Pummeloes, per do*., 9* to 12*

Oranges, per do*., 9rf to 2*

_ per 100,4* to 12*

_ bitter, per 100,8* to 14»

Malta Rlnod, per doz., 3* to 4*

— Tangerine, 2* to 3*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*

— per 100, 6* to 14*
t

Almonds, perpeck, 6*

Sweet Almonds, per pound* a»

Kilberts.Knglish.per 100 lbs 00*10 6,*

Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., 70*. to Ms.

Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 16*

— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 24*

— Cob, 14*.

Savoys, per doz. 3d to 1j 3d
Cabbage, White, per doz. 2* to 4*

— plants, per doz. 1* Gd to is Gd
— Red, for pickling, 2s to 4s Gd

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. 1* to 2*
Broccoli, White, p.*r bunch, 9d to 2*

— Purple, Gd to l*3rf

Beans, Kidney, forced, per 100, 3* to 3* Gd
Potatoes, per ton, 40* to'iOs

— per cut. 2* to 4*

per bushel, 1* Sd to 2* Gd
— Kidney, per bush., \sGd to 2s

— Scotch, per bushel, 1* Gd
— New, per lb., 4dtaP,d

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

1* to Is (id

Turnips, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2* Gd
Red Beet, per dozen, 3d tol*
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to IsGd
Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd
Cardoons, each, u Gd to 2*
Horse Radish, perbundle, 1* Gd to4»Gd
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

Qd to 1*
— Turnip, p. doz. boh., 1* to UGd

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to Gi
— Horn, per bunch, 4d to Gd

VEGETABLES.
Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd
becks, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2* Gd
Onions, per bushel, 5* to 6»
— Pickling, per hf.-sv., 3*6rf to 4* Gd
— Green, p. doz- bun. 3* to 4$— Spanish, per doz. 2s to 4*

Garlic, per lb. 6d to 3d
Shallots, per lb., I*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 4* toO*— Second, 2* Gd to 3* Gd
— Sprue or Small, 2s to 2* Gd

Sea-kale, per punnet, Gd to 1* Gd
Lettuce, Cab., p. sc, 4d to Gd

— Cos, Qd to 1*

Endive, per score, 9d to IsGd
Celery, p. bdM (i2to 15)G*/to 2*

Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, Gd to 1* 3d
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, 9d to 1*

Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to Gd
Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* to l* Gd
Tarragon,, pel doz. bun., 2s to 4*

Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
-iage, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*"

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2s to d*

j\I i;-h room:' . per pOttle, 44 tO !></

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Feb, 3, 1813.

Little alteration has taken place in the prices during: the past

week: the supplies have been good, and the demand for some

kinds of fruit has been a little brisker. Fruit : Pines, considering

the earliness of the period, are well supplied from 3s. to 5s, per

lb. Foreign Grapes of excellent quality continue to be brought

to market. Pummeloes are less abundant. A few Malta Blood

and Tangerine Oranges are offered ; the former from as. to 4s.

per dozen ; the latter, from 25. to 3s. per dozen. Dessert Pears

are becoming less plentiful. Amongst the Dessert Apples are

the American Lady, from Qd. to is. per dozen; Nonpareils, from

4s. to 125. per bushel; Ribstone Pippins, from 6s. Qd. to 7s. ; and

Golden Harvey, at 45. per bushel. We observed some excellent

samples of Shepherd's Seedling and Alfriston Apples, both of

first-rate qualities for culinary purposes : the former from 45. to

5s. ; the latter from 4s. 6d. to 5s. Qd. per bushel. There are still

a few Lemon and Blenheim Pippins remaining, from 4s. to 5s.

per bushel, A few Cucumbers are offered, at the price quoted in

our last report. Vegetables: The supply of Asparagus is consi-

derably greater than the demand ; its quality is good, and the

best bunches fetch from 4s. to 8s. each. Seakale continues good,

and may be had from Qd. to Is. Qd. per punnet. French Beans are

scarce, and have risen to 3s. and 3s. Qd. per 100. Broccoli is

something cheaper; the White being from Qd. to 2s. per bunch
;

the Purple, from 6d. to is. 3ri. per bunch. Good Rhubarb is tole-

rably abundant, and fetches from Qd. to Is. 8tf. per bundle. Car-

doons are occasionally offered, from is. Qd. to 2s. each. Mu™"
rooms are plentiful, from 4d. to Qd, per pottle. Flowers: ine

continued mild weather has rendered the supply of cut- flowers

unusually large. Amongst them are Acacia armata and
[

punes-

cens, Passiflora racemosa, Rondeldtia speciosa, Eupborwa jac-

quiniflora, Amaryllis vittata, Lily of the Valley, Ompnaioaes

verna, Chinese Primroses, Tulips, Hyacinths, &c.

PRICES, Satobdav, Feb. 4, 1843—FRUITS :—
Cucumbers, per brace, 4s. to 6i .

Melons, Spanish, 3* to -is

Walnuts, per bush., ISjto l«*

Chesnuis, per peck, 3s to6*j

Notices to Correspondents.
Back Numbers of the Gardeners' Chronicle.— (The pub-

lisher repeats the following notice, as, since last week, Five

more Numbers arc out of print.)—Vie are so often applied to

for particular Numbers of the Gardeners 7 Chronicle, to

complete sets, and so many arc now out of print, thafe

we think it will save all parties trouble if we publish a list

of the Numbers which may still be had. Any subscriber who
will forward to our Publisher post-office stamps equivalent in

value to as many Numbers as are required, shall have them
sent. If parties find that they have any duplicates, or

wish to part with their back Numbers, we shall be glad to

exchange them, if clean.

1841 : 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,

22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 41, 47.

1842: 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, U, 12, l6, 18, 24, 39, 41, 50,51, 52.

Soils.—A. jE.—We are not aware that chalk or limestone are in-

jurious to the growth of Peas as a vegetable. It is known that

quicklime, employed for the destruction of slugs which infest

young crops of Peas, does not injure the plants.
||

Manures.—A. L. M.—We presume that the reason why your gas-

water, diluted to the extent of 7 times its bulk of water, proved
too weak, was, that it had originally little strength. There is

no uniformity in this respect at the gas-works. What we have
about London is, we understand, very much stronger than that

of the country. Now is an excellent time to apply it; if mixed
with liquid manure, so much the better. But you should fix it

with sulphuric acid, or some other cheap substance. The addi-

tion of gas-water to compost heaps, and collecting of weeds, is

an excellent method of employing it; but in all these cases it

should be fixed, or a large proportion of the best part will fly

off. We have discontinued giving the price of manures because
there is no uniformity among the vendors. Guano, for exam-
ple, is charged by one house 11/. a ton ; and by another, 207.

Your best way is to apply to the advertisers for their prices.

A. B.—Yoa will find an account of the effect of nitrate of

soda upon Beans at p. 821 of last year's Chronicle.

X

J. M.—
We cannot of our knowledge state whether guano is a good
manure for Potatoes; but good crops have been grown upon
land manured with guano alone, as you will find by referring

to an account of some experiments at pp. 693, 710, and 806 of
last year's volume.% X. Y. Z.— It docs not much matter
what sort of peat you mix with fermenting stable litter; the
heathy black soil will decompose more easily than the peat

from which turves are cut, and is, so far, the better ol the two.
If you have these materials, and are near gas-works, we would
advise you to try the experiment of rotting them with gas-

water. It is well worth doing; and then, perhaps, in return

for our advice, you will favour us with the issue of the ex-

periment, t A Friend.—Tan cannot be advantageously used
for manure until it has been rotted; which is best effected by
mixing it with decaying matters in a state of strong fermenta-

tion ; stable litter will do. You cannot do better than mix the

contents of your cesspool with mould, cinder-siftings, or any
such substance ; do not employ lime, unless in the form of chalk

or lime rubbish. If you can get ammoniacal liquor, mix that

with your Tan and throw it in heaps ; or with leaves, weeds, and
similar rubbish. Now is a good time to dress Grass-land with

such matters, if ready. H. I*.—We are very sorry to hear

that you have been mixing salt with the contents of your cess-

pool. By no means continue to do so ; but ascertain, by pour-

ing some, mixed with four times the quantity of water, upon
Grass, whether it can be used at all or not. We fear it will

turn out that you will only be able to employ it by mixing it

with a large quantity of black mould or cinder-siftings, or
charcoal dust, or fine coal, and converting it into compost. It

will, however, in its present state, mixed with four times the
quantity of water, be well suited for Asparagus, Sea-Kale,

Celery, the Cabbage tribe, and any other plants that are found
near the sea.f

Nitrate of Soda*—/. S.—The rate at which this has been suc-

cessfully applied to Strawberries is 3oz. to the square yard.

The proper season for using it is when the plants are just be-
ginning to grow. For information respecting the application

of salt to Asparagus-beds we must refer you to pp.729 and jOo

of 1842. t
Cloacine.— S. G,—For an explanation of the meaning of this

word, see p. 824 of the Chronicle for 1842. t

Vines.—J. A. and J. B.—You must either make up your mind to

introduce all the Vines into your house at once, or to dispense
with the use of hot dung upon the border inside, because, the
Vines being planted within the house, the heat of the dung will

set in motion the sap of the Vines outside, as well as of those

within, and the consequence would be, that the first frost

would prove fatal to the former. The Chasselas de Fontaine-
bleau is the same as the Sweetwater, and does not possess a
musky flavour, t Flora states that she has a Vinery with
the Vines planted within it, the roots being unable to extend
beyond its walls. The lights have never been taken off, as the

house is used for wintering plants. The hot-water pipes have
from necessity been in action during the winter, and the roots

of the Vines have not been watered since last September. She
wishes to know if it is right to withhold water until the buds
begin to move ? [Certainly not; the borders should be watered
immediately, as the heat from the pipes must necessarily have
rendered them very dry. If this is delayed until the buds begin

to swell, the Vines will break very weak, f]

Ciumonanthus.—H. D.—This genus contains only two species

or three varieties. They are all profuse flowerers, are equally

hardy and equally fragrant, t
Althjka krutex.— C. W. it.—This plant, which is now called

Hibiscus Syriacus, is propagated by seeds and layers, and will

grow in any open situation where the soil is tolerably good.t

Rhododendrons. — A German. — Rhododendron lepidotum,

campanulatum, cinnam6meum, barbatum, and anthopogon,
have been introduced from Nepaul; R. macranthum and rcti-

culatum from Japan ; but we know nothing of the two latter.%

Mignonette.—A Subscriber.—Your treatment of this plant can-

not but be right, if you have a large quantity of it now in flower.

It is the lowness of temperature in the house where it is grown
that causes it to be destitute of perfume. If you convey the

plants to a warm room or conservatory they will scon regain

their fragrance.t
CRKKVEns.—Dianthus.—For training over trellis-work in a narrow

shady passage, we know no creepers so well adapted as Clema-

tis nammula, grata, viticella, and Hendcrsoni.t .

Climbers.—J. ii. TF,-Wc know of no Climbing-plant except
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Ivy that would cling to a rough-cast wall without being se-

cured to it in some way or other. With occasional fasten-

ingp, Ampelopsis quinquefolia or Virginian Creeper, Clematis

Viticella and fU'umnula would be the best lor your purpose.*

Perennials.—A. A.—The following are 12 handsome perennials

with their English names :-Showy Stenactis, handsome Even-

ing Primrose, large-fruited do., great- ilowercd Larkspur, double

var., various coloured Monkshood, elegant Starwort, Iberian

Crane's-bill, Gentian-like Pentstemon, creeping Lychnidca,

bristle-leaved do., sweet-scented do., and American Cowslip. J

Oaks.—W. F.—Your Oak, although not the Holly-Oak of Cabul,

is a curious plant. We do not know it. If you have a dupli-

cate plant, we should be much indebted to you for one. Lime
rubbish is 'a good material to warm and lighten the soil in which

the Ilex is cultivated/!* .

Scotch Fir.—J. M.—The Scotch Fir, like all other trees, indi-

cates its having attained its full growth when its extremities

begin to die off, or when little change takes place in it from

year to year. A Scotch Fir is seldom worth leaving longer than

60 years. _ , ,_ .. _ , .

Aghimenes longivi.ora.—J. J.—We never nacl the slightest

difficulty in making young plants of Achimenes longiflora form

bulbs, unless the cuttings were struck very late in the season.

Even then, little scaiy buds are formed round the base of the

stem: which, with care during winter, will make good plants

next year. Cuttings may die down without producing bulbs,

but in this case they have not grown well, or have been struck

very late. § ,

Tropjbolum Moritzianum.—A Constant Reader. — Alter this

plant has bloomed, water should be gradually withheld from

it, and the pot containing the tuber should be stored away in

some dry situation, until the season for starting it into growth

returns. The tubers should then be repotted, and placed in a

trcntlc heat. X , . e ,

,

Vbrbknas.-A Subscriber.—If Vertenas are wanted for bloom-

ing in pots, they should be kept regularly shifted into pots of

a larger size as they require it, and should be grown either in

a pit or greenhouse, where they receive the full benefit of the

sun and air. Any free, rich soil will suit them, t

Musa CAVBNDISHn.—A Subscribcr.-To grow this plant pro-

perly it should have a house entirely devoted to it. It will, how-

ever, attain to tolerable perfection, if planted out in the corner

of a Pine-pit, where there is sufficient room for the full ex-

pansion of its leaves. The soil which suits it best is a mixture

of sandy loam, partially decomposed manure, and a little sand.

Musa Cavendishii delights in a strong moist heat, and should

be freouently syringed over-head, especially during the summer

months. When grown in tubs, the latter should be well

drained, as the plant requires to be liberally supplied with

water, which should never be allowed to stagnate about its

roots. For further information we must refer you to p. 101 of

.

.

the Chronicle for 1841.X

Violets —A Berkshire Subscriber.—Yram your statement we
should suppose that your Neapolitan Violets have received too

much water, or that the frame in which they have been grown

has been kept too close in damp weather. Water should only

be applied to them when they really want it, and then it should

be given freely, and early in the morning, so that the plants

may have plenty of time to dry before the frame is closed.t

Tree-Violkt.— Hunts.—Although called the Tree-Violet, you

must not expect that this plant will ever attain a gigantic size.

It seldom, under the best treatment, acquires a greater height

than two feet. If kept in a rather shaded part of the green-

house, and potted in a mixture of sandy peat and loam, with

proper attention paid to it as regards air and watering, it will

soon repay you for your trouble. X

Fuchsia coRVMuiFi.ORA.-C.T^.iZ.-We suspect thebest mode of

flowering Fuchsia corymbitlora in the open air will be, to grow
it away freely in spring in a greenhouse or pit ; and, as soon as

there is no longer any fear of frost, to plunge the pot in a

eunny situation in the open border, X

Heaths.—A Constant Reader.—The following are good old kinds,

with tubular and inflated flowers, which bloom throughout the

summer :— Erica ventricosa superba, vent, stellata, vent,

globosa, Ewerana, tubitlora, vestita coccinea, vest, rosea, sul-

phurea Hartnclli, tricolor, ampniiAceu, exlnim, ecliiiflora,

Boweiana, mammosa, viridirlora, Irbyana, refnlgens, retorta,

persptcua, Massoni, exsurgens, Aitoniana, and deprcssa. x

Pomiujranatis.—Flora, who has had a plant of the Pomegranate

in a conservatory for 10 years, which has not produced a flower,

must have kept it in a damp and shaded situation. If planted

in a loamy soil, and grown in a dry and airy part of the house,

it will, no doubt, flower abundantly. X

Tvj.ips.-T.W.B.—Tulip-beds only require to be protected from

frost, rain, and snow. If they are covered in mild, open,

weather, the plants will become drawn, and will consequently

flower weakly, t

Pinks.—Dianthus.—Carnations and Picotees belong to the same
order as the Pink, of which they are varieties, x

Rosks.—Dianthus.— It will not be too late to plant out Standard

and other Roses in March. When removed so late, they would

be benefited by a slight mulching above the roots, which would

prevent the sun and wind from drying the surrounding soil too

rapidly.! Oikos.—Your Banksian Rose is beautiful. No
doubt some plants require light more than others ;

as we see

in our wood plants and the flowers of the open country. Plants

cannot dispense either with leaves or light ; the former are

1he organs of digestion, the latter is the agent which enables

those organs to act.*- W. F.— It is the old original Boursault

Rose that is suited for stocks.

Ykliow HosK.-Philo- Rosea will be obliged to Mr. Procter

if he will state whether the double yellow Rose mentioned by
him at p. 54 has bloomed scantily or profusely every year, and
whether it flowered freely last year, or only produced the two
blossoms which were exhibited at the meeting of the Cale-

donian Society ? ,,_ ,

Pamsihs.—E. P. ./".—We comply with your request in naming 12

first-rate Pansies. It is difficult to select so small a number
and call them the best, as there are others of equal merit which
deserve to be enumerated. Thomson's Eclipse, Miss Stain-

* forth, Corona, Jehu, Desirable, Ultra flora, Venus, and Princess

Royal; Cook's Alicia, Brown's Cunon, Pearson's Black Prince,

and King's Exquisite.*
Capk-Bulbs.— Philo- Chronicle.—We would not advise you to

plunge your Cape-bulbs in bottom-heat-they will soon start

in the greenhouse. You cannot do better than attend to Mr.
Herbeit's directions. A warm greenhouse is quite sufficient

for the greater part of them ;
the smaller free-flowering kinds

"niay be grown in pits or frames.

§

'Prvit-Trkks.—A Subscriber.—Espalier-trees oughtnot to beless

than 15ft. apart, even on dwarf stocks : if on free stocks the

distance may be 20ft. The Paradise stock is best for Apples
intended to he trained as dwarf standards; and for such, a

distance of 15ft. apart each way will be quite sufficient. The
Citron des Cannes Pear will grow on the Quince, but succeeds

better on the Pear-stock. ||

Wai.l-Fruit.—A Friend.— Stick twigs of Spruce Fir, or any such
tree, or Birch-twigs, among the branches of fruit-trees on
Walls flowering earlv.

Apricots.—A Subscriber.—If nets arc not too expensive, they
are the neatest protection for Apricot-trees in blossom ; but
they must be doubled or trebled, and supported at a distance
from the lower parts of the tree by means of forked sticks or
by poles reaching from the ground to the top of the wall.

"Where nets cannot be procured, shoots of Spruce Fir or Birch
may be stuck in between the branches of the tree and the wall,

so as to protect those parts where the blossoms are most
numerous. X

Fio.— J. W.—If you cut through a Fig when about half-grown,
you will be able to observe the blossom within the fruit. J

Apples of Sodom,—A Subscriber.—The story of the Apples of

Sodom being fair to the eye, but filled with ashes and sulphur,

is an idle tale.f

Onions.—Amicus objects to our statement, that "The seeds of

the White Spanish Onion, which are sold by the London Seeds-

men, are chiefly imported." He says that the bulk of White

Spanish Onion Seed is grown in England, and that what is im-

ported is a very small proportion. We believe this depends on

the season, and that occasionally, at least, very large quantities

of the seed have been obtained from Paris.

Parsneps.—W. IF.—We are not aware that the flavour of

Parsneps grown on chalk is better than elsewhere.

Asparagus.— G. W. F.—ln the formation of Asparagus beds,

and where plenty of time can be allowed for the plants to esta-

blish themselves previously to being cut, seeds are preferable

to young plants ; but in cases where it is desirable to cut from
the plants in the second season after the beds are formed,

strong two-year old plants will be more serviceable. X

Eki-gian Carrots.—J. G. F.—lt is recommended that this

should be drilled on the flat in rows 18 inches apart; the seed
should be mixed /with damp sand some days previously, and
well separated, or it will be difricult to drill, on account of its

holding together so much. If the land is in good heart, or if

they follow Turnips, no manure will be required to obtain 25

tons per acre.t •

Rhubarb.— Hants.—Although Seakale-pots may not be quite so

well adapted as a frame for forcing Khubarb in, yet they will

answer the purpose very well where the latter cannot be

spared. We apprehend that the decay of your Rhubarb-stalks

was not attributable to your having used Seakale-pots, but to

the over-violent heat of the fermenting material employed. It

should always be borne in mind that if the trial-stick, which
is usually placed in forcing beds, feels barely warm to the

hand, the heat is quite sufficient for Scakale, Rhubarb, &c. t

Chinese Cabbagk.—A. E.—The Chinese Cabbage (Pe-tsai),

will only form heads like a large Cos Lettuce; it requires to

be sown in August, and grown in very rich soil, otherwise it

quickly^runs to flower.

y

Insects.—Dundee's insects infesting his Peach-trees are in

cocoons at present; we wish he would watch them, and send

some of the animals to Mr. Curtis when they come forth in

the spring. Ammoniacal liquor would be the best remedy; but

before applying it, all the old shreds should be removed. The
walls, if old, ought to be fresh painted, and the nail-holes and

crevices well filled up with mortar, then the stems and all the

old bark must be well rubbed with the liquor, for which pur-

pose a stiff painter's brush is the best.—R.
LAUUH1.-1.KAVKS.—A. Prentice.—Where bruised Laurel-leaves are

recommended for killing insects, the common Laurel is meant,

and not either the Portugal Laurel or the Sweet liay.t

Books.—A Young Gardeiier.—Donn's Hortus Cantabrigiensis is

quite superseded by more modern works. A German.—You
will most likely find" the information you require respecting the

construction ofgreenhouses and garden ornaments in Loudon's

Encyclopaedia of Gardening.}: Paysage.—\\e quite agree

with you, and, in fact, we have done what you wish. At p.

835, of 1342, you will find the title, &c, of Mr. Bailey DentoiVs

pamphlet. Alter having once given its full designation, it is

hardly necessary to repeat it at so short an interval of time.

The Stamp-office will not let us quote prices of articles for sale.

t

Lawns.—A. A .—You will find soot, if you can procure it unadul-

terated, to be a more efficient restorative to weakly Grass

than nitrate of soda.t
Gravel-AVai.ks.--B. D.—The best method of extirpating Grass

which springs up from beneath a gravel-walk, and spreads

over its surface, is to break up the walk and pick out carefully

all the under-ground runners which may be met with. Where it

is not desirable to disturb the walk, the best way is to spread

salt in considerable quantities over its whole surface ; and if

after the first application it is found that portions of the Grass

still exist, let another coating of salt be applied, which will

effectually destroy it. Care must be taken, however, if the

walk is edged with Box, that the salt does not come in contact

with it, otherwise it will destroy the edging also

4

Seeds.—A Subscriber is, we fear, unlikely to succeed either with

Alpine seeds seven years old, or with tropical seeds three years

old. He had better read the chapter on Seed-sowing in the

"Theory of Horticulture." Newly-slacked lime is, probably,

the best material for assisting in this process. Others have
used oxalic acid; but it is rare for such experiments to succeed.

J. B. W., who has some Broccoli seed which came up well

last year, and who wishes to know whether the remaining por-

tion might be safely sown during the ensuing spring, had better

sow a portion of it in a small pot, and place it in a warm
situation: he will soon see then whether it will germinate.

We know no reason why plants raised from this seed should

not produce as good heads as from seed saved at a later period.!

Himalayan Skeds.—E. C.—The greater portion of the seeds

which you have received being those of hardy plants, a spent
Cucumber-bed will be a suitable place to raise them in. Nos.
27, 29, and from 31 to 37 inclusive, as well as from 40 to 43,

being tender, they will require the temperature of a hotbed or

stove. You will find good practical directions for the treat-

ment of the seeds of Coniferee at p. 83 of the Chronicle for 18424
Drainage.—W.W.—Wewill answer your memoranda next week.
Pots.— X. Y. Z.—We cannot answer your question; it should be
addressed to Mr. Brown.

Gardkn Pots.—H. II—Your pots are very good, but the plan is

not at all new. We have seen the same sort years ago.

Gardenkiis' Societiks.—Alexander Webb.— If you read our ob-

servations with more care, you will find that neither we nor

Mr. Peter Mackenzie have said a word in disparagement of the

fraga lingulata. 2. Sempervrvum arboreum. 3. Sempervivum
tortuosum. G. Cacalia tomentosa. 8. Buddlea globosa. 9. A.
eucalyptus. 11. Stapelia bufonia. 13. Justicia carnea. 14.

Acacia venusta. 15. Hypericum balearicum. i". Euphorbia
polygona. 19. Rhododendron dauricum. X Southamptonian's
plant is Veronica agrestis.t D. 31. C—You will probably
obtain what you want by an advertisement. We cannot assist
you. A. L. M.—We have received the money for No. 18, but
you have given neither your name nor address. J. ill. T.—
The plant which you found growing in a garden at Isola Bella,
in the Lago Maggiore, and which bears a fruit somewhat re-
sembling an Apple, is the Mac] ura aurantiaca, or Osage Orange.

t

Halcyon —Your plant is Muscari ambrosiacum.t John
Bacchus.—There is a variety of Elder with vellow berries.t

If R. T. will favour us with a portion of the bark of tbe Ash-
tree infested as he describes it to be, we will endeavour to
answer his queries, which it is impossible to do in the absence
of specimens. R. Dianthus.—We have not seen Mr. Wil-
son's Pelarg6nium about which you inquire, nor were we
aware that he had one under that name.* j, i>.__xhe best
of your seedling Cinerarias is No. 1, but they are all defective
in the extreme narrowness of the petals; many of the new
sorts arc greatly improved in this respect, and have the spaces
between the petals well filled up.*—Philo-Ch ro?ricle.—Bletia.

hyacintha is the proper name of the plant you mention ; how-
ever, it is sometimes called B. hyacinthoides.^ Native ofthe
Mountains.—We have nothing to riowith the work, and it must
be ordered through a local bookseller. J.S.—Fivepence each.

Inquirer—Your advertisement, if not above four lines,

would be 3s. J. R. J.—Your plant is Cineraria tussilaginis.f

Erica.—Many thanks for your communication. E. .4.—

No. 10 of 1342 contains the article to which you allude; it may
be obtained by addressing a letter to our Ofiice, inclosing

postage-stamps to that amount. J. W—The wounds upon
your Pear appear to have been caused by an inscct.f J.S.—
We cannot offer you more than hd. each for your Numbers.

—J. Williams.—Your plant is Pittospoi um bicolor. D.—
Your Apples are, 1, Fearn's Pippin; 2 appears to be the Kentish

Fill-basket; 3, French Crab. || W.—No. 1 is Lycopodium
Selago; the other seems to be a morsel of L. complanatum.t

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d.

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in any part of London by remitting a Post-

office order to this Office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies.

Society you mention. The remarks were general, but if any
one finds the cap fit him, he must e'en be content to wear it.

It is of little use for a man to read, unless he understands what
he reads. Did you never hear the story of the bull who shut

his eyes before he ran his head against the wall ? We have a
curious letter before us, upon this subject, but as it is anony-
mous we cannot use it. The writer gives a very unfavourable
account of the drinking habits ofsome Hammersmith gardeners.

Cottagkrs.-JS. A. C.-We will adopt your suggestion.

Allotments.—M. iS.-Thanks. We were aware of the informa-

tion you have been so good as to point out. A good many
communications have reached us, and as soon as we think the
batch large enough, we shall endeavour to reduce the facts and
opinions into some consistent form.t

Exhibitions—A Constant Subscriber.—Ifyour specimen of Den-
tlr6bium speciosum is really a good one, it would be worth ex-
hibiting at the meeting of the Horticultural Society

; as we have
not, however, seen the plant, we cannot give any opinion
respecting it. X

Martagon.—P. P.—Thanks; we are inquiring among our
Oriental friends. *«.„,«

Gold and Silver Fish.—A Friend.—These are regularly sold

in Covent Garden Market.

Ick— J. W.—The reason why, m filling an Ice-house, Straw is

placed between the ice and the wall, is because Straw acts as

r good non-conductor of heat. %

Places.—J.M.—We know nothing of the persons who procure

situations for a consideration. You can only learn by means
of advertisements.

Journals.—A. Prentice.—-Divide your books into as many parts

as you have subjects; and then subdivide again for smaller

things. For instance, take a division for the Kitchen Garden,

and then make subdivisions for Peas, Beans, Lettuces, &c,

and enter everything distinctly under each head. If you do

this and leave room enough in each case, you need have no

confusion, nor will you want an index.f „. f,
Miscellaneous.—N. O. P.—Your plants are 1. C^tisus sessihf6-

lius. 2. Pyrus melanocarpa. 3. C16matis cirrhosa. 4. Ico-

crium fruticans.t Daphne.—Those of your plants which we

can distinguish from such miserable fragments, are, l, Saxi-

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Her Majesty's speech at the opening of Parliament

will be found almost exclusively to refer to past events,

and to give little indication of the future policy of Minis-

ters. It begins by referring to the treaty with the United

States, and expresses a belief that the amicable relations

of the two countries have been confirmed by the adjust-

ment of the questions which had so long endangered the

continuance of peace. It announces the termination of

hostilities with China, and ascribes the result to the libe-

rality of Parliament ; it adverts to the settlement of Syria,

and to the success of the Allies in securing to the Chris-

tian population a system of administration to which they

were entitled. The difference between Turkey and Persia,

and the probability that it will be settled by the joint me-

diation of England and Russia is the only point in which

the speech makes any precise allusion to the future. It

states, with expressions of great satisfaction, that a com-

mercial treaty has been concluded with Russia, but gives

no insight into the details. It refers to the late events

in Affghanistan, passing a high eulogium on the ability

with which the military operations have been effectedt

and on the valour manifested by the European and native

troops. :After the usual notice of the estimates for the ensu-

ing year, and the reductions made in the naval and military

forces, it proceeds to the falling off in the ordinary

sources of revenue, ascribing the deficiency to the depres-

sion of the manufacturing industry which has so long

prevailed—to the extensive reductions in the import

duties— and to the fact, that little progress has yet

been made in the collection of the Income-tax. After

a brief allusion to the loyalty of her Majesty's reception

in Scotland, and to the strike in the manufacturing

districts in the course of last autumn, the Speech con-

eludes by announcing, as the programme of the session,

that measures connected with the improvement of the

law, and with various questions of domestic policy, will

be submitted for consideration. The debates in both

Houses on the Address were more than usually inter-

esting ; the foreign policy of the Government was the

chief topic of discussion, but no amendment was moved,

and the Address was consequently carried without oppo-

sition. The subjects noticed in the Speech, and the

various questions incidentally touched upon in the debate,

give abundant promise of a busy session ;
and there is no

doubt that there will very shortly be matter enough, and

of stirring interest, to engage the attention of the public.

From France we learn that the debate on the Address

in the Chamber of Deputies commenced on Friday,

and that it still continues to bethe exclusive subject of

discussion. In the beginning of the week the Minis-

terial triumph in the Chamber of Peers seemed to

exercise an important influence on the Deputies, and

it was anticipated that Ministers would be equally

successful in both Chambers. An amendment, how-
ever, was carried in reference to the paragraph on
Eastern affairs, in which the Cabinet was left in a minority

of 3. The question was not one of great importance,

and was therefore unlikely to lead to the resignation of

Ministers ; but the result is not the less significant as

showing the relative strength of parties. The debate on
the Right of Search commenced on Tuesday, and is

chiefly remarkable for the strong expressions of hostility

Great Britain which fell from the leading speakers
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M. Guizot has been unmoved by these demonstrations,

and has again announced his determination to abide by

the treaties, and to stake the existence of the Cabinet on

their loyal execution.—From Spain we have little news
;

the elections still occupy attention, but the result i3 doubt-

ful and the Government is by no means certain of a

majority. In Barcelona, the extreme measures adopted

by the Captain-General have caused great sensation, and

many of the inhabitants, fearing to be delivered up to the

military commission, have submitted to the war contribu-

tion.—From Portugal we have unfavourable accounts of

the tariff negotiations ; the concessions proposed by Portu-

gal are so slight, and are coupled with such conditions, that

the British Government is not likely to accept them, and it

is generally believed that the Convention is virtually

at an end.—From the United States we learn that the

last debate on the Oregon territory took place on the 12th

ult., and that after a long and warlike discussion in fa-

vour of its appropriation, the bill providing for its im-

mediate occupation and settlement had been engrossed.

—

The accounts from Canada report more favourably of the

health of the Governor-General than we were led to an-

ticipate by the last advices, and state that his Excellency

will shortly return to England.

f^ome Nefos.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal remain at Windsor, and
continue in good health. The Queen has taken her usual
walking exercise during the week, and the Prince has
enjoyed the diversion of shooting in different parts of the
Park. On Tuesday the Queen held a Privy Council at
Windsor, at which Her Majesty's Speech on opening the
Session of Parliament was arranged. The list of Sheriffs

was pricked for the present year, and Sir Charles Metcalfe
was sworn into office as Governor General of Canada.
Major-General Wemyss has been succeeded by Colonel
Arbuthnot, as the Equerry in Waiting on the Queen ; Lord
Hardwicke has succeeded the Earl of Morton as the Lord
in Waiting ; the Countess of Charlemont has succeeded the

Duchess of Norfolk as the Lady in Waiting; the Hon.
Misses Stanley and Hamilton have succeeded the Hon.
Misses Liddell and Lister as Maids of Honour on Her
Majesty ; and Colonel Wylde has succeeded Colonel
Bouverie as the Equerry in Waiting on Prince Albert.

Official Appointments.—Mr. Stephenson, junior secre-

tary to the Premier, has succeeded Mr. Drummond as

Chief Private Secretary, and Mr. Arbuthnot of the Trea-
sury has been appointed junior secretary in the room of
Mr. Stephenson. Mr. David Pollock has received the
appointment of Commissioner of the Insolvent Debtors'
Court, vacant by the decease of Mr. Bowen.

Parliamentary Movements.—The election for an Irish

Representative Peer in the room of the late Lord Gort
terminated on Monday night, at 12 o'clock. There were
two candidates—Viscount O'Neill, Conservative, and
Lord Oranmore, Whig. The numbers were for Lord
O'Neil, 46 ; Lord Oranmore, 1 ; Lord Trimlestown was
the only peer who voted for the latter.

New Sheriffs.—The following is a list of the New
Sheriffs chosen by her Majesty in Council, at the Court
held on Tuesday, at Windsor Castle. Bedfordshire.—W.
Sutcliff, of Great Bramingham, Esq. Berkshire.— Sir
R. G. Throckmorton, of Buckland House, Bart. Buck-
inghamshire.— J. Trevor, sen., of Broughton House,
Aylesbury, Esq. Cambridgeshire and Huntingdonshire.—E. H. Greene, of Hinxton, Esq. Cumberland.—R.
Hodgson, of Salkeld Hall, Esq. Cheshire.—J. Dixon, of
Astle, Esq. Derbyshire.—W. Mundy, of Markeaton,
Esq. Devonshire.—W. J. Clarke, of Buckland, Esq.
Dorsetshire.—J. C. Dale, of Glanvilles Wootton, Esq.
Durham.—E. Shippersden, of Durham, Esq. Essex.
H. J. Conyers, of Copped Hall, Epping, Esq. Glouces-
tershire, R. S. Holford, of Weston Birt, Esq. Here-
fordshire—Sir E. F. S. Stanhope, of Holme Lacy, Bart.
Hertfordshire.—C J. Dimsdale, of Essondon-place Esq.
Kent.—F. Perkins, of Chipsted-place, Esq. Leices-
tershire.—Sir W. W. Dixie, of Bosworth Park, Bart.
Lincolnshire. — G. H. Packe, of Caythorpe, Esq.
Monmouthshire*— Sir D. Muckworth, of Glen Usk,
Bart. Norfolk.— W. G. T. D. Tyssen, of Foulden,
Esq. Northamptonshire. — Sir A. de Capell Broke,
of Oakley, Bart. Northumberland.— T. Anderson,' of
Little Harle Tower, Esq. Nottinghamshire. — T. D.
Hall, of Whatton, Esq. Oxfordshire.—W. H. Vandars-
tegen, of Cane-End House, Esq. Rutlandshire.—
G. Fludyer, of Ayston, Esq. Shropshire Sir A. V.
Corbet, of Acton Reynald, Bart. Somersetshire.
•—The Hon. P. P. Bouverie, of Brymore. Stafford-
shire.—J. S. Manley, of Manley Hall, Esq. County
of Southampton.—W. Hughes Hughes, of Ryde, Esq.
Suffolk.—W. Long, of Saxmundham, Esq. Surrey.—
R. Sumner, of Puttenham Priory, Esq. Siissex.—M-
Bnsco, of Coghurst,Esq. Warwickshire.—k. F. Gregory,
of Stivichall, Esq. Wiltshire.—H. S. Olivier, of Potterne,
Lsq. Worcestershire.— W. Robins, of Hagley, Esq.Yorkshire.-^ j. w# Cople^ of Sprotborough, Bart.WALES.—Anglesey.— O. Roberts, of Tynewydd. Esq.
Jjreconshire.-W . Maybery, of Brecknock, Esq. Car-
narvonshire.-D.

J

ones, of Bodfan, Esq. Carmarthen-
shire.— Postponed. Cardiganshire.—F. T. Gibb, of Hen-
drefelen, Esq. Denbighshire.—j. Townshend, of Tre-
vallyn, Esq. Flintshire.-Sir P. Mostyn, of Talacre,
Bart. Glamorganshire.—J. Homfr*y

t of Llandaff House,
Esq. Montgomeryshire—air J. Conroy, f Plasypen-
nant, Bart. Merionethshire.— O. J. E. Nanney, of

Cefnddeuddwr, Esq. Pembrokeshire.—G. L. Phillips, of

Dumpledale, Esq. Radnorshire. — E. D. Thomas, of

Wellfield House, Esq. Ireland—His Excellency the

Lord-Lieutenant has appointed the undermentioned gentle-

men to the office of High Sheriff for 1843 :

—

Antrim.—J.

M'Neile, Esq., of Parkmount. Armagh.—J. M. Stronge,

Esq., of Tynan Abbey. Carlow.—T. T. Vigors, Esq., of

Erindale. Carrickfergus Town— E. Bruce, Esq., of

Scoutbush. Cavan.—W. Emery, Esq., of Ballyconnell

House. Clare.—W. Skerrett, Esq,, of Finnevara. Corh.

—Hon. A. G. Annesley, of Anne's Grove. Cork City.—
J. Morgan, Esq., of Tivoli. Donegal.— J. R. Boyd, Esq.,

of Ballymacool. Doion.—P. J. Nugent, Esq., of Porta-
ferry. Drogheda Town.—R. Smith, Esq., of Drogheda.
Dublin.— C. Cobbe, jun., Esq., of Newbridge. Dublin
City—D. C. La Touche, Esq., Bank. Fermanagh R.
Hall Esq., of Innismore. Galway.—R. Gregory, Esq.,
of Cool Park. Galway T0W71.— N. Lynch, Esq., of Barna.
Kerry.—P. Mahony, jun., Esq., of Kilmeany. Kihlare.
—J. La Touche, Esq., of Harristown. Kilkenny.—R.
Tyndal, Esq., of Oakland. King's County.—H. Trench,
Esq., of Newtown. Leitrim—J. R. Godley, Esq., of

Killegar. Limerick.—R. Maxwell, Esq., of Islandmore.

Limerick City.—J. N. Russell, Esq., of Limerick. Lon-
donderry City and County.—W. H. Ashe, Esq., of Ash-
brook. Longford.— W. S. Ball, Esq., of Abbeylara.
Louth.— S. M'Clintock, Esq., of Newtown. Mayo.—M.
Pratt, Esq., of Ennisco. Meath.—J. Farrell, Esq., of

Moynalty. Monaghan.— J. Ilatchell, Esq., of Bess-
mount. Queen's County.—M. S. Cassan, Esq., of Shef-

field. Roscommon.—C. Molloy, Esq., of Oak Port. Sligo.

—A. B. Cooper, Esq., of Cooper-hill. Tipperary.—A.
Going, Esq., of Ballyphilip. Tyrone.— R. Gordon, Esq.,
of Florida. Waterford.—C. E. Kennedy, Esq., of Johns-
town. Waterford City.—R. W. Morris, Esq., of West
Lodge. Westmeath.—G. A. Boyd, Esq., of Middleton-
park. Wexford.—J. Goff, Esq., of Horetown. Wicklow.
—R. Hudson, Esq., of Spring-farm.

JForetgn.
France.—Chamber of Deputies.—The debate on the

Address in the Chamber of Deputies commenced last

Friday, and has continued exclusively to occupy the atten-

tion of the public up to the present time. The four
orators who commenced the debate, and whose speeches
occupied the entire sitting of Friday, are men of what the
French call esprit, brilliant and imaginative, but deficient

in the practical qualities of statesmen. M. Gustave de
Beaumont commenced by declaring that he saw no Ministry
before him at all, because M. Guizot did nothing that he
wished himself, and wished nothing that he did. A Minister
was no Minister who obeyed a majority, without having a

will of his own ; and M. Guizot being in this position,

ought to withdraw. He declared that he was, at first,

rejoiced at the non-ratification of the treaty of 1841 ; but
that, afterwards, his rejoicing was turned to discontent,

because the English seemed quite satisfied and made no
noise or complaint. After some observations from M. de
Carne, M. de Lamartine occupied the tribune, and declared
that he should fling aside henceforth all allegiance to the
Conservative party. The opposition in this country, said

M. de Lamartine, is not the anarchic, democratic party
that people would have it believed. It is like the English
Whigs, a party of liberal ideas and progress, yet fraught
with every really useful Conservative principle, and with
all that is necessary to order and good government. "We
will be the modern Whigs of France," he exclaimed. He
dwelt more on French than on foreign policy, and accused
not merely M. Guizot, but his predecessors, including

M. Thiers, of having taken a wrong direction. He de-

nounced the fortifications of Paris as liberticide, and he
remarked that it was not till the fortifications were in

progress, that they had dared to broach the doctrine of

moral complicity in order to crush the press. He sur-

prised the Chambers by declaring that the system (a new
word with French political writers, to mean the King him-
self) is answerable for all the political mischief of the day

;

and he did not shrink from declaring that all national and
liberal interests were sacrificed to dynastic ones. The
Minister of Public Instruction replied to M. Lamartine,
refuting and deprecating the chief measure of foreign

policy recommended by him, viz., intervention in Spain.
M. de Rochejaquelin and M. de Gasperin followed ; the
latter declared that the Right of Search was the best
mode of suppressing the Slave-trade. He was succeeded
by M. de Tocqueville, who laboured to show that the
entire cause of the difference and irritation between Eng-
land and France lay in M. Guizot. He characterized him
as the great culprit, the great firebrand, and great stirrer
of quarrel. He accused M. Guizot of making the great
mistake of supposing that French anger against England
could cool. M. Guizot's policy was altogether based on
this supposition : but it was a mistaken one. However
slight the original cause of the present difference between
the nations, so slight that such causes of difference must
be expected to arise every day between two countries of
such vast interests, influence, and ambition—nevertheless
the hatred of the French has gone on increasing every
month since 1840. His chief reason for breaking the
treaties was that the country desired it ; and his second
reason was, that he thought England would put up with
the injustice. M. St. Marc Girardin, the second in the
Ministry of Public Instruction, declared that he was for

other modes of putting down the Slave-trade. One was
for France to abolish slavery in her own colonies, and
then to aid England in closing and putting an end to

the slave markets of Brazil and Cuba. Another mode
which he approved of, was that so lightly abandoned by
Lord Aberdeen and the English Advocate General, viz.

the destruction of slave factories on the African coast.
He regretted to find that English cruizers were forbidden
to persevere in that humane and rightful task. On Mon-
day M. Ducos, of Bordeaux, spoke violently against
England. M. David, ex-consul at Smyrna, then pro-
posed an amendment on the paragraph respecting the
East, requiring that France should claim and resume
all the rights that she enjoyed in the Levant in 1835.
M. Berryer moved the omission of a portion of this new
paragraph, and an animated debate took place, in which
M. Guizot ably defended the Eastern policy of the Go-
vernment. France, he said, had abandoned none of her
former treaties with Turkey, nor any of the rights and
privileges which she had hitherto enjoyed; the French
flag continued to be hoisted on the churches and convents
of Syria, and, even in 1840, during the civil war, it never
ceased to afford protection to the Christian population of
Lebanon. France could not, in virtue of those treaties,

interfere alone to procure a better Administration for
Syria ; she could only use her influence ; she had laboured,
in conjunction with England and Austria, to effect that
purpose, and she had succeeded in compelling the Porte
to acknowledge the liberties of the Christian population
of Turkey. France could not have succeeded alone, and
it was only when it found the great Powers unanimous in
this demand that the Divan had yielded. M. Janvier then
showed that, from 1840 to 1843, Russia has been un-
ceasingly employed in resisting all the other Powers at

Constantinople, and that whilst the English fleet was aid-
ing the Syrians to fling off the Egyptian yoke, Russia was
negotiating at Constantinople for a transference to herself
of the Christian protectorate of Syria. He showed that
all through 1842, Russia prevented the Porte from yield-
ing to the views of the other Powers respecting the Leba-
non, and only joined them at the last hour, and then only
from the fear of being left isolated. M. Berryer admitted
that the adoption of M. David's amendment by the
Chamber would be attended with inconveniences, but he
could not concur with the committee in declaring that the
population of Syria had received and obtained an Admi-
nistration in harmony with their fate and wishes, since it

was only a trial the Porte had consented to make at the
invitation of the Powers. He maintained that it was
England who had opposed the restoration of the Emir
Beschir, whose family had possessed the Government for
upwards of 200 years. He thought that France should
not congratulate herself on the establishment of an order
of things that was not her own work, for fear of ruining
still more her influence with the population of the Levant,
who should always be accustomed to look up to her ex-
clusively for protection. The Chamber then divided,
giving 206 for the amendment, and 203 for the address

;

thus leaving Ministers in a minority of ,3. This result is

not so serious as to lead to their resignation, although it

is important as showing the relative strength of parties.
The discussion on the paragraph relating to the Right of
Search commenced on Tuesday. M. Dumon, the re-

porter of the Commission, M. de Valmy, and the Mar-
quis de Langle spoke. M. Dumon said—M That desiring
the treaties, while they existed, to be executed, the Com-
mission, nevertheless, expressed the wish of the Chamber
that the moment should come when French ships would
be under the surveillance of their own flag, and no other;
but it left the Governmentits liberty and its responsibility."
Two amendments were presented to the Chamber in the
course of the debate, differiug very slightly from each
other. The first, that of M, Chasseloup Laubat, pro-
poses to add and insert, in the last sentence, that the
Chamber " calls, by its vows, for the moment when nego-
tiations, followed up with prudence and conviction, shall
have replaced our commerce under the exclusive sur-
veillance of our flag." The other, by Colonel Lespenasse,
is much the same, only more brief. In the debate on
Wednesday, M. Guizot declared " that he would not open
any negotiations for the modification of the treaties of
1831 and 1833, until he saw fair prospects of obtaining
that modification from England by a common accord, and
with success. This challenge to opposition was received
by what the papers call profound agitation. The Minister
was known to have staked hisjeontinuance in 'power on
the rejection of M. Laubat's amendment. The division
was not expected to take place for a day or two, and
the debate was still in progress at the date of the last
advices.

Spain.—The arrivals from Madrid come down to the
24th ult. They continue devoid of any intelligence pos-
sessing general interest. The elections still occupied the
public attention ; but the result of them is as uncertain as
ever, and the Government is by no means certain of a
majority. Three of the Ministers were suffering from
illness at the date of these letters—the Comte Almodovar,
M. Calatrava, and M. Zumalacarregui ; though whether
they were seriously indisposed or not is not mentioned.
Arrangements had been made by the Spanish Govern-
ment for paying the arrears due to the British Auxiliary
Legion. The papers state that the provincial deputation
°f Burgos had followed the example given by that of
Saragossa, and had issued a manifesto censuring the
Government measures. It was not believed that any real
progress had been made in the commercial treaty. The
affair of M. Lesseps was by no means arranged. The
Duke of Gluckberg, French envoy, still insisted on repar-
ation

; but, on the; other hand, the Regent had received
testimonies from Barcelona sufficient to prove the alli-
ance between the French Consul and the result. The
accounts from Barcelona are a mass of crimination and
recrimination between the two political parties in that
city—of complaints of alleged tyranny on the one side,
and of disaffection on the other. Gen. Seaone's measure
of quartering the troops upon the inhabitants, which at

I
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first was applied to only a small number of persons, caused

a great sensation. The Chamber of Commerce and the

town, fearing to be delivered up to the Military commis-

sion, as was threatened, have partly submitted. They

have sent the Captain-General, in consequence, a list of

200 of the most heavily taxed persons who have not yet

paid their quota. The sums paid up to the 22d, by the

Chamber of Commerce, amounted to 1,697,085 reals;

and by the town, to 404,495 ; making about a sixth-part

of the sum imposed.

Portugal.—Accounts from Lisbon to the 26th ult.

state that the Address to the Queen was carried in favour of

Ministers, on the 16th, in the Chamber of Deputies, by 69

to 21 votes. The debates on the Bill of Indemnity asked

by the Government were immediately begun, and the Bill

was carried by a large majority. The Portuguese pro-

posals so long expected were forwarded by the Duke of

Palmella to Lord Howard de Walden on the 16th. Not-

withstanding the liberal offers on the part of England in

reducing the duties on Portuguese wines, the concessions

proposed by Portugal are so slight, and coupled with

such conditions, that there is no chance of their being

accepted by the British Government, which will no doubt

consider them as the ultimatum of Portugal, and their

rejection, therefore, will be tantamount to breaking off

the negotiations for a Tariff convention for the present.

On English woollens very trifling and inadequate re-

ductions were all that the Portuguese commissioners

would make. On Salt Fish one- fifth of the duty would

have been taken off ; but as the present duty is about 53

per cent, ad valorem, a reduction of one-fifth would have

been, in itself, quite inadequate ; and even this was

coupled with the condition that the Portuguese should be

allowed to dry their fish on the Banks of Newfoundland,

which is considered to be inadmissible. It is there-

fore considered that the Convention is at an end. The

Baron Tojal, Minister of Finance, has laid before the

Chambers a statement of the budget, leaving a deficit of

reis 1,315,241,492, which he proposes to remedy by fresh

economies. A decree had been passed authorising the

dividends on the foreign bonds to be paid by the Board

of Public Credit at Lisbon, when it may suit the conve-

nience of the holders to receive them there.

Germany.—Letters from Dresden of the 23d ult. state

that the Chamber had come to some important votes on

the mode of administering the criminal law. They had

determined, by a majority of 71 to 4, that the present

inquisitorial system should be abolished ; by 68 to S
t
that

all proceedings in criminal matters should be public, and

placed under the control of the Ministry; and by 60 to

15, that, for the future, neither corporate bodies nor

private individuals should be permitted to exercise any

criminal jurisdiction.—A question which has caused some

interest in Germany was recently brought before the

Bavarian Chambers by some Protestant deputies, demand-

ing the withdrawal of an ordinance issued by the Minister

of War in 1838. By this ordinance, Protestant soldiers

are commanded to kneel during: the solemnization of the

mass. This ordinance is at present attacked as a direct

•violation of the constitution, and though the measure is

strenuously supported by the Bavarian Government, the

majority of the Chamber of Deputies seems disposed to

relieve the Protestant soldiers from the grievance com-

plained of.—As a proof of the weather now prevailing in

Germany, it is stated that the bridge over the Rhine at

Cologne was taken up on the 24th ult., on account of the

floating ice. The bridge at Nimeguen has been taken up

for the same reason, and the river is now crossed in boats.

—The xlgram Gazette states, that at an assembly of the

Comitat, held at Agram on the 18th ult., it was resolved

to present an address to the Emperor of Austria, pray-

ing him to put a stop to the encroachments of Russia.

Turkey and Syria.—From Constantinople we have

letters of the 7th ult. They state that Capt. Williams,

R. A. had been appointed by Sir Stratford Canning to

proceed immediately to the Persian frontier to act as

Commissioner, with those despatched by Persia and the

Porte, and a Russian Colonel, named by M. de Boutenieff,

for the final arrangement of all existing difficulties.

Redschid Pacha had been directed to return by Vienna to

consult with Prince Metternich on the Servian question,

on which no decision would be taken by the Porte until

his arrival at Constantinople. The Austrian Ambassador

had presented an angry note to the Divan complaining of

obstacles opposed to a commercial company trading with

Trebisond. A change of Ministry was expected at Con-

stantinople. The leaders of the Anti-Corn-Law League

in England have sent a copy of their circulars to the

Porte, praying that the Sultan would interest himself in

their behalf, and exert his influence with the Queen of

England for the repeal of the obnoxious tax. Sarim

Effendi, who was at first somewhat puzzled at this com-

munication, at length treated it as a joke, and gravely

informed our dragoman, Mons. Pisani, that he might

shortly look for a protest on the subject—protests being

now the orJer of the day.—The accounts from Beyrout

are of the 31st ult. They state that the most perfect

tranquillity prevailed in that neighbourhood, and that the

results of the adjustment obtained by Sir S. Canning from

the Porte were most satisfactory.

Egypt.—Our advices from Alexandria are to the Cth

Hit. They announce the death of Ahmed Fethi Pacha,

the Turkish Admiral who delivered up the fleet to Mehemet
Ali. His death is stated to have been caused by poison,

but by whom administered had not been ascertained. As
he was about to return to Constantinople, it was surmised

that the Pacha of Egypt was unwilling to have Ins secrets

revealed to the Sultan or his Divan. Mehemet Ali left

Cairo on the 26th ult. for Upper Egypt ; it was believed

he would proceed as far as Cosseir.

United States.—The packet-ship Ashburton, which

sailed from New York on the 11th, and the Stephen

Whitney, which sailed on the 14th ult., both arrived at

Liverpool on Sunday; the former after a passage of 18,

and the latter after an extraordinary one of only 15 days.

The papers brought by these conveyances extend from

the 3d to the 14th ult. The New Year's holidays had

interrupted the proceedings of Congress. The bill making

provision for the occupation and settlement of the Oregon

territory had passed to an engrossment in the Senate.

The last debate on the bill took place on the 12th
(
when

Mr. Benton delivered a long and warlike speech in favour

of the appropriation and settlement of the territory. The

court of inquiry into the mutiny on board the brig-of-war

Somers, and the subseo
(
uent execution of three of the

mutineers, the reputed leader of whom was a son of Mr.

Spencer, the Minister at War, was still sitting. All the

officers of the vessel having been examined on the subject,

the court was engaged in the examination of the seamen.

The inquiry excited the liveliest attention. Some extracts

from the log had been surreptitiously made by one of the

New York papers, to show the seventy adopted towards

the apprentices on board, and the amount of flogging

administered within six months and seven days amounted

to 2,313 lashes. Captain Mackenzie had appealed to the

court to prevent such a prejudicial statement being

allowed, and the court stated their conviction, that an

extra degree of such discipline had, they believed, been

justified and necessary, but refused to interfere with the

newspaper. The widow, also, of one of the men executed

had applied to one of the law courts, by affidavit, before

Judge Betts, for warrants against Commander Mackenzie

and Lieutenant Gansvorth, for the murder of her hus-

band, but the court refused the application.—A tragical

affair had occurred in Columbus, Georgia. Colonel Hep-

burn and General M'Dougall had quarrelled. The former

sent Gen. M'Dougall a note, intended for a challenge,

and then went personally to the office of the latter. On
opening the door he said, "General, I have come;

when he received a pistol-ball in his left side, just below

the heart, and died instantly.—The papers mention that

Dr. Lardner is starving at Philadelphia; and that Mrs.

Heaviside, whom he carried off from Brighton, has

eloped from him.—The latest accounts from Canada

state that Sir Charles Bagot is recovering rapidly,

and that he will shortly leave for this country. He is

believed to be quite out of danger.—Mr. Braham, the

well-known singer, and his family, have returned to

England by one of the recent packets.

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

. .

Ttersrffly.-Parliament was tins day opened by commission

with the usual formalities. The Lords Commissioners were the

Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor, the Duke of

Buccleuch, Lord Wharncliffe, and the Earl oi Shaftesbury

Shortly before two, the Lords Commissioners entered, and took

their seats upon the woolsack. The Speaker and the m.embers

of the House of Commons were summoned, and attended, as

usual, at the bar of the house ; after which the Lord Chancellor

read the following gracious Speech from her Majesty :—
" My Lords and Gentlemen.

"We are commanded by her Majesty to acquaint you that her

Majesty receives from all Princes and States assurances ol a

friendly disposition towards this country, and of an earnest

desire to co-operate with her Majesty in the maintenance of

general peace. , ..

» By the treaty which her Majesty has concluded with the

United States of America, and by the adjustment of those differ-

ences which, from their long continuance, had endangered the

preservation of peace, her Majesty trusts that the amicable rela-

tions of the two countries have been confirmed.

"The increased exertions which, by the liberality of Parlia-

ment her Majesty was enabled to make for the termination of

hostilities with China, have been eminently successful.

"The skill valour, and discipline of the naval and military

forces employed upon this service have been most conspicuous,

and have led to the conclusion of peace upon the terms proposed

bv her Majesty.
«« Her Majesty rejoices in the prospect, that by the free access

which will be opened to the principal marts of that populous and

extensive empire, encouragement will be given to the commercial

pntprnrise of her people.

"As soon as the ratifications of the treaty shall have been ex-

changed it will be laid before you.

"In concert with her allies, her Majesty has succeeded in

AfeMiiinff for the Christian population of Syria the establishment

of ftsvstem of administration which they were entitled to expect

from the engagements of the Sultan, and from the good faith of

" The^^fferences for some time existing between the Turkish

and Persian governments had recently led to acts of hostility;

hit as each of these states has accepted the joint mediation of

ftreat Britain and Russia, her Majesty entertains a confident

hope that their mutual relations will be speedily and amicably

ad
i«

U
Her

d
Maiesty has concluded with the Emperor of Russia a

treaty of commerce and navigation, which will be laid before
7 u er Majesty regards this treaty with great satisfaction, as

L inundation for increased intercourse between her Majesty's

Mibiects and those of the Emperor.
(< Her Majesty is happy to inform you that complete success

has attended the recent military operations in Affghanistan. Her

Miiestv has the greatest satisfaction in recording her high sense

nf the ability with which these operations have been directed,

and of the constancy and valour which have been manifested by

the Furopean and native forces.

"The superiority of her Majesty's arms has been established

hv decisive victories on the scenes of former disasters, and the

mmnlete liberation of her Majesty's subjects who were held in

captivity, and for whom her Majesty felt the deepest interest, has

be
??W?Ir^commanded by her Majesty to inform you that it has

nt been deemed advisable to continue the occupation, by a

military force, of the countries to the westward of the Indus.

« Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
" Her Majesty has directed the estimates for the ensuing year

*« hP laid before you. Such reductions have been made in tne

ornnuntof the naval and military force as have been deemed

^Dltible, under present circumstances, with the efficient per-

fomanS of the public service throughout the extended empire

of her Majesty.

.. HerZi^r^sTSn^ receipts from some of the

«MS£VSe
it must be in part attributed to the

reduced consumption of many articles, caused by that depres-

sion of the manufacturing industry of the country which has so

long prevailed, and which her Majesty has so deeply lamented.
*' In considering, however, the present state of the revenue,

her Majesty is assured that you will bear in mind that it has been

materially affected by the extensive reductions in the Import

duties, which received your sanction during the last session of

Parliament, and that little progress has been hitherto made in

the collection of those taxes which were imposed for the purpose

of supplying the deficiency from that and other causes.
" Her Majesty feels confident that the future produce of the

revenue will be sufficient to meet every exigency of the public

"Her Majesty commands us to acquaint you, that her Ma-
jesty derived the utmost gratification from the loyalty and affec-

tionate attachment to her Majesty, which were manifested on

the occasion of her Majesty's visit to Scotland.
" Her Majesty regrets that m the course of last year the public

neace in some of the manufacturing districts was seriously dis-

turbed and the lives and property of her Majesty's subjects

were endangered by tumultuous assemblages and acts of open

violence. The ordinary law, promptly enforced, was sufficient

for the effectual repression of these disorders Her Majesty con-

fidently relies upon its efficacy, and upon the zealous support of

her loyal and peaceable subjects, for the maintenance of tran-

^"'we' are commanded by her Majesty to acquamt you that

measures connected with the improvement
.

°f ^e ^w, and with

various questions of domestic policy, will be submitted for your

"BaBSfctJ confidently relies on your mJom oidegogj

to promote the public welfare, and fervently pray .that the

favour of Divine Providence may direct and prospe* V " «££"
sels, and make them conducive to the happiness and content-

ment of her people." ...,,„„rt until
After the reading of the Speech, their lordships adjourned untrt

five o'clock.-Shortly before that hour the Lord Chancellor too*

his seat upon the woolsack. . ., tn tt,e
The Earl of Powis rose to propose the address, in reply to tne

speech from the throne, and commenced his observations oyRu-

verting to the principle of peace which, coincident with the per

feet maintenance of British honour, had been the guiding rule oi

the foreign policy of the present administration. The conbum

mation of Lord Ashburton's treaty with the United States would

heal a sore that had long been rankling, and not only restore

terms of political amity, but pave the way for the establishment

of that extended commercial intercourse which must prove so

conducive to the real interests of both England and America.

The advantageous conclusion of the Chinese War, and of the in-

vasion of Affghanistan, was a circumstance which could not oe

too highly rejoiced at, and having an hereditary feeling
;
on.the

subject of India, he could not but be grateful for the terms in

which her Majesty had adverted to the gallantry of the Indian

army. The noble Earl having eulogised the other points of the

Foreign Administration touched on in the speech, expressed his

regret at the present depressed condition of some of the most

important of our domestic interests, but felt persuaded that tne

empire possessed within itself ample materials for ensuring a

revival of prosperity. jj „M »nnv nora-
The Earl of Eouhtoji as the seconder of the address, toox

.

occa

sion to express his hope and beliefthatwhen the remedial measures

of Government had time to work their effects, the public revenue

would recover from the effects of its temporary depression, ine

noble Earl briefly remarked on the other subjects of the aaaress,

and deprecated the introduction of any merely party discussion

on an occasion like the present. ..... j ic„rot:on „f the
The Marquis of Lansdownk admired the discretion of tne

framers of the speech, and of the noble Earls who had just

spoken, in abstaining from all allusion to the Corn-law; for,

under the operation of the new law, a greater influx of foreign

wheat had taken place, by a sudden operation, at a juncture less

advantageous to the consumer, and more ruinous to the pro

dnrer than on any former occasion. It was much to be re-

gretted that when such considerable conces^sions had beenngade

to the United States, by the treaty of which his noble Friend

Lord Ashburton was the negotiator, no corresponding conces

sion was yielded by the republic ; no settlement nmUc of other

important questions, including, foi-instance that of the
,

ri^nt

of search. No sooner was one boundary dispute conclnded

than another sprung up from the other side of the Con

tinent, upon the British and American boundaries. He ma

hope that the apparent vacillation and delay * *"* ^° *££
nlace in urosecutinir the war in India were not justly attriDutaDie

£ any ES553m to re-enterW*™^t<xto^g™
of English honour and influence. He implored those m po«ex to

be cautious in their selection of the ««*°™ "n' to
m<£E

"

tVat
carry out the provisions of the treaty ; and he must.remark that

our successful policy in China was in a great measure owngti)

tte advTe
S
ofhi

P
s noble friend the.late Governor^eijloflndj.

He declined any present amendment, but reserved to mmseii

unrestricted discretion upon his future Proceedings.

The Duke of Wellington was sorry that the noble Marquis

had adopted a line of remark, in reference to her Majest s
speech

which went to impugn even the veracity of certain expressions

therein contained. The truth was. that the present Government

had departed from the course of their Predecessors They had

come down to the House and asked for the means of car.)ring on

the war, while the noble Lords opposite carried on ho^mn^in

various places on a monetary peace e^^"^^ man in
Duke then observed that he had himself beeniheonj ^ .^
that House to defend the Chinese war on the6*0
justice; and, under any circumstances, when once e.

it was but just that Government should have the meai

.

^^
ing it on. The noble Marquis opposite actea

^'fafGovercior_
he uttered insinuations against the mo^^nuis should think
General of India ; and whenever the noblejviai^i

Ellenborou ghf
proper to bring forward any charge agamM.

d to justif

he (the Duke of Wellington) should stand P'^
tne time £

every order the Governor- General naa_s more
his going to India to

,

the
/ m̂

s

|fca™?S would be to waive
course, with respect to. he Am r ca

leiB.tinS to the
discussion on its minute terms «'» *"

subject came before their Loiasnp^
t & fgw ^

Lord Brougham had^no

^

esf
ai

consideration wholly insignifi-
of territory, more or less, wer

t object of securing peace
cant when comparedvum tnei*

men in America. But even
between Englishmenl and tne

athematical boundary, important
on this minor qu es"o«

. us inasmUch as we now commanded
advantages were secureu/^.

johndowntotneBay q{ Fmu)
the navigation of tne

s

*
U1 Affghanistan he looked upon as a

The termination o the w ^ ^^ vindicatio£ e

roveLor Genet's policy would be decisive with the world.

He must however, condemn the cruelties of the troops,

arid the 'destruction of bazaars and cities and works of

neace, as acts unworthy of a Christian people. It may be

capable of explanation, it may be possible to extenuate

it it may even, for aught he knew, be possible to justify and de-

fend it—but he had seen, with anxious pain and grief, and as an
Englishman viewing the conduct of his countrymen brought

before the bar of public opinion all over Europe—he had seen,

with a kind of shame, certain passages that have accompanied

the termination, otherwise glorious, of these unhappy and in-

glorious hostilities. Prodigious works of human industry and

of skill, as well as of the wealth of past ages-great and mighty
bazaars, the resort of trade and the sources ot peaceful com-

mercial prosperity, levelled with the ground and theirfragments

scattered-great cities set fire to by the avowal of the incendiary

general himself in four several places in one night--troops
1

let

I loose upon the unoffending people by the avowal, not ol the cap-

[
tain, but at least of a military eye-witness who participated in.
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the slaughter— people hunted down—u thousands of individuals
hunted down," is the phrase, lt like vermin, for two days and
two nights." All this, for aught he knew, may be explained and
palliated— all this, for aught he could tell (and God grant it may
be so), may receive its full justification; but as at present advised
he confessed he heard with pain, with horror, and with shame,
these passages towards the end of the Affghan War. He then
defended the French Government from the charges brought
against them by the Spanish authorities, and said it was quite
absurd to blame the French Consul for anything that had taken
place at Barcelona. The noble Lord concluded by entering into
an eloquent exposition of the vast importance of peace between
Great Britain and France to the interests of the world.

Earl Auckland declared that he had entered upon the Affghan
war because he thought it essential to the safety of our Indian
empire—because he saw a danger approaching, to avert which
the war had become absolutely indispensable. lie could think
of nothing more invidious and unseemly than for one Governor-
General lately returned, and another lately installed, to bandy
crimination against each other ; and during the last weeks of his
administration of the Indian Government his every care had been
to place in the hands of his successor all possible means for pro-
secuting operations in Affghanistan. With respect to the Chinese
war, he gave every credit to the present Government for the
ability and readiness with which they had adopted the plans
already in progress; but these plans had been taken up under
the former Administration, and at his (Lord Auckland's) sug-
gestion, and his conviction was that if no change of Ministers
had occurred, the same results would have been carried out.

The Duke of Wellington and the Marquis of Lansdowne
said a few words in mutual explanation, the former repeating
his vindication of Lord Ellenborough's measures, and his readi-
ness to defend them on any day which Lord Lansdowne might
appoint. Lord Colchestkr felt the utmost satisfaction at the
manly and straightforward manner in which the Noble Duke had
vindicated the conduct of the Governor-General of India. The
Marquis of Claniucarde thought the most important question,
and one which he hoped would early occupy their Lordships'
deliberations, was that of measures calculated to restore pros-
perity to the country; and Lords Colchester and Minto made
explanations respecting the sailing of the Chinese expedition.
Lord Ash burton, in reply to an observation by Lord Clanri-

carde, deprecating concessions al!eged;to have been made by him
relative to the right of search, explained that no discussion on
;he right of search had taken place in the course of the negotia-
tions, inasmuch as this country claimed no right to search Ame-
rican vessels. But on that of the right of visit, he had been
given to understand that despatches which had been received
from Lord Aberdeen left nothing to be feared. He apprehended
no change from the Oregon boundary question, and no circum-
stance in the course of a long life had given him greater satis-
faction than that of having been instrumental in the completion
of the late treaty.

The Earl of Harrington made a statement relative to the un-
prepared state ot many of the vessels in commission, when the
present Government came into power. This again called forth
another explanation from Lord Minto.
Earl Stanhope, who intended to move an amendment on the

Address, rose and stated that, after what had taken place, it ap-
peared more advisable to put it into the form of a separate mo-
tion, and gave notice of his intention on Thursday next to pro-
pose " That this house do resolve itself into a committee of the
whole house, for the purpose of taking into its most serious con-
sideration the present condition of the productive classes of the
United Kingdom, with a view to providing for their profitable
employment and to the improvement of their condition."
The Bishop of Exeter hoped that the political influence of

Britain would not be the only thing introduced by us into China;
but that we would carry practical Christianity with us, and by
our conduct prepare the idolatrous population of that huge em-
pire for the appreciation of the sacred truths of true religion.
The address, which was as usual, an echo of the speech, was

then agreed to, and ordered to be presented to her Majesty.
The UuUe of Wellington gave notice that on Tuesday, the

14th inst., lie will move the thanks of the house to the Naval and
Military officers and men engaged in service in China ; and that
on Thursday, the 16th inst. f he will move the thanks of the house
to the officers and troops concerned in the Military operations in
the East Indies.—After some routine business, and the reappoint-
ment of Earl Shaftesbury as Chairman of Committees, the House
adjourned to Monday.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
The House of Commons, after receiving some notices of mo-

tions for iuture days, proceeded to the consideration of the
speech from the Throne, which was read as usual by the Speaker.
Lord Courtenay then rose to move an address embodying the

topics of the speech. He declared his satisfaction at the adjust-
ment of the differences with America, by reason of her common
origin, language, and laws, and the influence which must be pro-
duced on the whole civilised world by the state of the relations
between two countries circumstanced like England and the
United States. He congratulated his hearers on the successes in
Afghanistan, rejoiced in the fortune which had attended our
efforts in China, and hailed in their results a hope of extended
markets for our domestic produce

; expressing a deep sympathy
with his suffering countrymen, but deprecating all partial sacri-
fices as between the different classes of British industry and
avowing his confidence in the dispositions and abilities of her
Majesty's present advisers to relieve the country and promote
her welfare.
The motion was seconded by Mr. P. Miles. In adverting to

Eastern events, he relied with peculiar gratification upon the
pacific policy announced by our Indian Government and upon
the commercial prospects opened by our treaty with China. He
touched with praise upon the arrangements concluded between
England and America, expressed his regret for the domestic dis-
turbances of last year, attributing them in great measure to the
unprincipled endeavours of those who had excited the indigent;
and declared his general approbation of the vigorous measures
adopted to restore the credit and finance of the country.
Mr. C. Wood desired to reserve his judgment upon most of

the points of the speech until the House should be in possession
of further information. Generally speaking, he believed the
speech would be satisfactory ; but he lamented that on the sub-
ject of domestic distress it held out only sympathy, and no prac-
tical relief. In Lancashire and in Scotland, the great seats of
our trade, the suffering was almost unabated. The late Minis-
ters, to cure these evils, had attempted measures for the exten-
sion of trade. A similar disposition had in the last session been
evinced by the present Ministry ; but there was no indication of
that disposition in the present speech.
Sir Robert Peel trusted, from the tone of the House, that

the address to be laid before her Majesty would be unanimous.u» the subject of the American treaty, he should be prepared to
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T Inolis would not condemn the general policy of

Lord Ellenborough, but he must express his deep disapprobation
of that passage in one of the proclamations in which a Christian
Governor, on a subject connected with religion, employed lan-
guage such as no Mahometan ruler would have suffered himself
to use. It was not, as Lord Stanley had put it, a matter of taste;
the Government ought not to take that sort of ground, they
ought to discontinue such an officer.
Mr. Villiers complained that the speech disregarded the suf-

ferings of the people at home. It would not do to say there
were no remedies. Remedies there were, and which the people
expected and desired. They would not be satisfied with what
had passed this evening. Sir R. Peel had uttered nothing which
looked like an intention to repeal the Corn Laws, and the people
were now, therefore, in a hopeless state. Their excitement wa s
general.— Lord Howick thought it the duty of the House, pass-
ing by all minor topics, to apply itself to the subject of the na-
tional distress.—Mr. Hume called on Sir R. Peel to carry out h is
own principles without reference to the opposition of his friends •

having her flag assumed, should resist a rule the establishment
of which would be so much for her own advantage. It

was his duty to tell the House of Commons that not only
had Lord Aberdeen's despatch of December, 184 1, upon this
subject been maintained in all its principles, but during the
14 months since elapsed there had not even been so much as an
attempt on the part of the American Government to answer it.

On the subject ot" finance, he admitted that there was a great de-
ficiency. He had stated last year that, in addition to the defi-
ciency which he had found on ccming into office, he proposed to
cause a further deficiency still. He had accordingly remitted
duties on 700 articles; reductions had all taken effect; but the
Income-Tax imposed to meet them had not yet come into pro-
ductiveness. Undoubtedly there had been a great falling off in
the Excise, mainly on the article of malt; but that had arisen in
a great degree from the very unfavourable harvest of 1841.
There still, indeed, existed severe distress; but let not the House
infer thence that there must needs be a permanent diminution
of consumption. Another cause of the late falling off had been
the disturbed state of the manufacturing districts. This was not
a fit occasion for entering at large upon financial statements ; but
he did now discern some favourable changes on which he could
not forbear from founding good hopes. It was complained that
the speech announced no new measure with respect to corn.
He had no such great measures of change to propose as gentle-
men seemed to expect. Whenever he should make a change, it
would be a change accordant with the principles he had pro-
pounded : but he must always remember that in this country
the general rule had been protection. He believed the reduction
which had already taken place in the price of the necessaries of
life had actually verified his prediction that the Income Tax
would be compensated by the general cheapness of living.
Lord John Russell, in reference to a notice, given before the

debate, of a motion of thanks for the services of our officers in
India, adverted to some Indian topics upon which he deemed it

requisite that further information should be previously furnished—one, the vindictive excesses said to have been committed by
our troops; the other, the share of Lord Ellenborough in issuing
the directions which led to our successes. There were a couple
of proclamations too remarkable to be passed over. One of them
contained such a misrepresentation of a preceding Governor's
policy as was seldom uttered even in the heat of party debate;
and it breathed, with respect to Affghanistan itself, a spirit rather
of revenge than of calm and statesmanlike policy. The other
proclamation was so oddly worded, that many people who had
last year been taken in by the clever imitation of a debate in the
French Chambers, and were therefore much on their guard
against a second deception, were thoroughly persuaded this was
another hoax. For his own part, he viewed it more seriously

;

especially in respect of the tone which it took—a strange tone for
a Christian Governor—of reverence for the objects of idolatrous
worship. These things, he owned, had raised in him some mis-
givings as to the judgment of the individual intrusted with the
grave and almost awful responsibility of governing India. With
regard to the American treaty, he would say that he did not view
it with the satisfaction which some seemed to feel; he doubted
whether any treaty would be really advantageous which on its
very face was detrimental to the country consenting to it.

Coming now to domestic affairs, he would declare that the expe-
rience of the past year had confirmed him in his objection to the
sliding scale, and in his conviction that a fixed duty was the thing
required. Under the present scale, the foreign wheat was poured
in just as the home harvest was becoming available: the garden
was watered at the moment when it was beginning to rain. He
had, however, heard nothing to-night which convinced him that
Sir Robert Peel would not yet make much further alteration in
the Corn-laws. But, on such a question, to withhold alter-
ations which were really intended was vastly inconvenient
and injurious, and left everything unsettled, both for the
grower and for the labourer. The agricultural members were
now placed by the Government in a very awkward situ-
ation; the arguments on which they were put to defend the
tariff were arguments which forced them to condemn the Corn-
law, and vwevcrsd. He was no subscriber to the opinions of the
Anti-Corn-law League ; he wished the Minister would propound
something which should put an end to agitation. He was glad to
hear that the prospects of the revenue were more favourable
than they had been supposed; but he must say that the opinion
he had always expressed, by his vote and otherwise, against the
Income-tax had been confirmed by the experience of what had
recently Happened. He then put several cases of hardship and
vexation in the collection of the tax, which he contended was
often overcharged, in the expectation that the party called upon
would pay rather than submit to the annoyance of appealing.

Sir C. Napier condemned Lord Ashburton's treaty, and Mr.
Wallace expressed his belief that the speech would be received
with dissatisfaction in every quarter of the kingdom.
Lord Stanley addressed himself to the speech of Lord John

Russell, whom he blamed for a premature introduction of the
questions connected with Affghanistan. He would, however,
now declare, that it was the intention of Ministers, on the ap-
proaching motion for a vote of thanks, to claim for Lord Ellen-
borough a share in the honour of our Indian successes. There
might be faults to be found with the taste of particular phrases,
but when the whole case, with all its facts, should be before the
House, the House would judge of it as a whole, and then he
should not fear their verdict, and he assured the House that
nothing was further from the mind of the Governor-General than
to countenance the idolatry of the people under his rule. The
noble Lord had blamed the Ashburton treaty as though it would
have been easy to conclude a more favourable one ; but if that was
so easy, why had not the late Government done so in their 1 years
of Administration ? He believed that the territory given up was
valueless in an agricultural, and valueless in a military point of
view.
Lord Palmerston, as it was his intention to bring the Ash-

burton treaty by specific motion under the notice of the House,
would not now follow Lord Stanley into the details of the sub-
ject; but considered Lord Ashburton, by reason of his known
opinions and connexions, to have been ill selected as a nego-
tiator upon such a subject. As to Lord Ellenborough and his
proclamations, instead of thanking such a Governor, the Cabinet
should have recalled him. After a few words about Syria, whose
present affairs he treated as of minor importance, he adverted
to the hardships of the income-tax upon persons of small means.
Perhaps they were unavoidable; but, if so, the Government
should not have boasted that persons of small means were ex-
emptfrom all the evils of that impost. He concluded by asking
whether the number of cruisers on the coast of Africa was about
to be reduced, and whether any change had been made in their
instructions?

Sir R. Pkel answered both questions substantially in the
negative.

and Mr. FfircitARn said no good would come till machinery was
taxed, and that the masters cared nothing for their labourers.
—After some observations from Mr. Ewart, Mr. M. Gibson,
Mr. linoTiiERTON, Mr. G. Bankes, and other Members, the
Address was carried without a dissentient voice.
Friday.—Lord Eliot stated that it is not the intention of

Government to introduce any measure this session to change the
mode of assessment for Poor-rates in Ireland.—On LohICourth-
nay bringing up the report on the Address, Mr. Walter intro-
duced the question of the Corn-laws, and spoke in favour of a
fixed duty. Sir R. Peel, in answer to Mr. Villiers, stated that
he did not contemplate at present any alteration in the Corn Bill
as agreed to last session. He did not think that sufficient time
had elapsed to give that bill a fair trial.—A long discussion took
place on the Scottish Poor-law system j and various notices of
motion in reference to the deficiency of the revenue, the writ for
Sudbury, &c, were given.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.— Consols for money and
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to 65$.
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Monday he complained of shooting pain
in the back to the front, but more of the

JEtetropolfe an* its ITfcmfto.
Funeral of Mr. Drummond.—On Tuesday morning

the funeral of Mr. Drummond took place in the church-
yard of Charlton, near Woolwich. In accordance with
the desire of the deceased's relatives, it was conducted in
the most private manner, and the mourners consisted
solely of members of the family. On reaching the church-
yard, the body was met by the Hon. and Rev. Mr. Bos-
cawen, Vicar of Wotton, who performed the service. The
church was fully attended by the most respectable inhabit-
ants of the neighbourhood, all of whom appeared to be
much affected by the scene. ' The great respect entertained
for Mr. Drummond induced a large number of his friends
to request permission to pay the last tribute of respect to his
remains by attending the funeral, which was only prevented
by the desire of the family to conduct the ceremony in as
private a manner as possible. Their Royal Highnesses
the Duke of Cambridge, the Duchess of Gloucester, the
Princess Sophia, the Duke of Wellington, and Sir Robert
and Lady Peel, were among the many individuals who
were desirous to testify their esteem on this occasion ; but,
in accordance with the wishes of the deceased gentleman's
family, the attendance of their carriages was gratefully
declined. Mr. Spencer Percival, who was distantly con-
nected with the Drummond family by marriage, and whose
untimely death by the hands of ah assassin must be well
known to our readers, is buried in the same church. The
following account of the death-bed of Mr. Drummond has
appeared in the Morning Post :— Mr. Drummond
suffered very little pain during his illness; so little, that
on being pressed on this point by his medical attendants
on Sunday, he asked them what they called pain—what
they meant by it ? Jand after laughing with them about
it, came to the conclusion that his suffering was from
oppression. On

----
from the wound
uneasiness of the oppression—a check in breathing— than
of anything else. This came on the first night, and
although relieved from time to time, and especially by
the loss of blood, was never entirely removed. On Mon-
day evening, at half past six o'clock, a change in the
manner of breathing was observed, and Mr. Guthrie was
sent for, who, on his arrival at seven, informed his family
there was no longer any hope of his recovery, and that
any restriction he had placed on them was withdrawn.
At ten, the usual consultation took place, and as Mr.
Drummond was quite unconscious of his danger, his me-
dical attendants thought it right to declare their inability
to be of further use, aud to leave his family the duty
of making him acquainted with his state. At nine o'clock
on Wednesday morning, when a pulse could be felt
nowhere, and a slight fluttering of the heart was alone
perceptible, he retained the power of moving his limbs,
pressed Mr. Guthrie's hand, and with that sweet smile on
his countenance which was so endearing, asked if all hope
was past ? On Mr. Guthrie's replying that all hope in
this world was over, and that he must put his trust in
God, he said, " Well, I have endeavoured to live honestly,
doing as much good as I could, and I place my hope in
God's mercy for my redemption." Turning to his sister,

whose self-devotion had been unequalled, and who was
crying by his side, he said, " We have lived long and hap-
pily together, and my only regret is in parting with you."
He then asked if he should live much longer, and on
being told perhaps an hour or two, he said, " The sooner
the better— I don't feel pain," and added, with a smile,
M

that ugly French word mal-aise expresses most fully my
burden." Shortly after he said, " Will it be presump-
tuous in a man in my situation to ask for a little wine
and water, with soda or potass-water?" and on its being
given to him, conveyed it to his mouth and drank.—The
final examination of M'Naghten at Bow-street took place
on Monday. The evidence differed in no material point
from that which has already been before our readers, ex-
cept that an inspector of police deposed that the prisoner,
in a conversation with him in the cell, on being asked if

he was aware who the gentleman was at whom he fired,

replied, " Sir Robert Peel, is it not ?" After the usual
depositions had been taken, he was fully committed on the
charge of Wilful Murder. It is stated, in reference to his
admission that the shot was intended for SirR. Peel, that
on the Queen's visit to Scotland, Sir Robert invariably
rode in one of the Royal carriages, while his private car-
riage was occupied on every public occasion by the de-
ceased gentleman, who, from that circumstance, was taken
for the Premier by the greater part of the spectators. It
is stated that M'Naghten was very anxious to see the Pre-
mier while in Scotland, and Mr. Drummond was pointed
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out as Sir 11. Peel ; and this impression was farther con-
firmed by seeing the deceased gentleman more than once
leave the Premier's residence in Privy-gardens.

Illness of Public Men.—The daily papers announce
that Lord Aberdeen, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

"was unable to attend the Privy Council at Windsor Castle
on Wednesday, in consequence of indisposition, or to dine
with his political friends at the Duke of Wellington's in

the evening. Dr. Holland is in attendance on his Lord-
ship. Sir R. Peel, on his return to town from Windsor
Castle, had a lengthened interview with his Lordship, and
it is now stated that his illness is not likely to interfere

with his public duties.—The Bishop of London has for

the last three weeks been so unwell that he has not been
able to attend to his clerical duties. Within the last few
days, however, his Lordship has so far recovered as to

enable him to come to town and take his usual exercise.

—Capt. Sir T. Trowbridge, who is at present staying in

Paris, has been seized with a sudden attack of paralysis,

but no immediate danger is apprehended.—The bulletins

issued this week at the Admiralty report favourably
of Sir George Cockburn, and announce that the
more urgent symptoms are subsiding—Admiral Sir

Charles Nugent, who has been confined four months at

the Charing-cross Hospital, for a dangerous fracture of
the thigh near the hip joint, which had placed his life in

imminent peril, is so far recovered as to be able to leave

the Hospital. Since his departure Sir Charles has written
to the Hospital inclosing a check for 200 guineas, and
adding that he was hereafter to be considered an annual
subscriber of 10 guineas.

Royal Society.—The Marquis of Northampton, as Pre-
sident of the Royal Society, gives his soirees to the
Fellows on Saturday, the 25th inst, March 11th and 25th,
and April 8th, at his mansion in Piccadilly.

Meetings of Societies.—A preliminary meeting of gen-
tlemen interested in ethnological inquiries took place on
Monday evening, at the house of Dr. Hodgkin, in Lower
Brook-street, with a view to the formation of a society
for the more systematic prosecution of those inquiries.

Mr. R. King read a paper from the pen of Dr. Dieffen-
pach, pointing out the advantages of such an institution,
Jn combining the scattered information collected by indi-

viduals on the psychological, physical, and philological

characteristics and affinities of the different branches of
the human race. Several gentlemen, in the course of the
evening, addressed the meeting, and resolutions were
adopted declaring the expediency of forming an Ethnolo-
gical Society, and appointing a preliminary committee,
with power to add to their numbers, for the purpose of
taking the necessary steps towards the organisation of the
society.—The 50th anniversary meeting of the Baptist
Missionary Society was held last week at the Chapel in
the Black friars-road. The Rev. Dr. Prinse, who has re-
cently returned from a mission to Africa, gave at great
length an account of the manners and customs of those
portions of Western Africa he Una visited, and aoid that a
number of Sunday and daily schools had already been es-

tablished, and many chapels and places of worship were
opened

; and by the exertions of the missionaries, civilisa-

tion was making rapid strides, and marriage according to

Christian customs was beginning to be of daily occur-
rence. The Rev, Mr. Sherman and other ministers ad-
dressed the meeting, and many narratives were given of
the narrow escapes and sufferings the missionaries had
experienced. The business of the evening was concluded
by a collection.

The Scottish Monument.—On Saturday at the meeting
°f the Marylebone Vestry, the clerk laid before the Vestry
^ letter from Mr. Hume, with respect to the recent inter-
ference of the Commissioners of Woods and Foiests, by a
threat of injunction against the Vestry, in the event of
their proceeding with the erection of the proposed column
to the " Scottish Martyrs. In this letter Mr. Hume
said, " I have directed the excavation made preparatory
}° the commencement of the work in the Circus to be
^mediately filled up ; and I desire, on my own behalf
and on that of the committee who are charged with the

Rectum of the monument, to express our thanks to the
vestry for the cordial co-operation to effect that object,
^hich, although frustrated for a time, will soon, I trust, be
^Isewhere accomplished." It was then resolved that Mr.
Hume's letter be entered on the minutes of the Vestry,
!^d that the committee be re-appointed to consult with
JNIr

- Hume on the selection of some other spot for the
Action of the column.
. Conspiracy on board a Convict Ship.—Intelligence has
been received of an intended massacre of the officers and
^yihans on board the Eliza, Government transport, which
sailed

from M.M/s Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, a fewmonths
since, with convicts for Botany Bay. It appears that, as the
essel neared the Line, a murderous conspiracy existed
m°ng some of|the convicts, which would have terminated,

? d.°ubt, in the destruction of those marked down as their
lctims. There were 267 convicts on board, among whom
a
^ a soldier who had been transported for 14 years for
nkirig a sergeant. He privately sent a letter to the

toi

e
-°n > inf°rraing him of the intended outbreak on the

orning
f March 4 ; that the design was to put to death

as ff
s°Wiers, officers, passengers, and such of the crew

^ offered the least resistance, and then to steer for the

T>o^
Zllian coast. Extra sentinels were immediately

sen r
' and at 3

'cIock on tlie eventful morning the pas-
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0n Was explained to them, and all, being then well
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*» were ordered to defend their lives to the last.

the
SUr8eon was unwilling to sacrifice the life of

gat
Sergeant, whose duty it^ was to open the convicts'

s^r
at * o'clock— all was breathless anxiety, when the

Seon advanced to the gate, desiring a couple of file^ of

soldiers to advance and shoot the first prisoner who dared

to pass except the one he named. The convicts at once

perceived their plot was discovered, retired to their berths,

and threw the bolts and all offensive weapons out of the ports

into the sea. The ringleader was a young man of the name
of Dickenson, who had been an apothecary's assistant in

Thavies'-inn, Holborn. He leaped overboard imme-
diately after the discovery, and was drowned. Every pre-

caution was adopted for the security of the convicts, who
were handed over to the civil power on arrival.

Fires.—On Saturday morning, about six o'clock, a fire

broke out in Lord Hillsborough's mansion in Upper
Grosvenor-street. It was first discovered by a police

constable, but before he could successfully give an alarm,
a body of flames bu^st through the second-floor windows,
and rapidly extended over the building, rendering the
exertions of those persons who first assembled to rescue
any portion of the furniture altogether unavailing.

Several engines were soon on the spot, but, owing to a

want of water, some time elapsed before they could be
put into operation. Shortly before seven the roof fell in,

carrying the back floors with it, and about a quarter

before eight, the front floor also gave way and carried

two firemen with it into the hall underneath. Active

measures were immediately taken to clear the entrance to

t;ie hall, and both men were extricated ; one was compa-
ratively slightly injured, but the other dreadfully burnt.

By this time, the flames were spreading through the lower
part of the premises, and the glare of the conflagration

might have been seen for several miles distant. A more
plentiful supply of water was shortly after obtained, and
the effect of the engines began to be visible in arresting

tlie progress of the flames to the adjoining houses. The
mansion was occupied by Sir George de Larpent, Bart.,

and Sir Charles Cockerel!; the* former with his family had
started but half an hour before for Bristol. The Earl of

Hillsborough, who, with his family, are at present in

Warwickshire, had insured the mansion itself in the

Westminster Fire-office. The losses sustained by Sir

George de Larpent and£ir Charles Cockerell are stated

to be exceedingly heavy, neither party being insured. The
total loss will not be less than from 10,000/. to 11,000/.

Police.—The magistrates of the different Police-courts

have received from Messrs. Robarts and Co., the bankers,

a donation of 10/. each, being a portion of a legacy of

1,500 francs bequeathed^by the late Mons. Le Montblanc,
Archbishop of Tours, for charitable purposes, to be dis-

pensed amongst the poor of London. The testator re-

quested, that in the distribution a preference should be
given to those of the Roman Catholic religion.—On
Friday, a man called Thomas Patterson, against whom
four warrants were issued some time since for exposing

certain publications at a shop in Holywell-street, tending

to bring religion into contempt, was apprehended and
brought before the magistrates at Bow-street. The case

was iully proved, and the prisoner was fined 40s. for each

offence. He refused to pay the fines, and was committed
to prison for one calendar month.
P Rotherhithc.—A contest respecting Church-rates has
been going on for some days at St. Mary's in this parish.

The poll commenced on Monday at eight, and closed at

four, when the numbers were—For the enforcement of

the rate, 285 ; against it, 126—majority for the rate, 159.
Greenwich.~T)\vctzej\ boys of the Upper Naval Schools

have been expelled for their insubordinate conduct on
Thursday week, when they did considerable damage to

the windows. On Sunday last there was another out-

break, which was, however, easily repressed. The damage
done on the two occasions is estimated at 100/. One
hundred boys are to be added to the present number in

the upper school, in lieu of the girls' school, which was
done away with some time since.

Woolwich.—Sir James Graham has officially commu-
nicated to the Master-General of the Ordnance, that Her
Majesty has permitted the non-commissioned officers and
men of the Royal Artillery to accept the Cross of the

Spanish Order of Isabella II., in approbation of their con-

duct while serving on the north coast of Spain in 1837.

The Master-General has announced in General Orders,

that, in consideration of the gallantry displayed by the

Royal Artillery when serving with the troops recently

employed under the orders of Lieut. -General Sir Hugh
Gough on the coast and rivers of China, Her Majesty

has been pleased to permit the Royal Artillery to bear

upon their appointments the word « China," and the

device of the Dragon, in commemoration of their distin-

guished services.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of "deaths registered in the week ending Satur-

day, Jan. 21 :—West districts, 145 ; North districts,

152; Central districts, 193; East districts, 234 ; South
districts, 219. Total, 960, (490 males, 470 females.)

Weekly average for the last five years, 903, (461 males,

442 females,) and for the last five winters, 1,004.

^jfromiuial Weto».

Aylesbury.—In consequence of considerable difference

of opinion existing amongst the county magistrates ofRucks
as to the legality of Justices deciding upon cases, and

summarily convicting (as the case may be), at their

private residences, Sir Harry Verney recently wrote to

the Home Secretary requesting his opinion on the subject,

for the guidance of the magistrates. Sir James Graham,

in his reply, states, that it appears to him u that in any

district in which there is a regular and fixed place for

holding the petty sessions, to which the public have access,

the most sirable course to adopt is, that the cases which

are to be brought before magistrates should be there

heard and adjudicated ; though certainly it is not illegal

for the magistrates to hear cases at the office of their clerk."

Cambridge.— The Rev. Alfred Ollivant, D.D., Trinity
College, late Vice-President and Professor at St. David's
College, Lampeter, and Prebendary of St. David's and
Brecon, was on Wednesday elected to the RegUs-Pro-
fessorship of this University, vacant by the resignation of
the very Rev. Dr. Turton, Dean of Westminster. The other
candidates were the Rev. Dr. Mill and the Rev. Dr. Chris.
Wordsworth.—A meeting of the Archdeaconry of Ely
took place last week, at which two petitions to Parlia-
ment were resolved upon; one of them, that the Sees
of St. Asaph and Bangor might not be united ; the
other, for an increase of the number of churches,
and a subdivision of the larger parishes. This
latter petition contained the following paragraph :

—

11 That your petitioners would humbly submit to the
thoughtful consideration of your Honourable House,
whether it be not worse than useless to complain of the

want of attachment to our Protestant Reformed Epis-
copal church, on the part of a large portion of the popu-
lation, when they are necessarily and inevitably excluded

from all participation in its benefits ; and, therefore, that

it is the imperative duty of the Legislature to confer on
the Established Church those powers and facilities of in-

structing the people, without which its doctrinal excel-

lencies may be of no avail, and its healing and beneficial

influence may be lost to the body politic." After the

petition had been proposed to the meeting, the Rev. C.
Warren, of Over, said, "That as the Episcopal Church
was distinctly named, the words * Protestant Reformed'
were superfluous, and therefore unnecessary. He pro-

posed as an amendment, that those words be left out.

The Rev. F. W. Collison seconded the amendment, on
the ground that the Church had never called herself Pro-
testant. The same thing was meant by himself and the

framer of the petition, but he thought unanimity was more
likely to be attained by the omission of the words."

—

The Rev. G. Spence opposed the suggestion. There were
not many, he hoped, who considered that the Church had
ceased to be ' Protestant' or ' Reformed,' or who, as

Ministers, had ceased to glory in her as a ' Protestant
and Reformed' Church. As a matter of principle, he,
for his part, felt the highest pride and glory in having the
honour to be a Minister of the ft Protestant Reformed
Episcopal Church," and he could not sit still when a pro-

position was made to erase the first two most significant

words. After some discussion the amendment of Mr.
Warren was negatived by a majority of 19 to 6, and the

words of the original resolution were retained unaltered.

Chichester.—At the Court of Bankruptcy last week,
Mr. Commissioner Fane delivered his judgment in the

case of an application for a certificate of Mr. Charles

Ridge, one of the partners in tlie Chichester old bank.
Having complimented the assignees on tlie zealous man-
ner in which they had performed their duty, the commis-
sioner proceeded at considerable length to recapitulate

the facts connected with the bankruptcy ; but as they
have been already reported by us in former Numbers, it

will be unnecessary to repeat them. He commented in

strong terms on the fact of the bankrupts having retained

in their service a clerk named Goodem, although he had
appropriated to his own use 11,500/. of their notes, the

only reason for his retention being the dread of the bank-
rupts that he should disclose the state of their affairs.

Another feature of the case which the commissioner con-

sidered to bear heavily against the bankrupts was, their

having, up to the last moment, received as deposits the

savings of poor and industrious persons, promising them
security and 3| per cent, interest, whereas on their failure

for the sum of 139,972/., their estate only realised 6s. 3tf.

in the pound. Having alluded at some length to the

alteration in the Bankrupt Law, which invested in the

commissioner the power of giving or withholding the cer-

tificate ;
he proceeded to say that the conduct of Mr.

Charles Ridge, now before the court, had been wholly

without excuse. He ought to have wound up the affairs

of the bank immediately after the great loss it had sus-

tained (nearly 50,000/.) in the failure of Fry and Chap-

man, their London agents, the assets of himself and part-

ners being entirely insufficient to meet the emergency.

On the occurrence of that event the course of Messrs.

Ridge was plain. They should have called their cre-

ditors together ; but, instead of doing so, they paid away

12,500/. in legacies to keep up the delusion, and allowed

their own servant to rob them with impunity of several

thousand pounds. By such conduct they delayed the

evil day, but in doing so involved hundreds of persons

in humble life in their ruin. It was impossib e to do

otherwise than visit such conduct with the marked cen-

sure of the court. The Act of last session gave the com-

missioner power either to refuse or suspend the certificate.

Now he was unwilling in any case to refuse a certificate

absolutely, unless he believed there was some concealment

of property, a circumstance which was not at all alleged

aeainst the Messrs. Ridge. All he should do, therefore,

was to suspend their certificate, and to make their ulti-

mately obtaining it depend on fair and proper conditions.

He would suspend Mr. C. Ridge's certificate for two
years from the date of the bankruptcy, and the conditions

which he should require to have fulfilled previous to
granting it would be, that it should not protect any
property which might hereafter fall to the bankrupt, either

by will or as heir-at-law, as next of kin, or by death
intestate.

^
This would enable the bankrupt to resume

business, if he could find persons to trust him, and would
secure to his future creditors the fruits of his future
industry

; while, on the other hand, it would secure for
his present creditors such advantages as the accidents of
life might furnish. He should therefore sign Mr. Charles
Ridge's certificate for the 26th November, 1843.

DevQ?iport.—We are glad to learn by the West of
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England Conservative that the Mechanics' Institute of

that town is about to set a good example, by the introduc-

tion of lectures on Horticulture. The first lecture will

be delivered on Tuesday next, by Mr. W. E. Rendle, of
the Union-road Nursery, at Plymouth, who will trace the
rise and progress of Horticulture from the earliest ages to

the gardening of the nineteenth century, and will illustrate

his lecture by choice plants in flower. The leading sub-
jects touched upon in his synopsis are, the formation of
the London Horticultural Society ; the subsequent forma-
tion of Provincial societies throughout the country ; the

New Zealand Horticultural Societies ; the Chiswick exhibi-

tions ; short histories of the apple, pear, and other fruits
;

brief historical facts relative to the dahlia, the pelargonium,
the pansy, &c. ; the tulip mania; usefulness of horti-

cultural societies in distributing prizes to honest and
industrious cottagers, in thus encouraging them to cul-

tivate their gardens, and affording partial maintenance for

their families ; and the great pleasure derivable from the

cultivation of flowers.

Liverpool.—In a recent article on the system of farm-
ing which prevails in Lancashire and Cheshire, the Liver-
pool Times states that the Earl of Derby and Lord
Francis Egerton have embarked in agricultural improve-
ments, and, as a means, have given suitable leases to their

tenants. The article in question states that "The farming
is very fair on the lighter soils of Lancashire and Cheshire,
about Liverpool, Hale, Warrington, Flixton, Altringham,
Newton-in-the-Willows, Ormskirk, Southport, and Ruf-
ford, and altogether greater and more successful efforts

have been made to improve moss or bog land in Lanca-
shire and Cheshire than in any other part of England.
The field cultivation of the Potato is as well understood
in Lancashire as that of the Turnip is in Norfolk or the
Lolhians ; the crops of that root grown in this county
are superior, both in quantity and quality, to those grown
in any other part of England, and the Wheat and Clover
crops grown after them are also very good. It is the stiff

clay lands which are the disgrace of the Lancashire and
Cheshire farming. They are almost uniformly wet, and
covered with rushes, although when well drained and
farmed, as on the estate of Mr. B. Bretherton, at Rainhill,
they form excellent meadow and pasture land, when laid

down in grass, and yield large crops of wheat, beans,
oats, and barley, when worked with the plough. All that
is wanting in Lancashire is good effectual draining ; but
there is no reason to expect that that will become general
in this county until long leases are introduced in place of
the present holdings, nine-tenths of which are determi-
nable by a six months' notice. Two of our great land-
holders, namely, Lord Francis Egerton and the Earl of
Derby, seem to be aware of this, the former having re-
cently re-let a great part of his Lancashire property on
very favourable terms, and the latter now offering long
leases and advantageous conditions, on all the farms
which from time to time fall into his hands."—On Tuesday
night a free trade banquet was held at the Amphitheatre,
attended by nearly a thousand people. The boxes were
filled by ladies, and the galleries crowded by persons who
were admitted at a low price to witness the proceedings.
The chair was filled by Mr. Thornely, the member for

Wolverhampton, supported on his right by Mr. Villiers,

Dr. Bowring, Sir De Lacy Evans, Colonel Thompson, and
Mr. Hindley, M.P. ; and on his left by Mr. O'Connell,
Mr. T. M. Gibson, Mr. Sharman Crawford, and other
advocates of free trade, most of whom addressed the meet-
ing at considerable length.

Manchester. — On Saturday night a destructive fire

broke out in an extensive pile of warehouses in Norfolk-
street, close to the Post-office in this town. The ware-
houses, at the time of the conflagration, were crowded
to the ceiling with calicoes, yarns, counterpanes, damasks,
&c. The fire originated on the second floor, in Messrs.
Clayton and Gladstone's warehouse. The number of
persons who were drawn together on the first outbreak
was so great, that all the efforts of the police to keep
them back were unavailing; it was consequently found
necessary to call in the aid of the military

; and three
companies of the 15th, by forming themselves in detach-
ments, soon cleared the mob from all the approaches to

the warehouses, and protected such portions of the pro-
perty as were rescued from the flames. The building was
entirely destroyed, and the damage done is estimated at

50,000/.—On Friday, the 27th, a dinner was given in

this town to Mr. Emerson Tennent, M.P., for the pur-
pose of celebrating the passing of the Copyright of De-
signs Bill, and of presenting that gentleman with a ser-

vice of plate, in testimonial of the gratitude of the calico-

printers throughout the kingdom for his exertions on their

behalf. Mr. Tennent has for some years past exerted
himself in order to procure a Legislative enactment for

securing a reasonable copyright of designs in various
branches of art and manufacture ; and our readers are
aware that an Act for this object was passed last session.

. The calico-printers, the parties more especially benefited
by the Act, accordingly opened a subscription for the pur-
pose of presenting Mr. Tennent with some testimonial of

their gratitude ; the subscription amounted to 1,850/.,
and was appropriated to the purchase of a service of
plate, containing 106 pieces, and weighing upwards of
3,000 ounces. About 70 gentlemen were present at the
dinner, and Mr. Tennent addressed them at great length
on the various questions connected with their branch of
manufacture—The first great aggregate meeting of the
demonstrations of the Anti-Corn-Law League in this town
was held on Monday in the new Free-Trade Hall, Peter-
street. The prmcipaljDbject of the meeting was to give a
report of the progress of the Great League Fund. The
meeting was limited to registered members of the League,
and deputies from ^distant towns—a few seats having

f
been reserved for ladies—but, notwithstanding this limita-

tion, the hall was crowded to overflowing. The numbers
present have been variously estimated at from 7,000 to

10,000 persons. Mr. M. Philips, M.P., presided. Our
space will not allow us to give the particulars of the

various speeches delivered on the occasion ; we can merely
state that the list of subscriptions announced as already

received exceeded 40,000/., without including Manchester,
which has already subscribed 7,000/., and the metropolis,

in which the subscriptions amount to about 3,000/. Mr.
Bright, however, showed a long list of towns which had
not been visited, but which it was intended forthwith to

visit, and the result he expected would be a great addition

to the subscriptions. The largest sums in the list an-

nounced on Monday were the following :—Manchester,
7,000/.; Glasgow, .2,500/. ; Rochdale, 2,200/.; Liver-

pool, 2,200/.; Huddersfield, 1,800/.; Leeds, 1,500/.;
Halifax, 1,010/.; Ashton, 1,000/.; Bristol, 1,000/.;
Edinburgh, 1,000/.; Bolton, 936/.; Bury, 928/.; Not-
tingham, 850/.; Sheffield, 800/.; Burnley, 700/.; Brad-
ford, 600/. ; Blackburn, 600/. ; Birmingham, 500/. ; Bacup,
500/. ; Dundee, 500/. ^Leicester,' 500/. ; Oldham, 500/.;
Stockport, 500/. A singular circumstance occurred while

Mr. Massie was in the act of stepping forward to address

the meeting. The whole of the gas-lights went out. The
circumstance was attributed by Mr. Wilson, the chairman
of the League, to intention, and it was announced that the

utmost exertions would be made to discover the author of

the attempt to create confusion in that large assemblage.

A considerable addition to the subscriptions was made
before the meeting separated.

Plymouth.—On the night of Friday, the 27th, the
Greek brig Taxiarches, from the Danube, for Hull, but
last from Falmouth, where she took a pilot, went on shore
on the south-west side of the Rame Head, near this port.

Her pilot was below at the time, having previously left

instructions to have the brig steered to the south-east.
Unfortunately she was steered to the north-east. It being
thick at the time, and the vessel, having a fair wind and
studding-sails set, ran on the rocks before the crew knew
where they were. The crew were saved, but the vessel
will probably go to pieces.

Rye.—To the list of wrecks consequent on the late

boisterous weather, another calamity, occurring on the
Sussex coast, is now added, in the total loss of the
Arundel yacht, bound for Hong Kong and Macao, which
took the ground on Winchelsea-track, on Saturday night,
and soon became a perfect wreck. The Arundel left

Gravesend on Thursday week for the Downs, under the
care of Mr. Davison, senior pilot to her Majesty, who
had the conduct of the squadron on the occasion of the
Queen's visit to Scotland. She arrived safe in the Downs
and on Friday morning was working down Channel
against a strong westerly wind. All seems to have gone
on well up to midnight on Friday, at which time she was
off Dungeness. In beating up the Sussex coast, it ap-
pears that Mr. Davison, presuming on the yacht's well-
known sailing qualities, must have run too near, fckoro.

On Saturday morning the soundings were taken, and the
vessel was discovered to be in shallow water. The pilot

immediately put the helm down, but before the track of
the vessel could be influenced by it, she struck heavily, and
soon after became firmly embedded in the sand. The four

passengers were saved by the life-boat of this place under
the command of Lieut. Ralph, and about 4 a.m., the cap-
tain and the crew took to the ship's boats, and succeeded
in reaching the shore although a heavy surf was rolling

upon the beach. The Arundel was well known as one of

the finest vessels belonging to the Royal Yacht Squadron,
and was built by the late Duke of Norfolk from timber
grown on his own estate. At the sale of the duke's pro-

perty, she was purchased by Capt. Richardson, who in-

tended her for the local trade in China, her peculiar build

and extraordinary sailing qualities adapting her for that

service.

Windsor and Eton.—On Tuesday a man named Samuel
Prentice underwent a private examination before two
county magistrates, on a charge of being found in the

stores of Windsor Castle with a felonious intent. It ap-

pears that on Friday night, the 27th, in consequence of an
accidental ignition of one of the men's caps, a porter in

the Lord Chamberlain's department was left in the store-

room for the night as a security against fire. About half-

past five in the morning he went down to the lower room
to look at the clock ; when there he heard some one
getting over the gate of the yard in front of the store-

room ; his attention being drawn to the door, he heard
some one come up, and he then hid the lamp. He heard
a key put into the lock, and unlock it. He heard some
one enter the door, and he then showed his light, and saw
that it was the prisoner, who has been employed as the

working bell-hanger in the Castle, and usually works at a
shop in the tower moat, opposite the store-rooms. He
had every opportunity of acquiring a thorough knowledge
of the place, and of the description of the articles which
were kept there. After the usual evidence the prisoner

was committed for trial.

Railways.—The returns of the traffic on the leading

lines, for the last week, are as follows :—Greenwich 730/.,

Eastern Counties 813/., Croydon 198/., Liverpool and
Manchester 3,551/., Brighton 2,547/., Newcastle and Car-
lisle 1,197/., Grand Junction 6,315/., Blackwall 507/.,

Great North of England 1,2G2/., Glasgow and Paisley

786/., Birmingham and Gloucester 1,516/., Edinburgh
and Glasgow 1538/., Hull and Selby 729/., Birmingham
and Derby 1030/., Midland Counties 2,111/., North Mid-
land 3,242/., South Western 4,285/., Great Western
10,777/., London and Birmingham 13,311/., Northern and
Eastern 1,111/ The Board of Trade have addressed a

very important circular to the Secretaries of all the Rail-

way Companies on the subject of retrenchment. The
propriety of these reductions has been often discussed,

and is now formally condemned by the official caution
given to the management of the different lines. The cir-

cular bears special reference to the case of Mr. Harvey, a
commercial traveller from Glasgow, whose death, as out
readers will recollect, was occasioned by a collision at the

Barnsley station, on the line of the North Midland Rail-
way. The following extract contains the most important
portion of this document :

—"The experience of the last

three years has fully satisfied their lordships that the com-
parative exemption which has been latterly enjoyed from
the alarming accidents which occurred so frequently during
the infancy of railway travelling, is to be attributed mainly
to the gradual formation of establishments of experienced
and trustworthy engine-drivers and other servants, upon
all the leading passenger railways, and that it is only by
maintaining such establishments that a repetition of such
accidents can be effectually prevented. This opinion has
been confirmed by the recent accident upon the North
Midland Railway, and the investigations which their lord-

shipshave directed, in consequence, have fully satisfied them
that sudden and sweeping reductions in the branches of
the establishment connected with the public safety, can
rarely be attempted without occasioning great danger.
Under these circumstances, although my lords have no
wish to interfere with the discretion of the directors of
railway companies especially in cases where pecuniary
considerations are involved, they think it their duty to

remind them of the heavy responsibility which they will

incur if they allow themselves to be influenced by a mis-
taken economy, so far as to attempt reductions, either iu

the number and efficiency of the establishment which pre-
vious experience has led them to consider necessary for

conducting the public traffic in safety, or in the accus-

tomed wages of the class of servants upon whose intelli-

gence, sobriety, and habitual good conduct the safety

of the passengers depends."—A resolution was passed by
the shareholders of the Bristol and Gloucester Railway
at the meeting held last week, authorizing the Directors
to raise the money to complete the line. The cost of the

work is estimated at between 160,000/. and 170,000/. It

appears by the reports in the Provincial papers that the
shareholders of the Gloucester and Berkeley Canal Com-
pany have consented to support the Dean Forest Railway
in the line of road already laid down. It is stated that
when the Bristol and Gloucester line comes into full

action, the revenue derived by the carriage of coal to

Stroud will be cut off, and therefore that the only means
to create an equivalent would be the bringing of the

article from the Forest of Dean to Gloucester at a
price to enable its delivery at Stroud cheaper than
could be done by the Bristol and Gloucester Company.

—

On Tuesday, the half-yearly general meeting of the
London and Greenwich Company took place, and a divi-

dend of Is. per share was declared, the accounts showing
a net surplus of 2,207/. 12s. 4r/., after paying interest on
bond and loan debt, and the "preference shares.' 7 The
directors were also authorized to raise 50,000/. remainder
of the capital by mortgage without power of sale, the
interest to be payable half-yearly, and the principal at the
end of seven years. The mortgage bonds will be offered
to public tender, the interest to be fixed by the offerer,

and the lowest rate to be accepted. These bonds will

have the preference over all shares. A long discussion
took place on the adoption of the report, and the disputed
question of the tollage was revived, the shareholders ap-
pearing firm in resisting any infringement of their original
rights. An unsuccessful attempt was made to get the ap-
pointment of a committee to reconsider the question, and
Mr. Wilkinson, the chairman of the Croydon Company,
who endeavoured to address the meeting, was quite unable
to obtain a hearing. The income of the company from the
traffic appears by the balance-sheet to be 27,106/.—Sub-
sequent to the great blast- of Round Down cliff, on Thurs-
day week, by means

;
f 18,0001bs. of gunpowder, it has

been ascertained by measurement that the immense mass
of rock dislodged covers a surface of 18 broad acres, and
is not less than 25 feet deep. The shock was so slightly

felt in some parts of the cliff, that the party in charge of
the voltaic battery thought the experiment had failed.

It is said that the saving to the South-Eastern Railway
Company by this blast will be at least 10,000/.—The half-

yearly meeting of the Grand Junction Company was held
on Tuesday last at Liverpool. It appeared from the report
that the clear profit of the half-year was 119,470/. 2s.

9 to
which was to be added 5,612/. 4.v. 3d., surplus from the
previous half-year, making a total of 125,082/. 6s. 3tf.

;

from this amount the directors recommended that a divi-

dend of 5/. per share, and proportionate amounts on the
other stock, be declared; this would absorb 110,165/.,
leaving a balance of 14,917/. 6s. 3d., which the directors
proposed to appropriate as follows:—Income tax for half
a-year 3,653/. 17s. 10c/., depreciation and renewal of stock
5.000/., leaving to be carried forward to the credit of the
present half-year the sum of 6,263/. 8s. M.

IRELAND.
Dublin—On Sunday, the Very Rev. Dean Daly was

consecrated Bishop of Cashel and Waterford in the
Cathedral of St. Patrick's. The officiating prelates were,
the Archbishop of Dublin and the Bishops of Cork and
Ossory. Every available spot in the church was occupied,
and hundreds had to leave without being able to obtain an
entrance to the choir.—Intelligence has been received in

Dublin that Durrow Castle, the family mansion of Lord
Norbury, has been burnt to the ground, and that very
little of the furniture or other property has been saved.—
A meeting, of which a very long notice had been given, to

forward the plan of erecting some lasting testimonial to
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the merits and services of the Rev. Father Mathew, took
|

place last week in the Theatre Royal. The Duke of

Leinster presided, and said that it afforded him the

greatest pleasure to preside at this meeting, and in every
way to show the respect and esteem he entertained for the

Rev. Mr. Mathew. The immense assemblage before him,
he said, assured him that the meritorious conduct of that

individual was no less highly estimated and felt by the

country. The resolutions for the purpose of carrying into

effect the object of the meeting were moved and seconded
by the Marquises of Headfort, Clanricarde, and Kildare,

Judge Moore, Sir G. Hudson, Bart., Sir J. Burke, M.P.,
Mr. Wyse, M.P., Mr. Smith O'Brien, M.P., Mr. Tuite,
M.P., the Hon. Colonel Southwell, and Mr. O'Connell,
and were carried without a dissentient voice. Several of
the leading peers and gentry of Ireland were present, and
the boxes and galleries of the theatre were crowded to

excess.—A large meeting has been held in Dublin for

the purpose of expressing dissatisfaction with the Irish Poor
Law. It was attended by noblemen and landowners of

all shades of party politics, the chair being taken by
the Duke of Leinster, and the resolutions proposed and
seconded by the Marquess of Downshire, Lord Ormonde,
Lord Roden, Lord Charleville, and others ;

while there

was a numerous attendance of members of Parliament,

both Ministerial and Opposition. A resolution was
carried to the effect that

—

tl It being the conviction of
the meeting that the law, unless to a great extent remo-
delled, would every year become less effective as regards
the objects intended by the Legislature, and that it would
tend, at no distant period, to the serious embarrassment
of any Government, a deputation be appointed to urge
upon his Excellency the necessity of an immediate and
searching inquiry into the operation of the whole system."
A. deputation waited upon the Lord-Lieutenant accord-
ingly, and stated the resolutions to which the meeting had
come. His Excellency, in his answer, said, " The Go-
vernment were quite alive to the importance of the sub-
ject, and most anxious to receive information upon it,

particularly so from gentlemen of such rank and intelli-

gence, and whose object was to improve the law ; that the
question was manifestly one of great difficulty/' &c. ; and
he concluded by observing, that it was impossible that
" legislation should take place early in the session, as the
meeting recommended."—A new Irish Registry Bill is

said to be in preparation, in which the existing 10/. house-
hold franchise will be retained, and a new franchise added
similar to the tenant-at-will, or Chandos qualification in
England, to be fixed at the annual payment of 30/., ac-
cording to the Poor-Law valuation.

SCOTLAND~
Edinburgh.—The Court of Session was occupied last

week in hearing the arguments of counsel in the well-known
cases of Auchterarder and Strathbogie, the whole Court,
with the exception of the Lord Justice Clerk, being
present. The counsel who appeared for the several
parties were Mr- Rutherford, the Solicitor-General, and
the Dean of Faculty. The arguments of Mr. Rutherford
and the Dean of Faculty were of considerable length. The
Court intimated that they would give judgment on a future
day,—The Caledonian Mercury announces that they are
authorised to state that the appeal taken to the House of
Lords, in name of the dissentient parishioners of Culsa-
oiond, against the decision of the Court of Session, by
which the settlement of the Rev. Mr. Middleton was
sustained as valid, has been abandoned, by directions from
the law committee of the General Assembly. The decision
of the court below must now, therefore, be regarded as
final and conclusive of one of the great church cases
which have recently occupied so much public attention,
^d excited such general interest.—It is rumoured that
Mr. Fox Maule, in his proposed measure for the settle-

ment of the troubles of the Scotch Church, favours the
juews of the majority, and that his measure will probably
°e a mere enactment of the veto, or a repetition of some
£ the Bills which have been already introduced into
1 arliament.—The.Lord Justice General, the Lord Provost,
*JQd other gentlemen, met as a committee at Holyrood
House last week, to accompany Mr. Nixon, the Master
£f Works for the Woods and Forests, over the ground to
*>e converted into a carriage-drive round Salisbury Crags and
Arthur's Seat. The line is to commence near the temporary
Sate in the Abbey-hill, pass through Queen Mary's-gardens
to the front of the Palace, across the paved Palace-yard, and
again through the gardens at the south of the Palace, to
* Point about the beginning of the irrigated meadow,
^om this point a road is to be made eastward to the
^uke's-walk, and along that walk to the Watering-stone at
^eadowbank. Another road is to be continued from the
Point in the irrigated meadow southward, along the bot-
0|n of Salisbury Crags, till it reaches the road leading to

•JJJ
Powder-house. Thence it is to double round the

*U1
> towards the shepherd's house, commonly called

avid Dean's cottage. It is ultimately intended to carry
e r°ad to Duddingstone by a line nearly the same as the

P^sent foot-walk. The committee were satisfied,^ not
a^'th the utility of such lines of road, but also with

ti

e beauty of the scenery, and the great additional attrac-

j

°n the roads must give to the city. The works will be

te °f
eration "within two or three weeks, and it is in-

bii t^
t0 k&ve *hem exclusively executed by the Edin-

rS" labourers now out of employment.
^fasgow.-—The installation of Mr. Fox Maule, as Lord

<Uv
U °^ ^e University of this city took place on Thurs-

^p^^j in the Common Hall; he was received with
6 cat enthusiasm.

Letter to the Duke of Wellington on the Present State of

India," published only last year and still on sale, procured

the enormous sum of 95/. lis. ; merely because it con-

tained two or three MSS. notes by the late marquis, in

reference to some passages quoted from Mr. Alison's His-

tory. This circumstance is so unprecedented, that the

following account of the manuscript comments, taken

from the Times, may not be unacceptable to our readers :

—

At page 6 of the pamphlet the text says, u He (the

Marquis) sent indeed a strong Army of observation under

Sir J. Craig,
,?
&c. The note thereon is,

—"The Army,
'in the field/ as it was called, and as in my time it

1 always ' was, with all equipments, prepared for imme-
diate service, was the only preparation made against the

'certainly meditated' attack of Zamaun Pchah.—W."
[The text spells it " Schah."] At page 15 the text quotes

from "Alison's History," vol. vii., pp. 184 and 185, where
that author speaks of the overthrow of Colonel Monson's
division, and the disastrous confidence thereby generated

among the restless and rebellious native chiefs, &c. ; the

writer of the pamphlet observes, " When again, in the

war with Holkar, the Marquis deviated from his usual

policy," &c, and "these impending evils were arrested

by a recurrence to those better and wiser councils, which,

with the one exception, characterised the whole of the

Marquis Wellesley's government," &c. The Marquis, in

his note exclaims—"I never deviated at any time from

my fixed policy ; Monson (a poor, weak, though brave

man), with the best intentions, deviated from it, and 1

spared him on a fixed principle, ' never to cast blame on
those whose intentions were fair and honest, although my
own fame might suffer.' All the phrases 'departed/
4 recurring to/ &c, are quite misapplied—they should be

corrected. Monson's advance and retreat were no acts of

mine. I wish the author of this letter, who seems to be

a well-informed and judicious person, would inform Mr.

Alison of these facts. Mr. Alison's work is excellent,

and most fair to me, but he has made some mistakes

which I could correct if I knew him or any of his friends.

—W." The pamphlet was purchased for the Duke of

Wellington, and it is said that, on the price being men-

tioned to him, he evinced, not unnaturally, the utmost

surprise. The competitor against Mr. Hatchard, who
bought the lot, was Mr. Blackwood, the publisher of Mr.
Alison's History, that firm desiring to possess such testi-

mony to the general excellence of the work. Mr. Hatch-

ard's order, however, was unlimited—merely "buy it;"

and, if Mr. Alison's publishers had not entered the field,

there were others prepared to go to a very high price.

One gentleman was ready to go as high as 50/., so that

his Grace had no chance of obtaining a bargain. The
circumstance is unprecedented in the history of sales of

books and autographs.
" Old Mortality."—The only occupation of the old

man was wandering about the country, repairing the

tombstones of the Covenanters, travelling from one

churchyard to another, mounted on his old white pony,

till he was found dead one day by the road-side. His
family experienced a singular variety of fortune. One of

his sons went to America, and settled at Baltimore, where

he made a large fortune. He had a son who married an
American lady, and the latter outliving her husband, be-

came Marchioness Wellesley ! His daughter was mar-
ried to Jerome Bonaparte, and after her separation from
him wedded Monsieur Serruier, the French consul at

Baltimore. What would " Old Mortality " have said, as

he bored among the neglected grave-stones in Scotland, had

he foreseen that the widow of his grandson was to become
an English Marchioness, sister-in-law of the Duke of Wel-
lington, and his granddaughter Queen of Westphalia, and
sister-in-law of Napoleon !

—

Inverness Courier.

Jtftfecellatwou*.

lesle? ^,^**-'—At the recent saIe of the Marquis Wel "

J s library an eighteenpenny pamphlet, entitled, ** A

liato.

Arches' Court.—Nunn against Varty and Mopsey.—Sir H.
Jenner Fust delivered his judgment in this case, which was an
appeal from the Consistory Court of London in a cause of sub-

traction of church-rate, promoted by the Churchwardens of St.

John, Hackney, against Mr. Nunn, a parishioner, the amount
sued for being 3s. 4rf. The sentence appealed from rejected the

allegation in opposition to the rate, the learned Judge in the

court below holding that it pleaded no sufficient grounds to

invalidate the rate. The questions principally turned upon the

construction of the local acts relating to the pulling down and
rebuilding the parish church, in conjunction with the Church
Building Acts, under which the original parish had been divided

into three separate and distinct parishes. The Dean of the Arches
now affirmed the judgment of the Court below upon every point,

pronounced against the appeal, and condemned the appellant in

the costs. _. m

Central Criminal Court.- The fourth session during the

present mayoralty commenced on Monday before the Lord Mayor,
the Recorder, and usual civic authorities. The Grand Jury
having been sworn, the Recorder proceeded to deliver his charge,
and said that, on a perusal of the calendar, and a careful con-
sideration of the facts disclosed in the depositions returned to the
Court, it did not occur to him to make any particular observations
with respect to the general nature of the charges, which were of

the ordinary character, and supported by ordinary evidence.

There was, however, one case of a very serious nature, being a
charge of murder, committed in the streets of London, in the

light of day ; and as there appeared upon the face of the deposi-

tions no apparent motive for the commission of the offence, it

became more necessary for him to draw their particular attention

to the case. He would therefore address a few observations upon
the charge of murder, and would preface those observations byre-
marking, that in case of a defence being set up on the ground of

real or supposed insanity, it was not their province to take such

matter into their consideration, and throw out a bill in conse-

quence. He made those observations, because it would be ne-

cessary very particularly to allude to a defence of insanity, be-

cause such a defence, if established at the trial, would excuse

the party charged ; but it was not a question for their determina-

tion. In adverting to the definition of the crime of murder, he

would observe that it might involve the question, whether the

accused was sane or not, and if insane, whether the offence

was committed during a lucid interval. He had considered it

necessary to advert to the nature of such a defence, for the pur-

pose of cautioning them against deciding on such grounds ;
for,

although In his observations it would be necessary tojallude to

such a state of things, still it would not be for them to consider

whether the offence was committedby a person of unsound mind.

In the case of *• The Queen v. the wife of John Hodges," when
the grand jury came into court, the foreman stated, that a bUl
had been presented to them against a mother for the murder of
her child, and they had thrown it out, because the evidence of
all the witnesses went to show she was insane. Mr. Baron
Alderson, who was on the bench, said, "Then, gentlemen, you
did wrong; you ought not to try that question. If you are of
opinion the acts done by her were such as, if they had been done
by a person of sound mind, would have amounted to murder, it

is your duty to find the bill, otherwise you afford no securiiy to
the public by the confinement of the insane person." That opi-
nion in no respect was any hardship upon the party accused,
because the Legislature had taken particular care to provide for

persons in a state of insanity, either when arraigned, or when
under trial. By the 3Qth and 40th George III., c. 94, sec. 2, it

was enacted, that if any person indicted appeared when arraigned
insane, a jury might be empanelled to try his sanity, and upon
being found insane, he was to be kept in safe custody till her Ma-
jesty's pleasure should be known, and by a previous clause in the
sume statute, itwas enacted that if a person was acquitted upon
the ground of insanity, the jury must deliver a special verdict to

that effect, and the accused would then also be detained— a neces-
sary course, not only for his own safety, but also for the safety of

the public. He particularly called their attention to these circum-
stances, because in ordinary cases ajury might be induced to throw
out a bill, if upon hearing the witnesses on behalf of the pro-

secution only, it appeared that the accused was not in his right

mind; but in a case of this description they would be pleased

to attend to the directions he had given them, and not try the

question of sanitv or insanity ; for, according to the provisions

of the statute to which he had already alluded, that was a ques-

tion to be determined by another tribunal. Having made these

preliminary remarks, he would call their attention to what the

law deemed the crime of murder. My Lord Coke said, " When
a person of sound memory, and of the age of discretion, unlaw-
fully killeth any reasonable creature in being, and under the

King's peace, with malice aforethought, either express or im-

plied, so as the party die of the wound within a year and a day

after the same, it is murder j but the offence cannot be committed
by an idiot, lunatic, or infant." And Lord Hale describes the

age of an infant to be under seven years. Now, although it was
held by law that an insane person could not be found guilty of

the crime of murder, still it was necessary, in order to exempt a
party from such a responsibility, to prove that at the time he
committed the offence, he was incapable of distinguishing right

from wrong. Sir Michael Foster, in his treatise on homicide,
said—" In every charge of murder, the fact of killing being first

proved, all the circumstances of accident, necessity, or infirmity,

are to be satisfactorily proved by the prisoner, unless they arise

out of the evidence adduced against him ; for the law presumeth
the fact to have been founded in malice until the contrary ap-
peareth." Some misapprehension appeared to have been enter-
tained with respect to the words malice aforethought ; but the
same learned authority upon that subject said, "When the law
maketh use of the words malice aforethought, as descriptive of

the crime of murder, it is not to be understood in that narrow
restricted sense to which the modern use of the word malice is

apt to lead one—a principle of malevolence to particulars; for

the law by the term malice, in this instance, meaneth that

the act hath been attended with such circumstances as

are the ordinary symptoms of a wicked, depraved, and ma-
lignant spirit;" and again, "and I believe most, if not all,

of the cases which in our books are arranged under the

head of implied malice, will, if carefully adverted to, be found to

turn upon this single point—that the fact hath been attended

with such circumstances as carry in them the plain indications

of a heart regardless of social duty, and fatally bent upon mis-
chief." To these observations he (the Recorder), would add,
that if in the prosecution of a guilty purpose, another offence,

not intended, was committed, the party was equally guilty as if

he had accomplished the crime he contemplated ; so, if a person
attempted to take the life cf another, and by mistake or accident,

or from any other cause in furtherance of such design, killed

another party, the law presumed malice ; although the blow
which caused death to the individual was intended for another,

the offence was in law the same, inasmuch as it was an unlawful
taking away life. If, therefore, in the course of the investiga-

tion, it should appear from any expression used by the accused,

or from any other facts that might be adduced in evidence, that

some other person had been aimed at, or that the accused had
another person in his mind, the offence was equally one of mur-
der. As far as he could judge from the depositions, the facts

which would be laid betore them would be short and extremely
simple; they would in all probability find that the unfortunate
deceased was walking in the street whilst in the occupation
of his usual avocations, that he was followed by the prisoner, who
drew a pistol, which he discharged at him, and that the ball took

effect ; that he then attempted to fire another pistol, but was frus-

trated in his attempt, and taken into custody with the pistols in

his possession. They would also probably learn that the per-

son wounded died in a few days from the effects of the wound j

and it might also he shown that the accused inflicted the

wound intentionally. If such facts should be proved in evidence,

their duty would be extremely short. If they should be of opi-

nion that the accused intended to do what he actually had done,

and he (the Recorder) apprehended they would have but little

doubt that he intended to commit the offence, then it would be
their duty to return a true bill. The accused would then be put

upon his trial, and if such an infirmity of mind as had been al-

luded to appeared to exist, it would be disposed of by the petty

jury. He had ventured to advert to the nature of the defence

which possibly might be set up. But it might be that no such

defence would be offered, still he thought it right to take every

opportunity of distinctly laying it down as the law of the land,

that unless a person actually did not know right from wrong, it

could not amount to a legal defence to a charge oi muraer; n
the fact of the commission of any great and serious «™e wasln

itself to be held or considered a proof of insanity, there would be

no safety or security for the public, and the consequences would

be dreadful to contemplate. To a certain extent every atrocious

crime was irrational : at least, it wasi
irra lonal to "to the per

U

of what might be the consequences of such a mme both here and

hPrPRfter Airain he would say that if such defences were on

foundation of society would be shaken and destroyed. Should

the acts It the case be presented to them as he had stated, it

SoiidS ?heir duty to put it in a train for further investigation

;

m^SoS^ any grounds for setting up such a defence ai

he had ventured to allude to, the accused would have the benefit

ofitatthehandsofthepettyjury.
Trial of M'Naghten.-The grand jury having found a true

hill against Daniel M'Naghten for the murder of Mr. Drum-
mondi he was placed at the bar on Thursday to take his trial.

Afterthe indictment had been read, the clerk of the arraigns
asked him whether he was guilty or not? The prisoner made no
reply- Mr. Cope, the governor of Newgate, asked him if he
heard the question? Lord Abinger said the prisoner must an-
swer the question of his own accord. After a short pause, the
prisoner exclaimed loudly, " I was driven to desperation by per-
secution.' Mr. Clarkson said he was about to make an observa-
tion. Lord Abinger said the court could not hear him until the
prisoner had pleaded. The question was repeated, but the pri-
soner remained silent. Lord Abinger then told him that he was
asked whether he was guilty or not. Prisoner: I am guilty of
firing. Lord Abinger: That is a negative plea; but do you mean
to say you are not guilty of the rest of the charge, namely,
intending to murder Mr. Drummond? Prisoner: Yes. Lord.
Abinger: Very well, that is equivalent to a plea of not guilty,
and, therefore, let that plea be recorded. The same plea was
then recorded to the charge upon the coroner's inquisition.
Mr. Clarkson then rose and said that he was instructed to apply
to the Court, on behalf of the prisoner, to allow the trial to be
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postponed to the next sosion ; and he had also to apply for the

restoration ot certain p =. and amongst others a receipt for a

sum of money lodged in the Glasgow and Shipping Bank, which

he begged might be delivered to the prisoner's attorneys. The
Attorney-General said that application had been made to Mr.
Manic for the documents and money found in the prisoner's

possession on his apprehension, but it was considered important

for the prosecution to retain the documents. At the same time

an intimation had been given that any reasonable sum required

for the defence of the prisoner would be handed over to his

attorney. As to the Bank receipt, that certainly could not be

given up, as it was an important document to the prosecution.

Lord Abinger said that the trial should stand over until next

session, on the understanding that sufficient funds would be

supplied for the defence. The Attorney-General wished it to be

distinctly understood that the depositions which had been

alluded to were not taken in any way by the sanction of the

Government, but merely upon the responsibility of the public

officer at Glasgow. Lord Abinger said that it must be under-

stood that the trial was postponed with the consent of the Crown.

The Rev. W.Bailey, LL.D., late Minister of St. Peter's Chapel,

"Westminster, was indicted for forging and uttering a pro-

missory note for 2,8/5/. The facts of this case have frequently

been before the public. They were reported in our Taper of

July 16, 1842, at the time of trial of the cause of Bailey v.

Smith, in the Court of Common Pleas. The alleged forgery was

a promissory note for 2,875/., stated to have been given by the

late Robert Smith to Miss Bailey, the sister of the Doctor. It

will be in the recollection of our readers that the late Robert

Smith was rather a celebrated character, residing in the neigh-

bourhood of Seven Dials ; that he was a miser, and died intes-

tate. After his death, Dr. Bailey presented the promissory note

in question, and also an 1 O U for the same amount to the admi-

nistrators of Robert Smith. The validity of the note was dis-

puted. Miss Bailey, the Doctor's sister, to whom it was alleged

the note had been given, brought an action against the represen-

tatives of Smith, at which trial Dr. Bailey gave evidence, and

swore that the note had been given to him by Smith. The Jury,

however, did not believe the rev. gentleman's evidence, and re-

turned a verdict for the defendant. Subsequently the rev. gen-

tleman was apprehended on the charge of forging the promis-

sory note and the I O U, and committed for trial. After

a long inquiry, Mr. Justice Williams summed up. The
jury, after deliberating for about five minutes, returned a verdict

of "guilty of uttering." Mr. C. Jones applied for a respite of

judgment, upon the ground that the evidence did not justify the

verdict. Mr. Justice Williams refused to accede to the applica-

tion. The prisoner was called up for judgment, and Mr. Justice

Williams addressed him in the following terms :—Prisoner at the

bar, it is my unwelcome duty—and unwelcome with great truth

I may call it—to pass the sentence of the law upon a man holding

your situation in society—a man who appears to have been pos-

sessed ofdistinguished talent, and fully capable ofconducting him-

selfeither to the prejudice or to the advantage of society, and whose
example, either one way or the other, was sure to be attended

with effect— a person, my equal, whom I am compelled to address

after the verdict of the jury, upon evidence which has satisfied

them of your guilt, and I feel bound to add, has also satisfied

myself, and has left no doubt upon my mind of the pro-

priety of that verdict. I shall not insult your feelings by

any fui ther remarks, and probably the situation in which you

now stand is the most poignant punishment for the offence you
have committed, and I will not aggravate it. It is my duty only

to show that the law of England regards all men as equal, and

if any distinction is made, a severer punishment should tall upon
him whose education and station in society ought to teach him
not to break its enactments. The sentence upon you is, that

you be transported beyond the seas for the term of your natural

iife. The prisoner on hearing the sentence bowed to the Court,

and walked firmly away from the bar, apparently not at all af-

fected. The trial lasted for 12 hours.
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GEOLOGY.—PROFESSOR WEBSTER, F.G.S., will

COMMENCE his LECTURES on MONDAY, the 6th of

February. . ,„ _ .....
The Course will consist of Thirty Lectures, and will be divided

mpic minerals as enter essentially

d lodgings—T- Fea, Lerwick, collector of Customs— J. Smith and Hon,

', merchant*—T. Cruikahanfe, Aberdeen, innkeeper—J- \Vexr, Brac-

BIRTHS—On the 1st inst., at Bishoppgatc, near Windsor, the Hon. Mrs.

Arbnthnot.of a son—On the 1st inst, Mrs- Major Usborne, of Upper Bedford-

Hope, of a son-
.MARRIED—On the 1st inst-, at GiT.ingham, Martin Had&ley, only son of

Admiral Gosselin, of Benger Hall, Herts, to Frances Orris, eldest daughter

of Captain Sir John Marshall, C.B-, KCH., of Gillinfiham House, Kent—On
the 1st inst-, at the church of Allhnllows Barking. Spencer Shelley. Ksq., son

of Sir John Shelley, Bart, to Susanna, daughter of S. M- I-fake, Esq.—On the

26*th ult-, at the British Embassy, Paris, Louisa* daughter or J. Campbell, Esq.,

of York-gate, Regent's Park, to Gustave Count de Treguet, only son of the

late Admiral de Treguet, Marshal and Peer of France.

; or the characters and super-

posittoiToYthe strata' composing- the crust of the globe, together

with an account of the various phenomena exhibited by them.

3. The application of the above subjects to the Useful Arts.

Lectures on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, nt a quarter

past 12. Fee, 3/. The Course is open to Gentlemen who do not

attend any other class in the College. An Evening class will be

formed, if desired by a sufficient number.
GEORGE LONG, A.M., Dean of the Faculty of Arts.

CHAS. C. ATKINSON, Secretary to the Council.

University College, London, Jan. 24, 18*3.

ENEVOLENT INSTITUTION for the RELIEF of

AGED and INDIGENT GARDENERS and their WIDOWS.
The COMMITTEE of this Institution HEREBY GIVE NO-

TICE that, in conformity with the Resolution of he Jenei

street, May fair, in the 76ih year
spector-General of Hospitals.

of his age, James Fianck, Esq., M-D-, In-

T
On the 1st of March -will be published, bound in cloth, lettered.

Price 7«. 64.

HE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST.
First Volume.

Subscribers are informed that cloth cases, suitable for

binding; their Numbers in the same manner, may be purchased,

price 18, 6d. ; or the Publisher will bind them for 2,9. All the

Numbers and Parts may be had separately, or together.

London: R. Groombridgb, 5, Paternoster-row, and all

Booksellers.

***

In One Vol., foolscap 8vo., price 95.

ANNUAL BIOGRAPHY : Being Lives of Eminent
or Remarkable Persons who have died within the Year

1842. By CHARLES R. DODD, Esq.,

Author of "The Peerage," " 'J he Parliamentary Companion,"
"The Manual of Dignities," &c.

"The Lives arc written in a fair, unbiassed tone ; and the

diligence and accuracy which characterises Mr. Dodd's produc-

tions arc not wanting to ensure the success of the present work,

which contains no less than 260 biographical notices."*—Morning
Herald, Chapman and Ham., 166, Strand.

Now Ready, the First Volume of

THE HISTORY OF WOMAN IN ENGLAND, and
J- HER INFLUENCE ON SOCIETY AND LITERATURE.
By Miss Lawranck, Authoress of "Memoirs of the Queens of

England from the Twelfth to the Sixteenth Century." In smallEng
svo.
" To trace thhe progress of Woman in England, through the

various phases of her history, is the object of this work. Begin-

ning at the earliest period, it has been the chief aim of the

writer to collect contemporary information from every available

source, in order to throw light upon a subject, as curious and

interesting as it is important/*

January 1844.

Feb. 1st 1843. J* J * Bowler, Hon. Sec.

The' Testimonials of Candidates must he forwarded to the

Secretary (at the latest) by Saturday, the 1st of April next.

Copies of the Rules and List of Subscribers may be obtained of

all the Members of the Committee ; and of the Secretary, Albany-

road, Kent- road. _

C^
ARDEN NET.—New Garden Net, viz., Herring

J" Net one-inch mesh, made with machinery, ljrf. per yard in

anv length or width. Old Fishing Net, properly mended up, m
lengths 30 or 40 yards, 8 and 10 feet deep, id. per yard square.

Woollen ani

from Hemp,
Also Shecp-lounng
Nets for Fences against Rabbits, Dogs, Poultry, &c, 2d. pci yard

;

also for covering in Poultry yards, Pheasanlnes, &c, 8£. per

yard. Superior expanding Tents for Lawns, &c, 5*., 36 feet

round. Tarpaulins for Wagon and Stack Covers, Garden frames,

&c 9« ner snuare yard made up.

R^KfittWW, Net and TentMafcex, 21, Tonbridge Place,

New Road, near Euston Square, London.

N.B.-1000 London Policemen's Capes for Farmers' Servants,

is. Qd., 2.v. , and 2a-. M. each.

TJ1ANO FORTES. —LUFF & Co.'s BOUDOIR.
JL PIANO is particularly adapted for the Country Cottage. It

is «wect and powerful in tone, elegant and durable, and for

cheapness unequalled. Stands well between folding-^loors, and

is improved by Flower Vases on the top, being only 3 feet 6

inches high. Piano Fortes of every kind warranted at very low

prices No charge for Package. Instruments taken m exchange.

Lluff & Co., 103, Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury.

WALKER'S NEEDLES (by Authority the

Queen's Own"), with the New Large Eyes, are easily

SPORTING.
TATTirc n Ai.L'S. Thursday.-DERBY.— 6 to 1 agst Scott's

lot ; 10 to 1 agst Mr. Hlakelock's A British Yeoman (taken);

Now ready, the First Monthly Part for 1843, of

rn H e A T H E N M U M.—
JL Ninety-six large Quarto Pages, of three columns each.

Pi ice is. 4d. Amongst the REVIEWS will be found :—

(taken) ; 40 to l agst Mr. Bowcs's Cotherstone; 50 to 1 agst Lord

Westminster's Languish colt (taken); 50 to 1 agst Duke of

Grafton's Cataract ; 2000 to 35 agst Mr. Bell'sBlackdrop (taken)

;

1000 to 15 agst Duke of Richmond's Clara colt (taken); 1000 to

15 agst Lord Albemarle's The Brewer (taken); - 1000 to 15 agst

Mr. T. Speed's Everton (taken); 1000 to 15 agst Mr. Mostyn's

General Pollock (taken) ; 1000 to 15 agst Lord Chesterfield's Par-

thian (taken); 1000 to 15 agst Mr. Thornhill's Elixir (taken);

1000 to 10 agst Mr. Edciison's Chesterfield (taken); 1000 to 10

agst Duke of Richmond's Delightful colt (taken) ; 2000 even
between Progress colt and Parthian (taken). By the death of the

Hon. T. O. Powlctt the Mystery cult is disqualified for the Derby
and St. Leger, and Wee Pet for the Oaks.

Eyre*s Imprisonment at Cabul.
Life of Sir Astley Cooper.
The Rutland Papers.

The Xanthian Marbles.
The Poetry ofBearn/with Trans-

lations.

St. John's Ancient Greece.
Muller's Attica.

Vaughan's Age of Great Cities.

Wilson's Western Isles.

Lady Grosvcnor's Yacht Voyage
Potter's History of Charnwood
Forest.

Life in Mexico, by the Spanish
Ambassadress.

Literary Ladies.
The Commissioner.
Our Mess.
Publications of the Shakspeare

Society.

H.

MARK LANE, Friday, Feb. 3.— Our arrivals of English

Wheat since Monday have been very moderate, and that day's

prices fully supported.—Foreign meets a steady inquiry at our
quotations.— la bonded there is nothing doing. [n Barley,

Beans, and Peas, we observe no alteration. The Oat Trade is

rather firmer. Sir R. Peel declared last night, that " I ler Ma-
jesty's Government have not in contemplation any amendment
of the Corn Laws."

BRITISH) PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, E886X, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire .. .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oat.s, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire
Northumberland and Scotch
Irish

Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new .

Pigeon, Heligoland . . .

22 to 23

30 to 33

S. S. s. S.
4i to 63 Red 40 to4<>— to—3White — to—
25 tn30 Grind. 10 to 25

Polands 13 to 23 Peed 14 to 22
Feed —to— Totato 15 to 24
Feed 9 to i3 Potato U to 22
. . — to —

Tick 24 to 29 Harrow 26 to 30
Winds. 26 to 34 Longpod 26 to 30

Peas, White 80 to 32 Maple 27 to 29 Grey

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
Wheat. 13arley.

Dec. 23 • • 47 2 2<i 5_ 30 t • 47 1 20 3
Jan. • * 47 1 £6 ft

L3 , • 47 10 2(J 5
__ 20 • • 49 1 27 2— 27 * • 49 3 27 8

ft weekt 'Aggregat

Duties

e A

•

ver.

•

47 11 26 9

£0 1 10

OatH:
17 4
17 2
17 2

16 11

17
17

17 1

Rye.
28
20
31
29
23
30

5
1

7
4
2
4

29 4

Beans.
23 11

23 3
28
27 5
27 7
27 10

23

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER

English
Irish .

Foreign

Engli.h
Irish .

Scotch .

Foreign

Flour.
Ska. — Brls.

Wht.
0323

240

ARRIVALS
Wheat
8770

19

Barl.
132

8
LAST

Malt.
68U6

11 6

WEEK.
11 6

20' to 27

Peas-

31 2
31

29
29
29
30

11

7
5
4

To

Oats.
2780
5939

Rye. Bns.
1050

30 3

10 6

Peas.
548

4301 376

THIS WEEK.
Uarley

2:'10

Oats
7M0
6140

Flour
17i'0

GAZETTE OF THE YVKKK.
•builder.

Looe. Cornwall,

jnflt.er, grocer—W.
Wood, sen-, and W. Wood, jun -, Newgate-street, City, genernl bardwaremen
_R. Ames, Margate, linen-draper—\V- II. Turner, and T. IS- Turner, B!ack-

burn, Lancafihire, COtton-spinnere—J. Bradwell, York, ironmonger—J- Kiris-

dale, Leeds, snurV-merrhant—L -Tones, Liverpool, wine and spirit-merchant—
n. it. <m, Liverpool, merchant—R. Rymer, Manchester, homse-painter and
plasterer—T. Cartwright, Heaton Norris, I,am-a»hire, banker—F- Cutbush,
Kenninirton, Kent, seedsman— W- Marshall, Worthing butcher—A. Norton,
Edwauf-strcet. Portman-square, upholsterer— 1. Herridge, Upper Wharton-
Btreet, Clerkenwell, builder—W Mays, Bngstock, Northamptonshire, felt-

"With Notices of Forty-eight other Volumes.
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE — ORIGINAL POETRY—

The ART-UNIONS-MUSEUM of ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.
CRITICAL ESSAYS on the FINE ARTS—Wood Kngravingj

including Notices of Mulreauy's Vicar of Walccfickl, with on

Illustration by Blake 5 also, Six Engravings alter Holbein's

Dance of Death-Walker's Monumental Brasses—M*w stresses

—The Queen's Visit to Scotland, &c.
. . .

REPORTS of the Learned, Literary, and Artistic bocieucs:

with full Abstracts of PROFESSOR COCKERELL. & I'iK&i

THREE LECTURES on ARCHITECTURE —The Astronomer

Royal and Mr. Baily on the last Eclipse, See. Sec.

With Notices of the new Plays and Concerts of t.lie momii
5

and a Miscellanea, including all that is likely to interest the

informed and intelligent.

J. Francis, Athenaeum Office,j^
onclorK

NEW WORK iiY Mr. CHARLES DICKENS-
be completed in Twenty Monthly Numbers, price One Mulling

each, the Second Number of nmivTHE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF MARTIN
-A- CIIUZZLEWIT; HIS RELATIVES, FRIENDS, AND
ENEMIES. Comprising all his Wilis and his Ways •

,

with an

Historical Record of What He Did, and What He Didn t: snow-
*

a0r

w
V
H6 INHERITED THE ^MILY PLATE,

WHO CAME IN FOR THE SILVER
A

*>PpONS,

AND WHO FOR THE WrOODEN LADLiib.

The whole forming a Complete Key to the Housk of Chuz-

Zlewit. Edited by "BOZ." With Illustrations by ftii-G.

London: Chapm an and Hall, 186, StrancL___

~TO~ ADVERTISERS. „fA. TrrlJT ,-

THE LONDON and EDINBURGH MON1HU
-L JOURNAL OF MEDICAL SCIENCE, Edited by Dr. C.or.

mack, is an admirable medium for advertising Medical aim

Scientific Publications, Works in General Literature, Meaicai

Practices, Chemical Products, Pharmaceutical Preparations, ana

the Prospectuses of Life Insurance Societies, &c. 8cc. ims
Journal has, since its commencement in January, 1840, enjo) ca

a very large, and steadily increasing circulation in every paic 01

Great Britain: and has now numerous subscribers in India an

the colonies. In Scotland, it has a larger circulation tnan any

other medical journal. It is taken in not only bypnvatemoi.
viduals, but by most of the Medical Societies and Reading Ljiuos

in the United Kingdom, as well as by many of the General jncws

Rooms in the large towns. Advertisements, therefore, nisciicu

in this Journal, cannot fail to be perused by many tnousana

readers, of a select class. (h f
AbtbrTISEmbnts (which ought to be sent in by tne j.h« " l

the month) are received by Jonv Churchim,, Prince* -sweec,

Soho, London, and by the Printers, Messrs. Balfour and

Jack, Edinburgh. . _
I^XCHANliE.—A Gentleman in possession of a line

li Collection of Herbaceous and Perennial Plants. ™Sftes to-

make a liberal exchange for a small and good coUection ot Feiaa-

goniums. For further particulars, address Y.Z., to ti-e utr«. 01

Miss Djsnham, Stationer, Regent- street, London.

threaded (even by blind persons), and worked with !»«"«*
having Improved Points, Temper, and Finish. The Labels are

correct Likenesses of Her Majesty and His Royal Holiness

Prince Albert in relief, on coloured grounds,

H. Wa:
Eyes, Bodkin;

lISSi value, cnn~belent free"by post by any respectable

dealer, on receipt of 13 penny stamps for every shilling value.

^7^^^J^^io the Queen, 20, Maiden-lane,

Wood-street.
,

TO LABI KB.

ROWLAND'S KALYDOR.— Under the special Pa-

tronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, and the

roui'h skin, pleasantly soft

roseate hue to the Complexion, and renders the Arms, 8md*,m&
Nrrk delicatelyfair and soft. Caution.—Much pernicious trash

is now offered lor sale as " KALYDOR*"-it is therefore nnpera-S^whSmi tn see that the words " ROWLAND'S KA-
tive on Purchasers to see that the wor

£C
1

to be engraved on the Government Stamp, ttoUS—-"A.

Rowland and Son, 20, Hatton Garden," which is affixed to

each bottle. Price 4s. 6rf. and 8s. U. per bottle, duty included.

Ask for ROWLAND'S KALYDOK. Sold by them, and by Che-

mistslandj^umers.
~

IMPORTANT TO ALL.

CAN say of the WATERPROOF COAT I pur-

chased ot you, that I never had anything so pleasant in

" wear, or so efficient as a ' Waterproof,' and therefore, in every

" respect superior to a ' Mackintosh.' It is a very pleasant Gar-

" ment, too, for moderate warmth when the weather is dry. As
" a medical man, and having much daily riding, I have fully

cd what is above slated, and you are welcome to use this

Garment referred to is RERDOK'S well-known VENlILAflNG
WATERPROOF FROCK, and the above testimony is entirely

unsolicited, nor has W. R. ever seen the party who gives it.

Made onlv by WALTER RERDOE, Tailor, Waterproofer, &c.,

9, Comhill (eight doors from Rishopsgate-strect.)

rpHB CALAMITOUS EFFECTS OF FIRE might

JL often be prevented by a few gallons of water, if at hand at

its first breaking out. J. Read has invented small Machines lor

this purpose that may be kept in a bed-room, or any part ot a

house, and instantly applied in case of Fire, with the greatest

ease even by females, and which has frequently been the means

of extinguishing Fires before the arrival of any Engine.* Tliese

little Machines are likewise well adapted for watering plants in

Forcing-house, Conservatories, American Plants Rose-beds, &e.»

and are the most convenient portable Ins ruments or Ladies, M
they may be worked without the least fat,gue. Likewise Ga

den Barrow Engines, that may be worked by two-thirds the

labour required for any other Engines now in use. Manufac-

tured only by the Patentee, 35, Regent-circus, Piccadilly.

* Vide the^ccount in the Times of the recent lire at Netherby

Hall, the seat of Sir .lames Graham, Rait., which was totally

extinguished by the use of one of these simple M achines.

NOTICE —All Persons having any CLAIM upon the

ESTATE of the late Mr. MICHAEL WATERER, Nursery-

man Knamull, Horsell, Surrey, arc requested to send in their

Accounts «S out delay ; and all persons indebted to the said

Estate"are requested to pay the same to Hosia Waxbbbr, Knap-

h u or tn J a MW\VATKKK.t,Chertscy, Executors to the dcceasejL

Piinted by Messrs IiKAimiRV and Kvans, Lombard-street, Fleet-street, '"

[ wJJSTnotrf'Whitclriars, in the Ci.y of London, and Published by them »«

t J Ci «« 8,,
CHAW.**-mm, Covent 6am»n. in the County of Middlesex.

™i .« »u' Advertisements and Communications are to h« addressed

2ditor.is8turd»y, J^rary 4, 1813.

to
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"EXHIBITIONS, to be held at the GARDENS of the
-*-* ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON, Inner Circle,
Regent's Park. Schedule of Prizes for subjects to be exhibited
on the following days :

—

Wednesday, May 24,
Wednesday, June 28,
Wednesday, July 19, 1843.

The Prizes to be awarded consist of Gold and Silver Medals,
Silver Vases, and other pieces of plate. Successful competitors
raay, at their option, receive their prizes in medals, plate, or
money. CLASS I.

A , To be awarded at the Exhibitions to be held on May 24 and
June 28. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, collections of 50 plants— 1st prize, value 15/. ; 2nd, 10/.; 3rd, 5f. ^

B. To be awarded at the Exhibitions to be held on Juh 'p.
ove and Greenhouse Plants, collections of 35 plants-ist p'

due \0l. ; 2nd, 7/.; 3rd, 41.

The following: Premiums to be awarded on each of the thit-e
days of Exhibition:—

C. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, collections of 25 plants— 1st,
71. ; 2nd, 3/. 10s.; 3rd, 21. 10s.; 4th, 1/.

N.B. Persons exhibiting in A. or B. cannot exhibit in C. also.

t

D. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, collections of nine distinct
Kinds-ls.t, 3/. ; 2nd, 21. ; 3rd, 1/.
N>B. Perso?7s exhibiting in A. B. or C. cannot exhibit in D. also.
E. Si ove and Greenhouse Climbers, collections of six distinct

imds-7lst, 4l. ; 2nd, 21. 105.
P. Single Specimens of Ornamental Plants, being new or rare

species— 1st, 3/. 10s. ; 2nd, 21. 10s.; 3rd, M. 10*. ; 4th, 1/. N.B. The
Plants exhibited in F. are eligiblefor competition whether in bloom
<>r not.

.£• Ornamental Specimen Plants, for which Prizes are not
otherwise offered— 1st, 1/. 10$.; 2nd, l/.

5
3rd, 10s.

N.B. The prizes in G. are intended as rewards for miscella-
neous productions of extraordinary merit,

H. Cacti, tall-growing kinds, collections of not fewer than
ni«e plants- 1st, 3/. 10s.; 2nd, 1/. 15s. ; 3rd, ll.

*• Fuchsias, collections of nine distinct kinds— 1st, 1/. 55.;

2 *f-
Scarlet Pelargoniums, collections of six plants—1st, 1/. 10s.;

-L- Pelargoniums, collections of six varieties, grown in No. 24-
sl 2Cd p{ ,ts- 1st, 3/.; 2nd, 1/. 5s.
M. Pelargoniums, collections of six varieties, grown in No. 12-

sized pots- 1st, 31.; 2nd, \l. 5s.

&.„ N.B. Nurserymen and private Growers exhibit independently
of each other in L. and M.

*k* '*
Pciar£oniums, collections of four varieties, grown in No. 8-

fcizeci pots— 1st, 21. 10$. ; 2nd, \l. 10s.; 3rd, )/.
O. Herbaceous Calceolarias, collections of not fewTer than
p

t
!

efi
» grown in No. 12-sized pots- 1st, 21. ; 2nd, 1/.

\-\v
: *?hrul)oy Calceolarias, collections of not fewer than

"Ucties, grown .in No. 12-sized pots— 1st, 21. ; 2nd, 1/.
w. Roses grown in pots, collections of six plants— 1st, 21.

VaH f-

°8S Roscs
»
cut blooms, collections of not fewer than 12

ueties, which must be named, and not more than seven bloomsv* tnuls of each variety exhibited-1st, ll 10s.; 2nd, 1/.

lectin
Cs of any kintis 110t varietics of M°ss, cut blooms, col-

11
ions olt nofc more than 150 varieties, and to be exhibited as in

Tw '
2L lQs '' 2nd

' ]/ ' m*"
;

3rc1, lL

leer
0ses °f any kinds not varieties of Moss, cut blooms, col-

Iq . ?8
,

of f, ° sorts
<
aud t0 be exhibited as in R. and S.— 1st, ll.

•S 2nd, 1/. N.B. None but amateurs can exhibit in T.

stifri ?
rs in R -. S,,andT., to provide their own boxes or

bick
M h are ll0t t0 exceed eight inches in de

(
th at the

m\i«Vi
nor 20 inches ffom front to back. The covers of all boxes««« be made to remove.

v. Seedling Pelargoniums— Is*-, 1/. 10s.; 2nd, 1/. ; 3rd, 10s.
y- feeedlmg Calceolarias— J st, 1/. ; 2nd, 10s.w. Seedling Fuchsias— 1st, 1/. ; 2nd, 10s.

£• Seedling Roses— 1st, 1/. ; 2nd, 10s.
£• Needling Cinerarias— 1st, 10s.

£• ^eecllmg Verbenas— 1st, 10s.

N^R nn
ee(llin 8" Pansies— 1st, 10s.

the 7iVc
ihc.l,rizes from U. to Z. Z. inclusive will be awarded at

s»chTl' ir
,on of lhc J ll(i S:e s» and certificates will be given to

Thesivk- * ^s of mcrit as have not prizes awarded to them.

tffcfhSri
for exbibition from U. to Z. Z. inclusive will not he

Wieh « c'om
l)Ctitio» unless they arc exhibited in the pots in

Paiiied i

IC
m

ve becn cultivated, and they must also be accom-
he alioJ, i5

e names which they are to bear. No seedlings can
abovec^ ia compliance with the

of naturnrL
b

i

iti0!
!f

il

J.
this

.

class are intended to display the effect

0r*aS together groups of highly

°^ers or of
pi!

nts
'
by ^?lch the habits and affinities of natural^«rs or of genera will be represented

,

SIX

SIX

A. A. Orchidaceous Plants, collections of not fewer than five
exotic species—1st, 71.; 2d, 3/. 10s.
B. B. Orchidaceous Plants, single specimens— l$t, 3/. 10s.:

2d, 21.

C. C. Ericaceous Plants (Cape heaths), collections of 20 dis-
tinct kinds— 1st, 71.; 2d, 3/.

D. I). Ericaceous Plants (Cape heaths), collections of 15 dis-
tinct kinds— 1st, 7/.; 2d., 3/. 10*. j 3d, 1/. )0s.

N.B. None buf Amateurs and Gentlemen's Gardeners can
exhibit in D. D.

E. E. Ericaceous Plants (Cape heaths), collections of six dis-
tinct kinds— 1st, 3/. 10s. ; 2d, 21.; 3d, 1/.

N.B. Persons exhibiting in C. C. or D. D. cannot exhibit in
E. E. also.

F. F. Ericaceous Plants (greenhouse Azaleas), collections of
J8 Plants— 1st, 5/. ; 2d, 2/. 10s. ; 3d, 1/.

G. G. Ericaceous Plants (greenhouse Azaleas), collections of
four varieties— 1st, 1/. 10s. ; 2nd, 1/.

Ar
.i?. Persons exhibiting in P. P. cannot exhibit in G. G. also.

H. H. Ericaceous Plants (Rhododendrons in pots), collections
of nine varieties— 1st, ll. 5s.; 2nd, 1/.

I. J. Gcsncraceous Plants, collections of not fewer than twelve
distinct kinds— 1st, 21.; 2nd, M.

K. K. Amaryllidaceous Plants in pots (hardy kinds not in-
cluded), collections of not fewer than six species— 1st, U. 10s.

;

2nd, 15s.
L. L. Collections of the genus Tropatolum, not fewer than

three kinds— 1st, 2/.; 2nd, ll.

M. M. Collections of the genus Lilium, in pots, not fewer
than six kinds— 1st, 1/. 10s. ; 2nd, ll.

N. N. Collections of the genus Statice, in pots, not fewer than
twelve kinds— 1st, 21. ; 2nd, 1/.

0. O. Collections of British Ferns, in pots— 1st, 2^ 10s. ; 2nd, 1/.

P. P. Named Collections of Agricultural Grasses, either in
pots or cut specimens— 1st, 1/.

CLASS III.
Q. Q. The best Microscope exhibited at any of the Meetings—

10/. His.

REGULATIONS FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF EXHIBITORS.
1. Exhibitions.—The Exhibitions will be open to all Competi-

tors, whether Fellows of the Society or not.
2. Time for the Rkckption of Subjects on the Days of

Exhibition.— In order that the subjects received for competition
may be promptly arranged and displayed to advantage, exhi-
bitors arc requested to communicate their intentions to the Se-
cretary, previously to the several days of exhibition, specifying
the probable extent of table-room, in square feet or otherwise,
which their plants or flowers will require.
At half-past Eight o'clock in the morning precisely the gates

will be closed, after which time no subjects for competition can,
on any account whatever, be received.

Exhibitors are requested to bear in mind, that the Judges
must proceed at Ten o'clock to examine the merits of the sub-
jects exhibited, by which hour the setting and arranging of all
plants and flowers must be completed; and as exhibitors alone
are supposed to know their own Exhibitions, they are specially
requested to apply to the Clerk for Tickets to attach to them,
and to sec that all their Exhibitions are marked and entered in
the books with the proper letters.

At Seven o'clock in the evening the Exhibitions will close,
when all flowers and plants will be delivered up to the Exhibitors.

3. Admission of Exhibitors.— Assistant Gardeners will be
admitted with the Exhibitors until half-past Eight o'clock in the
morning; but no persons whose services are not required in that
capacity will be allowed to enter with the Exhibitors, nor can
any persons remain after Ten o'clock who are not engaged by
the Society,

All persons who supply objects for Exhibition for which awards
are offered, will be readmitted to the Garden at Two o'clock, by
delivering up at the workmen's gate their Pass-ticket, for which
they must apply at the Office before Ten o'clock.

4. Subjects fob Exhibition.— It is particularly desired that
all plants be distinctly labelled with their scientific names, and
the places whence introduced, when practicable.

Exhibitors will be required to sign a book, stating in what let-

ter their plants are to be exhibited ; and they are particularly re-
quested to observe that no omissions 01 mistakes arising from im-
proper entries can be rectified after the awards have been made.

Exhibitors who shall obain a First Prize cannot receive any
other award in the same letter, except in F. G., and from U. to
Z. Z. inclusive.

Objects of decidedly inferior quality will not be received for
competition, and the Judges will be required not to make any
award where the subjects exhibited do not appear to them to de-
serve such a mark of distinction.

No Judge will be appointed from among the Fellows or Mem-
bers of the Society.

Successful Competitors are requested to notify to the Secretary,
within one fortnight after the premium shall have been awarded,
in what form they are desirous of receiving their prizes.
N.B.— Exhibitors coming from the North-East of London may

approach the Gardens from Albany-street by the Cambridge Gate.
Exhibitors from the South and from the West may approach by
Portlan d Placejmd the New Road, an_d_entcrby_the York Gate.

TSJEW and SUPERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS on
l^i SALE by F. and A. SMITH and Co., FLORISTS, &c,
HACKNEY, LONDON:-
BIANCA, Wildman, pure white, euppetals, large size, the centre

well up, veiv deep flower (having irom 25 to 30 rows of petals),
first-rate foim, of excellent habit, and very free bloomer : tic
flowers have long upright foot-stalks. It was promunced a
first-class flower by the Floncultural Society of London, Aug
3, 184 1 ;

obtained a second prize at the South London Floricul-
tural Show, Sept. 14; and a first-class prize at the FloricuKural
Soc. of London, Sept. 23; a first-class opinion was pronounced
by theFloricultural Soc. of London, Aug. if), is*2; it obtained
a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 ; the first prize at the Ham-
mersmith Show, Sept. 2/; and was pronounced a nrjrt- class
flower by the Fioiicuitural Sec. of London, Sept. 27, when 24
blooms were produced, although that Society very fairly qualified
their approbation upon other occasions, when the flower, for
reasons afterwards explained, appeared before them in a less

perfect state. Opinions of the Pi ess :—See Gardeners' Gazette,
Sept. 24, p. 625: "This flower has been unfoitunately very
badly grown during the season ; being cxclusivclv cultivated

in the neighbourhood of London, it has not becn fit for compe-
tition at cither of the shows for the cup. The blooms produced
en Tuesday, though by no means equal to those of last season,

or the early part ol the present, gave promise that it will be a
decidedly first-iate variety, when it comes into the hands of

country growers, the centre being in every instance perfectly

up, the petals cupped, and the flower well formed." See Report

in same paper, Oct. 1, p, 630: •' Wildman's Bianca, which has
scarcely produced a bloom fit for showing until the latter part

Of the season, was in fine condition, a great number' of blooms

beingshown, the whole of them first-rate." See Report in the

florists* Journal of Nov. last, p. 251 : " We some little time since

paid a visit to Messrs. Smith's Nursery, at Hackney ; the

Dahlias were in fine bloom, though evidently struggling

with the smoke, &c, of that confined district. Too much
credit cannot be given to these gentlemen for their strenuous

Price 6d.
exertions to overcome so great an obstacle. In the collection
which S8^fft

e
'J

e P^^Iy noticed that beautiful white,
\N ildman's Bianca

;
there were several plants of it, and all held

good flower?. 10s. orf.

colour; it has obtained a prize at the South Essex Show in
Sept.—See Editor's opinion in the Gardeners 1 Chronicle Sent
3, 1S42 :

" Id the Duke of Wellington, rich scarlet crimson the
centre is full, although a little depressed, and the petals' are
well arranged; it is a desirable flower, and rich in colour "
10s. 6d.

GENERAL SIR R. SALE, Smith, crimson purple, cup petal,
well up in the eye, of good size, and great depth of petals,
very profuse and constant bloomer, with long upright foot-
stalks; and is considered by competent judges the best flower
of its. colour yet offered to the public; it was pronounced a
first-class flower by the Floricnltural Society of London, Aug.
16, 1842; obtained a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 ; a prize
at South Essex, Sept. 8 ; a prize at Kingston, Sept. 15 ; a prize
at Salt Hill, Sept. 16 ; a prize at Victoria Gardens, Stepney,
Sept. 19; a prize at the Floricultural Soc. of London, Sept. 20 ;

a prize at Sunbury, Sept. 22; a prize at Hammersmith, Sept.
27.—See Editor's opinion, Gardeners' Gazette, Aug. 6, 1S42.
" So far as we have seen, during the present season, the
growers appear to be aware of the properties required in a
show Dahlia, and most of those exhibited on Tuesday pos-
sessed them in a considerable degree. Decidedly the best of
these is Smith's Sir Robert Sale, a beautifully-formed dark
flower, shown at both meetings, but not adjudicated on by the
Floricultural Society, on account of no more than one bloom
being shown."— See Editor's opinion, Gardener's Chronicle9

Sept. 3. " Your crimson purple Dahlia (Sir R. Sale) is a flower
of first-rate properties, fine, general form, centre well up,
with great depth of petals." 10s. 6d.

RIVAL YELLOW, Smith, deep golden yellow, fine cup petals.
01 great substance and depth, the centre well up, of excellent
form, very constant and good habit. This Dahlia is warranted
the best of its colour yet offered to the public. As the stock is
very limited, early application is necessary to secure plants,
many orders having already been received : no allowance on
this viiriety. 10s.

RAINBOW, Smith, yellow, beautifully edged with rosy purple,
of good form, very constant, free bloomer, and excellent habit;
the flowers have long straight footstalks; quite a new and dis-
tinct variety from any other in cultivation. The form of this
flower improves as the season advances, sufficient to constitute
it a show flower. 10s. Gd.

OBION, Smith, light yellow, cupped petals, cf good form, very
constant, and profuse bloomer; 3 ft. 7s. 6d. ,

FANNY WAUGH, Forster, deep lilac, of fine form; it has
obtained a first-class prize at Hexham, and was in the second
stand of 18, and the second of 24 blooms at the same place;
was placed fir.-t in its class at the Dahlia Show near Corbege,
and second at the Great North of England Open Show at Jes-
mond, near Newcastle. This variety is very constant, of
medium size, great depth of petals, the centre well up, and of
good general habit; 4ft. 10s. 6d.

EARL OF LEITR1M, Ogilvy, deep purple, cup petals, large,
and of good form ; has obtained several prizes; 5 ft. 10s. 6d.

SULTANA, Appleby, dark maroon, occasionally striped with
light purple, line form. 10«. 6<£.

ORVN'IHIA, blush edged, and tipped with rosy purple; good
form ; 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

GREAT WESTERN, Bragg, puce, very large, good shape ; 7s. 6d.
PERPETUAL GRAND, Brown, maroon, fine form, 10s. 6d.

BELS1ZE RIVAL, Pipe, rosy blush, cup petals, fine form, good
habit, and very constant; 4ft. lCs. 6d.

SURPRISE, Oakfey, crimson, tipped with white ; 4 ft. 10s. 6d.
EMPRESS OF WHITES, G. Smith, creamy white, good form,

very dwarf grower; 2 ft. 10s. 6d.
CONFIDENCE, Cook, shaded orange, good form, very constant,

fine habit; 4 ft. 7s. 6d.
VIKGIL, Mountjoy, maioon, good shape, very constant; 4ft.

10s. 6d.

WINDMILL-HTLL HERO, Miller, rich deep crimson, cup petal,
round shape, good form; 4ft. 10s. 6d.

VAN AMBUKGH, Miller, rosy lilac, good shape, and constant
show flower, 3 it. 10s. M.

PET RIVAL, Bushel, red crimson, cup petals, and very constant;
3 ft. 10s cV/.

NORTH MIDLAND, Evans, deep crimson, cup petals, and fine
form ; h»s taken several prizes ; 3 ft. 7s. 6rf.

ESSEX TRIUMPH, Turville, fine dark, fine form; 4ft. 10s. 6d.

BEAUTY OF SUSSEX, Mitchell, white, deeply edged with car-

mine; 4 It. k,s. 6d.
MRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, Edwards, blush white, occasion-

ally tipped, good form, has taken several prizes, 4ft. 10s. 6d.
Gd.

purple tip

an:! dark centre, good form. 10s. 6d.

RETRIEVER, Dcwar, ruby crimson, fine form, 4 ft. 10s. Otf.

1MOGKNE, Dewar, lilac, first-rate, 2ft. 10s. 6d.

CLAUD1NE, Forster, white, tipped with rosy pink, fine form,

3 it. 10s. 6d.

GHEAT MOGUL.Atwell, deep maroon, 4 ft. 10s. Od. _

F. and A. S. and Co. take this opportunity of informing those

of their friends who may not be aware of it, that their Dahlias

being grown in the immediate vicinity of Lonuon, they cannot

produce their blooms in such perfection as those who have every

advantage of a country situation ;
added to this, their Plants

were from August to the end of September so infested with the

thrin, that they couid not produce even a tolerable specimen of

Bianca, to compete at any of the three shows for Mr. Wildman's
prize ; as a proot of this, at the first show there was no competi-
tion, they could not produce a bloom

; at the Salt-hill (the

second), and the Floricultural (the third), the Plants were not
sufficiently recov*red to compete with eflect; as the season ad-
vanced, the Plants produced fine blooms m profusion, so as to
enable them to exhibit twenty-four fine blooms at the Eveuinc
Meeting of the Floricultural Society, when it was pronounced a
first-class1

flower. In conclusion, they recommend Bianca as a
white of first-rate qualities, and second to none
The same observations as regard the thrip may be applied to

Rival »^*J^™*tat three plants, they had not an op-
portunity to compete for prizes. *

VERBENA SPECIOSA, Kyle, colour he!.** ;yon, with
of strong
the Exhi-

V^£Py?}& IMP^IALI*S; strong plants, in 60-sized pots, in

A Urge^Collection of Pelargoniums, comprising most^of the new
vaiieues

; also Fuchsias, Ericas, Calceolarias, Camellias,
Greenhouse and Stove Plants.
Orders forExpoitatioll pr0mptly executed. A satisfactory re

-

erence required from unknown correspondents.
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DAHLIAS.

JOHN KEYNES, Florist, Salisbury, most respect-

fully begs to thank his Friends for their support last season

in ordering " Dodd's Prince of Wales" and "Twyford Perfec-

tion," and to assure them that it shall be his study to offer

nothing but First-rath Snow Fi.owkbs. In announcing va-
rieties for May, 1843, he hopes to merit their continued approba-
tion and confidence.

List of Dahmas, 1843, s. d.

Favourite (Dodds')— clear white, edged with pink; the
finest of its class ; full centre ; great depth of cupped
petals 5 large and circular ; not to be surpassed for form,
and is safely warranted as a grand show-flower j most
distinct. Plants in May > 10 6

Colonel Baker (Dodds') -—dark claret j fine show-flower 5

most certain : very deep ; cupped ; rising centre; finest

form >
r
new colour

;
quite distinct from any other. War-

ranted, Plants in May ..,.«••
Violet Perfection (Keynes)—deep purple, with most vivid

light violet shade in the centre of each petal •, fine form
;

shape and growth of Metella. The shading of this

flower is so prominent as to make it indispensable as a

first-rate show-flower. Warranted. Plants in May .10 6

Paul Pry (Brown's)—light ruby •, fine show-flower; perfect

shape; not new in cnlour, but superior in its class.

Plants in May »......••
Virgil (Mountjoy's)—dark maroon ; first-rate

Surprise (Oakley's)—purple, distinctly tipped with white;

finest of its class ....•• *

Confidence (Cook's)—orange buff; first-rate > best of its

colour • •

Great Mogul (Attwell's)— dark red .....
Asmodeus (Wheeler's) very dark *

Queen of the Isles (Low's)—white, edged with crimson;
beautiful colours

•,
quite distinct; first-rate form .

Hero of Stonehenge (Whale's)—dark critiison ; first-rate .

Swindon Rival (Compton's)— dark rose/j decidedly first-rate 10

Prince of Wales (Dodds')— finest yellow
Mrs. Shelly (Mitchell's)— fine dark peach .

Competitor (Hodges')—light rose; extra fine ;
first-rate

Prince of Wales (Girling^)—shaded purple; fine

Princess Royal (Hudson's)— light buff, tipped with purple

Bedford Surprise (Shepherd's) -shaded rose ;
extra fine

Admiral Stopford (Trenfield's)—very dark ; first-rate .

Twyford Perfection—shaded rose; first-rate form
Horace (Mountjoy's)- dark
Prince Albert (Adams')—orange buff ....
Marquess of Lansdowne (Brown's)—buff .

Sir F. -Johnstone—purple ....%•
America (Drummond's)- shaded purple
Lady Alice Peel (.Jackson's)— light rose

Rose Unique (Ansell's) .

Westbury Rival (Hall's)— purple 2

Northern Beauty (Robinson's)—light edged pink

Candidate (Silverlock'si—dark purple ....
Lady Anne Murray (Catleugh's)— light mottled .

Gipsy Maid (Girling's)—very dark ...»
Duke of Cornwall (Low's)— rose

ROSES.

10 6

10 6

10 6

IX) 6
10 6

10 6

10 6
10 6
10 6

3 6

5

5

3 6
3 6

3 6

3 6

3 6

2 6

2 6

2 6

2 6

2 6

2 6

2 6

2 6

2 6

2 6
2 6

2 6

2 6

The following first-rate Varieties, 125. pe» dozen:—
Fanny Keynes (Keynes') Maria (Wheeler's)

Scarlet Defiance (Cozens')
Argo (Widnall's)

Andrew Hofer (Holmes')
Beauty of the Plain (Spary's)
Optima (Thurteli's)

Lady Dowager Cooper (Jack-
son's)

Burnham Hero (Church's)
Euclid (Ward's)
Conservative (Low's)
Tournament (Catleugh's)
Eclipse (Dittos
Tournament (Union)
Admirable (Spary's)
Indispensable (Girling's)
Bridesmaid (Brown's)
Lady Middieton (Jeffrey's)

Le Grand Baudine ( Low's)
Maid of Bath (Davis's)
Hope fNeville's)

Metella (Brown's)
Nicholas Nickleby (Cormack's)
President of the West (Whale's)
Pickwick (Cormack's)
Phenomenon (Whale's)
Satirist (Headland's)

Rouge et Noire (Ansell's)

Triumph (Milliez')

Springfield Purple (Gaines's)

Climax (Jeffrey's)

Queen (Widnall's)
Eclipse (Ditto)

Majestic (Ditto)

Duchess of Richmond(Fowler*s
Egyptian King (Wilmer's)
Grace Darling {Dodds')
Ne plus Ultra (Widnall's)

Rival Sussex (Standford's)

Springfield Rival (Iivwood's)

Unique (Ansell's)

3
3

2

2

13
10
10

2

Fine dry Roots of Dodd's Prince of Wales, 15.*.; Twyford
Perfection, 10s. ; Westbury Rival, 10,*.; Adam's Prince Albert,

10s. ; Fine Old Varieties, 3s. 6d. each.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS,
PICOTEES, AND LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.

H GROOM, Clapham-Risb, near London,
• (removed from Walworth,) By Appointment, Florist

to Her Majesty, respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry, and
Public, that this is the best season for planting the above Flowers,

and that he can supply them of first-rate quality at the following

prices :
—

RANUNCULUSES, 100 roots in 100 superfine sorts

„ Superfine mixtures from 5s. to 21s. per 100.

ANEMONES, 100 roots in 100 superfine sorts .

,, Superfine mixtures from 7.9. 6d. to 21.*. per 100.

AURICULAS, 25 superfine sorts, I plant of each
CARNATIONS, 25 superfine sorts, l pair of each
PICOTEES, 25 superfine sorts, 1 pair of each

YELLOW PICOTEES, 12 superfine sorts, 1 pair of each
LIL1UM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, from 5s. to 42s. each.

„ PUNCTATUM, from 1 Os.firf. to 42s. each.

SPECIOSUM, small bulbs, at ()3s. each.

H. G. also begs to say that he has a few Trees of his PRINCESS-
ROYAL PEAR for sale, at 5s. each.—The Trade supplied.

.£4 4

3

6

W BRAGG intends Advertising on Saturday next
• a List containing the Names of the Nurserymen and

Florists who have ordered, and who will be able to supply Plants

in May next, of his Superb White Dahlia ANTAGONIST, which

will be let out to the Trade only. On the first occasion of this

Flower being shown for Mr. Wildman's Prize at the Floricultural

Society, Sept. 6th, the Judges pronounced it to be " decidedly

first-rate." The Gardeners 7 Gazette, \n report of Salt-Hill Show,
speaks of it thus:— "The Seedlings were both numerous and

beautiful ; among them Bragg's Antagonist was successfully

shown for Mr. Wildman's Prize of Five Guineas offered for the

best White Dahl.a. This Flower, which has been remarkably
constant through the season, was shown in great perfection, and
was placed first by the Judges of all the other Seedlings exhi-

bited." The Gardeners' Chronicle describes it, when shown at

Salt-Hill, as follows :—"Bragg's Antagonist, .White; this is a

fall -sized and finely-formed flower, with good petals, and great
purity of colour, was placed first." The Gazette of Oct. 1, ip its

report of thcFloricultural Society's meeting, in speaking of it as
a flower of first-rate excellence, adds, ** This White Dahlia, which
has been extensively shown from a small Stock, and carried off

the Cup for the best white, was still able to produce one good
bloom, which for form, substance, and arrangement, was all

that could be desired; the remainder, to make up the number
required, were young blooms imperfectly expanded."
North Star Tavern, Slough, Feb. 9, 1843.

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

YOUELL & Co. have much pleasure in referring the
readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to their Advertisement

of the above magnificent Fuchsia, inserted in this Paper of the

4th February, together with their two new Verbenas,
Grtat Yarmouth Nursery, Feb. 9, 1843.

MR, HOOKER has a few PLANTS to spare of the

New Persian Double Yellow ROSE, on short stems, at 15,5.

each. And also the following, if the selection of sorts is left to

him:—
Standard Roses of the best Summer Blooming kinds, 24s. per doz.

Short Standards 1 to 2 feet (suited for poking-, or planting in

clumps), of Perpetual* Hybrid Perpetual, Bourbon^ and other

Autumnal Roses, at 1 8s. per dozen.
Dwarf Garden Roses, of the best kinds, 6s. per dozen.

Nursery Gardens, Brenchley, near Lamberhurst, Kent.

BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.

YOUELL and Co. have much pleasure in announcing
that their CATALOGUE of the above is in the Press, and

may be had on application. It will be found to contain all the

really good and distinct kinds, to the exclusion of such as are

merely nominal varieties, and will prove a valuable guide to

those who intend competing at the Horticultural Exhibitions of

the ensuing season.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, Feb . 9.

SPLENDID NEW HYBRID FUCHSIAS.

WILLIAM DEANS, Nurseryman and Florist, Jed-

burgh, North Britain, begs to intimate that he intends

sending out the following- six NEW HYBRIDS, which were exhi-

bited at the Roxburghshire Horticultural Society's Show in

September last, and at the Grand Horticultural Fete at Kelso

during the same month; they were staged at both places against

all the Nkwkst and Bkst Fuchsias then out, and declared to be

Unrivalled, and gained the first prize at both Shows. They will

be found indispensable to those who grow for competition; no
better proof of their superiority need be adduced than the

numerous orders already received for them from those who have
seen them in bl om. Plants in May, 1813.

1.—Fuchsia Dkansia : the Tube of ^great thickness ; Sepals

broad, and of a deep crimson colour; Petals large, rosy purple;

Blooms of great size and substance; a free grower, profuse

bloomer, and of very fine habit, 10s. 6d.

2,-Noiulis: Tube and Sepals dark crimson; Petals light

purple ; Blooms very large and of great substance ; free bloomer,

vigorous grower, and fine habit, Js. 6d.

3— Kecuuva: Tube and Sepals light crimson; Petals rosy

purple; Blooms large; the Petals beautifully recurved > free

flowerer, and very distinct, 35. 6d.

4.—Ekfusa kasciculata : Tube and Sepals of fa carmine

colour, with green tips ; Petals rosy purples immense bloomer,

some of the Joints producing Thirty Blooms ; same size or rather

larger than F. Standishii, being thicker iu the Tube; free

grower, 3s. 6d.

5. Rackmiflora klegans: size and colour of the Blooms
very much resemble F. Moneypenuii ;

points of the sepals tipped

with green, but greatly superior in habit to the latter, the

branches presenting beautiful racemes of flowers ; afree grower,

3s. 6rf.

6.—I.vflata arborea: Tube and Sepals very deep crimson,

tipped with bright green ; Petals purplish
5
quite aTree Fuchsia;

Foliage large, and quite distinct from any other yet out, and but

for the Blooms, would hardly be recognised as a Fuchsia, 3s. o'rf.

All Orders addressed WM: Dbans, Jedburgh, or to Messrs.

Cormack and Co., New Cross, near London, or their Conserva-

tories, at Co vent Garden, or to Messrs. Ronald's, Brentford,

will be duly attended to. Any person purchasing the lot, upon
receipt of a Post-office order for 1/ 10s., the six will be sen^'post-

free, to any part of the United Kingdom, carefully packed in a

tin-case with Moss.— Jedburgh, 7th Feb., 1813.

13 ET RIVAL DAHLIA (IIushell's), and KEN-
JET NINGTOM ROSE (Wbldon's).-These Dahlias (though

risen and grown within one mile of the General Post Office,

London, have obtained prizes), will be sent out through the

Trade in May next.

Put RivAL-Purple Maroon, finely-cupped, and depth of Petals

never showing the eye, good habit, and always true ;
height 3ft.

Plants, 10a*. 6d.

Kbnnin'gton Rose, superior to Wheeler's Maiua, constant

and fine habit ; height 4ft. Plants 7*. 6d. Exchanges and liberal

discount to the Trade on early application to J. Busnau,, 12,

Hall-place, Kennington Lane.—Feb. 3.

NEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP.
WILLIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Ramsgate, Kent,

having selected from the many new FUCHSIAS and

VERBENAS Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the

Public at the undernamed low prices—including the follow-

ing Fuchsias:—Conspicua arborca (Catleugh's), Venus victnx,

(Cripps';, rosea alba, Moneypenuii, magnifica, racemiflora, &c.

Also the following distinct Verbenas :—Queen, Aurora, Stcwartn

variegata, Mortlock's Superb, Burleyana, &c. &c. Fuchsias,

10*. M. per doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 12.v. per doz.
;

package and carriage paid to London. Verbenas, 3ff. orf. per

doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 4s. per doz., package and

carriage paid to London.— Persons may depend upon thtnr being

good Plants, carefully picked in moss, and correct to Name.
They will he sent out according to priority of orders in April.

A remittance from unknown correspondents.
W.M. obtained a Prize of 10/., open to all England, for a

Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c, atthe Isle ol Inanct

Floricultural Show, July, 1842.

List of Pelargoniums, &c, can be had on application.

rpo GENTLEMEN and AMATEUR FLORISTS—
-L The time of year is now fast approaching for planting that

delightful (lower, the Ranunculus; a few hundred roots to be

parted with at 42s. per hundred, (with names); planting tune,

WANTED-, in a COUNTRY NURSERY, a NUR-
Vt SERY GARDENER from 25 to 35 years of age, perfectly

honest, sober, active, and industrious. He must be well ac^

quainted with Greenhouse plants j as to watering, potting, dress-

ing, and resetting of Plants which are under his care, as well as

the propagation of them. For further particulars apply person-
ally, or by letter prepaid, to the Editor of this Paper. *** None
need apply whose character will not bear the strictest inves-

tigation. _•
f

WANTS a SITUATION as UNDER GARDENER,
a Young Man, who has a good knowledge of his Busi-

ness, and wishes to place himself under a Head Gardener of experi-
ence. He can be well recommended from the place he has just

left. Wages, \ 8s. per week. Direct to A.B., Mr. Dennis, Nur-
seryman. Kmg Ts -^oa(^ Che l sea.

HEAD GARDENER.—Wanted a Single Man about
30 or 35 years of age. He must thoroughly understand his

business in all its departments — particularly early and late

Forcing, be able to produce a constant succession of Flowers,
&c, Sec. State lowest terms required, length of Character,
reference, &c. Address to A.B., Mrs. Smam.pieck, Butcher,
Kingston, Surrey. /

WANTS a Situation, as ASSISTANT in the SEED
TRADE, a YOUNG MAN, who has been accustomed

to the Shop and Counting-house. Unexceptionable references
will be given. Address L U», at the Office of this Paper;

WANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, or GAR-
DENER and BAILIFF, a Married Man, aged 35, a native

of Scotland, who perfectly understands Hothouses, Greenhouses,
Forcing, and Pinery ; and has no objection to act as general
agricultural servant, as he understands Cattle and Land. Direct
to M. W., at Mr. Simpson 's, 81, Mount-street, Orosvcnor-square. •

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, in a Single-

handed place, a Young Man, aged 24, who has no objection

to make himself generally useful. Direct to A.B., Mr. LittiVb's,

Nurseryman, King's road, Chel sea.

WANTS a Situation as Out-door GARDENER, a

most active and industrious Married Man, aged 40, who is

perfect Master of his business in all its departments— Pines,

Vines, Green and Hothouses, Wall-trees, Kitchen and Flower-
Gardens, &c, and would take charge of Meadow-land, and
Cattle. His wife is an excellent Laundress. Can give most
unexceptionable characters. Address O.H., 1, Bath Buildings,

City-road.

W^~A^fs~iTsiTUAT10N as GARDENER, a Re-
spectable young Man, a&ed 30, who has a practical know-

ledge of his business in all its branches, and can be well recom-
mended from the situation he is about to leave. Address, A.B.,

at_Mr. Be ll's, Bookseller, Richmond, York. •_

WANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, a Re-
* * spectable married Man, aged 28, without any family. He

can give highlv respectable references as to character and
abilities ; and the gentleman he is now about to leave will feel

much pleasure in recommending him.—Address, P. P., Mr. Con-
way, Nursery. Old Brnmnton.

.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Nurserymen, Seeds-
men, and Fi,o kists,have much pleasure in announcing that

they have succeeded in making a valuable addition to their ex-

tensive stock of CALCEOLARIAS, by the purchase of the entire

stock of those richly-spotted varieties raised by Isaac Anderson,

Esq., which took the first prize for seedlings at the Royal Cale-

donian Horticultural Society's meeting of the 15th July last, and
were justly described as being the finest varieties yet exhibited.

There are six distinct varieties, named as follows—George
Heriot, Graham i, Greigiana, Ariadne, Margaret, Neillii. These
will be sent out in rotation of order, early in April next, at 30s.

per set, or Js. M. each. Early orders will oblige, and meet with
prompt attention; but as the stock of some of the varieties is

very limited, early application can only be guaranteed execution.

Seed Warehouse, 32, South Hanover- street, Edinburgh;
Nurseries, luverleith, and Broughton Park.

jVote.—Messrs. J. D. & Sons are now sending out plants of that

beautiful and distinct variety of Epiphjllum truncatum, called

Epiphyllum truncatum elegans, which attracted so much notice

at the Horticultural Society's Show.

ILLIAM LYNN, Nurseryman, Skedsman,
and Florist, late of Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, respect-

fully informs the Gentry and Public in general, that he is now
carrying 00 the above business, and connected therewith a

Garden Tool Warehouse, at the premises, No. 10, Church-
street, Hackney, opposite Morning-lane. W. L. begs to state

that his collection of Culinary, Garden, and Flower Seeds is of

the very best quality, and true to kind ; likewise his Fruit Trees,

Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, Perennial

and Bulbous Roots. His Garden Utensils are also of the best

description, at prices which, he trusts, with industry, punctuality,

and attention, will secure to him general patronage.

W. L. solicits particular attention to his new PEA, Lynn's
Dwarf Wrinklku Marrow, 2s- 6d. per quart, which is superior

to the Knight's Marrows, and m rich more advantageous, especially

in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 feet ; it is the most pro-

lific summer and autumn Pea ever introduced—perpetual in its

bearing, the pod quite full, and of delicious flavour, even when
nearly ripe.— Catalogues of Seeds, Garden Implements, &c.,may
be h»d on application, enclosing a postage-stamp. ^_______

February and March. Apply (pre-paid) to Mr. Eyre, Farnham,

Surrey; where may be seen, in the blooming season, m Mr.

Eyrk's Collection of Pelargoniums, "a lew Seedlings, broken

into flower in July last, L84-2, with many of this year, 1843.

Some possessing striking foliage, cultivated and grown in small

pots, *' in their true and natural state, without that pernicious

aid," chemical watering, which can only serve to raise and

drive "colorem contra naturam," for a short period.—Farnnam,

January 23, 1843.

LARCHES. The 2-year Seedling Larches, being of extra fine

quality, are well worth the attention of the Trade an?,«e»"?:
men in filling up their Nurseries. Any of the above will be jam

down, freight paid to London, Hull, or Newcastle at a model ate

price. They have also line 1-year Seedling BEECH, which will

be sold at Two Pounds per 25,0u0.

Wm. Urquhart & Sons, Dundee.

w

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES, JASMINE
PLANTS, and TUBEROSE ROOTS.—A Choice Collection

of the above-named Trees, varying from 3. to 6 feet in the stem,

and from 1 0s. to 3()s. each, has just been received from Italy, and,

together with the Catalonian and Arabian Jasmine Plants, and

Double Italian Tuberose Roots, maybe seen at A. Cobbbtt s

late Mr. C. Barron's, Italian and Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall

Mall.—N-B. Packed carefully, and sent to any part of the King-

dom. Also Importer of fine Lucca Oils, Parmesan and kruycre

Cheese, Gorgona Anchovies, Macaroni, &c. &c. Lists witn

Prices may be had, &c.

HENRY HAMMOND, Nursery and Seedsman,
Mundford, near Brandon, Suffolk, respectfully announces

to the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, that the late

fine season for preserving his admired WHITE CAPE BROCCOLI
enables him to offer it at 3s. 6rf. a packet, which will contain

half an ounce. The many orders already received from those

who were purchasers last year justify H. H. in again offering it

to the public. The flavour is not only equal to any Cauliflower,

but it is as hardy as any of the Cabbage tribe. By sowing m
March, the end of May, and August, a supply may be had nearly

all the year. If any gentleman wishes for information respecting

its quality, a reference to the undermentioned Gardeners will

meet with an immediate reply :—Mr.Wylie, His Grace the Duke of

Grafton, Euston Hall; Mr. Piper, Right Hon. Lord Walsingham,

Merton Hall ; Mr. Hammond, Sir Richard Sutton, Bart., Lynford

Hall s
Mr. Brownly. John AngerstehVs, Esq., Weeting Hall.

Messrs. Flanagan, Seedsmen, Mansion-house-street, London,

who can warrant the stock, and will carefully execute any orders

entrusted to them.—A good PROPAGATOR in the Out-door

Denartment is wanted.—Mundford, Jan. 19. 1843.

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.*

LUCOMBE, P1NCE, and Co., have a large Stock of

all the newest and choicest Flower Sbeos, to the culti-

vation of which great attention has been paid, and which are

this season more than usually fine. L. P. and Co., can therefore

with confidence recommend them, as being in every respect to

be depended on j and beg leave to offer for sale,

25 packets .... for 15s.

50 do 25s.

100 do 35s.

150 do. . . . . . 42s.

Delivered, carriage free, to any part of the kingdom. Catalogues

may be had on application as abovt-
Exeter Nurstry,
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TpDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-*—
' turists to the different articles manufactured by him inSLATE. They may be seen in use at Worto.v Cottagk, Isi.k-

1Worth, ujiou application to ihe Gardener—Sundays excepted*
'

gljg @ aranterg' ©ftronfcto

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS
Tuesday. Fob. 14.

Wednesday, Feb. 15

Friday, Feb. 17 .

Tuesday, Feb. 21 . . .

Wednesday, Feb. 22 . .

Saturday, Feb. 25 . .

Country Shows. Feb. 23.

. Zoological . . ,

. Microscopical .

{Geological . .

Botanical . . . .

f Horticultural . .

•j Linnean
CFloricultUral . .

{Geological . . .

Medio-Botanical

.

• Royal Botanic . .

Ipswich Cucumber-

s' p. H.
7 p.m.
1 P. M,

r. m,

2 p.m.

P.M.
fl£ P.M.

3.) P.M
PM.

33 '•"•

In some observations we lately made upon the
preparation of Roses for growth in pots, we men-
tioned, upon the authority of a correspondent, that
the Boursault Rose was employed successfully as a
stock for such a purpose. If this variety is selected,
choice should be made of the common semi-double
sort, with deep red flowers, on which, as is well
known, Hoses take very freely by buds. It has. how-
ever, been suggested (o us that Rose de Lisle would
be still better for a stock, because, not only do buds
take very readily upon it, but it is less disposed
to throw up suckers. Those who are interested in
this matter would do well to try both these stocks.
Possibly each may have its advantages.

Although we are convinced that the nuisances
Which everywhere exist in consequence of the accumu-
lation of stagnant filth will never be effectually abated
till some such Drainage Act as we have already recom-
mended shall have passed, yet we entertain no doubt
that in some districts much might be done by a little

^expensive contrivance. Cottagers, in particular,
should have their attention called to the simple means
°y which their personal comfort and (he productive-
ness of their gardens may be so readily increased.

It is the usual plan with these persons to throw
everything, ashes, sweepings, peelings, slops, &c,
upon a heap, close to their back door, without the
sllghiest regard to cleanliness or health. Now such
accumulations cannot, but engender pestilent diseases,
^"ich are just as dangerous to their neighbours as

J°
themselves. Nevertheless in a great many places

"'ere would be neither trouble nor difficulty, and a

^
ei7 little expense, in entirely stopping this sort of

"Usance. What we would propose is, that the
cottager should be furnished with the means of
burying all sorts of household refuse as soon as it is
ornied; and that the same amount of trouble which
s required to go to the back door and to throw down

•J«
refuse, should be sufficient to bury it. It is

obvious that ibis can only be done by means of tankswuh a movable cover.

nn -ui

011 put a cotfager t0 unusual trouble, he will
lo-ssibly consider the advantage of cleanliness and the

to"\
llis 8ai(,en less tl)an ,he additional trouble

wifl -Jl

he is exP° ee<1
»
or if ,ie tIoes not think so, his

e Wiii, and that will practically amount to the same
tvL""". * f y°u ask nim t0 '"cur present expense for

the earth excavated would be stiff enough to convert
into puddle; and at all events ihe chief expense of
clay, if it has to be procured, would be the cartage,

wi cottager should himself execute.
When in possession of a tank of this sort, he should

be taught to throw into it refuse of all kinds, old rags,
cinder ashes, bones, soapsuds, pot-boilings, rotafo-
parings, especially if boiled (as always ought to be the
case in a cottage, in order to avoid the waste of
I otatoes), straw, weeds, leaves, refuse vegetables, and
so on. In addition, a drain should run into the tank
so as to carry in-to it all other fluid refuse. If this
were done, no water would have to be added, but the
whole mass would by degrees decay and putrefy,Orming a material of the richest fertilising description
Its smell would no doubt be offensive, but infinitely less
so than if exposed to the air; and one pound of
bleaching powder, worth 67/. now. but capable of bein~
sold far cheaper if the demand were larger, would purify
the whole contents of such a tank. In the absence of
bleaching powder, the mere throwing into it from time
to time a few shovels of dry earth, some peat where
that abounds, sawdust, old tan, or any such material
would take off the smell to a considerable extent, and
improve the quality of the mixture. The contents of
such a tank, when putrid, may be taken out in buckets;
it mud, or if solid, may be dug out and applied to the
garden, or be mixed with more earth, and allowed to
remain in a heap till it is wanted. In those cases
where a cottager has no garden, it might be sold to
the neighbouring farmers, who, if they understand
their interest, will readily buy it. If sold at the price
of common farm-yard dung, it would well repay the
cottager fo,- the little trouble it cost him to prepare •

but, in reality, it would, if prepared with skill, be worth
tour or five times as much.

'! he reason why we recommend no water to be
added, is, that the slops and soapsuds will of them-
selves supply as much or more liquid than is requisite
to enable the mass to putrefy properly.
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oldest farmer may obtain nmrfiii i,; . c
~~\ ^

struction of his dung-h

L

tL .

^^
handled a dung-fork. St does no? fT V'° ""T?x » . *\ i*«es not follow firm thUiliathe is to adopt every suffiresfinn „f i

'

iv r •,* i i
J ^'hn^iion, or which sompmay be fanciful, others uncertain; bur. let Tin!

attend to common sense: let him put faith in thtffacts which science has clearly established and int.lvthem according to his own judgment and experience.
he will soon see the advantage of some reforms in his
operations, and his eyes will gradually be open to
his real interest. One or two experiments will not
suffice to establish an improved practice, because so
many circumstances interfere with the result. The
effects of temperature, moisture, and evaporation have
a great share in producing different, and sometimes
contrary, effects, in similar experiments : perseverance
and patience will, however, settle many points which
may still be involved in doubt. Farmers are pro-
verbially slow in adopting improvements: it is well
that they are so ; for if they were to admit every thing
which is new, they would most, likely' suffer many
disappointments. We only widi to remove an
obstinate adherence to old practices which can be
clearly shown to be erroneous, and a ready adoption
or every improvement which is clearly proved, by
experience as well as theory. to be advantageous. Op
tins principle we will avail ourselves of our own
experience, as well as of the facts discovered by
science to diffuse a knowledge of the most prof] able
mode of increasing the quantity of enriching manure
on a farm, and of the means by which its efficacymay be promoted. — M. .
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Long before attempts were made to analyse organic
substances, and to discover their ultimate elements, ex-
perience had shown that animal and vegetable matter
in a staie of decomposition greatly increased the pro-
duce of the soil to which it was added. It is only
surprising that the exact state of decomposition,
which produced the greatest and most lasting effect,
should not have been accuiately ascertained for every
variety of oil ; and that, at this moment, the ques-
tion, whether fresh, half-rotten, or entirely decom-
posed organic matter is the most useful and econo-
mical manure is not yet satisfactorily answered. The
reason of this uncertainty is the little attention which
the cultivators of the soil are in the habit of paying
to many of iheir own operations, and the contempt
With which learned and scientific men at one time
looked upon all the mechanical arts, and more espe-
cially the tillage of the land, generally left to servile
hands. Jjut a new Etra has sprung up: men of
science now perceuethe vast field open to their re-
searches; and agriculture obtains the rank which its
importance/leservcs. We may therefore hope to see
new light thrown upon every subject connected with
the cultivation of the soil.

It may perhaps appear superfluous to lay before
practical farmers the importance of great attention to
the management of the manure collected in their
stables and farm-yards. It would seem impossible that
a man should have farmed many years without know-
ing what is most efficacious and economical. Is it to
be supposed that the scientific man will from his closet
point out facts which the practical farmer has
overlooked? Can his minute experiments, and
the theories founded upon them, throw a new
light on the subject? One would think not; yet
when we examine the yards, dunghills, sheds, and
stables of the generality of farms, we find very few
in which the grossest errors and the most profligate
waste cannot be pointed out. In some, the straw and
dung are allowed to accumulate during all the time
the cattle are fed in the yards. In many, the surround-
ing buildings with every shower pour down a flood of
water, which slowly percolates the mass, and often
runs off by drains into ponds and ditches, and thence
into rivers, carrying oft' the very essence of the dung,
as may be seen by the brown colour of the water,
or else stagnates in some hollow parts, chilling
the dung, and impelling its decomposition. In
tiie stables there is a constant pungent smell,
which is produced by an accumulation of the fluids
formed there, unless it be allowed to escape by
ample ventilation. Its presence is an evil, and its

dispersion a loss : few farmers know the cause,

and still fewer the remedy. Chemical science at once
explains the cause and suggests means of removing
the evil. J3y a minute attention to all the circum-

stances attending the decomposition of animal and
vegetable matter, it discovers the spontaneous changes

which take place, and iinds means to regulate them,

checking or promoting decomposition as is most con-

venient and advantageous to the farmer. Thus the

In the late Number of the Journal of the J? oval A ml*
cultural Society, Mr. Pusey mentions incidentally diat
gypsum, or sulphate of lime, has not been found to
answer as an agent for destroying the volatility of
ammonia, or, in oiher words, for fixing it in manure.
Ihis does not correspond with such information as we
possess, or with such experience as we have had on
the subject, and we cannot but think that there must
be some mistake in the statement: for assuredly if
sulphate of lime is brought into contact with ammonia,
under favourable circumstances, the lime will be
separated,and sulphate of ammonia, which is not vola-
tile, will be formed. Nevertheless, since a doubt on the
subject has been expressed by such deservedly hiah
authority, we would strongly recommend those of our
readers, who have the opportunity, to determine the
question experimentally

; for it is o£ very greai im-
portance, and cannot be too soon settled one way or
the other.

Professor Henslow, in a letter full of good sense,
addressed to the Editor of the Bury Past, recommends
the following mode of trying the experiment:
" Two dunghills are to be prepared, as nearly alike in all

respects as it is possible to make them ; one with, and
the other without, the addition of gypsum. T*o separate
and equal portions of the same field are to be manured
with these. I shall say nothing about the respective
quantities of the materials, or the time they are to be
allowed to rot. A little variety, among the numerous
trials which 1 expect to hear of, will be useful, and indeed
necessary, to the speedy determination of the important
problem to be solved. Let the gypsum be Mfied over the
several layers as they are deposited in one of the heaps,
I would suggest there should be about enough to just cover
the surface, without placing it on very thick. The returns
should give precise information of the following particulars,

and any others that may suggest themselves.
1. The quantity of straw used in each heap.
2. The quantity of animal excrement.
3. On what day each was begun.
4. On what day each was completed.
5. On what day they were carried and deposited in the

soil.

6. The number of loads, and weight of each.

7. The extent of land manured by each.

8. The quantity of gypsum used to one of the dunghills.

N.B.— A comparatively small quantity is all lhat

can be required.

9. Any difference in the coming up and appearance of

the crops on each piece of laud.

10. When each arrived at maturity.

11. The precise amount of produce.

N.B.— It is needless to reply to this question by
guess or estimate. It must be answered by the
scales.

12. Any peculiarity in the qualities of each produce. 3 '

Another method where favourable opportunities
Id be to use the mowing *

t
exist wou mowings a lawn,.•*.„•

, . , . . *"8^ U| a lawn,
moistened with gas-water, and thrown in a heap If
this is done, the mass ferments violently, putrefaction
rapidly comes on a:;d a great quantity of ammonia
and sulphuretted hydrogen are given off: We would
alow one heap to decay ,„ t h e ordinary manner; to
the other we would add gypsum, as "above recom-
mended

;
and we would afterwards try the heaps one

against the other. z

"Although," says Professor Henslow, "these parti-
culars may require nothing u.ore than an ordinary ciegn e
oi intelligence, and a little industry to note them, yet, if
they are correctly stated by about 50 experimemei s,

\
without any attempt to coax the results into accord-
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anc'e with previous notions and prejudices, they may

determine a very important problem in the present

state of agricultural science."

ON PLANTING.
Oak, Elm, Beech, Sycamore, Spanish Chesnut, and

some other trees, -when planted so as to stand clear of

everything else, are apt to throw out vigorous branches ot

nearly equal strength, which sometimes cause the trees to

growforked, and leave no straight stem. When there are

many shoots of nearly equal sizes, the best method is every

year to remove close to the stem from three to five of the

strongest, so that the slightest and best only is left for

a leader to form the stem or trunk of the future trees

A person who understands the nature of this work (and

any one of common capacity might, with practical instruc-

tion be made to comprehend it in a few hours), might

thus thin out vast numbers in a day; and by repeating

this once or twice annually for a few years, he would train

„p thousand* of fine trees in lieu of those useless unsightly

objects which are at this day to be met with in most plan-

tat

Any"one who takes a pleasure in rural affairs might

effect this for his own recreation, while walking or riding

through his plantations ; and when he understood its

nature, he could instruct any of his servants or labourers

how to do it, and judge when it was properly performed

When it is considered what a number ot trees a skil-

ful person could go over in a day, and when we look for-

™rd to the value of a well-formed tree of any kind that

has arrived'at maturity, compared with one of those huge

ill-formed ones that have been neglected, which when cut

down, after having encumbered the ground for 50 or 100

vears is of little value except for the fire ; and when we

contrast the difference, and reflect that a few cuts of the

knife would have made it a tree of great utility, how

much is it to be regretted that such important results should

be lost, from the want of applying annually so useful and

simple a remedy

!

We frequently see near'gentlemen's houses, where plan-

tations are made for ornament and shelter, a quantity of

trees planted thickly for the purpose of making a blind as

quickly as possible ; these are suffered to grow up without

one being removed or pruned, until the side branches are

killed and the trees become naked at the bottom. As

soon as the trees grow so near each other that pruning will

be of no avail, some of them should be taken out entirely.

By attending to this simple rule, permanent trees, with

the branches to the very ground, if required, may be ob-

tained. Some may be left to nature unpruned, or trained

to any form which fancy may suggest, if such should be

the taste of the proprietor. , . .

If young persons, when they begin to plant, would but

well consider these things, they might live to see valuable

and ornamental trees of their own planting flourishing

round their domains. In low situations, where the soil

is rich and deep, and by the sides of drains, Ash or Elm

may be planted, with any of the Fir-tribe, either separate

or mixed, as may be judged expedient. In high and cold

situations more of the Fir-tribe may be more abundantly

planted ; where the Larch will thrive, however, it is pre-

ferable to any other.

The Sycamore thrives well on high, bleak situations,

and looks well as an ornamental tree on the outskirts of

plantations, or in high lands, if the ground is hilly
;

its

bushy, dark green foliage, makes it a conspicuous object

in the distance. Instead of mixing Alder, Birch, Poplar,

Willow, and Sycamore trees, more of the Mountain Ash,

Bird Cherry, and Hazel should be introduced ; where

coif rods and etherings for hedges or other purposes are

saleable, a great profit would then be secured to the

proprietor.

To ensure success in planting, it is evident that the

ground should be laid dry by draining, and that the places

where the plants are to stand should be raised with good

earth ; this will cause the ground to be much drier, and

can be done at less expense than by digging holes pre-

viously. The tender shoots of the Spanish Chesnut are

less liable to be killed by spring frosts in high situations

than in low or moist places ; whence it appears that this

tree will thrive in much higher and colder districts than is

generally imagined, particularly if sheltered in its infancy

by other plants.

The Chesnut, Maple, Ash, Beech, Elm, Sycamore, and

Silver Fir, will increase in girth L inch to H inch per

year on an average of 100 years, if they have sufficient

room to make branches. This must show the utility of

thinnine and pruning woods in proper time ;
Oaks, if they

have sufficient room, will, on an average, increase about an

inch or little more in girth every year ; but by neglect or

mismanagement, this may be retarded, so as not to in-

crease more than a £ of an inch yearly. In 20 years from

planting, with early care and proper management, a

gentleman may look forward after taking out a crop of

Larch, to have Oak, Ash, and Elm trees from 20 inches

to 2 feet and upwards in girth.

—

R.

ON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS.—No. IX.
(By Professor Charles Sprengel. Translated from

the German.)
_--j-.»j (Continuedfrom page 68.)

iVSP/'t-*"!^***1"1011 Magdeburgh acre consists of ISO square
* -^*oods, OTv25,920 feet Prussian, which is about & of an

English acre.]

plants ivhich are used for Green Manure without being

sown.— In Jie neighbourhood of the sea and in similar

places some Of these plants, which the waves have thrown

ashore, or*Wfich grow in lakes and stagnant waters, yield

a very powerful manure. Those which have been most

used are Chara, Crowfoot (Ranunculus), Duck-weed

313IKOHH3

(Lemna), Pond-weed (Potamogeton), Hornwort (Cera-

tophyllum), Bulrushes, and Fern.

1. CAara (Chara).-The species of this genus are all

annual, and grow only in stagnant water, rich in saline

matter whence we may conclude that such substances

Siter abundantly into their composition. Chemical

analysis confirms this, as 1000 lbs of the green Chara

(C. vulgaris) consists of 158 lbs. of carbonate of lime, mostly

deposited on the plant itself, 8 lbs. of chlorine, and 12 lbs.

of soda. They contain, moreover, a great quantity ot ni-

trogen as much as 3.9 lbs. in 1000 lbs of the green

plant. No doubt they also contain much sulphur and

a powerful manure. In fact experience has already

shown, that if used too copiously they produce a too lux-

uriant'growth. In collecting the Chara for manur ,

drawn out of the water by hooks used by a person stand

ing upright in a boat. It is hen collected on shore,

either in large heaps, where it is left for some time, to rot

or is conveyed at once on the land, where it is spread

thinly and at once ploughed in. Ihe latter plan IS the

best
• because, when Chara rots in heaps, it loses much

gafeous manure, gases in the form of ammonia, sulphu-

retted and carburetted hydrogen, &c. The quantity ot

Chara required for an acre of land is 9 or 10,0001b*., which

is considered, equal to a strong manure of dung. Ihe

crons will grow well for the next 3 or 4 years—a circum-

stance easfly explained; because 5,0001b.. of the green

herbage convey 8001bs. carbonate of lime and 2Ult>s.

nitroeen to the soil. Barley succeeds best after Chara.

2 Una-leaved or various-leaved Crow-foot (Ranun-

culus fiuviatilis, R. aquatilis).-These often grow in large

quantities in stagnant water, or in slow, shallow rivers

and brooks. Like the preceding, they are drawn out of

water with hooks. It is best to plough them in at
;

once ,

but as they do not act as powerlully as Chara, a greater

Quantity must be used. In some places, they are also

given to caltle as fodder. They have not yet been chemi-

f&SSSSk. Chara, is inornate*with carbonate of

lime, and acts more powerfully. Duckweed deserves less

attention.
(To be continued.)

growth. These remarks apply particularly to soft-wooded

things, as Pelargoniums ; but with hard-wooded plants,

their very existence, after being frosted, depends upon

their not being stimulated by heat.

Tender plants in the open air generally suffer more

from spring frosts after a mild winter than they do after a

severe one ; as, in the former case, they are excited into

premature growth ; while in the latter, they are kept in a

dormant state until all danger of frost is over. Hence,

as I remarked, relative to the management of tender

Roses, it is not protection that they require, so much as

treatment to keep them in a dormant state. For this

reason, in mild winters, the covers of plants should be so

contrived, and constructed of non-conducting materials,

—

such as reeds or straw, which are non-conductors in con-

sequence of the air confined in their stems,—that, by ad-

mitting a current of air through the covering, the plant

will be actually colder than if it was fully exposed to the

influence of the atmosphere ; and yet, when closed up for

the night, the cover will, by intercepting the radiated

heat, render the internal some degrees warmer than the

exterior air. From these remarks, the Amateur will see

that it is quite as necessary that plants should be covered

in a mild season to keep them from growing, as it is that

they should be protected from the cold in severe ones.

Pelargoniums which it is intended to bloom in the

greenhouse must now be removed into their flowering-

pots : and the branches must, moreover, be tied out,

if lar^e symmetrical plants are desired. Those stopped

in November will flower in May ; a second lot should now

be stopped to flower in June and July ;
and a third about

the middle of April, to bloom in August and September.

For growing the Pelargonium, I have never found any-

thing equal to the parings of grass verges, or thin turf one

year old, and leaf-mould and peat-earth, in the propor-

tions of four parts of the former to two parts of each of

the latter, roughly mixed together but not sifted. In

fact, I never sift soil under any circumstances, unless for

the purpose of taking the fine particles out and using the

turfy portions only. This compost, with the admixture

of a little sand if the plant is delicate, or loam, if of lux-

uriant growth, will answer for all kinds of greenhouse

plants, with the exception of Heaths, and other delicate-

rooted hard-wooded plants.— IP". P. Ayres.

TRELLIS FOR CLIMBERS.
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The sudden change in the weather on the evening of

the 3rd inst., which brought on 12 of frost, no doubt

injured the greenhouse plants of Amateurs as well as prac-

tical gardeners ; and as the previous mild weather had

induced a luxuriant growth, they were in consequence

rendered more susceptible of injury than if the season

had previously been more rigorous. If the best remedy

for recovering plants has been adopted, viz., syringing

them with water at a temperature of 40 ,
by which the

water loses 4° of heat, and the plants receive heat in the

same proportion, and are thus brought to a temperature

of 36°, but little injury will have teen the result, further

than that the plants will have sustained a severe check

;

but if the sun was permitted to shine upon the plants, or

the house was suddenly heated before they were thawed,

their tissue will have been so much ruptured that there

will now be no remedy but to cut them back to the sound

wood, and excite them gradually into new growth. It is

highly important that plants after being frosted be excited

verv gradually, because it is evident that a frost, sufficiently

severe to destroy the foliage, must also have acted inju-

riously on the young roots surrounding the interior of

the pots; and therefore any attempt to stimulate the

plants into new growth before they have made fresh roots

must be attended with unsatisfactory results. Hence

it is necessary to ventilate the house freely, and not to

attempt to force the plants until they show signs of

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Grafting as practised by the Ancients.— The Gar-

doners' Chronicle having admitted several communica-

tions on the subject of biblical botany, in which, in com-

mon with several of your readers, 1 have felt much inte-

rested, I am induced to trouble you with the following, in

hope that it may attract the attention as well of vegetable

physiologists and of practical gardeners as of those occupied

with the interesting subject of the botany of the Bible

and in the horticultural practices of the ancients. The

point to which I wish to direct attention is that of graft-

ing as practised by the Romans, not in reference to the

whole question, but to a particular point of it ; namely,

the practice which seems to have been common, ot

grafting from wild plants on a cultivated stock. We are

in the habit of doing exactly the reverse, and by this

means preserving the peculiar characteristics of our es-

teemed fruits. There would be no object in grafting from

a wild plant on any of these cultivated stocks; but

where the produce of a wild plant is of a useful na-

ture, what would be the effect of grafting on a cul-

tivated stock? would the grafted branches be more

vigorous—would they be more prolific—or would they

be merely useful in filling up blanks in a tree in full bear-

.

ing ? These questions will perhaps be more intelligible i«

I adduce the Olive as the plant on which this method o

grafting was "practised. We read in Holland's edition o|

Pliny, xvii., ch. 18: "In Barbarie, the people have this

practice peculiar to themselves ; for to graft in a wil

Olive stocke, whereby they continue a certain perpetuity .

for even as the boughs that were grafted and (as 1 maj

say) adopted first, wax old and grow to decay, a secon

quickly putteth forth afresh, taken new from anotne

tree, and in the same old stocke sheweth young an«j

lively ; and after it a third successively, and as many a I

need: so as by this means they take order to eternw I

their Olives; insomuch as one Olive-plot hath bee"

knowne to have prospered in good estate a world of yeaie '

This wild Olive aforesaid may be grafted either wit

scions set in a clift, or els, by way of inoculation, with w

scutcheon aforesaid." Pliny himself describes the who

much more briefly, e. g. : "Africa pecuhare q^^'
Oleastro est inserere. Quadam setemitate consenescu^

proxima adoptioni virga emissa, atque ita aha arboie
^

eadem juvenescente : iterumque et quoties opus su,

«v is eadem oliveta constent. Inseritur autem Oleas

calamo, et inoculatione." The Olive is well kno* i,
a"

is universally acknowledged to have been early cultiytf

by the Romans, and in Greece, as well as in Syria and 1

by the Romans, anu in wBt«, «- •-- — -- -*-
br

lestine. The Oleaster has been a subject of g***^
cause this name has been applied to different plan s, wb>

j

we need not notice on the present occasion, inasmuc U a

think the practice of grafting the Oleaster or Wild Oh*
J

the cultivated Olive, so as to "eternize ' then
:
Olive pU,

ions, proves beyond a doubt that the term
,

Oleaste
r

^

en, if not usually, applied to the true Olive, or ' j
tation

often

curoprea, when growing in a wild state, as no giatumj

plants of other genera— or

WHO 6Laic, m »'" o---. ~y
indeed, of species of Oiw

jliveu, even if they had tak

Scripture which this V rac\u ..

in St. Paul's Epistle jo

J jjjpc

warns them against selt-co.-

ever could have produced Ol

as grafts. The passage of S
tends to elucidate is that

Romans, xi. 17, where he warns them against »c. •*- ^

dence, &c.-«And if some of the branches be broken on, a

thou, being a wild Olive-tree, wert grafted in among wj

and with them partakest of theroot and fatness ol the ui»
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tree; boast not against the branches," where the Jews

are compared to the natural branches of the Olive-tree,

and the Gentiles to those of the Wild Olive-tree, grafted

in place of the natural ones, which had been broken off.

The same figure is continued through several verses, and

again in verse 24. "For if thou wert cut out ot the

Olive-tree, which is wild by nature, and wert graffeel con-

trary to nature into a good Olive-tree, how much more

shall these, which be the natural branches, be graffed

into their own Olive-tree?" These passages puzzled many

commentators, until Bredenkamp ascertained that it was

the practice in ancient times to engraft the wild upon the

cultivated Olive-tree. This explanation has also been

given by the editor of the " Pictorial Bible ;
" but then

the Elteao-nus is adduced as the Oleaster or Wild Olive-

tree. Theophrastus and Columella are also mentioned as

describing the same practice. Can any of your readers

inform those interested in this subject, whether this prac-

tice is ever followed in the present clay with the Olive in

the South of Europe, or other places where it is culti-

vated—or is it adopted with any other tree which may

bear useful produce in a wild state? I believe something

• of the kind is sometimes practised when it is wished to

fill up a blank in trees, where branches have been broken

off accidentally. Would it be useful in cases of decay,

and would the newly-engrafted parts live longer, be more

vigorous, or bear more plentifully, than if grafts had been

taken from the cultivated plant ? Or did the ancients only

adopt the practice because the Wild Olive was abundant

and easily procurable?—i?.

Timber.—It is well known that when Oak trees are

felled at the usual season, i.e. the end of April, and are

stripped, the sap, or outer part of the timber, is quite

useless ; it being liable to decay, even when kept dry, in

u very short time— in three or four years. But if the

timber is felled in the winter, before the juices have risen

at the tree, this sap, or outer part of the timber, is

nearly or quite as durable as the heart ;
this I know

from experience. However, if the timber is felled in the

winter, the bark cannot be stripped, and is lost. It has

occurred to me that the trees might be pollarded close in

the stripping season, and the bark stripped from the

limbs and trunk of the tree, and the trunk left standing

till the following winter, when it might be felled. Would

the juices of the tree return into the ground through the

stripped trunk, so that the sap or soft part of the timber

might become as durable as in trees felled with the bark

on in the winter?

—

A. H. [It is a common practice to

strip trees while standing, and to leave them so till the

succeeding autumn, with a view to the improvement of

their sapwood ; and a good practice it is. it would seem

as if the decay of sapwood arose in part from its con-

taining much nitrogen, which is very abundant in trees in

the spring, but disappears by the autumn.]

The Baloot Oak.—The name given by your corre-

spondent •• R." to the Holly-Oak of Afghanistan has

attracted my attention. He calls it Baloot, which is,

apparently, the local name in the Afighan, or in some

other Indian dialect. There is a prickly-leayed ever-

green Oak, resembling a Holly, which is found in Spain,

and which is said to extend along the coast of Mauritania,

and to be found as far East as Babylon and Mesopotamia.

This is the Spanish Bellota, more properly, perhaps, called

the Encina, for Bellota would appear to be the name of

the fruit, (which is good to eat, and when roasted is not

unlike the Spanish Chesnut,) and Encina that of the tree

itself as we may learn from Don Quixote (Part I., Chap,

xi.) when the knight at dessert " tom6 un puno de

Bellotas en la mano," and commences a eulogium upon

the Golden Age—a time, he said, when no food had to be

cultivated—when all that was necessary was " alzar la

mano y alcanzarle de las robustas Encinas." The modern

Greek oak, " Valonia/'and the ancient "Balanos" (Acorn),

from which it is derived, are not without resemblance to

Bellota and Baloot; and the Hebrew name for Oak is

"Alon;" but the AfFghans, although claiming descent

from the children of Israel, have nothing in common with

the Hebrew language. Can you tell me whether the Baloot

of Aifijhanistan is the same tree as the Bellota of Spain

—

and if so, to what language they owe the origin ot* their

names? Catherine.—[The Bellota of Spain is the Quercus

Ballota of Botanists, a species very nearly the same as Q.

ilex the common evergeen Oak. There is no authority

for supposing the Holly Oak of Affghanistan to be this,

although it may possibly be so, because there exists in the

Himalayas the Quercus incana of Roxburgh, which is

probably nothing more than an Indian form of the Q.

Ballota. Dr. lloyle, in his valuable Illustrations of the

Botanyof the Himalaya Mountains, (a work, by the way,

which ought to be in every public library in the country,)

tells us that the Acorns of this Q. incana are sold in the

Indian bazaars under the name of Bulloot ; and further,

that Persian writers speak of a Shah-bulloot, and a

Bulloot-ool-mulik.]

Cultivation of Hoses in Pols.—ihe following plan of

growing China Roses in pots, which I have successfully

practised, may be interesting to your readers, and if pro-

perly followed, the cultivation of Roses in pots will be

found as easy, and will present as few difficulties as that

of any other plant. As soon as the seeds ot the Common
Dog Rose are ripe they should be gathered, and in the

month of February they should be sown on a bed where they

may remain until the following autumn
; then let .the

young plants be taken up and potted in 48-sized pots, pre-

viously cutting them back to one or two eyes. Plunge

them in a bed in the open air, where they may remain

until the beginning of July, when the^ weakest plants

should be pinched back to three or four inches above the

pot, while the strongest may be left one or two feet high ;

this will cause them to throw out laterals, and the plants

will look a year older. Towards the end of August the

plants should be budded ; in the month of November

they should be headed down to within an inch of the buds,

and all thorns and shoots should be removed. They

should afterwards be potted in 32-sized pots, and protected

during winter from frost. In the month of January, I

start them into growth, by placing the plants in a frame

heated by dung, and as soon as the buds have pushed

about three inches long, I pinch them back to within one

inch of the stem. This must be repeated once or twice

until the plants have formed heads, and if any suckers or

shoots from the stock appear, they should be immediately

removed. By giving plenty of air in fine weather, and

following the above directions, as fine Roses may be ob-

tained in the month of May as can be grown in the open

air during any period of the year. In the following

autumn the plants will require to be potted. After

pruning them well back, shake most of the soil from the

roots, and shift them into pots a size larger : under this

treatment they will stand for several years. The reason why

I prefer the Dog Rose for stocks is, that the flowers will

last longer, and will be of a finer colour upon that than

upon any other stock. Many persons fancy that stocks

are too weak at so early an age. It is not, however, the

strongest stock that produces the finest flowers, but the

one that makes the most roots. lam certain that no

stock can be produced from cuttings or layers which will

root so well as seedlings. Other kinds of Roses as well

as China will do well under this treatment, but they do

not require to be pinched back, otherwise they will bear

no flowers. The following sorts will succeed better on

the Quatre Saisons than on any other stock : viz. the

Banksian Rose, R.berberifolia, bracteata, and multiflora.

Many other kinds also do well upon the Quatre Saisons,

which I would propagate from layers, roots, or cuttings. I

prefer the latter, however, which, if taken from the old

stocks in autumn, and laid in the ground covered to the

depth of three inches, will in the spring following throw up

plenty of suckers or plants. These may remain in the

bed until the autumn, when they should be taken up,

potted, and treated in the same manner as recommended

for the Dog Rose. Many China Roses do well on the

Quatre Saisons, but the flowers do not last so long, nor

have they so bright a colour. If I wish to grow

large Standards in pots, I procure in the autumn good

plants of the Dog Rose from the woods, cut all the

branches off from the stem, and carefully remove all

laterals or suckers from the roots. I then put them in

24-sized pots, and plunge the pots in the ground, where

they remain until July; at which time they must be

budded. In the spring they are cut back to about an

inch above the bud, and are not allowed to flower the first

year. By pinching off the blooms as soon as they ap-

pear, the Roses flower much finer the ensuing season.

—

Joseph Baumann.
Amaryllis Belladonna.—No wonder, though some

r
of

your correspondents are surprised at it, that this flower

is so scarce. I have tried, I believe, every receipt which

has appeared, as to soil, treatment, &c, and during six

years 1 have never had one in flower. Can you add any

new prescription to all the former? for 1 will not throw

away my bulbs yet. I am equally unfortunate with A. spe-

ciosissima, A. altissima, and Crinum capense. I now have

them all in a warm S. border, but never get beyond leaves.

ji Country Vicar. [A. belladonna has been growing

many vears in the garden of the Hort. Soc, at the foot of a

south Vail, in -common black garden soil. It receives no

other care than being protected from wet in winter by a

thatched roof attached to the top of the wall ; and it flowers

beautifully every autumn. A. formosissima (the Jacobea

Lily) must have two or three months' drought. Crinum

capense requires a wet situation. See The Dean of Man-

chester's remarks on this subject, at p. 581, of Vol. I.]

Bees.— In the Chronicle, at p. 53, Mr. Grant has given

an interesting account of the manner in which he ma-

naged his Bees during the last season, and likewise the

drawing of a hive on the collateral plan. I have a few

remarks to make|on both, with the view of adding my mite

of experience to the knowledge of Bee-keeping. The

first paragraph I shall notice is, where Mr. G. says, " I

am of opinion that Bees will thrive best if left to their

own natural instinct; " of course meaning not confined

in their hives during winter. If the instinct of Bees was

not obedient to the laws which govern the climate whence

they originated, this might be true ; but as it is so, there

is sometimes danger in letting them have their own na-

tural instinct or will, especially in winter
; as they are

often deceived in our variable climate by the fitful warmth

of the winter's sun, whose transient gleams cause them to

sally forth and fall benumbed upon the snow. Moreover,

if the entrance to the hive be not closed, the large Tom-

tit, who at this season is a hungry spy upon Bee-hives,

will slily rap at the door and devour the inmates as they

appear to answer his cunning call. Again, Mr. G. men-

tions that his " Bees left the hive on the 25th of Dec,

and returned laden with pollen as would have been the

case in May." This I do not doubt ; but the Bees would

have been better at home, for any nourishment which

thev would get at that period. If last season had been a

bad one for Bees, the present mild winter would have

been fatal, especially to weak hives, by arousing them at

an improper time by unseasonable warmth instead of

Keeping them torpid. To preserve the hives cool by

shading is better than to allow the Bees to wander abroad

at the time referred to. When this plan is adopted,ga

verv small hole will allow sufficient air to the Bees, and

there need be no fear of their striving to enlarge it, as

was the case with Mr. G.'s Bees. His remarks on zinc

nnt hein<r good for Bees to feed from are very good
;
out

if the condensed steam from the hive had not rested upon

it, the Bees would have taken no harm ; indeed they are

fond of sipping it with their proboscis. There is danger,

however, and a great one, when there is much condensed
steam ; because it makes the hive unhealthy for the Bees,

and gives rise to the plan of -ventilating them in winter ;

but in drawing off the damp air, there is a danger also of
admitting more from the atmosphere. The next thing I

shall notice is, where Mr. G. says « Up to Dec. 26, I

only witnessed three dead Bees from my hive, there being

no Drones to kill." If the first part of this sentence mean
that only three Bees died during the season, it is strange

indeed, for Bees are short lived ; in fact, there must have

been several hundred dead Bees instead of three. As to

there being no Drones in the hive, I never knew a hive

without them at the usual time. By the bye, Mr. G.

considered that two of the dead Bees alluded to, must

have been " strangers or unruly members of the commu-

nity " He was led to think so by seeing them stung to

death in front of the hive. This, however, might happen,

though neither was the case, for Bees have a dislike

towards their sick ; nay, if they happen only to lose their

wings, thev are cast out of the colony. This shows there

is an inherent enmity in insects towards their sick, as well

as in some kinds of birds. Mr,G. truly observes that it

is a bad plan to lift the hive from the board after the sea-

son is past, for the Bees cannot collect propolis to seal.
>b
it

down. Mr. G. observes also that tobacco-smoke is in-

jurious to Bees. Now, when smoke is used, that trom

large puff-balls is the safest and best ;
Amateur Bee-

keepers ought not to be without it when it can be had.

I shall now notice Mr. G.'s hive : the important feature

of it over the common collateral one, is, that the central

part is made of straw instead of wood, and that the end

boxes are lined with India-matting. This is an improve-

ment, for straw is a bad conductor of heat, and is of course

more congenial for Bees than wood ; but I question after

Mr. G. has tried his hive a season or two more, whether-

he will tell us again that it prevented his Bees from

swarming, and obviated the complaint of a cl despairing

Bee-keeper," viz., that Bees kept in boxes generally die

during the winter. This too common complaint is not

owing to the wooden boxes, but to the brood being una-

voidably destroyed when the honey is taken ; many of the

Bees left being of an age to die before the following

spring.—I may subjoin that at p. 69, * W. W.," in nQ-

ticing the advantage of straw hives in preference to

wooden ones, says, "In the former, the atmosphere pene-

trates at innumerable orifices, and in small quantities,

without draft." In a strong hive, however, this will not

long be the case, for the inmates will soon seal or rather

glaze with propolis the inside of their dweUing, to make it

air-tight. •* W. W." also recommends robbing Bees at

night ; why not do it in the middle of a fine day when

many of the Bees
t
are abroad ? However, with his Bee-

dress and glass eyes he may face Bees both by night and

day J. Wighton.
Gold Fish.— Having latterly observed in the Chr&niole

some interesting communications relative to the preserva-

tion of Gold Fish, or 1 believe, in more scientific language,

Cyprinus auratus, I am desirous of adding my mite to

the fund of general knowledge already possessed respecting

it. As the incident to which I am about to iefer is so

much at variance with what appears to have been the ex-

perience ofprevious correspondents, it may be proper that I

should first assure those who are interested in this matter

that my object is not to call in question the veracity of

their statements. I wish merely to direct their attention

to a circumstance which would seem to show that the

habits, or rather the hardiness of the fish in question, is

but imperfectly known. The circumstance to which I

would refer occurred during the winter of 1825 and 1826,

which has not since been surpassed either in severity

or duration. At Bretton Hall, near Wakefield, in what

was called the plant-ground, and on a level with a gra-

vel walk, stood a semicircular stone cistern ; being on the

straight side, about 4* feet in length, and 2 feet in depth.

The plant-ground being frequently visited by the family,

and the stone cistern being near the edge ot one of the prin-

cipal walks leading through it, three of the finest ot tne

gold fish were taken from one of the ponds in the Ple.
ab
"Jr

eround, in which they were preserved, and placed in inw

cistern. Here they remained during the summer ana

were entirely forgotten, until some time atter rue

frost had ccLeJed,^^S^£Z£
cistern had become so thick that no au

thprpfnrp
earned that the tab were-J* ;»tt
no further attention was then paia tu vu

rtW^M
continued about three months, an n ^the greater

e *i „*. 4-- „ z^rtninlv very little, it any, ot tne
part ot hat tune, certaintf 7

£ fa a flujd
water in the cis-tern couiu uavc

The expansion of the water in freezing it being confined

by the sides of the stone cistern) occasioned the ice to be

thrown upwards, and rent and broken in many parts of

its surface ; whether by this means the fish were occa-

sionally supplied with air, 1 shall not venture to state
;

mv own impression, however, must be, that the exclusion

of air by the ice was as complete as the nature of ice could

render it, as the parts which were thus broken up were

again immediately united by the frost. At the end of

about three months, when the frost subsided, and the ice

had nearly disappeared, I examined the cistern, and

found the fish not only alive, but in excellent con-

dition ;
certainly, not at all in less vigorous health

than when placed there at the commencement of the

preceding summer. That all gold fish are equally

hardy, and that in all cases and under all circumstances

they are capable of enduring similar treatment to

that which I have described, 1 do not by any means

pretend to affirm. I am, however, quite sure that the

gold fieh in Yorkshire, which perhaps do not differ in
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in less than six months, prove otherwise. The third ap-
plication of Spirits of Tar as a top-dressing to Carrot
ground, convinces rue that those who follow the rules laid
down by me in a late Number will derive advantage from
it. In conclusion, may I ask your correspondent to
favour me, through your columns, with his opinion as to
the manner in which these Carrot pests increase?

—

A
Rossslnre Gardener.

Native Guano— In reply to your Stirling Correspon-
dent, p. 51, I would remark that I have been told that
last year the deposit of the Solan Goose, taken from
Ailsa Craig, was tried against Guano, and the result was
that the Guano was immensely superior. I am not pre-
pared to say to how great an extent, as my informant
Had forgotten the exact particulars, but I believe I am
correct in saying that 1 cwt. of Guano was at least equal™ IU cwt

" ot' tlie d«p08it of the Solan Goose. The ex-
peiiment was made, I think, in the neighbourhood of
laiMey. I i,ave been told thaJ . Sir G. Warrender is to
institute several experiments this season with the deposit
of «.e So an Goose taken from the Bass Rock.-./. N. V.

Belgian.Carre .v.- At p. 73, you have given some ad-
Ttce as to the cultivation of white Belgian Carrots, with
winch I differ from you as to the distance of the rot*,.
They should not be more than 12 inches apart, and the
plants m the rows should be left from si to 9 inches

any particular from those in other parts of the country,
are so hardy as to make it a matter of no import-
ance whether the pond in which they are preserved
be covered with ice for four-and-twenty hours or four-
and-twenty days

; and it is equally unimportant whether,
during that time the ice be broken once a day or twice a
day, or whether it be broken at all.—It. Marnock, Royal
Botanic Garden, Regent's Park.

Tansy as a Manure. — The perusal of Professor
Sprengel's paper, at p. 52, forcibly brought to my mind
a circumstance which attracted my attention 15 years
since, when 1 took a small residence, the property of an
old gentleman who cultivated Tansy as a cure for some
of the M ills that flesh is heir to." One of the first opera-
tions on the premises was to turn under an extensive and
Well-defined bed of Tansy; the east side of the bed was
covered over with fine turf, forming the half in width of
anew approach to the lawn. The turf over this portion
of the Tansy-bed always presented a most luxuriant ap-
pearance during my occupation

; in fact, it was an eye-
sore— the lawn and approaches requiring in genial wea-
ther to be cut only every other day, whilst the small
portion over the Tansy bed ought to have been cut daily.

Upon the other portion of the said bed and land adjoin-
ing I sowed Cos Lettuce seed, where the boundary line of
the old Tansy-bed was so conspicuous that any one
viewing the Lettuces previously to being pricked
out must certainly have mistaken them for two
successive crops*. The soil was a strong heavy clay.

Forsyth, in his " Italy,'' points to the value of Tansy as

a green manure, so far back as 1802, but without seeming
to have drawn the attention of our own agriculturists to

the benefit to be derived from such a course. In a dis-
trict where manure appears to be scarce, where the far-
mer is obliged to resort to the distant sewers of the city,
where 4i they send poor men and asses to pick up dung
upon the roads, and at certain resting-places on the high-
way they spread litter for the cattle that pass to stall for
their benefit, " necessity seems to have been the mother
of the invention, if I may be allowed the expression, to
keep the land perpetually in heart; for, says he, the
" rich plain of the Val d'Arno yields usually two harvests
a year ; the first of Wheat, the second of some green crop

;

which Inst is ploughed up [in] and left to rot on the field
as manure for the next."— /. K. S.

Worm* and Corrosive Sublimate.—I tried an experi-
ment with one ounce of this mineral in 40 gallons of
water on a portion of my lawn, and nothing could suc-
ceed better. There were gathered up from this quantity
worms which filled at least two inches of depth in a
stable-bucket.—Agger. [Capital manure these gentry
would make.]

Spirits of Tar.—li\ your volume of last year, at p.
821, 1 added my testimony to the utility of Spirits of Tar
as a preventive to wire-worm in Carrots. No doubt
theie are other natural enemies with which we have to
contend

; \et how numerous soever they may be, I am
inclined to believe that the substance which "causes the
destruction or expulsion of the one would produce the
same effect upon the other. Spirits of Tar, as before
stared, are useful in more ways than one in the Horticul-
tural world; yet in whatever respect your correspondent
"C. M'hi " finds (or thinks) that it will be beneficial,
it is only by experiment that he can prove the results. For
my part, 1 can only speak from experience, when I say
that Spirits of Tar will destroy the Elater obsourus, or
wire-uoim. lie advises me to dig Spirits of Tar into the
ground in Autumn, and to repeat the dose in Spring (as I

before purposed); this, 1 think, would be expense incur-
red to no purpose. In my former account I have stated
that each i idge is thrown up, so that the frost can freely
penetrate it ; consequently, if frost destroys these pests,
Spirits of Tar are of no benefit in the Autumn prepara-
tion of land. If, however, we were to apply Spirits of
Tar in Autumn (and supposing that they are not volatile),
does your correspondent mean us to apply at both seasons
the quantity mentioned by him, or the one half in Autumn
and the other in Spring? and if Spirits of Tar are not
volatile, why must the close be repeated each succeeding
season (see p. 53, of 1841)? If C. M'In's coat smells
as strongly at the end of six months as it did
when first besmeared, how is it that one application will
not suffice for two crops ? T am afraid that when the re-
medy is applied to its cold earthy bed, the result would,

apart, according to the productive quality of the soil. If flowers, worthy of cultivation on account of its unusual appear-
the plants are thin, they split and grow bunchy headed, ance, as well as for the facility with which it may be cultivated,

and are more apt to rot upon being stored. Forking the
land, as I have described at p. 86.0, of vol. ii., is the best

plwi of preparing the soil ; and in fact for almost all

gardening and farming purposes the fork is superior to

the spade, which I hope will generally be abandoned. In
consequence of the note referred to above, I have had
many applications for these forks from various parts of

the Kingdom. I add the following proof that thick

plants bring a good crop. The field was forked 14 inches
deep and the seed sown broadcast, having been previously
mixed and well divided by sand.—One rod produced 628
Carrots, wieighing 521 lbs., being 4 cwt. 2 qrs. 17 lbs., or

at the rate of 37 tons, 4 cwt. 52 lbs. per acre. In another
part of the field, where the plants were not quite so thick,

the weight was 3 tons per acre less. The field belongs
lo Mr. Beadle of this place; and the greatest accuracy
was observed on the occasion of taking them up, as it

was to determine a bet of Carrots versus Swedes. The
former won.

—

Henry Dixon, Witham.
Drainage Bill.—Why should not neighbouring proprie-

tors who suffer from a Mill, be entitled to purchase it, the
value to be. ascertained in the same manner as land taken
under a Railway Bill ? I know an estate seriously in-
jured by a mill-dam not worth 30/. per annum, which be-
longs to a neighbour, but who will not sell it, and thereby
prevents the drainage of a large district.—J.N. V.

Wells— If your correspondent (p. 70) will throw a
bushel of charcoal, thoroughly crushed, into his well,

which is in a bad state from the circumstance of hay
having been inconsiderately made use of in its construc-
tion, 1 think it will remedy the evils of which he com-
plains. Should it fail of success, it can do no harm, and
the expense incurred will be trifling.

—

R. E. K.
Potato Paint.—Take lib. of potatoes, skinned and

well baked, bruise them in three or four times their
weight of boiling water, and then pass them through a
hair sieve. Add 21bs. of chalk in fine powder, previously
mixed in double the weight of water, and stir the whole
well together. This mixture will form a glue, to which
any colouring powder may be added, even charcoal, brick,

or soot, for painting gate-posts, &c, which are exposed to

the action of the air. This receipt is taken from Bell's

Weekly Messenger of the 30th ult. ; can you recommend
it ?— //. B. [We never before heard of this mixture, but
we should doubt its being durable. Perhaps some one
can tell us about it.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCJE'JY.

Feb. 7.—J.Baternan, Ksq, in the chair. Mis. Alfred Hill, J.Gray,
and R. C. Giiffith, Esqrs., were elected Fellows. Sir G. Staunton,
Bart., exhibited portions of the stem of the SugarCane, from plants
frown in a stove at Leigh Park, where many of them attained t >

more than -'0 feet in height 5 the specimens appeared to contain a
lull proportion of sugar, and to be as tine as those grown in their
native country. From Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, a collec-
tion of Oiehidaceous plants, containing a specimen of the
pretty Denrii6bium Wallichii, differing but little from D. nribile;

Phalsenopsi? amabilis, the beautiful Butterfly plant, pure white,
and of an elegant form ; Huntleya violacea, a rare pJant, bearing
a very curiously-shaped flower of a deep violet colour; a hand-
some dark vaiiety ot C>rtochilum macnlatum; Zygopetalum cri-
nitum, having; the raised violet markings of the labejlum studded
with glandular hairs of the same colour; and a species of Epiden-
drum, with brown and white flowers, commonly called the *' Bot-
tle bulb," from the resemblance of that'portion of the plant to a
Florence Mask : a Knight ian medal was awarded for the Dcndro-
bium, Phalamopsis, and Huntleya. From Mr. B« ck,oi isleworth,a
collection ot plants in slate pots, consisting ot three seedling Epa-
crises, a seedling Frica, Coronilla glauca, and several Hyacinths

:

the vigorous appearance of these plants, the foi mcr so difficult to
pieserve in health at this season ot the year, clearly proves how
erroneous were the assertions formerly made, that plants would not
grow in any material which was not porous. The seedling Erica was
a pretty variety, not unlike E trausparens nova, and. as well as the
three Epacrises, was raised by Mr. Storey; one of the latter was
of a delicate flesh. colour when fully expanded, the unopened buds
being tipped with dark rose. Mr. Beck also exhibited slate boxes
of different szes, some of them taken to pieces to show the close
manner in which they might be packed : as the different parts are
secured together by screws, this i- easily effected. To the bot-
toms of the larger boxes brass rolleis are affixed instead of iron
ones, which usually stain the floor or pavement where they are
placed. From W. H. Storey, Esq., a well grown plant of Krica
sebana, covered with light-green drooping flowers, from which
the dark brown stamens protrude in a remarkable manner. From
Messrs. Veitch, a plant ot the newTroj as'olum azurcum, bearing
an abundance of its delicate blue flowers, which were considera-
bly darker than wl en exhibited at a previous meeting, and it is
not improbable that as the plants acquire morestrcngth, the blos-
soms also will become of a deeper tint. Messrs. Vehch also exhi-
bited a plant of Stenorhynchus australis, a terrestrial Orchidaceous
plant, bearing spikes of singular light brick red flowers. From
Mr. Lee, of Bradmore, Hammersmith, well-bloomed specimens of
Pelargonium colleyanum, and album multirlnrum; the latter a
variety of no excellence as a florist's flower, but without doubt the
best kind for eaily forcing: a certificate was awarded for it.

Fiom Messrs. Chandler, a large collection of cut Camellia
flowers, comprising most of the best varieties in cultivation ; the
blooms of C. althzeiflora, imbricata, fimbriata, Hume's Blush,
Waratah and Donckelarri were very beautiful. From Mr. Gaines,
several seedling Correas, 3 Cinerarias, called true blue, alba, and
Lady of the Lake, a seedling Camellia, and a well-bloomed sped
men of Camellia tricolor: a certificate was awarded for the latter.
1-rom Mr. J. Cuthill, a seedling Camellia with red flowers, said to
have been raised from seed obtained at Canton. From Mr. W.
Appleby, gr. to J. Dobinson, Esq., a seedling Cineraria. Mr. A.
toward, gr. toH.R.H. the Duchess of Gloucester, exhibited a leaf
fork, much used at Bagshot Park : the tines are made ot locust-
wood, shod with iron, which renders it lighter than those wholly
formed of that metal, now in general use; from its size it is also
capable of lifting a great quantity of haves at once. From the
Gardens of the Society, a collection of plants, amongst which
were a handsome Acacia, called A. rubida, bearing long racemes of
yellow balls of flowers, and remarkable for retaining longer than
any other kinds the two fold character of its leaves, some being
simple, others compound, upon the same branch : although not
Of so dwarf a habit as A. vernieiflua, exhibited at the last meet-
ing, it might nevertheless with judicious pruning be kept within
the limits of a small greenhouse. Scuticaria Steelii, an exceed-
ingly pretty species, with thong-like leaves and fragrant flowers,
found in Demerara, growing on Palm-trees; Dendr6bium disco-
lor, producing a raceme of clingy flowers with singularly twisted
segments; Spiranthes cernua, one of the terrestrial Orchidaceae
which abound in Mexico and Guatemala, with curious wax-like

;hus fragrans, grandiflorus, and parvjflorus we're also exhibited :

the latter, although much smaller than either of the others, is no
less worthy of cultivation, as the flowers are more fragrant, and
arc produced later than those of the other two varieties. The
Fruit from the Gardens consisted of Easter Beurrtj and Beurrfc
Ranee Pears, the latter being from Standards, and proving this
season to be much superior in flavour to those grown upon wall-
trees; amongst the Apples were the Cornish Gilliflower, a highly
flavoured Apple, much grown in Cornwall, hut seldom met with
elsewhere

; the tree is rather a shy bearer, and it should be ob-
served m pruning that it bears chiefly upon the extremities of the
shoots; Sturmer Pippin, an excellent keeper, and retaining its
brisk flavour until a late period; New Rock Pippin, a firm, rich,
Apple; and the Boston Russet, a good American dessert Apple,
succeeding better in this climate than the Newtown Pippin.

FLOR1CULTURAL SOCIETY.
Feb. 7--Mr. Manger in the chair. It was resolved that a

perpetual chairman should be chosen for the ensuing year, and
Mr. Manger was elected to fill that office. Mr. V\ildman read a
paper upon the qualifications of the Dahlia. He began by
adverting to the exhausted sulject which he hud to deal with

;and proceeded next to notice the relative value of the three
general and leading properties, form, clour, and size-a com-
bination of which must not be wanting in any first-class
seedling; but the two latter, however desirable, might upon
emergency be dispensed with in collections, to a certain extent,
without deteriorating their general appearance. The only flower
possessing foim which often really damages a stand is Nicholas
Nickleby; but it wasrendeied more than usually conspicuous by itsj

peculiarity and striking delects. In order to show the advances
which had been made, both in the flower and in correctness of opi-
nion, as to what constituted beauty, he turned to the Horticultural
and other early publications, in which many loose and misshapen
flowers had been figured, and described as good, even by se)me
of the, then, best judges : proving that accurate notions of excel-
lence or perfection are not intuitive, but acquired by observation
and comparison. Our opinions, therefore, advance in proportion
as they are influenced by the production of more perfect things,
not contemplated at the time our first ideas were formed. General
form was a combination of other points, worked out upon the same
principle as that by which itself was governed: thus, if the form,
as a whole, was to be circular, the rows of petals, as well as the
petals themselves, must be circular also ; and so on throughout. He
should therefore pursuethe plan adopted in the forms used by the
Society last season in thejudgment of seedlings, and begin with the
petal. In suggesting these forms, he had the besthopes of their
effect, and the result had not ended in disappointment; for where
every point must be commented on, and separate reasons as-
signed for the decision, laxity could not well prevail, and par-
tiality would be instantly detected. He stiong»y recommended
those who wished to obtain an intimate knowledge of the
structure of any particular flower, to resort to frequent dissec-
tion— which, in the Dahlia especially, from its exact and appa-
rently mechanical arrangement, would well repay the trouble.
Having recapitulated the general and well-known properties of
tne petal, Mr. Wildman stated that upon a very slight inspection
it would be found to be comp sed of three parts, which would
readily divide. The central division would be found to be
broader than the others, which, by their adhesion fr< m their
mner edges, assume a sickle shape, so as to enibrai e and fit ex-
actly those of the middle segment, and give the petals a cupped
form. The sickle shape, however, of the outer sides cannot long
be retained after separation, tor when released from the connexion
they become neatly straight. Upon the shape of these several
parts and the manner in which they were naturally joined
together, the form ot the petals, as well as the appearance they
ultimately assume, mainly depend, as to whether they were toomuch or too little cupped, qu lied or otherwise abruptly indented
or stumpy

: the indentations in the edge, as well as notches, are
also olten thus accounted for. Mr. Wildman then minutely de-
scribed the parts and their several defects. The faults he had
alluded to were mostly observed; but there was another to
which general attention had never been sufficiently directed, and
winch was olten overlooked, although it occurred in some of
the best flowers; he meant a diamond-like shape, which tho
inner part or the petal was apt to take, causing an angularity
of appearance throughout the flower; as was the case with Wid-
nall's Queen, however good in other respects, Springfield Rival,
and several others • and yet, in all these cases, the outline of the
petal was good, and it was only the manner in which the inner
part was disposed that caused the detective appearance. The
petals of Windsor Rival and several others were mentioned in
contradistinction. It was necessary that the petals should be
proportionate. Pickwick was an example ol too small a petal,
whilst in Andrew Hofer, Unique, Maid of Bath, &c, they are
too large. Petals like those in Warminster Rival and Countess
of Pembie.ke often had a striking appearance, but the flowers in
which they occurred could never he depended upon; they were
always thin and deficient in the centre. Reflexed petals were
generally considered to be bad, and se> they are, if they all reflex
or do so in the strict

, ense of the term ; but it is absolutely nc'
cessary that some should be depressed, as otherwise it is im-
possible to obtain a deep flower. If the back petals be too
horizontal, the flower, woiking from flat bases, will be shal-
low, with a low centre; but if, on the contrary, it works
downwards from the disk, the under petals will be well depressed,
but the cupping will be gradual, and the centre high. Now
these are the opinions of all who have a knowledge of the flower

:

but until recently the very opposite idea was entertained—and in
a lecture delivered at the Metropolitan Society a very few years
ago, the following remarks occur :—" The only flower which is
perfect on the outer edges, and this forms a perfect circle with-
out notches, is the • Springfield Rival ;' this fails on the side view.
because the eye does not rise to the top, and the back petals
reflex. Our notions of perfection mav be estimated thus-
Would the Springfield Rival be handsomer if the eye or crown
rose up to a complete half-circle with all its present beauties?
Secondly, would it be letter if, instead of the prescntreflection of
the petals on the underside, they were perfectly square and flat?
If these points be conceded, our notions of perfection are esta-
blished ;

for certainly in the beauty and accuracy of the petals
no art could effect an improvement, nor could the compasses of
the mathematician improve the circular outline of the Springfield
Rival, as you view it front/' The lecturer evidently was not at
that time aware, that the concession of the one point must
defeat the other. Mr. Wildman agreed that a long petal was
decidedly bad, but that too short a one was equall/ so ; and he
had always set down flowers described as having short- cupped
petals as worthless. They should not be short—they should bo
proportionate—for if they be shoit, the centre can never be high,
but will be generally hard and the flower flat. All flowers vary
so much, according to seasons and Iocalities,|that, however careful
may have been our observation, there is still some risk in select-
ing any particular variety as the best. In the year 1841, Presi-
dent of the West was decidedly pre-eminent; in 1842 'it was
worthless. In 1841 Catleugh's Tournament was very good ; in
1842 it was equally bad. The finest bloom of any Dahlia he saw
last year, in fact as beautiful as any he had ever seen, was a
bloom of Lady Cooper, exhibited by Mr. Bragg, at Salt bill : not
a fault was to be seen, and although of extraordinary size, it
was as close and delicate as the smallest flower. Those who
have grown Lady Cooper m the neighbourhood of London, where
it fails on account of the hardness of the eye (though
not excessive even there), can scarcely conceive the dif-
ference. The next point was arrangement—which, if not
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good, would have the effect of damaging: all the rest; for the

flower being composed of rows of petals, placed evenly one above

the other, in decreasing- concentric circles, it must be obvious

that the slightest malformation in thereceptacle, or in the manner

in which the petals were placed in it, would have the effect of

causing- a derangement which often pervades the whole flower-

one petal displacing another throughout. This delect in some
varieties occurred but seldom, in others frequently, and in some
constantly ; in some it was accidental, in others constitutional j

and if, in thelattercase.it were at all considerable, it must be

fatal to the variety. Various instances of this derangement
were given; and it was remarked, that, under such circum-

stances, censors were never justified in attributing these

occurrences, in a new variety, to accident, and that the only

safe course was to be governed by fact, and not by conjecture.

Independently of the mere arrangement of the petals, the tran-

sition from the fully-expanded ones to those completely closed,

should be regular and gradual from the centre, both with

regard to the size of the petals and to their expansion. Some-
times all the expanded petals were nearly of the same size, when
a disproportionate space must unavoidably be left between the

expanded rows and those that form the centre, which then

always appears large and coarse, instead of compact, as when
formed by imperceptible gradations. The form and height of the

centre was then adverted to ; though a sunken centie was a

defect, it was not a total disqualification, and might be more
readily passed over than a cross or misshapen eye, than which
scarcely a greater fault existed. The highest centres were not

always the best formed ; in some flowers they stood upright, as

in Metelia, instead of curving gently and compactly inwards.

The scale, if perceptible, was bad anywhere, but more so in the

centre, especially if it formed a glossy, obdurate eye, as in

Spary's Conqueror of the Plain, in which it was most detestable

and disappointing. Mr. Wildman made some other remarks, in

which several of the members joined, with regard to other

flowers; and having recapitulated several of the points, men-
tioned the general form and outline of the flower as a whole.

A full flower was generally preferred, and in the Dahlia especially

it was desirable, the petals being smaller, as compared to its size,

than many other flowers. In self-coloured flowers it added much
to solidity of appearance, as well as density and brilliancy of

colour, so long as there was no confusion, and every part was
distinct and clear. In edged flowers some allowance might,

perhaps, be made, the beauty consisting in two parts of the petals,

one of which, if too close, or at all crowded, must be hidden.

These observations, however, did not apply to the Dahlia only,

for, in his opinion, the Carnation, the beauties of which are in

the interior of the petal, should not be governed strictly by the

same rule as the Picotee, as too great a fulness would obviously

conceal in the one what would be still conspicuously seen in the

other. The next point alluded to was colour; and the remarks

were generally confirmatory of the rules hitherto adopted. In

alluding, however, to the necessity of the colour penetrating

through to the back of the petal- such a principle applied more
to self-coloured than edged flowers, in the latter of which the

colour was too often at the back of the petal, and not on the

face. The difference, however, occasioned (for into the distri-

bution and cause of colour he could not enter) arose from the

nerves at the back of the petals of dark flowers being of a light

colour, and those in light flowers being, on the contrary, dark,

the colouring being apparently diffused in the one throughout

the intermediate spaces, and in the other drawn from them and
concentrated in the nerves. The colour isthen stronger at the tip,

where they all meet together. It is of course more percepti-

ble in some varieties than in others, but Eva, Penelope, and
several other flowers, might be mentioned as examples. Some-
times the colour also appears as a vein on the face of the petal.

A flower with a neat edge, having the colour well concentrated

is still a desideratum, most of those we at present possess

being only mottled, or faintly clouded. Size was the only

remaining point. Jt was the only one that could be detrimental

if carried to excess, and had been properly considered as of

the least importance. It was essential, no doubt, for (as it had been

quaintly observed) a good large flower is better than a good small

one, but it might with equal justice beasscnedthat size alone will

never make a flower good ; whereas with form alone it never can

be positively bad. Size should nevertheless, not be unfairly un-

derrated, for so long as it is unattended with coarseness, as is the

case with the splendid specimens exhibited by Mr. Brown, and
other judicious and successful cultivators, it must decide prece-

dence. To this the very best judges can have no objection, and

by them it will never be lost sight of, so long as it is not carried

to such an extent as to destroy unilormity, and it is only against

an undue weight, and the unfair share of attention which it at-

tracts in the eyes of the general or superficial observer, that

restrictive observations have been sometimes directed. Attempts
have been made to describe what it ought to be, in in-

ches- but such a plan cannot be supported, and is impracticable.

The number of inches, moreover, have often varied according to

circumstances and alteration of opinion, to both of which every

thing must submit. Mr. Wildman then slightly alluded to cul-

ture, stating (as he said had already been repeatedly done) that

the chief requisites were a rich, fresh loam, well manured, an
open situation, plenty of water, frequently and abundantly

given, and a liberal use of the knife, especially in disbudding free

and abundant bloomers. These were all absolutely necessary

;

but even then, without a free and pure atmosphere all our labours

Would be lost, however meritorious; for a Dahlia, of all flowers,

required a strong air ;— and it was in this respect that the metro-

politan Florists could never compete with their country rivals.

In fact, so great was the difference that many flowers, which,
With the one are most desirable, are with the others, if not
worthless, absolutely useless. Hard-eyed flowers would never
do in London, nor those that were thin or soft in the country,—
the first requires a strong air and free growth, which the latter

cannot bear ; as instances, he mentioned Gregory's Regina, as a
useful London flower, but worth nothing in the country. Cox's
Defiance, though hitherto a favourite in country, could seldom
or ever be exhibited by a London grower. Lady Cooper, again,
often beautiful in the country, was useless here, the back petals

falling ere the others are blown. The same with Hudson's Prin-

cess Royal. Widnall's Queen again, was excellent in the one
place,—notwithstanding: the angularity of petals before men-
tioned, which it then in a great degree loses,—has the same de-

hood of the metropolis, but it is always deeply and abruptly sunk
in the centre. Several others could be mentioned, but enough
had been said to shew that sufficient change is caused by locality
to justify variety in opinion, and to render it imperative upon
us to refrain from forming hasty or premature opinions, both for
the sake of our own consistency and the sincerity of those we
™ay be induced to condemn. The fact, nevertheless, often im-
poses upon censors a difficult task, who, judging in ignorance of
circumstances, are required, on inspection of one or a few spe-
cimens to form an opinion upon seedlings, which, whether fa-

vourable or otherwise, may ultimately turn out to have been
delusive. But this cannot be avoided, unless the Censors be
apprised of things which they ought not to know, and a door
he thus opened to partiality, which would be a greater evil.
Raising new varieties from seed was then touched upon, after
an allusion to the disinclination of those who really possessed
practical knowledge to divulge their secrets ; the little, however,
that had been written upon the subject had been so erroneous,
and evidently written in ignorance, that a few remarks could not
be refrained from. Some recommend that seed be saved from
u»jn» others from full, flowers; some recommend fertilization,
others neglect it; but unless the parties who give the advice
nave carefully marked the seed and noted the result, their re-
commendations are founded on conjecture only. If they have

taken these precautions, and really wish to enlighten the inex-

perienced, it would have been far better to have detailed specific-

ally the result of their practice in each instance, than merely to

have indulged in unsupported and vague directions. Glory of

Plymouth had, to the great astonishment of all who possessed

the slightest knowledge of the parts of the flower, been repeat-

edly recommended as a good flower from which to save seed.

Now Glory of Plymouth is one of the most double flowers that

has ever yet been raised, and, like Globe Crimson, full to the

centre ; and it might be asserted, without fear of contradiction,

that it never had been seeded, and was incapable of bearing

seed. This was not a matter of opinion, but one of fact; and any
misstatement could be easily disproved. He knew an Amateur
who, once relying upon this recommendation, had been induced

to grow twenty plants for the sake of the seed; but, as might
have been anticipated, he was utterly disappointed. Mr. Wild-

man then detailed the result of his experience (which he admit-

ted was limited) with many of the flowers from which he had
saved seeds. So much depended upon accident or circumstances
over which we tiad no control, that it was difficult to recommend
one in particular ; but seeds from thin flowers generally, however
good their style, ended in disappointment,— his Windsor Rival
was an example. Constancy in the parent was, he thought, a
matter of little moment, provided defective blooms were immedi-
ately removed, and none but the best left for seed. Brightness
and clearness of colour were desirable, but no dependance could
be placed upon the exact colours that might be produced. If

fertilization were resorted to, the best blooms, whether occa-
sional f;r otherwise, from which seed might be obtainable, should
be selected, the colours chosen being distinct and opposite, and
not compound. To those who would not take the trouble to re-

sort to artificial fertilization, he would recommend that a few of

the very best varieties, including one or two that seed more
freely, be planted together, apart from all others; the chances
then would be far more favourable. Having now fulfilled his

promise, and said sufficient to answer the purpose of exciting ob-
servations on the pait of others more competent than himself,

Mr. Wildman concluded by submitting a brief summary fcr adop-
tion or improvement by the Society. He said that he should
only make three general heads, viz., Form, in which was in-

cluded most of the detail ; Colour and Size ; he should also at

first confine these heads to properties only, stating defects after-

wards. 1st, Form.—The outline should be that of about two-
thirds of a globe or sphere ; the rows of petals forming this glo-

bular outline should describe unbroken concentric circles lying
above each other with evenness and regularity, and gradually
diminishingtillthey approach the crown. The petalsforming these
lows should be spirally arranged, and alternate, like the scales of

a Fir cone; those in each superior row concealing the joints in

the rows beneath, and causing the circle to be unbroken and
complete. They should be broad at the ends, perfectly free from
notch or indentation of any kind, firm in substance, smooth in

texture, uniform in size, and evenly and freely expanded in each
row, but largest in the outer ones, gradually.and proportionably

diminishing until they approach the crown, where they should
gently turn the reverse way, pointing inwards and forming a
neat and close centre. *2d, Colour.— If in a self, it should be dense
and clear ; if in an edged flower, concentrated and well defined :

in both cases it should penetrate through the petal, with an ap-

pearance of substance and solidity. 3d, Size, which must be
comparative. The following are the defects: In Fohm.—Want
of roundness or of depth, flatness of face, squareness of shoulder,

sinking in the centre. In the Hows.— Wide interstices between
the petals in each row, or between the rows themselves

j broken
circles, overhanging each other or diminishing abruptly; want
of arrangement, and looseness. In the /'<•/«/.—Notches or in-

dentations on the edge, sharp points, angularity, cupping too

deeply with vide mouths ; abrupt hollows in the face or ribbi

ness ; being too broad, coarse, or overwrapping each other side-

ways, or being too narrow and guttery, or not touching each

other in the rows; quilling, or curling, or showing the back in

any manner ; curling too much upwards, turning quite back,

or being upright in the centre ; want of substance, and not con-

cealing the scale. Colour, 2.—Cloudy or mottled, thinly laid

on in patches, or in spots, or variable ;
not being the same at the

back as on the face of the petal. Siza.—Being below the average,

or so large as to be coarse ; showing a yellow disk or a hard and
scaly centre, cross eye, petals damaged in any manner, blooms
(lead or decaying. Mr. Wildman concluded by remarking that

the object ought to be to obtain freedom without loosenes>, bold-

ness without coarseue.-s, and symmetry and uniformity without

stiffness or formality. Then would our flowers conform to our

own conventional usages, and gratify the common as well as the

more fastidious observer.

purple ; he rejected the temptation with a smile of pity,

calmly observing, that if he could show Maximian the
cabbages which he had planted with his own hands at

Salona, he would be no longer urged to relinquish the
enjoyment of happiness for the pursuit of power.

31. Alhagi.—Among the wild plants of the Sahel, or
western part of the North African desert, there is, among
species of Acacia and the Hedysarum alhagi, or Alhagi
maurorum, a thorny plant about 18 inches high, which
remains green all the year round, grows in many parts of

the Desert in the sand, and is eagerly eaten by the camels :

it is almost the only plant that supplies them with food

while they are traversing the Desert. Near the most
south-western corner of the Sahel are extensive woods
consisting of Acacia-trees, from which by far the greatest

part of the gum is obtained which in Europe is consumed
under the name of Gum Arabic. It is collected by the

Moors, and then sold to the French and English merchants

in St. Louis on the banks of the Senegal river.

32. Limueus, one day, when collecting plants with his

pupils, covered with his hand a green turf, saying that he

had that under his hand whose consideration might justly

occupy all of them for a considerable portion of their

lives. He verified this assertion by showing that within

that space there were thirty-four different species, either

of Grass, or Moss, or insects, or animalcule?! or varieties

of mineral. " How, then/ 1 continued Linmeus, " shall we

estimate the total productions of the entire globe, when

the little space that my hand covered is found to contain

so many various objects ?
M

(To be continued.)

MISCELLANEOUS.
Stephenson's Double Cylindrical Boiler.—We have in-

spected this Boiler, which appears to be an improvement

upon the conical one described at p. 175 of last year's

Chronicle. Unlike that, the fuel in the present instance

is supplied at the top of the dome ; but the chief advan-

tage which it possesses is derived from an inner cylindri-

cal boiler, which presents a larger surface to the action

of the fire, and serves as a hopper to contain ^a store of

fuel. The inner boiler extends from the top of the dome

to within about eight inches of the grating, on which the

fire rests; it is connected at its base by two pipes, with

the external boiler, with which it also has free com-

munication around the top. There is a space of two

inches between the two cylinders, so that the flame acts

equally upon both ; and it is stated that a more perfect

combustion of the smoke is thus attained. As in the

conical boiler, the flow-pipe proceeds from the top, on

one side of the door through which the fuel is supplied
;

the. return-pipe enters at the bottom, and the pipe for

conveying the smoke away is situated on one side. The

Double Cylindrical Boiler appears to possess obvious

advantages for the tank system of heating lately brought

into notice by Mr. Rendle. Being made of copper, its

appearance is neat. It can be erected in any part of the

building, from which, when not in use, it may be removed

at pleasure.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. IX.
(Continuedfrom page 24.)

29. The Wood of the Cypress Ira? scarcely ever decays,

or is worm-eaten ; for which reason the ancients used to

make the statues of their gods with it. The imperishable

chests which contain the Egyptian mummies were of

Cypress. The gates of St. Peter's church at Rome, which

had lasted from the time of Constantine to that of Pope

Eugene the Fourth, that is to say, 1100 years, were of

Cvpress, and had in that time suffered no decay.

30 Diocletian retired from the throne into his native

Drovince and there amused himself with building, plant-

ing and gardening. His answer to Maximian is deser-

vedly celebrated : he was solicited by that restless old man

to reassume the reins of government and the imperial

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Moredun, the Residence of D. Anderson, Esq.—TYi\% place is

pleasantly situated about three miles south ot Edinburgh, and

commands good views of the Pentland Hills, Arthur's Seat, Craig-

millar Castle, and several other objects of interest in that neigh-

bourhood. The forcing-houses in the kitchen garden are very

extensive, and are managed in a clever manner by Mr. Watson,
the gardener. The forcing is commenced earlier here than in any

other garden in Scotland with which we are acquainted.
_
There

are three vineries and rive peach-houses, besides a considerable

extent of pits and frames for the growth of Melons and Cucum-
bers. The first vinery and peach-house have had fires on since

the 1st of December, and are both now considerably advanced.

The earliest Vines, when we saw them, about three weeks ago,

were just showing flower, and the peach-house was then in one

mass of bloom. The fruit in these two huuses is generally fit for

table on the 1st of May ; and from that time until the end of the

season there is always an abundant supply of Peaches and Grapes

in succession. The late Baron Moncreiff, to whom the place once

belonged, used frequently to boast, that, from his own garden

within a few miles of Edinburgh, he could, by the aid of glass,

coal, and a good gardener, match any country in Europe in

Peaches, Grapes, Pines, and every other fine lruit, excepting

Apples and Pears. The greenhouse, which is placed in a corner

of the flower-garden, contains some well-grown Heaths, Epacri-

ses, Azaleas, Camellias, and other greenhouse plants. We noticed

particularly two splendid specimens of Erica melanthera, about

12 feet in height, and bushy to the ground. The pretty E. hyema-
ils, with E. colorans. and several specimens <1 Epacris, were in

full flower, and made the house look very gay. The collection

of Mamrnillarias is rich for this part of the country, and contains

many pretty specimens. The floa e -garden is separated from the

other part of the grounds by a fine Holly hedge, about 120 yards

long, 9 feet broad at the bottom, and 22 feet high. Such hedges

are common in this part of Scotland, where Holly seems to flourish

remarkably well. In one of the back sheds, which has been con-

verted into a Mushroom-house, we observed a most abundant
crop of this excellent vegetable. Knowing that Mr. Watson was
particularly successful in their cultivation, we asked him to ex-

plain his mode of management for the benefit of the readers of

this paper. The following is his practice. He does not use drop-

pings to make up the beds with, as is frequently done by Mush-
room growers, but merely shakes the very long straw out from
amongst the dung. Without allowing it to heat, he makes upthe

beds about 14 inches deep, and puts on the spawn at once. The
bed is then beat slightly, and the spawn is covered over about 2

or 3 inches thick with the same kind of dung as was before used.

Care must now be taken to prevent the heat from becoming vio-

lent, which is easily prevented by trampling or beating down the

bed ; and when the heat begins to decline, the soil is put on in

the usual way, and the whole is beat firmly down. Water is then

given when necessary, and the Mushrooms, in about 6 weeks

from the time of making up the bed, come up in al
J

UI
J

da
iI}^!

Such is Mr. Watson's practice, and when we saw the beds tney

exhibited the best possible proof of its utility.—R* F-

Hcbietos.
Doyle's Cyclopadia, Part X., carries the reader to Peat

and Potato, two essentially Irish subjects, concerning

which we anticipated a good deal of information ;
nor are

we disappointed. In the article on Peat we have the de-

tails and results of Lord Clonbrock's experiments m
draining the flat red bog of Critt, in the county of Gal-

tt „ *u u«i« !»» nrmt in this instance seems to
way. Upon the whole, tne cost m *««

have been greater than the advantage, having amounted

to 30/. per Irish acre ; but in other cases 10/. an acre have

sufficed for completing the work. Black bog within two

feet of the blue lime gravel seems to answer best ; and

Mr. Bermingham, Lord Clonbrock s intelligent agent,

considers that subsoil draining and gravelling would repay

the cost on the wet and dry mountain land which abounds

in Ireland, resting on a firm bottom near the surface. In

the account of the Potato, a good deal of space is occu-

pied in considering the cause of its failure which has now
become so general ; but we do not perceive that much
jightis thrown upon that puzzling subject. More satis-

factory are the details of management, from which we
make the following extract :

—

- lu proof of the advantage of complete pulverization

we may cite an experiment of Mr. Lyster, of Thurles,iu
the county of Tipperary. In the year 1836, after plant-

ing -and managing three acres of Potatoes in the usual

way, he employed men at the proper time for earthing, to

dig between the rows, and as deeply and finely as pos-
sible, from plant to plant, throwing up at the same time

with the spade two or three inches of earth to keep the

plants steady. The result was, that he had about 190

barrels (20 stone each) to the plantation acre. At the

same time he plantedjialf an acre, treated, for the 6ak*
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of experiment, in the ordinary way, moulded with the

plough, &c, and had only at the rate of 100 barrels per

acre in return. The extra cost of labour was 40s. per

acre. But he had another counterbalancing advantage

from digging well and deeply—three barrels more of

Wheat than from the part tilled with the plough in the

common way. It must, however, be stated, that the

same favourable result did not attend the repetition of

this practice in the year 1838, owing, it is supposed, to

the great moisture of the season. The plant deriving in

consequence a greater proportion of its aliment from the

atmosphere, needed not, as in the former year, to pene-

trate the great depth of land prepared for the ramifica-

tion of the fibres, if so disposed; yet even in this case,

the advantage was sufficient to repay the extra cost. Such

and so varied are the circumstances which must combine

for the successful culture of vegetables. To lay down
general rules is therefore often as unwise as difficult. The
result of an isolated experiment should not decide any

doubtful question, which can be only satisfactorily solved

by the results of a long series of trials.

"

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

In the Calendar at page 24 I stated that the Conservatory ought

to be in a blaze with forced flowers from the stoves, and I re-

ferred to a good list given by Mr. Green for that purpose, at page

149 of Vol. i. of the Chronicle, and continued at page 227 of the

same. It appears, however, that this volume is not in the hands

of all the present readers of the Chronicle, as many correspon-

dents have demanded a similar list from me. In supplying the

following from my own practice, I would again repeat what I

last week said, in reference to collections of plants. Many
amateurs seem to think that a large collection is necessary to

keep up a constant succession of bloom ; but such is not the

case. I once had charge of a host of rare plants from all parts

of the world, amounting to upwards of 15,000 pot plants; yet out

of this mass, I had some difficulty to keep up a respectable ap-

pearance in the conservatory, and ladies would often think it

lost time to walk through the houses. With only two families of

plants (Camellias and Pelargoniums) Mr. Paxton could keep up
a constant blaze of flowers all the year round hi the large con-

servatory at Chatsworth, with only one drawback, namely, the

want of blue and yellow colours. The latter he could supply all

the year round, by beginning with the early Tulips, Narcissuses,

Acacias, Calceolarias down to the Yellow Chrysanthemums at the

end of the season: the blue colours are not so plentiful. Will

some kind practical hand assist me in making out a list of blue
flowering; plants, that can be bloomed in the conservatory through-
out the year ; beginning; with the forced blue Hyacinths ? Al-

though I have thus shown the minimum by which a blaze of

bloom may be kept up, I do not of course mean that we should
confine ourselves in this way—far from it, as my list for January
sufficiently shows. From my own observations, however, when
visiting the best-kept conservatories in this country, 1 know that

the effectisoftenmarredby our wish to show the extent of our rich

collections, and that we have not yet paid that attention to the

due distribution of colours that the subject deserves, both in con-

servatories and flower-gardens. In our progress towards this

desirable result, we should never rest satisfied with our own ar-

bitrary rules of perfection, but consider the goal already attained

as forming only a fresh point of departure. To the list of plants

in flower last month many others might be added, according to

circumstances.
Stovk Plants that will flower freely in a temperature of 45°

are— Poinsettia pulcherrima, Aphelandra cristata, Justlcia spe-

ciosa, and coccinea, Eranthemum pulchellum, Uegdnia octope-

tala, Spermadtctyon azureum (sweet), Phaius grandiftflius, Eu-
phdrbia jacquiniflora, Echeveria gibbiflora, Gesnera elongata,

longiflora, laterltia, and mollis, Pancratium amoenum (sweet),

Ardisia crenulata (forits berries).— Orchidack^.— Zygopetalum
Mackaii,Cymbidium sinense, Cypripddium insigneandvenustum,
Dendrobium n6bile, cserulescens, moniliforme, and secundum

;

Epidendrum nutans and cochleatum, Trichopilia tdrtilis, On-
cidium pubes and Cavendishianum, Lselia anceps and Barkerii,

Odontoglossum Rossii and elatum.
1.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Department.
Pinery.— If the succession plants have been potted early last

autumn, they will probably have filled their pots sooner than

usual this mild winter, and will therefore require to be re-potted

earlier on that account. See that soil, pots, dung, leaves, or

tan, are ready for shifting them soon, but do not hurry them by
increased heat for that purpose.
Vinery.—As the eyes break, increase the heat a little, and

attend to tying and stopping the earliest a joint or two above
thebunches:keepa moist atmosphere, which it is not difficult to

do this season, as strong fires are not required.

Peach-house.—As the trees go out of blossom, increase the

temperature to6oc
, with plenty of air; regulate the wood-buds

by rubbing offthose not wanted for leaders or bearers next year.

As this work is always done by the principal manager, I need not

caution him about displacing the newly-set fruit. The syringe

would now be useful, if only to displace the remains of the de-

cayed flowers; but as long as the weather keeps damp this

should be avoided, in order that the paint with which the trees

have been brushed over for killing the eggs of insects, &c, may
not be washed off.

Cherries.—These may now have the same temperature as

the Peaches. The green and black fly are very fond of the

newly-unfolded leaves; see that they do not set ahead. The
young leaves are also more liable to be injured with sudden
gleams of sun than those of the Peach, and must be guarded
against casualties of this kind.
Fios.—The earliest have now set the first crop of fruit. The

shoots must be stopped above the fruit, and the plants well sup-

plied with water, both at the roots and overhead, as the Fig will

soon resent any neglect of this sort by casting its fruit.

Cucumbers and Melo.vs.— I find these plants do better by
Mr. Green's method (Vol. i., page 35), and with ten times

less trouble than any other plan I have seen tried. We have
Mr. Green's plan engrafted on the low Dutch system of pit-

houses, where you can walk behind the plants under a slate roof.

These low pits are in general use about Manchester and Liver-
pool, and in no place with more effect than at Knowsley Hall,

the seat of the Earl of Derby, see Vol. i. p. 567- We have thus
the great desideratum of moist bottom-heat, which we have been
aiming at since the introduction of the hot-water system. Mr.
Rendle promises an economical application of this mode, to

which I shall allude next week.
Mushrooms.— In spawning new beds at this early season, use

about double the quantity of spawn that would be thought neces-

sary at a later period ; and unless this spawn is of your own
making, or that you have already proved it, you had better take

some of all the bricks, to have abetter chance of its being good.
Mushrooms are an uncertain crop at all times, and any little at.

tention we can give to these minor details will lessen our own
reproach when disappointment occurs. If the beds are about 70°,

and the house 10° less, with a rather moist atmosphere and a good
look-out after woodlice or other pests, it is all that we can
tru*t to. ***«,.
Potatoes.—Keep a constant supply of these in pots for some

tim* to come, and as they begin to grow, or to be drawn up by
too jrreat a heat, remove them to better quarters. As they get
hardened, plant them out in slightly-prepared hot-beds ; except for

the earnest crop, no glass will be required. Thick straw mats, to

be thrown over them in frosty weather and at night, will answer
very well if they are planted out in turf or other cold pits.

Strawberries.—Successions of these will be brought into

frames and houses according to the means at command; the

whole stock for forcing this season should be looked over and
placed in some litter at the front of the houses or south walls;

if they have not, indeed, been there all the winter.

Out-door Department.
Radishes and other Salads with Cauliflower-plants must be

looked over occasionally, to see that no failure occurs from damp
or vermin. Successions of these and of Spinach may be sown at

intervals as the weather permits.
Orchard.—The Apricot and Peach-trees have now got a most

seasonable check without sustaining any injury. No time

should be lost in getting them pruned and nailed. Look out

what netting, canvass, or bunting you have to protect them with

by and bye ; and if you are short of these materials, get Spruce-

boughs or fern ready in case they should be wanted. These
trees seem in a ripe and healthy state this season, and if we do

not get wet at the time they are in blossom, a few degrees of

frost will do them little injury.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—There is no change wanted in the temperature here

yet. The late snow has turned more hands into the houses, and

in many places, not before they were wanted. All the plants,

pots, stages, and walls, required a thorough cleaning ; new
labels added to the plants, the climbers trained, &c. If a small

portable potting-bench could in bad weather be brought into a

corner of this house occasionally, seeds could be sown, plants

potted, and cuttings made, and many other little jobs got for-

ward in half the time and with infinitely more comfort for the

men and the plants than if they were done in cold, comfortless

sheds. The men will not be so liable to catch colds as if they
were in and out all day, thus depriving their employers of their

labour for some days, after the return of mild weather, when their

services are most wanted. Many of the Orchidacese that have
been kept dry through the winter should now be prepared for a

fresh growth, by picking out as much of the dry materials in

which they have been growing last year as can safely be done
without injuring; their roots ; all decayed roots should be cut

back to where they are fresh. Get the dry pieces of peat well

saturated before you add fresh ones, which will save a great deal

of watering after potting, and thus sod-Jening the fresh compost,

to the injury of the plants. See that the swollen eyes at the

bottom of the plants are not much covered. A few additional

degrees of heat will then be necessary.

Greenhouse.—Slight fires in the daytime, with air, will in

many places be necessary to prevent damp while the weather
keeps dull, and little watering will be wanted.
Conservatory. — There is nothing more injurious to the

blooms in this house than currents of cold, damp air. The Ca-

mellias are the first to indicate this ; a few of them placed near

the ventilators should be your guide, rather than the thermome-
ter, which at best is of little use at any time in this house. As
the forced hardy bulbs are done flowering, cut off their flower-

stems and remove them to the reserve pit; turn them out of the

pots, and plunge the balls in a light moist compost, and protect

them in cold weather. This pit does not require glass.

Cold Vineries.—There is another family of real stove plants

that will do here all the winter, and will be found very useful for

the conservatory for three or four months after midsummer, if

they are now removed to the stove, and forced till the end of

May. These are the varieties of the Hibiscus sinensis, the

double red, double buff, and the double fawn-colour; there is

also a double white variety, but it is not very conspicuous— the
single one is gaudy enough. There is also the Hibiscus liliiflorus,

with a dozen beautiful varieties from it, all single and free

flowercrs, one or two as beautiful for summer conservatory
plants as any with which I am acquainted ; but unfortunately

they have no trivial names, and they are difficult to be met with

in the nurseries.

Pits and Frames.—After such a mild winter, the plants here

are not in a condition to be shut up close during snowy, damp,

or rainy weather. All you can do is to give air at the top and

bottom of the sashes, preserving the same angle. This is a good

time for the florist to take his Auriculas and Carnations to the

potting bench, to give them their spring top-dressing, and other-

wise assist his favourites by a regular look over top and bottom.

Out-door Department.
Under this head I committed myself seriously last week, by

trusting to our country weather prophets; after all they are not

to be relied on any more than the almanack-makers. As soon

as the lawns get a little dry after the snow, give them a thorough
good rolling, and send a careful man round with a barrowful of

nice smooth turf. Tell him to pick out all the Cock'sfoot Grass,

Plantains, and any other tussacks which disfigure the green car-

pets, and let him cut off pieces of his fine turves to fill the blanks.

NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.
Forest and Coppice.—All that I can think of under this head

is, that, where the coppice stools have all been cut down, the

soil might be scratched here and there in the open spaces, and

Acorns, Sweet Chesnuts, Ash keys, or any other suitable seeds

dropped in. If the mice and rabbits should not destroy these

seeds, they will come useful at some future period.— D. Beaton,

Shru bland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Feb. 9,

1813, as observed at the Hortictfltural G:
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Friday 3 29 517 29.130 45 24 34.5 S.W.
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Saturday 4 29.757 29 348 39 30 34.5 N. .16

Sunday 5 29.854 29-798 39 29 34.0 ! N- .08

Monday 6 29.808 29.736 38 81 34.5 N. .09

Tuesday 7. 29.993 29.890 37 32 34.5 N.K. .26

Wednesday 8 30.038 30.024 88 35 36 5 N.K. .02

Thursday 29.9GG

29.858"

29.892 39 34 36.5 N.E. .11

Average 29.688 38.0 30.7 35.0 .92

Feb.

Aver.
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Temp.
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Temp.

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in
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Greatest
quantity
at Ha in.

0.28 in.Sun. 12 47-0 33.2 40.1 10

Mon. 13 46 7 33.5 40.1 7 0.08

Tues. 14 46.2 22.3 39-2 5 0.50

Wed. 15 46.5 33.4 40.0 e 0.18

Thurs.16 46.8 82.6 39-7 3 0-05

Fri. 17 45.4 31.4 38.4 9 0.32

Hat. 18 41-4 31.6 38.0 7 . 0-30

W
a5

3 2 — _ 3 6 2

1 2 1 l 4 4 2

1 2 1 3 3] 6

1 2 2_ 3 5 1

4

2 2 1 2 — 5 4

8 *— 1 3 2 — 7

3 1 2 — 2 3 6

the supplies during the past week have not been large, yet th

great quantities of vegetables which were brought In the pre-

ceding week have kept the market well furnished. Fruit :

Pines, which consist chiefly of Queens and Montserrats, have
made a trilling advance. Foreign Grapes are well supplied : the
Lisbon from is. to Is. 6d. per lb., and White Portugal from gd. to

18. per lb. Pears, from their scarcity, are becoming exceedingly
dear; the two principal sorts are Beurre" Ranee and Easter
Beurre, both fetching 18.9. per half-sieve. Dessert Apples are also

somewhat dearer: Nonpareils being from lu.s. to 15s. per bushel,

Newtown Pippins 3s. per doz., and the American Lady Apple \s.

per doz. We likewise observed a few late Downton Pippins,

from 3s. to 4s. per bushel. The Wellington, an excellent culinary

Apple, fetches from 4s. 6d. to 5s. 6d. per bushel. A few good
Cucumbers are offered, from 3s. to 10s. per brace. Vegetables:

The price of Asparagus has scarcely varied since our last Report,
in consequence of the trifling demand which there is for it.

Seakale is of excellent quality, and the best punnets fetch from
Is. 6d. lo 2s. each. The supply of French Beans is very limited.

Broccoli is somewhat cheaper, the White fetching from 67/. to

Is. 6d. $
and the Purple from 6'/. to Is. per bunch. Celery is

tolerably abundant, and of fair quality, but small, from 6d. to

\s. 6d. per bundle. Endive continues good, and has advanced to

Is. and 2s. 6d. per score. Salading of all kinds is plentiful. Mush-
rooms, of large size, may be obtained from 5d. to is. per pottle.

Truffles are offered from 8s. to 4s. per lb. Flowers : The cut
flowers consist chiefly of Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
Brugmansias, Amaryllises, Cinerarias, Hyacinths, Anemones,
and Tea Roses, with Sparmannia africana, Templet6nia rctusa,

Combretum purpiireum, Acacia pubescens and vestita.

PRICKS, Saturday, Feb. 11, 1848—FRUITS :—

Feb. 3, Showery ; stormy showers, partly snow; very boisterous

at night.
4. Sharp frost early a.m.; very stormy, with showers of

sleet and snow.
5. Clear and frosty; cloudy; clear, with slight frost.

6. Overcast and cold throughout.
7. Hazy; stormy showers; sleet and snow.
8. Dense fog ; hazy and cold ; overcast.

9. Hazy, with slight drizzle; densely overcast; rain at

night.
Mean temperature of the week 6° below the average.

. ^^^^fc^™» _ - - ^_^^^^_M_rr —in J ' ~

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Feb. 18, 1843.

l
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1

1

1
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The highest temperature during the above period occu"® <

J°
n

the 16th in 1831, and 16th and 17th in I837-thermometer o5 ;

and the lowest on the 13th in 1838—thermometer 14 .

REPORT ON COVHNT-GAROEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Feb. 10, 1843.

The late sudden change in the weather has not, as might

have been expected, made much alteration in prices. Altnougn

Pine Apple, per lb. 5« to 8*
Grapes, Spanish, per lb- 1*

— Portugal, is to 2*

Apples, dessert, per bush., 3* to \2s
— Kitchen, 2* Qd to 6< 6tf

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 2a Gd to \2s

Pummeloes, per doz., 9s to 12*

Oiange*, per doz., 9// to 25
— per I00,4i to 14*

— bitter, per 100, 0* to lGt
— Malta Blood, per doz., 3* to 4s

— "Tangerine, 2*to3j
Lemons, per doz. I* to 2*
— per 100,5ito Hir VEGETABLES-

Savoys, per doz. Bd to U 3d Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd

Cabbage, White, per doz. 2* to 4* Leeks, per doz- bun.,

— plants, per doz. 1* Qd to 2s Gd

Cucumber*, per brace, 3*. to 105

Melons, Spanish, ."* to As

Walnuts, per bush., 12s to 10*

Chesnuts, per peck, 3s to_6*j

Almonds, perpeokf Gb

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3#

Filberts,Eii£lish,per lOOlbs. 00* to 05*
Ci b Nuts, per 100 lbs., CO*, to 70*.

Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, 10*
— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 24*
— Cob, 14*.

— Red, for pickling, 2ato4*6d

Brussels SprouLs, per hf.-sv. U to 2*

Broccoli, White, p.-r bunch, Gd to 1* Gd,

— Purple, Gd to 1*

Beans,Kidney, forced, per 100, 3* to 3* i.d

Potatoes, per ton, 50* to 80*

— per cwt.2* Gd to 4*

— per bushel, 1* Gd to 2* Gd
— Kidney, per bush., UGd to 2*

— Scotch, per bushel, 1* Gd to 2*1

— New,perlb.,4<<to8d
Jerusalem Artichokes, per hall-sieve,

I * to 1 5 6<l

Turnips, per doz. bun., UGdto2s6d
Red Beet, per dozen, 9// to 1*

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd

Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3*/ to 1* Gd

Cardoons, each, l* Gd to 2*

Horse Radish, per bundle, UGd to4*Od
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

9rf to 1*— Turnip, p. doz. boh- »* to i*G</

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to Gt

— Horn, per bunch, Ad to Gd

Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to X s

Onions, per bushel, 5* to Gt
— Pickling, per h£-sv.,3*Q*f to4«W
— Green, p. doz- bun. 3j to 4*

— Spanish, per doz. 2« to 4*

Garlic, per lb. Gd to lid

Shallots, per lb., \a

Asparagus, large, per 100, 6$ to 7*

— Second, '.is to 3* Gd
— Sprue or Small, 2* to 2* Gj

Sea-kale, per punnet, 6d l© 2s

Lettuce, Cab., p. sc, 4d to Gd
— Cos, Od to 1*

Endive, per score, 1* to 2* Gd'
Celery, p. bd., (I2to 15) 6c/ to 1* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, Gd to 1*

Small Sa'ads, per punnet, 2*/ to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, 9d to 1*

Watercress, per doz. am. bun. Ad to Gd
Parsley, per naif-sieve, 1* to 1* Od
Tarragon, per doz. bun., 2s to As

Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*

Sage, per doz. bunches, 2j to 3r

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to As

Mushrooms, per pottle, 5d to 0d
Truffles, per lb, 3* to 4*

Notices to Correspondents.
Back Numbers of thk Gauobneus' Chroviclk.—Numbers

still to be had

:

1841 : 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1/, 18, 19, 20, 22,

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 41, 46, 47-

1842: 1, 4, 5, 6, 8,9, 10, 11, 12, l6\ 18, 22, 23, 24, 39, 41, 50,

51, 25. [Five-pence each will be given for any Numbers not in

this List.]

j. M.—We should be sorry to offend you, but still more so to

offend good taste, by allowing captious disputes to take the

place of gentlemanly discussion. In our opinion, turmeric-

paper is not a good test for ammonia in the hands of person*
unaccustomed to its use; nor will it, in fact, under any cir-

cumstances, indicate the presence of small quantities of am-
monia so well as the excellent method proposed by Mr. Solly.

With regard to the other question, we have already done you
full justice, and we see no reason for troubling our readers

further in the matter. We are not aware that you have any
claim to the discovery that carbonic acid will decompose the

alkaline silicates ; but Wiegman and Poelsdorff have shown that

it decomposes even earthy silicates, which the most powerful

acids would not affect. If you can claim that discovery, you
should send your evidence to some of the chemical Journals.

Manures.— A Country Vicar.—There is no liquid manure better

adapted for Pelarg6niums than that prepared from cow-dung,

as recommended at p. 8084 M. C— If you have a tank for

liquid manure, let the soapsuds drain into it. If you have not,

add them to a compost heap, or to a dunghill. If you have a
receptacle for the drainage of a piggery, then the soapsuds may-

be added to that. It matters not at all what is done with them,

provided they are added to other manuring substances.

Amateur.—You have gone to a very bad market for your green

vitriol. It is not worth above 5/. a ton, instead of 21. a hundred
weight. Where such substances are wanted in quantity they

should always be bought of the great wholesale houses, and

not in the shops. How much to use will depend on the quantity

of ammonia in your manure. You had better ascertain that

experimentally: a small quantity only, either dissolved in water

or strewed among the manure in fine powder, Jwill suffice. As
far as we can make out, your seed, which is crushed to pieces by

the letter-stamper, is the Stone Pine, or Pignon, a hardy tree,

which will grow in almost any soil that is well drained.

S, C.—Tan rots slowly in the ground, and is by no means suited

to plants as a manure till it is quite decom posed : we have seen

it when wndecayed, produce very bad effects. Ifyoumixit

with cloacine, or any such substance, it will then decay rapidly,

and become a good agent ; if you burn it, you save the best

part, namely, the ashes; and probably this is the most econo-

mical mode of employing it, unless you could char it. The
action of guano and cloacine is very similar : the former may
certainly be substituted for the latter ; but the one costs 12*. or

13/, a ton, and the other nothing.—A Subscriber.—-Gas-lime is

too* strong to be applied directly to any kind of crop ; it should

be mixed with 3 or 4 parts its bulk of mould, and applied as a

top-dressing or drilled in with seed.t A. L.M.- It is very

difficult to answer your question. We will make some experi-

ments, and endeavour to give you the result next week.

Pasture Grassks.-^. J. T.-The best Grasses, and their pro.

portions, per acre, are the flowing :—

White Clover, 6 lbs. Trefoil, 4 bs. Cow-grass, 4 lbs.

Trif repens. Medicago lupulma. Tnfolium medium.

Perennial Rye- grass, 1 peck; Italian Rye- grass, 1 peck; and

a mixture of Anthoxanthum odoratum, Poa tnviahs, Festuca

ovina, and Dactylis glomerata, of each, 1 lb. Let the ground

be well prepared, and the surface very fine; sow the three

parcels of seed separately; roll the land well; and when the

Grasses are up, roll again; when 5 or 6 inches high, feed off

with cows or young cattle. Next spring, top-dress with earth

or ashes, bush-harrow and roll well, and then put on sheep,

and keep it fed off close, and you will have a fine pasture. The

seed may be sown in March or August: the latter is the

Spade-Husbandrv.—D. W. 5.—The implements for spade-hus-

bandry are very few and simole. A broad and a narrow long

spade, a strong fork with 4 flat prongs, a strong large rake, and

r

'
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and hoes oi different sizes, will be all that is

beds, and keeping the whole m a neat garden-like order; a

small light cart is indispensable. Salt may be dug in as an

experiment, but we have no great faith in its effects on insects,

unless it be put in tuch quantities as would injure vegetation

also In a very light soil salt used before winter might Co some

eoocl and would be washed out by the rains before the seed is

sown* Tbedibbling-machine mentioned in the Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England is merely a light wheel

witli knobs on its circumference to make depressions in the

ground in which the seedmay be deposited by hand : any wheel-

wright would make it at a small expense. It would not do the

work so well if the distance between the dibble-holes is small.

Until some machine be perfected to deposit the seed, as well as

to make the holes, the common hand-dibbles will be found the

most expeditious and useful. M.
IIkating.— G. A. C— Mr. Rendle's Treatise upon the Tank

System of Heating is not yet published, as you will find by re-

ferring to his Advertisement in the columns of our Paper.

jfn W, G.—Mr. Rendle will shortly publish a treatise, containing

a plan and descripth of his apparatus for heating. Rogers'

is a good and economical boiler.* H. G. B.—Yon had better

defer putting up your apparatus for a short period. We shall

probably be able to give you some further information in a

short time, t . .

HoT-BBn.-iltts.—There is danger of your young plants being in-

jured by the steam which collects in your hot-bed, unless you

take some means to get rid of it. Cannot you tilt the lights at

the back of the frame to the height of half an inch ? x

Vines.— R. W.— If you intend to train your Vines upon the spur

system, 6 or 8 feet is too great a length to leave them at the

winter pruning in the second year after planting. Two or three

feet will be sufficiently long for the strongest, and the weak

ones should be cut shorter still, in proportion to their strength.!

Perth.—The Dutch Hamburgh is synonymous with the

Old Black Hamburgh.

t

Graphs.—A Gardener.-If by the New Black Hamburgh you

mean Wilmot's New Black Hamburgh, it is a good kind, with

larger berries and firmer flesh than the Old Black Hamburgh.

The Cannon Hall Muscat is also a good Grape, requiring a high

temperature, and producing larger bunches and berries, with a

less musky flavour, than those of the Muscat of Alexandria.:

Pjcbbnnials.—W. G. 23—The following are good herbaceous

perennials for blooming in pots :—Primula cortusoules, Saxi-

fraga oppositiftlia, Epimedium macranthum. Hel6masbullata,

Phlox nivalis and sctacea, blooming in April: Ramonda py-

nmaiea, Dodccatheon Meiulia, Hoteia japomca, Cypnpeihum

*

jpeciosus.

Phlox amcana, in June: Chelonc ccntranthhoha, Campanula

nltida, Lychnis chalccdonica, double var., Spigeha mary-

landica, Gentiana septemfida, and Spirrea trifoliaia, in July:

Salvia patens, Campanula fragilis, Mimulus Smithii, Lychnis

Bungeana, Amphicome arguta, and Nuttalia grandiflora, in

August: Salvia splendens, Pentstcmon Murrayanus, Cam-
panula garganica, Lychnis coronata, Is6toma axillaris, and
Alstrcemcria tricolor, in September. Their period of flowering

will, of course, depend greatly upon the treatment which they

receive.t
Oaks. H. T. S.— Quercus suber can scarcely be said to be

hardy in this country. It is only in favourable situations that

it attains to any size. The same may be said of Q. virens.

We do not know what Q. virens heterophylla is.*

Evkrgrickn Oak.—Flora.—No doubt your Evergreen Oak, if

headed to within 3 feet of the ground, will shoot afresh ; but

it would be better to use the knife less freely. If the larger

branches were cut back to a well-placed shoot, and the rest

allowed to remain unpruncd, your purpose would perhaps be

answered equally well, and the tree would not present such a

mutilated appearance, t

Ivy.—A Subscriber.—We have on former occasions expressed our

opinion that Ivy renders a house dry rather than damp, and this

has been confirmed by various correspondents, although it has

been denied by others. We believe the fact to be this : Ivy

may render a house damp by retaining snow in winter, which

changes to water, trickles down the walls, and never thoroughly

evaporates. But this is a rare occurrence, and may be pre-

vented by beating the Ivy after snow storms, and will only be

an inconvenience when houses are built with mud. No doubt,

when walls are not of sound brickwork, or of some other hard

materials, the Ivy may introduce its roots into the masonry,

and thus do mischief, allowing water to run down its branches

and to follow them into the crevices where they have insinua-

ted themselves. But in all cases of well-built houses we are

convinced that Ivy is beneficial, so far as keeping the U) alls dry.t

Uolcus.— It is doubtful whether Ivy will naturally attach

itself to Larch poles which have received one or two coatings

of paint. We should think it would hardly emit roots when
placed in contact with the latter, unless the paint was laid on
very thinly, and had thoroughly soaked in.t

Hardy Siiruus.— Chiltern.—The following are the most showy,
dwarf, hardy shrubs. 1. Pceonia Moutan and varieties, 1 to 2 ft.

high, flowers pink and white, blooming in May. 2. Berberis

aquif61ium, 2 to 4 ft., flowers yellow, March and April, ever-

green. Kibes sanguineum, 3 to 5 ft., flowers red, April; R.

aureum, 3 to 4 It., flowers yellow, May. Amj gdalus nana, 2 to

3 it., flowers red, April and May. Daphne cneorum, 6 in., flow-

ers pink, May, evergreen and spreading. 3. Berberis empe-
trifolia and dulcis, 1 to 3 ft., flowers yellow, May, spreading

and evergreen j
Calycanthus fkiridus and varieties, 3 to 4 ft.,

flowers brown, sweet scented, June and July; Ceanothus amc-
ricanns, 2 to 3 ft., flowers white, June and July; Coronilla

emerus, 3 to 4 ft., flowers yellow, July; Cotoneaster rotundi-
folia, i to 14 ft., flowers white, May and June, evergreen, creep-
ing

; Cytisus purpureus and varieties, 1 to 2 ft., flowers June;
Cytisus ruthenicus, 2 to 3 ft., flowers yellow, May and June;
Beutzia scabra, & to 4 ft., flowers white,m June; Philadelphus
hirsutus, 2 to 3 ft., flowers white, July; Spartium multiflorum,
3 to 5 ft., flowers white, June; Spiraea arisefdlia, 4 to 6 ft., flow-
ers white, August ; Spirzea bella, 2 to 3 it., flowers bright red,
May and August ; Spirsea tomentosa, 2 to 4 ft., flower red, June
and July

; Syringa Josiksea, 3 to 5 ft., flowers purple, June and
July

; Hibiscus syriacus and varieties, 4 to 5 ft., flowers August
and September; Viburnum Tinus, flowers all the winter and
spring, 3 to 4 ft!; Garrya elliptica, 3 to 5 ft., produces curious
calkins in the winter, evergreen ;

Daphne mezereum and vari-
eties, flowering in the autumn and spring, f

Undkrwood.— f. E. C- The following ornamental evergreen
and deciduous plants may be recommended for planting under
trees: common and variegated Holly, Aucubajaponica, Laurus-
tinus, Berberis aquif61ium, Viburnum opulus and oxycoccus,
Ribes sanguineum, Comussanguinea, Hypericum androseemum
and calycinum, and Symph6ria racemosa. X

Crkeprus.—A Subscriber.— For a wall with a north aspect you
had better procure the following: Caprifolium gratum. Jas-
minum officinale, Periplocagraica, and Clematis flammula. t

Mistletoe.—E. H.— Ample directions for grafting the Mis-
tletoe will be found at p. 304 of the Chronicle for 1842.%

^^^\vhrte..—A. H.—Animal manures are found to be injurious

(

to Juniperus, Cuprcssus, Thuja, and similar Coniferous plants,
as well as to Abies and Pinus.t

^hrysantiikml-ais.—.dm^ewr.—Some practical directions,which
^vilUuit your case, will soon be given for the management of
these plants. §An butus-- S. II. E.—U you intend to remove your large A'rbutus
this spring, it should bedone immediately, and with.the greatest
care, it would, however, be much better to defer its removal
until the autumn, on account of the easterly winds which we

garden mould : your plant probably does not like the peaty soil

in which it is grown. J

Cydo'nia japo'nica.— ii. //.-It is stated that this plant blooms

freely on a north wall, and certainly it ought to do well on a

wall with a west aspect. The soil in which it is growing must

either be bad or very damp.t
Madia sativa.—Ar

. W. 6?.—This is an annual, and has not an

English name. Seeds of it may be procured of the nurserymen.

t

Fuchsias.—^4. //.—The following sorts, in addition to those you

possess, will be the most likely ones to stand out in the open

ground with slight protection : F. c6nica, gracilis, globosa

major, formosa dlegans, Clintonia, and Thompscmia.t
Rhododendrons. — A. //. — With R. strictum we are not

acquainted. R. barbatum is at present scarce, because it is

difficult to propagate.X
Achimenks I.0NG1FL0RA.— J. L. S.—This plant has been repeat-

edly advertised in our columns; it may be procured of any
respectable nurseryman. We cannot undertake to name the

price of such things X

Oxalis Bowel—Forel.—You have done wrong in turning out

of the pot the plant of Oxalis B6wei, which you received in a

growing state. If it had not bloomed, it should have been kept

growing ; but if it had flowered, water should have been gra-

dually withheld, until the plant was brought to a state of rest.

There is no difficulty in making it bloom. The bulbs should

be potted 5 or 6 in a pot, in sandy peat and loam, and should

be placed in a warm frame until they have each formed several

leaves, when they may be removed to the greenhouse, where
they will continue to flower for a length of time, t

Trke-Violet.—B. W. — The tree-Violet is a semi-double flow-

ering species ; it mav be procured of most nurserymen. For

an account of its treatment, see p. 73 of last week's Chronicle.t

Conservatory Climbers, &c— /?wa- in Urbe.—We really despair

of your being able to get any shrubby or climbing plants to do

well in the situation you describe, " in the vicinity of Regent-

street, with a north-east aspect, where the sun never reaches

summer nor winter." You may, however, try the following,

which you can procure for a trifle in any respectable nursery :

Climbers—Kennedia monophylla, Cobam scandens, Eccremo-

carpus scaber, Ipomcea Learii. Shrubs—Pimelea decussata,

and hispida, Chorozema varium, Correa pulchella, H6vea
Celsi, Cytisus rhodopnsea, Acacia vestita, pulchella, and ar-

mata; Cinerarias, Tea-scented Roses, Chinese Primroses.

The above are strong-growing things, and will do if anything

will. We should imagine that Ferns would also succeed well.

Wr

e cannot recommend any nurseryman in particular^

Sekds.—J. L. S.—All the seeds contained in your list will be

benefited by being raised in a gentle heat, X C. R. I).—The
seeds which you have received from the Cape had better be

sown on a gentle hot-bed. You will find good practical direc-

tions for sowing seeds in the Calendar of last week. Leuca-

dendron plumosum is a Proteaceous plant, E'chium ferocissi-

mum a Boraginaceous plant, and Aristca major an Indaceous

plant, X „ , . ,

Roses.—J. N. F.-We doubt whether it is possible for gardeners,

who are now only beginning, to get Roses ready for showing in

pots sooner than 1 844 ; by that time, however, they may be quite

prepared : and therefore we would advise you to offer your pre-

mium for that year. As to the conditions to be imposed, we
hardly know what to advise until the practice shall have begun.

You might distinguish two classes of Roses : climbers, and not

climbers ; and you might separate the Moss Roses from others.

We think, however, that it would be as well in the first instance

to offer your prizes merely for a defined number of Roses in

pots, leaving the growers to suit their own skill or convenience-t

Chiltern.—The following are good Roses for planting out

in a border upon their own bottoms: Moss.— Blush, Crimson,

De Meaux, and Common. Provence.— Old, or Cabbage. Blush.

—Maiden's and Celestial. Hybrid.—George IV., Globe, Whit-

thep, and Village Maid. China.—White Sweet-scented, sangui-

nea and common, for flowering in the autumn, if

Auriculas.—A Country Vicar.—Auricula seed is usually sown
directly after it is gathered. It should be sown in a well-

drained pot, in a mixture of loam and leaf-mould; and the

seeds should be covered as slightly as possible with soil. The
pots should be placed in a cool frame and kept shaded until the

young plants make their appearance. As soon as the seedlings

are large enough they should be pricked off, about 2 inches

apart, in pans or wide-mouthed flower-pots, and gradually

hardened off. If you have any seed by you, it had better be

sown towards the end of this month. X

Melons. — 5- C.—The Beechwood Melon, although not so large

as the Rock Cantaloupe, is, in our opinion, when well grown,
superior to that variety. The rind is thinner than in the gene-

rality of Melons, a quality which the Rock Cantaloupe cannot

lay claim to.*

Pomegranate.— S. C—The soil best suited fortius plant, when
trained against a wall is a mixture of turfy loam and peat, well

drained with broken bricks or lime rubbish. X

Pears. — /*• C. —The following Pear-trees, proper for being

trained as standards with the branches downwards, will, in ad-

dition to those you already possess, afford a succession of fruit.

Dunmorc, Fondante d'Automne, Thompson's, Glout Morceau,

Hacon's Incomparable, Winter Nelis, Ne Plus Meuris, Easter

Beurre andtwoofBeurr6Rance.Il A New Subscriber.—Asre-

eards the future success of the trees, or the quality of their

fruits it is immaterial whether you obtain plants of the Chau-

monteland Duchesse d'Angouleme from Jersey or from the

nurseries in this country. It rarely occurs that the flavour of

either of these varieties, when grown in this climate, is equal

to that of the Jersey fruit. You will find the Marie Louise and

Hacon's Incomparable preferable.
||

Plums.—A New Subscriber.—There is perhaps no variety of

Plum more luscious than the Green- Gage.
||

Filbfrts.—A Young Gardener.—As your object is to have dwarf
Filbert trees, that would of course have been best attained by

heading down the main stems to within a foot or 18 inches of

the ground. One clear stem is generally to be preferred ; and

in your case more than four ought not to have been retained.

In your confined situation, with a high wall on one side and a

Quick hedge on the other, you can scarcely expect that Filbert-

trees will bear near the ground ; and, therefore, by not cutting

down lower than four feet, they will probably bear sooner than if

they had been cut lower. You can try the effects of root-

pruning next autumn ; and you can clear away suckers, with-

out removing the trees, by means of a proper suckering iron.
||

Canker. Allingtonian—Having taken due precautions in drain-

ing your soil, all you can do with your trees which now begin

to°canker on reaching the clayey subsoil is to remove them in

autumn, and replant them; taking care that the roots are

spread o'ut near the surface. Shorten the shoots at Midsum-

mer and the portion left will become better matured. Let all

cankered parts be cut clean away, and let the wound be co-

vered with clay, li

Pkas.—Allingtonian.—The largest Pea in the pod is the Milford

Artichoke-leaved Lettuce.—B, C.—We are not aware tha
the Artichoke-leaved Lettuce can at present be obtained in this

country.
||

Red Spider.— JR. W.—Your Clianthus is infested with the red-
spider, to whose attacks it is extremely liable. You will find a
moist atmosphere, and an occasional syringingon fine mornings,
to be the most efficacious remedy in destroying these insects, t

Books.— 2!/. llydc—There have been some useful treatises upon
land-surveying published by Mr. Bell, in Chambers' Educa-
tional Course, which we advise you to procure.* G. /.—If
you will consult the Advertisement, you will see who the
Booksellers are of whom the Horticultural Society's Catalogua
of Fruits can be procured. Alpha.— Rogers' Vegetable Culti-

vator is the best.

Horticultural Society's Garden.—If a Young Gardener is

desirous of obtaining admission as a workman into the garden
of the Horticultural Society, he must obtain the recommend-
ation of a Fellow of the Society. If the authorities at the Garden
appointed for the purpose of Resting his abilities were satisfied

with him, a young gardener would be received in two or three

years from the time of his application.!

Exhibitions.-P. */.-Any person, whether a member or not of

the Horticultural Society, can exhibit at the meetings in Regent-

street. The articles for exhibition must be addressed to 21,

Regent-street; and it is requisite that they should be in the

room three hours before the hour of meeting. The days of

exhibition are always recorded above the leading articles in

our Paper a week or two previously to their taking placet

Lawns.-J. J.-Hand-weeding or constant mowing appear to be

the only probable means of eradicating the Chrysanthemum

leucanthemum from your giass-plot.t t««««x«
Locomotion ok Plants.-J. A'. S.-Perhaps the ^pla"atio^

we gave is not clear. What was meant was tins; mat many
underground stems seem to move upwards, m consequence 01

their new stems growing upwards, while the old one dies, ana

is left behind. It is difficult to make this plain without a

drawing ;
perhaps, however, the following illustration may oe

intelligible. Let a cube a be buried 3 inches underground;

suppose it produces on its upper side another cube 6,ancitnat

a then dies; it is clear that b will be nearer the surface than a

;

in like manner let £ produce c from its upper end, and then die;

it is clear that c will be nearer the surface than b ;
and so on.

This is the general cause of the apparent locomotion in under-

ground stems.f
Familiar Botanv.— Une entre Mille reproaches the author ot

the articles under this name with his neglect of that gentler sex

which sees nothing pleasant in manures, although they be

redolent of high rents. She says that she, with many more,

would appeal to him as a man of good ieeling, whether it is

fair, week after week, to disappoint those who think his papers

the best vindication of Botany from the charge of being a

musty science. We therefore print ;this as a memorandum
for our lazy correspondent, with whom, if he were not our

very particular friend, we should be ready to quarrel, for thus

disappointing our readers, and exposing us to the danger to be

apprehended from a young lady, who describes her temper as

being impatient, and who will not be denied.

t

Cottage Gardens.—E. JohnsIone.—We will attend to this sub-

ject shortly. § ,

Ward's Cases.—A. //.—An improvement has been made in

these latterly in the form of a small door, by rae?ns of whicti

dead leaves, weeds, &c, can be extracted. Seeds will vege-

tate freely in Ward's Cases. If the plants which they contain

are kept in a constant state of excitement, they will continue

to put forth leaves until they are entirely exhausted ;
but where

a due period of rest is allowed, a deciduous plant will shed its

leaves at the proper season. We doubt whether such bulbs

as Nerine and Cyrtanthus would succeed in them j but if a

proper season of rest were given to Cypripediums, Satyriums,

and other terrestrial Orchidacece, they would probably thrive

in such a habitation.* .

Miscellaneous.—4 Constant Bender.—Ko. 1 of your Moths is

Sphinx Ligustri; 2 is Plusia gamma, described and figured at

p. 52 of the Chronicle of last year. We cannot possibly under-

take to name Cryptogamic plants, unless they have some known
importance in rural economy.* G. A. C—There is a yellow

Cineraria, called C. tussilaginis.t-J. Bacchus, -Theyellow-.

P^^^^BEANS.--^ Gardener.—The dwarf Red-speckled and

Fulmcr's Early are both good kinds for forcing. X

Bfician Carrots.—/S. A. C.-The beginning or middle of

March, according to the season, is the proper time to sow the

Belgian Carrot ; 4lbs. per acre is sufficient, if the seed is good.

The seed should be mixed with moist sand ten days or a fort-

nie-ht before sowing, and repeatedly turned, then drilled in

rntvs 18 inches apart, and slightly covered by a bush-harrow.

The trround should have been trenched, clean, and in good

VJurt but not manured for the Carrots. They should be kept

verv free from weeds in their first stage, by hand-weeding, and

afterwards thinned out to a foot apart, by pulling out the

smaller, which may be given to cattle. M,

Grape is answered.* A Lady.-We regret that we are unable

to give you the information. S. C—It is irregular for

Fellows of the Horticultural Society to procure plants or seeds

for others, if they are in the habit of procuring them for them-

selves. Devonia?i.—We are not acquainted with any variety

of Apple one-half of which is sour and the other sweet; but

the thing is possible. You will find some speculations con-

ing such matters in p. 396, 1841. M. W. A".—Your Camellias

were so much crushed when they arrived, that two of them

onlv can be identified. 2 is C. Colvilli, and 3 is C. imbricata. t

W.—Your Epacris is the true E. impressa. t-
onl>

R.

Cirencester,

U

eek

—Your Acacia is in too young a state to be recognised ;
it is

probably A. mclanoxylon. The other plant is Ruscus andro-

gynus, which is far from being so rare as you suppose, t

H. Hunt.—The only partwhich appears to be new about jour

flower- pots is the raised bottom of the saucer, with noiesui".

. A Vublin Subscriber.—Your seedling Fuchsia, c*Ue*'l'
lf*£

is more remarkable for singularity than beauty. In ™|°"
of

length of flower it resembles F. fulgens; but ''> c0'\s
p
e'' u

e

ewant
the tube being of equal thickness throughout, it is less, c 6^
than that species. In this respect, and ,n

"}?_£he p, por-
leaves, it approaches F. c°rdif6,

,

ia-*~"~r*mjxed in prepar-
tions in which Linseed-oil and bees'-wax_arero^y;^*^
ing calico has already been stated at p. 36

.

oi «
N »

be„ not in
icle.t D. H. B., Bristot.-Sd. eac .to

^
aU

£
theHst. j. G.-Your Apple « ^

e
f^f^Beachamwelli

J. J.-Your Apples arc-2, Court of w« . R
1 and 4, Dutch Mignonne ; 5, ^"^Door.ll Cirencet

7 , Mineral Crab ; 8, not k«own^H'i .u « Ber amot .

-Your Pears are, » B'^^^Vate for answers this w
As usual, mauy letters have arnuuw

^

NEWS~OF~THE WEEK.
The Overland Mail arTi^ed^n Monday, with accounts

from India to the 2nd ult., and from China to the 19th

Nov The Indian news announces the arrival of the

troops at Ferozepore, and the consequent completion of

the evacuation of Jellalabad. Their route through the

Punjaub was unattended with difficulty or obstruction,

but the troops suffered much from sickness, and many se-

rious differences arose among the officers during the

march. The chief topic of discussion in the Indian papers

is the proclamation of Lord Elleuborough respecting the

sandal-wood gates of the Temple of Somnauth, which ap-

pears to have been received with astonishment in all

parts of our Eastern empire. Even the journals which

have uniformly advocated the policy of the Governor-

General declare that from one end of India to the other it

has been made the subject of the severest censure.—From

China we learn that the last division of the fleet with the

Plenipotentiaries returned from the Yang-Tze-Kiang

river to Chusaa on the 17th Oct., and that, before leaving
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Nankin, the Chinese Commissioners gave an entertain-

ment to the British officers, during which the most
friendly feelings were manifested on both sides. The
Emperor had issued various decrees remarkable for

the absence of the usual expression of dislike to

foreigners, and for the acknowledged wish to main-

tain an v everlasting peace." Negotiations are to be
commenced for the purpose of settling the details of

our future commercial arrangements, and it is said to be

the opinion of the "Viceroy, that the Americans and other

foreigners will henceforth be admitted to the same privi-

leges as those conferred upon the British by the recent

treaty.—From France we have the important intelligence

that the debate on the Address in the Chamber of Depu-
ties has terminated in favour of Ministers by a large ma-
jority. In the discussion of the paragraph on the Right

of Search, M. Guizot repeated the declaration he had pre-

viously made to the Chamber of Peers, that he would not

negotiate for the abolition of the existing treaties with

Great Britain; and in spite of all the clamour raised

against the treaties by the press, no amendment was

moved, and the Address was consequently passed without

modification.—The accounts from Spain are by no means

satisfactory ; the dispute with France respecting the

conduct of the Consul at Barcelona is still unsettled,

and the affairs of that city have again become so

threatening, that it has required extraordinary pre-

cautions on the part of the Captain-General to pre-
vent another outbreak. — Few circumstances in our
Foreign News have occasioned more surprise than the

announcement of a fact in relation to the late treaty with

the United States, which the daily papers of all shades of

politics, denounce as a diplomatic fraud unexampled in

modern history. It appears that a map was discovered at

Paris about two years since, on which the boundary so

long in dispute between this country and the United
States was marked by no less a person than the celebrated
Dr. Franklin. This document proves that the United
States never had the slightest shadow of a right to any
part of the territory in question, and that the line of
boundary claimed by Great Britain actually fell short of
that which Dr. Franklin laid down as the limits of the
two countries, as settled by the Plenipotentiaries of 1793.
It appears also that Mr. Webster, during the negotiations
with Lord Ashburton, had this map in his possession, un-
known, of course, to the British Ambassador, while he
solemnly assured his Lordship of his conviction that the
framers of the original treaty intended that the line should
be carried to the north of the St. John.
At home, the proceedings in Parliament have hitherto

been confined chiefly to notices of motions, and to inci-

dental conversations on topics which will hereafter be-
come the objects of more formal discussion. Among the
Ministerial announcements, the most important have
been the declarations of Sir R. Peel that no further change
in the existing Corn-Law is contemplated at present, and
that it is the intention of Government to propose a mea-
sure for Church Extension. For the details of these pro-

ceedings, and for the particulars of a debate on Lord
Ellenborough's Proclamation, we must refer our readers to

our Parliamentary Report.

f^ome Nefos.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, continue at Windsor
Castle. Her Majesty and the Prince have taken their
usual daily promenade in the Home Park, and the Prince
has occasionally hunted with his pack of harriers. Yes-
terday being the third anniversary of Her Majesty's mar-
riage, Her Majesty gave a dinner party and concert at
Windsor Castle iu honor of the event. It is understood
that early in the approaching season it is the intention of
the Duke de Montpensier, son of the King of the French,
to visit this country, and stay about three weeks. The
Lord Chamberlain has appointed Mr. G. Marton M.P.
for Lancaster, and Mr. Neeld, M.P. for Cricklade, to be
gentlemen of the Privy Chamber in ordinary.

Church Preferment.—The Bishop of London has ap-
pointed the Rev. Thomas Dale, vicar of St. Bride's; the
Rev. Lancelot Sharpe, rector of Allhallows Staining ; and
the Rev. Henry Soames, to prebendal stalls in St. Paul's
Cathedral.

foreign.
France.—The debate on the Address which was carried

on with so much party animosity in the Chamber of
l)eputies at the date of our last accounts, closed on Friday,
by a majority of 278 votes in its favour over 101 dis-
sentients. Notwithstanding the numerous amendments
moved for the purpose of compelling M. Guizot to nego-
tiate with England for the abandonment of the Slave-
trade treaties, not a single Member of Opposition persisted
in cahng for a division on the paragraph respecting theWfA S ^ a

?
er a11 the Violence of language

which bad been employed both by the Press and in the
House, the firmness of the Minister in refusing to nego-
tiate was completely successful The paragraphias drawn
up by the Commission, passed the Chamber unanimously
on Thursday evening. I here have been few instances in
the modern history of France in which a Minister has
been more distinguished by his frank and manly position

on a question of serious consequence to Europe, than
M. Guizot has been during the whole of this debate.
Though standing almost alone, he declared not only that

he would not negotiate, would not promise or pretend to

negotiate, but that he considered a good understanding
with England indispensable to the welfare of France. Me
declared that the animosity created by the treaty of July
was not so universal or profound ; and that, in despite of
journalism and party rancour, there still existed abund-
ance of amicable sentiment on both sides of the Channel,
which might re-cement the alliance between the two
nations. He contended that there existed no chance
that a new negotiation with England for the revision of

those treaties would be attended with success, and that

such a negotiation would, as he had already stated in the
House of Peers, end in an act of weakness or folly. For
his part, he should not take the initiative of such a
proposition, until he believed with sincerity and with a
deep conviction that a negotiation of the kind might
obtain a favourable result. He afterwards vindicated
himself against the charge of having made too many
concessions to England, and mentioned several instances
in which he had resisted her pretensions. He admitted,
however, having done a great deal to maintain his
country on good terms with England, because he was
intimately convinced that the Government of Great
Britain, the Parliament, and the whole nation, bore no
ill-will to France; that, on the contrary, they professed the
highest esteem for her, and were animated with a sincere
desire of continuing at peace with her, and that it would
require real events, and not mere newspaper articles,

to impair that good feeling of England towards France.
France, besides, was particularly interested in maintaining
those good relations, if she wished to avert the formation
of a new coalition against her. Such a friend and ally

was indispensable for France. England required no sacri-
fice as the price of her amity. (M. Gamier Pages, a
deputy of the Opposition, here stood up, and exclaimed,
" This is an English speech !

" A great tumult ensued.
The Conservative members loudly demanded that M.
Gamier Pages be called to order, but the President took
no notice of the clamorous invitation.) M. Guizot con-
tinued.— I think that 1 have said nothing that cannot be
avowed by the best Frenchman. He then proceeded to

show that his endeavours to re-establish the good relations
between the two countries had been crowned with success.
Thus he had concluded conventions on matters which had
ever presented insuperable difficulties. He had adjusted
the long-pending affair of Portenclic, and signed with Eng-
land a Post-office convention, another convention relative
to extradition, and a fourth concerning the fisheries on
the French coast. The British Ministry, he would say,
had evinced throughout a spirit of moderation, good-will,
and equity, which had greatly facilitated the issue of the
negotiations. M. Guizot then concluded by declaring
that the Government would not consent to open any im-
mediate negotiation for the revision of the treaties of

1831 and 1833, nor accept a mission which he considered
contrary to the honour and well-understood interests of
the country.—The address having been carried, it was
presented to the King in the usual course ; His Majesty,
in his reply, took no notice of the paragraph respecting
the Right of Search, nor of any point which had been the
subject of so much angry discussion ; but simply thanked
the deputies for their sympathy in his late bereavement,
and for their concurrence in strengthening the public
institutions, and expressed his hope for their support in

insuring to the country the enjoyment of all the blessings
of peace and order.— The Minister of Marine, Admiral
Duperre, has resigned his office on account of ill health,
and has been succeeded by Admiral Roussin.—Rumours
of a fresh misunderstanding with Spain were current in
Paris, and the Funds fell in consequence, in the beginning
of the week. Many of them, however, have proved to be
pure inventions. The state of the relations between
France and Spain at this moment is not satisfactory, but
there exists nothing that would justify an expectation
that the difference which has unhappily arisen will termi-
nate in hostilities—There is no miscellaneous news, if we
except the announcement that our countryman Mr.M'Cul-
loch has been elected a foreign associate of the Academy
of Sciences, in the room of M. de Sismondi, the historian.

The accounts from Algiers state that Abd el Kader has
again made his appearance, and is exciting the Kabyle
population to revolt.

Spain—We learn from Madrid that a great effort was
being made to effect a union of Absolutists, Moderados,
and Republicans, to turn out the present Ministry, and
thereby prevent the consummation of a treaty of com-
merce with England. A letter of the 28th states that
Don Francisco de Paula would offer himself as a candidate
at the ensuing election at Saragossa with every chance of
success. The dispute with France in regard to die affair

of M. Lesseps has assumed a more serious aspect, and it

is said that the Regent has received such strong proof of
the Consul's connexion with the late insurrection that he
refuses to comply with the demand of France for satisfac-

tion. The accounts from Barcelona are of the 28th ult.

They state that great irritation prevailed in that city, and
but for the precautionary measures adopted by General
Seoane, another and more desperate revolt would have taken
place. The last delay fixed for the payment of the extra-

ordinary contribution having expired, and little more than
one third of it having been actually paid in, the Captain
General, as our readers are aware, had recourse to rigorous

means to conquer the obstinacy of the inhabitants, but
which equally failed to produce the desired effect.

On the 26th, the General, apprehending an explosion,

issued a bando, denouncing death against every individual

who, by their speeches, writings, or even by songs, should

excite the people to revolt. Notwithstanding the menacing
attitude of the military authorities, the agitation continued
to increase. The soldiers quartered on the 200 wealthiest
inhabitants were hooted wherever they appeared, and the
people had in several instances removed the numbers from
the fronts of the houses in order to annoy the military.
On the 27th the 25 alcades who had been summoned by the
Governor to accompany the soldiers to the houses, having
declined performing that duty, had been arrested and
confined in the citadel. But, after detaining them for two
hours, General Seoane, dreading the consequences of this
act of violence, ordered them to be set at liberty. The
provisional deputation, on the other hand, positively re-
fused to assess the ordinary taxes, grounding their objec-
tion on their not having been voted by the Cortes. That
body even intended to leave Barcelona, to settle at San
Felin de Llobregat. M. Kock, a rich and influential
citizen, who had soldiers billetted on him for eight days,
was arrested on the 27th and conveyed to Montjouich for
refusing to pay his quota of the contribution. The journ-
alists, reassured] by th<? declaration of the military com-
mission, which declared itself incompetent to try offences
of the press, commented in the most hostile maimer on
all the acts of the Captain-General, and even openly at-
tacked the Regent himself. The Papagaya, one of the
most violent organs of the Opposition, having reappeared
on the 25th, the police notified to its Editor that he would
be shot if he published another Number. Extreme mea-
sures were likewise in contemplation against the Consti-
tutional and Impartial; and General Seoane, it was said,
had threatened to seal up their presses. The last accounts
add, that the exasperation of the public at the forced con-
tribution, and the manner in which it was levied, was
nearly at its crisis, and that deplorable occurrences were
expected to take place. Some persons imprisoned for
non-payment of their proportions of the contribution were
set at liberty as a measure of precaution.
Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the

30th ult. The Minister of Finance read the annual re-
port to the Chamber on the 28th, which was accompanied
by several projects of law, one of which is a loan of 900
contos on the tobacco revenues of the next three years

;

with which he states that he shall be able to pay off all
the engagements due on the revenue and customs duties
for the current year. The Portuguese government, it is

stated, had not been consulted upon the last offers sent
home on the tariff question, and it is therefore considered
still possible, that some arrangement may be made, should
the views of our government, in some degree, he approxi-
mated to those of the Portuguese.
Belgium.—Letters from Brussels state that the Louisa

Maria, which is to carry the first settlers to Central
America, on account of the Belgian Colonisation Com-
pany, will leave Ostend between the 10th and 15th of this
month. The last census of the population of Brussels
makes the total amount 110,760, not including the garri-
son, the military school, and the patients in the hospital.
—The Chamber of Representatives on the 1st inst. sanc-
tioned the treaty with Holland by a majority of 11 to 8.
Germany.—The Austrian Observer announces the

arrival at Trieste on the 22d ult., in good health, of the
Archduke Frederick of Austria on board the frigate
Bellona, which sailed from Spithead on the 1st ult.—Letters from Berlin state, with great satisfaction, that
the Leipzic Allgemeine Zeitung will be again allowed to
circulate in Prussia after Easter. It is said that the Editor
will be more cautious in future, and that satisfactory pro-
mises to this effect have been made.
Italy.—A letter from Rome of Jan. 23 informs us

that the cold is continually increasing, and water was then
freezing not .only in the streets, but even in the interior of
the houses. It alludes also to the late eruption of Mount
Etna, and states that it has been constantly observed that
severe winters at Rome have been coincident with volcanic
eruptions at Naples or in Sicily. The members of the
Academy of St. Luke, at Rome, elected at their last
meeting Mr. Barry, the architect of the new Houses of
Parliament, as one of their members. Rome is crowded
with English

; lodgings are enormously dear, and the
Protestant chapel is not sufficiently large to accommodate
its numerous congregation. It is expected that when the
influx of strangers arrive for the forthcoming carnival,
they will meet with the fate of some recent travellers
to Naples, who were compelled to drive out to the Cam-
pagna for apartments. Our countrywoman, Miss Clara
Novello, is the prima donna of the Tordinona theatre this
season ; she was not altogether successful on her first ap-
pearance, but she has since so completely captivated the
Roman audience, that on her benefit night they escorted
her to her lodgings by torchlight, and continued in the
street cheering her with vivas until daybreak.—A pack of
fox-hounds, belonging to Lord Chesterfield, is daily ex-
pected in Rome, from England, to hunt the Campagna.
Horses are expected from Florence ; and his lordship, it

is said, is determined to show the Roman citizens the
sports of English country gentlemen !

Russia.—The treaty of commerce between Great
Britain and Russia, alluded to in the Queen's Speech
last week, has just been published. The general purport
of the articles (which are 16 in number) is to secure for
the vessels of both nations reciprocal privileges and im-
munities. Thus the ships of Great Britain, on entering
or departing from any Russian port, will not be subjected
to higher duties than those imposed on Russian ships

;

whilst in return, the latter, on entering our ports, will be
treated as if they were British. Also, British and Russian
vessels arriving from other countries than those of the
contracting parties are to be admitted on payment of the
same duties as would be required of them by their
respective nations. And, generally, the vessels and sub-

t
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jects of the two nations are to enjoy all the privileges
in either country to which they would be entitled in their
own.—The St. Petersburg!* papers contain a detailed
official report on the loss of the Engermanland, ship of
war, on the Norwegian coast, which was fully noticed by
ns at the time. From it we learn that the Goltenburqh
Journal, from which the first account of this misfortune
was translated into the other journals of Europe, did not
state the particulars correctly, but gave them merely as
they had been collected from rumour. The crew is now
acquitted of every kind of blame in the affair. The Com-
mission appointed to try the case laid down the following
questions for solution :—" 1. Was the loss of the shin
occasioned by the commander's non-observance of the
naval rules ? 2. After the ship sprung a leak, were all

the proper measures for saving her and the crew adopted?
3. Has the captain been guilty of the offence of abandon-
ing the ship? 4. Did the conduct of the officers and the
behaviour of the crew correspond in all respects with their
several duties? 1

' The report states that, " In respect of
the first question, neglect of the nautical regulations can
by no means be laid 10 the charge of Captain Tresskin,
and the loss of the ship can be attributed only to an
unfortunate accident. On the second question the an-
swer was unanimous, that all had been done that it was
possible to do in such a case. With respect to the third
question, it was also the unanimous opinion of all the
officers and crew, that the captain, when he fell overboard,
did not leave the ship voluntarily. To the fourth ques-
tion it was replied, that all the officers of every rank, and
all the crew wiihout any exception had completely' per-
formed their duties, and that the commission could not
fail to observe with satisfaction the very remarkable
maintenance of discipline, of which similar cases seldom
afford example." The report contains a list of the crew,
from which it appears that 503 were saved and 389
drowned.
Turkey.—Letters from Constantinople of the 17th

ult. have been received. They are chiefly occupied with
two innovations, which may almost be called events in
Turkey, so great is the surprise they have created. The
first occurred on the occasion of the procession of the
Sultan in the Courban Beiram from the Seraglio to one
of the principal mosques. That ancient palace, more es-
pecially at the time of religious ceremonies, when occu-
pied by the Sultan, is guarded with extreme jealousy by
Mussulmans, the available troops of the capital beino- ga-
thered around it for its ostensible protection, and a°t no
former Beiram was any Frank ever known to have entered
within its walls. At the opening of the Beiram just con-
cluded, and when a vast population thronged the vicinity
of the imperial entrance to witness the procession of the
Sultan at sunrise, Sir S. and Lady Canning, in an English
carriage, with postillions and outriders, drove Up to the
archway, and, after a countersign had been exchanged, at
once entered the palace with every observance of military
honours. The second innovation took place in the Impe-
rial Palace : the Sultana Vaiedd (mother of the Sultan)
having heard much of the Italian Opera, expressed a de-
sire to witness a representation. A small theatre was
therefore erected in the Palace, and the director of the
Pera Opera was ordered to prepare Belisario for the gra-
tification of the imperial harem. This opera was selected
from its connection with the ancient history of Constan-
tinople. The representation took place with the full dra-
matis persona and orchestra, in presence of the Sultana
mother and all her ladies, together with many others he-
longing to the harem

;
the whole, in consequence of the

presence of the male performers, were veiled. The libretto
had been translated into Turki&h, by our countryman, Mr.
Churchill, so that the ladies who could read were enabled
in some degree, to follow and comprehend the story'
though they could by no means comprehend the shakes,
quivers, and embellishments of the artists. One lady was
said to have been so much moved at the fallen state of the
blind hero that she burst into tears, and, after exclaiming
Allah, Allah, who can refuse charity to such great mis-

fortunes ?M threw her handkerchief, with some piastres, at
Behsario's feet—The Servian affair appears to be aban-
doned by Russia as an accomplished fact, which it would
be imprudent to disturb. The nomination of the Wal-
lachian Hospodar has produced no sensation in the Turk-
ish capital. The departure of the Persian boundary com-
mission for Erzeroom had been delayed by the indisposi-
tion of Captain Williams, who, it was hoped, would be
able to proceed on his voyage to Trebizond in a few days.
India.—The Overland Mail arrived in town on Mon-

day, with accounts to the 2d ult. The two armies of
Kandahar and Jellalabad had arrived on the 2d at Feroze-
pore, and the evacuation of Affghanistan has consequently
heen completed. The Governor-General, with the Com-
mander-in-Chief, and a portion of the army of reserve
*as present at Ferozepore to welcome them. The honour
°f priority of entry was given to Sir R. Sale's " illustrious
garrison," as a reward for their defence of Jellalabad. At
°»e end of the bridge over the Sutlej, a pavilion had been
erected, where Lord Ellenborough stationed himself, with
r

ls Se(,-i'etaries, while the troops passed. He raised his
«at and bowed to Lady Sale, and some other ladies on
Repliants, who led the column. On General Sale cross-

es? the Commander-in-Chief rode up and shook him
warmly by the hand. The march through the Punjaub
^as effected without difficulty or obstruction, but so hur-

etlly that it is said to have rather resembled a retreat
an a retirement from a conquered country. Sickness

WUri* -

t0 a greut ej£tent aui0»g tlie men °f Colonel
<*s brigade during their progress ; dysentery, carried
numbers daily, and disabled the majority of the force.

in h* •
y left the encamP^ent at Peshawur 400 were

hospital, seven days after the number had increased

to 1,000 ; the other brigades did not escape ; the 2d some-
times averaging 100 sick men per regiment, and in the
4th small-pox was very prevalent. The rivers of the
Punjaub were crossed without trouble—three of them
being provided with pontoon bridges. The Seikhs ap-
pear to have behaved in a civil and orderly manner, and
to have brought in provisions for the force, which they
disposed of at reasonable rates. Many and frequent dif-
ferences arose between the officers of the force during the
march

; and it excited general regret that those who had
fought so well together should disagree while returning
from the scene of their exploits. The old jealousy be-
tween Generals Pollock and Nott appears fo have revived

;

as General Nott tendered resignation of the command of
his division, which, however, the Commander-in-Chief
refused to accept. A quarrel also took place between Bri-
gadier Wild and Colonel Moseley, and the latter gentleman
was for some time under arrest. The matter, however,
was eventually settled by the mediation of General
M'Caskill. On Lord Ellenborough's arrival at Lodianah,
be received Dost Mahomed, and quietly dismissed him

;a course considered to be far preferable to the proposed plan
of making the Chief present himself before a public durbar.Among the events which engrossed the attention of the
Indian journals during the month of December, the
proclamation by Lord Ellenborough, addressed " to his
brothers and his friends the princes, and chiefs, and
people of India," respecting the Gates of Somnauth,
and already so notorious in England, had given rise to
the most extraordinary comments. It appears to have
met with no favour in any quarter. Even the Bombay
times, the paper which has hitherto supported his Lord-
ship s policy in all particulars, declares, that "from one
end of India to the other there is not a single journal
which has not made it the subject of the severest cen-
sure, of scorn, or of ridicule. The unanimity of the
press has been absolute—and no marvel; that of the
public has been, we have no doubt, the same. When it
reached the Supreme Council, it is said to have nearly
convulsed them with laughter." It appears, also, that
the Temple of Somnauth is in ruins. The only records
of its destruction are in the Persian language, and re-
moved from the knowledge of the Hindoos. The popula-
tion of the place is Mussulman, and the little that re-
mains of the temple itself is converted into a Mahomedan
mosque. The following extract from the journal just
quoted gives some curious particulars on this point ;—
* The gates whose recovery appears, from the proclama-
tion, to have been the principal object of the war, were
taken, according to a dubious tradition, some forty years
before the date of the Norman Conquest, from the Temple
of Somnauth, in Guzerat, where, for 400 years, a mosque
has existed, and where the population is now entirely
Mahomedan. For 800 years they have been attached
to the tombof Mahmond of Ghuznee; it is by no means
certain, indeed, that they ever were anywhere else; the
state of our knowledge of the history of the reign of Macbeth
will give some notion of the faith to be placed in the tradi-
tions in reference to Mahmoud of Ghuznee—a cotem-
porary king ! These trophies are to be sent back to the
place whence, it is said, they came ; but that place is now
desolate; a temple must be built, and a population of
Hindoo worshippers collected in the heart of an entirely
Mahomedan country, before the gates can find a post
of rest. About 15,000,000 of the best-disposed British
subjects in India are Mahomedan; who look upon the
desecration of the tombs of their ancestors as the most
intolerable injury that can be indicted on them. Mah-
moud of Ghuznee, whose sepulchre has been despoiled is
regarded by them as the great light and pillar, the
champion and the pride of the Mahomedan faith in India
and by all of them must Lord Ellenborough's Gate Pro-
clamation be viewed as an indignity. It is regarded as a
compliment by no one ; the Hindoos know nothing what
ever of the tradition of the gates—it is referred to by
none of their historians : and should we urge them to
wipe off the insults of 800 years, we may put them in
mind of others of more recent date, which they have to
avenge." A demand had been made upon the Ameers of
Scinde for their assent to a treaty, by which Kurrachee and
Tatta, and a strip of land extending along the bank of the
Indus, with the towns and forts of Sukkur, Bukkur and
Roree,and as far as their territory reached, should be made
over to the Company. The Ameers appeared at first eager
to make a determined resistance, but troops had been sent
against them. The rumour of Tharawaddie's death has
been contradicted. He appears now to be thoroughly
convinced of the inutility, on his part, of tryin* any
struggle with the British power in the East.

&
The

Hindostan steamer arrived at Madras on the 19th Dec
and started on the following day for Calcutta.
China.—The news from China comes down to the

19th November from Macao, to the 15th from Hong
Kong; and to the end of October from Chusan. The
last division of the fleet with the Plenipotentiaries having
left the Yang Tze-Kiang river, had on the 17th October
reached Chusan, where a portion of the ttoops was to be
stationed for a time. Other portions were stationed at

Amoy and at Hong Kong, which is governed by Lord Sal-

toun, and is represented as so thriving that a proposal
had been made for erecting a theatre there. Capt. Bal-
four, of the Madras Artillery, who had gained a consider-

able knowledge of the Chinese language and character,

was named British Consul- General, to reside at Shanghae.
Various decrees had been published by the Emperor, in

which the national dislike of the Tartars to all foreigners

was in some measure concealed, and a wish to maintain

the ° everlasting peace" exhibited. English merchants

and their "families" are to be permitted, according to

those decrees, to reside at Canton, at Fowchowfoo, at

Amoy, Ningpoo, and Shanghae
; and their ships are to

have places for repairs. Hong Kong is ceded in per-
petuity as a colony to Great Britain, and the Hong,, ormonopoly merchants are to b^ abolished. Sir H. Pot.
linger was expected to arrive at Hong Kong towards the
end of November or beginning of December, in order to
carry.on the negotiations respecting the commercial tariff.
Th

.

e

f

Commander-in-Chief, Sir Hugh Gongh, intended to
sail for Calcutta in the beginning of December. Several
or the regiments appear to have suffered severely from
sickness. The Chinese were repairing all their fortifications.
It would appear that, on the arrival of Sir H. Pottinger
at Hong Kong, negotiations are to be commenced with
the Chinese Commissioners, for the purpose of settling
the details of our future commercial arrangements. The
conferences are to take place on the island of Lantao, half
way between Canton and Hong Kong, where prepara-
tions have already been made for the reception of the Chi-
nese officers. It is reported to be the opinion of the
Viceroy, that Americans and other foreigners will hence-
forth be admitted to the same privileges as those con-
ferred on the British by the new treaty ; and it seems
that, on the arrival of the commissioners, a notification

to this effect is likely to be issued. Before leaving Nan-
kin, the Imperial Commissioners gave a grand entertain-

ment to a great many officers of the Navy and Army, dur-
ing which professions of the most friendly feelings on both
sides were not wanting ; and we learn that whenever
English officers went on shore the people behaved very
peaceably. Shanghae has been visited by several of
them, and all speak in the highest terms of the beauty of
its situation, and of the advantages it is likely to offer as
a place of trade. The Chinese themselves seem to anti-
cipate the future intercourse with foreigners, and the pro-
fits they are likely to derive therefrom, with considerable
satisfaction

; and behave, mandarins as well as common
people, with great politeness towards their visitors. The
house occupied by Captain Balfour, the Consul-General,
is spoken of as beautifully situated. At Chusan, all sorts
of provisions were plentiful and cheap, European as well
as Chinese

; and the sickness which the force had brought
with it from the Yang-tsze-keang was diminishing.
United States—Within the last few days a pam-

phlet, on the treaty lately concluded by Lord Ashburton,
has been published by Mr. Featherstonhaugh, one of the
commissioners appointed a few years since to examine
the disputed territory. In a postscript to this pamphlet,
Mr. Featherstonhaugh states that, since the work was
sent to press and made ready for publication, u an unex-
pected piece of information has transpired, so vitally con-
nected with the late negotiations at Washington, that the
author, even after the pamphlet has been announced for
sale, felt himself compelled, by its unparalleled import-
ance, to lay it before the world." This information is
nothing less than that during the whole period of the re-
cent negotiations at Washington, Mr. Webster was in
possession of the most conclusive evidence, that the claim
of Great Britain was established beyond the possibility of
cavil—or, as Mr. Featherstonhaugh says, "he had the
highest evidence in his possession which the nature of the
case admitted of, that the United States never had the
slightest shadow of a right to

w any part of the territory
which they have been disputing with Great Britain for
near 50 years." It appears that Mr. Jared Sparks,
who has been for some time engaged in collecting
materials for a history of the United States, found
in the Foreign-office an original map, presented by
Dr. Franklin (the negotiator of the treaty) to Count de
Vergennes, then Minister of Louis XVI., which was in-
closed in the following letter:—" Passy, Dec. 6, 1782.—
Sir,— I have the honour of returning herewith the map
your Excellency sent me yesterday. I have marked with
a strong red line, according to your desire, the limits of
the United States, as settled in the preliminaries between
the British and American plenipotentiaries. With great

respect, I am, &c.,— B. Franklin." In communicating
this map and letter to Mr. Webster, Mr. Sparks observes :—

" Imngine my surprise on discovering that this line runs
wholly south of the St. John and between the head waters

of that river and those of the Penobscot and Kennebec.
In short, it is exactly the line now contended for by Great
Britain, except that it concedes more than is claimed/'

This occurred about the beginning of last year, and it fur-

ther appears that Mr. Webster, unknown to Lord Ash-

snip or nis Deiief, not only in cue jusucc ui tac wnoie or

the American claim, but his conviction that the fram era

of the treaty of 1783 intended that the line should be
carried to the north of the St. John. It is stated also,

that when the Senate discussed, with closed doors, the
treaty agreed to by the two Commissioners, a number of
Members refused to vote for the ratification, upon which
the Chairman produced the map received from Mr. Web-
ster, and the affair was instantly settled. 'The transaction
is denounced by our daily contemporaries, without a single
exception, as a^diplomatic fraud, unparalleled in modem
history ;

and the Times (ministerial paper) calls upon theGovernment to put hencetorth no confidence in Ameri-can protestations, and not again to negotiate with a peopledevoid ot the commonest principles of honour ; but 2any tricks are played us in the (Won to send a fleet ofheavy-armed and well-man* »A *
S
L

?

rights in th* W 1
™anred steam-boats, to protect ourrights in the fertilevaUey

f the Colombia Riier.">t

Mondmi—Uvviir H0USE OF LORDS.
was read to their f^tTV '

S ailswer to the Address of the Hou«
be printed.

Lordships by the Lord Steward, and ordered to

A conversation on thc Poor Law ^ IreJand ema(idf upQa
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motion of Lord Clanricabdk for returns relative to the opera-

tion of the law. The noble Marquis made several complaints of

the law and particularly that the relief received by the poor was

in no way commensurate with the burden inflicted on the rate-

raver The returns were ordered, and the Duke of WaunroTO*
announced that, after proper information is obtained, a Bill will

be introduced for making; alterations in the law.

Lord Cottenham laid on the table two Bills relating to the

law of debtor and creditor, and to that of arrest for debt. 1 he

Lord Cha.xcbu.or stated. In reply to Lord Campbell that, among

some of the important objects the Government had tawja
improving- the law, was the improvement of the administration

oTthe law in the Ecclesiastical Courts ; and a Bill -as prepared

applicable to that complicated subject, which would shortly be

laid before the house. Another measure was one corresponding-

with that introduced last session, for the establishment of Local

Courts with respect to claims of a small amount
;
and another

was connected with the law of insolvency, and the administra-

tion of that law.—A Bill of Lord Dknman's for amending the

law of evidence was read the first time.

T«e«tay.-Notice was given by Lord Monteagi.f. that on the

23d he should move for a committee of inquiry into the operation

and effect of the new Corn Laws. Certain papers relating to the

Church of Scotland were ordered, on the motion of Lord Casf.

BELL.-Lord Brougham, in a speech of some length, called the

attention of the House to the fact, that m 1823 a PW»**; m
eluding far more stringent rights of search than those wh,

now in question between England and Fr«« , Jad e»"nated

from the United States, and had been Presented to England and

others of the leading European powers. A trea^ foundcdwi

this proposal, had been signed and all the pre
w

pleted. The only reason thatP'f^^ ports, amongst the
was that it incuded America and^Amencan p

^ tll

b
erefore

districts and places lwble to search, ine

contended that M;
(
Xln?nobSSff to the right of

2XS. SfiSSJSSiSS was opposed to the principle

^Ou'them'oUon of Lord D.nm av, the Bill for improving the law

of evidence was read a second time, and ordered to be com-

'rSHSSSSitJaann brought forward the motion of

•which he had given notice, on the condition of the working and

productive classes of the community. He adverted
i

to
,

ar, observ-

ation once made by Mr. Fox, that the minonty .in the Honseof

Commons very frequently represented the majority -

°

f l 'ie »aU°"

-and suggested that the truth of tins remark was confirmed
I
by

Earl of Radnor opposed the motion, and recommended the

total repeal of the Corn Laws.-Lord Ash burton avowed himself

a moderate free-trader, as he had always been but he was not

so absurd as to advocate a removal of all restrictions without

reference to the peculiar circumstances of the country. Under

our artificial circumstances; with a huge national debt, it was

mpossible to adopt a purely level system of free-trade. We were

uot allowed, in this country, to grow beet-root for suprar, nor

yet tobacco, which might be profitably cultivated because to do

so would affect a poition of our revenue, winch we could not

afford to lose —The Marquess of Clanricarde, as a free-trader,

said that he was opposed to dWmnttil ««P£^«^

pas

preva
electi

as to

m
On

on. and the impression which existed the year before last

,
the course which would be pursued by the present Govern-

ed proved that those doctrines were detested by the country.

n that occasion, a strong body of men considered friendly to

protection for native industry was returned, and not alone irom

the agricultural districts ; and he could not sufficiently condemn

the servility of those who had crept into Parliament under false

pretences. If Sir R. Peel, at the time when the elections were

eoinff on, had in contemplation any such measures as he had

since introduced, he should have stated this openly and candidly

when he saw the gross delusion upon which the elections were

proceeding. The present Government were treading in the steps

of their predecessors, and unfortunately possessed the power,

which the former Administration had not, of giving effect to their

destructive proposals. In his opinion, a perseverance in the pre-

sent system could end in nothing short of social revolution. He

then referred to the miserable condition of the hand-loom and

silk-weavers, for whom nothing had been done. It was not in

the power of man to portray the misery of the working classes

—and this dreadful state of things was fast spreading amoiUS the

agriculturists. The farther we had proceeded with free-trade ex-

periments, the more hopeless and deplorable became the state

of the people. The hand-loom weaver, for instance, who earned

281 lbs of food at the commencement of the present centuiy,

could latterly earn no more than 81 ponds y*c"j" ^SSZ'
ment. He was glad to have the authority of the Duke ot Wcl-

Wton against the unrestricted competition of inanimate w

human labour, and quoted the opinions of Mr. Put and Si
i

John

K-ckett—a centleman whom he described as a genuine Tory 01

theTold school, not a mere Conservative, a word which has lat-

terly become one utterly without a meaning- on the IW"**"
of providing remunerating employment for the working pro-

ducers. The new Tariff and the new Corn Law-measures

adopted with the most reckless disregard of consequences—weic

great instruments in aggravating «ie prevailmg d^tress, ai id

the declaration of leading members of Government that they ad-

hered to the principles of free trade, and would pledge them-

selves to no perm.vnent measures of protection, spread alarm ana

despondency amongst the most valuable portion of the cemmu-

nity The remarkable falling off in the Excise returns was a

nalnable indication of decreased power to purchase the comforts

of life Mr. Pitt himself had declared that if, during the preva-

lence of general distress and diminution of wages, Parliament

iid nothing to redress the grievances of "he people, its power

would be at an end ; and it was his (Lord Stanhope's) conviction

that a refusal to do so would cause such excitement and irrita-

tion as must lead to organic changes in the constitution. The

noble Earl stated that one of his wishes was to obtain the re-

neat of the new Tariff and the new Corn Law ; and concluded by

moving for a committee of the whole House to take into consi-

deration the present condition of the working classes of tne

led : ana on «* «'"^" ~;~

Friday.-The Law of Evide:

(
i _lxhe Marquess of Clanricarde complained that no

Oners' had yet been laid before the House respecting Afghan-

istan —The Duke of Wellington said they were in the course

of hein* printed. In regard to the nature of his motion, he had

distinctly stated before, and he stated it over again, that he

intends on Thursday to move a vote of thanks to the army in

India and that in making that motion he will not touch upon

anv political matters either antecedent or subsequent to the

advance beyond the Indus. The conduct of the Governor-

General will only be included so far as it relates to the conduct

of the army and military matters, and nothing else; and the

papers, when presented, will show what the conduct of the

G overnor-General in relation to India has been.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—After several notices of motion had been given,

Ministers answered various questions asked by different Mem-
bers about the intention of Government respecting important

subjects of diplomatic, commercial, and domestic policy. In re-

ply to Mr. Cobden, Sir R. Peel stated that he should not an-

nounce the intentions of Government respecting the sugar

duties, and that he should take the same course if questions were

asked relating to otherarticles of the tariff. In answer to Lord

Palmerston, he said that Brazil had acquiesced in the interpre-

tation put by the British Government on the term for which the

commercial treaty is to last, and that the treaty will therefore

continue in force till November, 1844; that negotiations were on

foot for a new treaty ; and lastly, with respect to the question of

the Stade duties between this country and Hanover, that no de-

finite settlement had yet been come to.- In reply to Mr. Labou-

chere, Sir R. Peel expressed a doubt whether it would not be

better to break off the correspondence with Portuga altogether,

rather than submit to the evils arising from delay. Within the

last few days the Government had received a communication

which led him to think that the time would soon arrive when it

would be necessary to terminate the negotiations altogether, or

make some new arrangements." But, with respect to France,

he hoped that such an arrangement would be made as would,

politically as well as commercially, be promotive of friendly and

bet eficial relations between the two countries.—In reply toCapt.

Pechell, Sir R. Peel gave explanations in reference to the ar-

with the disturbers of the public peace. He then stated the

circumstances under which the insurgents had been taken, and

explained the lenity with which they had been treated.

In both the Canadas the whole number of executions had been

but 29 : the remainder, to the number of 136, had been subjected

only to transportation-no very severe penalty for men who,

thioughout a Canadian winter, had agitated a country with a

murderous, predatory, and buccaneering insurgency. The hon.

mover did not even distinguish between the different degrees In

the guilt of these transported culprits. Directions had long

since been given to Sir C. Bagot to consider, with clemency,

those cases in which there might be circumstances of allevia-

tion : but the Government could not consent to this indiscrimi-

nate restoration ; they could not consent to connect the boon

lately bestowed on the respectable classes of the French Cana-

dians with a sweeping re-introduction into the colony of the

seditious, the disaffected, and the disorderly.— Mr. Ewart se-

conded the motion, but Mr. Hume advised Mr. Roebuck not to

press it to a division against the obvious wish of the house.

Mr. C. Bullkr regretted the motion, as one by no means cal-

culated to advance the objects most desirable for Canada. He

disliked the interference of the House of Commons with the pre-

rogative of mercy ; and he also disliked, except under extreme

necessity, the interference of the Imperial Parliament with the

colonial Administration. He eulogized the policy ot Sir C. Bagot,

nd the subsequent appointment of Sir C. Metcalfe, both of which

he regarded as guarantees for the good government of Canada.

He thought it inexpedient to fetter the Administration of Sir C.

Metcalfe whom there was no ground for distrusting, and he re-

commended it to Mr. Roebuck to withdraw his motion.

leave to withdraw his motion, which was^MJ^*"*?'
Mr. M. Sutton obtained leave to introduce a bill for making

some amendments in the law affecting transported convicts. 1 he

house then went into committee of supply, and passed the usual

vote, « that a supply be granted to her Majesty.

Wednesday.-The speaker took the chair at ten minutes before

ur, at which hour there were only 25 Members present, and the

given, among
an amend-

Peel against any insinuation of having acted with duplicity pre-

Jfois to appending the election of 1841. Never was acharge

more unjust and groundless, not only as regarded the Premier,

but every member of the Administration. He oould truly say

they had expressed no sentiments within the last eighteen months

that they had notalways avowed ,
and he (the Earl of Ripoo) had

always been opposed to the restrictive system as a great evil, ana

invariably supported any modification of it. It was no sign ot

exceeding and deplorable depression in the silk trade that it

was spreading in many directions; and Lord Stanhope ought to

recollect that distress in Spitalficlds was often complained ot

under the prohibitive system-a system which was not establ shed

till the middle of the last century, and not in the good old times

of which the noble Lord was so ardent an admirer. Looking at

the quality and quantity of the cattle imported, it was ridiculous

to think that the new tariff could operate upon provision-growers

so disastrously as
- some seemed to tear; and the Corn-law was a

measure which had worked well for its intended object, ine

notion of rewarding labour by taxing or stopping machinery was

most visionary. Much as they all deplored the existing distress,

no hope could be held out of relief from legislative measures ;

and he trusted their Lordships would withhold their consent from

the appointment of a committee, which could only end in dis-

appointment.
Lord Beaumont supported Lord Stanhope's motion; he de-

clared himself dissatisfied with Sir R. Heel's recent declarations

as to the Corn-law, and hoped that the Government would avow

its intention of crushing the giant monster which had arisen in

the shape of the Anti-Corn Law League.— Lord Brougham pro-

fessed himself utterly unable to detect the free-trade which Earl

Stanlope said was ruining the country. Under the new Tariff

there' had been but. 3,100 caitle and3i5 pigs imported, one-and-a-

v.oif n«r cent, on the consumption of London alone. After corn-

mentine on the Tariff he strongly censured the speeches of

«r..n rPirerend gentlemen, members of the Anti-corn Lawcertain reverena g ^^ .

q the metropoH ^hichf he said>

rangements for the suppression of the slave trade, the most im-

portant of which was that this country had entered into no en-

gagement limiting the number of its cruisers, and that there

must be some mistake in a report attributing any such statement

to M. Guizot.-In reply to Mr. Roebuck and Lord John Rus-

sell. Sir R. Peel said that the papers relating to the Anglian

war would be produced before the vote of thanks is proposed,

and that the vote will be confined to the public operations.

The Royal answer to the Commons' address was read.

Colonel Rushbrookb declined pressing his motion for the

issue of a new writ for the borough of Sudbury; and a motion

by Mr. Tuffnell, that the Speaker do not issue his writ before

the 20th of March was agreed to.-Mr. Tuffnell then moved

for leave to bring in a bill for the disfranchisement of the borougn.

The motion was met by Mr. Bi.ackstonk -with one for to<j«B£.

But Sir Robert Pekl and Col. Wyndham, as well as Mr. 1.

Duncombe, having expressed their intention of supporting the

bill, leave for its introduction was carried without a division.

Sir C. Napier excited much amusement by asking Sir R. Peel

for a copy of a map marked with a broad red lme, which it was

alleged Mr. Webster had produced in the American Senate during

the discussions on the boundary question.—Sir B/PMttJ***™"*
that it was in the King's Library at Paris ; and Sir C. Napier

amidst continued laughter, said that perhaps the right hon

Baronet would be so good as to write to the French Government

for it ?-Several resolutions relative to the private business oi

the House were proposed by Mr. Ewart, and rejected oi a

division by 84 to 27-—A motion of Mr. Bhothkrton s.forrciuins

of offences against the Factory Act ; and one of Sir kobert

Incus, appointing the Library Committee, were agreed ito.

Tuesday.-After several questions had been put onWeiia-

neous subjects, the bill for the disfranchisement of SudDury was

brought up by Mr. Tuffnell, and ordered lor a second leaning on

Monday week next.—Mr. Roebuck having postponed tne moiion

of which he had given notice relative to the Affghan war, mi. x.

Duncombe postponed till the 2lst inst. a motion of wl»cn ne nau

given notice, relative to Lord Abinger's charge to Lrvcrpooi on

the trial of the persons implicated in the late nots.-Keturns re-

lating to the expenses of criminal prosecutions m ».e';*"" „"",<;

ordered on the motion of Mr. Hume, as well as various papers

relating to the Danish claims. -In answer to observations irom

Sir George Staunton, Sir R. Peel took occasion tc»£omP»menj

the ability and discretion of Sir H. Pottinger.and re
,

m
r
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>

1 'd*

it would be absolutely necessary to have some «g"lar sysiem ot

jurisdiction established in the island of Hong-kong, nut;u»t It

would be prudent to postpone discussion on tl»e subject uniirSir

Henry's opinion be known.-ln answer to Mr.T. Duncombe, SrR.

Peel stated that a measure on the subject of the County Courts

would on an early day be submitted to Parliament, as aiso a

measure relating to the registration system. flS J \^,^"^'. m
reply to Lord J Russell, announced that Lord Stan ey and him-

self had deemed it prudent to abandon the project of sen, ,ng

juvenile convicts to the Cape of Good Hope.-On theiDOOOn ot

Mr. Wallace, a select committee for inquiring into the long-

continued distress in Paisley, was ordered to be appomted -Mr.

F. French obtained leave to bring in a bill for the t,et^'regula-

tion of medical charities in Ireland. The hon. Member com-

plained of several abuses in the present system 5_
but uniuoi

ive slight encourageme
Mr. Roebuck brought forward

four.

House was consequently adjourned.

Thursday.—Several notices of motions were giver

which was one of great length by Mr. Ferrand, being a

ment to Mr. Villicrs' motion for the total rwe^offbeCkmJm
the reading of which took up some tunc. Sir R. Inglis objected

particularly to one expression in it, by which the term^ Bank

of Squand
Chester
honourable
a notice

Sk'aNapier'^d DrTBowring, gave some information on

affairs of Syria, and begged members to carry out their

intervention principles so far, as not to make ^f^^ G""£a

ment responsible lor the acts of the Turkish au 1 oriiics. Sir R.

Peel also in reply to Mr. Hawes, intimated his intention of

brinS n?to on the part of the Government, a measure ol Church

Extel si n"the principal feature of which will be to make the

accrS g and increasing property of the ghurch, '*^h may be

at the disposal of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, available for

providing for the spiritual wants of the people.

the
on-

^Dr. NiCHOL Judge Advocate-General, moved for leave to

bring in a bill to alter and amend the law relating to the admin-

fSionof iustiee in the Ecclesiastical Courts oi England and

vSes°
n
He briefly sketched theorigin of our ecclesiastical juris-

Sc ion, and showed that it had been Vf*^™™****™'
and appropriated by the statute law, until the basis oi the juris-

dic ioK'd been swept away. Yet there were=„o less than 400

Ecclesiastical or Diocesan Courts, under various ti le » 1
1

cl aj bis,

subordinate to one another, empowered ^ grant probate of v, ills,

entrusted wi'h the custody of wills, and having jurisdict on m
'he administration of property, upwards of forty-three millions

annually passing under their seal. Their number, their conflict-

ing decisions, their costliness and inadequacy, have long called

for reformation j and the present bill proposes, therelore, to

separate the spiritual and temporal jurisdictions, to erect a Court

in London, with a Judge to be appointed by her Majesty, for the

temporal jurisdiction, and to effect certain alterations arid im-

provements in the constitution of the Ecclesiastical Courts having

cognizance of spirituals. He then stated the procedure to be

adopted with respect to the administration oi property

proposed new Court, with which is to be connected a central

general registry of wills, and to which also is to be transferred

from the Local Courts the jurisdiction in the matter of church-

rates. The Ecclesiastical Commission, upon whose recommen-

dation these changes have been undertaken, was composed of

men whose names carried authority with them ;
and the bill

would «ffect a great practical improvement, long desired, end

which, for many years, has occupied Hie attention ot the

Legislature. Dr. Nicholl concluded by stating the position in

which he himself would be placed by the proposed changes.

Mr. Jervis, Dr. Stock, and Sir R. Inglis, commented on

the provisions of the bill, objecting to the ""^^O " f

the jurisdiction, as to property which would be affected uy tne

election of the new London Court. Sir R. Inglis, in particular,

said he would not give his consent to the introduction ol the

bill unless he weie assured that the Courts of the two Universi-

ties' were not to be abolished. After some further conversation,

Dr. Nicholl replied to the objections, and leavewas given to bring

'"Mr* Villiers, Mr. M. Gibson, and Mr. Ewart, pressed Lord

Stanley to say whether or not the Government intended to bring

in measuie this session, to alter the scale of duty on the in-

troduction Of colonial grain; but the noble lord declined to do

so until the papers were before the House.

Mr. VauNON Smith moved for a copy of any despatch fiom

tion of medical charities in Ireland. The hon

buses in the present system

;

gave slight encouragement as to the future Progress of the Bill

Mr. Roebuck brought forward his motion, '• i.ha a humble

address be presented to her Majesty, praying that pai don may be

extended to all persons transported from Upper and Lowe <-«iada

to our penal colonies for political offences committed during the

late disturbances in those provinces." . „„„_ .„„. .

Lord Stanley, though he felt it painful to interpose agamst

any exercise of the prerogative of mercy, was obliged to resist

the present motion. Under any circumstances it was constitu-

tionally inexpedient that the House of Commons should interfere

with that prerogative; but in this case there were also apecial

reasons against such an interference. In the tranquil and con-

tented state in which the Canadian population were nowadmittcd

to be, it was peculiarly undesirable to revive the subjects ot past

dissension. The recent policy and appointments of ISir c. iiagot,

which had discarded all distinctions of origin, had been m full

unison with the views of the Government at home. Whatever

difficulty had existed under the separate constitutions ot the

( anadas was removed by their union. Tru re was now an end of

the danger lest the English Canadians should be overwhelm, d by

French race. It would be an injustice to the French Cana-

dians to suppose that they considered the termination of past

SScords as involving impunity to such a crime as treason. If

fhose who had committed that high offence were now at once to

obtain a full amnesty for their acts, the loyal, whe.had h
,

avely

made so many sacrifices, would have reason,tc•=lain of a

had in view in moving for this document, and commen tcd on

the mischievous nature of the proclama ion. Loid
_

lMltn-

borough had not only encouraged gross and Ueentaoui idolatry,

hut was risking the excitement of lanatical animosity between

Hindoos and Mahomedans ; while the gates so Pompously

brought back required the erection ot a new temple nd the

purchase of a new idol. The man who could issue such a pro-

clamation was unfit to he trusted with the government of India

-that great empire was unsafe under his rule. I here were

other rumours, too, which, if true, would ndlcate that Lord

len-

finan-

cial reforms, which raised up enemies, in* »*..««!- >vuuu gates

wee regarded as a national trophy by both Hindoos and Maho-

medans, and were viewed as such without reference to religious

opinions. Lord Ellenborough had therefore in view the grati-

i „„,..,» at a meeting- held in uic mcumium, wnicn, ne said, maue au iuwij a«v.u.v«, ..»«.» ,'„* ita faithful suhiprta

werica'euiftted^to leadto the taking away of innocent life.-Th«
v Government which should thus confound its fwthiui subjects

proclai

respondence which had reference to it.

Sir R Ingiis hoped tliat Lora Ellenborough had better

fliends and defenders than Mr. Bingham Baring. The House was

not a tribunal for judging of taste in composition, tor if it were,

other proclamations might be brought before it. But the fact oi

the restoration of he gates was before it. These gates, and their

history, were really utterly unknown to the Hindoo people ;
the

temple had also been so thoroughly destroyed and desecrated as

to have lost all veneration in the Hindoo mind. The original

cause of its destruction by Sultaa Mahmoud was abhorrence of

'

»
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"^— —
: „,-. n barbarian, but a barbarian en-

disRUStinR idolatry ,
he was a tartan^

^ Qf & christian

dowcd with many great *u™"«*
ar of tbe dead for the purpose

governor to desecrate tlic sang nary
^ q ^ Wolatry ,

of conciliatin K a dw.^d people. > P/^.f miUions of Manome-
Lord EHcnborouK *"°™ff ffcnding. He (Sir R. Inglis) would
dans, whom he ran ihcr skor

O
b
isavowal f the proclaroa-

not be satisfied e«nwK» '

expected a vote ot censure.

tion by Sir <W*«*gfJ™J,S have been fairer in Mr. Vernon
SirR. PBS^^JK,!1

hTmself to a simple request for papers,

Smith to haveconfIned h•««£" *
of tempting, before

which be knew would be con >

and prejudice a ques.

?
bl

1 £ 1J actioit him of any intention whatever of voundingthe
lord must acquit jaim v *

t Th Government were not m

the Governor- General, showing, Hat at «• J^ioB of devout
Sanation appeared he was "-'^^V^Cmuch credit to

Christian.feelings. Sir ^"gJfJf^^S- attributed Ids re-

the character of Sultan Mai,>mouJ. whtn
g^,,. . and in the

pcated invasions of India to abborrcr.ee o
would find that these

vvork of Mr. Mountstuart Elpl nstone.he
JgJ ^^

gates were spoken of preciselj as w>r
d n t it never

fhem, namely as a m.htary troph> .
H bei

^
entered into the head of the Govenior U

Qf Somnauth .

homage to idolatry, or to restore l

t admit tnat the

At the same time , he was bou nd
, he Governrneu t

proclamation had a^*cd the ati en
.

()n it to Lord

Md^^^ygJ^Sf^SiS was, whether or not a

Ellenborough. But;
the real qu

b(j made thc c _

single isolated act of any P^g^^ed the House of the

text for running him eown. «
f India n0w and a year ago;

difference between the con it ion.of Mom no ^^
then terrific disasters;to repair, nowgw -

1U8
just or fair in the authors, of ftese Jjaste

f ^ ^

SSS^««^^«« 5bose cnerBy and pollcy

btueS^^^^
Lord John RW» "w wSSS censured the proclamation,
guarded official terms ha Jm eU «r smc p

AU
if he had not even sent outa Jetow b ^
he (Lord J. RUS8ell) had fatterej^mnwe could not be safely

firmed his opinion il>at LordBUOT°0I° *
f our Indian empire,

entrusted with the undivided con;

u

operations were de-

The military officers engage 1 in he ^^^ r . Gclieral, whose
serving of all praise ;b ut

t
not s-o tbe U

lMfa rcSpecting
arraignment did not rest merely o 11

'

««»
of nis conduct.

the gates of
f"»

,,
!

a
t

uU
t

,

',u oM 1c Indus as the " natural limits"
Was it n. t absurd to talk of he In*™

(orce hail becr,

of our empire, when at this.very mon
situa(ed

to provide some remedy for the comi»«>™
preventing the

Lu.d-u.i. obtained eavetob in a
JWU tor P

. He
fraudulent Personatioi«oT^gdf^SgT fraudulent pe«on-
proposed to give a «

mn£„f„certo give into custody any
at ion. by cnH

!

3l'VSt»ierctur..mg
secure prompt punishment,

voter acc^edofperwnafao^ so^s
Frida

*
next he will move

for lca
A
v

S

e fiKSftfTSffS%* better Registration of Voters m

England and Wales
.

Money Market, Friday-Consols dosed ?4| for

a tf • Bnrl 04* to i for money ; Bank Stock, 1/4 ,
three

per C;nts

d
Ke<1ucel 95*; Three-and-a-half per Cents

Reduced 1024; New Three-and-a-half per Cents., 101 to 1,

IPOrStock7268 ; Exchequer Bills.Jf*. to CO.. prem.

t»

j^Utropolte nnfc its inching.

The Weather.-The weather on Saturday was of a

most boisterous character. At high water, about half-

?r three a H., the tide, owing to the strong northerly

End S t'l-tfd all the previous night," was so high in the

river that the houses and wharfs on the banks at Lambeth,

vIShall, and other places, were flooded. The housea

S Upper and Lower Fore-street were inundated to the

SmVi of ten feet ; and in consequence of the rapidity of

he flood, much damage was done to the numerous vessels

1 hie in the river, and also to the ground-floors of the

bouts The tide rose so rapidly that the police weie

unabTe to get round to the river-side to call up the parties.

Tle overflow in the neighbourhood of York-road was the

Whest ever known, and boats took the place of the usual

3e of conveyance. The streets near the river at Graves-

end Woolwich, and Greenwich, were also overflowed

ad the kround-floors,
cellars, and kitchens of the houses

werefnSated, and much property destroyed. Fifteen

coal-shins drove from their anchors and went ashore in

Woofw ch Reach ; they all sustained damage, and were not

Jot off "Uhout great difficulty. Eight laden barges were

funk in the reach, and about one o'clock, When the=wind

was blowing a hurricane from the v^;™***"^^
men's boats were sunk at Greenwich. Ihe storm increased

at niRh" and was severely felt at the mouth of the river.

WO, of the Larkins East Indiaman.-Ano her vessel

is added to the list of the homeward-bound wh ch at he

very close of their voyage, have ^"Sj^P^'^rinK
Channel. The Larkins, a fine ship of 800 ™»»..Jdonpng

to Messrs. Haviside, of CornhUl, winch^^
Downs on Thursday last, from China, after ^akingfrom

her moorings on Saturday night, went ashore on the

Walpole Rock, a mile east of Margate, about fom o clock

on Sunday morning. The circumstances of he present

loss differ materially from the recent calamities on the

French coast, as the Larkins had reached the W°wn8
J"

safety, and was riding at her anchorage when the heavy

eale sprung up on Friday night. Two steam-tugs bad

been despatched from the river to bring her into the docks,

but on their arrival within sight of the ship, the weather

was so boisterous that it was found impossible to mane

shelter in Margate-roads-one of them na g

:

anchor and chain. The Larkins rode out toe g

during Saturday -ommg hav,ng 120 faibom ^ ^
out ; but about midnight it was d

\
8C
°^"f?dered it advis-

driving near shore; and tb%Ca
f
ta^°^ ^fy, n order

able to cut both the mam and m«« ""^tJ. ately, he

to save the ship from striking. In'Ui«,^^^ fl

y '

od ..

was not successful, as she went on shoie uUh tue

tide about four, a.m., on Sunday morning. The ship w

laden with tea, and had only one passenger.

Metropolitan Improvements.—On Wedne.aay, u» 1

a„d sold »„d P^XTo^te'SooC?" * G"-'s

mmmm
of Mr. Hardwick. They will cons, J'g re

linque cento mixture of the reign of^^aheth.

elaborate. The dimensions of the hall wi 1 ots

p,, b,« feet « ^d,, .. eej

£ WgJ; «*J

SSSd*. »4"« fit in height n-Wy-I -£

shade and ornament, will be^ohshed.
8ioner8

Wood r™™*"*-**.
^

l

peter Lauiie gave notice of a
of Sewers, last week, Sir feter wiu

i |, , Wood.

two accidents which had occurred to port-boys m.m

ridine over the wooden-pavement. He stated that wnen

Saved with atone.-On Saturday a numerous deputation

H genu men waited upon the Marylebone vestry to pre-

sent a memorial, signed by 221 ratepayers resident in

Baker s^eet and York-place, Portman-square, praying

U,e vestry to have these thoroughfares paved with wood

One of the gentlemen remarked that, notwithstanding the

^position given to wood-paving by Sir P. Laurie, he had

Kubt tlfat the whole of London would -on be paved

with that material. It was eventually agreed that the me

™,orial should be taken into consideration by the vestry.
W
Tost India Ilouse.-On Wednesday a special general

Pmirt of Proprietors was held at the East India House,

Srsuant to an intimation given by the Directors at the

1 «lf yearly meeting in December last, and in consequence

of a notice given by Mr. Lewis, « to call the attention o

tl p Court to the papers which have recently been primea

a laid before the proprietors, in relation to the com-

SJonofiuquiryheldatSattara in October, 1836, and

thp conduct of the commissioners who sat on that in-

irv
» Sir J. L. Lushington presided. Mr.iLewis.then

brought forward his motion : « That after a full and anx-

ious consideration of all the circumstances of the case of

hPUaiah of Sattara, this Court is of opinion that jus-

I- «i less than the character of the British Government

in India, require that either the Rajah be restored

to his throne, or a full and impartial inquiry be instituted

nto all the circumstances of his case." A long debate

Jn-iiPd which lasted several hours, and was at length ad-

?
, nmed to Thursday. The question was then discussed

in detail by several proprietors ; and after a long and de-

sultory debate, during which the chairman said that the

Proprietors could not rescind an act of the Board, a mo-

tion for the adjournment of the Court was carried by a

-Sr^l^Within the last fortnight it has been

ascertained that Mr R. W. Spearman Secretar

the Master of the Horse has absconded. I P

that a short time since the Earl of Jers
fJ'T ordsWp ,

s quence of rumours which had reached fcj,
L^dship,

called upon Mr. Spearman to make up his accon ^
the purpose of ascertaining the am of mo

n y ^
hands, and the mode^^7^8^^ absented

posed of. On Friday fortnight Mr. bpea
,

Kimself from the office, and a few days -
J .J

wrote a letter to Lord Jersey without aaie u

^icb he stated, that, *™^^*£^j£
nature of his accounts, which were in an exceeaingiy ue

j

ranged state, it was not his intention again to return.to

the* duties of the office. Mr. Spearman has never been

ceen since ; and it is expected by his friends that he has

taken his departure either for tbe Continent or America.

He had held the appointment during a period of upwaras

of thirteen vears, at a salary of 700/. per annum, with an

excellent official residence at the Queen's-mews, ana

numerous perquisites.

Brentford.—A company is being formed for the
s

pur-

ttnse of establishing a canal between Staines and Brent-

ford which will save about twelve miles water-carriage

u V ' ™ Staines and London. It is said that the under-
between Stainw an

will be the means of conveying the

ff ufnd Counties coals to that neighbourhood at about

tSrd tess thai the present cost, and will also operate
one-third less tha 1

q( c e on heayy goods
materially m ^ducmg v

manufacturing districts,

from Birmingham and
fe Tbe followi is the

Mortality of the 3letrop ^k & ^^
number of deaths reg^tereii

districts,

day, Jan. 28 :-West districta, i ^.^^ ^^
203 1 Centra districts 1/4 ,

^ 506 femal }
districts, 241. Total, 974, K 0Q3 (461 male
Weekly average for the last five ea

. ,
v

442 females,) and for the last five winter
,

iBrobmciaf ^Etos
'

c tl
. f

Cacrmarthen.1^ lawlessV™^?£?£Tk
who have obtained so much notonrty y tban
m Rebecca and her daughters," have increase ^ ^
diminished since our last report. Pso ciue

e

tainedtolead to their ^ef?XiLltL civil force,

offender has been apprehended although the

the yeomanry, the marines ^om Penibrohe, •

of pensioners are on the spot. Last w ek*oey

a ^ate on the Whitland Trust, and . few£^4
while in the act of demolishing a toll-bar, feys

at

to that effect to the yeomanry who jvere
.^

another gate. On receiving ^ ieV°Tt '

n

l

™Jir arrival

might do the work of destruction on that also

molestation from the troops *™?^$ier daugh-

of the latter, they discovered that^^a

a

n

n

d

d
had acc0V

ters had been there during then absence an

plished their design. A letter was last^ weeK
J

5ie mayor ofHa^w^-^^J^ t0 vlsit

him that she and her children Qn
him. This was at first though to^ be * « ; on
Thursday, the 2d, the gate^t the top a

t

& ^ of

the Fishguard Road, was^removea ^ to

a mile distant from the toll-house ,
an ^

pieces. Three threatening notice have Ujn^
Narberth workhouse, to the ettect tua, ^
have better food given ^'Jf^Zce'Li destroyed

house. A mob assembled •[^.^rmtfthen have

the Prince's gate, and the author ties ot cae ^^
received notice that the

=

parochml^a^^.e. wiU be

led. It is generally bd«*«dthatU»* tbat

the object of attack, and the lowei oro
J ob.

..Rebecca" is a county magistrate The *

serves, that it is not the least r
f
m
f

ar

^
a

^
le

th

C

e

ir

t

C

roops appear

in one part or the counuy, ^ ....
in another, perhaps 14 or 15 miles distant. M

//«//.-A meeting of shipowners
^
as "^roy's

at Hull, to take into consideration CapUm *

Bill for Mcertaining the qnalihcation
1

of person
E>

to be masters and mates in the nierchant-serv ce ^
Gibson, Mr. Alderman Thompson, an

f fe

e

roCeedings.

with the shipping interest, took a part
;

m 1 ^ tbere wag

From the statements made, it appea ^d thafc morc

a great demand for masters and »al
.

n
'

former years.

vessels have been lately lost in
, and water risk,

From 1805 to 1815, including sea ri^ im (q lg25

the average loss was a ship a-u ^ e lo8t , 6nd from

three-and-a-half ships were on ^ twQ ghips a .day.

1826 to 1832 the loss was rea ^ defective knowledge

These losses were attribute
^ desu i t0ry discussion, it

of masters and mates. At ^^ although they were

was admitted by the 6P®a^ t [CB i education for masters,

opposed to the bill, 5' et

f Government
schools for the pro-

and the establishment o
indispen6ably necessary. A

motion of education, ^ mMterg agai(|gt Ae biU has

petition signed by j
c8e

*

ntat ion to the House of Corn-

been drawn "}'. 7 ob ections urged against the bill are.

mons. Tbe cm j
officers to be examiners, the

the appointment ^^^ tQ the TrillUy .hoUBej
emolument tua

lronage that WOnld be exerted,
and the Goy

h

r

ô

e

llow
P
ing is a return of the relief given in

v and bread to the poor of the township of Leeds,

Including both the in-door and the out-door paupers, and

a"so of the number of applicants for relief at the work-

bouc e for the last four years. The relief given in 1839

was" 14,105/. Is. lOd.i in 1840, 14,934/. 15*. 5o\; m
1841, 17,275/. 14s. S\d. ; and in 1842, 23.358/. 14*. 5rf.

The number of applications for relief in 1840 was 3,481 ;

in 1841, 7,316 ; and in 1842, 14,839. Thus the increase

in the amount of relief granted to the poor from l»d»
'

ro

1842 is no less than 65 per cent. ; and the increase in the

number of applications for relief from 1840 to 1842 is

326 per cent.-On Sunday week the body of a torie,

greatly mutilated and burnt, was found « ^
e n^F^

ear Lostrop Lf-^tSS^S
^UthTglas

A
been

D
eSdto throw any light on the
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affair, although a reward, with the addition of a free par-
don, except to the actual murderer, has heen offered toany person who will give such information as will lead to
the conviction of the murderer

•JSwSSinS? feat Anti-Corn-Law banquet in

?!nnTi ,

Ha11 t,°" k ''
laCe on Wednesday week, when

the if, . 7,
n
nn

i?entk
;

men t0°k their Seats in «" body ofthe hall, a„d 4 )0 in the galleries. Every seat was o/cu-

IZ^l T
t,CketS hi,d

,

been at a Premium for »me days
grev.ous. 1 wenty-one tables had been placed for the accom-

S thJTf th * ™mpany_four on the dais, and seventeen
in the body of the hall

; each being 100 feet in length.On the following morning a meeting of 300 Dissenting
minis ters was held in the Town-hall, to consider the bear-
ing of the Corn-laws upon the physical, moral, and reli-
gious condition of the people. The Rev. Dr. Burns, of
Leeds, presided, and various resolutions in opposition to
the Corn-laws were carried. The aggregate meeting of
the delegates was held on Friday morning, in the Town-
Jail, to receive the reports of the Committees and to de-
termine the future course of proceedings to be adopted.
Mr. H. Ashworth presided, The report of the CommitteeM Manufacturers was read, and a series of resolutions
was carried, recommending that petitions from every part
of the country be prepared for presentation as early in
the session as possible—that the electors endeavour to
induce their representatives in Parliament to vote for the
total and immediate repeal of the Corn-laws— that meet-
ings be held to ensure the return of free-trade members—
and that the friends of the movement enter into some
pledge to accomplish the entire abolition of the Corn-laws
by associations, by pecuniary contributions, and by all
constitutional means. It was then resolved, "That the
Council of the National Anti-Corn-Iaw League forthwith
adjourn its sittings, pro tern., to London, and that it shallsummon a conference of deputies at snch time as it maydeem expedient," The closing meeting of the week took
place on he same evening, in the Free-trade Hall, and

Z*kl n,
)y mJ? n

ha
1
M°° !

ie'-sons.-A meetingof the proprietors of the Bank of Manchester was held onMonday, when some facts of importance were madeknown. It was announced" that the accounts of the late

ErSE* v'kW?"1
'
eXhibifed a ^eiency of about

30,000/., which had been concealed through his own inge-
nuity, and the assistance given him in his clandestine
operations- by certain bill-brokers in the City, who weresupphed for the purpose, with bills bearing the endorse-ment ot the bank to any amount required. The directors
laid before thes meeting a statement showing the condition
of the bank affairs at the end of the vear. From this it
appears that the liabilities had been progressively reduced
to the extent of 480,996/. since October 27 ; and, sincethe making up of the accounts, 120,000/. further has been
liquidated. On the other hand, .he estimated ultimate
loss has been increased by the sum of 29,922/. ; a difference
ascribed ,n part to a falling off in the value of some of the
outstanding assets, in part to the discovery of more exten-
sive frauds committed by Mr. Burdekin, and in part to
the accumulation of interest and other charges. It was
at length resolved that the bank be not dissolved, and that
the directors be requested, at the earliest practicable pe-
riod, consistent with the interest of the bank, to lay before
the proprietors a list of all the debtors, with the amount
owing by each individual, together with a full statement
of all the circumstances connected with the mismanage-
ment of the concern.
Morpeth.—A church-rate attempted to be levied by the

Hon. and Rev. F. Grey, a son of Earl Grey, at Morpeth,
Has given rise to a division among the people of the parish
find town. It has immemorially been the custom to col-
lect the church-rate in the proportion of one-third from
the inhabitants of the suburban portion of the parish and
the remaining two-thirds from the inhabitants of the town
The latter now wish the rate to be collected and levied in
equal proportions

; but fo this the country parishioners
are opposed. The question is to be decided by the
opinion of an eminent civilian.

Sheffield.—As an instance of the"extraordinary depre-
ciation in the value of property, the Sheffield Iris states
that a grinding wheel erected in this neighbourhood
within the last 20 years, at the cost of 5,300/., was ktelv
sold for 1,000/. J

St, Asaph.—The projected union of the Sees of St.Asaph and Bangor continues to attract attention in
various parts of the kingdom. Meetings of the clergy
have been held in different parts of England and Wales to
ta«ce into Consideration the propriety of petitioning Par-liament^ repeal so much of the Act 6 & 7 William
IV., o. 77, as provides for the union of the two Sees. At
all these meetings the feeling of the public was unani-
mous y opposed to the change; and numerous petitions
Have been presented this week to both Houses of Parlia-ment on the subject.

Whitby.—One of the most distressing shipwrecks that
has occurred on this part of the coast for several years
toon place on Saturday morning at the entrance of RobinHood s Hay, a few miles to the south of this harbour,
whereby a party of the Coast-Guard Service, belonging to
the station at that p lace , under the command of Lieut.
Lingard, R.N., Wlth the crew of the distressed ^.
consisting of six persons, were drowned. As soon as the"
vessel a collier brig ,rom Londoilf struck fche c
Guard went off in the l,fe- boati and succeeded in 1Unt
style m taking the crew from the wreck. They wire re-
turning to the shore when a heavy Bea capsized the boat,
and all hands perished in sight of the people assembled
on the beach, who were unable to render them assistance.An attempt was made by the commander and crew of a brie"which happened to be within a short distance of the spot'
to go to their relief, but their boat was upset, and they
narrowly escaped meeting with a aimilar fate.

^/^-The traffic for the week on the principal
lines , s as follows :-Greenw,ch, 718/. ; Eastern Counties,

201/'n
Verf

n A n *?*?ChrJfV 8 '676t
i Crovdon

201/ ; Newcastle and Carlisle 1,^32/.
; Brighton, 2,588/.Grand Junction, 6,646/; York and North Midland

t' "

J

S *-7< > ?5 '* P
reat NorUl of England

1,065/ ; Sheffield and Manchester, 273/.; Manchesterand Birmingham, 2,366/.; Manchester and Leeds 3 646/

•

Glasgow and Paisley, Kilmarnock and Ayr 75Q/'-
R;,'.'mingham and Gloucester, 1,686/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow

1,538/.; Midland Counties, 2,213/.; Birmingham andDerby 1.192/.
;
North Midland, 3,572/. ; South Western

4,068/.
; Great Western, 11,037/.; South Eastern 1 500/ •

London and Birmingham, 13,330/.-The half-yearly meet'
»ng of the Liverpool and Manchester Company took place
last week, at Liverpool. The report adverted with regret
to the continued depression of trade and manufacture*
and stated that during the half-year just ended the busi-
ness of the railway experienced an extraordinary check bvthe disturbances in the manufacturing districts in August
last. The period of the year which is generally reliedon as most propitious to railway travelling was thus
rendered comparatively unprofitable. The total receipts
for passengers had fallen off to the extent of 8,000/ a,idfrom merchandise to the extent of 5,000/., as compared
with the corresponding period of fhe previous vearIhe accounts showed the receipts to be 123,746/ ] s 4d

'
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'
7rf-, leaving a balance of

oo,o9o/. 10*. 9d.
;

to which must be added the amount
reserved in July last for the income-tax, not yet paid
making a total of 65.865/. 3*. 2d. The directors recom-
mended a dividend of 5/. per 100/. share, which, on 12 090
shares, amounted to 00,450/.,- and would leave a balance
of 5,41.)/. 3s. chargeable with the income-tax for the year
This charge being liquidated, there would be a small
residue to be carried to the credit of the next half-year's
account. A dividend of 5/. per 100/. share was declared to be
paid early in the present month.—The half-Yearly meeting
of the Grand Junction Company was held" last week at
Liverpool. It appeared from the report that the clear
profit of the half-year was 119,470/. 2s„ to which was to
be added 5.612/. 4s. 3d., surplus from the previous half-
year making a total of 125,082/. 6s. 3d.

; from this
amount the directors recommended that a dividend of 5/.
per share be declared; this would absorb 110 165/
leaving a balance of 14,917/. 6s. 3d., which it was resolved'
in accordance with the report, to appropriate as follows:—
income-tax for half a year. 3,6.53/. 17*. 10./. ; depreciation
and renewal of stock, 5,000/.-leaving to the credit of the
Present half-year ..he sum of 6.263/. 8*. Sd. A sum of
1.200 guineas was also ordered to be appropriated towards
the church erecting at Crewe.—The meeting of the North
Union company was held last week, when the usual

;SrvT' 10"- 1,Cr Share Was declared to the pro-
prietary. Ihe receipts were 30,107/. 5s. 3d., the ex-
pen diture,14, 1 81/. 7s., leaving a surplus of 15, 925/. 18s. 3d
from which the dividend was to be paid. The small
balance of 78/. would be carried to the next half-year's
accounts, which are expected to be more encouraging,
the revenue of the company on the present occasion show-
ing a decrease of 4,000/. compared with the corresponding
period of 1841 -the late disturbances in the manufacturing
districts having sensibly affected the traffic on the line.—
1 he half-yearly meeting of the proprietors of the BrightonRailway has been held this week. The report shows the
ascertained cost of the line to be 2.580,645/., and the
further probable liabilities 50,322/.; making the total
cost of construction 2,630,967/. The amount of addi-
'°"

" 1^'P'tal required being 29,881/. The total revenue
1^0,600/. Under these circumstances, the directors ex-
press their regret that they cannot recommend the present
dividend to exceed 20*. per share. The further capital
required, of 29,881/., is stated to have arisen from increased
expenditure at the London-b.idge station, the purchase of
additional engines, carriages, &c. The draft of a bill has
been prepared to raise a loan of 300,000/. on the loan notes
of the company, and to reduce the number of directors.
The total expenses of the line for the half-year, including

8?T*n$ ?7
exPeDses on debentures and loan notes, are

/J, 170/. Us. 8d. A vote of want of confidence in the
directors was passed, together with a resolution that the
whole of the present directors be required to resign after the
passing of the new Bill. The state of affairs of this railway,
exhibited by the report, has been viewed very unfavour-
ably in the market, and the shares have fallen nearly as
much as 21. each.—The directors of the Midland Counties
Company have issued their reply to the report of the
Committee of investigation, in reference to their manage-
ment. They state that the principle of the reductions
proposed has already been put into operation, not on the
suggestion of the report, but from the result of inquiries
instituted by a sub-committee of their own board. The
facts brought forward are generally considered to remove
the unfavourable impression previously entertained of their
management.

[Feb. 11,

IRELAND.
Dublin —The Lords of the Treasury have returned an

unfavourable answer to the memorial of the Royal Dublin
Society, praying their Lordships to recommend to Parlia-
ment two supplementary estimates for the sums of 2,800/.
and 4,000/.

; the former for the completion of certain
alterations and buildings on premises adjoining Leinster
House, intended for a new museum; and the latter for
the purpose of erecting new conservatories and other
buildings in the Botanic Garden. In their reply, their
Lordships refer to the rapid and progressive diminution of
the members of the Society, and state that they cannot
but view this as an indication of the little interest which
the educated portion of society in Dublin, compared with
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Jt gi*e« ™e, moreover, intheir opinion, to grave doubt as to the future ability of thesociety to raise any adequate revenue for the support ofheir necessary establishments. Their Lordships, there-

nnderSk^ 7°l "
° f **" "^ " feel that' if tbey 8"°«»»undertake what is now proposed, which is, in fact, littleshmt of making a new botanical garden by rebuilding

extensive conservatories and lecture-rooms, the sums tobe provided would not be limited to that which has been
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m 'g fc uItlmate'y c°st; but that theywould hereafter have to adopt one of two alternatives,

either the providing the whole sum required for their
maintenance, when erected, and for their application to

hSldn
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aftf incur'-i"g all the expense ofbuilding, to permit the whole establishment of the bota-nical garden to fall into decay. Considering also thenumber and extent of literary and scientific institutions

in other large towns of the United Kingdom, and the
comparatively large amount of private contributions raised
tor their maintenance, their Lordships cannot but feelthat a compliance with the request of the Dublin Society
for a grant of 4,000/. for their botanical garden alonewould be viewed with just jealousy by others, to whom
grants of money have been refused, and be at once a pre-cedent for unlimited concession in other quarters, and acnecK to individual subscription in all." For these
reasons, they do not deem it advisable to recommend tolarliament the grant proposed by the Society.—The
opposition to the Poor Law is gradually increasing invarious parts of the COu„try. J n addition to the late
meeting in this city, meetings have heen held in Tyrone.
Fermanagh, Limerick, Cork, and Clare, some demanding
otal repeal, others seeking such amendments as may
better adapt the law to the peculiar circumstances of
Ireland. In Roscommon also a meeting has been con-
vened, by requisitions signed by Peers of both political
parties, followed by a long list of the leading gentry and
clergy Roman Catholic as well as Protestant, and no less
than Id Poor Law guardians.—The weather has been
exceedingly severe in Dublin ; the state of the Channel is
described by the oldest seamen as having been dangerous
beyond precedent, and great fears were entertained thatmany of the steam-boats from Holyhead would never havemade the land in safety.—Lord Jocelyn has resigned the
office of steward of the vice-regal household, and has been
succeeded by Mr. Seymour.

Tipperary.—A man named Dwyer, charged with the
wilful murder of Mr. James Scully's herdsman, was ar-
rested on Sunday week. He had only been discharged a
few days from Bridewell, on suspicion of being one of
Mr. Scully s murderers. On Tuesday, of last week, a
party of twelve armed men proceeded to the lands ofBallysheehan, near Clogheen, for the purpose of obtaining
possession of some decrees which had been got by a Kerryman, for money due to him. The party placed sentinels"
at the adjoining houses

; the owner of one of them, namedS a tery, a respectable man, came out of his house, hearing
that r dm Jn h

.

s yard> whenhewM .
*

ately shot, and died instantly. The murderers then seized

heard TeS ' * 150
'" ^ W n0t »ince been

CorAr—The Earl of Rosse has given notice that thenext general meeting of the British Association will be
Jew m this city in the month of August.—The Rev T*oley, of Youghal, has published an account of a series
or miracles now in operation at a convent in that town,which promise to equal the Alpine miracles witnessed and
described by Lord Shrewsbury. He states that there isa young nun in the convent, a relative of his own, on

'

*hose hands, feet, and side are depicted the wounds oftne baviour; and that at the communion blood is seen tonow from those apparent wounds. He adds that many
witnesses will verity the miracle upon oath ; but the local
Papers mention, that in the present state of the affair, the
CIe'gy of the district have not come to a final judgment
whether the appearances are supernatural or not.
Belfast.—In compliance with several requisitions, the

moderator of the Presbyterian Church has called an extra-
ordinary meeting of the Assembly for Wednesday, the^th inst. The subjects for consideration are, the state
of the parent church, the marriage question, and the
^centenary fund. It is expected that, in regard to the
latter subject, there will be a report from all the congre-
gations.

Down—The Bishop of Down and Connor, in reply
to a memorial of lay members of his Hock, has refusedm positive terms to withdraw from the Church Archi-
tecture Society, which, it is alleged, is favourable to the
adoption of Puseyite or Roman Catholic models and
decorations. The reply of Dr. Mant is very long •

it
attribu.es the measure to the hostility of an individual,
and declares his Lordship's opinion, that the object of
the application was not only to vilify the society, but to
place a bishop under the dictation of his clergy, in op-
position to all ecclesiastical discipline. «« I am bound "
he says, "by a sense of duty to the Church Architecture
Society, to yourselves, likewise, gentlemen and brethren
to the diocese in general, to the Church at large, and in
all, to the great Head and Guardian of the Church, not
to suffer my office to be thus depreciated, insulted, set at
nought, and trampled on by a subordinate minister."

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Commission of the General Assembly

have presented a petition to the House of Commons on
the subject of the differences which have so long agitated
the church of Scotland. It gives a long and Minute
analysis of the statutes of the Scottish Parliament, by

fc
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Winch the 'Commission consider that the church is secured
]
which the clan of Roderick start from the ^"""*

from coercion or interference on the part of the civil of the hills around was also well managed ;
and the effect

power, and declares that the late decisions of the Court of

Session, and other recent events, tend more and more to

confirm and increase the conviction of the Commission,

that if effectual redress be not afforded by Parliament a

speedy disruption of th'e establishment is inevitable.

That, deeply impressed with the evils to the nation, as

well as to the church, which would thence ensue, the

Commission earnestly entreat the House to take into their

serious consideration the true character and nature of the

Church's claims, and the statutes to which she appeals in

support of them, as well as those establishing the Court of

Session, which, as she conceives, do not confer the powers*

of late, and for the first time since its institution, exercised

by that Court. It prays the House to provide protection

and security to the judicatories and people of the Church

of Scotland in the enjoyment of their constitutional and

guaranteed rights and liberties ; so as to save from sub-

version a church dear to Scotland, which the petitioners

believe to have conferred some benefits on the country,

and which is associated with the cause of liberty and

order, and the extension of knowledge, religion, and piety

in that part of her Majesty's dominions ; and at the same

time, to keep unbroken a solemn treaty, on the faith of

which the Scottish nation gave up its independent legis-

lature. It concludes by praying that the House will adopt

some measure* by alteration of the law in regard to the

presentation to church livings, as recently declared by

the civil court, for securing that no minister be intruded

into any benefice in Scotland contrary to the will of the

congregation ; and that the Commission may be heard

by certain of their number, or by their counsel, at

the bar of the House, in support of this petition.

—

—A meeting of noblemen and other landed gentlemen

friendly to the church was held in Edinburgh a few days

since. Sir Andrew Agnew, Bart., presided ; about fifty

attended the meeting, while letters of concurrence in its

objects were received from the Duke of Argyle> the Mar-

quis of Breadalbane, and other gentlemen. The meeting

adopted a strong remonstrance to Government in behalf

of the Church, which has been forwarded to the Premier.

It is understood that a requisition to Dr. Chalmers to

proceed to London aud deliver a series of lectures, on the

independence proper and essential to a Church in con-

nection with the State, has been set on foot by influential

parties in London, and will shortly be carried into effect.

Fife. The local papers state that an annual Royal

visit to Scotland, which was rumoured a few weeks ago,

may now be considered probable. Lord Glenlyon went to

Windsor a few days since to offer Blair Atholl to the Queen

and Prince Albert, as a shooting-place and deer-park \ and

although the Royal reply has not transpired, yet, as it is

known that her Majesty had previously ordered inquiries

to be made for an extensive shooting range, it is consi-

dered likely that the offer may be accepted. In that

event, an annual visit of her Majesty to the Highlands is

anticipated.

Glasgow.—The strike of the Lanarkshire colliers is now
nearly general over the county. Last week a number of

the colliers near Hamilton were ejected from their houses
\

and 400 more, with their wives and families, have since

been turned out in the neighbourhood of Holytown. In-

telligence has been received of the wreck of another India-

man, the George M'Leod of 600 tons, belonging to this

port. She was homeward bound, with a cargo of rum and

sugar from the Mauritius) and was lost on a bank in the

Solway Frith, a few miles north of Skenburness.

produced by it would alone have insured the success

the revival. At th'e conclusion, Mrs. Alfred Shaw ^

of

was

summoned before the curtain ; and the opera was an-

nounced for repetition in the midst of great applause.

St. James's Theatre.—On Thursday evening Mr.

Braham made his appearance at this theatre, after an ab-

sence of three years in the United States. The enter-

tainment was a concert, in which he gave many of the fine

old English songs to which he gave such unexampled

popularity nearly half a century ago, On his presenting

himself he was received with a shout of welcome from

every patt of a crowded house, and seemed much affected

by so cordial a reception. It appeared at once, from his

hale and vigoroui aspect, that time has continued to treat

him gently ; and this was further proved by the sound of

his voice, which has lost none of its qualities of expression

and style, though its power and flexibility, as might be ex-

pected, is somewhat less than it was in the prime and

vigour of his age. . His son, Mr. Charles Braham, at the

same time made his first appearance before an English

audience, and was received with a hearty welcome.

been guilty of murder. The. crime of which he had heen co^j
yicted however w&S one vi great magnitude, and rendered him
liable to be transported for life, or for a term not less than fifteen

years. The Legislature had a'so provided the punishment of im-

prisonment; and on consulting: with his learned brother, they

did not think it necessary to pass a sentence of transportation.

They did not think that the prisoner intended to inflict any very

serious injury on the prosecutor, and it appeared to have been

the result of some of his comrades having erroneously desired

him to use his caibine. Some provocation had been given, and

there seemed to be no doubt that the prosecutor did use some
insulting language, but there was no excuse for the prisoner's

attack upon him. Soldiers should loofc down upon persons mak-

ing remarks uyon them, and they certainly should not use trj§

weapons placed ifl their hands against them. However, as.there

was evidence of provocation, the sentence which the Court

should pass was, that he be imprisoned and kept to haid labour

Frederick Charles Burnham Blackwell, draper at CamberweU,

THEATRICALS.
Covent-Garden.—On Tuesday the 1st inst., the Lady

of the Lake, an English version of Rossini's Donna del

Lagoy was performed for the first time at this theatre.

This beautiful opera was chosen principally for the pur-

pose of rendering Mrs. Alfred Shaw's talents available in

a new character. It has not for many years been played

*n a complete form at Her Majesty's Theatre. On the

last occasion it was very much cut down, and only per-

formed for a few nights. Nothing has lately been done
^vith it on the Italian boards which would bear comparison
with its production on Tuesday at Covent-Garden. In the

character of Malcolm, Mrs. Alfred Shaw has added one
^ore triumph to her list. Her opening scena, " Mura
felici/' was one of her most perfect performances. Her
execution was extremely skilful, and managed without the

slightest effort. In the characters which she sustained on
her first appearance, she appeared more as the mere vo-
calist, and less as the acting singer; but in this new piece
she took a new around. The energy with which Malcolm
led hi s companions in arms, the martial ardour which in-

spired him, were perfectly portrayed ; and as he darted
°ff, sword in hand, a burst of applause was heard from all

parts of the house. The duet with Elena (Miss Rain-
forth) was the gem of the evening, and may rival the
u Giorno d'orore" in Semiramide. Sung with the greatest
care and with excellent taste by Miss Rainforth, the fine

*ull notes of Mrs. A. Shaw blended beautifully with her
°wn

; and the effect was one of those which at once seize
an

- English audience^ Miss Rainforth's Elena was sung
wi th all the intelligence of a cultivated artist, but a cer-
tain want of power was manifest, and the music did not
seem quite under her command ; but she improved as the
opera advanced, and appeared to acquire a facility which
had- at first been wanting. Mr. Harrison appeared as

Roderick Dim, and Mr. Giubilei as Douglas. The
chorus had been increased for the occasion, and was ex-
ceedingly effective. There was no deficiency of care in
getting up the opera. The scenery was very fine, and the
view of the lake was a triumph of scenic art. That in

Court of Qu^kn's Bench.—(Sittings in Banco.)—The Queen

v. the Tithe Commissioners. — In this case a rule had been

obtained, calling on the Tithe Commissioners to show cause why
a mandamus should not issue to them, to command them to

proceed to the commutation of the tithes of the parish of Injr-

stowe, in the county of Devon. The question intended to be

raised was, whether the Assistant Tithe Commissioner was
bound to proceed under the 3"th section of the 6 and 7 V\ ilham IV.,

c. 71 » and make his award on the evidence laid before him, as to

the average value of the tithes of the parish for the seven years

preceding the inquiry; or was entitled,, in his discretion: to

reserve the case to be reported .on 1

, as directed by the 38th section

of the statute, wherfe a special adjudication was provided for.

In the present instance the Assistant Tithe Commissioner had

reserved the case for special adjudication. The Attorney-General,

Mr. Adolphus, and Mr. Attrce appeared for the Tithe Commis-
sioners, and contended that the course pursued here was the

proper one. The Act gave the Assistant Commissioner power to

reserve the case if he found it necessary ; and he had stated that

he did rind it to be so, for that he had not sufficient information

laid before him to enable him at that time to make his award.

Mr. Erie and Mr. C. Butler for the landowneis, argued that, if

the course now adopter! were not permitted, one of the great

objects of thte st&tut'e in question would be defeated. It was iound

at the time of the passing of the statute that many cases might

arise in which the Tithe Commissioner, either from not having

sufficient information furnished to him, or from there not being

such means of furnishing information in one parish asm another,

might be incapable of making an award to his satisfaction, and

the Legislature therefore declared its will that he should have

power to reserve such cases for special adjudication. Thus it

might happen, that either there were no means to enable him to

take a fair average of seven years, or the circumstances under

which the tithes had been calculated during those seven years

might be such as not to afford a fair average ; and in such cases

the law gave him the power to reserve the case. In the present

instance, the information furnished him was not sufficient, and

he had therefore determined, and properly determined, to exercise

his discretion. Sir Gregory Lewin, on the part of the incumbent,

contended that the delay and expense of reserving the case were
unnecessary. Here proper information had been afforded to the

Commissioner, bya tabular arrangementof all the matters requisite

for him to form a judgment, and he ought to have made his award.

Lord Denman said that this was an application for a mandamus
calling on the tithe-commissioners to proceed with the commuta-
tion of the tithes of a particular parish, and for that purpose to

ascertain the average value of the tithes of the parish for thje last

seven years. The meaning of that was-, in the present instance,

that they should take into their Consideration a statement of the

clergyman of the pariah, Who thought himself entitled to receive

more than he was likely to receive under the commutation as

now proposed to be settled by the Commissioners. In November,

lfc38, a meeting was held to settle the amount of the commuta-
tions. No information to justify the amount now claimed was

laid before the Commissioner, nor did he receive such informa-

tion as in his discretion appeared to him sufficient to enable him
to make his award. He therefore reserved the case for special

adjudication. In doing so he had exercised the powers vested

in him by the statute, and there did not appear any good reason

for saying that he had wrongly exercised them. Mr. Justice

Patteson was entirely of the same opinion. If it had appeared

clearly that the commissioner had arbitrarily determined to make
this a reserved case for special adjudication, undoubtedly the

37th section of the statute would not warrant him in taking such

a course, but when it appeared that the information required

under that statute had not been given to him, then it was clear

that the 38th section vested in him a discretion which, in this

case, he seemed to have properly exercised. The other judges

concurred, and the rule was discharged, but without costs.

Central Criminal Coo kt.—Thomas Messenger pleaded

guilty to an indictment charging him with unlawfully conspiring

with others to obtain the sum of 1,400/. from the Accountant-
General of the Court of Chancery, with intent to defraud lum
the reof. The Attorney-General, who attended for the prosecution,

said hebelieved that the prisoner was merely a secondary party

In the transaction, and was acting under the subordination of

others who were not. yet in custody. He, therefore, begged

leave to recommend him to the mercy of the Court. Mr. Justice

Williams, in passing sentence, said that the Court was always

willinc to attend to any suggestion made by the prosecution in

any case- and although the prisoner had pleaded guilty to an of-

fence of a very serious nature, yet as the Learned Attorney-Ge-

neral had stated his opinion that the prisoner was only acting

under the guidance of more guilty parties, he would take a lenient

view of the case. The sentence of the Court was that he be im-

prisoned in the House of Correction for one month.

John Baran, a private soldier in the 8th Kl. Irish Hussars, was in-

dicted for feloniously and maliciously cutting and wounding Ed-

ward Fitch, with intenttodo him some grievous bodily harm. It ap-

peared that the prosecutor, on the 8th January, accompanied by

a young man named Howard, was walking in Hyde Park. Some
soldiers of the 8th Hussars were sweeping the barrack-yard, and

Fitch and Howard who were returning from church, stopped

near the gate to look in. The prisoner, who was the sentinel on

duty desired them to move on. Fitch said he was not aware

that he was doing any harm. A person in the barrack yard

called out to the sentinel to make them move on, or knock the*

down with his carbine. The prisoner then again desired the

ro any but he parties concerned: The evidence ran to an unusual

l^tn. and occupied the court no less*£™^*fi^
longest sitting known for many years. At 4 o ck.^^^l
morning, the Recorder suhimed Uf |

and »A afeij mi^^|
5, the jury, after deliberates^about*Vl^
verdict, finding the prisoner Guilty of ottering the deed, well

knowing it to have been forged- Judgment was deferred.
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TATTERSALL'S, THursday.-DERBY.-6 to 1 agrt Scott s

lot (take 1 i|) ; 17 to 1 agst Sir G. Heathcote's^
Mr. Blakelock's A British Yeoman (taken ; 16 to 1 J^g™
Peel's Murat (taken) ; 22 to 1 agst Mr. Bell's Wmesour (take 1)

,

25 to 1 agst Lord Eglinton's Abides ; 25 to 1 agstJ
Mr^GooU

^

man's Maccabeus; 33 to 1 agst Colonel Anson's Napier tto*en>,

4»to l agst Lord Chesterfield's Parthian (taken); 40 to I a««

Lord Exeter's Lwcctta colt (taken) 5 40 to 1 agst Duke of Rich-

mond's Cornopean (taken) ; 40 to 1 agst Lord Albemarle sine

Brewer (taken freely)} 50 to 1 agst Duke of Gratton s Cataiact

(taken) j 50 to 1 agst fort Thornhill's fclixir; 6j» to Ugst Lbrfl

Westminster's Languish Colt ; 50 to 1 agst Major Yarurgh S

Dumpling (taken) j 50 to 1 agst Lord Chesterfield's Progress colt;

1000 to 15 agst Mr. Theobald's Highlander; 1000 to 10 agst Colonel

Peel's St. Valentine (t-tken). OAKS.-12 to l agst Colonel

Cradock'a Peggy (taken) 5
25 to 1 agst Mr. Rawlmson's Chad-

lington Maid (taken). „__
MARK LANE, Friday, Fkh. 10.—The arrivals of Wheat

and Barley, as well as Flour, are large this week, being an aceu-

mulation caused by the gales o.t; wind; this produced rather A

large supply of Lincolnshire Wheat, which is offering on the

market is. below what it would have made on Monday. The

sale of Foreign Wheat is very limited, and barely at so good

prices as on Monday. In consequence of the large arrival of

Barley, it is is. lower; Peas and Beans remain the same as on

Monday, and Oats do not sell quite so well.
^ ^
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Beans, Mazagaft, old and new

Pigeon, Heligoland .
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ARRIVALS THIS WEKK.
"Wheat
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£460

Barley
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9160
8560

Flour
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PRICES OF MANURES.

per ton

1!

9*

4
5
8

1

3

7
11

$1. to 6

Petre Salt

Urate
Rape dust
Agrh-uliural Salt •

Kf.uk Salt
Siilphate of Soda .

l3iimstonf . .

Sulphate of Iron .

Nitrate ot Soda, 1 ins. 6'. to 19

per cwr. J duty paid.

Potter's EnglishGuanol 14*. to 15

according to quantity J per cxvt.

Guano (foreign) . .111*. too 13

according to quantity J per cwt-
Gypsum* • . .|3^.m2 2

according to quantity f per cwt.
Saltpetre . • per cwt. I 6

12

10
10

19 6

6

£. s. d.

Sulphate of Ammonia „ 10s- toO 18

Phosphate of ditto

Muriate of Lime
it

Soda Ash
Sulphur

tt

12

lfe.toO I**

16

o

p

6

Bone-di itand half-inch Bone
j jQ &

per ouai ter . • '.'. *' «
Hunt's New Fertiliser, p-bush

Alexander's Compost

8
10

2Alexander's Compost , /'
n i q

DanieliVBristolWanurelU-toC, i 2

" according to q«H»"tyJ pe r bushel-

ClarUe-s desiccated Compost
j
3 la 6

per hhd- •
'-%

' i

Sulphuric acid ' \ l^d. to 2^-
according to strength »

_

Phosphate of Soda.

J-

brewer-
nolds, Great St- Helen's, Bishopsga'

.J. Van, Milton neit Grave
le-streel, m«- ri-•hant— J- Walker, Hayneld,

merchant- Denver

em
in

and theory returned a verdict of Guilty. Mr. Jus-

tice Maule then addressed the prisoner and said that if

the blow bad caused the death of the prosecutor, be would Lave

Bedfi.rd-Miuare, ^m ^r<^^'^t^J. BnrrHclouich, Bradford, tinker-mer-
it. Sliephcrd, Liverpool^ ^hoeniaK^.^^

pfoyi*ion-4«iJyrr-*W. C. Jhornton,

BIRTHS -On the 4th inst., in Upp^r Hurley- street, Lady Agncta Bevan, of

a dautfhtcr-On the 7th inst., at 25, Great George street, the lady of the Hon.

H. Mannera Sutton, M-P., ol a son_On the 31st Jan
, at 13. Imperial square,

Cheltenham, the lady of S.b- Corny n, fcsq , M-D-, of a son—On the 2d inst.,

the la.iy of the Rev- T- boodle, m.a , incumbent of St- Andrew-trie-less, Cam-
brldge, of a son—On the 6U» mat-, at Feckham, the lady of Dr. Hull, of twin
daughters.
MARRIE»--On the 2d inst., at Glasgow, \V. H- Swinton, Esq., second son

of A- Swinton, fc.sq, ot Warsash, Hams, to Mina. third daughter of J. J. Gibb,
Ksq—On the 1st mst., at W alcot Church, Baih, Major F- H- Massey Wheeler,
to Mary Anne, youngest daughter of Major W. Green, late ot I.oia. county of

Mr*Yit «. 1
"*ro<*rty ins , aeepiv laTm-nteci oy jus w» |Mj €»..«-*««-*»-—

-

William Holmes, aged t>5; he was upwards of3S years foreman 10 Messrs.
Rolhsson and Sons, Nurserymen, Tooting, who have lost in him a most trust-

worthy, zealous, and faithful servant—On the 2d inst-, the Kev. T- Snell,

Rector of Windlcham, Surrey—At the family seat, near Caithness, Benjamin
Dunbar, Baton Duffus, *g€d ia years—On the 3rd inst., at her how^eH1 Uppe*
Brook-street, Lady MaiUda Wynyaxd, widow of the l»te "*»• H* *r Wynyardr .

hk her6Sthye&i-

1

I
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APPELIUS & EICHEL, Florists, &c, Erfurt, Prus-
sia, having received an order for different SEEDS without

signature, and the post mark being unintelligible, think this ad-
vertisement offers a chance of ascertaining the name and address
of the parties, and beg that application will be made at the Office

of this Paper.

OSSES, &c—For SALE, a few Packets of rare

Scottish CRYPTOGAMIC PLANTS, chiefly Alpine, each
Packet (price 5s.) containing 60 species of Mosses, Lichens, and
Hepaticas, carefully named and localised. A Packet or two (price

105.) containing 120 species each, may be had. Also, a few
Packets of Mosses for Beginners (5*. each) containing 60 species

illustrative of the principal British Genera, affording to young
Gardeners and others an easy opportunity of becoming acquainted
with this beautiful tribe. Can be sent by post to any part of the

kingdom, and payment transmitted by Post-office order. Early
application is requested, addressed Wm. Gardiner, 40, Overgate,
Dundee.
W. G. can also still admit a few more Subscribers to his in-

tended Distribution of Plants this season from the Clova, Brae-
mar, and Cairngornm Mountains, &c. Terms, 2/. for a parcel of

600 specimens, Phpenogamic and Cryptogamic; and, to accom-
modate those wishing a small number, a few parcels of 250 spe-

cimens will be prepared at 1/. each to Subscribers.
Dundee, Feb. 4, 1843. ^

0^ EOUGE CHARLWOOD, Seedsman, 14, Tavistock-
J" row, Covent- Garden, begs to announce to his Friends

and the Public that he has received his usual extensive supply of

GERMAN STOCKS, ASTERS, and BALSAMS, &c., which he
begs to offer at the following reduced prices:—

German Stocks.

50 var. of 300 seeds each 405 48 var. <>r ioo seeas each 155

50 f
150 99 205 36 i» 100 125

50 *9 100 19 155 24 99 100 „ 85

25 ||
300 99 2(|5 18 99 100 7s

25 f ?
150 II 125 16 91 100 6s

25 •» 100 99 85 12 l» ioo 55

100 »l
100 19 305 10 99 100 „ 45

96 If 100 »« 285 8 19 ioo 3s
Gkrmav ASTEIIS.

20 var. of 300 seeds each 205 10 var. globe-flowered Asters
20 If 150 99 105 100 seeds each 55
20 99 ino 99 7s 12 var. pyramidal do. 100 do . 55

8 ft dwf.300 II 105 6 var. T nrkish do. 100 do. 35

8 19 150 99 55 12 var. Brompton Stocks,

24 9* 100 19 85 300 seeds each 155
12 »9 100 99 55 12 19 150 ,, 85
20 19 100 9t 65 12 99 100 „ 65
*2 If 100 II 45

Wallflowers, Larkspurs, Scarlet and Purple Giant Stocks, 15. per
packet each.

German Carnation, from the finest collection, 100 seeds, 25. 6d.
per packet.

French Carnation, Is. per packet. Do. Picotee, 15. per packet.
Together with the following New and Scarce Flowkr Sekds :—
Anagallis azurea grandiflora
Argemone grandiflora
Brachycome iberidifolia

Campanula pulcherrima
Cacalia aurea
Clintonia pulchella

,, elegans
Calceolaria from superb vars.
Cynoglossum glochidiatum
Euphorbia vanegata
Gaillardia picta coccinea
Gloxinia rubra

,, speciosa
Hebenstrcitia tenuifolia
Hibiscus Manihot
Ipomceas in many varieties

Isotoma axillaris

Ipomopsis elegans
Lychnis fuljrens
Leucaria senecioides
Lobelia hegoniscolia

„ fulgens

„ splendens
Martynia proboscidea
GCnothera Drummondii

,, macrocarpa
Pentstemon cofcaea

,, gentianoides fruticosa
Portulaca Thellusonii
Phlox Drummondii
Podothcca capitnta
Rhodanthe Manglesii
Schizopetalon Walkerii
Thunbergia, 4 varieties

G. C. begs to state that he is in daily expectation of a further
supply of American Tree and Shrub Seeds, when his Catalogue
will be immediately printed*

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to Public competition at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew
Lane, on Friday, Feb 17, and Tuesday, 2lsr, 1843, at 12 o'clock,

about 300 Double CAMELLIAS, from one to four feet, the whole
beautifully furnished with bloom buds, Fine Hybrid Rhododen-
drons, Magnolias, Azaleas, Andromeda floribunda, Kalmias, &c;
Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best varieties. Also a splen-

did assortment of Dahlias. The Camellias will be sold on Friday,

the 17th. May be viewed the morning of sale. Catalogues had
at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Ley-
tonstone.

ANNUITIES.—In the AUSTRALASIAN COLO-
NIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY

COMPANY, Annuitants participate in the profits of the Company,
and receive a rate of ANNUITY much more favourable than can
be granted by any Company making its investments wholly in

England. The Company is enabled securely to grant these fa-

vourable terms from the advantage it possesses of investing a por-

tion of its funds at a high rate of interest.

Directors.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, jun., Esq.

C. E. Mangles, Esq.
J. B. Monterlore, Esq.
J. I* Ravenshaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

Bankers.— Union Bank of London.
Colonial Bankers.—The Bank of Australasia (incorporated by

Royal Charter, 1835}, No. 2, Moorgate- street.

Secretary—Edward Ryley, Esq.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, and Co.

Prospectuses, with Tables, Forms of Proposal for the purchase
of an Annuity or for making an Assurance, and every information,

may be obtained by application at the Office of the Company,
No. 126, Bishopsgate-strect, City. '

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

CT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-
£5 PLACE, KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of IN-

VISIBLE WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered
Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,
Bordering, Flower- stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and
economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and
Estimates free. Work for th e Trade as usual.

BONE MANURE. ADULTERATION DETECTED.
The extent to which Bone Manure is adulterated is so great

as to render it imperative upon the Farmer to ascertain, by
chemical analysis, the quantity of PURE BONE it contains.

W. H. Potter undertakes to examine any Sample that may
be submitted to him, and within two days after the receipt

thereof, to return the correct percentage of Pure Bone. Mr.
Potter's charge is 5*., which should be enclosed with an average
sample, say lib., and sent (carriage paid), to the Artificial Guano
Works, 28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, where Unadulterated
Bone may be had, either in dust or £-in. pieces,

Mr. Pottbr examines every species of Artificial Manure,*„*
and reports upon them at the above charge. Soils very carefully
analysed.

NEW BOOKS AND NEW EDITIONS
PUBLISHED BY

JOHN W. PARKER, WEST STRAND.

T IFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF THE LATE
I J sir ASTLEY PASTON COOPER, Bart. From Documents

bequeathed by him for the purpose.

By Bransby B. Cooper, Esq., F.R.S.

Two Volumes 8vo, with Portrait, from the Original Picture by

Sir Thomas Lawrence, 2 is.

AN INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of CHEMI-
CAL PF1ILOSOPHY; beinjr a preparatory view of the Forces

which concur to the production of Chemical Phenomena. By

John Frederick Daniell, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in

King's College, London. With numerous Illustrations, the 2nd

Edition, revised and much enlarged. 21s.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY for FARMERS and

LANDOWNERS. By Joshua Trimmer, F.G.S. 55.

By the same Author, Svo, with Two Hundred Illustrations, 12s.

PRACTICAL GEOLOGY and MINERALOGY, and

the CHEMISTRY of METALS, with an Introductory Discourse

on the Nature, Tendency, and Advantages of Geological Pursuits.

THE DOMESTIC GARDENER'S MANUAL;
beintr an Introduction to Practical Gardening, on Philosophical

Principles; to which is added, A NATURALIST'S CALENDAR,
and an Appendix on the Operations of Forcing, including the Cul-

ture of Vines in Pots. By John Towisrs, C.M.H.S. Second

Edition, Enlarged and Improved, One large Volume, 8vo, 13$.

A FAMILIAR HISTORY OF BIRDS; their Nature,

Habits, and Instincts. By the Right Rev. Edward Stanlky, D.D.,

Lord Bishop of Norwich. Third Edition, Two Volumes, with

many Engravings, 7*. •

DOMESTICATED ANIMALS, considered with re-

ference to Civilization and the Arts. By Mary Roberts.

By the same Author,

WILD ANIMALS ; their Nature, Habits, and Instincts.

THE ANIMAL and VEGETABLE PRODUC-
TIONS of AMERICA. With many Illustrations, handsomely
bound and gilt, 3s. 6d. each.

RECREATIONS in PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
;

or, THE EARTH AS IT IS. By Miss tt. M. Zornlin. New
Edition, with numerous Illustrations, 6s.

RECREATIONS IN GEOLOGY; with a Glossary

of Terms. By Miss R. M. Zornlin. New Edition, with Illus-

trations, 4g. 6d. —
RECREATIONS in ASTRONOMY. By the Rev.

Lewis Toklinson, M.A. New Edition, with a Glossary, and 50

Illustrations, 4s. 6d.

RECREATIONS in CHEMISTRY. By Thomas
Grtfpiths, Chemical Lecturer at St. Bartholomew's* Hospital.

With numerous Illustrations, 4s. 6d.

WOMAN'S MISSION. "If women could once be
made to understand their real mission to this world, and to feel

their own importance and responsibility, a surprising: change

must immediately take place in society, giving it a higher tone

and purer spirit." Tenth Edition, 3s. 6d.

THE YOUNG LADY'S FRIEND, A Manual of

Practical Advice and Instruction to Young Females on their

entering upon the Duties of Life. Fourth Edition, 3s. 6d.

ON the MANAGEMENT and EDUCATION of

CHILDREN; being Mrs. Child's Mother's Book revised, and
adapted to the use of English Parents and Teachers. Third

Edition, 2s. 6d.

THE FAMILY HAND-BOOK, or PRACTICAL
INFORMATION in DOMESTIC ECONOMY ;

including Cookery,

Household Management, and all other subjects connected with
the Health, Comfort, and Expenditure of a Family- with Choice

Receipts and valuable Hints, 5s.

The TWENTY-FIRST VOLUME, 4.9. 6d., also the ANNUAL
VOLUME for 1842, 7s. 6d. of the

SATURDAY MAGAZINE. Published m Weeklv
Numbers at id., Monthly Parts 6d., Half-Yearly Volumes 4s. 6d.

and Annual Volumes at 7s. 6d. each.

ORIGINAL FAMILY SERMONS. Contributed by
One Hundred and Fifty Contemporary Divines of the Established

Church. Five Volumes. 6s. 6d. each.

The Second Volume, price 255. (completing the Work,) of The
BIBLE CYCLOPAEDIA, a Comprehensive Digest of

the Civil and Natural History, Geography, Statistics, and Gene-
ral Literary Information, connected with the Sacnd Writings;

illustrated by Several Hundred Woodcuts.

BIBLE MAPS. A Series of New and Accurate Maps,
accompanied by Explanatory Memoirs, and forming a complete

Historical and Descriptive Atlas of Scripture Geography
; the

Ancient Authorities being verified and corrected, from the infor-

mation of Travellers and Writers up to the present time.

By William Hugiies, F.R.G.S.

Uniform with the Bible Cyclopaedia. 7s. 6d.

London : John W. Parker, West Strand.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

TO AGRICULTURIST S
Now ready,

1. ON GUANO AS A FERTILIZER. By C. W. Johnson,
Esq. Price Is. 6d.

2. ON FERTILIZERS IN GENERAL. By C. W. Johnson,
Esq. 1 vol. 8vo, Price 125.

3. THE COTTAGE FARMER'S ASSISTANT. By C. W.
Johnson, Esq. Price is.

4. THE FARMERS' ALMANAC for 1841-2-3, by Johnson and
Shaw, are still on sale. Price is. each.

In the Press,
5: AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. By C. W. Jon.vsON, Esq.

Price is.

6. MORTON ON THE NATURE AND PROPERTY OF
SOILS. Third Edition, 7s.

Jambs Ridgway, Piccadilly, and all Booksellers.

ROSES IN POTS.
THE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST,
-*- No. XXVIL, price 3rf., will contain a Complete Treatise on the
Culture, Management, and Exhibition of Rises in Pots, by
Gkorgb Glknnv; together with the usual variety of Articles
on Horticulture and Floriculture by the Editor.
*** Four Postage-stamps sent lo the Publisher, R. Groom-

HRinoifi, 5, Paternoster- row, will secure the free delivery of this
Number per Post.

THE ILLUSTRATED
POLYTECHNIC REVIEW, No. VL, for Saturday,

February llth, will contain :—The Editor's Reply to the
Athenreum of Saturday last— Anatomy, in its application to the
Fine Arts, by H. J. Townsend, Esq., R.C.S., No. 2—The Exhibi-
tion of the British Institution— Reviews— Notices of Science,
Music, Theatricals, &c. Price Sd. stamped for post, 4d. un-
stamped. Office, 143, Strand.

SGIRLING'S Catalogue of English and
• Forricn DAHLIAS can now be had on prepaid appli-

cation It contains as well, a List of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Pansies, and Verbenas, any of which S. G. will be happy to re-

ceive orders for j and pledges himself to supply early plants cor-

rect to name, and on liberal terms where a quantity is wanted.
The trade liberally supplied.

Dane Croft Nursery, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

GARDEN NET.—New Garden Net, viz., Herring
Net, one-inch mesh, made with machinery, \&d. per yard in

anv length or width. Old Fishing; Net, properly mended up, in

lengths 30 or 40 yards, 8 and 10 leet deep, id. per yard square.

Woollen and Worsted Net, fine Blossom and Wasp Net, made
from Hemp, Bunting, Screens, &c. &c. Woollen Tie for Flowers.

Also Sheep-folding- Nets, Fishing: Nets, Rabbit and Hare Nets.

Nets for Fences against Rabbits, Dog?, Poultry, &c, 2rf. per yard;

also for covering in Poultry yards, Pheasantries, &c, 2rf. per

yard. Superior expanding Tents for Lawns, &c, 5/., 36 feet

round. Tarpaulins for Wagon and Stack Covers, Garden frames,

&c, 2s. per square yard made up.

Bon. Richardson, Net and Tent. Maker, 21, Tonbridge-place,

New Road, near Euston-square, London.
N.B.— 1000 London Policemen's Capes for Farmers' Servants,

Is. Qrf., 2s., and 2s. 6d. each.

SHIRLEY VINEYARD, near Southampton.—The
Proprietor of this Establishment respectfully announces

that he has now made sufficient progress in it to enable him to

commence, forthwith, a scries of experiments of a most impor-
tant character, and on an extensive scale, relative to the Culture
of the Vine under Glass; the object of which will be to free

that interesting and valuable branch of Horticulture from the
difficulties and uncertainty which have hitherto surrounded it,

and to place it on such a basis, as to ensure the production of

very .superior fruit, with ease, certainty, and economy.
In the prosecution of this design, and in that of cultivating the

Vine on open walls; and also in the propagation of Vine Plants

in the nursery department of the Vineyard, he is desirous of

having associated with him a few respectable Youths, as Articled

Pupil*, who, in addition to being taught the most improved mode
of Vine Culture in all its various branches, and (as necessarily

involved in it) the Theory and Practice of all the grand Principles

on which the delightful Science of Horticulture is based, will

also enjoy a great number of valuable Educational Advan-
tage, of a sterling practical character, and such as, in com-
bination with the above, will enable them, with industrial appli-

cation, to occupy, at the expiration of their pupilage, a superior

and independent rank in society.

To Parents who are desirous of providing for their Sons the

knowledge of a superior and profitable pursuit, in preference to

their becoming dependent on tiie precarious issue of mercantile

or trading occupations, the opportunity thus offered may be con-

sidered as highly deserving of their attention.

As the Pupils will be considered as members of the family, and
treated in every respect in the most liberal manner, a suitable

Premium will bo required.

Applications, personally or by letter, may be made- to Mr.

Clement Hoare, at the Vineyard.
It is intended to limit the number of Pupils for the present to

four, and Mr. H. will be ready to receive them in the ensuing

month of March. February 8, 1843.

NOTICE.—All Persons having any CLAIM upon the

ESTATE of the late Mr. MICHAEL WATKRER, Nursery-

man, Knaphill, Horsell, Surrey, are requested to send In their

Accounts without delay; and all persons indebted to the said

Estate are requested to pay the same to IIosia Watbrer, Knap
hill, ortoJAMKS WATERER,Chertscy, Executors to the deceased.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentrifice.—
A Vegetable White Powder, prepared from Oriental Herbs

of the most Delicious Odour and Sweetness, and free from any

mineral or pernicious ingredient- it eradicates Tartar from the

Teeth, removes decayed spots, preserves the Enamel, and fixes

the Teeth firmly in their sockets, rendering them beautifully

white. Being an anti-scorbutic, it eradicates Scurvy from the

Gums, strengthens, braces, and renders them of a healihy reds it

removes unpleasant tastes from the mouth, which often remain

after fevers, taking medicine, &c, and imparts a dehghtful

fragrance to the breath.- Price 2s. 9rf- per box, duty included.

ROWLANDS' ALSANA EXTRACT immediately relieves the

?nost violent Toothache, Gum-boils, Swelled Face, $c; it is also

an excellent Stomachic, in cases of Flatulency, Spasmodic Affec-

tions, §-c, and gives instantaneous relief.— Price 2s. Qd., 4s. Orf.,

Rn
NOTici?-i!

r
ROWLAND & SON, 20, IIATTON-GARDEN,

LONDON is engraved on the Government Stamp, which is

pasted on each article; also printed, in red, on the wrapper of

the latter. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers,

>

PrJnrpd w Messrs. Bradiiury and Evans, Lombard-street, Fleet-street, in

the PYerinet of Whitetriars, in the City of London, and Published by them at

rfc.OsMGB 3, Chahmm stkket, Coviint Gardbn, iu the County of Middlesex,

where all 'Advertisements and Communications are to be addressed., to the

Editor—Saturday, Feburary 11, 1343.
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Red-spider, to destioy . .89a
Rose de L'isle, a good stock for
budding on • . . . 83 a

Roses, remarks on exhibiting . 89 b
— for the open border . , 89 b
— their treatment in pots • 85 a

Shrubs, ornamental . . . 89 a

— for planting under trees 09 a
Soapsuds, to convert into manure 88 c
Spade-husbandry, implements for 88 c

Spirits of tar, when toapply . 8fi a
Stove plants, list of . . -88 a
Sulphateof lime, as a fixer of
ammonia - , .

t . 83 e

Tansy, as a green manure . . 06' a
Tan,;to convert into manure . 08 c
Timber, best time to strip the
bark from 85 a

Trellis for climbers - . 84 b
Vitriol, green, to use . '. 88 c
Ward's Cases, plants for . . 89 c

Wells, to sweeten . . ,8Gb
Worms, destroyed by corrosive
sublimate 86 a

FUCHSIA TODDIANA.
rpHOS. CRIPPS, Florist, &c, Tonbridge Wells, Kent,
-*- respectfully informs his friends that he has purchased of Mr.
Todd (late Gardener to Capt. Monvpknny, and raiser of the
Fuchsia "Monypennii") the above extraordinarily beautiful and
distinct variety of this now justly-esteemed and popular class of
Flowers, specimens of which were submitted to the inspection
of the Editor of the Gardeners'' Chronicle, in August last, under
the initials " A. B. :" the opinion of which was as follows'

" A, B.—Your Fuchsia is one of considerable beauty, and differs
in the great length of the divisions of the calyx from any which we
have yet seen. Its colour is also bright, and not dimmed with
that dirty tinge which usually prevails amongst this class of
flowers."

—

Gardeners 9 Chronicle.
After the opinion of so distinguished an authority, it would be

useless to attempt further to extol the merits of this charming
flower than to state its size and colour ; the latter of which is
calyx, a very bright red, with corolla of a pale puce? and the
former excels that of any other Fuchsia extant, being nearly four
inches in length, and of proportionate magnitude, the plant it-
self being of a most vigorous growth, and foliage beautiful.

Coloured engravings of it may be seen at Mr. Chaki.wood's,
Seedsman, Covent Garden j Mr. Lowe's, Clapton Nursery; and
Mr. Pawlky's, White Hart Inn, Bromley, Kent ; at which places,
and of Mr. Harrison, Downham, Norfolk, orders will be received
for plants, to be sent out at the end of April, at 10a-. 6d. each,
with the usual discount to the trade, if six or more arc taken at
once. As small plants can be safely transmitted through the
post, by forwarding aPost-ofhce order for 10*. 6d. persons will
have them sent free of postage. All the new Fuchsias can be
had at the same time. Strong plants of Manettia bicolor, the
new Greenhouse Climber, 10*. 6e/., are now ready.
A Catalogue of T. C.'s extensive collection of Roses can be

had on application, enclosing two Postage-stamps.

O.EORGE CHARLWOOD, Seedsman, 14, Tavistock-
^-* row, Covent- Garden, begs to announce to his Friends
and the Public that he has received his usual extensive supply ofGERMAN STOCKS, ASTERS, and BALSAMS, &c, which he
begs to offer at the following reduced prices:—

German Stocks.
so var. of 300 seeds each 40.s

60
50
25
25
25
ino

96

20
20
50

8
8

24

12

20
12

n
H
tt

li

It

It

It

150
100
300
150
100
100

100

it

tt

tt

it

it

tt

it

205
155

205
12*

85
305

285

48 var. of 100 seeds each
36"

99 100 99
24 II 100 II

18 It 100 II
16 it 100 II

12 91 100 It

10 91 100 It
8 it 100 It

155
125

85

7*

6s
55

45

35

var. of 300
150
100

II

.,dwf.300
1, 150

19 100

11 100

99 100

91 100

German Asters.
seeds each 205 |

10 var. globe-flowered Asters
100 seeds each 55

12 var. pyramidal do. 100 do. 5*
6 var. Turkish do. 100 do. 35
12 var. Brompton Stocks,

300 seeds each
12 „ 150
12

,, 100

11

11

it

tt

tt

a
M
II

105

7*
105
55

85

5*

6s

4s

Price 6d.

a
a

155

85

55

Wallflowers, Larkspurs, Scarlet and Purple Giant Stocks, 15. perpacket each. *

erman Carnation, from the finest collection, 100 seeds, 25. 6rf.

Fr
Per packet.

Itarti!
Carnation

» >*• Pcr locket. Do. Picotee, 15. per packet.
ogcther with the following New and Scarce Flower Seeijs ;—
"jtgallis azurca grandifiora
rgemone grandifiora

S, yconie iberidifolia

^acai ]a aurea
^ntonia pulchclla

Cal '>. elegans

cJnS Una from ^Pcrb vars.

Euu&bum elochidiatum
^ horbiavariegata

S£Xr--a
lW~ .

BPcc*osa

Jpomopsis elegans
Lychnis fulgent
Leucaria senccioides
Lobelia begonircolia

„ fulgens

,, splendens
Martynia proboscidca
(Enothera Drumniondii

,, macrocarpa
Pcntstemon cobrea

,, gentianoides fruticosa
Portulaca Thcllusonii
Phlox Drummondii
Podotheca capitata
Rhodanthc Manglesii
Schizopetalon Walkcrii
rhunbergia, 4 varieties

sunulv ^
e
?
s t0 stat0 that llc is in daiIy expectation of a further

win ho ,

Amencan Tree and Shrub Seeds, when his Catalogue
-^JJ^»«^ately printed.

C ^LTIVATION OF PINES WITHOUT POTS^
System

116

i-°»T
llie m *nY advantages derivable from the "Tank

piaes witi
H
^
atin«" is the easv practicability of Cultivating

c»ltivitnr 1 £?
ts

'
an °VJcct ot" paramount importance to the

A Tr«nf? ° ,
1S

;
Ielicio«s and much esteemed Fruit.

awainc ^-t°
r w ^ravings, will shortly be published, con-

I IVERPOOL BOTANICAL INSTITUTION.— jm-J Exhibitions at the Garden for the year 1843.—The Ex-
hibitions will take place on Friday, May 5, Friday, June 23, and
Friday, September 8, when the following Prizes will be awarded
at each Meeting.
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CLASS I,

B

C
D

E

G

H
1

K
L

M

N

O
P

R
S
T
V
w

Greenhouse Azaleas in collections,
not more than 2 plants of a sort

Cape Heaths, in collections of 6
species

Kxotic Orchidacese, 3 specimens •

Pelargoniums in pots, in collections
of 10 varieties .

Pelargoniums
4
in pots, ditto of fi

varieties .

Garden Roses, including Moss,
Provence, &c, 12 bunches of 3
blooms each, and not less than
12 varieties

Chinese Roses, or Chinese Hybrids,
such as the Noisettes, Bourbon,
&c.j 12 bunches of 3 blooms each,
12 varieties .

Fuchsias, in 6 distinct varieties
Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in mis-

cellaneous collections
Stove or Greenhouse Plants, ditto
Stove or Greenhouse Plant, best
ornamental single specimen

Forced Hardy Plants in pots ; as
Roses, Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Verbenas, &c. &c.

Herbaceous Calceolarias, in 6 vari-
eties, in pots

Shrubby Calceolarias, ditto .

Carnations and Picotees, in pans,
all distinct

Pinks, ditto ditto .

Dahlias, ditto ditto .

Tulips, ditto ditto .

Pansies, ditto ditto .

Cut Flowers, in ornamental groups
or baskets

Miscellaneous Flowers in pots, set

in boxes, baskets, or stands ; in-

cludingAuriculas, Ranunculuses,
Hyacinths, the newest varieties

of tender annuals, &c. &c.

No. of
Plants to
beexhibi.

ted.

Amount of
Prize!-

10

36

36

9

6

4

12

6
6

IS

18

24

12

24

10

6

()0 40

30

36
6

6
4

12

12

6
6

12

12
12

12

24

30

10

12

10

20

60
30

25

30

10

10

20

10

30

30

[0

i>

(!

20

7 6

7 6
10

10

20

20

20

7 6

7 6

15

7
20

20

5

30

10

5

30

10

10

10

5

5

10

5

10

6

10

15

10

10

7 6

Total ^50

** O
•42
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13B
CC
DD
EE
FF

GG

III!

CLASS II.

.Amount of
I'rizes.

Grapes, the best dish
Pines, the best
Melons, the best
Peaches, the best dish of 8 specimens . .

Nectarines, the best dish of 8 specimens
Miscellaneous collections of Fruit, consisting

of at least 6 different kinds of Hothouse or
Wall-fruit, in dishes

Miscellaneous collections of other Fruits,con-
sisting of at least 6 diff. kinds, in dishes .

Miscellaneous collections of Frame or Early
Vegetables, including Cucumbers, Rhubarb,
French Beans, Lettuces, &c, to be exhi-
bited at the May Meeting only, in Baskets.

&

s. d.

20
20
12 6
15

15

60

20

EXTRAS at discretion of the Judges
Total &

20

16

4

Grand Total to be contended for \ - _
./

10

7
7
7

6

G
(5

40

10

10

20

5

*

5

Exhibitors will be required to sign a declaration thatall Plants
exhibited have been m their possession Two Months : also, that
all Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables exhibited, are of their own
growth and production ;

and if such declaration cannot or shall
not be duly signed, the Premiums awarded will be withheld;
and all Fruit must be set out in dishes with leaves, the same as
if served up for Desert.

In order to facilitate the regulations as far as possible, in cases
of specimens brought from a distance, arrangements will be
made to receive all such as shall be brought during the afternoon
of the previous day, into one of the greenhouses of the Institu-
tion, which will be cleared for the purpose.

A printed copy of the regulations (which resemble as closely
as local and other circumstances will permit those of the Horti-
cultural Society of London) may be had by application to Mr.
Shepherd, the Curator at the Garden; or, to

Joseph Dickinson, M.D., Hon. Secretary.
24, Great George-square, Liverpool. Jan. 27, 1843.

"\T GAINES, Florist, Sukrey-Lane, Batterska,
i-N • begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and others, that his

STOCK of PELARGONIUMS now ready for sending out are
strong healthy plants. The following are a few of his Seedlings,
which have been proved, and can be recommended, viz. :—

PELARGONIUMS.
Gaines's Lady Duncannon 42s

42s
42s
42s
42S
42.S

11

11

11

a
91

19

II

II

II

II

Royal Adelaide
Prince of Wales
Countess Eldon
Princess Royal
Conspicuum

10s 6d

Gaines's Duchess of Suther-

land . . . 63.*

Pride of Surrey . 63a

Orange Perfection 63a-

Amulet - . 63*

Lady Sale . . 42*

Emperor Superb . 42*
DAHLIAS.

Gaines's Lord Prudhoe—dark crimson
Lady Prudhoe— blush white .

Lady Duncannon—blush, shaded with lilac

Lady of the Lake— Peach blossom
Venus— clear white ....
Surpasse Primrose— fine large primrose
Elegans—rosy purple .

Golden Yellow— bright yellow

CUalo<mes of Pelargoniums, Dahlias, Pansies, Calceolarias,

Verbenas, Fuchsias, ike, may be obtained by applying as above.

Feb. 2, 1843.
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FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY, THE QUEEN DOWAGER,

BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.—
YOUELL and CO., in submitting their Catalogue of

Fuchsias for 1843, take the present opportunity of drawing the
attention of admirers of the above elegant tribe of plants to their
select and superb Collection. They have spared no expense in
forming a selection of such as are really good, to the exclusion
of many that are mere nominal varieties} and they would refer to
the numerous testimonials of success which attended their mode
of selecting last season collections forAmateurs, for competition
at the various Horticultural Exhibitions throughout the kingdom.
Youell and Co. also feel desirous of calling attention to their

peculiar method of executing orders for this tribe of plants;

namely, that they will deliver them free of postage, on the receipt

of a post-office order, to any part of the United Kingdom, in the
first week of April next, in collections, upon the following terms :

Twelve fine show varieties 12*. I Twelve extra fine show vari-

Twclve extra fine ditto . 16*.
|

eties, very superior . - 21*.

The selection being left to Youei-l and Co.
DESCRIPTION OF FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

This magnificent Fuchsia was raised by Mr. Meehan, gardener
to Colonel Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom
Messrs. Youell obtained the entire stock. In May last it was
submitted to Dr. Lindlby for his opinion, which will be found in
the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th of that month, as follows :—
" Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have seen,
the flowers being three inches in length, with the tube and sepals
of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple. If, as
you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will prove a
valuable addition to this beautiful genus." Asa nroof of its being
a most profuse bloomer, Y. 8c Co. had a plant in flower on Sept. 15,

1842, on one branch of which were upwards of 200 blooms, form-
ing a splendid object for the greenhouse, conservatory, or flower-
garden. Price 10*. 6d. per plant, sent free of postage to any part
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6
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6
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of theUnited Kingdom. s. d.

Fuchsia * transparens,
outer corolla a delicate
transparent pink, boldly
tipped with bright green,
and inner corolla a fine
rosy carmine, habit of
the plant erect, and a
profuse bloomer . .50

Fuchsia afiinis, or radi-
cans . . . .10

Fuchsia arborca . .10
Fuchsia arborea grandi-

fiora . . . .20
> aurantia . .20
— Belladifoliata,or

Belliana, or roseo alba
(pure white, beautifully
tipped with rose) . 2

Bicolor .... 1

Bruceana.... 1

Blanda . . 2
Brockmanii . . .7
Curtisii .... 1

Com pacta . . . 2
Coopcrii .... 1

Carnea .... 1

Chandlerii ... 1

Conspicua . . .1
arborea - . l

Cordata superba . . 1

Corymbiflora . . .1
Craigiana . . .2
Dalstonii.... 1

Dicksonii . . 2
Delicata .... 2
Devonia . • 1

Elegans superba . . 1

Erecta tricolor . , 1

Excclsa .... 2
Eximia '. . . .1
FJoribunria (Dickson's) ', 2
Formosa elegans . . 1

Fulgens multifiora . . 1

Floribunda magna . . 1

Glabra multifiora . . 2
Globosa varicgata . . 2
Grandifiora maxima . 1

Grandis . . . l

Hopverii . - . 2
Hybrida coccinea . . 1

Incomparabilis . • 2
Ilicifolia .... 1

Inflata fulgida . . . 1

Insignis . 1

Invincible . .1
Jayii 1

King, extra fine and very
large (new) .

Lancii
Loudonii .

Macnabiana
Magnifiea
Magnifica (May's) .

Mirabilis .

Monypennii
Multifiora erecta

Magnificent
Pendula (Young's)
Pulcherrima .

Pistillum album .

Pendula tcrminalis .

Princeps -

Racemiflora
Raccmiilora elegans

Racemosa
Rosea elegans .

Ricartonii • •

Smithii
Splendida
Standishii
Splendens (Humboldt)
Splendens (Kyle's) .

Salmonia .

Stewartia
Sanguinea
Stylosa conspicua .

elegans

*. d.

2 6
2
2 6
2
2
10 6
2
1

2 6
2
2
1

1 6

Stylosa maxima
pulchella .

Thompsoniana superba
Towardii . . ,

Triumphans
Toddiana .

Tricolor .

Usherii
Venus Victrix .

Vernalis .

Victoria .

Youellii .

Woodsii .

VERBENAS.
" Laconii," a fine blue, de-

lightfully fragrant, of
vigorous, but compact
habit, and the heads of

flowers measuring up-
wards of three and a
half inches in diameter. 5

« Princess Royal," of the
purest snowy white; the
flowers remarkably
large, and extremely
fragrant; nothing can
exceed the purity of the

white in this beautiful

variety, and it possesses
that acquisition, not to

be found in any of its

class,—of retaining its

clear white during fading 5

[It would be as well to
remark, that the petals
of the flowers of the
above meet so closely,

as to form a perfect ball.
They will be ready for
sending out by post,

free, to any part of the

United Kingdom, in the
second week of April.]

Arraniana superba .

grandifiora

Barkerii, extra fine

Barnesii .

Delicata, fine .

Edmondii
Emperor
Favourite • _• . /
Formosa, beautiful pink

with white eye

Grandis .

Groomiana
Hendersonii
Hislopiana
Hylandsii
jncisa ....

, major
Melindris major
Nivenii ....
Picta ....
Sanguinea
Splendens
Striata coccinea, ext. fine 2
Teucrioides rosea, do.
Twecdiana . .

Victory .

Vivid
[The above will also be sent

free of postage to any part of
the United Kingdom ]

PETUNIAS
Magna rosea
Magniflora
Bicolor
Lady Peel
Medora .

Gem .

Rook's Nest
Rosea alba
Beauty
Grandis .

['1 he above can also be sent

free of postage to any part of

the United Kingdom.]
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Agents for the sale of" Stephenson & Co.'s Imfhoved Coni-
cal Boilers, which may be seen on application.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, Feb. 16, 1843.
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RAGG'S "ANTAGONIST," the successful White
DAHLIA, and pronounced to be decidedly " first-rate," will

be let out to the Trade only. The following are the names of the

Nurserymen who have already ordered, and who will be able to

retail plants in May next :

—

Messrs.—
Brown, Slough
Mitchell, Piltdown
Stein, Highgate
.Lodge, Broughton
Harrison, York
Whale, Elcot
Salter, Versailles

Appleby, York
Girling, Stowmarket
Earl, Birmingham •

Smith, F. and A., Hackney
Miellez, Lille

King, Iver
Edwards, York
Mayle, Leamington
Union, Paddington
Soden, Woodstock
Small, Colnbrook
ileale, Devizes and Calnc
Ycitch, Exeter
Drummond, Bath
Warner and Warner, 28, Corn-

hill

Cook, Longwick
Nurserymen who have not ordered Plants will have their

names added to this list as soon as received.— Slough, Feb. 16.

Messrs.—
Foster, Strand
Rendle, Plymouth
White, Poole
Alexander, Kingsland
Kernan, Covcnt Garden
Gregory, Cirencester

Nutting, Cheapsidc
Cormack and Oliver, New- cross

and Covent Garden
Stewart, Salt-hill

Holland, Middleton
Handasyde, Musselburgh
Low, Clapton
Maule, Bristol
Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle

Gaines, Battersea
Paul, Cheshunt
Lealy, Bristol

Spary, Hungerford
Knight, St. Leonard's-on-Sea

Bunney, Covcnt Garden
Lockhart, 156, Chcapside

Carter, 238, High Holborn
Charlwood, Covent Garden

SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.

TV/fRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, and TODD'S
IVjL LADY SALE.
Report of the London Fi.oricui/tural Society, Sept. 20,

1842:— Six Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of 1811, named " Mrs.

James Richardson," were sent for opinion by Mr. James Edwards

of York. This Flower was shown at the Royal South London
Floricultural Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize

awarded ; but on the present occasion was shown in much bet-

ter character, the blooms being quite up in the centre, and deci-

dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the censors :

Form, substance, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good;

depth, full; size, medium; general form, good; colour, white,

occasionally tipped ; class of quality, first-rate.

—

From the Gar-

deners' Chronicle and Gazette.

Also obtained the following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited.

1st prize at Hull, Aug. 30th ......
1st prize at Beverly, Sept. 7th

Awarded an extra prize at the Royal South London Flo-

ricultural Society, Sept. 13th

1st prize at Leeds, Sept. 21st

1st prize at Newcastle, Sept. 21st

1st prize at Sunderland, as a superior first-class Seedling,

Sept. 27th -

1st prize at the York Floral and Horticultural Society,

Sept. 28th .

1st prize at the York Floricultural Society, Oct. 1st

1st prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.

Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, 10s. 6d.

Also recommended by the London Floricultural Society as one

of the best Six New Dahlias coming out. in 1843.

Lady Salb (Toon's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-

cupped petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre ;
of

considerable depth and good size; very constant, and a decided

first-rate show flower. :ht, ( ft. ; Plants, 10s. M.
All orders addressed J. Edwards, Layerthorpc, Florist, Nursery

and Seedsman, 7, New Bridge-street, York, will be strictly at-

tended to; and the greatest care will be taken in sending out good

plants at an early period, so as to ensure a good bloom during

the season.—York, Dec, 1842.
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SEEDLING RANUNCULUSES.

MESSRS. TYSO & SON, Wallingford, beg to

inform those gentlemen who may be unacquainted with

their seedling Ranunculuses, that they have made a selection of

25 superb kinds, whose quality has been tested at various Horti-

cultural Exhibitions. The assortment named below contained

specimens in most of the classes; these varieties are of vigorous

habit, and are recommended as tine Show Flowers to those de-

sirous of cultivating for competition. Yellow-edged class: Ed-

gar, Herbert. Yellow-spotted: Altxis, Saladin, Comptroller.

Yellow mottled: Competitor. Yellow: Dictator, Raphael. Buff

spotted : Felix, Maurice. Buff edged : Basilica, Cyrus, Vendome.

Buff motllctl: Adolphus, Beula. White-edged: Attractor, Or-

lando. White spotted: Eureka, Luna. White mottled: Cath-

cart, Orsippus. White: Hermon. Various: Amasis, Jubal,

Regent.— Price of the 25 sorts, 4/., being 25 per Cent, under the

Catalogue price, if taken singly.

Messrs. T. & Son's General Descriptive Catalogue for* 1843

may be had Gratis, and will be sent prepaid to persons enclosing

a twopenny postage label.

NEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP.
WILLIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Raoosgate, Kent,

having selected from the many new FUCHSIAS and

VERBENAS Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the

Public at the undernamed low prices— including the follow-

ing Fuchsias :—Conspicua arbotea (Catleugh's), Venus victnx,

(Cripps'), rosea alba, Moneypeonii, magniiica, racemiflora, &c.

Also the following distinct Verbenas -.—Queen, Aurora, Stewarin

variegata, Moitlock's Superb, Burleysna, &c. Sec. Fuchsias,

10$. (>//. per doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 12s. per doz.
j

package and carriage paid to London. Verbenas, 3*. fltf, per

doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 4*. per dpz., package and

carriage paid to London.—Persons may depend upon their being
good Plants, carefully packed in moss, and correct to Name.
They will be sent out according to priority of orders in April.

A remittance from unknown correspondents.

W.M. obtained a Prize of 10/., open to all England, for a
Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c.,at the ible of Thanct
Floricultural show, July, 1842.

List of Pelargoniums, &c, can be had o" application.

LARCHES.
RICHARD SMITH, Nurseryman, Worcester, has

about 300,000 TRANSPLANTED LARCHES, from 1 4 to 2ft.,

and also from 2 to 3 ft., of first-rate quality, to be disposed of, at
very moderate prices. •

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES, JASMINE
PLANTS, and TUBEROSE ROOTS.—A Choice Collection

of the above-named Trees, varying from 3 to 6 feet in the stem,
and from 10.9. to 30*. each, has just been received from Italy, and,
together with the Catalonian and Arabian Jasmine Plants, and
Double Italian Tuberose Roots, may be seen at A. Cobbett's
late Mr. C Barron's, Italian and Foreign Warehouse, IS, Pall
Mall.—N-B. Packed carefully, and sent to any part of the King-
dom. Also Importer of fine Lucca Oils, Parmesan and Gruyere
Cheese, Gorgona Anchovies, Macaroni, &c. &c. Lists with
Prices may be had, &c.

P~INE PLANTS for SALE, Heaxtht and Clean.
—About 1000 Fruiting and Succession Pine Plants to be

Sold-, a great Bargain.—For particulars apply on the Premises,
S. Roslxng's, Peckham Rye Terrace.

PATRONIZED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE
QUEEN, HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE
EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE LORD BISHOP OF
LONDON, LORD VISCOUNT LORTON, AND MANY OF
THE NOBILITY.

rPHE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY—For many years

-A- past there has been cultivated in the neighbourhood of Yar-

mouth, adjacent to the ancient Castle of Sir John Fastolff, a red

Raspberry of a most extraordinary size and rich flavour. The

Nobility who visit the sea-coast here have invariably expressed

their astonishment at the exceeding fineness of the fruit of this

variety, and until lately Yousm and Co. have not been enabled

to obtain a sufficient stock of it to bring it into public notice ;
but

having now obtained a supply (although limited) of fine Canes,

beg to offer them on the following terms, and they can be sent

with safety to any part of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of

a Post-office order. . .

Packages containing 50 Canes, 255.—Packages containing 25

Canes, Us.—Package included.

The fewto whom Youkll and Co. have sent it, have expressed

their high admiration of its superiority over other varieties
;

and a letter just received from a Gentleman in Derbyshire,

to whom this variety was sent, states that it invariably takes

prizes at the Hort. Shows in his neighbourhood. In conclusion,

Youkll and Co.. beg to state that they have not, nor do they

intend to recommend any article but that which they can do

with confidence; and in this instance they feel fully assured of

its giving the most entire satisfaction.— Great Yarmouth Nursery,

Norfolk, Jan. 26, 1843.

FLOWER-SEEDS, 36 packets, 10s., 18 do., 5s., for-

warded postage-free to any part. Apply to Mr. Brown,
Curator, Botanic Harden, Colchester. Any preferred species

may be specified in the order. A mixed selection, containing 30

varieties, for sowing indiscriminately on Borders, 5a*. Pelargo-

nium, Petunia, and Heliotropium, 1*. per packet.— P.S. Enclose

a Post-office order or Stamps.— Feb. 1st, 1843.

HARDIE'S EARLY CANTALOUPE MELON.
T\7M. HARDIE begs to inform Melon-growers that

VV he has still a quantity of his very superior EARLY
MELON SEED to dispose of; to be had of him at J. Jarrktt's,

Esq., Carneston Court, near Bath ; or of Mr. J. Cakter, Seeds-

man, 238, High Holborn, London, at 2s. 6d. per packet—will be

forwarded directly on receipt of the order for the money. This

is the time to sow it, to know its qualities 9 if it is sown now, it

may be had on the 1st of May. I warrant it to set its fruit under

the most adverse circumstances in which a Melon-plant can be

placed : it has been shown at Chiswick these last two seasons in

May. I cut fiolbs. weight of fruit from three plants last year,

from two crops; with attention I have taken three crops from

the same plants. The flavour is excellent, and it may be grown

to 6* lbs., according to the number of fruit on each plant.

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

LUCOMBE, P1NCE, and Co., have a large Stock of

all the newest and choicest Flower Sbbds, to the culti-

vation of which great attention has been paid, and which are

this season more than usually fine. L. P. and Co., can therefore

with confidence recommend them, as being in every respect to

be depended on ; and beg leave to offer for sale,

25 packets . ... for 15s.

50 do 25s.

100 do 35s -

150 do 42a'-

Delivered, carriage free, to any part of the kingdom. Catalogues

may be had on application as above.

Exeter Nursery.
.

TPPELIUS &EICHEL, Florists, &c, Erfurt, Prus-

XI sia, having received an order for different SEEDS without

signature, and the post- mark being unintelligible, think this ad-

vertisement offers a chance of ascertaining the name and address

of the parties, and beg that application will be made at the Oxnce

of this Paper. '

HOME-GROWN SEEDS.

MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS respectfully acquaint

those readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle who have not

yet hitherto honoured them with their commands, that their

grounds, being situated at considerable distances from each

other, and of different soils, they are enabled by strict attention

to grow Garden-Seeds true to their kinds, and can supply their

Customers with Seeds which they know to be new, thereby pre-

venting disappointment in the crops. The Annual Seed Cata-

logue is now published, and may be had gratia on application

The following articles are particularly recommended :— £
\ 00 Ranunculuses, in 50 fine varieties by name . .

l

50 do., in 50 do °

The most approved Hinds of Kitchen Garden Seeds, in

a complete collection for a Nobleman's or Gentle-

man's family
Ditto, ditto, for a smaller Establishment
Ditto, ditto, of Flower-Seeds, containing all the

new kinds worthy of recommendation; together
with the best of the old sorts, with instructions in-

closed ....-•••«
Ditto, in smallcrcollection, equally choice .

Ditto, ditto, ditto .....
Double Italian Tuberoses, fresh imported, per dozen .

J. S. and Sons, having a stock of all the new kinds of Kitchen

Garden and Flower-Seeds, they will be included in the above

collections ; or they may be obtained separate, according to

order, at moderate prices.

N.B.— Parcels delivered free to the Railway-station, or any

part of London. —Reading Nursery, Berkshire, Jan. 28th.

WANTED one or two respectable Young Men in an
established Seed-house in London. They must be of active

and persevering Habits, good Address, well acquainted with the

general Seed and Nursery Business, and may be required to

travel. Security will be required. Address to Warner's Seed

Warehouse, 3, Lawrence- Poultney Lane, Cannon- street, Lon-
don, stating age, present occupation, and other particulars.

Personal Application not attended to.

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a steady

active man, a native of Scotland, without incumbrance,

age 38, who thoroughly understands his business ;
can give a sa-

tisfactory reference to the gentleman he is leaving. Can take

charge of a small farm or Forest work, if required. Direct to

A. B., Mr. Block ley's, stationer, 8, Seymour-place, Camden-
town.

;

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-
DENER and BAILIFF, a respectable middle-aged mar-

ried Man, without incumbrance, who has acquired a thorough

practical knowledge of his Business in every department.

'1 estimonials as to his superior fitness can be obtained of Gen-
tlemen and Men of Practice. Lived 5 years in his last place.

Direct to F. Dov e, South Grove, Mile-end Road.

WANTS a SITUATION as HEAD-GARDENER,
a married Man, age 30, without incumbrance, who per-

fectly understands the management of Hothouse and Green-

house, and likewise Early Forcing and every department in

general : and who can have 2 years' good character from the

place he has just left. Direct G. H. Macpherson, Nursery,

Plaistow, Essex. __
WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-

DENER and BAILIFF, a steady single Man, aged 35, a

native of Scotland, who understands;Forcing, Pruning Vines and

Peaches, and the Management of Land and Cattle. Address to

M.C., Mr. Peacock's, 104, Mount-street, Grosvenor-square.

WANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, in or out

of the house, a single young Man, aged 25, who well

understands Wall-trees, Framing, Greenhouses, Hothouses, and

Kitchen - Garden, managing the Pleasure-ground, Flower-

Garden, and Shrubberies. Can be well recommended from his

last place where he lived upwards of three years as under-

gardener. Direct to C. B. D., Mr. Langlev's, Grocer, Roehamp-

ton, Surrey. __ •

WANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a mar-

ried Man, who can have two years' character from his

employer t has no objection to take charge of a horse and chaise,

if required ; the country not objected to.—Address, W. Clark,

Mr. Elmkin s, High-street, Homerton.

WANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, or

VV GARDENER and COACHMAN, arespectable Young Man,

without incumbrance, aged 33, with a four years' good character.

Is fully capable of taking the management of Kitchen and

Pleasure-Garden, with Vinery, Greenhouse, &c. ; can brew, and

has been used to the management of Grass Land and Horses;

would be at liberty at a short notice. His wife could act as

Cook and manage a small Dairy if required.— Address, A. B.,

at Mr. Holt's, Waterloo-street, Leicester.

AUSTRALASIAN, COLONIAL, and GENERAL
LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY COMPANY.

Capital ^200,000— in 2,000 Sharks.
directors:

Bdward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.

Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.

Gideon Colquhoun, jun., Esq.

C. E. Mangles, Esq.

J. B. Montefiore, Esq.
J. H. Ravenshaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

s.

6
15

d.

Bankers—Union Bank of London.

Coionial Bankers—Bank of Australasia (Incorporated by Royal

Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgate-strcet.

Physician— P. Eraser, Esq., M.D., No. 62, Guildford- street,

Russell-square.

Solicitors— Messrs. Swain, Stevens, & Co.

Secretary— Edw. Ryley, Esq.

The Advantages offered to EMIGRANTS to the Australasian

Colonies by this Company are;—First, That no extra Premium is

charged for Residence in any of the Australasian Colonies,

except in New Zealand. Second, That no extra Premium is

charged to those who Assuie for the whole term of Life, for one

vovace out to the Australasian Colonics, and for one return

vovace and that Premiums may be paid and Claims settled m
those Colonies. And to all Persons who wish to Assure their

Lives the Company offers unusually favourable Rates oi Pre-

mium', participation in Profits, and the guarantee of an ample

subscribed Capital. ^^ nAa
Prospectuses and full Particulars may be obtained at the Offices

of the Company, -No. 136, Bishopsgate-st.reet.

HORTICULTURALBUILDlNGand HEATING by HOT WATER.

2

1

2

1

1

1

10

1

10

4

6

TO CONOM1C LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
JJJ No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 William IV.

Lower rates of premium than those op amy other office,

that entitle the assured to participate in the pro/its, as follows :—

50Age.

Annual
Premium
per cent.

15

1 10 8

20

1 14 7

25

1 19

30

2 4 3

35

2 1011

40

2 19 9

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to lb/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second

Bonus was awarded, amounting: on the average to 31/. per cent.

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one

Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by

the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbbli* James Downbr, Secretary.

J WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c, Gloucbstsr-
• place, King's- road, Chelsea, Hothouse Builders and

Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the

Nobility and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many yeais, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing Houses 300 ft. in

6

rheir improved plan of BOTTOM HEAT FOR PITS, by means
ofan open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Hoiticulturai

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c. at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square.

r PHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-*- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at

iMessrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges',

Hackney ;" Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Mr. Knight's,

King's-road, Chelsea
;
Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
{"Horticultural .... 2 p.m.

• < J,innean . , ,qp,
tFIoricultural . , .

J Geological ....
i Medico-Botanical. .

. . Royal Botanic -.. , .

Tuesday, Feb- 21

Wednesday, Feb. 23

Saturday, Feb. 25 ,

Friday, Mar. 3. f

8 p.m.
e£ pm.
3+ P.M
8 P.M.

3J P.M.

Botanical ».v P.M.

Country Show*. Feb. 2a Ipswich Cucumber. ]:

We rejoice to find, from a late Report of the " In-
stitution for the Relief of Aged and Indigent Gar-
deners and their Widows,5 ' that the funds of the So-
ciety are in a prosperous state. The Committee have
been enabled to purchase 200/. Three per Cent. Con-
sols in addition to 400/. already funded in the three
previous years; leaving, after the payment of debts,
the sum of 471. 12s. Id. in the hands of their
bankers. The total amount of subscriptions for J 842
was 249/., showing an increased income of 61/. 16s.
over that of the preceding year. It is announced that
an election of two pensioners will take place on the
1st of June next, and that two more will be elected
in the following January.
While we thus congratulate the Society upon its

flourishing condition, we at the same time hope that,
as it has for its object the welfare of distressed and
meritorious individuals, it will continue to meet with
that support which it so eminently deserves. Based
on the best of principles— that of charity towards our
fellow-creatures—such an institution if properly con-
ducted, as there is no reason to doubt will be the
case in the present instance, cannot fail to exert a
beneficial influence. We therefore earnestly renew
our appeal to every Gardener who has it in his power
to subscribe his mite towards the assistance of his less
fortunate brethren. In thus adding to the happiness
of others, he will but increase his own ; and he may
in some measure be providing for himself, should an
unexpected reverse of fortune overtake him at a future
period.

Under the present judicious regulations it is scarcely
possible that the funds of the Society should be
bestowed upon any who are not really necessitous and
deserving. Where, then, can the wealthy and cha-
ritable find a more fitting opportunity for following
the bent of their kind dispositions than in seeking to
alleviate the distress of their aged servants, whom in-
firmity and other misfortunes have thrown upon the
world for snpport? We feel assured that this excellent
Institution only requires to be more generally known
to meet with still more extended patronage. It is con-
ducted by honest men, for honest purposes'; there are
flo hawks among them : and it deserves, in our
opinion, not only all it has received, but a much more
ample amount of receipt— provided always that it
keeps itself clear of scampish managers.

The slow and spontaneous decomposition of
vegetable substances in the earth is the natural mode bywhich the soil is enriched. When the land has beenW
jett entirely to itself, and all that is produced decays on
ts surface, the plants which are found to grow on it are« a richer and more succulent nature, in proportion
" «e time it has been thus accumulating fertility
ncler very favourable circumstances, where moderate
eat and moisture have concurred in producing luxu-lant vegetation, where no floods have carried *off the
ccunmlated vegetable mould, and where a porous
Ubsoil has not permitted the waters to stagnate, the
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plants require no other food than that which is con-
tained in the seed, until the seed-leaf is fully expanded
and the rough leaf appears ; heat and moisture then are
the circumstances to be promoted. A small quantity
of fermenting dung will excite the action of a great
quantity of humus, which will actually generate heat
and moisture: for it is well known now, that water is
produced by a combination of the hydrogen and oxy-
gen evolved in the decomposition of humus, at the
same time that water is also evaporated by the leaves,
and probably decomposed. Nature has provided a
wonderful circle of decompositions and recombin-
ations: we have only to watch her operations, and
assist them by< furnishing materials for her to work
upon. Physiologists and chemists, by their researches,
greatly assist the practical cultivator of the soil; but
their love of classification and building systems often
leads them into error. No sooner had vegetable mould,
separated from the earths, become the object of experi-
ments, than chemists discovered the composition of a
substance to which they gave the name of humic acid,
or Ulmicacid, composed of definite proportions of the
elements of vegetable substances. Humic acid was
immediately invested with the power of affording all
the food plants required, and the heat and moisture
produced in the decomposition of organic matter in the
soiI,was lost sight of. The actual quantity of humic acid
in any soil was thought to be the exact measure of its
fertility. But it is yet to be proved that pure humic
acid ever exists in any manure, although it can be
prepared from it, or from rotten wood, or from peat.
aumu$

9 however, is not humk acid, and should not be
confounded with it ; but it is simply a very compound
residue of slow decay and spontaneous combustion of
vegetable and animal substances in the earth, the
action of which is excited by exposure to air and
moisture; and this action goes on till all the volatile
elements of the humus are separated, and nothing is
left but the fixed salts and earths it may contain. We
must endeavour to afford fresh matter for this decom-
position, or, if we may say so, fresh fuel for its com-
bustion

; and if we proportion our supply to the
waste produced by vegetation, we shall keep up the
fertility to the degree in which we found it; if we
give more, judiciously, we gradually increase the
fertility

: but we may give too much at a time, and
thus, instead of assisting vegetation, we may impede
it by over nourishment, and much of our manure will
be lost by dissipation in the atmosphere, or by beino-
carried off in solution by the waters which pass through
the soil. These principles should be kept in view m
the practical application of manures ; and if experi-
ence confirms their truth, we shall have obtained a
clearer insight into the rjiode in which different kinds
of manures assist vegetation and increase fertility in the
soil.

—

3L

mor[Mr. Thorp m all cases finds clover-sick land un-
loose than where Clover flourishes ; a circumstance
which he ascribes to various causes, often local; and
hence he concludes that loss of heat, or, in other words,
cold, is what destroys the Clover
We cannot stop to examine this theory very closely,

but we will content ourselves with asking how it
applies to the well-known fact, that, if land is apt to
become Cloyer-sick at the end of four years, it is not
so at all if the time of rest is extended to ei^ht years ?
It is the practice in some places to substitute Rye-
grass for Clover every four years; and where that is
done clover-sickness is not heard of, although, if the
alternation of Rye-grass is neglected, the land imme-
diately becomes again tired of Clover.

We hasten to lay before our readers the following
letter:

—

To the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Sir,—A chemical friend of mine has kindly directed
ray attention to the fact of a manure being advertised

under the name of" Dr. Daubeny's Sulphate ofAmmonia;"
and assures me, moreover, that a sample of it which bo
has examined contains not a trace of the above-named
alkali.

Now, as I entertain a perfect conviction ofmy informant's

accuracy, I am unwilling even to wait until 1 have suc-
ceeded in procuring the article in question, before 1 assure
the agricultural public, through your columns, that^
so far from having authorised the manufacturer to use mf
name, I do not even know who he may be, and am at
the present moment at a loss to know where to apply for a
sample of it.

I can only conjecture, that he may have intended to
follow the instructions given in one of my Agricultural
Lectures, which were published in the Journal of the
Royal English Agricultural Society, in which I pointed out
the manner of converting the impure ammoniacal carbonate
present in the coal gas liquor into sulphate of ammonia by
means of gypsum.

I had no sort of intention of claiming that method as
my own, as it was a mere application of a well-known
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The many inquiries which were addressed to us
last year upon the subject of rooks induce us to men-
tion, now that the season for building has be<nin, or is
very near at hand, that, in the opinion of *a friend
(whose ornithological knowledge would, if we might
appeal to it, carry the greatest weight with it,) the
most probable means of attracting rooks, and inducing
them to build, is to send a boy into the branches of a
tree with bundles of twigs, made fast to the branches in
such a way that the rooks may use them for their nests
without upsetting them and losing them. The bundles
ofsticks act in the first instance as a decoy, and after-
wards as a means of enabling the rooks to establish
themselves.

^
That failure of Clover upon land, which has given

rise to the saying that a field is clover-sick, or tired of
Clover, has never been satisfactorily explained. We
see that the Rev. Mr. Thorp, of Womersley near
Pontefract, has ingeniously endeavoured to account
for it,* by supposing it to arise from the effects of
frost. He is of opinion that it cannot arise from the
soil being exhausted of certain kinds of food necessary
to Clover; and he arrives at this conclusion from
finding no material difference in the chemical analysis
of good Clover land and land clover-sick. And he is
unwilling to recognise the doctrine of root excretions
which some have thought to account for the failure of
Clover, partly because the experiments of Macaire
Prinsep, on which that doctrine has been founded
have been disproved by Meyen and Unger

; and partly
because, had they not been disproved, they would not
account for all the circumstances connected with the
action of Clover on soil. For Mr. Thorp's arguments
in support of his own views we must refer our readers
to the paper itself. We can only state that he thinks
the remote cause of injury to Clover, by the action of
frost, arises from the want of a certain degree of
cohesiveness of the particles of soil among themselves,
the consequence of which is a diminution of the power
of the soil in retaining heat. According to the experi-

ments of Schubler, the power of retaining heat is

nearly in proportion to its weight; and consequently

loose puffy soils retain it less than compact soils.

* Journal of the Royal Agr. Soc, vol. iii. p. 326.

chemical process to the case of the gas-liquor ; but as the
manufacturer, whoever he may be, has thought fit, with-
out consulting me, to give me the credit of the invention,
I regret to find that he has brought it into discredit, by
some blunder he appears to have made in the mode of his

manipulation. I remain, Sir, your obdt. Servant,

Charles Daubkxv,
Professor of Botany and Chemistry, in

the University of Oxford.
Oxford, Feb. 14, 1843.

P.S.—Allow me to take this opportunity of correcting
an error which has crept into the same lecture, from
which the unknown individual alluded to may have in-
tended to take the method of forming the sulphate of
ammonia, which he has chosen to call by my name.
Amongst the substances therein enumerated by which car-
bonate of ammonia may be fixed, commonsalt is'mentioned.
Now, although, according to Berzelius' principles, if a solu-
tion of muriate of soda be mixed with one of carbonate of
ammonia, a portion of the latter would be decomposed,
and a certain amount of muriate of ammonia generated,
yet, for reasons with which I will not detain you at pre-
sent, this circumstance would not assist us in preventing
the escape of the ammonia, and therefore would not
enable the agriculturist to economize the useful princi-
ples of his dung-heap. Professor Henslow is quite right
in questioning the utility of such an addition, as he has
done in a Letter to the Farmers of Suffolk, published in a
provincial newspaper.

FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. XII.
Gnomes ! whose fine fingers fill the organic cells

With virgin earth, of wooris and bones and shells

;

Mould with retractile glue their sponey beds,
And stretch and strengthen all their rit re-threads—
You ! with nice eye, the slow solution watch,
With fostering hands the parting atoms catch ;

Join in new forms, combine with life and sense.

And guide and guard the transmigrating Ens.

Hardening the Texture Not more does the strong

and vigorous ostrich differ from the soft yolk where it was

engendered than does the full-grown plant from the speck

of jelly out of which it is elaborately formed by the in-

scrutable powers of nature. Wonderful is the process in

either case ! In the one we have a gigantic framework of

hard bones derived from a little fluid and delicate mem-
brane ; in the other, we have timber still harder and more
enduring, the beginning of which was a speck of gum.

To the limited faculties of man is denied the power of
discovering the means by which a shapeless inanimate

mass becomes organised as a thing of life and activity. It

is not given to him to control or even to understand the
forces which compel the viewless atoms of the air to com-
bine themselves into solid forms, animated by the breath
of life, covering the surface of the earth, performing their
allotted duties for a time, and then returning to
the same mvmble mater from which they were de-
rived, abstracting nothing when created, adding
nothing when destroyed. All these things, produced at
the command of the Great First Cause, are subjects of
admiration only, not of investigation. We may know
indeed whence matter comes and whither it goes, but why
the same elements are combined into the forms of a
quadruped, a bird, a fish, a reptile, or a plant, no man
can say

; and it is only those who are foolish that attempt
the discovery. While, however, these mysterious effects
are beyond all scrutiny, there are others of a secondary
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itodTS^^d causes^ which have been revealed straw a skeleton of flint is left behind when it is carefully

to the patient observer. Among these, one of the most

interesting is the hardening of the tissue or texture of a

plant.

When a plant is first formed, its parts are delicate as

the finest cobweb, thin as the most untouchable mem-

brane, incapable of enduring the light of heaven. The plant

is then shrouded in darkness ; and in the recesses of the

seed it undergoes its earliest changes. By degrees its

parts harden, by attracting and absorbing the charcoal

which, in the form of a viewless air, is floating around

them. This they continue to feed on hour by hour and

day by day, constantly adding something.to their texture,

till at last the microscopical point, once too delicate to be

breathed upon, is enlarged into a seed pregnant with the

future tree. This curious process of hardening consists

mainly in lining the cavities of the tissue with layer after

layer of condensed charcoal, in various chemical states ;

which, however, is rendered stronger and harder by the

addition of earthy substances, such ns lime and magnesia,

and even of some of the metals, such as copper, which is

found in notable quantity in Coffee and Wheat.

Now what occurs to a plant at its earliest period of life

continues to go on during all the remainder of its exist-

ence. The seed pushes forth a root, the texture of which

is white, tender, half-transparent, and crushed by a touch
;

but the root speedily robs the earth of its air of charcoal,

and such other substances as potash, lime, or flint, dissolves

them in its vital fluids, and then, introducing them into

its cavities, lines those tiny spaces with a crust which

often renders the root as hard as solid bone.

The same takes place with the stem. The wood of the

60lid Oak was once a thin cobweb-like substance which

would perish if nature did not bathe it in a gummy fluid,

wherein its first growth is accomplished. Then, organ-

ized as a soft spougy substance, it serves as a passage

through which charcoal passes in its invisible form, along

vvith all those imperishable materials that it sucks out of

the earth in its sap. The charcoal is gradually condensed

upon the sides of its cavities, lining them with layer after

layer of a harder substance : along with the charcoal are

entangled the earthy matters of the sap, and thus in time

the heartwood of the Oak-tree is produced. At first,

when the cavities are young, and nothing has been de-

posited upon their inside, the sap flows freely through

them ; but by degrees they become furred over, their pas-

sages are more and more choked up, and at last the

heartwood of the Oak presents an impassable barrier to

all further movement of the sap in its direction. If it

were on the outside of the tree, the heartwood would be

thrown off like the bark, which perishes from a similar

cause, but being covered by the younger wood, it is so

guarded and incorporated with the still living timber, that,

no separation can take place. And thus, by a wise pro-

vision, the appetite of a tree falls off as it grows larger, so

that though the whole earth were covered with forests it

would still be able to feed them.

Leaves undergo the same processes ; only, in conse-

quence of the action of light upon them, much of the

charcoal which they attract from the air arranges itself in

the state of coloured masses. The tints of the emerald,

and ruby, and sapphire, are there, and we cease to wonder

that a diamond should be charcoal, when we know that

all the colours of the precious gems are constantly derived

from such a source in the laboratory of the leaf. Here,

again, takes place the same furring of the cavities of the

leaf, by the deposit within them of sedimentary matter.

The delicate membranes become thick and hard ; earths

and salts blend with the charcoal to line the sides of the

passages through which the air and fluids pass ; at last the

delicate conduits in the interior of a leaf cease to supply

it with the food it wants ; it withers and it dies.

Nor, if we turn to the fruit, is this singular process dis-

continued. On the contrary, it is here that nature exerts

her greatest hardening power for the safeguard of the

seed. The stone of the Peach, which is harder than any

wood, the shell of the Cocoa-nut, the bony skin of Indian

Shot seed, were once as tender and thin as the petal of a

Lily ; but, from an early period of their existence, they

begin to attract their hardening substances from the parts

around them, or from the tree that bears them ; and a few

short weeks will often witness the conversion of the

softest pulp into steely matter. Still it is brought about

by lining the delicate cavities of a plant with charcoal and

earthy or metallic matters, deposited layer upon layer, one

within the other, till every cavity is full.

To some, these things may be incomprehensible ; to

others, they may seem incredible ; and yet they are all

capable of being witnessed by those who have the skill to

observe. Men call them modern discoveries, and so

they are

—

Yet all these were, when no man did them know

;

Yet have from wisest ages hidden been,
And later times things more unknown shall show.
Why then should witless man so much misween,
That nothing is but that which he hath seen ?

The precise manner of observing them is with the

microscope, and the apparatus that belongs to it. Yet
something of it may be seen by other and more ready
means. Take a thin shaving of Rosewood, and throw it

into aqua fortis, a little warmed
;
you will soon find the

dark colour disappear as the aquafortis dissolves it ; then
remove what remains, wash it in water, and dry it ; what
is left is the original delicate texture, such as existed be-
fore the substances dissolved by the aqua fortis had been
deposited within it. Or take a piece of a deal match,
without the sulphur, bum it carefully, and you will find

that after all the charcoal has been consumed, there re-

mains a whitish ashy film, which consists of the earthy and
metallic substances that had been entangled in the char-

coal, and had assisted in giving it hardness.

burnt.i 1 1 i

We may wonder how plants contrive to feed on such

substances as these, or how a flint is to be dissolved in

water and drank by the roots ; but such is the fact, for in

plants we always find them when they have grown old.

It is strange enough that a flint should be dissolved by the

breath of a plant; and yet we know that it is so, for che-

mists have proved it— 7*. E.

the centre ; it is then filled with a mixture of rotten dung

and sand in equal parts, and well pressed down. The

shoot may be budded at the time of layering or after-

wards, accordingly as the buds are ready. The shoots

should be headed doion at the time of budding to within

two eyes of where the bud is inserted. The buds of all

the Bourbon, Tea-scented, Chinese, and hybrid autumnal

Roses will push immediately ; these may be removed from

the stools in August, potted into larger pots, and forced

with great success the following spring.— Z.

THE ROSE GARDEN.—No. IV.

Among the diversified families of autumnal Roses,

none are, perhaps, more beautiful, or more deserving the

especial notice of the Amateur, than those designated

Bourbon Roses. A few years since two varieties only were

known ; at the present time more than 100 are named

in catalogues. These seem to have divided themselves into

three or four well-marked groups. The type of one of

these is a most interesting variety, viz., Glone de Rosa-

mene, which I should imagine to have originated by

crossing the common Bourbon, known in France as

" Bourbon Jacques," with Rosa semperflorens ; at any

rate, it is a remarkable variety, with elegant laciniated

foliage, and gorgeous clusters of semi-double brilliant crim-

son flowers. This Rose and its congeners by no means

group well with other members of the same family. It

will often in one season make shoots six feet or more in

length, while its humbler relatives content themselves by

remaining as dwarf bushes. It is therefore only as isolated

plants, either as pillar Roses or on a trellis, that varieties of

this group of Bourbons are cultivated with a happy effect.

One of the best, and nearly the first, raised from the type,

is well known as Le grand Capitaine, with flowers of equal

brilliancy, but more double than those of its parent. It is

to be regretted that it has not the same peculiar luxuriance

of habit ; but this we have in an eminent degree in

Enfant d'Ajaccio, latelv raised at Lyons, having flowers

nearly or quite double, "with the fine laciniated foliage and

robust habit of Gloire de Rosamene, and, above all, pos-

sessed of fragrance in a high degree.

At Le Mons, a seedling, called La Bedoyere, with per-

fectly double flowers, has been raised. The colour is not,

however, so brilliant as that of its parent. At Lyons,

also, a seedling has been originated from the same source,

with similar remarkable foliage, and described as of fine

form, " et d'un effet superbe ;" it has been named Comte

d'Eu. This seems robust in habit, and will doubtless be

an interesting acquisition. Madame Lucy Astaix is also

a new Rose, belonging to this group, which was raised at

Lyons; it is of a pale, but brilliant carmine. A pretty

dwarf Rose, known as Bossuet, of this section, forms a

most elegant bush.

The group next in interest to the foregoing is that

which has Madame Desprez as its type. This fine robust

Rose is a hybrid between the Bourbon and Noisette
;

from the latter it derives its large corymbs of flowers.

The varieties of this section do not harmonise with other

Bourbons in grouping ; they form fine pillar Roses and

admirable standards; in which respect they surpass all

others in the family of Bourbons, uniting well with the

stock, and annually increasing in beauty. In very rich

soil, shoots of too great luxuriance will often make their

appearance as standards, so as to destroy the proportions

of the plant. These should be shortened as soon as they

have made about half their growth ; they will then produce

numerous smaller flowering stems. The most remarkable

and beautiful varieties of this group are—Tnomphe de

Plantier, Splendens, Crimson, Madame Desprez, Cardinal

Fesch, Desgaches, Julie de Joynes, Comtesse de Colbert,

Thiaffait, Cornice de Seine et Maine, Paul Joseph, and a

new white Bourbon, raised at Lyons, called Madame La-

charme. The latter may with justice be called " White

Madame Desprez," as it has precisely the habit of that

Rose; its flowers are described as " pure white- A' or

pillars, as standards, and for planting in beds, with then-

shoots supported by a stake, these magnificent autumnal

Roses may be safely recommended to the notice of the

Amateur.
.

The third group of Bourbons worthy of particular no-

tice is that containing those which have the Chinese and

Bourbon Roses for their joint parents. The leaves of

these will by the nice observer be seen to be more pointed

than those of the^generality of Bourbons ; the lower part

of their flowers more compressed, and not so exactly

hemi-spherical as those of the true Bourbon family. One

of the most remarkable and beautiful in this group is

Proserpine, than which no Rose can be conceived more

splendid, with its deep crimson flowers, shaded with

glossy purple. Ceres is also exceedingly beautiful
;

its

flowers are of a brilliant Rose, its petals thick and wax-

like. Comtesse de RessCguier, Manteau de Jeanne

d'Arc, Mademoiselle Rachel, Reine du Congres, are all

Roses of the most delicate blush, approaching to white.

These, with Anne Beluze and Beluze, have all been

raised at Lyons by Monsieur Beluze ;
and form a re-

markable and interesting group ; Pucelle Genoise and Ar-

mosa are two well-known varieties, also belonging to these

Chinese Bourbon Roses. My remarks on other Bourbon

Roses I will, with permission, give in another paper.

The Blush Boursault, Belle de l'Isle, Boursault Flo-

rida, or Rose del'Isle, which, I believe, is also known

under one or two other names, makes the best stock for

budding on ; it strikes readily from cuttings planted in

the autumn. My practice in budding on the Boursault

is perhaps an improvement on that given at p. 51. Ihe

strongest shoots are selected early in July for layering;

flower- pots of the size 48 are taken, and the aperture at

icuujmm the bottom is enlarged so as to allow the end ot the

in the char- shoot to be passed through. After doing this, the shoot

In Wheat-
| is tongued, the pot is drawn up till the tongue is about m

THE PINE-APPLE.
Being desirous of calling the attention of Pine-growers

to the great benefit that might be derived from fruiting

the same plant for several successive years, instead of

raising a fresh stock annually, as is now practised, I beg

to suggest the following plan for effecting that desirable

object.

The pit in which they are grown should not be less than

10 feet wide, and should be built in divisions of five ljghts

each ; the frame-work being also so constructed that the

part belonging to each division could be raised separately

when required. The thickness of the wall at back and

front should be 4 inches, with only a pigeon-hole occasion-

ally along the bottom, to allow the water to drain from

the interior of the pit. Within the outer wall, and at about

4 inches from it, another wall, a foot less in height, should

be raised ; the cavity between being intended for the

reception of a hot- water pipe, which must be fixed before

the inner wall is completed, and should be about 2 feet

above the level of the floor of the pit.

The depth of the pit should be about 6 feet ; the front

being a little higher than the ground level, and the

angle of the roof left to the builder's taste. I should

recommend a cavity, 2 feet wide at the bottom, and 6

inches wider at top, to be formed round the pit, about

6 inches deeper than the level of the interior, to hold a

lining, so that the hot-water apparatus might only be

called into use during severe weather. The bottom of the

pit should be covered several inches deep with rough

stones, over which any common slabs, or, in their absence,

pieces of turf, may bespread. This will prevent the tan,

which is next to be brought in to the depth of 18 inches,

from falling down amongst the stones.

The compost in which the plants are to be plunged

should be about 1 foot deep. The latter, when planted,

should be just upon the point of throwing up their fruit.

The pit will be sufficiently capacious to admit of four

rows being planted out in angles 2 feet apart. After the

first fruit has been cut, one or two of the best suckers

should be left, as low down as possible, on each stool

;

the old leaves should be trimmed off, and a few inches of

fresh compost should be added, so as to raise the mould

up to the base of the suckers.

This treatment might be continued annually ; and as

soon as the plants reached the glass, pieces of wood, about

4 inches thick and a foot in height, made secure at the

corners by means of small bolt?, might be raised upon

the wall beneath the frame-work. Upon the top of each

piece of wood there should be a groove, in which the

bottom of each succeeding tier would fit.

Each division of the pit being separate, the frame-work

might be taken off whenever it was necessary to add

another tier of wood ; and the top of the pit being built

but little above the level of the ground, these tiers of wood

might be continued to the height of two or three feet. It

would not be necessary to raise the lining higher than the

top of the brick wall, as there would no doubt be sufficient

heat in the bed from the lining and the hot water ;
which

latter, being in the cavity, would warm the soil sufficiently.

Boards made to fit above this cavity would be beneficial in

keeping the dirt from falling down between the pipe and

the walls when mould was required in the pit. The boiler

and fire-place might be situated at one end of the pit.—

/. Gray, Esher.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. VII.

Tub time has arrived for the florist to bestir him-

self Auriculas and Polyanthuses must receive their

spring-dressing by removing the surface-soil of each pot

down to the roots, and replacing it with the usual com-

post Avoid using rich manure for this or any flower ;

for it may be asserted as a natural law, that as all plants

like fresh soil and leaf-mould, a compost of these two in-

gredients with a little sand will grow plants as healthily

(though possibly not so luxuriantly) as a complicated ad-

mixture of more stimulating materials. After the plants

are replaced in the frame, they must have all the air pos-

sible by day and night in mild weather, but must be pro-

tected from frost. A gentle shower of ram will not injure

them on a mild morning, but take care that the water

does not stagnate in the centre of the plant, or the bloom

W1
RanuSuses and Anemones should be planted before

the end of the month. Some excellent observations on

the management of the former, by Dr. Horner and Mr.

Lightbody, will be found at pp. 420 and 469 in the^Vol.

°
Carnation and Picotee layers that have been stored in

frames in small pots may now be removed into the.

blooming ones, taking care that the soil used does not

contain wireworms, which are their most deadly enemy.

Where there is convenience, the plants may be returne

to the frame after being potted ; but where there is no >

they must be so placed together in a sheltered situatio

that they can be protected from rain. Sow Carnatit*

seed in pots or seed-pans in light soil, and protect it no

rain and vermin. , . „

In the Flower-garden, finish pruning Roses ;
in aouo

I so, thin out the weak shoots, and shorten the strong an

N
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well-ripened ones to four.or six buds, according to their
strength. Strong-growing kinds, such as Brennus, Ful-
gens, Triomphe d'Angers, and others of similar habit,
with most of the Noisette Roses, when budded on tall stems
make beautiful objects, if, instead of being shortened, the
shoots are turned down and tied to the lower parts of the
stem, so as to form a balloon-shaped plant. In the bor-
ders, sow Sweet Peas and Larkspurs, and prepare for the
general sowing of Annuals next month ; but do not rake
the borders at present, or they will be rendered almost im-
penetrable for the whole of the season. Hoe or fork them
over two or three inches deep as often as you please, but
do not rake them until the dry winds of March have ab-
stracted a little of the superfluous moisture from the soil.

For the sake of a few days' neatness in the early part of
the spring we frequently do more injury to the soil and
summer flowers than can be remedied during the remain-
ing parts of the season.— W. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Treatment of Coppice- Wood.—In the Calendar at p. 8

of the Chronicle for 1843 is the following paragraph :—
u Coppice-woods are like old Raspberry-stools, with only
this difference, that a chance shoot here and there has got
the lead, depriving all the rest of their due nourish-
ment

; this should not be so." The following instance
will in some measure illustrate the truth of Mr. Bea-
ton's remarks, and give some idea of the loss sustained
from this neglect in a piece of coppice-wood, which be-
longed to the late Mr. De Winton, of Maeslough Castle.
This Copse was situated in Cwm Neath, Glamorganshire,
and being about 40 miles from the bulk of his property,
but very little was known of it further than from the map-
book, which stated that it contained 82 acres. In 1837
application having been made to purchase it, Mr. De
Winton sent another person and myself to value it. An
old farmer, who had charge of it, told us that it had not
been cut down for 35 years; it was evident that no care
had been taken of it during that period. It consisted
principally of Oak, Birch, and Alder. The previous
cutting had been done in a ragged and slovenly manner,
and in the following years no care had been taken to thin
out and regulate the young shoots, which were entirely left
to nature. On many of the stools nearly a score of shoots
with scarcely a branch on them, and only a few leaves at
their extremities, were striving for the mastery

; on others
one or two shoots had been fortunate enough to get the
load early ; and these, in many cases, had acquired the
habit of trees, whose side branches had overtopped and
choked the weaker ones, which had struggled hard for
many years for existence, but were either dead, or in a
sickly and stunted condition. Indeed, a great number of
stools were quite dead, owing to the shoots from the
neighbouring stools having overhung and choked them.
This state of things greatly lessened the value of the copse,
and would also cause a considerable expense in filling up
vacancies caused by dead stools. Even the large over-
grown shoots by no means made up for the loss of those
which they had destroyed; on the contrary, they were ob-
jected to as being too heavy for Pit wood, and of very lit-
tle value to cut up for any other purpose. Several agents
from the Iron Works stated that the copse would have
been of considerably more value when from 25 to 28
years old. This was our opinion also, and after having
carefully examined the copse, we selected a part where
we considered there was an average crop; and having
measured off -Jth of an acre, we selected and marked the
best Maiden Oaks, and other trees, at the rate of 60 to an
acre, always preferring Oaks where they could be had.
These were to remain for timber-trees. Everything else
Was cut down and sorted ; and after having been carried
'o a convenient place, was weighed and valued as follows :

--Pit- wood, 4 tons 7£ cwt., at 21.9. per ton, £4. Us. 10id.
;

Cord-wood, 1 ton, 17J- cwt., at 5s. per ton, £0. 9s. 4|rf.
for £40 10s. per acre. Total value of 83 acres, £3,321.

*he Copse was then advertised for sale
; and according to

certain regulations for cutting, clearing away, &c, it was
very soon after sold for ^250, being £71 below our valu-
atl «n. If this Copse had been properly managed, and
sold when 28 years old, the value would, in all proba-
Jrtity, have been about £4000 ; or even if it had been cut
u°wn and sold then- at the above price, the next crop
^°uld have been advanced seven years, or one-fourth of
l,le time that the above crop was in coming to
Perfection

; and, therefore, the loss on that score
jfcunot be considered to be less than one-fourth of

jj

le price for which it was sold; viz., £812 10*.
* erhaps there is no greater hindrance to the proper ma-
foment of plantations than game, when they are the
lobby. Que might as soon expect to get permission topU down the Mansion, as to enter one ofthose pet covers,
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In such cases, there is no occasion to pit
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any other preparation, in shallow pits; covering them
about six inches deep with earth, and leaving out as many
of the points of the lateral shoots as convenient. I have
found Laurels so treated make fine bushy plants, suitable
for the above purposes.— James Alexander, Carton
Gardens.

Old Yews.—What is the best season to cut Yew ? I
shall be compelled to cut down 5 Yew-trees of consider-
able growth, and as the wood is very valuable, I wish to
cut it to the best advantage. I presume that if cut in
the course of the present month and left to die with the
foliage on, it would be in the most favourable state. One
tree is about 2 ft. in diameter, in full vigour, and I guess
them all to be about 150 or 170 years old.— J. R. [Will
some correspondent, who has performed such an operation,
oblige us with his advice upon this point?]

Bees.—It affords me great satisfaction to be able to
state that the plan which I have adopted with my Bees,
as stated at p. 53 of the Chronicle, has been completely
successful, as up to the present time (Feb. 9) I have only
witnessed four dead Bees, in addition to the three formerly
noticed, and not one dead Bee since the 30th December.
It was on that day that I found the four dead Bees on the
ground, killed, as I think, in the same manner as the for-
mer, about a foot in front of the hive, at a time when
there were several thousands of the inmates abroad, owing
to the mildness of the weather. Three of these Bees were
decidedly young ones, and I observed the full-grown Bees
busily engaged at the mouth of the hive, in cleaning other
young ones, although at that unusual period of the year.
It has been stated, that exposure to the South causes
Bees to go abroad when the sun shines upon the hive,
and that many perish in consequence of the cold on such
occasions. My impression, however, is, that in a well-ven-
tilated hive they do not go abroad when there is the least
danger of suffering to any extent from cold, unless they
are compelled by hunger to do so. Indeed, I look upon
them and their motions as equal to the best barometer in

announcing the state of the weather ; and as a proof that
such is the case, I may observe that mine only left the
hive, in very great numbers, on one day in the middle of
January, when it was very mild, and again on January 28.
On January 29, 30, and 31, and on February 1 and the
forenoon of February 2, a few left the hive ; and on the
evening of the first four days hung in clusters from the
combs in beautiful perspective, until at the back part of
the hive they were within about half an inch of the bot-
tom board. On the evening of February 2, I remarked
that I thought we were going to have bad weather, as on
looking into the hive, I could not observe a single Bee, the
whole of them having retired to the upper part. The
morning of February 3 was one of the brightest that has
been witnessed this season, and was accompanied with a
powerful sun, although the wind, in exposed places, felt a
little sharp; consequently my prognostication that bad
weather was near at hand was laughed at ; but in the
course of the afternoon I could laugh in turn, as it will be
recollected that on that day, when the sun had passed the
meridian, the Metropolis and Woolwich were visited with
one of the most severe snow storms that has been expe-
rienced this season. From that day to the present not a
Bee has been seen, and therefore I imagine that the weather,
although open, is not yet settled. I recently observed a
number of glasses for hives exposed for sale, with ven-
tilators formed of perforated zinc, and felt surprised that
a metal so apt, under peculiar circumstances, to form
sulphate of zinc (a poison), should be used internally in

any shape in Bee-hives or glasses, when a common swan
or goose-quill might be notched so as to answer all the
purposes of ventilation, when required. The fact proved
by Mr. Davis, who has the charge of Her Majesty's
kennel, that water passing through lead pipes was suffi-

cient to bring on paralytic symptoms in dogs, ought, I

think, to be a warning to Bee-keepers not to use metal
in any shape, which might be liable to come in contact
with the sensitive little winged lancers, designated at the
commencement of this communication Since writing
the above I have observed Mr. Wighton's remarks at

p. 85, and from the good tone in which they are written,
the surest means of eliciting the experience of all parties]
I cannot but be pleased with his observations. In refer-

ence to my statement, which he thinks " strange," that up
to Dec. 26, I had only witnessed three dead Bees from
my hive, I wish to give the following explanation :—My
communication, which appeared in the Chronicle of Jan.
28, was made in consequence of a ''Despairing Bee-
keeper" stating, that on returning home in January after

a short absence, she found great numbers of her Bees dead
in the bottom of the hive. I stated the number I had
observed in connection with my hive, and have now added
one more—the number to the present date, Feb. 13, for
the purpose of showing that my hive has continued quite
clean, and as pure and sweet as it could be in the middle
of summer. I do not wish it to be understood that the
number of Bees I have specified are all that have died be-
longing to my hive* All I can state with certainty is

that if any others have died, they have not died at home,
as I have not only carefully examined the bottom of the

hive and side-boxes every evening with the aid of alighted
candle, but 1 have also, on an average, once, and some-
times three or four times a day, carefully inspected the

ground in front and round the hive, and on many occa-

sions the whole of the garden where I keep my Bees, to

endeavour to find any that might have been carried or

dropped down at a distance, but I have not discovered

more than the number already given. I may add that I

have never fed my Bees in any way directly or indirectly';

I am merely allowing them to take their own natural

course, and only endeavour to assist them when I imagine

1 can do so beneficially. I am quite disinterested

in the observations which I have made, as it will affordme great pleasure at all times to communicate such facts
as I may notice regarding these industrious and valuable
insects when judiciously managed: or to answer gratui-
tously by letter any questions put by parties who may
feel desirous of knowing the plans which I intend to adopt
during the swarming season. My views relative to form.
ing artificial swarms, so as to increase the number of stocks,
and to prevent swarming when preferred, are as yet only
theories in my mind, and therefore I am reluctant that
they should appear in print until they are tested. As I
consider myself successful in one point, namely, securing
the health of my Bees during winter, I am not without
hope that I shall succeed equally well in my future ex-
periments with them, as I become more fully acquainted
with their peculiar habits, and have an opportunity of ob-
serving incidents which may greatly influence their bene-
ficial management, and consequently render them a
source of pleasure to the rich, as well as a profit to the
industrious, although -poor and humble cottager.

—

John
Grant, Ed. of the Army and Navy Register, Woolwich.

1 find the same difficulty that a u Despairing
Bee-keeper" complains of, (p. 837 of 1842), in keeping
the temperature of the side-boxes at 90°. So far is this

from being the maximum, that it very often rises to above
100° ; then, if a queen be ready, a swarm goes off without
waiting for the side-boxes to be filled. This temperature
is reached, even although the lid may be raised from the
funnel, and the slide drawn from over the holes in the
board on which the boxes stand. I also, like your cor-
respondent, find it impossible to prevent the Bees from
plastering over the holes of the ventilating funnel, with
wax or propolis; and this requires to be examined every

|

day or two. Will some of your correspondents, who
thoroughly understand Nutt's method, tell me where I
have failed?— T. G. Clitheroe.

Killing Insects for the Cabinet.—I wish to say a word
to " S.," who writes a letter at p. 69, in which he recom-
mends a most cruel mode of killing insects for cabinets :

I will not say how, as I hope all the young readers of
your interesting miscellany were touched with pity for the
poor insects, and grief at the thought that any one could
sit down and recommend such a system of torture as is
there represented. I would only ask •• S." to remember
that the God who made those insects will be his or her
Judge! and that «• The merciful man is merciful to his
beast."—D.H. W.

Aviaries.—The addition of an aviary to the amateur's
garden increases the pleasure of his Horticultural
labour, gives a cheerfulness to the scene, and well repays
any attention to the comforts of the little songsters.

What can be more joyous than the early carol of the
canary and goldfinch on a bright spring morning ?—and
even in winter, the sharp chirp and quaint notes of the
chaffinch and bulfinch are delightful. The facility with
which birds can be preserved through the winterinthe.open
air, and the simplicity and cheapness of their food, makes
it desirable that no pleasure-ground or garden should be
without an aviary. Any snug corner facing the South or
South by East, is the most favourable position. A bird-
house, eight feet by four, and eight high, is sufficiently
capacious to contain 40 or 50 inmates ; the roof should
be conical, as it provides a warmer roosting-place at night
than a flat one. The back and sides should be built up,
and the front divided into two compartments, each covered
with neat wire-work, small enough to keep out mice.
The frame to which the above is attached must rest on a
raised brick foundation, about 10 inches high. The floor-
ing ought to be well drained, and flagged, to prevent vermin
from intruding. The interior should be white-washed,
and the wire, &c, painted green. I have an aviafy in
which I keep canaries, bulfinches, chaffinches, goldfinches,
redpoles, &c, during winter, by merely protecting
one-half of the Opening in front with a thick linen-

curtain, which may be dressed with oil to make it more
durable, and is drawn at night or during cold weather.

This is all the precaution I have taken for the last three

years. A Java sparrow has been out all this winter, and
does not appear the worse for the exposure. Their food

consists of coarse oatmeal, canary-seed, in small quan-

tities, white bread soaked in boiling water, which must not

be allowed to get sour, and occasionally green food. The
bulfinches eat barley greedily. I never indulge my
favourites with hemp or rape, and I find they keep in

better health by depriving them of these heating seeds.

Fresh water and gravel or sand are indispensable for an

aviary.

Gold Fish.—Your correspondent " T. F., at p. 54,

deserves the thanks of many of your subscribers, and my
own among the number, for his communication relative to

Gold Fish. As one good turn deserves another, I will give

him three hints which may be useful
: In frost, a bundle

of reeds, if placed endways, will supply air enough for his

pond, without breaking the ice ; and for breeding, he will

find his fish to like a better locality than the leaves of the
Lily ; this he may easily construct of rockwork. The
water also may be improved by spreading calcined flint
about the size of Peas, at the bottom of the pond which'
from its extreme whiteness, will give his fish an appear-
ance of tenfold brilliancy.—An Amateur ofFish
Red Spider -I see many questions asked and answered

about the Red Spider; but all these appear to apply to
hothouses, conservatories, &c. I have some Damson.
trees, the eaves ot which turn as brown as if they had
been scorched by a fire, and drop off prematurely ; a great
portion of the fruit dnoe n,A „o«L o«^ -n *w ««uit does the same, and all that remains is
poor, and deficient in flavour. My wall-trees used to be
affected in the same manner to such an extent ihat some
of them died; but I have now discovered a remedy which
appears to be effectual. Most of your readers will, uo
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doubt, have heard, that the best method of administering

flea-powder, is to take that saltatory insect by the neck

before he awakes in a morning, and cram the said pow-

der down his throat. In like manner, before my Red

Spiders awake, I catch them all, and put them in the

stocks, and keep them there until they promise to reform ;

in other words, I have a thin starch made from potato

flour ; and before it has become so cold and stiff as to

lose its fluidity, I syringe the trees with it by means of the

garden engine. The force with which it is dn\en against

the tree and the wall effectually covers all the leaves, both

on the upper and under sides ; and every Red Spider is

thus firmly secured. It is true, the trees look rather un-

sightly for a while ; and it is also true, that this starch

does not destroy the eggs ; and that it is, therefore, de-

sirable to repeat it; but all the Spiders are killed, the

leaves become fresh and green, and the tree begins to

grow and thrive again. The same plan may be recom-

mended for the Muscle Scale on wall-trees, if applied

after the insects have hatched, or before the females have

deposited their eggs

—

T. G.

Dahlias.—In your last report of the proceedings of the

Floricultural Society one or two errors have occurred,

which I should wish to see corrected : In p. 86, col. c,

line 53 for "stumpy" read u bumpy ;" in the same
u acolumn, line 78, for " working from flat bases > read

flat base-" and in p. 87, col. b., line from the top 22, for

* his Windsor Rival " read " Windsor Rival." But the

more important error is the omission of the word, M Dis-

qualifications," by which two sentences, having origin-

ally no connexion, are joined together; and the " defects

in size " are stated to be, " being below the average, or so

large as to be coarse ; showing a yellow disk, or a^,
rd

and scaly centre, cross eye, &c." ! whereas the word dis-

qualifications " should have followed the word " coarse,

and the sentence should have been— " Disqualifications :

showing a yellow disk or a hard and scaly centre, cross

eye, petals damaged in any manner, blooms dead and decay-

ing." Itwillbeseen that I have treated the defect of

what is technically termed a " cross eye'
7
as a positive dis-

qualification. I know that such has not hitherto been the

practice ; but, in my opinion, the fault is so glaring, and

go obviously arises from inherent malformation, that it

should cause any bloom or any collection of blooms in

which it occurs to be altogether rejected. The other

grounds of disqualification have long since been recog-

nised, but none of them have, consistently, been practically

enforced. The only stipulation generally made in offering

prizes is, that they shall be awarded to the best ; and the

propriety of withholding them -under any other circum-

stances than those of fraud and deception, bad as the best

may be, is very questionable ; but so long as a different

practice is pursued with regard to other flowers, and more

stringent rules are absolutely enforced against the Carna-

tion, Picotee, &c, I see no reason why the Dahlia, which

produces blooms in greater abundance, should not be

treated in a similar manner. With this view I have

brought the question before the Society; and although in

this as perhaps in other things I may be in error, I have

no doubt the subject altogether will be properly dealt with,

and my object answered. The ruling desire of those who

have been entrusted with the affairs of the Society is to act

fairly and impartially towards all, whether members or other-

wise ; and I regret to see that they do not meet with a

corresponding return on the part of some who appeal to

them j the decisions of the censors (upon seedlings) being

often sadly perverted to suit private purposes. An in-

stance has recently occurred in the case of the Dahlia,

called " Mrs. James Richardson," which is represented

by the owner to have been selected by the Society as one

of the best six of the season ; whereas no such province

is assumed by the Society, nor has anything been done to

justify the assertion. The flower was submitted for in-

spection upon two occasions during last year, on the first

of which it was in a first-rate state, and classed accord-

ingly ; but on the next occasion it was not so good, and

decided to be only second-rate. I am aware that only

six Dahlias were placed during last year in the first class;

but many of these did not uniformly support that charac-

ter, and might not, therefore, have been preferred on the

whole to one or two others that had consistently proved

themselves to be excellent second-class flowers, and not

liable to such sudden or frequent fluctuations. Allusion

to this subject gives me an opportunity of adverting to

the system pursued by the Society, and of explaining the

differences which sometimes appear to exist in their deci-

sions, by describing a flower to be first-rate at one time

and only second-rate at another. This, I will admit, is

an apparent, but not an actual, inconsistency, so long as

the decisions are in conformity to the existing fact, the

only ground upon which they are ever given. From
change of seasons and other circumstances,

^
there is

scare ly even an old variety, however good, which is uni-

formly first-rate : it is, therefore, unreasonable to sup-

pose that a seedling will not be liable to the same varia-

tions ; and it would be worse to expect the Society not to

see or not to tell the fact. The present plan has been

adopted in order to encourage frequent exhibition, and
that parties might ultimately, by a comparison of the

judgments given upon the various occasions, be enabled
to form their own conclusions. Any other system could

only be effected by reserving the decisions until the end of

9
the season, and thereby keeping parties, in the mean
time, in ignorance of what they are most anxious to know
at as early a period as possible.— T. C. Wildman.

Striking Cuttings.—A friend of mine contrived a plan

for affording the cutting-pot a sufficient supply of moisture

without making it too wet, which I think only requires

to be known that it may be generally adopted. The
uttings upon which it was first tried were those of N£rium

splendens, and not a single one failed : with others it has

been equally satisfactory. The method is, to plunge a

large 60-pot, made water-tight at the bottom, in the centre

of the larger pot in which the cuttings are to be placed.

By keeping the smaller pot always filled with water, the

cuttings will be duly supplied through its pores.— William

Proctor, Gardener, Tarbat House, Rosshire. [There is

nothing new in this ; it has been practised for many
years, and is extremely useful in striking plants which

are fond of moisture. 1

To destroy Earwigs and Woodlice.—I beg to inform

you of a simple plan which I have successfully adopted

for years to destroy earwigs and woodlice, viz., some

joints of withered Hemlock or Bean stems placed under

walls or about their haunts through April and May. These

must be examined daily ; and if gardeners would give

themselves this trouble, they would soon rid themselves

of ihese vermin.— Cestus.

Camellias.—At p. 56, Mr. Beaton advises Camellia

growers to place those plants which have no flower-buds

in the forcing-house, to induce an early formation of them

for next season, and says he believes that " if the pots

were plunged up to their rims in a tank of warm water

during the short time they are making their growth, it

would not hurt them." As this plan might be adopted

by some on the negative recommendation of Mr. B., I

beg to offer an opinion on the probable result of such an

experiment. I think that after such treatment the newly-

formed fibres would be so situated, that they could

neither grow, nor be extricated from it without sustain-

ing great injury; that is, they would be firmly fixed in a

hardened clod of earth. Nor do I think that anything

would be gained by forcing them so early as this. I might

base this opinion on Mr. B.'s own excellent observations

at p. 39, where, in speaking of forcing in winter, and the

little difficulty attending it, where the object is to enlarge

the plant without reference to flowers or fruit, he says,

" But having no control over light, which is the most

important agent in the growth of plants, we must so apply

heat and moisture as to accord with the quantity of solar

light which our dull winters afford." But my own opinion

is deduced from experience, and I have for several years

had Camellias in bloom by the end of October, which did

not make their annual growth till April, (and that fre-

quently in a Greenhouse) at which time if I can command

a temperature from 55° to 65° with a slight shading, I

have no doubt of success. I always allow them to remain

in the house till the buds are well formed, and the young

wood changed to a brown colour, which is seldom before

the end of June. They are then placed in a partially

shaded situation out of doors, for about eight weeks.

Plants so treated enjoy the concurring aid of all the agents

essential to vegetation, at a time when they are most

needed ; and with increased light and heat acting on the

healthy organs of respiration and digestion, go on storing

up highly elaborated sap to expend in the expansion of

flowers, as soon as impulse is given to them after their

periodical rest. Whereas, in those which are forced now,

and are removed to a cold frame afterwards, vegetation is

for a long time suspended, and as it sometimes happens,

is resumed in the summer in the formation of fresh shoots.

— W. Sherwood, Gardener to J. R. Mills, Esq., Stam-

Jord Hill.

Yellow Rose In answer to " Philo-rosea," at p. _/3,

Mr. Proctor informs us that the plant referred to by him,

at p. 54, not only produced last season above four dozen

perfect flowers, but that it has bloomed profusely for

several seasons. In addition to those last year exhibited

at the meeting of the Caledonian Society, four flowers

were also transmitted to the Northern Horticultural Society

at Inverness.

Amaryllis Belladonna.—Some of your correspondents

still maintain that it is difficult to flower this beautiful

bulb, which to me appears rather strange. Last aut"™n

I obtained nearly 300 spikes of flowers without any diffi-

culty. Many persons saw them at the time ; and if your

correspondents will pay me a visit next September, they

will be able to judge for themselves. They are planted as

closely as possible to a south wall, in a good sandy loam.

Possibly the failure of other persons may be occasioned by

a wet soil, or by having taken up the bulbs to divide

them, or by having destroyed the leaves in winter or

spring. It is a bad practice to part them, unless they

are very crowded. I had some in pots, but they bloomed

weak compared with those in the open ground. If the

borders are wet, I recommend large holes to be dug to

receive plenty of drainage, and to be filled up with good

turfy loam and sand. The bulbs should then be dug up

without being disturbed more than possible ;
and it

planted in a warm situation, I am certain there will be no

complaint of their failure.—Caleb Diplock, Botanical

Gardens, Twickenham.
t

Vines.—The following casualty, the cure of which it may

be useful to some persons to know, happened to my Vines

to-day (Feb. 15). I left them about 1 p.m. in good order,

but on returning about an hour afterwards I was surprised

to find the young shoots drooping, as if they had been

detached from the parent plant. I was for some time at a

loss to know what could be the cause ;
and the vines

being planted outside, I went to see whether the covering

upon the border was all right. I found that the birds

had scratched part of it away, and I at once attributed my

mishap to the frost having penetrated to the roots. I got

a quantity of fermenting leaves, and some water about milk

warm ; the latter I poured over the stems, and then covered

them up with the leaves ; I afterwards syringed the foliage

all over, and in about 20 minutes the Vines were as'healthy

and strong as ever. Had this taken place during the night,

they must all have perished.

—

D. M. C*j

The Fastolff Raspberry.—ln^the late Numbers of the

Chronicle the Fastolff Raspberry is advertised, and highly

spoken of. I should be obliged if any correspondent who
has tried these plants at a distance from the sea could

inform me if they succeed well, as I have been told that

sea-sand and burnt sea-weed have a wonderful effect on

the size and flavour of the Raspberry; and if this is

true, it may account for the superiority of the Raspberries

in the Great Yarmouth Nursery ; which possibly would

degenerate if removed from thence, or from near the

sea.

—

J. L.
Melon Seeds.—For the information of Alpha, at p- 57,

I beg to state my conviction, that little or no care is re-

quired for the conservation of the germinating power in

Melon-seeds ; the only condition appearing necessary is,

that the seed when laid by should be capable of producing

healthy plants. The following facts in support of the

above are worthy of being recorded. Some 20 years ago

or more, the late W. Morehead, Esq., of Hertfordshire,

rummaging one day in an old bureau, discovered a packet

addressed to his grandfather 70 years back, which con-

tained Melon-seeds forwarded by a friend of the grand-

father's from one of our West India Islands, accompanied

with a high recommendation in their favour. The seeds

were immediately placed in the hands of his gardener,

who in' the ordinary mode of cultivation succeeded in

raising from them a fine-flavoured variety. The only

other instance with which I will trouble you is furnished

by another late neighbour of mine, who similarly found

in his bureau a packet of Melon-seeds sent him by a

friend 25 years previously. They had lain in his bureau,

and had been overlooked during that period ; from, this

seed, however, good fruit was also produced, under the

ordinary skill of the gardener.—/. K. S. [In all these

cases due care to preserve vitality had obviously been taken

without the parties concerned being aware of it.]

Prejudices.—" Our prejudices, how many they are,

and how idle !"—Indeed they are ;
and I intend this line

of your correspondent's (p. 6y) to serve as my text in a

few short communications to your readers—I hope they

will be taken in the spirit in which they are written. Few
things disappoint me more than, in looking over a private

grower's collection of Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Roses,gro

&c, to find them numbered and not named. If you ask

the reason, ten to one but you are told that it is done to

prevent portions of them from being stolen, which would

most likely be the case if gardeners or other visitors saw

the names. You are obliged to keep asking what is the

number of this and that, till you are as tired of inquiring

as your friend is of answering—that is, if he has his book,

which is not often the case. Now what is this but a

prejudice? All my plants are marked on good-sized

labels, and on both sides ; and it gives me pleasure to say

that I have never yet lost even a leaf. If it had been

otherwise, I would rather put up with the trifling incon-

venience than deprive my visitors of the pleasure of

knowing at a glance the names of the different varieties.—

Edward Beck, Isleworth.

Asparagus.—In your observations, at p. 435, vol. ii.,

upon Asparagus grown in bottles at Nice, and the failure

of this method when tried in England last year, you attri-

bute the success to the greater warmth of climate and

more rapid vegetation in the South of France. I put

some Asparagus roots into my Melon pit in November,

and had the thermometer at 80°
; they soon sprung up,

and I put a glass soda-water bottle (which is free from the

bottom projection inside) over each of two of the heads.

They grew into the bottles, turned round well in them,

and began to sprout, although, of course, not strongly. I

have been obliged to cut them lately, as I want the pit for

Melons. The Asparagus was very hard and stringy when

boiled. I failed to give them air, the heat was not regu-

lar, and in other respects they were not managed well

;

but it appears to me that a skilful Gardener might suc-

ceed much better—perhaps completely. I hope we shall

hear of the bottle plan being tried with success in the en-

suing spring ;
probably in a full south situation, under a

wall, with a glass, and having a lining of warm litter

around. At' p. 471, a correspondent, signing himself "J.

A. P. " speaks of an Irish method of growing Asparagus

in tin tubes; and he signified his intention to give some

further light upon the subject, but he does not appear to

have done so.

—

S. C.

Onion Maggots.—Several questions have been asked

respecting the Onion maggot, which for many years de-

stroyed the greater part of my Onions until I adopted the

following plan : I sow the seeds about the beginning of

March, and when the plants are about 5 or C inches high

I strew a little soil over the bed, and with a large iron

roller I roll the beds until they appear to be as hard as I he

garden walks. After this, the Onions grow up strong ;

and I never lose one either by rolling them or from the

maggot. I sow my winter Onions about the last week in

July, and I roll them in the same manner. My crops

are always good. I ought also to state that the soil is

very light.—J. Parks, North Shields.

Refuse Vegetables.—In perusing Professor E. Sprengd s

interesting articles, " On Manuring with Green Crops," it

struck me that many gardeners might be, like myself, un-

der the necessity of wheeling their refuse vegetables to

the farm-yard or some other place, where the unpleasant

smell of their decomposition would not annoy their supe-

riors. That I may prevent the loss of so much valuable

manure, I make a point of wheeling at one time upon the

land as large a quantity of the refuse vegetables as pos-

sible, and set a man to chop them with a spade small

enough to be easily dug in, which is done directly. 1

find them an excellent dressing in all soils, but in stiff

heavy ones superior in every instance. The crops bear

evidence in their favour, and neatness is in favour of the

direct application. If hoeing, raking, and wheeling away
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the gatherings were to be replaced by pointing or forking

over the ground between crops or flowers, labour would

ultimately be saved, the crop would be benefited, and

weeds would be eradicated.

—

D. 72.

Worms.—I think that much has been said to no pur-

pose respecting worms on lawns. Have any of your readers

informed themselves what has been the state of a lawn
which has, for two or three years, been totally divested of

worms ? These active little fellows are Nature's agricul-

turists ; they drain and irrigate the soil by a method
superior to any that we clumsy cultivators are competent
to perform. When the surface has an overflow of water,

their works come into operation to relieve it—not to carry

the superabundance of moisture away, to be useless, but to

loose it into the subsoil, which they perforate in all

directions, so that it may be readily distributed ; and by
the same ducts brought forth again when the thirsty

surface demands it. More than this, they labour nightly ;

and who will say their labour is useless, when they bring

up to the surface virgin earth, impregnated with animal

matter, as manure for the Grasses ? What would be the

state of turf without a perforation—solid as a brick, as it

is in dry weather— incapable of the transmission of

moisture, either by ascent or descent ? Should there be
only a few showers in summer, all must quickly evaporate
into a heated atmosphere but for the industrious worm,
who, aware of the fact, for he often anticipates the shower,
opens his little aqueducts ready to receive the welcome
fluid into his subterranean reservoirs, where it is preserved
for subsequent distribution when the thirsty Grasses
demand it.—M. A. Dun*

Cattle.—I beg to call attention to the fact, that M the

depasturing of sheep on cow pastures communicates a

nauseous and unsavoury taste to the butter and cheese
produced therefrom." Can you or readers account for

this?

—

Cestus.

Couch-Grass.—I do not think it is generally known that

this pest (Triticum repens), may be easily got rid of by
trenching. If care be taken to bury all the roots at least

six inches deep, they will never again reach the surface*

I have repeatedly tried it with success, and I consider it

a much cheaper and effectual method, even in field-cul-

ture, than the tedious and imperfect one of ploughing,
scarifying, harrowing, &c, not to mention the very great
advantage to the succeeding crops, by moving the soil to
the depth of 16 or 18 inches.— Lusor.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
LINNEAN SOCIETY.

Feb. 7.—E. Forster, Esq., in the Chair. E. Forbes, Esq., pro-
fessor of Botany at King's College, was elected a fellow. The
Rev. Mr. Ilinckes exhibited a specimen of Ne6ttiagemmipara pro-
cured by Dr. Wood, of Cork, from Castletown, near Bantry Bay,
where this plant was originally found by Mr. Jas. Drummond, and
on whose authority it was admitted into the Irish Flora. The
original specimen from Sir J. E. Smith's herbarium was also ex-
hibited. The plant of Mr. Hinckes was much longer in the stem,
and the flowers less crowded, than that from Smith's herbarium.
The roots agree with the original description and drawing of Mr.
Brummond. A note from Mr. Hinckes accompanied the speci-
men, in which he stated his conviction that this rare plant was
still an inhabitant of Ireland. Mr. A. H. Hassall finished the read-
ing of his paper on the reproduction of the Conferva:. The struc-
ture of the last family of Vancher,; the Prolifera, was considered,
also that of the branched Confervre. Their mode of reproduction^
and many of the phenomena exhibited by the reproductive gra-
nules, or zoospores, of this class of plants were described.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Feb. 1.—At the first monthly meeting, his Grace the Duke of

Richmond in the Chair, 45 gentlemen were elected Fellows.—
Mr. R. Barker, chairman of the finance committee, presented the
committee's monthly report, on the state of the society's funds,
the current cash balance being 1,7/2/., and the amount of in-
Vested capital fi,700/. stock. The committee recommended two
additional clerks for the despatch of increasing business, and the
^option of post-office orders for the transmission of subscrip-
tions, both which suggestions were adopted. Mr, Pym reported
that the arrears of subscriptions in Bedfordshire, received by him
amounted to bil. Mr. Wyon transmitted the Great Seal confided
to his execution, which was adopted as the seal of the society -

a«d Mr. Dean having laid before the council the approved lease
°' the house in Hanover-square, for oo years, at an annual rent
°f 300/., the society's seal was affixed to it, and the contract
signed. The following resolutions were carried:— 1. That a card
£* the meetings of the council be printed for the use of the mem-
bers. 2. That the Duke of Richmond, Earl Spencer, the Chair,
jnan of the Journal Committee, the Chairman of the Finance
J-ommittee, and Mr. Gibbs, be appointed a committee to inquire
Respecting a more economical mode of printing the journal
*• That the finance and journal committees be requested to settle
* scale of charges for inserting advertisements in the journal-
*n<i that the publisher receive advertisements accordingly.—The*tev. W. L. Rham gave notice that he should move for a sub-
committee of the journal committee, to whom all papers and
j£r»cultural correspondence should be referred ; Mr. Raymond
j-^rker, for a permanent house committee ; and Mr. Gibbs, that
* annual list of the members be printed, showing the state of

to i

S {if any) due from each ™etTlber
>
no member being allowedw nave his copy of the journal delivered to him until his sub-

thl! ,.

lon sha11 have been paid.—The Duke of Rutland placed at

rnenf
posal of the society a cow, whose extraordinary enlarge-

in
nt of one side of the body without apparent cause and while

then
er

i

fect heaIth had already been brought under notice by
bQowkeof Richmond.—Numerous donations were received, of

a v.
Ks for the society's library, and for the museum the model of

isin^i
0ller

» evented by Mr. C. Cherry, for pressing and equal-»6-the surface of land.

was oi r~P ' pusev,IEsq., itt thc chair-
T

'
J

'
M

'
BartIe tt, Esq.

uected a governor, and 151 gentlemen Fellows of the Society.
jORWlCH AND NORFOLK HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

**orfniJ'~"
The Thirteenth Annual Meeting was held at the^

fccttorf.
Hotel - The Rev. O. Matthias in the chair. From the

for the
W° extract the following :—That the receipts of the society

taken nultyear have amounted to 286/. 12.9. 6U, of which 127/. was
83 Were

doors. The number of subscribers was 408, of whom
Inember?

e
V,u-

nes
' beine an increase, in two years, of 208 new

tw
°year t

lhis lar^e increase of subscribers during the last
of ho rtirv

S *estifies that there is an increasingfeeling for the success
of the ~ -

° ; and that the hheral funds placed at thc disposal
atnount

C1
.

ety have contributed to foster such feeling. The
lar&e sn*£

aid t0 members has been 14lfL V2$. Gd.—an unsually
avefai>p kt0 cottagers, 62*. 4s. 6tf.—a sum above the usual
froi» adiRfo ,

Iarge SUmS
'
toeether with having paid judges

of the cao, '
avc 0Ccasl0ned a slight deficiency in the balance

an a<toitior^
C?(

\
Unt

; but the committee feel that this will only be
uai mducement to the subscribers to renew their exer-

tions in behalf of the society. They view with regret the little

support which they have received from the citizens of Norwich ;

and they hope that this simple appeal will induce many of them
to place their names on the subscription list. The desire of the
committee is to increase their means, that they may extend the
usefulness of the society, and thereby be enabled to reward merit
in every case that comes within the meaning of its objects.
They draw the attention of subscribers to the fact, that during
the past season the society has distributed, in cash, 209/. 17*.* ex-
clusive of prizes in plate, in 1238 portions, varying from 6 rf. to
5/., viz., to members 422 prizes, to cottagers 816 ; and it is their
opinion that the late shows have been a great improvement on
those of previous seasons. The Dahlia show was the only one
that evinced any decline; not in the productions exhibited, but
in the amount of receipts. This society for several years have
made amateurs and nurserymen show in separate classes for
Dahlias; last season they made the like distinction with regard
to Roses, and finding such division to be approved by the exhi-
bitors, the committee, in furtherance of their desire to promote
the interest of anrateurs and nurserymen, recommend that in
future no nurseryman or dealer be allowed to compete with
amateurs for the same prizes in flowers of every other descrip-
tion. The report having been read, Sir J. P. Boileau, Bart., was
elected President, and Lord Bayning Vice-President for the en-
suing year. Thc Hon. and Rev. R. Wilson, the Rev. W. Howard,
Wm. Burroughes, Esq., the Rev. A. Herring, G. E. Tuck, Esq.,
the Rev. J. Arthy, W. Matchett, Esq., E. St.Quintin, Esq., R.N.
Bacon, Esq., R, Hansell, Esq., and Mr. J. Cann, were added to
the committee. J. Kitson, Esq., was re-elected Treasurer. Mr.
C. S. Oilman was re-elected Honorary Secretary. The following
addition was made to the oth Rule:— " And that any person
detected in stealing or injuring any article exhibited, be prose-
cuted; and that no person so expelled shall be readmitted as a
member of the society without the recommendation of a special
committee." An addition was also made to the 7th Rule,
"That all flowers must be named and staged by half-past ten
o'clock on the morning of exhibition, or be precluded from being
shown for prizes.

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

HC>vka racemulosa. Spikelctted Hovea. {Greenhouse Shrub).
Papihonaceie. Diad&phia Dccandria.—Although this cannot be
said to rival such species as Hovea pungens or Celsi in the
brightness of its colours, it is by no means unattractive, when
well contrasted with plants whose colours are not bright enough
to kill it. It belongs, moreover, to a set of greenhouse shrubs of
easy cultivation and small size, which are well adapted for deco-
rating thc shelves of thc conservatory. It is a native of the
Swan River Colony, whence the seeds were obtained by Capt. J.
Mangles, R.N. It first flowered in the garden of R. Mangles,
Esq., of Sunning U\\\—Botanical Register.
Piiaius ai.hus. White Phaius. (Stove Epiphyte.) Orchidi-

cea>. Gynanclria Monandria. — This truly beautiful plant is
stated by Dr. Wallich (to whom our stoves are indebted for its
introduction) to be a native of trees on Mount Chandaghiry, in
Nepaul, and in the neighbourhood of Silhet. It flowered in the
Royal Botanic Garden of Kew, in July, 1S42. It is a caulescent
species, with rather remote oblong lanceolate leaves, having long
sheathing bases, which clothe the entire stem. The raceme
springs, as it were, from the sheathing base of the upper leaf,
and consists of from six to eight large, delicate, drooping (lowers.
—Curtis's Botanical Magazine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Bulbous -rooted Barley—According to M. Fleurof,

Curator of the Botanic Garden at Dijon, this plant pos-
sesses the following advantages for composing artificial

meadows :— 1. It will grow in the most barren soil. 2.
It tillers like wheat, and produces an abundant herbage.
3. It sows itself, so that it will form a permanent artificial

pasture. 4. It commences growing when other fodder
plants are dormant. 5. It is perfectly hardy. We have
found that when sown in April, this plant produces
throughout the summer a dense herbage. The ear at its

first development- resembles that of Rye, to which the
whole plant may be compared, except that it is not
glaucous and much more leafy. It has the merit of yield-
ing an abundant herbage, which will no doubt prove
excellent fodder ; but the small quantity of perfect seeds
which the ears contain, together with their ripening in
succession and the facility with which they fall from the
husks, render it difficult to propagate extensively. We,
however, think it a plant worthy of exciting general inter-
est. The practicability of increasing it by division of the
roots will, for the present, render it useful for cultivation
on a small scale. It is possible that the small bulbs which
the old stools produce in great numbers, may prove an
easy and cheap method of increasing it extensively. In
poor soils, the Bulbous-rooted Barley does not grow very
vigorously, and in this point, our observations differ from
those of M. Fleurot.

—

Bon Jardinier.

New Botanical Work.—The Allgemeine Zeitung an-
nounces a new Botanical Magazine, to appear weekly
under the auspices of Professor Mohl, of Tubingen, afei*

Professor Schlechtendal, of Halle. It is to contain all th?
newest information on Botanical subjects, and to be illus-
trated with many plates.

Agri-Horticultural Society of India.—The President
in Council having issued an order disqualifying Govern-
ment Servants, civil, military, or medical, from holding-
office as Secretary of any permanent public Society, it

is understood that Mr. Griffith is no longer an eligible

candidate for the Secretaryship of this Society. (See Gar-
deners' Chronicle, p. 39.)

LindoiCs Patent Spade.—This kind of tool, which is

case-hardened in a particular way, has been in use all this
winter by the people employed in ground-work at the
Garden of the Horticultural Society, where it is found far
superior to the best of the common spades. The edge is

so constructed that it always remains hard and sharp,
instead of wearing round, and blunt, or broken.

Fox-hunters.—"It has often been said that growing
Wheat is not injured by a field of fox-hunters riding over

it; and even produces more grain in consequence. On
light soils it does not do the injury that might be expected

from appearance; but on strong land it does great harm,

for in all the holes formed by the horses' feet, and parti-

cularly if going down hill, water will stand, and the plants

in those holes will die."—-Journal of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England ; Vol. III. p. 305.

Testimonial to Dr. NeilL— It gives us pleasure to

learn that the Scottish Practical Gardeners have come

forward in a liberal manner to testify their respect for
JJr. JNeill, on account of his long and valuable services in
their behalf. We understand that a handsome silver vase,
with a pedestal emblematical of the varied productions of
Flora and Pomona is about to be presented to him. The

S'T^e if accompanied by the names of above
600 of the Scottish Practical Gardeners, resident in vari-
ous parts of the three kingdoms. The subscriptions for
it have nothing to do with those for Dr. Neill's bust,
now executing, which is subscribed for by the members
of the Caledonian Horticultural Society and his private
friends.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society's Garden, Edinbvr&h.

This garden is pleasantly situated within a short distance "of
Edinburgh, on the north side of the town. It contains an excel-
lent collection of fruit-trees and other ornamental plants, which
are propagated for distribution. All the different modes of train-
ing hardy fruit-trees are practised, so that visitors are able to
see at once the method which is most likely to suit them. The
Pinetum forms a belt, which extends a considerable way round
one side of the garden, and contains the greater portion of the
Pines in cultivation. Jn one part of the grounds we were much
struck with a Hornbeam hedge, the main stems of which have

j

been planted and trained like diamond-shaped network, and now
forming a beautiful and very strong fence. In the houses there
are some good specimens of the more ornamental plants generally
cultivated. Mr. M'Nab, jun., is still carrying on his curious and
interesting experiments, which were so fully described in his
paper read to the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, and published,
with the drawings, in the Gardeners 1

Chronicle, at p. 531 of 1841.
We allude to the suspension of different things in the air, and
supplying them with water only. The common Oleander, Ficus
el&stica, Acrostichum alcicorne, Billbergia nudicaule, and various
other plants are growing well in this manner; and in those
instances in which they are inverted, it is very curious to see the
efforts which are made by them to regain their natural position,
AVealso had an opportunity of witnessing in this garden the
effects produced upon hard-wooded greenhouse plants, by
bending down their stems. Epacrises, for example, which had
grown tall and bare, are induced to send out numerous shoots
trom all parts of the stems, and consequently become compact
bushes; many other things are by this means thrown into a
(lowering state. The plants of course look bad and unnatural
for a little while, at first, but this stiffness is soon hidden by the
young shoots. The collection of Orchideous plants is good and
contains some very large and fine specimens. Collections of these
plants are still rare in Scotland; but as all the public gardens in
the country are growing them, we shall very soon see them morecommon in private establishments. Mr. M'Nab, since he has
had the management of this garden, has built a greenhouse for
small plants which is particularly deserving of notice, and would
be very suitable for amateurs, or those who have small gardens,
it is span-roofed, the roofs facing east and west, 8 feet high,
9 feet wide, and having a passage in the middle, with stone
shelves at each side. A person can thus easily walk down the
middle, and attend to the plants on either side; and the position
in which the house is placed prevents the plants from being
injured by bright sunshine in the middle of the day in summer.
The new Exhibition Hall lately erected is a pretty and appropriate
building, and will doubtless be most useful for the purposes for
which it is intended. The scenery round this garden adds greatly
to its beauty and interest. On thc north and west sides are seen
the Botanic Garden and the pleasant green fields and woods
which surround Inverleith House ; and on the south the New
Town of Edinburgh, with the Pentland Hills and Arthur's Seat
in the background.—R. F.

ttcttcfa.
A Comprehensive View of the Culture of the Vine under

Glass. By James Roberts. 8vo. Longman & Co. 1842.
The author of this little treatise is evidently a practical
man, who has had considerable experience in the cultiva-
tion of the Vine. In the Preface it is remarked that " we
have not progressed in the culture of this noble exotic
for the last 20 years in the same ratio as in that of the
minor fruits." This is unquestionably true ; but it is
also equally undeniable that this slow rate of improve-
ment is less the fault of gardeners than of their employers.
Among the hundreds who have the management of Vines,
how many are there with the means at their disposal to
treat those Vines in the manner recommended in this
work ? We may safely answer, Not one in a hundred.
We do not, however, mean to infer that the high-pressure
system is the only one by which good Grapes can be
obtained

; on the contrary, many Grape-growers produce
excellent fruit who have not the advantage of the appa-
rently unlimited resources possessed by Mr. Roberts;
still it will in all cases be found that the principles fol-

lowed are similar to those which govern his practice.

These are—1st, an abundant supply of food, with nume-
rous healthy roots to appropriate it ; 2d, a yearly supply

Xf perfectly-formed bearing-wood ; 3d, restricting all the

vigour of the Vines to the formation of fruit for the
present, and wood for the next, year; and 4th, duly pro-
portioning the weight of fruit to the strength of the
Vines. Upon the judicious application of these simple
principles rests the art of growing good Grapes

; we
will therefore proceed to examine the author's method of
reducing them to practice.

With regard to the formation of the border,"so as to
ensure "an abundant supply

{
of food,6

, and numerous
healthy roots," upon which the production of good crous
of fine fruit during successive years essentially defends
the author thus describes his own system —« The width
of the borders outside the houses should he' 91 1^ i I- u
I consider quite sufficient), cleared out to thl W

f

3 feet 6 inches, upon a bottom of retentive cl^Ln
prepared, with one foot of fall frL ww day well

main drain, 1 foot G inches d n v!f t0 ^0nt A
extremity of the border, with '1' ? -

rUn^^
direction leading into i so , s

"0S
i 7 T °

bhqU
?

in draining off fuperlW L\ V F"?*^T™*Mumtioi CL- - /^I11U0us water; whicn I consider an

SS X n
° a

\
teud t0

> so as to la y them dry (more

no,
y
u!

lei
'

e the dimate is hu '">d). 1 then layS f

he
f

bo"OM thus formed broken stones and lime
luboish to the depth of 1 foot, having a depth for
compost of 2 feet 6 inches." These directions are
very proper where the situation is low and wet, or
tlie natural soil retentive of moisture; in many cases,
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however, a less expensive mode of proceeding will suf-

fice. The quantity of drainage ought, of course, to be

regulated by the nature of the soil, the situation,

and the climate of the district. When the subsoil is

porous, and consequently dry, the cross-drains and the

stratum of clay may be dispensed with. A drain along

the front, and also one at each end of the border, should

always be provided, to catch the soakage from the adjoin-

ing ground, and for the ready passage of water during ex-

cessive rains, &c. On the driest ground a layer of stones

spread over the bottom will be advisable, to prevent the

roots from penetrating too deeply; and in cases where

these are necessary to facilitate drainage, a thicker bed

should be used, with some leaves or litter spread over

them, to prevent the soil from filling up the interstices.

Mr. Roberts uses, in addition, large lime-stones, ^placed

six or eight feet apart upon the broken stones, ftc. ' to re-

tain moisture in a dry season, and to facilitate the drain-

age in a wet one/' Where the situation of a Vinery is

irremediably low and wet, the border for the Vines to

grow in ought to be made, nearly or wholly, according to

circumstances, above the surface of the surrounding

ground. . .

The soil the author recommends consists of— two

parts, the parings of old pasture-land, a strong loam,

laid up one year (or till the sward is half decomposed) in

the form of a potato-hod, close covered in with soil, and

never turned ; one part, the turf, with four, inches of the

soil, of a looser texture, laid up for the same period and

not' turned as before; an eighth part scrapings of the

highways, formed from limestone or other hard material,

and the other eighth part, half-decomposed horse or cow-

dung. I am not an advocate for turning over and mixing

the materials promiscuously together, as, by often turning,

the compost becomes too solid, losing a great portion of

its fertilizing property by such repeated intermixture ;

and unless it be of a very sandy, loose texture, the border

will in a few years become impervious both to water and

to atmospheric air, which are of incalculable benefit to

the growth of the Vine."

Those who are unable to procure all these diiterent

materials will find a good substitute in turfy loam, dug

from two to four inches deep, according to its texture

and quality- If the soil is collected early in autumn,

and from one-eighth to one-sixth part of good dung

spread amongst the layers when laid up into a ridge, the

border might be made in the following spring, adding at

that time a portion of lime-rubbish (that is, old mortar

and brick-bats), or broken lime-stone, with a good quan-

tity of unbroken bones. But whatever kind of compost

may be made use of, it ought on no account to be worked

when wet. Mr. Hoare, in his admirable Treatise on the

Vine, has shown that bones are a most valuable ingre-

dient in Vine borders, as, owing to the slow progress of

decomposition, they furnish nutritive matter to the-roots

in after years, when the more soluble manures are ex-

hausted. But besides the compounds before enumerated,

Mr. Roberts mixes throughout the whole mass of soil a

quantity of carrion cut into small pieces, in the propor-

tion of <> one good-sized horse or cow carcass to every

tenor twelve square yards ; using caution, and not bring-

ing it to the surface of the border within one foot, as its

assistance is not wanted the first year." Although it is

well known that the Vine is what is -termed " a gross

feeder,'* we could hardly have supposed that its roots

delighted to revel in a profusion of one of the most power-

ful of all known manures. Yet, without doubt, the author

has found animal flesh in large quantities benehcial : m
fact, he seems to regard it as the most important element

in the composition of the border. We have dwelt at

some length upon this part of the subject, because it is of

the utmost importance ; for the most scrupulous atten-

tion to the internal management of a Vinery will avail

but little unless the roots of the plants are in a condition

to furnish a sufficiency of food.

The author very properly deprecates the notion ot

chambering, and heating the border with flues or pipes ;

and to protect and assist the roots while m action, he

advises the border to be covered two or three feet thick

with fermenting dung and leaves ;
justly attributing a pre-

valent cause of failure in Grape-forcing to the great dif-

ference in temperature between the roots m an exposed

border and the foliage in a warm house.

In his lists of sorts suitable for the various structures

in which Grapes are usually grown, he has inadvertently

included the White Muscat among those proper for the

rafters of a greenhouse. He reprobates the system now

unfortunately so general, of sending out with a high cha-

racter and a higher price some well-known or compara-

tively worthless sort as a - new seedling f and suggests

the institution of "a council or committee, including

some of the best practical men, to try, discuss and give

unbiassed opinions on the merits or demerits of all seed-

ling fruit, before they are pronounced worthy o cultiva-

tion (similar to the Floricultural Society for Flowers).

[In our opinion, the Horticultural Society of London is

the right judge to select ; well-informed and above all in-

terested bias. If a new Grape is not stamped with their

approbation, a man is unwise to buy it.]

—

W.
(To be continued.)

the matter, but in the illustrations, which ought to exem-

plify the qualities which constitute perfection ; the lists

at the end should, moreover, embrace all the standard

flowers of each subject.

Popular Flowers. The Pansy— its Propagation, CuU
tivation, and general Treatment in all Seasons.]

*u» !L?Sf«^^. Tyas & Co<

The second Number of this work is devoted to the

Pansy- Although advancing nothing new in the cultiva-

tion and management of the flower, the directions are

generally good, and the present Number is compiled with

Ireater care than the preceding one. It has probably been

fooked over by some judicious friend. ihese h tie trea-

ts are susceptible rf great improvement, not only in

UMUdHO

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.

The reason why a Currant or a Gooseberry-bush throws up

suckers is that the cutting, which now forms the bush, has been

made either with a heel to it, or cut so close to the mother-

branch, as to carry with it part of the latent buds generally found

there. To prevent this, the propagator cuts off the lower portion

of the shoot as far as he sees traces of these latent buds j he also

cuts off the top part of the shoot if too weak for his purpose, and

then he disbuds the middle portion, leaving only three or four

buds near the top to form the future head. No kind of cutting,

not even the Lilac, thus made, ever throws out suckers above

the collar of the plant; that is, above the roots. This is a simple

fact, well known to cultivators, but the extent of its application

has not yet been fully appreciated, and I am not aware that the

principle involved in it has been explained by any one. A wider

application of it, however, is all I have in view at present, now
that we are entering on the great business of propagation, &c.

I shall state another simple fact by way of illustration :—Sup.
pose a strong sucker from a black Currant-bush, with the buds

taken out, as in the case of the above cutting, but still growing

on the parent stock-lay it in the soil as you would any other

layer, and by the end of the growing season you will have a

strong plant that will never throw out a sucker above the roots

;

—a practical refutation of the old maxim, that a plant, propa-

gated from a sucker, will afterwards be disposed to throw up

suckers in its turn. Now, if the propagator in the stool-

ground" were to apply this rule of disbudding to the Nut and

Filbert- stools, we should hear no more complaints about these

bushes throwing up suckers; more especially, if in connection

with it, he were to give up the present mode of cutting down his

layers to within an inch or two of the ground, and leave them a

foot or two in length, with only two or three eyes at the top to

form a head. The Quince and Paradise; layers need not be

longer than six or eight inches, sufficient to have room to graft

on the disbudded part; and the same with all other layers ac-

cording to the purposes for which they are propagated. These

are no speculative notions ; I have adopted the plan for more

than ten years, and I have many proofs of its good effects, I

have not in a single instance been disappointed by a plant, so

treated, having thrown out suckers or side-shoots afterwards

where I did not want them.
To the list of plants given last week for keeping up a succes-

sion of flowers in the conservatory, the following may be added

:

From the Greenhouse and Pits.—Luculia gratissima, Sy-

phocampylus bicolor (always in flower), Chorozema varium,

and cordatum; Correa speciosa, pulchella, Harnsii, longiflora,

rosea (these supply the place of Fuchsias all winter); Primula

sinensis, single and double; Cineraria Waterhousiana, and hy.

brid varieties ; Camellias, many sorts; Mignonette. Heaths:

Erica alata, ardens, arbuscula, Blandfordiana, caflra, cannata,

colorans, c6ncolor, cerinthoides, exsurgens, gracilis, grandmosa,

hyemalis, mutabilis, princeps, pyramidalis, przestans, paniculata,

Sebana.tenella, vernix. .....
From the FoRCiNO-PiTS.-Azalea Indica alba, and varieties -

Rhodora canadensis, Acacia armata, Persian Lilacs, Calla (Rich-

Ardia) iEthidpica, Pelargonium album multiflorum, Admiral Na.

pier. Gen. Washington, Ne Plus Ultra, and some.scarlets ; Tulips,

several early varieties; Narcissuses, Soliel d'Or and double Roman
being the earliest; Hyacinths, Jonquils, Crocuses, Lily of the

Valley, Violets. Rosiss : Fairy, Old China, Tea-scented, Bour-

bons, and hybrid perpetuals; Fabvier, a China Rose, is one of the

best for bouquets at this early period ; and Fulgone, a hybrid

perpetual, the sweetest.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiNERV.-The earliest of the fruiters will now be showing

fruit, and will require rather more water and a little additional

heat with gentle syringing on fine mornings. The succession

ones if grown in dung heat, will want but little water yet and

no increase of temperature, till they are fresh potted by the end

of this or beginning of next month. See that proper composts,

&c, are ready for them before that time. **««««««
ViNERv.-Those who cut Grapes next April are now thinnxne

their bunches, and keep up agood brisk heat of 70°, with ahbcrdi

use of the syringe, according to the state of the weather, ine

different stages below this require their different treatment

;

those in flower had better be kept rather dry until the »««is

set, and those breaking their buds must be gently dealt witn, m
order to get all the eyes forward about the same time; tncy re-

quire a moist atmosphere.
lrt„tfin° and

PKACH-IIousK.-The heat here should now be about 00, ana

rather more regular than in the Vineries. Very little air can yet

be given by the front ventilators ;
cold draughts being 7™;*""

jurious to the young fruit and foliage. As soon as the b
.

xo^m "

ing is over, the syringe must be in full requisition morning aim

evening, and a strict look out must be kept after the green-ny ux

Cherry'-Housb.—The observations on the Peach-house are

applicable here also, and the temperature in both houses neeu

not differ much. , , , _4. t_:KPq
Fios.—These are more accommodating than the two last tnoca,

and will do well enough in either of the last three houses it tncy

are in pots or tubs. Where a house is devoted to them, aooui.

65° is the proper temperature for them now. They should not

get dry at the roots when in growth.
«tf«ntinn

Cucumbers and MsLONS.-Thcse require strict a"fntoon

while the weather is rough, or when sudden gleams ot tne &u

break forth; but of all the misfortunes to which they are UMW,
the steam from dung linings is the most fatal, and must be stnctiy

guarded against. , ___ „.:(•>,

Potatoes, Kidney-Beans. Rhubarb, and Asparagus^who

Radishes and other salads, require the routine culture fo meny

recommended, and a due regard to successions and the casuaiuea

of the weather.
,

. ,. .. ^.ni^Vipd
ORCi.ARD.-Any newly transplanted trees should be mulcnea

on frosty mornings, if not already done. Planting all sorts 01

fruit-trees should be finished before the end of the month, even

on the heaviest soils. Peaches and A pneots must be pruned ana

nailed now without delay.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.-Another crop of the dry bulbs and roots might now

be set to grow for a successional bloom. It » top soon yetior

potting to any extent, if the Orchidace* are ££*£. A hw
Slants here and there may indeed be so fo^ardm their growtn

ks to require fresh pots. There is no such a thing the"6™ o

now-a-days as a regular potting-time; every week until bep

tember, will bring its own operations with it in ™?s ^j b in to
GREEN-HOUSE.-Many plantain this house^"iH now wsgin i

ptow. and though they need not be encouraged, they £'"'"'

pTServed from cold draughts through the front sashes when

the weather is not favourable. All the beautiful ttg£jg™3
on trellises will require constant attendance in training ana

etonuine: the shoots as they advance.
,

. ^^0,1St

Co
P
NslKVAToav.-The early Epacrises, Acgjto. *j* £™j

plants of the Azalea and Rhododendron tnbes, wtn oic u

oulbs and Pclarg6niums will weekly^^&f^^Si
I have been found fault with for saying that stove pi *

especially the Orchidace* which I have "f^^^Sin
well in the Conservatory There never was a greater ni ^^
the world. Some of our finer Dendi^biums.have Dee

in my .own sitting-room for the last month, wheie

J

hardly ever up to 40- in the ^™n
f

* "^S to the stoves.
will grow with increased vigour when 1 move tnem tu

I have proved this to be the case frequently.

Pits and Framks.- If any amateur wishes to try experi-

ments in inarching Camellias, ibis is a good time to remove his

stocks into gentle heat, to set the sap in motion before the ope-

ration is begun. Grafting Camellias in spring never answers
well with any one ; it succeeds so much better in summer,
after the young growth has a little ripened. This is the best

time, however, to graft little Orange-trees for forcing and bloom-

ing in the drawing-room or conservatory. The young stocks

for this purpose ought to be brought in advance of the grafts by

a gentle heat. A few Wall flower seeds ir-ight now be sown, to

raise plants for forcing next winter, for which purpose they are

well adapted, as they may be had in flower from Christmas

until they bloom in the open ground. W c force another plant

here extensively, which I never saw in a 1st of forcing- plants ;

namely, Philadelphus coronarius, or Mock Orange, which forces

as well as the Deutzias.
Out-door Department.

Some of the flower-beds should now be trenched or renewed
for transplanting the autumn-sown annuals, which are to flower

next May, before the half-hardy plants are planted out for sum-
mer flowering. In some parts of the country the month of May
is the least gay time of the season in the flower-garden. Lime-

water, to clear the Grass of worms, has been a source of vexation

to many, but an ever ready nostrum in the hands of writers for

that purpose. If you have access to good stone-lime, your lime-"

water will certainly kill worms if it gets at them, but that made
from chalk-lime has no more effect on them than barley-water.

Hence the different results of which we hear. Where stone-lime

is difficult to be procured, corrosive sublimate seems to be the

next best resource, according to the late testimonies of corre-

spondents. Lawns cannot now be too often rolled when the

ground is in a half-dry state.

Forest and Coppice.—From the middle of February to the

middle of March has always been the time for general planting

on the Highland hills. Except pitting some of the best ground

in the warmer vallies, no other preparation was ever thought of.

In England, on the contrary, no preparation of the soil is thought

too good for planting, and the whole is finished, when possible,

before the end of February.—D. Beaton, Shruhland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Feb. 16,

1843, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

BAROMKTKR. Thkrmomkter. Wind. Rain.
Feb.

Friday 10

\1 1 -r *' ' "•
(\J 'I T TLfiwi H.f^OT«-

.\l .1 .'. .

20.881 29.831
1W ll V i

42 31

j » • * * * < <

36.5 N.E.
Saturday 11 29.976 29.859 41 26 33.5 N.E.
Sunday 12 30.040 30.030 41 27 34.0 N.E. .01

Monday 13 30.010 29.873 42 18 30.0 E.
Tuesday 14 29.721 29.613 39 10 27-5 W. 1

Wednesday 15 29.470 29.294 29 22 25-5 N.
1

Thursday 16 29.234

_
29.76r

29.193 as 20

22.8

26.0

80.4

N.E.

Average 29.670 38.0 .01

Feb. 10. Overcast; dense dark clouds; overcast at night.

11. Uniformly overcast ; hazy; slight frost.

12. Hazy, with slight drizzle; fine; overcast; frosty.

IS. Frosty; hazy; fine; sharp frost at night,
• 14. Frosty; cloudy; severe frost.

15. Sharp frost ; overcast; freezing all day, with slight snow,
16. Very dry air and frosty ; slightly overcast ; frosty.

Mean temperature of the week 9.7 below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for

the ensuing Week ending Feb. 25, 1843.

Feb.

Aver. Aver.
Highest Lowest
•vlemp. Temp.

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in

which It

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
ot Rain.

Sun. 19
Mon, 20
Tues. 21
Wed. 22
Thurs.23
Fri. 24
Sat. 25

45.2 31.5 38.4
45.3 33.5 39.4
46.2 U2.7 39.5
4G.3 84.S 39.8
45-7 32.7 39.2

46 7 38.1 42.4

48.0 33.6 40.7

7
10
9
O

9

9

0.64

0.51

0.20
0.29
0.33

0.29

0.24

n.

PrevailiriK Winds.

*

A «
ILL

*

c/; *
_^

1

^— —

^

_ MM

4 J 1 4 1 4 2
1 3', 1 3 2 2 5

2! G !

21 2 -

3
1

4 3
1-!—

2 4
31 4

2 2 2: 1 — 5 2
-_ 2 3; 2| 4>— I 3
_ 2 3

1
* 3 8

£
#

X

a
3
1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 25th in 1830—thermometer 59°; and the lowest on the 23d

in 1842—thermometer 18°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Feb. 17, 1843.

In consequence of the late severe weather, several of the more

delicate kinds of vegetables have advanced in price ;
amongst

fruit there has been little alteration. Trade is far from being

brisk. Fruit: Pines are tolerably abundant, from 5*. to 8*. per

lb. Foreign Grapes continue good, at the prices quoted last week.

Pummeloes are plentiful, from 6d. to is. each. Ihe supply of

dessert Pears is becoming very limited, fair samples of the

Beurre Ranee and NcPlus Meuris fetching from 4s. to 65. per doz.

Amongst the dessert Apples, Newtown Pippins are selling at 35.

per dozen, and the best Nonpareils from is. to 2s. per dozen.

Culinary Apples remain the same as in our last Report, tne saie

for them being very dull. Cucumbers are occasionally offered,

from 3s. to 6s. each. Vegetables : At the commencement of the

week Asparagus advanced considerably in price ;
it is now some-

what cheaper, but still fetches from 8s. to 12s. per 100 ;
the smaller

bunches being from 3s. to 6s. each. Seakalc is well supplied,

from Qd. to 2s. per punnet. The few French Beans to be met

with have risen to 3s. 6d. and 4s. per 100. A few New Potatoes

have just arrived from Lisbon in good drder. Brussels bprouts ai

becoming inferior. White Broccoli continues good, from is. to

l*. Gd. per bunch. Turnips are somewhat dearer, being from

U. 6d. to Ss. 6d. per doz. bunches. Lettuce and Endive are of fair

quality: the latter fetch from Is. Qd. to 3s. per score. Good

Onions are selling from 5s. to 6s. per bushel. Leeks are plentiful,

from 2s. tok per dozen bunches. Of Mushrooms therew a good

supply, from 6d. to is. per pottle. Flowen

^

The cut^
sist of Poinsettia pulcherrima, Amaryllises, Hyacinths, Roses,

Pelargoniums, Lilacs, Camellias, Kalmias, Azaleas, &c.

PRICES, Saturday, Feb. 18, 1843—FRUITS :—

Cucumbers, each, 3/. to 6t

Walnuts, per bush., lfljto 16*

Chesnuts, per peck, 3* to_6*

Almonds, perpeck, 6*

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Filbcrtfl,Entfli8h,per 100 lbs. 60*

Cob Nuts, per 100 Idb., 65*. to 75*.

Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 16*

— Spanish, 18»

_ Barcelona, 24*

Pine Apple, per lb. 5* to 8*

? rapei, Spanish, per lb. 1* to 1* 3d

— — ForUitfal, 1* to 2i 6d

Applet, deBsert, per bush., 4* to 12*

— Kitchen, 3* to 6*
Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 3* to 14*

Pummeloea, per doz., 0* to 12*

Oranges, per doz., 9rf to 2*

— per 100, fij to 12*

— bitter, per 100, 3* to 16*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*

— per 100,5*to 12*

VEGETABLES.
Savoys, per doz. M to U 3<*

P»r.nep., per dozen, 6,1
!

to U
Cabbage, White, per doz. 2* to 4*

— plants, per doz. 1* Qd to 3*

— Red, for pickling, 2* to 5*

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. 1* W> 2*

Broccoli, White, pi'.r bunch, 1* to Ufa
— Purple, Gd to 1* ......

Beans,Kidney, forced, per 100, 3* Gd to 4*

Potatoes, per ton, 70* to 80*

— per cwt.3* Gd to 4*

— perbushel, 2* to 2j d

— Kidney, per busl^l^to 2*

~ Scotch, perbUBhel, * ««

-. New Autumn, P^V^"™
Jerusalem Artichokes, per hair-sie\e.

Turnips, per'd^z. bun., 1* 6d to 3* Gd

Qd tO 1*Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Scorzonerafper bundle, U *{
to 1

J
Gd

Salsafy, per bundle, 1.3.j
to U 6d

Cardoons, each, U«l to 2s

Horse Radish, per bundle, 2, to 4* Oa

Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

9(i to 1* , _ ,

_ Turnip, p. doz.bch.. 1* to l*Cd

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to G*"
Young Horn, per bunch, 4<i to Gd

Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd to 2*

Leeks, per doz- bun., 2* to 3*

Onions, per bushel, G* to 6«

— Pickling, per hf.-sv., 3«6<Zto 4* Gd
— Green, p. doz- bun. 3* to 4*

— Spanish, per doz. 2* to 6*

Garlic, per lb. Gd to Ud
Shallots, per lb., i*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 8* to 12*

— Second, 3* to 6*
Sea-kale, per punnet, 9ri to 2i

Lettuce, Cab., p. bo., Gd to Urf

— Cos, 0(7 to 1 *

Endive, per score, 1* Gd to 3*

Celery, p. bd., (12to IS) (id to 2*

Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, Gd to 1*

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, 9d to 1*v/urn .-.iirn..-, [Jit i,».-o.c*»., — — --
,

Watercress, per doz. am. bun. Ad 10 oa

Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* to 1* Gd

Tarragon, per doz. bun., 2s to 4*

Fennel, per doz. bun-, 2* to 4*

Sage, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*

Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to As

Mushrooms, per pottle, Gd to 1*

Truffles, per lb, 3* to 4*

I
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Notices to Correspondents.

AnRiruiTUBK -B. A\-Lca land which has lain so long in Grass,

must be rich enough for any crop without any manure.

QuSclime laid on before ploughing would do good; the quan-

t^ty must depend on the quantity cf calcareous earth m the

soil; perhaps 50 bushels per acre may be sufficient. Begin

with Barley, then Potatoes, with soot. You may try

guano, mixed with earth into a compost
:
4 cwt. per acre put

into the drills, when the land is moist ; or Poictevm's manure,

l hoirshead per acre. Much depends on the season for success.

Artificial manures without stable or yard dung will not keep

no the fertility of the soil. Kohl rabi will do on a rich heavy

soil well pulverised. Ohou a mille tetes, for the leaves

to give to cattle, is a large branching Cabbage, which

spreads considerably, and is much cultivated in France.

The Drumhead Cabbage produces '.the heaviest crop. M.-—

-

Subscriber.— If your sand is of a gritty nature it will not be of

much use in the compost ; but it might be so if well mixed with

the stiff soil acting mechanically on it. If it is fine, you may

add it to any compost, but you had better use your stiff soil

for the mixture with nightsoil. There is no way of waking:

silicious sand finer that we know of, unless you sift it-iW.

. 11 ji —Youatt's work on " Cattle,'' published by the Society

for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, contains much good

advice. The less physic you give to your cows the better, it

is. perhaps, an advantage, not to have a country cow-doctor

near you. M. J. S. P.-You had better plant the whole

with Potatoes. The Ash-leaved Kidney is early and produc-

tive. After the Potatoes are taken up, you may immediately

row spring Tares to feed off with sheep in autumn; 01 the

small Turnip called Nimble Turnip. Mangel Wurzel is not

so likely to succeed between Potatoes. M.
ANURKS.-D^wum.-Brewcrs' grains would no doubt be a

useful manure, if they had gone through the acid fermentation

and begun the putrefactive : they may be used mixed with earth.

But where there are pigs or cows to give them to, it is wasteful

to use them as manure, unless they are quite spoilcd.il/.-—

A L ill—From some experiments we have made we find that

l lb 'of common oil of vitriol, worth l^rf., if bought in quantity,

will fix 7 pints of the concentrated gas-water prepared in some

of the London gas-works. We doubt whether the country gas-

works ever make it of half or one-third the strength. It you

rdd 170 gals, of country gas- water to 830 gals, of liquid manure,

we should expect that 1 cwt. of common oil of vitriol would be

sufficient. If the smell is likely to be troublesome it would be

M WPn to throw some bleachhig-powder into the tank, and to

stir it up in the first instance. But if the tank has a lid, the

escape of sulphuretted hydrogen gas, which causes the bad

smell will be of less importance. In mixing the oil of vitriol,

if- should be done in small quantities at a time, or the efferves-

cence ^ inconvenient, t T. G.-We shall be greatly

nhliired bv an account of your experiments with Guano.t

US.

Ma

W C K B —It is probable that guano at the rate of two or

three' 'cwt per acre, is the best manure for your purpose. Your

inquiry is gone to Mr. A.t Amicus.—Your butcher is a very
our

y

p-ond neighbour : the bottom of his pond will no doubt be good

stuff You had better consult SprengePs directions, at p. 524

of last year to see how you can best treat the substance. It

will reouire'to be a good deal weakened by mixing it with soil

before it is applied as manure. That done, it should be

mIwlWurzei,-M. C. -Mangel Wurzel are excellentfood for

sheep as well as for cows : they should be cut, and given with

nease-haulm or clover hay, as all roots should for fattening

sheep • a small portion of bean or pease-meal sprinkled over the

cut roots will be found very advantageous. • Mangel Wurzel

are not quite so nourishing as Swedish turnips, but more so

than the white* Give the sheep lumps of rock salt to lick. M.

Spirit of Tail—Peter Purler/.—This is not applied as amannrc,

but as a preventive against the attacks of insects. Where Po-

tatoes are infested with slugs, it would no doubt be a useful

application. For the manner in which it is used we must refer

you to p. 105 of Vol. 14 /./..-We have our doubts as to

i whether Spirit of Tar will be found a useful remedy against

those insects which do not carry on their ravages beneath the

soil If applied to the Roses growing over the walls of your

house this mixture would probably destroy the green fly which

infests them ; but it would communicate a highly-disagreeable

odour to the building. Many kinds of blight are occasioned

bv small parasitical fungi, and if this is the case, Spirit of

Tar would have no effect upon them.t

Y ES jj t i\ s.—The sudden drooping of the shoots upon your

Vine on the "morning of the 15th was occasioned by the frost

havinc taken effect upon the stem; this would check the flow of

sap and the foliage would necessarily suffer. You will find

another communication upon this subject in a different part of

the Paper4- B. C—We do not see the object of your com-

munication. Of course the atmosphere of a Vinery with a

metallic roof will be colder near the roof than elsewhere. But

what then ? it is the temperature of that part which has to be

observed * and in our opinion from 59° to 6;° is much too high

for early forcing. Yoirshould put mats on the roof when the

nie-hts are cold, or protect them by some other means; in

which case you will find the variation of temperature inside the

house very much prevented.f

Annuai -3 —A. I'.—The best annuals, amongst which are many of

late introduction, are Portulaca Thellusonii and splendens, Mar-

t^nii fratrran?, Torenia scabra, Didiscus casrfileus, Schizan-

*2 i7ft rotnsus llhodanthe Mangl6sii, Lobelia ramosa and hetero-

i vlla I oasa Herbert" and Pentlandica, Scyphanthus elegans,

Phlox nrummondi, Clintoma pulchella, and Brachycome iberidi-

f6 a which are tender. Hardy ones are, Nem6phila insignis,

Poa/tia albicans, vinosa, rubicunda, and J.indleyana, Malope

»r*,mlinnra Calandrmia discolor and speciosa, Limnanthcs

DouffUsU, Leptosiphon androsaceus and densiilorus, Tropie'o-

ZiPreLrinurn, Lupinus Cruikshankn and nanus, Lathyrus

LXeufs heiu gyne speciosa, Campanula L6reyi f Calliopsis

AtkiS bicolor'
Schizailthus Flatus, and Indian

vIrkxIiajs-A Subscriber had better procure the following

hard^ucSnnW for planting in h is clumps :-For the centre,

Delphinium Barlowi and grandinorum, double var Phlox pa-

^nififrn^ indThompsoniana, Lupinus polyphyllus, Aster Novie

AnSii A^ thesc m^
JucccS Stenactis speciosa, Aster elegans, Prc6nia officinalis,

SSSSL WWtleji, and Humei, Phlox ommflora, earnea, and

mnrnlnii Pciitstemon gentianoides, l^bridus, and ovatus,P^S RusselLna, Hopwoodiana, and splendens, Oenothera

spe^ persicifolia Aster elegans,

TS^vnniMiea Lythrum virgatum and Antirrhinum majus.

The 12SS margin may consist of Dodecatheon Mcadia,

TrZ£ anronffluS Helleborus niger and odora us, Veronica

centiXffi SSim alpinum, Gentiana septemfida, ascle-S Sd acS. PWOX stoloni/era, ar.stata, and setacea,
piadca, and acauus, ru

AlyssUm saxatile. The following

Conikkuous Pi.ants.-T. G. t
who finds it ^cult to preserve

plants of this genus when newly ™scd * (

?
n .^' shoul*

pot them off singly into small pots in a nnxtutc of loam and

sandy peat. Place them in a close frame for a few days, and

water sparingly ; afterwards give air freely, and all they will

then require will be an occasional shifting into larger pots, t

Holliks.-J. Ji. TF.-Do notsvringeyour Holhes m cold weather.

If it is mild, to do so will be advantageous, if performed in the

morning. Your proceed :ngs appear to hav e been v cry j uuicious.t

Mistlktok.—Peter Pindar.—Yowl previous letter never reached

_. The Mistletoe is found in this country upon the Lime,

Maple, Apple, Oak, Willow, and Poplar. In Germany it grows

in great quantities upon the common Pme.J
Floiucu,.tur B.-G. A. C.-From your brief description we sup.

pose you allude to Iris variegata.t ^AO„a
EvERGitKKNS.—^/;?A«.—The best time for procuring Evergreens,

Cedars, &c. for planting out, is late in the autumn.*

Crkkpkus.-T. B. IF.— If Cobtea scandens attached itself last

season to a rough-cast wall without any fastening, Eccremo-

carpus scabcr, Ampelopsis quinquef61ia, and the hardy Passion-

flower, would probably do the same. It is necessary, how-

ever, that there should be some projections round which he

tendrils can clasp firmly, otherwise the plants will be beaten

down by wind and rain.t

CLiaiBKRS.—A Subscriber.—Those mentioned last weekhad better

be trained separately. As you prefer Hoses, you may p.ant

against your porch the Boursault, de Lisle, Bougainville, and

Ayrshire Roses. You had better defer planting them until there

is no danger of their suffering from severe frost.*

Ornamkntal Trkks.-A F. S.-The following ornamental Trees

and Shrubs wiU grow where the soil is rich, but wet in winter :

^sculus earnea, Guelder Rose, Snowy Mespilus, scarlet flower-

ing Hawthorn, Laburnum, Siberian Crab, Bird and double-

flowering Cherry, Philadelphus speciosus, and Gordonianus,

Ribcs a^reum and sanguincum, and Spiraea ari8cf6ha.t

White Hki.lkbore.-J. P. O. if. -We really do not know where

the seed of this plant can be obtained >, but you can procure

the plant itself of any nurseryman. X .

In-door Plants.— T. <?., who wishes for something besides

Fuchsias, Camellias, &c, for blooming in windows, may try

the Chinese Primrose, Acacia armata, Azalea indica, white and

purple varieties, Chorozema varium, Genista cananensis,

H6vea Celsi, and S611ya hcterophylla. t Junius.—"We appre-

hend that tender annuals grown in pots, plunged in sawdust,

heated by hot-water, and suspended within a short distance of

the skylight of a covered passage, would not repay the trouble

which they would occasion.* E. D.— For a room into which

the sun shines during most of the day we should recommend

Fuchsias/Myrtles, Pelargoniums, Aloes, and Cacti, in preference

to Dahlias, which would not do well in the confined atmosphere

of a room. t », , . .

Cacti.— T. G.—The chief point in managing these plants is to

allow them an alternate period of growth and rest. They

should be grown in a mixture of lime-rubbish and loam, with

a little cow-dung, and in well-drained pots. In summer, they

should be fully exposed to the sun, and well watered ; but from

October to March they should be kept perfectly dry. t

Achimbnks rosea.— K.—This, as well as others of the genus,

frequently forms scaly bulbs at the axils of the leaves, by which,

in addition to those formed underground, the plant may be

propagated. It is unusual for this plant to bear seed.t

CovsERVAToar Plants. —J. D. — For the partially-shaded

part of a Conservatory no plants will be better adapted than

Camellias, Orange-trees, and Myrtles.*

IpoMCEA.—it Subscriber.—It is better, in potting Ipomccas, to

raise the upper portion of the tuber above the soil. Ipomcea

tyrianthina would do better in a prepared border of the green-

house than in a potj its flowers arc of a deep purple colour,

quite distinct from those of I. purga, which are rose-coloured.

The latter is a beautiful species, but it is very difficult to

Kbnnkdias.—Miscellaneous.—It is probable that your KennjS-

dias damp off from being over-watcred or kept in a shady

place where they do not obtain sufficient light and air. Cut

them back to where they are sound, repot them into loam and

sandy peat, and plunge them into a gentle bottom-heat to

recover them.t _ , t

Grass-tree.—^. S.—The Grass-trees are greenhouse plants from

New Holland. Of the one called Kingia australis there are

several plants at Kew Botanic Garden. We do not suppose that

they can be obtained in the London Nurseries.!

Pansuss.—S. T.—The following 8 Pansies are first-rate, and may

be added to those mentioned at p. 73. King's sulphurea elegans,

Brown's Countess of Orkney, Thomson's Nymph, Raphael,

Cyclops Attila, and Regulator, and Major's Bridegroom.*

Htacinths.—J. 5.—Hyacinths intended for blooming in glasses

should be placed in them about the middle of November. The

bulbs should barely be allowed to touch the water until roots

begin to protrude from them. They should be placed in a dark

room for the first fortnight, when the water will require to be

changed j the bulbs may then be brought to the light, and all

that they will need until they have done blooming will be fresh

water twice a week.t

ruibs— T. G.—The best season for planting Amaryllis bella-

donna in the open ground is the spring. It may be procured

of any respectable nurseryman.*

Melon.—A You?ig Beginner.—The Cassaba Melon requires the

treatment of the Persian kinds; respecting which we will

shortly give you further information, i

Grafting.—H; S.— Grafts of the Plum will take readily on three-

year-old branches, if the operation is properly performed. J

J)iscivulus.—Apples may be grafted on Pear stocks ; but,

although they may take well enough at first, after a few years

they begin to linger and fail in producing young wood. This

will most probably be the case with the Ribstone Pippin, grafted

on the Jargonelle. ||

MultjBRRt Tubes.— Discipulus.—The removal of large limbs

from yOOT Mulberry-trees, which you state are two feet in

diameter, has doubtless been the occasion of their throwing

out shoots too luxuriant for bearing fruit at present; but, if

vou refrain from lopping, the flow of sap will gradually mode-

rntP and vou may then expect them to bear fruit. ||

PPM5S-— -*• tf.-Some of the best Kitchen Apples for

the trees, before the flowers expand, and again as soon as the

fruit is set, with a mixture of soapsuds and strong tobacco-

water, at the rate of two gallons of the latter to five of the
former. Not having had any experience in the application of

spirits of tar in such cases, it would be most prudent to try it,

diluted, upon a tree of little consequence, or to wash over a single

bough when the fruit is set, as an experiment, which, if successful,

might then be more extensively employed. R. B. B.'s beetles

are the Otiorhynchus picipes, whose history, with the best

means for their destruction, have been given in Vol. L p. 292. A.

Books.- T. T. H.—Professor Low's work may be procured of

any of the principal booksellers in London.t
Cottagers' Cai.kndar.-^ Curate.—Mr. Paxton's Calendar

was printed in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Feb. 6, 1842. If you
would like to judge of it before ordering any for distribution,

enclose six postage-stamps to the office, and the publisher will

forward you a copy by post.

Stoiuno FauiT.—Abrus.—Apples will always retain their fresh-

ness best when kept in a loom where there is no fire. All that

we know respecting the preservation of Walnuts is stated at

p 693 of last year's Chronicle. Chesnuts require to be well

dried before they are stored away, t

jJwns.^ cow-shed will not,

if mixed with a sufficient quantity of water, prove injurious to

a town shrubs, or trees. At this season it may be applied

w tl7lUle or no previous dilution, as the rains will render it

not those of an Apple, but apparently of a pla»\caU^ Athras

costata, allied to the Sapodilla of the West lndies-t—^-
J.

We sec nothing to object to in the Regulations. Good conduct

among the members is of far more importance than luies.

1 A Countryman.-^e cannot describe what a union Joint s.

You should inquire of the nearest engineer. »'-^ £°
not understand you. If a person is ignorant he must De in-

structed. You, no doubt, are just as ignorant as those of whom

you complain, and so are we, and so are all of as, only in li-

ferent ways; at least such is the opinion of John Linaie^\~T2

A Subscriber.-The eye of your seedling Pansy is tine, and tne

lower petal is particularly well formed; the flower being imper-

fect in other respects, no decided opinion can be given.*—J-

L C —We must refer you to our advertisements. J Hoppiana.

—The insect is the Black Vine Weevil, described at p. 292 ot

the Chronicle for 1841. T. S.-Both the Elms are Ulmus

&labra .t T. R. IF.-Your plants are, 1, Rhfpsahs Cassytna;

use

in the*months cf December, January,£ebruary, aiu^March^reLatk Ai

lhp
h
Roval Russet, Bedfordshire Foundling, Alfriston, Dume-

Ws Seedling. Hrabant Bellcfleur, and Easter Pippin.
||

it Z ^Ks-i Z.A.-The 12 best sorts of Broccoli are the

FarW White, Grange's Early Cauliflower, Early Purple Cape,

PreL Cape, Sulphur-coloured, Sprouting, Purple Cape,

k wht's Protecting, Green Close-headed, Portsmouth, Chap-

«MJf cream-coloured, Latest Green or Danish. The 12 best

Inrrs of Lettuce are-Brown Dutch, White Dutch, Imperial,

White Silesian, Malta, Marseilles, Hammersmith, Black-seeded

Gotte Tennis Ball; Brown, White Pans, and J Green Paris

Cos '() sorts of Cabbage, which will probably answer your

mirnosc better than a greater number of inferior kinds, are the

Farlv York, Battcrsea, Vanack, Cornish, Portugal, and the

Small Dark Red for Pickling. The 10 best sorts of Onions are

Silver skinned, Madeira, Reading, Globe, Strasburg, Brown

Vortucal Blood-red, James's Keeping, Potato Onion, [and

xTnrpra
' The best Dwarf Kidney-beans are—White Long-pod,

Fairly Dwarf Dutch, Large Dwarf Dutch, Pale Turkey, Dwarf

Black-spotted, and Negro. |

p ATORS-iJ. K'—F°r an early crop we recommend the Aan-

rlTK^-tSnaus.-Yon will succeed better with your Celery

if voudo not earth it up so early as you have usually done

;

hut at the same time it will be advisable in your case not to

^olr it till November, and then earth it up at once ;
begin

then it fe half-grown, taking care to preserve the heart uuin-

B/"«
d2K.-Wmewater is the best remedy for destroying

SL
slugsTn gr^nhouses. If they attack any favourit

.

,jj*k*£

in those paits ui >
d be destroyed, t

which wdl b

^
a
5^

a^e

p

d

p£tyc
C
cs
b
^^ infested with caterpillars,

VKXh itfc difficult to destroy. We should recommend waUnn;

2,Cacaliatomentosa; 3, Crassula squamulosa; 4, an Eqm-

setum.t J- C. L.-Certainly, Irish produce is excellent. A
thousand thanks.t D. II. U.-Send them in two parcels

by p0St G. P. — Yo-ur Evergreen Oaks appear to be, 1,

Quercus Ilex oblonga ; 2, Q. I. crispa.t—Amicus.-Yoax

Oak, which retains its leaves through the winter, is the Ful-

ham Oak ; the other is not the Lucombe Oak, but probably an

tu
CT
pAXTON*S

8
COTTAGER,S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, P"^'
MCh copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen

Wishing to distribute copies among their pottage tenantry may

have them delivered ^^^'^^^"fSeve^lorfM
office order to this Office, at the rate of 6s. for e\ ery 25 copies.

Ai usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week

o-
a

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The services of our Naval and Military forces in the

course of the recent operations in China have been ac-

knowledged by the unanimous approbation of Parliament

—the vote of thanks proposed by Ministers having been

carried in both Houses without a dissentient voice. In the

Lords, the Duke of Wellington bestowed unqualified

praise on the discipline, forbearance, and humanity of

the troops ; and characterised the achievements of tne

united forces, from the attack of the heights of Canton -to

the conclusion of the war, as unprecedented in the Naval

and Military history of this country. The value of this

praise was strikingly pointed out by Lord Brougham, who

adverted to the fact that every man who would receive the

vote would prefer the single opinion, the single panegyric

of the Duke of Wellington to votes of thanks from both

Houses of Parliament. In the Commons, the services.ot

the united forces were acknowledged with equal unani-

mity by Members of both sides of the House..Lota

Stanley, in proposing the vote, remarked that.titer* had

been victories ihich had involved more b oodshed but

never any which more merited the thank^,
of the country.

Lord Palmerston seconded the motion ;
an ^.^

ing the forbearance of ^.^.•"/^priwd the effi-

tion that long years of inactivity had no 1
1

P
fc

ciency of the British force. ;
ha ^^^ tbere.

they had rested in their."^"^ been himself accus-

Sir Charles Napier said that^ ^^ ^ ^
tomed to go up rivers «n

fore declare that the skill

what it was, and he coulc

^^^^^ [n Naval hig.

displayed by Sir w

.

Exchequer on Monday sub-
tory._Th e Chancel o o the , ^

fa feference

mitted the scheme p oposed y^

^

^ ^ f^
!° ^ .t pUn adopted by' the Commissioners in dividing

rtoUleJs into four classes ;
the first being those to

h no suspicion could attach ; the second and third

beine; those to whom a want of care and prudence might

be attributed. To these three classes he proposed that

compensation should be awarded ; but the fourth class,

including persons amenable to grave suspicion, and im-

plicated in dealings with the guilty parties, would be alto-

gether excluded from compensation. He proposed to

provide the sum required by the issue of Exchequer bills,

so that out of forged bills to the value of 377,000/., com-

pensation may be awarded to the amount of 262,000/.

After a short discussion, a resolution in accordance with

the proposal of Government was brought in.— Lord

Howick's motion for an inquiry into the distress of the

country, after five nights' debate, was brought to a close

!
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at a late hour this morning, when the House divided,
|

negativing the motion by a majority of 115.

The leading feature in our foreign news is the announce-
ment that the long-pending differences between France
and Spain have been satisfactorily adjusted, the Spanish
Government having formally disavowed the imputations
made against the French Consul by the political chief of
Barcelona. The Regent has also excused Barcelona from
the payment of the remaining sum due on the war con-
tribution, and has ordered the state of siege to be raised.
It is expected that this act of clemency will restore tran-

quillity to the city, and that the municipal elections will

now take place without interruption.—We have accounts

of another insurrection in Portugal, the inhabitants of

Oporto having resolved not to pay the new taxes, which

had been somewhat rigorously levied. A collision has

taken place between the people and the military, in which

the former were completely successful ; and apprehensions

are entertained that the movement will spread to Lisbon,

where the taxes are equally unpopular.—From the Levant
we learn that a misunderstanding has occurred between

the Turkish Cabinet and the Austrian Minister, who has

refused to hold any communication with the Porte until

he has received instructions from his Government. The
British Ambassador, however, has offered his services as

mediator, which both parties have accepted, and there is

little doubt that the affair will be satisfactorily settled by
diplomacy.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
"Wales, and the Princess Royal, left Windsor Castle yester-
day afternoon for Buckingham Palace, for the season, and
arrived in town soon after three o'clock, by a special train
on the Great Western Railway. Viscount Hawarden has
succeeded the Earl of Hardwicke as the Lord in Waiting

;

Admiral Sir Robert Otway has succeeded Sir Frederick
Stovin as the Groom in Waiting ; .and Viscountess Can-
ning has succeeded the Countess of Charlemont as the
Lady in Waiting on her Majesty.

Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. G. A. Hamilton has
been elected Member for the University of Dublin, in the
place of Mr. Justice Jackson ; and Sir Samuel T. Spry,
Knt., of Tregolls, Cornwall, has been elected Member for
Bodmin, by a majority of 4 over Mr. Sawle, the Liberal
candidate. It is rumoured that the Marquis of Donegal
is about to present a petition against the return of Mr.
Emerson Tennent for Belfast.

Official Appointment*. — Lieutenant - General Lord
Seaton has been appointed Lord High Commissioner of
the Ionian Islands.— Captain Sir Thomas Fellowes,
C.B., has been appointed Captain- Superintendent of the
Victualling-yard and Naval Hospital, Plymouth, in the
place of Capt. Coode, whose time of service has expired.—The Queen has been pleased to appoint William Garnett,
of Lark-hill and Bleasdale-forest, Esq., to be Sheriff of
the County Palatine of Lancaster for the year ensuing
Sir Herbert Jenner Fust, Dean of the Arches and Judge
of the Prerogative Court, has been elected Master of
Tnnity-hall, Cambridge, vacant by the death of Dr. LeBlanc—Mr. N. Clarke, of the Midland Circuit, and Mr.
Byles, of the Norfolk Circuit, have been promoted to the
dignity of Serjeants-at-Law.

iFomgn.
France—The Paris papers are chiefly occupied with

domestic matters, and with speculations on the stability

°J. ^e
/ ™ 7"i

ThC e
\
eC?°n 0f a dePut y for ^e third

district of Pans has concluded since our last report, and
the result has been favourable to the Opposition, whose
candidate, M. Taillandier, a Councillor in the Cour
Royale of Paris, has been returned by a small majority—
his votes amounting to 826, and those of M Legentil
the ministerial candidate, to 805. This defeat was not an
unexpected one, though it might perhaps have been
avoided by the Conservative party concentrating their
whole strength, on the first day, on one instead of two
candidates. The journals announce increased activity in
the ranks of the Opposition, who profess to hope that, on
a question to be raised respecting the appointment of
Admiral Roussm to the Ministry of Marine, they will be
able to overthrow the Ministry. This expectation does
not appear to have prevailed in political circles, more
particularly as the Cabinet on Friday obtained some com-
pensation for the defeat they sustained, the day before, in
tbe third electoral college of the capital. The Chamber
of Deputies proceeded to the monthlv renewal of their
oureaux, or standing committees— to the result of which

«K»
'nterest is attached at all times, but more especially

p,,.«?n
there

's n° question of any magnitude under dis-

MiW.' °f the e'Shteen selections made on that day

Ttom1reim
l,re

*

d8ixt
?
en

»
and the PP^ition only two.

comiStSi

T

rtanCe 1S attached to this advantage, as the

nTsion that ? or^nised wi» have to appoint the corn-

See fund iYV ,^ UP°n the budSet and secret

will not be allowed to
*? W tl ? x^T™

will be demanded from the ^liS *' exP,an
,

atl°ns

they understand the paragraph
41" 1

/
1
:/' " t0 wheth
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- sense as
,

t££glishfc^^ Mint
-NeVr^
at the Ministry of Marine as colonists for the MarcmSas
Islands. On Thursday they sent a deputation with an
offer of their services to the Minister of Marine, who

replied that no plan had yet been adopted for the coloniza-
tion of those islands.—The Journal des Dcbats states,

that by a note attached to the budget of the Minister of
Marine, it appears that Government demands an increase
of 4,000,000f., to be applied exclusively to the military
marine, which will increase the navy budget for the year
1844 to lll,000,000f. The effective of the seamen will

then amount to 30,872 officers and privates, and the effec-

tive of the troops employed in the seaports and colonies to
20,378 officers and privates. The fleet will be composed
of 160 sail, divided into three classes. The first will com-
prise 140 ships, of which 8 are ships of the line, 12 frigates,

8 corvettes, 21 brigs, and 26 gunboats, mounting 2,000
guns, and 39 tenders, measuring 20,000 tons. These 140
ships are intended to be kept constantly at sea, and will
protect French commerce, on the 11 following stations :—
the coasts of the Peninsula, the Brazils, and La Plata, the
Pacific Ocean, the Antilles, Cayenne, Mexico, the coast of
Africa, the Levant, Bourbon, Newfoundland, and Algiers.
The second class comprises 16 ships laid up in ordinary

—

12 ships of the line and 4 frigates. A French periodical
states that a Prefect of Corsica, M. Guibega, having lately

examined the registers of the town of Calvi, has disco-
vered in them the act of birth of Christopher Columbus,
making him consequently a countryman of Napoleon.
Hitherto Genoa, Savona, Cogoleto, Nervi, and Zuccarello,
have all laid claim to the honour of being the birthplace
of the great navigator.—A correspondence has been pub-
lished between M. de Tocqueville and Lord Brougham in
reference to a passage in his Lordship's speech in Parlia-
ment, in which he attributed to the former gentleman
"marvellous ignorance" on the subject of the Right of
Search Treaties. M. de Tocqueville states that his speech
was misreported, and that he was not ignorant of the
facts adverted to. Lord Brougham, in reply, contends
that, if this be the case, it was his duty to have given the
information to the French Chambers during the recent
angry debate on the Address, and not to] have allowed
erroneous notions to be disseminated.

Algeria.—Accounts from Algiers of the 5th inst. state
that the intelligence received from the interior of the
Regency was of a satisfactory nature. General Changar-
nier, who was to have returned to Milianah on the 3d,
had chastised the tribes residing to the west of that town
for their participation in the last insurrectionary move-
ment, which was then completely appeased in the province
of Tittery. The Governor-General, favoured by the
weather, appears to have experienced no obstacle to his
march. He was, by the last accounts, on the limits of the
territory where the insurrection had originated. Abdel
Kader had retired before him into the mountains bordering
on the Desert.

Spain.—The long-pending differences between France
and Spain on the affairs of Barcelona have been adjusted,
the Spanish Government having disavowed the imputation
made by the ex-political chief of Barcelona, M. Gutierrez,
against the French Consul, M. de Lesseps. The official

Gazette of Madrid of the 10th inst. contains this disavowal,
under the form of a letter addressed to the Minister of
the Interior by the Minister of War, and of which the
last paragraph is couched in the following terms :—
" Consequently the Government of her Majesty, which
ever acts with justice and impartiality, deems it just to
declare that the assertion of the Political Chief was not
accurate, and had not, without doubt, any other founda-
tion than the rumours circulated by persons flying from
Barcelona— rumours which the inquiries of the Captain-
General had dissipated." A telegraphic despatch, dated
Perpignan, the 10th inst., had also been received, an-
nouncing that the Regent has excused Barcelona from
the payment of what remained due on the war contribu-
tions. The journals of the 8th contain the letter of
General Seoane to the Municipality and Chamber of
Commerce, announcing the above intelligence. The
editor of the Papagayo has been restored to liberty,
and the state of siege was to be raised on the 12th.
Prior to the arrival of this intelligence, the state of
Barcelona had become more serious. The Muni-
cipality had published a proclamation relative to the
troubles of the 30th and 31st; but the Military Go-
vernor had ordered it to be torn down, and he published
another, much more peremptory. A conspiracy had been
discovered in the fortress of Montjuich, and 12 sergeants
were arrested. The inmates of the houses from which
stones were flung on the soldiers, had all, to the number
of 100, been arrested and sent to the citadel. General
Seoane had addressed a despatch to the Government, dated
the 30th ult., in which he describes the state of excitement
prevailing in Barcelona, and which every moment threat-
ened to lead to open revolt. He attributes that efferves-
cence to the intrigues of « a class of individuals interested
in fomenting fresh disorders ;

" " for otherwise/' says the
General, " it is impossible to comprehend that a city dis-

armed and garrisoned by 15 battalions, who could "in an
instant silence all clamour, should indulge in acts of that
kind without any means of conquering, and with the
certain prospective of being chastised in an exemplary
manner. I am consequently compelled to take efficacious
measures against those who, in the clubs, or by incendiary
speeches or writings, appear to have undertaken the task
of completing the ruin of this city." The clemency of the
Regent is expected to restore tranquillity ; and it is hoped
that the municipal elections will take place without inter-
ruption. Prince Jerome Napoleon, son of the ex-king of
Westphalia, had arrived at Barcelona. A singular state

of things exists at Madrid, where the citizens protest
against the tendencies and falsehoods of the press, and
make a declaration in favour of the Regent ; whilst, on
the other hand, the press menaces the Government, and
utters the deepest imprecations upon General Seoane,
because, by Virtue of martial law, proclaimed in conse-

quence of the insurrection, he has suppressed the journals
of Barcelona.

Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the
6th inst., with the particulars of some serious disturb-
ances at Oporto, the people having resolved not to pay
the assessed taxes, which had been somewhat rigorously
levied. It appears that immediately after the publication
of the lists of the assessment of the Decima Industrial
(Income-tax), a universal determination to disobey took
possession of all parties, owing to the arbitrary manner in
which this new impost had been levied. The lists were
torn down, and the inhabitants publicly expressed their
intention of resisting claims made upon them which they
were unable to bear. The authorities, actuated by fear,
threw all the odium upon the Government, and a con-
ference having been held betwixt the Civic Chambers
and the Governor of the place, a proclamation was issued,
announcing that the Home Government had been made
acquainted with the complaints of the people, and that the
lists had been recalled for reconsideration. This procla-
mation was taken down and torn to pieces in the Pra^a of
Don Pedro, amidst loud cries of " Long live the Queen
and Charter, and down with the Taxes." At five in the
evening a troop of cavalry arrived in the square, and
formed in line, in readiness to charge upon the people.
The scene which followed can scarcely be described- with
the rapidity of lightning the whole mass fell upon the
military, dismounted them, and scouted* them from the
square, thousands of voices vociferating, '< Long live our
Queen," " Down with the Ministry," " No Taxation,"
rt Down with the thieves who are plundering us." Shortly
after a body of municipal infantry came into the square, the
commander of which, upon seeing the attitude taken by the
populace, prudently returned to the barracks. At 1 1 o'clock
on the morning of the steamer's departure, from the multi-
tudes which were congregating from all quarters, a repe-
tition of these scenes was expected. It is, moreover, to
be feared, that Lisbon will also be the theatre of some
similar commotion, as the new taxes are equally unpopular
in that city. The distress of the Douro wine district is
said to be extreme, and must finally compel the Govern-
ment to cede to the views of England ; and it is admitted
by all, that their refusal regarding the tariff has brought
upon them a universal feeling of distrust.
Germany.—Accounts from Hanover received this

week mention that great preparations are making for
celebrating the marriage of Prince George of Cumberland.
It was arranged that the festivities were to commence
yesterday the 17th, with the entry of Princess Mary, and
were to last, it is said, a whole week. Two operas were
in course of rehearsal, and the manager is said to have
composed a piece for the occasion. The magistrates were
to have the honour of receiving the Princess at the tri-
umphal arch erected at the gate. It is said that the King
of Prussia and all the Princes of the Royal Family of
Irussiahave accepted his Majesty's invitation to be pre-
sent on the occasion. It is understood that the marriage
of the Marquis of Douglas with the Princess Mary of
Baden, will be solemnised this day the 18th inst. Letters
from Berlin mention the death, in that city, at the age
of sixty-six, of the Baron de Lamotte-Fouque, known
through all the world of letters as the author of the beau-
titul legend of " Undine." A letter from Vienna, in the
Frankfort papers states, that Marshal Marmont was dan-
gerously ill at Venice, from an attack of apoplexy.
Grkece.—Letters from Athens of the 21st ult. inform

us that the long expected bankruptcy of the Greek
government has been officially announced, the Cabinet
having notified to the representatives of the allies that it
can no longer attempt to pay the interest of the guaranteed
*oan; and this announcement, it appears, was accom-
panied by a demand for further advances. It has also
transpired that the Greek Government, in thus notifying
its inability to pay the allies, does not attempt to conceal
the fact that it sees no prospect of being able to do so for
years to come. Private letters state, in reference to this
subject, that " It remains to be seen how people in Eng-
land win like to be called upon, every six months, for
twenty-five thousand pounds, to pay in reality for King
utno s new palace and its furniture, and to encourage
inm m pursuing that system of misgovernment by which
lie has not only driven to despair his own subjects but has
di^usted Europe, which had reasonably expected very
uiiterent results when Greece was erected into a kingdom."
Turkey.—The Levant mail has brought advices from

Constantinople to the 29th ult. of considerable interest.A suspension of diplomatic communications between the
lorte and the Austrian Court had just taken place, in
consequence of some intrigues on the part of the Turkish
Ministers, whereby the Austrian Steam Navigation Com-
pany had for some time suffered, from the unfair compe-
tition of the rival Armenian Company, who had prevailed
on the Turkish Ministers to issue orders preventing the
subjects of the Porte from embarking in the Austrian
vessels on theTrebizond line, and raising other obstruc-
tions, by which their navigation would have proved a loss.
The Austrian Chargd d'Affaires had suspended his rela-
tions with the Porte, but Sir S. Canning had offered his
services as mediator, which had been accepted by both
parties.---.The English and French Consuls at Belgrade
have, in consequence of positive instructions from their
respective Governments, formally recognised and opened
relations with the newly-elected Prince of Servia.—We
noticed last week the occurrence of two remarkable inno-
vations in Turkish manners ; we have this week the par-
ticulars of another, which is thus given by the correspond-
ent of the Morning Post ;—" Last Saturday a juvenile
Christmas party, or fancy ball, was given at the English
palace, and invitations were issued not only to the Frank,
mote, and Armenian families, but, to the astonishment
of every body, to those of respectable Turks. This experi-
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ment, if it may be so called, proved successful beyond all

expectation. The arrangement of the affair did great

credit to the taste and judgment of Lady Canning. The

little Pachas and Effendis, Khanouns, Leilas, &c, con-

ducted themselves -with due decorum, and doubtless on

their return to their respective harems were the innocent

instruments of a propagandisrn to which nobody can

reasonably object."—The Hon. Mr. Curzon, private secre-

tary to Sir S. Canning, who was to act as the British com-

missioner at the deliberations of the Turkish and Persian

plenipotentiaries at Erzerum, sailed for Trebizond on the

27th. Capt. Williams, at first appointed to fill that mis-

sion had been unable to undertake it in consequence of

indisposition—We regret to state that the rumoured

murder of Col. Stoddart and Capt. Conolly in Bokhara is

confirmed. The Ameer had thrown them into prison on

the receipt of news from Cabul announcing the disasters

of our troops on their first expedition; and on the 17th

of June last, at the instigation of Akhbar Khan, the

Bokhara chief ordered that Col. Stoddart should be put to

death, in the presence of Capt. Conolly. They were both

led into a small square near their prison, where Col.

Stoddart was beheaded, and, on Capt. Conolly refusing to

embrace Mahometanism, he also fell under the headsman s

knife. They were buried on the spot, in graves which had

been dug in their presence.

Malta.—The Levant Mail has brought recent advices

from Malta, with accounts of the fleet, and the movements

of our ships of war in different parts of the Mediterranean.

On the 31st ult., the inhabitants of Malta had an oppor-

tunity of witnessing a spectacle as magnificent as it is

rare*—the heaving down of her Majesty's ship Formidable,

of 84 guns, in the presence of Sir Edward Owen, com-

mander-in-chief, and an immense concourse of spectators.

Upwards of 800 men were employed in the work :
in an

incredibly short space of time the ship yielded to their

power and gracefully fell into the desired position. In an

instant the full extent of her damage, caused by her run-

ning ashore at Barcelona, was ascertained, and moulds of

the required repairs having been taken, she was again

righted. It is said that the plan sent to the Admiral by

the ship's carpenter, who went down in a diving dross to

survey her at Barcelona, represented in the nicest degree

the damage received ; and that his report was fully con-

firmed when she was hove down.—On Wednesday, the

31st ult., a sight altogether new in Malta was witnessed

at Valetta,—the confirmation by the Bishop of Gibraltar

of some 300 persons of both sexes and of all ages. After

the morning service had been read, the Bishop delivered an

address appropriate to the ceremony. Among the persons

confirmed were several midshipmen and boys from the fleet.

United Statks.—By the Royal Mail str. Caledonia,

from Boston and Halifax, we have received papers from

New York, to the 2d inst. The papers are occupied with

accounts of the discovery made by Mr. Sparks in refer-

ence to Lord Ashburton's treaty, and state the particulars

given in our last, confirming the fact that Dr. Franklin s

map was produced by Mr. Webster in the Senate. Indeed

it appears that the publication of the proceedings in secret

session of the Senate, upon the question of approving the

treaty, has brought this communication to light. The

New York Express, after describing the discovery of the

map observes, " After reading this letter of Dr. Franklin,

it can hardly be said that Great Britain had no grounds

to set up a claim to the disputed territory, and may not

every American rejoice that this matter is now definitively

settled, and can never more be brought in controversy."

An abstract of the Bill now pending in the Senate of the

United States has appeared in the papers. It proposes

the occupation and settlement of all the territory claimed

by the United States north of 42d degree of north lati-

tude and south of 54 degrees 40 minutes. The whole

north-western coast, it is known, has been claimed by

Russia Great Britain, the United States, and Mexico.

The ground of the claim of the American Government

rests upon the following basis :— 1st. That of the priority

of the discovery by Capt Gray, of Boston, in 1788, of

the mouth of the Columbia. From this, according to the

universal rule among civilised nations, follows the right

to the country watered by such river to its sources. This

discovery was afterwards more completely explored by

the expedition under the command of Captains Lewis and

Clarke 2d The cession by Spain of all her rights of

terrify north of the^ 42d parallel of latitude. 3d. The

French claim, to which the United States succeeded. 4th.

Contiguity of territory. On the other hand, Great Britain

sets up her title to the same territory on the following

grounds :-lst. That she can plead priority of discovery

by Mears, sailing under Vancouver 2d. That by the

convention of Nootka Sound in 1790 Spain yielded to

Great Britain free and open access, trade, and settlement

to British subjects, in common with her own, upon this

coast. 3d. She claims also the French rights, ceded to

Spain in 1763, by treaty between those two nations.—Ac-

counts from New Orleans mention an attempt to assassi-

nate Mr. Clay, one of the candidates for the Presidency,

while he was leaving the Supreme Court
;
but the assassin

was believed to be insane.-Letters from the West Indies

received at New York state, that any hope, however re-

mote, that might have been entertained of the safety of

Her Majesty's ship Victor, 16, Commander Otway, must

now be entirely dispelled. No intelligence had been heard

of her when the last packet left, and there is not a doubt

that she must have foundered, anj_allhands perished.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Monday.—The Duke of Wellington laid papers on the table

relating; to the military operations in Afghanistan 5
and post-

poned his motion for a vote of thanks from Thursday to Monday
next.—Lord Brougham, on this intimation, postponed, from

Monday till Thursday next, his motion respecting the London

Corporation.—The Earl of Ripon, in answer to LordCLARKNDON,

stated that Government intend, in the course of the present ses-

sion, to introduce a bill respecting the building of houses in the

metropolis, and that it is in contemplation to issue a commission

on the sanatory condition of the people.-TheDuke of Welling-

ton intimated, in reply to Lord Monteagle, that Ministers en-

tertain no intention to propose any alteration in the law by wincn

the Bank of England charter is to continue in operation till the

end of a term of ten years from 1834 ; that there is no alteration

to be proposed in the banking laws; and that Government pur-

pose to continue the Act relating to the Usury Laws.—Lord

Campbell moved for a select committee on the law of defamation

and libel, which was agreed to.—The Attorneys and Solicitors

Bill was read a second time, and ordered to be committed.

Tuesday.—The Duke of Wellington moved that the para-

graph in the Queen's speech which related to our victories in

China be read; and then proposed that their Lordships should

express their approbation of the services of her Majesty s

fleet and army in the course of the operations by which such

important success had been attained. He enumerated in succes-

sion the places at which the forces had been engaged, and the

circumstances of their achievements from the first commence-
ment of hostilities, comparing, as he proceeded, the relative dif-

ficulties which the troops had respectively to overcome, and

especially characterising the series of operations by the united

services from the attack of the heights of Canton to the conclu-

sion of the war, as "unprecedented in the naval and military his-

tory of this country, and attended by wonderful success. r The ex-

cellent arrangements by which ships and soldiers had been in each

instance so combined as to co-operate most effectually, and the

good understanding which subsisted between the commanders of

the naval and land forces, deserved, in his opinion, particular

commendation, as it was to this that their uniform, rapid, and

almost bloodless victories were to be attributed. He enlarged

upon the advantages to be expected from the treaty winch our

success had extorted from the Emperor, the admirable discipline,

forbearance, and humanity of the troops; and concluded by

requesting their Lordships' unanimous concurrence in the reso-

lutions he proposed. . .

Lord Auckland had the more satisfaction in expressing his

perfect accordance with the high praise which had been bestowed

upon the forces, as he had selected Sir H. Gough and Sir W.
Parker for the service. The noble Lord then drew attention to

the claims of the Native Indian Army, which he considered to

have been somewhat overlooked ; but the omission was instantly

supplied by the Duke of Wellington.
. TheMarquess of Lansdowne regretted that the name of bir H.

Pottinger, who had acted as Her Majesty's Plenipotentiary, was

omitted in the resolutions. The Duke of Wellington, however,

explained, that as the vote was one of thanks for military services

alone, his name could not with propriety be included.—Lord

Brougham cordially supported the motion ; and adverted to the

remarkable fact that "the vote was proposed by a man with

respect to whom every man who would receive it would prefer

his single opinion, his single panegyric, to votes of thanks from

both Houses of Parliament."—Lord Haddington and Lora

Minto expressed their entire concurrence in the vote; and after

a few words of high eulogium upon Sir H. Pottinger from Lord

Aberdeen, the resolutions were carried unanimously, including

byname Sir H. Gough, Sir W. Parker, Sir Gordon Bremer, and

Generals Lord Saltoun, G. Burrell, Sir R. Bartley, and Sir J. H.

Schoede. _ ...
Thursday.—Lord Brougham made some explanations relative

to the Slave-trade Treaty proposed by America in 1823, and stated

that the exemption claimed by the United States only related to

the coasts ofAmerica.
The Duke of Wellington, in reply to the Marquess of Lans-

downe, stated that his motion respecting Lord Ellenborough and

Indian affairs would be the same in substance as it originally

stood.—The Marquess of Lansdowne put some questions about

the omission of certain documents from the lately-published

Blue Book, on the military operations in Afghanistan.—The

Duke of Wellington said he would inquire whether such

documents were in existence ; and also stated that the proclama-

tions about the gates of Somnauth will be produced.

Friday.—A. conversation took place relative to the documents

lately published upon the military proceedings in Afghanistan.

The principal point was the Duke of Wellington and Lord

Wharncliffe's denial of any disobedience by Gen. Nott of

orders forwarded to him by the Governor-General.— Lord

Wharncliffe, in reply to Earl Fitzwilliam, stated that

25 000*. had been raised by private subscription, and 75,000*. in

consequence of the Queen's Letter, for the distressed manufac-

turers. The amount already expended was about 63,000/.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer, having moved

for a committee of the whole House, submitted the scheme pro-

posed by Government in reference to the mode of dealing with

the holders of the forged Exchequer-bills issued through the

criminality of Beaumont Smith. He divided the holders into four

classes, the first being those to whom no suspicion, either of col-

lusive conductor of culpable negligence, could attach ; the second

and third classes being those to whom imputations, varying in

degree, on the score of care and prudence, might be attributed,

but not strong enough to warrant their exclusion from the con-

sideration of Parliament. To these three classes, therefore, he

should propose that compensation should be awarded. But the

fourth class, including persons amenable to grave suspicion, as

those implicated in dealings with Rapallo, Solari, &c, are to be

altogether excluded from compensation. The result is, that, out ofa

sum of 3/7,000/. forged bills, compensation is proposed to the

amount of 262,000/. ; the sum to be provided for by the issue of

Exchequer bills. While the Right Hon. gentleman admitted the

weight of the call thus made on the public, he adduced several

reasons in exposition of the justice and propriety of providing

compensation to the three first classes of holders named, and

reminded the House that the forgery had been committed by an

officer of the Crown.—Mr. Williams, Mr. Baring, Colonel Sib-

thorp, Mr. Humk, SirT. Wilde, and other Members addressed

the House, and a resolution in accordance with the Chancellor of

the Exchequer's proposition, was brought in.

Lord Howick brought on his motion—That this House do

resolve itself into a committee of the whole House, to consider

so much of her Majesty's speech as refers to "that depression of

the manufacturing industry of the country which had so long

prevailed, and which her Majesty has so deeply lamented." He
apprehended that he was taking the most regular and parlia-

mentary mode of bringing on this question, which he did not do

any spirit of hostility to the Government. The duration of the

to be a cause of the suffering of the working classes ;
but Scot-

land had shared in the distress as well as England. The real

cause was the remarkable coincidence of a very low rate of profit

and a low rate of wages, produced by intense competition, which
again was produced by the want of an adequate field for the em-
ployment of capital and labour. To extend this field ought to be
the great object of all our exertions; the natural field for our
industry was confined by barriers and restrictions : there were
laws on our statute-book which had been passed for the express

purpose of restricting our foreign trade, especially in the important

article of the food of the people. Our export was measured by
our import trade. Happily, our internal trade had been practi-

cally but little hampered with restrictions, and the consequence

was a degree of prosperity unknown in those countries where
internal restrictions impeded intercourse . and this was a practical

confutation of those who said that the removal of commercial

restrictions was a theoretical idea. But this very policy of

restriction rested on a theory now universally exploded; and he

called upon them to abandon a policy whose fruits were a dis-

tressed people and an impoverished exchequer. The principles

he had advocated had been adopted and expounded by Sir Robert

Peel, when he said that we should sell m the dearest and buy
in thpeheanest market;" and if the Government were not pre-

pared t ! ca^ why had they unsettled every

thing ? They should not, iu the present condition of the country,

h
lL

be<^ the existence of great distress, but

argued that great and peculiar exciting causes had existed

during the past year. The"income-tax he tiefended^on theground

that it reached those large accumulations of caPl^^Jk
~£d

not be touched by any other mode of taxation. J^™^
crease in the savings' banks deposits ™s °ne sato^
of contemplation. He took the county of Lancaster as an

instance of this, and xemarked, that the circumstance wra to

to prove that though employment might be more scarce than

formerly, the aggregate amount of prosperity was n^ss. wny
had not the noble Lord himself proposed huwrnedyfor the

distress of which he so loudly complained ? For wtiiougliJie

(LordHowick) said that trade should be unfettered, he wouia

not venture to declare that it ought to be entirely free, me
whole question was not as to the abstract impolicy of restrictions,

for the commercial legislation of this country, during the last -«

years, had recognised the necessity of their removal. But tne

question was simply, what are judicious relaxations ? 1 he prin-

ciple of the Government in their measures of last year, was to

effect changes with the least shock to existing interests, and the

smallest displacement of labour ; and both the new tariff and the

new corn bill, while extending the means of employment for

capital and labour, had not materially affected established in-

terests. What was the proposed substitute for the Corn-law?

A moderate fixed duty for protection or for revenue? It was

asked whv we applied to corn a different principle of legislation

from that'which was applied to other articles ? The answer was,

that corn had been differently dealt with for ages ; and, under a

system of long-continued protection, enormous investments of

capital had taken place, which it would be ruinous suddenly to

disturb. It was true in the abstract that corn and cattle should

be similarly dealt with ; and in the revolution of ages and of cir-

cumstances the time might come when they might be so treated.

He would readily admit that no commercial law could be per-

manent: but that of protection to home agriculture was so, and

he was not prepared to abandon it, so long as protection was

applied to any interest. He agreed that an extension of the field

of employment for capital and labour was the great thing re-

quired by this country; but Burke had said that the statesman

who legislated without reference to circumstances was 'stark

mad, metaphysically mad." He did not argue that an additional

importation of foreign corn would displace British agricultural

labour. But he was not prepared to sacrifice a certain employ-

ment of our labouring population to a speculative notion that an

increase of our foreign trade would necessarily follow the aban-

donment of our Corn-law. The noble Lord, when he said that

the example of this country, if she went farther with relaxation,

would be followed by other countries, should bear m mind that

these countries, and America in particular, had been acting on

the restrictive principle.

Mr. Labouchkrk spoke in support of Lord Howick's motion,

and was followed by Mr. Ferrand, who proposed an amend-

ment, that this House " do resolve itself into a committee of the

whole House, to consider so much of her Majesty's speech as

refers to 'that depression of the manufacturing industry of the

country which has so long prevailed, and which her Majesty has

so deeply lamented;' and also to inquire into the effects ol ma-

chinery upon the moral and physical condition of the industrious

classes ; and also, to inquire into the origin of the late outbreaks,

which are also alluded to in her Majesty's speech."—On the

motion of Mr. Ewart, the debate was then adjourned.

Tuesday.—Lord Stanley moved a vote of thanks to the offi-

cers and men employed in the recent naval and military opera-

tions in China. He would mix no disputable topics with tins

motion; nor had he any party feeling connected with it, tne

commanders having all been appointed under the late adminibtid-

tion. The commencement of the war in China might be proper;

y

dated from about February, 1841, the operations in 1840 navint

been on a very small and partial scale. In that month it i aa

been judged expedient to advance our naval force into tne^in-

terior waters of China, under the very walls of ™J™f-**
fortifications there were of great strength; but, a>^

t̂£efv
nable as they seemed, they were forced by a ™™»*™

gg£
insignificant squadron. A second attack on Ca ton ^asatter-

wards rendered necessary by the misbehaviour-of t̂ *"u^.»
and whereas the former had been chiefly a naval operation, ins

was principally, though by no means exclusively, ajnUttary one.

was
Sir

distress of the country was now to be reckoned, not by months,

but by years ; agriculture, as well as manufactures, was suffering.

The mining and the shipping interests were also affected; retail

tradesmen in the country felt, in their diminishing incomes, the

erowing scarcity of employment; and not merely the lower, but

the higher classes, shared in the general depression. We might

be told that the worst had passed, and that symptoms of improve-

ment were apparent. He trusted it might be so :
but we

?

naa

Seen, and might again be, disappointed. We had no right to

expect permanent improvement, without the interference otn*-

nament to remove some of the causes of that distress whose

on^er continuance was full of peril to our security andi,n.titu-

tions An inconvertible paper currency had been Prosed as a

Jemedy ;
but Sir Robert Peel had demolished that notion m a late

r^rkable correspondence. Reduction of taxation had been

SS wopoSed; but, in proportion to its means, this country was

SuS3?toxcd as any country in Europe. Over-speculation had

f"ifassigned as a cause of our distress ; but the Government,

^fwas sure, were in possession of information which would keep

?hPm^rSS Kiving any countenance to that idea. How could a

MtSn^SeffiSm an over-supply of every thing which its popu.

gg£? required? The English poor-law, too, had been affirmed

was Principally, tnuugn oy »u "^~"""
en in all, a line of hills

By a force hardly amounting to 3 00 men in
^ describedin

-as occupied, and the forts captured, in tn
f^m

irHugh Gough's despatch, agaius{
a b ^ d with ial

«.000 Chinese^
honour the conduct of a company o f /

diffiCulty, kept at bay
assistance, had, in circumstances w ^ ^ described the £
a force of many thousand Chines

sed the skm^ ^.^
sequent expedition to Arnoy>

witnin the harbour, and the
the captains laid^^^ l

whldtL the troops possessed them-
ga lantry of the ^camde

y^ try and abmty had been ex_

f •

V
f
S
H L the Sure of Chinghai and Ningpo. The good order

and discip^e
C
ofthe troops, naval.and military British and

Indian 1 ad merited the highest praise, and had left among the

native population a deep sense of respect for the British name.
lAvi^ of tne exPe<*ition up the

Yanff tse-Kiang, and of the capture of Ching-Kaing-Fo. He
enlarged upon the difficulties and important consequences of this

achievement, which had placed in our power Nankin, the second
city of China, and forced the Emperor to a final pacification.

Victories there had been which had involved more bloodshed—
never any which more merited the thanks of the country. It had
been usual to vote separate thanks to the naval and the military
forces ; but here both had been so generally and so zealously
combined in their services to their country, that he thought it

best to couple both in the expression of her gratitude.—Lord
Palmerston, in seconding a motion upon a subject with which
it had been his lot to be connected, would introduce no topic
that could cast even a shade of difference. He applauded, the
skill and courage of the British, and did justice to the personal
valour which had distinguished the Chinese amid their utter
ignorance of the arts of war. He gave especial credit to our offi

cers for their restraint of all license on the part of the troops—a for-

bearancewhichhad much conduced to establishamongthe Chinese
a favourable opinion of, and disposition towards, the British. He
rejoiced that long years of disuse had not impaired the effi-

ciency of the British forces—that their swords, though they had
rested in their scabbards, had not rusted there.—Sir C. Napikr
bore testimony to the merits of several of the officer* mentioned
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in the motion. He had himself been accustomed to go up rivers
and storm batteries, and he knew what it was ; and he must say
that he thoughttheskilldisplayed by Sir W. Parker was unequalled
in naval history.— Sir G. Staunton and Mr. Hume wished that
Sir H. Pottinger's name had been included ; and Sir R. H. Incus
desired that the House, in voting thanks to those who were the
agents in obtaining peace, should not forget their gratitude to
Divine Providence, for the blessing which secured it.—Sir R.
Pkkl declared his cordial concurrence in the general praises of
our officers. To Sir H. Pottinger he had before paid his tribute
of applause. He wished it had been consistent with usage to
introduce his name; but precedent did not sanction the mention
of services merely diplomatic in votes of this nature. He was
happy, however, to acquaint the House, that the Government,
sensible of Sir H. Pottinger's high services, had offered to him
whatever official employment in China he might be willing to
undertake, with the assurance of their entire confidence in him.
The vote was then passed.—Mr, Mackinnon moved for leave to

introduce a bill prohibiting interments within the limits of
towns. A pamphlet, he said, had been put forth, accusing him
of a wish to injure the Dissenters, which he wholly disclaimed.

The pamphlet had been industriously circulated, probably
through the agency of persons who now made a great profit of a

few acres situate in the heart of large towns. He proposed to

exempt certain suburban cemeteries from the operation of the

bill. The principle of his measure must sooner or later be car-

ried, though he felt that there was a good deal of difficulty in

the details.—Mr. Humk seconded the motion. The measure was
very important to the health of the poor, and would require the

best assistance of the Government to uphold it against probable

opposition from private interests. The attention of Government
to the whole question of drainage was urgently needed.—Sir J.
Graham approved the principle of the bill, hut had great doubts
about details. Careful inquiries were now in progress on the

part of Government; but as no measure had yet been digested

by them, he would not oppose the introduction of this bill.

Hoping, however, as he did, for further information which might
enable the Government, perhaps in this very session, to bring
forward a measure of its own, he must decline to answer for its

co-operation in the present bill. As to drainage in general, he
intended to recommend the appointment of a commission of men
of science, for the purpose of fully considering and advising
upon this matter.— Sonic objections were made by Mr. Hawks
and Mr. Escott, but Mr. Mackinnon, with the utmost disposi-
tion to attend to any remedy proposed by Government, declared
his intention to proceed wilh his own bill for the present. Sir

W. Ci,ay, Dr. Bowring, and Mr. M. Philips, endeavoured to
dissuade him, but he persevered, and leave was given to intro-

duce the bill.

The house then proceeded to the adjourned debate on Lord
Howick's motion respecting the distress of the country. This
adjourned debate was begun by Mr. Hwart. He laid before the

house a series of details, from which he inferred the evils of the

restrictive system. He afterwards cited a variety of returns, for

the purpose of showing the increased competition which our
manufactures have now to sustain from those of the Continent,
and the consequent necessity of some measures which may
enable our own manufacturers to produce at a cheaper rate, by
a reduction in the duties on raw materials—namely, the duties
of Customs and Excise—and by a diminution in the price of

food. He pressed, therefore, for the repeal of the Corn-laws;
and expressed his hope that Sir R. Peel would not long be abl2

to resist that repeal.—Mr. Liddell apprehended that this motion
was neither more nor less than a question of confidence or no
confidence in the Government. lie denied the assertion that

no part of the exisiing distress was owing to the Poor Law ; on
the contrary, that law had most grievously increased the rates.

Lord Howick had argued that the one thing needed was a larger

field for commerce. No doubt such an extension was desirable,

but there was great exaggeration in the calculation of its advo-
cates. He would not now enter upon what was not the proper
question before the house— the question of the Corn-laws. On
that head he was satisfied with the declarations of Sir R. Peel.

It was in vain to assail that right hon. baronet's character either

by insinuation or by direct attack; the gentlemen of England
would rally round him, and support him by their voices and
their votes.—Lord Wo lislbv denied the alleged confidence of
the Agriculturists in the Minister, and affirmed the existence
of considerable distress in his own county. But, if the house
should jro into committee on this distress, would any
remedy be found there? He feared the result would be
only a Corn-law debate; and he should therefore, though
thus differing from those with whom he usually acted,
oppose both the motion and the amendment.—Mr. G. Knight
thought that much of the evil complained of would be
neutralised by a judicious system of emigration to the colo-

nies. In opposition to Lord Worsley, he maintained that
the agriculturists were satisfied with the conduct and declara-

tions of the Premier, and with the Corn Law as it now stood.
The main cause of distress was the unconstitutional agitation of
the Anti-Corn Law League, which had brought about the dis-

tress of last autumn.—Mr. Ward supported the motion, but
thought it too vague in its terms. He entered into various
statements descriptive of the distress prevailing in Sheffield, and
protested against the restrictive principle as destructive of trade
and industry, and of the interests of the people. Mr. Disrakm
contended that commerce could be extended and prosperity pro-
moted by the cultivation of friendly negotiations with European
and other nations. The consummation of the commercial treaty
of 1840 with France, would do more to prevent distress than
anything which could be looked to from America, and mutual
candour and frankness would remove any feeling hostile to the
treaty that might exist in France. He should not bind himself
to the present Corn Law, or make adhesion to a fixed duty or a
sliding scale the test of his political consistency, but would sup-
port no proposal which, in his belief, would remove from the
agricultural interest its preponderance in the country.—Mr.
Ross recommended the adoption of a fixed duty, commencing at
eight shillings a quarter, and falling by gradations of a shilling

yearly.—Mr. B. Hope condemned Lord Howick's motion as
futile and unnecessary, and attributed the distress to over popu-
lation and over luxury.
On the motion of Dr. Bowri vg the debate was again adjourned.
Wednesday.— In answer to Dr. Bowring, Sir R. Pkkl stated

his fear that there could be no doubt of Col. Sr.oddart and Capt.
Conolly having been murdered by order of the Ameer of Bokhara,
and further added, in justice to the Emperor of Russia, that
whenever British subjects were in danger, he had exercised all
the influence in his power for the preservation of their lives.

The adjourned debate on Lord Howick's motion was then re-
sumed. Dr. Bowaixc described the great distress prevailing in
Bolton, which he attributed to the restrictive system. If haste
were not made, legislation would be too late. He only wished
that the Premier and the Vice-President of the Board of Trade
would give effect to their own words, and put in practice the
free -trade principles which they professed. While the Members
of that House were revelling in luxury, would they tell the
wretched people that nothing should be done for them? The
opponents of tree-trade were doing as much injury in France as
in this country. A relaxation was necessary, to take advantage
of the terms of the Chinese treaty.—Mr. Stuart Wortley con-
demned the inflammatory language of the preceding speaker,
and denied that the Lorn Laws were the cause of the dearth and
destitution that prevailed, if the Com Laws were repealed to-
morrow, the price ol bread would fall, hut greater evils than the
present ones would accompany the fall. The learned Member
ought not to reserve all his sympathy for those who were not
engaged in cultivation, and to hear in mind that two-thirds of
the population were dependent on agriculture.

Mr. Escott did not see how the noble Lord's motion could lead
to any result that would relieve the wants of the people. Amongst

the noble Lord's own friends the greatest differences prevailed on
the subject of the import duties. The Opposition were calcula-

ting on dissatisfaction amongst agriculturists and others out of

doors to get up aery against Government. He (Mr. Escott)
would trust no Prime Minister who would utter so foolish a
saying as to pledge himself against change in the provisions of

any particular law—the Corn-law ;for instance; but it would be
quite as great a folly to go on unsettling in one session what
had been soemnly settled in the one preceding.
Mr. C. Wood supported the motion as one rendered necessary

by the state of the country. The enormous increase of pauperism
and insolvency in Leeds and elsewhere, the falling off in wages,
the increase in the proportion of deaths, and the spread of dis-

tress in the agricultural districts, proved that a state of more se-
vere and general pressure was never before known in this coun-
try. All he wished Sir Robert Peel to do was what the latter had
formerly required the then existing Government to do—to give
a pledge to provide a remedy for the distress. The distress of
our manufacturers was mainly owing to the falling off in the
foreign demand, and the remedy for this was the removal of
the restrictions which bygone ignorance had imposed upon com-
merce. The diminution in the consumption of wheat, as exhi-
bited by returns from various places, showed the frightful state
to which the people were reduced. In many ways the reverses
of the manufacturers fell heavily on the agricultural interests,
and in these facts lay an additional argument for the repeal of
the Corn-law.. There was a growing feeling among those con-
nected with the land that a fixed duty was preferable to the sli-

ding scale. Let the intentions of Government be fairly avowed.
The people ought to know why the principles enunciated last

year, if good in themselves, should not be applied to sugar and
other articles. The object of the present motion was to call on
Government to go forward with the course they had begun.

Sir J. Graham said that the present motion was destitute of
heart as well as of aim. He admitted that a great falling off in
our commerce demanded the attention of the Government and
the Legislature; but the representatives of the people should
pause before they held up the condition of the country as one of
permanent decay. Thus, in contradiction ofone assertion, returns
exhibited a positive diminution instead of increase in the amount
of mortality in all our great manufacturing and commercial
towns. An unsound system of credit was amongst the causes of
our present difficulties; and, under the unhealthy influence of
fictitious credit, there hud been an extraordinary increase in
mills and machinery. But though the influence of that state of
things was not yet over, there were indications of improvement,
and a gradual increase in the demand for employment. The
changes which had been effected by the new tariff were unques-
tionably the greatest which had ever been made at one time in
the commercial legislation of this country; and though sugar
had not been included, on the distinct principle of maintaining
our faith, in the face of the world, on the subject of slavery, ^ret

the price of that article had slightly fallen, stocks were increasing,

and demand was improving. He admitted the great importance
of our commerce, and the necessity of providing for our increas-
ing population by extending the field for their employment ; and
none were more interested in this than the landed interest. But
the utmost caution was requisite in measures affecting that
interest; otherwise agricultural might be superadded to manu-
facturing distress, and the greatest and most wide-spread misery
result. He cited Colonel Torrens and Mr. M'Culloch in support
of his argument ; and contended that no law that could be de-
vised could prevent speculation in corn, for that depended on the
nature of the seasons. It was the duty of a statesman to apply
principles to particular instances ; and though not setting up the
home against the foreign market, nothing could be more disas-

trous to the manufacturing interest than sudden changes in the
domestic economy of this country. Mr. Labouchere had said
that when the regular pilot did not undertake to carry the vessel
of the state in a given direction, a chance passenger might
undertake the duty. But it was requisite, in the first instance,
to dispossess the regular pilot of the rudder; and if the Oppo-
sition sought a change in the administration, let them frankly
avow their purpose, and try the issue of the question. He con-
cluded by a general defence of the measures of the Government,
and anticipated the rejection of the motion by a commanding
and decisive majority.—After a few words of explanation from
Mr. Wallace, the debate was adjourned.

Thursday.—After various inquiries on matters connected with
the general business of the House, the adjourned debate was re-

sumed by Mr. Petkr Boiithwick, who compared the risks and
profits of agriculturists with those of manufacturers, and severely
censured the Anti-Corn-law agitators. The Government were
doing what Lord Howick wished them to do, applying restrict-
ively the principles of free trade.—Sir C. Napier said the distress

was now more severe than at any former period; but the cause,
as well as the remedy, was involved in mystery. The enormous
duties wcleviedon Portuguese wines, and other produce, caused
that country to retaliate. We imposed a duty of 700 per cent.
on Portuguese wines, and wa3 it reasonable to complain because
Portugal laid a duty of a 100 or 150 per cent, on our manufac-
tured goods ? Again, with regard to the sugar question, he did
not see why the interests of the entire country should be sacri-

ficed to the West India proprietors. On the subject of the Corn-
law, he wishod the Government would come to a compromise
with the League, and adopt a fixed duty.—Mr. B. Cocn ranis felt

that the condition of the country was full of danger. Repeal the
Corn-laws, was the perpetual cry; but he looked beyond the
Corn-laws, to the growth of luxury, the demand for wealth, con-
sequent speculation, and their attendant evils. Confidence was
essential to the profitable exercise of agricultural operations ;

a
total and instant repeal of the Corn-law would be preferable to

uncertainty, and a tottering Government with firm principles
was preferable to a strong Government with vacillating ones.
He did not suppose that permanence was necessary to any parti-

cular law, such as the present one, which aimed at keeping corn
between 54.5. and 58s. the quarter. But he hoped that the Go-
vernment would inspire a feeling of stability and secure it.—Mr.
Villibrs remarked, that in all the indications of the state of the
country there was much ground for alarm. Why did not Go-
vernment carry out the principles it professed ? The best part of

the new tariff was the change in the timber duties, but the re-
ductions of duties on the necessaries of life were only made to
meetnewtaxes. Within the last'200 years there had been about 40

different Corn-laws, which showed how badly they accomplished
their object. Why did not the Legislature administer the true
remedy to the depression of the people? He would not conde-
scend to answer the charges brought against the Anti-Corn- Law
League, which he considered was doing a service to the country,
and could not be put down except bythe concession of justice.—
Viscount Sanuon said the great question was, how could the
largest amount of employment be given to the people ? He would
remind Honourable Gentlemen opposite that the home market
was the most extensive and the most steady. If any branch of

the industry of the country were to be protected, the great fun-
damental one of all should not be deprived of it. Was it not un-
reasonable to ask for the repeal or alteration of so important an
Act as the Corn Law, after only a few months of its operation?
An unsound system of credit, and the convulsed state of America,
had no doubt inflicted much mischief on this country. His own
conviction was, that by repealing protective duties wc should
lose more than we should gain ; but it was a miserable mockery
to think a motion like this could give any relief.—Mr. Muntz
thought the motion was not straightforward enough, but some
inquiry was necessary. The Premier had deceived no one; for,

before coming into office, he stated that no legislative measures
would cure the distress. He (Mr. Muntz) thought they ought to

adopt one of two courses— repeal the Corn Law, or alter the
value of silver.—Sir J. Hanmkr objected to the motion, as not
sufficiently specific, but hoped the House would extend com-
merce, and give up the policy ofprotection.—Mr. P. M. Stewart

a
supported the motion, and condemned the sliding- scale as
main cause of the general distress.—Mr. Colquhoun thought
over-production had principally led to the depression of the
manufacturers, and that if protective duties were abolished,
England would be met with increased duties by other countries.
The course of gradual and moderate change adopted by Govern-
ment was that best adapted to the interests of all classes.— Mr.
F. Baring denied that the state of the commercial world had
been settled by the tariff. Could parties calculate on the exist-
ence of the present duties? And if they could not rely on per-
manency for even one year, was it not silly to talk about unset-
tling things ? The farmers had no confidence in the present law,
which, it was universally believed, could not stand. In the me-
lancholy state of the country he must protest against the con-
duct of Government in refusing inquiry.—The Chancellor of
the Excfikqukr replied generally to Mr. Baring, and opposed
Lord Howick's motion, as calculated to deceive and disappoint
the people. The debate was then adjourned.
Friday.—'After the Exchequer Forgeries Bill had been read a

second time, the adjourned debate was resumed by Sir A. L.
Hay, and continued by Mr. Bi.ackstomjc, Mr. M. Philips, Mr.
Attwooo, Lord F. Eobrtov, and other Members. Mr. Cobdisn-
said that " Sir K. Peel had it in his power to carry the measures
necessary for the people ; and if he had not that power as a
Minister, he would have it by resigning his office. Sir R. Peel
should be held responsible individually, and the electoral body
would force him to do them justice." A scene of great excite-
ment followed this speech, and Sir R. Pbhl, amidst immense
cheering, and with much solemnity of manner, called the
attention of the House to Mr. Cobden's declaration that he held
him individually responsible for the distress of the country. " Be
the consequences," he said,' 4 what they may" (the cheering was
here renewed with increased vehemence) " never will I be influ-
enced by menaces to adopt a course which I consider inconsist-
ent with my public duty."—Mr. Cobdkn here interrupted the
right hon. Baronet, and denied that he had said that he held him
individually responsible, but he was met by loud cries of *' You
did, "You did ;" snd some time elapsed before order could be
restored. Sir It. Pkel then proceeded at great length to show
that the present motion could not alleviate the sufferings of the
people, and to state that he contemplated no alteration of the
Corn law, but he would give no pledge never to alter it.—Lord
J. Russell followed in support of the motion.—Mr. Roebuck
adverted to a report of one of the League meetings, at which a
Dissenting Minister suggested the drawing of lots to take Sir R.
Peel's life, and called the attention of the House to Mr. Cobden's
threat that if he (Mr. Roebuck) took a particular course
in this debate, a mission from the League should pay a visit to
Bath.—Mr. Cobdrm, (amidst great uproar, during which the
Spkaker had to interfere, said that he had warned Mr. Roebuck
in friendship, that " if he interfered with the League, he would
get into trouble at Bath." Lord Howick replied on the debate
generally, and the House divided, giving for the Motion, 191 ;

against it, 306—Majority against it, 115. The House then ad-
ourned at a quarter to 4 o'clock this morning.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed to 95 to £ for

Money and Account ; and at 95£ to \ for the new Account
(April 11); Three per Cents. Reduced, 95% to $;
Three-and-a-half per Cents. Reduced, 102£ to £; New
Three-and-a-half per Cents., 101$ to

-J.

iWetropoffe nnU its Fftfnftii.

The Weather.—The frost has returned this week with
increased severity, and Wednesday was beyond doubt the
coldest day of the season. The weather nip to 12 o'clock
on Monday night was exceedingly variable, and blight
showers of rain fell at short intervals throughout the day.
On Tuesday morning a marked change in the tempe-
rature took place, and the thermometer fell to two
degrees below freezing point. The wind blew steadily
from the north-west, and the cold became more intense
as the day advanced. In the evening there was a fall of
sleet, and the night set in with every prospect of a hard
frost. On Wednesday morning the thermometer stood as
low as 2G degrees, and all the ponds in the vicinity of the
metropolis were covered with ice. On Wednesday the
ornamental waters in the Regent's Park were completely
frozen over in the narrower parts, and several gentlemen
amused,themselves by skating during the day, though the
ice was, as may be supposed, very thin. The round pond
ir* Kensington -gardens, and the water in St. James's
Park, are now covered with thick ice. The lateness of
the period at which this sudden change of the weather
has set in almost precludes the possibility of its continu-
ance. The severe frost in 1814, when booths were erected
on the Thames, ended on February 14th, the day on
which the present frost commenced.

The late Gales.—The sacrifice of life and property at
saa during the last six weeks has been without parallel iu
the history of our mercantile marine. Upon reference to

Lloyd's books and other authentic documents, it appears
that the total number of vessels lost during the hurricane
on the night of the 13th ultM was about 180, and that the
number of persons who perished with them amounted to
not less than 453. On the coast of England 154 vessels
were wrecked, and]190 lives lost ; on the coast of Ireland,

5 vessels were/dost, with 104 lives; on the coast of Scot-
land, 17 vessels were lost, with 39 lives ; and on the coast
of France four vessels and 100 lives were lost. The
value of the vessels and cargoes have been roughly esti-

mated at 585,000/.—the vessels at 405,000/., and the
cargoes at 130,000/. On the three following days after

the 13th, numerous other wrecks occurred, to the extent
of nearly GO, the losses on which were upwards of 240,000/.

;

this, with the others, making a total of 825,000/. To this
is to be added the great loss of vessels that occurred in
the storm of Friday and Saturday week, the particulars of
which have not been fully ascertained.

The Temple Church The choral service introduced
at this church when it was lately opened after the restora-
tion of the building, was unexpectedly suppressed on Sun-
day week by order of the Master, the Rev. C. Benson.
The immediate consequence of the change was so great a
diminution in the number of the congregation, that the
leading members of the bar have presented a memorial to
the benchers, from which we extract the following passage:—" Your establishment of a complete and effective choir
is in such perfect harmony with the recent architectural
restoration of the church, and in such full consistency

,
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with their character, spirit, and design ;
and is, moreover,

so consonant with the feelings of your members, that they

do not hesitate to express to you, and through you, to

the Rev. the Master, their deep regret that any change

should have been made. The undersigned take this op-

portunity of acknowledging with gratitude your exertions

in the restoration and decoration of the church, and the

excellence of your arrangements in the conduct of divine

service there. They now beg you to continue those exer-

tions in the same spirit ; and trusting that you will, on

this occasion, evince your usual consideration for the feel-

ings and wishes of your members at large, they respect-

fully request that the choral service of the church may be

restored to its original beauty and completeness."

Royal Academy.—On Friday *the 10th inst., a general

meeting of academicians was held in Trafalgar-square,

when Sir William Charles Ross was elected an acade-

mician, in the room of the late Sir Francis Chantrey. Mr.

J. T. Willmore was elected an associate engraver, in the

room of the late Mr. Bromley ; and Mr. H. Timbrel! was

elected a travelling student.

Wood Pavement.— On Tuesday a special meeting or

the Commissioners of Sewers took place at Guildhall, for

the purpose of considering the motion of which Sir I

.

Laurie had given notice, with respect to the question of

wood- paving; and for the first time this court was thrown

open to the public, on the understanding that the public

importance of the subject was the sole ground of the

privilege being granted. Sir P. Laurie mo*ved, " That it is

the opinion of the Court that the wood-pavement in the

Poultry is dangerous and inconvenient to the public, and

onHit to be at once taken up and replaced with granite

paving. He said that whatever differences of opinion

might exist as regarded the principle of wood-paving in

other parts of the Metropolis, there could be but one with

regard to that laid down in the Poultry. The evidence of

the policeman stationed at the spot was, that no less than

55 horses had fallen down during 8 days. The Norwich

mail had its whole four horses down at once ; and it was

wholly unsafe to ride or drive over it. Since this had

happened he had had a return with respect to Newgate-

street, and the result was, that 26 horses had fallen there

in 9 days, whilst in Cheapside only 4 had taken place

during that period. He would not confine the Court to

his own opinions merely, he would give them the opinions

of others. He then went on at great length to describe

the practice of the Recorder, the Sheriff, and others, to go

a round of various streets paved with granite in order to

avoid wood-pavements ; and after many observations con-

demnatory of the system of wood-paving, he asserted that

to pave London with wood would cost 24 millions of

money, and that in two years' time the whole of that laid

down would be taken up. Mr. Deputy Gordon

seconded the motion. Mr. R. L. Jones spoke in favour

of wood-pavement, and combatted the arguments of the

mover and seconder of the resolution. He concluded by

moving the previous question. Mr. Deputy Pewtress

seconded the amendment ; which, after some observations

from the Common-Serjeant, Sir C. Marshall, and others,

in favour of wood, was carried by a very large majority.

At the conclusion of the debate, Sir P. Laurie gave notice

that he should move that the future proceedings of the

Court be thrown open to the public.

The Cattle Markets.—The contagious disorder which

has now for nearly four years attacked the cattle and sheep

broucht to the London markets has this year returned

with redoubled violence. On every market-day both

Smithfield market and all the leading lines of intercourse

from it are crowded with sheep, which are seen lying in a

condition incapacitated for walking. The principal effects

on the sheep are shown upon the hoof, where inflamma-

tion and subsequent suppuration takes place, and the hoof

is at last thrown off. The disease is also extremely pre-

valent amongst cows and other cattle, and since Christmas

the principal dairies in the neighbourhood of town have

sustained great losses. The epidemic, if such it may be

termed, is not so prevalent on the Surrey as the Middle-

sex side of the river; although Bermondsey, and particu-

larly the Grange-road, have recently suffered much.

The Docks.—The distress which has so long been felt

in the manufacturing districts has began seriously to affect

the shipping interest. In Sunderland, where more ships

are built than in any other port, the distress is so great,

that the poor-rates in one part of that place have reached

16s 6rf. a year in the pound. In London, a circular has

been addressed by Sir John Hall, secretary of the St.

Katherine's Docks, to the owners of several vessels now

bine in that establishment, stating that the stagnation in

the export trade, which retards the despatch of the ships

loading outwards, and the unusual number of ships un-

employed, lying in the docks and for sale, has rendered

it necessary for the Dock Company to remove some of the

ships to other docks on the Surrey side of the river, in

order to make room for fresh arrivals.

Accidents.—On Thursday afternoon Major Charles

. Jones, of Upper Montagu-street, Montagu-square, was

suddenly deprived of life by the accidental discharge of a

pistol. It appeared that the deceased gentleman, who had

served throughoutthe whole of the 1 eninsular war, was sub-

sequently appointed aide-de-camp to. the King of Hanover.

Having recently received an invitation to the Court of

Hanover, be was about to proceed to that country in a

few days. On Thursday afternoon he took from their

cases two holster pistols, which had been loaded upwards

of five years, and .while drawing the charge of one of

them, it accidentally went off, and the contents lodged in

his chest, causing instant death. An inquest has been

held on the body, but the verdict has not yet been returned.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of deaths registered in the week ending Satur-

day, Feb. 4 :—West districts, 125 ; North districts, 153 ;

Central districts, 142; East districts, 176; South dis-

tricts, 184. Total, 780; (390 males, 390 females.)

Weekly average for the last five 'years, 903,(461 males,

442 females,) and for the last five winters, 1004.

^Brobfnctal Ketos.

Barnstaple.—The island of Lundy, in the Bristol

Channel, the possession of which constitutes the pro-

prietor Sovereign Lord of the Island, is about to be sold

by auction ; it includes 2,000 acres of land, occupies a

space of eight miles in circumference, is exempt from all

taxes, tithe, and poor-rate, and has an extensive right of

fishery, which brings in a large revenue.—The local

paper's state that upwards of thirty special warrants have

been granted by the magistrates against persons concerned

in plundering the wrecks on this coast, noticed by us about

three weeks since. Several men of respectable station,

have been held to bail, with sureties of 200/. each for their

appearance at the county sessions. Part of the sails and

oars belonging to the wrecked vessels have been disco-

vered secreted in the Baptist chapel at Appledore, in the

pew in which the minister performs the ceremony of

baptism.
Bolton.—A requisition, signed by 541 electors of this.

town, has been presented to Mr. Ainsworth, calling upon

him to resign his seat, in consequence of his recent refusal

to act with the Anti-Corn Law League. In reply to this

communication, Mr. Ainsworth has addressed to them a

letter, in which he says—" Gentlemen, I have received

your requisition, calling upon me to resign my seat for

the borough of Bolton. I must at once decline complying

with your request, as I have not i violated any of my
public pledges ' on the subject of the Corn-laws, nor acted

in any way which ought to forfeit the confidence reposed

in me at the last election." He then goes on to refer them

to different passages of his speeches, delivered on various

oecasions, "as his recorded opinions "on the point in

dispute.

Brighton.—The attempt to make an Artesian well at

the head of the Chain Pier is still in progress, though as

yet no successful result has been obtained. The pipe for

the water has now been sunk to the full depth intended

—

80 feet, which is sufficient to prevent any mixture of the

salt with the fresh water. The bore extends some feet

deeper, and will be proceeded with till it attain a depth

of 100 feet below the surface; when it will be a matter of

deliberation whether the experiment shall be continued

further. It is expected, however, that before this point is

reached a spring will be found. The soil through which

the bore has been made is soft chalk.

Lancaster.—The trial of Mr. Feargus O'Connor, and

the other Chartists connected with the Manchester con-

ference and disturbances, will take place in this city on

the 25th inst, a month earlier than they expected, and a

special jury has been struck for the purpose. Mr.

O'Connor has given directions that Sir James Graham,

Mr. Birley, of "Manchester, and some others of similar

standing, should be subpoenaed to give evidence in his

favour. Mr. Roberts is the attorney for the fifty-nine

Chartists included in the indictment. Mr. O'Connor, in

his address, states that he has expended upwards of 2,000/.

in law expenses, and that, as the " Victim Fund" is

exhausted, " fifty-nine innocent men will be tried and

sacrificed," unless the Chartists come forward and con-

tribute towards their defence.

Nottingham.—The Globe states that a very splendid

meteor appeared over the north of this county on Sunday

week. It is said to have resembled a large body of fire,

assuming various shapes, and its velocity was not less

than fifty or sixty miles per minute.

Liverpool.—A person connected with a collection of

wild beasts, now exhibiting in this town, was arrested for

debt last week. After some conversation with the sheriffs

officer, he invited him and his followers to view the ani-

mals, to which they consented; he described each parti-

cular attraction, and finished by entering the den with

the lion. The consternation of the officers may be easily

imagined when he informed them that he preferred the

company of the lions to their own, and stated his inten-

tion of remaining where he wai, until after twelve o'clock

on Saturday night, when the strong arm of the law, for

the time being, would be powerless. Threats and per-

suasions were alike unavailing ; all the satisfaction they

could obtain was, that if they wanted him they might come

and take him. Aft«r some time, the plaintiff appeared,

and was so well pleased with the joke, that an amicable

arrangement soon took place.

Leeds.—Nothing of importance bearing upon the mys-

terious case of mutilation noticed in our last, has been

made public since the adjourned inquest on Monday week.

There is little doubt that a murder has been committed in

Leeds or its immediate neighbourhood. The Coroner has

been informed that a young woman has been missing from

Stanley-lane-end, near Wakefield, since the 7th January;

but whether she be the party whose body has been found,

there is no evidence to show.

Manchester.—The promenades at the Free-trade Hail,

in this town, appear to have been the favourite resort of

the inhabitants for the last fortnight ; no less than from

1 400 to 1,600 persons of various classes having been pre-

sent on each evening. Last week the numbers of { sJojs

were as follow :—on Saturday evening upwards of Mw »

on Monday evening more than 1,530; on Tuesday about

1 620 ; on Wednesday, 1,487 ; on Thursday, 1,331 ;
and

on Friday, 1,154; making a total, in the six nights, ot

7,322 persons.
.

Newcastle.—The distress at Newcastle is at present so

great, that 5,120 are receiving in-door or out-door paro-
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chial relief; and there are 480 inmates in the Union
workhouse. In Leeds, the relief granted to out-door

paupers is now 9,250/. above what it was three years ago ;

and, within the same period, the number of applications

for relief has increased from 3,481 to 14,839.
Rolherham.—The warfare against turnpike gates, which

has prevailed for some time past in Wales, has lately

spread to Yorkshire and the neighbouring counties; but

rather for purposes of plunder, than in connection with an

organised conspiracy. About one, a.m., on Wednesday
week, the toll-bar house, called the Brown Bar, and, about

an hour afterwards, the toll-house, called the Aldwark Bar,

both in the West Riding, were entered and robbed by a

gang of five or six men. In each case the leader was

mounted on a horse which had been stolen from a stable

in the neighbourhood. A late number of the Nottingham

Journal described a precisely similar outrage committed

a week previously at another toll-house, no doubt by the

same gang.

Stroud.—The Woodchester property, near this town,

one of the estates of the Earl of Ducie, is coming into the

market early in the spring. It is said to be the largest

estate that has been subject to public competition since

the memorable sale of Lord Ormonde s property in 1815,

when his estates were sold by Mr. G. Robins for oOO.OOO/.

and it is said he expects to obtain for Lord Ducie s more

than 300,000/. , ... .,

Windsor and Eton.—The bust of the Duke of Newcastle,

latelv executed by Mr.Behnes for the members and masters

of Eton College, is to be placed in the library with those or

the Marquis Wellesley, Lord North, Lord Greuviile,

and Mr. Fox. The following are the particulars ot the

Newcastle scholarships, recently founded by the DuKe

:

—There are three scholarships of the value of 507. per

annum each, to be held for three years, and open to com-

petition for all boys of the sixth form, and upper division

of the fifth, and such of the middle division who should

leave school before the next examination. The estates of

the Duke at West Markham and Egmanton in Notting-

hamshire, have been charged by his Grace with the pay-

ment of 206/. per annum for ever, by deed directed to be

executed between the Duke of Newcastle on the one part,

the Archbishop of Canterbury on the second part, and

the Provost and College of Eton on the third part, to

whom the above sura is ordered to be paid half-yearly, in

trust for the above purposes, and to be applied accord-

ingly. Each scholar receives the first year 40/. in money,

and is presented with books to the value of the remaining

10/., bearing the arms of his Grace on one side, and

those of the College on the other.— It is stated that Mr.

Cook, the joint patentee with Professor Wheatstone, ot

the Voltaic Telegraph, has been commissioned to lay down

a line from the Paddington station of the Great Western

Railway to Windsor Castle, and carry it thence to the

houses of Parliament and Buckingham Palace, so that on

important occasions, when the Queen may be at Windsor,

any intelligence of extraordinary interest may be immedi-

ately transmitted to her Majesty.—The Commissioners of

Woods and Forests have given directions that an orna-

mental palisading be erected in lieu of the iron fence, which

now divides that portion of the Great Park, in the Long-

walk, known as the double gates. This will be a great

improvement, especially when viewed from the Castle.

The palisading will be nearly 170 feet in length, with an

ornamental gate in the centre of the Long-walk, embel-

lished in the Elizabethan style, to harmonize with the

architectural character of the keeper's lodge. On either

side will be two smaller ornamental gates for foot pas-

sengers.—Considerable alarm was created at Windsor on

Thursday morning, in consequence of flames being per-

ceived issuing from the roof of the Castle at the western

extremity of the North-terrace. It appears that the soot

in the chimney of the room beneath a portion of the
;

state

apartments had ignited, but the flames were subdued

without much difficulty. *ji:*_

Worcester We have before alluded to the hostility

shown in this county to the establishment of tlieJ™
police. We now learn by the Worcester papers thatitne

rate-payers of this county have been busily emploje*

during the last month in calling vestry meetings tog

answers to the questions in the circulai issued by the

magistrates' committee. The.e answers «» 8"d
^J!

be/n opened by the committee• l-^^KS^
result cannot be officially known uin« -» rlHuitwniiut uc um j

sessions, rumours are
brought forward a the next

;
i£S

fc unanimQU8
current that i wi 11 be a dec.

g

^^^
SSS*. A rthavlTeen made 5 employing at libe-
reporceu mat

Graham's Act, considerably more

^SU!^i»V in the rural police, 'these

offers are contingent upon the abolition of the rural police

in the county, and the opinion is now becoming general

among all parties that it cannot be maintained.

y ,k.—The local papers mention that Mrs. Wood,

formerly well known on the Loudon stage as Miss Paton,

has become a convert to the Roman Catholic faith, and is

at present staying at the convent of Micklegate Bar, near

this city. She was expected to make her first commu-
nion on Sunday last.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week:—Greenwich, 663/.; Eastern Counties, 800/.;

Liverpool and: Manchester, 3,864/.; Croydon, 199/.;

Brighton, 2,882/. ; Grand Junction, 6,741/. ; York and
North Midland, 1,337/. ;

Blackwall, 498/. ; Grand
North of England, 1,241/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow,

1,471/. ; Sheffield and Manchester, 282/. ;
Manchester

and Birmingham, 2,493/. ;
Manchester and Leeds,

3,901/. ; Glasgow and Paisley, 738/. ;
Midland

Counties, 2,282/. ; Hull and Selby, 811/.; Birmingham

and Gloucester, 1,558/. ; Birmingham and Derby, 1,201/.

;

North Midland, 3,703/. ; South Western, 4,789/. ; Great
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Western, 11,090/. ; Dover, 1,262/. ; Birmingham,
13,974/.; Northern and Eastern, 1,192/.— The half-

yearly meeting of the London and Birmingham Company
was held on the 10th inst, when the attendance of pro-
prietors was larger than usual. The directors' report
showed that the receipts for the last half-year were
426,679/., being a decrease of 8,355/. on the correspond-
ing half-year, chiefly owing to the general depression
under which every branch of trade and manufacture has
been suffering. The greatest falling off is in the receipts

of the 1st class passengers, while on the other hand there

had been an increase of those of the 3d class. The dimi-
nution in the expenses of working the line had been,

during the three years, 41,397/. The net profit to be
divided among the shareholders was 248,818/. 13a*. 5d.,

and a dividend of 5/. per cent, on the capital stock was re-

commended and unanimously adopted. The balance is to be
carried to the credit of the next half-year, and the income-
tax to be deducted from the dividend of each proprietor.

—The half-yearly meeting of the Northern and Eastern
Company took place on Thursday. The report stated,

that during the six months ending the 31st December,
the receipts from passengers and parcels amounted to

35,746/., which exceeded the previous half-year's receipts

by 6,760/. 7s. 8d. After deducting 3,906/. 15s., the in-

terest on debentures, there remained a balance of

9,702/. 3*. 4rf., from which the Directors recommended a
dividend, at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum on the

paid-up capital, or 18s. per share, which would leave a

sum of 1,276/. to be carried forward. A motion for a

committee of investigation was expected, but it was not
pressed, as the directors themselves frankly acknow-
ledged that they could not be said to have displayed abi-

lity in their administration. They appeared rather to

throw themselves upon the consideration of the share-
holders, since the point of depression was past, reminding
them of pecuniary help which two or three of the

Directors (Messrs. Crawshay, Routh, Sec.) had afforded

in bringing the company through its early difficulties to

its present position, which is asserted to be one that will,

with care and caution in future management, enable the

declaration of a dividend from actual revenue of at least 7

or 8 per cent. The increased revenue is expected to re-

sult from the development of the goods traffic on the
Bishop Stortford district and the Hertford and Ware
branch when completed. Several new directors were
elected before the meeting broke up,—The half-yearly

general meeting of the London Grand Junction Com-
pany was held on Saturday, when a resolution was passed
empowering the Directors, now that the Act incorporating
the Company had expired, to call in the certificates of
shares, with a view to winding up the affairs, and
of dividing the balance in hand of 3,599/. on the 7,600
paid up shares. The chairman, in acknowledging a vote
of thanks in behalf of himself and colleagues, said he be-
lieved that the termination of the Company's affairs would
be more satisfactory than its commencement, and that
the expenses had been kept down as closely as possible.

—A dividend of 5 percent, has been declared to the Edin-
burgh and Glasgow Railway shareholders, the profits for

the half-year being 40,813/. The visit of the Queen to

Scotland had contributed much to this revenue, and it

was therefore determined to increase the reserved fund
with a larger appropriation of revenue than usual. The
line is worked at the rate of 33 per cent, for expenses—
At the meeting of the Chester and Birkenhead Company
last week, it was resolved to announce a dividend of 10s.

per share for profit, amounting to 5,297/. on the half-
year's traffic. Retrenchments have been made in the
working expenses of the line to the extent of 1,781/. in
the last six months.—Another letter has been addressed
by the Board of Trade to the directors of the North Mid-
land Railway with reference to the late fatal accident on
that line, and to the reductions in the establishment.
It states that the Inspector-General, after investigating
the railway, has not only confirmed the opinion expressed
by the Board in their former letter respecting "the inex-
pediency of sudden and sweeping reductions affecting the
class of servants upon whose skill and good conduct the
safety of the passengers depends, as a general principle

;

but has also led their Lordships to regret that, in the
particular instance of the North Midland Railway Com-
pany, the directors should have adopted measures which
their Lordships cannot but consider, from the circum-
stances as reported by the Inspector-General, to have
been calculated to compromise, and to have, in fact, com-
promised, the safety of the public travelling by that line."

They also express a hope that the directors will omit no
opportunity of replacing the working establishment of the
line on a footing efficient in all respects as regards the
public safety, as it was before the recent reductions were
enforced.—The half-yearly general meeting of the Great
Western Company was held on Thursday. The report
stated that the revenue for the last six months showed an
increase of 21,311/. over the corresponding period of
1841, which wai partly to be ascribed to the additional
distance opened between Bridgewater and Taunton. The
number of passengers conveyed during the half-year had
been 869,444, and the total traffic receipts 358,664/.; of
which 302,084/. was the exclusive earning of the Great
Western Railway proper. The working expenses had
been reduced to 36 percent., exclusive of the cost for
depreciation of stock. The disposable balance in hand
was 108,482/.

; out of which, in accordance with the re-
commendation of the Directors, a dividend was declared
for th« half-year at the rate of six per cent., leaving a ba-
lance, after deducting the income-tax, of 2,607/. to be car-
ried to the current account. The board also proposed to
reduce the remunerationvoted to the twelve directors to
1,200/. per annum.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Mr. G. A. Hamilton was last week elected

representative for the University of Dublin, in the room
of Judge Jackson. There was no opposition, the oppo-
nentsofnational education having led theAttorney-General
and the government to retire from the field. Mr. Hamil-
ton spoke at great length on the education and Maynooth
questions, in opposition to the policy adopted by
government on those subjects.—On Saturday the governor
of the Marshalsea received an application from Mr.
Joshua Jacob, the leader of a new sect called the White
Quakers, " for liberty to go forth into the city to do the

work of the Lord," with which he refused to comply.
He then begged to be allowed to attend the Catholic
chapel, promising "to be a silent spectator, unless an
overwhelming impulse of the Spirit come upon him."
The deputy-marshal was sent to him, by the directions of

the Governor, to state that this application would be
acceded to, if he gave an unconditional promise not to

create any disturbance. He made no immediate reply,

but after staring at the deputy for about twenty minutes,
exclaimed, H Thou art like unto a dead man before me by
the power of the Lord God." Under these circumstances
it was considered'fcunadvisable to allow him to attend the

chapel, more especially since the recent proceedings of
the sect have rendered it desirable to give no encourage-
ment to the public manifestations of their enthusiasm.

—

The Poor-law Guardians in different parts of the country
continue to express dissatisfaction at the removal of Mr.
Phelan from his office of assistant-commissioner. At the

meeting of the board of Guardians of the Abbeyleix union
on Monday, Lord de Vesci presiding, a resolution was
adopted describing Mr. Phelan as a most efficient and
impartial officer, and expressing an " anxious hope that

his services as assistant Poor-law Commissioner may be
continued." This resolution was moved by Mr. Price,

agent to the Marquess of Lansdowne, and supported by
gentlemen of Conservative, Whig, and Radical politics,

who concurred in condemning the measure as one of un-

necessary harshness.—At the meeting of the Repeal As-
sociation on Monday, an abstract of the accounts from
the 6th Sept. last to the 26th of last month, was pro-
duced. The receipts during this period were 2,566/.

17s. 8d.
9
including a balance in hand of 253/. 12s. 2d.

The expenditure was 2,233/. Is. 3rf., leaving a balance
in favour of the Association of 333/. 16s. bd. Mr.
O'Connell adverting to this unusually large balance, said

that the association was never so completely free from
debt, nor were their prospects for repeal ever so bright.

The spirit was spreading in every quarter, and the Presby-
terians of the north were joining them in all directions.

He then proceeded at greatlengthto enlargeupon the future

movements of the Repealers, and on the present state of

European policy. The leading topics were those which
he has so frequently urged, namely, that Ireland always

obtained concessions from England when she was in a
state of embarrassment, and that if he had three millions

of Repealers now, no one could doubt that he would carry

a repeal of the Union. He dwelt at length upon the

present distressed state of England in her domestic and
foreign relations, as furnishing strong grounds of hope for

Ireland. "Many persons," he said,
iC had asked him why

he did not attend Parliament now ? What was the use
of it ? >What good could he*.do in Sir R. Peel's packed
Parliament ? He had never looked for French or any
foreign alliance. He relied upon Ireland and the Irish,

but he would not| refuse to receive [the co-operation or

sympathy of any good and wise nation. The great mis-

take in the career of Napoleon was, that he undervalued
Ireland. If, instead of going out to Egypt, he had
brought 40,000 men to Ireland— if, instead of going to

Russia, amid its snows, he had sent 50,000 men to Ire-

land, his/story would .have been different. The wealthy
inhabitants of the country might have opposed him, but
the people would have asked each other if they would not
do better under the sway of Napoleon than under that of
England, and the connexion between the countries would
have been severed in less time than he was addressing
the meeting."—An action brought by the Rev. Mr.
Hurst, of St. Catherine's parish, against Mr. Whaley, for

defamation of character, which had excited a great deal of

local interest, and occupied many days in trial, was
brought to a conclusion on Tuesday. The court was
crowded at an early hour to hear the charge of the Chief
Justice, who stated the case at great length ; after which,
the jury returned a verdict for Mr. Hurst, acquitting him
of the charge of intoxication on the days specified in the
pleadings ; on the other issues they found for the de-
fendant, thus exonerating him from the imputation of
malice in preferring his complaint to the Archbishop, on
which the present action was founded.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Caledonian Mercury states that the

Government have raised, in name of the officers of state,

an action of damages against a Presbytery in Argyleshire,
for refusing to settle an unacceptable presentee in the
parish of Muckairn, and that the damages they claim
amount to 15,000/., although, by a recent decision of the

court, the patrons get the vacant stipend. This step on
the part of the Government is decisive, and puts an end
to all prospect of a settlement of the Church question, if

any such remained after the letter of Sir J. Graham.
Glatgow.—The local papers inform us that a richly-

chased tea and coffee service of plate, together with a

silver candelabrum, have been presented to Mr. Alison,

sheriff of the county, by an unknown -individual in one of

the commercial cities of England. The following inscrip-

tion is engraven on the tribute :
—" ToJArchibald Alison,

Esq., Author of the ' History of Europe during the

French Revolution,' in testimony of the sense entertained
of the benefits he has conferred upon his country. From
an Unknown Donor."—On Wednesday last, at the half-
yearly meeting of the Glasgow Railway Company, the
question of Sunday travelling was again brought forward.
Mr. Henderson moved the discontinuance of the Sunday
trains,*which, after a long discussion, was put to the vote.
There appeared of those present :—For the Sunday trains,

301 votes ; against them, 323. Majority 22. Scruti-
neers were appointed to examine the proxies, when the
gross majority, so far as could be ascertained, was 1,307
in favour of the Sunday trains.

THEATRICALS.
Drury Lank.—On Saturday night a new tragic

drama, in three acts, called A Blot in the 'Scutcheon,
from the pen of Mr. Browning, was produced at this

theatre with complete success. The interest of the plot
hinges on the anxiety of Lord Tresham, a haughty noble,
proud of his stainless 'scutcheon, and of his long
line of illustrious ancestors, that the present represen-
tatives of the family, himself and his sister, should trans-
mit to their posterity the lineal honour pure and untar-
nished as they had received it. He discovers that this

sister has brought dishonour on her family, and the piece

closes with her death after her lover has fallen by the hand
of her brother. The principal characters were sustained
by Mr. Phelps, Mr. Anderson, and MissH. Faucitt, who
were called for at the close of the play, together with the
author, to receive the applauses of the audience.

Covent Garden.—On Monday night the most for-

midable uproar took place that has been known within the

walls of a theatre for years—formidable, because there was
nothing ironical on the part of the audience ; the expres-
sion of feeling being one of unmitigated indignation;
Scarcely any females were in the boxes, and though the
houie was thinly attended, there was from the first some-
thing ominous in the appearance of the audience. The
public had been made aware some days before, through
the medium of advertisements, that on Monday evening
Mr. Gregory, known to many as the editor of a weekly
paper notorious for its attacks on private character, was
to make his appearance upon the stage in the character
of Hamlet. He accordingly did make his first, and,
no doubt, his final appearance on that night. The cur-
tain rose, and the first scene, in which the ghost is visible

to Horatio, was allowed to proceed quietly. The scene
changed ; the King and Queen, followed by their retinue,

entered in peace, but as soon as Hamlet, who is the last

person in the procession, was seen, the audience broke
out into a yell that surpasses description. Finding that

the uproar did not abate, he commenced in the very midst
of it his part of the performance. The first opening of
his mouth seemed to call forth fresh elements of confu-
sion. The play was, however, continued, but not a syl-
lable was heard except the mingled hisses and groans of
the audience; and the first act of Hamlet was, perhaps,
for the first time, performed in dumb show. An attempt
was made to proceed with the second act, but the uproar
rather increased than diminished, and at length, finding
it impossible to go on with the performance, Mr. Bartley,
the stage-manager, came forward, but could not obtain
a hearing. He was, however, understood to say he was
satisfied that the majority of the audience were opposed
to the continuance of the play, and that it should be
instantly discontinued in obedience to their will. With
this promise the audience appeared satisfied, and the up-
roar ceased for a while. To occupy the intervening time
before the ballet opera of The Maid of Cashmere, a part
of the farce of Cousin Lambkin was played, but the con-
fusion was still as great as ever, although it now arose
from a different quarter. A party of persons who are
said to have attended in order to secure the triumph of
Mr. Gregory, were determined that the substitute for
Hamlet should be a failure. Mr. Bartley, however, per-
severed, and finished the piece, although the dialogue,
during the whole time, was completely inaudible. With
this, however, the uproar ceased, and the rest of the per-
formances went on without interruption.

JWfettllatttou*.
Expedition to the South Pole.—Lieut. M'Murdo of

the Terror has arrived in town from this expedition, which
he left at the Falkland Islands, all well, and in the highest
spirits. He reports that Captain Ross had triumphantly
accomplished every object for which the expedition was
undertaken, and that the Government at home, sensible
of this, had left it entirely to Captain Ross's discretion,
as to his returning home at once or remaining out for a
longer period, for the purpose of exploring other objects
of interest in this hitherto imperfectly known portion of
our globe

; that Captain Ross has made choice of the
former, and that we may therefore expect the expedition
home early in May. Lieut. M'Murdo states, that in coil-

sequence of the excellent discipline observed on board the
Erebus and Terror, and the great care and attention paid
to the health of their respective crews, the expedition had
lost but four men since leaving England, viz., one blown
overboard in a gale at the Cape, another from some con-
stitutional disease, and the other two from natural
causes. Lieut. M'Murdo is also the bearer of several va-
luable specimens of grapes and seeds, collected at the
Falkland Islands and various other places in the southern
hemisphere. It appears that Captain Ross has pene-
trated the Antarctic Circle to 71° 40', has surveyed the
coast discovered by him along its western boundary,
and has proceeded to do the same along the eastern line.

The Poet Laureate.—The following melancholy extract
from a communication from Mrs. Southey (formerly well

-
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known as Miss Caroline Bowles) to Mrs. Sigourney, the

American authoress, has appeared in the Leeds papers :—

"You desire to be remembered to him who sang of

4 Thalaba, the wild and wondrous tale/ Alas! my friend,

the dull, cold ear of death is not more insensible than his,

my dearest husband's, to all communications from the

world without. Scarcely can I keep hold of the last poor

comfort of believing that he still knows me. The almost

complete unconsciousness has not been of more than six

months' standing, though more than two years have

elapsed since he has written even his name. After the

death of his first wife, * Edith '—of his first love, who was

for several years insane, his health was terribly shaken.

Yet for the greater part of a year that he spent with me
in Hampshire, my former home, it seemed perfectly re-

established ; and he used to say, l It had surely pleased

God that the last years of his life should be happy.' But

the Almighty's will was otherwise. The little cloud soon

appeared which was in no long time to overshadow all.

In the blackness of its shadow we still live, and shall

pass from under it only to the portals of the grave. The

last three years have done on me the work of twenty. The

one sole business of my life is that which, I verily believe,

keeps the life in me—the guardianship of my dear, help-

less, unconscious husband."

The colossal Cabbage.—The Cour Royale, at Paris, has

been occupied of late with a case which arose out of the

famous colossal cabbage, that some time back excited so

much interest in this capital. A M. Billandeau had ori-

ginally purchased this vegetable wonder for 15f. in the

arrondissement of Melles, which is remarkable for large

productions of the kind. The Royal Society of Horticul-

ture named a committee to report on the case, and this

report M. Billandeau had distributed throughout France,

with a notice that the seeds of the wonderful cabbage

would be sold at the moderate price of a franc each. The
advertisements announced that the King had taken 100

seeds, and delivered them to his head gardener
; and that

the Minister of Agriculture had offered 200f. to the Royal

Society of Agriculture to try experiments on the new pro-

duction. As there were 200,000 seeds ready to be deli-

vered, it was expected that a tolerable profit might be

made on the first cost of the cabbage. A copy of the

report having reached M. Remont, an honest nurseryman

of the Seine-et-Oise, he hastened up to Paris, and pro-

posed to M. Billandeau to form a partnership with him

for sending the seeds to America. M. Billandeau listened

to the proposition, and having fixed the value of his cab-

bage at 20,000f., received 3,000 from his new partner

towards their common expenses. A quantity of the seed

was sent off to the United States, with a certificate from

the Secretary of Legation, properly signed and sealed, to

the effect that the seed had really been gathered from the

monster-cabbage. M. Remont, after doing all this, thought

it could not be a bad plan to make some experiments on

the seed himself, and after some time he found that they

produced cabbages exactly similar to his own ! This

being the case, M. Remont demanded his money back,

but M. Billandeau refused to give back a sou. The matter

was referred to arbitration, and M. Billandeau exculpated

himself from all intentions of fraud ; but, on the appeal,

the court reversed the sentence, proclaimed the dissolution

of the partnership, on the ground of its not having been

based on an object of legitimate speculation, and ordered

the 3,000f. advanced by M. Remont to be returned.

—

GalignanVs Messenger.
The Eruption of Mount Etna.—A correspondent of

the Times, whose letter is dated, Palermo, Jan. 8, writes

as follows:

—

w The eruptions of Etna have diminished,

and the period of their termination seems fast approach-

ing. Since my last, the explosions have not been consi-

derable, and they do not afford much amusement to the

foreigners assembled about Catania, who are now begin-

ning to disperse. The torrent of lava has made little

progress, and the damage which the burning mass occa-

sions is now very insignificant, but it always affords oppor-

tunities for scientific research and interesting observation.

The mountain has become entirely inaccessible, in conse-

quence of the great fall of snow, which covers it to the

very brink of the crater. Snow occupies all the other

mountains, and entirely covers many other places, the

vallies excepted, in which nothing can be more beautiful

than the appearance of the vegetation, so remarkable for

its extent and richness." The last accounts make no

mention of any recurrence of the eruption.

Gold Mines in Russia.—At a recent sitting of the

Academy of Sciences, Paris, a paper was read on the recent

discovery of a mass of native gold, weighing 36 kilo-

grammes (about 80 English pounds), on the eastern side

of the Oural. This enormous mass, which is double the

size of any hitherto discovered, was found at a few feet

beneath the surface, under singular circumstances. The
establishment formed at this part of the Oural for the

purpose of seeking for gold had tried every part of the

ground near it, and the speculation being deemed a hope-

less one, it was abandoned, and the buildings which had

been erected were demolished. It was precisely in the

ground on which one of these buildings had stood that

this mass of gold was found. M. de Humboldt, who made
the communication to the Academy, added some interest-

ing facts relative to the gold-mining industry in Russia.

It appears that such is the prodigious increase of washed

gold in Russia, and especially in Siberia, to the east of

the southern chain of the Oural, that the total produce in

the year 1842 amounted to 16,000 kilogrammts, of which

Siberia alone furnishes 7,800 kilogrammes. This is the

produce to the Russian Government ;
but there is reason

to believe that the real amount of produce is larger, and

that five per cent, in value is secreted by the agents who
are employed to superintend the operations.

Hafo.
Court or Chancery.— The Queen v. Viscount Canterbury.—

The Lord Chancellor delivered judgment in this case, which was
a petition to the Crown by Viscount Canterbury, requesting

compensation for the damage done to his furniture, books, and

other property, by the fire which destroyed the Houses of Parlia-

ment. To this petition a demurrer was put in by the Attorney-

General, and in this state of the record the case was argued

some time ago. His Lordship commenced by reading a passage

from Sir "William Blackstone's Commentaries, vol. i., p. 431, on
the subject of accidental fires, and the extent to which the

owners of the property on which they originated were liable.

He said a tolerably long experience supplied no case in which
an action had been successfully maintained for such an injury

as the present. The learned counsel for the petitioner had looked

into the state of the law before the statutes, and had quoted

authorities from Rollc, Corny n, Yiner, and other authors, re*

latingto the point. It appeared that if a fire occurred by the

negligence of the owner of a house, and the property of another

was injured, he jvas liable ; but not so, if the fire happened by the

conduct of a stranger. If the accident were inevitable, the partv

was excused ; and the argument on the other side was, that if

the cause of the fire was beyond the control of the owner, he

would not be responsible. His Lordship said the statute of Anne
confined the liability to cases of negligence in houses, which was
extended by 14 George III., c. 76, to fires arising on any close or

estate. In the recent case of " Yaughan i\ Milner,' 4 Sco.,

which was an action for damage occasioned by burning weeds,

the owner of the land was held answerable, because the fire was
communicated by his negligence. The Lord Chancellor said it

was not necessary to determine the point at present, as he was

of opinion that the petition was not sustainable, and the demurrer

by the Attorney-General must be allowed. It was admitted that

the Sovereign was not responsible personally j negligence and

misconduct were not imputable to the Crown ; and if, in fact,

they occurred, there was no remedy. In the absence of all

authority, a new rule would not be laid down on the present

occasion. Besides, the injury being personal, and occurring in

the time of a previous Sovereign, the present one was exempted

on the ordinary rule that the right of action had ceased. Against

this position no authority had been cited. There was still a

stronger reason against this position :—Her Majesty had imitated

the example of her predecessors, and surrendered her hereditary

territory, which had given rise to the institution of the Com-
missioners of Woods and Foreits; they were appointed by the

Crown, and removable at pleasure ; but the subordinates, through

whose conduct this fire commenced, were appointed by the Com-
missioners, and were not servants of the Crown. If the Com-
missioners had been personally guilty of negligence in this case,

they would have been liable, but not as public officers, for no

liability could attach to the Crown. As to the remedy by petition

of right, if any remedy were applicable, it did not appear to have

been ever resorted to, except to obtain a freehold right and

interest, which had been usurped or withheld. His Lordship

said, on the most careful and anxious research, the learned

counsel could not find any authority in a similar case. The case

of « Jervase de Cliiton," which was cited, went off on a point of

form, and without argument, the Chief Justice having returned

the tenour of the verdict, instead of the verdict itself. The case

of " Robert de Clifton," twenty years before, though in a pre-

ceding reign, related to land, being a complaint that the warders

of Nottingham Castle had caused the wateis of the Trent to over-

flow his estate, for which he claimed compensation. His Lord-

ship said, he was compelled to come to the conclusion that the

proceeding then taken could not be maintained, and the. de-

murrer must he allowed. He arrived at this result after careful

and anxious attention to the case, and he was glad to know that,

if wrong, his judgment might be set right by writ of error.

Court ok Quern's Bkncii.— (Sittings in Banco.)—The Queen

v. Badger and Another.— It will be recollected that during the

disturbances in Staffordshire, a person named O'Neil was appre-

hended for using seditious language at a meeting of Chartists,

held near Dudley, lie was committed for trial on that charge;

he subsequently tendered as bail two persons who were town-

councillors of Birmingham j but the defendants, Mr. Badger and
the Kev. Mr. Cartwright, before whom they attended, refused to

accept the bail, on the ground that these persons had attended,

and taken a prominent part at Chartist meetings. O'Neil subse-

quently applied to this Couit for a rule calling upon the defend-

ants to show cause why a criminal information should not be

filed against them for having refused to accept the bail. A rule

nisi was granted, and the point was afterwards discussed at the

bar. The Court took time to deliberate on its judgment, and on

Saturday Lord Denman delivered judgment. After stating at

great length the circumstances arising out of the recent riots,

upon which O'Neil was apprehended, his Loidship said, We have

first to consider whether the refusal of the magistrates was a

lawful act, a point on which no serious doubt was entertained.

Neither of the learned counsel who opposed the rule contended

that a magistrate can lawfully reject bail at his own discretion*

or is at liberty, when bail is offered, to enter into an investiga-

tion as to the character or opinions of such bail, provided he is

satisfied of their sufficiency to answer for the appearance of the

party in the amount reasonably required for that purpose. The
law is clear, and is as old as the statute of Westminster, 13 Ed-

ward I.e. 15. Lord Coke, in his commentary upon that sta-

tute (2d Institute, 191), says, that 'to deny a man plevin who
is plevisable, and thereby to detain him m prison, is a great

offence, and grievously to be punished
;

and Lord Hale

(c 17), adopts the same remark, and Hawkins (2, c. 15)

speaks of refusal of bail as an indictable offence. Black-

fctone, referring to the ancient statute (4th book, c. 22), the

Habeas Corpus and the Bill of Rights, calls it an offence against

the Liberty of the subject. If, then, such refusal took place from

improper'motives, It might be treated as ft criminal offence ana

made subject to an indictment or information. The affidavits on

which the rule was granted accused the magistrates of motives

corrupt, partial, personal, and arbitrary ; but even the deponents

themselves do not mean to charge pecuniary conuption or

pergonal malice, or any feeling of revenge, in the sense of giving

an unfair advantage to one litigant parly over another. The

only censurable feelings that can with any show of reason be

suspected, are n premeditated relusal and disregard of the just

claim made by O'Neil for his liberation, and a determination to

keep him in prison without legal authority, and in contempt ot

their duty. The (acts being clear, the question is, whether a

criminal information ought to be filed ; and this depends on our

view of the motives which influenced the magistrates. And we
must advert to the very questionable character of one line of

defence, which they appear to insinuate rather than avow.

They depose that some time previous to the apprehension or

O'Neil, these deponents consulted with their brother magistrates

as to the nature of the bail to be taken by them in the case of

persons committed lor attending illegal meetings, for uting

seditions language, and particularly for inciting to outrages, in-

asmuch as the disturbances were then going on in cei tain districts

in Staffordshiic and in the neighbourhood of Dudley, and resist-

ance to the laws was fomented and kept up by the inflammatory

and exciting speeches and conduct of persons who were Chartisi..

for

an
ft in the proceedings of *.„* ^uamai uw<.,, ~ «—

receive them; and that these deponents and the o*"*gj
ttates. wholly uninfluenced by any corrupt, l en erse, vin-

dictive, personal, or partial motive, but, as they believed, m a fair

and legitimate exercise of their office, in the performance of

their duty as magistrates, and with a view only to the preserva-

tion of the peace, decided that such .persons ought not, in the

then state of the country, to be admitted as bail, and ought not

so to be accepted by them. They further say, that after the
commitment of O'Neil, the same decision was again considered
by the magistrates, and was agreed to by the Lord-Lieutenant
of Worcestershire, who thought it was a proper decision.
Another magistrate, Mr. Molyneux, states also this resolution,
and informs the Court that, if he had been called upon to accept
such persons as bail for any one charged with the same offence,
he would also have rejected them. Now, the assumption
of powers unknown to the law appears to us peculiarly ill-judged
at a period of disturbance, and not to be palliated, but rather
rendered so much the more culpable, if deliberately followed by
high functionaries having a judicial duty to perform ; and if we
had found the magistrates wilfully adopting such a measure in

defiance of the law, the encouragement so given would have
compelled us the more strongly to mark our disapprobation of

their conduct. These proceedings, however, give the parties

challenged an opportunity of explaining the state of mind in

which they acted; and we find the magistrates expressly swear-
ing that they thought they were acting in the fair, legitimate

exercise of their office, and in the performance of their duty as

magistrates. We may regret that the question of law was not
more carefully examined j almost the first page of their most
ordinary text- books would have convinced these gentlemen that

their relusal on such a ground to receive the bail offered was not

a legitimate exercise of their office, or a proper performance of

their duty as magistrates, but the contrar>. Their opinion that

it was right was hastily adopted in a crisis of real danger, and
most probably, from a deference to the general resolution which
induces us, in conformity to the rule by which this Court has

regulated its practice, to decline interfering by criminal infor-

mation. We shall therefore discharge the rule ;
but as the con-

duct of the magistrates was such as to justify the application,

they must pay all the costs attending it."

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursuay.-DERBY.-5 to 1 agst Scott's

lot (taken to 100/.) ; 8 to 1 agst Mr. Blakelock's A British Yeo-

man (taken, and afterwards offered) ; 22 to 1 agst Mr. J3eU s

Winesour; 45 to 1 agst Major Yarburgh's Dumpling; 45 to l

agst Lord Exeter's Lucetta colt ; 45 to 1 agst Colonel Feel s St.

Valentine (50 to 1 laid once) ; 1000 to 15 agst Mr. D. Cook s

Trueboy (taken freely); 1000 to 15 agst Lord Westminster's Lan-

guish colt (taken); 2000 to 20 agst Lord Orford's Mercy colt

(taken, and afterwards offered) ; 1000 to 10 agst Mr. Ferguson's

takeaway (taken) ; 1000 even between Cotherstone and Dumpling;

500 even between Trueboy and Languish colt; 30 to 1 agst St.

Valentine and Trueboy (taken) ; 1 000 to 30 agst St. Valentine and

Takeaway (taken). OAKS.—5 to 1 agst Lord Westminster's

Maria Day (taken),

MARK LANE, Friday, Feb. 17. — The Wheat Tiade was
exceedingly fiat this morning, with no alteration in prices of

English or Foreign ; in the latter there was very little business

doing. Barley was in demand at full prices. Peas rather lower,

and Beans without alteration. The Oat Trade is rather declining.

BRITISH, PKH IMFK1UAL Ql'ARTKK. S. *. «• *•

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suilolk . . . White 44 to 62 Red! 40 m48
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . . to -

Barley Malting anddistilling
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polanda— Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed

Irish Feed
Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . £2 to £8 Tick
— Pigeon, Heligoland • . . LO to 33 Minds.
Peas, White £0toS3 Maple 27 to 29 Grey

WKKKI/Y IMPERIAL AVJSRAGK8.

S. »-

44 to 62
— to—3

25 tn 30
13 to 23
— to —

10 18
— to —
£4 to 29 Harrow T6 to 30

2t; to 34 Lon^pod 26 to 30
20 to 27

Grind. 19 to £5

Feed 14 10 £2
Potato 16 to 24

Potato 14 10 SS

Jan.

Feb.

13
20
27
3
10

Wheat.
47 1

47 10
49 1

49 3
48 1

47 5

48 1weeks' Aggregate Aver

Duties . . £0

ARRIVALS IN
Flour.

English .16660 Slss. — Brls.

Barley.
S6 5
26
27
*7

27
S7

5
•j

8
5

1

Oais.
17 a

S7

Irish
Foreign

English
Irish
Scotch .

Foreign

it

tt

THE
Wht.
5tfo6

3422

ARRIVALS
Wheat
1410

9

RIVER

16

17

17

1C

16

11

9
11

10 11

Rye
31
£9
28
30
28
30

/

•1

2
4

9

1

Beans

8

LAST

29 7

11 6

WEEK.

28
27
27
27
27
27

5
7
10
3

5

£7

U

Peas-
29 11 .

29 7
29 5
30 4
29 11

|

30 1 !

tt

it

Barl.
170M4

154

Malt.
10086

Oats.
37>»7

9682
470

)< y e.

30

7

Bns.
2(120

1110

29 11

6U

Peas
874

-'J
THIS WEEK
Barley
2190

Oats
1C80

600

- [Flour J
.2270

12
I

18

10

10

~-
; PRICES OF

In consequence of some accid

an amended list.

g&*_8, d.

Agricultural Salt . per ton 1

Alexander's Compost perbuth.
Bleaching Powder „
Bone-dost and hall-inch Bone 1 ~

per quarter . - -J
Brimstone . . per ton 11

Clarke's desiccated Compost to j„
per hhd J

"

DanielPsBristolftlanure 1 !*• to'O 1 !

according to quantity J per bushel.
Guano (foreign) -\lls.to0 13

. according to quantity j per cwt.
— Potter's English! \U. to 15
according to quantity J per cwt.

Gypsum. . . . \35*. to.2 2
according to quantity J per ton-

Bunt's New Fertiliser, p.bush 1

Muriate of Lime

MANURES.
ental errors, we this week give

o

6

per cwt-

8
ft

1 18s.

£. s. d,
r,.i. to 19 6

duty paid
Nitrate of Soda,
per cwt'

Petre Salt . .per ton 4

Phosphate of A mmonia „— of Soda ff

Poittevin's disinfected!
Manure . . •$

Rape dust - - it
jj

Bock Salt • "7
Saltpetre . - per cwt- l

Soda Ash . . tt «*'*°S
Sulphate of Ammonia „ 10*. u>u

of Iron
of Soda

6
16
18

"ton 6t to
10
16per cwt.

7

6

O
O

Sulphuric awd • • i *
r .v*

accoi ding to strength^^^ ft

J.

cattle dealer:

SCO
CH«i„
D- Thomson, Bar

le-dealer: raT2q^t S j^groit), Inverness, foun
JOTCH SEQUESTRATXU£

Q] me r'<*»n,

«Z'J£lG!hS*, caHeo.printer._W. M«Ch««e,, Kilm.
merchant.

der—M- Bogle,
I—P. Smith and

lmarnock, saddler

-A. irCalium, Port Glygcw,

niRTUS,—On the 14th inst-, at Edmondthorpe-hall, Leicestershire, the

lion Mrs. Edwarde., of a daughter-On the 10th inst., Mrs- C. Craufard,
Chatham-place, Camberwell-groye, of a daughter-At Ticklef.rd House, near
Uitehin, on the 10th imt., the wafe of the Hon. F. D. Kyder, of a son-On the
Kith inst-, at 12, Wimpole-street, tlie lion. Mrs- Hall, of a daughter—0» the
12th inst., the Lady Mayoress, ol a son—On the 2).th ult-, at.Hull House, Kent,
the residence of her mother. Lady M Creagh, wife of W. J. Armstrong, Esq.,
of Kippure Park, county of Wicklow, of a son.
MARRIED.-On the 11th inst., at Chiswick Church, Mr. Rene Langelier,o

Jersey, to Elizabeth, second daughter of Mr. Sich, of Chiswick- On the 15th
inst-, at Ockham Park, Sir G. W- Crnuford, Bart., to the Hon. Hester Kin*,
eldest daughter of the late Lord King, and sister to the Earl of Lovelace—On
the 20th Oct. last, at Moulmein, Capt. J. A. West, of the 84th Regiment, to
Kmma, only daughter of Capt. Bay, E4th Regiment—On the 13th inst., at St.
Pancrns New Church, W- L. Anderson, Esq., of the Admiralty, Somerset-
house, to Mary, second daughter of J. Spurrier, Esq., Depu'y Commissary-
General, of Camden-ioad.
DIED—On the 9th inst., at his seat, Newpark, Waterford, for which city he

was the lepresentative, Sir John Newport, Bart.— On the 10th rmu., Sir T.D.
Heskcth, Bart., aged 44_On the 12th inst-, suddenly, the Rev. W. Natt, rector
of St. Sepulchre, London—On the 13th inst, at Woburn, Beds, H. Seymour,
Esq., aged 67, son-of Lord Robert Seymour, and for many years Serjeant-at-
Arms to the House of Commons—At Larnaca, in the beginning of January-
last, of lever, aged" 30, Dr." James Lilbtirn, H.B.M.'i Consul for the Island of
Cyprus—At Airthrey Castle, aged 74, Uthe Rt. Hon. Lord Abercromby.
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PENN'S SYSTEM PERFECTED—FOR OBTAINING A FREE
CIRCULATION OF HEATED PURE ATMOSPHERIC AIR
THROUGHOUT HORTICULTURAL 8c OTHER BUILDINGS.

WHILL having had every opportunity of making
• himself acquainted with the best method of constructing

Horticultural Buildings of every kind—to command the above
truly-desirable result—and having- with much satisfaction wit-

nessed the gradual improvement in the adaptation of this prin-

ciple to almost every variety of Building:, begs to announce to

the Nobility and Public generally, that he erects CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, PITS, &c, &c.,upon the above system,

which has (at an immense cost to the inventor), been brought to

great perfection, and heats the same by Hotwatkr Apparatus,
with improved Tube or Conical Boilers. W. Hii.l also adapts

Dr. Arnott's Nbw Balanced Rkgulator to the Boiler Appa-

ratus, by which an immense saving of fuel is effected, the greatest

regularity of Temperature preserved, and much time and trouble

saved. Penn's Ststkm only requires publicity to be appre-

ciated. The Public are therefore invited to inspect its efficient

working at the Inventor's Residence, Lewisham. The great end
gained by adopting this system, is a perfect and rapid Circula-

tion* producing consequently an equable temperature throughout

the building (of whatever construction), and renders access to it

at all times safe and agreeable, ladies of the most delicate con-

stitution being enabled to remain for hours in a temperature
greatly exceeding summer-heat, with as much comfort as could

possibly be derived from an out-door temperature equally high.

W. Blhh would refer any, who may desire to apply the above

system to Forcing-Houses in particular, to Mr. John Wim-mot,
of Islcworth, who after 40 years' experience has adopted this

system throughout his extensive Establishment. Designs, and

any further information, upon application to W. Hill, Builder

and Surveyor, Lewisham.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLIiORN.
D. and E. Bailkt having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection ol

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailkt were the first to introduce metallic curvili.

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E, Ba i i.ky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

H OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., fil, Grace-

church- street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes oF these much-approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the

merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, page 175,

and February, 1843, page 8/J, renders it unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :—
They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 41. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,
Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c.
N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description.

THE TANK AND TROUGH SYSTEM OF HEATING
HOTHOUSES AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

J THOMSON'S IMPROVED PLAN of applying
• the Tank and Trough Mode of Warming Horticultural

and other Buildings with his NEWLY-INVENTED and ECONO-
MICAL BOILER, which has been adopted and maybe seen in

use at two of the most extensive Horticultural Establishments in

the three Kingdoms, viz., Messrs. Lkks' Nursery, Hammersmith,
and Mr. Wilmot's, Brentford.—Designs only, or Plans and
Estimates furnished, for Building and Warming Horticultural

Erections, on application to J. Thomson, Landscape Gardener
and Hothouse Designer, No. 4, Chapel- place, Hammersmith, late

Head-Gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Sion House, and
many years in the Garden Establishment of Her Majesty; and
Author of " A Practical Treatise on the Construction and Heating

of Horticultural Buildings," published 1838.

J. T. has applied the above system for Bottom Heat and other

purposes at Lord Prudhoe's and several other places in England,
with great success , within the last four years.

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

QT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR. HOUSE, MANOR-O PLACE, KING'S-ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of IN-

VISIBLE WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Slock, and rendered

Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,

Bordering, Flower- stands, Pheasantries, &C. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and
economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and
Estimates free. WTork for the Trade as usual.

THE ILLUSTRATED POLYTECHNIC REVIEW,
No. VII., with a Portrait of Brunaleschi, and numerous Illus-

trations, will contain—Fine Arts: British Institution (Second

Notice), Exhibition at Rome, &c— Science : Crosse's Acarus,

Grove's Gaseous Battery, &c—Reviews—Notices on Science,

Art, Music, the Drama, &c., &c— Price 4d. unstamped; ?>d.

stamped. Office, 143. Strand.
__

H^O AGRICULTURIST S

—

-*- Now ready,
l. ON GUANO AS A FKRTILIZER. By C. W. Johnson,

Esq. Price I*. 6d. 2. ON FERTILIZERS IN GENERAL.
By C. W. Johnson, Esq. 1 vol. 8vo, Price 12*. 3. THE COT-

JOHNso« »iui ouaw, are still on sale, rnce is. eacn. in me
Press, 5. AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. By C. W. Johnson,
Esq. Price 1*. 6. MORTON ON THE NATURE AND PRO-
PERTY OF SOILS. Third Edition, 7s.

James Ridgway, Piccadilly, and all Booksellers.

Two vols. 8vo. with 5 coloured Plates, 31s. 6d., cloth,

AN INTRODUCTION TO ENTOMOLOGY; or,

Elements of the Natural History of Insects : comprising an
Account of Noxious and Useful Insects, of their Metamor-
phoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions,

Noises, Hybernation, Instinct, &c. By W. Kirby, M.A., F.R.S.,

and L.S., Rector of Barham
;
and W. Spkncb, Esq.. F.R.S., and

L.S. Sixth Edition, corrected and considerably enlarged.
*»* The first two (or popular) volumes of the u Introduction

to Entomology" are now published as a separate work, distinct

from the third and fourth volumes; and, though much enlarged,

at a considerable reduction in price, in order that the numerous
class of readers who confine their study of Insects to that of their

manners and economy, need not be burthened with the cost of

the technical portion of the work, relating to their anatomy,
physiology, &c.

41 Let no man think he knows how to enjoy the country who
has not studied the volumes of Kirby and Spence*s delightful
• introduction.'"— Quarterly Review, No. 141, Dec. 1842.
" This work, the delight of youth, and the admiration of our

mature age, is well known as the most entertaining account of
insects ever put into a popular form."—Dr. Lindley, in the
Gardeners* Chronicle.

Lately published, in 2 vols. 8vo., with about 2,500 Figures,

21. 7s. cloth,

AN INTRODUCTION to the MODERN CLASSI-
FICATION of INSECTS. By J. O. Wkstwooo, F.L.S., &c.
Intended as a Sequel to Kirby and Spencc.

London : Longman, Huown, Grekn, and Longmans.

Lately published, illustrated by several Plates, price 3s.

HPHE HISTORY and MANAGEMENT of BEES,
J- with Notices of a New Hive, on the Polish plan, invented
by the Author, John Wiohton, Gardener to Lord Stafford.
" We strongly recommend this book to all who keep bees,

more especially to gentlemen's gardeners."—Loudon's Gard. Mug.
41 A Treatise on the subject, apparently the result of experience

and careful observations, cannot be without its interest."— The
Editor of the Gardeners* Chronicle.
London : Longman & Co., Paternoster-row. Norwich : Bacon

& Co. May be had through any Bookseller.

Foolscap 8vo., price 15.,

HARRISON'S GARDEN ALMANACK
and FLORAL CALENDAR for 1843, containing ample

Directions for Gardening—by Joskph Harrison, Editor of the
M Floriculturai Cabinet."

CLARKE'S LADIES' HANDBOOKS, impl. 32mo.,
cloth edges, price is.,

1 . Fancy Needlework and Embroidery.— 2. Knitting;, Netting,

and Crochet.— 3. Knitting, Netting, and Crochet.— 4. Plain

Needlework.—5. Baby Linen.—6. Embroidery on Muslin and
Lace-work.— 7. Millinery and Dress-making.—S. The Toilette.

H. J. Clarke and Co., Old Bailey.

HISTORICAL WORKS FOR SCHOOLS AND
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION. Wiiittaker and Co., Ave

Maria lane.

WHITTAKER'S IMPROVED EDITIONS OF
PINNOCK'S GOLDSMITH'S HISTORIES, in 12mo.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND. The 32nd edition, 6s. bound.

HISTORY OF ROME. The 21st edition, 5*. 6d. bound.
HISTORY OF GREECE. The 17th edition, 5s. 6d. bound.

Several Hundred pounds have been expended on these works,
since they have become the property of Messrs. Whittakkr and
Co., and they have been embellished with numerous portraits,

woodcuts, and coloured maps and plans, and edited on the expla-

natory and interrogative systems, copiously illustrated by notes,

genealogical tables, and maps, and the latest elucidations of clas-

sical antiquarians. By Dr. W. C. Taylor.

rpHE HISTORY of the OVERTHROW of the RO-
-L MAN EMPIRE, and the Formation of the Principal Euro-

pean States. By Dr. W. C. Taylor. 12mo, 6s. 6d. cloth.

HISTORY of FRANCE and NORMANDY, on the

plan of Pinnock's Histories. By Dr. W.C.Taylor. Second
edition, l2mo, 6s. bound.

PROFESSOR WILSON'S MANUAL of HISTORY
and CHRONOLOGY. In 12mo, 4*. 6d. bound.

THE STREAM of HISTORY. Mounted on rollers.

Price 1/. 16s.

HAMILTON'S CHRONOLOGY, HISTORY, and
BIOGRAPHY. A Companion to the " Stream of History."

Price 3s. 6d.

PINNOCK'S HISTORY of the BIBLE.
12mo, 3.9. bound.

7 HITTAKER'S IMPROVED EDITIONS ofw PINNOCK'S CATECHISMS.
Ancient History
Bible and Gospel
History of England

" Scotland.
41 Ireland
" France.

America.

History of Rome.
• ( Greece.
" The Jews.

Modern History.
Scripture History-
Universal History.
Mythology.

In which the important and leading facts of each History are nar-

rated so as to impress the minds of young persons. l8mo., °o.

each, sewed.

GEOGRAPHICAL WORKS FOR SCHOOLS and
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION.

WniTTAKKR and Co., Ave Maria-lane.

ROBERTS'S MODERN GEOGRAPHY and HIS-
TORY ; with Engravings and 12 Maps. ]2mo, 6s. 6d.

WOODBRIDGE'S ATLAS; exhibiting, also the
V * Religions, Forms of Government, Degrees of Civilization,

Comparative Size of Towns, Rivers, and Mountains, and the Cli-

mates and Productions of the Earth. Royal 4to., 8s. half-bound.

WOODBRIDGE'S GEOGRAPHY; illustrative of

the foregoing Atlas. With numerous Engravings. Fourth
Edition, l8mo., 3*. 6d. bound.

7 HITTAKER'S IMPROVED EDITIONS of

PINNOCK'S CATECHISMS:—w
British Geography (Five Parts).

England and Wales.
Scotland.
Ireland.
Colonies of Europe & America.

General Geography.
Use of the Globes (Two Parts).

Geology.
Botany.
Natural History,

Colonics, Asia, Africa, &c.

In each of these little treatises the elements of the various sub-

jects are explained in the simplest and clearest manner. jSmo.,

price Qd. each,

Price Two Shillings, in cloth.

FRUIT-TREES : a Hand- Book for Cultivators ;
being

a Practical Exposition of the Art of Pruning Fruit-Treesj
shewing the Defects and Difficulties of Modern Practice, wltn

Proposed Remedies; including Advice and Information, f0
J

in(1^
on long Experience and extensive Observation. By J***8

Main, A.L.S.—Recommended in Gardeners' Chronicle, l«eD.o,As«*.

R, Tvas, 8, Paternoster-row.

SCULPTURE, PAINTING, AND ARCHITECTURE.
LECTURES at the ROYAL ACADEMY.—The very

general satisfaction that has been expressed at the publica-
tion of Professor Cockkrki.i/s Lkcturks on Architecture,
has induced the Proprietors of THE ATHKN/EUM to make such
arrangements as will ensure Full and Correct Reports of Sir
Richard "Westmacott's Lectures on Sculpture and Pro-
fessor Howard's Lectures on Painting. The First by Sir
Richard Westmacott appears in THE ATHENAEUM of This
Day, Feb. 18, which also contains the Fifth of Professor Cocke-
rell's Lectures on Architecture; with the customary Reviews of
New Books, &c. &c. The First Lecture by W. Howard, Esq., will

appear in THE ATHENAEUM of Saturday next, Feb. 25.

POPULAR FLOWERS.—On the 28th inst, price Sixpence,

HPHE CARNATION (with Coloured Plate), its Propa-
-1- gation, Cultivation, and General Treatment in all seasons.
Contknts :— History, Bizarres, Flakes, Picotees, Properties of a
first-rate Flower, Time of Sowing:, Seedlings, Layers, Flowering,
Drainage, Destructive Insects, Composts, New Varieties, Choice
Kinds, &c, &c.
#y The GERANIUM and the PANSY have both been reprinted,

and may be had of every Bookseller in the Kingdom. Price 6d.

each, with a coloured Plate. R. Tvas, Paternoster-row.

ROSES IN POTS.

THE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST,
No. 27 will contain a most complete Treatise on the Culture,

Management, and Exhibition of Roses in Pots, by Geo. Glbnny,
F.H.S., together with the usual information by the Editor.
*** Four Postage Stamps sent to the Publisher, R. Groom-

11RIDG15, 5, Paternoster Row, will insure the free delivery of this

Number per post.

/COTTAGE BY THE SEA—TO BE LET, Fur-
\y nished or Unfurnished, a DETACHED COTTAGE RESI-
DENCE, with Good Garden, at Hayling, Hants, with good Views,
and near the Sea and Baths, and about five hours' journey from
London. Apply at the office of Mr. Wm. Bromlky, Solicitor

Gray's Inn square.

H WALKER'S NEEDLES (by Authority the
• "Queen's Own"), with the New Large Eyes, are easily

threaded (even by blind persons), and worked with great ease,

having Improved Points, Temper, and Finish. The Labels are
correct Likenesses of Her Majesty and His Royal Highness
Prince Albert in relief, on coloured grounds.

H. Walker's Improved Fish-hooks, Steel Pens, Hooks and
Eyes, Bodkins, &c, are particularly recommended to notice.

For the Home Trade, neat packages of Needles or Pens, from
\s.to 10s. value, can be sent free by post by any respectable

dealer, on receipt of 13 penny stamps for every shilling value.

Every quality, &c., for shipping.

H. Wai.kkr, Manufacturer to the Queen, 20, Maiden-lane,

Wood-street.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-
cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Qukkn,

the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil

is universally acknowledged to be the only articir that will

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it fromfalling r>^"or

turning grey, free it from scwr/' and dandriff, and will render it de-

lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in

the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.—
Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as "MACASSAR
OIL ;" it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see

that the words "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven
on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions." The
Proprietor's Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:—
A. ROWLAND §• SON, 20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON;
Countersigned "ALEX. ROWLAND." Price 3s. 6d.—7s. Family
Bottles (equal to four small), ids. 6d.

9
and double that size 2!s.

per bottle. Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them
and by Chemists and Perfumers.

TVTOTICE to ALL.—" I should be obliged by your
-*-^ sending me a Waterproof Codrington Frock, the same size

as the one I purchased from you March 20th, 1841. I have found
that one answer well ; I never got wet in it, and it is still Water-
proof, though it has been exposed to ail weathers, both at sea
and on shore, and -has been worn on all occasions, &c. ; and I

would strongly recommend the same kind to every one, &c.

—

John A. Barti.ett, master and part owner of the barque
Hannah, of Exeter.—Tor, near Torquay, Devon, Feb. 2d, 3813."

—The garment referred to is BERDOE'S well-known VENTI-
LATING WATERPROOF FROCK (in lieu of the Macintosh), a
gentlemenly and established garment, adapted for general uso
at all seasons, and warranted (without confining perspiration) to

exclude any description or quantity of rain whatever.—Made
only by W. Bkrdok, Tailor, Waterproofer, &c, 6<), Cornhill, eight

doors from Bishopsgatc-strect.

QHIRLEY VINEYARD, near Southampton.—The
^ Proprietor of this Establishment respectfully announces
that he has now made sufficient progress in it to enable him to

commence, forthwith, a series of experiments of a most impor-
tant character, and on an extensive scale, relative to the Culture

of the Vine under Glass; the object of which will be to free

that interesting and valuable branch of Horticulture from the

difficulties and uncertainty which have hitherto surrounded it,

and to place it on such a basis, as to ensure the production of

very superior fruit, with ease, certainty, and economy.

In the prosecution of this design, and in that of cultivating the

Vine on open walls; and also in the propagation of Vine Plants

in the nursery department of the Vineyard, he is desirous of
having associated with him a few respectable Youths, as Articled

Pupils, who, in addition to being taught the most Improved mode
of Vine Culture in all its various branches, and (as necessarily

involved in it) the Theory and Practice of all the grand Principles

on which the delightful Science of Horticulture is based, will

also enjoy a great number of valuable Educational Advan-
tages, of a sterling practical character, and such as, in com-
bination with the above, will enable them, with industrial appli-

cation, to occupy, at the expiration of their pupilage, a superior

and independent rank in society.

To Parents who are desirous of providing for their Sons the

knowledge of a superior and profitable pursuit, in preference to

their becoming dependent on the precarious issue of mercantile

or trading occupations, the opportunity thus offered may be con-

sidered as highly deserving of their attention.

As the Pupils will be considered as members of the family, and
treated in every respect in the most Ubcral^manner, a suitable

Premium will bo required.

Applications, personally or by letter, may be made to Mr.
Clement Hoarb, at the Vineyard.

It is intended to limit the number of Pupils for the present to

four, and Mr. H. will be ready to receive them in the ensuing

month of March. February 8, 1843.

Printed bv Messrs- RRAT>mrrtv and EvANS, Lombard-street, Fler-t-street, In

the Hteeinct of WhitelViars, in the Gity of London, and Published by them at

the Orpicm 3 Cma*m»-btbbbT, COVBNT (iARnitN, in the County of Middlesex,

where all* Advertisements and Communications are -to be addressed to the

Kditor.lsaturday, Feburary 18, 1018.
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onNEW and SUPERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS
SALE by F. and A. SMITH and Co., FLORISTS &c

HACKNEY, LONDON :— *

BIANCA, Wildman, pure white, cup petals, large size, the centre
well up, very deep flower (having from 25 to 30 rows of petals)
first-rate form, of excellent habit, and very free bloomer: the
flowers have long- upright foot-stalks. It was pronounced a
first-class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug.
3, 1811 j obtained a second prize at the South London Floricul-
tural Show, Sept. U; and a first-class prize at the Floricultural
Soc. of London, Sept. 23 ; a first-class opinion was pronounced
by the Floricultural Soc. of London, Aug. 16, 1842; it obtained
a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 ; the first prize at the Ham-
rnersmith Show, Sept. 27; and was pronounced a first-class
flower by the Floricultural Soc. of London, Sept. 2/, when 24
blooms were produced, although that Society very fairly qualified
their approbation upon other occasions, when the flower, for
reasons afterwards explained, appeared before them in a less
perfect state. Opinions of the Press :—See Gardeners* Gazette,
Sept. 24, p. 625 : "This flower has been unfortunately very
badly grown during the season ; being exclusively cultivated
in the neighbourhood of London, it has not been fit for compe-
tition at either of the shows for the cup. The blooms produced
on Tuesday, though by no means equal to those of last season
or the early part of the present, gave promise that it will be a
decidedly first-rate variety, when it comes into the hands of
country growers, the centre being in every instance perfectly
up, the petals cupped, and the flower well formed.*' See Report
in same paper, Oct. 1, p. G39; » Wildman's Bianca, which has
scarcely produced a bloom fit for showing until the latter part
of the season, was in fine condition, a great number of blooms
being shown, the whole of them first-rate." See Report in the
Florists' Journal ofNov. last, p. 251 : "We some little time since
paid a visit to Messrs. Smith's Nursery, at Hackney ; the
Dahlias were in fine bloom, though evidently struggling
with the smoke, &c, of that confined district. Too much
credit cannot be given to these gentlemen for their strenuous
exertions to overcome so great an obstacle. In the collection
which is large, we particularly noticed that beautiful white,
Wildman's Bianca ;

there were several plants of it, and all held
good flowers." 105. 6d.

DUKE OF WELLINGTON, Smith, rich scarlet crimson, fine cup
Petals, the centre well up, is of great depth and substance a
first-rate flower, a very profuse bloomer, and quite new 'in
colour; it has obtained a prize at the South Essex Show
Sept.—See Editor's opinion in the Gardeners1 Chronicle Sent
3, 1842 :

" In the Duke of Wellington, rich scarlet crimson the
centre is full, although a little depressed, and the petals' are
Well arranged: it is a desirable flower, and rich in colour »
10s. 6d.

GENERAL SIR R. SALE, Smith, crimson purple, cup petal,
Well up in the eye, of good size, and great depth of petals,
very profuse and constant bloomer, with long upright foot-
stalks; and is considered by competent judges the best flower
of its colour yet offered to the public; it was pronounced a
first-class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug
*6, 18-12; obtained a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 ; a prize
at South Essex, Sept. S ; a prize at Kingston, Sept. 15

; a prize
JJt Salt Hill, Sept. 16; a prize at Victoria Gardens, Stepney
s ept. 19; a prize at the Floricultural Soc. of London, Sept. 20 •

a prize at Sunbury, Sept. 22 ; a prize at Hammersmith, Sept'
27.—See Editor's opinion, Gardeners' Gazette, Aug. (>, 1942"

' So far as we have seen, during the present season, the
growers appear to be aware of the properties required in a
show Dahlia, and most of those exhibited on Tuesday pos-
sessed them in a considerable degree. Decidedly the best of
*hese is Smith's Sir Robert Sale, a beautifully-formed dark
flower, shown at both meetings, but not adjudicated on by the
Floricultural Society, on account of no more than one bloom
Jjeing shown."—See Editor's opinion, Gardener's Chronicle,
Sept. 3. " Your crimson purple Dahlia (Sir R. Sale) is a flower
Pj first-rate properties, fine, general form, centre well up,

^ With great depth of petals." 10s. Crf.
*Vi VAL YELLOW, Smith, deep golden yellow, fine cup petals.

° f great substance and depth, the centre well up, of excellent
jorm, very constant and good habit. This Dahlia is warranted
l "e best of its colour yet offered to the public. As the stock is
^ery limited, early application is necessary to secure plants,
jriany orders having already been received; no allowance on

». wis variety. 10s.
A»NBOW, Smith, yellow, beautifully edged with rosy purple,

Y good form, very constant, free bloomer, and excellent habit;

J|»e flowers have long straight footstalks; quite a new and dis-
trict variety from any other in cultivation. The form of this

ORION, Smith, light yellow, cupped petals, of good form, very
constant, and profuse bloomer; 3ft. 7s. 6d.FANNY WAUGH, Forster, deep lilac, of fine form; it has
obtained a first-class prize at Hexham, and was in the second
stand of 18, and the second of 24 blooms at the same place

;

was placed first in its class at the Dahlia Show near Corbridge,
and second at the Great North of England Open Show at Jes-
mond, near Newcastle. This variety is very constant, of
medium size, great depth of petals, the centre well up, and of
good general habit; 4ft. 10s. 6d.

EARL OF LEITRHVfc, Ogilvy, deep purple, cup petals, 'large,

OT?r
n
£?xTg*°

0d form; has obtained several prizes; 5 ft. 10s. M.bU LIANA, Appleby, dark maroon, occasionally striped with
light purple, fine form. 10s. 6d.

ORYNTHIA, blush edged, and tipped with rosy purple ; good
form; 4ft. 105. 6d.

GREAT WESTERN, Bragg, shaded purple, very large, good
shape; 7s. M.

PERPETUAL GRAND, Brown, maroon, fine form, 10s. 6d.
BELSIZE RIVAL, Pipe, rosy blush, cup petals, fine form, good

habit, and very constant ; 4 ft. 10s. 6d.
SURPRISE, Oakley, crimson, tipped with white ; 4 ft. 10s. 6d,EMPRESS OF WHITES, G. Smith, creamy white, good form,
very dwarf grower; 2 ft. 1 Os. 6d.

CONFIDENCE, Cook, shaded orange, good form, very constant,
fine habit; 4 ft. 7s. M.

VIRGIL, Mountjoy, maroon, good shape, very constant; 4 ft.

WINDMILL-HILL HERO, Miller, rich deep crimson, cup petal,
round shape, good form; 4ft. 10s. 6d.VAN AMBURGH, Miller, rosy lilac, good shape, and constant
show flower, 3 ft. 10s. 6d.

PET RIVAL, Bushel, red crimson, cup petals, and very constant;
3 ft. 10s. Gd.

NORTH MIDLAND, Evans, deep crimson, cup petals, and fine
form

; has taken several prizes; 3ft. 7s. 6d.
ESSEX TRIUMPH, Turville, fine dark, fine form ; 4 ft. 10s. 6d.BEAUTY OF SUSSEX, Mitchell, white, deeply edged with car-
mine; 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

MRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, Edwards, blush white, occasion-
a"y tipped, good form, has taken several prizes, 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

!?:
SALE, Todd, ruby carmine, good form, 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

MIRANDA/.Brown
, blush white, shaded with rose. 7s. 6d.QUEEN OF SUMMER, creamy white, with crimson purple tip

and dark centre, good form. 10s. 6d.
RETRIEVER, Dcwar, ruby crimson, fine form, 4 ft. 10s. Od.
IMOGENE, Dcwar, lilac, first-rate, 2ft. 10s. 6d.
CLAUDINE, Forster, white, tipped with rosy pink, fine form,

3 ft. 10s. 6rf.

GREAT MOGUL, Atwell, deep maroon, 4 ft. 10s. 6d.
F. and A. S. and Co. take this opportunity of informing those

of their friends who may not be aware of it, that their Dahlias
being grown in the immediate vicinity of London, they cannot
produce their blooms in such perfection as those who have every
advantage of a country situation; added to this, their Plants
were from August to the end of September so infested with the
thnp, that they could not produce even a tolerable specimen of
Bianca, to compete at any of the three shows for Mr. Wildman's
prize

;
as a proof of this, at the first show there was no competi-

tion, they could not produce a bloom ; at the Salt-hill (the
second), and the Floricultural (the third), the Plants were not
sufficiently recovered to compete with effect; as the season ad-
vanced, the Plants produced fine blooms in profusion, so as to
enable them to exhibit twenty-four line blooms at the Evening
Meeting of the Floricultural Society, when it was pronounced a
first-class flower. In conclusion, they recommend Bianca as a
white of first-rate qualities, and second to none.
The same observations as regard the thrip may be applied to

Rival Yellow; and having but three plants, they had not an op.
portunily to compete for prizes.
VERBENA SPECIOSA, Kyle, colour bright vermilion, with
blush or rosy eye, large trusses, and verv free bloom of strong
upright growth; it obtained a certificate of merit at the Exhi-
bition of the Horticultural Society of London, July 0, 1842.
The Verbena is handsome and very brilliant ; it is no doubt a
good variety. See p. 425, Gardeners* Chronicle, Editor's opi-
nion. Plants in May, 5s.

PAULOVNIA IMPERIALISM strong plants, in (iO-sized pots, in
May, 7s. 6rf.

A large Collection of Pelargoniums, comprising mostjof the new
varieties

; also Fuchsias, Ericas, Calceolarias, Camellias,
Greenhouse and Stove Plants.

Orders for Exportation promptly executed. A satisfactory refer-
ence required from unknown correspondents.]

(CULTIVATION OF PINEs" WITHOUT POTS.—
V-/ One of the many advantages derivable from Renule's
"Tank System of Heating," is the easy practicability of Cultivat-
ing Pines without Pots, an object of paramount importance to
the cultivators of this delicious and much-esteemed Fruit.
A Treatise, with Engravings, will shortly be published, con-

taining every information to set up or adapt the apparatus, with
cost of materials, fixing, &c. Price 5s. each copy to Subscribers.
Orders arc requested forthwith to be sent to Mr. Wm, Rendle,
Union-road Nursery, Plymouth.—Feb. 15th, 1843.

Pricb 6<£

NEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP.WILLIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Ramsgate, Kent,
» ? having selected from the many new FUCHSIAS andVERBENAS Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the

Public at the undernamed low prices—including the follow-
ing Fuchsias:—Conspicua arborca (Catleugh's) Venus victrix
(Cripps'), rosea alba, Moneypennii, compacta, racemiflora &c!
Also the following distinct Verbenas :—Queen, Aurora Stewartii
variegata, Mortlock's Superb, Burleyana, &c. &c . 'Fuchsias
10s. 6d. per doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 12s. per doz. •

package and carriage paid to London. Verbenas, 3s. M. per
doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 4s. per doz., package and
carriage paid to London.— Persons may depend upon their being
good Plants, carefully packed in moss, and correct to Name.
They will be sent out according to priority of orders in April.
A remittance from unknown correspondents.
W.M. obtained a Prize of 10/., open to all! England, for a

Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c.,atthe Isle of Thanet
Floricultural Show, July, 1842.

List of Pelargoniums, &c, can be had on application,

\/U^ BRAGG will repeat the List containing the
" » • Names of the Nurserymen and Florists, adding those

who have ordered in the interval, and who will be able to supply
Plants in May next, of his Superb White Dahlia ANTAGONIST,
which will be let out to the Trade only. On the first occasion of
this Flower being shown for Mr. Wildman's Prize at the Flori-
cultural Society, Sept. 6th, the Judges pronounced it to be "de-
cidedly first-rate." The Gardeners* Gazette, in report of Salt-
Hill Show, speaks of it thus :—« The Seedlings were both nu-
merous and beautiful; among them Bragg's Antagonist was
successfully shown for Mr. Wildman's Prize of Five Guineas
offered for the best White Dahlia. This Flower, which has been
remarkably constant through the season, was shown in great
perfection, and was placed first by the Judges of all the other
Seedlings exhibited." The Gardeners* Chronicle describes it.
when shown at Salt-Hill, as follows :—" Bragg's Antagonist,
White; this is a full-sized and finely-formed flower, with good
petals, and great purity of colour, was placed first." The Gazette
of Oct. l, in its report of the Floricultural Society's meeting, in
speaking of it as a flower of first-rate excellence, adds, "This
White Dahlia, which has been extensively shown from a small
Stock, and carried off the Cup for the best white, was still
able to produce one good bloom, which for form, substance,
and arrangement, was all that could be desired ; the remainder,
to make up the number required, were young blooms imperfectly
expanded." North Star Tavern, Slough, Feb. 9, 1843.

PET RIVAL DAHLIA (Bushell's), and KEN-
NINGTON ROSE (Wkldon's).-These Dahlias (though

risen and grown within one mile of the General Post Office,
London, have obtained prizes) will be sent out through the
Trade in May next.
Pet Rival— Purple Maroon, finely- cupped, anddepth of Petals

never showing the eye, good habit, and always true ; height 3ft.
Plants, 10s. 6d.

Kenmngto.v Rose, superior to Wheeler's Maria, constant
and fine habit ; height 4ft. Plants Js. 6rf. Exchanges and liberal
discount to the Trade on early application to J. Bushkll, 12,
Hall-place, Kennington Lane.—Feb. 3.

uwer improves as the season advances, sufficient
11 a show flower, \Q$.6d,;

to constitute

FUCHSIA TODDIANA.
THOS. CRIPPS, Florist, &c, Tonbridge Wells, Kent,

respectfully informs his friends that he has purchased of Mr.
Toon (late Gardener to Capt. Monypenny, and raiser of the
Fuchsia "Monypcnnii"), the above extraordinarily beautiful and
distinct Variety of this now justly-esteemed and popular class of
Flowers, specimens of which were submitted to the inspection
of the Editor of the Gardeners1 Chronicle, in August last, under
the initials " A.B." the opinion of which was as follows :—
"A. B.—Your Fuchsia is one of considerable beauty, and differs

in the great length of the divisions of the calyx from any which
we have yet seen. Its colour is also bright, and not dimmed with
that dirty tinge which usually prevails amongst this class of
flowers."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
After the opinion of so distinguished an authority, it would be

useless to attempt further to extol the merits of this charming
flower than to state its size and colour ; the latter of which is—
calyx, a very bright red, with corolla of a pale puce; and the
former excels that of any other Fuchsia extant, being nearly four
inches in length, and of proportionate magnitude, the plant
itself being of a most vigorous growth, and foliage beautiful.

Coloured engravings of it may be seen at Mr. Ciiarmvood's,
Seedsman, Covent Garden; Mr. Lowe's, Clapton Nursery; and
Mr. Pawlry's, White Hart Inn, Bromley, Kent; at which places,
and of Mr. Harrison, Downham, Norfolk, orders will be re-

ceived for plants, to be sent out at the end of April, at 10s. 6cZ.

each, with the usual discount to the trade, if six or more are

taken at once. As small plants can be safely transmitted

through the post, by forwarding a Post-ofhce order for 10s. 6d. t

persons will have them sent free of postage. All the new
Fuchsias can be had at the same time. Strong plants of Ma-
nettia bicolor, the new Greenhouse Climber, from 7s. 6d. to

10s. 6rf. each, are now ready.

A Catalogue of T. C.'s extensive collection of Rosea can be
had on application, inclosing two Postage-stamps,

JT. WILLMER begs most respectfully to say he
* has a fine assortment of the under-mentioned to dispose of

at moderate prices; the plants are fine, and well rooted :—Strong
Walnut Trees ; Fine Quince Trees, fit for bearing fruit j Green
Hollies, of all sizes; Striped Hollies, strong plants from 3 to 6
feet high; Striped Box, Laurustinus, Portugal and Common
Laurels, Arbor vitre, Aucuba japonica, Yews, Sweet Bay, Swedish
Juniper, Arbutus, Rhododendron, Red Cedar, Alexandrian Laurel,
Spruce, Scotch, and Larch Firs, Siberian Lilac, Syringas, Guelder
Rose, Honeysuckles of various sorts, Irish Ivy, Dwarf Roses,
Standard do., Beech, Hornbeam, Lime, English Elm, Poplars of
various sorts, Oaks, Sec.

J. T. W. has likewise a fine Stock of Carnations and Picotees,
of first-rate quality, well wintered, and now in a good state to be
sent out, in Collections of Eizarres and Flakes

—

Carnations, 25 pair, with their nam£s, £1
Picotees, 25 do. do. 1

Auriculas, 12 plants, .do. 1

Pinks, 25 pair, do. I

The selection to be left to J.T. W. f which he has no doubt will give
satisfaction to those who may honour him with their favour.
The above for cash, including basket and packing.
Sunbury Nursery, Middlesex, Feb. 23, 1843.

CHOICE PANSIES.

J HENCHMAN begs to state that be has a few good
• healthy PANSIES to offer at the following moderate prices.

In consequence of the late unfavourable season, the stock this

year is very limited. Six good Seedling varieties, including
Success, one of the best dark flowers out, 21s.; Good Show
varieties, named, from 9s. to 1 8s. per dozen. Orders accompanied
by a Post-office order will receive immediate attention.
Edmonton, near London, Feb. 25.

10

10

HPHE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, Patronised by HER
1 MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN ^S GRACE
THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE EARL OF HARRING-
TON, THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, AND MANY
°
For pJrtSals'of the highly- valuable qualities of the above

superior Raspberry, Youbll and Co. beg to refer the readers of

the Gardeners'Chronicle for their Advcrtisementof it m this Paper
of last weck.-Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, Feb. 23 , 1843.

^^^Tlll^
VV LARGONIUMS, raised by E. Fostrr, Esq., and the Rev.
r. Garth, and other Amateur Raisers, is how ready CALCEO-
LARIAS, raised by Messrs. Barnes and Green, will be let out
in a Collection of 12, for 6/. Good unnamed Varieties that have
flowered, at 18s. per dozen.

KiN'oiiouN's Dahlia, the CHIEFTAIN, a fine rosy-purple,
beautiful stiff Petals, fine Outline,;of good Size, with particularly
strong Footstalks, Flowers all well above the foliage, good
Show-flower, 4ft. 10s. 6tf.

Betteidob's MILTON, shaded-rose, good substance, and
good Show-flower, sft. to 4ft. 7S . 6d.
Baskett's PRINCESS SOPHIA MATILDA, Primrose, beau-

tifully tipped with white, quite a distinct and new Variety, and
good Show-flower, 4ft. ;s . Qd.
Also a List of Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, Auriculas, Roses,

Chrysanthemums,Verbenas. &c, &c, Hans-street, Sloane-street,
Chelsea,—Feb, 24, I843 a
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CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.—Yoxjell & Co.
|

have now ready for sending out several thousand pairs of the

above flowers, consisting of the finest sorts in cultivation, upon
the following terms :— £ s. d.

25 pairs of extra fine and first-rate show flowers 5

IS „ ditto ditto * . 2 10

25 pairs fine show flowers • » . .300
12 „ 1 10

12 pairs extra fine show Pinks . . . . 12

The selection being left to Youbll & Co. The plants are remark-
ably strong and healthy, and wan-anted true to name and colour.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Feb. 24, 1843.
...

SELECT AND SHOWY HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
SPLENDID CALCEOLARIAS, NEW HYBRID FUCHSIAS, &c.

T¥7ILLIAM MAY begs to announce to the Nobility,
V\ Gentry, and the Public generally, that he has still a few

hundred of select Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants that he can

supply by name at 425. per hundred, leaving the selection to him-

self; he has also ready to send out his splendid Calceolaria,

" Lady Constable," which has been repeatedly pronounced the

best Calceolaria in England, price 10s. M. each ;
many other

very superb varieties. He will also have ready to send out the

last week in April his new and beautiful hybrid Fuchsia liAi-

r-ONii;n this is a most superb variety, of large size, globular

form, fine dark crimson purple, with very dark distinct foliage,

price 10s. U. t>a'ch. He can also supply all the leading varieties

in present cultivation. „ .
T „ , , J

W. M. has a few packets of his very select Hollyhock-Seed ,all

warranted saved from double flowers), 200 seeds for 25. 6d.
9
500 for

*y. Selected Pansy-seed at 2s. C)d. and 5s. each ; and a limited

number of packets of Picotee seed, saved from prize-flowers

5s, each. The Calceolaria, Fuchsia, and seeds sent post free

on receipt of a post-ofrice order.—Hope Nursery, Learmng-lane,

near Bedale, Yorkshire.— Feb, 24, 1843.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

YQUELL & CO. beg leave to refer the readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle to their Catalogue, with prices of the

above, as advertised by them on the front page of last week's

Paper. It will be found to contain a selection of such as are

really good to the exclusion of many that are mere nominal vari-

eties. They beg also to call attention to their new and splendid

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE, a description of which will be found in

the same Advertisement.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk,

Feb. 23 t 1843.

EXHIBITION of CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or

JAPAN ROSE.—A Collection of these beautiful Exotics is

now in bloom at Chandler and Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall,

Admittance gratis.

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES, JASMINE
PLANTS, &c, &c—Noblemen and Gentlemen seeking an

opportunity of replenishing their Stock, or commencing an
Orangery, may have an opportunity of so doing, hy inspecting

the Stock of A. Cobbett, at his Italian Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall,

who has just received his annual Importation from Italy, in a

good and healthy condition. The trees are from 3 to 6 feet high

in the stem, and from 105. to 30s. each, and will be packed and

sent safely to any part of the Kingdom.
DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS.—The annual Impor-

tation of these truly fragrant and delightful Bulbs has just been

received in a good and healthy condition, and may be obtained

at the above address. Price 4s. per dozen.

N.B.— Importer of choice Lucca Oils, Honeycomb, [Parmesan

and Gruyorc Cheese, Anchovies, &c, &c. Lists with Prices may
bo had, per post, &c.

SOUTHAMPTON NURSERY GROUNDS.—Of the

O stock advertised in the Autumn (Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 665

SION NURSERY, CROYDON.

ROBERT COOPER, Sekdsman, &c. begs to offer

the following selection of CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS from

his General Catalogue
per packet—s. d.

Brachycome iberidifolia . 1

Cacalia sonchifolia . .06
Calandrinia elegans . 4

_ speciosa . 4

Campanula grandis . 1

Capsicum, purple . .06
Carnation finest double

German . 2 6
. Picotee dbl.mxd. 1

, , finest dbi.

yel. German , 2 6
Centaurea Americana . 6

depressa . .06
Clintoniapulchella . .10
Cucumis fiexuosus . .06
Cynoglossum bicolor .0 6
Euphorbia variegata . 6

Gourds, 18 sorts

Ipomcea, 13 sorts .

Ipomopsis elegans . .10
Linaria Perezii . .06
Lophospermum Hender-

son! . . . .06
Martynia proboscidea . 6

February 21, 1843.

per packet— 5. d,

Mesembryanthemum gla-
brum ....

Oenothera Drummondi .

Pelargonium, fine mixed.
. splendid scarlet

Phlox Drummondi .

Portulaca splendens ,

—— Thellussoni .

Primula sinensis

Rhodanthe Manglesii
Schizanthus Hookeri

Priestii

Schizopetalon Walkeri .

Senecio, double purple .

t

white ,

Spartium linifolium

Stocks, intermediate
Tagetes lucida

minuta
Thunbcrgia alata .

Zinnia elegans, 5 sorts,cach

2
1

1

1

1

1

Bokhara Clover , . o

Red Alpine Strawberry .

6
6
6

6

6

6
3
6

6
6
6

3
6

6

6

6
6

s. d.

15

10

20
12 6

25
15

4

the following may still be obtained on early application :—
Scotch Firs, 2-year seedling, fine, 2s. per 1000.

Ash, 1-year ditto, is. per 1000.

English Oak (the true Durmast), 1 and 2-ycar seedling, 5*. and

7s. (3d. per 1000.

Sea Pine (Pinus maritima, excellent for exposure to the sea),

2-year seedling, 5s. per 1000.

Pinasters, 2-ycar seedling, 3s. 6d. per 1000.

Bedded Rhododendron, 85. 4rf. to 12s. 6rf. per 100.

Bedded Spruce Fir, 12s. Gd. per 1000.

Laurel, 20s., 40s., and 80s., per 1000.

Tamarisk (for exposure to the sea), 405. per 1000.

Poplar (Black Canada), 4 to 6 feet, 40s. to 60s. per 1000.

Ribes sanguineum, 25s. per 100.

Mahonia aquifolium, 40s. per 1000.

With every description of Transplanted Forest-tree, Shrub,

Evergreen, and Fruit-tree.—Wm. Rogkrs & Son, Nurserymen
and Contracting Planters, Southampton, Feb. 24, 1843.

t

PINE PLANTS for SALE, Healthy and Clkan.
—About 1000 Fruiting and Succession Pine Plants to be

Sold. A great Bargain.— For particulars apply on the Premises,

S. Rosmng's, Peckham Rye Terrace. ^__
HARDIE'S EARLY CANTALOUPE MELON.

WM. HARDIE begs to inform Melon-growers that

he has still a quantity of his very superior EARLY
MELON SEED to dispose of, and that if sown now he will war-

rant that with proper treatment its fruit will be ripe the first

week in May. He will also warrant it to set its fruit under the

most adverse circumstances in which a Melon plant canbe placed,

lie has shewn it these last two seasons. at Chiswick, in May, and

had a Banksian Medal awarded to it each time.

From these plants and two crops, he cut 6olbs. weight of fruit

last year, and with attention there may be three crops taken from

the same plants. He grows it on a common dung hot-bed. The

ilavour is excellent, and size from 3 to 6 lbs., according to the

number of fruit on each plant. To be had of W. H., at J. Jar-

rktt's, Esq., Carncston Court, near Bath, at 2.s\ 6d. per packet

;

will be forwarded directly, on receipt of an order for the money.

Carneston Cou rt, Feb. (i, 1S43^

NEW FLOWER- SEEDS.
Tl/TESSRS. SUTTON and SONS respectfully intimate

1VL that as they devote a great portion of their Nursery Grounds

to the growth of FLOWER SEEDS, and have excellent con-

nexions on the Continent and in England for obtaining the New
Sorts as soon as introduced, they can supply every known kind

of Flower Seeds worthy of cultivation, and at very moderate

charges, either in collections or otherwise. The sorts particularly

recommended may be had in the undermentioned collections,

with instructions inclosed.

Hardy Flower Seeds, 50 most showy kinds

Ditto 30 ditto . . . - •

Hardy and Tender ditto, including the most superb

German Stocks, Balsams, German Asters, Zinneas

Brachycome, Portulaca, Mesembryanthemums, Phlox,

&c. &c, 50 sorts .

30 ditto
100 choice Ranunculuses, in 50 varieties by name .

5» ditto, in 50jditto ....
Double Italian Tuberoses, fresh imported, per dozen
N.B.—Parcels delivered free to the Railway-stations, or any

part of London.— Reading Nursery, Berks. Feb. 2lst.

AMERICAN OAK ACORNS.

T& C.YWIIALLEY, Seedsmen and Nurserymen, have
• just received an importation of American Tree and Shrub

Seeds in excellent condition. Catalogues and Prices will be fur-

nished to the Trade on application (prepaid).— St. George's

Crescent, Liverpool,

SELECT CULINARY VEGETABLE SEEDS, &c.

WILLIAM MAY has now ready to send out his new
second early Kidney Potato, "The Lapstone," raised

from seed between the early Ash-leaved Kidney and the Scotch

Kidney, both varieties of great merit. It is a great bearer,

medium size, of very first-rate excellence, and of very dwarf
habit. Mr. Loudon, in noticing it in his Magazine of the pre-

sent month, says-" A few of these Potatoes were sentto us ; we
found them full-eyed, very mealy, boiling soft, and of an excel-

lent quality. We think this a most valuable kind of Potato."

May be had in peck bags at 5*. each. New Superb Dwarf Impe-
rial Crimson Beet: this is decidedly the best variety in cultiva-

tion; in packets of 1,000 seeds each for 5*. Fuller's New Hybrid

Winter Radish, a very desirable variety for winter use; in packets

2.v. M. each. May's new large late "Victoria' Red Currant,

buncjies generally six inches long, berries from l to l£ inch in

circumference; a fine scarlet, and of excellent flavour, 20s. per

dozen. The seeds will be sent post-free on receipt of a Post-

office order. May be had of Mr. Charles Farnks, Seedsman,

St. John-street ; Messrs. Noble, Seedsmen, Fleet-street, London

:

and of Wm. May, Hope Nursery, Leaming-lane, near Bedale,

Yorkshire.
.

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.

T UCOMBE, PJNCE, and Co., have a large Stock of

J-' all the newest and choicest Flower Seeds, to the culti-

vation of which great attention has been paid, and which are

this season more [than usually fine. L. P. and Co. can therefore

with confidence recommend them, as being in every respect to

be depended on ; and beg leave to offer for sale,

25 packets tor 15$.

50 do 2r>s >

100 do 35,9 '

150 do •.
,

42 *-
n ,

Delivered, carriage free, to any part of the kingdom. Catalogues

may be had on application as above.
Exeter Nursery. _^___

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit
to public competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-

lane, on Thursday, March 2nd, 1843, at 12 o'clock, about Three

Hundred Standard and Dwarf Roses, Fine Hybrid Rhododen-

drons, Azaleas, Magnolias, Kalmias, &c. ; also a splendid assort-

ment of Dahlias. May be viewed the morning of Sale; catalogues

may be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nur-

sery, Leytonstone.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and the

PUBLIC.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS take the

libertv to announce they are instructed to dispose of the

capital Stock of Greenhouse PLANTS, on the Premises, the

corner of London Lane, Hackney, by Auction, on Tuksdav,

March 14, 1843, at 12 o'clock. This truly-interesting Collec-

tion comprises fine Specimens of Camellias, in high perfection,

Lemon and Orange-trees, Cacti, choice Pelargoniums, Ama-

ryllis, Carnations, and Picotees ; six, one, and two light Boxes,

&c. May be viewed one day previous to Sale. Catalogues may
be had of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, Ame-
rican Nursery, Leytonstone.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church-street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double

Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, sentry,

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much- approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lmdiey to the

merits of these Rollers fsee chronicle, March, 1842, page 175,

and February, 1843, page 87), renders it unnecessary to oner any

remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :-

They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price \L 4r. and upwards. * l

"™J«j
r

particulars, with estimates for heating any description 01 ouucu

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,

Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. Sec.

N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and nttmgsoi

every description.

T>ENN'S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSEBUILDING
-L WARMING, and VENTILATING.—The superiority o the

principle first introduced by Jno. Pknn, Esq., for obtaining a

more complete circulation of the atmosphere in heat/id apar"nc us,

being now fully established, W. HILL respectfully acquaints

the Nobility, Horticulturists, and the Public generally, that

having, in conjunction with the Inventor, devoted mucn time

and study to perfect the same in the construction oi conserva-

tories. Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, and other Horticultural

Erections, and to heat them with IMPROVED HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, to ensure any mjorbjb of *"£r™2»«!
earnestly solicits their inspection of the working of tins sjstem

at the Inventor's residence, Lewisham.
nr altered

The peculiar advantages in Houses erected "Pon -

°

r
n
a
"*™J

to, this principle, are-Free and rapid Circulation -Equality-of

Temperature, and safe and agreeable access, at all times, to tne

most delicate constitutions.
n „,.„„ *„wum

Churches, Chapels, Manufactories, or o?fj5S/u
J5;

Buildings and Dwelling-houses, warmed and vent £tca. ihc

Heating Apparatus, which is of the very best d€scription, com-

bining Durability and Simplicity, with ^°^L^^\^ m

sumption of Fuel, is manufactured by and fixed under tnc super-

intendence of JNO. PENN, Esq., Engineer.
T„loworth aml

Reference is permitted to Jno. Willmot, Esq., Isle^°™}' a™
numerous other Gentlemen, who are P^*^
the merits of W. Hilt's mode of applying MnP«»Ns P™£g.

Designs, and every information, may be obtained on application

to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham.

WANTED, in a quiet regular Family, a Youth who
can wait well at table, clean plate, and is willing to make

himself generally useful. He must also understand the manage-
ment of a Garden, which is indispensable. Apply between the

hours of 11 and 5, at Messrs. Hodgson's Library, No. 9, Great

Marylebone- street.

WANTED, m a Country Nursery, a middle-aged
honest, sober, industrious Man, as WORKING FORE-

MAN. He must well understand the Management and Propa-

gation of Greenhouse, Frame, and Pit Plants, &c, &c. His

Character must bear the strictest investigation. Apply by letter,

prepaid, for A. B., at the office of this Paper-

WANTS a SITUATION, as GARDENER, a young
Man, 23 years of age. He can be highly recommended for

strictjintegrity and a general knowledge of Gardening in all its

various departments by some of the Noblemen's Gardeners he
has lived with.—Address, C. S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office,

3, Charles-street, Covent Garden.

WANTS a SITUATION, in a Nobleman or Gentle-
man's Family, as GARDENER, or GARDENER and

BAILIFF, a Married Man. Can produce the most satisfactory

testimonials of his competency to fill these situations, as well as

to his general character and conduct. He has lived upwards of

9 years in his present situation, which he is about to leave in

consequence of the estate being sold.—Address, Mr. Robkrt
Duncan, Mrs. Labouchcrc's, Chislehurs t, Kent.

ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, or GAR-
DENER and BAILIFF. A Single Man, aged 31, who has a

good knowledge of his business, and can have a good character

from his last employer.—Address to H. H., Post-office, Tonbridgc

Wells.

T7[7ANTS a SITUATION, as ASSISTANT in the
VV SEED-LINE. A Young Man, bred to the Seed and Nursery

Business. Satisfactory references will be given. — Letters

addressed A. R., Office of this Paper, will have immediate

attention. ^_
ANTS a SITUATION as GARDENER, a steady,

active, single young Man, aged 27, who has a practical

knowledge of Gardening in all its branches, particularly in the

Flower department, having spent the whole of his life in the pro-

fession. A satisfactory reference can be given from the gentle-

man he is about to leave. Direct A. W., Mr. Catlkugh, Florist,

IIans-square, Chelsea.

""""WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

QT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-O PLACE, KING'S-ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of IN-

VISIBLE WIRE FENCE, to resist Grazing Slock, and rendered

Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,

Bordering, Flower-stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The

same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and

economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and

Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

AjURSERY and SEED BUSINESS to be DIS-
xN POSED OF.—The Proprietor of an old-established Nursery

and Seed Business (in the country) being desirous of retiring,

would be glad to treat with any person wishing to embark m
such a concern.—For particulars apply by letter, addressed C. B.

Gardeners* Chronicle Qffiee. —__
'

SLATE WORK'S, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

I7DWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,

li that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower-Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c, manufactured

by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener (Sundays excepted).

\v

WILLIAM LYNN, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
and Florist, late of Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, respect-

fully informs the Gentry and Public in general, that he is now
carrying on the above business, and connected therewith a

Garden Tool Warehouse, at the premises, No. 10, Church-

street, Hackney, opposite Morning-lane. W. L. begs to state

that his collection of Culinary, Garden, and Flower Seeds is of

the very best quality, and true to kind 5
likewise his Fruit- 'lrees.

Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, Perennial

and Bulbous Roots. His Garden Utensils are a 1st) of the best

description, at prices which, he trusts, with industry, punctuality,

and attention, will secure to him general patronage.

W. L. solicits particular attention to his new PEA, Lynn s

Dwarf Wrinkled Marrow, 2s. 6d. per quart, which is superior

to the Knight's Marrows, and much more advantageous, especially

in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 feet 5 it is the most pro-

lific summer and autumn Pea ever introduced—perpetual m its

bearinr, the pod quite full, and of delicious Ilavour, even when

nearly ripe— Catalogues of Seeds, Garden Implements, &c, may

be had on application, inclosing a postage-stamp.
t

rpOl^RSERYMEN and Others.—to be LET, a large

-L HOUSE, with sundry out buildings, and about four acres ol

excellent land, with right of common. It is situate on tne

Southampton-road, near the Staines gate, and will only be let on

lease Wras formerly the poor-house, and has been built about

20 years. The rent is 35*. per annum. -Apply to Mr. Hodge,

B

u

ilder, Staines. -

—

GARDEN NET.—New Garden Net, viz., Herring

Net, one-inch mesh, made with machinery, \\d. per yard, m
any length or width. Old Fishing Net, properly mended up, m

from Hemp, Bunting, Screens, K:c. *mc. w oojjbii *«s uj r^ -.-

so Sheep-folding Nets, Fishing Nets, Rabbit and Hare Nets.

N.rs for Fences against Rabbits, Dogs, Poultry, &c, 2d. peryard*against

Servants^

also for covering in Poultry-yards, Pheasantnes, &c, jApg
yard. Superior expanding Tents for Lawns, &e., U., 30 tec

round. Tarpaulins for Waggon and Stack Covers,;Garden-frames,

&^:^c„
S

^n So^
,

Ne
,

r

1SU
?ent Maker, 2 >, Tonuridgc-place,

New Road, near Eustoii-squarc, London.

N. B.— 1000 London Policemen's Capes for Farmers

1,9." g'd., 2s., and 2s. 6rf. each.

AGRICULTURE. TT__tr

THE ILLUSTRATED POLYTECHNIC REVIEW.
i- No. VIII. (with a SUPPLEMENT, Gratis), with a Head v

BaccioBand»nelli,and numerous Illustrations, will contain an

Article on AGRICULTURE, by Cuthbkrt Johnsow, Esq.,^F.»£
v\rxo Arts— Art in the Churches of Pans— Stearic's Painting* '*

tTi CathS
Reviews—Gutzkaw's Letters; Stories of the Greek HWV
SltedtohteSonby B. G. Niebuhr, &c ^c-Notiees on Science,

Fine Arts, Literature, &c. &c. Price U.x stamped, 5<Z.

O ffice, 143, Strand.

IT^HiubUshed, price 10s. M.$ cloth lettered, a

IOIR ON IRELAND, Native and SaxoN,TyrEMOiR the
humbly inscribed to Her Most Gracious Majesty,J

Queen of Great Britain and of Ireland. By Daniel O'Conn***'

M.P. Vol. L, 1172— 1660.
«' On our side is virtue and Erin,

On theirs is the Saxon and guilt."—Moore. tj

Dublin: Printed for Charles Dolman, 6l, New Bona-sw

London.

1
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ARCHITECTURE. — Professor Cockerell's
-*-»- tures at the Royal Academy. -THE ATHEN/ETJM of(lav (32 larp-p niiartn nnrroa tivioo AJ \ «,«„«.„; r ,. ." OI

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.
s Lec-»«»« we iw/n auBusuijr . irtij, ATHENyEUM of tineday (32 large quarto pages, price Ad.) contains a full and acriirntoReport ot the Sixth and Concluding Lecture. THEATHiSf

Parts for January and February, price is. Ad eth ™ . •

U
i
M

whole Six Lectures, and may be ordered of any B00ksSn **

SATURDAY, F^BnUARY2S~l843
m

• • Botanical . . . . . 8
Friday, Mar. 8.

Monday, Mar. 6.

Tuesday, Mar. 7 .

"Wednesday, Mar. fl.

Saturday, Mar. 11

t

Kntomolngical
j" Horticultural
< J-innean
CPloriculturalA Geological
lMMedico-Botanical
Koyal Botanic

r.M.
3 P.M.

p.m.
7 P-M.

3£ 1\M.
« PM.
•''£>«M.

»t4w2££3?« sstry, we think, and this is the opinion of son e ofTr

stances, capitalists cannot do better than unite to formpublic companies in the same manner as hasten £extensively done for the formation of canals and r\dways the objects of such companies be n
*

e t er toexecute the works under the superinte3c^f?kU
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' . . ,
FIXING AMMONIA.
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salt. After describing the plan as it reached Mm, he pro-ceeds to remark on the probable value of the sn^gestion
pointing out several theoretical objections, and corMudine
by advising them to ascertain for themselves whethw 4not the plan possesses any practical value.
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^tON MANURING WITH GREEN CROPS.—No. X.
(By Professor Charles Sprengel. Translated from

the German.)
{Continuedfrom page 84.)

r-The common Magdeburg acre consists of 180 square roods,

or 25,920 feet Prussian, which is about fo
of an English acre.J

3. Seaweed (Fucus).—The waves of the sea throw seve-

ral plants ashore in large quantities ; for instance, Fucus

esculentus, F. saccharinus, F. canaliculars, F. palmatus,

F. vesiculosa, and F. serratus, which are used as a ma-

nure with great advantage. In England, land which is in

a situation to be manured with Fuci pays 25 per cent,

more rent. The bladdery Fucus (Fucus vesiculous) con-

tains only 16 per cent, water; and l.OOOlbs. of the dry

herbage contain 32lbs. of chlorates (of lime, soda, and

magnesia), 351bs. carbonate of lime, 641bs. gypsum, and

SOlbs. phosphate of lime. It contains also a great
;

quan-

tity of nitrogen, all which fully explains its tag J "g™*
properties, even if only 5,0001bs. are applied to the Magde-

burg acre. Its effects are somewhat increased by the

numerous small sea-shells which adhere to it. It is either

conveyed at once to the land, and ploughed m, or is col-

lected into heaps for rotting, in which case decomposition

soon ensues, and many fertilising gases are evolved It

is therefore best to bury Fuci as soon as possible. As their

chlorides of lime and magnesia attract much humidity

from the air, they are best suited to dry soils. Witn

Fuci, Seawrack (Zostera marina) is also driven on

shore, and is, in like manner, used as manure.

4. Mushrooms and Fungi (Fungi).—The wise farmer

•who would neglect no means of increasing the productive-

ness of his soil, will permit nothing to be wasted,

•would do well to turn his attention to Fungi as a manure.

In some forests these plants grow to such extjent, that a

person may collect 1 cwt. in one day. For manure, both

eatable and venomous Fungi may be used, but they must

be first exposed to putrefaction. They decompose very

soon j during which process they evolve much ammonia,

•which shows the great amount of nitrogen they contain,

as well as their value as a manure. How powerfully in-

deed they operate may be judged from the fairy rings so

often met with on pastures and meadows, which are

only caused by Fungi having decayed in such places.

Their use as a manure is not new ; it hasbeenknown long

since to small farmers in Germany. They are usually added

to the dunghill, but it would be much better to mix them

•with humous earth and dung in the compost heap, in

which case none of the ammonia produced by the 1'ungi

would be lost. From the chemical analysis of several

species of Fungi, I find that they are rich in phosphorus,

sulphur, and chlorine ; and, consequently, are composed

of substances most essential to crops. They approach,

indeed, in their chemical composition, to animal matter ;

and we'have seen already that this affords the most power-

ful manures. Admitting that [the large farmer can em-

ploy his people to more advantage than in collecting t ungi,

it is very different with the spade-husbandman, and

cottager, to whom they may be of great utility.

{To be continued.)

the close of autumn. It has been my opinion that they

breed amongst the dry paste, by which the paper is fas-

tened down in boxes and drawers and to the walls, or the

eggs, being invisible from their minuteness and pale co-

lour may be in existence and lie unhatched in the pi n-

hole's for long periods, which seems the more credible as

specimens of insects that have been for many years per-

fectly free from them, will, in a few days, exhibit signs of

their presence if placed in an unprotected box or drawer,

however close it may shut. Derham, in his Physico-

Theology," says that they feed upon the dust of bread,

fruits, &c, and they appear to be found everywhere in

kitchens, on old furniture, wainscot, papered walls, and

window-frames, amongst neglected books and papers, in

gardens, on the trunks of trees, &c.
, . .

Fig. 1 shows the natural size of the Atropos pulsatonus,

which is soft, shining, yellowish white ;
the head large,

with two minute granulated black eyes ;
the feelers rather

long ; the antenna slender, tapering, near y the length of

the animal, and composed of 15 joints and upwards
;
the

collar and the thoracic segment are narrow, sometimes

with a long black spot which extends to the base of the

head ; the abdomen is large and somewhat ovate, a little

hairy at the extremity, with a black spot at the base, and

another at the apex, which vary in form and size^according

to the quantity of food in the intestines ;
the six legs are

short, the hinder thighs very stout, the tarsi are Inarti-

culate, and terminated by little claws (fig. 2, magnified);

at some periods of the year I believe they are a little

larger and more ochraceous. . ,

I once entertained an idea that this minute insect,

which does not agree with either of the Linnsean descrip-

tions, was the larvanf a little Psocus • (from which genus

Atropos has been separated by Dr. Leach), not uncommon

in houses; but as this Deathwatch sometimes abounds in my

neglected boxes, and I have never.detected the Psocus with

it, I have relinquished that opinion. I have since thought

it not improbable that our Atropos might be the young or

larva of the large species (fig. 3), but I never found hem

together, indeed the only specimens I ever saw of the

latter were in the comb of some vagrant bees . T

ENTOMOLOGY.— No. XL.
The Wood-louse Death-watch, named Atropos

pulsatorius.—There are several kinds of insects called

Death-watches, from their producing a ticking or knock-

ing at regular intervals, sometimes for 60 or 70 seconds,

•when it ceases for a short time and the beating is again

resumed. These sounds being heard best in the stillness

of night, and probably being noticed in sick chambers,

•where superstitious nurses found marvellous solutions for

every uncommon occurrence, they became condemned as

bad omens, as the precursors of death, and were forthwith

called Death-watches. The minute insects before us have

been accused of having this ticking propensity, and it is

now supposed to be produced by their little horny jaws

when they are feeding j but I am rather disposed to attri-

bute the sound to some means the females possess of dis-

coursing with their friends at a distance, and thereby

attracting the males to join their society. However this

may be, their jaws are certainly most mischievously em-

ployed, which is my inducement for discussing their eco-

nomy.' No one suffers more from the attacks of these

marauders than the naturalist, whose well- stored boxes

and presses of insects and plants are frequently entirely

ravaged by these little pests, so that the delicate wings

and bodies of the former, as well as the petals of the

latter, disappear altogether, if collections be neglected for

twelve months together. Fortunately, m this favoured

land, we are not subject to the assaults of the numerous

insects, which, even in the South of France and in North

America, render it ten times more difficult to preserve

objects of natural history than it is in England, where, by

a little care and proper attention, such collections may be

preserved for an indefinite period.

These tender little animals are particularly fond of

damp situations, and have a great antipathy to the light

of day ; on opening a box of insects, for instance, which

has been shut up for a few weeks only without any cam-

phor or essential oils, they will be seen running to and fro

in every direction, and secreting themselves as fast as

possible in old pin-holes, or under the specimens sur-

rounded by little heaps of dark dust, which they them-

selves have deposited, and which is their excrement. It

is the same in Herbaria, birds'-skins, &c. ; their motions

are peculiar, they seem to glide along when disturbed

sometimes with ^ jerk, like a skip, and they move side-

ways or backwarks with equal facility, occasionally re-

maining perfectly quiet, when it is very difficult to detect

them. In the winter Chey disappear, but as soon as the
vernal sun raises the temperature, they are again actively

employed, and keep up their annoying operations until

IHV*5

This large species, which from its size I suspected was

the Termes fatidicum of Linn, is ochraceous ; it has large

brownish eyes ; the palpi are rather short ;
the= horns are

not longer than the head, slender, and ll-jomtedi

,
the

collar is short ; there are two small pilose elytra the ab

domen is large, the incisures are distinct and rusty as

well as numerous irregular spots between them, and tlieie

are one or two black spots towards the apex ;
the egsare

slender, the thighs stout, the hinder pair the tawt so

(fig. 4, magnified). The large eyes, and four stout antenoi

thighs at once distinguish this from the foregoing insect

independent of the variation in their size, and he short

horns, which may be a sexual character, or it is possible

they may have been injured in the specimen figureu.

These helpless insects have a natural enemy, which

feeds upon them, called a Chelifer, having two pair of

claws like a lobster, with which it seizes its prey ,
and lie

most effectual way of protecting cabinets of insects
,

anu

presses of dried plants from their attacks, is to keep them

in a dry situation ; the cases should be rendered as an-

tight as possiblc'when a small supply of ™mV™*™»}
preserve the contents from injury ; the drawers, however

must be replenished at least annually, but every six

months would be better. I have thus kept my eoll^,on8

of insects for nearly 30 years, free from the **S™**

infection. I have tried experiments with spirits
i

ot tot

pentine, petroleum, aniseed, and various .essential oils,

without any permanent effect ; the fact being, that they

very soon evaporate and escape ; consequently, tne con-

fined atmosphere is not rendered destructive to the uvea

of these little plagues, as it is when fairly impiegnated

with camphor.

—

liuricola.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. Jill..
I do not recommend the formation of slight hotbeds lor

raising annuals ; I object to fhis V™*c*~™£'°£
cause those requiring heat can be more conveniently

raised in pots ; secondly, because most annuals flower

best when sown where they are to bloom ;
and tnirmy,

because, if a proper stock is sown in the autumn, there

is no necessity for the extraneous assistance ot heat, xo

the hardier annuals recommended a fortnight DatK, may

be added Portulaca splendens and Lobelia ramosa, two

beautiful plants, with Isotoma axillaris, IP ™. ?81*,* e"

zans and Schizopdtalon Walkerii. Thunbergias should

now be sown in heat, as should also Cockscombs,
.Balsams

and Globe Amaranths, if wanted to bloom early
;
but

fortunately these formal things are little called for as he

blank they used to fill in the greenhouse is now occupied

by Fuchsias and other better things.
„„«;«*nW«

In the greenhouse and pits, proceed with pottingplants

for bedding out. Calceolarias and other soft-wooded

plants that require it may_alsoJ^otted^ taking care to

* Curtis's Brit. Ent., fol. and pi. 64.8.

t ibid., fol. and pi. 709.

drain the pots well ; on this subject I shall offer a few re-

marks next week.

The propagation of plants for bedding out may now be

proceeded with, according to the number required ;
but

clumps should not be kept shabby for the want of a few

plants, as they are readily propagated at this season, lor

cutting-pots I generally use 48s, prepared in the follow-

ing manner :—Over the hole at the bottom I place an in-
.

verted GO-sized pot, and round it potsherds, broken small

;

over these some moss, and then fill up with a compost of

peat, sand, and leaf-mould, in equal quantities, leaving

about half an inch at the top for white sand, which runs

into the holes as the cuttings are inserted. A stock ot

pots thus prepared should be kept in a frame or propa-

gating house ; as nothing is so injurious to cuttings taken

from plants growing in heat, as to put them into cold

soil. Cuttings cannot be too short if they have the ne-

cessary buds to form a plant ; neither can they be inserted

too shallow if they are made firm in the pots.

In the vegetable department, sow either on a slight

hotbed or in pans the first crop of Seymour's superb

White Celerv ; also some early Cauliflower, and a small

crop of impregnated early White Broccoli. If the crops

before recommended are not sown, no time must he lost

in getting them in ; make your first sowing of Marrow

Peas, and also put in the last crop of early ones. Spinach,

Lettuce, Radishes, both long and Turnip-rooted, Dutch

Turnip, and Early Horn Carrot, if wanted ear y, must be

sown without delay. A good breadth of early Potatoes

must be planted ; and get the ground ready for Onions,

Carrots, &c, next month.

On comparing the practical part of my preceding arti-

cles with the Calendar by Mr. Beaton, there is so much

sameness in the directions that, in future, I shall not at-

tempt to detail all that is required to be done in the Ama-

teur's Garden, but confine myself to the elucidation ot

the more important parts of garden culture. I ins, l

trust, will be agreeable to the readers of the Chronicle, as

it will remove the sameness that has hitherto existed,

and render these papers more valuable than otherwise it

would be possible to make them.— IF. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Vegetation of Affghanislan. -Your correspondent

inquires of " R.," what are the geological features of the

Affghan mountains, which produce such remarkable bar-

renness in the neighbourhood almost of the richly-clothed

Himalayas. In this question it seems to be taken tor

granted that the distribution of plants depends chiefly

upon the mineralogical nature of the soil. This I am not

inclined to deny, nor am I prepared to admit
;
for I be-

lieve that in different climates the same circumstances

will have a very different influence in favouring or pre-

venting the growth of plants. To proceed, however, to

your correspondent's query. I must say that I know not

whether any precise information has been published re-

specting the geological features of these Affghan moun-

tains. Mr. Griffith, in his report on the subjects con-

nected with Afghanistan, published in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, mentions it as a general remarlc

in the Army, that, if stones in 1841 could be made a source

of riches, what a wealthy country Afghanistan would be-

come. No account is given of the structure of these

mountains, but very generally their surfaces are imme-

diately rocky. Some of the offsets are composed of sand

in all degrees of softness and induration, m which last

state it becomes tabular. Alternating layers of a con-

glomerate, often exceedingly hard, are to be met with m
this sandstone. On both sides of the Valley of Bamean,

the offsets are composed of earthy or clayey materials, of

varied and rather vivid colours. Generally speaking, Mr.

G. says the Affghan mountains are not difficulty of access,

they may be ascended and descended by making use of

the beds of the draining streams, which are very generally

dry, except in the season of floods. A section of an

Himalayan ravine may, he continues, be correctly taken as

wedge-shaped, V; that of the Affghamstan ravines

would be a broadly-truncated wedge. Mr. Griffith has

well represented the general structure of these valleys

;

the mountains which bound them being usually composed

of bare rock, while their sides, composed of boulders and

shingle, from their very gradual nature, have been called

glacis slopes. In the centre of the valley there is a por-

tion of tillable soil, consisting of a strip on either side

of the line of drainage. Another feature which dis-

tinguishes these mountains is the smallness in number

and size of its rivers and streams ;
owing, no doubt,

to the general dryness of the climate; and in con-

sequence of this dryness, little evaporation can take place

from the soil, and therefore little or no dew falls, which

would otherwise be the case in so clear an atmosphere.

The Himalayas, on the contrary, though more steep, aie

clothed with vegetation, in eon8equence, chiefly, of the

abundant supply of moisture. I say, chiefly, because

great difference may be observed between the compa a-

ttve barrenness of the clay-slate ranges, when compaied

with those composed of lime-stone mica slate, or Gneiss ,

of these, sections are given in « Royle's II ustrations of

the Himalayan Mountains," as well as a statement ot the

nature of the climate. From the abundant snow which

falls in the interior and higher mountains, a constant

supply of water is furnished to the numerous rivulets and

rivers The snow has hardly melted from these situations,

when the rainy season comes on, and the mountains are

enveloped in clouds—(those mists of the mountains)-or

bathed with showers, so that the climate is moist, and tne

temperature moderate and equable. These mountains,

from their oblique direction, running S.E. and N.W.,are

influenced throughout by their rainy monsoon, which can-

not, however, cross their lofty summits, so that tne

i
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country, in their northern face, is as dry and nearly as
barren as Afghanistan. These rains extend only partially
into the latter country, as has been well shown by Mr.
Elphinstone, in his work on Cabul. This is, no doubt
owing to the strength of the monsoon being nearly ex-
hausted, even before it reaches the'eonfines of Affghanistan
as well as to the direction of the range of mountains
which runs parallel to the Indus, being opposed to their
further progress, and thus preventing the country to the
north being benefited by many showers which might
occasionally extend further than ordinary, if not thus im-
peded

; at all events, the dryness of this country is
excessive, and the power of the sun great, and to these
chiefly must be ascribed the barrenness not only of the
mountains, but of the country in general. In studving,
therefore, the laws which influence the geographical dis-
tribution of plants, it is necessary to pay attention to the
meteorology of a country, at the same time that we examine
the nature of its soil : and it is equally essential to do so,
when we wish to cultivate in one place or country the
useful or ornamental productions of another.—#.
* using Ammonia—It is only under certain circum-

Btances_ that sulphate of lime will decompose or fix
ammonia, and these circumstances are not to be found in
a dunghill. Chloride of calcium (muriate of lime of com-
merce) will answer this purpose exceedingly well, and is
cheap enough, being about 41. per ton. I am inclined
to think, however, that chloride of sodium (common salt)
will be found the best thing a farmer can use for fixing
the

<

ammonia in his dung. 1 have put it to the test in a
variety of ways, and have always succeeded in obtaining
chloride of ammonia and carbonate of soda. I know you
have frequently stated that salt will not decompose
ammonia

;
and this is the prevailing opinion ; let it,

however, be put to the test, and the result will, I am con-
fident, prove successful. The manner in which you have
brought Professor Henslow's opinions before your readers
is excellent

; I should like, however, to see you recom-
mend three dunghills instead of two, and one of them to
be treated with common salt. I am only afraid that you
will tell your readers, if you notice the matter at all, not
to be at the trouble and expense of putting salt to the
test, as it is well known not to answer. Some of your
Known and talented correspondents might assist me in
this matter with you, by trying the following simple
experiment, and reporting the result :—Take equal parts
of carbonate of ammonia and salt, mix them, and give the
mixture the same moisture and temperature they are
likely to be subjected to in a dunghill for 48 hours, and
it tbey should report to you that they found chloride of
ammonia and carbonate of soda, I think that would be
sufficient to authorize you in recommending more ex-
tensive experiments.-,/. C. [We would beg to refer our
readers to a letter from Mr. Solly upon this subject inSS n T""i

.

We Tesume our correspondent means

E-i,l/nf
y l01'a

i

tc) °f amm°™> when he speaks ofciiioiide or ammonia.] *

Fixing Ammonia.—A.Jew practical observations maynot be unacceptable on the subject of the fixation of am-mon.a by gypsum I have long been in the habit, in themanufacture of sulphate of ammonia on the large scalefrom the ammoniacal liquor of the gas-works, of usi™gypsum for this purpose It is well known that gTsliquor is composed principally of water holding in solution
variable quantities of carbonate, hydrosulphate, and hvdrocyanate of ammonia, and generally some uncombinedammonia. There are some other substances present butwhich we need not now notice. I may here corrnW?,?!
a recent remark of yours, that the ^ s 1 quo

• of Thcountry gas-works is weaker than that produced in T „!
don. This is certainly true as far as^my obs ?vat!ongoes A f^ years since I contracted for the en irequantity of liquor produced at the West Bromwich ea !
works, amounting to more than half a million of galfonsyearly; and the average strength was, that oneS
required rather less than six ounces of strong oil of viS
for its saturation. The liquor of the LonaoS w rlfs neaVauxhall-bndge), averages, according to my exnerienrp
12 ounces oil of vitriol per gallon. I mavalsorZ '

that the liquor produced from inland coal (which sen-railvabounds with iron pyr.tes) contains much moreSohur
etted hydrogen than that made from sea-coal, which is thesort generally used in the London gas-works. When o VDsum in powder is added to gas-liquor, cold, the first effect

&"
that the water present dissolves a portion, which is simul-
taneously decomposed by the carbonate of ammonia also
Present. This it does by virtue of a complex affinitvworming an insoluble carbonate of lime and a soluble sul-phate of ammonia. It seems quite essential that thereshould be sufficient water to dissolve readily the sulphateW ammonia as fast as produced, or the process grows

J
"ggish, or stops altogether. It is only that portion ofl,) e gypsum which dissolves, from time to time, that actsupon the carbonate of ammonia. But it is only the car-onateof ammonia that is decomposed, and its volatile

an
S

i\ i

d
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>
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*ow the composition of ike liquid
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Ch firSt saturates the solid por ion

stances mentioned, though nTi^t, in thesame
6

proportions. Any one may prove for himself the truth
of the remarks which have been made. He need only
provide himself with a little very finely pounded unburnt
gypsum, some solid carbonate of ammonia, and a little pure
ammonia. Let him dissolve sufficient of the carbonate in
water, so that the solution may smell tolerably pungent of
ammonia, then add by degrees the gypsum, shaking fre-
quently : the smell will soon go off. Now add a little of
the pure ammonia, enough to restore to the liquid an
ammoniacal odour; all the gypsum you can now apply
will not deprive it of this. It is now easy to understand
Mr. Pusey's remark, that gypsum has not been found to
answer, and also to account for its failure on scientific
principles. Two circumstances seem necessary for its
success—a sufficient quantity of watery liquid, and that
the ammonia be combined with carbonic acid. When
urine putrefies, pure ammonia is first formed, which only
gradually combines with carbonic acid. In the commence-
ment of its putrefaction gypsum is of no use. The cir-
cumstances being the same, the pure ammonia would be
lost with as much celerity from urine with which gypsum
had been mixed as from urine in its natural state. How
far its presence may possibly modify the decomposition
of the urea, is a point upon which I am not prepared to
pronounce an opinion. The two volatile ammoniacal
salts already mentioned would fly off and be lost quite as
soon, and as entirely, with gypsum as without. I think
therefore that Professor Henslow's plan of arranging his
dung-heap with dry pounded gypsum will not be found to
answer, or at most very imperfectly. If exposed to the

f
am

,.
out of doors

>
the sulphate of lime would by degrees

be dissolved, and act as we have said ; and even sup-
posing the liquid proceeding thence be saved, all the free
ammonia and the other volatile salts would infallibly be
lost in the air. If the heap be under cover, the gypsum
would not act at all, or very inefficiently. I think enough
has been said to show that although gypsum may succeedm retaining part of the ammonia present in decomposing
urine and farm-yard manure, yet it cannot retain the whole.
1 think, therefore, Mr. Pusey was quite justified in his
remark, which, though perhaps originating either from his
personal observation, or the experience of some of his
friends or correspondents, science fully confirms, and
shows that it could not be otherwise. But agriculturists
are not confined to the employment of gypsum for the
purpose of fixing ammonia ; and what they may do, and
do efficiently on this point, may, if the subject interests
sufficiently, be the topic of another letter.—W. H. Potter,
Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street.

'

Manure for Flower Clumps, $c.—\ have two flo wer
gardens under my charge ; in both these are 40 good-
sized clumps and flower-borders, one half of which every
second season have a sufficient dressing of good manure
cheap and easily attained. This is prepared by collecting
al walk-sweepings, refuse of flowers, short grass, and
fallen leaves, which are thrown into a heap for a twelve-
month, but turned several times during that period. It
is then in a fit state to be wheeled on the land, and I
find it sufficiently rich to keep the clumps in good condi-
tion for the growth of flowering plants. As I never allow
weeds to flower, I am not afraid of their seeds beinjr
brought upon the land\vith the compost.

—

B. D
Economical Manure.—In the several plans which have

appeared in the Chronicle of late for the preservation and
accumulation of manure, whether by the gardener farmer
or cottager, I beg to offer to your notice a plan I followed
last autumn, and which, if there is any truth in the theory
of decomposed vegetables producing the most proper food
for their respective species, a mass of manure is formed
on the spot with little trouble and expense. It is usually
the practice to clean the garden thoroughly when most of
the summer and autumn cropsare over

; instead, then, of
raking and wheeling all the refuse away to the yard appro-
priated, fix on an open or spare part of the garden, and
throw out with a spade a trench five or six feet wide and
as long as you judge you have refuse to fill up to the
height of five feet, making the trench one foot deep. Next
put a layer of fresh horse-litter on the bottom, and wheel
on a layer of your refuse, decayed haulm, stumps, leaves
weeds, or any other thing you wish to clear away, putting
a layer of dung (fresh) between each layer of refuse : finish
in a ridge similar to a Potato-pit, five feet high, and cover
the whole up with the adjoining soil, to prevent the escape
of steam. Violent fermentation will soon take place and
the covering must occasionally be looked to, to make up
the cracks that will occur by the heap subsiding, and to
keep in the steam ;

in three months you will on the spot
have a rich mass of that description of manure peculiarly
fitted to enhance the growth of vegetables. Would not
an old oil-cask make a good vessel for cottagers to keep
their manure in, with a top to it to prevent the smell from
escaping i—John Spencer, liowood. [Yes j but it would
soon rot.]

Potatoes.—I last spring planted some bread-fruit and
kidney Potatoes, which turned out of the ground in fine
condition for table, being very mealy and properly fla-

voured ; but after having kept them with the greatest care
in the dark in a cool and well-ventilated store-room,
which was not damp, I am at a loss to know why they
are now absolutely useless for table. They are quite
watery and unwholesome, although apparently in as fine

condition as ever. These Potatoes are, moreover, co-

vered to a great thickness with straw. Will you or any
of your correspondents have the kindness to solve this

problem ?

—

Bus.
Garden Produce.— I should be much obliged if you

would inform me, through the medium of your Paper,

what produce I may reasonably expect from my garden at

this season of the year. I have 2 Vineries, each 30 feet

long ; 2 Peach-houses, of the same length j 1 Forcing

prise, one acre of.-»£& £?J s^ttXoutside, fruit and vegetables are cultivate tko ; •

"

old Htcheo-garden eonwoin, iCt'lT.n2"^
adjo rung which, although rather overgrown by trees on the
outside yet being more sheltered ftaSthe otLr s ?ounS
useful for early vegetables &c. The information I am
anxious to obtain, is, what flowers at this season of the
year I may expect to be brought in from the houses in
succession ? What vegetables, roots, &c . for household
consumption ? My family consists of 18 or 20 persons
who require to be well supplied with vegetables, which at
the present moment I do not find the case, or indeed
much later in the year. I ought perhaps to state, that
fuel being very expensive in this country, we do not com-
mence forcing till the end of December. The natural
soil is chalk and clay (in some parts), but the garden soil
was artificially made about ten years ago ; the gardener
has as much manure as he requires, and there is abundance
of loam, peat, &c, in the neighbourhood, besides rotten
leaves, road-scrapings, &c, any quantity of which he can
always have when he requires it. The flower-garden is
under his direction also ; but as it is chiefly American and
Rose garden, it is not so troublesome as a mixed garden
usually is. The gardener has six men and one woman
under him, for his exclusive use, all the year round. I
have stated all these particulars, as I am anxious that nay
garden should produce as much as possible, without being
unreasonable in my requests ; and I should be much
obliged to you, or any of your correspondents, if they
would give me some information on the subject.—G. I. B*
[We must refer this question to sou.e good practical
Gardener.]

Camellias.—At p. 102 are some remarks on Camelti&a
by Mr. Sherwood : I beg to say that I entirely agree with
Mr. S., and J trust Mr. Beaton will excuse me for thus
adding my testimony, and also for doubting the propriety
of placing the pots in warm water. If it is bottom.heafc
alone which they want, by all means let them have it, in
the shape of tan, or leaves, or Rendle's Tank mode, if
novelty is desired. If moisture at the root is required,
let them be freely watered, and that too with liquid wr*
nure. Nothing is more frequent, however, than (a meet
with Camellias in a "pot-bound state;" in which case
the old ball is frequently as hard as a brick, and if it

once becomes thoroughly dry, a score of waterings will nofj
suffice to penetrate it. The only plan in this case is ta
plunge the pot, containing the plant, overhead ix\ tepid
water ; if there is a little liquid manure in it, so much the
better. A plant, in this state, ought to remain in the
water for an hour or two : in may then be removed to its
place, and after a day or two may be regularly watered
with the rest. One caution, however, is necessary, and that
is, that no plant ought to be repotted immediately on being
taken out of the water, for this reason—the outer part of
the ball will have become saturated before the moisture
can have penetrated the interior. The plant or planta
must by all means be allowed to stand in an airy situation
for two or three days before potting; and the ball should
then be, what gardeners term, in a " mellow " state. With,
regard to "forcing them into wood," I agree wit^ 'the
principle, but it should not be carried too far. The mid-
dle of March is a good time for beginning this process,
and if plants now in blossom, or just done blooming, art
placed in a cool, moist atmosphere of 40° to 50°, it wiU
greatly benefit them, and in this respect particularly:
plants excited into blossom, the excitement being carried
on without interruption, through the growing process, are

apt,^(especial[y if there is not a powerful action of root}
to push few buds ; especially if the heat recommended by
some Camellia forcers is followed. Whereas, the mode I
now recommend will give them time to break more buds
and consequently become more bushy: added to which,
the accumulation of excitability, (the basis of forcing) will

cause them to develop larger leaves, and in proportion to
the healthiness of these important organs (provided the
subsequent treatment be right) will be the size an,d per-
fection of the flowers. I may perhaps be pardoned for

observing that I made some observations on Camellias at

p. 139 of last year's Chronicle. When I wrote tha'*

article, I felt myself warranted in doing so, by the success
which I had met with in following the mode of culture
there detailed. I have pursued through another year a,

similar plan, and my success has been still greater. My
plants began blooming in the last week of Optober, have
bloomed incessantly from that time, and will continue
until the beginning of March ; thus, for four months, (in
the depth of winter too), a small conservatory about 26
feet long has been in a continual blaze. 1 have, in fact
had thousands of blossoms, and the plants now are of sa
good a colour in the leaf, that they rival the healthient
Portugal Laurel. Having excellent roots, my plants arenow endeavouring to push into wood s 1 nm ii
,-esolute on tbe otber side the question,^ J^STd."
SS^IVHT"StSwith ?• condition of the late

however, in a different dei eTnf 1 ™t i « m «
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tfae cooling gales" are more fre-

q Mm rfeahlnS--Bobert Errington, Oulton Park,
pallia patens.—Several correspondents have stated, iu

he
:
Chronicle, that the above plant will survive unprotected

in tne open ground during winter: my experience, however,
proves otherwise. in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh,
where the climate would be supposed to be milder than at
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Holme Gardens, Inverness, a specimen was planted out in

the summer of 1840, in a dry part of the garden. It bloomed

beautifully until November, when it was cut down, close

to the ground, and covered to the depth of eight inches

-with leaf-mould. On removing the leaf-mould, in the

following summer, the root was found to be completely

rotten. I have known many more perish in the same

way, but I cannot pledge myself that they were planted in

such favourable situations as the former.— William

Proctor, Gar de?ier to J. II. M'Kenzie, Esq., Tarbat

House, Rosshire. 9

Thawing Plants.—My greenhouse, like that of many
other persons, was exposed to the severity of the unex-

pected frost on the night of Feb. 3rd, without any injury

being sustained by the plants, which consisted of hard as

well as soft-wooded things, but chiefly of Pelargoniums.

On the morning of the 4th, the temperature of the house

was raised as quickly as possible to between 50° and 00
;

the plants were copiously syringed and well steamed ;
the

sun was allowed to shine upon them, and air was admitted

at ten o'clock. It will be seen that my modus operandi

differs verv materially from that recommended by Mr.

Ayres, at p. 84.—J. Doran, Lavender Hill. [Mr. Ayres

directions are, in our opinion, correct; and the practice

of our correspondent wrong. Mr. Ayres speaks of frozen

plants ; it does not appear that Mr. Doran's have been

frozen at all.]

Heavy Pine-Apple.—I have often seen in the Chronicle

accounts of heavy Pine-Apples, not one of which has, I

believe, exceeded a fruit grown 9 or 10 years ago at "Wel-

lington Hall, in Northumberland, by Mr. Robert Elliott,

the then gardener. The Pine was a Providence, and the

fruit when cut weighed 11^ lbs. avoirdupois.— G. G.

Watson, Vicarage, Norton, Stockton-on-Tees.

Varnish for Cotton Frames.—Amongst the miscel-

laneous articles at p. 55, there is one headed a " Sub-

stitute for Glazed Frames in Hotbeds." Will the author

have the kindness to explain to me how the proportions of

cheese, lime, oil, and eggs, can form transparent varnish?

, of what use is cheese ? I have used a light cotton frame

this winter with great success, but the cotton has only been

soaked with linseed oil. As this is an economical mode of

making useful frames, I should feel obliged for informa-

tion as to the best varnish to use. I should like to know
whether the article sold under the name of gelatine would

mix with oil ; and whether a small portion of corrosive

sublimate would prevent the attacks of the black fungus,

which troubled my cotton last autumn ?

—

Xylvnus.—
[Corrosive sublimate will prevent the attack of fungi, and

rot the canvas.
~\

To Destroy Slugs.—I informed you, p. 653, of 1842, of

the method which I had adopted for destroying slugs by

placing traps (Savoy leaves) about my garden, and I stated

that I had killed 36,000 in a few months ; 1 likewise

said that I had used lime, lime-water, and salt, to little

purpose. The result of* my adopted plan this year has

given me only about 3,000, and I am persuaded that by a

strict attention to it, I shall eventually annihilate the

breed.

—

Cestus.

Musty Hay.—Will you have the goodness to give me
your opinion on a practice which is becoming very pre-

yalent in this neighbourhood? Everyone is aware that

cattle will not eat mouldy hay. and if they would, that

3.t would be very injurious to them. It is customary here

to cut such hay into chaff, and then to steam it ; after

which process the cattle eat it greedily, and appear to

thrive upon it. Will you say how it is that the steam

thus renovates it ? and will you tell me if, after it has

undergone this process, it is as wholesome and nutritious

as hay which naturally is sweet? Though cattle may thrive

for a time upon it, will it not in the end affect them, and

be productive of some disease which might not show itself

for a length of time ? Cattle which are intended for

slaughtering have not time to show any ill effect ; but

will it be equally well for a horse who will have to

Jive upon it for years ? — A Leicestershire Farmer.

[The instinct of cattle in choosing or refusing any

£atui*al food is chiefly guided by the smell, and

$here it is nearly infallible. When you cook vege-

tables they lose some of their peculiar qualities, and in

general are improved. Musty hay is rejected by cattle,

both on account of the smell and the taste ; but when it

has been thrashed, so as to drive off the musty fungus, or

washed in water, they no longer refuse it. It is, of

course, not so nourishing as good hay ; but there is no
reason to think that it is injurious. A very little atten-

tion to the quantity eaten and the subsequent condition

of the cattle will settle the question.

—

M.]
The Owl.—The owl is one of the gardeners and foresters

1

best friends, annually ridding them of legions of their

foes ; but notwithstanding his valuable services we too

frequently see him heedlessly destroyed. In some parts

of Europe, however, this most sensible bird is kept in

families, like a cat, whom he equals in patience, and (if

possible) surpasses in alertness. It is a well-known fact

that wherever the barn-owl has been killed off, or very few

left, field-mice have increased enormously, and they, in

their hunger, do peel, and of course destroy, the young
Hollies and other trees in new plantations.

—

C. K.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Paris.—The royal parks and gardens of France are

large and numerous ; those of Neuilly, Mendon, and Eu,
are the King's own property ; Chantilly belongs to the

Due d'Aumale ; and the Tuilleries, Luxembourg, Ver-
sailles, Trianons, St. Cloud, Fontainbleau, Sevres, and
Compiegne, to the State. The expense of keeping those
last mentioned in anything like decent order is very con-
siderable

; indeed, the whole, or nearly all the money
allowed for their maintenance, is expended in this one

item, leaving little or nothing for the purchase of new

plants. Yet, go into them when you will—spring, sum-

mer, or autumn—they always look gay ; a continual suc-

cession of delicious perfumes or beautiful colours are ever

coquetting for your admiration. French artists, in what-

ever department, fine arts, beau rnonde, or flowers, are

iustly celebrated for beauty of design and exquisite taste in

the arrangement of colours ; the latter point is not, I

believe, so well understood on the other side of the

Channel. It is no uncommon thing to hear English

ladies, when visiting Paris, complaining of some fashionable

modiste, who has positively objected to some favourite

colour in a bonnet or other article of dress, simply because

it was not in harmony with their complexion.. The same

attention is given to grouping flowers, whether natural or

artificial ; in fact, a good gardener is as much known by

his skill in arrangement as by the health and vigour of his

plants. Another thing observable in these gardens, is,

that herbaceous plants, as well as annuals, are grown in

masses. Who can enter the English garden of the unfor-

tunate Marie Antoinette (now called the King's Garden),

in the park of Versailles, and not stop on the threshold

to gaze with delight on the harmonious coup d'ceil before

him? and yet this is entirely attributable to a just k:now-

ledge of colours for scene effect. Let him examine the

objects of -this earthly Elysium—what does he find?

absolutely nothing but groups of the most common kinds

of Petunias, Verbenas, Pansies, Asters, Roses, and Lark-

spurs, and the gay scarlet flowers among the tall shrubs

to be the very oldest Pelargoniums. It is not, therefore,

their individual beauty,—for these varieties have long since

given place to improved ones in Amateurs' gardens,—but

the excellent taste in arrangement, which renders this spot

so enchanting. But some one will naturally say, how can

all this be done without money to purchase plants?
^
The

difficulty was foreseen by Louis XIV. and his Ministers,

and has been provided for by the formation of three dis-

tinctroyal horticultural establishments at Sevres, Versailles,

and Trianons. The first supplies the King's palaces with

flowers, the second with fruit and vegetables, and the last

the parks and gardens of the state with trees and shrubs.

The whole is under the direction of M. Massey, whose

uniform kindness to foreigners desirous of seeing either

the nursery, orchard, forcing or floricultural departments,

is proverbial. The nursery of the Trianons is solely for

forest and fruit-trees, hardv flowering shrubs, and a few

Chinese, Cape, and New Holland plants for the conserva-

tory. All these are propagated in sufficient number to

answer the demand, which is presumed to be about 20,000

annually. Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Azaleas, Andromedas,

aud other American border plants, are growing here m
luxuriant vigour, and the whole reflects the highest credit

on M. Breot, the chief gardener. One of the principal

attractions in this establishment last summer was a splen-

did plantation of nearly 1,000 plants of Pauldvnia imperi-

alis, varying from 4 to 14 feet high, on one of which I

measured a leaf 3 feet long. There is also a noble 3-year

old tree, about 30 feet high, which has not, however, yet

shown any signs of bloom. The floricultural department

is at Sevres, in a most unpropitious situation, abutting on

the high road to Paris, the dust of which, in summer, is

sometimes as palpably thick as a November fog in London.

This, unfortunately, is not the only evil: the soil is of a

burning arid nature, and, moreover, exposed to the mid-

day sun, without one particle of shade. The hot and

greenhouses are in a bad condition, and quite unworthy

of such a country as France : the wonder is that M. Gon-

douin, the superintendent, can produce the immense

number of plants and bouquets which are required for the

Tuilleries and St. Cloud, amounting to between 15,000

and 20,000 a year; and as the Court reside there nearly

six months out of the twelve, the daily supply is from 50

to 70 large bouquets for vases, about the same number of

small ones, beside a continual succession of plants in pots.

These are indispensable requisites in every Parisian society,

from the saloons of the Tuilleries to the miserable attic of

thegrisette of the faubourg St.Antoine. To accomplish this

M. Gondouin forces from 2,000 to 3,000 Lilacs, the same

number of Tulips, Hyacinths, or other bulbs, large quan-

tities of Roses (chiefly Rose du Roi), Jasmines, Azaleas,

Mimosas, Ericas, Epacrises, Diosmas, Gloxinias, Primulas,

Fuchsias, Verbenas, Chrysanthemums, and a variety of

other showy things. It was in this garden that the Rose

du Roi was obtained, and the original plant is still in a

healthy state. I have often heard M. Gondouin speculate

upon what his fortune would have been had he received

but 10 sous for each plant that has been sold since he first

gratuitously distributed it ; certainly no Rose ever had so

large a sale, or was so worthy of it. The Potager of Ver-

sailles is another, and, by a vast majority of Frenchmen,

considered the most important of these establishments.

The houses and forcing-pits are not only numerous, but

well stocked with every kind of fruit in sufficient number

to satisfy the most fastidious connoisseur of comestibles.

I have before given you (p. 150, 1841) the number of

fruiting Pines ; every thing else is upon the same extensive

scale. Unfortunately the outside of the buildings is not

in keeping with the dainties within ; most of them (at

least to an Englishman) have an unsightly appearance, for

want of paint, which, no doubt, is attributable to the very

inadequate sum allowed for their support. But malgre

every drawback, the Potager is worthy of its fame, whether

you consider the quantity of fruit produced or the indivu

dual fineness of the specimens. M. Massey is not biassed

by any of those narrow prejudices of time and country

which unfortunately affect so great a portion of the horti-

culturists of France : he does not fail to adopt any im-

proved system that may come under his observation, llie

improvement in the culture of the Pine-apple, at least so

far as open frame culture is concerned, is due to mm and

his chief gardener, M. Grisard : the utility of this plan ia

generally acknowledged, and almost universally followed

in this country ; no doubt it will ere long be as exten-

sively practised elsewhere. Mr. Edwards, from the gardens

of Chatsworth, is now in the pinery of Versailles for the

express purpose (as I have been informed) of making

himself fully acquainted with the French treatment, pre-

viously to its introduction in the gardens of the Duke of

Devonshire. The ground occupied by these three

establishments is upwards of 100 acres; and from them

are obtained those delicacies and floral beauties which

alike charm the inmates of the palace and the promenader

of the gardens of the Tuilleries, Versailles, or St* Cloud.

NOTICES ofNEW PL A.NTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

DBNoruSiuuM SANOUiNOLENTDM. Blood-stained Dcndrobium.

(Stove Epiphyte). Orchidaccsc § Malaccas. Gynandria Monan-

dria —Probably there is no plant among all the species of J)en-

drobium now known to our gardens which is more delicately

beautiful than this. Its colours, too, are so singular as on that

account alone to render it an object of much interest ; for here

wc have the cyanic and xanthic tints in one and the same

flower. We are always prepared to find red spots on a yellow

ground, or vice versd : but it is a most unusual thing to find clear

pure violet on petals the whole remainder of whose tint is

yellow. In this plant, however, the combination occurs, pro-

ducing a very gay and unexpected effect. It was sent from

Ceylon to His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, by Mr. Night-

ingale, and flowered at Sion in August last. It has pendulous

stems like those of D. Pierardi, but of a delicate purple when
young; the leaves, too, are stained underneath, and at the edges

with the same colour. The flowers are as large as those of D.

aggrcgatum, of a clear fawn colour, with the tips of the segments

and lip stained with a deep rich violet. There is, moreover, a

scarlet spot in the middle of the lip.—Botanical Register.

Bisg<Sma coccinea. Scarlet-flowered Begonia. (Stove Her-

baceous Plant). Begonh'iceai. Monce'cia Polyandria.—Unques-

tionably the most beautiful of the many handsome species of

Begonia now known to our collections, and, apparently, a very

free flowerer. It was imported by Messrs. Vcitch, of the Exeter

nursery, from the Organ mountains of Brazil, that rich store-

house of vegetable beauties ; being there detected by Mr. Lobb,m
1841. It blossomed at Messrs. Vcitch's nursery soon after it was
received, and was exhibited at the meeting of the Horticultural

Society. When the plants become larger, and the blossoms

consequently more copious, it will be a truly splendid species ;

as, like most of the Beg6nias, its flowers continue a long time

in perfection. The leaves are thick and fleshy, their margin

being sinuated and bordered with red. The flowers are bright

scarlet, exceedingly beautiful.—Curtis's Botanical Magazine.

Ix,SX Paraouayknsis. Paraguay Tree. {Greenhouse Shrub).

—Aquifoliaceaj. Tetrandria Monogynia.—Although not possessed

of splendidly-coloured flowers, this plant must be acknowledged

to be a production of some public and commercial interest, since

it has afforded for a century and a half the common beverage of

an equally large portion of the inhabitants of South America as

the Tea of China in the old world. Yet, strange to say, till

within these few years the plant has been quite unknown to

botanists. A specimen has lately bloomed in the Glasgow

Botanic Garden; it is cultivated in a warm greenhouse. The

flowers are pale green, and are produced in umbellate clusters at

the axils of the leaves.— Curtis's Botanical Magazine.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

jr
(,/f , 21.—R. W. Barchard, Esq., in the chair. M. W. Attwoot!,

W. Broadhurst, K. Lewis, and J. Luscombe, Esqrs., were elected

Fellows. Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, exhibited some re-

markably well grown specimens of Epacris nivalis, impressa, and

a hybrid bearing considerable resemblance to E. variabilis
;
a

very beautiful plant of Erica melanthera, a complete mass of tiny

lilac flowers ; E. Lambertia rosea, a free-blooming flesh-coloured

variety : Mirbelia floribnnda, interesting on account of its deep

violet colour ; M. grandiflora, a pretty species, with yellow and

dark-brown (lowers, and Ctel6gyne fiaccida, bearing a graceful

spike of white blossoms, having the labellum delicately marked

with yellow and brown; for these a Knightian medal was awarded.

From Mr. Appleby, gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq., were cut speci-

mens of Bendr6bium Paxtoni, an exceedingly rare and beautiful

species, with flowers of deep orange, having the interior of the

labellum strongly marked with dark-brown, and the margin

most delicately fringed ; D. nobile, the best of tne group to

which it belongs, and cut from a plant bearing upwards of 100

flowers ; a dark variety of Cyrtochilum maculatum, and On-

ctdiumlongifdlium, with bright yellow flowers, remarkable for

being paler at the back than on the front: a Banksxan medal was

awarded for them. From Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., an

exceedingly fine cut specimen of Oncidium Cavcndisnianum,

with Lissochilus grandifiorus, a newly-introduced terrestrial Or-

chidaceous plant, bearing a tall spike of singular, violet-coloured

flowers, and a pretty [species of Dcndrc>bium, also new, with

smooth, shining leaves, from the axils of which its fragrant, light

buff-coloured blossoms, are produced separately and in pairs;

for these a Knightian medal was awarded. Mr. J. Wells, gr.to

W. Wells, Esq., exhibited a cut specimen of Rhododendron ar-

b6reum album in great perfection, and a pretty seedling Epacris,

with the habit of E. impressa, but with flowers of a deep scarlet.

From Messrs. Vcitch, of Exeter, anew and elegant species Ol

Passifiora, called, from its resemblance to the rays of an Actinia,

P. actinia; it was raised from Brazilian seed, and will probably

succeed in the temperature of a greenhouse. From Mr. Reddnig,

gr. to Mrs. Marryatt, a showy hybrid Rhododendron, apparently-

obtained between R. arb6reum and caucasicum ;
and a fine plant

of Banksia Cunninghamii, bearing a multitude of its curious

brown spikes of flowers : a certificate was awarded for them.

From Mr. Clarke, gr. to M. T. Smith, Esq., of Shirley Park, a

magnificent specimen of Leschenaultia formosa, trained upon a

hemispherical trellis, at least 2* feet in diameter, which it

entirely covered: a Banksian medal was awarded for it. Prom
Mr. Conway, a seedling Pelargonium, called P. Lanei, said to be

more suitable than any other variety for early forcing, *rom
Mr. Hally, of Blackheath, a collection of cut Camellias. From

the Hon. W. Strangways were branches of Camellias, from plants

growing in the open air, in Dorsetshire, in different soils-loam

and peat: that from the former presented a very unhealthy

appearance, the tips and margins of the leaves being completely

dried up: the others, from a plant removed a few years back

into an American border, were in a most healthy stale. With

these were cut flowers of Helleborus purpurascens, Euph6rbia

veneta, Characias, and Myrsinites, which, although not producing

showy flowers, are valuable on account of their blooming, nx

favourable situations, during the earliest months of the year,

when few other plants are in blossom; both the latter Euph6rbias

arc hardy, but the former, unless protected, will only stand out in

the milder parts of the country. A cylindrical guard of iron

wiie for protecting trees from hares and rabbits, made by Messrs.

Burn of Epsom, was likewise exhibited by the same gentleman ;

it was about 3 feet high and 14 foot in diameter, the wire being

secured to three iron rods, for keeping it steady in the ground.

Mr D Judd, of Southill Gardens, Biggleswade, exhibited three

exceedingly good Cucumbers, one called Young's Champion, the

others Mills' Frame, with the following account: "They were

erown in a steep-roofed house, according to Ayres' system ;
the

house is heated by hot water, awl although 20 feet long, the

4
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expense does not exceed Is. 6d. per week; the temperature
being never above CO at daybreak. Fruit has been cut from
the same plants since November, and they will continue
in bearing- till next autumn. It has been found that salt,
used in the proportion of 8 oz. to 4 gallons of water, does
not injure the foliage of the plants, and is both an excellent re-
medy against the mildew, and a good manure for the plants."
Young's'Champion was stated to be the best kind for winter forcing.
A certificate was awarded to Mr. Judd for his Cucumbers. From
Sir H. Fleetwood, Bart., was an Olive-branch with fruit upon it
having been grown in a conservatory upon a plant, which with
several others was imported from Italy about 15 years since and

by irfit licriuir
them in a dry day towards the end' of September,* when they arc
laid thinly upon mats or shelves in the fruit- room, and allowed
plenty oi air. Ihcy remain there for a fortnight, when they are
put into small open-worked hampers, a peck in each, and not
pressed down. They arc kept thus till the end of November, after
which they are placed in tubs or boxes upon cut straw, a thin
layer of each until the boxes are full, and they arc afterwards
changed every three or four weeks. The specimens exhibited
were as plump and free frommouldinessas when fresh gathered :

a certificate was awarded for them. From J.Moorman, Esq.,
were some particularly fine specimens of Pears, consisting of
Bcurre d'Aremberg, Passe Colmar, Jean de Witte, NcPlusMeuris,
Mcrvcillc d'lliver, Beurre* Ranee, and Easter Bcurre\ all in excel-
lent preservation

; having been kept in a dark hay-loft (occasion-
ally ventilated), and laid upon horsehair: a certificate was
awarded for them. From the Garden of the Society were the
singular Huntleya violucea, the sweet-scented Lycaste cruenta,
Brassavola glauca, a rare plant with pretty greenish white flowers;
Begtfnia coccinca, an exceedingly showy species of late introduc-
tion, with brilliant scarlet blossoms ; Hakea acicularis, an old
greenhouse plant, seldom seen, but well suited for growing in a
pot in small greenhouses, on account of its easy cultivation, as
well as for its singular dark -brown, war ted fruit, and slightly
fragrant white (lowers; the latter of which are abundantly pro-
duced at this dull season, and continue in perfection for several
months: a hybrid Rhododendron, brought for the purpose of exhi-
biting the effect of an overdose of Nitrate of Soda upon it : this
was apparent in the tips of the leaves having a scorched appear-
ance, and in the (lowers rapidly losing their colour after expan-
sion : with these were Dryandra armata, with curious thistle-like
blossoms, and several other plants.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Feb. 15.—W. Miles, Esq., M.P., in the chair. 21 gentlemen

were elected Members. Communications were received from
His Grace the Dulcc of Portland, on the application of bones as
a manure; from Sir J. W. Lubbock, Bart., on the agricultural
instruction of cottage tenantry ; and from Mr. J. H. Charnock,
on drainage.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Feb. 21.—Messrs. T. Warner and Cheney were elected Mem-

bers. A proposition for conducting the exhibitions during the
present season was made by Mr. Wildmau ; this was left for re-
consideration at the nextmecting (March;), when a special com-
mittee will be convened for that purpose.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
Feb. Q.—Prof. Graham in the chair. C. Babington and G. G.

Gibson, Esqrs., were elected non-resident, and Alex. Paterson,
Esq., a resident member. Various donations of plants were

of

at Dmgwall; thence they walked by Garvc, Auchnalt, &c, for
lunlochewe. On the low hills near Garve they found a sprinkling
of Alpine vegetation, and Nymphtua alba, beautifully in flower, in
a pool near the top of one of them, at a higher elevation than had
been previously observed. The season having been remarkably
dry, all the lakes were far below their usual level, and in conse-
quence such plants as Lobelia Dortmanna, Subularia aquatica
&c, were seen, wondering at each other, in flower and fruit on
dry ground. Things, however, were now changed, for the party
had scarcely a dry day during the whole of their excursion, and
few such as admitted of the vegetation being carefully examined.
Several days were spent among the mountains about Loch Marce)
which are chiefly composed of red sandstone, with quartz tops—
and by no means prolific in interestingvegetation.CornusSuecica,
Saussurea alpina, Hieracium alpinum, Rubus chamcemorus, Ar-
butus alpina, Azalea procumbens, Cherliiria sedoides, Sibbaldia
proenmbens, &c, were among the rarest plants observed ; and,
rather unusually, all the six Lycopodia were gathered nearly in
one spot. Toneldia palustris, Thalietrum alpinum, and Malaxis
paludosa, occurred at the bottom of the cliffs, and Salix herbacea
was found sparingly on the red sandstone below the summit cliffs
ot J?cn Tarshan. Opposite Applecross, in a bog which the tide
could seldom reach, were picked specimens of Blysmus rufus, two
feet high. Here there is an extent of limestone country—
easily recognised at the distance of several miles by a marked
improvement in the pasturage. On it the party met with Schcenus
nigricans, Gentiana amarclla, Listcra ovata, and Epipactis lati-
f61ia, with pale flowers-but searched in vain for Dryas octopetala
Which occurs profusely in similar soils in Sutherland. In an

abundance of seed—and the Elder seemed to thrive peculiarly
well. The mountains at the head of Loch Duich seemed to the
party the finest they had seen, more magnificent even than those
at the head of Loch Torridon, which again were more imposing
than the much extolled, and certainly very superb, groups border-
ing Loch Maree ; but differences in the weather might have had
some influence on the effect produced. Proceeding southward
the party enjoyed one fine day atClunie, and examined with con-
siderable attention some promising mountains to the south-west
of the inn. These are crumbling and micaceous, but want ele-
vation to produce alpine plants, and the mildness of the western
climate renders that all the more necessary. The only interesting
vegetable feature was an immense profusion of Saussurca
alpina; though in spring, before vegetation gets rank, it is not
unlikely that these cliffs might be found more productive. A
patch of snow observed on the south side of Maamsool, a moun-
tain about 20 miles north of Clunie, made the party desirous of
visiting it; but here again the weather baffled their intentions.
*nc parly took Ben Nevis in their route, but the same cause
rendered them unable to examine as they wished its magnificent
cliffs. They, however, picked some interesting plants, and
among the rest Carex saxatilis, but only in one spot. In con-
cluding his remarks, Dr. Graham observes—"The scenery we
Passed in the west of llosshire was magnificent; and in fine
weather, if ever such shall occur in that district, it may occasion
*css disappointment, botanicallv, than we experienced. The dis-
appearance of the forests from this and a great part of the High.
jands of Scotland is a phenomenon which I cannot account for.
^crtainly, it is not a change of climate, for in many districts the

n .7' * "*»«*! «*-*-»o*vnttiiy spring- up «uu uiuvf. it COllKt
not have been that the trees were cut for the purposes of the
population—lor the population is, and always must have been,rom want of food, very limited. Fire is the only natural agent
can think of which was capable of effecting such destruc-

'on, but the remains of the trees have no appearance of having
een burnt

; and I doubt whether any of my companions, after
ur experience in a season which has parched up all of Scot-nd except the district we were in, will believe they ever could
we been long; enough dry to burn. Eternal rain is the only

thing which never varies in that country \ everything ex-
pects it, and gets habituated to it. No indigenous man or
woman walks a bit faster, because the rain is falling in torrents.
The children lie on their breasts at the cottage-doors, enjoying
themselves in rain which would drown an east country frog.
The corn stands erect, utterly disregarding the efforts of the
clouds to lay it flat ; and we even remarked, at Sheil House, that
the river, which passes the inn, had become smaller after a night
of incessant rain."—A letter from Mr. N. B. Ward, F.L.S., on the
introduction of the Musa Cavendishii into the Navigator Islands
was read :—" When Mr. Williams was about to leave England in
1830, for the Navigators, he was anxious to take with him some
useful plants, and particularly the Musa. He inquired of me
whether I thought that it would travel safely in one of the glazed
cases; and having received an answer in the affirmative, he
applied to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, who kindly gave
him a healthy young plant. Mr. Williams left England on the
llth of April, 1839, and arrived at Upolu, one of the Navigator
Islands, at the end of the following November. The Musa bore
this long voyage well, and was transplanted into a favourable
situation soon after its arrival. In May, 1840, it bore a fine
cluster of fruit, exceeding 300 in number, and weighing nearly a
hundred weight. The parent plant then died, leaving behind
more than 30 young ones. These were distributed to various
parts of the island, and in the following May f 1841), when Mrs.
Williams left the island, all of these were in a fructiferous state,
and producing numerous offsets. Supposing the plants to con-
tinue to increase in the same ratio, there will be in the ensuing
May (of 1843), more than 800,000 of them ; and as the son of Mr.
Williams is established as a merchant at Upolu, is owner of two
vessels constantly employed in trading between the various
islands in the South Pacific, and is moreover actuated by the
same benevolent disposition which was a striking characteristic
of his late father, there cannot be a doubt but that, in a very
short time, they will be common in all the islands. To estimate
the importance of the introduction of this plant, we must bear in
mind the great quantity of nutritious food furnished by the
Banana. Humboldt has told us that he was never wearied with
astonishment at the smallness of the portion of soil which, in
Mexico and the adjoining provinces, would yield sustenance to a
family for a year, and that the same extent of ground which in
Wheat would maintain only two persons would yield sustenance
under the Banana to 50, although in that favoured region, the
return of Wheat is never under seventy, and sometimes as much
as a hundred-fold. The return, on an average, in Great Britain,
is not more than nine for one."—Mr. Ralf's paper on the Diato-
maccre, No. III., was then read, containing descriptions of the
genera Striatella, Tcssclla, and Tetracyclas.—Dr. Dickie con-
cluded his remarks upon the development of leaves, by stating
" that it cannot be said that the forms of leaves in flowering
plants have any dependance whatever on their venation, since
young leaves are lobed, &c, previous to the appearance of the
veins. The truth appears to be, that the quantity of cellular
tissue in a leaf determines the development and positions of the
veins, and not the opposite."

MISCELLANEOUS.
Antiquities of Gardening : Lemons.—In an old MS.

Book of receipts, prescriptions, and other matters of the
same sort in the library of the Earl of Ilchester, is the fol-

lowing curious notice respecting Lemons ; which, judging
from the style of writing and spelling, as well as from the
other contents of the book, may be probably as old as the
I5th century. u Now thou shalte undyrstoncle that lena-
monce ys a manr (manner) apple be yende the see of the
whiche applys lumbardys make in tyme of the yere
verzeiowse ryght as we do here in Englonde verzeouse of
Crabbys. And therefore he that wolle have hem, moste
speke to luhardys other to galymen whan they come from
Venyse and as some men sey the Orenges that Galymen
bryngethe have the same vtue (virtue) in effecte and the
same thynge wolle doo that lemmonce doothe but there
of arae I riott certayne as I am of the lemmonce riother
soo welle beleve hitt as I doo the lemmonce. Nottwvthe-
standynge some seythe wt (with) bothe hitt may be doone."
" Lemmonce 3

' is the spelling for Lemons, in the receipts
as well as in the passage extracted. The MS. con-
tains further a Treatise on Astrology, a Latin and an Eng-
lish Paper on " Aqua Melisste anglice Bame," and some
Verses in praise of Rosemary.

Spain—We learn that Dr. Daubeny and Captain
Widdrington are about to proceed to Spain in a few
weeks for the purpose of examining the curious formation
of phosphate of lime in Estremadura, with a view to
ascertaining whether it is worth importing as a manure.

RURAL SONNETS.

FKBRUARY.
Nkau "the pale Primrose,"—and. in long: array.

Lilting their flags of truce to Winter rude-
Like marshall'd vestals of the older clay,

Or wbite-rob'd nuns amid their solitude,

I.o, where the modest Snowdrops deck the ground,
With dove-like promise of more genial hours

;

In young, and old, the late-chill'd pulses bound
To greet these herald-chastities of flowers.

Cut flakes descend— or frosts, with spangling sheen,

Feather the boughs, or spread along the land !—
Soon the south winds breathe change upon the scene.

And crops, and meads, in green bright hues expand.
The birds now pair—the foremost germs untold—
Mezereons blush in pink—the Crocus peeps in gold.

MARCH.

"Winter departs : as one whose swoon is o'er,

Shows a faint smile where all of late seem'd dead,

So the reviving earth, benumb'd no more,

Her earliest growths in Nature's lap doth spread.

Like clumps of verdant spears, above the soil,

Bulbs, plants, and shoots, in elfin beauty rise;

In" garden-ranges busy labourers toil

;

The day is fine—his task the sower plies.

The buds now swell perceptibly—the air

Softens— the forward lambs are in the field-

To tree-top nests the clamouring rooks repair—
Gushes of freshness woods and pastures yield.

All creatures, now, the quickening Spring invites

To drink new draughts of health, and seek her pure delights.

J. Jones, Inner Temple.

To cook Cardoons.—There is a vegetable much eaten

in France which is of delightful flavour, and is as digest-

ible as it is pleasant, namely, the Cardoon or Thistle-

head. In England it is seldom used except by French

cooks It is, however, worthy of being introduced at our

tables' as it is cheap and nutritive, and may be prepared

without much trouble. Remove and throw away all the

stalks that are tough, fibrous, or hollow ; cut the others

into strips about five or six inches long, cleansing them I

well from the prickles. Then put them into boiling-
water and parboil them

; allowing less time to the hea?t
than to the outer stalks. As soon as the slime will come
off by dipping a piece into cold water and rubbing it with
the finger it is done enough On removing the Cardoons
from the fire, throw them into cold water, and cleanse
them immediately from the slime; using nothing, in
doing this, but friction with the fingers. Stew them after-
wards in a little rich gravy, and, just before they are taken
off the fire, add a lump of butter rolled in flour. The
above is a cheap way of dressing Cardoons

; they may,
however, be served up with cream, or sent to table with
plain melted butter. The whiter the heads are, the more
delicate they will be when cooked.

—

Muscipnla,— [This
is a good recipe for cooking Cardoons, but it must be
remembered that the greatest care is necessary in remov-
ing every particle of slime from the stalks ; otherwise,

when served up, they will be found exceedingly bitter.]

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.—We have had an oppor-

tunity of visiting and inspecting this garden lately, and from the
high character which it bears, we have no doubt that a short
account of it will be acceptable to the readers of this journal.
The entrance, which was left unfinished for a number of years,

is now completed ; the stonework is plain and substantial, and
looks extremely well. Near the entrance there is a fine large
class-room, in which Dr. Graham delivers his summer course of
lectures on Botany, and where the students are liberally supplied
with specimens of plants from the garden. Near the centre of
the garden there is a large piece of ground, planted with hardy
exotic herbaceous plants, arranged according to the Linmean
system ; and at one end of this division there is a collection of
medicinal plants, arranged according to the same plan. In
another part of the ground, there is a large collection of herba-
ceous plants, classified according to the Natural system ; the
clumps are cut out in the Grass, and the whole is interspersed
with shrubs and trees. Between these two arrangements there
is another, composed exclusively of British plants, which, when
in flower, in summer, we used to think even more beautiful and
interesting than either of the others. Persons who do not cul-
tivate in their gardens the more ornamental native plants can
form but little idea of their real beauty and worth. The climate
of Edinburgh is generally much milder during the winter months
than it is farther south, in more inland situations, and hence half-
hardy shrubs and trees stand better here than in the neighbour-
hood of London. The plants on the south aspect of the north
wall, and the north aspect of the south one, are particularly
worthy of notice; and it may be interesting to mention the
names of some of them, to enable the readers in the south to
form some idea of the climate of Edinburgh. On the south
aspect we observed, Magn61ia grandifiora, Thompsoniana, pur-
purea, and various other species growing luxuriantly; flae plants
of Acacia affinis, showing flowers in great profusion, Solan urn,

crispum, Fuchsia discolor, Callistemon lanceolatum, Phottoia
glabra, Pimclea pauciflora, Indigofera Ncpalensis, and Camellia
paionillora. The Indigofera is a most charming plant, and
deserves a place in all collections; the Camellia just named
seems much more hardy than any other species which they have
out of doors in this garden. On the north side of the south wall
Mr, M' Nab has planted a great number of hybrid Rhododendrons*
Chinese Azaleas, Camellias, and various other plants. Here
again the Camellia psatroifiora seems to grow better than any of
the other varieties. In different parts of the garden there are
some fine clumps of hardy and half-hardy Heaths, protected at
present with stakes and mats. The mats are only on the top of
the plants, and are placed there to prevent the snow from break-
ing the stems by its weight. Scarcely any flowers can be rnwre:
beautiful than ttoese are in early spring, when they are loaded
with blossoms, and appear as if they had just been removed
from the greenhouse. The kinds are Erica austraps, arborea*
Mediterranea, carnea, the Irish Heath, and many move varieties,.
The principal range of hothouses are placed on elevated ground,
near the north side of the garden, and are about 500 feet in
length. This range, from its length and particular situation, has
a grand and imposing appearance. The Heaths still continue
to maintain their high character; many of them are really splen-
did plants. To give some idea of their size, we may state tbat
Erica spuria is 10 feet high and 18 feet in circumference; E. So-
landra, 12 feet in circumference; E. depressa, 12 feet in circum-
ference, and all these plants are bushy to the ground. There ar©
also large, handsome specimens of E. tricolor, speciosa, elcgans*
odorata rosea, retorta, aristata, &c. E. hyemalis, Linnceoides,
and colorans, were in full flower when we visited the gardens
the first of these is a very fine plant, about six feet in height, asd
well furnished with stems and leaves at the bottom. In a smaller

house, behind the principal range, there are some fine seedling

varieties, and many others of the hard-wooded and more valua-

ble kinds, in high health. In the Orchidaceous house there were,

amongst other things, the following in flower: JDendrObium Pi-

erardi, cecrulescens, and n6bile s Zygopetalum rostratum, and

Polystachya luteola. The Papaw tree (Carica papaya) is fruiting

in one of the small stoves; there are also in the same houses

noble specimens of the Bread-fruit ^ce (Axtocwpusmcisa) j

Laurus cassia, 20 feet high; the Pitcher plant, ;
andmany othev

things of great interest. The large Palm house, built a few years

since, deserves a separate notice. It is a large circulai
^
or 8-sided

building, and standing near the west end and ^ehmd the princi,

pal range. When it was first built, and before the Palms were,

large enough to fill it, Mr. M'Nab grew and fruited
I
some splen^

did specimens of the Plantain tribe j
but^>^»'* co»«*

given place to the more valuable species for which the house was
originally intended. The plants have been growing so rapuily

sfcee tl cyM brought in, that the house is now too small for

them ; the specimens of the following kinds are remarkably fin^

Rhamsilabelliformis, Chamierops
humihs, Caryota urens, Latania

boK flower '
Screw PiIie

J Sago Palm,

Cocos^ and CyoKrevoluta
comhg fa tx flower. C. circinahs Elais gumeensis, Daccaplantain

with fine clusters of fruit, and the common Bamboo, which has

aen. iiurc, ao ^.^w,.«—-, —¥ _
— *.« lw preserve

the boxes, in which p ants are growing, from decay. In three
years those which had been subjected to the process were com!
pletely rotten. Mr. M'Nab finds old oil-casks, cut in two? to
answer the purpose better than anything which he has ever tried
besides being much cheaper.—R. F.

A Comprehensive View of the Culture of the Vine wider
Glass. By Jag. Roberts. 8vo. Longman & Co. 1842.

(Continued from p. 104.)
Next follow some observations on the different

modes of propagating the Vine, among which that
by single eyes is preferred. His treatment of the
young plants while growing does not differ materially
from that of many gardeners who raise plants in one year
strong enough to bear fruit in the next; but after the
wood " is perfectly ripened to the length of five or six

\
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feet (the length I recommend for outside planting), prune

back to. that, then disbud the -whole cane, that is, cut

every bud clean out (leaving the leaves uninjured), with

the exception of the two uppermost, as there will now,

by keeping the pit cool, be no danger of breaking, and

the food, still gathered and stored up by the roots, will

go to the support of the remaining buds, and cause them
to break more strong and bold in their new situation in

the following spring." The Author plants his young
Vines before vegetation has commenced in spring, bury-

ing the disbudded part of the stem not more than three

inches below the surface of the border, and spreading

the roots out singly "in the fan manner." He advises

watering at the time of planting, which, however, can

hardly be necessary at such a season of the year.

To encourage the layered part of the stem to emit roots,

he lays " over the roots and stems stable litter and

leaves in a good state of fermentation, to the width of

eight feet, and two feet or two feet six inches thick."

Bearing in mind that the first year's wood is the founda-

tion, as it were, of the future stem, the greatest attention

is paid to the summer treatment of the advancing shoots,

the aim being to obtain a " round, robust, and short-

jointed cane."
The system of management recommended is, to begin

with a night temperature of 50Q , increasing to 60° as

the foliage becomes fully expanded, with a range of 20

or 25 degrees higher by solar heat, keeping up a

very moist atmosphere in the day. A good warmth

is also maintained at the roots by the means before

mentioned. Caution is advised in taking off the la-

terals, especially after the leading shoots have been stop-

ped, which is done when they have attained a length

of twelve feet, to "throw the strength back, to the

increasing and maturing the stem and eyes and increasing

the roots." As soon as the wood is ripe, and while the

foliage is still fresh, a sufficient number of the best-placed

buds are selected to produce spurs for future bearing, and

all the others are cut out without injuring the leaves;

thus, in a space of 8 or 9 feet (to which length the wood

is to be cut back when pruned), 4 or 5 pairs of buds are

retained, independently, of course, of a terminal one to

give a leading shoot in the following year. So far as we

are aware, this practice of early disbudding is peculiar to

Mr. Roberts; and, in conjunction with early pruning, and

the timely removal of all useless growths, is strongly in-

culcated by him, on the principle of not wasting the

strength of the plants. To encourage the roots to the

gurface, he top-dresses the border in September with

" ground bones, loamy soil, rotten manure, and decayed

carrion, covering the whole with an inch or two of half-

rotten stable manure, to prevent evaporation."

In the second year, the Vines are permitted to bear

fruit, one bunch only upon each side shoot. In general

management, no material deviation is made from the sys-

tem of which we have given an outline. Fires are applied

in March, beginning with a night temperature of 45°,

which is gradually increased to 65° or 08°^ by the time the

Vines are in blossom ; the temperature in the day being

at all times 15 or 20 degrees higher. After the fruit is

thinned the range is still greater—from 65° to 95°.

Among other directions for the application of heat, the

author says, " Maintain your heat by day, giving a little

air as before mentioned ; if cloudy, cool, weather should

intervene, keep up a brisk heat by stirring well your fires

early in the morning, and up to mid-day, keeping up to

80° or 85° with a very humid atmosphere. By allowing

your fires or boilers to cool down in the after part of the

day, you will be able to do without fire in the night, as

before ; it is my practice to give heat with light, and to

reduce it with approaching darkness." This rule is gene-

rally too little observed in forcing ; at the same time, in

its application, the utmost caution is necessary to keep

within safe limits, for a crop of fruit might very easily be

lost by experimenting upon temperature. Artificial

warmth is maintained at the roots till the beginning of

July, when the fermenting material is wholly removed and

the border exposed to the summer sun. The advantage

of continuing this protection to the roots is strongly in-

sifted upon, and it is argued that a deficiency of warmth

at the root is the great cause of that baneful disease,

41 shanking," about which so much has been written to so

little purpose. We have always maintained that the

primary cause of this defect is want of food. When a

Vine is overloaded with fruit, or when a profusion of use-

less shoots are permitted to ramble at will, or tied one

upon another like sticks in a faggot, one leaf overshadow-

ing the other, so that none can perform their proper func-

tion of assimilating nutriment ; or when the soil is ex-

hausted and poor, or the delicate rootlets checked in their

action by cold and wet, the supply of food to the whole

system of the plant must of necessity be diminished, and

the young fruit, having less attractive power than the

leaves^ is, in consequence, the first to svffer. It will

be found that shanking and shrivelling of the berries

always take place at the time when the greatest demand

is made upon the plant for their support, which is when

they are finally swelling off after stoning. At that stage

the berries will, in a short time, increase to nearly double

their previous size ; and for that rapid increase a great

quantity of new matter must of course be required. The

author's remarks upon thinning are very judicious. He
advises it to be done as soon as the berries are fairly set,

and cautions the operator against touching the bunches

with head or hands wet with perspiration, which is well

known to produce a disease of the cuticle called "rust."

In the third year, a similar course of treatment is fol-

lowed, only forcing is commenced about a month sooner.

Almost every good Grape-grower has some favourite

method of training. Mr. Roberts prefers the spur sys-

tem, and gives sound reasons for that preference; not,

however, the spur system of the neighbourhood of Lon-

don, which leaves a pruned Vine like " a dressed Crab

walking-stick," but one more consonant with nature.

His method is to prune (before the leaves have fallen)

to a promising bud, even though it should be the

fourth from the base of the shoot, cutting the inter-

mediate ones between it and the first bud clean out. Each
spur therefore bears two buds, the uppermost of which is

intended to produce a fruit-bearing shoot, and the lower-

most a shoot without fruit—to form a spur in the follow-

ing year. The principal objection urged
r

against long

spurring by its opponents is, that, in a few years, the

spurs become inconveniently long and very unsightly
;

this, however, is the fault of bad management rather than

of the system, as it is possible to keep them very near

home for a number of years by judicious cutting. To
obtain large bunches, there can be no question of the

superiority
\

of Mr. Roberts's method. We are told by

physiologists that the bud for the next is nurtured by the

leaf of the present year ;
consequently, the perfect forma-

tion of a bud must mainly depend upon the perfect deve-

lopment and proper action of the leaf that feeds it. Now,
if a growing shoot is examined, it will invariably be found

that the first leaf, and perhaps the second also, is^ much
smaller and less perfect than the third and fourth ^there-

fore science as well as experience teaches us that the third

or the fourth bud will produce the finest fruit. There

are others, again, who condemn every modification of spur

pruning ; because it involves the necessity of a perma-

nant main stem which consumes a great deal of sap for its

maintenance 'that would otherwise be expended in the

formation of fruit ; but this objection is more theoretical

than practical. Taking a period of ten years from the

planting of the Vines, the weight of wood cut away in

pruning, including the objectionable permanent stems,

would not be much greater in the spur than in the long-

rod system ; and we believe that the weight of fruit would

be in favour of spurring.

It is not stated how the Vines are treated when dormant,

but'it would appear that they are turned out of the house

in winter, after having been pruned, peeled, and anointed

with a mixture of sulphur, soft soap, tobacco, and nux

vomica, laid on while warm.
The leading features of the Author's practice are there-

fore, 1st—thej provision of an ample supply of food;

2ndly—to procure strong and well-rooted young plants
;

3rdly—to supply a genial warmth to the roots, so,that they

may be in a condition to act in unison with the leaves ;

4thly—by a skilful application of the agents of culture, to

obtain solid wood and well-formed buds ;
5thly—by the

timely removal of all useless parts, such as tendrils, late-

rals, and superabundant fruit, to cause all the aliment

prepared by the plant to be profitably expended in the

formation of fruit and bearing wood ; 6thly—not to excite

too hastily, but to call all the organs of the plant into

gradual action.

So many points in Mr. Roberts's practice [have de-

manded notice, that these remarks are extended consider-

ably further than was at first intended. It now only

remains for us to recommend every person who has the

management of Vines under glass to read this little Trea-

tise ; which, if it should not teach him anything abso-

lutely new, will at least make him acquainted with an

excellent course of culture. The Author is a plain, prac-

tical man, evidently more accustomed to the use of the

pruning-knife than of the pen ; his style therefore, although

easily understood, will admit of a little improvement in

another edition.—W.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS./br the ensuing week.

No kind of weather hinders the operations of the gardener and

farmer at this season so much as wet. Seeds can hardly be en-

trusted to the ground when the soil is very damp, particularly on

heavy lands: no wheeling can be done, and to turn composts

when they are thoroughly wet is worse than useless. The

prevalence of such weather as we have lately experienced must

have thrown many of our gardening operations behind. Every

opportunity must therefore be turned to the best account, wnen
the state of the weather will permit us to bring up our arrears. In

many places the autumn-sown Peas and Beans have been so for-

ward and tender, as to have suffered materially from the late

frosts and cold easterly winds ; additional crops of these should

now be brought forward in boxes, &c, placed in a forcing-house

:

indeed, where there is the convenience of an early vinery, or even

forcing-pits or frames, Peas and Beans forced in these, from the

middle to the end of February, and carefully planted out alter

being inured to the change, will come in fully as soon, if not

sooner, than those sown in the borders in November.— I cannot

resist the temptation of referring to two sensible letters in the

last Chronicle, called forth by some observations I made in the

Calendar. Mr. Alexander's valuable remarks on coppice-wood

and planting, p. 101, are so convincing, that they carry more

weight with them than a volume of learned disquisitions on

planting, pruning, and thinning. Mr. Sherwood's letter, while it

will counteractany erroneous impression which myremarks "V&nt

possibly lead to, conveys a sensible epitome on the culture of the

Camellia. Letters like these never fail in their object: they

instruct, without ruffling the feelings of the reader. It is much
to be regretted that young gardeners should so often indulge in

personal abuse while suggesting or explaining points of practice

;

whatever instruction maybe gleaned from their discussions, tney

may depend on it no advance in respectability is made by such

a course.
I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Department. ,

Pinert.—If the succession plants are in a forward state at uie

roots, and the weather should prove favourable, they may now

be potted -, but if the tan is not ready, and other pressing business

should require to be attended to, they will lose nothing u not

potted for the next three weeks. Pines, like Orchidacese, are not

very fastidious in their habits, and may be dealt with according

to circumstances more than many other tribes of plants, i ne

early fruiters will now require more water, more heat, ana more

air, to assist them in throwing up firm stocky fruit-stemsj^out
which recourse must be had to the necessary evil of sta* 1"^™™:
ViNERY.-The earliest Grapes being thinned, the shoots ted

up, and the laterals stopped above the first joint, *"« P"™^
management of the earliest house may be considered as finisncd

If the long-rod system is pursued, the advancing shoots lor me
next crop require to be Ue4 in from time to tune, keeping their

leaves from being shaded by those of the present bearers. If on
the spurred system, some of the strongest spurs near the top of

the house often require an extra joint or two in length to be left

at first, to prevent the premature breaking of the eyes for the next

crop ; and if on the close spur system, the latent eyes at the

junction of the old and new wood must be encouraged, by not

only stopping the bearing shoot at the first joint beyond the

bunch, but by picking out the newly-formed eyes at the axils of

the leaves.
Peach-house.—Continue to disbud those eyes which are not

wanted next season, and stop the shoots along the bearing

branches, as they advance, two or three joints beyond the fruit.

Keep the air in a mild, moist state, and let no green-fly or other

enemy get a footing in the house.
Chkrrv-house.—The Cherry, being produced on spurs, docs

not require close disbudding, like the Peach. A mild,mcist atmo-
sphere and abundance of air, whenever the weather admits, are

essential to them.
Figs.—Same as last week.
Cucumbers and Melons.— Stop the laterals of these above

the first joint, until you think the plants are strong enough to

begin beating; and keep up a uniform temperature at their roots.

Slight hotbeds may yet be made, to forward Radishes, Carrots,

Potatoes, Lettuce, and Cauliflower seeds; also Peas, Beans, and
some sweet herbs, if wanted early. If these auxiliary beds are

hooped over, and covered with mats, they will answer well enough
after this time.

Out-door Department.
Parsley.—Of all the vegetable seeds, that of Parsley requires

the longest time to vegetate; it should therefore be one of the
first sown.
Caiibages.—A few seeds of the earliest and the red Cabbages

may be sown on a warm border; also some more Radish and
Lettuce-seeds. All these early-sown seeds in the open ground
require to be protected from birds by throwing a pi*c« of net
over the beds : hardly anything will frighten them so early as

this, when their food is scarce ; and it is a cruel thing to shoot
them.

1 1.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stoves.—There will be no want of work here for the next six

weeks. A practical eye, in looking over the houses, can easily

detect what are the gardener's favourite plants ; more, perhaps,
at this than at any other period of the year. These are sure to

be found occupying those shelves nearest the glass, or plunged
in front of the tan-bed. Perchance some of them arc removed
to one of the frames at work, into which none but some favourite,

belonging to the "profession," is allowed to peep at this early

period, or perhaps for the next three months. Potting and fresh

labelling the plants, gentle syringing, tying and training pot-

plants and climbers, are the principal operations now.
Grbenhousk.—Few of the mixed plants here will require

potting yet; but more watering will be needful, and more atten-

tion to giving front ventilation when frost or cold cutting winds
prevail. A gentle syringing early in the day, when the weather
is fine, if only once in a week or ten days, will greatly improve
the appearance of the plants, and add to their health and vigour.

Conservatory.— Those who want their Passion-flowers,

Ipomceas; and other strong-growing climbers, to begin flower-

ing early in the summer, pruned their plants last October and
November; those, on the other hand, who want them late in the

season, when families return to their country seats, will now
begin to prune their conservatory climbers. Of all ornamental
plants, beautiful streaming festoons of free-flowering climbers

excite the greatest interest. Nothing but a general outline on
any part of gardening can be given in a Calendar; and for

climbers it is sufficient to say that two plants of the same species

should never be pruned at the same time, if you want a long
succession of bloom.
Pits and Frames.—Gardenias, Roses, and other plants for

forcing, will be removed from hence to the forcing-house as they
are wanted for succession, and their places may be filled up with
return-plants from the conservatory, which have done flowering.

The rest of the permanent inhabitants require only to be pro-
tected from frost, cutting winds, and heavy rains.

Otit-door Department.
As soon as the soil is in a fit state, the Rosary may have the

spring-dressing, and as much rotten cow-dung as can be got for

the purpose ; where that is scarce, use liquid manures. As to

pruning Roses, the same observations apply to this as are given
above for climbers; the later they are pruned the later they will

flower, and vice versa.. Walks and Grass require great attention
from this time. All the perennial tribes of herbaceous plants

may now be divided and arranged for the season, according to

the taste of the owner, tmm
NURSERY AND FOREST DEPARTMENT.

Coppice and Forest.—I cannot do better this week than to

refer all readers to Mr. Alexander's paper on this subject in the
last Chronicle. Last autumn I wrote out a receipt of all the
abominable things that have been used to prevent hares and
rabbits from nibbling the young plantations. It has, up to this

time, kept them off. It consists of equal quantities of cow-dung,
soot, and cloacine, mixed up with soapsuds to the consistence of

thick paint ; and to 10 gallons of this mixture add half a gallon
of gas-tar. "Use it in a flat wooden tub, and dip all the plants in
it; place them over another tub to drain, and when dry, plant
them.

—

D. Beaton, Shruhland Park Gardons.

, State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Feb. 23,
1843, as observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Feb.
Friday 171
Saturday 18
Sunday 19
Monday 20
Tuesday 21

Wedneaday22
Thursday 23

Average

liAROMKTKR.

Max.
29.502

29.425
29.417

29.324
29.371
29.351
29.619

29.415

Min.
29.420
29.400
29.311
29.2C1
29.32'.'

29.240
29.449

29.314

*i»rilKUMOMKTKR.

Max.
42
34
37
39
64
52
53

44.4

Min.
30
31

34
35
37
41

37

35.0

Mean.
S6\0
32.5
35.5

37.0
45.5
4C>.r>

45.0

Wind. Rain

39.7

N.E-
H.
]•:.

K.
S.E.
S.

E.

.16
•04

.20

.10'

.12

.02

fff

.7U

Feb. 17. Severe frost; very fine, with bright sun 5 snowing and
stormy at night.

18. Stormy, with drifting snow.
19. Thickly overcast; rain; stormy; heavy rain at night.
20. Rain; hazy and drizzly; foggy.
21. Low fog; fine; foggy; rain.

22. Slight rain; cloudy and mild.

23. Cloudy; very fine ; overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 0.8° above th e average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for
the ensuing Week ending Mar. 4, 1843.

Fen.'
and Mar-

Sun. 26
Mon. 27
Tuea. 23
Wed. 1

Thiirs. 2
Pri. 3
Sat. 4

Aver. Aver.
Highest Lowest
Temp. Temp.

47.1

4fi.3

49.0

47.1
49.4

50.5
50.5

Mean
Temp

35.G
34.7
30*.6
37.0
39.4

8fl-4

34-9

41.3

41.5
42.8
42.0
44.4
43.4

42.7

N°- °L Greatest
-£«I*!»!!£Wi»£«:

YearB in
which It

Rained.

10
10

7
8
G
8
7

i

quantity
of Rain.

0.40 In.

0.40
0.34
0.62
0.45

0.22

0.23

w
v5

2

3
4
3
1

2
4

3
2
2
1

8
2 1

3

tr<

:c

4
2
4
1

2
1

1

4

2
3
a

4
3

£
fc

4
1

1

1

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
the 27th in 1828—thermometer 6o°; and the lowest on the 28th

in 1829, and 4th in 1840—thermometer 24°.
I II I M^l

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Feb. 24, 1843.

Txik late favourable change in the weather has somewhat in

creased the supplies during the past week, and trade in sonr

respects is rather wore brisk, Fruit ; Pines are ofgood quality, an

5

1

\
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Dessert Pears are
Rancc, from 4s. to 8s.

consist chiefly of Knvillcs and Queens,

becoming exceedingly scarce; the BeurriS

per dozen seems to be the only kind offered. Catillac Pears for

baking' from is. to 5.9. Gd. per bushcJ, are more plentiful. In the

price of Apples there has been a slight advance, Nonpareils

fetching from 13*. to IS.-?., and Golden Knobs from 6*. to 7s. per

bushel: a few Ribston Pippins may also be obtained at the

latter price. For culinary use, the Gooseberry Pippin,from 6s. 6d.

to 85., and the Wellington at 6.9. 6d. per bushel, are excellent. A
few Tangerine and Malta Blood Oranges are offered, from 2s. to

4s. per dozen. A small quantity of forced Strawberries have ap-

peared during the week. Cucumbers are becoming more
numerous, from 55. to 105. per brace. Vegetables: The quality of

Asparagus has greatly improved of late, and its price has some-
what fallen ; the best bunches fetch from 55. to 105., and the in-

ferior ones from 25. to 3s., each. Seakale is abundant, from 9d.

to 2s. 6d. per punnet, French Beans arc rather more numerous,
"White liroccoli ofgood quality is less plentiful, and it has conse-
quently made a slight advance. Onions and Leeks are also
somewhat dearer than in our last Report. Celery is small and
indifferent, from 6d. to is. 6d. per bundle. Young winter Radishes
are tolerably good, from is. to Is. Sd. per punnet. Mushrooms
have risen to &d. and Is. Zd. per pottle. Flowers* The Cut
Flowers of late have exhibited great variety; amongst them we
noticed Provence, Tea, and China Roses; Anna Boleyn Pinks,
Lilies of the Valley, Jonquils, Cinerarias, Cyclamens, Double
Tulips, Mignonette, Epacrises, Amaryllises, Burchelliacapensis,
Tropseolum tricolorum, Acacias, &c.

TRICES, Saturday, Feb. 18, 1JM3—FRUITS:—
Cucumbers, per brace, 5*. to 10*

]

Walnuts, per bush., 12* to IGj

Chcsmits, per perk, 3s to'_Gs

Pine Apple, per lb. 5* too*
Grapea, Spanish, per lb. \$ to is 3d

[ _ — Portugal, Is to 2s Gd

AppleB, dessert, per bush., 4« to 15*

— Kitchen, 3s to 7s ,

Peara, dessert, per hf. sieve, 3s toMj
Fummeloes, per doz., Gs to 12*

Oranges, per doz., 9rf to 2s ._ per 100,4* to 14*

_ bitter, per 100, 3s to 10*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*

—. per 100, 5* to 14* J

Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1* 3d
Cabbage, White, per doz. 2* to 4*

_ plants, per doz. 1* 6d to 3s

— Hed, for pickling, 2* to 5*

Brussels Sprouts, per hf.-sv. 1* to 1* Gd
Broccoli, White, per bunch, 1* to 2$Gd
— Purple, $d to IsGd

Beans, Kidney, forced, per 100,3* to 4*

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 75*

— per owt. 2* to 4*

«« perbushel, 1* 6d to 2*

_ Kidney, per bush., 1*6*/ to 2*

— Scotch, per bushel, 1* Gd
— Now Autumn, per lh. t 4d tofWj

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

l*to 1* Gd

Turnip*, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2s Gd
Ked Beet, per dozen, i)d to 1*

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to \s Qd
Salsafy, per bundle, U 3d to la 6d
Cardoons, each, 1* Gd to 2*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 2* to 4* Gd
Hadish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

1* to 1* 3d— Turnip, p. doz. bch., 1* to 1*G(/

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to 6s

— Young Horn, per bunch, 4d to Gd

Almonds, perpeck, Gs

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Pilberts.Engiish, per 100 lbs. GOt to 05*

Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., G5*. to 70s.

Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, iGs
— Spanish, in*

— Barcelona. 24*
— Cob, 12* to 14*

VEGETABLES
Parsneps, per dozen, 6d to 1*
Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd to o*

Leeks, per doz. bun., 3* to 4*
Onions, per bushel, 5* to 6s Gd— Pickling, per h£-sv.,3*G<f to4*6rf— Green, p. doz. bun. 3* to 4*— Spanish, per doz. 2* to 4*
Garlic, per lb. Gd to 3d
Shallots, per lb., is

Asparagus, large, per 100, 5* to 10*— Second, 2* to 3s
Sea-kale, per punnet, <></ lo 2i Gd
Lettuce, Cab., p. scM Gd to 9J— Cos, 9d to Is
Endive, per score, 1* Gd to 4*
Celery, p. bd., (12tol5)Grfto 1* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, Gd to \s
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, 9d to 1*
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. Ad to Gd
Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* Gd to 2*
Tarragon, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Sage, per doz- bunches, 2* to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to Is
Mushrooms, per pottle, 3d to 1* 3d
Truffles, per lb, 3* to 4* ^

Notices to Correspondents.
Permanent Pastures.—Rector.—The answers to correspond-

ents are adapted to the circumstances detailed in their letters,

and must not be considered as applicable to every ease. In a
light soil in good condition, Barley sown thin is rather advan-
tageous to the Grasses, by shading them from the sun. The
time of sowing, in this case, is about the end of March.il/.

Manure.—Amicus.—Your Butcher's heap is a treasure. Mix it

with ashes, or charcoal, or cinder-sifiings, or peat, or black
mould of any sort, and it will be fit for all purposes, capital
for Asparagus, and all vegetables.

t

Liquid Manure.—J#«0m7H«s.—The best time for applying liquid
manure is when plants have just commenced to grow freely
and it may be continued at intervals during their growing sea-
son. If applied to plants in a dormant state, it will do them
great injury. %

Heavy Land.—A. B. C—Pare and burn your land if you can •

or mix brick and lime-rubbish with itj orjime it well. Or give
it gypsum, which is better than lime.

Dyers' Wood.—J. K.—All the refuse woods of the dyers are good
manure if you can get them to rot. Should that be impossible
char them, and they are admirable for destroying the offen-
siveness of cloacine. If you cannot do that, burn them, and
their ashes are good manure. If, however, you will mix
them with putrefying animal manure, such as fish, or blood or
carcases, they will probably decay. Those which are imprccr-
natcd with sulphuric or nitric acid are the best; the acids
themselves must decay them somewhat. As to any salts of
tin they may contain, we do not know whether tin is injurious
And, at any rate, if you add lime to the mass, the tin will be
separated in an insoluble state, and can do no harm.t

Vines.—A Country Vicar —In a greenhouse where the height of
the front sashes is feet, and where Vines are considered as a
secondary object, we would recommend you, now that vou
have trained the Vines to the required height, to rub off all the
buds which appear between the lower part of the stem and the
angles of the roof. The Vines should be trained singly under
each rafter, and as light is essential to the welfare of your other
plants, they should be pruned upon the close spur system, men-
tioned at p. 603 of the Chronicle for 1 842. As a means of check-
ing the bursting of their buds too early in the spring, you might
secure the Vines close to the glass of the roof, where the tem-
perature, particularly at night, is several degrees below that of
the lower portion of the house, t Cambridge.—The best
white Grape for growing in a house with the Black Hamburgh
is the White Sweetwater. There is no Muscat which we can
recommend as sufficiently hardy to place with them. Wilmot's
New Muscat is the Chasselas Musque.l A.S.—We can easily
believe that the flowers of the Vines were destroyed, although
the leaves were not affected. Only consider the difference
between these organs j the leaves firm and half- matured; the
flowers young, tender, and quite incapable of resisting any
evil atmospherical influence. At the same time we must beg to
doubt whether the mischief you describe could have arisen
from not giving air. Depend upon it, the cause was something
else.f

Roses.—Mary.—We must refer you to any of our British Floras
for information as to the wild Hoses of this country. The term
" Dog " seems one of reproach.t

Yellow Rose.— J. V.M.—The new Persian Double Yellow Hose,
advertised at p. 82, is an entirely different variety from Rosa
Harrisonii; it is very like the old double yellow.*

Teoiveolum tuberosum.—A. P.—The conditions under which
the tubers of this plant are most likely to flower, are, when they
are incited into growth early in the season, and planted out at
the foot of a warm south wall, where the soil is very dry. The
tubers should be rested, or taken from the soil annually, other-
wise they will deteriorate, t

Phlox Dbummondl-A Country Vicar.— It is singular, ina genus
where all the other species are perennial, that this alone should
partake of the character of an annual. Strictly speaking, it
can scarcely be considered as such, because its duration may
be prolonged during a second season -

3
but although this is the

case, it never succeeds so well, as when fresh plants are raised
from seed every year, t

Mimulus.—Paidos.-Thc following are some of the most distinct
varieties ofMimulus ;—M. cardmalis, roseus, yar. Maclaiuianus,

roseus, variegatus, and Smithii. They may be procured of any
respectable nurseryman, t

Turkey Oak.— J. J. C—The Levant or Turkey Oak is very com-
mon, and may be procured of any nurseryman.

t

Bann'Atic Globk Thistle.—J. J. C—This plant is only grown
in Botanic Gardens in this country, from whence possibly the

seed can be procured.}
Ick-Plant.—A Young Lady.—The Ice-plant is one of the annual
Mesembryanthemums, and succeeds best when sown on a slight

hot-bed towards the end of March. The young plants, when
large enough, should be potted off, several in a pot, in poor,

sandy soil, and kept in a frame or greenhouse, protected from
frost. Towards the end of May they may be planted out in the
open border, as they will bloom much more freely there than
when kept in pots.t

Climbers.—M.N. O., who has a brick summer-house, which he
is desirous of surrounding with climbers, had better procure for
the S. side Clematis azurea grandiflora, Bign6nia radicans, and
Jasminum officinale: for the W., Clematis Hendersonii, De
L'isle and Bougainville Roses : for the N. and E. sides, Capri-
folium gratum and sempervirens, Clematis flammula, and Am-
pelopsis quinquefolia. As the soil consists of pure clay, he
should remove it at least 3 feet from the wall to the depth of
2 feet, and replace it with a mixture of turfy loam, leaf-mould,
and lime-rubbish ; a layer of the latter being placed at the
bottom previously to throwing in the soil, i

Egyptian Silk Plant.—J. J. C— It is not likely that this plant,
mentioned at p. Go, can be obtained in the nurseries ; it may,
perhaps, be met with in the gardens of the curious. t

Ckreus speciosissimus.—A Country Vicar.—It is an unusual
thing upon a plant of this description for aperfectly healthy bud,
which did not open last year, to continue vigorous throughout
the winter, and to be expanding now. t

Gesnera zebrina.—J. M.—By no means cut down this plant,
but let it gradually die back and sink to rest. Those who
advise you to cut it down cannot be gardeners ; or, if they are,
they do not understand the first principles of their business.f

Poliantiies tuberosa.—R. D. and I. K. S. — To flower the
Tuberose in the open air, the bulbs should be started in a mo-
derately warm frame, and planted out, towards the end of
May, in a sunny, sheltered, border. The bottom of the border
should consist principally of well-decomposed manure, and
should be covered to the depth of six inches with light sandy
loam, in which the bulbs should be planted. Success in this
case will depend greatly upon the season, and upon having
good bulbs, which should be planted just as they are received.
When grown in pots the same soil should be used, the plants
should be kept near the glass, and they should receive a liberal
supply of water when growing, t

Clianthus ruNicEus.—Z.—This plant belongs to the Legu-
minous order, and is a native of the banks of the Thames, in
New Zealand. It is only in very favourable situations that it

will succeed in the open air in this country. To grow it in
perfection, it should be planted in the border of a conservatory,
in a mixture of loam and peat, with plenty of room for both its

roots and branches to spread. It may likewise be cultivated
in a pot, but seldom repays the trouble. The atmosphere
of the house should be kept moist, and the plants should be
occasionally syringed on fine mornings, as it is extremely liable

to be attacked by the red- spider, t

Pelargoniums.—C— It is not advisable to stop Pelargoniums
later than the present month or the beginning of March, if you
wish to insure their blooming well. If this operation is per-
formed at a later period, the flowering is weak and uncertain. A
portion of your stock should be kept back by shifting it into
larger pots, and by keeping those not in bloom in a situation

where they are not exposed to excitement; by removing
the most forward to the greenhouse as the buds show colour,
3-ou will be able to maintain a succession of flowering plants
for a considerable time.*

Auriculas.— O. C. W.—The gradual disappearance of your
seedling Auriculas is not the effect of an insect, but is to be
attributed to their shanking or damping oif. This is occasioned
by watering on the top, or by sudden changes of temperature.
It was injudicious to remove them to a Vinery and place them
on a flue; and we recommend you to replace them in a frame
and cover them with a handglass in addition. If they require
watering, set the pots in pans of water until the moisture rises

to the surface, and give air very gradually. We recommend
you in future to sow in February, keeping the seeds in the pods
during winter; after sowing, press the soil gently down, that
the young plants, when they make their appearance, instead of
being loose, may be firmly attached to the earth.*

Da ulias.—B. AT. C.—Not knowing the sorts you already possess,

we cannot recommend you 12 Dahlias to add to your collection.

You had better refer to Vol. ii. p. 793, and choose a dozen not
at present in your possession; or to p. 239, where the colours

arc given.*
Peach-trkes.— G. G.W.—Supposing Peach-trees to be trained

on a wire trellis, removed one inch or more from the wall,

there is little doubt but it would occasion a current of air be-

tween the branches and the bricks, which would retard the

ripening of the fruit, and might cause the wood to be less ma-
tured than when nailed to the wall. *

Gooseberriiss.-S. <?.—In point of flavour no Gooseberry with
which we are acquainted equals the Red Champagne.

II

Figs —S. G.—The brown Turkey Fig is one of the very best for

forcing, as well as for out-of-doors cultivation. Itisthc same as
Lee's Perpetual.il

Apricots.-S. G.-The Royal Apncot is equal to the Moorpark
in size and quality, and ripens about 10 days earlier.

||

Strawberriks.-J- J- C.-The proportion in which nitrate of

soda has been successfully applied to strawberries, is 3 oz. to

the square yard, sprinkled regularly over the surface of the bed

hist as the plants are beginning to grow. Although it may
failure the foremost leaves, the succeeding ones will soon push
forth with redoubled vigour.!

PauNiNo.-Perri/.-Whether the shoots of your vigorous young
Pear-tree should be cut little, or much, or not at all, will depend
unon whether you intend it to be trained as a standard, or dwarf,

or aeainst a wall. In the latter case you must cut immediately

above such buds as would be desirable for furnishing shoots in

the ensuing season. ||

Pears.- Cestus says-" I grafted a Swan's- egg Pear on a Summer
Benramot, and had therefrom last year, the first of its bearing,

a fair crop. livery Pear rotted
;
but the produce of the parent

tree kept sound till very nearly the middle of January." [Fruit

"from young trees that are growing vigorously or from such

*"as have been recently grafted, does not generally keep so well

is that from older trees, in which the sap is not so watery.]
|]

Grafting.—B. IF.—Where grafting-clay can be employed, no

nitchv composition is equal to it, inasmuch as cuttings will

keen alive for a much longer period in substances of an earthy

nature than they will in those which are impervious to mois-

ture This has been proved to be the case.||

riTriTMBERS —W. G. K. I?.—We are not aware that Young's

Phamoion Cucumber can be procured in the trade.

I1MKCT8\—Amicus.—YQn cannot get rid of your insects without

rmmintr the risk of injuring your Peas. If you could sulphur

them, you would probably have the best chance ofgaining your

Tir^^l-PflWos.—You must consult the advertisements.—

-

M. N.—.AH such inquiries should be addressed to Booksel-

r™s*E SEEPS.-AP.-The treatment of the seeds of tender

Tmuiols will no doubt be applicable to Chinese seeds. SowS anv lifflit soil, in well-drained pots, and place them in

a warm greenhouse ; covering the seeds with more or less soil,

arrnrdinir to their size, t

Fi nwrr Pots.—Bristol.—The scale of dimensions given at p. 577.

of 1842; is correct, and&ives the average size of the flow-pots

in use in the neighbourhood of London. Your suggestion is
good, but the method of distinguishing them by the cast is now
so universally adopted that it would be almost impossible to
alter it. t

Lawns.—Amicus.—Your lawn appears to want draining. If that
is done, and you water it with gas-water, diluted, you will get
rid of Moss and reedy Grasses. You may then make good
bare places with Lawn-grass-seeds.f

Hares.—J. G.—We fear there is no means of keeping these ani-
^mals off plants, except by surrounding the latter with a net,
ii or wire-fence. A good and cheap plan of one was exhibited at
the last meeting of the Horticultural Society.f

Ward's Cases.—Mary.—Plants in these contrivances are not
excluded from the air ; it is chiefly dust which is kept off them.
It is impossible to exclude air from anything not hermetically
sealed.t __

Packing Plants.—A Subscriber:—Ward's cases are the best
medium in which Fuchsias, Camellias, and similar plants, can
be forwarded to the Cape.t

Miscellaneous.—W. B.—Your first question we do not under-
stand. With regard to the second, your plant is Griffinia hya-
cinthina,averyrareand fine bulbous plant with blue flowers.f

R. G. Y.—We cannot advise you. t Flora, Brighton.—In-
close your address with six post-office labels to the office, and
the Number shall be sent you. H. //•—We should suppose

that one coat of the varnish recommended at p. 55 will be

sufficient.^: A. B. Z. will find an answer to his question in

another part of the Papcr.t J. C. L.—Your plant is Isochihis

prdlifer.t M. 2?.—Your insect is the Humming-bird Hawk-
moth. The Oak is Quercus coccinea.t Z. Z.—We appre-

hend that those who wish to procure hybridized Fuchsia-seed

must save it themselves.! Flora.—Send them to the office.

. W. /. — The Horticultural Society is infinitely obliged

to you, and would be glad to know whom to thank. he

Acacia is A. verticillata; the two other plants are apparently

Callitris australis.t H. T. £.-You asked us what Quercus

virens heterophylla is, and we told you we did not know it.

You now say, the nurseryman who sold it you refers you to
" Loudon's Magazine for January." If so, that nurseryman is

in the wrong. In the February, not January, Number for 1843,

mention is made of a Quercus heterophylla ; said to be grow-

ing in the nursery of Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth. That
plant has long since been described, and, as it is Philadelphian,

is probably hardy. But what has Quercus heterophylla to do
with Quercus virens heterophylla? the two species have no-
thing in common. Q, heterophylla is probably hardy.t

J. T. C—Your plant is Acacia pubescens. J. S. M.—Infi-

nitely obliged for your hints, which are sent to the author of

the Amateur's Garden, and to our agricultural correspondent,

M. J. B. W.—An assistant secretary, who receives an an-

nual salary for his services, is not entitled to vote as one of

the committee in virtue of his office j he must be specially ap-
pointed a member of the committee, otherwise he is only their

servant.t 1- it. S.—The article was printed exactly as we
received it, at least we read it so ; and wre do not understand
how the allusion to Forsyth is to be altered.t B. W.—The
Pears you mention are not known. || A Subscriber.—Your
Apples are— 1, 10, Fearn's Pippin; 2, Dutch Mignonne; 3, 6,

King of the Pippins ; 4, Norfolk Beaufin; 5, Blenheim Pippin;

8, Court of Wick ; 9, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 11, Rymer; 12, Hol-

landbury. The Pears are— 13, Catillac; 1-1, Buchanan's Spring

Beurre, or Winter Beurre of some. ||
W. F.- Fivepence each

will be alio wed for your duplicate Numbers, if in good condi-

tion. A Constant Reader.—Try the Early Nimble Pea.f

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week

.

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d.

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered m any part of London by remitting a Post-

office order to this Office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The thanks of both Houses of Parliament were unani-

mously voted on Monday night to the Governor-General

of India, and to the officers and men, Native as well as

British, for their services during the military operations

in Afghanistan. The vote was moved by the Duke of

Wellington in the House of Lords, and by Sir R. Peel in

the House of Commons. The Duke entered into a

succinct historical narrative of the disturbauces which led

to the insurrection in Cabul, and traced the course of

operations adopted by the respective Generals, from the

arrival of Lord Ellenborough, down to the final triumph

which planted the British standard for the second time on

the walls of the Bala Hissar. He dwelt with admiration

on the conduct of the troops, and claimed for them the

honour of having vindicated the British name, and the

character of the British Army, by their persevering and

heroic gallantry. Sir R. Peel also eulogised the achieve-

ments of the Generals, and particularly adverted to

the meritorious conduct of the inferior officers. lie

alluded to the heroism of Lady Sale, and paid a high

tribute of respect to the memory of Colonel Dennie.

It was impossible, he said, to describe all these services

without feeling pride in the British name. Such services

had proved that it was a name which the long interval of

peace had not impaired ; and they were an earnest that

further efforts, when occasion should recpiire, would con-

tinue to be made with glory and with triumph. Mr.

Hume moved an amendment for the purpose of deferring

the vote to the Governor-General, but it was negatived

without a division, and the vote was carried without a

dissentient voice, with the exception of Mr. Hume.—
On Tuesday Mr. Duncombe brought forward his motion
for a Parliamentary inquiry into the conduct of Lord
Abinger while presiding over the late special commission
in the manufacturing districts

; but, after a long debate, it

was negatived by a majority of 155.—On Thursday, in
both Houses, Mimsters announced their intention to
abide by the decision already made public by Sir James
Grahams letter to the Moderator of the General
Assembly, in reference to the non-intrusion question.
Mr. Walter's motion for a revision of the Poor-Law was
negatived on the same night by a majority of 68.
The accounts from France relate chiefly to the specu-

lations of parties on the approaching struggle respecting

the Secret Service Bill. In the preliminary discussions

on the appointment of the commission, Ministers obtained

a majority of 24, although the Opposition brought all
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their strength into the field. The division on the Bill is

looked for with great interest, the result being regarded

as a vote of confidence in the Cabinet.—The Madrid
papers contain a long and able manifesto addressed by the

Regent to the Spanish nation on the occasion of the ap-

proaching elections. After denouncing the intrigues

Which had succeeded in two instances, at Madrid and Bar-

celona, in disturbing the peace of the kingdom, he recom-

mends the electors to bestow their confidence on none but

men of acknowledged probity, and declares that his sole

ambition is to preserve and consolidate the liberties

of Spain, to protect the throne of Queen Isabella

against all attempts, and to resign into her hands

the authority which he exercises in her name on the

day fixed by the fundamental law. The accounts

from Barcelona state that the citizens have received

the concessions of the Regent with little apparent

gratitude, and continue to display determined hostility to

the garrison.—The Portuguese insurrection lias been

effectually suppressed, and a special commission has been

issued for the trial of the rioters. The tranquillity of

Oporto has not been disturbed since our last accounts,

and the population of Lisbon have shown no desire to

participate in the movement.—An insurrection broke out

at Genoa on the 13th inst, in opposition to a law autho-

rizing domiciliary visits. Several persons were killed or

wounded, but the affair ended by the proclamation of an

amnesty to the insurgents.—Accounts from the Levant

inform us that the differences between Austria and the

Porte are in progress of adjustment, by the mediation of

the British ambassador, and that the diplomatic relations

between the two Powers have been renewed.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and Princess Royal, are quite well. Her Majesty
has taken walking exercise during the week in the gar-

dens of Buckingham Palace. The Queen held a Court on
Monday, at which His Serene Highness the Prince of

Tour and Taxis was presented to her Majesty by the

Bavarian Minister. Her Majesty the Queen Dowager
will leave Canford on the 3d March, and proceed from
Southampton by a special train for the Metropolis. Her
Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent has arrived for the

season at Clarence-house, from Frogmore-lodge.
Parliamentary Movements.—Dr. Boyd has been elected

Member for the borough of Coleraine by a majority of 22
over Sir Hervey Bruce. Mr. Leslie, of Glasslough, has
been elected, without opposition, Member for county
Monaghan, vacant by the accession of Lord Rossmore to

the peerage. The Hon. Capt. Maxwell has been elected

Member for county Cavan without opposition, in the room
of the lite Col. Clements.

Official Appointments.—William Marshall, of Tre-

worgey, Esq., has been appointed Sheriff of the county of

Cornwall for the present year. It is said that Sir Francis

Bond Head is to be appointed Governor of the Cape
of Good Hope. A rumour prevails in military circles

that Sir Robert Sale will be appointed to the vacant

colonelcy of the 44th Regiment.

Jfowign.
France.—The leading topic in the Paris papers is the

selection of the commission which is to examine and re-

port upon the Bill just presented by Ministers for granting
an additional sum of 1,000,000 francs for the Secret Police
service. As this annual demand has, of late years, been
viewed as a vote of con6dence in the Cabinet, and party
animosity has seldom been more violent than it is at the
present moment, the preparations for the impending
struggle excite great interest. In presenting the Bill, the
Home Minister adverted thus to the state of France :

—

<lWe ask for a million of francs, as in preceding years. In
the one just elapsed, a deep calm has prevailed in the
country. No disturbance or agitation has checked the
rapid progress of public prosperity

;
yet all evil passions

are not extinguished, and all criminal designs are not re-

linquished. An active vigilance can alone maintain the
repose of society, and preserve it from fatal hazards

;

since the frightful calamity which has befallen France,
that vigilance has become more necessary than ever. We
should be guilty if we demanded not the means of exer-
cising it to its whole extent. We have the firm confidence

that they will not be denied us." The selection of the

commission took place on Saturday, when 413 Deputies
were present, 410 of whom voted. Of the nine selected
for the examination of the Bill, four belong to the Oppo-
sition, and five to the Ministerial party. Among the
former are M. Odillon Barrot, and M, de Lamartine,
who has now deserted the Conservative ranks. In this
preliminary trial of strength, Ministers obtained 217 and
their opponents 193 votes, although the Opposition
brought all their force into the field. Whole columns of
the journals are filled with the discussions which took
place in the several committees previous to the selection
of the commission. Ministers were harassed with ques-
tions of various kinds—the right of search continuing
the prominent topic. Nor W ere the recently-adjusted
differences with the fepanish Government suffered to
drop into oblivion, lhough unwilling to revive the re-
collection of the disagreement, M. Guizot was obliged to
declare that he had never asked for the mediation of
any foreign Government, and that far, from engaging
to recal M. de Lesseps from Barcelona, he had even
declined listening to any demand to that effect.

The Court of Cassation on Friday last rejected the appeal

of Jacques Besson, who, as our readers will recollect, was
tried and convicted at the late assizes of Lyons for the

murder of his master (M. de Marcellange), and con-

demned to death. This is the third time that the case

had been brought before the Court of Cassation. The
prisoner was first tried at the assizes of Puy, when he was
convicted, but the Court of Cassation ordered a new trial

at Riom, with a similar result. Some informality having
been discovered in the proceedings before that Court, the
conviction was again quashed, and a third trial was
ordered to be held at Lyons, where Besson was again con-
victed.—It is announced that the King will proceed to the
Invalides on the 5th May, the anniversary of the death of
the Emperor Napoleon, to lay the first stone of the tomb
destined to receive his remains.

Algeria.—The column which had marched from Cher-
chel, under the Governor- General of Algiers, against the

tribes of the west, had returned to that place on the 7th
inst. General Bugeaud had begun to lay the country
waste with fire and sword ; but in consequence of dreadful

weather and storms of snow and hail, during which it was
impossible to erect a tent or make a fire, he was obliged

to make \ hasty retreat into Cherchel. Steamers had
gone from Algiers to supply his troops with provisions.

—

The deputies of the commission of the budget, express

great discontent at the expenses of Algeria. In addition

to the three millions sterling ordinary, there are two mil-

lions sterling extraordinary expenses.

Spain.—The Madrid papers received this week contain

a manifesto addressed by the Regent, and signed by all the

Ministers, to the Spaniards, on the occasion of the ap-
proaching elections. After denouncing to them the
intrigues and artifices of the enemies of the country, who
had succeeded, in two instances, at Madrid and Barcelona,
in disturbing the peace of the Monarchy, and reminding
them of the clemency he had shown in repressing those

two rebellions, the Regent proceeds to vindicate his motive
for having dissolved the Cortes and convoked a new Legis-
lature. He then recommends his countrymen, before

they give their votes, to consider maturely if the citizeu

whom they are about to invest with their confidence be
competent and worthy to discharge the great and glorious

mission which would be reserved to the new Cortes. They
should be, he says, men of reason and sound advice, con-

versant with the wants and resources of the country
; it

mattered little to what party they belonged, if they were
attached to the constitution, and men of acknowledged
probity, averse to intrigue, and inaccessible to corruption.

The Regent then explains how he understands the duties

imposed upon himself by the confidence of his fellow-

citizens and the constitution. "I said, and I have sworn
a hundred times," he says, "that my sole ambition
was to preserve and consolidate the political and civil

liberty of our country, to protect the throne of Isabella
against all- attempts, and to deposit at her feet the autho-
rity which I exercise in her name on the day fixed by the

fundamental law. My desires are clear, precise, deter-

mined, and require neither explanation nor interpretation.

Rest assured I will keep my word. It is that firm resolu-

tion that has exposed me to the inveterate hostility with

which I have been assailed—I, a man of the people,
a soldier of fortune, favoured by chance, and less indebted
for my military successes to my capacity than to

the courage of our troops and the goodness of the

cause which I defend—the pacificator of the country,
the defender of the constitution of the throne and
our political institutions, could not expect to escape
the attacks of the deadly enemies of those objects

of which I am the tutelar eegis. They have strained

every nerve and had recourse to conspiracies, menaces,
insults, and calumnies to separate me from you and
from Europe, to deter me from my noble object, and,

if it were possible, to intimidate me !
" The Regent, in

conclusion, observes, that he is, in some measure, the re-

presentative of that national will which 30 years since op-
posed the direful aggression of Napoleon, and notwith-
standing the desertion of their princes, successfully main-
tained itself against that colossus. " I am the representa-

tive of that will which required civil and political liberty,

in order that Spain should not be exposed a second time
to such an ignominious outrage ; the same which pro-

claimed Isabella II., and defended her heroically against

the efforts of Don Carlos, and finally protected her in

September, and preserved her from the dangers of the

last insurrection. In this will is my force—in it I place

my confidence ; and if the legislators which you are about

to elect are penetrated with the same sentiments, the

grand work shall be crowned with success/' Private let-

ters state that the composition of this document is attri-

buted by some to S. Quintana, her Majesty's preceptor,

and by others to S. Antonio Gonzalez. The Opposition

papers continue to animadvert on the satisfaction given to

France by the Spanish Cabinet, which they stigmatise as

a most shameful proceeding. The manifesto of the Regent
is also a subject of angry comment. From Barcelona
we have received journals and advices of the 13th. The
population of that city is stated to have received with

little apparent gratitude the Regent's recent concessions,

and to display the same determined hatred towards the

garrison, which was again to consist of ten battalions, or

9,000 men. The political chief, Seiior Gutierrez, had
left Barcelona for Madrid and Corunna, to which latter

place he has been transferred in the same capacity of po-

litical chief. On the 12th the municipal elections com-
menced, and were expected to prove favourable to the

Moderados, or anti-Government party. The Spanish

troops were being withdrawn from the neighbourhood of

the French frontier, and marched to Barcelona, in conse-

quence of the unsettled state of that city.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to 13th inst. Oporto
remained tranquil, and the spirit of insurrection appeared

to be effectually suppressed. There had been no loss of

life or limb, and but two wounded persons had been car-

ried to the hospital. One of the Opposition journals had
been suppressed. Four Septembrist leaders had been
arrested, and awaited trial by a special commission ; while

two others had been ordered to leave the Portuguese terri-

tory without delay by the military "authorities. Lord
Aberdeen's reply to the so-called ultimatum of Portugal

had not been yet received, but in the highest political

circles the belief prevailed that the tariff would be speedily

reduced. Memorials had poured into the Chambers from
Carcavellos, Oeiras, Almada, &c, praying for the relief of

the distressed wine interests of Estremadura. The 10th
instant was celebrated at Lisbon as a grand gala-day, in

commemoration of the restoration of the Charter.

Belgium.— The Government papers last received

contain the official promulgation of the treaties between
Belgium and the Netherlands. The Belgian Coloniza-
tion Company having announced that every society ought
to have religion for its basis, has applied to the Provin-
cial of the Jesuits in Belgium, who has appointed two
members of that order as missionaries. The church of
St. Thomas will be dedicated to St. Louis, as a testimony
of gratitude to the Queen of the Belgians, who has been
pleased to become the protectress of the first settlers.

Switzerland.—An insurrectionary movement mani-
fested itself at Geneva on the evening of the 13th inst.

The tocsin was immediately sounded, and the insurgents,

who mostly belonged to the suburb of St. Gervais, the

centre of the partisans of the movement, gained possession

of two of the city gates. A collision took place between
them and the troops, in which 30 persons were said to

have been either killed or wounded. Among the dead
were Messrs. Fournier, Major of the place, and M. Fecli,

a Councillor of State. The insurgents marched against

the Hotel de Ville, the seat of the Government, but failed

in their attempt to carry it. An attack was equally made
against the powder-mill, which was vigorously defended,
and remained in the hands of the Government. The move-
ment was occasioned by a law voted on the 13th by the

Council of State, authorizing the police to institute domi-
ciliary visits in order to discover the hiding-place of a
foreigner expelled from the Canton. The affair ended by
the Grand Council issuing, on the proposal of the Council
of State, an amnesty to the Radical insurgents. The
papers of the 17th state that the tranquillity of the city

has not been again disturbed since the termination of the

collision and the publication of a general amnesty. The
affair is said to be distressing to the interests of the

inhabitants, for several of the foreign families who, even
at this season of the year, usually reside at Geneva,
and contribute largely to its prosperity, have natur-
ally taken alarm, and quitted it; but in other respects

it appears to have been of little importance. As regards
loss of life, very few persons on either side were killed,
and the number of wounded, as stated above, does not
exceed thirty.—The Zurich Gazette of the 10th inst.

states, that at a
\

meeting of the great Council of Argau,
held on the 8th inst., the important question of the con-
vents was discussed, and that a commission appointed to
examine the affair, had reported to the following effect :—u Argau does not acknowledge the right of the Vorort
to criticise its interpretations ; it therefore rejects its in-

tervention, and renders it responsible for whatever may
happen." The conclusions of the commission were
adopted by the Council by a majority of 105 votes to 46.

Germany.—According to the last accounts from Berlin,
the Council of State had terminated the examination of
the project of a new penal code for the entire kingdom,
prepared by the committee charged since 1825 with the
revision of the Prussian laws. Among the modifications
introduced in the new code are the abolition of hard labour
m chains, branding and mutilation, the suppression of all

accessory penalties intended to aggravate the pain of death,
except as regarded parricides and regicides, who are to be
attached to a cow or ox-hide, and drawn by two horses
through the principal streets of the town, from the prison
to the scaffold, and the substitution of the axe for the
sword and guillotine.—The Hanoverian papers are filled

with accounts of the ceremonies at the marriage of the
Crown Prince on the 18th ; and of the reception of the
King of Prussia, who arrived from Berlin on the 17th inst.

Greece.—Letters from Athens of the 31st ult. an-
nounce that the Greek Government had at last prepared
a regular budget, which had been communicated to the

Ministers of the three protecting Powers. The receipts
of the kingdom were calculated for 1843, at 15,GG9,795
drachmas, and the expenditure at 18,660,482, showing a
deficit of 2,996,687 drachmas. A Royal decree had been
issued, ordering the establishment of post-offices.

Turkey.—Accounts from Constantinople to the 1st
inst. state that the diplomatic relations between the
Porte and Austrian Legation have been renewed, and the
differences that were likely to have caused much incon-

venience to both parties will be finally settled in the course
of a few days, assurances having been given that the
Ottoman Government will take immediate steps to make
such arrangements relative to the steam navigation of the
Black Sea by Austrian vessels, as will be satisfactory to

the Court of Vienna and the parties interested It is now
rumoured that Russia has shown a determination to

resume the Servian affair with pertinacity, and that the
language held by the Russian Ambassador is an echo of
the Emperor's letter. Hitherto this language has pro-
duced no effect upon the Porte. Captain Williams, R.A.,
having recovered from his indisposition, was on the point of
taking his departure upon his mission to Erzeroom, accom-
panied by Mr. Curzon, private secretary to Sir S. Canning.

Egypt-—Letters from Alexandria of the 27th ult.

state that the mortality amongst oxen throughout Egypt
still prevailed, and that the Pasha was about to despatch

t
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« . ~Z \ ^T ol,Vi«- nermission to pur- I
of Lord EUenborough was distinctly approved, and deprecated

an officer to Constantmople, to solicit P^i mission to pur I

-his caution" had been treated by the Mar-

chase oxen and horses atErlteroorm Mehemet All had
Qf Lansdowne . He then proceeded to show by extract

been slightly indisposed, but was by the last accounts

convalescent, and was expected to return to Alexandria,

in order to dispose of his stock of cotton and corn.^

West Indies.—The mail-steamer Trident arrived at

Falmouth on Wednesday, bringing Mexican, West India,

and other mails, having sailed from St. Thomas s on the

27th January, from Bermuda the 4th, and from Fayal the

14th inst., with 52,000 dollars on freight and 13 passen-

gers. The accounts from Jamaica are to the 17th Jan.,

and are, on the whole, satisfactory, the only exception

being that occasioned by a recent visitation of severe

weather, experienced on the north side of the island,

where the heavy rains had so swollen the rivers as in

many places to cut up and carry away portions of land

and live stock. St. Mary's, Trelawney, Hanover, and St.

James's, appear to have been the parishes more particu-

larly visited by the floods, but in the former alone do they

seem to have been so violent in their effects, and there,

happily, not attended wi th any loss of human life.

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Monday.-ThQ Dukk of Wki.mnoton brought forward the

motion of which he had given notice, of thanks to the Governor.

General of India, to the commanders ofhccrs, and men emp oyed

in the late military operations in Affghan Stan. He entered into

a succinct historical narrative of the d usturbances w ^pre-
vailed throughout Afghanistan, ami which led to the tomtttc-

tion in Cabul: and traced the subsequent disasters of our army

through the disorganisation, and discouragement, and treachery

that beset them, until, being reduced to a mere undisciplined

mass they were either destroyed or taken prisoners, with the

sinele exception of Dr. Brydon. He attributed much of the dis-

organisation and discouragement that followed the insurrection

at Cabul to the continuance of the negotiations with the persons

who were considered to be at the head of it, and said these dis-

asters were chiefly owing to the wants of provision and trans-

port under which the army suffered. After this series of mis-

fortunes, the Government had made an effort to collect troops,

and to save the garrisons and troops in Jellalabad ond other

places. The present Governor-General had arrived on the 28th

Feb and gave his first order on the 15th March. The junction

of Sir Robert Sale's forces with those under General Pollock was

the first operation accomplished, and the object of the Govern-

ment then was to have a communication established between the

several garrisons, and to obtain a release of the prisoners. Lord

Ellcnborough continued his efforts to carry out this policy by

reinforcing the garrison at Candahar, and by supplying the

other troops with the means of conveyance, with ammunition,

and provisions, and by corresponding constantly with all persons

likely to aid or assist him in his objects. He endeavoured to

ascertain the time when it would be most expedient, in reference

to their health, for the troops to return ;
and the order of the 15th

March clearly indicated that he did not intend they should again

embark in the conquest of Afghanistan. The order of the 19th

April had been given after Lord Ellcnborough had received in-

formation of the failure of a detachment to force the Bolan
Pass, and when it was determined the army should remain until

the period most convenient for their health to retire. The pub-

lished correspondence showed that the opinions of the Generals

were that it would have been inexpedient to withdraw the troops

from Afghanistan until October, and it was on accouut of these

opinions that the Governor-General, on the 4th July, "sent .in-

structions of the handsomest kind" to General Nott at Candahar,
" the handsomest that any officer ever received." General Nott
had accepted that order in the most gallant spirit, and had exe-

cuted his instructions in the most honourable and noble manner.

Having placed himself in correspondence with General Pollock,

the latter moved forward, and in the very valley where the disas-

ter occurred to our troops, he gained a signal victory, following

success after success, until he arrived at Cabul ; and on the 16th

September hoisted the English standard on its walls. His

brother-General, who had advanced from Candahar on the same

day destroyed Ghuznee, and thus were our calamities repaired.

The Governor- General had given his first order on the 15th

March and between that day and the 16th September, the mis-

fortunes that had occurred were remedied. But this was not aU.

The prisoners who had been in the hands of the enemy had been

liberated. By the 25th Sept. they were all restored. He would

not say a word as to the policy of the former Governor- General,

but felt bound to say that in resigning his position he had done

all he could to assist his successor. For the signal services he

had mentioned, the noble Duke called upon their Lordships to

accord the vote of thanks of which he had given notice.

Earl Auckland, while he acknowledged with satisfaction that

no blame had been cast on him by the Duke of Wellington, was
anxious to point out what the conduct of the Indian Government
had been while he presided over it. The disaster had been un-

expected and though a large force had been destroyed at Cabul,

he had been advised that the force there had been more than

sufficient for any emergency. He had been even pressed to

Withdraw a portion of it as unnecessary. He had been placed in

an emharrassintr position, having sentm his resignation three orCr moufte betoc the news of the disaster reached him. When
he heard of the insurrection his successor was on the seas and
nothing then remained for him to do but to give to him all the

assistance he could. He had sent several regiments, amounting
to 7,800 men, across the Punjaub ;

and on hearing of the death

of Sir W M'Naufrhten be directed an increase of 3000 men to be

made to' that force. Measures had also been taken to supply

General Nott with transports. For the further relief of General

Notfhi had Erected General Pollock to penetrate the Bolan

Pass- and it was bv the prosecution of these measures that

success^ beXteLS! The Noble Lord who succeeded hirn

had acted with zeal and ability m supplying the wanfa
i
of the

army. No man could more cordially join in every satisfaction

at the glorious results of the military operations under the ad,

ministration of the Governor-General. ,

The Marquess of Lansdownk, after considering the words of

the noble Duke's motion, felt that he could consistently concur

in the praise it bestowed To the means left by his predecessor,

Lord Ellcnborough had undoubtedly brought all the means
necessary for the success of his plans. From peculiar circum-

stances three at least of the generals had been lef ^^ upon

themselves a responsibility which they could not have expected

• involving the character and honour of this country The conduct

of Generals Sale, Pollock, and Nott, was certainly such as Pai-

liament should acknowledge. The extreme caution of the Go-

vernor-General in his despatches was remarkable; but he did

not refer to it for the purpose of casting any censure on his

conduct, but of doing full justice to the services of the military

officers.—Lord Fitzgicrald would be able to show from the

documents produced that the extreme caution imputed to Lord

Ellcnborough did in no instance prevent the advance suggested
to the general officers serving under him. Even the despatch in

which he directed the withdrawal of the troops held out the hope
of future operations, and showed that his object was to seek

retribution for the disasters that had occurred.—The Marquess
of Clanricarde did not agree in the great merit attributed |by

Lord Fitzgerald to the instructions issued on the 15th March.
!t did not appear that Lord EUenborough had made any stipula-

tion for the restoration of prisoners, as he only said it " might
become a question."—Lord Brougham drew from the universal

acquiescence; ia this yote the conclusion that the general conduct

from his orders and despatches, how erroneous were the vanot3

imputations which had been laid to the Governor-General s

charge, especially with respect to the recovery of the Pris°ners,

and contrasted the language of the Opposition within the House

with that which had been used by their ordinary supporters

elsewhere. If any were yet unconvinced, he challenged them to

bring forward their complaints for immediate discussion. He
would not comment upon the style of the proclamations which

had been the subject of so much censure, but which were un-

worthy of notice when his public conductwas taken into account.

He declared that Lord Ellcnborough was a truly pious Christian,

and that the proclamations did not bear the interpretation put

upon them. He joined heartily in the expression of approbation

and thanks to all those for whom such honours were now de-

manded, and in gratitude to Providence for having vouchsafed

to relieve our armies of the great, though temporary, stain that

was upon them, ourteouncilsof a most grievous embarrassment,

and our Indian empire from the peril which at one moment ap-

peared almost greater than the unaided efforts of man could

have sufficed to overcome.—The Bishop of Salisbury guarded

himself from being considered as agreeing with the words used

by Lord Brougham with respect to the proclamation about the

gates of Somnauth. Should the subject of that proclamation be

brought before their Lordships, he was sure it would be con-

sidered by every one of them a most unhappy accompaniment to

these proceedings.—The Bishop of Chichester concurred with

his Right Rev. Friend.—Lord Brougham insisted that neither he

nor any one else had dreamt of showing any preference to one

pagan religion over another in defending the words of this pro-

clamation. Notwithstanding what he would call the miserable

clatter raised about this proclamation, he was ready to prove

that the words used in it could not be forced into any such con-

struction.—The Earl of Minto rose to save himself from being

supposed to express more than his satisfaction at the ability and

judgment with which Lord EUenborough had applied the re-

sources of the empire, in aid of the operations begun by his pre-

decessor. This was, in his opinion, an unprecedented motion,

for he was not aware of the thanks of Parliament having been

previously voted for such services to a person who had not been

the author and originator and conductor, at the same time, of the

successes.—The vote was then passed without opposition.

Tuesday.—Lord Wharncmki'k replied to a question by Lord

Brougham, referring to the erection of the new Houses of Parlia-

ment, and stated that the Victoria Tower being the heaviest part

of the building, which would probably settle down considerably,

it would be desirable to wait until it was carried to a certain

height before the remaining portion of the pile should be con-

structed. Both houses would be carried up together, but that

would not prevent that for the use of their Lordships from being

completed before the other. He understood it would be ready

for their reception in 1845. He thought that perhaps the appoint-

ment of a committee to make inquiries into the matter would be

desirable. On the motion of the Marquess of Claniucardk the

appointment of a committee to examine the architect was agreed

to.—The Archbishop of Cantbrbury, the Bishop of Rochester,

the Bishop of Lincoln, and the Bishop of Bangor presented

petitions against the union of the sees of Bangor and St. Asaph.

The Archbishop of Canterbury expressed himself opposed to the

prayer of the petitions. m _ , _ T _ ,

Thursday.-In reply to a question by Lord Campbell, Lord

Wharnclifke said there had lately been a decision of the Court

of Session respecting what were called the quoad sacra parishes,

and an appeal against that decision had been sent up-to the

House of Lords. Until that appeal had been decided, it would be

impossible for her Majesty's Government to determine whether

or no they would propose a measure on the subject to Parlia-

ment. Should that decision be confirmed. Government were of

opinion that inconveniences might arise with respect to church

extension: and, therefore, should the decision be confirmed,

Government would feel disposed to originate some measure to

meet the inconvenience. With respect to the question of what

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—Six R. Peel, in pursuance of his notice, moved the

thanks of the House to the Governor-General of India, and to the

officers and men, both British and native, for their services in the
late military operations of Afghanistan. He began by disclaim-

ing all intention of casting any political reflection, even in the
remotest way, upon the course previously pursued by Lord
Auckland's government} and, after alluding- to the general cha-

racter of wild and romantic interest attaching to those distant

services, explained the position of affairs at the accession of Lord
EUenborough. He related the outbreak of the rebeUion, the

movement of Sir R. Sale from Cabul to Jellalabad, and the

attack then made upon the British, including the murder of Sir

A Rnrnes * the preparation of a military force by Lord Auck-
land the news which reached him of further disasters, and his

sSenaent orders to Generals Pollock and Nott for the with-SS?& It was but just to say, that with the dis-S thi« exercised bv Lord Auckland, Sir Jasper Nicholas

onlSonS coinc ded. It was easy to criticise that discretion

at This' iSffance ?n?kfter the event; but in his (Sir R. Peel's)

state of affairs, however, at tne arrival
„ H -,,tpri a „ew noliev

being undoubtedly very discouraging,
,

he adopted 3^ had on
of which the objects had been all ^cornplished ™e

fc

hehad on

the 19th April, directed General Nott to retire
:

irom wnuanar ,

but Lord EUenborough had then received news of tie surrender

of Ghuznec, and of the failures of Genei^ Englantt in tne

attempt to relieve General Nott; ^d, rneanwlnleGeneraJ Pol-

lock and General Nott had been writing to the Governor.

General to represent the difficulties of their respective posi

tions. The loss of beasts of burden, ^dispensable for securuig

a supply of food, had amounted in a few "^^^e":""?!!
of 30,000 animals. These circumstances were *n »™^.u8t

£e
cation of Lord Ellenborough's first order of ™th

^f
* '

nock
then proceeded to specify the serves of Gcneials *oUock,

Nott, and Sale. General Pollock, on arriving at the scene ot

his duty, had visited the hospitals-had^ provided for the care
s

01

the sick, as well as for the comfort of the effective troops-""*

had brought them back from a state of unpleasant feebng to a

„„„i„„o a „A wni anii-it. as it am)eared from Quintus Curtius,

than two

wm generally called non- intrusion, her Majesty's Government

h-nl lately laid down their views on the subject in a letter which

ad been made public, and to those views it was their intention

i£-»«Vto adhere.—Lord Brougham said that with respect to

ti,P niiestlon of non-intrusion, he was glad to find that his noble

Friend adhered strictly to the able, luminous, and learned argu-
Frieiici ao."

Friend the Secretary of State for the
ment of^^ had read the whole of that lctter with
Home Depa'tmen ^^ egt satisfaction _ ^
the excevtion^o ^p frequently decided on this point> and

h° • T^rHsMns had repeatedly confirmed by a unanimous
their Jordsmps ^ Qf ^ Scottish courts of law> The
vote the ace ^^ declared to the Church of Scot .

aw had, tueic ,_
aulhority> and he must say that it was

land by tne » e
= ority f the representatives of that church

discreditable ww J

usl tQ their Qwn views insteadof setting.

>

to adheie so.pan

.

&n exaraple of submission to the laws
a
? P*?SS No man grudged them the right of deciding

of their country

.

t but their intolerable claim was, that
upon all sP"'h* thev should be the sole judges as to what was
on every queswon_i y

tter# No country, no Government
or vyas not a sp»» „reater than that of the law was to be
could exist it apo» b

islature . They had no chance,
vested in anyjbody but he i^^ ^ extravagant^
however, °/

»

C°°^P"
iaW

b
s to break, new Acts of Parliament to

and to give them new jaw ^ hig Q undig.ni.

violate, would be boot ess, vd^
iiament__The ^ q{

s^
fied procedure on tops«

f tlie noble Lord (Lord Wharn .

felt quite ^"JJ^*®? satisfaction in Scotland, since it would
cliffe) would give

g
e»tjans which mQre than a thi

tend to put fn^-^ijitation in the country.-Lord Campbkl*
else tended to keep up dg ^ church of Scotland werc
said that demanas

yery erly been rejected by her
wholly ^admissible. » ^ d Campbell; mightf however,
Majesty's Government. ^^ & reasonablc view would stm
be allowed to express

^ and ^ the calamity might yet be
be taken of the gg^J of nearly half the clergy from the
warded on ui »

the consequences of such a secession with
church. He
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100

, "if,n Not that he sympathized with the
grief and appreneubi^^^ ThetWanhatthey would acquire would
leaders iu the move serious inconveniences, even if they
secure them again

;j connexion with the Church. But it would
should renounce wejj

f clergymen in obscure parts of
be very different wun i

heart bJeed tQ think Qf th(j aitaB^,oe very """-»—- made his heart bleed to tninK oi tne situation
the country, ami«» themselves and their families. Their
in which theyT' ware that there was a fund for the widows
Lordships might
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do *
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nisters of the Church of Scotland, which
and orphans ot bw

h„nefit, but the advantages of which would
was of the greatest o

thoge ministers who seceded from the
be lost by the mm

, wever there was still time for reflection,

church. Henopeu'
MlNT0 moved for returns respecting the

Friday.-The *<w e had bccn less ship-building last year

navy, and aske"7tpmuiated.—The Duke of Wellington doubted
than had been coute np ^ information required.-The Earl

the propriety of iurn & ^^ ^^ re&son why there leSg

of HAnDiNOioN exp^
^ had been contemplated, was, that it

ship-build.ng last year
mical to keep vessels already built in

was deemed more eco ^^ ^ reduced estimates for

good repair ^than to ^ ^.^ reluctance ;
bt it

the present.year-m Qf the finances, some reductions

was felt that, owin iu
Ashburton expressed his regiet that

Ixwds, in defence of thetfrespccavt|, houldnever have been

to the wl»otewo^x|gj™^JJ^rove mischievous to the

eornmujuc^^J^ Ear
8
, MlNT0 withdrew lus moUon.

zealous and loyal spirit, as it appeared

that Alexander had done, in those very regions, more

thousand years ago, when discontent had crept in among the

Macedonian forces. He recapitulated the successive military

achievements of General Pollock, terminating with the capture

of Cabul. He then traced the victorious progress of Genera

Nott ; and after paying a tribute to the services also of the

Captains and Lieutenants, did justice to the high English spirit

which breathed in General Nott's letters. He eulogized the

many and great services of Sir R. Sale, his fortification of Jella-

labad interrupted as it had been by the shocks of an earthquake,

his gallant defence of that city, and his successful attack on

Akhbar Khan, checquered only by the loss of the brave Colonel

Dennie He then alluded to the-heroism of Lady Sale, and ot

the late Lieut. Sturt, whose valour she has touchingly comme-

morated It was impossible, he said, to describe all these services

without feeling pride in the British name ; those services had

proved that it was a name which the long interval of peace had

not imua red. and they were an earnest that further efforts, when

occasTo
P
n should require, would continue to be made with glory

and with triumph. tvipcp spnti

SosToSon?> He himself did not wish to detract trom any

praise which Lord EUenborough might have merited
;
but he

must cam some credit for Lord Auckland, since it was to Lord

Auckland" previous orders that,much ^o^theuUimate success

was due
Ellenboro

SS Ptitlve^r'e^n W^d^nce^utTrather *n mtim^ion c>f

the danger of advancing. He would not, however take upon

himself the responsibility of refusing a vote of thanks, which be

believed was in accordance with precedent.
«!-»«-.

Mr. Bankes thought, as theNoble Lord had shrunk from giving

his vote, he should also have shrunk from the invidious.observa-

tions he had made respecting Lord Ellcnborough.-Sir Hbnbt

Harmnob supported the motion in a speech replete with mi itary

details. Never in his opinion , had a British army des*rvcd better

of their country .-Sir E. Colkbrookk rejoiced to find the House

ready to accord their thanks and gratitude to the
.

b
t
^"^' ^, ?°

composed the army in Affghanistan, and he hoped there would be

no dissent from the motion.-Sir R. Inglis, though he ad op-

posed some of the proclamations of Lord EUenborough, con-

curred entirely in his military policy.-Mr Hume concurred m
the military vote ; but could not consent to the vote to the

Jf
ve*

nor-General. He moved that the thanks to UrdEto^g
be deferred.-Mr. Hoco thought the Hon. Member would act

wisely in withdrawing his motion. There never was
;

s time
;

wnen

the native troops were more severely tried, andJjever wuh
conduct themselves with greater valour and Persev^ uttlefoar
such troops, under the officers we possessed, tiiere

cm irc _Mr .
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t^^ accj[_

of the House on the smallest possible grounu •

uuwiuingness
dental inability of the generals to "tieat, an

d> tbesuc-
of the Affghans to accede to the teinis oi

.

pcac ^^ acllieved .

cesses which had been gained would never i _Ca tain bernal,
Colonel Tn o mas Wood supported t?e "ouo •

d from it that
having read the Blue-book attentivtlj

,

co
lf the thanks of

Lord EUenborough had fully earneowr
military successes,

the House for the share he had _hau in
h

.

g amendment.—Sir
He hoped that Mr. Hume would witn

r_Generalf in not giying

H. Douglas considered that tne >f
u
dyance jn the first instance,

positive orders to the generals w
ise p0sition, acted most

when he was uninformed oi ^Vr '

d t0 the good French maxim,
wisely. He had, in doing so, d„_c tain layard warmly sup-
" reculer pour mieux sautci

. ^^ th£_ Hon _ Member had
ported the motion, an

^„
r
n7 amendment.—Mr. C. Wood insisted

thought Proper to m^ove any ^ suppUes that Generai NoTT
that it was not ^^''ui appear from the papers, butin accord-

°%a.Sorders whS he
P
had received. The amendment

fi^,,,P oatived without a division, and the motion carried
wa

JJ
U

fa riKseiiUent voice, with the exception of Mr. Hume.W
m\

0,

Hutt, moved for leave to bring in a Bill for giving to the

rvrTwVi the sole power of naturalizing foreigners and enabling

them to have seats in the House of Commons and at the Council

Hoard Sir James Graham, while expressing his unwiUingness

to oppose the bringing in of the Bill, expressed his surprise that a

proposition to transfer this power from the Parliament and the

Crown to the Crown absolutely should come from the opposite

side of the House.
Tuesday.—Mr. T. Duncombe brought forward his motion

relative to the conduct of Lord Chief Baron Abinger, with the

view of summoning witnesses to the bar, in order to ascertain

the precise language used by the Judge in charging and summing
up while on the late special commission in the manufacturing
districts. He complained that Lord Abinger had acted in an

unconstitutional, malignant, and oppressive manner towards tne

prisoners whom he tried
;
quoted the observations of the news-

papers on the subject; adduced precedents for his motion,
.

par-

ticularly the case of Baron Smith, in the debate on ^h«n L°™
Abinger, when Sir James Scarlett, had taken part, a°d whose

sentiments were cited by Mr. Duncombe ; and contrastea tne

conduct and language of Lord Abinger with those ot cniei

had not
ance
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Justice Tindal while on the special commission. He concluded
by reading and commenting: on Lord Abinger's charge at Liver-
pool, with which, he said, some of the jurymen expressed them-
selves disgusted.—The Attorney-General met the motion
with a direct negative. No petitions complaining of Lord
Abinger's conduct had been presented from any person who had
heard and witnessed the proceedings ; and the language of the
Judge was directed, not against the discussion of the Charter,
but against the system of combination, intimidation, and insur-
rection which had been directed by what was called a u Com-
mittee of Public Safety," a body which, in the exercise of its
assumed functions, gave licenses for the performance of what-
ever work they might deem to be of paramount necessity, and
:hercfore, permissible as an infraction of the general system of
suspension of labour. The sentences passed by Lord Abinger,
and which had been condemned as severe, had proceeded from
the united deliberations of three Judges. He concluded with a
warm eulogium of the character of Lord Abinger, and said he
was anxious to shield him, in his old age, after a life of brilliant
and honourable service, from that species of mortification and
disgrace which an inquiry into his conduct on a particular
occasion would bring with it.—Mr. Ross did not think that a
good defence had been made out, concluding, as it did, with an
appeal to their feelings. He would support the motion.—Mr.
Thbsigbr felt satisfied that if such motions as the present were
acquiesced in, the independence of the Judges would be at an
end. There was not the slightest foundation, in the instance
in question, for the censure passed upon Lord Abinger's
charge. Instead of inflaming the minds of the grand jury,
his tone was that of compassion and mercy towards the
deluded prisoners. If there were any severity in the sen-
tences, it would have been only fair to have included the
other Judges who were associated with him on their trials.—
Mr. Serjeant Mcjrphv professed respect for the character and
genius of Lord Abinger, but censured him for having, in the in-
stance before them, departed from the rigid impartiality which
was the general characteristic of the judges of the land. Instead
of calming the minds of the grand jury, in a time of great excite-
ment, he had added to it, and had reversed the course which had
been pursued by Chief Justice Tindal. This country had an ab-
horrence of political judges.—Mr. J. S. Wortley was surprised
that the Learned Sergeant had entered into the discussion of this
subject without having read the charge, which it was clear he
had not. Had he considered the whole, and not merely a part of
hat charge, lie could never have attempted even to insinuate
that Lord Abinger had in the slightest degree sought to stimu-
late the feelings of the jury. The strictures made on that charge
had beeu made without reference to the peculiar situation of the
country at the lime, or to the nature and objects of the insurrec-
tion.—Mr. Walt.acb would like to see the judge who, were he
on the jury, would address such a charge to him ; he would
"pull him out," and tell him to keep to his duty. It appeared
to him that Lord Abinger thought there was justice in this coun-
try only for the holders of landed or funded property, and that
those who had only their ten fingers were not entitled to the
equality of the law. He thought this a most grave question, and
amused the House by reminiscences of meetings during the
Reform Bill agitation.—Mr. Scarlett rose to express his feelings
on a motion affecting one to whom he was so nearly related.
His father's offence lay in the fact that he chose to differ from
the Chartists, and, in the exercise of his discretion and
duty as a judge, had given utterance to his sentiments.
Lord Abinger had always been a strenuous defender of the
constitution, and it was remarkable that, at different periods
of his political life, he had been engaged in a struggle with
the Clodios and the Catalines of the day. He read extracts from
speeches, to show the animus of those who had petitioned against
Lord Abinger's conduct.—Lord J. Russell thought that the in.
dependence of the judges was a matter so sacred, that nothing
but the most important considerations should induce the House
to entertain such a motion as the present. The general acqui-
escence in the propriety of Chief Justice Tindal's charge, showed
that there was no disposition to find fault with the conduct of
the judges without a reason; and the fault of Lord Abinger's
charges was a mixing up of political matters with legal explana-
tions, and thereby tending to confuse the minds of the grand
jurj--. Having a great d2al both of political and legal knowledge,
the Noble Lord had brought his political knowledge into a charge
where only his legal was required. But, though not at all con-
vinced that Lord Abinger had acted wisely or discreetly, he would
oppose the motion.—Sir J. Graham agreed in the general prin-
ciples and practical conclusions laid down by Lord J. Russell.
Such a motion as the present ought not to be agreed to, without
a conviction that badness of heart had led to perversion of judg-
ment. Lord Abinger, in his charge to the grand jury, acted on
the knowledge which he had, from the perusal of the deposi-
tions, of a general combination to alter the established order of
things; and it was his duty, as a sworn servant of the Crown,
to point out the danger arising from it. He would not be the
fulsome panegyrist of the Noble Lord ; but he would not shrink
from the defence of a man of his high character, when convinced
that he had manfully and honestly done his duty,—Mr. S. Craw-
ford commented on the severity of Lord Abinger's "sentences
and supported the motion.—Mr. Watson also supported the mo-
tion, on the ground that a prima facie cane for inquiry had been
made out.—Mr. Caiiowicll, having been a witness of the de-
meanour of Lord Abinger on the occasion in question bore tes-
timony to his moderation towards the prisoners. —Mr. T. Dun-
combe replied, and quoted the words of Sir J. Graham "when

ters," there was a certain suppressed passage, indicating the
principle on which the Poor-Law had been based; and that this
real, though unavowed principle involved such a cruel and im-
practicable interference with the rights and comforts of the
poor, as to justify the demand that the Poor-law be so revised as
to make it " conformable to Christianity, sound policy, and the
ancient constitution of the realm."— Sir James Graham ex-
plained that the document alluded to had been drawn up by the
professional individual who had been employed by the Poor-Law
Commissioners to give their propositions a tangible and technical
shape. Some 20 copies of this informal document had been
printed, and a copy had been given, under the strictest con-
fidence, to a friend of Mr. Walter's, and, after the period of ten
years which had passed, this confidence had been violated. The
propositions contained in the document had been submitted to^ord Grey's Government, and had been distinctly repudiated:
the affirmation, therefore, that they formed the basis of the new
Poor-law was entirely incorrect. The law was based on the
policy of "feeding the hungry, and clothing the naked •" its
tendency was to elevate the character of the labouring popu-
lation

; the proportion of those relieved out-of-doors as com-
pared with those relieved within the workhouse, was as six
to one; the law was, therefore, not opposed to Christianity
or sound [policy; and he would meet the first resolution by the
previous ^question, and the others with a direct negative.—
Mr. Waklby censured Sir James Graham for attributing im-
proper motives to Mr. Walter. It now turned out that there was
such a document in existence, and it was quite right of Mr.
Walter to produce it. It was the composition of some monster
inhuman shape, of some fiend-like spirit, who must have had
an extraordinary opinion of Earl Grey's Government, to dare to
submit to it such a proposition. The Secretary of Stale should
give the name of the writer.—Mr. Bortimvick seconded there-
solutions, and expressed himself resolved to support the spirit of
the motion whenever the Poor Law came before the House.
Mr. Aglionby did not believe the passages quoted from the do-
cument were made the basis of the law, but he considered the
spirit of them appeared in the operation of it. He could not give
the go-by to the resolution proposed by voting for the previous
question.—Col. Sibthorp would be contented with nothing
short of the annihilation of the Poor Law Commission. Mr.
Walter was entitled to thanks for making the exposure he had done
of the origin of the new Law.—Mr. Stuart Wortley had never
pledged himself to his constituents to vote for the repeal of the
Poor-law. He was opposed to many of its provisions, and
wished it to be improved, but he could not support the resolu-
tions.—General Johnson's great objection to the Poor-law was
that it put the people out of the pale of the constitution, and
placed them under three individuals at Somerset-house.—Sir
Robert Pkkl denied that the principle of the amended Poor-
law was opposed to the Acts of 34th and 43d Elizabeth, or that
it was more harsh in its provisions. This he illustrated by citing
some of the provisions of these Acts, especially the power given
by the 43d of Elizabeth over the children of such parents as were
unable to maintain them. The workhouse test in lieu of the la-
bour test was enacted by the 9th George I.; and therefore it
was neither a novel nor an unconstitutional principle. No great
measure was ever passed without suggestions having been sub-
mitted for the consideration of the Government; and it would
lead to much practical inconvenience ifsuch confidential commu-
nications, whether they had been adopted, or, as in the present
instance, they had been rejected, were produced and publicly
made use of. He adduced the amounts paid for the relief of the
poor, as showing that there was more expended on them than on
the poor of any other country ; and expressed his surprise at the
course which Mr. Aglionby had avowed he would adopt. He
concluded by warning the House against tampering with the
Poor-law.—After some remarks from Mr. Muntz, Lord J. Man-
NBAS, and Sir W. Jamks, Mr. Ferrand denounced the Poor-law
as iniquitous, atrocious, and blood-thirsty, and made a long
speech, the greater part of which was a vindication of himself, an
attack on Mr. Mott, with reflections on Sir James Graham, &c,
and on the conduct of the Assistant Poor-law Commissioners in
the north of England.—Mr. S. Crawford cordially supported
the resolutions, considering them to be borne out by facts. The
workhouse test, which it had been attempted ineffectively to
carry out in England, had been rigidly applied in Ireland.
—After a short conversation, having reference to certain allega-
tions ofMr. Ferrand, with respect to abuses in the Keighley Union,
Mr. Miles declared his conviction that the Poor-law had saved
the country from destruction, especially the agricultural districts.
He strongly repudiated the resolutions, as asserting what was
opposed to facts. After some farther discussion, including a con-
troversy relative to Mr. Ferrand's assertions, Mr. Walter re-
plied, and withdrew all his resolutions except the last, on which
a division took place, when it was rejected by 126 to 58.

Sir V. Blake, amidst great laughter, moved the following re-
solution :—"For a committee of the whole House to consider the

he termed Sir James Scarlett "a recreant Whig;" and on
division there appeared—for the motion 73 j against 'it 223.

Wednesday.—After the presentation of petitions, and the ad-
vancement of some private bills, Mr. S. Crawford gave notice
that, when the army estimates were brought forward, he should
move, as an amendment, that these estimates be postponed until
the expenses of the year were ascertained. -The House then pro-
ceedeel to the consideration of Mr. Liddell's Personation of
Voters' Bill in committee. It was suggested that it ought to
form a portion of the Government Registration of Voters' Bill •

and some conversation arose on the propriety of including Ire-
land in the measure. Mr. Liddell declined to do so • but Sir
James Graham expressed his opinion that the measure should
apply generally to the United Kingdom, and also stated one or
two objections to the details of the bill, especially the taking a
party accused of personation into custody for 12 hours, in order
to compel him to prove his identity. Ultimately the bill was
postponed, on Sir James Graham's suggestion, till after the
second reading of the Registration Bill.—The Forged Exchequer
Bills Bill was read a third time, after some discussion as to the
case of Mr. lnglis, who was excluded from the compensation.—
inc Coroners' Inquests Bill was also read a third time.
Thursday.—Sir Jambb Graham, in answer to Mr. Campbell,
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nutted by the Poor-Law Commissioners to her M^csty^rMS

shortest, instead of the present dangerous and circuitous line of
packet communication across the Atlantic Ocean 5 the urgent
necessity of giving every facility to the operation of the sliding
scale, as enacted by the present Corn Laws, and of forthwith
selecting the most commodious port on the western coast of
Ireland as a packet station, to expedite the post-office intercourse
between North America and Great Britain." After some delay,
it was seconded by Sir David Roche ; but, upon the recommen-
dation of Sir R. Peel, who stated that such a proposition would
cost the country about six millions, the motion was withdrawn.

ti/'n
y,*~°n the motion for going into a committee of supply,

Mr. Hume and Mr. Williams called attention to the state of the
revenue and the expenditure

; and were answered by Sir R. Peel,
who deprecated the discussion, as the House was not prepared to
go into the commercial and financial part of it. Information on
matters of detail were best given in committee.—Mr. F. Barixg
brought on his motion respecting Mr, Hoskins, and moved for
papers relating to it, but ultimately withdrew the motion, as all
the information he required was before the House. — Mr,
B liswitt called the attention of the House to the North
Boundary question between this country and the United States.—
Sir R. Puel hoped that Mr. Blewitt would not infer the disposi-
tion of the American Government from the speech or bill of a
member of the Senate. Friendly communications were now
passing between the two Governments on the subject.
The House then went into a Committee of Supply; and Mr.

Svdnky Herbert rose to move the Navy Estimates. Compared
with the previous year, there is to be a reduction of 4,000 men,
and a decrease in expense of 143,000/.; and on the entire esti-
mates there will be a saving of 435,000/. A discussion followed,
after which the sums were voted without a div ision.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 95| to §

both for time and Money ; Three per Cents. Reduced,
96 to f ; Three-and-half per Cents. Reduced, 103* 3

wNew Three-and-half per Cents., 102±to £ ; Bank Stock,
177 to 178 ; India Stock, 268-J ; Exchequer
60s. prem., and 6bs. to 67s. prem.

hequer Bills, 64s. to

iffletropolf* nm fts Ffcfoftg*
The Weather.—Since our last the atmospheric changes

have been very sudden. The wind, which in the early part
oflast week bad been at north aud^ north-east, accompa-

nied with intense cold, the mercury being between 10 and
15 degrees below the freezing point, on Saturday veered
towards the south, followed by a heavy fall of snow, which
continued throughout the day. The storm was not con-
fined to the Metropolis, but extended a considerable dis-
tance into the adjoining country districts, rendering the
roads in some places almost impassable, and causing great
obstruction to the mails, stage-coaches, and other vehi-
cles.—-On Saturday evening, the inhabitants of the Com-
mercial-road, Lambeth, Bankside, and Tooley- street, were
again alarmed by the rapidity at which the tide was rush-
ing up the neighbouring streets, and inundating the lower
parts of their houses. Great damage was done to the pre-
mises and stock of several manufacturers, and boats were
plying in the streets to the assistance of the inhabitants.

Nciv Houses of Parliament.—On Tuesday night a
conversation took place in the House of Lords, in re-
ference to the New Houses of Parliament, which is in
many respects so remarkable, that we notice under this
head those particulars which do not properly come within
the scope of our Parliamentary summary. The Marquis
of Clanricarde, in alluding to the agreement that the
House of Lords should be the first portion completed,
said, that he could not find fault with anything that had
been done, for he had no information on the subject ; but,
as far as he could learn from general observation, he be-
lieved that this agreement had been more or less lost sight
of, for it was generally supposed that there was a desire
to perfect a merely ornamental part of the building, the
great tower; but he thought for no tower there should be
one single hour's delay in giving peers that accommoda-
tion which they now stood so much in need of. If he
thought that the Government would not attend to this
matter, he should move for a committee to examine the
architect on the subject—Lord Wharncliffe said he had
made it his business to inquire into the matter, and he
found that the Victoria Tower would be the heaviest part
of the whole building, and that, in the opinion of the
architect, there was a great probability of its settling con-
siderably, and that, therefore, it would not be desirable
that the rest of the building should be carried on until
this tower had been carried tip to a certain height. With
respect to the building of the House of Lords before the
rest of the building, the architect said it was desirable
that the whole should be carried up together ; but he said
also that would not prevent the House of Lords from
being completed considerably before the House of Com-
mons, and the other parts of the building. He understood
that the House of Lords would be ready in 1845, but he
had not made any specific inquiry on this point Lord
Brougham said he very much regretted to hear the very
unsatisfactory statement just made by the Lord President,
whose reason was not a whit satisfactory. The tower was
to be made for pure ornament, without any pretence for
use, and he agreed with the opinion which had been ex-
pressed of it, that it was a bad specimen of the barbarous
Gothic taste of the middle of the 19th century. The
tower was intended merely for ornament, but it was so
weighty, and was likely to" be so expensive to the public,
that he felt inclined to refer the architect to the epitaph
written for Sir John Vanbrugh ;—

" Lie heavy on him, earth, for lie
Laid many a heavy load on thee I"

He wished his noble friend to apply himself to the matter
and to urge Mr. Barry to the fulfilment of the absolute
contract which had been made, namely, that the House of
Lords was to be completed first. Mr. Barry said it was
highly desirable that the whole building should go on
together ; but to this his (Lord Brougham's) answer was,
that nothing was so desirable as to have the bargain which
had been made performed.—Lord Duncannon said that
the works had now been eight years in progress, and he
had always been informed that the House of Lords would
be completed in the course of the seventh year. He also
wished to call their attention to the fact that the House
would soon be deprived of light and air by the progress of
the new buildings. He thought a committee ought to be
appointed.—The Marquess of Lansdowne said he thought
the best way would be to have a committee on the subject

;

but then that committee ought not to reconsider the style
in which the houses were to be built. With regard to Sir
John Vanbrugh, he could only say that Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds had described him as a most effective and picturesque
architect. Their Lordships had been the first to make
sacrifices for the general convenience, and therefore their
accommodation ought to be attended to according to the
agreement. He should be sorry to see the tower laid
aside, because it was not only a most important and
ornamental feature, but it would be useful also, for it was
intended to be the place of reception for the public
records. But he still said, as a mere matter of ornament,
it ought to give way to providing for the accommodation
of their Lordships in the first instance.—Lord Campbell
complained of the inconvenience of the house while the Law
Lords sat there in the mornings to hear appeals ; and Lord
Sudcley said he saw no reason why the interior of the
building should not be completed before the exterior, and
why the new House of Lords should not be completed in
1844.—Lord Wharncliffe said it was only fair that the
architect should have the opportunity of stating his
reasons before the committee.—The Marquess of Clanri-
carde then moved for the appointment of a committee,
which was agreed to.

Improvements of the Thames.—-The Lords of the
Treasury, the Commissioners of Public Works, and the
Corporation of London, caused, some time ago, a report
and estimate to be made on embanking some portions of
the river Thames. A select committee of the House of
Commons took up the inquiry upon a more extensive scale,
and [engineers of first-rate eminence were employed to
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^^^ of
the Lord Mayor, and to report upon the entire question ot

makiS the river advantageous in every respect to the2 By a great deal of labour the most satisfactory

Ke has b£m collected and laid before the Govern-

ment and the corporation ; and, from the active proceed-

ings adopted, it is reasonable to calculate that he health

beauty, and convenience of the Metropolis wi without

much delay, be considerably augmented. On Wednesday

special courts of conservancy were held by the Lord Mayor

at Westminster, the Borough, Greenwich, and Stratford,

for the several counties whose lands embank the Thames,

with the view to commence the great work. The

Recorder, in his charge, alluded with approbation to the

plan for embanking the river. The juries, he said, would

be expected to recommend such measures as might be, in

their opinion, best calculated to meet the new state of cir-

cumstances, and what new alterations might appear^ to

them most effectually adapted to advance the public utility.

It was impossible not to admit that a most extraordinary

change had occurred, in consequence of the progress of

steam navigation : the use of the Thames as a public

highway had increased beyond all imagination. Five

minutes did not elapse through the day without testifying

to the energies of that power, by conveying from one place

to another thousands of persons who thus found an ac-

commodation which it would be impossible to remove or

fetter. Those considerations having been presented to the

juries, their duty, they would see, was plain and obvious.

They would point out every encroachment on the bed ot

the river, without balancing convenience against incon-

venience. The public had a right to all the advantages

which could be yielded in the width and depth of the

stream, and therefore no permanent encroachment could

be tolerated. It would readily occur to the jurors ^hat

in a river which, to say nothing of its prodigious com-

mercial importance, constituted the great drain of the

metropolis, it was essential to preserve the activity and

depth of its water. When he spoke of the Thamesas

being the drain of the metropolis, he by no means in-

tended to be understood as intimating that the inhabit-

ants on its banks would be tolerated in letting flow into it

the refuse of gas or other noxious filth. Every offence of

that description must be presented, and would be

punished. It was matter of congratulation, however, that

by means of an improved embankment the public health

was capable of being seriously benefited by the depth and

activity of the stream, whatever might be the pollution to

which the water might be subjected. The juries would in

their surveys find numberless encroachments which had

in former days been altogether innoxious, but which had

become, by the remarkable changes to which' he had ad-

verted, very injurious to the navigation. They would

present those encroachments to be dealt with according^
law ; and they would have the able assistance of the City

Solicitor, who would afford them all the necessary faci-

lities. It was the determination of the Lord Mayor,
under the extraordinary circumstances to which the atten-

tion of the juries had been called, to make these courts as

efficient as they were capable of being made, consistently

with the law'and the constitution. The 11th of March

was appointed for the next courts, on which day the several

presentments will be made by the juries.

Custom House.—The proceedings of the Commission

appointed to inquire into the recent Custom-house frauds

have assumed additional importance during the past week,

two officers of the establishment, searchers and landing-

waiters and a Custom-house agent having absconded. It

is said that the investigation is pressing so heavily on the

guilty parties, that these persons thought it necessary for

their own safety to take themselves out of the way. The
Government, however, have offered a reward of 200/. to

any person who may apprehend them, or give evidence

leading to their capture. It is expected that Government

will follow up the advertisement, and that measures will

be taken for claiming them from foreign governments as

fugitives from justice, if they have escaped either to the

Continent or to America. It has been repeatedly stated

that leading houses in the City were in league with the

delinquent officers, and that large profits have been ac-

quired by them through such dishonest practices. It is

difficult to believe that extensive frauds could have been

perpetrated, unless the guilty officers had been in league

with the owners of the goods ;
this fact has given rise to

great anxiety in the City, in every department of foreign

trade, to have a full and searching inquiry, and great im-

patience is expressed for the speedy publication of the

Report of the Commission. It is stated by theGlobc that

u a firm inWatling-street, largely implicatedm these frauds,

has been exchequered for 160,000/. Independent of this

sum, others of minor importance, and particularly one

firm, rather celebrated at the West-end, have had the same

process served on them.", ...

& Christ's Hospital—A. special Committee of the Go-

vernors of Christ's Hospital was convened on Monday, to

agree upon an appropriate form of address to the Queen,

in acknowledgment of Her Majesty's munificent gift of

1000/. to the funds of this institution. The meeting of

the Committee was preparatory to a Court being called

to vote the address.

University College.—The annual general court of the

proprietors of this College, was held on Thursday, in the

theatre of the institution. Mr. Crabbe Robinson in the

chair. The report stated that in the session of 1841-2,

the pupils in the College and the junior classes numbered

886. Of those, 33G were students in medicine, 155 in the

arts, and 395 were pupils in the junior school. The amount

of receipts from students and pupils was 12,756/. 4s. 6rf.,

of which sum 9,081/. 18s. having been paid to the profes-

sors and masters, 3,6752. 2s, lOd. fell to the share of the
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College. The year's income from other sources was

4,039*. lis. 4rf., and the disbursements for the establish-

ment department, including payment for several perma-

nent additions to the property of the College, interest upon

mortgage, &c, amounted to 4,000/. 17*. lW.,'thus show-

ing that the expenses were covered by the receipts, ur

the sum above mentioned, of 12,756/. 4s. 6rf. received for

education, 5,570/. 10s. was derived from classes ot the

medical faculty, and 2,570/. 14s. 6rf. from those of the arts

and law. To the library a set of works, 100 in number,

printed at the Government press at Cairo, had been pre-

sented by Lord Brougham, who had received them from

the Pasha of Egypt. The junior school produced during

the year 4,615/., a sum less by 282/. than the year be-

fore. The collection made at the public dinner in June

last was 1,120/. (Since the last meeting a very fine col-

lection of geological specimens had been offered to the

College for the use of students, by Mr. Greenough ;
but

on account of the expense of providing rooms for its re-

ception, and keeping it in proper order—an expense the

council did not at present feel themselves justified in in-

curring—they had been compelled, though reluctantly, to

decline the offer. Colonel Leicester Stanhope men-

tioned, with regret, that he had heard that the Duke of

Somerset had resigned the office of vice-president, and

proposed a resolution expressive of the great value they

set upon his Grace's past services, and of regret at his re-

signation. The resolution was passed unanimously. Lord

Brougham was then elected president, and Earl Auckland

vice-president, for the year ensuing.
m

Anti- Corn-Law League.—On Wednesday evening the

first weekly meeting of this association was held at the

Crown and Anchor Tavern. Long before the hour of

meeting, the great room was crowded to excess. Mr.

Hamer Stansfield was in the chair, supported by Mr.

Cobden, Mr. Hume, Mr. Ewart, Dr. Bowring, and other

Members of Parliament. The chairman, after some pre-

fatory observations, alluded to the conduct of a false

friend towards Mr. Cobden, and said that nothing would

deter the lion. Member from pursuing the course he had

marked out for himself and the League for the abolition

of the Corn-laws. Mr. Cobden then presented himself to

the meeting, and was received with loud cheers. He was

sorry the chairman had alluded to what took place else-

where, but for his vindication of the charge brought

against him, he would only ask them to read his speech in

the Times paper-an organ not over favourable to him.

He was charged in the House of Commons with medi-

tating murder, but he would confidently refer to his

speeches before he was a Member, and they would find

that he was always a peace-maker, and no person was more

opposed to the use of physical strength than he was. He

then went on to state that the Anti-Corn-Law League was

a confederacy formed to get rid of an oppressive law, the

existence of which was productive of the greatest possible

evil. Four years since had the League been formed in

Manchester, and if the people of London had joined

them, the law would have been long since repealed. In

allusion to what had been said ia the House of Lords by

I rd Brougham, of the intemperate language used by an

individual of the League, it was not fair to cast censure on

the whole body for the fault of one. His Lordship might

have expressed his disapprobation by letter. The hon.

Member concluded a long speech by declaring himself an

advocate of free trade, and an enemy to monopoly of every

dpc-riotioti. Mr. Bright, of Manchester, next addressed

parts were sung by Miss Birch and Miss Rainforth.

Madame Caradori Allan gave her favourite " Una voce

poco fa/' with great spirit. Besides the above the most

remarkable performance was the old cantata " Alexis/' of

Dr. Pepusch, sung by Mr. Hobbs, with Mr. Lindlcy's

accompaniment on the violoncello. Its effect was admi-

rable- Mr. Lindley's brilliant execution produced loud

applause. The benevolent object of this concert must be

fully answered ; as in addition to the tickets sold to a

crowded audience, large donations were sent by many

individuals who could not attend

Accidents and Inquests.—The Coroner s inquest on the

body of Major Jones, late Aide-de-Camp to the King of

Hanover, whose death we noticed in our last, was con-

cluded on Saturday, when the Coroner after several

witnesses had been examined, remarked tjiat the_ only

Thinl which gave the slightest rise to any suspicion in the

case was, that a man i o»us^ ^^ P^
nenced in the use of fire arms ^n

however,

S&rjBS&'JBi. t| the case was purely one

of accident. The jury, coincidingm this view of the case,

returned a verdict of Accidental Death.-O^nday «ie

Rev. Edmund Drax Free, D.D., late^"fB'fg'^e,
Bedfordshire, was run over by a^^my S ™

tal

"'

and so seriously injured that he died in the hospita on

the following morning. The jury on Monday re nrned a

verdict of Accidental Death.- On Wednesday night tne

police succeeded in entering a house in St. James wheat,

known for some time past as a gaming-house,
^capturing

several of the players, and a quantity of gambling^la-

ments. An unfortunate circumstance attended their pro

ceedings, which has terminated in the death of Mr. Henry

Smart, the son of the reputed proprietor of the^house,

and who had attempted to escape by the roof of the house

adjoining, but, his foot slipping, he fel from a height ot

60 feet into the area of the adjoining house, and was so

much injured that he died on Thursday'.morning, in 8>t.

George's Hospital. It appears that the young man was

not implicated in the gaming proceedings. He was in

bed at the top of the house when the police made their

entrv, but it is supposed he became alarmed on receiving

information of what was going forward, and that, fearing

he also should be captured, he climbed upon the root to get

away. The evidence given before the magistrate in tne

case of the parties captured was conclusive as to the

character of the house; but in c "^^ ".,/
1^

calamity which had happened, they were fined >" mitigated

PenaTtiesI varying from 3/. to 30/. A coroner's inquest

wasS yesLd'ay, when a full investigation into the

cause of the young man's death was gone into, and a ver

diet of " Accidental Death" was returned.

Mortality of the Metropolis.- A. summary of the

wee( y tabL% mortality in the Metropolis for the year

7842 has just been published. These tables relate to a

population of 1,875,493, spread over an area of '0 ;q«wie

miles, and of which 878,767 are males and 996,/2b

femats Dividing this area into five districts, the follow-

ing are the results exhibited in regard to the yearly mor-

tality in each :-In the west district the population is

calculated, at 301,480 ; during the last year he num-

ber of deaths was 6,826, and the rate of mortality 2.20J

per cent. In the north district, with a popnla ion of

366,482, the number of deaths was 8 550, and the rate

th meeting. He commenced with a severe censure on

the Hou«e of Lords and her Majesty's Government, who,

thousrh the heads of them perfectly agreed with the

I oaeue as to the expediency of the repeal of the Corn-

laws vet for the sake of place opposed it. The meeting

was 'subsequently addressed by Colonel Thompson and

Dr Bowring.—On Tuesday evening a public meeting of

the inhabitants of Marylebone took place in Albany-street,

for the ostensible purpose of considering the question of a

reneal of the Corn-laws. Mr. John Bagshaw, ex-member

for Sudbury, was advertised to take the chair, but on his

making his appearance, accompanied by Mr. Hume, Sir

De Lacy Evans, Dr. W. C. Taylor, the members for

Marvlebone, and other supporters of the League, a scene

nf extraordinary confusion took place. The Chartists,

Jhn had assembled in large numbers, tore up the seats,

Tnd drove the Anti-Corn-Law party from the platform ;

A after a violent struggle between the parties, the plat-

form broke down, and the Chartists were precipitated into

the body of the meeting. The League Members immedi-
, '

k possession, but the Chartists returned to the

Lsault with redoubled vigour, and effectually drove the

j rs from the platform, when their chairman and

the borough Members quitted immediately. Mr. Smart,

in dumb show, proposed a resolution in support of the

}
"

ts of the League, to which an amendment in favour

of the Charter was proposed and carried by a large

• 'virv Three cheers having been given for theK; and three groans for Mr. Hume and the League,

He riotous assembly broke up at a late hour.

The Wrecks of the Conqueror and Reliance.—On

Monday nigLt the concert for the relief of the widows

in, Ih ms of the seamen who perished in the Reliance

i ?i !.Conoueror took place in the Hall of Commerce m
St Jndneedle-street. The hall was crowded to the doors ;

and*^appearance,
brilliantly illuminated, and filled by

i L qisemhly, was magnificent in the extreme. Ihe
SU°

Vs n wasTed by Mr. Cramer, and the whole was con-

°i fbv Sir George Smart. The overtures to the

»
U
7n,fhetnote'' and to « Euryanthe," commenced each

VrtS ,Tots Mrs. Shaw sung an air by Benedict, full of

f ,n na'ssaces for a soprano voice, and succeeded so

b
Xas £ gain an encore! In the trio in the << Main-

SSto sSwto," she was much more at home ;
the other

of mortality 2.289 per cent. In the central district, w itn

a population of 374,640, the number of deaths was B,o7*

and the rate of mortality 2.363 per cent. In the east dis

trict, with a population of 393,448, the number of'deaths

was 9,947, and
1

the rate of mortality 2.493 per cent In

the south district, with a population of 439,443, the nu

ber of deaths was 11,076, and the rate of ™l
i$%**£

per cent. The total number of deaths in ^e Metropoi

amounted, for the year, to 45,272, of which 22,84- w

males, and 22,430 females ; and the annual rate o :

tality throughout the whole population ™**f
a° x

J ,

The number of deaths of persons under lo yea
^

is stated to have been 21,206;
;

from lj to

numb
,
er of

14,836 ; and from CO upwards, 9,0^- * ious dis.

, '., _ j i :.i ;„ onHftraiC and con11,000 ; anairom uu uFw«u», -,-
con tagious ois-

deaths caused by epidemic, endemic^ ^ number of

eases, amounts in the year to ''
'

SYStem amounts
deaths caused by diseases of the ne ' j

digea8es of

to 7,505. The number of deaths caused oy
f^ ^_

the respiratory organs amounts to i
, from agthma)

ber 3,923 resulted from pneumonia, 'number of deaths

and 7,145 from consumption.
ng amounts to

caused by diseases of the
'

c.e
arnounted to 870.

3,396. The number of sudden ^^ ^ ^^
The number of deaths tioi

, °_.. i: „„ on . ar,A f™™'he number of deaths »««»
st

°
vation> 2 ; and from

rom intemperance, ^ , .

g the number of deatbg
.ioence, 1,225. J£

e

£di |aturday, Feb. 11 -.-West

!^TY"o nor h districts 161, central districts 174,
districts 20, » orl

h digtricts 223 : total 864. Weekly

IXtotoC*^?!^
probtnctal ^ttos.

Bristol.—In the Court of Peculiars on Saturday, it was

stated that the proctor for Mr. "Woolley, the Bristol

timber-merchant, who was hoaxed in the affair of matri-

mony which has lately become so notorious, had no libel to

offer in the cause he had instituted to annul his marriage ;

and the cause was therefore dismissed. A suit on the

part of the wife, for the restitution of her rights, was

mentioned as probable.

Cambridge.—In. January of last year, a gentleman

named Hopwood, a graduate of St. Peter's College, was

found nearly dead in a ditch near Chesterton, under cir-

cumstances which excited suspicion that he had not been

fairly dealt with. He breathed and groaned when hrst
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discovered, but died without uttering a word. An !

inquest was held upon his body, and, in the absence of
evidence of foul play, a verdict of " Died by the visitation
of God " was returned. It appears, however, that a young
woman, now imprisoned in Cambridge jail for robbery,
has made a confession that Mr. Hopwood was murdered
for the sake of robbing him. The woman states that she
was at Milton feast, in company with other women and
two men, and that the latter, on their return, murdered a
man, by smothering him in the snow in Cottingham-
fields. The names of the parties implicated by this con-
fession are at present withheld, for the purposes of justice.
Carmarthen.— This Welsh papers give an account of

the origin of the disturbances that at present exist in
Pembrokeshire and Carmarthenshire, and in which " Re-
becca and her daughters" take so prominent a part. It
appears that about seven years ago a turnpike-road was
made between Pembroke and Carmarthen, with the view
of securing a great thoroughfare by it between Ireland and
London. The Liverpool railway has, however, frustrated
the object by leaving but thirty-two miles of road from
Carmarthen to Hobb's Point, or Milford, as a passage for
the mail. Very little thoroughfare else exists along it, so
that there is not sufficient money raised to pay the inter-
est for the capital expended, much less to keep the road
in repair. The trustees have put up toll-bars on the lanes
and by-roads, and thrown the expense of the main road
on the parishes, which appears to have excited the pea-

'

santry to the late acts of violence. Rebecca has already
destroyed the St. Clear, Prendergate, and Pime toll-gates.
She also boasts of having an auxiliary force of 500 men,
at Haverfordwest. By order of Sir J. Graham, the Ma-
rines from Pembroke Dock-yard have been recalled, and
the duty of pursuing the malcontents has devolved upon
the Yeomanry, who in 1798 distinguished themselves un-
der Earl Cawdor against the French troops at Fishguard.
On Monday, at midnight, a mob of forty or fifty persons
destroyed two turnpike-gates at Trevuchan, in Pembroke-
shire, one leading to Tavernspite, the oilier to Lampeter,
and entirely demolished the turnpike-house, which the
gate-keeper had just left for the night. There is little
doubt that these men were from the English part of Pem-
brokeshire, as they were heard to converse in English, not
a word of Welsh being spoken by any of the party. It is
said that some of the less educated people pretend to have
Scripture warrant for their doings, quoting the 24th chap-
ter of Genesis :—" And they blessed Rebekah, and said
unto her, Thou shalt be the mother of hundreds of mil-
lions, and thy children shall possess the gates of them
which hate them." This text, which is somewhat ap-
plicable to the situation of affairs near St. Clears, is
expatiated upon by many itinerant preachers, and the
multitude believe they have a warrant lor their lawless
doings.

Cheltenham.—About a fortnight since the Rev. Hugh
Percy Rennett, of Evington Cottage, Coombe-hill, and
perpetual curate of Naunton, in this county, was shot by
his wife, Mrs. Anna Maria Rennett, and Montagu Clark,
a lad about 1 7 years of age (a son of Mrs. Rennett by a
former husband). It appeared from the evidence given
before the magistrates, that Mr. Rennett and his wife had
been married several years ; and that the younger prisoner
resided with them. In consequence of family disagree-
ments, Mr. Rennett and his wife had been for some time
separated, but still resided in the same house ; Mr. Rennett
occupying and taking his meals in one room, and the re-
mainder of the family in the other parts of the house. On
Thursday evening some dispute arose which attracted the
attention of a policeman in the street, and on entering he
found Mr. Rennett on the ground, bleeding profusely, the
younger prisoner having shot him in his neck with a
pistol. The bullet could not be extracted immediately,
and the reverend gentleman is still in considerable danger.
The magistrates committed both the wife and son to
prison to take their trial for the offence, but their health
has suffered so much since their committal, that it has
been necessary to remove them to the hospital.
Coventry.— It is stated that a requisition has been pre-

sented to the Archdeacon of Coventry, requesting him to
take measures for drawing up an address from the clergy
of that Archdeaconry, condemnatory of Lord Ellenbo-
rough's proclamation respecting the gates of Somnauth,
and that the signatures of all the masters of Rugby school
are attached to the requisition.

Hereford. —On Saturday evening a fatal accident hap-
pened to the Aberystwith mail on its up-journey from
Hereford to Cheltenham. The coach was leaving Here-
ford, the weather being very boisterous at the time, and
when clearing the turnpike near the city, the wind caused
the gate to rebound against the leaders, who immediately
took fright and darted off at a rapid pace, and coming in con-
tact with a donkey-cart, the poor woman who was driving
was trampled under their feet and severely injured, and
the donkey was killed. The coachman, in endeavouring to
rem in his horses to avoid the catastrophe, lost his seat,
and was precipitated on the road, and falling on his head,
survived the injury but a few minutes. The guard and
passengers jumped off the coach the moment the horses
took fright, and escaped without injury.
Hull.—We lately noticed under this head the measures

taken by the shipowners of Hull in reference to Captain
*itzroy s bill, requiring qualifications from masters and
mates in the merchant-service. It is now stated in some

EL hmPJ°
vlncial J°urnaIs that CaPt- Fitzroy has withdrawn

nis oiii tor the present, finding that the measure was not
satisfactory to those whose interests would be chiefly
affected by its operation.

Lancaster -The local papers give the detailed particu-

,/\°n , ^T3^ it
murder P^petrated as far back

as April, 1817, at Pendleton; when the house of a Mr.

[Feb. 25,

Littlewood was entered and robbed, and Mrs. Marsden,
the housekeeper, and a female servant, were murdered in
open day. Five men were tried for the crime before Baron
Richards, at the assizes of September, 1817, in this
city, when four of them were convicted on circumstantial
evidence, and executed. It now appears that on the 9th
inst. an old man, aged 74, the uncle of one of the men
who were hung, finding himself on the point of death,
confessed to two women, whom he called to the bedside for
the purpose, that he was the perpetrator of the murder,
but did not commit the robbery. He died the day after
he had made this confession.—A correspondent informs
us that on ^Sunday last a flock of sheep, amounting to no
less than 57, were stolen from the farm of Mr. Moffat, in
the neighbourhood of Hornley, by an Irishman and a lad
belonging to Lancaster. They drove the flock into the
city and attempted to sell them in open day, but the price
demanded was so small as to excite suspicions

; both par-
ties were accordingly apprehended, and after a long ex-
amination before the magistrates, were committed to take
their trial at the assizes.

Leeds.—The adjournment of the coroner's inquest on
the mutilated body of a female found a few weeks since in
the river Aire navigation, has led to no other evidence at
all bearing on the case, beyond some of a negative cha-
racter, proving that the body found is not that of either
of two young women who were missing from the West
Riding of Yorkshire. A verdict of "Wilful Murder
against some person or persons unknown" has been re-
turned by the coroner's jury.

Liverpool.—At the annual meeting of the Liverpool
Insurance Company, held last week, the chairman stated
that the loss which the company had sustained by the
recent conflagrations in the town had been confined almost
entirely to the mercantile districts of Liverpool. They
had been driven to a painful experience, like all other
companies, that the mercantile premiums formerly charged
were totally inadequate to protect them from the risk
which they ran, and, though they regretted to place the
commerce of the port under additional burdens, they had
been compelled in their own protection to increase the
premiums upon insurance. The report showed that the
loss during the year had been 40,528/.
Manchester.—The Quarterly Table of Mortality just

issued by the Registrar General, shows that the mortality
in Manchester and its suburbs during the past year was
10,555 in a population of 350,373 souls. The mortality
in the spring quarter was 2,312 ; in the summer quarter,
2,810; in the autumn quarter, 2,744; in the winter quarter,
2,083. The average of the four autumn quarters from
1838 to 1841 was 2,718. It is remarkable that of the
four quarters of 18 12, taking 1 13 districts of England and
Wales, including nearly all the large towns, but excluding
the metropolis, the mortality is largest in the winter
quarter (32,083) ; next in the summer quarter (28,050) ;

then in the autumn quarter, the spring quarter showing
the lowest mortality ; while in Manchester, as will be seen
above, this order is not observed ; the summer quarter
showing the largest mortality, surpassing the winter by
183 deaths

; and even the autumnal quarter exceeds the
winter quarter by 01 deaths.—The local papers mention
that the applicants in the Manchester workhouse are 740
weekly more than at this season last year, and that many
of the mills are again stopping—In consequence of a con-
tradiction given by Mr. M. Philips to a statement made
by Mr. Ferrand in the House of Commons on the night
of the 13th inst., respecting certain cruelties to which un-
protected females were said to be subjected in the mills of
Mr. Greg, near Wilmslow, a special general meeting of
the Lancashire Central Short-time Committee was held
in this town on Wednesday, in order to corroborate Mr.
Ferrand's statement. The meeting resolved unanimously
that they " are prepared to prove that Mr. Ferrand's
statement gives but a very faint idea of the hardships to
which those females were subjected ; and that the contra-
diction which Mr. Mark Philips was instructed to make
to Mr. Ferrand's charges is characterised by equivocation
and a total disregard to truth. That the thanks of this
committee be given to Mr. Ferrand for his praiseworthy
and fearful exposure of the cruelties practised by the
manufacturers generally on the "defenceless children com-
mitted to their care."

Sheffield.—The second meeting of creditors under the
fiat of bankruptcy issued against Messrs. Parker, Shore,
and Co., the bankers, was held on Friday. The meeting
was for the proof of debts and for the choice of assignees.
The amount of debts proved during the day, including
those proved on the 10th inst., was 185,352/. Vs., being
about one-third of the whole to be proved against the
bankrupts. The trade assignees were then appointed, all

of whom were residents in Sheffield.
Shrewsbury.—The local papers state that at one of the

recent audits of Sir E. Blount, Bart., of Mawley Hall, in
this county, several of the tenants were contesting as to
which of their families could boast of having rented for
the longest period on the estate, when a farmer named
Allen satisfactorily proved that himself and ancestors had
either been in the employ or rented under the Blount
family for a period of nearly 780 years !—that, in fact, his
ancestors had immigrated from Normandy with that family
at the time of the Conquest, and from father to son each
succeeding generation had been retained on the estate.

_
Stourbridge.—The Worcester papers state that the

distress at Stourbridge has become so alarming, that
numbers are subsisting on turnips alone. From one field

as many as from five to six tons a week have been taken
for several weeks past ; and the owner does not think it

expedient to attempt to put a stop to the peculation.
Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week :—Northern and Eastern, 1,019/. ; Greenwich, 614/.
;

[
Eastern Counties, 790/. ; Croydon, 191/. ; Liverpool and

• Manchester, 3,456/.
; Brighton, 2,394/. ; Grand Junction,

5,889/. ; York and North Midland, 1,394/. ; Blackwall,
513/.; Great North of England, 1,350/.; Sheffield and
Manchester, 260/. ; Manchester and Leeds, 3,490/. ; Glas-
gow, Paisley, Kilmarnock, and Ayr, 793/. ; Midland
Counties, 2,197/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1,437/. ; Bir-
mingham and Gloucester, 1,447/. ; Birmingham and Derby,
1,027/.

;
North Midland, 3,527/.; South-Western, 4,083/.

;

Great Western, 10,188/. ; London and Birmingham,
13,071/.

; South-Eastern, 1,343/.—The Birmingham and
Gloucester Company held their half-yearly meeting on
Wednesday. The total receipts for the half-year had been
50,310/., and the charges, 41,094/. The surplus, added
to the balance in June, formed a sum of 12,963/., from
which a dividend of 25.?. per share was ordered to be paid.
This would leave 1,245/. to be carried over to the next
half-year's account. No general discussion was raised at
the meeting, a committee of inquiry having been insti-
tuted into the general management of the undertaking.
A special meeting of the Cheltenham and Great Western
Company was held at Cirencester last week, in reference
to an arrangement with the Great Western Company for
completing the line from Cirencester to Gloucester, and
then leasing or selling the whole line from Swindon on
specified terms. After some discussion, a resolution
authorizing the directors to treat with the Great Western
Company for a sale on the basis of the Great Western
Company's proposal, was unanimously carried. — The
report of the Directors of the Hull and Selby Railway
Company states the receipts of the half-year to have
been 28,894/., and the expenses of working the line
13,089/., showing a profit of 15,205/. From this, how-
ever, has to be deducted 5,074/. interest on loans, 227/.
income-tax, and 725/., the price of a new engine ; leaving
a balance of 9,179/. available for a dividend, which it is
proposed shall be 1/. per share ; after paying which upon
8,000 shares, there will remain 1,179/. applicable to the
future purposes of the Company. The report mentions
that the sum taken in the last sixmonths exceeds that for
any former half-year.—On Monday last, the half-yearly
meeting of the Newcastle and Darlington Company, by
which another important link will be added to the chain of
Railway communication between England and Scotland,
was held at York. The report stated that the whole of
the works on two portions of the line, one extending from
the Durham Junction Railway to Shincliffe, including the
branch to the city of Durham, and the other from Dar-
lington to Brafferton, comprising together rather more
than twelve miles in length, have been let at prices be-
low the engineer's estimates ; and the chairman stated his
opinion, that the line will be opened throughout from,
Darlington to Newcastle, by which an uninterrupted
Railway communication between London and Carlisle will
be accomplished in July, 1844.—At the York and North
Midland Meeting, a dividend of 21. 10*. on the original
shares, and a dividend of 20s. on the half-shares, were
declared, leaving a surplus, after the payment of all ex-
penses, of 2,669/. to be carried to the guarantee fund,
now amounting to 0,072/. The traffic for the half-vear
had amounted to 46,385/. Us. lid—The half-yearly
meeting of the Great North of England Company was held
at Darlington on Tuesday. The balance of profit in the
half-year, after deducting the usual amount for the re-
serve fund and Income-tax, amounted to 8,538/., from
which it was recommended that a dividend of 1/. 5s. per
share should be made. A more economical system of ex-
penditure had been introduced, whereby the charge for
repair of way for the past six months was reduced to
4,207/.

;
and, as the last quarter showed 700/. less than

the preceding, it was expected that a further reduction
would be effected in the ensuing half-year. The number
of passengers conveyed by the rail last half-year was
80,738. It was recommended that about 2,000/. should
be laid out in the erection of cottages on the banks of the
line for the convenience of the labourers employed on it

;

as, while the rent would return the Company about 7 per
cent, on the outlay, and enhance the price of the land,
these dwellings would conduce much to the comfort of the
men, and add greatly to the security of passengers, in
case of obstruction on the line, or delay of the trains.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Meetings are still in progress to petition for

the total repeal or modification of the present Poor-law.
The Guardians of the Tuam Union have resolved to
adjourn for a month, and suspend the ordinary business,
pending a motion of the Marquess of Clanricarde in the
House of Lords, on the subject of the Poor-law. Mean-
time, great difficulty exists in collecting the rate in most
places. In the county and city of Waterford and in Kil-
kenny scarcely anything can be collected. At the petty
sessions of Carrickfergus, on Thursday week, a consider-
able number of persons, chiefly poor cottagers, were sum-
moned for non-payment of the rate, in several cases
amounting only to 5tf. "These people," the Northern
Whig remarks, "are paupers, and fitter objects them-
selves to be relieved from the poor-rate, than to relieve
others." The Assizes in the different circuits have com-
menced this week, and it is said that petitions against the
Poor-law will be brought forward at all the grand juries
The Repeal Association met, as usual, on Monday, when
Mr. Ray read a letter from New York, inclosing 41. 16s.,
and another communication from Judge James, of Boston,
containing a bill of exchange for 50/., being the subscrip-
tions of •« The Boston Association of the Friends of Ire-
land." The next document read was an address from the
Repealers of Halifax, Nova Scotia, dated Feb. 3, accompa-
nied by a remittance of 80/. Mr. O'Connell addressed this
meeting at great length, and explained his reasons for ab.

-
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senting himself from Parliament. He said he was of great

service to Ireland, and could do her no good in Parliament,

as it was now constituted. The weeks rent was an-

nounced to be 342/. 35. tyd.

Colcraine.—The election of Dr. Boyd as the member

for this place has caused great rejoicings among the Pres-

byterians. For a considerable time past, much excite-

ment had prevailed regarding the result, not from political

reasons for both candidates were Conservatives, but in

consequence of Dr. Boyd being considered favourable to

the church of Scotland and Irish marriage question. This

led many persons to interest themselves in the matter

whose political views were opposed to both candidates.

The town was guarded by troops of Lancers and con-

stabulary, notwithstanding which, after the polling was

over, the most determined mobs paraded the town, and

many persons were severely beaten. It is said by the

Ulster Times, that Dr. Boyd's return will be petitioned

against, on the grounds of bribery, and for holding the

situation of stamp-distributor.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—Dx. Candlish, and Mr. Dunlop, of Edin-

burgh, are now in London, on business relative to the

affairs of the Church of Scotland. It is understood their

object is to advise with Mr. Fox Maule on the subject of

his motion, which stood for Friday last, but which was

postponed by the death of his father-in-law, Lord Aber-

crombie. It is stated that, in the event of the prayer of

the petition being granted, Dr. Candlish will himself plead

the cause of non-intrusion at the bar of the House of

Commons.
Stirling.—In consequence of the demise of Lord Aber-

crombie, it is said that there is every probability that the

Duke of Montrose will succeed to the Lord-Lieutenancy

of this county.

Glasgow.—The University of Glasgow has just conferred

on Mr. Richardson, the author of the " New English

Dictionary," the degree of L.L.D.—The local papers state

that some of the unemployed operatives of Glasgow have

been employed during the past week in breaking the ice in

the streets, at the rate of 1*. per day. The great bulk of

them however, amounting to many thousands, are still

without the means of subsistence.

Greenock.—The clergy, merchants, and other inhabit-

ants of this city, have presented an address of condolence

to Sir R. Peel, on the painful circumstances attending the

recent death of Mr. Drummond. The following is the

Premier's reply, addressed to Archibald Yuill, Esq. :

—

44 Whitehall, Feb. 15. Sir,—I beg leave to acknowledge

the receipt of your letter of the 11th inst., and of the ad-
' dress which accompanied it. I request that you will con-

vey to those who have been parties to this address my
grateful acknowledgments to them for their condolence

with mc on the loss of an attached and faithful friend,

under circumstances most painful to my feelings.—I am,
Sir, your obedient Servant,

—

Robert Peel."

Hflfo.
House of Lords.—(Writ of Error).—The Judges were sum-

moned to attend the hearing of the following case, and the fol-

lowing Judges attended: -Lord Chief Justice Tindal, Justices
l'atteson, Williams, Coleridge, Maule, Erskine, and Creswell;
and Barons Parke, Aldcrson, and Rolfc. The Lords present
were:—The Lord Chancellor, and Lords Brougham, Denman,
Abinger, Cottcnham, and Campbell.

The Queen v. George Millis.—This was one of two cases
brought up to the House of Lords on error from the Court of
Queen's Bench in Ireland, the alleged error being that the Court
below had held that a marriage not celebrated in any church of
the Establishment, but by a Presbyterian minister under the
circumstances stated in the case, was not such a valid marriage
as made a subsequent marriage in the Church of England in-

valid, and to render the parties contracting the same liable to the
penalties of bigamy. The facts of the case were set forth at
great length in the writ of error; after which the Attorney-
General, the Solicitor-General, and Mr. Waddington, were heard
in behalf of the Crown, and Mr. Pemberton and Mr. Kindersley
for the defendant in error. The argument in support of the error
was, that marriage being by the law of Ireland merely a civil

contract, and not requiring the presence or intervention of a
clergyman in holy orders to give it validity, the marriage con-
tract between defendant and Esther Graham was a legal and
actual marriage, and that by marrying another woman he had
been guilty of bigamy, and that if the intervention of a clergy-

man should be deemed requisite, a Presbyterian clergyman was
a clergyman recognised as such by the law of Ireland, was suffi-

cient for the purpose, and that therefore the marriage was a per-

fectly good, legal, and valid marriage, although the parties

married were members of the Church of England, and not
Presbyterians. For the defendant, it was argued that the mar-
riage was invalid, and consequently the indictment for bigamy
could not be sustained—that the intervention of a priest in holy

orders was essential to the due and legal solemnisation of

matrimony, and that so far as the canon law was received into

the Established Church, it appeared to establish this point—that
a person not episcopally ordained was not a priest in holy orders,

and that no sufficient authority had been shown for suggesting
that a person not in holy orders could by approximating (no

matter how near) be considered equivalent to a priest in holy
orders, so as to give validity to marriages between members of

the Established Church. On the whole, it was contended that,

by the common law of England, marriage was not complete
without the performance of some religious ceremony by a clergy-

man, and that that clergyman must be a clergyman of the

Established Church. The Lord Chancellor put to the Judges
certain questions framed with a view to meet the circumstances
of the case, and the Judges required time to answer them. The
case was, therefore, adjourned.
The Queen v. Carroll.—The Lord Chancellor asked the Attorney-

General when the House was to proceed in this case, which was
intended to raise the same point as the Queen v. Millis. There
was not, in the special verdict, any allegation that there was a
promise. It merely said that the Rev. Joseph Kelso performed
the marriage ceremony " according to the rules of the Pres-
byterian Church," without stating what those rules were. The
House could not tell what was meant by that. Lord Campbell
said, that in this case there must be an acquittal, for there.could
not be a conviction on a record which did not set forth a good
cause of conviction. Lord Brougham—The judgment must be
affirmed, and he will be thereby acquitted. The question of
affirming the judgment of the Court below was not in form put
to the House,

Vice-chancellor's Court.—(Before the Vice-Chancellor of

England.)—Attorney-General v. Shore.—This case, arising out of

the administration of Lady Hewley's chanties, has once more

taken possession of this court, and, considering the magnitude

of the stake, and the spirit of the contending parties, it is likeij

again to make its way to the House of Lords, upon the affirma-

tive question, what denominations of Trinitatian Sectarians are

entitled to the benefit of the charity. By the terms of the founda-

tion deeds, made in 1704 and 1707, the charity was intended tor tne

benefit of poor godly preachers of Christ's holy gospel, and pooi

and godly widows of such preachers; and for the encourage-

ment and promotion of the preaching of Christ's holy gospel in

poor places, and towards the education of young men designed

for the ministry of Christ's holy gospel. Lady Hewley belonged

to the class of Dissenters known after the Restoration by the

name of Presbyterian Nonconformists, who were, like herself,

believers in the Trinity. In process of time a class of Dis-

senters, who called themselves Presbyterians, had embraced

Unitarianism, and having obtained the trust of the charity funds

had applied them in support of Unitarian objects. This perver-

sion of the founder's intentions had been finally corrected by

the decision (if the House of Lords in August last, affirming the

judgments of Vice-Chancellor Shad well and Lord Lyndhurst,

with the unanimous concurrence of the Judges, save one. Mean-
time the Unitarian trustees were removed, and it was referred to

the Master to appoint other trustees, and to approve of a scheme

for the future application of the charity funds, which had be-

come of very great value. The relators who had tried this cause

with the Unitarians were of the sect called Independents—and

they (who had the carriage of the decree subject to the control

of the Attorney- General) were proceeding to nominate trustees

from their own body of religionists exclusively, in 1830, when
two other classes, "one calling themselves Orthodox Presbyte-

rians, in connexion with the Kirk of Scotland, and the other

styling themselves Orthodox Presbyterian Dissenters, in con-

nexion with the United Secession Church of Scotland, interposed,

and presented separate petitions to Lord Chancellor Cottenham,

praying that they might be at liberty to go in before the Master,

and to watch the proceedings, and to propose proper persons to

be trustees. And after full discussion his Lordship made an

order, giving the petitioners the liberty they required. The re-

laters accordingly, and the two classes of petitioners, attended

before Lord Henley, who made a separate report, approving of

three trustees to represent the Independents, and two trustees to

represent the Kirk Presbyterians, and two other trustees to re-

present the Secession Church. Soon after Lord Lyndhurst s ac-

cession to the Great Seal a petition was presented by the relators,

praying the reversal of Lord Cottenham's order. Upon which

Mr. Bethell, on the part of the relators, informed his Lordship

that the relators intended to object to the separate report; and

as that matter would have to be discussed before the Vice- Chan-

cellor of England, they would not trouble his Lordship witli tnc

petition if he would delegate his powers to hear it to the vice-

Chancellor. His Lordship, without entering into the merits,

made an order to that effect. The case has therefore been argued

before the Vice-Chancellor, and the Court has been occupied ex-

clusively with the arguments for many successive days. Mr.

Bethell appeared for the relators on both petitions. Mr. lwiss

on behalf of the Attorney-General said that the Attorney-General

coincided in what the Master had clone, but did not wish to in-

terpose His authority in a case of this magnitude. Sir Charles

Wetherell appeared for the Secession Church party, and Mr.

Swanston for the Kirk party, and both addressed the Court at

great length on the merits of the case. It would be impossible

in our limits to give even an outline of the pleadings. On
Tuesday, his Honour said that he should not pronounce his

judgment until he had carefully read over all the evidence, and

everything bearing upon the question ;
there was so much mat-

ter of consideration in the case, that it would take some time

before he should be able to deliver his opinion on all the points

which had been raised.

Court of Common Pleas.-Wood v. Sir Matthew Wood, Bart,

and Others.-Th\s action was brought by some of the relatives of

the late Mr. James Wood, of Gloucester, to recover from me
defendants, his executors, the sum of 20,000 ,

which, it was

alleged, a Mr. Philpotts had agreed, by the authority of Sir M.

Wood, given on behalf of the executors, to pay Iiem. me al-

leged agreement was in the following words :— Memorandum,

2d May, 1836. It is hereby agreed between John Philpotts, fcsq.,

barrister- at-law, acting for and on behalf of Sir Matthew Wood,

Bart., M.P., John Chadburn, and Jacob Osborne, three of the

e\ecufors of the deceased James Wood, and William Bolton and

Stephen Williams, acting for and on behalf of James Wood, of

Islington, Thomas Wood and Charles Gale, of Westminster, as

follows—That is to say, that the said James Wood, of Islington,

Thomas Wood, and Charles Gale, shall forthwith withdraw the

pqveat entered by them against the estate of the said J a

The evidence was upwards of five hours in being elicited ; the
following is a summary of what the witnesses brought forward :

—A police constable stated that he received certain information
which induced him to keep watch on the house inhabited by the
prisoner in Allington-street, Pimlico. He saw the prisoner come
out—he followed him to the shop of Mr. Emmett, silversmith.
High Holborn—he saw him hand a paper parcel to the shopman,
which, when opened, contained spoons—and he heard the pri-
soner tell the shopman to put the initials J. J. A., as before, on
the spoons. He took the prisoner into custody in the street,

and the prisoner asserted that the spoons were his property, and
that his address was at No. 11, Stockbrirtge-terrace. Inspector
Pearsc said he searched the prisoner's lodgings in Allington-

street, and found a box belonging to him, which had a number of

duplicates relating to plate in it. A fork was also found in a
drawer, together with some small files, suitable for removing
marks from plate. Witnesses from the Junior United Service

Club proved that the plate found by the police was stolen from

the Club-room. Five duplicates were produced for plate belong-

ing to that Club. The next charge was made by the Reform

Club The police produced several duplicates, part of those

found in the box of the prisoner, all of which related to plate,

proved to be the property of the Club, which the prisoner had

nawned in various parts of town and the suburbs. The next

c\Zle was bv the Union Club. The police, as in the former

cases", p oduSd a number of duplicates which they had taken from

tSisone^ and which were proved to refer to plate stolen

r

nlp
the Cliih on days when the prisoner was present. Similar

uroofm reference to duplicates of plate stolen

Fr

r

o°m the
a
A^anl Navy Club, which had i^ac^mmoda-

tion to the members of the Junior Umte^ ^Sabo't
house of the latter was under repair. The

.

fi™/;\ n̂
e *™^ ™ fc

to be made by the Erectheium Club, which ha*&™**ccommo-
dation under similar circumstances to ^ C^
which the prisoner was a member, when it vas

nffn
e^.nn

e

f
?a

the pawnbroker, who had the property, was ^t in at^™*-
The Magistrate said he would direct the prisoner tobe^
till Saturday on this charge, when he

:

should^^ l0^J
commit him to take his trial at the Central Criminal Court

The prisoner's solicitor declined to say anything on DM'Wnau.

A question is expected to be raised relative to the legality of an

indictment against the prisoner for stealing property from a

club, in which, as a member, he has a share.

caveat enterea uy rnem agauiai, tuc caiatc ui mc naiu james

Wood deceased, and shall jointly, with Thomas and Samuel

Wood maintain and uphold the said will; and that, in consi-

deration thereof, the said John Philpotts, so acting as aforesaid,

chill on or before the 25th day of May instant, invest the sum

of 2g'oO(U sterling in the public funds in the names of the said

two persons, Wm. Bolton and Stephen Williams, upon trust, to

nav the said sum, with the accumulations, on the 1st day of

Mav 1837 to those parties, unless the said will of the deceased

should be 'in the mean time set aside." There were two ques-

tions raised-first, whether Sir M. Wood ever gave Mr. Philpotts

authority to enter into the agreement; and, secondly, whether,

bavin* such authority, Mr. Philpotts did enter into the agree-

ment After the examination of several witnesses, the Learned

Turiere in summing up, told the jury it was a question entirely

for their consideration. The evidence was veiy contradictory,

and they must determine to which side they felt themselves bound

to *rivc credit. There was, however, this circumstance in the

rase that the paper was not signed by Mr. Philpotts, and the

further circumstance, that the paper itself was such as one

would not expect that a person conversant with the law would

To-rre to withoutfull consideration, as it was in its terms binding

the narties immediately to invest the money without any con-

rfitionhpine: annexed as to the will being proved, and divide it

^mou£r the parties named, without at all providing for the case

of e wUl being set aside after a Jong litigation. The jury

retired and, after having been absent for some time, returned

with aVerdict for the defendant.

qprovnARiBs' Court.—Macquecn v. Westron.—This was an

«£*« brought by a market-gardener against the defendant, an

na nff-bouse keeper, and carrying on business in Drury-lane,to

recover the sum of 2l. 3s., being the balance of 16/. for goods

su
sei

Kft^SKbW «* the rate of U./lOtf., g</., sdl," and 6rf., per
todc

;

e
fourteen pounds had been paid, and the action was

quait. * vcr the balance. The question was left to the
>r0U

fn<av what they would give per quart for the peas. Ihey

^KS/SZ siving 8*., and at the same time struck^off from

e

for

decided upon giving

, i u all that relating to the peas supplied on the Sunday, *,

1?
^ving decreased the amount of the bill much below th.

Snal Slnt paid, viz., the 14*., they returned a verdict fo

on c,

defendant

Police,:._Last week Mr. Joshua Jones Ashley, late^Ensign m
well-known army

thwoth Regiment, and a son of the well-known ««., «. -

was h ought before the magistrate charged^jJ**8J exam-
il,h« of which he is a member, of plate, l

,

,.,°'
J

fa(.ts were de-

fnaUonlook Place on Thursday last ^^^KSexcitement

Er'Cer^TSeenSSXS&* time of FaunUeroy.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday. — DERBY. — 9 to 1 agst

;

Mr.

ag
boy; 50 to 1 agst Lord Westminster's Languish colt (taken;

50 to agst Lord Chesterfield's Parthian (taken) j 50 to 1 agst Lord

Albemarle's The Brewer (taken) ; 50 to 1 agst Mr. Bell's BiacK-

Urop (taken); 50 to 1 agst Duke of Richmond's Cornopean

(taken) ; 50 to 1 agst Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone ; 1000 to 20 each

Ust Parthian and Trueboy in one bet (taken); 1000 to 20 agst

Languish colt, and 1000 to 15 each agst Elixir, Mercy colt, FftM-

away, Chesterfield, Highlander, and General Pollock, in one bet.

MARK LANE, Friday, Feb. 24. -There is but little English

Wheat oflfciing to day, and the condition is so bad that it is dim-

cultS sale, at rather below Monday's quotations.-1-oreign s

selling in retail on about the same terms, but toe bumwi is

Urn ted- and we do not hear of any transactions in bonded, tine

&SSSr Baric v continues in demand, other tlcscnptions are not

so saleable. Peas and Beans remain as on Monday. The Oat

Trade continues exceedingly flat.

44 to 52
BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White_

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire . ..- to

-

1 .... . Malting and.distilhng 25 to 30

. . Polands 18 to S3

. . Feed — to —
. . Feed ; 9 to 18

. . . . _ to —

Barley - -

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire .

Northumberland and Scotch .

Irish
Rve

old and new . £2 to 28 Tick £4 to 29
Means, Mazagan

Pigeon, Heligoland

Peas, White

Jan.' 13— 20
— 27

Feb- 3
— 10
— 17

(J weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

30 to 33
80 to 32

Winds.
Maple

2'.: to 34
27 to 29

$. s.

Red'l 40 to48
"White — to—
Grind. 19 to 25

Feed 14 to £2

Potato 15 to 24

Potato 14 to 22

Harrow 2C to 30

Longpod24 to 30

Grey 26 to 27

Teas-
EKLY IMPERIAL AVKRAG
Wheat. ,

Barley. Oat* K-ye. Joeans.

47 10 20 5 1G 11 £9 4 27 5

49 1 'J 7 2 17 28 2 27 7

49 3 27 8 17 30 4 27 10

48 1 27 6 16" 9 28 2 B7 3

47 5 27 1 16 11 30 1 27 5

47 11 £7 1

27 2

17 27 9 27

27 648 3 16 11 ~29

20
i

9 8 U 6 "TTTj

29
89
80

89
30
29

7
5
4
11

1

5

English
Irish .

Foreign

English
Irish
Scotch .

Foreign

ARRIVALS IN THE
Flour. VVht.

5844 Sks. — Brls.

It

RIVER LAST WEEK.

it it

Barl.
6160

Malt.
7429

Oats.
2860

_ 500

Rye. Bnf.
1296

2i) 10

7TT

Peas
400

~53

ARRIVALS
"Wheat
3010

THIS WEEK,
Barley

INSOLVENT
BANKKUI
BANKRUPTS-

Flotir

2430

cattle -jobber.

M- Ox borrow,
rdshire, com-

ic

Hague Thames

"furrier—1>-

orn-milier.

Brighton, Tonbri(lge*ware-manu-
-spinner— G. Cobb, Nottingham,
e, earthenware-manufacturer— G.

victualler—J- Tarns, i

Ncwmarch, ShcilieM,

Guiseley, Yorkshire, cw-- j Brown, Edinburgh, enpraver—R.
SCOTCH SBgUEf^^,

M'Farlanc and yamei

gow, writer-

Glasgow, ironmonger!—-A. M'Allisier, Glan-

the lady or u *
,im> lhe iady of Lieutenant James Will'oughbv, R.N., of a

inst., at ^ day the 18th inst-, at Hastings, the lady of the Rev- \V. F.

^"wetofasonandheir.

MARRIED—On the £0th inst., at Glasslough Church, the Rev. Lord John

iwsford, nephew of his.Graceithe Lord Primate, to Miss Leslie, sister of C:

Powell Leslie, Esq-. M.P—On the 10th inst., at Gottenburgh, J. Dickson,

Esq- of London, to Eleonore, only daughter ot Fredrik Willesding, Esq. his

Prussian Majesty's Cousul—On the 11th inst-, at Alverstoke .< 'hurch, K. C.

Bamiord, Esq., of the 59th Regiment, to Lavinia, daughter of Rear-Admiral

Sir Edward Chetham, C-B., K-CH., of Forton Lodge, Hants—On the 6th alt.,

at Nicolet, Lower Canada, J. Maharg, Esq., M-D-, surgeon of her Majesty

70th Regiment, to Jane Elizabeth, daughter of T- Trigge, Esq., ofQueliec

DIED-On the 18th inst., in Castle-street, Leicester-squnro, M- Louis

Ponchee, aged 108—On the 18th inst.. at her house, 33, Grosvenor

•nder. Esq, P.K.S., F.S.A., one uf the Benchers of Lincoln's Inn, and>th

senior Queen's Counsel on the Northern Circuit. —

I
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Just published, in 1 vol. 12mo, price 6s. , cloth, lettered,

FATHER OSWALD. A genuine Catholic Story.
H And other sheep I have which are not of this fold ; them

also I must bring:, and they shalWiear my voice : and there shall

be one fold and one Shepherd."—John x. 16*.

London : Charles Dolman, 6l, New Bond-street.

Just published, in l vol. 8vo, cloth, price 12.$., lettered,

THE EVIDENCES and DOCTRINES of the
CATHOLIC CHURCH. Showing that the former are no

less convincing than the latter are propitious to the happiness of
society. By the Most Rev. John Mac Ha lis v D.D., Archbishop
of Tuam. Second Edition, revised, with additional Notes.

London: Charles Dolman, 6l, New Bond-street.

PRUSSIAN HORTICULTURAL TRANSACTIONS.
VERHANDLUNGEN des Vereins zur Beforderung

des Gartenbaucs in den Koniglich Staaten. 4to., coloured
and plain Plates; complete in 14 vols. A fine Copy 12 guineas.
Berlin.—Many of the Numbers may also be had separately.

W. Pamplin, 45, Frith-street, Soho.

LAMBERTIAN HERBARIUM.
rPHE late PROFESSOR DON'S ACCOUNT of
-L the various Collections of the LAMBERTIAN HERBARIUM;
being an "Appendix to the History of the Genus Pinus." Atlas

folio, boards. A few copies of this interesting account of the

now-widely dispersed Botanical Museum, remain for sale. 10s.

William Pamplin, 45, Frith-street, Soho-souare.

In commencing the Second Volume, the Conductors announce
that they have incrbased the Size, without additional charge,
to Sixteen Folio Pages.

Published every Friday, Price Fivepence,

THE CHURCH and STATE GAZETTE—News-
paper Stamp Returns for April, May, and June. (Ordered

by the House of Commons, August 12).

CHURCH AND STATE GAZETTE 70,000.
Church Intelligencer . 13,000 I Nonconformist . . . 36,250
Conservative Journal . II, 000 I Patriot (twice a week) 70,000
Ecclesiastical Gazette . 36,750

[ Record (twice a week) 101,000
John Bull 45,000 I Watchman 51,500

In professing a desire to maintain the union of Church and
State, we exclude all principles and views hostile to the Esta-
blished Institutions of the Empire. We have no sympathy either
with the Adversaries of the Reformation, or with the Champions
of the Reformation in opposition to Primitive Truth. We war
against all doctrines, the tendencies whereof are on the one hand
to Popery, and on the other hand to Dissent and Sectarianism.
We support the State as the Nursing Parent of the Church—and
the Church as the Guide and Counsellor of the State. We believe
that the Empire has prospered, under Divine Providence, in pro-
portion as Church and State have understood and fulfilled these
their respective functions—in proportion as they have appreciated
the design of their union—in proportion as each has strengthened
each—and especially in proportion as the State has become reli-

gious. Believing, moreover, that the vast majority of the reflect-
ing, the educated, and the pious people of this country, concur
in these views, of which we do not perceive in the Public Press
any adequate Representative, we have entered the field and esta-
blished our Newspaper.
We challenge no opposition and profess no rivalry, but simply

desire to supply a defect through which false views have obtained
an unsuspected and unwarrantable currency. Had we doubted
of the expediency of the course we have adopted, the violence of
Party spirit, at the present moment, and the lamentable misap-
prehensions to which that violence has given rise on most solemn
and important topics, left us no alternative, and justified out
decision.
Truth, like air, is useful only in circulation. To circulate

truth has been and is our one object—to be useful will be our
reward. Cautiously, therefore, we avoid each extreme of Party,
and fearlessly address ourselves to the correction of every error.

We expect as much the disfavour of all violent partisans, as the
countenance of moderate men and sound thinkers.

We rely for support not only upon the Nobility and Gentry,
who, from high birth and station, may be considered hereditary
patrons of Church and State principles, but also upon the
thoughtful Middle Classes, who, in the gradual formation of right
convictions, require both a guide and an interpreter. It is

scarcely necessary to say, that in politics we are Conservative ;

as willing to improve as we are unwilling to impair—reverencing
the hoarded wisdom and rich experience of the past, as the best
guides in principle for the conduct of the details both of the pre-
sent and the future.

It becomes us not to speak of the talent and abilities with
which our Publication is supported. The public, indeed, have a
right to require at our hands, industry, thoughtfulness, and can-
dour—a holy and reverent love for all things sacred and venerable
—an unswerving maintenance of all things true—an impartial
judgment upon all things doubtful. Without these, talent is mis-
chievous, and our object would be unattainable.
The Gazette contains Original Articles on Matters affecting

the Church, and on the Leading Topics of the Day—on Dissent-
ing Tactics—Foreign and - Home Correspondence—a Weekly
Resume of Foreign News— Original Reviews of Books of Interest
• -Ecclesiastical^and University Intelligence, and all the news
interesting to the Clergy and Laity of the Church—the Proceed-
ings of Charitable and Religious Societies—Naval and Military
Intelligence— Court and Fashion— Finances, Markets, and Funds
—and a Miscellaneous Department replete with the most inter-
esting facts of each week.

SCALE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisers are respectfully informed that a further reduction

has been made in the Scale of Prices for Advertisements, viz. :

—

Seven lines and undergo 5

Per line after ... 6
Quarter of a Column 15

Haifa Column
Column . .

Page . . .

2

6

7
10

10

(A line to average ten words.)
Advertisements received until 12 o'clock on Friday morning, at

the Publishing Office, 342, Strand. Annual Subscription, 22s. {if
paid in advance, 20s. ), may be transmitted by Post-office Orders,
payable to Mr. William Edwaijd Painter, 342, Strand; where
all communications for the Editor, and Advertisements, will be
received.

T O A G R I CULTURIST S
Now ready,

1. ON GUANO AS A FERTILIZER. By C. W. Johnson,
Esq. Price is. 6d. 2. ON FERTILIZERS IN GENERAL.
By C. W. Johnson, Esq. 1 vol. 8vo, Price 12*. 3. THE COT-
TAGE FARMER'S ASSISTANT. By C. W. Johnson, Esq.

Price 15. 4. THE FARMERS' ALMANAC for 1841-2-3, by
Johnson and Shaw, are still on sale. Price Is. each. In the
Press, 5. AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. By C. W.Johnson,
Esq. Price I*. 6. MORTON ON THE NATURE AND PRO-
PERTY OF SOILS. Third Edition, ?s.

Jamks Ridoway, Piccadilly, and all Booksellers.

Just published, Fifth Edition, enlarged, 5.5. 6d., boards.QN NERVOUS DISEASES, Liver and Stomach
^^ Complaints, Low Spirits, Indigestion, and Gout; also, on
Disorders produced by Tropical Climates, with Cases. By Geo.
Robert Rowk, M.D., F.S.A., Member of the Royal College of
Physicians, and of the Roval College of Surgeons, London, &c.

•'This is a clever as weu as useful work, and should certainly
be read by all martyrs to indigestion and other ills which flesh is
heir to, as they may derive many useful, not to say invaluable
hints."—The Times.

London; John Churchill, Princes-street, Soho,

MODERN WORKS on NATURAL HISTORY,
GARDENING, and BOTANY.

In small 8vo, price 7s. 6<*. cloth lettered, and 10s. 6d. with
coloured plates,

THE FLOWER-GARDEN;
Its cultivation and general arrangement, with Select Lists of the

most desirable Annual, Biennial, and Perennial Flowering Plants,

arranged according to their height, colour, and time of flowering.

Uniform with the above, price 6s. 6d. cloth lettered, and 10$. 6d.
with coloured plates,

THE ORCHARD AND FRUIT-GARDEN;
Including the Management of all Wall, Standard, and Espalier
Fruit-trees, and the Forcing-pit; with Select Lists of the most
choice varieties, and their synonymes. By Charles M'In-
tosh, F.C.H.S.

Also uniform with the above, price 6s. 6d. cloth lettered, and
10-v. 6d. with coloured plates,

THE GREENHOUSE, HOTHOUSE, and STOVE
;

Including Directions for the Cultivation and Management of
Exotic Flowering Plants, the erection and management of Green-
houses and Conservatories, and the most approved mode of
warming and ventilating, with Lists of the most choice species.

By Charles M'Intosh, F.C.H.S.

In small 8vo, price 55. 6d. cloth lettered,

THE NATURAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES
OF SELBORNE.

By the Rev. Gilbert White, A.M.
Anew edition, carefully revised, with Notes, by Edward Blyth.
A Map of the Locality, beautifully engraved on Steel, and
copiously illustrated with highly-finished Engravings on Wood,
and an interesting account of the state of Selbornc in the sum-
mer of 1836, by Mr. Mubie.

In 9 vols., super-royal 8vo, price in Sets reduced to 12/., half-
bound morocco,

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY,
AND REGISTER OF FLOWERING PLANTS.

Each Volume contains 48 Plates, beautifully coloured from
Nature. The text comprises Botanical Descriptions of the Plants
figured; the time of their Introduction; the best Mode of Cul-
ture ; and every other particular essential to their perfect

growth. Every beautiful plant newly introduced worthy of
notice and general cultivation, is described, and, if of sufficient

importance, accurately figured.

In one thick vol., royal 8vo, price 18.9. cloth lettered, and Illus-

trated with 27 etchings on Steel, by Mr. T. Landseer, 245.,

CUVIER'S ANIMAL KINGDOM,
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO ITS ORGANISATION.

By the late Baron Cuvier, Member of the French Academy, and
of the Royal Societies of London, Berlin, Petcrsburgh, &c. &c.

Translated from the last French edition, and brought down to
the present state of knowledge.

The Mammalia, Birds, and Reptiles ; by Mr. Edward Blyth. The
Fishes; by Mr. Robert Mudie. The Mollusca; by George
Johnston, Esq., M.D. The Crustacea and Insects; by J. O.
Westwood, Esq., F.L.S.

Just published, price 4s. each, sewed in paper covers; or Ds'
bound together in cloth boards,

VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND BOTANY;
BEING THE FIRST VOLUME OK THE

POPULAR CYCLOPAEDIA of NATURAL SCIENCE.
By W. B. Carpenter, M.D.,

Author of " Principles of General and Comparative Physiology,"
and M Principles of Human Physiology."

In small 8vo, price 25. cloth, gilt edges,

EVERY LADY HER OWN FLOWER-GARDENER.
By Louisa Johnson.

Third Edition, containing a Chapter on Window Gardening, byMr.
M'Intosu, and Instructions in the use of Domestic Greenhouses.

Uniform with the above, price 25. cloth boards,

HINTS ON LANDSCAPE GARDENING, AND
LAYING-OUT GROUNDS.

By James Main, A.L.S., Author of "Popular Botany," &c.

Also in small 8vo, price 25. cloth, gilt edges,

ON THE CULTURE OF THE VINE IN POTS
AND ON THE COILING SYSTEM.

By J. Mearns, F.H.S., Curator of the Botanic Garden, Leeds.

Just ready, in small 8vo, price 5.?. 6d., cloth, lettered, a new edi-

tion, with Six coloured Illustrations,

THE ENTOMOLOGIST'S TEXT-BOOK.
An Introduction to the Natural History, Structurk, Phy-
siology, and Classification of Insrcts, including the Crustacea

and Arachmida. By J. O. Wkstwood, Esq., F.L.S.

In 3 vols. 8vo, price 1/. 165. Illustrated by numerous Engravings.

A HISTORY OF BRITISH LAND BIRDS.
INDIGENOUS AND MIGRATORY : INCLUDING THEIR OR-
GANISATION, HABITS, AND RELATIONS; REMARKS

ON CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLATURE.
By William Macgillivray, a.m.

Member of the Werncrian Natural History Society of Edinburgh ;

of the Natural History Society of Philadelphia, of the Lyceum
of New York j of the Literary and Philosophical Society of South
Carolina; and Professor of Natural History, Marischai College,

Aberdeen.

In four volumes, fcap. 8vo, price 20s.,

MAN MORALLY and PHYSICALLY CONSIDERED.
By the late Robert MUDIE.

The Volumes treat respectively of

—

PHYSICAL MAN, or the Powers of Observation and Action.

INTELLECTUAL MAN, or the Reasoning Powers, with

their Uses.
p

M ORAL MAN, or the Desires and Motives as affecting Conduct.

S OCIAL MAN, or the Duties of Man to Society.

London ; Wm, S. Our & Co., Paternoetcr-row,

This Day is published, price Four Shillings,
MECHANICAL PHILOSOPHY, and its Application to the Arts,

Being the Third Part of
rFHE POPULAR CYCLOPAEDIA OF NATURAL
-1- SCIENCE. By Dr. W. B. Carpenter, Author of
"Principles of General and Comparative Phys iology.".
The object of the present undertaking is to produce a con-

nected Series of Treatises, embracing the whole circle of Natural
Science, embodying the principlks of the Science, with the
facts of most striking interest, so as to furnish the reader with
entertainment as well as instruction. With this view, each
Treatise will be complete in itself, and executed by one Writer,
but so arranged as to form parts of one general plan.
The Publishers announce, with confidence, that the execution

of these Treatises has been confided to Dr. Carpenter, a gentle-
man whose position in the scientific world, united with an ardent
zeal for the dissemination of knowledge, affords the best
guarantee that the Work will be completed in a manner worthy
of its importance.
The Treatises onVECETAnr-E PuysiOLOovand Botanv, already

published, will be the best indication of the style in which the
whole will be written.

it is intended that the following Volumes shall be produced
during the present year, viz.,

—

Port III.—Mechanical Philosophy and its Application
to the Arts, on February 28.

Part IV.—Astronomy, on April 30th.
Part V.—Animal Physiology, July 30th.
Part VI.

—

Animal Physiology -, September 30th.
Part VII.— Hydrostatics, December 30th.

W. S. Orr & Co., London ; W. & R. Chambers, Edinburgh ;
and W. Curry, .Tun. & Co., Dublin.

ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE.
Just published, in 8vo, cloth lettered, price 9s.,

THE PRESENT STATE of ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE in ENGLAND; with 36 Illustrations. By

A. Welby Pugin, Architect. Republished from the "Dublin
Review."—London: Charles Dolman* 61, New Bond-street.

Lately published, illustrated by several Plates, price 3s.

HPHE HISTORY and MANAGEMENT of BEES,
-*- with Notices of a New Hive, on the Polish plan, invented
by the Author, John Wighton, Gardener to Lord Stafford.
"We strongly recommend this book to all who keep bees,

more especially to gentlemen's gardeners."

—

Loudon's Gard. Mag.
u A Treatise on the subject, apparently the result of experience

and careful observations, cannot be without its interest."— The
Editor of the Gardeners 1 Chronicle.
London: Longman & Co., Paternoster-row. Norwich: Bacon

& Co. May be had through any Bookseller.

SCREENS for PROTECTING TREES in Blossom,
and Fruit from Injuries by Wasps and Flics, and for Shading

Hothousesand Conservatories, Pines and Melons, Tulips-beds, &c
—N. HULME, Paradise Green, Knutsford, Cheshire, manufac-
tures the following articles : Canvas Netting, of three different
textures, at hd., of a stronger quality, at 7d., and of Yarn
doubled, at 8r/. per square yard. Woollen Netting, of different

sorts, at bd., 7d., and iorf.,per square yard. The above articles

are made from one to four yards in width, as may suit the pur-
chasers. N. H. has for many years had the honour to supply
the Nobility, Gentry, and others, in various parts of the King-
dom, with the above articles, and has had the happiness to give
general satisfaction. N.B.—Patterns, with the prices annexed,
sent (if desired) to any persons wishing to become purchasers.

OTONE-COLOURED CEMENT.—Felix Austin, of
£5 the New Road, Regent's Park, begs to inform Architects,
Builders, Plasterers, &c.,that during the process of manufac-
turing a very superior Composition, which has greatly improved
his well-known artificial stone ornaments, lie has succeeded in
making an excellent STONE-COLOURED CEMENT adapted to
all building purposes, which he can supply at 2s. 6d. per bushel,
at his Manufactory, near the Thames Tunnel, Rotherhithe. It is

particularly suited for repairing decayed stonework.
__ 11

- —

SHIRLEY VINEYARD, near Southampton.—The
Proprietor of this Establishment respectfully announces

that he has now made sufficient progress in it to enable him to

commence, forthwith, a series of experiments of a most impor-
tant character, and on an extensive scale, relative to the Culture
of the Vine under Glass; the object of which will be to free

that interesting and valuable branch of Horticulture from the
difficulties and uncertainty which have hitherto surrounded it,

and to place it on such a basts, as to ensure the production of
very superior fruit, with ease, certainty, and economy.

In the prosecution of this design, and in that of cultivating the
Vine on open walls; and also in the propagation of Vine Plants
in the nursery department of the Vineyard, he is desirous of
having associated with him a few respectable Youths, as Articled
Pupils, who, in addition to being taught the most improved mode
of Vine Culture in all its various branches, and (as necessarily
involved in it) the Theory and Practice of all the grand Principles

on which the delightful Science of Horticulture is based, will

also enjoy a great number of valuable Educational Advan-
tages, of a sterling practical character, and such as, in com-
bination with the above, will enable them, with industrial appli-

cation, to occupy, at the expiration of their pupilage, a superior

and independent rank in society.

To Parents who are desirous of providing for their Sons the

knowledge of a superior and profitable pursuit, in preference to

their becoming dependent on the precarious issue of mercantile
or trading occupations, the oppoitunity thus offered may be con-
sidered as highly deserving of their attention.

As the Pupils will be considered as members of the family, and
treated in every respect in the most liberal manner, a suitable

Premium will bo required.

Applications, personally or by letter, may be made to Mr.
CtKMENT Hoare, at the Vineyard.

It is intended to limit the number of Pupils for the present to

four, and Mr. H. will be ready to receive them in the ensuing
month of March. February 8, 1843.

(CAUTION.—Several Perfumers of apparent Respect-
J ability, for the sake of gaining a trifle more profit, basely at-

tempt to impose their pernicious compounds upon the public as the

real " MACASSAR OIL" for the Hair, and " KALYDOR" for

it is necessary, on purchasing either article, to see that the word
ROWLAND'S is 011 the wrapper, as follows, without which none
are genuine. Rowland's Macassar Oil, for the growth, and for

lieautifyiug the Human Hair. Price 3s. 6d., 7s., or Family Hottles

(containing four small) 10s. (kl. ; and double that size, 2 is. per
bottle. Rowland's Kalydor, for the Skin and Complexion.
Price 4s. 6rf. and 8s. 6d. per bottle. A. ROWLAND AND SON,
20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, is written in red on the

wrappers of the Macassar Oil and Kalydor, and engraven on
the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. Be sure to ask for
" Rowland's" Articles, Sold by them and by respectable Chemists
and Perfumers.

th
Printed by Messr*. Bradbury and Evans, Lombard-street, Fleet-street, in

e Precinct of Wlntci'riar:-., in the City of London, and Published hy them at

the Oi'Ficn, :*, CxarmhS'Strkkt, Covbkt (iajwbk, in the County ofM iddleaex,

where all Advertisements and Communications art to be addressed to the

Editor,—Saturday* February 85, 1M3.
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•egetation of

l'lUNr.irAI. ilOK-TICULTUKAL SUBJECTS IN
THE LAS^ NUMBER.

Affphnnidlan, veg€
Amateur's (iartlcii

Ammonia, to fix with salt

_ to Hx with gypsum .

Antiquities of Gardening,—
Lemons • *

Apricot, good sort • •

Auriculas, young, their treat-

ment ... .

Begonia coccinea
Camellias, in the

Dorsetshire •

— their treatment

Cnrdoons, to cook .

Chinese seeds, to raise

no- c

ne b

115 c
117 a

119 b
121 b

open air in

121

118

118
U7
119
121

b
c

c

c
b

b

Clianthus punieens, its treatment 121 b

Climbers tor a summer-house • 121 6

Custom-house officers, plunder
of plants by •

Death-watch, described
Dendrobium sanguinolentum .

Draining land, remarks on form-
ing companies for .

Dyer's wood, to convert into

manure
Edinburgh Botanic Garden
noticed .

1'ig, best forcing kind
Filberts, to preserve . . «

Fungi, as green manure
Garden produce, query respecting 117 b

Gesnera zebrina, its treatment

.

Gooseberry, best flavoured

Grafting, clay recommended for

<ira?s-seeds, to sow Barley with
Guards, for protecting trees

Jlay, musty, not injurious to

cattle
Ice-plant, its treatment
Ilex Paraguayensis •

Land, heavy, to improve .

Ufi b
Utf a
WW c

115 a

131 a

110 c
121 b
11!) a
11(5 a

121

121

121

121

b
b
b
a

118 c

110 a
121 b
118 c

121 a

Lawns, to improve . • . 121 c
Manures, animal and vegetable,
their application > • • 115 a
— economical . • . 117 ft

— to prepare • . • 121 a
— liquid, to apply to plants 121 a

Manuring with green crops • 110 a

Mimulus, best sorts of . • 121 «
Mushrooms, as green manure • 116 a
Nitrate of soda, its effect on a
Rhododendron • • .19 a

Owl, useful in gardens • .118a
Paris, royal parks and gardens of 118 a

Pears, keep well on horsehair • 119 a
Pear-trees, ttfprnne . • • 121 6

_ difference which
their age produces upon fruit 121 b

Pelargoniums, to stop1 their shoots 121 6

Pine-apple, heavy . .| r. 118 a

Plains, to thaw • • • .118 a
Pidianthestuberosa, its treatment 121 6

Potatoes, singular instance of

their deteriorating • . 117 b
Roberts' Treatise on the Vine
reviewed ...» * 119 c

Ilosshire, Dr. Graham's botanical

excursion in . . • . 119 a
Rural Sonnets . 119 /'

Seaweed, as green manure . 116 a
Shoals, to embank • . . 115 a
Slugs, to destroy . . . 118 a
Spain, Dr. Daifbrny's journey to,

announced 110 b
Strawberries, nitrate of soda for 121 A
Tropceolum tuberosum, to flower 121 a
Varnish for cotton Frames . 118 a
Vines, in a greenhouse, to train 121 a
— flowers of, destroyed with-
out the leaves being affected . 121 a
— their treatment . . 120 a

Ward's case*, to transmit plants in 131 c

LIVERPOOL BOTANICAL INSTITUTION.—
Exhibitions at the Garden for the year 1843.—The Ex-

hibitions will take place on Friday, May 5, Friday, June 23, and

Friday, September 8, when the following Prizes will be awarded

at each Meeting.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY, THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

el

u
.o

o
en •-

<L> —

3s

BRAGG'S "ANTAGONIST," the successful White
DAHLIA, arid pronounced to be decidedly "first-rate," will

be let out to the Trade only. Plants 105. 6rf., with the usual allow-

ance. The following are the names of the Nurserymen who have
already ordered, and who will be able to retail plants in May
next :

—

Messrs.—
Brown, Slough
Mitchell, Piltdown
Stein, Highgate
Lodge, Broughton
Harrison, York
Whole, Elcot
Salter, Versailles

Appleby, York
Girling, Stowmarket
Earl, Birmingham
Smith, F. and A., Hackney
Miellez, Lille

King, Ivcr
Edwards, York
Mayle, Leamington
Union, Paddington
Soden, Woodstock

aullj Colnbrook
lleale, Devizes and Calne
Veitch, Exeter
Drummond, Bath
Warner and Warner, 28, Corn-

hill

Cook, Longwick
Foster, Strand
Rendle, Plymouth
White, Poole
Alexander, Kingsland
Kcrnan, Covcnt Garden
Gregory, Cirencester

Nutting, Cheapside

Cormack and Oliver, New-cross

and Covcnt Garden
Stewart, Salt-hill

HoUand, Middleton
Handasyde, Musselburgh
Low, Clapton
Maule, Bristol

Messrs.—
Little and Ballantyne, Carlisle

Gaines, Battersea
Paul, Cheshunt
Lealy, Bristol
Spary, Hungerford
Knight, St. Leonard's-on-Sea
Bunney, Covent Garden
Lockhart, 156, Cheapside
Carter, 238, High Holborn
Charlwood, Covent Garden
LawsonandSon, Edinburgh
Harrison, Downham
Scott, Brothers, Belfast

Saunders, Jersey
Brown and Attwcll, Uxbridge
Cooper, Croydon
Schofield, Rudsthorp
Barrett, Wakefield
Ashworth, Bury
Marnock and Manlcy, Hackney.
Henderson and Son, Brechin,
N.B.

Horwood, Bicester
Backhouse, York
Henbrey, Croydon
Dickenson, Guildford
Major, Rudsthorpe
Cameron, Uckfield
Prothcroe and Morris, Leyton-
stone

Rogers and Son, Uttoxcter
Ingram, Southampton
Daniels, Hull
Millman, Calcot
Langley, Mirfleld
Newton, Newcastle
Widnall, Grauchester
Smith, Bath

Nurserymen who have not ordered Plants will have their
names added to this list as soon as received.—

S

lough, Feb. 16.

PELARGONIUMS, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS, PICOTEES,
and SELECT PLANTS.

H GROOM, Clapham-Rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to Her Majesty,

begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Public, that his Cata-
logue of new and fine PELARGONIUMS, &c, is ready, and may
he had on application.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, &c.

TOHN HOLLAND, Florist, Market-place, Middle-
*•* ton, near Manchester, Lancashire, begs to call the attention
of his Friends and the Floricultural Public, to his superb Collec-
tion of CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, &c, consisting of the finest
sorts in Cultivation ; and that he can still supply first-rate vari-
eties, including a few pairs of that superb rose-flake, Somes'
Marchioness of Westminster, &c. &c. Amateurs, Florists, &c,
purchasing, would find it an advantage to possess his Catalogue,
which will be forwarded on application.

J. H. having also a very large stock of the common show
varieties, begs to call the attention of Nurserymen, &c. &cM who
will be supplied on very liberal terms.
N.B.—A large Collection of Auriculas, Polyanthuses, &c. &c—

Market-place, Middleton, March 2, 1843.

AT GAINES, Florist, Surrey-Lane, Battersea,
*-/ • begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and others, that his
STOCK of PELARGONIUMS now ready for sending out are
strong healthy plants. The following are a few of his Seedlings,
which have been proved, and can be recommended, viz. :—

, ^ ,
PELARGONIUMS.

Oamcs's Duchess of Suther- Gaines's Lady Duncannon 42s
land
Pride of Surrey *

Orange Perfection
Amulet
Lady Sale .

Emperor Superb .

Gaines's Lord Prudhoe-dwKj^son

19

JJ

1»

(13,9

63s
635
635
42s
42s

99

91

19

ir

99

Royal Adelaide
Prince of Wales
Countess Eldon
Princess Royal
Conspicuum

99

99

19

99

Lady Prudhoc—blush white
Lady Duncannon-blush, shaded with lilac !Lady of the Lake-Peach blossom ,Venus— clear white

19

91

105

7
10
10

10

7
10

Surpasse Primrose-fine large primroseElegans-rosy purple .

S
,

primrose
•

Golden Yellow-bright yellow \
'

' 7 „Catalogues of Pelargoniums, Dahlias, Pansies! Calceolarias

42s
42s

42s
42s

42S

(V/

6
6
6
6
6
6
6*

CLASS I.

No. of
Plants to

be exhibi-
ted.

B

C
D

E

G

H
I

K
L

M

N

O
P

R
S
T
V
W

Greenhouse Azaleas in collections,
not more than 2 plants of a sort

Cape Heaths, in collections of 6
species

Exotic Orchidacese, 3 specimens .

Pelargoniums in pots, in collections
of 10 varieties ....

Pelargoniums in pots, ditto of 6
varieties

Garden Roses, including Moss,
Provence, &c., 12 bunches of S
blooms each, and not less than
12 varieties

Chinese Roses, or Chinese Hybrids,
such as the Noisettes, Bourbon,
&c.; 12 bunches of 3 blooms each,
12 varieties .

Fuchsias, in 6 distinct varieties
Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in mis-

cellaneous collections
Stove or Greenhouse Plants, ditto
Stove or Greenhouse Plant, best
ornamental single specimen

Forced Hardy Plants in pots ; as
Roses, Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Verbenas, &c. &c.

Herbaceous Calceolarias, in 6 vari-
eties, in pots .

Shrubby Calceolarias, ditto .

Carnations and Picotees, in pans,
all distinct

Pinks, ditto ditto .

Dahlias, ditto ditto .

Tulips, ditto ditto .

Pansies, ditto ditto .

Cut Flowers, in ornamental groups
or baskets

X Miscellaneous Flowers in pots, set

in boxes, baskets, or stands ; In-

cludingAuriculas, Ranunculuses,
Hyacinths, the newest varieties

of tender annuals, &c. &c.

6
3

10

2d!

6

3

10

Amount of
1

Prizes-,

•

•
*

ft# a ti

i s s 3
b CO H

36

36

9

6
4

36

s.

15

25
40

d

60

30

s.

10

20

20

d.

40

20

12

6
6

18

18

24

12

24

12

36
6

6
4

1

12

6
6

12

12

12

12

24

10

12

10

20

60

30

7 6

30

10

5

25

30

7
10

40

20

6

20

20

10

10

20

10

30

30

o

(i

(1

7
7

15

7
20

20

6

6

6

ft

30

10

10

10

5

5

10

5

10

10

10 5 ^—

15 10 5

10 7 6 5

Total jfc50

J-i 4

a o
13

+j X
1-1
H

Amount of
Prizes.

AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF

GG

HH

CLASS II.
P*

Grapes, the best dish ....
Pines, the best ......
Melons, the best

Peaches, the best dish of 8 specimens . .

Nectarines, the best dish of 8 specimens
Miscellaneous collections of Fruit, consisting

of at least 6 different kinds of Hothouse or

Wall-fruit, in dishes

Miscellaneous collections of other Fruits,con-

sisting of at least 6 diff. kinds, in dishes .

Miscellaneous collections of Frame or Early
Vegetables, including Cucumbers,Rhubarb,
French Beans, Lettuces, &c., to be exhi-

bited at the May Meeting only, in Baskets.

Total ^
EXTRAS at discretion of the Judges . £

Grand Total to be contended for \ £
o*- narh Meetinc • • /

s.

20

20
12

15

15

o

6

a
8

60

20

s.

15

10

7
7
7

d.

6
6

6

-a

s.

20

16

4

70 o

40

10

10

20

EAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.-
B YOUELL^Ind CO., in submitting their Catalogue of

Fuchsias for 1843, take
f̂ ^^attention of admirers of the above eiefodUL tiiu y

.

select and superb Collection. They have spa, ed no expanse. »
forming a selection ol such as are reauy sou"' wn„id rpfrrtn
of many that are mere nominal varieties

;
and ^^SJ^oSe

the numerous testimonials of success winch attetijf^.^^
of selecting last season collections for Amateurs, for compeution

at the various Horticultural Exhibitions throughout,tr»c wngaom.

Youkll and Co. also feel desirous of calling ^tiontothw
peculiar method of executing orders for this tribe oi P«"»

»

namely, that they will deliver them free of postage, on tne receipt

of a post-office order, to any part of the United j"?^™^™
first week of April next, in collections, upon the following wrma .

Twelve fine show varieties 12s. I Twelve extra fine show va"-

Twelve extra line ditto . l6s.
|

eties, very superior . •
•"*•

The selection being left to Youkll and Co.

DESCRIPTION OF FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
This magnificent Fuchsia was raised by Mr. Meehan, gardener

to Colonel Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom
Messrs. Youell obtained the entire stock. In May last it was

submitted to Dr. Lindley for his opinion, which will be found in

the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th of that month, as follows :—
" Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have seen,

the flowers being three inches in length, with the tube and sepals

of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple. If, as

you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will prove a

valuable addition to this beautiful genus." As a proof of its being

a most profuse bloomer, Y.& Co. had a plant in flower on Sept. 15,

1S42, on one branch of which were upwards of 200 blooms, form-

ing a splendid object for the greenhouse, conservatory, or flower-

garden. Price 10s. 6d. per plant, sent free of postage to any part

of the United Kingdom.
Fuchsia transparens,
outer corolla a delicate

transparent pink, boldly

tipped with bright green,
and inner corolla a fine

rosy carmine, habit of

the plant erect, and a
profuse bloomer .

Fuchsia aflinis, or radi-

cans ....
Fuchsia arborea
Fuchsia arborea grandi-

tloni ....
aurantia .

Belladifoliata.or

Belliana, or roseo alba
(pure white, beautifully
tipped with rose)

Bicolor ....
Bruceana....
Blanda ....
Brockmanii .

Curtisii • •

Compacta •

Cooperii *

Carnea ....
Chandlerii • •

Conspicua

s. d.

5

1

1

2

2

s. &.

2 6
2
2 6
2
2
10 6
2
1

2 6
2
2

1

1 6

arborea
Cordata superba
Corymbiflora . .

'
.

Craigiana
Dalstonii ....
Dicksonii....
Delicata .... 2

2
1

1

2

7
1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

2

Exhibitors will be required to sign a declaration that all Plants

exhibited have been in their possession Two Months ; also, that

all Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables exhibited, are of their own
e-rowth and production ; and if such declaration cannot or shall

not be duly signed, the Premiums awarded will be withheld;

and all Fruit must be set out in dishes with leaves, the same as

if served up for Desert.

In order to facilitate the regulations as far as possible,m cases

of specimens brought from a distance, arrangements will be

made to receive all such as shall be brought during the afternoon

of the previous day, into one of the greenhouses of the Institu-

tion, which will be cleared for the purpose.

A printed copy of the regulations (which resemble as closely

as local and other circumstances will permit those of the Horti-

cultural Society of London) may be had by application to Mr.

SiiEPiiEJin, the Curator at the Garden; or, to

Joseph Dickinson, M.D., Hon. Secretary.

24, Great George-square, Liverpool. Jan. 27, 1843.

I
^LOWER-SEEDS ; 36 packets, 10s.; 18 do., 5s.,

forwarded postage-free to any part. Apply to Mr. Brown,

Curator Botanic Garden, Colchester. Any preferred species may
he specified in the order. A mixed selection, containing 30

varieties for sowing indiscriminately on Borders, 5s. Pelargo-

nium Petunia, and Heliotropium, Is. per packet.—P.S. Remit a

Post-office order or smmps^

"""isEVv, GOOD, AND CHEAP.

WIT LIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Ramsgate, Kent,

hiving selected from the many new FUCHSIAS and

vwdwfmas Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the

d m nf the undernamed low prices-including the follow-

^^ieh8iw:--Conspicna arborea (Catleugh's), Venus victrix,

rCrinpsM rosea alba, Moneypennii, compacta, racemiflora
,

&c.

A ili
?

?hi following distinct Verbenas -.-Queen, Aurora, Stewartn
Also the follow g

Burleyana, &c. &c. Fuchsias,

TnT nTner do/, to tin case, (post-paid), or in pots itf.pei
•

doz ;

105 6d. peruo
tQ London> VerDenas, 3s. 6rf. per

SS??n"dn cases (post-paid), or in pots 4,. per doz., package and
• «^fdto London.- Persons may depend upon their being

Ca
T?iaPnts carefully packed in moss, and correct to Name.

Thev will be sent out according to priority of orders in April,

irornithnce from unknown correspondents.

W M obtained a Prize of 10Z., open to all
1 England, for a

Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c, at the Isle of Thanet

Floricultural Show, July, 1842.

List of Pelarg oniujns, &c, can be had ou application,

Devonia .

Elegans superba
Erecta tricolor . .

Excelsa .

Eximia .

Floribunda (Dickson's) •

Formosa elegans
Fulgens multiflora .

Floribunda magna .

Glabra multiflora .

Globosa variegata .

Grandiflora maxima
Grandjs .

Hopverii •

Hybrida coccinea .

Incomparabilis
II icifolia .

In data fulgida .

Insignis . •

Invincible . . •

Jayii

King, extra fine and very
large (new) .

Laneii . . . •

Loudonii .

Macnabiana
Magnifica
Magnirica (May's) .

Mirabilis • •

Monypennii
Multiflora erecta

Magnificent .

Pendula (Young's)

Pulcherrima
Pistillum album .

Pendula termmahs .

Princeps .

Racemiflora
Racemiflora elegans

Racemosa • • •

Rosea elegans .

Ricartonii
Smithii .

Splendida . . ,

Standishii
Splendens (Humboldt)
Splcndens (Kyle's) .

Salmonia .

Stewartia
Sanguinea . ,

Stylosa conspicua .

elegans

l

l

l

2
1

2
1

1

1

2
2

1

1

2

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

7
7
2
2
1

1

1

1

1

2

2
2
2
1

2
1

3
2

1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
1

2
1

6
6
6
6
6

6
6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
6
6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

Stylosa maxima
. pulchella
Thompsoniana superba
Towardii .

Triumphans •

Toddiana ...
Tricolor . .

Usherii . . •

Venus Victrix .

Vernalis .

Victoria •

Youellii .

Woodsii .

VERBENAS.
" Laconii," afine blue, de-

lightfully fragrant, of

vigorous, but compact
habit, and the heads of

flowers measuring up-

wards of three and a

half inches in diameter. 5
« Princess Royal," of the

purest snowy white; the

flowers remarkably
large, and extremely
fragrant; nothing can
exceed the purity of the

white in this; beautiful

variety, and it possesses

that acquisition, not to

be found in any of its

class,—of retaining its

clear white during fading 5

[It would be as..well to

remark, that the petals

of the flowers of the

above meet so closely,

as to form a perfect ball.

They will be ready for

sending out by post,

free, to any part of the

United Kingdom, in the

second week of April.]

Arraniana superba -

- grandiflora

Barkerii, extra fine

Barnesii .

Delicata, fine .

Edmondii
Emperor •

Sola? beautiful "pink

with white eye

Grandis •

Groomiana
Hendersonii
Hislopiana
Hylandsii
Incisa .

major
Melindris major
Nivenii .

Picta ....
Sanguinea
Splendens
Striata coccinea, ext. fine 2
Teucrioides rosea, do.
Tweediana
Victory .

Vivid
[The above will also be sent

free of postage to any part of
the United Kingdom.]

PETUNIAS
,

Magna rosea . •

1

6
2 G

1

2
1

I

2

2 6
1 6

1 6
1

I

1

6
1

6
6
6

1

6
2

6
6

1

1

Magniflora
Bicolor .

Lady Peel
Medora .

Gem .

Rook's Nest
Rosea alba

Beauty .

Grandis ;.

\\\
w

2
2

2

1

1

2

2
2
2

2

6
6

6
6

O
6

[The above can also be sent h
5«

t r >
. „ free of postage to any part of^£
2 o 1 the United Kingdom.]

Agentsifor the sale of Stephenson & Co.'s Improved Coni- ^ £y
cal Boilers, which may be seen o» application.

Packages containing 30 varieties of the^iost select Flower Seeds

8s. each, sent free of postage to any part of the Kingdom.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, Feb. 1(5, 1843.

/
»
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CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AURICULAS, &c.

MESSRS. DICKSON, Nurserymen and Florists,
Acre-Lane, Brixton, respectfully solicit the early attention

of Amateurs and the Trade to their extensive and choice col-
lection, which comprises all the best show-flowers of the day.
Gentlemen wishing to compete for prizes at public exhibitions
will find this a most desirable opportunity of making their
selection. The plants are in fine healthy condition, and warranted
true to their kinds. Messrs. Dickson also have a few more pairs

of that splendid red Picotee, Barraud's Cornelius to dispose
of: it is a beautiful and distinct variety, and as a show-flower ,

is unrivalled in its class. Catalogues may be had on application
to Messrs. Dickson, or Messrs. Warnkr & Warner, Seedsmen,
&c, Cornhill, London-

/CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.—Youeli* & Co.
V_y have now ready for sending out several thousand pairs of the

above flowers, consisting of the finest sorts in cultivation, upon
the following terms :

—

*£ *• ^<

25 pairs of extra fine and first-rate show flowers 5

12 „ ditto ditto . • 2 10

25 pairs fine show flowers . • • .300
12 „ 1 10

12 pairs extra fine show Pinks . • • - 12

The selection being left to Youem. & Co. The plants are remark-
ably strong and healthy, and warranted true to name and colour.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Feb. 24, 1843.

WOODS SUPERB SCARLET PHLOX DRUM-
MONDIT.—The colour of this most beautiful of annuals is

a dazzling scarlet ; the flowers are perfectly round, without any
space between the petals, forming, unexceptionably, the most
brilliant and striking object that, can possibly be imagined.—
J."Woon having grown no other sort, it is impossible that it can
be" deteriorated by impregnation. It was awarded an extra prize
at the Summer Show of the Huntingdon Horticultural Society.
Packets, containing 12 seeds, 2s. GU. each, postage included,
cither in cash or postage stamps.
The following gentlemen of the neighbourhood will vouch for

the truth of the above description -.—John Price, Esq., God-
manchester, Hon. Secretary to the Huntingdon Horticultural
Society; E. Maule, Esq., Huntingdon ; Mr. Hkstkr, Gardener
to the Right Hon. Earl of Sandwich, Hinchinbrook, near Hun-
tingdon ; Mr. Laird, Gardener to Lady Sparrow, Brampton
Park, Huntingdon ; Mr. Bktts, Gardener to G. Thornhill, Esq.,
M.P., Diddington, Huntingdon ; Mr. Giddings, Florist, Heming-
Jord, Huntingdon.
N.B. March is the best month for sowing, and the seed should

be vegetated in a gentle heat.

Nursery, Huntingdon, March 2 , 1843.

SELECT AND SHOWY HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
SPLENDID CALCEOLARIAS, NEW HYBRID FUCHSIAS, &c.
T\7ILLIAM MAY begs to announce to the Nobility,

* » Gentry, and the Public generally, that he has still a few
hundred of select Showy Hardy Herbaceous Plants that he can
supply by name at 42s. per hundred, leaving the selection to him-
self. He has also ready to send out his splendid Calceolaria,
*' Lady Constable," which has been repeatedly pronounced the
best Calceolaria in England, price 10s. Gd. each; many other
very superb varieties. He will also have ready to send out the
last week in April his new and beautiful hybrid Fuchsia "Bal-
lonii;" this is a most superb variet}", of large size, globular
form, line dark crimson purple, With very dark distinct foliage,

price 10.?. Gd. each. He can also supply all the leading varieties
in present cultivation.

W. M. has a few packets of his very select Hollyhock-Seed (all

warranted saved from double flowers), 200 seeds for 2s. Gd., 500 for

5*. Selected Pansy-seed at 2s. Gd. and 5s. each ; and a limited
number of packets of Picotee seed, saved from prize-flowers

5*. each. The Calceolaria, Fuchsia, and seeds, sent post free

on receipt of a post-office order.—Hope Nursery, Learning- lane,
near Bedale, Yorkshire.— Feb. 24, 1843.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1S43.

MRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, and TODD'S
LADY SALE.

Rbport of the London Fumicai/ri/RAi, Society, Sept. 20,
1842:—Six Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of 1841, named "Mrs.
James Richardson," were sent for opinion by Mr. James Edwards
of York. This Flower was shown at the Royal South London
Floricultural Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize
awarded ; but on the present occasion was shown in much bet-
ter character, the blooms being quite up in the centre, and deci-
dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the censors :

Form, substance, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good;
depth, full; size, medium; general form, good; colour, while,
occasionally tipped; class of quality, first-rate.—From the Gar-
deners' Chronicle and Gazette.
Also obtained the following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited.
1st prize at Hull, Aug. 30th ]2
1st prize at Beverley, Sept. 7th 2
Awarded an extra prize at the Royal South London Flol

ricultural Society, Sept. 13th 4
1st prize at Leeds, Sept. 21st 12
1st prize at Newcastle, Sept. 2lst Q
1st prize at Sunderland, as a superior first-class Seedling,

sept. 27th a
1st prize at the York Floral and Horticultural Society,

Sept. 28th. . J8
1st prize at the York Floricultural Society, Oct. 1st .12
1st prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.

Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, XOs.Gd.
Also recommended by the London Floricultural Society as one

of the best Six New Dahlias coming out in is ks.

Lai>y Sale (Todd's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-
cupped petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre; of
considerable depth and good size; very constant, and a decided
first- rate show flower. Height, 4 ft. 5 Plants, io.v. Gd.
All orders addressed J. Edwards, Layerthorpe, Florist, Nursery

and Seedsman, 7, New Bridge-street, York, will be strictly at-
tended to; and the greatest care will be taken in sending out good
plants at an early period, so as to ensure a good bloom during
the season.—York, Dec, 1842.

MAGNIFICENT NEW VERBENA, "PRINCE OF WALES "
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, having obtained the
* * entire Stock of the above very splendid VERBENA, beg

leave to offer it to the Public, feeling assured that they can with
the greatest confidence recommend it as worthy of especial notice.
Tnis desirable variety is a beautiful Flesh Colour ; the flowers

measuring 34 inches in diameter, and exceedingly fragrant.
Plants of the above will be ready for delivery in May, at 3s. 6V.

each ;
the usual discount to the Trade when 6' plants or more

are ordered.
W. W. & Son would also solicit attention to their superb

Collection of all the New Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c, and other
spring Plants adapted for Bedding, Catalogues of which will be
sent KiiKio on application.

Verbenas, consisting of the best varieties, and left to their
own selection, in tin cases, per post, at ss. per doz., or in pots
at 4s. per doz. Fuchsias, per post, at i.v. pcr# <i0Z-

Please address—Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfleld
Sussex.

THE NEW WEEPING WILLOW (Salix Americana pendula).

_L
RIVERS, Jtjn., has a few very fine Plants of

T1 ir l.-Tf!i\
,S h

?mitifal WILLOW grafted on straight stems, seven tounit reet in height, 7*. Gd. each, carriage paid to London,sawbridgeworth, Herts, March 2, 1 ;(::,

LARCHES, &c.

VERY fine Two Year Seedlings, and One and] Two
Year transplanted Larches, and other Nursery stock are

still on sale, at moderate prices, by W- Urquhart and Sons,
Dundee. ______^__

SEEDLING DAHLIAS.
DKTNG, SEEDSMAN, FLORIST, &c, POR-

• CHESTER, begs to call the attention of the Trade and
Public generally to his two Splendid Seedling DAHLIAS, being
of first-rate Quality. They have been shown at all the principal
Shows in Hampshire, where they have taken Seedling Prizes in
1841 and 1812, and where they were considered to surpass all the
older Sorts, in present cultivation ; Compacta—dark Maroon, fine
Cup and stiff Petals, good Size, fine Form and Habit, well up in
Centre, Flowers standing well above the Foliage, 4ft., 105. C)d.

Bbauty of Hants—fine Blush, sometimes tipped with Purple,
being equal in Quality to " Compacta ;" 3ft. to 4ft., 10s. Gd. The
usual allowance to the Trade when 6 Plants are taken. Good
strong Plants sent out the first week in May.
D.K. begs also to acquaint his friends who may favour him with

their Orders, that in consequence of his not being able to show
them last year at the London Exhibitions, he will not re-
ceive any money for them if they do not prove according to
Advertisement. Orders will be received at G. Pim's, Nursery-
man, Jverj or at D. King's, Seedsman, &c, Porchcster. The
Stock being limited, to prevent disappointment, early Orders
will greatly oblige.

ORANGE, LEMON, AND CITRON TREES.
JMARSANO has just imported from Italy, 300 of

• the above TREES of various sorts, from 2ft. to 5ft. high.
Price from 5$. to 15.9. each Plant. The Nobility may be supplied
with these splendid Trees. Country Nurserymen will be
served at the wholesale Prices, with Italian TUBEROSES, on
early application to John Marsano, Oilman, Seedsman, and
Florist, 2, Beauchamp-street, Brook's Market, Leather-lane,
London.

RANGE AND LEMON TREES, JASMINE
PLANTS, &c., &c—Noblemen and Gentlemen seeking an

opportunity of replenishing their Stock, or commencing an
Orangery, may have an opportunity of so doing, by inspecting
the Stock of A. Cobbett, at his Italian Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall,
who has just received his annual Importation from Italy, in a
good and healthy condition. The trees are from 3 to 6 feet high
in the stem, and from lo.s. to 30s. each, and will be packed and
sent safely to any part of the Kingdom.
DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS.—The annual Impor-

tation of these truly fragrant and delightful Bulbs has just been
received in a good and healthy condition, and may be obtained
at the above address. Price 45. per dozen.
N.B.—Importer of choice Lucca Oils, Honeycomb, [Parmesan

and Gruyere Cheese, Anchovies, &c, &c. Lists with Prices may
be had, per post, &c.

JT. WILLMER begs most respectfully to say he
• has a fine assortment of the under-mentioned to dispose of

at moderate prices ; the plants are fine, and well rooted :—Strong
Walnut Trees ; Fine Quince Trees, fit for bearing fruit; Green
Hollies, of all sizes; Striped Hollies, strong plants from 3 to 6
feet high; Striped Box, Laurustinus, Portugal and Common
Laurels, Arbor vitse, Aucuba japonica. Yews, Sweet Bay, Swedish
Juniper, Arbutus, Rhododendron, Red Cedar, Alexandrian Laurel,
Spruce, Scotch, and Larch Firs, Siberian Lilac, Syringas, Guelder
Rose, Honeysuckles of various sorts, Irish Ivy, Dwarf Roses,
Standard do.. Beech, Hornbeam, Lime, English Elm, Poplars of
various sorts, Oaks, &c.

J. T. W. has likewise a fine Stock of Carnations and Picotees,
of first-rate quality, well wintered, and now in a good state to be
sent out, in Collections of Bizarres and Flakes

—

Carnations, 25 pair, with their names, ^2
Picotees, 25 do. do. 1

Auriculas, 12 plants, do. 1

Pinks, 25 pair, do. 1

The selection to be left to J.T. W., which he has no doubt will give
satisfaction to those who may honour him with their favour.
The above for cash, including basket and packing.

Sunbur)' Nursery, Middlesex, Feb. 23, 1843.

HARDIE'S EARLY CANTALOUPE MELON.
T^yM. HARDIE begs to inform Melon-growers that
» » he has still a quantity of his very superior EARLY
MELON SEED to dispose of. and that if sown now he will war-
rant that with proper treatment its fruit will be ripe the first

week in May. He will also warrant it to set its fruit under the
most adverse circumstances in which a Melon plant can be placed.
He has shewn it these last two seasons atChiswick, in May, and
had a Banksian Medal awarded to it each time.
From these plants and two crops, he cut 6olbs. weight of fruit

last year, and with attention there may be three crops taken from
the same plants. He grows it on a common dung hot-bed. The
flavour is excellent, and size from 3 to 6 lbs., according to the
number of fruit oh each plant. To be had of W. H., at J. Jar-
rktt's, Esq., Carneston Court, near Bath," at 25. 6d. per packet

;

will be forwarded directly, on receipt of an order for the money.
Carneston Court, Feb. 6, 1S43 .

-

SELKCT~CULINARY VEGETABLE SEEDS, &C.

\JUILLIAM MAY has now ready to send out his new
* * second early Kidney Potato, " The Lapstone," raised

from seed between the early Ash-leaved Kidney and the Scotch
Kidney, both varieties of great merit. It is a great bearer,
medium size, of very first-rate excellence, and of very dwarf
habit. Mr. Loudon, in noticing it in his Magazine of the pre-
sent month, says—"A few of these Potatoes were sent to us ; we
found them full-eyed, very mealy, boiling soft, and of an excel-

lent quality. We think this a most valuable kind of Potato."
May be had in peck bags at 5s. each. New Superb Dwarf Impe-
rial Crimson Beet: this is decidedly the best variety in cultiva-
tion

; in packets of 1,000 seeds each for 5s. Fuller's New Hybrid
Winter Radish, a very desirable variety for winter use; in packets
2s. Gd. each. May's new large late "Victoria" Red Currant,
bunches generally six inches long, berries from J to l£ inch in
circumference; a fine scarlet, and of excellent flavour, 20s. per
dozen. The seeds will be sent post-free on receipt of a Post-
office order. May be had of Mr. Charles Farnks, Seedsman,
St. John-street; Messrs. Noblk, Seedsmen, Fleet-street, London :

and of Wm. May, Hope Nursery, Learning-lane, near Bedale,
Yorkshire. ^^_____

NEW FLOWER-SEEDS.
MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS respectfully intimate

that as they devote a great portion of their Nursery Grounds
to the growth of FLOWER SEEDS, and have excellent con-
nexions on the Continent and in England for obtaining the New
Sorts as soon as introduced, they can supply every known kind

of Flower Seeds worthy of cultivation, and at very moderate
charges, either in collections or otherwise. The sorts particularly

recommended may be had in tho undermentioned collections,

with instructions inclosed. s. d.

Hardy Flower Seeds, 50 most show :

.
;. !s . . - W

Ditto 30 ditto 10

Hardy and Tender ditto, including; i!u; most superb

German Stocks, Balsams, German Asters, Zinneas
Brachycome,Portulaca, Mesembr tuxthfemums, Phlox,
&c. &c, 50 sorts 20

30 ditto . . . . . . . 12 6

100 choice Ranunculuses, in 50 varieties by name . • 25

50 ditto, in&Ojditto 15

Double Italian Tuberoses, fresh imported, per dozen .40
N.B.t—Parcels delivered free to tire Railway-stations, or any

part of London.—Reading Nursery, Berks, Feb. 2lst.

10

10

SOUTHAMPTON NURSERY GROUNDS.—Of the
Stock advertisedin the Autumn (Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 665)

the following may still be obtained on early application :—
Scotch Firs, 2-year seedling, tine, 2s. per 1000.

Ash, 1-year ditto, is. per 1000.

English Oak (the true Durmast), 1 and 2-ycar seedling, hs. and
7s. Gd. per 1000.

Sea Pine (Pinus maritima, excellent for exposure to the sea),

2-year seedling, 5s. per 1000.

Pinasters, 2-year seedling, 3s. Gd. per 1000.

Bedded Rhododendron, 8s. id. to 12s. Gd. per 100.

Bedded Spruce Fir, 12s. Gd. per 1000.

Laurel, 20s., 40s., and 80s., per 1000.

Tamarisk (for exposure to the sea), 40s. per 1000.

Poplar (Black Canada), 4 to 6 feet, 40a. to 60s. per 1000.

Ribes sanguineum, 25s. per 100.

Mahonia aquifolium, 40s. per 1000.
With every description of Transplanted Forcst-trec, Shrub*

Evergreen, and Fruit-tree.

—

Wm. Rook as & Son, Nurserymen
and Contracting Planters, Southampton, Feb. 24, 1843.

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co., have a large Stock of

all the newest and choicest Flower Sbbds, to the culti-

vation of which great attention has been paid, and which are
this season more [than usually fine. L. P. and Co. can therefore
with confidence recommend them, as being in every respect to
be depended on ; and beg leave to offer for sale,

25 packets .... for 15s.

.00 do. ..... 25s.

100 do 35s.

150 do 42s.

Delivered, carriage free, to any part of the kingdom. Catalogues
may be had on application as above.
Exeter Nursery.

NORLAND NURSERY, NOTTING HILL, NEAR LONDON.
BLACK and GOWEN beg leave most respectfully to

inform the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, that
they have taken the above establishment, situate on the Bays-
water and Uxbridge road ; where they intend carrying on every
department ofthe Floricultural, Nursery and Seed trade ; and they
earnestly trust, through strict attention in supplying a genuine
article at moderate charges, to gain a share of public patron-
age. The under-named they can confidently recommend as being
of undoubted quality.

Buck's true Intermediate Stock,
Gd. to is. per packet, or 5s.

per oz.

German Stocks, Gd. per packet,
or is. per oz.

Aster, German, fine, Gd. per
packet, or is. Gd. peroz.

Calandrinia discolor, Gd. per
packet, or 2s. Gd. per oz.

Callichroa platyglossa, Gd. per
packet, or Is. Gd. per oz.

Hollyhocks, German, mixed, 3d.
per packet, or otf. per oz.

Do. do., named sorts, Gd.

per packet, or is. per oz.
Iberis coronata (splendid), 3d.
per packet, or is. per oz.

Lupin us Hartwegii, Gd. per
packet, or 2s. Gd. per oz.

Do. nanus, 3d. per packet, or
Is. Gd. peroz.

Loasa aurantiaca, Gd. per
packet, or 3s. Gd. per oz.

per

per

per

per

per

Mimulus moschatus, Is.

packet.
Nemophila aurita, Gd.

packet, or is. Gd. per oz.

Papaver Marshallii, Gd.
packet, or 2s. per oz.

Petunia phecnicea, Gd.
packet:, or 3s. Gd. per oz.

Do. nyctaginirlora, Gd.
packet, or is. Gd. per oz.

Phlox Drummondii, Is. Gd. to
2s. Gd. per packet.

Schizopetalon Walkcrii, Is. Gd.
to 2s. Gd. per packet.

Schizanthus Hookerii, Is. Gd. to
2s. Gd. per packet.

Salpiglossis, mixed, Gd. to Is.

per packet.
Thunbergia, of sorts, is. Gd. to

2s. 67/. per packet.
True Early Snowball Turnip.
Laing's new Swedish Turnip,
genuine.

Together with a general Assortment of Horticultural, Agri-
cultural, and Floricultural Seeds, too numerous to quote, but of
which a Descriptive Catalogue can be had, upon application.

B. & G. will be glad of a List of Prices from Nurserymen who
may abound in Hardy Evergreens, Sec.

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS.

MR. GEORGE TRIST (late with Mr. Hoggart) is

instructed to sell by Auction, on the Premises, the Nursery
Ground (lately in the occupation of Messrs. Warm;;;, Cornhill),
close tothe Half-way House, Old Kent-road, on Wkun-ksday,
March 8, at 11, (the ground beingrequired for building purposes),
the whole of the STOCK and CROPS, consisting of about 15,000
Myatt's British Queen, Elton, and Eliza Strawberries

; 22,000 of
one and two years' Giant Asparagus, 0,000 Sea-kale, a quantity
of Rhubarb, Tarragon, and other Herbs ; about 500 Maiden
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots; a quantity of Horse Ches-
nuts, and Seedling English Oaks, Bulbs, named Hollyhocks, and
a variety of Growing Stock. May be seen two days prior to the
Sale. Catalogues had of Mr. Bunnky, Conservatory, Covent
Garden ; at all the principal Seed-Shops in the City ; at the Half-
way House Inn, and of Mr. Gkorgb Trist, Auctioneer and
Estate Agent, 76", Old Broad-street, Royal Exchange.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS,AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to public competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-
lane, on Tuesday, March 7, and Thursday, March 9, 1843, at
12 o'clock, about Five Hundred Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
of the best varieties. Also a splendid assortment of Dahlias.
May be viewed the morning of Sale; and catalogues had at the
Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

I?
CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,

-i No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1823. Empowered byAct of Parliament, 3WilliamIV.
Lower rates ok tremium than those ok any other office,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :—
Age,

Annual
Premium

15

1 10 8

20

1 14 7

25

1 19

30

2 4 3

:>,:>

2 10 11

40

2 10 9

J.-,

3 11 9

50

4 8
per cent.

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 'Ml. per cent,
on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.
No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-
faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part
of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying; by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of
parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.
Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,
Campbkll Jambs Downkr, Secretary.

rPHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-L by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN"
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Sitkwkn having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhallj Messrs. Loddigcs',
Hackney j'.Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Mr. Knight's,
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter 3 and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

>
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On Saturday next, in One small vol., 12mo,

D U R A L CHEMISTRY.
-*-V ByEnwARD Soir.y, Esa., Jun.,l-.K.S>.,

Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London

.

London; 3, Charles-street, Covent-Garden.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 4 , 1843.

'MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
• . Entomological .... 8 r.M-

C"Horticultural .... 3 p.si.

,
-J

Linnean 8 p.m.
(.Floricultural . . . • 7 P.M.

r". ("Geological 3$ p.m.

\ Medico-Botanical ... 8 pm.
• . Royal Botanic - . • 33 p.m.

Monday, Mar. <5.

Tuesday, Mar- 7 .

Wednesday, Mar. 8.

Saturday, Mar. II

Tuesday, Mar. 14

Wednesday, Mar. 1.
r>.

Friday, Mar. 17

Zoological •

Microscopical
Botanical

si p.m.

8 p. m.

8 p.m.

In the Guernsey Star newspaper of September last

appeared the following statement :

—

<c The splendid

Tussack Grass is the gold and glory of the Falkland

Islands. Every animal there feeds upon it with
avidity, and fattens in a short time. It may be
planted and cut like the Guinea Grass of the West
Indies. The blades are about six feet long, and from
200 to 300 shoots spring from one plant; about four

inches of the root eats like the Mountain- Cabbage ; it

loves a rank, wet, peat bog, with the sea-spray over it

;

it is nutritious throughout the year, and all the
smaller Falkland Islands are covered with it."

This could not fail to excite attention ; and so many
of our correspondents have made inquiries about it,

that we have endeavoured to ascertain what the facts

are relating to it.

The earliest notice that occurs of the plant appears
to be in Pernetty's Voyage aux Isles Malouines,
published in Paris in the year 1770. We are not
acquainted with this work, but the statement contained
in it is, we presume, the following, quoted by Burney
in his "Collection of Voyages," (vol. v. p. 144.)
Pernetty says, "We were half a league distant from
two flat islands, which, at first view, appeared as if
covered with small copse-wood, but, as we afterwards
discovered on landing, they were only tall Bulrushes
or Cornflags : they grow each of them about two feet

and a half high, and afterwards shoot forth^ a tuft of

green leaves nearly of as much height more."

The next trace of it is in Bougainville's account of

his voyage in La Boudeuse, in 1766 :—" All the sea-

coast," says this navigator, " and the islands in the

interior of the Falklands, are covered with a plant

which is improperly called a Cornflag ; it is, how-

ever, a species of Grass, of the most beautiful green

colour, and growing to the height of six feet. It

forms a hiding-place for lions and sea-wolves, and

served as a shelter for ourselves during our travels. A
house is formed in a very short space of time ;

the

inclined stems, when fastened together, serve as a

roof, while the dry straw makes a tolerably good bed.

It was with this plant that we likewise thatched our

houses. The root is sweet and nutritious, and is pre-

ferred by beasts to any other food."
#

Later travellers speak of it in similar terms. Gau-

dichaud says that the base of its stem has the pleasant

taste of the Cabbage Palm, so much esteemed in

tropical countries. And in the account of Freycinet's

Voyage, p. 143, we find the following statement :

—

" Finally, there is a plant of still greater interest,

which furnishes nearly all the year round abundance

of nutritious food, namely a large Grass (Festuca fla-

bellata), which covers two-thirds of the Isle of Pen-

guins, and other small islands in the French Bay

;

and which, according to M. Orne, is met with in

equal profusion on the coast of all the Falklands.

This plant grows from four to six feet high ; its

leaves are sheathing and compressed. The interior

of the stem, to the height of five or six inches above

the root, is white and soft, of an agreeable flavour,

resembling that ofa Filbert. This substance consists of

the lower sheath, with the young central leaves and

stem firmly encased within each other. Its flavour

may be also compared to that of the Cabbage Palm,

so highly esteemed."

The most complete account, however, that we have

seen, is the following, which Sir William Hooker has

been so obliging as to extract from the letters of his

son, Dr. Joseph Hooker, now with Captain James

Ross's expedition :—" Near the sea-coast a very noble

Grass grows in immense abundance, called Tussac.

It forms quite an extraordinary feature in the land-

scape, covering immense tracts of land, especially on

a sandy soil. Its roots form great balls, which rise

high as 75° in summer, and sometimes falls to 26° in

winter ; he, however, confirms the French statements,

that snow disappears in a few hours, and that ice is

seldom above an inch thick. {Journal of Geog. Soc, iii.

95). The days of summer are described by the same

authority, as long and warm, with occasional showers,

producing a rapid vegetation. All this would suit the

west and south of Ireland well enough, but would

hardly justify our entertaining expectations of the

Grass succeeding in England or Scotland, except in

particular localities, even if the plant should so far

change its southern habits as to forget that our

winter is its summer.
We learn from Sir Wm. Hooker that only a few

days since a packet of the seeds of the Tussack Grass

was received at the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, but

they were in bad condition, and offered small promise

of germinating; although from the same parcel of

seed a plentiful supply of young plants was coming

up in Dr. Joseph Hooker's Garden at the Falklands

where they had been drilled in rows, like I urmps

Let us hope that some of these young plants will be

introduced in the Ward's Cases which have been sent

out from Kew for the purpose.

It is right to add that there is another sort of Tus-

sack Grass at the Falklands, much inferior to the Fes-

tuca flabellata, and produced, as we are informed by

Sir Wm. Hooker, by the Carex trifida of Cavanilles.

This is probably what is mentioned in Burney s

Voyages (vol. v. p. 1 44) as " A kind of Grass, a foot

and a half high, which spreads over every part to the

tops of the hills. The soil is of a dark-brown colour,

and is formed into a mould by the annual decay of

the Grass. It rises with a spring under your feet from

the roots of the Grass being interwoven with it."

Those who interest themselves in procuring the

Tussack should take care to distinguish between the

two kinds.

For the opportunity of publishing a view of the

places in the Falklands, where this Grass occurs, we

are indebted to Sir William Hooker, who has kindly

placed at our disposal a drawing made on the spot by

W. E. Wright, Esq.
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that at its edges this bog forms in many places a cliff

(escarpment- four or five feet high. Dr. Hooker also

states that the whole district is covered with peat bogs

or wrass lands. It would therefore seem as if the plant

mi<dit be introduced with advantage into Ireland

;

that, however, is a point that cannot be determined

otherwise than by actual experiment.

Concerning the climate of the Falklands, we have

tolerably exact information. D'Urville states that it is

much more temperate than might have been expected

from its latitude. From the observations made by him-

self and others, he concludes that the thermometer

scarcelv rises above 15° cent. (59° Fahr.), or falls

below zero cent. (32° Fahr.); and according to Bou-

gainville the winter is very mild, and snow lies on the

ground only for a short time. M. D'Urville also

states that in 1822, at the beginning of December,

the month which answers to June in Europe, the

highest temperature observed was almost always be-

tween 12° and 16° cent. (51° to 66° Fahr.) On the

other hand, Sir Woodbine Parish tells us that in the

Eastern Island, the thermometer generally ranges as

It would be difficult to name any department of

gardening, or indeed of vegetable physiology, con-

cerning which so little is positively known, even to

those most conversant with such matters, as the nature

of vegetable diseases. The number of writings on

the subject is inconsiderable, and the information

afforded by them still more so. Even De Candolle,

with all the aid of his great learning, could find but

little on which to build a theory of vegetable nosology

;

and more recent writers have added almost nothing.

Yet the subject is one of grave import ; it does not

concern merely the luxurious tables of the wealthy,

but it is intimately connected with the prosperity of

our forests and the productiveness of agriculture.

From the first day of the existence of this Journal

we have been searching for facts relating to vegetable

disease; but we find little beyond opinions, many of

which, absurd as they evidently are, continue to find

their believers. If you ask a man what causes canker,

what the gum, or whence it happens that his Potatoes

curl and his Peaches blight, you get as many con -

flicting explanations as you consult individuals. One

tells you the cause is in the air, another finds it in the

earth; "constitutional debility " satisfies one class ot

inquirers, " peculiar habits " a second ;
while others

are quite content to talk of "blight" and "mildew, or

their neighbours' nuisances. But what do all such

phrases really mean ? what earthly information do

they convey, by which a man may profit to nis own

good ?—they may be fruitful in lawsuits
:

for vague-

ness and uncertainty are choice cates for our legal

friends ; they may be profitable to people who terrify

the directors of gas-works or the owners of manu-

factories into compensation for imaginary_injunes.

But their value extends no further.

Let m, therefore, endeavour to collect evidence,

point by point, upon the diseases which wood is heir

to
• and it" our correspondents will help us, a body of

really useful information may, it is hoped, be gradually

secured. To do this, however, much co-operation in

a definite manner is required. Of vague and uncer-

tain statements we have more than enough ; what we
now want is exact'.information upon particular points.

If the advice given by us, and by Professor Henslow,
in another place, to the farmers, is adopted by
gardeners—and they will do, each for himself, what
they can, following the directions we may give them,
as nearly as their means will permit,—we shall be sure

to get truths for them which they cannot possibly

obtain for themselves.

In order to make a beginning, let us take the

Vine, and investigate the causes of some one of its

many diseases. Mr. Loudon, indeed, says the Vine
has no diseases except bleeding (which is not a disease;

see Encycl. of Gardening, edition of 1835, p. 785);
but to this, we suspect, he will hardly gain the assent of

those gardeners who know anything of rusting, and
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shrivelling, and shanking, and scorching, and not

setting, and not colouring, every one of which is as

much a disease as the gout or rheumatism in a man.
Let us begin with the rust of the Vine.

The rust of the Vine is a disease which attacks the

Grapes, covering them with a tough brown skin which

is incapable of natural extension, and which stops

their growth, Wherever the disease appears the crop

is injured, or even ruined. Now, in this, as in all such

cases, if we are to cure the evil we must find out its

cause ; and it is to that we would ask our gardening

friends to attend, by way of beginning a formal inves-

tigation of vegetable diseases. One person says it is

caused by the attacks of the Thrips insect ; another is

convinced that it arises from his having planted his

Vine too deep ; others are perfectly satisfied that it is

caused by the perspiration or greasiness of the hands

of those employed in thinning the berries; a fourth

observer refers it to a period anterior to the setting of

the berries. One of our correspondents, who ascribes

the rust to the Grapes having come in contact with

greasy substances, at the same time throws the blame

upon the Thrips (see Mr. Bromley's remarks, p. 853) ;

and in a subsequent letter, now before us, he gives as,

a reason for preferring the long-rod mode ofpruning to

that of spurring, that old spurs are difficult to clear of
Thrips: so that here are two totally different causes

assigned by the same observer for the same malady.
Finally, to close the catalogue of opinions, we have a

letter from Mr. Webster, who conceives the rust to

arise from the use of excessive moisture previously to

the opening of the flowers.

Which of all these speculations is to be regarded as

correct? that is what should be proved experiment-

ally ; and the season is now arrived when the matter

may be investigated by thousands of observers. We
would therefore propose the following plan :

—

1. Grease a few bunches, just as much as it is pro-

bable they would be soiled in the operation of thin-

ning, and leave the remainder of the crop without

being touched. This will settle that part of the

question : if indeed it is not decided by the fact that

Grapes on the open wall, unthinned, are occasionally

as rusty, or more so, than in houses.

2. Where the rust prevails, examine the plants

well, and see whether Thrips abound ; if so, observe

the effect of removing this insect.

3. Direct attention also to the red-spider, and ascer-

tain, if possible, whether that pest has not something

to do with the rust

4. Watch the Greengage and other sweet Plums in

the same way, and observe whether Thrips, or red-

spider, or greasy substances produce the mischief

there; for we presume that the rust of Plums is of

the same nature as that of Grapes.
Here are some experiments, trifling in the amount

of observation they demand, but very important in

their results ; and we trust they will find observers

among a good many of our readers.

In another column we give the Report of the Flori-
cultural Society upon the seedling Dahlias exhibited
before it during the last year. That the owners of
second-rate flowers should be discontented at their

being so classed, and that in carrying out its objects

the managers of this Society should have made some
enemies, is only what must be expected by all those

who venture to expose fraud and discountenance
imposition. Nevertheless, in the long run, honesty of
purpose, as well as honesty of action, is sure to bring
its own reward; and we entertain no doubt, that, in
proportion as the Society is out of favour with self-

seeking florists, it will gain the good opinion of their

customers.

As we have stated on a former occasion, the great
point to attend to in the formation of the committees
of all such Societies as this, is the exclusion of every
person whose character is at all doubtful; this has
been attended to most scrupulously by the Floricul-
tural Society, and must secure for them the support of
all honest and respectable florists. As for those of a
different description, they may always be known by
their associates*

Folding Sheep on Turnips, where the land is light
and dry, is the most effectual and economical mode
of manuring. Much attention is required to make
the profit on the Sheep pay something towards the
great expense incurred in raising a good crop of
Turnips : and, in this, great improvements have been
introduced of late years. The principal are : the
cutting of the Turnips in slices, or rather strips, by
means of a machine worked by hand, feeding the
Sheep in narrow troughs, and regularly, so that
nothing is lost, or soiled, to disgust the animals.
The troughs are placed on the spot from whence
the Turnips were drawn to be cut, and moved
so that the droppings of the dung may be equally dis-
tributed

; cut Clover, Hay, or Pease-haulm *
is given,

mixed with crushed oil-cake, or Pease or Bean meal,
or Oats. This not only corrects the cold watery

nature of the Turnip, but also materially improves the

manure ; that from Sheep fattened in this way may
be considered as of double the effect to that of store

Sheep merely fed on Turnips and some Hay. The
advantage of the old mode of folding Sheep at night

on fallows, when they had run in poor pastures all

day, is problematical : for not only are the dung: and
urine of a much less fertilising nature, but the Sheep

suffer, and in many cases the loss on this account

makes the manuring, such as it is, be dearly paid for.

Hence some good farmers have a prejudice against

folding Sheep, and not without some reason ; but the

mode we are describing is very different : here, the

Sheep are well fed, and not driven from a pasture to a

fold, which is only robbing one part of a larm to

improve the other. They very soon fill themselves

and lie down to ruminate, and thus communicate con-

siderable warmth to the soil. It is extremely useful,

not only to their general health, but likewise to stimu-

late their appetite, to place lumps of rock-salt here

and there in a trough for them to lick at. We have

invariably found that with salt to lick they could

digest more Turnips, and thrive faster, while their

dung and urine are certainly improved by the salt

dissolved in them. The quantity of oil-cake or meal

which is most advantageous to be given must depend

on the time when it is^lesirable the Sheep should be fat

for the butcher. They should never be overfed, but

as long as they eat up all that is placed in their

troughs, after having had a full meal of Turnips, they

may be safely supplied; cut Clover-hay may be

mixed with crushed oil-cake or meal, in the proportion

of one peck of meal to two or three bushels of cut hay ;

of this mixture they may be allowed to eat as much
as they like, twice a day, after they have eaten their

cut Turnips. The same system may be pursued for

ewes and lambs. Bean-meal and oil-cake increase the

milk of the ewes, and all the fat will go to the lambs

as long as they suck ; when Turnips are cut into short

strips, it is astonishing how soon lambs begin to nibble

at them, and learn to lick up the meal; by the time

the lambs are weaned or sold off, the ewes will be in

good condition; and whether they are fatted or kept

for breeding, will be much the better for good feeding.

The calculation of the difference in the expense, com-
pared to the benefit received by the improved method,
depends so much on circumstance and situation, that

we cannot enter into them. It will take women and
boys to pull up the Turnips, clean them of earth, and

cut off the greens, which are left on the ground to be

first picked up by the Sheep when they are let into

the fold; there is not much nourishment in the

green leaves. When Turnips are carried off the land

to be eaten in the yards, or stored for winter and

spring use, it is best to leave the tops to be ploughed

in as manure ; and in this way they are useful. A
flock of 300 wethers will require the constant attend-

ance of a man and a boy. They are to set the hurdles

and change the folds regularly, put the food into the

troughs, and clean them out—a very useful practice after

every meal. Two women, or a woman and a boy, can

pull up the Turnips and cut them, the shepherd and
his boy helping occasionally. The hay and meal are

supposed to be prepared in the barn, and brought to

the field daily, taking back a cart-load of Turnips for

the cows at home ; if no bullocks are fatted in the

yards this expense must be added, deducting the value

of the Turnips carried off. If the value of the Turnips

can be estimated at what they could be sold to carry

off the land, this must be set against the profit on the

Sheep, after the hay, meal, and attendance are

reckoned : the balance is the cost of the manure, which
can only be valued by its effects on the subsequent

crops. The form of the account is as follows:—

300 tegs or wethers, valued or purchased, £ s. rf.

at per head— acres of Turnips, at per acre .

— loads of Clover-hay, at per load
—

' quarters ofmeal, or bruised oil-cake,

at per quarter .

Expense of cutting ....
Carting and grinding ....
A shepherd, boy, and two women,

weeks, at per week

Total cost £
Contra, s* d.

Sold 300 fat Sheep, average per head
(deducting loss by death or acci-

dent), including the wool ,

Balance, as the cost of manure

£
This balance must be carried to the account of the

next crops in the rotation.

Without correct accounts no accurate result can be
obtained; and after two or three experiments it will

e soon ascertained what is, upon the whole, the most
profitable method. It is well known from the dis-

coveries of the first chemists that Turnips are defi-

cient in nitrogen, and that all animals require a

portion of it for their healthy nourishment. Clover

and meal contain, besides other nourishing substances,

a sufficiency of nitrogen for the supply of animal
flesh, and their addition greatly increases the fattening

qualities of Turnips; much of thejuice of the Turnips
remains undigested, and is voided without any change
when they are the only food of the Sheep, which more
nitrogenous food would enable the stomach to decom- I

pose—at least such is the prevailing theory ; and it is

very plausible. Experiments and accurate observa-

tions alone can substantiate it, or refute its truth.
s

We can only repeat the excellent advice of Professor

Henslow to the farmers around him, to make
numerous accurate experiments, which they can do
with little trouble and expense, and by the multitude
of the results they will he able to ascertain what is

real fact under dissimilar circumstances, and whether
the theories of scientific men are proved or disproved

by these facts.—M.

SANDAL-WOOD.
Your readers, like every one else, must have heard so

much of the Sandal-wood gates of Somnauth, that some
account of the tree producing it, as well as some circum-
stances connected with its history, may prove not devoid

of interest. Mr. Atkinson, indeed, throws some doubt
upon the famous gates having been made of Sandal-wood
at all. "The door/ 7 he says, u

is part of the spoil

brought by Mahomed himself from the Hindoo temple at

Somnauth, in Guzzerat, said to be made of Cedar or Sandal
Wood ; but the smell is certainly gone, if it ever had any.
It is in panels, carved, and well put together. Two folds,

hinged, form one-half of the door, which seems to be
about 8ft. wide, by 14ft. high. It is a massive door, and
the same which Runjeet Singh coveted so much, that he
at one time demanded it as part of his recompense for

aiding in the cause of Shah Soojah's restoration. He
coveted it because he wished to rescue it from the Maho-
medans, and to restore it to the temple of Somnauth ;

thereby hoping to merit the gratitude and admiration
of the Hindoo world." But notwithstanding this doubt,
the probability is that Sandal-wood would alone be em-
ployed in a temple on which the riches of the East seern

to have been lavished. That it was the practice in the
East to make gates of Sandal-wood is evident, from the

observations of Joseph Barb, viaggia alia Persia, quoted
by Celsius. " La porta deila camera era di Sandali entar-
siata con fili d'oro." And again—." Mi monstrarono eti-

andio due. porte lavorate grandi di Sandali, di piedi sei

1'una," &c.

The term Sandal-wood has been applied to the wood
of several trees, which have nothing to clo with the

subject of this article : for instance, there is a red

Sandal-wood, yielded, I believe, by two trees, one Ptero-
carpus santalinus, and the other Adenanthera pavonina.

There is also a yellow Sandal-wood, which may or may
not be produced by the same tree as white Sandal-wood.
This wood has long been famous in the East for its very
agreeable and fragrant odour, on which account it has
been much employed for different articles which are

much handled, such as fans and rosaries ; in Europe we
find it esteemed for ladies' work-boxes, cabinets, &c.

An oil is also distilled from it, which is much esteemed in

Turkey in the present day. From such applications

Sandal-wood might be supposed to be an article of little

importance ; but from the price currents of Calcutta and
of Canton, we find that about 200 tons of this wood
are annually imported into the former, and about double
that quantity into the latter. These two ports are not,

.

however, supplied from the same places, Calcutta being
supplied from the Malabar coast, and Canton chiefly from
the Feejee, Marquesas, and Sandwich islands, as well as

from India. It might be that the same species of tree

yielded the Sandal-wood of all these localities ; but as

two species have been formed by Botanists, we shall first

notice the Indian species, and then that which has been
more recently discovered.

The Indian Sandal-wood is produced by Santalum
album, of the natural order of Santalacea;, and which
has been made more interesting from the many
valuable observations made on the development of its

ovule by Mr. Griffith. This species is common on the

Malabar coast. The fullest accounts of it have been
given by Dr. Buchanan in his Journey through Mysore,
Malabar, and Canara, where he says it is called Sri-gunda*
It is also found in the central forests of Mysore, that is»

to the westward of Bangalore, and likewise in those o^-

the Malabar coast between Seringapatam and the sea-ports
of Tellichery and Calicut. The tree is usually about 25

feet in height, with opposite, oblong, and smooth leaves,
which are glaucous on the under surface. The flowers are

small, at first straw-coloured, afterwards purplish, and
without odour. The tree resembles the Myrtle, more,
perhaps, than any other plant which is common. When
felled, the stems are usually about 9 inches in diameter,

but they are occasionally 3 cubits in circumference, though
it is not probable that they have been allowed to attain

their fullest size in modern times. About two-thirds of

the diameter is white wood, nearly devoid of smell, aI)C*

the remaining third more highly coloured and fragrant-

The scent, indeed, is said to be in proportion to the dep*
of colour ; and hence some of the yellow Sandal-woo"
may be yielded by this species, as well as by that to be

subsequently mentioned. The lowest part of the stem, or

that immediately above the division into roots, is the best,

and that grown on steep rocky soil is far superior

^to such as is produced in low rich situations. The trees

*»

>

i
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were all the property of the native governments within

whose territories they grew. When cut down they were

brought to the public servant, whose office it was to sell to

the merchant or contractor, who divided the wood into

three different kinds, according to size and quality. Dr.

Buchanan states that the merchants sometimes divide

Sandal-wood into red, yellow, and white; but these he

says, are all different shades of the same colour^ The

largest pieces are sent to China, and the midcllmg-sized to

India The chips and fragments answer best for the

Arabian market, as from them the essential oil
^

is

distilled. It is sometimes said that Sandal-wood is buried

in the ground to enhance its value ; but this seems to be

done for the purpose of concealment, as individuals cutting

down trees conceal them in the ground until a favourable

opportunity occurs for smuggling them into a neighbouring

territory. Sometimes, also, Dr. B. says, this may be use-

ful in enabling the white ants to destroy the white and

gappy part of the wood, which is devoid of smell. The

quantity procurable from the different forests it is difficult

to estimate; from 1700 to 2200 candies, each of 560 lbs.,

used to be obtained from Tippoo Saib's eastern forests.

Coorg used to yield a further supply, as well as the central

forests of Mysore.
Besides these, a less valuable, but larger-sized Sandal-

wood is obtained from the more northern districts of

Onore, which is produced in the low tract which lies

between the ghauts and the sea-shore. Though this, like

all other Sandal-wood grown in similar situations, is less

fragrant, it becomes a larger tree, from being more freely

grown; and is interesting as being easily accessible, and

from Onore having been one of the early ports, might

have been known to and obtained by foreign merchants

resorting to this coast.
_

The Chinese, besides being supplied from India, obtain

a still larger quantity of Sandal-wood from Timor, the

Feejee, and Marquesas islands. This was long supposed

to be yielded by the same, that is, the common Indian,

species; M. Gaudichaud, however, considers it to be a

distinct species, which he has figured and described from

the Sandwich Island, and has named S. Freycinetianum.

The Chinese, besides manufacturing various articles from

this Sandal-wood, make use of the fragments, &c, by

reducing the whole to sawdust, which they mix up with

Rice paste, and make into slender candles. These are

burnt as incense in their houses and temples.

We shall pursue the historical part of this fragrant wood
in a future communication.

—

R.

VEGETABLE REFUSE AS A MANURE.
(By Professor Charles Svrengel. Translated from

the German.)
[The common Magdeburg acre consists of 180 square roods,

or 25,920 feet Prussian, which is about ^u of an English acre.]

The principal vegetable refuse used in manuring fields

and meadows consists of oil-cake, malt-dust, fruit and Vine

husks, and stubble.

1. Oil-Cake.—The oil-cake of Rape has not been so

much used in Germany as in Belgium and England, where,

for some years past, it is in such demand as a very strong

manure, that the importation of it is yearly increasing. It

is, indeed, so powerful, that we must take care not to use

too much, or the crops of all Corn will be laid. Oil-

cake affords the most convincing proof that the animaliza-

tion of food, on which so much stress was formerly laid,

is not so very important, for here we find that vegetable

matter which has not passed through the bodies of ani-

mals, is a more powerful fertilizer than any equal quantity

of animal manure. The effect of oil-cake is, however,

transient, for (in the quantity in which it can be safely

used) it lasts but one year. This is owing to its chemical

constitution, and to the fact that the substances of which

it is composed are easily decomposed, and very soluble in

"Water. It consists chiefly of albumen, -vegetable gluten,

Sum, and mucilage, so much so, that out of 1000 parts

of oil-cake 350 are soluble in water without the aid of

decomposition. According to my analysis, 1000 lbs. of

oil-cake consist of

80.5 lbs. of water in fluid form

certain that the albumen and vegetable gluten of Rape-

cake are of the greatest importance for Corn crops, because

of the supply of nitrogen which they afford. The Wheat

crop of an acre contains, at the most, 30 lbs. nitrogen ;

but as 600 lbs. of cake convey to the soil 32 to 38 lbs.

of nitrogen, this will be not only sufficient for the

Wheat, but will also leave a small surplus for the suc-

ceeding crop.

Rape-cake will be always most effective in light soil,

because the roots of Corn can, in such land, search most

readily for the manuring particles contained in the cake,

or produced from it. If, on the contrary, clayey land is

manured with cake, its fertilizing substances cannot

penetrate the soil, and will evaporate without producing

good effects. A clayey soil, therefore, must always have

somewhat more manure in order to obtain the same effect.

In England the dust of Rape-cake is usually drilled into

the ridges at the sanCe time that Wheat, Turnips, &c, are

sown. By these means the manure is brought close to

the plants, which not only occasions a saving of cake

but prevents the danger of the manuring substances

being lost by evaporation, which always will be the case

if it is strewn merely on the top, or even harrowed in.

For winter crops 600 lbs. are used per acre. I have

found by experiment that in light land 1000 lbs. will

be so strong, that the crop will be easily injured ; such a

quantity, however, also acts the second year. If Rape-

dust is put in the holes where Potatoes are planted,

care must be taken that the dust does not come in contact

•with them, or the eyes will be destroyed, especially in dry

weather. This is caused by the albumen and gluten of

Rape-cake developing a great quantity of ammonia,

which, as we know, kills all vegetable sprouts. For this

reason Rape-cake will be most useful in wet weather,

because in that case the ammonia which is developed will

be diluted and distributed in the soil and neutralized by

the humic acid. If oil-cake is applied in dry seasons to

summer crops, it will be of little value, especially if used

as a top-dressing or just harrowed in. In such a case, all

the best parts of the manuring substances will be con-

verted into gas.

In Belgium the dust of Rape-cake is often added to

sinks of urine : water is added, and the whole is left rotting

for five or six days. Although such a manure will be

very powerful, yet I cannot recommend it, because a part

of the ammonia will be always lost. But it is more common,

even in Belgium, to strew it in the autumn over the Rye

and Wheat crops, or it is harrowed in with the seed for

summer crops. The Belgian practice (which cannot be

too much recommended) is, not to use much of this

manure at one time, but rather to repeat it every year, or

at least every alternate year : they consequently take at

one time not more than 250 to 300 lbs. of cake for a Mag-

deburg acre. In some places the dust of oil-cake is also

mixed (8 or 10 days previously to using it) with l-7th

part of its volume of slaked lime ; I, however, think that

this operation always causes a loss of nitrogen, because the

lime will induce the vegetable substances containing

nitrogen to form ammonia, which will escape as gas.

It is said that on fields manured with oil-cake the mole-

cricket (gryllotalpa) will disappear ; this, if true, would

be of some consequence, for these insects often injure Rye

to a great extent.

Linseed-cake is seldom used as manure, because it is

thought better to give it to cattle as food. In Belgium,

Linseed cake is used in manuring Flax, which succeeds

very well after it. .,„,,,
2. Malt-dust.—In countries like England, where an

immense quantity of beer is brewed, Malt-dust is also

used as manure. It acts nearly as powerfully as oil-cake,

and its effects are equally fugitive. 800 to 1000 lbs. are

applied to an acre as a top-dressing for sickly winter crops,

or are harrowed in with the seed of summer crops.

According to my analysis 1000 lbs. of dry Malt-dust

contain . , . , , N
40-0 lbs. of nitrogen (probably).

10 or 12 days that it was fit for immediate use. It is,

however, obvious, that this was nothing more than well-

known compost, brought more speedily into a state of fer-

mentation and decomposition by the hot ley, which was
probably made of wood-ashes, or perhaps urine. It is,

however, now exploded.
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If, therefore, 1000 lbs. are brought on the Magdeburg
acre of land (and this is a strong dose), the quantity of
substances above mentioned will be conveyed to the soil.

.

cai"iot, however, be doubted, that it is the carbon and
nitrogen of the oil-cake which act so powerfully, with the
&SS
^\

&nc
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of Phosphoric acid and lime.

it has been often asserted, that Rape-cake principally
acts as a manure, in consequence of the oil it contains,
out according to my experiments, this is not the case.
Admitting that Rape-cake contains 5 per cent, of oil—600
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"na, will not convey to that acre more than 30 lbs. of
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S Si X used as manure ; but they are of little value.

The: are Xd with lime until they are putrified

2 Corn Stubbte.—In farming very clayey land, it may
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ON HEATING HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.
The recent discoveries of Bude and Boccius for ren-

dering gas-light pure and brilliant, and the known value of

light in addition to heat in the proper treatment of plants

introduced into this country from tropical or warm clim-

ates so as to ensure their uninterrupted enjoyment of

health, and the production of magnificent, rich, and vivid-

coloured flowers, equal to those borne by the same spe-

cies in their own unclouded, bright, and sunny lands,

suggest the application of gas as an eligible medium to

attain this most desirable end in conservatories and other

buildings devoted to Horticultural purposes in the vari-

able and trying climate of our sea-girt island.

The Great Being who governs the world has shown m
the wonderful works of creation his Almighty power and

has given to various lands their varied charms, both of

animated and inanimate nature. In the human race

especially in this highly-civilised country, he has implanted

a more than ordinary affection for the beauteous produc-

tions of the soil ; and many a happy hour is spent in

nursing and tending them, and in watching their progress

from the time the minute seed is committed to the earth,

until it germinates and becomes a pleasing object, pro-

ducing beautiful flowers, or until it forms a handsome

shrub or magnificent tree, clothed with the richest tints,

in many instances bearing delicious fruit, gratifying to the

eye, pleasant to the taste, and adding to theenjoyment'of

mortals.

On examining the harmonious system of nature, and

the almost invariable rules by which certain results are

accomplished, it is evident that the present modes of

heating Horticultural buildings, although eminently suc-

cessful under the able management and unceasing atten-

tion of the highly intelligent class to whose charge they

are confined, are not in accordance with the laws by

which nature appears to be governed. As an illustration,

it may be observed, that on entering the great majority of

these buildings in this country for the protection or pro-

pagation of foreign plants, the respiration of the human

frame is materially impeded, owing to the impurity of the

air occasioned by the requisite heat being communicated

through the medium of iron or metal pipes, disengaging

from these substances a subtle and invisible kind of gas,

which renders the air as dry and intolerable as it could be

found in the sandy deserts of Africa. The same effects are

experienced in churches and public buildings heated on

the same principles ; and it is only by the aid of a profuse

evaporation of water that these places become at all

endurable. When these effects take place on the naturally

strong constitution of the human race, their action on the

tender fibres of plants must be either to entirely destroy

them or prevent their assuming the fine form or the bril-

liant and cheerful colours which they put on when enjoy-

ing the pure air of the open country, with the delightful

and cooling breezes of heaven.

The introduction of gas, either in the form of Bude or

Boccius lights, or argand or jet burners, as might be

most approved of for heating Horticultural buildings,

after experiments being made to ascertain their respective

advantages, would probably not incur a greater expense

than is entailed by the present system, especially when

required on a large scale. When only needed on a small

scale, a sufficient supply of gas may be always obtained

in the vicinity of almost every town in the kingdom. On an

extensive scale, such as would be requisite for the splendid

conservatory of the Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth, or

forthatin the Horticultural Society's Garden atChiswick,it

would be advisable to have gas-works exclusively attached

to them : and these works, now that means have been

discovered for consuming the smoke and thoroughly puri-

fying the gas, might be made.highly ornamental instead u

being considered a nuisance, as when first introduce
:

.

It is much easier for the imagination to conceive u e

beauty of Horticultural buddings heated by gf^J* ,

presenting a brilliancy equal to the light f^m the hundred

lamps of Aladdin, described in the Arabian NigAW*'

ainments, than to attempt to convey any idea or

i .. the pages of the Gardeners' ChromcU Th ^ngg£S

tion is, however, worthy of a trial, as the followingM
show :' Several ^ears ago, the writer had a ai f fine

canary birds, and the place - £*
J *J^

placed being within a few feet 01 ^ & © nvwv
v u j 4. i- ««^ allowed to burn until o o clocic,
lighted at sunset and allowea ^^
p.m. ; ttese birds conto^to b s

an>T^eTd^t f

o^r at the timethat this un?

£"$; of'oiuci-g themselves in this cou^
might have taken placed consequence of their proximity

to the gaslight ; but it is now evident this was in reality

the cause which produced the effect stated, as the mate

never ceased to sing, nor the birds to be as lively, and to

eat and drink as well during the evening, until the gas was

put out, as they were during the day. In the same

window where the gas-burner was placed, were several

Pelargoniums, which continued in a remarkably healthy

state throughout the winter ; and on reflecting on their

appearance, although it is many years since, it is easy to

remember the tender leaves of an evening turning to re-

ceive the full rays of light from the Argand gas-burner.

The introduction of hot water in tanks or troughs for

heating Horticultural buildings is a decided improvement,

and must be far more congenial to the plants than heat

transmitted through metal pipes ; and were the tanks con-
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structed of any substance not liable to oxidation and con-

sequent evolution of noxious gases, they might be made
valuable auxiliaries in dispensing heat and moisture- It

is not, however, at all probable that the tank system de-

rives its value on the principle of bottom-heat, which is

contrary to that of nature. The only heat given out by
the sun, the life of vegetation, enters the ground at the

surface ; and it is, therefore, more than probable that the

success of the tank system depends upon the steam arising

from the hot water in the troughs falling upon the leaves,

becoming condensed, and running down the plants in a

genial form, penetrating the earth, and nourishing the

roots—infusing life, beauty, and vigour into all their

parts. Should this view of the action of hot water in Hor-

ticultural buildings be found by experiments to be correct,

instead of being placed in iron tanks under the plants,

open aqueducts might be formed on an economical prin-

ciple by substituting troughs made of the same material,

and nearly similar in shape to house-tiles, which could be

joined together by cement, so as to convey the hot water

by its own natural gravity to any part of the buildings.

Under the superintendence of an intelligent gardener, an

artificial hot-water miniature river might be made to flow

throughout the whole extent of a conservatory, diversified

by numerous miniature waterfalls, which would add much
to the purity of the air ; and the water, when nearly cool,

might be received in reservoirs for gold and silver fish,

and again enter the boilers to be heated, and perform a

perpetual round, diffusing warmth and moisture equal to

that of tropical climates, or graduated to suit the produc-
tions of every country warmer than our own.
The writer, instead of submitting his views on this

subject, would have preferred making the experiments
himself ; but his other avocations prevent him at present.

He feels convinced, however, that any experiments carried

on by the admirers of Horticulture will be freely made
public in the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle.—
John Grants Editor of the u Army and Navy Register"
Woolwich.—[We insert this letter from our ingenious

correspondent, without at all advocating the view he has
taken of the subject, in some of its details, especially as

regards light by night, and bottom heat.]

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF ARTIFICIAL
ROCK.

The pleasure-ground of a mansion can scarcely be con-
sidered complete unless it contains a piece of rockwork,
either natural or artificial. There are, however, few per-
sons who can imitate natural rock successfully. I have
heard several gardeners remark that the most difficult

task which they had to perform was that of raising an
artificial mass, so as to present a natural appearance ; and
this is not to be wondered at when we consider the un-
fitness of the materials which are oftentimes employed.

The common method is to raise mounds of large rough
stones, and I have seen some tolerably good imitations

made in this way : it is an operation, however, which
requires much skill, especially when the stones are ill-

suited for the purpose.

It is desirable, then, that the construction of artificial

rock should be better understood; for, in addition to the

romantic effect which rocks in most places present, there

are numerous plants which grow admirably upon them,
and which seem more at home in such a situation than
when growing in the common border. The following

method of constructing' artificial rockwork is now
coming into use ; and as it is greatly superior to the old

or usual method of employing rough stones only, I doubt
not but a description of it will be received with pleasure

by your readers.

Where a large piece of artificial rockwork is to

be^forraed, it is advisable^first to sketch the surround-
ing scenery, and afterwards to introduce a drawing of
the rock itself. This, though not absolutely necessary,
gives a good idea of the effect which rockwork would
produce in that place. The operator having the future

appearance of the mass in his " mind's eye," must proceed
to stake out the foundation, which, as the^form of the

rock should be irregular, must be so likewise. If the
body of the rock is intended to be raised much above the

ground level, a quantity of soil and rubbish should 1 e
carted into the centre of the space. This soil, besif es

serving to support the rockwork, will also form a bo' Jer
for the plants to grow in.

Having at hand plenty of large, rough stones, broken
bricks, or stony rubbish off any kind or colour, proceed
with these to imitate the form of natural rock as nearly
as possible. Rough, bold, angular projections, and
deeply-formed chasms, are the principal features in
natural scenery which please us most. A rock with a flat,

unbroken surface, whether horizontal or perpendicular,
presents too much sameness to be pleasing to the eye;
therefore, in imitating nature, the projections should be
varied and bold ; and unless raggedness and intricacy
form principal features in its composition, it will lose
niuch of its effect. If the rockwork be on a large scale,
it should not be one continued line, but broken at inter-
vals

; in one part lost beneath the surface of the earth,
and again rising in another part, and resuming- its sinuous
form.

So far there is little difference between this and the com-
mon method of making artificial rock. When, however,
every stone has been arranged to suit the eye, the inter-
stices between them are to be filled up with any kind of
rough mortar. Of course, fissures and similar places, in-
tended for the^plants which are to cover the rock, must
be left open, so that the roots may penetrate to the soil
beneath the stones. The next operation is to daub the
whole mass over with roman cement. For this purpose
the latter should be mixed with water, until it is of the

consistence of thick paint, in which state it may be
applied to the stones with a large painter's brush. The
spaces between the stones having been filled with rough
mortar, prevents the cement from being wasted. The
thickness of the latter on the stones need not be more
than the eighth of an inch ; it will unite the whole into

one mass; and rockwork thus constructed, is, beyond all

comparison, far more natural than that made in the usual

way. It has none of that disjointed appearance which
usually accompanies rockwork made without cement.

After a few months exposure to the weather, rockwork
thus formed (if skilfully made) cannot, without careful

examination, be distinguished from a natural mass ; it will

soon assume the appearance of nature, for mosses, lichens,

&c. will soon cover all but the most prominent parts. If

the cement be of too light a colour, which, for some
situations, may be the case, a little lamp-black or soot may
be mixed with it. Care must, however, be taken that no
substance which may make the cement more porous is

used, otherwise it will peel from the stones after a hard
frost. For the benefit of those who are not accustomed
to using cement, I may mention that no more should be
moistened at once than can be used in a short time ; if

the cement be good, it will quickly harden, and will then
be in a manner useless.

In preserving cavities in the rock for plants, care

should be taken that no places are left in which the
water may lodge ; or in frosty weather, the ice, by expan-
sion, would split and peel off the thin crust of cement

;

therefore, all hollows or cavities should have a hole at the
lowest part of them, communicating with the soil beneath
the stones, so that the water may drain off.

There are many plants which thrive much better on
rockwork than in the open border. I fear, however,
that a list of_them would occupy too much space ; and by
enumerating a few I should undoubtedly leave out many
interesting ones. There are, nevertheless, several Saxi-
frages and Veronicas, hardy Heaths, Ferns, and Vincas,
which grow remarkably well in such a situation. They
should never be allowed to cover entirely the rock on
which they grow ; considerable portions of it should be
left bare, or it will assume the appearance of a shrubbery,
especially if viewed at a distance. I have seen several fine

pieces spoiled by being too thickly planted.

Much of the good effect of rockwork depends upon its

situation. It may, in itself, be beautiful; but if it be im-
properly situated, nothing can be a greater eyesore. The
choice of the situation, then, should be left to the experi-
enced landscape-gardener, or to one well versed in the
picturesque, who can distinguish between the proper and
the improper situation. After the site has been chosen, its

formation after the manner that I have just described would
be easy. Nature furnishes us with an abundance of ex-

cellent examples ; any one after an attentive observation
of a natural rock, might direct a labourer to make a rough
likeness of it. Thus an imitation of the dropping well at
Knaresborough, or even of the rocking-stone in Cornwall,
might be made. It is not, however, every piece of natural

rock that is worthy of being imitated ; a little taste will be
required in the selection.

It is not in the pleasure-ground alone that rockwork
might be advantageously introduced. There may pro-
bably be many romantic and appropriate situations in the

length of the approach, or in sequestered drives, where
masses erected here and there would greatly heighten
the beauty of the scenery. Even where rocks naturally

exist, their appearance might, in many cases, be much
improved by the help of stones and cement. Additions
to their height or length, or to the diversity of their forms,
might be easily made.

Rocks, where they exist naturally, or where artificial

ones are judicially introduced, tend greatly to beautify a
piece of water. What can be more appropriate than
rocks for the high banks of a lake ? The introduction of
one or more islands of a proportionate size would add
much to its picturesque beauty, and what more suitable

for the banks of such islands than rocks ? Crowned by
the pendent branches of the Weeping Willow, studded
over with the modest little Heath, or clasped in the em-
brace of the tortuous Ivy, they seem, with their rocky-

bound coasts, and their miniature bays and promontories,

to exult in their triumph over the angry waters dashing at

their feet. In harmony with the whole, a boat-house, in

the form of a cave, might be built in some retired corner.

A fantastic appearance may be given to any piece of

rockwork, by fixing with cement to its more prominent
parts large pieces of calcined coal or clinkers, and cover-

ing them with cement of the same colour as the rest of

the rock. These clinkers will impart to it a singular, but
certainly not a natural, appearance. If it is desirable to

form a piece of rockwork without reference to its natural

appearance, these clinkers may be used ; but under any
other circumstances I cannot recommend them.

Chairs, vases, and similar ornaments, having a rude re-

semblance to the antique, may be easily imitated and
placed where fancy may dictate,

A grotto built of rough stones and coated inside

with cement will form an interesting retreat during the

heat of summer. An unnatural effect is produced by

having shells, &c, studded over the roof in diamonds,

stars, circles, and half-moons; but petrified substances,

spars, crystals, curious stones, &c, scattered carelessly

about, would have a much more pleasing effect than if

disposed in fancy figures. Externally, the grotto may be

filled up as a piece of rockwork. There should not, I

imagine, be an extensive view from the grotto, nor should

it open on the highly-finished lawn and pastures. It may
easily be secluded by being surrounded with shrubs, and

it will then tempt the fatigued wanderer to take refuge in

its refreshing coolness. There are numerous Ferns and

other plants which will grow in a subdued light, and these

may be planted inside the grotto.

In making artificial rock for waterfalls, or other
constructions where the cement may be constantly ex-

posed to the action of water, the best water-cement should
be used. Any preparation that does not quickly indurate

under water will, in a short time, be washed away, and
leave nothing but the bare stones. It will be seen that I
have spoken principally of making rockwork on a large

scale ; the principles are the same, however, whether ap-
plied to covering a rod or an acre of land. In conclusion,

it must ever be borne in mind, that u the greatest triumph
of art is to conceal art.'

7—Observator.

-

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF CARNATIONS AND
PICOTEES.

It is possible that the opinions given below may be at
variance with the ideas of other cultivators of these beau-
tiful and fragrant flowers. With all due deference to my
brother florists, who may have a different standard of
perfection to that of Nottingham, I beg leave to state that,

with us, purity of the white is indispensable; and that an
equal distribution of colour, whether in bizarresor flakes,

is also requisite : form and regularity of marking take the
precedence of size, and the pod must be long and well-

formed. Petals either very thin or serrated are disquali-

fications which cannot be overlooked. The following list

will contain a description, which may be taken as the
opinion of Nottingham florists, of about 20 sorts in each
class, cultivated by myself.

SCARLET BIZARRES.
Jolly Dragoon (^Ely's).—A large and rather coarse flower,

colour high, and white tolerably pure.

Game-boy (Rainforth's).—Does not crown well, yet is a
great favourite with many, on account of its beautiful

markings ; too thin for a first-rate flower.

Leader (Hepworth's).— Finely-marked, and a high-

coloured flower ; rather small, but a general favourite.

The layers appear to be more shy in making roots than
some other varieties ; it therefore requires to be layered

early.

Don John (Merchant's).—Thin of leaf, muddy, and
worthless.

Lady of the Manor (Milwood's).—Rather small ; often

deficient in dark stripes ; may occasionally be caught
fine, and requires to be grown strong.

Patriarch (Hufton's).—Pod good, inclined to be thin ;

but when grown fine there are few in its class that can
excel it ; the colours and disposition of the stripes are

good.

Union «7ac3f(Ward's).—A fine and large flower ; colours

well distributed ; of excellent shape and petal, crown-
ing well : its only drawback is that the white is flushed

when the flower is opening.
Sir Robert Peel (Grove's).—A well-shaped, finely-marked,
and useful flower.

Locomotive (Marris').—Raised'a short'time ago at Leices-
ter ; the stripes are good, on pure white ground ; and
it promises to become a favourite.

Duke of Leeds (Hoyle's).—Thin ; the white seldom pure;
by no means first-rate, although it wins many prizes in

Lancashire.

Prince Albert (Hale's).—Fine pod and very large flower

;

well-marked, and decidedly the best of its class which
I have yet had from the south.

Splendid (Martin's).—A finely-shaped flower, though not
so f* splendid " as I was led

(
to expect. With me, there

was not a fair proportion of bizarre ; the colours were
not properly balanced, although having only grown' it

one season, I am not sure that this is its usual cha-
racter.

Conquering Hero (Wilmer's).—Large ; rather coarse J

colours inclined to be dull ; sometimes comes fine.

Brutus (Colcut's).—A very large and finely-formed
flower ; indispensable to a first-rate collection. It is a
question whether Splendid or Don John can beat it.

Juba (Colcut's).—A flower of later date than the abovej;

of first-rate shape ; a good marker, and a decided

acquisition.

Charles the Xllth (Mansley's).—Sometimes rather de-

ficient in dark stripes ; when in good order it is a

superior flower.

William the IVth (Walmsley's).—High-coloured; white

impure ; decidedly second-rate.

Colonel (Lee's).—Good shape, but rather thin ; the white
has a yellowish tint, otherwise it is a meritorious flower.

Duke of Devonshire (Fletcher's).—Not large, but with
stiff, well-formed petals ;

generally the succession blooms
have less bizarre than the first.

Mars (Walmsley's).—The white rather impure, but the

petals are broad and the stripes are extremely rich and
well distributed ; sometimes very fine.

CRIMSON BIZARRES.
Duke of Bedford (Ely's).—A beautifully-marked flower

;

white pure, and shape good.
Count Paulini (Holmes').—This, although much admired
by many, appears to want that due proportion of colours
which constitutes a first-rate flower.

Duchess of Kent (Brown's).—A beautiful, high-coloured
flower, of good form and substance

; rather late.

Bloomsbury (Soom's).—The petals are rather narrow
and thin ; the white often impure ; still it is a pleasing

flower.

Hector (Brown's).—Improperly called Toone's Con-
ductor ; late, but highly-coloured ; is sometimes met
with extremely fine * the petals are stout and well-

formed.

Lord Milton (Ely's).—A great favourite ; form 'good;
colour high and well-distributed ; extremely apt W
run, but, when in colour, first-rate.

»

v
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Lord Brougham (Greasley's).—Quite as good as Ibe pre-

ceding, but much scarcer ; the grass is apt to mildew,

more than that of most other sorts; form excellent

;

white good ; colours bright, and we 1 balanced.

Squire Plumtree (Hufton'O—A *»« *°™ I
petals

rather long ; colour well distributed ;
the layers are

rather difficult to root.

Mrs. Brand (Ely's).—Large and well-formed; rather

deficient in dark stripes ; when strongly grown and in

proper colour it is first-rate : with us, it is termed a

i( catch flower," from its uncertainty.

Wm. Caxton (Ely's)—Pod long, not apt to burst; the

flower is of medium size, thin of petal, but marks well.

Robert Burns (Mansley's).—A fine and double flower,

equal in point of marking to Ely's Lord Milton and

Greasley's Lord Brougham ; consequently ranking in

the first class.

Tallyho (Woolley's).—Serrated, as one of the exploded

Picotees ; utterly worthless as a show flower.

JBonpland (Wilmer's).— Finely marked, with a good

pod ;
petals rather long, but a clean, useful flower.

Lord Durham (Tomlinson's).—Fine and very lively-

coloured ; of good form and size.

Rainbow (Cartwright's).—A good old sort, apt to expand

with its petals much disordered ; a shy propagator,

and difficult to get first-rate.

Squire Ray (Hufton's).—A remarkably clean flower,

with its colours well balanced ; follows close in the

wake of the first-rate ones before alluded to.

Betsy (Lovegrove's).—Large, but will not do for this

part of the country, one-half of the petals being almost

destitute of bizarre ; desirable only as a border flower.

King Alfred (Gregory's).—An old flower, with good pro-

perties
; a superior second-rate.

Eclipse (Easom's).—A large and gaudy flower; outer

petals large and well-formed; strongly-marked, the

centre often coming rather confused.

Taglioni (Pickering's).—A beautifully-marked and showy

flower, of medium size, differing in colour from most

other sorts ; in this variety there appears to be almost

too great a preponderance of the crimson markings.

—

! J. F. Wood, The Coppice, Nottingham.

(To be continued.)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. IX.

The potting of plants is an operation easily performed,

though the principles upon which success is founded are

not so well understood as the proper treatment of plants

makes it necessary that they should be ; a fact rendered

sufficiently obvious by the miserable specimens too gener-

ally met with. And why is this ? Simply because the

cultivator, instead of examining for himself whether his

manipulations are in accordance with the laws of nature,

rests satisfied with following in the footsteps of his prede-

cessors, without inquiring whether their practices were

right or wrong; and hence but little pains have been

taken to apply properly the necessary elements of vege-

table organism, which nature everywhere so bountifully

Spreads around us.

It is an undoubted fact, that all plants like fresh soil

and leaf-mould ; and any person who has a supply of these

two, with good peat and silver sand, may, without any

further assistance from soils, grow any plant in existence.

A plant in a pot is in the most artificial state in which

it can be placed ; as its roots instead of being some degrees

warmer than the atmosphere which surrounds them, as

they would be if planted in the natural soil, are from the

current of air constantly passing round the pots, and the

consequent evaporation from its surface, some degrees

colder. This circumstance alone is enough to account for

our precarious success ; but when in addition to this, it is

recollected that the roots are constantly alternating between

drought and moisture— that they are violently excited at

one time and actually flagging for the want of water at

another —the wonder is, that the cultivation of delicate

and' finely-rooted plants is not attended with more disap-

pointment than has hitherto been experienced.

The generaHmethod pursued in potting plants, till

within the last ten years, was to sift the soil as fine as

possible,—to use little or no drainage
;
and when the plant

required more pot-room, to give it only a very small shift,

»nd that at some stated period. In truth, plants were

subjected to a regular routine of management, as invariable

as day succeeded day ;
quite irrespective of their consti-

tutional peculiarities and diametrically opposed to nature.

But since the sifting of soil has been to a considerable

extent dispensed with, larger pots have been necessarily

"wsed
; and a consequent improvement in cultivation has

heen the result.—Almost all the garden authors from
the time of Abercrombie to Sweet, and from Sweet to

the present day, with few exceptions, recommend soil to

be sifted, and the irulispensibility of giving plants a small

shift in repotting is insisted upon. And what is the

result of this ? the roots, from their disposition to extend

themselves laterally, are constantly matted round the side

Of the pot, and as the action of the root and branch
3s reciprocal, so soon as the root ceases to extend
5tself, so will the branch likewise, at least to a considerable

little better than those we see in ordinary greenhouses, I

except that they are more profusely set for bloom

—a difference mainly attributable to the highly-elaborated

secretions of the plants consequent on the superior light-

ness of the house. These things teach us that confine-

ment of the root is confinement of the branch, and that, it

we wish to rival the luxuriance of nature, we must

approximate nature more closely in the pot-culture ot

our plants.

Having now said sufficient to prove that our ways are

not nature's ways," I will introduce to the Amateurs

notice a new system of potting, which may be designated

the one-shift system. The distinguishing difference of this

system is, that, instead of talcing a plant through all the

different sized pots, from a thumb to a 24 or 16, or any

other size that it may remain in permanently, it is removed

to the permanent pot at once, or at any rate to one very

considerably larger than is the general custom ;
thus, in

purchasing small specimens of new plants, they may be

placed at once in a 24, 16, or 12 sized pot, in which they

will remain for four or five years.

The first hint which I received of this system was some

years back, when Clianthus puniceus was first let out.

A cutting of it was at that time given to Mr. Caie, gardener

to the Duchess of Bedford ; who at the end of twelve

months had grown from this cutting a plant 7 feet in

height, beautifully branched, and covered with bloom ;

while the original plant under my care, although attended

with regularity, would not bear a comparison with it. I

learnt from Mr. C, that his cutting, directly it was

established in a small cutting-pot, was removed to a No. 4

sized pot, well drained, and filled with rough turfy loam

fresh from the field, and a little leaf-mould. About the

same time Mr. C. offered me some small plants of Erica

physodes and pinifdlia, but they were in such a deplorable

condition that I did not consider them worthy of carriage.

To show me, however, how much I was mistaken, Mr. C.

removed them from the small pots in which they were

then growing into -16s, in rough turfy peat and silver

sand, and in two years they were handsome specimens,

18 inches high, from four to five feet in circumference,

and beautifully furnished with branches.

Since that time, I have practised this mode on various

plants with success ; but to Mr. Goode, gardener at

Ealing Park, belongs the credit of applying this system

more extensively and with greater success than could have

been expected. Amongst the valuable collection of plants

at that place, he has a great number in 24, 16, 12, and 8

sized pots, forming magnificent specimens, which are on

an average from three to five feet in circumference, and

which a year since were either in small 60 or thumb-pots.

They have, in reality, made 'from three to four years'

growth in one season, and are flowering in the greatest

profusion. Among other genera, may be mentioned Boru-

nias, Eriostemons, Leschenaultias, Pimeleas, Gnidias,

Helichrysums, Ericas, Epacrises, Chorozemas, Polygalas,

Roellas, Mirbelias, Dillwynias, Crdweas, and Gomphold-

biums. It is to be hoped, however, as Mr. Goode is a

constant exhibitor at the Horticultural Society's meetings,

that he will in future point out the specimens thus

grown to afford visitors an
(
opportunity of judging for

themselves, and to demonstrate the superiority of the

system. Some gardeners who have seen the plants at

Ealing 'Park object to the system, and contend that though

the plants may grow well for a year or two, they will after

that time die off. On what principle they found their

objections I am at a loss to determine.

The principal thing to attend to in this system will be,

to have the pots thoroughly drained ; for if water stag-

nates in such a mass of soil, all hope of success will be at

an end I" growing specimenjfplants, it is a good plan to

drain the soil with an inverted pot, as directed at p. 116

for cutting-pots, taking great care to prevent the soil from

faltine among the drainage, by covering it securely with

M ss° Porous stones of various sizes, in considerable

antities sticks in a half-decomposed state, and even

charcoal for some plants, have been used with satisfac-

Its The roots of Lescnenaultia tormosa and of

ThornTeinas, thus treated, wrap round the porous stones

\ Lwcoal in the most beautiful manner.

'tetf is said to be the « life and soul of plants"

bvone individual, and a no mean cultivator either, a few
7 ,JL nn its use may not be out of place. In propagating

Til, cutt nK«
root freely in it ;

but if they are not re-

P
S'into other soil directly after they have rooted, the

m0
nlfw 1 almost invariably die off. Whether this is from

I, J supply of carbonic acid, formed by the carbon of

h
e

e
g
cS^ coaKmbining with the oxygen of the atmo-

l rP and causing the roots to perish in the midst of
S

. I T will not pretend to say ; but such a result is not
plenty, 1 win i f ^^ ^ &

.

g ^^ kmed

iTSEKtt tt constantly with strong liquid manure.

!? !£ wood charcoal," observes Liebig (2d Edit.,

rV, " by virtue merely of its ordinary well-known
P '

Jkp8> can completely replace ' vegetable mould or
propei ties; ^ ^ fe ^ , tm(jg| .

indifferent and uncnange-
h
iT

US
'hBrance known," it must be an excellent thing to

S'rtSSUi Potting; because if the soil is suffi-

properties of charcoal. Nature supplies plants with char-

coal in the shape of decaying vegetable substances, and

that is the best charcoal that can be used ; but, as in

moderation it will do no harm, the amateur may use it

until by multiplied experiments he proves whether it is

advantageous.

In concluding this article, it may be remarked that the

principal things to be attended to in this system of potting

are to use the soil as rough as possible. Plants potted

in this way will not require so much attention as those

pottecHin the usual manner ; because one watering will

serve them for several days—whereas in small pots, they

would require constant attention.— FT. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

a —vwvi 4i4 niC upen ground, [or uie wcu7^^aivw vv*~w
°\ a conservatory, the roots would extend themselves
^vith vigour, and the branches grow with a luxuriance
^nknown under other circumstances. As a proof of this

1 may point to the new conservatory in the Horticultural
gardens at Chiswick : the plants in the border are grow-

ing with a luxuriance which in some instances has given
them a character quite dissimilar to that under which they
are known in pot-culture, while the plants in pots are

n„ unrous to admit .the atmospheric air amongst it,

V on. a perpetual manure, though it is difficult to

^Sr^ll as chemically in soils deficient in

1 but to add to peat-earth is, in my opinion, a

°
«'Jte of an excellent manure. Mr. Barnes of

S-
C
? attributes the whole of his success to using cha -

°n

but the"harcoal he uses is prepared from vegetable

C7 -l and therefore partakes as much of the character of

vegetab hashes, which are an excellent manure, as of the

Fixing Ammonia.-! see that several of your corre-

spondents have alluded to an experiment which I have

been proposing to the farmers of Suffolk and of which

you toTnotice two or three weeks ago. /™rd youa

copy of the Bury Post, in which will appear my Eighth

Letter : and if you can find room for its »^°°' * «£*
feel obliged, as it will show your correspondents that I

have nof been so anxious about proposing this extent
under a form which would be considered unexceptionab e

by chemists as I have been desirous of stimulating the

farmers to adopt a mode of experimenting which may De

of importance to their interests. My previous letters

have pretty fully discussed the subject of fixing ammonia

with gypsum and other substances, and if your corre-

spondents have an opportunity of referring to them, they

will see that I have forestalled some of their remarks, l

have now superintended the preparation of one experi-

ment, and hope in a day or two to superintend one or

two more, with the aid of my more practical neighbours

;

I shall then draw up the Schedule referred to in my

letter, and if you can find room for its insertion at some

future period, it may be the means of inducing some one

to improve upon it. I think you will agree with me that

some such scheme of extensive experimental co-operation

as that which I have advocated, and as (I am happy to

say) the farmers of Suffolk have now proved to be feas-

ible is the most likely mode of rapidly accelerating the

progress of Agriculture.-J. S. HensUw. [The following

is the letter alluded to :

—

,

To the Farmers of Suffolk.

Gentlemen,—I must allow the leaves to go on with

their exhalations and respirations, without interfering

further with these functions for the present, whilst I re-

quest your serious attention to a few observations 1 wish

to make on the result of my appeal to you. \V henillan-

nounced my intention of calling for not less than fifty to

co-operate in the way I have proposed, I found a very

decided opinion expressed in all quarters that I should

not be able to prevail upon so large a number. I had cal-

culated on the well-known spirit and energy of English-

men, whenever fairly convinced that any particular course

is the right course to be adopted : my only fear being

that I should not succeed in persuading many of you to

see, as clearly as I do myself, what your present course

oudit to be for securing the speedy improvement ot Agri-

culture. I had also witnessed, during the last two years,

the great desire expressed by the members of the Had-

leigh Farmers' Club for any description of information

which might bear directly or indirectly upon your pur-

suits. I find that I have not miscalculated in the raier-

ences which I drew from these premises. I have•received

the addresses of 43 gentlemen who are willing to accept

my challenge, and 1 find from two quarters that 1 can

calculate upon receiving from 10 ito 15 more- Before

another week has expired I hope I shall have upenn^

tended the preparation of the proposed experiment ot. two

or three farms in this parish, I will then print my.P «

mised circular,with precisedirections how you are to p. oceed,

and with it I will transmit a Schedule A U^' ^^
hills!) containing blank spaces to be filled up by each

experimenter. These schedules will^^tled.
some months hence, when the re««lte have been obt

.

Now that I consider we are fairly embaiked^

be allowed to speak a little more gi ««* "^
lf

always found myself inclined to do. I niust j

quite' sure thatV correctly -^^"^eftain whether
aiming at. One point, certainly, w to

improve
the addition of gypsum to a common dungh 1^.^
the quality of the nianure-which is pa : S ^.^
^^V^M^^^SSL of this question
and theoretical notions. But

the ^ ^
I hold to be a very subo^nate 1

u 1

j ^
greater importance which I have ^^ ^

^r
desirous ot giving you an exan p ^ ^^^ .

f

your Agncu tuial expeu
^^ them

b
available for scientinc

yZZ°s:l 1 believe our gypsum experiment to be only

Jn?of Several which must be tried before the question at

Sue can be fullv settled. But every such experiment,

thus tried by a numerous body of experimenters, upon a

correct principle, will add something so positive to the

general stock of knowledge, that it is irhpossible it should

not become of real importance to your interests. The

little trouble or very trifling expense which each individual

experimenter may happen to incur in such cases is no way

increased by his having 49 co-operators, whilst the value

of his single experiment may possibly be augmented more

than fifty-fold. It would be a ridiculously trifling tax

upon any farmer to perform yearly one such experiment.

We can all appreciate the advantages which flow from a

division of labour ; and many who may not be qualified

for suggesting correct methods of experimenting for.them-

selves, might be prevailed upon to act upon the sugges-

tions of others, provided the precise mode of performing
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an experiment were laid down for them. The old proverb
declares that " Lazy folk take most pains," and I almost
question whether this proverb was not made prospec-
tively, to apply to the manner in which certain so-called
experiments have been conducted in our times. There is

no lack of Agricultural experimenters. It should seem
that we are overstocked with them in England. A gen-
tleman, high in your confidence, writes thus to me : " The
fact is, that whereas farmers were formerly averse to
all change, many of them are now ready to try every
thing which is recommended, and it is necessary to be
cautious not to mislead them into expense." Now, this

struck me marvellously as a very lamentable necessity.
You are to be restrained in your anxiety to improve, and
to be prevented from doing what science has been urging
you to do. I have no doubt the remark was just, from the

high authority from whence I received it ; but it is equally

obvious that the reason it was so must be because farmers
in general have not qualified themselves for experimenting
in a safe and judicious manner. Most certainly there have
been many experiments of late, conducted in a correct
and skilful manner by eminent and practical men, but
too many even of these were undertaken with no other
than some economical object in view, and not with any
scientific aim. The results have mostly been tested by
pounds, shillings, and pence, without regard to what
might be the real cause of success or failure. Hence no
new principles have been worked out. But it is only when
these shall have been discovered, that it will be time to
test their application to practice by the pocket-argument.
For instance, the following comparative experiment was
lately placed m my hands by an intelligent gentleman of
this neighbourhood. It is performed in the approved way
of obtaining comparative results ; but from want of de-
tail, and from standing single, very little can be inferred
from it with respect to the nature of the influence exerted
by the nitrate of soda. Half an acre sown with, and half
without the nitrate of soda.

cb. bl. pk. lbs.
With the nitrate, Wheat ,323 Straw . . 840
Without ditto 3 1 2

Increase from nitrate ..Oil
746

94

5.
Cost of the nitrate of soda 13
Value of the 15. Ip. of Wheat, at 7*. 6A,

9s.4$d.; 941bs. of straw, at 2J. per ton, \s.8d. 11

Loss on the half-acre

d.

6

n
H

Here the balance being against the pocket, no more at-
tempts were made with nitrate of soda. The inspection
of the above induced me to ask the experimenter whether
he had thought of trying only one-half or one-fourth the
nitrate of soda, to see whether the increase might not still

be the same. If it should have turned out that such was
the case, the pocket would then have pleaded in favour of
its application. Before we can expect to understand the
precise relation which nitrate of soda or any other salt bears
to the efFect it produces on a particular crop, there must be
many well-digested experiments performed in many parts of
the kingdom

; and their results registered with a sufficient
degree of uniformity to admit of their being compared
together. Now, with the ready machinery of your nu-
merous local Agricultural Societies, and the great central
society m London, togetheV with the invaluable advan-
tages offered by the penny postage, you might very easily
organize a system of co-operation throughout Great
Britain, which I am persuaded would work with a rapidity
and an efficiency that would surprise you all. Of course,
every one who may be desirous of promoting such a system
must be at some trouble, but this will generally not be
greater than is required to direct and superintend a
labourer for two or three hours, whilst he is trimming a
hedge or digging a ditch ; the personal trouble to the
farmer himself would literally be no greater than that.
The intellectual part of these proceedings might be all

transacted within the skulls of a few chemists, who would
suggest, and within those of the more active members of
your various Agricultural Societies, who might busy them-
selves in preparing and circulating, the different schedules
to be filled up by the several experimenters. All that is
now wanting to the adoption of such a scheme, is to con-
vince the farmers of England generally, that unless they
will consent to co-operate, they cannot expect to avail
themselves (otherwise than by very slow degrees) of the
information which modern science has placed at their
disposal. I am no enthusiast in this opinion—I am
speaking the words of sobriety. I am only repeating
what others wiser than myself have continually asserted.
I have already referred you, in my address to the Hadleigh
Club, to the opinion of De Candolle, and I have within
these few days met with a similar declaration in an agri-
cultural work in course of publication by Mr. Johnston,
or Durham. This gentleman is a chemist of high reputa-
tion

;
and in his Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and

ueoiogy he has suggested several experiments in practical
Agriculture. In speaking of the effects produced by
special manures, either on particular soils or on particular

TP
u -

1G

*T * :
~

"
Now

»
neither of these subjects,

which it is so mportant to investigate, can be determined
either from theory or from experiments devised and
executed in the laboratory of a chemist. The aid of the
practical farmer, of many practicalfarmers, must be called
in. Numerous experiments or trials must be made in
various localities, and by different individuals

s all how-
ever, according to the same rigorous and accurate methodm order that, from the comparison of many results, some-

thing like a general principle may be deduced." The
whole question then evidently turns upon this—whether
the farmers of Great Britain are prepared to co-operate
in making experiments under the guidance of persons
qualified for directing their efforts. There is, in fact, an
important link yet wanting in the chain which is to con-
nect science with practice; and if science is only per-
mitted to hold the pincers whilst practice plies the blows,
that link may be forged and fastened. My hopes are now
much strengthened that this will soon take place. I shall
in future listen with impatience to any desponding sur-
mises about your not being sufficiently awake to the
importance of co-operating for such a purpose. "My
own experience (says a valued correspondent) in this
neighbourhood (Surrey) is against expecting the present
race of adult farmers to become much of readers ; and
so my hopes rest on their sons." But I conceive it is

not necessary, for that description of co-operation which
is required of you, that the present race of farmers should
become " much of readers." Let them act upon the sug-

gestions of others ; and then, whilst Liebig is uttering
lamentations over his Germans, and consoling himself by
talking of what will be done by a generation to come, the
present race of British farmers will have forestalled that
generation of foreigners yet to come, and have left the pre-
sent generation behind. Why should we doubt that the
farmers of Great Britain generally would be less prepared
to co-operate than the farmers of Suffolk have shown
themselves to be ? No doubt there are some, and pro-
bably not a few, among you, as among every other class
of men, who would indolently prefer a shorter road than
that which science points out to them. Perhaps it would
have been easier for me to have enlisted twice fifty co-
operators if I had assured the Agricultural world that my
past studies in Botany had led me to the discovery of a
marvellous composition, a certain incomparable vegetable
elixir, in which it was merely necessary for the sower to
steep his seed, and he would at once be able to double his
crops

! But to have found more than fifty willing to
proceed in the legitimate spirit of philosophy, and without
anything promised about reaping an immediate return
is an event which I must consider of most excellent omen.
From what I have heard since my last letter, I believe a
little further delay would have greatly increased our
numbers

;
for I find that several farmers of this neigh-

bourhood have not seen my challenge, and had only heard
of it through others. If not more than twenty-five of you
had come forward, I should still have asked each man to
procure a double, and I make no doubt that we should
thus have got our number completed. As it is, I think it
will be advisable to increase our numbers, rather for the
sake of experimental instruction, than for the issue of the
experiment

; and I shall have a hundred copies of Schedule
A struck off, that I may be prepared to supply any addi-
tional recruits. Whilst you are performing this experi-
ment, I must call upon you to toss all prejudices and
antiquated opinions to the winds ; and to proceed as
closely as possible upon the instructions with which you
will be furnished. There must indeed be a certain latitude
allowed, because it may not be convenient for one person
to use any but littered straw, or for another to apply it to
a particular crop : but the very object of requiring so
many as fifty is to merge the inconvenience of such con-
trarieties as these in the general results obtained. We
are not in the position of chemists operating upon weights
which it is necessary to test to the tenth of a grain ; and
we require no costly apparatus for determining our quan-
tities. For the present experiment, your agricultural
laboratory need be furnished with no more than the fol-
lowing instruments :— 1. A dung-fork. 2. Pair of scales
or steelyard. 3. A common basket and a pint measure.
4. Sieve. 5. Watering-pot. The gypsum must be finely
powdered ; and not burnt into Plaster of Paris.

Your obedient servant, J. S. Hjenslow.
Hilcham Rectory, February 25, 1843.

Brewers' Grains as a Manure.—! noticed, at p. 105
of the Chronicle, some remarks on Brewers' Grains as a
manure. I need not remind you of the importance of
having the component parts of every substance proposed
or employed as a fertiliser determined by chemical analysis.
Previous to your notice, 1 had been engaged in the exami-
nation of Brewers' Grains, with a view to determine the
proportion of water, organic matter, and earthy ash. The
result of my inquiries was as follows:—One hundred parts
of the Porter Grains of the Brewhouse contain—

Water separable at 212° . . 70
Organic matter 28
Chlorides of potassium, sodium, and cal-

cium, and trace of sulphates . . .25
Phosphates of lime and magnesia . . .50
Silex, and a little alumine . . . 1.25

100.00

The proportion of water will probably vary considerably,
and could a ready mode be devised of getting rid of this
before carrying the Grains away, it would be beneficial in
two ways—by saving the carriage of so much water, and
by preventing the rapid fermentation and heating during
the transit so much complained of. Whether this could
be done economically is another question; I understand
Porter- Grains can be obtained at the large breweries in
quantity at Is. per quarter of 8 bushels. Supposing them
in the dry state, they would contain about 1£ per cwt.
phosphates of lime and magnesia ; which is nearly half
that present in that curious vegetable production called
Vegetable Ivory, which I find contains 4 per cent— Jp,
H. Potter, Upper Fore-street,

Transplanting Walnut-trees Your correspondent
" Totty,'\who, at p. 809, Vol, ii.> requested information

upon transplanting large Walnut-trees, was, at p. 5 of
this year, answered by Mr. Busby, who, instead of giving
the desired information, described his own system of
removing large Apple and Pear-trees. If the method
described by him be at all necessary, would not" a well-
decomposed light turfy loam, or even any good soil, be
preferable to leaves, particularly when a whole year
intervenes between the operation of digging the trenches
and that of transplanting the trees ? The former material
would encourage the root, cut in the operation of trench-
ing, to push out numerous young fibres ; the latter I
think, would not. In the large park fronting the Man-
sion-house at Ardgowan, I saw during the springs of
183G-7and 8 spots successfully embellished with large and
stately forest-trees, many of which were in the season pre-
vious treated according to Mr. B.'s system, with this
difference, that good pulverized soil and chopped turf
were carefully put round the balls instead of leaves. This
greatly encouraged the formation of spongioles. In
transplanting them, open weather was preferred to frozen
balls ; the young fibres indeed kept the balls entire in
that operation. I am of opinion that the system of
freezing the balls of trees previously to transplantation
is unnecessary, if not improper ; and I think there is
nothing in the progress of the trees experimented upon
by Mr. Busby, as well as others which I have seen to
prevent me from coming to this conclusion. For the better
information of "Totty," as well as Mr. Busby, who
doubts not, if the system practised by himself were
adopted, that large Walnut-trees would succeed, I may
state that at this place Walnut-trees have been trans-
planted which, from the authority of a creditable workman
who assisted in the operation, were taken up regardless
of that great and due precaution so much insisted upon
by the scientific transplanters of the day, having had
neither the unnecessary and often impracticable ball of
16 cwt. of earth, nor yet a frozen one. They have been
removed several years, and are quite healthy, and in
keeping with the neighbouring fruit and forest-trees.
When transplanted, they were of sufficient size to ensure
any one success in removing large Walnut-trees, pro-
vided they were manageable as to weight and bulk. Jm

M'Lean, East Hampstead Park.
On Planting—At page 84 of this year's Gardeners*

Chronicle is an article by "R." on Planting. Allow me tc
make a few observations thereon, and to thank *'R." for
bringing my experience and knowledge on the subject
into more notice. But had " R.,» with some others who
have written on this subject, condescended to inform the
readers of the Gardeners* Chronicle where they got their
knowledge from—would it not have redounded much
more to their credit, than to bring it forward as from
their own experience—when it is clearly evident they have
gleaned it from my book, entitled, " Facts, Hints, &c, on
the Management of Young Plantations," published about
17 years ago ! I beg of those who may be possessed olmy work to compare the article on Planting by "R." with
the following numbered pages in my book, and they wil
be fully convinced how and where he culled his knowledge
from, as he has in most places used my very words verba-
tim. I would not have noticed such conduct, only it is so
grossly palpable. " R." might well be ashamed to avoucl
his real name. Pages referred to in my work:—first
paragraph or division of "R.V article, refer to page 157

;

second do., 168; third do., 169; fourth do, 176, 7; fiftl
do. 182, 3 ; sixth do., 184—189; seventh do., 18.9, 196
eighth do., 214, 235 ; ninth do., 235, 238, 242.— FT. Bil
h?igton, Underhill, Oswestry, Salop [We regret to find
on referring to these places, that Mr. B.'s complaint i

perfectly well founded.]
Training Forest Trees.—-Permit me once more to reph

to "Quercus," who, at p. 37, still seems to misunder
standme; and I will therefore again endeavour to se
him right. Had he availed himself of seeing my publica.
tion on this subject, he would, as he appears open to con-
viction, have been at once convinced. I entirely agree
with him as " to the injury proprietors and managers o
woods do to timber, by following the pernicious system;
laid down by theorists, and adhered to in too many in
stances with a confiding pertinacity which is truly asto-
nishing." " Quercus " says—» Mr. Eillington sees fin.

flourishing timber through the medium of his system ;

3

and he himself says, "he sees it as good, or superior
without any pruning at all." True. " Quercus " migh
see here and there a chance tree as good ; but my systen
is to make every tree profitable, good timber. He thei
asks, how is ^pruning by any system likely to increasi
the timber in trees, if that increase depends upon thi
" number of branches and leaves?" and again says In
cannot think of any system of training that does no
counteract the intention. I have now exchanged th-
term pruning for training merely from the erroneous an.
conflicting opinions about pruning; and I maintain tha
the increase of timber is from the number of branche
and leaves, including their healthiness—and that my sys
tern of training is to increase the number of both branche
and leaves, as well as their health and vigour—to regulat
the branches to a moderate size, and keep them in du-
bounds until the head shall begin to be formed; and no
to curtail them at all, except in some rare cases' and spe
cies, but to increase them when necessary. " Quercus 5

says, " Mr. B.'s system of training is simply to regulat
those parts (branches and leaves) according to science, s<

as to, aid those properties in accelerating the elongatioi
and regular increase of the timber in the stem, and not t<

expand itself in useless branches :
" this is true. H

then asks, « How can branches be useless if the increas
of the stem depend on their number and healthiness ?
What I mean by useless branches is, when trees hav
arrived at maturity, and the branches bwej perform*

j
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their functions ; when the trees have to be cut down for

use, then it is that the branches are useless, except for
" spray, firewood, and faggot;" and all on account of
not having been trained in a proper way when young, so
as to have increased the timber in the stem, instead of
running all to branches—as most trees naturally will in
open places. To be sure, by leaving trees to nature, you
may have one good tree in fifty, or perhaps a hundred;
but train them in a proper way while they are young, and
you will have every tree valuable, and in much less time.
We may, however, write and inculcate the true system all
our life : it will produce little good effect until an Arbori-
cultural Society is established, and experimental planta-
tions are formed for training forest-trees, to exemplify bv
example and practice, and to show the certainty of the
system accomplishing what it professes. It is become a
cuckoo s song at the present day with most landed pro-
prietors, as few will listen and fewer heed the strain. I
am surprised that "Quercus" should still persist in
saying that he " fears I have some latent clinging in my
imnd to the old notion—that what is taken from the head
ot a tree by pruning is necessarily laid on the stem ;"

whereas, I distinctly said in my last reply, and again
repeat, that the increase of timber or wood is from the
descending filaments from the annual leaves and leaf-buds

;

whereas, were those parts diminished, it is evident that
the increase of the timber would be also; and that my
system, intended to increase and regulate them is so as to
form profitable timber instead of useless branches. As to
my not furnishing a more expressive term for " reciprocity
between the roots and branches,"' by which I presume
"Quercus" means an equality, I confess I cannot see
my way clearly on that point; for I cannot conceive an
equality of roots with the branches, on trees with immense
heads, growing in fissures of bare rocks and similar
places. As to a mutual connexion between roots and
branches, there can be no doubt of that.— W. Billington t

Underhill, Oswestry, Salop/
Thawing Plants.—During four years that I had charge

of an extensive collection of Ericas, I frequently went to bed
fully conscious that on getting up on the following morn-
ing, 2° or 3° of frost would be in the Heathery, on account
of its elevated and exposed situation. In such instances
I invariably resorted to the plan recommended by Mr.
Ayres, at p. 84; by which means I soon thawed the
plants, while at the same time I kept down the tempera-
ture during the day, compared with what it would have
been, had fire-heat been applied. I hope I shall not be
misunderstood, when censuring elevated and exposed
situations for a Heathery. It is an extreme case which
1 have in view, and therefore it is the abuse of the prin-
ciple, and not the use of it, which I censure. I would not
have 1°, 2o, or 3° of frost in the Heathery, if I could
avoid it. I have had Ericas subject to many degrees ot
Jrost which they have survived, with a loss of their foliage

;

but this injury from frost was affected by the very prin-
ciple which I have censured, namely, a free exposure to
iigrit and currents of air ; wherebv the Ericas Mere ren-
dered capable of resisting the frost. It is to this last-
mentioned fact that the gardener must look for his success
in enabling plants not indigenous to this country to
survive our winters : and what is true of Ericas is equally
true of other plants, if we make allowance for the different
circumstances that have made them what they are J
Hardenbergia monophylla.-This pretty greenhouse

climber, like all others, if not submitted to a regular mode
of training will become one confused mass of shoots,

i !S?
* , I°

W
^
d f°r a Sh°rt time onlv t0 become entan-

gled, are difficult to restore to order without injury to the
plant. Scarcely anything connected with gardening is a
greater eyesore than to see climbing plants neglected

&
from

vant of proper training, or having the shoots tied toge-
ther like a broom ; for whatever may be the natural habit
of a plant, in regulating its branches we should imitate
nature as nearly as possible, unless it is desirable to trainthem into any artificial form, similar to the wire trellis
Jately figured in the Chronicle. My method is to traintue H. monophylla with five leading shoots, one from the
centre of the pot, to which a long, small, neat stick is
placed

; the other four being fastened to four similar sticks

f Ju
gUlar distances round the edSe of the pot. From each

°V" u
e leadinS shoots proceed numerous side branchesWHch are densely covered with flowers. When the plant

Jjas done blooming, which is by the end of Mav or begin-

JTri °[ June, I still allow it to remain in the greenhouse

Dlanf-
Sh°°tS are Wel1 riPened *

Du"ng this time, the

the si

IS
Tatered sparingly

;
for it is only by moderating

uPPlv of water that we can imitate those periodical

plarTts

S
?
f reSt

'
t0 which this

>
as wel1 as a11 other exotic

^eek in \
exP°sed in its native climate. By the first

soakpri • \
lgUst it; is taken from the greenhouse and well

terert ' Water
'
then Placed in the °Pen air in a shel-

PotMf 0nf but ful'y exPosed t0 the sun
>
b«ng double

Ws i°i
P

,

K
event the sun's rays from destroying the small

°f the aid i

are the P"nciPal feeding organs. The whole

eyes and U i°
tS

-

are Pruned toone or not more than two

strength
fading shoots cut back according to their

mainins bud
** t0 caI1 into action the whole of the re "

to two inoW*- "^
S soon as the new shoots are from one

*nd nearlv tk
m e"gth

'
the Plant is taken from the pot,

the stronJer? ^°le of the soil is shaken from its roots
;

fibres ]> LVu are at the same time cut back t0 smaller

tWo^ghlylai^/'Pfted in a neW 0r cIean^asbed pot,

** acquainted£ 'Jfr^ is n° Plant with which J

drainaL ^ hat
,

Suffers *ore than this from imperfect

)

Urainaee TV.*» c n- e cnan Ims rrom ^perfect
turf

y heath mnniT -

n
T

ich 5t thrives wel1 is chopped
iDg/itX ^'ith a little sand. After fore
deS'ees eJ^V? 5

*h?'? l«* for a short time, and by

SreenhoSrbvi. ^ % f T> beinS taken ™t0 theowo by the end of September. Hardenbergia mono-

phylla, when treated annually in this way, will amply
compensate for the trouble it occasions. As the leading
shoots only are secured, the side branches become pen-
dant, and the plant bus a graceful and pleasing appear-
ance.—G. G. WaUun, Vicarage, Norton, Stockton-
on- Tees.

Cultivation of Boxes in Pots.—I commend you for the
encouragement which you give for growing Roses in pots.
It will not only add a fresh and lovely feature to exhibi-
tions, but it will create a much greater interest in the
Queen of Flowers, from the fact of amateurs, like myself,
being able to purchase them when in bloom. I have
grown Roses for several seasons to what I consider great
perfection

; and I think the Bourbon family particularly
adapted for growing and exhibiting in pots, from their
hardier growth and strength of petal enabling them to
stand more rough usage than a delicate China. There
are many who say that the Rose can never be cultivated
so as to form a leading feature like the Pelargonium in
our exhibitions, on account of the frailty of its bloom, and
of its not producing a sufficient succession of them to
enable a moderate cultivator to exhibit at any given time.
I say, give them a fair trial, allow it the cultivation which
the Pelargonium receives—it will not be done in one or
two seasons, but cultivators will soon find out and grow
those varieties which are best adapted for exhibiting in pots,
and the best method of bringing them to perfection. Then
what will be the effect in the course of a few seasons?
Doubtless, we shall see " potted Roses forming the most
attractive part ofour exhibitions/' and,from their improved
culture in pots, many fine varieties bloom which before
would not ; while many of the best kinds will bear seeds in
this country, which could not be induced to do so in the
open air.—A Rose Fancier.
On the Decortication ofthe Eucalypti in Australia.—

One of the most curious phenomena which strikes the
traveller in Australia is the appearance of so many of its

forest-trees undergoing the above process. It appears and
manifests itself in many different shapes and forms. The
bark of several species of Eucalypti, being brittle, drops
down and lies about, either around the foot of the trunk,
or is scattered 'by the wind to some distance around the
tree. As the fibre of the Eucalypti is brittle and dry, it is

obvious that the fact above mentioned contributes greatly
to the sterility of the soil of Australia. Portions of the
loosened bark, not sufficiently dried to drop from the
trees, sometimes surround the branches like the skin of a
serpent about to be stripped off. This is the case with
those species of Eucalypti whose bark is rather brittle

;

but there are many others whose rind consists of a long
and more flexible fibre, and such trees present appearances
somewhat different when in a state of decortication. The
bark hangs down in strips of different lengths, which
when sufficiently loose also fall to the ground. These
strips at times exhibit such varied colours that they im-
part to the forests a strange and extraordinary appearance.
The part of the trunks or branches thus denuded present
an original aspect, as their colour, soon, after the period
of decortication, varies from pure white, through all pos-
sible shades, to a deep red. The trunk of Eucalyptus
resinifera, piperita, and some other species, have then a
perfectly white appearance, just the same as if they had
been whitewashed

; while others, whose bark is brown
or grey, present a glossy appearance, far more remarkable
than that of our Platanus, to which, however, they bear
some slight resemblance. I have observed, that most of
the Eucalypti are in a state of decortication at the be- ;

ginning of spring (August and September); it should
therefore be the aim of subsequent travellers to de-
termine,—!. Whether the decortication of the different
species of Eucalypti takes place at any certain season of
the year, or is dependent on other circumstances. 2.
Whether all species lose their bark at the same period, or
whether this is done by various species at different
periods, or is dependent on the soil, temperature of the
season, &c—The cause of a phenomenon apparent in so
many species of a tree most widely scattered over the
Australian Continent, is an especial matter of importance
to physical geography and botany. A clue towards its

explanation may, in the first instance, be attained by that

botanical axiom, that the concentric layers of the wood and
bark are the reverse of each other ; the former increasing

externally, the latter internally. As Exogenous plants

(like the Eucalypti) increase by annual additions of new
matter on their outside, it is natural to suppose that, as

the growth of the Eucalypti is very quick, and as the

alburnum swells so rapidly, the stratum of the liber becomes
first so distended that it cracks and finally separates from

the trunk. 1 frequently had an opportunity of observing

the rapid growth of these trees in the swollen appearance

which their branches at certain periods exhibited. Such

as are crooked (and they bend most fantastically) bear

the aspect of a wrinkled human limb, and have the same
fulness and rotundity which characterise it. The crack-

ing of the bark is still more assisted in Eucalypti by

the delicacy of the fibre previously mentioned. The
liber, also, of most of these trees is brittle, very dry, and

spongy ; an(1 ifc is from l^ese species that portions of the

bark fall, and are scattered about the ground. If the

liber is more fibrous (as is the case in those Eucalypti,

which in the colony are called stringy-bark gum trees),

the same disproportionate extension of the alburnum takes

place the bark cracks and becomes loosened, but on

account of its fibrous and tenacious nature, adheres

longer to the mother trunk. It is also obvious, that in

all °trees where cambium abounds, decortication will-wotf

take place, as this substance is capable of softening the

liber and consequently of making it more capable of

distension- It is evident that Eucalypti, with their scanty

astringent and resinous sap, possess but little cambium,

which accelerates their loss of bark. As in this process
the outermost part ofthe alburnum has to become the epi-
dermis of the future bark, a series of changes takes place
in this respect, and it is obvious that those parts of the
Eucalypti which after decortication have the appearance of
being whitewashed, are the places where the alburnum has
been changed into cortical epidermis. As the Eucalypti
are evergreens, and the period of their rest is less dis-
tinctly marked than in our northern trees, and, moreover,
as this decortication shows their growth to differ from that
of most others, it is difficult to determine the age of sucli
trees by the number of concentric layers of wood ; some
of them must, however, be very old, being 22 feet in cir-
cumference. It is customary now to connect the pheno-
mena of the vegetable world with the economy of man

;

it may therefore be stated that the natives of New
Holland have availed themselves largely of the pheno-
menon which is the subject of this memoir. Like the
pendent faded leaves of tropical Palms, which form, as it

were, a natural hut, and are the prototypes of the dwellings

of the aborigines—the large sheets of bark which hang
down from the Eucalypti of New Holland must have re-

minded these savages that they may be of use to them.
The huts, or rather sheds, which they occupy temporarily,
are made of such sheets of bark, which, if not already se-

parated by nature, they cut off with instruments made of
Serpentine, Trap, or other hard rocks. It is on such
sheets that the New Hollanders repose, and protect them-
selves from the humidity of the soil. They also make
most rude canoes of them, only fit for navigating inland

lakes. They bend and tie them in the required form, and
fill the crevices with soil and some melted gum of the

Xanthorrheas 9 But, as it is difficult for them to strike a
light, they carry on their hunts (either aquatic or inland)
ignited branches of the Eucalypti, which, from their resin-

ous nature, burn like tinder. Taking this, and other facts

not suited to our present purpose, into consideration, the
New Hollanders may, with some propriety, be called the
Eucalypti men—John Lhotsky.

Amaryllis Belladonna.—The Amaryllis belladonna has
always been a great favourite of mine, and I think I may
call myself a successful bloomer, having seldom less than
GO or 70 blooming stems every season ; still I do not
know that I can give any information to the inquiries of
your numerous correspondents, for I have distributed
scores of bulbs at various times amongst my neighbours,
which have never, I believe, shown abloom since they
were in their possession. Mine are planted in various
situations, in some of which they do not bloom ; nor do
they in any case where they are not planted at the foot of
a warm south wall, and are there left undisturbed. They
flourish most in the front of the outside wall of a small
Pinery ; and, from my own experience, they never bloom
well except they have some warmth at the roots, either
from sun or fire- They are planted about six inches deep,
in a stiffish loam, are occasionally covered with a mat in
very severe weather; but I have frequently seen the
leaves destroyed by the frost, without the bloom being
injured in the following season. Having a large number
of bulbs, many, of course, do not bloom every year ; and
I have frequently seen the blooms of such as have not
bloomed in the autumn thrown up very strong in the
spring ; but these never expand. I cannot bloom them
in pots (unless taken up in the early part of the summer,
when the flower-bud has been formed for the season) nor
can I bloom them in the border of a conservatory, though
with the best situation possible for light and air. I have
tried them under a common glass hotbed frame (planted
in the ground), but the bulbs have had every care there for

the last four or five years, and every sort of winter protec-

tion, yet without success—except that last year I had two
blooms close to the uppermost edge of the frame, and they

were the largest stems that I have ever seen. It is sin-

gular that in those situations where they do not bloom,

they always increase the most rapidly by root, and form

by far the healthiest bulbs. Notwithstanding my own
success with this delightful plant, I fear I have added

nothing to the general information, and can only recom-

mend the bulbs to be planted about six inches deep, close

to the foot of the warmest south wall there may be (or in

case there are any fire-flues in the garden, they are sure

to bloom near them) and to be left quite undisturbed,

giving them some trifling shelter in severe frost. They
require little or no care ; but as far as my experience goes,

if any one expects bloom before they have been established

for three or four years, even in a suitable situation, he
will be disappointed. They may bloom the first year
after removal, as the blooms may be previously formed.

In contradiction, however, to this, I recollect a few years
ago going over Mr. Biddulph's beautiful grounds at Led-
bury, and the gardener told me he always took the bulbs
up every year, and had never any difficulty in blooming
them. They were then planted in a small bed in the open
part of the garden. The temperature of that part of the
country is much higher than with me. I saw no blooni
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- This will allow the narrow strip ofground between the brick and wall to be raised about 4
inches above the border. Mr. Beck's slate edging would
answer the purpose as well, or perhaps better, as it would
take up less room and look neater. With a broad board,
or any other contrivance (we cover with decayed leaves)
to keep off the rain in winter, the bulbs will neither be
rotted nor excited to grow till all danger of frost is over.
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Before planting, the soil should betaken out, to the depth

of 20 inches or 2 feet, and replaced, rather above the level,

to allow for settling, with good turfy loam—rather stiff

than otherwise—and about a sixth or seventh part of leaf-

mould ; or, if that is not at hand, they will do in the loam

alone. Indeed, most of the genera Amaryllis, Crinum and

Hffimanthus do best in pure loam and a small quantity of

silver sand ; in this the bulbs are not so apt to decay or

• shell off," as it is called, as when planted in any rich

compost. In such a border as the above, but under the wall

of a greenhouse and plant stove, we have Amaryllises of one

kind or other in flower from the end of March till Novem-

ber. Even now (February 13), A. reginse and formo-

sissima have flower-buds two inches above the ground, in

front of the stove ; these, with A. Johnsoni, vittata, «C,

will flower till towards the end of May, and throw up an

occasional flower throughout the summer. In May, A. lon-

jrifolia will begin to flower and continue till July, adoqi

the end of July, A. belladonna will begin in front of the

stove, and by the middle of August, it will flower in front

of the greenhouse. About the same time Lihum venustum,

and several H«raanthuses, will have made their appear-

ance ; and by the beginning of October, Amaryl is lute,

and aulica will be in flower, and will continue till cut off

by frost ; so that in a strip of ground forty-five feet long

by fourteen inches wide, we have a succession of flower for

nearly eight months. O'xalis Bowel, and several others,

do equally well in the same place.— J. B This

is much hardier and flowers more freely than many

persons suppose. In the south border of the Botanic

garden, Bury St. Edmund's, several bulbs were, 12 years

ago, planted about 9 inches deep ; since that time they

have not had the least care bestowed upon them, and,

with only one exception, they have flowered beautifully

every year. They are not protected in the least ; but the

soil is light, and very dry. They will also succeed in a

heavy, cold soil ; for in a neighbouring garden, where

the soil is far from being either light or dry, I saw them

blooming well last year. It is fair, however, to state that

they were planted in a narrow border immediately in front

of the conservatory ; and from that they no doubt derived

some small portion of heat, and of course were drier than

if planted in an exposed border.

—

H. T.

Tobolsk Rhubarb.—I do not force Rhubarb ;
but I have

a'collection in an open quarter of the garden, where many

species and varieties are planted near to each other, all

having the same attention bestowed upon them, i. e., no

attention at all. The Tobolsk has been planted four

years, and it is invariably two or three weeks later in the

spring than several other varieties ; and therefore, judging

from that fact, I should say it is not the most desirable

variety for early forcing.—//. T.

Asparagus.-—I observe at p. 102, that " S. C." has

tried the plan of putting a glass bottle over Asparagus,

with the same ill-success that I and many other readers

have had. The same has been the result in every

case which has been tried in this part of Ireland
;

the Asparagus so treated, being hard and not eatable.

I made the experiment with various kinds of glass,

but none succeeded. A few years since a friend of

mine told me that he had seen, in Germany, Asparagus of

great size, white, and very tender; and that there the fol-

lowing mode of treatment was adopted : so soon as the

young shoot was perceived issuing from the ground, a

piece of hollow reed, cane, or elder, about eight inches

long, and of sufficient bore, was stuck down into the clay

above the shoot, for the latter to grow into. The longer

and wider the joints of the tube were, the greater was the

success. The Asparagus, when it had filled the tube, was

cut ; and my friend says that it was excellent, and of an

enormous size. The same year, in consequence of my
hearing of this, I placed a number of common flower

pots over my Asparagus beds, and the shoots which came

up under them were of great size, perfectly white, and

particularly tender. In some instances, where the pot was

not sufficiently high for the growth of the shoot, it had,

when it met the bottom of the pot, coiled itself round,

but still continued close-headed, and did not branch out,

nor become hard. 1 have no doubt the tin tubes to which

your correspondent alludes have been suggested by the

German plan, above stated, and that the tenderness of the

plant, in the cases I mention, arose from the exclusion of

light, by placing over it an opaque hollow tube. I think

it was stated that the upper part of the tube was stopped
;

in the case of the flower-pots. I covered the holes in the

bottom with a piece of slate.— IV.— [ We have formerly

seen this practised, and with the greatest success. Joints

of Bamboo would perhaps be the best contrivance.]

Cabbage.—Amongst the lists of Cabbages given from

time to time, there is one variety omitted, which I think

deserves to be more generally known. It is sold by the

Bristol seedsmen, under the name of "Nonpareil." It is

something like the Vanack, but smaller and more com-

pact; and is, I think, much superior.

—

Luxor.
Fastolff Raspberry.— In reply to " L. L.," p. 102, re-

specting the *• Fastolff Raspberry," we beg to say that he

will find, on referring to our advertisement, that it is cul-

tivated with the greatest success in Derbyshire, and that

it requhes nothing more than the ordinary treatment ;

therefore, it does not claim its superiority from any ap-

plication of sea-sand or burnt sea-weed. Should " L. L."

have any further doubts of its merits, if he will favour us

with a line by post, we will forward him the address of

some gentlemen in this neighbourhood as well as in Der-

byshire, who, if he thought it necessary, would attest to

its valuable qualities.— Youell and Co., Great Yarmouth
Nivsery. In answer to the inquiry f "J. L.,"

p. 102, I beg to state that 10 or 12 years ago, some
Ra>pt>erry caoea werfi brought from Yarmouth into this

ltd hhourtu . and pt»med i" a private garden, 30 miles

from the nearest point of the sea-coast.
>

The fruit of the

ranes from this garden has frequently gained prizes at the

Horticultural shows in the neighbourhood. Canes from

this garden have been distributed to other gardens from 6 to

10 or 12 miles distant; where, in every instance, the fruit

has maintained the same character for size and superiority

of flavor. The original canes, I should have stated, came

from Caistor, near Yarmouth. W nether it is the original

Fastolff I know not; but I presume this will answer « J.

L V inquiry, as to the plant succeeding well at a distance

from the sea. I have Youell' s Fastolff Raspberry which

I have planted with canes from the stock brought from

Caistor ; but as the former have not yet come into bearing

I cannot draw any comparison between x\em.-P.H.S. Lee.

Gold Fish.—Observing in your late Numbers several

communications upon this subject, I am prompted to send

you the following remarks, in the hope that some corre-

spondent will favour me with his opinion respecting

them. In September, 1840, I prepared in my garden

a pond of considerable size, about three feet deep

around the margin, and five feet in the centre. The

bottom I cemented, and covered three inches thick with

common field-mould. This pond I filled in the same month

with spring-water, and stocked with 20 large fish of the

Dutch breed. Until December all the fish were apparently

in good health, but after a sharp frost of a week s continu-

ance, not noticing them as formerly, 1 let off the greater

portion of the water, and found that several of the fish

were dead, and more than half buried in the mud while

the remainder seemed to be dying fast. These latter I

removed from the pond, and tended carefully in the globes,

but not one could I save, although many rallied consider-

ably. In January, 1841, I again filled the pond with

water, and put in 14 fish of fair average size, and of the

same breed as the last. In February there was a severe

frost, and when the thaw set in, six of my poor fish came

to the surface, and remained there deadly sick, their

scales ruffled up, their eyes nearly closed with a thick

film, and their bodies (particularly the fins, tails, and gills),

covered with a white slime, having a very foetid smell.

After a few days, for I would not remove them, they died.

I then again ran the water off, and taking up the other

eight fish, put them into large earthen vessels, renewing

the water every two days-for I had them in the house.

Of these eight fish, five died in a few weeks, presenting

the same appearances, of slime, film, &c. About April,

1841, I removed all the mud from the pond, cleansed it

thoroughly, covered the bottom with well-washed white

sand, and turned in the three surviving fish, with eight

others of the sharp-nosed breed. A month had scarcely

elapsed before one fish of the old stock which had been of

a brilliant red, turned of a deep purple, and kept always

on the surface. Upon looking at it, I observed on its

back a large raw spot, which in a short time became

covered with a green moss-like substance, and the fish

died. From that period I have not lost one ; they have

thriven well and bred abundantly. Since the late frost in

this year, the young brood have, however been, affected in

a similar manner to my February stock ;
and I fear,

although not one is yet dead, that I shall lose them all.

The old fish do not appear to be injured. The pond con-

tains Rushes, Waterlilies, &c, and is fed by the rains,

and a spring occasionally ; the purity of the spring is

beyond doubt, as I and my family use it daily. The ice

has been carefully broken, and no means have been left

untried to insure success. The fish I bought in Covent-

garden ; but, excepting the last lot, which were fresh

from a pond in Essex, they had probably been some time

in globes before I purchased them.—Agricola.
^

Killing Insects for the Cabinet.—-When " D. H. W.

took upon himself " to say a word to S.'" on what he

is pleased) to designate " a most cruel mode of killing

insects for cabinets," and " a system of torture," it would

at all events have been more satisfactory if he had pointed

out some speedier and less barbarous method of depriving

them of life ere he applied such terms to mine. A more

careful perusal of my letter will, I am sure, convince him

that nothing I have recommended can be called " cruelty

or "torture;" and I can conscientiously plead ' not

guilty " to the charge ; for I am one who feels

—

"The heart is hard in nature, and unfit

For human fellowship, as being void

Of sympathy, and therefore dead alike

To love and friendship both, that is not pleased

With sight of animals enjoying life,

Nor feels their happiness augment his own,"

and can say, that I never wantonly deprived a single

insect of life. Nay, I may go further, and affirm, that I

have saved the lives of more insects than I ever killed for

my cabinet, as I invariably rescue them from any danger 1

may observe them in, and
" forewarned,

Will tread aside, and let the reptile live j"

since I hardly allow that the poet was justified in saying

" If man's convenience, health,

Or safety, interfere, his right and claims
Are paramount, and must extinguish theirs."

But to return to my letter. The only media of destroy-

ing insect life I have recommended are, " boiling-hot

water," " a hot fire," and " oxalic acid ;
" and I repeat,

I am not aware that any quicker mode can be suggested

;

for a "few moments" and "instantaneous" »re tlie

terms I used to mark the duration of their pain. I
.

pe,

however, that " D. H. W. " has discovered one, which 1

beg of him to make known at once, and save the "tender

sensibilities," as Matthews used to say, of those he warns

against my barbarities. Cruelty and torture in such cases,

according to my views, mean the infliction of a greater

amount of pain, or its protraction beyond what is .neces-

sary ; and I »m sure that every one conversant with the

subject will agree that these terms are inapplicable to my

method. Perhaps, however, "D. H. W." ranks with those

who believe that

—

" The poor beetle that we tread upon

In corporal sufferance finds a pang as great

As when a giant dies ;
"

and if so, it is useless arguing the point further with one

so ignorant of the first principles of physiology. For the

sake, however, of the "young readers" to whom
« D. H. W." alludes, and to save them unnecessary

" pity" and " grief," I would merely observe that the

all-wise and beneficent Creator has most mercifully endued

the cold-blooded animals with an obtuseness of feeling to

which those with warm blood are strangers, and that

although it is very probable they experience some degree

of the sensation we call pain, yet it is far removed from

what is generally meant by that term. Every practical

entomologist knows that it is chiefly to free itself

from restraint that the transfixed insect struggles on the

pin, and the Tipulidse escape from the spider's-web by the

voluntary sacrifice of one or more of their legs. Were

these creatures, therefore, constituted as those having

warm blood, speedy death must in either case be the

natural consequence ; whilst, on the contrary, we see

them fly away as if no such injury had been sustained.^

This comparative immunity from pain constitutes one of

the principal safeguards to insects, since without it the

accidents to which they are so liable, both from their mode

of life and the delicacy of their frame, would in most cases

terminate in their death, instead of proving mere incon-

veniences. Let not, therefore, the young be deterred from

the pursuit of one of the most interesting branches of

natural history, through the fear that great sufferings to

these beautiful creatures must necessarily be entailed on

the specimens captured for the cabinet ; for such, in truth,

is not the case. At the same time, let not a single life be

wantonly sacrificed, or any needless cruelty inflicted ;
for

the specimens once safely preserved, will last 80 or 100

years without renewal. Entomology is particularly adapted

to youth, requiring a quick eye and a light step ;
whilst

the wonders your " young readers" will discover in the

study of these most exquisite works of the creation will

force them to exclaim with the old Roman naturalist, "In

his tam parvis tamque fer£ nullis qua: ratio ! quanta vis !

quam inextricabilis perfectio !
" and tend more to humanize

and refine their feelings than any mere appeals, however

touching, to their unreflecting pity. To end this scrawl,

I would tell " D. H. W." that I have ever practised the

lesson contained in the adage he quotes, " The merciful

man is merciful to his beast ;
" and perhaps at some future

time I may send you a few anecdotes connected with that

practice for your naturalists' corner. If he means to

insinuate the contrary, I can assure him he has not

" placed the saddle on the right horse."—S.—[Most cer-

tainly he has not, as we beg to assure him.]

Bees.—"T. G. Clitheroe," p. 101, may be assured that

there is no practical way of preventing his Bees from soil-

ing the holes in the ventilation tubes in their hives
; and

it often unfortunately happens that Bees will swarm in

spite of an improved habitation. I noticed this in reply

to Mr. Nutt, in the " Gardener's Magazine" for 1838,

p. 540. As " C.'s" complaint is becoming prevalent, and

coincides with what I then stated, I cannot do better than

give an extract from it. " The collateral boxes were new,

and would have deserved praise, if they could have pre-

vented swarming, and if the queens did not deposit their

eggs in them. The tin tubes are a mere fancy. They

might be of use in hives crowded with Bees and combs,

but they are speedily rendered useless by the Bees sealing

them up." I was wrong, however, in saying that the

collateral boxes were new; they are a very old invention.

After all that has been said about Nutt's plans of Bee-

keeping, his attempt at ventilation is the only thing

new about them, and enough has been said by others as

well as myself to show the fallacy of it, especially by his

metal tubes.—I perceive that Mr. Grant has, at p. 101, no-

ticed my remarks on his previous communication respect-

ing Bees, and that he differs from me in opinion, viz.,

that it is better to keep Bees cool during winter by

ventilation than by shading the hives. When it is

known, however, that Bees have a dislike to air, or rather

to a draft admitted into their dwelling, especially in

winter, the latter plan must be most agreeable to them,

as well as the surest way to keep the Bees at rest ; for the

warmth of the sun at the entrances of the hives will

entice the inmates abroad in spite of air-holes. Mr. G.'s

explanation about the three dead Bees from his hive may

be correct; but the best way to test such a thing is to

close in the Bees a few days. When let out, they will

most probably turn out their dead, and, if the weather be

fine, fly off with them to some distance. I may observe

that, in general, fewer Bees die during winter than in

spring or autumn ; even the numbers in a healthy hive

are greatly reduced by Michaelmas. This fact led practical

Bee keepers to reduce their hives by their respective plans

about that time. Mr. G. mentioned in his former com-

munication that his hive was to prevent swarming
;
but

now he says—" My views relative to forming artificial

swarms, so as to increase the number of stocks, and to

prevent swarming when preferred, are as yet only theories
_ _ .m. 1 — — a-z* a"* J" JH ve _v 1_ M. —— — " - * £— I _—— _ ji l^ J^B

in my mind." After such a candid statement, I may be

intrusive by alleging that Mr. G.'s artificial swarming

plans will be founded upon Schirach's theory of the crea-

tion of Queen Bees ; and, if so, I may ask what use can

such swarms be? colonies would not be increased by

them with any success in our climate. If Mr. G.'s state-

ment be correct, viz., that water, passing through lead

pipes, paralyses dogs, it must also be injurious to our-

selves • a subject I never heard broached before.— J".

Wighton. [It is very true nevertheless; and the purer

the water the greater the mischief produced by lead-pipes.]

Bees.— It appears to me that Bee-keepers do not make

!
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sufficient allowance for their own bad management, when
the system which they have adopted fails of success. This

remark I am led to make by observing the general censure

which Amateurs throw upon their endeavours to work
Nutt's collateral boxes. Certainly, some of Nutt's state-

ments appear scarcely compatible with truth; for instance

—the alleged weight of certain boxes of honey. I once

questioned him on the weight of a cubic inch of well-filled

comb, and he betrayed rather a waspish disposition in

answering, or rather not answering, my question* But,

making some allowance for exaggerated statements, I

think the system is not altogether to be condemned. I

have one set of collateral boxes ; from these I took, in

the bad honey-year of 1841, twelve pounds of beautiful

honey ; in 1842, forty pounds of equally pure and white

honey. With this I am quite satisfied. But I am not so

much pleased with my old-fashioned straw hives. In 1841, a

most magnificent swarm left the hive, and, without waiting

for one moment, went away at so fast a rate, that though

my servant and myself did our best to keep up with them,
we were fairly beaten after a run of a mile. That swarm
was lost. In about eleven days the trumpeting of the queens

prepared me for a cast, and my hopes were not disappointed.

I safely housed them in a second set of collateral boxes

;

but three days after, the weather broke up, and the wet
summer of 1841 took away all chance of their succeeding.

This last year the Bees in my straw hive never once showed
a symptom of swarming. I have one more remark to add in

reference to an observation in last week's Chronicle—M that

if Bees are such sagacious animals, why should they close

the ventilators, which are said to be so agreeable to them ?"

I think the Bees in this really display great sagacity

;

they know that if the hive is very hot, the Queen-bee will

deposit her eggs in the cells which they have made, and
thus the species will be increased. But propagation of
the species is not the object for which we keep Bees—we
want to have the largest quantity and the best quality of
honey—and the quality most assuredly is affected by the

temperature of the hive. The argument is of equal
weight with his who shall allege, that, because cattle would
be much more natural in a field, they would be better

there than fattening in a stall.

—

Agger.

Bees.—Can you or any of your correspondents inform
me whether the eggs of Bees are transmutable ? Writers
differ on this subject. I think Wighton says they are
not transmutable.

—

Apis.

Prejudices.—Supposing some old bachelor were to offer

a silver pap-bowl and cradle to the parent that could show
the most beautiful children—would the parents them-
selves be considered fit judges? Why, there is not an
exhibitor that would not laugh at the parent who, catching
tip his children after the exhibition, went grumbling off,

exclaiming that—" Kissing went by favour." Yet no one
has attended the shows at Chiswick without meetingwith the
same thing, if we say flowers instead of children. We are
so prejudiced in favour of our own productions, that we
immediately proclaim those who differ from us

—

no judges.
Now, to say the least of it, this is bad taste. We go there
upon an understanding that we submit to the judgment of
officers carefully selected by the Horticultural Society for
their suitability : we are bound to give them credit for
honest intentions ; and whilst there exists such a variety
of tastes, we must not expect an entire agreement. There
is no harm in retaining our prejudice in favour of our
plants or flowers, but we must good-humouredly allow
others to differ from us. As a general rule, I think we
shall find the opinion of the judges confirmed by the
judgment of the disinterested portion of those practically

acquainted with the subject.— .fiT.

Gardeners 7 Discussions.—I assent, without hesitation,
to Mr. Beaton's remark, that " It is much to be regretted
triat young gardeners should so often indulge in personal
abuse, while suggesting or explaining points of practice ;"
but i must say t that I almost despair of its cessation so
long as the feeling prevails, that there is more wisdom ex-
emplified by them in "showing up" the faults of their

fellow-gardener than in tracing out what is really good in
their profession and adopting it. This latter process is

*K>t consistent with their notions of discussion—for to
expect the stream pure when the fountain is contaminated,
"would be to expect impossibilities. As long as gardeners
are more interested in reading palpable frivolity, and in

eocouraging the authors of it, so long will they be hood-
winked, and their minds be occupied with puerile subjects,

to the exclusion of what is really useful and enter-
taining.—C. [After all, the fault lies more with the mas-
ters who permit such conduct, than in the young gardeners
who indulge in it : for ihey know no belter.']

Garden Produce—Your correspondent " G. L. EM"
p. 117, from the size of her garden, conveniences, and
number of hands, should have a full supply of all the
common and forced vegetables that she could possibly de-
Slre. She should have a profusion of everything in and

«f season, excepting fruit, which must, of course, de-
pend upon the time of forcing. I have known families as

Jf
Sr Wlt

.

h less ground and fewer men, provided with allue luxuries usually derived from forcing-pits and a clever
gardener. It would be easier to enumerate what she
ought not to expect, which would be a very limited list

!! Trr w W; Under the circumstances mentioned
by Or. Li. H. I should imagine that the following things
Xhight easily be produced by any good practical gardener :

gamely—Jerusalem Artichokes, Carrots, Parsneps, Beet,
Onions, Leeks, Shallots, Broccoli, Savoys, Brussels'
Sprouts, Coleworts, Salsify, Scorzonera, Skirret, Car-
toons, Celery, Endive, Lettuce, small Salad, Rhubarb,
Asparagus, and Seakale. The supply of Kitchen and
Dessert Apples and Pears will depend entirely on the sorts
cultivated. The forced flowers should comprise Lilacs,

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Roses, Crocuses, Hyacinths,

Narcissuses, Violets, Lily of the Valley, &c The quantity

of Greenhouse plants in flower will be regulated by the

number in the collection which flower at this season of

the year.

—

F. K. 1 do not hesitate to say that

" G. L. E." ought, with the conveniences which she

possesses, to be well supplied with most of the dainties of

the season. First, from the glass-houses, pits, frames, &c.

,

she has a right to expect. »t this period, the following fruit

and vegetables :—Strawberries, Cucumbers, French-beans,

Asparagus, Seakale, Rhubarb, Mushrooms, with small

Salad, Radishes, &c, &c. I do not mean to assert that

these are all to be expected daily ; but there should be a

sufficient supply to create a change with the assistance of

more hardy vegetables from the Kitchen Garden, which
ought to be well stocked with a good portion of Celery,

Broccoli, Spinach, Cardoons, Salsify, Scorzonera, Jeru-

salem Artichokes, and a good portion of roots and
Greens, which ought to be sufficient for the servants' hall.

Potatoes in great quantities are consumed in most families ;

therefore, where the size of the Kitchen Garden is under
two acres, I would recommend that the main crop be
planted on the farm, although a good portion of the Ash-
leaved Kidney should be cultivated in the garden for

summer and autumn use. This is rather a dull time for

flowers ; still, from the stove, " G. L. E." might expect
a few Roses in pots, Azaleas, &c, Lilacs, Camellias,

Hyacinths, &c, &c.— W. Gordon, Castle Kimbolton.
If " G. L. E." has got a good gardener, I think she can-
not do better than consult with him respecting the subject

of her inquiries, at p. 117, viz., "what flowers at this

season of the year she may expect to be brought in from
the houses in succession, what vegetables, roots," &c

;

but if her gardener does not understand his profession,

she should find one that does.

—

J. W.
Varnish for Cotton-Frames.—As to the varnish made

of eggs and toasted cheese, I was foolish enough to try

it in a water-bath, in a sand-bath, and afterwards in an
open ladle ; it formed a spongy, brittle substance, utterly

worthless, as it would not adhere to the cotton, nor was
such a mixture calculated to do so. — Taliesin Ap
Jones. [This receipt was taken from the Ci Annals of
Chemistry,"as we stated, and wasnot recommended by us.]

To prepare Canvas for protecting Frames, fyc.—I have
read with interest the account of your correspondent, who
has applied himself to the construction of a machine for

making Oil Cloth. In a former communication, I sug-

gested the use of common fat ; but after trying both that

and linseed oil, I am inclined to prefer the latter, though
considerably more expensive. There is one point your
correspondent appears to have overlooked ; which is the

necessity of employing some antiseptic to check the ten-

dency of all canvas, when saturated with oil, after a time,

to decay. This will be completely answered by using

common resin, to the extent of one-half or thereabouts ;

and a small addition of bees-wax maybe advisable, to keep
the cloth flexible; and also as being in some degree anti-

septic. There is one observation which should be strongly

impressed on those who may try this most useful and
valuable experiment, that of not rolling up or putting
away the prepared canvas for some time after it is made.
If this is not attended to, there is great danger of the oil

causing the whole to heat and rot, or even fire, if in quan-
|

tity and in a close place ; a secret well known in our
arsenals, where the painted cloths used in the Navy are
long exposed to the air before they are rolled or folded

up, in order to avoid these serious consequences. There
is one remark I must make on the machine. There does
not appear to be any necessity for saturating the canvas,
which is the case in the use of it, and in consequence
more oil is used. If laid on on one side with a brush, the
purpose is answered ; the oil being, of course, heated, and
made quite liquid. There is another advantage to set off

in using the brush against the small economy of labour in

using the machine ; which is, the cloth can be made up pre-
viously to preparing. By this means the sewing is more
easily done, and the thread used in it is secured as well as

the canvas. If, however, any of your readers prefer the
mode of preparing the canvass for it, and having it sewn
together afterwards, 1 strongly recommend them to have
the thread well cased with resin and bees-wax ; otherwise,
the stitches will give way long before the canvas is de-
cayed.— W.

Description of the Pine Stoves at Bamford Hall.—In
accordance with the wish expressed by *• A. B.," at p.
872 of your last year's Volume, I send you a description
of my fruiting Pine stove. It is unequally span-roofed,
the front rafters being 11 fee t loDg and the back ones 6
feet. Its length is 25 feet, and its breadth 15 feet, hav-
ing a walk 3 feet wide round the interior. It is fitted up
with a shelf at the back, 3 feet from the glass, and with
another in front, 5 feet from the glass. The front of the

house is 6 feet high above the walk, and the upper por-

tion is glazed to the depth of 4 feet. At both ends of the

house there is a flight of 6 steps from the front walk to

the back one, which is on a level with the front of the pit.

The latter stands in the centre of the house, its slope

corresponding with that of the roof; but instead of being

heated by bark in the ordinary manner, the roots of the

plants are warmed by means of hot-water pipes passing

beneath them. For this purpose, the pit is surmounted

by a boarded stage, containing 4 shelves, with openings in

them, to receive the Pine-pots up to the rims. Each
shelf is 2 feet in width and capable of containing 9 plants.

The hot-water pipes in the pit and those which warm the

house are on the same level, and communicate with each

other, so that only one fire is required. These pipes are

all dished, for the purpose of holding water to create

steam. The dishes ia the pit are filled by means of one-

'—

"
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inch leaden pipes, one end of which comes through the
stage ; and these are filled twice every day with hot-water.
There are also 6 small one-inch iron pipes, about 18 inches
long, which stand upright, and are screwed into the main
pipes beneath the stage ; the tops of these you can open
or close, according as more or less moisture is required.

The succession-house is 25 feet long, 18 feet wide, and 12
feet high. One half of the stage is appropriated to suckers,

the other half to year-old plants. It is capable of con-
taining 30 year-old plants and 36 suckers. I find that

suckers strike root more quickly on this plan than in bark.

I have lately potted 30 plants, which were put in pots as

suckers on the 25th of January, 1842 ; they are now suf-

ficiently large for fruiting; and I think that plants may
be grown to a larger size on this plan in two years, than
they could in three if placed in bark. It will soon be two
years since these houses were finished and stocked with
Pines, but owing to the latter requiring to be re- potted at

that time (as I was obliged to have certain sized pots to

fit the holes in my stage), it was very late in the season

before they showed fruit. This year also they were late

in fruiting, the first Pine being cut on the 1st of August,

and others succeeding up to the end of December. I

have cut 41 Pines this season, the total weight of which
was 112 lbs. 3oz.; 12 of them (Montserrats) weighed
40 lbs. 4 oz. Had they put up in March, instead of June
and August, the fruit would Have been much heavier. I

have now some fine plants, which I hope will throw up
large fruit. My fruiting pots are 11 inches wide inside

at the top, 6 inches wide at the bottom, and 16 inches

deep, with a good strong rim, an inch wide, made quite

flat, to fit close to the stage. My succession-pots are 7
inches wide inside at the top, 4 inches wide at the bottom,
and 12 inches deep. Several Pines have fruited in these

small pots, some of which weighed as much as 3 lbs. 4 oz.;

those grown are chiefly Montserrats. I forgot to mention
that there are throttle valves in my pipes, so that I can
shut out the water from the pipes in the house, and thus

gain more bottom-heat in the pit during the summer, or

from the pipes in the pit, if I wish to give the Pines a

check. I have no trouble in keeping the bottom-heat up
to 90° or 95° ; but the latter is my standard heat. Pines

grown on this plan are not in danger of receiving any
check from being potted. I find that when the pot is re-

placed in the stage, the fresh soil soon becomes heated.—
George Cherry, Gardener to James Fenton, Esq., Bam-
ford Hallj Rochdale.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Feb. 22.—P. Pusey, Esq., M.P., in the chair. Twenty gentle-
men were elected Members.— Mr. J. Gillott communicated the
result of his trial of the Bokhara Clover, which was referred to
the general committee; the author being: requested to state the
nature of his soil and the result attending his trials during the
ensuing summer. Mr. Pusey and Mr. Miles expressed their in-
tention of instituting trials of the Bokhara Clover and Khelat
Lucerne on peat soils, and Mr. Gibbs undertook to obtain further
information on the subject.—Mr. lllingworth submitted his
suggestion for a systematic establishment of farmers* clubs in
connexion with the Poor-law unions and local associations
throughout the country, for collecting and transmitting to this
society the result of their practical inquiries.—Mr. Pusey, as
chairman of the journal committee, reported the result of a
correspondence with the Duke of Portland and the Rev. W.
Thorpe, and the reception of various papers for the journal.— Mr.
Stratton presented a series of li'hographic drawings of his
waggons and implements exhibited last year at the Bristol
meeting.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
Feb. 21 .— E. Foster, Esq,, in the Chair. E. Doubleday, Esq., and

D. F. B. White, Esq., were elected Fellows. A branch of Scotch
Fir, presented by the Duke of Northumberland, was exhibited,

in which, by an abnormal development of the buds, only a lateral

development of the wood of the branch had taken place, giving it

a flat, instead of a round appearance. A male and female speci-

men of the Goliathus Drurii was presented to the society by Mr.
Savage, through the Rev. F. W. Hope. This insect is remarkable
for its beauty and size, as well as exceedingly valuable on account
of its rarity. It is an inhabitant of the southern parts of Africa,

within the tropics.—A paper was read from Professor Croft on
the manufacture of sugar from the Corn-stalk (ZeaMays). From
late experiments in Indiana it appears that the Corn-stalk is

capable of producing sugar. The juice of the stalks contains

more than three times as much sugar as the Beet, and rive times
more than the Maple, equalling, if not exceeding, that of the
ordinary Sugar-cane, as raised in the United States. The sugar
is more easily obtained from the Corn-stalk than from the Sugar-
cane, and the cultivation of the former is much easier. The
Sugar-cane is 18 months in coming to perfection, whilst the Corn-
stalk requires only from 70 to 90 days. The refuse of the Maize,
after the expression of the sugar, forms an excellent fodder for
cattle. The quantity of sugar is said to be inereased by removing
the ears of the Corn during its growth.—The Rev. F. W. Hope
had a paper read on the portraits, painted and engraved, the

busts, medallions, &c. representing Linnaeus, A great number
of these works of ait, produced or existing in the various nations

of Europe, were criticised, and the remarks were illustrated by an
interesting collection of engravings of many of the portraits,

busts, and medallions of the great naturalist who gives his name
to the society,

STATISTICAL SOCIETY.
Feb. 20.—T. Tooke, Esq., V.P., in the chair. A paper was read,

entitled, 'The Agricultural Statistics of Five Parishes in Middle-
sex—Norwood, Greenford, Perivale, Hanwell, and Ealing,' by Mr.
H. Tremenheere. Norwood contains 2259 acres ; it is divided by
the Uxbridge road into two nearly equal portions; that of the
north is composed of a heavy clay soil; that on the south of a
light loam, and of gravel. The rent of land varies from 40a*. to

50a-. per acre, and the farms in the southern division let for 20s.

per acre more than those in the northern. The surface of the soil

in the northern part indicates that almost the whole of it was
within no very remote period in a state of arable cultivation. It
is now almost entirely pasture land. The soil is richly manured,
abundance of dung being procured from London ; but there is a
very general inattention to the preservation of manure made on
the farms. The liquid produce of the stables and outhouses is

permitted to run into the farm-yards, and to stagnate in black
ponds in the winter, and evaporate in the summer. There
is a strong prejudice against all modern inventions for fa-
cilitating or abridging labour. The wages of labour vary
from 12s. to 15s. per week. A farm of 250 acres gives per-
manent employment to 14 labourers. The produce of wheat,
in 1842, was 32 bushels per acre. Barley, 40; oats, 32; po-
tatoes, 7 tons, and hay three-fourths of a ton. The number of
live stock was 886, Greenford consists of 2,032 acres -, it contains
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thrint twelve farms, the largest 221 acres. The rent of land vanes

Vnm^T to 31 ger icre. There are 1,605 acres of meadow-land.

^fiM?toS and 54 of woodland. The soil is a strong clay

,

ieli calculated for the growth of wheat, beans, and tares. Much

Sit fs susceptible of improvement by a good system ordrainnnj.

in some parts the land in winter becomes so saturated with water

as to be unfit for the support of cattle. No modern, ™chuiery

of any kind was observed. The agricultural produce, in 1842 was

as follows : -wheat, 24 bushels per acre ; barley 3S ,
oats 4

;
s ntl

potatoes 74. The number of live stock was m- p
.

e" val®
"ft;

?£ts of 626 acres. It belongs entirely to one proprietor, and s

divided into five farms. The soil is a heavy clay requiring four

and occasionally six horses to plough it The most profitable mode

of managing the land is found to be the P r"du
f^on/f

a^y
t̂

the London market. The drainage is very f{e
f^% (^^

<ar iters are little disposed to attempt any mode^^^^^
Ths wages of labourers vary from 12*. to m. per week- J. ne

mg culural produce per acre was, wheat 22 baAdjmJbg
ttree fourths of a ton^ The number of live stock was 599

;^S
531 were sheep, these animals being^^^^^SSS
Of to <U. per score. Hanwell^contains^^^^^Vrom London,
land is about 50*. per acre. Manure is »PP^ *E£ per acre :

The agricultural produce, in 11 84 >, was, wheat 48 bnsjjei

s

^
rye, 24 ;

oats, 48
,
potatoes, b tons rJwJJ^Vj

11-

{t is composed
amounted to 186 Ealing COT^^ 3

t
:
8fu^'or clay and light

of two different Ascriptions of sod^the^avy.y *

rich loam, the former constituting ™e

f
ow

,h?r *nt paid for arable
latter arable farms and n£f^£%. per acre. Farms are ge-
and pasture land vanes from,4to .to WgjP made .

*

nerally held on leases for 2 i
year*. L*

^ usband are Gf tne
agricultural machine^J^^tT^o. A considerable portion
same kind that were ™^

t

3
d̂ens. and forms a part of that

of Ealing consists of " ar
ty oft.-e metropolis, lying on both sides

large «a.^^^vSch may be regarded as the great fruit
ol the western road. ^ ^l Tne fraitgardenere have an
and vegetable

J[*
r*"

rop growing on the land at the same time.

£ho
e
Lu\s an excellent dry loam, and is abundantly manured.

ThP number of labourers employed on these gardens is very great,

d is estimated at 30 persons to each acre. The average rent

naid is 10/. per acre. The wages of labour vary from 10*. to 15*.

ner week, and the proportion of women to men employed is as

two to one. An important benefit was conferred on the labour-

ing population, and on the poor of this parish, in the year 1832,

by the Bishop of London, as lord of the manor, who granted 20

acres of waste land for the purpose of inclosure and allotment.

The proportion allowed to each person is 20 rods, at a yearly rent

of 5*. The land is now divided into 146 allotments, and so great

is the demand for those that are vacant, that there are, at the

present time, 50 applicants. This system is found to be attended

with most beneficial results. The occupier undertakes to live

soberly and to abstain from working on the Sabbath, on pain of

forfeiting his allotment in case of non-compliance. The average

assessment for the relief of the poor, from 182? to 1833, was 4*.

fn the pound, and from 1 835 to 1 84 1 it has been reduced to 2*. sjrZ.

The waees of labour vary from 12*. to 15*. per week. The agri-

cultural produce of 1842 was, wheat, 35 bushels per acre ;
barley,

w" oats 43 ;
potatoes, 85 j and hay, 1 ton per acre. The number

of live stock was 1430, of which 1200 were sheep.

FLORICULTURA.L SOCIETY.

The following is a List of the Seedlings which have been

selected by the Society in the year 1842. and considered to pos-

ses sufficient merit to be placed in the First or Second Class :-

«™™t ho considered as having consistently maintained
they cannot be c

^
nsS in of l84l the only flowers *hich

thGir thr^ properties were Alexander's

Smro
h
S°el&S&i?™* Stein's Sir R. Chester ,

but they were

not positively placed in that class.

' COUNTRY SHOWS.
Ivsivich Cucumber Society, Feb. 23.-The first show for the

season took place at the Mechanics1 In 'itution. The specimens

were not only abundant, but vcrj line, and the exhibition

attracted many spectators. The Society's Standard is Length,

combined with the annexed qualities :—straight, slender and uni-

form in size, dark green, short neck, black spine, ribbed bloomy,

blossom, fresh cut, and in every respect fit lor table. 1 he follow-

in g is the Judges' description of the specimens exhibited.

Auriculas
Tulips .

When
Raised.

Heartsease

Pinks

Carnations

Picotees

Dahlias

First Class.

Goldham's Duke of Wellington
Brown's Polyphemus
Goldham's Queen
Lane's Sir J. Sebright
Do. Alpha

Cook's Alicia

Welsh's Blue Perfection
Brown's Garland
Do. Model
Do. Eclipse

Willmer's Prince of Wales
Norman's Princess Royal
Bates's Briseis

Willmer's Marquis
Hedley's Nanette
Neville's Dr. Lindley
Barnard's Mrs. Lindley
*Turvill's Essex Triumph
*Mountjoy's Virgil

Smith's Sir R. Sale
Bragg's Antagonist
Wildman's Bianca
Edwards's Mrs. Richardson

Auriculas

Tulips . .

Heartsease

Pelargoniums

Pinks

Carnations

Picotees

1842

1841

1841

1841

1842

1842

1842

1842

1841

1842

Second Class.

Dahlias 1841

1841

Goldham's Diamond
Do. Viola

Willmer's Squire Chillman
Norman's William
Goldham's Napoleon
H. Bridge's Commissioner
King's Princess Royal
Bridges's Martha
Catleugh's Omega
Gaines's Pride of Surrey
Hodges' Oberon
Willmer's Attila

Do. Black Prince

Do. Hero of Middlesex
Brown's Vivid
Willmer's Mary Ann
Dover's Jemmy Webb
Hedley's Sarah
Robinson's Nottingham Hero
Holliday's Queen of England
Edwards's Emily
Norman's Henry
Willmer's Maria
Do. Miss Jane

Oakley's Surprise

Whale's Hero of Stonehenge

VrdKsiA PSiTTACtMA. Parrot- flowered Vricsia. (Stove Epi~

phyte). Rromeliacese. Hexandria Monogynia.—This is an ex-

tremely pretty stove plant,. for which we are indebted to C. B.

Warner, Esq. It is said by Sir W. Hooker to be a native of the

neighbourhood of Rio Janeiro. In cultivation it requires to be

potted in leaf-mould, with a quantity of potsherds for drainage.

Plenty of water should be given during the summer months, but

sparingly in winter. Or it may be grown suspended in a wire

basket, like an Orchidaceous plant. It is propagated by suckers.

Botanical Register*

Kinghorn's Chieftain
Mitchell's Pride of Sussex
Smith's Sir R. Sale

— Edwards's Mrs. Richardson
1842 Wildman's Bianca
1841 Brown's Queen of Trumps
— Do. Miranda
— Smith's Empress of Whites
— Mitchell's Blanche Shelley
— JTeebay's Sure Enough

(Davis's Asmodeus— Bragg's Great Western
1842 Hale's Queen of Roses— Gary's Aurantia— Smith's Washington
_ H odges's Cheltenham Queen_ Brown's Belle Forme

* These two Dahlias' werelxhiWted upon^eral occasions,

and X^^ovxlc** First Class. ^e
n7^tt«^»to

ĥ
npon the others was qualified ; and *™*^^**

X̂
J™*

previously or subsequently placed in the second class, or rejected,
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During the evening, Mr. Smith, gr. to D. Alexander, Esq., di-

rected attention to a brace of Cucumbers, grown by Mr.T. Latter,

and called " Dr. Lindley's Perfection," which, in his opinion,

possessed every property requisite.according to the standard lately

laid down by the Editor ofthe Gardener's Chronicle, to constitute

perfection. He then proceeded to show the principal points in

which this differed from the standard of the Society, and to defend

the qualities at variance in the latter; alleging that the admis-

sion alone, that such fruit as are required to constitute perfection

in Ipswich are not good seeders, was a sufficient proof of their

excellence.

NOTICES ofNE\TP1XN1VWH1CH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Achimbnes multiflora. Many-flowered Achimenes. (Stove

Annual). Gesneraceee. Didynamia Angiospermia.—This very

beautiful stove plant inhabits dry banks, in woods, on the Serra

de Santa Brida, and near Villa de Arayos, in Brazil, whence

seeds were sent home by Mr. Gardner. The plants flowered nrst

at the Royal Botanic Garden of Glasgow. They continue for a

length of time in bloom, with a succession of flowers continually

expanding. Tho stem is simple, about a foot high. The «owers

are nearly two inches long, deep lilac within, paler without,

especially the tube, which is funnel-shaped. The limb consists

of five nearly equal, rounded lobes, strongly fimbriated at the

margin.— Curtvfs Botanical Magazine.
Compark'ttia r6sba. Rose coloured flowered Comparetna.

(Stove Epiphyte). Orchidacese. Gynandria Monandna.—'lrns

is one of those interesting objects which are occasionally met

with, especially in the Orchidaceous tribe ; and which, while they

do not dazzle us with their brilliancy, or powerfully arrest us ny

their showiness, yet exercise a considerable and pleasurable

influence on the mind of the real admirer of nature, on account

of their peculiar gracility, delicacy, and loveliness. Although

diminutive in regard to size, there is a grace in its aspect, ana

its blossoms are of such a rich rosy tint, that, when in flower, it

is a general source of attraction. It is a native of the Spanish

main, from whence it was obtained by Messrs. Loddiges, or

Hackney, with whom it has flowered for the last two years. Ine

leaves are few, and quite sessile, and the racemes of flowers are

drooping. They have a delicate, wiry stem, and the pretty rose-

coloured blossoms are borne near their extremity. So scanty

and weak are the roots of this and the equally delightful C. coc-

cinea, that unless they are securely fastened to the log that sup-

ports them, they are very liable to become detached raU on,
i
get

broken, or have their growth otherwise impeded, rhe oe^ way

of fixing them is to pass thin wire round them and tne diock,

almost close to the base of the leaves, taking care that this wire

does not injure them, by placing a little moss beneath it. ^ n®*n ° !»s

will be further beneficial, if kept moist in summer, by encourag-

ing them to develop more and stronger roots. They snouia

always be grown on logs of wood, in preference to being Kept in

pot8,—£>a#ton'ff Magazine of Botany.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Horticultural Society of London.—We are happy to

announce that the arrangements for the despatch of a

collector to China have been completed, and that Mr.

Fortune has sailed for Hong-Kong in the ship Emu,
amply provided with the means of forwarding the objectsj

of the Society, and furnished with most valuable letters of

introduction, both from her Majesty's Government, and

from numerous private individuals. In addition to his

duties as an agent of the Horticultural Society, Mr.

Fortune will occupy himself in the collection of objects

of natural history in general ; and we doubt not that he-

will reap a rich and abundant harvest. If any gentlemen

desire to participate in the collections of dried plants and

zoological preparations which Mr. F. will form, it will be:

as well for them to communicate with Dr. Lindley on the

subject. ''
J

Presentation of Plate.—We learn that at arecent meet-

ingof theMorningside Practical Gardeners' Society, the

chairman presented Mr. Liddell, formerly gr. at Canaan

House, and late Secretary to the Society, with a hand-

some silver snuff-box, on which was a suitable inscription,

as a testimonial of the respect in which he was held by

the members, for the diligence and attention with which

he had discharged the duties of that office.

The Araceous Order.—These plants abound in an acrid

principle which is volatile, and therefore dissipated by heat;

being soluble in water, it is also removed by washing, and

easily separated from the fecula with which many oftheir tu-

berous roots abound. Hence several have been employed as

articles of diet from very ancient times, as Colocasia anti-

quorum, mentioned by Herodotus and Theophrastus, and

remarkable as an Indian plant cultivated in Egypt, and

now in most parts of the south of Europe. The roots are

without acrimony, as is the case with many other long-

cultivated plants. They are universally cultivated in India,

and known there under the names of Kuchoo and Gaglee.

Arum nymphgeifolium, which Dr. Roxburgh considers only

a variety of C. antiquorum, is but rarely cultivated in

Bengal. Arum indicum, Man-kuchoo and Man-guri of the

Bengalese, is a species much cultivated about the huts of

the natives for its esculent stems and small pendulous tu-

bers. Arum campanulatum, now Amorphophallus, Ol of

the Bengalese, and which deserves to be called the Telin-

ga Potato, is also much cultivated, especially in the north-

ern Circars, according to Dr. Roxburgh, where it is highly

esteemed for the wholesomeness and nourishing quality of
its roots. In the Himalayas, the species which I have

called Colocasia himalensis forms the principal portion of

the food of the hill-people ; so Colocasia macrorhizon andi

esculentum, forming the Tara, Taka, Taya, and Kopeh,

and Cocoa roots, Eddoes, and Yams of the Pacific and

other islands, yield a considerable portion of the food of

the inhabitants. The stalks and leaves also of some of the

species are eaten in many places; those of Arum sagittifo-

Hum are said to be called Chou Caraibe ; so also in the

south of Europe, Arisarum vulgare, and A. Dioscoridis,

which is perhaps only a variety of A. italicum, are occa-

sionally eaten ; but even Arum maculatum, and other

acrid species, deprived of their acridity, are sometimes made
to yield food in times of scarcity. Some of these, how-

ever, from their acridity and irritating nature have been

used asvesicatories ; Arum maculatum has been used me-
dicinally even from the time of Hippocrates ; Typhoniumi

orixense, having exceedingly acrid roots, is, when fresh ap-

plied in India by the natives in cataplasm to scusdis,or

bring forward tumours. Dr. Roxburgh pronounces it to be

certainly a most powerful stimulant ; other species are

likewise employed, as A. roontanum,Roxb., (macrorhizon,

Ainslie) ; the plant called by the latter Dracontium poly-

phyllum is exhibited internally when its acrimony has been

subdued, it is considered antispasmodic, and is also said to

be useful in asthmatic cases. An emmenagogue is said to

be prepared from it in the Society Islands. Scindaspus

officinalis (Guj-pipul of the natives), forms an article of con-

siderable repute in Hindoo Materia Medica; it is described

as acrid, diaphoretic, and anodyne ; but the statements of

authors differ on the subject.—Royle's Illustrations.

The Abaca.—Aback is a name which the natives of the

Philippine Islands apply both to the vegetable fibres of

which they make their cordage, and to the plant that

yields them. This is a species of Plantain, the same

which is called by Rumpf, Musa sylvestns, and in the

Malay language Pisang Utang. It is found wild on the

Philippine and Mindanao Isles, and is also most carefully

cultivated, on account of the singular advantages which

the inhabitants have learned to derive from it. Extensive

plantations of it are to be met with on the island of

Luzon, in the provinces of Aibay, Laguna, and Cama-
rines, but particularly in the vicinity of Mount Mayong,
the base of which is about 15 leagues in circumference.

The soil of this extensive tract is well adapted to the cul-

tivation of the Abaca, which thrives only in moist, shady,

and fertile ground. I" sucn situations thickets are formed

by their trunks and young suckers, which last are sheltered

from the intense heat of the sun by the beautiful and wide-

spreading foliage with which the full-grown trees are

crowned. The stems issue from a sort of tuber furnished

with fibres, and grow in less than 18 months to the height

of 7 feet, their thickness being that of a man's thigh.

The leaves forming the crown of the tree are from 10 to
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12 in number, of which the outer ones spread horizon-

tally, while those in the centre are divergently erect.

ThJ; are 5 feet or more in length, U broad and sup-

ported by a stalk about a foot long, winch is prolonged on

the under surface of the leaves, into a thick Ion-

gitudinal rib, with which many smal ramifications

communicate. When this herbaceous plant (for such,

notwithstanding its siz* it realty is ) has attained its

greatest state of perfection, which it acquires in less

than two years, a thick peduncle issues from the

centre of the leaves, covered with partial, concave, ovate,

acute spathes, which are developed in proportion to the

orowth of the peduncle. When they have acquired the

length of 3 or 4 feet, the flowers appear, from 9 to 14 in

each spathe, and are followed by green hard fruit, 1£ or 2

inches Ion*, disagreeable to the taste and applied to no use

whatever. When the fruit is ripe, the stem perishes as in

other herbaceous plants ; but a progeny survives in the

suckers, which by this time have made their appearance.

As the old trunks are not proper for use, the natives

usually cut them down when a year and a half old, at which

age this may be done with advantage. The stems being

cut off near the roots, and at the upper extremity a little

below the leaves, are slit open longitudinally in order to

separate the medullary substance from the fibrous strata,

of which the outer are harder and stronger, forming the

bandala used in the fabrication of cordage ; the inner con-

sist of finer fibres, and yield the Lapis, used for weaving the

nipis and other more delicate fabrics, and the intermediate

layers are converted into what is called tupoz, of which

the guinarras are made. All these layers of fibres are sa-

turated with a thickish fluid ; to clear them from which

they are cut into shreds two or three inches wide, and

dressed like flax in a sort of heckle or long piece of wood,

furnished with three narrow knives ; which being held in

the right hand, the shreds are managed with the left, and

thus reduced into fibres, being by this process cleared

from the fluid with which they are impregnated. In this

state they are dried in the sun, picked, and applied to differ-

entuses according to their different qualities. Those intended

for cordage, &c, undergo no further process ; but the

others are rendered more soft and pliable by beating them

with a wooden mallet. They are then fastened to each

other by means of almost invisible knots, wound into

balls, and committed to the loom.— Transactions of the

A gri-Horticultural Society of India.

Plant's Vegetable Monster.—" What is this, of which

three roots are represented in the vignette ? In conse-

quence of the statement made by Mr. Plant, nurseryman

of Cheadle, (See Hot. Reg., 1842, plate 53,) that he had

obtained mules from a Gladiolus by an Amaryllidaceous

plant, I was anxious to investigate minutely its correct-

ness. It will be proper to premise, that the mule figured

as Plant's Anisanth is a true Gladiolus, raised between

Glad, splendens (Anisanthus splendens, Sweet, Br. Fl. G.)

and a hybrid, sold under the name of Colvilli, between G.

blandus, cardinalis, and tristis. Mr. Sweet improperly

made a genus Anisanthus of G.- splendens and Cun6nius,

and another genus of G. abbreviatus, three species of Gla-

diolus which have the lower lip abbreviated, a feature

not more important than the conversion of the three pe-

tals iuto short bristles in Iris setosa. I always considered

that something nearly approaching to G. abbreviatus

might be raised between G. tristis and Cundnius. Mr.

Plant has frankly communicated all the information he can

give concerning hisjnonsters, and has sent three of his

four roots to me. I have made a careful sketch of them

as above represented. He states, that, in 1839, he carried

from the greenhouse pollen of a plant, which by his de-

scription is certainly a cross-bred Hippeastrum, closely

akin to H. Johnsoni, having dark red flowers striped with

white, to a flower of Gladiolus blandus in a cold frame.

The seeds produced were rather deficient in the usual fo-

liaceous wing. Four roots were the produce. He states

that their leaves-were less erect and more glossy than those

of a Gladiolus. In the second season, 1840-1, he was ill,

,
and they suffered from neglect. They are now at rest,

after three years' growth. The appearance is quite mon-
strous. There is scarcely a vestige of a regular corm, but
the base is irregularly formed and beset with yellowish

fleshy substances, having some affinity to the scales of a
Lilium, and topped with the wrinkled remains of tubular

sheaths which enveloped the base of the leaves. One of

them, from the number of those tubular processes, seems
to have formed offsets. To the eye, in their present
state, they certainly exhibit no immediate hope of vegeta-
tion, but in due time they will probably do so. Mr. Plant
says that they were raised in a mixture of sand and rotten
manure. The question therefore arises, whether these
strange productions are diseased Gladioli, analogous to
the monstrous Turnips, like bunches of keys, which often
occur ia highly-manured and hot sandy soil ? or mules of

such anomalous birth ? or roots of some plant unknown to

me, accidentally confounded by Mr. Plant with his seed-

ling Gladioli? Hippeastrum, the asserted male parent,

has one very extraordinary peculiarity, that its several

species breed more willingly by the pollen of any hybrid

of its own genus, however complicated its origin, than by

their own pollen. A bulb of H. organense, just imported

from the Organ mountains, having thrown up two two-

flowered stems, one flower on each stem was touched with

its own dust, and the other by that of a triple mule. When
the flowers withered, the germen of each of the former

swelled first ; but after a few days, the latter began to

swell also : and from that moment, the growth of the

former stopped, and they soon withered ; both the latter,

proceeding rapidiv, produced abundance of good seed.

Such has been the invariable result of six years' experi-

ments ; but we fcave failed in all attempts to mix Hip-

peastrum with the nearly-allied Habranthus or Zephyr-

anthes. In the form of its seed and capsule, it has some

affinity to Gladiolus. I tried 30 years ago vainly to im-

pregnate G. blandus by H. crocatum. Can any person

recognise the above as the roots of any known plant ? or

has Mr. Plant bred an anomalous monster between the

two natural orders Amaryllidacese and Iridacese, though

ell other persons have as yet failed in obtaining any mule

vegetable between two genera decidedly distinct in one

and the same order ? I do not think disease could have

produced such Gladiolus roots, Mr. Plant tried to make

alike cross last year by the Hippeastrum on a hybrid

Gladiolus; and he has sent me a bulb which is its pro-

duce, and two seedlings from another pod not crossed by

him on the same Gladiolus stem ; but it is evident that

these bulbs are all true Gladioli, though the two pods have

been evidently set by the pollen of two different species

or varieties of Gladiolus, which the bees might effect with-

out his privity. Mr. Plant pays a great deal of attention

to the state of the stigma and pollen; but I cannot find

that he has done so more than I have done during the last

30 years, when I was desirous of obtaining a difficult

cross. Every encouragement should be given by culti-

vators to Mr. Plant, who would perhaps effect much by

industry and perseverance, if his means were equal to his

zeal.*" W. Herbert, in the Botanical Register.

Guano.—The following extract from " Hovey's Maga-

zine," forms portion of an Address delivered by J. E.

Teschemacher, Esq., at a meeting of the Horticultural

Society of Massachusetts, United States, relative to the

value of guano as a manure :—" In the following experi-

ments, I will first observe, that all those plants which

were treated with guano were potted in a mixture, con-

sisting of plain earth without any manure, sand, a little

leaf-mould and Peat, with which the guano was mixed ;

that those plants which are compared with them have

been grown in the richest compost, and that both have

had the same attention, and been grown otherwise under

the same circumstances. Ftichsia fulgens, one year seed-

ling, potted 17th June, when 2£ inches high, with one

tea-spoonful of guano; repotted 9th August, then 12

inches high, with another spoonful of guano, is now 1£

foot high. The contrast between this and the two-year's

old plant is very striking, both as to luxuriance of growth

and colour of the foliage, the plant with guano being

vastly superior. I think also that the colour of the flowers

is* improved ; it is well known among gardeners that it is

rather difficult to grow this plant well. Pelargoniums—two

seedlings grown with guano, and one of the same sowing

without ; on the 17th June the two former

were potted with one tea-spoonful of guano,

and repotted on the 9th August with an-

other tea-spoonful ; here also the difference

in favour of guano is very great. China
Roses—two cuttings, potted 17th June,

each with one tea-spoonful of guano ; one

was then 7 inches high, the other 4£ ; they

are now 34 and 28 inches high respect-

ively, with large healthy foliage and stems
;

these have not received a second applica-

tion of guano. Celosia cristata, or Cocks-

comb—one seedling, with one tea-spoonful

and one of the same sowing without ; the size

of the stem, foliage, and head of that with

guano is more than double that of the other,

and the difference in the colour of the leaves

is remarkable. Salvia patens, with one tea-

sooonful ofguano—the effect here has been to lengthen the

ts and the flower appears smaller than usual. Acacia

F-Irnesiana—a seedling showing the size of the foliage and

i eneth of the joints previous to the application of a tea-

spoonful of guano, and the remarkable growth of both after-

k A Camellia,with two tea-spoonsful—This specimen,

^Mi'was quite small and unhealthy before the addition of

as jnay be seen by the lower leaves, exhibits in a

most marked manner, by its beautiful large deep green

1 es and healthy bud, the action of this manure. On

Camellia grown with a large proportion of fine wood

\ nal the foliage and buds are extremely fine and lux-

°
^?t and of a healthy green colour, but not at all equal

bTthat treated with guano. One Balsam, two tea-spoons-

ful reootted 9th August with two more, to which a little

hme was added. This is an ugly specimen, which

*; m* an observation in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

ST Balsams manured with guano produced smaller

flowerS I ^e watched it carefully, and found that not
floweis. _** , . . l,i MBSP.i_ and that

sTnX flower missed bearing its seed-vessel, and that

?fseed-vessel I have opened contains from 14 to 20

L seeds- From what I have seen of guano, it is

PW thatTts action is rapid and powerful on the stem and

r v , increasing their size and deepening their green
fol.age,

increa g ^^ j^^
probable that it diminishes the size of the flower iu some

cases, and that it improves the seed, both in quantity and

quality ; of this, however, more experiments are required

to prove the certainty. When those plants were repotted,

which received a second application, the roots were very

numerous, and appeared in the most vigorous health

—

thick, succulent, pure white, the tips with that hairy ap-

pearance so well known by cultivators as a sign of strong

growth. In Peru it is customary, when using guano to

raise Pepper, to manure three times : first on the appear-

ance of roots, then on the appearance of the leaves, and

lastly on the formation of the fruit. I think the experi-

ment of its action on all fruits, particularly the larger

fruit-trees as Apples, Pears, Peaches, &c, will be ex-

tremely interesting, as well as on the Vine, which is well

known to be excessively greedy for rich food, particu-

larly for bone manure, the chief ingredient of which, phos-

phate of lime, guano contains in considerable quantity."

Mr. Teschemacher then proceeded to show that guano

contained, in large proportions, the ingredients necessary

for the growth of plants in general, and for the maturation

of seeds. " The nectariferous juices, or, as they are com-

monlv called, the honey in flowers, are usually separated

or secreted bv glandular bodies called nectaries and this

honey has bv many been supposed indispensable in the

fecundation of the seed ; but there are also glands on.the

leaves and leaf-stalks (petioles) of many plants, which per-

form the same office of secreting honey ; here, ot course,

it cannot be of use for this purpose. Such glands exist

on the petioles or leaf-stalks of most of the Acacia tribe ;

on the tips of three or four of the lower serratures on the

leavesofGrewia.onvariouspartsoftheleavesor stems ofthe

Balsam, on Passiflora, and many other plants. These glands

only secrete honey during the youth and growth of the

leaf; it is then only that their operation and beautiful

structure can be properly observed. When the leaf has

attained its full growth and perfection, the active part of

these glands dries up, the time for observing their powers

is past, and the leaf then proceeds in its own important

function of elaborating the sap. It has been lately sur-

mised, and it appears to me with every probability of

truth, that this honey is an excretion of the superabun-

dant and useless part of the juices thrown off, after the leaf

or flower has selected all that is necessary, precisely ana-

logous to the excretions of the animal frame. I will at-

tempt very briefly to show that this view, if correct, is of

some importance, both to agriculture and horticulture.

Mr. A. A. Hayes, of Roxbury, in a beautiful, simple and,

I believe, original experiment, before the Chemical Society

of Boston, proved the existence of phosphoric acid (pro-

bably combined in several seeds), by immersing sections

of them in weak solutions of sulphate or acetate of cop-

per • in whatever part of the seed phosphoric acid existed,

on that part was deposited a precipitate of phosphate of

copper ; this was particularly evident in the seeds of Indian

Corn. A certain quantity of phosphoric acid, or phos-

phates, is therefore necessary to the existence of these

seeds ; and that part of the plant (probably the flower)

destined to perform the function of preparing the juices

for these seeds, must go on exerting its utmost powers in

selecting and rejecting until the requisite (quantity or.

phosphates and other ingredients for the seed are ob-

tained. Now the phosphates in most soils exist in ex-

tremely minute quantities ; therefore, those plants and

flowers whose seeds require them must extract large por-

tions of food from the soil before they can select the

amount of phosphates necessary for the perfection of their

seeds ; and probably only as many seeds arrive at matu-

rity as the plant can procure phosphates to complete ;
the

remainder, embryos of which are always formed in abun-

dance, are abortive—that is, never come to perfection.

The same line of reasoning, of course, applies to the otner

necessary ingredients of seeds. If, therefore, we present

to a plant food containing an abundant supply of these

ingredients, it seems reasonable to suppose that we shall

produce more seeds, or rather that more of the emDrw

seeds will be perfected. Now, the chemical analysis or

guano shows that it contains, in abundance most ot tne

necessary ingredients of plants and seed
s, ^ fX"ar

its ammonia
3
being absolutely requisite ior * cd^ar,

vascular, and other parts of the stem and leaves, ana i

phosphoric acid, as well^^S
and if future experience should^n^J d
.rated as an opinion, that the flowers ofj)

with guano become smaU*r '^J^ t0 the plant
the assumption that "thereat e F

thoge
*

these ingredients in J""^ ffgUnds, whose office it
sary for the seed the^ flow* «»d« g^ ^ ^
? 5 rPa

'?v I 1m To select, and less to reject
;
hence

food to «££*£; have them of so large a size as

wher
e

e mudi eSn'of these functions is required. The

a 11 i •« he larger and in greater quantity.'
&

%ItfcfX of 27 Presence of Potato Starch in the

Powder of Bice and Arrow-root by means of diluted

Hydrochloric Acid.— If powdered Rice or Potato starch be

mixed with concentrated hydrochloric acid, in the pro-

portion of about one part of the former to one and a half

or two parts of the latter, they form almost immediately

a thick mucilage. The mucilage of Potato starch is

nearly transparent; that of Rice, on the contrary,

opaque. They both emit the odour of formic acid. If -
mixture of hydrochloric acid and water is used, a very dif-

ferent action is exercised on the two substances already

named. The Potato starch forms, in a very short time, a
mucilage so thick that the mortar may be lifted up by-

means of the pestle used in making the mixture; while

the powdered Rice does not acquire a similar viscosity ia

less than 25 or 30 minutes. If the Rice powder contains

from four to six per cent, of Potato starch, it is easy to

detect the admixture by means of this re-agent. For this

is

a
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* purpose, a mixture of equal parts of hydrochloric acid of

commerce and water should be used. Arrow-root com-
ports itself in the same manner as Rice powder with the
hydrochloric acid ; while Wheat starch resembles Potato
starch in this respect. M. Marageau, as is known, has
proposed hydrochloric acid as a means of detecting
Potato starch in flour, by the strong smell of formic acid
which it develops in contact with the acid ; but as the same
effect is produced, in this respect, with Rice powder and
Arrow-root as with Potato starch, the hydrochloric acid
cannot be used in this way for detecting the admixture of
these latter.

—

Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie,
Soda produced in Cornwall.—The manufactory is at

Bisso-bridge, near Carnon, and one of the materials is

thinner part evaporating, a substance remains called
larmes de cerf. To this circumstance may be attributed
the belief of the poets that the deer weeps.

39. The Camel often travels three or four days without
water, drinking 50, 60, or even 100 pounds weight,
when he has an opportunity

; and the best camels for
transport will sometimes endure a thirst of 10 or 12 days,
though many of them perish under this privation. When
we see what the man and the horse require in those
arid countries, such a power in the camel must appear
one of the most remarkable provisions of nature.

mundic, hitherto the refuse of the mines. The process is

this :—mundic, which is a combination of sulphur and
iron mixed with a proportion of nitrate of soda, is fixed to

retorts similar to those in a gas-work, but not closely

shut up. The sulphurous and nitrous vapours are carried

into a chamber lined with lead, as in the ordinary manu-
facture of sulphuric acid, which it is the object of this

part of the process to obtain. The weak sulphuric acid

thus obtained is employed to decompose common salt,

from which it expels the muriatic acid and forms a sul-

phate of soda. This is decomposed by exposing it to a
high temperature in contact with carbonaceous matter,
and the result is a very impure soda, which is dissolved,

purified, and placed in evaporating vessels to crystallize.

The crystals are very fine and pure. Perhaps, however,
the most valuable part of the process will be the manu-
facture of sulphuric acid, the demand for which is

enormous, and for which the vast quantities of sulphur
imported from Sicily are chiefly used. It is understood
that the value of the acid consumed annually is 50,000/.,
an immense sum, considering the cheapness of the article,
but it is largely used in almost all manufactures.—Mark
Lane Express.

Chinese Egg-Plant.—This bears a cylindrical and very
long, white fruit, and is stated by M. M. Audibert to be
an excellent variety, with more melting and less stringy
flesh than any other kind. The fruit which has ripened
upon plants at Paris has not, however, in our opinion,
proved of better quality than that of several other sorts
Eon Jardinier*

t. THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. X.
(Continued from page 87.)

33. The Myrtle was with the ancients a very favourite
plant, and always expressive of triumph and joy: the
hero wore it as a mark of victory ; the bridegroom on his
bridal-day

; and friends presented each other with Myrtle
garlands in the conviviality of the banquet. Venus issaid
to have been adorned with it when Paris decided in her
favour the prize of beauty ; and for this reason it was
deemed odious to Juno and Minerva. It was probably
from this cause that, when all other flowers and shrubs
might be used in the festival of the Bona Dea, at Rome,
Myrtle alone was excluded. Harmodhis and Aristogiton,
when they slew the Athenian tyrant, had their swords
concealed beneath wreaths of Myrtle, of which incident
as recorded by Alcaeus, Sir William Jones has made a
happy use in his poem to Liberty.

34. ^4iV^wra/i5/,givingin3tructionstoayoungtraveller
in South America, requested he would collect for him
everything ugly in preference to the beautiful ; and cer-
tainly, were the same industry exercised in obtaining the
least attractive of nature's productions that now exists in
procuring the most beautiful, our knowledge of natural
history would become immensely enriched, and many
connecting links in the genera and species more satisfac-
torily accounted for.

35. Sir Walter Raleigh, in his " History of Guiana,"
alludes to men " whose heads do grow beneath their
shoulders." In " Hakluytt's Collection of Voyages,"
published in 1598, we find a nation "reported to have
their eyes in their shoulders, and their mouths in the
middle of their breasts ;

" and as late as the time of Lin-
nseus, a well-compacted story of men with tails found a
place in that naturalist's highly valuable work, the "Arnoe-
nitates Academicse." Such relations, doubtless, belong
to a state of infrequent and imperfect intercourse with
distant countries, just in the same way that the belief that
the elephant had no joints in his legs, and the hyzena no
vertebrae in his neck, could only be received before natural
history was established as a science.

36. Opinions of the Ancients respecting Animals.—
Many of the notions of antiquity, with regard to the
structure and habits of animals, were quite irrational. It
was gravely maintained, for instance, that the elephant
had no joints, and, being unable to lie down, slept leaning
against a tree

; that the badger had the legs on one side
shorter than those of the other ; that the bear brought
torth her cubs imperfectly formed, and licked them into
shape; that deer lived several hundred years; that the
cameleon derived its support solely from the atmospheric
air. lhese, and many other fancies, proceeded either
from a literal construction of metaphorical expressions, or
a complete ignorance of the economy of nature witli re-
ga

ol *?,?,! „
by

?hich a*imal life is regulated.
37. W tld -B^r.~Itwouldseem from tbe accountg ofan _

cient authors, that the ravages of the wild boar were consi-
dered as more formidable than those of the other savage
animals. The conquest of the Erymanthian boar was
one of the fabled labours of Hercules; and the story
of the Calydoman boar is one of the most beautiful in
Ovid.

38. In the heads of deer and antelopes there are cavi-
ties embedded in a bony case, varying in size in different
species of these animals. The French call them larmiers,
believing them to be receptacles for tears, of which, the

afabfetos.
A Narrative of a Visit to the Australian Colonies. By
James Backhouse. 8vo. Hamilton and Adams, pp.560.
The author of this work informs his readers that his

Visit to Australia was undertaken solely for the purpose
of discharging a religious duty ; but that having been
trained to habits of observation, he kept a Journal, in
which records were made of the productions of the coun-
tries visited, the state of the aborigines and of the emi-
grant and prisoner population, &c. "We have to do only
with the Natural History, in which the work is unusually
rich.

Mr. James Backhouse is a brother of the very respect-
able nurserymen of that name, at York ; he was himself
educated as a nurseryman ; he always took great interest
in Botany and other branches of Natural History

; and,
moreover, his early pursuits brought him acquainted with
the details of practical cultivation ; so that a better man
could not have been easily found to report the facts con-
nected with vegetation which came beneath his notice.
Accordingly, we find at every step in the volume before
us, useful or entertaining information upon such subjects.

Van Diemen's Land, or Tasmania, was first visited,

then Flinders's Island, Sydney, Norfolk Island, Moreton
Bay, Port Philip, South Australia, King George's Sound,
and, finally, Swan River ; concerning all which places
there is an ample supply of valuable evidence, from
which, notwithstanding the crowded state of our columns,
we must snatch a few gleanings.

Those who have their thoughts turned towards emigra-
tion will be glad to know what manner of place is a log-

house :

—"When a place is first occupied by a settler, a
hut of the simplest kind is formed, often like a mere roof
resting on the ground ; and when other needful things
have been effected, one of upright logs is built, and co-
vered with shingles. This is usually divided into two
rooms; one of which is fitted up with broad rough shelves^

for sleeping-berths ; and the other, which has a square re-

cess for a fire-place, built of stones, at the outer end, and
continued into a rude chimney a little higher than the
roof, is used for a cooking and sitting-room. The crevices
between the logs either remain open, or are filled with
wool or some other material. A square opening, closing
with a shutter, admits light into each room, and short
logs of wood or rude benches, serve for seats. Many fa-

milies that have been brought up in England in respecta-

ble circumstances, live for several years in a hut of this

description, until they can find time and means to build

themselves a better habitation ; and a hut of this kind is

generally to be seen contiguous to a better house, and is

occupied by the male servants, who are mostly prisoners."
The following description of a bit of wild scenery in

Van Diemen's Land furnishes materials for a charming
picture, the sketch for which is, indeed, supplied by a

clever etching.

"The brook that supplies HobartTown with water flows

from Mount Wellington through a valley at the foot of
the mountain. Here the bed of the brook is rocky, and
so nearly flat as scarcely to deserve the name of The Cas-
cades, by which this place is called. Many dead trees and
branches lie across the brook, by the sides of which grows
Drymophila cyanocarpa—a plant, allied to Solomon's
Seal, prpducing sky-blue berries on -an elegantly three-

branched, nodding top. Dianella ccerulea—B. sedgy plant

—flourishes on the drier slopes :. this,: as well as Billar-

diera longifiora—* climbing shrub, that entwines itself

among the bushes—was now exhibiting
,

its violet-

coloured fruit. In damp places, by the side of the brook,
a princely tree-fern, Cybotium Billardieri, emerged
through the surrounding foliage. A multitude of other

ferns, of large and small size, enriched the rocky margins
of the stream, which I crossed upon the trunk of one of

the prostrate giants of the forest, a Gum-tree of large di-

mensions, which had been uprooted by some blast from
the mountain ; and, in its fall, had subdued many of the

neighbouring bushes, and made a way where otherwise

the forest would have been inaccessible. On descending
from this natural bridge, to examine a tree-fern, I found
myself at the foot of one of their trunks, which was about

5 feet in circumference and 10 in height. The lower part

was a mass of protruding roots, and the upper part

clothed with short remains of leaf-stalks, looking rough
and blackened: this was surmounted by dead leaves

hanging down, and nearly obscuring the trunk from dis-

tant view : above was the noble crest of fronds, or leaves,

resembling those of Aspleniurn Filiw-fcemina in form, but

exceeding 11 feet in length, in various degrees of inclina-

tion between erect and horizontal, and of the tenderest

green, rendered more delicate by the contrast with the

dark verdure of the surrounding foliage. At my feet were

several other ferns of large size, covering the ground, and

which, through age and their favourable situation, had

attained root-stocks a foot in height, crowned by circles

of leaves three times that length. Other plants of tree-

fern, at short distances, concealed from my view, by their

spreading fronds, the foliage of the lofty evergreens that

towered a hundred feet above them. The trunk of one of

the tree-ferns was clothed with a Trichomanes and several

species of Hymenophyllum—small membranaceous ferns
of great delicacy and beauty. On a rocky bank adjoining,
there were other ferns, with creeping roots, that threw up
their bright green fronds at short distances from each
other, decorating the ledges on which they grew. In the
deepest recesses of this shade I could enjoy the novel
scene—ferns above, below, around—without fear of mo-
lestation

; no dangerous beasts of prey inhabiting this
interesting island. The annexed etching will give the
reader some idea of a tree-fern, many species of which
exceed in beauty the stately palms of warmer climates."

^

Of the timber-trees of this part of the Australian colo-
nies we have the following account :

—

"The timber about Macquarrie Harbour is very fine.

Huon Pine, supposed to be a species of Dacrydium,
which is much valued for ship-building and general pur-
poses, abounds on the eastern side : the wood is closer
grained and more durable than White American Pine, and
has an aromatic smelL This tree attains to about 100
feet in height, and 25 in circumference, and is of a pyra-
midal form : the branches from the trunk are a little below
horizontal, and are clothed with numerous, slender,
pendant, scaly branchlets, of lively green, serving the
purpose of leaves, as in the Cypress and Arbor-vitse.
Celery-topped Pine

—

Thalamia asplenifolia—so called
from the resemblance of a branch clothed with its dilated
leaves, to the leaf of Celery, is well calculated for masts.
Myrtle, allied to Beech, but with leaves more like Dwarf
Birch, is suited for keels. Light- wood

—

Acacia Mela-
noxylon—clothed with leaf-like spurious foliage, resem-
bling the leaves of a Willow, is also fine timber, and its

roots make beautiful veneering. It derives this name
from swimming in water, while the other woods of V. D.
Land, except the pines, generally sink ; in some parts of
the colony it is called black-wood, on account of its dark
colour. Other timber-trees are known here by the names
of Pink-wood, Carpodontos lucida; Hard-wood, a species
of Olea ; Sassafras, Atherosperma moschata ; Stinkwood,
Zieria arborescens, &c. Forest Tea Tree, a species oi

Leptospermum, is valued for fuel ; some crooked portions

of its trunk are finely veined, and well adapted for fancy-

work. The black substance forming part of the stems of
tree-ferns, is used for reeding, in inlaying, for which pur-
pose it is superior to Ebony. Respectable hats have been
manufactured from the shavings of some species of
Acacia, as well as from broad-leaved sedges, Lepidosperma
gladiata, the leaves being first boiled and bleached."
When on Flinders's Island, Mr. Backhouse found the

Grass-trees in great perfection. To a drawing of them is

added the following description :
—" We visited the Grass-

tree plains that extend toward the east coast. The soil is

sandy and poor, and clothed with thin rigid herbage, and
scattered, low Gum-teees, low scrub, and large Grass-
trees, Xanthorrhcea australis ? Some of the last are from
five to seven feet high, and as many in circumference

;

they have leaves three to four feet long, and flower-spikes
five to ten feet high, thickly clothed with hard scales, and
small, white, star-like flowers, except for about one and a
half feet at the base, which is bare. All the trunks are
charred from the burning off of the scrub. Abundance of
red resin, capable of being used in the manufacture of
sealing-wax and French-polish, is exuded by them. This
substance fills up the places left by the decay of the flower-

stems of former years, and by injuries ; it is also lodged
abundantly around the base of the trunk, which is thus

defended from an excess of moisture. The blanched base
of the leaves, which our swarthy companion obtained for

us, by beating off the head of a Grass-tree that had not
thrown up a flower-stem, is pleasant eating, and has a
nutty flavour."

In etchings of wild scenery Mr. Backhouse excels
;

among other things, he has given a view of the trees in

Norfolk Island, which is worthy of the Garden of Eden.
Among them is a kind of Palm Tree, resembling the Cab-
bage Palm of the West Indies.
" In the woody gullies, the Norfolk Island Cabbage-

tree, Areca sapida, abounds. It is a handsome palm,
with a trunk about twenty feet in height, and from one
flnd a half to two feet in circumference, green and smooth,
with annular scars, left by the fallen leaves. The leaves or
fronds form a princely crest, at the top of this elegant
column; they are pectinate, or formed like a feather, and
are sometimes nineteen feet in length ; they vary from
nine to fifteen in number. The apex of the trunk is in-
closed in the sheathing bases of the leaf-stalks, along
W1 th the flower-buds and young leaves. When the leaves
fall they discover double compressed sheaths, pointed at
the upper extremity, which split open indiscriminately, on
the upper or under side, and fall off, leaving a branched
spadix, or flower-stem, which is the colour of ivory, and
attached by a broad base to the trunk. The flowers are
produced upon this spadix : they are very small, and are
succeeded by round seeds, red externally, but white, and as
hard as horn, internally. As the seeds advance toward
maturity, the spadix becomes green. The young, unfolded
leaves of this Cabbage-tree rise perpendicularly in the
centre of the crest. In this state, they are used for

faking brooms ; those still unprotruded, and remaining
inclosed within the sheaths of the older leaves, form a
white mass, as thick as a man's arm; they are eaten raw,
boiled, or pickled. In a raw state they taste like a nut,
and boiled, they resemble artichoke bottoms. The seeds
furnish food for the Wood-quest, a large species of pigeon,
which has a bronzed head and breast, and is white under-
neath, and principally slate-coloured on the back and
*ings. This bird is so unconscious of danger, as to sit

till taken by a noose at the end of a stick ; when one is

shot, another will sometimes remain on the same bough,
till itself also is fired at. We measured a Norfolk Island
Pine, twenty-three feet, and another twenty-seven

\
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feet in circumference. Some of them are nearly two

hundred feet high. The timber is not of good quality

but it is used in building ; it soon perishes when exposed

to the weather. This is said to be rtie case with all the

other kinds of wood on the island."

But we have already exceeded our prescribed limits ;

and for the rest we must refer our readers to the work

itself, which is filled with details such as these.

ohject, no doubt, of the publication, is to recommend

Lance's Manure, which, if properly prepared, is of use

on light sandy soils.

—

M.

A Treatise on the Cultivated Grasses, and other Herbage

and Forage Plants. By Peter Lawson & Son. 8vo.

Blackwood.
>

.

This little work commences by informing us that the

culture of plants for the food of domestic herbivorous

animals has always been confined to nations distinguished

in the practice of agriculture and other arts attendant on

civilisation; and that although the cultivation ot the

cereal grains, pulse, Flax, &c, was carefully attended to

by the Egyptians, Jews, and Greeks, yet the growth ot

plants for the exclusive purpose of feeding cattle did not

appear to have been practised prior to the period when

the power of Rome had reached its climax. Then—in

addition to the cereal Grasses—Lucerne, red Clover, and

other leguminous plants, were cultivated. After the fall

of the Roman empire, however, this branch of husbandry

was the first to decline, and, if practised at all, was only

carried on to a limited extent for many centuries.

The culture of herbage-plants appears to have been

introduced into England from the Low Countries towards

the middle of the 17th century ; which period is further

distinguished by the cultivation of the true Grasses for

hay and pasture, for which purpose Rye-grass was first

employed. The culture of this, however, as well as of

all true Grasses, did not extend for several years, because

it " produced many small hair-like roots, which filled the

soil, and therefore could not but be very impoverishing

and hurtful thereto." It was only towards the middle

of the 18th centurv that the attention of practical agri-

culturists was directed towards the growth of the most

useful Grasses; and it was at this period that different

terms were adopted to distinguish between Clovers and

true Grasses, the former being called artificial, and the

latter natural Grasses. This interest in the cultivation

of natural Grasses was increased by prizes, offered by toe

"London Society for the encouragement of Arts and

Manufactures," for seeds of the Meadow Fox-tail, Meadow

Fescue, and Sweet Vernal Grasses, gathered by hand ;
and

for the greatest quantity of land sown with Vernal Grass

in drills; a gold medal being likewise offered "to the

person who should give the most satisfactory account of

the different properties and comparative merit of any two

or more of the several natural Grasses." Both in Scot-

land and Ireland the introduction of artificial and natural

Grasses appears to have been of much later date than in

England ; but from the increased facilities of communi-

cation which have of late years been effected, improve-

ments may now be said to go on simultaneously in both

countries.

Several of the succeeding pages are devoted to an enu-

meration of the most deserving additions which have been

made to herbage and forage plants within the last forty

years ; during which period 29 valuable species or varieties

have been introduced or brought into more general notice.

Many exotics, as well as native Grasses were, in 18„0,

experimented upon under the direction of the late Duke

of Bedford, at Woburn Abbey; the results of which ^are

contained in the « Hortus Gramineus Woburnensis, a

work which first directed attention to this valuable tribe.

The remaining portion of the Pamphlet is one of no

ordinary interest to agriculturists, since it includes Tables

of the most approved Grasses—showing the quantity of

seed required of each, upon various soils, for sowing an

imperial acre. These Tables, thirteen in number, are

each adapted for a different purpose ; for instance, the

first enumerates those kinds best suited for aliernate hus-

bandry ; the second, those for permanent pastures : they

are rendered still more valuable by the addition of a brief

description of all the Grasses and plants recommended in

them. In a horticultural point of view they are also

useful, as they comprise a good list of Grasses for fine

lawns, bowling-greens, &c.
,

#

With regard to obtaining a Corn crop during the first

season in which the seed is sown, the Authors make the

following remarks :—" It is not our purpose here to dis-

cuss the question, as to whether it is better to sow brass

seeds for permanent pasture with or without a Corn crop.

Both systems have their advocates, as well as their advan-

tages and defects, and depend, in a great measure, on the

varied circumstances which present themselves in prac-

tice ; and therefore, in the following tables, separate

' columns are given for each of these methods
;

it being

always expedient to sow a somewhat larger portion ot

seeds without than with a Corn crop ;
and, in that case,

it is farther advisable, for affording shelter to the young

plants, to add a bushel of Rye to the mixture, when sown

in autumn, and a bushel of Barley, when sown in spring ;

to be depastured or cut green along with thejoung Grass

crop. , 1

We may state, in conclusion, that the Tables and de-

scriptions appear to have been carefully compiled
;
and

that to persons interested in laying down land in Grass—

whether for pasturage, lawns, or covers for game—this

work will be a useful guide.

On the Food of Plains arid Drill Husbandry of Turnips.

Ridgway. 1842.

This little book may be useful to those who desire to

have some notion of the manner in which different

manures are supposed to act, and who have not leisure

or inclination to enter deeply into such matters. One

I.—.Remarks on thorouqh Drainage and deep Ploughing.

By James Smith, fEsq., of Deanston Works, near

Stirling. Oliver and Boyd, 8vo. 6th Edition.

2.— Observations on Thorough Drainage as the Basis'of

Agricultural Prosperity. By O. O. Roberts. Simplun

and Marshall, 12mo.

3_Drainage ; an Article in the last Number of the

" Westminster Review.

"

The rapid and extensive sale of Mr. Smith's excellent

pamphlet, the appearance of others in quick succession,

speeches at public dinners, and reiterated articles in

newspapers and reviews, all show the great interest that

is taken by the public in one at least of the means which

science and common sense point out as conducive to the

augmented productiveness of land. People have at last

found out that swampy fields and roads fetlock deep m
mud are not merely a personal annoyance, but a serious

injury to their pockets, if not to their constitutions, and

all the world is turning its attention to draining. May

the eood work prosper !

We fear, however, unless the works in progress are

conducted on sound principles, and executed in a sub-

stantial manner, cases of disappointment will be frequent,

and the expense incurred will be heavier than was either

necessary or anticipated.

We therefore stronglv recommend all those who are

occupied in the work of drainage to read the two pam-

phlets at the head of this article. Mr. Smith, of Deanston,

may be called the father of good drainage, and his advice,

the result of long and successful practice, deserves the

most implicit confidence. Mr. Roberts's work may be

regarded as a sort of commentary on it, and contains

much sound advice, with many useful directions. The

subject has so often been treated of lately in our columns,

that we need not dwell upon it further.

With regard to the article in the Westminster Review,

ascribed, we believe, to Mr. Bailey Denton, we have only

to state that it is ably written, and full of important gen-

eralization. He insists more particularly upon the import-

ance of saving the refuse matters of towns, of combining

sewerage with land-drainage, and of converting the latter

into a means of conveying the former into the country. All

these considerations are of the first degree of interest,

and cannot be too frequently or forcibly impressed upon

the minds, not of the landed interest alone, but of the

rate-payers and inhabitants of towns. If the refuse

matters now wasted in every town in Great Britain were

taken care of, they alone would furnish no inconsiderable

sum in diminution of the poor-rates ; and if a diminution

took place from such a cause, it would be immediately

attended with other advantages, the most immediate of

which would be a reduction of fever cases, and a further

saving in doctor's bills. The newspapers tell us that the

contents of the cesspools in Paris have just been sold for

22.000J. a year. W7hy cannot we do the same ? Are we

too rich—or too proud—or too ignorant ?

removing little patches of the soil along with them, to keep them

together and to establish them on the surface of a fresh pot ;
you

can fill in between these little patches with equal quantities of

sand and peat in a dry powdery condition : mid as soon as the

plants are strong enough you can transplant them singly in the

usual way.

The Year Book of Facts, for 1843 (Tilt and Bogue),

has appeared. We expressed a favourable opinion of the

volume for 1842, and we find ourselves justified in speaking

in the same manner of the present. Such works are of

great use as depositories of little facts which are too

recent to be incorporated in formal works on science ;

and which, till that happens, are forgotten by the mass of

mankind. The matter is clearly arranged, well condensed,

and rendered available by a good index. Among the

various kinds of information which it contains are par-

ticulars ot the completion of the Artesian well of Grenelle,

after eight years' labour ; of Liebig's views of Animal

Physiology ; and of Bischof's investigations of the Cause

of Tropical Miasmata.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—When the stock of young plants are fresh potted,

they stand in need of more assistance to enable them to take hold

of the fresh soil; this is given them in the increased heat of the

fresh beds, and by keeping them more close for the first fortnight

or three weeks. I wish the weather would enable me to advise

shading them till their new roots were established. At the spring

potting the whole stock is to be regulated, some of the fruiters

fresh surfaced, new beds made, and the whole re-arranged

according to their sizes. From this time liquid manure must be

given occasionally, say at every other watering.

ViNKRV.-Another useful treatise on the calt.vation of this

fruit has lately been added by Mr. Roberts. I never recollect

such an unfavourable February for early forcing; and for gar-

dening in general. A large class Will novv begin to force \.nes

bv shutting up their houses and keeping them about 50° during

the day, and by letting out the tires at night^^"^night
or three weeks, according to the state ot the weather. The other

stages require the usual routine already desenbea.

PuACH-Housu.-These, as their leaves are now fully
<

f-P^ed.

require large portions of air, and the atmosphere kept steady

^C^KaRV-HOusK.-Same as the Peach-house When we do get

a sunny day, see if the trees want a little shade ;
their leaves

seem very tender at present.
. , .

Fios.-Thcse require to be constantly kept moist
,

at the roots,

to enable them to swell their fruit. If any of the shoot hav

not shown fruit, or if the fruit has dropped off, pinch.bacK:tne

shoots to two eyes, and they will show fruit with their next

gr
STKAWBKR Ri..:s.-The earliest crop of these will have no

'

flavour, unless we get a sudden change to snnn> weather.

Kidney Beans and Cucumbers suffer less from dull weather than

any other plants we force early.

Skbdlinos.-AII young seedlings of hardy plants, such as

Celery, Cauliflower, Lettuce, Onions. Peas, Beans, &c, laised in

heat require great attention this dull season. Remove ^™ l°

a cooler place, where they can have more air, as soonMtheyOT
fairlv above the ground. Capsicums, Tomatoes, Egg Plants.,

Tobacco, and Sweet Basil, may be sown in pots and boxes any

time dur ngthe first half of this month, and treated as half-hardy

plants after they come up. It wil not be requisite that I

should occupy much space with points so obvious and so well

known as these, especially as the subject is so fully treated of m
former volumes.

Out-door Department.

It is disheartening enough in-doors at present, but more so in

the open air. The soil has seldom been in a less workable state

on the 1st of March, and we have every indication of a late

spring. This ami the following month are proverbially the

busiest time in the year for the gardener. To save
,

time and

space, I shall divide the sowings into two dM
|
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nanent or perennial crops, as Asparagus, Seakale, Knubarb,

Ono.s, Carrots, and Parsneps, &c, and^^^^t
cessional crops, such as Peas, Beans, &c. As soon as the soil is

in a fit state, the permanent crops above ™%*"*\™™
except the two last, Carrots and Parsneps ;

these will answei

b
^Lu" -T.!e

e
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C

tone and Early Dutch Turnips may now be

sown on a warm border : but sow a few every
_

ten da
>
s for the

next six weeks in preference to a large breadth at once, as the

SS^S^a^*^ -y now be

oSn for youngSummer Cabbages; also Cauliflowers, White

Autumn Broccoli, Savoys, and Brussels Sprouts.

ORCHAun.-Little is to be done here ™?*™$^X^J£
nailing of Peaches and Apricots, and providing for them against

frost.

II.-FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.

Stoves -Orchidaceous and other stove plants which ha%e

plants than their par^^^^^^^^xoty. Continue
late summer and autumn plants for tne coiu»« * ;

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing week.

"Rearing ornamental plants from seeds is one of the most

int-prpstme and, in some cases, the most difficult occupation in

which the amateur or young gardener can be engaged at
'

t Kverv precaution may have been taken in sowing the

confu in suitable composts and in well-drained-pots or boxes, yet

thevritherdonotvegetatc at all, or, if they do, a*reat portion of

t em often damp offwithout any apparent cause. To guard against

tfs damning off it is a good plan to prepare the composts for

Ycmvntr and propagation in the previous^ summer,, by
seeu-sov* «* ^^ layers to the sun, and by turning them over
expobiUK

H t]
. natural dampness is evaporated, and then

?> «W chnrl fnr fnrnro iiqp ln large
sand, and

,,Ca
, SKJSToW the fireVan iron" vessel; this "is 7 ready

seed-compo-.i. ^ frQm &u extraneous matterS) but for
way

°f
Procui ^ ^^ ^ effcctlye as the former mode _ Now>S1
, ihese precautions, if you water the seed-pots with pond-

ftftei all tm |.

m^ or wUh that wh
.

ch has sto()d a long.

water, ai ^ chances are tilat y0u have again impregnated
nme in•>

w .

th the elements best calculated to ensure dampness

I %\Z voivnc progenv; half-dried soil, and fresh damp sand from
to the y

tgre(1 w it){ soft pond-water full of animalculsc, and the

f pment of a close, cold or warm pit, are the best means that
C
°l i\ic taken to damp even seedling Oaks. When you see the
00

face of a seed-pot turn green, or of a black slimy colour,
S

-th the soil or water, perhaps both, are at fault. If the seeds

rip large, and covered a quarter of an inch thick, the crust of
W

^[ nvor tfi'em may easily be removed, or the seeds may be sown
S011 ^"h 1)0 t. In the case of very small seeds, let the soil get

*,
a

iml with a small stick make a row of small holes round

Sfi'rfH* of the pot down to the drainage : you may also make a

w holes all over the surface. These holes will soon improve

he cond tfon of the soil, by letting large portion, ot gg^gg
thev may be filled up, after a few days, with.dry sand,

wMcn wm

BBSott- portionof^«w«i««g?2{ffi5^5S
act as so many drains. As soon as the young -e B

the sfmd
sprinkle a Jittie dry sand occas.ona ly «*« *e™

ided it is nottoo
is hot from the top of the flue, all the:

better,
,

pr
transplant

^°TmtS£S^o/iS.l!^S In seJlings each,

to pot as the plants begin to grow.
f ^

when the plants died down last season. Rhododen-
pITs and Frames .-It Is now too late to BrattK

drons or Camellias. By the tune they^* b«^nd want

Out- door Department have ft regu]ar
the pleasure-grounds snoui ^^ indeed>

s, gravel, borders, beds, ? ltbe planting finished

ns are going forvvarn. ^ , t

.eratious have to

The whole of .

cleaning; grass, gravel, borders, beds,
lthe pianting

where alterations are going forvvarn. w
• alterations

they would bepin to E r°w i/"u """'"'VWaklv growth, ana
of nourishment, they would only make a ^ t̂lfc loWer part

thus lay the foundation of future debilit>. wm. dme in the

of their next growth is fully ripe, that will be «lC
.° tion8 .

year for this work, for which I shall give ample

Out- door Department.

easure-grounds shoa

el, borders, beds, an.

where alterations are going forvvarn. ^ ^ alterations have to

as soon as possible, if other parra
Bosary , or trimming the

stand still for a time. When digg"'^^ been said lately aDOut
arcades of Roses, recollect wn

probably have a paragraph
Rose- stocks in the Chronicle, i ="a

on Rose-stocks next wee
[h . here should now be finished for the

J^±D?SealoT^iand Park Gardens, Ipswich.

«- o.fcprncar London for the Week ending Mar. 2, 18-13, as ob-

Stateof the "^^JPSt the Horticultural Garden, CMswick.

Feb.'

Friday-
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

i\l ar.

Wednesday 1

Thursday 3

Average

24
2.5

36
27
28

Max.
29.(»40

2!f.til9

29.6*01

28-933

29.434

29.051

30.029

29 58G

Min.
29. til 2

29 •<'">

29.826
28.848

29.004

89.676

29.961

TliBRMOMKTKR.

Max.
43
38
40
40
41

40
42

29.433 40.5

Min.
34
32

34

37
:;l

28
24

30.7

Mean.
88.5
3:..o

87.0
S8.5
SCO

31.5
33.0

Wind.

E.
N.B
E.

N-E.
N.E.

X.E.
N.K.

Rain

-2G

.03 j

.13

-48 ;

;

Feb. 24. Foggy ; cold easterly haze ; overcast.
,A __nw

25. Overcast; some snow-flakes ; slight drizzle; stormy with snow.

26. Sleet; overcast; dark hazy clouds ; slight rain.

27. Stormy and wet; barometer very low; hazy with ram.

28. Densely clouded throughout. , . , t
Mar. 1. Slight frost; snow-flakes occasionally ;

frosty at night.

2. Sharp frost and clear ; hne with m: cloudy ; ^«T™™>t^
Mean, temperature of the week Gi° below the average
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State of the Weather at Chiavrick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week «nding Mar. 11, 1843.

Mar.

Sun.
Won.
Tueu.
Wed.

5
6
7
8

Thura. 9
Fri. 10
Sat. ii

Aver. Aver.
Highest, Lowest
Temp. : Temp.

49.5
48.7

49.8

61.6
52 5

51.9

34.6
33.3
34.7
33.8

83.6

84.8

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
ot Rain.

1

2

1

2
1

±\

Prevailing

if 3— 3
4 2 11
2 114
2] 3 — i 4
2 112
2—3 3
2 1 4 8

W
*

inrlis.

*

SB

42.1

41.0
42.:'.

42.3
41'

43
43.3

5
8
8
6
4

?

0.22 in.

0.25
o.io
0.17

0.47
0.21

0.20

2
2
5
3
•
r
»

4
5

3
3
1

2
2
3
1

2
4
2
3
3
2
1

The hinhPst temperature during the above period occurred <m the 9th n

1826-the meter «R° ; and the lowest on the 8th in 1830, anu 5th and 8th an

^'—thermometer 19°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending March 3, 1843.

The supplies have been well kept up during the past week,

and prices, except in a few instances, remain the same. The

demand still continues small. Fruit: Pines are tolerably

numerous, from hs. to 8*. per lb. Foreign Grapes are abundant

:

Lisbon fetching from Is. to 2,9. per lb., and White Portugal from

Qd. to 15. per lb. A few forced Strawberries have made their

appearance, which are offered at 3.?. per oz. ihe supply of

Beurre Ranee Pears is verv limited ; they are selling from m. to

185. per half-sieve. A tolerably good eating kind, called the

Black Pear of Worcester, is (etching from 6s. to 7*. per bushel.

Dessert Apples are numerous: the best are the Golden Pippin,

from lo.s. to 125.; Nonpareils, from 55. to 155.; and Ribstone Pippins,

from 55. to 75. per bushel. Culinary Apples consist of Russets,

from 35. Qd. to 5s. ?
London Pippins, from 3s. Gd. to 5s. Qd.; and

Wellingtons, from 3s. Qd. to 6s. per bushel. Cucumbers, irom 2s.

to 6s. per brace, are pretty numerous. Vegetables: The supply

of Asparagus continues good, and there is a slight decrease in

the price of the best bunches. Seakale is of excellent quality,

and is liberally offered from Qd. to 2s. Qd. per punnet. French
Beans are somewhat cheaper, but not numerous. White Broccoli

is tolerably abundant, from Qd. to 2s. per bunch ; the Purple
is smaller, and fetches from Qd. to Is. Savoys are good,
from Qd. to is. per dozen. A small quantity of new spring
Potatoes are offered, from is. to 3s. per lb. Cardoons may be
obtained at Is. each. Onions have advanced considerably in
price, and fetch from Qs. to Qs. per bushel. Rhubarb is also some-
what dearer, being from Qd. to Is. Qd. per bundle. Parsneps are
excellent, from Qd. to Is. 3d. per dozen. Lettuces are very
small, and are selling from Qd. to Qd. per score. Endive is toler-
ably good, and fetches from Is. to 3s. per score. Mushrooms are
plentiful, from Qd. to Is. 3d. per punnet. Flowers: The cut flowers
consist of Amarvllises. Acacias, Gardenias, a great variety of
Azaleas, Roses, Camellias, Heliotrope, Narcissuses, Hyacinths,
Tulips, Pinks, and double Chinese Primroses ; with a few sprigs
of Templetonia retusa, Abutilon striatum, Poinsettiapulcherrima,
and yellow Jasmine.

PRICES, Saturday, March 4, 1843 FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, ppr lb. 6* to 8*
Grapes, Spanish, per lb- 1j to Is 3d
. _ — Portugal, 1* to 3*
Apples, dessert, per bush., 4* to 8*
— Kitchen, :u to Gs

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 5* to 14*
Srrawberries, forced, peroz., 3s
Pummeloes, per doz., Gs to 12*

Oranges, per do/.. 1* to 2sGd
— per 100, 7* to 20*
— bitter, per 100, 8* to 20*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*
— per 100,6*to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, 2*. to Gs

Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 16*

Chesnuts, per peck, 3* to Gs

Almonds, per peck, 6*

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Filbert.s,English,perl00lbs.tiO*
Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., GO*, to.70*.

Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 16*

— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 34s
— Cob, 12* to 14*

VEGETABLES.
Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1*
Cabbage, Red, per doz. 2* to 5*— plants, per doz. 1* 6d to 2s Gd
Broccoli, White, per bunch, tod to 2*

— Purple, Gd to 1*

Beans, Kidney, forced, per 100, 2* to 3*
Potatoes, per ton, 50* to 75*— per cwt. 2* Gd to 4*

—. per bushel, 1* Gd to 2*

— Kidney, per bush., Is6d to 2*
— Scotch, per bushel, 2*

— New, per lb., 1* Gd to 3*

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

i* to 1* Qd
Turnips, per doz. bun., 1* Gd to 2* Gd
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd
Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd
Cardoons, each, t*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 2* to 4* Gd
Radish, per doz. hands (24 to 30 each)

1* to Is 3d
— Turnip, p. doz. boh., 1* to ls€d

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to 6*
— Horn, per bunch, 4/i to Gd

Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd to 2*

Leeks, per doz- bun., 3* to 4?
Onions, per bushel, G* to 94

— Pickling, per hf.-sv.,3*Gd to 5*
— Green, p. doz- bun. 3* to 4*
— Spanish, per doz. 2* to Gs

Garlic, per lb. Gd to Qd
Shallots, per lb., i*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 5* to 8*
Sprue, or Small, 2* to :j*

Sea-kale, per punnet, itd io 2j Gd
Lettuce, p. score, Gd to <)d

Endive, per score, 1* Gd to 3*
Celery, p. hd., (I2to 15) Gd to 2*
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 9rf to 1* Gd
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, Qd to 1*
Watercress, per doz. am. bun. Ad to Gd
Parslev, per half-sieve, 1* Gd to 2* Gd
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Sage, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* Gd to As
Mushrooms, per pottle, !)rf to 1* 3d

Notices to Correspondents.
Manures.—Warwickshire.—The proper quantity of Guano which
will equal in effect 20 bushels ofbones per acre for Turnips can-
not yet be stated, there not being a sufficient number of accu-
rate experiments recorded. We would recommend 3 or 4 cwt.
of Guano to be mixed intimately with 10 bushels of ashes 3
bushels of pounded chalk, (carbonate of lime) and this with 3 or
4 cart-loads of earth, the richer the better. Spread this mixture
evenly in the drills, and cover it with an inch of the soil • then
drill the turnip-seed over this, if possible, in wet weather. In
dry weather, the Guano will have no effect, and, in contact with
the seed, will be injurious. If necessary, it will repay the ex-
pense to water the rows in the evening-, till the plants are safe,
which they will be very soon. We shall be glad to hear the
result oftheexperiment.il/. Ulswater.—For meadows, the
Guano may be mixed with ashes only, about 10 bushels of ashes
to 1 cwt. of Guano. Sow the mixture evenly in moist weather,
or when the ground is moist. Bush-harrow and roll afterwards'
Unless the Guano is well washed in, its effect will not be percep-
tible. In very dry weather it may turn the grass yellow. M.
T. A. N.—Urine and Cloacine should be kept in casks or tanks
till they become putrid, before they are employed as manure.
Then add as much oil of vitriol, or muriate of lime, as will fix
the ammonia, and it is fit for use. It should be diluted with
water from time to time in order to hasten the putrefaction, t
« A Grateful Reader.—We entertain no doubt that the drain-
age you speak of is well worth preservation. Such substances
if not diluted at first, as yours are, must be so afterwards. We
have no means of judging of the size required for a tank. Can-
not you convert the cesspool into a tank sufficiently water-tight
ny some such cheap plan as that mentioned in a leading article

P' *?3, A month or six weeks will be about the period re-™ rnnf +
hc Putrefact'<>» of the liquid, unless the weather is

J™ J^^Iu A
'
H,~We 8ee no reason to alter our opinion

Shn^ gypsum for fixinS ammonia, notwith-

!SS^^Htiri b
??
n said about ifc - AU that is ^quisite to

£ i nihil ^ should
l
K
at St shouId not be iri lumps, and that

the dunghil 1 should^be vvet. But no one who knows how tomanage a dunghm ^ of f

S^l unffi
Liquid Manure.—-fl^--You may apply this'to .

t
i seeds when in a growing state, but not at any other time
Take care, however, that it is well fermented, aldSalxtToes
not make them rank.T

Liquid Guano. — *. tf.-This should only be applied when
plants are in a growing state, at inter,*!. < lf a

*™^
*J«

night, according to the strength of the plant to which it is
given,*

Gx rsuM.—2\ a. tf.—When this substance is usea for fixing am-

monia it should be reduced to powder, and not burnt. Plaster

of Paris will not do.t
Road Scrapings.—J. M.—The scrapings of roads are an excel-
lent material for lightening heavy soils, *

Old Pasture.—An Original Subscriber.—Instead of removing
the surface of your old pasture previously to planting Potatoes,
you would find great advantage, both as regards the quantity

and quality of the crop, in trenching it down. All other cir-

cumstances being the same, Potatoes grown above turf are
the best. ||

Heating.— J. M.—We believe that zinc pipes are not suitablefor
circulating hot water in forcing-houses, t P. //.—The cost
of a hot-water apparatus for heating a Vinery 26 feet long by
11 feet wide would probably be from If./, to 20/. One of
Stephenson's portable boilers, erected inside the house, would
perhaps answer your purpose, and would not cost above half
that sum. *

Vines.— Clericus.—The proportions of the liquid for washing the
stems' of Vines are: 4 lb. of soft soap and \ lb. of sulphur to
every four gallons of water, boiled together for half an hour,
and afterwards thickened with lime to the consistence of paint.
If a little soot is added to the mixture, it will take off the
glaring effect of the lime. t

Chionanthus.—A Dabbler in Gardening.—The Fringe-tree is

called Chionanthus. It requires a very hot summer to bring it

into a flowering condition. Jt is probable, therefore, that your
plant will bloom this season.

*

Magnolia.—A Dabbler in Gardening,—-Your Magn61ia will be
more likely to flower ifyou do not water it during the growing
season ; such treatment only induces a fresh growth of wood,
instead' of encouraging the formation of flower-buds.

J

Iw.—Discipulus.—We apprehend your Ivy is sheltered by an
overhanging roof; and as it has a border only one foot wide
to grow in, before it encounters a drain, that its partial failure

has been occasioned by drought. This is rendered still more
probable from its having grown remarkably well until the late
dry and warm season.!

Hollies.—Desirous.—Hollies prefer a light soil, but the applica-
tion of manure is useless to them. The best time for pruning
them is late in March or early in April.! J. itf.—The best
season for clipping Hollies is early in spring, before they make
their annual growth, i

Yucca.— y.— This genus contains 30 supposed species. The term
Adam's Needle is usually applied to Yucca gloriosa. %

Indian Corn.— Hibernia.—We will shortly give you some in-
formation upon this point. ±

Larch.—J. W.—The Larch does sow itself, although we cannot
state at what period the cones open to let the seeds fall out.
We should imagine that it takes place in the spring, when the
cones, after being saturated with the winter rains, are first

acted upon by the warmth of the sun.*
Seedling Oaks.—J. W.—lt is, no doubt, a good plan in taking
up seedling Oaks, and, in fact, all other young trees, to cut off

a portion of the tap-root.*
Native Trees.—J. W.—For the names of the trees indigenous to
Great Britain we must refer you to the catalogues of British
plants.!

Verbenas — Clericus.—You may procure the following, which
are good kinds, and combine a great variety of colour: V. pul-
chella alba, Sabini, teucrioides rosea, t. Iveryana, and t. car-
nea; Neillii. fgnea, Chandleri, Tweediana, grandiflora, Me-
lindres, latifolia, purpurea, Henders6nii, Ingrami, and ver-
sicolor. X

Fuchsias.—Paul Peter and Clericus.—The following kinds may
be easily procured, and are well adapted for greenhouse cul-
tivation: F. fulgens, Lanei, Chandleri, Standishii, Brewsteri,
Moneypennii, Wormaldi, stylosa conspicua, roseo-alba, pgn-
dula terminalis, eximia, and formosa elegans. For planting in
the open border we would recommend F. gracilis, globosa, glo-
bosa major, Riccartonia, Thomps6nia, Clintonia, reflex a, erecta,
conica, and virgata.*

Erythrina.— C. D.-We think it would be better to cut down
your Erythrina. It will then perhaps flower from the young
shoots. It is not probable that your Annona flower will set its

fruit, and therefore it is not worth preserving the flower, unless
for your gratification. You will find it something like a small
Magnolia, with triple sepals and petals.t

Window Plants.— ./I/. C— In addition to the Maurandya and
scarlet Verbena, you may procure a Chinese Primrose, or a
Cineraria, for the centre of your basket, and Mimulus mos-
chatus—red, blue, and pink Anagallises, Lysimachia nummu-
laria, and Cereus flagelliformis, to hang down round the sides.
The Camellia is C. altha^iflora.J

Calceolarias.— Paul Peter.—We recommend you to procure
the following sorts:—Shrubby or half shrubby j Magnum Bo-
mim, King (Green's), Prince Albert, Miss Antrobus, Royal
Standard, Standishii, Phyllis, Floribunda, Alba atropurpurea,
Sulphurea superba, Solomon, Prima Donna. Herbaceous—
Delicatissima, Ne plus Ultra, Priam, Pride of Kent, Rosea,
King (Barnes'), Criterion, Bride of Abydos, Mabel, Madonna,
Adonis, Violacea.* D. D.—We must refer you for prices to
the lists of the growers. The accompanying are superior
kinds :— Standishii, large dark spots upon a yellow ground,
shrubby; Miss Antrobus, white large crimson spot, h.s. ; Flori-
bunda, white dark centre, h. s.; Sulphurea superba, h. s.

;

Piince Albert (Green's), yellow ground, s. ; Solomon, lemon
ground, fine spotted eye, s. ; Ne plus Ultra, buff spotted, h.;
Delicatissima, h. ; Emperor, crimson and yellow; Royal Stan-
dard, yellow and brown, s. -

3 King (Green's), dark self, s.;
Prima Donna, white, crimson spot, h. s.*

Roses.—An Admirer.—If you wish to obtain a succession of
forced Roses from December until March, it will be necessary
for you to pot your plants early in the previous season, and to
get the wood well ripened in good time. It is to be hoped that
the house which you have erected for this purpose is well
situated for receiving the full benefit of the winter's sun;
otherwise it is doubtful whether you will attain your object.*

Bulbs.—A Dabbler in Gardening.—You had better examine the
bulbs of your Snowdrops, and see if they are not attacked by
some animal or insect. There must be some cause for the
flowers not expanding, and that seems the most probable one.
We should think the single Snowdrop might be obtained of
most nurserymen

; if not they will drive you, like many others,

to go to Holland for supplies.*
0xams.-4 Dabbler in Gardening.—To bring your O'xalis flori-

bunda to a state of rest, you must withhold water from it, and
afterwards place the pot in a dry situation.*

Anomathkca cruenta.—Hibernia.—This bulb isanative of the

Cape ; it is readily propagated by seeds or offsets, and succeeds
best in a warm greenhouse.*

Melon.—Paul Peter.—We are not aware that seeds of the Beech-
wood Melon can he procured in the trade; they may be ob-
tained by means of the Fellows of the Horticultural Society.*

Peach v^.— Discipnlus.—Seymour's method of pruning and train-

ing the Nectarine and Peach is one which may be recom-
mended. An account of it will be found at p. 128 of Vol. i.,

and p. 295 of Vol. ii. of the "Gardeners' Magazine." Your
last question will be answered in another form.*

Peach-trees.— IT. N.—Your Peach-trees which have rotted at

the roots must have been very badly situated as regards soil

and drainage. It is essentially necessary to attend to the latter

previously to planting fresh trees; and you cannot do better

than form your borders of rich maiden loam, such as will keep
moderately open, both in wet and dry weather. ||

A late

Subscriber.—The cause of your Peach-trees failing in setting

their fruit, supposing the blossoms to have been uninjured by
frost, is most likely owing to the very general error in the ma-
nagement of these trees,—that of not shortening sufficiently
the bearing shoots. If you aim at obtaining only one fruit on
each shoot, or two upon such as are strong, and shorten and
thin accordingly, you will probably not be disappointed in hav- I

tog as abundant a crop as the trees can well perfect. II

Grafting.—An Original Subscriber.—The French, in grafting
Pears on Quince stocks, very properly work them close to the
ground, but not below the surface ; for if the Pear had an op-
portunity of striking root, the object of grafting on the Quince
would be defeated. At the same time, as little as possible of
the Quince should be above ground; because its growth is
more contracted than that of the Pear, and the disparity in
many cases becomes ultimately so great, that the sap is toomuch impeded and the Pear ceases to thrive. || R. s.—Apple-
trees for siandards are best worked on free stocks, raised from
seeds of the Crab or Wild Apple ; and for dwarfs, the English
Paradise is the most proper, unless the trees are to be kept in
the smallest possible compass, in which case, the French Para-
dise is to be preferred. If you do not procure Pear-trees ready
woi ked from the nurseryman, the best plan is to purchase pro-
perly reared stocks. Your Cherry stocks, planted last January,
will only be fit for working twelvemonths hence.

||WmAM.—An Essex Subscriber.-The following are select varie-
ties, which (are good bearers, and will succeed as dwarfs:—
Dunmore, Althorp Crassane, Flemish Beautv, Marie Louise,
Beurre Bosc Beune de Capiaumont, Fondante d'Automne,
Beurre Diel, Louise Bonne (of Jersey), Hacon's Incomnarable.
Thompson^ Vv inter Nelis, Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar
Knights Monarch, Ne Plus Meuris, Kastcr Beurre, Beurr6
Ranee, Winter Crassane (Knight's), Jean de Witte.fl II. D.-The MervcilJe d Hiver Nouvelle is the same as La Fortunee,
a variety chiefly esteemed for its long keeping; it is middle-
sized, roundish, obovate, somewhat irregular, with a small deep
eye ; the colour is a yellowish russet; flesh ^somewhat astrin-
gent; it keeps till May. There is no Pear known under the
name of Styles d'Hiver. Your country nurseryman probably
meant Nelis d'Hiver, a much higher-flavoured Pear than the
preceding or, in fact, than most other varieties.

||

Sea-kale.—A Correspondent.— All that you can do towards
accelerating the growth of your newly- planted Sea-kale will be
to keep it clear of weeds and to water it occasionally, while
growing, with salt and water of about the same strength as
sea-water.

+

Potatoes.—An Original Subscriber.—-The Ash-leaved Kidney is
a well-flavoured, rather mealy, Potato. Any nurseryman ought
to be able to furnish you with the Lady's Finger Potato. It
blossoms, grows to a medium size, and is fit for use in autumn
and winter. Potatoes for sets should be of fair size, and cut
to one or, at most, two eyes; they should be planted at the
distance of 7 inches in the rows, the latter being from 24 to 30
inches apart, according to the vigour of the sort and richness
oi soil.

||

Onions.—An Original Subscriber.—The Nocera Onion is small,
roundish, or oblate, with one or two small leaves: in colour it
resembles the Silver-skinned, and, like that, is not adapted for
keeping. It is, however, excellent for pickling. The Silver-
skinned is of medium size. The Strasburg is large, roundish,
and of a reddish-brown colour.

||

Asi'ARAons.-A Correspondent.— Let the seedsmen say what they
will, there is only one sort of Asparagus; and any that willgrow will give you what you want.f

Insects.-T.-The mealy insect which infests the roots of your
larooseuerry-bushes has no connection with the red-spider upon
the leaves. The former might perhaps be destroyed by water-
ing the ground around the bushes with a solution of spirits of
tar: tiie latter can only be kept under by either dusting the
bushes with sulphur, or washing them with the garden-engine,
in dry weather.* •

Slugs.—A' wishes to be informed whether, since the compost
prepared for the frame, and also that for pots (designed for
seeus, -sic.; to be inserted in the frame usually contains abund-ance of slugs eggs, it would be safe as regards the plants, and
effectualm the destruction or expulsion of the young slugs, to
moisten both soils with spirits of tar or lime-water : or whether
any other expedient is to be prefeired.

Mh.dkw.-2. A.—We recommend you to remove from yourCucumber plants, and burn, those leaves which are most In-

aSS^fi^S^ to dust the remai»der> whcn *» with

BooK 3.-Boron.-Rural chemistry is about to appear in a small
volume, as you will see by the advertisements. * X. Y. Z —
Begin with Lindley's School Botany and Lady's Botany (the
abridgement)

; then take the same author's Elements of Botanyand Natural System. After that, if you understand them, youwin be able to run alone.
Fall of the Leak.-W. IF.-The author of Familiar Botany
supposed the last of his articles to be a full explanation of what
you did not understand. If not, pray state specifically the
point on which you are in doubt, and we will engage for him
tnat he will answer you.*

Bad Gardening.—P/flw/rt genista presently.
Ward's Cases.-T. //.-We apprehend that the collapse of the
Indian-rubber stretched over the mouth of your glass vessel
containing a growing plant must be caused by the condensa-
tion and assimilation of the air beneath it bv the plant itself,
ine plant has been eating up your air.f

SocrKTiES.—J. W. N.—lf a Member of a Horticultural Society
absents himself from the meeting of a Committee of which he i.s

aMember.it is unusual, but not improper, that he should call in
question or endeavour to rescind the resolutions passed at thatmeeting by the other Members of the Committee when he was
iiot present, if he thinks them unwise. But if the resolutions
have been earned into effect, it mustbe a very strong case indeed
which would justify him in interposing, tmr Fortune's Missfon.-C. i>.~The cost of getting home live
plants is considerable; and besides, Mr. F. cannot send them
to any one except the Horticultural Society. It is only dried
plants and objects of natural history, not horticultural, that hecan collect on his own account. If you wish to have his dried
plants, no time should be lost in applying to Dr. Lindley.f^rops.— J. N.

t Post-office, Exmouth.-We do not wonder at your
oeing out of place : you are exactly where impertinent peopleought to be.f

Acorns.—A Constant Reader.—We are delighted to find that we
put you on the right road to manage your little experiment
with the acorn successfully. You now see the importance of
comprehending the reasons of things. You had better not
P'ant it out till May; in the meanwhile keep it in any damn
Place exposed to light.f

Frozkn Pla nts. -Hibernia will find at p. 84 directions forre-
covering frozen plants.*

uold Fish.— W. M. A'.— Calcined flint must be prepared by
o'irning it. The flints are common enough in all chalky dis-
tricts.!

Derivation of Words.— /. W. — We cannot give any ex-
planation of the origin of the word Gean : it seems probable
tnat it has the same origin as the French term Guigne.*

Al'too*im.—Hotisewife.—Scald them so that their skins will come
off; that is all.

Microscopes.—Wyeside.—The most convenient microscope for
botanical purposes' is Ellis's, which packs into a box the size ofan 8vo volume. Its price is from two to five guineas.*

Miscellaneous.—4 Florist.— Rhododendrons and all such plants
will come quite safely from Ghent. Tecomapicta is a very pretty
twining greenhouse plant, with white flowers, veined with violet,we do not know the other plants, which are, in all appearance
nurserymen's names. You had better be cautious t Surer*-
geli.— Your plants are Bignonia Pandoras and a species of Her-
manma.f J.B.—Your plant is a variety of Maxillaria picta.r

Newport.-Yoxxr specimen seems to be the Athenian Pon-
lar. t—A<av0oj

r
_We will bear your request in mind, t—

Rowfirtam.-Eupbdrbia jacquiniflora. B. B. B.-The Cuscuta
is C epithymum. Nephrddinm rilix mas. is synonymous with
Aspdiumfilixmas.; either or both terms are correct. Lamium
moiie is generally purple; the white is a variety of it.t
W.B.-lx, is impossible to determine Liliaceous plants from
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the leaf. You had better wait until the plant flowers, when we '

shall be better able to determine. t Wyeside.—The fungus,
which resembles a piece of dark, putrid flesh, and which you
have lately found on decayed pieces of Beech and Oak, is pro-
bably some species of Tremella.t Rev. J. //.—Your plant is
Hovenia acerba, and is not quite hardy.

t

M. G.—We cannot
name the Auricula sent ; the paste, or circle of white surround-
ing: the eye is pure and good, but the circle of colour encroaches
too much upon the green edge, and breaks through to the
margin, which is a great defect; it is a pretty flower, but not a
good one.* P. J*.—Your seedling Cineraria is beautiful in
colour, but the petals are too narrow.* Junius.—Either of
your samples of sand may be applied with good effect upon
stiff garden land, or in potting plants of vigorous habit; but
they arc not at all adapted for Heaths and plants with delicate
fibrous roots.

t

H. S.—We cannot undertake to name crowds
of bad specimens of plants-t J. R. L.—Your Rhododendron
is not the true R. arboreum, but one of the numerous hybrids
raised from it.t T. 1). -The tree is the Lucombe Oak.t
' *Wr Play.—We can give you no information.

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d.
each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in any part of London, by remitting a Post
oftice order to this Office, at the rate of fit, for every 25 copies.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The debate in the House of Commons on Tuesday

,
night, on Lord Ashley's motion for an address to the
Queen praying her Majesty's immediate consideration of
the best means for diffusing a moral and religious edu-
cation among the working classes, will be read with the
deepest interest. The importance of the measure is

attested by the fact that all party and political considera-
tions were laid aside by every Member of the House, and
that the motion was received and carried with that
general unanimity which nothing could have produced
but an overpowering sense of its necessity. Lord Ashley
drew a melancholy picture of the continued increase of
crime. He said that the country is weary of mere pal-
liatives ; the evil is wider and deeper than can be reached
by the schemes of prison discipline and mere!, corrective
processes

; and if it be not grappled with at once, we
may anticipate, in twenty years, a general convulsion of
the whole system of society. The time is come, he said,

when the upper classes must bear in mind that they owe
to the humbler ranks the long withheld debt of kinder
language and more intimate intercourse ; and that the

imprudence and immorality of their poorer countrymen
are the result, in a great measure, of their own neglect,

and, in no slight degree, of their own example. Sir James
Graham concurred cordially in these sentiments ; the
question, in his opinion, is utterly differentfrom those of

mere party struggles—it is an immense and awful duty
which the House owed to the mass of the people j late
events were pregnant with solemn warning ; the time is

come when the religious and moral instructor must go
forth, and the destinies of the country are involved in the
proper education of the rising generation. He then
detailed the measures now contemplated by Government

:

in the first place, district-shools will be provided for the
education of pauper children in the Metropolis and large
towns, under the superintendence of the Clergy of the
Established Church, with provision for the instruction of
children of Dissenters by ministers of their own persua-
sion

; the experiment will first be made in the manufac-
turing districts, and other measures will necessarily follow.
Lord John Russell gave his warm support to the motion,
and Sir Robert Peel in expressing his gratitude to Lord
Ashley for his exertions, said that the interference of
Parliament will have little effect, unless the educated
and wealthy classes can be convinced that they are
all to blame,—unless those possessed of wealth and
the responsibility for its use can be made to feel
that they have all been individually neglectful of the
education of the poor. He apprehended that the
unanimity of the House will have the best effect upon
the country, and that the moral influence of such a
demonstration, in which party-feelings were forgotten in a

j

sense of public duty, will do more good, by encouraging
individual exertion, than the interference of the Legis-
lature.—In comparison with this debate, the Parliamentary
proceedings of the week are interesting only as party
questions—if we except Lord Aberdeen's announcement
in the Lords respecting the satisfactory progress made in
the suppression of the Slave-trade. Lord John Russell on
Monday, called the attention of the House of Commons
to the circumstance of the Duke of Wellington, as Com-
mander-in-Chief, holding a seat in the Cabinet

; but Sir
R- Peel claimed for himself and his colleagues the entire
responsibility of the appointment, and appealed to the
whole conduct and character of the Duke as sufficient
pledges that he would never allow his political opinions to
interfere with the public service. On Wednesday Mr
Roebuck moved a Committee of inquiry into the circum-
stances that led to the war in Affghanistan, and com-
mented with extraordinary severity on the late Adminis-
tration. The motion gave rise to an animated debate, but
was negatived by a majority of 114. The House has also
been occupied^ with the consideration of a question
affecting its privileges, arising out of the arrest of Mr.
Woward, the attorney, in « case which has often been

before the public. The main object of the House was to

avoid a compromise of its independence by recognising

the jurisdiction of a court of law. For the details of the

proceedings we must refer to our Parliamentary Report.
From France our news is confined to the particulars of

the great struggle in the Chamber of Deputies, the result

of which will decide the existence of the Ministry. The
debate commenced on Wednesday, and is not likely to be
concluded for some days.—In Spain, the elections, which
commenced on the 27th, are the chief topic of the day

;

great uncertainty prevails respecting their result, and it

is expected that most of the large cities will return Oppo-
sition Members.—The negotiations between Great Britain
and Portugal for the tariff convention have at length been
broken off, the British Cabinet having decided on the
rejection of the last Portuguese proposals, and on losing
no further time in the attempt to negotiate. From the
Levant we have accounts of hostilities on the Persian
frontier, which will no doubt increase the difficulties of
the Commissioners in arranging the dispute between the
Schah and the Turkish Government. The accounts from
Syria mention that the works of the Protestant church at
Jerusalem have been suspended by order of the Pacha, and
that the affair has been referred by the Bishop and the
Consuls to the Ambassadors at Constantinople.

.
$ome Nefos.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied
by the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, left
Buckingham Palace on Thursday afternoon for Clare-
mont. During the week, the Queen and Prince Albert ho-
noured Covent Garden theatre and the performance of the
French plays with their presence.—The Prince presided on
Monday at a meeting of the Commissioners for promoting
the Fine Arts in the rebuilding of the Houses of Parlia-
ment—The Queen Dowager and her Court returned
from Canford House, yesterday,; to the metropolis.
—The Duchess of Norfolk has succeeded Viscountess
Canning as the Lady in Waiting on the Queen ; the Earl
of "Warwick and Capt. Hood have succeeded Viscount
Hawarden and Admiral Sir R. Otway, as the Lord and
Groom in Waiting ; and Colonel Buckley has succeeded
Colonel Arbuthnot as Equerry in Waiting, Major-General
Sir E. Bowater has succeeded Colonel Wylde as the
Equerry in Waiting on Prince Albert.

Parliamentary Movements. — The representation of
North Warwickshire is vacant by the appointment of Sir
Eardley Wilmot to the Governorship of Van Diemen's
Land, and Mr. Newdigate, of Atherstone, has announced
himself a candidate in the Conservative interest.

Official Appointments.—The ;,Duke of Montrose has
been appointed Lieutenant and Sheriff Principal of the
shire of Stirling, in the room of the late Lord Aber-
cromby.—General Sir Hugh Gough has been appointed
Commander-in-Chief of the Company's Forces in India
and an Extraordinary Member of the Council of India—
It is understood that Mr. Thomas Pottinger, brother of
Sir H. Pottinger, has been selected by Government as
Resident Officer at Hong Kong.—Mr. Turnbull has been
appointed to the office of Commissioner of the Mixed
Commission Court established in Jamaica for the sup.
pression of the slave trade.

Church Preferment.—The Rev. T. B. Murray, rector
of St. Dunstan s m the East, has been appointed by the
Bishop of London to a prebendal stall in St. Paul's

^Foreign.
France.-The Paris> papers continue to discuss the

chances of the Ministry m the great struggle on the Secret
Service Money Bill, which commenced on Wednesday.
The contest has assumed greater interest, because the
majority, which has hitherto supported the Cabinet, is
split into so many small fractions, that it is impossible
to calculate to a certainty the result of the debate • but it
is admitted by all parties that it will decide the existence
of the Ministry. M. Viger presented to the Chamber on
Saturday the report of the committee to which the bill
had been referred for examination. He said that Ministers
had justified the use to which they intended to apply the
additional million claimed for that service, and that the
majority of the committee had been of opinion that the
Cabinet was entitled to their confidence, inasmuch as it
had preserved abroad an honourable peace, and encouraged
the development of public property by maintaining order
at home. It had accordingly rejected the reduction in
the amount of the supplies moved by the minority, and
recommended to the Chamber to grant the whole credit.
The debate commenced on Wednesday and attracted an im-
mense audience to the Hall of the Chamber of Deputies
6V

u
ry Part

nf luf Was ih^nSed. The diplomatic
gallery was also filled. After some preliminary business
the ^bate was opened by M. Ledru-Rollin, who com!menced by observing that if the Cabinet were subverted
it would be the twenty-third since 1830, and then inveighed
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tHe ?*"*!, sy^em, and persons of
the Cabinet M. Gmzot was the particular object of his
attacks but he declared also against his predecessors,
Count Mole and M. Thiers, and insisted that a mere
change of persons would not satisfy the Opposition, who
require a complete change of policy. M. de Gasparin
followed in favour of the Bill. He addressed the House
in such a way as to denote that the Cabinet are deter-
mined on having a decided opinion pronounced upon their
policy, and to prevent such harassing attacks being re-
newed whenever any of the Bills they have introduced
shall come under discussion. The debate, after a gpeech

from M. Guizot, which produced great effect on the
Chamber, was adjourned to Thursday.

Algeria.—.The official papers are completely filled
with despatches from the Generals employed in Africa,
including the Duke d'Aumale. These reports detail their
operations in pursuit of Abd-el-Kader, who has once more
escaped their grasp, and plundered such Arab tribes as had
submitted to the French, while the French have plundered
those which have yielded to the Emir. General Bugeaud
admits that Abd-el-Kader is at the head of 2,000 horse,
GOO foot, and 3,000 Kabyles

; and it was from this force
that the French were recently obliged to seek momentary
refuge in Cherchell. It appears from the late debate in
the Chamber of Deputies on the additional demand of
20,000,000 francs for the African possessions, that the
present occupation of the country requires annually
an expenditure of near 100,000,000 francs, the main-
tenance of an army of near 100,000 men, 10,000 of whom
perish every year, and that no less than 88,000 entered
the hospitals in 1841. Several Deputies adverted to the
fact, that all the attempts at colonizing the country have
hitherto failed—that the army derives all its supplies from
Europe—and that " Algiers is to France but an abyss
which swallows up her money and men, yields her no
commercial advantages, weakens her in a political point of
view, and is the worst school for her army."

Spain.—Our accounts from Madrid are of the 21st
ult. The elections, which were to commence on the 27th,
continue to be the all-absorbing topic of the day. The
utmost uncertainty, however, prevailed respecting their

I
result ; and it was expected that those of Barcelona and
Valencia would be carried by the Opposition. The
Electoral Committee of Madrid had published an appeal
to the citizens, in which it endeavoured to impress on
them the necessity of proceeding in a spirit which might
secure to the nation, in all its extension, the advantages of
a truly representative Government. The Committee
had drawn up a list of candidates for the province of
Madrid, from which the names of Messrs. Gonzales,
Mendizabal, and Arguelles, were excluded. This list,

however, required the sanction of the districts previous to
its adoption, and in two of them it had been burned by
the citizens. Prince Jerome Napoleon, who intended at
first to remain but a few days in Madrid, had made ar-
rangements to stop three months in that capital. On the
Sunday after his arrival he heard mass in the palace
chapel, but the Queen was prevented from attending by
indisposition. He was presented to the Regent on the
19th, and had previously been visited by the French
Minister and the Dutch Charge d'Affaires. His residence
in Madrid had given rise to many conjectures connected
with the marriage of the Queen. These advices corrobo-
rate the rumour that the Regent has insisted on the
French Government recalling M. de Lesseps from Barce-
lona, threatening to withdraw the exequatur of the Consul
unless the demand be complied with. The official Gazette
publishes, by order of the Minister of Finance, the terms
of the public auction of the quicksilver mines of Almaden
and Almadenejos, which are to be adjudicated at Madrid
on the 28th inst. These mines are to be farmed for four
years, from the 20th Sept. next to the 19th Sept., 1847.
The contractor will be held to advance to the Treasury, in
ten successive monthly instalments, 50,000,000 reals in
current gold and silver coin. The reimbursement of the
50,000,000 reals will be effected in the four years, at the
rate of 12,500,000 reals annually. There is little doubt
that M. Rothschild, the present contractor, will endeavour
to renew his lease ; although another great capitalist, M.
Fould, of Paris, has arrived at Madrid, with the view, it

is supposed, of bidding at the auction.—The Barcelona
ournals of the 19th ult. contain a proclamation of the
Captain-General Seoane, announcing to the inhabitants,
that tranquillity and order being then completely restored,
he had thought proper to raise the state of siege imposed
upon Barcelona audits suburbs on the 4th December last,

to reinstate the civil authorities in the exercise of their

respective functions, to dissolve the military commission,
and to direct that the prosecutions pending before that
tribunal should be tried by the ordinary courts of justice.

Later accounts, by way of Perpignan, state that the city

was again in a state of extreme agitation, in consequence
of a resolution of the Provincial Deputation annulling the
Municipal Elections, which had terminated favourably to

the Opposition.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 21st inst.,

informing us that Lord Howard de Walden has received

instructions from England to break off the negotiations

for the tariff convention; the British Government not
being disposed to accept the last Portuguese proposals,

or to lose further time in negotiations. The Portuguese
appear to have anticipated this result; and, while keeping
up high duties to protect their manufactures, the Fishery
Company are striving to conciliate the Douro interests by
grants of public money. The bill endowing a privileged
company, with one-half the present export duties on Port
wine, has passed the Chamber of Deputies almost unani-
m0V
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or about 3o,000/. a year which it fc to spend among the
Douro wine-growers, taking 20,000 pipes'of their inferior
wines at higher prices than they now get, and disposing
of them as it bes can. The proposal to give the com-
pany the monopoly f brandy, at the cost of the exporters,
and of the other provinces of Portugal, was rejected by amajonty ot 6 , the Ministers voting for it, but not making
it a ministerial question. A new tax will have to be im-
posed to supply the deficit caused by making over the
loU contos of present revenue to the company. Therrench privilege question is expected to be amicablv
settled. The affair of the Gloria slaver will be arranged
by the Spanish Government buying in the vessel and pav*
ing the original fine. * '

*i
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Germ \ny—The marriage of the PrinceGeorge of Cum-

.

berland to the Princess Mary of Oldenburgh, which took

place on the 18th ult., is the chief topic in the German

papers. The King of Prussia was present on the occasion,

and it is remarked as a singular fact, that no member of

the Royal family of England took any part in the fes-

tivities. Among the twenty-three sovereigns and princes

present at the marriage, there were seven reigning sove-

reigns, viz. :—the Kings of Hanover and Prussia, the

Grand Duke of Mecklenburgh Schwerin, the Dukes of

Saxe Altenburgh, Brunswick, Nassau, and Anhault Dessau,

and the Hereditary Princes of Prussia, and Mecklenburg.

—The King of Prussia returned from Hanover to Berlin

on the 22d ult. His Majesty gave a grand fete to the

city of Berlin, on Shrove Tuesday, in the state apartments

of the Roval Palace. All the Princes, Ministers, foreign

Ambassadors, the principal authorities, and, above an,

the respectable citizens of Berlin, were invited. Accora-

ing to some accounts, the number of guests were not less

than 10,000. The fete was a round of balls, lie bands

of all the regiments, and those of the theatres, and of he

Royal Chapel, performed. There was a supper for the

ladies and a cold collation for the gentlemen. The

festival, as might have been expected lias caused a great

sensation; the citizens were delighted at His Majesty s

invitation, and no pains nor expense were spared to

appear in a manner auitabe to such an honour.-

The Kine has revived the Order of the Swan, created by

Joachim I., Elector of Brandenburg, in 1440, in honour of

the Virgin, and as a reward to persons eminent for their

Christian virtues. The order was abolished by Joachim

11. 1539, when he had embraced the doctrines of Luther.

Trie first person on whom the King has bestowed the

order is the Queen, on whose neck his Majesty recently

placed the image of the Virgin, which is the principal

ornament of the order, in presence of the whole Court.

—The Leipsig papers state that the health of Prince Met-

ternich had become impaired within the last few days, and

the departure of the Austrian ambassador for Frankfort

had been in consequence postponed. The Prince's relapse

is attributed to the fatigue and uneasiness which the situa-

tion of the provinces of the Danube and the negotiations

commenced on that subject had caused him.—Letters from

Prague mention that a great number of labourers m Bo-

hemia, being in considerable distress for want of employ-

ment, and the partial failure of the harvest, the Emperor

has given orders that public works, to the amount of

300,000 florins, shall be immediately commenced at the

public expense. A pamphlet, entitled " Austria, and her

future Prospects," has just appeared, and has made a

considerable sensation in Germany. It is understood to

be from the pen of the Baron Von Reden, who is known

as the author of a work on Hanover, and has since tilled

an important post in the Imperial Chancery of Austria,

under Prince Metternich. In the opinion of this writer,

the prospects of the Austrian Empire are all but hopeless.

During 25 years of peace, while other Governments have

effected large reductions in taxation, and in their public

debts, Austria has more than doubled her incumbrances.

In 1815, the nominal amount of the Austrian debt was

500,000,000 of florins; in 1840, it was 1,021,000,000;

and' at this time the annual charge of the state debt (in-

cluding the payments to the Sinking Fund) is equal to

5 000,000/. sterling annually. The entire Austrian re-

venue, in 1839, was about 10,000,000/. ,
sterling ;

[the

public expenditure exceeded that .amount, and there has

been an annual deficit for many years past. The commerce

of the country has not been developed in proportion to

the increase of
L
the public burdens, and consequently

some immediate and effectual changes
.
are considered

necessary for the stability of the empire.—The marriage

of the Princess Maria of Baden, daughter of the Dowager

Grand Duchess Stephanie, with the Marquess of Douglas,

son of the Duke of Hamilton, was solemnized on the 23d

ult in the chapel of the Grand Ducal Palace at Mann-

heim, according to the Lutheran rites. Immediately

afterwards the ceremony was again performed according to

the Anglican rites, in the apartments ot the I alace in-

habited by Mr. Wellesley, the British Charge d Affaires at

the Court of Carlsruhe.
_

..

Holland.—The Dutch papers mention that his Ma-

jesty King William Frederick, Count of Nassau, has been

suffering for several days from severe cold and shortness

of breath. The bulletin of the 17th stated that

« The early part of the night was restless ;
in the latter

part his Majesty slept at intervals. The symptoms of the

disorder remain the same." Subsequent accounts mention

that " the changes observed in the convalescence of his

Majesty are so inconsiderable, that no more bulletins will

be issued for the present."

: Belgium.—The Louisa Maria will very soon sail from

Ostena for the new colony of St. Thomas. M. Simons,

director of the expedition, will be on board with the

persons under his order. The expense of this first step

taken by the company exceeds, it is said, 300,000 francs.

M. Simons takes with him 80,000 francs in money and

bills. He likewise takes the presents intended for the

chief persons and generals of Guatemala, consisting of

uniforms and arms. The Antwerp papers state that the

English ship Orissa has brought a quantity of rats from

Manilla. They are of the size of a common cat ;
several

escaped, and have been killed on the quay. They are

so numerous that if a workman leaves any part of his

clothes in a corner they are immediately devoured.
_

Denmark.—It is reported m Germany that the Prince

Roval of Denmark intends to adopt the hereditary Prince

of Oldenburg, who would thus unite under his sceptre all

the dominions of the King of Denmark. The Jbranch of

Augustenburg would obtain as a compensation the Grand

Duchy of Oldenburg, and the Prince of Hesse recewe two

1 millions of crowns. According to another account, the

Prince Royal will not ascend the throne after the death

of the King of Denmark, but abdicate in favour of the

Prince of Oldenburg on the above conditions.

Russia. A joint-stock company has been formed, for

the purpose of establishing a communication by steam-

boats along the south coast of Lake Ladoga, between

Schliisselburg and Sermar, at the mouth of the Swir, and

along the coast of Friedland, between Schliisselburg and

I
Sestobol 5 the boat to touch at Kexholm and the coasts of

Kennowetz and Walgamm. At present 800 vessels from

Sermar annually navigate that lake. It is expected that

the profits of towing these, and of .conveying 30,000 pil-

grims every year to the two monasteries, will make the

speculation prove successful.

Italy.—A letter from Rome states that, on the 8th

ult., the Tiber overflowed its banks, and invaded a third

of the city. In the Corso and its environs, and more par-

ticularly the quarter inhabited by the Jews, the inhabitants

had been compelled to abandon the ground-floors, and

their provisions were brought to them in boats.

Turkey and Syria.—We have accounts from Con-

stantinople of the 7th ult., confirming the report that the

city of Kerbelah had been taken by storm on the loth of

Jan. by the Pacha of Bagdad, after a gallant resistance

on the part of the inhabitants and pilgrims, aided by a few

irregular Persian Kurds, who chanced to be there for de-

votional purposes. It is feared, at Constantinople, that

this impolitic act of Nezib Pacha, will produce such ex-

citement at the court of Teheran, and throughout Persia

as will frustrate all the attempts on the part of the mixed

commission to arrange the differences between the Porte

and the Persian Government. Much interest had been

excited by the death of Saliha Sultana, sister to the Sul-

tan, and wife of Halil Pacha. It appears that the seraglio

law, which dooms to death all male issue of the Imperial

collateral branches, and which Sultan Mahmoud sus-

pended in a moment of agony, at the death of his

favourite daughter, who poisoned herself in order to anti-

cipate the terrible mandate, was recently revived, and that

the infant son of Saliha Sultana, after being allowed to

live forty-eight hours, was strangled almostm the mother s

arms. This cruelty produced the most violent effects

upon the princess, who had flattered herself that her

child's life would be saved. Hysterics, fever, and deli-

rium ensued, and, after lingering about two months, she

expired on the 4th, and was buried with great pomp on

the same day in the late Sultan's mausoleum near the

Burnt Column.—The accounts from Syria state that on

the 14th ult. Izzet, Pacha of Jerusalem, forwarded a mes-

sage by one of his effendis to Mr. Nicolayson, the

chaplain of Bishop Alexander, enjoining him, as he Had

no authority for building a Protestant church at Jerusalem,

to cause the works to be suspended. Mr. Nicolayson

having vainly remonstrated with the Pacha, it was resolved

that the Bishop should repair to Beyrout, to take the

advice of the British and Prussian Consuls-General, and

his Lordship accordingly started from Jerusalem on the

20th for Jaffa, where he embarked for Beyrout. On the

23d he reached the latter city, and laid the case before

those functionaries,who thought proper to refer it to tneir

respective Ambassadors at Constantinople. Assad Pacha,

to whom they applied in the meantime for an explanation

of the motives of this prohibition, pleaded total ignorance

of the affair. . . ,

Cape of Good Hope.—By Her Majesty's ship Andro-

mache, papers to the 18th December have been received

from the Cape. The rebellious spirit of the Boers at Port

Natal had increased, and they had declared, that as soon

as the truce was at an end they would proceed " to drive

the English out of their territories, and would invade

our settlements if we attempted to interfere between

them and the natives.' ' They had also laid claim to the

whole of the lands, and stated that they considered tne

chiefs as holding their own possessions merely as vassais

of the Dutch republic. Invitations to immigrants Jiau

still been continued, and as au inducement for parties to

join them, titles to property were offered to be given.

These allurements had had the effect of causing many

farmers to accept the terms, and others were preparing

to join the rebels, though notice had been given by «je

British officers that all persons who should engage in

such transactions would be held liable to the pen»«M»

for treason and [sedition. At the earlier stage ot tins

outbreak, some circumstances transpired which led to tiie

suspicion that it was chiefly caused by foreign ^teiie-

rence. This opinion was strengthened by a Dutch vessel

having entered and left the port clandestinely, and it n»

been since ascertained that she must have sailed dirccuy

from Natal to Batavia, at which place her arrival has

been announced. A further confirmation has been lounu

in a current report that a Batavian officer had appeal cu

among the Volksraad, dressed in full uniform, and deco-

rated with an order, and had promised them assistance

from that place by the middle of January. Meanwhile,

the Government had not been idle ; the Lieuten«it-wo-

vernor had marched against the Boers with all the op-

posable force that could be collected, which would aug-

ment the army to about 1,200 men. This, it wa» ex-

pected, would be sufficient to overcome the rebels, thou 'i

it was feared a serious loss of life would result.
_

U'e ac-

counts from the Frontier arc extremely distressing, a ' „

drought had not been relieved by rain, and the loss

cattle from the want of food and water had been of se ions

moment. The Caffres suffered most severely, and, tiie i

principal sustenance being milk, many had.died irom

want/ Instructions had been sent to the Government

agents to furnish them with food at the public expense.

South AMERiCA.-The Danish schooner Banders

I arrived at Falmouth, on Wednesday, from Monte Video,

from whence she sailed on the 20th December, and brings

intelligence of an action having been fought on the 11th,

between the allied forces of the republic of Monte Video,

under the command of General Rivera and the army of

Buenos Ayres, in which the former were defeated with

considerable loss. She also brings decrees and procla-

mations issued by the Monte Videan Government, and a

memorial from the Senate and Chamber of Representatives

of the Oriental Republic of the Uruguay to the Executive

Government for the immediate abolition of Slavery.

The able-bodied men who have been slaves, colonists, or

wards, whatever may be their denomination, will be ap-

pointed to the service of arms, for such time as the

Government shall consider necessary, and those who are-

unfit for military service, and women, are to remain as.

pupils in the service of their masters, subject for the

present to the constitutional law in regard to pupils or

African colonists.

parltanwM.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Mondav —Lord Campbell moved for copies of Lord Ellen bo-

rough's proclamations, and gave notice, on the part of the Mar-

nnJn of Clar.ricarde, of a motion on the subject on the 9th inst.

l
U
Srd MONTKAG..B at the request of the Duke of Wellington,

postponed his motion on the Corn Laws, on account of the indis-

position ofthe Earl of Ripon. fraiin,mmt ,_
Tuesday.-Lord Campbell inquired if the Govern""it in-

tended to bring in a bill to settle the question
i
of non-mtrus on.--

LordWHARNcliFFE referred to the letter addressed tothe Mo-

derator of the General Assembly, and signed by Sir James.

Graham.-Lord Brougham inquired if the Government had ie-

ceived any information or report respecting the search of slave-

vessels on the coast of Africa ?-The Earl of Aberdeen, in reply,,

expressed his conviction that explanation only was necessary to-

remove the jealousy with which, in spite of the anxiety ot

France to put an end to the slave trade, our exertions were stiili

regarded in that country. Four gentlemen. Dr. Lushington,.

Mr. Robinson, Captain Denman, and Mr. Bandmcl, had been for

some time engaged in revising all the various instructions issued

during the last 20 years to the slave-cruisers, and the several

treaties into which we had entered on the subject of the slave;

trade, for the purpose of forming them into one uniform code of.

instruction for the guidance and assistance of the officers em-

ployed on this most difficult and responsible service. As Eng-

land had nothing to conceal, had none but her ostensible objects

to attain, these instructions should be made public, and would,

he trusted, disabuse the candid portion of the French public of

the unfounded prejudice they now entertained. The noble Lord

tnen, by way of illustrating the success with which our efforts

to extirpate the traffic in slaves had been attended, read a report,

from which it appeared, that in Cuba the number of vessels so

employed had been diminished within the last four years from
J

71 to 3, while the number of slaves imported, which in 1839

amounted to 25,000, was in 1 842 only 3,150. These great results

had been in a great measure achieved through the exertions ot

the Governor, General Valdez, whose integrity of conduct and

honourable disregard of private interest merited the highest ap-

probation.—Lord Clarendon bore personal testimony to the

cenerous conduct of General Valdez, and Lord Brougham and

LordFlAnniNGTON expressed their satisfaction at LordiAbcr-

deen's statement.
, •_,.•*».

Thursday.-Lord Brougham brought under consideration the-

constitution, condition, and management of the Corporation,

of the City of London, and moved an Address to her Majesty on

the subject. In the great measure for the reform of the Muni-

cipal Corporations of England and Wales, the Corporation o*

London had been expressly omitted, on account of the magnitude

and importance of the interests involved. But Lord J. Russell,

on the part of the late Government, had distinctly pledged him-

self to bring in a separate bill, which would deal exclusively with

the Metropolitan Corporation. No measure, however, made its

appearance ; and in 1839 light was thrown on the causes or the

delay. A Metropolitan Police Bill had been introduced in that,

year, which proved to be exceedingly distasteful to the citizens*

who, availing themselves of the political weakness of the Go-

vernment, compelled the abandonment of all the clauses relating;

to the police of the City. But if the smaller corporation*

throughout the country needed reform, the metropolitan required

it a great deal more. Its vast importance, from the numbers off

the population over whom it possessed authority, the wealth,

which it partly distributed, and partly misapplied, and partly

prevented from being accumulated-the influence which it de-

rived from its ancient fame, and the immortal services it had ren-

dered to the State, at all times-from the power it possessed over

the community-made it, beyond all the other corporations

which had been reformed, deserving of the fatherly but scruti-

nising care of the Legislature, After expressing his bigh vene-

ration for the Corporation of London, glancing at its History,

and describing its constitution, the noble Lord entered into de-

tails respecting its income and expenditure, the privileges and

monopolies possessed by the different companies, the irresponsible

powers enjoyed by the administrators of the affairs of the corpo-

ration, and the jobbing which naturally ensued. The corporate

body was a remnant of the bad feudal times; and the abuses-,

which arose out of the feudal privileges and duties of the Alder-

men and Common Couneilmen were conspicuous in what by a

perversion of terms, was called the administration of justice in

the City. He accused the Aldermen of general unfitness, princi-

pally from personal interest, of satisfactorily performing their

duties as police magistrates, but especially laid to their charge

the encouragement of a practice whereby parties, having no case

which would be listened to in a court of law, appeared before the

Aldermen under pretence of asking advice, and by stating their

grievances publicly, obtained by means of the newspapers the

ear of the public, and frequently the assistance of the magistrates

in cases with which they had no right to "terfere. He related

a number of instances in which parties had been thus shamed or

bullied into a compromise j but trusted that, after this warning,

the Aldermen would not, either from excusable ignorance or

culpable vanity, or to court false popular, y or with a spur,^pus

charity, persist in such an illegal eour«e.^TbcLoanCHANCBLLOB
thought that as no notice had been given of the resolutions now

propLd and'as he and other of their££^2S5?Eprepared to encage in the discussion, it should lor tni. present be

withdrawn. To this Lord Brougham assented ;
and, after a few

words from Lord Campbell, in which lie hinted that Lord

Brougham must intend to become a member of the present

Government, or he would not have sc.readily acquiesced m the

Lord Chancellor's suggestion, the motion was withdrawn.

I ord Ti.-yn-h km then -ave notice of the following resolutions

tohe^StedloS flouse on Tuesday next:-" i. That it is

the opinion of this House that the separation of man and wife-

of parents and children-winch takes place in the union work

tionsps fe an exceeding evil, and the cause of evils. 2. That its

affinVugit therefore, to ^forthwith sought, ifljjj
a judicious administration of out-door relief, the use of the work-

house for married paupers, except for casual poor, and m cases

of exigency, might be, and ought to be, abolished."

FriAm —The Royal Assent was given by commission, to the

Foreed Exchequer- Bills Bill and to the Coal Vender's- Penalties

Bill Lord Brougham presented a. petition from, the Marquis

Townsend complaining of the assumption of the title of Earl of

Leicester by an individual who hM no connexion with his family,.

*
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Several Peers agreed that the House ought to lose no time, con-
sidering the age of the Marquess Townsend, in taking imme-
diate measures to vindicate the privileges of the House and the
dignity of the Peerage; and on the suggestion of the Lord
Chancellor it was referred to a committee.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—Mr. T. Egerton entered into explanations "With

respect to the treatment of the Chartist prisoners confined in
Knutsford House of Correction, which had been commented on
by Mr. T. Duncombe, in his speech on the motion relative to
Lord Abinger. Mr. T. Buncombe defended the correctness of
his allegations, reading statements in support of them. If he got
a committee of inquiry into the state of our prison discipline, he
would see that the condition of Knutsford gaol was particularly
inquired into. Sir James Graham undertook that the whole
matter in dispute should be investigated on the part of the Go-
vernment, and the report would be laid on the table of the House.
Lord Ashley directed attention to a case of cruel treatment

of an orphan apprentice, belonging to the Halifax union, and
reminded the House that on two previous similar occasions Lord
J. Russell and the Marquess of Normanby, when they were in
the Home-office, had each of them promptly caused investigation
to be made into the respective cases. Sir J. Graham promised
that he would make inquiry into this fresh instance, with a view
to a prosecution, if the facts alleged should prove to be true.
Lord J. Russell called attention to the almost unprecedented

circumstance (with the exception of the case of General Conway)
of the Duke of Wellington, as Commander-in-chief, holding a
seat in the cabinet. As a conspicuous political leader he could
not be supposed to be free from political bias $ and his Grace had
himself, on a former occasion, declared his opinion that the
commander-in-chief should not be a member of the cabinet.
Sir R. Peel replied that there was no constitutional rule against
it, and many instances could be cited in favour of the practice.
The case of Marshal Conway was in point. But in very recent
times, the Duke of York, Sir David Dundas, and Lord Hill had
been commanders-in-chief under similar circumstances. It was
true, that these latter personages were not political characters, but
then the Master-General of the Ordnance and the First Lord of the
Admiralty had frequently seats in the Cabinet, and the principle
was the same in all. Upon the retirement of Lord Hill, he had
no hesitation in recommending to her Majesty to give the Com-
mandership to him who had so often led our armies to victory.
The whole conduct and character of the Duke of Wellington were
sufficient pledges that he would never allow his political opinions
to interfere with the public service. He (Sir R. Peel) claimed
for himself and his colleagues the entire responsibility of this
appointment, which he felt satisfied was in unison with the public
feeling, and conducive to the public advantage.
On the motion for a committee of supply, Mr. S. Crawford

moved the postponement of all further supplies till the estimate
of the whole expenditure of the country should be first furnished
to the House. The amendment, after a short discussion, was
lost by a majority of 47.—Sir H. Harding*: moved the army
estimates for the year. The decrease from the charge of last
year, on the whole effective and non-effective force, would be
139,225/., and the reduction of men proposed was 5,740.—Mr.
Humk moved a further reduction of 5000 men. The committee
divided, and the amendment was lost by a majority of 86.—The
next vote was for 3,619,327/., for the expenses of the army, which
was agreed to, as were the remaining votes. The vote for the
expenses of the volunteer corps was objected to by Mr. Williams,
but was carried by 98 to 28.

Sir James Graham then moved the second reading of the
Registration of Voters Bill, reserving discussion to a future stage.
Tuesday.—In answer to Dr. Bowring, Sir R. Peel said that

the Porte had never given its formal sanction to the building of
the Protestant church at Jerusalem, or to the residence of
Bishop Alexander, in] his Episcopal character. But no official
confirmation of the rumour had reached the Government that
the Porte had interfered to stop the building of the church.— Sir R.
Peel, in reply to Lord J. Manners, said that it was the opinion
of the present, as it had been of the late, Government of this
country, that an unrestricted and unqualified permission to Don
Carlos from the French Government, to reside wherever he
pleased, rnight seriously affect the tranquillity of Spain.—The
Solicitor-General brought under consideration a statement
of the Sergeant-at-Arms with respect to an action at law
brought against irija and Mr. Bellamy for trespass and false
imprisonment, in the case of Mr. Howard, the attorney. There
were two courses, either of which might be adopted ; to order its

officers to let judgment go by default, in which case there would
be no opportunity for explanation, and a jury might naturally
assess heavy damages; or to direct the Sergeant to plead the
authority of the House, and thus bring the matter to an issue
before the Judges of the land. The latter course had been
adopted on previous occasions, as in the celebrated case of Sir F.
Burdett; he would therefore propose that the officers of the
House should be instructed to appear in the present action, and
plead its authority.—Sir Thomas Wilde urged the House, while
they gave every consideration to the proposal of the Solicitor-

General, not to come to a decision without further thought. He
suggested the appointment of a committee to inquire into the
merits of the arrest, and to make a compensation to Mr. Howard,
should the justice of the case demand it.—After some discussion
it was suggested by Sir T. Wilde and the Solicitor-General
that the Sergeant asking: time to plead could not be considered
as a recognition by the House of the jurisdiction of the court of
law in the matter ; the Sergeant-at-Arms was therefore desired,

without any formal resolution, to serve notice to that effect, and
to report his proceeding to the House,
Lord Ashley then brought on his motion for an Address

praying her Majesty's immediate consideration of the best
means for diffusing moral and religious education among the
working classes. After enlarging on the general importance of
education, and the great increase of population during the pre-
sent century, he drew the attention of the House to the present
state of crime and ignorance, and of moral and intellectual degra-
dation, in Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, and other populous
districts, among the lower classes, especially the younger por-
tion of them. They knew no religion—no God ; the only know-
ledge possessed by great numbers of them was that of the ex-
ploits of Dick Turpin and Jack Sheppard. There was evidence
wfateh established the fact that not less than 25,000,000/, sterling

.

are annually expended in ardent spirits; and it was proved by
medical men that a large proportion, perhaps half, of all the
cases of insanity are produced by the intemperance thus widely
prevalent. He was aware that what he asked would occasion
some expense; but if we would not consent to tax ourselves for
the prevention of crime, we must be taxed more heavily still for
the punishment of it.. The expense of one convict for one year
woukl educate more than 100 children. He attributed much of
the existing evil to the truck system, to the payment ofwages at
public-houses, and to the miserable pondition of the people's ha-
bitations. The country was weary of rncre palliatives, schemes
o( prison discipline, and so forth ; the eyij was wider and deeper
ithan could be reached by mere corrective processes; and if not
grappled with, we might anticipate in 20 years a general convul-
sion .an4 displacement of the whole system of society. There
£0014 be netfher comfort nor peace but in a virtuous and reli-
gious people. H£ begged the House to recollect what were the
proceedings a fe,w years ago in Bristol and Nottingham, when
plunder and violence w,er;£ openly perpetrated, and when a state
of things little short of anarchy prevailed, and where houses
were fired for he knew not how many hours at the pleasure of
the mob. If we could retrace our steps, and could apply with
3aith and fear to this necessary work, there yet remained before
us many prospects of peace, tor they had the authority of some
<tf the best and greatest men, that the safest of all proceedings

to ensure the happiness of a nation was the establishment of a I but mischievous: they were generailv exnendedsound and religious system of education. He could quote on 1J *-- - - - - generally expended

this point the testimony of distinguished officers, both in the Navy
and the Army, and he found that they uniformly admitted that
no discipline for those who served with them was so good as that
which was implanted by education. They declared that virtuous
conduct almost uniformly followed a religious education; and
the House would rind the same opinion expressed on a recent
occasion, in most emphatic language, by that good man and
Christian Judge, Chief Justice Tindal. Men who had received
the benefits of a religious education were not found among the
insurgents against the public peace, because such men knew
that however grievous their wrongs, they owed obedience to the
law, not from a calculation of the consequences of violating the
law, but from conscientious motives. Never let them put out of
their minds this great and stirring consideration, that the moral
condition of England seemed destined by Providence to lead the
moral condition of the world. Year alter year did we send out
thousands to colonise far-distant lands. The Anglo-Saxon race
would, ere long, pervade one-half of the entire world ; and how
great the blessing if they but carried out with them our freedom,
our morality, and our religion. These were the grounds, such
the arguments, and such the plan which he had ventured to
bring forward. Itwas, he was aware, but a portion of what the
country expected, but the rest would come. The poorer classes
of our countrymen were often accused of improvidence, of im-
morality ; and the charge, unhappily, was but too well founded

;

but let the upper classes bear in mind that that imprudence, that
immorality, were the result, in a great measure, of their own
neglect, and, in no slight degree, of their own example. They
owed to the humbler classes the long withheld debt of kinder
language, of more intimate intercourse. This was no fanciful
obligation on them; the people of this country were more alive
than the people of any other country to an honest zeal for their
welfare, to asympathy with their distress, on the part of those
above them in condition; which zeal, which sympathy, fall,
though it oftentimes might, on unimpressible hearts, never
failed to find many that it comforted, many that it saved. He
trusted that the Parliament of the country, that the more fa-
voured classes of the country, would without delay enter on a
better coursethan they had hitherto pursued ; that they would ear-
nestly seek to secure the temporal peace, the eternal welfare of
their humbler brethren, and in this noble effort half their task
would be accomplished. The blessing of God would rest on their
labours; and theoldest among them might, perhaps, live to re-
joice for himself and for his children at the opening dawn of the
immortal, because the moral, glories of the British empire. The
noble Lord; concluded by moving, " That an humble Address be
presented to her Majesty, praying that her Majesty will be gra-
ciously pleased to take into her instant and serious consider-
ation the best means of diffusing the benefits and blessings of a
moral and religious education among the working classes/' and
sat down amidst loud cheers from all parts of the House.

Sir James Graham said the noble Lord had spoken with that
glowing fervour, with that elevated generosity of soul, with that
fervent piety, which so eminently distinguished his character.
For himself, he had been rebuked as seldom rising above the
low level of party strife ; it had been asserted that political hos-
tility was the feeling which predominated in his mind, and which
actuated his entire conduct. If the rebuke were a just one, he
could only say that his example was one which it behoved all
other men to avoid; but, without staying to vindicate himself
from the charge, as to other occasions and other subjects, this
let him say, most honestly and sincerely, that upon this occa-
sion, and this subject, all party, all political considerations were
utterly absent from his thoughts. The sole question here was a
duty—an immense, an awful duty—which they owed to the mass
of the people of this country. This was no question of party,
nor should it for a moment be considered or treated as a question
of party; the matter was simply and assuredly this, that in the
great course of public affairs, it now behoved them carefully, and
calmly, and kindly, to consider the present moral and religious
condition of the working classes. The Government had entrusted
Mr. Chadwick with the preparation of a measure for the improve-
ment of the habitations of the poor ; and whatever they could do
to put down the evils of the truck system, would be done. Late
events were pregnant with solemn warning ; the time was come
when the religious and moral instructor must go forth ; the des-
tinies of the country were involved in the proper education of
the rising generation, If all party feeling were laid aside, and a
measure framed which would pay due regard to the Established
Church on the one hand, and the honest scruples of the Dis-
senters on the other, no greater boon could be conferred on the
people. After showing, from what the Committee of Privy
Council on Education had done, what might be done, he pro-
ceeded to state what the Government were contemplating. It
was not desirable, at first, to attempt too much. District schools
are proposed to be established for the education of pauper chil-
dren in the metropolis and large towns under the superintend-
ence of the clergy of the Established Church, with provision for
the instruction of the children of Dissenters by ministers of their
own persuasions. These schools to include an area, having a
diameter not exceeding fifteen miles, and to be erected by a rate
not exceeding one-fifth of the annual assessment for the previous
three years. Factory children had been already legislated for,
but the intentions of the Government and the Legislature were
rendered inoperative by various causes. He proposed to prohibit
the employment of factory children, between the ages of eight
and thirteen, for more than six hours and a half in any one day,
certificates of their attendance at school to be granted by the
National and the British and Foreign Schools, and by the Roman
Catholic Schools, in the case of Roman Catholic children ; the
schools to be open to the inspectors appointed by the committee
of Privy Council on Education; grants by the Government, to
be made in aid of local exertions for the erection of such schools;
and a sum not exceeding three-pence per week, or one. twelfth
of the earnings of each child, to be retained by the employer in
aid of a fund for education. In these schools religious instruc-
tion to be administered, through the medium of the authorized
version of the Scriptures, with the aid of portions of the Liturgv,
under the superintendence of the clergy of the Established
Church, but with a proviso in favour of the children of Dissenters.
Two bills were already prepared for carrying out the objects he
had stated ; he hoped that they would not be viewed in a party
light: and if they were passed during the present session, a
large advance would be made in favour of the moral and religi-
ous improvement of the rising generation.
Lord John Russki.i. read an extract from the second report

on the employment of children, in order to show the condition
of a portion of the juvenile community of Yorkshire—a county
which annually raised large sums to send out missionaries
abroad. Whilst anxious to protect the feelings both of Church-
men and Dissenters, he thought that in the present condition of
the country it would almost be wickedness to cavil at the details
of the measures stated by the Home Secretary. It was of
importance to provide for the training of schoolmasters; and,
looking at the aversion of parents to send their children to
school, whenever any pecuniary temptation presented itself, he
thought that some advantages might be held out to them in

order to overcome their reluctance. It was also worth consi-

deration to provide for the education of the class immediately

above the working classes.—Lord Sanuon expressed his satis-

faction at the prospects which this evening had opened.—Mr.
Ewart desired tp wave theological differences, for the sake of

the great object now iri view.— Sir C. Bubuki.l concurred, but

Mr. Shaw was disappointed that nothing had been said about

the extension of the educational principle to Ireland.—Mr. C.

Bullkr. reminded the House of the vast total of charity funds

specifically applicable to education, amounting to about 300,000/.

a year. There was another class of charities, founded for giving

—r in drink, andwould be much better applied in education. The amount of the
foundations for this purpose was not less than 1/0,000/. a year.—
« /NOI' IS could not approve, in a system of national educa-

£^c? e
i

avowal of an iutention ^ exclude proselytism
; since

it must always be a duty to attempt the propagation of what weourselves believed to be the truth. Still less could he approve
the suggestion of diverting any charitable foundations from the
purposes of their founders, unless those purposes could be proved
to be immoral.- Sir G. Grkv hailed the prospect of improvement
which now appeared to present itself through the cordial spirit
of all parties. He believed that Lord Cottenham was in com-
munication with the Government on the subject of a legislative
measure for rendering certain classes of educational charities
more available than at present.

Sir R. Peel said he was afraid the interference of the Legisla-
ture would be of little efiect, unless among the educated and
wealthy classes the conviction could be pressed upon their minds
that they were all to blame; unless they felt and were all con-
vinced—manufacturers as well as landowners—those possessed
of wealth, and the responsibility for the use of wealth— that they
had been all individually neglectful of the education of the poor •

and he trusted more to the moral effect of the ' demonstra-
tion of to-night encouraging individual exertion than he did to
the interference of the Legislature. In expressing his gratitude
to Lord Ashley for the time and attention which he had devoted
to the subject, and the manner in which he had introduced it to
the House, he could not but feel that it was greatly owing to
him, to his character and discretion, that they might attribute
the general unanimity which had prevailed in the House during
the debate. He apprehended that that unanimity would be pro-
ductive of the best effect throughout the country, in convincing
the public that when all party feelings were forgotten in a sense
of public duty, there must be in this arena, so continually, and,
from the very nature of things, so necessarily devoted to party
warfare, a strong and overpowering sense of the necessity of the
case which could produce such general unanimity- With respect
to the objection on the subject of proselytism, the question was
one of balance between good and evil ; and he was not willing,
for the sake of the occasional good of conversion, to let the
present enormous evils, moral and religious, continue to press
upon us. He would be content to admit some modifications of
educational charities, where the change of times and circum-
stances had rendered the original purposes impracticable; but he
could not concur in a proposal for diverting, even to so good an
object as that of. education, a bequest intended for small dona-
tions to the poor. He defended the limited scale on which Go-
vernment proposed to begin their plan. Success in the manu-
facturing districts, where the experiment was first to be
attempted, would open the way for it in the rural districts:

fti
Mr. Hawks thought the Dissenters would not like a trust of

which the clergymen of the parish Was to be at the head.—Mr.
Acland was content that the comprehensive principle should be
adopted m public schools

; but he hoped that Government would
not discourage the establishment also of such schools as private
parties might wish to found for the education of children in the
principles of the Church of England alone.—Lord Ashley, in
reply, thanked the House for the reception which it had given to
his motion, which was then unanimously carried.
Wednesday.—Mr. Roebuck brought forward his motion for a

select committee to inquire into the circumstances that led to the
war in Afghanistan, and to report the evidence and their own
observations thereon. He accused the late Administration of
rashly running into a war which was wholly unnecessary,
impolitic, and unjust—and without the sanction of Parliament.
The mischievous activity of Lord Palmerston had excited war
and injustice from the western shores of America to the coast of
China. Lord Auckland had issued proclamations which contained
positive falsehoods, and which were therefore derogatory to the
honour of the country. He reviewed the transactions that had
led to and followed the expedition into Afghanistan, and
denounced them as contrary to all international law, as disgrace-
ful to the British name, as foolishly conceived, and shamefully
executed. Sir Alexander Burnes's papers, which had been sup-
pressed, proved that he was altogether opposed to the war ;

and
his despatches had been garbled by the late Government in the
extracts they had thought fit to place on the table of the House.
He concluded a speech marked by passages of extraordinary
seventy by declaring that all he asked then was inquiry, and not
condemnation.—Mr. Hume seconded the motion.
Lord J. Russkli- maintained that the whole substance and

form of the motion was unusual and unparliamentary. Mr.
Burke's motion for an inquiry into the war in India could not be
held as a precedent, for that took place pending the war, whereasm this case the war was brought to a termination. The same
argument applied against the other cases cited by Mr. Roebuck.
The terms of falsehood lavished upon Lords Auckland and
Palmerston were not such as applied to those persons; and on
hearing them he thought of what the Prince of Conde had said of
some libellers:—"These libellers impute to us the same sort of
motives that would actuate themselves if they were in our places."
The favourite pursuits of Lord Auckland were those of peace;
and it was only when he was obliged to adopt a warlike policy
that he engaged in these military operations. Lord Palmerston
had been accused of eternally pursuing a meddling policy, which
tended to endanger the peace of the world; but his able conductm the complicated affairs of Belgium and Turkey sufficiently
proved that he had maintained the peace of the world, and that
he was not subject to the ignorant calumny and the vituperative
abuse which had been heaped upon him by the Member for Bath.
The noble Lord said he should negative this motion, intended, as
it was, to be a condemnation, and supported by a speech of
unparalleled invective, which had been reserved for a House
of Commons, of which the enemies of the late Govern-
ment formed the majority, with the hope that they, actu-
ated by paltry party motives, would be induced to give
their votes in its favour. —After some remarks from Mr.
D'Israelt and Mr. Escott in favour of the motion, Sir R.
Pkkl said that these two questions, not necessarily con-
nected together, were to be discussed—one, whether or not the
expedition undertaken by the late Governor- General of India
was consistent with sound policy ; and the other, whether or not
it was now fitting for the House of Commons to appoint a select
committee to inquire into the circumstances that led to it. He
had entertained from the first, strong doubts of the policy of the
expedition; and the Duke of Wellington, with great prophetic
wisdom, had foretold that, if undertaken, it would not succeed.
If, therefore, he could not support the motion, it should not be
supposed that he had abandoned his original opinions of the
policy of the expedition— on the contrary, subsequent events had
confirmed that opinion. But then, could he lend his sanction as
a Minister, to the appointment of a committee to inquire into
the policy of military operations undertaken four years ago.
which, when in opposition, he had not thought fit at the time tomove for ? He could not

;
nor would the public interest bT advanced bv the inquiry. Were this commiVtL « •
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was erroneous to say that the papers *™*y™°™??™™£
]

•were earbled, and it was equally erroneous to say that Sir Alex.

B^nes was unfavourable to any of the proceedings. Such was

tSdaneer that encompassed our Indian empire simultaneously

on eve^ side, that no other course remained for Lord Auckland

t.V rmrsue save that which he had adopted-of establishing in

Afghanistan some regular authority, with which relations of

r.oace and alliance could be permanently maintained. The papers

before the country fully justified the necessity of the expedition;

but should the Government think it desirable to publish any

other documents, he had no objection to their production.— bir

R. Inci.is feared that if the argument used by Sir R. Peel, That

the House could not inquire into such cases as the present, were

allowed to prevail, the functions of the Commons for inquiry

would be at an end : he would support the motion. Lora J.

Manners thought that Mr. Roebuck was entitled to the thanks

of the House for giving them the opportunity of expressmff th«r

disapprobation of the Affghan war. On a division, the motion

was lost by amajority of ll4.-For the motion, 75; against it, isJ-

Thursday.-There were only twenty-one members present at

four o'clock, and the house was conseQ^ritly adjoiirnea.

Fridav.-The question of privilege, which had been toed «r

discussion this day, was adjourned tojueaday. I.ord Paw^R

STONgave some explanations, repeU.ng Mr. Roebuck schaige

against Lord Auckland of having P^hshcd/alse statements

announcing that Schah Soojah would enter J^™™
1™

surrounded by his own troops. His Lordship sa d that me

officers were British, and the troops were Pa
;
db

^]^
Schah, but admitted that he derived thc"™ev vwtb wmen

he paid them from a subsidy of the *•* India Lomnany.

The
P
House then went into a Committee JJ^.P^"?

with the Navy Estmte.Aftr' goo
men/of^

cussion, an amendment was mow .

.

Deputy-Accountant-General, but t

departments then

Jrs
1

sTaftera
V
aisc«s\?onontechnical questions, in which se-

veral naval Members took part.

CITY.

Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 95f to |

for money, and 95£ to £ for account ;
Three per Cents.

Reduced Stock, 95f to f ; Three-and-half per Cents.

Reduced, 103^ to £; New Three-and-half per Cents.,

102ito | ; Bank Stock, 166£ to 1\ ; India Stock, 2C7to

8 ; Exchequer Bills, 67s. to 69s. prera.

JRIUttopotf* antf its Ftctm'tp.

Metropolitan Improvements.—At a meeting of the

Metropolitan Society last week, it was stated that a letter

had been received from Sir R. Peel, announcing that the

new Commission had commenced its labours by inquiring

into the expediency of an Ordnance survey and map of

London'upon the largest scale, and it was understood that

the Committee was now engaged in considering the various

plans proposed for an embankment of the Thames. At a

meeting of the Common Council on Monday, Mr. R. L.

Jones moved " That it be referred to the London Bridge

Approaches committee to consider what improvements it is

expedient to make in the public streets and avenues within

the City, and to report thereon to the Court, together with

the opinion of the committee as to the best means of accom-

plishing the same. In bringing forward the motion, he

thought it necessary to advert to a petition which had

been presented by Sir John Key, from the inhabitants of

Lime-street and its vicinity, praying that the Court would

adopt means to widen that thoroughfare. Looking to

that petition, and to the petitions of the inhabitants of

other great thoroughfares, which certainly required im-

provement, he considered that the best course would be

to refer them all to the committee to which his present

motion related, in order that in that committee the merits

of all should undergo investigation. He was convinced

that the examination to which they would be subjected

would be of the most searching and scrupulous nature,

and the committee would have, at the same time to

determine from what fund the corporation would pay off

the amount required for accomplishing the vast improve-

ments which were undertaken. These improvements were

to go hand in hand with the improvements projected by

the Government in other parts of the Metropolis. The

Government would no doubt render the corporation every

assistance they might require. Mr. Godson seconded the

motion. Nothing could give him greater satisfaction than

to see the funds of the corporation applied to such admi-

rable purposes. It was with great anxiety he looked for-

ward to the long-expected improvements of Holborn-hill,

and he rejoiced that the Court had refused to sanction the

enormous outlay proposed by the erection of Courts of

Justice in the City. He disapproved of the frequent ap-

plications for little peddling sums to effect this or that

improvement, and trusted that a great general measure,

which would be felt by the whole body of the inhabitants,

would be immediately adopted. Several members ex-

pressed their satisfaction that the Government and the

corporation were to co-operate in the great project of metro-

politan improvement. The motion was then carried,

and there is no doubt that the improvements most

worthy of selection will meet with immediate attention.

East India House.—A Court of Directors was held on

"Wednesday, when the thanks of the company were voted

unanimously to Lord Ellenborough, for the ability and

judgment with which the resources of the British empire

in India have been applied in the support of the military

operations inAffghanistan; and to Major-Generals Pollock,

Nott, M'Caskill, Sale, and England, and to the other

officers of the army, both European and Native, for the

intrepidity, skill, and perseverance displayed by them in

the military operations in Affghanistan, and for their

indefatigable zeal and exertions throughout the late cam-

paign. It was also resolved unanimously, that the thanks

of the Court be presented to the non-commissioned officers

and private soldiers, both European and Native, for their

gallant behaviour in Affghanistan.

^. Anti-Corn- Law-League.—i^ weekly meeting of the

Anti-Corn-law League, and of the representatives of the

Metropolitan Anti-Corn-Law Associations, took place on

Wednesday evening at the Crown and Anchor lavern.

The great room was crowded long before the commence-

ment of the proceedings. Mr. George Wilson, of Man-

chester, presided, and gave an account of the prospects

and operations of the League. In one week, he said
,
hey

had put in circulation upwards of one million of publica-

tions. They did not intend to adopt any other force to

effect their object than the artillery of the printer and the

mi^ht of the public press. He then proceeded to present

the address to Mr. Cobden, voted to him by the meeting

at Manchester, which we have noticed in our Provincial

'news. It was signed by 32,000 inhabitants of that town,

and was offered as a tribute of their sympathies with him

in the late attack in the House of Commons, and of their

sense of his exertions in furthering the objects of the

National Anti-Corn-Law League. The meeting was after-

wards addressed at great length by Mr. Vilhers, Sir De

Lacy Evans, and other members of the League.

Christ's Hospital.—A. general court of the Governors

of Christ's Hospital was held on Tuesday, to take into

consideration an address to the Queen, praying her Ma-

jesty to accept their humble but hearty thanks for her

munificence, in the gift of 1000/., lately presented by her

to that institution. The treasurer who moved the thanks

of the meeting, mentioned, that, from the foundation of

the institution by the youthful sovereign, Edward VI., no

sovereign has ever bestowed one farthing upon the insti-

tution, with the single exception of her Majesty.

Dinner to Sir C. Metcalfe.—On Monday a public dinner

was given to the new Governor- General of Canada, in

the rooms of the Colonial Society, in St. James s-square.

Sir Augustus d'Este presided, and was supported by the

Vice-President of the Board of Trade, the Under Secre-

tary of State for the Colonies, Sir Francis Head, and a

numerous body of gentlemen connected with the Colonies.

After the usual loyal toasts, the chairman proposed the

toast of the evening. He said that in Sir Charles Met-

calfe's presence it would not become him to talk ot his

merits as they deserved. When he looked at his long

career of service, he hardly knew where to begin passing

his encomiums upon it. He had commenced his career

in the East under the immortal Wellington; and when

they considered the|services he had rendered m so many

situations requiring, what he so well supplied, talent and

industry, they would be really lost in wonder. After a

course of fame in India, he was summoned to the West

Indies. It was unnecessary for him to expatiate upon the

manner in which he had conducted himself there.

Having fulfilled his duties in that Colony to the entire

satisfaction, not only of the Government, but of the whole

nation which claimed him as its own, his services

in a time of certain difficulty were again claimed. Again

they found him ready to quit the comforts of his home and

country, and to plunge into the duties of a novel and im-

portant situation. Of the manner in^which those duties

would be fulfilled no one could entertain a doubt. Per-

haps one of the most honourable testimonies ever bestowed

was the tribute paid by the present Administration to the

merits of this illustrious statesman. He would conclude

by proposing " The health of Sir Charles Metcalfe, wishing

him a prosperous voyage, and every success which could

attend him." Sir Charles Metcalfe said, I return you

my warmest thanks for the honour you have done me. I

may say the honour, when I think that you have invited me

to this splendid entertainment ; that you, sir, have proposed

my health in the generous manner in which it has been

proposed ; and that you, gentlemen, have drunk that toast

in the cordial manner in which it has been done honour

to. I shall ever remember this proof of your confidence,

and it shall be my endeavour never to prove myself un-

worthy of it. Allusion has been made to my residence in

Jamaica. It is an island of which I cannot think but with

gratitude. I received the greatest kindness there from

the first day I arrived until the day I departed—kindness

I shall never forget. When I return from Canada—a colony

which shall have my utmost devotion and attention—

I

shall be glad indeed if I can do so with your approbation.

—Sir Francis Head said he congratulated the North

American Colonies on the Governor they were about to

welcome. To succeed in his mission, that Governor must

be a man of high talent, of great judgment—of calmness—

—of firmness—of decision. The North American Colo-

nies required, as a Governor, a man who would possess

the confidence of all classes of his country ;
and they

required still more urgently a man whose principles were

based upon a solid religious foundation. There was not

a man in England who possessed these qualifications in a

higher degree than their illustrious guest. He had plea-

sure in feeling that he would leave this country supported

by universal good wishes, and he trusted that the people

of Canada would abstain from forming any opinion of his

measures until he had time to look about, him and deter-

mine the course he would think it advisable to take.

With respect to himself, he was obliged to disclaim the

compliment lately paid to him. It was not himself who

had nut an end to the late rebellion—it was the ioyai

population of Canada. That portion of the people, when

called upon, came forward and performed their duty ; ™*J

performed their part of the contract, and he hoped anc

trusted that the clay would never arrive when this country

would forget their exertions.—Lord Mountcashel proposed

"the health of the Chairman," which Sir Augustus

d'Este briefly acknowledged ; after which several toasts

were given in connection with the prosperity and success

of the various Colonies.
,

The Excise—For some weeks past the Commissioners

of Excise have obtained several convictions of cheml
J

and druggists for selling spirits of wine without a licens .

Many of these cases were proved last week, and fines

50/. inflicted. Where, however, it would appear t^

parties had transgressed the law in ignorance, the Com-

missioners held out hopes of mitigation.

The Temple Church.--In reference to the petition

lately presented to the benchers for the re-establishment

of the choral service, it is announced that the benchers

have decided on the permanent formation of a double

choir. They have authorised the choir-master to engage

a sufficient number of professional singers to perform the

duties required ; and it is expected shortly, when all the

appointments are completed, that the full cathedral service

will be again resumed.
.

The Scotch Church.—On Wednesday evening the

Scotch Church, London-wall, was the scene of a violent

uproar, occasioned by a lecture on the state of the

Church, delivered there by the Rev. Dr. Candhsh, one ot

the leaders of the non-intrusion party. The Rev. Dr.

Brown, one of the senior presbyters of the establishment,

and minister of the church in Swallow-street, Piccadilly,

rose at the conclusion of the lecture, and stated that some

days since he had received a message from Dr. Candhsh re-

questing to be allowed the use of his pulpit for the delivery

of such a lecture as that which had just been heard. He

(Dr. Brown), consented, on condition that if he considered

it necessary, he should be allowed to reply at its close ;

this was objected to, and Dr. Candhsh had expressed his

determination not to allow his opinions to be called in

question. The Assembly ought to be informed that the

principles of Dr. Candlish and his party were distinctly

disclaimed by a very large majority of the members of the

Scottish Church ; that the statements made were, to say

the least of them, challengeable statements, and that the

alleged aggressions of the civil courts had been brought

about by the unwarrantable proceedings of the General

Assembly. (Dr. Brown was here interrupted by such

groaning" and hissing, that., it became impossible to hear

a sentence he uttered for some minutes.) Silence having

been partially restored, the Rev. Gentleman stated that

he regretted, as much as any of them, the amentable

prospect of so large a secession from the Church of useful

and influential men, and that he would do all he could to

remove the difficulties, and to save the Church from the

shipwreck which threatened it. Here the uproar was

renewed, upon which Dr. Candlish said he would not be

provoked into discussion. Dr. Brown again attempted to

be heard, but his words were lost in the noise that ensued,

and the meeting broke up in great disorder.

The Polish Anniversary.—The anniversary meeting ot

the Polish refugees was held in the hall of the National

Association on Monday. Mr. Worceall sat on the right

of the chair, in which the spirit of Konarski, the patriot

of Poland, was presumed to preside. Mr. Worceall made

some prefatory observations in French, after which Mr.

Rogers addressed the meeting, and alluded particularly to

the necessity of union, and a firm reliance on the justice

of the cause of Poland. The manner in which Sir 11.

Peel at the close of the last session alluded to the wrongs

of Poland, induced an inference from his speech that he

felt deeply interested in the advancement of her freedom.

Major Benyowski then addressed the meeting in French.

He said that men would cease to be men if they were un-

moved on the present occasion. They had assembled to

commemorate the anniversary of the greatest martyr ever

offered up on the altar of patriotism—Konarski. lhey

were all martyrs in the cause of liberty, but all must bow

before the spirit of Konarski, which was then presiding

over their councils. He '.concluded by expressing a con-

fident hope that Sir Robert Peel would not allow the

generous spirit which animated the bosom of every great

man to die in him. While he preserved the liberty of

England, he would not deny Poland his generous sympathy,

but see her righted. Signor Bonissani, an Italian, who

spoke in French, congratulated the meeting on the union

of the Poles and Italians, who traversed the world, as it

were, to make all men brothers. The meeting was ad-

dressed by several other speakers in Polish, German,

French, and Italian.

* The Law Courts.—On Tuesday a general meeting ot

the members of the Incorporated Law Society was held,

for the purpose of receiving a report from the committee

appointed by the great meeting of the legal profession held

on the 8th May, 1840, relative to the removal ot the

courts of law from Westminster. Mr. Foss, chairman of

the Society, presided. The report stated that petitions

had been presented to the) Lords by.the Lord Chan-

cellor Cottenham, and to the Commons by Lord Camp-

bell, in addition to petitions from other societies, which

had been referred to a special committee of the House

of Commons, who were directed " to consider the expe-

diency of erecting a building in the neighbourhood ot the

Inns, of Court for the sittings of the Courts of Law and

Equity, in lieu of the present Courts adjoining to West-

minster Hall, with a view to the more speedy, convenient,

and effectual administration of justice." The evidence ot

several judges, solicitors, counsel, &c, had been taken m
1841 and 1842— a report of which had been made ;

the committee of the House of Commons had given no

opinion thereon, but it appeared that effect should be

given to such evidence by presenting petitions forth-

with to both Houses of Parliament.^ Several gentlemen

addressed the meeting, and expressed their belief that the

removal of the Courts would be publicly beneficial and

convenient, and afford an opportunity of improving the

neighbourhood of Westminster Abbey by throwing open

Westminster Hall to the public view. Resolutions were

then moved and carried unanimously, to the effect that the

necessity for removal had been generally acknowledged,

that petitions be presented to the House of Lords by the

Lord Chancellor, to the Commons by the Attorney-

General ; and that a committee of management be

appointed to carry the other resolutions into effect.
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House of Correction.—On Monday evening, Mr. Wak-
ley held an inquest in the House of Correction, adjourned

for the fourth time, on the body of a prisoner called Doyle.

It appears that on the 15th ult., Mr. Wakley held two
inquests in the prison on the bodies of deceased prisoners.

In the case of the first no suspicion was excited of impro-
per treatment, and the jury returned a verdict of" Na~
tural death.'* With respect to Doyle the inquiry assumed
an opposite complexion, in consequence of a witness stat-

ing his belief that Doyle had bepn neglected (medically)

in the prison, and made to work in an unfit state. The
coroner, on the 15th, did not think it right to examine the

witness at length in the absence of Mr. Wakefield, the

prison surgeon, and advised the adjournment of the in-

quiry to the 20th inst., in order that Mr. Wakefield might
be present, and that Dr. Quain, house-physician of the

University College Hospital, and Mr. Erasmus Wilson,
lecturer on anatomy at the Middlesex Hospital, might ex-

amine the body. At these adjourned meetings, witnesses

were examined who proved that the prisoner was suffering

under a fatal malady, and that he required careful treat-

ment and a nutritious diet. On Mouday, the jury returned

a verdict that deceased was ill from the 6th Nov. to the

11th Feb., on which day, for the first time, he was treated

by the medical officer, adding, " that they could not sepa-

rate without expressing their opinion that the deceased
had not that proper treatment from the warders and me-
dical officer that the nature of his case required." The
jury desired it to be understood that they exonerated the

governor of the prison from any blame. Mr. Wakefield
wished to be informed if the verdict was an imputation

on his character, and ultimately declared his intention of

taking the case into the Court of Queen's Bench to set

it aside.—Another inquest was held on Wednesday, on a
deceased prisoner, a market-gardener, called Tickner, who
had been sentenced to 21 days' imprisonment for having
in his possession two heads of seakale, the property of Mr.
G. Bagley, of Kensington, without being able to give a

proper account of them. It was proved that he was in

bad health when admitted, but was immediately sent to the

treadmill. After a long inquiry the jury returned a ver-

dict, " That deceased died a natural death," accompanying
it with an expression of their regret that, considering the

known condition of deceased on his admission, as the sur-

geon's book testified, he was put to labour on the tread-

wheel, for which labour he was totally unfit ; and added
that they trusted the governor would convey to Mr. Wake-
field, the surgeon, a statement to this effect.

The Russia Company.—On Wednesday evening the

Russia Company gave their annual dinner at the London
Tavern. Mr. Astell, M.P., in the chair. The chief event
of the meeting was the speech of Baron Brunow, the
Russian Ambassador, who adverted to the treaty of com-
merce lately concluded with this country. When, a few
years ago, he had first the honour of addressing the Russia
Company; under circumstances of great difficulty, when
great anxiety prevailed in the public mind respecting the
affairs of the Levant, he did not hesitate to tell them, that,

owing to the good understanding and concert happily esta-

blished between Great Britain and Russia, he was confident

the general peace would be maintained- The general peace
had been maintained, and they continued to enjoy the benefit

of that state of general tranquillity in which thegreat Powers
of Europe had a concurrent interest, and which it was
their mutual desire to consolidate and maintain. In regard
to the new treaty he might be permitted to add, when he
remembered that during half a century no commercial
treaty whatever had existed between Great Britain and
Russia—when he considered that during that long period
many conventions had been concluded for the purpose of
war, and that this was the first for giving encouragement
to the pacific enterprise of navigation and trade, he
thought he was fully justified in congratulating them

—

which he did from the bottom of his heart—that under the

auspicious reign of her Majesty Queen Victoria such a

treaty had been concluded, which he trusted would forma
new bond of amity between Great Britain and Russia.
Sir J. L. Lushington, on behalf of the East India Com-
pany, said it was peculiarly gratifying to hear from the
representative of his Imperial Majesty that there was felt

on his part a sincere desire for the maintenance of amity
between two such great nations, because, from the situa-

tion he had himself the honour to fill, he might be allowed
to say the peace, security, and prosperity of our Indian
Empire mainly depended on the friendship—he hoped it

would be perpetual—between Russia and Great Britain.

Marylebone.—On Monday, Dr. Arthur Farre and Mr.
Hancock, special Poor-law Commissioners, assembled at

Fladong's hotel, to investigate the alleged ill-treatment

and improper management of the pauper children in the
workhouse of this parish. Some opposition was offered to
the inquiry on the part of the vestry, on the ground that
it was illegal, the parish being governed by local acts.
The Commissioners, however, proceeded to examine wit-
nesses, who deposed to the general management of the
infant school, and to its sanatory condition. The evidence
was given at great length, but most of the facts elicited
have been already before the public.

Accidents.^^Oa Monday afternoon, as General Hop-
kins, of Gloucester-place, was riding on horseback over
the wood-pavement in Newgate-street, the horse, which
was valued at 100 guineas, slipped down opposite Christ's
Hospital, and dislocated its back. It was got up with dif-
ficulty, but died soon afterwards. The General escaped
without much injury, although several vehicles were pass-
ing along the street at the time.

Mortality of the Mctropolis.~The following is the
number of deaths registered in the week ending Satur-
day, Feb. 25 :—West districts, 132 ; North districts, 173

;

Central districts, 179; East districts, 215; South dis-

tricts, 222. Total, 921 ;^( 422 males, 499 females.) I Corn-Law Repeal, and expressing the hope of the meeting
TXT - _1_^1 _ **i_lli** nArt ^i/*1 1 i_l, _ l T_ — - II *** • * * *«- »•Weekly average for the last five years, 903, (461 males,
442 females,) and for the last five winters, 1004.

$roMiuial Netos.
Carmarthen. — On Monday, the 12th ult., a large

meeting of the magistrates and farmers of the neighbour-

hood was held at St. Clear's, the scene where'the outrages

of " Rebecca and her daughters'' first broke out, when
the former addressed the farmers on the folly of their

proceedings, and pointed out the serious consequences
likely to result to themselves from persevering in such a

course, particularly in the increased amount of county
stock they would have to pay to the police and
yeomanry. This apparently produced its effect, and about
50 farmers voluntarily came forward and were sworn as

special constables to preserve the peace ; and the yeo-
manry were sent home that evening. On the same night,

however, a mob assembled and destroyed the toll-house

and gate at Irevaughan, in the county of Pembroke, about
six miles below St. Clear's. From information obtained

by the police, two persons were apprehended on Sunday,
charged with being principals in this outrage ; and after a

lengthened examination they have been committed upon
very clear evidence to take their trials at the next assizes.

One of the men is a farmer, occupying a farm called

Llwyndryssi, of the value of near 200/. per annum, and is

one of the persons who came voluntarily forward and was
sworn a special constable at St. Clear's. The outrages

are spreading, for on Thursday night a toll-bar, with the

toll-box, was destroyed at a place called Llandarog, on the

road to Swansea.—The Welsh papers state that Sir John
Guest and Co. have contracted with the Russian Govern-
ment. for 45,000 tons of railway iron, and it is not impro-
bable that this order.'will be doubled.

Chester.—In reference to last week's debate on Mr. T.
Duncombe's motion for an inquiry into the conduct of
Lord Abinger, during the late special commission, the
local papers state, that the report of His Lordship's charge
was supplied to the Times by the Lord Chief Baron him-
self. They state that the two reporters sent down by that
journal, on some alleged cause of deficiency, applied to
His Lordship to furnish them with a copy of it; but he told

them that he had no copy, and could not furnish it in any
other way than by writing the whole from memory. His
Lordship consented to do this, and after completing his
task, he is said to have declared, that it was the very last

time he would ever accede to such a request ; nor would
he have done so on that occasion, if he had had an idea
of the time and trouble which the undertaking involved.

Falmouth.—A. rumour is current in this port, that on
the 1st April the Brazil mail, now conveyed monthly by
sailing vessels, will be carried by steamers ; and that her
Majesty's ship Astrcea, and the packets now on their voy-
ages, as they arrive home, will be forthwith paid off.

Halifax.—The local papers are filled with details of
the case of cruelty practised on an orphan child belonging
to the Halifax Union, which Lord Ashley brought before
the notice of Parliament on Tuesday. It appears that he
was apprenticed to a collier at Blackley, near Elland,
when nine years of age, and was sent daily at six o'clock
into the pit, where he was cruelly beaten, and allowed
only three meals of thin water-porridge for his support.
Latterly he had been confined in a cellar, without even
straw to lie upon, and with a heavy bag of iron suspended
round his neck. The boy, however, escaped, and was
found by the overseers of Elland in so revolting a state,

that the magistrates interfered, and after placing him
under medical treatment in the workhouse, issued a sum-
mons against the master on the charge of cruelty.Haddersfield.—A. meeting of manufacturers, merchants,
and woolstaplers, on the subject of the wool duty, was
held in this town last week. The meeting was unani-
mous in its condemnation of the tax, and in its determi-
nation to endeavour

^
to obtain its repeal. As the first

step towards this object, a memorial to Government was
adopted, and, after having received the signatures of the
principal manufacturers, it will be presented to Ministers
by a deputation appointed for that purpose.

Lancaster.—The daily papers state that the paragraph
which has gone the round of the newspapers, stating that

a man named Holden, recently deceased in this county,
had confessed before his death to two women, that he was
one of the perpetrators of the murder at Pendleton in

1817, is entirely a fabrication—no such confession having
been made. The constable of the place has made inquiry
from the c

women referred to, and other parties, and has
ascertained that there are no grounds for the statement.
Manchester.—An extraordinary meeting of the League

was held on Friday, to repudiate the charges made in
Parliament against the League, and particularly against
Mr. Cobden. The hall, which is capable of holding 1,000
persons, was so full that many hundreds were unable
to obtain admission; about G00 ladies were in the gal-

leries. Mr. G.Wilson presided. The following resolu-

tion was carried unanimously :—" That in consequence of

the attempts to throw odium on the character of Mr.
Cobden, this meeting feels called upon to express its

fullest approbation of that honourable gentleman's con-

duct in the cause of justice and humanity ; and whilst

tendering to him its sincere thanks for his unwearied la-

bours and eminent services, this meeting pledges itself to

give to him and his excellent parliamentary coadjutors its

best assistance and support, and to persevere in employing

all just and constitutional means for the total repeal of

those laws which, limiting the food of the people, are op-

posed not only to the best interests of our fellow-men, but
to the benevolent designs of Divine Providence." In
accordance with these views, an address to Mr. Cobden
was adopted, acknowledging his services in the cause of

that he will persevere in his exertions.—In connection
with this subject, Mr. Bayley, the dissenting minister of

Sheffield, has addressed a letter to Mr. Cobden, in refer-

ence to his speech about 100 persons drawing lots to

assassinate Sir R. Peel. He states his belief that Mr,
Cobden was not in the room when the speech was deli-

vered, and admits that a day or two afterwards Mr.Cobden
expressed his wish that Mr. Bayley had not related the

anecdote, whereupon Mr. Bayley said he could vouch
his authority, and believed it to be true. He had accom-
panied the recital of it with a protest against all such acts;

he could produce his informant, although he neither knew
where the scene occurred nor the persons engaged in it

;

he regarded the fact " as a terrible sign of the times, and
as such onlyhe quoted it." Mr. Bayley has also addressed a
letter to the Times, denying that the day on which he re-

lated the anecdote was a Sunday, and stating that he never

knew the person nor the locality where the drawing of lots

was proposed. He denies that he ever advocated an ap-

plication " to the Parliament of force," declares that he
accompanied the narration of the anecdote with a strong

protest, and says—" If I had concealed the anecdote, and

evil had been perpetrated, I should have reproached myself

with not having given warning to Government. I deserve

thanks for making the anecdote public, and not abuse."

New Romney.—A letter from this place dated February

26, has appeared in the daily papers, giving an account of

the wreckers on the Kentish coast during the recent

storms. The writer states that a schooner from London
to Ireland went on shore to the east of Dungeness, in the

gale of Saturday the 18th. The Coast Guard did all in

their power to save the crew, but owing to the heavy sea

breaking continually over the vessel, every soul perished.

The vessel soon broke up, and her cargo, consisting of

tallow and dye-wood, was washed along the beach. Hun-
dreds of the inhabitants from the different towns came
down to the beach ; and notwithstanding the efforts of the

Coast Guard and agents, they managed to carry off pro-

perty to a large amount. On the very day of the disaster and
on the Sunday, tallow was openly sold in Lydd by the

cwt., for threepence halfpenny and fourpence per pound;
and some of the more respectable plunderers bought the

tallow from the minor thieves, and sent it to Rye and
other places in waggons and carts.

Rochester.—On Thursday a case of felony was heard in

the County-office against two Officers of the 44th and
another person, who had been apprehended under war-

rants granted by the county justices. The court was
inconveniently crowded with civilians and military men.
The prisoners gave their names as follows : Ensign R. D.
Chapman, of the 44th Regiment, Ensign J. Le Marchant
Carey, of the same regiment, and John Foster, landlord

of the Star Inn, and late a cornet in one of her Majesty's

Dragoon Regiments. The warrants charged the two first

prisoners with having on the 22d ult. killed and stolen

three fowls, and John Foster with aiding and abetting in

the felony ; the fowls so carried away being the property

of a Mrs. Walker. After witnesses had been examined
the magistrates ordered the officers to be released, as they

were, from the evidence adduced, wholly guiltless of the

charge alleged against them ; and they were, therefore,

honourably acquitted. Their evidence, however, was
taken against the other prisoner, as the principal in the

felony, who was committed for trial at the Maidstone
assizes on the charge of felony, but was admitted to bail.

8Stockport.—A letter from the Mayor of this town to

Mr- Cobdenj announcing^ that an address had been for-

warded to him, expressive of the grateful thanks of the

inhabitants of Stockport for his exertions, in the House of

Commons, in aid of the manufacturing and general in-

terests of the country, has been published in the daily

papers. In acknowledging this communication, Mr.

Cobden states his reasons for the course pursued by him
in Parliament. He says that although the Queen's

Speech had borne testimony to the sufferings of her

people, no measures were announced by her responsible ad-

visers ; and when a motion was brought forward by a mem-
ber of the Opposition for entering ufon the consideration of

the distress of the country, it was resisted by the Govern-

ment. " It was under these circumstances," he says,
11

that I felt it to be my duty to remind the Prime Minis-

ter of his responsibility to the country and to his

Sovereign for the consequences which might ensue from

his policy." He then alludes to the construction |put

upon his words by Sir Robert Peel, and says that it was

not till after he had endeavoured to make his first ex-

planation that he was made aware of the construction

which had been put upon his words, by some of the Mem-
bers beside him. He ridicules the absurdity of attempting

to infer political assassination, a crime unknown in this

country, from acts such as those which Sir R. Peel had
endeavoured to connect with his speech on the 17th ; and
with respect to the violence with which he was assailed in
the House of Commons, he thinks that such violence will
not be lightly repeated after public opinion has fixed its

stigma upon the proceeding.
Tavistock.—On Monday week an attempt was made to

assassinate Mr. Benson, the steward to the Duke of
Bedford. He had been confined to his bed for some time
past, and it was considered necessary that a man-servant
should sleep in his room. About 6 o'clock on Monday
morning, the man was crossing the apartment to admi-
nister some medicine to his master, with a light in his

hand, when as he passed the window a fowling-piece was
fired intq the room from the yard below. The window
was shattered and several slugs were found in the walls,

but the man escaped unhurt. There is no doubt that the

shot was intended for Mr. Benson, and a reward of 8f3/a

has been offered for the apprehension of the offender*
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Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week:—Greenwich, fi26/. ; Eastern Counties, 873/.; Croy-

don, 170/.; Liverpool and Manchester, 3,3*26/. ; Brighton,

2,223/. ; Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,203/. ; Grand Junction,

6,087/. ; York and North Midland, 474/. ; Blackwall,

465/.; Great North of England, 1,109/.; Sheffield and
Manchester, 273/. ; Manchester and Birmingham, 2,229/.;

Manchester and Leeds, 3,613/. ; Midland Counties,

2,083/. ; Hull and Selby, 800/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow,

1,592/.; Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,460/.; Man-
chester and Derby, 998/. ; North Midland, 3,400/. ;

Great

Western, 10,426/.; London and Birmingham, 12,647/. ;

Northern and Eastern, 1,011/.; South-Eastern, 1,065/.

—The half-yearly meeting of the South-Western Company

took place on Saturday. A dividend of 1/- 12s. Gd. per

share was declared for the last half-year, being an addition

of 2s. 6tf. per share on comparison with the previous six

months, and a surplus was left of nearly 7,000/., the share-

holders to pay the income-tax- The gross revenue for the

half-year, (including a balance of 515/. hs. Id. from the

former account, 857/. 13*. Id. for rent, interest, and pier

dues), amounted to 173,630/. 11*. 4d., and the proportion

of the working expenses to the receipts had been reduced

from about 39£ to 35$ per cent.—The meeting of the

North Midland Company took place on Friday last at

Leeds- It was expected, from the great opposition

raised to the course the new directors have pursued, to

have furnished much discussion on the subject of the

general management ; but it appears to have passed oft'

quietly, notwithstanding the disapprobation expressed at

the reduction made in the working of the establishment.

The Report states the net profit for the last six months to

be 52,442/., out of which a dividend of 1/. 12*. Grf. per

share on the 100/. shares, of 16s. 3d. per share on the 50/.

shares, and of 10s. lOrf. per share on the 33/. shares, was

declared payable on the 10th inst. The accounts showed

a decrease of receipts of 527/. 7s. 4c/., as compared with

the corresponding period of 1841, and a decrease of

11,294/. $$. 4rf. in the expenditure. The directors expect

an accession to their traffic during the present half-year,

by the conveyance of passengers to the meeting of the

Agricultural Society, which is to be held at Derby this

season.—At a meeting of the Statistical Society last week,

a paper by Mr. Tremenheere, on the Agricultural Statistics

of various parishes in Middlesex, was read ; in which the

effect produced on the Oxford road by the Great Western

Railway was particularly noticed. It appeared, from the

facts stated in this Paper, that not only had the posting

on the road been almost destroyed, but the prices in the

Southall cattle-market had been seriously affected by the

railway. Much discontent prevails among the farmers

in consequence of the facility which the railway affords

for the rapid transfer of stock from one county to an-

other, and which deprives them of the advantages of their

proximity to London. 500 head of sheep and 100 head of

cattle are often suddenly introduced into the market, by

means of the railway,from the west of England ; so that the

prices have been forced down, and the Middlesex farmer

compelled to sell at a loss, or to withdraw himself from com-

petition. The sale of hay and corn is also at a discount, in

consequence of the diminution in thenumber of post-horses.

Since the grand blast of Round Down Cliff, to the west-

ward of Dover, on the line of the South Eastern Railway,

many thousand tons of chalk hav^p been blown into the sea,

by a similar process, on a smaller scale ; and another blast,

by which 50,000 yards of chalk were dislodged, took place

on Thursday, consisting of about 7,000 lbs. of gunpowder,

which were ignited by the voltaic battery.—On Monday a

special train left the Shoreditch station of theEasternCoun-

ties Railway, conveying the directors of the company, and

those of the Northern and Eastern Railway, together with

300 or 400 of the shareholders, and the greater portion of

the company's staff, for the purpose of inspecting the line

on the opening from Brentwood to Colchester. The total

length of line proposed to bs opened was 51 miles;

17£ of which have been opened to the public for some

years past. The train proceeded smoothly as far as

Brentwood, where they were retarded in their progress

through the cutting in consequence of the unfinished state

of the works and rails, which had only been completed on

the previous day. Another impediment occurred at

Shenfield, where large piles of timber had been tempo-

rarily erected in lieu of the embankment, which it was

found could not be completed in time. The trains having

with difficulty crossed over this, arrived at that part of the

line which lies between Shenfield and Mountnessinp, at

which place another timber structure, several hundred

yards long, carried over a chasm of many feet deep, had

to be encountered. There the trains came to a halt, from

its having been discovered that the necessary timbers had

not been thrown across. In this spot the trains waited

for nearly four hours, for the purpose of enabling the

carpenters to bridge the way over. The necessary closure

having been effected, a pilot-engine was sent forward in

order to try the stability of the rafters, but even under

the burthen of a single engine, the structure was observed

to bulge and give way, and the engineer pronounced it

would be unsafe to proceed. A return to town was the

consequence, the shareholders strongly expressing their

disappointment at the day's disasters. The halt-yearly

meeting of this company was held on Tuesday, when the

particulars of the above disappointment were officially

made known. Mr. Braithwaite, the engineer, attributed

the failure to the saturated state of the ground in conse-

quence of the late wet weather, and stated that an experi-

mental engine had subsequently traversed the line with

perfect safety. Gen. Paslev, the Government inspector,

had undertaken to examine the line in the course of the

present week, and there was no doubt that it would be

open for public traffic in about a fortnight. The Directors

Report announced a balance in hand of 13,144/., out of

which it was resolved to declare a dividend of 3s. per

share on the new shares, and 25. 9d. per share on the

original shares. In the passenger traffic there had been

an increase for the half-year of 4,000£, and the accounts

of the general management show a decrease in expense to

nearly the same amount.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The installation of the Hon. Henry Paken-

ham, as Dean of St. Patrick's, took place on the 24th, with

the usual solemnities.—The subscriptions to '* the Ma-
thew Testimonial/' which is likely to be a great public

building, for literary and scientific objects, are pouring in

from all quarters. The following letter has been received

from the late Lord-Lieutenant, EarlFortescue, dated Feb,

21 :_" I request that you will add the inclosed 25/. in my
name to the subscription for a testimonial to the Rev. Mr.

Mathew, as a small mark of that interest which all who

have the welfare of Ireland at heart must, I think, feel in

the success of his exertions. Few men on record, in any

age or country, have, within the same space of time, con-

tributed as much as he has to the moral improvement of

their fellow-creatures—none, I am sure, ever devoted them-

selves to any good,work with more untiring zeal, or more

unaffected and single-minded benevolence." From Lord

Ashburton, who is not connected by property with Ireland,

the following communication has been received :—" Al-

though personally unconnected with Ireland, I beg to have

my name added to the list of subscribers towards the tes-

timonial to be erected to commemorate the eminent ser-

vices of the Rev. T. Mathew to his country and to hu-

manity."—The Commissioners of Education in Ireland

have issued circulars to the managers of the National

Schools, stating that they are desirous to introduce Wil-

hem's system of Vocal Music, and that if they are disposed

to make a trial, on notifying their wishes to the Commis-

sioners, grants of books, &c. will be made.—The weekly

meeting of the Repeal Association took place on Mon-

day, when Mr. O'Connell addressed the meeting at great

length on the usual topics. He stated that the American

sympathy for Ireland had been re-echoed in the more

southern latitudes of the Mexican Republic, and that the

Hon. W. Thompson, the Minister of the United States in

Mexico, was also the Minister of the Irishman and the

stranger. The rent for the week was 185/. 4$. l\d.

Tuam.—An occurrence of a very tragical nature took

place a few days since near this town, which has caused

great sensation in the county. It appears that Mr.

Michael Ward, son of Mr. Ward, of Doon Castle, in the

county of Galway, and his wife, had not for some time

been on amicable terms. A serious difference arose be-

tween them, to avoid which Mr. Ward retired to the

kitchen for the purpose of seeing his dogs fed. Mrs.

Ward followed, and shot him with a pistol loaded with

slugs. After a vain struggle to detain her in his grasp,

Mr. Ward sank down bleeding and exhausted, and is said

to be in great danger. The lady, who is'a grand-niece of

the late Lord Clanmorris, has for the present escaped.

Hafo.
Court of Common PlbaS.—Moore, Clerk, v. Drtmrnont?*

Clerk.—This was an action of slander. The circumstances which
gave rise to it made, at the time, considerable noise, and were

fully noticed in this Paper. The plaintiff is the Rev. William

Carter Moore, B.A., curate of St. Peter's and St. Mary's, at

Boston, in Lincolnshire ; and the defendant is also a clergyman,

and the incumbent of the Chapel Royal, Brighton. On July 30,

the plaintiff, accompanied by his son, a member of St. John's

College, Cambridge, went to Brighton for the recovery of his

health ; and on Sunday morning, the 3lst, the plaintiff and his

son, being then eDtire strangers to defendant, entered the Chapel

Royal, just as the Litany was concluded, having been detained

until that time at the baths. At the close of the sermon the

defendant said—" My dear friends, I know it is not usual to

address you alter the sermon, but 1 beg to inform you that there

arc two notorious pickpockets in Ihe congregation, and there-

fore be careful." That announcement turned the eyes of the

congregation to the strangers, who had before attracted some
attention by coming late into the church ; considerable confusion

ensued, and l he plaintiff and his son were followed from the

chapel by a crowd of persons. Upon inquiring the cause of the

assemblage, they were informed that they were the persons

against whom the defendant had cautioned his congregation.

Necessarily annoyed at such a suspicion, they with difficulty

persuaded a person to accompany them to the hotel where they

were staying, and thence to the house of a lady in Cannon-place,

where their respectability was unquestionably proved. That was

the offence of which the plaintiff now complained, and in sup-

port of his case he called several persons who were present on

the occasion, and heard the words spoken, to depose to the

above facts, and also several witnesses to prove the perfect

respectability of his character. Sir T. Wilde addressed the jury

for the defendant, and contended that this action ought not to

have been brought, inasmuch as the defendant, as soon as he

discovered he had made a mistake in respect of the persons

whom he considered the plaintiff and his son to be, wrote a letter

to the plaintiff, expressing in the strongest terms his regret that

the circumstance had occurred, and stating the manner in whicn

it had happened—viz., that shortly before the plaintiff and his

son entered the church, information had been received by'the

defendant that two notorious pickpockets had been driven from

Christ Church, having come there in a fly, and that they had

afterwards gone to several other chapels in Brighton. That the

close arrival of the plaintiff and his son led him to believe they

were the parties, and to make the address to his audience winch

had given rise to these proceedings. Evidence was called to

prove this statement. The Lord Chief Justice having summed

up, the jury, after having been absent for some time, found a

verdict for the plaintiff—Damages, 40*. _
Assize Intkt.ligenck.—Wkstkrn Circuit (Winchester;.

Incendiary Fires.— Charles Parrott and William Sparfees were

indicted for having set ike to a barn and outhouse at Havaiit on

the 28th April. It appeared, that on the night of the *23th Apru

Mr, Atherlcy's barn was on fire. The prisoners, who Uyeciin

the neighbourhood, were at a public-house at 11 o'clock tnax

evening: they asked for some lucifer matches, which the lanu-

lord gave them. The prisoners left the house together, int

house was shut up, but upon their calling, the landlord opened

the door, and upon their request gave them the matches, boon
after this the barn was observed to be on fire. The prisoners

were seen in the neighbourhood immediately upon thefire being
discovered, and they assisted to extinguish it. The statements

made by the prisoners before the magistrates were put in,wherein

they made a full confession of having set the premises on fire.

Mr. Serjeant Atcherley then summed up; the jury found the pri-

soners Guilty, and they were sentenced to be transported for life,

—William Barnes, a butler, and Elizabeth Pollard, a lady's maid,

were indicted for having, on the 1st September, burglariously

entered the dwelling-house of the Dowager Lady Lisle, at Mill-

brook, near Southampton, and stolen therefrom a very large

quantity of jewellery, bank notes, sovereigns, and guineas, her

property. The particulars of this robbery were noticed in this

Paper at the time, and our readers may remember that it was
discovered chiefly by the vigilance of the gardener. After a long

examination of witnesses, the jury acquitted the female, and
found the butler Guilty. • Sentence, transportation for 15 years.

Oxford Circuit (Oxford).—James Hickman W& indicted for

having, on the J 7th. November, set fire to a rick of clover hay, in

the parish of Clifton Hampden. It appeared that on the day in

question the prisoner wentto the police station at Abingdon, and
preferred the unusual request that the police would take him into

custody. He was, however,- informed that it was contrary to

the regulations to deprive any person of his liberty without first

receiving a charge against him ; and upon this the prisoner

stated that he had just set fire to a rick of hay belonging to Mr.
Latham. He was then locked up, but had not been long in the

cell before he cried out for water, and when he was supplied with

it said that he could not rest easy in his mind, as he had com-
mitted a very grave offence. This offence, he said, consisted in

his having set fire to Mr. Latham's rick, which he had done

with some lucifer matches. Counsel addressed the jury for the

prisoner, contending that the jury ought not to give credence

to the prisoner's own confessions, as many men were induced

to accuse themselves of crimes from a morbid love of notoriety.

Mr. Justice Erskine summed up, and the jury found the prisoner

Guilty. He was sentenced to transportation for 15 years.

Oxford Circuit (Reading).—Thomas Paice, a lad ID years of

age, was indicted for maliciously setting fire to the dwelling-

house of his master, the Rev. John Sloper, on the 6th February,

the prosecutor and his wife then being therein. The evidence

in this case, though it established a strong suspicion 6f the pri-

soner's guilt, was not sufficient to convict, and he was accord-

ingly acquitted. He was then tried upon a second indictment,

for setting fire to the prosecutor's house, on Tuesday, the oth

February. It was here proved that the prisoner had fired the

premises by means of tow and turpentine. The jury found him
Guilty, and sentence of death was recorded, accompanied by an
intimation that he would probably be transported for life.—

Richard Wallis was indicted for having, on the 7th November,

1838, set fire to certain ricks and farm-buildings, at Hampstead
Norris. The jury found the prisoner Guilty. Sentence was de-

ferred. At a later period of the day, Jesse Wallis (son of the

last-named prisoner), Richard Wallis, and three other prisoners,

who had all been convicted at these assizes of arson, were placed

at the bar to receive judgment. Mr. Justice Wightman, in pass-

ing sentence, said that the prisoners had all most properly been

convicted of one of the deepest and most dangerous offences

known to the law, and one which, he very much regretted to

find, had prevailed in this county to an alarming extent. It was,

therefore, absolutely necessary that a severe example should be

made of those who were proved to have been guilty of the com-
mission of such offences. Distress and want, although no excuse

for crimes, might occasionally tempt men to nets which the law

would not justify, but which were committed for the purpose

of relieving themselves from hunger; but crimes like those of

which the prisoners at the bar had been found guilty had no

such palliation. They were committed to gratify the most ma-
lignant feelings, and he hoped that the result of these trials

would satisfy all those who had heard of the conduct of the pri-

soners, that however securely crimes might be supposed to be

perpetrated, justice would at last overtake those who were
guilty of them. His lordship then sentenced all the prisoners,

with the exception of Jesse Wallis, to be transported for the re-

mainder of their respective lives. Jesse Wallis, on account of

his youth, and the belief which his lordship entertained that he

had been instigated by others, was transported for 15 years.

— Samnel Prentice, a respectable-looking man, described as a

whitesmith, was indicted for having, on the 27th January,

feloniously broken into Windsor Castle, with intent to commit a

felony. The particulars of this case have been so recently before

the public, that it is unnecessary to repeat them. It was proved

that the prisoner had entered the store-room by a skeleton-key

at 5 in the morning ; but it appeared in evidence that he had for

eight years been employed in the work-rooms, and bore an excel-

lent character. The Judge, in summing up, pointed out the

improbability that a person in good circumstances, and with a
good character, would enter the stores with felonious intentions,

and the jury at once returned a verdict of Acquittal.

Nohthrbn Circuit.— (Lancaster).— John O'Neil and John

Braithwaite were charged with stealing 57 sheep, the property

of Mr. W. Morphet, a farmer, residing at Hornby, near Lan-

caster, on the 12th February, the particulars of which were given

in our last. It appeared that on the night in question, the

prisoners entered the prosecutor's field, and drove away he

whole of his flock of sheep. Next day they offered them in the

neighbourhood to several butchers, but at so cheap a rate as to

consequence, they were taken intoexcite suspicion
,
and,

the other Chartists implicated in the late riots, commenced on
Wednesday before Mr. Baron Kolfe and a special jury. All the

defendants, amounting in number to 69, appeared except Dr.

M'Douall, who was represented by Mr. Sergeant Murphy, and
who, it is understood, will abide the event Of the trial, and
come in for judgment accordingly. The Attorncy-GeneniL

opened the ease with a speech of considerable length, in which

he stated to the jury the nature of the evidence which he was
about to adduce, and the effect which that evidence would have
upon the defendants. His speech was chiefly remarkable for the

calmness of its tone, for the temper and forbearance which it ex-

hibited towards the defendants, and for the pride which he con-

fessed he felt, that during an outbreak of so serious and ex-

tensive a character as that of August last, Englishmen had so

far remembered what was due to themselves and to their

country, that, though many acts of illegal character and dan-

gerous consequences had been committed, yet on tliewhoca
most remarkable degree of moderation had been exhibited by
the working classes. The charge against the defendants, as

stated by the Attorney-General, was endeavouring, by large

assemblies of persons combined, by force, violence, menaces,
and intimidation, to produce such a degree of alarm and terror

throughout the country, as to produce a change in some of the

fundamental points of the Constitution. The evidence of the

different witnesses was, on the whole, rather favourable to the

defendants, as showing continual exhortations to peaceful and
orderly conduct, and that the original cause and the general
character of the turnout was for " a fair day's wages for a fair

day's work," and not for the promulgation of the Charter. It

appeared from their testimony, that it was not till some days
after its commencement that a portion of the turnouts thought
it advisable to mix up the Charter question with the wages, nor
aid they do it atlcngth without considerable opposition and divi-

sion. It also appeared that at Staleybridge, where the first turn-

out took place, the men were under notice from their masters to

give up work unless they consented to a reduction of 25 per
cent, upon their wages; and that, therefore, it did not altogether

bear the character of a voluntary strike. It was also proved
that though many of the men -wanted to return to work, they
were prevented by a combination of the mill-owners, who deter-

mined to shut their factory doors for a month ; and had they not
done this, it was alleged that there was every probability that

the strike, and its consequent disturbances, would have much

?
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•sooner terminated, and probably the question of the Charter
cmight never have been raised at all.

Central Criminal Court.— William Canncll, described

BIRTHS—On the 24th ult., at Hem inebj Rect
of the Rev. <i. Thackeray, of a daughter—On th

Dry, Lincolmhire, the lady

at and wounding with intent to do her some grievous bodily
harm. The particulars of this case have been already noticed,
and no new facts of any interest to the public were elicited by
the evidence, ihe jury returned a verdict of guilty of firingwith intent to do grievous bodily harm, recommending the pri-

!23Vv

„

m"cy°n account of his previously good character.
Loi d Chief Justice Tindal then addressed the prisoner, and saidthat nothing but the recommendation of the jury could have
prevented the Court from passing the severest sentence of thelaw upon him. As that recommendation, however, shouldalways receive the greatest attention from the Court, the sen-
tence would be much lightened, though still sufficiently heavy
to deter others from giving way to those bursts of passion which
are so frequently productive of fatal results. The sentence of
th^0,

A
r
,

t
,

w*s'^ha
.

t he be transported for the term of 15 years;
--The Club Robberies.-On Thursday, an application was made
to their Lordships, requesting that the trial of Mr. Joshua Jones
Ashley, who stood indicted for stealing plate from several of the
clubs, should be proceeded with that morning, or fixed for Satur-

thll tid^ ? s
5
ort

,
conversation among the counsel, it was fixed

that the trial should take place this day (Saturday).
Jrml of M'Naughten.-This trial commenced yesterday, the

Attorney General prosecuting on the part of the Crown. Wit-
nesses were examined at great length on behalf of the prosecu-
tion, but in consequence of the illness of Mr. Cockburn (pri-
soner s counsel), the trial was adjourned until this day, but it isby no means certain that it will be concluded by this evening

Charles Shipley, a banker's clerk, was brought up to receivethe judgment of the Court. The prisoner, who was clerk in theBanking-house of Messrs. Williams, Deacon, and Co. Birchin-lane, was convicted at the last sessions of embezzling the sum
Zlil

/
'!,">

he proPer}y P
f

,

his employers. The Common Ser-geant said it was a painful duty at all times to pass a sentence oftransportation, especially when the party to receive judgmentwasconnected as he was. The Court should be no respecter of per-
sons, nor could it give way to its feelings, or the feelings of theprisoner s relations, respectable as they doubtless were. Thejudgment of the Court was, that he be transported beyond theseas for the term of seven years ; but the friends of the convictmight apply to the Secretary of State, who would listen to, anddoubtless act upon, any mitigatory statements.
Sheriff's Court.-The Queen v. Dean and Sedgwick, of St.Paul's Churchyard -This trial lasted six hours, and is of verygreat interest to the silk trade, as the forerunner of twenty or

££2 ?°re
' lZ ™ureline silks

.
in connection with the lateSS cK^SS CuStom-house

- ™e jury returned a verdict

A NNUITIES. - In the AUSTRALASIAN COLO-
phmp Mv

a
'l

l1 GENEML LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITYCOMPANY, Annuitants participate in the Profits of the Com-pany, and receive a rate of ANNUITY much more favourable

SESi?E.^S 2?SBd
%Z

any Company making its investments

?wi r
England. The Company is enabled securely to grantthese favourable terms from the advantage it possesses of invest-ing a portion of its Funds at a high rate of interest.

- Directors.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, jun., Esq.

C. E. Mangles, Esq.
J. B. Montefiore, Esq.
J. H. Ravenshaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

SPORTING.

, ,» T "Cla "'"rat ttaKen); 20 to 1 agst Mr.

-«f^
aC

H
a£UV -

5
I ,

1 &SSt Mr
-
Griffith's Newcourt

;

agst Lord Westminster's Languish colt (taken)
; 4fi to

Ir. Bowes s Cotherstone
; 50 to l agst Colonel Peel'sValentine

;
1000 to 15 agst General Yates's Caen (taken)OAKS.—5 to I agst Lord Westminster's Maria Dav rt«v „>

Bankers—Union Bank of London.
colonial BANKKRs-Bank of Australasia (Incorporated by Royal

Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgate-street.
1-HYsiciAN-Dr. Eraser, No. 62, Guildford. street, Russell-square.

Solicitors—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, & Co.
Secretary—Edw. Ryley, Esq.

»n°fS?
U^eS

' ^ith Ta
}

)le8' Forms of ^posal for the purchase of

mvh nt°
r f°r

,

makl"? an Assurance, and every information,may be obtained by application at the Office of the Company,No
-
12"» Dishopsgate-street, corner of Cornhill.
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THE TANK AND TROUGH SYSTEM OF HEATING
t- rpxr2?™?^ES AND OTHER BUILDINGS.T THOMSON'S IMPROVED PLAN of applyingv • the Tank and Trough Mode of Warming Horticultural
and other Buildings with his NEWLY-INVENTED and ECONO-MICAL BOILER, which has been adopted and mav be seen fa
use at two of the most extensive Horticultural Establishments in
the three Kingdoms, viz., Messrs. Lees' Nursery, Hammersmith
aiwi TV1> Wrr nirvp'ft Hrnnffnv^ t** • _._i_. _ ^,

and Hothouse Designer, No. 4, Chapel-place, Hammersmith, late
Head-Garaener to the Duke of Northumberland, Ston House, and
many yean in the Garden Establishment of Her Majesty' and
Author of " A Practical Treatise on the Construction and Heati .£"

of Horticultural Buildings," published 1838.
fa

J. T. has applied the above system for Bottom Heat and other
purposes at Lord Prudhoe's and several other places in England
with great success, within the last four years.

'

TV/T ANURES.— Guano, Nitrates of Soda and Potash
-i-T-L (pun:), at the'lmporter's prices. Also Gypsum, Potter's
Guano (superior to the Foreign), Urate, Bone Dust, Sulphate of
Ammonia, and allother Chemical Manures on the lowest terms
for Cash. Rock Salt and Agricultural Salt.—Apply to Mark
Fotherghl, Merchant and Agricultural Agent, 40. Upper
Thames-street.
*** Pamphlets treating on the above may be had of Mr. F.

HORTICULTURALBUILDINGand HEATING byHOT WATERT WEEKS and Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester.'
ijJ^+'t ^ UN

f'
S,R

,i
>AI\CHELSKA

' Hothouse Builders andI agst Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone; 50 to 1 agst Colonel Peel's St. 5°hT*ter Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform theNobility and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive1 throughout the country for many years, is entirely confhir T tothe BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL'ERECTION^
HEATTNtt nf thpw K« uht nr.^n *-*"/

s Maria Day (taken).

ww Iff u
*«*»Ay, wiarcn 3. The few runs of EnglishWheat left over have been disposed of at declining prices. Foreigncontinues in the same stagnant state, and althousl- not

3

MARK LANE, Fru>av, March 3. The few runs of English
prices. Foreign

*2%& 5 h°
nly saleab 'e

;
at a redaction: Two^rgS oKwRed Wneat have arrived from the Baltic, the quality was cxceeTmgly fine on part of which the Duty of 20«. has Sta paidTSSsome sold m bond, to be admitted by certificate under the Grh 1tag Act, as these Wheats leave a loss, the sale is not 1SX ?g be
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- **» Malting Barley
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BRITISH, PER TAIPKRIAL QUARTKR.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire.
Barley. . . Malting and distilling
Uat», Lincolnshire and ^ orkshire . . . Poland*

Northumberland and Scotch . . . ,——. Irish

s. s.

44 to A3
44 to 50
25 to 30

Ryo
Scans, JVfaragan. old and new

I'iKeon, Heligoland .

Feed
Feed

S. S .

Red 40to4(,"
A\ lute — to—
Grind, i«) to 25
I' t-ed 14 to j.2
Potato 16 to 24
Potato 14 to 22

Feas, White

22 to 2R
. 28 to 43

30 to .12

WSXXLT IMPERIAL AVERAGlis.

IS to 23
— to —
9 to J8

• • •
'— to —

Tick S3 to 29
Winds. 2tf to 34 Lon^pod £4 to 2R
Alaple 2/to2J) Grey

Harrow 24 to 30
1 24 to 28
26 to 27
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FebT

20
27
a
10

17
21

weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat.
49 1

41) 8
48 1

47 5
47 11

48 6'

48 4

Barley.
27 3
£7
27
27
^7
97

8
5
1

1

9

27

English
•Irish .

Foreign

English
iTiih .

Scotch .

Foreign

sn
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16 11
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1
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ARRIVAI-S
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Malt.
6031
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27 3 29 11
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2? 29 &
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27 4 29 1J
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1251

THIS WKKK.
Harley
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description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATRRCONICAL and other BOILERS of all££°4£iSesisumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention um»
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.
a«d a great variety of HoiticulturUErections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estin ate«
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apTarat.Sfor^R^^^ e^erie»ce ^ the ejection ofapparatus ioi the above-mentioned purposes, have bv imnrnvnments suggested in their practice, rendered thei^ modeKit"mg not only very efficient, but very simple, and have comWneddurability in the apparatus with economy in the charge The5

employed by the^.^^^^^^^^works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at rh,Sv
D. andE. Bails? also construct la mPt»i «ii h- +
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men, aiicUhe public to an inspection of their various drawings
iave the «

ex tremel
3

-iapted for
supply ot hot water, and an arrangement of tiie oven more complete than has hitherto been brought before the public
D. andJB--BAXM7 were the first to introduce metallic curvilinear houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, beside rSothers in this country and on the Continent. y
D and E.Bah.kv have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic PlantProtectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery theybeg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe forOrchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly^,01 Itin^l^18 required, an d which may be seen at their Manufactory
W1KK-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN~

HOUSES, ^-c.

EFFICACIOUS MANURES FOR LENT CORN, TURNIPS,
and HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

rPHE HUMUS and CARBON MANURES, made by
J- Messrs. Lanck and Co., have been most extensively used
with decided success. They arc carefully and scientifically pre-
pared fron; Human Soil, so as to preserve the acknowledged pre-
eminent Properties of that Material. The price averages 2s. per
bushel, delivered to a wharf in London, including Package.

*

They have been applied with equal success to Horticultural
as well as Farming Operations, as is shown by numerous Testi-
monials, which may be obtained by application to Mr. Kki>-
gravk, No. 95, Albany-street, Regent's Park, London, to whom
also Orders are addressed.
N. B.—Mr. Lance supplies collections of Soils for Farmers'

Societies, and presents to them his Agricultural Works. He also
gives Lectures on Agricultural subjects, 011 payment of his Ex-
penses only.—March 2, 1843.

In commencing the Second Volume, the Conductors announce
that they have increased the Size, without additional charge,
to Sixteen Foi.io Pages.

Published every Fridav, Price Fivepence,
rpHE CHURCH and STATE GAZETTE.-News-
J- paper Stamp Returns for April, May, and June. (Ordered
by the House of Commons, August 12).

CHURCH AND STATE GAZETTE 70,000.
Church Intelligencer . 13,000 I Nonconformist . . . 36,250
Conservative Journal . 1 1,000

J
Patriot (twice a week) 70,000

Ecclesiastical Gazette . 36,750 f Record (twice a week; 101,000
John Bull 45,000 I Watchman 51,500

In professing a desire to maintain the union of Church and
State, we exclude all principles and views hostile to the Esta-
blished Institutions of the Empire. We have no sympathy either
with the Adversaries of the Reformation, or with the Champions
of the Reformation in opposition to Primitive Truth. Wre war
against all doctrines, the tendencies whereof are on the one hand
to Popery, and on the other hand to Dissent and Sectarianism.
We support the State as the Nursing Parent of the Church—and
the Church as the Guide and Counsellor of the State. We believe
that the Empire has prospered, under Divine Providence, in pro-
portion as Church and State have understood and fulfilled these
their respective functions—in proportion as they have appreciated
the design of their union—in proportion as each has strengthened
each -and especially in proportion as the State has become reli-
gious. Believing, moreover, that the vast majority of the reflect-
ing, the educated, and the pious people of this country, concur
in these views, of which we iio not perceive in the Public Press
any adequate Representative, we have entered the field and esta-
blished our Newspaper.
We challenge no opposition and profess no rivalry, but simply

desire to supply a defect through which ialse views have obtained
an unsuspected and unwarrantable currency. Had we doubted
or the expediency of the course we have adopted, the violence of
Party spirit, at the present moment, and the lamentable misap-
prehensions to which that violence has given rise on most solemn
and important topics, left us no alternative, and justified out
decision.
Truth, like air, is useful only in circulation. To circulate

truth has been and is our one object—to be useful will be our
reward. Cautiously, therefore, we avoid each extreme of Party,and fearlessly address ourselves to the correction of every error.We expect as much the disfavour of all violent partisans, as the
countenance of moderate men and sound thinkers.
We rely for support not only upon the Nobility and Gentry,

who, from high birth and station, may be considered hereditary
patrons of Church and State principles, but also upon the
thoughtful Middle Classes, who, in the gradual formation of right
convictions, require both a guide and an interpreter. It is
scarcely necessary to say, that in politics we are Consbb.ta.tivb

;as willing to improve as we are unwilling to impair—reverencing
the hoarded wisdom and rich experience of the past, as the bes
guides in principle for the conduct of the details both of the pre

fc

sent and the future.
It becomes us not to speak of the talent and abilities with

vyhich our Publication is supported. The public, indeed, have aright to require at our hands, industry, thoughtfulness, and candour—a holy and reverent love for all things sacred and venerable—an unswerving maintenance of all things true—an imoartiai
judgment upon all things doubtful. Without these, talent is mischievous, and our object would be unattainable.

economical principles.
--ARATUS, on improved and

Parties waited on in Town or Count™- o«h t^
Estimates free. Work for^^̂ ^^d DraW]ings and

Iti-sI-
-»»«** vmw|«jhi.» prini«i

'"-;'• Todd, Hylton-ierry, D
ford

g
v

Clrisl«°<>. Chester, coaj ,

feraihi
orkshilire, machine makers

Ml»w«2i?i ^""'""ff. Brighton, ceach-

'• Mephenson mid W. Haste, Brad.

-*--*- other Buildings.—STP PIT i?\rcr\xr > ~ r. ^

gT£ffl&S,?,, S^SSLfeLSSi and Sic
SSiSSS th»?fh

tfuUy acquaiiit the Nobility
-

Gentr>-'

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety
of sizes of these much- approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or
Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the
merits of these Boilers fsee Chronicle, March, 1842, pajje 175,
and *et>ruary, 1843, page 87), renders it unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :—
They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or is hours, price 41. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

iwcEI. il w°
nva,fle

,

(l "P°n "PPlication. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,Bedsteads Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. ftc.
N.B.— Hie Trade supplied with Hot-water Pi»oo *,

every description.
supplied with Hot-water Pip'cs and fittings of

Ihe Gazette contains Original Articles on Matters affectingthe Church, and on the .Leading Topics of the Day—on Diss** i

ing Tactics—Foreign and Home Correspondence—a W^pLiResume of Foreign News—Original Reviews of Books of I, t
ly

—Ecclesiastical and University Intelligence, and nil «T St

interesting to the Clergy and Laity of the Church-thn u
neWS

ings of Charitable and Religious Societies-Naval arTrt\SE££Intelligence-Court and Fashion- Finances m,TV Military

-and a .Miscellaneous Department rep ete 'JSKj "'^ FU"dS
esting facts of each week.
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LAMBERTIAN HERBARIUM.

THE late PROFESSOR DON'S ACCOUNT of

the various Collections of the LAMBERTIAN HERBARIUM;
being" an "Appendix to the History of the Genus Paius. Atlas

folio, boards. A few copies of this interesting account ot trie

now- widely dispersed Botanical Museum remain for sale. 10s.

William Pamphv, 45, Frith-street, Soho-sqrarc.

PRUSSIAN I i ( ) RTICULTURAL TRANSACTIONS.

VERHANDLUNGEN des Vereins zur Baforderuug

des Gartcnbaues in den KGniglich Staaten. 4to., coloured

and! plain Plates j complete in 14 vols. A fine Copy 12 guineas.

Berlin.—Manv of the Numbers may also be had separately.

W. Pamplin, 45, Frith-street, Soho.

EE-HIVES.—A SHEET of ILLUSTRATIONS of

HIVES, published by John Milton, price l.*., may be had

of Messrs. Rivwgton's, Waterloo-place; J. W. Packer, West

Strand: and of J.Milton, 10, Great Marylebone-street, Wim-

pole-street. Ail letters to be paid. crr^D^
These are «« Illustrations of Hives » referred to in/ The Prac-

tical Bee- Keeper." A Treatise on Bees now publishing.

On the 1st of March, price Is., No. III. °* *-)e

NEW ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE of IsATURAL
HISTORY, or -ZOOLOGIST."

The papers are by Messrs. Bladon, Jordan, Bell, Salmon, Reece,

Newman, Holme, Yarrel, Couch, J.andsborough Q.iekett

Walker, Dr. Drummond, and other naturalists. The figures

represent a new British fish, a gold fish bearing a living vegetable,

and the minute anatomy of the horse-leech.

London: John Van Voorst, Paternoster-row*

MESSRS. H. LANE and SON beg to announce

that their select Catalogue of PELARGONIUMS, FUCH-

SIAS, VERBENAS, HEARTSEASE, &c. &c., for the present

vear may be had on application at the Nurseries, Great
4 ^?,

r
rV

hampstead, Herts. For Character, &c., of FUCHSIA LANEII,

see Advertisement in Gardeners9 Chronicle of Dec. 17, 1842.

Great Herkhampstead, March 1, 1 343.

PORTRAIT OF LADY SALE.

THE "LADY'S BLACKWOOD" MAGAZINE of

FASHION and LITERATURE jfor March 1, price 2.5.

monthlv, and each succeeding Number will excel in the splendour

of its Embellishments anything of the kind ever published; con-

taining the choicest Parisian Fashions, a Series of elegant Steel

Engravings, entitled Views in India, and nearly 200 royalSvo.

pages of ietter-press, equal to four other Magazines. The illus-

trations consist of a scries of magnificent Views taken in India,

including (in this Number), ahighly-nnished Lithographic Draw-

ing from an original and authentic Sketch by an Officer, reprcsent-

inp-'the heroic LADY SALE on Horseback, as she appeared under a

heavy lire from the Ghilzces, in the Advance Guard of the

British Army, in the late disastrous Retreat from Cabul, during

the Pi sage of the Khoord Cabul Pass, just before the Massacre

o* the
n«obps and Camp Followers.

!
« rks are better adapted for country Presents than the

Volumes of "BLACKWOOD'S LADY'S MAGA-
Z! -" Each Volume (of Six Two Shilling Parts), contains an

c; a
1 riety of pleasing Tales, equal in letter-press to four

guineas and a-half Novels, and of a far more interesting character,

by the first authors of the present day, including Georgiana,

Duchess of Devonshire, the late Miss Landon, MissM. A. Roberts,

thcHon. MissBeauclerks, Miss L. M. ISeevor, Miss Agnes Strick-

land, J. E. Carpenter, Esq., Mrs. George Cruikshank, W. H. Farn,

Esq., Mrs. Gould, J. C. Hall, Esq., Maurice I-Jarcourt, Mrs. Hot-

land Mary Hovvitt, Sheridan Knowles, Esq., Miss Pardoe, Mrs.

Sesoumey, •* The Hermit in London, the late F. Yates, Esq.

,Hids ol jo Portraits of the Modern Beauties of France,

attired in the latest Parisian costumes of the day, and a scries of

six magnificent steel engravings, entitled -Belgian Scenery,

sketched from Nature, with an illustrative article to each. Vols.

I to XI I. mav be purchased of the Publisher, at the Office, 154,

Strand, or ordered of any respectable Bookseller in Town or

Country, at io«. the single volume, or the first six at 7s., and a

further reduction of 2s. by taking the whole twelve volumes, the

price then being but 5.9. each, elegantly bound m green and gold.

It is unnecessary to offer any remark of thepress, as the public

are already aware that the work has been spoken of m terms of

the highest and most flattering praise, by all the London and

SSKSaK^SffiKMJUoin^BT
ALL THE COURTS OF EUROPE,

and it may be said to be the leading Periodical for Fashion,

General Fem ale Costumes, and' Polite Literature.

OHIRLEY VINEYARD, near Southampton.—The

O Proprietor of this Establishment respectfully announces

that he has now made sufficient progress in it to enable him to

commence, forthwith, a series of «|£rtpento of ft:™sttopaf-

tant character, and on an extensive scale, relative to the Culture

of the Vine under Glass; the object ot which will be to free

that interesting and valuable branch of Horticulture trom the

difficulties and uncertainty which have hitherto surrounded it

and to place it on such a basis, as to ensure the production of

nerv superior fruit, vtithease, certainty, ana economy.

In theVosccution of this design, and in that of cnlti rating the

Vine on open walls; and also in the propagation of \ine Plants

in the nursery department of the Vineyard, he is desirous of

having associated with him a few respectable Youths, as Articled

Pupils* who, in addition to beingtaughtthe most improved mode

of Vine Culture in all its various branches, and (as necessarily

involved in it) the Theory and Practice of all the grand Principles

on which the delightful Science of Horticulture is based, will

also enjoy a great number of valuable Educational Aovan-

taobs? of a sterling practical character, and such as, in com-

b na ion with the above, will enable them, with M^^SE;
cation, to occupy, at the expiration of their pupilage, a superior

and independent rank in society.

To Parents who are desirous of providing for then Sons the

knowledge of a superior and profitable pursuit, fV^^
their becoming dependent on the precarious issue of mercantile

or trading occupations, the opportunity thus offered may be con-

sidered as highly deserving of their attention.

As the Pupils will be considered as members of the family, ana

treated in every respect in the most liberal manner, a suitable

Premium will be required. ,,

Applications, personally or by letter, may. be made to Mr.

Clement Boarb, at the Vineyard.

It is intended to limit the number of Pupils for the present to

four, and Mr. H. will be ready to receive them in the ensuing

month of March. February 8, 1843.

/CULTIVATION OF PINES WITHOUT POTS.—
V-^ One of the many advantages derivable from Rkndle's
" Tank Svstem of Heating," is the easy practicability of Cultivat-

ing Pines without Pots, an object of paramount importance to

the cultivators of this delicious and much-esteemed Fruit.

A Treatise, with Engravings, will shortly be published, con-

taining every information to set up or adapt the apparatus, with

cost of materials, fixing, &c. Price 55. each copy to Subscribers.

Orders are requested forthwith to be sent to Mr. Wm; Renole,
Union-road Nursery, Plymouth.—Feb-J-^th, 1843,

"VTURSERY and SEED BUSINESS to be DIS-
X i POSED OF.—The Proprietor of an old-established Nursery

and Seed Business (in the country) being desirous of retiring,

would be glad to treat with any person wishing to embark in

such a concern.—For particulars apply by letter, addressed C. B.

Gardener? Chronicle Office.

NEW BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS AND SELF-
INSTRUCTION.

MECHANICAL PHILOSOPHY and its

APPLICATION to the ARTS. Price 4s. j being the Third

Part of the

POPULAR CYCLOPAEDIA of NATURAL
SCIENCE.

By Dr. W. B. CARPENTER,
Author of " Principles of General and Comparative Physiology."

Treatises already Published, price Four Shillings each-
Part I.—Vegetable Physiology.
Part II.—Botany.

r.

THE EARTH;
ITS PHYSICAL CONDITION AND MOST RKMARKABLK PHENOMENA.

By W. M. II1GGINS.

Illustrated by 10 coloured Engravings by Felix Blunt.
small 8vo, price Ss. 6rf., cloth lettered.

In

n.

THE ENTOMOLOGIST'S TEXT-BOOK.
An Introduction to the Natural History, Structure, Phy-

siology, and Classification of Insects, including the Crustacea

and Arachnida. With numerous Woodcuts and Six Coloured

Plates. By J. O. WESTWOOD, Esq., P.L.S., &c. &c.

A New Edition, price 5s. Qd. cloth lettered.

tir.

LESSONS ON ASTRONOMY.
By ROBERT MUDIE.

A New and improved Edition, illustrated by Felix Blunt.
small 8vo, price 4s. M. t cloth lettered.

In

IV.

JOHNSON'S DICTIONARY OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE,

With Walker's Pronunciation of all difficult or 'doubtful Words.

(Corrall's Diamond Edition). Price 2s, M. roan lettered, and

3s. embossed roan.

ROWBOTHAM'S ^PRONOUNCING
DICTIONARY

OF THE FRENCH AND ENGLISH, AND ENGLISH AND
FRENCH LANGUAGES.

A diamond pocket Edition, price 5s. 6<*. embossed roan, and 6s. 6d.

morocco.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE
GERMAN LANGUAGE.

By Dr. PEITHMAN.
Price Four Shillings, cloth lettered.

VII.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE
FRENCH LANGUAGE.

By Dr. PEITHMAN.
Second Edition. Price Five Shillings, cloth lettered.

A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE
LATIN LANGUAGE.

By Dr. PEITHMAN.
Second Edition. Price Three Shillings, cloth lettered.

These works, although comparatively unknown in schools,

have procured their author a high reputation amongst scholars

and private teachers, by whom they are chiefly used.

IX.

PINNOCK'S IMPROVED EDITION OF

MURRAY'S ABRIDGED ENGLISH
GRAMMAR,

With numerous Exercises. Accompanied with Questions for

Examination, and Explanatory Notes. Eighteenth thousand.

Price Is. 6rZ., cloth lettered.

In royal l8mo, price is. 6*. .cloth lettered, a New Edition of

WALL'S GRAMMATICAL SPELLING-
BOOK ;

Intended to facilitate the simultaneous acquisition of Orthogra-

phy and Grammar.

EXHIBITION of CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or

JAPAN ROSE.—A Collection of these beautiful Exotics is

now in bloom at Ciianplkr and Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall.

Admittance gratis.

GARDEN NET.—New Garden Net, viz., Herring

Net, one-inch mesh, made with machinery, \^d. per yard, in

any length or width. Old Fishing Net, properly mended up, in

lengths, 30 or 40 yards, 8 and 10 feet deep, 'id. per yard square.

Woollen and Worsted Net, fine Blossom and Wasp Net, made
from Hemp, Bunting, Screens, &c. &c. Woollen Tie for Flowers-

Also Sheep-folding Nets, Fishing Nets, Rabbit and Hare Nets.

Nets for Fences against Rabbits, Dogs, Poultry, &c, 2d. per yard

.

also for covering in Poultry-yards, Pheasantries, &c, 2d. per

yard. Superior expanding Tents for Lawns, &c., £/., 36 feet

round. Tarpaulins for Waggon and Stack Covers, Garden-frames,

&c, 2s. per square yard made up.

Rob. Richardson, Net and Tent Maker, 21, Tonbridge-placc,

New Road, near Euston-square, London.
tst. b.—1000 London Policemen's Capes for Farmers' Servants,

\s. 9fi., 2s., and 2s. 6d. each.

rpO NURSERYMEN and Others.—To be LET, a
-A- large HOUSE, with sundry out-buildings, and about four

acres of excellent lantj, with a valuable right of common. It is

situate on the Southampton-road, near the Staines gate. It will

only be let on lease. The rent is 35/. per annum. Apply to Mr.

Hedor, Builder, Staines. It was formerly the poor-house, and

built about 20 years. __

H WALKER'S NEEDLES (by Authority the

• "Queen's Own"), with the New Large Eyes, are easily

threaded (even by blind persons), and worked with great ease,

having Improved Points, Temper, and Finish. The Labels arc

correct Likenesses of Her Majesty and His Royal Highness

Prince Albert in relief, on coloured grounds.

H. Walkkr's Improved Fish-hooks, Steel Pens, Hooks and

Eyes, Bodkins, &c., are particularly recommended to notice.

For the Home Trade, neat packages of Needles or Pens, from

Is. to 10s. value, can be sent free by post by any respectable

dealer, on receipt of 13 penny stamps for every shilling value.

Every quality, &c, for shipping.

H WaiiKKe, Manufacturer to the Queen, 20, Maiden-lane,

Wood-street.

OljJSLET or SOLD, Ingatestone NuasERY,1ong
known as one of the most desirable situations in Esskx, on

the London and Norwich road, and contiguous to the Eastern

Counties Railway. The grounds, about five acres, have been

lately cleared; but the fine specimen plants and a choice collec-

tion of fruit-bearing trees are left, sufficient to pay a good rental.

There arc three Greenhouses, with other erections, and a good

dwelling house. This affords a good opportunity to any one

commencing business, having an excellent connexion of forty

years attached. May be entered upon immediately at a moderate

rental, or purchased by private contract ; 23 miles from London

and six from Chelmsford. For particulars apply to Mr. Pro-

THBROB, American Nursery, Leytonstone, or to Mr. Hogg, on

the premises. .

ARDER'S GRAFTING COMPOSITION—From
the Expansive and Adhesive properties of this Paste, it

neither retards the progress of swelling nor admits the air,

moisture, or frost, in the process of healing the graft; thereby

insuring a remedy against the failures so prevalent trom the

adoption of the present imperfect, dirty, and troublesome mode.

It is the only article of the kind ever offered to the public ; being

partially introduced last season. Parties who then made trial of

it (with entire success), feel the utmost confidence in recom-

mending it. In 2s. <5d. and is. Gd. pots. Wholesale, by Mr.

Kipucv, Hooker's Court, Nicholas Lane
.

CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS.—
V-/ For Sale, one, two, and three-light BOXES and LIGHTS,

of all sizes, ready for immediate use, warranted of the best ma-

terials, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom
;
two-light

Boxes and Lights complete, from U. Ss. Garden Lights made,

glazed, and painted, from is. per foot. Sashes and Frames made,

glazed, and hung complete, is. M. per foot.—At Jambs Watts
Sash Manufactory, 8, Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.

*** Reference given.

DOWER'S ATLASES.
i. ,

Tn royal 4to, price II. Is., half-bound roan, for Schools; or lor

the Library, 26*. half-bound Russia,

A GENERAL ATLAS OF MODERN
GEOGRAPHY

;

Comprised in 50 Maps, full coloured, and a view of the Compara-

tive Height of Mountains, and Length of Rivers, coloured, so

as to indicate the Quarters of the World in which they occur,

with a copious Consulting Index of many thousand 1 laces,

with their Latitude and Longitude.

n.

In royal 8vo, price 12s. half-bound and coloured,

A SCHOOL ATLAS OF MODERN
GEOGRAPHY

;

Containing 3fi Maps of the Hemispheres, Quarters of the Globe,

and the chief Countries, with a copious Consulting Index.

nr.

In royal 8vo, price 7s. 6d. half-bound and coloured,

THE MINOR SCHOOL ATLAS ;

Containing 21 Maps of the Hemispheres, Quarters, and the more

important Countries and Provinces in the World, with a con-

sulting; Index of many thousand Names.

iv.
.

In royal 8vo, price 5s. half bound and coloured,

A SHORT ATLAS OF MODERN
GEOGRAPHY;

Containing 12 Maps of the Hemispheres Quarters of the World,

and Countries and Provinces suited for the Young to be nrst

acquainted with. ., tTftorf,
*»* The above Atlases recommend themselves to tc^caus

of Schools and Families, and also to the Ben
r
e'^e|Sracv

reference, by their fulness of detail, by the care and accuracy

with which they have been prepared, and ^^JLgf
revised with modern geographical discovery, and by their prices,

as compared with similar works.

Wm. S. ORR & Co.jAmen-Comer, Paternoster-row,

TO LADIES.
.

ROWLAND'S KA.LYDOR.-Ur.der the special Pa-

tronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Qvv.v.n, and the

Royal Family.—This elegant and fragrant preparation thoroughly

eradicates all Pimples, Spots, Jledncss, Tan, Freckles, and other

Defects of the Skin; heals Chilblains, and renders a chapped and

rough skin, pleasantly soft and smooth. It imparts a youtlitul

roseate hue to the Complexion, and renders the Arms, Hands, an I

Neck delicately fair and soft. Caution.-Much pernicious trash

is now offered for sale as " KALYDOR :»-it is^fore,rapcra-

tive on Purchasers to see that the words "ROWLANDS KA-

LYDOR" are printed on the wrapper.—All others are fcrROSS

Impositions." *»* To protect the Public from Fraud, The Hon.

Commissioner of Stampshwc authorized the Proprietor sMgua-

turc to be engraved on the Government Stamp thus- A
Rowland and Son, 20, Hatton Garden," jrtucj i* affixed to

each bottle. Price 4.9. lid. and 8s. M. per bottle, duty ^eluded.

Ask for ROWLAND'S KALYDOR. Sold by them, and by Che-

mists and Perfumers.

WANTED, an OUT-DOOR APPRENTICE to the

VV Nursery and Seed Business, near London, a respectable

Youth 15 or 16 vears of age. Pie must write a good hand as Iil

wil have to assist in Book-keeping. A Premium will be re-

quired. For further particulars apply by letter only, with name

and address to A. B.,Waw»'s Seed Warehouse, 3, Laurence-

Pountney-lane, Cannon street, London.

ANTED^aTrespectable young Man. as PROPAGA-
TORin a Nursery near London. He must have a thorough

knowledge of Plants. None need apply but those whose cha-

ri „ f„r -,,-n npar the strictest investigation as to ability, \.c. Ad-

SSTtoi! M?^ Nurseryman Stoke Newington, Middlesex

Personal application will not be attended to.

VV

A'

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER, a Married Man, aged 35, who per-

fectly understands his business; also the management ot

land or stock of any description, if required. Hashadaprac-

iical knowledge of cattle from his childhood Wife, if required,

could manage a Dairy. Can have four years' S00^"^^
the gentleman he is leaving. Direct to A. 13., Messrs. Paul «

Son, Nurserymen , CheshuuVHcrts.

S~UNDER-GARDENER, a young Man, of good

experience, where he may have the advantage of improve-

ment in the business generally. -Address, A. Z., Ga,duiu s

Chronicle Office. p
.

"aTSHOPMAN in the SEED-TRADE.—The Adver-

A tiser, who has been for the last three or font-years in an

old-established Seed House in the City, will be glad to hear of a

situSon as Shopman, &c, in some London House. Apply by

letter to W. A., Post-office, 24, Cornhill. —

—

Printed by Messr.. gunoiujIEvans ..
^™'« r

.f-"'VTbV.fh'd^Sw. Tt

the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, ami I
; ''^ jAi ,ulle 9ox,

the OwiOB,8, CHA,u,r.S - STHKKT, Covknt OMMW.
.
! tta(Count,^ot i

w Uia

where all Advertisements and Communications are to Oe naare

Editor.—Saturday, March 4, 1843.
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DAHLIAS.
JOHN KEYNES, Florist, Salisbury, most respect-

Y fully begs to tliank his Friends for their support last season
in ordering " Dodd's Prince of "Wales," and "Twyford Perfec-
tion," and to, assure them that it shall be his study to offer
nothing but First- rate Show Fi.owkrs. In announcing va-
rieties lor May, 1843, he hopes to merit their continued approba-
tion and confidence.

List of Dahlias, 1843. s. d.
Favourite (Dodds';—clear white, edged with pinkj the

finest of its class: full centre; great depth of cupped
petals

j large and circular; not to be surpassed for form,
and is safely warranted as a grand show-ilower; most
distinct. Plants in May 10 6

Colonel Baker (Dodds')—dark claret; fine show-flower;
most certain ; very deep ; cupped; rising centre; finest
form

; new eoiettr ; quite distinct from any ether. War-
ranted. Plants in May . . ,

.

"

. . 10 6
Violet Perfection (Keynes')—deep purple, with most vivid

light violet shade in the centre of each petal ; fine form
;

shape and growth of Metella. The shading of this
11 >wer is so prominent as to make it indispensable as a
first-rate show-flower. Warranted. Plants in May . 10 6

Paul Pry (Brown's)— light ruby; fine show-flower; perfect
shafrc ; not new in colour, but superior in its class.
Plants in May 10 6

Virgil (Mountjoy's)— dark maroon ; first rate . . . 10 6
Surprise (Oakley's)—purple, distinctly tipped with white;

finest of its class 10 6
Confidence (Cook's)—orange buff; first rate ;

best of its

colour
Great Mogul (Attwell's)—dark red
Asmodeus (Wheeler's) very dark
Queen of the Isles (Low's)—white, edged with crimson;

beautiful colours; quite distinct ; first-rate form
Hero of Stonchengc (Whale's)—dark crimson ; first-rate . _„
Swindon Rival (Compton's)—dark rose; decidedly first-rate 10
Prince of Wales (Dodds')— finest yellow
Mrs. Shelly (Mitchell's)— fine dark peach .

Competitor (Hodges')—light rose ; extra fine ; first-rate
Prince of Wales (Girling's)—shaded purple; fine

princess Royal (Hudson's)— light buff, tipped with purple
Bedford Surprise (Shepherd's)— shaded rose; extra fine

s)—very dark ; first-rate .

rose; first-rate form
Admiral Stopford (Trenfield'i
jlwyford Perfection—shaded
\;°.

Vi^Q (Mountjoy's)-dark .

U'nce Albert (Adams')—orange buff .

Marquess of Lansdowne (Brown's)— buffw F. Johnstone—purple
^merica [llmmmond's)- shaded purple
,;t(ly Alice Feel (Jackson's)—light rose
nose Unique (Anscll's) ....
^estbury Rival (Hall's)—purple

dged pink

mottled .

10 6
10 6
10 6

10 6

10 6

10

3 6
5

5
3 6
3 6

3 6
3 6

3 6

2 G

2 G
2 6
2 6

2 6

2 6
2 6

2 G
2 G
2 6
2 6
2 6
2 G

^Psy Maid (Girling's)—vcrv dark
uuke of Cornwall (Low's)-rose .

p
The following first-rate Varieties, 12s. per dozen :—

£anny Keynes (Keynes') Maria (Wheeler's)
Metella (Brown's)
Nicholas Nickleby (Cormack's)
President of the West ("Whale's)
Pickwick (Cormack's)

^aiiet Defiance (Cozens')W (Widnall's)
£!*drew Hofer (Holmes')
beauty of the Plain (Sparv's)
P|£am (Thurteli's)

'

sou>6
1

J

OWagCr Co°Pcr (
Jack-

fcr!um Hcro (Church's)
*;uclm (Ward's) .

conservative (Low's)
tournament (Catleugh's)
^hpse (Ditto)
t^rnament (Union)«^ourable (Spary's)
igrjspensable (Girling's)
^"deamaid (Brown's)
t^ly Middleton (Jeffrey's)~e wand Bedouin (Low's)
Maulc-fiJat.h (Davis's)
**ope (Neville's)
Pi

Pickwick (Cormack's)
Phenomenon (Whale's)
Satirist (Headland's)
Kougc et Noire (Anscll's)

Triumph (Millies')

Springfield Purple (Gaines's)
Climax (Jeffrey's)

Queen (Widnall's)

Eclipse (Ditto)

Majestic (Ditto)

Duchess of Richmond(Fowler's)
Egyptian King (Wiimer's)
Grace Darling (Dodds')
Ne plus Ultra (Widnall's)
Rival Sussex (Standford's)
Springfield Rival (Inwood's)
Unique (Anscll's)

^erf'cU ^;
y »oots of Dodd's Prince of Wales, 15.9.; Twyford

M>i- &™£ki ^tbu
;>

r

'V
valV10*'* Adam's Prince Albert,v*- > a?me Old Varieties, ss f Gd, each.

SATURDAY, MARCH 11. Prick 6rf.

THHE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, Patronised by HER
**- most Gracious majesty the queen, his grace
the duke of rutland, the earl of harring-
ton, the lord bishop of london, lord vis-
count lorton, and many of the nobility.
Youbll & Co. have only a few packages remaining for sale of

the above highly valuable Raspberry, at the following prices:—
Packages containing 50 Canes, 1/. 55.; Do., 25 Canes, 14s., pack-
age included j sent to any part of the United Kingdom on the
receipt of a Post-office order.—For further particulars, see their
former Advertisements j and they beg to refer the readers of the
Gardeners' Chronicle to page 138 of last week's Paper, as a proof
they have not exaggerated in their recommendation of it ; and
which ought to be cultivated in every garden in the kingdom.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
Youki.i. & Co. are now executing orders from their collection of
the above, which is the most extensive and selectin the kingdom,
at the following prices :

—

25 Pairs of extra-fine and first-rate show-flowers
12

25
12

12

£ s. d.
5

2 10

3
1 10

12

Do. Do. Do.
Do., very fine Do.
Do. Do. Do.
Do., extra fine, and show Pinks . ,

The selection being left to Y. & Co.
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATa.— Fine strong Plants, 8 inches

high, 60s. per dozen, or 20 guineas per 100.
Thirty packets of select Flower-seeds, 8s. ; sent free of postage

to any part of the United Kingdom.
Agents for the sale of Stkphknsom 8c Co.'s improved Conical

Boilers, which maybe seen on application. Also, Agents for
the sale of Potter's Artificial Guano.

fireat Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, March 9, 1843.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
M. E. RENDLE begs to offer the following unique
sorts of FLOWER and GARDEN SEEDS. s. d.

500 packets of Phlox Drummondii, 100 seeds , . 1

Ipomcea rubro cserulea, 15 seeds l

PortulaccaThellussonii, per packet 1

New Spotted Digitalis 2
Late White Plymouth Broccoli, much esteemed in the West

of England
Genuine Early Cornish Cabbage .

Man of Kent Cucumber, 12 seeds . . . .

w

Forester's Do. Do.

1

1

I

1

6

6
6

6

6Duncan's celebrated Melon, Do
German Stocks and Asters as imported.

Balsam, very superior, double;striped, and mottled, 50 seeds 5
25 packets, choice Flower-seeds 10
50 Do. Do 15

100 Do.. Do 25
A few papers of Bcrberis aqulfolia, at 2s. 6d. per 100 seeds.
General Catalogues can be forwarded by post, as well as any

packets of the above.
Union Road Nursery, Plymouth, March 8, 1843.

new, good7^and cheap.
WILLIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Ramsgate, Kent,

having selected from the many new FUCHSIAS and
VERBENAS Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the
Public at the undernamed low prices—including the follow-
ing Fuchsias:—Conspicua arborea (Catleugh's), Venus victrix,
(Cripps'). rosea alba, Moneypennii, compacta, racemiflora, &c.
Also the following distinct Verbenas :— Queen, Aurora, Stewartii
variegata, Mortlock's Superb, Burleyana, &c. &c. Fuchsias,
10s. Grf. per doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 12s. per doz.

;

package and carriage paid to London. Verbenas, 3s. 6d. per
doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 4s. per doz., package and
carriage paid to London.— Persons may depend upon their being
good Plants, carefully packed in moss, and correct to Name.
They will be sent out according to priority of orders in April.

A remittance from unknown correspondents.
W.M. obtained a Prize of 10/., open to all England, for a

Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c, at the Isle of Thanet
Floricultural Show, July, 1812.

List ot Pelargoniums, &c„ can be had on application.

NEW and SUPERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS on
SALE by F. and A. SMITH and Co., FLORISTS, &c,

HACKNEY, LONDON :—
BIANCA, Wildman, pure white, cup petals, large size, the centre
well up, vciy deep flower (having from 25 to 30 rows of petals),

first-rate form, of excellent habit, and very free bloomer : the
flowers have long upright foot-stalks. It was pronounced a
first-class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug.
3, 1841 ;

obtained a second prize at the South London Floricul-
tural Show, Sept. 14 j and a first-class prize at the Floricultural

mersmith Show, Sept, 27; and was pronounced a first-class

flower by the Floricultural Soc. of London, Sept. 27, when 24
blooms were produced, although that Society very fairly qualified
their approbation upon other occasions, when the flower, for
reasons afterwards explained, appeared before them in a less
perfect state. Opinions of the Press :—See Gardeners' Gazette,
Sept. 24, p. 625 : "This flower has been unfoitunately very
badly grown during the season ; being exclusivelv cultivated

in the neighbourhood of London, it has not been fit for compe-
tition at either of the shows for the cup. The blooms produced
on Tuesday, though by no means equal to those of last season,

or the early part of the present, gave promise that it will be a
decidedly first-rate variety, when it comes into the hands of

country growers, the centre being in every instance perfectly

up, the petals cupped, and the flower well formed." See Report
in same paper, Oct. 1, p. 639: " Wildman's Biaucn, which has
scarcely produced a bloom fit for showing until the latter part

of the season, was in fine condition, a great number of blooms

being shown, the whole of them first-rate." Sec Report in the

Florists' Journal of^Nov.last, p. 251 : "We some little lime since

paid a v 's^ t0 Messrs. Smith's Nursery, at Hackney ; the

Dahlias were in fine bloom, though evidently struggling

with the smoke, &c, of that confined district. Too much
credit cannot be given to these gentlemen for their fctrenuous

Exertions to overcome so great an obstacle. In the collection

which i3 large, we particularly noticed that beautiful white,

Wildman's Bianca ; there were several plants of it, and all held

rood flowers." ios. 6d,

DTTKE OF WELLINGTON, Smith, rich scarlet crimson, fine cup

tals, the centre well up, is of great depth and substance, a

well arranged; it is a desirable flower, and rich in colour '»

10s. U.
GENERAL SIR R. SALE, Smith, crimson purple, cup petal,
well up in the eye, of good size, and great depth of petals,
very profuse and constant bloomer, with long upright foot-
stalks; and is considered by competent judges the best flower
of its colour yet offered to the public

;
it was pronounced a

first-class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug.
16, 1842 j obtained a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 j a prize
at South Essex, Sept. 8 j a prize at Kingston, Sept . 1

5

; a prize
at Salt Hill, Sept. 16; a prize at Victoria Gardens, Stepney,
Sept. 19; a prize at the Floricultural Soc. of London, Sept. 20 ;

a prize at Sunbury, Sept. 22 ; a prize at Hammersmith, Sept.
27.— See Editor's opinion, Gardeners' Gazette, Aug. 6, 1842.

"So far as we have seen, during the present season, the
growers appear to be aware of the properties required in a
show Dahlia, and most of those exhibited on Tuesday pos-
sessed them in a considerable degree. Decidedly the best of

these is Smith's Sir Robert Sale, a beautifully-formed dark
flower, shown at both meetings, but not adjudicated on by the
Floricultural Society, on account of no more than one bloom
being shown."—See Editor's opinion, Gardeners' Chronicle,

Sept. 3. " Your crimson purple Dahlia (Sir R. Sale) is a flower

of first-rate properties, fine, general form, centre well up,

with great depth of petals." 10s. 6rf.

RIVAL YELLOW, Smith, deep golden yellow, fine cup petals,

of great substance and depth, the centre well up, of excellent

form, very constant and good habit. This Dahlia is warranted
the best of its colour yet offered to the public. As the stock is

very limited, early application is necessary to secure plants,

many orders having already been received; no allowance oa
this variety. 10s.

RAINBOW, Smith, yellow, beautifully edged with rosy purple,
of good form, very constant, free bloomer, and excellent habit;
the flowers have long straight footstalks; quite a new and dis-
tinct variety from any other in cultivation. The form of this

flower improves as the season advances, sufficient to constitute
it a show flower. 10s. 6d.

ORION, Smith, light yellow, cupped petals, of good form, very
constant, and profuse bloomer; 3ft. 7s. 6^.

FANNY WAUGH, Forster, deep lilac, of fine form; it has
obtained a first-class prize at Hexham, and was in the second
stand of 18, and the second of 24 blooms at the same place;
was placi d first in its class at the Dahlia Show near Corbridge,
andseand at the Great North of England Open Show at Jes-
mond, near Newcastle. This variety is very constant, of
medium size, great depth of petals, the centre well up, and of
good general habit; 4ft. 10s. 6rf.

EARL OF LEITRIM, Ogilvy, deep purple, cup petals, large,

and of good form; has obtained several prizes; 5 ft. 10s. 6rf.

SULTANA, Appleby, dark maroon, occasionally striped with
light purple, fine form. 10s. 6d.

ORYNTHIA, blush edged, and tipped with rosy purple; good
form ; 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

GREAT WESTERN, Bragg, shaded purple, very large, good
shape; 7$* 6rf.

PERPETUAL GRAND, Brown, maroon, fine form, 10s. 6rf.

BELS1ZE RIVAL, Pipe, rosy blush, cup petals, fine form, good
habit, and very constant; 4 ft. 10s. bd.

SURPRISE, Oakley, crimson, tipped with white ; 4ft. 10s. 6<£.

EMPRESS OF WHITES, G. Smith, creamy white, good form,
very dwarf grower; 2 ft. 1 0s. 6d.

CONFIDENCE, Cook, shaded orange, good form, very constant,
fine habit; 4 ft. 7s. 6d.

VIRGIL, Mountjoy, maroon, good shape, very constant; 4 ft.

10s. 6d.

WINDMILL-HILL HERO, Miller, rich deep crimson, cup petal,
round shape, good form ; 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

VAN AMBURGH, Miller, rosy lilac, good shape, and constant
show flower, 3ft. 10*. 6d.

PET RIVAL, Bushel, red crimson, cup petals, and very constant;
3 ft. 10s. 6d.

NORTH MIDLAND, Evans, deep crimson, cup petals, and fine
form; has taken several prizes; 3ft. 7s. 6d.

ESSEX TRIUMPH, Turville, fine dark, fine form; 4ft. 10s. 6d.

BEAUTY OF SUSSEX, Mitchell, white, deeply edged with car-
mine; 4ft. 10s. 6d.

MRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, Edwards, blush white, occasion-
ally tipped, good form, has taken several prizes, 4 ft. 10s. 6rf.

LADY SALE, Todd, ruby carmine, good form, 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

MIRANDA, Brown, blush white, shaded with rose. 7s. 6<£.

QUEEN OF SUMMER, creamy white, with crimson purple tip

and dark centre, good form. 10s. 6rf.

RETRIEVER, Dewar, ruby crimson, fine form, 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

IMOGENE, Dewar, lilac, first-rate, 2 ft. 10s. 6d.
CLAUDINE, Forster, white, tipped with rosy pink, fine form,

3 ft. 10s. 6rf.

GREAT MOGUL, Atwell, deep maroon, 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

F. and A. S. and Co. take this opportunity of informing those

of their friends who may not be aware of it, that their Dahlias

being grown in the immediate vicinity of London, they cannot

produce their blooms in such perfection as those who have every

advantage of a country situation; added to this, their Plants

were from August to the end of September so infested witn the

thrip, that they could not produce even a tolerable specimen ot

Bianca, to compete at any of the three shows lor Mr. Wildmanis
prize ; as a proof of this, at the first show there was no competi-

tion, they could not produce a bloom ; at the iSalt- »ll (the

second), and the Floricultural (the third) the Plants
;

were not

sufficiently recovered to compete witl! effect; as the season ad-

vanced, the Pit

enable them to

J55&%W«?^"^*^B
-
thC
^fnnZ

nend BlanCa ^ *

white or first rate dualities, and second to none.

SaLiSroKv&s as regard the thrip may be applied to

Rival Yellow; and having but three plants, they had not an op-

nortunitv to compete for prizes.

VERBENA SPECIOSA, Kyle, colour bright vermilion, with
blush or rosy eye, large trusses, and very free bloom of strong
upright growth; it obtained a certificate of merit at the Exhi-
bition of the Horticultural Society of London, July 9 \sr2.
The Verbena is handsome and very brilliant ; it is no doubt a
good variety. See p. 425, Gardeners' Chronicle^ Editor's opi-
nion. Plants in May, 6s.

PAULOVNTA IMPERIALISM strong plants, in 60-sized pots, in
May, 7s- 6rf.

A large Collection of Pelargoniums, comprising most of the new
varieties ; also Fuchsias, Ericas, Calceolarias, Caaeliias
Greenhouse and Stove Plants.

Orders for Exportation promptly executed. A satisfactory refer-
ence required from unknown correspondents. '

PELARGONIUMS, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS, PICOTEES,Hand SELECT PLANTS.
GROOM, Clapham-Rise, near London (removed

• from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to Her Majesty,
begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Public, that his Cata-
logue of new and fine PELARGONIUMS, &c, is ready, and may
be had on application.
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FUCHSIA EPPSII.

WM. PAWLEY, of the White Hart Hotel, Bromley,
Kent, having purchased the entire Stock of this magni-

ficent FUCHSIA, which is pronounced by the most competent
Judges, to be the best Grower, the largest Flowcrer, and for

fineness of Habit and richness of Colour not to be surpassed by
any Fuchsia yet in cultivation. A Specimen of it may be seen in

Bloom at the above Hotel, by the end of this month, when
Plants may be had at Ids. Gd. each, and sent free to any part,

upon the receipt of a Post-office order. The usual discount

where half-a-dozen Plants are taken. The Stock is limited.

FUCHSIA TODDIANA.

THOS. CRIPPS, Florist, &c, Tonbridge Wells, Kent,

respectfully informs his friends that he has purchased of

Mr. Todd, date Gardener to Capt. Monypenny, and raiser of the

Fuchsia " Monypennii"), the above extraordinarily beautiful and

distinct Variety of this now justly-esteemed and popular class of

Flowers, specimens of which were submitted to the inspection of

the Editor of the Gardners* Chronicle, in August last, under the

the initials " A.B." the opinion of which was as follows:—
" ,4. B.—Your Fuchsia is one of considerable beauty, and differs

in the great length of the division of the calyx from any which

we have yet seen. Its colour is also bright, and not dimmed with

that dirty tinge which usually prevails amongst this class of

flowers ."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle

.

After the opinion of so distinguished an authority, it would be

useless to attempt further to extol the merits of this charming

flower than to state its size and colour; the latter of which is—
calyx, a very bright red, with corolla of a pale puce; and the

former excels that of any other Fuchsia extant, being nearly four

inches in length, and of proportionate magnitude, the plant itself

being of a most vigorous growth, and foliage beautiful.

Coloured engravings of it may be seen at Mr. CHAiu-woon's,
Seedsman, Covent-garden; Mr. Lowk's, Clapton Nursery ; and
Mr. Pawi.ky's White Hart Inn, Bromley, Kent; at which places,

and of Mr. Harrison, Downham, Norfolk, orders will be received
for plants, to be sent out at the end of April, at 10s. Gd. each, with
the usual discount to the Trade if six or more are taken at once.

As small plants can be safely transmitted through the Post, by
forwarding a Post-office order for 10*. Gd. persons will have them
sent free of postage. All the new Fuchsias can be had at the

same time. Strong plants of Manettia bicolor, the new Green-
house Climber, from Js. Gd. to 10s. Gd. each, arc now ready.

A Catalogue of T. C.'s extensive Collection of Roses can be had
rm application, inclosing two Postage-stamps.

SPLENDID NEW CACTUS.
(CONWAY'S GIANT.—Extract from Dr. Lindley's
VV opinion on this unequalled production, vide Gardeners'
Chronicle of the 4th of June, 1S42 : "New Cactus.—A new
Seedling, of most extraordinary beauty, has just been sent us by
Mr. Conway, Nurseryman, OklBrompton. It is across between
speciosissimus and Ackermanii, having the large size of the for-

mer, and the rich scarlet colour of the latter, with only a tinge of

violet inside. Although the plant has only now flowered for the

first time, and is quite small, the blossoms measured 8 in. in dia-

meter. The petals have a fine broad oblong outline, and the

stigma is a bright violet. It is much the handsomest sort yet
raised. It is to be called n Conway's Giant," and its name is no
exaggeration." Good strong Plants of the above, with 3 shoots to

each, will be sent out next month, at 2 guineas each.
Also, Conway's New Pelargonium "Lankii." This hand-

some Seedling forces equally as well as Alba multiflora, and can-
not be too fully appreciated by those who are desirous of having
a variety during the winter months ; its flowers are similar to
that of Alicia, but the spot on the upper petal is much larger and
darker. It is of an excellent stiff habit, a strong grower, and
perpetual bloomer. Specimens may be seen here and at Mrs.
Johnson's, Florist, Covent Garden. Strong Plants at 7s. Gd.

An allowance to the trade where two or more plants are taken.
Scaiu.kt Pki.auoonium. — Tne following varieties are also

ready to be sent out, viz.— Shrubland, good bushy plants, from 6

in. to 4 ft. in height; Compactum, Frogmore, Ingram's Dwarf,
Pink Nosegay, King, &c, &c. Seeds of Hollyhock in 20 varie-

ties; Primula sinensis, good mixed Petunia, Scarlet Pelargo-
nium; Prize Cockscomb, Balsam, and all the best Annuals.

—

Old Bromi.ton Road, March 10th, 1843.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
YOUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the

readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to their Catalogue and
Prices of the above elegant tribe, inserted on the advertising page
of last week's Paper. Also to the description of their " FUCHSIA
ST. CLARE," which is already ordered for Her Majesty's Gardens
at Claremont.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, Mar. 9, 1843.

TO DAHLIA-GROWERS.
RENE LANGELIER, Nurserymkn and Florist,

Clarendon Nursery, St. Helier, Jersey, has the honour to
inform Amateurs and Growers that he intends sending out
early in May the four following Seedlings, which have been
acknowledged to be the best that will be sent out this season,
and for which three medals were awarded at the Jersey open
Show, and were generally admired as being the best Show
Dahlias in the Exhibition. R. L. can with confidence recommend
them as First-rate Show Flowers.
WHITE CONQUERER—a splendid white, well cupped, rising

well in the centre j a superior show flower? obtained the large
silver medal at the Jersey open show. This splendid Dahlia will
be the first in cultivation for a first-rate show- flower. Plants in
May, 10.9. Gd.—No discount on this noble flower.

UNR1VAL—yellow; positively the best yellow in cultivation;
well cupped, and rising well m the centre ; fit for any stand

;

was also awarded a silver medal, as the best yellow. Plants in
May, lO.v. 6rf.—No discount on this superb Dahlia.

ELIZABETH SICH— superb dark purple; well cupped, and a
superior show-flower, 10.s\ Gd.

HONEYMOON—also a superb purple, well cupped, rising well
in the centre ; a superb show-flower. Plants in May, ln.v. Gd.

A List of the above Seedlings will be sent on application, post
paid.
" - . . . .

|

!
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CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
TV/f ESSRS. BENJAMIN ELY & SONS, Florists
-*-*-* and Seedsmen, Rothwell Haigh, near Leeds, Yorkshire,
beg to offer to the Nobility, Florists, and the public in general
the following new Carnations and Picotees with which they have
won Prizes at most of the principal Exhibitions in Yorkshire, in
1841 and 1842. per pair-s. d.

Ely's Hugo Meynell, Ingram, Pink Bizarre . .10
„ Wm. Beckett, Scarlet Flake, figured in the

u Florist's Guide" for Feb. . . .10
„ Princ* of Wales, Scarlet Flake, very fine .10
„ Leviathan, Purple Flake, large and fine . 10
„ George Lane, Fox, Scarlet Picotec, light

„ ">ee .76
„ Mrs. Bossville, do. do. . .50
„ Mrs. Meynell, Ingram, Scarlet Picotee, fine 7 6
„ Emperor, Scarlet Picotee, heavy edged . 5
„ Great Western, Purple Picotee, large&good 10

Field Marshal, Purple Picotee, extra fine . 10
Empress, Purple Picotee, light edge . .50
M archioness of Waterford, Rose Picotee, fine 5»

„ Ada, Rose Picotee
»» Mrs. Bland, Rose Picotee

5

5

<< *» h
n addition to the above, Messrs. Benjamin Ei.v and

flrtwii?
aV

i?
a fine collection of most of the principal winning

2 * a
Catal°eues of which may be had by Po.st, on application.
rer*iittance or reference will be required from unknown

correspondents.

FINE HEARTSEASE.
WEARL, Virginia Place, Bristol Road, Birming-

• ham, has a few plants of his beautiful Seedling HEARTS-
EASE, William Tell, Mountain Maid, and Werner, at 5s. each to

dispose of; also very superior Heartsease-seed, in packets, at

is. Gd., 2s. Gd., and 5s. each, gathered from the finest varieties.

MAGNIFICENT NEW VERBENA, "PRINCE OF WALES."
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, having obtained the

entire Stock of the above very splendid VERBENA, beg
leave to offer it to the Public, feeling assured that they can with
the greatest confidence recommend it as worthy of especial notice.

This desirable variety is a beautiful Flesh colour ; the flowers

measuring 34 inches in diameter, and exceedingly fragrant.

Plants of the above will be ready for delivery in May, at 3s. Gd.

each; the usual discount to the Trade when 6 plants or more
are ordered.
W. W, & Sov would also solicit attention to their superb

Collection of all the New Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c, and other

spring Plants adapted for Bedding, Catalogues of which will be
sent free on application.

Verbenas, consisting of the best varieties, and left to their

own selection, in tin cases, per post, at 3s. per doz., or in pots

at 4s. per doz. Fuchsias, per post, at 4s. per. doz.

Please address—Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield,

Sussex

.

___
EXHIBITION of CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or
-L^ JAPAN ROSE.—A Collection of these beautiful Exotics is

now in bloom at Chandlkr and Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall.

Admittance gratis.

WOOD'S SUPERB SCARLET PHLOX DRUM-
MONDII.—The colour of this most beautiful of annuals is

a dazzling scarlet ; the flowers are perfectly round, without any
space between the petals, forming, unexecptionably, the most
brilliant and striking object that, can possibly be imagined.—
J. Wood having grown no other sort, it is impossible that it can
be deteriorated by impregnation. It was awarded an extra prize

at the Summer Show of the Huntingdon Horticultural Society.

Packets, containing 12 seeds, 2s. Gd. each, postage included,

either in cash or postage stamps.

The following gentlemen of the neighbourhood will vouch for

the truth of the above description:

—

John Prick, Esq., God-
manchester, Hon. Secretary to the Huntingdon Horticultural

Society ; E. Maule, Esq., Huntingdon ; Mr. Hkstek, Gardener
to the Right Hon. Earl of Sandwich, Hinchinbrook, near Hun-
tingdon ; Mr. Laxhd, Gardener to Lady Sparrow, Brampton
Park, Huntingdon ; Mr. Bktts, Gardener to G. Thomhill, Esq.,

M.P., Diddington, Huntingdon; Mr. Giddings, Florist, Heming-
ford, Huntingdon.
N.B. March is the best month for sowing, and the seed should

be vegetated in a gentle heat. None are genuine but those sold

by J. w. and his sole Agents, Messrs. Hurst and M'Muukn,
Nos. 6 and 7, Leadenhall-street.
Nursery, Huntingdon, March 2, 1843.

NORLAND NURSERY, NOTTING HILL, NEAR LONDON.
BLACK and GOWEN beg leave most respectfully to

inform the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, that

they have taken the above establishment, situate on the Bays-
water and Uxbridge road ; where they intend carrying on every
department of the Floricultural, Nursery and Seed trade 5 and they
earnestly trust, through strict attention in supplying a genuine
article at moderate charges, to gain a share of public patron-
age. The under-named they can confidently recommend as being
of undoubted quality.

Buck's true Intermediate Stock,

Gd. to is. per packet, or 5.?.

per oz.
German Stocks, Gd. per packet,

or Is. per oz.
Aster, German, fine, Gd. per

packet, or Is. Gd. peroz.
Calandrinia discolor, Gd. per

packet, or 2.s\ Gd. per oz.
Callichroa platyglossa, Gd. per

packet, or is. Gd. per oz.
Hollyhocks, German, mixed, 3d.
per packet, or Qd. per oz.

Do. do., named sorts, Gd.
per packet, or l.s\ per oz.

Iberis coronata (splendid), 3d.
per packet, or l.v. per oz.

Lupin us Hartwegii, Gd. per
packet, or2.s. Gd. per oz.''

Do. nanus, 3d. per packet, oi-

ls. Gd. peroz,
Loasa aurantiaca, Gd. per

packet, or 3.9. Gd. peroz.

Mimulus moschatus, is. per
packet.

Nemophila aurita, Gd. per
packet, or Is. Gd. per oz.

Papaver Marshallii, Gd. per
packet, or 2s. peroz.

Petunia phcenicea, Gd. per
packet, or 3s. Gd. per oz.

Do. nyctaginiflora, Gd. per
packet, or is. Gd. per oz.

Phlox Drummondii, is. Gd. to

2s. Gd. per packet.
Schizopetalon Walkerii, 18. Gd.

to 2s. 6//. per packet.
SchizanthusKookerii, is. oVZ. to

2s. Gd. per packet.
Salpiglossis, mixed, Gd. to Is.

per packet.
Thunbergia, of sorts, 18. Gd. to

2s. Gd. per packet.
True Early Snowball Turnip.
Laing's new Swedish Turnip,
genuine.

Together with a general Assortment of Horticultural, Agri-
cultural, and Fioricultural Seeds, too numerous to quote, but of
which a Descriptive Catalogue can be had, upon application.

B. & G. will be glad of a List of Prices from Nurserymen who
may abound in Hardy Evergreens,

CHOICE PANSIES.

J HENCHMAN begs to state that he has a few good
• healthy PANSIES to offer at the following moderate prices.

In consequence of the late unfavourable season, the stock this

year is very limited. Six good Seedling varieties, including
Success, one of the best dark flowers out, 21s. ; Good Show
varieties, named, from 9s. to 18s. per dozen, Orders accompanied
by a Post-office order will receive immediate attention.
Edmonton, near London, Feb. 25.

DILLISTONE'S APPLE, the STURMER PIPPIN.
— S. and J. D. are again induced to offer this as the very

best late Apple known, for Kitchen and Dessert, as it keeps firm

and fine-flavoured till the latter end of June. It is a great bearer

;

as a proof of this, they gathered this last autumn, from young
dwarf standard trees, upwards of Q0 bushels. Although this

Apple has been raised some years, its true merits have not been
fully known till within the last four or five years; it only re-

quires to be known to be extensively cultivated. To the Cot-
tager it is invaluable, as it is a constant bearer.— Scions from
the original tree maybe sent by post, on the receipt of Post-
office order for 3s. Gd.—Nurseries, Sturmer, near Halstead,
Essex, 7th March, 1843.

HARDiE'S EARLY CANTALOUPE MELON-
WM. HARDIE begs to inform Melon-growers that

he has still a quantity of his very superior EARLY
MELON SEED to dispose of, and that if sown now he will war-
rant that with proper treatment its fruit will be ripe the first

week in May. He will also warrant it to set its fruit under the

most adverse circumst anccs in which a Melon plant can be placed.

He has shown it these last two seasons atChiswick, in May, and
had a Banksian Medal awarded to it each time.
From these plants and two crops, he cut Golbs. weight of fruit

last year, and with attention there may be three crops taken from
the same plants. He prows it on a common dung hot-bed. The
flavour is excellent, and size from 3 to 6 lbs., according to the
number of fruit on each plant. To be had of W. H., at J. Jar-
mett's, Esq., Carneston Court, near Bath, at 2s. Gd. per packet

;

aill be forwarded directly, on receipt of an order for the money.
Carneston Court, Feb. G, 1843.

THE NEW WEEPING WILLOW (Salix Americana pendula).

T RIVERS, Jun., has a few very fine Plants of
• this beautiful WILLOW grafted on straight stems, seven to

nine feet in height, 78. Gd. each, carriage paid to London.
Sawbridgeworth, Herts, March 2, 1843.

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES, JASMINE
PLANTS, &c, &c.—Noblemen and Gentlemen seeking an

opportunity of replenishing their Stock, or commencing an
Orangery, may have an opportunity of so doing, by inspecting

the Stock of A. Cobrktt, at his Italian Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall,

who has just received his annual Importation from Italy, in a
good and healthy condition. The trees are from 3 to 6 feet high

in the stem, and from 10s. to 30s. each, and will be packed and
sent safely to any part of the Kingdom.
DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS.—The annual Impor-

tation of these truly fragrant and delightful Bulbs has just been
received in a good and healthy condition, and may be obtained
at the above address. Price 4s. per dozen.
N.B.—Importer of choice Lucca Oils, Honeycomb, Parmesan

and Gruyerc Cheese, Anchovies, &c, &c. Lists with Prices may
be had, per post, &c.

NEW HORTICULTURAL 8c AGRICULTURAL SEED ESTA-
BLISHMENT, 6, LEADENHALL STREET, (SIX DOORS
FROM CORNH1LL.)
WILLIAM HURST and WILLIAM GEORGE

M'MULLEN, (for many years past engaged in the House
of Messrs. Warnkr and Waunkr, 28, Comhill,) beg respect-

fully to acquaint their friends in the Seed trade, and the Public

generally, that they will commence Business as Wholesale and
Retail SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS at the above-named pre-

mises on Monday the 13th inst., and they can confidently assure

all who may kindly favour them with orders, that from the nu-
merous resources they possess, through an extensive connexion
with the best Seed- Growers, both in this country and on the Con-
tinent, and from many years practical experience in the various

branches of the Business, they will be enabled to offer every

article of first-rate, genuine quality, and no exertion will be
spared in giving prompt attention to every order, and endeavour-
ing to merit a continuance of their support.

Hurst and M'Mui.i.kn, Seedsmen and Florists, C, Leadenhall-

street, City, beg to offer to the Nobility, Gentry, and Public ge-

nerally, a choice and carefully-selected assortment of the most
approved Kitchen, Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds; of
which general Catalogues may be had on application. Among
the novelties of the season will be found the following :—

FLOWER SEEDS.
per packet—s. d.

Alonsoa grandi flora . 1

Alstrosmerias, choice var. 1

Anagallis Phillipsii . . 1

„ monelli major 1

Anemone, New Hybrid
Russian . . . 1

Argemone grandiflora .

Aster, fine imported, mixed
Auricula, — from stage-

flowers . 1

Balsam, Camellia-flowered

6

G

6

G

6

6
6

G

,, 12 var., mixed .

Brachycomc iberidifolia . 1

Calceolaria, line vars. . 1

Campanula trachelioidcs.
Carnation,—from stage-

(lowers . ... l

Cineraria, fine new var. . 1

Clintonia pulchclla . ,

Cosmanthus fimbriatus .

Dahlia (Widnall's), fine . 1

Didiscus casruleus , . 1

Digitalis, new spotted . 1

Gaillardia, in var. . .

Gloxinia, from best sorts 1

Heartsease, from named
flowers, selected . .10

Hollyhock, fine German,
24 vars., mixed . .

ipomcea rubro-crcrnlea . 1

„ new yellow .

Larkspur, imported Ger-
man, mixed . .0

Lisianthus Russcllianus . 1

Lobelia ramosa, or bete-
rophylla, — new and
splendid . . .1

Martyniafragrans . . l

Malva maritima, new .

Marygold, new superb
French ....

,, African, extra
fine ....

per packet.

—

s. d*
Mesembryanthemum tri-

color . . . .10
Mimulus, from fine va-

rieties . . . .06
Nemophila cramboides . G

(Eno'.hera macrocarpa . 6
Pelargonium, from best

sorts . . . .10
Pentstemon, from choice

varieties . .
' .06

Petunia, from impreg-
nated seed . . .10

Phlox Drummondii, new 6

2 6

2 6

6

6

6

6

6

6

it

>!

tt

ft

it

ft

tt

ft

ft

tt

,, ,, Wood's
new scarlet .

Picotee, finest imported,
yellow ....

Polyanthus (Sheppard's),
fine ....

Primula sinensis rosea .

„ „ alba .

Portulaca Thcllusoni
splendens
Gilesii .

Rhodanthc Manglcsii
Salpiglossis, fine, mixed .

Salvia patens .

Schizopetalon Walkerii .

Schizanthus Hoolterii

,, Grahamii .

Stock, imported German,
24 vars. mixed
„ New Intermediate

M Prince of Wales .

Thunbergia alata alba .

,, aurantiaca .

TropEeolum, in var.
Verbena, fine, mixed
Violet, Russian
Wallflower, New Blue •

Xeranthcmum robustum,
white and yellow

Zinnia elcgans, fine var.,

mixed ....
Collection of Imported German Asters, 20 varieties :

Stocks . „ .

(Tinnias) 8 varieties

Balsams, 12 „
Hollyhocks, 24 „

,, ,, Larkspurs, 12 ,,

[The above are from the first German growers known.]
Broccoli.—Walcheren (true). [This fine variety, if sown

in April, June, and August, will produce a
succession lor the tabic throughout the year]

„ Chappcll's Cream and Early White .

,, New Late Hardy Pink Cape (fine)

Beet.—Blood-red, improved vaiiety
Brussels Sprouts.—Fine imported

„ ,, Couve Tronchuda (delicious winter
vegetable)

Cauliflower.—Large Asiatic
Cabbage.--New Victoria (early)

„ Lee's Nonsuch
Carrot.—Superb Scarlet Studley
Celery.—Seymour's Superb White

Laws' Giant White
Perkins' Giant Ilcd

Cucumber, Frame.—Waiwickshire Hero (new superior),
Allen's Victory, Improved Manches-
ter, Wecdon's Frame, Prizefighter,

each kind
,, Wood's fine Ridge

Lettuce— Fine Imposed Paris Green Cos ....
1, New Hardy Bath Cos (requires no tying)

„ Victoria Cabbage . . . . . .

Melons in many choice varieties ......
Onion.—New White Globe
Turnip.— Howard's Nonsuch
Potatoes.—LodenVs Oxford, earliest known, per peck.

Asparagus.—Grayson's Giant (strong 2 years' old) per J 00

[Printed directions for planting.]
Rhubarb.—Myatt's Victoria each

Strawberries.— Myatt's British Queen] . . per 100

Currants.—New Dutch, Red Grape . . . per aoz.

A constant supply of Greenhouse and choice Herbaceous

plants during the present season. Fine Carnations and Picotees

(in named varieties) 15. Gd. per pair. .

Seeds and Plants carefully packed for all climates. cno1^
specimens in bloom of the following can be seen through tne

season, viz. : Roses, Dahlias, Pansies, Carnations, Pinks, nco-

tees, Pelargoniums, Auriculas, Polyanthus, &c, &c.

tt
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EDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-
turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They maybe seen in use at Worton Cottagk, Isle-
wouth, upon application to the Gardener—Sundays excepted.

SATURDAY, MARCH U, 1843.
'

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, Mar. 14 ... Zoological 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. IS. . . Microscopical . . . . 8 p.m.
Friday, Mar. 17 . • . Botanical • . ... 8 p.m.

1 Tuesday, Mar. 21 . ,

Wednesday, Mar. 23 .

Saturday, Mar. 25 .

fHorticultural
. < Linneaiv . .

iFloiicultural
{f.f Geological . . .

I Medico-Botanical
• . Koyal Botanic

3 P.M.
8 P.M.
7 p.m.

84 P.M.
8 p M.

3J P.M.

Among the errors not uncommonly committed by
gardeners is one which we suspect has been produc-
tive of as much mischief to greenhouse and hothouse
plants as high night temperature to Vines,
Informer days gardeners were unacquainted with

the importance of maintaining a moist atmosphere
when they cultivated plants naturally found in the hot
and damp parts of the world. Water-plants, indeed,
they put into water, and they had what were called
damp-stoves, as distinguished from dry-stoves. But
the first differed from the last in having a tan-bed in
the middle, and in the moisture derived from it, more
than in any other respect. At the present day^ how-
ever, he must be a very ignorant gardener indeed who
does not avail himself of syringes, and evaporating-
pans, and sphagnum, wherever stove-plants are to be
managed. It is only, therefore, here and there that
vegetation suffers from undue dryness.
We are, however, obliged to add, that people are to

be found who now run to the opposite extreme, and
who, because they find tropical plants bettered by a
certain amount of water, under certain circumstances
fancy they cannot have too much of it. This is the
case with our correspondent " Plan ta-Genista " who
has a gardener, a Londoner, from a great establish-
ment, who, in the dark weather of winter, deluges the
stoyes with water, and suffocates the plants with heat.
This is " keeping up the steam " with a vengeance!
It is of no use for his master to show him that the
plants are poor, spindled, drawn-up things, or to point
to their dying extremities ; the gardener is too great
a man to regard such trifles; he has lived withMy Lord this, and My Lady that, and, above all things
«e comes out of the great London establishment, and
it was always done so there, and therefore must be
right. As for the plants dying, they are treated
according to rule, and if they will die under these
circum stances, who is to help it ? It is impossible
tor a plain country gentleman to resist such an appeal
to the experience of those who kill secundum artem,
•L<et us try whether we can resist it.

Tropical plants require a moist atmosphere, that is
certain. So is it certain that a man requires exercise

;

out if he is kept incessantly walking all day and all
night, what will become of him ? A man requires to
oe awake sometimes; but if you never let him close
tus eyes, what will become of him in that case ? A
gardener must have the means of allaying his thirst
but if you attach a forcing-pump to his mouth, and
J^ep it always in action, all day and all night, he will
°nd the supply rather too abundant, even though thePump discharged good ale. We see, then, that a man™ay have too much of a good thing ; and why not a
plant ?

-Again, as to heat; tropical plants demand a high
emperature; certainly: so do we require warm cloth-
"S- But a heavy blanket coat, which suits the depth

winter, would be a somewhat inconvenient article

son,,?
8
!

f°r a Sardener in the dog-days. He would

an , •
lts eftfects

. we apprehend, and become thinau« spindled, like Planta-Genista's unlucky shrubs.
J t should never be forgotten, that what is fit or unfitfo,

cu
fyr

-p.^co. XjUat wmen may oe indispensable in

the
may be most im proper i" July- With regard to

or a gardener to do is altogether dependent upon cir-ystances. That which may be indispensable in
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ter now before us the fact is this. Although tro-
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S re(mire a hi«h temperature and a moist

]j& l

osPhere, it is only when there is an abundance of

cau s

m addition
« The effect of heat and moisture is to
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G raP*d growth, and, as a necessary consequence
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plants
.

t0 fced abundantly; but the food

infl
* tney take in can only be digested under the

diResH °{ h8ht ; the more light the quicker the

Co»sen '
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less light tlle slower the digestion
; and
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n
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y the brighter and longer the days, the

bear-o 1
1?antity of beat and moisture they will

affem„
darker and shorter the days, the less of theseb*K* cail be applied to them.
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trate this by an extreme case. Take a

forcing h« • '\F°V
h
o
just below the glass of a
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jfy e*P°sed tonight; it

1,1 mid wW J °.
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ted
'
broad-leaved, green, and firm.

f0rcinl7o ?i
er ake

,

such an
?
ther Pla»t ; place it in the«g house at a distance from the glass, where light

reaches it but feebly ; it will be long-jointed, almost
leafless, pallid, and watery : continue to grow it there;
it will lose the ends of its leaves, and in course of time
will die. Now this is only a strong illustration of the
inevitable consequence of forcing plants into rapid
growth in the absence of bright light ; and perfectly
explains to those who can understand, the reason
why the operations of the great gardener " from the
great London establishment, who had lived with My
Lord this and My Lady that," are so bad. If his
hothouse-plants were intended to be eaten, his practice
might be good, but as they are intended by his master
for a somewhat different purpose, no mismanagement
can be greater.

All good growers of stove plants will diminish
the temperature and moisture as light declines, and
increase them again as it becomes stronger. In" the
winter they will only give them just so much as is re-
quired to preserve them in a state of healthy rest.

One of the fundamental principles of this Paper is
its avoidance of politics ; and we think it must be
conceded that we act upon that principle with perfect
fairness. We therefore trust that what we are now
about to say, if it should seem to savour of Anti-
Corn-Law views, will be understood as having no
political bearing whatsoever. We say nothing about
the Corn-Laws : we advocate neither Sir Robert Peel
nor Mr. Cobden ; we merely express an opinion, in
which we think all reasonable persons must concur,
when it is plainly set before them

.

Whether protecting duties are necessary to the
farmer or not—this, we submit, is undeniable, that
he can best claim them after he has pushed the re-
sources of Agriculture, and all possible skill, to their
utmost limits. Having done this, and being still
unable to compete with the foreign markets, notwith-
standing all his efforts, in consequence of the peculiar
fiscal condition of his country, he would appear to
make out a strong case for protection. But, on the
other hand, if he does none of these things—if he
passes his life in apathy, neither exercising his own
talents, nor availing himself of his neighbours' ; if he
perseveres in standing stock-still while all the world
around him is moving onwards, it is evident that to
protect him under such circumstances is to offer
him a bounty for indolence or perverseness ; and,
we may add, that no protection can save him in the
long-run.

It is impossible' for the warmest friends of pro-
tecting duties to advocate them on behalf of men who
will do nothing for themselves. On the contrary, when
they cry for help, they must be answered as Hercules
replied to the countryman in the fable.

Now we do not say that all farmers are of this de-
scription ; Ave are far from insinuating that they all

stand supinely still, refusing either to learn or to im-
prove. On the contrary, we recognise a very consi-
derable and important move in advance. But we do
say, and with much regret, that this move does not
appear to be what it surely might be. There is not
that universal stir among the agriculturists which
their political position and the imminency of their
danger loudly call for ; and for hundreds who are
helping themselves, there are thousands that trust
to others for assistance. We are not, however, among
those who blame them ; on the contrary, their bad
education disarms the critic, and we are convinced
that if they do not move, it is rather because they do
not know how, than because they are unwilling.
We would therefore represent to country gen-

tlemen, to the rural clergy, to the people of good edu-
cation throughout the country, that they should all
bestir themselves, each in his own circle, in order
to; induce the farmers to try whether they cannot
better their condition by bettering their husbandry
rather than by waiting helplessly upon Parliament'.
We are convinced that if this were generally done an
immense deal of good would result.

We shall probably be told that farmers are an
impracticable race, and that it is hopeless to expect
to influence them. We were assured, indeed, not a
month since, when urging these arguments upon an
excellent man, well acquainted with farmers, that it

was useless to attempt to do anything with them •

and when we suggested that they might be induced
to try experiments, which cost nothing, with a view
to improving their crops, he asserted that a man
might talk till he was hoarse without making the
smallest impression upon them. Upon pointing to an
appeal to the farmers of Suffolk, by Professor Hens-
low, calling on fifty of them to combine for the pur-

pose of testing the value of gypsum as an agent for

fixing ammonia in manure, he replied, "Ah! it is

very well ; but he will never get a dozen of them
to join in his plan, even if he give them the gypsum
and the manure to boot." But what turns out to be
the fact ? why the fifty men have been found, ready

to try the experiment fairly, at their own cost ; and
thus we see that when sensible and zealous persons
will set in good earnest about pushing on the occupiers

J

of land, it is not so impossible to rouse them as some

imagine. Let every county furnish but one Henslow
and the science of Agriculture will move more in
one year than it would in half a century without such
an impulse. We would only refer our readers to a
communication from him in our last, in order to shew
how this can be set about.

People take fright at the very name of experiment-
ing ; and yet, that there is nothing so very awful in
the word, mayTie gathered from the following ex-
tract from one of the very useful letters, published
by the gentleman whose name we have been com-
pelled to take the liberty of introducing into these
remarks: "In J those preliminary experiments,"
says Professor Henslow, "which Chemists or Botanists
may attempt for the purpose of interrogating nature,
there cannot be too minute or laborious attention paid
to all The details

; but when the results of such expe-
riments appear to have ascertained some natural law
of vegetation, which may be considered as bearing
directly on the pursuits of Agriculture, then the fur
ther experiments which the Agriculturist himself is

called upon to make are of a much coarser and less
elaborate character, and none of them need be made
a tax upon his time, patience, or pocket, to any very
formidable extent. An ordinary degree of attention
to weights and measures is generally all that will be
called for—little more, in fact, than the practice of
the market itself requires. But success is mainly to
be looked for in the multitude of co-operators accumu-
lating a sufficient number of positive facts. AU
England might be converted into one great experi-
mental farm, if our different Agricultural Societies
would prepare accounts of the exact mode in which
some hundred farmers might perform a set of easy
comparative experiments at the same time, and send
in the results of them. This is what is most needed
for accelerating the present jog-trot progress of Agri-
culture into something like a railroad pace of ad-
vancing."

In the latter part of this paragraph, as well as the
first, we entirely concur, and we would most strongly
urge upon the many Agricultural Societies now form-
ing in this country, the propriety of directing their

resources to so great a purpose. We entertain no
doubt that if they would but call into their councils
judicious men, who do not ask for too much at a time,
and who are capable of distinguishing theoretical
facts having a direct bearing upon possible practice,
from speculations of a less valuable description, and if

they would plainly set the same experiment, in exactly
the same form, before a large number of farmers, the
very first year of such an operation would give birth
to results of the most valuable description. All
men of science would readily assist them, even those
whose time seems already so over-occupied as to be
hardly susceptible of any further application, as will
appear from a liberal offer to the Suffolk farmers
made by Mr. Potter in another column. But we have
much more to say on this subject next week.

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF CARNATIONS AND
PICOTEES.

(Continueel from page 135.)

SCARLET FLAKES.
Beauty of Cradley (Wallis's)—Fine pod, rather thin

;

petals finely shaped, ribboned with intense scarlet;
white not very pure.

Ringleader (Toone's).—A vigorous and strong grower

;

flowers large, colours bright, and petal good. This
variety is excellent as the male parent in cross-breed-
ing, the anthers affording abundance of farina for fer-

tilization.

Bright Venus (Ely's).—Anything but bright.

Premier (Creswell's). — The white sometimes flushed,

but occasionally a first-rate flower.
Lord Morpeth (Ely's).—This variety, I am sorry (o say,

is nearly lost. I believe it is one of the Messrs. Ely's

early seedlings ; it is a first-rate flower, sufficiently full

of petals, without being crowded ; form excellent, and

colour well distributed ; a weak grower.

Captain Ross (Ely's).—This flower has a bad pod, other-

wise it is beautifully marked, with a good petal.

Mary Anne (Greasley's).— Has a good pod, and is a most
excellent flower ;

form fine and white pure ; the scarlet

being rich and well distributed.

Ann Peir/e (Lovegrove's).— Large and coarse.

Marquess of Granby (Simpson's).—Scarlet very fine:
petals good ; rather thin ;

white often impure.
'

Earl of Errol (Wilmer's)—Rather loose
; the white not

very pure, but the scarlet fine and well laid on.
Wellington (Foster's)—A variety of strong habit; pod
and colour good

; the flower large and well formed ;

rather late.

Earl of Leicester (Wigg's),_A large and tine flower;
scarlet rather dull ; the white, however, is pure, and the
colours are well balanced

; the form also is good, but it

is a rather late variety.
Bob Roy (Orson's)—A high-coloured and showy flower,
winning often in this part of the country.

Madame Mara (Pearson's).— An old and universal
favourite; beautifully ribboned, and the white pure ; it

has been the leading sort at most exhibitions in this

part of the country for many years, but is headed this

I season by
I William the IVth (Wilson's), V.A1: \s n *well marked as
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the preceding, being likewise a fuller flower, and of ex-

cellent shape.

Lady Hill (Pugh's).—Large, with a fine petal and good

form, sometimes coarse, and the scarlet not so bright as

in many other varieties.

Fo,v-hunter (Hufton's), sometimes, I believe, called

Hogg's.—It is of fine form, large, and with good colours

;

it is scarce, although raised in this neighbourhood, and

from its style of blooming it promises to be in the first

rank. .

Donna Maria (Milwood's).—Small and impure ;
deci-

dedly third rate.

Red Rover (Fletcher's).—Thin, and quite second rate.

Bishop of Gloucester (Brown's).—Flowers large, and,

generally speaking, fine ; it is distinct in character from

most others, and may be depended on, the colour being

good and well distributed.

ROSE-FLAKES.

Lovely Ann (Ely's).— A delicate and beautiful variety

of excellent shape, and crowning well ; first-rate, but by

no means plentiful.
,

Rosea (Hufton's).—This is one of the late J. Hufton s

best rose flakes ; it is apt to make rather long, strag-

gling layers, and blooms early. The flower is or the

largest size, of very fine petal, and beautifully marked.

Queen Victoria (Hyron's). — Rather pale pink, white

pure, size good ; a delicate and distinct variety.

Lady Gardiner (Ely's) .—This sort is indispensable to

every collection, however small, as it combines, with a

thick petal, all the good qualities of a first-rate flower.

Lady Ely (Ely's).—The foregoing description applies

also to this excellent variety ; it is hardly so strong in its

habit as Lady Gardiner, but the ribbons are of a more

intense pink.

Elizabeth (Easom's)—Is not quite so good as the fore-

going ; s_ till it has an excellent rose-leaf, combined with

fine form and vigorous growth.

Village Maid (^Greasley's).—A most delicate and beau-
'

tiful variety, not quite so large as the abovementioned

sorts ; white veiy pure and form compact ;
unfortu-

nately it is exceedingly scarce.

Lady Flora (Hudson's).—Very highly coloured, form

good, white pure, and well distributed.

Sarah (Hasting's).— One of the best-podded flowers I

ever saw ;
petals large and finely formed ; rather too

thin for the "Nottingham Standard/'

Beeswing (Hoyle's). — Large, of good form, and of

course crowning well ; the white is pure, and the mark-

ings are distinct and delicate.

Miss Walker (Ashworth's).— This is a decided acqui-

sition, the pod being good, the markings distinct, and

of a different shade to most others; the white too is

pure, and though the flower is not large, and blooms

early, still it is a very great favourite.

Mrs. Pickering (
Pickering's)—A seedling, taking premier

prize in the class at the Midland Counties Exhibition,

Nottingham, inl842; not yet let out, but decidedly first-

rate ; it is able to cope with any of the flowers previ-

ously described.

Lovely Nancy (Hoyle's) A flower of great merit,

and though only raised a few years since, ranking fifth

in the Lancashire Show Book of last season.

Eliza (Parkinson's)—This is a variety of about four years

standing, large, and of fine form ; well marked with

delicate Peach-bloom ; the petals are, however, rather

thin, and consequently will not bear much sun.

Emma (Lakin's).—A promising seedling, lately raised

at Derby ; it gained a first prize there last season, but

-with me, it is too thin of petals for the amended system

of judging.

Miss Molly (Ely's).—Flower large, and full of petals,

confused in the centre ; inferior to many of this grower's

sorts.

Queen of England (Fletcher s).— A superb variety,

highly coloured, large, and of good shape. I grew it for

the first time last season, and certainly it was equal to

any which I had in my collection.

Luna (Brown's).— Petals rather narrow, otherwise a de-

sirable flower, as the white is pure and the colour good.

Lady Eqerlon (Low's).—In size rather small; petals

stiff and shape excellent ; colours good and well distri-

buted ; the layers have a spindling habit.

Lady Grey (Malpa's).—A fine old flower; petals large

and well formed ; when in character, first-rate.—J". F.

Wood, The Copjrice, Nottingham.
(To be continued,)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. X.

What can be done with the limited means of a two-light

frame towards producing a supply of flowers for the

drawing-room throughout the year ? is a question fre-

quently asked by correspondents, but.difficult to answer;

inasmuch as we often see green-houses, containing exten-

sive collections of plants, almost destitute of flowers from

October until the following April. However, if too much
is not attempted,— for the amateur more frequently fails

from attempting too much, than in being satisfied with

a few easily cultivated but good plants—I am confident

that it is possible to have a few flowering plants at all

seasons, with the aid of a two-light frame, and other little

inexpensive contrivances which I shall hereafter explain.

Before proceeding to show with what plants this deside-

ratum may be accomplished, I will first premise that there

must be no huddling of them together, merely because

they have a solitary flower or a few green leaves upon
them ; but the whole frame must be given to the plants

enumerated, and after they have done flowering they
must not be returned to the frame, but be either thrown
away or preserved in a room or window until the following

summer.
A two-light frame, of the usual dimensions, will cover

an area of 36 square feet, and, allowing on an average each

plant to occupy half a square foot, will hold six dozen

flowering plants ; or, as they will not all be in flower at

the same time, say nine dozen plants.

Supposing, then, the season, when there is the greatest

difficulty in producing flowers, and when, in consequence,

they are the greatest luxury, to commence in October and

end in April, the following plants will be the most suit-

able ._ From October until Christmas — Chrysanthe-

mums, Pelargoniums, Salvias, Cinerarias, Primulas, Rus-

sian, Neapolitan and tree Violets, with Collinsias, Chn-

tdnias, and Mignonette ; from December until March—
the above annuals, with Violets, Primulas, Cinerarias, and

the following bulbs,—Scillas, Crocuses, Snowdrops, Hya-

cinths, Tulips, Narcissuses, and Jonquils; from April

until June—the whole of the above annuals, with Sehi-

zanthuses and ten-week Stocks, a variety of Chinese,

Tea-scented, Bourbon, and other Roses, and a general

assortment of Pelargoniums. In summer, plants in rooms

are not so much cared for, and if they are, a list of the

kinds suitable is not necessary, as there are few persons

who are not acquainted with the plants most adapted for

that season.

To give the treatment of all these plants would require

considerable space, but as the time to commence their

culture is at hand, the necessary information respecting

them will be given shortly. In the meantime, persons

intending to cultivate them cannot do wrong in purchas-

ing good varieties of any of the above genera.

After frosty nights and sunny days the ground is in

a good state for sowing seeds ; but as there is little warmth

in the earth, there will be no advantage in sowing annuals

in the borders for a fortnight to come. A collection of

German, Russian, and ten-week Stocks, may, however, be

sown at the foot of a south wall, or in any other warm

situation where they can be protected by night in severe

weather.— W. P. Ayres.

These Moths likewise inhabit gardens, outhouses, gra-

naries, stables, woollen and fur warehouses, &c, and I

believe they are most abundant in July. The female lays

her eggs upon clothes and woollen articles ;
and when

the little maggots hatch they begin to feed upon them,

eating off the surface, and forming cases of the particles

to live in ; and when they are full grown, they change

within their cases, or in a cocoon, to a brown chrysalis

(fig. 3), from which the Moths again issue at their ap-

pointed time. It is therefore evident that clothes cannot

correctly be said to be moth -eaten, as it is the caterpil-

lars which do the mischief, and this is sometimes to a se-

rious amount ; they are soft and whitish, a little inclining

to yellow, sparingly clothed with long hairs ;
the head is

chesnut-brown and horny, with little horns and jaws
;

the first thoracic segment is also horny, and similar in

colour, but paler ; tliey have six pectoral, eight abdomi-

nal, and two anal feet (fig. 1, magnified ; 2, the natural

length.

)
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TRELLIS FOR CLIMBERS.

ENTOMOLOGY.-No. XLI.
The Wiiitk-siiouldered Woollen-Moth, i mea

sarcilella of Linneeus.—People are well aware that their

clothes, furniture, blankets, &c, are often moth-eaten, as

it is incorrectly termed; but I find that one or these in-

sects is likewise very destructive to the property oi tne

agriculturist. I shall therefore make its economy the

subject of the present communication. During the

greater portion of the spring, summer, and jutumn

months, we often find in our houses, especially m tne Dea-

rooms, a Moth sitting upon the windows, and elsewneie,

with its wings folded, and resting flat upon its mck, as

shown at fig. 4, but the male is smaller ; it is or a am -

grey colour, shining like silk, and on touching ft,
tne lit-

tle slippery scales come off; the head and thoiax are

densely covered with white scales, and this alone will oistm-

guish it from allied species ; the antennas are MKe snort

bristles, but ciliated in the male ; and the palpi aie slen-

der, curved upward, and pointed ; the upper wings are

rather long and narrow, grey, mottled with brown, Having

a patch at the base, and another upon the pinion ecige

;

and there are four brown spots around the disc, moie oi

less distinct ; the apex is margined with white spots, and

a beautiful long fringe ; the undcrwings are siiKy giey,

narrow, and lanceolate, the entire margin beautifully

ciliated; the abdomen is ochreous white, the apex IS

pointed in the female, the legs are spotted with black, the

hinder long, especially the tibia.., which are also very

hairy (fig. 5, a female flying, a littlejarger than lite).-"

* See Curtis's Brit. Ent., pi. 735, for dissections and his

" Guide," Gen. 1009, Anacamp&is and J.avcrna, Nos. 17 to 43.

If clothes be shut up in drawers or dark closets for

anv length of time, they are sure to suffer from the at-

tacks of these and similar larvae
J
and if the situation be

damp, it is so much the more suited to their tastes. In

this way also blankets, carpets, stuff and moreen cur-

tains, sofas, muffs, feathers, and similar articles, become

injured and destroyed, if neglected. It is not, however,

the housekeeper alone who has to fear their ravages ;
tor

I learn from various Correspondents, that they commit

most extensive depredations in barns, stables, and seed-

stores. Last April, some Beans were transmitted to me

from Essex, with portions of the sacks " which were so

strongly cemented together by the larvae, that some ot

them actually required the strength of two men to part

them." In December 1 received others from some Bean-

crops which had been housed in a damp condition
;
and

the larvcc, after the Beans had been cleared off, were

found revelling amongst piles of Pea-sacks, having intro-

duced themselves between the sacks, in sticky rings, to a

considerable extent. Similar instances occurred in Sur-

rey, at the end of September of the previous year
;
I have

also been informed by two other parties, who sent me tne

corks with the caterpillars in them, that they were doing

much mischief in their wine-cellars, by eating round the

sides of the corks, close to the necks of the bottles, it is

very remarkable, that these caterpillars should feed upon

such very different substances ; and, in addition to tne

foregoing, M. Duponchel says they live upon the Bole us

of the Birch, and of other trees, as well as in rotten

wood ; and in Germany they have been detected gene-

rating amongst blotting-paper, in a paper-warehouse ;
ana

even the meal-tub is not secure from them ;
it is theie

fore evident that both animal and vegetable productions

supply suitable food for these mischievous animals.
^

To keep free from these pests is exceedingly difficult

,

but it is evident that, as far as possible, we ought not to

seclude from air and light any woollen apparel or furni-

ture for any length of time ; and gardeners, farmers, ana

seedsmen should be most careful not to use old sacks that

have been mended with worsted instead of hemp
;
mucn

less any sacks in which woollen is spun in the thread, as

I think I have seen in some of foreign manufacture
;

ioi

I am pretty confident, if sacks were clean, sound, ana

only composed of vegetable thread, that they would ne*er

be attacked by such caterpillars; neither would coarse

blotting-paper, were it not for the quantity of woo wine

it contains ; and owing to the pitch and tar in the old

ropes, of which our brown paper is manufactured noting,

perhaps, is better adapted for protecting goods from tne

attacks of the insects which infest our habitations.

It seems singular that these insects should feed pon

corks and rotten wood ; but as they will live in Boleti, i

is probable that some such productions, although minute,

may be generated upon old, moist, or decaying coiKS,

and we know that on rotten wood in cellars, such vegeta

bles are far from uncommon. It is therefore very essen

tial that such substances should not be left about, neitne

should any woollen articles ; for an old piece of a c°at »

flannel, lying by accident for any length ot time, in an _o

house, or in the garden, may breed thousands o tne

troublesome pests, which would fly in at the i"^*j£
the evening, and soon establish themselves in JM J"
As I shall shortly return to this subject, I will leave

remedies for future consideration.—Rurtcola.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Martayon.-l grieve to find that your resefrcl^

amongst the dusty tomes of Paracelsus, Var

i

^
Albert Groot, and the numerous spawn ot

Hermes Trismegistus — a task surely only i

" Sage philosopher,,

Who read all Alexander Ross over,

have met with no better success. Howeve^a abouiS

stand as another proof (hardly required)
f

of the pains y^
taUe to go to the roots of things^f^UallAcads-
vary your studies, and amplify-\M

eraen t and
mic<c" of your great predecessoi ,

for tne amuse

>

*

J

>

t
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instruction of your readers. Your speculation on the

derivation of this word from Mars and ago is certainly

ingenious ; and I wish it may prove a " perfect magistery'

in your etymological alchemy. But have you not opened

a better road to the desired object in your article (p. 854)

on the Lily of Scripture ? You suppose, and you quote

Dr. Bowring's opinion in support of your supposition,

that the Lily in question was the Scarlet Martagon. Now,

as the Martagons all came into the hands of our early gar-

deners from the Levant, is it not probable that the name

was imported with them, and properly belongs to some of

the Saracenic, Turkish, or Syriac dialects ? and is it not

more likely that, if the philosopher's stone was evfir

called Martagon, it got that name from the flower rather

than the flower from it ? It would be in full accordance

with the Eastern style of figure and hyperbole to speak of

11 the great secret" as the Lily of perfection, the Marta-

gon of metals, the glory of the gardens of Paradise, the

delight of Solomon, and the joy of the pre-Adamite

world. It would look something like " malice prepense

to send you another wild-goose-chase in this new direc-

tion, with no greater prospect of success than the proba-

bility I offer to your notice ; and perhaps to end with

no greater reward than the small meed of thanks from idle

wights, whose curiosity is only exceeded by their love of

ease: every one, as ready as myself to subscribe, your

friend and obliged servant—P. P. [Our kind corres-

pondent R. finds nothing in the language of the East which

seems explanatory of the meaning of Martagon. He says,

indeed, that Mar-tan signifies in Persian, " having a body

like a serpent ;
" Mar, the name of serpent, being fre-

quently compounded with other words, and he suggests

that possibly the spotting of the Martagon Lily may have

given rise to the name ; and this etymology may be the

true one, if the name was transposed from the plant to

the philosopher's stone, as seems probable ; for we now

find in an abstract of the Chemistry of Paracelsus, pub-

lished in the Theatrum Chemicum, the following sen-

tence, in a chapter concerning the errors of those who had

been searching for the philosopher's stone. " Many

occult names have been given to the material of this stone,

chiefly derived from similitude. It has been called vege-

table, mineral, and animal, but not in a literal sense, as

those well know who are acquainted with the divine secrets

and miracles of this stone. Of this kind was Raymond

Lully's Lunaria, whose flowers, well known to philoso-

phers, possessed wonderful virtues. The author of that

name, however, did not understand that it was to be pro-

jected on metals, or that anything like it was to be

prepared from them ; but the abstruse mind of the phi-

losophers regarded it far otherwise. In like manner they

called the material Martagon, to which therefore they

ascribed some occult chemical action, notwithstanding

that it really meant nothing more than some hidden simi-

litude." In this obscure language there is nothing to

fihow distinctly whether the name Martagon was trans-

ferred from the plant to the material of the philosopher's

stone, or vice versd, or whether indeed Martagon had

anything to do with plants ; yet as the writer immediately

goes on to speak of vegetable substances, it is to be inferred

that he included Martagon among them ; and if so, Mar-

tan may be its oriental root]

Lime-Water.— Opinions and practice seem very much

at variance as to this liquid's destroying worms. I tried

it a short time ago on several collected together ;
it ap-

peared to incommode them a little, as they moved off in

double quick time ; but as to dying, I, at least, could see

no signs of it. The lime was good stone-lime, and the

lime-water had just been made.

—

Hibernia.

Manures.— I may perhaps be excused for saying a few

words on the subject of concentrated manures generally.

It appears to me that we have more to learn of the best

mode and time of applying, and perhaps also the best

quantity, \A\d.\\ of the composition of this class of fertilizers.

Chemical science indicates with tolerable precision the

latter : but a varied, patient, and extended practice can

alone inform us of the former. As might be supposed, in

the infancy of a new system mistakes will be made and

disappointments ensue. This may generally be traced to

the neglect of some plain principle, or to the want of suf-

ficient experience. One of the most fruitful causes of error

has been the idea that almost any quantity, however small,

of these concentrated preparations, applied to the land, is

to produce astonishing effects, as if by some magical or

mysterious influence, and not by merely restoring to the

soil those inorganic and other substances which had been

withdrawn in the crops. The manure-maker has perhaps

unconsciously encouraged this error, by his recommenda-

tion of quantities too small to produce any marked effect.

Another mistake has been, neglecting the sufficient dilution

of the manure, and thus injuring or destroying the crop.

These two sources of failure are obvious, and easily avoided
;

tut there are others about which we cannot pronounce so

decidedly— I allude to the mode and time of application.

Here we must have recourse to the practical agriculturist

;

for it is onlv by carefully conducted, judiciously contrived,

and varied comparative experiments performed by himself

(not left to his underlings), that we can ever arrive at the

tmth in this matter. If he deny bis active assistance

and cordial co-operation, the man of science must toil in

"vain
; he can never benefit him to any great extent. It is

a question which can be decided by actual trial alone,

whether, for instance, any particular manure had better be
drilled in with the seed, deposited, mixed with it, above or

below it, and to what extent; whether it should be applied

broadcast, harrowed in, and the seed sown upon it ; whether
*fc should be applied as a top-dressing after the plant is up

;

whether the whole should be thus applied, or by instal-

ments, how many, and when ? Where are we to look for

Satisfactory answers to these and the like queries, but to

practice and practical men? I wish it were possible

to organise an extensive set of experiments, tending

to illustrate and prove the things I have mentioned

;

for anything is preferable to doubt and uncertainty.

Glorious prospects are before us, and it seems we can all

but touch them ; but the space between is to be tra-

versed only by patient labour. Would it not be prac-

ticable to interest some dozen or two of intelligent agri-

culturists to experiment upon this subject after the

manner of Professor Henslow in respect of the gypsumed

dunghill—not so much to try manure against manure-
but to observe and prove the condition under which any

one of them produces its maximum effect. The greater

variety of conditions that these experiments are made to

include, though exacting more time and patience, the

more perfect, comprehensive, and satisfactory they will

be Since writing the above, I have perused Professor

Henslow's eighth letter to the Suffolk farmers, and while

I cannot but admire his patient pains-taking to bribe

them, as it were, to promote their own interests, I think

that unless some precaution is taken to ensure that what

each experimenter uses as gypsum is really so, a loose

screw will be introduced into the experiment
;

perfect as

it may be in every other respect. Now, although I have

not much time to giveaway, yet so anxious am I that the

Rev. Professor's views should be carried out in an unex-

ceptionable manner, that if he will allow me to co-operate

with him to the extent of my feeble ability, in the

following manner, my services are at the command
of himself and of his constituents :— I propose, then,

for the purposes of this experiment, gratuitously,

to examine any sample of " gypsum " that may be

sent me, through Mr. Professor Henslow, and to

give my opinion of it. As much as can be conveyed in a

penny letter will be sufficient. I think, Sir, you will agreepenny
with me that unless some sort of security is afforded, that

the " gypsum " employed is bonft fide sulphate of lime,

(unmixed with carbonate or fine sand), that the experiment

which it is so much to be desired should be as perfect as

possible, may be vitiated to a very considerable extent.

—

W. H. Potter, Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street,

London.— [We are sure the Suffolk farmers will be grate-

ful to Mr. Potter for his liberal offer; and we trust that

such of them as avail themselves of it will inclose a penny

stamp along with the sample, in order that he may not

have to pay back postage.]

Cattle.—It is stated at p. 103, that sheep kept in a cow

pasture injure the butter. This fact wants confirmation,

as newspapers say :
<( Cows and sheep have always fed

together here without bad effect." The fallen leaves of

the Ash, however, really do spoil milk ; this occurs also

if the cows can get at cabbage-leaves or garden refuse —
in which latter case I know the butter is detestable.—CD.

Cucumbers.—In looking over the list of winners at the

Ipswich. Cucumber show of the 23d ultimo,*: I conceive,

with many of my brother gardeners in this district, that

the judges have, on this occasion, departed from the

standard laid down by the said Society, for they assert

length to be the first property. I think that the second

prize ought to have been first, and the third to have been

second ; for the second brace of fruit measured 19+lo$=
35jin.; and the third 17+ 16fc=33£ in. ; whereas, the

winning brace was only 21+ 12=33in.: so that you will

perceive the third to exceed by £ in., and the second by

2£in., the length of the first. The second and third like-

wise beat the first in two other properties—viz., the neck,

which in the first was long and yellow ; whereas, in the

second and third it was short and of a good colour : the

first was light green, whilst the other two were of a

dark-green colour. The second and third likewise equal

the first in all other qualities. Now, how can the censors

justify their award, or expect that patronage and support

which. I wish to see all such societies have ? The pre-

cedent, too, is a bad one for our Manchester and other

local exhibitions in the country, for if it is followed, all

the rules may be trampled on with impunity, and regula-

tions will become useless. I would add, that the public

supposed the competition to have been for the best brace,

and not for a single fruit.

—

Juslitia.

Seeds of Vegetables.—You have on a former occasion

declined recommending any particular seedsman on whom

the amateur can depend for his supply of vegetables, and

I suppose you will also object to allow your friends to do

so through the pages of the Chronicle. Perhaps you are

right in refusing to expose the present system personally*

but unless some plan is devised to remedy the evil of seeds

being sold under false names, the amateur who is limited

to space must continue to bear his annual disappointment.

Last year I procured seeds of the Cabbage and Cauliflower

from London. The tradesman being respectable in posi-

tion, I never thought of being deceived ; but, ala§ ! my
Brocoli, Savoys, Cabbages, Lettuces, &c, turned out

nerfect rubbish, and the Cauliflowers, which I have with

great care saved through the winter, are all of a spurious

sort, not worth the trouble of growing for pigs ; the leaves

bein"
1 coarse, and without any signs of producing good

heads. The only chance we amateurs have of obtaining

true seeds, is by entering into an agreement to employ any

man who will advertise in the Chronicle to the effect

« that he will guarantee all seeds sold by him to be genuine,

and that he requests his customers will publicly state either

their satisfaction or dissatisfaction, after a fair trial. " The

How can a man insure a true breed ? Simply

to this department of horticulture, with common care

and attention, might in a few years realize a comfortable

independence; the outlay in the first instance would be
small, and the return certain, provided diligence and dis-

cretion were shown in selecting the plants for seedlings,

and occasionally visiting them in their progress towards

maturity. It is quite impossible to seed Brocoli and
Cauliflower in the same garden, with any chance of pre-

serving them true to their kind. They must be situated

at a certain distance from each other, in order that Bees

and insects may visit many other flowers in their flight

from patch to patch, and thus get rid of the pollen of the

Brocoli before settling on the Cauliflower, and unless this

important fact is attended to, we shall in vain look for

fine vegetables,— W. W. [We are sure that our corre-

spondents will see that we cannot with any propriety re-

commend one seedsman in preference to another. The

best rule to observe in this and all other cases is not to

give the same party an opportunity of selling bad seeds

twice

Madia saliva.—In your "Notices to Correspondents,"

page 89. you say that Madia sativa has no English name.

Is it not called the » Salad Oil Plant ? " We received

under that name, four years ago, a packet of seeds from

Germany, accompanied with a short description of its

properties to the following effect :—" The superiority of

this plant over all others known till this time is proved by

experiment. The seed should be sown in the end of

October or the beginning of spring, in any soil ;
from 4 to

G lbs. of seed is required for an acre. It ripens in three

months after being sown in the spring, and does not

suft*er in the least from frost nor insects, yielding about

450 lbs. per acre of sweet oil of the first quality. It has

been proved to be much superior to the Olive oil used in

this country (Germany)." Not having convenience to

try the experiment, I cannot say much as to its utility as

a salid oil plant, but I believe it has been tried in Scot-

land, and found not to be of sufficient importance to be

grown on an extensive scale.

—

Geo. Mel. [We never

heard of any really English name for Madia sativa. It

may, however, have had some such name as you men-

tion. Our climate is too damp in summer to render it an

object of profitable cultivation.]

Amaryllis speciosissima.— I would recommend " A
Country Vicar," p. 85, to take up his bulbs of Amaryllis

speciosissima, which probably have, in their present situ-

ation, more aqueous food than they can assimilate in a

low temperature, which will cause them to produce no-

thing but leaves. He should, after potting them 3 in a

pot,°7 inches across, and well drained, remove to a green-

house, and supply them well with water until their leaves

are full grown ; they should then be more moderately

watered, but still kept warm, and when the leaves are

quite dead the pots may be placed anywhere secure from

frost until next February, when the bulbs should be re-

potted, a pot or two at a time according to his stock, into

turfy loam and sand; little water should be given until the

leaves arc in action. By introducing into a gentle heat

two pots at one time, he will find no difficulty iu flower-

ing this pretty Amaryllis, and he will also obtain a suc-

cession of flowers. Perhaps some other correspondent

will give him directions for flowering others of this genus.

—G. G. Watson, Vicarage, Norton, Stockton-on-Tees.

Practical Philosophy in a small ll'uy.— Many persons

may have noticed the great rapidity with which the sacks

of malt are raised to the tops of the lofty London brew-

houses, and may, without knowing wherefore, have ob-

served that they shoot upwards like an arrow, notwith-

standing that being drawn from various parts of the

waggon, they must' often start with a tendency to swing

about. This, and all other causes of irregular movement

or vibration, are counteracted by the man in the cart, who

fives the sack a slight twirl as it leaves his hand, which

rifles it as effectually as if it were discharged from a

twisted barrel. This is, perhaps, as pretty an example of

science applied to humble matters as will be easily met

with.

—

A. .

Antiquities of Gardening ; Market Gardeners; Figs.

—In the « Dictionnaire de Commerce" will be found the

account
executioner of Paris. All p _

bles to the public market were compelled to pay mm a

certain toll. That functionary himself, with assistants

attended to receive the same, and used a »£^ ™ ™™
giving a re* by merkte, the .=« w,,h eWkjon

the back of the person paying. These w"°
..

wards abolished, the public officer recemng _compensat.oii

in some other way. Le Grand d Aussy, writing in 1782

it of a singular privilege enjoyed by the common

ioner of Paris. All persons who brought vegeta-

says, -There are yet many people living who can testify

1 •

fld I have myself questioned several market

not very old men either, who
marked in their youth." A

ato this fact

gardeners on the subject

qu estion is.

by sending plants of the various species to different cot-

>Lg aardeners at a distance from each other, only allowing

•t to be grown by the same individual, thus guarding
amongst

would be

tage

Gainst the mixture of the fertilizing property amongst

ihe Brassica tribe. The labourer's garden would be

ed to a most profitable account without much labour.

with a small capital, who would give las attention
turn

A man

Sher
e
curious privileges were also possessed by the French

headsman ; for instance, when an execution had taken

place" within the territory belonging to a monastery, the

holy brotherhood were compelled, besides other fees, to

present him with a pig's head.
^
lie attended annually on

St. Vincent's day, walked first in the procession in honour

of that sunt, and, after the ceremony, received a pig's

head, provided for that purpose by the Abbot of St. Ger-

main's. During the twelfth century, it was the custom of

the inhabitants of Paris to breed pigs, which were allowed

to roam about the streets during the day-time ; thus gain-

ing a scanty living at the public expense, and at the same

time creating an insufferable nuisance, which led to the

following serious accident: On the 2nd Oct, 1131, as

Prince Philippe, son of Louis le Gros, was riding between
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the Hotel de Ville and the Church of St. Gervois, a pig
|

ran between the horse's legs, and frightened the animal
so much, that the Prince was thrown from his saddle, and
his skull fractured so severely that he died the next day.
This accident caused certain police regulations regarding
pigs to be promulgated. They, however, met with con-
siderable resistance ; the monks of St. Anthony especi-
ally, on account of their patron saint being represented
as attended by pigs, claimed to be exempted from the
operation of the new laws, and ultimately succeeded in
obtaining the privilege of being the only proprietors
whose pigs were allowed to roam about the city. The
public executioner was appointed to seize any pig found
astray which did not belong to the holy fathers ; and,
upon taking it to the Hotel Dieu, he exacted a fine of five

sous from the owner, or decapitated the animal, reserving
the head for his own emolument.— T. Smith.

Bees.—If "Agger" will have the goodness to mention the
primary cause why Bees store up honey, I shall, perhaps,
have a word or two to say to him respecting his statement
at p. 129 : viz., u That propagation of the species is not
the object for which we keep Bees."

—

J* W.
Bees.— I find that your correspondent "Apis," 'who

willies to know if Bees' eggs are transmutable, is under
the impression that I consider them not to be so. I cer-
tainly have always thought (his a mysterious subject, and
perhaps some of the readers of the Chronicle may recollect
a controversy respecting it, which appeared in the Garde-
ners' Gazette during 18-41. Though I then stated some
things in favour of the belief of their being not transmut-
able I at the same time advised others to put the question
to farther test. Since then I have done so myself, and
found that Bees can rear a queen provided they have a
brood comb. For the sake of « Apis," and others who
may be ignorant of this subject I shall enter into it a
little at length. That working Bees 5

eggs are transmutable
was first advanced by Shirach ; but if I mistake not,
Huber went so far as to say that their grubs can be
changed into Queen Bees although two or three days old

;

and that it was accomplished by peculiar food and treat-
ment. The casual observer may see nothing remarkable
in this, but the accurate naturalist will readily do so ; for
he sees it favours the belief of the transmigration of the
species. When Shirach broached this startling doctrine,
Bonnet condemned it, on the ground that it was against
all the known laws of nature for different food or treat-
ment to change or make one kind of animal into another.
In spite of this, however, Apiarians believed it, though
they could not explain so strange a phenomenon. This,
nevertheless, appears less startling when Huber's belief is

known
; viz., that working Bees are queens in an unde-

veloped state, or half-queens, if I may say so ; but that
different food and treatment make up the other half I am
not prepared to prove, nor can I assert that eggs which
produce working Bees are transmutable, far less that their
grubs are so. It is almost useless for me to mention that
there is but one queen or head Bee in a colony, and that
without one it cannot long exist ; for she deposits the eggs
and is, in fact, the mother of the whole. As head Bees
are only reared at certain periods, the question is, how are
they supplied in cases of casual or accidental loss ? The
following statement will, I think, show how Bees are pre-
pared to meet the emergency. During August last, I took
the queen from a weak hive containing only three combs

;

the inside one contained eggs and brood. The queenless
Bees were soon in an uproar, as they always are when
they lose their queen. I confined them in the hive to
prevent their dispersion, as well as to keep out their
neighbours who were bent on their destruction. At the
end of a week, a queen's cell was begun on the centre of
the brood comb ; in ten days afterwards it was sealed up,
and after the same space of time it was empty. I found
a queen in the hive which differed in no way, except in
age, from the rightful one which I had taken. The cell
in which it was reared differed a little from the usual form
of queen cells, being less of a pear shape and not so deep

;

the latter, however, was made up by the length of the
cocoon of the insect, in a way similar to that of the cells
of queen wasps and hornets. Mr. Baxter, in his work
on Bees, has given an interesting account of this subject,
which shows how far the various organs of the grubs of
working Bees must undergo transmutations to become
Queen Bees. He seems to think that this is not enough;
for he observes that those adopted queens are educated
by the Bees to supply the]; loss of the others. Mr. B.
is (not the only one who tells us of the education of
insects

; but to enlarge upon this project would lead
to the difficult question of instinct, from which I must
refrain. I may notice, however, that I never could
detect Royal jelly in a bee-hive. I mean the peculiar
mixture that is said to change the larvae into Queen Bees.
Having stated that working Bees are said to be Queens in
an undeveloped state, it may be alleged that the enlarge-
ment of the cells gives room for the complete growth of
the insects. This is a more likely thing than Royal jelly
changing them ; still it is open to objection, for more

|J
owth could hardly give colour or the marks peculiar to

rf n
es> llor different ^stinct, nor longer period of

lite. «ueen Bees live four or more years, while working
ones exist only one season. Those who disputed this cu-

may, in such cases, those that produce Head Bees. Per-
haps the best way to test this mysterious thing would be
to take the larva* from the Queens' cells, and replace
them with those from workers' cells ; this, however, would
require the perseverance of a Huber or Bonner.—J".

Wighton.
Lichen on Fruit-trees.

—

When fruit-trees are infested
with Lichens and Moss, not only is the health of the trees
impaired to a certain extent, but the fruit also. The ap-
plication of lime-water, prepared in the following way,
will effectually displace the Lichen :—a common water-
barrel, placed on a wheelbarrow, is best suited for the
purpose, and it should be filled as full of water as a per-
son can conveniently wheel it. Put in plenty of quick-
lime, as water will only take up a certain portion ; it
cannot be made too strong, but it should not be so thick
as to prevent its being applied with a syringe, having a
coarse rose. It is best, I believe, to wheel it immediately
to the trees, even when warm, which it will be by the
slacking of the lime. It will be necessary for one person
to keep stirring it while another syringes the trees ; by
this means a portion of the lime is carried with the water,
and adheres both to the wall and trees. This mode of
destroying Lichen is nothing new, but it may not be gene-
rally known. I last year tried the experiment on two
Plum-trees, and to my great satisfaction the Lichens were
quite destroyed, both on the wall and trees ; the latter
now present a healthy appearance, and the bark is quite
clean. It is an almost invariable practice to wash gar-
den-pots thoroughly after the plants have been turned
out of them, before they are made use of again ; and many
pots which have been occupied by plants, requiring a
liberal supply of water, are covered with a green vegetable
production : if, after being washed, the pots are dipped
into strong, clear, lime-water, it will quite destroy this
substance. As the present is a good time for applying it

to trees, no time should be lost where they are attacked
by this pest.

—

G. G. Watson, Vicarage, Norton, Stock-
ton-on-Tees.

Canvas Coverings for Frames.—I do not think that
anything is more suitable for canvas coverings than plain
painting with drying oil. This should be done in the au-
tumn, the canvas being fully exposed to the sun and air
for some time afterwards, by being spread on the Grass.
Though this method does not make it quite transparent,
it is much better and more simple than any other.
Hibernia,

Refuse Hops as a Substitute for Stable Manure.—
Some few years back, being unable to obtain a sufficient

quantity of stable manure, I was (at the instance of a
friend) induced to procure from a neighbouring brewery
two loads of hops, which had undergone the usual process
in making beer. The hops were carted to me in a warm,
moist state, and immediately made up into a couple of
hot-beds. The frames were then put on, the surface
covered with about three inches of common garden mould,
and the lights shut down. Never having before tried the
experiment, I was fearful of putting in cuttings (Dahlias)
too precipitately, lest sudden steam should arise ; but on
the morning of the third day, no steam or rank smell
being perceivable, I ordered one of the frames to be filled

with the cuttings, and the result was, that they struck re-
markably well. By the time they were well rooted, the
other bed had been cleared, and I directed the Hops to be
turned over, well watered, and again made up. This
caused them to heat moderately a second time; and the
plants having been potted off into GO's, were at once
placed in the frame, where they made a vigorous and
rapid growth, seeming to delight in the genial warmth
emitted from the Hops. I have adopted the foregoing
plan for three successive years, and am now fully con-
vinced that, although the heat arising from Hops is not
so powerful in the first instance as common dung, yet that
it is more lasting and equal. For those individuals who
do not keep a regular gardener, and who are often com-
pelled to leave their frames for the whole day without
being attended to, the method will be found most useful

;

as on no one occasion during the above period were my
plants ever injured by the sudden rising of steam or rank
smell, a disaster which too often occurs when stable

manure is used, unless the beds are very carefully looked
after,— C. if.

-

handsome hybrid varieties of Rhododendron, called Smith!
varium, raised between R. caucasicum and the white arb6reum
the habit of all is dwarf, and they are stated to possess a consider
able degree of hardiness, having been exposed to the weathe
during winter until taken into the house to forward their blooms
with these was a small plant of a Rhododendron, called Rol
lisoni, with leaves of a rusty colour on the under-side, and fin
deep crimson flowers, produced in a dense cluster; this appear
to be identical with the Ceylon variety of R. arbtfreum ; it i

stated to be hardy, but doubts are entertained upon this point
a Banksian medal was awarded for the hybrid varieties. Mr
Gaines exhibited a seedling Rhododendron, two Camellias (oik
called Henri Favre), with neatly-cupped petals, of a bright rose
colour; the other C. monstrosa, red, with a double row of outei
petals, and having the centre filled up with smaller petals, oi
various forms. From Mr. Kynock, gr. to Alderman Copeland
two seedling Epacrises. From Messrs. Veitch, several fine
blooms of a Camellia called pulchcrrima, a variety introduce*
from the Continent several years since, and bloomed by H. Por-
ter, Esq., of Winslade House, Exeter; the flowers resemble those
of C. althseiflora in size and form, and are of a deep rose-colour,
mottled and striped with white; if it should always bloom at
large, and retain its mottled character, it will prove a valuable
variety. From Mr. Dennis, a Persian Lilac in bloom. From Mr
Conway, two plants of Pelargonium Lanci, which appears to be
a free bloomer, and well suited for early forcing. Messrs. Rol-
lison exhibited a plant of the beautiful Casio

1

gyne cristata, with
white flowers, having the labellum strongly marked with light
yellow

: a Banksian medal was awarded. Mr. Small, ofColnbrook,
sent a seedling Fuchsia, apparently raised between F. fulgens
orcordif61ia, and some of the older and darker varieties. From the
Hon. W. F. H. Strangways,adish of Pine Golden Russet Apples, in
good preservation. From Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G. Beau-
mont, Bart., a fair specimen of the Queen Pine Apple, weighing
3 lbs. 10oz., sent for the purpose of showing that fruit of this
variety may be well swelled in winter, if kept at a low tempera-
ture ; the plant from which the present fruit was cut having been
grown in a house never higher than from 50° to 55° by night, and
from 60° to 65° by day, unless under powerful sunshine. From
Mr. Stewart, gr. to W. Bagge, Esq., a leash of hybrid Cucumbers,
called the Ringleader, grown in a Pine pit, in pots, on Ayres'
system, and watered with a solution of nitrate of soda, In the
proportion of 10 oz. to 3 gallons of water. From Mr. Martin, of
Thames Bank, a bundle of Asparagus, of large size. Mr. Dredge,
of Wellington, Surrey, exhibited the root of a Pear-tree, which
had been taken out of a well; this root was 33 feet long, and
resembled a small rope, having only one or two ramifications
during its entire length. From Mr. II. Scott, of Charles-street,
New-road, specimens of cast-iron pipes, for the conveyance of
water and other fluids; these are so constructed that by means
of movable nuts, and screw-pieces cast upon the pipes, a series
of pipes can be securely joined together, without soldering or
brazing. The same person also exhibited an ingenious contriv-
ance, in the form of a slide-expanding and contracting box, to
allow for the alternate expansion and contraction of pipes con-
taining steam or hot water. From the garden of the Society
were plants of Oncfdium altissimum ; the large and small va-
rieties of On. ampliatum, the former bearing a fine spreading
panicle of large, bright yellow flowers ; the showy On. leucochi-
lum ; Dendr6bium aggregatum, with a drooping spike of sulphur-
coloured flowers, having the centre of the labellum strongly
marked with orange; the delicate little D. secundum; and
Acacia Riceana, an elegant species, with drooping branches,
loaded with a profusion of light yellow, feathery spikes of
flowers. Cuttings were distributed of the Roy ale Hfltive Plum,
an early purple sort, of exceedingly rich flavour; Knight's
Monarch Pear, stated to be hardy and a good bearer, succeeding
best as a standard, and bearing rich and melting fruit, which will
keep well till January ; Winter Crassane, which differs from the
Old Crassane, in bearing abundantly as a standard; and the
Vicar of Winkfield, described at p. 20 of the Chronicle of this year.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
March i. — P. Pusey, Esq., in the chair. Twenty-one

Members were elected. Mr. R. Barker presented the monthly
report of the accounts, and state of the Society's funds,
from which it appeared that in addition to invested capital the
current cash balance was 1,593/. It was resolved, "That in
future the carriage shall not be paid for the Journals of Mem-
bers whose subscriptions are in arrear ; but that, on their receipt
a letter shall be addressed to the parties, informing them that
their journals may be had at the Office of the Society, on appli-
cation with a written order, and can either be forwarded imme-
diately at their own expense, or with the next number of the
Journal, at the expense of the Society." Col. Challoner pre-
sented the general balance-sheet of the accounts connected with
the late Bristol Meeting, from which it appeared that, inde-
pendently of 1,300/., given in prizes, and the various sums offered
for Prize Essays, the Society had contributed 573;. out of its own
funds to supply the deficiency between the expenditure and the
receipts, the latter being 4,202/., while the outlay amounted to
4,7/5/. Col. Challoner then read the Re

fej

_ .0 the cell- nor formed a cell round one, neither an
egg that ought te\have produced a working Bee. To
ascertain:!!;, mA, nothing but grubs ought to have
been in the cctiajfM for the latter, Bees may have eees in
store that pro*"*"'" " "" •-•' *b

Iik ely. But

SiHawanvo

notQueen Bees
; this, however, is

is another obstacle in the way :

t working Bees can deposit eggs, end

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

March 7.— R. W. Barchard, Esq., in the chair. The Rev. J.

Antrobus, W. Brown, and G. Green, £sqrs.
f and Mr. J. Garra-

way, were elected Fellows. Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence,
exhibited a collection of plants, containing very handsome speci-
mens of Columnea scandens, its light green foliage drooping
gracefully around the pot, and each shoot bearing at its extremity
large Ijght crimson flowers; Oncidium bif61ium, an elegant
species, with a small, chocolate spotted perianth, and a large,
bright yellow labellum; Brassavola glauca, in excellent health,
which appeared to be owing to its being grown in earth instead
of upon a block of wood ; iEschynanthus maculatus, with dark
fleshy leaves, amongst which its numerous clusters of scarlet
blossoms produced a pretty effect ; a species of Hippcastrum, with
bright scarlet flowers, having a greenish centre ; a large plant of

!"f
C

i

n
^
W Bc£6nia coccinea; Oncidium incurvum, and the beau-

tiful Burlmgtonia rfgida : a Knightian medal was awarded for
the Columnea, Burlmgtonia, and Begonia. From Mr. Brazier,
gr. to W. H. Story, Esq., well-bloomed plants of Erica ardens,
vemix rubra, and Petiveriana bicolor, the latter having- pretty
greenish-yellow tubular flowers, with a reddish tinge at the base,
and prominent brown stamens ; several handsome hybrid Epa-
crises, one called coruscans, with long crimson tubular blossoms,
six plants of which were exhibited; E. rosea umbrata, of the
same form, but lighter than the preceding; and E. magniflora,
of a deep rose-colour, and remarkable for the freedom with which
it blooms: a Banksian medal was awarded for the Epacrises.
From Mr. Beck, very healthy and well-bloomed plants of C^tisus
racemosus, Leschenaultia formosa, Erica transparens, bicolor,
and three Cinerarias, called Henders6nii, Madonna, and Urania;
all grown in slate pots, and affording a further convincing proof
of the success with which plants of any description may be cul-
tivated in this material. From Mr, Smith, of Norbiton, five very

Report of the Committee in
reference to the arrangements for the Derby meeting. This was
adopted, and the contract with Mr. Manning for the works con-
nected with the showyard and Pavilion for 2,200/. confirmed.
Mr. Pusey informed the Council he had applied to the Earl of
Aberdeen for letters of introduction and safeguard in favour of
pr, Dauhcny, who in a few days would proceed on his tour of
inquiry through Estremadura and other districts in Spain, where
the phosphorite mineral (containing so large a proportion of the
earth of bones) was known to abound. Mr. Pusey also stated
that Dr. Playfair having declinedto accept an appointment of 500/.
per annum, that he might remain in England to devote himself
to the study of Agricultural Chemistry, he should propose at the
next Monthly Council that Dr. Playfair be appointed the «• Con-
sulting Chemist" of the Society, giving gratuitous opinions on
questions of a chemical nature, and making a charge, according™ a given scale, for such analyses only as might be required.
Prof. Sewell reported that he had communicated with the Duke
°r Rutland respecting the cow whose case had attracted the
notice of the Members, and that Mr. Batcheldcr had ascer-
tained it to be affected by a ventral or abdominal hernia. Prof.

,

Sewell having informed the Duke of Rutland that the case would
be instructive to pupils attending the Veterinary College,
*{is Grace had sent the animal to the College inflrmarv.Mr F. Hobbs stated that he had lately met with a Clover which
be thought might prove useful. Mis attention had been called
to it by a gentleman who had originally sown a few seeds pre-
sented to him by a friend, the same plants having seeded two
or three consecutive years without any apparent exhaustion. Its
growth is described as very strong, the plant throwing out some-
times from the same root as many as thirty stems, resembling
those of the common Red Clover, while the blossom had a pink

«wb
i

earine:
' with the seed-pods and leaves, great analogy to

j-nc White or Dutch Clover; the roots throwing down tap-roots
iiKe the one variety, and shooting out numerous small lateral
nores like the other. From these striking similarities to the two
common varieties, it was concluded that the Clover must be a
hybrid between them. It was strongly recommended that this
hybrid Clover should be sown with the Red Clover, on account
ot its great length of stem when grown on rich land, and its

r'fK
1Uacy to suuP°rt itself erect, the plant becoming bent and

<iirncult to mow without loss, excepting by very careful labourers.
*rom the smallness of the seed, from six to seven pounds per
acre, carefully distributed, would be sufficient, or half that quali-
fy mixed with half a peck of red seed. Mr. H. Gibbs stated
this to be the Alsike Clover, or Trifolium hybridum. A foreign
correspondent of Messrs. T. Gibbs and Co. had cultivated it tor
six years, and had found it to withstand the greatest degree of
irost, which other Clovers would not do there. On middling de-
scriptions of soils it produced fair crops; on richer soils, very
fceavy ones, The stalks are said not to harden like those of the

•

Jr
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Red Clover, but remain soft. After being cut, it soon shoots

again, and seed-crops had been taken three successive yea s

from the same plants, which had been top-dressed with stable

manure in the winter. They had also received some seed and

specimens from Mr. Sewell, the gentleman referred to by Mr.

Hobbs, who stated that, " It was likely to prove a valuable ac-

quisition, as it was a perennial, and possessed all the good quali-

ties of the common Red and White Clover as a sheep feed, &c
;;

but its produce was nearly or quite double that of the latter.

Mr Sewell grew some acres of it last year, which were fed all

summer with sheep, and he had reason to be highly satisfied with

it both for quantity and quality. The Duke of Richmond trans-

mitted a communication from the Moray Farmers' Club; Mr.

Read various specimens of cylintlric tiles, with an account or

their manufacture, price, and peculiar merits; Mr. Squarey a

specimen of phosphate of lime ; Mr. F. Clowes a communication

of experiments with various manures ; and Mr. Danson Dr. Ure s

Report on Analysis of Guano. Mr. Cherry explained the advan-

tages of his equalizing roller for land, and his portable lorge,

which he had employed for twenty years.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
The Lord Bishop of Norwich in the chair. Messrs. T. C. Janson

and W. Solly were elected Fellows. Mr. Smith presented a hue

print of Ban'ksia grandis. Mr. Westwood presented two curious

productions obtained from plants of Sonneratia acida. They had

been sent to this country by Mr. Templeton, of Ceylon, in which

island the Sonneratia grows abundantly. These bodies were

spindle-shaped, looking like great Clavarias. In a letter from Mr.

Templeton, they were stated to be produced as off-shoots irom

the roots of the Sonneratia. The end most distant from the root

had a distinct bark and pith; whilst that which was near the

root sent off several distinct rootlets of its own. The middle

portion, which was very much enlarged, as compared with the

two ends, consisted of an exceedingly light, soft, fibrous, woody

tissue. On this account it had been used with great success as

a lining for insect-cases. As no discussions are allowed at this

Society, of course no opinion was given to the Members by the

able botanists present on the nature of these curious produc-

tions. A continuation of Mr. Griffith's paper on the develop-

ment of the ovulum of Santalum was read to the Society, and

accompanied by drawings illustrative of the author's views.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
March 7.—Mr. Mauger in the chair. The following propo-

sitions relative to the exhibitions of the ensuing season were

made by Mr. Wildman -.—"That until the funds of the Society

will bear the expense of public exhibitions on a scale suited to

its character and ultimate objects, no separate days be set apart

for that purpose ; but that in lieu thereof the Society do meet

upon two occasions during the season of each particular flower,

at an earlier hour on the usual days of meeting, in order to afford

opportunities for competition, or for the exhibition of specimens.

Carried, for one occasion only. " That the prizes on these occa-

sions be for the present restricted to seedlings and single speci-

mens in class-showing, unless any of the members should desire

to enter into any arrangement amongst themselves." " That in

order to encourage the exhibition of seedlings, prizes be awarded,

without entrance-money, for all that may be placed as first or

second-class flowers throughout the season; the prizes to be

equal in value to those offered on the days of competition. But,

with the view of extending the interests of the Society, ana of

creating a reasonable distinction between members and non-

members, that no such prizes be paid to any but subscribers.'

Both the latter propositions were agreed to. It was further pro-

posed—" That prizes be offered from time to time for essays upon

the various tlowers which fall within the objects of the Society,

embracing their properties and defects 5 the best mode of ex-

hibition and of judging, and naming the best varieties of each

sort." On account of the late hour at which the business of the

evening was brought to a close, the reading of Mr. Orson's paper

upon the Carnation was deferred until the next meeting.

] therefrom the sulphur. Vogel, however, sowed seeds in

a soil which contained neither free sulphur nor saline sul-

Jr

MISCELLANEOUS.
Treatment of Lachen alias.—The bulbs which are not

large should be potted in September, three in a pot. The
soil should be a mixture of peat and sand, about three

parts of the former to one of the latter, with a small

quantity of leaf-mould. Select good sound bulbs for

flowering, and pot the small offsets by themselves. The

pots should be well drained, and after the bulbs are

planted, remove them to a frame, where they will have

light, and not be exposed to the cold autumn rains.

Keep them in this situation until November, or when
the nights become quite frosty, giving just sufficient

water to keep the earth moist. At that time they may be

removed to the parlour or greenhouse, placing them in a

light situation, and watering them cautiously until they

begin to grow. In February the flower-stems will ap-

pear, when more water should be given, though with

care ; the flower-stems will now shoot up, and in the

course of a few weeks will be beautifully in bloom, re-

maining so for two or three weeks, or much longer if they

are kept in a partially shaded place. In May, when the

foliage begins to turn yellow, the pots may be removed

to the open air for a few week,s, when the bulbs should

be taken out of the pots and laid away in a dry, cool,

place, until wanted for planting again in the autumn.—
Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture.

Bulbous-rooted Chervil.— Offsets and seeds of this plant

were presented to the Horticultural Society of Paris by
M. Lissa, who reported that it was grown in Germany for

culinary purposes. A few offsets, about the size of nuts,

are produced at the base of each plant. At present, we
are of opinion, that, in consequence of the poisonous qua-

lities of many umbelliferous' plants, it will be prudent,

until more is known respecting it, to use this vegetable

With circumspection.

—

Bon Jard'mier.

Neio Potatoes.—In consequence of the extreme mild-

ness of the season at the close of last autumn, a novel

experiment in gardening was attempted by a lady in

Madeira-street, North Leith, near the opening of Queens-
ferry-road, which has turned out completely successful.

About the middle of October she planted some Potatoes

in boxes under shelter— these, when the roots struck, were

removed to drills in the garden, and warmly protected

against the contingencies of winter. The stems grew,

giving promise of an early crop. On Saturday last the earth

was removed, and a plentiful supply taken up
; the Pota-

toes varying in size from a pheasant's to a hen's egg.

—

Edinburgh Paper.
Sulphur in Plants.—Among the plants which are

known as containing sulphur, the garden Cress may be

particularly adduced. There can be no doubt that these

plants are capable of decomposing the sulphuric acid con-

tained in the saline sulpmirets of the soil, so as to take

phates ; and notwithstanding this these plants contained a

considerable quantity of sulphur. The soil consisted 01

a coarse powder of white glass. Before it had been put

into the vessel the glass had been strongly heated, but not

to the point of fusion, and then washed with a consider-

able quantity of water, which, however, did not take

therefrom any sulphates. Vogel sowed in this soil Cress-

seeds, and kept the soil moist with distilled water. When
the young plants had attained the height of some inches,

they were extracted, together with the roots ;
the white

roots were then cut off, and, after being washed, quickly

dried, together with the plants. Both were then exposed

to the action of heat in a retort, and it now appeared

that not only the green leaves and stalks, but likewise the

white roots contained a considerable quantity of sulphur.

This was indeed the case with the seeds employed ; but

the quantity of sulphur contained in the plants is much

more considerable than that contained in the seeds. The

juice pressed from the plants of Cress grown on powdered

glass, as previously described, also contained saline sul-

phates in considerable quantity. Vogel also caused some

Cress-seeds to vegetate in coarsely-ground quartz, and in

pulverized flint-glass, and also in fine and well-washed

silica, previously disengaged from fluosilicic acid by means

of water. (The vegetation proceeded much slower in the

last than in the two first.) The plants grown in a soil of

this description always contained sulphur and saline sul-

phates. In order to fix approximately the quantity of

sulphur contained in the seeds of Cress, as well as in the

plants grown therefrom, Vogel further undertook the fol-

lowing experiments:— 100 grains of Cress-seeds were

heated gradually in a retort to a red heat, and the

gasses which meanwhile formed received in a ley of potassa.

To this ley acetate of lead was then added, until no fur-

ther precipitation ensued. The brown precipitate thus

produced, after being well washed, was found to consist

of hydrated oxide of lead, together with carbonate of

lead, and of black sulphuret of lead. The two former

were dissolved in dilute and boiling nitric acid, and a

quantity of sulphuret of lead was then left behind, which,

after being washed with a good deal of water, and then

dried, weighed 0.95 grains, corresponding to 0.129 of sul-

phur. In order to obtain in like manner a quantitative

estimation of the sulphur contained in the Cress-plants,

Vogel then submitted a number of plants grown from 100

grains of seeds to another examination. They weighed

after being dried 2,040 grains, which, treated in the same

manner as the seeds, yielded 1 5-1 grains of sulphuret of

lead, corresponding to 2-03 grains of sulphur. How this

surplus of sulphur may have been introduced into the

plants, the writer has in vain endeavoured to explain.

—

Annals of Chemistry.

British Gvyana.—Mr. Schomburgk, after an absence

of thirteen months, has returned with his party from the

interior. He represents the climate in the vicinity of the

Sandstone Hills, which stretch for several miles across the

country, to be temperate, the thermometer before sun-

rise never standing above 51°
; a further evidence of which

is that blackberries are there 'found in abundance. In

traversing the savannahs and forests, Mr. Schomburgk
saw hundreds of acres of Plantains growing wild, and so

luxuriantly that he represents some of them to be as

thick as a man's body, and 40 or 50 feet high.
^

He has

brought with him suckers from these trees, which he is

desirous of cultivating ; being confident that they are not

tainted with the disease which affects so large a portion of

the Plantains in a cultivated state. The health of Mr.

S. and his party has been generally good throughout

the whole period, with the exception of occasional attacks

of fever, and suffering from want of food.

—

Extracted

front the Guyana Herald.
Very curious Fact, if true.—A gentleman living in

the vicinity of Dumfries lately
t
bought some gas-work

lime in order to make a compost of manure for farm

purposes. The hens in his poultry-yard, which were

laying eggs, had access to this compost ; and as it is well

known that fowls partake readily of lime, which enters

largely into, and is necessary to, the formation of the

shell, they fed, it is supposed, according to their appetite,

upon it. The consequence was, that in a few days, with

much astonishment, the eggs on being opened, were found

to have such an intolerable smell of gas that no one could

eat them.

—

Dumfries Herald.

Mildness of the Climate in Devonshire.—There is now
growing at Brookhill, the residence of A. H. Holdsworth,

Esq., at the entrance of the river Dart, a Mimosa, of

most delicate foliage, and covered with a profusion of

yellow flowers. It is 20 feet high, was raised about 12

years since, from a seed brought from the Cape of Good
Hope, and during the whole time it has withstood the

rigour of our climate, which indeed is scarcely felt in that

warm and sheltered spot.

—

Exeter Gazette.

centre ; Anemoneflora alba, a white variety, approaching the old

Waratah in form ; fl6rida, a bright carmine, with beautifully-

cupped petals ; albicans, a pretty white-; concinna, a bright rose,

with neatly-formed flowers; and imbricata alba, the white of
which is not very clear. C. imbricata, planted out in the border
of the house, is producing some remarkably fine blooms ; and
those of C. althroifiora, in pots, are unusually large. Small plants

of C. tricolor in pots, are expanding their beautifully-striped

flowers in great abundance; in fact, this seems to be one of the

most free-flowering kinds. C. Albertus, a handsome variety of

late introduction, is very double, and promises to be one of

the best of its class. Gilesiana is also a good and distinct kind,

with small dark red flowers, mottled with white. The hybrid
Rhododendrons in the show- house will shortly be in full bloom.

The graceful little Cyclamen coum, with Heaths, Epacrises,

Fairy Roses, Azaleas, Hyacinths, Tulips, &c, already render it

lively. One of the prettiest flowers for early forcing is Kalmia

glauca which is here blooming in great perfection ; the double-

blossomed Peach is also well adapted for the same purpose.—

R. A., March 6.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Messrs. Chandler's Nursery, VauxhalL—The extensive collec-

tion of Camellias at this Nursery will, if the weather is favourable,

be in full perfection in a few days. A great variety of sorts are

already in flower, and the variousshades of red and white, which

the thousands of blooms exhibit on entering the house, produce

a striking effect. Amongst those in bloom may be mentioned,

Donckelaeri, semi-double, with beautifully mottled flowers 01 red

and white; Lady Hume's Blush, a delicate pinkish bufr, with

small, well-arranged, pointed petals: Colvillii, white, prettily

streaked and mottled with rose; eximia, a large deep lose-

colourcd flower, well filled up. Chandleri, a handsome variety

when it comes true to its character, being dark red, mottled witn

white; fimbriata, a delicate white, possessing all the good proper-

ties of the old white, and having the petals finely fringed\x mi-

nuta, a small rosy carmine flower, somewhat cupped and well

filled up in the centre ; elegans, rosy pink, a large, bold flower

;

Woodsii, resembling the last in colour, but better filled up in the

A Treatise on the Culture of the Vine in Pots. By
J. Mearns, F.H.S. 12mo. Orr and Co.

Mr. Mearns has long been celebrated for the success

which has attended his cultivation of the Vine by the

coiling system ; a work, therefore, which promises to

convey the necessary information relative to this method of

treatment can scarcely fail of being well received.

To render the treatise as complete as possible, the

author has briefly entered upon the Natural History of

the Vine ; tracing its progress from its first introduc-

tion into Britain, and instancing some of the most re-

markable Vines now existing. It appears that no regular

mode of classifying the numerous varieties of the Grape

has yet been adopted, although the catalogue of the Lux-

embourg collection, published in 1802, recorded 267 sorts.

For the list contained in this work Mr- Mearns is in-

debted to the catalogue of the Horticultural Society, con-

taining 183 sorts.

The author, in his description of soils, states that after

numerous experiments he found pot-Vines " to luxuriate

in a loose, fresh-chopped, turfy soil, taken from the top of

a magnesian limestone rock, and which had been a sheep-

walk for ages, laying so thin upon the surface, that in

many places it was only three inches deep." With this

were mixed road-scrapings, containing silicious matter and

brick-rubbish, in a mellow state, and in sufficient quan-

tity "to allow the water to drain freely through all its

parts, and to permit the young roots to ramify freely

therein."
f

In the propagation of Vines by coiling, the author s

practice, if single rods are contemplated, is not to leave

them longer than four or five feet, and to remove all the

buds but the uppermost These rootless cuttings are

coiled into long narrow pots ; being so placed that the

bud of the apex of the shoot, although the highest part,

is still two inches beneath the surface of the soil, at the

same time sufficient room is left beneath the coil for the

roots to extend themselves. These cuttings, being put

in between the middle of January and the end of March,

are plunged at once into a hotbed, between 90° and 100°,

where they remain until they require more pot-room :

they are then shifted, and placed in a suitable situation

until again excited in November or December. When
the cutting begins to grow, the shoot is trained upright,

until it is seven, eight, or ten joints long, when the top

is pinched off.

After this stopping, the laterals are displaced as they

appear; and if the Vines have done well, two or three of

the buds will also be excited at the same time, in which

case the shoots are cut down to the lowest excited eye.

The single shoot is then trained upright and divested of

all laterals and tendrils. None of the plants are allowed

to grow longer than from four to six feet, at which length

the tops are pinched off; the uppermost lateral, which is

also stopped at the first joint, being left to carry off the

remaining sap. At this season the plants are removed to

a warm and sheltered situation in the open air ;
and when

the leaves fall, they are headed down to one, two, or three

joints, according to their strength, and are placed against

a northern aspect. When cold weather sets in, they are

taken back to a sheltered spot and plunged in the ground

to protect the roots ; the pots being mulched over and

the rods covered to protect them from frost.

When these yearling potted Vines are brought early

into action, it is recommended to bow a piece ot wire

above the pot, with both its ends running down the inside

;

of sufficient height to allow the whole length of the stem

to be attached to it, as represented in the J^mpanyuig
figure. The buds, from the stem

being thus bent, break more regu-

larly, and when this is effected the

Vine is untied and secured to an

upright stake or sloping trellis. To
prevent evaporation, the stem is

wrapped loosely in moss, which is

kept constantly moist, until the

Grapes are set, when it is removed.
The plants, up to this period, are

encouraged by bottom-heat and
shifting ; and the quantity of fruit

is regulated by the size of the pot
and quality of the Vine.

,
The author next treats upon a

more expeditious mode of culture

by the coiling system, by which

the shoot of a Vine is brought into

bearing in the same season as it is planted. For an

account of this we must refer our readers to the work

itself. There is one point insisted upon, which should

never be lost sight of in the production of early Grapes ;

namely, to have the plants situated near the light. Upon
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this subject Mr. Mearns has judiciously observed: "The
Vines, also, must be as near the glass aa circumstances
will permit. At any other season it is not of so much
importance ; although at any time I like the leaves to be
near the glass roof, that is, within from 3 to 6 inches, yet
never allowed to touch it. In most hot-houses the Vines
are placed too near the glass ; and the consequence is, the
leaves which accompany the fruit are scorched, or so
much injured that they very rarely bring the fruit to per-
fection

; they are also much more subject to the attacks
of red-spider and thrips than if at a fair distance from
the'glass."

The remainder of the work details the author's practice
in the routine culture of established Vines in pots, with
remarks on Situation and Solar Influence, Watering, At-
mospheric Influence, and Pruning; concluding with an
analytical list of papers on the Vine, to be met with in

various works- The directions throughout are clear and
explicit, and will enable any person, with care and the
necessary conveniences, to obtain Grapes upon this system
at a season when those of the previous year are consumed,
and before the principal early-forced crop is expected to

be ready for use.

Scotch Farming in England ; a Second Letter. By Robert
Hyde Greg. Ridgway & Son. 8vo.

There is no doubt that the general system of farming in

Scotland is much superior to that of a great part of
England. The Scotch are more industrious, more atten-
tive to minute circumstances, and they do not allow plea-
sure to interfere with their business. The labourers are
better instructed, and work more steadily than the English.
The Scotch farmer has either more capital, or better
credit, and calculates nicely every prospect of profit, by
laying out money on his farm. He gets more work out of
his horses and labourers, and keeps them more economi-
cally, in proportion to their work. All this enables him
to pay higher rents, and still have a fair profit.
As to the comparative produce of an English and a

Scotch farm of the same extent and similar soil, we think
that Mr. Greg, for the sake of argument, has contrasted
some of the most slovenly farming in England with the
best in Scotland. We can scarcely credit the assertion
that 70 acres in Scotland averaged 8 quarters of Wheat
per Scotch acre (or 6* per statute acre) in 1842, worth 60s.
(see note, page 8) which price must include tailing corn
or light grains

; while the average of 100 square miles of
country very near Durham gives a produce of only \\
quarter of Wheat per statute acre. Yet this is given as a
correction of a former statement

!

That the only ploughs observed at work (note, page 9)
in going from Hertfordshire to London had each five
horses attached, in land by no means stiff\ may be true, as
a fact, but not a fact to found an argument on.
The French proverb " Qui dit trop ne dit rien" might

fairly be applied here, and the very judicious observations
of Mr- Greg are neutralized by these statements.
We most heartily concur in the assertion that the

more generally diffused and more practical education of the
Scotch is the main cause of their superiority in farming,
as well as in anything they undertake ; that the system
of leases is also an advantage, and the credit given to the
farmer in consequence. The objections to new modes of
cultivation and to the introduction of machinery, said to be
entertained by English labourers, and even farmers, is much
exaggerated. Let Mr. Greg travel through Suffolk, Norfolk,
and Essex, and he will find very little corn threshed by the
flail. The chief cause of the greater profit of the Scotch
farmers isj the sobriety and steadiness of the labourer,
who is chiefly paid in the produce of the farm, and also
the greater attention of the farmer himself. We much
doubt whether the Scotch farmer on land of the same
quality raises more produce per acre than a Suffolk or
Norfolk farmer, or that his land is kept in as clean a state

;
but he raises it at less expense.

It were much to be wished that the English farmer
would imitate the Scotch in many of his operations, and
the Scotch might, perhaps, not regret a journey to the
best-managed English farms—not to find fault, but to
lparn something. There is but one degree of perfect cul-
tivation, which neither have yet arrived at, and all should
strive to reach without invidious comparisons. Wherever
the cultivation is most economical, the rents will be higher
in proportion. With respect to questions of political
economy, we confess our inability and our unwillingness
to enter upon them.

—

M.

Dunghills, Liquid Manure Tanks, and Cows and Calves.
As usual, the information upon all these heads [is valuable

;

but that relating to Manure has, upon the whole, disap-
pointed us. Considering the permanent interest of the
subject, we had hoped to see it treated very much al;

length in a standard work like that of£Mr. Stephens.
Possibly, however, he reserves the matter for a future
part of his publication.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.
Euphorbia jacquininora stands at the head of a small group of

house plants, having such a tendency to become naked at the
bottom, that it is no easy matter to form them into handsome
bushy specimens. The more you prune them the more straggling
they become. They are more easily managed as standards, and
as such they are very useful in the conservatory when in flower.
In large conservatories, indeed, standard specimens are indis-
pensable, though not much sanctioned by the prevailing fashion
of the day. But the difficulty lies in converting these stragglers
into bushy specimens. Let us take E. jacquiniflora, which hasnow done flowering. Do not prune it, nor shift it at present,
but keep it nearly dry until all the shoots have grown a few
inches long; then give it a good watering to encourage its
growth, and prevent it from making use of this stimulus by lay-
ing it down on its side. The increased energy of the sap, instead
of following the horizontal direction towards the head of the
plant will, by following its natural tendency to flow upwards,
break out into shoots at the base of the stem. Turn over the
plant every two or three days to prevent its growing one-sided,
and to get the shoots to break equally around the base of the
stem, and supply it liberally with water every time you turn it.
When these young shoots at the bottom are a few inches long,
you may set your plant in its natural position. These shoots wilT
afterwards act in the capacity of suckers, in clothing the head of
the plant, and by preventing it from growing so freely they will
enable you to arrange the head into a better form. When the
growing season is nearly over, you may stop the bottom shoots
at different heights, and by keeping your plants rather under
potted, and.'pruning very sparingly, by only pinching out the tops
of the stronger shoots as they advance in growth, you will ulti-
mately have a fine bushy specimen without the assistance of
stakes or trellis-work. My attention was first called to this ex-
pediency by seeing a Camellia, with a long stem as thick as a
walking- stick, break out at the surface of the pot by being turned
down on its side to inarch from it.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery. — After shifting and arranging the stock, a slight
syringing to clean off any dust from the leaves is a usual and
useful practice. Such of the young stock as have been dis-
rooted must be shaded a few hours in the middle of sunny days,
and be kept rather close and moist. Advantage may now be
taken of sun-heat to close the houses early in the afternoon,
while the sun yet shines on the glass.
Vinery.—Abundance of moisture will now be very useful in

all stages of growth, except where the Vines are just in flower.
The usual routine of thinning and tying up the shoots is all that
is necessary now. All the houses had better be shut up early in
the afternoon; sun-heat is far more congenial to vegetation than
fire-heat.

Peach-house.—Keep up a steady'moist atmosphere, and when
you have an hour to spare, look over the disbudded shoots to see
whether the buds have been properly removed. When they are
rubbed off with the finger, they often break again from the
bottom ; indeed, disbudding with the finger is a slovenly method
—the point of a knife is far preferable. If the house is near 55°
in the morning, it is enough, and you may shut up when it

stands about 70° by sun-heat.
Ciiekry-housk.—This house also requires a steady moist

atmosphere. Stone-fruit, whether forced or grown in the natural
way, suffers more from sudden changes than other kinds.
Figs.—This is the safest time in the year to begin forcing

Figs, and they will do in any of the houses where forcing has
lately commenced. The early ones are now swelling their fruit,
and require a constant supply of moisture.
Melons and Cucumbers.—Those who are beginningto grow

these plants will now have fewer difficulties to contend with. It
is better to commence with Cucumbers and to raise early Melons
in the Cucumber- frame. This is the common practice; but those
who care nothing for Melons unless grown by sun-heat with
as little forcing as possible, will not sow the seed till the begin-
ning or middle of April. For the mode of preparing the beds
the amateur must be referred to the index of the two former
volumes.
Balsams and Cockscombs for the first crop, as well as

any foreign seeds, may be sown now in the Cucumber-frame. A
great number of cuttings may also be struck; but they arc
dangerous things to introduce into Melon or Cucumber beds, as
they are so liable to insects.

sorts of Achimenes, for the first bloom, should now be fresh
potted. Those who exhibit these may now have them several
inches high; but for general purposes, this is early enough to
begin with them. The different varieties of Hippeastrum willnow be showing flower, and may be regulated for succession.
The grand point to be attended to, with every large family of
plants, is to get them to come in at different times and in as
great a succession as possible.
Greenhouse.—The Orange tribe, in nine cases out of ten, is,

in this country, kept in the greenhouse or conservatory ; they,
nevertheless, require more heat in winter than the Asiatic Den-
drobiums. There is no plant that will stand more bottom-heat
than the Orange, or that will better pay for the luxury, provided
it is not over-potted. Half the Orange- trees in England are in
pots and boxes four times too large for them, but more of this
hereafter.

Conservatory.—More air, more water, and more plants in
flower will be wanted here every week. Orange-trees that can
be removed to some of the Vineries at work should now be looked
to. If they are in the least unhealthy, prune their heads rather
close, shake the whole of the soil from their roots, which you
must also prune

; and repot them into good fresh loam and leaf-
mould, with a little sand and about one-third of rough-ground
bones and charcoal, in equal quantities. Give ample drainage,
and let the pots or boxes be no larger than just to admit the
roots with a little squeezing

; place them under the shade of the
Vines for two months, and keep their leaves and stems con-
stantly damp.

Out-door Department.
If any alterations are likely to interfere with the regular gar-

den work, a few more extra hands should be put on. ° Whoever
gets behind in the spring is sure to keep so throughout the sea-
son ; besides, the gardener's time is as much taken up in looking
after and directing ten men, as if the number were doubled.—
D. Beaton, Shi-ubtand Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Mar. 9, 1A43, as ob-
aerved at the Horticultural Garden, Ohiswick.
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Friday 3 30.15!) 30.070 12
Saturday 4 80.878 30 298 41
Sunday 5 30.370 30.331 40
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Mar. 3. Slight frost ; clear and fine.
4. Overcast; cloudy and fine; sharp frost at niitht.
5. Frosty ; cloudy and fine-
0. Overcast; cloudy; clear, frosty atnieht.
7. Frosty, with thick fog; cold easterly haze; foggy-
8. Light hazy clouds ; fine ; clear and frosty.

'
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old haze and s,ln|ess throughout
; slight frostMean temperature of the week 10° below the average
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State of the Weather at Chisvick during the last 17
Weekending Mar. 18, 1843.
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tCmpftra,m"e d,,rinR tlie -'bove period occurred on the lfith in

1828, and 12th in 1841—thermometer vj° • and the lowest on the 14th in 1829—,
thermometer 21°.

Every Man his own Brewer. By Samuel Child. Ridgway.
12mo. Thirteenth Edition,

The large sale of this excellent little treatise is some
indication of its value in the eyes of the public ; and its
trifling price puts it within the reach of everybody.
: " A quarter of Malt," says the author, " with all the
ingredients to make good Porter, exclusive of time and
trouble, (for time and trouble must have different values
in different families, therefore cannot be well estimated
by an average calculation,) cost little more than 3/. 10s.

f one quarter of Malt and the ingredients, may be
produced five barrels of Porter, which may be sold to the
publican at U 10,. per barrel, equal to 11. 10,., which,
retailed by the publican at seven farthings per pint, or
1*. 2d. per gallon amounts to 21. 2s. per barrel, or ten
guineas for the produce of one quarter of Malt ; so that
the tradesman, mechanic, or artificer, whose family con-
sumes in process of time five barrels of Porter, pays ten
guineas for what his own care and his wife's attention
might supply him with for less than three and a half"
The object of Mr. Child's book is to show how this'can

best be done.
Of Stephens's Book of the Farm, the Xllth part, just

published, contains information upon Corn . markets

Out-door Department.
The out-door department of the Kitchen-garden will be a lively

scene for the next six weeks. Young: aspirants often commit
great mistakes at this time by being in too great a hurry ; the
work is either not half done, or if it is, ten to one if the soil is

in a fit state. It is one of the characteristics of a good servant,
that he is never seen in a hurry. If you get the succcssional
crops in at the first opportunity, the permanent ones will not
suffer much for a week or ten days cither way j and if time is

taken to do the work in a proper manner, it may save time
afterwards and also disappointment.
Aspara (;us.—Where this is regularly forced, a few rows must

be sown annually to keep up the supply. Any time this month
will do for this sowing.
Ahtichokks.— It is a good plan to plant out every year during

this month a few rows of suckers ; these will come in after the
permanent beds have done bearing. An equal quantity of the
older stools may then he destroyed annually ; plant them in
single rows.
Horse RAnrsrr.—This should be treated exactly like the Arti-

choke, by planting a few rows annually and trenching up the
oldest bed, picking up every morsel of the roots. Plant late
Potatoes rather thickly in the bed, in order to destroy what re-
mains of the roots.
Ska-Kaj.b.—Either sow a few rows or plant cuttings from the

crowns.
Rhubarb.—This should be planted without loss of time where

new plantations are wanted or any new sort is to be tried. Do
not trust to seedlings from superior sorts ; they sport as much
as Broccoli.
Pkas and Beans.— It is a good plan to sow early and late

sorts at the same time, to prolong the succession; but rather
sow often than a large breadth at one time ; say every other
week till the end of April. The forced ones should be planted
out as soon as these severe frosts are over.
Orchard.—The chief business here is to provide coverings for

the Peach and Apricot trees ; and any of these, which are not yet
nailed, must be finished forthwith. Whatever covering is used
for protection, it should he made to lift up in the davtime. More
harm is often done by close-fixed covering than when the trees
are not protected at all.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stoves.—Recollect, when potting stove plants, that those
called shy flowerers are often made to bloom freely by cramping
them for pot-room and by using poorer composts, which have the
same effect as ringing fruit-trees, A few bulbs of the different

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending /March 10, 1843.

The late sharp frosts have rendered some of the forced veget-
ables less abundant, but the supply of other kinds has been good.
Fruit: Amongst the Pines are excellent specimens of the Queen
and Providence, from 5*. to 8s. per lb. Forced Strawberries, in
small quantities, are offered at Us. per oz. A few Beurre Ranee
Pears remain, which are selling at 6s. per doz. The supply of
Apples is large: Newtown Pippins continue to sell for 3s. per
dozen

j Golden Pippins fetch from 105. to 125., Nonpareils from
7s. to 205., and a few samples of the Reinette Grise, 105. per
bushel. Kitchen Apples arc numerous; the Wellington is selling
from 6.v. to 75., French Crabs and Norfolk Beauflns from 45. toMy and London Pippins from 4*. to 65. per bushel ; a few Blen-
heim Oranges are also offered from 55. to 6s. 6d. per bushel.
Cucumbers arc not scarce, from 15. to 6s. each. Vegetables: The
supply of Asparagus has been somewhat limited, and it has, con-
sequently, made a slight advance, the best bunches being from

1
1° 95, eacn - Seakale is also less abundant, and fetches from

15. to 3.9. per half-sieve. French Beans are becoming more plen-
tiful, and may be had from Is. 6d. to 35. per 100. White Broccoli of
&ood quality is offered from ()d. to 25. per bunch. Turnips arc
wen supplied, from Is. to 25. per doz. bunches, but there arc many
ol them inferior. Carrots are excellent, and fetch from 4s. to 6s.
per dozen bunches

5
young ones arc still selling from 4d. to 6d.

per bunch. A few new spring Potatoes may be met with, from
15. Kid. to 45. per lb. Onions have made another advance, being
irom 75. to 105. per bushel. Mushrooms are also much dearer,
ana sell from l.v. to 25. per punnet. Good Celery is becoming
scarce. Spring Radishes arc improving, and fetch from Od. to 15.
per punnet. Flowers: Chinese Primroses, Hyacinths, Tulips, and
Heaths, in pots, are abundant; the cut flowers contain yellow
and Chinese Roses, Pinks, Camellias, Coronillas, Azaleas, Mig-
nonette, Amaryllises, Acacia vernicMua and longiftlia, Passiflora
racemosa, Burchellia capensis, and the Tree Preony.

PRICES, Saturday, March 11, 1848—FRUITS :—
Pine ApPl e# per lb. 5* toll*
drapes, Spanish, per lb. U to UOd
a T Portugal, is to 3*
Apples, dessert, per bush., 4* to 12*

Kitchen, 3.? to 6*
,

ieve, 6* tolG*
irozi, 2*

to l-.*

— Kitchen, 3* to I

Hears, dessert, per hf. si

strawberries, forced, pe
runnneloes, per doz., (is -

Oranges, per doz., 9d to 2s (id— per 100,5* to 16*— bitter, per 100, Ji* to 24*
Lemons^per doz. 1* to 2s— . per 100,.5* to 14*

t

VEGETABLES.
Savoys, pPr doz# u t0 u
^aooatfe, Ked, per doz. 2* to 5*

plants, per doz. 1* 6<t to 2*
to 2*

Cucumbers, each, !*• to 6*
Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 10*
Ghesmus, per peck, 3* to Cj

Almonds, perpeck, 6*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Filberts,Enffnsh,per 100 lbs. CO* to 65*
Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., 65*. to 75*.

Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, J6*— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 24*
— Cob, 12* to 14*

Gd to ?>s

Broccoli, White/per bunch, U I— Purple, (id to 1*
Boans, K.dney, f„rced, per 100, 1*
Potatoes, per.ton, 50* to 70*—

• per cwt. 2s (id to 4»— per bushel, 1* Gd to 2*—
'

Kidney, per bush., 1*6*/ to 2*— Scotch, per bushel. Is Gd
~m New, per lb., 1* Gd to 4*

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,
1* to 1* 6(/

lurnips, per doz. bun., 1* to2j
ited Beet, per dozen, 9<i to 1*
georzoneia, per bundle, 1* 3./ to \sGd
-Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd
Cardoons, each, 1*

|;
*;« e Hadish.perbundle, 2* to it Gd

itauiah, spring, per punnet, Od to 1*— X'urnip, p. doz. boh., 1* to ItGd
Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4s to Gs— Horn, per bunch, 4</ to Gd

Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to 1*
Spinach, per sieve, 1* Gd to 2*
Leeks, per doz. bun., 3* to 4*
Onions, per bushel, Hs to lOj

— Pickling, per hf.-sv.,3*6rfto 5*— Green, p. do/., bun. 3s to 4*— Spanish, per doz. 2s to 6*
(Garlic, per lb. Gd to iid

Shallots, per lb., ;.«

Asparagus, largo, per 100, Gs ton*
Sprue, or Small, 2* to 3*

Sea-kale, per hf-sieve, 1* to 3j
Lettuce, p. score. 6*/ to fid

Endive, per score, 1* to 3*
Celery, p. hd., (!2to 15)6// to 2*
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, IW to 1* (id

Small Sa ads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per ht.-sieve, 0d to 1*

Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 4d to Gd
Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* (id to 2* (id

§

Kennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Sa^e, per doz. bunches, 2s to Si
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2a Gd to 4*

Mushrooms, per j/ottle, l* to 2*

\

f
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Notices to Correspondents.
To our Correspondents.—Tn a publication of this nature, in
which a large proportion of the signatures is in initials, it is not
wonderful that the same letters should be taken by very
different writers, and that this should lead to some confusion.
There is probably half-a-dozen contributors rejoicing in the
name of S., and as many in that of A., while all the other
letters of the alphabet furnish their quota. Of the inconveni-
ence of this system a rather unfortunate instance occurred last
week. We have at least three R.s; one writing on Indian
affairs, another on Roses, and a third on Planting. The public,
knowing nothing of this, may possibly believe "them to be all
the same person

; and in that case R. the first may bear the
discredit attaching to It. the third, and It. the second may
appropriate the honour due to R. the first. Indeed, iftwo
Sosias cause confusion, the appearance of three on the same
stage can hardly fail to bewilder an audience. On the occasion
to which we allude, R. the third was convicted ofthediscredit-
able act of appropriating to himself the property of Mr. Billing-
ton ; and as Mr. BVs complaint was lodged against R. generally,
no R. in particular could avoid escaping from the discredit
without some special explanation. We therefore beg, in the
first place, to assure our readers that It. the pilferer is not
R. the learned and high-minded Asiatic, nor R. the intelligent
Rose-fancier, nor It. the learned forester, nor any other R.
than that one against whom Mr. Billington's accusation was
directed

; and in the second place, to suggest to our correspond-
ents that it would be much better for themselves and the
public if those who wish to preserve an incognito would employ
imaginary names rather than initials.

Old Pastures.—S. X.—When Grass land is broken up to plant
Potatoes, it should always be trenched, and thesodburied deep.
If it is ploughed up, the best plan is to sow Oats for the first
crop, as is invariably done in Scotland. The next year the sod
will be rotten, and then a root crop may be taken and horse-
hoed, which the clods would not admit of the first year.—M.

Salt.— J. J).—Where land is not thoroughly drained, it will
perhaps be better to dress with salt such land only as is destined
for Celery, Seakale, Asparagus, and similar crops. t

Spirit of] Tar.—A Subscriber will find an account of the man-
ner in which spirit of tar is applied to land at p. 821, of 1842.
The proportions in which it is used are one gallon to every 60
or 70 square yards. J

Ckarcoal.—J. D.—Your plan of sowing charcoal-dust, which
has long been exposed to the atmosphere, in drills with Onion-
seed, is a good one.*

Bone-oust.—J, l).—No injury would proceed from using bone-
dust in the preparation of Onion or Aspaiagus beds, provided
it is not employed in too large quantities. %
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Heatjnc.-//. C.-Much obliged for your note; but we see nocause to change our opinion. We did not say who should dothe work
; but we think that if such a boiler, costing 41. 4sand two-inch pipes were put together by the village blacksmith'

neat enough for our correspondent's purpose would be obtained
ror the money we namcd.t
ines.—m. C—The best mode of training your young Portugal
vines, which are planted in pots, and have stems 3 ft. high andnearly an inch in diameter, will be to allow all the buds tobreak, and, as soon as yon can distinguish which are likely toproduce fruit, to rub off the barren ones. Not more than sixor eight should be retained on each plant. The stem should be
secured to a stake, but the young shoots, which are to be
stopped at one leaf above the bunch; will not require any
support until the berries have attained a considerable size.*

,

J. £.— if you can cover your Vinery well with mats during the
two nights in which you will be obliged to dispense with fireson account of the alterations which are being made in the
house, we should imagine that the temperature within might
be kept above 45°, from which the Vines would receive no in.
Jury. If you are doubtful, however, of being able to keep the
temperature above that point by covering, you might introduce
a stove, with a pipe to convey the smoke out of the house •

out the stove must have a good draught, otherwise the gasfrom the coke will escape and destroy the foliage' of the Vines
Wet moss should also be spread over the pathways, to prevent
the atmosphere from becoming too dry. It will be advisable
to cover the house with mats as early as five o'clock in the
afternoon, that all possible advantage may be taken of sun.

J

1 eat
; and they should be removed in the morning as soon asthe sun's rays fall upon the house.* J. D.—To protect the

if not in usefulness, to the " Festuca flabellata." It is a pity
that so fine a Sedge should be of so little agricultural value.

1POMC3A Lkaru.— W.X. Y.Z.— Instead of allowing your plant of
Ipomcca Learn to remain unpruned, you should cut it back to
a bud, which is likely to break strongly, within a foot or two of
the root. You had better excite it into growth in gentle heat, i

riiUNBBRGiA a lata.-A. K.—This plant and its varieties will
flower well in a warm greenhouse, if potted in a mixture of
equal parts of sandy peat and loam, provided it is kept in a
moist atmosphere and occasionally syringed, to prevent the
attacks of the red- spider. It will also bloom during the summer
months, when planted out in a sheltered corner of the flower-
garden,t

Cvkilla pulchem,a.—F. L. C—We are in possession of a paper
relative to this plant, which will be published shortly. t

rnopjrcoLTjM tudkrosum.-A. AT.—We have already stated the
conditions under which this plant is most likely to flower at
p. 121. t

QhOXimAS.—France$ca.~By starting your Gloxinias at this
season, and growing them in a hotbed until thev show signs
of flowering, you might perhaps be able to bloom them in awaim corner of the greenhouse during the summer months.You had better try G. speciosa, speciosa alba, Candida, and
caulescens.t

Camellias.—M. W. K,—By all means repot your Camellias as
soon as the blooms have fallen, if the roots are appearhitr
through the bottoms of the pots.t

Orange-trees.— TrocJdlus.—Ifyou can plant your Orange- treesm the border of a conservatory, they will grow more luxuriantly
than if they are kept in tubs.*

IasiANTHUS Russellianus.— Trochilus. —The seeds of this
plant, if not sown as soon as ripe, will lie for a long time in the
ground before they vegetate. It is best to sow them at once
in a close, damp atmosphere, where the temperature is not
very high. The soil should be rather strong and shaded.!

^KLARGONiUiMS.— w.X. Y. Z.—A mixture of two parts turfy loam
to one of well-decomposed cow-manure, not less than three
years* old, with a small portion of silver sand, will be found a
suitable compost for blooming Pelargoniums in.t Trochilus.—We are unacquainted with the effect of nitrate of soda upon
Pelargoniums. If applied to them, you had better first try it in
the proportion of halfan ounce dissolved in six galls, of water.*

-Patience.—Having so many as 600 seedling Pelargoniums,we should advise you to economise space, not to shift them
into larger pots unless they really require it. They will be
thrown into bloom much earlier by allowing them to remain as
they are; and although the flowers may not be so large, their sion, as will satisfy the people of Scotland and preventgood or bad properties will still be apparent. The soil in which the threatened Jn»**lrJ J i I i *

PrevenC
they are potted should not be so rich as that generally used I

tmeatened secession of a large body of ministers
for blooming Pelargoniums in.t

Roses.— E. H.— Bourbon and Perpetual Roses, with their

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The trial of M'Naughten for the murder of Mr. Drum-mond terminated on Saturday. The defence turned, not

on any denial of tbe act, baton the state of the prisoner's
mind when he committed it. The medical witnesses exa-
mined on this point unanimously deposed that the pri-
soner was labouring under a delusion which impelled him
to the act, and deprived him of all moral control, and
consequently that he was riot a responsible agent at the
time. The Lord Chief Justice considered this testimony
so strong as to compel him to stop the case, and the jury
under his direction acquitted the prisoner on tbe ground
of insanity. This result has been received with much as
tonishment

; and a general impression is abroad
strengthened by subsequent threats of assassination ad-
dressed to Sir R. Peel and Mr. Goulburn—-that some
legislative measure is necessary to protect the public
from that form of partial lunacy which is now recognised
as an exemption from punishment. The subject has been
submitted to both Houses of Parliament, by Lord
Brougham in the Lords, and by Mr. Mackinnon
in the Commons

; and the Lord Chancellor has given
notice that he will bring tbe question before the House
on Monday, with a view to some immediate provision.—
The debates in Parliament this week have been unusually
long and important. On Tuesday, Mr. Fox Maule brought
forward his motion on the Church of Scotland, support-
ing the claim of the church to a jurisdiction independent
of the Civil courts, and to the abolition of patronage, or
at least to such a recognition of the principle of non-intru-
sion, as will satisfy the people of Scotland and prevent

stems of Vines from cold, and at the same time not to give
J-nem an unsightly appearance, you may have square wooden
ooxes, about 6 in. in diameter, with one side wanting, made tont over each stem, and secured to the front of the house by hooksand staples. The intervening space between the Vine and thesides of the box may be filled with hay or dry moss. iusummer, these boxes mav be removed without injury to the

Sr
tems of the Vine.*
OTcn FiRs.—Condiscipulus.—We have much doubt about the"ighland Pine being really different, or at least distinct, from»e common Scotch Pine: and we are confirmed in cur doubt
y Dr. Dickie, who, in his late report on the Forest Trees of

in H
(l0enshire' says, that the Highland Pine yields white wood

M .5 *?w grounds. We shall notice his paper fully next week.

hU k li
is a very respectable man, and we have no doubt about
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* «! must make these plants nearly equal in appearance,

liybrids, may all be classed amongst the varieties of the Chinese
Rose. They have been so repeatedly crossed that it is im-
possible to refer them to any particular species.* A. K.—
There will be no necessity for root-pruning the pillar Roses to
winch you allude, provided they are planted in a warm situ-
ation and where the roots cannot penetrate into a cold wet
subsoil. Should this not be the case, they had better be taken
up and replanted with the roots nearer the surface, after
spreading a good layer of lime-rubbish at the bottom of the
trench.J M. C—The cause of Roses occasionally opening
with their centres green and distorted has never been satisfac-
torily explained. t Francesca.—We recommend you to pro-
cure the following Roses for your west wall: Aimt§e Vibert,
JJe L'isle, Marie Leonida, Garland, Well's Noisette, Blairii, andcommon China. Donna Maria, Banksirenora, and Rampant
are good evergreen kinds. t

Snowdrops.— .4 Dabbler in Gardening.— K^ypucos says that if
you will give your address, he will, at the season, supply you
with any quantity of the single Snowdrop, as it grows in the
meadows near him in the greatest abundance.

Mklons.— Trochilus.—The Beechwood is an excellent Melon,
* and a good bearer.

t

Photkctino Fruit-treks.—a. B.—A coping of deal affixed to
the wall above fruit-trees will not materially protect the blos-
soms from frost, unless it is very broad. Its efficacy will en-
tirely depend upon the direction of the wind or stillness of the
night, t

Cabragk.—If.—The Cesarean Cabbage is another name for theCow Cabbage. In Jersey, favoured by the mildness of the
winters there, this variety has been stated to attain 12 ft. in
height, and many absurd exaggerations have been propa-

i

G
r *i

Protlucein tllis climate is not equal in weight to
that of the Drumhead Cabbage. Like others of the same tribe,
it requires to be sown in August, and to be planted out 2A ft.
apart.

||

*

Tobolsk Rhubarb.—We cannot spare more room for the dis-
cussion of the merits of this variety, further than to say that
Messrs. Youell and Co. state, in a letter before us, that they
invariably find it full three weeks earlier than any other
variety cultivated by them. //.'J. had better apply to them upon
tlie subject. *

Books.—A Shropshire Subscriber.—M'IntosVs Practical Gar-
dener will answer your purpose.*

Plants in Rooms.—J. Jr.—You will find our opinion of the
effects produced by plants in sitting-rooms at p. 571, of 1842.

Lawns.— V. L. C— Bone-dust is of little value as a top-dressing
for lawns; unadulterated soot is a better material t

Canvas for Framks.— .4 Young Gardener.-Our correspondent
alluded to the article at p. 55. Canvas may be rendered durable
and transparent, if prepared in the manner stated at p 36- or
by being painted over with heated linseed oil, as recommended
at p. 1394

Bkk-hives.—A. S. 7?.—We are making inquiries, and will answer
your question shortly, t

Shaded Ground.— Q. in the Comer.—In a plot of ground which
you state is shaded by houses from the sun, you can grow
before autumn, Early York Cabbage, Lettuces, Onions for
drawing young, Early Stone Turnip, Radishes, and Spinach.

[|Misckllankovs.— Original Subscriber. —Your plants arc Jas-
minum liumile and Zichya inophylla.t P. R. W.—Your spe-
cimens are-1, A White Poplar; 2, a species of Hazel : 3, Cor-
nus mascula.:, -A Constant Reader.—Your plant is Mesem-
bryanthemum stellatum. Those of your seeds most worthy of
cultivation are—Nos. 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 19, and 20,t P. Q.-
Your plant is Edwardsia microphylla, and is by no means rare.*

J AT.-Wc cannot assist you respecting the seeds. If the
parcels sent out are too large and expensive, why not divide
them yourself into smaller portions? t II. K—Your Pear
is the Grosse Romaine, only fit for stewing and dryintf It is
also called Carmelite Musquee.|| W. 9 Birming?mm7-Beim.
tiful
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u
r as y°ur seedling Cinerarias are, they

are all deficient in the breadth of their petals, and they differ
but slightly from those raised by other growers ; the two best
are 1 and 8, the latter is a very clear and beautiful blue *
Tmro.-Some of the Pelargoniums mentioned in your list
have not (vyc believe) been flowered in the neighbourhood of
London; the following are new to us:-Glory of Jersey,
Reward, Acme of Perfection, Countess of Cornwall, Fascina-
tion, and Wonder of the West. The remainder oi your list

contains many tine flowers, and all are worthy of cultivation.*
W. J> B.—We will endeavour to procure you the number.

Errata.— In Mr. John Holland's advertisement, inserted Mar. 4,

for " Some's Marchioness of Westminster," read " Lowe's."
As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week

.

Ma. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR is now reprinted

in the form of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d.

each copy; it may be ordered of all Booksellers. Gentlemen
wishing to distribute copies among their cottage tenantry may
have them delivered in any part of London , by remitting a Post

office order to this Office, at the rate of 55. for every 25 copies.

from the establishment. The motion was opposed by
Government on the ground that the claims of the church
are inconsistent with the constitution ; and that if they
were conceded the House would overrule the supremacy of
the Law, by which the church itself was established. Sir
R. Peel declared that a settlement might certainly be
effected consistently with the privileges and rights of the
Church of Scotland, but that it coul.l hardly be done if the
present demands were persisted in. After two nights'
debate the House negatived the motion by a majority of
135. On Thursday a series of resolutions was submitted
to both Houses condemnatory of Lord Ellenborou^h's
proclamation, and particularly denouncing his letter to
the Princes of India in regard to (he gates of Somnauth
as encouraging idolatry and Paganism. After a long
debate the resolutions were negatived in the Lords by a
majority of 58, and in the Commons by a majority of 85.
From France we learn that the important debate in the

Chamber of Deputies on the Secret Service Bill has been
carried by Ministers, after a struggle of four days, by a
decisive majority. On the amendment, which was first
disposed of, the division gave a majority of 45 to
Ministers

; while the Bill itself was carried by a majority
of 89, This result was altogether unexpected, and
according to the Government Papers it was due
in a great measure to the speech of M. Guizot,
which appealed so powerfully to the reason of the
Deputies, that many who had previously been, unsettled,
were induced to become supporters of Government.—Our
Spanish news relates chiefly to the progress of the elec-
tions, and to the prospects of parries at the ensuing crisis.
The preparatory movements in Madrid have been favour-
able to the Government, but many of the provincial towns
have returned Opposition candidates, and the final result
is considered to be extremely doubtful.—From Portugal we
learn that the Government, on learning the intention of
the British Ministry to suspend the negotiations on
the tariff, have at length resolved to propose further

reductions on articles of British produce, and there is

now some chance that the long-pending question will be
brought to a settlement.—From the United States we
learn that the Bill for the occupation of the Oregon terri-

tory has passed the Senate by a majority of 2, and has
been submitted to the House of Representatives.—We
have accounts from the West Indies of a disastrous earth-

quake, which has laid waste the islands of St. Thomas,
Antigua, and Montserrat, and has been felt, it is feared, in

others, from which, at present, we have no advices.—The
India mail has been expected for two or three days past,

but we have not yet received any tidings of its arrival at

Marseilles.

CouRT.-Her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied
by the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, returned
to Buckingham Palace, from Claremont, on Thursday.
During their stay at Claremont, the Queen and Prince
Albert took daily exercise on foot in the Park, and her
Majesty continues in excellent health.—The Hon. Miss
Stanley has succeeded the Hon. Miss Devereux as one of
the Maids of Honour in Waiting on the Queen.—The
contemplated marriage between his Serene Highness the
Hereditary Grand Duke of Meckleuburg-Strefitz and the
Princess Augusta of Cambridge is not expected to be so-
lemnised until the middle of May. The bridegroom-elect
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is expected to arrive at Cambridge-house from the Conti-
]

nent at the close of the ensuing week. — The Earl ot

Ripon was able to leave his room on Monday for the first

time since his illness.

Parliamentary Movements. — Viscount O JNeill has

been elected one of the representative Peers of Ireland in

the place of the late Viscount Gort. Mr. Matheson has

been elected Member for; Ashburton in the room of the

late Mr. Jardine ; the numbers at the close of the poll

were, for Mr. Matheson (Liberal), 141 ; for Mr. Horsley

Palmer (Conservative), 96. A vacancy has occurred in

the representation of Tavistock by the retirement of Mr.

Rundle ; Mr. J. S. Trelawny has announced himself a can-

didate on the Liberal interest.—Mr. Newdegate has been

elected Member for N. Warwickshire without opposition.

Gazette Announcements.—The Queen has been pleased

to appoint Commander H. W. Hill, R.N., to bf
Lieut.-

Governor of her Majesty's Settlements on the Gold ^oast.

Post-office Money Orders. —The following are the

numbers of money-orders issued at some of the P™cipa

Post-offices daring the last three months. At the Geneial

Post-office, in round number*, 15,000 ;
Dublin, 11,000

Edinburgh, 7,000 j
Liverpool, 18,000 ^Manchester, 13,000,

Glasgowf 8,000 ;
Birmingham 8 000 ;

Charing-cross

8,00O; Bristol, 7,000; Bath, 5 000; Brighton, 6,000;

Lombard-street, 7,000 ;
Cavend.sh-street, 5,000. Some

idea may be formed of the immense sums paid into the

various Post-offices in the kingdom by the fact that above

a quarter of a million of pounds sterling were paid into

the few offices just mentioned, in small sums, varying

from Is. to 5/., during the space of three months. The

commission on such a sum must have amounted to between

2,000/. and 3,000/. The money-order department in-

creases in extent at a rapid rate, and there are already

upwards of 100 clerks in the Post-office order department

in the General Post-office.

foreign.
France.—The great debate in the Chamber of Deputies

on the Secret Service Bill has been carried by Ministers

by a triumphant majority, after a struggle of four days.

The papers of all parties concur in representing the closing

debate of Thursday as the most brilliant that had yet oc-

curred. Only three speeches of any note were delivered—

viz., those ofM. de Tocqueville, of M. de Lamartine, and of

M. Guizot. The oration of M. de Lamartine is praised by

the journals of his party, and indeed generally by all

those of the Opposition ; but even his own paper feels

obliged to confess that the discourse of M. Guizot sur-

passed it in a manner the most remarkable. That journal

states that " the immense effect produced by the truly

gigantic contest between M. de Lamartine andM. Guizot,

orators of such dissimilar, although equal, talent and un-

derstanding—the one so diffuse, the other so concise—

the one enthusiastic and generous, like poetry—the other

cool and inexorable, like history—cannot be described.

The Journal des Dehats describes it as a masterpiece.

"We bear witness that the emotion it occasioned was

universal. Shouts of admiration burst from all mouths.

No eloquence ever clothed in finer forms the austere lan-

guage of reason and of patriotism, and talent never gained

a more remarkable or a more just triumph. Injustice

itself has its limit ; but this fire of improvisation, this

admirable well-timed reply, and the immense emotion of

a numerous audience, cannot be reproduced by even the

most faithful report." At the close of the debate on

Friday, the Chamber divided, when there were—for the

amendment 1 97, against it 242—majority for Ministers 45.

The announcement of the numbers appeared to overwhelm

the Opposition, while it elicited shouts of triumph from

the friends of Government. The discussion on the bill

was concluded on Saturday. Previous to the ballot,

M. de Labourdonnaie asked M. Guizot if a Frenchman

named Lefevre, who had been ill-treated at Gerona by

General Zurbano, had obtained satisfaction for that

offence ? M. Guizot replied, that he had demanded of

the Cabinet of Madrid not only a disavowal of the con-

duct of that General, but also an indemnity for the injury

sustained by M. Lefevre; and that the affair was now

pending between the two Governments. After a few

words more from the Minister, relative to the capture of

a French vessel by a Spanish cruiser, the discussion was

closed. The grant of l,000,000f. for secret service pur-

poses was then put to the vote, and carried by 244

against 155, giving Ministers a majority ot 89 votes.—

A

proposition submitted to the Deputies by M. Jaubert, for

granting 13,000,000f. towards finishing the Louvre, and

connecting that building with the Palace of the Tuilenes,

has been rejected by a large majority.

Spain.—Our accounts from Madrid are of the 27th

ult. The preparatory elections commenced on that day,

and in 11 of the 12 colleges the candidates returned to

constitute the respective committees were favourable to

the Ministry. Few electors, however, came forward
;
in

several colleges composed of 500, not more than 65 took

part in the operations. The Government has been de-

feated in Biscay
; the Opposition having returned members

for Bilboa, Portugalete, Durango, and other places. The
Opposition were expected to prevail also in Guipuscoa,

and had already been successful in the province of Burgos.

From Barcelona we learn that the municipal elections

were to take place on the 5th inst., the Government having

approved of the annulling of the late ones.

Portugal.—Letters from Lisbon of the 1st inst.

announce that the Portuguese Government have at last

on learning the rejection of their former proposals, and

the intention of the British Government to suspend nego-

tiations, resolved to propose further reductions on woollen

cloths and gait fish, which they had hitherto resisted. It

was thought at Lisbon that the present offers, if not ac-

cepted, would be met by proposals that would bring the

question to a settlement. In the Cortes, the peers had

at last passed the bill of indemnity ;
and the deputies

had voted the authority to raise 900 contos of reis on the

tobacco revenues. There were, however, reports that

further changes in the Ministry were likely to take place.

Much damage had been sustained by the inundations

caused by the heavy rains. Many farmers, near the

Tagus, had suffered great losses in seed destroyed and

cattle drowned, and some wine-stores had also been da-

maged. At Oporto and St. Uhes serious losses had also

been sustained from the same cause.

Germany.—The Berlin official papers give, in several

columns, a detailed account of the brilliant masquerade,

on Shrove Tuesday, in the Royal Palace. The number

was 3,500—not 7,000, as previous reports had stated
;

1,000 persons sat down to supper, and 2,500 were accom-

modated at the side tables. They also publish the

instructions to the censors of the public press announced

in the Cabinet order of the King of Prussia. They are of

too great length for the general reader, but they are chiefly

directed against anti-religious works. The censors are to

forbid all works " the tendency of which is in opposition

to the fundamental principles of religion in general, and

the Christian faith in particular." In politics, the censors

must forbid any works " developing theories tending to

shake the constitution of the monarchy, or any constitu-

tion in existence in the German states." They must also

forbid anything to be printed of a nature to wound the

reputation and honour of individuals.—Accounts from

Vienna state that the weather has been so mild in that

city, that the fruit-trees in- the neighbourhood are already

in full blossom. The Government, taking advantage of

the weather, have put 30,000 workmen on the railroads to

be constructed, 6,000 of whom will be employed on the

line between Vienna and Prague.

Turkey.—The Levant mail has brought accounts from

Constantinople to the 27th February. They state that

the Sultan's autograph letter, in reply to that of the

Emperor, was delivered to the Russian Minister on the

e
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Emperor, was delivered to the Russian Minister on th

13th ult. This letter contains a positive refusal on th

part of the Sultan to consent to the revocation of his acts.

It is also announced that Tahir, the Captain Pacha, has

been dismissed, and replaced by Halil Pacha, son-in-law

of the late Sultan.
.

United States and Canada. — The packet-ship

United Slates, which sailed from New York on the 16th

ult., arrived off Belfast on "Wednesday morning. The

papers received by her are nineteen days later than t

brought by the last steamer. The only proceedm

Congress interesting to the English reader was the progress

of the Oregon Territory Bill in the Senate. The bill, it

will be recollected, is for the protection of American set-

tlers in the territory of Oregon, and for the enforcement

of the right of sovereignty and jurisdiction of the United

States Government over the said territory. It had given

rise to long and animated debates. Mr. Calhoun mace

a long speech against the bill. He showed conclusively

that the course recommended by the bill is contrary to

existing treaties, and that, if attempted to be carried into

effect, it would, in all probability, lead to a war with Eng-

land ; a war in which, as far as the occupancy of that

territory is concerned, she would have decided and irre-

sistible advantages over the United States. The immense

armies now in India, he said, are free to be directed to

any other point that is necessary to sustain her power,

and on the first moment of a demonstration on the part

of the United States to violate the treaty, she would

transfer those forces across the Pacific, and take posses-

sion of the territory. This she could do in 40 days, while,

had the United States sufficient troops and a navy neces-

sary to their transportation, they could not reach the Co-

lumbia river in less than six months ; and to send troops

thither overland would take nearly as long by uninter-

the injury has been most serious to churches and other

public buildings, both civil and military, to dwelling-

houses, sugar-mills, &c, more particularly at Antigua,

where the largest amount—eight lives, were lost ; at

Montserrat, five, and at St. Christopher, two. At St.

Thomas arid Nevis, it appears no lives were lost. When

the Actteon took her departure no positive news had been

obtained either from Guadeloupe, Dominica, St. Eustatia,

Martinique, or St. Lucia, though it was thought they

must have shared in the calamity. The Dee man-of-war

steamer, which [left Antigua on the 11th Feb. for Ber-

muda, will most probably be the next arrival from the West

Indies, but she is not likely to bring more detailed intelli-

gence. The Governors, Members of Council, and prin-

cipal inhabitants of the different islands were actively

applying all their exertions to meet the exigencies occa-

sioned by the catastrophe, but it was much feared the

crops, which were promising and abundant before its

occurrence, would, for the most part, perish, from the

sugar-houses, mills, and machinery being destroyed

to so great an extent. By the mail from St. Domingo

we have advices from Port-au-Prince, to the 28th Jan.,

which state that a fire on the 9th of that month had

destroyed upwards of four hundred houses, and among

them the shops and stocks on hand of the principal

merchants. The loss was estimated at six million

dollars currency. At Trinidad some apprehension was

entertained that the crops might possibly be injured

through the unwelcome and unusual presence ot a

shower of caterpillars-" Parts of the city had been

visited for upwards of a fortnight by these insects, in

numbers sufficient to take complete possession ot the

trees, and to destroy not merely the leaves but every ap-

pearance of vitality, and it was feared that their migra-

tions might be extended to the cane-fields, cocoa

plantations, &c.

New Zealand.—The New Zealand Gazette of the

1st October brings the melancholy intelligence of the death

of Capt. Hobson, the first Governor of this settlement.

He died at Auckland, on Friday, the 10th Sept., from a

severe attack of paralysis, which from his youth appears

to have made great inroads upon his constitution. His

burial was attended by a vast concourse of natives, who,

on the morning of that ceremony, performed the " uhunga,

fnneral dirge, as if for one of their own most valued

numbers were 24 to 22 ; majority in favour of the passage

of the bill 2. The voters were indiscriminately senatois

of both political parties. The bill has been submitted to

the Representatives, who are expected to reject it. me
Court of Inquiry into the late mutiny on board the boraeis

has given its verdict, acquitting Commander M Kenzie

of all blame.—The news from Canada comes down to the

9th ult. The last bulletin issued by Sir C. Bagot's medical

attendants, stated that his health has, during the last tew

days, undergone a change for the worse; and he was

rapidly approaching his end. Dropsy had made its »P

iy evening ~* »~ , ..-

and other mails, having left St. Thomas's on the Jth uic.

She brings the tidings of a dreadful earthquake, which oc-

curred at St. Thomas's on the 8th ult., and extended, as we

the vessel had struck. The land was suddenly enveloped

in clouds of dust, and the effect on the crew is said Dy

the captain to have been indescribable. The mau-

steamer Actseon, which arrived at Falmouth on Tuesday,

has brought additional particulars of this melancholy

intelligence. It appears, as was too truly feared, thai it

had extended to other portions of the West India «»«»
and that in order to ascertain the particulars, the Actseon

was despatched to visit them successively, prior to talcing

home the information. Distressing as the accounts die

from the different islands, it is satisfactory to know that

l^the sacrifice of life has been comparatively trifling, tnougn

Government. His noble and learned friend (Lord Bro ha« )

had made use Of one expression which he was afraid would iea«

to some misconception. Hisnobleand learned friend had*&'""

of <• partial insanity." Now from that it might be M»«£*25
a person labouring under partial insanity was dot

'

accountant

for his actions i whereas, the fact was, that, unless thepereoi

was insane when he committed the act, there was no ran «hh*

from punishment. He hoped that some measure would u

speedily introduced, for it was monstrous that (societyJ*ouw

exposed to the dangers to which it was at present exposed no.

of the expression

posed to the danger
persons in this state being allowed to go about.

Lord Brougham said that he made use of the expre«—
"partial insanity," instead of using the more learned Wor

" monomania," which, perhaps, was the correct term. £*«*
insanity was that state in which a person was at tausra-

whilst monomania was that state in which a person was ai

times under the Influence of one delusion.

Lord Monthaoi.k postponed his motion on the Cora-lawsu"

next. Tuesday.—The committee on the Townsi.cnd 2****?£L
ported that they had searched it. vain for.precedents j

-,•*& «"»;

no relief could be given to the petitioners in this case except uj

means ofa private Bill. i___. „f the
Tuesday.--Lord Tkynham brought forward the subject of tnc

Poor-law, with the. view of obtaining an abrogation of the power

of separating husband and wife in workhouses. Ihe Lcc*08"*

tical and Civil Courts did not grant a divorce, except «uttj

score of cruelty or adultery. Yet the Poor-law separated mar-

V

r

>

or
chiefs, and in "their general behaviour on the occasion

evinced the respect they entertained for the deceased.

Mr. Willoughby Shortland, the colonial secretary, was

filling the post of Governor, in addition to the discharge

of his own duties. _____________

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.-hori Brougham said that, unless his noble and

learned friend on the woolsack, or his noble and learned friend

the Lord Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench, intended to bring

in any measure, or to make some proposal for the purpose of

calling the attention of their Lordships to the state of the aw
relathe to persons who committed crimes whilst labouring

under-partial insanity, he should feel it his bounden duty to g*ve

"heir Lordships an opportunity of taking that most im porta,

sue ect into their serious consideration. He begged leave add

that, in his opinion, such a measure would have a much bettei

effect ami would be much better introduced to the consideration

of Parliament by cither of his noble and learned friends, who had

asitaoucaredto him, official duties, to some extent, connected

With the mooting of such a question. He would answer or this,

that as far as his humble assistance might tend to ac.l.tate the

adoption of any course which might be expedient ia this
i

emer-

gency, he should at all times be most anxious and willing to

af

The Lord Chancf.li.or said he was happy that his noble and

learned friend had called his attention to the subject. He had

already directed his attention to it, for he was anxious to see

Whether anything could be done to obviate the evils which might

arts under ttie present state of the law. He was about to put

h mse in communication with persons likely to possess correct

information on the subject, and if that information would tasd£0

anv nractical result, he would communicate it to their Loid-

ships He must add that he was glad to have the MrttaMrg
his noble and learned friend in furtherance of an object whicn

everybody must have in view. .

Lord Brougham said he was satisfied that nothing could he

more satisfactory to the country at large than the declaration oi

his noble and learned friend. ,

Lord DBNMAN said that he had not at all turned Ins mind to the

consideration of the subject j but he had opinions arising put oi

late events which induced him to think that it was *£*&*»£?
that the matter should form the subject of grave consulerat on

in Parliament. He thought that the more us noble »»« learnea

frfei I (X
** u«-^\ «^m*.;h_»-«*i fhn nmhipot. the :

he would
be broi

be useful in the framing of such a measure, that they would oe

"XSXSSSSU he was glad that the subject would be

brought under the consideration of Parliament by hci Majesty m f
Govemment.
had made use of one expression

v

v
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ried couples for no other cause than poverty, and added imprison- f unfounded, that his Govern™ment to separation. Besides, the same treatment was applied idolatry. This letter was arr£indiscriminately; the drunkard and the thief were placed on the
same level with the unfortunate. He did not ask for an opinion
on the general policy of the law, but simply for a condemnation
of that which was a violation of common sense and propriety,
and the removal of which would tend to the durability of the law
itself.—The Duke of Wellington complimented the noble Lord
on the success of his maiden effort, but felt bound to oppose the
motion. There was no such thing- as divorce in workhouses -

3there was only a separation of the sexes; during the day the
members of a family might see each other as often as they
wished. Officers in the army and navy were compelled to sub-
mit to separations of greater duration from their wives and
families. A new measure had been for sometime under trfc con-
sideration of the Government, with the view of mitigating some
of the hardships- of the existing law, which would be introduced
perhaps before Easter. He, therefore, hoped that their Lord-
ships would not agree to indefinite resolutions : and moved, as
an amendment, the adjournment of the House.—Earl Stanhope
condemned the existing Poor-law, but after a short debate, the
Duke * f Wellington's amendment was carried without a division.
Thursday.—The Marquis of CLANRicAnnK brought before the

House the proclamation issued by Lord Ellenborough, dated the
1st October, 1842, and his letter of the 16th November, ad-
dressed to the Hindoo Princes, and moved thereon a resolution
condemnatory of them as commenting on the policy of Lord
Auckland, and as encouraging idolatry and Paganism. It was,
he said, unprecedented for one Governor-General of India to
comment on the acts of his predecessor. The principle of the
Government of India was averse to such criticism, for it was
unnecessary upon a change of Government at home to change
also the Governor-General of India; and, from the time of War-
ren Hastings, it was agreed by all statesmen that on that soil
political and party differences were to end. Documents similar
to those issued by Lord Ellenborough had never previously
been sanctioned by the Board of Control, or by the India House.
The evident meaning of the proclamation was to set forth the
wisdom and policy of Lord Ellenborough in opposition to the
wisdom and policy of his predecessor in office ; and its effect
upon the people of India would be most injurious to the future
government of our empire there. With respect to the words of
the letter to the Hindoo Princes, however ridiculous they might
be, they implied that the expedition into Affghanistan had been
undertaken for the express purpose of carrying away the gates
of Somnauth, and of restoring them to the temple from which
they had been formerly taken. This was, therefoie, a most
gratuitous tribute to the Hindoo worship; and, to any man of
plain understanding, it appeared a direct encouragement given
to a gross and horrible superstition. It was also most calculated
to excite religious animosities between the Hindoos and Maho-
medans, which if Lord Ellenborough wished to do. he could

ment was favourable to Hindoo
great indiscretion, and the proclama-

tion reflecting on the conduct of his predecessor was in the
Highest degree impolitic and unusual.—Their Lordships divided—for the motion, contents, 25; non-contents, S3: majority
against the motion, 58.
The Lord Chancellor gave notice that he would, on Mon-

day, call the attention of the House to the subject of the late
trial and plea of lunacy.

t
F, '

it̂ /'~ThG H o«se met for a short time to receive petitions. -Lord Brougham called attention to the state of the law respect-
ing aliens in presenting a petition from a gentleman born inGermany of Enghsh parents, during their temporary absence inthat country and who, by the fact of his accidental birth abroad,
13 now precluded from holding the most unimportant office
in the State or becoming a Member of Parliament. TheLord Chancellor admitted that some of these restrictions miehtwell be spared, but the House ought to weigh well the conse-quences of admitting aliens indiscriminately to the CouncilBoard or the Parliament.

rTroSVf^f
11

' thC
, ?.

enei
?1 Assembly pleaded to the actionsbrought, in the expectation that the civil court would recop-ni««US rights and privileges. But in this expect" on thev hSnESdisappointed, as the House of Commons had been whe itsy.leges were questioned in a court of law lithe JSlS"fused now to interfere, there would be a miiS^SS&

not have more effectually done than by the issuing: of such a
document.
The Duke of Wellington condemned as unusual and unjust

the construction of a cumulative resolution like that proposed by
Lord Clanricarde, upon two papers written on subjects entirely
distinct. In one document not a word was said that could be
even supposed to reflect on the acts of Lord Auckland ; and in
the other there was not even a hint at the gates of Somnauth.
Yet on these two a resolution of condemnation had been framed.
In fact, it had become absolutely necessary for Lord Ellenborough
to publish the proclamation, on account of the previous one
issued by his predecessor. Lord Auckland had, in October" 1838,
published a declaration, in which were set forth the circum-
stances attending the commencement of the operations and the
arrangements that were determined on ; and as it fell to the lot
of Lord Ellenborough to put an end to these arrangements, it was
reasonable and right for him to make known the then existing
state of things, in what form he had found aftairs, and what he
intended to do. The errors alluded toby Lord Ellenborough werenot the errors of the policy of his predecessors, but the errors
that had been committed by the expedition. These errors weremany and great. That of forming an army for the AfYghan So-
vereign, composed of Englishmen and Hindoos—but not ofAftghans—who were involved in all the details of his revenue
and Government, was one great error. To allow the territory
to remain not properly occupied, indeed scarcely conquered wasanother error. The Resident at Cabool not being a military
officer was a third. These and others of a like nature were the
errors to which Lord Ellenborough adverted in his proclamation
as having led to the disasters that he had to repair. With respect
to the Somnauth triumph, the gates were ordered to be carriedaway simply as a trophy of the army's successful march. Neither
Moslem, nor Jew, nor Hindoo was excepted from bearing a part
in this triumph

; all of them had been parties to the great serviceperformed at Ghuznce, and they all joined in celebrating thetriumph. No danger possibly existed of religious animosities
being excited between the Hindoos and Moslems by this letter-
the only danger of such an occasion would arise from motions
similar to that made by Lord Clanricarde, diffused and enlarged
upon by the licentious press here and in India. It was absurd tosuppose that this paper gave any encouragement to idolatry itwas simply a song of triumph. The temple never had been aHindoo temple at all. Nobody knew in truth what it had been Atall events there were none remaining now in India of that oar
ticular idolatrous sect for whose worship this temple had been
originally designed. Moreover, the words used bv Lord Ellenborough, in the identical document in question, were the strongest
refutation possible of the unfounded charge made against him ofgiving encouragement to idolatry. His Grace concluded hv
calling on their Lordships to reject the motion. y

Earl Auckland said the responsibility of the errors attributedby the Duke of Wellington to Sir William M'Naghten, as Residentought to be shared by the person who directed the military
operations.—Lord Colchestkr defended the Governor- Generalfrom the charge of wishing to accuse his predecessor.—The Bishon°l Llani>aff believed the construction nut nn th* nm fti ft .. *

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—Mr. Mackinxon introduced his Health of Towns

Bill, which was read a first time.—The privilege question was
adjourned till next Wednesday.
The Earl of Leicester complained of the conduct of Lord-brougham in the House of Lords, as reported in the newspaper*upon presenting petitions in the Townshend peerage casef That

learned Lord had taken on himself, upon an ex parte state-ment, to pronounce an opinion most injurious to the Earl ofLeicester and to the legal question in dispute. He entreated theHouse of Commons to suspend their judgment until all the evi-dence of the case was before them.
Mr. Ferranu complained of what he considered a breach ofprivilege committed against himself by Mr. Clements, theAssistant Poor-Law Commissioner, he having remained presentwhile the board of guardians at Halifax passed resolutions con-demning the conduct of Mr. Ferrand in Parliament. He moved«£t Mr. Clements be called to the bar.-Sir J. Graham thoughtMr. Clements might, by a stretch of the doctrine of privilegehave acted irregularly in not having withdrawn while this reso-lution was passed ; but, « without attaching too much credit to

wliT' Gentleman's accuracy," taking his own statement, itwould not be expedient to call Mr. Clements to the bar -Mr. Ferrand's motion was supported by 6 and opposed by 105*J?££*****> >n «Ply to Mr. Liddell, said that no tread-mill had been ordered to be erected in the workhouse of Halifaxas stated by Mr. Ferrand, but only a handmill.
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The House went into a committee of supply on the NawEstimates. On the vote for 234, 86s/. for wortsfimwovlmenteand repairs m the naval dockyards of the kingdom, Mr Humemoved a reduction in the vote of 10,000/.-On a divisio" Mr
?££*™%^to™ St bya maj0rity *<*-** other

Capt. Bolubro moved the Ordnance Estimates for the yearwhich, compared with those of the preceding, exhibited a dimi'nation of 258 129/. Had it not been for the fire at th Tower"ofLondon, the diminution would have been 358,00Q/.—Several voteswere agreed to, and the Chairman reported progress
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ornied the House that he had received a letterfrom Sir Gordon Bremer, in reply to that conveying the thanksof the House to him and the officers and men employed on thecoast of China.-The Speaker's letter and Sir G. Bremer's repl?were ordered to be entered on the Journals. P Y

ta%.-Mr.MACKiNNoN asked whether it was the intentionof Government to bring in a bill to alter and amend the lawnowexisting: in reference tocapilal offences committed by partSonly occasionally subject to delusions of the mind. He wishedto know whether a more stringent law would be brought forward so as to prevent individuals from taking advantage of thedelusions of former times in pleading to crimes wWchthey hadcommittcd.-Sir J. Graham said that he was sure the limit
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directed to this matter, 'But hewa^^lteHo^ toKuBthat it would he highly inexpedient upon his part to pledge theGovernment to the introduction of any measure for alteriS thepresent state of the law upon a subject of such paramount importance-a subject requiring caution at all times bT whichhe was convinced the House would admit called? at this uartionlar juncture, for the most calm deliberation, and" hci Yt wasparticularly necessary that nothing should be decided from thefeelings of the moment, or in haste.
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andaff believed the construction put on the proclamaticto be a mistaken one. In the removal of the gates Lord Ellonborough contemplated nothing more than did the Duke of Wei"ngton at the time Paris was occupied by the Allies, when thevarious trophies were returned to the natious from which thevhad been torn.—The Bishop of Norwich never supposed thatLord Ellenborough intended to uphold idolatry, but his proclam-

eondemned the Somnauth proclamation, and regretted that tlipdocuments on which the resolution was framed had been mivp<!
together. He felt convinced the Governor-General had a militaryand not a religious object in view, and on these grounds he conk!not concur in the motion.—The Earl of Clarkndon supportedand Lord Fitzgerald opposed, the resolution.—Lord Brougham'
'idiculed the forced interpretation attempted to be put on lord*ilenborough's proclamation and letter to the Princes. He couldJ'ot conclude that the Governor- General had meant to pass anv^ensure on his predecessor; but if he even did so, no objection"ui« be made to such a course on the ground of want ofnecedents, nor could any danger be imagined which would he"Keiy to arise from it. The gates were manifestly regarded as annl.tary and not a religious trophy. They originally belonged
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" Jt was strongly protested
ag-a nst at the ime, amongst others by the celebrated Duncan
Forbes, of Culloden, the first lawyer of his age. But Fresbyte-
namsni In Scotland became lukewarm, patronage was tolerated,
and it was not till the revival of an evangelical spirit in Scotland
that it was once more protested against. The Veto Act was
passed by the General Assembly in 1834, in conformity with the
general feelings of the people of Scotland, and ;t was passed with
as little possible encroachment on the so . caned rights of the pa-
tron as was consistent with conviction of duty. [During the
three years and a half in which that Act had been permitted to
work unmolested, it had not only been beneficial to the people,
but comfortable to the patrons themselves. But the Auchter-
arder case came to disturb this prosperity, jn the litigation

suit which, looking at all she had effected, not oiTly*Thome?butin the colonies, would be disastrous to the country at; We He
did not ask for a sweeping abrogation of patronage but lor such
a recognition of the principle of non-intrusion as would satUfv
the people of Scotland, and save the church from a shock whioh
mightre-act on other institutions.

OCK wW"
Sir J. Graham complimented Mr. Fox Maule for the calm and

dispassionate manner m which he had treated the subject and
declared himself fully alive to its importance. The House' wasbound tolook at thequestion, not in an English or an Episcopalian
light, but in the spirit of the union

j and the Government in an-nouncing their decision through the medium of the letter which
he had signed, had done so in perfect respect for the Church and
people of Scotland. No other institution in Christendom had ef-
fected more good at less cost ; and he was satisfied that at thetime this sad controversy broke out, the Church never had astronger hold on the affections of the people. But the dominant
party were deeply responsible, whatever might be the unhappy
result. If it were consistent with principle, there was no
effort which, as an individual he would not be willing to make,
in order to bring about a satisfactory arrangement. Judging
from the language of the General Assembly, which he quoted
their claims were inconsistent with law, liberty, and the consti-
tutlon

;
No doubt, in a certain sense, the independence of the

Church of Scotland was secured by statute. But the State, in
forming an alliance with the Presbyterian Church, had entered
into a solemn compact, one condition of which was to secure the
permanence of the faith and doctrines of that Church ; and an-
other was the assignment of certain specific advantages, so long
as she remained the State instructor of the people. But the real
question was as to the supremacy of the civil law—with whom
the ultimate decision was to rest incases of dispute. The Church
of Scotland was not required to be bound by the dicta of the
Court of Session; there was the higher and ultimate appellant
tribunal of the House of Lords. He freely conceded the claim of
the Church to its right of jurisdiction in matters ecclesiastical

:

but the question continually recurred, what was civil and what
ecclesiastical? As to patronage, he considered that by the 1bw
of Scotland, as it now stood, there existed, coincideutly with
the right of the patron to present, a right oa the part of the
people to object, and it was the duty of the Presbytery to examine
these objections, and adjudicate accordingly. A declaratory Actwould not remove the existing difficulty, because disputes would
still be as likely to arise between co-ordinate jurisdictions, whichwould require a reference to a supreme authority. No bill
could be introduced for abolishing patronage without the consent
of the Crown

; and though he might have waived the objection,
for the purpose of seeing the mode in which Mr. Fox Maulewould have dealt with patronage, had he brought forward reso-
lutions on the subject, he felt bound to resist the present motion.
Mr. Rutherford asked nothing, nor made any claim for the

Church of Scotland, except what was founded upon the statute-
law. It was erroneous to suppose that the courts of law were
coming out of this conflict with honour. The courts of law were
in arms against the Church; there was no one to settle the
divisions that had been the consequence, and which would
destroy the framework of sociey in Scotland, and brin°- her
courts of law into disrepute. This, then, was a case for thVmost
serious consideration of the House. The consequences to Scot
land would be fearful if Parliament gave the same negative reply
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11?***8 that piven by Sir J
' Graham.-Mr. Colouhoun

did not think it was yet too late for the Government to bring in
a measure on the basis of that of 1841-42, or that it would be
unacceptable to many of the ministers of the Church of Scotland.
It might not stop secession from the Church, but then seyeral
simple-minded men would be glad to adopt it.—Mr P MStkvva rt entreated honourable Members who did not understand
the question to retire from the House without voting, as thepeace of Scotland and the good faith of England were at stake on
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lea of insanity in cases of murder, or attempts to murder, except

v, here it can be proved that the person accused was publiclyknown and reputed to be a maniac, and not afflicted by partial
insanity only. And further, he asked the House to suspend thestanding orders, in order to accelerate the progress of the billNo Member having been found to second the motion, it fell to theground.

Wednesday.—Mr. Hutt moved the second reading of the
Foreigners Naturalization Bill.— Sir J. Graham thought thatMr. Hutt had failed in demonstrating that any practical incon-
venience had arisen from the present state of the law, and hebelieved that the law afforded every reasonable facility to
foreigners to obtain every privilege to which thev could fairly
lay claim. The only privilege from which foreigners were ex-
cluded were those of sitting in Parliament and at the Council. It
was only reasonable that our Legislature should be composed of
-British subjects, and he should, therefore, oppose the motion, by
moving that the Bill be read that day three months.—This
amendment was carried without a division.—The adjourned
cebate on Mr. Fox MAulr's motion for a committee to consider
the petition of the commission of the General Assembly of Scot-
land, was resumed.—Mr. C. Bruce opposed the motion, because
n the claims of the Church of Scotland were granted, the evils at
present existing would be aggravated, the ancient purity of the
Church would he injured, and the interests of true religion would
suffer.—Sir G. Grey was prepared to give his vote for going into
the committee, and to follow that up by legislative measures,
though he did not agree entirely in the propositions of Mr. F.
Maule. To any resolution sanctioning the principle of non-
intrusion, as established by the Veto Act, he would give his
hearty consent. He would also concur in a motion for an address
to the Crown to grant its consent to the introduction of a Bill.
He felt, however, great difficulty as to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Church in ecclesiastical matters; but in the state of
things which had arisen, he thought the House ought not
to refuse to entertain the question.-Mr. S. VYortley (lis
sented entirely from the motion. He never Would consent
that the House should go into committee to comiitor 1
petition praying for_ the alteration, if not the total aholi
tion, of patronage in the Church of Scotland.-Sir A I
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ent, and therefore hejshould vote against the motion.

!ir R. Pbbl felt the full importance of this subject, and w
aware of the magnitude of the evil which threatened Scot-

fromthe secession of the ministers of its Established Church.

abstract resolution. Neither could he assent to the claims which

had been put forth by the Church of Scotland. He hoped that

while disposing of this motion, no declaration would be made by

the Government which would preclude them from attempting

hereafter some amicable arrangement by lofrislative means,

should a favourable opportunity for so doing otter itself.—Mr. A.

Campbell had heard it asserted that the pretensions of the

Church of Scotland should be extinguished; but he would tell

the House that the principles of civil and religious liberty would
never be extinguished in Scotland. He supported the motion.

TheSoMcrron-GRNERAL entered into an exposition of the

statutes on which the Church of Scotland was established and

regulated, and maintained that the principle of patronage was
clearly acknowledged and recognised by them. It was unde-

niable that the Church was attempting to act in defiance of the

statutes on which it was founded, and, were the House to ac-

quiesce in the claims made by the Church, tbey would be over-

ruling the supremacy of the law. The General Assembly ought

to have paid obedience to the law, as pronounced by the highest

tribunal in the kingdom. The effect of the resolution proposed

would be to put on record the opinion of the House as being that

the statute of Anne was not binding, and that patronage in

Scotland should he abolished. To these principles he could not

assen
Si

well
land.
A state of things never contemplated by law had arisen—

a

Church established bv statutes at variance with the Courts by

which those statutes were interpreted. Two propcsals had been

made—one that patronage should be abolished, and the other

that a definition should be attempted, by legislation, of ecclesi-

astical and spiritual power. He had the greatest doubt of the

policy of abolishing patronage, and he could not admit the pro-

priety of attempting to define the boundaries of civil and eccle-

siastical authority. He refused to go into committee, because he

did not think there was any probability of his agreeing in the

views which would be there propounded by Mr. Maule, and not

because, if he saw any prospect of a satisfactory solution of the

difficulties that surrounded the question, he was not witling to

legislate. A settlement might certainly be effected consistently

with the privileges and rights of the Church of Scotland, but that

could hardly be done if ihe present demands of that Church
were insisted on.

Mr. F. Maule replied, and the House divided, when the num-
bers were— For the motion, 76; againstit, 211—Majority, IS5.

The Punishment of Death Bill was read a third time and passed.

Thursday.—A resolution similar in its intention to that pro-

posed in the House of Peers, but differing from it in being based

on the general orders of the ]6th November, and the letter to the

Princes of India, in reference to the gates o( Somnauth, was sub-

mitted by Mr. V. Smith. The substance of this resolution was a

declaration that the conduct of Lord Ellenborough was unwise,

indecorous, and reprehensible. After a speech from Mr. E.Ten-
nknt in defence of the Governor-General, Mr. Macaulav said

that the two most serious dangers which thcBritish Government in

India had known were caused by religious interference with the

Mahomedans ; at Vellorc, in the affair of the turbans; and at

Bangalore, in the affair of the Mosque. Now did Ministers mean
to let their Governor-General act upon his own proclamation ?

"Was he to govern upon Brahminical principles, and restore the

temple with its dancing girls? No doubt they would take care

to countermand him ; but was it no evil thus to make announce-

ments and abandon them, to be always doing and undoing?

Other Governors-General might have been hated, but now. for

the first time, a Governor-General was laughed at. Turgid pas-

sages from Eastern compositions had been cited, but ought their

style to he imitated by a British Governor-General ? Ought he,

because the native princes deck their horses with beadsandhave

black faces, to ride out upon a palfrey so adorned, and paint his

own face black ? The Indians, whatever their own dress, habits,

and style, yet perfectly understood and respected the sobriety ol

the English in all these particulars. The proclamation, however,

in truth, was imitated, not from Indian compositions, but irom

the trashy manifestoes of the Trench revolutionary generals, who
loved to talk nonsense about ancient Rome. He was sure such

a document had not been sanctioned by any of the civil servants,

by any of those who understood the country and the people ; but,

indeed, Lord Ellenborough kept those civil servants at such a

distance that none of them ever ventured to offer their advice.

Really the vast power of an Indian Governor- General was not to

be trusted to a man who was thus wanting in discretion of his

own, and thus unwilling to profit by the discretion of others.

—

Mr. Hogg admitted that a Governor-General ought not to be

absent from his Council, but opposed the motion.—Mr. Mangles
and Mr. Hcme spoke in favour of it, and Mr. Escott and Mr.

Wynn opposed it.—Mr. Plumptre and Sir Ghorob Grey called

on the House to censure the proclamation on religious grounds.

—Lord Stanley gave full credit to both the preceding speakers

for sincerity of Christian feeling; but he thought they were fol-

lowing somewhat blindly in the wake of those whose objects were
not religious, but political, and who were now mustered in more
than usual numbers on the opposite benches. He had never

known an instance where a political party had so studiously

avoided the great features of the case, and so carefully fastened

on a small and insulated point. The Mahometans in India had

hitherto seen in this proclamation no intent of insulting their

religion; he warned the House of Commons against exciting

them now by a declaration that this document did involve such

an insult. Its style had been said to betoken a mind unequal to

the duties of government; but he would remind the House
that quite as bad taste had appeared in the military mani-

festoes of a man whom Europe and the world had certainly

thought not wholly incapable of wielding empire. He concluded

with a glowing panegyric on the services of Lord Ellenborough.

—

Lord Palmerston declared that he and his friends were ready

to defend their own policy in India; but that this was not the sub-

ject now before the House. It was essential that the House should

take notice of this proclamation. It would be a want of courage

to abstain from expressing an opinion which ever) body enter-

tained. He did not believe that the effect of such a censure

would be to recall Lord Ellenborough ; but even if it should, that

noble person would be less dangerous to his country in the House

of Lords than at Calcutta.— Sir it. Peel said, that what had

passed to-night must have fully dissipated the suspicions of those

who had imagined the Government to have made a compromise

with the Opposition on the subject of Mr. Roebuck's late motion.

He then enumerated the successive disasters, of which the tidings

were then daily flowing in upon the Governor- General, and
eulogised the courage with Which he met those difficulties. Bat
it was necessary for him to abandon Afghanistan— it was im-
portant to him to do so without dispiriting the Hindoos, and
therefore it was that he had been anxious to secure, for the sake

of their national feelings, that military, not religious, trophy,

to which they attached the highest value. In conclusion,

Sir R. Peel inveighed especially against the party spil it which
animated the present motion, and warned the House that

such a vote as this would strike a heavier blow at the Bri-

tish prosperity in India than any of our past disasters.—

Lord J. Russell entered into a defence of Lord Auckland's ge-

neral policy, but confessed himself convinced, after his perusal

of the published papers, that the abandonment of Afghanistan
was a wise measure. He was not desirous to deny to Lord Ellen-

borough such praise as properly belonged to him, but he could
not consent to deck him with laurels unjustly wrested from the

generals, from those able men who had in reality decided the po-
licy of the campaign, and restored the spirit of the troops. In
xegardtothe proclamation, it showed in many of its passages a
sort of inflation, which looked as if Lord Ellenborough had been
Bushed by success into a notion that he was become a permanent
and sovereign Prince- Such a man was not a fit person to su-
perintend the great destinies with which England was entrusted

in the East. The House then divided : Against the motion, 242 5

For it, 157; Majority against it, 85.

Friday.—At 4 o'clock there were only 34 Members present, and

the Speaker consequently did not take the chair.

Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 96£ to {-

for money, and %£ to 7 for account ; New Three-and-half

per Cent. Annuities, 1021 to f; Exchequer Bills, 71s.

to 73a*. prem.

Jfcletvopolt* Hirti its Witiniiv.

Charge of Threatening to Shoot the Queen and Sir R.

Peel.— It is again our painful duty to record the appre-

hension of another " monomaniac, " who has been appre-

hended on the charge of threatening the lives of the

Queen and Sir R. Peel. At his examination before the

Lord Mayor yesterday, he gave his name James Steven-

son, and said that he belongs to the parish of Lochwin-

noch, in Renfrewshire. He spoke in a broad Scotch accent.

The clerk to the packet owners at Hull stated that the

prisoner booked his passage on board the Gazelle for

London, and said he was going to London to see the

Queen, and that it was quite improper for a woman to

rule. No woman had a right to take the reins. He said

further that he wished the woman to be put on one side

—the woman was to be destroyed, and the man was
to take the reins of the affairs of this nation. The
captain of the steamer stated that the prisoner during

the voyage told him that he had written letters to Sir R.
Peel, who had not answered them, but there were plenty

of people who would show him Sir R. Peel, and that he

would finish both the Queen and Sir Robert Peel. The
prisoner in reply, said "I never said I'd finish them. I

don't think I did ; but I said I'd strike at the root

of the' tree, if I should catch a minister of the king-

dom who would not do what he was bound to do.

My attention was first drawn to the subject of Sir R.

Peel being in power when the man shot at the Queen. I

wrote the letter to Sir R. Peel at that time. I read of his

being in power in the newspaper."—The result of the

examination left no doubt that the mind of the prisoner

was quite disordered, and on the suggestion of Mr. Maule,

Solicitor to the Treasury, he was committed by the Lord

Mayor to the Compter, in order that medical men might

have the opportunity of examining him, to ascertain

whether he could be at large without danger to others.

Threatened Assassination of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer.—On Tuesday, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, accompanied by his private secretary, the Right

Hon. G. R. Dawson, and Mr. Maule, attended at Bow-
street to swear an information, and demand a warrant for

the apprehension of Mr. John Dillon, late an officer in

the navy, for having on different occasions threatened, by
letter and otherwise, to take away his life. The informa-

tion of Mr. Goulburn stated that, on or about the 22d
February, he received a letter, bearing the name of John
Dillon, complaining of alleged injustice done him, and

containing certain threats, which he considered did not

assume any definite character. He believed the letter

was sent by the person whose name it bore ; and about

the 28lh February he received another letter, bearing the

same signature, and containing similar threats. It men-
tioned in strong terms the case of M'Naughten, and al-

though the writer abhorred the name of assassin, still he

considered he would not be doing wrong if he had shot

any person through whose means he had suffered an in-

justice. On the 4th inst. Mr. Goulburn received a third

letter, bearing the same date, and signed "John Dillon,

157, Strand," in which the writer made claims upon Her
Majesty's Government for a considerable sum of money
alleged to be due to him for boarding the Peru, and which

he accused Mr. Goulburn of being the means of keeping

back from him ten years ago, when he was in office as

Chancellor of the Exchequer, on the grounds that a

charge of cowardice wa3 hanging over him, and that the

arnount he claimed could not be paid until such charge

was cleared up. The letter also mentioned that Mr.
Goulburn had admitted the charge to be removed, and

unless the money was paid, he (the writer) would be driven

to follow in the steps of M'Naughten. The information

further stated, that Mr. Goulburn never had any commu-
nication with the person whose name was signed to the

several letters, except in his official capacity, and through

the letters referred to, and he had every reason to appre-

hend that John Dillon would do him some grievous bodily

harm. He also stated, that he did not lay the informa-

tion against him from any malice he bore to the said John
Dillon, but solely from personal apprehension of danger.

Mr. Pemberton, private secretary to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, corroborated many of the leading facts of this

statement; and John Walsh, a colourman residing in

Bernard's Inn, deposed that he knew Mr. John Dillon,

and saw him one day last week in a coffee-house in West-

minster, when he commenced a conversation with him
respecting M'Naughten. He also referred to the case of

Bellingham, who shot Mr. Percival, and said there was a

wide difference between his case and that of M'Naughten,
as Bellingham had received a bona fide injury, by which

he was driven mad, whereas the other had received none

at all. He contended that Bellingham was perfectly

justified in shooting Mr. Percival. He continued this

conversation with two strangers present, and told them

he had a claim upon the Government, and unless it was

satisfied, he would have a pop at some of them, and if he

did shoot any one, it should be Mr. Goulburn. This

occurrence took place late in the evening, and he appeared

to be quite sober, and determined to put his threat into

execution, saying, "When I'm tried, I'll not plead insanity,

but injustice." One of the strangers observed, "Why
not petition the House of Commons upon the subject, and

wait for a reply to your petition, after it will be laid on

the table?" He replied, "Before I can .receive any

answer to any petition that I may make, I'll have taken

Mr. Goulburn's life, and swing for it." The warrant for

the apprehension of Mr. John Dillon was ordered to issue

immediately. Immediately after Mr. Goulburn had laid

his information, and the warrant had been issued for Mr.
Dillon's apprehension, the services of the police were put

into requisition, in order to discover his retreat, and in

the course of the evening the inspector discovered that

he had been, the day previously, arrested for debt, and

lodged in Whitecross-street prison. As he is, under these

circumstances, virtually in the custody of the sheriff, a

writ of habeas corpus must be obtained for the purpose of

bringing him up before] the chief magistrate, to answer

the charge contained in the information, and a detainer

has been lodged against him.

The Custom- House Frauds.—A numerous meeting of

the operative weavers of Bethnal-green, Spitalfields, and

their vicinity, was held a few days since, to take into con-

sideration the practice of passing silk manufactured goods

through the Custom-house without collecting the duty, and

to adopt such means as may be expedient under existing

circumstances. The Chairman stated, that for years

past the trade of the Spitalfields weavers had suffered

great grievances ; and to add to their distress, a quantity

of goods have been passed through the Custom-house

without paying duty. If they had to contend with goods

legally imported, they would have sufficient difficulties,

considering that the principles of free-trade were only

partially in operation. But officers receiving good salaries

had been bribed to an extent not to be conceived, and the

silk-weavers had suffered to a very serious degree.

Another speaker said that, when Mr. Labouchere was in

office a deputation of silk-weavers waited upon him, and

he then stated to them that from the French returns he

had ascertained that the exportations of silk goods into

this country were double the amount of what was registered

as imported at the Custom-house. If that were the case,

there was no doubt that the quantity not accounted for

at the Custom-house had been smuggled. It appeared

that 1,000,000/. worth of silk goods were imported ; but

there was the same amount which was not legally imported,

with which they could not come into competition. Had
that not been smuggled, it is calculated that there would

have been employment for 6
;
GG3 persons throughout the

year. It was also stated that one of the defaulters had sold

30,000/. out of the funds a few days previous to his de-

parture from the country. Memorials to the Treasury

and Commissioners were then passed, declaring that the

frauds practised at the Custom-house had " overstocked

our markets with foreign manufactures, to the exclusion

of British industry, depriving thousands of the already-

depressed silk-weavers of employment, and reducing the

miserable pittance, called wages, of those in employment,

and expressing the opinion of the meeting, that, " in cases

where frauds are detected, no compromise should be

allowed, but that the penalty should be strictly enforced,

and imprisonment added to the fine ; the fraiulsnot only

injuring the revenue,but undermining and depriving the

British artisan of his only capital, (that is, his labour,)

which, in the opinion of the meeting, must be allowed

to be one of the most important interests of this country."

East India House.—On Wednesday a special general

Court of the Proprietors of stock was held at the India-

house, for the purpose of laying before the proprietors

documents relative to the military operations in Afghan-
istan, and the resolutions of thanks adopted in conse-

quence by the Court of Directors, A long and desultory

discussion took place on the form of the resolutions, but

they were ultimately carried as proposed by the Directors.

^.Arrival of the Chinese Silver.—On Friday evening, six

waggons arrived at the Royal Mint, escorted by a detach-

ment of the 60th Regiment, with the Chinese silver,

amounting to 1,000,000/. sterling, being the first consign-

ment of the indemnity to be paid by the Celestial Empire.

The treasure was brought over by the Modeste sloop-of-

war, which arrived at Portsmouth on Thursday, and was

forwarded to London by the Southampton Railway. The
procession attracted a good deal of notice, and an immense

crowd followed the waggons to the Mint, and as the outer

gates closed upon them, three cheers were given. The
Sycee silver was contained in large wooden boxes, and on

passing along the Minories one of them burst, but owing

to the precautions taken, not a particle was lost. On
Tuesday, another train of waggons, escorted by a party

of the 10th Regiment, arrived at the Mint, from the

Southampton Railway, with 20 tons of the Chinese silver,

in value 750,000 dollars, brought over by the Columbine.

City Antiquities.—Several excavations for the forma-

tion of sewers are now in progress in the City, which have

led to the discovery of various relics, connected with its

former history. In Liverpool-street, Bishopsgate, where

the sewer is about 15 feet in depth, the labourers have come

against the old Roman wall, which was continued from the

London-wall, across Bishopsgate-strcet, to the Minories

and the Tower. In Finsbury-pavement the excavations

are carried to a considerable depth, and numerous bones

of persons supposed to have been buried there during the

great plague have been discovered. In Cloth-Fair another

sewer is constructing, through the former site of the burial-

ground attached to the monastery of St. Bartholomew the

Great, by which numerous bones, coins, and other relics

have been brought to light.

The Thames Tunnel.—The annual meeting of the

proprietors took place on Tuesday. The chairman, Mr.

B. Hawes, M.P., stated that a resolution had been come

to on Monday by the Directors, requesting the Duke of

Wellington, who had always been a warm admirer of the

undertaking, to appoint a day between the 18th and the

25th inst, for the opening of the Tunnel for foot.passen-

fcerfl, anU requesting his Grwe to honouv the Court ot

i
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Directors with his presence at an entertainment to be

given on the occasion. The interest taken by the public

in the work was increasing, as was exhibited by the fact

that 4,410 persons had visited the works last year more

than in any previous season. Last year upwards of

40,000 persons had paid for admission to the Tunnel.

The Directors had received a certificate from Sir I. Brunei,

the engineer, declaring that there was not the slightest

settlement in any part of the works. The trustees ofithe

Kent-road were about to make three lines of road J" the

direction of the Tunnel. It was then resolved—" That

the cordial thanks and congratulations of the meeting be

tendered to Sir I. Brunei, for the distinguished talent,

energy, and perseverance evinced by him in the design,

construction, and completion of the Thames Tunnel—

a

work unprecedented in the annals of science and inge-

nuity, and exhibiting a triumph of genius over physical

difficulties declared by some of the most enlightened men

to be insurmountable."
,

The Literary Fund.—The annual general meeting of

the Members of this excellent Society took place on

Wednesday, Mr. Hallam, the historian, in the chair. The

report stated that the sum of 1,255/. had been dispensed

in relief to distressed authors, their widows and children,

during the past year, and that no less'a sum than 29,000*.

has been applied to this purpose since the foundation of

the Society in 1790. A letter was read from the Russian

Ambassador, Baron Brunow, to the Marquess of Lans-

downe, announcing that the Emperor of Russia highly

appreciating the benevolent purposes of the Institution,

has been pleased to present it with 1000 silver roubles,

155/. This is the more gratifying as a similar testimony

was given (o the value of the Literary Fund last!"yearly

the King of Prussia, who presented it with 100/. The

Marquess of Lansdowne was re-elected President ;
the

Vice-Presidents were re-elected, with the addition of the

Earl of Arundel and Surrey, and Mr. Bond Cabbell

:

and the vacancies in the Committee were filled up by the

election of Dr. Fraser, the Hon. C. A. Murray, Master of

the Queen's Household; Mr. James, the Novelist, and

Mr. Noble.

The Parks.—In consequence of the recent intrusions

into the parks, a notice has been issued by the Duke of

Sussex, by command of her Majesty, that no hackney-

coach, or hired cabriolet, be allowed, under any pretence

whatsoever, to pass through St. James's or Hyde-parks,

except through the Birdcage-walk, from Great George-

street, to James-street, Pimlico. That no return post-

horses be allowed to pass through the parks, and that the

permission for hackney-chaises, conveying Government

messengers, to pass through St. JamesVpark, shall not

extend to any other hired carriages. That the gates of

St. JamesVpark, with the exception of those communi-

cating with the Birdcage-walk, be kept half-closed ; and

that no carriages or horses, but those belonging to such

persons as have permission, be allowed to pass through

such gates. That no carriages but those occupied by

members of the Royal Family, or by the Grand Falconer,

be permitted to drive in the Queen's ride in Hyde-park.

That the gates of the Birdcage-walk be left open through

the night, during the sitting of Parliament. That no stage-

coaches, omnibuses, carts, waggons, drays, trucks, wheel-

barrows, or persons carrying burdens, be allowed to pass

through the gates of either of the parks, and that the

keepers and sentinels have orders accordingly.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of deaths registered in the week ending Satur-

day, Feb. 25 :—West districts, 145 ;
North districts, 181 ;

Central districts, 206 ; East districts, 219 ; South dis-

tricts, 252. Total, 1003, (515 males, 488 females.)

Weekly average for the last five years, 903, (males 461,
' females 442,) and for the last five winters, 1004.

Chichester.—At the Court of Bankruptcy on Monday,

an application was made by the junior partner in the

Chichester old bank (Mr. Wm. Ridge), for his certificate.

It was urged upon the part of the bankrupt, and in favour

of his application, that having been only a stipendiary

partner, he had little or no control over the management

of the bank, and that there was nothing in evidence to

show that he was at all aware of those improper transac-

tions which had been alleged so strongly against the bank.

Mr. Commissioner Fane, in giving judgment, said, that

as a partner in the bank he must hold him responsible to

the public. He was an executor to his father's will, and

it was his duty at that time to have looked into the affairs

of the bank, and have further ascertained whether his

father's cstnte was solvent or not. It was impossible "for

the Court to consider that he was ignorant of the pro-

ceedings of the bank. lie must surely have been cognizant

of some of the facts ; for instance, in the case of Gardener,

who, although having embezzled in the year 1834, 3,000/.

or 4,000/. ; and in 1838, from 7,000/. to8,000/., was yet

continued in the situation of chief cashier to the bank,

even down to the period of the bankruptcy in 1841. But

admitting that the bankrupt had not the same degree of

control over the books as his brother, still it was impos-

sible for him not to have known that a robbery had been

practised upon the public. Under all the circumstances

of the case, the Court must come to the same decision as

it had formed upon the application of his brother, which

was, that the certificate be delayed for three years, with

the condition that all property acquired by will, or as heir

at law, or in other way coming to him, except as the pro-

duce of his own industry, should at once pass to the cre-

ditors of the bank.
Halifax.—We. alluded to our last to the cruel treat-

ment of a collier-boy near Elland, which Lord Ashley had

brought before the notice of Parliament. On Saturday,

Joseph "Whiteley, the master, was summoned before the

magistrates, charged with ill-using the lad, and an appli-

cation was made on behalf of the overseers of the town-

ship that the indentures might be cancelled, and an

adequate penalty inflicted upon the master. The lad

detailed the particulars of the treatment he had received.

A surgeon said he was called on by the out-township to

examine the boy. He found the lad full of bruises from

the top to the bottom of his back. The wounds were of

different colours, some appearing of an older and some of

a more recent date ; and appeared as if made with a rough

board. The magistrate said that he had sat on that bench

for a number of years, but never had such a case of cru-

elty come before him. He would leave the master to the

compunction of his own conscience, believing that he

would never be able to hold up his head in society for

years to come, and that he would be shunned by every

one as'Amworthy to associate with. The application for

cancelling the indentures was granted, and the church-

wardens were bound over to prosecute the master at the

sessions.

Jleileybury.—About ten o'clock on Saturday night, a

fire broke out in a room belonging to Mr. Watson, a stu-

dent in the East India College, during the time of his

absence at a meeting of the Debating Society. Imme-
diately upon opening the door of his apartment. Mr.

Watson was met by dense volumes of smoke, which were

quickly fanned into flame by the current of air thus

admitted, and the room was soon enveloped in ablaze.

The supply of water was deficient, and as it is not laid

on throughout the building, it was necessary to bring it

from a distance in buckets. The students, however,

exerted themselves successfully, and the flames were

subdued before they had spread beyond the apartments in

which they broke out. An inquiry into the origin of the

fire was instituted by the college authorities ; but no cer-

tain conclusion has been arrived at: it is considered pro-

bable that a hot coal had fallen out of the stove upon a

sofa, the wadding of which ignited, and thence rapidly

communicated the fire to the wainscotting of the room.

From the defective arrangements in regard to water, it is

supposed that if the fire had not been so speedily detected,

the entire college would have been destroyed.

Liverpool.—Another destructive fire broke out in this

town on Tuesday, by which the boiler-workshops, and a

great part of the foundry of Messrs. Fawcett and Preston,

the engineers, and two warehouse?, were destroyed. The

fire broke out in the paint-shop belonging to the foundry,

and though the fire-police were immediately on the spot,

it was impossible to do anything effectual for a long time,

owing to the want of water. At last a supply was pro-

cured, but not until the flames had got such a head as

to make it impossible to extinguish them, and they had

destroyed the greater part of the foundry and an adjoining

warehouse, together with another on the opposite side of

Lydia Anne-street. This calamity will deprive from 300

to 400 workmen of employment, and thus add to the dis-

tress existing in the town. Owing to the pressure of the

times, the number of men employed in this establishment

had been reduced from nearly 700 to 358, and of these a

very large proportion, if not the whole, will be unable to

obtain employment until the workshops are rebuilt.

Manchester.—During the last two or three years a

number of silk-warehouses in this town and neighbourhood

have been broken into and robbed of goods, the amount

of which is said to have exceeded 10,000/. in value. The

robberies have been so ingeniously planned and executed,

as to have defied the utmost vigilance of the police either

to trace the goods or the thieves at the time, and not the

slightest information on the subject has, till lately, been

obtained. About a fortnight ago, it was rumoured that

parties were connected with these robberies who stood

higher in the world than the police had ventured to look

—that they had been planned and effected at the instance,

in fact, of master silk-manufacturers and dyers. It was

said that these parties, entering the warehouses of different

merchants and tradesmen in the way of business, had

thus the means in the day-time, without suspicion at-

taching to them, of observing the fastenings of doors, and

ascertaining the most valuable or most suitable goeds

for their purpose ; that then they laid their plans, and

submitted these plans to workmen in their employ, by

whom the robberies were effected : that the goods so

stolen wT ere mostly yarns, which, on being brought to

them, were immediately consigned to the dye-tub; and

that thus, with the change of colour, the possibility of de-

tection was removed. The police have not been long in

acting on their newly-acquired information, and have ob-

tained search-warrants against Messrs. Nathaniel and

Edwin Lucas, silk-manufacturers and dyers, carrying on

business at Leigh, near Manchester, and who have also a

place of business near Macclesfield. They were appre-

hended a few days since in consecpience of stolen goods

found in their possession, and were brought up for exami-

nation at the New Bailey on Monday, when so many ex-

traordinary facts were elicited, in the course of a long

examination, that the magistrates remanded the prisoners,

and refused to accept bail.

Marlborough.—-The Council of the new School for the

sons of clergymen and others have "appointed the Rev.

Matthew Wilkinson, late fellow of Clare-hall, Cambridge,

and head-master of the proprietary school, Kensington,

to be head-master of the establishment in this town.
^

.

Marloiv.—On Tuesday night a fire broke out within

the manor of Swilly Pond, near this town. lhe old

Manor House, the property of Mr. Colborne, was burnt

to the ground, nothing remaining of the structure but

one stack of chimnies. At one time the Pear-tree, so

famed in the annals of Marlow elections, was in great

danger ; but from the exertions of the inhabitants not a

branch was'injured. The fire is supposed to have been the

work of an incendiary.

Merthyr,—The Welsh papers mention as a remarkable

feat in the iron manufacture, that a bolt was rolled at

the Cyfarthfa Works last week, of 25 ft. in length and 6

ft. in diameter. It was of cable quality, and weighed

2,6001bs. The bar rolled at the Dowlais Works some

time since was 14 ft. long, and 8J ft. in diameter, weigh-

ing about 22 cwt.

Portsmouth.—A jury has decided that the claim of the

Duke of Norfolk, as lessee of the right of ferry between

Holyhead Island and Cumberland Point, near this town,

is established by what is called "user," or long uninter-

rupted right. This gives his Grace's lessees, the ferry-

men, the exclusive right to take the toll, which is 2d. for

strangers, and Id. .for inhabitants. The grant of the

ferry was made bv Charles I.

Railways*—The following are the returns for the past

week :—Greenwich, 516/. 5 Eastern Counties, 824/.;

Liverpool and Manchester, 3,373/.; Croydon, 173/.;

Brighton, 2,110/.; York and North Midland, 1,290/.;

London and Blackwall, -176/. ; Great North of England,

1,064/.; Sheffield and Manchester, 275/.; Manchester

and Leeds, 3,637/.; Glasgow and Paisley, 762/. ;
Mid-

land Counties, 2,0C3/. ; Hull and Selby, 832/.; Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, 1,696/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester,

1,368/. ; Birmingham and Derby, 971/. ; North Midland,

3,340/.; South-Western, 4,014/.; Great Western, 10,465/.;

South-Eastern, 1,157/. ; London and Birmingham, 12,587/.;

Northern and Eastern, 1,318/.—At the half-yearly meet-

ing of the North-Midland Company, held last week at

Leeds, the correspondence was read which had passed

between the Directors and the Board of Trade, by which

it appeared that the representations of the Board have

been attended with good effect as regards the public safety,

and that the Directors have agreed to allow additional

intervals of rest to the engine-men driving passenger-trains.

—The half-yearly meeting of the Manchester and Leeds

Company was held last week. The total income for the

half-year was stated to amount to 119,113/., including

receipts for passengers 65,985/., and goods 52,433/., out

of which a dividend of two and three-quarters per cent,

was declared, leaving a balance in hand of 15,500/. The

Directors proposed the establishment of a reserve or de-

preciation fund, to meet the diminution in the value of

the carriage and locomotive stock. There is every ex.

pectatinn that the branch to Halifax will be completed by

the summer of 1844 ; and the Directors are now applying

themselves to a reduction in the expenditure, so far as is

consistent with the safety of the public.— The half-yearly

meeting of the Sheffield and Manchester Company took

place last week. The receipts during the past year

amounted to 14,065/., leaving a balance, after deducting

the expenses, of 3,944/. Though 512,276 passengers had

been conveyed upon the line, during the last six months,

no accident had taken place. The works of construction

were proceeding favourably, and it was expected that the

entire line, from Sheffield to Manchester, would be opened

early in 1845.—The half-yearly meeting^ of the Birmipg-

bam'and Derby Company look place on Thursday. During

the half-year 98,000 passengers were carried on the line

without any accident. The third-class passenger-traffic

had increased at the rate of Tl per cent., and iu the goods

department there had been an increase of 5000tons^or

3,412/. The amount received for passengers was 194,870/.

The balance in hand 8,978/. The meeting recorded its

approbation of the conduct of the Directors, in their re-

cent negotiations with the Midland Counties Railway.—

The half-yearly meeting of the Bristol and Exeter Com-

pany was held on Thursday, at Bristol. The report stated

that the whole of the line to Exeter would be ready for

opening in the course of the ensuing year, long before the

contemplated period. The statement of receipts and ex-

penditure showed a balance of 327,-133/., out of which a

dividend of 1/. 2s. per share for the half-year was declared,

clear of income-tax.—The Directors of the Blackball

Railway have announced that the increase of their fares

has produced a decrease in the receipts, from the mo-

ment the change was introduced ; and they are now about

to fall back upon their old prices.-The share-hst of he

Yarmouth and Norwich Railway as completed, and the

chairman stated, at the first half-yearly meeting, held at

Norwich, on the 24th nit, that the works would speedily

be commenced.-Thc works on the Eastern Counties

Railway, which we noticed last week have been com-

pleted/so as to allow the passage ot he trams. The

goods' traffic has been commenced, and a luggage-train

now runs daily between London and Colchester I here

are upwards of seventy bridges and viaducts on the hne,

thirty-six culverts and drains, besides numerous crossings

and cuttings. The cutting at Brentwood-hill is mere than

two miles long, and seventy feet in depth.—The first

general meeting of the Pontop and South Shields Com-
pany was held last week, Mr. Rennie in the chair. It

appeared that the Company had recently taken possession

of the Stanhope and Tyne Railway, which they were now
working at a profit, under the title of the Pontop and
South Shields Railway. The accounts exhibited a net

revenue for the half-year of 42,802/., leaving a balance,

after the payment of 27,618/. for expenses, of 15,183/.

This amount had been charged with the interest on the

loans and liabilities of the late Company, out of which a

dividend at the rate of 30s. per share for the half-year

was declared. The traffic in coal and passengers on the

line exhibited a steady increase.

IRELAND.
DuWm.— During the greater part of kfct wctk this city

was in a state of excitement, occasioned by a discu^siou
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in the corporation on a motion submitted by Mr.
O'Connell in favour of Repeal. It commenced on Tues-
day, and lasted for three days. The house was crowded
to excess, although strangers were admitted by tickets.

Mr. O'Connell brought forward his motion in a speech of
great length. He founded his arguments in favour of

self-government on several reasons. The first, he said,

was the capacity of the Irish nation for domestic legisla-

tion ; 2d, the perfect right of Ireland to legislate for

herself; 3d, that that right was fully established by the

transactions of 1782 ; 4 th, that the most beneficial results

to Ireland would follow from the repeal of the Act of

Union; 5th, the utter incompetence of the Irish Parlia-

ment to pass the Act of Union ; 6th, that it was no con-

tract, being brought about by fraud, bribery, corruption,

and coercion ; 7th, that the most disastrous results to

Ireland have flowed from the Union ; 8th, that the Union

might be abolished without an infringement of the con-

stitution ; and the 9th, that the most salutary results

would follow to the British empire by the repeal of the

Act of Union. He had come there to establish these

propositions, and he had no doubt the assembly would
consider he had opened a very wide field. He then pro-

ceeded, in detail, with his propositions, illustrating his

argument by statistical and other facts. Upon the evils of

absenteeism, as " one of the disastrous results to Ireland

which have flowed from the Union," he dwelt at some
length, and read documents showing the deplorable dis-

tress at present existing. After speaking for four hours

and a half, he concluded by moving that a petition should

be adopted in favour of a repeal of the legislative Union.
Councillor M'Loughlin having seconded the motion, Al-

derman Butt observed that he and those who agreed with

him had nothing to complain of in the tone and mode of

argument of Mr- O'Connell, and submitted the following

amendment:—"That believing the discussion of the

question of the repeal of the legislative Union between
England and Ireland, in the corporation of the city of

Dublin, as calculated to produce political discussions,

prevent all cordial co-operation between persons of
different political opinions, and to prevent this body
from exercising its municipal functions for the good
of the citizens at large, this assembly repudiates in

the strongest manner the introduction of the question,

and that, therefore, the consideration of the question be
adjourned sine die.

7
' On Wednesday the discussion was

resumed, and after a long sitting was again adjourned.

On Thursday several members of the Corporation spoke
on both sides of the question, and Mr. O'Connell replied

in a speech of considerable lengih ; after which a division

took place—the result was, for the motion 41 3
for the

amendment 15—giving a majority of twenty-six for Mr.
O'ConnelTs motion. On the numbers being announced,

Mr. O'Connell assured the " twenty-six " that their

names should be inscribed upon a column in College-

green, and handed down to posterity in the imperishable

record of Irish history. He then moved that a committee
should be appointed from the majority, ^to prepare the
draught of a petition to Parliament for a repeal of the

Union. The debate was conducted throughout in good
temper and with much courtesy among the opposing par-

ties. Mr. O'Connell seemed particularly anxious on this

head, and exerted himself successfully to effect the object.

The meeting of the Repeal Association took place on
Monday. The proceedings were of the usual character,

and the rent for the week was announced to be
259/. lis. Old.

Carlow.—Last week some persons broke info the church
of St. Mullins, in this county, and attempted to remove a
large flag which covered the entrance into the vault be-
longing to the ancient family of Kavanagh. "Whether
they were unable to remove it, or were alarmed and fled,

is not certain, for they only succeeded in disturbing it.

Their design'is involved in mystery. Government have
offered a reward of 30/. for such information as will lead

to the discovery of the offenders.

Newry.—On the 26th ult. an attempt was made to
assassinate a Presbyterian clergyman in the pulpit, at

Rathfriland. It appears that the Rev. J. Dickie, one of
the Presbyterian ministers of that place, had an evening
service in his own church, when he preached a ser-

mon on the progress of Puseyism, and its alleged

tendency to Popery. Just at the conclusion, and
whilst it h e rev. gentleman was engaged in prayer, some
one fired through the windows, and wounded him severely

in both arms. It is hoped that the wounds will not prove
fatal. The perpetrator of the outrage escaped in the dark-
ness of the night, but the tracks of his feet were traced in

the direction of Lessie. The Lord-Lieutenant has issued
a proclamation, offering a reward of 100/. for the disco-
very of the assassin.

Donegal.—Some days since,while the Wesleyan Metho-
dists of Mountcharles, in this county, were holding a
missionary meeting in the market-house of that place,
which has been occupied as a chapel of ease by the
minister belonging to the Established church, some person
fired a gun through one of the windows, breaking 14
panes of glass. The assembly were at prayer at the time,
or, in all probability, the lives of many would have been
in danger, as the shots passed over them, and struck the
opposite wall.

. Kilkenny.—The Marquess of Ormonde has made a
reduction of 20 per cent, on the rent of his tenants-at-
will in this county, to continue as long as the present
depression of agriculture shall last. In announcing this
to the tenants, his agent states that Lord Ormonde is in-
duced to come forward to relieve his tenants thus liberally
to enable them to apply sufficient manure to their farms,
and to carry on the necessary improvements which this
abatement of rent will fully enable them to effect.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Edinburgh and provincial papers

state with expressions of regret, that the Non-Intrusionists
are proceeding vigorously with preparations for seceding.

Their agents (chiefly females), are going from door to

door distributing printed statements and soliciting sub-
scriptions ; while the great body of the public are wholly
unmoved by their agitation. The leading clergymen of
the movement have given proof of their determination to

sacrifice their endowments by giving up their expensive
houses for cheaper dwellings. Plans for new wooden
churches have been ordered, and other symptoms appear
of a real intention of carrying the long-deferred threat of
seceding into execution/

Glas(/ow.~On Saturday evening, the 25th ult., the
shock of an earthquake was distinctly felt at Oban. It
came on with a sudden dull shock, as of a heavy body
falling, and then resembled the rumbling of a carriage.

It appeared to pass from east to west, and occupied from
forty to fifty seconds in its transition. There were the
usual accompaniments of shaking of furniture, rattling of
glass and earthen vessels. A flash of lightning was ob-
served about the same time, although there was none seen
previous. About two years ago a similar shock was felt

in the place, and a still severer one about fourteen years
ago.

Aberdeen.—On Thursday, the Marquis of Breadalbane
was elected Lord Rector of Marischal College. Of the
four nations, viz., Mar, Angus, Moray, and Buchan, the
Marquis had the majority of votes in the first three.
The election turned upon the church question. The other
nominees were, Sir James Macgregor, Lord March, and
the Marquis of Waterford.

Hafo.
Central Criminal Covrt.— Trial ofM'Naughten.—The pro-

ceedings in this case were resumed on Saturday. The judges
took their seats on the bench at nine o'clock, and immediately
after, Mr. Cockburn commenced his address tor the defence. The
French Ambassador and numerous visitors were present, as on
the previous day, and the Court was very much crowded. Mr.
Cockburn said, he rose under a deep sense of the responsibility
he had undertaken, and his own inadequacy. He felt himself to
be in one of the most painful positions in which an advocate
could be placed, being called on to defend a case of so singular a
description. However, he had full confidence that the defence
he was prepared to make would be found effectual, considering
all the peculiar circumstances that surrounded the case. When
he recollected how deeply implanted in the human heart was the
horror of assassination, and, above all, how that horror was inter-
woven in the nature of Englishmen—when he recollected the
deep sympathy that existed (or the deceased, and the worth of
his character, to which his learned friend the Solicitor-General
had paid so eloquent a tribute, and in which tribute he (Mr.
Cockburn) fully concurred—he felt bound most earnestly to
appeal to the impartiality of the jury, and he felt convinced that
that appeal would not be made in vain. His learned friend had,
with his usual accuracy, anticipated the line of defence intended
to be set up. Most unquestionably it was not his (Mr. Cockburn *s)

intention to touch for a moment the main feature in this case.
He was not there to deny that the hand of the prisoner had in-
flicted the mortal wound on the deceased. No, the defence would
turn not on the deed, but on the state of the prisoner's mind
when he commitled it. There could be no doubt that according
to our law insanity absolved a person from the consequences of
a violation of the law, and in this the law of England went no
farther than the law of civilised nations—no farther than reason
prescribed—no farther, if he were not presumptuous in saying it,

than the will and ordination of God. He trusted he should not
be thought presumptuous in saying that, when the Almighty
thought fit to lay an individual under the heaviest calamity of
which human nature was susceptible, he must have, at the same
time, released such individual from the consequences of acts of
Which he did not feel or know the enormity. Therefore the law
ordaii.ed that when there was a disease that troubled and ob-
scured the very sources of reason, and converted a human being
into the similitude of a lower animal, which left him the slave of
the wildest impulses, and led him with ungovernable fury to acts
which reason would have abhorred, the individual so circum-
stanced should be tree from ail personal responsibility. This
principle of the law admitted of no exception, but at the same
time it would be idle to say that in particular applications of this
great principle difficulties did not occur, and it was, therefore,
that he asked for the patient attention of the jury while he laid
be/ore them the peculiar features of this case. He had stated that
the defence for the prisoner would be his mental deficiency at the
time when he committed the act, and he trusted that the evi-
dence he intended to put forward in support of that defence
would meet with their most serious attention. That evidence
would be of two sorts ; it would not be such as his learned friend
had supposed— of a vague and negative kind—it would be testi-
mony positive and precise. And he said this from the bottom of

his heaxt—such as would carry conviction to the minds of every-
one present. The testimony of persons who had known the
prisoner from his youth—who had been brought into immediate
contact with him—and the friends with whom he had associated.
And, lest the evidence of persons so situated might be met with
distrust, he had also evidence beyond suspicion—the evidence of
persons in authority in his native place, to all of whom this un-
fortunate calamity had been made clearly known, and to all of
whom the prisoner had appealed for protection fiom the fancied
dangers which his imagination had created. The evidence would
sl.ow that the prisoner had been the victim of fearful delusions,
which had gradually destroyed his self-control, until he had com-
mitted the deed for which he was now placed on his trial. In addi-
tion lothis,hc(Mr. Cockburn) proposed to place before the jury the
evidence of gentlemen connected with the medical. profession-
men of intelligence and skill—who would tell the jury that it was
their internal conviction that the man was mad, and the
creature of delusions and ungovernable influences, to such an
extent as would release him from the character of a responsible
assassin. He would impress upon the Jury the great importance
of this latter kind of testimony. He trusted he should not be
deemed presumptuous in observing, that of all questions that
could come before a tribunal like the present, the question of in-

hanity was, except in cases where the whole mind was disor-
dered, the most difficult to decide. Madness was not a disease,
appaiently at least, of the body. Its operation was on the mind,
through the cerebral organization, affecting the intelligence of

which that organization was the seat, aud the knowledge of

such a disease was only accurately to be ascertained by those
who had made the observation of the disease the study of their
lives, and who had devoted to it their whole experience and ca-
pacity. He need not remind the jury that lrom the very nature
of this disease it insulated the victim from the rest of his kind,
making it the more difficult for the latter to decide on the nice
degrees of intensity of which the disease was susceptible. He
did not say that the Jury were wholly to surrender their judg-
ments to evidence such as he had last mentioned, he had only
thought it his duty fully to point out to them the importance of

such testimony, and to press on them the paramount necessity
of listening to it with the most patient attention. He then pro-
ceeded at great length to lay down the law as applicable to the
case, and afterwards called witnesses to show that the prisoner

for years had laboured under unaccountable delusions, fancying
that he was followed by persecutors, who were present during
all the occupations of his life and even during his sleep. That
they threw straws at him in the streets and followed him to
London, and even to France; that sometimes he thought they
were Catholic priests and Jesuits, and at others that they were
Tories persecuting him on account of his having once voted for

a Whig candidate at Glasgow. So strong was this delusion that
he had called on the commissioners of police for protection.

Several of these witnesses deposed that they considered him two
years ago a dangerous lunatic, and that he ought to have been

|

put under restraint. The interest of the trial, however, turned
on the evidence of the medical witnesses. We shall, therefore,

confine ourselves to the facts stated in their testimony. Dr.
Monro said that the act with which the prisoner was charged,
coupled with the history of his past life, left not the re-

motest doubt on his mind of the presence of insanity, suffi-

cient to deprive the prisoner of all self-control. He considered
the act of the prisoner in killing Mr. Drummond to have been
committed whilst under a delusion ; that the act itself he looked
upon as the crowning act of the whole matter—as the climax

—

as a carrying out of the pre-existing idea which had haunted him
for years. Mr. Cockburn.— Is it consistent with the pathology
of insanity, that a partial delusion may exist, depriving the
person of all self-control, whilst the other faculties may be
sound ? Witness.—Certainly ; monomania may exist with gene-
ral sanity. He frequently knew a person insane upon one point
exhibit great cleverness upon all others not immediately associ-

ated with his delusions. He had seen clever artists, arithme-
ticians, and architects, whose mind was disordered on one point.

An insane person may commit an act similar to the one with
which the prisoner is charged, and yet be aware of the conse-
quences of such an act. The evidence which he had heard in court

had not induced him to alter his opinion of the case. Lunatics
often manifested a high degree of cleverness and ingenuity, and
exhibited occasionally great cunning in escaping from the con-
sequences of such acts. He sawanumberofsuch cases every day.
Cross-examined by the Solicitor-General.—You have stated that

Drs. Bright and Sutherland were present at the examination.
Did they hear your examination of the prisoner? Witness.

—

Yes, they were present with Sir A. Morrison and Mr. M'Clure,
and heard the examination. They were thereon the part of the

Crown. I asked all the questions. On the two last occasions

on which I saw the prisoner, Mr. Hutchinson and Dr. Crawford
were present at the request of the friends of the prisoner. They
examined the prisoner almost exclusively on that occasion, and
in accordance with the usual practice, gentlemen in behalf of

the Crown also attended. The Solicitor- General.—Did he not
say he would not have tired if he had known that it was not Sir

Robert Peel ? Witness.—No, I think he did not. On this point

he observed, that the person at whom he fired gave him as he
passed a scowling look. At that moment all the excitings of

months and years rushed into his mind, and he thought that he
could only obtain peace by shooting him. He stated This in an-

swer to my questions. 1 avoided all leading questions. The
Solicitor-General.—What do you mean by insanity? Do you
consider a person labouring under a morbid delusion of unsound
mind? Witness.— I do.—The Solicitor-General.—Do you think
insanity may exist without any morbid delusion? Witness.—
Yes ; a person may be imbecile; but there is generally some
morbid delusion ; there are various shades of insanity. A person

may be of unsound mind, and yet be able to manage the usual
affairs of life. The Solicitor-General.—May insanity exist with
amoral perception of right and wrong? Witness.—Yesj it is

very common. The Solicitor-General.—A person may have a
delusion and know murder to be a crime? Witness.—If there
existed antecedent symptoms I should consider the murder to be
an overt act, the crowning piece of his insanity. Re-examined
by Mr. Cockburn.—You said, Dr. Monro, that a pexson might
labour under a particular form of insanity without having liis

moral perceptions deranged. For illustration— a man may fancy
his legs made of glass. There is nothing in that which could
affect his moral feelings? Witness.— Certainly not.— JVlr. Cock-
burn.—You have not the slightest doubt that M'Naughten's
moral perceptions were impaired? Witness.—No. Sir A. Mor-
rison examined by Mr. Clarkson.—Was one of the gentlemen
who saw the prisoner with Drs. Monro, Sutherland, and Bright.
Has been in court during the whole of the day. Was present
during the whole of the examination of the prisoner in Newgate.
After the conclusion of that examination he arrived at an opi-

nion as to the prisoner's state of mind. After having heard the
evidence adduced that day in court, his opinion had not under-
gone any change. He concurred with the evidence of Dr. Monro.
He believed he committed the act when insane. His morbid
delusion consisted in his fancying that he was subject to a sys-
tem of persecution. This delusion deprived the prisoner of all

restraint or control over his actions. He had not tlic slightest
doubt on the point. The evidence brought forward on the
part of the prisoner had strengthened that opinion. His at-
tention had been directed for half a century to this subject.
Cross-examined by the Solicitor-General.—Do you think the pri-
soner of unsound mind? Witness.— I do. Mr. M'Clure sworn
and examined by Mr. Bodkin.— He said he was a surgeon, and
had practised in London 30 years. He had examined the pri-
soner on four separate occasions with Drs. Monro and Bright,
and Sir A. Morrison. He thought that the delusions under
which M'Naughten laboured were real, and not assumed. Ho
had no doubt on the point. He heard all the evidence given in
the case, and was of opinion that when he fired at Mr. Drum-
mond at Charing-cross the prisoner laboured under an hallu-
cination which deprived him of all ordinary restraint. He con-
sidered that his moral liberty was discharged. Cross-examined
by the Solicitor-General.—Did you ask the prisoner if he kuew
whom it was that he fired at? Witness.— 1 did not. The Soli-

citor-General.—Did he not say that if he had not thought it was
Sir R. Peel at whom he fired he would not have shot Mr. Drum-
mond ? Witness.—He did not say so. 1 was present at all the
meetings. Dr. W. Hutchinson sworn and examined by Mr.
Cockburn,— Js physician to the Koyal Lunatic Asylum at
Glasgow. Has had much experience in cases of insanity. He
had visited M'Naughten whilst in Newgate in conjunction with
the other medical men. lie had found him labouring under a
morbid delusion of mind. The delusions were real, and not as-
sumed. He considered them sufficient to account for the act
with which the prisoner was charged. He thought that his state
of mind deprived him of the power of exercising any self-control
over his actions at the moment when he committed the offence
in question, lie considered the act flowed immediately oat of the
delusion, cross examined by the Solicitor-General.—Do you mean
to say that the delusion prevented the prisoner lrom exercising
any control over his actions? Witness.— 1 said that the act was
the consequence of the delusion, which was irresistible. The
delusion was so strong; that nothing but a physical impediment
could have prevented him lrom committing the act. lie might
have done the same thing in Glasgow if the disease of the mind
had reached the same point. I date his insanity from the period
when he called on Mr. Wilson, the Commissioner of Police, for

protection. I think he was insane at that time. That was
about 18 months ago. Even at that time I do not think he
could have resisted any impulse springing from the morbid de-

lusions under which he suffered. By the Solicitor-General.—
Divesting your mind of all the evidence you have heard, and all

the facts connected with the case, and lorming your judgment
on the examination to which you subjected the prisoner, what
would be your opinion of his state of mind ? Witness.— I should

have no hesitation in certifying that he was a dangerous lunatic.

Re-examined by Mr. Cockburn.—When patients exhibit symp

f
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toms similar to those which the prisoner manifested, they are
generally, I believe, placed under restraint? Witness.—Yes.
Such symptoms olten gradually develop themselves, whereas
many have these delusions for some time and are harmless, and
then they may suddenly impel them to the commission of crime.
I have known cases of that kind. Dr. J. Crawford sworn and
examined by Mr. Bodkin.— I am a lecturer on Medical Jurispru-
dence at the Andersonian Institution of Glasgow. I accompanied
the medical men last Thursday, when the prisoner was visited in

Newgate. I assisted in the examination. I have heard the evi-

dence given by Dr. Hutchinson, and entirely concur in all Ije

has said with reference to M'Naughten'a insanity. Mr.M'Murdo,
surgeon, sworn, and examined by Mr. Cockburn.—I am the sur-
geon of Newgate. My opinion has not been reduced to writing.
I have regularly visited the prisoner ever since he was confined
in the gaol. I have taken pains to ascertain his state of mind.
The result of my observations is, that he is insane, and was so at
the time when he committed the offence of which he is charged.
I have given that opinion to the parties engaged in the prosecu-
tion. I believe that he was insane at the moment he committed
the offence. He believed that he was acting in self-defence and
correctly. That opinion is the result of several conversations.
Mr. A. Key, surgeon, sworn and examined by Mr. Clarkson,—

I

am surgeon of Guy's Hospital. I have not seen the prisoner dur-
ing his confinement in Newgate. I saw him for the first time in

my life yesterday. I have been in court during the whole of the
trial. I believe from all I have heard that he (prisoner) laboured
under a delusion when he shot Mr. Drummond ; that he was ex-
empt from all responsibility j that he had no control over his ac-
tions. I have not had my attention particularly directed to the
subject of insanity, but I have been engaged in judicial inquiries.
J think a person may be under the influence of a morbid delu-
sion, and yet be able to conduct the ordinary affairs of life. The
delusion which impelled him to the act deprived him of all moral
control. Mr. Forbes Winslow, surgeon, examined by Mr. Clark-
son.— I am the author of the u Plea of Insanity in Criminal Cases,"
and other works on the subject of insanity. I have been in court
during the whole of the trial, and have not been summoned on
either side, and have heard all the evidence on the part of the
Crown and for the defence. Judging from the evidence which I

have heard, I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that the

prisoner is insane, and that he committed the offence in question
whilst afflicted with a delusion, under which he appears to have
been labouring for a considerable length of time. Lord Chief

Justice Tihdal.—Will you repeat what you have just stated ? Mr.
Winslow again expressed an unqualified opinion of the prisoner's
insanity. Dr. B. Philips, surgeon and lecturer at the Westminster
Hospital was then called, but Lord Chief Justice Tindal interposed
and said—Mr. Solicitor General, are you prepared, on the part of

the Crown, with any evidence to combat this testimony of the
medical witnesses who now have been examined? because we
think, if you have not, we must be under the necessity of stop-

ping the case? Is there any medical evidence on the other side?

The Solicitor-General.—No, my Lord. Lord Chief Justice Tindal.

—We feel the evidence, especially that of the last two medical
gentlemen who have been examined, and who are strangers to

both sides, and only observers of the case, to be very strong, and
sufficient to induce my learned brother and myself to stop the
case. The Solicitor-General said,—Gentlemen of the jury, after

the intimation I have received from the Bench, I reel that I

t
should not be properly discharging my duty to the Crown and to

' the public, if 1 asked you to give your verdict in this case against
the prisoner. The Lord Chief Justice has intimated to mc the
very strong opinion entertained by himself and the other learned
judges who have presided here to-day, that the evidence on the
part of the defendant, and more particularly the evidence of the

medical witnesses, is sufficient to show that this unfortunate
man, at the time he committed the act, was labouring under
insanity; and, of course, if he were so, he would be entitled to
his acquittal. I was anxious, however, to say, on the part of
the Crown, that they have had no object whatever but the attain-

ment of public justice j and I believe I am right in saying that,

on the part of the prosecution, every facility has been given to

the defence. There is no wish, there can be no wish, on the part
of the public prosecutor, but that the ends of public justice shall

be attained; and, certainly, when in the streets of this metro-
polis a crime of this sort was committed, it was incumbent on
those who have the care of the public peace and safety to have
the case properly investigated. The safety of the lives and per-
sons of all of us requires that there should be such an investiga-

tion. On the part of the Crown I felt it my duty to lay betore
you the evidence we possessed of the conduct of this young man.
I cannot agree with the observations my learned friend has made
on the doctrines and authorities that have been laid down in this

case, because I think those doctrines and authorities are correct

law; our object being to ascertain whether at the time the pri-

soner committed the crime he was at that time to be regarded as
a responsible agent, or whether all control of himself was taken
away ? The Lord Chief Justice I understand to mean to submit
that question to you. I cannot press for a verdict against the

prisoner. The learned Judge will submit the case to you, and
then it will be for you to come to your decision. The Lord Chief
Justice said,—Gentlemen of the jury, in this important case,

which has excited very great anxiety during the two preceding

days, the point I shall have to submit to you is, whether on the
whole of the evidence you have heard you are satisfied that at
the time the act was committed, for the commission of which the
prisoner now stands charged, he had that competent use of his
understanding as that he knew that he was doing, by the very
act itself, a wicked and a wrong thing \ If he was not sensible
at the time he committed that act that rt was a violation of the
law of God or of man, undoubtedly he was not responsible for
that act, or liable to any punishment whatever flowing from that
act. Gentlemen, that is the precise point which 1 shall feel it my
duty to leave to you. I have undoubtedly been very muchstruck,
and so have my learned brethren, by the evidence we have heard
during the evening from the medical persons who have been
examined as to the state of the mind of the unhappy prisoner—
for unhappy I must call him in reference to his state of mind.
Now, gentlemen, I can go through the whole of the evidence,
*nd particularly call back your attention to that part of it to
which I at first adverted, but I cannot help remarking, in com-
mon with my learned brethren, that the whole of the medical
evidence is on one side, and that there is no part of it which
J caves any doubt on the mind. It seems almost unnecessary that

\ should go through the evidence. I am, however, in your hands
;

Dutif n balancing the evidence in your minds you think the
Prisoner capable ol distinguishing between right and wrong, then
he Was

capauic ol disiingui:

a responsible agent, and liable to all the penalties the
*a-W imposes. If not so, and if in your judgment the subject
&nouid appear involved in very great difficulty, then yon would
P>'«bubly not take upon yourselves to find the prisoner guilty. If

J
] at is your opinion, then you will acquit the prisoner. If you

Ul| iik you ought to hear the evidence more iully, in that case I

y^l state it to you, and leave the case in your hands. Probably,
however, sufficient haa now been laid before you, and you will
**? whether you want any further information. The Foreman
P^the Jury,—We require no more, my Lord. The Lord Chief
^tice.—Ifyou find the prisoner not guilty, say on the ground
£c insanity, in which case proper care will be taken of him. The
foreman.—We find the prisoner Not Guilty, on the ground of

|

nsaiuty. The Clerk of the Arraigns ordered the gaoler to keep
^prisoner in safe custody till her Majesty's pleasure be known.
""The trial was not concluded until 8 o'clock.

.
The Club Robberies.—Joshua Jones Ashler/ was placed at the bar

3 answer several indictments charging him with stealing a large
I'jantity of silver spoons and forks from different club-houses, of

rj
Uch the prisoner was a member, or to which he had the entree.
le first indictment charged the prisoner with stealing four

Poons and one fork, the property of John Howse, in his dwel-

ling-house. Mr. Clarkson addressed the jury, and said that the
prisoner was formerly an army-agentand banker, and carried on
business in Regent-street. He was a member of the Junior
United Service Club, from whence this property was alleged to
have been stolen, and under these circumstances a question of
law might arise as to whether the present indictment should be
sustained. He then proceeded to detail the facts of the case,
which have recently been laid before our readers. The Recorder,
in allusion to the difficulty asserted by counsel in point of law,
'-aid that the proper time for that question to be argued would be
when it arose upon the evidence. Witnesses were then examined
at some length, but the Court ultimately ruled that the indict-
ment could not be sustained, as it expressly stated that the pro-
perly was stolen in a dwelling-house, a term which could not be
applied to a club. The prisoner was therefore acquitted. He
was then charged upon another indictment, with stealing some
spoons and forks, the property of Sir James Watson and others,
the trustees of the Army and Navy Club. As the circumstances
under which the robbery was committed have been so fully and
recently given, it will be unnecessary to state more than that it

was clearly proved that the prisoner had an opportunity of taking
the property in question, and he was proved to have pledged it

afterwards. Several witnesses were called who gave the prisoner
a good character. The jury found the prisoner Guilty of Larceny,
and he was sentenced to be transported for seven years. There
were other indictments against the prisoner, but they were not
proceeded with. A large quantity of plate was, however, handed
over by the pawnbrokers to the different prosecutors.

Assizis IxTKLuoicNcio.— (Lancaster.)— 77/r Chartist Trials,—
The unusual length to which our report ofthe trial of M'Naughten
and the Parliamentary debates of the MTeek extends, compels us
to postpone until next week the details of the trial of Mr. Fear-
gus O'Connor and the other Chartists at Lancaster. The prison-
ers concluded their defence on Wednesday j but after the Attorney-
General's reply, the learned Judge, at the request of the jury,
deferred his summing up until Thursday, on which day the trial

terminated. Of the 52 prisoners indicted, 15, including Dr.
M'Douall, Thomas Cooper, and Bernard M'Cartney, were found
guilty only on the fourth count of the indictment, which charged
them with having " tumultuously and unlawfully assembled to-
gether, and by violence, threats, &c, forced divers peaceable
subjects of the realm to leave their occupations," &c.

;

fifteen others, including Mr. Feargus O'Connor, were se-
verally found guilty on the fifth count, which charged them with
having " unlawfully endeavoured to excite her Majesty's liege
subjects to disaffection and hatred of her laws, and having
endeavoured to persuade and encourage the said liege subjects
to unite, confederate, and agree to leave their several and res-
pective employments, and to produce a cessation of labour
throughout a large portion of this realm," &c. The rest were
acquitted. Judgment on those who were convicted is deferred.

!

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday. — DERBY.— 9 to 1 agst Mr.

Blakelock's A British Yeoman; l6to 1 agst Colonel Peel's Murat;
25 to 1 agst Mr. Bell's Winesour ; 25 to 1 agst Lord Eglinton's
Aristides ; 27 to 1 agst Colonel Anson's Napier; 33 to 1 agst Mr.
Griffith's Newcourt ; 35 to 1 agst Lord Westminster's Languish
colt ; 40 to l agst Duke of Grafton's Cataract (taken, and after-
wards offered) ; 40 to 1 agst Mr. Bowes'sCotherstone ; 1000 to 15
agst Mr. T. Taylor's Gamecock; 1000 to 15 agst Duke of Rich-
mond's Cornopean (taken) ; 1000 to 10 agst Colonel Peel's Caen

;

1000 even between Mercy colt and Gamecock. OAKS.—5 to 1

agst Lord Westminster's Maria Day (taken).

THEATRICALS.
Her Majesty's Theatre. •— The opera will open

this evening, with Donizetti's new opera of Adelia.
Madame Grisi, Madame Persian!, Mademoiselle Moltini,
Signor F. Labiache, and Signor Mario are the recognised
favourites who will appear this season, .^with Signor
Carti, a new tenor, and Signor Fornasari, a new basso.

Mademoiselles Taglioni, Cerito, Fanny Elssler, Guy
Stephen, Camille, and M. Perrot, are among the engage-
ments for the ballet, with the addition of a new dancer,
Mdlle. Adele Dumilatre. The whole of the opera com-
pany, with the single exception of Madame Grisi, will

probably appear before Easter- The ballet will open with
Mdlle. Dumilatre, who will make her appearance in a

piece called UAurore. Mdlle. Cerito will not arrive till

May, when she will appear in a ballet called La Naiad

e
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founded on La Motte Fouque"s romance of Undine.
Among the operatic novelties are mentioned Linda di

Chamouni and Bon Pasquale, by Donizetti, Paer's Ca-
milla, Herold's Zampa, and an opera composed expressly
for this theatre by Costa, called Don Carlos.

Jifltscellancous.
Mortality.—The Quarterly Table of Mortality, in 114

of the principal districts (including nearly all the large

towns) of England and Wales has just been published;
whence it appears that the average total number of deaths

in the four autumns from 1838 to 1841 (inclusive) was
42,003 : the total number for the last autumn was 39,368:

the quarterly average for the past year, 40,554. These
numbers are inclusive of metropolitan mortality, which

for the corresponding periods averaged respectively 1 1,861,

11,631, and 11,318. The population in themetropoiitandis-

tricts was at the last census 1,870,727 ; in the entire of the

districts included in these returns 6,534,535. Some things

in these statements are startling. Thus, while the mortality

of the metropolitan districts is in round numbers 12,000

during the winter quarter, the mortality for the same period

in Birmingham was in round numbers 1,000, with a popu-
lation of only 138,000. The following remarks appended
possess considerable interest:—The mortality in the 114
districts was 2.57 per cent- annually (1838-1841), conse-
quently much higher than in the rest of the country;

hence it is believed that the districts in the return will be

the first io indicate the rise of any epidemic, or any dete-

rioration of the public health. The enumerated population

increased from 1831 to 1841 about 1.74 percent, annually.

The present quarter closes the year 1842 ; in which

161,106 deaths were registered in the 114 districts. If we

raise the average 4.4 per cent, as a correction for the in-

crease of population in 25 years, the average applicable to

1842 will be 171,400 ; whi'le the deaths registered in that

year (1842) were only 161,106. The actual mortality in

1842 was 2.42 per cent., or 6 per cent, less than the

average mortality (2.57) of the same districts in the four

years 1838-1841. The average of the autumn quarter

was 42,003, or corrected 43,854 ; so that the deaths

(39,368) registered in the quarter were 11 per cent, below

the quarterly average. The mean temperature of the
autumn of 1842 was 0.7 deg. above the average ; the fall

of rain was 6 inches, the average being 4.6 inches. In
the metropolis the epidemic class of diseases was less fatal
than usual ; one-fourth of the deaths in this class was
caused by scarlatina. Bronchitis and pneumonia prevailed.
Scarlatina is mentioned by the registrars as still prevalent
in several districts, particularly in the southern parts of
the island. The districts in which the number of deaths
was greater than the average of the autumn quarter in the
same districts are, Maidstone, Brighton, Norwich, Devizes,
Dorchester, Plymouth, Redruth, Penzance, Stroud, Chel-
tenham, Hereford, Worcester, Woolstanton, and Burslem,
Coventry, Leicester, Basford, "West Derby, Bolton, Hali-
fax, Pontypool. The districts in which the number of
deaths was less than the average of the autumn quarter in
the same districts are the Metropolitan districts, Isle of
Wight, Portsea, Winchester, St. Alban's, Northampton,
Cambridge, Ipswich, Exeter, St. Thomas, Bristol, Shrews-
bury, Wolverhampton, Birmingham, Macclesfield, Great
Boughton, Liverpool, Blackburn, Rochdale, Bury, Wigan,
Ashton,and Oldham, Sheffield, Huddersfield, Leeds, Hull,

Sunderland, Gateshead, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Carlisle, Aber-
gavenny, and Merthyr Tydvil.— Times.

Art Union Lotteries.—Mr. Serjeant Talfourd having
been applied to respecting the legality of the various Art
Lottery schemes at present before the public, has given it

as his opinion " that all the schemes above described are

lotteries, or such distributions by chance as are in direct

violation of the statutes," and, further, "That the parties

subscribing to or purchasing shares in the proposed dis-

tributions, and who proceed to take their chances of prizes
at the drawing of the lots, are liable to the penalties of
12 G. 2."

MARK LANE, Friday, March 10.— Since Monday our arrivals
of English Wheat have been considerable, bui the principal part
having gone direct to the Millers, there is little showing on the
Market; the Trade is dull, and the out of conditioned samples
are offering on rather lower terms.— In foreign very little busi-
ness has been transacted, and prices remain as last quoted. Fine
Malting Barley is inquired after, and fully maintains its value.
Beans and Peas are unaltered. We have large supplies of Eng-
lish and Irish Oats, the former must be quoted 6d. per qr. lower,
but the holders of the latter display much firmness, which checks
business.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER*.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Barley ...... . , Malting and.distillinjr

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . i'oJands
Northumberland and Scotch .... »ed
Irish Feed

Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new

Pigeon, Heligoland . .

Peas, White

Jan. 27
Feb. 3

w^m 10— 17
»_ 2i

M ar. 3

22 to 28 Tick
£8 to S3 Winds,
E0to3i Maple

s. s.

44 to fi2

44 to 50
25 to 30
13 to 23
— to —
9 to 18
— to —
23 to 29
26 to 34
27 to

S. S.
Red 40 to4fi

White — to—
Grind. 19 to 25
r ced 14 to 22
Potato 15 to 24
l

>otatol4 to 22

Harrow 24 to 30
Longpod24 to 28
(.irey 26 to 27

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

6' weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

{Wheat. Barley. Oats. Hve. Beans
49 3 27 8 J7 30 4 87 10
48 1 £7 5 16 9 28 2 27 3
47 5 27 1 16 11 30 1 2/ 5
17 U 27 1 17 27 9
4U 6 27 2 19 1 28 4 26 11
43 3 27 4 17 3 29 86 7

48 3 27 4 17

8

28 11 27 2

1 £0 9 11 6 11 6

Peas.
£0 4
29 n
30 i

29 5
SO 1

£8 e

29 9

11 6

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.

English
Irish .

Foreign

English
Irish .

Scotch .

Foreign

Flour.
7-124 Sks. — Brls.

it

it

Wht. Bh,-]. Walt. Oats.| Rye. Bns.
3755 6950 864 1 1028 2068— 897 __ 18167 - _1 —
2500

Peai

—J

ARRIVALS
Wheat
112/0

THIS WEEK.
Barley
1 1 <>«G

f'ats

IT

6970

Flour
7250

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENT C. S- Masterman, Croydon, grocer-

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.—A. Norton, Edward-street, Psrtman-
square, cabinet-maker.

BANKRUPTS.— K- Chamberlain, Ipswich, Suffolk, shipowner—H. Yeat-
man, Bear-lane, Blackl'riars-road, victualler—D- Baseley, of (>1 and 62, High-
street, Southwark, and 38, Surrey-place, Old Kent-road, cheesemonger— G.
Barker, HaidirTe-upon-Trent, Nottingham, blacksmith— J. Knapton and

I
W.

M'Kay, Wanningham, Yorkshire, sturl-manufaeturers—S. Kirk, Jaie of Kim-
berworth, but now of Sheffield, Yorkshire, ironfnunder-P. J. Fapillon, Leeds,

wine-merchant— J. B- Sinks, Worksop, Nottinghamshire, innkeeper—H- .Lons-

dale, Sheffield, grocer— C. Parkins, Leeds, worsted-spinner— W. Thompson,
Rawdon, Yorkshire, cloth manufacturer— R. Alaisden, Elland, \nvkshire,

woollen-cloth-manulacturer—H. A. Jameson, North Shields. Norihumberiand,

n-Tyne, slater-G- Walker, New-

byshire, brickniakers-
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LARCFIES, &c.

YERY fine Two Year Seedlings, and One and Two
Year transplanted Larclies, and other Nursery stock are

still on sale, at moderate prices, by W. Urquhart and Sons,
Pnndee.

FLOWER-SEEDS ; 36 packets, 10.*.; 18 do., 5*.,

forwarded postage-free to any part. Apply to Mr. Brown,
Curator, Botanic Garden, Colchester. Any preferred species may
be specified in the order. A mixed selection, containing 30

varieties, for sowing indiscriminately on Borders, 55. Pelargo-

nium, Petunia, and Heliotropium, 1.9. per packet.— P. S. Remit a

Post-oftice order or Stamps.

WILLIAM LYNN, Nurseryman, Skedsman,
and Florist, late of Henlcy-on-Thamcs, Oxon, respect-

fully informs the Gentry and Public in general, that lie is now
carrying on the above business, and connected therewith a

Garden Tool Warehouse, at the premises, No. 10, Church-

Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, i ercnmal

and Bulbous Roots. His Garden Utensils arc also of the best

description, at prices which, he trusts, with industry, punctuality,

and attention, will secure to him general patronage.

W. L. solicits particular attention to Ins new PEA, Lynn's
Dwarf Wrinkled Marrow, a.v. (id. per quart, winch is superior

to the Knight's Marrows, and much more advantageous, especially

in smaU gardens, its height being 3 to 4 feet ; it is the most pro-

lific summer and autumn Pea ever introduced— perpetual in its

bearing, the pod quite full, and of delicious flavour, even when
nearly ripe.—Catalogues oi" Seeds, Garden Implements, &c.,may
be had on application, inclosing a postage-s'amp. _______

NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
LUCOM13E, PJNCli, and Co., have a large Stock of

all the newest and choicest Flowb&Skeds, to the culti-

vation of which great attention has been (*nid, and which arc

this season more than usually fine. L. P. and Co. can therefore

with confidence recommend them, as being in every respect to

be depended on ; and beg leave to offer for sale,

25 packets . ... for I5.s\

50 do 25«.

100 do 35*.

150 do 42«.

Delivered, carriage free, to any part of the kingdom. Catalogues

may be had on application as above.

Exeter Nursery.

NEV KLOWER-SEEDS.
"fc/TESSRS. SUTTON and SONS respectfully intimate
J3JL that as they devote a great portion of their Nursery Grounds

to the growth of FLOWER SEEDS, and have excellent con-

nexions on the Continent and in England for obtaining the New
Sorts as soon as introduced, they can supply every known kind

of Flower Seeds worthy of cultivation, and at very moderate

charges, either in collections or otherwise. The sorts particularly

recommended may bo had in the undermentioned collections,

with instructions inclosed.
_

s - d -

Hardy Flower Seeds, 50 most showy kinds . . • >»

Ditto 30 ditto 10

Hardy and Tender ditto, including the most superb

German Stocks, Balsams, German Asters, Ziimcas

Brachycome, Portulaca, Mesembryanthcmums, Phlox,

&c. &c, 50 sorts -J
30 ditto *• n

100 choice Ranunculuses, in 50 varieties by name . • 25

50 ditto, in 50 ditto 15

Double Italian Tuberoses, fresh imported, per dozen .40
N.B.—Parcels delivered free to the Railway- stations, or any

part of London.— R tling Nursery, Berks, Feb. 3 1st.

. W RAL GRASSES.
MESSRS. SUTTON having been engaged many

years in growing and collecting Permanent GRASSES lor

eminent Agriculturists in Berkshire and the surrounding coun-

ties have great confidence in soliciting the commands of the

readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle in any part of the United

Kingdom, to whom will be given references to Noblemen and

others who have expressed themselves desirous of recommend-

ing Messrs. Sutton's Seeds. It is necessary that the nature of

the soil should bo described, when the most proper Seeds and

proportions wi" be supplied ; the names of which and other re-

lative information may be previously obtained by application.

Cost of Seeds this season 305. to 3-45. per acre. Reading Nur-

sery, March, 184 [•_ :

ri^URNIP-SEED and NEW STRAWBERRY.—The
X Subscriber has for sale a Urge Stock of genuine Purple-

topped Swedish Turnip (own growth) at 8rf. per lb. ; Laing's

Swedish, od.pcr lb. ; White Globe, Hd. per lb. ;
Dale's Hybrid, Qd.

per lb. ; Yellow Bullock, Qd. per lb. Also Haig's Scarlet Pine

Strawberry, superior in flavour to Kean's Seedling, an excellent

bearer, and a fine juicy fruit; raised at the Pavilion, near Melrose,

in 1841, and gained the first prize at the Kelso Horticultural

Society in 1812, price 10s. per 100. Early orders requested. A
remittance from unknown correspondents.

A. Locrib, Kel so, Roxburghshire, ythMarcn^gjgi ,

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

TVTESSRS. PROTUEROE& MORRIS will submit to

1VX Public Competition at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-

lane, on Thursday, March lG, 1842, at 12 o'clock, about 300

St^dardandDwatf ROSES, of the firi^^

P/EONIAS, &c. : also a splendid assortment ot DAHLIAS.

May be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at

the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Ley-

tonstone.

1 Stock of Greenhouse PLANTS, on the Premises, the

r of London Lane, Hackney, by Auction, on I^sday,

i i i, 1843, at 12 o'clock. This truly interesting Collection

fees tine Specimens of Camellias, in high perfection,

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and the

PUBLIC.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS take the

liberty to announce they are instructed to dispose of the

capital Stock of Greenhouse PLANTS, on the Premises, the
a^ . - -._„ r iT^nVnAiT Kv A nation, on Tuesday.

corner
March
comprises
Lemon and Orange Trees, Cacti, choice Pelargoniums, Amaryllis,

Carnations, and Picotecs ; six, one, and two-light Boxes,, &C.

May be viewed one day previous to Sale. Catalogues may be

had of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, American

N ursery , Leytonstone.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church- street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double

rvlindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

Pits of anv dimensions- iue testimony oi _/i. -iuuic) lw „_-

merits of these Boilers fsec Chronicle, March, 1842, page 175,

and February, 1843, page 87), renders it unnecessary to offer any

remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :-

They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 4/. 4s. and upwards. Further

particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron 1-encing, Hurdles,

Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, ccc. &c.

N.B.-The Trade supplied with Hot-Water J'ipc& and fittings of

every description.

PENN'S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE BUILDING
WARMING, and VENTILATING,—The superiority of the

principle first introduced by Jn-o. Pknn, Esq., for obtaining a
more complete circulation oftheatmosphere in heated apartments,

being now fully established, W. HILL respectfully acquaints

the Nobility, Horticulturists, and the Public generally, that

having, in conjunction with the Inventor, devoted much time

and study to perfect the same in the construction of Conserva-

tories, Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, and other Horticultural

Erections, and to heat them with IMPROVED HOT- WATER
APPARATUS, to ensure any jjkgkkk of TRMPERATUBb,
earnestly solicits their inspection of the working of this system
at the Inventor's residence, Lewisham.
The peculiar advantages in Houses erected upon, or altered

to, this principle, are—Free and rapid Circulation, Equality of
Temperature, and safe and agreeable access, at all times, to the
most delicate constitutions.
Churches, Chapels, Manufactories, or other large Public

Buildings and Dwelling-houses, warmed and ventilated. The
Heating Apparatus, which is of the very best description, com-
bining Durability and Simplicity, with Economy in the Con-
sumption of Fuel, is manufactured by and fixed under the super-
intendence of JNO. PENN, Esq., Engineer.
Reference is permitted to Jno. Willmot, Esq., Isleworth, and

numerous other Gentlemen, who are practically acquainted with
the merits of W. Hill's mode of applying Mr. Phnn's principle.
Designs, and every information, may be obtained on application

to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lcwisham.

OTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, Made
and Fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One

two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon. Boxes and Lights of

all sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all

parts of the Kingdom ; warranted best material. Two light

Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. 8.v. Garden-Lights Made
and Glazed from is. per foot, at Jas. Watts, Sash Manufactory,
Claremont-placc, Old Kent-road.

*** Reference given.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS,""BEVERLEY, YORKS.
/^ROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which ft.
Vy ccivedtheHonorary Reward of the Roy. Agricultural Society.

The Bodv of the Cart is made of Cast-iron, and holds about

200rallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the

hors? the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon

he Spread Board, C. B, Patent iron Pump, which cannot

possibly choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible Leather

Pi5, 7 ft?long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end-Price, delivered

in

CROSSiai L'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling

an^anUtyof soo" lime, salt, &c.-will contain 8 bushels of

manure—price 12/. 12s..

In one thick Vol., Eighth Edition, much enlarged, price iQs.

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE: A Popular
Treatise:, exhibiting the Symptoms, Causes, and most

efficacious Treatment of Diseases ; with * Collect^ of approved

Prescriptions, Management of Children Doses ofM«,&c
Formin- a comprehensive Guide for the Clergy, Families, arid

i 'aS ByT J. Graham, M.D.,&C. "It is evidently the

•esuit of great professional talent, experience, "^Judgment,

the author everywhere appears conscicnt^us and ca„ t id One

object is prominently evident-a sincere desire to benefit his(suf-

fering fellow- creatures. To recommend a work M«ttt
to our readers, is only to manifest a proper regard for their wel-

fare."— Literary Journal, Feb. 18-43.

» It is altogether deserving of permanent popularity. <~Lon-

don Weekly Review. . lnI1 , lo7
Simpkin and Co., Paternoster Row; and Hatciiards, 18/,

Piccadilly. Sold by all Booksellers. _ n„ lnvrfet ,\

Also, by the same Author, in 8vo., 11*., Third Edition, enlarged,

2. ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES: a Treatise,

illustrating their Symptoms, Causes, Varieties, ami Treatment.

With numerous Cases, and a Medical Glossary. Including the

Diseases and Management of Pregnancy and Lying-in.

"It contains a mass of information indispensable to those ior

whom it is intended, and surpasses in value any other book oi

its character."—Blackwood's Lady's Magazine. ,_,

I^NTOMOLOGICAL PRIZE ESSAYS.—At a Meet-

lld ingof the Entomological Society, Feb. G, the Rev. F
.
vy

.

Hope offered the two following Prizes :-Rve P°u*dsJ™ ££
best Account of Insects injurious to Market Gardeners ;

^wMch
must be described the ravages caused by Insects destructive to

Fruit-trees, such as the Apple, Pear, Gooseberry, Currant, &c.

,

to Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Culinary Vegetables and Seeds.

The remedies which have been used to counteract their effects

must be stated, and methods suggested to check thar futuic

ravages. To be written in such a manner that the Labourer, as

wellWhe Agriculturist, may be able to understand it; and,"

necessary to use scientific names, the same to be added in notes,

and not in the text. Five Pounds for the moat complete Sjnaopsw

of British Entomologists and their Writings, ««™»W™
MourTet, in 1634, and terminating at the end of 1812 WOtf
ferent Editions of each work should be added. ^fttoct CatJ-

loguesto be given of Authors and Works upon^the Crustacca

and Arachnida. The Memoirs to be delivered to the Secretary

of the Entomological Society, 17, Old Bond-street, London, on

or before the 28th November, 1843. _
Just Published, in 3vo., price is.M,

TJISTORICAL SKETCH of the PROGRESS of

1:1 PHARMACY in Great Britain, from the time ofi 9jl**™1

separation from the Practice of Medicine until the establishment

of the Pharmaceutical Society. By Jacob Bell. London .
John

CnuRCiiiLr, Princes-street, Soho.

QALICTUM""BRITANNICUM, or Dried Specimens of

the WILLOWS OF BRITAIN. By thcRev. J. E. Lbkkk, a.m.

Fasciculus I., containing 100 Specimens. Hie Speamensttww

down in a Book, with Remarks, Synonyms, Synoptical rame,

4c Price I*., or loose in a Portfolio, 10*. WHimnattf
Co., Ave Maria Lane j and Titos, and A. Bowman, Richmond,

Yorkshire.
.

—
1 MPORTANT.—"After more than two years

5 constant

1 trial can give the most unqualified and decided testimony

in favour of yolr Ventilating Waterproof Frocks I have been

much exposed in an open chaise to ^"^"'jft^Sffi
six hours" at a time, to the most drenching nu n, so as to sj>pcai

externally like one sheet of water, but never found your coat

fail in keeping mc perfectly dry (and this,{O^J^^^J
appearance of confined perspiration). I cf^n^L

f̂any
comfort and satisfaction it affords me. If my testimony is of any

value, pray make any use you please of it. Dju.im ana »

saieons/o, Alfred-place, Newington Surrey. J^^^S
To Mr. Berdoe." The garment referred to is BERDOE 5 v

^

TILATING WATERPROOF FROCK, a respectabl c .
l^

blished garment, made only by W. BUM, S'SSSf^^
&c, 69, Cornhill, (eight doors from jJishopgatc-&Ueet;,

DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALCULE.—As Spring ap-
proaches, the larvae of DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS are pro-

pagated in infinite multitudes, and impregnate with millions of

insects the very air we breathe. J. Rkad begs to inform every
person interested in the practice of Horticulture, that he has

made considerable improvements in his ENGINES and MA-
CHINES for the purpose of destroying those Animalcule which
make such deadly havoc on all choice Fruit-trees and Plants at

this season of the year. The above are fitted with tubes that

will bear any degree of pressure required, and are water, air, and
steam proof. From 31 years' practice in Horticulture, and 21

years in Manufacturing and Improving Engines, J. R. can war-
rant them the best adapted for the above purposes of any hitherto

made ; the valves being solid spherical metal arc never liable to

be out of repair, even in the hottest climates.
Manufactured only by the Patentee, 35, Regent Circus, Picca-

dilly, where they may be seen and proved.
N.B.—None arc genuine except stamped with the words,

"Read's Patent."

EE-HIVES, &c.~Illustrations of Apiaries, Bee-
hives, Feeding- Machines, and all the Apparatus connected

with the Apiary; a Sheet-List, price 1a-., published by J. Mil-
ton, may be had of Messrs. Parker, West Strand ; also at J.

Milton's, Italian Warehouse, 10, Great Marylcbone-strect,
Wimpolc-street. "These are Illustrations referred to in the
Practical Bee- Keeper," a Treatise on Bees now publishing. All

letters prepaid.

NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS to be DIS-
POSED OF.—The Proprietor of an old-established Nursery

and Seed Business (in the country) being desirous of retiring,

would be glad to treat with any person wishing to embark in

such a concern.—For particulars apply by letter, addressed C. B.
Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

WANTED, in a Large Nursery, a FOREMAN. He
must have a thorough knowledge of his business, and be

able to bring such testimonials of character as will be unexcep-
tionable. None need apply unless fully competent. Address,

A.R.S., Messrs. Mupib and Sons, Coventry-street, Piccadilly.

ANTED, a GARDENER and DRAUGHTSMAN.
—J. Weeks & Co., Hothouse Builders and Hot-Water

Apparatus Manufacturers, Gloucester-place, King's-road, Chel-

sea, will be glad to meet with a practical Gardenerr"who can
draw good Plans of Horticultural Buildings, &c.

"WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER, a Managed 33. Has had extensive

experience in the business in all its various branches, par-

ticularly the management of Pines, Vines, &c. An unobjection-

able character. N.B.— In or out of the house.—Address A. B. f

23, Norton-street, Portland- place, London.

S GARDENER^ an industrious middle-aged
Married Man, without incumbrance, who has a know-

ledge of Plants and Fruits generally; has paid consider-

able attention to the Growth and Training of the Grape- Vine,

and from which he will undertake to produce a crop in 16

months after the Vine is planted. To any gentleman whose
Gardens or Vinery have been neglected, and who is desirous of

re establishing them, more especially the latter, the Advertiser

natters himself he will be found serviceable. He can be recom-

mended by R. Crawsiiay, Esq., and can have a character of 6

years' standing from his present employer. Letters addressed

post-paid to O. P. Q., Post-Olhce, Brandon, Norfolk, will meet
with immediate attention.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.

AS GARDENER and BAILIFF, a middle-aged Mar-
ried Person, without encumbrance. He has had great expe-

rience in all the branches of Gardenings as well as Farming, the

Breeding and Rearing of Stock, &c. f &c. He can be highly

recommended by the Nobleman he has left, in consequence

of the estate being disposed of, and where he has been directing

the Management of Garden and Farm for a number of years ;

and also by other highly respectable Gentlemen. Address C.K.,

to the care of Messrs. Henderson and Co., Nurserymen, &c.,

Pine-Apple-place, Edgeware Road, London.
.

S HEAD-GARDENER—P. Walker, Gardener to

R. W. Grenfell, Esq., is about to leave his Situation, and

will be glad to engage in a Nobleman or Gentleman's service. Age

28; he has had ll years experience, under excellent Gardeners,

in Laying out Grounds and in every department of Horticulture,

prior to entering his present situation. Unexceptionable reference

from his present employer.—Address, till 3 1st inst., Maesteg,near

Swansea; afterwards to the care of Mr. Walker, Pnskilly,

Haverfordwest, Pembrokeshire.
,

S GARDENER, a Married Man, 34 years of age ;
be

has had great success in the Forcing of Pines, Grapes,

Peaches, &c. &c., as also in the management of Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. He will be highly recommended by the

Land.- Address A. B., 54, Milton-street, Dorset-square, London.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
AS GARDENER or FORESTER, a middle-aged

--X Married Man, without incumbrance, a native of Scotland,

who thoroughly understands his business, also Foicing in all its

departments. Has served in a Nobleman's family, in one of tnc

Co.'s Nursery, Croydon, Surrey.

S GARDENER. Understands the Management
- of Cows.nnd would make himself generally useful. His

Wife is a good Cook, and can take charge of a Dairy or Lodge.

Can have a three years* good Character from their last place.

Direct to B.C., Mr. Paici;, 7, Park-row, Greenwich, Kent.

A S GARDENER, a Single Man, aged 26, who has a

-CJL thorough knowledge of Plant Growing, Forcing in all WJ
Branches, Kitcl.cn Garden and Pleasure Ground. Can have an

excellent Character from his last Situation. Other references can

be given as to Ability and Character. Has no objectionJ» any

part of England. Address A. Z., Mr. PAWXBY, Horticultural

Grounds, Bromley, Kent. —r-

A S GARDENER, a young Man, aged 27. Left his last

-tl employment in consequence of the death ol his Master,

with whom he lived three years. Can give an unexceptiona i .

character. Has had the Management of Frames ior *o»"»fc

Vineries, Greenhouses, &c. An inferior Situation objected to

Address to A.N, Mr. Robins', Corn-chandler, Darlford,_Kent:_,

rfo NURSERYMEN and GARDENERS.- Tea

1 Pounds will be given to any one who will procure a Sitoauo

in some good Garden for a Young; Man, 22 years Of'age, w«
gf

has been six years at his business, and wishes for .«JgL
improvement-Direct A. B., at Mr. Shipton'S, 1,

Chapel-suee ,

Pentonville, Islington.

I

where nil AdvcuisiMiients an,i Commumci
Kditor,--SaUirday, March 11, 1313.
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WARNER and WARNER, Seedsmen, No. 28,
Cornhill, London, beg respectfully to return their best

thanks to their friends for the liberal patronage bestowed upon
them for many years past, and at the same time to contradict a
report which has been circulated of their intention of retiring
from business.
W. & W, most respectfully make it known to their friends that

they have no such intention. Having made a change of
some of the hands they had engaged for many years, their
situations arc filled up with men of general and practical
abilities, and they trust they will ever give satisfaction to those
>vho kindly favour them with their support.
W. & W. have the pleasure to annex a few articles, which

have been selected with much care and attention.
s. d. s, d.
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pclegrina alba
pelegrina
Hookerii
pulchella
acuti folia

hicolor.
Bare lay ana .

Anagallis coccinea splen-
dens ....

-Anagallis monelli major
,, rosea grandillora

Argemonc
Aster, extra fine German,

2* sorts, mixed from
imported varieties . 6

Aster, collection of 24 im-
ported varieties, most
splendid, for. . ,

Aster, double Turkey, extra
a ,, nosegay, or
Slobosa

-Aster, double anemone,
flowered

•Antirrhinum hybridum,
20 shadesofcolour mixed

Auricula, from fine named
Powers, extra

^rtonia aurea
balsam, fine double Ca-

ittellia flowered, mixed
balsam, new spotted,
many colours, mixed .

wachycome iberidifolia,

r
»ew . . - .10

calceolaria, shrubby and
herbaceous, separate,
saved from fine named
^aricties, and newest
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Iciuds . . . ,10
^ln craria,from 12 new va-
rieties, extra fine .

J?\ntonia pulchella
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£°bcea scandens .v°ckscomb, new giant
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with superb pink flow-
ers from the beginning
of July to the end of
October

Ipomeea coccinea .

rpomccarubrocscrulca .

luomopsis elegans .

Larkspur, German, 12
kinds, extra fine, mixed

Lcptosiphon densiflorus,
white, new variety

Lophospermum spectabile,
new ....

Lupinus, German; 12 va-
rieties, mixed and other
varieties

Martynia fragrans, new .

Mesembryanthemum tri-

color, new .

Mimulus, from 10 fine va-
rieties mixed

Nicotiana, new scarlet .

Oenothera, in varieties .

Pentstemon, choice varie-
ties ....

Petunia, mixed from 12
named flowers, fine

Phlox Drummondii, saved
from improved varieties

Phlox Drummondii, new
scarlet ....

Polyanthus, fine mixed,
from named prize flowers
Portulaca Thellusoni, new

,, splendens
Primula cortusoides.

sinensis rosea, and
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3 other colours .

Rhodanthe Manglesii
Rhodochiton volubile
Salpiglossis, 20 varieties,
mixed, superb

Schizanthus Graham ii .

„ Hookerii, scarlet

.

Stocks, new German im-
ported, 24 vars., mixed

Stocks, Chinese Nosegay
fine ....

Stocks, collection of 36
named imported vars.

Stocks, new, Prince of
Wales, splendid variety

Slocks, Victoria, new,
violet crimson

Sutherlandia frutescens .

Thunbergia alata, buff .

,, aurantiaca

„ alata alba
Verbena, mixed, choice

varieties

Wallflower, German blue
Zinnia elegans alba

,, coccinea

.

„ coccinea
grandiflora

Zinnia elegans, 24 splendid
varieties, mixed .
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many other varieties too numerous for insertion.— See
General Catalogue.

YOT SUPERB CARNATION AND PICOTEES.
UUELL & CO. will send, free of postage, to any

° r{'cr fn"

rt of tlie Unife(I Kingdom on the receipt of a post-office

^Ott ^'^-t * pair of that SUPERB ROSE-FLAKED CARNA-
*b fc iJpri

'[-SON'S HARRIET; also a pair of that highly-valu-
grow,;,'

1 >cotee, "JOAN OF ARC," both of which ought to be

?°rticiiir
ev

i'
ry Amateur who intends conducting for Priz<

^u'scrv Sr
Shows of the ensuing season.—Great \<v*y» March 10, 1843,

izes at the
armouth

NEW HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL SEED
ESTABLISHMENT, 6, LEADENIIALL-STREET (SIX DOORS
FROM CORNHILL).

TlflLLlAM HURST and WILLIAM GEORGE
* * M'MULLEN, (for many years past engaged in the House

of Messrs. Warner and Warnkr, '23, Cornhill,) beg respectfully
to acquaint their friends in the Seed trade, and the Public gene-
rally, that they commenced Business as Wholesale and Retail
SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS, at the above-named premises, on
Monday the 13th inst., and they can confidently assure all who
may kindly favour them with orders, that, from the numerous
resources they possess, through an extensive connexion with
the best Seed-Growers, both in this country and on the Continent,
and from many j'ears' practical experience in the various
branches of the Business, they are enabled to ofler every article
of first-rate, genuine quality, and no exertion will be spared in
giving prompt attention to every order, and endeavouring to
merit a continuance of their support.
Hurst & M'Mullkn, Seedsmen and Florists, 6, Leadenhall-

street, City, brg to offer to the Nobility, Gentry, and Public
generally, a choice and careiuily-selected assortment of the most
approved Kitchen, Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds, of
which general Catalogues may be had on application. Among
the novelties of the season will be found the following:

—

FLOWER SEEDS.
per packet— s. d.

Alonsoa grandiflora . 1

Alstrrumerias, choice var. 1

Anagallis Phillipsii . . l

„ monelli major l

Anemone, New Hybrid
Russian . . l

Argemone grandiflora . o
Aster, fine imported, mixed
Auricula, — from stage-

flowers.... l

Balsam,Camellia-flowered
ii 12 var., mixed ,

Brachycome iberidifolia .

Calceolaria, fine vars.
Campanula trachelioidcs.
Carnation,—from stage-

flowers .

Cineraria, fine new var. ,

Clintonia pulchella .

Cosmanthus fimbriatus ,

Dahlia (Widnall's), fine .

Didiscus casruleus .

Digitalis, new spotted
Gaillardia, In var. .

Gloxinia, from best sorts
Heartsease, from named
flowers, selected .

Hollyhock, fine German,
24 vars., mixed

Ipomeea rubro-cserulea .

,, new yellow
Larkspur, imported Ger-
man, mixed .

Lisianthus Russellianus .

Lobelia ramosa, or hete-
rophylla, — new and
splendid

Martynia fragraus .

Maiva maritima, new
Marygold, new superb
French ....

i, African, extra
fine ....

o

l

l

1

1

1

1

1

1

6
6

6
6

6

6
6

6

per packet.—s. d.
Mescmbryanthemum tri-

color . . . .10
Mimulus, from fine va-

rieties . . . .06
Nemophila cramboides . 6
Oenothera macrocarpa . 6

Pelargonium, from best
sorts . . . .10

Pentstemon, from choice
varieties . . .06

Petunia, from impreg-
nated seed . . .10

Phlox Drummondii, new o 6

Wood's
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new scarlet .

Pieotee, finest imported,
yellow .

Polyanthus (Sheppard's),
fine

Primula sinensis rosea .

alba
Portulaca Thellusoni

splendens
Gilesii .

Rhodanthe Manglesii
Salpiglossis, fine, mixed .

Salvia patens .

Schizopetalon Walkcrii .

Schizanthus Hookerii

„ Grahamii ,

Stock, imported German,
24 vars. mixed

New Intermediate
Prince of Wales .

Thunbergia alata alba .

,, aurantiaca .

Tropeeolum, invar.
Verbena, fine, mixed
Violet, Russian
Wallflower, New Blue .

Xeranthemum robustum,
white and yellow

Zinnia elegans, fine var.,
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Collection of Imported German Asters, 20 varieties j

Stocks . „
(Zinnias) 8 varieties
Balsams, 12
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Hollyhocks, 24
Larkspurs, 12

[The above are from the first German growers known.]
Broccoli.—Walcheren (true). [This line variety, if sown"

in April, June, and August, will produce a
succession for the table throughout the year]

„ Chappell's Cream and Early White
„ New Late Hardy Pink Cape (fine)

Beet.—Blood-red, improved variety
Brussels Sprouts.— Fine imported .!'.*.!

u » Couve Troochuda (delicious winter
vegetable) ....

Cauliflower.—Large Asiatic - • . • .

Cabbage.--New Victoria (early) ....*." o
Jt

Lee's Nonsuch
# l

Carrot.—Superb Scarlet Studley .... 1 !

Celery.—Seymour's Superb White ...
M Laws' Giant White
„ Perkins' Giant Red

Cucumber, Frame,—Warwickshire Hero (new superior),
Allen's Victory, Improved Manches-
ter, Weedon's Frame, Prizefighter,
each kind

„ Wood's fine Ridge
Lettuce.—Fine Imported Paris Green Cos ....

n JJcw Hardy Bath Cos (requires no tying) .

t9
Victoria Cabbage

, , .7
Melons in many choice varieties .*.!!'.!

i
Onion.—New White Globe
Turnip.— Howard's Nonsuch

\ \

Potatoes.— Soden's Oxford, earliest known,' "per peck."
Asparagus.—Grayson's Giant (strong 2 years' old) per 100

[Printed directions for planting.]
Rhubarb.—Myatt's Victoria . .

( _ \ Gach
Strawberries.—Myatt's British Queen* . ." per 100
Currants.—New Dutch, Red Grape

J

. . [ per doz.
A constant supply of Greenhouse and choice Herbaceous

plants during the present season. Fine Carnations and Picotees
(in named varieties) is. 6rf. per pair.
Seeds and Plants carefully packed for all climates. Choice

specimens in bloom of the following can be seen through the
season, viz. : Roses, Dahlias, Pansies, Carnations, Pinks, Pico-
tecs, Pelargoniums, Auriculas, Polyanthus, &c. &c.

DAHLIA AURANTiA.—In answer to the numerous
inquiries, E. Spart respectfully begs leave to announce

that the above SEEDLING will not be let out this season.

E. S. begs to express his regret that the ll Conqueror of the

Plain" did not generally fill in the eye last season ; but from the
perfection it bloomed the two previous seasons, he solicits the

favour of Growers to give it a fair trial (not in too richly-ma-

nured soil), as he has no reason to doubt, under a more propitious

season, and more limited propagation, it will re-establish the per-

fection it was shown in throughout the season of 1841, and as

prejudicial observations have been circulated, E. S. pledges his

word it was grown and bloomed without any trickery or deception, i

Denford, Hungerford, JMarch 14, 1843,

THE tASTOLFF RASPBERRY, Patronised by HER
J- MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, HIS GRACE
THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE EARL OF HARRINGTON,
THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VISCOUNT LOR-
TON, AND MANY OF THE NOBILITY.
Youkll & Co. have only a few packages remaining for sale of

the above highly valuable Raspberry, at the following prices:—
Packages containing 50 Canes, ]/. 5.v. ; Do., 25 Canes, 14s., pack-
age included; sent to any part of the United Kingdom on the
receipt of a Post-office order.— For further particulars, see their
former Advertisements

; and they beg to refer the readers of the
Gardeners 1 Chronicle to page 138 of this Paper, as a proof they
have not exaggerated in their recommendation of it; and which
ought to be cultivated in every garden in the kingdom.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
Youell & Co. are now executing orders from their collection of
the above, which is the most extensive and select in the kingdom,
at the following prices:— sg s. d.

25 Pairs of extra-line and first-rate show-flowers 5
12

25
12

12

2 10

3

1 10

12

sent free of postage

(4

Do. Do. Do.
Do., very fine Do.
Do. Do. Do.
Do., extra fine, and show Pinks

The selection being left to Y. & Co.
ARAUCARIA LMBRICATA.— Fine strong Plants, 8 inches

high, 60s. per dozen, or 20 guineas per 100.
Thirty packets of select Flower-seeds, Ss.

;

to any part of the United Kingdom.
Agents for the sale of Stephenson & Co.'s improved Conical

Boilers, which maybe seen on application. Also, Agents for
the sale of Potter's Artificial Guano.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk. March 11, 1843.

/CULTIVATION OF PINES WITHOUT POTS.—
v-/ One of the many advantages derivable from Rbndlb's
Tank System of Heating," is the easy practicability of Cultivat-

ing Pines without Pots, an object of paramount importance to
the cultivators of this delicious and much-esteemed Fruit.
A Treatise, with Engravings, will shortly be published, con-

taining every information to set up or adapt the apparatus, with
cost of materials, fixing, &c. Price 5s. each copy to Subscribers.
Orders are requested forthwith to be sent to Mr. Wm. Rkndle,
Union-road Nursery, Plymouth.— Feb. 15th , 1843.

WOOD'S SUPERB SCARLET PHLOX DRUM-
MOND1I.—The colour of this most beautiful of annuals is

a dazzling scarlet; the flowers are perfectly round, without any
space between the petals, forming, unexceptionably, the most
brilliant and striking object that can possibiy be imagined.

—

J. Wood having grown no other sort, it is impossible that it can
be deteriorated by impregnation. It was awarded an extra prize
at the Summer Show or the Huntingdon Horticultural Society.
Packets, containing 12 seeds, 2s. 6rf. each, postage included,
either in cash or postage stamps.
The following gentlemen of the neighbourhood will vouch for

the truth of the above description :—John Prick, Esq., God-
manchester, Hon. Secretary to the Huntingdon Horticultural
Society ; E. Maule, Esq., Huntingdon; Mr. Hestkr, Gardener
to t!;e Right Hon. Earl of Sandwich, Ilinchinbrook, near Hun-
tingdon ; Mr. Lairu, Gardener to Lady Sparrow, Brampton
Park, Huntingdon 5 Mr. Bbtts, Gardener to G. Thornhill, Esq.,
M.P., Diddington, Huntingdon; Mr. Giddings, Florist, Heming-
ford, Huntingdon.

JN'.B. March is the best month for sowing, and the seed should
be vegetated in a gentle heat. None are genuine but those sold
by J. W. and his sole Agents, Messrs. Hurst and M'Mullen,
Nos. 6 and 7, Leadenhall-street.
Nursery , Huntingdon, March 2, 1 843.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
\7 OUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the
JL readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to their Catalogue and

Pi ices or the above elegant tribe, inserted on the advertising page
of this Paper of the 4th inst. Also, to the description 01 their

"FUCHSIA ST. CLARE," which is already ordered for Her
Majesty's Gardens at Claremont.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, March 16, 1843.

carnations, picotees, auriculas, &c.

MESSRS. DICKSON, Nurserymen and Florists,

Acre-Lane, Brixton, respectfully solicit the early attention

of Amateurs and the Trade to their extensive and choice col-

lection, which comprises all the best show-flowers of the day.

Gentlemen wishing to compete for prizes at public exhibitions

will find this a most desirable opportunity of making their

selection. The plants are 111 fine healthy condition, and warranted

true to their kinds. Messrs. Dickson also nave a lew more pairs

of that splendid red Pieotee, Bahrain's Cornkhus to dispose

of: itisabeautiluland distinct variety, and as a show-flower,

is unrivalled iu its class. Catalogues may be had on application

to Messrs. DiCKSON, or Messrs. Waiwib* & Warner, Seedsmen,

&c, Cornhill, London.
"

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES &C.

rOHN HOLLAND, Florist, Market-place, Middle-

O ton near Manchester. Lancashire, begs to call the attention

of his Friends 1 « the Floricultural Public, to his superb Coliec.

doi o^ ot «« finest

s u s i, ^tUUvaiYon and that he can still supply first-rate vari-

StiSafcW pairs of that superb rose- tlake, Lowes'
M™c^^"^unLt<r, *c. *c Amateurs Florists, &c„
purchasing, would find it an advantage to possess Ins Catalogue,

uhK-h will Da lorwarded on application

j H. having aiso a very laige stock of the common show
varieties, begs to call the attention of Nurserymen, &c. &c, who
will be supplied on very liberal terms.

N.B.—a large Collection oi Auriculas, Polyanthuses, &c. &c—
M arket-place, Miodleton, March 2, .1843. ^___~

FUCHSIA ROGERSIANA.
.

~"~

-[%/TESSRS. ROGERS and SON, Seedsmen and
1VJL Florists, beg to ofler the above splenu.u J?*uchsia, in good
plantsi now ready to send out at 7s. 6V. eacn, pei post, prepaid,

on receiving the amount with the order. It ^iieu l*. prizes at

the Uttoxeier Royal Horticultural Society, and *as named as

above by the Committee. Blooms also were sent u> the Gar-

denem 3 Gazette office, and reported a very large ana beautuul

Flower, one of the best seen this season. For description, &c.

see the Gardeners' Gazette ior the present week, and Floricultural

Cabinet lor March. Campanula graudis, 2s. eaci, or 18s. per

dozen. Myatt's Eliza Strawberry, 128. M. per J00. Menuk's
Ri =5 al Victoria Vine. bs. each. ,.,„
W. R. ana burn' JUM 01 Dahlias, Pansies, Pelargoniums,

Phloxes, Fuchsias, unermas, Kc. ike, may ue Lad on apu^cau.n,

per post, prepaid.— Uuoieter, Staaoidiiure,
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TTUCHSIA. BROCKMANIA.—This splendid variety,
JL so confidently recommended as a show flower, (as already-

described in the Chronicle,) \\ ill be sent out, price 7s. Gd. t to those

who have favoured the raiser with orders, during the last week
in March, or the first week in April. A few strong plants may
still be had by an early application, to Mr. Padben, Gardener,
Beachborough, Hythe, Kent.—March 15, 1843. ^
ASMODEUS.—The Colour of this DAHLIA is very

dark Crimson, with beautiful velvet Petals of extraordinary

depth; it may justly be said to be the rnuB shape, a three-

quarter Globe, and is as constant and perfect as perfection is.

The flower has been very generally exhibited, and has won the

following: prizes :

—

18-4 1

1st prize at Bath
1st prize at Chippenham
4th prize at JSalthill

1842
2d prize at Salisbury Plain

1st prize (apiece of plate), Bath

1st prize at Chippenham
2d class, London Horticultural

Plants Ks. 6d. each, early in May (with the usual allowance to

the Trade), may be obtained of Mr. Brown, Nursery, Slough.

Early application is requested, in order that a list ot those

Nurserymen who may he able to supply the Amatkur Culti-

vators may be published,
"~

fuci^iTtoddiana.
T3LANTS of this MAGNIFICENT FUCHSIA, (the

JL Flowers of which, in point of size, rival any other of its kind

yet sent out, being nearly four niches in length) will be ready by

the end of April, at 10s. bd. each, with the usual discount when
six are taken. For description, see Gardeners* Chronicle of the

Hth hist. Agents for London, Mr. Chaklwood, Seedsman,

Covcnt Garden ; and Messrs. Lowe and Co., Clapton Nursery, at

which places also drawings may be seen.—Thomas Cripps, Tun-
bridge Wells Nursery, March 16, 1843.

AKIi ALPINE CRYPROGAMIC PLANTS O

F

SCOTLAND.— Four more 10s. Packets have been made up,

the last this season, each including in them 120 species, besides

Buxbal'mia APiivLU, and many of the rarer Mosses, &a, with

specimens of the rare Moneses grandiflora and Schenchzeri'i palus-

Ms. Also two 1/. parcels, each containing 250 specimens of

Flowering Plants, Ferns, Mosses, Lichens, Hepaticse, and Algas.

Early application is requested, addressed Wm. Gardiner, 40,

Overrate* Dundee.— March 13, 1843.

Ea&KS. ti. LANE and SON beg to announce
that their select Catalogue of PELARGONIUMS, FUCH-

SIAS, VERBENAS, HEARTSEASE, &c. &c, for the present

year may be had on application at the Nurseries, Great Berk-
hampsicad, Herts. For Character, &c, of FUCHSIA LANEII,
see Advertisement in Gardeners* Chronicle of Dec. 17, 1842.

Great Berkhampstead, March 1, 184J.
p

EXHIBITION of CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or

JAPAN ROSK.—A Collection of these beautiful Exotics is

now in bloom at Chandler and Sons* Nursery, Vauxhall.
Admittance gratis. ^__.

RANGE AND LEMON TREES, JASMINE
PLANTS, &c, K-c—Noblemen and Gentlemen seeking- an

opportunity of replenishing their Stock, or commencing an

Orangery, may have an opportunity of so doing, by inspecting

the Stock of A. Cobbktt, athis Italian Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall,

who has just received his annual Importation from Italy, in a

good and healthy condition. The trees are from 8 to 6 feet high

in the stem, and from U)s. to 80s. each, and will be packed and

sent safely to any part of the Kingdom.
DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS.—The annual Impor-

tation of these truly fragrant and delightful Bulbs has just been

received in a good and healthy condition, and may be obtained

at the above address. Price 4s. per dozen.

N.B.—Importer of choice Lucca Oils, Honeycomb, Parmesan
and Gruyere Cheese, Anchovies, &c, &c. Lists with Prices may
be had, per post, &c,

RANGE, LEMON, CITRON, AND SHADDOCK
TREES.—G. Marsano has just imported from Italy three

cases of the above-named trees, from 8 to 1) feet high, at 65. to

125. each tree; Tuberoses, 3s. per dozen; each case of Orange-

trees contains 80 trees. The Nobility and Nurserymen may be

supplied on applying to G. Marsano, Oilman, Seedsman, and
Florist, No. 2, Beauchamp-street, Brooks-market, Leather-lane,

Tlolborn, London.

NEW FLOWER- SEEDS.
MESSRS. SUTTON and SONS respectfully intimate

that as they devote a great portion of their Nursery Grounds

to the growth of FLOWER SEEDS, and have excellent con-

nexions on the Continent and in England for obtaining the New
Sorts as soon as introduced, they can supply every known kind

of Flower Seeds worthy of cultivation, and at very moderate

charges, either in collections or otherwise. The sorts particularly

recommended may be had in the undermentioned collections,

-with instructions inclosed.
Hardy Flower Seeds, 50 most showy kinds . •

Ditto 30 ditto
Hardy and Tender ditto, including the most superb

German Stocks, Balsams, German Asters, Zinnias

Brachycomc, Portulaca, Mesembryanthemums, Phlox,

&c. &c, 50 sorts
30 ditto

100 choice Ranunculuses, in 50 varieties by name .

50 ditto, in 50 ditto

Double Italian Tuberoses, fresh imported, per dozen

N.B.—Parcels delivered free to the Railway-stations, or any

part of London.—Reading Nursery, Berks, Feb. 21st.

HOT WATER FOR BOTTOM-HEAT,

fl. d.

15

10

20
12 6
25
15

4

j^LOWER-SEEDS 36 packets, 10*.; 18 do., 5*.,

forwarded postage-free to any part. Apply to Mr. Brown,
Curator, Botanic Garden, Colchester. Any preferred species may
be specified in the order. A mixed selection, containing 30

varieties, for sowing indiscriminately on Borders, 5s. Petunia,

Heliotropium, Salvia- patens, Phlox Drummondi, and Thunber-

gias, is. per packet.— P.S. Remit a Post-office order or S tamps.

O Np II L D L—OX D R U M M
500 packets, at 1*. per 100 seeds.

BERBERIS AftUIFOLIA.
A few packets at 2s. 6d. per 100 seeds.

Man of Kent Cucumber, Duncan's Melon, Superior Balsam,

Plymouth Broccoli, German Stock and Aster, and all the new
Flower and Garden Seeds, can be obtained through the Post-

office, of W. E. Rkndlb, Union-road Nursery, Plymouth.
Twenty five packets of choice Blower-seeds for 10g,

T CARTER, SEEDSMAN and FLORIST, begs

• leave to submit the following fine varieties of PRIZE
CUCUMBER and MELON to the notice of his Customers and

the Public in general, at the following prices :—

Weedon's Prize

Six best sorts

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

Melon Seeds per Packet.
8, tL

Beechwood, extra . .10
Duncan's fine green fleshed l

Golden Casawba . .10
liardie's New Cantaloupe,
the earliest . .26

Ispahan . . . .10
Netted Cantaloupe, mixed 6

NieFs extra fine g. f. . 1

Persian . . - .06
Queen's Pocket . .10
Scarlet-flesh, fine . .06
Scarlet Rock . • .06
Succade Melon, extra . 1

White Frogmorc - .06
Windsor Prize, line green P

Six best sorts . . .50
*** His New Catalogue of Seeds for 1843 may be had gratis on

application.- 238, High Holborn, London.

Cucumber Seeds per Packet.
8, (L

Man of Kent .

Victory of Suffolk .

Cuthill's Black Spine
Hero of Surrey
Fine New Frame
Manchester Prize .

Improved Manchester
Roman Emperor
Sion House
Snow's Horticultural

Superb White Spine
Walker's Rambler

. Traveller

T WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-Place,
O • King's Road, Chelsea, Hothouse-builders, and Hot-Water
Apparatus manufacturers, seeing that several parties pretend to

lay claim to the Open Trough, Tank, or Gutter system of heating,

J. W. & Co. here lay before the Horticultural world their prac-

tice respecting it, they having fixed and circulated water in open
Troughs now upwards of 16 years; and their works are now to

he seen that have been fixed that time, at David Pugh's, Esq.,

Welsh Pool, Montgomeryshire; the Duke of Bedford's, Wo-
burn; Sir Ei>aioni> Antrojjus, Cheam, and up to the present

time they could give a list of 200 names, where they have fixed

that principle, or their improvement on it. The above sketch

represents a pit, shewing the principle for the purpose of Bottom-
Heat, which answers well. J. VV. & Co. solicit an inspection of

their improvements in Building, Heating, and Ventilating, at

their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester -Place, Chelsea.

OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church-street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much- approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the

merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, page 176,

and February, 1843, page 87), renders it unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :—

They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 4/. 4s. and upwards. Further

particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,

Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c,
N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every descr iption. —
ANURES.—Guano, Nitrates of Soda and Potash,

(pure), at the Importer's prices. Also Gypsum, Potter's

Guano (superior to the Foreign;, Uiate, Bone-Dust, Sulphate of

Ammonia, and all other Chemical Manures, on the lowest terms

for cash. Rock Salt and Agricultural Salt.— Sold by MakK
FoTiiKitoiLL, Merchant and Agricultural Agent, 40, Upper
Thames-street.

Pamphlets treating on the above may be had of Mr. F.

JAMES DICKSON & SONS, Nurserymen, Seeds-
men, and Fi.oitisTs,have much pleasure in announcing that

they have succeeded in making a valuable addition to their ex-

tensive stock of CALCEOLARIAS, by the purchase of the entire

stock of those richly-spotted varieties raised by Isaac Anderson,

Esq., which took the first prize for seedlings at the Royal Cale-

donian Horticultural Societ>'s meeting of the 15th July last^and

***

DILLISTONE'S APPLE, the STURMER PIPPIN.
— S. and J. D. are again induced to offer this as the very

best late Apple known, for Kitchen ami Dessert, as it keeps firm

and fine-flavoured till the latter end of June. It is a great bearer;

as a proof of this, they gathered this last autumn, from young
dwarf standard trees, upwards of 90 bushels. Although this

Apple has been raised some \ ears, its true merits have not been
fully known till within the last four or five years; it only re-

quires to be known to be extensively cultivated. To the Cot-

tager it is invaluable, as it is a constant bearer.— Scions from
the original tree may be sent by post, on the receipt of Post-

office order for 3*. 6d.—Nurseries, Stunner, near Halstead,

j?ssex, 7th March, 1843.

/ lUCUMBER SHOW.—The Fifth Annual CucumberV show will take place at Mr. Lidgard's, the Thatched House
Inn, Hammersmith, on Monday next, Match 20, 1843. Each
Exhibitor to show only one brace of Fruit; entrance- money to

Members. 5$. ; non- Members, 10s. Open to all England. Dinner
at two o'clock precisely. The Cucumbers must be in the Show-
room by one o'clock ; none received alter that time.

ryURN IP-SEED and NEW STRAWBERRY.—The
-A- Subscriber has for sale a 1 rgv Stock of genuine Purple-

topped Swedish Turnip (own growth) at $d. per lb.
; Laing's

Swedish, gd.per lb.; White Globe, Sd. per lb. j
Dale's Hybrid, Qd.

per lb. ; Yellow bullock, gd per lb. Also Haig's Scarlet Pine

btrawberry, superior in flavour to Kcan's Seedling, an excellent

hearer, and a fine juicy fruit; raised at the Pavilion,near Melrose,
in 1841, and gained the first prize at the Kelso Horticultural

Society in 1842, price 10s. per 100. Early orders requested. A
remittance I rom unknown correspondents.

A. Loc-kik, Ktlso, Roxburghshire, 71I1 March, 1843.

T & C. LOCKHART, Florists and Seedsmen,
-*- • 156, Chcapside, London, respectfully inform their Friends
and the Public that the fhm of their house will henceforth be
T. & C. LOCKHart & DUNCAN, in consequence of Mr. An-
drew Duncan, <f iiiompton, becoming their Partner. They
beg leave to solicit for the new firm the continuance of the
patronage which they have for so many years experienced.
Orders for India and the Colonics punctually executed. Their

manner of packing seeds arid bulbs for long voyages has been
attended with uncommon success, as well as their selection Oil

those best adapted for different climates.

Their F.xt^nsivk Collection of Crocl'seS is now in full

bloom, and Free Orders lor admission will be given either at

156, Cheapside, or at (he Nursery, Parsons Green-lane, Fulham.
They venture to affirm that it will be found one of the most
pleasing and novel exhibitions in or near the metropolis.
Omnibuses pass their Nursery to and from the City every

quarter of an hour.
Lists of Seeds, Plants, and Dahlias forwarded post-free on

application.—Mar cl 1 17, 1843.

will be sent out in rotation of order, early in April next, at 305.

per set, or 7s. 6d. each. Early orders will oblige, and meet with

prompt attention; but as the stock of some of the varieties is

very limited, early application can only be guaranteed execution.

Seed Warehouse, 32, South Hanover- street, Edinburgh;

Nurseries, Inverleith, and Broughton Park.

Kate.—Messrs. J. D.& Sows are now sending out plants of that

beautiful and distinct variety of Epiph>llum truncation, called

Epiphyllum truncatum elegans, which attracted so much notice

at the Horticultural Society's Show. .

XTATURAL GRASSES, Separate or Mixed.—Poa
-J-^l trivialis, P. pratensis, P. ncmoralis, P. fertilis, P. angusb-

folia, Fcstuca pratensis, F. duriuscula, F. ovina, F. rubra, F.

elatior fertilis, F. gigantea, F. loliacca, Agrostis stolonifera, A.

palustris, Dactylis glomeiata, Cynosurus cristatus, Alopecurus

pratensis, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Avena flavesceus, A. pra-

tensis, A. pubescens, Phleum piatense, Lolium perenne, L.

perenne Russellianum.
a t>tt

The above, together with Perennial Clovers and other ARil-

FIC1AL and NATURAL GRASSES, may be had separate by name,

or will be supplied in mixtures of such sorts, and in such propor-

tions, as to suit the soil and situation for which they may be re-

quired. The cost of the seeds, this season, is from 305. to 346-.

per acre.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons hove, for many years, supphec.

Noblemen and Gentlemen with GRASS SEEDS tor laying down
permanent Pastures and mending old ones, and have the privi-

lege of referring to estates in many parts of England, where the

Proprietors have expressed themselves desirous of recommending
Messrs. Sutton's Seeds.
The FINEST SORTS for LAWNS mixed. Warranted free from

"Weeds, 4*. per Gal.; 3D*, per JBush.—Reading Nursery, Berkshire .

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to public competition at the AucJion Mart, Bartholomew-
lane, on Thursday, March 23d, 1843, at 1-2 o'clock, a line Collec-

tion of Carnations, Pic.otees, Finks, Dwarf Roses, Fuchsias,

Verbenas, Heartsease, P^soniAS, Dahlias, &c. May be

viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart,

and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone .

COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
V>> ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapside, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly ; loans advanced from 25/.

to 500J., lor three or more years, on approved personal or other

security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate

amount.
Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at 14 or 21 ; in case of deajg the whole of the money
returned to the parents. Annuities imn 1 diate or deferred. Pro-

spectuses and every information to be Irad of Frederick Law-

ranch, Resident Secretary, 112, Chcapside.

H EATING WITH HOTWATERon all its improved

Principles, for Horticultural and other purposes, by James
M'Latchie, Millwright and Engineer, Cottage-lane, Commer-
cial-road East. J. M. returns his sincere thanks to those Noble-

men and Gentlemen who have already honoured him with their

favours, and hopes by his economical. Prices and sound Work-
manship to merit their lasting favours. N3.—Attends person-
ally to all Erections.

\

'j his day is published, price Is.

TWO CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN A CLERGY-
-L MAN and ONE OF HIS PARISHIONERS, on the Service

for the Public Baptism ot Infants. By the Rev. Henry Movlb,
M.A., Vicar of Fordington, Dorset.

Works by the same Author.

BARRACK SERMONS. Preached in the Riding-

school of the Cavalry Barracks, at Dorchester, Dedicated by

permission to the Queen. Price 5s.

FOURTEEN PRAYERS for a FAMILY. Price ls.btf.

London: Wii.m a m Smith, 113, Fleet Street. _____

Just published, price is., by Longman and Co., London ;
W.

uruiY, Jun.j and O
RIALS and EF

CuruiY, Jun., and Co., Dublin ; Frasbb and Co., Edinburgh,

HPRIALS and EFFECTS of New CHEMICAL FER-
J- TIL1ZERS, with various Experiments in Agriculture, foi

Aerating Soils and Composts—Inei easing the Food of Plants-

Improving Irrigation— and abating the ravages ol Insects. Ji>

Sir J. Murray,M.D., Member of the Royal Agricultural Societies

of England and Ireland.

SirJamks Murray's New Fertilizers for Early Crops, 20.s\ per

cask, eight casks to a ton, may be procured of the London 9 gents*

GiFKORP & Linder, 104. Stran d ;
or Evans, 79> Dame-st, Dublin-

GUANO MANURE.
QC1ENCE WITH PRACTICE, or, GUANO THE
£5 FARMER'S FRIEND.—A Treatise on the above Manure

may be had only of Mark Fotukroim., Agricultural Agent,

40, Upper Thames-Street, and, by his appointment, of Messrs.

WaIght, Agricultural Booksellers, 50, Haymarket, and ol Mr.

Pbllbtt, Bookseller, No. 1, Old Compton-street, Soho. Also,

C. W. Johnson's Treatise on Nitrates of Soda and Potash, Gyp-
sum, and G uano. ___-

ARRISON'S FLOR1CULTURAL CABINET.—
Volumes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, of the above work, to be sold at 45.

per Volume, in Numbers; all clean and perlect.—Apply, if by

letter, prepaid, to W. II. Bournk, No. 1, Spencer Place, Edmund-
street, King's Cross, London.

. ,

N.B. — Volume 5, in Numbers, of Marnock's Floriculturtu

Magazine, for 3.9. 6d.

UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF THE SOCIETY FOB
THE DIFFUSION OF USE1UL KNOWLEDGE.

Just published; complete, in cloth, pilce lOa.j or in Nine Num-
bers, price One Shilling each,

HPHE HORSE; tts History, Racks, Structure
-1- Diskasks, and Treatmknt. By W. Youatt. With ft

Treatise on Draught. A New and Enlarged Edition, re-

written, and brought down to the present state of Veterinary

Science. With an entirely New Set of Cuts, Drawn by Harvey-

Chapman & Hall, 186, Strand.

MAUNDER'S POPULAR TREASURIES.

HPHE TREASURY of KNOWLEDGE & LIBRARY
-L- of REFERENCE j a Dictionary of Universal Knowledge*

A New Edition, revised and enlarged, Fcp. 8vo., 86-. 0c/. cloth >

embossed roan, with gilt edges, \0s. 6d.

THE BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY; a Dictionary

of Universal Biography, comprising 12,000 Memoirs. A^
Edition, with a Supplement, completing: the Work to i»*

Fcp. 8vo., 8*. 6rf., cloth > embossed roan, with gilt edges, 10*. u

THE SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY TREASURE*
a Copious Popular Encyclopaedia of the Belles Lotties. TheSecoP

Edition. Fcp. 8vo., 10s. cloth ; embossed roan, with gilt edges,

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Lonomans^

Bee-

ton, may be had of Messrs. Parkkr, nest biranu
;
ai&« » ^

Milton's, Italian Warehouse, 10, Gt. Marylebonc-st.
f
Wmipo^ t

" These are Illustrations referred to in the Practical Bee-keep* >

a Treatise on Bees now publishing. All letters prepaid,
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS at the GARDEN for the year 1843. These

will take place on the following: days; viz., Saturday, May 13 ;

Saturday, June 175 Wednesday, July 12. The Garden will be

opened, on each day, at one o'clock, under the following regu-

lations: All Fellows of the Society will be admitted without

tickets, from one till six o'clock, on signing their names in a book

at the entrance. Visitors can be admitted only by tickets, to be

obtained by the personal or written orders of Fellows of the So-

ciety. N.B. The presentation of the visiting card of a Fellow of

the Society cannot be regarded as an authority to receive tickets.

All Fellows who shall apply on or before Tuesday, the 18th of

April, may obtain at the rate of Three Shillings and Sixpenceeach

any number of tickets not exceeding Tyvknty-four ;
but no

applications for such tickets will be received after that day. It

would be a great convenience to the Society, if the Fellows

would take their tickets personally, and not by written orders ;

or, in the event of their not so taking them, if they would at

once order the whole number which they may require for the

season. After the J 8th of April any further number of tickets

will be delivered to Fellows on their personal application or

written order, at the price of Five Shillings each ticket. Each
ticket will be available for the admission of one Visitor, after one

o'clock, to either of the three Exhibitions, at the option of the

Visitor. All applications for tickets must be made at the So-

ciety's Office, 21, Regent street.

Wi)t QBrarHeitetjS
9 Chronicle

SATURDAY, MARCH IS, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
f Horticultural .... 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Mar. 21 . . . -S Linnean 8 p.m.
CFloricultnral .... 7 p-m.

Wednesday, Mar. 22 . .f Geological 3$ p.m.

\ Medico-Botanical ... 8 p-m.

Saturday, Mar. 25 • . . Royal Botanic • • • 83"p.m.

Tuesday, Mar. 28 Zoological 8j p.m.

When we some long while ago ventured to oppose

the vulgar prejudice in favour of soft-burnt flower-pots

and against hard ones, we heard on all sides only one

outcry, and that against the absurdity of supposing

that plants could be grown in any material except such

as is porous. We, however, maintained our ground,

urged the objectors to examine the question experi-

mentally, and not prejudicially, if we may apply that

word in so new a sense ; and the issue of the investi-

gation has shewn that we were right—that plants can

be grown in slate as well as in the softest and rudest

earthenware. Thus encouraged, and seeing that what
gardeners are the most certain about is not always the

most certain, we will venture to enter the lists against

another of their prejudices.

A fortnight since, our correspondent, Mr. Ayres,
very properly called attention to the modern plan,

adopted here and there, of potting young plants at

once in large pots, 'so as to avoid the necessity of
frequently shifting them, and he mentioned instances

of the obviously good effect of the system. This, like

the hard-baked pots, has raised a host ofobjectors, who
point to their own experience as an unanswerable
argument against what some are desirous of calling the
" one-shift system." " We have grown plants," they
say, "all our lives; we always adopted the good plan
of frequent potting; and we are reckoned pretty good
gardeners, we believe. We never heard of such a
thing as putting small plants into pots as large as they
are likely to require when old, and we wonder that
the Editor of the Gardeners

9
Chronicle should allow his

Paper to contain such stuff." These correspondents
do not say that they ever tried the one-shift system
themselves ; all that they insist upon is, that their

own method being right, the other must necessarily be
wrong. We ought not to expect gardeners' logic to
be worthy of that of the Professor of Casuistry at

Cambridge, but we confess that such as we have
literally quoted from a paper or two before us, reminds
Us of an Irish story worth telling on this occasion.
A man was indicted at the Clonmel assizes for stealing
a P%; on his trial he produced a dozen witnesses, who
swore that they knew the prisoner well, that they did
Hot see him steal the pig, and did not believe him
capable of doing such a thing: unluckily one witness
appeared who did see him drive it away, and to the man s

great surprise that one positive evidence was preferred
by the jury to the prisoner's twelve negatives. So it is

"^uh this question about the w one-shift " system:
twelve men may say that they never saw it done, and
yo not believe it possible ; but one man who has seen
U, and found it answer, will be regarded by the public
as the better evidence.
With these remarks we beg to introduce to the notice

£f our readers a letter written upon shifting plants
by a correspondent calling himself Observator. That
tetter seems to include all the objections that gardeners
are likely to make to the method; and as we anticipate
Hp more valid reasons against it, we shall take it to
pieces, and, as we proceed, explain what we conceive
T° be the fallacies it involves.

" I, amongst others/' says Observator, " have
peen rather startled by Mr. Ayres' description of the
one-shift system,' as he designates what he appears

JtavS 1 if
an in

JProve<l method of potting plants,—
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cause 1 have always been taught to consider
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were Put int0 a Pot three or four sizes
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le ifc had been growing in, it could

*°t by any means be made to thrive healthily, or if it

did thrive, it would run into such a wild exuberance

of growth as to be quite unmanageable; and as toils

flowering, that would be entirely out of the question

until it had filled its pots with roots, and consequently

its supply of nourishment had been in some degree

exhausted. I have always been taught to carefully

guard against the ? over-potting ' of plants : how great

was my surprise, then, to find that I and all my sage

tutors have been pursuing the wrong path to excel-

lence of cultivation ; and, though we may have turned

out some tolerably good specimens of plants, yet it

could only be by mere chance—we owed nothing to

skill ! What an immense saving of labour might have
been made, had we been earlier made acquainted with
the ! one-shift system' ! However, it is never too late to

mend our ways; and the sooner we do it, especially as

our ways are not 5 Nature's ways,' the better. Now
that we have got a system by which we may hope to

make our plants form a three years' growth, and
probably a three years' crop of flowers, in one year,

we have indeed a very strong stimulus to exertion

—

to say nothing of the great saving of labour we shall

effect."

Thus far, we find the usual appeal to what men are

accustomed to, and nothing more; it is a good
specimen of the bad way in which some people dispute

when they fancy they are arguing.

"But," continues the writer, "however good in

theory the ' one- shift system 5 may seem at first sight,

I have some latent misgivings as to its efficacy, at least

in all cases. Nature is not always the safest guide.''

Nature not the safest guide ! why, what other guide
are we to take? Is there anybody vain enough to

imagine that his knowledge of what is fitting for the

well-being of a plant is better known to himself than
to the Creator of all things ? On the contrary, we
venture to affirm that there is not a single good mode
of cultivation that is not conformable to Nature's ways,
that all cultivation is good in proportion as these ways
are followed, and that all bad cultivation is in direct

violation of important natural laws. Our friend
" Observator" should have said, We often do not suffi-

ciently understand Nature, and therefore tec are apt to

fancy we arefollowing her when we are going the other

way ; but let that pass for the present.

"If," says our correspondent, in continuation, f( we
place a plant in an artificial situation, it is by artificial

means, to a great extent, that we must keep it in a
healthy existence. I do not mean to assert that in

pot-culture the laws of nature should be entirely dis-

regarded, for in our potting and watering, and other

attentions to plants, we are imitating nature; but we
may exceed the proper limits, and in attempting to

imitate nature too exactly, we may find that her laws
are not, in all cases, applicable to plants placed in an
artificial situation."

Here we have a string of phrases the precise bear-

ing of which seems to our apprehension rather

obscure. Plants artificially grown are to be artificially

treated—no doubt; but artificial treatment need not

be in opposition to natural laws—on the contrary, it

should follow them as nearly as circumstances will

permit. But, says " Observator," the laws of nature

are not to be entirely disregarded, only we may exceed
the proper limits—that is to say, instead of following

Nature we may run before her ; and then, when we
have so exceeded them, we may find that her laws are

not applicable to plants in an artificial situation

—

which, being put into plain English, is the same thing
as saying that a violation of the laws of nature produces
bad effects, ergo the laws themselves are not fit to be
observed.

We confess our inability to comprehend this process

of reasoning; let us hope for more success next week,
when we resume the consideration of the remainder
of our worthy correspondent's letter.

The subject of experimenting on a large scale, to

the importance of which Professor Henslow has lately

so skilfully directed attention, and upon which we last

week made a few remarks, is one, the importance and
possibility of which become more evident the more
we consider it in all its bearings. When a philoso-
pher works carefully in his cabinet, acquainted accu-
rately with the nature of all the agents spread before
him, and alive to all the disturbing influences that
may affect his results, he knows that one experiment
is as good as a hundred, and a necessity for repeating
it may not be felt; for when natural causes are
exactly alike, the same effects must as surely follow
them as when figures are dexterously combined by
the arithmetician. But the cultivator of the soil is

in a wholly different position s he lias to deal with

materials which, although they are called by the same
name, may be really very different in their nature ; he

knows very little about them ; a thousand circum-

stances unobserved by his untrained eye may exist to

disturb his results, and the consequence is that all his

experiments must be varied and repeated till a series

of averages shall form a rough but sufficient check to

his conclusions. We may fairly doubt whether the

coarse operations of Gardening and Agriculture will

ever bear to be examined in any other way ; and if

they would bear it, the new results of new practices
will certainly fail of carrying conviction to the minds
of the mass of the people, unless supported by evidence
accumulated upon evidence.

For example: A. dresses an acre of his land with
nitrate of soda, tries a cheap experiment—gains an
ample return, and concludes that this substance is the
best of all manures; his neighbour follows his ex-

ample, buys nitrate of soda for 20 acres, incurs con-

siderable expense, watches his field with anxious looks,

sees little promise of advantage, gathers in his crop,

and finds that his experiment is a losing one. This
i3 talked of at the Corn-market, reported in the

county paper, and nitrate of soda is, in the minds of

many^ condemned for ever. But how different would
have been the result if a hundred farmers had dressed

a piece of half an acre under certain instructions, and
then compared notes ? Some would find that they had
succeeded, others would see no advantage ; but as the

results would probably be almost balanced, it would be-

come manifest to the most obtuse understanding, or to

the most prejudiced mind, that if nitrate often failed, it

often turned out well ; the causes of failure in the one

case and of success in the other would then be canvassed

and discussed, new experiments would be suggested,

and by degrees the land where, and the times when,

and the crops to which nitrate of soda can be advan-

tageously applied would become understood experi-

mentally. Every man would lenoio the facts, because

he would have witnessed them, and the evidence of

our senses is, it must be granted, about the best that is

procurable.

Such being our opinion, we say to the farmers and

gardeners of Great Britain, with Professor Hen-
slow: "Trust not implicitly to the suggestions

of the most celebrated chemists, nor adopt their

notions into your practice, without previously mak-
ing a set of comparative experiments for yourselves,

in order to test the value of their suggestions. Secure

co-operation ; act together by hundreds and thou-

sands in attending to directions, and in registering

results. Such decided improvements in the art of

culture will then be struck out for you, that your

important interests will be able to maintain that

state of prosperity which is so essential to the general

well-being of the country/'

But it may be asked, how is this to be arranged ?

whence are to come the suggestions and directions

which the cultivators are to follow ? to whom are

we to look with confidence for that superintending in-

telligence and skilful leading which are indispensable

to secure the success of such endeavours? We might

point to the many men ofscience now occupied with such

inquiries ; to the Daubenys, Henslows, Johnstons,Mad-

dens, Playfairs, Solly s, and others, as safe and trust-

worthy guides, whose advice is easily Mid speedily

to be procured through the medium of the weekly

press. But we feel that it is unfair to impose such

duties on private individuals while there are every-

where Societies in existence whose officers can be

readily charged with their execution. " If," says Pro-

fessor Henslow in one of his letters, " the arrange-

ments of our various Agricultural Societies were

only as complete for securing abundant returns

of comparative experiments as they appear to be

perfect for exhibiting fat cattle and tine roots, or

even for discussing good dinners and promoting good

fellowship, I should then hope to live long enough to

see the farming produce of Great Britain double that

which is now extracted from the soil-"

Now we can discover no reason why Societies should

not be as efficient for one purpose as for another: in

point of fact, the Highland Society has already taken

up the subject by offering numerous premiums ior

experimental researches in Agriculture, and we trust

that its example will be followed and improved upon

elsewhere. What could be a more worthy object oi

the great resources of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England than to plan, direct, collate register,

abstract, and publish, in a very cheap form, th

results of thousands of experiments ? 1 he exampl

set bY the Suffolk farmers shows its practicability,

and about its importance no one, we think, would

entertain a doubt.
t

;

Professor Henslow, however, inclines to the opinion

that it would be better to establish a new society for

the especial purpose of encouraging and directing

experiments. As the views of so judicious a friend of
thc cultivators of the soil cannot have too much publi-
city given them, we subjoin the following extract from
a letter now before us:

—

« Although you have repeatedly assured practical
rt men of the necessity of experimenting for them-
" selves, and have probably produced some good effects
" by so doing, yet I hope you will excuse my once
'* again insisting upon the necessity of something
" more being done than merely pointing out to them
w what are tftte experiments they should undertake.
" There is no doubt great satisfaction in measuring
u the length of an invisible animalcule, and I am one

e

e
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* of the last to be insensible to such a gratification
;

" but 1 hope the President of the Microscopical
" Society will agree with me in thinking it would be
«• no waste of time for himself and a few other zealous
" Botanists, Chemists, and Geologists in London to
" hold monthly meetings for the express purpose of
•* devising experiments to be conducted on some such
w plan as the one I have suggested to the farmers of
" Suffolk. There must be some sort of organisation
"for furnishing mere practical men with the proposed
" Schedules, and with precise instructions for filling

"them up. Possibly a joint association of co-opera-
" ting experimenters among farmers and gardeners
u would be a preferable scheme to calling upon the
Ci present Agricultural Societies. Might not a small
" sum be levied annually from the various Horticul-
" tural and Agricultural societies for carrying out a

" plan which ought not to involve the class of experi-

* m enters to whom we should apply in any personal

"expense beyond mere postage? Might not a page
" or two be added to the Gardeners' Chronicle, to be
* expressly devoted to the discussion of the experi-

" ments proposed V
In the latter part of the proposition we at once

express our concurrence, if such a Society should

become desirable; but we trust, as we have already

stated, that the existing Societies will render a new
Association unnecessary ; and that the intention ex-

pressed by Mr. Pusey of moving for the appointment
of a consulting chemist by the Royal Agricultural
Society is an indication that some such step is about
to be taken by that great body.

Many have been the attempts to increase the quan-
tity and effect of common stable and farm-yard ma-
nure by mixing it with other substances, which alone
would not have had any fertilising effect, or which
are supposed to increase its activity. It may not be
uninteresting, both to gardeners and farmers, to con-
sider the principles on which these composts or
mixens, as they are sometimes called, are made ; using
only experience and common sense, and such chemical
facisasareuniversallyadmitted, even by those whohave
no pretence to science.

It is well known that fermenting dung has the

property of dissolving vegetable and animal fibre,

dispersing its volatile elements, and only leaving
those which are more fixed. Thus, a mixture of
dung and straw, especially when moistened with

urine, produces a considerable heat, which is taken

advantage of by gardeners to make hotbeds for forcing

vegetation. But when the object is to obtain the

most effective manure with the least loss, it is evident

that the heat should not be permitted to rise to such
a degree as will disperse the volatile elements which
arise from the decomposition of the substances heaped
together. 1 he process should be so gradual, that

the gases evolved may be absorbed aud condensed by
some substances added for this especial purpose. The
dung of animals, especially that of horses fed on
Corn, very soon enters into putrefaction, and serves

as a ferment to induce putrefaction in those sub-

stances, such as straw and woody fibre, which other-

wise would scarcely heat, and would only moulder
away very slowly by exposure to air and moisture.

Vegetable fibre may thus be readily decomposed,
even when united with an astringent principle, which
resists putrefaction, as in Peat. A mixture of dung,
straw, Peat, and any kind of vegetable fibre moist-

ened with water or with urine, will soon heat, and de-

compose; and if a portion of earth be mixed with
this in layers and form a covering to the heap, it will

absorb the volatile gases as they slowly arise, espe-

cially if tlieie be vegetable mould in it' Thus, sub-

stances which in themselves would be inert become
highly fertilising, and the actual manure is increased.

The mixing of lime, chalk, or marl with dung, and
turning this over frequently, does not seem to add any
fertilising matter to the heap which it had not before

;

and, unless we could show a beneficial action of these

substances on the animal and vegetable fibre, it ad-

mits of a doubt, whether this mixing and turning of
a large heap of manure may not be labour thrown
away. Lime is excellent in heavy soils, which are
ttot exhausted ; it makes the humic acid soluble,

according to some : at all events, its good effect is

matter of experience. Chalk and marl improve the
texture of the soi), and likewise afford calcareous mat-
ter to act on the humic acid; but these substances
add nothing to the strength of the manure in the
compost, more than when they are spread over the
surface and ploughed in with the dung. What, then,

v<W^ have given rise to this practice of making such

'<; has thefee

the idea that, as lime, chalk, and
;s called manures, and land which

,,.. ,

padded to it produces better crops,

y with the same' <feap\ity °i cm»g. than the lands where
they have ^<ja r^feen added, they have been
SuDuosed t< ain a fertilising power in them-
elves, similar jftSjChat of dung. Hence the tnis-

th&r liming is a substitute for ataken-

dressing with dung, and consequently, that it must
improve the compost.

We are aware that we are opening a door to

controversy on this point, on which practical farmers

differ widely—so much the better, if it excites them
to make comparative experiments. We desire not

to lay down the law: we only express doubts, which
may be confirmed or removed, when well-authenti-

cated facts shall be brought forward for or against

our position. In the mean time we will explain
our practice. As the time when the greatest part of
farm-yard manure is put on the land is in the spring
on young Clover, and in summer on root crops,

it is carried out of the yard into the field at such a
time, that, when it is wanted for the land, the straw
shall be partially decomposed, the fibres readily sepa-
rating and breaking off short. The practical farmer
knows well how to manage the dunghill, so as not to

heat too rapidly. At one time he may throw earth

over it, at another he may water it ; according to the

state in which it comes out of the yard, he throws it

out lightly with the fork, or he drives the horses and
carts over it to check the putrefactive process, by ex-
cluding atmospheric air. No specific directions can
be given on this point. If he thinks chalk or marl
useful, and can readily obtain them, he carries

them on the land after harvest, when it has had its

last ploughing before winter, spreads it, and lets the
winter's frost divide and pulverise it. If he uses
lime, he puts it on after the dung is incorporated, or

at the same time with it, ploughing both in together,

or on his Clovers about to be ploughed up for Wheat

;

in short, when he thinks it will have the best effect.

The farm-yard dung needs no other turning than what
it had when carted to the field, and when it is spread

over it. If there is room in the yard for throwing it

together and inducing the proper fermentation, it will

save much labour at a busy time of the year. In that

case, the farmer will calculate how long it should be

heaped up before it is carried. The more animal

matter it contains, the sooner it will be ripe. It should

never be in very high heaps, so as to heat unequally ;

and the process should be watched carefully. A little

attention may save great loss.

Sir Humphrey Davy maintained that the farm-

yard dung could not be used too fresh ; as in this

case nothing would be lost, and the straw would
slowly decompose in the earth. Theoretically, this is

correct ; but we find, in practice, that long, undecom-
posed straw ploughed into the land, in dry weather

especially, allows the moisture to evaporate too rapidly;

whereas short dung absorbs it, or even produces it.

The seeds of many weeds, which a gentle heat would
have caused to germinate in the heap and have de-

composed, are thus sown in the land and interfere

with the crop. Thus experience modifies theory,

while theory directs useful experiments.

—

M.

THE CORAL-TREE AS AN OPEN-AIR PLANT.
In confirmation of your Limerick correspondent's state-

ment, at p. 742 of last year's Chronicle, relative to the

blooming of Erythrina laurifdlia in the open air, I may state

that in 1832 there was a plant of E. Crista-galli in the gar-

den at Welbeck, which had then stood out a number
of years, and which annually produced thousands of

flowers. This plant was growing in a border, 6 feet square,

at the east end of a fruiting Pine-house. The treatment it

received was as follows :

In autumn, after the frost had destroyed its beauty, it

was cut down, and the bed, which also contained some
Fuchsias, was covered about a foot thick with old dry tan ;

to make a neat finish, the mound was afterwards turfed

over. The tan was carefully removed about the middle of

April, by which time the young shoots, as thick as strong

Asparagus, had generally protruded several inches. These

were thinned out, about a dozen of the strongest being

retained, which in the course of the season formed a bush

from 4 to 5 feet in diameter, being in autumn one mass of

bloom. The bed was annually mulched with rich compost,

and the plant was occasionally watered with liquid manure.

As this plant enjoyed peculiar advantages, inasmuch as

the ground was high'and dry, and the situation sheltered ;

the heat being also reflected during the day, and slowly

radiated by night, both by the end of the house and the

stone pavement with which the bed was surrounded, I think

a somewhat different treatment will be necessary to ensure

its flowering in a more exposed locality. From what I

have observed, I doubt not but the following mode of treat-

ment will ensure its blooming in a moderately sheltered

situation.

Cuttings of the young wood taken off with a heel when
about 3 inches long, and planted round the edge of a large

pot, or singly in small ones, in sandy peat, and plunged in

a brisk bottom-heat, will root in the course of a few weeks.

This is suitable for those cuttings which are taken from

plants in heat; but cuttings from the open air will not bear

such treatment. The transition to a close warm frame ap-

pears too much for them, and they become paralysed ; but

if, after being planted, they are placed in a moderately warm
frame until the cuttings are cicatrised, and then removed

to a brisk bottom-heat, they will root with great freedom.

Propagation may also be effected by division of the roots ;

but this is nota good practice., After the cuttings are rooted,

they must be repotted into rick light compost, and cn-

] couraged to make robust growth. As it is indispensable

that the plants should become strong before they are

planted out, they must have at least one season's cultiva-

tion in pots ; the flower-buds must also be removed as soon
as they are perceptible, so that the whole organizable mat-
ter may be concentrated in the young plant.

In the spring of the second season, therefore, the
ground may be prepared for the reception of the plants,

and as the preservation in winter of the roots of all tender
plants depends as much upon the dryness as upon the
warmth of the soil, it will be advisable to give them an
elevated but not an exposed situation ; and where the
subsoil is not porous, make it so artificially. Therefore,
where it is necessary, excavate the natural soil to the

depth of two feet, and in the bottom place a layer of brick

rubbish, at least six inches thick ; over that lay some small
sticks, leaves, or moss, to prevent the soil from getting

into the drainage; and in filling up, raise the bed six

inches above the level of the surrounding soil, with a com-
post consisting of rich turfy loam, leaf-mould, and turfy

peat, in the proportions of two parts of the former to one
of each of the latter ; to which sandstone or porous
bricks, broken to the large size of large eggs may be
added, to the extent of one-eighth' of the whole mass.
This mixture will never become solid ; on the contrary, it

will always be permeable to both air and moisture, without
any risk of becoming saturated witli the latter. The
plants in the first season may be planted 1 8 inches apart

;

but, in the third year, half of them may be taken out to

form a new plantation ; and in the fifth or sixth year,

each plant when in flower will acquire an area of 16 or 20
square feet. When large specimens for immediate effect

are desired, four or five may be placed in juxta-position.

The best time to plant them out will be from the last week
in May to the middle of June, as the ground will then be
a little warm, and the plants will sustain no check.
Towards the end of October the plants should be cut

down, and the crown of each covered with a box or
flower-pot filled with dry leaves ; the whole being spread
over with dry peat, leaf-mould, or sawdust, to the depth
of a foot, and then turfed over neatly. The latter will be
found advantageous, especially if the sides of the bed have

a sharpish inclination, as it will throw off much of the

rain that would otherwise soak into the mould, and impair

its protecting properties.

In spring, when the covering is removed, and the plants

are established, the surface of the beds should be renewed
to the depth of the roots with the above compost ; the

whole being afterwards covered two inches thick with
sandy-peat or leaf-mould. This, from its colour and good
conducting properties, will absorb considerable heat
during the day ; but as it will part with it quite as freely

when the sun does not shine, it will be necessary to pro-
tect each plant with a handglass after the sun is down,
and to cover the whole bed with mats during the night.

This covering should be continued until the middle of
June, or later, if the weather requires it. Water during
the growing season may be freely administered in dry
weather; and if liquid manure is occasionally given, it

will add to the strength of the plants ; but after they are

in bloom the less water that falls on the bed the better it

will be for the preservation of the roots through the

winter.

The situation in which the plant was placed at Wel-
beck did not show it off to advantage; but planted on a
lawn, either as a single specimen or in a group, the Coral-
tree would be one of the finest things imaginable; cer-

tainly nothing inferior to Clianthus puniceus.— IV. P.
Ayrcs.

ON THE TREATMENT OF SEEDS HAVING
LARGE FLESHY COTYLEDONS.

There are many operations connected with gardening,
which, although apparently trifling and unimportant in
the performance, are nevertheless far otherwi.se in their

results. One of these is the sowing of a seed ; and as an.

Acorn will be a fair type of the class of which I speak, I

shall select it as an example.
It is a general rule, I believe, to place the seed at a

considerable depth below the surface of the soil, this depth
being regulated by the magnitude of the seed. Nothing
can be more injurious to the future progress of the tree in

every stage of growth than this treatment, the reasons for

which I shall endeavour to explain.

Every one is aware that seeds, such as Acorns, Beans,
Chesnuts, &c, are composed of two fleshy lobes or coty-

ledons, connected on one side by the embryo or future
plant, the whole being inclosed by a thick outer covering.
The seed being placed in a situation favourable to vegeta-
tion, the cotyledons imbibing moisture, and consequently
becoming much swollen, the shell or covering not being
of a nature to accommodate itself to the increased size of
the cotyledons, bursts, and a small radicle or root pene-
trates the earth for a double purpose ; first, in search of

nourishment for the infant plant ; and secondly, to secure
it firmly in its place. But the nourishment furnished by
the root is but a secondary source to the embryo ; for we
find that nature has furnished other means of support to
the delicate and as yet minute plant. The cotyledons are

the organs by which the elements suitable for its food and
nourishment are extracted from the atmosphere, digested,

and prepared for the delicate infant tree; in short,

the cotyledons are to a seedling plant what leaves are to

one of larger growth.
To place a seed, then, below the surface of the soil, where

it would be hidden from the full actions of the atmosphere,
is a gross mistake, and a wide deviation from the rules of

nature
; for when do we find a seed, sown by nature's own

hand, hidden several inches below the soil ?—aud nature's
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instructions are seldom of such a nature as (if rightly ob-

served) to cause us to err.

" Read nature, nature is a friend to truth."

From the observations I have made, it appears evident

that the seed should be placed near the surface; indeed,

if covered at all, it should be but very slightly, although

nature always [not always ; not in the Oak

—

Ed.'] makes
an effort to raise the cotyledons above the soil for the

full benefit of light and air. But when placed at a great

depth, it is necessarily some time before they can be raised

to the surface ; and consequently proper nourishment* is

denied to the embryo at the first stage of its vegetation
;

and an injury done at that stage of growth is irreparable.

.1 feel satisfied that when the seeds of timber-trees are

treated in such a manner, it produces a great effect on the

value of the timber, or at least on its durability 5 *• e.
f

the timber of trees planted naturally is far superior to that

from trees artificially treated, or treated after the deep

planting method. Forest-planters would do well to turn

their attention to the subject, which, though trifling in

itself, is important in its results.

—

A. Tyro.

ABSENCE OF TREES IN THE PRAIRIES OF
NORTH AMERICA.

? In Norlh America, the plains watered by the Illinois

and Western streams of the Mississipi and Missouri con-

tain extensive grass-covered tracts, the Savannas or

Prairies, where no trees will grow, excepting in Arkansa,

along the banks of the Mississippi, and other watercourses

where woods are occasionally met with. That plains

(alluvial ?) which are represented by all who have visited

them to possess the richest sward should not afford

growth to a single tree is a striking phenomenon ; and, as

such, ought, before now, to have elicited an explanation

from geographers.

Flint, an American writer, divides the Prairies into three

kinds : lst
?
the heathy or bushy, which have springs, and

are covered with small shrubs, Grape-Vines, &c. f
very

common in Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri ; 2nd, dry en-

rolling, generally destitute of water, and of almost all vege-

tation but grass ; the latter are the most common and
extensive ; the traveller may wander for days in these vast

and nearly level plains, without wood or water, and see no
object rising above the horizon ; 3d, the alluvial or wet
prairies, the. smallest division; these are covered with a
rich vegetation of tall, rank grass ; the soil is deep black,

friable, and fertile ; abounding in pools without issue, left

by the flooding of the rainy season.

In the above description of the Prairies, as well as in

many others which I have read, I meet with no particulars
which in any way account for the complete absence of

trees. Where the soil is represented to be dry, this

would occur in the greatest degree at the surface; and
since that is not so dry but that grass will grow upon it,

surely a little below that surface the roots of trees would
find support, provided the ground were deep and open
enough. But when, in elucidating a case of this kind, facts

are wanting, not, perhaps, in the Prairies themselves, but
in the writings of those who describe them, I think, that,

by turning our attention towards the known causes which
affect vegetation in similar circumstances elsewhere, we
may better arrive at the knowledge of them in the case in

question. A. Balbi, the French geographer, states that
the plains of Rio de la Plata, or Pampas of Buenos Ayres,
are remarkable for the absence of trees, and for the in-
numerable Grasses which cover their vast surface; being
similar in that respect to the Savannas or Prairies of the
Mississippi, Mackenzie-plain, which they fully equal in
extent—amounting, according to Humboldt, to 1,215,000
square miles. Next, Azara (a Spanish writer) says, that
throughout the whole of this country (Pampas) there is

neither river, lake, nor well, that is not brackish. Even
the Pilcomayo and the Rio Grande, the two greatest
branches of the Paraguay, partake of this saltness

; and
the same author assures us that he has seen in lagunas,
dried up by the heat, a layer of Epsom salts, above three
inches in thickness.

From this account of the Pampas, and those given by
other travellers, all tending to corroborate the fact that
the soil is highly impregnated with salt, T think we
ttiay fairly infer that one great cause why trees will not
thrive in these plains (Pampas) is owing to the presence
°f a salt, which, whether a sulphate of magnesia, a muriate
of soda, or a carbonate, still, by pervading the soil in ex-
cess, must, independently of other causes, rather check
the growth of trees than that of certain herbaceous plants

;
amongst which, many might no doubt be found to be
benefited rather than harmed by their presence in certain
quantities, and whose roots, penetrating less deep, are
confined to the surface-soil, which, no doubt, is less im-
pregnated with saline particles, owing to the heavy rains
"which visit these countries and carry off the greater
Portion.

Prom these statements it will be seen, that, although no
t&vellers have as yet collected any particulars within the

territory of the Prairies tending to show that, like the
ampas of South America, the waters which penetrate the

sou are brackish, yet the case may be suspected to be the
ame in both instances. Several rivers which cross the
i/^jnesof North America from West to East flow, not
d

r

l
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T
l
rom" their source, through an upland district (Desert

Nuttal, at the foot of the Rocky Mountains, extending
tween the superior Arkansa and the Paduca), "re-
adable," says Ealbi, « for its rich mines of rock salt.

eRn
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-

n
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US parts '" observes the same writer, « but more
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y al°ng the borde« of the Great Plain, in Ar-d°sa Missouri, and Illinois, salt is found."
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then

'
° f the nature of the subsoil and

erB comI>nsed within the limits of these plains, as well

as the different species of plants indicating by their habits

the nature of the soil in which they grow, would be desir-

able, in order to decide the question. Much, I imagine,

may be attributed to the icy winds which sweep over these

plains from North to South.—C. JV.

ON THE CULTURE OF TREVIRANA OR
ACHIMENES.

This genus, like many others, has had its name fre-

quently changed within the last few years. If this is to

be considered a mark of distinguished merit, no one can

dispute that it has been judiciously awarded to this tribe

of plants, combining, as it does, neatness of foliage, regu-

larity of branches, and a conical, uniform shape. When
grown singly in pots and properly attended to, it amply
rewards the cultivator in the profusion of flowers which it

bears, varying from the bright scarlet of the old Cyrilla

pulchella to the deep violet of the superb Achimenes
longi flora.

The following mode of treatment I have found equally

well adapted to all the species : After the plants have done
flowering, and the tops die down, (generally in November),
I allow the bulbs, which resemble the catkins of the Hazel,

to remain undisturbed in the pots, which are laid on their

sides beneath the greenhouse-stage, or some other place

where frost and wet cannot reach them. Here they

remain until the latter part of January, when they are

placed in a gentler heat, and watered, until the soil becomes
sufficiently moist to encourage vegetation. When the

small scaly bulbs have made shoots about two inches in

length, I plant them singly in small sixties in a mixture of

leaf-mould and a small portion of silver sand. At the

subsequent shiftings, until the plants are finally in June
placed in sixteens, the compost consists of light rich

turf-loam and peat, or leaf-mould when peat cannot be
procured, in equal proportions, and on no account sifted.

The pots are thoroughly drained, a point which forms the

basisof all goodculturebothin pots andinthe open ground.

For growing several plants in one pot, I prefer the

No. 12 size, into which I turn five of the plants previously

kept in sixties, placing one in the centre and four round
the edges. These form a noble mass when in bloom, but

never assume the uniform conical shape of a single spe-

cimen. The main stem and side branches are neatly

sticked and tied out as they advance in growth.

The temperature of an early Vinery is well adapted for

these plants until the end of May, at which period they

should be taken to a cool pit, where a steady moist heat

can be maintained. They should be shaded in hot days

between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. to prevent the sun from
scorching the foliage, and they should never be watered

overhead. The pots should be placed upon others in-

verted, and the bottom of the pit should be kept moist,

closing up early in the afternoon and giving air in clear

weather about eight in the morning, so that the damp may
disperse before the rays of the sun fall directly upon the

plants. By pursuing the above course of treatment my
efforts have always been crowned with success.

It is to be regretted that this genus is not more gene-
rally placed amongst the list of articles for competition at

the various Horticultural exhibitions.

—

D. R. [The ob-

vious reason is that they travel badly.]

TRELLIS FOR CLIMBERS.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XI.
Although much has been said and written relative to

the importance of arranging plants in flower-gardens

according to their complementary colours, but little

attention, in a practical point of view, has been paid to

the subject. This is the more to be regretted, because

the theory of colours is not an imaginary one, but is

founded on nature ; and therefore as nature demands that,

to produce an harmonious whole, certain colours must be

properly blended, we ought not to distribute plants at

random, but to place them so that, by mutually enhancing

each other, the tout ensemble will be more harmonious

and agreeable than it could be under any other circum-
stances. "Every decided colour, (observes Goethe,) does
certain violence to the eye, and forces the organ to oppo-
sition

;
" thus, let any one fix his eye intently on the

brilliant scarlet flowers of Verbena fgnea, and in a few-
seconds the colour becomes oppressive to that organ ; but
no sooner does he remove it to the green foliage that
surrounds the flower than the pain ceases, and the observer
experiences relief.—And why is this? because green is

the opposite or complementary colour of red ; and in the
same manner yellow demands purple ; orange—*blue ; and
vice versa ; and so on throughout the whole range of
colours, as all the intermediate gradations reciprocally

demand each other, the simpler colour requiring the com-
pound, and the contrary.

Again, colours are divided into two classes, viz., warm
and cold ; the warm colours are red, orange, and purple,
and their shades ; and the cold or complementary colours
green, blue, and yellow, in their various gradations ; while
white, which for gardening purposes takes the place of
green, may be considered complementary to the whole of
them ; as all colours are improved by being brought in
contact with it, with the exception of pale pink or yellow,

to which it gives a rather dingy appearance.
Where the flower-beds are surrounded by grass, it is

not advisable to introduce cold colours, as yellow and
blue, to any great extent ; but, on the contrary, warm
colours, as red, orange, and purple, should prevail ; and
the opposite when the beds are on yellowish brown gravel,

which is a warm colour. For this reason it is that some
persons object to certain colours in their flower-gardens ;

but if, when cold colours are placed on grass, the beds
are surrounded by a narrow margin of the complementary
colour, the effect of the flowers will be much enhanced ;

and the same will occur when the beds are on gravel.
These remarks are offered at this time with a view to

the arrangement of colours in sowing spring or planting
autumn-sown annuals, which must be got into their per-
manent quarters as soon as possible. Good lists of
annuals and perennials will be found in previous Numbers,
especially at page 105 of this volume. In arranging the
plants, 1 would particularly insist upon a due proportion
in their height, as well as in the colour of their flowers.
The best way to sow annuals is first to loosen the

earth where it is intended to place them, avoiding raking
the beds at present, unless the ground is very light;

then make a slight drill, by pressing the rim of a 32-pot
upon it ; sow the seeds very thinly, and cover with loam
and leaf-mould finely sifted, and in about equal propor-

tions. In borders that are viewed in the length and
breadth, the colours should be arranged in the following

order: red, white, yellow, purple, orange, blue,—re-

peating the same colour or some shade of it at regular

distances throughout the length of the border. But in all

symmetrical flower-gardens, by which is meant such as

have a centre or centres, the colours should be arranged
symmetrically; or, in a word, one half of the platform
should reflect the other. For those disposed to follow this

subject further, excellent directions will be found at

p. 291 of the vol. for 1841 ; but before the time arrives
for planting out, a plan will be given with the colours
arranged as they will look best— TV. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Bees.—Your columns have occasionally been occupied

with the subject of Bee-keeping ; and judging from what
has been said by the expert, of their various practices,
and by the inexpert of their many disappointments, one
might suppose that nothing certain was yet known of the
proper treatment of this useful little insect, and that
nothing had been written that could be relied on, although
so many authors lie open for consultation, from Virgil to
Huber, and from Huber down to Triptolemus Yellowly.*
That great success, however, does attend the nurture of
Bees is pretty evident from the large quantity of honey
annually brought to market ; and that there can be no
great art required in the " keeping " is as clear, from the
exhibition of so many straw-thatched hives in the cottage-

gardens of our southern counties, whose owners have
neither opportunity nor leisure to bestow much care upon
them. Two objects are alternately made most prominent
in Bee-keeping— the amusement to be derived from ob-
servation of their habits, and the profit of their honey :

the curious Bee-keeper will take advantage of both. But,
for whatever purpose Bees are kept, whether for pleasure

or profit, success must mainly depend on a management
or a manipulation (if I may so speak), which can only be
acquired by practice and observation, with a due regard
to the natural habits of the insect. The case is the same
as in gardening ; much may be learned from a theoretical

study of the subject, and much from books; but the
power of using the knowledge so acquired to the best
advantage can only be learned by practice. It is on- this
principle that we must account for the various fortunes of
Bee-fanciers, in their attempts to follow prescribed
methods. Slight differences in the time chosen or in the
mode of performing little offices about the hive, constitute
the essence of success or of failure. The best summary
on Bees and Bee-keeping which I have lately met with, is
to be found in the articles " Bee " and " Apiary," in the
latest edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica ;" these I
recommend to the notice of your correspondents. It fe
not my object in this communication to lay down rules for
then* management; but I have a word or two to say in
favour ot the vulgar method of keeping 1 as now-
practised by our cottagers, if they are to be kept for
profit. In this method, indeed, all the prominent features
of their economy, and their most interesting habits, may

* Vide Scott's « Pirate."
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be almost as well brought into view as by the ordinary

practices of the apiarian. The universality and antiquity

of this mode of keeping Bees are, perhaps, not good pleas

for the practice, because many bad habits may claim the

same inveteracy; still the constant recurrence to it

after trial of many others, and in the face of many
attempts at improvement, is of itself a powerful re-

commendation. Beside the acknowledged advantages
of the material used in the construction of the common
hive—its warmth in winter and coolness in summer

—

the ready and firm attachment it gives to the comb, and its

general congeniality, it affords the darkness and privacy

so necessary to the well-being of the insect. This love of

privacy is an instinct which must be kept always in view
by the fancier in the adaptation of his contrivances for

watching its operations. In fact, in everything else, be
cannot do better than to keep, as strictly as his object

will allow, to the principles of this parent model abode.

Much has been said about ventilation, but it would ap-

pear that most of the contrivances for favouring this

object have been, or are likely to be, resented as imperti-

nent, if we may judge by the fondness of the Bee for a

domicile which has only one outlet, and that one it en-

deavours to keep no bigger than sufficient for free ingress

and regress. Any mode of ventilating the hive which, in

the height of summer, might save the insect the trouble

it takes in that way, would probably destroy it, or its

larvce, at any other season. Again, it is scarcely possible

to construct a Bee-house free from sharp draughts at one

time and reverberated heat at another ; whilst the single

isolated stool and the thatched straw-hood are free from
these objections, and being once well adapted require no
farther attention. But the curious observer must have
greater facilities than these simple arrangements afford ;

and he will do well to observe the principle in the fittings

of the supplemental hives and glass cases required for his

experiments. As regards the securing the honey and the

disposal of the Bees at the end of the season, the keeper
who would have most profit by them must, I fear, follow

the ordinary practice of destruction, however repugnant
to his feelings. The laws of animal life, which give the
preponderance to productiveness over the means of sub-
sistence, are irresistible ; and in anticipation of the work
of famine it matters little whether we use the knife, the
halter, or the brimstone-match—always observing Mac-
beth's injunction, that if the deed were done, "it were well

that it were done quickly." This industrious and prolific

little insect breeds fully up to the limits of its own bare
subsistence. You cannot keep your Bees and eat their

honey yourself, unless you supply them with its only pro-
per substitute, sugar ; and then there is an end of the
profit. In ordinary seasons, it is never safe to allow any
but the heaviest hives to stand for " stock." It is diffi-

cult to bring even these safely through a very mild win-
ter ; and they often perish for want of a little artificial

aid. The rich and ample harvest of the last summer was
a good preparative for the winter we have just now expe-
rienced ; and, but for that provision, I doubt much if

half the " stock hives 1
' of the country could have survived it

without feeding. The practices of Wildman and others

for removing the honey in the course of the summer, and
taking the chance of the Bees making up the deficiency,

cannot be very extensively followed ; and, if it were at-

tempted, it is doubtful if more destruction to life would
pot be the consequence in unfavourable seasons ; at least,

than takes place by the common mode of autumnal
execution. In bringing these cursory observations to

a conclusion, I will endeavour to remove the gloom
that overshadows this part of the subject, and better

bespeak the interest of your readers by the rela-

tion of a little anecdote, strongly illustrative of the
superior intelligence of the Bee, abounding as its history

does, in examples of this description. My father kept Bees
in the ordinary way of the country, and when a boy it

was my task, (partly imposed, partly chosen,) amongst
other ruralities, to watch their progress. It happened
that three stock-hives had been left standing through the
winter, in one of which the Bees had died from want.
From negligence, or want of leisure to work up the comb
for its wax, the dead hive was allowed to stand on its

stool till the following May, when the remaining hives
began to send out their swarms. A swarm took place
from one of these, and it was hived in a newly- prepared
straw hive in the usual way. At first they appeared to
take kindly to the habitation offered them ; but after the
lapse of about half an hour they swarmed again, and
settled (or clustered) as before, and were hived a second
time. As it was supposed that the great heal of the sun
or some such annoyance, was the cause of their rising

again, the hive was this time shaded with green boughs,
and an umbrella placed over it ; but notwithstanding these
enticements, in a very few minutes they rose again, and with-
out waiting the usual process of settling, they were observed
to be rushing to the entrance pcle-mele into the above-men-
tioned ready-furnished but untenanted (except by its own
dead) hive. In a quarter of an hour from thus taking posses-
sion, they wereobserved busily employed in bringing out the
dead Bees, small fragments of honey-comb, dead insects,
and other dirt

; and by the middle of the following day a
little conical heap of their cleansings was to be seen on
the ground in front of the hive ; before night, well-loaded
labourers were seen entering to repair the dilapidations
and refurnish the empty cells. In the end, this hive was
one of the heaviest of the season, after giving out its
swarm like an old stock-hive. "We all know the story of
the refutation of the philosopher's definition of the dis-
tinctive character of the human race, their "ability to draw
an inference," inasmuch as, that, although the dragsman

i?
n
*?5' °\ did not know that he couId do so

' his horse
could, for he could draw anything." A double instance

of this faculty is shown in this anecdote of the swarm of
Bees- First, their preference to the ready-furnished
house, previously engaged by their scouts before swarm-
ing, to the empty one in which they were hived ; and
secondly, their avoidance of the usual act of clustering in

their third rising, after finding that that act subjected
them to the annoyance of being thrust into the empty
tenement they were not in want of; and it may be noted,
that, although they seemed to deliberate for half an hour
after the first hiving, their resolution being taken, they
rose almost immediately after the second, to betake them-
selves at once to their destined abode.

—

P. P.
Bees.—" J. W.M wishes "Agger" to mention the pri-

mary cause why Bees store up honey. " Agger" con-
ceives that Bees store up honey that it may support them
in bad or cold weather, and would add to his statement
quoted in p. 158 by J. W., " that propagation of the spe-
cies is not the object for which we keep Bees/' that the
object for which he keeps them is the production of honey.

Killing Insectsfor the Cabinet.—As " S." has, at p. 138,
inserted a clever letter in answer to mine, which was
merely intended to advocate the cause of poor persecuted
and oppressed insects, I am anxious that these few lines

should appear in return. As " S." says, with reason, that
if I condemn one mode of killing insects, I am bound to

provide one that is quicker and less painful ; this I will

do to the best of my£abilityr I spent the years of 1829
and 1830 in the South of France, and while one day
walking under that lovely sky without a cloud, I was
stopped by a large and powerful insect crossing my path,
and running as fast he could go from fear of me (and not
without reason), for I took him up, and held him with
difficulty in a piece of thick letter-paper. His struggles
to free himself astonished me, from the strength of limb
that he displayed. I was near the house of a friend who
was staying at Thiers at the same time, and while walking
thither, I passed in one of the vineyards a labourer, of
whom I inquired the name of the insect ? He said it was
a taille-pitfd, and that it was most destructive to the Vines,
gnawing through their roots. I took it to the house of my
friend, and asked if he knew of any method of killing

insects in a moment ; for that, although I was anxious to

take him to England as a specimen, I would let him loose
rather than he should suffer from a lingering or painful
death. My friend said he would kill him in one instant,
which he did by dropping two or three drops of ether on
his head or back : its death was instantaneous- I have
never done it myself, but I was a witness to this. I am
rejoiced to find that " S." approves with me of using every
means to check cruelty to that part of God's creation
which has not, like ourselves, the power of self-defence

;

and that with all, but especially with the young, cruelty to

insects and animals only leads the mind to exercise more
and more tyranny in after life ; and^of all tyrants /'sub-
altern tyrants are the most intolerant and intolerable." I

hope that if this has the same result as my former letter,

that of bringing a clever answer from " S.," that he will,

while he defends himself, give me credit for addressing him
with the sole motive of anticipating that happy time still

folded in the volume of prophecy, " When the wolf shall
dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with
the kid, and the calf and the young lion, and the fading
together

; and a little child shall lead them ; and the cow
and the bear shall feed, their young ones shall lie down
together ; and the lion shall eat straw like the ox ; and the
sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp, and the
weaned child shall put his hand on the cockatrice den.
They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountain,
for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord,
as the waters cover the sea." Isaiah xi. 6 D. 77. W.

Cultivation of the Pine-Apple in France.—Having
noticed, at p. 118, some observations on the Royal Gardens
of France, which I have lately visited, a few general
remarks upon the manner in which the Pine-Apple is

cultivated in that country may perhaps be interesting to
the readers of the Chronicle. Amongst the various
places which I visited while at Paris, there is none in my
opinion at which the Pine is grown to such perfection as
at the Meudon Gardens, by M. Pervillian. There, quan-
tity and quality are combined, and the whole of the
plants are fruited without pots, on what I believe is

termed the system of open-frame culture ; which i$ a very
great saving, both in time and expense, as it does away
with the cost of pots and the trouble of potting, and in a
great measure with the fermenting materials required for
bottom-heat. The information which I gained upon this
subject is as follows ;—The suckers produced by the
fruiting plants of last season are allowed to remain on the
plant after the fruit is cut until the following March, at
which period, if the plant be a strong one, the sucker,
when taken off, will be almost a full-grown succession
plant. These suckers are not potted, as is generally the
case in this country, but planted out in a frame, previously
prepared with half-rotten leaves, made into a bed, from
three to four feet high, with little or no heat in it, except
what is produced by linings ; as at this time (March) we
look forward to a daily increase of solar heat This is

particularly the case in France, which is favoured with a
clearer sky. Half the trouble in linings of dung, which are
so necessary in this country, is thus dispensed with. The
linings added to the bed of half-rotten leaves, before men-
tioned, are found to produce heat sufficient to induce the
plants to form roots. These are soon followed by others
into the mould on the surface of the bed, and when this

takes places, the rapidity of their growth may easily be
imagined. The principal attention they require after being
rooted, is to syringe them almost daily with tepid water,
and to keep up a humid atmosphere. As the plants ad-
vance in growth, the frame must be raised to give them
head room. By judicious treatment, I consider fruiting

plants may be grown on this system in nearly half the
usual time. About the month of August, the plants will

be large enough to remove to their fruiting quarters, which
at Meudon, and at the Baron de Rothchild's, are a low-
roofed house or pit, just wide enough for containing three
rows of plants, with a walk at the back. This is heated
by flues or fire-heat, which, for plants' of that size, is

equally as good as hot water, being only intended for

drying up the damp, and keeping up a moderate warmth
during the winter months. There is no doubt, how-
ever, but hot water would be the best for practising the
above system in this country. The floor of the house is

filled in, to the depth of 1G or 18 inches, with the best
soil that can be procured. I may here mention that loam
is very difficult to obtain in the neighbourhood of Paris :

in fact, good loam, such as Pines are grown in near London,
is not to be procured by any means ; so that while Pine-
growers in France have the advantage in climate, we, on
this side of the water, have a decided advantage in soiL

The principal part of their Pines are grown in peat j at
the Baron de Rothchild's I saw above a thousand Pine
plants, all growing in that soil. When the plants are
ready for removing, it is performed in the following man-
ner :—the frame is first lifted from the plants, so that

they can be got at from all sides ; then the plants are
raised with a spade, care being taken to remove them,

with as much soil adhering to their roots as possible..

They are then planted carefully in the pit above men-
tioned, three or four inches deeper than they originally

were, to encourage new roots, which, by being kept close,,

and shaded for a few days if necessary, they will soon*

make. After the plants are thus established in their final

quarters, no other attention is required but the general

routine of culture adopted for fruiting plants generally,,

viz., plenty of heat and moisture- I have no hesitation in
saying, that plants of the Providence, Enville, Cayenne^andi

other large kinds, may, on the above system, and without

the use of a single pot, be made to produce fruit weighing

from 8 to 10 lbs. each.— W* Dunsford, Capesthorne

Gardens.
Achimenes longiflora.—It is now time to plant this

species. It does not start as early as the old Achimenes
coccinea, and it delights in very coarse leaf-mould, con-

taining many large fragments of leaves. It should have

a large and broad-mouthed pot, drained by inverting

another within it and plenty of crocks round ; very 6andy
leaf-mould over the crocks, and coarser, with less sand»

above. The bulbs should be planted fully an inch deep*

—J. R.
Ipswich Cucumber Society.—Connected as I am with

the above society, I cannot allow the observations of
" Justitia" to pass unnoticed. Permit me then to direct

his attention to the first line in the judges' description of

the prize specimens, as inserted at p. 140 of the Gar~
de?iers' Chronicle. He will there find that the first prize

was awarded to Mr. T. Latter, for a brace of " Kerrison's.

Stove" Cucumbers, each 15| inches long, both perfectly

straight, If inches in diameter, dark green, with short
necks, black spines, slight rib, very bloomy, blossoms per-
fect, handsome fruit—in short, they were perfection, and»
although not the longest, they were the best. I am glad,

also, that I am able to prove that the standard of the

society was strictly adhered to in every point, and I should
be happy to see the arrangements and judgment of all

Horticultural and Floral Shows give the same universal

satisfaction. I trust the time is not far distant when the
standards of the Horticultural and Floricultural Societies;

of London, with that of the Ipswich Cucumber Society,

will be introduced into every one established for improving
the cultivation of fruits, flowers, and vegetables. I would,
also request " Justitia" to bear in mind that the Ipswich
Cucumber Society recognises length only when combined
with the qualities expressed in the standard.— Thomas,
fVild, Honorary Secretary.

Camellia in the open Ground.—In a gentleman's garden
in this vicinity there is now in full flower a red Camellia,
which has been planted in the open ground for ten years,
the last eight of which it has been without covering or any
protection whatever.

—

Stamford Hill.
Economical Pump.—I am aware of the economy of

supplying Plant-houses, etc., with water, by having the
Pump placed in the back shed, and the water pumped
into a cistern situated above the furnace, where it becomes
tepid, and is conveyed by pipes to the plant or forcing

departments. Although not new, I consider the above
system to be better than Snowdrop's (see p. 22), which is

nothing more than changing the situation of the Pump for
the worse. He seems to think that there can be no ob-
jection to his system, except to the ornamental head of
the Pump, which "may be covered with creepers." I
always understood that, in Gardening, disagreeable objects

only should be concealed. There is, however, a great
saving of labour, which, in my opinion, is the only ad-
vantage he obtains. He nevertheless finds himself in want
of a cistern, in which the water might become tepid; and
he proposes that a concealed cistern should be constructed
beneath the bark in the pit, and that the water should be
conveyed to the other houses by means of pipes. If

Snowdrop can do what he proposes, he must be a conjuror,

—I do not understand how it can be done without an
extra Pump. A plant pit is generally more or less sunk
in the floor, so that the bottom of the proposed cistern
would not be less than three feet below the level of the
house: it is impossible, therefore, to convey water to.

other departments without an extra pump and cistern..

Snowdrop ought to be aware that water will not rise higher
than the fountain, by merely having the end of a pipe
placed in it : if such is the case, how does he expect to.

convey the water, by pipes, to a situation so much higher

than the proposed cistern ? My reason for making these
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remarks is to caution others, lest, in following the above

system, they ultimately find themselves labouring under

similar disadvantages with Snowdrop, whom I would re-

commend to place a cistern, sufficiently elevated, in the

corner of the pit, close to the pump, that he may have the

advantage not only of tepid water, but also of conveying

it to other departments by pipes; and that the accommo-

dation for Plants may not be diminished, the cistern should

be covered with a lid, and plants placed above.—Auricula.

[How much better than all these contrivances with pumps

is it to conduct the rain-water from the roof into large

slate tanks 11

Feeding Sltec]).—I beg to communicate the result ot

an experiment, made according to Liebig's principles of

warmth and feeding. I have a flock of sheep which are

fattening on Turnips, and of these, six weeks ago, I shut up

two, in a warm roomy outhouse, and fed them in the same

manner as those out of doors. Those which I killed from

the out-of-door flock weighed from CO to 70 lbs. each;

but of the two which were shut up, one died yesterday of

the rot, and the other is pure skin and bone.

—

St. Faith.

Musty Hay Having observed at p. 118 a method

whereby musty hay may be made palatable to cattle, I beg

to ask your " Leicestershire Corrrespondent " what pro-

cess of steaming is necessary to insure such a result

;

whether by having boiling water poured over it, or by being

placed in a basket or similar porous vessel and held oyer

the steam of a boiling copper? As I, in common with

many others, have some musty hay of the growth of 1841,

which, when cut into chaff, is refused by cattle unless

mixed with corn, malt-dust, or some other more favourite

food, a detailed account of the process will be very ac-

ceptable A Hertfordshire Farmer.
^

Inclosing Land from the Sea— Having seen at p. H<>

your remarks upon the advantages which England would

derive in draining and inclosing land from the sea, I send

you an account of what has been done in this island.

About forty years ago there was a part of land called the

Braye du Valle, containing about 100 acres, which the

sea continually covered at high water. Our then Lieut.-

Governor, Sir John Doyle, applied to Government for

leave to inclose it, which was granted. It was afterwards

offered for sale, but as it consisted of nothing but sand,

shells, and a portion of clay, the farmers would not buy

it at any price. Some enterprising gentlemen bought it,

who have since cultivated and converted it into as good

land as any in the island ; and for grazing cattle, far

superior to any other. There are in England many thou-

sand acres of valuable land, which are covered with only

a few feet of water, and were they to be embanked from the

sea in the same manner, they would afford employment

to the poor as well as a profit to the undertaker.

—

H. C.

Effect of Food upon Fggs.—At p. 159 of the Chron-

icle mention is made of the smell of gas in eggs : the

following statement will, I think, go towards corrobora-

ting the fact. I once met with a boiled egg (in a small

town in Germany) which had, until opened, no smell what-

ever, when there was so strong an odour of gin that I did

not believe it possible to proceed from the egg : the spoon

was my own, therefore 1 knew it was not that which

caused it. Being determined to leave no doubt upon the

subject, I tasted the egg, and the flavour of gin in the

yolk was as strong as the smell. Two other persons fol-

lowed my example, and we all came to the conclusion that

the hen had picked up something on which gin had been

spilled. It is probable that if one of the eggs complained

of had been tasted, the same thing would have been re-

marked ; but though curiosity may tolerate gin, gas is

another matter.

—

A Subscriber.

healthy state, having experienced no material alteration daring

the last twelvemonth , and that since the adoption ot the report,

the Council of his Royal Highness the Prince ot Wales hud been

graciously pleased to direct payment of an annual donation of

ten guineas to ihe Society.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

March S.-P. Pusey, Esq., M.P., in the chair. Thirty-two Mem-
bers were elected. A letter was read from J. Rodvvell, fcsq., accom-

panied by some dried specimens of the Bokhara Clover, of his own
growth in 1841 and 1842. The plants were nearly 13ft. long. J.

A. Stokes, Esq., communicated on the loss of a five year old

thorough-bred mare, apparently from common inflammation and
constipation of the bowels; but on a post-mortem examination it

was found to proceed from an extraordinary strangulated hernia,

the intestines having passed through the diaphragm, and thereby

caused inflammation and death. Dr. Lloyd having preserved the

specimen in spirits, Mr. Stokes presented it to the Veterinary

Department of the Museum of the Society. The Secretary stated

that in addition to the 6\000 impressions of Mr. Mam's paper on
Cottage Gardening already reprinted for cheap distribution, the
3.000 impressions of Mr. Burke's compilation on Cottage Economy
and Cookery were nearly exhausted, and a new re-pnnt required.

From the Bavarian Ambassador—who had on a former occasion

expressed his willingness to effect a.communication between the
ftoyal Academy of Sciences at Munich—were received various

transactions of that Academy, containing many papers of an
agricultural character, along with a treatise on the Potato-sick-
Iless in Germany. Prof. Henslow transmitted 33 specimens of

^'heatfor the Library, each specimen (with its root, plant, ear,
and seed) being carefully arranged on a white papered ground,
Rr\cl the frame inclosed with glass ;

theparticulars relating to the
specimens being recorded on the back of the respective lrames.
M*. Pusey adverted to the labour which these specimens
£ad cost Prof. Henslow in their arrangement, and stated that they
Jormed a portion only of the specimens which that gentleman
had undertaken to arrange. Mr. Pusey also stated that as their
Weekly meetings (namelv, all meetings during the session, not

U
e] d on the first Wednesday of the month, and which any
Member was privileged to attend), were intended to be set apart
fur the reception of papers of agricultural interest, he would pro-
ceed to read an account of experiments with various manures,
conducted by Mr. F. Clowes, of Hemsby, near Yarmouth.— [No
account of this paper lias appeared.]

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF CORNWALL.
At the eleventh annual meeting, J. I>- Browne, Esq., In the

jw, it was resolved that thanks be offered to Miss Warren and
Sir W. J. Hooker for their attention to the Society's Herbarium,
and to other Members, for valuable presents. The committee, in
lh ° annual report, suggested that a prize should be offered at the
jext summer exhibition for the best collection of Roses in pots.
jt vvas announced, that, in consequence of a grant of 20/. at the
r*st anmuil meeting^ several valuable additions had been made

the library; that the funds of the Society remained in a

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Scyphanthus e'lkgans. Elegant Scyphanthus. (Half-

hardy Animal.) Loasaceee. Polyadelphia Polyandria.—The

stems of this plant are of an elegantly twining character, the

leaves ample and agreeably pinnatifid, and the flowers large,

copious, and of a lively yellow tint. Kept in a greenhouse, it

will make a very excellent addition to a somewhat limited supply

L of flowering plants in August and September, and should be

placed in the airiest as well as lightest situation. The branches

should be trained spirally round about six slender stakes, put at

equal distances round the pots, and from 3 to 4 feet in height.

When they reach the summit of these, they should be left to hang

down of themselves, as they will thus assume a more natural

aspect. The best wav of treating it, however, is to plant it at

the foot of a south wall, or trellis, in the open air, or to employ

it in helping to form a slight summer fence of flowers, or to place

it at some distance from the front of a broad conspicuous border,

and give it two or three branched stakes to ramble over, or to

put it in a small plot on the lawn, and train it as in the last-

mentioned case. Bv either of these plans, it will become a very

showy summer climber, and by its peculiar form and the colour

of its flowers, will give variety to those commonly grown.—
Paxton's Magazine of Botany. «.«»
Lt'uuM tksta'ceum. Yellow Japan Lily. (Half. hardy Bulb).

Liliacerc. Hexandria Monogtfnia. This plant flowered m the

nursery of Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, in June last. It is

said to be a Japanese species, and although very inferior m point

of beautv to L. speciosum, Thunbergianum, and their varieties,

is a plant that well deserves to he cultivated. It is a handsome
frame or half-hardy bulb, growing best when planted out in a

cold pit, where the bulbs can be kept dry during winter. It

should be planted in the pit in autumn, or very early in spring,

and when once established should not be afterwards disturbed,

for all these plants suffer injury by removal, in consequence of

the loss of their tender perennial fibres, and by the bulbs becoming
dry. Whether planted or potted, the bulbs should be placed

rather deep, because they make fibres above the bulb as well as

below it : and when they must be shifted, it should be done while

they are dormant. The greatest care should be taken during the

operation of turning them out of the pots, to remove the crocks

from amongst the fibres, without shaking off much of the soil.

Thev should then be fresh potted in a mixture of sandy peat,

loam, and a small portion of well-rotted dung or leaf-mould,

with ample drainage. They should afterwards be kept dry till

they begin to grow, when water should be given, but rather

sparincrly at first. Much damage is done to fresh-potted bulbs

by keeping them damp directly after potting, and while in

a state of rest. It is easily increased by separating the scales of

which the old bulb is composed, which are to be placed in pots

filled with very sandy soil and exposed to a gentle heat, lncy

will be two or three years before they flower. The plant grows

from 1 to 4 feet high, according to the strength or size of the

bulbs, and flowers from July to September, according to the

manner in which it is treated.— Botanical Register.

Aoapanthus umbkllatos; vuv. ma'ximus. Large- flowered

African Blue Lily. (Greenhouse Bulb.) Lihacese. Hexandria

Monogynia.-This plant bloomed in the nursery of Mr Groom,

of Clapham Rise, in September last. It is a beautiiul object

;

and those who wish to grow it successfully, should treat

it in the following manner :-About the end of *ebruary the

plant should be fresh potted, in a mixture of rich loam and well-

decomposed leaf-mould, or well-rotted dung, and placed in a

warm part of the greenhouse, where it will soon begin to grow

freely. It will then require to be freely supplied with water, and

about the end of May should be removed to the open air, if it is

intended that it should flower out of doors. The pot should he

placed in a sheltered situation, in a large pan filled with water,

so that one-third of the pot is immersed; or the pot may be

placed by the side of a pond, and the plant treated as suhaquatic,

in which situation it will flower freely during the summer. If

retained in the greenhouse during the blooming season, it must

have plenty of air and water, or it will become weak, and lose

that beautiful deep blue colour, which so much distinguishes it.

When it has done flowering in the autumn, it should be gra-

dually dried, by withholding water, and finally, when the soil in

the pots has become tolerably dry, and there is danger of frost,

the pot should be removed for the winter, either into a cold pit,

or under the stage of the greenhouse. Or it may be placed in a

cellar, but then it must be kept very dry, and should be removed

from such a situation as soon as it shows signs of vegetation.

This plant will also force freely, if well supplied with moisture

and bottom-heat : but in that case the flowers become very pale.

It is easily increased by dividing the old plant when in a dormant

state. It seldom requires shifting when once established, "^up-

plied once or twice, during the growing season, with a ntue

liquid manure.—Botanical Register.

Hypocai.ymma uonusTUM. Larger Teach Myrtle. (Green-

house Shrub). Myrtaccre. Icosandria Monogynia.-This is one

of those beautiful little Myrtaceous plants peculiar to the soutn-

west of New Holland, which might be easily mistaken for small

Almond or Peach bushes, so much are the flowers like them, ana

so seldom do we find bright rosy blossoms among the Myrtles,

it is a native of the Swan River Colony, and has been raised by

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of Exeter. The leaves when

bruised smell very agreeably of lemon. It is a greenhouse plant,

and requires to be potted in a compost, consisting of loam and

heath-mould, with a small portion of silver sand. The pot must

be well drained, so as to allow all noxious matter lo pass ott.

Water should be freely given dMiring summer, and plenty of air

at all times, except during frost, when the temperature should

not be below 35°. It may be propagated by cuttings in the ordi-

nary way.

—

Botanical Register.
.

Catasktum planicki's. Flat-headed Catasctum. (Stove Epi-

vhy'e). Orchidaceae § Vandeee. Gynandria Monandrja.—This

plant is a native of the Spanish Main, whence it was imported

by Messrs. Loddiges, with whom it flowered in June, 1841. It

may be cultivated in a similar way to the other species, by being

potted in mossy turf and potsherds mixed with some small pieces

of wood. Like other fleshy-stemmed Orchid acese, this requires

three seasons ; namely, that of growth, of (lowering, and of rest.

In spring, while in a vigorous state, plenty of water and a humid
atmosphere are requisite, at a temperature of not less than 70°

at night, nor yet above 80° by day, and shaded during sunny

weather. As the flowering season advances, water should be

diminished gradually; and in winter, when the plant is in a

dormant state, it should be withheld altogether" for a few weeks,

and the temperature not allowed to rise above 6o°, nor fall to

below 50°.—Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Irish Flax Society.—We have received a report of the

proceedings of this Society for 1842, from which we col-

lect that the growth of Flax in Ireland is becoming of

greater importance every year, chiefly through the assist-

•*<* offered by the friends of the Society. Belgian iiax-

i the manner pr_

have been sent to Belgium to acquire knowledge on
men

the spot. There is no doubt that Flax may be grown as

well in this country as in Flanders, and we should expect
it to prove, under good management, very remunerating,

for every part of the produce is worth money in the mar-
ket. We learn that a move is taking place in the same
direction in Norfolk, where the farmers are not likely to

take anything in hand which will not pay them. We
regret to see that the Irish Society's funds are exhausted

in their past operations ; but we trust that the appeal which

lias been made by the Society to the landlords will enable

it to resume its proceedings this year with renewed energy.

Not that we perceive any necessity for regarding such an

association as a permanent body ; all that it can do is to

give a new impulse and a better direction to the Flax cul-

tivation ; that effected, the Irish farmers must do all ^ the

rest. Up to the present time the Society's operations

seem to have been judiciously directed, and, if carried on,

will in a short time have done all that any society can do

in such matters.

Tuckermania maritima.—TKfa plant, which has also

been called T. califdrnica, was found by Mr. Nuttall upon

the rocks at St. Diego, on the coast of California; he

named it, as was stated, in honour of Mr. Tuckerman, of

Boston. It is a Composite plant, showy, with bipmnately-

divided leaves, with linear entire segments, nearly all borne

towards the base of the stem, which terminates in a

naked peduncle, a foot long. It will make a tolerably-

good border plant ; the leaves are very succulent, the

flowers few, but very yellow. It may improve on cultiva-

tion.

—

Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture.

Larqe Currants.—A Correspondent of the Central

New 'York Farmer sent the Editor of that paper a

basket of Currants, which the Editor pronounced to be the

largest he ever saw, some of the berries measuring ]£ in.

in circumference, and several If in, ; the clusters were also

large and tine. Mr. Berry, of Whitetone, who raised

these Currants, states that he sent them to the Editor, lo

show what a little cultivation will do towards improving

this most common and most neglected of fruits. The

bushes are made to grow in the form of trees—they are, in

fact, small trees. In this shape they bear for five or six

years, and sometimes longer. The bushes are planted at

least 6 ft. apart, and every spring or autumn, the new wood,

which shoots out vigorously from the old branches, is cut.

off, with the exception of three or four joints. Mr-

Berry prefers autumn pruning. By this method the fruit

is produced in rich heavy clusters upon all parts of the

tree, even to the extreme points of the branches, and doe»

not dwindle away, as in the common mode of treatment,

into little, puny, pigeon-shot berries, hanging upon solitary

stems, in a wide waste of bush

—

Hovey's Mag. of Horf*

Treatment of American Maize.—The land should be

well ploughed and prepared, and, if necessary, manured ;

a considerable period being allowed between the first and

second ploughing?, in order that the soil should derive

full benefit from exposure to the sun and atmosphere.

The seed should be sown in rows, sufficiently far apart to

admit of a plough being used after the plants have reached!

a certain height. The distance between the rows being;

fixed (say about four feet apart), a small quantity off

manure is to be thrown down at intervals of 18 inches,,

on which three or four seeds should be placed ; these arfc

to be covered thinly with mud, which should be pressed

down with the foot. When the plants are three or four

inches high, the ground should be carefully hoed to re-

move the weeds, shortly after which it should have the;

first ploughing. When the tapel or male blossom ap-

pears, the plough should a second time be put through)

the field, and on both occasions the share should pas?;

very near the roots. The earth after the second plough-

ing should be gathered round the roots of the plants wrth;

a hoe, and all shoots from the parent plant should be

removed, as they weaken it and produce nothing. Ame-
rican Maize might be sown in beds, and afterwards trans-

planted. Where this mode of culture is adopted, the-

plants should be raised three or four inches apart,, and a*.

small quantity of earth should be allowed to adhere to-

the roots when removed. When the grains in the cars

are formed and begin to harden, so as not to yield to the:

pressure of the thumb-nail, the top and leaves of the plant

should be removed, and tied up (alter drying two or three-

days), for fodder for cattle. The grain, when hard and

ripe, should be gathered, well dried, and put away in aa

airy place, either in the husk or shelled.— Transaction*

of the Agri-Horticultural Society of India.

Guano as used in South America.—' Guatoo, or

Huano as it is termed in Peru, is scarcely us<p in th

neighbourhood of Arequipa for any hum but that upo*

which Maize and Potatoes are planted, but tftere it is in-

variably in requisition at a certain stage ot the growth of the

plant ; as without it, the farmers say it >* impossible to £pt

a remunerating crop of either ot these from their land. The
time for applying guano to the Mai.se is when the plant, is-

about two feet high ; then a small quantity ot it is dashed:

round the plant on the suriace oi the ground
; a labourer

immediately follows with a spade, throws up the earth,

round the bunch of stalks in the form of a moundv with-

the double object of covering the guano and supporting,

the plant; which, after being watered, is apt to fall when,
there is any wind. A single handful is sufficient for the*

roots of three different bunches of stalks. Water must-
be let on within three days after the guano is applied,,
otherwise it does injury to the root. To Potatoes rt'i*

applied after the plant rises a few inches out of the ground,.

in about the same proportion as is used for Maize ; but-,.

instead of being thrown on the ground, it is placed near
the level of the roots by first making small holes. The;
ground must be irrigated within two days after; other-

wise the roots are, if not destroyed, considerably injured.by
the guano."—Mark Lane Express.
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GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Dalkeith Palace.— Alterations and improvements have been

going on here lately in a most spirited manner. The old kitchen-
garden, which was in a very bad situation, has now been aban-
doned, and a new one made on the bank north of the town of
Dalkeith, the extent of which is about 20 imperial acres. The
length of the houses and pits, exclusive of the large conservatory,
•which was built some years ngo in the old flower-garden, is 1680
feet, viz., 370 feet in the principal range, consisting of three
Peach-houses, three Vineries, one plant stove, one Heath-house,
one greenhouse, l60 feet of Pine stoves, hi four divisions, .1/0
feet of Pine pits, forcing pits, &c, heated with hot water; JSO
feet of plant-houses, consisting of one Orchidaceous-house, one
greenhouse, and one Camellia-house, which is not yet finished.
There are 600 feet of cold pits, in two rmgesof 300 feet each,
one-half of which is adapted for forcing early vegetables and
wintering salads and tender vegetables ; the other half is in-
tended for wintering half hardy plants, bulbs, Alpine plants, &c.
The fruiting Pines are plunged in beds of sand, under which a
system of hot-water pipes is used for supplying bottom-heat,
which seems to answer well. The collection of plants, green-
house and herbaceous, is, perhaps, the best private one in Scot-
land. The offices and cellars behind the principal range are so
complete and commodious as to merit particular description.
The cellars extend under the offices behind the principal range,
and are of the same length; they are used for keeping roots,
tools, &c, growing Mushrooms on shelves, blanching salads,
and wintering vegetables. There is also a kitchen, for the men's
use, and for various other purposes. The range of offices above
them are, five rooms for garden men, seed-room, store-room,
fruit-room, carpenter's shop, garden office, and a room for
cleaning and packing vegetables, and preparing them for the
kitchen. This room is supplied with water, and has two boilers
for heating it in winter. It is fitted up with shelves, on which
a supply of vegetables, &c. is kept during winter, to prevent
the disagreeable process of collecting them daily, when the
ground is frozen or covered with snow. Under the cellars an
abundant supply of water is collected in largo tanks, which are
furnished from the roofs of the buildings and the drainage of the
higher ground around the garden. Cisterns are also placed over
the furnaces, and the water is carried through the wall over
the boilers to the inside. At present the water is raised by a
common pump from the large reservoir to a cistern, whence it

is conveyed by pipes to iron cisterns placed at convenient dis-
tances. This, however, is merely temporary, and it is intended
hereafter to raise the water by means of a small steam-engine.
In front of one of the plant-houses is placed a brick and stone
tank, 50 feet long, 5 feet deep, and 4 feet wide, into which the
rain-water which falls on the pits and hothouses in the back
range is collected ; should this be at any time insufficient, it can
be supplied from the larger reservoirs already mentioned. The brick
walls are hollow, and ate built upon rather a novel plan, being
heated by hot-water pipes. They are the finest walls hitherto built
in Scotland, Mr. M' Intosh havingbrought brickmakcrs and brick-
layers from England for the purpose. The trees are not fastened
in the ordinary manner, with nails and shreds, but cast-iron eyed
studs are driven into the joints (never into the bricks) ; to these
the branches are tied with twine steeped in pyroligneous ether,
to make it more lasting. These studs are not at any time in-
tended to be taken out, and the evil of destroying walls by
driving in and drawing out the nails, as is usually the case, is
thus remedied. In planting the trees, we observed that they
were all placed near the surface, indeed higher than is done by
most advocates for this mode of planting. The trees on the walls
are also arranged as follows -.—South wall: Peaches and Necta-
rines from the centre to the east end ; Apricots from the centre
to the west end: on the north side of this wall, Morello Cherries
occupy one half, and the best sorts of table Cherries the other.
West wall; West aspect, Apples; cast aspect, Plums. East
wall: On both sides, the best kinds of Pears. The other walls
are planted in a somewhat similar manner. Wc were glad to
see that Mr. M'Intosh had planted many of the French and
Flemish Pears as standards, as well as against the walls. The
formation of the principal pa it of i he garden must have cost much
labour, as it is calculated that 10,000 cubic yards of gravel were
taken out, and nearly the same quantity of earth brought in j the
original soil in many instances not extending six inches in depth.
Many other alterations and improvements are in progress. On
the east side of the kitchen-garden a new flower- garden or arbo-
retum is in the a nr.se of formation, intended principally for
specimens of ornamental plants; and in the valley opposite to
the Palace, on tin- north side ot the river, the new iiower-gardt

n

is to be placed. The width of the walks in the pleasure-grounds
is nine feet; sufficiently wide tor a pony carriage to be driven
round, which is a great convenience in a place of this extent.

A Cyclopedia of Practical Agriculture. By Martin
Doyle. A New Edition

;
enlarged. How, Fleet-street.

Part XI.
We have always expressed our good opinion of this work

;

and we are glad to find it confirmed by the following me-
morandum from our agricultural friend *' IVl."

Martin Doyle is well known as a perspicuous and sen-
sible writer on several popular subjects. The name is as-
sumed, and the real author is a worthy Irish clergyman,
who has much experience in Agriculture, which he has
practised with assiduity, if not with much profit, for many
years. The work, in the present enlarged edition, will be
found extremely useful as a book of reference. There
are no theories in it which are not founded on wcli-esta-

blished facts. There is a tone of great humanity to the
brute creation running through it, and occasionally some
naive and lively illustrations. We can safely recommend
this woik to all those who are interested in practical
husbandry.—M.

Martin r

s Thames and Metropolis Improvement Plan
(Ridgway, 8vo.) is a full explanation of the views taken
by the aurhor as to the most judicious means, among other
things, of preserving the sewerage of London, and con-
veying its valuable contents to the agricultural districts.

As the pamphlet is entirely one of detail, we must refer
our readers to its pages for the manner in which ,Mr.
Martin proposes to carry out his comprehensive plans.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

^h
E
*

ar
*° lm,cbted to Belgian and German gardeners for a

modification ot side-grafting, founded on the disposition of the
sap to flow upwards after a plant is laid down horizontally—

a

subject on which I remarked last week. .Side- grafting, or this
modification ui it, is not at all new. It has been often treated of
by Mr. Loudon in ins nificrent works, but it is not practised so
generally as it deserves to be. it is one of the easiest and most
beautiiul modes oi giatung delicate honse-plants, especially those
which do not succeed so well when headed down to work on-
such as Rhododendrons, Carnellias, Correas, Passionflowers,
and all soit- wooded plants, ihe operation is simple, and may
be thus performed : fix on a smooth pait of the stock, near the

ami «°? ?* i

thC POt
*
aud m^ C a

.

d
,
own^aitl slanting cut an inchana a half lone:, and from the sixteenth to a quarter of an inch

in dentil ui cne bottom, according to the size of the stock; then
make a cross-cut at the bottom, which will leave a notch on the
stock : cut the graft to correspond, resting the bottom of it on
the notch; tie it in the usual way, and lay down the pot hori-
zontally, taking care to keep the graft side uppermost, in order
that the ascend ing sap may flow into it,instcad of forcing the latent
buds into shoots. It is also necessary to prepare the graft so as
to have the back of its leaves towards the stock, in order that
they may be kept in their natural position when the stock is laid
down horizontally. This method will succeed with or without
claying, if the stocks arc placed in a close, moist hotbed, or under
a handglass. In summer, many tribes will do well enough in a
close cold frame, if they are kept rather damp; but in that case
the safest way is to clay them. I have seen nurserymen use
bell-glasses over the grafted portion, but they are only serviceable
in hastening the process. Perhaps it may be as well to caution
amateurs not to lay down their grafted plants, unless they are
grafted quite low; if the grafts are placed more than six inches
above the pot, to lay them horizontally would impede the union.
Out-of-door grafting is now more or less performed in almost
every garden. Nurserymen always begin with those plants
which vegetate soonest. The Cherry is generally the first to be
grafted in the kitchen-garden ; Plums follow next; Apples and
Pears are left to the last, as any time before the middle of April
will do for them.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department*

PiNERY.^Forthe first three weeks after potting, pay particular
attention to the bottom-heat of the fresh beds; if they should
get over-heated, your care for the last six months, and your
hopes for the next six, as far as Pines are concerned, may in one
night be rendered useless. Keep the young stock in a close,
moist heat, to encourage their fresh rooting and assist the
fruiters to throw up strong fruit-stems.
Vinbrv.—The late Vines that are not to be forced till all their

buds break naturally require particular attention from this time.
Probably this house, like the rest, is full of plants ; but from this
time its temperature must be treated to suit the Vines. Keep the
top and bottom sashes as open as they will allow, both day and
night. Continue to watch the forced ones in their different
stages, and see that the young wood and fruit do not get
crowded. Try the experiment suggested at page 132 with the
Sweetwater and Frontignans.
. Pi;at ii -nouse.—When the fruit in the first house is fairly
stoned, begin to thin by degrees, and regulate the crop accord-
ing to the strength of the trees.

Cherry-house.—If these have set thickly they must also be
thinned to a fair average crop; but having hardly .seen the sun
while in flower, these and the Peaches have in general set rather
thinly this season.
Figs.—A correspondent has just asked how it is that his forced

Figs always cast their first crops, &c. Upon this point 1 shall
make some remarks next week. Continue the usual routine, as
already directed.
Melons and Cucumbers.—Train the plants regularly as

they advance, and keep the shoots thin ; a few leaves, if well
exposed to the light, will ripen more fruit, and that of a better
quality, than a greater number crowded, and shading each other.
Keep a sharp look-out after woodlice. To see my Melon-beds
without a toad would be like the loss of an old friend ; but I do
not believe that he destroys woodlice; he thinks they are pri-
soners like himself, and he is too generous to take advantage of
his superior strength. In the open air he may think and act
otherwise, but assuredly he never touches them in confinement.
Seedlings.—Never let seedlings in this department remain

any length of time without transplanting them into fresh soil, as
soon as they can be safely handled. How often do you see
Tomatoes, Capsicums, &c, drawn up by too much confinement,
and for want of being early transplanted and inured sooner to a
cooler situation. Some people prick out their seedling Balsams
and Cockscombs into the soil of the hotbed, and take them up
and transplant in the same place, in order to make them dwarf
Stocky plants, and increase their roots: this is worth trying.

Out- door Department.
Although we have not yet seen any " March dust," the soil has

much improved in texture; and the weather, on the whole, has
been favourable for sowing seeds. It has, however, received but
little assistance from the sun ; the first half of-the month having
been as dull and sunless as February.
Crops in Hows.—As soon as the soil is dry, or even half dry,

all crops in rows should have the soil well stirred between them

;

and this should be done thiee or four times before the end of
April. If you are near a farm-yard or common sewer you need
not want for manure to ply between the rows of Spinach, Cab-
bages, &c. Now is the best time to begin to apply liquid manure
to standing crops. A peck or two of soot will make good liquid
manure, if no better is at hand.
Successional Crops.—The first March sowing of all these

being now finished, and well guarded from mice, rats, slugs, and
birds, the whole strength of the garden may be turned to the per-
manent crops, of which only one sowing or planting is required
for the season. A weekly mention of the names of the plants for
ihese sowings would fill the Calendar to no purpose.
Potatoes.—A large breadth of the different sorts should be

planted before the end of the month.
Orchard.—It would be a good plan to take one-third of the

trees annually, and paint over their trunks and main branches
with thick lime paint, with a little soot dusted in it to take off
the white glare of the lime. If any of the standards showed signs
of moss or insects under this triennial dressing, they should be
oftener painted over; while all the stone fruit on the walls
should, about this time, be done over every year. Have coverings
ready for the Peaches, but do not use them till there is an actual
necessity for it.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stoves.— Recollect that this is the best time to put in cuttings
of stove plants, and especially root- cuttings, which can easily be
got as the different families are potted. If we had no physiology
at all to direct us how to manage stove plants in winter, root-
cuttings at this time would supply the deficiency. Pieces of the
roots of plants that have been in a dormant state since last Octo-
ber are full of sap, and will break forth into young plants at
the first excitement ; not so, however, with those of plants kept
struggling against nature; their juices and energies are already
expended, and they will yield unwillingly even to the strongest
stimuli. If you have any doubts on the subject, take a cutting
of a Clerodendron root now, and again from the same variety
next June, and observe the difference ; the roots in June are the
railroads for the ascending sap, not the depositories of it; but
this any one can ascertain by experiment.
Greenhouse.—Many tribes here will now require shifting,

and some of the more hardy and less showy kinds may be re-
moved to the cold pits, or even placed out in a sheltered situa-
tion, to be protected with straw mats. If some contrivance of
this sort is not made, the finer plants will suffer daily from their
crowded state. It will be better now not to admit so much air
at night, if the wind is at all cold. Although it would be bad
management to encourage the growth of the plants, yet it

would be still worse to retard it by cold currents of air.
Syringe once or twice a week early in the day, and propagate by
cuttings such plants as are wanted for keeping up the stock in a
young healthy state.

Conservatory.—The Azaleas have now a double demand on
their stock oi food—to maintain their flowers and make their
young wood ; they must therefore be well supplied with moisture
at the roots. Pelargoniums, at this season, keep so long in
flower that they are sure to have green-fly on them, from stand-
ing so long without having sufficient air; remove them, and
every other infected plant, to be smoked elsewhere, if the con-

servatory is attached to the living rooms. Any plant that can
be made to flower at this time is a valuable addition to the con-
servatory.
Pits.—Many of the hardier plants here may now be removed

to more temporary shelter, to make room for others from the
greenhouse, and for newly-potted store plants for the flower-
garden. Florists' flowers require more room also; in short,
every tribe now should be attended to, according to the wants
and wishes of the owner.
Cutting Pit.—This is the most essential part of this depart-

ment at present. For cuttings of all soft-wooded plants, use
half sand and half peat for the compost, and about half an inch
of sand on the top; the shorter the cuttings and the shallower
they are planted, the more likely they are to succeed ; and, like
seedlings, the sooner they are potted off after they are rooted,
the better. To save room, you may at this stage plant many of
them in one pot; and after they are more hardened they may be
potted singly.

Out-door Department.
Thk Rosarv, from one end to the other, should now have a

thorough soaking of rich liquid manure. Those who want a
late bloom from the June Roses, will not prune their plants till
the end of the month; those that are pruned, especially standards,
should now be done over in the same manner as the Peach-
trees, with lime, sulphur, soot, and soft-soap. — D. Beaton,
Shrubland Park Gardens.

Stntcof the Weather near London for the Week ending Mar. 16, 18-13, as ob-
served at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswtak.

Mar.
Friday 10

Saturday 11

Sunday 12
Monday 13
Tuesday 14
\Vednesdayl5
Thursday 16

Average

Uakomhtkr.

Max.
30.17«
30.153
29.943
29.725
29-605
29.924

29.986

29 930

M i n

.

30.050
30 086
29.700
29.535
29.426
29. 7 15
29.940

29.786

Fhbahombtbr.

Mean.
36.0
43.5
41.0
47.5
60.5
50.0
43.0

Max. Min.
44 28
47 40
50 82
52 43
56 45
55 15

57 29

61.5 37.4

Wind. Kain

41.5

S.

s.w.
S.W.
w.

N. \V.

8,

.06

,16

.12
Mar. 10. Hazy; overcast; frosty at night.

11. Slight haze: overcast; line-
12. Uniformly overcast; very fine at night.
13. Slight frost; dear; cloudy and fine ; iain at nicht,

I
14. Une; cloudy; overcast.

[15. Hazy; cloudy and fine; foggy at night ; rain.
16. Hazy and mild; very fine, with clouds; overcast and fineMean temperature of the week 0.2° above the average-

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17
Week ending Mar. 25, 1843.

years, for the ensuing

Mar.
Aver. Aver.
Highest; Lowest
Temp. Temp.

No. of
Mean Years in
Temp

Sun.
Mon.
Tuoa.
Wed.

19
20
21

22
Thurs.23
Krh £4
Sat. 25

51.3
52.7
51.8

60.1

494
48 7
50.

1

.".;>. o

37-2
37.5
35.2

35.8
33.4

3L8

43.2
45.0
44.7
12.6
42.6

41.0

41.0

which it

Rained.

4

G
7
9
9

7
7

Greatest
quantity
of Kain.

0-02 in.

0.13
0.12

0.1U
0.33
0.11

0.50

J^ej^lj^Wmda.
.IN I

1

4
8
4
2
B

W

3

1

I

*;

4
4

1

1

1

3

2

e/5

2 _
3-

T.

1

2

1

1

3
3
2
1

5
2
3
4
8
6
r>

2

5
I

2
2
1

1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 19th in
1836, and 20th in 1829—thermometer t9°; and the lowest on the 21st in 1837-*
thermometer 21°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending- A/arch 17, 1843.

The supply of Vegetables during- the past week has been rather
limited, but Fruit has been tolerably abundant. Trade is beginning
to assume a more brisk appearance. Fruit : Of Pines there is a
fair supply, consisting principally of Queens; a few Strawberries
are occasionally offered, from I*, to 2s. per oz. ; a small quantity
of Beurre* Ranee and Easter Beurre Pears are to be met with, the
latter fetching 12*., and the former 20*. per half-sieve. The price
of Apples has varied but little since our last Report. Cucumbers
are becomingmore plentiful, and are selling from 2s. to 6s. per
brace. Vegetables; At the commencement of the week Aspa-
ragus was rather scarce ; it is now however more plentiful
although far from being abundant. Seakale continues good',
from is. to 2s. 6d. per punnet. Broccoli is not plentiful; the
white fetches from is. 3d. to 2s., the purple from is. to is. 6U per
bunch. Cabbage- plants arc abundant, and sell from ls.6d. to 2s. 6d.
per dozen bunches. French Beans remain scarce, and are selling
Irom 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per 100. Lettuces are small, and sell from
Qd. to lOd. per score. Endive is of good quality, and fetches from
is. Gd. to 2s. 6d. per score. Spring Radishes are supplied in small
quantities, from Is. to is. 3d. per punnet. Rhubarb is becoming
more plentiful, and fetches from 12s. to 15s. per dozen bundles.
Mushrooms are a little cheaper, and may be obtained from
is. 3d. to Is. 6rf. per punnet. Flowers: The Cut Flowers have
been exceedingly good during the past week, consisting of Calla
8ethi6pica

f Phaius grandiftflius, EpiphyHum truncatum, Spar-
mannia africana, BurcheUlia capensis, Hoyacarnosa, with a vari-
ety of Pelargoniums, Roses, Camellias, Epacrises, Azaleas, Kal-
nrias, Acacias, Anemones, &c.

PRICES, Saturday, March 10, 1843.—FRUITS :—
Pine Apple, per lb.fi* to 8*
Grapes, Spanish, per lb. 1* to 1* Gd— Portugal, \s to 3*
-Apples, dessert, per hush., 4t to 10*
— Kitchen, 8* to G$4

• ears, dessert, per hf. sieve, Gs to 20*
Strawberries, forced, peroz., 1* to 2*
Purnmeloes, per doz., Gs to 12*
Oranges, per doz,, \s to 2*

fc— per 100, (is to 1G*— bitter, per 100, 8* to 24*
LemonB, per doz. U to 2*
—_ per 100, 6* to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, 2*. to Gs
'

Walnuts, per hush., 12* to 16*

Chesnuts, per peck, 4* to 7*
Almonds, perp«ck, Gs to 7*

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3s
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. GO*
Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., 05*. to 70*.
Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 10'*

— Spanish, 10*
— Barcelona, 24s
— Cob, 12* to 14*

VEGETABLES.
Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1*
Cabbage, Red, per doz. 2* to 5s— plants, per doz. 2* to 2* 6d
Broccoli, White, per bunch, 1* 3d to 2i— Purple, 1* to IsGd
Jjeans.Kidney, forced, p. 100,2* Gd to 3* Gd
Potatoes, per ton, 50* to7fi*— per cwt. 2* Gd to 4s Gd

i

— per bushel, 1* Gd to 2* Gd

Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to Is

Spinach, per sieve. Is Gd to 2s6d
Leeks, per doz- bun., 3s to 4*
Onions, per bushel, 8* to 10j— Pickling, per hf.-sv.,4*Grf totf*— Green, p. doz. bun. 3* to 4*— Spanish, per doz. 2* to Gs
Garlic, per lb. GdloQd
Shallots, per lb., i*— Kidney, p. bush., 1* G</ to 2* (W Asparagus, larffe, per 100, Gs to 0*

Scotch, per bushel, IsGd
New, per lb., 2* Gd to 4*

Jerusalem Artichokes, per halt-sieve,

t
1* to 1* Gd

* 'irnipa, per doz. bun., \sGd to 2*

J^ed Beet, per dozen, Qd to 1*
2<:orzonera, per bundle, 1* 3// to 1* Gd
palsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd
Cardoons, each, l*
Horse Radish, per bundle, 2* to4j Gd
Radish, spring, per punnet, 1* to 1* 3d
— Turnip, p. doz. ben., I* to 1* Gd

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to Gs
— Horn, per bunch, 4d to Gd

Sprue, or Small, 2* to 3*
Sea-kale, per punnet, 1* to 2j Gd
Lettuce, p. score, 9rf to lOrf

Endive, per score, Is to 2*
Celery, p. bd., ( !2to 15) Gd to 2*
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdlc, 1* to ls3d
Small Sa'ads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, 9d to 1*
Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 4d to C
Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* Gd to 2* Gd
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Sage, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3s
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* Gd to 4*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd

R r y.
Now ready, price 4.s\ 6d.

rURAL CHEMIST
By Edward Soi.lt, Esq., Juii., F.R.S.,

Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.
London: 3, Charles-street, * Covent-Garden.

Notices to Correspondents*
Manures.—S.D.—Sawdust is pood manure if proper] v prepared ;

unprepared, it is a bad material. Cause it to rot, if you can, by
mixing it with putrifying animal matter, such as blood, or offal,

orcloacinc; if you cannot do that, char it ; that being impossi-

r

\
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ble, burn it and use the ashes. If added to animal refuse, putri-
fying fish, or any such matter, it will decay, and then becomes
an excellent substance, t A Subscriber.—Dilute Gas-liquor
\ylth 5 or 6 times its bulk of water ; add oil of vitriol by degrees,
till it ceases to effervesce : let it stand a day

; and apply it imme-
diately. We cannot give any directions as to quantity

;
you had

better be guided by the price; as much as you can get for 30.9.
an acre ought to be enough.!- L. G.—lt is not probable that
sulphuretted hydrogen would be hurtful to vegetation, unless
in very large quantities

; for it is continually floating in the air.
Mr. Solly has proved experimentally, and our direct experience
shows, that it is beneficial rather than contrary, (see the Pro-
ceedings of the Chemical Committee of the Horticultural So-
ciety). Neither will the Coal Tar do any harm.t L. D.-Tn
using Gypsum for fixing the manure of a dunghill, you should
proceed thus. Make a layer of the stable litter: soak it ifrith
water; dust gypsum over it. Add another layer; soak it again;
dust on more gypsum ; and so proceed till the heap is made.
Then at one corner of the dunghill makea hole water-tight by
puddling; into this conduct gutters from the other sides of the
heap, so that all that flows from it may run into the hole; let
it be some one's business every day, or as often as is necessary,
to throw the drainings back upon the dunghill. If the weather
is dry, add water or urine to keep it moist, and suffer none of
the drainage to escape. In this way your dunghill will be the
perfection of such a thing. You must keep it wet at all events,
if it is ever to be what it should be; and gypsum will not fix
its ammonia unless it is wet. We shall treat especially of these
matters very soon, t X. Y. Z.-Gypsum is by no means so
good as sulphuric acid for fixing ammonia in urine.* Bags.
—Tan is not at all suitable as a manure until it is thoroughly
decomposed. If, however, it is mixed with cloacine or some
similar substance, it will decay rapidly and become a valuable
material.* H, S. will find our opinion of Brewers' Grains as
a manure at p. 105. It is a general principle, that, where any
substance affords nutritious food to animals, it is best to give it
as food, and use the dung of the animals so fed, mixed with
straw or earth. Brew*crs' Grains are excellent for cows and
pigs, and Malt-comb for cows and sheep; but if there is an
abundance of these, and no animals to eat them, they will do
well for manure. Malt-comb has been successfully drilled with
Barley, and will, no doubt, promote the growth of Turnips. As
much as 20 bushels per acre may be drilled with the seed. M.- -
Guano-aqua.—Guano, mixed with water from a tank into which
the refuse of a farm-yard and rain-water run, can beapplied
with advantage to Grass in pasture, or laid up for hay; it must
be well diluted, and may be applied now. Four lbs. to 8 galls,
of water is a proportion only suited to gardening purposes :

two or three cwt. an acre is abundant, t
Charcoal.—X. Y.Z.—When this substance is mixed with soil

for potting plants, it should be broken into small fragments
about half as large as a small marble. Wood-ashes from a
baker's oven are unfit for the purpose, t

CuAi.K.-Flora.—Small pieces of chalk are unsuitable for the
drainage of pots.t

Boo.Earth.—A Subscriber.— Oil of vitriol is not at all a good
material to mix with bog-earth ; wood-ashes are much better:
but the best plan is to throw it up with decaying animal or
vegetable matter, dead fish, offal, cloacine, and such sub-
stances ; thoroughly incorporating them into a compost.

Cattle.—H. 6'.—Warts on the teats of cows may be removed by
tying a small cord, well waxed, tight round their base, to stop
the circulation, when they will drop off. If they are too much
clustered to be tied, wash them with a strong solution of com-
mon potash. They may be eradicated by actual cautery, or
by nitrate of silver; but this should only be used under the
direction of a skilful veterinarian. M.

Vines.—Merlin*—The number of shoots to be left upon your
Vines in pots must be regulated by the strength of the plant.
If bunches are visible upon six or eight of the shoots, let all the
others be removed; but where only two or three show fruit,
a few of the barren shoots should be retained, which may be
stopped at the sixth or eighth joint.:): A. B.—Your Vines
appear to have been pruned too closely. There is usually, at
the base of each shoot, a protuberance which should never be
injured m pruning. In the close-spur system, the shoots arc
cut back almost close to this callosity, which is furnished with
numerous buds, although scarcely visible to the naked eye To
make your Vines break more regularly throughout their entire
length, you had better secure them along the front of the house
inside, about a foot distant from the glass. % A Prentice —
Where Vines are trained upon the spur system, it is the usual
practice to stop the shoots at one joint above the bunch as
soon as they are sufficiently elongated to allow this to be done.
You will find an answer to your inquiries respecting Roberts's
Treatise at p. 843 of 1842. To raise Vines from eyes or buds
you must choose well-ripened wood of last year, and take a
single bud, with about an inch of wood on each side of it-
insert it about half-an-inch deep in a well-drained pot of light
soil; press the earth firmly round it, and plunge the pot in a
gentle hotbed. t

Grapes-—A Correspondent is desirous of learning the reason why
bunches of Grapes, in their earliest stage, wire off or become
converted into tendrils, more particularly near the bottom of
the house, although just above the flue; and whether they
are more likely to do so when trained upon the spur system

Cuttings.—A Young Beginner.—The period at which it is best
to propagate hardy plants by cuttings will depend greatly upon
the nature of the plant from which they are taken. In most
cases, anytime between the beginning of June and the end of
August will be found suitable, t

Cmivibhrs.—A Young Beghmer.—For a pitched paling, 6 feet h>h
the following climbing plants will be suitable: AmpeloiTsis
quinquefdlia; Clematis grata, flammula, viticella, andmontana-
Capriftflium gratum, and Periploca gneca. t

Annuals.— Clericus.—Where these have not been sown in the
previous autumn for early blooming, they should be sown about
the commencement of this month in a slight hotbed •' from
which they could be transferred to the open border so soon as
all danger of severe frost was over.*

Fuchsias. — Ordsull.— Any light, rich garden-soil will suit
Fuchsias, when planted in beds. The best sorts for the pur-
pose are named at p. 144. t

Castor Oil Plant.— Clericus.—The seeds of this plant should
be sown immediately in sandy soil, in 60-sized pots, plunged in
a gentle hotbed. Shade the young plants during bright sun-
shine, until they have formed two or three rough leaves; when
they may be shifted into 48's, in rich soil. Give them plenty
of air in favourable weather during the day, but protect them
well from cold at night. When they require it, repot them into
2-l's, and as soon as the weather will admit, place them in a
cool frame to harden, and water them once or twice a week
with liquid manure. About the middle of May they maybe
planted out in the open border, t

Treks for Marshes.— G\—For growing on marshy land which
is occasionally ovei flowed by the sea, no trees or shrubs are
better adapted than Alder, any of the species of "Willow, and
Viburnum Opulus. t

^kacjena.—Ignoramus.—Your plant of Dracaena draco will pro-
bably be several years before it blooms. It is not ornamental,
but bears a large panicle of flowers, not unlike those of the
Asparagus, t

Camellias.—Rhadamanthus.— If you can place your Camellias
in a warm greenhouse from the time that they have done
flowering until they ripen their wood and form flower-buds for
the succeeding season, you might keep them for the rest of the
year in a room where they would leceive a full poition of light
and air upon all favourable occasions. Unless in very severe
feather, they would be better in a room where there was no

•*osks
#— rF, i?.-Maaame Laffay is a handsome hybrid perpetual

Rose for a wall or trellis -work, bat we doubt much whether any
ot tins tribe will bloom upon a N. and N.E. aspect, t

Iuberosk.— IF. J.—The treatment of this plant is given at
p. 131.2

Chinbsk Ikis.—Tristan.—The amount of bottom-heat that you
have given this plant by pouring boiling water into the pan of
its flower-pot, seems to have been too great. Yon have forced
it into the production of leaves, and you have not enabled it to
form the matter required for the organisation of leaves.
Whenever such stimuli as you have used are applied to plants,
you should expose the leaves to all the light you can possiblycommand. A more manageable way of cultivating such
plants is to place them in a pot of rich compost at the foot
oi a south-wall during summer, where they require no protec-
tion j to water them well, so as to keep off the red spider and
prevent scorching, and in the winter to remove them to thewindow of a sitting-room, if you have not a greenhouse. Withsuch management, both the Chinese and Chalccdonian Iris

9

e

will flower regularly. The great point is to give them heat
light, and moisture, when growing, and never to allow the
leaves to be injured, but to permit them to die away naturally.f

rKABS.-?4 Subscriber ab initio.—Late Fears, some of which will
keep till the end of April, cre-Fondante du Bois, Jean de
WUte, Ne plus Meuris, Easter Beurre', lieui-re* Ranee, Holland
Bergamot, La Fortunee de Parmentier. As you intend to
plant some against walls, the Easter Beurr6, Beurre" Ranee,

id Holland Bergamot, are the most proper for such a situa-
tion ; but unless the aspect be south, or inclining thereto, the
fruit will be higher-flavoured from standards. We do not knowthe Barnadiston Pear."

fn tL ™ Previous]y to th eir taking place. To publish them
5U5LWB

!T
P̂ °,SeS. WOuId be an advertisement^—™

Constant Reader had better consult a lawyer, t Mowbray -

Baden Baden, SS bears SSSS%^ttSfftaftSStSracemosa. You may sow the seed either E%op255S3
or in a pot, from which the youne plants mav r,nl a I
shifted int. the open ^f^£^SZSSSti £such plant as Ribes Inspanica: you must have been mi*informed.

t
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As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week

.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Strawbbrries.—MacGregor.— The best kinds for succession

JJ*
™.?oseberry, Keen's Seedling, Old Pine, Myatt's Pineand British Queen, Elton, American Scarlet, and Coul Late

Scarlet. The most convenientway of planting: them is in rows
9 inches or a foot apait, in 4-feet beds. If a certain breadth ofland is planted annually, those plants which have borne fruit
for two seasons may be trenched in, and a constant succession
of productive beds will thus be ensured, t

Lbmons
]

.-i»/. B.—Your Lemons will keep for some time if you
spread them thinly m a cool, airy situation.^

MBtONS.—A. C. G.-From your account we should suppose that
the leaves of your Melons were last year destroyed by thrips.The best method of getting rid of these pests is to dust the
foliage with sulphur by means of wheel- bellows, as recom-mended at p. 1 64 Of 184 1.

1

Grafting Walnut-tubks.-O. /..-If Walnut-trees are cut in
.ng, before heir leaves expand, the flow of sap from thewounds is such that grafts cannot succeed. Mr. Knight, with

ail his skill, uniformly failed; but at last he resolved to defer
the operation till after the buds had burst, and he then succeeded
in getting 22 scions to take, out of the 28 which he tried. When
the trees have pushed a little, the shoot to be grafted must he
cut above the place where a young shoot is pushing- this
shoot must be preserved, and the scion must be placed oppo-
site to it, being fitted in the manner of whip-grafting, care
being taken that the inner barks coincide. When the buds of
the scion begin to swell, the point of the shoot left opposite on
the stock must be pinched ; and when the graft has fully burst
into leaf, and is consequently in a condition to appropriate the
whole of the sap, the shoot on the stock may be then dispensed
with. The scions should betaken off now, and their ends laid
in the ground till required for use, as above mentioned.

||Peas.—J. //.—Any respectable nurseryman will supply you with
the MiUord Marrow Pca.t

Woodlice.—W.B.—With perseverance you may keep your Cu-
cumber beds clear of Woodlicein the following manner : Put a
cold boiled potato into a small pot and cover it loosely with
moss; place this trap in the comer of the bed which the insects
most frequent. A few of these traps would soon reduce their
numbers, if they were looked to every morning, and all the
insects collected in them destroyed in boiling water, t

Books.—J. W.F.— Roberts' Treatise on the Vine is advertised at
p. 848 of 1842. Your bookseller at Edinburgh could procure
it through his London agent, t A Repealer.—We do not
know. You had better get them all. t J. //.—The work
entitled •' Every Man his own Brewer " maybe obtained ofany bookseller, j

Lawns.—W. M. R.—On no account use Hay-seeds for your new
lawn

;
they may fill your land with weeds and bad Grasses. In-

stead of them take Gibs, of Crested Dogstail, 5lbs. of the hard Fes-
cue, 201bs. of Rye Grass, 3 or41bs. of Poa trivialis or pratensis,
and 6 or ;ibs. of White Clover. If you find this too expensive,
you can reduce the quantities proportionally: what we have
mentioned will make a good lawn immediately, tThb Piqua Plant.— S.H.—We know nothing of a Piqua plant;
but avc know something of Piqua Tea ; which is some prepara-
tion of herbs, coloured and flavoured artificially. It is very

,
poor stuff, t

Worms.—S. H.—The corrosive sublimate will do no harm to the
roots ol your Peach-trees, if you employ it to destroy worms, t

Fbrn po a Pigs .—A'. —There is no preparation by which the leaves
of Fern, gathered in a young state, can be preserved fit for use
during the remainder of the year, tOldMblon Si5Kns.-r. J5T.—We have sent the seeds to Oxford,
where, in the Botanic Garden, the experiments on old seeds
are carrying on.

f

Allotments.—Red Cap.— Detailed observations upon the allot-
ment system will appear forthwith, probably next week.

Pump-vv atkr.— /i^i-.—Pump-water should never be applied to
plants when either rain or pond-water can be procured. When,
iiowever, it must be used, it should be previously exposed to
the atmosphere for several hours, t

B
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8
'*TK A - s- R - applies to Mr. Savage, of Swaffham,

Norfolk, who is an able apiarian, and constructs amateur Bee-
hives, he will be able to obtain information respecting the
" Ladies' Safety Hive."

Barking Tueks.— IF. J.—The only effectual means of preventing
sheep from barking trees, is to inclose the stems with tree-
guards

;
one kind is described at p. 6 of this year's Chronicle, t

Miscellaneous.—J. W. F.—Your plant is Polygala chamas
buxus.+--'ioar plants are, I. Correa speciosa. 3. A species of
Hermanns. 5 Brachysema latifolium. 6. Adenandraspeciosa. t—J. N. t Cardiff —Your Pear is the Beurre Ranee. X A. K.
--The Moss is Hypnum sericeum.f An Angler.—We have
attentively perused your communication, and do not find that
ts contents amount to anything.* G. S.—Your seedlin tr

Azalea is not sufficiently distinct from other well-known va-
rieties to be of any importance.! G. S. W.—We were unable

iclosed
is

to discover any grub in your letter, or in the paper inclos
in ltt The best book we can recommend to A Subscriber
Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Entomology; the 3d and
4th vols, of which will give the information required. R.
T. P.'s collection of Eggs were laid by the "Lackey Moth,"
Clisiocampa Newtria, whose history will form an Entomolo-
gical subject for the Gardeners3 Chronicle.R. A.G.-We ically
do not know how to execute your task ; there is no end to such
establishments j and a list of them would only bewilder you,
as it did us when we once attempted it.t S. ill.—The blighted
appearance of your Tropjeolum seems to have been brought on
by inefficient drainage, causing water to stagnate about the
loots. t Clericu.v.—We are unacquainted with Wood's scarlet
liilox.* Anthony.—Next week. G. M. #.— We know
nothing of the Calorific Ventilator.*——A. C. H. 0.—What is

"Tuft Fungus"? j t. ST.—We do not publish Almanacs.*
Erica.—The Epacris is E. impressa. The Heaths are 1.

Erica Willmoreana, a variety of E. perspfcua ; 15. E. jasmini-
flora; 44. E. ignescensj 62. E. vestiflua; 100. E. vemix; V2Q.

E. graudinosa.t J. A.—The Erica appears to be E. reful-

gens.t Rusticus.—\\'e are unacquainted with the seed sent.*
Uphill.—No. 52 of last year may be had, price 6d. G. B.

—We will notice the days of exhibition in, our usual manner a

The Overland Mail from India brings advices from
Bombay to the 3d ult, and from Hong Kong to the 31st
December. The news from China is the most important,
comprising two untoward events—the massacre of the
crews and passengers of two British vessels in the island
of Formosa—and the burning of the English factory at
Canton, by the Chinese, in a formidable riot on the 7th
December. The massacre at Formosa has naturally
excited the most immediate interest. It appears that
more than a hundred British subjects, who had been
wrecked on the coast of Formosa in the early part of the
war, were put to death in August last by the Chinese
authorities, who pleaded the order of the Emperor in
defence of their proceedings. Sir H.[Pottinger became ac-
quainted with the circumstances on his arrival at Amoy,
and lost no time in demanding from the Emperor the de-
gradation and punishment of the local officers, and the
confiscation of their property for the benefit of the families
which have suffered from the effects of this barbarity.
This demand ^was accompanied by a threat of the re-

newal of hostilities in case it were not complied with.
The riot at Canton had for its immediate cause the
disorderly conduct of some Lascars, who quarrelled with
the Chinese and roused their feelings of exasperation
against the English. The mob became so violent that the
authorities could not control them ; they attacked the
factories, pillaged the buildings, and finally destroyed
them by fire. Greater excesses would probably have been
committed, but they were checked by the timely arrival of
Sir Hugh Gough, on his return from Hong Kong to India,

The authorities of Canton have disclaimed all participation

in these outrages, and have expressed their willingness to

pay the damages and severely punish the offenders. It is

therefore presumed that the riot, although calculated to

keep up anxiety and suspense, is not likely to lead to any
serious differences.—The Indian news relates ;. chiefly

to the proceedings of the Governor-General, and to

the festivities on the arrival of the army from Cabul.
Lord Ellenborough had^broken up the Camp at Ferozepore
and proceeded to Delhi, with a large escort, in order
to have some explanations with the Emperor. The affairs

of Cabul are involved in some uncertainty ; but it is

rumoured that Akhbar Khan has returned to it with the
assistance of the Kuzzilbashes, and that the young Sove-
reign, whom Gen. Pollock left there on the retreat of the
troops, had fled for safety to Jellalabad.—Next in interest

to this intelligence are the disastrous accounts of the
great earthquake in the West Indies. As anticipated in
our last, the effects of the catastrophe were felt far beyond
the limits which were first assigned to it. In addition to

its ravages at St. Thomas and Antigua, we have advices
from Guadaloupe, surpassing in disaster all that had pre-

viously been reported from the other islands. The town
of Pointe-a-Pitre, the commercial capital of the colony,

has been destroyed, and what the earthquake spared was
consumed by two or three hundred fires, which broke out

a few minutes after the houses were levelled to the

ground. The earthquake lasted only 70 seconds, and yet

in the entire town, which contained nearly 20,000 souls, not

ten houses are habitable. 1800 wounded were extracted

from the ruins on the day of the calamity, and upwards of

1000 dead bodies were found on the day following
; but no

accurate idea of the number of the victims had been

formed at the date of the last despatches. To complete

this melancholy catalogue, subsequent arrivals inform us

that the effects of the earthquake extended to Dominica
;

but we are not at present in possession of any particulars

of the disasters it occasioned.

At home, the subject of the Corn-laws has been again
under discussion in both Houses of Parliament. It was
brought forward in the Lords by the motion of Lord
Monteagle, for a committee to inquire into the effects of
the Corn-law passed last Session

; but the motion was
negatived by a majority D f 122. In the Commons
it was incidentally introduced in the debate on Mr,
Ward's motion for a committee to inquire into the
peculiar burdens that press upon land, and;into the
peculiar exemptions which it enjoys. Sir R. Peel, in
opposing the motion, declared his conviction that no
further change in the Corn-laws is required by the
general interests of the country, and the motion was
fiually negatived by a majority of 99. We can only briefly
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notice che interesting debate in the Lords, on Monday, on

the legal questions arising out of M'Naughten's trial, and

to the debate in the Commons, on Wednesday, on the pri-

vilege question. In the former case, the Judges are to

be summoned to a conference on the general law bearing

on the treatment of lunatics ; and in the latter, the Offi-

cers of the House are to be allowed to plead in the action

now pending, so that the question will again be submitted

to the decision of the Courts of Law.—The concluding

report of the Chartist trials which we give this week will

be read with interest ; the public will be gratified to learn

that the prisoners themselves, and Mr. T. Duncombe on

their behalf in the House of Commons, have united in

bearing testimony to the moderation with which the pro-

secution was conducted on the part of the Crown, and to the

impartial conduct of the Judge who presided at the trials.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert^the Prince of

Wales, and the Princess Royal, remain at Buckingham

Palace, and are quite well. During the week Her Majesty

and the Prince have honoured the French plays and Covent

Garden Theatre with their presence. The Queen has

enjoyed her usual daily walk in the Palace Gardens, and

took a carriage airing on Wednesday. The Countess of

Charlemont has succeeded the Duchess of Norfolk as the

Lady in Waiting. Viscount Sydney and Captain Dun-

combe have succeeded the Earl of Warwick and Captain

Hood as the Lord and Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.

Parliamentary Movements.—Sir A. Grant has resigned

his seat for Cambridge, on being appointed a Commissioner

of the Audit Office. Mr. Fitzroy Kelly has addressed the

electors on the Conservative interest, and Mr. Richard

Foster has announced himself a candidate on the Liberal

interest. The nomination of candidates for the repre-

sentation of Tavistock took place on Wednesday, when

Mr. Trelawney was proposed as the Liberal candidate, and

Mr. H. Vincent was brought forward by the Chartists. On
Thursday Mr. Trelawney was elected by a majority of 44.

Official Appointments.—Col. Sir W. L. Herries has

been appointed chairman of the Commissioners for au-

diting the public accounts, in the room of Mr. F. S. Lar-

pent, who retires, after having filled the office for many
years ; and Sir A. C. Grant has been appointed a com-

missioner in the room of Sir W. L. Herries. It has been

stated that Lord Abinger's retirement from the Bench will

take place previous to Easter Term ; that Sir F. Pollock

will be his Lordship's successor ; that Sir W. Follett will

become Attorney-General, and the Solicitor-General's place

will be supplied by Mr. Fitzroy Kelly : but the report is

contradicted, on authority, in the Times of this morning.

The Navy.—The following are the numbers of all the

flag and other officers, petty officers, seamen, and boys of

all her Majesty's ships and vessels in commission, and at

the Royal dock-yards, on the 1st January, 1843 :—Admi-

rals, 2 ; Vice-Admirals, 4; Rear-Admirals, 7; Commo-
dores, 2 ; Flag-Lieutenants, 11 ; Secretaries, 14 ; Clerks,

and retinue of Flag-Officers, 125; Captains, 62 ; Com-
manders, 84 ; Lieutenants, 521 ; Master of the Fleet, 1 ;

Masters, 121 ; Chaplains, 54 ; Inspector of Hospitals

and Fleets, 1 ; Deputies, 2 ; Surgeons, 141 ; Pursers,

116; Naval Instructors, 28; Mates, 489 ; Second Mas-

ters, 144 ; Assistant-Surgeons, 232 ; Warrant Officers,

755; Engineers, 118; Midshipmen, 555; Masters' As-

sistants, 224 ;
Volunteers, 330 ; Clerks, 223 ;

School-

masters, 23 ; and Petty Officers, 6,518. Total officers of

all grades, 10,909.—Able and ordinary seamen, landsmen,

and boys, including Kromen and Chinese coolies, 19,135.

Total for effective naval service on the 1st January last,

exclusive of Marines, 30,044. The vote for the year

1842-3 for the number of seamen was 30,500 ; that taken

for the ensuing financial year 1843-4, is 26,500 seamen

and 2,000 boys.

The Army.—The following is a return of the number

of men voted for the army in each year, from 1335-G to

1842-3, both inclusive, the number of all ranks serving

in Great Britain, including the recruiting troops and

companies in the pay of the East India Company ; and

showing also the number of all ranks serving: in India :—showing

1835-6
1836-7
1837-8
1838 9
1839-40
1840-1
1841-2
1842-3

Great Britain.

81,271
81,319
81,311
89,305
89,351
93,471
82,051
101,455

India.
19,720
19,720
19,720
19,722
20,467
27,641

29,070
30,399

Total.

100,991
101,039
101,031
109,027
199,8)8
121,112
121,121
131,854

1840
1841

1842

Great Britain.

94,979
94,468

97,792

India.
23,434
27,330
27,359

Total.

318,413
121,799
125,151

The number of men of all ranks actually serving on the

5th of April

—

JFoiretgn.
France—The Paris papers supply us with few topics of

political interest. They are almost exclusively filled with

details of the calamitous earthquake at Guadaloupe, of

which we have given an account under our West Indian

news. The Government has appointed a committee under
the Presidency of Vice-Admiral Baron Mackau, for the pur-

pose of receiving and forwarding the subscriptions for the

relief of the sufferers. A pastoral letter of the Archbi-
shop of Paris was read on Sunday, in all the churches of
the capital, ordering that on Sunday the 19th, during
high mass, a collection be made through the diocese, for
the surviving victims of the disaster. All the theatres are
to give benefits in favour of the inhabitants of La Pointe

;\ Pitre, and subscriptions are to be opened in every com-

pany of the National Guard. The Royal Family have

already set the example by liberal contributions. The

King has subscribed 20, 000f., the Queen 10,000f., Madame
Adelaide 10,000f., the Duchess of Orleans 10,000f. for

herself and the Count de Paris, the Duke and Duchess de

Nemours 3,000f., the Duke de Montpensier 1000f., and

Princess Clementine lOOOf.—It appears that the rumour

of the conclusion of a commercial treaty between this

country and France is premature- On Saturday the Mi-

nister for Public Instruction, in reply to a question put

to him in the Chamber of Peers, declared, that although

Great Britain might, like any other Power, make over-

tures to France for a treaty of commerce, nothing in that

respect was settled, nor did it appear that any such ar-

rangement would be concluded for some time. It is ge-

nerally believed in Paris, that the differences between

France and Spain will be very soon adjusted, through the

mediation of the British Cabinet. M. Lesseps will be

promoted, and consequently withdrawn from Barcelona
;

and thus a principal impediment to the long-desired re-

conciliation will be removed.
Spain.—Our accounts from Madrid are of the 6th inst.

The elections of that capital were over, and terminated in

favour of Ministers. The Ministerial candidates were

returned by a majority of from 1,553 to 1,874. The
Opposition candidate foremost on the list only counted

505 votes, and none of the other candidates obtained more

than 280. The returns hitherto received from the pro-

vinces indicated that the Ministry would probably obtain

the majority in 24, and the Opposition in 17, colleges.

Those of five others were doubtful ; but as the greatest

number of returns was still to come in, no decided opinion

could be given as to the probable result of the elections.

In the operations preliminary to the Corunna elections,

the Infante Don Francisco de Paulo obtained 486 votes,

being one less than his most successful opponent. At

Saragossa, his Highness obtained very few votes, and the

Opposition prevailed. At Barcelona, where all was quiet

on the 6th, the elections for the Cortes had terminated,

and are represented as favourable to the Moderado party.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 6th instant.

A very important decision had been taken by the Chamber

of Peers, negativing the pretensions of the Pope's Inter-

nuncio, and pronouncing that the Royal nomination, in-

dependently of the Papal confirmation, is sufficient to

confer upon bishops the right of sitting in the Upper

Chamber. The deputies had taken up the subject of these

negotiations warmly, and strongly censured the Govern-

ment for conceding to the Court of Rome even two out of

the eight episcopal nominations, as a clear infraction of

the privileges of the Lusitanian Church.—In regard to

the tariff question, the speculations at Lisbon are less

satisfactory than the statements made in the House of

Commons on Tuesday night by Sir R. Peel, who said that

the Portuguese Government had made considerable ad-

vances towards the views of our Government in the

pending treaty, but not to an extent that could be con-

sidered as yet satisfactory.—Another month would enable

him to say whether or not we were to have a commercial

treaty with Portugal.

Germany.—The Berlin papers give long accounts of

the historical festival given by the King of Prussia on

Shrove Tuesday. It was a representation of the Court of

Ferrara at the end of the 16th century, and nearly all the

guests were in appropriate costumes. The entertainment

consisted of a series of tableaux, illustrative of the

Gerusalemme of Tasso ; followed by a ball and supper.

Some idea may be formed of the brilliancy of the fete

from the fact that the celebrated painter Cornelius, May-
erbeer the composer, and the poet Baupach, were em-

ployed to superintend the arrangements.—In consequence

of the new edict on the censorship, noticed in our last,

which orders that the truths of religious belief shall no

longer be discussed on philosophical deductions, Professor

Markeinecke has been refused permission to print his

lecture on the tendency of Hegel's philosophy and theology.

The people of Berlin are anxious to see whether this pro-

hibition will be confirmed by the superior board.—It is

understood that the marriage of the Prince of Saxe

Coburg Gotha with the Princess Clementine of France

will be solemnized in May next. The Prince and Princess

propose to pass the summer at Coburg, and the winter at

Paris. Accounts from Vienna state that the Archduke

Charles is dangerously ill.

Malta.—By the Levant mail, we learn that a melan-

choly occurrence took place at Valletta on the 6th inst.,

in the murder of Dr. Martin, the Chief Surgeon of the

Malia-Naval Hospital. He was shot dead by a sentry of

the 88th Regiment, on duty at the Victualling Office, as

he was stepping out of the door of Sir John Louis, where

he had been on a professional visit. No cause has been

assigned for this atrocity, but the authorities are engaged

in investigating the circumstances.

Turkey and Syria.—The Levant mail has brought

advices from Constantinople to the 22nd ult. They an-

nounce that accounts have been received from Belgrade

of the detection of a conspiracy, having for its object the

assassination of Prince Alexander and his Ministers.

The conspirators have been seized, and, if their confes-

sions are to be believed, they acted at the direct instiga-

tion of the Russian Consul ; one of them, moreover, hav-

ing been found with 5,000 ducats in his possession, which

he had received as an earnest of his crime. The Govern-

ment, upon the discovery of the plot, had removed from

Belgrade to Cragowitz. The Turkish Government and

the Ambassadors have been struck with consternation at

this open attempt to bring about a solution of this ques-

tion, which diplomacy had failed to settle at Constanti-

nople—Intelligence from Beyrout, of the 8th ult., men-

tions that Bishop Alexander was still there, awaiting the

arrival of the imperial firman, authorizing him to proceed

with the construction of the Protestant Church at Jeru-

salem. The schismatical Greeks of Lebanon had_ peti-

tioned Assad Pasha to be allowed to appoint a chief of

their own religion. The Catholic Greeks had refused to

acknowledge the Maronite Kaimacan.—An elaborate spe-

cimen of English manufacture, intended as a present from

Ali Effendi, the Turkish Ambassador, to the Sultan, has

just been completed by Mr. Taunton, of Islington, at a

cost of 500 guineas. It is an umbrella of the^ ordinary

size, covered with crimson satin, manufactured in Spital-

fields expressly for the purpose. The metal of which it

is composed is of pure gold. The handle, which opens

with a secret spring, contains, in addition to other articles,

a gold chronometer, a sun-dial and compass, set with

brilliants of the first water.

China.—The news by the Overland Mail comes down

to the 3d Feb. It is of the highest importance, and par-

ticularly that relating to China. It appears that on the

23d Nov., Sir Henry Pottinger published a proclamation de-

claring that since his arrival at Amoy he had learned with

extreme horror and astonishment that more than 100

British subjects, who had been wrecked in the Nerbuddali

and Ann, in Sept., 1841, and March, 1842, on the coast

off the Island of Formosa, had been put to death subse-

quently to the treaty of Nankin, by the Chinese authori-

ties, who pleaded the order of the Emperor in defence of

this cruelty. The Nerbuddah had 240 natives of India

on board, sailors or camp-followers, all of whom were

executed or died, save two. The Ann had 57 souls on

board, of whom 14 were Europeans. From this ship but

six of the Europeans and five others escaped. Their ill-

treatment appears to have been of the most inhuman kind.

It seems from a more detailed account, previously issued

by Sir H. Pottinger, that, immediately on their reaching

shore, the crew of the Ann were seized, ll stripped, and

marched some distance without a particle of covering,

exposed to a cutting north wind. Two men died from

cold, and several others dropped from the same cause and

fatigue, and were carried on in baskets to the capital

(about 90 miles from the spot where the brig was wrecked),

where they were separated into small parties, and put

into distinct prisons in irons." They were almost

starved, and those who did not die under this treat-

ment were, for the most part, beheaded in or about

August last. The proclamation concludes by stating

that the British Plenipotentiary was resolved to demand

from the Emperor the degradation and punishment

of the local officers, in consequence of whose false repre-

sentations these enormities had been committed, and that

their property should be confiscated for the benefit and

relief of the families which had so severely suffered from the

effects of this barbarity. It is also stated that a renewal of

hostilities was threatened in case the demand were not com-

plied with. In addition to this, a formidable riot broke out at

Canton on the 7th Dec, caused, it is said, by the disorderly

conduct of some Lascars, from the ship Fort William,

who were allowed to go ashore without any superintending

authority. The British factory was attacked, the flag and

flagstaff burnt, the doors and windows forced open, and

the building pillaged, fired, and consumed. How far the

riots might have proceeded it is impossible to say ; they

were, however, checked by the timely arrival of Sir Hugh
Gough in the Proserpine steamer. The merchants at

Canton began a correspondence with Sir H. Gough, who
remained there until the 14th, and also with Sir H. Pot-

tinger,
7 who was at Hong-Kong, requesting the latter to

order a protective force to be sent to Canton, in order

that they might carry on their commerce in security.

This application received a decided refusal from Sir H.
Pottinger, who, in his reply, made some severe comments
on the conduct of the merchants ; who are said to have

created much distrust in the minds of the Chinese authori-

ties by smuggling opium, and other goods, at Whampoa
and Canton. The Imperial Commissioners who were to

have been at Canton early in December had not arrived,

and some doubt was entertained at Macao that the Em-
peror would break faith. In the meantime, the arrival

at Singapore, on the 1st January, of 43 transports, having

on board the Sepoy part of the China expedition, proves

that the Envoy had not then entertained any serious

apprehension of the renewal of hostilities. Several

regiments had reached Madras in January. There were,

nevertheless, more than 20 British vessels of war, with

five steamers, remaining on the Chinese coast. Ihe
land force then consisted principally of about 6,000 Eu-

ropean troops, most of them living in the garrisons of the

still-occupied places. From Hong-Kong we have favour-

able accounts of the rapid advancement of this, the new-

est of our colonial possessions. An English weekly news-

paper has been regularly published for nearly a year, and

the advertisements give a curious insight into the pro-

gress and requirements of civilisation in that distant island.

Among the announcements are the-European comforts of

soap, candles, claret, champagne, an hotel, a solicitor,

and the sale of ct A Manilla horse, an Amoy mare and

colt, and an omnibus 1" The following advertisement,

announcing the progress of a theatre, may amuse our

readers :
—" Advance Hong-Kong III — Theatre Royal.

Messrs, Dutronquoy and Co. have at length the satis-

faction of announcing to the nobility, gentry, and clergy

of this flourishing and opulent colony, that their theatre

is advancing most rapidly towards completion. It is

on a most splendid scale, and what with the pieces that

will be performed, the scenery that will be introduced,

and the splendid assemblage of rank, beauty, and fashion

which they hope to be honoured with, there is no doubt

but that the blaze of splendour will dazzle the eyes of all

beholders.—Vivat Regina 1—N.B. The actresses have

x
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arrived during the last week—their beauties and talents

are only to be surpassed by their spotless virtues." An-
other curious announcement is that a newspaper is about

to be published in the Chinese language. "We had

hoped, ere this," says the Editor, " to have issued a news-

paper in Chinese, but the types, which were very hand-

somely loaned to us by his Excellency, the Plenipotentiary,

have hitherto been, and still are, we believe, employed at

Macao in printing some works introductory to the study

of the Chinese language." Nearly all the Chinese popu-

lation, it is said, are able to read, but all classes evince art

'* extraordinary avidity" to obtain information, provided

it be conveyed to them in their own language.

India.—The Indian newspapers are busily discussing

Lord Ellenborough's proceedings, and give long accounts

of the procession in honour of the gates of Somnauth,
the movements of the army of reserve on the Sutlej, and

the festivities at Ferozepore, On the arrival of Generals

Pollock, Nott, Sale, and M'Caskill (the latter in charge of

the Somnauth gates), at Ferozepore, they were met at the

end of the bridge of boats by the Governor-General. A
salute of nineteen guns was fired as Sir Robert Sale

passed the troops, in honour of himself and the " illus-

trious garrison." On the morning of the 26th December
there was a grand review there, at which about 40,000 of

the troops were assembled. In the evening the Governor-

General gave a ball, for which, it is said, 26,000 seers of

sweatmeats were ordered. Shere Singh is about to send

valuable presents to the British Sovereign, in token of his

friendly disposition. Bundelkund is described as quiet :

its tranquillity will be effectually supported by the force of

14,000 troops lately sent thither for the purpose. Lord
Ellenborough, who received a visit at Ferozepore from the

son and Prime Minister of Shere Singh, and who then

sent his secretary and other official persons to Lahore to

return it, broke up the camp at Ferozepore on the 5th

ult., and proceeded to Delhi, with an escort of 10,000

men, in order to have an explanation respecting certain

intrigues with the Emperor- It is stated that his Lord-

ship contemplates fixing his official residence for some

time at Agra, or perhaps Meerut. The Courts-Martial

held on Colonel Palmer for the surrender of Ghuznee, and

on Captains Anderson, Troup, Boyd, Eyre, and Waller,

have terminated in the acquittal of those officers from the

charges brought against them for their conduct during the

last campaign in Afghanistan. The investigation into

the conduct of General Shelton and of Major Pottinger

was still going forward. Nothing certain appears to have

been known of the state of affairs at Cabul, but it was ru-

moured that Akhbar Khan had returned to it, with the as-

sistance of the Kuzzilbashes, and that Shah Poor, whom
Gen. Pollock left in the Bala-hissar with six guns, had fled

to Jellalabad. The financial prospects of India are con-

sidered satisfactory, and attention is now directed towards

its internal improvement. An act has been proposed in

the Legislative Council which tends to put a final stop to

all descriptions of slavery in its extensive districts. From
Madras we learn that the transport Gertrude, with 200 of

the 6th Reg. Madras Native Infantry, from China, had

been wrecked about seven miles to the north, but that

every soul had safely reached the shore on the evening of

the 25th. Much loss was sustained in baggage, accoutre-

ments, and tent equipage. The ship was within 40 yards

of the shore, and had five feet water in her hold. It was
expected that the surplus stores would be nearly all da-

maged. We also learn that a second transport from

China, the Malikel Bahor, had struck on a reef about

four miles north of Pulicat flag-staff, but that being teak,

and strongly built, she was on the 26th Jan. safe at anchor

between two sandbanks in seven fathoms. The troops,

about 200 in number, were safely landed.

West Indies.—The anticipation mentioned in our last

respecting the probable extent of the dreadful earthquake

which visited St. Thomas and Antigua, on the 8th ult.,

has unhappily been realised by accounts from Guadaloupe.

The details of the catastrophe in that island surpass all

that can be imagined in horror and disaster. Pointe-k-

Fitre, the commercial capital of the island, with a popu-

lation of at least 20,000, not more than one-third of whom
were slaves, has been utterly destroyed ; and what the earth-

quake spared was devoured by a fire, which broke out a
few minutes after the houses fell. A great portion of the

town was new, built of stone, and, contrary to the old

custom, raised to many stories ; but enough of the habi-

tations were built of wood to supply fuel to the catas-

trophe. This took place at half-past ten, on the morning
of the 8th. The clock on the front of the church, almost
the only piece of wall left standing after the shock, marked
the hour at which it stopped. The shock only lasted 70
seconds, but it was sufficient to bury the whole population
in the ruins of the town. At the moment of this calamity,

to complete the work of death, two or three hundred fires

Woke out, and consumed all that was wood of the ruins,

With the dead and wounded lying among them. 1,800

bounded were extracted from the ruins, and 600 dead.
It is stated that 15,000 wander about without shelter or
f°od. The Governor in his official despatch stales that

all the quarters of the colony have suffered, as well as the

dependencies. The town of Moule is destroyed, with the

Joss of thirty inhabitants. The rural parts have had their

share of this dreadful calamity. The little towns of St.

Francois, Ste. Anne, Le Port Louis, L'Anse, Bertram!,

a^dSte. Rose, have been subverted; there are dead and

founded almost everywhere. The following are extracts

from letters in the French papers, written the day after

tlje earthquake ;
—"Basseterre has suffered but little, and,

although a number of houses are uninhabitable, all remain
standing, and no person has been injured; but at Point-

^"Pitre all was overturned, except the wooden houses,

immediately after the shock fires broke out in 200 or 300

places together, and totally consumed the houses. At
present the flames are playing over the remains, and in

the whole of the town, which contained 16,000 souls,

there are not ten houses habitable. No description can

give an idea of this disaster; We can scarcely credit

what we see before our eyes. I left Basseterre with the

Governor yesterday, a few hours after the accident, and
came here. We are about to set out for Moule, which has,

alas ! been destroyed. The number of victims is considerable,

but much smaller than could have been expected. Only one
soldier has perished. There are under the ruins a number
of dead bodies, which are being gradually taken out, and
the presence of which causes great uneasiness, on account
of the corruption that must speedily take place. The
number of wounded is exceedingly great. Women and
young girls maybe seen with two or three limbs fractured.

The scene is a hundred times more horrible than a field of
battle. Most of the sugar-mills are destroyed, and the

crop of sugar-canes will be lost." A letter of Feb. 10
says, u I have just come from Moule. During the hour
that I passed in the ruins I cannot describe what I felt. I

could not imagine that the calamity was so great, and all

that I could say would give you but a poor idea of the sad
reality. From the Quai de^laPoissonnerie to the hospital,

nothing whatever remains but some shells of houses,

which are to be knocked down with cannon. All other
earthquakes have been less disastrous than the present
one. I was witness of the disasters at Port Royal, and
can declare that they were nothing in comparison with
this at Point-a-Pitre. Upwards of a thousand dead bodies

have been found, but the number of victims cannot yet be
ascertained. The colony is ruined, but the fortitude of the

Creoles is great; no person is borne down by the blow."
Another letter of Feb. 11 says, < i At Point-;\-Pitre the
namber of the dead is so great, that no interment takes

place. They are thrown outside the passes, and the
number is unknown. In several places the earth opened,
and threw up water and sand." Since the receipt of the
above, we learn by the Acadia steamer, that a vessel had
arrived at New York, having been off Dominica on the
8th ult., the commander of which reported that the earth-

quake was also experienced in Dominica on that day, the
damage arising from which was evidently very great, and
on the south side of the island large volumes of smoke
were visible, as issuing from the shore. This is the only
account yet received from Dominica ; the Action, lately

arrived, not having visited that colony. Three more ves-
sels, however, have arrived at New York, announcing
shocks of the earthquake in the Atlantic. There has been a
heavy shower of ashes in Missouri, and a lighter one near

Philadelphia city. These are supposed to be the ashes of
burnt prairies, or of far-off volcanoes (perhaps in the

Andes), brought by the late storms.—An insurrection

had broken out in St. Domingo, but had been suppressed.

Its object was to make the constitution more republican,

after the fashion of that of the United States.

United States.—The packet-ship Rochester, which
sailed from New York ou the 16th ult., and the England,
which sailed from the same port on the 20th, arrived at

Liverpool on Saturday ; and the Acadia steamer from
Boston and Halifax, arrived on Tuesday. The accounts

brought by the latter vessel come down to the 28th ult.

Congress was still in session : Mr. Adams, chairman of

the committee of foreign Relations, brought up a report

from that body in the House of Representatives, in which
the rejection of the bill passed by the Senate for taking

possession of the Oregon territory was recommended.
That the bill would be rejected there existed not (he

least doubt. The other items of news are the repeal of the

Bankrupt Law by Congress, though hope is held out in

some quarters that the President will veto it ; the fact that no
further loan is wanted by the Government, and the increas-

ing popularity of the project to assume the State Debts.

A convention of its friends in all parts of the country is to

be held early in the summer to concert measures to carry it

into effect. The following are said to be authentic statis-

tics of two religious communities in the^United States :

—

Communicants of the Methodist church, 1,008,001 ; Tra-

velling preachers, 4,244 ; Local preachers, 7,921 ; Increase

since 1841, 120,123; Roman Catholics in the United

States, 1,500,000 ; Ditto Churches, 574 ; Ditto in process

of construction, 82 ; Increase in one year, 200,000. Seve-

ral singular particulars have transpired in relation to a

recent earthquake in the valley of the Mississippi. Between
St. Louis and the Ohio, portions of the bottom of the

Mississippi have literally fallen out, or, at least, sunk to

a depth not yet fathomed. On a farm in Illinois, a hole

has appeared in the ground filled with steaming mud, from
which a sulphurous vapour issues that ii easily ignited,,

Sometimes an inflammable gas, flashing with flame and
emitting smoke, also proceeds from it. In several places,

patches of the forest near the Mississippi have sunk down
and become swampy lakes, in some cases taking hunters

down into the abyss. Other and more extensive geologi-

cal changes are supposed to have occurred near the

Rocky Mountains, some of which are evidently volcanic.

—

•

The New York Inquirer of the 20th Feb. contains a list

of bankrupts, occupying six columns, printed in small

type, and comprising at the lowest computation 700 de-

faulters. This is for New York alone, and is said to dis-

play, without exception, the most frightful picture of in-

solvency ever exhibited.—From Canada we learn, that

notwithstanding the contradictory accounts last received,

the health of Sir Charles Bagot is improving, and hopes

are now entertained of his recovery. The following ac-

count, dated Feb. 15, has been received at New York

from Montreal: " We understand from Kingston that a

most remarkable change for the better had taken place in

the health of the Governor-General. On Saturday even-

ing his life was despaired of- On Monday morning, how-

ever, he was seized with a violent fit of vomiting, which
relieved him completely—his disease having been an ab-
scess in the stoma ch, and not dropsy. His Excellency
was so much better that fears were no longer entertained
for his safety."—Letters had been received from the Ame-
rican consul at Tahiti, one of the Society Islands, dated
September 11, which stated that the French admiral,
Dupetit Thouars, arrived there on the 8th, and made a
demand on the Tahitans of the sum of 10,000 dollars, in

reparation for abuses, and as a guarantee for their future

adherence to the treaties. A negotiation was commenced,
which ended in the surrender of the island to France.

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—The Lord Chancellor, pursuant to notice, brought
forward the circumstances of M'Naughten's trial for the consi-
deration of the House. After a brief reference to the melancholy-
death of Mr. Drummond, his Lordship remarked, that in conse-
quence of the impunity which had, after a judicial investigation,

been conceded to the assassin, the public mind had received an
impression that the criminal law of the land required revision, to
prevent a repetition of such outrages. He, therefore, took this

opportunity of reminding the House of the great difficulty which
must ever attend investigations so delicate as those which pro-,

pose to discover the existence of a latent insanity; and after

illustrating this difficulty by many remarkable instances, he pro-

ceeded to caution their Lordships against supposing that, even
if the verdict in M'Naughten's case should appear to have been
given upon faulty or inconclusive evidence, it would therefore

be necessary to alter the law upon the subject; and he also corn-

batted the opinion that this evidence was insufficient, or that the
course pursued by the Lord Chief Justice was any other than
what was fully warranted by the cumulative testimony produced.
His Lordship read several charges delivered by eminent judges
on trials where the plea of insanity had been urged on behalf of

the accused. In all these charges the law on the subject was
laid down in the same way as it was by Chief Justice Tindal on
the late occasion—in all these the jury were directed to consider
whether, from all the evidence they had heard, they believed that

the prisoner at the very moment in which he committed his

crime was conscious that he was acting wrongfully—whether he
was at that moment capable of u distinguishing between right

and wrong? " In the present case, not only did six medical
witnesses on the prisoner's behalf depose to his insanity, but
even two whom the Government had deputed to examine into

his state of mind, and to scrutinize with minuteness whether his
insanity were feigned or no—these two attended in court, and, if

called on, would have been prepared to corroborate the testimony
of Drs. Munro and Morrison. Was not, then, the learned Chief
Justice, when he discovered that the Solicitor-General could
advance no countervailing testimony to rebut this cumulative
evidence—was he not justified in following the example set by
Lord Kenyon in Hatfield's case, and at once bringing the trial to

a conclusion? The strong feeling which prevailed at the time
might indeed have made it more advisable that the trial shouldtake

its usual course ; but no one who was present during its progress,

or who is acquainted with the general tone of the evidence, could

for a moment suppose that this would have made any difference in

the verdict. His Lordship then combatted the doctrine of the Arch-

bishop of Dublin, who, in laying down the maxim that "the object

of punishment is the prevention of crime," states his belief that

although a man may be under the influence of an insane delusion

at the time he shoots another man, yet that the madman may and
ought to be hanged forthwith, because " we punish to prevent
others from imitating him." The Archbishop, after stating this

position, gives, by way of illustration, the case of a dog habituated
to the worrying of sheep, 'who has no moral sense, but who,
nevertheless, is punished,' for the purpose of correction. Now,
he (the Lord Chancellor, would contend that, in order to punish
for example's sake, the example ought to be perfect, and that it

is no lesson to the guilty to punish an innocent man i it is no
warning to a murderer to hang a man who has committed no
murder; and as to the illustration, you punish the dog, not as an
example to other dogs, but for his own correction; so that the
illustration is as inapplicable and extravagant as the theory is in-

correct and unfounded. His Lordship concluded by repeating
his conviction that, whatever sentiments or opinions the result of
this trial had excited, it would be absurd to dream of altering the
law, or the manner in which the law is administered; it was
possible, indeed, that legislation might, if it could not wholly
prevent a recurrence of such evils, at least diminish the frequency
of their recurrence. With this view he gave notice that he would
shortly introduce a bill on the subject; and, finally, recommended
the House to take the united opinions of the Judges upon the
general law bearing upon the case.

Lord Brougham complained of the premature conclusion of the
trial, and expressed regret that it had not proceeded to its natural
and legitimate termination; that eveiy witness had not been
called; that the Solicitor-General had not replied; and that the
Judge had not summed up the evidence at length. He declared
his belief that he had seen a most erroneous report of the trial;

for, from the account which he had read, it would appear that
the usual rules of evidence had been entirely disregarded, and
that questions had been put which were quite improper and un-

warranted by practice; for instance, one medical man, who had
been in court throughout the trial, was asked what opinion he
should form upon the testimony given by the other medical men
—a mode of examination by which the duties of a witness were
confounded with the functions of a juryman—and which for that

reason was expressly discountenanced by Lord Hardwicke on the

trial of Lord Ferrers, In regard to the accountability of insane

persons, aod the use of the terms "right and wrong, good

and evil," in the charges of the Judges, he said many a man
would think it right to shoot another of whom he entertained

any suspicious or jealous sentiments. But, surely, this was not

the test the Judges intended. What they meant by conscious-

ness of right and wrong, was the ^°°scl
Jt
mn̂ ir^t P*rtlcular

acts were crimes punishable by^^y^J^S%^^7BO ?

Why should it not be understood at once generally that the con-

ftriniiftnPBn nf rip-ht meant the consciousness of what was right

accord^n^to law and o wrong, of what was punishable by law ?

I r the law was not so--if he had misunderstood the learned

Judges *if they meant by right or wrong what any man by the

id osvncrasv of his own nature might deem right or wrong-thenSS the Lord Chancellor that it would be best to call

the JudMs before their Lordships not only to answer the ques-

t on what was meant by right and wrong, but to answer five or

six other questions. The noble Lord after stating on his own
authority that M'Naughten had been four or five times to Sir R.
Peel's house to ascertain his person, that he meant to kill Sir R.
Peel, and that he twice appeared to fire at him, said that he
differed from persons who, like the Archbishop of Dublin thought
that the rationality evinced m these proceedings made him ob-
noxious to punishment; for that he (Lord Brougham) should
take into his consideration the state of the man's mind at the
time he committed the deed; and if at that time the man did not
know that the deed was punishable by law, he should conceive
this ignorance a test of insanity.
Lords Cottenham and Campbell expressed their wish that

the law was more authoritatively declared upon the subject, and
their satisfaction that the Lord Chancellor bad suggested the pro-
priety of calling in the Judges. After denouncing the theories
on the subject of "homicidal propensities" and "homicidal
monomania," with which modern medical books teem, Lord
Campbell concluded by suggesting the propriety that persons
acquitted on the ground of insanity should be kept out of public
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view ever afterwards, to deter others from following their ex-

ample. After a few words from the Lord Chancellor the dis-

cussion terminated ; and it was arranged that the Judges should
be summoned to a conference.
Tuesday*—The Townsend Peerage Bill was read a first time.

—

The Earl of Aberdeen laid on the table the convention entered
into between her Majesty and the King of the French for the
mutual surrender of fugitives from justice.
Lord MonteAGle brought forward his motion for a committee

to inquire into the effects and consequences of the Corn-law
passed last session, and supported it at considerable length in a
speech full of statistical details. The distress that existed in the
manufacturing districts had, he said, extended to the agricultural
classes, and it was necessary to inquire how far that extension
was owing to the operation of the Corn Bill of last year. Sufficient

time had elapsed since that Act passed to judge of its effects, and
hero was no danger to be apprehended of disturbing the great

' -terests involved in agriculture, because they were already in a
state o ) uncertainty and insecurity. He was himself ready to

condemn the law, though he only asked their Lordships to consent
to an inquiry into its working. He would, should the committee
be granted, be able to show that the same fluctuation in price

had tyken place under the present Bill as under the preceding
one; and that the effects of the sliding-scale were to increase

gambling, and to render this country dangerously dependent on
foreigners for its supply of food.
Lord Wharncmffk, though he fully admitted the distresses of

the country, could not agree in thinking that an alteration of the

Corn Law would relieve them. The question was not whether
the present law was perfect, but whether it was not the best

under the present circumstances. In his opinion the wise course

was to see how the existing law worked, before any proposition

for the withdrawal of that protection which agriculture had so

long enjoyed should be entertained. His conviction was, that if

the present system were continued, none of the evils apprehended
from it would occur; and it was important to the safety of the

country that their Lordships should exhibit a steadiness of pur-

pose on the subject. With the view of satisfying the country he
hoped their Lordships would reject the motion.

The Karl of Clarendon believed the Corn-law to be the key-
stone of the commerce of the country. The landowners them-
selves felt the inconvenience and uncertainty of the present sys-

tem, and every day the public feeling against the law was
growing stronger. The protection which the landed interest
fancied they had secured to themselves by the sliding scale had
been found to be wholly vain. Under such circumstances, his

Lordship could not refuse to concur in the motion for inquiry. A
free trade would be the only means of opening foreign markets
for our manufactures.—Lord Ashburton said he had drawn a

very contrary conclusion from the extensive details with which
Lord Monteagle's speech had been crowded, and was convinced
that the principal cause of manufacturing distress was the almost
entire failure of the American market. No argument had been ad-
duced to show that the distress, which all admitted and which all

lamented, had been caused by the state of the Corn-laws ; and
he warned their Lordships not to attempt an alteration which
might spread wider the existing depression, until its connexion
with the alleged cause was clearly madeout. Corn-laws in some
shape or other were in force in every part of Europe, and under
their operation our manufacturing prosperity had grown up and
the price of food been maintained with fewer fluctuations than in

any other country. He combatted the opinion that by admitting
foreign corn free ofduty we should at once obtain a reciprocal ad-

vantage for our manufactures in foreign markets, and advocated
only a degree of protection which would be a fair compensation
to agriculture for the charges which it exclusively sustained.

—

The Duke of Richmond, in answer to a statement by Lord Mont-
eagle, denied that Lord Grey's Cabinet had ever been divided

upon the subject of the Corn-laws. He deprecated the disunion
which the League had endeavoured to introduce among the three

great classes of the community, and contended for a protection

in favour of the hcp.vily-taxed English farmer against his more
fortunate competitor abroad. He highly approved the firmness of

Government in maintaining the present law, and was delighted

to hear that there was no present intention of a change.—Lord
Fnzwii.i.iAM admitted that the present law was an improvement
upon its predecessors, inasmuch as it in some degree approxi-

mated to a fixed duty. He supported the motion for a committee,
and from the constant variation to which the Coin-laws had
been subject from their first institutions, and the constant dis-

appointment and distress they had occasioned, drew the conclu-

sion that it would be ever so until the true principles of commer-
cial legislation were acted upon, and all artificial restrictions

abolished.
Lord Brougham contrasted the ability and the absence of party

feeling with which the question had been brought before their

Lordships with the spirit of factious injustice in which the conces-
sions of last session— great in themselves, though, as he thought,
insufficient—had been received by the League, and denounced in

indignant terms the blind partisan violence which had led them
to cavil at the carrying out even of their own principles. He de-
fended himself from the calumnious imputation, that he had
offered his services to the League, and explained the real cha-
racter of the conversation which had been thus misrepresented.
He exculpated the more respectable members of the League from
a connexion with this falsehood, as well as with the speech of

the Dissenting minister who had hinted at assassination, but
complained that they did not take pains to sever themselves from
the pollution they must contract from such companionship.
They had abundant opportunities, and yet the only disclaimer
yet published was in a speech full of ribaldry and jest, turning
into laughter the counselling to murder, dealing with incitement
to assassination as a matter of merriment and jest, and attempt-
ing to run down Sir It. Peel, by contrasting him with an illustri-

ous individual, and painting him as wanting In that energy and
nerve which was possessed by thatillustriousinriividual, although
of the other sex, because of the feeling shown by him when re-

minded of the tragedy which had so lately been enacted. Could
any man, he asked, possessed of the feelings of human nature
think the worse of his right hon. friend for having felt, and
felt most painfully and acutely, and for feeling to the end of
his days, anything but horror at the catastrophe, which, since
the verdict of the jury, he must now call an unfortunate acci-

dent—at the- violent death of his private friend and public ser-

vant, who lost his life through being mistaken for himself?

He hoped in God that he would never be possessed of other feel-

ings than those shown by the right hon. baronet. Ho could not
sleep in peace if he knew that a dear friend had lost his life

through being mistaken for him (Lord Brougham) ;
for, although

he might be bound, as in this case, to call it an accident, he
should feel that he was the innocent cause of the catastrophe.
The man who could find fault with the feeling shown by the
right hon. baronet, must have a mind callous to all the best
feelings of human nature, or else perverted by faction; no
other could for a moment doubt of the origin of the feelings by
which Sir R. pC ol was overpowered. He supported the motion
for the appointment of a committee j and after showing by the
example ot the yeais in which the continental system was in
full operation, and in spite of which there had been an extensive
importation, that the apprehensions of those who feared a de-
pendence on the foreigner were unfounded, concluded by ex-
plaining, that although an advocate for free trade, he would not
oppose the levying of a duty upon foreign produce for the pur-
pose of revenue ;

he objected only to the principle of protection.
After a few words from Lord St. Vincknt and Lord Mount-

casiikl in opposition to the motion, Lord Monteagi.e replied,
and their Lordships, upon a division, negatived the motion by a
majority of 122.

Thursday.—-Lord Lyndhurst presented a petition from the
J£w Institution, complaining of the inconvenience of holding
jne law courts at Westminster.—Lord Brougham observed thatims .subject of late ha,a attracted much attention amongst the

members of the legal profession. Although he did not deny some
of the inconveniences insisted upon, he still confessed that he
had a very strong prejudice in favour of keeping the courts at

Westminster-hall, where they had sat for time out of mind. He
would remark, also, that there was one great advantage in their

remaining where they were, namely, their contiguity to the houses
of Parliament.—Lord Lano da i.rc thought that the subject was one
that might very properly be inquired into.—Lord Lyndiiurst
pointed out the advantage which resulted from the members of the
bar being kept constantly in the courts in which they practised,

watching the proceedings in cases in which they were not immedi-
ately engaged, and gathering experience from all that passed before

them. He knew from his own experience that counsel would
not attend the courts, except in cases in which they were imme-
diately concerned, if the courts were brought into the vicinity of

their own chambers. A proof of this was afforded by the prac-
tice of the bar when the court sat at Lincoln's Inn. There were
then few counsel in court beyond those engaged in the case
actually under hearing—all the rest were occupied in their
chambers, whence they could easily be summoned to the court
when their services were actually required. He thought that this
was a decided disadvantage. He concurred therefore with Lord
Brougham in deprecating a removal of the courts of law from
Westminster Hall.—Lord Campbbm. perfectly coincided as to
the advantage derived from compelling counsel to attend in
court. To tine working barrister attendance in court afforded at
once a means of increasing his experience and of relaxing his
mind from the severer studies and labours of chambers. " All
•work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." It was highly desir-

able that the barrister should be drawn from his chambers
to the court, where, if he only criticised the judge, or
cracked a joke with his fellows at the bar, he was still in a
field to add to his practical "knowledge and experience, without
any severe or irksome labour of^ the mind. He was, therefore,
strongly opposed to the proposition for removing the courts of
law. There was a prestige in the very name of Westminster-
hall, and he sincerely hoped that nothing would be done to re-
move the law courts from within the walls of that venerable
edifice. Under any circumstances, he should strongly and de-
cidedly object to their being removed to Lincoln's inn-fields. That
noble square was one of the lungs of the Metropolis, and was as
useful as it was ornamental. lie should deprecate any proposi-
tion that would cover it with bricks and mortar. If the proposi-
tion were to carry the courts to Alsatia, and so to sweep away
the impurities of Whitefriars, he should not so strongly object
to it; but he hoped never to sec the administration of justice
removed from Westminster Hall. The petition was then laid
upon the table.
Friday.—The Attorneys' and Solicitors' Bill was read a third

time and passed.—The Punishment of Death Bill was com-
mitted and reported.—The Marquess of Lansdowne moved
for the production of the correspondence between Sir II.

Pottinger and the merchants of Canton, in order to adopt some
legislative measures framed to put our intercourse with that

country on a proper footing. The Karl of Abekukkv, while
agreeing to the production of the correspondence, thought that it

would be unjust to Sir H. Pottinger to proceed to legislation

without waiting for his advice and information. As soon as the
Government were in a position to legislate on this important sub-
ject calmly and advisedly, they would not hesitate in doing so.

The motion was agreed to.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Saturday.—In consequence of there having been "no House" on

Friday, the usual adjournment to Monday could not take place;
the House, therefore, met necessarily on Saturday, and sat for

two hours. A conversation arose respecting the Ecclesiastical

Courts' Bill, which was to have been discussed on the previous
evening. After some observations of a desultory character, the
second reading was fixed for April 10.

Monday,—Lord Stanley, in answer to Mr. Mackinnon, said
that the Government had not yet received any ether than imper-
fect accounts from Antigua ; but he feared that the details in the

newspapers, as to the extent of the damage from the earthquake,
were not exaggerated. It might hereafter be the duty of the

Government to call on the House to aid the colony with a loan,

the only shape in which they could afford relief.

On the motion for going into a Committee of Ways and Means,
Mr. M. Gibson adverted to the late Chartist trials, and to the
particular evidence of Mr. Wilcox, who had stated that he had
been in communication with Sir J. Graham, and wished to know
if there were any objections to the production of the correspond-
ence.— Sir J. Graham had received numerous communications
from the disturbed districts at the time, hut could find no trace,

and had no recollection of any correspondence of the nature al-

luded to.—The Attorney- Genera l explained the circumstances
under which he had been led to propose to release Sir J. Gra-
ham from further attendance on the trial:*', by substituting the
evidence of Wilcox, and defended his impartiality in conducting
the prosecutions on the part of the Crown.—Mr. T. Du.xcombk
said that he had received many communications, all bearing tes-

timony that the impartial conduct of the Attorney- General, on
the trials, had given the highest satisfaction to men of all parties.

Mr. Ferrand revived the subject of a mill being erected in the

workhouse of the Halifax union, which Sir J. Graham had de-

scribed, on the authority of the poor-law commissioners, as a hand
corn-mill, but which he affirmed was a rag-mill, in which rags,

collected on the Continent, and impregnated with diseases, were
to be crushed. There had also been lately put up, in the Lambeth
workhouse, another mill, the crank of which was so large, that

once in each of its revolutions the persons working it were obliged

to bend themselves down to the ground. He now moved for papers

and returns of the proceedings of the guardians of the Halifax
Union.— Sir J. Graham said, that as hehad hadnoopportunityof
inquiring into the suggestion respecting the Lambeth workhouse,
he would abstain from any observation upon that point. But as

to the Halifax case, he must say that what he had denied, in op-

position to Mr. Ferrand, was the existence of a tread-m\\\ at the

Halifax Union. The mill there was, in fact, as he had stated it

to be, a hnnd-xm\\ ; and though certainly it was not, as he had
supposed, for the grinding of corn, but for the grinding of rags,

he apprehended this made no substantial difference. Alter some
further conversation, the gallery was cleared for a division ; but
Mr. Fkrrani) withdrew his motion.
The House then went into a Committee of Ways and Means,

and a formal vote was taken; after which, on the motion for

going into committee on the Registration of Voters Bill, Sir J.

Graham, in reply to Mr. LlDDELL, intimated that clauses had
been prepared in order to provide against the fraudulent perso-
nation of voters, which would be added to the Bill.—Mr. HUMS
did not anticipate much good from the Bill, unless more ample
protection were given to the voters.—The House then went into
Committee on the Bill. On the fifth clause a division took
place, on an addition moved by Mr. T. Duncombk, that the
grounds of objections to voters should be added, instead of the
simple words, "objected to;" but this was rejected by 57 to 47

•

—Mr. Tufxell proposed, that when an overseer objected to a
vote, he should be compelled to give notice of the objection to

the voter. This amendment was resisted by Sir J. Graham, and
rejected by 91 to 38.— At the nth clause, Mr. Elpuinstone ob-

jected to the tax-paying clauses of the Reform Act, as being un-
necessary to the qualification of a voter ; and moved their omis-
sion. He considered that the payment of taxes should have
nothing to do with the exercise of the franchise.—Sir J. Graham
said that, at the time the Reform Bill passed, it was understood
that, had it not been for the tax and rate paying qualification, a

higher basis for the franchise would have been demanded. The
clause under discussion in the present Bill was an amelioration

of the existing law. After some discussion, the amendment was
rejected by 118 to 58. The amount of the penalty to be inflicted

on the raisers of frivolous objections raised considerable debate,

the amounts suggested varying from 20$. to 5/,—Colonel Sib-

thorp proposed 3/. instead of 20s., which was resisted by 154 to
34. Having arrived at clause 48, the further progress of the
Bill was adjourned, and the other orders were disposed of.

Tuesday.—Mr. Ward, in a speech of considerable length, in-
troduced his motion for a committee to inquire into the peculiar
burdens that pressed upon the land, and into the peculiar exemp-
tions enjoyed by it. I-Ic could show that the power of the land-
lords had been systematically applied to the exemption of them-
selves from taxation, and that a combination existed amongst
them dangerous to the other interests of the country.—Mr. G.
Bankes moved, as an amendment, that the attention of the House
should be directed to certain associations dangerous to the public
peace, and inconsistent with the spirit of the constitution ; and,
in doing so, took occasion to refute the charge which Mr.Cobdcn
had, on a previous evening, made against him, of paying to the men
in his employment, no higher wages than 85. a week, and of having
In his neighbourhood the worst paid, worst clothed, and most illite-

rate people in England. He read several letters, which showed that
his labourers received, none lower than o.v., and some as high as
25s. a week, with other advantages, the principal number ranging:
between these sums. He also showed that the peasantry of his
neighbourhood were as well, if not better, with respect to wages,
clothes, and education, than those in any other part of the
country. In regard to the subjects of his own amendment he said
the Anti- Corn-law Leaguers, if they did not actually violate the
law, were certainly upon the very verge of it. They raised large
sums of money ; and he should like to ask Mr. Cobden, who had
on the former night put so many questions to him, where that
money was lodged? They announced that their income would
annually increase; to whom, he begged to know, was the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer to apply for the Income-tax? The AntU
Corn-law League appeared to be treading in the path of Lord
George Gordon's rioters; they announced great meetings; they
aimed at public excitement; and by public excitement they ex-
pected to work. Returned as he was for his county by the
general feeling of the yeomanry and tradesmen, as well as of the
richer classes, he did not want the support of Ministers for the
purpose of his seat ; but he did ask and demand of them to pro-
tect him and the other gentlemen of the country from the visits

of emissaries deputed by such societies as he had characterized.

—

Mr. Cobden explained that he had not spoken particularly of
Mr. Bankes, but of the system which he upheld.—Mr. Cochrane
thought the House was indebted to Mr. Bankes for directing its

attention to the dangerous and treasonable proceedings of the
Anti-Corn-law Association. Such associations had been put down
before; and there could be no doubt that the machinery of the
League might beapplied to insurrectionary purposes.—Mr. Gibson
hoped the Mouse would not suffer an amendment, attacking men's
characters, to be withdrawn, without a vote marking their general
sense upon it. Much was said of the Anti-Corn-law League ; did
no Corn-law leagues exist? Had the country gentlemen never
countenanced proposals for robbing the public creditor? Such
projects were going on even now, and the landed proprietors
had admitted the fact by their support of the new Corn-law.

Sir R. Peel could not vote for the amendment, because it had
no immediate connexion with the motion, and because it would
be only right to give a negative or affirmative to Mr. Ward's
motion. To that motion, also, he could not agree. Mr. Gibson
had most unfairly taunted the landed classes with having
admitted themselves, by their support of the new Corn-law, to
have been previously defrauding the public. What would Mr.
Gibson have said if the same taunt had been thrown upon the
manufacturers in consequence of their declaration, just now
made through Mr. Gibson himself, of their willingness to abolish
their own protections ? He strongly denied the charge of having
ever sneered at the manufacturing interest. "If I had ever
indulged in sneers against the manufactuiing interests of thi;
country, it would come," he said, "with a bad grace from me,
as a Minister of the Crown, and with a particularly bad grace
from me as an individual, who owe all I possess to manufactures.
I may, in the heat of debate, and in replying to arguments to any
one who was wishing to take advantage of such expressions,
have rendered myself open to such misconstruction j but the
hon. Member docs me the grossest injustice if he supposes that I

am unmindful of the deep obligation 1 am under to the manufac-
tures of this country, or that I would indulge in sneers upon the
tall chimneys of the factories, to which I can never forget I owe
all of worldly wealth I possess. I remonstrate, therefore, and
protest against that misconstruction." Though he should object,
he said, to a committee, he should not object to returns on the
subject for which such a committee was proposed. It had been
alleged that the land was altogether exempt from probate and
legacy duty: the law was not so ; the land bore a great portion
of both these duties : let a return of the amount of these duties,
and of the duties on conveyances, be called for, and then the
House would see whether the land enjoyed the exemptions alleged
in these particulars. So with respect to other taxes, from which
the land had been erroneously represented to be exempt. The:
profits of stock had lately been relieved from poor-rate, and the
land had been left to make up the difference; let all this be seen
from returns to be printed for the House. It had been said that
the highways kept up by the land were necessary for the trans-
port of its own produce ; but were not the highways equally
useful to those who had no land at all? Then, as to tithe. Tithe
fixed by way of commutation was less a burden on land
than variable tithe, but both were burdens. Mr. Ward might
think they were not; Dr. Adam Smith and Mr. Ricardo
thought they were : was the House to appoint a committee
for the purpose of settling whether Mr. Ward was right,
or Messrs. Smith and Ricardo? Surely this was a proper
subject for Members to decide for themselves. He en-
larged upon this subject, supporting the opinions of Ricardo
and Smith. For his own part, he had never rested the defence
of protection on the mere difference of burdens. He had grounded
himself in a great measure on the considerations of general bene-
fit, and of the dangers that must arise from a rash destruction o
existing interests, so vast in amount as those of, and connected
with, the landed classes. He had never applied the general prin-
ciple of buying cheap and selling dear without this qualification

"If the House," he said, "contemplates any furtherof
change it would be better to propose that change at once, but I

do not think it fair to ask for a committee, and next week vote
for the repeal of the law about which that committee is to inquire.
I stated last session, as the organ of the Government, that our
object was to attempt doing justice by adapting our measures in
conformity with the general interests of the country, and that it
was impossible to touch the question of admitting foreign cattle
and corn without seriously affecting the agricultural body. I be-
lieve that the panic caused by the changes then made was much
more injurious than the operation of the law itself. If I consi-
dered, or could be convinced, that any further alteration in the
Corn-laws were now required for the general interests of tho
country, nothing should induce me to advise a continuance of
those laws. But, believing that the agricultural body have a
right to expect from me that I will maintain those laws until I
am convinced of the necessity of a change ;—hon. gentlemen op-
posite may cheer, but if they imagine that i make any reserve for
party purposes they are very much mistaken ;— I say again, that
''

[ see from conviction that it is for the interests of the country
at large that the present law should be altered—if that alteration
were to lose power for me to-morrow, I would not hesitate one
moment to adopt such a course, for Ihopelhavethecourageto act
always upon conviction which I feel to be right. But I have nut
now that conviction as to the Corn-laws that any change is ne-
cessary; and after the support I have experienced from the agri-
cultural body, I feel that I should be acting with great injustice
towards that body if I were to disturb their minds by agreeing to
the motion."
Mr. Blackstone congratulated the House and country on the

declaration made by Sir R. Peel, of his fixed determination to
maintain the present law. That declaration would give universal
satisfaction, and put an end to the hopes that existed in some
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quarters of being able to tamper with the law. He trusted also, I Browslev Salon w
that the threat of importing American corn, at a nominal duty, -D nnr of .

. i
*

' j
through Canada, woukl not be again heard of.—Mr. W. Martin,
Mr. Woodhouse, and other Members spoke against the motion,
and it was supported by Mr. Williams, Mr. M. Gibson, Mr.
Villirrs, and Lord Howick.— On a division, it was rejected by a
.majority of 99—there being, for the motion, 133 ; against it, 232.

Wednesday*—Mr. Gladstone stated, in reply to a question
from Mr. Grooan, that if American salted meat had found its

way into our ports under the name of Canadian provisions, itwas
against the intention of the Government and of the Act. He had
not heard of any such importation, and the revenue officers had
received strict instructions to prevent it.— Sir J. Gra ha m declared*
his intention not to discuss the Poor-law Amendment Act before
Easter, though he should lay it on the table previous to the
recess.—Mr, French, on the suggestion of Lord Eliot, withdrew
his Medical Charities Bill.—The Dogs Bill, after a division, in
•which there were 129 ayes and 35 noes, passed through committee.
The adjourned debate on the question of privilege arising out

of Mr. Howard's action was then resumed.—Lord J. Russeli,
rose to move, as an amendment to the proposition of the Soli-
citor- General, to direct the defendants to plead—that Thomas
.Barton Howard be summoned to attend at the bar of the House.
JIc believed, that, after the resolution of the 3d May, 1837,
declaring* the bringing of any action like the present a breach of
the privileges cf the House, the Solicitor-General should have
proposed, not only to plead to the present action, but to go into
committee to alter the resolutions that stood on the journals, and
propose some other mode of dealing with this sort of actions.
The course he should recommend was, to call Mr, Howard to the
bar, and to inquire from him whether he proceeded in his action
for an excess of the lawful authority of the House by its officer,

or whether he disputed the authority of the House itself?
rcat embarrassment and great peril would impend on the

Mcn.:e If they resolved no longer to assert their privileges,
! ut to submit them to the decision of the Courts of Law.—
The Attorney-General was not prepared to abandon the pri-
vileges of the House, nor was he willing to go along with those
who were the advocates of committal. But, en precedent,
•and on the ground that it was the course most consistent with
the dignity of the House, he was of opinion that the defendants
should be directed to plead to the action, and that the cause
should be tried in Westminster Hall. By calling the plaintiff to
the bar they would be giving him an opportunity to insult the
House, and visiting him in the way he most dcsiied. Mr.
Howard only wanted a grievance, and to adopt towards him the
course proposed by Lord J. Russell would be playing his game
and lowering the dignity of the House of Commons.— Sir R.
Perl, though his first inclination was against pleading, said, if

they nid not plead, the action would proceed, and damageswould
toe given, and they would be driven to the necessity of commit-
ting innocent men, the agents of the courts of law 5 he could
not, therefore, avoid coming to the conclusion that the best
thing that could be done would be to plead to the present action.
But while consenting to plead in this case, he was quite alive to
the importance of not in any degree submitting the privileges of
the Houi-e of Commons to the authority of any court of law. To
plead and commit at the same time, as was proposed by Lord J.
Russell, would be quite beneath the dignity of the House.—Mr.
C. W, Wynn felt convinced that the only way to set the question
properly at 1 est was by legislation, and to that they would be
obliged to have recourse at last. Although in favour ofcommit-
tal, he, thought, under the circumstances of the present case, the
course recommended by Sir R. Peel the most advisable
to adopt.— Sir T. Wilde, while he rejoiced to hear the
•opinions expressed by Sir Robert Peel, regretted that he

as brought before the magistrate at

Bow-street, charged with being insane, and attempting to
obtain, under suspicious circumstances, an entrance into
the residence of Sir 11. reel. A policeman said he was en
duty in Downing-street, in plain clothes, about one
o'clock in the afternoon, when the defendant drove up in
a cab to the official residence of Sir R. Peel, and on alight-
ing from it he inquired at the door for Sir Robert, when
he was informed by the office-keeper he did not reside
there. He then walked along Downing-street, and cross-
ing over to the Duke of Buccleugh's, rang the bell and
inquired where Sir R. Peel lived, upon which the porter
diree'ed him to the residence of the Right Hon. Baronet,
in Whitehall Gardens. He accordingly proceeded to the
door, followed by witness and the cabman, and being told
by the porter he should make any communication to Sir
Robert in writing, he went away and held a short con-
versation with the cabman, and having then walked away
in a strange manner, the policeman went up to him, and
told him he was connected with the Government offices,
and if he wished to communicate with Sir Robert, he would
give him paper or would write a letter for him. To this
he made no answer, but his eyes appearing very wild, and
witness finding he could not induce him to leave the place,
called two other constables to convey him to the station-
house, where, on searching him, were found a newspaper,
and several letters relating principally to religious sub-
jects. On examination before the magistrate, the man
said that he did not want to annoy Sir R. Peel, but
thought he might make some suggestions to him. Seve-
ral witnesses deposed that the prisoner's manner and
conduct were often very strange, and that lunacy was
hereditary in his family. The magistrate did not think it
safe that he should be allowed to go at large, and ordered
him to be taken care of by the parish authorities of St.
Margaret's, Westminster, where the offence was com-
mitted.—On Wednesday, a person of respectable appear-
ance, named George Edward Blythe, was brought before
the Lord Mayor in custody of a constable of the Board of
Customs, and charged as a person whom it was dangerous
to allow to go at large. The solicitor to the Customs
stated that the prisoner, who had formerly been employed
on the Newfoundland station, as an officer, had been very
urgent in his application to have an interview with the
commissioners, and acted violently and incoherently.
After having remained in the service of the Customs until
1840, he was sent home to England as an insane person,
and his leave of absence was continued from time to time
till October, 1841, when he was discharged on a gratuity;
On his arrival in London, it appeared that he made some
noise at the Horse Guards about the Queen, and was con-

had not thought proper to recommend a course of proceeding
vejed before a magistrate. He subsequently was confined

an concurrence with them. Any unpopularity which might in St. Luke's and at Dr. Warburton's establishment, fromfollow the assertion of the privilege of the House couJd not be
admitted as a legitimate reason at any time for not exercising
that privilege when circumstances imperatively demanded it.
All ancient precedents were in favour of commitment, and in
those modern instances in which the House had pleaded they had
surrendered their privilege to the Courts of Law. To do so in
the present instance would be putting in peril the constitutional
authority of the House. They were bound, if not to commit Howard
at least to refuse to plead to his action.—The Somcitor-Grnhral
could not discover amidst the learning and research exhibited by
Sir Thomas Wilde, what practical mode he had suggested for
extricating the House out of its difficulty. If it were decided not
to plead, what would be done with the action? Judgment would
go by default, and a Jury would be empannelled to assess the
damages

; and would the House then call the Jury, or the Under
Sheriff, or the Judges to the bar? It was not to be supposed
because an erroneous judgment had been given by the Court of
Queen's "Bench in the case of Stockdale and Hansard, that, were
they again to plead, a similar decision would be pronounced
against their privilege. There was no instance prior to 1810 in
winch the House had imprisoned the Sheriffs or other officers for
executing the due process of the law. They had the modern
pi eccdents of Burdett v. Abbott, and of Stockdale v. Hansard in
favour of pleading; and, after the maturest consideration of the
present case, the same course was that which he felt it his duty
to recommend. Should the court of law again decide against
the House, he then could see no means of preventing a collision
omveen them, except by some legislative enactment. He should
decidedly oppose Lord J. Russkll's amendment.— After some
remarks by Lord Howick, Sir R. Inolis, and other lion. Mem-
bers, Lord J. Russell's amendment was rejected by 157 to 84'-
and the original motion was carried by 135 to 71.—A select com-
mittee was appointed, on the motion of Mr. Hutt, to inquire intothe disabilities of foreigners resident in this country.—Returnsconnected with the Halifax Union were ordered.

,
Thursday.—-Mr. FbrrAND gave notice to move, on the 30H1

jost., for leave to bring in a bill to compel the allotments ofwaste
*ands inclosed to the labouring classes.—Lord Lincoln gave
notice to move, on the 30th inst., for leave to bring in a bill for
the better regulation of buildings in this Metropolis.— Colonel
Siuthorp gave notice of a motion, for after Easter, touching the
Reduction of the duty on fire insurances.—An lion. Member
having moved the counting of the House, and 35 Members only
having been found present, the House adjourned.
m Friday.—Sir J. Graham stated his intention to bring on the
second reading of the Education Bill on Friday next. He did not
Propose to divide that part of it which regarded factory regula-
tions from the educational portion. Both subjects would be
comprised in one Bill.—The House went into committee on the
Registration of Voters Bill. — The clauses relating to an
appellate jurisdiction, viz. from 58 to 75, were postponed.
^ord Howick moved an amendment to clause 76, to the effect

only one of the joint occupants of land should be
that

entitled to vote, but it was negatived without a division.
•J- he remaining clauses and the schedules of the Bill were agreed
°- Mr. W. Cow tkii proposed the addition of a clause limiting
ie duration of the poll at elections for counties to one day. On

£
division, the clause was rejected by 143 to 66. Sir J. Graham

gloved the clauses, of which he had given notice, providing fore detection and punishment of persons guilty of personation
c elections

; which were ordered to stand part of the Bill.

which he had been lately discharged as incurable. He had
that morning palled at the Custom House, and wished to
see the commissioners, of whom he spoke in a very inco-
herent manner. In the course of a long examination by
the Lord Mayor, the prisoner was unable to tell the ages
of his children, or whether they were boys or girls ; and
Mr. Phillips, the superintendent of Dr. Warburton's asy-
lum, deposed that he was quite incapable of taking care
of himself. He was accordingly sent to the Compter,
with the view of making some arrangement for his future
provision.

Removal of M'Naughten.—On Monday this prisoner
was removed from Newgate to Eetblem Hospital, by order
of the Secretary of State. He; received with evident
satisfaction the intimation that he was about to leave
Newgate, and walked with a quick, firm step to the outer
prison gate, where a hackney cab was in waiting to receive
him. The governor of Newgate alone accompanied the
prisoner, and on arriving at the hospital handed him over
to the custody of the governor. He was immediately
conveyed to that portion of the building appropriated to
the reception of criminal lunatics, where an apartment
had been prepared for him. The number of criminal
lunatics at present confined in Bethlem exceed sixty.

Sir George Cockbnrn.—This gallant officer has so far
recovered from his late serious illness as to be able to
attend to public business for several hours every day.
On Saturday morning he left his house for the first time
since his recovery, and took an airing in the Parks.
Anli-Corn.Law League.—The meetings of the League

having been found too large to obtain accommodation at
the Crown and

I
Anchor

, the meeting last week was heldm the .great IHall of Freemasons' Tavern, and it wa
announced that their next weekly meeting would tak
place in lirury-Lane Theatre. The chairman stated that
since their last meeting the council of the League had
,ssued upwards of four or five tons, in weight, o "tracts,
which were put in circulation in all parts of the country!
In accordance with the above intimation, the meeting onWednesday evening took place in Drury Lane Theatre.
In the beginning ot the week, the applications for admis-
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deprecating wood-paving as injurious to horses, and pray-
ing the vestry not to carry wood-paving any further. On
the previous Saturday, resolutions had been carried by a
majority of 19 to 8, "that in order properly to test the
principles of wood-paving, as already laid down, the vestry
determine not to entertain the subject of paving any of
the streets of Marylebone with wood for the space of three
years." Mr. Joseph now moved the non-confirmafion of
the minute. After a long discussion a show of hands was
taken, but the chairman declared the number so equal
that he was unable to decide. A division was demanded,
when there appeared—For the non-confirmation, 30 ; for
the confirmation, 34; majority refusing to entertain the
question for three years, 4.

City Improvements.—It is said that all the obstructions
between the Mansion-house and the new Royal Exchange
will be cleared away within a fortnight or three weeks

\

and that the late Sir F. Chantrey's equestrian group of
the Duke of Wellington, to be erected by the City in gra-
titude for His Grace's municipal services, will be opened
on the 18th June; but some doubt exists in regard to the
latter part of this statement.

Metropolitan Improvements.—We have before alluded
totheencouragementgivenby SirR. Peeltoanextensiveand
systematic plan of metropolitan improvement. In the House
of Commons, on Tuesday, the Right Hon. Bart, gavenotice
of his intention to move, on the 28th inst., for leave to
bring in a Bill to facilitate the completion of a survey
map of the metropolis, on a large scale. On Tuesday,
by direction of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests*
several houses in the line of the new street, from Oxford-
street to Holborn, to be called Oxford-street East, were
sold by auction, and will be immediately pulled down.
Rapid progress has been made during the last few weeks,
and a great many houses have been disposed of in a similar
way. Nearly all the houses on the west side of Plumtree-
street, and on the north side of Hyde-street, are levelled
with the ground. The street will be in a straight line,
about 1,300 feet long, and 50 feet wide. We may mention
under this head that the Bishop of London has received
from an anonymous donor the sum of 5,000/., to be
expended in building a new church in some part of the
metropolis.

Improvements of the Thames.—On Saturday four courts
of conservancy for the Thames were held before the Lord
Mayor and the City officers, for the purpose of receiving
presentments from the grand juries of Middlesex, Kent,
Surrey, and Essex. Unusual interest has been excited in
reference to the presentments, as the Recorder, in his
address at the former courts, in addition to the customary
objects of their presentments, charged them, to inquire
into the plan proposed by Mr. Walker, Capt; Bullock*
and other engineers, for the improvement of the river,
according to a line laid down by those gentlemen. AH
the juries have, within their several districts, inspected the
banks of the river, and examined witnesses in reference
to these proposed improvements. At each of the courts
the jury made separate presentments as to the general
state and condition of the river, and upon the proposed
mode of rectifying the existing defects, besides presenting
as nuisances several steam-boat piers and other encroach-
ments in different parts of the river within their jurisdic-
tion. They were unanimously in favour of the proposed
embankment of the river, and of preserving as far as pos-
sible a road, walk, or quay along the banks for the use of
the public, and for the purposes of business, health, and
recreation.

Kensington.—On Monday a meeting of the ratepayers
of the parish of St. Mary Abbots was held in the vestry-
room of the old church) ° to consider what steps should
be taken to procure a dissolution of the Kensington Union
by the separation of the parish of Kensington therefrom."
The requisition for the meeting was signed by the local
magistrates, the clergy, the whole of the parochial officers,
and above 100 influential inhabitants of the parish. It
was then resolved, " That petitions be presented to each
house of Parliament, praying that a clause might be intro-
duced into the New Poor Law Amendment Bill, to enable
parishes having a population of more than 2,000 inhabit-
ants to separate from unions whenever a majority of two-
thirds of the ratepayers or the guardians of that parish
consent to such a separation, and when no union-house
has been already built."

Woolwich.—It is announced in the daily papers that
the Duke of Wellington will visit Woolwich this day at
noon. It was originally anticipated that there would be a
review, but it is now said to be probable that his Grace's
visit will be for the exclusive purpose of personally wit-
nessing the efficiency of the 7th Dragoon Guards, previ-
ous to their departure for the Cape of Good Hope. Pre-
parations are in progress for a dejeuni to be given to his
Grace in the mess-room of the Royal Artillery.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the
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part. Mr. Wilson presided, supported by the leadmj
members of the council. The business of the evening
was opened by Mr. Ewarr, who was followed by Mr. Cob-
den and Mr. Bright, who addressed the meeting at great
length on the prospects and proceedings of the League.

Wood Pavement.—On Saturday one of the largest

vestry meetings which has occurred for some time took
place in Marylebone, to consider a minute with respect to

a memorial signed by 150 ratepayers of Baker-street,
Oxford-street, York-place, and Portinan-square, praying
the vestry to lay dowi. wood-paving in lieu of the present felony against Thomasmacadamized road. This memorial had opposed to itthe farmers ann«.i,J jji r . -w-
matures of 90 job-masters, and 81 omniil proprietors, ^^SS^^^S^ST "* ""**
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W11 . , . ofNarberth. "it is said that the party
mustered about 100 strong, and in each instance the gates
were completely demolished in the space of ten minutes.
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and David Howell, two of the

* on
ages,
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J Liverpool.—The loss caused by the late fire at Messrs.

Fawcett's foundry has been much underrated. Instead

of amounting to only 30,000/., it will, it is said, approach
50,000/. Of this aggregate loss, Messrs. Fawcett's forms
an item of not less than 18,000/.—The adjourned meeting
of the borough magistrates on the state of the workhouse
was held in the Town-hall on Friday, when a series of re-

solutions was adopted urging the insufficiency of the build-

ing for the accommodation of the inmates, the impossibi-

lity of proper classification, the necessity for an increase

in the number of paid female officers, and the commence-
ment of the new building.—A shock of an earthquake was

felt here yesterday at 1 a. m. ; it awoke the people

from their sleep, and extended to both banks of the Mersey.

Neivcastle-on-Tyne. — On Saturday last a meeting,

consisting of several hundreds of pitmen, was held at

Scaffold-hill, near Longbenton. The condition of the

pitmen of the Tyne and the Wear, which is now very

much depressed, was adverted to ; and one of the

speakers stated that he had been in communication with

Lord Ashley, who was ready to support their cause if they

would only be true to themselves, and had sent him one

of the Commissioners' Reports, containing statements and
pictures that must harrow up the feelings of every man
of common humanity. Resolutions were passed in favour

of a national union of coal-miners for the protection of

their interests ; of the repeal of the export duty on coal,

and of the retention of Lord Ashley's Mines and Col-

lieries Bill unimpaired. Thanks were then voted to the

noble Lord for his humane and zealous efforts to improve
the condition of the people.

Portsmouth.—The Blenheim, 72, and the Blonde
frigate, arrived on Saturday from China. The Blonde
had on board 3,000,000 dollars, on account of the Chi-
nese indemnity. She came into harbour for the purpose
of landing her treasure, which was forthwith conveyed by

railway to the Mint. The Erebus, Terror, and Philomel,

were at Port Louis, Falkland Islands, on the 1st Decem-
ber, the two former arrived from Hermit Island, Cape
Horn, on the 13th November, having completed the va-

rious observations there, where they had been employed
for the three preceding months. The officers left at Port
Louis, having completed their observations, had broken
up the mud cottage establishment, and embarked on board
their respective ships. The ships were to sail about the

6th for the Antarctic Ocean ; all hands were healthy and
sanguine of again making additional discoveries of land,

and filling up the space toward the South Pole, having

had the pleasure of seeing their " Victoria Land " already

published in the map of the world. Capt. Sullivan was
about to proceed with the survey of the islands. Lieut.

-

Governor Moody was laying out the lands in sections and
town settlements ; two or three of the latter had been sold

to families who had been located there for several years

previously. He supplied beef at 2£ per lb., very indiffer-

ent in quality ; no vegetables, milk, or any supplies could

be had.

Reading.—Another incendiary fire took place in this

county last week, at Cutbush-farm, Shinfield. When first

observed, it was found that the stable at one end of the
farm-buildings was fired, and at the same time flames
were seen at the eastern extremity of the range of build-

ings, a distance of ninety feet from the stable; proving
that an incendiary had set fire to the premises in two
places. The horses and cattle, and the stock of beans,
were saved from the flames; there was fortunately no
other corn on the premises. The fire burnt with such
fury, that in about an hour's time the whole of the farm
buildings were destroyed, all efforts to stop the progress
of the flames being in vain. The value of the property
thus destroyed is estimated at about 300/.
Shrewsbury—The will of Lord Hill has just been

proved in the Prerogative Court of Canterbury. The
effects have been sworn under 30,000/. The following

curious legacies are bequeathed :—Five guineas per annum
to the person who has charge of the column in this town

;

ten guineas per annum for the purpose of lighting the
top of the column at night ; and ten guineas per annum
to the person who has charge of the light.

Teignmouth.—The religious sect which sprung up a
few years since in Devonshire, under the name of the
11 Plymouth Brethren, " have established a branch chapel
in this town. Lord Congleton preached in it on Sunday
last, and it already numbers a very large congregation.

Railways.—The returns of traffic for the week on the
principal lines are as follow :—Northern and Eastern,
1,159/.; Greenwich, 084/.; Eastern Counties, 832/.;
Croydon, 204/.; Liverpool and Manchester, 3,685/.;
Brighton, 2,196/.; Grand Junction, 7,007/.; York and
North Midland, 1,359/. ; Blackwall, 463/. ; Great North
of England, 1,103/.; Manchester and Leeds, 4,060/.;
Midland Counties, 2,076/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow,
1,682/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,520/. ; Birming-
ham and Derby, 1,142/. ; North Midland, 3,376/. ; South
Western, 4,203/.; Great Western, 10,517/. ; London and

f
^mxngham, 12,969/. ; South Eastern and Dover,

lj2Jo/.; Manchester and Birmingham, 2,253/ The final
official inspection of the new portion of the Eastern
Counties Railway, from Brentwood to Colchester, was
made on the 8th inst. by Major-General Pasley, the
Inspector-General ofraiiway S,accompanied by the directors
and engineer t the line, when General Pasley expressed
his unqualified approbation Gf the excellence and stability
of the works. On the following day the first cargo of live
stock was transmitted from Colchester to Smithfidd, and
it is understood that the whole line will be opened for pas-
senger traffic on Monday next.—The half-yearly meeting
of the West London Railway Company was held last week.
A he report stated that in order to resuscitate the under-
taking, certain creditors had agreed to take the amount of

their claims in shares, and that preferred shares had been
also offered to the original shareholders and the public

;

a dividend of 10 per cent, being guaranteed on the amount
of money paid up. Contracts had been already com-
menced for carrying on the works from Paddington to

Kensington, which are expected to be completed by
August next, at a cost of 20,000/., exclusive of stations.

It was stated, in the course of the meeting, that the in-
habitants of Brompton are very favourable to the line,

and that it will eventually be carried on to Knightsbridge.
Lord Kensington assured the meeting, that as far as his
influence as a landowner was concerned, he would do all

in his power to promote the undertaking, and the chair-
man intimated that no opposition had been met with from
any of the influential landowners.—The accounts laid

before the shareholders of the Brandling Junction Rail-
way at their general meeting, stated the amount received
for the conveyance of passengers during 1842 to have
been 19,302/. ; and the total revenue, 40,737/. The ex-
penses of working the line during that period had been
19,419/.; general Management, G,207/. ; the total ex-

penses, 30,537/. ;
leaving a profit of 10,200/. ; the

interest of money raised on debentures, &c, amount-
ing to 11,175/., left the original shareholders defi-

cient by 975/. The traffic for 1842, as compared
with that of 1841, exhibited a falling off of 4,404/.,
of which diminution 2,733/. was from passengers alone.

—

The station for the general use of the Manchester and
Liverpool and the Manchester and Leeds Companies, at
Hunt's Bank, Manchester, will be one of the most exten-
sive buildings of its kind in the kingdom, the Derby one
alone excepted. It will be 700 feet long, and 200 feet

wide, and covering two statute acres, and the roof will be
of wrought iron.—A meeting of the Warwick and Lea-
mington Company, now incorporated with that of the
London and Birmingham, was held last week at the
Euston-station, when resolutions were passed, comfirming
the purchase by the Birmingham Railway of the Warwick
and Leamington branch, and a bill, now before Parlia-
ment, was agreed to, for its more effectual transfer.

—

The half-yearly meeting of the Croydon Company took
place on Thursday the 9th, when a dividend of 4s. per
share was declared for the profits of toll and traffic for
that period. From the discussion which took place on
this occasion, no further progress in the dispute between
the Greenwich and Croydon Companies, relative to the
consolidation of tollage, has been made, although the
Board of Trade have interfered with the view to a settle-

ment. It appears from the published correspondence
that the Board of Trade were of opinion that the details
of the arrangement would be a fair subject for a reference
to arbitration, and accordingly recommended the Green-
wich Company to accede to the offer made by the Croydon
Company, of adopting that mode of settling the differences
between them. This recommendation, however, has not
been acceded to, and as their Lordships had no means
further of enforcing it, they express their regret that their

interposition has not proved more successful in effecting

an arrangement by which the public inconvenience appre-
hended from the abandonment of the Croydon traffic

might have been obviated.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The papers give long accounts of the passive

resistance shown to the Poor-law in different parts of

Ireland. In the county of Waterford it has been neces-
sary for the guardians to obtain the assistance of the

Government and the police ; but, on their first circuit,

they were followed by thousands of persons, and the
cattle were carried off by the farmers as soon as they saw
the police approaching.—The subscription for the Mathew
testimonial advances favourably. Lord Lansdowne has
remitted 251. to the fund, Lord Shannon 10/., and Lord
Desart 5/. A brother of Mr. Mathew is to be superin-

tending agent of the new Roman Catholic emigration
colony in North America.

Clonmel.—The three men charged at the late assizes in

(his city with the murder of Mr. Scully's herdsman have,
for the present, escaped the punishment of the law.

The evidence for the prosecution was conclusive against

the prisoners ; their counsel subsequently admitted that

his cross-examination of the witnesses had totally failed

to shake their direct testimony ; the Judge charged di-

rectly for a conviction ; and yet the Jury, after being
locked up the whole night, could not agree to a verdict,

and wTere consequently discharged. The counsel for the

Crown stated that he did not wish to attribute intimida-
tion or improper motives, but he had seen so much dis-

inclination in Clonmel with challenged juries to agree to

their verdict, that he saw no prospect of any good from
their protracted confinement. The prisoners are kept in

custody.

Newry.—A Presbyterian clergyman, who had been de-
prived of his congregation by the Rathfriland Presbytery,
has been arrested on supicion of being implicated in the
attempt upon the life of the Rev. Mr. Dickie, noticed in

our last.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The first division of the Court of Session

on Friday, affirmed, by the judgment of a majority of the

judges, the interlocutor of the lord ordinary, sustaining
the competency of this court to suspend and reduce the
sentence of deposition against the Strathbogie ministers,

and to give decree [to that effect, with expenses. This
was the judgment of the Lord President, Lords M'Kenzie,
Meadowbank, Medwyn, Murray, Cunninghame, and
Wood. The minority consisted of Lords Fullerton, Jef-

frey, Moncrief, Cockburn, and Ivory. In the Auchter-
arder case, the same majority, with the addition of the

Lord Justice Clerk, have affirmed the opinion of the lord

ordinary, that the minority of the presbytery is competent
to induct Mr. Young, notwithstanding the recusancy of
the majority to discharge that duty. The petition and
complaint for breaches of interdict at the instance of the
Rev. Mr. Edwards, minister of Marnoch, against the
minority of the presbytery of Strathbogie and others, was
next taken up ; and, after hearing counsel, the court una-
nimously found the respondents had been guilty of the
breaches complained of, and granted warrants for calling

all the respondents to the bar of the court, in the first

sederunt day in May next. The complaint of the presby-
tery of Strathbogie, against certain members of the pres-

bytery, was postponed ; and the note of suspension and
interdict, at the instance of Dr. Bryce, against the pres-
bytery of Edinburgh and Commission of Assembly, was
passed, and the interdict granted.—The Wesleyan minis-
ters of London have presented a petition to the House
of Commons on behalf of the Church of Scotland, in which
they state that while they fully and entirely recognise and
maintain the duty incumbent on Christians, both collect-

ively and individually, to render a cheerful and conscien-

tious obedience to the requirements of the civil power in

all matters whatsoever which are purely civil and tem-
poral ; they are, however, equally convinced of the duty
and importance of a meek but firm and unwavering
adherence to another great principle—namely,~that it is

the right of every Christian church to claim, in matters
which are plainly, and in their very nature, ecclesiastical

and spiritual, and especially in reference to its sacred
functions, an unfettered freedom to act according to those
deliberate convictions which it may have been led to form
and to embody in its standing rules and discipline, as to

what is required in such cases by the laws of Christ, con-
tained in the Holy Scriptures; they therefore entreat the
House forthwith to take the case of the church of Scot-
land into their serious consideration, and adopt such
legislative measures as will relieve it from its present
embarrassments.

THEATRICALS.
j Italian Opera.—Her Majesty's Theatre opened for

the season on Saturday evening. The great stars of the

opera do not generally appear till Easter ; but this season

we already have Madame Persiani in the opera, and
Fanny Elssler in the ballet ; in other respects, too, the

company, in both departments, is stronger than usual at

the beginning of the season. The new opera of " Adelia,"

by Donizetti, was chosen for the opening of the campaign.

The performance was chiefly remarkable for the appear-
ance of the new tenor, Signor Conti, who was summoned
before the curtain, with Madame Persiani, at the close of

the opera, to receive the applauses of a house unusually

crowded for the first night of the season. In the ballet of
" L'Aurore," which followed, an accident happened to

M. Perrot; in the midst of one of his most diilieult move-
ments, a sharp noise like the cracking of a whip was
heard, and M. Perrot, evidently in great suffering, rushed
to the side scenes, holding one of his legs with both
hands, and was carried off the stage by the Chorus. It

was at first feared that he had broken the tendon Achillis,

but it appears from the surgical certificate that some
fibres of a minor muscle gave way, and thus caused the

sudden incapacity of supporting himself. It is hoped,
however, that he will be able to appear again in a few
days. This accident was unfortunate in many respects,

more especially as a new dancer, Mile. Dumilatre, made
her first appearance in the ballet. She was most favour-
ably received, and justified the admiration bestowed on
her by a remarkable combination of physical strength with
singular elegance of action. On Tuesday night she was
loudly called for at the conclusion, and received those

honours of which the mishaps on the night of her dtbut
had deprived her.

Covicnt Garden.—Mr. Bunn's benefit, which took

place on Monday night, and which was honoured by the

presence of her Majesty, was attended by the most
crowded audience of the season. The pit, boxes, and
gallery were completely thronged before the curtain rose,

and at half-price there was scarcely a vacant place in the

slips. The revival of " Oberon" had perhaps something
to do with this satisfactory state of the theatre, but a far

more important cause was to be found in the appear-
ance of Fanny Elssler, for that night only, in the ,# Maid
of Cashmere." Ihe reception she met with far surpassed

what has been recorded of her triumphs at New Orleans
and the Ilavannah. During the pas-de-deux in the

second act, the audience were in complete raptures, and
there was one continued clamour lrom its commencement
to its close. On few occasions has such a scene of enthu-
siasm been witnessed within the walls of this theatre.

iiWiscellaiuous.
The Earthquake at Antigua.—In addition to the news-

paper accounts of this catastrophe, published in our last,

the following extracts from a despatch, addressed to Lord
Stanley, by Sir C. Fitz Roy, the Governor of Antigua,

may be interesting to our readers. After stating that the

earthquake is " the most awful convulsion ever recorded in

the history of this portion of the West Indies," his Excel-

lency proceeds as follows:—"On the 8th inst., without

the slightest atmospheric or other indication of the ap-

proaching calamity, as nearly as possible at 20 minutes

before eleven o'clock in the forenoon, an earthquake of

the most terrific kind shook the island to its centre, and in

the short space of a few moments converted its fair and
pleasing aspect of security and prosperity into one entire

scene of destruction and desolation. At least one fourth

of the houses in the city of St. Jolm v are levelled with the

ground, and the majority^ the remainder are irretrieva-

v
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bly ruined. The cathedral is totally destroyed, and the

other places of public worship within the city are exten-

sively damaged. The court-house is much injured, the

gaol, the house of correction, the lunatic asylum, and the

barracks are masses of ruins. Jn the country parishes,

out of fourteen places of public worship belonging to the

Church of England,
rf
only four remain, slightly injured;

seven have been levelled to the ground, the remaining

three are nearly destroyed. Out of nine Wesleyan meet-

ing-houses, one only has escaped without serious damage.

The Moravian churches are, I fear, in no better state, but

I have not as yet received any report of them ; one, I

know, is entirely destroyed. The cantonments for the

troops at the Ridge and Shirley Heights have been par-

tially overthrown, and the remainder rendered so unsafe,

that the troops' have been placed under canvass. The
house at Dow's-hill, in the same locality, the property of

the Ordnance, rented by myself as a country residence,

and in which I happened to be at the moment, is

completely in ruins, under whicli the whole of my
furniture, plate, and every article of private and personal

property which I possess in the Jsland lies buried.

Her Majesty's dockyard is damaged to a serious extent.

The injury to private property throughout the island is

incalculable at present ; but I may state generally, and in

a great measure from my own personal observation, that

scarcely a mill— 1 have not heard of more, than two

—

remain sufficiently uninjured to be capable of grinding the

crop, now nearly ready for the harvest, and the most pro-

mising that has been known for years ; the boiling-houses

are in the same state ; and every planter's house and

labourer's cottage that I have seen is either totally ruined

or uninhabitable. In St. John's the loss of the merchants

and storekeepers is very great. This is a brief, but I

lament to say, far from an exaggerated statement of this

sudden and fearful visitation. It is impossible at the

present moment to say what may be the ulterior conse-

quences to the island ; but the loss of property has been

so immense, and so general, that without some aid is

afforded from without, I am apprehensive it is involved in

almost inextricable ruin. Even if private individuals

(many of them are not) were in possession of funds to

enable them to repair the injuries their properties have

sustained, the supply of materials and labour is wanting.

The latter can scarcely be supplied ; there are not a suf-

ficient number of artificers in the island to afford a

prospect of any general saving of the present crop, which

stands, as if in mockery, in the most vigorous and

flourishing condition, surrounding the desolate and

ruined habitations and sugar-works. The visitation

is equally fatal to the interests of the proprietor, the

merchant, the shipowner, and the labourer. It is con-

soling, however, in the midst of this scene of humilia-

tion and misery, to be able to turn to the thoughts

of the mercy which has been vouchsafed to this unfortunate

people in the little loss of life which has been sustained ;

few lives have, as far as I have hitherto learned, been

sacrificed—those that have perished are chiefly aged per-

sons and children : had the shock occurred during the

night, it is impossible to say what would have been the

destruction of human life, for in most of the houses I have

seen, the walls have fallen inwards.' It may be interesting

to mention, that previous to the great shock the weather

was beautifully clear and fine, the fresh trade-wind blowing

in the usual manner, and from the usual quarter, and that

it still continues the same. There have been several minor

shocks during last night and the night before, the latest

about three o'clock this morning (Feb. 10); they have

been slight, and other circumstances would not have been

alarming, but under existing circumstances they have kept

up the general excitement and consternation. I have not

had time to receive any accounts from the neighbouring

islands, but I dread to receive them, particularly from

Montserr8t, which I could observe from the heights on

which I then stood, was apparently covered with clouds

of rising dust for two hours after this catastrophe occurred."

Assize Intejuugengb.—(Lancaster.)—The Chartist Trials.—

The great length of the proceedings in these trials which occu-

pied the Court for no less than eight days, and the intricacies of

detail inseparable from the great number of persons to be tried,

ender it impossible within our brief limits to give an analysis

f the evidence for the defence. All the accounts agree in stating
render it nnpossime wiLuiu ««* «*«.*«*«««..« & .,^ «.« aumjois

of the evidence for the defence. All the accounts agree in stating

that the difficulties of the presiding Judge were unusually severe,

and so complicated was the evidence on both sides, that his

Lordship found it necessary to maketan index-ledger, in which

heenteied the separate facts under the names or the different

prisoners By this means he was enabled not only to bring the

general mass of testimony before the Jury in order to enable

them to iudtre of the general question whether a conspiracy had

existed or not, but afterwards to apportion to each defendant the

evidence which related to his acts, whether bearing ior or against

him. It is said by the papers of all parties, that there prevails

but one opinion among the defendants themselves that it was

impossible for such a prosecution to be more mildly conducted

by the Law Officers of the Crown, or that it could have been

presided over by a more painstaking or impartial Judge. The

summing up occupied the whole day, from nine a.m., till half-

ppstsix p.m.: but as the greater part consisted of a recapitulation

of evidence of a personal or local character, it would be tedious

to repeat it. We therefore merely give a sketch of sucli portions

of the address as will be interesting to the public. Mr. Baron
Rolfe, in addressing the Jury, said they had at length arrived at

the last stage of this most important investigation, and he only

asked from the Jury the same unremitting attention which they

had hitherto accorded to the evidence produced on both sides,

whilst he discharged the duty which now devolved upon him.

He should first call their attention to the nature of the ehaigcs

against the defendants, and to the law referring to charges of

that description, and then to the evidence, as it bore generally

on the defendants as a body; and, lastly, to the evidence, as it

bore on each defendant in particular. The offence for which the

de:endants were now indicted was conspiracy. The indictment

originally brought charges against them, but these charges were
now withdrawn, and conspiracy was the only crime with which
they were charged. It had been suggested that it was a very

difficult thing to explain what constituted conspiracy ; but he
*ud not feel that difficulty to the same extent winch others

[
appeared to feel it. Cases might certainly arise in which it

would be difficult to say whether certain acts constituted
conspiracy or not; but in the case now under consideration
that difficulty did not arise. It was sufficient for the pur-

poses of the present inquiry to define conspiracy as a combi-
nation of two or more persons either to do, or to cause others
to do, an unlawful act, or to bring about a legal act by illegal

means. He did not intend to lay down a general proposition
that nothing could be conspiracy which did not come within
this definition. For instance, any man might legally say he
would not'deal with a particular tradesman, yet if a number of
persons combined not to deal with that particular tradesman, and
to persuade others not to deal with him, that might amount to a
conspiracy. He next asked them to take into their consideration
what it was the indictment charged against the defendants.
The indictment contained several counts or separate charges.
Originally it contained nine counts, but two of those counts
were abandoned, and they might be considered out of the
question, because they did not relate to the conspiracy. There
remained only seven counts, having reference to that crime.
Substantially, however, as far as the Jury had to consider the
indictment, he should be able to reduce this number below
seven, because several of the counts charged the same offence.

The first count charged the defendants with conspiracy with
others, causing unlawful assemblies of seditious persons, and
compelling persons to quit their occupations in order to create
contusion, and bring about a change in the laws and constitu-
tion of the country. The second count, except in enumerating
the different modes of violence, was exactly the same: it simply
stated that the defendants, by force and violence, conspired to

excite alarm, and bring about a change in the laws and institu-

tions of the country. It was clear from the evidence that the
force and violence charged in this count consisted in the intimi-

dation of other persons, and preventing them from pursuing
their occupations; it was, therefore, substantially the same as
the first, and they might dismiss it from their consideration.
Probably the framers of the indictment prepared the next, the
third count, in the event of failing to make out that the turn-out
and disturbances were occasioned by any conspiracy of this sort,

and consequently declared that certain evil-disposed persons,
having tumultuously assembled, and by force and threats com-
pelled the peaceable subjects of the realm to leave their occupa-
tions, and thereby impeded the labour of divers trades, to the
great terror and alarm of her Majesty's subjects; then the de-

fendants conspired to aid and assist the same evil-disposed

persons, for the purpose of bringing about certain changes in

the laws and constitution of the {country. The fourth count
did not vary the charge in any material way ; in fact, it dif-

fered in so slight a degree from the former, that it might
be put entirely out of the question. The fifth count was extremely
important. It charged the defendants with having conspired
together for the purpose of persuading others to desist from their

work until they obtained a certain object—for instance, until the
Charter became the law of the land. This count was one on
which some doubt existed in very high quarters, as to whether
it in reality alleged an offence at all. It did not state that the
defendants were guilty of any disturbance, tumult, or violence in

the accomplishment of their object, but that they conspired
together for the purpose of persuading persons to desist from
labour until they obtained the Charter. However, for the pur-

poses of that inquiry, he should distinctly tell the Jury that it

was a criminal offence, and if the Jury found any of the defendants
guilty on that count only they must say so, in order that the

question might be brought before the Court of Queen's
Bench, in order that it might be decided whether it was
criminal or not. It was certain that previous to the alteration

in the Combination Laws, it was a serious offence, but within
the last twenty years a new, and he trusted he mightnot be con-
sidered out of his line ol duty when he said a very much more
enlightened view, Tad considerably ameliorated the criminal code
in that respect. The learned Judge then explained what was
now the law relating to combinations of workmen, and quoted
the Act now applicable to the subject. He then proceeded to
notice the Gth and 7th counts of the indictment, the former of
which charged the defendants with conspiring together, and by
force and violence forcing others from their labour ; and the

latter charged all the defendants with inciting divers of her
Majesty's subjects to force others, by riot and tumult, from their

lawful occupations. After briefly recapitulating the different

counts, his Lordship said the Jury must be satisfied that the de-

fendants had conspired together for some one of the objects

mentioned in the indictment, and that the evidence clearly

brought it home to each, before they found him guilty. The
charge against them was not that of being present at meetings
at which seditious speeches were uttered—not that of having
turned workmen out—not that of creating tumult and disorder,

for if they were guilty of that, they were still liable to he tried

and punished; but they were charged with combining and
conspiring together to iffect that object. Now, if they did

combine and conspire, the moment they did so their crime was
complete, although they had failed to accomplish their object.

Now, in order to combine and conspire together for the accom-
plishment of a certain object, itwasjiot necessary that the parties

should enter in a written agreement tor that purpose— it was not
even necessary to prove distinctly that the parties had even met
together— if their pursuit of one common object proved that there
was a common purpose amongst them. Belore they could con-
vict any of the defendants, they must be satisfied that all the
parties whom they considered guilty were guilty of the same
conspiracy. His Lordship then proceeded to read over the evi-

dence, and in doing so occasionally remarked on the most
striking points of the case, for the purpose of drawing the atten-

tion of the Jury to them. After referring to the evidence which
had been given, of the language of some of the defendants atthe
meetings held during the period of the riots, he said the Jury
would say whether, from that evidence, they considered those
who attended them guilty of the violence which occurred, and
whether the language used did not prove that there was a com-
bination amongst them. There was one class of evidence against
Mr. O'Connor, Dr. M'Douall, and others, which was different

from that of many others. They had attended a meeting in Mr.
Scholefield's chapel, with others, to the amount of about 24, in

conference, on the 1/th August, and at that meeting resolutions
were proposed, and an address was agreed to. On that, for in
truth there was very little other evidence against them, the Jury
would have to decide whether their acts on that occasion
showed they were combining and conspiring together for the
purpose of committing the offence laid in the indictment. What
passed, on that occasion, rested mainly on the evidence of an
accomplice, and the reporter Griffin, who had been one of the
Chartist body. The question for the Jury to decide was, whether
both the witnesses were entitled to belief or not. It was for the

Jury to consider and deal with the various defences that had
been offered. As to the legality or illegality of the meeting of

delegates, he would not express any opinion, as it was matter of

doubt. Every man must feel the truth of what had been quoted

from the speech of the Attorney-General at Monmouth, that in

matters of this sort what quantum of numbers was to make a

meeting for discussion illegal, or what quantum of organisation

and arrangement of deputation and representation was required

to make it illegal were all questions of degree, and it was so dif-

ficult to lay down any rule d priori that he would give no opinion.

If the persons who attended the meeting as Chartist delegates

had attended solely for the purposes and objects which they had

originally proclaimed, and neither more nor less, it did not

appear to him that they would have been guilty of any crime of

which the law would take cognizance. The object of the prosecu-

tion was not to put down Chartism. Any man might, if he pleased,

approve, and say that he approved, of the ballot or annual Parlia-

ments, or any of the points of the Charter. It was not for holding

these sentiments that the defendants had been indicted, The Anti-

Slavery and other societies would be liable to a similar indictment
if they tried to effect their objects by illegal means. The learned
Judge having gone through the evidence, as it related to a con-
spiracy, recommended the Jury to retire and consider whether
they were satisfied with the general evidence that conspiracy
existed. The Jury retired accordingly for a short time, and, on
their return, having intimated that they were agreed, the learned
Baron pursued his summing up, applying the evidence as it

related to different classes of defendants, and requesting the
Jury to form their opinion as he went along, and, if necessary,

to retire and consult on any particular point. Of this permission

the Jury availed themselves. They reserved the verdict, how-
ever, until the summing up was finally completed. Shortly after

six o'clock, Mr Baron Rolfe closed his summing up, having ad-

dressed the Jury for more than nine hours. The Jury then re-

tired, and were absent about half an hour. On their return, the

names were called over from the indictment, and the verdict

they had agreed upon was returned as against each. The final

result was as follows :— O'Connor, Otley, Harney, Hill, Aaron,
Skivington, Challenger, Hoyle, Norman, Beesley, Parkes, Rail-

ton, Ramsden, Woodruffe, andAitken—Guilty on the filth count.
M'Douall, James Leech, Doyle, Campbell, Bairstow, M'Cartney,
Arthur, Cooper, Brook, John Leech, Morrison, Candelet, Dur-
ham, Fenton, Mooney, and F. A. Taylor—Guilty on the fourth

count. Of the remaining 28, seven were acquitted by consent of

the Crown, and twenty-one acquitted by the Jury ; sixteen found
guilty on the fourth count ; and fifteen found guilty on the fifth

count.—Total, 50. No sentence will be passed at present, but

the defendants will be called up for judgment in the Court of

Queen's Bench on the first day of Easter Term, when they will

be at liberty to move an arrest of judgment, if they have cause

to show why judgment should not pass. Until that period,

therefore, the several prisoners who are out on bail will remain

at large, but must then appear, and submit to the judgment of

the Court, on pain of forfeiting their recognisances.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—CHESTER CUP.—7 to 1 agst

Mr. Goodman's Reaction (take 15 to 2) ; 11 to l agst Mr. Lovesey's

The Corsair; ] r to l agst Mr. Plummer's Alice Hawthorn; 11 to

1 agst Mr. J. Day's Marius (13 to 1 taken;; 14 to 1 agst Lord
Chesterfield's Marshal Soult; J 5 to 1 agst Mr. Kitching's Priscilla

Tomboy (taken) ; 20 to 1 agst Mr. Eateman's Haitoe ; 22 to 1 agst

Mr. Cuthbert's Queen of the Tyne ; 25 to 1 agst Mr. Ferguson's
Fircaway (taken); 25 to I agst Lord Miltown's Scalteen.

DERBY.— 8 to 1 agst Mr. Blakelock's A British Yeoman (taken

freely); l6to l agst Colonel Peel's Murat (taken) ; 20 to 1 agst Mr.
Goodman's Maccabeus (taken); 22 to 1 agst Mr. Bell's Winesour;
23 to 1 agst Lord Eglinton's Aristides; 25 to 1 agst Colonel

Anson's Napier (taken) -, 35 to I agst Duke of Grafton's Cataract

(taken to a good sum) ; 35 to l agst Lord Westminster's Languish
colt ; 35 to l agst Sir G. Heathcote's Amarino ; 40 to 1 agst Mr.
Bowes's Cotherstone ; 40 to 1 agst Mr. Griffith's Newcourt ; 50

to 1 agst Lord Exeter's Lucetta colt (taken) ; 50 to 1 agst Mr. T.

Taylor's Gamecock; 50 to 1 agst Lord Albemarle's The Brewer;
50 to 1 agst Duke of Richmond's Cornopean; 1000 to 15 agst

Lord Orford's Mercy colt (taken freely).
.

-
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MARK LANE, Friday, March 17-—The Wheat Market con-

tinues to give way, and in case of sale, a further decline must be

submitted to for both English and Foreign.— Barley, Peas, and
Beans, command but little attention ; and Oats are rather lower,

with a large arrival.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yoihshire. . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polands
_ Northumberland and Scotch .... Peed

iruh »ed

S. S.

44 to 62

I to 50
25 tn30
13 to 23
— to —
9 to 18
— to —
£3 to 28

S. 8.

Bed 40 to46
White — to—
Grind. IS) to 85
Feed 14 to £3
Potato 16 to »4
1 ota to 14 to 22

Kve • •

Beans, Macagan, old and new . Bfi to S? Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland • . . SB to 82 Winds.

Peas, White BOtoSl Maple 27 to £9 Grey
WEEKLY IMFKR1AL AVJiRAGES.

Harrow 24 to 30
Bti to 84 L.cnKpud£4 to 28

26 to 27

Feb-

Mar-

3
10
17
21
3
10

Wheat.
48 1

*7 5
47 11

-Hi 6

4U 3
48 1

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties . .

Barley. OatSr
£7 5 ](i 9

27 1 Ui 11

S7 1 \7

27 2 17 1

27 4 17 8

27 7 )7 2

27 3 17

9 o

Ky,».

£8 2
30 1

27 9
28 4
29
28 4

28 7
'

U 6

I'.nns-
£7 a
£7 6
37
26 11

26 7

26 «

£0

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.

Fens-
£9 11 1

30 li
29 5
30 I

28 6
29 A

29 7

» 6

Flour. Wht. Barl. Mai t. Oftta. Hye. Bub. Pefti

English . 8197 Sks. — Brls.

Irish • — „ — tt

Foreign . — *> »

12428

22

9104
46

10444
13

12492
JO 1 23

1361

1690

501

— .i

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.
Wheat Barley Oftts ^Flour

English . -

Irish . • •

2J60 3310 4520
101,70

1990

Scotch . . .

Foreign . •

- r

— 47'

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS- — H. and W. Snelgxove, Southampton, upholsterers- J.

Chard. Taunton, Somersetshire, corn-factor-

H VNKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED— J. James, Meeting-house-court, Old

Jewry, merchant-G. B. Parsons, linen-draper-J. Calvert, WwngJ; «>*«-

merchant—L. Goodman, Tottenham-court-road, draper—/. Coleman, mr-
mingham, victualler.

Staffordshire, cabinet -maker and ^^/^insori,
shire, wine and spxrit-merohant--
linen and woollen-drape
prove, near Cheadle, Chesl

Beverley, Yorkshire,

"'^Ti^iran, Saint Joseph.- Printworks, Cheadle-

VTlrP* caJ^pSnter-W- Howaxth and W. William.,'ftS Manchester, builder-J. Cooke, New-'
Manchester, dr >' salte"7^

,

dî c x,\,pho)sterer-E. Messmn, Purtsea, South-
street, Dorset-Miiiare, W J°£ ,e

J?r
' fSraVstreet, Bryanstone-square, hoot and

in

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS -I- A; V. Cru-hton, Edinburgh-G. M'Cly-
out, Pennington, farmer—H. Craig, Kilmarnock, merchant.

-. . *,i.nj«.», "-"i > «* « o«'u aim neir. _MARRIED—On the 16th inst., at St John's, Paddington, A. M;k . Esq.,

of the 69th Regiment, to Maryanne Charlotte, second daughter ot II- de Bruyn,
Esq, of Hyde Park-square-On the 15th inst., at

, the wife of Jonathan Dick-
inst., P- K. Lewis, Esq, of

r

—

In the auUimn of 1U42, at
on the China expedition,

' an v" ^ackheath Kent, in the

a 1 8t year ol his age-On the 7th Jan-, at Peradema, Ceylon, of br«nl^«,
H- T-Normansell, superintendent, of the Koyal Botanical garden nKed 9»-On
the 16th inst., in the Cainberwell New-road, J. Cutier,,E flq-, ot Eton, late of

the Ordnance-office-On the Uuh inst-, at her house, Upper looting, Jane ,

relict of the late, Mr. HvUi»»o»i in t*e 7°* >'ear of her BS&
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ELEGANTLY ILLUSTRATED WORKS.
r.

In Imperial 4to, price 25s. half-bound morocco, and 30s. morocco.
gilt edges,

THE ROYAL GALLERY of PICTURES;
Being a selection of 32 Pictures from Her Majesty's Private

Collection at Buckingham Palace, and Engraved by eminent
Artists. With descriptive Letter-press by Linnell,

II.

Price One Guinea and a Half in cloth. Thirty-eight Shillings plain
morocco, and Forty- eight Shillings morocco elegant, both
bound by Hayday,

GREECE;
PICTORIAL, DESCRIPTIVE, AND HISTORICAL.

By CHRISTOPHER WORDSWORTH, D.D.

Illustrated by 26 highly. finished Line Engravings on Steel, after

Fielding, Creswick, Cox, and Sargent ; Two Maps of Greece, and
upwards of 350 highly-finished Engravings, drawn on wood by
Harvey, Sargent, Meissonicr, Paul Huet, Daubigny, Stanley,

and Jacques.

rrr.

Medium 8vo, price \6s., cloth lettered,

PICTURES OF THE FRENCH
;

A SERIES OF LITERARY AND GRAPHIC DELINEATIONS
OF FRENCH CHARACTER.

By Jules Janin, Balzac, Cormknin, and other celebrated
French Authors,

The Drawings by Gavarxi, II. Monnier, and Meissonikr.

JV\

In royal 4to, price 12*., printed on tinted papers, and in a
splendid cover,

THE COMIC ALBUM

;

In Prose and Verse, with upwards of 300 Comic Illustrations.

** This Comic Album almost makes us giddy with its flash o*

gold and humour."— Literary Gazette.

In small 8 to, price 6s. 6d., cloth, gilt edges,

WALKER'S MANLY EXERCISES.
Containing Instructions in Rowing, Sailing, Swimming, Riding,
and Driving.—To which are now added, for the first time, In-

structions in Racing, Hunting, and Shooting.
By " CRAVEN."

\Vith 64 Plates by Howard, and numerous Engravings on Wood
by Landseer and Sargent.

vi.

In small Svo, price 8*. 6d,t
cloth lettered,

THE EARTH;
UTS PHYSICAL CONDITION AND MOST REMARKABLE PHENOMENA.

By W. M. BIGGINS.
Illustrated by iO coloured Engravings by Felix Blunt.

vii.

In small Svo, price 5s. 6^., cloth lettered,

THE NATURAL HISTORY AND AN-
TIQUITIES OF SELBORNE.

By the Rev. GILBERT WHITE, A.M.

A New Edition, carefully revised, with Notes, bv Edward
Blyth. A Map of the Locality, beautifully engraved on Steel,

and copiously Illustrated with highly-finished Engravings on
Woodj and an interesting Account of the state of Sclborne in the
hummer of 1836, by Mr. Mudie.

vnr.

In 8 vols, super royal Svo, price in Sets reduced to Ten Guineas,
half-bound morocco,

PAXTON'S MAGAZINE OF BOTANY,
AND REGISTER OF FLOWERING PLANTS.

Each Volume contains -18 Plates* beautifully coloured from
Nature; the Text comprises Botanical Descriptions of the Plants
figured} the Time of their Introduction ; the best mode of Cul-
ture ; and every other particular essential to their perfect growth.
Every beautiful plant, newly introduced worthy of notice and
general cultivation, is described, and, if of sufficient importance,
accurately figured.

' IX.

In one thick vol., royal 8vo, price 18.?. cloth lettered, and Illus-

trated with 27 Etchings on Steel, by Mr. T. Landseer, 245.,

CUVIER'S ANIMAL KINGDOM,
arranged according to its organisation.

By the Late BARON CUVIER, Member of the French Academy;
and of the Royal Societies of London, Berlin, Petersburg!), &c.

Translated from the last French Edition, and brought down to
the present state of knowledge.

THE MOLLUSCA.THE MAMMALIA, BIRDS,
AND REPTILES.

BY MR. EDWARD BLYTH,

THE FISHES.
BY MR. ROBERT MUDIE.

BY GEO. JOHNSTON, ESQ., M.D.

THE CRUSTACEA AND
INSECTS.

BY J. O. WESTWOOD, ESQ., F.L.S.

X,

In Ten Volumes super-royal Svo, price 7/. 10s. cloth, and SI. 8s-
half- bound morocco,

THE BRITISH CYCLOPAEDIA
OF

THE ARTS, SCIENCES, LITERATURE, GEOGRAPHY,
NATURAL HISTORY, AND BIOGRAPHY.

The (ii vision of the Work into Four Sections was adopted as a
jnore natural arrangement cf subjects, and for the accommoda-
tion of purchasers whose taste or pursuits might render the
jvholc work unnecessary. In its present form, each Division
forms a complete Work on branches of knowledge closely and
naturally connected together.
I'ip.st Division—ARTS AND Third Division — NATURAL

ENCES. 2 vols., price 305. HISTORY. 3 vols-, cloth,
c uUl - price 155.

bECOND DlVlSlOM TTTTTWA —
TURK, GEOGRAPHY Ami Fouiith Division - BJOGRA-

c!oS'
ORY

- 3 ^»SeS
; "J*

3 vo,s
-'

Cl0th
» V»»

PRACTICAL GARDENING.— Lately published, price \s. 6d. \

HPHE KITCHEN GARDEN; or, Monthly Calendar.
J- of Practical Directions for the Culture of Vegetables 5 with.
a catalogue of Fruit Trees adapted for the climate of Ireland. By
Martin Dotlb. Fourth Edition. Also, lately published, price 2s. t

THE FLOWER GARDEN; or f Monthly Calendar of Practical.
Directions for the Culture of Flowers. By Martin Doyle. New-
Edition, enlarged. The two may be had bound together, price 4s.

Dublin : W. Curry, Jun. & Co., 0, Upper Sackville-st. London :

Longman & Co., and sold by all Booksellers.

PELARGONIUMS, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS, PICOTEES,
and SELECT PLANTS.

H GROOM, Claphara-Rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth), by Appoiniment Florist to Her Majesty,

begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Public, that his Cata-
logue of new and fine PELARGONIUMS, &c, is ready, and may
be had on application.

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
390, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the
• kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry so liberally

bestowed upon him last season, begs respectfully to announce
that that encouragement has induced him to bestow more atten-
tion tothis department of Ornamental and Useful Work. He
has in consequence prepared several Novel Designs in FANCY
WIREWORK, suited to the Flower- Garden and Greenhouse, and
again submits for inspection his Extensive Stock of Flower-
Baskets, Trainers, Borders, and Stands, with Garden-Arches,
Seats, Vases, and Temples; improved Garden and Hothouse En-
gines, Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and cither Horticultural
Implements. G. B. Thompson's Improved Waterpots, which
possess considerable advantage over all others, the smaller size
being peculiarly adapted for Ladies. Game and Cattle Fence in

great variety.

pOMPOUND DECOCTION OF SARSAPARILLA.
v> —Scurvy, Scrofula, Eruptions on the Face, Roughness of
the Skin, Chronic Rheumatism, Indigestion, Chronic Liver Affec-
tions, General Debility, particularly when caused by excess; the
effects of taking Mercury are among the numerous diseases and
affections for which this invaluable alterative is almost a specific.

To those effected with, or predisposed to, any of the above dis-

orders, a course, spring and autumn; is generally recommended
by the Faculty. The preparation of this Decoction is, however,
difficult, audits dose somewhat large. All its virtues are pos-
sessed in a portable and pleasant form, by the Concentrated
Compound Decoction of Sarsaparilla, prepared by Bbnj. Moxon
and Sons, Chemists, Hull.

Sold in Bottles, at 'is. 6(7., 125., and 22s. (equal to 6, 16, and 32
pints of the Decoction), by all respectable medicine venders.

—

London Agents : Barclay & Sons, Sutton, Edwards, Newberry,
&c. ; York, Dennis and Son; Dublin, at Butler's Medical Hall;
Edinburgh, J. and R. Raines; Quebec, J. Musson.

TESSELLATED and MOSAIC PAVEMENT, exe-

cuted by WYATT, PARKER, & Co., Albion Wharf, Holland-
street, Surrey, foot of Blackfriars-bridge.—W. f P., & Co. invite

the Public to INSPECT their SPECIMENS of TESSELLATED
and MOSAIC PAVEMENTS, copied from the finest remains of

Roman pavement, and also examples from modern designs. For
brilliancy of colour, accuracy of form, and uniform hardness of
material, these specimens are allowed to excel any of the ancient
examples. The material is similar to that of porcelain, and
highly vitrified, and the colours are throughout the entire body
Of the material. Baths and fountains may be lined with the

tesseite. It will bear the roughest ordinary usage, and attacks

of the most severe frost, Without injury, and can he as easily

cleaned as a piece of earthenware. The tesserae may be had
gilt, or with flowers and other devices painted upon them, for

inlaying table- tops or chimney-pieces, or for illuminating monu-
ments. Floors are prepared in slabs, and laid with the same
facility as Portland- stone paving.

rpO BE SOLD.—The Patent Copyright Design of
J- Humpiirky's Fumioator for destroying insects in Green-
houses, Hothouses, Pits, and Frames, forming a most complete,

cheap, and excellent mode of effecting the hitherto tedious process

of Fumigation. It is in a compact and portable form of inexpen-
sive materials, and requires no attention. The patent copyright

for three years, which has been obtained, will be sold cheaply,

and offers a most advantageous opportunity for a small invest-

ment to any party who has an opportunity of pushing the inven-

tion into public notice.—Apply by letter to Mr. Humphrey, 228,

Bermondsey-street, Southwark.

BEARD'S PATENT GARDEN BORDERING, go

constructed of Strong Iron Rod as to be light and elegant
in form, and being of various patterns in detached pieces, which
are easily though firmly fixed in the giound by square wooden
plugs, the beds may be varied in form, or the border in pattern,

at pleasure. Prices may be obtained, and patterns seen, at;

Chas. Beard's, Ironmonger, Bury St. Edmunds, or at Boi.us

and Fox's wholesale Wirewcrk Manufactory, 59, Skinner- street,

Snow-hill, London, where every article of fancy and ornamental
wircwork may be obtained at the lowest prices.

London: Wm, S. ORr & Co., Amen-Corner,
Pateruoster-row.

'

SHIRLEY VINEYARD, near Southampton.—The
Proprietor cf this Establishment respectfully announces

that he has now made sufficient progress in it to enable him to

commence, forthwith, a scries of experiments of a most impor-

tant character, and on an extensive scale, relative to the Culture

of the Vine under Glass; the object of which will be to free

that interesting and valuable branch of Horticulture from the

difficulties and uncertainty which have hitherto surrounded it,

and to place it on such a basis, as to ensure the production of

very tvpertor frttit, with ease, certainty, and economy.
In the prosecution of this design, and in that of cultivating the

Vine on open walls; and also in the propagation of Vine Plants

in the nursery department of the Vineyard, he is desirous of

having associated with him a few respectable Youths, as Articled

Pupils, who, in addition to being taught the most improved mode
of Vine Culture in all its various brunches, and (as necessarily

involved in it) the Theory and Practice of all the grand Principles

on Which the delightful Science of Horticulture is based, will

also enjoy a great number of valuable Educational Advan-
tages, of a sterling practical character, and such as, in com-
bination with the above, will enable them, with industrial appli-

cation, to occupy, at the expiration of their pupilage, a superior

and independent rank in society.

To Parents who are desirous of providing for their Sons the

knowledge of a superior and profitable pursuit, in preference to

their becoming dependent on the precarious issue of mercantile
or trading occupations, the oppoitunity thus offered may be con-
sidered as highly deserving 01 their attention.

As the Pupils will be considered as members of the family, and
treated in every respect in the most liberal manner, a suitable

Premium will be required.
Applications, personally or by letter, may be made to Mr.

CtBMENT HoARB, at the Vineyard.
It is intended to limit the number of Pupils for the present to

four, and Mr. H. will be ready to receive them in the enhuing
month of March. E&ruarp 8, 1843,

A GENTLEMAN taking a Lease has a small sum
allowed for the erection^ of a Greenhouse, and wants

Estimates for the building of it, with (lues, stage, sliding-glasses,
open fronts, &c. There is no back wall required, as the whole
must be attached to the dwelling-house. The situation is Cam-
berwell. No offers exceeding 40/. need be sent; but any proposals
within that limit, detailing the extent of the (greenhouse, with
the quality of wood, &c, may be directed to B. S., C, St. Ann's
Road, North Brixton.
- - - — - - .-._-- —

CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS.
—For Sale, one, two, and three-light BOXES and LIGHTS,

of all sizes, ready for immediate use, warranted of the best ma-
terials-, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom ; two-light
Boxes and Lights complete from \l. Ss. Garden Lights made,
glazed, and painted, from Is. per foot. Sashes and Frames
made, glazed, and hung complete, la. Qd, per foot.—At Jambs
Watts' Sash Manufactory, 8, Claretnont-place, Old Kent-road.

*** Reference given.

DOWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-
-*-*• cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen,
the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil
is universally acknowledged to be the only article that will
effectuallyproduce and restore Hair, prevent it from falling off' or
turning grey, tree it from scurfmu\ dandriff, and will render it de-
Hghtfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in
the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.

—

Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as " MACASSAR
OIL;" it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see
that the words "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven
on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions." The
Proprietor's Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:—
A. ROWLAND Sf HON, 20, IJATTON GARDEN, LONDON?
Countersigned "ALEX. ROWLAND." Price 3.s-. Cul.—7s. Family
Bottles (equal to four small), )0s. 6d., and double that size 21*.

per bottle. Ask for "Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them
and by Chemists and Perfumers.

I^OUNTAINS, VASES, TAZZAS, FlGURES,~&c.
A- in Marble, Artificial Stone, and Parker's Cement, to be seen
at WYATT, PARKER tk Co.'s WHARF, Holland-street, Surrey,
foot of Blackfriars- bridge. Also, a large collection of Chimney
Shafts, Pedestals, Capitals, Consoles, Trusses, &c.

s^TONE-COLOURED CEMENT.—Felix Austin, of
the New Road, Regent's Park, begs to inform Architects,

Builders, Plasterers, &c.,that during the process of manufac-
turing a very superior Composition, which has greatly improved
his well-known artificial stone ornaments, he has succeeded in
making an excellent STONE-COLOURED CEMENT adapted to
all building purposes, which he can supply at 2s. Gd. per bushel,
at his Manufactory, near the Thames Tunnel, Rotherhithe. It is.

particularly suited for repairing decayed stonework.
-:.x~ -.ir.-.'i' -T.-. -. -

PLANT FOREMAN WANTED.
WANTED, in the EXETER NURSERY, a FORE-

MAN of the PLANT DEPARTMENT. He must thoroughly
understand the management of Plants of all descriptions, and be
in 1 very respect a First-uate Cultivator, as an extensive and
very valuable collection of Exotics and Florists' Flowers will be
placed under his care. A liberal salary will be given, and none
need apply who cannot produce the most unexceptionable testi-

monials of their experience, abilities, and moral character. He
need not possess any knowledge of Propagation, as that depart-
ment is kept quite distinct.—Apply to Lucombk , Pince, & Co-,
Exeter Nursery.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a Young Man, of active
and persevering habits, as PROPAGATOR in the Plant

department. Apply to Ma knock & Manlev, Nurserymen,
Hackney, stating terms, age, and other particulars. Personal
application not attended to.

WANTED, in a quiet Family in the country, a
respectable steady Youth, who can wait at table, clean

plate, and make himself generally useful. He must be able to*

mow, and understand the management of the garden.-—Apply
personally or by letter to A. Z., 4, Carthusian- St., Aldcrsgate-st.

; WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

AS LAND-STEWARD and GARDENER, or in
either of the above Capacities, a Single Man, who has had

extensive experience in rural affairs, and is well acquainted with
the most recent improvements in Agriculture. Can give the
most unexceptionable references as to character and ability to
Noblemen of the first rank, whom lie has served, and also to emi-
nent practical men. Letters addressed to F. K., at Mr. Forrest's
Nursery, Kensington, London, will meet with prompt attention.

-
. . - — - ^ - - -

A S UNDER-GARDENER.—A young Man, who
-^*- understands his business, and wishes to place himself under
a Head-Gardener of experience. Can have a good character
from his last employer, and has been brought up in the garden
from his infancy.— Direct to R. R., at Mr. ROBERTSON'S, Gar-
dener, Ember Court, Thames Ditton, Surrey.

A S GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 33. Has,
-^-*- by experience, a practical knowledge of the most recent im-
provements in the management of Hothouse, Conservatory, &c,
Flower and Kitchen-gardens, &c. Can offer a four years' unex-
ceptionable character.—Address, Wm. James, at Mr. .leffcry's.

Tooting Grove, Tooting, Surrey.

AS GARDENER, an Active Young Man of most
respectable character, 30 years of age, who perfectly under-

stands his business, and would prove an acquisition to any one in
want of such a person. His Wife could, if required, take charge
of a Laundry, being in every way qualified for such a situation-

Address J. M*., at Mr. Richard Potfiklb's, Chertsey, Surrey.

AS GARDENER, a respectable Young Man, aged 31.

Has apractical knowledge of Gardening in its various de-

partments, and can be well recommended as to capability, &c,
fiom his present employer, with whom he has lived six years.

Address H.M. R., Mr. Warnkk's, Garforth, Leeds, Yorkshire.

AS GARDENER, a Single Man, aged 26, who has a
thorough knowledge of Plant Growing, Forcing in all its

Branches, Kitchen Garden and Pleasure Ground. Can have an
excellent Character from his last Situation. Other references can

be given as to Ability and Character. Has no objection to any
part of England. Address A. Z., Mr. Pawi-ky, Horticultural

Grounds, Bromley, Kent.

AS UNDER GARDENER, in a Gentleman's Family,
or Single-handed, by a Respectable, Steady, and Industrious

Young Man, 26 years of age, who can have upwards of seven

years' character from oneot the head nurseries in London, which
he is about to leave. No objection to town or country. Address

A. B., 15, Sussex- street, Unh ersitv College. _
" Printed by Messrs. RiiAPiiniv and EVANS, Lombard-street, Fleet-street, in

the Precinct of Whltetrinrs. in the City «.t London, and FuhHshed by them a
the Omen, 8, Cii/hms sTiuar, CovitoT GaRDBN, in (lie Ci.umy t Middlesex,

where nil Advertisements and Communications are to be addressed* to th

Editor.—Saturday, March 10, 18^.
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^ in potting .
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1 risk Flax Society, proceedings of 1 75
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Lawns, seeds for . •
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Lime, as a manure • •

Maize, American, its treatment
Malt-comb, as a manure . -

Manure, farmyard, to prepare
Martin's Thames and Metropo-

lis Improvement Plan revd-
Pears, good late kinds
Pine Apple, its treatment in
France

Potting plants on the ''single
shift system," remarks on

Pump for forcing-houses, econo-
mical . .

Pump-water, unfit for plants •

Sawdust, as a manure
Scyphanthus elegans
Seeds with fleshy .cotyledons,

their treatment , .

Sheep-feeding, experiments on
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WARNER and WARNER, Seedsmen, No. 28,

Cornhill, London, beg: respectfully to return their best

thanks to their friends for the liberal patronage bestowed upon
them for many years past, and at the same time to contradict a

report which has been circulated of their intention of retiring

from business.

W. & W. most respectfully, make it known to their friends that

they have no such intention. Having made a change of

some of the hands they had engaged for many years, their

situations are filled up with men of general and practical

abilities, and they trust they will ever give satisfaction to those

who kindly favour them with their support.

W. & W. have the pleasure to annex a few articles, which
have been selected with much care and attention.

s. d, s. d.

Alstrcemcria aurca
flava9>
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6
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6

o
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pelegrina alba
pelegrina
Hookerii
pulchclla .

acuti folia •

bicolor . •

Barclayana .

Anagallis coccinca splcn-
dens ....

Anagallis monclli major

„ rosea grandiflora

Argemonc
Aster, extra fine German,

24 sorts, mixed from
imported varieties

Aster, collect ion of 24 im-
ported varieties, most
splendid, for. . .7

Aster, doubleTurkey, extra

m „ nosegay, or

globosa . .0
Aster, double anemone,
flowered . • •

Antirrhinum hybridum,
20 shades of colour mixed

Auricula, from flue named
flowers, extra

Barton ia aurea
Balsam, fine double Ca-

mellia flowered, mixed
Balsam, new spotted,

many colours, mixed .

Brachycome iberidifolia,

new .

Calceolaria, shrubby and
herbaceous, separate,

saved from fine named
varieties, and newest
kinds .

Cineraria, from 1 2 new va-
rieties, extra fine

.

Clintonia pulchella .

Cobcea scandens
Cockscomb, new giant

scarlet Chinese .

Commelina ccelestis
Dahlia, Widnall's .

Datura, double white
„ double purple

Didiscus cseruleus .

Elichrysum macranthum
QatUardia picta
Geranium, from the finest

new named sorte, mixed 1

Geum grandiflorum
Gloxinia, fine varieties,
nnxed ....

Heartsease, from choice
named varieties, saved
by the best growers .

Hollyhocks
Hovea Manglesii .

Jaipaticns glanduligcra.
(This variety grows or-
namental to the height
°f 5 feet, and is covered
True Walcheren White Broccoli 15. per packet. To be sown m

April and June ; this new Variety surpasses all others in flavour.

With many other varieties too numerous for insertion.— See
General Catalogue.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
y'OUELL & CO. have rauch pleasure in referring the
^- readers of the Gardeners9 Chronicle to their Catalogue and

Prices of the above elegant tribe, inserted in the advertising page
gf last week's Paper. Also to the description of their " FUCHSIA
p^' CLARE," which is already ordered for the Royal Gardens at
clWcmont,-Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, Mar. 9> 1843,

1 o

l

6
6

with superb pink flow-
ers from the beginning
of July to the end of
October) . . .06

Ipomcea coccinca . .06
IpomcearubrocDsrulea . l

Ipomopsis elegans . .06
Larkspur, German, 12

kinds, extra fine, mixed (1

Leptosiphon densiflorus,
white, new variety . C

Lophospcrmum spectabile,
new . . . .10

Lupimis, German; 12 va-
rieties, mixed and other
varieties . . .06

Martynia fragrans, new . l o
Mesembryanthcmum tri-

color, new . . .10
Mimulus, from 10 fine va-

rieties mixed . .06
Nicotiana, new scarlet , o 6
(Enothera, in varieties . o 6
Pentstemon, choice varie-

ties ....
Petunia, mixed from 12

named flowers, fine . l o

Phlox Drummonriii, saved
from improved varieties o 6

Phlox Drummonriii, new
scarlet . . . .10

Polyanthus, fine mixed,
from named prize flowers
PortulacaThellusoni,new

„ splendens
Primula cortusoides.

„ sinensis rosea, and
3 other colours .

Rhodanthe Manglesii
Rhodochiton volubile
Salpiglossis, 20 varieties,
mixed, superb

Schizanthus Grahamii
„ Hookerii, scarlet

.

Stocks, new German im-
ported, 24 vars., mixed

Stocks, Chinese Nosegay
fine ....

Stocks, collection of 36
named imported vars.

Stocks, new, Prince of
Wales, splendid variety

Stocks, Victoria, new,
violet crimson

Sutherlandia frutescens .

Thunbergia alata, buff .

,, aurantiaca

„ alata alba
Verbena, mixed, choice

varieties

Wallflower, German blue

Zinnia elegans alba
coccinea

.

coccinea
grandiflora

Zinnia elegans, 24 splendid

varieties, mixed . .

6

6

7 6

6

M
1 f

M
M

6
6

1

1

1

1

6

7
6

NEW HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL SEED |

ESTABLISHMENT, 6, LEADENHALL-STREET (SIX DOORS
FROM CORNHILL).

T\/ILLIAM HURST and WILLIAM GEORGE
* * M'MULLEN, (for many years past engaged in the House

of Messrs. Warner and Warnrr, 28, Cornhill,) beg respectfully
to acquaint their friends in the Seed trade, and the Public gene-
rally, that they commenced Business as Wholesale and Retail
SEEDSMEN and FLORISTS, at the above-named premises, on
Monday the 13th inst., and they can confidently assure all who
may kindly favour them with orders, that, from the numerous
resources they possess, through an extensive connexion with
the best Seed-Growers, both in this country and on the Continent,
and from many years' practical experience in the various
branches of the Business, they are enabled to offer every article

of first-rate, genuine quality, and no exertion w^U be spared in
giving prompt attention to every order, and endeavouring to
merit a continuance of their support.
N.B.—To prevent any person from supposing the Report which

Messrs. Warner in their Advertisement of last week thought
fit to contradict (of their being about to retire from Business)
was in any degree referable to the Hands which they inform the
Public they have lately changed, the parties who thought
proper to leave Messrs. Warner's Establishment on the 1 0th of
March beg distinctly to state that until their attention was
called to it in Messrs. W. and W.'s Advertisement, they never
heard of such a report in any shape whatever.
Hurst & M'Mullen, Seedsmen and Florists, 6, Leadenhall-

street, City, beg to ofTer to the Nobility, Gentry, and Public
generally, a choice and carefully-selected assortment of the most
approved Kitchen, Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds, of
which general Catalogues may be had on application. Among
the novelties of the season will be found the following:

—

FLOWER SEEDS.

6

per packet—*, d.

Alonsoa grandiflora «

Alstrcemerias, choice var.
Anagallis Phillipsii .

„ monelli major
Anemone, New Hybrid
Russian . . .

Argemone grandiflora
Aster, fine imported, mixed
Auricula,— from stage-

flowers....
Balsam,Camellia-flowered

,, 12 var., mixed .

Brachycome iberidifolia .

Calceolaria, fine vars.

Campanula trachelioides.
Carnation,—from stage-

flowers....
Cineraria, fine new var. .

Clintonia pulchella .

Cosmanthus fimbriatus .

Dahlia (Widnall's), fine .

Didiscus casruleus .

Digitalis, new spotted .

Gaillardia, in var. .

Gloxinia, from best sorts
Heartsease, from named

flowers, selected .

Hollyhock, fine German,
24 vars., mixed

Ipomcea rubro-crerulea. .

„ new yellow
Larkspur, imported Ger-
man, mixed .

Lisianthus Russellianus .

Lobelia ramosa, or hcte-

rophylla, — new and
splendid

Martynia fragrans .

Malva maritima, new
Marygold, new superb
French ....

,, African, extra
fine .

1

1

1

1

I

6
6

1

6
6

1

1

6

1

1

6

6
1

1

1

6

1

1

6
1

6

6

1

1

1

6

6

6

per packet.—s. d.

Mesembryanthemum tri-

color . . . .10
Mimulus, from fine va-

rieties . . . .06
Nemophila cramboides . 6
(Enothera macrocarpa . 6

Pelargonium, from best
sorts . . • .10

Pentstemon, from choice
varieties . . .06

Petunia, from impreg-
nated seed . • .10

Phlox Drummondii, new 6

Wood's
new scarlet . . .26

Picotee, finest imported,
yellow . . . .26

Polyanthus (Sheppard's),
fine • . . .10

Primula sinensis rosea . 6

,, ,, alba . 1

Portulaca Thellusoni . l

„ splenriens . 1

,,
Gilesii . .10

Rhodanthe Manglesii . 6
Salpiglossis, fine, mixed . 6

Salvia patens . . .10
Schizopetalon Wralkerii . 1 o
Schizanthus Hookerii . 1

,, Grahamii . 6
Stock, imported German,

24 vars. mixed . .10
„ New Intermediate 6

,, Prince of Wales . 1

Thunbergia alata alba . 1

„ aurantiaca . 1

Tropaiolum, in var. . 1

Verbena, fine, mixed . 1

Violet, Russian . .06
Wallflower, New Blue . 6
Xeranthemum robustum,
white and yellow . 6

Zinnia elegans, fine var.,

99

99

99

M
99

ft

9*

99

It

1

6

/

5

5

3

mixed .

Collection of Imported German Asters, 20 varieties
Stocks
(Zinnias) 8 varieties

Balsams, 12 ,, .

Hollyhocks, 24 ,,

Larkspurs, 12 ,,

[The above are from the first German growers known.]
Broccoli.—Walcheren (true). [This fine variety, if sown

in April, June, and August, will produce a
succession for the table throughout the year]

„ Chappell's Cream and Early White . . ;

„ New Late Hardy Pink Cape (fine)

Beet.—Blood-red, improved variety
Brussels Sprouts.—Fine imported *

„ » Couve Tronchuda (delicious winter
vegetable)

Cauliflower.—Large Asiatic

Cabbage.—New Victoria (early) o

„ Lee's Nonsuch i

Carrot.—Superb Scarlet Studlcy o
1

6

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

1

o
l

1

l

Celery-—Seymours Superb White
„ Laws' Giant White
„ Perkins' Giant Red ......

Cucumber, Frame.—Warwickshire Hero (new superior),
Allen's Victory, Improved Manches-
ter, Wecdon's Frame, Prizefighter,
each kind

M Wood's fine Ridge
Lettuce.—Fine Imported Paris Green Cos ....

New Hardy Bath Cos {requires no tying) .

Victoria Cabbage . .
(

Melons in many choice varieties i

Onion.—New White Globe o

Turnip.—Howard's Nonsuch o

Potatoes.— Soden's Oxford, earliest known, per peck. 3

Asparagus.—Grayson's Giant (strong 2 years' old) per 100 3
[Printed directions for planting.]

Rhubarb.—Myatt's Victoria each 1

Strawberries.—Myatt's British Queen] . . per 100 21

Currants.—New Dutch, Red Grape . . - per doz. 6

A constant supply of Greenhouse and choice Herbaceous

plants during the present season. Fine Carnations and Picotecs

(in named varieties) 15. firf. per pair. .

Seeds and Plants carefully packed for all climates. Choice

specimens in bloom of the following can be seen through the

season, viz. : Roses, Dahlias, Pansies, Carnations, Pinks, Pico-

tees, Pelargoniu ms, Auriculas, Pol >' anVnil3^^c
;
^c '

EXHIBITION of CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or

JAPAN ROSE.—A Collection of these beautiful ExOlics is

now in bloom at Chandlkb and Sons' Nursery, Yauxhall.
Admittance gratis,

6

6
6
6

6

THE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, Patronised by HER
-L MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, HIS GRACE
THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE EARL OF HARRINGTON,
THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VISCOUNT LOR-
TON, AND MANY OF THE NOBILITY.
Youkll & Co. have only a few packages remaining for sale of

the above highly valuable Raspberry, at the following prices:—
Packages containing 50 Canes, 1/. 5s.; Do., 25 Canes, 14s., pack-
age included; sent to any part of the United Kingdom on the
receipt of a Post-office order.—For further particulars, see their
former Advertisements ; and they beg to refer the readers of the
Gardeners 9 Chronicle to page 138 of this Paper, as a proof they
have not exaggerated in their recommendation of it ; and which
ought to be cultivated in every garden in the kingdom.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
Youbll & Co. are now executing orders from their collection of
the above, which is the most extensive and select in the kingdom,
at the following prices:

—

£ s. d.

25 Pairs of extra-fine and first-rate show-flowers 5
12 Do. Do. Do. 2 10

25 Do., very fine Do. 3

12 Do. Do. Do. 1 10

12 Do., extra fine, and show Pinks . . 12
The selection being left to Y. & Co.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.— Fine strong Plants, 8 inches
high, 60s. per dozen, or 20 guineas per 100.

Thirty packets of select Flower-seeds, 8s, 5 sent free of postage
to any part of the United Kingdom.
Agents for the sale of Steimikxson & Co.'s improved Conical

Boilers, which maybe seen on application. Also, Agents for
the sale of Potter's Artificial Guano.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, March 11, 1843.

MOUNTJOY'S VIRGIL DAHLIA.
TT7M. E. RENDLE has much pleasure in announcing
VV to the Trade and Dahlia cultivators, that, in consequence of

the great facilities afforded him by his newly-invented Hot-water
Apparatus, he will be enabled to send out strong plants of the

above first rate variety on and after the 10th day of April next,

at 105. 6rf. each.

W. E. R- possesses also a large stock of all the leading varieties

of Dahlias, catalogues of which can be obtained.—No orders

executed without a Post-office order from unknown correspond-

ents ; usual discount to the Trade.
PHLOX DRUMMONDI.—300 packets of this lovely Annual

remaining in stock
j 100 seeds, is.

Bkrberis Aquifolia, 2s. 6d. per 100 seeds; Ipomcea rubro
cjbrulba, 15 seeds, is.; Max of Kent Cucumber, Duncan's
Melon, Superior Double Balsam, &c. &c.
Twenty-five Choice Packets of Flower-seeds for 10s.

Peruvian Guano and Potter's Artificial Guano can be obtained.

Union-road Nursery, Plymouth, March 21, 1843.

KEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP.
WILLIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Ramsgate, Kent,

having selected from the many new FUCHSIAS and
VERBENAS Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the

Public at the undernamed low prices— including the follow-

ing Fuchsias:—Conspicua arborea (Catleugh's), Venus victrix,

(Cripps'), rosea alba, Moneypennii, compacta, racennflora, &c.

Also the following distinct Verbenas :—Queen, Aurora, Stewartii

variegata, Mortlock's Superb, Burleyena, ike. &c. Fuchsias,

10s. (id. per doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 12s. per doz.;

package and carriage paid to London. Verbenas, 3s. 6d. per

doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 4s. per doz., package and
carriage paid to London.— Persons may depend upon their being

good Plants, carefully packed in moss, and correct to Name.
They will be sent out according to priority of orders in April.

A remittance from unknown correspondents. Fuchsias for Bed-

ding or borders at 3s. 6rf. per dozen, post-paid, or 4s. in pots.

W.M. obtained a Prize of 10*., open to all England, for a

Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c, at the Isle of Thanet

Floricultural Show, July, 1842.

List of Pelargoniums, &c, ca n be had on application. -

PANSIES.

FRYER begs to remind his Patrons that he is now
• able to supply very superior, strong, healthy plants in pots

of most of the leading varieties of PANSIES at from Is. to 2*. 6d.

each; or a collection of fine named sorts, from 1 doz. to 100

varieties, from 9s. to m. per dozen, if left to J. F.'s selection—in

which case any sorts not required should be specified by parties

ordering. J. F. can likewise supply, at 5s. each, a few strong

plants of his beautiful seedling Pansy " Empress "-Dr. Lmdley s

highly- favourable opinion of which is quoted by J- F. in 111s

advertisement in the Gnrde7iers' Chronicle of Oct. 25, 1842. ransy

seed, from first-rate sorts, at Is., 2*. 6c/., and 5s. per P*CKCt *

A few packets of fine Tulip seed (selected from a named

collection, Verbena seed (from best varieties),JgjJ52»g;
Petunia, Ac. f

at is. each. Also a general ^**™?
t
^™™

Flower and Vegetable Seeds, in packets, MM^gLjS !?£
venience of Customers, Catalogues of wlucb, and of Pansies, may
be had on application, inclosing a P ^

8
?. ;*^?' at mndpratp

All the new varieties of Fuchsias, Vei benas, &c., at moderate

prfces'-N B A respectable Youth wanted aS an Apprentice.

Clarendon Nursery, CamberweU, March 24, 1843,

J

SUPERB CARNATION AND PICOTEES.

YOT1TCLL & CO. will send, free or postage, to any

,„rf
'

f tbe united Kingdom, on the receipt of a Post-office

for l£I. a pair of that SUPERB ROSE-FLAKED CARNA-
TTfm WILSON'S HARRIET; alsoapair of that highly-valuable

H P d Picotee, JOAN OF ARC," both of which ought to be grown
hv every Amateur who intends competing for Prizes at the Horti-

cultural Shows of the ensuing season.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, March l6
t 1843.

WILLIAM CATLEUGH'S list of first-rate PE-
LARGONIUMS, raised by E. Fostkr, Esq., the Rev.

R. Garth, and other Amateur Raisers, is now ready. CALCEO-
LARIAS, raised by Messrs. Barnes and Green, will be let out

in a Collection of 12, for 6*. Good unnamed Varieties that have
flowered, at lSs. per dozen.

Kinghorn's Dahlia, the CHIEFTAIN, a fine rosy-purple,

beautiful stiff Petals, fine Outline, of good Size, with particularly

strong Footstalks; Flowers all well above the foliage: good
Show-flower, 4ft. 10,9. 6d. „
Bettridgk's MILTON, shaded-rose, good substance, and

good Show-flower, 3 ft. to 4 ft. 7»- 6rf - _ „ .

BASHBTT's PRINCESS SOPHIA MATILDA, Primrose, beau-

tifully tipped with white, quite a distinct and new Variety, and

good Show-flower, 4 ft. 7s- Gd.

Also a List of Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, Auriculas, Roses,

Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Verbenas, &c. &c, llans-btreet,

Sloane- street, Chelsea,— Feb, 24, 1843.
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A LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE FUCHSIAS,
grown and sold by F. and A, SMJTH & Co., Florists, Hack-

ney, London.

FUCHSIA
Affinis ....
Amato, Harrison
Arborea, Smith

grandiflora, May
Admirable, Harrison
Argo, Harrison •

Balloonii . .

Blanche, Harrison
Erockmanii , . .

Blanda, Smith
Bellana or Roseo alba •

Bicolor ....
Clio, Harrison
Cooperii ....
Conspicua arborea, Cat-
leugh ....

Curtesii ....
Cordifolia or cordata
Clintonia
Compacta, Smith .

Conspicua, Smith . .

Chandlerii . •

Carnea, Smith . ,

Corymbiflora .

Dalstonii, Smith
Delicata .

Demiisiana
Excelsa, Smith
Erecta tricolor
Eximia ....
Elegans Superb
Formosa elegans, Thom-
son ....

Fairy, Harrison
Flora, Harrison
Fulgens ....

multiflora .

Floribunda magna, May
Fulgida superba, May .

Globosa roseo elegans .

elegans
multiflora I

Grandiflora maxima, May
Glabra multiflora .

Gem, Harrison

Collections of the above, if left to the selection of F. and A. S.

and Co., from 60, to m. per dozen. A Catalogue of Dahlias is

now ready, and may be had on application.

s. d.
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1 6

1
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1

2
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1

2 6
1

1 6
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FUCHSIA
Hybrida coccinea . •

Inflata, Ivory
fulgida • »

Insignis, Smith
Invincible, Smith .

King ....
Laneii ....
Loudonii
Middletonia
Monypennii
Multiflora erecta . •

Mirabilis, Smith . •

Meteor, Harrison . •

Magnifica, Smith
Pendula terminalis, May
Pulchella, May
Princeps, Smith
Racemiflora, Day *

Ricartonii
Refulgens, Kyle
Racemosa
Rogersiana
Stylosa conspicua, May .

Salmonia, Smith .

Stewartia
Stylosa maxima, May .

f t elegans, May
Splendens, Humboldt .

,, Kyle
Standishii
St. Clare . .

Toddiana . . •

Transparens . . •

Thyneana , . •

Tricolor, Ponty . •

Towardii . .

Triumphans, Kyle •

Tilleryana . . .

Usherii «

Venusta, Harrison •

Victoria, Salter . «

Venus victrix • • <

Vernalis
Youellii . ,

s. d.

1 6
1 6
1 6

1 6
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7 6

7 6
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1
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1 6
1
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1

1

1 6

1 6
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1
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1 6
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1 6

1 6
1
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1 6
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1

1 6

1 6
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VERBENAS.
JHALLY, Nurseryman and Florist, Blackheath,

• Kent, begs to offer the following NewVERBENAS :—" Rosy
Queen," a large-flowering, very bright rose-coloured variety, with
round truss of flowers, and fine shrubby habit. " Roseo alba," a
beautiful rosy pink, with white centre, carrying a large flat truss.

Hally's " Lilacina," a bright lilac, with very large flower and
compact truss. The above are all of fine bushy habits, and very
free bloomers, and are now ready to send out in Autumnal plants
at 3s. 6rf. (or 42 penny-postage stamps) each. The three Varieties
105. Fine healthy Plants of Rosa Devonicnsis, from 30.9. to 42s.

per dozen. The "Monarch" Camellia, from 10s. 6d. to 42s. each.
'•Marchioness of Exeter," do. from 21s. to 63s, The usual
allowance to the Trade.

THOMAS ASH begs to
-A- GROWERS, that he intend

inform PELARGONIUM
itends sending out his two splendid

SEEDLINGS, " Prince Albert," a beautiful flesh-colour, and dark
Spot, fine Trusser, large Bloom, fine Form, and good Habit; and
his u Conqueror of the World," deep Pink, very dark Spot, free

Bloomer, and good Habit, Plants now ready, one guinea each.
Usual allowance to the Trade. Orders addressed to T.A., 3, Char-
lotte-place, Upper Grange Road, Bermondsey.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.

TYTRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, and TODD'S
J-'i LADY SALE.
Report op the London Floricultural Society", Sept. 20,

1842:— Six Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of 1841, named "Mrs.
James Richardson," were sent for opinion by Mr. James Edwards
of York. This Flower was shown at the Royal South London
Floricultural Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize
awarded ; but on the present occasion was shown in much bet-
ter character, the blooms being; quite op in the centre, and deci-

dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the censors

:

Form, substance, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good;
depth, full; size, medium; general form, good; colour, while,
occasionally tipped ; class of quality, first-rate.

—

From the Gar-
deners* Chronicle and Gazette,
Also obtained the following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited.
1st prize at Hull, Aug. 30th 12
1st prize at Beverley, Sept. 7th . . . 2
Awarded an extra prize at the Royal South London Flo-

ricultural Society, Sept. 1 3th 4
1st prize at Leeds, Sept. 21st 12
1st piize at Newcastle, Sept. 2ist ..... 6
1st prize at Sunderland, as a superior first-class Seedling,
Sept. 27th 6

1st. prize at the York Floral and Horticultural Society,

Sepl. 28th . , 18
1st prize at the York Floricultural Society, Oct. 1st . 12

1st prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.

Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, 10*. 6tf.

Also recommended by the London Floricultural Society as one
of the best Six New Dahlias coming out in 1843.

Lady Sale (Todd's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-
cupped petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre

; of
considerable depth and good size; very constant, and a decided
first rate show flower. Height, 4 ft. ; Plants, 10*. 6d.

All orders addressed J. Edwards, Layerthorpe, Florist, Nursery
and Seedsman, 7, New Bridge-street, York, will be strictly at-
tended to ; and the greatest care will be taken in sending out good
plants at an early period, so as to ensure a good bloom during
the season.—York, Dec., 1842.

-

^^ GAINES, Florist, Surrky-Lane, Battersea,
1 • begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and others, that his

STOCK of PELARGONIUMS now ready for sending out are
strorg healthy plants. The following arc a few of his Seedlings,
which have been proved, and can be recommended, viz. :

—
PELARGONIUMS.

Gaines's Lady Duncannon 42s

it

9*

99

Royal Adelaide
Prince of Wales
Countess Eldon
Princess Royal
Conspicuuni

425

42s
42S
42s

425

Gaines's Duchess of Suther-
land . . . 6"3s

Pride of Surrey . 63s
Orange Perfection 6"3s

Amulet . . .<33s

Lady Sale . . 42s
Emperor Superb . 42s

DAHLIAS.
Gaines's Lord Piuclhoe—dark crimson

Lady Prudhoe— blush white .

Lady Duncannon— blush, shaded with lilac

Lady of the Lake—Peach blossom
Venus—clear white ....
Surpasse Primrose— fine large jjrimrose
Elegans—rosy purple ....
Golden Yellow- bright yellow

Catalogues of Pelargoniums, Dahlias, Pansies, Calceolarias,
Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c, may be obtained by applying as above.

Feb. 2, 1843.
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SPLENDID LISIANTHTJS RUSSELLIANUS.

AMES CUTHILL, Florist, Denmark Hill, Cam-
Jjerwell, begs to inform the public that he has strong

lATatTc'
and vety bus»y Plants of the LISIANTHUS RUSSELL-

irw • i

much finer than he has ever had lncm
» from 2s - 6d - to

I„, ' r * t
nt

" Also
> ^e best bearing Black and White Spine Cu-

l',, ^rO* 11*1 vario«s sorts of Melons, Scarlet Phlox Drum-
Snt ?^Sl7frifr

ttccl D
]?

italis
> at 2*. fi*. each packet. The Seeds

DAHLIAS.

JOHN KEYNES, Florist, Salisbury, most respect-

fully begs to thank his Friends for their support last season

in ordering " Dodd's Prince of Wales," and "Twyford's Perfec-

tion," and to assure them that it shall be his study to offer

nothing but First-rate Show Flowers. In announcing va-

rieties for May, 1843, he hopes to merit their continued approba-
tion and confidence.

List of Dahlias, 1813. $. d.

Favourite (Dodds')— clear white, edged with pink; the
finest of its class : full centre

;
great depth of cupped

petals j large and circular ; not to be surpassed for form,
and is safely warranted as a grand show-flower ; most
distinct. Plants in May 10 6

Colonel Baker (Dodds 1)—dark claret; fine show-flower;
most certain ; very deep ; cupped; rising centre; finest

form ; new colour ;
quite distinct from any other. War-

ranted, Plants in May 10 6

Violet Perfection (Keynes')—deep purple, with most vivid

light violet shade in the centre of each petal ; fine form ;

shape and growth of Metella. The shading of this

flower is so prominent as to make it indispensable as a
first-rate show-flower. Warranted. Plants in May . 10 6

Paul Pry (Brown's)— light ruby ; fine show-flower
;
perfect

snap* ; not new in colour, but superior in its class.

Plants in May 10 6

Virgil (Mouutjoy's)— dark maroon; first rate . . . 10 6

Surprise (Oakley's)—purple, distinctly tipped with white
;

finest of its class 10 6

Confidence (Cook's)—orange buff; first rate ; best of its

colour 10 6

Great Mogul (Attwell's)— dark red 10 6

Asmodeus (Wheeler's) very dark 10 6

Queen of the Isles (Low's)— white, edged with crimson;
beautiful colours; quite distinct ; first-rate form . .10

Hero of Stonehenge (Whale's)—dark crimson ; first-rate . 10

Swindon Rival (Compton's)—dark rose; decidedly first-rate 10

CHOICE STOVE, ORCHIDACEOUS, GREENHOUSE, AND
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, SHRUBS, TREES, &C.

rp JACKSON'S PRICED CATALOGUE for 1843
-L • may be obtained on application by Post, by forwarding
twopenny postage-stamps to T. Jackson, Nurseryman, King-
ston, Surrey ; or, on personal application, gratis.

Kingston Nursery, March 23, 1843.

CORSTEN, Florist to Her Majesty and His Royal
Highness ;Prince Albert, 19A, Davies-street, Berkeley-

square, has just imported from Holland fine trees of the following
description: New Orange Apricot, 5s. each; Double Montauque
Peach, 5.9. do. 5 Pear and Apple Trees, from 45. to 5a*. each ; New
Dutch Cherry Currant, 6s. per doz. ; Fine Rhododendrons, with
numerous bloom-buds, is. rjrf.to3s.each; Splendid Orange-Trees,
with fruit, from 10s. to 21. each ; Dutch Potatoes, 4lb. for Is.

TO PINE-GROWERS.
rPO BE SOLD, a Great Bargain, about SIX HUN-
J- DRED FRUITING and SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS,
(clean and healthy,) in small or large quantities. For particulars,

apply on the premises, S. Rosling's, Rye Common, Peckham,
near London.

Prince of Wales (Dodds')— finest yellow .

Mrs. Shelly (Mitchell's)—fine dark peach .

Competitor (Hodges')—light rose; extra fine ; first-rate .

Prince of Wales (Girling's)-— shaded purple; fine

Princess Royal (Hudson's)— light buff, tipped with purple .

Bedford Surprise (Shepherd's)— shaded rose ; extra fine .

Admiral Stopford (Trenfield's)—very dark ; first-rate .

Twyford Perfection—shaded rose; first-rate form
Horace (Mountjoy's)— dark .

Prince Albert (Adams')—orange buff
Marquess of Lansdowne (Brown's)— buff .

Sir F. Johnstone— purple ....,.«
America (Drummond's)— shaded purple •

Lady Alice Peel (Jackson's)—light rose .

Rose Unique (Ansell's)

Westbury Rival (Hall's)—purple
Northern Beauty (Robinson's)— light edged pink

Candidate (silverlock's)— dark purple

Lady Anne Murray (Catleugh's)—light mottled .

Gipsy Maid (Girling's)— very dark •

Duke of Cornwall (Low's)— rose ......
The following first-rate Varieties, 12s. per dozen ;—
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WILLIAM LYNN, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
and Florist, late of Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, respect-

fully informs the Gentry and Public in general, that he is now
carrying on the above business, and connected therewith a
Gardkn Tool Warkhousb, at the premises, No. 10, Church-
street, Hackney, opposite Morning-lane. W. L. begs to state

that his collection of Culinary, Garden, and Flower Seeds is of

the very best quality, and true to kind ; likewise his Fruit-Trees,

Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, Perennial

and Bulbous Roots. His Garden Utensils are also of the best

description, at prices which, he trusts, with industry, punctuality,

and attention, will secure to him general patronage."

W. L. solicits particular attention to his new PEA, Lynn's
Dwarf Wrinkled Marrow, 2s- 6d. per quart, which is superior

to the Knight's Marrows, and m uch more advantageous, especially

in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 feet ; it is the most pro-

lific summer and autumn Pea ever introduced—perpetual in its

bearing, the pod quite full, and of delicious flavour, even when
nearly ripe.—Catalogues of Seeds, Garden Implements, &c.,may
be had on application, inclosing a postage-slamp.

Fanny Keynes (Keynes*)
Scarlet Defiance (Cozens')
Argo (Widnall's)
Andrew iiofcr (Holmes*)
Beauty of the Plain (Sparv's)
Optima (Thurtcll's)

Lady Dowager Cooper (Jack-
son's)

Burnham Hero (Church's)
Euclid (Ward's)
Conservative (Low's)
Tournament (Catleugh's)
Eclipse (Ditto)

Tournament (Union)
Admirable (Spary's)
Indispensable (Girling's)

Bridesmaid (Brown's)
Lady Middleton (Jeffrey's)

Le Grand Bedouin (Low's)
Maid of Bath (Davis's)

Hope (Neville's)

Maria (Wheeler's)
Metella (Brown's)
Nicholas Nickleby (Cormack's)
President of the West (Whale's)
Pickwick (Cormack's)
Phenomenon (Whale's)
Satirist (Headland's)
Rouge et Noire (Ansell's)

Triumph (Milliez')

Springfield Purple (Gaines's)
Climax (Jeffrey's)

Queen (Widnall's)

Eclipse (Ditto)

Majestic (Ditto)

Duchess of Richmond(Fowler's)
Egyptian King (Wilmer's)
Grace Darling (Dodds')

Ne plus Ultra (Widnall's)

Rival Sussex (Standard's)
Springfield Rival (Inwood's)
Unique (Ansell's)

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AURICULAS, Kc.

MESSRS. DICKSON, Nurserymen and llorists,

Acre-Lane, Brixton, respectfully solicit tbe early attention

of Amateurs and the Trade to their extensive and choice col-

lection, which comprises all the best show (lowers ol the day.

Gentlemen wishing to compete for prizes at public exhibitions

will find this a most desirable opportunity of making their

selection. The plants are in fine healthy condition, and warranted
true to their kinds. Messrs. Dickson also have a few more pairs

of that splendid red Picot.ee, Barkaud's Coknklius, to dispose

of: it is a beautiful and distinct variety, and as a show-flower,
is unrivalled in its class. Catalogues may be had on application

to Messrs. Dickson, or Messrs. Wakwkk & Wahxkii, Seedsmen,
&c, Cornhill, London.

FUCHSIA EPPSI1.

\\7M. PAWLEY, of the White Hart Hotel, Bromley,
V» Kent, having purchased the entire Stock of this magni-

ficent FUCHSIA, which is pronounced by the most competent
Judges to be the best Grower, the largest Flowerer, and for

fineness of Habit and richness of Colour not to be surpassed by
any Fuchsia yet in cultivation. A Specimen of it may be seen in

Bloom at the above Hotel, by the end of this month, when
Plants may be had at 10s. 67/. each, and sent free to any part,

upon the receipt of a Post-office order. Theusual discount where
half-a-dozen Plants arc taken. The Stock is limited.

TO THE PUBLIC.

THE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—Youell & Co.
beg leave to inform their friends that tbey have not appointed

any person as Agent for the sale of the above in London, and

therefore will not guarantee the genuine; variety unless pur-

chased from their Nursery— Great Yarmouth, Mar. 17, 1843.

PELARGONIUMS, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS, PICOTEES,
and SELECT PLANTS.

H GROOM, Clapham-Rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to her Majesty,

begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Public, that bis Cata-

logue of new and fine PELARGONIUMS, &c, is ready, and may
be had on application.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to public competition at the Auction Mart, Baitholomew-
lane, on Tuesday, March 28, and Thursday 30th, 1843, at

Twelve o'clock each day; a Fine Collection of Carnations, Pico-

tkbs, Pinks, American" Plants, Rosks, Dahlias, Heartskask,
Fuchsias, Verbenas, &c. Maybe viewed on the morning of

Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers,

American Nursery, Leytonstone.

MR. JOHN KING begs to give notice that he is in-

structed to sell by Public Auction, on the 2/th and follow-

ing days of March, 18-13, the property of the late Mr. Curtis,
Nurseryman, Balham-hill, Surrey, on the premises, at 10 o'clock

each day, the Lease, 22 years unexpired, all the Erections of

Green and Hothouses, Pits, Frames, and all the Plants, Camellias,

Ericas,Pelargoniums,&c., Auriculas, Primulas, Herbaceous plants,

JJulbs, Shrubs, Standard and Dwarf Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries,

Gooseberries, Currants, &c. Also the Horse, Carts, Ploughs,

Marrows, and Implements j the Erection of a Stable, Sheds, &c.
May be viewed until the Sale. Catalogues had of Mr. Gmns,

Seedsman, Piccadilly; of Mr. Lake, Seedsman, Bishopsgate-

street ; and of the Auctioneer, Hackney-road.

EECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
-i No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKF RIARS, LONDON.

Established 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 William IV.

Lower hates of premium than those ok any other office,

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :

—

4515

1 10 8

20

1 14 7

25

1 19

30

2 4 3

35

210 11

40

2 19 9 3 11 9

50

4 8

Age.

Annual
Premium
per cent .

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16/.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second

Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from anyone
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses arc granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by

the hands of justice, arc not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

CAMvnEi.u James Downer, Secretary.

ENGLISH and SCOTTISH LAW LIFE ASSUR-
-t-^ ANCE and LOAN ASSOCIATION. Offices, 147, Strand,

London; and lift Princess-street, Edinburgh.—Subscribed Capi-

tal, 1,000,000/. m , ,

This Association embraces every description of risk contingent

upon Life. A Liberal system of Loan. An extensive legal con-

nexion, and a direction and proprietary composed of all classes.

A union of the English and Scotch systems of Assurance. For

tables of Rates of Assurance, Annuities, and Endowments, or

any other information, apply at the Offices, or to the Agents of

the Association. J. S, F1UGEON, Actuary.

T>ENN'S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE BUILDING
± WARMING, and VENTILATING.—The superiority of the

principle first introduced by Jno. Penn, Esq., lor obtaining a

more.complcte circulation of the atmosphere in heated apartments,

being now fully established, W. HILL respectfully acquaints

the Nobility, Horticulturists, and the Public generally, that

having, in conjunction with the Inventor, devoted much time

and study to perfect the same in the construction of Conserva-

tories, Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, and other Ilorticultiiral

Erections, and to heat them with IMPROVED HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, to ensure any DEGREE op tkmperatubk,

earnestly solicits their inspection of the working of this system

at the Inventor's residence, I.cwisham.

The peculiar advantages in Houses erected upon, or altereci

to, this principle, are— Free and rapid Circulation, Equality or

Temperature, and safe and agreeable access, at all times, to tnc

most delicate constitutions. ..

Churches, Chapels, Manufactories, or other large Puh
;

c

Buildings and Dwelling-houses, warmed and ventilated, irie

Heating Apparatus, which is of the very best description, com-

bining Durability and Simplicity with Economy in the con-

sumption of Fuel, is manufactured by and fixed under the super-

intendence of JNO. PENN, Esq., Engineer. .

Reference is permitted to Jno. Wii.i.mot, Esq., Isle^°*' t

\
1

\, i

,

( h
numerous other Gentlemen, who are practically acquainted ww
the merits of W. Hill's mode of applying Mr. Pknn s P™££}£

Designs, and every information, may be obtained on application

to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS at the GARDEN for the year 1843. These

will take place on the following; days; viz., Saturday, May 13;

Saturday, June 17 s
Wednesday, July 12. The Garden will be

opened, on each day, at one o'clock, under the following regu-
lations :—All Fellows of the Society will be admitted without
tickets, from one till six o'clock, on signing their names in a book
at the entrance. Visitors can be admitted only by tickets, to be

obtained by the personal or written orders of Fellows of the So-

ciety. N.B. The presentation of the visiting card of a Fellow of
the Society cannot be regarded as an authority to receive tickets

All Fellows who shall apply on or before Tuesday, the 18th of

April, may obtain at the rate of Three Shillings and Sixpence each
any number of tickets not exceeding Twknty-kour ; but no
applications for such tickets will be received after that day. It

would be a great convenience to the Society, if the Fellows
would take their tickets personally, and not by written orders

;

or, in the event of their not so taking them, if they would at

once order the whole number which they may require for the

season. After the 18th of April any further number of tickets

will be delivered to Fellows on their personal application or

written order, at the price of Five Shillings each ticket. Each
ticket will be available for the admission of one Visitor, after one
o'clock, to either of the three Exhibitions, at the option of the
Visitor. All applications for tickets must be made at the So-

ciety's Office, 21, Regent-street.

lBi)t <$-av'btmv$
f

<&t)vonitlt+

SATURDAY, MARCH 25, 1843.

MEETINGS FOK THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, Mar. 28 ... Zoological 8£ p.m.

Monday, April 3 .

Tuesday, April 4 .

Wednesday, April 5

Friday, April 7
Saturday, Aprils

I

Entomological
Horticultural
Lirmcan
Floricukural
Geological
Botanical
Koyal Botanic

8 P.M.

3; p.m.
a p.m.
7 P-M.

8£ P.M.

8 P.M.
33 P.M.

Having, as we believe, disposed of the introductory

matter of our correspondent "Observator's" letter on
the one-shift system of potting, let us proceed to con-

sider his details.

" When a plant is removed from a smaller to a

larger pot, its roots, finding no impediment, strike

through the new layer of soil in a nearly horizontal

direction, until their further progress is impeded by
coming in contact with the inside of the pot; should
the plant, at this stage, not soon be supplied with a
larger pot, the roots for the most part will take a

downward direction until they reach the bottom of
the pot— still, however, keeping near to its sides, and
not often pushing into the centre of the ball of earth."

No doubt. "Thus situated," says our correspondent,
lc the plant is almost entirely dependent on the occa-
sional waterings which it receives for its supply of
nourishment. But if a larger pot has been supplied in

time, that is to say, before the roots have become
matted round the inside of the pot, the plant suffers

no inconvenience; but should it have stood too long
in its pot, the principal roots will have descended to

the bottom, and there will be inextricably intertwined
with each other, and the plant will be a long time
before it recovers and acquires a vigorous growth

—

indeed it generally happens that it remains stunted
and sickly for the rest of its life. The principal roots

having been destroyed or rendered nearly useless, the
plant, when it emits new ones, generally produces
mere fibres, and though they may be more numerous,
yet they cannot convey that volume of sap to the stem
Which the larger roots would have done. The principal
roots may be considered the grand arteries which con-
vey the sap to the stem, and the fibres as indispensable
auxiliaries, which, with their thousand mouths, run in
every direction, sucking in all fluids which present
themselves, and conveying them to the principal roots,

whence they are passed into the stem. There can be
Bo doubt of the reciprocity of action between the roots
and branches; but the root does not cease to elongate
°n reaching the side of the pot; but possibly, for a
l*nie at least, it receives as much nourishment in its

downward movement as it would have done had it

continued its horizontal direction. But, as 1 have just
Pointed out, if the principal roots are permitted to

continue this downward direction, from which, alas!
they rise no more, the growth of the plant is arrested,
ar»d it will not easily recover."

. To all this we have nothing of importance to object

;

l& fact, as far as it goes, it is in favour of the proposed
system of not shifting. We fear, however, our agree-
ment with "Observator" has almost arrived at its

termination.

"Now," says he, "with regard to the <
one-shift

system,' it is evident that when a young plant is trans-
ferred from a small to a very large pot, its roots meet-
lng with no obstruction, proceed directly to the sides
°t the pot, and thence to the bottom ; some solitary

?*^s may possibly re-penetrate the ball of earth, but it
*u> in a great measure, after the leading roots have

Passea through it, be but of little service to the plant."
Here we find as many errors as sentences. It does

° l seem to us at all evident, that when a plant in a
mall pot is transferred to a very large one, the

* °Ung roots will gallop off to the extreme limit of their
e\v boundary. No such growth ever takes place;

tak T
G tmst t0 convince " Observator" of his mis-

Ke
> hy pushing his argument a little further. Sup-

posing the large pot to be ten yards wide, does he

imagine that the little plant, turned out of the little

pot, will send its little roots fifteen feet in every di-

rection, commanding them to grow as fast as they can

till they reach the sides of the huge pot, and then only
to stop ? Such a result could scarcely occur, unless

there was some powerful attraction between the roots

of a plant and the pot it grows in ; and we presume
? Observator" will hardly contend for that.

Well, then, if no such event as "Observator" de-

scribes would occur in such a pot as we describe, it is

sufficiently evident that there must be a limit some-
where to the horizontal spreading of the roots; and
upon this fact the whole argument may be said to

hinge. We conceive that the reason why the roots of
a plant always direct themselves to the sides of a small

pot are these : in the first place, all plants spread their

roots, or some of them, horizontally, in search of food,

and in order to gain room to branch ; if they turn

down when they touch the sides of the pot, it is be-

cause it is easier for* them to do so than to double
back. But if the pot were not small, they would not

reach the sides of the pot, consequently they would
not turn down; but, on the contrary, they would bur-

row among the mass of earth in which they are

placed. The leading roots will not pass through it,

but they will throw off laterals in all directions, and pro-

fitimmediately by the fertilising ingredients with which
they may come in contact ; and there will be this in-

estimable advantage in addition, that the young and
tender roots, instead of finding themselves in contact

with a substance sometimes hot and sometimes cold,

dry one hour and soaked with moisture the next, will

be immersed in a medium of uniform temperature
and moisture, or at least not subject to violent

changes.

The extent of these changes Gardeners are hardly
aware of: a few years ago we took the trouble to as-

certain them, and we found in a conservatory, in the

months of May and June, that the temperature of the
soil in a small flowerpot was as low as 40° at

one period of the day, and as high as 90° at another
period.

11 Observator," indeed, admits the importance of the

principal roots making laterals : "Theprincipal roots,"

he says, " ought to be encouraged to make fibres by all

possible means, and this they will very readily do if

they receive a slight check every time that they reach
the sides of the pot: this may be done without allow-

ing the roots to become matted. It is true that the
leading roots of most plants put forth lateral fibres in
their progress, when they are not checked ; but they
are much more liable to do so when a temporary stop
is put to their elongation, or their direction is changed
from horizontal to perpendicular."

Nothing can be more true than that slight checks
are favourable to the ramification of roots ; nothing
can be more untrue than that the sides of the pot, and
the obstacle they present to onward progress, are essen-

tial to this result—quite the contrary; mechanical
obstacles in the earth, a little difference in humidity,
will produce the same effect, to say nothing of that

natural tendency which nature has given roots to

ramify, in order that they may change their pasturage
and visit new sources of supply. The natural branch-

ing of roots in the absence of all mechanical interfer-

ence is plainly shown in those cases where roots are

formed in water or in wet air. In fact, the power of
ramification inherent in roots is one of the most beau-

tiful instances of design that we meet with in so fer-

tile afield as that of vegetation, for it effectually com-
pensates for their want of the power of moving from
place to place. This is so very obvious and well-

known a fact, that we cannot but wonder at our corre-
spondent adding such a sentence as the following :

« In the common method of potting, this advantage
at least is gained, that the roots, being checked, throw
out an abundance of fibres, and these valuable auxili-

aries ramifying in all directions through the ball of
earth, extract all the nourishment it may contain, and
thus make the most of the small space allotted them.
For this reason I think that the common method of
shifting from size to size is likely to prove in the end
more efficacious than the * one-shift system.' "

Surely no gardener can be ignorant that the produc-
tion of a large quantity of fibres in the centre of balls of
earth in small pots is precisely what does not happen ;

and if it did, of what use would it be ? In the centre

of the ball of a flower-pot little moisture penetrates,

and that circumstance alone is an effectual bar to the
production of roots in the direction of the centre, even

if it were not prevented by the rapid consumption of the

organisable matter contained in it by the first roots

that get there when it is still open.

Passing from these considerations, " Observator
5'

proceeds to another series of objections to the one-

shift system, more valid, and requiring a separate con-

sideration, which they shall have next week.

Mr. Posey on Wednesday week brought into Par-

liament his Bill for facilitating the Drainage of Land,

and Lord Lincoln, on behalf of the Government, did

the same with;the Sewerage of Towns Bill. We have
therefore to express our hope that the two objects to
be effected by those bills will receive the most con-
siderate attention of our Agricultural Members, and
that their carp will be extended to future profit

as well as to immediate benefit. They must not
forget that it is more difficult to cure an evil than
to prevent one ; and that whether or not the two
measures are combined, they may severally be made
conducive, by scientific administration, to incalculable

advantage to the country—the drainage of land by a
profitable distribution of the drain-water, and the
sewerage of towns by a preservation of the refuse for

manure to the land. We must refer our readers back
to our former articles on this subject, when we can-
vassed Mr. Denton's suggestions, for an elucidation of
our views.

The increase of the population in the rural dis-

tricts of the country, and the consequent superabun-

dance of labourers, has given rise to many schemes by
which the wants of the unemployed might be sup-

plied. Emigration naturally suggests an immediate

relief, and acts as bleeding does in case of too great

fulness of blood in the human body. But if the

blood be the life of man, the people is the strength of

a nation ; and it is only in very peculiar cases that

the diminution of either is conducive to the general

health. Useful and profitable employment not only
feeds the population, but converts labour into wealth ;

and if we can at the same time save the food which
is uselessly consumed by the idle, and add to the

general wealth by increased production, we confer a

double benefit on society. The great point is to find

out the best means of doing so ; for by attending only to

the immediate evil to be remedied, without considering

the more remote consequences, we may act like an
unskilful physician, who removes the symptoms of a

disease without radically curing the patient.

We shall devote a few short papers to the conside-

ration of this important question, examining the

various schemes which have been suggested, and their

immediate and more remote consequences; and,

without presuming to decide dogmatically, we shall

suggest what appears to us, on the whole, the most

useful and practical means of giving additional em-
ployment to our Agricultural labourers.

The most obvious mode of relieving those who are

in want ofemployment is to set them to work, at fair,

but moderate wages, without any expectation of de-

riving profit from their labour, if not with a certainty

of loss. As a temporary relief, this is no doubt

highly praiseworthy, and is the most rational way in

which charity can be bestowed. By judicious ma-
nagement, a very small sum, comparatively, will do
much more good than a much larger distributed gra-

tuitously. By setting men to do the work which
otherwise would have been done by horses and ma-
chinery, we give useful employment and feed the

poor ; but if this is done at a loss, it cannot be

expected that the example will be generally followed,

and the difference between the value of the work and
the cost of it, is a loss to the community. In parti-

cular cases of distress it may be advisable, and is, at

all events, a commendable charity, to give employ-

ment to the idle at any loss ; not only to relieve want,

but also to keep up the moral character of the people,

which nothing tends more to corrupt than great indi-

gence and idleness, unless it be excessive riches. But,

as a general scheme of useful labour, which shall give

increased employment to an increasing number of

labourers, something|must be devised to make the la-

bour profitable to those who employ their capital to

this purpose. Manufactures generally originate in a

surplus of labour, beyond what is required to feed the

nation
; but when manufactures have increased be-

yond the demand for the commodities manufactured,

and a manufacturing population has started up fully

sufficient for its own purposes, there must soon be a

surplus of Agricultural labourers and means

must be found for their profitable employ-

ment; the subdivision of land certainly gives

much additional employment, because the occu-

pier of a small portion cannot make use of those

improved implements by which labour is lessened,

much less erect expensive machinery to supersede

manual labour. But, in a national point of view, the

great subdivision of land tends to general poverty ;

and it is not a doubtful principle in political economy,
that the less the cost of production the greater the

increase of wealth to the nation. This cost, however,
is not to be reckoned in the money-payments to

labourers, but in the food and other necessaries con-

sumed by them. The example of France, where
landed property is subdivided by the law to the

greatest possible extent, practically shows that this

does not diminish individual poverty, while its ten-

dency is confessedly to impoverish the nation. Ire-

land, where occupations are small beyond credibility,

owes its poverty chiefly to this source. A family can

exist on the produce of an acre, or less, of potatoes ;

but this acre cannot afford profitable employment for
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all its members, and the consequence is much unpro-
fitable idleness.

These examples show that small occupations,
although they prevent absolute dependence on cha-
rity, do not ameliorate the condition of the labourers,

unless they have other means of occupying their time
usefully.

The small farms of Western Flanders may be ad-

duced as a refutation of our conclusion. We are well

acquainted with the beautiful garden culture of that

district, especially of the Waes country- Nothing
can exceed the industry of the inhabitants, their so-

briety, their assiduity, and their knowledge of what
their soil will produce. But they are not to be held

out as patterns for the imitation of the English la-

bourer. Their habits are so different, their ideas of

comfort so wide of each other, that we can scarcely

hope to see the occupier of from six to ten acres of a

moderate sandy soil in England bestow so much
labour upon his farm, or reap such a produce. (For
the particulars, we must refer to the €t Outlines of
Flemish Husbandry? published by the Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.)

The next remedy, and one which has generally

been attended with good effect, is the allotment sys-

tem, where labourers have a small portion of land let

to them, which they cultivate at their leisure hours,
and where their wives and children find a useful and
interesting employment, while the labourer is doing
his usual work for his employer. This excellent plan

tends much to the individual comfort of the indus-

trious labourer, and to his moral improvement, and
that of his family. It induces him to spend his even-
ings in summer in cultivating his allotment, when he
might be tempted tojoin his more idle companions at

the beer-shop. His children, instead of running about
in idleness, take a pleasure in working in a garden, the
fruits of which they know they will partake of ; for

moderate labour is a pleasure to the youthful frame,
as much as it is a toil to old sinews or weakened
nerves. We cannot too much approve of those who,
without any loss to themselves, give to their labourers

a small spot of ground near their cottages to cultivate,

at a full fair rent, including all other burdens, such as

rates, tithes, &c, for these small demands annoy the

labourer more than his annual rent. There is no
fear that the allotment shall not be attended to, if

proper regulations are made. In all the cases where
allotments have been let to labourers, we have
scarcely heard of an instance where the rent was not
regularly paid ; and we know of many cases, which we
could quote, where a labourer who had no allotment
has advanced the rent due by a defaulter as a premium
to obtain the allotment. But an essential condition

in the holding of ail allotments should be, that in no
case shall the occupier cease to be a regular farm-
labourer, or leave the farmer's work, except for afew days
now and then, and with his master's especial consent;
and that he may not have the temptation of becoming
an Irish cottar, and living on his allotment, this should
never exceed half an acre; in general, a quarter of an
acre is sufficient. With respect to the management
of the land, we would never fetter the occupier with
any set mode of cultivation; he will soon find out
what is most profitable in the end. A pig will be
essential, and he will soon have one. He will find it

more profitable to spend the straw in litter to make
manure, than to sell it; and while many a great

farmer is doubting whether it may be worth his while
to make a tank to receive the drainings ofhis yard and
of his stables, the labourer, on the slightest hint given
him, has an old tub sunk into the ground, to hold all the
refuse liquid of his cottage and his pig-stye. In this

respect we have always found intelligent labourers

much readier to adopt new practices, which accord
with their own observations, than their employers.
This may be accounted for by the simple reflection,

that they do at once, and without much trouble, what
the farmer or proprietor must have first planned, and
then executed at a considerable expense.

A week or two since, a correspondent sent us some
inquiries concerning the death of his gold-fish (p. 138).
As this is a subject in which a great many others are
interested, we have obtained from a friend thoroughly
acquainted with the habits of fish the following
memorandum, which we trust will be found useful to
many besides Agricola :—
"The death of the gold-fish referred to at p. 138

appears to have been occasioned by the hard artificial

bottom of the pond and the want of sufficient soil

upon it, in which the fish would have completely
imbedded themselves, and would then have been
secured against the usual low temperature of our winter
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the winter months.^ If the fish are not seen at this

period, it may be inferred that they have imbedded
themselves, and are safe; but when one or more are

seen roving about the water, it may be assumed that

they have not found mud sufficiently soft and deep in
which to lay themselves up. To afford them this

security, in a pond with a paved bottom there should be
a trench of 3 or 4 feet wide, and 12 or 18 inches deep,
carried throughout the whole length, or the greater
part of the length, of the pond, where it is deepest;
the sides shelving towards the centre of the pond is

perhaps the best form that can be adopted. In this

trench some soft soil should be placed, and more
allowed to accumulate till it is as high or higher than
the general level of the bottom along the upper edge
of the sides of the trench. In this soft soil the roots

of the water-plants may be placed, and the Carp will

imbed themselves in this mud during winter.

"The young fish are injured before the older ones,

because, possessing less vital power, they are less able

to resist the depressing effectof low temperature. The
green moss-like substance that appeared on the back of
the diseased fish proves the death of the part beneath.

Until decomposition commence, animal substance
affords no support to vegetable growth."

FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. XIII.
The Fall of the Leaf No. 2.—There are those who

doubt whether the cause of the fall of the leaf can really

be that which was formerly (p. 724, 1842) assigned to it,

namely, because its texture becomes "furred" with a

sediment deposited within its organic cavities. The ob-

servations upon hardening, at p. 100, were intended as a

reply to these objections, but as they have not proved sa-

tisfactory to some minds, a few additional statements seem
desirable.

That the interior of plants is hardened by the slow de-

posit in their interstices of sedimentary matter, partly

organic and partly derired from mineral substances, is too

well known to admit of any argument. It is therefore
to be presumed that the objections taken to the fall of the
leaf being caused by the same circumstance, are made
upon the supposition that that organ forms an exception
to the rule. It is, however, somewhat singular that a dif-

ficulty should be found in admitting the existence of sedi-

ment introduced into the leaves from foreign substances,
when it is considered that they are the great seat of
change in the nature of the fluids which plants absorb.
Leaves are to the economy of the vegetable what the
saucepans and kettles are to that of a kitchen, the places
where evaporation, and combination, and all the other
processes of change, from one substance into another, go
on. What wonder, then, that the result of such processes
should be so similar in both cases, and that the little

cells of a leaf should be furred over, even as the larger
cells of a kitchen ?

However, the fact of a large sediment taking place in

leaves, independently of the charcoal that is formed there,

and which helps the fixation of foreign matters, is a mat-
ter of evidence, not of theory, and capable of demonstra-
tion by other means than the microscope. Now, too, is a
good time to examine it. Let any one take the old yel-

lowish leaves of the common Laurel and burn them, he
will find a large quantity of ashes, which are the sediment
in question. Then burn in like manner the leaves, still

green and healthy, which were formed late last year ; the
quantity of ashes will be found much smaller, the sedi-

ment is less. Then burn the young and tender leaves as

soon as they can be unrolled, and they will hardly present
a trace of ashes or sediment ; nothing is there to obstruct
the free action of their internal organs.

This kind of evidence seems conclusive ; and is uni-

versal in all leaves. The leaves of the Oak contain from
4 1: to 5£ per cent, of ashes, the Sweet Bay 2 percent,
the Beech 3 per cent., the Birch 5 per cent., the Elm
nearly 12 per cent., and the Parsnep nearly 16 per cent.,

according to the testimony of chemists who have analysed
them.

—

R* E.

THE DICECIOUS CHARACTER. OF THE STRAW-
BERRY.

Several of the late Numbers of " Hovey's Magazine
of Horticulture," an American monthly publication, con-
tain interesting statements relative to the dioecious cha-
racter of many kinds of Strawberries. That some plants
of the Hautbois Strawberry abound in male flowers, while
other plants of the same kind produce blossoms contain-
ing the female organs only, has long been ascertained in

this country, and means have been taken to render them
productive by planting runners of the different sexes
together. We are not aware, however, that the fact of
the American species frequently producing imperfect
flowers has yet engaged the attention of English cul-

tivators.

To such an extent has this defect been observed in

America, that one writer states his plants of Keen's Seed-
ling to be so destitute of male flowers, that an acre of

them, unless mixed with runners bearing male blossoms,
would not produce a perfect fruit. The same has been
observed, but to a less extent, on Wilmot's Superb, and
on Downton Strawberries, The same writer adds,
u There is no Strawberry which produces abundantly
and large fruit when the male and female organs are

perfect and in the same blossom. In some varieties only,

it amounts to a complete separation of the sexes ; in

others, those abounding in the female organs never pro-

duce perfect fruit. Those which abound iu the male

organs sometimes bear a fair crop, and where a few fruit

only are perfected, they are often of a large size. In
raising plants from seed, both kinds are produced, but if

suffered to run together, as the male runner is more vigor-

ous, it will make 10 plants where the female forms one,
and will soon root out all the bearing runners/'

Another singular circumstance connected with the
above is, that the wild Strawberry of America which
usually abounds in male flowers, has not, when planted
in parallel beds with the cultivated kinds, been found
efficient in fertilising the female blossoms of the latter.

Is this to be attributed to any effect produced by cultiva-

tion upon the organs of the garden varieties, or to the
flowers of the wild Strawberry not expanding until the
others are too far gone to be influenced by them ? The
latter seems to be the most probable inference.

The failure of Strawberries when forced early is a com-
plaint of frequent occurrence, technically called by
gardeners " running blind," and usually ascribed to want
of sun and air. Is it not probable that this failure may
be occasioned by the partial absence of one or other of
the sexual organs, and by there being no bees to fertilize

the flowers, as occurs when they expand in the open air ?

Now that the season is arrived, however, when this im-
portant point may be ascertained, it is as well to call

the attention of gardeners to the subject ; so that it may
be determined whether their want of success proceeds
from the imperfect character of the flowers, or from the

weakness of the plants themselves.

We have, in the open air also, occasionally observed
whole beds of apparently healthy Strawberries, which
have been anything but productive, and want of moisture
or poverty of soil have each been assigned as the cause of

their unfruitfulness. It might, perhaps, be found, upon
examination, that beds of this description were composed
of plants in which the flowers of one sex greatly prepon-
derated. In this case, advantage would be derived by
planting beds ,of various kinds in proximity with each
other; leaving sufficient space between each to prevent
the runners from becoming mixed. Some sorts might
abound in male, others in female flowers ; and they
would thus be rendered beneficial to each other.

—

JLA.

ENTOMOLOGY.-No. XLII.
Bruchus granarius

t
the Grain Jiruchus of Linnceus.—

These Beetles were so intimately connected with the

Moths alluded to in our last communication, in the de-

struction of the Beans, and they so frequently injure the

Pea and Bean crops in our fields, and destroy them after

being housed, that their history is well deserving the atten-

tion of the cultivator. On examining a sample of Beans
which was sent from Essex, after having remained in
the sacks for twelve months, I found holes in most of

them ; some were small (fig. 1), and on removing the horny
husk or skin, a dead Bruchus was invariably lying in the

cavity, which was only just large enough to contain it

;

other Beans had much larger holes in them (fig. 5) ; from
these protruded a sort of web, covered with little feculent

pellets, and inside was an excavation sufficiently large to

contain the cocoon and pupa of ** the white-shouldered

woollen Moth."
About 100 species have been described by the family

Bruchidse, from various parts of the world, and many which
have been discovered in tropical climates are handsomely
marked, and inhabit a variety of leguminous seeds, some of
which have shells as smooth and hard as marbles. Our
B. granarius is often found in gardens in various flowers,

especially in the Rhubarb and Spiraea ; in March, April,

and May, these Beetles are alive, but do not always come
forth so soon as they are hatched, and during the winter
they probably lie dormant in the seeds in the pupa state.

As early as February I have found them abundant in the

flowers of the Furze, and again in May in the Whitethorn
blossoms, and they are not uncommon in waste fields as

late as August ; so that there are either two broods, or
a succession of them is produced throughout the spring
and summer months. The female seems to select the
finest seeds for the deposition of her eggs, and the

maggot when hatched feeds concealed within them, and
there changes to a pupa ; when it is perfected to a Beetle,

it either eats its way out, or a lid formed in the outer hard
skin is forced out, and the prisoner is at once liberated. I

cannot clearly understand why such vast numbers of the

Beetles are found dead in their cells, unless, as De Goer
suspects, they return to the seeds to feed after having left

them. In seeds imported from warmer climates than ours
they may be killed by a lower temperature, but this would
scarcely account for the multitudes that have been found
dead in the various samples of Beans that I have examined
in England.

I have understood that the Bean and Pea-fields in Kent
suffer very severely sometimes from the attacks of the

Bruchus granarius, which appears to have been confounded
in this country with the B. Pisi ; the former is thickly

punctured and black, the underside and legs grey, with fine

silky pubescence ; the head is rather small and drooping,
the mouth forming a short wedged-shaped beak ; the eyes
are prominent, with a deep notch, at the entrance of winch
the antennae are placed ; they are not longer than the

thorax, a little thickened towards the apex, 11-jointed, the

4 basal joints bright ochrcous ; the thorax is semiovate,
and much broader than the head, especially at the base,

which is sinuated, and forms two acute angles, and on
each side is a little tooth ; it is variegated with ash-

coloured pubescence, having a whitish patch before the

scutel, which is also whitish ; elytra much broader,

somewhat quadrate, the apex rounded, leaving the ex-

tremity of the body exposed
; this is grey, with two, and

sometimes with four, black dots : the elytra have 10

punctured striae on each ; they are variegated and spotted
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with whitish pubescence, and behind the scutel is a long

ochreous patch of hairs ; the anterior legs are small and
bright rust colour, excepting the base of the thighs ; the

hinder legs are considerably the longest, with thickened
thighs, having a tooth beneath towards the apex ; all the

feet are 4-jointed, the 3d joint bilobed, the 4th slender,

with two little claws, (fig. 2 magnified ; fig. 3 the natural
length.*)

Another species, equally injurious, has found its way
from North America into the southern states of Europe,
where it s now naturalized, and proves very destruc-

tive to the Pea crops; in samples I have seen from
Germany and Russia, almost every Pea was infested

by them. It is recorded as a native of Great Britain, but
I have never found it alive in this country. From its in-

habiting the Pea, it has been named by Linnseus, Bruchus
Pisi ; it is larger than B. granarius, covered more with
ashy-brown hairs above, and is at once distinguished from
it, by having two large oval black spots at the tip of the

abdomen, instead of two minute ones. Fig. 4 shows this

portion of the insect in a Pea.

\

I find by De Geer that the Bruchus Pisi was so abundant
during the early part of the last century in North America,
especially in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and the southern
part of New York, causing such havoc amongst the Peas,
that the inhabitants of those countries were obliged to

abandon the cultivation of that useful crop, as reported by
Kalm. This traveller states that these Beetles pair in

summer, at the time when the Pea blossoms, and the pods
are formed, and lay a little egg in almost every Pea as soon
as it is produced. Outwardly, these Peas do not seem
damaged when arrived at maturity, but in opening them
one generally finds a very little larva there, which, if

left in repose, would rest there all the winter and a part

of the following summer, consuming by degrees almost
the whole internal substance of the Pea, so that by the
spring there remains little more than the rind or husk,
after which it is transformed into a Beetle, which pierces a

hole in the rind of the Pea, from whence it emerges, and
the females resort to the fields sown with that legume, to

lay their eggs in the young pods. The remedies I must
leave for the present, but I may mention that I bred from
the Beans infested by the Bruchus, many specimens of a
minute parasitic fly, being a species of Bracon. f

—

Ruricola.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XII. 1

A shout time back, when speaking of the advantage of
striking cuttings of plants for bedding out in the autumn,
I recommended them to be potted off early, in order that

the plants might form a compact ball of roots, and be
ready to plunge into sand at this season in temporary pits,

so as to set the frames and pots at liberty for more useful

purposes. As the season has now arrived when plants
will only require protection from frost and heavy rains, I

should recommend a pit to be formed and the plants
turned out without further delay.

In forming the pit, it is only necessary to excavate the
ground in a sheltered part of the garden to the depth of
one foot, placing the earth so as to form an embankment
round the. sides of the pit ; on this maybe placed some
rough poles, to form rafters to support straw-frames,
mats, or any other covering that may be used to protect
the

|
plants. This is a rude contrivance, that can be used

in every place ;
but where flower-gardening is extensively

practised, it would be well to have something of a more
permanent character, such as brick or turf walls, with
wooden shutters to protect the plants. A turf wall nine
inches thick, if formed in summer when the peat is

dry, will resist much more frost than a brick one of
the same dimensions, and consequently I should recom-
mend a pit of the kind in every reserve-garden, as it will
be found exceedingly useful at all seasons— in winter to

protect autumn-sown annuals, and in the summer for in-
numerable purposes—as there is no doubt but that plants
pf all kinds in pots would be materially benefited if placed
in pits of this description, where the pots would be pro-
tected from currents of cold dry air, which is so injurious
to them by abstracting moisture from the pots, and at the
same lime communicating a chill to the roots.

After the pit is formed, the bottom must be made pretty
firm, and if convenient, covered over with thin turf, on
which must be placed about ihree inches of fine sand. In
this the plants may be placed, taking care to allow them
sufficient room to form themselves without being crowded.
'The advantages of this system are the great saving of
labour and expense in pots ; the greater mass of roots
formed by the plants than could be the case if they were
exposed to the alternations of drought and moisture in
Pots, and, what is of still greater importance as a matter
°f taste, they get rid of that foxy appearance which gene-
ra'ly disfigures them so long when turned out in the ordi-
nary manner.
.The potting of greenhouse plants must be proceeded

^ l th as the plants require it. No general rule can be
Slven for this operation ; the state of the plant will be the
befi t guide to its proper management.
—After this mild weather insects will make their appear-

^woSscctioiis, &cM see Curti^OfrftT'Eut., pi. and fol7?54.

t Ibid., pi. amlfol. 6g t

ance in most greenhouses. The best remedy for red

spider and thrips is to dip the plant in a thin solution of

glue, as recommended by Mr. Knight, of the Exotic

Nursery ; but for the green-fly, the old system of fumi-

gating with tobacco is the best resource.

An easy and less unpleasant method of fumigating, is to

place a garden-sieve on three pots, six inches high, in the

path near the entrance to the house. On the sieve place a

few red-hot cinders, and cover them, when not too brisk,

with damp tobacco and wet straw, fresh from the stable.

In this manner a house may be filled with half the tobacco

usually used, and with a mere tithe of the trouble usually

attending the operation.— TV. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Fixing Ammonia.—As fixing the volatile salts of am-

monia is a subject of great importance, allow me, through

the medium of your pages, to solicit a further communi-
cation from Mr. W. H. Potter, on the subject, as it is one
in which I, as well as many others, no doubt similarly

circumstanced, feel great interest. Having the superin-

tendence of a manufactory employing nearly 1,000 persons,

I have had constructed a large cesspool, into which the

water-closets connected with the works empty themselves,

and with the contents of which all the ammoniacal liquor

from the gas-works around the place is also mixed. With
the view of making this as valuable as possible, by fixing

the ammonia, I have had a regular quantity of ground
gypsum put into each water-closet daily, or every other

day, in proportion to the number of people likely to

use it ; and I am disappointed to find that it does not by
any means fix all the ammonia. A chemical friend

suggests that I ought to use the sulphates of iron and
magnesia ; but I am afraid of using the former, as, in

excess, it is very poisonous to vegetation ; and as it would
in some measure be left to the management of careless

persons, there is the fear of overdoing it. I believe that

sulphate of magnesia is very good, but it is too expensive

here to be used in the necessary quantity. How much
sulphate of iron would it be safe to use daily for such a

purpose, with such a population, one-half of the day, that

is, 12 out of the 24 hours ?— T. G. f
Clitheroe.

Experiments with Manures.—The following is an
account of four experiments on the growth of Wheat, made
in the parish of Wraxall, in the county of Somerset, 1842.
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N.B.—All the land was prepared for Wheat-sowing in

the Fall, but the season would not admit of the seed being
put in till February.

Waste of Manure.—There are in this place about 250
cottages, and under all the streets there runs a large

sewer, which crosses the streets and carries off into the
river all the suds, dish-washings, street-scourings, and
slops of all kinds, which flow into it from all these cot-

tages ; when, for the sum of 20/., a tank might be made
that would hold a large quantity of this valuable manure,
and a pump might be put down to pump it into the water-

carts by the power of the water-wheel. It is true another

drain would require to be cut, which would, perhaps, cost

10/. more, as this sewer not only serves to drain all the

cottages, but it also carries off the drainage and surface-

water from a considerable breadth of land; but this

additional drain would be made for 10/. Will you give

me your opinion as to whether it is not desirable to make

the experiment ?— T. G., Clitheroe. [Certainly it is.]

Rust on Grapes.—Your observations at p. 132, upon

the rust on Grapes, lead me to believe that the term is ap-

plied by different persons to distinct diseases. If your

definition of rust, that it covers the berries " with a tough

brown skin," is correct, it is a very different thing to what

I have always understood it to be. What I call rust is

rather a discoloration of the skin of the berry, arising,

apparently, from a rupture of its tissue ; and this is cer-
tainly produced by external causes, such as forcibly dash-
ing water from a garden-engine agninst the young: fruit,

or handling the berries with rough or sweaty hands. In
proof I give the following instance :— 1 once had the ma-
nagement of a very large Vinery, in which the thinning of
the fruit occupied three or four men as many days, and
on one occasion a person employed in that work happened
to be extremely near-sighted, which defect of vision occa-
sioned him to handle the bunches very much in order to

bring them close to his eye ; the consequence was, that
every bunch thinned by him was afterwards more or less

affected by what I call rust. It is possible, however, that

in this case the disease was not caused by the perspiration

but by the roughness of his hands, which would injure

the tender skin in the same way as violent syringing.— IV*
Is it not probable that excessive and dry heat is the

most frequent cause of rust in Grapes ? The worst case

of rust I ever saw was three or four years ago, in a Vinery
where two or three Muscat Vines were planted atone end,

the remaining Vines being Black Hamburgh. The gar-

dener was a sot, and the flue rather difficult to manage,
and the house was frequently overheated in the early part

of the season, about February ; the result was, every

single bunch of Hamburgh was destroyed by rust, and the

Vines much injured, but the Muscats ripened a better

crop than I have ever seen in that house before or since,

which may be thus accounted for : the Muscats requiring

more heat, did not start till some time after the Ham-
burgh, and were not in flower at the time when the Ham-
burgh, being as big as Peas, were scorched to death.

The gardener, seeing the mischief his dry heat had done,
took to watering, so that the Muscats, when set, were not
exposed to the same trial as the Hamburgh, while they

had the benefit of the strong heat, which they enjoy.

—

J.li.

Pruning Pear-trees.—I am induced, after twenty-five

years' attention to training and pruning Fruit-trees, and
particularly the Pear, to make a few observations upon
this subject, as I have followed a plan by no means gene-
rally practised ; and, I have reason to think, with consi-

derable advantage. Having always in view the way in

which bearing-wood is produced upon a standard Pear-

tree, my first object was to turn to use, and at the same
time to reduce, the usual abundance of foreright shoots

visible on all Pear-trees trained against a wall ; and by
laying in as many of these as possible, to bring my trained

trees as nearly as I could to the character of a standard,

by retaining that wood which in a standard would in a

few years produce fruit, and which by being cut out from
wall-trees, in most instances, renders them barren in the

centre. It would be unnecessary to describe the nature

of the wood which produces fruit on standard and un-

trained trees ; my object having been to obtain wood in

my trained trees similar to that which produces fruit on
the untrained ; and which wood, except upon the extremi-

ties, is usually cut out annually before it is perfected to

produce fruit, leaving all the middle of the tree quite bar-

ren. In most gardens I see little fruit excepting at or near

the extremities, although some sorts of Pears blossom
so freely, that no kind of pruning will stop them. The
Crassane is one of our best Pears, and is of a very differ-

ent character ; seldom bearing but on the three or four

year old wood, and at the extremities. I have one
large Crassane, which last year was loaded with fruit all

over the tree, and had more in the middle of the tree than

on any other part. It shows equally well for bloom this

season. The plan which I have adopted, i?, never to cut

off a shoot which can be laid to the wall ; for by cutting

off the foreright shoots, you only produce a succession of

the same, without a chance of producing fruit. By laying

in these shoots, I find less wood is produced ; and those

buds, either on the old wood, or any short spurs which

otherwise would have produced only wood-shoots, con-

tinue to bear a succession of blossom. After following this

plan for some years, and having got my trees into a good
bearing state all over, I direct my gardener to remove
some of the weaker shoots entirely, and cut the ends of

others, to throw more strength into the bearing part of the

tree. But this is not carried into effect, until I think it

may be done without forcing more buds than I wish to

break into wood. I had a large Pear-tree (Aston Town),

against a wall, which had been neglected, by merely hav-

ing the foreright shoots cut off : as the Pear was so forced

by being against a wall as to be of little value, though as

a standard the best grower, I did not like the appearance

of the tree, and therefore directed my gardener to treat it

in the same manner as the others. He began three years

since by laying in all the foreright wood ; and the larger

part of the tree, which had borne scarcely a Pear, was last

year quite loaded, and promises equally well for next sea-

son. Having got the tree into a bearing state, a great part

of the weak shoots arc cut out
; but a few are Left on each

branch, to draw up the sap, and to prevent a large num-
ber of buds from breaking into wood. I should state that
I train many more branches in than is usually done. I
have a GanselPs Bergamot, nhich has not been planted
above ten years ; this was last year full of blossom, and is

this year the same. It is a tree generally more given,
when young, to make strong wood than to produce fruit.— Tebroe.

Grafting Camellias Mr. Beaton tells us, at p. 104,
that " Grafting Camellias in spring never answers well
with any one." He certainly cannot have written from
experience upon this point ; for, with common care, Ca-
mellias may be grafted in spring with almost a certainty of
success. 1 have seen scores grafted at that season, and
scarcely one in a score has failed. For grafts, well-

ripened young shoots should be taken when they are just be-

ginningtogrow, and before the buds are far advanced. These

I are to Be worked upon healthy young stocks, which should
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afterwards be set under hand-glasses in a stove or forcing-

house, where a temperature from 60° to 70° is kept up
;

and in a few weeks the graft and stock will unite. Whip-

grafting without the tongue is perhaps the best method,

and it is advisable to retain a few leaves upon the stock

above the graft, to draw up the sap. Not only Camellias,

but Azaleas and Rhododendrons (and probably many
other things) can be readily propagated in the same way.

•—Hortulaniis.

Physianthus albicans.—I send you a specimen ot the

fruit of this plant, as I am not aware that it has hitherto

fruited in the open air in this county. The plant from

which it was obtained was planted about six years since,

against the south-west front of my house, ™here lt has

been exposed without any protection to the full force of

the blighting winds which prevail from that quarter m
this county, and has grown vigorously and flowered freely.

Last autumn for the first time it formed seed-pods, which

have not ripened until now. There are six upon the plant.

— Wm. Tweedy, Alverton, Truro.—[This plant occasion-

ally fruits near London.]
Pelarqoniums.—In an answer to your correspondent

"Truro" p. 161, you mention some Pelargoniums as

being unknown to you, but about which I can give you

some information. Acme of Perfection is a first-rate shaped

flower, with a fine spot on the upper petals ; Fascination

is a very bad-shaped flower, but with a beautiful white

centre to the under petals ; Countess of Cornwall is a

first-rate flower, in shape and spot ; Wonder of the West

has the same character as the preceding one; Reward

(Russell's) I understand to be good, but 1 have not seen it.

—Patience*
Potatoes.—-It is a great pity to spoil so good a thing as

a good Potato. " Rus," p- 117, will find his Potatoes

much improved by being spread under an airy shed, where

they cannot be frostbitten, and by having a basketful

taken into the kitchen two or three days before being

used, to get quite dry. If there is reason in roasting eggs,

there is quite as much, and more, in boiling Potatoes. It

may be the cook's fault ; but they were most likely taken

up before they were quite ripe, without being exposed to

the air before they were housed.

—

Breadfruit.

Another Problem in Cookery.—Much learned matter

having been elicited by the discussion about the inverted

cup and Currant-juice, I beg to propose another to philo-

sophical correspondents, the solution of which may pos-

sibly save the waste expenditure of Currant-juice, and

anxiety by those who cultivate these and other soft and

small fruits. Is it absolutely essential to the manufacture

of good Currant jelly, Strawberry, or Raspberry jams,

that these fruits should be gathered quite dry ? You are

aware that in seasons when St. Swithin labours at his

watering-pot for 40 consecutive days, how difficult it is to

get the.e fruits dry ;
and by waiting one drizzling day

after another, they soon deteriorate and often completely

spoil. I have, during the last 30 years, lost many bushels

by such means. Though gathered moist with dew, or wet

with rain, would not the fiery process to which they are

soon after subjected dissipate every particle of water \

Again—Is not water in some degree a constituent part ot

these fruits ? and if so, is not that as likely to be injuri-

ous as a little rain or dew on their exterior surface ? If

some artiste would test the matter and tell us the result, it

would possibly save both vexation and loss. I am tempted

to remark, before closing, that in gathering Roses and

Elder-flowers, and such things for distillation, the injunc-

tion generally is, " Be sure and get them dry, On, they

must be gathered dry." This I do not understand, for

they are immediately crammed into a still and immersed

in water. Will you answer another query—viz., is the

Pine- Apple a mucilaginous fruit? Will it make jelly ?—
Quercus. [So far as we know, all succulent fruits contain

pectin, the substance which constitutes the jelly of fruits.]

To preserve Eggs.—As the season for an abundance of

eegs is at hand, the following simple recipe may be useful

to your readers :—Take a tub, pail, box, or jar of the size

you require ; lay fine salt to the thickness of two inches

evenly on the bottom of it, and place the eggs with the

small end downwards on the salt, so as not to touch each

other. Then strew more salt, so as to cover the eggs,

shake all gently, and add a layer of eggs and a layer

of salt, till the vessel is full. Put it in your cellar, and

you will find the eggs good during the whole ot next

winter.

—

H. S. _ ,,

Bees.—" M. A. P." will be much obliged if Dr. Uevan

will kindly give her advice on the following subject :— fche

had an old straw hive of Bees given her in 1840, and as it

is now very much decayed, she wishes to remove them

into another hive, and would be glad to know the best

time and manner of doing so without injuring the brood

comb ; also, when supering or nadiring is resorted to, m
which live ought the external entrance to be ?

The Fem-shaw Beetle There commonly appears in

June, in meadows and gardens, a Beetle about as large as

the common seven-spotted Lady-bird, with brown and

somewhat glossy wing-cases, locally known by the name

of « The Fern-shawJ" Last summer, these insects were

so abundant in the neighbourhood of Stroud, in Glouces-

tershire, that they became quite a formidable pest in

lawns and gardens, devouring, like the locusts of Egypt,

everything green. The larvse seemed to exist in myriads

beneath the surface of the ground, whence the beetles, on
attaining their perfect form, were seen to arise in swarms.
Such is the account given by some who were both eye-
witnesses and victims of this plague. If your corre-
spondents can suggest any practicable means of destroying
the larvae of these beetles, before they have commenced
their work of devastation, they will confer an obligation
on many, and especially entitle themselves to the gratitude
of M Two Ladies, who have lawns and gardensJ 1 \T he

|
Beetles complained of are the Anisoplia Horticola ; we
are unable to suggest any remedy for the destruction of

their larvse, which live beneath the turf. If rooks and
starlings be suffered to search for them, they will destroy
vast quantities ; but in the opinion of some persons, the
birds do more mischief than the insects, by pulling up the

loose turf.

—

RJ]
Our Prejudices.—Amongst these, I think, may be

reckoned the opinion so generally entertained, that hard
and soft-wooded plants cannot be grown together in the

same house, and under the same system of management.
I know I am now treading upon delicate ground, and that

I shall have the judgment of men of great experience

against me. Yet it is worth while to consider for a mo-
ment the treatment hard-wooded plants require. Take
Heaths, for example ; exclusion of frost, plenty of air,

room for its free circulation, open training, careful water-

ing, and free drainage ; the nearer the glass the better
;

when in bloom, shade to preserve the colours :—can any

better rules be laid down for the successful cultivation of

Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, &c. ? The fact is, few of us are

wise enough boldly to discard such a portion of our col-

lection as shall give the remainder the room they require

to ensure their superior growth ; and so the houses get

crowded, shelves are stuck here and there, light and air

are excluded, and the result is found in the succulence of

the one and the mildew of the other. No one who may
attempt the cultivation of the two species together need

be discouraged if the mildew should appear; that he

must be prepared to remedy—and who" is the grower of

Heaths alone, that must not be the same ? I never yet

visited a collection of this tribe of plants where I did not

hear this pest complained of, or witness its effects. I may
perhaps add, that gardeners are often placed in situations

of considerable difficulty, by their employers purchasing

additions to their stock, without permitting them to dis-

card older varieties, and thus collections suffer from want

of space. With very few exceptions, repletion is a disease

with which all Horticultural buildings are affected.

—

K.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Wellington, New Zealand.—We are making rapid

advances in our Horticultural pursuits. At a late meeting

of our Horticultural society, the pleasing information was

communicated that a draft for 50/. had been forwarded by

Col. Wakefield, from the directors of the New Zealand

Company, to be placed at the society's disposal ; and that

a packet of valuable plants and seeds had been received

from the Botanical Gardens at Sydney. The plants con-

sisted of Olives, Limes, Pomegranates ; China, Provence,

and other Roses ; white and red Cedars, Oleanders, two

species of Hibiscus, the Coral-tree, English Oak, Hydran-

gea, Ficus elastica, and various other things. It was

moreover resolved at this meeting, that a sum not exceed-

ing HI/, should be devoted for the purpose of preparing

two sets of drawings of the most interesting, indigenous

Botanical objects, and specimens of native woods ; one

series of which should be forwarded to the Directors of

the New Zealand Company, and the other to the Horti-

cultural Society of London. A Mr. Lyon is represented

to have stated in a lecture recently delivered at the

Mechanics' Institute, that good Coal was not to be found

in New Zealand, although it was not improbable that our

brother-colonists at Taranaki might discover rich beds of

Lignite or wood-coal, similar to those found on the Con-

tinent of Europe. To this, however, I believe the most

positive contradiction may be given, as an abundance of

good bituminous coal exists in Massacre-bay, and probably

in other places in the neighbourhood of the settlements.

The Bishop of New Zealand, in answer to an address pre-

sented by M. Murphy, Esq., upon his arrival at Wellington,

adverted in a complimentary manner to the magnificence

of the country, now undergoing the great change of coloni-

zation ; and remarked that under Divine aid and the

exertions of the British people, New Zealand would one day

be the brightest gem in [Britain's crown ; her noblest

effort at colonization. He anticipated this, indepen-

dently of any superiority of climate or soil, from the

prospect and practicability of preserving and civilizing an

aboriginal race of natives. By the wisdom and forethought

of the New Zealand Company, the system of native

reserves not only at once provided for, the safety of the

race, but held out a prospect almost amounting to cer-

tainty of leading the New Zealander to prefer the blessings

connected with a civilised life ; and he had no doubt but

the natives would one day bless the happy period when

Britons first settled amongst them. The following brief

list will give some idea of the prices of provisions : Bread,

per 21b. loaf, Id. ; fresh Beef, per lb; 9d. ; Mutton, 9d.

to 1 Id. ; Pork, Id. to Sd. ; fresh Butter, per lb. 3$. 3rf.

;

Cheshire Cheese, per lb. 1*. 6d. ; Potatoes, per ton, 41.

to 61.; eggs, per dozen, 45. The price of Brood Mares

is from 50Z. to Ml. each ; working Bullocks, per pair,

from 40/. to 60/., and Sheep from 23s. to 28s. each. Fowls

are selling from 8s. to 16s. per pair, and Turkeys at 20s.

each. The weekly wages of mechanics are from 21. to 3/.,

and of labourers from 1/. 10s. to 1/. 16s. flgT

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

March 21.-Sir O. Mosley, Bart., in the chair. Messrs. W.H.
Holmes and W. E. Rendle were elected Fellows. A paper was rea

upon the Tussac Grass, being an extract Irom a letter, date

October 1, 1842, from the Lieut-Governor of the Falklaiid

Islands, to Lord Stanley ; from which it appears that some se*ds

which had been sown in the Government Garden at a _
short is-

tance from the sea, in good soil, but different from that
.

m«
it grows naturally, had shot up and seemed to show that * wouia

thrive in any soil, provided it were supplied ^^^"J^
B^

its native state it succeeds best in spots most exposed tothesea

and in the rankest peat-bogs. So fond are horses and wild cattle

of its herbage, that their tracks may be seen extending towards it

for several miles from the interior of the country. It is recom-

mended in cultivating the Tussac, to sow the seed just below the

surface of the ground in patches two feet apart, to be afterwards

thinned out as the plants grow 6 or 7 feet high. The herbage

should not be grazed, but reaped or cut in bundles : when grazed

it is liable to be injured, particularly by pigs, who tear it up to

get at the sweet, nut-like roots. The wild west coast of Ireland

would, no doubt, be well adapted for its cultivation. Mr. Goode,

gr. to Mrs, Lawrence, exhibited a collection of plants, containing

a very well-grown specimen of Phaius Wallichii, a pretty variety

of Epacris impressa, clothed with countless numbers of crimson
flowers ; a fine plant of Erica Mcolor, with light-green and
crimson blossoms; Burchellia capensis, in a vigorous state of

health, bearing clusters of beautiful orange at the end of every

branch ; with the old and much-neglected, but nevertheless pretty,

Gnidia pinif61ia, covered with its numerous heads of delicate white

flowers : a Knightian medal was awarded for the Phaius and
Burchellia. From Mr. Gaines were three pretty hybrid Rhodo-
dendrons, called Princess Royal, the Prince of Wales, and Vic-

toria Regina, the latter being of a delicate flesh- colour, and hav-
ing the throatmarked with well-defined dark- brown spots ;

several

seedling Cinerarias, the best of which were Ne plus Ultra, resem-

bling the King, but with larger flowers, and True Blue, of a deep

purple colour, with a reddish tinge in the centre ; with these

were a very well- cultivated specimen of Camellia Donckelaeri,

exhibiting the peculiar mottled character of that variety in great

perfection, and C. Nicholsii, a small, well-formed, light-red flower,

also spotted in a slight degree, and well worthy of cultivation ; a
Banksian medal was awarded for the two latter. From Mr.
Smith, of Norbiton, nine hybrid varieties of Rhododendron, of the

same beautiful dwarf and free-blooming character as thosa^ ex-

hibited at the preceding meeting; a specimen of the rose-coloured

variety of R. arbdreum, and an Azalea, called A. aurantia

superba, of a dark brick-red colour, but rather deficient in

form. Mr. J. Wells, gr. to W. Wells, Esq., of Redleaf, brought
two seedling Azaleas, raised from seed presented by the late

Lady Amherst, and stated to be that of the Nepaul Rhodo-
dendron arb6reumj one of the plants exhibited, however, bore

a great resemblance to the yellow Chinese Azalea, and the other

was an exceedingly pretty variety, with large, finely-formed,

yellow flowers, tinged and spotted with reddish brown; Mr.
Wells also exhibited some very fine blooms of Camellia reticu-

lata, and other good kinds, with cut specimens of Rhododendron
arboVeum album, and several beautiful hybrid varieties : a Bank-
sian medal was awarded for the Azaleas and hybrid Rhododen-
drons. From Mr. Beck, a large collection of plants in slate pots,

comprising well-bloomed specimens of Acacia armata, Cjrtisus

racemosus, Leschcnaultia formosa, Cineraria, Urania, Unique,
Madonna, and several others, in the most perfect health, with a

new kind of slate tray for containing pot plants, intended for

rooms, verandahs, &c., being fixed upon castors so as to be
easily moved in any direction, and made watertight to prevent

any inconvenience which might arise in such situations from the

drainage of the plants. From Mr. Appleby, gr. to J. Dobinson,

Esq., a seedling Fuchsia, stated to have been raised between

F. cordif6lia and splendens, but not differing in the least from

the latter species. From the Very Reverend the Dean of Man-
chester were a seedling Camellia, called foliolosa, of a very bril-

liant colour, and remarkable for the exceeding fulness of the

flower, being composed of an exterior row of petals, densely

filled up in the centre with others of irregular form ; and a Mus-
cari, raised from seed gathered in theDurrood Pass, near Meshed,
in Persia, and apparently a small variety of M. racemosum : a cer-

tificate was awarded for the Camellia. Messrs. Davies and Co.,

of Wavertree, Liverpool, also exhibited a very handsome seed-

ling Camellia, raised from the seed of C. Colvillii, fertilised with
the pollen of C. reticulata; in the foliage it resembles the older

sorts, but the flower, which is large and well filled up, partakes

of the form and colour of its male parent; a certificate was
awarded for it. From Mr. T. Williams, of Oldford, a cut speci-

men of Cyrtopodium Anders6nii. From Mr. J. Pamplin, a pretty

dark blue Cineraria, called Royal Purple. From Mr. Hally, a
large plant of the Camellia called Monarch, with mottled flowers,

occasionally coming well filled up in the centre. From Mr. W.
Lee, of Bradmore, Hammersmith, several forced Provence and
Moss Roses in a large pot. Sir J. T. Tyrrell, Bart, exhibited

some very fine White Versailles Lettuces; a certificate was
awarded to them. Mr. R. Ayres, of Chicksands Priory, sent

a brace of Ayres' Pot-forcing Cucumbers. From the Garden
of the Society was a collection of plants containing Spiranthes or.

chioides, a pretty terrestrial species with pink flowers; Acantho-
phippium bieolor, with clusters of singular wax-like flowers,

edged with deep crimson ; Phaius bieolor, bearing lofty spikes of

yellowish brown and white; Bor6nia anemonefolia, a handsome
free-blooming species, with small rosy star-like flowers; a vigo-
rous specimen of Euphorbia splendens; Acacia mncronata, a
showy sort, with sulphur-coloured flowers, which, with A. hispi-

dissima, a small species, bearing a great resemblance to A. pul-

chella, is well adapted for a limited greenhouse. Cuttings were
distributed of the following Pears: Comte de Lamy, a middle-
sized, very sugary and rich fruit, ripening in October ; Eyewood,
a hardy and vigorous variety, with rich, buttery flesh, ripening
in October and November ; Thompson's, a highly-flavoured Pear,

resembling in that quality the Passe Colmar, and ripeningin Nov.j
and the Pearson's Plate Apple, so called from a piece of plate

havingbeen presented to Mr. Pearson, a nurseryman, of Notting-

ham, by whom it was first exhibited ; it is a handsome rich Des-
sert Apple, nearly equal in point of flavour to, but larger and a
better bearer than, the Golden Harvey, and coming into use
from December till March.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Mar. 15.—The Duke of Richmond in the chair. Fifteen Members

were elected. The Duke of Richmond stated that a successful

operation had been performed by Mr. Simmonds on the cow
presented by the Duke of Rutland, whose remarkable case of

hernia had excited so much interest ; it was decided that Prof.

Sewell should be requested to furnish an account of it to the
Journal Committee. F. Hart, Esq., gave notice of his intention

to introduce the Dyock Oat on the Derbyshire hills. R. Illing-

worth, Esq., suggested the publication of concise practical tracts

on particular topics of agricultural interest, as the best mode of

applying Guano, &c. E. Oldfield, Esq., communicated the case

of a foal, which had died from obstruction caused by the accu-
mulation of a compact substance, itybs. in weight, 9 inches long
and 13 inches in circumference. This, as well as the specimen,
was referred to Prof. Sewell. Prof. Johnston transmitted copies

of the third Number of his printed " Suggestions and Experiments
in Practical Agriculture," containing the results of experiments
made in 1843. These papers were considered of great value, not

merely for the actual information they contained, but on account

of the new suggestions to which they gave rise, and the hopes

they held out lor the future. Mr. Fuller, M.P., Col. Challoner,

Sir J. Johnstone, and Mr. Browne, having reported their expe-

rience in the amount of Turnips grown on different soils, under

different management, and with different manures, the Duke of

Richmond explained the success which, in Scotland, had attended

the trials made with bones converted, at a cheap rate, into a
manure oi a modified character, the details of which he had com-
municated to the Journal Committee.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
March 21.—The Lord Bishop of Norwich in the chair. Mr. A.

Henfrey was admitted an Associate. Capt. Jones presented spe-

cimens of a rare Lichen, the Placodium canescens, found in

Sussex. J. Janson, Esq., exhibited living specimens oi the

Paspalum exile, grown Irom seeds of the plants which had

afforded the description read a short time since to the Society. A
collection of 19 Ferns from the Himalayas, and not in the Soci-

ety's Herbarium, was presented by T. Edgeworth, Esq. A
paper was read from Prof. Forbes on several new species 01
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Star-fishes, belonging to the family Ophiuridse, which he had
discovered in the iEgean sea. A continuation of Mr. Griffith's

paper on the Development of the Ovulum of Santalum, Viscum,
and allied genera, was also read. A packet of seeds of the Csesal-
pinia coriaria, the Dividivi or Libidibi plant, was presented for
distribution amongst the Fellows.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
March 21.—Mr. Manger in the chair. Mr. Orson read a paper

upon the properties of the Carnation and Picotee, in which hd
stated that he should not enter into the botanical characters of
these flowers, but proceed to point out that although the Carna-
tion was originally divided into three classes, viz., Bizarre s,

Flakes, and Picotees, yet that the latter were now considered a
distinct variety. Bizarres were distinguished by having two
colours, and Flakes byhaving only one colour, upon a white
ground ; these two principal classes being subdivided into scarlet,

crimson, pink, and purple Bizarres;— scarlet, purple, and pink
or rose, Flakes. In some counties, pink, purple, and crimson
Bizarres were all classed under the head of pink Bizarres,
whereas in other parts of the country they were known as crim-
son Bizarres. The author considered that a good Carnation
should possess the following properties :—The calyx, or pod,
should be long, firm, and entire, of sufficient substance to sup-
port the petals, which should be thick, broad, and substantia),
smooth, and free from indenture on the edge. The guard petals
should rise gracefully above the pod, and turn in a horizontal
direction, having a gradual disposition to cup, but not terminat-
ing in an abrupt curl at the outer edge; the whole forming a
complete circle. The interior petals should rather decrease in

size as they approach the centre, each row being regularly and
alternately arranged above the other, so as never to be crowded,
nor, on the other hand, to have a loose and gaping appearance

j

in fact, the spaces should be only sufficient to display the colour-
ing distinctly. The number of petals in a first-rate flow er should
not be less than 17, three of them being placed in the centre, to

form a crown. The whole would then , if well arranged, produce
the form of the half of an oval, or elliptic, when held on a side
view ; having, when seen from above, a circular Appearance.
The colours, whether Bizarre or Flake, should be strong:, bril-

liant, and distinct throughout. The ground colour should be a
pure white, free from; speck, spot, tint, or tinge of any sort.

The Flakes should be broad and bold, commencing at the ex-
treme edge, of a proportionate width to the petal, running
through to the centre, or so far as the eye can discern, and
diminishing in breadth as they approach the centre, in the same
ratio as the petal. The distribution of colours should be equal in

every respect ; in a flake, not less than three divisions on each
petal ; in a Bizarre, not less than five divisions ; and when pro-

perly arranged, their respective and united beauties should be
strikingly apparent. Size should not be lost sight of, though it

should never take precedence, unless the other general properties

were equal. The disqualifications of a Carnation arc—a dead,
loose, mutilated, or split petal; a petal having no white on the
upper side; a petal having (if a Flake) no colour upon the white
on the upper side ; a petal upon which (if a Bizarre) there are not
two colours upon the White on the upper side; if the pod be split

down to the sub- calyx, or cut away in any part. Mr. Orson then
proceeded to state that size was the only material point upon
which there was any great difference of opinion. In some places

two rows of petals were thought sufficient; while some writers
upon this subject argued that a Carnation should be as double
as a Dahlia or a Ranunculus. A statement was put forth last

summer to the effect that the height of the former flower, when
viewed sideways, should represent the half of a ball, a word
which did not convey any definite meaning as to circularity;
and further, that the beauty of tlie Carnation and Picotee would
be increased tenfold if they possessed the fulness of the Dahlia.
A flower possessing the hitter property would, however, present
only a confused mass of deformity ; and although Carnations and
Picotees were not shown with a single row of petals, it did not
follow as a matter of course that they should be as double as a
Dahlia. A flower with only two rows of petals was quite as
objectionable, although the growers in some counties were satis-

fied with them. One of the flowers most in note was Brooks's
Flora's Garland, possessing fulness and size, peculiarity of colour,
and purcness of white, hut having one imperfection which, from
its fulness, has been overlooked, viz., irregularity of marking

;

the colour in many o_f the petals not running through from the
edge to the centre of the flower, but appearing in stripes and
spots, and terminating abruptly midway in the petal. Other
flowers were also named, which exhibited ihe same defect. Upon
this account, therefore, extreme fulness in a Carnation was
objectionable. Mr. Orson next read a list of the number of
times which each flower had been successfully exhibited during
the last season in the neighbourhood of London. From this it

appeared that the most successful flowers were Ely's Lady Ely,
Brooks's Flora's Garland, Mansby's Beauty of Woodhouse, and
Roi de Capucins ;

and that not more than 10 or 12 of the whole
number were old varieties, but had been raised within the last

five or six years. The best of these were Ely's Duke of Bedford,
Regular, Lady Ely, Mrs, Beard, and Mungo; Mansby's Robert
Burns and Bonnie Bess ; Twitehett's Don John and Queen of
Scarlets; Martin's Splendid and Phoenix ; Wilson's Harriet,
Chadwick's Brilliant, Marsden'a Jolly Angler, Bates' Briseis,
Puxlcy's Prince Albert, Holmes' Count Paulina, and Wigg's Earl
of Leicester. The properties of the Picotee were next described.
These, with regard to form and petal, were the same as in the
Carnation, with this exception, that as the colour of the Picotee
is, or ought to be, confined to the margin of the petal, a greater
degree of fulness was admissible, proportionate with the lightness
or narrowness of the marking. The colour should be clear and
distinct, confined to the edge of the petals, and not running
down or barring; neither should the white in the slightest
degree run through to the edge of the petal, but whether
lightly or heavily marked, the colour should he regular, at
an equal distance from the edge all round the petal, each
petal having the same regularity of colouring throughout the
flower. Although a full flower was not so objectionable as in
the Carnation, yet a very full Picotee was not to be advocated

;

a medium fulness was best. The same disqualifications, with
regard to the petal and pod, were applicable as to the Carnation.
Mr. Orson concluded with hoping that the time was not dis-

tant, when any flower in which the colour runs in the least from
the regular edging down the petal, or the white through the
colour to the edge of the petal, would be disqualified. A com-
munication was also read from Mr. Bates, relative to the

Properties of the Carnation. In this, the observations were
divided into four general heads : 1st, form

;
2d, white or ground

colour? 3d, colour or marking, with its distribution
; and 4th,

size. Form: The guard or outer petals should be broad, firm,

smooth, almost flat, having when expanded their base sufficiently

long to throw themselves out of the calyx, so as to extend from

Utoii inch from the centre; an inflated air-balloon, cut

Vertically in two, would represent their most desirable form. I lie

Proportion which each guard petal should bear to the diameter
of the bloom should be two-fifths. The most objectionable petals

"^cre those which were serrated, as in Walker's British Beauty,

**d in Capucin when deficient in colour ; narrow petals, as 111

bales' Prince Albert ; too much cupped and liable to split, as in

^witchett's Don John; and plaited or crumpled, as in Water-
house's Rising Sun. In the general lorm of the flower, the guard
Petals should be six in number, nearly equal in size, and arranged

^° as to form a complete circle j the next tier should consist of
"ve petals of a proportionate size, so placed as to cover the inter-
stices of the guard petals: four petals would complete the third
tlG**> within which should be two or three, to form a centre or
S£°wn to the flower, which would thus contain 17 or 18 petals,
"hen necessary, six petals might be taken to follow the guard
eaves, which might be succeeded by 5, 4, and 3, making in all

Petals ; thus showing that 25 may not be too large a number,

nor 17 too few, for perfecting a first-class flower. Ground colour:
l his should be pure, as in Sharpens Defiance, not freckled as in

Warmsley's William IV., nor flushed as in Wallis's Beauty of

Cradley or Alloway's Wonder of the World. In the distribution

of colour two classes were distinguishable; viz., Bizarres and
Flakes. In the former, the colour should cover two-thirds of the
flower; in the latter, three-fifths; the remaining portion being
white. When properly diffused, these proportions approached the
nearest to perfection ; it was difficult", however, to find flowers
possessing such rare qualities. In a large petal there should be
at least five and not more than eight divisions of colour, each
bold and distinct, commencing at the outer part of the petal and
gradually diminishing to the centre. The diffusion of colour in
a bizarre might differ materially from that in a flake, inasmuch
as in the former a large portion of colour is sometimes distribu-

ted on one side, with perhaps only one stripe of an opposite colour
on the petal. This, though not very objectionable in a bizarre,
would be most decidedly so in a flake; in which latter class the
colour should be divided into not less than three, or more than
five, stripes on each petal. Every petal, whether bizarre or
flake, must possess the requisite colour and white. A self petal
should disqualify the flower, as well as a petal in a bizarre having
only the while and dark colours developed. Size: The writer
stated it to be desirable, with regard to the minimum size of a
show-flower, that a standard should be fixed, and that he thought
2£ inches in diameter would not be too small for a lower tier in
a stand of 12. In summing up his observations, he endeavoured
to convey his sentiments on the qualifications of a perfectflower
in the following manner :—Take the size of Puxley's Albert, com-
posed of the rigid petals of Brutus, exhibiting the pure unsullied
white of Sharpe's Defiance combined with the bold markings of
Count Paulina, and displaying the brilliant colours of Roi de
Capucins and Paul Pry. As a flake, if Willmer's Solander pos-
sessed the ribband of Millwood's Premier, with the colour of
Princess Charlotte, Simpson's Marquess of Granby, or Hitcher's
Duchess, those who were fortunate enough to possess such a
concentration of excellence, would obtain the five classes in the
highest perfection. —

MISCELLANEOUS.
Nitrate of Soda. — In February, 1841, some old

worn-out garden Rpses had a portion of this salt applied
to them, at the rate of one cwt. per acre, or -4 lb. to the
rod. It was sown broad-cast all over the ground, which
is easily done by mixing it with dry sand. About the end
of April, the ground became covered with a greenish ap-
pearance, such as is frequently seen in damp situations in

the autumn. As the dry weather advanced that appear-
ance ceased. The plants became much more healthy, and
of a fine dark green; in the autumn they appeared far

more robust than those adjoining : they were also less in-

fested with insects than the latter, but this may have
arisen from their being in a more healthy state. Dahlias
were also tried with nitrate of soda, each plant having
about ^ oz. given to it, mixed with water. The plants
operated upon became like the Roses, of a fine dark green,
more robust and compact in their growth ; flowering
rather more freely, and earlier than others which had no
nitrate : it had no effect on the colours of the flowers. A
few of these Dahlias were, about three weeks after, again
supplied with an additional ounce, mixed with water as be-
fore; but without any additional effect being perceptible, nor
was any further result obtained when some of the same
plants had a third £ oz. administered to them about a

month after. Some Verbenas, Petunias, Pentstemons.
and various other plants, were watered with the nitrate,

at the rate of § lb. to the rod, and with the same results
;

except that they seemed to become exhausted in the

autumn sooner than those which were not dressed with
the nitrate. This, however, may have been owing to the
long wet autumn. Nitrate of £oda acts very quickly on
plants; some stunted Oaks and a Silver Fir in pots be-
came of a fine healthy green in about ten days after its

application. It should be given in all cases where plants

are beginning to be in full vegetation, and not when they
are dormant ; if applied then, it seems to have little effect.

It should also be always given in damp weather ; if applied

in dry weather, and over-head, it acts in the same way
as common salt, by destroying the leaves and young shoots.

It has been found very effectual for killing slugs, of which
the ground has this season been so full, that the entire crop
of some kinds of vegetables has been destroyed in the
market-gardens near London. The solution of nitrate of
soda is more efficacious than lime-water where it can be
applied without touching the foliage.

—

Proceedings of the

Hort. Soc., Aro. 17.

Large Pear-tree.—About 10 miles north of Vincennes,
Indiana, in the United States, there is a remarkable Pear-
tree, said to have been raised from seed about 35 or 40
years ago, which at one foot above the ground measures
10 feet in circumference, and G^ feet at nine feet above
the ground. The diameter of the space covered by the
branches is 69 feet. In the year 1834 it yielded 134
bushels of Pears ; in the year 1839 it produced 80 bushels

;

I

and in the year 1840 it produced 140 bushels. The tree

is a rapid grower, a constant bearer, and an enormously
productive kind. The fruit is about the size of a turkey's
egg, rating, as to quality, with the third grade of dessert
Pears.

—

Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture.
Agri-horticultural Society of India.—We learn from

Indian papers, brought over by the last mail, that Mr.
Hume has been elected Honorary Secretary of this Society.
On account of some irregularity in the proceedings,
however, in excluding the votes of non-resident members,
another day has been appointed for reconsidering the
matter, when it is expected that his election will be dis-

puted.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Horticultural Society's Garden, Titrvham Green.—At this early

period we cannot expect to find much that will prove attractive in

the hardy department. Upon the south wall, however, the white
variety of Cydonia jap6nica, with blossoms varying from white
to rose, and the sweet-scented Magn61ia consptcua are blooming
profusely 5 to which, in a few days may be added, Berberis aqui-
(61ia, fascicularis, dulcis, and trifoiiataj the latter, a species of re-

cent introduction. The majestic Pinus insignis has stood through
the winter unprotected without sustaining the slightest injury.
Many of the Mexican Coniferaa have also survived two seasons
under the protection of a handglass : they consist of Pinus tenui-
folia, apulcensis, macrophylla, Tcocote, MonteKumre, Hartw^gii,

Leiophylla, Ayacahuite, Devoniana, Russelliana, patula, filifolia
oocarpoides, and pseudo-strobus : of these the three latter only
appear to have suffered. A'bies religiosa, sheltered in the same
manner, was killed by the first severe frost in autumn. Cupres-
sus thurifera and flaccida, both Mexican species, have stood un-
protected

;
the former has suffered severely, but the latter does

not appear to have been much affected. Eu6nymus japtfnicus,
a handsome evergreen, seems likely to prove hardy, a large plant
having stood out without being in the least injured. In the con-
servatory the plants appear to be enjoying the most perfect
health. The Camellias planted in the centre are producing fine
blooms, those of elegans in some instances being as much as six
inches in diameter. The tribe of Acacias, however, at the present
time forms the most striking feature in the house, A. tristis and
hybrida bearing their golden rod-like shoots erect, whilst those of
the elegant A. pubescens appear to droop, from the weight of
the numerous feathery spikes of bright yellow with which they
are loaded. A. albicans, a species whose sterns and foliage have
the appearance of being covered with a white powder, is pro-
ducing its dark golden flowers in great profusion; A- hetero-
phylla is blooming less abundantly, its b-ossoms being of a pale
primrose colour. Numerous other species of equal beauty are
flowering in pots. Amongst other plants in bloom are the inte-
resting Podalyria styracifolia, with pale lilac and white pea- shaped
flowers; a tall standard of a variety of Rhododendron arb6-
reum ; Pol\ gala grandifloro, resembling a tree in miniature, with
a cluster of purple flowers at the extremity of every branch

; p.
gracilis, a more delicate and free-flowTering species, of a deeper
colour; the singular Eucalyptus cordata ; Clianthus yuniccut,
drooping with the burden of its curious scarlet flowers ; and Ve
ronica speciosa, a free-blooming pale- blue species, forming quite
a bush. The beautiful Kennedia Marryattse, trained upon chains
on the south side of the house, is growing luxuriantly, and pro-
ducing its clusters of bright scarlet in great profusion. In other
parts of the house Camellias in pots, with Cinei arias, double
Chinese Primroses, Correas, &c., keep up a gay appearance. The
greenhouse and curvilinear stove, which have recently undergone
some important alterations, noticed at p. 640 of 1842, have given
perfect satisfaction; in the former is placed the collection of
Heaths, amongst which several pretty species are now in flower.
The latter house is heated by two of Rogers's Improved Conical
Boilers, which have given some trouble from bad setting,
but seem now likely to answer ; the plants are in a good state
of health; Euphorbia splendens, Hibiscus liliitlorus, with bright
rose-coloured flowers; Melastoma heteromalla, purple; and
Begonia crassicaulis, with thick fleshy stems and white blossoms,
slightly tinged with rose, are flowering freely. Amongst the
Orchidaceous plants in bloom arc, Phaiusbicolor, reddish-brown,
with a white labcllum, afterwards changing to yellow; Acan-
thopbippium bicolor, bearing its singular reddish-purple and
yellow flowers in clusters amongst the leaves ; Leptotes bicolor,
pale green, having the throat marked with bright purple; EpU
dendrum virgatum, chocolate colour, with a yellow labcllum

j

the large and small varieties of Oncidium ampliatum ; Spiranthes
orchioides, a terrestrial species, with pink flowers; Catasetum
laminatum, and the beautifully-marked Cyrtochilum maculatum.
Numerous experiments have been going forward with different

manures upon the grass in the Arboretum ; divisions, each con-
taining a rod, being marked out upon the lawn for that purpose.
Many of these experiments have been carried on with ammoniacal
liquor, in different quantities, or fixed by means of various mate-
rials, and diluted in six times its bulk of water. In all cases the
grass turns brown within 48 hours after its application, but
rapidly recovers. Its effects appear most beneficial where
applied at the rate of 2 gallons to the rod, fixed with 2 02. of
sulphuiic acid j when fixed with 2oz. of sulphate of iron, not
quite so good ; and still less so when 2 oz. of sulphate of copper
were used. Ammoniacal liquor, acted on by chloride of lime
seems also to be advantageous; the Grass looks well, whilst
the Moss is totally, and Clover partially, destroyed. Where
it has been applied at the rate of 4 gallons to the rod, the
grass in many places is quite burnt up ; the most useful propor-
tion appears to be 2 gallons. To show more clearly that this
quantity is the most serviceable, six other experiments have been
made with ammoniacal liquor, fixed with sulphuric acid, 2 gal-
lons being applied to the first rod, and the quantity used to each
successive one diminishing, so that the last only received one
quart. The effects were strikingly visible in the first, while in
the last they were scarcely perceptible. A cheap compost
heap, containing about 15 cubic yards, has been prepared
from grass-sweepings and leaves, over which 30 gallons of
ammoniacal liquor had been thrown as the matter was mixed,
the ammonia being fixed with a barrowful of gypsum; the
drainings of the heap were collected in a pool at one end,
and thrown back over the fermenting mass. In like manner,
a large heap, containing 30 double horse cart-loads of powerful
manure has been formed from cloacine and refuse vegetable
matter; the cloacine having, previously to removal, been disin-
fected at a trifling expense, by means of a few shovelsfut of
bleaching powder. From the refuse primings of trees a con-
siderable quantity of charcoal has been prepared, either by cover-
ing in the heaps with turf in the usual way, or when that could
not be procured, with old mats damped and surrounded wifch
earth. The charcoal from this refuse matter appears to he as
well adapted for horticultural purposes as a more expensive
kind; it has been sown with Onion seed, in alternate tows, to
determine its efficacy in preventing the attacks of the maggot.
The greater part of the ground, which was formerly occupied
with annuals forbearing seed, is set apart for experiments with
different manures upon Wheat, Peas, Potatoes, and Turnips,
being divided for that purpose into four divisions, each sub-
divided into 12 equal portions, containing nearly a rod of ground,
to be treated with as many different chemical compounds.— Ji. A.,

March 20.

On Guano, as a Fertilizer. By Cuthbert Johnson, F.R.S.

1843. 8vo. pp. 44. J. Ridgway.

Science with Practice, or Guano the Farmer's Friend.

By J. Trimmer, F.G.S. 8vo. pp. 30. M. Fothergil],

Upper Thames-street.

An Account of the Manure Guano, and authentic Expe-
riments made with it, Etc. 1843. 8vo. pp. 15.
Liverpool.

There is perhaps no substance proposed as a manure
which has excited greater interest than Guano, and of this
the number of pamphlets published respecting it is evi-
dence. Although Guano has been known for a very long
time, and indeed used as a manure for centuries in South
America, yet it is only during the last few years that it

has been imported and employed on a scale of any mag-
nitude in this country. At a period when agriculturists
in all parts of England were turning their attention to
the subject of manures, and when the greatest eagerness
was everywhere shown to try new fertilizing substances,
the Guano of South America was introduced, and large
quantities were purchased by experimental farmers, who,
having heard much of the wonderful effects attributed to
its use, were anxious to ascertain for themselves its valuL-

as a manure. Their experiments here led to so newhat
contradictory conclusions, for whilst some have laudedit

as the very best of manures, others have met with nothin:
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but loss and disappointment from its use. Guano has
been analysed both in this country and abroad by skilful

chemists, who have shown that it consists of certain ara-

moniacal and earthy salts, together with a small quantity
of animal matter ; but the proportions of the different

substances of which it consists, appear to vary very con-
siderably in the different samples which have been exa-

mined. It is evident that if the nature of this substance

is variable, the effects which it produces on vegetation

must likewise be variable and uncertain.

Amongst the most recent publications respecting the

use of this curious natural manure are the three at the

head of this article; and each, in its way, is valuable, as

collecting or recording experiments which have been

made with it.

Mr. C. Johnson commences his account of guano by

some general observations on the nature of those vege-

table, animal, and saline substances which commonly
exist, though in small quantity, in the water of rivers, and
to the presence of which much of the fertilizing powers

of such water is due. He points out the early use of the

excrement of birds as manure, and then proceeds to

sketch out the nature, extent, and situation of the guano-

beds, which exist on the shores of certain islands off the

coast of Peru. The chemical composition of guano, and

the probable mode in which it acts as a manure, are next

discussed ; and lastly, numerous experiments which have

been made with it are described. The experiments
appear to be well selected, and present a mass of useful

information. Mr. Trimmer has taken up the subject in a

more general point of view. He draws attention to the

present state of Agriculture, the general want of manure,
and the prejudices which exist in favour of the use of

farmyard dung. The value of the most important natural

and artificial manures is then discussed, together with the

principles on which the action of manures is supposed to

depend; the superiority of compound over simple manures
is pointed out, and numerous experiments are quoted to

illustrate the comparative effects produced by the use of

these substances'generally, and guano in particular.

The general conclusion to be drawn from the experi-

ments which are described in these three pamphlets is that

guano is a most valuable fertilizer, possessing the good

qualities of farmyard manure, but far less bulky and more
easily applied to the surface of the land. It is to be

regretted that the composition of guano is so uncertain,

and that it is easily adulterated without much fear of detec-

tion, which renders its use far less convenient and certain

than it would otherwise be. On this point, however, all

that can be said is that farmers must only go to respectable

dealers, whose interest it [is to supply them with the

genuine article. The natural variations in its composition

cannot be guarded against, but artificial adulterations may
thus, to a certain extent, be avoided.

Guano is a strong manure, and therefore, in many cases,

when applied by the drill, or when used in too large a

quantity, it is found to burn up the plants and destroy

vegetation. The best effects seem to have been produced

when it was sown broad-cast in moderate quantities, or

well mixed with about four times as much earth and drilled

in. The uncertainty which exists respecting the strength

of the manure is, as has already been stated, the chief

objection to its use. It was with the view of getting over

this objection that Potter's artificial guano was first pre-

pared. This is certainly an excellent material, but it

remains to be seen whether it is the best mixture which

could be proposed as a manure. That an artificial fer-

tilizer of this kind, uniform in nature and strength, will

eventually be found more economical and useful than

foreign guano appears to us beyond the reach of question.

The Emigrant's Hand-book 8 of Facts ( McPhun,
Glasgow, 1843,) is a well-arranged little pocket companion,

containing good maps and very useful information, relating

to all those British colonies to which the stream of emi-

gration is flowing. Mr. Butler seems to have selected his

evidence with judgment, as he certainly has condensed it

with skill. 'Everybody who is thinking of emigrating

should provide himself with this little volume.

Popular Cyclopedia of Natural Science ; Mechanical

Philosophy (Orr and Co.) ; This volume, which forms the

third of its series, is, in our opinion, the best. It is well

written, clearly arranged, and skilfully adapted to the com-

prehension of those who are seldom capable of understand-

ing such subjects as the properties of matter, and the

laws of force and motion. The work is the best we
know for schools or mechanics' libraries, or for young
gardeners, who wish to knfcw something more than their

neighbours about the mighty, though unseen, physical

powers which surround them and control their operations.

Of Jesse's well'hnoivn Gleanings in Natural History
Mr. Murray has lately brought out a small edition, arranged

and adapted for schools. It forms a pretty pocket-volume,

and will, we doubt not, be acceptable to the young folks

for whom it is intended.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
The premature dropping of the Fig under natural conditions

was as familiar to the patriarchs of Israel (Isaiah xxxiv. 4), as it

is in our own day under artificial treatment, and is one of those
rnysteries in gardening known to us only hy their effects. The
hest remedy that can be suggested is to cultivate those varieties
only which long experience has proved to be constant bearers,

for th
Uable to dro >' off- The three best sorts for forcing, and
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in tl,is country, arc the White Genoa, Brown
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esteemed in this country, the varieties have not been duly
studied, and we know less of the different Figs than of any other
fruit which we cultivate; the consequence is, that many spurious
varieties find their way into our forcing-houses, and hence the
many complaints we hear of Figs falling before they are half
ripe. The English traveller, after tasting " such delicious Figs "

in the South of Europe, forthwith sends home cuttings to his
friends; and if these should fall into the hands of an old prac-
titioner, who knows how ill-suited our climate is to the best
productions of Italy, he throws them away, and takes cuttings
from his old trees in their stead, and the mischief goes no
farther.

^
Not so, however, when they get into the hands of the

novice; in that case they are reared, distributed, and prized as
highly as the famed Melon-seeds from Malta, Beyrout, or Cabul;
and before the last of them are proved to be quite worthless for
our climate, and unsuited for forcing, afresh batch of cuttings finds

its way here, by a similar route, to go the same round, and to

produce similar disappointments.— (See vol. i., p. 579). All this I

have often witnessed, and more than once have 1 acted the part
of the old gardener, by getting rid of seeds and cuttings that
have cost considerable expense and trouble to procure. Half-
grown Figs, which now show symptoms of dropping, in remain-
ing stationary or turning yellow near the stalk, may be made to

hang and ripen by the process of caprification (described in

vol. ii., p. 317), which I saw successfully practised last season by
a gentleman in this neighbourhood. The best cure, however, is

to provide cuttings from old trees which have been known to
bear regularly, and there are many such trees cultivated all over
the country.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—If all has gone on well since these were shifted,
shading the young stock may be dispensed with, and the usual
routine of heat, air, and moisture continued.
Vineries.—All the Vineries are now in a moving state, not ex-

cepting even the Vines in the greenhouse and in the latest house

;

the two latter require the most attention from this time, to see
that the top eyes are not over-excited. It is more essential
to late Vines than to those in the earlier houses that they
should be laid horizontally as low along the front of the house as
they can be bent down. This keeps the whole plant in an equal
temperature, and equalises the force of the ascending sap in all

the eyes.
Peach-house.—The swelling fruit and young wood will now

draw liberally on the roots; see that these are well supplied
with moisture, and imitate as far as possible fine mild summer
days, with genial showers in the afternoon. The ease with which
this can be done, with our improved machinery, is the grand
secret of our success in gardening.
Cherry-house.—The atmosphere of this house may, like the

last, be rendered similar to those moist, mild days, so congenial
to vegetation out-of-doors in the beginning of summer.
Figs.—Although the Fig requires an abundance of water when

swelling its fruit, yet, unless the pots arc well drained, this only
aggravates the evil of dropping fruit, ofwhich I have lately heard
many complaints.
Melons and Cucumbers.—The earliest Melons should be kept

much thinner in the shoots, and nearer to the glass, than later
ones j they should also extend farther over the bed before they
are allowed to set their first fruit. If weeds appear in the fresh
soil, being British plants, they cannot long endure the heat
without getting sickly; they will thus encourage a brood of

insects. Anything that tends to this result should be care-
fully guarded against.
Tomatoes, Capsicums, and Tobacco may yet be sown, and

for the next three weeks, if circumstances require it ; let them
have a corner of the hottest frame till they vegetate, then remove
them to a cooler place, to come on more slowly.
Mushrooms.—As soon as a sufficient quantity of droppings

are collected, a new bed may be made to succeed the one now in

bearing.
Lettuce and Cauliflower plants not yet transplanted from

their winter quarters will suffer if left rrmch longer. The early

6pring-sown of these and other seedlings of this date must be
thinned as soon as you can get hold of them, otherwise they
become drawn up, and so tender that you can do little good with
them afterwards.

Out-door Department.
A celebrated nurseryman, late of Edinburgh, is said to have given

the following trite advice to all young gardeners when he sent
them out to their " first place." 4< Sow thickly, thin in time, and
keep on good terms with the cook." All kitchen-garden seeds are

said by the growers to be in excellent condition this season, with
the exception of Carrot-seed, those plants having been blighted
last season, when ripening seed. Carrot-seeds must therefore be
sown thicker than usual this season; indeed, I agree with the
above advice, to sow all seeds rather thickly, and to thin in time.
Asparagus.—Aboutthe end of March is the best time to make

new Asparagus beds. There are many useful papers on this sub-
ject in former volumes of the Chronicle.

Sea-kale and Rhubarb.—New beds of these should be
finished before the end of the month, especially of Rhubarb,
which begins to grow earlier than Sea-kale.
Carrots.— As there are some doubts about the soundness of

Carrot-seed this season, see that the ground for it is in a tho
roughly pulverised state. Where the land is stiff, or otherwise
uncongenial, it would be a good plan to get two or three barrow-
loads of light sifted compost, to cover the seeds with. A careful

man should follow the sower with a basketful of the covexing,
which he could sprinkle along the drills as fast as the seeds were
sown.
Successional Crops.—The last March sowing of these must

now be put in.

Celery.—The early sown must be pricked out as soon as they
form two rough leaves : the last of the Lettuce and Cauliflower

plants should also be planted out from their winter quarters, and
if any of the autumn-sown Cabbages remain in the seed-beds,

plant them out, and fill up any blanks in the youngest rows.
Where young Cabbages are in demand throughout the season,

a few seeds should be sown every fortnight or three weeks until

the end of June.
Weeds.— Instead of pointing out the great advantage of

taking early means to keep down weeds, I would refer the reader
to page 555, vol. ii-

Orchard.—If the wcaiher continues dry, and free from gales

and sudden changes, winch generally occur about this time, the
blossom of Peach and Apricot trees will stand a good deal of

cold, and set freely ; nevertheless, coverings should be at hand
to put over them in case of hard frost. Any trees or bushes
transplanted this winter should not remain much longer without
some mulching, if not already secured in this way.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stoves.—The temperature here should now range from 60° to

65° in the morning, and air should be admitted as soon as the

sun-heat raises it to 7o° or 7s°- More frequent syringing and a

moister atmosphere should now be kept up. Potting and pro-

pagating must now be added to the routine of this department
for the next two months. As all our gardening periodicals teem

with notices of new plants, I imposed on myself to notice only

some of the best old plants, many of which are fully as tine and

as useful as the greatest novelties, and more suited to the

means of the generality of growers. Allamanda cathartica is

one of these, and when trained on some kind of trellis and wen
covered with bloom, it is as fine a plant as can be brought into

the conservatory; where it will flower freely for two or three

months. It is of a succulent nature, and requires less pot-room

than any other strong climber with which I am acquainted.

Greenhouse.—The same routine of potting and propagating

must also be proceeded with here for some time to come, and

the house must be kept damper and warmer. Syringe in the

mornings, and damp the paths only in the evenings.
Conservatory.—From the middle of March to the middle of

May is perhaps the gayest time in the year for the conservatory.
Nothing seems to be wanted but the flowers of the climbers.

Violets, Hyacinths, Lilacs, Roses, Wall-flowers, Sweetbriar,

Musk, and a great many other sweet-smelling flowers are now in

their prime, and fill the air with their odours. The finest of all

the M usk-scented plants at this time is Mimulus Denhamii, which
is among the seeds given out by the Horticultural Society. The
Glycine sinensis forces beautifully at this time; taken as a whole
the Papilionaceous tribe furnishes many plants for early forcing,

that have not yet been thought of.

Propagating Pit.—Dahlias and Chrysanthemums should
now be propagated, to have stout early plants. Every young
shoot of the Gardenia should be propagated; there is scarcely

a sufficient number of them in any establishment. Any shelter

that will do for Fuchsias will suit them in winter, and they will

force all the better by being kept cool in winter. To have nice
standards of them, by way of curiosity, graft G. radicans on the
tallest plants of G. fl6rida ; they will unite in two or three weeks,
and may be trained with fine bushy heads.

Out-door Department.
It is not safe to delay pruning common Roses any longer. All

perennial plants which are divided for propagation, or for better
arrangement, should also be finished without delay ; indeed,
every sort of planting should now be got through with as soon
as possible. Sow Mignonette, where the soil is light, for the
first crop; it will cover the ground, before dry weather sets in,

in places where it could not otherwise be easily established.

Every gentle shower will encourage worms, and unless the grass

can be regularly swept and rolled they must be kept under. Let
every place in and about the flower-garden be kept as clean and
tidy as possible, to make up for the dearth of flowers, and as an
earnest of what you would like to do at a later period if you had
the means.

—

D. Bcatoti, Shrubland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Week end injr Mar,, 23, 1843,
i

as ob-
served at the Horticultural Garden, Chi&wick.

Baromrtkr. Thrrmomktkr. Wind. Ttain.
Mar.

Friday 17
Max. luir.. (VI ax. M • n - Wean.

47-529.891 SO.836
ATI H*
64 31 s.w.

Saturday 18 29.861 29.844 67 36 61.5 S.W.
Sunday 19 29.867 29.771 55 41 48.0 E.
Monday 20 29.667 29.473 68 45 64 B. .04
Tuesday 21 29.467 29.379 69 47 53.0 s. .21

Wednesday22 29.409 29.341 61 46 53.5 s. ,02
Thursday 2a 29.055 29.416 60 42 51.0 s.

^

Average. £9 674 29.580 61.3 41.1 61.2 .27

Mar. 17- FoRgy ; clear and exceedingly fine.
18. Fojfgy ; very fine; slight fog at night.
19- Foggy ; uniform light haze ; overcast.
20. Foggy; very fine ; cloudy; rain at night
21. Fine; very fine; cloudy; rain.
22. Hazy; fine with cloud? ; slight hnie at night.
23. Cloudy and mild ; exceedingly fine; clear at night.

Mean temperature of the week 7-7° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chisv/iek during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Weekending April 1, 1843.

Prevailing Winds.

Mar.
Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

Sun, 26 62.1

Mon. 27 53.8

Tues. 28 53.4

Wed. 29 62.8

Thurs.30 53.1

Fri. 31 634
Sat. 1 62-0

32.7
84.6
85.1

35.1

35.1

36.1

35-3

42.4

43-7
44.3
43.9
44.1

44.7

43.7

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained,

7
7
6
4
6

8
P

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

0.12 in.

0.37
0.68

0.12
0.50

0.26
0.76

is

i

3
1

3

W

2|

5
6

1

8

3
2\ 6
3* 1

2
1

8
2

1 2
2 2

i

1

2
1

9

2

2
6
2
2
8
1

1

"A

1

2
2
1

4

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 27th in

1830—thermometer 76°; and the lowest on the 1st of April, 1838— thermo-
meter 16°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending HIarch 24, 1843.

The late genial weather has considerably increased the supply
of Vegetables. Foreign fruits are abundant, but those of home
growth, with the exception of Apples, are rather scantily sup-
plied. Fruit: The supply of Pines is limited; their price has
advanced to 6s. and 10s. per lb. Strawberries appear in small
quantities, at 2s. per oz. ; Easter Beurrd Pears, of which a few
still remain, are selling at 15s. per half-sieve. Apples are abun-
dant j the supply has been augmented by great numbers which
have lately been imported from France, and which render the
trade in this department rather dull. Nonpareils fetch from 4.?.

to 15s. per bushel; Cockle Pippins, from 4s. Gd. to 7s.; Stone
Pippins, from 4s. to 6s. ; and there are a few Ribston Pippins, in

good condition, from 5*. Gd. to 7s. per bushel. The best culinary
kinds are the Gooseberry Pippin, from 4*. to 6.9. Gd. ; French
Crabs, from 3s. to 4s. 6d. ; and the Hanwell Souring, from 3s. to
6s. per bushel. Good Cucumbers have made a slight advance,
and fetch from 4s. to 10s. per brace. Vegetables: The quality of

Asparagus continues good, and it is now becoming more general

;

the best bunches sell from 6s. to Qs. each. Seakale is more abun-
dant, from gd. to 2s. 6d. per punnet. The late warm weather has
increased the supply of Broccoli, which is excellent, the white
fetching from Gd. to is. 6d. t and the purple from Gd. to Is. per
bunch. Cabbage plants arc selling from is. Gd. to 3s. per dozen
bunches. French Beans are the same as quoted in our last

Report. Spinach is tolerably plentiful, from is. Gd. to 2s. Gd. per
sieve. Onions, which the warm weather has caused to grow, are
reduced in price to 6s. and 8s. per bushel. Celery is becoming
inferior. Endive is small but good, and sells from Is. to 2s. Gd.

per score. Rhubarb is plentiful from Gd. to is. per bundle.
Mushrooms are somewhat cheaper, being from Gd. to Is. per
pottle. Flowers: The supply of Cut Flowers keeps increasing;
Roses, Azaleas, and Camellias of various kinds abound, with
Gardenias, Kalmias, Pinks, Dogs'-tooth Violets, Double Wall-
flowers, Lilies-of-the- Valley, Pa3onies,&c.

PRICES, Saturday, March 25, 1843—FRUITS :—

Pine Apple, per lb. 6* to 10*
Grapes, Spanish, per lb- Ij to 1* Gd
— Portugal, 1* to 3*

Apples, dessert, per bush., 5* to 12*

— Kitchen, 3* to G*
Pears, dessert, per hi", sieve, 4* to Mj
Strawberries, forced, per oz. ,2a
Pomegranates, per.doz., 6s to 12*

Oranges, per doz., 9d to 2s 6tl

— per 100, fif to 15*— bitter, per 100, 12* to 24*
Lemons, per doz. fld to 2*
— per.l00,4*to 14* -

VEGETABLES.

Cucumbers, per brace, 4»- to 10*

Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 20*

Chesnuts, per peck, 4* to 7*

Almonds, perpeok, 6*

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Filberts,English, per 100 lbs. 45* to 56*

C.ib Nuts, per 100 lbs., 00*. to 70*.

Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 16*
— Spanish, 18*

— Barcelona, 24*
_ Cob, 12* to 14*

Savoys, per doz. 6d to 1*
Cabbage, Red, per doz. 2* to 5*— pi nnts, per doz. 1* 0// to 3*
Broccoli, White, per bunch, Gd to 1* Cd

— Purple, 6d to 1*
Bcans,Kidncy, forced, p. 100, 2* to 3* 6d
Potatoes, per ton, 45* to 70*— per cwt. 2* Cd to 4*— per bushel, 1* Gd to 2s 6d
— Kidney, p. bush., \s6d to 2*— Scotch, per bushel, 2*
•— New, per lb., 1* 6d to 3* Qd

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,
1* to 1* 6d

Turnips, per doz. bun., l*to2* 6d
Red Beet, per dozen, 2d to 1*

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* Zd to 1* 6d
Salsafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* 6d
Cardoons, each, i*

Horse Radish, perbundle, 2* to 4* 6d
Radish,spring, per punnet, U3d to \s6d
— Turnip, p. doz. bch., 1* to U6d

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to G»

k — Horn, per bunch, id to Qd

Parsneps, per dozen, 6d to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* 6d to 2sGd
Leeks, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*
Onions, per bushel, 7* to 8*— Pickling, per hf.-sv.,4*Grf to5»
— Green, p. doz- bun. 3* to 4*— Spanish, per doz. 2* to G*

Garlic, per lb. 6rf to ftd

Shallots, per lb., I*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 6s toO*
Sprue, or Small, 2* to 'ds\

Sea-kale, per punnet, i)d io 2s 6d
Lettuce, p. score, 4d to 6d
Endive, per score, 1* to 'As

("elery.p. bd., (I2to 16) Gd to 2*

Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 6d to 1*3J
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 2d

Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, Orf to 1*

Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. Ad to G (

Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Tarragon, per doz- bunches, 2* to 3#
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 3* to U
Mushrooms, per pottle, 6d to U
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Now ready, price 4.9. 6V.,RURAL CHEMIST

By Edward Solly, Esq., Jim., F.R.S.,
Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry, at the Royal Institution.
London: 3, Charles-street. Co vent- Garden.

Notices to Correspondents.
To Correspondents.—We have to solicit the patience of

R. Preston, and a host of other correspondents : their commu-
nications shall appear as soon as we can possibly find room.

Frkncei Gorsb.—W. P. P.—The variety of the Gorse which is
found in France, and there called Ajane > is of quicker growth
and more juicy than the common Gorse which grows in Eng-
land and Scotland, and probably better adapted for fodder ; but
we have no personal experience of it. The seed could only he
obtained genuine from France. The safest mode of obtaining
it is to order some from Messrs. Vilmorin and Andrieux,
through some correspondent at Paris. It will not be expensive.
It will probably succeed well in your soil, if your marl is not
wet and springy. Very little preparation is necessary beyond
stirring the surface and sowing the seed.il/. We are not aware
that any pamphlet has been written upon this subject. We
understand that an article appeared some time since respecting
it in the " Farmers' Magazine." t

Manures.— Oriola.—In applying sulphuric acid to a liquid
manure-tank proceed thus : Purchase it of the wholesale
dealers, who will let you have a carboy of it. Pour into a
stone jug as much as will a quarter fill it ; gradually add water
till the jug is full. Then pour it among the liquid manure a
little at a time ; if much is added at once, violent effervescence
takes place, and the liquid will probably be thrown over you.
Stir up the fluid when the effervescence begins to diminish,
leave it for a few hours, and then add more sulphuric acid,
provided it causes a renewal of effervescence. The cessation of
the latter is a sign that the ammonia is fixed.t Stowmarket.
—We have read Mr. Bree's letters, but we do not understand
them. He says this is a law, and that a law, but we know
nothing of such laws.f A Subscriber,'- Nitrate of soda and
guano suit all kinds of crops, but they must be used with
caution. The first should be used in small quantities at a time,
dissolved in the proportion of 3 oz. to 8 galls, of water, and
applied when plants are beginning to grow. Guano is a very
strong substance, and should be used either mixed with water
till it is of the colour of small beer, or with five or six times its

bulk of earth or charcoal powder. It is very similar in its

action to putrid yeast, or pigeons' dung.f Anon.—You will
find at p. 5 the result of an excellent experiment on guano,
which we would advise you to repeat with your Carrots. We
this week give you another on Wheat. The best disinfecting
powder to apply in emptying your cesspool, &c, is bleaching-
powder, which costs, wholesale, 6d. a pound. Two or three
pounds will go a long way. You cannot use a worse substance
than quicklime, which drives off all the offensive odour, instead
of fixing it. If you cannot get bleaching-powder, charcoal dust
will do service ; and in the absence of that, the siftings of the
house-cinders may be employed; even peat-earth may be em-
ployed, or saw-dust; but these substances act slowly, require
to be mixed with the cloacine before it is removed, and the two
last must enter into fermentation before they are fit to carry on
land. Bleaching-powder, dissolved in a large quantity of
water, acts instantaneously. A pound of the powder will im-
pregnate half-a-dozen pails-full of water. The best way is to
mix the powder with water some hours before it is wanted, and
to stir the fluid frequently.! C. G.—We advise you to try
guano, artificial guano, the coarse sulphate of ammonia, nitrate
of soda, and the sulphate of ammonia in crystals: 2 cwt. per
acre of each. You will see the mode of applying them upon
reference to former pages, and to numerous answers to corre-
spondents. If you find the expense too great ycu can reduce
the quantities. Our advertising columns will inform you who
deal in such articles : we never recommend one person in pre-
ference to another.

Liquid Manure.— T. A. iV.—Cloacine and Urine, after being
disinfected, should be diluted with at least four times their
bulk of water previously to being used upon plants in the open
ground, t

Planting.—Patience.—If Ivy will not grow on the precipitous
sides of your bank, we should have small hope of anything else
succeeding: but surely you must be mistaken ; for Ivy will grow
almost anywhere. The following are also worthy of a trial—
Hypericum calycinum, Vinca major, Ampelopsis quinqucfolia,
Vitis odoratissima, Clematis Vitalba, flammula, and other
species of that genus, t

Vinks.— T. W. T.—You had better defer painting the partition
between your Vineries until the leaves fall from the Vines. It
would be running a great risk to paint it now when the Vines arc
just breaking.* Cornish Man.—For growing in a Vinery
where fire-heat is dispensed with, you may add to the Black
Hamburgh and Sweetwater, the Chasselas Musqueand Royal
Muscadine. With Kirke's Black Hamburgh we are unac-
quainted. The Verdelho is a small sweet Grape, of good
quality, and usually bears abundantly. We should imagine
that you might with safety allow strong Black Hamburgh
Vines, four years planted, to ripen from 12 to 16 lbs. each.
Grafting the Vine by approach must be performed when both
plants are in full growth, and is done by paring away the bark
and a small portion of the wood, to the length of two or three

,
inches, on that side of the shoot where it can be most readily

. united to the stock. Pare away the stock in a similar manner,
make a slit upwards in the shoot, as in layering, and a down-
ward slit in the stock for the reception of the heel thus formed.
After joining the two accurately together, lie them closely up
with bast and cover the part with damp Moss. We will tell
you more about grafting the Vine next week.*

t-ou> p,T._Alnus.—The height of a Cold pit above the ground
rnust depend entirely upon the use for which it is intended.
For general purposes about 4 feet at the back, and 3 feet in the
front, will be found most serviceable, t

Hotbed.— T. A. N.—The best height for a brick pit, on which
to place a small frame 3£ feet long by 2'i feet wide, is 3 feet. As
Jt is intended for raising half-hardy annuals and striking cut-
t Jngs ; and as stable dung is inadmissible on account of the
^convenience of carrying it through the house, we have no
doubt that refuse hops, as stated at p. 158, would answer
the purpose, t G. A. C—Your Gardener is right. Your
Melon bed, only I£ foot high, will soon lose its heat, in which
case your only resource will be to form linings around it,

T
Viewing them occasionally as the heat in the bed declines. %

ji, omc,;A nvano-cjRnvLKA.— Georgius.— If seeds of this plant are
sown now in a hotbed, and the young plants are carefully
tended and hardened oft', they may be planted out in a waim
a,'d sheltered border in May, where they will bloom until cut
off by Autumn frosts, t

i??
A scandbns'.— Georgius.— This is a climbing plant, which

will succeed against a south wall, provided it is protected from
severe frost, t
^MoNANTiius.-A Novice.—The best time for pruning Chimo-
"a*rihus fragrans, or Calycanthus precox, as it was formerly
ailed, is the present, after the ilowers have fallen. It merely

t
quires those shoots which cannot be conveniently trained in.to be cut away.t5E 'lL"-v.-£. D.— This plant is easily multiplied by raking

is 1
•

° l<* stcnis »
anti transferring them to any place in which it

son
rable to P |ant tliem ; taking care to sink the roots by

Canu
e nieans into the mud at the bottom of the pond.t

biUh
F-°°T,~*"'*" £'*—Thereis no better method of destroying the

thnnK
>f Crowfoot or Ranunculus, when thrown into heaps,

n bv chopping them to pieces or burning them.f

f
Glycine sinensis.— Veronica.—It is not unusual for this plant,
when newly removed, to make but little progress for a con-
siderable time, and afterwards to commence growing vigorously.
This will perhaps be the case with yours. As your soil is not
rich, it would benefit it to water the roots occasionally with
liquid manure. J

Clematis.— Veronica.—Clematis azurea, Sieboldi, and viticella,
arc hardy. They will grow in any light rich soil, such as a
mixture of turfy loam and peat or leaf mould. WT

e have for-
warded your letter to to the author of the Amateur's Garden.!

Rampion.—A Subscriber.—The treatment of this plant is described
at p. 364 of 1842. t

Shah rock.— W.R. W.—The true Shamrock is now believed to
be the Woodsorrel, and not any of the Trefoil kind, t

Hemlock Spruce.—A Subscriber.—This plant likes good light
dry land, but it is not very particular. Like all the Pine tribe,
it dislikes soil that has been long manured. Nitrate of soda
applied in small quantities, dissolved in water, to the roots of
Conifers when they are pushing, will probably do them good,
unless they are very unhealthy, and then it may do harm. You
must, however, take care that the Nitrate is not much adulte-
rated with salt, t

Pomegranate.—F. H.—H you manure this plant too freely, it
will run to wood without blooming. It flowers best when
planted in modeiately rich, dry soil, in a warm south place,
where it will make a rather stunted growth, and ripen its wood
well. The more it is pruned, the less likely it is to rlower.j

Evergreen Oak.—A. E.—The Evergreen Oak grows most
vigorously in rich loamy land : but it will thrive in almost any
soil. We do not know whether it will grow in chalk.t

Oranges—Berkshire.— It is not improbable that the cause of the
leaves falling from your Orange- trees proceeds from the plants
having received too much water when not in a growing state,
and from the soil having become hardened about the roots.
This may easily be ascertained by examining one. As the
leaves did not fall until December, it does not appear that the
roots were injured by the pots having been exposed to the sun
during summer. They will soon recover if repotted and placed
in a close, moist atmosphere, t

Cactus.—A young Begimier.—H you are anxious to forward the
blooming of your Cacti, they will not be injured by being
transferred to the stove, provided you give them plenty of
water, t

Roses.—A Subscriber.—Both the Yellow and W:hite Banksian
Roses are admirably adapted for training upon pillars. A south-
ern aspect is best for them.* T. A. N.—lf, after pruning
Roses in winter, the terminal buds are killed by frost, it is
proper to cut back the shoots in spring to the next living bud.We have had no experience in the action of Bone-dust and
Guano upon Roses. The best time for potting Roses is directly
after the leaves have fallen : if performed at this season, it
should be done before the buds have pushed to any extent.J
Corycius.—There is no doubt but the Scotch Rose may be
budded on the Dog Rose. It is not likely, however, that they
would continue to thrive long together.

t

Pines.—/! Pine Grower.—As far as we can judge from the speci-
men sent, wc should imagine that the scalded appearance of
your Pine-leaves is occasioned by their having been recently
shifted, and not afterwards shaded from the fierce rays of the
sun. During such bright days as we have lately experienced,
a net, two or three times doubled, should be spread over Pine-
stoves containing newly-potted plants, t

Strawberries.— W. B.—The most approved kinds are Keen's
Seedling, Elton, Myatt's Pine, and British Queen, Roseberry,
Downton, Old Pine, Grove End, American, and Coul Late
Scarlets, t

Pears.—A Subscriber.—We are not sufficiently acquainted with
the Van Mons Leon Le Clerc Pear to state whether it is suffi-
ciently hardy to bear as an open dwarf standard. The Lewis
is an excellent Pear, equal in point of flavour to the Monarch
and Beurre Ranee; but ripening much earlier in the season.
The Neplus Meuris, Easter Bcurn*, and Beurr<$ Ranee are all
late Pears of first-rate excellence. The two former are the
most hardy 5 but the fruit of the latter, from a standard, in
favourable seasons, is the most highly flavoured of the three, t
• A Subscriber ah initio.— Mr. Dillistone of Sturmer informs
us that the Barnadiston Pear obtained its name from an aged
tree of this kind which grew at Kedington Hall, formerly the
seat of the Barnadiston family. The Pear is stated to be of good
quality, and to keep till June, being about the size and form of
a large Swan's Egg. If you are desirous of obtaining scions,
Mr. D. will forward them to you upon receiving your address
and two postage-stamps.

Grafting.—E. S.—It is impossible to graft the Pomegranate on
m the Orange, or the Rose on the Vine, t Amateur.— It is much
better to bud Roses than to graft them. It may, however, be
done now, and in the way you describe ; we advise you to
employ clay rather than grafting-wax. t

Vegetables.—Lusor.—The vegetables of which vou have re-
ceived packets of seeds from the borders of the Rhine are, with
one exception, known in this country by the following names :

—No. 1, Weisser Kohlrabi, or common White Kohlrabi -

t 2,
Libaun Kohlrabi

: when you have grown this Russian variety
wc shall be happy to receive your account of it : 3, Rosenkohl,
Brussels Sprouts; 4, Erd Kohlrabi, Turnip-rooted Cabbage;
5, Forellen Kopf, Spotted Cos Lettuce; 6, Pariser Kopf, Paris
Cos; 7, Montze Ballcnfuss, Tennis-ball Lettuce; 8, Grosser
Mogul, Imperial Lettuce; 0, Schwarze Lange Rettig, is the
Black Spanish; and 10, Rothe Lange Rettig, the Red Spanish
Radish. All the above may be sown now, with the exception
of the Spanish or Winter Radishes, the sowing of which should
be deferred till July. U

Peas.—E. S. cannot sow the Portugal Sugar Pea at a better time
than the present, t

Gourds.- Junius.— The largest Gourd is the Potiron jaune,
which sometimes weighs as much as 2 cwt.f

Cl-cumbers.—An Amateur.—Vie doubt the propriety of applying
so strong a solution of Nitrate of Soda to Cucumbers as 10 oz.
to 3 galls, of water. You had better try it in the proportion of
1 oz. to the gall., winch may be applied at intervals of ten days
or a fortnight.! An Amateur.—We apprehend that the cause
of your Cucumber plants producing only barren flowers is
owing to your having obtained seed of a bad kind. So great is
the difference in this respect between various sorts, that, under
the same treatment, one will show fruit as soon as it has
formed half-a-dozen leaves, while another kind will cover the
whole bed before you can obtain the same result.*

Slucs.—Bedfordshire.—The remedy alluded to at p. lis for
destroying slugs is to place, about the borders, Savoy leaves,
with a stone laid on them to prevent the wind from blowing
them about. These tiaps are to be examined daily; the slugsmay be killed by being shaken into a pan of salt or brine, tWorms.— J. J.—Nothing is better for getting rid of these crea-
tures than good fresh lime-water, prepared from fresh burnt
lime. Gas-water will not drive them away. Wc have repeatedly
stated that this fluid is an excellent manure for grass land,
mixed with about three parts water. The quantity should not
be less than lo'o gallons of the gas- water, and as much more as
the price it bears will enable you to afford. Now is the right
season to apply it.f

Ants.—A young Beginner.—As long as you keep the sand in
which your Pines are plunged dry, so long will you be an-
noyed by ants. We would recommend you to saturate the
sand with water, and afterwards to water it with a solution of
chloride of lime. Most of the ants may be destroyed as they
are endeavouring to escape. £

Wikeworm.—A Sufferer.— Spirit of tar is the best remedy with
which we are acquainted for destroying this pest. The mode
of application is described at p. 821 of 1842. %

'

Drainage.— T. A. N.—When moss is placed over drainage in a
pot, it should be removed every time the plant is repotted. In

planting out, however, it is better to retain it, because it will
serve as a reservoir of moisture in time of drought, t

Dried Plants.—Hertford.—You will find a full account of the
method of drying plants at p. 527 of 1842. The use of camphor
is to prevent the attacks of insects, by keeping a supply of it
constantly in the drawers or cases in which the specimens are
preserved. t

Spurring.—T. A. N.—To spur the shoot of a plant means to cut
it back to a certain bud or eye, situated at a short distance
from the base of the shoot, t

Trkllis.—Asbestos.— In our opinion no plants would look better
upon a trellised paling 4 feet high, and facing the south, than
China Roses, which would continue to bloom from June till the
end of November. From their being planted on the north side
their roots would be kept in a more equable state of moisture.!

NewZealand.—We have received Mr. Wansey's circular, relating
to the losses sustained by his son in consequence of thc'hostility
of the natives. The conclusion to which we arrive is, that he
ought to seek redress from the Colonial office, and not from
the New Zealand Company. Outrages connected with disputed
possession, or arising out of any other circumstances, should be
guarded against by the civil authorities acting under the
Government of New Zealand; and nothing can be more clear
than that they have neglected their duty—provided Mr. Alfred
"Wansey has performed his. We should be glad to know why
this complainant could not have acted in the same way as Mr.
Wickstead in similar circumstances at the Waitera, when the
quarrel was effectually settled by a police magistrate and the
show of a few muskets ? f

Flower-pots.— O. S.—The usual dimensions of a 24-sized pot
are Si inches in diameter at top, by 8 inches deep, t

Slate Pots.—New Subscriber.— Slate pots are square, and are
more expensive than those made of clay. You will find where
they are to be seen and purchased by referring to our ad-
vertisements, t

Gold Fish.— W. T. C—The Gold and Silver Fish bred in this
country arc quite as large as those from Holland. They may
be procured in Covent Garden market. The best time for
removing them is in May :

it may, however, be done now, if

cautiously performed, in which case the fish will spawn in their
new habitation. %

Woollev Netting.— Oriola.— If Bees will not pass under the
Woollen Net, placed over Peach-trees when in bloom, that is
not unlikely to prove detrimental to the fruiting of the trees,
unless the blossoms are disturbed by high winds, or by some
artificial means, t

Miscellaneous.—W. A.— It is impossible to determine plants
from such fragments of leaves without a flower. % T. T.—
We think it very probable that great mischief may be done by
the larvas of insects, conveyed into frames with rotten manure,
but we cannot specify any particular kind. If those that are
suspected of being mischievous are forwarded to us, we will
readily give our opinion upon them. R. Clericus.—Be so
good as to send us the little white worms alluded to, and we
will tell you what they are. At present, we cannot undertake
to illustrate the Wire-worm, but we hope to do so in the course
of the year. R. James can have it by sending six postage-
stamps.——//. T.—The Acacia is A. lophantha. t R. S.—
Your insect is the Vine Weevil, figured and described at p.
292 of Vol. i.t D. M. Q.—Your plant is Malvaviscus arbtf-
reus, alias Achania malvaviscus.t Amateur.—We are so
accustomed to be plundered, that we are not at all surprised at
what you point out. Much obliged for the information, t
3Iyr£us.—We regret we cannot give you the information you
ask for. We never state nurserymen's prices, or recommend
one person ratherthan another. Your question can beanswered
by any respectable nurseryman, t P. W.—Wrewishwe could
say we approve of your plan of heating; on the contrary, we
think it a decided step backwards. It is the business of the
patentees to make their invention known, if it has the merit
claimed for it.f F. W. C.—Wc really cannot undertake to
name Cryptogamic plants, when they have no connexion with
Horticulture.! A.K.—Yes.J Veronica.— It is impossible to
say what your Anemones are from the inspection of a leaf.*
An Inquirer.—-Your plants are— 1, Acacia armata; 2, Erica
Mediterranea ; 3, E. carneaj 5, Omphalodes verna.t G. C.—
Your plant is Gesnera Douglasii.f A. C.—The Apple is

the Hanwell Souring, excellent for kitchen use.||

As usual, many letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Tiik Parliamentary proceedings of the week present

few subjects for comment, with the exception of Lord
Palmerston's motion on the Ashburton Treaty. The
chief features of this debate were the speeches of Lord
Palmerston and Sir Robert Peel on Tuesday night, which
may be regarded as an epitome of the great questions

which for half a century have endangered the relations

between Great Britain and the United States. Lord

Palmerston contended that, instead of resting on the case

established by the decision of the King of the Netherlands

and by the investigation of the British Commissioners,—
viz., that the St. John was a British river, in accordance

with the terms of the treaty of 1783,—Lord Ashburton

had granted to Mr. Webster concession after concession,

surrendering a tract beyond that river to which the

Americans had not a shadow of title, and obtaining no

concession in return for advantages gratuitously be-

stowed. The effect of this weakness, in his opinion,

was manifested in the tone assumed by the United States

with respect to the disputed boundary on the shores of the

Pacific, and if the Oregon bill had been passed by Con-
gress he considered that it would have amounted to a

declaration of war against this country. Sir R. pee], in

reply, claimed credit for Lord Ashburton and the present

Government, in having settled a question " the festering

sore of half a century," which Lord Palmerston, although
ten years in office, was unable to adjust. lis settlement,

he said, was essential to the security of Canada and to the
maintenance of peace ; and in adopting a conventional
line, Lord Ashburton had obtained a boundary better

calculated to protect our Canadian provinces than that
awarded by the King of Holland, while it secured to us
much greater advantages, and a larger amount of the
disputed territory. He disclaimed the reference to the

celebrated map " with a strong led line " in the archives

of the Foreign Office at Paris, and contended that there

was no evidence to connect the map with Dr. Franklin's

despatch. After some remarks from Mr. Macaulay on
the tone assumed by Lord Ashburton in his correspond-

ence with Mr, Webster, the debate was adjourned. It
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was again resumed on Tuesday by Sir C. Napier ; but

shortly after its commencement, the House was counted

out, and the motion, as a matter of course, fell to the

ground. Lord Palmerston on Thursday explained that it

was not his intention to renew the subject ; he was anxious

only for discussion, and was satisfied with having elicited

the opinions which had been expressed on both sides of

the House, Mr. Hume then gave notice of a motion for

the 31st, expressing the thanks of the House to Lord

Ashburton and the Government for having brought the

boundary question to a satisfactory settlement. On

Thursday Mr. S. O'Brien brought forward a motion for a

select committee on the Irish Poor-Law, but it was op-

posed by Government, and negatived on a division by a

majority of 85.
,

From France, we learn that the Secret Service Money

Bill, which was so recently the object of angry discussion

in the Chamber of Deputies, was passed by the Peers on

Tuesday by a large majority. The seizure of Otaheite by

the French squadron is officially confirmed, and there is

some probability that the Sandwich Islands will also

recognise the supremacy of France.—Accounts from Spain

mention that the results of the Elections are considered

on the whole satisfactory to the Ministry, and that the

British and Spanish Governments have agreed upon the

principle of a commercial treaty.—Our German news

conveys the gratifying intelligence that the Archduke

Charles, the heir presumptive to the Crown of Austria,

has somewhat rallied from the effects of his late illness,

and that hopes are entertained of his recovery.—Further

advices from the West Indies give additional particulars

of the recent earthquake ; slight shocks were felt at

Barbadoes, Trinidad, Demerara, St. Lucia, and Berbice,

but they appear to have been unattended with destruction

of property or loss of life.

J^ome Nttos.
Court.— Her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied

by the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, left town

on Saturday for Claremont, and remained there until

Thursday, when they again returned to Buckingham

Palace. His Royal Highness Prince Adalbert, of Prussia,

arrived in London on Monday, from Lisbon and the Bra-

zils, and immediately proceeded to Claremont, to pay a

visit to her Majesty. On Tuesday his Royal Highness

visited the other members of the royal family, and went

over the works of the new Houses of Parliament and

Westminster Abbey. On Wednesday the Prince em-

barked at the Custom-house for Hamburgh, on his return

to Berlin.—Notice has been issued from the Lord Cham-
berlain's office that Prince Albert will, by the desire of her

Majesty, hold Levees at St. James's Palace, on behalf of

her Majesty, on Wednesday, the 29th instant, and on

Wednesday, the 2Gth of April next, both days at two

o'clock. It is her Majesty's pleasure that presentations

to his Royal Highness at these Levees shall be considered

equivalent to presentations to the Queen. Addresses to

the Queen may either be forwarded to her Majesty through

the Secretary for the Home Department, or may be re-

served until her Majesty shall hold a Levee.

Parliamentary Movements.—The Cambridge election

has terminated in the return of Mr. Fitzroy Kelly, by a

majority of 18 ; the numbers at the close of the poll were,

for Mr. Kelly, 703, for Mr. Foster, 685. Mr. T. B. C.

Smith, the Attorney-General for Ireland, has been elected

Member for Ripon, in the room of Mr. Pemberton, who
has retired from public life. The Athlone election com-

mittee have concluded their inquiry, and reported to the

House that Mr. Farrell had not been duly elected, that

the election was void, and that he and his agent, Mr.
French, had been guilty of treating. A new writ has

accordingly been ordered for the election of a Member.
The Nottingham election committee have reported to the

House that Mr. Walter was not duly elected; that the

last election for the borough was a void election ; that

Mr. Walter, through his agents, was guilty of bribery and

treating; but that it has not been proved that such bribery

was committed with the knowledge and consent of Mr.
Walter. The new writ was ordered to be suspended for

a week, until the evidence be printed.

The Mint.—By a Parliamentary paper issued last week,

respecting the transactions of the Mint during 1842, it

appears:— 1. That 194,229/. Qs. 6rf. were issued out of

the Consolidated Fund for the purchase of bullion for

coinage. 2. That the total amount of purchases of silver

bullion and dollars was 191,924/. 185. 1\d. %
the Mint

value of which, at G6s. per lb. Troy, was 208,746/. 2s. lljrf.,

showing a seignorage difference between market and Mint
value of 18,664/. 2s. 3|rf. 3. Old worn silver coin from

the Bank of England, purchased for re-coinage, nominal

value, 20,000/. ; Mint value, 18,157/. 2.s. 5d. ; showing a

loss on the purchase of 1,842/. 175. Id. 4. Copper bullion

purchased, 499/. 12,9. 2d. ; Mint value at 224/. per ton,

1,189/. 3s. ; seignorage, 689/. 10s. lOrf. 5. The silver

and copper coin delivered into the Mint-office amounted
to 192,852/. of silver, and 1,344/. of copper. 6. Pay-
ments of silver and copper coin were 190,472/. 13.?. 3d.

7. Payments made into the Exchequer out of cash re-
ceived for silver and copper monies, 175,317/. 0s. id.

p JFowlgn.
France.--There is little news of general interest from

rans. ihe Chamber of Peers has been occupied for some
days with the discussion of the Secret Service Money Bill,
which passed on Tuesday by a large majority. The only

event of the debate which requires notice, is the speech of

M. Guizot, which is admitted by all parties to be fully

equal to his former orations on the general policy of

France. We can only quote the following remarks in

reference to this country. " In England you know the
difficulties of our situation during the last two years. You
know the efforts that were necessary to maintain amicable
relations between the countries, and prevent them being

disturbed by passions, national and legitimate even in

some of their motives, but full at once of error and of

peril. Notwithstanding the difficulty, the desired result

has been obtained. Not only have the friendly relations

between the two countries been maintained, but a great

number of delicate questions existing between them have

been solved, and in a manner conformable to our interests

and our desires. In fine, it is at the present day evident

to all the world, that the passions so livelily awakened

amongst us, have begun to grow calm; that a more juat

and equitable feeling, prevails with respect to England ;

and that thanks to the perseverance and moderation

of our policy, as well as that of England, there is every

reason to hope that the amicable relations between the two

countries will soon be solidly re-established." In the Cham-
ber of Deputies there has been little novelty, excepting

on a motion for abolishing the vote by ballot in the house,

which was lost on Wednesday by a majority of eight.

Much attention has been excited by the elections of the

officers of the National Guard, which commenced on
Tuesday. The tranquillity of France depends so greatly

on the tranquillity of the capital, that the feelings of the

National Guard towards the Government are naturally

watched with solicitude when about to be manifested in the

selection of its commanders.—The Moniteur officially

confirms, in the following terms, the taking possession

of Otaheite by the French squadron:—"The Govern-
ment has received despatches from Rear-A-dmiral Dupetit

Thouars, announcing that the Queen and the chiefs of Ota-
heite had asked to be admitted under the protection of the

King of the French. The Rear-Admiral acquiesced in their

demand, and had taken effective measures for the purpose

until the receipt of the ratification of the King, which is

about to be forwarded to him." We may possibly soon

hear of the Sandwich Islands having also acknowledged
the supremacy of France, for the Quotidienne mentions
the arrival at Paris of an Envoy from them, of the name
of Thomas Halillo. This personage is stated to have

come on the subject of reparations required of the King
of the Sandwich Islands by the commander of the French
ship of war L'Ambuscade, also for sundry injuries done
to French missionaries, and other offences against a treaty

entered into with France in 1839.— It appears that defini-

tive arrangements have been made relative to the railroad

from Paris to Amiens, and from thence to Lille and to

Calais. The Government has entered into terms with

Messrs. Rothschild, Mills, and Co., a company of French

and English capitalists, to have all the road completed in

five years. The Chambers, last week, rejected the demand
of Ministers for a grant of two millions of francs for the

completion of the Bordeaux and La Teste Railroad.—The
town of Les Andelys, in imitation of other towns of

France which have erected statues to such of their towns-

men as have distinguished themselves in arts or sciences

—as Rouen to Pierre Corneille, Paris to Moliere, Chateau-

Thierry to La Fontaine, and Montboliard to Cuvier—has

determined on paying a similar tribute to Nicholas Poussin,

the painter. A subscription to this effect has been opened

under the auspices of the Minister of the Interior.

Spain.—Accounts from Madrid of the 14th inst. state,

that the British and Spanish Governments had at length

agreed upon the principle of a commercial treaty. As far

as the election returns had been published the results had

been considered satisfactory to the Government, although

MM. Mendizabel and Gonzales had failed in their

attempt to be returned for Madrid. The Infante Don
Francesco de Paula has been returned for Saragossa, and

much curiosity was excited as to the part his Royal High-

ness would enact in the Cortes. Considerable attention

was also bestowed on the presence of Prince Napoleon

Bonaparte, who had just had a private audience of the

young Queen.
Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 13th inst.,

brought by the Montrose steamer, in which Prince Adel-

bert of Prussia came passenger from Lisbon, where he

had been spending a week, having arrived there from

Bahia on the 6th, in a Sardinian frigate. A great number
of important projects of law had been submitted to the

Chambers. One was for the introduction of an extensive

scheme of primary and secondary instruction throughout

the kingdom ; another for improving the navigation of

the Tagus near Santarem, and cutting a canal through the

valley of Azambuja ; and a third for the construction of a

general system of roads. This latter project had already

passed the Deputies. The accouchement of the Queen
was expected daily, and prayers for her safety had been

directed to be said in all the churches of the country.

Belgium and Holland.—We learn from Brussels

that it is in contemplation to establish a Belgian colony

in the Sandwich Islands, and that the Belgian Colonisation

Company of St. Thomas is in negotiation with the King

of these islands. The private secretary of that Sovereign,

M. Halillo, lately arrived at Brussels from the United

States, and has since proceeded to Paris. The emigrant-

ship Theodore has sailed from Antwerp for the new

colony in Central America. The Brussels papers state

that Holland has just lost one of its most honourable

citizens, and the house of Orange one of its most able

servants, in M. Falck, minister of King William II., who

died on the 16th, at Brussels, of an attack of gout.

Germany.—Letters from Vienna, of the 12th inst.,

state that the illness of the Archduke F. Charles, the

Emperor's brother, and presumptive heir to the crown,

assumed so serious an aspect last week, that the sacrament

had been administered to him
;
[but that he had rallied

within the last few'days, and hopes were entertained of his

recovery. The Archduke was one of the most distin-

guished commanders of the Austrian Army during

the last great struggle with Napoleon. They also state

that intelligence has been received from Uppeis, in

the Bannat of Hungary, of a crime which has excited

great indignation, the victim being a member of one of the

most noble families in Germany. Count Ferdinando

Nieperg, captain of hussars in that town, had forbidden

those under his command from going to visit the inhabi-

tants of a village, because there had lately been some
affrays between the military and citizens. But going him-

self to the place, to see if his commands had been obeyed,

he was attacked by two subaltern officers who were pre-

sent, and who at once fired two pistols at him, by which

he was mortally wounded, and died in a few hours. The
two perpetrators of the murder have fled.—It appears

that the reaction against the liberty of the press is

making rapid progress among the Germanic Confederation,

and that the censorship is become more strict than ever.

The Rhenish Gazette will cease to appear after the 1st of

April. The Allgemeine Zeitung of Leipsic is refused

admission into Prussia, and the Augsburg Gazette has

lost its importance in consequence of the proscription en-

forced by Bavaria and Prussia.—Letters from Prague

mention that the family of Count Waldstein, descendants

of the Duke of Friedland (and erroneously called Wallen-

stein), have commenced an action to recover the great es-

tates, on the ground of the imperial rescript of 18th July,

1628, which confirms the testament of the Duke per ex-

tension. The Imperial Exchequer has reported the suit

as a matter already decided, but the tribunal at Prague

does not recognise this objection ; and thus this remark-

able claim, which has been so often brought forward, re-

jected, and again taken up, will he brought to a legal de-

cision.—Another German railroad, that from Magdeburg
to Halberstadt, is to be opened in its full extent on the

15th July next. This will be of great convenience to

those English tourists who choose Hamburg for their

route, on their visits to the Continent next summer. The
steam-boats proceed from Hamburg up the Elbe to Mag-
deburg, aiurthe railroad from Magdeburg to Halberstadt

will carry the tourist at once into the midst of the roman-
tic beauties of the Brocken and the Harz Mountains, with

Berlin, Dresden, Leipsic, Stettin, Frankfort-on-the-Oder,

&c. Magdeburg has been for some time in constant rail-

road communication.—Accounts from Hanover state that

several of the Orders of Knighthood, medals, and hono-
rary insignia (given on the occasion of the marriage of [the

Crown Prince) have been sent back to the Government.
Malta.—Letters from Malta give further particulars

of the melancholy death of Dr. Martin, noticed in our

last. It appears that the shot was almost immediately

fatal, and that death ensued within the hour. The ball

entered at the lower part of the back, and completely tra-

versed the stomach, so that nothing could be done to save

his life. The murder was committed by the sentry at

Sir John Louis's door, as Dr. Martin was passing from
the house to the Admiral's steps. Had his visit been a

little earlier, his life would have been saved, for the sen-

tinels were changed at twelve o'clock. The soldier was

not two yards from Dr. Martin when he fired ; he has

been examined by the magistrates, and says that his mus-
ket went off by accident; but this is contradicted by the

evidence of an eye-witness, who saw him the instant after

the gun went off, holding it still presented, in the way a

soldier takes aim. The result of the coroner's inquest is

not yet known.—A Court Martial was lately held at

Malta, which admonished Capt. Sir C. Sullivan, of the

Formidable, which ran ashore near Barcelona, R" to be

more careful in future in reference to the use of the lead

and line,'' and reprimanded the master on the same
grounds.
Greece.—The accounts from Athens relate chiefly to

the death and funeral of Theodore Colecrotoni, the most

remarkable of the Greek chiefs who fought for the na-

tional independence during the resolution. He died at

the age of 74, on the 15th, of an attack of apoplexy. The
funeral was attended by several thousand persons, includ-

ing the garrison, and was accompanied to the burying

ground, about half a mile beyond the temple of Jupiter,

by the entire population of Athens, and by the carriages

of the whole corps diplomatique, except that of the French

Minister. Even the Turkish Ambassador was not ashamed
of being seen doing honour to the warrior, though he hod

fought against the country he represented. Among the

pall-bearers was Sir Richard Church, the former Colonel

of the deceased when in the English army.
West Indies.—The mail steamer Tay has brought

accounts from Trinidad to the 15th, Barbadoes to the

16th, St. Lucia to the 17th, Jamaica, St. Kitt's, and De-
merara to the 18th, and Dominica and St. Vincent to the

19th February. The papers do not afford much news in

addition to what has been received by previous arrivals.

They are, of course, principally occupied with the details

of the earthquake experienced in the neighbourhood of

the Northern West India Islands, the particulars of which

are already known to our readers. Slight shocks had been

felt at Trinidad, Demerara, Berbice, and St. Lucia, but

it does not appear that they were attended with destruc-

tion of property or loss of life, though the populace have

been in a complete state of consternation, owing to the

great damage done in Antigua, Nevis, Guadaloupe, and

Martinique, by the late awful visitation. The Barbadoes

journals express with much satisfaction their escape from

the calamity which has befallen the sister colonies, and

add, that the prospects of the crops were good, notwith-
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Standing the sultry state of the weather. The canes are
said to present a luxurious appearance, while the agricul-
tural population were working with the greatest activity
in carrying out the operations of the fields. The repre-
sentatives of the Legislative Council of Barbadoes, sym-
pathising with their fellow colonists of the neighbouring,
islands, who have suffered by the earthquake, prayed the
Governor to make a grant from the public treasury for
their relief; and, in compliance, a sum of 15,000 dollars
was voted by them, to be applied in such proportion and
in such manner amongst the sufferers in the neighbouring
islands as his Excellency and the Council may see fit..

—

From Trinidad we have accounts of the continuance of
emigration from the shores of Africa, to supply the wants
of the colonists with labour. The Kroomen were the
class of people mostly engaged. A fire had occurred on
the Matilda estate, supposed to be the work of an incen-
diary; It is remarked that the crime of arson is much on
the increase, and that the local authorities do not exercise
proper vigilance for its suppression. The Tay does not
appear to be the bearer of more recent accounts from
Guadaloupe than have already reached us from France,
nor of anything new from Cuba since the conflagration at

Port-au-Prince, on the 9th January. A Court-martial has
been held upon the Hon. Captain Elliot, of the Spartan
frigate, for inflicting corporal punishment on Mr. Delacy
M. Gleig, a midshipman of that vessel. The court found
Capt. Elliot guilty of the charges alleging the infliction

of corporal punishment ; but in consideration of the
"very high testimonials as to character and conduct ad-
duced by the prisoner—the extraordinary and parental
anxiety manifested on all occasions for the well-doing and
general instruction of all the young men on board his
ship, and particularly of Mr. Gleig himself—and also
looking at the nature of the punishment complained of,

the circumstances under which it was inflicted, the feeling
which dictated it and which animated the prisoner towards
all under his command, as proved in evidence, the court
decided that the authority and the rules and regulations
of her Majesty's service, and the dignity of the law, as

applicable to an infringement of them, will be fully vin-
dicated and upheld by merely adjudging that the prisoner
be severely reprimanded. Upon Captain Elliot's return
to. his own ship, the crew received him with loud and
continued cheering, which was heard on board every ship
in harbour and in Port Royal.—An extraordinary phe-
nomenon was observed from the Tay to the W. and SSW.
during the homeward passage on the 0th, 7th, 8th, 9th,
10th, 14th, 15th, and 17th inst. In appearance it was
like a bright sunbeam, resembling in shape a comet's
tail, but more parallel, the altitude of the upper limb
being about 32 degrees, and terminating downward about
8 degrees above the horizon in an oblique direction ; it

was generally visible from half-past six until nine in the
evening. This is, no doubt, the comet we have noticed
under our Miscellaneous article. Among the passengers
by the Tay were a black prince and princess, the Prince
Louis Napoleon Christophe, of St. Domingo, brother of
Christophe, King of Hayti, and his wife. They had been
visiting the West India Islands for pleasure, and have
come to England in the same pursuit.

the King's sworn Judges, administering justice and the law
according to their oaths, it was precisely that testimony, that
authority, that opinion of such a person as Lord Campbell on the
present occasion—namely, the advocate in the cause—not a
sworn judge, but the retained counsel in the cause, who had been
defeated by the reasons on the opposite side; and which had been
condemned by the universal judgment of the Court he had ad-
dressed

;
and if anything could by possibility still more detract

'from the weight and authority of that opinion, it was the sup-
posed possibility of the learned counsel not bearing very meekly
his entire discomfiture, after having argued for 16 hours, as his
noble and learned friend admitted he had done, by those judges,
who all agreed in deciding against him.
Tuesday.—Lord Brougham rose to complain of a new breach

of privilege—of a certain statement which he had seen in a news-
paper relative to himself and Lord Lynedoch, and which he de-
signated as a most absurd and ridiculous, yet malignant false-
hood. This statement, he said, was evidently fabricated for the
purpose not only of bringing him into contempt, but of exciting
a cause of duel betwixt him and his noble and gallant friend. The
origin of the fabrication was this : he (Lord Brougham) having
expressed in their Lordships' House on a late occasion his sup-
position that Lord Lynedoch was a member of the Anti-Corn-
Law League, and having subsequently found himself in error in
that supposition, had undertaken, at the request of Lord William
Russell, to correct his misstatement in the same place as he had
spoken it. Before he had the opportunity of doing so, however,
a paragraph came from Edinburgh, setting forth as a fact that a
hostile message had been sent-by Lord Lynedoch, and that the
retiactation which he (Lord Brougham) was to make was the
consequence of that message. This paragraph, than which no-
thing would be more ridiculous as well as false, had been copied
by all the London and other newspapers. He concluded by an-
nouncing that he was engaged tracing out the author of this
slander, and that it was his fixed determination to bring him to
the bar of that House.
The Duke of Wellington, in reply to Lord Beaumont, said

that it was the intention of Government to bring in a bill to give
effect to the Act of the Canadian Legislature, with respect to the
introduction of American grain, through Canada, at a fixed duty
of 3s., and into this country as Colonial produce.
Thursday.—The Sudbury Disfranchisement Bill was read a first

tirrc; a committee was appointed to arrange and control the
future proceedings, and it was ordered that one set of counsel
only should be heard on each side, for and against the dis-
franchisement of the borough.
Friday.—Lord Brougham gave notice that he would lay on

the table his Bill for the suppression of the slave trade on Mon-
day or Tuesday week, and move the second reading after
Easter.—Lord Campbell brought in a Bill to effect, by means of
a short and simple form, the conveyance of freehold property, in
lieu of the present lengthy and verbose form of lease and release.
It was read a first time.—On the motion of Lord Wharncliffe
the Coroners Bill was read a third time and passed.

4Parltnmtnt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—Lord Denman called the attention of the House to a
paragraph he had read in the Morning Chronicle of Thursday last,
in what professed to be the report of a speech delivered the pre-
ceding evening by Sir T. Wilde in the House of Commons. In
that speech he, the learned Chief Justice of England, found him-
self accused of having declared from the JJench " that licentious
and profligate writings, and their use by prisoners, had nothing to
do with prison discipline." He could not lose a moment in vin-
dication of his own character, and of the administration of justice,
in giving such an accusation the most unqualified contradiction.
He had never uttered nor entertained a single sentiment that
bore the least affinity to what had been ascribed to him. His
Judgment, delivered in the case of Stockdale v. Hansard, was
evidently that alone to which such an accusation could point;
Dut in that case the words used by him, as reported by Adolphus
and Ellis, were, " that whether the book found in the possession
°f a prisoner in Newgate were obscene or decent could have no in-
fluence in determining how prisons could best be regulated." He
wade no motion on the subject, but contented himself with this

. mg ever
Wade use of the words attributed to him. Lord Brougham took
tr»at opportunity of recording how entirely and from the bottom
Pf his heart and soul he agreed in every one particular with the
Judgment then pronounced, and how heartily he concurred in the
Renewed statement of that decision, and the grounds of it that
"ad been made that night by his noble and learned friend. He
r?Joiced at having now an opportunity of thus declaring his opi-
nion in favour of that judgment, relieved from all those
?ci*uples which would have restrained him at the time when that
^I&ment might have come before him in his judicial capacity in
liiat house.—Lord Campbkll maintained that the bill of 1841,

ffiTeed to by their Lordships, and which recited in its preamble

f
hat the power of inquiring into abuses was the necessary privi-
*°ee of both Houses of Parliament, amounted to a Parliamentary

j*versal of the judgment delivered in the Queen's Bench. He
^?o asserted as a fact, that all the eminent lawyers in West,
^'nster Hall were unanimous in condemning that judgment.—
r* .

r<l Abingkr doubted Lord Campbell's fact, for he knew the
/Pinions of eminent lawyers were generally in favour of the
J U(,ement.—Lord Dbnman reminded Lord Campbell that the uni-

th£
Sal cr? of the supporters of the House of Commons at the

j
«*e the bill was passing, was that, by the mere act of bringing

J* sUch a bill the House of Commons was surrendering the pri-

we&e ^ had been contending for.—The Duke of Wellington
jarred to the statement of Lord Campbell, that the act of Parlia-

thp
nt Was contradictory to, or inconsistent with, the judgment of

loM °nrt °* Queen's Bench. Hejwished to state that it was the

bef
Cluef Justice who supported and pressed that bill when laid

Ud
°r° their Lordships, and who prevailed upon the House to

that
tnat measure. He knew he could answer for one whom

*^n»
°*>le and learned Lorci persuaded to vote for that measure

the
Xy

» himself. He voted for that measure in consequence of

thaMPM
Gcn of tne Lord Chief Justice

»
wno would not have urged

of *»
bliI ** it had been so entirely inconsistent with the judgment

thpl Court of Queen's Bench.—Lord Brougham said that if

order J
vere anv authority lighter than a feather in the balance, in

* to countervail the great, grave, and venerable judgment of

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.— On the motion forgoing into a committee of supply,

Mr. T. DuNCOiMBK adverted to the treatment of the Chartist pri-
soners in Knutsford Gaol, and read a letter from the chaplain,
complaining of the conduct of the magistrates towards him, in
consequence of information he had communicated to the prison
inspector, sent down specially by the Home-office to make in-
quiry.—Mr. Tatton Egerton said, that the chaplain had for
several years kept a private memorandum-book of what was
going on in the gaol, instead of communicating what he thought
to be wrong to the magistrates, who were anxious that all the
facts of the case should be made known.—Sir Jamks Graham
complained that this proceeding was premature, as it was his in-
tention to lay the report of the prison inspector on the table of
the House. The Home Secretary had no control over the ap-
pointment or removal of the chaplains of gaols, which was vested
in the magistrates.—Mr. Williams asked why the rate of in-
terest on Exchequer bills was not reduced, seeing the current
rate for money in the market was not more than one per cent.

—

The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied, that the rate on
public securities could not be arranged with reference to the
fluctuating and temporary rate in the market.
The House having formed itself into a committee of supply,

a vote was taken of 18,182,000/. to defray Exchequer bills.—
The votes for the commissariat raised some debate, Mr. Hume
and Mr. Williams objecting to the extravagant scale of our
military establishments.—Sir R. Pkel, Mr. Bernal, and other
members argued that these establishments were reduced to as
low a rate as was compatible with due relief to regiments serv-
ing abroad, and to the effective protection of our colonial em-
pire.—Mr. Hume and Mr. Williams having urged the postpone-
ment of the civil contingencies, on account of not having had
time to consider the amount and nature of the votes, Sir. R.
Peel assented, remarking, in reply to Mr. Williams, who had
complained of the rapid manner in which the entire estimates
were hurried forward, that it was no wonder, seeing that the
Government had taken the House by surprise at the extent of
the reductions which they had been enabled to effect, and had
thereby commanded universal acquiescence. The House then
resumed; and transacted some routine business, including a
discussion, in committee, on the Coast of Africa Bill; the third
reading and passing of the Sudbury Disfranchisement Bill; the
appointment of a committee, on the motion of Mr. Hutt, to in-
quire into the laws affecting aliens ; and a short discussion on a
motion ofMr. Hume's, for a return relatingto the Mint, on which
there was a division, rejecting it, by 39 to 15. The returns, ex-
cluding the private emoluments of the officers, were subsequently
granted by the Government.
Tuesday.— Sir T. Wilde rose to disavow the expressions attri-

buted to him in reference to the Lord Chief Justice, during the
late debate on the privilege question. The extent of what he had
said on that occasion was that that noble and learned person had
held that whether licentious books were or were not used by
prisoners was not relevant to the consideration of the question of
prison discipline. Sir T. Wilde having, in making this disa-
vowal, nearly repeated his former oration, he was reprimanded by
the Speaker, who informed himthatfor a Member, under pre-
tence of giving a short explanation, to make a long speech, was
highly irregular and productive of great confusion. Sir l\
Wilde pleaded the practice oftheother House in his justification.
Lord Palmerston then brought on his motion with reference

to the Ashburton Boundary Treaty. Various opinions were en-
tertained respecting this treaty, but nobody thought it an advan-
tageous bargain; while others, amongst whom he was one,
thought it deserving of blame ; and in entering on its discussion,
he would disregard the stale and hackneyed argument
of wishing to disturb the friendly relations between the
two countries. War he deprecated; he admitted the great
importance of maintaining intimate connexion between na-
tional "blood relations;" but they were independent poli-
tical communities, having distinct interests. The first dispute
which arose out of the treaty of 1783, was, which was the St

drawn its offer of adopting it. The foundation of the British
claim lay on the decision of the question, whether or not the St.
John, falling into the Bay of Fundv, was an "Atlantic" river
according to the terms of the treaty. It had been determined in
our favour by the King of the Netherlands; and though the re-
opening of this question was refused by the British Government
it had been agreed that a convention should be appointed to re-
investigate and decide on the disputed points of the boundary.
But the proposition of the American Government, that commis-
sioners from the state of Maine should be associated with the
general commissioners, was rejected by the British Government,
on special grounds of objection. The British commis-
sioners, Colonel Mndge and Mr. Featherstonhaugh, had
laboriously discharged their duty, and had ascertained that
the line claimed by this country conformed with the
conditions of the treaty, while the American line did not. They
had not, indeed, the additional evidence in their possession of
the map marked by the "strong red line;" but the American
Government were aware of this corroboration of the justice of
our claims. Instead, then, of resting on our case, and conduct-
ing it through the ordinary intervention of our ambassador at
Washington, a special mission was resorted to, which in itself
was disadvantageous, because a functionary so going out with
pomp and parade would have the natural reluctance to return
empty-handed. The individual selected was an additional im-
portant consideration. He spoke with all respect of Lord Ash-
burton, whose public character and private virtues commanded
the esteem of all ; but he laboured under special disadvantages,
arising from his connexion with America, and his unacquainted-
ness with diplomacy

; while there were other individuals, some
of whom he mentioned, who might have been more fitly chosen.
On Lord Ashburton's arrival, he was met by Mr. Webster with
the demand of, what proposal have you come to make to us—an
advantageous position, by which he ultimately M check-mated "
the British negotiator. Lord Ashburton made his proposal,
which he unskilfully termed an "ultimatum," but the Americans
played with him, obtaining concession after concession, Mada-
waska settlement and all, until they brought Lord Ashburton
to a stand. still, and ascertained the compressibility of the
"squeezable material." A river boundary had been admitted to
be a natural one by Mr. Webster; yet he refused to abide by it,
and claimed a tract of territory north of the St. John, to which
the Americans had not a shadow of a title. Here Lord Ashbur-
ton should have frankly taken his ground ; the negotiation had
been based on the concession of mutual equivalents ; and if Mr.
Webster had insisted on drawing the boundary line to the St.
Francis, so as to secure this territory north of the St. John, there
were various important considerations which Lord Ashburton
might have bargained for it. But by the time the negotiation
had been brought to this point, all these advantages had been
given up; they were gone; Lord Ashburton had thrown the bag
containing them at Mr. Webster's feet, and the American minister
had coolly picked it up, with a profusion of thanks, but as
coolly refusing any concession in exchange for advantages
gratuitously bestowed. The military road from Quebec to St.
John's was indeed secured ; but the concession of the navigation
of the St. John brought the Americans, in time of war, close to
it. After referring to other points in the boundary, the noble
lord proceeded to that portion of the treaty which relates to the
slave-trade, expressed his conviction that since the accession of
the present Government to office we had made a retrograde step
with respect to this great question, and gave a sketch of the pro-
ceedings connected with the refusal of the French Government
to sign the Right of Search Treaty-a circumstance of which the
Americans took advantage, through their agents at Paris, in
order to raise more difficulties in the way. The letter of Lord
Aberdeen to the Admiralty, with respect to the burning of the
slave barracoons on the coast of Africa, had been another dis-
couragement ; and the correspondence between Lord Ashburton
and Mr. Webster was another, as, with reference to the case of
the " Creole," Lord Ashburton appeared to admit that slaves on
board American ships in British ports were to be regarded as
slaves still upon American territory. He trusted that this would
not be conceded, but that slaves brought into our possessions
would be regarded as human beings. The effect of our conces-
sions was visible in the tone taken with respect to the disputed
boundary on the shores of the Pacific; had the Oregon bill passed
the American Congress, it would have been a declaration of war
against this country. He concluded with commenting on the
imprudent conduct of Lord Ashburton, at the dinner given to
him in Boston, when he termed it the "cradle of American
liberty

;
" and though he could not suppose that a treaty so deli-

berately settled should not be ratified, he hoped that this sur-
render of our rights to the Americans would not have the effect
of indisposing them to equitable arrangements hereafter.

Sir R. Pkei. said that Lord Palmerston had occupied upwards
of three hours in attacking a treaty and its negotiator, though
he had been ten years in office without being able to effect any
settlement of the dispute. The noble lord shrunk from the more
manly course of impeaching the treaty or its authors by a specific
resolution, and contented himself with moving for papers which
he knew could not be produced. Addressing himself, in the first

instance, to the latter portion of Lord Palmerston's speech, he
contended that, instead of having made a retrograde step on the
question of slavery, by the treaty with the United States, the
present government had made a step in advance, and one which
the late government had been unable to make. Lord Palmerston
had blamed General Cass for obstructing the conclusion of the
treaty with France for an extended right of search; but the cause
was not General Cass ; it was the noble lord himself whose policy
had prevented the conclusion of that treaty. With respect to the
destruction of the barracoons, he would go to the length of the
law in suppressing slavery, but it was impolitic to go beyond it

;

we must conciliateother powers by respecting their rights. In the
case of the "Creole," Lord Ashburton had entered into no stipula-

tions, but he had laid down the broad principle, that slaves landing

on British territory were entitled to their freedom. Lord Ashburton
had not undertaken to adjust every cause of dispute, because he
was anxious to confine himself to the one great question, the
festering sore of half a century, and which had, on the accession
of the present government, placed us in a position bordering on
war. As to the Oregon territory, negotiations were going on,
which promised that in a few months that question would be
amicably settled, if no attempt were made to excite and exaspe-
rate mutual animosity. As to the north-eastern boundary, sixty
years had elapsed without bringing us nearer to a settlement It
had been attempted by the treaty of Ghent: the King of "the
Netherlands, after several years' consideration, had declared it to
be impossible to execute the treaty, and recommended a conven
tional line as a compromise; and it had been accepted by this
country. But the United States had refused it in 183* • yet for
three successive years afterwards Lord Palmprct™ hpinVnnripr

Croix ?—there being several rivers to which that name had been
given; the next, where were the "highlands ?"— the British
Commissioners finding them south of the St. John, the Ameri-
cans near the St. Lawrence ; and the laying down of the forty-
fifth parallel of latitude, which excited long-continued dispute,
the Americans, in order to gain a given territory, contending
ingeniously for its determination by " geocentric" latitude, in-

stead of by astronomical observation. The King of the Nether-
lands, in making his award, had decided that neither the British

nor the American lines met the conditions of the treaty of 1783,

and he chose an intermediate line ; and though it was felt that
this award was very disadvantageous to England, it was never-
theless submitted to by the British Government. But the Govern-
ment of the United States had rejected it, audit was thereupon
intimated to them that the Government of this country had with -

Palmerston, being under
no obligation to abide by the award, hart nevertheless continued
to press its acceptance on the United States-a boundarv which
he now thinks would have endangered the security of Canada.
I-rom 1835 what had been the course of the late government with
relation to this question, having skilled diplomatists at their
command, directed by the "master-mind" presiding in the
foreign Orhce? In 1838, despairing of effecting a settlement on
the terms of a treaty, they had suggested a conventional line, by
which the disputed territory was proposed to be equally divided,
on a principle similar to that which has been adopted by the treaty
of 1842. When the present Government came into office, in 1841,
they felt that it was desirable to settle this question, without the
proposed additional expense and delay of a convention, especially
as Lord Palmerston, on the eve of quitting office, had lelt nego-
tiations more than ever embroiled, by the peremptory and cavalier
terms in which he had rejected the latest propositions of the
American Government. Nay, more, Lord Palmerston had made
the preposterous proposition that the Kings of Prussia, Sardinia,
and Saxony should each appoint a scientific man to arrange an
arbitration, while Mr. Fox, the British Minister at Washington,
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exclaimed, " For God's sake, it* you go to arbitration, don't have
professors !

" The noble Lord relied on his Muuge and Feather-
stonhaugh

; but Mr. Webster had his Muuge and Featherston-
haugh ; while the expense of another survey might have cost
more than the worth of the entire territory in dispute. There
were questions which admitted of no delay; and this was one
of them : the tide of population was pressing onwards, and
Sir Howard Douglas, to whom he appealed, would bear testimony
to the dangers which arose from the unsettled boundary, one of

them being described by the late Lord Sydenham as the strange

anomaly of an armed body belonging to a foreign power being

placed within a territory over which her Majesty exercised juris-

diction. The settlement of the question was essential to the

security of Canada, and the maintenance of peace; and Lord
Ashburton in effecting it, deserved well of his country, not only

for undertaking the mission, but for the manner in which he had
accomplished it. The American people were strongly persuaded

of the justice of their claims, and in adopting a conventional line

the British Government, after consulting high military autho-

rities, had agreed to a boundary which would be better calculated

to secure our Canadian colonies than the boundary awarded by the

King of Holland, while it secured to us much greater advantages.

By the award of the King of Holland this country would only have
gained two-fifths and America three-fifths of the disputed territory;

while by the Ashburton treaty, seven- tweliths are given to Ame-
rica and live-twelfths to England. After contending that the great

bulk of moderate men in both countries were in favour of the

treaty, and that it had given especial satisfaction to the inhabi-

tants of the north-west American provinces, whose peaceful

relations were secured by it, he passed to the map with the
" strong red line," which had been found in the archives of the

Foreign-office at Paris. Nothing could be more fallacious than
this reference to maps. A map existed in our royal library, which
had belonged to the late King, on which was traced a red line,

according to the boundary as claimed by the Americans, and
which was set forth as being the bouuuary as settled by the Bri-

tish negotiator of the treaty of 1/83. The map attributed to Dr.
Franklin had been sought for in 1826", on the request of the British

Government, who were then seeking for information on the

subject; it had not then been found, because it was preserved,

not in the political, but in the historical department, where it had
been found by Mr. Jared Sparks. Yet there was no evidence to

connect that map with Dr. Franklin's despatch. He concluded
with a vindication of Lord Ashburton, and called upon the House
to stamp its approbation of the Government and its representa-

tive by negativing the motion.
Mr.Macaulay disclaimed everything inconsistent with friendly

feelings towards the United States and personal regard towards

Lord Ashburton, and also admitted the importance of a settle-

ment of the question. But the correspondence between Lord
Ashburton and Mr. Webster indicated, on the part of the English

plenipotentiary, a caressing and wheedling tone unworthy of

his position, and derogatory to the country, to an extent unpa-

ralleled in the history of diplomacy. Of this he quoted speci-

mens from that portion of the correspondence relating to the

cession of the Madawaska settlement, aud contrasted them with

the tone and spirit of Mr. Webster. The eighth article of

the treaty, relating to the slave trade, had been ratified in op-

posite senses in London and Washington, for in America it was
viewed as abandoning the right of search, neither power being

there considered as having the power to search the vessels ol the

other. What a settlement of a question was that which rend ered

it necessary forthe Prime Minister of England to contradict pub-

licly in Parliament the official language of the Presid ent of the

United States ! The last eight or nine months had brought out

a stronger disposition to pugnacity on the part of the United

States than the previous eight or nine years had manifested
;

and every French newspaper exposed the impolicy of receding

from a calm, firm demeanour, by echoing the opinion that Ame-
rica was the country which was able to deal with the proud
islanders, and bring them on their knees. If this great country,
the envy of others, did not find peace in firmness and dignity, she
would never do so in submission and shame.

Sir IIowakd Douglas narrated his experience, as Governor of

New Brunswick, in the controversy which had arisen between
himself and the Governorof Maine, with respect to the disputed

territory. The Americans had endeavoured to goad him into a
military demonstration, in order to embroil the two countries

;

but he appealed to the law, and was enabled to vindicate the

right and jurisdiction of the Crown over the territory in dispute.

He had effectually protected the Madawaska settlement, had re-

sisted encroachment, but he fully approved of the conventional

line adopted by the treaty, not as the most desirable on all points,

but as the best which could be obtained without a rupture of the

negotiations, which;the value of the disputed territory did not war-
rant.—On the motion of Sir C. Napier, the debate was adjourned.

Wednesday,—In reply to a question from Mr. Divktt, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the Custom-house
authorities had not entered into any compromise with the parties

implicated in the late smuggling transactions.

The report upon the Dogs Bill was brought up, after a division,

in which there were 100 for and 54 against it; and the third

reading was fixed for Thursday, after another division, upon an
amendment for the postponement—there being for the amend-
ment, 36; against it, 07.

The adjourned debate on the Ashburton Treaty was resumed
by Sir C. Napier, who complimented Sir R. Peel on the bewil-

dering effect of his eloquence, which had prevented him from
being able to stay to listen to Mr. Macaulay's speech, in every

word of which, however, as he had read it, he perfectly agreed. He
then contended that Lord Ashburton had permitted himself to be

outwitted by the "smart" dealings of Mr.Webster.—Mr. DMsraeli
considered Lord Palmerston's speech of the previous evening to

have been a great Parliamentary exhibition,— one of the ablest and
most luminous expositions he had ever heard. But what was the

state of the case ? We had given up a strip of land bordering on
Vermont and Hampshire, and had received another strip adjoining

New Brunswick ; and for the angle of land formed by the sources

of the Connecticut, we had received a considerable territory

forming an important military frontier: that is, we had given up
one hundred thousand acres, and had received one million. The
navigation of the St. John gave the Americans no pecuiar

advantages, as, on that part of the river running through British

territory, they must be subject to British law ; and the concession

ol House's Point was not of importance, as it did not command
the entrance of Lake Champlain, and, moreover, was in ruins.

He had seen the celebrated i4 red line" map, which was a small
one of 18 inches square, by D'Anville, of tne continent of North
America, too minute to be an authority; and he read an extract

from the correspondence of Dr. Franklin, as published by his

grandson, in which it was distinctly stated that the map used by

the negotiators was Mitchell's. The British negotiator of the

treaty of 17*3, Mr. Oswald, had been objected to, and defended
on grounds very similar to those on which the appointment of

Lord Ashburton had been questioned and supported. He con-

cluded with a criticism on Lord Palmerston's foreign policy.—
Mr. Hawks proceeded to address the House, but there not being
forty Members present, the House was counted out, and the

motion, as a matter of course, fell to the ground.
Thursday.—Mr. Hume adverted to the discreditable termina-

tion of the debate on the Boundary Treaty, and asked Lord
Palmerston if he meant to renew the discussion.— Lord Pal-
mkkston replied he did not; he was satisfied with the result of
the discussion, so far as it had gone, as it was impossible for
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and Loitl Ashburton ^served the thanks of theHcuse.-Loru Palmkrstov afterwards took the opportunity ofcorrecting a statement he had made with respect to Lord AshburtOQ-namcly, that he was not only a British subject, but an

American citizen. He had been apprised by Lord Ashburton
that he was in error, and he now acknowledged it.

Mr. Williams moved for a specific return of public money
expended on each of the royal palaces, gardens, and parks, &c,
with the salaries or other emoluments received by the^rangers
and deputy-rangers, from 181 1 to 1312.—The Earl of Lincoln was
willing to give all the information in his power, but objected
to a return for the long period required, and recommended that
it should be limited to an account from 1833 to the present time.
—After some remarks from Mr. Hume,—Sir R. Pjskl deprecated
the practice of calling for unnecessary returns, which interfered
with the regular business of the departments, and defeated the
objects of the advocates of economy, by rendering extra aid
requisite. The money expended on the royal parks was as much
spent for the enjoyment of the people as the gratification of
Her Majesty. Hampton -palace was open to the public j and it

was unfair to hold up the necessary establishments essential to
the dignity of an ancient monarchy, as an exclusive and unne-
cessary burden on the people.— Mr. Williams accepted the offer

of the modified return, which was accordingly ordered.
After some conversation respecting the production of docu-

ments, which Mr. Hume was desirous of obtaining, in order to
illustrate the state of our commercial intercourse with Naples,
Mr. Smith O'Biukn rose to move for a select committee to

inquire into the manner in which the Irish Poor- Law Act has
been carried into operation, and also as to the results of that
measure upon the condition of the poor, and of society at large
in Ireland, with power to rcpoit their opinion to the House in

reference to any modification which may appear desirable.
While he was addressing the House notice was taken that there
were not forty members present ; but it turned out that the re-
quired number was within the House, and the honourable Mem-
ber expressed himself indignantly on the attempt which he con-
sidered to have been made to interrupt the discussion of an
important Irish question. He entered into considerable detail,

particularly objecting to the workhouse test as unfitted for Ire-

land.—Lord Eliot said that the Government entertained no
particular predilection for or against the law, but lie had received
very general testimony from influential individuals as to the
fact of its working well. No doubt considerable dissatisfaction
prevailed in Ireland respecting it, but that arose from certain
defects, to remedy which the Government were about to intro-
duce a Bill, until which he would postpone any general discus-
sion on the subject. There were 35,000 paupers in the work-
houses in Ireland; and though it appeared that the Irish poor
would not go into the workhouse except as a last resource,
these establishments afforded an asylum to many of the most
wretched in that country, and were beneficial in conducing to
habits of order and subordination. After defending the manage-
ment of the Poor-law Commission in Ireland, he contended that
a committee of inquiry would lead to no useful result, as the
necessary remedies for any defects would be better provided for
by the proposed measure of the Government, and he therefore
resisted the motion.—A debate ensued in which Sir D. Norreys,
Mr. Shaw, Mr. S. Crawford, Mr. Escott, Sir II. Barron, Lord C.
Hamilton, Mr. French, Mr. Gregory, Sir R. Ferguson, and Lord
Bernard took part.—Sir J. Guaiiam reminded the House that
both Lord Eliot and himself, in answer to questions, had re-
peatedly intimated the intention of the Government to bring in

a remedial measure, for the introduction of which leave would be
asked before the Ea i ter recess. That measure would not circum-
scribe the powers of the commissioners, and would affirm the
workhouse test as the only safe one which could be adopted in
Ireland. Admitting the defects of the law, and proposing to
remedy them, they were yet determined to uphold it generally,
and therefore the grant of a committee of inquiry would only
serve as a delusion, by tending to excite doubts in the minds of
the Irish people as to its stability.—Mr. Ross was satisfied with
the declaration of the Government, and could not, therefore, sup-
port the motion.—Mr. S. O'Bkikn replied; and, on a division,

his motion was rejected by 108 to 23.

Friday.—The Aerial Transit Bill wa«, on the motion of Mr.
Robbuck, read a first time, amid much laughter.—An animated
preliminary discussion arose on the motion for the second
reading of the Factories Bill. It was urged by various Mem-
bers that both the principles and details of the bill re-

quired careful and mature consideration; and Sir J. Graham
promised that, if the second reading were now taken, he would
not propose the committee on the bill till after Easter. The
motion for the second reading was then put. Mr. Ewart objected
to some of the clauses on the part of the Dissenters, and the Earl

of Arundel and Surrky objected on the part of the Roman Ca-
tholics. Sir R. H. Inglis claimed for the Established Church the

exclusive rijcht of being supreme instructress of the people, and
Lord J. Russell complimented the House on the good temper
with which the question had been met. The bill was ultimately

read a second time. The Dogs' Bill, after three divisions, was
read a third time, and passed by a majority of 23.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 9G£ to £

for account, and 9G| to £ for money ; New Three-and-half

per Cents., 102J to f; Bank Stock, 184 to 5; India

Stock, 26o"£ ; Exchequer Bills, at G46\ to 60s. prom.

iftJUtropoli* an* its Kictmtt).
New Houses of Parliament.—The Select Committee of

the House of Lords have met, and considered the subject

of the delay in the progress of the building to which we
recently adverted, and have come to the following resolu-

tion :—That considering the great inconvenience of the

present House of Lords, and that such inconvenience will

be greatly aggravated by the progress of the new buildings

before the commencement of the session of 1844, no delay

should take place in building and preparing the new
House of Lords beyond what is absolutely required for

the safety of the work ; that the architect be directed so

to conduct his operations as to secure the occupation of

the new House of Lords, with temporary fittings, at the

commencement of the session of 1844
;
that in case the

architect, in the progress of the work, shall find that more
time will be required, in consequence of any apprehension

of injurious consequences to the building, he shall report

the same to the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, in

order that such report may be communicated to the House
in due time ; and that it does not appear to the Com-
mittee that it is advisable that any alterations in the ven-

tilation in the present House of Lords, which would lead

to additional expense, should be adopted.

Christ's Hospital.—His Royal Highness Prince Albert,

on Saturday last, sent to Alderman T. Johnson, as a

donation to this Hospital, the sum of 500/., which the

Alderman immediately transmitted to the treasurer. In

reference to the previous donation of 1000/. presented by

her Majesty, and which was stated to be the first bestowed

by any Sovereign of these realms since the foundation of

the charity, a Subscriber has sent us the following extract,

from the Feb. Number of the "English Journal of Educa-
tion," showing that the name of the "Merry Monarch "

ought not to have been forgotten as one of its Royal

benefactors. " The institution was enriched by a succes-

sion of pious benefactors, most of them citizens of London.
King Charles II., at the suggestion of Sir Robert Clayton,

the Lord Mayor, granted a second charter, in the year

1676, with a gift of 1000/. yearly for seven years, to endow
a Mathematical school for 40 boys ; and an annuity of 370/.

was added for the purpose of educating and placing out,

yearly, ten boys for the sea-service."

East India House.—On Wednesday a Quarterly

General Court of the Proprietors was held, for the pur-

pose of considering various subjects of importance con-

nected with the affairs of India. Sir J. L. Lushington

took the chair, and acquainted the Court that certain

papers relative to appointments in the civil, military, and
ecclesiastical services, which had been laid before the

House of Commons, were now laid upon the Proprietors'

table, for their information. He had also to acquaint the

Court that the Board of Control assented to a proposition,

granting a pension to Captain John Charratie of 150/. per

annum, to commence from the 14th September, 1838.

Several motions were then brought forward, and along
discussion ensued, but the details would have little interest

for the public.

The Thames Tunnel.—On Saturday, at a meeting of

the directors, it was definitively arranged that the cere-

mony of opening this national work should take place this

day, the 25th inst. The Duke of Wellington was ex-

pected to officiate on the occasion, but has been

compelled by public business to decline the invitation.

The first stone of the tunnel was laid in 1824, by

the late Mr. Smith, afterwards one of its most active

parliamentary opponents, when the occurrence of the

first casualty obliged the directors to apply to Govern-
ment for aid. The time during which the works have

actively proceeded is scarcely more than ten years, and

GOO feet, or nearly half the whole distance, was com-
pleted in the first two years. The circular staircases and

the eastern roadway are now finished, but some time will

elapse before the thoroughfare for carriages can be opened.

Both archways are perfectly dry. At the conclusion of

the ceremony, the directors will dine with their friends at

the London Tavern.
Bethlehem Hospital.—At a meeting of the Governors

of this Hospital on Friday, Sir Peter Laurie, the President,

in the chair, it was moved by Lord Shaftesbury, and

agreed to unanimously, that when visitors go through the

wards, the attendants be ordered not to mention the

name of any patient, even if requested to do so by the

visitor. All the criminal lunatics are dressed alike, and no
distinction is to be made in the treatment of any of them.

Scottish Hospital.—The election of Secretary to this

ancient charity, which has for some weeks occupied the

attention of the Scotch residents in the metropolis, ter-

minated on Monday. At the close of the poll the num-
bers stood thus :— For Major Adair, 18G ; Mr. Berate,

153; Mr. Blair, 130; Mr. Aitken, 106. Major Adair

was therefore elected by a majority of 33.

Exeter Hall.—On Wednesday the first choral meeting

of the Upper Singing Schools took place ill Exeter Hall.

There must have been at least 3,000 persons present.

Amongst the visitors were, the Lord President of the

Council, the Marchioness of Lansdowne, the Marquess of

Cholmondeley, the Earl of Auckland, and Hon. Misses

Eden, the Earl of Bandon, the Bishop of Norwich, &c.
After the performance of the national anthem, Lord
Wharnclifle, who was on the platform, addressed the

classes, complimenting them on their improvement, and
expressing his hopes that they would continue to practise

and progress. His Lordship's speech was received with

great enthusiasm.

Monument to John Banyan.—The daily papers state

that it is proposed to raise 500/. by subscription for the

purpose of erecting a suitable monument over the place

where the remains of this extraordinary man were interred,

in Bunhill- fields burying-ground. The tomb and tablet

that once marked his memory are now crumbling into dust.

The Scottish Monument.—An application has been

made to the Duke of Bedford by the promoters of this

monument for permission to erect it on the south side of

Bloomsbury-square, opposite Southampton- street. His

Grace has submitted the memorial to the inhabitants of

the Square, who, with only one dissentient voice, ex-

pressed themselves so averse to the proposal, that there

is no doubt of his Grace withholding his consent. The
ground of opposition was the annoyance to the inhabitants,

and the injury to their property, from a monument which

would probably become the rallying-point of all the move-

ment mobs of the metropolis.

Artists
1 Benevolent Fund.—The annual meeting of

that branch of the corporation of the Artists' fund called

the Benevolent Fund was held on Monday at the Free-

masons' Tavern, Mr. li. H. Solly in the chair. From the

report, it appeared that the institution still continued to

receive the patronage of her Majesty, and that it had se-

cured the support of the King of Prussia. During the

past year the names of live orphans, who had attained the

age of 16 years, were removed from the list of annuitants.

At present there were 28 widows and 26" orphans receiving

relief. The receipts, during the year, were 1,247/. lU-4^-,
and the expenditure left a small balance in hand. The

anniversary dinner was announced to take place on tne

8th May, when Lord John Russell will preside.

Neiu Churches.— It is announced that the Archbishop

of Canterbury will consecrate the new Chapel Royal at

Buckingham Palace in about ten days.—On Friday last,

the ceremony of consecrating the new French Protestant

church, in St. MartinVle-Grand, was performed in the

presence of a very crowded congregation. This clnircu,

which originally stood inThreadneedle-streetjwasfoundea
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inuinS of able ^rcumstance was the agitation of the horses in the
1841 it was pulled down to make room for the improve- stables throughout the town, particularly in the south

uision. The shock is variously described bv different

prove-
ments consequent upon the rebuilding of the Royal
Exchange, and upon its site the present Hall of Commerce
has been erected. A plot of ground was subsequently
obtained in St. Martiti's-le-Grand, and the present struc-
ture was commenced about eighteen months ago. It is
in the Gothic style, and is capable of containing from
300 to 400 persons. The cost of the erection has been
defrayed out of the funds granted to the church by the
charter of King Edward VI—A subscription is in pro-
gress, under the patronage of the Bishop of London, for
the erection of a French Protestant Episcopal church, in
the new street now forming from Oxford-street to Holborn.

57. Patrick's Day.—The. annual festival of St. Patrick
took place on Friday last at the Freemasons' Tavern,
Prince George of Cambridge in the chair. More than
usual interest was attached to this year's festival, from the
fact that it was (he first occasion on which his Royal
Highness had presided at a public dinner. In returning
thanks for the manner in which his health was drank, the
Prince said he felt the greatest possible pleasure in pre-
siding on such an occasion. lie would ever look back
with pleasure on the time he had spent in Ireland, and
would never forget the hospitality and kindness with
which he was treated in that country.
Anti-Corn Laio League.— The second weekly meeting

of the Anti-Corn-Law League was held on Wednesday,
at Drury Lane theatre ; when the house, in boxes, pit,
gallery, and stage, was again filled to overflowing. The
business of the evening was commenced at seven o'clock,
when Mr. G. Wilson took the chair, and gave an account
of the proceedings of the League during the past week.
The meeting was subsequently addressed by the Hon. C.
P. Villiers, Mr. Christie, M.P., Mr. Leader, and Mr.
Moore, all of whom spoke at great length on the prospects
of the Corn-law Repeal.

Woolwich.—On Saturday morning Woolwich presented
a very animated scene, in consequence of the visit of the
Duke of Wellington to inspect the 7th Dragoon Guards,
previously to their embarkation for the Cape of Good
Hope. The troops assembled on the Common shortly
before 12 o'clock, at which time the Duke arrived accom-
panied by the Marquess and Marchioness of Douro. The
7th Dragoon Guards formed in line, and his Grace, as he
viewed them in parade order, was received with all the
honours. After parade, the public were allowed to close
in to the inner square, to witness the evolutions of the
troops, who passed in close and open review order, and
afterwards went through the sword-exercise. At the con-
clusion of the inspection, his Grace rode up to the line,
and complimented the officers on the efficiency of the re-
giment, bidding them a hearty and soldierlike farewell.
His Grace returned to his carriage, accompanied by a
numerous suite

; and it is much to be doubted whether, at
any period of his career of glory, he met with more spon-
taneous or general expressions of respect. The square
was lormed of carnages, private and public, and thousands
arrived from London by steam-boats, railroad, and on
foot. No accident occurred, save one private bein»-
dragged oft" his horse, his accoutrements entangling with
the next horse, but he escaped uninjured.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the
number of deaths registered in the week ending Satur-
day, Mar. 18 :—West districts, 149 ; North districts, 226 •

Central distriets, 177; East districts, 228; South dis-
tricts, 2G0. Total, 1040, (528 males, 512 females.)
Weekly average for the last five years, 903, (males 461
females 442,) and for the last five winters, 1004.
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Liverpool— We briefly noticed in our last the occur-

rence of an earthquake which visited Liverpool on the
previous day, and extended to both sides of the Mersey.
Ihe particulars had not then reached town, but the
following details since received will show that its effects
were much more extensive than was at first imagined. It
commenced in this town about live minutes before ] a mThe most precise narrative is that of the head cons'table'
who was in the parlour of his house at the time, when he
suddenly heard and felt a violent agitation of the windows
and of the floor. Being accustomed to hear loud explosionsfrom the works in Albert dock, now excavating, he' wasnot much surprised at the noise ; but in less than a minute
afterwards another shock followed, more violent than the
first— the house shook from top to bottom, and a rumbling
noise was heard under the house, as if a dozen railway
trains had been running through a tunnel underneath.
The shock and the noise were so loud and violent as to"
awaken all the family, who assembled on the stairs in a
state of great alarm. After this, the house was examined
a *id it was found that the windows on the second floor
had been forced open by the shock, and some furniture had
received a trifling displacement ; but no damage was done
and the alarm soon subsided. The head constable adds'
hat the shock appeared to him to proceed from east to
^'est, and that nothing could be more distinctly per-
ceptible. The policeman on duty at George's Dock-bridge
Jas leaning against one of the pillars there, when sud-
pnly he thought he heard a carriage run rapidly across the
*'idge, and the ground rumbling and shaking around him.

J7 officer perceived two shocks. The policeman on
<Hy at the north end of Canning Dock stated that hevw observed some casks, lying on the quay, move as if they
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y tun ' h 'ed and shook as if some men were

^cealed m them. Ihe first shock lasted from three to
<- seconds

; the second from seven to ten seconds ; and
it appeared as if the tower of a church at some dis-

division. The shock is variously described by..
individuals. Some felt the bed rise like the heaving of a
vessel, and heard a noise resembling that of a coach run-
ning along the street ; others describe it as like the report
of a cannon. One man compared the noise to that of a

u large dog running round the room; but the accounts
generally agree that it lasted for about four seconds, and
was accompanied by a buzzing or rumbling noise, like the
starting-stroke of a locomotive steam-engine. The motion
was vibratory, horizontal, and vertical, lifting those who
were sufficiently awake to discern it, like the motion of a
coach in swift movement on unequal ground; and many
persons arose from their beds in great fright. In the
Custom-house, decidedly the heaviest building in the town,
the keeper of the house, who sleeps at the top, felt it
severely, and became alarmed, but could not account for
the shock. The watchman stationed in the building
below also felt it simultaneously, and states that it made
the windows and the doors shake and rattle in a violent
manner. The shock extended to the Cheshire side of the
Mersey, and was felt more severely there than in Liver-
pool; the inhabitants of New Brighton, Egremont, Sea-
combe, Woodside, and Birkenhead, were much alarmed by
it, and its effects were strongly felt in Manchester, Wigan,
Preston, and their immediate neighbourhoods. The
guard of the London mail, when waiting at Parkside, saw
the line undulate very visibly, and remarked upon the
circumstance to another person in the employment of the
company.
Manchester.—The earthquake was felt severely in this

own and neighbourhood. A slight shock was experienced
about 20 minutes after 8 o'clock, on the morning of Fri-
day week, through a considerable part of the district to
the north-eastward of Manchester; its centre apparently
being in the chain of hills which separate Yorkshire and
Lancashire, but it was felt by several families residing in
this immediate neighbourhood, and more particularly at
Cheetham Hill. The shock on Friday last was somewhat
more violent, and appears to have been generally felt
throughout the suburbs, particularly in the neighbour-
hoods of the Cheetham Hill-road and Crumpsall ; Strange-
ways, Higher and Lower Broughton. Kersal Moor, and

was preceded by a rumbling noise, and followed by a sen-
sible vibration from east to west. At the time of the
shock the wind became instantly calm, but a considerable
motion was observed in the sea after it had subsided, and
the waves dashed violently against the adjacent shore
After the lapse of a few minutes, the wind rose again to
a stiff breeze. From all we can hear, the earthquake ap-
pears to have been felt throughout the island, and parti-
cularly at Charlestown, where the inhabitants of the col-
lege were fearfully alarmed by the shaking of the buildings.
We are happy to say that no worse results happened than
alarm to the timid, and general surprise to those who were
disturbed in their midnight slumbers bv its occurrence."
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irwell. Almost all the persons who noticed the time
concur in stating that it commenced from five to three
minutes before 1 a.m., and, in one or two instances,
a sensation is said to have been experienced for an
hour previously of an oppressive heat and closeness in
the atmosphere. There was but little wind, and that
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the barometer exhibited no remark-

able fluctuation. The Manchester Guardian states, that
about an hour previous, the moon, which was full at 6
a.m. on Thursday, although shining unclouded, presented
a dim and filmy appearance, as though a thin veil of cloud
were drawn over her whole disc. In connection with this
fact, they also mention that, perhaps an hour before the
earthquake which caused so much alarm in this town in
September, 1777—occurring about eleven o'clock on a
unday morning, and causing the people to rush affrighted
ut of the churches and other places of worship—the sun,

though shining in a clear unclouded sky, was observed to
be so dim as to be looked at steadily with the naked eye
without dazzling the vision, and immediately after the
earthquake the sun shone out again with great brilliancy.

Lancaster.—About one o'clock on Friday morning,
this town and its vicinity experienced several smart
shocks of the earthquake, which continued for about 50 se-
conds, and created considerable alarm. The force of the
shocks was such that many persons were shaken in their
beds, whilst windows and furniture rocked to and fro in
every direction, and the houses trembled to their founda-
tions. Ihe river is likewise reported to have been con-
siderably agitated. No personal injury has been sus-
tained, though considerable damage has been done amongst
the china, glass, and other brittle materials. The fetters
and other prison implements hung up in the gateway
tower of the castle, clanked against each other with great
violence. A few hours previous to the earthquake, three
men, belonging to Bolton-le-sands, were engaged on
Lancaster sands in the occupation of shrimping, when
they were overtaken by the flowing tide and drowned.
The tide appears to have set in a considerable time before
the usua period of high water, and the circumstance is
supposed to have been the precursor of the earthquake.

/ reston.-l he
^ earthquake was felt here more severely

than in most other towns of Lancashire. Its approach
was intimated by an unnatural buzzing noise, gradually
increasing louder and louder until the moment when the
convulsion passed a given point, and then the sound and
the effects produced on the instant became very alarmine

:

windows and doors rattling—and the very houses appa-
rently staggering to their foundations. The watchmen of
the

Carlisle.—The earthquake was distinctly felt at Car-
sle about 1 o'clock on Friday morning. The ni^ht was

unusually close, and there was little or no wind *
but at

the time mentioned a smart shock was perceivable—the
windows in most of the houses shook violently, and the
glasses and china, and even the articles upon the mantel-
pieces, rattled in an alarming manner. The shock did
not lust more than a few seconds. It is mentioned as a
curious fact, in connexion with this occurrence, that at the
time of the great earthquake at Lisbon, a similar shock
was felt in this country, and the waters of Conniston Lake
rose to an unusual extent.

Kendal.—The earthquake occurred in this neighbour-
hood, and in other parts of Westmoreland, about 20
minutes past one on Friday morning. On the previous
evening the air was sultry and the clouds lowering, and
the night was so unusually dark that it might be likened
to a total eclipse of the moon, although a full moon rose
at four minutes past seven on the same evening. After
the shock the darkness still continued, and there was a
yellowish blaze in the sky, accompanied by a strong rush
of wind. The violence of the shock was so great as to
cause the inhabitants to suppose they were rolling out of
bed, and all agree in the testimony that the doors and
windows of their habitations rattled as shaken by a whirl-
wind, and the furniture of the rooms, especially those of
a light brittle description, were violently agitated by the
collision of one piece against another. Numbers of per-
sons simultaneously arose from their beds, who had be-
come suddenly awakened by the rumbling of the earth-
quake and the tremulous motion of their houses. About
two miles from Kendal, and at a village called Sedgwick,
are extensive powder-mills, and several soothed themselves
with the calamitous consolation, "that it was only the
powder-mills that had blown up !" In several houses the
inmates became so alarmed as to make a sudden egress
into the street, and when the cause of their fright could
not be ascertained, were seized with the utmost fear and
disma)'. At the Nelson Tavern the proprietor and family
had not retired to rest, and the shock caused the greatest
terror. The decanters and wine-glasses on the shelves began
to dance and knock against each other. At several of the
other inns the bells were suddenly rung, and the inmates
who had retired to rest, awoke in great consternation!
The shock appears to have been felt generally with great
severity in all parts of the county. At Kirkham, Black-
pool, Poulton, Fleetwood, Whitehaven, Ambleside, and
Keswick, the shock was very sharp, and caused consi-
derable alarm.

Guernsey and Jersey.—The earthquake was distinctly
felt in this island a little before 1 o'clock on the morning
of Friday. It was accompanied by a noise resembling the
rumbling of a carriage, and is described by those who felt
it to have proceeded vertically from the earth. A gentle-
man residing at Mount Durand states that he distinctly
saw the furniture in his bed-room agitated by the shock.
The Jersey pnpers state that the shock was felt in that
island nearly at the same time.

Carmarthen.—The local papers continue to give ac-
counts of fresh outrages committed by M Rebecca and
her daughters." On Tuesday night, about eleven o'clock,
they visited Nanty-clawdd turnpike-gate, between New-
castle Emlyn and this town, and gave the toll-keeper no-
tice to quit, which he did without any further ceremony.
They afterwards unroofed the toll-house, demolished the
windows, and broke the gate and posts to atoms On
Thursday, at the Pembroke Assizes, Thomas and David
Hewells were indicted for having, in company with other
persons, riotously and tumultuously assembled together,
and for having demolished and pulled down the toll-house
of William Rees. The facts of the case, which are al-
ready familiar to our readers, were stated by the prose-
cutor, and by an accomplice named Griffiths

; but in con-
sequence of the jury disbelieving his testimony, both pri-
soners were acquitted.

Cardiff.—-The Welch collieries are again in such an
unsettled state, that at Aberdare, last week, it was consi-
dered necessary to call out the military. In Monmouth-
shire the whole of the colliers still continue on strike to
the number of about 5000, and continue meeting in'va
rious parts of the hills. In Glamorganshire the works
on strike are those of Gelly Gaer, of Pont-y-Preed the

at first

tano« i jTit—V Ui a cnu»cn at; some tiis-
flct bad fallen down at one crash. Not the least remark-

deling as though they were descending to a great depth,
ihe bells rang in several houses, and great alarm was
experienced in many families.

Isle of ATom.—The earthquake was felt in the Isle ofMan at the same time it occurred in Lancashire. The
following^Jetter^ dated Douglas, March 18, describes the
shock:—"A slight shock of an earthquake was felt in
this town and its vicinity yesterday morning, about one
o'clock, a.m. The shock lasted a few seconds, and in
some cases, produced considerable alarm to the inhabitants
who were awoke by the oscillation felt in their houses. It

Duffryn Works, and one or two others. The strike in
Monmouthshire having now coMinued for ten weeks, anumber of the Monmouth colliers, to the number of about

TEf vTttT
Moni^hshire, and having crossed the

fi/7 w a
i

Way
' ?

on̂ lled the men of the Duffryn
Aberdare Works and the Gelly Gaer Works to strike;
and from th.s the strike extended itself to the other coll
nenes. JNumerous meetings have been held, both by the
colliers and by the magistrates, but nothing of a satisfac-
tory nature has yet been arranged. A large meeting of
colliers was held last week at Cross Penmaer, which was
attended by deputations from forty-two collieries. On
the same day some volunteers had been procured from the
neighbourhood of Dowlais, but on their arriving at the
Duffryn Aberdare Works, they were met by the mea and
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theit wives, and attacked in a violent manner with stones,

&c, and driven off the ground. Warrants were ohtained
against some of the ringleaders, who have been appre-
hended, and sentenced to various terms of imprisonment.

Haihvays.—The returns of traffic on the principal lines,

for last week, were as follow l—London and Brighton,
2,176/.; London and Croydon, 203/.; London and
Greenwich, 705/.; Sheffield and Manchester, 320/.;
London and Blackwall, 499/. ; Manchester and Birming-
ham, 2,290/. ; Eastern Counties, 903/. ; York and North
Midland, 1,8G6/. ; Hull and Selby, 891/.; Birmingham
and Gloucester, 1,609/. ; Liverpool and Manchester,
3,575/. ; Great North of England, 1,362/. ; Birmingham
and Derby, 1,056/. ; London and Birmingham, 13,003/.

;

Grand Junction, 6,833/. ; Glasgow, Paisley, and Kilmar-
nock, 913/.; North-Midland, 3,609/.; Great Western,
10,<;69/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,169/. ; Newcastle and
Carlisle, 1,360/. ; South-Western, 4,099/. ; Manchester
and Leeds, 4,110/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1,827/.

The report of the railway department of the Board of

Trade has just been published, and is by far the most
satisfactory they have yet issued. They state that the

number of railway accidents of a public nature, attended
with personal injury, during the last five months of 1840,
amounted to 28, by which 22 deaths and upwards of 131
cases of injury were occasioned ; while during the twelve
months of 1841, the number of accidents of a similar de-

scription amounted to 29, with 24 deaths, and 71 cases of

injury. During the past year (1842), the number of

accidents of this description have been only ten, the

number of deaths five, of which only one occurred to a
passenger while travelling by a train and observing the

proper degree of caution, and the number of cases of

injury were only fourteen. These do not include acci-

dents which happened to individuals owing solely to

their own inadvertence and misconduct, nor accidents

to servants of the company under circumstances in-

volving no danger to passengers, neither of which can be
fairly classed among railway accidents of a public nature.

With respect to the comparative safety of railway travel-

ling, a comparison of the number of accidents attended
with death or injury to passengers with the number of

passengers conveyed by railway during the same period,

it would appear that the science of locomotion, as far as

the public safety is concerned, has arrived at a very high
degree of perfection, seeing that out of more than
18,000,000 passengers conveyed by railway in the course
of the year 1842, only one was killed while riding in the

train, and observing the common degree of caution. The
first instance occurred on the London and Birmingham
Railway on the 7th December last, and the other recently

on the North Midland Railway. While the Board of

Trade admit this great improvement within the last two
years, and are satisfied that a degree of security has been
attained upon well-mamiged railways, decidedly superior
to that of any other mode of locomotion ; they, at the
same time, think it right to state that the evidence fur-

nished by the official returns shows that the extraordinary
exemption from fatal accidents during the past year can-

not be expected to attend upon future years, if there be
any relaxation of vigilance on the part of the directors and
officers of railways, or a diminution in the efficiency of

their working establishments, which on the contrary will

very probably engender a recurrence of serious disasters.

Cn the whole, it appears that, although decidedly safer

than the modes of locomotion which it has superseded,

railway travelling is still exposed to certain sources of

danger, some of which can never be entirely obviated. The
report then enters into an analysis of the causes of railway

accidents, classifying them under two separate heads :

—

first, accidents resulting from management, ; and secondly,

from unavoidable causes. Under the first are placed acci-

dents arising from collisions, level crossings, and fences;

and under the second, those arising from the breaking of

axles, slips of earth, and other causes. After some strictures

upon the recent accidents and reductions on the North
Midland Railway, and an allusion to some complaints of

a tritling character being made against two or three of the
lines by private individuals, the report concludes by stating

that the total number of passengers carried upon 56 rail-

ways during twelve months, from the 1st July, 1841, to

the 1st July, 1842, amounted to 18,453,504, of whom
2,926,980 were first-class passengers, 7,61 l,9fiG second-

class, 5,332,30 1 third-class, and 2,582,057 passengers whose
class was not distinguished. The returns of six railways

are not yet completed, which, if added to the above,

would make the total number of passengers for the year

about 19,000,000, of whom 18 per cent, travelled by the

first-class, 50 per cent, by the second, and 32 per cent, by
the third class. The gross receipts duringthe same period on
the above fifty railways, from passengers, amounted to

2,731,687/. ; and from goods, 1,088,835/. The appendices
of statistical returns, reports, &c, present a voluminous
mass of information, of which it is impossible to give an abs-

tract—The half-yearly meeting of the Midland Counties
company took place last week at Derby. The net profit for

the half-year amounted to 70,738/.; out of which a dividend
was declared at the rate of 305. per share for the half-year,

after the payment of all expenses. The total reduction
effected in the expenditure for the half-year amounted to

6,436/., and further reductions will be carried out, so far

as is consistent with the safety of the public and the effi-

cient working of the line. The old directors were re-

appointed by a majority of 437, and their proceedings in
regard to the question at issue between the company and
the Birmingham and Derby, relative to the right of traffic
on the line, were unanimously approved.—The meeting of
the Sheffield and Rotherham company took place last
week, when a dividend of 15s. each, on the original shares,
and 6s. on the half-shares, was declared. The directors

stated that they have determined upon a plan whereby the

North Midland traffic and trains will fall in with the
Rotherham up-trains at the Holmes station, and the down-
trains will be detached at that point. By this arrangement
it was considered that a saving of at least 1,000/. per

annum will be effected, without diminishing in number the

trains between Sheffield and Rotherham, and without
materially interfering with the convenience of the public.

—The meeting of the Lancaster and Preston company
took place last week, when a dividend of 16s. per share on
the whole shares, and of 10s. 7rf. per share on the three-

quarter shares, was declared, subject to deduction for the

income-tax. The bill for the extension of the line to

Carlisle has been given up for the present.—It appears
that there is at length some probability of an arrangement
between the Croydon and Greenwich companies, on the

basis of a proposal entered into during a recent interview

between the contending parties at the Board of Trade

—

namely, that the opposition of the Greenwich company to

the bill for an extension to the Bricklayers' Arms should

be withdrawn, and the tolls on the Greenwich railway be
levied on the principle of a proportionate toll according to

distance ; the South Eastern and Croydon companies
guaranteeing to the Greenwich company an annual income
of at least G per cent, on the whole capital expended by
them for that portion of their railway used by the Brighton,

Croydon, and South Eastern companies.

IRELAND.
Dublin.— St. Patrick's Day passed off in this city with

great eclat. The people assembled in great numbers at the

relieving of the guard in the Castle-yard, which took place

in the presence of the Lord Lieutenant and several officers

of the Court. It is remarked that there was not a drunken
man in the multitude. The usual St. Patrick's ball took
place at the Castle in the evening, and was attended by
nearly 1000 persons. A plan is in progress for expediting

the communication between this city and England ; and
several meetings on the subject have been held in the

metropolis. A company of capitalists propose to make
a line of railway from Chester to Holyhead, at their own
expense, provided the Government consent to make Ho-
lyhead and Dublin the sole mail communication between
England and Ireland, and pay the Company for the con-

veyance of the mails what it now costs. By this plan,

Government, without further expense, will get the Lon-
don mails expedited to Dublin in fourteen hours instead

of twenty-four, and the country will receive a correspond-

ing benefit.—The Windsor Castle, Indiaman, which was
abandoned by her crew near Ireland, has been brought
into Scattery Roads. She is very richly laden, and is valued
at 00,000/.—At the meeting of the Repeal Association on
Monday, it was announced that a great meeting of Ame-
rican sympathisers had been held at Washington, at which
Mr. Tyler, the son and Secretary of the President of the

United States had made a remarkable speech in favour of
repeal. He referred to Bunker's Hill, and said, "Who
could have dreamt of the beneficial effects which civil and
religious liberty had imparted to a great people ? A free

constitution would bring home similar results to the doors

of the Irish people, and when we see that people amount
to nine millions, and when we know they are brave in the

field, eloquent in the senate, wise in the cabinet, united
and determined to be free, we cannot suppose for a mo-
ment their freedom is impossible or even difficult. The
libation to freedom must sometimes be quaffed in blood.

The Irish heart he looked upon as true freedom's pole,

true as the magnet to the north, and their lives are given

cheaply in the purchase of liberty. Such being the cha-
racter of her people, we have no fears but she will soon
work out her freedom, and he for one wished and hoped
it might be speedy and comprehensive." The thanks of

the Association were voted to the Washington meeting
for this demonstration, and after a long speech from Mr.
O'Connell, the week's rent was announced to be 351/.

Waterford.—We noticed in our last the opposition

made in this county to the collection of the Poor-rate. It

appears that the multitude had made so formidable an
incursion into the barony of Gaultier, that the collector

abandoned all idea of enforcing the rate. During the

progress of the mob along the quays, Capt. Newport
deemed it necessary to read the Riot Act ; and subse-

quently the mayor, the high-sheriff, and other magistrates,

brought out the military; but fortunately there was no
occasion for their services. The accounts since received

state, that the Government, disapproving of the course^!

adopted by the local magistrates, have determined to re-

sume operations for the enforcement of the rate, and that

the military have been called out for that purpose.—The
Waterford papers announce that the alleged miracle at

the convent of Youghal, which has obtained some cele-

brity under the name of the " Munster Estatica," has

been investigated by four Roman Catholic clergymen and
two physicians, and proved to be a complete fraud.

Tuam.—Mr. Michael Ward, the gentleman who some
time since was fired at by his wife, is quite recovered from
the effects of his wounds. On the night of the occur-

rence, the lady deeming that matters were much worse

than they really were, iled the house, and travelled on

foot, without taking rest, to the residence of a near rela-

tive in the mountains, 30 miles from her own house. It is

eaid that all further proceedings have been stayed.

JifUscellaneous.
Earthquakes in England.'—The daily papers state that

it is exactly 800 years since the first earthquake is re-

corded to have taken place in this country, it having hap-

pened at Worcester and Derby, in 1043. Four similar

visitations are stated to have fallen on England during the

following half-century. An earthquake that was generally

felt throughout the country occurred in 1090, and was
followed by a scarcity of food. In 1199, the county of

Somerset suffered from a like cause J and St. MichaeFs-
on-the-Hill, without Glastonbury, was thrown down by
shocks that were also felt throughout the country in 1247-

Earthquakes were experienced in England during each of

the three succeeding years. The greatest earthquake ever

known in this country occurred in 1318 ; aiftl in April,

1580, another caused great damage in various directions.

It lasted only one minute ; but the shock was so severe,

that many churches and houses were much shattered, and
many lives were lost. According to the quaint phraseology

of Stow—" The great clocke bell in the Palace at West-
minster stroke of itself against the hammer with shaking,

as divers clockes and belles in the city and elsewhere did

the like." This earthquake extended into many parts of

England ; and in Kent there were three distinct shocks

that caused much damage. In 1583, one occurred in the

county of Dorset, that " removed a considerable piece of

ground." Earthquakes were felt at London and several

other places in Britain, in March, 1749, and in 1750, and
gave rise to the publication by Dr. Stukely, in which he
attributed the phenomena, not to vapours or fermenta-

tions generated in the bowels of the earth, but to elec-

tricity. On one of these occasions it is stated that "a
sound was observed to roll from the Thames to Temple-
bar, just as the electrical snap precedes the shock." In
1750, the same counties now visited suffered from an
earthquake that caused much damage in Liverpool,

Chester, Manchester, &c. ; and in the beginning of 1761,
great alarm was excited throughout the metropolis and its

neighbourhood by two shocks, on February 8 and March 8.

In 1706, earthquakes occurred in different parts of the

north of England. In Westmoreland, in 1790 ; in the

counties of Bedford, Leicester, Lincoln, Nottingham,
&c, in March, 1792; at Shaftesbury and Salisbury, in

September, 1793, &c. The above are but a few of the

earthquakes that are recorded to have visited England.

The New Comet.—The following letter, dated Colling-

wood, March 19, has been addressed by Sir John Herschel
to the Times

:

— IC I wish to direct the attention of your
astronomical readers to the fact, which I think hardly ad-

mits of a doubt, of a comet of enormous magnitude being

in the course of its progress through our system, and at

present not far from its perihelion. Its tail, for such I

cannot doubt it to be, was conspicuously visible, both
last night and the night before, as a vivid luminous streak,

commencing close beneath the stars kappa and lambda
(k and A) Leporis, and thence stretching obliquely west-

wards and downwards, between gamma and delta (y and 8)

Eridani, till lost in the vapours of the horizon. The di-

rection of it, prolonged on a celestial globe, passes pre-
cisely through the place of the Sun in the ecliptic at the

present time, a circumstance which appears conclusive as

to its cometic nature. As the portion of the tail actually

visible on Friday evening was fully 30 degrees in length,

and the head must have been beneath the horizon, which
would add at least 25 degrees to the length, it is evident

that, if really a comet, it is one of the first-rate magni-
tude ; and if it be not one, it is some phenomenon beyond
the Earth's atmosphere of a nature even yet more re-

markable. 8 p.m., March 19.—The tail of the comet, for

such it must now assuredly be, is again visible, though
much obscured by haze, and holding very nearly the same
position." In a second letter from Sir John Herschel

of the 21st, he states that the line of the axis of the

tail has evidently advanced northward, and that we
shall very probably soon see the head. — On Tuesday
night, Sir James South addressed the following let-

ter to the Times from the Observatory at Kensing-
ton : — "The brilliant train of light of which notice

is given in the Times of this day was seen here on
Friday evening at a little after 7, and had very much the

appearance of the tail of the comet of 1811. Its highest

point, when I first saw it, nearly reached theta Leporis,
and passing through the constellation Eridanus, became
invisible to me from interposed trees when about 2 degrees
from the horizon. More than 45 degrees of tail were
measurable : stars of the 5th magnitude were visible

through it by the naked eye, and with a 42-inch achro-
matic of 2 J inches aperture, those even of the 8th were
perceptible. At 7h. 33m. 22sec. (sidereal time) a bright

meteor issued from the very tip of the tail. No trace of
the above light could be detected here either Saturday,
Sunday, or Monday nights, in consequence of cloudy
weather. This evening (Tuesday), at about 10 minutes
before 8, the clouds cleared away ; but no vestige of the
train could be perceived in the neighbourhood which it

had illumined on Friday night j but a diffused and
amorphous light, commencing at the Pleiades, and
spreading over the entire constellation Aries, even
through the haze, was too conspicuous to escape ob-
servation. If this be the tail of the comet, it indicates
a very rapid motion of it northward. By a letter

which I received yesterday from Mr. Shorts, of Christ-
church, Hampshire, he has seen it earlier than any
one I have yet heard of, inasmuch as he observed it

three nights previous to the date of his letter, which is the

19th inst. ; hence he saw it Thursday, Friday, and Satur-
day."—The Bristol Journal of Saturday has the following :—"A singular meteorwas observed in the heavenslast night
about half-past eight, which extended from twenty to

thirty degrees in the sky, shedding a line of brilliant light,

following the direction of the sun. A correspondent states

that, about eight days ago, a comet was observed from
Madrid over the sun in the daytime, and the supposition
is, that the meteor seen last night was the tail of a comet."
—Private letters have also been received from Oporto,
dated the 14th inst., which mention that a splendid comet
becomes visible thereat sunset, appearing in the west;
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and that it disappears in the west at night.—A letter from
Paris, under the date of Friday, says :—" A most extraor-
dinary change has taken place here in the weather. We
have been for the last two days favoured with the warmth
of July ; but the most extraordinary thing is the sudden,
and it appears, unexpected, appearance of a comet yester-
day evening, the largest, says the U?iivers, ever known. I
did not see it myself, nor have I met any person who can
say he has seen it 5 but a singular appearance in the
heavens was noticed by hundreds. According to the
Univers, the comet was discovered at seven o'clock, with
a tail extending over a space of sixty degrees ; viz., one-
fourth of the heavens. It proceeded from the constella-
tion of Orion, which it crossed at an angle of forty degrees.
If the moon had not risen so early, or the daylight had
been less, probably a brilliant sight would have been wit-
nessed by all Paris. Several gentlemen, astonished at the
statement in the Univers, as they had no suspicion of the
appearance of a comet, went to M. Arago this morning, at
the Observatory. He was in bed, but he had charged a
member of his family to inform all who came to make in*-

quiries, that the account in the Univers was substan-
tially correct ; and that he intended, with his colleagues,
to watch its appearance closely this evening, and publish
an account of his observations. The nucleus of the comet
was not visible, on account, as is supposed, of its immense
distance." A subsequent lettter from Paris, of the 21st
inst., states, that M. Arago on that day had announced
to the Academy of Sciences, that the luminous meteor is

a new comet, as stated above on the authority of Sir J.
Herschel and Sir J. South—" Such being the case," says
the Journal des Debais, « how can a comet have suddenly
appeared in such way as to attract public attention at a
large number of places at the same time, without having
been previously announced by professional astronomers?
The tail of this comet extends in the shape of a narrow
luminous train, on a space which contains no less than
forty and odd degrees

; the cloudy state of the weather, no
doubt, did not permit astronomers to observe the heavens
from the 10th to the 15th of this month; but there is,

nevertheless, good reason to wonder at the phenomenon
having been first remarked and pointed out to astrono-
mers by loungers and badauds."—The Diario di Roma
has the following account, communicated to it by the Ob-
servatory of the Roman College :_" The comet of M.
Laugier, on its return from its perihelion, at length pre-
sented itself on the 6th March, at three in the morning,
in circle of Cauchoix telescope. The clouds, which have
covered the heavens for some months past, have scarcely
permitted its being seen during two or three minutes ; and
it has been impossible to take a regular measure of its
position. This comet preceded a little the middle of
Scorpio, and was very near the place assigned to it in the
ephemeris calculated by M. Petersen. The bright light
it emits gives us reason to hope that we shall be enabled to
follow it for a long time to come, if the sky become clear."

Hafo.
Aksizk Tntei.i.igknck.—Midland Circuit (Derby).—John West

vvas placed at the bar on a charge of sedition. Mr. Waddington
and Mr. Macaulay stated that the prosecution had been insti-
tuted by the magistrates of the district in which the alleged
tjfiencc was committed. The prisoner was charged with havi»,,
j»n Sunday, the 18th September last, uttered, in the presence of alarge number of persons, a discourse of an inflammatory and
seditious character, calculated to incite persons to commit acts
Of outrage and insubordination. The law upon the subject was
Jiiis:-The first duty of every subject was to obey the existing
jaw, bat it was the privilege certainly of all to complain, either
*n public or private, of any particular law which they might con-
Mder injurious to themselves or the country at large. English,
jnen had a right to meet together, and discuss the merits of theM\vs by which they were governed, subject to one restriction,
»?., that it must be done in a way not to excite disturbance of
«ic public peace. Their complaints should be pointed at some
articular grievance, and not be levelled generally against all*w and order. They must not call on parties to combine
J%'ethcr to subvert the constitution; and all persons using
language calculated to promote acts of insubordination were
ijUilty of sedition. The facts of the case were as follow:— In^ngust and September last, Staffordshire, Derbyshire, and some
neighbouring counties, were in a state of disturbance and riot
^W'ng to a disagreement between masters and men upon the
subject of wages. The prisoner had, on more than one occasion
tuidrcssed large assemblies of miners and potters on the borders
p Staffordshire, who had turned out on the day in question
Ue,ng a Sunday. The prisoner addrcsi-ed an assembly of about
^

vvo hundred on Giesly Common, taking a text from Scripture
«< \x

ProSres8 of nis discourse he had uttered these words —We are told to unite together to oppose the abominable lawswnlch stop our rlghts by class legislation." « We must be alive«na active, for as long as we sleep quiet we shall not get our
'ffnts from the aristocracy." " We must combine together to

,
Pen the locks of the prison-doors, and liberate those of ourr°'hren who are confined for asking for our rights." " Weave no right to be content with the abominable laws which are

i&uS
1 U|)0n us *" Tbese werc tne won,s "$ed S no one could

stake their tendency j and it would be for the prisoner to
xplain them away if he could. The meeting commenced by

nJf,n& a hymn, after which the prisoner took his text from the
vo,

chaPter of the 2d of Peter, the 4th and three following

Utrft*
8- He s^okc for an hour anci a lia,f

'
during which he

ji

Cred the expressions for which he had been indicted. Wit-

t|,^
Sos

.

w erc then called to speak to the facts. It appeared that

nt..
pris°ner had spoken of moral duty, temperance, and godli-

WhTJ
fcnd had referred to the 4 2d of Isaiah, 7th verse, when he

he thought every fair chance should be given to a party, and
that it was not right to have certain sentences picked out of a
long discourse for the purpose of founding a charge upon them.
It was impossible to suppose that he could have had a seditious
object in view ; the text he took showed the contrary. His
object was to make the poorer classes go to a place of worship,
and if they would not go to church, it was better that the word
of God should go to them. He did not deny that he was a
Chartist; he believed the Charter was true in principle, and he
was of opinion it should become the law of the land, but he did
riot wish to destroy anything that was good, or to overturn the
constitution j he loved and prized the constitution. So much did
he love it, that he wished to be a member of it—he wanted to
have the elective franchise, so that he might be one of the repre-
sented in the land. He concluded by saying he should leave his
case, with perfect confidence, in the hands of the Judge and
Jury. Mr. Baron Alderson said the only question was, whether
the fair and reasonable inference to be drawn from the words
was such as had been drawn from them in support of the prose-
cution. The difficulty was, that they did not know the context.
He would say then, as he had said before, when trying a person
of the name of Vincent, that nothing was more unfair than to
take detached portions of a discourse; for example: suppose a
man said he had heard such a one say, " There is no God; "
that would be very bad; but suppose another had come forward
and said, " Yes, that was so, but he prefixed the words, The
fool has said in his heart,'" which would make all the difference.
They would take all the circumstances ofthe case into considera-
tion, and act accordingly. The Jury acquitted the prisoner; his
Lordship remarking that it was a very proper verdict.
William Wildgoose and fourteen other Chartists were charged

with assembling together to turn out workmen. They pleaded
guilty, and were ordered to enter into their own recognizances
in the sum of £100 to keep the peace. The learned Baron told
them they had been in great jeopardy, as the offences with which
they were charged were serious. It would be as well, perhaps,
if they were to know what their rights upon the subject for
which they were indicted were, and what they were not. They
had a right to meet and agree together as to the wages they
should demand from their employers; but no right to compel
others to follow the same course. The freedom they claimed for
themselves they were bound to allow to others—that was only
justice, and was both the law and the prophets.
Samuel Bonsall, William Bland, and John Holme, were indicted

for having murdered Miss Martha Goddard at Stanley, on the
30th Sept. The circumstances of the case were fully noticed in
this Paper at the time. All the prisoners were found Guilty, and
Mr. Baron Gurney immediately sentenced the three to be exe-
cuted, holding out no hopes of mercy.
Rolls Court.— West v. Girdlestne.—Lord Langdale gave

judgment in this case, and stated that certain lands were vested
in the trustees of a marriage settlement, with a power to sell the
same and invest the proceeds in land, to be settled to the same
uses, or upon Government or real securities. In 1811 they sold
the settled estates for ^2,200 ; it was neither laid out in the pur-
chase of land, neither was it invested ; but in July, 1816, the
trustees advanced it to the husband upon personal security, in
which another person joined as surety. The husband could not
repay the money, which was repaid by the surety, so that the
trustees were so far released from their breach of trust. The
plaintiffs, however, insisted that they had a right to have so
much stock replaced as could have been purchased with 2,200/.
in the year 1811, on the ground that, having neglected either to
purchase land or invest the money, they were answerable for
any loss which might have been sustained, and consequently
that they were compellable either to make good the money, or to
replace the stock at the option of the cestui que trust. It might
be doubted whether trustees ought to have sold the settled lands
until they had another purchase in view. The settlement, how-
ever, did not contain any plain directions, and there might have
been some difficulties in the way. The circumstances were un-
explained. The trustees, however, were not answerable for
more money than they had received; they had committed a
breach of trust, and were answerable, and must replace the stock

;

but it must be only so much stock as could have been purchased
with the sum of 2,200/. on the loth of July, 1816, when the
money was lent. The costs also must be paid by the defendants.
Hewett % Foster.—In this case AmeliaJane Pinckncy, of Close-

wood, in the county of Southampton, was possessed of a sum of
2,101/. 155. Stf. Consols, standing in the name of trustees for her
benefit. By her will, dated July 8, 1835, she gave the -stock to
John Foster and Daniel Grigg Hewett, upon various trusts for
the benefit of Mrs. Hewett and her children, and appointed Daniel
Grigg Hewett her sole executor. Mr. Foster was induced to
join in selling the stock, and to allow D. G. Hewett to receive
the whole, upon an understanding that he should retain it for a
year; but subsequently, finding he had committed a breach of
trust, Mr. Foster instituted a suit to have the fund replaced.
This suit was stayed upon an agreement that Daniel Grigg
Hewett should give a mortgage for the amount, and effect a
policy of assurance upon the life of Sarah Hewett, his wife, for
1,000/. The policy was effected and the security given, in which
two of the adult children joined in releasing their share of the
trust fund. Mrs. Hewett died, and the sum due upon the policy
was received ; but Mr. Hewett subsequently absconded, leaving
1,947/. due to the estate of the testatrix unpaid, upon which the
present bill was filed. Lord Langdale regretted the case, but as
there was nothing to justify the defendant in parting with the
fund, he must replace so much of the stock as would be sufficient
to meet the shares of the parties entitled ,and he must pay the
costs of the suit.

Prerogative Court.—On Saturday Sir H. Jenner Fust
decided against the validity of the four codicils to the will of the
late Marquess of Hertford, which had been propounded on behalf
of the Countess Zichy and Mr. J. Wilson Croker. The Court
held that they were not entitled to probate, on the ground that
they had not been executed in strict accordance with the pro-
visions of the law, inasmuch as they had not been attested as
required by the New Will Act—and could not therefore be taken
as a part of the testamentary documents of the deceased. Upon
application, the Court directed that the whole of the expenses
should be paid out of the estate. The proctor for the Countess
Zichy and Mr. Cioker intimated that an appeal would be pro-
moted against the decision. The Judge said it would bea matter
of satisfaction to him if the case were taken to a higher Court,
as it would afford him a guide for the future.

prisoner should be placed in a secure situation for a few days
where they might at intervals observe his conduct, and hold con-
versations with him.—On Friday, Mr. Blyth, who had been
apprehended on the charge of having demanded an interview
with the Commissioners of Customs* Was brought up for re*
examination. His wife attended, and explained that he was per-
fectly mild and inoffensive, and the Solicitor to the Customs
said that he was perfectly satisfied, on the part of the Com-
missioners, to give up Mr. Blyth to the care of his wife, who
seemed well qualified to protect him, and to protect others from
him.—On the same day, James Stevenson, the Scotch lunatic, who
was examined last week before the Lord Mayor, in consequence
of the declarations he made on board the steamer Gazelle, on his
voyage from Hull to London, relative to her Majesty and Sir R.
Peel, was brought up for re-examination. After a long and un-
important inquiry he was remanded, in order that the evidence
of medical men on his state of mind be taken, and that the Se-
cretary of State might issue directions with respect to his future
management.—A journeyman shoemaker, called Dowie, who
considers himself aggrieved by some passage prinied in Cham-
bers' Edinburgh Journal several years ago, was also brought up
on Tuesday, having been found some days since watching at the
office of Messrs. Bradbury and Evans, the printers of that jour-
nal, in Whitefriars. with eight stones in his pocket, for the pur-
pose of breaking the windows at the printing-office, or of doing
injury to some individual. The magistrate had remanded the
prisoner that the surgeon of the prison might give a certificate
of his state of mind. After some demur on the part of the surgeon,
he signed the certificate of insanity, and the prisoner has been
removed to Bethlehem Hospital.—On Tuesday, Mr. P. F. David-
son, formerly assistant commissary-general, was brought before
the magistrate at Mary-ie-bone, charged with having threatened
to murder a Mrs. Rumble, in whose house he lodged near the
Hampstead-road. The offence was fully proved 5 and the pri-
soner, in his defence, said that there had been a great deal of
whistling going on in her house, and he told her that if it was
continued he would kill her. She had destroyed some of his
property, and he had been accused of having given information
at the Audit-office reflecting upon several public characters, and
also upon some ladies residing in Lincolnshire. The magistrate
was satisfied of his insanity, and committed him to prison in
default of bail.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday. — DERBY. — 7 to 1 agst Mr.

Blakelock's A British Yeoman; 16 to 1 agst Mr. Goodman's
Maccabeus ; 18 to 1 agst Colonel Peel's Murat ; 25 to 1 agst Lord
Eglinton's Aristides; 25 to 1 agst Mr. Bell's Winesour; 30 to 1

agst Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone ; 35 to l agst Lord Chesterfield's
Progress colt; 35 to 1 agst Sir G. Heathcote's Amarino ; 35 to 1

agst Duke of Grafton's Cataract: 40 to 1 agst Mr. Griffith's
Newcourt (taken) ; 40 to 1 agst Colonel Anson's Napier ; 50 to
1 agst Colonel Peel's St. Valentine ; 2000 to 35 agst Mr. T. Tay-
lor's Gamecock (taken); 1000 to 15 agst Mr. Ferguson's Fire-
away (taken) j 1000 to 10 agst General Pollock and Earl of
Richmond (taken).—5 and 6 to 1 was laid and afterwards offered
agst Cotherstone for the Riddlesworth, and Murat for the Column
Stakes.

MARK LANE, Friday, March 24. — Since Monday some
quantity of English Wheat has been refused, owing to the bad
condition, and resold at reduced prices; there are still several
runs unsold, although offered at is. to 2s. decline. Foreign is

nearly unsaleable and declining in value; in bonded nothing
doing. The Barley season is drawing to a close, and is is. cheaper.
Peas and Beans are a dull sale at Monday's currency. A large
supply of Oats press on the Market, and they are selling at de-
clining prices.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. S. S.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 44 to 62— -—- Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire"; . . 44 to 50
Barley Malting and distilling S5 to 30
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire

Northumberland and Scotch
Irish

IvVG ..••.
tteans, Mazag&n, old and new .

Pigeon, Heligoland . . .

Peas, White

•

I olands
Feed
Feed

22 to 27
18 to 82
30 to 31

Tick

18 to 23
— to —
9 to J8
— to —
£310 SB

S. S.
.Red 40 to 46
White — to—
Grind. 19 to 25
Feed 14 to £2
Potato 16 to 24
Potato 14 to 22

Harrow 24 to 30
Winds. 20 to 34 Lonjrpod £4 to 28
Maple 27to29 Grey 26io27

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Feb-

M ar.

10

17
21
3
10

17

6 weeks* Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat. Karley. Oats. Rye.
47 5 27 1 to* 11 30 1

47 1! £7 1 17 87
4H 6 27 2 17 1 Sit 4
48 3 27 4 17 3 29
48 1 27 7 J7 2 28 4

47 6 27 11

£7 4

17 4 26 10

1

47 11 17 2 28 5

£0 9 8 11 6

Beans.
27 5
27
26 11

26 7
26 6
2G 8

Peas-
30 I

20 5
so 1

28 6
29 4
28 6

28 4

English
Irish •

Foreign

English
Irish .

Scotch .

Foreign

4661
134

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.
Flour. Wht. i Earl. Malt. Oats* Eye. Uns.

Ska. — Brls. 3513 3900 7542 5582 1052

ti — » 37 300 42 35228 _ ~
M —? » _*_ ^~ — 470 — - 1

11 6

Peas
224

ARRIVALS
Wheat
4520

THIS WEEK.
Barley
5390

Oats
4940
13100

Flour
5990

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS.—T. Huirhins, Andover, Southampton, common carrier- J,

Gollop, D. Redmond, and T. Kingsworth, Charles-street, City-road, Jonnders.

BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED—S. P reeland and H. J. Osbaldiston,

Castle-court, Lawrence-lane, warehousemen—H. J- Smith, Globe Wharf, Surrey
Canal, Old Kent-road, coal-merchant-G- J. Newton, Leicester-square, draper.

BANKRUPTS.—E. Messtim, Port sea, Southampton, brewer— J- latere, Col-

chester, Essex, hairdresser—\V. Hopkins Farrintfdon-street,.butcher—B.Gray,
Acton-place, Kingsland, flour-factor-H. Jolley, Castle Hedinjrham, Essex,

aii *

Ubon i?
to °Penin£ tliC prison-doors; He implored a blessing:

aid
1

.

1 Majesty, and the rulers of the land. Mr. West then

of i,?
88®** tl)C Jul7» contending that he had always opposed acts

pea
"subordination, and advocated the repeal of bad laws by

attwn
means " He had witnessed that the lower orders,

**rid )y
wh

Pm llis lot was cast, were ignorant of the Scriptures,

in lh(i
ls object, on the occasion referred to, was to instruct them

PUrnn*
6 truths wh*ch referred to their elernal welfare, for which

the jSt® lie nftd selected one of the most appropriate passages in

CJasJ v
In referring1 to the present condition of the lower

hadhp' had not made use of lan&«age one-half as strong: as
In evjj

11 uttered in high places. With regard to the words given
Selecti ii

nce a£ainst hirn
»
he complained of a sentence being

ai>d ah 1.° ai,d there from a ^course which lasted an hour

^stiop™.' »or the purpose of accusing him of sedition. Chief
0r*iam«if *

da1, who was aD horiour to the land as well as an
citernom k

the bench
'
had wiseJy said that people might by ex-

*-«t be carried beyond the proper bounds of discretion , and

Polick.—On Monday, another monomaniac, called John Ed.
ward Freak, a native of Dunbar, who appeared by his dress to be
a seafaring man, was btought before the magistrate at Bow-
street, charged with attempting to force his way into Bucking-
ham Palace, he being in a state of insanity. A police constable
stated that about 1 o'clock on Sunday, he observed the prisoner
pacing up and down outside the palace gates, and having in-
quired of the sentinels how long lie had been there, they said
about an hour. Witness immediately went to him, and having
asked him what business he had about that place, he thought at
first by his manner and the answers he gave that he was in-
toxicated; but after a little delay, having used threatening and
incoherent expressions, saying he had been robbed, and should
be allowed inside the gates, he took him into custody, and con-
veyed him to the station-house, when a quantity of papers and
other articles were found upon him. After a desultory examina-
tion, the magistrate ordered the prisoner to be put back until a
messenger could be sent for the surgeons of Clerkenwell and
Tothill-tields Prisons to attend and give their opinion respecting

the state of the prisoner's mind. In the course of the day the

medical gentlemen came into Court, and examined the prisoner

in a private room, where they remained in conference about
half-an-hour. On making a report of their inquiries into the

prisoner's state of mind, they stated they could not, in so short

a time, come to a final conclusion, and recommended that the

^^^lYt^K^^TlONS-J. Bel. BMWe, farmer-J. Hunter,
Bathgate, ironmon^er-H. A- balbraith, Dalbeth, Ulasgow, surgeon.

BIRTHS.—On! the 18th insl-, in. South Audley-street, Lady! Dinorben, of

aiARRIKD.-On the 5th inst., at Valetta, Malta, Lieut- Sharpe, R-N-, of
her Majesty's ship Howe, eldest son of the late B. Sharne, Esq., of London,
banker, to Marianne Fanny, eldest daughter of the Rev- E- Montagu, of
Swaffnam, Nortolk—On the 16th inst,, at South Stoneham Church, Hants, G-
Forbes, fcsq., eldest son of Sir C. Forbes. Bart., to Johanna Agnes, daughter of
J. H. torbes, fcsq., or Westwood, Southampton—At Ealing, on the 20th inst.,
J. (7. JUoon.bsq., of Dorset-place, Dorset-square, to Alicia Elizabeth, younger
daughter or R. Parker, Esq., B,N., of Hareden, Forest of Bowlard, \ orkshire,
and Grove House, Ealing.
DIED—On the 21st inst., at Keswick, Robert Southey, Esq., LL.D-, Poet

Laureate—On the 22d inst-, in the Sih year of his age, George Edward, ;only
son of YV\ H. Harrison, Esq.. of Camberwell—On Thursday, at Brighton, the
Dowager Marchioness of Northampton— In Tavistock-square, on the 17th inst.,

John Hull, M.D., F.L-S-, &c—On the 17th inst., at Hampton Court Palace, the
Hon. Robert Talbot, aged b*7—On the 19th inst., at Birbury Hall, Warwick-
shire, Jane Rebecca, wife of Sir Tbeophilus Biddnlph, Bart—At his house, 13,

Randolph-crescent, Edinburgh, on the 7th inst-. Sir John Robinson, K-H—On
the 17th inst-, at Hatherton, in the county of Stafford, Mrs- Walhouse, relict of
M. Walhouse, Esq., of Hatherton, and mother of Lord Hatherton.
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rpHOMSON'S IMPROVED MODE OF APPLY-]
JL ING the PIPE, TANK, and TROUGH SYSTEM for

BOTTOM and TOP- HEAT, connected with his new plan of
CONSTRUCTING and VENTILATING CURVE-ROOFED and
other shaped HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS, to which the
PIPE, TANK, and TROUGH SYSTEM is APPLICABLE.

Figj. FfyJ.

mm
Thomson's Economical Boii.kr and plan of warming Hot-

houses, &c. has been adopted, and may be seen in use at the two
largest Horticultural establishments in the Kingdom : viz., Messrs.
Lkb's Nursery, Hammersmith, and Mr. Wilmot's, Brentford.

Plans and Estimates furnished for Building and Heating Green-
houses, &c, on application to J. Thomson, Landscape-Gardener
and Hothouse Designer, 4, Chapel Place, Hammersmith.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBOUN.
D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, awd have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted lor the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.andE. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-

daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals required, and which maybe seen at their Manufactory.

rpHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOlLERSlnvented
J- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shkwkx having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney ; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Mr. Knight's,
King's-road, Chelsea j Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

HOT WATER FOR BOTTOM-HEAT.

G

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-Place,
• King's Road, Chelsea, Hothouse-builders, and Hot-Water

Apparatus manufacturers, seeing that several parties pretend to
lay claim to the Open Trough, Tank, or Gutter system of heating,
J. W. 8c Co. here lay before the Horticultural world their prac-
tice respecting it, they having fixed and circulated water in open
Troughs now upwards of 16 years; and their works are now to
be seen that have been fixed that time, at David Pooh's, Esq.,
Welsh Pool, Montgomeryshire; the Duke of Bedford's, Wo-
burn; Sir Edmoxd Avtrobus, Cheam, and up to the present
time they could give a list of 200 names, where they have fixed
that principle, or their improvement on it. The above sketch
represents a pit, shewing the principle for the purpose of Bottom-
Heat, which answers well. J. W. & Co. solicit an inspection of
their improvements in Building, Heating, and Ventilating, at
their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-Place, Chelsea.

U A N O O N S ALE,
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS 8c SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, 8c Co., LIVERPOOL ani> BRISTOL.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.—
A TREATISE, with Engravings, will shortly be published,

which will contain every information for setting up or adapting
this most excellent plan, without the aid of engineers or hothouse
designers. Orders must be sent to the Inventor, Union-road
Nursery, Plymouth.

PRACTICAL GARDENING.— Lately published, price U. Qd ,

H^IIE KITCHEN GARDEN; or, Monthly Calendar
-A- of Practical Directions for the Culture of Vegetables; with
a catalogue of Fruit Trees adapted for the climate of Ireland. By
Martin Doyle. Fourth Edition. Also, lately published, price 2,?.,

THE FLOWER GARDEN; or. Monthly Calendar of Practical
Directions for the Culture of Flowers. By Martin Doyle. New
Edition, enlarged. The two may be had bound together, priced.
Dublin : W. Curry, Jun., & Co., 9, Upper Sackville-st. London

:

Longman & Co., and sold by al l Booksellers. _

Just published, price If*, by Longman and Co., London; W.
Curry, Jun., and Co., Dublin ; Eraser and Co., Edinburgh,

rpRIALS and EFFECTS of New CHEMICAL FER-
-L TILIZERS, with various Experiments in Agriculture, for
Aerating Soils and Composts—Increasing the Food of Plants-
Improving Irrigation—and abating the ravages of Insects. By
Sir J. Murray, M.D., Member of the Royal Agricultural Societies
of England and Ireland.

Sir James Murray's New Fertilizers for Early Crops, 20s. per
cask, eight casks to a ton, may be procured of the London e gents,
Gifford 8c Lixdkk, 1Q4, Strand ; or Evans, 79, Pamc-st, Dublin.

THE LATE PROFESSOR DE CANDOLLE.
A IN excellent Engraved PORTRAITof this distinguished

-**- Botanist has just been published -. size )5i inches by 12,
Price: Prints, xoa. $&. 5—Proofs, 15*

A\. Pamplin, 45, Frith-street, Sou.o-sn.uare.

NEW WORK ON BEES.
In small 8vo. (with 70 Engravings on Wood), price 12s.,

MY BEE-BOOK. By the Rev. W. C. Cotton, M.A.,
Student of Christ Church, Oxford 5 and Chaplain to the

Lord Bishop of New Zealand.
" One of the most elegant volumes that ever graced a library-

table—with its exquisite woodcuts, perfection of dress, prelude

of mottoes, list of Bee-books, appendices, reprints, extracts, &c. f

we hardly know a book that has pleased us more ; it is the per-

fection of a scrap-book for the gentleman or lady Bee-keeper."—
Quarterly Review.

Also, now ready, by the same Author,
TWO LETTERS to COTTAGERS on BEES. Letter I.—On

BEE-MANAGEMENT. Letter II.-On the NATURAL THE-
OLOGY of BEES. Price 6d. each, or 59. per dozen.

Rivingtons, St. Paul's Church-yard, and Waterloo-place.

FLORIST'S JOURNAL, No. XLL, for April 1, con-
tains articles on Ericas (with a superior Coloured Illustra-

tion), on Orchidaceee, Improvement in Garden-Pots, Preparation
of Composts, Visits to Nurseries, List of New Plants, Calendar
for April, The Letter Box, &c. Price only 6d.

The FLORIST'S JOURNAL for 1842, forming Vol. hi., Illus-

trated with 14 superior Coloured Engravings, may be had in

Cloth, Price 8s.

London: Alvred Adlarij, Wardrobe-place, Doctor's Commons,
and all Booksellers.

New Edition, with a New Supplement, One very large Volume,
8vo., with nearly 10,000 Engravings on Wood, 31. 13a-. 6d., cloth,

I^NCYCLOPyEDIA of PLANTS; including all the
J—' Plants which are now found in, or have been introduced into,

Great Britain
; giving their Natural History, with such Descrip-

tions and Figures, as may enable a beginner who is a mere English
reader, to discover the name of every plant which he may find in
flower. Edited by J. C. Loudon, F.L.S., H.S., &c.
"The most useful and popular botanical work which has ever

appeared in the English language."

—

Professor Jameson's Philo-

sophical Journal. By the same Author,
ENCYCLOPEDIA, of GARDENING. 2/. 10.5.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA of AGRICULTURE. 2/. 105.

HORTUS BRITANNICUS. 1/. Us.Gd.
London : Longman, Brown, Ghkkn, and Longmans.

New Edition corrected, with a Supplement, containing above
1 Go additional pages oi" Letterpress, and nearly 300 New Engrav-
ings, bringing down the Work to 1842; one very thick Volume,
8vo., of above 1,300 pages, and 2,000 Engravings on Wood,
3/. 3s., cloth, An
ENCYCLOPAEDIA of COTTAGE, FARM, and

VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURNITURE; containing
Designs for Cottages, Villas, Farm Houses, Farmeries, Country
Inns, Public Houses, Parochial Schools, &c, with the requisite

Fittings-up, Fixtures, and Furniture, and appropriate Offices,

Gardens, and Garden Scenery ; each Design accompanied by
Analytical and Critical Remarks, illustrative of the Principles of
Architectural Science and Taste on which it is composed, and
General Estimates of the Expense. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S., &c.

*** The New Supplement separately, 7&- 6tf. sewed.
" No single work has ever effected so much good in improv-

ing the internal arrangement and the external appearance of
country dwellings generally."

—

Times.
London : Longman, Brown, Grbkn, and Longmans.

One thick Volume 8vo., with upwards of 2,000 Engravings on
Wood, 21. 105. cloth, An

ENCYCLOPEDIA of TREES and SHRUBS ; being
the "Arboretum etFruticetum Britannicum," abridged : con-

taining the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of Great Britain, Native and
Foreign, scientifically and popularly described; with their Pro-
pagation, Culture, and Uses in the Arts; and with Engravings of
nearly all the Species. Adapted for the use of Nurserymen,
Gardeners, and Foresters. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S. &c.
" In its present form, this valuable work is placed within the

reach of thousands who could not hope to obtain it unabridged,
and we strongly recommend it to universal patronage.

"

Dr. Lindley, in Gardeners" Chronicle,

London: Longman, Brown, Grkkn, and Longmams.

BEE- HIVES, &c.— Illustrations of Apiaries, Bee-
hives, Feeding-Machines, and all the Apparatus connected

with the Apiary; a Sheet- List, price 15-, published by J. Mii#-

ton, may be had of Messrs. Parker, West Strand ; also at J.

Milton's, Italian Warehouse, 10, Gt. Marylcbone-st.,Wimpole-st.
"These arc Illustrations referred to in the Practical Bce-Keeper,"
a Treatise on Bees now publishing. All letters prepaid.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD HECK informs Horticulturists generally,

1 that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory
Tubs, Flower-Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c, manufactured
by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener (Sundays ex cepted).

H WALKER'S NEEDLES (by Authority the
• " Queen's Own"), with the New Large Eyes, are easily

threaded (even by blind persons), and worked with great ease,

having Improved Points, Temper, and Finish. The Labels are

correct Likenesses of Her Majesty and His Royal Highness
Prince Albert in relief, on coloured grounds.
H. Walker's Improved Kish-hooks, Steel Pens, Hooks and

Eyes, Bodkins, &c, are particularly recommended to notice.

Foi the Home Trade, neat packages of Needles or Pens, from
1.9. to 10s. value, can be tent free by post by any respectable

dealer, on receipt of 13 penny stamps for every shilling value.

Every quality, &c, for shipping.

H Walkkr, Manufacturer to the Queen, 20, Maiden-lane,

Wood-street.

MOXON'S EFFERVESCENT MAGNESIAN APE-
- RIENT may be had of all respectable medicine-venders

throughout Great Britain and Ireland, and nearly every part of

the civilized world. In all parts it has met with the sanction of

members of the medical profession, who recommend it to their

patients as the best Family Purgative ever discovered. It is of

eminent service in pains in the Head, casual or Habitual costive-

ness, Bilious Affections, Nausea, Sickness, Heartburn, Indiges-

tion, Gout, Piles, Fistula, and as an aperient saline draught in

all febrile affections. It is an effectual remedy for derangement
of the stomach and head, resulting from excess either in eating

or drinking. It possesses all the medicinal powers of the most
approved saline Aperients, without the disagreeable taste which
distinguishes medicines of that class, and is so agreeable that

even children can take it without dislike. Prepared only by
Benjamin Moxon 8c Sons, Chemists, Hull. Sold in bottles at

2.5. Qd., 4.9. 6rf., and lis. Observe—the genuine medicine has
"Moxon & Smith (then co-partners), Chemists, Hull," engraved

on the Government stamp.—Wholesale Agents, Barclay and
Sons, &c, London.

IMPROVED WIRE FENCING.

JW. GIDNEY begs to inform Noblemen and Gentle-
• men that in consequence of the increased demand and

improvements in the machinery for producing his IMPROVED
.STRAINED WIRE FENCING, coupled with the depression in

the Iron trade, he is enabled to offer the same at a considerably

reduced rate, and warrants this Fence, as constructed by him, to

Stand against all kin<is of cattle, and for neatness, strength,

durability, and cheapness, to excel all other kinds ot Fencing.

List of Prices, with a sketch, may be had by applying at his

Manufactory, East Dereham, Norfolk,

sEED BUSINESS (old-established) to be Disposed
of; principally Garden ; with a wide country connexion.

A good House, Stabling, Coach or Cart-house attached ; Rentlow.
Letters to be addressed to X. Y.,care of Mr. Kino, 21, Fins-

bury-place north, London.

ftHIRLEY VINEYARD, near Southampton.—The
*-* Proprietor of this Establishment respectfully announces
that he has now made sufficient progress in it to enable him to

commence, forthwith, a series of experiments of a most impor-
tant character, and on an extensive scale, relative to the Culture

of the Vine under Glass; the object of which will be to free

that interesting and valuable branch of Horticulture from the

difficulties and uncertainty which have hitherto surrounded it,

and to place it on such a basis, as to ensure the production of

very superior fruit, with case, certainty, and economy.
In the prosecution of this design, and in that of cultivating the

Vine on open walls; and also in the propagation of Vine Plants

in the nursery department of the Vineyard, he is desirous of

having associated with him a few respectable Youths, as Articled

Pupils, who, in addition to being taught the most improved mode
of Vine Culture in all its various branches, and (as necessarily

involved in it) the Theory and Practice of all the grand Principles

on which the delightful Science of Horticulture is based, will

also enjoy a great number of valuable Educational Advan-
tages, of a sterling practical character, and stich as, in com-
bination with the above, will enable them, with industrial appli-

cation, to occupy, at the expiration of their pupilage, a superior

and independent rank in society.

To Parents who are desirous of providing for their Sons the
knowledge of a superior and profitable pursuit, in preference to

their becoming dependent on the precarious issue of mercantile

or trading occupations, the oppoitunity thus offered may be con-
sidered as highly deserving of their attention.

As the Pupils will be considered as members of the family, and
treated in every respect in the most liberal manner, a suitable

Premium will be required.
Applications, personally or by letter, may be made to Mr.

Ci.kment Hoark, at the Vineyard.
It is intended to limit the number of Pupils for the present to

four, and Mr. H. will be ready to receive them in the ensuing
month of March. February 8, 1843.

— — — -- -

CCAUTION.— Several Perfumers of apparent Respect-
^ ability, for the sake of gaining a trifle more profit, basely at-

tempt to impose their pernicious compounds upon the public as the

real " MACASSAR. Oil/' for the Hair, and " KALYDOR" for

the Complexion. They copy the bills and labels of the original arti-

cles, substituting either a fictitious name, orthe word " G ENUINE"
in the place of "ROWLAND'S." To frustrate such imposition,

it is necessary, on purchasing either article, to see that the word
ROWLAND'S is on the wrapper, as follows, without which none
are genuine. Rowland's Macassar On., for the growth, and for

Beautifying the Human Hair. Trice 3*. Gd., 7s., or Family Bottles

(containing four small) 10s. Gd. ; and double that size, 21s. per
bottle. Rowland's Kalydor, for the Skin and Complexion.
Price 4*. Gd. and 85. Gd. per bottle. A. ROWLAND AND SON,
20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, is written in red on the

wrappers of the Macassar Oil and Kalydor, and engraven on
the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. Be sure to ask for
" Rowland's" Articles, Sold by them and by respectable Chemists

and Perfumers. __ -

WANTED, for a BLIND, one or two large EVER-
GREEN TREES, about twelve feet high. If they are

bare half-way up, it is of no consequence. Yew, Holly, or Cedar,
would be preferred, as Pine or Fir will not suit well near the
metropolis.—Direct to J. L., 7> Haymarket, London.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid,

AS GARDENER, a respectable sober Man, aged 29
who has a thorough knowledge of his Business in all its

branches ; he perfectly understands the management of Meadow
Land and Cows ; can take charge of a horse and chaise,and make
himself generally useful. He can have two years' good character
from the gentleman he has just left. Direct to A. 15., at Mrs.
Gam ble's, No. 8, Little Guilford-street, Russell-square.

AS GARDENER, a middle-aged Man, who perfectly
understands his Business in all its various branches. Has a

perfect knowledge of the Suffolk mode of Farming, and can have
a five years' character. Direct to P. G., at Mr. Kkrnan's,
Great Russell-street, Covcnt Garden.

AS GARDENER, a middle-aged married Man, without
encumbrance, who understands his Business in all its

branches j has no objection to the management of a small Farm.
Can have the most satisfactory references as to character and
conduct from his present employers, whom he has served the last

three years. Direct to A.B., Manor House, Lee, Ken t.

AS GARDENER, a middle-aged Man, who understands
his Business. His wife can, if required, take charge of the

House, and the Management of a small Dairy ; and understands
plain Cooking. Can have a good character from the place he has
just left. Direct to E.R., Parson-street, Hendon.

^

AS GARDENER, a Married Man, aged 38, without
encumbrance, who perfectly understands his Business, in the

Hothouse, Greenhouse, and all its various branches; could also

undertake the laying out of Pleasure Grounds, the care of Stock
and Meadow Land, if required, where a man or two is kept. His
Wife could also engage as Laundress, being fully competent,
and havingserved in such capacity. They can both have a 4 years'

character from their last place, which they have just left. Direct
to A.B.,[15, King's Road, Chelsea.

AS GARDENER, a middle-aged Married Man with-
out encumbrance ; has had the management of Pines,

Grapes, Early Forcing, and Gardening in general : can have a

good character from his last place, which he held upwards of 10

years.— Direct to A. B., 8, Orchard Row, High-st., Camberwell._

S GARDENER, a thorough Practical Man. Can be

highly recommended by the family he has left, as well as by
some of the first-rate Noblemen's Gardeners. Direct to W. H.#

64. Milton-street. Dorset-square. London.

TO NOBLEMKN AND GENTLEMEN.

AS GARDENER, a Married Man, aged 30, who has

a thorough knowledge of his Business in all its branches;
the most satisfactory references can be given as to ability, sobriety*

and industry, from his late Employer, with whom he lived

upwards of 4 years.— Direct to \V. S., Mr. Algar's, Nurseryman*
Market Deeping.—N.li. Wages 707., with a Cottage, &c.

S GARDENER, a Single Young Man, 31 years ot

age, who has a thorough knowledge of his business and ca'1

be well recommended from his last place. Direct to H. H., Post-

office, Tonbridge Wells. ^
AS UNDERTGARDENER.—A Young Man, of good
-^- character and sober habits. Would prefer a situation where

he would have an opportunity of improvement. Salary not s°

much an object as a comfortable situation. Direct to A.F., Post-

office, Onndlc, Northampton.

Lh-

Piinl.od by Mess rs. Bjiadbory and Evanb, Lombard-street, Fleet-street '

the Precinct of WhUefrlarg, In the <'ity of London, and Published bv tboW *

the Okjtjck, H, C.haum-h stki j:t, Covknt Gabdsn, in the County of Middlcsw
where all Advertisements and CommunictttlonB are to be uddrcsscd l0 *

Editor.—Saturday, Mareh 20, 1843.
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TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—Elembn-
*-> TART CourtsK of Botany.—PROFESSOR LINDLEY will
commence a Course of LECTURES on BOTANY to a Junior
Class, on Monday, April 3. Subject—The Distinctions between
the Principal Natural Classes and Orders of Plants belonging to
the Flora of Europe. The Course is adapted for Persons com-
mencing; the Study of Botany, and for Students preparing for the
Matriculation Examination at the University of London. Fee 2/.

The Course to the Sem'or Class will commence early in May.
Georgk Lono, A.M., Dean of the Faculty of Arts.
Thomas Graham, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.
Ciias. C. Atkinson, Secretary to the Council.

__ March 24 , 1843.

EXHIBITIONS, to be held at the~&a7dens of the
KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON, Inner Circle,

Regent's Park, on the following Days :
—

Wkdnksday, May 24,

Wkdnesday, June 28,
Wednksday, July 19, 1843.

The Prizes to be awarded consist of Gold and Silver Medals,
Silver Vases, and other pieces of plate. Successful competitors
may, at their option, receive their prizes in medals, plate, or
money. TERMS OF ADMISSION.

All Fellows and Life Members of the Society, and the Bearers
Of Ivory Tickets, will be admitted to the Gardens from Two until
Seven o'clock, upon signing the book at the gate.
Visitors will only be admitted by Tickets, to be obtained by

the Orders of Fellows and Life Members.
All Fellows and Life Members n,;iv obtain, on or before the

Gth of Magi any number of Tickets ar the rate of 4s. each; and
after the bth of Map, and until Two o'clock on the daps of Exhibi-
tion, any further number at the rate of <)s. each, by application at
the Oitiees in the Inner Circle of the Regent's Park.
Each Ticket will entitle one person to admission between the

hours of Two and Seven on any one oi the three days of Exhibi-
tion, at the option of the holder.

Tickets may be obtained at the Garden on the days of Exhibi-
tion alter Two o'clock, at the rate of 10s. each.
No Tickets whatever will be issued except on the personal

application or written Order of a Fellow or Life Member of the
Society, and the number of Tickets required must be stated in the
application.
N.B.— Exhibitors coming from the Nortb-east of London may

approach the Gardens iron. Albany-street by the Cambridge-gate.
Exhibitors irom the South and from the West may approach by
Portland-place and the New Road, and enter by the York-gate.
*** The Schedule of Prizes, with the Regulations to be observed

by Exhibitors, and all further particulars, may be had at the
Gardens. James dk Garlic Sowkrby, Secretary.

SPLENDID NEW HYBRID FUCHSIAS.
7ILLIAM DEANS, Nurseryman & Florist, Jed.
* burgh, North Britain, begs to intimate that he intends

sending out the following six NEW HYBRIDS, which were exhi-
bited at the Roxburghshire Horticultural Society's Show in Sep-
tember last, and at the Grand Horticultural Fete at Kelso during
the same month ; they were staged at both places against all the
Newest and Best Fuchsias then out, and declared to be Unri-
^'AM-icn, and gained the first prize at both Shows. They will be
found indispensable to those who grow tor competition ; no
better proof of their superiority need be adduced than the numer-
ous orders alrcadv received for them from those who have seen
lhem in bloom. Plants in May, 1843.
L—Fuchsia Dkansia :

the Tube of great thickness: Sepals
S,0ad » an(i of a deep crimson colour; Petals large, rosy purple-
^•ooins of great size and substance; a free grower profuse
bloomer, and of a very fine habit, 10s.Gr/.

'•2.—Nonius : Tube and Sepals dark crimson
; Petals light

(Purple; Blooms very large and of great substance; free bloomer
Vigorous grower, ami line habit, 7-v. 6d,
3-—Rbcukva: Tube and Sepals light crimson; Petals rosy

rurpic- Blooms large; the Petals beautifully recurved- free
uowerer, and very distinct, 9s. (id.

'

**•—Ekkusa fasciculata: Tube and Sepals of a carmine
°iour, with green tips ; Petals rosy purple ; immense bloomer,
°nic of the joints producing Thirty Blooms; same size or rather
Jyeer than F. Standishii, being thicker in the Tube

; free
grower, 3s. 677.

^
«•—Racemiflora klkgans: size and colour of the Blooms

\vith
Inucn resemble F. Moneypennii; points of the Sepals tippedHn green, but greatly superior in habit to the latter, the

,w
ancucs presenting beautiful racemes of flowers ; a free«rower, 3s. 6d.

tin!

—

,

1nk|jATA AREoaisA.—Tube and Sepals very deep crimson,

I''o i

W
,

ith bn'S'nt £*een; Petals purplish
;
quite a tree Fuchsia;

for n?
6

*ar£e » and quite distinct from any other yet out, and but
- the Blooms, would hardly be recognised as a Fuchsia, 3s. (irf.

Ma,
rs ^dressed to Wm. Dbans, Jedburgh, or to Messrs. Con-

Gawf »
<:°'' New CroS8> or their Conservatories, Covent

to »,!?» LOn^2 ^ -to Messrs. Ronalds and Co., Brentford, or

»tr£? t
a

!

Kl M^um
;

kn, Seedsmen and Florists, 6, Leadcnhall-eet
;
London,wll be duly attended to. The above parties having

SUPerW*
m

-

)Ioon!
\
can te8t3fy to their excellent habit and

*eE lJinniiUf V- I"7 ,

PCrfn
KUrch^^e the lot will, upon

.
.^ Pt 0l a Post-office order for 1*. !0s. ( have the six sent, post

CcaSe^Mrt °* ^ ^ited Kingdom, carefully packed in a

10

7
10

10

10

10

6

G

6

G

6

6

TJTUGH LOW & CO., Nukskrymen, &c, Upper
-*- J- Clapton, London, beg to inform their friends and the public
that they will have Plants of the undernamed DAHLIAS ready
for delivery in May, 1843 :— s. d.

Coroncl Baker (Dodd's), dark claret, extra-fine show-flower 10 6
Favourite (Dodd's), clear white, edged with pink, very dis-

tinct, and first-rate show-llower . . . ...
Miranda (Brown's), blush, shaded with rose . . - .

Perpetual Grand (Brown's), fine crimson ....
Paul Pry (Brown's), light ruby, extra-fine flower
Queen of the Isles (Low's), white, laced with crimson, very

distinct in colour, and of tine form
Sultana (Appleby's), maroon, shaded with light purple,
good flower 10

Surprise (Oakley's), red, tipped with white, a very distinct
and beautiful variety

Violet Perfection (Keynes'), deep purple, shaded with light
violet, first-rate show-flower .

Virgil (Mountjoy's), dark maroon, extra-fine show-flower.
Admiral Stoplord (Trenttield's), extra-fine, dark maroon .

Anna Minerva (Girling's), fine rose
Array (Walters'), dark crimson
Attila (Whales'), rosy lilac

Beauty of Wakefield (Barratt's), white, edged with purple
Bedford Surprise (Shcppard's), shaded crimson, extra fine
Candidate (Silverlock's), deep purple
Conqueror of the Plain (Spary^s), shaded crimson . .

Coronation (Harrison's), crimson
Duke of Cornwall (Low's), bright rosy ruby . . .

Evequc de Tournay, purple, tipped with white . . .

Frederick the Great (Attwell's), rose
Hon. Miss Abbot (Smith's), bright lilac ....
Lady Ann Murray (Catleugh's), white, edged with purple .

Lady Harland (Jeffries'), lilac

Liberty (Girling's), lilac , #

Minerva (Hodge's), lilac

Marchioness of Exeter (Widnall's), white, laced with rose
Marquess of Lansdowne (Brown's), shaded red .

Miss Chester (Stein's), creamy white
Mrs. Shelley (Mitchell's), fine peach
Northern Beauty (Robinson's), white, laced with pink
Oriental Pearl (Attwell's), creamy white ....
Phoenix (Headley's), scarlet
Ploughboy (Girling's), puce
Prince of Wales (Dodd's), bright yellow ....

ii m (Girling's), crimson, shaded with purple .

Princess Royal (Horwood's), primrose ....
99 » (Hudson's), sulphur, edged with rose
„ „ (Sharp's), rosy lilac

Prince Albert (Adams'), large, salmon red ....
Rose Unique (Ansell's) 2
Sambo (Girling's), dark . . '.
St. George (Fawcett's), rose . * .

Sir F. Johnstone (Hillier's), rosy purple
Sir R. Throckmorton (Sadler's), puce .

Snowflake (Mitchell's), white
Tournament (Catleugh's), light red
Twjrford Perfection (Young's), crimson
Wcstbnry Rival (Hall's), crimson purple

10 G
10 6
3 6
1 6
1 6
1 6
2
3 6
2 6

1 6

2 6

2 6
1 6
1 6

I 6

2 6

2 6'

1 6

I 6

I 6

1 6

5
2 6

1 6
1 6
2
2 6

2 6

1 6
2 6
2 6
2 6
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I 6

1 6
2 6

1 6

1 6

1 6

2 6

J 6

nana, President of the West, Grand Turk, Amato, Rival Pre-
sident, Eva, Lady W. Powlett, Perfection, Rival Sussex, Mares-
field Hero, Miss Johnston, Glory of Plymouth, Wallace, Windmill
Hill Rival, Viola, Contender, Charles XII., Duchess of Portland,
Marquess of Lothian, Egyptian Prince, Lancashire Witch, De-
fiance, Hope, Essex Rival, Unique, Mary, Rienzi, Mungo Park,
Model of Perfection, Diomede, Sir John Ashley, Miss Goulburn,
Director, Stuart Wortley, Defiance (Squibb's), Diana, Bishop of
Salisbury, Windsor Rival, Pericles, Andrew Hofer, Scarlet Rival,
Advocate, Defender, Nicholas Nicklcby, Bloomsbury, Amulet,
Argo, Optime, Phenomenon, Crichton, Rouge et Noire, Tantalus,
Countess of Lincoln, Sir W. Middleton, Emulator, Edward, Pom-
pous, Chef d'eeuvre, Lady Mill, Pickwick, Iver Champion, Horn-
sey Surprise, Unrivalled of South Hants, Ianthe, Lord Dudley
Stuart, Rival, Marchioness of Breadalbane, Maid of Bath,
Unique (Walter's), Purpurea alba, Regina, Fanny Keynes. Con-
stancy, Scarlet Defiance, Eclipse (Widnall's), King of Hoses,
Bowling-green Rival, Bloomsbury (Pampiin's), Susanna, Haidce,
Hero of Notts, Elizabeth, Monarch, Grace Darling, Hylas,Kufus,
Beauty ot the Plain, Eclipse, Uxbridge Magnet, Ladv Rae Reid,
Mrs. Barclay, Will Wateh, Bang-up, Dowager Lady Cooper,
Indispensable, Admirable, Highgate Rival, Bronze Unique,
Bridesmaid, Curate, Ruby, Conqueror of the World, Britannia,
Euclid, Black-eyed^ Susan, Revenge, Scarlet le Grand, Maria
(Wheeler's), Rival Lilac, Metella, Queen, Defiance, Coronal,
Yellow Defiance, Painted Lady, Lady Jermyn, Grand Tourna-
ment, Beauty ot England, Emperor of China, Persian Chief,
Orange Boven, Queen (Widnall's), Enterprize, Springfield Purple,
Beauty, Yellow Climax, Winterton Rival, Chancellor, March-
ioness of Ay esbury, King of Prussia, Captivator, Compacta,
Madame A. wanner, Enterprise, Premier, Lady Langston, Bride,
Competition, Hope, Triumphant, Bce's-wing, Sir J. Mil], Are-
thusa, Tancred, Rutus, Red-wing.
A reference to some house in London will be required from

unknown Correspondents.

M
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AURICULAS, &C;

11 ESSRS/DICKSON, Nurserymen and Florists,
L Acre-Lane, Brixton, respectfully solicit the early attention

of Amateurs and the Trade to their extensive and choice col-
lection, which comprises all the best show-flowers of the day.
Gentlemen wishing to compete for prizes at public exhibitions
will find this a most desirable opportunity of making their
selection. The plants are in tine healihy condition, and warranted
true to their kinds. Messrs. Dickson also have a few more pairs
of that splendid red Picotee, Barraud's Cornelius, to dispose
of: it is a beautiful and distinct variety, and as a show. flower,
is unrivalled in its class. Catalogues may be had on application
to Messrs. Pic*soN f or Messrs. Warwjsr & Warnku, Seedsmen,
&c, CornhiH. Loncion.

SPLENDID NEW PELARGONIUM, " THE ARCHBISHOP OF
CANTERBURY."

TX7ILLIAM MASTERS begs to offer the above new
V r Seedling, at 42*. each. It is a remarkably free Bloomer,

having its upper Petals rosy crimson, with a deep and well-de-
fined spot; the lower being of a delicate pink, inclining to white
in the centre.—Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, "IVERYANA," AND "GEM."

\JU IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near London, begs
' » • to offer the above distinct varieties, having been exhibited

at Regent-street Rooms last autumn, and greatly admired. For
size, substance, and brightness of colour, have not their equal

:

of superior habit and abundant bloomers. VV. 1. being a grower of

all the newest varieties can, with confidence, recommend the
above Plants. Can be had after the 15th April, at 7s. 6/Z. each.—
A select Catalogue may be had, on application, of the newest
FUCHSIAS, CINERARIAS, VERBENAS, &c,

FLORISTS TO BER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.—
YOUELL & CO., in submitting their Catalogue of Fuchsias

for 1843, take the present opportunity of drawing the attention of
admirers of the abo^e elegant tribe of plants to their select and
superb Collection. Ihey have spared no expense in forming a
selection of such as are really good, to the exclusion of many
that are mere nomina. varieties; and they would refer to the nu-
merous testimonials of success which attended their mode of se-
lecting, last season, collections for Amateurs for competition at
the various Horticultural Exhibitions throughout the Kingdom.
Youkll & Co. also feel desirous of calling attention to their

peculiar method of executing orders for this tribe of plants,
namely, that they will deliver them free of postage (on the re-
ceipt of a Post-office order), to any part of the United Kingdom, in
the first week of April, hi collections, upon the following terms :

Twelve fine Show varieties 12.5. I Twelve fine Show varieties,

Twelve extra fine do. 16s. | very superior • 21*.

The selection being leftto Youkll & Co.
DESCRIPTION OF FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

This magnificent Fuchsia was raised by Mr. Meehan, gardener
to Colonel Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom
Messrs. Youkll obtained the entire stock. In May last it was
submitted to Dr. Lindli- y for his opinion, which will be found in
the Gardeners* Chronicle of the 14th of that month, as follows :

" Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have
seen, the flowers being three inches in length, with the tube and
sepals ofa bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple.
If, as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will
prove a valuable addition to this beautiful genus."
As a proof of its being a most profuse bloomer, Y. & Co. had a

plant in flower Sept. 15th, 1842, on one branch of which were
upwards of 200 blooms, forming a splendid object for the green-
house, conservatory, or flower-garden. Price 10s. 6rf. per plant,
sent free of postage to any partof the United Kingdom.

.v. d.

Fuchsia transparens,
outer corolla a delicate
transparent pink, boldly
tipped with bright green,
and inner corolla a fine

rosy carmine ; habit of
the plant erect, and a
profuse bloomer .

Fuchsia affinis, or radi-
cans ....

Fuchsia arborea
Fuchsia arborea grandi-

flora ....— aurantia .

Belladifoliata,or

Belliana, or roseo alba
(pure white, beautifully
tipped with rose)

Bicolor ....
Bruceana....
Blanda ....
Brockmanii
Curtisii ....
Compacta
Cooperii ....
Camea ....
Chandlerii
Conspicua

arborea.
Cordata superba
Corymbifiora .

Craigiana
Dalstonii ....
Dicksonii....
Delieata ....
Devonia ....
Elegans superba . •

Erecta tricolor . .

Excclsa .

Eximia ....
FJoribunda (Dickson's) .

„ magna .

Formosa elegans . .

Fulgens niultiflora .

Glabra multi flora .

Globosa varicgara .

Grandiflora maxima
Grandis ....
Hopvcrii .

Hybrida coccinea .

Incomparabilis
Ilicifolia ....
Inflata fulgida •

Insignis ....
Invincible

Jayii
King, extra fine and very
large (new) ,

Laneii ....
Loudonii....
M&cnabiana
Magnifies
Magniflca (May's) .

Mirabilis ....
Monypennii
Moltiflora erecta
Magnificent
Pendula (Young's)
Pulcherrima .

Pistulum album
^

•

Pendula terminalis .

Princeps .

Racemiflora

„ elegans

Racemosa ...
Rosea elegans .

Ricartonii
Smithii ....
Splendida
Standishii

Splendens (Humboldt)
.

Splendens (.Kyle's) .
'

.

Salmonia
t

Stewartia
Sanguinea
Stylosa conspicua .

5

1

1

2

2

2

I

1

2

/

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

2
*>
«*

1

1

1

2
1

2
1

1

1

2
2
1

1

2
1

2
1

I

1

1

1

— clcirans

/

7
2

2
1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2

2
1

2
1

3

2
1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2
1

2

1

o

6

6
6

6
6

6

6

6

fl

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Stylosa maxima
pulchclla

Thorn psoniana superba
Towardii .

Triumphans . •

Toddiana .

Tricolor . . .

Usherii
Venus victrix .

Vernalis . • .

Victoria •

Youcllii .

Woodsii .

VERBENAS.
*'Laconii," a fine blue, de-

lightfully fragrant, of
vigorous, but compact
habit, and the heads of
flowers measuring up-
wards of three and a
half inches in diameter. 5

" Princess Royal," of the
purest snowy white, the
flowers remarkably
large, and extremely
fragrant; nothing can
exceed the purity of the
white in this beautiful
variety, and it possesses
that acquisition, not to
be found in any of its

class,—of retaining its

clear white during fading 5
[It would be as well to
remark, that the petals
of the flowers of the
above meet so closely,
as to form a perfect ball.

They will be ready for
sending out by post,
free, to any part of the
United Kingdom, in the
second week of April.]

Arraniana superba .

grandiflora

s. d.

2
2 6
2 6
2
2

10 6
2
1

2 6
2
2
1

1 6

6

Earkerii, extra fine
Barnesii .

Delieata, fine .

Edmondii
Emperor
Favourite . .

Formosa, beautiful .
pink

with white eye
Grandis .

Groomiana
Hendersonii •

[
Hislopiana - ]

ilylandsii

Incistt
major

Melindris major
Nivenii ....
Picta .

Sanguinea
Splendens
Striata coccinea, ext. fine 2
Tcucrioides rosea, do. .

Twccdiana . . q
Victory • . . ! 1
Vivid . .

j

I

2
1

2
1

I

2

2

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

6
6

6
6
6

G

6

6
6

6

6

6

[The above will also be sent
free of postage to any part of
the United Kingdom.

PETUNIAS.
Magna rosea
Magniflora
Bicolor .

Lady Peel
Medora .

Gem .

Rook's Nest
Rosea alba
Beautv v^ ..

'

Grqapis |- • .20
[The above can also be sent

free of postage to any part of
the-Lnited Kingdom.]

2
2 5
2 6
1 6
1 6
2
2

2
2 6

Packages containing ao varieies of the most select Flower-
seeds S.s. each, sentfree of postage to any part ofthe Kingdom.
Agents for the sale ofStephenson & Co.'s Improved Conical

Boilers, which may be seen on application. }
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, March 30, 1843. .^ *Z
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SPLENDID NEW CACTUS "CONVAY'S GIANT."
CONWAY begs to inform those Friends who have
favoured him with orders for the atove that their Plants

will be ready on the 10th of April. A few food Plants still to be
disposed of, 2 guineas each.
Conway's New Pelargonium "LANEI" decidedly the best

yet raised for early forcing, which is fully acmitted by the principal
London Florists who have seen it in bloom— 7-5. 67i. each. An
allowance to the Trade where two plants sre taken.

For description of these two new produclions see advertisement
in the Gardeners9 Chronicle of March 11.

Scarlbt Pblaroomcms. The best varieties for potting and
bedding out.—Old Brompton, March 29, 1M3.

NEW and SUPERB SEEDLING DAHLIAS on
SALE by F. and A. SMITH and Co., FLORISTS, &c,

HACKNEY, LONDON :—
BIANCA, Wildman, pure white, cnp petals, large size, the centre

well up, very deep flower (having from 25 to 30 rows of petals),

first-rate form, of excellent habit, andvery free bloomer : the

flowers have long upright foot-stalks. It was pronounced a
first-class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug.
3, 1841 ; obtained a second prize at the South London Floricul-

tural Show, Sept. 14; and a first-class prize at the Floricultural

Soc. of London, Sept. 23; a first-class opinion was pronounced
by the Floricultural Soc. of London, Aug. 16, 1842j it obtained
a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 ; the first prize at the Ham-
mersmith Show, Sept. 27; and was pronounced a first-class

flower by the Floricultural Soc. of London, Sept. 2/, when 24

blooms were produced, although that Society very fairly qualified

their approbation upon other occasions, when the flower, for

reasons afterwards explained, appeared before them in a less

perfect state. Opinions of the Press:—See Gardeners* Gazette,

Sept. 24, p. 625 : "This flower has been unfortunately very

badly grown during the season ; being exclusively cultivated

in the neighbourhood of London, it has not been fit for compe-
tition at either of the shows for the cup. The blooms produced
on Tuesday, though by no means equal to those of last season,

or the early part of the present, gave promise that it will be a
decidedly first-rate variety, when it comes into the hands of

country growers, the centre being in every instance perfectly

up, the petals cupped, and the flower well formed." See Report
in same paper, Oct. I, p. 639: " Wildman's Bianca, which has
scarcely produced a bloom fit for showing until the latter part

of the season, was in fine condition, a great number of blooms
being shown, the whole of them first-rate." See Report in the

Florists' Journal oWovAzsU p. 251 : "We some little time since

paid a visit to Messrs. Smith's Nursery, at Hackney ; the

Dahlias were in fine bloom, though evidently struggling

with the smoke, &c. f of that confined district. Too much
credit cannot be given to these gentlemen for their strenuous

exertions to overcome so great an obstacle. In the collection

which is large, we particularly noticed that beautiful white,

Wildman's Bianca ; there were several plants of it, and all held

good flowers." \0s. 6d.

DUKE OF WELLINGTON, Smith, rich scarlet crimson, fine cup
petals, the centre well up, is of great depth and substance, a
first-rate flower, a very profuse bloomer, and quite new in

colour; it has obtained a prize at the South Essex Show, in

Sept.—See Editor's opinion in the Gardeners* Chronicle, Sept.

3, 1842: " In the Duke of Wellington, rich scarlet crimson, the

centre is full, although a little depressed, and the petals are

well arranged: it is a desirable flower, and rich in colour."

10s. fid.

GENERAL SIR R. SALE, Smith, crimson purple, cup petal,

well up in the eye, of good size, and great depth of petals,

very profuse and constant bloomer, with long upright foot-

stalks; and is considered by competent judges the best flower
of its colour yet offered to the public; it was pronounced a
first-class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug.
16, 1842 ; obtained a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 ; a prize

at South Essex, Sept. S ; a prize at Kingston, Sept. 15 ; a prize

at Salt Hill, Sept. 16 ; a prize at Victoria Gardens, Stepney,
Sept. 19 ; a prize at the Floricultural Soc. of London, Sept. 20 ;

a prize at Sunbury, Sept. 22; a prize at Hammersmith, Sept.

27-— See Editor's opinion, Gardeners' Gazette, Aug. 6, 1842.

"So far as we have seen, during the present season, the

growers appear to be aware of the properties required in a
show Dahlia, and most of those exhibited on Tuesday pos-

sessed them in a considerable degree. Decidedly the best of

these is Smith's Sir Robert Sale, a beautifully-formed dark
flower, shown at both meetings, but not adjudicated on by the
Floricultural Society, on account of no more than one bloom
being shown."— See Editor's opinion, Gardeners' Chronicle,

Sept. 3. " Your crimson purple Dahlia (Sir R. Sale) is a flower

of first-rate properties, fine, general form, centre well up,

with great depth of petals." 10.s\ 6d.

RIVAL YELLOW, Smith, deep golden yellow, fine cup petals.

of great substance and depth, the centre well up, of excellent

form, very constant and good habit. This Dahlia is warranted
the best of its colour yet offered to the public. As the stock is

very limited, early application is necessary to secure plants,

many orders having already been received; no allowance on
this variety. 105.

RAINBOW, Smith, yellow, beautifully edged with rosy purple,

of good form, very constant, free bloomer, and excellent habit ;

the flowers have long straight footstalks; quite a new and dis-

tinct variety from any other in cultivation. The form of this

flower improves as the season advances, sufficient to constitute

it a show flower. 1 0.s. 6d.

ORION, Smith, light yeUow, cupped petals, of good form, very
constant, and profuse bloomer : 3 ft. 7$- 6d.

FANNY WAUGH. Forster, deep lilac, of fine form ; it has
obtained a first-class prize at Hexham, and was in the second
stand of 18, and the second of 24 blooms at the same place

;

was placed first in its class at the Dahlia Show near Corbridge,
and second at the Great North of England Open Show at Jes-

mond, near Newcastle. This variety is very constant, of

medium size, great depth of petals, the centre well up, and of

good general habit; 4ft. 10s. 6d.

EARL OF LEITRIM, Ogilvy, deep purple, cup petals, large,

and of good form ; has obtained several prizes ; 5 ft. 10.5. 6d.

SULTANA, Appleby, dark maroon, occasionally striped with
light purple, fine form. 105. 6d.

ORYNTHIA, blush edged, and tipped with rosy purple; good
form ; 4 ft. 10,?. M.

GREAT WESTERN, Bragg, shaded purple, very large, good
shape ; "Js. fid.

PERPETUAL GRAND, Brown, maroon, fine form, 10s. M.
BELS1ZE RIVAL, Pine, rosy blush, cup petals, fine form, good

habit, and very constant; 4ft. 10,?. (id.

SURPRISE, Oakley, crimson, tipped with white ; 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

EMPRESS OF WHITES, G. Smith, creamy white, good form,
very dwarf grower; 2 ft. \0s. 67Z.

CONFIDENCE, Cook, shaded orange, good form, very constant,
fine habit; 4ft. 7s. 6d.

VIRGIL, Mountjoy, maroon, pood shape, very constant; 4 ft.

10.9. Gd.

WINDMILL-HILL HERO, Miller, rich deep crimson, cup petal,

round shape, good form; 4ft. 10.5. 6d.

VAN AMBURGH, Miller, rosy Lilac, good shape, and constant
show flower, 3ft. lus. fid.

PET RIVAL, Bushel, red crimson, cup petals, and very constant

;

3 ft. 10.5. fid.

NORTH MIDLAND, Evans, deep crimson, cup petals, and fine
form

; has taken several prizes ; 3 ft. 7s. fid.

ESSEX TRIUMPH, Turville, fine dark, fine form ; 4 ft. 10.5. 6d.
BEAUTY OF SUSSEX, Mitchell, white, deeply edged with car-

™one; 4ft. \os.6d.
MRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, Edwards, blush white, occasion-

ally tipped, good form, has taken several prizes, 4 ft. 10s. 6d.

LADY SALE, Todd, ruby carmine, good form, 4 ft. 10.9. 6d.

MIRANDA, Brown, blush white, shaded with rose. 7s. 6d.

QUEEN OF SUMMER, creamy white, with crimson purple tip

and dark centre, good form. 10.5. 6d.

RETRIEVER, Dewar, ruby crimson, fine form, 4 ft. 10s. Gd.

IMOGENE,Dewar, lilac, first-rate, 2ft. 10s. 6rf.

CLAUDINE, Forster, white, tipped with rosy pink, fine form,

3 ft. 10s. 6d.

GREAT MOGUL, Atwell, deep maroon, 4 ft. 10s. M.
F. and A. S. and Co. take this opportunity of informing those

of their friends who may not be aware of it, that their Dahlias

being grown in the immediate vicinity of London, they cannot

produce their blooms in such perfection as those who have every

advantage of a country situation ; added to this, their Plants

were from August to the end of September so infested with the

thrip, that they could not produce even a tolerable specimen of

Bianca, to compete at any of the three shows for Mr. Wildman's

prize ; as a proof of this, at the first show there was no competi-

tion, they could not produce a bloom ; at the Salt-hill (the

second), and the Floricultural (the third), the Plants were not

sufficiently recovered to compete with effect; as the season ad-

vanced, the Plants produced fine blooms in profusion, so as to

enable them to exhibit twenty-four fine blooms at the Evening
Meeting of the Floricultural Society, when it was pronounced a

first-class flower. In conclusion, they recommend Bianca as a
white of first-rate qualities, and second to none.
The same observations as regard the thrip may be applied to

Rival Yellow; and having but three plants, they had not an op-
portunity to compete for prizes.

VERBENA SPECIOSA, Kyle, colour bright vermilion, with
blush or rosy eye, large trusses, and very free bloom of strong
upright growth; it obtained a certificate of merit at the Exhi-

bition of the Horticultural Society of London, July 9, 1842.

The Verbena is handsome and very brilliant ; it is no doubt a
good variety. See p. 425, Gardeners' Chronicle, Editor's opi-

nion. Plants in May, 5s.

PAULOVNIA IMPERIALIS; strong plants, in 60-sized pots, in

May, 7s. fid.

A List of Dahlias, Fuchsias, &c. may be had on application.

Orders for Exportation promptly executed. A satisfactory refer-

ence required from unknown correspondents.

SUPERB SHOW CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

YOUELL & Co. having selected from their Collection

of the above Flowers (which is the most extensive and
select in Europe) the following superb Varieties, beg to recom-
mend them with confidence to the Nobility, Gentry, and all who
intend competing at the Horticultural Exhibitions of the ensuing
season. The plants arc remarkably healthy, and will travel

with the greatest safety to any part of the United Kingdom. The
stock of some of the sorts being limited, early orders are respect-

fully solicited.

HUGH LOW and CO. have for Sale the following
Plants, which are all well deserving of cultivation :

—

Achimenes grandiflora, very large, beautiful pink, s. d.

small plants, each . . - . . . . 15

Achimenes pedunculata (see Dot. Register) small
plants, each 10 6

Achimenes rosea (see Bot. Register), each . . .26
„ longifiora (see Paxton's Mag. of Bot.), each 2 6

Bridgcsia spicata, new climber from Chile, each . 7 6

Campanula grandis, each 16
Gesneria zebrina, strong tubers, each . . . .26
Gloxinia macrophylla variegata, from Brazil . .50

„ speciosa, var. from Brazil, each . . .50
,, tubiflora, flowers 3 to 4 inches long, pure

white, strong tubers ., 21

Hardenbergia macrophylla 2 6

Kennedya Marryattas 3 6

Manettia bicolor, beautiful climber . . . .50
Nypha3a oblonga, beautiful dwarf plant, resembling a
Gloxinia 10 6

Paulovnia imperialis . 7 $

Physolobium carinatum, fine 5

Siphocampylus betula3folius;seePaxton'sMag.ofBot.) 7 6
Scyphanthus elcgans (Loasa volubilis), beautiful

creeper, will continue in flower from May till De-
cember (see Sweet's Flower Garden, and Pax. Mag.
of Bot.) 5

Statice Dickensonii 10 6

Verbena Howardiana, the finest blush rose-coloured
Verbena yet out, very fragrant . . . .36

A reference to some House in London will be required from
unknown Correspondents. The usual Allowance to the Trade.

Clapton Nursery, London, March 29th, 1843.

d.Scarlet Bizarres. s.

Hepworth's Leader . 5

Woollard's Earl of Ash-
burnham . . .50

Cartwright's Lord of the
Manor . - .10

Cartwright's Forester . 7
Hufton's Patriarch . . 5

Barringer's Masterpiece . 7
Crimson Bizarres.

Hufton's Squire, Sitwell . 5

Hepworth's Hector . . 5

Cartwright's Othello . 10

Mansley's Robert Burns 7

Pink and Purple Bizarres.

Hogg's Epaminondas . 5

„ General Bertrand 5

Woollard's Duke of De-
vonshire . . .7

Youell's Perfection . 7

Scarlet Flakes.

Hepworth's Mdme. VestrisS

Youell's D. of Wellington 10

Wilson's William IV. . 5

Banton's Flora Mclver . 7
Pugh's Lady Hill . . 4

Rose and Pink Flakes.

Wilson's Harriet . . 7

6
6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

Woollard's Hon. Lady
Middleton

Ashworth's Cottage Girl
Marchioness of West-
minster

Brown's Luna .

Purple Flakes.

Costar's Squire, Clarke .

Elliot's British Queen .

Kershaw's Royal George
Mansley's Euclid

lied Picotees.
Anacreon
Thurtell's Queen .

Wilson's Henry
„ Mrs. Sheppard .

Joan of Arc
Bishop .

Purple Picotees.

Rudd's Fairy Queen
Lady Maclean . . .

Wood's Mary Ann .

Lady Douro . • .

Scarlet Picotees.

Burrough's Sylph .

„ John Crow .

s.

5

10

5

5

3
5

5

5

5
4

5

5

4

7

7
5

d.

6

6

6

6

6

The following are the prices from Yotjei,l & Co.'s extensive

Collection, consisting of upwards of 800 varieties, of the most
select sorts :

—

& 8* &•

25 Pairs of extra-fine and first-rate show-flowers 5

IS Do. Do. Do. 2 10

25 Do., very fine Do. 3

12 Do. Do. Do. 1 10

12 Do., extra fine, and show Pinks . . 12

The selection being left to Youbi.l & Co.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.—Fine strong Plants, 8 inehes

high, Cos. per dozen, or 20 guineas per 100.

Thirty packets of select Flower-seeds, 8s.; sent free ot postage

to any part of the United Kingdom.
Agents for the sale of Stephenson & Co.'s improved Conical

Bon.krs, which maybe seen on application. Also, Agents for

the sale of Potter's Artificial Guano.

THE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, Patronised by
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, HIS GRACE
THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE EARL OF HARRINGTON,
THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VISCOUNT LOR-
TON, AND MANY OF THE NOBILITY.
Youkll & Co. have only a few packages remaining for sale of

the above highly valuable Raspberry, at the following prices :—
Packages containing 50 Canes, U. 5s.; Do., 25 Canes, Ms., pack-

age included; sent to any part of the United Kingdom on the

receiptor a Post-office order.—For further particulars, see their

former Advertisements ; and they beg to refer the readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle to page 138 of this Paper, as a proof they

have not exaggerated in their recommendation of it
;
which

ought to be cultivated in every garden in the kingdom.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, March 30, 1843.

T^XHIBITION of HYACINTHS.— H. GROOM,
-*-* Clapham-rise, near London, removed from Walworth, by
appointment Florist to Her Majesty, respectfully informs the

Nobility, Gentry, and Public that he has a very fine and exten-

sive collection of HYACINTHS now in FLOWER, which may be

viewed every day, Sundays excepted. Admittance gratis.

PANSIES.

p HART, Florist, Guildford, Surrey, begs to offer to

v^ • the Public the under-named list of choice Pansics, in small

pots, ready for delivery, packages included, at 30s. the collection,

or 20s. for one dozen, selected therefrom: viz., Jehu, Eclipse,

Cream, Miss Stainforth, Delicata, Grand Duke, Capt. Holdero,

Prince Albert, Ultra Flora, Warrior, Duchess of Richmond,

Duchess of Sutherland, Yellow, Defiance, bridesmaid, Lancelot,

Cowper, Grace Darling, (Thomson's,) Sophia, (do.) Giantess,

(Jackson's,) Imogene, (May's). Warranted strong, healthy Plants.

N.B. Remittance expected from unknown Correspondents.—

March 29, 1843.

FUCHSIA TODDIANA.

PLANTS of this MAGNIFICENT FUCHSIA, (the
Flowers of which,in point of size, rival any other of Us kind

yet sent out, being nearly lour inches in length) will be ready by
the end of April, at 10s. nrf. each, with the usual discount when
six arc taken. For description, see Gardeners'' Chronicle of the
llth inst. Agents for London, Mr. Ciiaui.wood, Seedsman,
Covent Garden ; and Messrs. Lowe and Co., Clapton Nursery, at

which places also drawings may be seen.—Thomas Cbipps, Tun-
bridge Wells Nursery, March 1(5, 1843.

DAHLIAS.

W" R. WHALE, Florist, &cm Elcot, Hungerford,
• Berks., begs leave to call the attention of FLORISTS

generally to his select List for 1813. s. d.

Whale's Hero op Sxonehknok—a dark mulberry colour,

of great substance, circular form, with short stirY cupped
petals, full centre, constant the whole season, rills when
young, good habit ; height, 4 feet 10 6

(The usual discount where a dozen plants are taken.)

Took the following Prizes, viz.— {• ir.st at Stonehenge, on
Salisbury Plain. First at Devon and Exeter, Silver

Medal, 4 ounces. Second at Marlborough. First in a
winning stand of Twelve. A Prize at .Salt Hill; and
several at the Metropolitan Shows, the only places ex-

hibited at.

Novelty (Whale's)—ruby ground, tipped with buff, quite

new in colour, oi good substance and full size, circular

form, short stiff cupped petals, of" large size: an every
day flower, constant of dw;»rf habit, 2 to 3 ft. high . . 10 6

Applause (Whale's)—a pale orange, new In colour, fine

clear stiff cupped petals, circular form, rather flat in the

centre, bur. rises in water, a good back row flower. This
variety will be scarce, all having perished but two roots.
Height 4 feet 10 6

Favoukitb (Dodd's)—clear white, edged with pink, good
show (lower .... .... 10 6

Colonel Bakkr—dark purple, show flower . . . 10 6

Sir R. Sale (Smith)—dark, first rate . . . . 10 6

Violet Pjbbfbction (Keynes)—first-rate . . . . 10
6"

Paul Pry (Brown's)— ruby, show (lower . . . .10
Virgil (Mountjoy's)— dark purple extra , . . . 10 o

Swindon Rival (Compton's)— rose extra . . . 10 6

Sultana (Appleby)—very dark extra 10 6

Mrs. J. Richardson (Edwards)—light, edged with purple,

first rate 10 6

Mrs. Shelley (Mitchell's)—peach blossom, first rate and
scarce 50

Admiral Stopkorij—dark maroon, good show flower and
scarce 30

Coronation (Harrison)—pood show flower . . . 3 G

Lat>y Alice Peel (Jackson)—rose, good . . . . 3

Salford Rival Union— dark, good show flower . . 3

Prince of Wales (Dodd's)—yehow • • • • 3
J?

Princess Royal (Hudson), light, tipped buff - - - 3
j?

Horace (Mountjoy's)— dark, good show flower . . 2

Bedford Surprise, Sheppard, line show flower . . 2

Northern Beauty—light tipped, useful show flower . 2
jj

Attila (Whale)—rosy, lilac, fine shape . • - • 2

Sir F. Johnstone (Ilillier)—good show flower . . 2
jjAmerica (Drummond)— fine dark show flower . • . 2 °

Twyford Pkrficction—shaded rose 2

White Defiance (Langelier)—fine 2

Candidate (Silverlock)—dark puce, fine .... 2

Marchioness of Exeter (Wiclnall)— light tipped with purple 2

Lady Glentworth (Wiclnall)—shaded purple . . • 2
n

Majestic (Widnall)-—rosy lilac, good show flower . . 2

Lady Ann Murray (Catleugh's)-light mottled . . . 2 »

Gipsy Maid (Girling's)— dark, useful show flower . "
n

Prince of Wales (Girling)—purple, fine shape . . . 2 »

Westbury Rival—purple 2 .

Miss Abbot— lilac, good 2

Welbeck (Tillery)—rose 2

Rose Unique—Ansell 2
g

Stanlev (Jones)—light tipped • * i nf
Nearly every other variety in cultivation may be obtained o*

W. R. W. at moderate prices.

VERBENAS. ,

JHALLY, Nitrser-yman and Florist, Blackhead
• Kent, begs to offer the following New VERBENAS :—" &<?;?

Queen," a large-" :~~ 1 :" *~ ™:~w wiu

round truss of rh

beautiful rosy pinK, wjui wince centre, ruiym^ .uiu^: u»<"»

Hai.ly's " Lilacina," a bright lilac, with very large flower an

compact truss. The cryabove are all of fine bushy habits, and '»'

free bloomers, and are now ready to send out in Autumnal P/^L.

at 3s. 6d. (or 42 penny-postage stamps) each. The three Varies*

10.s. Fine healthy Plants of Rosa Devoniensis, from 30s. to *

per dozen. The u Monarch" Camellia, from \0s.6d. to 42*. ea
,

"Marchioness of Exeter," do. from 21s. to 6*3s. The us

allowance to the Trade.

FUCHSIA EPPSII. , -

7M. PAWLEY, of the White Hart Hotel, Brornie?'

Kent, having purchased the entire Stock of thisjniag^

Judges to be the best
ficent FUCHSIA, which is pronounced by the most comp^—

t Grower, the largest Flowerer, ana ^
nneness 01 Manic and richness of Colour not to be surpasse ^
any Fuchsia yet in cultivation. A Specimen of it may be s®

jjefl

Bloom at the above Hotel, by the end of this month, w
Plants may be had at \0s. 6d. each, and sent free to an

?JLre

upon the receipt of a Post-office order. The usual discount w«

half-a-dozen Plants are taken. The Stock is limited.
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NEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP.
"IX7ILLIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Ramsgate,
* * Kent, having selected from the many new FUCHSIAS and
VERBENAS Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the

Public at the undernamed low prices—including: the follow-

ing Fuchsias:—Conspicua arborca (Catlengh's), Venus victrix,

(Cripps*), rosea alba, Moneypennii, compacta, racemiflora, &c.

Also the following: distinct Verbenas :—Queen, Aurora, Stewartii

variegata, Mortlock's Superb, Eurleyana, &c. &c. Fuchsias,

10.9. M. per do/,, in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 12,9. per doz.;

package and carriage paid to London. Verbenas, 3s. 6d. per

doz. in tin eases (post-paid), or in pots 4s. per doz., package and

carriage paid to London.— Persons may depend upon their being

good Plants, carefully packed in moss, and correct to Name.
They will be sent out according to priority of orders in April,

A remittance from unknown correspondents. Fuchsias for Bed-
ding or borders at 3s. 6d. per dozen, post-paid, or 4s. io pots.

W.M. obtained a Prize of 10/., open to all England, for a

Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c, at the Isle of Thanet
Floricultural Show, July, \svi.

List ol Pelargoniums, &c, can be had on application.

CHOICE STOVE, ORCHIDACEOUS, GREENHOUSE, AND
HERBAi KOUS PLANTS, SHRUBS, TREES, &C.

T JACKSON'S PRICED CATALOGUE for 1843
• may bo obtained on application by Post, by forwarding

two penny posl -stamps to T. Jackson, Nurseryman, King-
ston, .surrey; or, on personal application, gratis.

Kingston Nursery, March *2:i, 1843.

J& T. GOODE, Florists, &c, Ponder's End, Mid-
• dlesex, beg to inform their friends and the public, that their

select priced CATALOGUE of new and choice PANSIES and
FUCHSIAS is now ready, and may be had on application.

HM and C. LOCKHART and DUNCAN, Florists
JL * andSKKDSMKN, 156, Cheapside, London, have published

their List of DAHLIAS, FUCHSIAS, and VERBENAS, which
will be forwarded on application.

Their collection of Karly TULIPS, consisting of upwards of 100

Varieties, extending over nearly half an acre, and planted in the
Dutch stvleywijl he_oi^show from the 3d to the 15th April.

L> WHITE and CO., Nurserymen, Seedsmen,
S\m ANJ) Florists, Parade, Poole, beg to inform their

Friends and the Public that their Nkw Cataxogur of Pelargo-
niums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, Dahlias, and Greenhouse Plants,

containing all the newest and choicest kinds, is now ready, and
may be had gratis on application.

All kinds of Garden Tools, Edging and Pruning Shears, &c:
improved Iron Hand-glasses, painted and glazed, complete,
\(is. each.

WARNER and WARNER, Seedsmen, No. 28,
Comhill, London, beg respectfully to return their best

thanks to their friends fojf the liberal patronage bestowed upon
them for many years past, and at the same time to contradict a

report which has been circulated of their intention of retiring

from business.

W. & W. most respectfully make it known to their friends that
they have no such intention. Having made a change of

some of the hiuids they had engaged for many years, their

situations are tilled up with men of general and practical

abilities, and they trust they will ever give satisfaction to those
who kindly favour them with their support.
W. & W. have the pleasure to annex a few articles, which

have been selected with much care and attention.
.v. d. s. d.
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pelegrina alba 1

pelegrina . 1

Bookerii . 1

pulchella . 1

acntilolia . 1

bicolor. . 1

Barclayana . l

Anagallis coccioea splen-

dens . . 1

Anagallis monelli major I

„ rosea grand iilora 1

Argemonc . . .0
Aster, extra fine German,

24 sorts, mixed from
imported varieties . 6

Aster, collection of 24 im-

ported varieties, most
splendid, for- . -76

Aster, double Turkey, extra 6

„ ,, nosegay, or
globosa . . .0

Aster, double anemone,
flowered . • -

Antirrhinum hybridum,

20 shadesof colour mixed
Auricula, from line named

flowers, extra
Bartonia aurea
Balsam, fine double Ca-

mellia flowered, mixed
Balsam, new spotted,

many colours, mixed .

Brachycome iberidifolia,

new .

Calceolaria, shrubby and
herbaceous, separate,

saved from fine named
varieties, and newest
kinds . . . .10

Cineraria, from 1 2ncw va-
rieties, extra line.

Clintonia pulchella

.

Cobcea scandens
Cockscomb, new giant

scarlet Chinese .

Commelina ccelestis

Dahlia, Widnall's .

Datura, double white

,, double purple
Didiscus easruleus .

Klichrysutn macranthum
Caillardia picta
Geranium, from the finest

new-named sorts, mixed l

Geum grandiflorum
Gloxinia, fine varieties,

mixed . . . .10
Heartsease, from choice
named varieties, saved
by the best growers . 1

Hollyhocks . .

Hovea Manglesii . .

Jrnpatiens granduligera.
(This variety grows or-

namental to the height

6.

6

1

1

6

6

]

6

1

(i

6

1

6

1

1

6

with superb pink flow-
ers from the heginning
of July to the end of
October)

^
. . .06

Ipomcea coccinea . .06
Ipomcearubro cserulea . i n
Ipomopsis elegans . .06
Larkspur, German, 12

kinds, extra fine, mixed 6
Leptosiphon densiiiorus,

while, new variety . 6
Lophospermum spectabile,

new - . . .Io
Lupinus, German* ^va-

rieties, mixed and other

varieties . . .06
Martynia fragrans, new. l o
Mesembryanthemuni tri-

color, new . . .10
Mimulus,from 10 fine va-

rieties mixed . - 6
Nicotiana, new scarlet . 6
Oenothera, in varieties^ . 6
tVntstemon, choice varie-
ties . . . .06

Petunia, mixed from 12

named flowers, fine . 1

Phlox Drummondii, saved
from improved varieties 6

Phlox Drummondii, new
scarlet .... 1

Polyanthus, fine mixed,
from named prize flowers 1

PortulacaThellusoni,new 1

. 77 splendens . 1

Primula cortusoides. . 1

77 sinensis rosea, and
1

6

6

3 other colours
Hhodanthe Manglesii .

Rhodochiton volubile
Salpiglossis, 20 varieties,
mixed, superb . . o

Schizanthus Grahamii ". 6
„ Hookerii, scarlet! 1

Stocks, new German im-
ported, 24 vars., mixed o

Stocks, Chinese Nosegay
fine . . q

Stocks, collection of 36
named imported vars. 7

Stocks, new, Prince of

Wales, splendid variety

Stocks, Victoria, new,
violet crimson - .

Sutherlandia frutescens .

Thunbergia alata, buff . 1

„ aurantiaca . 1

„ alata alba . 1

Verbena, mixed, choice

varieties

Wallflower, German blue

Zinnia elegans alba .

„ ,, coccinea.

„ ,, coccinea
grandiflora . .

Zinnia elegans, 24 splendid
varieties, mixed . .

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

7
6

6

6

EXHIBITIONS
AT THE GARDEN OF THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,

FOR THE YEAR 1843.
The Exhibitions will take place on the following Days : viz., Saturday, May 13 ; Saturday, June 17 ; and

Wednesday, July 13.

EXHIBITORS.—All persons, whether Fellows of the Society or not, will be at liberty to send subjects for exhibition.

DELIVERY OF OBJECTS FOR EXHIBITION.—Exhibitors are earnestly requested to notify in writing, previously to the day of

meeting, what plants they intend to supply, in order that due provision may be made for the proper distribution of the specimens on the

exhibition tables. The best places will be secured for those who comply with this request. As it is necessary that the Judges should pro-

ceed to consider the respective merits of the exhibitions by 10 a.m., and as it is absolutely indispensable that the tables should be

arranged by that time, it has been determined that no subject for exhibition shall be admitted into the Garden after half-past eight

o'clock in themorning; and if the owners of any locked-up boxes, or other cases, should not be in the exhibition-tent at the said hour,

such cases or boxes must be excluded from competition for medals. All specimens whether of fruit or flowers, will remain untouched

until after six o'clock, when they will be delivered into the hands of the exhibitors, who are most particularly requested not to give away

their cut flowers in the tents, as much confusion has been found to arise from that practice.

ADMISSION OF EXHIBITORS.—Exhibitors or other persons required to assist in bringing in the objects for exhibition, will be

admitted before half-past eight at the Carter's Yard Entrance Gate. Every principal Exhibitor of subjects for which medals are specifi-

cally offered maybe furnished with one pass-ticket, which is not transferable, for which he is requested to apply before ten o'clock,

at which hour TnB garden will bk cleared of all persons not officially detained there. Exhibitors may re-enter the Gar-

den after one o'clock, when they will be required to give up their pass-tickets at the Carter's Yard Gate.

FLOWER-STANDS.—Exhibitors of cut flowers must SUPPLY THEIR OWN BOXES OR STANDS. No box or stand shall exceed

eight inches in height at the back, or eighteen inches in depth from front to back. The lids of all boxes must either be loose or made

to unhinge.

MEDALS AND REWARDS.—The Society distributes the following Medals and Rewards; namely,

£ s. d.

# . * value 10

of 5 feet, and is covered

True Walchcren White Broccoli is. per packet. To be sown in
April and June ;

thin new Variety surpasses all others in flavour.
Tftith many other Varieties too numerous for insertion.—See

General Catalogue.

C. The Certificate

SB. Silver Banksian Medal

SK. Silver Knightian ditto

I

1

1

5

15

valueSG. Large Silver Gilt Medal .

GB. Gold Banksian ditto . .

GK. Gold Knightian ditto 10

LG. Large Gold ditto 20

s6 s. d.

4

7

LS. Large Silver ditto

Exhibitors to whom any of these shall he awarded can exchange them one for another, or may receive their value in money, or in

plate. If within one month after the third Exhibition of the year no intimation shall have been received from an Exhibitor of the

manner in which he desires his Medals to be disposed of, all the Medals due to him will be prepared and transmitted to him through

the usual public conveyances, without further notice. In case an Exhibitor shall receive a First Prize in any one Letter, he shall not

be entitled to receive any other Medal in the same Letter; except in Z, AA, and BB.

SUBJECTS OF EXHIBITION.

These will be divided into Classes, as explained further on. No articles not of horticultural produce will be allowed to be placed

upon the tables. Exhibitors will do well to make themselves acquainted with the arrangements described in the following list, as they

will IN ALL CASES BE REQUIRED TO SIGN A PRINTED FORM OF DECLARATION TO BE FURNISHED TO
THEM IN THE GARDEN stating under what letter their plants are to be shown; and they are particularly requested to take notice,

that if errors in the awards of the Judges should occur, in consequence of mistakes on the part of Exhibitors in filling up such declarations,

the Society cannot undertake to rectify the errors afterwards.

Names fairly written are to be attached by Exhibitors to all Florists' flowers ; and the Judges are restrained from awarding any

Medal to such Exhibitions, whatever their merit may be, if this regulation is not complied with. By Florists' flowers are meant not

only flowers usually so named, but also Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Roses, and Calceolarias.

Class I.—FLOWtERS, for which nurserymen and private growers exhibit independently of each other :—

A. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 new and first-rate varieties,

cultivated with superior skill, in pots of 24 to a cast, GB, SG,

LS, SK.

B. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots of 12 to a

cast, SG, LS, SK.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in B cannot also exhibit in C.

Pelargoniums, in collections of six varieties, in pots of 8 to a

cast, LS, SB.

Rhododendrons, in pots ; not fewer than 12 plants in 12 varieties.

LS, SK, SB.

Roses, in pots, in collections of 25 distinct varieties, GB, SG,LS.
N.B. It is the wish of the Society, in a future season, to re-

quire Roses to be shown exclusively in pots 5 and not to allow

cut specimens to be exhibited at all.

Moss Roses in loose bunches, as gathered, so as to exhibit, as

far as possible, the habit of the variety ; in 12 varieties, SK,
SB, C.

Other Roses, exhibited as in the last letter, and in 50 varieties,

LS, SK, SB, C.

C.

1).

E.

H.

F.

G.

N.B. No one who exhibits in this letter, can also compete in

the following.

Other Roses, exhibited as in the letter F, and in 25 varieties.

SK, SB, C.

N.B. Higher Medals than those here offered for Roses cannot

be given by the Judges. And if Roses are brought for ex-

hibition without attention to the regulations here explained,

they will not be allowed to be placed on the tables.

Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 distinct varieties. GB.SG, LS.
N.B. It is expected that the same plant shall not be exhibited

on more than one occasion.

Cape Heaths, in collections of 6 distinct varieties. SG, LS, SK.
N.B. No person who shows in I will be allowed to exhibit

also in K.
Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes; in pots of 12 to the cast.

LS, SK, SB.
M. Shrubby Calceolarias, in sixes ; in pots of 12 to the cast. LS,

SK, SB.
N. Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms. LS. SK, SB.

O. Picotees, in pans of 24 blooms. LS, SK, SB.

P. Pinks, in pans of 24 blooms. SK, SB.

I.

K.

L.

Q.

Class II.—FLOWERS; for which all persons are admitted to equal competition:—

Stove or greenhouse plants, in collections of 40 plants. GK,i X. Tall Cacti in flower, LS, SK.
n'Q Qfl. TO I *• ~~ t * - n .: ..__ „* 10 rGB, SG, LS.

N.B. Heaths, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, to be excluded from Q*

R t , and S.

R, Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 20 plants. GB
SG, LS.

£J.B. Persons exhibiting in Q not to compete in R also.

S Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of six distinct species.
'

SG, LS, SK.
m

pj.B. Persons exhibiting in Q or R will not be allowed to com-
pete in S also.

T. Greenhouse Azaleas ; to be shown in 12 distinct varieties. GB,

SG, LS.

U. Collections of Stove or Greenhouse climbers. GB, SG, SK.

N.B. The Gold Banksian Medal is not to be awarded for fewer

than 12 distinct kinds.

V Exotic Orchidaccre, in collections of not fewer than six species.

'GK, GB, SG, LS.

Y. Fuchsias in collections of 12 distinct varieties, LS, SK.

Z. Single specimens of new or rare ornamental plants, SG, LS,

SK, SB, C.

N.B. These medals wfli be awarded by the Society's officers,

and not by the usual Judges. Exhibitors will particularly ob-

serve that none but new or rare plants can be exhibited under

this letter.

AA. Miscellaneous subjects, SK, SB, C. u«Mww
N.B. Cockscombs, Hydrangeas, and cut flowers are altogether

excluded from exhibition.

BB. Seedling Florists' flowers, SK, SB, C.

N.B. Every seedling must be shown singly, and must oe

marked with the name it is to bear. The same seedling can-

not gain a prize more than once in the season. Pelargoniums

, are to be shown in pots, and not in a cut state No person

will be allowed to exhibit more than five seedlings at each

meeting.^^- — f r

W Exotic Orchidacece, in single specimens, SG, LS, SK.

Class III.-FRUIT, for which market gardeners, or persons in the habit of regularly supplying the market, and private powers,

exhibit independently of each other. N.B. All fruit must he fully ripe and well coloured ; if the contrary, it wul be disqualified.

1 Miscellaneous collections of fruit, consisting of at least three dif- | 2. Grapes. SG, LS, SK, SB.

ferent kinds. Peaches and Nectarines being considered as only

one kind, GK, GB, LS.

N.B.—Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar Kitchen

Garden produce, are excluded from this letter.

3. Pine Apples. SG, LS, SK, SB.

4. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens. SK, SB.

5. Miscellaneous fruit. SK, SB. C.
aea irom uns leuer. o

mAwUueat the Silver Medals offered by the Society
JUDGES.-The Judges have the power of increasing or dim™* 1^^ contemplated in these regulations, if they think

for particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Medals or Certnlca^
less for^ and

>
urioua

it necessary to do so. The Judges are also squired to bear m Daind um £ instituting these meetings, being not so much to encour-
objects than for fine specimens of Horticultural Skill, the

=
design 01 tne o ^^ fa cages whefe the^.^ exhibited do not appear

age the collector, as to reward the skilful hardener ;
tbevareatto not .^^ thcnj ^ qq better exhibiti f h game dass to

worthy of a Medal ; otherwise a bad single exhibition might oOtain a pn^c,

;

p
i|%on of ijagftistt
^''^^ .aTobSi at 'the rate of Three Shilling* an* Sixpence each, any

™™hE Xtictet nJt ^eefcrTVES-FOOR ; but do applications for such tickets mil be received after that day. It would be a great

oZenience to"0^ by written orders ; or, in the event of their not so

Eta% they would at once order the whole number which they may require for the season. The Council.would also observe that.3dSb SodEr ticket, for 3.9. 6rf. has been in some instances abused, the interests of the Society require that those Fellow, of

the Society to whom such Tickets are issued, should write on the back their own names, and on the face the names of those to whom they

gi
\VP

h
r

C

the 18th of April any further number of Tickets will be delivered to Fellows on their personal application "written order, at the

Sf Five Shillings each ticket. Each ticket will be available for the admission of one Visitor, after One o'clock, to either of the Ihree

Kbftio^! at the option of the Visitor. All applications for tickets must be made at the Society's Office, 21
,

Regent Street.

No tickets will be issued in Regent Street on THE Days of Exhibition; but, on those days, two Offices, near tn

GardenSS will be opened at noon for the issue of tickets at 7s. 6d. each ; still however strictly under the regulations above stated.
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SGIRLING'S Catalogues of English and Foreign
• Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Pansjes,Verbknas,&Fuchsias,

are ready, and can be had on prepaid application. The plants are

healthy and strong:; and the earliest orders will receive the first

attention. Plants of most of the varieties can be had after the

20th of April> those cultivated by other growers procured, and
forwarded the first week in May. Dane-Croft Nursery, Stow-
rnarket, Suffolk.

XHIB1TION of CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or

JAPAN ROSE.—A Collection of these beautiful Exotics is

now in bloom at Chandlkr and Sons' Nursery, Vau.xhall.

Admittance gratis.

TO PINE-GROWERS. 1

TO BE SOLD, a Great Bargain, about SIX HUN-
DRED FRUITING and SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS,

(clean and healthy,) in small or large quantities. For particulars,

apply on the premises, S. Rosling's, Rye Common, Pcckham,
near London*

,

"1I7H1TE FIELD CARROT SEED of the finest quality,

» » at 3s. 6d. per lb., for not less than 7 lbs., may be obtained of

Gordon, Thomson, &Baskktt, Seedsmen, 25, Fenchurch-street,

London. ___^_ — — -

T ARGE YELLOW^ BELGIUxM CARROT, or
1 j the Daucus of the Low Countries.—On Sale, just imported,

a quantity of the above valuable sort of Carrot Seed, being the

true kind used throughout the extensive Dairies of Belgium for

Cattle • producing from 35 to 40 tons per acre of fine nutritious

food. 'Price, to private Sowers, 4s. per lb. ; to Retailers, 3s. per

lb. • orders for 10 lbs. charged at the wholesale price.—Henry
Clarke, Seed Merchant, 39, King-street, Covent-Garden.

URST & M'MULLEN, Sekdsmen and Florists,
6, Leadcnhall-st., beg to invite the attention of their friends

and the Public to their advertisement in "Harrison's Floricul-

tural Cabinet for April," which will be found to contain a very

choice selection of Flower Seeds, and other articles well worthy
their notice. They likewise beg to offer their best thanks for the

many kind tokens of encouragement they have already received

from numerous friends; and again assure them that every effort

will be used to merit their confidence, and to secure a continu-

ance of their favors. An extensive collection of the best varieties

of Herbaceous Plants, Pinks, Carnations, Picotees, Pzeonies,

Hollyhocks, Rockets, Pansies, Dahlias, Roses, &c. &c, with an
assortment of choice Greenhouse Plants, will be kept during the

ensuing month. Packets of the True Cabul Lucerne, at is. each

;

True White Belgian or Field Carrot, of fine quality.—City, April I.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew

Lane, on Thursday, April 6, 1843, at 12 o'clock, a splendid Col-

lection of Carnations, Picotkes, Pinks, Camellias, Fuchsias,

Verbenas, Heartsease, &c. Also a fine Assortment of Roses

and other Plants in bloom. May be viewed the morning of Sale.

Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers,

American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
rPO BE DISPOSED OF, in one of the High North
Jl Roads, within 3* miles of Covcnt Garden Market, the import-

ant LEASE of a compact NURSERY, with several commodious
and substantial well-built Hothouses, Greenhouses, Pits, Potting

and other Sheds, recently erected in the best manner, the whole

filled with a fine young Stock of Pelargoniums, Verbenas, and other

Plants : together with a capital detached Dwelling-house, forming

Two cheerful Residences, with Seed-Shop, surrounded by the

Nursery Grounds; one Residence is let at 50/. per annum, pre-

senting an eligible undertaking for a practical man. For full

particulars apply to Mr. G. Haines, Auction and Estate Agent,
Knightsbridge, and at Grosvenor-row, Pim lico.

/COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
yy ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapsidc, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly ; loans advanced from 25/.

to 500/., for three or more years, on approved personal or other

security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate

amount.
Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at 14 or 21 ; in case of death the whole of the money
returned to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-

spectuses and every information to be had of Frederick Law-
rance, Resident Secretary, 112, Cheapside.

TVNGLISH and SCOTTISH LAW LIFE ASSUR-
-I-J ANCE and LOAN ASSOCIATION. Offices, 147, Strand,
London; and 119, Princess-street, Edinburgh.—Subscribed Capi-

tal, 1,000,000/.

This Association embraces every description of risk contingent

upon Life. A Liberal system of Loan. An extensive legal con-
nexion, and a direction and proprietary composed of all classes.

A union of the English and Scotch systems of Assurance. For
tables of Rates of Assurance, Annuities, and Endowments, or

any other information, apply at the Offices, or to the Agents of

the Association. J. S. PIDGEON, Actuary.

HOT WATER FOR BOTTOM-HEAT.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church-street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much-approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the

merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, page 1/5,

and February, 1843, page 87), renders it unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :

—

They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 4/. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,

Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c.
N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description.

HEATING WITH HOT WATER on all its improved
Principles, for Horticultural and other purposes, by James

M'Latchik, Millwright and Engineer, Cottage-lane, Commer-
cial-road East. J. M. returns his sincere thanks to those Noble-
men and Gentlemen who have already honoured him with their

favours, and hopes by his economical Prices and sound Work-
manship to merit their lasting favours. N.B.—Attends person-

ally to all Erections.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HEATINGbyHOT WATER.

T WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-Place,
*-* • King's Road, Chelsea, Hothouse-builders and Hot-Water
Apparatus Manufacturers, seeing that several parties pretend to
lay claim to the Open Trough, Tank, or Gutter system of heating,
J. W. 8c Co. here lay before the Horticultural world their prac-
tice respecting it, they having fixed and circulated water in open
Troughs now upwards of 16 years; and their works are now to
be seen that have been fixed that time, at David Pugh's, Esq.,
Welsh Pool, Montgomeryshire

j the Duke of Bedford'*, Wo-
burn; Sir Edmond Antrobus, Cheam, and up to the present
time they could give a list of 200 names, where they have fixed
that principle, or their improvement on it. The above sketch
represents a pit, shewing the principle for the purpose of Bottom-
Heat, which answers well. J. W. & Co. solicit an inspection of
their improvements in Building, Heating, and Ventilating, at
^en-jjorticuitural Manufactory, Gloucester-Place, Chelsea.

JJOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, Made
two atTrt!

1^*1 ComPlete in all parts of the Kingdom. One,

all ii^M w?5 " 1^ c"cumber and Melon-Boxes and Lights ofal 1 sizes kont- j
^ U *-UUI "C * ana ivjt'ion-uoxes ana j^ignts 01

parts of thP P J
r immediate use, packed and sent to all

Boxes and Lffi^omnl^"?111^^ materiaL Two-light

and Glazed from 1 * J?^? 5' from lL Ss ' Garden-Lights Made
<SrSSSS^ niS tff ?*' at Jas

* Watts ' Sash Manufactory,•Claremom-place, Old Kent-road. *** Reference given,
•

J
WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester.

• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse-Builders and Hot-
water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility

and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes ; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

PATRONISED BY THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.
A N IMPROVED GARDEN ENGINE (Registered);

-£*- unequalled in Cheapness, Durability, and Effect. This

Engine is adapted lor every use, where a portable one is re-

quired, as in Greenhouses, in cleaning Shop-fronts, &c. ; at the

same time it can be applied to a variety of purposes. It can be

so constructed as to be attached to a tank or well, and by an
additional hose will draw water from the depth of 30 ft., and force

it to the height of 50 ft. in a continuous stream. It would be

found a useful article on board of small craft, for wetting the

sails, &c—Manufactured by P. Jones, High-street, Fulham. E.

Parks, sole agent, 140, Fleet-street, of whom also may be had
every description of Garden Tool and requisite.

*** Tub Largest and Best Assortment of Iron and
Brass Bedsteads.

\l\
ANURES.—Guano, Nitrates of Soda, and Potash,

-LVjL (pure), at the Importer's prices. Also Gypsum. Potter's

Guano (superior to the Foreign), Urate, Bone-Dust, Sulphate of

Ammonia, and all other Chemical Manures, on the lowest terms

for cash. Rock Salt and Agricultural Salt. — Sold by Mark
Fothergill, Merchant and Agricultural Agent, 40, Upper

Thames-street.
Pamphlets treating on the above may be had of Mr. F.

_

S A L
***

G UANO ON SA
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS St SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

E

TJOTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
JL Mangel Wurzbl, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre, was obtained

of Orange Globe Mangel Wurzel, by Mr. A. Cotton, of
1Hil-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl Ot Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. uno-er

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano.
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 15*. per ton;

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper *ore-st.,

Lambeth. —

f IQ.UID MANURE.—Pumps of a superior construc-

L- tion for Liquid Manure, portable and stationary. G»"len
Pumps, Hydraulic ditto, and for deep Wells; also for Ships,

Barges, Tanners, Brewers, Soap-boilers, &c. Pumps kept tor

Hire, for Wells and Excavations.— Benjamin Fowler, late

Ghorgb Turner, 63 ,
Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

Just published, the 2d Edition, with additions, price 6s. 6d. cloth,

gilt edges,

THE LADIES' COMPANION to the FLOWER-
GARDEN. Being an Alphabetical Arrangement of all the

Ornamental plants usually grown in Gardens and Shrubberies;

with full directions for their Culture. By Mrs. Loudon.
London: Published by W illiam Smith, 113, Fleet-street,^

Just published, in One Volume 8vo, with upwards of 380

Engravings, price lo's.,

THE SUBURBAN HORTICULTURIST ;
or, an

-A- Attempt to Teach the Science of Horticulture and the Man-

agement of the Fruit, Kitchen, and Forcing Garden, to persons

who have had no previous Knowledge or Experience in mese

Departments. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S., H.S., &c.

London: William Smith, 113, Fleet-street; Eraser & Co.,

Edinburgh ; Curry & Co., Dublin".

EE- HIVES, &c.—Illustrations of Apiaries, Bee-

hives, Feeding-Machines, and all the Apparatus connected

with the Apiary; a Sheet-List, price J.v., published by J. Mil-

ton, may be had of Messrs. Parker, West Strand ;
also at J.

Milton's, Italian Warehouse, X0, Gt. Marylebonc-st., Wimpole-st.

" These are Illustrations referred to in the Practical Bec-Keeper,"

a Treatise on Bees now publishing. All letters prepaid.

Just published, price Is., by Longman and Co., London; W
CuanY, Jun., and Co., Dublin ; FraSBR and Co., Edinburgh,

TRIALS and EFFECTS of New CHEMICAL FER
-A- TILIZERS, with various Experiments in Agriculture, fo

Aerating Soils and Composts— Increasing the Food of Plants-

Improving Irrigation—and abating the Ravages of Insects. B.

Sir J. Murray, M.D., Member of the Royal Agricultural Societie

of England and Ireland.

SirJames Murray's New Fertilizers for Early Crops, 20.s\ pe

cask, eight casks to a ton, may be procured of the London agents

Gifkord & Lindkk, 104, Strand ; or Evans, 79. Dame-st, Dublin

TO AGRICULTURISTS.—Now ready, price U. each.

A GRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE US!
JiY OF YOUNG FARMERS. By C. W.Johnson, Esq., F.R.S.

2. THE COTTAGE FARMER'S ASSISTANT. By C. W
Johnson, Esq., F.R.S.

3. EVERY MAN HIS OWN BREWER. By Child.

4. ON GUANO AS A FERTILISER. By C. W. Johnsor

Esq., F.R.S. price is. 6d.

5. ON FERTILISERS IN GENERAL. By C. W.Johnson
Esq., F.R.S. price m.

f>. SQUAREY'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR THJ
PRACTICAL FARMER. Price 55.

7. In the press. THE FARMER'S CALENDAR. By C. W
Johnson, Esq., price is.

8. A Suppi.EMKNTto Mr. Morton's Work on the NATURE AN1
PROPERTY OF SOILS, being a second Report of Whitfiel

Example Farm. M-m
9. MAIN'S PLANTER AND PRUNER'S ASSISTANT. Pnc

6s. with plates.

10. MAIN'S FARMER'S MANUAL. Price 6s.

11. SINCLAIR ON GRASSES. Coloured plate. Price 305.

James Ridgway, Piccadilly, and all Booksellers.

One Volume, 8vo., 20*. cloth,

THE SUBURBAN GARDENER and VILLA COM
PANION; comprising the choice of a Suburban or Villi

Residence, or of a Situation on which to form one ; the Arrange

ment and Furnishing of the House; the Laying-out, Planting

and General Management of the Gardens and Grounds: adapt;e<

for Grounds from One Perch to Fifty Acres and upwards ii

Extent. Intended for the Instruction of those who know little o

Gardening and Rural Affairs. With numerous Engravings. B:

J. C. Loudon.
Also, 8vo., with Portrait and 250 Engravings, 305., cloth,

or, with the Plates coloured, 3/. 6s., cloth,

THE LANDSCAPE GARDENING and LANDSCAPE ARCH!
TECTURE of the late HUMPHREY REPTON, Esq. ; being hi.

entire Works on the Subject. Edited, with an Historical am
Scientific Introduction, a Systematic Analysis, Memoir, Notes

and full Index, by J. C. Loudon.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

NEW WORK ON BEES.
In small 8vo. (with 70 Engravings on Wood), price 125.,

MY BEE-BOOK. By the Rev. W. C. Cotton, M.A.
Student of Christ Church, Oxford; and Chaplain to the

Lord Bishop of New Zealand.
*' One of the most elegant volumes that ever graced a library-

table—with its exquisite woodcuts, perfection of dress, prelude

of mottoes, list of Bee-books, appendices, reprints, extracts, &c,
we hardly know a book that has pleased us more ; it is the per-

fection of a scrap-book for the gentleman or lady Bcc-kecper.M-

Quurterly Review*
Also, now ready, by the same Author,

TWO LETTERS to COTTAGERS on BEES. Letter T.—Oi
BEE-MANAGEMENT. Letter Il.-On the NATURAL THE
OLOGY of BEES. Price 6d. each, or r>s. per dozen.

Rivingtons, St. Paul's Church-yard, and Waterloo-place.

GUANO MANURE.
CCIENCE WITH PRACTICE, or, GUANO THI-
O FARMER'S FRIEND.—A Treatise on the above Manure

may be had only of Mark Fothrrgixl, Agricultural Agent, 40,

Upper Thames-street, and, by his appointment, of Messrs

Wright, Agricultural Booksellers, 50, Haymarket, and of Mr.

Pkttitt, Bookseller, No. J, Old Compton-street, Soho. Also.

C. W. Johnson's Treatise on Nitrates of Soda and Potash, Gyp-
sum, and Guano.

DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALCULE. As Spring

approaches, the Larvae of destructive Insects arc propagate,

in infinite multitudes, and impregnate with millions of Insect

the very air we breathe, to the great injury of the young shoot

of Trees, Vines, Plants, and every species of vegetation pu

into motion and growth by the genial influence of the season.

J. Read begs to inform Ladies, Amateur and practical Gardeners

Sec, that he has made such improvements in his Machines fo

destroying these Animalcule (which make such deadly havoc oi

all fruit-trees and plants at this season of the year), that Ladies

may enjoy the pleasure of watering their plants and flowers n

various densities, from a powerful stream to a gentle shower oi

dewfall, and may be applied on the choicest Fruit-trees, Vines.

Pines, &c. without the slightest injury.

J. R. has also invented a Porta mas Copper Engine that will

pass through a doorway two feet wide, for Conservatories, and

may be worked by half the usual labour of any other engine foi

the same purpose, particularly for Ladies that delight in watering

their flowers ;—even a child may use it.

Likewise a Local Fire Engine, upon an entirely new principle,

which will pass through a common doorway, may be worked bj

two men, and will discharge 20 gallons of water per minute. Tin;

Engine is so arranged, that, by shifting a single pin, it may be

worked by one man with ease for all Horticultural purposes—

which the Patentee, from 31 years' experience in the science, car

safely warrant.—May be seen and proved at 35, Regent Circus

Piccadilly.—None are genuine, except with the Patentee's name.

CTONE-COLOURED CEMENT.—Felix Austin, o,

^ the New Road, Regent's Park, begs to inform Architects,

Builders, Plasterers, &c, that during the process of manufac-

turing a very superior Composition, which has greatly improved

his well-known artificial stone ornaments, he has succeeded Mfl

making an excellent STONE-COLOURED CEMENT adapted to

all building purposes, which he can supply at 2s. 6rf. per bushel,

at his Manufactory, near the Thames Tunnel, Rothcrhithc. It is

particularly suited for repairing decayed stonework.

TO LADIES.

ROWLAND'S KALYDOR.—Under the special Pa-

tronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen and the

Royal Family.—This elegant and fragrant preparation thoroughly

eradicates all Pimples, Spots, Redness, Tan, Freckles, and other

Defects of the Skin; heals Chilblains, and renders a chapped and

rough skin pleasantly soft and smooth. It imparts a youth!
uj

roseate hue to the Complexion, and renders the Arms, Hands, an*

Neck delicately fair and soft. Caution.—-Much pernicious tra^u

is now offered for sale as " KALYDOR:"— it is therefore impera-

tive on Purchasers to see that the words " ROWLAND'S KA-

LYDOR" are printed on the wrapper.—All others are • Gaosi

Impositions." *** To protect the Public from Fraud, lhe Hon.

Commissioners of Stamps have authorized the Proprietor s Signa-

ture to be engraved on the Government Stamp, tn"s*~~

Rowland and Son, 20, Hatton Garden," which is affixed w
each bottle. Price 4s. 6U and 8s. 6rf. per bottle, duty mcludta.

Ask for ROWLAND'S KALYDOR- Sold by them, and hy Che-

mists and Perfumers*
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS at the GARDEN for the year 1843. These

will take place on the following: days; viz., Saturday, May 13;

Saturday, June 17; Wednesday, July 12. The Garden will be

opened, on each dav, at one o'clock, under the following- regu-

lations :—All Fellows of the Society will be admitted without

tickets, from one till six o'clock, on isigning; their names in a book

it the entrance. Visitors can be admitted only by tickets, to be

obtained by the personal or written orders of Fellows of the So-

ciety. N.B. The presentation of the visiting card of a Fellow of

the 'Society cannot he regarded as an authority to receive tickets.

All Fellows who shall apply on or before Tuesday, the 18th of

April, may obtain at the rate of Three Shillings and Sixpence each

any number of tickets not exceeding Twenty-fours but no

applications for such tickets will be received after that day.

would be a .great convenience to the Society, if the Fellows

would take their tickets personally, and not by written orders ;

or, in the event of their not so taking them, if they would at

once order the whole number which they may require for the

season. After the 18th of April any further number of tickets

will be delivered to Fellows on their personal application or

written order, at the price of Five Shillings each ticket. Each

ticket will be available for the admission of one Visitor, after one

o'clock, to either of the three Exhibitions, at the option of the

Visitor. All applications for tickets must be made at the So-

ciety's Office, 21, Regent -street.

SATURDAY, APRIL 1, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Monday, April 3 •

Tuesday, April 4 .

Wednesday, April 5

Friday, April 7
Saturday, April 8

Tuesday, April 11

Entomological

J
Horticultural

(

Linnean •

(.Floricultural

. Geological .

• Botanical
. Royal Botanic

8 P.M.

S P.M.

8 P.M.
7 P-M.

84 P.M.
8 P.M.

8J P.M.

Zoological J*i *.m.

We have so continually occupied our pages with

discussions concerning manures, that some, we fear,

regard the subject as more than exhausted. The
question, however, is, in our own opinion, but just

opened; most of the experiments that have been re-

corded are rather to be regarded as incentives to

further inquiry than as satisfactory solutions of one

of the most important—if not the most important

—

questions connected with cultivating the soil. Gar-

deners and farmers are alike interested in it, and alike

capable of conducting the inquiry ; the only difference

is, that more expense may be profitably incurred by

the gardener than by the farmer—or at least that seems

to be the case.

Whatever the value may be of the many artificial

manures—and we are the last to question the effi-

ciency of the phosphates and nitrates and sulphates,

of guanos, home-made or sea-borne, and all the rem-
nants snatched by the chemist from corruption

—

whatever the value of them may be, it must never be

forgotten that they cost money. The cultivators of

the land cannot make such substances : for them the

true laboratory is the farm-yard—their pneumatic

chemistry is confined to the dunghill. The good

farmer will use up what he has got before he goes to

market for more. He will spend his money upon

labour, and only extend his outlay when all the re-

sources of labour are exhausted ; then such agents as

artificial manures become invaluable, and not till then.

It is most improvident to poison cattle by draining

away the strength of manure into a horse-pond and

then to run to market for artificial compounds; it is

unreasonable, after wasting money thus, to cry out for

protecting duties, upon the ground of the peculiar cost

of English farming.

We are led to these remarks in consequence of find-

ing that the country is at last becoming alive to the

importance of such considerations, and that gentlemen

are in many cases strenuously endeavouring to per-

suade their tenantry to turn their attention to the bet-

ter preservation and preparation of manure. In Che-

shire, Sir Philip Egerton is about to offer three pre-

miums to his tenantry " For the most economical and

effective system of collecting, improving, and employing

the solid and liquid materials within their reach, adapted

to fertilise and improve the land." We understand that

one premium will be for tenants under 20/., another

for those under 100/., and a third for tenants above

100/. a-year. We doubt not that so excellent an ex-

ample will be quickly followed, and therefore we shall

at once proceed to state what we conceive to be the

most advisable steps for the competitors to take in

order to meet the views of such landlords.

The great principle to start from is, that all the

lest parts of manure will either run aivay or fiy away.

The first are seen in the fluids that drain from ordi-

nary dunghills, the second may be discovered by the

sense of smell : for the offensive exhalations ol manure-

heaps are produced in consequence of valuable fertilis-

ing substances flying away in an invisible condition.

Therefore, a well-made dunghill should neither leak

nor smell.

A second and not less important point to be re-

marked is, that everything is a manuring substance

which has ever been alive. The dead remains of ani-

mals and plants are each in their way equally valu-

able. People often forget what the origin is of sub-

stances in very common use, and do not recognise the

fragments of plants and animals, though they are every

day before their eyes. For example, coals are the re-

mains of plants; soap is composed of certain parts of

plants and animals, its potash or soda having been ob-

tained from one, and its fat from the other. Man-
chester goods are made of threads taken out of plants,

just as woollen cloths are prepared from threads pulled

off animals ; therefore, cinders, soapsuds, cotton and

woollen rags, are manuring substances just as much as

charcoal, stable-litter, or bones.

Trie third point to attend to is, that all manuring

substances must decay, before they can act as food for

plants. If a man. in his zeal for gardening, were to

put his leg into a Vine border, and to sit with it there

all his life, his Grapes would make him no return for

so uncomfortable a position. But let the surgeon cut

it off and bury it there, the effect would be presently

seen in the deeper green and stronger wood of his

Vines. Now the obvious reason of this is, that, in the

first case, the leg remained alive and could not decay,

while in the second it had lost its life and [immedi-

ately began to rot. So it is exactly with all other

things; they must decay before they can become

manures. Fresh straw is not a manure, rotten straw

is excellent ; fresh sawdust is useless, when decayed

it is of considerable value.
.

These three principles seem to be those on which

the whole art of preparing and economising manure

depends. Matter which once had life, whether the car-

case of a horse or a basket-full of grubs, an ermine

robe or a bundle of rags, will equally become manure;

but they must be made to decay, and that being

effected, nothing must be allowed to run away in the

form of fluid, or to fly away in the disguise of a smell.

We conceive that the following plan will effect these

objects in the most economical manner.

Mark out the piece of ground on which the dunghill

is to be made, on a good slope if possible, and close

by a pond. Cut a gutter all round, 6 inches wide and

4 inches deep, and puddle it with clay, so as to make
it water-tight. Then, at the lowest part, outside the

place where the dunghill is to lie, dig a good-sized

sink-hole, about 18 or 20 inches deep ; let this also be

well puddled, and connected with the gutter already

spoken of. Things being thus prepared, throw down
a layer of such manuring substances as you may have,

about a foot deep, and tread them well down ; then sift

or scatter over it some fixer (what that is will be ex-

plained presently) ; and finally, water it well. Then

add another layer of manuring substances, tread down,

sift on the fixer, and water well as before. In this

manner go on with layer after layer, till the heap is

of the desired height—always treading and watering

as directed. When the work is completed, a firm

mound of manure will be formed, surrounded by a

gutter communicating with a sink-hole.

Probably during the operation of making the ma-

nure-heap, some water will have drained away ; in

that case, it will have run into the gutter and collected

in the sink-hole. If so, let a labourer scuppet the

water out as the work proceeds, and throw \t back

upon the dunghill. Every morning the sink-hole

should be examined, and the drainage that has col-

lected in it be scuppetted back over the heap. If the

hole is not large enough to hold all the water that

drains off, another can be made near it ; none of the

drainage must on any account be lost. If the heap is

properly made, it will heat gently, not strongly ; but

if it becomes very hot, plenty of water must be thrown

over it, caught up in the sink-hole, and scuppetted

back, again, and again and again ; and, whether it heats

or not, it should have, at least once a week, for a month

or 6 weeks, a good quantity of fluid of some kind

thrown upon it, so as to keep it thoroughly wet, it being

at the same time well drained. Pot-boilings, soap-suds,

or such refuse, are much better than common water ;

but urine is infinitely preferable to either. If it were

possible to collect this fluid and use it instead of water,

from the beginning to the end, so much the better.

By these contrivances nothing is allowed to leak

away or drain off, but the dunghill is enabled to be-

come a soft pasty mass, holding fast all that belongs

to it, except what might fly away. To catch the latter

is the purpose of the fixer, which is as indispensable

to the'operation as the gutter, and sink-hole, and scup-

peting, already insisted on. Now there are many
kinds of fixers : oil of vitriol, green vitriol, blue vitriol,

salt and lime (not however either salt or lime by

themselves on any account), gypsum, and other sub-

stances, may be used when they can be had cheap

;

but some of them at all times, and in some cases all of

them, have the fault of costing money. A substitute

for them, which costs nothing except labour, is there-

fore to be sought for. Such substitutes exist in cin-

der-siftings, charcoal-dust, good black earth, peat or

bog-mould, rotten sawdust, leaf-mould, the black mud
from the bottoms of ditches and ponds, the small frag-

ments of wood from the bottom of woodstacks. soot,

the brick-dust of brick-fields, or the powder of

burnt clay. Some or all of these materials may be

had in most places.

Such we believe to be practically the best way of

preparing a dunghill, s6 as to saye everything that is

saveable. It is essentially the same as the method
followed in Alsace, of which an account has been given

in our Volume for 1842, p. 191.— It must be obvious

that no harm at least can arise from following our

recommendations, which are to be carried out by a

saving of both material and money. Supposing the

plan does not answer, it will have put the person who
tries it to no other charge than a little labour ; and to

so little; even of that, as to be of no moment in either

garden or farm. The manure-heap must be made, at

all events, and a boy will form the gutters and sink-

hole, and keep the heap well moistened while the

substance is in preparation.

What we have hitherto said about the ee one-shift

system " of potting has been in its favour ; and there

can be no doubt that, under good management, if the

object is to make a plant as vigorous as possible, it is

better to avoid all the endless, troublesome details of

shifting it from one sized pot into another. No better

evidence of this is needed than what we see in nature.

A plant in the open ground, or in the border of a well-

managed conservatory, grows fast, acquires a rich deep

green healthy colour, and produces its flowers and

fruit as soon "as it has arrived at the proper age: on

the other hand, the same kind of plant, under the

same circumstances, managed by the same gardener,

but kept in a pot and tormented by shifting, although

it may be healthy at first, soon ceases growing,

becomes yellow and lean and starved, and when it

flowers brings forth nothing but apologies for blossoms.

Nevertheless the shifting system has its advantages.

" It is not the wish of every cultivator to have his

Pelargoniums as large as Gooseberry-bushes, especially

when a varied collection is kept up ; nor does every

one desire to grow plants for Horticultural exhibitions.

Beautiful as large well-grown specimens may be, it is

not in every garden that they can be properly accommo-

dated ; and where that is the case, it is worse than

useless to attempt' it, for small well-grown specimens

are quite as interesting. For anything that 1 have

seen to the contrary, a plant may be grown quite as

quickly by the common method as by the "one-shift

system," with a much better chance of its being

established in its pot, and of its blooming in the while."

Now here lies a real objection to the system of

putting small plants at once into large pots; they

grow too fast for the space of persons having but little

room, and it is scarcely to be expected that the

possessor of a greenhouse will sacrifice the interior to

a small number of large specimens. He would soon

weary of their sameness. The lover of flowers wants

variety: the diversified forms of nature are what he

delights to feed his eye upon; and that he cannot do

in a small greenhouse, unless he cramps his plants by

frequent shifting from one little pot into another.

While, however, we freely concede this, and admit

that it may be more convenient in general to treat

plants like a Chinese lady's toes, it does not at all

follow that they will be so healthy under such circum-

stances : the contrary, we are persuaded, is the case.

The force of circumstances may compel a gardener to

stunt his plants by frequent transfers from one place of

confinement to another ; and he may, as he often does,

by skill and care, preserve them by such means in

good health, but he does it at the expense of much

labour, and at the sacrifice of all that vigour of consti-

tution which we see in plants whose roots have un-

obstructed freedom.

We, in concluding this matter, print the remainder

of " Observator's " letter, in order that he may not

have to complain of his arguments having been mis-

represented ; but in doing so we have been obliged to

enter our protest against some of the statements he

makes, even in this part of his communication.
* Allowing." he says, "that by the < one-shift system

a plant will fill its pot with roots, yet before that can

take place, a great portion of the nutritious substances,

by the frequent waterings which the plant must

receive, will be washed away." This is far less likely

to occur in large pots than in small ones ; and is of

no consequence, because nothing is more easy than to

restore to the soil such matters as are washed away,

if any. , _ _

" This objection," he continues, "may be removed by

liquid manures ; but plants that have been long used

to liquid manures are like irreclaimable drunkards—

thev have become so accustomed to stimulants, that

upon their discontinuance they soon begin to exhibit

signs of decay." What is here described is very bad

gardening: why cannot a plant have a moderate, as

well as an immoderate, quantity of food given it in a

liquid state ?

" Should the drainage in the * one-shift system ' be-

come obstructed, the soil, by the stagnation of the

water, will be soured ; and unless the plant be removed

into other soil its health will be greatly injured."

The same thing happens when the drainage is ob-

structed upon the common system, and does not affect

the argument one way or the other.

" I can say,
5' concludes Observator, " that the practice

of inverting a small thumb-pot over the drainage-hole
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of the large pot very often proves injurious, for it some-
times fits so closely on the bottom, that a very small
space is left for the water to escape, and in spite of the
moss, it will carry to the bottom fine particles of soil,

which will in most cases effectually prevent the escape
of the water, excepting through the hole in the bottom
of the thumb-pot. It is preferable to use three or four

rather large potsherds, placing the concave side.down-
wards, and putting a rather thin layer of moss over

them, not more than a quarter of an inch in thickness,

or it will act the part of a sponge and retain the water."

All this may or may not be the case ; but it has no
more to do with the question of frequent shifting than
pruning has.

Since we first directed the attention of our readers

to the state of the labouring poor, and the destitution

which so frequently results from mere want of em-
ployment,without any fault in the individual, we have
had numerous communications on the subject from
many of our friends and correspondents. Our limits

would not permit us to publish many of these, which
are replete with excellent practical observations ; but
we have not neglected to peruse them carefully ; and
as they one and all confirm the opinions we entertained

before on the advantage of letting small allotments of
land for cultivation to Agricultural labourers, we
shall only extract from some of them such facts as

will clearly show the result of numerous experiments
of this kind, which have now stood the test of many
years' continuance. We add them as a confirmation
of our own experience, and as a guide to those who
may be inclined to follow such laudable examples:

—

An Account of numerous Allotments let by the

Marquess of Lansdowne.—"The quantity of land let

out to the poor by Lord Lansdowne in the parishes

of Colne and Burnhill is 500 acres, in allotments from
half an acre to two acres each, the number of tenants

being nearly 700. The price per acre is the same as

was given by the farmers previous to giving up the

land, and varies from 40*. to 60$. per acre. The
crops chiefly grown are Potatoes, the Cabbage
tribe, Wheat, and Barley ; the grain and green crops

alternately, and generally winter Tares are sown after

Wheat, and dug in for Potatoes In the spring, with or

without the assistance of manure. The rents are

regularly paid, with very few exceptions, and the pro-

duce of the land is invariably good. A Horticultural
Society in Colne has been the means of promoting
much good amongst the cottagers by giving prizes

annually for vegetables, fruit, and separate prizes for

allotment-cultivation and specimens of Wheat and
Barley in the ear. From the interest taken in this

Society by the neighbouring gentry and landowners I

have no doubt that from 30/. to 40/. will this year be
distributed amongst them."
A much-valued correspondent, Sir Henry Bunbury,

who is most zealous in the cause, writes thus :—u Five-
and-twenty years ago I began to assign some small
portions of land (for I had but little at that time) to a
few labourers. In every instance I found that the
man improved in his circumstances, and as his circum-
stances became more easy he became more domestic
and respectable in his conduct. With this encourage-
ment I gladly seized opportunities of letting pieces of
land to cottagers; and afterwards, having a good deal
within my power, I extended the practice very widely:
nor have I ever seen the slightest reason to doubt of
its beneficial effects. I do not tie myselfdown to any
fixed quantity of ground

;
generally, I let but little

(say one rood) to a beginner : for the young labourer
has no money laid by, and rarely owns a pig (that

rerum necessarium). But there ought not to be any
dry rules about the exact quantity of the allotment, or
as to the mode of working it. One sharp active fellow
will turn his bit of land to double the profit that
could be earned by a dull one. But the crops of the
former soon render his practice an object'of imitation,

and all around him make progress and improve.
When there are one or two pigs in the sty, and the
land appears in good condition, the advancing labourer
gets half an acre instead of his original rood,
and so on. Some few of my people have come
now to hold one, two, and even four acres—and
industrious and thriving fellows they are. But as you
ask particularly concerning the size of an allotment, I

should recommend half an acre. 1 find that the man,
with the assistance of his wife and children, can keep
it in very good condition : nor is he so much occupied
by it as to be diverted from his daily labour under the
farmer. I am inclined to suspect that gentlemen
make the mistake of meddling too much with their
allotments as to details. I should say, do not cramp
the labourer—let him feel the pleasure of being a free
inan—stop him when he is going decidedly wrong

—

give him useful information—and encourage a pride
in him as to his crops, and his pigs, and the neatness
of his ground. 1 '

th
Akdy, who has devoted much of her attention to

^nnr^l
1^ of

,

land in sma11 portions or allotments to

L naS\ 1̂

°therwise would have been a burden
as paupers, kuxdly communicated her experience, ia

answer to some questions sent to her, of which we will

here give a short abstract. She began with 50 allot-

ments in 1830, and they now amount to 404—varying
from eight poles to three, four, and five acres each.

Each occupier signs the following conditions:

—

Allotments of Land.
Mrs. — agrees to let, and

d

to hire No. of the ' in the'parish
of estimated at a. r. p.

until the 29th of Sept., 1843, at the rent of £
and if this rent is not tendered before the 11th of Oct.
following, he agrees to forfeit, and give up immediate
possession of land, buildings, and crops, without further
notice from the owner of the land.

Also to give up the same at any season of the year if

convicted of a misdemeanour before a magistrate, or three
householders not renting more than himself.

Also, if the whole or any part is assigned or under-let
without leave in writing from the owner of the land.

Also, if more land is rented of any other persons ex-
cept the garden of the house he occupies, and to forfeit

double the rent till Michaelmas.
Also, if he removes, or suffers to be removed off the

premises, either any hay, straw, or manure, and to forfeit

double the rent.

Also, if any land has been
T

ploughed with horses, and
to pay twopence a rod over the rent for every pole so

ploughed.

Also,' if two crops of the same or different kinds ripen
their seed without a green or root crop intervening, to

be consumed by the Tenant's family and cattle, or other

person's cattle, fed off on this land; and in no case to

be sold off the premises.

Also, if Game is killed, or permitted to be killed.

Alsd, if Furze is cut on land not hired.

Otherwise, the land to be occupied till one of the
parties give notice in writing to the other to quit and leave,

on the day of

Any damage done by a gate being left open to be made
good within one week, or his goods or crops seized to the
amount, on the valuation of two allotment tenants.

To forfeit sixpence for getting over the wall, or a hole
being found in the wall or hedge.

Do. for leaving manure or rubbish on the road.

Do. for trespassing on each other's or the adjoining
land.

Forfeits to be kept and divided between the tenants of
the same piece.

In any of the above instances the Landlord shall be at
liberty to re-enter without any process of Law.

"Witnessed by Signed by
There have been only four defaulters in the whole

number in twelve years : no legal steps are taken
against them ; the only consequence of default being
the loss of the allotment—they are even allowed to

take off their crops. Only eight of the number, who
have a cottage and four or five acres of land, and keep
a couple of cows stalled up all the year, and some pigs,

live chiefly from the produce of the land. All the

rest are day-labourers, and for these from 20 to 40
poles are sufficient: 20 of them have manure tanks.

A peculiarity in the granting of allotments by this

benevolent lady is, that previous good conduct is not
essential to their obtaining allotments. All that are

willing to subscribe to the conditions and belong to the

several parishes are admitted ; and she has found that

regular occupation and profitable industry have gener-

ally been the means of correcting vice, when not too

deeply rooted, and greatly encouraged honesty.
But all this, however satisfactory, is not intended

as a remedy for that superabundance of agricultural

labourers which we desire to see usefully employed:
we must show how the proprietors and occupiers of

land may employ more manual labour on their land,

not only without loss, but with a certain profit ; thus,

no doubt, increasing the expense of cultivation, but
also increasing the produce so much, as to repay the

additional outlay with a fair and ample remuneration.
If we can do this, we shall have done much to solve

the problem.—iW.

HEATHS.
If the following advice to the young Amateur, and a

detail of my plan of Heath-growing, be acceptable to your
readers, they are much at your service. Supposing, then,

that the cultivator has entered into the merits of a well-

grown Heath, and prefers a bushy, thickly-foliaged plant

to one resembling a timber-tree, he will no doubt be desir-

ous of obtaining 100 of the best and most beautiful varie-

ties. He ought therefore to procure two of each ; travel-

ling or other incidents may cause the loss of a single plarit,

and for this reason it is best to have a duplicate. One may
be grown for a specimen, and the other to propagate from ;

but the latter may live to see better days, when cuttings

are pretty numerous. In making a selection of plants at the

nursery great discretion is requisite, and it is seldom that

those in large pots can be recommended. I would advise

the amateur to take up the nearest 48-sized pots contain-

ing the sort which he requires ; if the foliage is healthy

and clothes the stem as well as the upper branches, and if

on turning it out of the pot the roots are of a silvery white,

it shows that the plant is in a growing state. Such a plant

may be set aside, and the remaining 199 should resemble

it. I would, however, caution him against a large plant

in a small pot, with a tolerably healthy appearance, but a
thick woody stem, which when turned out discovers the

roots^ matted together, and for' the most part of ft sandy

colour. Nine times out of ten such a plant will bloom and
die ; but occasionally it will recover by being repotted,

decay not having reached the centre roots. It will, how-
ever, lose the foliage for a considerable distance aloni>; the

stem, in which case it is advisable to cut it back. Even
then the plant in the 48 will have the advantage, having
fresh roots, and nothing to check it in its onward course.

When your plants are unpacked, supposing it to be March,
which is the best time for the purpose, it will save much
trouble if they are examined before being placed in the house,

to ascertain whether they require shifting. In this particu-

lar the greatest discretion must be used. If the roots are

evenly distributed round the pot, it seems reasonable to

suppose that a larger pot would suit it. I confess I have
lost many a healthy plant by my anxiety to push it on and
shift it before it was ready. It is well known that the

roots of plants, when repotted, seek the sides of the pot in

the first instance ; afterwards the centre is gradually

filled up. Therefore, examine the plant closely, by taking

out the crocks and turfy drainage ; and if the roots do not

make their appearance in the same strength in the centre

as the exterior, be assured that the plant had better re-

main as it is, with the addition only of a little fresh drain-

age. Experience may, however, prevent this trouble, for

there is a peculiar lightness and elasticity to the touch that

will show when the exterior and interior of the mass of

roots correspond. Some, no doubt, will require a change,

and an important question then arises, into
b
what sized

pot they may be shifted.

There are some gardeners, who, anxious to spur on their

favourites, would not scruple to give them a second size

larger; and with some of the free-growing sorts, I admit that

even three sizes may not be too much ; but a beginner has

not the means of discrimination, and the safer plan is to

shift from size to size. In some cases you may obtain

two shifts in one year—in February, and again in July or

August; but if you attempt to force on Erica Massonii,

aristata major, depressa, and some others of the slow-

growing 'sorts, which, owing to their tardy movements,

cause but a slight demand upon the roots ; long before

the latter reach the sides of the pot, they become exhausted

by the continual wash of the water ; the mould becomes

sodden, growth is checked, they sicken and die. If

E. aristata major is in a 48, be content if, on shifting it

into a 36 in March, it fills the pot during the summer,

and is in a state to receive a further movement in spring,

after having increased two inches in the length of the

shoots. Not so, however, with E. tricolor, elegans, and
some others. The former has made a growth with me of

8 or 10 ins. in a year, although it had been advanced two
sizes. But to proceed with shifting the plant from the 48 to

a 36 :—Let the pot be perfectly dry ; make the hole at the

bottom rather larger, and place over it a piece of crock ; add
some smaller pieces half an inch square, to the depth of

half an inch. Select some dry. turves of fibrous peat

(shaking out the mould), and lay it over the crock an

inch in depth. Having collected some small round

pebbles of the size of a Horse-bean, mix a dozen with the

first handful of mould, that is, before you place the plant

in the pot ; then insert the Heath, having divested it of

the former crock and drainage. Fill in round it with the

fresh mould, and firmer than with other plants ; be very

particular that no fresh soil covers the stem, but that it

be raised above the level of the sides, so that in watering,

the moisture should fall to the sides, and on no account

lodge in the centre. Do not water for one or two days,

and during that time place the plant in the shade. The small

pieces of crock, drainage-peat, and small pebbles must be

increased according to the size of the pot. I would
advise that before the plant is placed in the house, it

should be staked out in the form in which it is wished to

grow. The tender twigs may be brought down, but when
hard, they become stubborn and inflexible.

—

Erica.
(To be continued,)

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF CARNATIONS AND
PICOTEES.

(Continued fromp. 156.)

PURPLE FLAKES.
Mango (Ely's).—One of the best in its class, the pod

being good, and the white pure ; of medium size, and

the colour, violet purple, well laid on ; it flowers early.

Beauty of Woodhouse (Mansley's).—A new flower of fine

properties ; with me it ia rather deficient in purple ;

the stripes are broad, and white very pure.

Bellerophon (Leighton's).—This stands first in the Lan-

cashire Show-book, though decidedly second-rate, the

impurity of the white being a serious drawback.

Princess Charlotte (Turner's).—An old flower, of large

size and fine colours ; it is extensively grown, and is a

safe sort to depend on.

Premier (Milwood's) Raised a few years ago at Derby ;

the white is apt to flush, but the petals are large and

well-formed : when clean it is a fine flower.

Squire Meynell (Brabbin's).—One of the best we have ;

the flower is large, pod good, form and colour excellent.

Sir J. Plastain (Bates
1
)-—Very large, while impure, ra-

ther loose in its habit ; with me second-rate.

British Queen (Elliott's).—White pure, but often defi-

cient in a fair proportion of purple.

Invincible (Simpson's).—An old flower, liable to the

defect noticed in the * preceding variety ; when grown

strong, however, the colours are better distributed.

Major (Spray's).—Good form and white pure, but often

short of colour.

Miss Thornton (Hudson's).—A strong grower ; flowers

large and well marked ; although esteemed in Lanca-

shire, it is considered rather thin for Nottingham.

Enchanter (Pearson's).—Guard leaves rather too large

.
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in proportion to the others. ; white good, crowns well,

and the colour evenly distributed.

Rev. T. Gisbonrne (Bv&bb'm's).—Raised the same year

and by the same person as Squire Meynell, but far in-

ferior to that flower ; I have discarded it altogether.

Magnificent (Ely's).—A. full and large-sizedflower; stripes

dark and numerous, crowns well ; white not pure.

Queen Victoria (Ely's).—A useful flower, ^though not

first-rate.

Cleopatra (Weldon's).— Stripes very dark purple, flowers

large and confused, white rather impure ;
second rate.

First-rale (Pollard's).—Well named; the pod is rather

short, but the petals, with a little attention, get out

well. The flower is large and finely formed ;
white

very pure, ribboned with broad flakes of deep purple ;

it appears to be shy in rooting, and is very scarce.

Platoff(HaM
9

s).—A. compact flower, with fine petals; the

purple very dark ; white sometimes slightly tinged, §

Major CaMwright (HalPs).— This is an old variety,

whose day is gone by ; occasionally a decent flower is

seen. The petals are- thin in substance, and there are

too few of them ; the purple also is not good.

KED PICOTKKS.

Mrs. Horner (Ely's).—This is often exhibited in the

heavy as well as the light-edged class. The pod is

good, and edging distinct ; it is a favourite in this part

of the country, and wins at most exhibitions.

Miss Bacon (Wollard's).—Neatly edged, but too small.

Little Wonder (Wollard's). — Very much akin to the

foregoing, under-sized, but of good shape ; the edge

distinct and well laid on.

Duke of Wellington (Sharp's).— White pure, and very

finely feathered or plaited ; the guard-leaves are rather

too small, still it stands in the first rank at present.

Mary (Marris's). — A large and finely-shaped heavy-

edged flower, sometimes rather too much barred.

Pilot (Harris's).—As large and well formed as the pre-

ceding; it is, however, much cleaner and more dis-

tinct. A decided good heavy edge.

Will Stukeley (Hufton's).—Heavy-edged : bars too much,

and though still winning in some parts of the country,

it is certainly an inferior flower.

Derby Willow (Maw's).—Heavy-edged with dull scarlet,

only fit for borders.

King of the French (Green's).—Much too thin, and, at

the risk of being thought severe, I must say, inferior.

Royal Briton (Hardy's).— Something in the style of Mrs.

Horner, but inferior to that flower, the white being im-

pure ; still it has a good pod, crowns well, and the edge

is well defined.

Matilda (Parkinson's). — A large and distinct flower,

white good, edge dark crimson; not quite up to the mark.

Venus (Hudson's). — Light-edged red, a full flower,

crowns well, is very clean, and worth growing.

Marc Antony (Bean's).—Rather too thin ; the white is

very good, and beautifully plaited with dark crimson.

Hector (Sharp's).—Rather light-edged, form good, white

pure, edging distinct; first-rate.

Cornelius (Barraud's).—I have not used much ceremony

in my short descriptions of north country flowers, and

here I am obliged to find fault with the favourite of the

south. It has a good pod, the white is pure, edged with

u ' dark crimson, of adifierent shade to most others; with
l
' me it bars too much, and should it always flower in the

same style, 1 should pronounce it decidedly second-rate.

Colonel Foreman (Barraud's).— Clean, with a good petal

and neat feather.

Teazer (Gidden's).—A large and rather coarse flower ;

it has, however, fine guard petals and crowns well ; it

stripes down too much, but when in its best state is un-

doubtedly a "Teazer."

Ccesar (Gidden's)—Heavy-edged, rather thin, in the way

of Marc Antony ; an inferior flower.

Criterion (Sharp's).—Neatly-edged, but with a short awk-

ward pod ; flowers medium size, and apt to expand con-

fusedly, requiring much care to bloom it well; the

layers also root indifferently.
_

Catherine (Hardy's).—Under-sized, white impure, raised

near Nottingham from Bowley's Ann; neatly edged,

but second-rate.—J. F* Wood
9 The Coppice, Not-

tingham.

( To be continued.)

with honey, and drawing it into their nostrils, thought it

cured their headache ; others found it hot and dry in the

first degree : more sober people pounded it into a paste,

and used it as an astringent ; the scurvy was driven away

by it, as a few said ; and many boiled it as a Spinach,

which they found agreeable. Some, however, declared it

was an acrid, poisonous thing, blistering the skin and

causing leprosy. All these fancies are, however, long

forgotten, and nothing now remains of the plant but its

beauty.

FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. XIV.
Blown in the morning, thou shalt fade ere noon

;

What boots a life, which in such, haste forsakes thee

!

Thou'rt wondrous frolicking- to die so soon,

And passing proud a little colour makes thee.

The Figwort.—The fetters of ice in which the earth

was shackled a few weeks ago had hardly been broken ; a

few scanty sunbeams had but just been playing upon the

ground beneath the old oak-tree before our door, when
the turf began to sparkle with the surfaces of a thousand

glassy emerald leaves, while myriads of golden stars were

to be seen glittering amongst the herbage. It almost

seemed as if the wand of an enchanter had struck the

ground and suddenly commanded the slaves of his will

to appear.

A walk among the thickets of our landlord's park and
the deeper recesses of his woods brought more of these

gay visitors to our knowledge, and showed us that no en-

chanter had been at work, but that the teeming womb of

Mature was everywhere producing some early and joyous

herald of the spring- The lingering days ofautumn, pro-

tracted into February, had produced no effect upon the

hardy wilding which sturdily awaited its appointed time,

an-d refused to be awakened till the customary frosts

had given it energy to spring into vernal life.

The old herbalists knew the Figwort well, and thought
it imbued with great medicinal qualities ; some mixed it

The Figwort is a sort of Crowfoot, called by some Bo-

tanists Ranunculus Ficaria, and by others Ficaria ranun-

culoides ; but although it belongs to the same vile race as

the Sardoan herb of the ancients, whose blistering poison-

ous qualities have gained them an unenviable notoriety, it

is a harmless gentle plant, as quiet as it seems to be : which

is more than can be said of all fair flowers. It derives its

common name from its roots looking like a cluster of

small Figs. It leaves are similar to those of the Arrow.

head ?
but shorter, smaller, and delicately mottled with

pallid spots. The flowers grow singly at the end of slen-

der angular stalks ; they have three leaves, or rather

scales, on the outside, and eight or nine glittering golden

petals, dull at the back, but almost metallic in front,

where a scale is found near their foot, the sign of the clan

Ranunculus. Many are their yellow stamens, many their

grass-green ovaries heaped upon each other in the middle

of the flower, and promising an abundant increase. Yet,

strange to tell, the seeds are seldom ripened, and that

ready mode of propagation, in forming which nature

seems to have taken such infinite pains, is thrown aside as

worthless, another mode of multiplying its race being

given to the Figwort. According to Vaucher, the tuber-

cles of its roots are of three sorts—the one long and

withered, which nourish the plant ; another, dilated at the

lower end, and afterwards producing other plants; and a

third sort, which sprouts out from the crown of the root ;

besides which it produces in the bosom of its

leaves certain bulbs, which disperse themselves as

soon as the leaves have perished. In the early spring

these bulbs are not to be found, but in the autumn

they may be seen lying near the bottom of the leaves, shut

up in two furrowed sheaths, in the midst of which is a

perfect little leaf, bearing at its base a fourth, which itself

gives birth to a fifth, and so on. The ground is said to be

tilled with these little bulbs at the approach ofautumn,

and they certainly produce an abundant crop when the

spring-time arrives.

The flowers of the Figwort hail the sun like the fire-

worshippers of old: as soon as his beams strike them,

(i anj pour their soft luxuriance on the morn," they un-

fold - but when a cloud interposes, they close again ; so

that you may find the turf enamelled with sparkling stars

in the morning, and as joyless as the " mournful, sober-

suited night" in an hour afterwards. Gardeners are its

sworn enemies, we know not why, destroying it whenever

it dares to intrude upon the ground where the Groundsel

and Dandelion are permitted to flourish ; so that its life is

surrounded by perils, for which its harmless nature gives

no cause, and from which its short life might have pre-

served it, for it springs up in March and perishes in May.

—R. E.

plants which have to absorb animal fluids, and which are

also employed as a soft litter for cattle, are (with few excep-

tions) used in a dry state, because it is one of the chief

objects to soak up the liquid part of manure. In this

way, however, it happens that the materials used for litter

are rendered more capable of being decomposed, and of

thus becoming a nourishment to crops. The decompo-

sition of dung, on the other hand, is accelerated by its

being loosened by means of the litter, and of a free access for

the oxygen of the atmosphere, without which no chemical

decomposition is possible. The products of the complete

decomposition of vegetable substances are, humic acid,

carbonic acid, mineral acids, earths, oxides, and alkalies ;

and since all these belong to the nourishing substances of

crops, it is necessary, if we would know the value of dif-

ferent sorts of litter, to make ourselves acquainted with

their chemical constituents.
' The chief constituent of dry vegetable litter is carbon,

which amounts in all cases to more than 50 per cent.^ It

forms, combined with hydrogen and oxygen, humic acid,*

a substance which every fertile soil must contain in great

abundance, not only because it furnishes plants with car-

bon, but also because it dissolves and conveys to the roots

earths, oxides, and certain salts contained in the soil and

required for the crops. Humic acid serves also for the

neutralisation of alkalies, which easily destroy vegetation,

—as, for instance, ammonia, potash, soda, and lime—so

much so, that it must be considered in many respects as a

substance quite indispensable for vegetation. Now as

humic acid is mostly generated by the substances used as

litter, it is evident that they cannot be dispensed with in

agriculture, except in cases where humic acid may be

obtained by manuring with mould, mud, peat, &c. ;
for

no amount that could be afforded by the decomposition of

solid excrement would be sufficient. Litter is also indis-

pensable, because it improves the soil mechanically ; it

keeps a clayey soil loose as long as it is not decayed, and

thus not only facilitates the access of atmospheric air, but

accelerates the evaporation of superabundant moisture.
^

Besides these great; advantages which the crops receive

from litter,* it ;ds- also to be remarked that its mineral

ingredients are of equal importance. The effects of these

have hitherto excited little notice, for it was not generally

believed that mineral substances form the nourishment of

plants ; and this explains the reason why litter has either

been undervalued or insufficiently appreciated. The true

value of litter can only be determined by chemical analysis.

If we compare with each other the mineral substances

contained in litter, we shall find pretty nearly what we

have to expect of each in the way of manure ; and if we

ascertain their amount of nitrogen, their value in regard

of any sort of soil may be ascertained almost with mathe-

matical accuracy. If we next determine the chemical con-

stituents of the food of cattle, and deduct this from that

which has remained in their bodies, or has been exhaled

by them, we shall be able to calculate even to pounds, all

the substances which the soil receives from the fresh dung.

But, in order to arrive at that, many experiments are still

to be made.
It is beyond all doubt that that sort of litter possesses

the greatest value which contains the greatest quantity of

those ingredients in which soil in general is most deficient;

amongst these are potash and soda, lime and magnesia,

chlorine, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, and especially

nitrogen. Carbon, which as we have just seen is amongst

the most important ingredients of litter, may here be left

out of consideration, because its amount is constantly

within a few per cent, more or less, and as we know that

all dry litter contains more than 50 per cent, of carbon,

it is equally unnecessary to take into account the oxygen

or hydrogen of litter, as all crops can take up the water

of the soil ad libitum.

As some sorts of vegetable matter contain substances

either detrimental to vegetation (like tan), or decomposed

with great difficulty, such as rosin, wax, and fibre, such

substances require a particular preparation previously to

being used for litter, or carried on the field, mixed with

dung. They require to be well heated, without, however,

being carbonised, as it is merely requisite that the tannin

should be destroyed, and the fibres rendered more tender.

If this is not attended to, they will remain for years in the

soil undecomposed, which (as manure is to be considered a
. ....*.-.« . -\ . -i 4.-JX io atf-Pn(l*H with

ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
(By Professor Charles Sprengel. Translated from

the German.)

Under this name are comprised not only different sorts

of straw or litter, but also those vegetable substances

which are used unmixed for manuring fields. 1 shall hrst

treat of the different sorts of litter, and then of those

plants, or remains of plants, which, without being mixed

with animal excrement, improve the fertility of the soil.

a. Of Plants used for the Absorption of Animal Excre-

ment, and which, thus mixed, serve as Manure.—Those

capital desirable to be quickly circulated), is attended with

much loss ; besides which, the plants whose growth we in-

tend to accelerate, will derive no advantage trom them. 1

have stated before that those sorts of litter are easiest of de-

composition which contain much nitrogen phosphorus,

and sulphur, or which are soft and delicate, at the same time

containing much green mucilage or other substances easily

extracted by water. Dry green plants always arrive easier

at a state of decomposition thanthose whichjire.dry and

ri

soft,

on a speedier putrefaction, it is saiu uiac nuer which has

become mouldy is of less value than when fresh ; if this

be really the case it is to be ascribed to nitrogen having

evaporated during decomposition in the form of ammonia.

1. Straw of Com Plants.—-The straw of Cereal plants

is, on most farms, the only litter used, and as far as

keeping dry the beds of cattle is concerned, it is the best,

because its hollow straws enable it to absorb the greatest

quantity of moisture. Its value however as a manure

is by no means so great as that of other sorts of litter;

there is moreover a great difference between the different

sorts of straw in respect of their manuring qualities. It

may be generally assumed that the straw which is most

nutritious is also the best manure. It manures the better,

the less it has been subjected to maceration by rain-water

;

* Humic acid is composed of 56700 parts of carbon, 4789 hy-

I drogen, and 3*'&u oxygen*
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if, therefore, it has been long exposed to wet in a ripe
state, it is of far less value than if stored up soon after it

has been cut. It is also better if cut green, for in that
case, less of the manuring substances passes into the grain;
the straw of leguminous plants yields better manure than
that of Cerealia, because it is rich in phosphorus, sulphur,

chlorine, potash, soda, nitrogen, lime, and magnesia,

a. Wheat Straw.—100,0001bs. of "Wheat straw, dried
in the air, consist of from 50,000 to 52,0001bs. of woody
fibre, and from 48,000 to 50,0001bs. of substances soluble in

alkali and water, which consequently are also nutritious,

and soon yield humic acid. Amongst the latter, however,

there are (according to Boussingault) but SOO.lbs. of nitrogen.

^
The mineral substances contained in 100,000 parts of

air-dried Wheat straw are :

0-240 parts of lime.

0-032 „ magnesia.
0-020 „ potash.
0-029 „ soda.
0*090 ._ oxide of iron, alumina, and oxide of

silica, [manganese,
phosphoric acid.

sulphuric acid.

chlorine.

2-870
0-170

0-037

0030

99

ft

9t

it

19

It

3-518 parts of mineral substances or ashes.
As therefore lOOlbs. of Wheaten straw contain 341ba. of

mineral substances, 96-JIbs. must consist of carbon, hy-
drogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. The quantity of nitrogen,
however, is very small; in 100,0001bs. of straw there are
merely 31bs., or in lOOlbs. of straw merely -&lb. ; whence
it is evident why this straw is of so little value as fodder,
nitrogen being essential for animal nutriment. -

On account of its woody nature it decomposes slower
than Rye, Barley, or Oat straw; but quicker than the
straw of Beans, Rape, or the haulm of Potatoes.

b. Rye Straw.— 100,000 parts of air-dried ripe Rye
straw contain 48,000 parts of ligneous fibre, and 52,000
parts of substances soluble in water and alkali ; the latter
(according to Boussingault) consist of but 200 parts of
nitrogen, whence it follows that Rye straw is somewhat
less nourishing than that of Wheat, and so far as nitrogen
is concerned, it cannot yield such a good manure; on the
other hand, it possesses some advantages in consequence
of its greater quantity of potash ; but there is less lime,
magnesia, and phosphoric acid in it.

The mineral substances contained in 100,000 parts of
Rye straw consist of

—

2-297 parts of silica.

0-178
0-012

0-032
0-011

0-025

0-170

0-051

0-017

11

M
9t

tt

lime,

magnesia,

potash,

soda.

tt $? iron, alumina, and oxide of manganese.
,, sulphuric acid.

,, phosphoric acid.

., chlorine.

2-793 parts of mineral substance.

As Rye straw contains much less phosphate of lime than
that of Wheat, it is not so good a fodder for young ani-
mals, which require much of this substance for the forma-
tion of their bones.

!~ Among the different sorts of Corn straw, that of Rye and
Wheat is the best adapted for the absorption of the fluid
parts of animal excrement, because it retains for the
longest time its tubular consistency- The straw of Barley
and Oats is beaten flat by threshing. According to Block,
if Rye straw is put under cattle in due proportion to the
fodder, .and if the dung remain eight days in the stable,
lOOlbs.of it yield from horses 961bs., ^from cows 971bs.,
and from sheep 951bs., of dry manure.

c. Barley Straw.—100,000 parts of ripe air-dried Barley
straw consist of £0,000 parts of woody fibre, 1000 parts
of wax and resin, and 49,000 parts of substances soluble
in water and potash; the latter contain (according to
Boussingault) 260 parts of nitrogen.

100,000 parts of the straw contain of mineral substances,
3'856 parts of silica.

0-554
99 lime.

0-076
99 magnesia.

0-180
99 potash.

0-048
99 soda.

0-146
99 alumina.

0-014
tt oxide of iron.

0-020
tt oxide of manganese.

0-160
t9 phosphoric acid.

0-118
9t sulphuric acid.

0-072
tt chlorine.

5-244 parts of mineral substances. '
"" '

As, therefore, lOOlbs. of Barley straw contain 5.21bs. of
mineral substances, the remaining 94.81bs.consistof carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, and that smaller quantity of nitrogen.
It contains (as is seen) much more lime, magnesia, potash,
soda, and chlorine, than the straw of Wheat and Rye, and
must consequently yield a somewhat better manure. As
its texture is not very woody, it i8 easily decomposed either
on the dunghill or in the field. The manure obtained by
Barley straw being used as litter, consequently operates
for a shorter time than that obtained from Rye or Wheat
straw

; but Barley straw is mostly used as fodder, because
cattle eat it more eagerly than any other straw of corn-
plants. According to Block, lOOlbs. of either Wheat,
Barley, or Oat straw yield 21bs. less manure than Rye
straw—consequently, from horses 941bs., from cows 951bs.,
from sheep 93lbs.

{To be continued.)
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RIDGE AND FURROW PIT.
In our Garden Memoranda, we some time since (p. 855,

1842) gave a short account of a pit of a somewhat novel
construction, which has been in use for the last two
seasons in the garden of Mr. Allcard, of Stratford Green.
Our description was then necessarily incomplete, from the
absence of any drawing to render the explanation more
clear. To supply this deficiency v/e have been favoured
with the accompanying plans by Mr. Croucher, the
gardener, who states that this pit will be found well
adapted for small places where ground is an object,
no room being required for drawing off the lights at
back and front, as is the case with pits constructed
upon the ordinary principle. It is particularly suitable
for preserving through the winter those plants which re-
quire a free circulation of air, because both the back and
front ventilators can be opened in wet weather without any

fear of drip. After the plants are removed in spring, the
interior of the pit can be filled with dung or other fer-

menting material for the growth of Cucumbers, Melons,
&c. The pit from which the drawing was taken is 40ft.
long, 9£ft wide, 5£ft. deep at the back, and 4ft. in front.
It is divided into three compartments, and is heated by a
hotwater pipe, passing along the front and connected with
a boiler which heats the two adjoining vineries.

A represents a light open, with the iron-stay pierced
with holes to regulate the opening. B, plan of rafter,

under each pair of lights, with a concave centre to carry
off the water into the front pipe, c c, small gutters on
each side of the rafter to carry off water caused by evapora-
tion. D, plan of hinge, to which the lights are secured
by a bolt which can easily be removed. E, movable
board, for placing plants on in winter. P, wooden venti-
lator, closed. G, the same, open. H, movable shutters,
made of painted canvas, to protect through winter the
Alpine plants, growing at the back of the pit, in a raised
border. The lights shut together at the top with a rebated
and tongued joint, which renders them perfectly water-
tight.

GRAFTING VINES.
As the period for grafting Vines has now arrived, a few

remarks upon the manner of performing that operation

may not be out of place. The facility which it affords of
changingan inferior kind without the necessity of removing

it, by which a delay of two or three years would be occa-

sioned, is sufficient to render its adoption desirable. It

is true that inarching offers a surer means of effecting the

same object, but it is not in the power of every gardener

to procure a young plant of the kind which he wishes to

increase ; consequently, he must either resort to grafting,

or to the more tedious method of propagating by cut-

tings or eyes.

Several modes of grafting the Vine are practised, but

none appear preferable to that adopted by Mr. T. A.
Knight, and recorded in the Transactions of the Horti-

cultural Society- He there states that upon calling to

mind the practice of the ancients in employing cuttings,

consisting partly of a year old and partly of two year old

wood, he conceived it probable that their success in graft-

ing the Vine might have arisen from their selecting grafts

similar to their cuttings. He therefore chose three

grafts, each having at its base one joint of two year old

wood ; these he fitted to branches of nearly the same size

but of greater age, and all succeeded perfectly. The clay

which surrounded the bottoms of the grafts was constantly

kept moist, and the moisture thus supplied to the graft

acted very beneficially, if indeed it was not essential to

the success of the operation. Another method somewhat
similar was equally successful. The grafts were prepared

in the same manner, but instead of clay being placed

around them, a flower-pot, filled with mould heaped suffi-

ciently high to cover the graft, was placed under each,

and they were thus kept supplied with moisture. The
grafts employed consisted of about two inches of old wood
and five inches of annual wood, by which means the junc-

tion of the old and new wood—the point at which cut-

tings most readily emit roots—was placed close to the

head of the stock, only a single bud being exposed to

vegetate.

In the same work there is an account of another method
pursued by Mr. J. Braddick. That gentleman found

that the stocks of Vines, when grafted in the usual way,

bled profusely ; and it therefore occurred to him that the

proper time for grafting them, without incurring any danger

of their suffering from bleeding, would be when they had

reached that period of their annual growth, at which the sap

ceases to flow thinly and rapidly. He accordingly cut the

branches of several in that state, and whip-grafted them

with cuttings of the preceding year, binding the joints up

with bast, and surrounding the latter with grafting clay.

The whole of them grew, and he was thence led to conclude

that healthy Vines might be successfully grafted with

young wood of the preceding year's growth from the time

that the shoots of the stocks upon which the grafts are to

be placed have made four or five eyes, until Midsummer,
Mr. Braddick also found that Vines out-of-doors might
be grafted with shoots of the same summer's growth
worked into the rind of the young wood, from the time
that young bunches of Grapes became visible upon the

stocks untilJuly ; while those under glass might be grafted
a month later. In neither case, however, should the ope-
ration be deferred after the periods mentioned, on account
of the time required for ripening the grafts before winter.

Chaptal, in his treatise on the culture of the Vine,
states that the following mode of grafting is practised in

the vineyards of France to replace those stocks which die

from age or other unforeseen accidents. " Having selected

a healthy stock, it is, just when the sap is beginning to

flow, taken off with a clean cut an inch or two below the

surface of the ground. The upper portion of the stock,

which must be perfectly free from knots, is split evenly
down the centre and pared quite smooth within, of a suffi-

cient size for the reception of the scion. The latter is

pruned to three eyes in length, having the lower part cut in

the form of a wedge, commencing about an inch beneath
the lowest eye, and gradually tapering to the bottom. It

is then inserted as far as the lowest bud into the cleft in

the stock ; the second bud is level with the surface of the

ground, which is drawn close around it, and the upper-
most is quite above the soil. Great care is necessary in

adjusting the scion, that its bark may touch that of the

stock in every possible point. The whole is then bound
round with a pliable osier, which retains the scion in its

proper place. The best season for grafting the Vine is

just when the warmth of spring sets the sap in motion,
and it should be performed when the sky is cloudy, with
the wind blowing from the south-east or south-west.

Whenever a northerly wind or great drought prevails, it is

better to delay the operation ; a burning sun or cold
wind would arrest the course of the sap by drying up the

vessels at the point of union. Neither is it advisable to

graft in rainy weather, because the water will trickle down
into the incision, and prevent the union between scion and
stock. The best time for taking off the grafts is in a dry
day towards the end q( autumn, when the sap is still.

They should be cut off with a portion of the old wood ad-

hering, which will assist in preserving them until wanted
for use. They should be plunged two or three inches

deep in damp sand, and kept in a cool cellar, where
neither heat nor frost can penetrate. Twenty- four hours
previously to being used, they should be taken up, and
that part which had before been in the sand should be laid

in water." Chaptal moreover states, that the Vine is

thus grafted with so much facility, and the union between
scion and stock is so perfect, that no plant appears more
adapted for this mode of propagation.— ff. A.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XIII.
A Correspondent has requested information respect-

ing all the pretty annuals that can be cultivated in this

country, with the height and general appearance of the
plant and colour of the flower. To give a list of them
all would be only to bewilder the Amateur. I have
therefore made a selection of those kinds which I think
most deserving of cultivation, especially in small gardens.
The height of the plant is given in feet ; where there are

several species of the same colour in the same genus, the

darkest are placed first j and the character of the plant is
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described by letters to the right of each name, as t for

trailing, b for branching, and u for upright.

NAME.

Jt

1*

91

>9

Ageratnm mexicanum b

Bart6nia aurea b

iSrachycome iberidiftflia b

Calandrinia discolor u .

,,
grandiflora u

Calliopsis bfcolor b .

,, atrosanguinea b

,, Drummondii t

Campanula L6rei t .

„ medium t .

Clarkia pulchclla h

„ „ alba &

„ elegans A .

Clintonia jmlchella t

,, elegans £

Collfnsiabicolor b .

„ grandiflora t .

Dianthus latiftflius •?/.

,, hispanicus u .

Erysimum PerofFskianum b .

Eutoca viscida /-»...
Menziesii 6

Franklini // .

GIlia tricolor u
,, „ alba u •

Godtltia rubicunda b
r6seo-alba b

Romanztfvii h •

Liudlcyana b

Hibiscus africanus b

Kaulfussia amelloides t

Leptosiphon androsaceus t .

„ densiflorus t

Limnantbes Douglasii t

Lobelia ram osa t .

azurea t

gracilis t .

,, rosea t

Lotus Jacobeus t .

Lupinus Criukshankii b

,, Hartw^gii b .

,, nanus t .

Malope grandiflora b

Mesembryauthemum tricolor t

Nem6phila insignia t

„ phacelioides t

f9
atomaria t . •

Nolana atriplicif61ia t

ft
paradoxa t

tt
prostrata t . .

Phacelia tanacctifrtlia t .

Platystemon califtfrnicum t .

Phlox Drummondii t

„ new crimson t

Portulaca Thellusonii b .

,,• splendens b .

Sanvital ia procumbens t

Schizanthus pinnatus b

„ humilis b

,, Priestii b .

Scbizopetalon Walk6rii t

Sphendgyne speciosa t .

Zinnia grandiflora u . «

Slogans u
„ coccinea u
„ purpurea U ,

„ violacea u ,

Colour.

it

»
99

Climbing Plants.

Eccremocarpus scaber ....
Convolvulus major
Lophospermum scandens .

„ Henders6nii . . .

Maunindya Barclayana ....
tp

semperrlorens
Thunbergia alata

„ >i
alba •

M „ aurantiaca .

Troprc'olum pelegrinum....
Ipomcea rnbro-cserulea ....

Quamoclit ....
coccinea •

99

%t

pale blue
yellow
blue

ro.-purple
purple
yellow
dark red
yellow

wh.-&bl.
purple
rose
white
lilac

blue
blue

wh. & p.

purple
var.

crimson
orange
blue

It. blue
lilac

lilac

white
purple

ro.&purp.
d. purple
w. & r.

cream
yellow
b. & w.
purple
yellow
blue
blue
blue
rose
black
various
b. &w.
p. & b.

crimson
crimson
blue
blue
white
blue
blue

purple
blue
cream
various
crimson
crimson
scarlet

yellow
lilac

lilac

wh ite

white
orange
purple
scarlet
scarlet

purple
It. purple

orange
blue
pink
rose

purple
pink
buff

white
orange
yellow
blue

scarlet

scarlet

Height
in feet.

2

1*

1

1

1

2
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

14
l

i

l

14
i

14

14
l

]

l

l

14
14
14
l

4

4
4

l

4
4
4

l

3

2
1

2

4
1

1

1

1

1

1

14

4

14
14
l

l

i

3
1

2

1

1

i4
l

14
14

14

10

6
10

10

6
6
6

6
6

10
10

6
6

it appears to me that the tuberous roots spread rapidly

by the formation of lateral eyes ; so that after some years,

if the plants have not been removed, they will form large,

handsome bushes. The seeds ripen in August, and if sown

immediately they will come up the following year. They

may be sown either in the open ground, in a shady peat

border, or in pots. The stronger seedlings will bloom in

the third season. From what has here been said, it may

be seen that there is no difficulty in cultivating this hand-

some tribe of plants. It is well worth the trouble to grow

the better species for our flower-borders, as they add

greatly to the beauty of spring nosegays.

Many more might be added to this list, and it must be

recollected that old kinds, such as Ten-week Stocks,

Asters, Marigolds, &c. &c. ?
are by no means unworthy of

xiotice ; in fact there is scarcely any plant which makes so

fine a bed as the old double pot Marigold.— W. P.Ayres.

REMARKS ON THE CULTURE OF TRILLIUM.
By Frederick Otto. (Translated from the German.)

These may be numbered among the many beautiful

spring plants which decorate our flower-gardens. Although

distinguished in a great degree by their elegant blossoms

and curious form, they are only found singly, and not in

such large numbers as to create masses of flowers. The
ease with which they may be cultivated, renders them
suitable for every garden. In Loudon's Hortus Britannicus

and in its supplement, 15 species are mentioned as being

grown in English gardens ; it is doubtful, however,

whether they are really to be found there, although they

can be brought over from North America without much
difficulty. It is the same with English gardens as with

*nany more ; old plants become replaced by others, more
new indeed, but less interesting and beautiful; and thus,

during the last twenty years, many have been lost which
*ere once the ornament of our gardens.

C. Sprengel, in his " Systema vegetabi^m,'' introduces

14 species ; T. H. Schultes, in the " Syst. Veg.," vol. vii.,

Part 2, mentions 17 ; and Steudel, in the " Nomenclator
Botanicus (1841), 21 species of Trillium. In the most
recent North American trade catalogues of plants, we
only find from 6 to 8 species, and these not always cor-

rectly named, so that it is difficult to obtain them.
Seven species are cultivated in our gardens : namely,

Trillium sessile Z., erythocarpum Michx, (pictum Pursh)
pusillum MicA#(pum iium Pursh), ce'rnuum L. f erectum
L. (rhombdideum Michx), pendulum fV-> and grandi-
florum Salisb. Their cultivation is very simple. They
grow freely in the open air without covering, in shady
places, and in a mixture composed of marsh or heath soil

mixed with river sand. They bloom abundantly every
year, in April and May, and are a great ornament to our
gardens. As far as my knowledge ofthese species extends,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
English and Scotch Farmers,— Is it not too much the

fashion of the day to eulogise the Scotch at the expense

of the English farmer ? Before writers embark in such

adulation, they should make themselves well acquainted

with the grounds on which they found their praise. In

making the comparison, do they consider the causes of

the difference of rent paid by the farmers of the two

nations ? Do they allow for the difference in the size of

the acre, the Scotch being about a fifth larger than the

English? Do they allow for the difference caused by

tithe and poors' -rate ? Both heavy items, affecting rents,

as hitherto calculated in England, and almost unknown in

Scotland. Do they allow for the great advantages the

Scotch farmer reaps from his long lease, which enables

him to turn whatever capital or energy he may possess to

the greatest benefit ?—a position of which the English

farmer is debarred. I would, in the next place, inquire

what great discoveries the Scotch farmer has made, or in

what consists the excellence of his arrangements or plans

of operation ? Thorough draining and subsoil-ploughing

are claimed for Scotland. Have they not been practised

in some of the south-eastern counties of England for

more than a hundred years ? And here I admit the

English are deserving of reproof. Why should the

practice be confined so long to these few counties ?

because the English character is not national enough

to spread the information, and claim for its people every

new discovery made in any of its isolated localities. The

Scotch pursue a different course, and one that deserves to

be imitated : they no sooner hit upon a discovery, or

adopt an improvement from their neighbours, than it is

published in all their local newspapers, and claimed as a

proof of their national intelligence—the national pride

thus leading to a public benefit. Did they not so borrow

and appropriate tile-draining, wedge-draining, drill-hus-

bandry, and green crops ? Have they at all improved on

the plans thus imported? In the hot southern counties

of England, Turnips cannot be grown advantageously on

drills; and how a Scotch farmer laughs at the southern

broad-cast, forgetting, or rather not knowing, that it

requires the cold moist climate of the north of England

and Scotland to grow them in drills. Witness the effects

of last summer's heat on these roots in Scotland, where

they were as much injured by blight as usually they are

in the south of England ; and no doubt, were the Scotch

farmers annually subject to such summers, they would be

glad to resort to broad-cast tillage to have a crop at all.

In this case the climate, not the mind, directs the practice.

By-the-by, is blight in Turnips the red spider that so

annoys the gardener ? I almost fancy it is, as the first

rain in the autumn puts a stop to its progress, as moisture

kills the spider in the Melon-frame. Then as to Wheat.

Excepting in those favourite districts, the Lothians and

the Carse of Gowrie, have not the Scotch farmers nearly

given up its culture ? Have they not found it a loss rather

than a gain ? Next, let me introduce their ploughs—their

far-famed ploughs, of which they boast so much. Were

they not tried at the great agricultural meeting the year

before last at Liverpool, and last year at Bristol, and in

both instances found wanting? requiring nearly twice the

draught of the poor despised English plough. Next, com-

pare the cheese, the butter, and the haras of Scotland with

those of England. Does not their value stand fully twenty

per cent, lower in the market ?—the place of all others

where quality finds its level. I might go farther, and

show the deficient practice of the Scotch farmer in breed-

ing and feeding ; but I hope I have already said enough

to induce reckless writers and speakers at public meetings

to reconsider the subject before advancing such erroneous

comparisons.—^. [Our opinions upon this subject are

recorded at page 160, of the present year.]

Cattle.—1 observe at p. 157 that « C. D." says, " that

sheep kept in the same pasture with cows do not injure

the butter." In this he is much mistaken, for a house-

keeper, who has had 30 years' experience in the dairy,

informed me that she could tell by the nauseous flavour

of the butter, when sheep had been feeding in the same

park as the cows, particularly if it was dry weather. In

this case there was neither an Ash-tree nor garden-refuse

in the pasture

—

Confirmation.

Inclosing Land from the Sea.—Having lately perused

two interesting articles upon this subject, at pp. 115 and

175. it may perhaps not be uninteresting to your readers

to know what is going on on the eastern coast of England.

In the reign of King Charles the First a large tract or

land, said to contain 2,200 acres, situate in the marsii,
,

i

n

the parish of North Somercotes, in the county of ^oin,

was granted to Endimion Porter, Esq., one of his then

Majesty's gentlemen of the royal bedchamber which

marsh land retains, to this day, its name of -Porters

Marsh." This land or marsh was subject to inundations,

at particular times of the year, (the Equinoxes,) by the

sea ; but by an act passed in the year 1630, an embank-

ment was made by which the sea was effectually kept out,

and a considerable quantity of very valuable and rich land

was recovered, a part of which forms the subject of this

article. This property has at various times fallen into

different hands, and amongst the rest, a considerable por-

tion, say 900 acres, came into the possession of the Earl

of Yarborough, who a short time ago offered the whole of

this property, together with a considerable tract of land

called the
(i Fitties," or derelict land, said to contain 400

acres and upwards, for sale, when the whole was purchased

by Messrs. Pyr and Waite, two solicitors of Louth.

They soon made the property change hands in convenient

lots to a pretty considerable profit to themselves, reserving

about 100 acres of "Porter's Marsh," and the whole of

the "Fitties," or rich " Salt Marsh." These enterprising

gentlemen are now about to inclose the whole of these

"Fitties" or "Salt Marsh;' bv raising a considerable

embankment; Mr. Charles Orme, of Louth, has been

encaged some time for the purpose of surveying and level-

ling the same; and it is understood that he has already

completed that portion of the works. A public notice

has likewise appeared, advertising the works to be finished

by contract. They are to be commenced early m the

ensuing month. There cannot be the slightest doubt but

that this land, or rich salt marsh, as soon as inclosed

will become of first-rate quality. This pare ot the coast

is well known to mariners by the name of " Donna Nook,

supposed to take its name from the circumstance ot the

first body washed on shore on that part after a severe

storm. When the embankment is finished, it is determined

to inclose a similar but more extensive tract of land in

the adjoining parish of Granithorpe ; thus affording ample

employment for some time to come to a number of poor,

and a considerable profit to the undertakers.—An occa-

sional Reader.

Effects of Ammoniacal Liquor on Grass.—About this

time last year I tried the following experiments with

ammoniacal liquor from the gas-works, and I send you the

result for the Chronicle:—! watered my lawn with

ammoniacal liquor, diluted from half-and-half to nine-

tenths water. The moss was everywhere destroyed. In

many places, as might be supposed from the strength of

the mixture, the grass also. Not so the daisies, plaintains,

and other weeds. Those places where the grass was de-

stroyed are without a blade at the present moment. So

far this might have been foreseen, but I did not antici-

pate that the entire lawn would be again, in so shorta

time, covered with moss ; nor do I perceive the grass m
any part to be improved, more abundant, or dirxerenttrom

what it was before the application. Under these circum-

stances, I now propose to weed it, rake it, and sow it with

Curly (crested) Dog's-tail, and Dutch clover, and strew a

little fresh mould over it. Can you suggest anything

better ? I presume that wood-ashes would be detrimental

after the dressing of ammoniacal liquor, which I take to

have the like qualities— *F. W.— [On the contrary, we

would advise wood-ashes and soot. The effects ot gas-

water, unfixed, are transient, but always, as far as our

experience goes, important at first.']

Soot as a Manure for Pines.—Have any of your corre-

spondents ever tried soot as a manure for Pines ? I am
induced to ask this question by observing the other day,

whilst shifting my Pines, a plant with the roots very much

matted at the bottom, and altogether in a more vigorous

state than the others. On further examination, I disco-

vered that by some oversight it had been placed in a pot

containing a small quantity of soot.—Scrutator.

Bees.—To know that Bees' eggs are transmutable is of

greater importance to Bee-keepers than they are aware of.

Were I not about to make a few remarks on the manage-

ment of Bees, I would not now place my opinion in oppo-

sition to that of Mr. Wighton, who, with Bonner, seems

to think that different food or treatment cannot change

the sex of Bees. Perhaps he is not aware that proprietors

of sheep may, at their option, by means of different food

and treatment, have a greater increase of male than of female

lambs, and vice versd. In the "Quarterly Journal of

Agriculture " it is said that, " When animals are in good

condition, plentifully supplied with food, and kept from

breeding as fast as they might do, they are most likely to

produce females. But if they are in a bad climate, or on

stinted pasture, Nature sets limits to the increase of the

race, and produces more males than females." No human

being can undertake to say how Nature works in changing

the sex ; it is far beyond the reach of our limited percep-

tion. Our question is, however,—Are Bees' eggs trans-

mutable ? Mr. Wighton says, " It is more likely that the

queen owes her development to the size of the cell m
which she was reared than to a mixture termed royal

jelly, administered by the Bees; still it is open to ob-

jection," cS:c. Very open, indeed
;
for the queen Bee IS

14 days only in the cell, whereas the common Bee is

21 davs. Hence I affirm, without fear ot having my
position overturned, that there is something put into the

cell that accelerates the growth of the queen. Mr. W.
says, " Bees may have eggs in store that produce queens ;

this,' however, is not very likely;" for, he might have

added, that the Bees could not sit on them without hatch-

ing them. " Huber asserts," continues Mr. W., "that

working Bees deposit eggs which may, in such cases,

produce dead Bees." One experiment will suffice to

show that the change of gender takes place from some-
thing added to the egg or grub by the Bees. When from

one of the first two swarms we take away the queen, the

day after they are put into empty hives, we find that the

queenless swarm, after searching one, two, or three days,

begin to make royal cells by adding wax to common cells

(Mr. W. erred in saying that they are not so deep as royal

cells generally are), and put a white, milky, gelatinous

substance around the eggs or grubs, which substance is

never used for common Bees. And now comes the cli-

max. This queenless swarm rears a queen or queens

from an egg or eggs in H days—7 days sooner than^the
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Bees of either swarm when the old queen is not taken
from them. I may state that the Bees cannot produce a
queen sooner from a grub three days old than from an egg
one day old. Both are 14 days in the cell after the
gelatinous substance is added ; and that if the substance
is not added on or before the fourth day, before the grubs
are four days old, no queens are produced ; which proves
that the common or neuter Bees do not—cannot lay eggs.
I will hereafter point out the great advantages that Bee-
keepers may derive from a knowledge of the transmut-
ability of eggs.—A. Pettigrew, Wrotham Park, Barnet.
. As " Agger" has answered my question, as to
what is the primary cause of Bees storing up honey, I
shall, according to promise, make a few remarks on his
previous communication at p. 129 respecting them. He
says, "It appears to me that Bee-keepers do not make
sufficient allowance for their own bad management, when
the system which they adopt fails of success." It is true
that no one has a right to exclaim againsta system until he
has given it a fair trial, but afterwards he is free to do so.

I was, perhaps, amongst the first to find fault withNutt's
system of Bee-keeping; since then, many other persons
have done so, and though we occasionally hear and see
accounts of great produce by this system, how can we al-

ways put faith in them ? For aught we know, such state-
ments may be made by those interested in the sale of
Bee-hives. It may be said that I am suspicious ; but when
doubtful statements appear under fictitious signatures,
there is room for suspicion. Again, "A." states, " that he
is not so well pleased with his old straw-hives," because he
lost a swarm from one of them, « after his servant and him-
self had a run of a mile." This might also have happened
with his collateral boxes, although he seems to think-
otherwise. The next and most important part to notice, is

where " A." says, " I think that the Bees, in closing the
ventilators, really display great sagacity ; they know that
if the hive is very hot, the Queen-Bee will deposit her
eggs in the cells, and thus the species will be increased.
But the propagation of the species is not the object for
which we keep Bees." Respecting the "sagacity" of
Bees, I have, at present, nothing to say. It is enough to
mention that they cannot construct their cells, nor rear
their brood without heat; and experience tells me that
pretty nearly the same temperature is requisite for both.
But supposing that the highest temperature were required
for the brood, and that the hive were kept cool to prevent
increase, would more Bees be abroad in consequence of
it ? assuredly not. On the contrary, more would remain
at home to increase the heat, instead of being amongst
the flowers collecting honey. As regards M the propa-
gation of the species," if Bees were long-lived, there
might be truth in "A.'s" statement; but as they are
not, if it were not for the great increase which sup-
plies the places of the dying Bees, a strong hive
would soon become weak, the increase of Bees adds,
moreover, to the number collecting honey. I wish what
I have said on the last extract to be clearly understood

;

for upon it Nutt has founded his theory of Bee-keeping.
I may mention that I differ in opinion from "Agger,"
respecting the primary cause of Bees storing up honey

;

he conceives that it is solely " to support them in bad or
cold weather:" though this is the common belief, still
it may be asked, if we had perpetual summer, would Bees
neglect to store up honey ? it is almost useless to say they
would not. As Bees in hot climates collect honey during
the whole year, so they would with us if we had no win-
ter. Hence I conclude that they have no real instinct,
or foreknowledge of winter, and that the primary cause
why Bees store up honey is to enable them to increase
their species. I am sorry to say that their increase is

often weakened by the Bees breaking off (swarming) into
small communities, at certain times, when there is no
chance of collecting store for winter. Though this pro-
pensity does not show much "sagacity" in Bees, still it

favours what I have just stated, viz., that they have no
instinct, or forethought of winter. I may add, that it is a
great obstacle to keeping them. Although so much has
been said about cooling Bee-hives, I may safely state, that
more injury is done" to Bees by damp and cold than by
heat. As the breeding season is arrived, their hives,
especially weak ones, ought to be kept warm by extra
covering and feeding. Since the above was written, a
gentleman who has kept Bees for twenty years informs
me that he has " set Nutt's boxes aside, and laughs at

the immense quantity of honey which Nutt says that he
obtains."—J. Wighton.
Bees.—Dr. Bevan begs to inform " M. A. P." that the

dislodgment of a family of Bees from a common cottage

hive, at this season of the year, is an operation which
would be attended with considerable hazard. He there-
fore recommends " M. A. P." to postpone it till the
latter end of summer, when, if the family be populous and
the hive well filled with combs, it may be readily accom-
plished by driving, a full description of which is given at

page 185, of the " Honey-bee. 53 Whether a family be
supered ornadired, the entrance should always be in the
inferior box or in the floor-board.— Llanferry.

Toads.— I am surprised that Mr. Beaton has never
seen toads destroying woodlice. That they do kill them,
"when confined in a Cucumber frame, I am certain, be-
cause I have repeatedly seen them do so in the heat of
summer.—J". Smee.
On the Education of Gardeners, JVo. /.—In the earlier

periods of our history, when extensive combinations of
individuals were necessary to maintain common or pro-
Jessional rights, the bond by which large bodies of youth
-were united to a trade for a certain number of years, was
rendered subservient to the purposes of the nation or a
particular class; and the apprentices of various kinds con-
gtituted a powerful engine in the hands of enterprising

leaders. At a later era, the more legitimate object of the

system was adhered to, and modern exigencies have ex-

tended it beyond mere mechanical trades to the learned
professions, and to those engaged in gardening. It is

difficult to ascertain at what precise period the plan
of apprenticing gardeners was commenced. The trades-

men of London are known to have employed appren-
tices so early as the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

;

but gardening must have been greatly raised in import-
ance above the position it occupied at that time, before

apprenticeship could have been adopted as a mode of in-

structing its agents : and it is only since horticulture has
become so widely spread, that the influence of apprentice-
ships on gardeners has been thought worthy of considera-
tion. To determine the evils or benefits of any system, it is

necessary to acquaint ourselves with the ends it is intended
to answer, and its efficiency in producing the results con-
templated by its establishment. Horticulture, both as

a science and an art, is one of the most intricate professions

which at present exists, and involves a knowledge of a
greater variety of subjects than almost any other isolated

occupation. The numerous details of some of these are

continually changing, and others cannot be mastered in a

whole life-time : but the general rudiments on which all

are based, and to which every minute particular may be
referred, may, with the ordinary operations needful to In;

understood, be successfully acquired in rather less than 10

years. A desultory mode of studying any subject is uni-

versally admitted to be highly injudicious, and calculated to

cause failure. Gardening is not exempted from this rule.

By working in several places, according to circumstances,

and pursuingthe same or a very remote branch of inquiry in

each, without passing through the regular routine of labour

and investigation, the young beginner is completely un-
fitted for methodical researches, and will never rise to that

eminence in his profession which he might otherwise have
attained. Hence will be seen the value of apprenticeships.

They secure, in the first instance, a qualified teacher, who
binds himself to use his best endeavours to instruct the

young man committed to his charge. They next afford a

guarantee that the moral conduct of the pupil will be

strictly watched, and that, at a season when he is most
exposed to danger, and especially susceptible of injurious

influences, his employer will be attentive to the removal
of these, and the maintenance of moral habits. An addi-

tional advantage is gained by the fact that the apprentice

is placed in each department in the proper order, and that

he thus has every facility for increasing improvement.

i

Anxious to anticipate all that may be urged against ap-

prenticeships, we will first deal with the vulgar notion
that they render the profession too exclusive, and, if gene-
rally regarded as a passport to distinction, shut out those
who have not gone through this preliminary stage. We
entirely disagree with such an opinion. Nothing is more
to be desired than a clearance from the ranks of gardeners

of those usually ignorant pretenders who have entered it

late in life, either from misconduct or vacillation of pur-

pose, and who very rarely bring anything but discredit and

disgrace on the majority of the profession. We should be

sorry to insinuate that there are not some respectable in-

dividuals of this class ; but it is not to be doubted that

those only who have begun to gather information on its

different heads at their first starting into the world, when
the mind is most vigorous and apt to receive impressions,

can ever hope to excel in an art which requires such long

and assiduous study. And we are of opinion that both

the period at which apprenticeship commences, and the

means of obtaining knowledge to which it leads, are pro-

ductive of benefits which no other conditions can supply.

It will perhaps be objected that gardeners seldom per-

sonally concern themselves with their apprentices' wel-

fare, either morally or professionally. On the former of

these points, it is in the power of every parent to ascer-

tain beforehand the character of the gardener to whom he

confides so serious a trust as the management of his son
;

and if he neglect this, it is easy to decide where the respon-

sibility rests. Of the culpability of gardeners in neglecting

their apprentices we may hereafter have to speak. At
present, we shall observe that too much is sometimes ex-

pected from them, by considering the youth a passive

rather than an active agent in his own tuition.

—

K.
The Names of Flowers and their Pronunciation.—

The introduction of many new plants, and the production

of many varieties by hybridization, have called forth

much ingenuity in the invention of names. Even to learn

all these requires some attention and a retentive memory.
Moreover, the old-fnshioned names, by which, in my
younger days, I was accustomed to call my flowers, have

been compelled to give place to more recent appellations.

I am quite au fait at calling my ancient Heartsease Tan-

sies, and I never think of applying to a Princes' Feather

a name less than Amaranthus. I have also discovered

that my Geraniums are no longer such, but Pelargoniums,
and my Convolvulus major has become an Ipomcea. I

offer no complaint either against the more correct classi-

fication of plants or the application of their specific names ;

but I do wish that they who invent new names, or require

the use of old ones, would teach our gardeners how to

pronounce them. Unfortunately, when I was a boy I

acquired some knowledge of the classics, which I have

not altogether forgotten. I say unfortunately, because

my ears are sorely grieved by hearing these names so

sadly mangled. Nothing will do hut, when the accent

should be on the last syllable but two, (the antepenulti-

mate,) to place it on the last but one (penultimate) ;
thus,

your gardener has Tropceolum, Arbutus, Eutdca, Peri-

pldca, &c, all wrong ; and when, on the other hand, the

accent should be on the penultimate, he lays it on the

antepenultimate, giving us E'rica, CEn6thera, likewise

wrong. Our fair friends trust for their mode of pronun-

ciation to the gardener and nurseryman, on the principle

that he who knows most concerning the flower should
know best what it is called and how to call it. I once
advised a lady that, when there were two ways of pro-

nouncing a name, and her gardener chose one, she should

choose the other : this, I grant, is rather too sweeping.

When we see what complications of Greek and Latin are

called into existence, and how they are forthwith mis-

spelt, we cannot wonder at their perversion in pronuncia-

tion. Had Sheridan survived to this day, Mrs. Malaprop
would have transferred her Ci allegory from the banks of the

Nile" to " oracular'' pronunciation in a garden.

—

Agger.
[This is far too sweeping a charge. It is^very unfair to

blame gardeners for not having a classical education ; and
those who have had that advantage should put them right

when they are wrong. We will answer for it, gardeners

would be very glad to be instructed in such matters.

Besides, it must be recollected that gentlemen themselves

often make a pretty hash of quantities. Did our corres-

pondent never hear Arbutus or Anemone in good society ;

or has he forgotten the magnum est vecfigal parsimonia

of Burke?]
Forcing Roses.

—"With this you will receive a small box
of Rose-blooms, which I send to show you in what perfec-

tion they may be grown by the cheapest and simplest

means. They were cut from low standards, worked on the

Dog Rqsc (Beaton says, never use the Dog Rose stock for

forcing.! !), and forced in a pit 20 feet long, by 10 feet

wide, kept quite close; under which treatment the foliage

is well developed. " Prince Albert 5
' is the very best and

earliest forcing Rose I know ;
plants placed in the forcing-

pit on the 12th of December were in full bloom on the

24th of January ; and, as you will observe, the flowers are

highly fragrant. The pit in which these were grown is

just high enough to allow one to walk along the centre.

It is heated by an Arnott stove placed inside ; the fire is

lighted about seven in the morning, and except in cases of

sharp frost, is suffered to burn out towards the evening.

Before being lighted in the morning, water is poured in

through the rose of a watering-pot, so as to saturate the

ashes, by which means not a particle of dust escapes. I
believe the extreme vigour of my Roses is owing to their

being kept cool at night. The lighting of the stove in the

morning is like sun -rise to the plants ; they are syringed

every morning at nine, and in the evening at four. An
iron pan of water fits on the top of the stove, and creates

a genial moisture.— T. Rivers, jun., Saivbridgeworth
9

March Ifi. [The blooms received from Mr. Rivers were
extremely beautiful, and consisted of the'following kinds":

—Princesse Helcne, pale cream colour, very sweet; Pac-
tolus, like the last, but less sweet, and not so fine a flower.

Duchesse de Mecklenburg, like Jaune Desprez, and smell-
ing more like a Provins Rose ; General Allard,afine semi-
double, deep rose colour, very sweet ; Prince Albert, a dark
rose, resembling the Tuscany, and sweeter than any ;

Elixe Sauvage, a fine white flower, but rather coarse, and
not sweet; Charles ^Reybaud, like a pale China, pretty,

but not very sweet : a nice flower ; Moire, somewhat flesh-

coloured, a fine large flower, not very sweet ; Bougeri, a
good flower, of a French pink colour ; Nina, something
like the last, but not so fine a flower.]

Euphorbia jaajuiniflora.—The treatment of Euphorbia
jacquiniflora recommended by Mr. Beaton at p. 160, is,

I have no doubt, a good one, where large specimens are

desired ; but where the houses are small, as in my case,

I have been obliged to adopt the following plan, which
has answered remarkably well. As soon as the plants

have done flowering I cut them down to within six or
eight eyes of the bottom, and keep them rather dry until

they have made shoots about an inch long, when 1 shake
the mould from them and repot them into 32s, the same
size as they were previously in ; I then let them grow
until they are about two feet high, when I bend down all

the newly-formed shoots, and tie them to the original

stem, which causes them to break forth again at the prin-

cipal bends : not a naked stem is to he seen, but the
plant is covered with foliage and flower from top to

bottom.—//". //.

Tropes'olum tuberosum.— If your correspondent "A. K.M

is desirous of flowering Tropae'oluin tuberosum, he may
be tolerably sure of succeeding if he plants the tubers in

a rich, deep, retentive soil, not too much exposed to the
sun. In my last place, I tried it in every variety of soil

and situation, in doors and out, and I could only succeed
in flowering it by the above means. It was planted in
the border of a south wall, but owing to the proximity of
shrubberies, backed by a number of Oaks two hundred
years old, notwithstanding the confined situation, and the
dampness of the soil, a row of them grew luxuriantly and
flowered profusely, till cut off by frost. At the same
time I had others planted in beds, clumps, and isolated

patches, some more or less exposed, as well as against a
good south wall ; all of which plants became only an in.

cumbrance, as the whole of them did not show more than
a dozen flowers ; while a third lot, in trellis pots in the
greenhouse, showed no symptoms of flowering at all.

They should be planted about this time, and provided with
good strong branchy supports, which they will soon cover
when they begin to grow. Before planting, the ground
°"ght to be well broken to the depth of 18 inches or two
feet; from want of this precaution the beauty of many a
good flower is lost.

—

J. Ilalliday, Lee^s Nursery.
Thawing Plants.—Although agreeing with Mr. Ayres

as to the injury produced on frost-bitten plants by a too
sudden transition from cold to heat, I doubt whether
what he recommends has half the virtue ascribed to it;

and 1 should be glad to learn whether any of your readers

have actually determined it by pursuing the system as

described at p. 84, on a portion of their plants, while
others in similar circumstances were left to themselves.

i

.
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J.'s evidence about his Heaths is not conclusive, since it parative porosity of the material makes the difference ? {
Doubleday, W Baxter, and S. P. Woodward British plants had

L

J

is well known that this tribe, if not in full growth, can

bear a little frost ; his elevated situation was moreover in

their favour, for when frost is not charged with vapour

it does far less injury, as any one may have remarked who

witnessed the mischief sustained by Evergreens in the

winter of 1837-8, in low situations, compared with others

on higher grounds. As I live in a low locality, there is not

a season in which I am not visited by late spring and early

autumn frosts ; and I invariably water French Beans,

Dahlias, &c. ; but I oannot decide whether it has the de-

sired effect or not ; if the plants thus treated recover,

those that are left unwatered do so likewise. During the

severe frost in January, 1841, I had a great many Pelar-

goniums placed in a large Vinery, and the flues not being

clean, I was unable to keep a sufficiently high temperature

to prevent those near the glass from being frozen; I wa-

tered them with water of the same warmth as I generally

used, which soon froze on the leaves, although the tem-

perature in the body of the house was several degrees

above the freezing point ; the plants did not all die nor

lose their leaves, but they were in such a languishing state

that I judged it best to throw them away. I have had

Pelargoniums repeatedly frozen without sustaining any

injury, but on such occasions I apply no fire to them, un-

less it is likely to be a raw, frosty day. I had two pots

of Mustard in a cold Vinery, which, on the morning of

the 6th inst., were both frozen ; I watered one of them ;

that which I did not water recovered, the other did not.

I am in the habit of placing pans of water under my
Apricot-trees while in bloom, having heard it recommended
as an infallible receipt, but I cannot see that any benefit

is derived from it. Is such a custom common, and in

what manner does it operate ?

—

J. M.
Climate in the North of Scotland.—Mr. Proctor re-

marks, at p. 117, that one would suppose the climate of

Edinburgh to be milder than at Inverness. I think,

however, that our sheltered Highlands are at least equally

as favourable as those near Edinburgh, and that our light

sandy soil is more suitable to tuberous-rooted plants that

are liable to damp off in winter. The thin stratum of light

sandy soil at Holme lying upon gravel must be well suited

for tuberous-rooted plants during winter ; and I think,

from the following facts, that Tarbet Gardens in Ross-
shire are, with few exceptions, as favourable to general

vegetation as any in the north of Scotland. In 1835,

Almonds and Mulberries ripened ; Apricots and Peaches
bore well ; there was a good crop of fine Figs : Maur&n-
dia Barclayana, eight feet high, survived the winter; Mag-
n6Iias flowered, and Dahlias lived through the winter
without protection. Asparagus was cut from the open
ground ten days earlier than in the neighbourhood of

Edinburgh. His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch pro-
nounced the Figs, Peaches, and Apricots to be as fine as

his own at Dalkeith.

—

John Ross, Holme Gardens.
Piniis Laricio.—I find rabbits destroy this species,

while they do not touch the common Scotch Fir ; neither

do they, as far as my experience goes, attack the Wey-
mouth Pine] or _

the Silver Fir, but they eat the Pinaster.

The Aucula Japonica—This beautiful plant is not

grown half so extensively as it deserves. It is easily

propagated, and is well adapted for the purpose of

covering the ground under trees in extensive shrubberies

with a dense and beautiful foliage ; and when planted in

masses in a rather sheltered situation, or mixed for the

sake of contrast with a few evergreens, such as the com-

mon and Portugal Laurel, Ivy, or Laurustinus, it forms

one of the most pleasing objects in nature.

—

J. Tm

Vine Borders.—Although aware that your columns are

too valuable to admit of many repetitions, yet I am
tempted to offer a few remarks on Mr. Roberts's Treatise

on the Vine, reviewed at pp. 103 and 119. The soil re-

commended by Mr. R. is composed of % loam : this, in my
opinion, is excellent advice. Manures are too absorbent

of moisture for this climate, as well as too valuable, to be

used with an unsparing hand ; top-dressings ultimately are

altogether another affair. Loams, however, in point of

mechanical texture and tenacity, have so extensive a

range, that something more explicit is necessary—espe-

cially with the young amateur ; and it is to be lamented

that, in the present imperfect state of Horticultural know-

ledge, we have not a more definite mode of conveying our

ideas on that head. Mr. R. recommends " strong

loam." By this, I presume he means loam in which the

clayey principle predominates. I much doubt the pro-

priety of using adhesive loam at the depth recommended,

viz., 30 inches. Water percolates but slowly through

"strong loam," and I cannot but think that, in capricious

seasons, the depth is too great by a foot. The rest of

Mr. R.'s directions as to compost are, as I think, very

good. I see no reason, however, why the turfy loam
should not be thrown into the border as it comes from the

field, if in a dry state ; more especially (as Mr. R. very

justly observes) " atmospheric air is of incalculable benefit

to the roots of the Vine." I am, I confess, astonished at

the depth of fermenting material recommended by some
practitioners for covering the roots. Mr. Roberts, for

one, recommends 30 inches ; I find also, in a description^
of the course of culture pursued at Oakhill some few years
ago, from a diary kept by Mr. Forsyth, in> Loudon's
•Magazine," that the gardener used a foot of leaves, with
another foot of hot dung, and that the whole was covered
^ith reed mats ; the heat of the fermenting matter, after
the Vines had begun to grow, being 96°. This heavy mass
remained in the border until the Grapes were nearly ripe.
Wow can this be reconciled with the necessity of a free
admission of air to the roots ? I have known repeatedly,
trees and bushes killed, or seriously injured, by heaping
earth above their roots. Will it be argued that the com-

Hi . -, <f i, i_ j * j £ -t been received from Mr. J. Buchanan, and British Mosses 1

hot dung, &c, can be heaped up to any indefinite J^ w Gardiner, jun. Mr. R. Embleton presented a sped
extent above the roots of Vines, why not force early

Cucumbers, Seakale, Asparagus, &c, on the Vine border,

and thus kill two birds with one stone ? I remember about
20 years since, going with a friend to see the forcing

establishment of " Breffitt" at Barnes—he was then noted
for i early Black Hamburgh Grapes. Here we actually

found the very thing alluded to, viz., forcing Asparagus,

&c, on the Vine border. The houses were in a dilapi-

dated state, and several panes of glass were represented

by wisps of hay and rags. Yet the early Grapes certainly

looked very well. I have little doubt but that " shank-
ing" is caused by a sudden lowering of the temperature of

the soil, by heavy rains, or by a series of unusually cold

weather, at the very time when the greatest demand is

made on the catering roots. The young spongioles in

this case become totally inactive for a while, and that at a
most important period, the soil becoming lowered, in all

probability, after heavy rains, 10 or 15 degrees. In con-
clusion, let me ask, is the " shanking" of Grapes known
in the vineyards of the South ?

—

Robert Errington, Oulton,

near Tarporley.

Garden Frames.—For the encouragement of those

cottagers who are anxious to possess garden frames, but

who cannot go to the expense of having their lights glazed

by the glazier, I can inform them that waste glass may
be had of glaziers for a very trifling sum—(indeed a good
deal may occasionally be gathered from the refuse which
the glaziers throw away,) and may afterwards be cut al-

most as evenly as with the diamond, simply by holding
the glass on the even edge of a piece of red-hot iron—

a

square-ended kitchen poker will do—[we do not under-

stand this] ; when they are easily put into the frames with

a little glaziers' putty, made of whiting and linseed oil.

This is commonly practised in this neighbourhood by the

cottagers, some of whom have frames Git. wide, and from

20 to 30 feet long, which are generally heated by a fire,

regulated by having a door to the ash-pit, with a venti-

lator fixed in it ; by which means the expense of heating

in this part of the country is not more than 2d. per week.
—Cottagers 9 Friend, Dewsbury. .

Economical Pump.—" Auricula," at p. 174, asserts

that the pumpi for supplying forcing houses, which he
there describes, is superior to the one alluded to by
myself at p. 22, and states, moreover, that it is impos-

sible for water to be conveyed to the adjoining houses

without, an extra pump and cistern. In this he is

mistaken, as the pump referred to discharges the water

five feet above the level of the pavement. He also criti-

cises my idea of covering an ornamental object with
creepers; but where harmony is concerned, such an
occurrence is by no means rare. As for his cautioning
others, lest they should fall into a similar error with
myself, I can only say that the pump has answered our
most sanguine expectations, and that the expense of

one upon his principle would be at least three times

greater than mine.

—

Snowdrop. [Here this correspon-

dence must end.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
!ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

March 22.—T. R. Barker, Esq., in the chair. 32 Members were
elected. Sir F. Mackenzie presented a statement of his plan for

establishing a Model Farm in each county of England and Wales
by public subscription, at an estimated sum of 117,29/J.—H. R.
Sandbach, Esq., communicated his offer of any quantity of land in
North Wales, on reasonable terms, for establishing an experi-
mental farm, provided it were managed under the direction of the
Society.— C. Hillyard, Esq., stated that he had been informed of
the recent loss of Turnip-feeding sheep in Northampton, in con-
sequence of an accumulation of red-water in the abdomen; and
that he had understood that the following recipe had been em-
ployed with the greatest success : 6 oz. Epsom salts, 4 oz. nitre

in powder, 3 pints boiling water (poured upon the salts and nitre)

;

when new-milk warm, add 4 oz. spirits of turpentine, £ oz. bole
Armenian in powder; mix and shake the whole well together
when given. The dose is from 3 to 4 table-spoonsful. N.B.—
The sheep must be bled before administering the medicine.
"When it is to be given to a large number of sheep, they
must be taken from the turnips, or whatever they are feeding
on, and put into a pen or fold yard for two hours before it is

given. Then a small horn should be provided that will just hold
the quantity proper for each sheep. Let the bottle be well shaken
each time it is poured into the horn. This method of giving
drinks will be found advantageous when many require it at one
time. They must be kept from food two hours after the medicine

is given ; after which, they may be put in their pasture as usual.

When this disease is so severe that several die every day, it will

be necessary to repeat the medicine every third day, for three

times or more, if thought proper, and to change their diet, and
remove them into a more elevated situation. This medicine, with
bleeding, has been found a powerful preventive to most inflamma-
tory complaints which sheep are liable to, while feeding on tur-

nips, or in a luxuriant pasture. Mr. T. E. Hardy transmitted

reports of recent experiments made with Guano in various parts

of the country. Capt. Shedden having presented a box containing

some fine Field-Peas grown by him last year, a request was made
that he would favour the Society with information of their his-

tory and cultivation. Mr. E. Solly, Jun., presented a copy of his

Rural Chemistry, and Mr. C. Johnson his Agricultural Chemistry

for Young Farmers ; Mr. Shaw, the Farmer's Magazine; Sir J.

Murray, his Trials and Effects of Chemical Fertilizers; Mr. A.

Low, his treatises on the Potato Crops, and the Cultivation of

Flax- and Messrs.Lawson, their treatise on the Cultivated Grasses.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
J)ec. l6\ 3S42.—Dr. W. H. Wiltshire in the chair. Donationsof

"Rritish plants were announced from the Liverpool Natural His-

torv 'Society, Mr. J. Tatham, and Mr. W. J. West. Mr. A.

Gerard presented a small collection of plants from Sierra Leone.

Dr Lhotskv read a paper on the limits of vegetation.

Jan 6, 1843.-J. E. Gray, Esq., President, in the chair. The

following donations were announced —British plants from the
_.. !— i-.. ii o««:««... ~* o„™W qi ir. Axtpr Mr. J. Mer-

un., Mr. T.

ana jvir. j. uouuiau,jun. ; j» iuo" * ****6», from Mr. H.

O Stephens. The Rev. W. H. Coleman presented a specimen of

Carex Boennhausiana (Weihe), found by him in Herts. A paper

was read from Dr. Lhotsky, on the sugar of Eucalyptus.

Ian. 20.—A. Gerard, Esq., in the chair. Donations to the

library were announced from the Boston Natural History Society,

the Manchester Geological Society, the Academy of Natural

Sciences, Philadelphia $ from the President, and. from Messrs, E.

from
ecimen

of Majanthemum bifolium (De C, Convallaria bifolia" Linn.),

found by hfcn at Howick, in Northumberland, A paper was read
from Mr. W. Gardiner, jun., on the localities of the rarer Alpine
Hypna. The-paper was accompanied by specimens.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
March 2.—Trie spring meeting was held in the new hall of the

Experimental Garden, Inverleith. The following prizes were
awarded :—For the six finest and newest varieties of Camellia,

the silver medal was awarded to Mr. Alex. Smith, gr. to W.
Forbes, Esq., M.P. ; for C. Sweetii, Donckelaeri, conspicua, Ber-

nard!, splendens, and americana: 2, Mr. J. Young, gr. to T.

Oliver, Esq. For the three finest-flowered New Holland plants,

the silver medal was .assigned to Mr. Young, Newington Lodge,

for Pulteneea subumbellata, Epacris impressa, and H6vea Celsi.

The display of Hyacinths was splendid, all being grown m pots.

For the six finest the medal was voted to Mr. Young, the kinds

being La grande Vidette (tall, with very large bells), La Dame
du Lac, tubiflora, Blandina, Prince of Orange, and eclatante

parfaite: a second premium was assigned to Mr. J. Thompson,

gr. to W. Keith, Esq., for La grande Blanche, Lord Wellington,

Prince of Waterloo, Porcelain Sceptre, L'Ami de Cceur, and

Minerva: a third premium to Mr. J. Addison, gr. to the Earl of

Wemyss, for Hercules, Lord Wellington, Quentin Durward,

Rouge brillante, Bouquet Royal, and Waterloo. A large ham-

per basket, filled with numerous sorts in flower, for exhibition

only, from the Leith Walk Nurseries, was much admired. For a

notice relative to the desirable properties of Helleborus odoratus,

and Cyclamen vernum and coum, as very early and hardy spring

flowers, with specimens, a premium was awarded to Mr. Alex.

Forrester, gr. to Capt. Falconar. A number of other fine plants

decorated the hall, and added to the interest of the meeting-

Some beautiful fruticose exotics, in full bloom, were sent for

exhibition from the Inverleith Nurseries, particularly H6vea pun-

gens, Epacris microphylla, a double-flowered Azalea, and a hybrid

Rhododendron, between R. arb6reum and catawbiense. Mr. Addi-

son exhibited a plant of the lovely Dodecatheon Meadia, in full

flower. Mrs. Brown, Primrose Bank, sent a large flowering

specimen of Acacia affinis ; Mr. MacNaughton, Edmondstone,
flowers of a seedling Camellia, having the habit of myrtifblia;

and Mr. Smith, a seedling Amaryllis, marked as hybrid between
Johnsoni and psittacina. Several curious specimens of tropical

Epiphytes and Ferns, growing in balls of Sphagnum and Hypnum,
and cultivated in inverted positions, were suspended from tri-

angles, and attracted much notice. These were from the

Society's hothouses, under the charge of Mr. J. M'Nab. A col-

lection of 20 select kinds of Apples, preserved in dry sand, and

having the names attached to them, was from Mr. W. Sharpe,

Pitfour Garden, for which a premium was voted. A seedling

Apple of pretty appearance was sent by Mr. Henderson, school-

master, Dirleton ; the tree was described as being very produc-

tive, and the fruit adapted for long keeping, and excellent for all

culinary purposes* A premium was awarded for this production,

which will now be known by the name of the Dirleton Apple,

The principal kitchen vegetable in this day's competition was

forced Rhubarb, and the specimens were all very large, consist-

ing chiefly of the new kind, called Myatt's Victoria. For the

heaviest sta <s, the silver medal was awarded to Mr. J. Goodall,

gr. to the M \rquess of Lothian : 2, Mr. W. Thorn, gr. to Alex.

M. Innes, Esq.: 3, Mr. R. Watson, gr. to D. Anderson, Esq.:

For specimens of well-grown Onions, of different sorts, with a

communication detailing the mode of culture, a medal was voted

to Mr. W. Findlay, gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Cochrane. The secretary

called the attention of the meeting to a sectioD of the trunk of the

Huon Bay Pine, Altingia Cunninghami, presented by T. Hay,

I£sqV; close to it was placed a living specimen of the same tree,

frdrn, the Society's collection. The section was brought home by
Capt. Gibson, of the Ullswater, from the banks of the Clarence

River. This meeting possessed a new feature of much interest,

in the reading and discussing of several papers on horticultural

subjects. One was on the planting, training, and general

management of the finer kinds of wall Pear-trees, by Mr. J. Mac-
donald, Riccarton. Another was on the advantages of peat moss
compost for fertilising dry or sandy soils, by Mr. P. Mackenzie,

West Plean, and was read by Lord Murray (who was in the

chair). Dr. Neill read an important communication from Mr. J.

M'Nab, curator of the Society's garden, on the superiority of

span-roofed plant-houses, extending south and north, over

lean-to houses, fronting the south. W. Jameson, Esq., Saharuri-

pore, Director of the Hon. E. I. Company's botanic gardens m
the north-west provinces, was elected a Member. The following

gentlemen were enrolled as ordinary Members :—R. Bald, Esq.,

J. Meikleham, Esq., Arch. Campbell, Esq., D. Cousin, Esq., D-

Dickson, Esq., W. Whitehead, Esq., and P. Nimmo, Esq. : the

following as corresponding Members—Mr. J. Macdonald, Mr- P.

Mackenzie, and Mr. J. Blair, Dysart House.

COUNTRY SHOWS,
Hampshire Horticultural Society, March 16.—The first meeting

took place at the Corn Exchange, Winchester, and a better

display of plants could scarcely have been presented. ne

following was the award of prizes: Best Orchidacbous

Plant (Stenorynchus Orchioides;, Rev. F. Beadon. Best Stovb

Plant (Beg6nia coccinea), Mr. Wickham. Best Collection o*

Stove Plants, Rev. F. Beadon. Best Greenhouse Flant

(Azalea indica alba), Sir T. Baring, Bart. Best Collection or

Ditto, Col. Wall. Best Collection of
J?

L*N^'
]p£h pl„

'

Rashleigh. Four Best Ericas, Rev. G. C Rashleigh. Four

Best Camellias, Cut or in Pots, SirT. Baring, Bart. 2, J T.

Waddington, Esq. Twelve Best Htacinths
^

Rev. Dr. Mo.

berly. Best Cut Flowers, named, Sir T. Baring, Bart Four

Best Forced American Plants, i* Pots.Su ^anng, Bart.

Six Best Forced Shrubs, Sir T. Baring;
Bart. Three Best

Greenhouse Climbers, Rev. G.C. Ra«h
' *f* ?"""

» o«i wall Two Best Bulbs in Bloom,
tion of A»mo™CoL Wall.

R
T
sT^^^ ^^

Rev' the Warden Four Best Cinerarias, Rev. F. Beadon.

pSk bYs* Six Dishks ok Table Apples, Col Wall. Vkgk-

tables Best Brace of Cucumbers, H. Holloway, Esq. ; 2,

J T WadSton, Esq. Best Forced Kidney Potatoes, H.

Hollowav Esq Best Asparagus, Col. Wall. Best Six Stalks

of Rhubarb, W.J. Campion, Esq. Best Seakale, H. Hollo-

way Esq. Best Mushrooms, H. Holloway, Esq. Extras:
Mum coccinea. Rev. G. C. Rashleigh- Fiichsia corymbiflora, J.

T. Waddington, Esq.; Clematis azurea grandiftora, Rev. G.C.
Rashleigh ; collection of Camellias, Sir T. Baring, Bart. : collec-

tions of Plants, Rev. F. Beadon, J. T. Waddiugton, Esq., and
Mr. Wickham; Violets and hardy Plants, Rev. the Warden;
Citrus ntibilis* R. Rawlins, Esq. Orange-tree, Rev. G. C. Rash-
leigh ; French Beans, R. Rawlins, Esq.

Hammersmith Cucumber Show, March 20.—The fifth annual
meeting was held at Mr. Lidgard's, Thatched House Inn. The
following were the successful exhibitors: Mr. Mills, gr. to the
Baroness de Rothschild, for a brace of fruit of his own sort, eacli

about 17 inches long; 2, Mr. Smith, gr. to —Mill, Esq., for a
brace of Weedon's Cucumbers, 16 inches long; 3, Mr. Thompson,
of Ealing (Mills's sort), 16 inches long; 4, Mr. Humber, of Southali
(Weedon's), 12 inches long.

NOTICES op NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Colu'mnea splendens. Splendid-flowered Columnea. (Stove

Shrub). Gesneraceas. Didynamia An giospermia.—This extremely

handsome plant is now blooming at the nursery of Messrs. Rol-

lissons, where it is treated as a sort of low climbing shrub. The

foliage is thick and fleshy, not so distant as that of C. Schiediana
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and the blossoms are produced from its axils. One,.and some-
times two or three flowers accompany each leaf, and their num-
ber, duration, and frequent succession are quite remarkable.
Their colour is a superb, deep scarlet, and they are spotted inside
with dark, blood-coloured spots. It should be potted in a mix-
ture of very turfy loam, not too much reduced, and well-decayed
open leaf-mould. Turfy heath-soil and moss, freely incorporated,
would likewise probably be appropriate. It must be kept in a
warm stove. As the branches root, almost spontaneously, around
every leaf, it can be propagated with the greatest ease by cuttings,
and might also doubtless be increased by leaves.—Paxton's Maga-
zine of Botany, t

Paui.o'vnia imperialis. Imperial Paulovnia. {Hardy Tree).
Scrophulariacese. Didynamia Angiospormia.—This is one of the
finest of Dr. Siebold's introductions from Japan, where it grows
to the height of ao or 40 feet, with a trunk f^om two to three feet
in diameter. Its leaves are excessively handsome, and its flowers,
which were last year produced in the Garden of Plants, at Paris,
are very like those of Catalpa syring2ef6lia* in shape, besides
being borne in similar panicles at the extremities of the branches.
When first received at Paris, it was nurtured with great tender-
ness, and placed in a greenhouse j but after being put in the open
ground it grew more vigorously, and though protected for a year
or two, was ultimately found to need no artificial shelter.
"Whether it will succeed as well in England, without covering/is
yet rather doubtful. Still, as it will most likely do so in the
warmer districts, and as it will certainly get hardier after it has
been inured to our climate for a few years, it may finally become
as great an acquisition as the Catalpa. In planting it out, it should
be placed in a dry and somewhat open position, and a prepared
loamy soil ; the latter being shallow and well drained. Perhaps
it will be advisable to cover it partially for the first two or three
years, especially if the autumn has .been unfavourable for
ripening its wood; afterwards it may be left unsheltered. In
covering it, provision should be made for giving it a good deal of
air, and for exposing it on those days when no danger frcm cold
exists. Above all things, it should be kept as dry as practicable
in winter, that the plant may not begin growing too early in
spring. It may be propagated by cuttings.—Paxton's Magazine
ofBotany

.

ONcfpiuM suave. Sweet-scented Oncidium. (Stove Epiphyte).
Orchidacese. Gynandria Monandria.—A Mexican species, from
the nuisery of Messrs. Loddiges, very near O.reflexum. The
flowers are much smaller ; the sepals and petals chocolate
colour, tipped with yellow ; the lip yellow, with a cinnamon-
brown middle. The wings of the column are yellow. It has a
faint and agreeable odour.— Botanical Register.
Lycastk la'nipes. (Stove Epiphyte). Orchidacese. Gynan-

dria Monandria.—An Orchidaceous plant, found by Mr. Hartweg
at Pacoha, a village on the Andes, in the vicinity of Loxa, and
sent to the Horticultural Society. It has pale green flowers, two
inches and a half long before they expand, without a trace of any
other colour. It differs from L. costata in the flowers being
much larger, while the bract is not longer than the ovary ; and
from L. gigantea in the very short bract, ribbed tubercle, and
rounded, not acuminate middle, segment of the lip.—Botanical
Register.
OncIoium bicai.losum. Two-warted Oncidium. {Stove Epi-

phyte). Orchidacese § Vandeae. Gynandria Monandria.—Among
the numerous fine things found in Guatemala by Mr. Skinner,
here are not many which are more deserving of cultivation than

this plant, which has so much the habit of O. Cavendishianum
as to seem a mere variety of it, although in reality quite a dis-
tinct species. It was also met with by Mr. Hartweg. The
flowers are fully two inches in diameter, which is four times the
size of O. Cavendishianum ; they appear in a dwarf erect raceme,
not panicle ; they are of a rich yellow, with the sepals and petals
bordered with cinnamon colour; the labellum has two very
small lateral lobes, and for its crest it has a pair of distinct
tubercles, the posterior double, the anterior three-lobed, and the
two separated by a considerable space. The flowers are, more-
over, slightly scented, which is not the case with 0. Cavendish-
ianum. Many plants are doubtless in the country ; but no one
has succeeded in flowering them except Mr. Bateman, who sent
a fine specimen to the last meeting of the Horticultural Society.
It is a stove plant, and requires to be grown in a mixture of
turfy peat and potsherds; so that the whole may be efiiciently
drained. A smaller pot, inverted in the one in which it is potted,
allows the warmth to rise through the soil, and makes the whole
lighter than when it is drained at the bottom with potsherds. It
may also be grown suspended from the rafters of the house like
other air-plants, provided it is kept moist enough during the
growing season. Like all these plants it requires a humid at-
mosphere, a liberal supply of water when growing, and partial
shade during bright sunshine in summer. A night temperature
of 60° in winter and 70° in summer will be amply sufficient for
its growth.— Botanical Register.

Philibe'rtia grandiflora. Large - flowered Philibertia.
{Greenhouse Climber). Asclepiadacea3. Pentandria Monog^nia.
—This pretty twining plant is a native of Buenos Ayres, or rather
of Tucuman, whence its seeds were originally sent to the Glasgow
and Glasnevin Botanic Gardens by Mr. Tweedie. It varies a good
deal in the colour of its flowers and in the quantity of down that
covers them; in wild specimens it soon becomes woolly; but
these differences do not appear to be specific. It is a pretty
slender greenhouse creeper, well adapted for training up the
raiters of the greenhouse, or over ornamental trellis-work
affixed to a pot. Like most other plants belonging to the order
Asclepiadaceas, it succeeds best when cultivated in friable loam
and sand; and if the loam is rather poor, a little leaf-mould may
be added. The soil when used should not be sifted, but merely
broken fine and mixed with the hand. The pots should be well
drained, as the plant requires to be kept nearly dry during the
season of rest. When they begin to grow in the spring, they
should be fresh potted and cut back to the previous growth •

being atterwards placed in a gentle bottom-heat for a few weeks^
and having the supply of water increased. During the whole
period of their progress, they should be kept in a rather moist
atmosphere, as they are subject to the attacks of the red spider.
It is easily increased by cuttings treated in the ordinary way, and
it flowers freely during the summer and autumn. When it has
done flowering, it should be allowed to rest, by gradually with-
holding water until the soil in the pots become tolerably dry.
The pots should then be kept in the warmest and driest part of
the greenhouse during winter.—Botanical Register.

Indig<>fera btachyoideS. Long-spiked Indigo. {Greenhouse
Shriflj). Leguminosa; § Papilionaceas. Diadelphia Decandria.—
The seeds of this plant were collected in Bhotan, one of the
independent states in the north-east of India, by W. Griffith,
Esq., at the height of 4,000 feet above the sea, and sent to R. H.
Solly, Esq., by whom they were presented to the Horticultural
Society. It flowered in the gardens at Chiswick, in September,
1840. It is a handsome hardy greenhouse shrub, growing readily
in a rich open soil, chiefly composed of sandy loam, with a little
leaf, mould. It is easily increased by cuttings of the young wood,
partially matured at the base, placed in sand, with a little
bottom-heat. The plant, when in good health, flowers during
a greater part of the summer.—Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Swan River.—From a Swan River paperwe extract the

ioi owing letter, written by Mr. James Drummond, who,
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small but curious freshwater shell, and two plants which

I had not seen before. In about 11 or 12 miles we ]

reached a permanent spring, called Yoolgan, where there

is excellent grass. A few miles from Yoolgan we reached
Yeinart, a Tea-tree swamp, where there is grass and
water to be had throughout the year ; the night threat-

ened to rain, and having covered our house with Tea-tree

bark, determined to stop until it cleared up ; this

took place about ten o'clock, when we visited a brush-
wood swamp, where we shot several specimens of a beau-
tiful kangaroo with a dark-coloured fur, overtopped with
silvery hairs, called by the natives Marnine. On the top
of a hill north of the swamp I found two distinct species

of Dryandra new to me, also a fine Eucalyptus in flower,

distinguished from the Matilgarring of the natives, the
Eucalyptus macrocarpus of Sir W. J. Hooker, by having
lengthened recurved flower-stalks ; the flowers are rose-
coloured. On the 25th we proceeded on our journey ; I
observed two new species of Acacia near Yeinart, and
found some curious aquatic plants in pools of water
among rocks at Badgee-badgee. From some mutilated
specimens of plants brought home by a portion of the
party, with accounts of others left behind, 1 determined to
visit the new river myself, after botanizing a day in the
vicinity of the Mouranpool, where I found a fine glaucous-
leaved Anadenia, specimens of the blue kangaroo, and
several small new quadrupeds—one of them apparently a
true rat, almostas large and mischievous as the Norway rat.

On the 27th, I found a species of the common poison,
which I had not seen before, and a beautiful Conosper-
mum, with panicles of blue flowers varying to white. I
was informed that a plant like Horehound, but with scarlet
tubular flowers, about an inch long, grew on the top of
a stony hill to the north where I found the plant, which
belongs to Scrophularinese. I also found a Manglesia,
allied to tridentifera, but having the leaves more divided

;

with a beautiful blue climbing species of Pronaya, on the
top of the same hill. On the 28th, I fell in with two
splendid species of Everlasting flower ; one, with golden-
yellow flowers varying to white, having the flowers in
heads different from any I have seen before, and which
will, I think, form a new genus of Composite ; the other,

with pink flowers, growing two feet high, something like

Lawrencella rosea, or Rhodanthe Manglesii, but if possible

finer than either. Nine or ten miles to the north of
Boorbarna, we crossed a curious country, covered with
what I consider a variety of quartz, which breaks with a

conchoidal fracture, but having much the appearance of
flint ; in many places the pieces were large, with sharp
angles. This tract produces some interesting plants ; a
splendid Calothamnus, with leaves 9 inches long, and
showy scarlet flowers, of which I got plenty of specimens.
With regard to a new Banksia/ allied to Aquifolium, which
had been found here, I was not so fortunate as to procure
specimens. After crossing several miles of this quartz
formation, we came upon an extensive flat of strong
clay, covered with Eucalyptus and some curious
Acacias. We crossed a brook running strong to the
west, and in about two miles from this, we made
the river we were in quest of at a place called by
the natives Murarine. Near it I found a splendid
plant, which I expect will prove to be a species of Sola-
num ; it grows two or three feet high, with large purple
flowers, and a calyx like brown velvet; the leaves are

irregularly shaped, acuminate, about two inches long, and
an inch and a half wide at their broadest parts ; the stems
are prickly, and all the leaves covered with down, as in

Lasiopdtalum. I am uncertain about the genus, not
having seen the seed-vessels, but whatever that may be,

it is one of our finest Australian plants. In about four
miles further to the north we reached two fresh-water
lakes, called Dalarn and Maradine. Ducks and water-
hens were here in thousands, and I found a fine Bteckia,
with a curious new plant belonging to Compositae, but not
yet in flower. The appearance of the country about these
lakes, and the plants about them, which are generally met
with at no great distance from the sea, seem to prove that

the lakes are at no great distance from it, and that the

Darling Range does not extend so far to the north. No
hills of any description appeared to the west. From the
top of a hill to the east, two other remarkable ones ap-
peared, about 30 miles to the north ; one of them was
observed to have a remarkable peaked top ; these were
supposed to be Mount Heathcote and Wizard Peak.
On the 29th we returned on our track for about seven
miles, until we reached the first running river we met on
our journey to the north. Our guides agreed to take us back
by, a different route, and to take us to a hill where a
curious kangaroo called " Damar" would be met with. We
therefore ascended this river, and soon came upon a
grassy country ; three or four miles up we stopped
to dine at a place called Nugadrine ; several pairs

of beautiful falcons were flying over us, one of which we
succeeded in shooting. We travelled on for 10 or 11
miles through a fine grassy country, and met with a large

tribe of natives, several of whom had never seen white
men before; they were friendly, and offered us some of

their favourite root, the Wyrang, which grows abundantly
among these grassy hills. In the morning of the 30th, we
started for our station on the Moore River ; and travelled,

nearly the whole day, over the most splendid grassy coun-
try I have ever seen in Australia; the hill-sides, as far as

we could see in every direction, were covered with beau-
tiful grass, and of a golden colour, from the flowers of the

beautiful Everlasting described above, which is only found
in the richest soil. After reaching our station, I em-
ployed myself in drying specimens. A beautiful new
Dryandra, discovered on the top of a hill near the Mouran
pool, was shown to me; I have named it Dryandra flori-

bunda, from its numerous blossoms, which almost hide
the leaves; it grows 12 or 15 feet high, and in such
abundance, that the side of the hill actually appears of a

golden colour for several miles. It
consider it the most

beautiful species yet known.

RURAL SONNET.

APRIL.
The equinoctial gales are lull'd to rest.
The early singing-birds uplift their strains.

And timid April, by the sun caress'd,
Now, with her breath of Violets, walks the plains

:

And, when her lord, like some enamoured youth,
Dwells on the changeful colours of her brow,

She, like some maid, heart-certain of his truth,
Smiles through her tears for bliss to share his vow.

The days extend— in many-tinted green
The buds unfurl their foliage—and the trees

"Which, promptest, bloom along the rural scene,
Show, like some 'deck'd regatta, in the breeze.

The swallows re-appear—and, hour by hour,
Both still and moving life mark Spring's engendering power.

J. Jones, Inner Temple.

The Gypsum Experiment. — The following has been
published by Professor Henslow, in further explanation of

his views :

—

Mr. Hitchcock's Experiment : I went to the

ground, accompanied by the experimenter, his brother,

and my own gardener, and there found that preparations

had been made by shooting down a tumbril-load of soil

under the name of "good ditch stuff," a tumbril-load of

littered straw, a tumbril-load of clean and fresh horse-

dung, two pails of house-urine, with a ditchful of water
to dilute it, and a bushel of gypsum in a sack. Over
these materials was presiding a labourer, apparently some-
what puzzled to account for our proceedings. The first

step was to mark out two spaces, each five feet square,

and upon them to place a bottom of the "good ditch

stuff" half afoot thick. It should seem that clean straw

is a scarce commodity in Hitcham just at present, and so

we were obliged to put up with such as had been soaking
in a cow-yard for two months amidst all the el cceteras of

that description of locality. Some sort of rough calcu-

lation had been made of the amount of this straw, and
also of the horse-dung, by weighing a bushel skep of each ;

but I looked grave at the idea of our being satisfied with
any estimate obtained by weighing only a single bushel,

and so the steelyards were sent for. It is not necessary

to weigh the whole of the materials used, but four or five

basketsful at least should be weighed in order to obtain

an average for measuring out the rest. I suppose it is

not necessary to remind any one not to forget to deduct
the weight of the'basket in making his calculations ; but
I find it is right just to hint that the weight of a basket-
ful should not be altered afterit has been prepared, in order
to coax the average. Let each be filled by guess as nearly
alike as maybe, and weighed ; and then the whole weight,
divided by the number of basketsful will give the average
for further estimate. Our zeal, however, on the present
occasion was sufficient to keep us warm enough for three
hours, and through two or three snow-storms, until we
had weighed out the whole of the materials and completed
our task. We began with the dunghill to be gypsumed,
and placed it to the S. of the ungypsumed, and finished one
first before we began with the other. Two basketsful of

the straw were spread over the bottom, each weighing be-
tween 40 and 501bs. 'Then two basketsful of the horse-
dung were spread out, each weighing somewhat less than
the wetted straw. A pint of gypsum was then sifted

over the horse-dung ; and the coarser particles of the

gypsum which did not pass through the hair sieve were
preserved in order that they might be weighed and de-
ducted from the weight of a pint of gypsum, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the txact weight of the gypsum used.
A gallon of liquid, half urine and half water, was then
poured overthis first layer of materials through the rose of a
watering-pot. Seven layers were thus prepared in succession,
except that the topmost had only two gallons of water,
there not having been any urine left. The whole was then
covered over with two basketsful of the wet straw. The
other dunghill was then prepared in the same way, except
that no gypsum was used, but the amount of materials em-
ployed was exactly the same. The two stood now about
three feet high, and their appearance was such that it was
presumed they would certainly attract any one curious in

Cucumbers to step out of his way to examine them. The
experimenter was also of opinion that they would be ob-
jects of curiosity to his cows ; and therefore he thought fit

to inclose them with hurdles, lest these gentle quadrupeds
should amuse themselves by poking them into the neigh-
bouring ditch. I think it right to record his precaution here,

because it seems that a cow is a very inquisitive and experi-

menting creature. I well remember that a cow once made a
tolerably successful attempt at devouring a waistcoat of
my own, which I had thrown off in a field whilst I was
occupied in chasing the splendid swallow-tail butterflies,

which no one, with the feelings of a naturalist can ever
possibly resist running after in the districts about Cam-
bridge, where they are to be met with. My waistcoat
looked verv much as if it had visited the cow's first

ftp

stomach, and required only a little further ruminating to

render it sufficiently digestible for being re-swallowed.
But, besides the precaution against cows, the experimenter
found it necessary a day or two afterwards to protect our
hillocks against the rooks, who had taken a fancy to them,
and were doing their best to pull them to pieces. A
covering of " good ditch stuff" stopped their proceedings.
In this condition, then, the hills are intended to repose
until next October, when they are destined to be applied
to land reserved for a "Wheat crop. Mr. Pilgrim 9

s Expe-
riment : Here I found two bottoms, each 7 feet by 5, had
been already prepared of fresh turf and mould. There
were also on the ground two tumbril-loads of very wet
litter from the farm-yard, two months old ; two tumbril-
loads of horse-dung, with a little litter also intermixed ; a
supply of mixed house-urine and much rain-water, some-
what high in odour, which had been collected in a tank.

Forty pounds of ready-sifted gypsum^was an ^improved
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mode of bringing this material to the field of action ; but

only 201bs. of it were used. Four large baskets of the

-wetted straw, averaging 62£lbs. each, were spread out as a

bottom layer ; and upon them were spread four baskets of

the horse-dung, averaging 571bs. each. An improvement

was introduced in the mode of applying the gypsum, by

continually sifting it over the straw and dung as they

were spread out, so that it became more thoroughly incor-

porated with these materials than in the former instance.

Two waterpots of the liquid, each holding ten pints,

were then poured over the layer. The two dunghills

were proceeding; at the same time, as we did not weigh

out more than the materials for one layer, and could

measure out the rest sufficiently rapid to allow of this

improvement also.J JEach was composed of five layers like

the first, and covered over with a layer of the wetted straw.

The experiment occupied about one hour and a half in

preparing, under the engineering of five pair of hands.

The hills were covered over with turf and earth ;
and are

intended to be applied in June, to land which is to lie

fallow till next spriDg, when it is to be sown with Barley.

Mr. Carter's Experiment : Here we found some clean

straw in the barn-loft, and proceeded to tie up two large

bundles, each of which weighed 61 lbs. Notwithstanding the

very great difference between the weight of this clean straw,

and that of the wetted litter in the former experiments,

we built two hills with it of the same size, or nearly so, as

those of Mr. Hitchcock. The bottoms, of five feet square,

were prepared with soil taken from a Mangel Wurzel bed.

The clean straw proved to be rather an awkward subject

to deal with in preparing so small a heap ; and the result

sadly affronted those notions of propriety which good

workmen possess about turning out a job in a workman-

like manner. It may, therefore, be as well in other cases,

where clean straw can be got at, to chop it up into three

or four lengths, to make it more manageable. The straw

was spread out into five layers, and on each were placed

three bushel baskets of horse-dung—the gypsum being

continually sifted among the materials as in the last ex-

periment. One water-pot of pure horse urine from a

stable-tank was poured on each two of the layers, and two

water-pots of much diluted drainings from the farm-yard

were poured over each of the other three. The estimate

for the whole quantity of dung used, was made by weigh-

ing out six basketsful, at 2741bs., which gives an average

of 45f lbs. for each basket. The capacity of the watering-

pot used was ascertained to be 19 pints. These heaps

were hurdled in and covered over with mould, and are to

be applied in October for Wheat. Although I consider

this rough mode of performing the experiment will serve

our purpose, I strongly recommend to all who possess

the opportunity, to be careful in obtaining the separate

materials as pure as possible. Clean straw, as in Mr.

Carter's experiment; clean dung and pure urine as in

Mr. Hitchcock's ; sifted gypsum previously weighed out,

as in Mr. Pilgrim's and Mr. Carter's. Attention to

these sort of minutise always enhances the value of

the experiment ; and I dare say that the chemists who

are preparing schedules B., C, &c. will be more posi-

tive on such points than I have been in this first attempt.

Instructions for filling up Schedule A. : There will be

five separate occasions for referring to the schedule as the

experiment progresses ; and the memoranda have conse-

quently been arranged under five heads. Most of the

memoranda under the first head seem to be too simple to

need a comment, and a mere reference to the three expe-

riments already detailed will explain them readily. No. 3

may, perhaps, seem to be unnecessary ; but once for all, I

must request that experimenters will be content to submit

!

The noticing whether A. lies to the N., S., E., or W. of

33., is to avoid any error or doubt that may hereafter

arise as to which of the two dunghills was gypsumed.

Some people have very short memories. No. 11. The

whole should be secured of the same quality by mixing in

one vessel. No. 15 will need a little explanation. The
chances of fixing the ammonia will be increased in pro-

portion as the gypsum is more finely powdered. That

which I have seen is rather coarsely so, and on sifting

it through a flour sieve many large particles are left behind.

These coarse particles may be thrown into a tank, where

they will probably be useful. 1 should very much like to

find that the experiment has been tried by some persons

with gypsum artificially prepared. I have been asked by

more than one correspondent whether he could not pre-

pare gypsum for his farm by dissolving chalk in diluted

sulphuric acid, which is a very cheap substance; but I have

replied that I should conceive there can be very few loca-

lities where the native material might not be purchased at

a still cheaper rate. It would, however, be very easy to

prepare artificially the small quantity required for a

dunghill; and I think it would be well worth while for

some of you to try our experiment with gypsum procured

in this way, because the particles would be in a much finer

state than we can hope to procure them by mere grinding.

No. 19.— I do not wish it to be supposed that I have

been deluding the experimenters to attempt more than I

originally proposed ; but it has occurred to me that the

value of the experiment will be very materially enhanced

without much additional labour, by dividing each dunghill

into two equal parts, and then proceeding to apply these

halves in the manner set forth in the schedule. Nothing

further need be done to the two halves of A. But one

half of B. may be thoroughly mixed up with half as much
gypsum as was employed on A., so that we shall be.able.to

compare the effect of applying gypsum (as in half of A.)

before decomposition, with applying it (as in half of B.)

after decomposition. Also, there should be six pieces of

land marked out of equal size to one of which " nothing"

should be applied ; and whilst one half of A. is applied to one

i>iece, the other half of A. might be applied through two

pieces. Still I do not press this mode of performing

the experiment, though I most strongly recommend it.

No. 20. The column headed "Nothing" means where

nothing has been done to the land. If A. and B. are not

divided into halves, the entries can easily be made to that

effect ; but if they are, then the length under A. 2 will

be twice as much as under any of the others, provided all

tHe pieces of ground are exactly the same shape. Nos. 21,

22. The usual terms in which these are expressed in prac-

tice is all that is required. No. 25. It will be better to

experiment on a seed crop, if convenient ; but still a

little varietyin this respect is advisable. Nos. 27, 28.

The columns headed « Leaves on" refer to a root crop :

which should be given, if possible, both with leaves off

(under the first columns) and leaves on. No. 30, 31. In

using the more general term " stalk," I mean it should

apply either to the straw of a grain crop, or to the stems

of flax, fodder, &c.

Schedule ^.-EXPERIMENTAL CO-OPERATION.
Quere.—The Effkct of Gytsum on Dunghills ?

PREPARATION Oi'
1 TWO DUNGHILLS, one (A) with, and

the other (B) without Gypsum.

N.B.—Be very careful to make memoranda at the time, and

trust nothing to memory.

1. Prepared by Mr. [ ] County [ ] Parish [

2. Date of Preparation. Year [184 ] day [

3. Position of A, is to the [ ] of B.

[4. Bottom for each is [ ] feet, by [ ] feet, and [

thick ; composed of [

f 5. Quality of straw [

I (5. Quantity of Straw actually weighed is [ ] lbs. and hence tne

~7. Weight of Straw in each dunghill is estimated at [ J lbs.

*8. Quality of Dnng [ J

Q. Quantity of Dun* actually weighed is [ ] lbs. and hence ttie

10. Weight of Dung in each dunghill is estimated at [ ] lbs.

11. Description of Urine [
J

12. Quantity of Urine added to each dunghill [ J

13. Quantity of Water added to each dunghill [

14. If 12 and 13 are uncertain, then state quantity of liquid

{described under 11), added to each dunghill [ ]

15. Quality of the Gypsum [

16. Quantity sifted among A. [

17. The dunghills covered over with [

* * MANURING THE LAND.
18. Date of applying the Manure. Year [184 ] day [ J

19. State of the Muck [ J

N.B.-Jf possible (and unless very inconvenient) let each

dunghill be now divided into two equal portions, viz. A.

into (A. 1.) (A. 2.); and B. into (B. 1.) (B. 2.) Let (B. 2.)

be thoroughly mixed with half as much Gypsum as was

applied to A. Let (A. 2.) be applied to a space of land

twice as great as (A. 1.) is.

]

]

]

]

]

Nothing done A. 1.—A. 2. B. 1.— B. 2.20. Spaces manured
Length
Breadth

21. Character of Soil [

22. Condition of Soil [

23. Previous Crop [

* * * NATURE OF CROP MANURED.
N.B.—Be careful to make memoranda. Trust nothing to memory.
24. Date of Sowing. Year [184 ] day [ ]
25. Name of Seed [ ]

26. Quantity of Seed I Nothing done
]
A. 1.—A. 2.

|

B. 1.—B. 2.

Sown where..
| | I

* * * * RESULTS OBTAINED.
27. Date of Gathering the Crop. Year [184 ] day [ ]

28. Quantities actually measured and weighed.
_

As obtained With Leaves on

Weight. Measure. Weight.Measure.

From " Nothing clone "

A. 1.

A. 2.

B. 1.

B. 2.

29. Estimate of whole measure and weight. As obtained

From " Nothing done "

A. l.

A. 2.

B. 1.

B. 2.

30. Quality of Crop [ ]

31. Quality of Stalk [ ]

32. Average length of Stalk [ J
***** GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

33. Any general memoranda may be inserted on the back of this

sheet.

The Consequences of Experimental Farming without

Previous Experience, exemplified in a Dialogue between

two Country Gentlemen. Imitatedfrom the French. By-

Martin Doyle.—" Sanguine. I come to bid you farewell,

my dear sir, and to ask if y,ou have any commands for

London, where I have taken a house, and where I hope

to live for the remainder of my life.

—

Steady. What ! and

give up your farming operations !

—

San. Yes. I shall

never open my mouth again about ploughs or harrows,

or thorough-draining, or any other country matters. I am
almost beggared by farming. Allow me to make you a

present of a set of confounded books on husbandry
; you

will oblige me by taking them, for otherwise I shall burn

every one of them.

—

Steady. To save them from such a

melancholy fate, I shall accept your obliging offer ; but

perhaps they are not so blameable as you think.

—

San.

Just listen to me—it is the last time that I shall ever deli-

berately touch upon the hateful subject—and you will see

how far the books have been the cause of my failures.

—

Steady. I shall be happy to hear what you have to allege

against them.

—

San. You know the cause of my coming

here ?_Steady. Not exactly.—San. I had a tenant named

Hogg, [Steady nods,] who held 250 acres of my property,

and" who was as provokingly ignorant of alternate hus-

bandry as 1 am of embroidering my wife's flounces
;
and

who went on the old system of a fallow every fourth year,

and three crops of corn in succession. Just think of that

!

—Steady. Verv bad management, indeed. I recollect

Hogg's management perfectly—his meadows, too, were

undrained, and never manured.— San. Exactly so ; and the

produce was nothing but a scanty supply of coarse herbage

with a great proportion of rushes. Now, what rational

landlord would tolerate such gross mismanagement 2 [Mr.

Steady gives another nod.] Well, sir, I sent Mr. Hogg

about his business at the termination of his lease, taking

at a valuation his horses, cattle, sheep, and even some of

his farm implements, which were not too bad for use ; and

then I determined to give an example of the best hus-

bandry to all my tenants and the gentry around me. I

went to work—with a set of books at my elbow, as if they

were an infallible cabinet council. The first thing I did

was to sell off Hogg's long-legged and long-tailed native

sheep and to buy in their place a lot of heavy Leicester,

with a ram that cost me SOL—Steady. What !
before your

land was able to feed them 1—San. Even so. I got rid

of the common breed of cows, which I thought were a

disgrace to mv farm, and sent off to the north of England

for a lot of short-horns, including a high-bred bull, for

which I paid } {,01.-Steady. And perhaps you never had

less milk and butter in your life r-&an. Never sir-

never ; and as to fat cattle for the market, I had not a

single one. My whole stock of short-horns was half-

starved, and they got the distemper into the bargain.—

Steady. But, my dear sir, how could you have expected

to maintain that large description of cattle on your bare

pastures, and before you had any artificial summer green

food for them ; and not a turnip, I believe, in prospect

for their winter keep '.-San. Why, sir, some villanous

author persuaded me that they could be kept in good con-

dition during the winter on straw.—Steady. And so they

could, and be fattened on it, too, provided they had plenty

of oil-cake with it.—San. But 1 had neither straw nor

oil-cake ; for, having given up the notion of sowing more

than a very little corn that year, as I conceived that the

ground was heartilv tired of it, I had hardly any straw

and what I had was consumed before the beginning of

February, when I found it impossible to purchase any;

and hay was enormously dear, and scarcely to be had even

for a high price.—Steady. But you neglected to sow

Turnips ?—San. I did not. I had commenced in Spring

the thorough-draining of a field, containing 20 acres, for

the purpose of growing a crop of Swedes, but unluckily

the weather was very wet, and besides this, some necessary

alterations, which 1 made in the draining, and a dis-

appointment afterwards in the arrival of a cargo of tiles

from Glasgow, prevented me from finishing the work until

two months after the crops should have been above

ground.— Steady. The produce, of course, was San.

Nil—-nulla bona—as the sheriff says in his returns.—

Steady. May I ask about the nature of the alterations

which you made in your mode of draining ?—San. I had

read in one book that the drains should be cut across the

fall ; and my field sloped a good deal, and I had the whole

surface intersected with drains, 20 feet apart, and at right

angles to the descent. Well, just as I was preparing to

have them lowered, another book informed me that they

should be made obliquely, at an angle of about 45 degrees

with the inclination of the land ; and as I did not wish to

have the farmers of the country laughing at me afterwards

for my ignorance of the improved plan, I had those drains

filled up again with the earth that had been thrown out,

and I set the labourers at work to form the oblique

drains.—Steady. These answered your purpose, how-

ever ? San, They might have done so, no doubt ;
but

(I have not yet concluded my story) just as they were

finished, I got hold of Mr. Smith's pamphlet on thorough-

draining, and was immediately convinced by his reasoning

that the oblique drains were wrong also, and J had thera

filled up again with earth [Mr. Steady shakes his head,J

and made new parallels directly up and down the slope, at

12 feet apart ; so, altogether, Mr. Steady, the draining of

that field cost me a pretty round sum ;
and besides, sir,

I went to the expense of carting off all the yellow clay

that had been thrown out of the drains ; though I now see

clearly that it might have been thrown over the stones or

tiles, as the water would have entered into the drains at

the sides. Then, sir, I sent to Drummond's for one of

Smith's subsoil-ploughs, and found that the small horses

which I had bought from Hogg were not able to draw it

;

so that I was obliged to buy six Clydesdales, and when

they arrived at my farm some other work pressed sohanj

that I could not subsoil for that season, and was pbligec*

to employ those fine horses in petty farm labour, aitf

drawing materials for my new building.-Steady. Which

Hogg's horses would have done equally well dan,

Now I see clearly that I was wrong in incurring so much

unnecessary expense at starting :
but the truth is, that I

wished to see well-appointed teams as soon as possible-

and, a propos of this, it cost me a good deal to replace

Hogg's old carts and drays with new Scotch ones though

the old ones would have done for all my rough work nearly

as well —Steady. Gentlemen often waste much capital by

extravagance of this kind ; in the purchase of high-priced

machines there is a great want of judgment very fre-

quently. By the way, you have a threshing-mill, and if

you wish to dispose of it .—<— San. You may have it at

half what it cost me ; I put it up before I had a bushel of

corn sown, and the very first day on which I tried how it

would work, an unfortunate labourer, with a large family,

lost one of his hands, by awkwardly letting his fingers slip

between the rollers—poor fellow! amputation of the wrist

was necessary, and I could not do less than settle an annuity

of 20/. a year on him for his life.—Steady. Well, that at least

was not money thrown away r- San, No, but it is an

item to the debtor side of my farming speculations,

—

Steady. But surely, though you mismanaged your draining

so much, and lost your crop of Turnips in the first instance,

you had a splendid crop in the ensuing season on the same

field, which I suppose you had .manured in the previous

year for the expected Swedes?—San. There again 1 was

unfortunate, and entirely owing to books. I had been

studying Sir John Sinclair's essay on the manufacture of

farina from Potatoes, and the modes of preserving Potatoes

from year to year by kiln-drying. Mine had been kiln-

dried ; and when the season, parne round fo planting
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sorae of my work-people, who had been unaware of what
I had been doing with the large stock of Potatoes in an
out-house, cut thera for sets, and planted them, while I,
entirely ignorant that the vegetating principle had been
destroyed, felt no misgivings on the subject. No Potatoes
grew, as you must know ; and when the matter was inquired
into, I actually bribed the labourers to propagate the
report that the crop had failed from dry-rot. Well, sir,
we tried Turnips early in July, and they came up well;
but in order to secure them from the fly, of which I had
read much, I applied a solution of salt in such profu-
sion that I killed every plant—Steady. (Laughing). Well,
this was certainly a sad blunder ; but you must admit that
Sir John Sinclair gave you no reason for supposing that
kiln-dried seed of any kind would grow ; and I suspect
that you made your solution of salt vastly stronger than
the prescription warranted. I remember that Hogg used
to make a good deal of money by the orchard of Crofton
Apples; that, of course, has yielded as formerly?

—

San.
Bless you, no; I'll tell you all about that too, Hogg always
let his cows have the run ofthe orchard in winter and spring;
and they ate off or broke down all the lower branches, so
as to prevent the trees from wooding too much. This
system I put a stop to, and closed up the gate by which
the cows used to enter, and the consequence was that the
trees ran so much to wood, that I had no crop. Hogg's
mode of pruning with cows' mouths and horns had been
really efficacious, though no one could have supposed that
such rude and unscientific practice would have succeeded.
—Steady. Whoever takes this farm now will reap the
advantage, however, of your unsuccessful outlay. You
have been, I suppose, ploughing a good deep furrow, and
to my knowledge Hogg never gave anything but a scratch-
ing to the land.—San. Ay, but his scratching brought
him crops, which my deep ploughing has failed to do.

—

Steady. How ?—San. "Unfortunately, I insisted that the
ploughs should go deep into the under till—which is the
worst kind of yellow clay—and bring it to the surface, and
the consequence is, that I have poisoned my land. In
short, my good neighbour, I have had no return at all for
my expenditure ; and I leave my malediction on all writers
on husbandry, from the greatest to the least, from Jethro
Tull down to Martin Doyle.

—

Steady. Oh ! pray except
Doyle—whatever you may do with all the rest ; there are

no crotchets in him. I myself have just bought the tenth
number of the new edition (in monthly one shilling

numbers) of his Cyclopaedia. If you will follow the plain

and well-selected advice which that experienced writer
affords San. Hang me if I do— (in a violent passion).
No, sir, I shall make no exception whatever ; they are all

a parcel of humbugging, ignorant Steady. My dear
Mr. Sanguine, be composed ; believe me, you have mis-
apprehended many things, and not exercised discrimina-
tion. Excuse my freedom

; you have taken isolated cases
instead of looking at the whole ; and you have ventured
to act for yourself in matters requiring skill and expe-
rience, without possessing either of those qualifications.

If a surgeon writes an able work on surgery, does it follow

that a man who has been uninstructed in that art can
exercise the knife, the probe, or the saw ? The books are

not so much to blame as you think, for they all presuppose
a knowledge of farming to be possessed by the readers of
them.— San. Yet, if they give erroneous directions, even
a professional farmer may be misled by them. For in-

stance, I read somewhere that a few stones ofWheat would
be sufficient to sow an acre, and that thick-sowing is worse
than waste of seed ; and I tried four stones of Barley to

an acre, in drills—why, sir, I had not more than the third
part of a crop.

—

Steady. At what distances were your
drills ?

—

San. Eighteen inches Steady. No wonder that

you were disappointed. Now, I will venture to say that

the writer referred to Wheat only, and that he intended
horse-hoeing, on Tull's principle.

—

San. Exactly so. But
if this treatment was good for Wheat, I took it for granted
it ought to be good for Barley Steady. By no means :

there was your ignorance (excuse me), and not the error

of the writer; you applied to one kind of grain the in-

structions given respecting another, and under peculiar

circumstances: did you horse- hoe ?

—

San. No, for I

sowed Clover seeds with the Barley.— Steady. Well,
even if you had, your field would not have yielded half a
crop, because Barley does not tiller, as Wheat does, on
every fresh stirring of the earth, and acquire the same
invigoration and extension in consequence. The book was
not to blame in this instance, nor is it the science of agri-

culture—as far as I can judge from what you have stated
—that is in fault, but your misapplication of its prin-

ciples. Writers on this subject, as on others, no doubt
oiten publish a great deal of nonsense; but a prudent
reader cannot be misled, if he has discretion enough to
receive new-fangled opinions, which are in opposition to

uniform practice, with great caution, to weigh well all the

circumstances, and to adopt the new suggestions slowly,

and not until the test of experience has established their
correctness- One should begin with experiments on a
small scale, and not change the entire system in a moment,
as you have done : you drained too extensively at starting,
and that before you had ascertained the best method of
doing it ; then you undid your work as inconsiderately as
you had commenced it—you abandoned the system of fal-
lowing all at once, without having a better to succeed it.

To take two or three successive Corn crops is contrary to
all good theory and practice ; but you contrived it so as to
have hardly any crops at all. You went at once to an
opposite extreme, and deserted the old system before youhad established the new, without reflecting that the
transition-state should be slow, and suited, in all its pro-
portions, to the new and untried circumstances to which
it is to pass. A new arrangement of farm management
should be effected as a manufacturer changes from one

branch of manufacture to another: he cautiously and
[

prudently makes his pre-arrangements, and does not
abandon the one manufacture until he is ready to com-
mence the other in a well-organized and effective manner ;

he calculates his probable profits at the lowest rates, and
his losses at the highest, with an ample allowance for un-
favourable contingencies. — San. I have unfortunately
acted in the contrary way, and deceived myself in conse-
quence in every item, in proportion to my over-sanguine
expectations. For instance, I anticipated from the field
which I drained in so needlessly expensive a manner a
great return, and when I bought improved ploughs, and
insisted on deep furrow-slices, in defiance of the advice
which my ploughmen gave me and the infertility of the
subsoil, I calculated on an immediate increase of produc-
tions.

—

Steady. Just so,—and that reminds me to remark
that you ought to have brought up the subsoil very
gradually in successive years, allowing time for the
atmosphere and manures to fertilize each thin layer of
clay brought to the surface, and not to have incorporated
in one season an overwhelming mass of bad matter with
the shallow surface-earth, from which old Hogg would
have had a good crop of Oats. Then, again, Mr. San-
guine, in attempting all at once to bring in the alternate
system, you made great mistakes ; for example, in buying
cattle to consume green food, which was not even in a
growing state, and in rejecting Corn crops before you had
made adequate preparations for replacing them with
artificial green crops.

—

San. Between the two stools I
have fallen to the ground completely.—Steady. And I
believe that you dismissed a very intelligent and prudent
though old-fashioned steward, though you had not expe-
rience yourself to undertake such great land improve-
ments without a practical guide at your elbow ; but, as
you have very candidly said that you have fallen to the
ground, I must be permitted to express my deep regret at

the circumstance, both from apprehension of the conse-
quences which may result to this country—where agri-

culture is so defective—from your failure of success and
consequent distaste to rural improvement, and from the
loss which I shall individually sustain by the removal of
so kind and valuable a neighbour [Mr. Sanguine bows, he
could hardly do less] from this district. The conse-
quences to which I advert are these ;—the obstinate and
unimproving farmers will be now more than ever con-
vinced that their old plan of fallows and crops of Corn
while the ground can yield them, is the best, and that all

innovations on this practice, however really necessary and
excellent in themselves, are to be avoided. They will
refer to your mistakes as unequivocal evidences of the
folly of new schemes, and triumphantly say nothing would
satisfy Mr. Sanguine but deep ploughing, and the mischief

a blade of Corn he had for his pains,—he must have
Turnips, and where was his crop? and then, the poor
misguided gentleman must drill his Barley,—and what was
the end of it ? Why, he had not the third part of a crop,—the cattle of the country were not good enough for him,
and the big ones he brought here were starved, and
scarcely gave a sup of milk, and he was often obliged to

buy butter for his breakfast,—the poor foolish gentleman !

—This was neither very complimentary nor consolatory
to the unfortunate speculator in land improvements, but
it was very true. The gentlemen parted with mutual ex-
pressions of good-will and regret ; and in about a month
afterwards, an unimproving but wealthy farmer of the old

school was established in the farm which Mr. Sanguine so

hastily relinquished ; and from all that the former (who
was not bound by any obligations as to a routine of cul-

ture) perceived of the proprietor's mismanagement and
abortive undertakings,—the twenty-acre field, however,
was an unequivocal and perpetual record of the advantages
of complete draining,—he was confirmed in his opinion
that the old and now almost exploded method was the
best.—I conclude with the rather too brilliant similitude

of the very sensible French writer, whom I have en-
deavoured to follow as closely as possible in the foregoing
sketch :

—

c In agriculture, as in everything, nothing per-

manently good can be effected in a moment. Time does
not spare what is done without him. Imitate Nature in

her order of the seasons qnd the development of her
phenomena. Between the rigour of winter and the heat
of summer, she has placed autumn to harmonize between
these two extremes. Between daybreak and noon there

are many intervening hours : the sky is tinged with many
shadowings before it appears in all its brilliancy. So, in

order to bring a farm to perfection, it must pass through
many stages* Agriculture, like many sciences of inquiry

and observation, consists in a perpetual investigation, and
while all its principles and fundamental rules could be
comprised in the smallest duodecimo, ten quartos would
not contain all the exceptions. To observe—to feel one's

way—to make an experiment—to advance—to recede

—

to enlarge—to contract, with due regard to the quality of

the soil, the temperature of the seasons, and the success

of different crops,—why, this is the whole art.' "

—

From
the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

pink ; Bouquet pourpre, double, dark blue ; Dibbet's, a single
flower of the brightest rose colour; Voltaire, large single white ;

Pyrene, double white; Goudveurs, a fine, double, flesh-coloured
flower; La plus Noire, very dark blue, approaching to black;
yEmilius, single, light blue; Diana, single, light red ; Statcn Ge-
neral, single, delicate white ; Madame Talleyrand, a beautiful
single white; Triomphe Blandina, double, pale flesh-colour;
Pasquin, a very fine double flower, light blue; La Majesteuse,
single, blue: Croon Van Tndien, double, dark blue ; andAppe-
lins, single, light pink. The show-house is moreover enlivened
with a variety of Camellias. Amaryllis vittata, Magn61ia conspi-
cua, and other flowers. The Tulips appear to he in good condi-
tion, and the Auriculas, of which Mr. Groom has a great number,
are beginning to throw up their trusses. "We noticed here two
handsome Cinerarias, one called Grand Duke, dark blue; and the
other, C. cserulea, light blue, both very clear in colour, and well
worthy of cultivation.

—

R. A., March 30.

Messrs. Fairbairn's N-wrsery, Clapkam.~The Camellias at this

Nursery, although not large plants, arc flowering well. Amongst
them are Cliveana, a tolerably-good variety, the two exterior

rows of petals being deep rose, having the centre filled up with
smaller variegated ones; Monarch, a middle-sized flower, red,
and sometimes coming mottled ; Rossii, not unlike Cliveana in
form, but self-coloured and dark-red ; Sweetii, not equal to Col-
villii in [shape, but surpassing it in the beauty of its carnation
stripes; and Leeana supcrba, dark-red, well cupped, but rather
thin of petals. Epacrises of various kinds arc blooming in the
greatest profusion, with Erica "Willmoreana, vernix, the sweet-

scented regcrminans, the Irish variety of E. Mediterranea, and
discolor. The beautiful, but much-neglected Gn'Sdia pinil'61ia is

here extensively cultivated. Tn the open ground is a collection

of Hyacinths, which are flowering exceedingly strong: A' la

bonne hcure is good, single light blue; Anna Maria, light buff,

and very double ; La Deesse, double, cream-coloured ; La Vostale,

fine double white ; L'Or vdgctale, a beautiful double yellow;
Groot Voorst, light pink, very double; and Princesse Marianne,
a single, deep, rose-coloured flower. Amongst the herbaceous
plants we observed a singular Polyanthus, of a blucish colour,

almost passing into green, edged and striped with yellow.—R.A.,
March 30.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Kensington Gardens.—On the west bank of the Serpentine,

nearly the whole water-frontage has been converted into two
magnificent beds for flowering trees and shrubs, Rhododendrons,
Kalmias, Azaleas (150 varieties), Magnolias, &c. Messrs. Lod-
diges have just put in six hundred named varieties— so that Lord
Lincoln seems determined that these grounds shall be real gar-

dens, and deserve the name oi* Kensington Gardens.
Groom's Nursery, Clapharn Rise.—The extensive collection of

Hyacinths in the open ground will be in full perfection in a few
days. A large portion of them are already in bloom, and it is

scarcely possible to conceive anything more beautiful, than the
pleasing mixture of colours, varying from the purest white to
the deepest shades of rose and purple. An assortment of the
choicest varieties is flowering in pots ; those more particularly
deserving of notice are—Hercules, single white, shaded with

sRebfefo*.

Rural Chemistry. By E. Solly, Jan., F.R.S. 12mo.

The universal attention which has been directed towards

the Chemistry of Agriculture and Horticulture since the

appearance of Liebig's work has produced a plentiful crop

of books intended to teach the principles of what may*be

almost regarded as a new branch of science, at least in

this country. Among such works. Professor Johnston's
" Elements of Agricultural Chemistry/' published last

year by Blackwood & Co.,* deserves especial notice,

more particularly with reference to the nature of soils

and of fertilising agents. But it has always appeared to

us that, in general, such elementary books have failed in

placing clearly before their readers those simple facts and
laws of Chemistry, upon which all reasoning and practice

absolutely depend. Some are too geological, some too

learned for ordinary apprehension, while others are inge-

nious discourses, from which much may doubtless be
collected, but not exactly that which the reader requires in

the first instance. As to general introductions to Che-
mical Science, they are quite unintelligible to those who
merely desire to understand clearly the exact nature of the

gaseous, fluid, or solid bodies they have to do with in

their cultivation.

It was in consequence of this inconvenience that we
asked Mr. Edward Solly, when the Gardeners 7 Chronicle

first appeared, to favour us with a short and simple expo-
sition of common chemical facts, for the understanding of

which no apparatus beyond a few glasses or cups, and
such substances as are to be found in any country village,

would be necessary. This gave rise to a series of excel-

lent articles, headed " Rural Chemistry," and signed E.>

which we knew from our correspondents were^found to

be exactly what they wanted. The work now before us is a
republication of those articles much altered and improved,
with a considerable addition of new matter. They at pre-
sent form a duodecimo of 1C9 pages, with a very complete
Index, the entire want of which in Professor Johnston's
u Agricultural Chemistry," and the badness of which in

Tjiebig's celebrated work, render those valuable books
much less useful than they might be.

Independently of the omission of all superfluous matter,
which is, as we think, so very good a feature in Mr.
Solly's " Rural Chemistry," it has the additional merit of
avoiding all statements founded on doubtful or ill-under-

stood experiments. Theory, unsupported by positive

evidence, is consigned to the works of speculative
writers ; and, therefore, the reader will find nothing stated

by him which Chemists do not admit to be unquestion-
ably true. If a doubtful point is admitted, it is cautiously
distinguished from acknowledged facts, so that no confu-
sion may arise between the certain and uncertain—

a

merit of some value in these days of speculative reasoning-
A further merit which this book certainly possesses is

its chemical accuracy. It is of the first degree of im-
portance that what is learnt should be learnt well,

for there is nothing more disheartening to a beginner,
after he has made himself master of an elementary work,
and fancies himself ready to go on a little further, than to
find that much of what he has been taking the paina to
fix in his mind must be corrected and amended ; in short,
that what he has been learning is wrong. This capital

error in many elementary works Mr. Solly seems to us
to have entirely avoided.
Our readers are so familiar witli the manner in which the

author formerly dealt with this matter in our columns, that
extracts from the chemical part of the work seem unneces-
sary. We therefore select a passage or two from the intro-
duction. In tracing the history of discoveries in the
Chemistry of Cultivation we have the following statement

;

" The first Chemist who wrote on Agriculture was, I
believe, J. G. Wallerius, who in 1754 published a book on
the Cause of Fertility. He was succeeded by several
other authors, amongst whom ought to be mentioned Gyl-
lenborg, Einho f, and Dundonald ; but the speculations of

* This must not be confounded with Mr. CUthbert Johnson's
" Agricultural Chemistry," published by ttidgway.
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these authors (though ingenious) were for the most part
crude and incomplete. At the commencement of the

present century, when Organic Chemistry was rapidly

advancing, Berzelius and Davy endeavoured to apply the

conclusions to be derived from chemical experiments to

Agriculture. If the deductions which they made were
not always correct, and if the plans which they proposed
did not always produce the effects which they anticipated,

it must be remembered that they were amongst the first to

take the subject up, and that though they did so under
far more favourable circumstances than their predecessors

did, yet that even then the science of Organic Chemistry
was in many respects very imperfect and incomplete.

" During the last forty years many important additions

have been made to this department of Chemistry ; im-
proved and more accurate modes of chemical investigation

have enabled more exact analyses to be made of the differ-

ent varieties of organic matter ; the composition of those

substances which constitute the bodies of animals and
plants has been accurately and carefully ascertained. At
the same time, many valuable observations have been
made respecting the functions of plants, the conditions

requisite to germination, the formation of flowers and
seed, the chemical changes attendant on the ripening of

fruit, the office performed by roots and leaves, and a vari-

ety of other important subjects of inquiry. The names of

Liebig, Schiibler, and Sprengel, in Germany ; Braconnot,
Boussingault, Chevreul, Colin, Chaptal, Dumas, Edwards,
and Payen, in France ; and of Daubeny, Johnson, Pepys,
Turner, and Christison, in our own country, deserve espe-
cial mention.

1 '

In another place, speaking of nitrogen, the existence of

which in plants some people, whose Chemistry has stood
still for the last 20 years, disbelieve, Mr. Solly says

—

6t
It has long been known that plants consist of carbon,

oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, and also that they inva-
riably contain a small quantity of inorganic, or earthy and
saline matters. The presence of nitrogen was formerly
greatly overlooked in analyses of vegetable substances ; it

is contained in less quantity than the other three elements
of organic matter, and was very commonly regarded as
being merely accidental, and not a necessary constituent of
plants. Improved modes of analysis have established that
it always exists in the same proportion in certain consti-
tuents of plants; and as it appears that these substances
are also those which form the most valuable part of food,
it becomes a question of the first importance, whence do
the plants derive their nitrogen ? They obtain it princi-
pally, if not wholly, from the air ; they do not absorb it in
the free and uncombined form, but they absorb it com-
bined with hydrogen, in the state of ammonia. The im-
portance of the earthy substances in plants was likewise
greatly overlooked formerly. It has been proved by re-
peated experiments that these substances are of the great-
est importance in the growth of plants, being quite essen-
tial-to their development."

The Author concludes his introductory remarks with an
observation in which we entirely concur :

—

w Although Agricultural Chemistry is in this imperfect
state, and though much still remains to be done in that
branch of science, yet it is so far advanced as to be able to
render substantial assistance to the practical agriculturist.
It can teach him the principles which govern the growth
of plants, and consequently guide him in the application
of artificial means to produce the most beneficial results.
He must, however, not expect too much from the aid of
Chemistry, nor give himself blindly up to speculations or
theories. Whilst he gives due credit and belief to well-
authenticated facts, he must always receive theories with
caution and doubt.

H Perhaps the most important advantage which a prac-
tical man may at present derive from a knowledge of Agri-
cultural Chemistry is connected with the use of manure.
If he knows what it is that gives the fertilising powers to
j^anure, and is aware of the nature of those substances,
^e will soon learn the best method of preserving and using
ttjem

; he will then understand how to make the most of
the various sources of manure at his disposal, and he will
be enabled readily to save much that for the want of such
-knowledge would otherwise be lost."~

&ut our limits forbid all further extract. We can only
ac*d, in conclusion, that if a man really wishes to under-
^and the Chemistry of nature, this work will enable him
to do so better than any other with which we are acquainted.

,
The* Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.—No. LX.,

*s one of considerable interest. In the first place, it
«as a good paper, by Dr. Dickie, on the trees of Aber-
deenshire, containing much useful original information.
f)r

- Dickie regards the mountain Scotch Pine, or the true
^cotch Pine, as some have called it, as a mere variety of

£
e comn on sort, produced by accidents of soil and

°hrnate. 'he disease, or rot, to which the Larch proves
Bo unfortunately subject, is referred to frost, and we have
**°ttegood tables of the rate of growth of this valuable

1 ec under favourable circumstances. We have only room
°r one regarding the latter subject.

A'iv
T^€ average annual increase at the thickest part, at

q«lerent periods, is as follows :—
34 years = 3.8 lines (3 trees at Wardhouse).

others show that the increase of the Larch continues

steady to a considerable age ; at the same time it may be
stated, that the comparison would have been more valu-

able if it had been possible to compare trees of different

ages, growing in the same place and similar soil."

Other papers of general interest are" Von Thaer's Prin-

ciples of Agriculture ;" a capital quiz of injudicious

experimentalising, which we give entire elsewhere ;

"Mr. Bell on an economical Tile-work adapted to Farms
of an ordinary Size," well worth perusal ; and an official

statement of the premiums offered by the Highland
Society for 1843. We sincerely rejoice to perceive that

on the present occasion premiums are offered for experi-

ments on the influence of soil on vegetation, on manures,
on excretions by the roots of plants, on planting, on
feeding, on mixing soils, &c. &c.,as well as for the ordinary

topics of agricultural routine.
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is Wel1 knowu that the Larch is of very rapid
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ead y growth, it seems very evident that the trees in
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>
of 34

'
45

>
and 60 vears

> «* not in a
"ving condition. Exclusive, therefore, of these, the

Agricultural Chemistry for Young Farmers. By C. W.
Johnson, Esq., F.R.S. Ridgway. 12mo.

This consists almost exclusively of extracts from the

Author's " Farmer's Encyclopaedia," our opinion of which
has already been expressed on former occasions. The
trifling price will render it accessible by persons who
are unable to procure the larger work.

The Third Part of the Second Volume of Torrey and
Gray's excellent Flora of North America has just reached
us. It contains the remainder of Composite ; so that the

most troublesome part of the authors' task is completed.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/*)?- the ensuing week.
Those who have sown any quantity of foreign seeds six weeks

or two months ago, will now begin to be impatient for the ap-
pearance of the last portion of their young seedlings. Unless
foreign seeds vegetate within five or six weeks after they are
sown, there is no saying when they may appear; some of them
may lay in the ground for twelve months, although the seeds in

the meantime may be perfectly sound. The quantity of bottom-
heat which many of these seeds will endure is astonishing, and
had it not been proved that they could be immersed in boiling-

water without injury to their germinating principle, gardeners
would be laughed at, were they to tell how they had often expe-
rimented on doubtful seeds with bottom-heat. A few years
back I adopted the following plan with all tropical seeds which
did not vegetate within a reasonable time. I placed the pots on
the top of a hot-water pipe, where they were supported by an
adjoining wall ; this pipe was often too hot to place the hand on,

and the pots required to be watered three times in the 24 hours.

In less than ten days many seeds vegetated: part of the some
packet of seeds having been sown and kept in a hotbed in the
usual way, never vegetated at all. Those that did not vegetate
on the pipe in three weeks were removed to the iron cover of a
large square hotwater boiler, where the pots had a constant
bottom-heat of nearly 200° (for the water was often boiling), and
the pots for many hours every day were so hot, that they could
hardly be handled

;
yet, I have reared many plants from seed on

this boiler, particularly Gesneriaceee, the seeds of which are as
small as dust. Although I do not advise people to go to such ex-
tremes with seeds supposed to be valuable, I would recommend
a very powerful bottom-heat for such as are unwilling to come up
by the ordinary modes. More hardy seeds from temperate zones
will bear the heat of an ordinary hot-bed till they vegetate ;

when they must be removed to a cooler place. These auxiliaries

may be useful when seeds will not vegetate under more ordinary
/*i i*f*nm stHiiOPS

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—About the end of spring and beginning of summer,
Pines do not like to be exposed to the strong glare of sunshine

\

more especially, the young stock, which, if they get their leaves

browned at this time, will make little progress till after the turn

of the season at Midsummer. A slight shading will therefore be
useful for a few hours on bright sunny days for the next three
months.
Vinkry.—The earliest crops will require a little difference in

management from this time ; a constant strong heat of 70° to
75°, and more air with less moisture will enable them to colour
well, and improve their flavour. All laterals may be cut off, with
any weak shoots that do not promise well for the next crop.
Peaches.—With a moist genial atmosphere, the same routine

that is pursued in summer with out-door Peaches will do for

those in-doors from this time.
Chkrriks.—The same treatment as the Peach-house receives

will suit these also.

Figs.—Where these have not a house for themselves, they
must now be brought to tike less shady part of the house, as the

first crop will soon begin to ripen ; or, if the first crop dropped,
the second will soon make its appearance, in either case more
light is requisite than can be afforded by most Vineries, or even
pine-stoves, where Vines are growing on the rafters. They are

more liable to the attacks of red-spider than the Peach or Kidney
Bean • syringing is the best remedy.
Strawberries.—The treatment for these is so easy and uni-

form, that a weekly notice of it is not necessary. Now that the
fruit is ripening daily, it may be as well to say that they should

have less water and more air ; and if placed on the highest

shelves near the top ventilators, it will be better for them. Ex-
cept on mild days, and then for a short time only, it is a bad plan

to give air by the front ventilators while plants are making their

young growth.
Cucumbers and Melons.—The grand secret is to keep these

thin by pinching out the young laterals entirely, where more
shoots are not wanted, and above the first joint, from which you
want a reserve to come on afterwards. The strongest Pear-tree

on the walls will suffer from summer pruning if all done in one
day, after having allowed it to make a profusion of young shoots;

how much more then must a tender annual suffer from a similar

treatment ! Foresters say, prune often—that is annually—and
prune little at a time. In these frames prune daily, and prune
little at a time, rather than once a week.
Sbbomnos.-All the half-hardy plants belonging to the forcing

department, that are raised annually from seeds, require pretty

nearly the same treatment of thinning, pricking out, and harden-

ing bv degrees, so as to have them firm, stocky, little plants ready

to turn out when all danger of frost is over. The more pains

taken noSv to get up these in good condition, the less attention

they will require afterwards.
Out-door Department.

I think Mr. M'Intosh, in one of his works, said that he always

made a point of running the Dutch hoe over every part of the

kitchen-garden and slips, whenever the ground was in good con-

dition for the work, either this month or the beginning of next.

In these busy days this is not an easy task, but it shows the

great importance which the best gardeners attach to the subject.

In the flower-garden weeds are disliked most on account of their

untidy appearance; but in addition to this, they are dreaded in

the kitchen-garden for their exhausting powers. A few shillings

might entice a boy or two to pull up all seed-weeds after working

hours for the next two months, provided always that these boys

were not wanted at home to help their parents with their garden

work or allotments. A boy can pull out in one hour as many
weeds just coming into flower as would afterwards, if left to
scatter their seeds, employ two or three men a whole day.
Asparagus Beds should now have their spring-dressing; if not

yet finished, fork them over slightly, and rake down the soil even.
Cut or trim the edges of the beds, and cover over the ground
with nitrate of soda ; but do not sow Lettuce or any other seeds
on the beds.

Artichokes.—If not yet done, lose no time in giving them
their spring-dressing: thin out the suckers, dig in a good dress-

ing of dung among them, and plant a few rows of the spare
suckers, to succeed the general crop.

Sea-kale and Rhubarb.—Finish planting these without
delay.

Peas and Beans.—Go on with successions of these every
other week.
Broccoli and Cabbages.—A few seeds of Grange's Early

Cauliflower Broccoli should now be sown, if, indeed, you have
been fortunate enough to save your own seeds of it. It is quite
a lottery to get it true from the great seed-growers. Keep sowing
a few early Cabbage-seeds every fortnight.

Carrots.—These maybe sown any time for the next three
weeks.
Potatoes.—In many parts of the country people put off plant-

ing their Potatoes until too late ; the whole crop should be in

before the middle of the month, and the sooner the better.

Endive.—Where the last autumn-sown plants have stood the

winter, they will now require to be tied up in succession, like

.Lettuces, to blanch; they will come in very useful with the

early Lettuces, a few of which should also be tied up, if they are

opening too much in the heart.
Onions and Spinach sown last August should have the soil

well stirred between the rowsj let one bed of these Onions
remain to be drawn before the spring-sown Onions come in, and
transplant the rest, if not already done.
Chives.—No garden in the kingdom should be without this

useful little plant; a row of it planted along an alley will be a
substitute for young Onions all the year round, and when
chopped, they are excellent things for young turkeys.
Orchard.—Run the hoe between Strawberry rows ; or if the

ground was dug early in winter you had better stir it with a
fork. Hoe also between the Raspberries, Currants, and Goose-
berries, if only to loosen the surface of the ground. Watch care-

fully the state of the weather while the Peaches and Apricots are

in blossom ; these you mav begin to disbud.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department .

Stoa'E.—Where the Orchidaceae are to be shaded by climbers,
which are now fast advancing, it will save trouble, when the

latter are to be thinned out, if they are now trained in a regular
manner, like Grape Vines. This remark applies also to climbers

in general at this season. Although nothing mars the beauty of

strong climbers planted in the borders so much as keeping them
tied up stiffly, yet they may be so trained at first as to allow of

their being thinned at any time without trouble. Passion-flowers

are the best for this purpose, as they can endure scorching heat,

and are not affected by insects. Potting, training, and shading,

when necessary, will be the principal work here for some time.

If you have a -few plants of the two varieties of the Madagascar
Periwinkle—Vinca r6sea and V. alba, pot them in light, rich soil,

and by the end of May they may be taken to the conservatory,

where they will grow and flower until the end of September. No
stove plant is better suited for the conservatory duriDg summer.
Greenhouse.—A few of the smaller plants of the common

Cacti may now be forced, to make an early growth ; this will

enable them to flower early next spring. Potting and propaga-
tion, with a more liberal supply of water and less air, must be
attended to.

Conservatory.—See that the more common sorts of plants,

brought in merely for their flowers or odour, do not crowd on
the good specimen plants. Azaleas and many other things are
now making their young growth,and if choked up with a profusion
of forced plants of little value save for their flowers, it will soon
injure them. It may be necessary soon to use blinds, to guard
the flowers from strong sunshine ; but this should be deferred as
long as possible.

Pits and Frames.—Propagating plants for the flower-garden,
and hardening them by degrees, are the principal points to be
attended to here ; many half-hardy plants may also be raised

from seeds in these pits. Store-pots of autumn-propagated Roses
should now be looked to, and the plants potted singly in very
small pots, to be ready for planting out in the borders of the

Rosary next May. Auriculas must be carefully kept from cold

winds and strong sunshine.
Out-door Department.

It is now high time to look to any defects in the grass, arising

from poor soil or otherwise. Look over what has been said in

the last volume about killing moss; there is much good advice
on this subject. Those parts in which the finer grasses have
been killed should be turfed, and upon places where the grass is

poor and scanty, some good soil should be sifted rather thickly,

and the roller run over it. Let the walks, beds, and borders be

neatly dressed, to show off spring flowers to the best advantage;

and on the first wet day, get all the old scythes ground, to be

ready for the first mowing or two, which would spoil new ones,

and render them unfit for the finer work during the whole
season. If you contemplate any different arrangement of your
spring bulbs, they should be marked while in flower, to enable

you to group them, or dispose of them in any regular series,

without mixing the varieties; this cannot be done after the

flowers are over, as many of them are so much alike in foliage.

—

D. Bmton. Shrnbland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending Mar. 30, 1843, as ob-

served at the Horticultural Garden, CniswlcK.

Mar.
Friday 24
Saturday 25
Sunday 20*

Monday -7

Tuesday 28
\Vednesday29
Thursday 30

Average

Karomktkr.

Max. Win.
29.600 29,53b
29.734 2!".«97

29.766 29.710

29.719 29.700

29-322 !><>. 722

U'U'-.O 29. .•»'<-'

29.848 29.0*02

Thkbmowktkr.

£9789 29.700

Max.
64
65
51

46
51

56
54

53.3

Win.
41
3tf

30*

38
23
20
42

Mean.
62.6

45.5
43.5
42.0
39.5
42.5

48.0

35.7 44.8

Wind.

S.

E.
E.
K.
E.
E.
S.

Mar. 24. Hazy clouds ; fine with light haze ; clear at niijht.

26. Light haze with brisk east wind ; clear, cold, and dry.
26. Cold and dry with east wind; clear.

27. i)ry and cold ; hazy clouds ; overcast at night. ,
23. Liirht hazy clouds; cold and dry

; clear and frost? at nicht.
39. Clear and frosty ; dry haze

;
clear and frosty at nieht.

30. Hazy; overcast and fine; mild with slight rain-1
Mean temperature of the week l.uo above th

f

a

Rain

•J

i

.01

.in

State or **W^et * C
#^fJ™J*g ^e last 1 7 years, for the ensuingJVeekending April 8, 1843.

April.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Alean
Temp

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

•

3

Prevj

!w"l .

VI

W
CO

1

•

J.

incIs.
•

Sun. 2 53.0 37.1 45.1 8 1.19 in. 2 3J S 3
Mon. 3 54.1 34.1 44.1 1 0.07 4 3 2- — 2 4 2
Tues. 4 64.0 36\: 45.0 C 0.14 3 5 1 —

JL

^

1 1 2
Wed. 6 65.8 37 5 40*. 7 7 0.56 — 3 2 1

I

a a 2
Thurs. 6 66.

1

3'!.3 46.5 6 0.18 S 4 1 — 4 1 _a
Fri. 7 571 37.0* 47.4 8 0.40 2 a 2 a i 6 2 -^.

Sat. 8 65.3 37.4 46.3 5 0. I
1 3 -v — 8 3 2 I

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 6th in

1832—thermometer 74°; and the lowest on the 5th in 1342— thermometer 23°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending March 31, 1843.

Except in a few instances, the supplies have been good during

the past week $ the demand, however, is not brisk. Fruit; Pine
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continue scarce, at the same price as in our last Report. The
supply of foreign Grapes has bfeen limited of late, and they have
consequently made a slight advance. Some very good forced
Strawberries are offered, from l£. to 25. per oz. There are still
a few Beurre Ranee and Easter Beurre Pears, the latter of which
are selling at 20.v. per half-sieve. Apples have made a trifling
advance, and the demand for them has been somewhat brisker

:

the kinds offered are the same as named last week, to which may
be added the Newtown Pippin, from 35. to 4s. per doz. The
supply of Cucumbers is on the increase; they fetch from 2s. to
12s. per brace. Vegetables; Asparagus is of good quality, but
it is not plentiful, continuing to fetch from 6s. to 10,9. per bunch.
Seakaleis excellent, and much more abundant. White Broccoli,
some of which are very fine, sell from 1*. to is. 6d. per bunch.
French Beans are becoming more plentiful, and fetch from 25. to
3s. per 100. Turnips are tolerably good, from is. to 2s. 6d. per
dozen bunches. Spinach is much cheaper, being from is. to
is. 6tf. per sieve. New Frame Potatoes may be had from 35. 6rf.

to 35. 6d. per lb.
: a package of early Potatoes, principally Kidneys,

have also arrived from Lisbon. Cabbage Lettuces are selling
from Ad. to Sd. per score; and Cos, which are much better, from
1*. 6d. to 25. 6d. per score. Endive is small, and beginning to run :

it is consequently somewhat cheaper. Spring Radishes are
becoming more abundant, and fetch from 15. to 25. per doz.
hands. Flowers: The display of cut flowers has been very fine
during the past week, consisting of Hibiscus rosa sinensis, Mag-
nolia conspicua, Calla sethiopica, Dcutzia scabra, Amaryllises,
Cacti, yellow Jasmine, Acacias, a great variety of Roses, Ericas,
Auriculas, Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, &c.

PRICES, Saturday, April 1, 1843—FRUITS :—

-rr -Mm'.ftjuft.' IIWIHW Hlji ill l. lib

Pine Apple, per lb. 6s to 10*

Grapes, Snanish, per lb. It to Is 6d— Portugal, 1* to 3*
Apples, dessert, per bush., As to 12/— Kitchen, 3* t<» 6s
Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, As to 18*
Strawberries, forced, peroz., W to 2*
Pomegranates, per doz., 6s to 12*
Oranges, per doz., 1* to 2s ad

-— per 100,5* to 16*
— bitter, per 100, 8*^to 30*

Lemons, per doz. Qd to 2*

— per_100, 5*to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, 2*. to 12*
Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 13*
Chesnuts, per peck, As to 7*
Almonds, perpeck, 6s
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
FHberts,EngIish,per 100 lbs. 50* to GO*
Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., GO*, to 75*.
Nuts, per bushel—
— Brazil, 16*— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 24s— Cob, 12* to 14*

VEGETABLES.
Savoys, per doz. 6d to 1*

Cabbafre, Red, per doz. 2* to S*— plants, per doz. 1* 6d to
Broccoli, VVhite, pi-r bunch, 6d to 1* 6d— Purple, 6d to 1*
Beans,Kidney, forced, p. 100, 2* to 3*
Potatoes, per ton, 45i to 75*— per cwt. 2* 6d to 4*
— perbushel, lx 6d to 2* 64
-— Kidney, p. bush., 1* 6d to 2*— New, per lb., 1* to 3* 6d

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,
1* to 1* 6d

Turnips, per doz. bun., \sto2s6d
Red Beet, per dozen, Qd tol*
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* 6d
Salcafy

, per bundle, 1* 3d to U tid

Cardoons, each, 1*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 2* to At 6d
Radish, spring, per doz. hands, 1* to 2*— Turnip, p. doz. bch. f

l* to 1* 6d
Carrots, per doz. bunch. As to 6*— Horn, per bunch, Ad to 6d
Barsneps, per dozen, 6d to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* 6d
Leeks, per doz- bun., 2* to 3*
Onions, per bushel, 6s to 8*— Pickling, per h£-3Y., Asdd to 5*— Green, p. doz- bun. 3* to 4*— Spanish, per doz. It6d to 6s
Garlic, per lb. 64 to Bd
Shallots, per !h., i*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 6* to 10*
Sprue, or Small, 2* to 3*

Sea-kale, per punnet, i)d to 2s 6d
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. score, Ad to 8d— Cos, 1* 6d to 2* 6d
Endive, per score, °rf to 2* 6J
Celery, p. hd., (I2to 151 fid to 2*
Hhuhavb Stalks, per bdle, Hd to 1* 3d
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, Qd to 1*
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. Ad to G
Parsley, per half-sieve, 1* to 1* 6d
Tarragon

, per doz- bunches, 2s to 3*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Mint, per doz. bunches, .'ta to 4*
Mushrooms, per pottle, Gd to 1*

Notices to Correspondents.
Mangel Wurzel.—Anthony.—W e have no experience of salted
JMangel Wurzel-leavcs, nor of the process of salting ; and we
have no great opinion of the result. If they are salted green,
they will undergo a kind of fermentation, like salted French
Beans, and we doubt whether, in that state, cattle would eat
them. If they are to be first dried in the sun, and then salted,
our climate will not permit it. Perhaps the Beet with thick
leaves and a small root, which in Germany is a culinary
vegetable, may be good when salted. It is grown for cattle
and pigs by cottagers in most parts of Germany.—M. A
Correspondent is desirous of ascertaining whether genuine
Guano has ever been applied to the Mangel Wurzel crop

; and
if so, he will be obliged by an account of the manner in whicji
it was used, and the result of its application.*

Grass Seeds.—<?.—To obtain permanent pasture on a tine loamy
soil, we recommend you to sow the following seeds : Alopecurus
pratensis Ijlb,; Anthoxanthum odoratum, and Avenaflavescens,
rjlb.each; Dactylis glomerata, 2lbs. ; Fcstuca duri<iscula and
pratensis, Slbs. each ; F. ovina, lib. ; Lrtlium italicum, 4lbs.; L.
jjerenne, ?ibs. j Phleum pratense, 21bs. j Poanemoralis and tri-
vialis, 2£lbs. each; Medicagolupulina lib.; Trifolium pratense,
2lbs. ; and T. repens, Slbs.J

Manuiies.—Anthony.—The use" of coal-ashes is to absorb the
gases which arise from cloacine in a state of decomposition,
which is effected by the carbon such ashes generally contain
in the form of small cinders. A cheap and excellent substance
for disinfecting cloacine is earth verv rich in vegetable matter,
and mud from ponds. We do not see the peculiar advantage
of wood-ashes, to mix with night-soil, as there is no acid to
neutralise ; and if there is any acid present, in combination
with ammonia, the acid will go to the ashes, and the ammonia
will be disengaged. Wood-ashes are valuable, but should be
applied to land without any other mixture than with earth.
The principal gases in manurp are sulphuretted hydrogen and
jammonia, and earth will absorb both, yhe mowing of lawns
and decaying vegetable matter will £x ammonia, but their de-
composition will add to the quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen,
which constitutes the most offensive part of manure.t H.L. F.
—Gypsum may be bought of all dealers in manures. You
must consult our advertising columns. We never recommend
one person in preference to another.t An 0. N.—Soot is ex-
cellent manure, and you can hardly have too much of it. But
you do not say to what it is to be applied. It, however, suits
iaimost everything. W. B.— Gas-water, as we have repeat-
edly stQted, varies so much in strength in different gas-works,
that no rule can be given as to diluting it; four or five times
the quantity of water is a good proportion. It generally burns
the grass when first applied; but that is of no consequence,
for the grass soon overgrows it.t A. //".—Guano can be pro-
cured in small quantities of the retail dealers, and of nursery-
men, many of whom have lately undertaken to sell it.t

A Subscriber.—"Never sow guano in contact with seeds. Always
mix it well with sand, cr black soil, or cinder-ashes, or some
such substance. It generally kills plants when it comes into
immediate contact with them. About 2 or 3 cwt. an acre is

the quantity to employ ; certainly not more than 4 cwt. You
can calculate the proportions for yourself. Your proportions
of one to four gallons of water, when used as liquid, are good.
But let your greenhouse plants not have it more than twice in

the growing season. If you would not have your guano adul-
terated, buy it of respectable persons. t A new Subscriber.—
Urine and soap-suds should drain into a tank or cask, and be
allowed to putrify : if there is not much of the former, add two
or three times the quantity of water ; and throw into the mix-
ture a little bleachingrpowder, which should be occasionally
stirred up; there will then ^e no offensive smell .whatever.

.
Proportions are immaterial./*When tho mass has once been
pteparejl, you may add to\and take from it without any consi-
derableviriterval. You will have no occasion to dilute it further,
if it has been originally prepared by the addition of water.
Devoniensis.—yVe do not think that experiments yet show
satisfactorily what soil guano best suits ; but it is certainly
well adapted to light or well-drained land. We should not
anticipate great advantage from either it or any other sort of
manure upon swampy ill-drained soils.t Clericus.— Instead
of strewing charcoal, resulting from your burning, over a wet
heavy meadow, it will *>e more advantageous to use all the

charcoal for disinfecting cloacine, or any other offensive mat-
ter. The ashes, after they have been separated by sifting, will
be a good manure for all sorts of things ; but they would actmuch better on your grass field, if it were laid dry by drain-
ing.f- A. A.—Nitrate of soda should be applied to garden-
plants when they are beginning to grow, and at two or three
subsequent periods during the time of their growth. It is best
dissolved in water, and used very weak. A very little goes a
great way

j
if no effect is produced, the dose may be repeated

till a result is obtained. The danger of using it is in overdoses.
You will find some good practical observations on this point
at p. lOl.t W. L.—Yeast, if kept until it becomes putrid,
will form a very powerful manure. Hop refuse is used in many
places for lightening heavy land. It may be greatly improved
by allowing it to dry, and by afterwards mixing it with stable
dung.t

Peat- mould.—H . M—The peat bricks will not answer the pur-
pose of peat earth for growing plants ; but you may make
excellent artificial soil of that kind by mixing leaf mould two
parts, old cowdung one part, silver-sand one part.

Spirits op Tau.—A new Subscriber.—The manner of applving
Spirits of Tar is to mix it with sand, in the proportion of one
gallon of the former to a barrowful of the latter which
quantity will be sufficient for 60 or 70 square yards of ground.
The sand thus prepared is scattered over the land previously
to its being dug. t

Boilers.—Frost.—No doubt your pipes cannot convey hot water
because they descend. The only good remedy is lowering the
boiler so much as to give the flow-pipe an ascent to some
extent ; a little will do, or even a dead level ; but a descent is
an obstacle difficult to overcome, so as to make the apparatus
work well in practice.

t

Vines.—A Subscriber .—Mr . Crawshay's method of managing
the Vine, as described at p. 603 of 1842, is only suitable for the
hardier kinds of Grape ; the Muscat of Alexandria would not
npen if so treated.}- D. W.—The best Vines for a green-
house are the Black Hamburgh and White Muscadine. You
had better train a single Vine under each rafter, and prune it
on the short-spur system, so that it may obstruct the light as
little as possible. Broken bones will be a good material for
mixing with the border, for the formation of which you will
find directions at p. 103.* A Gleaner.—The black Hambuigb
Vine may be grafted either upon the Lombardy or Nice.*

Grapes. — W. S. D.— The Black Hamburgh may be planted
against a south wall, but it is only in warm counties, and in
such summers as the last, that it will mature its fruit.*

Rust on Grapes.— G. A.—Much obliged; but our table is
covered with such opinions ,- what the public wants is facts,
not opinions. Shrivelling is so different from rusting, that in
our opinion the two diseases cannot have any sort of connexion.t

Berceris trikoliata.— A. H.-We are not yet sufficiently
acquainted with this plant to be able to state whether or not
it is hardy. It will probably prove so in the same degree as
E. fascicularis.J

Cybonia japomca.-A. H.—This plant is the same as Pyrus
jap6nica, and is really a Quince ; it is different from Cyd6nia
chinensis, which does not suit this climate.*

Garrya em.iptica.—E. W.—This plant is quite hardy; so
also are the D^utzias.t

Yuccas.— OvSwos—These plants prefer a light loamy soil, in
the full sunshine, thoroughly drained ; they abhor stagnant
water. They are not very particular as to soil. It is better
to leave a space round them, for a year or two, when they are
planted on a lawn.t

BaptIsia Australia—F. G.—This is a pretty Papilionaceous
plant, which will thrive well in the open air. You may sow
the seeds directly in a slight hotbed, and when thev have ac-
quired strength, you may plant them out in the borders.%

Deutzia scabra.—F. G.—This plant may be propagated either
by layers, cuttings, or division of the roots, X

Crowfoot.— R. W. B.—The best method of eradicating Crowfoot
from lawns is to cut off the leaves below the soil as often as
they make their appearance. %

Larch.—B. F. S.—We are persuaded that all the sorts of
European Larch are identical, and that those who go to the
Tyrol for what they may just as well get here, are only spend-
ing time and money in a pursuit without an object. Larch
should be from 1$ to 2 feet high when planted out in ordinary
plantations. The Weymouth Pine grows well anywhere, except
exposed to the sea spray; it should be planted when of the
same size as the Larch.

t

RiionoDKNDRONS.-i Subscriber.—You may strike Rhododen-
drons from cuttings, in sand, when the wood is half ripe.t

Dandklions.—M. W.—The best plan to eradicate Dandelions is

to keep constantly cutting off their crown of leaves with a
spud as often as they appear above ground. A little salt
dropped on the wounded root would assist in destroying them
more speedily. t

Dwarf Plants for Beds.— Qriola.—As yellow plants for con-
trasting with Verbenas, Nierembeigias, &c, in beds, you may
takeLysimachianummularia, Alyssum saxatile, and Mimulus
moschatus. No blue plant will answer the purpose better
than Anagallis cserulea grandiflora.t

Evergreens.—A. H.—ln a north border, screened by trees on
the east and west, and only receiving the rays of the mid-day
sun, you might plant Yews, Hollies, common and Portugal
Laurels, Laurustinuses, and the Arbutus.

t

Seeds.—An Amateur.—Now is the best time to sow seeds of
forest-trees and shrubs ; they may be procured of Nursery-
men, and are sold both by the pound and peck, according to
the kind required.!

Rushes.— T.—The sweet Rush used at Norwich to strew the
Hall is A'corus cAlamus.t

Conservatory Plants.— Vigorously.—Good plants for turning
out in the border of a conservatory are Ac&cia armata, pubes-
cens, vestita, and h^brida, Choroxema varium, Templet6nia
retusa, G6odia latif61ia and pubescsns, Eutaxia myrtif61ia, C£-
tisus racemosus, Podalyria styracif61ia, Luculia gratissima,
H6vea celsi, polygala, grandiflora, Magnolia fuscata, Brug-
mansia sanguinea, Camellias, Oranges, and Fuchsias. For
pots you may take Aphelexis humilis and scsamoides, Heli-
chrysum proliferum, Bor6nia pinnata, serrulata, and anem6ne-
folia, Gard6quia Hookeri, Cr6wea saligna, Chorozema ovatum,
Leschenaultia formosa and bfloba, Pimelea decussata, r6sea,
and spectabilis, Polygala cordifalia and oppositif61ia, Wits^nia
corymbosa, Statice arb6rea, O'xalis B6wei, Gnidia pinif61ia,
Sollya heterophylla, with Correas, Epacrises, Azaleas, &c.
Climbers may consist of Hardenbei &ia inonophylla and macro-
phylla, Mandevilla suaveolens, Tecoma capensis, Bign6nia
jasminioides, and Tacs6nia pinnatistipula, for the border-, and
of Tropze'olum tricolor, brachyceras and pentaphyllum, Zichya
gljvbrata, tricolor, and villosa, Kennedia Marryattee, and ino-
phylla, Cauav&lia bonariensis, Gomphol6bium polymorphum,
and SoUlya heterophylla.t

CuMnKRs.—JJuphne.—The difficulty which you find in bloom-
ing Kennedias and other climbers is occasioned by your green-,

house being partially shaded by a shrubbery. Climbers require
to be grown in a very light situation, and it is only by raisinj.::

the plants nearer to the roof, or.lowerjng the shrubs in front
of the house, that you are likely to be successful in blooming
them. To thin out the shoots would only increase their luxu-
riance, without accelerating their flowering.t

Carnations.—.7. H.—Carnations and Picotees should have all

the air possible ; they only require to be protected from heavy
rains, and, when in blossom, from the scorching rays of the sun.t

Camklmas.—J. S. H %
—The best compost for these plants is three-

fourths good peat and one- fourth good light loam. If the
loam can,not be had^peat alone will do very well.

Acacias. — OriQla.— For a greenhouse we would recommend
Acacia armata, Riceana, vemiciflua, pulchella, discolor, longi-
f<3lia, rriacroaato, platjnter^, and aiata.j

Hibiscus Lindlevi.—J£. M. &.—You had better not cut down
your plant of Hibiscus Lindleyi lower than where the stem
appears to be hard or matured. After being pruned, it should
be watered and placed in a moist stove, repotting it as soon as
it begins to grow.J

Cacti.— T. P.—The best mode of raising Cacti from seed is to
fill the seed-pots with cinders within two inches of the top, to
make them up with sandy peat, and to spread a little clean sand
on the top. The pots are then watered and the seed sown

;

after which as much dry sand is sprinkled over tbem as will
just fill up the spaces between them. The whole is then
pressed down gently, and the pots are put by in a warm place,
where they should be kept moist. $

Daphne.—vl. A.—Daphne odora rubra is a greenhouse plant. It
grows best in a rich loamy soil, and should be potted after it

has done blooming, t
Fuchsias.—A. A.—We must for the present decline giving an

opinion upon the comparative merits of the new sorts. They
are too little known.t

Monsters.—Zcta.—Your Mimulus is handsome, and its mon-
strosity very curious; we do not understand the structure.
Probably the branch which bore these malformations will pro-
duce more.t

Orange-trees.— W. S. D.—Seedling Orange*trees, if grafted
upon others which have borne fruit, will flower much sooner
than when left to take their natural course.t

Capk Corms.—H. B. H.—We will see what can be done. Mrs.
Loudon has evidently made a mistake when she says that
Anomatheca cruenta has large bulbs and is very dear; it is

quite the reverse.
Grafting.—A. if.—Whip-grafting without the tongue implies
the simple juxta-position of the graft and stock, which are
secured to each other by nothing but the bast.t Crataegus.
—In addition to the Medlar, you may graft on the Whitethorn
all the species of Crataegus, the Service-tree, Mountain Ash,
and Pear

;
perhaps the Apple and all Pomaceous fruits would

also take upon this stock.

J

Gourds.—A Subscriber.— Seeds of the Potiron jaune may be pro-
cured of any respectable seedsman. It will succeed under the
same treatment as the more common kinds. The Bottle Gourd
is rather tender, and only comes to perfection in this country
in very hot summers, like the last. To the Snake and Orange
Gourds you may add the Crown Gourd, the Potiron d'Espagne,
Concourzelle, Courge sucrtere du Br6sil, and Porte-manteau
de Naples, t

Cucumbkrs.— Cucumis.—The following sorts may be recom-
mended: Southgate, Syon- House, Kerrison's, Champion, Mills'
Frame, Allen's Victory of Suffolk, and the Man of Kent. For
early growth the first four are probably the best adapted. t

Cabbagk.— W. W.—The Portuguese Cabbage should be sown
directly, in order that it maybe fit for use before the autumnal
frosts. It requires the same treatment as the common Cab-
bage. The stalks of the leaves, which are eaten like Sea-kale,
are ready for use early in autumn.t

Asparagus.—An O. JS.—As your land is already pretty full of
salt, you cannot expect much advantage from adding more of
it to your Asparagus. Yet it seems difficult to give that plant
too much of it.t

Horse-radish.—D. IT.—This should be planted now. The
ground intended for it should be trenched two or three feet
deep. Then, with a long, thick dibber make holes nearly to
the depth of the trenched ground, and to the bottom of these
drop pieces of the crowns of Horse-radish, filling up the holes
with fine soil, t

Sica-kam;.— 1). W.—Sea-kale should be grown in a rich, loose,
and deep soil. It is propagated cither from pieces of the roots
or by seeds ; the latter are, however, esteemed the best. Sow"
them now in rows two feet apart, and in patches two feet dis-
tant from each other. The best plan is to trace out three rows
and to leave an interval of three feet for an alley, then to
mark out three more rows, and so on. The strongest plant
only in each patch should be left at thinning ; and in the win-
ter a layer of dung and leaves should be spread over the sur-
face, which are to be forked in early in spring. In the third
winter the plants will be fit for forcing, t

Peas.—A Novice—The Woodford Marrow Pea grows moderately
tall, flowers in tufts, and is, in this respect, somewhat like the
Crown Pea ; the pods are large, and contain full-sized Peas.
It is not so well adapted for early sowing as the Charlton and
others. II

Worms.—X. Y. Z.—Yoxx may effectually destroy them by water-
ing your gravel walks with a strong solution of corrosive sub-
limate,t K. L.—To destroy the Worms in your Tan-pit, you:

had better first water the pots plunged in it with lime-water,
and afterwards give the whole tan-pit a good soaking with the
same liquid.X

Grkkn Fi*Y.

—

D. W.—The hest remedy for the green-fly in pits

or greenhouses is fumigation with tobacco, t
Woodlice.—Daphne.—By "Sow-bugs" your gardener means

AVoodlice. Methods of destroying i hem are described at pp. 57r
102, and 177 of this year's Chronicle.l

Books.—M. W. A'.— In Geology, read Lyell's Introductkm andl
Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Geology. In Conchology, take
Catlow's Introduction. For Botany, Lindley's Elements andl
School Botany.

t

Moss on Appi.e-trees.— Union.—This is always caused by a.

damp cool atmosphere, and the real remedy is to give your
orchard-trees full exposure to the sun and air, and a thoroughly-
drained soil. In the absence of these you may employ lime-
water, as is done in Kent, and scrape off the moss with an
instrument for the purpose. We would also recommend you to
try on one tree only\ by way of experiment, the effect of washing
it with a saturated solution of corrosive sublimate, reporting-
to us the result.

t

Fish.— Totty.—The Jack does not like either Perch or Tench, but.
will eat both. The best food for him, we believe, is small
Dace, Roach, and Gudgeons.

t

Garden Pots.—Bus in Urbe.—We cannot learn where the half
garden-pots, to hang against a wall, are manufactured. We
doubt whether they can be had now without special order.

t

Dried Plants.—J. S.—A full account of the method of drying
plants is given at p. 527 of 1842. %

Fountains.—X, Y. Z.—We cannot advise you, knowing nothing 1

of the means you possess of forming a fountain. You must-
have a head of water of considerable size, for nothing is more
miserable than a little wretched fountain which the first heavy
rain see*ns to extinguish. You had better consult some-
engineer near you.t

Miscellaneous.— Cane.—The Sugar Cane docs not ctower hx.

this country. When it does flower, it is something like the
Reed buried in silvery hairs. A Constant.—We have not re-
marked, nor do we learn that others have discovered, " that:

toads and multitudes of worms were killed by the rain of Wed-
nesday night, the 2istult." S. F. G.—\t is impossible to-

name the varieties of Rhododendrons which you have sent;:

they have no settled names. $ W. J. IK.—The leaves of your
Pelargoniums appear to have been attacked by some mining
insects, for which there is no remedy except picking off those-
leaves which are infested, and burning them. % ./. Rainbow-
—We will endeavour to meet your wishes. The roots of Irises,

received from the nurseries in autumn or early in spring ought
to flower the following season. % W. N. B.—We cannot pass;

an opinion upon your seedling Cineraria, after the flowers have
heen crushed in a letter amongst dry Moss.j H. M.—Mr*
Roman's, 4, Great Russell-street, Covcnt Garden. X

W. T. C—The largest of the Magn6lia leaves belongs to the-

Exmouth variety of grandiflora ; the other is the commoit
kind4 A Constant Reader.— l is Eucalyptus pilularis ; % A
Pomaderris.t C. R. B.—Vfe had no intention of hurting"

your feelings ; we always answer inquiries, but we have not

room for controversy upon dry points of science. If you wu*

v
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consult some chemical friend, yon will soon see that you have
been laying; down the law much too decidedly. M. ('.—Of
your Camellias, l, is the Double Red; 2, is C. myrtifolia; 3.

anemonjellora, of which 4 appears to be a smaller variety.!
W. M.—We cannot undertake to name plants not in flower.
Those which we can distinguish are, 2, Lissanthe supida; 3, A.
Leucopogon ; 4, one of the hybrid Correas; 8, appears to be
Trymalium odoratissimum. t M. A. G. P. B.—Your fruit is

Vanilla, and the seed will not grow.t
As usual, a host ofletters has arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The occupation of the island of Tahiti by the French

Government has been considered of sufficient importance
to be the subject of discussion in both Houses of Parlia-

ment. In the Lords, on Monday, the Marquess of Lans-
downe called the attention of Ministers to the position of

the English missionaries, to whom the natives of that

and other islands in the Pacific are indebted for consider-

able advancement in the arts of civilisation. He did not
regard this acquisition on the part of France with unne-

cessary jealousy, but he thought that the interests of the

British residents should be protected. Lord Aberdeen
concurred in the opinion that the establishment of the

French in these islands is not likely to produce any in-

jury to the commercial or political interests of Great
Britain ; and stated that the French Government had
given our Ambassador in Paris the most satisfactory

assurances of protection and encouragement to the mis-

sionaries. Sir R. Peel made a similar statement in the

House of Commons, adding, that stipulations had been
expressly made in the convention for the protection of all

religious worship. Lord Campbell last night brought

forward his motion, embodying a series of resolutions

on the subject of the Scotch Church. The o*bject of

these resolutions was to express the desire of the House
to protect and confirm the Church in the possession of

her legitimate privileges, but at the same time to uphold
the system of patronage, and affirm the impolicy of con-
ceding the claim of the Church to a jurisdiction in civil

matters superior to the common law of the land. The
motion was opposed by Lord Aberdeen, and withdrawn
without a division. In the Commons, on Monday, a long

and desultory debate took place in a Committee of Supply
on a variety of miscellaneous votes, the discussion of

"which involved many questions of general interest.

Several divisions took place on particular items, but the
votes were ultimately carried by large majorities. On
Tuesday, Mr. T. Duncombe brought forward his motion
for a select committee to inquire into the alleged mis-
conduct of the magistracy during the disturbances of last
autumn. The motion was opposed by the Attorney-
General, who contended that the conduct of the rioters was
little short ofhigh treason, and that if any charge should be
brought against the Government, it ought to be that of hav-
i ng exhibited too much leniency in the prosecution of such
offences. After an animated debate, the motion was ne-
gatived by a majority of 1G4. On Thursday, Mr. Ferrand
obtained leave to bring in a bill to compel the allotment
of waste land in England, for the particulars of which
we must refer to our Report.

Our Foreign news is not of great importance. In
Prance, the Ministry have again been successful in a divi-

sion in the Chamber of Deputies on a motion for pre-
venting deputies from accepting office or receiving promo-
tion during the session ; the motion was opposed by
Government, and rejected by a majority of 26.—From
Spain we learn that considerable uncertainty prevails in

regard both to the actual results of the late elections and
to the prospects of the Cabinet. A change of Ministry is

confidently talked of at Madrid, and it is supposed that
the Regent will find it necessary to modify the Cabinet
before the assembling of the Cortes. — The ac-
counts from Lisbon are still unsatisfactory; the
tariff question continues in an unsettled state, and
business is in a great measure suspended by the
uncertainty in which it is involved.—The German news
announces the determination of Austria to accede to the
Customs Union, the Cabinet of Vienna having been con-
duced of the political influence obtained by Prussia in
Pacing herself at the head of the Confederation. The
result of this measure, which is characterised in diplomatic
circles as a skilful manoeuvre, will be to transfer all ques-
tions relating to the tariff to the Diet at Frankfort, the
Presidency of which belongs to Austria.—The Levant mail
brings further accounts of the disputes between Turkey
a«d Russia on the affairs of Servia, but they add little to
le information received by previous advices.

CouHT._Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
ales, and the Princess Royal, continue at Buckingham

jalaee, and are in excellent health. On Tuesday her
"jesty and Prince Albert honoured the performance of

,

le French plays with their presence.—Sunday was the
^'i-day of his Royal Highness Prince George of Cam-

hp fr
* The Prince and the Duchess of Cambridge visited

« Majesty at Buckingham Palace. His Royal Highness

yiSt°A d- > and other me™bers of the Royal family,
wed Pnnce George at his residence in St. James's

Palace.—The Viscountess Jocelyn has succeeded the

Countess of Charlemont as the Lady in Waiting on the

Queen ; and Lord Byron and Captain Meynell have suc-
ceeded Viscount Sydney and Captain Duncombe, as the
Lord and Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.—His Royal
Highness the Crown Prince of Wurtemberg and suite ar-

rived in town on Thursday morning by the Netherlands
steam -boat Batavier, from Rotterdam. The Prince has
taken up his residence at Mivart's Hotel, where he has
beek visited by different members of the Royal family.

Official Appointments.—The office of Inspector of

Prisons, vacant by the death of Dr. Shortt, has been con-
ferred by the Secretary of State upon Mr. J. G. Perry,
surgeon to the Foundling Hospital, and late secretary to

the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society of London.
Mr. Clark, son of Sir James Clark, physician to her
Majesty, and Mr. Cole, son of Sir Lowry Cole, have been
appointed by Sir R. Peel to the two vacant situations of

junior clerks in the Treasury.— It is announced on
authority that there is no foundation for the paragraph
copied a short time since from the Greenock Advertiser,
stating that Mr. Thomas Pottinger was appointed Re-
sident at Hong Kong.—The Marquess of Anglesea has
received from her Majesty the gold stick of office as

Colonel of the Royal Horse-Guards, vacant by the death
of Lord Hill.

Parliamentary Movements.—The representation of
Nottingham, vacant by the decision of the committee
which unseated Mr. Walter, is likely to be warmly con-
tested. At a meeting of the electors on Saturday, Sir

George Larpent and Mr. Gisborne were proposed, and
after a show of hands the numbers were declared to be
five to one in favour of Sir G. Larpent. Mr. Gisborne
has since issued an address, announcing that he will stand
if a majority of the electors desire it. The Chartists have
decided on bringing forward Mr.Feargus O'Connor, and the

complete suffrage party intend, it is said, to propose Mr.
Sturge.—Capt. Beresford has announced himself as the

Conservative candidate for Athlone, in the place of Mr.
Farrell, who was unseated last week by the Parliamentary

committee, and Mr. Collett has come forward on the

Liberal interest. The election was appointed to take place

yesterday.

Education, Science, and Art.—By a statement just laid

upon the table of the House of Commons of the estimates
for 1843-4, for the purposes of education, science, and
art, it appears that there will be required for public edu-
cation in Great Britain, 50,000/. ; ditto in Ireland,

50,000/. ; schools of design, 4,411/. ; Professors at Ox-
ford and Cambridge, 2,006/. ; University of London,
5,148/.; Universities, &c, in Scotland, 7,380/.; Roman
Catholic College in Scotland, 8,928/. ; Royal Irish Aca-
demy, 300/.; Royal Hibernian Academy, 300/.; Royal
Dublin Society, 5,G00/. ; Belfast Academical Society,
1,950/. ; British Museum Establishment, &c, 32,576/.;
ditto buildings, 37,485/. ; ditto purchases, 5,1375/.; Na-
tional Gallery—purchase of pictures and expense of the
Gallery, 1,600/. ; Museum of Economic Geology, 2,008/.

;

and Scientific Works and Experiments, 4,000/. ;—the

total for the year 1843.4 is 210,967. The total for

1841-2 was 212,524/. ; and for 1842-3, 210,889/. In the

expense, therefore, of 1843, as compared with 1841, there

will be an increase of 6,443/. ; and as compared with 1842,
of 8,078/.

Expenses of Public Departments.—The sums required

for these services, for the year ending March 31, 1844,
will be—Two Houses of Parliament, 67,350/. ; Treasury,
53,800 ; Home Department, 26,000/. ; Foreign ditto,

66,273/.; Colonial ditto, 25,557/.; Privy Council-office

and Office for Trade, 33,000/. ; Lord Privy Seal, 2,000/.;
Paymaster-General, 35,893/. ; Comptroller of the Exche-
quer, Paymaster of Exchequer-bills, and Paymaster of
Civil Services, 18,413/.; State Paper-office, 2,550/.;
English Ecclesiastical Commissioners, 3,000/. ; Poor-
Law Commissioners, 51,608/. ; Mint, including coinage,

50,958/. ; salaries and expenses of public records, 11,775/. ;

inspectors and superintendents of factories, 8,880/.
;

offices in Scotland, 1,815/. ; household of the Lord Lieu-
tenant of Ireland, 6,464/. ; Chief and Under Secretary's-

office, and Privy Council-office, Ireland, 22,260/.; Pay-
master of Civil Services, Ireland, 4,937/. ; Commissioners
of Public Works, Ireland, 2,400/. ; Secret Service, 39,200/.

;

printing and stationery, 232,533/. ; printing proclamations,

&c, in Ireland, 4,950/. The total expense for the year
1843 will be 771,736/.; for 1841 it was 738,472/.; for

1842 it was 760,167/. In 1843 there will, therefore, be
an increase of 33,264/. as compared with 1841, and 11,569/.

as compared with 1842.

Royal Commission of the Fine Arts.— Several meet-
ings of the Commissioners appointed to consider the de-

corations to be adopted for the interior of the new Houses
of Parliament have taken place during the last month, at

all of which Prince Albert has presided. The following

notice -was issued on Saturday :—1. That the cartoons or

drawings intended for competition, according to the no-

tices published in April and July, 1842, will be exhibited

in Westminster Hall, whither they are to be sent between

the hours of ten and live on any day, Sunday excepted,

during the first week in June next, when agents will be

in attendance to receive them; but no drawing will be

received after Wednesday, the 7th of June. 2. Each

candidate is required to put a motto or mark on the

back of his drawing, and to send, together with his

drawing, a sealed letter, containing his name and address,

and having on the outside of its cover a motto or mark
similar to that on the back of the drawing. The letters

belonging to the drawings to which no premium shall

have been awarded, will be returned unopened. 3. The
title of the subject of each drawing, together with the

quotation, if any, to illustrate it, must be affixed either to

the back or front of the drawing. 4. E^h drawing is to
be sent upon, or accompanied by, a stretchi»?.fram e ; but
no ornamental frames, in addition to the stretching-frame,
will be admissible. 5. The artists, or their ag^ts, may
attend to examine the works sent by them, ana to re-
stretch such drawings as shall have been detachedfrom
their stretching-frames, and rolled for the convenience of
carriage. 6. No drawing will be allowed to be retouched
after having been received, except to repair an injury oc-

casioned by accident, and then only by the artist himstjf.

7. Every possible care will be taken of the works sent

;

but in case of injury or loss, the commissioners will not
be responsible. 8. All the drawings will be exhibited, and
catalogues will be published. 9. The names of the judges
appointed to award the premiums will be made known.

foreign.
France.—The principal topics of interest in the

Chamber of Deputies are the discussions on the motion
of M. de Sade, for preventing deputies from accepting

place, or receiving promotion, during the session ; and on
the propriety of a general reduction of postage on inland

letters. The former question was disposed of on Thurs-
day, when the motion was rejected, by 207 votes against

181. In regard to the postage question, the Minister of

Finance said that the negotiations for a reduction of the

postage on letters between France and this country had
made considerable progress, and were likely very shortly

to yield a result which would facilitate the correspondence
between the two countries, and promote the interests of

both. With regard to the establishment of a moderate
and uniform rate of postage in France, he admitted the
simplicity and other advantages of a uniform postage, but
contended that the increase of letters in England has not
been, during the last two years, equal to the rise of the
first year of the experiment ; and that the increased num-
ber of letters has required a more considerable service,

and that service is daily increasing—as it cost 750,000/.
in 1839, and 938,000/. in 1842.—The papers give some
further particulars of the manner in which the possession
of Otaheite was accomplished. The English missionaries
strongly opposed the native women going on board any
vessels which arrived. The French admiral, says a letter

from an officer of the frigate, most certainly would not
have admitted the women on board, had not the English

missionaries opposed it; but hearing that they did oppose
it, the admiral had 100 women on board, dancing and
feasting till a late hour—the result of which was, the

acknowledgment of French supremacy.— It appears that

so powerful an opposition to the Paris and Calais railroad

treaty had been raised, that the affair was on Saturday
nearly as far from being arranged as ever. The demand
of the inhabitants of Boulogne, that the railroad should
pass through their city, was resisted by the projected

company, on the ground that the intercourse with Great
Britain alone would not indemnify the proprietors, whose
interests required that the line should contemplate a union
with that of Lille and Belgium.—The Quotidienne of
Monday states that the Duke de Nemours narrowly
escaped the same fate which befel the Duke of Orleans in
July last:—"Driving in a low carriage drawn by four

horses, one of the leaders fell, which caused the carriage

to be overturned ; but the Duke previously jumped out,

and fortunately escaped unhurt/'—The commission for

erecting the tomb of the Emperor Napoleon has decided

that the baldachin of the altar in the church of the

Invalides, with its gilded columns, shall be suppressed
;

that the equestrian statue of the Emperor shall be erected

on the Esplanade, and not in the Cour Royale, as designed

by the architect; and that the figure of the Emperor
shall be in his historical dress, and not in the Roman
costume.—On Monday morning several persons of the

suite of Prince Augustus of Saxe Coburg arrived at the

Tuileries. The Prince is to take up his residence at the

Palais Royal. It is stated in some of the German papers

that, by the contract of marriage between this Prince and

her Royal Highness the Princess Clementine, the bride

is to have an income of 300,000 francs per annum, and

the Prince 100,000 francs per annum.—The Magdalen

by Canova, in the Aguado Gallery was sold at Paris on

Tuesday for the sum of 59,500f., to the Duke de Sar-

raglia. It is said that this treasure of art is to be taken

to Italy Some excitement has been caused in political

circles by a recent publication of Prince Dolgarouki, con-

taining biographical sketches of the principal families in

Russia. The Prince has incurred the anger of the Em-
peror by this work, and has been summoned to return

immediately to St. Petersburg.—The Echo of Chateaulin, in

the Finisterre, gives the following details of some curious

discoveries lately made at Crozon, in that department.

The immense quantities of sand drifted away by the vio-

lent winds of January, and which blocked up several vil-

lages, left bare a solid hillock, of about thirty feet in cir-

cumference. Some bones, observed on the surface,
created an idea that it was an ancient tumulus, and in-
duced the curious to explore it. It was soon found to
contain a great number of skeletons, both male and
female, in perfect preservation

; and the north-west side
had been exclusively appropriated to children. Various
conjectures have been formed as to the origin of the
tumulus, but the indications subsequently found, though
lew, give preponderance to the conclusion that it was
Roman. These are two medals, or coins, one of silver

which is not described, being perhaps too much defaced,
and the other of copper, of the size of an obolus, frequently
put into the mouths of the dead, under the idea of
enabling them to pay Charon for their passage over the
Styx. It bears on one face the name and effigy of the
god Mars, and on the obverse, Romulus and Remua
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being suckled *7 tne she-wolf. This opinion is strength-

ened by the *nown fact of a Roman encampment having

been som« time ago traced in the immediate neighbour-

hood, p-'th unquestionable relics of that people.

§,,AlN .—We have accounts from Madrid to the 20th

ulf. They state that the results of the elections were still

ctoubtful ; but that, although the belief prevailed that

thev were unfavourable to the Government, the Cabinet

seamed determined to meet the Cortes. The speech to

be delivered on the occasion was under discussion. Ihe

list of the Senators to be appointed by the Government

was already drawn up, and it included none of the candi-

dates of the Moderado party. A change of Ministry was

however talked of, and Gen. Chacon was mentioned as

likely to be selected to form a new Cabinet. Three of the

Ministers—Rodil, Almodovar, and Zumalacarreguy—had

been returned neither as Senators nor Deputies. The

election of the Infante Don Francisco de Paula had given

the more displeasure to the Government, as the extreme

fraction of the Opposition intended to raise him to the

Presidency of the Chamber of Deputies. It was expected

that the Regent would do his utmost to have his election

annulled.— It was reported at Madrid that Mr. Aston, the

British Minister, would retire, and be succeeded by Lord

Mahon Private letters state that the Government, intent

upon its own safety, pays no attention to the innumerable

assassinations, highway robberies, kidnappings, false coin-

ing, and hundreds of other atrocities. Almost every pro-

vince has now its dominant band of brigands, who mock

the pursuit of the troops, and commit all kinds of enor-

mities in open daylight. A member of the Infante Don

Francisco de Paula's household, who had arrived in

Madrid for the purpose of preparing a residence for the

Prince, was robbed on the road of all his wardrobe.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 20th ult.

Lord Aberdeen's answer to the Portuguese ultimatum had

arrived at Lisbon. The latter was not considered satis-

factory, and our Government adheres to its own proposals.

What the Portuguese Government intended to do had not

transpired, and much anxiety existed, business being in a

great measure suspended by the uncertainty.—The Cortes

had been occupied with the Roads Bill, which was still

before the Chamber of Deputies. The latter had given

the Government a vote of confidence, empowering it to

carry into effect, during the recess, such measures as it

deemed necessary for the welfare of the colonies : giving

an account of its proceedings at the commencement of the

following session.

Holland.—The Dutch papers give extracts trom the

Java journals, containing the following singular account

from Rambang of 31st Oct. :—We have lately had extra-

ordinarv natural phenomena several times, but always in

the daytime. In different places, at some distance from

each other, there have been heavy storms of hail, accom-

panied by high winds. The hail-stones were of the size

of tamarind-stones, not round, but angular. On the

whole, but little damage was done, except to some tobacco

plantations. The natives, who had never seen so strange

a phenomenon, shivered when they took up the cold hail-

stones, and were quite annoyed when they melted in their

hands.

Gkrmany.—The Cologne Gazette states, that the

Austrian Government, having at last become convinced of

the political influence which Prussia has obtained by

placing herself at the head of the German Customs Union,

has resolved to accede to this union as soon as the northern

states shall have done so. The Zollverein will then be

considered to make an integral part of the confederation.

This arrangement will operate advantageously for Austria,

as the questions of the tariff will be decided by the Diet

at Frankfort, the presidency of which belongs to Austria,

and the Prussian Government, which aspires to the first

rank, will be placed in the second by this skilful manoeuvre.

The accounts received from Vienna state that the Arch-

duke Charles is much better.—The King of Prussia has

been pleased to transmit, through his ambassador in

London, a gold medal, bearing his portrait, to the author

of " Frederick the Great, his Court and Times," " in

token," says the letter from his Majesty which accompa-

nied this present, " of my approbation of your meritorious

work." The great establishment in Berlin, known by the

name' of the Coliseum, was totally destroyed by fire on

the 21st ult. The origin of the fire is not known. The

presence of several members of the royal family encou-

raged the firemen.—The Hanover Gazette of the 17th

ult. states that Madame Caroline Herschel, sister of the

celebrated astronomer, the late Dr. Herschel, resides in

that city, and, though arrived at the advanced age of 94

years, enjoys excellent health, and has acquired a distin-

guished reputation in the scientific world. It is unders-

tood that the King of Hanover is expected to arrive on a
^

visit to this country about the middle of May, orders

having been received to prepare his apartments in the

Ambassadors' Court for his reception by that period. The

King is expected to remain six weeks in town. The go-

vernment of the kingdom during his Majesty's absence

will be delegated to ihe Council of State, of which Prince

Bernard of Solms Braunfels is President.—The comet has

been observed in Germany. The journals are filled with

details from astronomers beyond the Rhine, agreeing very

closely with the observations made in Paris.— Letters from

"Vienna were received in town on Thursday, announcing

the accouchement of the young Princess Nicholas Ester-

hazy, the daughter of the Earl of Jersey. She was con-

fined on the 21st inst. of a son and heir, and when the

accounts left Vienna both the Princess and infant were

doing well.

Italy.—By a letter lately received from Rome, we
learn that the sport afforded by Lord Chesterfield's fox-

houads has created a great sensation tnere : they have had

some admirable runs in the Campagna , and almost all
]
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the aristocracy of Rome were assembled, either to witness

or join in the chace. Lord Chesterfield has presented the

pack to the society there, and a large subscription has

been raised to keep it up-—The Diario di Roma says :

—

"As it is well known that the great number of paintings

composing the gallery of the late Cardinal Fesch must

require several successive sales, it has been decided that

they shall commence on the 17th of April."

Turkey.—The Levant mail has brought letters from

Constantinople, which refer chiefly to the contention

between Russia and Turkey regarding the internal affairs

of Servia, and to the course pursued by the French and

British agents in that quarter, but they contain little that

would interest our readers. They state that the Greek

Government has consented to open direct negotiations for

the adjustment of the preliminary questions, which have

hitherto rendered a definitive settlement impracticable. A
letter from Semlin, March 6, states that the Sultan intends

this spring to visit Belgrade, and from thence to proceed

to Vienna. Several persons had been arrested at Bel-

grade, as conspirators in the recent plot for overturning

the government of Servia..

Cape of Good Hope.—Advices have been received,
j

by the Blonde frigate, from the Cape, of the 23d January.

The accounts regarding the insurgent Boers are very con-

flicting. Some state that no resistance will be made,

others exactly the reverse. A messenger from Philipolis,

who arrived at Graham's Town on the 31st of December,

brought information that the Boers were assembling in

that neighbourhood in force, and that if the troops should

attempt to cross the Orange River, their passage would be

disputed. The latest accounts state positively that Colo-

nel Hare had determined to cross the Orange River. The

Kaffirs are said to be anxiously watciiing the movements

of the authorities as regards the disaffected farmers, and

only waiting the result to decide upon their own measures.

Marauders were lurking on every part of the colonial bor-

der, and carrying off cattle. Apprehension had been en-

tertained that the Kaffir chiefs had organized an extensive

combination of their tribes to attack the colony, but it

seems to have been postponed or abandoned, if, indeed, it

had ever been seriously entertained. At Cape Town an

unseemly display of feeling on the part of some of the

Dutch residents had taken place, during the festivities of a

dinner given to the officers of the Netherlands ship 1 alam-

bang, the healths of the Court at the Hague and the Minis-

try having been most enthusiastically responded to, while

that of her Britannic Majesty was most slightingly treated,

and by several absolutely unacknowledged. This dinner,

it is stated, was presided over by M. "Van Breda, one of

the Legislative Council of the colony, and several of the

party were subordinate officers of the civil service. The

Cape papers are much occupied in canvassing the merits

of the Natal question, and this incident, among others, is

introduced to give weight to the arguments they bring to

bear upon it.

Lord
men

'^Parliament. ,i

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Monday.—The Marquis of Lansdownk asked information of

>rd Aberdeen respecting the occupation by the French Govern-

..ent of the island of Tahiti. He did not view tins acquisition of

territory on the part of France with any unnecessary jealousy,

but wished that the interests of a number of British subjects who

had taken up their residence in the islands of the Pacific, and to

whom the natives were indebted for considerable advancement

in the arts of civilisation, might be protected.—Lord Abkkiikkn

was also of opinion that no injury to the commercial or political

interests of this country was to be feared from the establishment

of the French in these islands. With respect to the missionaries,

lie had already caused representations to he made at Pans, ana

they had been met by the most satisfactory assurance of protec-

tion and encouragement. An article to that effect had, indeed,

been appended to the convention which had been entered into,

and he confidently relied upon the good feeling of the King of me
French and of M. Guizot for its due execution.

Tuesday.-The Dogs' Bill was brought up for the House ot

Commons, and read a first lime amidst much laughter.

Lord Campbki.i. laid on the table the five resolutions which lie

intended to propose on Friday, on the subject oi the Scotch

Church. The three first express the opinion of the House, mat

the church should freely possess her rights and liberties, that any

shock which may endanger its great national establishment

would be regarded by the House as a national calamity, and that

the demands of the church, contained in the papers laid bclore

the House, should be conceded by the Legislature, as far as tiiey

can be safely granted consistently with the permanent welfare ot

the church and the existence of subordination and good govern-

ment in the country. 4. That, considering that patronage has

subsisted in Scotland from the remotest times, and is recognisca

in the mostvenerable authorities of the law of that country, that

the preservation of patronage was made an express condition

on which the present Reformed Church of Scotland was esta-

blished and endowed by the State-, that it has been confirmed ly

several subsequent statutes, that the present Ministers ot tne

Church of Scotland were introduced into it according to tne law

of patronage; and that if this law be under due superintend-

ence and control, there appears to be no other law more likely to

secure the introduction, as pastors into an endowed churcn, ra

men of learning, piety, zeal, good morals, and sound doctrine,

the demand of the Chinch of Scotland, that patronage shall De

abolished as a grievance, is in the opinion of this House unrea-

sonable and unfounded, and ought not to be conceded. ... lam

this House acknowledging the independent, exclusive, ana

supreme jurisdiction of the Courts of the Church of Scotland in

all matters spiritual, is of opinion that the demand of ti.e

Church of Scotland that the law shall be framed so as ogivEW

the Church Courts absolute authority in every case to define
i

ne

limits of their own jurisdiction without any power m anytnyii

Court in any way to question or interfere with their Predion,
decrees, and orders, although they may exceed *«r juris^coon,

and in suits professedly spiritual, may treat of civil ndtanpojl
matters, and may violate the statute or common law ofttemna,

and that no action or proceeding shall be instituted againstj.ny

numbers
the Legi

demand be under tieoutiftcation tfiat the decrees and orders of

the Church Court shall not he binding in other courts, ot ieuer

them in any way in the regulation of their conduct, according to

land Island Government Bills passed through committee.—The

Earl of Wick low moved for returns relative to the amount ot

duty from the distillation of spirits in Ireland. He did not blame

the Government for imposing the additional duty on Irish spirits,

as it had been considered as an equivalent for the income-tax.

But the experiment had proved a failure, for it had yielded only

15,000/. a-ycar to the revenue, while it led to a total disorgani-

sation of society, by the encouragement which it gave to illicit

distillation, the fruitful parent of every immorality. He hoped

that the Government would retrace their steps.—The Duke of

Wellington regretted that the motion had been brought for-

ward before all the information on the subject had been laid on

the table of the House. The revenue had been increased by a

larger sum than 15,000/., for a large quantity of spirits had

been imported into Ireland from Scotland, the duty paid

on which should be added. He denied that drunkenness

had increased in Ireland during the past year; on the con-

trary, it could be proved that it had considerably decreased.

—Lord Montha gle affirmed that crime had increased concur-

rently with the increase of duty on spirits. Many of the distillers

in Ireland were, he said, in favour of the existing state of

things, in the hope that illicit distillation would have the effect

of breaking up the temperance system, by which, on the reduc-

tion of duty, the trade would fall into their hands, The tax pro-

duced nothing, and was no equivalent for the income-tax
;
but

even if it were, it was better that the property rather than the

morals of Ireland should suffer.—Lord Fitzgerald said that, if

he were convinced that increase of crime and social demoraliza-

tion were the result of this increase of duty, he should not for a

moment argue for its retention. But he did not think that it had

produced these mischievous effects ; and the Government were

not prepared to abandon an experiment still in progress.—The

Earl of Wicklow replied, and the papers were ordered.

Friday.--Lord Campbell moved the resolutions of which he

gave notice on Tuesday, and which are fully described in our

report of that day.—Lord Abekdeen opposed them, on the

ground that their adoption would aggravate the difficulties

of Parliament in dealing with the subject. He moved the

adjournment of the House as an amendment.—Lord Brougham,

the Earl ot Haddington, Lord Cottenham, and the Lord

Chancellor, censured the conduct of the majority in the Kirk,

after which Lord Campbell replied, and said he would not press

his resolutions to a division.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.-The first order of the day was a committee of supply,

the civil and miscellaneous votes being the subject ot considera-

tion. The first vote was one of 110,000/. for civil contingencies,

which being made up of a great variety of items, some of them

very small, led to a long and desultory conversation.—Mr.

Williams contrasted the moderate expense of the United States

for embassies with the amount expended by this country. It was

a disgrace to the nobility of this country that none ot them would

do honour to their Sovereign without coming on the heavily-

taxed people of this country.—Sir G. Clerk said that the mission

of the Earl ofWilton to carry the order of the garter to the King ol

Saxony was an example of the desiderated disinterestedness ; he

received no recompense, and it was but reasonable to pay the

expenses of his journey.
Capt. Pechell drew attention to the state of the relations

between this country and France with respect to the mutual

right of fishing, which has so long excited ill lcehng.
>

Thereupon

a somewhat lively discussion occurred between Sir R. Peel

and Lord Pa lmerston as to whether the Whig government or the

Tory government which preceded it were to blame lor leaving

this question, amongst others, unsettled. It concluded by Sir R.

Peel assuring the House that Government was labouring to settle

it, and that as soon as possible he would communicate uli the

requisite information on the subject.

Mr. Hums commented upon some of the items of the vote,

contending that they should be referred to a committee. There

was hardly one item which ought not to be the subject ot separate

and mature deliberation. He found a charge in the civil cr

tiiurcncies of more than l.ono/. for the mission of Lord Wilton
con-

to

the King of Saxony with the insignia of the gaiter. He had no

objection to the distribution of such baubles among those who
fancied them, but he did not like to see them made thus expensive

to the country. Then there was a charge for the christening of

the Prince of Wales; and, moreover, a charge for altering his

arms—the arms of a child in his cradle 1 Why was not tins de-

frayed from the large revenues of the Duchy of Cornwall? He

objected to other items, individually small, but constituting a

large aggregate burden on the public. .

Sir R. Peel explained, that the items objected to by Mr. Hume
were not estimates of the future expenditure, but accounts of the

past. He contended that there was a much more efficient con-

trol over expense when estimates were submitted on the respon-

sibility of Government than there would be if they were intro-

duced under the supervision of a select committee. In the case

of the mission to Saxony, Lord Wilton received no remuneration

for his services ; the public was charged with no expense tor the

noble Lord except that of his conveyance, and, though Mr. Hume
might think the Garter a bauble, yet, aslong as its insignia were

an object of ambition to the greatest Sovereigns of Europe, the

English people would hardly like to see them packed up in straw

and sent in a deal box by coach. The lion. Member had pointed

to the revenues of Cornwall; but the Queen, on the birth of the

present Prince of Wales, had divested herself of the whole of

those revenues, arid assigned them to trustees for the Prince.

The expenses of his christening had been defrayed by the Queen

from her own funds ; and the only charge to the country was tor

her subjects; So little had she sought to relieve the Privy purse

at the cost of the people, that she had voluntarily submitted her

own private revenue to the income-tax.

Captain Bernal objected to the item for the expense of con-

veying the Bishop of Jerusalem to the coast ot Syria, winch was

comuarcd with the smaller item of the expense of conveying

Lord Ashburton to and from America. Tins raised a lively dis-

cussion, and, on a division, the vote was affirmed by 1 12 to 37-

Sir G. Clerk then proceeded to move the miscellaneous esti-

mates.—Mr. Hume took occasion to blame the practice of closing

the National Gallery for six weeks of every spring.—Sir R. Put
answered, that it was necessary to allow some vacation to the

officers having charge of the pictures, and that there was great

difficulty in finding temporary substitutes to whom that charge

could he safely confided. He spoke of the good eflcct which had

attended the opening to the public of places where national taste

could be improved, and stated, that in 17 years, during wlucB

the British Museum had now been generally accessible, the only

damage done had been the breakage of two panes ot glass by the

accident of a boy falling against them. -Some explanations were

given by Sir G. CLERK respecting the discontinuance of the outlay

incurred in the partial construction of a calculating machine

under the superintendence of Mr. Babbage. The new disco-

veries of that gentleman himself had made the principle ot it

obsolete: and Government had hesitated to engage in ihe con-

struction of a costly machine upon the new principle.—Mr.

Hawks vindicated the expenditure already incurred lor tnuj

object. The prosecution of it had led to the invention oi several

beautiful instruments, which had been found highly serviceable

in the cotton manufacture ; and the importance of a process oy

sfcaS3ss»£^
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bility of error would be best understood from the consideration,
that one mistake in a decimal place might cause the shipwreck
of a cargo three times as costly as the machine.
Mr. Hume and other members pressed that the office of Woods

should restore the fountain in the park at Bushy, and allow the
public to drive through the park at Richmond. At present only
pedestrians were admitted, except by special leave from the
Ranger.—Mr. Hawks added, that at some periods of the year
even pedestrians were warned off the grass, and restricted to the
high road ; for fear, it was said, of disturbance to the game, of
which there was really no danger.—Sir R. Pickl and Lord Lin-
coln declined to encourage these suggestions.—Mr. Hume de-
clared himself anxious also that the public should have access to
Primrose-hill.—Lord Lincoln expressed his hope, that when the
existing lease should expire, which would be in five or six years,
an arrangement might be effected for that purpose.—Mr. Horsham
mentioned an application made to Lord Sidmouth, the Deputy-
ranger of Richmond-park, by a member of Parliament living in
the neighbourhood, for liberty to drive through the park, which
had been refused.—Lord Lincoln declared his surprise at this

statement, as he knew that such accommodation had been very
generally given by Lord Sidmouth to families in that vicinity.
He believed that Mr. Hawes himself, as being a gentleman of
respectable appearance, had always been allowed to pass the
gates. Mr. Aglionby complained that the public, who contri-
buted to the expense of the park, should be excluded from the
enjoyment of it, unless this enclosure were preserved, which it

Was not, for the private use of the Queen.—Mr. Humk said, it

seemed to be, not a Royal park, but a Sidmouth park.—Mr.
Hawks bore testimony to the liberality with which Lord Sidmouth
granted the passage through the park to gentlemen having resi-

dences, even though but temporary, in that neighbourhood.
On the vote for the expenses of the works at the new Houses

of Parliament, Mr. Hume objected to the site, which ought, in
his opinion, to have been in St. James's-park. Under the cir-

cumstances, however, the only satisfaction they could have was
to complain.—The Earl of Lincoln expected the Houses to be so
far forward in two years as to enable the Lords to occupy their
new chamber. 12,000/. were granted for the improvements in

Trafalgar-square.—On the vote for the expenses and salaries of
the officers of both Houses, Mr. Hume called for a statement in

detail of the grant for the House of Lords, and moved the post-
ponement of the sum until it was furnished. The House affirmed
the vote by 135 to 47.—On the vote for the Exchequer department,
Colonel Sibthokf repeated his dissatisfaction at the arrangement
by which Lord Monteagle was placed at its head. He paid some
high compliments to Mr. Goulbourn; and then, returning to the
subject of Lord Monteagle's office, announced his intention of
proposing, on a future day, an address to the Queen for the noble
Lord's removal from it.—Another division took place on the vote
for the ecclesiastical commission, Mr. Humk considering that
the expenses should be defrayed out of the property of the Church.
The vote was carried by 140 to 33.
The vote for the salaries and expenses of the assistant poor-

law commissioners being brought up, Capt. Peciikll spoke in
"efence of the Gilbert unions, and Mr. Ferrand, who warmly
denounced the conduct of the assistant poor-law commissioners,
pronounced them to be swindling and oppressive, and dared the
Government to thrust the new poor-law down the throats of the
People of the north of England.— Sir C. Napier was afraid that
Mr. Ferrand was afflicted with monomania, with respect to the
Keighley or Bingley union. He moved that the chairman report
progress, which was agreed to, and the House resumed.
Tuesday*—Sir J; Graham, in reply to Lord J. Russell, said

that it had been determined to postpone proceeding with the en-
tire Factory Bill until alter Easter.— Dr. Nicholl, in reply to
Lord R. Grosvcnor, gave some statements to show that the sa-
ving under the Ecclesiastical Courts Bill would he greater than
had at first been calculated.—Mr. Humk, not having been able to
obtain precedence on Friday for his motion of thanks to Lord
Ashburton, fixed it for Tuesday next.

Sir G. Grey put a question to the Government similar to that
asked by Lord Lansdowne on Monday in the House of Lords, on
the protectorship lately accepted by the French Government in
the Pacific— Sir R. Pkel explained the arrangement by which
the nominal sovereignty of Otaheite was offered to the French
Government, the territorial possession and actual administration
Btill remaining with the Queen Pomaree. Stipulations had been
expressly made in the convention for the protection of all reli-

gious worship, and for the free exercise of their functions by the
English missionaries resident there. The Government had made
communications to the French ministers on the subject of
these British residents, and the assurances received had been
entirely satisfactory.

Sir R. Pekl, in answer to Mr. Hume, stated that though he did
**ot wish to speak with too much confidence, he hoped our com-
mercial negotiations with Naples would soon be brought to a sa-
tisfactory conclusion.—Mr. Ewart gave notice that, when the
Factory Bill was brought forward, he would move an instruc-
tion to the committee to take the regulation and education
clauses separately.
Mr, T. Duncombe brought on his motion for a select commit-

tee to inquire into the allegations of sundry petitions respecting

J«e conduct of the magistracy during the disturbances in August
last. He knew he was not addressing an impartial audience

;

the benches of the House were covered with justices of the peace
--the " great unpaid ;" but he had an important public duty to
jWorm in bringing the subject forward. He gave a sketch of
"le origin and spread of the disturbances, especially as to the
C1rcumstances attending the entrance of the mob into Manches-
ter

; and adduced statements in order to show that there had
been great oppression and illegal measures resorted to in order
to repress the outbreak. Good and substantial bail had been
refused on the score of political opinion, seemingly as the result
of a conspiracy ou the part of the magistrates, and acted on in
cases where the accusations had either been abandoned or
n°t substantiated j and the spy system had been resoited to,
Policemen in plain clothes having been employed in order to en-
:*aP individuals. Something should be done in order to secure
j-ne liberty of the subject, and to prevent the occurrence of simi-

J

ar acts of oppression. At Nottingham, prisoners had been tried
^Quarter-sessions, who had been convicted by thesame jury on

-..*. ,-antouly employed ..._ w~*vw»

J

ilfe, and many severe injuries; and at Halifax an unoffending
Jd man had been deliberately shot, and no investigation had

^er been made into the circumstances by the local authorities.

Dp
e was a strong feeling in the country that no justice was to

^obtained for the poor man > the people looked with strong

l,^
lety to the coursewhich the House would pursue ; and he hoped

|- had satisfied them that he had made out a strong case for in-

(
v lry—Gen, Johnson seconded the motion.— The Attornky-
'^kral remarked that the House had no means of affording

n
(lress, and that a committee of inquiry would therefore be

utIo
at°ry

' ,V rc,ncf|y for the refusal of bail, or for illegal and
constitutional conduct in the magistracy, was to be found by

Url<
? l

!
peal to the law, which had the power to investigate by oath,

neo •
awar(l heavy damages, if the cases were proved, The

bv H
SSlty for tne interference of the military was deeply deplored

uii
e Government, and ifsympathy was of any use, the sufferers

fact
edly Possessed it. But he did not believe in the alleged

eael f
f lhe outra£eat Halifax ; and, even if it were true, it was a

e tor a jury: the individual who committed such an outrage

ia£» enaMe vvith his life to the iaw
- He read e*tracts from an

beeti
m

,

fltorv Placard (a copy of which he exhibited) which had

thai " ti
hed at Preston

> exciting the people by the allegation

whii
otaod of th«ir brothers" had been causelessly shed,

the Ifr'
0n the subsequent trials it had been admitted, on behalf of

Vervt °*nerS * that the conduct of the military and police, under
/ trying circumstances, was free from blame, He deeply

regretted that this motion had been made; individuals convicted
at the recent trials were yet to be brought up for judgment ; and
under these circumstances he would willingly have been spared
the necessity of vindicating the administration of justice. If ever
there was a time when this country was on the brink of a civil
war, it was during the late disturbances, when one hundred and
fifty mills were stopped, thousands of men were marching through
the country, and one individual boasted that he had addressed
three hundred thousand persons. The Chartists fell into the
mistake of supposing that if they committed no actual violence
they were not breaking the law ; but he affirmed that every per-
son who was engaged in going about stopping employment, with
a view* to change the laws of the land, was guilty of high treason
—in fact, in one case a bill for high treason had been found, but
the Government had thought it better not to proceed on it. A
placard posted over Manchester pointed distinctly to revolution

;

the Chartist delegates said, in their own words, that " centuries
might roll by" before another such golden opportunity might be
afforded them to effect their objects by aid of the general excite-
ment. A great and general combination existed: and much of
the severity with which the magistrates treated the cases was
undoubtedly under the just impression that they were dealing
with the crime of high treason, and that the Government would
consider it as such. If any charge should be brought against the
Government, it ought to be that of having exhibited too much
leniency in the prosecution of these grave offences.

Lord F. Egerton, Mr. Pakinoton, Mr. Clivk, Mr. W. Pat-
ten, Col. Rolleston, Lord Inokstuk, and Mr. Brothkrton
severally brought forward proofs of the praiseworthy conduct of
the magistrates in their respective localities, who had been
charged by Mr. Duncombe with acting cruelly and unjustly.—
Mr. Fikldrn and Mr. Scott supported the motion.—Captain
Berkeley said he would vote for the inquiry, on the ground only
that, being himself a magistrate, he desired investigation into his
conduct.—Mr. G. W. Wood said the motion was ill-timed, un-
supported by facts or arguments, and a stigma on the magis-
trates which they did not deserve ; but it was nevertheless his
intention to give it his vote.- Sir J. Graham said that a more
full, complete, and spirited answer to any case had never been
made in his presence than that which had been given to this mo-
tion by the Attorney-General. In the Dudley case, though the
general conduct of the magistrates had been approved by the
Court of Queen's Bench, yet, as they had been wrong on a point
of law, damages were awarded, and the wrong was satisfied.
The other cases have been completely explained, and left no
ground for the motion. Sir Charles Napier, on the previous
evening, had said that u monomania was the order of the day;"
whenever the words Poor-law are mentioned, the hon. and gal-
lant Member for Brighton (Capt. Pechell) rises and beholds in his
mind's eye that terrestrial paradise of his—the Gilbert Union.
Whenever an Assistant Poor-law Commissioner is named, up
starts the hon. Member for Knaresborough (Mr. Ferrand), his
soul haunted by the terrible images of Mr. Mott, the Bingley
Union, and the oppressed poor of the North of England. Now
Mr. Duncombe he always considered to have a mind clear and an
understanding unclouded by prejudice. But, alas ! even he is

not free from this all-afflicting monomania : he is haunted by the
idea that all the judges of the land are wrong in their law—that
all the magistrates are tyrants and oppressors—that all jurymen
are neglectful of their duties, and that the Chartists are the most
ill-used and innocent persons in the world. A dangerous state
of things had been happily terminated ; and though the Preston
case was an unhappy one, the authorities had been fully vindi-
cated by the verdict of a coroner's inquest. The motion was
ill-timed and unsustained by facts, and he trusted it would be
rejected hy an overwhelming majority.—Mr. Muntz would have
voted for the motion had it not been for the proceedings in the
Court of Queen's Bench, in the case of the Dudley magistrates,
which showed that the law would not tolerate such conduct.

—

After some observations from Mr. V. Stuart, Mr. Ainsworth,
and Capt. Vivian, Mr. T. Duncombe, in reply, said that if he
was afflicted with monomania, he was so in common with every
man out of the House.—On a division, the motion was rejected
by a majority of 164—the numbers being for it, 32; against it, 106.
Wednesday.—There being only 30 members present at 4 o'clock,

the House was adjourned until Thursday.
Thursday. — Mr. Escott called attention to the heavy

fees exacted from defendants at quarter-session, when de-
sirous of traversing, and the inability to pay which compels
prisoners to take their trials whether prepared or not,— Sir J.
Graham apprehended that courts of quarter- session had the
power to put a stop to the abuse; and if not the Government
would willingly biing in a bill to rectify it.

Mr. Hume moved the issue ofthe writ forNottingham, which was
seconded by Sir R. H. Inolis.—The Earl ofLincoln had no inten-
tion to oppose the issue of the writ. Under the circumstances, the
election having been declared void on the score of bribery, he had
been justified in moving its suspension until the evidence was in
the hands of Members, more especially as he had himself been
witness of demoralising and disgusting scenes atformer elections.
But he was bound to admit that the last election had exhibited a
great improvement, and circumstances had come to his know-
ledge which wholly exculpated Mr. Walter from any participation
in the improper practices for which he had been unseated.—Col.
Woon (Brecon) thought that some precaution should be taken to
prevent the guilty recipients of bribes at the last election from
renewing their practices at the next one, and again causing a
Member to be unseated.—Mr. T. Duncombe had last session
made a similar proposition in the case of Ipswich, but it had not
been approved. The Duke of Newcastle, in a recently-published
correspondence, had blamed the "democratic section" of the
House for causing the suspension of the writ for Nottingham.
But it was right that it should be known that it was the noble
Duke's nearest relative (the Earl of Lincoln) and the Government
who had caused the suspension of the writ.—Mr. Cochrane
wished it were competent for him to move that Mr. Walter be
permitted to stand as a candidate at the next election.—Mr. Hooo
declared that, as chairman of the committee, he had acted with
a rigid sense of responsibility, and that the evidence disclosed

not a few casual or isolated cases of bribery, but afforded proof
of an organised system in the town. Mr. Walter had unfortu-
nately, perhaps unconsciously, mixed himself up with the party
whose practices had been the cause of his being unseated.—Lord
J, Russell was glad to hear this statement, for the perusal of
the evidence had led him to a similar conclusion. Though not
going to oppose the issue of the writ, the House had nevertheless
done right to suspend its judgment. He had no doubt that the
practice of bribery would receive a severe check if committees
did their duty, and the law were resolutely put in force.—Mr,
Bkrnai. thought that Mr. Hogg, with the opinion which he had
expressed respecting an organised system of bribery, should
have caused a special report to have been made to the House.
It was a disputed question whether or not a Member unseated,
as Mr. Walter had been, could stand again 5 and it ought to be
set at rest by a declaratory Act. For himself, he did not look
forward to such a political millenium as Lord John Russell anti-

cipated. He was afraid that corruption would prove too

powerful, and that Members would be still exposed to the ma-
chinations of injudicious friends and judicious enemies.

—

After some observations from Mr. D'Israem, Sir G. Grey re-

ferred to the case of the election last year of Newcastlc-under-

Lyne, wjiere it had been decided that a member unseated for

bribery, by himself or agent, could not stand again.—After some
further conversation, Lord j. Manners moved the adjournment

of the debate until next day, in order to enable a motion to be

made which would settle the question as to Mr. Walter being

enabled to stand again.—Mr. Hume approved of this course; and
Mr, Cochrane said that if the debate were adjourned, he would
move as an amendment for leave to bring in a bill to enable Mr.
Walter to stand again.—The Speaker informed him that it would
not be competeut for liixu to tio so, as he had already spoken io

the debate.—Some conversation followed, after which ColonelWyndham opposed the adjournment, as did Sir R. Inolis, Sir T.
Wii.dk, and others.— Sir R. Pekl having made up his mind, after
consideration, to vote for the issue of the writ, had heard nothing
to alter his determination. By the statute of George the Second,
a Member unseated for bribery, whether committed by himself, or
without his cognizance, by his agents, could not stand again ; and
itwould operate as a salutary check on a constituency, w ion aware
that their Member was liable to bear the penalty of their mis-
deeds.—Mr. Hogg explained the sense in which he had used the
expression of "an organised system." The evidence was of a
constructive nature, and disclosed not a few isolated cases, but a
system of bribery, by people acting in combination.—Mr. Bernal
remarked that, by the recent statute, an election committee was
required to report whether or not a Member was a participator in
the acts of bribery for which he is unseated ; to which Mr. Strutt
replied that this involved no anomaly, as the Member, though
prevented from standing again, was not exposed to the criminal
consequences of the acts of his agents.—Some other Members
addressed a few observations to the House; after which Lord J.
Mannkrs withdrew his amendment, andtheissueof the writ was
ordered.— Sir R. Pekl stated that he would move the adjourn-
ment for the Easter Recess on Wednesday next.
Mr. Ferrand moved for leave to bring in a bill to compel the

allotment of waste land in England. The people in the manufac-
turing districts were dying of starvation, and the distress was
extending into the agricultural districts. The country stood on
a volcano; the House was shortly about to separate for the
Easter holidays, and what could they say to their constituencies ?

Nothing had been done ; no practical measure had been brought
forward ; the time had been spent in talk. A remedy for the con-
dition of the people was the allotment system, of the efficacy of
which he produced various statements ; and he proposed that
out of every hundred acres of waste land belonging to a parish,
there should be one-twentieth part, or five acres, reserved in trust
for the poor, being vested in the lord of the manor, the incumbent,
and the churchwardens; and out of the entire amount allotted
there should be at least five acres for drying-ground, and five
acres for recreation. A rate of threepence in the pound to be
assessed for the expense of allotting and inclosing the waste
land ; cottages to be erected, the rents to be appropriated towards
repaying the expense incurred, and when a surplus shall accrue,
the amount to paid into the poor fund. The Tithe Commissioners
to carry the Act into execution.— Colonel Wyndham wished to
see Mr. Ferrand's Bill introduced; but in the present depressed
state of agriculture, he wanted to see the lands already in culti-
vation kept in it, instead of grubbing about the heaths. He
would stand by the Government so long as they stood by agricul-
ture.— Lord Worslky was afraid that the proposed bill would be
wholly impracticable

; but he would not be so ungracious as to
oppose its introduction.—Sir J. Graham could not see in the
proposed scheme anything else than a project for maintaining the
working population at the public expense. These waste lands
were in general distinguished for their sterility; and he enter-
tained the greatest doubts of the practicability of a measure lor
their allotment. While not opposing the introduction of the bill,

he wished to guard himself from encouraging the expectation of
any benefit being likely to arise from it.—Lord J. Manners
believed that there was a growing feeling in the country in favour
of some such measure as that proposed by Mr. Ferrand. He
adduced the example of the religious brotherhood of Charlewood
Forest, who are successfully reclaiming a barren and stony moor;
and declared that he would not give up the belief that it was
possible, by careful cultivation, to produce sufficient wheat in
this country for the maintenance of its entire population ; and he
thought that in the present entire deadness of the public mind to all

party political excitement, the scheme might be tried.—Mr. Hume
regarded the project as one of those schemes of home colo-
nisation which absorb capital to an extent quite disproportioned
to any chance of profitable return. It was useless to waste money
on cultivating the barren soils of England, when we could more
profitably exchange our labour for the corn of other lands.—
Sir J. Hanmeb believed, that instead of there being an entire
absence of political feeling amongst the people, that there was a
growing spirit of discontent, only to be abated by practical mea-
sures for their relief, of which he considered the present measure
to be one, though not a prominent one. But iree trade he was
certain we must arrive at; as to taxing or stopping machinery,
we might as well try to stop the satellites of Jupiter.—Mr. Bro-
therton wished to know if these waste lands were proposed to
be inclosed for the benefit of the rich or poor. With the corn-
law monopoly, the bill would only serve the purposes of the
owners of land, who by inclosure bills have been appropriating
every available common.—Lord Pollimgton believed that the
bill would benefit the poor, and therefore he would support it.

—

Mr. Aglionby was desirous of seeing the bill introduced, in order
that its provisions might be carefully considered, though he feared
that the project would not prove practicable or beneficial.— Mr.
S. Crawford denied that the waste lands could not be profitably
cultivated. They might not return a productive outlay to the
capitalist, but in the hands of the working man they would yield
a sufficiency for maintenance. He supported the bill. Leave
was given to bring in the bill.

Sir Valentine Blake moved for leave to bring in a bill to
repeal and abolish all the oaths now taken by members of Parlia-
ment, on taking their seats, except the oath of allegiance.— Sir J.
Graham did not think it to be either politic or expedient to dis-

turb the existing law, and opposed the motion.—Mr. Ross had a
strong feeling on the subject of oaths, and supported it.—After a
few observations from Mr. Borthwick and Mr. Hume,— Sir R.
Pekl referred to the terms on which the question of Catholic
emancipation was settled in 1829, and declared that it was im-
possible for him to accede to the motion.— Sir T. Wilde; consi-
dered that the oaths now taken did not bear the construction
which had been put upon them by Sir V. Blake.—Dr. Stock added
a few observations ; and on a division the motion was rejected
by 104 to 17.
Mr. Elphinstone then moved for leave to bring in a bill for

establishing acourtfor marriage and divorce, which was opposed
by Sir R. H. Inglis, and, after a brief conversation, the House
divided—For the bill, 47; against it, 47.—The Speak kr gave his
casting vote in favour of the bill, which was brought in and read
a first time.
V- Friday.—The consideration of the Miscellaneous Estimates was
resumed. On the vote of 56,500/. for the Poor Law Commission, an
amendment for reducing it to 20,000/. was moved and negatived by
93 to 14. Votes were then taken for the Mint, the Public Re
cords, Secret Service, the Treasury, the Model Prison, and the
Milbank Penitentiary. A discussion arose on the item of 15 000/
for the expenses of the Special commission, and Sir J Graham
agreed to postpone it until particulars were before the House
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Consecration of the New Chapel Royal.— The cere-

mony of consecrating the new Chapel Royal, at Bucking-
ham Palace, took place on Saturday, the Archbishop of
Canterbury officiating. At half-past eleven, the Bishop of
London arrived at the Palace in his episcopal robes ; his
lordship was shortly followed by the Archbishop of Cm*
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terbury, attended by his chaplain. At twelve o'clock the

Queen and Prince Albert entered the royal closet, accom-
panied by her Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent. In

attendance were the Duchess of Buccleuch and the ladies

in waiting; the Lord Steward, the Lord Chamberlain,

and other members of the Household. The pews in the

side aisles of the chapel were filled with company, con-

sisting of the lords and ladies in waiting, and the ladies of

the principal officers of the household. Among those

present were the Duke and Duchess of Norfolk, the

Countess Delawarr, the Earl of Lincoln, and Mr. Blore,

the architect. The seats in the centre aisle of the chapel

were appropriated to the household. On her Majesty's

arrival, the Archbishop of Canterbury, attended by his

chaplain, proceeded to the communion table, where her

Majesty's warrant was presented, commanding him to

consecrate the chapel. His Grace received the warrant,

and directed the registrar, Mr. Dyke, to read it ; and the

same having been read, his Grace declared that he was

ready to consecrate the chapel. The Archbishop then

proceeded to the consecration and dedication, and walked

in procession, proceeded by Mr. Lingard, sergeant of the

Chapel Royal, down the middle aisle, and returned up the

same to the communion table, attended by his officers, the

Right Hon. Dr. Nicholl, vicar-general, the Bishop of Lon-

don, the Bishop of Norwich, clerk of the closet, the Rev.

Dr. Hodgson, Dean of Carlisle, and the Rev. Dr. Sleath,

sub-dean. The chapel is erected on the site of one of the

conservatories. The interior has a very light and elegant

appearance ; the side aisles are divided from the centre by

two rows of fluted composite columns, supporting a painted

ceiling divided into compartments, and ornamented in

stucco. It is lighted by windows at the sides, finished

with architraves, and surmounted by pediments. The
Queen's closet is elevated on Doric columns across the

west end of the chapel; the altar fronts the royal closet

at the opposite end. The communion table had a cover-

ing of crimson velvet embroidered with gold ; the back of

the altar, the seats, and the cushions, were likewise of the

same materials. The front of the Queen's closet, the

pulpit, and the reading-desk, were also covered with

crimson velvet edged with bullion fringe and bordered

with gold lace. The royal closet is lighted by a number

of small circular-headed windows, and corresponding win-

dows are also introduced at the other end of the chapel,

over the altar. The pews in the side aisles, occupied by

the lords and ladies of the household, and the seats in the

middle aisle, are covered with crimson. After the cere-

mony, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishops of Lon-

don and Norwich, and the clergy, and the ladies and gen-

tlemen of the household present at the consecration, par-

took of a dejeune at the palace. On Sunday morning her

Majesty and Prince Albert, the officers of the household

and their ladies, attended divine service in the Chapel.

The Bishop of London preached the sermon, taking his

text from Psalm cxxii., verse 1.

Her Majesty's Levee.—His Royal Highness Prince

Albert held a levee, on behalf of her Majesty, on Wednes-

day afternoon, at St. James's Palace. His Royal Highness

and suite arrived from Buckingham Palace shortly before

two o'clock. The levee was the first this season, and

was numerously attended. Several presentations took

place in the foreign diplomatic circle, and at the general

levee. The Prince was attended by the principal officers

of his household, and by several members of her Majesty's

suite.

Opening of the Thames Tunnel.—The ceremony of

opening the Tunnel to the public took place on Saturday

last. The rendezvous was the Rotherhithe shaft on the

Surrey side of the river, where two marquees had been

erected, one for the accommodation of the directors and

proprietors with their friends, and the other for the recep-

tion of visitors. The hoisting of flags and the ringing of

bells naturally drew a great crowd of idlers to the spot at

an early hour of the day, but it wa3 not until 4 o'clock in

the afternoon that the ceremony commenced. The pro-

cession started from the marquee down the staircase in the

following order : First came the band of the Fusilier Guards,

and persons carrying various flags and banners, the clerks,

engineers, directors, and other officers, and, lastly, the

visitors, an immense number of persons, including

ladies. The route taken was along the western archway

of the tunnel ; on arriving at the shaft at Wapping, that

was ascended and paraded, and then the procession re-

turned by the eastern archway to Rotherhithe. The

watermen hoisted a black flag at the Tunnel-pier to indi-

cate their feelings upon the occasion, considering that by

the tunnel the " RedrifTe Ferry," and consequently their

interests, have been undermined. Among the visitors

present at the ceremony were the Earl of Lincoln, Lord

Dudley Stuart, Sir R. Inglis, Sir E. Codrington, Sir W.
Clay, the Hon. Mr. Byng, the Lord Mayor, Mr. Hume,
M.P., Mr. Roebuck, M.P., Mr. Hawes, M.P., Mr. War-
burton, Mr. Jennie, Mr. Babbage, Dr. Wollaston, Mr.

Faraday, Mr! Maudslay, Mr. Field, and other scientific

persons. In the evening the directors entertained their

friends at the London Tavern, and upwards of 100 guests

sat down to dinner. Mr. Hawes, chairman of the direc-

tors, in the chair.—The number of persons who visited

the tunnel from six o'clock on Saturday night to six

o'clock on Sunday night, amounted to about 30,000. The

admission money being a penny each, the sum thus

realised would be about 125/. On Sunday, the vicinity

of the tunnel was immensely thronged, and many were

disappointed in obtaining admission into it. Several who
*ere on the Middlesex side proceeded by boats to the
Surrey side of the Thames, in the hopes of approaching
the entrance, but with no better success, as on each side
the crowds were almost equally numerous. In the course
Of the day, in order to prevent confusion, a bodyof police

attended. On Monday the access to the tunnel was much f

more easy, and the numbers admitted were about 450

an hour.

Metropolitan Improvements.—In the House of Com-
mons on Monday, on the vote of £140,000 as the ex-

penses of the works of the new Houses of Parliament, Dr.

Bowring wished to know whether any determination had

been come to by the Commissioners as to the internal

decorations of the houses—whether fresco painting were

intended to be adopted or not? Sir R. Peel replied that

the Commissioners had not come to any decision as to

the internal decoration. They had invited designs, which

would be exhibited in Westminster-hall in May or June
next, and the decision of the Commissioners was sus-

pended until that exhibition had taken place. Mr. Hume
said that it now appeared that the new houses, the ex-

pense of which was estimated at £770,000, would cost

£1,016,000. It was plain that one of the Commissioners

was right in saying of these new buildings that " they would

look well on paper, but were not fit for use." For half the

money they might have had a dry, good building, instead

of being buried underground. For his part, all the satis-

faction he now had was to complain.—On the vote of

£12,000 for the improvements in Trafalgar-square, Mr.
Cochrane said he understood it had been determined to

reduce the height of the Nelson column in consequence

of the insufficiency of funds to carry out the original de-

sign ; under these circumstances, he suggested that a por-

tion of the sum now proposed to be voted should be ap-

propriated to the completion of the pillar. The Earl of

Lincoln explained that the height of the pillar had been

reduced, not on account of any inadequacy of funds, but

on grounds connected with public safety. In regard to

the river navigation, Mr. Gladstone, in answer to Dr.

Bowring, said that the subject of the necessity of adopt-

ing some regulations to prevent the overloading of steam-

ers on the Thames was worthy of attention, and he would

direct the attention of a committee to it which is now
sitting on a collateral subject. In reference to the roads

of the metropolis, Sir James Graham replied to Lord

Ingestre, that the Government had no measure in con-

templation for the better lighting of the metropolitan

roads. For some observations on Richmond Park, we
must refer our readers to our Parliamentary summary.

Street Sweeping.—-The first exhibition in the metro-

polis of the self-loading cart, or street-sweeping machine,

which has for some time been in use in Manchester, took

place last week on the wood-pavement in Regent- street, and

attracted during the day crowds of persons to view its

novel apparatus. The machine has been brought up from

Manchester under an arrangement with the Commissioners

of Woods and Forests, and under whose auspices the ex-

periment was' made. The cart is drawn by two horses

and attended by a driver, and as it proceeds it causes the

rotatory motion of the wheels to raise the loose soil from

the surface of the wood, and deposit it in a vehicle

attached to the cart. Proceeding at a moderate rate

through Regent-street, the cart left behind it a well-swept

tract which formed a striking contrast with the adjacent

ground. It filled itself in the space of six minutes, its

power being equal to that of 40 men, and its operation

being of a threefold nature, that of sweeping, loading,*

and carrying at the same time; which under the old

process formed three distinct operations.

Female Orphan Asylum.—On Thursday a special ge-

neral court of the guardians of this Asylum was held at

the institution in the Westminster-road, for the purpose

of electing a morning preacher, in the room of the late

Mr. Goode. There were originally 11 candidates for the

appointment, but the contest was between the Rev. C. E.

Wylde, of Trinity-chapel, Lambeth, and the Rev. W.
Jowett, of Stockwell-chapel. At the close of the poll the

numbers were—for the Rev. Mr. Wylde, 373 ; Mr.

Jowett, 328 ; majority, 45. The close of the poll having

been announced by the chairman, Mr. John Curling pro-

tested against the election generally on the ground of the

unfair conduct of the committee, in issuing an advertise-

ment a few days before the meeting recommending Mr.

Wylde, and also because the election was void, on account

of unqualified votes having been received ; he also stated

that the proceedings would be laid before the Bishop of

Winchester on an appeal to his decision.

Bethlehem Hospital.—A warrant was issued from the

Home-office a lew days since, under the seal of the Secre-

tary of State, directing the governor of the Compter to

remove monomaniac James Stevenson to this hospital, to

be confined during her Majesty's pleasure.

Seamen's H ospital.—The friends and supporters of

this benevolent institution assembled on Wednesday in

large numbers at the London Tavern to celebrate the 22d

anniversary of its foundation. The Hon. Sydney Her-

bert, Secretary to the Admiralty, presided, supported by

a great number of naval officers. The donations an-

nounced after the dinner amounted to upwards of 1,000/.

The number of patients admitted during* the past year

amounted to 2,737; and relief, medicine, and advice had

been given to 1,982 out-patients, making G2, 608 seamen of

all nations since the foundation of the asylum.

Canada Company.—The annual meeting of the Ca-

nada Company took place on Wednesday. From the re-

port of the Directors, it appears that satisfactory pro-

gress is making in the sales of land under the new prin-

ciple of allowing emigrants to pay by annual instalments,

thereby affording them longer credit, and enabling per-

sons of small means to acquire property by the exercise of

their own industry. So well has this principle answered

in the sales of tracts in the Huron district, that the

Directors have determined on throwing open the greater

portion of their Crown reserves upon similar conditions in

order to expedite -prosperous settlements in_the North

American colonies. The sales of land by the Company
for 1842 produced 66,270/. currency, of which 37,477

acres of Crown reserves, at the average of 12s. lid. per

acre, and 28,127 acres of Huron tract, at the average of

lis. Id. per acre, gave 40,430/. currency. The remainder

of this sum was for the sale of town-lots in Guelph and

in the Huron tract, in addition to sales on annual rents

for twelve years, on the new system above alluded to.

The British Colonies.—A memorial has been got up

within the past week, addressed to Sir 11. Peel, as the

head of her Majesty's Government, by the shipowners,

merchants, bankers, and others, of the City of London,

calling upon him to propose some extended scheme of

systematic colonisation. So great is the interest it has

excited in the City, that it had, up to five o'clock on Wed-
nesday evening, upwards of 1200 names appended ; which,

with the prayer, stretched over 13 skins of parchment in

double columns. It is understood that it will be pre-

sented to the Premier upon the earliest convenient day.

Anti-Corn-Law League The third weekly meeting of

the League was held on Wednesday night in Drury-lane

theatre, when the house was, as on the two former occa-

sions, overcrowded in every part. Mr. G. Wilson took

the chair, and commenced the business of the meetingby

offering the apology of the council to those parties who had

experienced a difficulty in procuring admission to the the-

atre. The applications were so numerous, that the coun-

cil felt that had^the theatre been twice its size, they would

still have been unable to supply all those who had requested

tickets of admission. The first speaker of the evening

was Mr. James Wilson, of London, who was followed at

considerable length by Mr. W. J. Fox, Mr. T. Gishorne,

and Mr. Cobden.
Public Meetings.—On Tuesday a meeting of the watch

and clock makers of the Metropolis took place at the

Crown and Anchor, "To take into consideration the best

means to be adopted with reference to a bill before Par-

liament, called The British Watchmakers' Company. "

There were nearly 2,000 persons present. Mr. Watson,

of King-street, Cheapside, was called to the chair, who
opened the business of the evening by alluding at great

length to the several companies in France and other

places, which had been got up under the superintendence

of Mr. Ingold, and who was to be the head of the new
company, which, in his opinion, was one of the many
bubble ones almost daily coming before the public. A
committee of their trade had wished to see the machinery

of the company, but that request had been refused; the

only answer they could obtain was, that the new company
intended to begin and finish a watch in one hour. Several

gentlemen having addressed the meeting at great length,

it was resolved to petition Parliament against the bill.

This is now unnecessary, as the bill was thrown out last

night in the House of Commons.
Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of deaths registered in the week ending Satur-

day, Mar. 18 :—West districts, 148 ; North districts, 214 ;

Central districts, 184 ; East districts, 225 ; South dis-

tricts, 224. Total, 995, (529 males, 4GG females.)

Weekly average for the last five years, 903, (males 4G1,

females 442,) and for the last five winters, 1004.

3Profmutal Hetos.
Incendiary Fires.—We regret to observe that several

incendiary fires have been again reported, although all

the parties convicted at the late assizes have been sen-

tenced to the full term of transportation. On Tuesday,

notice was issued from the Secretary of State's Office,

stating that on the night of the 7th inst, a cottage at

Thornhill, Wilts, to which two other cottages adjoined,

was maliciously set on fire by inserting combustible mate-

rials in the thatch of the building. Government offer a

reward of 100/., and the union and parish-officers a fur-

ther reward of 50/., for the discovery of the incendiaries

;

and a promise of her Majesty's pardon is held out to any

one concerned (except the person who actually set fire to

the premises) for such evidence as may lead to the same

result. Another reward of 100/. was also offered on

Tuesday for the discovery of incendiaries who, on the

23d inst., set fire to the lambing-sheds at Merly-farm,

Wimborn, Dorsetshire. The seventh case of arson since

harvest, in the parish of West-Bergholt, near Colchester,

occurred on Saturday night, the 18th inst., on the farm

of the late Mr. Bradbrook. A cart-lodge near the house

was discovered to be on fire, but fortunately in suffi-

cient time to prevent extensive damage. It is mentioned

that almost every fire
t
in 'Essex has taken place on a

Saturday night.

Aberystwith.—A public meeting was held in the town-

hall of this place last week, for the purpose of conveying

to the Duke of Newcastle the general regret consequent

upon his determination to part with theHafod estate, and

thereby dissolve his connexion with the principality. An
address expressive of this feeling was unanimously carried.

Bath.—On Saturday morning this city was in a state

of alarming riot, in consequence of the acquittal of a man
called Parsons, lately tried on the charge of having killed

his wife in this -city. On his arriving after the trial, he

was followed by the execrations of the populace, in num-
ber about 2,000, to his house, whence he was forcibly

dragged out, and nearly killed, before the police couW
succeed in extricating him. The ringleaders in this

imitation of Lynch law are in custody.

Brighton The process of boring the Artesian well f°r

fresh water under the sea is still in operation at the outer

head of the Chain-pier. The workmen have reached »

depth of about 100 feet, but have not yet accomplished

the desired object. A small quantity of water has been

obtained^but
w
it is said; to be rather brackish.—A melafl"

>
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choly accident occurred here on Monday afternoon, by

which Miss Granville, a young lady, 19 years of age,

daughter of Mr. W. Granville, of Bedford-square in this

town, was thrown from her horse, and so seriously injured

that she died in a few hours. It appears that Miss Gran-

ville, who was on the point of being married, was riding

on the Dike-road with some friends, when her horse ran

away with her ; she became frightened, and threw herself

off, falling back upon her head. The horse was stopped

soon afterwards. The jury at the inquest returned a ver-

dict of accidental death, with a deodand of Is. on the horse.

Carmarthen.—On Friday last, two more gates were

levelled to the ground by Rebecca and her daughters.

They appeared about midnight at theNarberth east gates,

and commenced the work of demolition, which was com-

pleted on the two gates in the space of about 20 minutes.

The party in this instance consisted of about CO persons,

headed by an athletic female on horseback, who gave the

command with considerable coolness and promptitude.

The demolition, says the Welchman, was witnessed by

several cottagers living by the gates, but not a person

interfered ; and Rebecca and her children, having fired

two or three shots of triumph, retired, passing through

the town as if they had done good service to its inhabit-

ants by having thus asserted their own supremacy over

the laws.

Cheltenham.—-The Manor of Cheltenham, last week,

underwent a change of owners—Lord Sherborne having

sold his manorial rights and immunities to Mr. James

Agg Gardner, for the sum of 39,000/. The negotiation

for this transfer has been going on for nearly two years.

The purchase includes, it is said, in addition to the heriots

on the copyholds of the manor and the tolls of the mar-

kets and fairs, the market-house and arcade, as well as

the interest possessed by Lord Sherborne in Trinity-

church, together with some other properties pertaining to

his Cheltenham estate. The manor of Cheltenham had

been in possession of the Sherborne family for 225 years

—John Dutton, an ancestor of the present peer, having

purchased it of Charles, Prince of Wales, in 1618, for the

sum of 1,200/.

Exeter We learn from IVoolmer's Gazette that the

Bishop of Exeter has been under the necessity of seeking

legal protection from an unfortunate clergyman, the Rev.

W. H. Tucker, who has been several times in the Asylum
in this city, and in other lunatic establishments. It

appears that during several weeks past he has addressed

letters to the Bishop of Exeter, containing threats of a

very violent description, and has also expressed similar

threats against the Bishop in letters written to the Chan-
cellor of the diocese and to the Archbishop of Canterbury.

It is said that the Bishop was under the necessity of

removing Mr. Tucker from the charge of a parish into

which he had been irregularly introduced as curate, and
it is supposed that this was the exciting cause of his

hostility* lie was examined last week before the magis-

trates at Torquay, and, as there was no doubt of his

insanity, he was sent to the Lunatic Asylum in this city

for safe custody.

Marlborough The new School for the Sons of Clergy-

men, founded last year under the patronage of the Arch-

bishops and Bishops is expected to come into operation

about Midsummer next. The course of general study will

approximate as nearly as possible to that pursued at Eton
and Harrow. When the arrangements now in progress

are complete, there will be ample accommodation for 200

pupils, exclusive of apartments for the head masters,

assistants, and servants. There are already 1,370 sub-

scribers, a great number having qualified as life governors,

and the sum subscribed, including donations, somewhat
exceeds 14,000/. It is calculated that about 3,000/. will

cover all costs of outfit, the residue being converted into

stock.

Portsmouth—The new steam-yacht, the Victoria and
Albert, building at Pembroke for her Majesty's private

u^e, is shortly expected at this port. She is to be rigged
as a* polacca, a style of rigging very prevalent in the

Mediterranean, and much admired for its beauty. It con-
fiists in the lower masts, topmasts, and top-gallantrnasts

being all formed of the same spar, and all her yards will

strike. She will be fitted with Smith's wire-rope. Her
breadth of beam will be 33 feet, and her length 200 feet.

"-The Hampshire Telegraph states that Mr. Abbinett
nas again been successful in his process of raising sunken
v^sels, having last week raised the brig New Holland, of

167 tons,' with the whole of her cargo (330 tons of coals)
°& board. The vessel took the ground on the 19th inst.,

*Mle under repairs, in consequence of the late extra-

ordinary low run of the spring-tides, and slipped off ihe
bank and sunk in deep water. The use of lumps, chains,
•*<*., was promptly afforded by the government authorities,

^
n(la party of seamen and marines, from the St. Vincent,

having volunteered their assistance, under the direction of

f'r. Abbinett, the object was accomplished, notwithstand-
J"S the difficulty of the brig's position, her stern, from
the nature of the ground, being from 12 to 15 feet higher
llian the bow, in the short space of 48 hours.

Rochester*—On Wednesday evening, in consequence
°* information given to the police of this city, a young
J^an, who gave his name John Richmond, was brought to
the station-house from a public-house, High-street, on a
^»arge of threatening to take the life of the Queen and
«ir R, Peel. On Thursday the prisoner was brought up
before the borough magistrates. He is a young man
about 27 years of age, and has the appearance of being a
tradesman. He said his name was John Richmond Ellis,
*pat he was a native of Margate, and by trade a confec.
ioner. The charge was fully proved bv the evidence of
several witnesses, and the prisoner was remanded, in

order that the Mayor might communicate with Sir J.

Graham on the subject.

Railways.—The returns of traffic on the principal lines

for the past week were as follow :—Northern and Eastern,

1,199/.; Greenwich, 753/.; Eastern Counties, 965/.;

Croydon, 213/. ; Liverpool and Manchester, 3,505/.
;

Brighton, 2,177/.; Grand Junction, 6,728/.; York and

North Midland, 1,714/.; Blackwall, 587/. ; Great North
of England, 1/236/. ; Midland Counties, 2,119/.; Man-
chester and Leeds, 3,907/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow,

1,948/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,708/. ; Bir-

mingham and Derby, 1,038/.; North Midland, 3,G37/.

South Western, 4,5G0/. ; Great Western, 11,028/. ; Lon-
don and Birmingham, 12,873/.; South Eastern and Dover,

1,437/ The periodical meetings of railway companies

have passed for the present half-year, with the exception

of one or two of minor importance, the particulars of

which may be briefly noticed : At the meeting of the Lan-
caster and Preston Junction Company, on the 15th ult.,

a dividend of \6s. was declared on the whole shares, and
10.?. Id. on the three-quarter shares, subject to deduction

of the income-tax.—The Aylesbury Railway is about to

pass into the hands of the London and Birmingham Com-
pany, and a committee has already been appointed to

negotiate the terms of sale. In the meantime a dividend

of 8s. per share is to be paid to the proprietary.—At the

Ulster Company's meeting a dividend of 10$. per share

was declared, leaving a small sum to be carried to the

reserve fund for the balance of profits of the half-year,

stated to be 5,336/. 75. lOrf. The management of this

undertaking, having a proper regard to economy in

its. various departments, find a steady increase in

its revenue, and a good development of traffic.

—

Considerable excitement prevails at the present moment
in the railway world with reference to the contest now
going forward between two of the principal companies,

whose lines radiate to the north, with reference to their

extension through the county towns of Cambridge, Peter-

borough, and Lincoln. The London and Birmingham
Company support the line from Peterborough to Blisworth

as connected with their line, and the Northern and

Eastern advocate an extension from their present

terminus at Bishop's-Stortford—first to the town of

Newport, in Essex, a distance of ten miles—and thence

on to Cambridge. In support of this latter project a

public meeting was held last week at Cambridge, for the

purpose of considering the propriety of constructing the

proposed line of railway from Blisworth to Peterborough,

and for taking the necessary steps for an exrension of the

Northern and Eastern line from Bishop's-Stortford to

Cambridge, and from thence on to Peterborough. The
Earl of Hardwicke, Lord-Lieutenant of the county, took
the chair, supported by Earl Fitzwilliam and a large

number of the landed proprietors of the adjacent counties.

The meeting resolved that the bill now in progress for

making a branch railway from the London and Birming-

ham line from Blisworth to Peterborough would give to

the London and Birmingham Company an entire mono-
poly of conveyance to the north, and interfere with the

further progress of the Northern and Eastern line—the

extension of which would, in the opinion of the meeting,

be more serviceable to the whole of the districts ex-

tending north. After a long discussion on the advan-

tages to be derived from the proposed extension on the

part of the North-Eastern Railway, another resolution

was passed, recommending the raising of capital for the

purpose of carrying out the undertaking.—The engine
driver, Jenkins, committed on the coroner's warrant for

the manslaughter of Mr. Harvey, at the Barnsley station

of the North Midland Railway, has been acquitted The
Eastern Counties Railway was opened to the public on
Wednesday, for the first time, throughout the entire line,

when it was traversed by a passenger-train from London
to Colchester. The mayor and town-council of Colchester

celebrated the event by inviting the directors of the com-
pany and other guests from the metropolis, to an enter-

tainment in their town-hall. Along the whole line between
Brentwood and Colchester, it appeared as if all the towns
and villages in the neighbourhood had poured out their

whole population to welcome the train ; and on its arriving

at Colchester, it was welcomed by the cheering of thou-

sands, who had collected near the station-house, waiting

for its approach. The guests afterwards formed into

a procession to the town-hall, where they were enter-

tained by the corporation. Sir H. Smith, M.P. for the

borough, in the chair. The ceremony passed off without

the slightest accident.

IRELAND.
Gahvay.—kt the late assizes for this county, a criminal

proceeding was tried before Judge Perrin, arising from
that once fertile source of blood and violence, a faction

feud, and ending in a homicide. The parties engaged on
both sides were proved to have been inflamed with drink—
a circumstance which is now of rare occurrence in Ireland.

The Judge publicly noticed a circumstance so remarkable;

he inquired of the witnesses whether the Temperance

Society had been introduced into that part of the county

where the riot occurred
; and in his address to the jury

declared that such another case had not been brought

before him for the last four years : or, in other words,

since the date of that reformation by which Father Ma-

thew has accomplished so much for social peace and

the orderly submission to law.

Cork.—About fifty gentlemen, members of the com-

mittee appointed to conduct arrangements preliminary to

the approaching meeting of the British Association,

assembled last week in this city. Letters were read from

a number of gentlemen resident in England and Ireland,

distinguished for their scientific and literary research?

intimating their determination to attend the meeting. The
secretary stated that having heard, from a source presumed

to be good authority on the matter, that it was really the

intention of her Majesty to visit Irelaud in the present

year, he had written to Lord Delawarr on the subject, from

whom he had received a letter, stating that Lord Dela-

warr had no reason to know that the Queen would visit

Ireland in the month of August. It was then resolved to

commence the sittings of the association on Thursday, the

17th August, thereby, it was hoped, securing the presence

of the Judges at the Summer Assizes, and of the country

gentlemen in town—The Earl of Roden steamer was lost

on Wednesday week, near Poorhead, on her voyage from

Papaye to London. The crew and passengers were saved,

together with the greater portion of the cargo, but the

vessel is likely to go to pieces.

Waterford.—The collection of the poor-rate at Gaultier

commenced again on Tuesday week. A troop of Hussars,

a company of Infantry, and about 150 police, stole a

march at 4 in the morning on the recusants, and after

journeying about 30 or 40 miles, brought home two cows,

evidently in the last stage of death from starvation, and

two pigs. The alarm was given the instant the military

were seeti, and the cattle vanished as if by magic. But

for the interference of the Roman Catholic clergy it is said

that there would have been a great loss of life. There appears

to be no further apprehension that any actual resistance

will be offered to the authorities; but there is a general

impression that passive resistance will continue.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The actiontof damages raised by Mr.

Clark, against the majority of the Presbytery of Dunkeld,

for refusing to take him on trial, with a view to induction,

was brought before a jury last week, and damages to the

amount of more than 2,000/. were awarded to him. A
petition has just been presented to the Principal and
Professors of the University, praying for the restoration

of the academical costume, or college gown, as formerly

worn in the University of Edinburgh, and still in use in

the Colleges of Glasgow and Aberdeen, and recently

introduced into Durham University, King's College,

and University College, London. This petition has been

signed by 380 of the matriculated students of the Univer-

sity, and has been received in a favourable manuer by

several members of the Senatus Acndemicus.

Glasgoiv.—A journeyman shoemaker, named M* Cole-

man, whose insanity would appear to have fixed upon Sir

R. Peel as the object of his delusions, made his appearance

last week in the Sheriff Clerk's office in this city. His

business, he said, was to have two clerks to go up with

him to Sir R. Peel on important business. He talked

unconnectedly on different subjects with the persons in

the office, but always ended in something about going up

to London to Sir Robert.* He insisted also upon his being

the father of M'Naughten, and threatened, if his wishes

were not complied with, to assassinate all who opposed

him. Finding that he was undoubtedly insane, the

authorities conveyed him to the lunatic asylum.

Dumfries.—We learn by the local papers that the

earthquake which was so generally felt in the north of

England on the morning of Friday fortnight, was expe-

rienced in many parts of Scotland. In Dumfries, the

inhabitants, in some instances, were awakened from their

sleep, and got up, under the belief that robbers had

entered their houses. The shock was felt as far as New-
abbey and Kirkbean. It is said that, with the exception

of a slight vibration along the range of the Tinwald hills,

about 12 years ago, no earthquake has been felt in this

locality for upwards of sixty years. The loch at Closeburn

was observed to be much agitated on the day of the great

earthquake which devastated Lisbon ; and a slight shock

was felt in the same spot about two years ago, which

extended at that time over the north of Scotland. In

the present instance, however, the shock appears to have

proceeded from south to north, as it was felt here and

throughout various parts of England at the same hour.

itttscdlaiuous.
The Aerial Stearn- Carriage.—Our readers perceived

by our Parliamentary Report of last week that a Bill, con-

stituting a Company for the working of this invention,

had been brought forward in the House of Commons. The

following account, communicated to the Times, by a cor-

respondent, may therefore be interesting to our readers

:

—" When it was announced some time ago, by the ordi-

nary monthly lists of patents granted, that Mr. Heuson

had invented a machine capable of conveying despatches

and passengers through the air, the^ general impression

was, that some moody and enthusiastic projector was

about to exhibit the produce ot his day-dreams. Our
readers may therefore be somewhat surprised to learn that

this is in truth no visionary scheme, but a design of very

scientific conception, carefully and perseveringly wrought
out. It would perhaps be too much to affirm (what yet

we cannot deny) that the machine. in its present state

will certainly succeed ; but the least which can be said is,

that the inventor has most skilfully removed the diffi-

culties which have hitherto debarred us the possession of

the long-coveted faculty of flight, and has made its even-
tual, perhaps early, attainment, a matter of little less than
certainty. All former attempts of this kind have failed

through the want of a source of power whose energy bore

a sufficiently high ratio to the weight of the requisite

machinery. Could this source of power have been found,

there was ingenuity enough to turn it to the desired ac-

count. Mr. Henson, in overcoming the difficulty, has

first divided it. To set a machine a-going, and bring it

up to a given velocity, is one thing; to maintain that

| velocity against opposing forces, is another. Now, in the
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case before us, the power necessary for starting is much
greater than that required for maintaining the flight. Mr.
Henson, therefore, starts his Aerial Carriage by means
of an apparatus which he does not carry with him, and
then embarksonly the smaller power and lighter machinery,
which are sufficient for keeping up the original velocity.

But even this happy device would not have succeeded if

the inventor had not also efFected an extraordinary reduc-
tion in the weight of his steam-engine. Our engineering
readers will be somewhat surprised to learn that the en-
gine of 20 horses' power now in preparation for the aerial

carriage weighs, with its condenser and requisite water,

but GOOlbs. To the united effect of these different

branches of this important invention must we attribute

our present prospect of making our paths in the air. We
proceed now to describe the machine itself, and its mode
of flight:— Its car, inclosed on all sides, and containing
the passengers, managers, burden, and steam-engine, is

suspended to the middle of a framework, which is so con-
structed as to combine great strength with extreme light-

ness, and is covered with any woven texture which is

moderately light and close. This main-frame or expanded
surface, which is 150 feet long by 30 feet wide, serves in

the most important respects as wings; yet it fs perfectly

jointless and without vibratory motion. It advances
through the air with one of its long sides foremost, and a

little elevated. To the middle of the other long side is

joined the tail, of 50 feet in length, beneath which is the

rudder. These important appendages effectually control

the flight as to elevation and direction, and are governed
by cords proceeding from the car. Situated at the back-
edge of the main-frame are two sets of vanes or propellers,

of 20 feet in diameter, driven by the steam-engine.' We
have already said that the velocity of the machine is

imparted at its starting. This is effected by its being
made to descend an inclined plane : during the descent
the covering of the wings is reefed, but before the machine
reaches the bottom that covering is rapidly spread : by
this time the velocity acquired by the descent is so great,

that the resistance produced by the oblique impact of the

sloping Mnder-surface of the wings on the air is sufficient to

sustain the eutire weight of the machine, just as a brisk

wind upholds a kite. But while the pneumatic resistance

thus procured by the velocity prevents the falling of the car-

riage, it opposes also its forward flight. To overcome this

latter and smaller resistance is theoffice of the steam-engine.

The chief peculiarities of this important member of the
caniage are the respective constructions of its boiler and
condenser. The former consists of hollow inverted

truncated cones, arranged above and around the furnace
;

they are about 50 in number, and large enough to afford

100 square feet of evaporating surface, of which half is

exposed to radiating heat. The condenser is an assem-
blage of small pipes exposed to the stream of air produced
by the flight of the machine. It is found to produce a

vacuum of from 5Lbs. to 81bs. to the square inch. The
steam is employed in two cylinders, and is cut off at one-
fourth of the stroke. Our engineering readers will be
able to gather, from these particulars, that the steam-en-
gine is of about 20 horse-power, supposing the evaporating
power of the boiler to be equal, foot for foot, to that of

the locomotive steam-engine. Less certain is the deter-

mination of the resistance to be overcome. Mechanical
science is notoriously defective in all that relates to the
oblique impact of solids and fluids, and is particularly so

on the points involved in this subject. Experiments do
not supply the lack of sound theory ; for, not only has
their purpose been to ascertain the effects of large angles
of impact to the neglect of the smaller ones here con-
cerned, but the objects of the experimenters (Robins,
Hutton, Borda, &c.) have always required the determina-
tion of the resistance in the direction of the moving body,
to the neglect of that which is perpendicular to that di-

rection
; while here their effects are so intimately connected

that one cannot be determined without first knowing the
other ; and of that which is to be first known, viz., that
which supports the vehicle, we have no information on
which the smallest reliance can be placed. Mr. Henson, we
understand, has formed his conclusions from the best ob-
servations he could make on the flight of birds, and we think
he has done wisely. We are informed, however, that the re-

sources of mechanical art are by no means exhausted by
the present construction of Mr. Henson's engine, and that
recent inventions are available by which its power maybe
doubled with little increase of weight. The area of the
sustaining surface will be, we understand, not less tban
4,500 square feet ; the weight to be sustained, including
the carriage and its total burden, is estimated at 3,0001bs.
The load is said to be considerably less per square foot
than that of many birds. It may assist the conceptions
of our non-mechanical readers, to add that the general ap-

pearance of the machine is lhat of a gigantic bird with
stationary wings ; that the mechanical principles concerned
in its support are strongly exemplified in the case of a
kite ; and that its progress is maintained by an applica-
tion of power like that which propels a steam-boat. In
the operations of nature, particularly in the flight of birds,
will be found many striking illustrations of the principles

on which the inventor has proceeded. Whatever may be
the immediate issue of the present attempt, we think it is

impossible not to award to the inventor the highest credit
due to the removal of the great difficulties which have
hitherto defeated all similar inventions ; nor do we doubt,
that in following out the path he has opened, complete
success will eventually be obtained ; whether that success
^fll be, as we wish, early and entire, or whether it will be
delayed and gradual, depends on the facts as to oblique
pneumatic resistance, which have yet to be ascertained.
It is, however, high time to begin to consider in the spirit
of careful inquiry and cheerful hope what will be the

changes, commercial, social, and political, which the pos-
session of this new-born power will necessarily bring about."

The Comet.—Sir John Herschel has addressed the
following letter to the Times, dated Collingwood, March
24.

—

,4 I obtained a very good view of the head of the

comet this evening, as near as I could identify the stars in

the strong twilight from the roof of my house, near one
of the stars of (rho) Eridani. Its appearance was that of

a star of about the fifth magnitude, but dim, and having
no sharp nucleus. I could only use a very low magnifier,

so that the tail appeared to rise at once from the nucleus,
without interval or any appearance of division into two
streams. It is a much less conspicuous object than might
have been expected from so superb a train ; but there will

be no difficulty whatever in observing it with fixed instru-

ments."—Sir James South, on the 26th, wrote from
Wimbledon Park as follows:—"Last evening, at a few
minutes after eight, the comet's tail was here visible. The
brightest part of it was under the stars rigel and kappa
of Orion. From what cause I know not, but it appeared
to me more below these stars than when I saw it at Ken-
sington on Friday last; nor could I see it so far towards
theta of the Canis Major as I then did. In its direction
from Rigel towards the horizon, I at times could trace it

within six or eight degrees of the horizon. Its actual

situation, however, amongst the fixed stars I could not
determine, from the presence of overwhelming zodiacal

or other light, to which also I refer my inability to trace

it lower, for with a night-glass I could frequently per-

ceive small stars nearly grazing the horizon. Not the
smallest vestige of anything like nucleus did the night-
glass show me." While these and other astronomers
have no doubt whatever that the brilliant light seen in the

western hemisphere is the tail of a comet, M. Foster, an
astronomer of Bruges, in a letter in the Antwerp papers
of the 23d ult., says he has no doubt that the phenomenon
is the zodiacal light. Mr. John Taylor, of Liverpool, in

J

a letter published in one of the journals of that townJ
maintains the same opinion. The following letter on the!

subject has been addressed to the Morning Chronicle by'

a correspondent at Reading :
—"Turning over the leaves

of the translation of a very old Latin work, entitled ' The
Sphere of Marcus Manilius, '/printed in the year 1675,
which contains records of a vast number of comets which
have appeared, I was much/surprised to find the following

entry, which I have copied verbatim:— ' March, 1608.

—

On the 5th and 10th of March a comet was observed by
Sig. Cassini, at Bologna!, about the first hour of the night

(after the Italian way of counting). The head or body
was not seen, being hid under the horizon ; the tail was of
a stupendous length, being extended, as it appeared (at

Lisbon, in Portugal), over almost the fourth part of the
visible heavens, from west to east—from the Whale,
through Eridanus, to the star which precedes the eare of

Lepus, as observed at Bologna, by Sig. Cassini.' This,
Sir, you will perceive, is a striking coincidence. I think

the present visitor is completely identified, or rather, I

suggest this to the astronomical authorities. If this be
the same celestial body, its period would be 175 years.''

The late Dr. Southey.—Our obituary of last week con-
tained the announcement of the death of Dr. Southey,

on Tuesday, the 21st ult., at his residence at Keswick.
Although our readers were in a great measure prepared
for this event, by the letter from Mrs. Southey, which
appeared in our columns a few weeks since, (a?ile t p. 110,)
we do not doubt that the following particulars, extracted

from an article in the Morning Chroniclc
f will be ac-

ceptable :
—"For the last three years, Dr. Southey had

been in a state of mental darkness, and a twelvemonth
ago he was not able to recognise those who had been his

companions from his youth. Scarcely could his wife

console herself with the poor hope that he recognised even
her. Excess of mental labour in every department of
literature—poetry, history, biography, criticism, and phi-

losophy, continued from year to year, without cessation

—

bowed his strong spirit at last, and obscured the genius
which had so long cast a glory upon the literature of the

age. In early life, when his powerful and brilliant ima-
gination was imping its wing for the daring flights that it

afterwards took, he formed the most exalted notions of

the perfectability of man, indulged in the most generous
aspirations for the welfare and improvement of the hu-
man race, and seriously thought, with other kindred spi-

rits, of founding a colony in the back woods of America,
where guilt and sorrow should be unknown, and perfect

equality, freedom, and happiness, should reign for ever.

A better knowledge of the world soon dissipated these

Utopian reveries ; but his ardent imagination, that could
confine itself to no middle course, went to the other ex-

treme, and Dr. Southey soon became as violent in his

Toryism as he had been in his Liberalism. As a poet,

with an exuberance of imagination seldom equalled,

and a mastery of versification never surpassed; and as

a prose writer, at once elegant and forcible, his name
will endure as long as the language in which he wrote.

The "wild and wondrous tale" of "Thalaba," and the

almost equally wondrous u Curse of Kehama," are the

poetical pieces on which his fame will principally rest.

As a prose writer he was a perfect model of style—easy

but not feeble—stately but not cumbrous, and learned
but not pedantic. Besides innumerable articles in the

Quarterly Review, to which he was a principal contribu-

tor, we believe, for nearly 30 years, his chief prose works
are, a " Life of Nelson," "The Book of the Church,"
" A History of the Peninsular War," 44 Letters from
Spain and Portugal," " Essays on the Progress and
Prospects of Society," 44 A History of Brazil," i4 Lives
of the British Admirals," &c. He also wrote biographies
of Kirke "White and Chatterton, and edited their works,
besides editing collections, both of the principal and minor

English poets. He was appointed Poet Laureate in 1812.
He was twice married—first in very early life, and again
but a few years before the mournful overclouding of his

intellect, to Miss Caroline Bowles, a lady whose name as

a poetess had been long and favourably known to the
public, and who in the last sad and blank years of his life

watched over him with the tenderest solicitude, and did
all that the most devoted affection could do to lighten

the heavy load of his existence. In all the relations of
life Dr. Southey was universally allowed, by those who
knew him best, to be truly exemplary. By his own
family he was adored ; and we have always understood
that the burden of maintaining the family of a man of
genius, whose irregular habits ill qualified him for the
discharge of the ordinary duties of life, chiefly devolved
on Dr. Southey. Till his mind was unhinged, he re-

tained his habitual kindness of disposition ; and the gen-
tleman who accompanied him, a year or two ago, on a
continental tour, undertaken for the sake of his health,

dwelt with fond affection on the many amiable traits of

his character which broke forth amidst all his suffering.

Dr. Southey was a gentleman in the best sense of the
word. His house at the Lakes was ever open to all who
presented themselves with suitable introduction, and
there are few persons of any distinction who passed
through that picturesque region who have not partaken
of his hospitality."

ILafo.
Akchrs Court.—The Braintree Church-rate Case.— Sir Herbert

Jenner Fust on Saturday gave an elaborate judgment on this
well-known church-rate question, of which we arc compelled to
confine ourselves to the following; brief abstract:—The case
came before the Court on an appeal from the Consistory Court,
on the rejection of a libel given in by Messrs. Velcy and Joslin,
churchwardens of Braintree, against Mr. Gosling, in a cause of
subtraction of church-rates. The vestry called to make the rate
voted that no rate should be made upon principle. The church-
wardens and the minority made a rate of 2s. in the pound, and
Mr. Gosling refusing to pay it, he was cited to the Consistory
Court. Dr. Lushington held that a rate so made was invalid,
and rejected the libel, which virtually put the churchwardens
out of Court. Sir Herbert Jenner Fust on Saturday reversed the
decision of the Judge of the Court below, and admitted the libel.

If not appealed from, and the decision stands, it will legalize
church-rates, though made by the minority and churchwardens
in vestry. Sir Herbert Jenner Fust held that common-law right
imposed upon parishioners the duty to repair the church— they
had no legal right to vote that a rate should not be made, and
that such vestries were improper and void. The parishioners
could reduce the amount of a rate proposed, if more than would
cover the estimated expense of the repairs required, but not get
rid entirely of the obligation put upon them by the law.—Costs
deferred.
Norfolk Circuit.—Assize Intbluoence.— (Cambridge).

—

John Frederick Mortiock was arraigned, and pleaded " Not
guilty" to an indictment which charged him with having dis-
charged a pistol, loaded with powder and bullet, at his uncle, the
Rev. Edmund Mortiock, with intent to murder him, or to do him
some grievous bodily harm. This case, which has excited the
greatest interest among all classes in this town and University,
came on at the sitting of the Court, and occupied the greater
portion of the day. A few years ago the same individual who
was now charged with attempting to shoot his uncle, the Rev.
Edmund Mortiock, was tried and acquitted on a charge of
attempting the life of another uncle, Thomas Mortiock, Esq., of
Abington Hall, in this county, by firing his residence. On that
occasion, after the trial, certain arrangements were entered into

by the uncles and friends of the young man, by which it was
hoped that he would be induced to adopt a new course of con-
duct, and abstain from a system of annoyance which he had
before indulged in. For some time matters went on comfortably,
and though the conduct of the nephew was not such as was
worthy of approbation, he yet did place such a check upon his
wayward temper and habits, as to excite a hope that he would
ultimately become a worthy member of society. This state of

amendment, however, did not longcontmue, and itwould appear
that latterly he renewed his former course, threatening to inflict

some lasting injury on his uncles, sometimes by letter, and some-
times by word of mouth, till at last they all went, more or less,

in fear of their lives from his violent behaviour, though the most
earnest attempts were from time to time made, by compliance
with his demands and submission to his caprices, to avert the

danger of an outbreak. At length matters came to a crisis, and
on the day named in the indictment, in the month of November
last, the prisoner suddenly made his appearance in the rooms of
prosecutor, who is a fellow of Christ's College, in this University,

and produced a pistol, which he snapped at the body of his

relative, saying he would shoot him. Upon this Mr. Mortiock
arose, while a friend, Mr. Mitchell, who was with him, seized the

poker for self-preservation. The prisoner then, addressing him-
self to that person, said he had better not interfere, and brandished
a dagger in his face. Taking the hint, Mr. Mitchell withdrew from
the room, when the prisoner seized his uncle by the throat, and
presenting another pistol at his heart, asked what there was to

prevent his killing him? To which he replied, "That such an
act would do more injury to the actor than the sufferer," and
warned him against the perpetration of such a deed, which he
never could rccal. The nephew then fiercely demanded promise
from his uncle not to prosecute him, but before he could be well

answered, a gentleman, having heard from Mr. Mitchell what
was going on, rushed into the room. At that instant the prisoner

dropped the pistol to the level of his uncle's stomach, and dis-

charged it in a direction across his body. Mr. Mortiock then

left' the room, exclaiming-, "Oh God! 1 am shot!" and was
followed by his friend, who ran for medical aid. The prisoner

now left alone, bolted the outer door of the rooms, and, the

alarm being speedily raised in tfie college, loudly threatened to

shoot the first man who dared to enter. The dread of this threat

being carried into execution, caused a demur of some fev?

minutes among the authorities, during which time the prisoner

effected his escape into the fellows' garden by tying two hunting
whips together. Having thus descended from his uncle's bed"

room into the garden, he scaled the wall and made off toward9

the Cam, along the banks of which he wandered till nightfall*

when his singular conduct excited the suspicions of two men wh°
were watching their eel-traps. Upon being challenged by these

men, he ran off, but had not got very far when he turned round
upon his pursuers, and successively fired a pistol at each'

Strange to say, however, though each pistol took effect,
y®Jneither of the men received any further injury than a smart raP

and contusion. After this rencontre the prisoner was taken an£

kept till the following morning, when he was committed to ta»e

his trial on this charge. The above facts being proved, JV* r '

Ficklin, surgeon, who had been called in to attend the pn>se
*

cutor, deposed that on examining his person he found that tn

ball which was discovered in the trowsers of the prosecutor, l' a

slightly injured the outer skin, producing a scarcely-perceptu"

abrasion thereof to the extent of a sixpence, on which %vaS
.

small quantity of blood.—Mr. Justice Coleridge, upon this stat

of things, intimated to the learned counsel that as there did n°
f

appear to have been any wound inflicted, there was an end of
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the capital charge.—Mr. Sergeant Byles having acquiesced in

this view of the case on the part of the prosecutor, who, he said,

"was by no means anxious to press the charge against his mis-

guided relative. The prisoner was called on to make his defence,

which he did in a long and energetic appeal to the court and jury,

detailing his grievances and accusations of anonymous as well

as direct injuries of a pecuniary character which he alleged he

had received at the hands of his uncles. These may be resolved

into a claim, on his part, to certain information touching the

management and disposition cf his father's property by them,
and a refusal of any such on their part. Concerning these dis-

putes, as the prisoner stated, certain Chancery proceedings had
lately been instituted by him against them. His Lordship, at the

close of the prisoner's statement, which was very lengthy and

discursive, calmly submitted the evidence to the consideration

of the jury, who would say by their verdict whether that count

was proved which charged the prisoner with having fired at his

uncle with intent to do him some grievous bodily harm. No
injury indeed would appear to have been received by that gentle-

man, but the prisoner might well have intended to inflict some
signal mark of his anger or passion upon the prosecutor, though
he had not succeeded in so doing; and unless they, the jury,

should be of opinion, as he had now asserted, that the only

object of the attack was to frighten and annoy his uncle, they

"would say so by their verdict, and convicthim of the charge laid

in the second count. The jury, after a long deliberation re-

turned a verdict of Guilty on the second count, and the prisoner,

after a suitable exhortation from the beach, was sentenced to 21

years' transportation.
Oxford Circuit— fStafford).—(TAc Staffordshire Blots.)—The

Queen v. Cooper and Others.—Thomas Cooper, Joseph Capper, and
John Richards were indicted (together with William Ellis, who
was transported at the last special commission) for conspiracy
and sedition. This trial commenced on the 20th March, before

Mr. Justice Erskine and a special jury, and was only brought to

a close on Thursday last. The evidence on both sides was
given at such extraordinary length, and the line of defence so

considerably prolonged the trial, that it would be impossible to

give in a brief abstract a clear notion of its | bearings. In the

course of the defence, the prisoner Cooper attacked the Anti-

Corn -Law League. He proceeded to read from the " Quarterly

Review " passages from speeches by Mr. Cobden and other

members of the League, and also resolutions of that body agreed

to at their conferences of a violent tendency. He dilated upon
these extracts with great energy and fluency, asking the jury if

they could be guilty of the injustice of convicting the three

humble individuals before them, whilst the members of Parlia-

ment and aldermen still retained their seats and their honours

after inciting the people to acts of violence and outrage. Those
menwithwhom he combined never burned houses, or committed
any acts of violence ; but he and his friends contended that they

had a perfect right, while they denounced all violence, to advise

the suspension of labour until the Charter was established as

the law of the land. That was a strictly constitutional mode
of proceeding. But there were vipers in the form of men

—

they were the real incendiaries. He meant the agents of the

Anti-Corn-Law League. He would establish this by the most
incontestable evidence. Was Ridgway to escape—was Mason
to escape— was Cobden to escape— was the editor of the

"Anti-Corn-Law Circular" to escape,— and innocent Chart-

ists like himself, who were the sincere advocates of peace,

law, and order, to be convicted ? Having denounced vio-

lence, the defendant said, he would next state to the Jury
what really were the doctrines which he entertained, and what,
in his addresses, he had always taught the people at public meet-
ings. The learned Serjeant (Talfourd) in his opening address,

for the prosecution, had stated that the present prosecution was
not directed against Chartist principles ; he admitted that the peo-
ple of this country had a constitutional right to meet and discuss
the expediency or inexpediency of adopting the Charter; but the

learned counsel had said, that a cessation of labour would lead

only to theft. If so, then let the real offenders—the rich strain-
ers after wealth, the really guilty parties, be punished, and not
the innocent Chartists, Who were they who caused a cessation
of labour in the Potteries? Why, those who reduced the poor
man's wages—those who, when a partial turn-out occurred, ad-

vised the people to make a general holiday— those who, with

the object of advancing the views of the Anti-Corn-Law League,

were desirous of plunging the country into revolution. He
would now tell them what he really had taught them in the

Potteries or elsewhere. He would admit that, on the 15th Aug.,

there was a conspiracy; but that conspiracy was not for sedi-

tious purposes, but for the maintenance of "peace, law, and
order." The defendant went on to show, that his sermon, de-

livered on the 10th April, was a mere exposition of facts as de-

tailed in English history, and from these he argued the right of

the people to annual Parliaments, and the other points contained

in the people's Charter. After adverting to some facts in his

personal history, he dwelt, with severity, on the conduct of Sir

John Easthope and Sir E. L. Bulwer towards him ; the latter, he
aaid, had been assisted by him in certain elections at Lincoln,

and promised to present, to his own publisher, a MS. of a

romance written by the prisoner, but had not redeemed that pro-

mise. When he proved to them, he continued, that he was not
in the Potteries on the 12th August, when he showed that, al-

though on the 15th he did conspire, but not to effect violence,

but to preserve peace—when they bore in mind the practices of

other parties protected, if not aided and abetted by the members
of the late Government—when they remembered that, if the

Chartists were guilty of agitating in support of their principles,

they were only following, in a humble way, the example of

others occupying high places in the country—when they recol-

lected all these things, he could not bring his mind to believe

that the Jury would find himself or his aaed friends guilty of the

°ffence imputed to them. No, they would never return a ver-
dict of guilty against suchhumble men, when magistrates, mem-
bers of Parliament, and members of the Anti-Corn-Law League,

^ere allowed to go at large, unprosecut.ed and unpunished—
^ben Government quietly allowed the growth of a gigantic con-
spiracy, daily bearding Parliament itself, and such as before was
sever allowed to exist in this country. No, whatever their re-

spect might be for Sir R. Peel and his Government, he did hope,
"While such lofty criminals were allowed to go at liberty, the Jury
would not feel justified in punishing the humble but honest indi-

viduals then upon their trial. Let, however, their verdict be
^hatit might, he should bow with due respect. This, however,
be mie;ht be allowed to say—a verdict of guilty would not Btib-

due the spirit of a Chartist, conscious that, in all he had done,
be had only sought to benefit his fellow-men. It was im-
possible to put out the light of democratic truth in this coun-
ty. The defendant concluded an energetic speech of upwards
of ten hours' duration by expressing his confidence in a verdict
of acquittal.— Richards and Capper then addressed the Jury in
short speeches, principally resting their hopes of a successful de-
fence upon alibis, which they proposed to prove, and character.

Witnesses were then called and examined for the prisoners, at

considerable length. Their examination did not terminate until

"Wednesday, when Mr. Serjeant Talfourd replied on the case
generally. His speech occupied four hours; he concluded by
expressing a hope that if the jury had any doubt as to the guilt
of the prisoners (and he confessed he thought the evidence against

Y
aPPer was slight), they would give them the benefit of it. Mr.

Justice Erskine immediately adjourned the Court, and commenced
his summing up on Thursday morning. He concluded at 8 o'clock,
and the jury returned a verdict of Guilty against all the prisoners,
recommendingCapperto mercy. Judgment deferred till next term.
Home Circuit.—(Lewes.)—Holloxcoy v. Hare.—This was an

action to recover damages for a libel, brought by the plaintiff, a
clergyman of the church of England and late curate of Eastdean,
against the Rev. Mr. Hare, the archdeacon of Lewes. The de-
claration alleged that the defendant had published a certain
teuer

f containing divers libellous charges against the plaintiff,
which letter was sent to a lady named Gilbert. The damages

were laid at 2,000/. The defendant pleaded a justification. Mr.

Piatt, Mr. Clarkson, and Mr. Peacock, were for the plaintiff; Mr.

Thesiger, Mr. Sergeant Channel, and Mr. Ogle, appeared for the

defendant. The case was argued at great length, and lasted two

days, when the Jury, after one hour's deliberation, returned a

verdict for defendant. - _.„, , .»

Midland Circuit.— (Leicester.)— Trial of William Jones the

Chartist Leader.— William Jones, who had been out on bail, was

placed at the bar upon an indictment, charging him with having

used seditious language, and unlawfully endeavoured to excite

the people against the police force and the army, at a large as-

semblage of persons, near the town of Leicester, during the dis-

turbances in August last. The case excited great interest, from

the fact of its being considered that Jones had been sent to

Leicester, to supply the place of Cooper, as also from the orato-

rical ability of the defendant, who, it was expected, would make
a powerful appeal to the jury. Mr. Waddingtcn for the prosecu-

tion commenced by impiorine the jury to dismiss from their

minds any prejudice they might entertain towards the defendant,

and bring to the case a fair, calm, and just consideration. He
then proceeded to state that the indictment charged the defen-

dant with having, on the 28th of August last, in the borough of

Leicester, addressed to a large number of persons a speech of a

most seditious nature, calculated to excite his hearers to an

opposition to, and resistance of, the police. He (the learned

counsel) admitted the right which Englishmen possessed of as-

sembling together and frcelv discussing public grievances, and

if they were of opinion that the assemblage in question was of

a peaceable character, and that the defendant-although with

mistaken and intemperate zeal—intended to lay before his fellow

subjects grievances of a public nature, which demanded redress,

his only intention being to state his opinion on such subjects,

then he would at once tell them that he was entitled to an ac-

quittal. Although the right of free discussion might be exercised

under circumstances of great delicacy, and sometimes public

danger yet if they thought the defendant had no intention to

excite his hearers against those in authority, or induce them to

violate the laws, they were bound to give him the benefit of

such an opinion, because the charge against him was, that he

could not but have had such intentions ; and when they looked

at the surrounding circumstances—at the state of the town and

of the country at the time when the defendant delivered his

oration, as well as to the persons to whom it was addressed, he ap-

prehended they would be obliged to come to the conclusion that he

m ust have been actuated by the motives ascribed to him by the in-

dictment. At the timewhen the speech was delivered, a large num-

ber of the lower orders were ripe for insubordination, and it was

difficult to keep them in obedience to the laws even with-

out such inflammatory speeches. A proclamation had been

issued by the Queen on the 9th August, in consequence of :he

state of the country, calling upon all persons to preserve the

public peace ; and a proclamation was also put forth a few days

after, by the magistrates of the borough of Leicester, declaring

all assemblages of persons in considerable numbers illegal. The

yeomanry cavalry had been called out. A portion of them had

been quartered at the county gaol, and the police officers had

been insulted in the execution of their duty, about ten days be-

fore defendant came to Leicester. On the evening of Sunday

the 28th of August, a most improper day, the defendant attended

as principal speaker at a meeting of some thousands, and deli-

vered the speech which was the subject of the indictment. He
was an itinerant lecturer, and a perfect stranger in the town into

which he had most improperly intruded himself upon that occa-

sion, for the purpose of calling the people together and ha-

ranguing them. The learned gentleman then proceeded to state

the words complained of, and called witnesses to prove the facts.

The defendant then delivered a very eloquent address to the

Jury, which occupied nearly four hours. The situation in which

he was placed was not only novel, but painful; for although he

had been born and brought up amid the wretchedness which is

the lot of the working man, he had never before been charged

with an offence against the laws of his country, and his charac-

ter would bear a fair comparison with those who had placed him

in that situation. He had to grapple with many difficulties, with

the ingenuity of counsel, with legal technicalities, yea, even with

the prejudices of that class to which the Jury themselves be-

longed. He stood, however, at that bar the representative of

great principles, and he was proud of the honour of being se-

lected as a victim of persecution, because of his political opi-

nions. He did not lament his not having the aid of counsel, for

he should despise an acquittal obtained by unmanly quirks and

legal quibbles. Some persons in his situation had been liberated

Ph

was tne uirtnnght of every Jingnsnman. He wouiu not accept
*

such terms—he would agree to no compromise -he was there to

ask for justice—stern, unbending justice, and he demanded it

for himself and for his country, in the name of the great Being

by whom they had sworn to act justly. It was notorious that

for many years the class to which the Jury belonged had had no

sympathy with his class ; and it was therefore possible that they

might view his case through the darkened medium of prejudice,

and feel a strong pre-inclination to convict him. But they did

not sit there as the representatives of any political body—they
did not occupy that Jury-box as members of either the Whig or

Tory faction—they were placed there as the arbitrators between

him and Government— they were there to decide whether he had

or had not inflicted an injury on society, and all political consi-

derations and opinions should be discarded from their considera-

tion. The defendant went on to contend, that he had not used

the language attributed to him ; both of the witnesses who spoke

to it had not taken a note on the spot, but trusted to their me-

mories j they had been schooled into the part which they had

played ; they had been told that if the Jury could know the con-

text if' they had heard the whole of his address, they could not

convicthim. The men who had been called were incapable of

comprehending the meaning of any sentence which possessed

the least profundity of thought, and it would be great injustice

to rely upon the sentences which they had given, concocted, as

they had been, from one or two detached phrases, and tor-

tured by the ingenuity of those who had sent them to the

meeting into expressions of a violent character. The defend-

ant proceeded to condemn the police force as an innovation

on the original constitution of the country, copied from despotic

governments, and stated that he would not purchase an acquittal

by saying that he approved of the institution of such a force, or

the general conduct of the men who belonged to it. He had al-

ways advocated peace and order, but it was true he had de-

nounced the government as tyrannical.—Mr. Baron Gurney (with

vehemence) : Then you have done wrong, exceedingly wrong.

We know nothing of you, sir.—The defendant: That was my
conviction, my lord.—Mr. Baron Gurney: You may hold your

convictions as you please, sir; but you have no right to hold out

to the people that the government is tyrannical : that's a crime.

—The defendant : I will contrast my language with that used in

1831 by the very magistrate who committed me. I am the disciple

of the agitators of that period, and, whilst following their ex-

ample, the language attributed to me is much less inflammatory

than that which i can show was used.—Mr. Baron Gurney
:
I can-

not allow it. I will not allow anything you are supposed to have

said to be justified by what might have been said by other people.

I have nothing to do with that.—The defendant: lam merely

taken place. But there was a secret cause for this prosecution—

he was a Chartist.—Mr. Baron Gurney : You are not charged with

being a Chartist here. The reason why there was no further dis-

turbance might have been that you were at once taken into cus-

tody.—The defendant: It is of no use for me to proceed further

with my defence. I would convince you, gentlemen, of my in-

nocence, if allowed to adopt the line of defence which 1 had

marked out for myself. What became of the boasted right to

assemble publicly and discuss their grievances, if they were to

be dragged away to a dungeon for expressing their opinions at

peaceable meetings ? If the jury found him guilty, their verdict

would justify the government in any attempt which they might

make to suppress the liberties of the people; and thus any man
who raised his voice aeainst existing institutions—such, for in-

stance, as church-rates—might be arrested and thrust into gaol.

In conclusion, he contended that society was not properly consti-

tuted for man's physical and moral happiness, and he was, there-

fore, justified in urging his audience to adopt such means as

would tend to establish a better state of things. The defendant

concluded a very able address, by stating that he should leave

his case in the hands of the jury, confident that the result must

be a verdict of acquittal.-Mr. Baron Gurney briefly recapitu-

lated the evidence, and, in no very equivocal terms, expressed

his conviction of the defendant's guilt.-lhe jury having retired

for half an hour, returned with a verdict of Guilty', stating than

they thought the defendant had used the words charged against

him under feelings of great excitement.-Mr. Baron Gurney sen-

tenced the defendant to six months' imprisonment, and to enter

into his own recognizances in ^200, and find two sureties in
,
^25

each to keep the peace for threeyears.-Thetnal lasted until ten

o'clock at night, and concluded the business ol the Assizes.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—DERBY.— 7i to 1 agst A British

Yeoman: 15 to 1 agst Mr. Goodman's Maccabeus ; 20 to 1 agst Mr.

Bowes's Cotherstone (taken freely) ; 20 to 1 agst Colonel Peel s

Murat (taken); 25 to 1 agst Mr. Bell's Winesour ; 25 to 1 agst

Lord Westminster's Languish colt; 25 to l agst Sir G.Heathcote s

Amarino ; 25 to 1 agst Lord Eglinton's Aristides; 30 to 1 agst

Colonel Anson's Napier (taken freely) ; 30 to 1 agst Lord G. Ben-

tinck's Gaper (taken freely) ; 40 to 1 agst Mr. T. Taylor s

Gamecock (taken) ; 45 to 1 agst Lord (Morel's Mercy colt (taken)

.

45 to 1 agst Mr. Griffith's Newcourt (taken) ; 45 to 1 agst Duke

of Richmond's Cornopean (taken); 50 to 1 agst Mr. D. Cook's

Trueboy ; 50 to 1 agst Colonel Peel's St. Valentine; 2000 to 25

agst Mr. Ford's Humbug; 1,000 to 10 agst Lord Exeter's Lucetta

colt (taken) ; 700 to 100 agst Cotherstone, Aristides, and Languish

colt (taken).

MARK LANE, Friday, March 31. — On Wednesday there

was more animation in the Wheat Market, and a fair business

was transacted; but this morning there was very little hie in the

trade, and sales have been to a limited extent at the same prices

as on Monday. Barley comes sparingly to Market, and the de-

mand is falling off ; in prices no alteration. Peas and Beans are

a very dull sale on Monday's currency. Oats are more saleable,

and the stock is reduced.
BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polands

Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irian *>ed

Rye ,;
•

Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 20 to 26 Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland . . . 27 to 31 Winds.

Peas, White SOtoSl Maple

s. s. s. a.

42 to 46 Red 40 to45
40 to 46 White — to—
36 to 30 Grind. 19 to £5

13 to 23 Feed 14 to £2
— to — Potato 15 to 24

9 to i8 Potato 14 to 22

— to —
22 to 27 Harrow S.'l to 30

26 to 34 1 (.np;pod£4 to 28

26 to 28 Grey 24 to 26

WKEKLY IMPERIAL AVKRAGKS.

Feb- ; 17 . .

— 24 ...
—

*

o . * •

Mar. 10

— 17 . - •— 24

6 weeks' Aggregate Avei.

Duties - *

Wheat.
|
Barley.

47 11 £7 )

48 6 £7 2

48 S 27 4

18 1 27 7
47 6 £7 11

47 3 £8 4

47 11 27 7

I

THB

English
Irish .

Foreign

English
Irish .

Scutch .

Foreign

7363

20

ARRIVALS IN
Flour.

Ska. — Brls.

jj — >t

it
— it

ARRIVALS
Wheat
8090

615

Oats.
\7

17

17
37
37

17

1

3
2
4

7

Rye.
27 9
£8 4

29
28 4

Bti 10

39 3

17 a

y o
river

28 3

8

LAST

Bpans.

11

WEEK.

26 8

11 6

Peas.
27 29 5
26 11 30 1

26 7 20 6
B6 6 89 4

Bfl 8 £8 6/1

£6 3 28 H-

S9 2

11 6

Wht. Barl. Malt. Oats. ! Rye. Bng. Fea§
6377 5389 8996 6062 _ 1120 361

— 6 . .. — — ^~
-

_ — — 880 — — — i

THIS WEEK.
Barley
1050

Oam
j
Flour
2110

PRICES OF MANURES
£s.d

Agricultural Salt, per ton,

foul, 30«. to 1 12

_ fine . . 1 16

Alexander'* Compost per bush. J

Bleaching Powder per cwt. 112
Bone-dust and half-inch Bone \
per quarter

10

6

18

Brimstone . - per ton 11 10

Clarke's desiccated Compost!
g lg

per hhd. . • "J
DanieirsBristelManuTellOrf. to 1

according to quantity! per bushel.

Guano (foreign) . .1 l0«.Gd. tol2»-

according to quantity J per cwt.

— Potter's English \ 13*. to 14

according to quantity! per cwt.

Gypsum. . • .\38*. Gii. to 40*.

according to quantity J
per ton.

Hunt's New Fertiliser, per
bushel 18

Muriate of Ammonia, p. cwt. 14
_ Lime per cwt- 12

Nitrate of Soda, 1 !8j. 3rf. to 19

accord, toquanty. Jp- cwt., duty paid
Petre Salt, per ton, 3/- 10*. to 6

£ S. d.
Phosphate ofAmmonia per Ih.T

to sample/ - °

— of Soda „
Poitttvin's disinfected Ma-1

ig
mire . per quarter J
— concentiated do-, do. 1 10

Rape dust . .*)7*. 10«.to8
accord to quantity/ per tori-

Rock Salt . 4 per ton 3 »

Saltpetre . . per cwt. 1

Silicate of Potash (pure) ,. 3

Soda Ash per cwt- 14*. to 1»

Sulphate of Ammonia, p. c«r.
lift to 1

p. ton

cwt.

J per lb.

Trimmer's" Com position) • 8

for Clover* J P? r cw *.

Do. Do. for Wheat, with) . '12 n.

Silicate of Potash f
per cwt.

Do. Compost Jor Turnips,
per cwt. 3

5

o

>

o

— of Iron— of Soda
Sulphur .

Sulphuric acid
according to strength

per

10
lfl n

2±d.

Urate - Per ton

See his " Science with Practice," pp-_85 arid 27.

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK,
1NSOLVENT.-W. Hitch, Kingsland, Middlesex, i

f™**' i inen _draper.—
BAN KRUPTCY SUPERSEDED.-Aaron Gregor> ,

Uov«'^™" ^"P"*
KVXKUIIPTS T P Knwlev Oxford-street, drawer— x. wnson, iiiiing-

Bridp«rt-plaie, Hoxion, corn-dealer—C-

saying that 1 did not use such expressions as^were
o
us^J^^!^

gentlemen, even supposing that what the^^^^^
& Ue, which I flatly deny. I am not going toi put them^"evi-
dence, my lord.-Mr. Baron Gurney : Very yvell. It cannot oe

Jiven in evidence, and therefore cannot be introduced here.-Te

defendant continued: If he had expressed his opinion of the

no ice, his own class had been vilified with impunity. Had they

not been called a dirty, unwashed, swinish multitude ? Upon the

naltrv evidence which the jury had heard he had been dragged

from his bed at midnight to a gaol, and kept four weeks m con-

finement there, waiting for bail. No disturbance of any kind had

*»t Lincoln's-inn-fields, currier—T. W. Coleman, John-street, PentonvilJe,

l-nach'proprietor-H. Kay, Chiswell-street, victualler-^. M. Huuc.n, Ring-

wood, Hampshire, coach proprietor—W. Southam, Birchills, Staffordshire,

miller—E. P« Smith, and R. M. Bryant, Bristol, capenters— J. Clapham,
Leeds, Licensed victualler—R- Smith, Worcester, attorney—R. Youn^hus-
hund, Naunton. brickmaker—T. H- Thompson, merchant.
SCOTCH oEftUKSTRATlONS—J. Ruthven, Edinburgh. prinrer-W

Scott, Earston, sadler— J. Peebles, Leven, merchant—G. Barrier, Threipland,

farmer ; and Stonehaven, flesher— W. Pavidsnn. Dundee, Liverpool, merchant.

MARRIED—On the 27th ult., at Dublin, the Kev. Sir Nicholas Chinnery,

Bart-, to Anne, elder daughter of the Rev. John Vernon, of Awbawn—On the

24th ult.,_at Kimpton, Herts, by the Rev. J.Sullivan, George, eldest son ot the

late Lieutenant-Colonel Monier Williams, Surveyor-General ot

Caroline Amelia, fourth
DIED—On th

Earl of Aberpavi
Dunsfoid, upward:
late Lord Rolle an-
the most noble William Duke of M».ch«ter, .n h.s 72d ye»r_On the 9th of

Sept., on the M'Leary River, New South Wales, Henry Robert (akes i.Bq .,

fortnirlv of the Hon Ens- India Company's Service—On the 24th ult., at

Reading, Lieut'.Col MWord Sutherland, formerly in command ot the 91stRe? .
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Now ready, neat cloth, price 4s. 6d.
9RURAL CHEMISTRY.

An Introduction to the Study of the Science in relation to
Agricui.turk.

By Edward Soi.i.y, Esq., Jun., F.R.S., F.L.S.
Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, Lecturer on

Chemistry, at the Royal Institution of Great Britain,

&c. &c. &c.
Extractsfrom the Introduction:—

"A knowledge of the chemical composition of soils, and the
various substances employed as manures, enables us to compre-
hend the mode in which the latter act; and a knowledge of the

nature of those substances which plants require points out the
best: and most economical methods of restoring to the soil, by
manures, those substances which plants remove from it."

" Ifthe farmer knows what it is that gives the fertilizing powers
to manure, and is aware of the nature of those substances, he will

soon learn the best method of preserving and using them ; he will

then understand how to make the most of the various sources of

manure at his disposal, and he will be enabled readily to save
much, that, for the want of such knowledge, would otherwise be
lost."

Index of Contents—continued,

Acclimatizing
Acid, benzoic
Acid, carbonic
Acid, humic
Acid, lactic

Acid, muriatic
Acid, nitric

Acid, phosphoric
Acid, sulphuric

Acid, sulphurous
Acid, uric

Acids
Acids, organic
Acids, tests for

Action of plants on
the air

Active principles of

plants

Affinity

Air
Air, bad
Air, good
Air, inflammable
Alabaster
Albumen, animal

Albumen, vegetable

Ale, bottled

Alkali, volatile

Alkalies
Alkalies, vegetable

Alum
Alumine, sulphate of

Ammonia
Ammonia, fixing

Ammonia, fixing by
acids

Ammonia,
gypsum

Ammonia,
copperas

Ammonia,
of

Ammonia, muriate of

Index of Contents.

Cherry-tree gum
Chloride of sodium
Chlorine]
Cider
Citric acid

Clay
Clay, burnt
Climate, effects of
Clover, analysis of
Coal, ashes of
Coal gas
Cocoa-nut oil

Cohesion
Coke
Colour
Colour of soil

Colours, changing of

Colours of plants

Colouring matter
Combination
Combining numbers
Combining weights
Combustion
Combustion, results

of
Common salt

Composition of bodies
Composition of soils

Composition of water
Compounds, binary
Compounds, all defi-

nite

Compounds, saline
Compounds, ternary

I and quaternary

I
Contagion

fixing by
|
contagious matters
Copperas

fixing b;
,in

Crops, rotation of
carbonate Cubic nitre

Cultivated lands

Decoy
Ammonia, phosphate Dcca^. ofhumus

of
Ammonia, sulphate o*

Ammonia, urate^oi

Ammoniacal liquor of

the gas-works
Animal manures
Animal principles,

proximate
Animal substances

Aquafortis
Arrow-root
Attraction
Ashes
Ashes, wood
Ashes of plants

Ashes of coal

Ashes of sea-weed
Atoms
Bad air

Barilla

Barley
Barley, analysis of

Bases
Bay salt

Beans, analysis of

Beet, analysis ot

Binary compounds
Bleaching
Blood
J'.one

Bones, boiled

Bones, green
Bottled ale

Bran
Breathing of Animals
Brimstone
Bromides
Bromine
Buckwheat, analysis

of
Bubbling, or efferves-

cence
Burning
Burning of plants

Burnt clay

Carbon
Carbon in plants

Decomposition
Decomposition of

stonj particles
Deliquescent
Dew
amond

Division, mechanical
Draining
Dung
Dutch rushes

Earths
Earthy substances
Earthy substances in

plants
Effervescence
Elements
Embryo
Embryo of a seed
Epsom salts

uivalent weights
Excrements
Excrements of sea-
fowl

Experiments
hallowing
Farm-yard manure
Fat
Patty substances
Fermentation
Fertility

Fibre, woody
Fibrin
Fire-damp
Fire, lighting a
Fixed oil

Fixing ammonia
Flax
Flesh of animals
Flint

Flowers, use of

Food of animals
Food of plants

Food, too great a sup-
ply of

Formation, of soils

inflation of seed
Foul smells

Carbonate of ammo- Fruit, ripening of

iiia

Carbonate of iron

Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magne-

sia
Carbonate of potash

rbonate of soda
Carbonic acid
Carbonic oxide
Carburetted hydro-
gen

Carcases
Carrot, analysis of

Casein
Castor oil

Caustic lime
Caustic potash
Caustic substances
Chalk
Changes, chemical
Charcoal
Charring
Cheltenham salts
Chemical changes

Fruit and seeds
Fruit, unripe
Fungi
Fumigation

Gas
Gas, inflammable
Gas-liquor
Gas-works
Gas-works, ammoni-
acal liquor of

Gas-works, refuse of
Gelatine
<; rraination
Germination in oxy-
gen

Glass
Glauber's salts

Glue
Gluten
Good air

Grass
Green bones
Green manures
Green vitriol

Growth of plants
Guano
Gum
Gum arabic
Gum, cherry-tree
Gum, resin
Gunpowder
Gypsum
Hair
Hard water
Hartshorn
Heat
Heat, latent
H oofs
Horns
Humates
Humic acid
Humus
Humus, decay of
Hydrogen gas
Hydrogen, carburet-
ted

Hydrogen, sulphur-
etted

Ice
Inflammable air

Inflammable gas
Inorganic manures
Iodides
Iodine
Iron •

Iron, carbonate of

Iron, oxide of

Iron, peroxide of

Iron, protoxide of

Iron-stoves
Iron, sulphate of

Iron, sulphurct of

Isinglass
Ivory
Kelp
Latent heat
Lead, red
Lead, white
Lead, oxides of
Leaves
Leaves, use of the
Legufnine
Lettuce
Light
Light, effects of
Lighting a fire

Lignin
Lime
Lime, carbonate of
Lime, caustic

Lime, when useful
Lime, when not to be
used

Lime, muriate of

Lime, nitrate of
Lime, phosphate of

Lime, quick
Lime, sulphate of
Limestone
Limestone, magne-
sian

Linseed
Liquid manure
Litharge
Loss of manure
Lucerne, analysis of
Magnesia
Magnesia, carbonate
of

Magnesia, caustic
Magnesia, muriate of
Magnesia, phosphate
of

Magnesia, sulphate of
Magnesia, salts of
Magncsian limestone
Magnesium
Malting
Malic acid
Manganese
Manganese, oxide of
Manure
Manures, animal
Manures, inorganic
Manure, farm-yard
Manures, green
Manure, loss of
Manure, liquid

Manures, organic
Manures, saline
Manures, strong
Manures, vegetable
Marble
Meat
Mechanical division

Metallic oxides
Metals
Minium
Mixture
Mould
Mouldiness
Mucilage
Muriates
Muriatic acid

Muriate of ammonia
Muriate of lime
Muriate of magnesia
M uriate of soda
Muscle of animals
Mustard
Natural vegetation

Nature of the soil

Nitrates
Nitrate of lime
Nitrate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Nitre
Nitre, cubic
Nitric acid
Nitrogen
Nutrition of plants
Oats, analysis of

Oil
Oil-cake
Oil, castor
Oil, Cocoa-nut
Oil, fixed

Oil, Olive
Oil of vitriol

Oil of Poppy
Oil of Rape
Oil of Linseed
Oil of Mustard
Oil of Lavender
Oil of Cloves
Oil of Lemons
Oily matters
Olive oil

Organic acids
Organic manures
Organic substances in

soils

Organic substances
Organised matters
Oxalic acid
Oxide, carbonic
Oxide of manganese
Oxide of iron
Oxides, metallic
Oxygen
Paring
Parsnep, analysis of

Pearlash
Peas, analysis of
Peat
Peroxide of iron

Petre
Phosphate of ammo-
nia

Phosphate of lime
Phosphate of mag-
nesia

Phosphoric acid

Phosphorus
Pickling
Plants, burning of

Plants, action of on
the air

Plants, death of
Plants, food of
Plants, growth of
Plants, nutrition of
Plaster- stone
Ploughing, subsoil

Poppy
Potash
Potash, carbonate of
Potash, caustic
Potash, nitrate of

Potash, salts of

Potash, silicate of
Potassium
Potassium, chloride
Potato-flour
Potatoes
Pottery
Protoxide of iron

Proximate animal
principles

Principles, active
Proportions

Pruning
Putrefaction, results

of
Putrefiable matter
Putrefying animal
matter

Putrid urine
Pyrites
Quartz
Quicklime
Rain-water
Rape
Raw bones
Red Cabbage
Red lead
Refuse of gas-works
Resins
Respiration
Results of combus-
tion

Results of putrefac-

tion
Rhubarb
Ripening of fruit

River-water
Rock-salt
Rotation of crops
Rust
Rusting
Rye, analysis of

Saccharine matter
Sago
Saintfoin, analysis of;

Sal ammoniac
Saline compounds
Saline manures
Salts

Salt, bay
Salts, Cheltenham
Salt, common
Salts, Epsom
Salts, Glauber's
Salts of hartshorn
Salts of magnesia
Salts 6f potash
Saltpetre
Salts of soda
Salts of iron
Salts, metallic
Salt, rock
Sand
Sawdust
Sea-fowl, excrements
of

Sea-shore
Sea-water
Sea-weed
Seeds and fruit

Seed, formation of
Selection by the roots
Shells

Shell-sand
Silica

Silicates
silicate of potash
Silicic acid
Silcx
Skin
Slag
Smell
Smells, foul

Smelting
Soap
Soap-making
Soap-boiling
Soda
Soda, carbonate of
Soda, muriate of
Soda, nitrate of
Soda, sulphate of

J

London: 3, Charles-street. Covert Garden; and may be
ordered of all Booksellers.

Sodium
Sodium, chloride of
Soft-water
Soils, analysis of
Soil, colour of
Soils, composition of
Soils, formation of
Soil, nature of
Soot
Sorrel
Spirit

Spirit of salt
Spirit of wine
Spring-water
Starch
Steam
Stoves
Straw
Strong manures
Subsoil
Subsoil-ploughing
Substances, in soils,

organic
Substances, volatile

Substratum
Sugar
Sulphates
Sulphate of alumine
Sulphate of iron
Sulphate of lime* .

Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of soda
Sulphur
Sulphuret of iron
Sulphuric acid
Sulphurous acid
Sulphuretted hydro-
gen

Sunflower
Tapioca
Tartaric acid
Teeth
Ternary and quater-
nary compounds

The Tropics
Tobacco
Treacle
Turf
Unripe fruit

Urea
Urine
Urine, putrid
Use of the leaves
Use of plants
Vapour in the air

Vegetable alkalies
Vegetable manures
Vinegar
Vitriol, green
Vitriol, oil of
Volatile alkali

Volatile oil

Volatile substances
Water
Water, composition of
Water, hard
Water, rain
Water, river
Water, sea
Water, soft
Water, spring
Wheat, analysis of

Weeds
Weed-ash
White of egg
White lead

Wood-ashes
Woody fibre

Wool
Yeast

GARDEN NET.—New Garden Net, viz., Herring

Net. one-inch mesh, made with machinery, \^d. per yard, in

any length or width. Old Fishing Net, properly mended up, in

lengths, 30 or 40 yards, 8 and 10 Ject deep, 'id. per yard square.

Woollen and Worsted Net, fine Blossom and Wasp Net, made
from Hemp, Bunting, Screens, &c. &c. Woollen Tie for Flowers.

Also Sheep-folding Nets, Fishing Nets, Rabbit and Hare Nets.

Nets for Fences against Rabbits, Dogs, Poultry, &c., 2d. per yard ;

also for covering in Poultry-yards, Phcasantries, &c, 2d. per

yard. Superior expanding Tents for Lawns, &c, 62., 36 ft. round.

Tarpaulins for Waggon and Stack Covers, Garden-frames, ikc. 9 2s.

per square yard made up.

Rob. Richardson, Net and Tent Maker, 21, Tonbridgc-place,

New Road, near Euston-square, London.
N.B.— 1000 London Policemen's Capes for Farmers' Servants,

l.v. gd. r 2s., and 2s. 6d. each.

IMPROVED WIRE FENCING.

JW. GIDNEY begs to inform Noblemen and Gentle-

• men that in consequence of the increased demand and

improvements in the machinery for producing his IMPROVED
STRAINED WIRE FENCING, coupled with the depression in

the Iron trade, he is enabled to offer the same at a considerably

reduced rate, and warrants this Fence, as constructed by him, to

stand against all kinds of cattle, and for neatness, strength,

durability, and cheapness, to excel all other kinds of Fencing.

List of Prices, with a sketch, may be had by applying at his

Manufactory, East Dereham, Norfolk.

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
3Q0, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the

• kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry so liberally

bestowed upon him last season, begs respectfully to announce

that that encouragement has induced him to bestow more atten-

tion to this department of Ornamental and Useful Work. He
has in consequence prepared several Novel Designs in FANCY
WIREWORK, suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, and

again submits for inspection his Extensive Stock of Flower-

Baskets, Trainers, Borders, and Stands, with Garden-Arches,

Seats, Vases, and Temples; improved Garden and Hothouse En-

gines, Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and other Horticultural

Implements. G. B. Thompson's Improved Waterpots, which

possess considerable advantage over all others, the smaller size

being peculiarly adapted for Ladies. Game and Cattle Fence in

great variety.

TO FLORISTS AND GARDENERS.
HPO LET, a small FLORISTS BUSINESS, in one

-L of the best thoroughfares near London, with a good jobbing

Connexion. Greenhouse, Seed-shop, and Stock, if required.

The present occupier leaving in consequence of ill health.

—

Apply personally to T. Jknninos, near the Chapel, South

Lambeth, Surrey.

pOMPOUfcD DECOCTION OF SARSAPARILLA.
Vy —Scurvy, Scrofula, Eruptions on the Face, Roughness of
the Skin, Chronic Rheumatism, Indigestion, Chronic Liver Affec-
tions, General Debility, particularly when caused by excess} the
effects of taking Mercury are among the numerous diseases and
affections for which this invaluable alterative is almost a specific.
To those effected with, or predisposed to, any of the above dis-
orders, a course, spring and autumn; is generally recommended
by the Faculty. The preparation of this Decoction is, however,
difficult, and its dose somewhat large. All its virtues are pos-
sessed in a portable and pleasant form, by the Concentrated
Compound Decoction of Sarsaparilla, prepared by Bisnj. Moxon
and Sons, Chemists, Hull.

Sold in Bottles, at 4s. 6d. t 12s. , and 22s. (equal to 6, 16, and 32
pints of the Decoction), by all respectable medicine venders.

—

London Agents : Barclay & Sons, Sutton, Edwards, Newberry,
&c. ; York, Dennis and Son; Dublin, at Butler's Medical Hall;
Edinburgh, J. and R. Raines; Quebec, J. Musson.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
T WEEKS & Co., Architects, Horticultural
*" • Builders, &c., Gloucester- place, King's-road, Chelsea.—
The great simplicity of their improved plan of Shading, by
which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instantly
covered with a sheet of Canvas, renders the principle an object
of admiration. To be seen in use at most of the London Nur-
series, and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place,
Chelsea.

BEii-lllVES.

—

George .Neighbour and Son beg
to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-
ness from No. 131, High Holborn, to more spacious and commo-
dious Premises, numbered 1 27 in the same street. Their selection
of Beehives for this season comprehends most varieties now in
vogue, including "Nutt's Patent Hives" (for the sale of which
they are the only authorized agents), the "Single-Box Hive,"
the "Ladies' Observatory Hive," the "Improved"Cottage Hive,"
with Glasses, &c, from either of which the produce may be
taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. G. N.
and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with
Bee Management, at their Apiarian Dep6t and Honey Ware-
house, 137, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-
don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have Post-
age Stamps inclosed.

*** "Nutton Bbes" (5th Edition), now published.

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.—
During LenttheDISSOLVINTG ORREKY will be exhibited

on the Mornings and Evenings of WEDNESDAYS & FRIDAYS
when the THEORY OF COMETS and other CELESTIAL PHE-
NOMENA will be explained and illustrated by Diagrams. At
work daily, a complete arrangement, of COTTON-SPINNMNG
MACHINERY, consisting of a CARDING, ROVING, and SPIN-
NING FRAME. Cary's NEW MICROSCOPE, magnifying
SEVENTY-FOUR MILLION TIMES. DISSOLVING VIEWS.
The Science of Electricity demonstrated by the COLOSSAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINE at a Quarter to Three daily, and at
Eight in the Evening, except Wednesday and Friday evenings.
Lectures Daily on CHEMISTRY and NATURAL PHILOSOIM V,
by Dr. Ryan and Professor Baciihot-knku. The CLASS LEC-
TURES are continued as usual. Admission, One Shilling,
Schools, half-price,

IMPORTANT.—" After more than two years' constant
trial, I can give the most unqualified and decided testimony

in favour of your Ventilating Waterproof Frocks. I have been
much exposed in an open chaise to all weathers, frequently lor

six hours at a time, to the most drenching rain, so as to appear
externally like one sheet of water, but never found your Coat
fail in keeping me perfectly dry (and this, too, without the lc.ist

appearance of confined perspiration). I cannot express the
comfort and satisfaction it affords me. If my testimony is of*.:.

value, pray make any use you please of it.— J) is mm r and Son,

Surgeons, 9, Alfred-place, Newiogton, Surrey. Feb. 10, 1843.

To Mr. Berdoe." The garment referred to is BERDOE'S VEN-
TILATING WATERPROOF FROCK, a respectable and esta-

blished garment, made only by W. Berdoe, Tailor, Waterproofer,

&c.,6o, Cornhill, (eight doors from Bishopsgate-street).

""WALKER'S NEEDLES (by Authority th.

1

H 4 t

i

Queen's Own"), with the New Large Eyes, are easil

threaded {even by blind persons), and worked with great ease

having Improved Points, Temper, and Finish. The Labels arefl

correct Likenesses of Her Majesty and His Royal Highness/ >j

Prince Albertin relief, on coloured grounds.

H. Waiter's Improved Fish-hooks, Steel Pens, Hooks and
Eyes, Bodkins, &c, arc particularly recommended to notice.

For the Home Trade, neat packages of Needles or Pens, from

Is, to lO.s*. value, can be sent free by post by any respectable

dealer, on receipt of 13 penny stamps for every shilling value.

Every quality, &c, for shipping.

II Walker, Manufacturer to the Queen, 20, Maiden-lane,

Wood-street.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

A

AS HEAD GARDENER, an active, experienced,

married Man, age 30, who understands Forcing in ail its

departments. Can have a two years' unexceptionable Character

from his late Employer. Direct to Mr. J. Marshall, 1, Park-

road, Clapham.

S GARDENER, a married Man, aged 35, who per-

fectly understands his business; would also undertake the

management of Land or Stock of any description, if required:

has had a practical knowledge of cattle from his childhood. Mis

wife could also manage a Dairy or Poultry-yard. Can have four

years* good character from the gentleman he is leaving.— Direct

A. B , Messrs. Paul & Sox, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, Herts.

AS GARDENER, a single Man, aged 27, who is well

acquainted with the management of Pines, Vines, &c, Hot-

house and Greenhouse Plants, and Gardening in general. Can
,

be highly recommended for strict integrity, and a general know-

ledge of his profession. Direct to E. H., Mr. Kkknan's, Seeds-

man, 4, Great. Russell-street, Covent Garden.
-. - - ' ' !—!

—

— —

AS GARDENER, a single Man, aged 45, who under-

stands his business in every department. Can have a good

character trom his last place.— Direct to G. B.f at Mr. Kkknan's,

4, Great Russell-street, Covent Garden . ^

TO THE NOBILITY, GENTRY, &c.

A S PRACTICAL GARDENER, or GARDENER
-£*- AND FORESTER.— II. BOVVERS, of Laleh&m, having

concluded his present engagement, is at liberty to engage witU

any Nobleman or Gentleman in want of a person thoroughly

qualified as above. The advertiser having devoted all his life an*

Designer, Planter, and General Improver of Gardens and Estates*

is perfect master of his business. II. B. is married, and in tn

prime of life. Can be highly recommended by the most emineij

Horticulturists, and the Nobleman he is leaving. Letters a?'

dressed toll. B.,atMessrs. J. &C.Lbb ,

S Nursery, Hammersnut"

will meet with immediate attention

th« Pietti

T.m.ibiir'i-stvi'i'i

,

nted by Messrs. Bradbury and Evans, —
'jeciflCt of Whiteiriars, in the City of London, and Published by tn

Fleet-street*

the Ovru-R, 3. Chahm:sstrfft, Covknt (tahdkn. in the < .ninty ot Miao_u

^ fi

where all Advertisements and Communications are to be addressed to

Kditor.—Saturday, April l, 1843.
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_ THE LA
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Acacias, for a greenhouse
Allotment system, remarks on
Amat-'iir's Garden . . .

Ammoniacal liquor, its effect
on Grass.....

Annuals, list of ...
Ancnha japonica . . •

Bapttsia austral is . . .

Beea'-eggs, their transmuta-
bility .....

Bees, W'ipliton's remarks on .— to dislodge in spring
Berber!s trifoliaia
Books, on Geology, Conclio-

!<»«>'# and Botany .

Cac«i, to raise from seed *.

Camellias, soil for .

Carnations, Wood's descrip-
tion of , . .

Charcoal, to apply
Climate in the N. of Scotland
Cloacine, to disinfect
Columnea splendens
Crowfoot, to eradicate
Cucumbers, good kinds of ]

Euphorbia jacquininora, its
treatment .

Experimental farming, dia-
logue respecting

Fairbairn's Nursery, noticed
Familiar Botany, No- xiv.
Farmers. English and Scotch,
remarks on .

Figwort, described
Gardeners, letters on their
education. No- I.

|
. j?

Garden-frames, cheap mode
of glazing ....

Gourds, various kinds of •

Giass-secds, for permanent
pastures

Gray's Flora of N. America,
noticed ....

Groom's Nursery, noticed
Guano, to sow with seeds
Gypsum, various experiments
conducted under Professor

i Henslow's direction
— schedule for conducting
experiments with •

deaths, their culture
Hibiscus Lindleyi, its treat-
ment

Hoise-radieh, to plant -

Indigoferastachyoides . ,

Johnson's Agricultural Che-
mistry for Young Farmers,
revd. . . . .215

21G
20fi
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200
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Kensington Gardens, im-
provement in

Land, advantage of inclosing
it from the sea

Larch, remarks on
Lycaste lanipes . . .

Mangel YVurzeL tosalt .

Manures, principles to be ob-
served in their preparation

Moss on Apple-trees, to destroy
Names of Flowers, pronun-

ciation of . . ,

Nitrate of soda, for garden plants
Oncidium bicallosum.— suave
Paulovnia imperialis
Peat mould, substitute for
Fhilibertia giandiflora •

Pinna Lacicio, eaten by rabbits
Pit, ridge and fin row
Plants, yellow, for beds— for a conservatory .—

t
remaikson thawing

Potting plants, remarks on
the single-shift system, con-
tinued • . • , .

Pump, economical .

Quarterly Journal of Agricul-
ture rev. ....

Ranunculus ficaria, described
Ridge and furrow pit, described
Roses, Mr. Rivers' method of
forcing

Rural Sonnet, April
Seakale, to plant
Seeds, foreign, to raise . ;

Sheep, their effect on butter
when pastured with cows .— recipe for curing red
water in .

Solly's Rural Chemistry revd.
Soot; as a manure for Pines
Spirits ofTar, to apply
Sprengel on Vegetable Manures
Straw, as a manure •

Swan River Colony, botanic
excursion in .

Toads destroy Woodliee -

Triiliums, their culture .

Tropseolum .tuberosum, its
treatment

Urine, to prepare
Vine borders, Errington's
mark's on ...

Vines for a greenhouse— to graft
Whitethorn, plants which
may be grafted on .

l uccas, soil for .
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DAHLIAS.
\JiT R. WHALE, Florist, &c, Elcot, Hungerford,
* •Berks., begs leave to call the attention of FLORISTS

generally to Ins select List for 1843. 8 ^,
Whale's Hero ok Stonkhengb-adark mulberry colour

of great substance, circular form, with short stiff cupped
petals, full centre, constant the whole season, fills when
young, good habit ; height, 4 feet

(The usual discount where a dozen plants are taken.)
Took the following Prizes, viz.— Eirat at Stonehcnge, on
Salisbury Plain. First at Devon and Exeter, Silver
Medal, 4 ounces. Second at Marlborough. First in a
winning stand of Twelve. A Prize at Salt Hill: and
several at the Metropolitan Shows, the only places ex
hibitcd at.

Novblty (Whale's)—ruby ground, tipned with buff, quite
i.ew in colour, of good substance and full size, circular
form, short stiff cupped petals, of large size: an every
day (lower, constant of dwarf habit, 2 to 3 ft. high .

Applause (Whale's)— a pale orange, new in colour, fine
clear stiff cupped petals, circular form, rather flat In the
centre, but rises in water, a good back row flower. This
variety will be scarce, all having perished but two roots
Height 4 feet

Favouiutk (Dodd's)— clear white, edged with pink, {rood
show flower

Colonel Baker— dark purple, show flower
Sin R. Sale (Smith)— dark, first rate ..."
Violet Pekkection (Keynes)—first-ra'e ....
Paul Pry (Brown's)—ruby, show flower

\Virgil (Mountjoy's)— dark purple extra
\Swindon Rival (Complon's)—rose extra

Sultana (Appleby)—very dark extra ..."."
Mas. J. Richardson (Edwards)—light-edged with mimic"

first rate ...
Mrs. Shelley (Mitchell's)—peach blossom, first rate and
scarce

Admiral STorFoan— dark maroon, good show flower and
scarce

Coronation (Harrison)—good show flower
Lady Alice Peel (Jackson)—rose, good .*"."*
^alford Rival Union—dark, good show flower \Pklvce of Wales (Dodd's)— yellow
Piuncess Royal (Hudson), light, tipped buff \ \ \
Horacis (Mountjoy's)—dark, good show flower
^oford Surprise, Shcppard, fine show flower
^orthern Beauty—light tipped, useful show flower
attila (Whale)—rosy, lilac, fine shape ....
»*a P. Johnstone (Hillier)—good show flower
amkrica (Drummond)—fine dark show flower .

ivvyford Perfection—shaded rose
White Defiance (Langelier)—fine ,

^andidate (Silvcrlock)—dark puce, fine

10

10

10

10
10

10

10

10

6
6

6
6

6

6
6

6

10 6

5

3
3
3

3

3

3
3
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2

Tan «
ones9 of Exeter (Widnall)-light tipped with purple 2^ady Glentworth (Widnall)—shaded purple

Majestic (Widnall)—rosy lilac, good show flower
J^ny Ann Murray (Catleugh's) -light mottled .

£»psy Maid (Girling's)—dark, useful show flower
£Jjnce of Wales (Girling)-purple, fine shape .

Westbury Rival-purple . ,
Miss Abbot-lilac, good
£elbeck(Tillery)-rose 2*°se Uniquc-Ansell .la^Icy (Jones)-light tipped

] \
-nearly every other variety in cultivation may be obtained of

-^Jl- W. at m oderate prices.

^ SPLENDID NEW CACTUS "CONWAY'S GIANT."
47 CONWAY begs to inform those Friends who have
Win ?

favcmre(l "5m with orders for the above that their Plants

dili
rea<ly ontl »c loth of April. A few good Plants still to beUisposed of, 2 guineas each.

^onway's New Pelargonium "LANEI," decidedly the best

Wrf1SCd f0r earl7 forci"8r. which is fully admitted by the principal

6

6
6

6
6

6
6
6
6

6
6

6
6

6

6

»ndo
allow

" Florists who have seen it in bloom /s. Gd. each. An"wance to the Trade where two plants are taken.

in tu
r £escriPtfon of these two new productions see advertisement^»e hardeners' Chronicle of March 11.

bVrtrr
RLKT Pelargoniums. The best varieties for potting and^<hng outsold Brompton, March 20, 1843.

Price 6rf.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
T70UELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the
-*- readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to their List of the above

elegant tribe, advertised in this Paper of last week. It com-
prises all the really good varieties to the exclusion of such as are
merely nominal, and are now ready for sending post-free to
any part of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of a post-office
order, at the following prices :— s , rf,

12 Fine shew varieties « . . . 10
12 Extra do l0
12 Ditto, ditto, very superior ... 21

The selection being left to Youell & Co.
CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

The following are the prices from Youell & Co.'s extensive
Collection, consisting of upwards of 800 varieties, of the most
select sorts :

—

£ s. d
25 Pairs of extra-fine and first-rate show-flowers 5
12
25

12

12

2
3

1

10

10

12

Do. Do. Do.
Do., very fine Do.
Do. Do. Do.
Do., extra fine, and show Pinks . . ,

The selection being left to Youell & Co.
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.-Fine strong Plants, 8 inches

high, 005. per dozen ; 10 inches, 845. ; l foot, extra fine, 21*. per
plant. 30 packets of select Flower Seeds 85., sent free of postage.

H

THE FASTOLFF RASPBERRY, Patronised by
HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN, HIS GRACETHE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE EARL OF HARRINGTON,THE LORD BISHOP OK LONDON, LORD VISCOUNT LOR-
ION, AND MANY OF THE NOBILITY.
Youell & Co. have only a few packages remaining for sale of

the above highly valuable Raspberry, at the following prices:—
Packages containing 50 Canes, if. 5s. ; Do., 25 Canes, 145., pack-
age included ; sent to any part of the United Kingdom on the
receipt of a Post-office order.— For further particulars, see their
former Advertisements

; and they beg to refer the readers of the
Gardeners 9 Chronicle to page 138 of this Paper, as a proof they
have not exaggerated in their recommendation of it ; which
ought to be cultivated in every garden in the kingdom.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, April 6, 1843.

UGH LOW and CO. have for Sale the following
Plants, which are all well deserving of cultivation •—

Achimenes grandirlora, very large, beautiful pink,
small plants, each

Achimenes pcdunculata (see Bot. Register) "small
plants, each

Achimenes rosea (sec Bot. Register), each
.'

„ longiriora (see Paxton's Mag. of Bot.), each
Bridgesia spicata, new climber from Chile, each
Campanula grandis, each
Gcsneria zebrina, strong tubers, each ... 1
Gloxinia macrophylla variegata, from Brazil

,, speciosa, var. from Brazil, each .

„ tubirlora, flowers 3 to 4 inches long, pure
white, strong tubers

Hardenbergia macrophylla .....",
Kennedya Marryattse
Manettia bicolor, beautiful climber .

Nypha^a oblonga, beautiful dwarf plant, resemblinga
Gloxinia

Paulovnia imperialis *
"

Physolobium carinatum, fine
[

Siphocampylus betulsefolius (see Paxton's Mag. of Bot.)
Scyphanthus elegans (Loasa volubilis), beautiful

creeper, will continue in flower from May till De-
cember (see Sweet's Flower Garden, and Pax. Mag.
of Bot.)

8
.

Staticc Dickcnsonii
Verbena Howardiana, the finest blush rose-coloured"
Verbena yet out, very fragrant . . . . vA reference to some House in London will be required from

unknown Correspondents. The usual Allowance to the Trade.
Clapton Nursery, London, March 20, 1843.
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TX/ILLIAM MAY begs to announce that he can now
supply the following new and showy plants, for the first

time offered to the Public.

5.Bomaria (Alstrcemeria)
pubescens (Peru)

1, » sub-
rubra (Peru) . . 5

Fuchsia Ballooni (May's) 10
Tweedia rosea (per doz.,

IBs.)

s

d.

G

Buenos Ayrcs, bloom
four inches long, very
splendid

Passiilora, new Mignon-
ette-scented, not yet
named, very sweet
(from Peru) .

5. d.

21

10 6. 2 G

Gesneria alba (ofTweedie)
W. M. can also supply the following well-known favourite

Plants, viz. :— 5. d.

Pentlandia miniata . .50
Cypripedium insigne (per
doz. 185.) . . .26

Calceolaria, Lady Con-
stable . . . , 10 G

Ismenc peduncularis (per
doz. 125.) . . .16

Fuchsias, 20 fine distinct
hybrid varieties, for . 20

Verbenas, Knight's new
varieties, viz., Fanny
Elssler,Westongii,Ovid

t

conspicua, Prince of
Wales,Brownleana,ma-
jestica, Bride, Leonora,
formosissima, and Da-
visoni— the set for

5. d.

20

One Hundred sorts ofshowy Hardy Herbaceous Plants, named
of W. M.'s selecting, for 42s.

'

Hollyhocks all warranted saved from double flowers, seeds in
packets of 200 for 25. 6d., 500 for 55.
Hope Nursery, Leeming-Iane, near Bedale, Yorkshire, April 5.

SPLENDID NEW PELARGONIUM, « THE ARCHBISHOP OFCANTERBURY/'
TXflLLIAM MASTERS begs to offer the above new
f T Seedling, at 425. each. It is a remarkably free Bloomer,

having its upper Petals rosy crimson, with a deep and well-de-
fined spot; the lower being of a delicate pink, inclining to white
in the centre.—Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

SEEDLING FUCHSIAS. '• IVERYANA," AND "GEM."" IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near London, begs
• to offer the above distinct varieties, having been exhibited

at Regent-street. Rooms last autumn, and greatly admired. For
size, substance, and brightness of colour, have not their equal:
of superior habit and abundant bloomers. W. I. being a grower of
all the newest varieties can, with confidence, recommend the
above Plants. Can be had after the 15th April, at 7*- 6rZ. each.—
A select Catalogue may be had, on application, of the newest
FUCHSIAS, CINERARIAS, VERBENAS, &c,

w

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER

"PUCHSIA ST. CLARE.—The above magnificent
-1- Fuchsia was raised by Mr. Mcehan, gardener to Colonel
Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom Messrs. Youkll
obtained the entire stock. In May last, it was submitted to Dr.
Lindley for his opinion, which will be found in the " Gardeners*
Chronicle" of the 14th of that month, as follows :—" Your Seed-
ling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have seen, the flowers
being three inches in length, with the tube and sepals of a bright
carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple. If, as you say,
it. is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will prove a valuable
addition to this beautiful genus."
Messrs. Youell, in bringing this beautiful production into

public notice, do so without the slightest diffidence, being fully
assured of its giving the most entire satisfaction. It is of vigor-
ous habit, fine foliage, and as a proof of its being a profuse
bloomer, they have a plant in flower at. the present time (Sep-
tember 15th) on one branch of which there are upwards of 200
blooms, forming a splendid object for the greenhouse, conserva-
tory, or flower-garden. Youell and Co. are now sending it out
at 105. Grf. per plant, free of postage, to any part of the United
Kingdom

; and all orders They may be favoured with will be exe-
cuted in rotation. Orders for the Continent will receive every
care in packing, so as to insure their safety. The usual discount
to the trade, when not less than six plants are ordered.
Messrs. Youell have also much pleasure in announcing, that

they are in the possession of the entire stock oftwo beautiful new
Verbenas, raised by Mr. Edmonds, gardenerto John Lacon,Esq. t

of Ormesby Hall, which were kindly presented them by that gen-
tleman,—the one named "Laccnii," is a fine blue, delighUully
fragrant, of vigorous but compact habit, and the heads of
flowers measuring upwards of 3$ inches in diameter. The other
named " Princess Royal," is of the purest snowy white, the flow-
ers remarkably largo, and extremely fragrant; nothing can ex-
ceed the purity of the white in this beautiful variety, and it pos-
sesses that acquisition not to be found in any of its class,—of re-
taining its clear white during fading. It would be as well to
remark, that the petals of the flowers of the above meet so closely,
as to form a perfect ball. They are ready for sending out by post
(tree) to any part of the United Kingdom, at 5$. 6d. per plant.

P. S.—Their Catalogue of Fuchsias may be had on application,
and will be found to contain every variety worthy of cultivation.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, April fi, 1S43.

MAGNIFICENT NEW VERBENA, "PRINCE OF WALES."
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, having obtained the

entire Stock of the above very splendid VERBENA, beg
leave to offer it to the Public, feeling assured that they can with
the greatest confidence recommend it as wcrthy of especial
notice. This desirable variety is a beautiful Flesh colour; the
heads of Flowers measuring 3i inches in diameter, and exceed-
ingly fragrant. Plants of the above will be ready for delivery in
May, at 35. 6d. each: the usual discount to the Trade when six
plants or more are ordered.
W. W. & Son would also solicit attention to their superb Col-

lection of all the New Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c, and other spring
Plants adapted for Bedding, Catalogues of which will be sent
free on application.
Verbenas, consisting of the best varieties, and left to their own

selection, in tin cases, per post, at 35. per doz., or in pots at 45.
per doz. Fuchsias, per post, at 45. per doz. Petunias, fine sorts,
at 45. per doz., in tin cases. All orders sent per post will be
prepaid.

Please address—Woodlands Nursery, Matesfield, nearUckfield,
Sussex. Agents in London, Messrs. Warner and Warnkr. 28,
Cornhill; and Mr. Carter, 23S, High Holborn.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.

MRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, and TODD'S
LADY SALE.

Report of the Lonoon Floricui.tural Society, Sept. 20,
1842:—Six Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of 1841, named "Mrs.
James Richardson," were sent for opinion by Mr. James Edwards
of York. This Flower was shown at the Royal South London
Floricultural Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize
awarded ; but on the present occasion was shown in much bet-
ter character, the blooms being quite up in the centre, and deci-
dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the censors

:

Form, substance, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good;
depth, full; size, medium; general form, good; colour, white,
occasionally tipped; class of quality, first-rate.

—

From the Gar-
deners 9 Chronicle and Gazette.
Also obtained the following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited.
1st prize at Hull, Aug. 30th 12
1st prize at Beverley, Sept. 7th 2
Awarded an extra prize at the Royal South London Flo-

ricultural Society, Sept. 13th 4
1st prize at Leeds, Sept. 21st 12

1st prize at Newcastle, Sept. 2ist . • • • • 6
1st prize at Sunderland, as a superior first-class Seedling,

Sept. 27th 6
1st prize at the York Floral and Horticultural Society,

Sept. 28th . 18
1st prize at the York Floricultural Society, Oct. 1st . 12

1st prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.

Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, lOs.Qd.

Also recommended by the London Floricultural Society as one
of the best Six New Dahlias coming out in 1843.

Lady Sale (Todd's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-
cupped petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre

; of
considerable depth and good size; very constant, and a decided
first-rate show flower. Height, 4 ft. ; Plants, 105. 6d.

All orders addressed J. Edwards, Layerthorpe, Florist, Nursery
and Seedsman, 7, New Bridge-street, York, will be strictly at-
tended to; and the greatest care will be taken in sending out good
plants at an early period, so as to ensure a good bloom durinir
the season.—York, Dec, 1842.

VERBENAS.
T HALLY, Nurseryman and Florist, Blackheath,
fJ • Kent, begs to offer the following New VERBENAS:-" Rosy
Queen," a largc-flowenng, very bright rose-coloured variety, with
round truss ot flowers, and fine shrubby habit. "Ros^o-alba," a
beautiful rosy pink, with white centre, carrving a large flat truss.
IIally s Lilacina," a bright lilac, with Very large flower and
compact truss. Ihe above are all of fine bushy habits, and very
free bloomers, and arc now ready to send out in Autumnal plants
at 35. 60. (or 12 penny. postage stamps) each. The three Varieties
10*. Fine healthy Plants of Rosa Devoniends, from 305. to 42*.
per dozen. The " Monarch" Camellia, from 105. 6d. to 42s. each.
"Marchioness of Exeter," do. from 215. to 635. The usual
allowance to the Trade,
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^pHOMAS BROWN, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
JL Florist, Slough, near Windsor, in submitting the following;

few select sorts of Dahlias, begs to direct attention to the ESSEX
TRIUMPH, which is justly pronounced the most extraordinary

flower ever produced, being a colour yet unseen in this beautiful

and showy tribe of plants, and without which no stand hereafter

can be considered complete. The Award of Prizes and Notices

in the various Floricnltural Publications given below will be the

best proof of this unrivalled Dahlia's constancy and perfection

1841. Chelmsford «

V Halstead
" Salt Hill

1842. Floricultural Society
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Sept ,
12—1 Bloom . • 1st Prize.

*« 17—1 (1
• • 1st Prize.

fC 28— 1
it

(5/. Cup) 1st Prize.
it 6-9 it

• • 1st Class.
tt 13-4 tt

• * 1st Prize.
tt 16-4 a

• • 2d Prize.
it 20—6 tt

• • 1st Prize.
i* "—1 tt

• • 1st Prize.
tt 22—3 tt

• 9 1st Prize.
it "—1 tt

* • 1st Prize.
t€ 27-12 tt

• • 1st Class.

Oct. 4—6 tt
• • 1st Class.

South London
Salt Hill

Floricultural Society .

Do. (best Dark Dahlia).
Sunbury
Halstead
Floricultural Society .

Ditto

The Florid/It ural Society of London described it as follows:—
Essbx Triumph.-Form, good. Substance, good. Arrangement,

good. Colour, dark maroon, good. Eyes, complete and good in

every specimen. Depth, great and globular. Size, full. General

Form, excellent. Class of Quality, first ratk.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
From the Gardknkrs' Chronicle.

Report of Seedlings shown at the South London Floricultural Exhi-
bition, on the IZth September.

"The first prize was awarded to "Esskx Triumph," a fine and
very deep maroon-coloured flower of first-rate properties, with

petals of good form and substance, centre finely elevated, and
general form perfect."

Salt Hill Show, on the \6th September.
"Essex Triumph.—This noble flower is quite a model of per-

fection, fine in form, and deep in petals, with a centre high and

finely developed. The colour is a very deep rich maroon, the

petals are finely cupped, of good substance, and well arranged."

The Floricultural Society of London's Exhibition on the 22rf Sept,
" Essex Triumph."—This fine flower was noticed last week in

our report of the Salt Hill Show; it now occupies the post of

honour, a situation it worthily filled, in addition to which it was
placed first in class-showing, as the best dark flower. As a test

of its constancy thirty-six blooms were exhibited in the room
uniformally good. The general form of the flower is excellent,

its size medium, with great depth of petals, the eye being perfect

in all the specimens. To these fine properties we may add, that

the petals are finely formed, of good substance and well arranged ;

the colour is of the deepest rich maroon, and being very uniform
throughout, gives great grandeur to the appearance of the flower.

"

From, the Gardeners' Gazette.
September XJth.—" Essex Triumph.—The dark flower shown

last week at the meeting of the Floricultural Society, is decidedly

the best of the season and obtained the first prize."

September 24th*—" Essex Triumph, a highly symmetrical dark

variety, already successfully exhibited before this Society, as well

as at Salt Hill, the South London Show, and elsewhere. Besides

the stand for competition a large tray of blooms was sent by Mr.
Thomas Brown, of Siough, who has purchased the stock, and
they exhibited a remarkable constancy, every one of them keeping
up its character."

October \st.-~u Essex Triumph.—This flower, which has per-

haps the finest formed petals of any yet seen, fully kept up its

former character."
From the London Daily Papers,

'*The most extraordinary novelty at this exhibition (the Surrey
Zoological Gardens) wasaBlack Dahlia, called 'Essex Triumph,'
said to have been purchased by Mr. Brown, of Siough, near

Windsor, at the large sum of 100 guineas : it was the admiration

of crowds, which (luring the day thronged round the blooms,

and made it most difficult to approach the tables near enough to

get a sight of it. The Scientific and the Amateur appeared de-

lighted with the boon, that another season their gardens would
be possessed of."

DAHLIAS.
s.d.

Admiral Stopford (Tren-
field), fine dark . 4feet3 6

Antagonist (Bragg), the
finest white, very cons-
tant . . . 4 to 5—10 6

Asmodeus (Davis), dark
crimson, with a fine

velvet petal, was class-

ed by the Floricultural

Society . . 5 to 6—10 G
Brown's Blue Bonnet,

light violet purple, full

and constant show-
flower . . . 5— 7 6

Brown's Miranda, blush
white, tipped with rose,

gained 1st prize at

York, August 4th
;

classed second at the
Floricultural Society,

and a prize at the Salt
Hill Grand open Show,
September 16 . . 3— 7 6

Brown's Marquess of
Lansdowne, shaded
salmon . . 5 to 6— 2 6

Brown's PerpetualGrand,
bright crimson, fine

broad cupped petals,

well arranged, full and
constant, was classed
first at the Floricul-
tural Society, and
awarded five prizes at
the principal open
Shows . . . 5—10 6

Brown's Queen of
Trumps, white, tipped
with purple, petals of
good substance and of
great depth, classed
second, on two occa-
sions, by the Floricul-

s.d.
tained fourother prizes
at the principal open
Shows . . 3 to 4 feet 10 6

Bedford Surprise (Shep-
pard), carmine purple,
very fine and constant. 5— 3 6

Confidence (Cook),orange
buff, fine petal, and
novel Show-flower 4 to5— 7 6

Competitor (Hodges),
rose, fine . . 3 to 4—5

Essex Triumph (Turville),
the nearest possible
approach to black, with
a beautiful velvetty
gloss on the petal,

form unrivalled, and
is unquestionably the
most novel and best
Dahlia offered to the
public . . . 4—10 6

[The usual allowance to the Trade
on this Flower, where a dozen
are taken..']

Mrs. Shelley (Mitchell),
rose . . . 4 to 5— 3 6

Phoenix (Headly), best
scarlet . - . 3—2 6

Princess Royal (Hudson),
creamy buff, tipped
with rose . . . 4—2 6

Prince of Wales (Dodd),
yellow . . 2 to 3—2 6

Surprise (Oakley), purple,
singularly tipped with
white, constant, and
very showy . 4 to 5— 10 6

Virgil (Mountjoy), dark
crimson, fine Show-
flower, and pronounced
a first-class flower by
the Floricultural So-
ciety of London . 4—10 6

tural Society; alsoob-

Strong and healthy plants will he ready early in May. A ge-
neral list may be had on application.

FUCHSIA TODD1ANA.
PLANTS of this MAGNIFICENT FUCHSIA, (the

Flowers of which, in point of size, rival any other of its kind
yet sent out, being nearly four inches in length) will be ready by
the end of April, at 10s. td. each, with the usual discount when
six are taken. For description, see Gardeners' Chronicle of the
11th inst. Agents for London, Mr. Charlwood, Seedsman,
Covent Garden ; and Messrs. Lowe and Co., Clapton Nursery, at
which places also drawings may be seen.

—

Thomas Cripps, Tun-
bridge Wells Nursery, March 16, 1843.

TTXHIBITION of CAMELLIA JAPONICA, or
-*-i JAPAN ROSE.—A Collection of these beautiful Exotics is»ow in bloom at Chandler and Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall.

Admittance gratis.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have the pleasure to

inform their friends that May is considered the best month

for bedding out China, Bourbon, and other Roses from pots, and

of which they have a laige stock of fine Plants offered at the

undernamed reasonable prices, where the selection is left entirely

to W. W. and Son.
DWARF ROSES.

per doz.—s,

. • i-2 to

9
12

9
18

t>

tt

it

18

12

18
12

Isle de Bourbon
China or Bengal
Tea-scented .

#

Noisette and Climbing, strong .

Banksian Yellow and white, extra strong .

W. W. & Son will also have ready for delivery at the same time

the following select showy plants

:

Azalea Jenneri (Denver), magnificent, large, rose s,

colour •

Fuchsia belladifoliata ....
conspicua arborea .

Enchantress ....
Eppsii
St. Clare (Youell's) .

Venus victrix »

Kennedya MarryattEC .

Passiflora fragrans ....
Phlox Drummondii ....
„ ,,

formosa, fine scarlet

Zichya villosa .

Cinerarias, eight superb varieties for

each 21

2"
•

tt

H
it

1

10

10

10

1

1

5

per doz. 3

» 9
. each 3

4

99

9$

99

f 9

d,

6
6
6

6
6
6

6

Woodland's Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

MITCHELL'S Unrivalled Variegated DAHLIAS,
viz., the BEAUTY of SUSSEX and BLANCHE SHELLEY.

James Mitchell begs to announce his intention of sendingout
in May the above Seedling Dahlias, which he can recommend
with confidence to the most limited grower; they have been
justly pronounced both by foreign and English growers to be the

most beautiful and the most valuable acquisition ever offered to

the public. J. M. will also have fine plants of Mrs. SHELLEY,
which is first-rate and very scarce. The BEAUTY of SUSSEX,
—This Dahlia has been placed before any other two-coloured

flower, at all the principal Shows in England, viz.—the Salt

Hill, the Floricultural, the South London, Maidstone, and Ton-
bridge Wells Shows. Colour, delicate pink, strongly edged with

Cherry—the petals are cupped, of firm texture, and well ar-

ranged, never confused ; the general form is excellent, and rising

well in the centre; a constant show flower— 4 feet, 10a*. 6d,

BLANCHE SHELLEY, white, delicately tipped with purple,

beautifully-cupped petals, superior form, and of great depth : a

constant show-flower- 5 feet, 10s. 6d. Mus. SHELLEY, delicate

rosy pink, cupped petals, a constant show-flower—4 feet, 5s.

—The usual allowance to the trade, where a dozen plants are

ordered.- Piltdown Nursery, Maresfield , Uckfield, Sussex.

rro CARNATION and P1COTEE GROWERS.—
-L T. Ansell respectfully informs the above Growers that he

has purchased the entire Stock, from Mr. Dover, of two splendid

SEEDLING CARNATIONS, in consequence of Mr. D. giving up
the fancy. T. A. begs to offer strong Plants, viz. :

—
PRINCE OF WALES (Dover's), C. B. This flower is pro-

nounced by eminent judges to be first-rate; price 10s. 6d. per

pair. JEMMY WEBB (Dover's), S. B., was awarded a prize at

the Carnation Show at the Crown and Anchor last season; at

7s. 6d. per pair. See the Report of the Floricultural Society.

T. A. has no objection to take new plants in exchange.—Camden
Nursery, Camden-town, March 31, 1843^

NEW ROSES.

T RIVERS, jun., begs to call the attention of his
• Friends to the following selection of now Hybrid, Per-

petual, and other Autumnal Roses, all of which are first-rate

varieties, and good healthy Plants.

s. rf. stocks, six-inch stems, in pots,

1. Aubernon . .3
2. Augustine Monchelet 5

3. Clementine Seringe . 10

4. Comte de Paris . . 2

5. Doctor Marx (Laffay) 10

6. Doctor Marjolin (Do.) 10

7. Due d'Aumale (Do.) • 7
8. Lady Alice Peel (Do.) 10

9. Lane (Do.) . . .10
10. Madame Laffay (Do.) 3

11. Prince dc Gales (Do.) 10

8

6

6

6

6
fi

8

6
6

6

6

6

12. Prince Albert (Do.) . 3

13. Prudence Rceser . 5

14. ReinedeLyon . . 21

15. Rivers (Laffay) . . 7
[The above are quite hardy

and very fragrant; Nos. 3, 12,

and 13 remarkably so. Nos. 5,

6\ 8, 9, 1 1 , and 1 4 are quite new
;

these are grafted on Boursault

the remainder are on their own
roots in pots.]

Damask Perpetual.
16. Ebcne, deep crimson- s. d.

purple . . . 10 6

17. Mom us, very dwarf . 5

[No. Id is the darkest per-

petual Rose known. These are
also grafted on Boursault stocks,
six-inch stems.]

Bourbons,
18. Proserpine . ,'? 6
19. Edouard Defosses . 5
20. Madame Aubis . .76
21. Cardinal Fesch , .50

Chinese*
22. Madame Brcon . .36

[No. 22 is a superb Rose, with
brilliant rose-coloured flowers,

on very erect and stiff peduncles,

For many other fine varieties T. Rivkrs begs to refer to his

Catalogue for 1842-3.—Sawbridgewort h, Herts, April 6, 1843
.

\! GAINES, Florist, Surrey- Lane, Battersea,
-L^ • begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and others, that his

STOCK of PELARGONIUMS now ready for sending out are

strong healthy plants. The following are a few of his Seedlings,

which have been proved, and can be recommended, viz. :
—

PELARGONIUMS.
Gaines's Lady Duncannon 42.9

it
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it
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a
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tt

tt

Royal Adelaide
Prince of Wales
Countess Eldori
Princess Royal
Conspicuum

tt

it

tt

it

tt

tt

tt

42s
42s
42s
42s
42s

6d
6

6
6
6
6
6
6

JOHN MILNE, Nurseryman, Stoke Newington,
Middlesex, has now on Sale a fine Stock of that beautiful

Creeper, Scyphanthus elegans (Loasa volubilis), which he is

enabled to offer at 3s. each, or 305. per doz. Plants may also be
had of Warner and Warnkr, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, opposite

the Exchange.—The usual allowance made to the Trade.

]\/IOUNTJOY ; S VIRGIL DAHLIA

—

On Monday
1VJL nrxt, Plants of the above first-rate variety will be sent out

at 105. 6d. each, postage included, onreceipt of Post-office orders.

Phlox Drummondi, 100 seeds, is.

25 papers choice Flower-seeds, 105.

Union- road Nursery, Plymouth.—April 6, 1843,

mNAiX^Sr^aTaTogue of CHOICE DAHLIAS,
PELARGONIUMS, PERENNIALS, and Greenhouse Plants,

with full descriptions and reasonable prices affixed, is now ready

for delivery. Application to be made at the Grantchester Nursery,

Cambridge.

GIRLING'S Catalogues of English and Foreign
• Dahuas, Pelargoniums, Pansies,Vkrbknas,&Fuchsias,

arc ready, and can be had on prepaid application. The plants are

healthy and strong ; and the earliest orders will receive the first

attention. Plants of most of the varieties can be had after the

20th of April ; those cultivated by other growers procured, and
forwarded the first week in May. Dane-Croft Nursery, Stow-
market, Suffolk.

,

CHOICE STOVE, ORCHIDACEOUS, GREENHOUSE, AND
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, SHRUBS, TREES, &c.

rp JACKSON'S PRICED CATALOGUE for 1843
JL • may be obtained on application by Post, by forwarding

two penny postage-stamps to T. Jackson, Nurseryman, King-

ston, Surrey ; or, on personal application, gratis,

Kingston Nursery, March 23, 1843.

Gaines's Duchess of Suther-
land . . . 635
Pride of Surrey . 635
Orange Perfection 63.9

Amulet - . 635

Lady Sale . . 425
Emperor Superb . 42s

DAHLIAS.
Gaines's Lord Prudhoe—dark crimson • . . 10.?

Lady Prudhoe— blush white .... 7
Lady Duncannon— blush, shaded with lilac . 10

Lady of the Lake— Peach blossom . .10
Venus— clear white . . . . .10
Surpasse Primrose— fine large primrose . 7

Elegans—rosy purple 10

Golden Yellow— bright yellow ... 7

Catalogues of Pelargoniums, Dahlias, Pansies, Calceolarias,

Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c, may be obtained by applying as above.
Feb. 2, 1843.

NEW, GOOD, AND CHEAP.
WILLIAM MILLER, Nurseryman, Ramsgate,

Kent, having selected from the many new FUCHSIAS and
VERBENAS Splendid Collections, intends offering them to the

Public at the undernamed low prices—including the follow-

ing Fuchsias:—Conspicua arborea (Catleugh's), Venus victrix,

(Cripps'), rosea alba, Moneypennii, compacta, racemiflora, &c.

Also the following distinct Verbenas :—Queen, Aurora, Stewartii
variegata, Mortlock's Superb, Burleyana, &c. &c. Fuchsias,

10s. 6d. per doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 12s. per doz.;

package and carriage paid to London. Verbenas, 3s. 6d. per

doz. in tin cases (post-paid), or in pots 4.9. per doz., package and
carriage paid to London.— Persons may depend upon their being

good Plants, carefully packed in moss, and correct to Name.
They will be sent out according to priority of orders in April.

A remittance from unknown correspondents. Fuchsias for Bed-

ding or borders at 3s. 6d. per dozen, post-paid, or 4s. in pots.

W.M. obtained a Prize of 10/., open to all England, for a
Collection of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c, at the Isle of Thanet
Floricultural Show, July, 1842.

List of Pelargoniums, &c, can be had on application.

M ESSRS. H. LANE and SON beg to announce
that their select Catalogue of PELARGONIUMS, FUCH-

SIAS, VERBENAS, HEARTSEASE, &c. &c, for the present

year may be had on application at the Nurseries, Great Berk-

hampstead, Herts. For Character, &c, of FUCHSIA LANEI,
see Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle of Dec. 17, 1842.

Great Berkhampstead, March 31, 1843.

FLOWER SEEDS, &c. sold by EDWARD SANG
and SONS, Nurserymen, Kirkcaldy, N.B. The follow-

ing prices include carriage to all parts of Britain :
—

s. d. s.

100 Shewiest Annuals,
carefully selected

74 ditto ....
50 ditto ....
30 ditto .

20 ditto •

12 ditto ....
8 ditto ....
4 ditto .

Double German 10-week
Stock, SOvar., colours

described
The same, in mixture, per
paper ....

German Wall-lcavcd Stock,

12 varieties . . 6"

The same, in mixture,

per paper . • .

German Brompton Stock,
12 varieties, for . .6

The same, in mixture,
per paper . . .

White Cape Stock, p. paper
German China Aster,

20 varieties . . - 10

18 6

14

9
5 3

3 6
2
1 3

8

25

6

2

6

6

The same, in mixture,
per paper

German Balsam, 20 varie-

ties, in mixture, p. paper
Double Mixed French
Mangold, per paper .

Zinnia elegans, in mixture,
per paper

Hollyhock, in mixture,
per paper

Dwarf German Larkspur,
12 varieties

6

6

6

4

The same, in mixture, per
paper ....

Ranunculus, per paper
Cosmanthus fimbriatus,
per paper

Fine mixed Scabious, per
paper

Cacalia sonchifolia lutea,
per paper

Datura ceratocaulon, per
paper ...

Asiatic Cauliflower, per oz. 2
Endive, German varieties,
per oz

Bright Yellow Lettuce,
per oz.

Asiatic Cabbage Lettuce,
per oz.

Saracen Lettuce, per oz.
Flanders Spinach, do. .

Brussels Sprouts, German
seed, per oz.

New Flat Celery, very fine,

per oz
Improved Grange's Early

Broccoli, fine, per oz. .

Dwarf Danish Broccoli,
per oz.

True Russian Cabbage,
per oz.

Peacock's Dwarf Cabbage,
per oz.

White Globe Onion, per oz.
Dark Red Beet, per oz. ,

Dwarf German Curled
Greens, per oz. . .

d.

6
6

1

4

6

6

1

1

1

(I 6

2

2

1 6

1

8
8
6

6
4

Catalogues forwarded on application.—April 1, 1R-I3.

WILLIAM LYNN, Nurseryman, Skkdsman,
and Florist, late of Henley-on-Thames, Oxon, respect-

fully informs the Gentry and Public in general, that he is now
carrying on the above business, and connected therewith a
Garden Tool Warehouse, at the premises, No. 10, Church-
street, Hackney, opposite Morning-lane. W. L. begs to state

that his collection of Culinary, Garden, and Flower Seeds is of
the very best quality, and true to kind ; likewise his Fruit-Trees,
Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, Perennial
and Bulbous Roots. His Garden Utensils are also of the best
description, at prices which, he trusts, with industry, punctuality,
and attention, will secure to him general patronage.

W. L. solicits particular attention to his new PEA, Lynn's
Dwarf Wrinklkd Marrow, 2s. fjrf. per quart, which is superior
to the Knight's Marrows, and much more advantageous, especially

in small gardens, its height being 3 to 4 feet ; it is the most pro-
lific summer and autumn Pea ever introduced—perpetual in its

bearing, the pod quite full, and of delicious flavour, even when
nearly ripe.—Catalogues of Seeds, Garden Implements, &c.,may
be had on application, inclosing a postage-stamp.

ARNER and WARNER, Seedsmen, No. 28,
Cornhill, London, beg respectfully to return their best

thanks to their friends for the liberal patronage bestowed \ipon
them for many years past, and at the same time to contradict a
report which has been circulated of their intention of retiring
from business.
W. & W. most respectfully make it known to their friends that

they have no such intention. Having made a change of
some of the hands they had engaged for many years, their
situations are filled up with men of general and practical
abilities, and they trust they will ever give satisfaction to those
who kindly favour them with their support.
N. B.—W. & W. beg further to call the attention of their Friends

and the Public to their large Collection of Herbaceous Plants,
including all the New and Choice varieties. The new Atfghan
Clovpr, firf. per paper.

HENRY HAMMOND, Nursery and Seedsman,
Mundford, nenr Brandon, Suffolk, respectfully announces

to the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, that the late
fine season for preserving his admired WHITE CAPE BROCCOLI
enables him to offer it at 35. 6rf. a packet, which will contain half
an ounce. The many orders already received from those who
were purchasers last year justify H. H. in again offering it to
the public. The flavour is not only equal to any Cauliflower,
but it is as hardy as any of the Cabbage tribe. By sowing in
March, the end of May, and August, a supply may be had nearly
all the year. If any gentleman wishes for information respecting
its quality, a reference to the undermentioned Gardeners will

meet with an immediate reply:—Mr. Wylie, His Grace the Duke
of Grafton, Euston Hall; Mr. Piper, Right Hon. Lord Walsing-
ham, Merton Hall; Mr. Hammond, Sir Richard Sutton, Bait.,

Lynford Hall; Mr. Brownly, John Angerstein's, Esq., Weeting
Hall. Messrs. Flanagan, Seedsmen, Mansion-house-street,
London, who can warrant the stock, and will carefully execute

any orders entrusted to them.—Mundford, April 5, 1843,

.

r
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TTORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—-^A The last day, on which Tickets for the ensuing- Exhibitions
at the Garden can he issued to Fellows at the privileged Price of
3*. 6d. each, is Tuesday, April 18.

21, Regent-st., April 7. 1843.

SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, April 11 . . . ZooloRical 8$ p.m

Tuesday, April 18 .

Wednesday, April 19
Friday, April 21
Saturday, April 22

f Horticultural
% Linnean *

C Florieultural
. MiornBoopioal
. Botanical .,

. Koyal Botanic

3 P.M.

8 P.M.
5 P.M.

8 P. M.

8 P.M.

8V P.M.

We last year gave our readers some information
(p. 299) concerning the new Fruit and Kitchen
Garden which is in course of formation for her Ma-
jesty at Frogmore. Having recently had an oppor-
tunity of again inspecting the works, we are sure that
every one will he glad to know what progress has
been made.
The departments intended for dwarf trees are in

almost all cases planted. About 4,000 feet of wall
have been erected, and these are all planted with the
choicest fruit-trees. The great range of forcing-
houses, with a dwelling-house in the middle, is in an
advanced state, and will—in part, at least—be ready
to receive plants in a month or two. A low terrace-
wall, parallel with the main range, cuts off the quar-
ters of fruit-trees and kitchen-garden produce from a
turfed border, laid out in parterred flower-beds, which
will form a fine object by the side of a broad gravelled
roadway m front of the forcing-houses, but separated
ji-otn them by the necessary Vine-borders. At the
back of the principal range of glass have been con-
stiucted fruit-rooms, mushroom-houses (one of which
is at work), store-rooms, lodging-rooms for men, pot-
j"g sheds, and other useful places. Then, in rear of
inia large range, is a vast quantity of pits and small
iiouses for succession Pines, Cucumbers, Melons,
strawberries, and all the infinite variety of forced
produce required for her Majesty's table.
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finffi LYnT trUSt that hereafter, when all isSlT S,lilU have « opportunity of giving plans
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points to which attention may be at once directed.
in the first place, all the healing is effected with

not-water pipes, the upper rows of which are cast with
evaporating pans; the boilers are of the waggon
shape, and the fittings of the furnaces and ashpits
•are on the same plan as that adopted from Mr.
Ainger s designs in the Horticultural Society's great
conservatory at Chiswick. In order to feed' the eva-
porating pans, hollow copper tubes, pierced with
K>les and connected with a reservoir, are carried alono-
trie range of pipes a little above the pans, so tha't
water can at any time be turned on or off.

Ventilation is effecied by sliding down the sashes,oy pierced shutters in the back wall, and by front per-
iocular sashes hinged at the upper edge. There
»e some beautiful mechanical contrivances connected
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Messrs. Gibbs and Co.,* that guano has been found a
very useful application. Mr. Robert Bell, of Gunsbro',
near Listowel, states that this substance, drilled in at
the rate of 2£ cwt. per acre, produced an extraordina-
rily heavy crop, the most abundant indeed ever seen
in his part of Ireland ; he also found nitrate of soda
very efficient, but guano was the best. A farmer,
however, writing anonymously in the Galloway Re-
gister, asserts that guano, with him, was inferior to
farm-yard dung on light land ; the produce of the
latter being 12 tons 8 cwt., while guano produced only
10 tons on the same quantity of land, although he used
6 cwt. an acre; but then his Potatoes obtained with
dung, cost him lis. 2d. a ton, while those from guano
cost but 7s. 2d. ; so that the crop obtained with guano
was most profitable. In these results, however, there
is nothing like the precision that is found in some
capital experiments, recorded by Professor Johnston
in the last Number of his .valuable suggestions f for
experiments in agriculture.

For the details of the experiments we must refer to
the pamphlet itself, which should be, and from its
cheapness may be, in the hands of every farmer and
master gardener in the kingdom. They were con-
ducted by Mr. Fleming, of Barochan, and are models
for imitation.

In a light loamy soil, with a hard subsoil retentive
of water, the following produce was obtained :
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In this case, an amount of produce, -very unusual
under any circumstances, was obtained by whim
together two salts, neither ofwhich was remarkable fm
its <J'ccfs when employed separately; and. according to
the table, at the cost of 29.9. only, in addition to the
ordinary dressing of manure. The farm-yard manure
was spread at the bottom of the drills when the Po
tatoes were planted (April 18), and the saline matters
were added afterwards (June I) as a top-dressing .

t]le
sort employed was the Early American, and the dis-
tance between the rows was 26 inches. It is hard to
say, in this case, what the action could have been •

we cannot well refer it to the sulphate of magnesia'
although that agent has been strongly recommended
by Liebig, combined with cloacine; for when used
by itself, it produced, in the experiment now re-
corded, only 13 tons and a quarter; and in another
case, mentioned by Mr. Fleming, not quite Hi tons
were obtained from it. Nor does it appear clear for
what reason sulphate of magnesia should be so use-
ful; for, according to Snrengel, magnesia in good me.ly
Potatoes, analysed by him, did not exist to the amount
of more than 104 in 100,000 !'parts of the fixed
matter, nor did this earth exceed 0.488, in a case where
Potato parings were analysed by themselves. Neither
is the mystery m any way explained by a curi-
ous case mentioned by Professor Johnson in another
place, where produce at the rate of 30 tons an acre was
gathered from a small plot of ground, top-dressed
"/ith a mixture of* nitrate of soda and § sulphate
of soda. lhe fact, however, is most interesting and
important, whatever the explanation of it may prove
to be.

J r

In another experiment by the same gentleman
guano, used at the rate of 3 cwt. an acre, brought a
crop of 18i tons, merely when put in with the sets
and not subsequently top-dressed, no other manure
being used, and the whole cost therefor being about
36s. an acre. In a second case, under the same cir-
cumstances as the last, when a different sort of
Potato was employed, and where the soil unmanured
brought only 6| tons, 4 cwt. of guano, worth 48*
produced rather more than 14^ tons ; 4 cwt. of guano
with 25 bushels of ashes, 1 5f ; and the same quantity
of guano with 20 bushels of charcoal, 174 tons ; on
the other hand bone-dust, at the rate of 45 tons' an
acre, only yielded 9-f tons of produce.

What the subsequent effect of these substances on
the land may be is an important point to determine,

but cannot be at present stated. This valuable fact

* Guano; its Analysis and Effects; illustrated by the latest
experiments.

t Suggestions for Experiments in Practical Agriculture, No.
III., Blackwood.

seems however to have come out, namely, that sets
taken m 1842, from Potatoes treated with the nitrate
and sulphate of wda in 1841, produced a better crop
than sets obtained from the same variety, which had not
been so dressed, to the extent of 3| torn per acre.

« In so far, therefore/3 says Prof. Johnson, "as this
experiment is to be relied upon,—for we must not be
hasty in drawing general conclusions,— it appears that
the benefit tobe derived from a skilful treatment of the
Potato plant does not terminate with the greater im-
mediate crop we reap, but extends also into future
years, improving the seed and rendering its after-cul-
ture more productive.

" This idea is worth pursuing, were it only for the
purpose of making out the possible existence of so
important a physiological law—how much more when
it appears so pregnant with important practical results.

But thus it is in all cases, that the prosecution of ex-
perimental research, with immediate reference either
to purely scientific or to purely practical results, ends
in improving and benefitting both abstract science
and economical practice.

" I am unwilling to follow out or to reason upon
this possible law, as if it were really established ; but
the possibility of its truth appears t'o throw light upon
such questions as this—why the seed must occasionally
be changed if large crops are to be continually reaped.
One soil may be adapted to give the plant a large
supply of this or that substance in which the other
soil is comparatively deficient: and it may be possible
to medicate our seed-corn, while growing, so as to give
it the qualities which at present it can acquire only
by a change of soil."

Next week we shall return to this important
subject.

We are much pleased to find that our own opinion
with respect to the advantage of small allotments
let to labourers is confirmed by numerous letters re-
ceived on the subject. All those who have tried the
system, without exception, are satisfied with the re-

sult. It is to be regretted that some tenant farmers
are still prejudiced against it ; and we should rejoice

if we could convince them of the unreasonableness of
their fears. They think that the labourers' time and
attention will be too much taken up by their gardens,
and that they will neglect their regular work. Expe-
rience has shown that this is a gioundless fear. The
farmer should make the occupation of a small portion
of land a part of the wages paid to the labourer, and
hire him by the year, with the condition that any
wilful neglect or misconduct which would justify the
dismissal of the labourer, would also deprive him of
his garden ; the value of the growing crop, according
to a fair valuation, being paid him. There must be a
mutual tie between the farmer and his labourer, and
this can never exist where their interests seem opposed
to each other. If the labourer knows that whenever his
employer can do without him and save the wages
which he pays him, he will discharge him, he can feel
no interest in his master's prosperity; but when he
sees that the master strives to find constant employment
for his regular men, and that it is only when driven by
absolute necessity, from their misconduct or his own
losses, that he discharges any of them, the labourer will
do his utmost to do his work well, and will feel the
same interest in his master's success as farm-servants
living in the family used to do. His master, on the
other hand, will rejoice to see his men comfortable,
and will encourage their industry, allowing them now
and then a spare day, if they require it, to work in
their gardens, for which they will gladly allow a day's
pay to be deducted from their wages. But the great
advantage of small allotments is, that the labourer's

wife and family can be usefully employed, and will,

in general, suffice for the lighter, but most important,

part of the work, which consists in hoeing and weed-
ing the crops, gathering the produce, feeding the
pigs, and wheeling out the manure to make composts.

Children, under the guidance of the mother, delight

in such work, and learn early in life the advantages of
industry. We would that, besides the allotment—

-

which, if possible, should not be far from the dwelling
—every labourer's cottage had a neat, small garden,
with patches of flowers and beds of culinary vegeta-
bles; for this purpose, 10 poles (the 16th of an acre)
are sufficient. The allotment may be from a quarter
to half an acre, according to the number in the
family; and in this may be raised such crops as suit
the soil, a certain portion being provided for the pigs
which not only add to the food of the family but pro-
vide the manure

_
Far from interfering with the

master s interest, this occupation will fill up that tim*
which is now too often devoted to the beer-shop. An
uneducated man has few resources in himself ; active
employment without too great fatigue, is a recreation
to lam

;
and the more comfortable his home is, the

happier he will be, and the more cheerfully he will' ~

perform his duty.
Fully impressed with the truth of what we have

here asserted, we will most readily concur in the ame-
lioration of the condition of the agricultural labourer
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by giving all the information which we are possessed

of respecting the laying out and the management of

small allotments, which may be considered as some-

thing between a kitchen-garden and a field ; and if

we can induce proprietors and occupiers of land to

enter into our views, and encourage industry, sobriety,

and honesty in the labouring population by a proper

attention to their welfare, we shall be amply rewarded

for all the pains we have taken to investigate the sub-

ject and to collect information.—M.
[in our notice of this subject in the last Number,

we regret to find that "Colne" has been incorrectly

printed for * Calne," and "Burnhill" for"Bremhill:'l

ON THE TRANSMISSION OF CUTTINGS TO
INDIA.

* On a former occasion (p- 539, 1842), you published an

account of the attempts which had been made to trans-

mit cuttings of fruit-trees to India, when the partial suc-

cess with some, and the complete success with others, was

detailed. It was then stated that almost all the cuttings

of the Jargonelle Pear which had been sent to Bombay,

and arrived in January, had rooted, and were very flou-

rishing till the hot season came on. Bombay is 6000

miles from Falmouth, and is the first point of India which

the cuttings reach, after leaving the steamer; having,

however, made a short journey across the Desert, or from

Cairo to Suez. The equability of temperature at sea be-

ing much greater than on land, the trial is much severer

when seeds or cuttings have to be carried a long journey

over the heated plains of a country like India.

In the former communication, it was also stated, on the

authority of Dr. Falconer, that the cuttings of fruit-trees,

especially of a Jargonelle Pear, &c, Malo di Carlo Apple,

after making a further journey of 900 miles from Bombay

to Saharunpore, had arrived there in a more or less vigo-

rous state ; and that when put into the ground, there was

every prospect of the development of buds and of roots

being effected. These cuttings had had their ends

dipped in sealing-wax, were rolled up in cotton, and after-

wards wrapped up in an envelop of India-rubber cloth ;

the object being to retain the natural moisture of the cut-

tings, and to prevent their being dried up by the exposure

to great h;at.

So much success having attended this trial, it was de-

termined to repeat the experiment at the favourable sea-

eon, that is, in November last ; when the cuttings are in a

jit state to travel, and the temperature is lower than at

any other time of the year, if we consider the time of their

departure from this country, and that ctf their arrival in

India. Some modification was made in the mode of

packing. Instead of the ends being dipped in sealing-

wax the whole cutting was coated with bees-wax, then

wrapped in cotton, and afterwards enveloped in India-

rubber cloth.

The packets were made up at the India House on the

30th of October, and must have left Falmouth on the 1st

of November. From Bombay, which the mail usually

reaches in about 40 days, the cuttings had to be carried a

land journey of about 1.320 miles, to the Botanic Garden

at Calcutta, which they reached on the 30th of December.

A letter from Mr. Griffith states that three out of the five

Apple-cutiings seemed quite fresh; of these, two were

Golden Pippins, and one Duchesse d'Angouleme. The

ground having been carefully prepared for their reception,

and the season favourable, it was hoped they would suc-

ceed ; but a postscript of the 15th of January states that

the Apple-cuttings remained in the same state, but that

the seeds sent were almost all coming up beautifully. This

experiment was made rather for the purpose of ascertain-

ing how the mode of packing would answer, than with the

hope of the cuttings succeeding completely. But enough

has been learnt for future trials with cuttings of trees

better suited to the Calcutta climate.

V By the same mail a number of cuttings were sent to the

Botanic Garden at Saharunpore ; these arrived on the

28th of December, Dr. Jameson, who has taken charge

of the Garden since Dr. Falconer has been obliged to

leave in consequence of ill-health/writes on the 20th of

January the following report of the state they arrived in :

—1, Duchesse d'Angouleme, one specimen alive, the

other dead, probably owing to the lateral twigs having

been cut off and not scaled up. 2, Golden Pippin, with

faint vitality, the pith discoloured, and the liber faintly

green. 3, Glout Morceau, one dead, owing to the lateral

branches having been cut off and not sealed ; two alive,

being devoid of them. 4, Malo di Carlo, in fine condi-

tion. 5, Gansel's Bergamot, upper end faint vitality
;

two specimens dead, the lateral twigs having been cut off

and not sealed ; three specimens in good condition. 63

Colmar/ faint vitality upper end. 7, Jargonelle ; eight

specimens, all in good condition. " From the above state-

ment it will be seen that this transmission may be con-

sidered a most successful one, and if cuttings void of

lateral branches are sent, no doubt every one will arrive

in good condition."

The success having been so considerable, and the addi-

tional experience, with the adoption of Mr. Beaton's sug-

gestions (vide Gardeners 9 Chronicle, vol. ii. p. 558), will

"oubt enable future trials to be made with complete

t to Bombay do not seem to have
d order as last year, nor indeed so

the same time to Calcutta and Saha-
for which do not appear; but great

^ an attempt to send some seeds,

.ously been found to travel well—that

snut and Filbert : these in previous

ecarae decomposed, but destroyed every

thing else that was contained in the same package. On

the present occasion, the Chesnuts and Filberts were en-

veloped in a coat of Bees'-wax, so as to be in fact herme-

tically sealed from the influence of the elements, and all

at the same time to retain their natural moisture. It was

intended to have enveloped the Chesnuts, &c. in a coating

of gum, but the mucilage not being thick enough, ran off,

and required some time to dry ; bees'-wax is prefer-

able. Respecting these, Dr. Gibson writes on 23d Jan.

:

" The cuttings look dry, but I do not despair of them.

Most of the Chesnuts were in good, and I hope vegetat-

ing, order ; so also the Filberts, whereof I tasted one, and

it had not the slightest smack of rancidity. As I fear

trusting them to the dry Deccan air at this season of the

year, I have taken the precaution of putting them in pots

before sending them up the Ghauts.'' If these vegetate,

the success will hardly be less important than that with

the cuttings, for we may not only send such seeds to

India, but also obtain from thence others, such as the

Acorn, which we now find so much difficulty in obtaining

in a vegetative state.—J. F. 72.

bud, upon that exact plan are folded all the other leaves ;

and every leaf, in every bud, of every branch, of every

individual of that same species, is the same. There is no

error, no deviation, no uncertainty in this matter ; but

the rule is universal and without exception. Can anything

be a more wonderful evidence of design and admirable

plan in the creation than such a fact as this ? Can any

conceivable circumstance exceed in beauty that of millions

of buds on a tree, suddenly starting at once into leaf, each

being so exactly like its fellow, that no one shall be able

to detect a difference among them? The mind can imagine

nothing more worthy of study than these curious facts;

they belong to a field of observation of which the idle

world knows nothing ; they open out a source of admira-

tion, the stream from which is deep and wide, and inex-

haustible. The quiet enjoyment which they supply,

how infinitely is it beyond the unsatisfactory and painiul

pleasures of the idle throng of fashion !

Ah ! world unknown ! how charming is thy view !

Thy pleasures many, and each pleasure new.

Ah! world experienced! What of thee is told?

How few thy pleasures, and those few how old !

Ii. E.

FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. XV.

Un feuille m'instruit plus sur mon Ctre,

Que de vains arguments ou se peru la raison.

Buds.— If any part of the curious economy of plants

more than another justified this expression of the French

writer, it maybe found in the beautiful order and admir-

able contrivance manifested by the buds which are now

everywhere pushing out from the branches of trees and

expanding into leaves.
j

Only a few days since, these bodies were seemingly

dead • they were dry tubercles sitting close to the branches,

and scarcely distinguishable from the bark. Some were

covered with wool, as in the Magnolia and a few of the

Poplars ; others were coated over with varnish, like the

Horse-chesnut and Tacamahac tree ;
while others were

guarded with serried rows of shelly scales. Now that

the warmth and the rain and the sunny days of spring

have come, the buds have aroused themselves from their

slumbers, and the wool, the varnish, and the guardian

scales themselves, are disappearing.

It was not without a motive that in the autumn the

trees were caused to clothe themselves with wool, or to

exude a varnish impenetrable to rain, or to form shell

within shell, as an outer coating of their buds. An in-

spection of the latter just at this season of the year

explains the cause of all this unerring care. The buds

are the seat of vitality ; they are the points whence

vegetable life is extended ; they are the cases that in-

close the tender organs which afterwards become the

branches and the flowers. And most wonderful is the

beautiful order with nhxch these parts arc disposed in

their winter receptacle. Every tree affords a study most

worthy of contemplation. Those, indeed, who look with

idle eyes on the fair works of the Creation can perceive

nothing extraordinary in a bud ; for them it is a lump, a

wart, an anything, rough and dingy, hard and dry—as little

interesting as a stone ; they know nothing of (he admirable

symmetry with which its interior is arranged ;
they dream

not of its contents being as perfectly organised as the most

complicated parts of their own frame. And yet an in-

spection of the first tree that moves in the spring might

read them a lesson well worthy their remembrance.

Take the Abele tree: there we have row over row of

dry, brown, downy scales, each forming a little cavity

which intercepts the cold. Immediately beneath them lies

a pair of tiny leaves rolled round each other, and buried

in wool ; if they are turned back another pair is disclosed

yet smaller, again rolled over each other, and beneath

these another and another and another pair, each smaller

than the last, but each exactly like that which preceded

it, until the eye is unable to separate the tiny forms that

lie within the innermost of the many living chambers.

Of these half-invisible forms, each will by degrees expand

itself into the likeness of that which went before it
;
the

centre of the bud will lengthen out to make room for

them, and so from the; dry, brown, downy tumour of the

winter, a living branch will by degrees extend.

Look next upon the Horse- Chesnut,— Its bud consists

of large, shining, varnished scales, impenetrable to ram ;

these by degrees repel each other and drop off ;
even the

outermost and smallest of them are placed m opposite

pairs, crossing each other ; their successors maintain the

same position, but are thinner and greener ;
and they so

stick together by their natural glue that they can hardly

be separated by the hand without tearing; yet at the

command of the sunbeams they readily slide over each

other, and at last form a green rosette of many parts,

looking like an early flower. In no case is the

arrangement of overlying each other in opposite pairs,

crossing and covering each other, departed from. -But as

we approachjthe centre of the bud, the varnish disappears

and is replaced by a wool, thin at first, but thickening

greatly as we approach the interior. Arrived beyond the

outer circles'of the scales, we come upon little parts, folded

like a lady's fan, and looking like tiny hands clasped in

prayer, but enveloped in the softest wool ; these too are

in opposite pairs, crossing each other as before, and so

diminishing towards the centre that at last they become

too 'delicate and fine to be separated from their downy

coating.

And so it is with all buds ; they are always organs con-

taining the beginnings of leaves or flowers, most curiously

disposed one within the other, and gradually unfolding as

the powers ofgrowth are renewed by (he genial influences

of spring. And, what is more especially worthy ot note,

each bud, of all the myriads that are borne upon a tree,

is exactly like the others, in all their minutiae of struc-

ture ; on whatever plan one tender leaf is folded up in a

HEATHS.
(Continuedfrom page 206.)

The next but principal item in Heath cultivation is

the soil. Near London, some 15 years ago, the Wimble-

don Common peat was sought after, and considered

absolutely indispensable; within these few years, the

Shirley peat has been greatly preferred. The former

has caused the dissolution of several of my best plants,

not only Heaths but other things. I can only designate

it as a clayey peat, which, when wet, retains the moisture

for a long time. The Shirley is an improvement upon

it, but it requires to be kept full two years in a mass

before the fibrous or rooty portion of the sod has rotted

and amalgamated with the peaty particles. This peat I

consider also to have its defects ; these are—a spungi-

ness, with a considerable quantity of Grass, which ought

to be carefully removed. I have found that the thin

layers of peat found in woods on a gravelly substratum,

varying from three to eight inches in thickness, and con-

taining white grit, is extremely light and porous, being

composed of much vegetable matter. The wood growing

on such soil is generally Oak underwood. I have found

this peat, when mixed with a 12th part of Reigate sand,

particularly adapted to the growth of Heaths, and in fact

for most other purposes for which this soil is used, as it

will bear to be pressed down in potting without fear of

its stopping the water.

In watering Heaths I do not regard the temperature ;

I have never discovered any ill effects from using water from

the open air, provided the front sashes are open, which is

the case on all occasions when the thermometer will

maintain a height of 35° in the house. The quality of

the water is the main point, and rain-water only should

be used. The following will show, however, that sudden

cold is not productive of injury to Heaths :—In Murphy's

winter, my careless gardener did not prepare against an

unexpected change during the night ; a very severe frost

took place, and the surface mould of the pots was actually

frozen without injuring the Heaths, of which I had some

60 or 70 sorts. My maxim is to avoid heat if possible ;

therefore my gardener was partly exonerated, although a

careful man should be on the alert for change of weather,

if the night should be clear and cold. But when com-

pelled, by unusually severe frost, to shut up the house, be

careful on the return of mild weather not to expose the

plants too much at first. It will be found that the shoots

have made a slight advance by confinement, and a sudden

check therefore, produced by wind and air, will be liable

to turn them brown.
.

Having described my mode of choosing, potting, and

watering Heaths, as well as selecting Peat-mould, I will

subjoin my plan of treating these plants in summer, about

which different opinions exist. Some collections are, about

the middle of June, taken out of the house and fully ex-

posed to wind, rain, sun, damp nights, &c, during the re-

mainder of the summer. Others 1 have obt erved partially

exposed, having the shade of trees from midday sun ;
while

a third collection is wholly kept within the .house. Ine

first plan is adopted by nurserymen, from the facility which

it affords in watering ; and the plants being placed close

together, they fare better than you would expect, and

afford a kind of protection to each other. Still the burn-

ing sun of July, August, and part of September, with the

succeeding heavy dews, has the effect of depriving the

plants of their leaves ; hence those unsightly things which

exhibit a bare stem for three parts of their height. From

first to last, the preservation of the foliage is the main o D-

jectof the cultivator. Full exposure to the sun is certainly

not the way to preserve it ; and wholly depriving the

plants of it, encourages the mildew, or turns them pale*

My house is lofty and in a very airy situation, with the

stage near enough to the glass to allow plants three tee

high to stand on it
;
yet at its lowest side, it is five fee

from the flooring of the house. I have a bench raise*

three feet from the 'floor, and five from the glass, at-

tached to the supporters of the stage ; and on ibis W
specimens stand. Another bench is placed over the flu t

but separated six inches from it ; this I recomme"

to be as low as possible, that the plants behind may 1»*

the full benefit of air ; whereas, if they were placed on

level with each other they would intercept the «J***

breeze. I prefer the old flue to hot water, as, being '

j

tached to the brickwork, it certainly dries the house,

know it may be said that the dryness produced by a »
f

is injurious to plants ; but with Heaths, within 1W»

more miles of London, we are seldom obliged to use

>

in a house perfectly closed, although, in very sharp "

fc
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*

it is sometimes necessary
;

yet, during the day, the

sun will run up the thermometer, without any fire-heat,

to 50 or 55 deg. In very damp weather, I heat the flue,

and open all the sashes, for the purpose of admitting a

larger volume of air ; the lower sashes on the roof also

slide up.

The benches in front on which the specimens stand, I

recommend, during the summer, to be filled up on either

side with planks, so as to form a trough, which for 8s or

larger pots should be one foot in depth. This may be

filled with cinders, and gently sprinkled in very hot days

with water. It has the effect of preserving the pots cool,

yet not damp, for any length of time ; and constant

drenching is thereby avoided. On hot sunny days I shade

and open every sash and door. It frequently happens,

however, that in June, and even July, we have a bright

sun, yet not accompanied with intense heat; in which

case I give the Heaths the full benefit of it, and a slight

syringing early in the morning; but this must be done with

judgment. About the first week in August the house

should be cleaned ;
putting the plants, arranged in the

same manner as in the house, on a bench and stage of a

similar construction to the one in-doors, but against a

north wall, and in an airy situation. From the sides of the

stage raise two or more upright supporters, upon which

fit on some canvas blinds, not only to protect the top* but

the sides, when high wind or heavy rains are likely to

prevail. I recommend the top to be waterproof. In the

third week in September, house the plants, but give night

and day all the air possible. By degrees the wood will be-

come ripened, and there will then be no fear of mildew.

This plan I have partly pursued, and would carry out en-

tirely, but for the expense.

—

Erica.

ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
By Professor Charles Spuengel. (Translated from

the German.)
(Continued from page 208.)

rf. Oat Straw.—100,000 parts of ripe air-dried Oat

straw consist of 47,000 parts of woody fibre, 0.300 of

resin and wax, 52,000 parts of substances soluble in water

and potash ; which latter substances contain (according to

BoussingauH) 360 parts of nitrogen. 100,000 parts of the

straw contain of mineral substances :—

4.584 parts of silica

0.152 n nme
0.022 >t magnesia

0.870 tt
potash

0.002 n soda

0.006 it
alumina

0.002 »»
oxide of iron

0.006 M oxide of manganese
0.012 M phosphoric acid

0.079 M sulphuric acid

0.005 99
chlorine

>»

0.332
0.0G2

0.02G
0.015
0.032
0.217
0.288
0.01)5

99

M
99

99

M
M
n
99

lime
magnesia
potash

soda
alumina
oxide of iron

manganese
sulphuric acid

phosphoric acid

chlorine

5.740 parts of mineral substances.

100 parts of Oat-straw contain, therefore, 5.7 lbs. mineral

substances, amongst which are nearly -^ lb. of potash.

If, therefore, amongst the dung carried on a Magdeburg

acre of land, there are 3,000 lbs. of stable-straw, this acre

will so obtain 27 lbs. of potash, which must have a great

influence on the crops. The nitrogen of the straw is of

less importance, as 2,000 lbs. do not contain more than

10 or 11 lbs. As the straw of Oats also contains little

lime, magnesia, soda, sulphuric and phosphoric acid or

chlorine, so far as these mineral substances are concerned,

it is incapable of yielding such good manure as Rye-straw,

Wheat, or Barley ; and this is consistent with the expe-

rience of large farms.

e. Buck- Wheat Straw.—100,000 parts of ripe air-dried

Buck-Wheat-straw contain 54,000 parts of woody fibre,

1,000 parts of resin and wax, and 45,000 parts of sub-

stances soluble in water and potash ; according to Bous-
singault, the latter contain 480 parts of nitrogen.

100,000 parts of the straw contain of mineral sub-

stances:

—

0.140 parts of silica

0.704
1.292

3.203 parts of mineral substances.

100 lbs. of Buck-Wheat straw consequently contain
3.2 lbs. mineral substances. As these are principally
Sllch as are most nutritious to plants, and as the quantity

^nitrogen is also considerable, it is evident that Buck-
Wheat litter will yield better manure than that of Barley,
Oats, or Rye. The straw of Buck-Wheat forms an ex-
ception to the general rule, that the manuring qualities of
plants are in the same ratio as their nutritive qualities, it

being a bad fodder; this, however, is caused by the pres-

ence of a peculiar substance, which is apt to injure cattle,
indeed, some other species of Buck-Wheat, such as Poly-
gonum Hydropiper, Persicaria, amphibium, lapathifolium,
ai*d minus, are also noxious to cattle.

Buck-Wheat straw, under favourable circumstances,
Undergoes speedy decomposition, for which reason manure
obtained from its litter will only act for a short time.
Jj,ke the straw of Oats and Barley it shrinks much when
**sed as litter, so that more of it is required than of eitheruye or Wheat straw, for keeping the beds of cattle dry.

(To be continued.)

ON THE CULTIVATION OF CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS.

A correspondent, signing himself" Amateur," writes

as follows :
" I had a pretty good show of Chrysanthe-

mums last season, but yet not to my mind, and therefore

I should like to know the best way of beginning with

them, so as to produce the finest flowers—the shape and

bushiness of the plants being no object, as they are placed

close together on a stand when in flower. Should the

shoots which are growing thickly on the old stools in the

greenhouse be taken up with rcots now, or allowed to grow
on, and the stems made into cuttings afterwards ? If taken

off now, should they be ' stopped'—if so, when should

this be done ? I grew a flower of Magnet to 5^ inches

in diameter, but there was only one upon the plant."

There is one error in the cultivation of Chrysanthemums
into which the inexperienced xYmateur is apt to be led,

and that is—neglecting or paying but little attention to

his plants after the flowering season is past. They are

either allowed to remain in a warm greenhouse, and forced

into growth, or they are thrown aside and neglected until

late in the summer, when he recollects that they are

wanted for winter flowering. Like the greater part of

herbaceous things of this description they are tenacious of

life, and easily grown ; but if they are to be cultivated

well, a regular system of management is necessary. After
the flowering season is past, and the old stems cut down,
the plants should be removed from the greenhouse or con-
servatory, and placed in a cold frame, where they are

merely protected from severe frost. Here they should
have plenty of air, and on fine days the lights should be
drawn quite off, and the plants fully exposed. When the

winter is mild, they will stand very well unprotected ; but
owing to their having been grown and excited in the
greenhouse, they are more apt to suffer from severe weather
than if they had been planted out in the open air ; for this

reason it is always better to have the means of giving

them some slight protection. If they are kept too close

and warm in winter, they begin to grow fast, the leaves

are yellow, and the stems weak, and consequently they

form bad cuttings when the season of propagation comes
round. But if they are merely protected and attended to as

has been already described, they grow slowly and make
excellent cuttings.

The proper time for striking cuttings depends upon the

objects which the propagator has in view. Nurserymen
who want a good stock of a particular kind may propagate

it at almost any season, and generally begin very early in

spring. But for ordinary purposes, from the middle of

March to the middle of April, is quite soon enough, and
the Amateur can then do so without any artificial heat,

which is of great consequence to those who have very

limited gardens. It matters very little whether the cut-

tings are taken off with roots or without them, as in the

latter case they will form thfem in a few days, and soon

begin to grow rapidly. The frame should be kept very

close, moist, and shaded, until the cuttings have formed
roots for their support; when this takes place a little air

may be admitted gradually as the plants will bear it, and
then afterwards they must be fully exposed.

The shifting of the plants in the earlier part of the sum-
mer should be particularly attended to. If this is neglected,

no good after-management will save them from losing

their leaves and looking badly in autumn and winter. As
soon as they are fairly starting into growth, the top

of each should be nipped out with the finger and thumb,
which will cause several young shoots to spring from the

under part of the plant, and thus form it into a compact

bush. This may be repeated two or three times with

advantage in the earlier part of the season with the free-

flowering kinds ; but after the plant is fairly formed it

should be discontinued, otherwise the flowering will be

injured. The cultivator must exercise his own judgment
in this respect, as it may suit the purpose in some parts of

the country and not in others, as well as with some of the

varieties only. For example, about London the system
answers admirably ; but it is very doubtful whether it would

do about Edinburgh, or further north, particularly in

cold, wet summers. il Amateur/' whose letter was quoted

at the commencement, should attend particularly to this

part of the treatment, as his plants would probably flower

better if not " stopped," or, at most, only once, as lie does

not care about handsome specimens. The size of the pots

into which the plants are shifted will depend entirely upon
the views of the cultivator. Large pots, such as 16s, 12s,

and 8s, for the last shifting, answer well for those who
wish to see fine leafy plants, in preference to others with

naked stems ; but where this size is inconvenient, of course

they must be grown in smaller pots—they may be flowered

well in 32s and 24s.

The soil for their growth can scarcely be too rich
;

about equal parts of loam, dung, leaf-mould, and sand,

make an excellent compost. Manure-water is also an

excellent" material, with which they can be watered twice

or thrice a week during the growing season. Exposed as

they are, fully to the sun, they require a very abundant

supply of water, which ought never to be neglected, be-

cause if it is, the under-leaves will fall from the plants

and make them unsightly. An abundant supply of water,

and particularly manure-water at certain times, rich free

soil, judicious "stopping," and ordinary management in

other respects, will always enslire an abundant bloom

upon these plants in autumn and winter, when we have

little else to render our greenhouses and conservatories

eav- And as they are grown all the summer in the open

air those who have a cool vinery or any other empty

house in the autumn, can easily have plenty of flowers at

that season, with but little extra room. They may be

removed to the house about the middle of October, when

some of the earlier kinds ave just coming into flower. It

is a bad plan to take them in too early, as the leaves gene-
rally begin to fall soon afterwards.
'>> Those who wish to make very large specimens of these
plants with little trouble, sometimes plant them out in a
rich border in April or May, as soon as the cuttings are
rooted. Here they grow with great luxuriance, and are

very large and bushy when the time comes for taking them
up and removing them into the greenhouse. In autumn
they are taken up very carefully, and placed in a shaded
situation for a few days, until they recover from the

effects of the operation, and are then taken to the green-

house. There is another plan for making small dwarf
flowering specimens, which deserves especial notice. The
young shoots which have grown to a considerable length

have their points "layered" about the month of August
in small pots. As soon as they are well rooted they are

cut from the parent stock, repotted, and placed for a

short time in a shaded place until they recover. They are

then subjected to the same treatment as the others, and
generally flower on stems about a foot or 18 inches in

height.—R. F.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XIV.
g The secret of obtaining a brilliant display of flowers

throughout the season lies more in cultivating a great quan-

tity of good plants than a great variety of sorts. Thus,

at this season, the garden should be gay with Polyanthuses,

Auriculas, double Primroses, the lovely little Omphalodes

verna, Drabas, common Wallflowers, various species of

A'rabis and Aubretia, and many other Alpine plants

;

while among shrubs nothing can be more beautiful, at

this season, than the various kinds of Ribes and Be'rberis,

with the showy Magndlia conspfcua, whose pure wax-like

and deliciously fragrant flowers render it a treasure, with-

out which every garden must be incomplete. These are

plants comparatively common and easily obtained, yet

how seldom is it that we see them grown in any quantity

;

in fact, these good old things have been, of late years,

altogether neglected ; while we have been running after

Dahlias and other ephemera, which require great pains to

cultivate them well, and which frequently are no sooner in

bloom than they are cut down by the frost. This is neither

good taste nor good management, and therefore the Ama-
teur is earnestly recommended to set about increasing

his stock of spring-flowering plants. Flower-gardening,

indeed, will never be well done unless the arrangement is

made as the season passes on ; thus, at this period it

should be determined what plants are to be put in the

beds next spring, and preparations should be made accord-

ingly ; and at the proper time a similar arrangement

should be made for the summer and autumn display, in

the coming year.

Gardening is an occupation wholly dependent on fore-

thought, and although it cannot be expected that the

Amateur, who only cultivates flowers as a little recreation,

and to vary the monotony of business-life, should recol-

lect all that requires to be grown in the flower-garden,

yet, by making memorandums at the proper time, and by

referring to them occasionally, he might provide himself

with many things which, by trusting to memory, are

wholly forgotten until the season arrives when they should

have been in bloom.

What can be more beautiful than a large bed of com-

mon garden Anemones ? These, when selected and

grouped in separate beds, according to their complement-

ary colours, are brilliant objects ;
yet how rarely do we

see them extensively cultivated. This is a good season

to sow them and, in fact, biennials of all kinds. The
Anemone delights in a strong rich soil. The best way to

sow it is to make the soil fine and light, and then to mix

the seed with a quantity of dry mould ; scatter it thinly over

the prepared border and cover it with sifted soil from the

potting-shed. Seed sown now will produce flowering-

plants this time next year, and there is an old saying with

some truth in it, viz., that if you sow every month you

will have Anemones in bloom throughout the year.

Seed of Auriculas and Polyanthuses must be sown in

pots and transplanted into rich light soil, and those who

are partial to Gladioluses could not do better than sow

some seed in heat, and transplant them towards the

end of May into very rich soil
;
part of them will make

flowering plants the first season, and the whole of them in

the second. This subject will be entered into more fully

next week— IF. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Fixing Ammonia.—A.t p. 205 of the Chronicle I observe

some excellent remarks on the management ot manure-

heaps : which, if they were only generally acted upon

throughout the country, would speedily compel us artifi-

cial-manure-manufacturers to .turn our hands to another

trade I do not, however, consider, that we have any

immediate cause of fear on this point, for no one has

watched the movements of the public mind without ob-

serving its slow progression towards those things which

are proved to be the most ^conducive to its welfare. I

trust I am not so selfish or so narrow-minded as to set

my separate interests against those which affect the hap-

piness and well-being of so many millions of my fellow-

creatures, or to refuse to give all the information I can

on this important subject, because it may perchance tend

to injure me, ultimately, in my business. You will bear

with me, then, for a few moments while I make an ob-

servation or two on the substances you have named as

Fixers. I will take that yon have mentioned first— Oil

of Vitriol. I know of only one objection to this
; which

is, if it be used in slight excess, it will retard or altoge-

ther arrest that fermentation which it is so desirable to

encourage ; for it is known that while alkalies and the

alkaline earths favour ercmacausis or natural decay, the
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acids and chlorine check 'or stop it altogether. Green
Vitriol, if judiciously used—taking care to avoid a large

excess, is an excellent fixer ; and has this great advan-

tage over almost every other—that it fixes uncombined
or caustic ammonia, and the other volatile salts referred

to in my former letter ; viz., the Hydrosulphate and Hy-
drocyanate of ammonia, decomposing both and forming
Sulphate of ammonia. Wherever Sulphate of iron is

used, the compost should be long exposed to the air and
frequently turned before it is laid on the land. The price

of Blue Vitriol is against its use, even if it could be
proved that the copper-salts formed are not injurious to

vegetation. It acts in the same way as Sulphate of iron,

but, unlike it, it forms very readily a soluble compound
with ammonia, possessing highly poisonous properties

—

at least to the human frame, and probably also to plants.

[Experiments, now going on in the garden of the Horti-
cultural Society, distinctly show that blue vitriol is not
poisonous to plants, unless in excessive quantity.] Iron,

it is well known, is almost always present in the

ashes of plants ; from whence it may be inferred that it

acts in some way or other beneficially upon them, but
the presence of copper has not been satisfactorily demon-
strated. I could wish you had left out Salt and Lime
from your list of fixers ; for if there is one thing more
than another likely to give ammonia notice to quit, it is

this. It is true, that you caution the farmer not to

use them separately, but I never yet saw a mixture of

Salt and Lime so perfectly decomposed, even after months
had elapsed, that it might be safely added to an aramo-
niaeal compost. These two substances act very imper-
fectly on each other, and it is only under certain conditions,
difficult to be realised in practice, that they act at all.

The only chance in favour of this compound is that by
long, very long, exposure, the free Lime may be com-
pletely converted into carbonate of Lime (chalk). It is

quite certain that, however perfectly the Salt and the
Lime, under the favourable circumstances referred to,

may have mutually acted the one on the other, the mo-
ment sufficient water (and that not a large quantity either)
is added, the two new compounds revert to their original
state—excepting only that the Lime is now combined
with carbonic acid, taken from the atmosphere. It is

not necessary that I should say a word upon the Gypsum,
it having lately occupied so much of the attention 'of both
farmers and chemists

;
nor upon the Salt, as that is

already adverted to in my last letter on that subject. In
conclusion, I would propose that Muriate of Lime (chlo-
ride of calcium), which can be bought at about 3/. per
ton, be substituted for Salt and Lime as a fixer W. H.
Potter, Chemical IVorks, Upper Fore-street. [When we
mentioned Salt and Lime, we intended that coarse Muriate
of Lime, which is now prepared by farmers by saturating
chalk with brine. Muriate of lime, in its manufactured
state, is an excellent fixer, as we know from direct

experiment.]
Vine-borders.— I notice that, at p. 211, Mr. Errington

has made some allusion to my method of forming and
heating Vine-borders, as detailed in my Treatise on the
Vine. He there states—"The soil recommended by Mr.
Roberts is composed off loam : this, in my opinion, is

excellent advice. Loams, however, in point of mechanical
texture and tenacity, have so extensive a: range, that some-
thing more explicit is necessary, especially with the young
amateur ; and it is to be lamented that, in the present
imperfect state of Horticultural knowledge, we have not a
more definite mode of conveying our ideas on that head.
Mr. R. recommends strong loam : by this, I presume,
he means loam in which the clayey principle predomi-
nates. I much doubt the propriety of using adhesive
loam at the depth recommended, viz., 30 inches." I give
Mr. E. credit for his remarks, but at the same time I

think he cannot have read my Treatise. I will try to
make myself better understood : My Vine-border, as
stated in the Work, is composed of two parts—strong
loam, the parings of old pasture land, i.e., the turf

with an inch of soil, or as thin as a man with a proper
paring-spade could prepare it ; one part turf, with 4 inches
of the soil, of a looser texture; therefore the soils in

preparation for the above could not reasonably be called

a strong loam in which clay predominated. I have so

far expressed myself as to the soils used, and have yet to

learn that a strong loam is that in which clay is most
predominant. Had I been asked to name a soil where
clay did predominate, I should have called it a strong
clayey loam ; or had I been asked what constituted a very
strong loam, I should have reported a loam approaching
to clay. But by an impartial perusal of my Treatise, it

will be there seen, that with what Mr. E. calls loam, in

which clay predominates, I used one-fourth loam of a
loose texture. Therefore, when the two distinct loams
became; blended together in the border, with a portion of
the scrapings of roads, I am at a loss to know how clav

could predominate. Before I leave this part of the sub-
ject, I may state, from the successful practice which I

have had in the culture of the Vine, that to grow Grapes
well (i. #., well-swelled fruit) the greater part of the bor-
ders should be composed of strong loam. I now beg to
refer Mr. E. to the conclusion of my hints for the form-
ation of borders, at p. 12 ; I have there distinctly stated
as an improvement in my future practice, that I Would
not allow the borders to be deeper, when filled and settled,
than from 15 to 18 inches, still bearing in mind that the
majority of my materials is composed of strong loam.
Mr. E. cannot reconcile himself to the quantity of fer-
menting material laid on the border for the benefit of the
roots

; but I would remind him that it is not a mass of

Ifi,w g '
but a reSuIar congenial heat so applied, which

a rind of the greatest benefit. I always leave my borders
exposed, or nearly so, from the beginning of July to the

period of commencing forcing ; which practice, by the
heated material being laid on the roots during the time
the Vines are in action, has a strong tendency to encou-
rage the roots to the surface of the borders ; so that from
solar and atmospheric influence during the two warmest
months in the year, viz., July and August, they become as

perfectly matured as the branches, and are able to bear any
ordinary fluctuations of the weather until the time I

begin to force. I wish, before I conclude, to in-

form Mr. E. that the Vines at this place, only planted
in 1839, are now carrying their fourth crop of fruit—not
light, but heavy crops. In a second house were counted
the other day upon six Vines, trained with single rods on
my system of spurring, 422 perfect bunches; some of
the Vines producing from one eye six perfect bunches.

—

James Roberts, Eshton Hall, Skipton.
Grafting the Vine.—The methods of grafting the Vine

described at p. 208 are, no doubt, efficient ; there is, how-
ever, another good mode of doing it, which is performed in
the following manner :—A graft of last year's wood is

spliced by the middle, with or without a tongue, after the
manner of inarching, to similar wood of nearly the same
size, upon a healthy plant, and is afterwards bound up and
clayed over. One bud is left above the clay, beneath
which the lower part of the graft hangs at full length, so
that the end may be plunged into a bottle of water, in

which roots will be thrown
out. The stock should be in

leaf, with shoots six or eight

^\ ¥v4|f"ta inches long, and the graft
^^s^ w* must have been carefully kept,

so as to have good swelling

buds at that time. The growth
of the grafted portion of the

stock should be encouraged
until the graft seems to have
taken, when the latter must
be favoured. The whole tree

may fruit as usual, but it

should be pruned to the graft

in the autumn ; the next year it will make bearing-wood
of great length. I prefer the green wood for grafting, pro-
vided the desired sorts have not to be brought from any
great distance, and practised with the bottle, &c. in the
same way as the last. This succeeds best about June,
when the young shoots will cut firm. In this case several

buds and leaves should be left above the clay. I have
many in bearing on both methods in a cool Vinery; but
I have not tried either mode out-of-doors-

—

Rhombus.
Grapes.—A friend of mine had a fine crop of Grapes

last year; and an old gardener, who fancied that there was
too much heat, advised him as they were colouring, to
"give air." He accordingly opened the front lights, and
more than half of his crop shrivelled. The soil is light

sandy loam, and very well drained.

—

Jemsheed.
Fig-trees in Vineries.—Having occasionally observed

in the Chronicle queries as to the practicability of growing
Figs on the back wall of a Vinery, I may mention that a

day or two ago I counted nearly thirty dozen of fine well-

sized Figs on one plant, on the back wall of one of my
houses. I do not expect them all to come to maturiiy,

but I have some reason to hope that a great many will,

for last year I gathered at least twenty dozen fine Figs
from the same plant. My Vines did not suffer from this

in the smallest degree ; as a proof of which, my Gar-
dener gained the first prizes for Grapes at our Horticul-
tural meetings, and one bunch of Black Hamburghs which
I weighed myself was upwards of 2-Jlbs. The promise of
this year is even greater than that of last. I may add
that a bag of Guano has been standing in the Vinery for

above a month in a barrel which has no lid. A flower-pot

with some Guano in it, was accidentally left on the top of

the bag, and the whole was covered with some matting.
On looking at the flower-pot yesterday, I was surprised

to find it covered within and without with a beautiful

incrustation like frost on a pane of glass. I send you a

specimen of this curious production.— Query— Is the

exhalation from the Guano, which is thus evidently strong,

beneficial to the Vines ? That it is not hurtful is proved
by the remarkably healthy appearance of the Vines at this

moment. They have never looked better.—^J". JV. V. [We
think it probable that it is not an exhalation so much as

an absorption and efflorescence which has been observed.

Upon submitting it to Mr. E. Solly, he ascertained it to

be principally phosphate of ammonia.]
Carnations.— 1 have neither time nor inclination to

enter into a discussion as to whether the Carnation should
be as double as the Dahlia, or otherwise, knowing, that so

long as florists' flowers are cultivated, there will always
be " tot homines tot sentential." I should, however, feel

obliged by Mr. Orson's explaining (through the medium
of your pages) the following portion of his paper on the

properties of the Carnation, read at a late meeting of the

Floricultural Society. " One of the flowers most in note was
Brook's Flora's Garland, possessing fulness of size, pecu-
liarity of colour, and pureness of white, but having one
imperfection, which, from its fulness, has been overlooked,
viz., irregularity of marking, the colours in many petals

not running through from the edge to the centre of the

flower, but appearing in stripes and spots, and terminating
abruptly midway in the petal. Upon this account, extreme
fulness in a Carnation is object\pnabIe." Does Mr. Orson
mean to lay down as a general principle, that because a

Carnation is very double, as a natural consequence, it

must be imperfectly marked ? From reading the article

alluded to (p. 191), myself and several friends are unable
to draw any other inference or come to any other conclu-

sion than the foregoing- I would also ask Mr. Orson
whether, supposing a flower is regularly marked, with good
form and petal, and in other respects desirable, its being

extremely full would be objectionable ? From Mr. Orson's
statement, it appears his only objection to a very double
Carnation is, that Flora's Garland and some others come
confused and imperfectly marked ; but surely this is no
really substantial or valid argument against very full

flowers, provided they are as well formed and striped as

semi-double ones; and there is no reason why seedlings

may not be raised with good centres quite as full, nay,
even fuller than Garland, coupled with regular, bold, and
clear striping, equal in the latter respect to the best vari-

eties at present in cultivation.— C. K.
Sowing Seeds.—The reason why seeds sown in wet

weaiher do not succeed so well as when sown in dry
weather, (quickly followed by rain) is, that in the former
instance there is not a due adherence of the soil to every
portion of the surface of the seed. The inconvenience
and waste experienced in sowing seeds in wet weather
would be obviated by placing both above and below them
a layer of finely-pulverised dry soil. Thus would the

advantages of both desiderata be combined.

—

C. [We
agree to the plan, but we doubt the reasoning.]

Bees.— I do not know whether your correspondents who
treat on the subject of Bees are aware that the cultivation

of the Dahlia is incompatible with the success of the Bee-
keeper. For many years I was very successful with my
Bees, having upwards of twenty hives yearly, and, of

course, abundance of honey ; but from the time that I

commenced growing Dahlias, the Bees declined, and I had,

at last, lo give up those useful insects altogether. They
became intoxicated by feeding on that flower; many of

them I found dead in the blossoms, or lying on the ground
underneath, and those which got home formed little or no
honey. I have heard the same remark made by many
persons to whom I have mentioned it both in England
and Ireland ; and certainly, in this part of the latter coun-

try, honey has become a scarce article, which is here attri-

buted to the above-mentioned cause.— W.
Eggs.—Some little while since, a correspondent re-

marked, that the eggs of some hens, which had probably

eaten of something containing lime from gas-works, tasted

strongly of sulphuretted hydrogen. This is not more
strange than that hens, which by chance have eaten

onions, or the tops of them, should lay eggs which taste

strongly of onions, as I have frequently remarked ; and
this occurred, indeed, only a few days since, when the

growing tops of onions were thrown into the stable-yard,

to which my fowls have access.

—

Devoniensis.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

April 4.—Dr. Henderson in the chair. The Rev. G. C. Bethune
and G. F. Girdwood, Esq., were elected Fellows. A communica-
tion from Capt. Dwyer, Commandant of the Island of Ascension,
was read, containing an account of the success or failure of
various kinds of European vegetables, seeds of which had been
transmitted to the island. From this it appears that the island
is subjected to what are there called ** blackwinds," which prove
destructive to Haricots, several kinds of Lettuces, and all the
taller sorts of Peas ; of the latter, two dwarf kinds, viz., Pois nain
de Hollande, and Nain vert petit, stood the climate well, with the
Versailles, Sugar, and Alphange Cos Lettuce, Batavian Endive,
Portuguese Cabbage, and Vegetable Marrow. Amongst annual
flowering plants, it is remarkable that those which succeed best
are such as have been introduced from the N.W. parts of America
or from other comparatively cool climates, comprising Nem6-
phila insignis and atomaria, Lupinus Hartwegii, polyphyllus, and
grandiftflius, Erysimum Perofskianum, and Campanula L6rei. A
Paper, accompanied by a model, was also read from Mr. T.
Torbron, of Knightsbridge, relative to a new method of arranging
the sashes in forcing and other houses, so that when air is given
the light may not be intercepted by one sash overlaying the other.
To effect this, it is proposed (allowing the roof to be 15 feet wide)
that the two lower sashes should each be 6 feet long, and the
upper sash 3 feet; and that the rafters should be continued for a
short space at the same angle over the back-wall of the house

;

in giving air, the lowermost sash will slide downwards, the
middle one will either remain stationary or move up or down as
may be required, and the upper one will, by means of a pulley
attached to the back wall, be drawn upwards along the project-
ing rafters— or, by having the sash secured at the back by hinges,
it may be raised vertically by iron rods to any desired height.
From Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, was a collection of
plants, containing an exceedingly beautiful specimen of Erica
transparens; Dendr6bium densillorum, bearing two dense ra-
cemes of gorgeous yellow and orange flowers j Jasminum
ligustriftflium, trained to flat trellis, and covered with sweet-
scented white star-like blossoms ; /Eschynanthus maculatus,
forming a dark green bush, studded with clusters of ver-
milion and orange ; fine plants of the lovely and fragrant
CJtisus fi'lipes, Camellia elegans, and Epacris pungens : a
Knightian medal was awarded for the Dendrtfbium, Erica, and
Eschynanthus. Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., ex-
hibited Erica aristata, potted upon the " one-shift system," form-
ing one mass of bloom, and being, in fact, a perfect model of
cultivation

; with E. Willmoreana and Liniiaioidcs, and a hand-
some specimen of a variety of Tropre'olum tricolor, with smaller
and longer flowers, having more orange about them than those
of the old variety : a Knightian medal was awarded for the latter
and Erica aristata. From Mr. W. Lee, of Bradmore, Hammer-
smith, several forced Pelargoniums. Mrs. Wray, of Cheltenham,
sent a magnificent cluster of the beautiful, large, white, funnel-
shaped flowers of BeaumcSntia granriillora, taken from a plant
which three years ago was only a few inches high, but which
on being put into a box, and placed at the back of a cool stove,
made vigorous growth, and is this season producing its flowers
for the first time, both on the old spurs and upon the young
runners: a Banksian medal awarded. From Mr. Paxton, gr. to
his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, a species of Cymbidium, from
the East Indies, probably new, and called Devonianum ; although
not possessed of much brilliancy, it differs in colour, as well as
in toliage, from other cultivated species: a certificate awarded.
Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, exhibited a pretty half-shrubby seedling
Calceolaria, called Premier, of good form and colour. Mr. Jack-
son, of Kingston, sent an extremely fine specimen of Erica trtfs-
sula, clothed with large tresses of snow-white flowers ; E. phy-
sodes, with small pellucid wax-like blossoms; E. transparens,
and the delicate rosy purple, E. Cushiniana : a certificate was
awarded for E. trdssula. From J, Allnutt, Esq., a collection of
cut Camellia flowers; a handsome seedling Camellia, called
Allnuttii, with flowers of a clearer white than those of the old
double white; C. ochroleuca, white, with a tinge of yellow ;

C. speciosa, and several pretty Ericas : a certificate awarded for
C. Allnuttii. From the Very Rev. Dr. Gamier, Dean of Win-
chester, fine cut flowers of Magnolia conspicua, purpurea, graci-
lis, and Soulangeana, several hybrid varieties of Rhododendron,
and R. campanulatum, from plants in the open air : a certificate
awarded for the Rhododendrons. From Mr. Clarke, gr. to W.

i
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Block, Esq., a collection of plants, amongst which were well-

grown specimens of Potygala oppositifolia, Leschen&ultia ior-

mosa, Bossiasaensata, and the double purple Az&lea : a certificate

awarded for the three latter. From Mr. Low, of Clapton, small

plants of a species of Pultensea, with dense heads of dark yel'ow

and reddish-brown flowers, and a pretty species of Bossiasa, both

raised from Swan River seed • a seedling Epacris, raised from

seed of E. grandiilora, which it resembles in habit, but not in

the form or colour of its flowers ; and a beautiful seedling Ca-

mellia of a dark carmine colour, with finely-formed back Peta
f

s
»

but not well filled up in the centre : a Bauksian medal awarded tor

the two former plants. From C. B. Warner, Esq., a well-grown

specimen of the lovely Dendr6bium pulchellum 5
Epimedium

macranthum, a beautiful hardy plant, with singularly formed

white and purple flowers ; and two Madras Citrons :
a Bauksian

medal awarded for the Dendr6bium. Mr. Conway exhibited seve-

ral seedling Azaleas, of a dark salmon colour, with well- bloomed

plants of Pelargonium Lfinel. From Mr. Rivers, of Sawbndge-

worth, were a beautiful collection of cut Rose-blooms, particu-

larly of Pactolus, a yellow tea-scented variety ; Madame Bureau,

a white China, with salmon-coloured centre ; and Due d'Aurnale,

a crimson Bourbon, finely cupped: a certificate awarded, trom

Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, a well-grown collection oi

Roses in pots, comprising Eugene Beauharnois, an exquisitely-

formed China Rose, of a deep crimson colour; Armosa, a iiesn-

coloured Bourbon ; Duchess of Sutherland, Comte de Pans, and

Madame Laffay, hybrid perpetuate ; Messrs. Lane also exhibited

two boxes of cut Rose-blooms, and a good specimen of the

double white Chinese Primrose : a Banksian medal awarded lor

the Roses. From Messrs. Paul, of Chcshunt, there was also a

very handsome collection of cut Roses, for which a certificate

was awarded; with a singular and rather handsome seedling

Cineraria, showing a disposition to quill, by the purple rays oi

the flower being drawn together at some distance from their

bases, and thus forming a tube having a silvery appearance : lor

this a certificate was also awarded. Mr. J. Thomson, of Ham-
mersmith, sent several pretty seedling Cinerarias. From Lady

Rendlesham were some handsome and well-flavoured Oranges,

grown in a greenhouse. Mr. C. Ewing, gr. to O. F. Meynck,

Esq., of Anglesea, some fine forced Cherries, but not quite ripe;

for which a certificate was awarded. From Mr. S. Hooker, spe-

cimens of the Scarlet Nonpareil and Gooseberry Pippin, in an

excellent state of preservation. From the garden of the Society

were a collection of Orchidaceous and other plants, comprising a

small specimen of Dendr6bium Heyneanum, a pretty species,

very lately received from the West coast of India, with delicate

white flowers, having a lemon centre; the beautiful Oncidium

luridum guttatum, several species of Epidcndrum, a fine sP£cl -

men of Cyrtop6dium punctatum $ a new species of Spiraea, called

lanceolata, from Japan, with corymbs of pretty white flowers,

bearing considerable resemblance to those of S. chamsedntolia ;

Acacia alata, blooming profusely; Saxifraga ciliosa, and a blue

Cineraria, called Unique.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
March 29.—T. R. Barker, Esq., in the chair. The Hon. Col.

E. G. D. Pennant was elected a Governor, and 25 gentlemen

Members. The prize-sheet of the Royal Agricultural Improve-

ment Society of Ireland was transmitted, with information that

the next Cattle Show would be held in Belfast on the 3istot

August. Mr. A. Nicholl transmitted a statement of the advan-

tages attending the use of the Concrete Furrow Draining of Lord

Hay. Mr. Baker transmitted a collection of facts, illustrated by
coloured plans, relative to the capabilities and cultivation of the

soil upon the Small Allotment System in Rutlandshire.

accrue from the republication of these letters. I have,

therefore, no very delicate scruples about requesting any

of you to promote their circulation, if you think them cal-

culated to excite the farmers of other counties to co-

operate, after the example of the farmers of Suffolk. I

see no reason why we should not have at least 100 dis-

tinct experiments performed every year ; and each carried

on by between 30 and 50 practical men, whilst each man

need not be called upon for more than a single experiment

annually. I propose inserting in this pamphlet my Ad-

dreys to the Hadleigh Club, and to add a few explanatory

notes, or some sort of commentary and glossary, -which

may give them a more general character, and enable them

to serve as a precursor for inducing the farmers of other

counties to listen to any future suggestions which may

possibly (and will probably) be made to them, for organ-

ising a complete system of experimental co-operation

throughout England.
Weight of Manures.—We have been favoured by Mr.

Fothergill,the extensive dealer in artificial manures, with

the following statement of the weight per bushel of those

kinds most in use :—

each side, about 4 ft. from the ground, is a stone shelf for the re
ceptionof pots containing Strawberries, Roses, &c. Beneath the
shelves are beds for Mushrooms, Seakale, Rhubarb, Salading,
&c, which are found to do remarkably well there. The house is

heated by hot water traversing in a 4-inch iron pipe connected
with one of Rogers's small conical boilers. As the flow and re-

turn pipes are both on the same side of the house, the hot water
can at any time, by means of a valve, be shut off from the com-
partment farthest from the boiler. In a small conservatory ad-

joining the dwelling-house the elegant Glycine sinensis is just

expanding its lively pale blue flowers j
Rhododendron arbtfreum,

Azaleas, Camellias, and Cinerarias, are also blooming in pro-

fusion. To give some idea of the forwardness of vegetation in

this part of the country, we may state that Peach-trees on walls

are, for the most part, out of blossom ; Pear and Plum-trees are

in full bloom; the Whitethorn and Elm are bursting into leaf,

while the Lilac and Horse-Chesnut are already putting forth

their panicles of flowers.— R. A., April 3.

per bushel—lbs. lbs-

Agricultural salt . . ?5 to 80

Alexander's compost 65
Bone-dust . . .42
Clarke's dessicated com-
post . . .60

Daniell's Bristol ma-
nure • • .

Guano, foreign

MISCELLANEOUS.
Tests for Doctored Clover Seed.—For Coloured Red

Clover Seed.— Fill an ounce phial one-third full with the

suspected seed, and fill it up with muriatic acid diluted

with two parts of rain-water. If, after standing three or

four hours (being frequently well shaken), the liquor be

coloured gre«n, or greenish yellow, the seed is doctored;

or, provided the seed be clean and free from dust, and the

acid is made cloudy or opaque, it is doctored. The acid,

when applied to genuine seed in the same manner, will

remain perfectly transparent; therefore, if the acid is not

clear the seed is doctored, although no colour may appear,

as described. For Coloured Trefoil and White Clover

Seed.—Y\\\ an ounce phial one-third with the suspected

seed, and add spirit of sal ammoniac until it be two

thirds full; cork and shake the phial, and let it stand a

few seconds, not exceeding half a minute, for if it stands

longer the genuine seed will colour the liquid. If the

liquid be coloured either yellow or yellowish green, the

seed has either been dyed, or its natural colour has been

brought to the surface by some artifice. For Bleached

lied Clover, White Clover, and Trefoil.—Take a four

ounce bottle one-third full of the suspected seed, fill it up
with boiling water, frequently shake it, and when it is

cold, if the liquid change the blue colour either of litmus

paper, or of the leaf of a cabbage red, the seed is

doctored. N.B.—You may obtain the spirit of sal ammo-
niac, the muriatic acid, and the litmus paper, at a trifling

cost of any chemist or druggist, and the cabbage-leaf used

must be that of the red cabbage.

—

Mark Lane Express.

Directions for Planting Melons.—(Extracted from a

Letter written by Robert Godschall to the Hon. Alex.

Stanhope, then British Minister at Madrid, dated Sevila,

Feb. 13, 1691.)—" Put the seeds 6 or 8 hours into luke-

warm water, and after into a blanket, and let them lie

about 24 hours in the sun wrapped in the blanket ; in

*hich time they open, and seem to sprout at one end.

They plant 3 or 5 together in one hole ; and when they

grow up, with an instrument of iron they rake towards
the root every day, so as that the earth lies loose about

them like the earth of a molehill.'^

Prof. Ifenslow's Letters.—We are glad to find that

these useful Letters, addressed to the farmers of Suffolk,

are now to be published in a separate form, as we learn

from the following paragraph in the Bury Post :—
u
More than one person has expressed to me a desire

that I would myself republish and edit my Letters to you,

Antler the form of a pamphlet. The following considera-
tions have determined me to do so. Although I believe I

have not allowed the interest I have felt in this corres-

pondence very materially to trespass upon my attention,
to the exclusion of any of the more important duties

attached to my position as a parish priest, yet it is evident
that whatever of thought, time, or money, I have allotted
to this subject during the past three months, might have
been otherwise devoted in some way advantageous to my
Parish. It seems to me, then, that I may possibly be able
to make some amende for such deficiencies by appropri-
a«ng to some parochial utility or other, whatever may

a

97

44

65

— Potter's

50
65
65
80
65
65

>9 84

70

per bushel—lbs. lbs.

Nitrate of soda . . SO

Petre salt . • . 7«
nape-dust . . .56
Saltpetre ... 80
Soda ash . . .60
Sulphate of ammonia 70— soda . 60 to 65

Trimmer's composts
for Clover, Wheat,
and Turnips, each
respectively .

Urate . .

60
50

65

- „ - .

Gypsum .

Hunt's new fertilizer

Muriate of ammonia
— lime .

Dahlias.—At the request of several correspondents we

publish a list of Dahlias which have been the most suc-

cessful during the past season. From the imperfect man-

ner in which many of the Country Shows are reported, it

is impossible to give a correct return, but the present will

be found sufficient to answer the purpose.
Times shown.

. 40
. 43

46
34
30
30
33
38
27
26
26

27
27
28
24
20
24
18

15

17
17

17
15

14

Times shown.
Pickwick . * 108

President of the West • 104

Phenomenon . » • 98
Maria • 76
Lewisham Rival • 68

Beauty of the Plain . • 68

Maid of Bath 9 66

Grace Darling . • 62

Bridesmaid • 60

Rouge et Noire . • 60

Duchess of Richmond • 60

Lee's Bloomsbury . • 60

Le Grand Bedouin . • 58

Argo # 56

Cox's Defiance . » 55

Docld's Prince of Wales (1842) 54

Burnham Hero . • 48

Hope • ft 50

Indispensable . • 48

Hudson's Princess R05'al

(1842) • 44

Springfield Rival * 46
Andrew Hofer . • 48
Metella * 44

Admirable 36

Conservative
Ansell's Unique
Eclipse (Catleugh's)
Queen (Widnall's) .

Dowager Lady Cooper
Pamplin'R Bloomsbury,
Suffolk Hero
Nicholas Nickleby
Egyptian Prince
Fanny Keynes .

Eclipse (Widnall's) .

Regina
Rival Sussex
Tournament
Rienzi
Conductor
Climax
Scarlet Defiance
Tournament (Catleugh's)
Conqueror of the World
Constancy
Amato . . •

Countess of Pembroke
j
Bedford Surprise

North- West America.—We are glad to announce that

Sir William Hooker has arranged for a Collector to go

to North-West America and. California. He starts in

June, vici Hudson's liay, and on reaching the Rocky

Mountains, next spring, will strike due south into Cali-

fornia, and reach the coast at San Francisco.

Evergreen Beech.—This beautiful tree, the gloria et

decus of the most southern regions of South America, has-

reached England alive, and now exists in the Royal Bo-

tanic Garden, Kew, whither it has been sent by Dr. Jo-

seph Hooker from Tierra del Fuego. If it should prove

hardy, it will be an invaluable acquisition.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
5. Rucker, Ksq., West Hill, Wandsworth. — It is questionable

whether, even in their native climates, Orchidaceous plants pre-

sent a more luxuriant or gorgeous appearance than at this place.

Many of the specimens are of gigantic size; Acanthophippium
bfcolor, Perisieriaelata, and Phaius grandiftflius, being grown

In 2-sized pots, together with Maxillaria Harrisoniaa, whose
beautiful and fragrant wax-like flowers, freely produced, are

partially concealed by its shining, deep green leaves. Dendr6-

bium fimbriatum, grown amidst broken pieces of peat and pot-

sherds, forms quite a mass of brilliant orange, the labellum of

each blossom being surrounded with the most delicate fringe

;

while, suspended above it, and cultivated in a small basket of

sphagnum, is a healthy specimen ol the purple variety of Dendrd-

bium pulchellum, of a light violet purple colour, having the inte-

rior of the lip strongly marked with orange. A species of Gon-
gora from Mexico will, in a few days, be fully in bloom ; it ap-

pears likely to prove new, inasmuch as the unexpanded buds,

instead of tapering to a point, like others of this genus, bear

some resemblance in form to a common garden Bean. The lovely

Epidendrum Stamfordianum, of a pale green colour, beautifully

streaked and spotted with purple, is also in flower, with the rare

Epidendrum aurantiacum j the finely-formed Dendrobium aggre-

eatum, with light yellow flowers, having orange centres; the

singular Mormodes atropurpureum, the small variety of Oncidium

anipliatum, Dendr6bium macrophyllum, with racemes of violet

purple j the pretty Oncidium pubes ; Epidendrum pictum, with

eitrbt spikes, each 8 or 9 ft. long, and covered almost from the

base to the summit with yellow and olive-green flowers; the

sweet-scented Epidendrum Clowesianum, and many others.

Several species of Aerides and Saccokibium, cultivated in baskets

of sphagnum, are in a most vigorous state, throwing out roots

like small ropes. "We noticed here a thriving plant of Nepenthes

amuull£cea, with broader and shorter pitchers, and of a lighter

colour than those of the old distillatdria, from which they more-

over differ in being spotted with purple, and in being furnished

ot the back with a pair of wings edged with a tooth-like fringe.

A 7 -ilea variegata has here been found to force well :
a small plant

S cl Twas last spring growing in a Go-sized pot was placed m
Svclieat and regularly shifted until the approach of winter,

tZl r was removed to a cold pit to rest ; it has since been re-

ereenhouse are a fine plant of Camellia reticulata, inuwvcnu

Sher varieties, with numerous Heaths and Epacnses in bloom.

A convenient, low, span-roofed house, divided by a partition into

twoCompartments, has lately been erected, principally for the

purpose of early forcing. A walk runs along the centre, and on

llefrfefbft.

Trials and Effects of Chemical Fertilizers, with various

Experiments in Agriculture, $c. By Sir J. Murray,

M.D. Part I. Curry. 8vo.

We are told on the title-page of this pamphlet, that it

contains an account of experiments in Agriculture for

terating soils and composts, increasing the food of plants,

improving irrigation, and abating the ravages of insects.

What crating soils may be, we have been unable to dis-

cover, unless it is Irish for aerating; and as to experi-

ments, we are equally unable to find any that deserve the

name. It is true that there is a certain number of state-

ments, to the effect, that where Sir James Murray's fer-

tilizers, which it is the object of the pamphlet to recom-

mend, have been tried, they have produced stronger crops,

and better crops, and more luxuriant crops ; but they are

all too vague and destitute of distinct results to be worthy

the name of experiments. If we turn to another place to

ascertain what the fertilizers are, about which the pam-

phlet is written, we are equally perplexed. We only learn

that they consist of " soluble superphosphate of lime, with

ammonia and silex, combined with several chemicals;
99

but what these chemicals are, the book does not tell. This

however, is plainly announced, that Sir James Murray's

patent fertilizers are to be sold in barrels, one red and

acid, the other dark and alkaline. What their value may

be remains to be ascertained. They may be good mate-

rials, in spite of the bad shape in which they are an-

nounced, just as the pamphlet itself contains some state-

ments worth attention, notwithstanding that it has far too

much the appearance of the puffs circulated by vendors of

quack medicines. We shall be glad to have the oppor-

tunity of announcing the results of some authentic trials

with these substances, which have at all events the merit

of cheapness, so that no great cost will be incurred m
trying them.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.— Increase the quantity of water to the fruiting- plants,

and let it be good liquid manure every other watering while the

fruit is swelling. A brisk heat of not less than 65 in the morn-

ing, a humid atmosphere, and a steady bottom-heat, will also

greatly assist the swelling: of the fruit. If the bottom-heat for

the succession-plants is steady, the common routine of watering-,

shading, and giving air is ail that will be necessary for some

time to come.
Vineries.—Vines in greenhouses, where the temperature is

made to suit the plants, require particular attention now. Withm
the last 15 years, Gardeners have found out the good effects 01

keeping their greenhouses warmer at the end of the spring,

when plants begin to grow. By this treatment the Vines may

be said to be in a slight degree forced ; and as the sap has been

in active motion for many weeks past, the least encouragement

will make the top buds start, and deprive the lower ones of their

due share. The old method of training the ods horizontally

with the points of the shoots turned up to the gl >ss should always

be adopt ed in greenhouses, until every eye break sforth into haves,

which they now promise to do quickly. More frequent syring-

ing will suit the Vines, and also the generah ry of Greenhouse

plants while they are making their young grov th.

Peach-house and Chhrribs.- Every tiung here is now so far

forward, that they may both be classed togelln r. Air, moisture,

and attention to the temperature are all that is necessary, unless

insects have made their appearance.

Figs —A moist atmosphere, plenty of light, a good supply 01

liauid'manure, and a temperature of about 6* ° in the morning,

are conditions which well suit forced Figs till the fruit begins to

n
MBtONSANDCucuHBKR8.-On the whole, this has been a

trood season for early Melons and Cucumbers, especially for

Gardeners who are fortunate enough to have hot water instead

SCmeTting manure for early forcing. These.plan^*™
more luxuriant with hotwater, and require tea* *™™£ casilv iS
with dung or tan. Melons will also ^t their frutrnore^easilyn

dull weather by the hot-water treatment Notong can answer

better than Mr. Weeks'* system

£

^^f^^S^S;
Any one can 6row>°c.^*^ require strict at-

bKhDLiNcs. * OI)*~
u tiiers in si ght hotbeds, as they seve-

^S^SSSiS^ 2W. Vegetable Marrows and Cu-

^S^smfyZl be n^n for the summer crop out of doors

Th?r*f«ft?n want of long Cucumbers for early fort-vug, but real
There is no want owoe ^ difficult

fa°ined

S

hefe X frames fn which early Carrots, Radishes, &c.

were sown may now be removed for other purposes, and a few

hnons ulaced over the beds ready to have mats thrown over them

in cold nights. The hand-glasses over Cauliflowers may re-

main off while the nights are mild. April has come in with pro-

mising smiles, and if we get a cold day now and then, things are

in a fit state to bear »•
Out-door Department.

Vxnb Borubrs.—As the weather throughout the month of

March has been so mild and dry, and as April has come in with

warm showers, the mulching over these borders may now be

safely removed, and after a few dry clays the whole surface may
be forked over two or three inches deep. If the borders have

been made within the last three or four years, they maynot yet

stand in need of much assistance from manures ;
but if hey are

of older date, or any doubts are entertained ol their richness,

and moreover, if there is an appearance of a heavy crop, the

borders should now have a good top-dressing of rich, but not

liquid manure. It is too early yet to apply liquids to any mass

of rich earth like a Vine.bordoi. If you have access to pigeon

dung it will pay best on the Vine-borders and Asparagus beds at

this time 5 and as a little of it goes a great way, it will add much
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to their richness without adding to their bulk or depth, which is
a great recommendation.
Pkas and Beans.—Continue a regular succession of these

and other successionai crops in the kitchen- garden, and as your
time will admit, you may sow Leeks, Cardoons, a little Cabbage,
Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflower, and Autumn Broccoli seed; and
if there are any arrears in your other sowings, bring them up.
Also pnek out seedlings of the early-sown crops as they are fit;
all these young plants are encouraged by being planted on shel-
tered borders, and in light, rich soil. See that everything is
clone m a neat, workmanlike manner.
Orchard.— If you have any doubts about the names of re-

cently-planted Peach and Nectarine trees, or any of the old ones,
mark them before they are out of blossom ; that is, mark if the
flowers are small or large ones, by cutting: a notch or No. 1 on
a stick for one kind of flower, and No. 2 for the other kind ; two
numbers will do for the whole. This is the first regular step in
ascertaining the true name ; the glands and serratures, if any,
on the leaves will be the next step by-and-by, and you will then
have a chance of making out the name when the fruit is ripe, by
comparison with the published lists. As yet there is a fair pro-
mise that Peaches and Apricots will set well. Continue to disbud
them gradually, thinning the buds from the strongest shoots
first. The point of a sharp knife should be used for disbudding,
in preference to rubbing them off with the finger.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stovk.—When the greater pait of the plants are shifted, keep
the house closer for a week or two, to encourage the roots to
strike freely into the fresh soil. Keep up a moister atmosphere
also, and give less water to the roots, as the fresh soil, after the
first watering, will be moist enough for some time. Rondeletia
speciosa is an excellent plant to flower in the conservatory for
seven or eight weeks in summer. It is rather difficult to grow it
to a good specimen, and more so to propagate it by cuttings;
but if you get young shoots low enough for layering in the pot
they will root freely in three weeks.
Greenhousk.—For the next four or five weeks greenhouses

are, for the most part, very difficult to manage well; between
the Vines on the rafters, the Pelargoniums, Heaths, and other
hard-wooded plants, it is often difficult to determine the best
course to pursue on the spot, and more so to give directions
under such conflicting circumstances. All that can be said in a
general way is to keep the more tender plants in the warmest
end of the house, and the hardier ones at the coldest, and near
the door or ventilators; any of the latter plants which show
signs of being too much confined should be removed to the cold
pits, or to some well-sheltered place.
Consbrvatorv.—In this central place of attraction there will

be some difficulty to contend with for a few weeks. Forced
Roses, Lilacs, Azaleas, &c, will be going out of bloom, and
must be removed, to give place to a fresh lot; but where can
they be sheltered till they get hardened enough to bear the open
air? Every one must answer the question according to his
means. This is the best time to hybridise the finer vaiieties of
Rhododendrons and Azaleas which have been forced, as none of
the more common sorts can now interfere with the experiment.
Propagating Pits.—After the supply for the flower-beds is

propagated and a little forwarded, put in for a reserve a quantity
of cuttings of such plants as flower late in the autumn, to take
the place of those which go off in September. All the Heliotropes
for forcing next winter should be propagated now, and kept
cramped in small pots through the summer. Anagallises for
store plants next winter should be managed in the same way.Any other plant that is found difficult to preserve through
the winter should now be propagated, while the pits are atwork; and if kept stunted in small pots during summer, they
will get so hardened and stocky as to keep with ease through
the winter. One of the nicest plants for a " gem " in the flower-
garden is the Bouvardia triphylla ; it may now be propagated by
root-cuttings to any extent.

Out-door Department.
The late showers have brought forward the grass before most

persons were prepared for mowing; but every kind of work must
give way for the scythe, unless it be planting a few evergreens,
that could not be done sooner, owing to alterations which were
going on. Early mowing is the life and soul of lawns, and you
can tell in August whether the first mowing was deferred too
long, by the stronger grasses having partly killed the finer
herbage, which gives the polish to our best-kept lawns. The
seeds of any hardy perennials may be sown with the hardy
annuals for summer flowering. Where families do not return
to their country seats till the end of June, it is too soon yet to
sow annuals for blooming in July. I do not know any place
where annuals are more cultivated than in this. The majority
of gardeners have set their faces against them since Ver-
benas, Petunias, a' d similar plants, have increased so much.
Ten-week Stocks ar d China Asters, for the first crop, should now
be sown. The Swe it Scabious, if sown now, will come in useful
next September, to fill up some bed or blanks when flowers are
getting scarce.—D. Beaton, Skrubland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather ne-ir London for the Week ending April 6, 18-13 as ob
served at the Horticultural harden, Chiswick.
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Mar. 31. Cloudy and fine; clear and fine at night.
Aj>ril 1. Overcast; rain; cloudy,

2. Cloudy
I
boisterous with showers and sunny intervals; clear and fin63. Slight rain ; cloudy and fine

; dear and fine at night
4. Rain

; heavy ram with squalls : cloudy and windy at ni^ht.
5. Fine; heavy clouds ; hail shower in afternoon ; clear and fine.
6. Overcast; iloudy ; rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week 6.6° above the average-

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuingWeek ending April 15, 1C43. *
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REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,tor the Week ending April 7, 1843.
In consequence of the mildness of the weather the suppliesm^t^^r^ but
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bushel ; New town Pippins are selling at 4s. per dozen. Cucum-
bers are plentiful, from 2s. lo 5s. per brace, the greater portion
consisting of the Syon House, which does not go off so well
since the prickly sorts have become more abundant. Vegetables:
Asparagus still maintains its price, the best bunches selling
from zs. to 10*., and the smaller ones from is. 6rf. to 3s. each.
Seakale from the open ground is becoming general, which has
somewhat reduced its price. White Broccoli is abundant, and
may be had from 4d. to is. M. per bunch ; the purple fetching
from 5r/.to Is. per bunch. French Beans arc improved, and a
trifle cheaper. Good Onions are scarce, having, for the most
part, begun to grow ; they are selling from 5s. to 8s. per bushel.
Cos Lettuces are from is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per score, and Cabbage
Lettuces from is. to 2s. per half-sieve. Endive is from is, to 2s.
per score. Celery is inferior, and fetches from 6d. to 2s. per
bundle. New Frame Potatoes arc from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per lb. :

several boxes of new Potatoes have arrived from Lisbon ; these
sell from 4d. to M. per lb. Rhubarb is abundant, and sells from
4d. to is. per bundle. Mushrooms are also plentiful from 3d. to
Qd. per

_
pottle. Flowers: Cut Flowcrsare offered in greatvariety,

comprising Camellia reticulata and various other sorts, Pseonia
Montan, Magnolia conspicua, Heaths, Acacias, Cloves, Pinks,
Anemones, Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, Jonquils, Gardenias, &c.

PRICKS, Saturday, April 8,1843—FRUITS:—
Pine Applo, per lb. 6* to 10*
Grapes, hothouse, per lb , 10* to 20*— Spanish, per Jb. 1* to 1* Gd— 1'ortuga), 1* to 3*
Apples, dessert, per bush., 5* to 14*— Kitchen, <U to 8*
Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 4* to 20*
Strawberries, forced, per oz., 1* to 2*
1 omcffianales, per doz,, G* to 12*
Oranges, per doz,, U to 2s Gd— per 100,5* to 16*— bitter, per 100, fi,"to 30*
Lemons, per doz. Sid to 2*

Lemons, per 100,5*to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, 2*. to 8*
Walnutsj

per bush ., 12* to 10*

Chesnuta, per peck, 4* to 7*
Almonds, perpeck, 6*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. 55* to 65*
Cub Nuts, per 100 lbs., 60*. to 75*.
Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, 16*
— Spanish, 18*— Karcelona, 9.As— Cob, 12* to 14*

VEGETABLES.
Savoys, per doz. Qd to 1*
Cabbage, Red, per doz. 2* to 5*
__ — Points, per doz. 1* 6d to 3*
Broccoli, White, p,-r bunch, Ad to 1* 6d—

t
Purple, 5rf to 1*

Beans,Kidney, forced, p. 100,1* 6d to 2* 6d
Potatoes, per ton, 45* to 75*— per cwt. 2* Gd to 4*— per bushel, 1* Gd to 2* Gd— Kidney, p. bush., 1*6// to2*6</— Scotch, per bushel, 2*

—• New, per lb., 1* to 2* 6d
Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

J* to 1* Gd
Turnips, per doz. bun., U to 2* Qd
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Gd
Salary, per bundle, 1* 3d to I* Gd
Cardoona, each, I*
Horse Radish, per bundle, 2* to 4* Gd
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, 1* to \sG,l— Turnip, p. doz. boh., l* to IstSd
Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to 6*— Horn, per bunch, Ad to Gd
Parsnep8, per dozen, Gd to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Leeks, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*
Onions, ppr bushel, 5* to 8*— Pickling, per hf.-sv.,4*6rf to 5*— Green , p. doz- bun. 3* to 4*— Spanish, per doz. UGd to 6*
Garlic, per lb. Gd to 8*/

Shallots, per lb., i*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 5* to 10*
Sprue, or Small, 1* to 3*

Sea-kale, per punnet, 9rf to 2s
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. hf.-j.ieve, l*to 2*— Cos, 1* to 2* Gd
Endive, per score, Dd to 2*
Celery, p. bd., (i2to 15) 6*/ to 2s
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4d to 1*
Small Saiads, per punnet, 2*/ to 3d
Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, Qa to 1*
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. Ad to 6
Parsley, per half-sieve, Qd to 1*
Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 4*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 3* to 4*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 3d to 9d

Notices to Correspondents.
Drainage.—/. J. M.—Your plan of having cross-drains is very
good, and is worth the additional expense. What is the use ofa foot m depth under the tiles, or rather pipes, you use? Tomake a firm foundation they may certainly be useful : but three
inches of stones under the pipes, firmly rammed in, and nine
inches loose over the tiles, appears to us a better arrange-
ment. We cannot enter into the details of draining land•which we may hereafter give in a leading article. The wholedepth of your drains must depend on the depth of the soil overthe firm subsoil, mid the depth at which you mean to plouirhand subsoil-plough the land.—M. k *""*,«

Tillage.-A Young Farmer.-It is yet time to top-dress uplandmeadows if they are not too forward; but no time should be
lost. All the substances you mention are useful. The exnpri
merits with new artificial manures are so various in theirresults that we would not give any decided opinion : all these
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1,d henCe is extrem*ly useful to acceleratethe rotting of long farm-yard manure. You had better makeyour experiments on a moderate scale, before you decide uponwhat is most advantageous. There are various essays on par-ticular manures the names of which you will find in any cata-logue of new publications. Very fine seed Wheat will alwayssel above the market price; but this is not noticed in thSreturns, as the quantity sold is generally small.—MGrass-Land.- il/.
f Carnarvon.—When Italian Rye-grass is usedalone, it is best to sow it immediately after harvest. If%ownin a spring crop it will grow too fast, and injure the crop. Itwill ripen its seed before the Wheat and as soon as the Barley.

It is advisable to sow a considerable quantity, say from 30 to
40 lbs. per imperial acre. It will give very early spring feed
till the month of May, and then it will still produce a goodcrop to mow or to stand for seed. When it is fed off it will
last much longer than when it is allowed to ripen its seed -i!/.Clover.-Je/e* ^r^.-Cow-grass is better suited for laying

SJ^kI^ 1" 8eV6
S? y.

ears in erass,than as a sub-^^ f?ff^ad*uCLover --

t -

We have "ever sown it alone, butwe should think that as it is a species of Clover, it will more
6r less affect the broad Clover sown soon alter it -MMani/rks.-T. A. JV.-Tar will do no harm • an old tar'-barrcl isa very good vessel for holding liquid monure. The cessation ofeffervescence when oil of vitriol is added to gas-water is agood sign of the fixation of the ammonia. Aipha^Smmon
caustic soda will not answer the same purpose tor manure as
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A/» ««.—Gas-lime will always burn grass-land if applied by
itself, or not sufficiently mixed with mould. We ha/eseen itErP
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fC ******* referred to the degree of cer-
tainty attending the two processes, and we believe expressed

the general opinion of Rose-growers. If, however, you have
any evidence to the contrary, we shall be happy to print it, and
shall be much obliged into the bargain.

t

Vines.—Curion.—We cannot recommend the introduction of
Vines into a greenhouse, because it generally happens that
cither the plants suffer from too much attention being paid to
the Vines, or vice versa. In a house with a south aspect, but
shaded at two o'clock by an adjoining building, Vines would
succeed, provided they had the full benefit of the morning sun.*

Merlin.—When Vines planted outside the house are not
forced before the middle of April, it is unnecessary either to
inclose the stems or to cover the border with fermenting
material4 Fiats.—You may either graft or inarch your
Vines, as you think proper. You will be more certain to suc-
ceed by the latter method ; in which case you must wait until
the Vines have made shoots two or three feet in length.1

J. if.—We would not advise you to cut back the unsightly stems
of your Pot-Vines within a short distance of the roots, unless
there is a shoot of last year's growth below the point of inci-
sion. A better plan will be to transfer your Vines into larger
pots, and coil round the interior the old stems, which will throw
out fresh roots. You must not expect your Vines to bear fruit
unless you pot them annually in fresh soil, at the same time
shaking the old compost from the roots. The size of the pots
must depend upon the strength of the plants, t Jemshced.—
Plants of the Kishmish and Aleppo Grape may be obtained of
almost any respectable nurseryman. So also may the Pomme
Api.t

Grapes.— Guichcnet.—y,re arc not sufficiently acquainted with
the Black Muscat of Alexandria to give you any information
respecting its good or bad qualities. From its being so little
cultivated we should suppose that it is not ofmuch importance.!

Cucumbbr-Bkd.—H. C—We do not anticipate any inconveni-
ence from your adding gypsum to your Cucumber-bed, neither
do we expect much advantage. A heating Cucumber-bed is
we fear, too dry to enable the gypsum to act advantageously!
it requires water or a very wet litter. If you use it, merely
sift it over the litter as you make up the bed, so as to have it
well mixed. It is very cheap, is itself a good manure, and
the quantity is immaterial.

t

Araucaria.—-T. M. C—Your seeds are those of Araucaria im-
bricata. They should be sown separately in small 60-sized
pots, filled with dry loam, and afterwards placed in gentle, but
not damp, peat, until they show signs of vegetating, when they
must be removed to a cooler place. Harden them off by de-
grees, and water them sparingly at first; after they have fairly
commenced growing you may repot them, and in the following
spring they may be turned out into the open ground. Aurau-
caria is a barbarous word, derived from the Araucanna country,
where this tree grows. Imbricata, in botanical language, refers
to the manner in which certain parts are arranged over each
other, like tiles on a house. This tree is quite different from
that which furnishes the wood called Kawrie. J

Conifkrte.—A Constant Header.—The seeds of Coniferous plants
should be sown in pans, in dry sandy loam. The pans should
be placed in a gentle, but not a moist heat, removing them
when the young plants make their appearance to a cooler place,
giving them but little water at first, and hardening them off by
degrees. When fairly up, they should be potted off singly into
small pots, in sandy loam and peat, and placed in a close frame
for a few days. They will require little attention afterwards
beyond the ordinary routine of watering and shifting into
larger pots, t

Ciumonanthus.—Salopian.—This plant, when grown against a
south wall, in a well-drained border, will scarcely fail of bloom-
ing profusely. The probability is that, like your Roses, it has
penetrated into the clay, t

Rose Acacia.— Salopian.— It will not injure your Rose Acacia
which is growing out of bounds, to cut back a few of the vomur
shoots to spurs, it will perhaps induce it to flower more freely tStocks.—A Subscriber.-There is no means of distinguishine:
between single and double Stocks until they flower. The most
essential point towards obtaining double flowers, is to procure
good seed.t 4

BhinuKRis.—An ignorant Subscriber.—Berberis dulcis and empe-
truoiia are both hardy in the neighbourhood of London. A
soil composed of loam and peat or leaf-mould, suits them best •

and they should be planted in a warm situation, not shaded by

Ipojkf.as.—A Young Gardener.—The best time for sowing Ipo-moBa Quamoclit, and rubro-cfertilea, for planting in the open
air, is the end of February. They will both succeed under simi-
lar treatment, viz., to southern in a gentle hot- bed, to pot them
ofi separately and encourage their growth, until the end of Maywhen they may be planted out in light, rich soil, in a sheltered
situation. Tropse'olum pentaphyllum and Maurandyas may beturned out at the same time.t

Lily ok the VALLEY.-Ainsley.-The only manner in which youcan thin your crowded beds of the Lily of the Valley is to takeup and divide the roots in autumn, and replant them six oreight inches apart. J
Flowkrino Plants for Walls.— T. P.— A Magn61ia will dolor planting on either side of a porch with a S. aspect. Upona dwelling fronting the east but well-sheltered, you may trainglycine

i

sinensis, Bignonia radicans, Clematis montana, Hen-dersons and flammula. t

ouZZT'ZT?** know of no plant
' excepting Ivy, which willcling to the bare stems of Fir-trees, t

BoRi,K„-FiJowKns.-yl.A:.-Wewouldrecomnicndasbordcr-flower3
to a large Dahlia bed, the different varieties of Verbena. Asno blue Dahlia has yet been raised, Anagallis cserolca grandi-
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great difficulty, when grown in the open air, is to keep the soil
around it nearly dry during winter. Particular care must
therefore be taken in draining the borderthoroughly with lime-
rubbish, the surface soil being composed of turfy loam and
heath-mould,t

Custard Apple.—An ignorant Subscriber.—This plant seldom
succeeds well under cultivation in this country. It can only
be grown in the temperature of a stove. When raised from
seed, unless under very favourable circumstances, it is not
likely to (lower in less than 10 or 12 years, t

Paraguay Tea.—Alpha.—Wc are not aware that plants of the
Paraguay Tea, or Hex Paraguay ensis, can be procured at pre-
sent in this country. Wc believe that there are specimens of
it in the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, and at the Botanic
Garden, Glasgow. %

Ericas.— Sanguined.—If Ericas and Epacrises, at the time of
potting, are in good health, their balls of earth should not be
reduced. t

Greenhouse Plants.—A Subscriber ah initio—Will find lists of
good greenhouse and conservatory plants at p. 21 6 of this year,
and at pp. 697 and 809 of 1842. t

Climbers.— T. P.—The sketches of trellises which have occasion-
ally appeared in the Chronicle are adapted for a multitude of
Climbers

; more especially for Tropre'olums, Thunbergias, Ma-
nettias, Zichyas, Kenncdyas, the smaller kinds of Hardenbergia
and Passirlora, Philibertias, and Aristolrtchias. Equal parts of
fibrous loam and heath-mould, with a small proportion of silver-
sand, will suit any of the above plants.*

Ferns.— Galliens. — We do not know whether any English
Botanical collector is now in South America, of whom Ferns
may be obtained. The newly-introduced species have not been
figured in the English Botanical periodicals, except, perhaps, in
one or two rare instances, t

Dahlias.—DahL—The descriptive list which you think would be
useful cannot be prepared till the plants are in bloom ; it would
be useless to attempt it without having the flowers to refer to.
With regard to the success of the Dahlias sent out in 1841, we
have examined the lists of those shows where the names of
the flowers are given, and we have inserted those that have
been generally exhibited. It is to be regretted that the shows
are not better reported ; many give the names only of the suc-
cessful exhibitors— others report only one or two stands; so
that no correct estimate can be formed from them. The lead-
ing favourites of those sent out in 1841 are as follows:—
Brown's Bridemaid, Maid of Bath, Burnham Hero, Indispens-
able, Catleugh's Eclipse, Dowager Lady Cooper, Spary's Ad-
mirable, Fanny Keynes, Widnall's Eclipse and Queen, Cat-
leugh's Tournament, Constancy, Conqueror of the World, and
Euclid. Respecting the seedlings sent out last season, it is
more difficult to come to a satisfactoiy conclusion, as much
depends upon the stock a grower has to propagate from. Very
few of the new flowers appeared at the shows during the
season

j
of those that were exhibited, Dodd's Prince of Wales

and Hudson's Princess Royal appeared in most of the winning
stands; next to these, but greatly below them in numbers,
Whale's Attila, Brown's Marquess of Lansdowne, Low's Duke
of Cornwall, and Girling's Ploughboy. An opinion of the
Dahlias to be sent out this season has appeared in last year's
Chronicle, pp. 622, 639.*

Rosks.— Salopian.—Your want of success with climbing Roses
is accounted for by your statement, that the sub-soil within a
foot of the surface consists of hard clay.t P. J.— It is true
that Roses in pots were exhibited at one of the Horticultural
Society's Garden Exhibitions some years ago; and uncommon
tad ones they were. t A Young Gardener.— It is not very
probable that your Rose grafts will take unless you cover them
With grafting clay to exclude the air ; in which case, if the ope-
ration has been properly performed, there is no reason why they
should not succeed.

±

pEi>AiiGONiuMS.—A Subscriber.—There isno remedy for the spots
upon the leaves of your Pelargoniums, which are caused by
some mining insect, except cutting off all the infected leaves

Which can be spared and burning them.i Tecopyus.—You
may discard Beauty of Ware, Lady Murray, Imogcne, Isidori-
Bnum, Chef d'eeuvre, Sidonia, Fosteri roseum, and Fanny
Garth; and substitute the following sorts: Matilda, Cyrus,
Witch, Annette, Hodge's Emperor, Gaines's Rising Sun, Grand
Monarch, Madeleine, Amethyst, and Garth's Queen of the
Fairies.*

*"CHSiA8.— Sanguined.—We arc not yet sufficiently acquainted
* With the new hybrid Fuchsias to be able to give you any advice
^ inspecting them, t
Polyanthus Skbd.—Miss A. G.-You had better sow your
Polyanthus seed in pans, in a light and moderately-rich soil,
ana give the seed, when sown, a slight covering of sifted soil.
The pans should then be placed under hand-glasses. It is
better to raise them without bottom-heat, as the young plants
a|e apt to t'amp off. As soon as the seed begins to vegetate,
a >r should be given ; and as they increase in size, care must be
taken to keep away slugs. When the sun has much power, itwiU be advisable to remove the pans to an east or north aspect,
to prevent them from becoming too dry. In August they will
l)e ready to transplant, and for their management after this

treatment of these bulbs after flowering at pp. 107 and 756 of

ft uiT-Walls.— P. being about to erect a garden-wall, has been
^vised, that if built lC inches wide at the bottom and dimi-
nished gradually to 4 inches at the top, a slight inclination
Jj^vard will be obtained, which, it is presumed, would be bene-
**cial to the trees, inasmuch as their lower branches would
^eeeive the dews and gentle rains, which, in the perpendicular
}
Vall, arc almost wholly retained by the upper branches, and
J

1 ® asks our opinion as to the value of the suggestion. We
*hl»>k there can be no doubt that such a plan would be disad-
vantageous, because more injury would be done to the blos-
£°rns in spring, by the radiation of heat from the wall in clear
'r°sty nights than there could be gain by the anticipated action
°* dews in summer. He also proposes to inclose his garden in
ij** only, bv a south wall and two wings, forming an obtuse

Wj e with it:> w,lich we regard as a good arrangement.

tJ?

IT-TttBEs.— C. C—The protection which is afforded to fruit*
*t'os by a piece of net, 2ft. wide, stretched across the upper
m ? of P°lcs resting on the top of the wall, must be very
'*Sht. To be at all effectual, the net should be twice or thrice

fchA
Ubled

> and should reach at least half-way down the poles, t

Rni
Cou*~"'CotIm*.—To obtain a succession of Broccoli during

Or n
Vnn and vvinter y°u wil1 find lt advantageous to make two

thp f
e different sowings between the beginning of May and

thft-
middle of June. A selection of sorts, with remarks upon

C
0c::,

lr treatmcnt, is given at p. 300 of 18424

<lQ \[
iti'^.—Noodle.—Cucumbers will bear a temperature cx-

*bli ff 10o° l)y su"-»eat, without injury ; but it is not advis-

90° f
t0 allow the bed in which they are grown to stand above

covl ?* any le"g'" of time. It is rather early to leave off nightly

earl
es for the bcds » which should, however, be uncovered

^00^* tliat tnc Plants may have the benefit of the morning sun.
T
°ftKi*

s at night s"ould range between 6r>° and 70 . t
x^^^-Anne. —There is no (ffectual means of stopping the

A s*A*eos °f the Turnip-fly.

ana A
0Vs'—Mnritimiu!.—You will greatly benefit both Scakalc

Aft, *io
*mragus ueds bv watering them with sea-water.*

euibip
— lI' c - #•*—This plant is grown on account of its

The g\
roots

> which, after being peeled, are eaten like Radishes.

ketwe
Ceils s

.

noul(i be sown in drills six inches apart, any time
Uiim t>

n tllis and June » upon light, open soil ; m hard or stiff

To
,cne roots are liable to grow forked. X A Subscriber.—
°w the seed of the Rumpion on light open soil, and

not too early in the season, are the principal points in its
cultivation. All that the plants require until they are fit to
draw, is to thin them out, if necessary, 4 inches apart, and to

^
water them in dry weather, t

Truffles.—A. A".— Truffles are propagated by breaking into
pieces the old decayed tubers, and planting them two or three
inches deep in a mixture of rotten leaves and loam.i

Red Spidkr.—A Subscriber.— If the red spider is very numerous
upon your Calceolarias, dust the under-sides of the leaves with
flower of sulphur; but if it is only just making its appearance,
you may keep it under by preserving a moist atmosphere
where the plants arc grown, and by syringing them every fine
morning. J

Oniov 'Maggot.—Fiats.— It is stated that Onion-beds upon
which soap-suds and urine have been thrown during the winter
previously to the ground being dug, remain free from the attacks
of the maggot during the following: season. By applying the same
materials in a diluted state to your Onions while growing, the
same result may possibly be obtained.t

Wirbworm.—Agricola.—Spirits of tar are the most effectual
remedy with which we arc acquainted for destroying the wire-
Worm. We should therefore recommend you to saturate some
sand with that compound, and mix it with the soil in your
Ranunculus and Anemone beds when you turn them up in
autumn, t

Scale on Trees.— G. IF,—The best remedy for destroying the
scale on Pear and Apple-trees is, when the young insects issue
from beneath the scales at this season of the year, to wash
them off with lime-water. This washing should be repeated
until the old scales are deserted. t

Books.— IT. D. F.—Lindley's "School Botany" is the more
exact, but the same author's " Lady's Botany" is the more
popular book for teaching children the natural system of
botany. "Newman on British Ferns" is the best book we
have on that subject ; every species is illustrated with figures.

IAMiliar Botany.—W.B.—You are quite right; the common-
est name of Ranunculus Ficaria is Pilewort ; but that is a dis-
agreeable name, and " R. E." prefers Figwort, which is the trans-
lation of the Latin word. The plant is also called the lesser
Celandine, but that is objectionable, because of its liability to

• confusion with Chelidonium majus, the common Celandine, tThk Piqua Plant.— Querents.—There is no plant known by
this name except to the vendors of Piqua-tea, which seems to
be a sort of hay-tea, if we are to judge by the fragments of
stems of which it consists.

Lawns.—Paul Jones.—Your proposed plan is good, but will cer-
tainly be improved by paring and burning ; for the following
reasons:—!, Your heavy clay will be mechanically improved
by the operation; 2, You will be certain to destroy all coarse
grass, weeds, and grubs; and 3, That being effected, you will
save the expense of trenching, because digging will be quite
enough. It will also be useless, if burning is well executed, to
fallow the land at all ; but you may lay it down immediately
after the digging. If you have any lime-rubbish at hand, from
old buildings, a dressing of that after burning, and before
"'gging, will be very useful.t

Grass-Sekds for Lawns.—J. B.—The best grasses for a lawn
are the following, with the proportion of seed requisite of each
per acre : Cynosurus cristatus, dibs. ; Festuca duriuscula, 31bs.:
F. tenuittlia, 2lbs. ; Lolium pcrenne te'nue, 20lbs. j Poa nemo-
rahs, lijlb. ; P. nem. sempervirens, l$lb.; P. trivialis, ljib. •

lrif61ium repens, 71bs.; T. minus, Slbs.t
Mowing.- Fungus.—The quantity of lawn-grass which a manmay mow and sweep in a day, varies so much with the state of

he weather and the quality of the grass that it is impossible
name any certain extent. It is seldom In summer that
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Select 1,sta of Pansies wiu «e found at pp. 73and 105 t— 5. jr. G.-The Azalea is correctly named.t—-A

1 <»<ng Beginner.--Your plants arc, 1. Epidendrum ellfpticum :
2. Acacia prostrata

; 4. Pultensea subnmbellata
; 6. Corvdalisbulbosa. The remainder are not sufficiently advanced to be

distinguishable.* A Young Botanist.-We cannot undertake
to determine the names of East and West Indian seeds t
G. L.—If you wish us to ascertain the names of your plants
you must send proper specimens: those which we can make

—Your plants are, 1
.
Hermannia alniiolia

; 3. Phylica ericoldes •

4. Acmadenia pungens.i J. K. F.—Many thanks for your
communication, which we would have availed ourselves of
had we not been in possession of a more extensive IKt Bothhave been prepared from the same source, and though they
differ in numbers, the scale is the same.* Everton. The
climbing annual to which you allude is Ipomcea Quamoclit.t

Lincoln's Inn.—The Pear is Buchanan's Spring Beurre*
known in some collections as the Winter Beurre. The Apple
is the Petworth Seedling, and probably the same asihe Pet-
worth Nonpareil.ll Vertumnus.—Yowr plant is Lapeyrousia
anceps.t E. M. W.— Lusor, and several others. Thanks.
An Inquirer's pl#nt is Acer neapolitanum. T. 0. S.—The
Milford Marrow Pea is a large green Marrow: those you sent
are not.

||

As us ual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week

.
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to

mowing can be performed after ten o'clock in the morning. A
quarter of an acre may therefore be taken as the average quan-
tity. In this case the sweeping will not occupy more than two
or three hours. The value of the work will of cuu«c vary with
the price of labour in different parts of the country.t

Paint.--H. C. inquires for the best cheap stone. colour paint for
rough out- door horticultural purposes. We believe the best is
the anti-corrosive—but painters don't like to use it because it
is difficult to work. The best black paint wc know is the black
oxide of manganese, t

Ciikats.—M. W. K.—We fear you have been sadly cheated
; it

is unwise to deal with people whom nobody knows anything
about. There are no such things as a yellow tree Proony or a
yellow Moss Rose. To buy plants by drawings is like pur-
chasing an estate on the faith of the description of a purring
auctioneer.

Flower-Pots—A Subscriber.—-The sizes of flower-pots vary
considerably in different parts of the country. The following
are the dimensions of the different sizes in the neighbourhood
of London :

—
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Poultry.—A Constant Reader will find good information upon
this point in the article" Poultry " of the " Penny Cyclopedia"
(by Martin Doyle), and also in his own "Cyclopaedia."—M.

MiSCiTM'ANBOUS.--Zeta.—Your question is answered at p. 73 in
the Chronicle for the present year* Poll//.—The eye of your
Polyanthus is not circular, and it forms a ragged edge with the
ground colour; the edging is also irregular round the seg-
ments, and too broad down the centre of each.* Mr, Ivery.
—We do. not consider your seedling Cinerarias any improve-
ment upon many sorts already in cultivation. The flowers are
too small in two of the specimens, and the white has a con-
fused and dusty appearance; in the larger-flowered variety the
white is very pure, but we have many in the same style.*

T. WJs weevils are the Curculio (Otiorhynchus), tenebricosus,
The smaller specimen being the male, and the larger one the
female. B. J. W., Chichester,—Much obliged, but we really
cannot understand the plan. Cannot you send us a better
drawing? t—A Subscriber.—It is not very likely that a Grass
growing in Devonshire should be the same as theTussac Grass
of the Falklands. What you have sent consists of the flower
of Arundo Phragmites, the common reed, the leaf of some
other plant, and the shoot of an Equisetum. This monstrum
trifoi me cost you 3d. for postage, us 2d. for extra postage, and
our readers the loss of a few lines of readable matter. AVas
such a question worth such an expense ? + .4 Housekeeper's
question is rather too absurd ; and we really cannot oblige her
with an answer. An Original Subscriber. — Your seedling
Fuchsia is pretty, and bears some resemblance to F. Lanei ; it

does not, however, equal that variety either in size or br'il-

lioncy of colour.t W. S. D.—Your plants are, 1, Semper-
vivum tortuosum ; 2 appears to be Leptospermum scoparinm

;

4, Kleinia articulata; 5, Acmadenia junipcrina. Aliquis.—
No such plant is known in this part of the country as the

Roman Iris. X A. A'.—The Fungus is a species of Boletus,

springing from the dead parts of trees, which it eventually

destroys.* Evergreen.—Your plants are 1, Cerat6niasiliqua
;

2, Solatium erispum ; 3 appears to be Linura flavumt
21. B. i?. P.—Your plants arc 1, Acacia prostrata; 2, Biosma
capitata-i J* A.—Your specimen is not a Marchantia at all,

but Jungerni;inniaepiphylla.J

—

Juvenis.—What can it possibly

signify to you, me, or any other person of respectability what
such people write, say, or do ? They are much more dangerous to

their friends (?) than to anybody else.1 —Agricola.—Some of

the best Carnations have been enumerated in the late Numbers

The overland mail from India and China has brought
advices from Bombay to the 1st March, and from
Canton to the 21st January. The Indian news is

of great importance, containing the accounts of a hard-
fought battle between the British Army under General
Napier, and the Ameers of Scinde, in which 22,000 Be-
Joocheeswere totally overthrown by a corps of our Indian
Army, amounting to no more than 2,800 men. The loss

of the enemy is estimated at 5000 men, 1000 of whom
were left dead on the field, together with the whole of
their artillery, ammunition, standards, some treasure, and
a considerable quantity of stores. The loss of the British
amounted to upwards of 200, including several officers,

who conspicuously distinguished themselves in the battle.

Three days after the action, the Ameers surrendered
themselves, unconditionally, as prisoners of war, and the
British colours were hoisted over the city of Hyderabad.
The Governor-General arrived at Delhi on the 5th Feb.,

and was preparing to go to Agra, where his presence was
considered necessary to put an end to the disturb-

ances in the Bundelkund territory. It was ru-

moured that the Brahmins of Somnauth had de-

clined to receive the celebrated gates, on the ground
that they had been polluted by their application to

a Mahommedan tomb ; it was therefore necessary
to doviac some other destination for these trophies. From
China the news is satisfactory so far as it conveys the
assurance of continued tranquillity, but in other respects it

is comparatively unimportant. The Emperor and his

Commissioners had shown the strongest desire to main-
tain friendly relations with the British Officers ; and the

prudent measures of the Municipal authorities of Canton
had successfully repressed the angry feelings which led to

the riot of the 7th December. The high Imperial Com-
missioner, deputed by the Chinese Government to conduct
the commercial negotiations with Sir H. Pottinger, had
arrived at Canton, and the first conferences were arranged

to take place on the 21st January.—Our French news is

chiefly of domestic interest, and our intelligence from
Madrid adds little to what was known last week on the

constitution of the New Chamber.—The Portuguese Go-
vernment have refused the terms offered by Lord Aber-
deen on the tariff question, and it is expected that the

British Cabinet will »t once break off the negotiations.

— From the Levant, we have accounts of the remarkable

fatality which has attended the commission appointed to

arrange the differences between Persia and Turkey. Both

the Persian and Turkish Plenipotentiaries had died sud-

denly; the two English Commissioners narrowly escaped

an accidental death, and the two Tatars sent with the

intelligence to Constantinople had died on their way.

—

From the United States we have the President's mes-

sage in reference to the disputed construction of those

portions of Lord Ashburton's Treaty which relate to the

right of search. Mr. Tyler declares against any preten-

sion on the part of Foreign Powers to visit vessels sailing

under the American flag; and hints, in no very obscure

terms, to the disposition of his Government to maintain

this principle by the aid of its whole naval power.

. The message of President Tyler has naturally occupied

attention in both Houses of Parliament; Lord Aberdeen

and Sir R. Peel have declared that the difference of
construction to which the message referred was more
apparent than real ; and the thanks of the House of
Lords were voted last night to Lord Ashburton for the
conclusion of the treaty. On Tuesday, Lord Ashley
brought forward his motion condemnatory of the conti-

nuance of the trade in opium, which he characterised as

inconsistent with the honour and duties of a Christian

kingdom. The motion was opposed by Ministers and
ultimately withdrawn, on the ground that negotiations

were now in progress on the subject of this trade, the fate

of which might be risked by any hasty resolution of the

House. On Thursday Mr. C. Buller moved an address

to the Queen, for an inquiry into the best means of exten-
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sive and systematic colonisation. He did not propose

any specific plan, or an alteration of the existing system,

but urged the Government to extend its principle and

investigate every point of the subject, in order that the

best course might be adopted. Lord Stanley opposed the

motion as unnecessary, because an enlarged system of

emigration was already in operation under the superin-

tendance of Government. After a long and interesting

debate, Mr. C. Buller expressed his satisfaction that the

motion had excited so much attention, and consented to

leave the question in the hands of the Executive.—The

revenue returns for the past quarter have been published

this week ; they confirm the anticipations of the product-

iveness of the Income Tax, and show a steady increase in

the Post-office ; but on all the other branches of revenue

there is still a falling off. The results, however, are more

satisfactory than those exhibited by the Quarter ending in

January last, and they may be considered to indicate that

the country has surmounted the worst of its embarassments.

' Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert continue at

Buckingham Palace. Her Majesty during the week has

taken her usual daily walk in the gardens of the Palace,

and is in excellent health. All the arrangements have

been made at the Palace in anticipation of her Majesty's

accouchement, which is expected to take place almost

daily.—Lord Charles Wellesley, clerk marshal, has suc-

ceeded Colonel Buckley in the duties of equerry in wait-

ing on the Queen, and Colonel Bouverie has succeeded

Maj.-Gen. Sir Edward Bowater as equerry in waiting on

Prince Albert.—The King of Hanover is expected to

arrive in London on a visit to this country, in the course

of the present month.
Official Appointments.—Capt. Fitzroy, late member for

Durham, has been appointed Governor of New Zealand.

It is rumoured that Mr. Pemberton is to have the seals of

the Duchy of Lancaster, as Chancellor, and that the Hon.

J. Talbot, son of Earl Talbot, is to succeed Mr. Pemberton

as Attorney-General to the Duke of Cornwall. Mr.
Wordsworth has been appointed Poet Laureate, in the

room of the late Dr. Southey.

Parliamentary Movements.—The contest for the repre-

sentation of Durham, vacant by the appointment of Capt.

Fitzroy to the Governorship of New Zealand, terminated

on Tuesday in the return of Lord Dungannon ; the

numbers were— for Lord Dungannon, 507 : for Mr. Bright,

406. The Nottingham election closed on Thursday, when
Mr. Gisborne, the Liberal candidate, was returned ^by a

majority of 117 ; the numbers were : for Mr. Gisborne,

1848; for Mr. J. Walter, jun. t 1731—The AUilune

election has terminated in the return of Mr. Collett, the

Liberal candidate. The numbers were : for Mr. Collett,

114 ; for Capt. Beresford 108. A petition has been pre-

sented by the liberal electors of Cambridge against the

return of Mr. Fitzroy Kelly. A vacancy has occurred in

the representation of East Suffolk by the death of Sir

B. Vere.

The Revenue.—The official returns of the revenue for

the year and quarter which ended on the 5th inst. have

just been published. They more than confirm the antici-

pations of the productiveness of the Income-tax, which

causes an increase in the total amount of the returns
;

but, with the exception of the Post-Office, they still show
a falling-off on all the other branches of revenue. The
total ordinary income for the year ended April 5, 1842,

was 45,363,827/.; that for the year just ended was
46,0 78,8 10/.— showing an increase on the year of 7 1 4,983/.

The total ordinary income for the quarter ended April 5,

1842, was 8,720,532/.; that of the quarter just ended

was 10,469,477/.—showing an increase on the quarter of

1,748,945/. The following are the details :—The returns

for the Year exhibit an increase in the Income-tax of

2,456,288/. ; Post - Office, 103,000/. ; Miscellaneous,

425,969/.; to which must be added, Imprest and other

moneys, 154,913/. ; Repayments of Advances, 65,614/.

—

making the total increase 3,205,784. There is a decrease

in the Customs of 1,076,336/.; Excise, 1,059,093/,;

Stamps, 146,790/.; Taxes, 146,082/.; Crown-Lands,
62,500/.—making a total decrease of 2,490,801/., which,

deducted from the above increase of 3,205,784/., gives, as

stated above, a total increase on the year's accounts of

714,983/. The returns for the Quarter show an increase

in the Income-tax of 1,885,232/.; Post-Office, 2.000/.;

Miscellaneous, 218,363/.—making a total of 2,105,595/.

They show a decrease in Customs of 275,516/.; Excise,

1,78P/. ; Stamps, 6,361/. ; Taxes, 8,055/. ; Crown-Lands,
15,500/. ; Imprest and other moneys, 8,807/. ; Repay-
ments of Advances, 40,623/.—making a total of 356,650/.,

which, deducted from the above increase of 2,105,595/.,

shows a total increase in the quarter's accounts of

1,748,945/.

Coio?tial and Consular Services.—The estimates for

the year ending March 31st, 1844, are :
— Bahamas,

3410/.; Bermudas, 4049/.; Prince Edward's Island,

3070/.; Sable Island, Nova Scotia, 400/.; Sierra Leone,

Gambia, and Gold Coast, 13,680/. ; St. Helena, including

allowances to late servants of East India Company,
11,500/.; Western Australia, 7785/.; Port Essington,

1468/.; Falkland Islands, 4350/.; New Zealand, 61,093/.;

Heligoland, 1023/. ; Governors and others, West Indies,

18,667/. ; Clergy, North America and New Zealand,

12,190/.; Indian Department, Canada, 18,895/.; Emi-
gration, 11,286/.; Justices in the West Indies, Mauritius,
&c., 49,700/. ; Negro Education, 18,000/. ; Captured
Negroes, Support, &c, 35,000/. ; Commissioners, for
Suppression of Slave Trade, 23,000/.; Consuls Abroad,

104,700/.—Total, 403,336/. The total for the year 1841,

was 381,212/.; and for 1842, 392,154/.; thus showing an

increase, as compared with 1841, of 22,124/. ; and of

11,182/., as compared with 1842.—The charge for the

establishment in China, which has usually formed part of

this estimate, will be submitted in a separate estimate, as

soon as the arrangements are completed.

Houses of Parliament.—A return made to the House

of Commons, published this week, states that the total

amount already expended for building the new Houses of

Parliament is 380,483/. 10s.; the amount voted has been

438,500/. ; and consequently, 58,016/. 10s. is in hand

unexpended, which will be required for works now in pro-

gress of completion. It is estimated that a further sum

of 578,424/. 12^. 9d. will be required to complete the

buildings. The total amount of Mr. Barry's estimate will

therefore be 1,016,924/. 125. 9rf., besides what will be re-

quired for completing the landing-places, making good

the pavings, furniture, and fittings, and for decorations

by works of art.

Yeomanry.—A parliamentary return of the number and

expenses of the effective yeomanry of Great Britain, in the

year 1842, states the number of troops to have been 247,

containing 831 officers and 13,358 men ; the total expense

connected with whose maintenance was 101,831/. 85. lid.

The amount voted by Parliament was 82,458/., thus show-

ing the excess of expenditure beyond the vote of Parlia-

ment to have been 19,373/. 85. lie/. The reason of the

excess arose from unforeseen charges on account of corps

called out in aid of the civil power. Six yeomanry corps,

containing six troops and 472 men, now serving gratui-

tously, are to be placed upon the permanent establishment

from the 1st of this month ; and seven additional corps,

to consist of 16 troops and 935 men, are expected to be

raised for the present year.

Stamp Duties on Legacies, #<?•—A Parlia™entary

paper, just published, shows that in the year ending the

5th Jan., 1843, the total amount of duty paid for legacies,

probates, and administrations, was—in England and

Wales, 2,001,960/. 7s. 8c/.; in Scotland, 150,213/. lis.

2<Z.; in Ireland, 114,923/. 15s. 6£e/. ;
total 2,267,105/.

Us. 4\d. Duties received since 1797—in England,

59,643,426/. 6s. llrf. ; in Scotland, 3,287,910/. 10s. 8d;

in Ireland, 1,664,853/. 8s.0\d. Total duties received

since the 1797 amount to 64,596,190/. 6s. 4\d.

foreign.
France.—The recent debates in the French Chambers

have been mostly of domestic interest, and M. Barrot's

notice of a motion, for limiting the jurisdiction of the

Court of Peers, and liberating journalists from that of the

Correctional Police, occupies the chief attention of the

Paris journals of Monday. In the Chamber of Deputies,

on Friday, M. Desjaubert expressed an apprehension that

the Government was about to commit a great imprudence

in reviving the old claims of France to the Island of

Madagascar. M. Guizot, in reply, entered upon a full

expose of the system pursued and contemplated by the

French Government in the Pacific, and now in the Indian

Sea ; and which, he explains, is " not to compromise or

commit France by endeavouring to form extensive colonial

establishments at a long distance from home, and to incur

by such proceeding the danger of involving her in serious

contests with the natives of those countries, or with

foreign powers generally. That which is advantageous to

France and indispensable for her, is to possess points on

the globe destined to become great centres of trade and

navigation, and which will prove secure and strong mari-

time stations, which would at once serve in aid of our

commerce by affording harbours and shelter for our

shipping, with means of refit, without our being compelled

to resort for those objects to foreign ports." The bill

relative to the organization of the Privy Council, and the

bills for confirming the provisional arrangements entered

into by the Minister of Public Works with the companies

contracting for the railroads from Paris to Calais and

Lille, and from Avignon to Marseilles, were presented to

the Chamber on Monday.—The nuptials of the Princess

Clementine of Orleans are fixed for the 20th inst., and

will be celebrated at Fontainebleau.—Accounts from

Algiers state that General Bugeaud is making immense

preparations for another campaign, which is to commence

about the ]8th April, and is announced as likely to con-

solidate the domination of France before the end of the

present year. In the meanwhile, the French troops are

fighting in almost all directions. General Lamoriciere is

engaged on the Upper Oued-Riou, near the margin of the

desert; General Gentil is struggling with the enemy at

Mazonna; Generals de Bar and Changarnier are actively

fighting in the Dahra and the Beni-Menacer Mountains

;

the Medeah column has perpetual conflicts with the Kabyls

of the east ; General d'Hilliers and two Colonels are com-

bating the Kabyls of the mountains between Bona and

Constantina ; and, lastly, the column which recently

yielded the Duke d'Aumale a splendid tribute in the

Moniteur, has returned from the expedition in such a

state of exhaustion, that a large proportion of the men are

now in the hospitals.

Spain.—We have advices from Madrid to the 2Jth

ult. The new chamber is said to be composed as follows :

—Anti-coalitionists, 103; Coalitionists, 61; Doubtful,

18. It is expected that the 103 will support the Regent,

and all the measures of the present ministry. As to the

exact men they may desire, some doubt still exists

;

it is, however, reported as certain that the Govern-

ment had despatched a courier to General Sancho, the

minister in London, calling upon him to repair immedi-

ately to Madrid, the Regent being desirous to consult him

on the organization of a new Ministry.—The contract tor

the quicksilver mines of Almaden was on the 28th ult.

adjudged to Messrs. Rothschild. The price (81£ dollars

per metrical quintal) is 21 dollars higher than that fixed

by the contract which is to expire in November next. The
new contract is to endure for four years.

Portugal.—Accounts from Lisbon to the 27th ult,,

mention that the ultimatum of Lord Aberdeen on the

tariff question has been rejected by the Portuguese Go-
vernment, which will not consent to any reduction on

English woollens beyond their former propositions. It

is therefore expected that the English Cabinet will at once

break off the negotiations, and that the convention is vir-

tually at an end.—The comet had caused a great sensation

at Lisbon, many of the inhabitants believing that the end

of the world was come. All the confessionals of the city-

were crowded with penitents for many days, and several

people were so much affected that they have been sent to

the public madhouse.
Switzerland.-—On the morning of the 25th ult, at

seven o'clock, a severe shock of earthquake was felt at

Basle and its neighbourhood. The barometer fell at the

time only about one line, but a sudden change of weather

followed immediately, it having been unusually milcl for

the season previously to the shock, and severely cold

afterwards.

Germany.—The Diet of the States of Prussia was

opened on the 16th ult., at Konigsberg, by a speech from

the Royal Commissary, remarkable for its liberal ex-

pressions. " A powerful spirit," he said, " of a beneficent

nature, as well as of a mischievous character, is abroad

in the present age ; and, therefore, is it ihe more neces-

sary for all who have the true welfare of their country at

heart to keep a clear, unclouded view before them ; not to

permit theories—specious perhaps, but nevertheless su-

perficial in themselves, to misguide them ;
not to let the

blessed light, which is so happily kindling, grow into an

all-consuming flame ; finally, not to exchange the solid

good we enjoy for doubtful or deceiving hopes in prospect."

According to a circular from the firm of Brockhaus, of

Leipsic, as proprietors, the German A llgemeine Zeitnng

reappeared on the 1st inst., Professor Biilau having con-

sented to become the editor; and with this change the

journal will again be licensed in the Prussian dominions.

The Carlsruhe Gazette states that a shock of an earth-

quake was felt in the district of Loerrach, in the Grand

Duchy of Baden, on the morning of the 25th ult. The

doors and windows of the houses were forced open, and

furniture was thrown down, but no house fell, and no

person was injured A suspension-bridge, surpassing all

that has been seen, is to be constructed at Vienna, across

the Danube. It will be 1,470 English feet in length, with

only one pier in the river. The Postal convention is

spreading in Germany, from north to south. Austria and

Saxony have concluded an agreement by which G kreuzers

shall be charged for every distance short of ten German
miles, and 12 kreuzers for every greater distance. There

are cases, however, in which slight augmentations take

place.—The first vessel which reached the free port of

Treves, from Holland, was the occasion of a great fete on

the 17th.

Italy.—Advices'from Rome mention that the Pontifical

Government had abolished, to a certain extent, the exor-

bitant privilege which hitherto insured impunity to male-

factors who sought an asylum in the churches and con-

vents of the Pope's dominions. A recent legislative

enactment provides, that hereafter the secular authorities

may cause to be followed and arrested, wherever they may
take refuge, all individuals guilty—1st, of the destruction

of relics, or images of the saints ; 2d, of profanation of

the churches ; 3d, of insults by words or violence against

clergymen dressed in their costumes ; 4 th, of high treason ;

5th, of murder; 6th, of highway robbery, either singly

or with the aid of accomplices; and 7th, of coining.—

A letter, dated Milan the 24th ult., states that four earth-

quakes had been felt in Calabria since the 27th December-

The last occurred on the 1 3th February, but fortunately

no injury was sustained.—Letters from Naples state that

the nucleus of the comet had been distinctly seen there.

Turkey and Persia.—We have intelligence from

Constantinople of the 17th, and from Smyrna of the 19th

ult. The arrangement of the difference between Turkey

and Persia is said to have made no progress since our last

accounts from the Turkish capital. The Trebizond packet

had brought despatches from Persia, from which it appears

that Meerza Jaffer, the Persian Plenipotentiary to the

Conference at Erzeroum, had died suddenly at Tabreez*

a few days after the death of Nourri Effendi, the Turkish

Plenipotentiary, at Erzeroum. A most extraordinary

fatality has displayed itself on this occasion, and n°

Eastern story-teller, who delights in marvellous coinci-

dences, could have imagined a series of disasters more

astonishing than those which have distinguished these

ill-fated conferences. Before starting from Constanti-

nople, Captain Williams, the English commissioner, was,

immediately after his nomination, taken dangerously
y

]
'

so as to necessitate the appointment of a coadjutor, th

Honourable Mr. Curzon. Shortly after the arrival 01

these gentlemen, accompanied by Mr. Redhouse, the 1

interpreter, at their post, the whole party narrow 1?

escaped suffocation, having fallen asleep in a room hea

j

te
,

by charcoal. It is also stated that the Tatar despatch^

from Erzeroum to Tabreez to announce the death

Nourri Effendi, and the Tatar sent from Tabreez v 1 *

the news of Meerza Jaffer's death, had both died on l^
c

way.—The news from Syria is not important. A

comet had been seen at Smyrna during several succe

sive evenings. , nl

India.—The Oriental steamer arrived at Malta fro

Alexandria on the 30th ult, bringing the Overland In

Mail, despatched from Bombay by the Victoria steani >

on the 1st ult. The dates are therefore to the 1st Ma*

from Bombay, and to the 22d January from China*

>
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the 17th February, General Sir C. Napier obtained a bril-

liant victory in Scinde, near Hyderabad, after three hours
of a desperate struggle ; 22.000 Beloochees were entirely
defeated by 2,700 English, who had 250 killed or wounded,
including 18 officers. It appears that the British Govern-
ment, having introduced civilisation into a portion of
Scinde, and taken possession of the Indus, the navigation
of which became a matter of general benefit, a demand
was made on the Ameers to give up, for the use of that

navigation, certain strips of land lying along the river.

They, feeling that they could not immediately refuse,

temporized, until at length their troops were collected,
when, on the 14th February, they sent word to Major
Outram to retire from their city. Major Outram, who
did not suppose that they would proceed to extremities,

delayed. On the 15tli f the residency of the British Po-
litical Agent was attacked : it was gallantly defended by
100 men for several hours ; but at length, their ammuni-
tion having been expended, the British soldiers retired,

with a small loss, to the steamers, and proceeded to join

Sir Charles Napier, then at the head of about 2,700 men, at
a distance of 20 miles from Hyderabad- The Ameers, in

the meantime, hastened to attack the British force. On
the following day, Gen. Napier marched to Mutharee,
and, on his arrival there, ascertained that the Ameers
were in position at Meeanee, distant about ten miles,
to the number of twenty-two thousand men. Being
aware that any delay for reinforcements would both
strengthen the confidence of the enemy, and add to

their numbers, although his own force was not one-
seventh part of the enemy's, Sir C. Napier resolved
Upon making an immediute attack, and, accordingly,
marched towards Meeanee at four o'clock in the morning
(the 17th). At eight, a.m., the advanced guard of Gen.
Napier's force discovered the enemy's camp, and at nine
o clock the British troops formed in order of battle, being
composed of about 2,800 men, of all arms, and 12 pieces
°f artillery. The enemy opened a most determined and
destructive fire upon the British troops, and, during the
action which ensued, with the most undaunted bravery
repeatedly rushed upon them sword in hand. After a
most resolute and desperate contest, which lasted for up-
wards of three hours, the enemy was completely defeated
a**d put to flight, with the estimated loss of about 5,000
men, 1,000 of whom were left dead on the field ; together
^ith the whole of their artillery, ammunition, and stand-
ards, a considerable quantity of stores, and some treasure.
The following day, Meer Roostum Khan, Meer Nusseer
Khan, and Meer Wullee Mahomed of Kyrpore ; Meer
Nusseer Khan, Meer Shadad Khan, and Meer Hoossein
Khan of Hyderabad, came into the camp of Gen. Napier,
and unconditionally gave themselves up as prisoners
°f war

; and the British colours were hoisted over the
city of Hyderabad on the 20th February. The Governor-
General, in his official report, states, with regret, that
considerable loss has attended this brilliant victory. In
particular, he mentions the following officers, who, after
having conspicuously distinguished themselves, died on
the field of battle:—Major Teasdale, commanding 25th
Reg., B.N.I. ; Captain Tew, her Majesty's 22d Reg,

;

Adjutant Cookson, 9th Reg., B.L.C. ; Brevet-Major
Jackson, 12th Reg., B.N.I. ; Brevet-Captain Meade,
12th Reg., B.N.I. ; and Lieut. Wood, 12th Reg., B.N.I.
^-The intelligence from Afghanistan is, that anarchy con-
tinues to prevail there. Akhbar Khan is said to be
faster of Cabnl, and his father Dost Mahomed is pro-
ceeding from Lahore towards Peshawur, as if to join him.
Akhbar Khan has threatened to invade the province of
"eshawur, and to take it from the Sikhs, but the good
treatment of Dost Mahomed by the latter may prevent
hat invasion. From Candahar, news lias been received
Ilat Sufter Jung had been compelled to quit that city,

ar|d to seek safety in flight. Lord Ellenborough, who had
**rrived at Delhi on the 5th February, was preparing to go

Agra, where his presence was considered necessary

—

£t only on account of the death of Scindia, the powerful
jpef of Gwalior, at the age of 27 years, to whom an adopted

^

eir has been named—but also in order to contribute, by
arious arrangements, to put an end to the disturbances

*

o

n the Buldelkund districts. Col. Malcolm left Bombay
n the 18th February, on board a steamer, in order to

d^li
p
uv er the ratified treaty to the Plenipotentiary. The

J-°uruMartial on Gen. Shelton and Major Pottinger has
rminated in their acquittal,

j
^Hina.—We have advices from China to the 20th
nM but the news is unimportant Tranquillity conti-
es to be preserved in Canton, and the discontented

.

\flP\
which led to the riot of the 7th December, and

Se

llc" st ill in some degree prevails amongst the populace,

fiiir^
8 **kely to be entirely subdued by the prudent mea-

ttiaV
°^ ^ e milI"cipa l authorities. An attempt had been

the
6 t0 klow UP one °f tne I

)U b'*c gates of the city, but

Co.
*?
rorn

l ,fc issuing by the government of proclamations,
ehed in a decided tone, and which had the effect of

tj.
Venting any serious disturbances, proved at the same

£g a
anxiety of the Chinese officers to confirm the

As J
ee"nS now subsisting between the two governments,

that* •

Urt 'ler
I)ro°f of their sincerity it may be mentioned

U
m a recent number of the Pekin Gazette, an an-
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lent 's ttiade that the "strongest imperial com-
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)een S*ven to ^ie g°vernors >

&c -> of the
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ang? Fukeen, and Keangnan provinces, to use their
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endeavours for the maintenance of friendly rela-

by *
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*
E' epoo, the high imperial commissioner, deputed

Jiee
? Chinese Government to conduct the commercial

the
](

!
atlons w >th Sir H. Pottinger, arrived at Canton on

He i

January, and took up his residence in the city.

vaf
^^ediately apprised the plenipotentiary of his arri-

** hriif
Xt WaS arranSed that the fir*t conferences should

e«* at Whampoa, about the 21st January. Wheu

Elepoo reached Canton, the Hong merchants expressed
their desire to have an interview with him, which he de-
clined

; and it is now said that he has demanded from
them, by next June, the whole amount of their debts,
which is to the extent of three millions of dollars.

_
United States.—The packet-ship Philadelphia ar-

rived off Dover on Friday, with American papers to the
4th March ; and on Saturday the Great Western steam-
ship arrived at Liverpool from New York, which place she
left on the 17th ult., having experienced very rough
weathef in the Atlantic. The Oxford and the Patrick
Henry packet-ships also arrived at Liverpool on the same
day with the Great Western, but the news by the steamer
being several days later, embraces all that was conveyed
by the other vessels. On the 27th February a message
from the President was read in the House of Representa-
tives, in reply to a request from the latter body for a copy
of any communication received from the British Govern-
ment as to the construction put by the President on those
portions of Lord Ashburton's treaty which relate to the
right of search question. Mr. Tyler, in his message,
strongly declares against any pretension, on the part of
foreign Powers, to visit vessels sailing under the American
flag. Mr. Webster, the Secretary of State, supplied the
substance of a communication from Lord Aberdeen to
Mr. Fox, the British Minister in Washington, wherein his
Lordship protests against the supposition that any one of
the principles, in respect to this question, heretofore con-
tended for by Great Britain, was in the slightest degree
compromised by the late treaty. The President says, *• I
regarded the eighth article as removing a possible pretext—on the ground of mere necessity—to visit and detain
our ships upon the African coast, because of an alleged
abuse of our flag by slave traders of other nations. We
had taken upjtti ourselves the burden of preventing any
such abuse by stipulating to furnish an armed force—re-
garded by both the high contracting parties as sufficient
to accomplish that object. Denying as we did and do, a
colour of right to exercise any such general police over
the flags of independent nations, we did not demand of
Great Britain any formal renunciation of her pretension.
Still less had we the least idea of yielding anything our-
selves in that respect. We chose to make a practical set-

tlement of the question. This we owed to what we had
already done upon this subject. The honour of the coun-
try called for it, the honour of its flag demanded that it

should not be used by others to cover an iniquitous traffic.

This Government, I am very sure, has both the inclination
and the ability to do this ; and, if need be, it will not
content itself with a fleet of 80 guns—but sooner than any
foreign Governments shall exercise the province of exe-
cuting its laws, and fulfilling its obligations, the highest
of which is to protect its flag alike from abuse and insult

—it would, I doubt not, put in requisition for that
purpose its whole naval power. The purpose of this

Government is faithfully to fulfil the treaty on its part;
and it will not permit itself to doubt that Great Bri-
tain will comply with it on hers. In this way peace will
be best preserved and the most amicable relations
maintained between the two countries." The Presi-
dential campaign is fairly opened. The following are
named as candidates for the office :—Mr. Tyler, Mr. Van
Buren, Mr. Calhoun, Mr. Cass, Judge M'Lean, Mr. John-
son of Kentucky, and Mr. Buchannan. The great contest

will be between Mr. Van Buren and Mr. Calhoun. It is

thought, however, by the friends of Mr. Tyler that the

struggle will end in his nomination. Mr. Webster, it is

understood, is on the point of retiring from the Cabinet,

and Mr. Cushing, it is said, will succeed him as Secretary

of State. A rumour prevailed that Mr. Webster will be
appointed Minister at London, in the place of Mr. Everett,

who is going to China—The comet, the sudden appear-
ance of which in our hemisphere has excited so much in-

terest, had as suddenly appeared in the western hemi-
sphere. Its tail was first observed on the 5th ult., and
excited as much interest in America as in Europe. On
the 11th, the head was observed considerably elevated
above the horizon, and close to the well-known star Beta
of the Whale. At 7 o'clock, its right ascension was 1

hour 43 minutes, and its declination 11£ degrees. " The
nucleus presented the appearance of a bright central spot,
enveloped in a misty haze, elongated in the direction of

the train, the whole somewhat resembling a lamp seen
through a shade of ground glass."^

"WjsST Indies.—The royal mail steamer Teviot arrived

on Sunday with mails from Mexico and some of the West
India Islands, but none from Jamaica. She brought

about 700,000 dollars and 105 serous of cochineal on
freight. The Avon was thirty days on her outward pas-

sage, having expended all her coals in fifteen days after

leaving Falmouth. The Trent had not arrived. Another
expedition, consisting of 600 to 700 men, had sailed in

the steamer Montezuma, from Vera Cruz, for Campeachy,

private reports from which place were unfavourable,

but nothing official had been reported by the Mexican
Government. From St. Thomas's we learn that several

slight shocks of earthquake have been experienced there

since the departure of the last mail boat, but causing no

injury of any kind. A letter from St. Domingo says that

all the southern part of that fine island is in a slate of

civil war. St. Jeremie is the head-quarters of the Revo-

lutionists where there are 5,000 insurrectionists under

arm*' their object being the establishment of a govern-

ment system similar to that of the United States.

Brazils.—We have accounts from Rio to the 8th Feb.

They state that Mr. Ellis's mission has entirely failed,

and that he is making preparations to return to this coun-

try immediately, in the Malabar, IJis proposal for a fresh

treaty has been rejected by the Brazilian Ministers, the

terms not being such as they are willing to accept ; but

they have offered to treat if the English Government will
reduce the duties on Brazilian sugar and coffte to the
same rates as those on sugar and coffee the produce of
the British colonies. Mr. Ellis had no power to nego-
tiate on any such terms, and it was understood that he
would remain only until the Malabar was ready to sail

unless this display of decision should shake the determi-
nation of the Brazilian Government.

:parltameM.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—A conversation occurred respecting; the last message
of President Tyler, on the subject of the right of visitation as
affected by the treaty of Washington. The Marquess of Lans-
downk remarked upon the difference of opinion as to the true
construction of the eighth article of the treaty, and requested
any information Ministers could afford.—Lord Aberdkkn pro-
fessed his willingness to produce whatever papers might be re-
quired, and the motion in which Lord Lansdowne had embodied
his request was agreed to.—Lord Campbell, while in the act of
expressing his regret at the absence of Lord Brougham, whose
motion in approbation of the conduct of the negotiation stood
for the following evening, was suddenly interrupted by the ap-
pearance of the learned ex-Chancellor. A series of explanations
followed, which ended in the postponement of Lord Brougham's
motion until Friday next. Lord Abkrhekn then expressed his
conviction that, although the difference of construction to which
the President's message referred, related to a very important
part of the treaty, it was more apparent than real, that it could
lead to no serious inconvenience, or produce any unpleasant
consequences. Lord Brougham pledged himself to demonstrate
the truth of this opinion, and in its correctness Lord Ashburton
concurred. lie had inquired into this, among other matters
which were subjects of complaint, during his visit to the United
States, and had heard nothing but expressions of satisfaction at
the explanation given by this country.
Lord Wicklow then moved the second reading of the Dogs'

Bill, but was opposed by Lord Campbell, Lord Malmesbury, and
Lord Whamcliffe. Lord Carnarvon and Lord Brougham sup-
ported the Bill, but on a division the numbers appeared equal,
and the Lord Chancellor declared in favour of the "Non-Con-
tents." The bill was accordingly lost.
Tuesday.—The business this evening consisted in the presenta-

tion of petitions, and the forwarding of some routine business,
of no general interest.
Thursday,—Lord Monteaglb moved for returns relating to

the import and export of woollens and cottons, his object being
to show the alarming decrease which had taken place, and from
which he inferred that nothing could be more injurious in a
country like this than taxes on raw materials.—Tne Duke of
Wellington said that the repeal of those taxes would involve a
loss to the revenue of 800,000/., and it would, therefore, be better
to wait until they ascertained the state of the revenue. The in-
come-tax was to cease in two years, and it would then be ne-
cessary to have a sufficient revenue to meet the expenditure of
the country. He recommended that the returns should be lor a
period of ten years, instead of seven, as moved for, and he pro-
posed an amendment to that effect.—Lord Montkaolk agreed
to the amendment, and after some remarks from Lord Ashbur-
ton, the returns were ordered.

Lord Brougham expressed a hope that some intimation would
be given as to whether the last quarter's income-tax might be
considered as a fair criterion of its produce for the year. He al-
ways thought that the tax would produce six millions; but from
the present quarter's returns, it might be taken as over seven mil-
lions.—Lord Wharnclikfb said it was no criterion cne way or
another, as it included a portion of the previous quarter, while
a considerable proportion of the last quarter remained unpaid.
He would, however, endeavour to ascertain the state of the in-
formation.—The Dnkeof Wkllinoton said he understood the
produce of the tax would be about four millions and a half ; but
Lord Brougham considered that it would be more.
Friday.—Lord BROUGHAM brought forward his motion for a

vote of thanks to Lord Ashburton, for having; successfully nego-
tiated the recent treaty with America.—The Duke of Cambridge
cordially supported the motion,—The Marquess of Lansdowne
opposed it as unprecedented ; and since he could not view
the treaty with satisfaction, he moved, as an amendment, the
adjournment of the House.—Lord Aberdkkn, Lord Colchester,
Lord Dknman, and the Earl of Carnarvon, spoke in favour of
the vote, and Lord Campbell against it; when the question of
adjournment was put and negatived, and the motion was carried
without a division.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—Lord Joun Russell, with reference to Mr. Hume's

approaching motion upon the Washington treaty, desired to
notice the great difference between the British aud American
Governments respecting the construction of the 8th article (that
which regards the Right of Visit), and to ask for the production of
some of the papers relating to that adjustment ; observing that
the House could not very conveniently discuss the merits of the
negotiator, unless the real effect of his negotiation were made
clearly apparent.—Sir R. Pbkl declared his intention to present
several papers respecting: this matter

5 but stated that Lord Ash-
burton had not been authorized to negotiate at all upon the right
of visit, the British Government having in no degree departed
from the principle affirmed in Lord Aberdeen's communication
to Mr. Everett, which was dated December, 1841, and had never
been answered by the American Government.
On the motion to re-commit the Voters* Registration Bill, Lord

J. Russkll adverted to the insertion of the new clauses, investing

the Judges of the Common Pleas with the jurisdiction of final

appeal from the revising barristers. These clauses were, in his

opinion, too important to be properly introduced into a bill on
its re-commitment pro forma.. Had these clauses civesting the

House of its final control, been contained in the bill as originally

drawn, he was not sure that he could have consented to the
second reading.— Sir J. Graham said that this alteration had
been regularly introduced, while the bill was under consideration
in committee; but as it was now to be reconsidered, any objec-
tions might be made to this appellate jurisdiction, the object of
which was to refer to the decision of a court of law, not a ques-
tion of fact or of evidence, but one strictly of a legal nature.—
After a few observations from Sir Gkorok Grey and Mr. Hume,
the bill was recommitted, and the committee proceeded clause
by clause. A conversational discussion arose on various clauses
but no material difference of opinion arose until on arriving at
the 58th clause. Lord J. Russkll renewed his objection to
the bestowing an appellate jurisdiction to the Court of Common
Pleas, and hoped that the Government would, at all events
postpone the period of parting with the power of the House
of Commons. He objected to bestowing this power on the
judges, who might be exposed to the charge of partiality if
they happened to decide a case in accordance with what were
known to be their poitical feelings

j experience also warned us,
that there was a tendency in lawyers to interpret the law in the
narrowest possible spirit, especially in matters connected with
the liberty of the subject.-Sir J. Graham contended that in
ancient as well as in modern times, the courts of law had taken
a prominent part in protecting the lights and liberties of the
people. The noble Lord, in the Irish Registration Bill, had
recognised this very principle, and to a greater extent, for the
Judges of Assize in Ireland were given by his bill jurisdiction
not only in questions of law, but also in questions of fact and
evidence.—After some observations by Mr. Darbv and Mrs
Rutherford, Mr. Rokbuck said that they were about to thrust
on the judges a mass of business which, overwhelmed as they
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•were already, they would never get through without neglecting

their more legitimate avocations.—The Attornev-Gknicrai-
contended that the courts of law were the fitting judges of a

point of law, which he would refer to their consideration, not
with the slightest intention of diminishing the authority of the
House of Commons, but for the more effectual settlement of dis-

puted legalities.— After some remarks from Lord John Russell
and Mr. Hardy, Mr. C. Buller appealed to actual experience in

proof of the great inconvenience of referring any political matter

to the decision of the judges— decisions would always be inter-

preted according to political bias. Instead of parting with their

power, let them rather amend their election committees, and

simplify their system of procedure.—The Solicitor. General
explained that the intention was, that the Court of Common Pleas

should decide on the validity of any particular vote submitted to

its judgment by the revising barrister, and that its decision on

that particular vote should be final and conclusive. This was
not parting with the power and privileges of the House of Com-
mons. Questions connected with the municipal franchise were
constantly referred by political parties to the Court of Queen's

Bench, and nobody thought of impugning the impartiality of the

judges.— Sir G. Grey, considering that some appellate jurisdic-

tion was necessary, was disposed to view the one proposed as

the best.—The committee then divided, affirming the clause by

164 to 51.—The rest of the evening was occupied with discussing

the successive clauses of the bill, which passed unopposed.

Tuesday.—Lord Ashley, after presenting three petitions from

the Wesleyan, Baptist, and London Missionary Societies, brought

on his motion condemnatory of the continuance of the trade in

opium, and the monopoly of its growth in the territories of Bri-

tish India as being ** destructive of all relations of amity between

England and China, injurious to the manufacturing interests of

the country, by the very serious diminution of legitimate com-

merce, and utterly inconsistent with the honour and duties of a

Christian kingdom ; and that steps be taken, as soon as possible,

with due regard to the rights of governments and individuals, to

abolish the evil." Disclaiming all personal interest in the ques-

tion, and any feeling of hostility to the East India Company, he

adduced personal testimony to the injurious effect of the trade

on the morals of the Chinese, and its tendency to diminish and

destroy our influence with the better classes ; and adduced com-

parative statistical statements to show the injury done to legi-

timate commerce. Some remarkable tables showed that, as the

importations of opium increased, that of cotton goods fell, and

vice versa. A parallel case occurred in Ireland, where the peo-

ple, when dissuaded from the use of intoxicating liquors, spent

their money in the purchase of meat, bread, and clothing, and

were in all respects a happier and a better population. But

though the commercial aspect of the question was important,

the moral bearings of the case were much more so. The delete-

rious effects of the drug on the minds and bodies of the Chinese

were testified to by various witnesses. In India its influence

was equally pernicious; it was converting the inhabitants of

Assam into a treacherous, cowardly, and cruel people, whose
characteristics, as appeared from old accounts, were those of a

manly, active, and intelligent race. The monopoly of the culti-

vation of opium in India was oppressive in its administration, and

generally obnoxious to the ryots, who would prefer the cultiva-

tion of other articles. It had been said that the poppy was only

cultivated on waste lands ; such was not the fact, as its growth

required rich and fertile soil. An individual who had resided

seven years in China had furnished bim with the details of his

experience: and he asserted that the opium-clippers were fur-

nished with arms from the Government arsenals, and were re-

garded by the Chinese as being practically vessels of war engaged
in our service. The East India Company did not, however,
stand alone as the supporters of the vile traffic, for a committee
of the House of Commons had declared its opinion that it was
not expedient to disturb the trade, as an equal amount of reve-

nue could not be so conveniently raised from any other source.

Mr. Macaulay, on a late occasion, had declared that anything

which tended to degrade Christianity was treason against the

civilization of the human race. This traffic did prejudice the

Chinese against Christianity, whose first inquiry of the mis-

sionaries was why their countrymen brought them this obnoxious

drug? Even so late as last Wednesday, the Baptist Missionary

Society had come to the conclusion of not sending a missionary

to China, but of transmitting the sacred Scriptures through the

medium of the American missionaries, because the feeling was
so strong against the British, on account of the opium traffic.

Persons conversant with the details of the trade, said that the

mere abolition of the monopoly would at once abate nine-tenths

of the evil; and its practicability was affirmed by official persons,

who had given their opinion that the prohibition of the growth

of the opium in British India would strike at the root of the evil.

It was alleged that the Chinese were not sincere in their efforts

against the opium trade. But that was a matter we had nothing

to do with: if the Chinese Emperor, instead of prohibiting the

importation ofopium, were to lay an ad valorem duty on it, he
might realise a million sterling in duty. But as he did not do
this, we were not warranted in charging the Chinese Govern-

ment with insincerity. The noble Lord after adducing the

names of our most eminent medical men, who have given their

testimony against the growth of the opium, and denying that its

prohibition in India would tend in any way to increase it in any

sensible degree in any other country, concluded by appealing to

the good sense and good feeling of the House, and glanced at

the responsibility which the wide extent of our empire involves,

and which called upon us to pursue a policy which would seek

the peace and goodwill of the human race.

Mr. Brotiierton seconded the motion. He felt its importance
commercially and morally—in a humane and in a religious point

of view, and considered that Lord Ashley deserved well of the

House and the country in bringing it forward. What was morally

wrong could never be politically right. For the sake of the

people of China, as well as of this country—for the interests of

commerce and morals, he hoped the House would interfere and
stop the opium trade.—Mr. Bingham Baring said that the evils

had been greatly exaggerated. If the growth of the poppy were

given up in the Company's territories, he feared that it would only

give encouragement to a system of smuggling opium from the

neighbouring states, which it would be as impossible for the

E. I. Company to check, as it would be for the Chinese to keep

the drug out of their market. The effect of the monopoly was
beneficial to India, for it confined the growth of the poppy to

particular districts, in which opium was not consumed. He did

not mean to contend that the revenue should be maintained in

opposition to every moral consideration j
but the only effectual

way to put a stop to smuggling, was to induce the Emperor of

China to legalise the trade, and there was no reason to suppose
that the despatches now on their route to this country would
not contain a notification of it. He concluded by moving the

previous question.— Sir G. Staunton observed, hy way of preli-

minary, that the owners of the confiscated opium in China were
entitled to full and fair compensation. A fallacious analogy had
been drawn between the consumption of spirits and opium, and
it had been argued that we could not put down the one any more
than the other. He had twice travelled through the great empire

of China from one end to the other; and from his official station,

had had much intercourse with the people, and had found less

annoyance from its police than he has frequently experienced on
the continent of Europe. The Chinese were a shrewd people,

and were sensitive to the importance of a commercial intercourse

with this country. But unfortunately we were unpopular with
them, especially at Canton, where the feeling against us had
risen to hatred ;

and this was not mitigated by the smuggling of
opium; for so strong was the feeling amongst the better
classes, that it was believed that the Emperor could not hold his
throne for a month if he were to legalise the traffic. lie was
anxious that the opium trade should be discountenanced by this
country before it involved us in another war; and he encouraged

Lord Ashley to persevere in his efforts by the example of Mr.
Wilberforce.— Lord Jocki.vn said that the scenes which he had
himself witnessed fully bore out the picture of the physical and
moral evils of the traffic which had been exhibited by Lord
Ashley; and if he believed that the motion would tend to put

down a trade derogatory to this country he would support it.

But he considered that the monopoly of the growth of opium
kept its production in check, though he admitted that for selfish

purposes the Indian Government had recently too much stimu-

lated the growth. But though he condemned the trade, he felt

that both in a commercial and financial point of view, we
should hesitate before adopting so decided a line of policy.

—

Captain Layard had visited China, and had witnessed what had

led him to condemn the opium trade. True, we had triumphed
over the Chinese ; but, because we were strong, we should not
despise them.— Mr. Hogg asked what substitute could be pro-

posed in place of the present strict monopoly of the cultivation

of the poppy? "Would they inflict on India a body of Excise
officers, the most obnoxious to the natives that can be conceived ?

Not only did the monopoly act as an effective check, but its evils

were grossly exaggerated. The prohibition of the trade by the
Chinese had made it an objectionable traffic ; and if we entered
into any stipulation on the subject, our Government would be
held by the Chinese responsible for any infraction of their fiscal

laws, extending over the care of an extensive coast, abounding
with harbours. The only legitimate way of putting down the
contraband traffic, with its accompanying evils, would be by
legalising the trade, which he expected that early intelligence

would have communicated.— Sir E. CoLicunooKEContended that

we could not hold any middle course—we must either legalise or

prohibit the trade.— Mr. Lindsay opposed the motion at some
length; after which the adjournment of the debate was moved,
but on a division was resisted by l IB to 26.

Some further debate took place on the necessity and expedi-

ency of an adjournment, but the debate was ultimately resumed.
Lord Sandon and Sir R. II. Ingms warmly supported Lo)d
Ashley's resolution, and declared that no precarious revenue,
like that derived from this traffic, could justify its continuance.
— Sir R. Peej. intimated that our Plenipotentiary in China was
authorized to negotiate on the subject of this trade, and that a
negotiation was at this moment going on. The fate of this ne-
gotiation might be risked by any hasty resolution of the Houses
deprecating altogether the growth of opium in India. He asked
Lord Ashley, as being the safest course, to allow the Government
to give the subject that cautious deliberation which it deserved.

He said he did not recommend the House to reject the motion,
nor to neglect the subject of it; but he only asked them, in the

existing state of our relations with the Celestial Empire, to leave
the question in the hands of the Executive.—After a few words
from Mr. Aci.and, Lord Ashley withdrew his resolution, on the
understanding that it would interfere with pending negotiations.

—Lord Lincoln obtained leave to bring in a bill to empower the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests to appropriate for building

purposes the areas of Thatched-House-court, and to widen and
improve Little St. James's-street.—Lord Stanley obtained

leave to bring in a bill to authorize the Legislatures of the Aus-
tralian colonies, including New Zealand, to pass laws regulating

the admission of unsworn testimony in civil and criminal cases.

Wednesday.—After the presentation of petitions, the Sudbury
Witnesses' Indemnity Bill was read a third time and passed. No
other business was transacted. Among the petitions was one
from certain electors of Cambridge against the return of

Mr. Fitzroy Kelly, as Member for that borough.

Thursday.—Mr. C. Buller moved an address to the Queen,
praying her Majesty to take into her consideration the means by
which extensive and systematic colonisation may be most effect-

ually rendered available for augmenting the resources of her

empire, for giving additional employment to capital and labour,

both in the United Kingdom and in the colonics, and thereby bet-

tering the condition of her people. It appeared to him that the

cause of the distress in this country was plainly the constant

accumulation of both capital and labour within a restricted field

of employment. Unless some field for the additional capital and
labour which yearly increased, were provided, the distress would
go on yearly accumulating. It was with the view of remedying
the competition of capital against capital, and of labour against

labour, that he proposed an extensive system of colonization.

He did not propose it as a panacea, but as a remedy that ought
to be tried, either in conjunction with, or independently of,

others. He proposed colonization as subsidiary to free trade, and

as another means of obtaining the same object. He did not

bring forward any specific plan for carrying out his views, be-

cause what he proposed was not an alteration of the existing

system, but an extension of its principle. What he wanted to

urge on the Government was, to follow up the system begun in

1832, and which had been consolidated by the emigration com-
mission; and that they should investigate every point of the

subject, and adopt that course which appeared to them to be the

best.—The motion was seconded hy Lord Ashley.—Mr. S. Chaw-
ford moved, as an amendment, that the resources derivable from

the lands, manufactures, and commerce of the United Kingdom,
if fully brought into action, are adequate to afford the means
of giving employment and supplying food to the whole population.

Mr. Gally Knight supported Mr. C Butter's motion. It was,

he said, their duty to leave nothing undone which might appear

in any way calculated to alleviate the evils under which the

country suffered.— Lord Stanlky, concurring in the general

principles laid down in his speech by Mr. C. Buller, could not go

with him in the proposition with which he had concluded his

speech, for a larger and more extensive system of emigration,

under the guidance of Government, than that which now is, and

for some time has been in operation. The motion was unneces-

sary, because a very enlarged system of emigration, under the

superintendence of the Government was already in operation ;

and it was mischievous, because calculated to lead to expectations

on the part of the public the fulfilment of which would be found

to be impracticable. The noble Lord then entered into a state-

ment of the progress of emigration, and the means adopted by

the Government of late years in promoting and assisting it—

a

statement containing information which cannot possibly be con-

densed. In Canada, such were the arrangements made by the

agents appointed by the Government, that from the moment of

the emigrant's leaving this country until he arrived at the very

extremities of the colony, he was never from under the care and

protection of the Government. With respect to Canada now, he

thought it unadvisable for the Government to encourage that

pauper emigration, which experience shows was already suffi-

cient in proportion to the means of employment. Canada was

not the place for persons to goto, who had nothing but their

labour to depend on; neither was it a place for those who had

large capitals to invest in weighty speculations. "With respect to

Australia, no colony in the world had ever made such rapid ad-

vances as that of New South Wales. Under the system of lana

sales, the produce of which is applied to purposes of emigration,

New South Wales had rapidly progressed. From 1832 to the

present time the total amount received from the land sales

exceeded a million pounds ; and of this large sum not less than

900,000/. had been given in aid of emigration, the remainder

being applied to other legitimate charges. Besides this, a sur-

plus of the revenue of the colony had been devoted to the encou-

ragement of emigration. The noble Lord then entered into an

explanation of the way in which lands were sold by auction, 1a-

ther than by having any fixed price placed on them ;
ana ac-

counted /or the diminution of the sales by the bursting oi a spe-

culation bubble, similar to what had taken place in the Hum

sales of the United States, by which fictitious capital naa oeen

employed in extensive jobbing. After many details, desenptve

of the actual condition of the colony, Lord Stanley concluded

by declaring that, as he could not concur in the amenumenc

moved by Mr. S. Crawford, he should vote against it; and tnen,

as he believed the system of remedy proposed by Mr. c, jsuuer

was already practically in operation, he should move the pre-

vious question on the original motion.

Lord Howick and Sir H. Inous thought the motion opened a

fair subject for inquiry.—Mr. Hume and Lord F. EGBRTON con-
curred in their approbation of Mr. C. Buller's ability in bringing

the motion forward.—Lord J. Russkll joined in the compli-

ment, but without a more specific plan he could not join in

pressing the motion on the adoption of the House. He recom-
mended Lord Stanley to diffuse information on the subject

throughout the country, and trusted he would not rest satisfied

with what had been done; meantime he thought it best that it

should be left in the hands of the Executive Government. Though
believing that there was much distress still existing in the coun-

try, he drew encouragement from the revival in the manufac-
turing districts, and was satisfied that we should get over our
difficulties.— Sir Howard Douglas and Mr. S. Wort lev next
addressed the House; after which Mr. C. Buller spoke shortly

in reply, and the motion as well as the amendment were with-

drawn.
Friday.— On the House going into committee of supply, Mr.

Shaw protested against the vote for the national system of edu-

cation in Ireland. Lord Eliot defended it, and Sir R. Peel
contended that the system was producing the happiest effects

in promoting kindly and tolerating feelings. A long discussion

ensued, after which the vote was agreed to. A division took place

on the vote for Maynooth, which was affirmed by 120 to 40. On
the vote for the British Museum, Sir It. Peel adduced the great

increase in the number of visitors, as a proof of the manner in

which it was estimated by the public. A desultory discussion en-

sued, during which Sir R. Peel expressed his hope that West-
minster Abbey would soon be opened to the public. The vote

was then agreed to, with several others of minor interest.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 9GJ to

£, for Time and Money ; New Three-and-half per Cents.,

102£ to \ ; Bank Stock, 184£; Three per Cents., Red.,
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India Bonds
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\ ; Three-and-half per Cents., Red., 101^ to f ;

londs, 76 prem. ; Exchequer Bills, 68 to 70 prem.
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Dinner at the Mansion House.—On Wednesday the

Lord Mayor entertained her Majesty's Ministers and a

distinguished party at the Mansion House. Those pre-

sent were Sir Robert and Lady Peel, the Lord Chancellor

and Lady Lyndhurst, the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons, the Duke and Duchess of Norfolk, the Duke of

Buckingham, the Earl of Ripon, the Earl of Liverpool,

the Earl and Countess Delawarr, and about 150 other

guests. After the usual toasts, Sir R. Peel proposed the

health of the Lady Mayoress, the Lord Chancellor, and

that of the Lord Mayor. The speeches were confined

chiefly to the usual complimentary subjects, and few of

them presented matter for extract, excepting that of Mr.
Everett, the United States* Minister. He said that one

of the most important duties which he had to perform,

was to cherish by every means in his power a good under-

standing and kind feelings between England and America.

Eighteen months ago the prospect seemed a dark and
anxious one, and he had looked forward with no very

agreeable feelings to what might be the issue. For the

change which had taken place, they owed much to the con-

ciliatory policy of her Majesty's Government in taking an

important step towards the adjustment of matters in dis-

cussion between the two countries; and he was desirous

on this occasion to say, that, although his feelings were

naturally strong in favour of the American claims in the

late dispute, it seemed to him that the adjustment brought

about by Lord Ashbuiton was equally honourable and ad-

vantageous to either country. He thanked them for the

kind feeling which they had manifested towards himself

and his country, and could assure them that he believed

the most important part of his duty was to do all he could

for the preservation of a good understanding between the

two countries of Great Britain and America.

Attempted Assassination in St. Paul's.—An attempt at

assassination was committed, on Saturday afternoon, be-

tween three and four o'clock, during the performance of

afternoon service, at St. Paul's Cathedral, by a young lad

residing at Bayswater, called Augustus Sintzenich. The
prisoner, it appears, was in the area of the choir, about

two yards from the Rev. Mr. Haden, one of the minor

canons, who was officiating for the Bishop of Llandaff,

and was observed by Mr. Hardy, one of the congregation,

who saw the prisoner draw from his breast what he at

first mistook for a book, but upon the light shining upon
the barrel, he perceived that it was a pistol, and imme-
diately gave the alarm to the congregation, as he was

some distance from the prisoner, and could not get at him-

The prisoner was seized immediately, and a bystander*

Mr. Howton, succeeded in getting the pistol from his

hand, after some resistance. The moment,which the ac-

cused chose for carrying out his purpose was immediately

upon the conclusion of the prayer for the Queen. Some
doubt exists whether the pistol was snapped ; Mr. Hardy?

who first observed the prisoner, states that he saw the

spark, and Mr. Howton, who seized him, states that he

snapped the. trigger, but it missed fire. On examining

the pistol, it was found to contain powder and five shots,

but no wadding whatever. The prisoner was then con*

ducted to the ^dean's audit-room^ or vestry, and a brie-

statement was there made by the witnesses. When he

was first seized the prisoner trembled very much, and i*e
*

marked, " You need not hold me so tight, for I ha*®

nothing more about me, and am not going to run away-

After the Bishop of Llandaff had satisfied himself of tltf

truth of the charge, the prisoner was conveyed to the

station-house in Black-horse-court, Fleet-street, whei"

he wrote a letter to his brother, which leaves no doubt o

his intention to fire, as he distinctly states, " I took ^
into my head to have a pop at the clergyman at St. Paul 6*

On Monday, the prisoner was examined before the Lp*

Mayor, when his counsel said he could prove his insanity

and suggested the propriety of the Lord Mayor's dire°

te
ing that he should be taken care of, under a late statu

of the Queen. The Lord Mayor said he considered u
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case ought to go to a jury. The prisoner's counsel pressed

the suggestion very strongly, and stated that the prisoner

had imbibed ideas of the legitimacy of certain sovereigns,

and would insist that the Stuarts ought to reign instead

of the House of Brunswick. The prisoner was strongly

excited by the performance of Rob Roy at the theatre,

and seemed to believe that James Stuart, a Scotch piper,

had a claim to the crown, in consequence of a lineal de-

scent from that unfortunate family. The prisoner enter-

tained thoughts of raising the claim in favour of the piper.

His principles were high church and state principles ;

and he constantly attended divine service. His opinion

of the right of the Duke of Bourdeaux to the throne of

Fiance was also strong. The Lord Mayor said a jury

must determine the case ; it was the duty of the magi-

strate to commit. He would, however, postpone the case

for a day or two, in order to make more particular inquiry.

American Bondholders.—A deputation, consisting of

Mr. Scholefield, M.P., Sir Edward Codrington, the Hon.

"William Leslie Melville, the Kon. G. F. Hotham, Mr.

Marshall, M.P., Mr. B- B. Williams, and Mr. Redfern,

waited on Friday last, upon Mr. Everett, the United

States' Minister, with a memorial, signed by upwards of

nine hundred holders of the State Stock of America. In

replying to this memorial, Mr. Everett promised to for-

ward it to the President, and expressed deep sympathy

with the bondholders. " I concur with you fully/ he

said, "in protesting against the doctrine that a state,

which has pledged its faith and resources, can release it-

self from the obligation, however burthensome, in any way

but that of honourable payment. Fatal delus ions, in times

of great distress, occasionally come over the minds of

communities, as well as individuals ; but I rejoice m the

belief that the number is exceedingly small of those who

have in any form advanced the idea of what has been

called 'repudiation.' 1 am convinced that those states

which unhappily have failed to make provision for the

interest due on their bonds, have done so under the

heavy pressure of adverse circumstances, and not with

the purpose of giving a legislative sanction to a doc-

trine so pernicious, unworthy, and immoral. The me-

morialists are pleased to give me credit for sympathy with

their sufferings. There is, perhaps, no person, not him-

self directly a sufferer, who has had eo much reason as

myself to feel deeply all the evil effects—the sacrifice, not

merely of material prosperity, but what is of infinitely

greater consequence, of public honour—resulting from

this disastrous failure. The reproach which it has brought

on the American name has been the only circumstance

which has prevented a residence in the land of my fathers

being a source of unmingled satisfaction to me. You
may well believe, therefore, if any opinion Oif mine can

have an influence, (as you suppose) over any portion of

my countrymen favourable to the great end you have in

view, it will be, on all proper occasions, as it has been,

most emphatically expressed. * * * * The general

Government of the United States, after having paid off

a public debt of more than two hundred millions of dol-

lars, has found itself unable to negotiate a trifling loan in

this great metropolis of the financial world, whose super-

abundant capital, but for the default of some of the states,

would have continued to be for those states themselves,

and for individuals, a vast gold mine of unexhausted capa-

city. In addition to these public embarrassments, private

fortunes, almost without number, have been destroyed in

the general wreck, of which the failure of the States, as

cause or effect, is o*e of the principal elements. I doubt

if, in the history of the world, in so short a period, such

a transition has been made from a state of high prospe-

rity to one of general distress, as in the United States,

within the last six years. And yet, gentlemen, the elas-

ticity and power of recovery in the country are great be-

yond the conception of those who do not know it from

personal observation. Even within this disastrous period

to which 1 have alluded, a private commercial debt to this

country, estimated at twenty-five millions of pounds ster-

ling, has been paid by the American merchants, with as

little loss to the creditor as would attend the collection

°f an equal amount of domestic debt in this or any other

country."

Royal Institute of British Architects,—A special meet-

ing of thrs institute was held on Monday, to present the

Medals awarded during the session, when his Royal High-

ness Prince Albert took the chair. Mr. Fowler, honorary

secretary, having read Bacon's description of a princely

Palace, Mr. Arthur Johnson was presented to the Prince

as the author of the best design founded on that descrip-

tion, and received the Soane medallion. In like manner
his Royal Highness presented to Mr. E. Chamberlain the

fecial of the institute, and to Mr. J. W. Papworth the

^edal of merit, for essays on synchronism, in connexion

*ith architecture. Mr. Bailey announced the subjects for

assays and drawings, for which the council proposes to

°ffer medals next year, and then read a communication
from Mr. C. Parker, on the methods employed in con-

structing foundations in Venice, the soil of which city is

°f a nature to require the greatest care, and yet where
failure is seldom if ever seen. Thanks having been voted
*° the author of the paper, Mr. Barry addressed the

Prince in the name of the institute, and assured his Royal

Highness that the remembrance of the day, and of the
* Jad manner in which his Royal Highness had fulfilled its

JjJ^ies, would long remain in the memory of the members.
Tl»e Prince replied : " Gentlemen,—It gives me great

Pleasure to have this opportunity of meeting you." The
Prince examined the collection of casts and models belong-
lng to the institute, and seemed to enter fully into all the
Otters which came before him.

Metrojwlitan Improvements.—A general meeting of the

committee of the Metropolitan Improvement Society was

held last week, Lord Robert Grosvenor in the chair. A
discussion took place upon the merits of a plan submitted

by the executive committee, for a new line of road to

connect the eastern and western extremities of London.

This line proposed in the plan was to commence in the

Strand, opposite Duncannon-street, where it would be

carried by a short diagonal street down to the Thames ;

it would then follow the line of the projected embankment
nearly to jSouthwark-bridge, when it would divide into

two branches— one branch leading to the Bank, another

to the terminus of the Blackball Railroad, and thence

joining the great Essex road at Whitechapel. A resolu-

tion was adopted, to the effect that the object proposed

was one of great practical importance, and that it would

be de&irable to invite the Government commission now

sitting to inquire into \he practicability of thus rendering

the Thames embankment subservient to the formation of

a new and broad foot and carriage way, by which the

narrow streets of the city might be relieved of some por-

tion of the traffic at present liable to continual obstruction.

Mr. Walker addressed the meeting on the state of the

burial-places of London. The many serious evils arising

from interments in the heart of crowded cities had been

repeatedly laid before the public by him in various publi-

cations, and a great body of evidence had been collected

on the subject by the committee of the House of Commons.

Much opposition, however, might be anticipated from

interested parties to any legislative measure for abolishing

the existing practice. At Enon Chapel, Clement's-lane,

as much as 900/. had been received within six years, for

internments, in a space of grcund only 59 feet by 29.

This would give an idea of the vested interests that would

be arrayed against any project for establishing national

cemeteries in the suburbs, and he was therefore anxious

that the society should aid in the efforts which had been

made to obtain the interference of the Legislature on the

subject. Dr. Southwood Smith said it would be almost

impossible to exaggerate the evils occasioned by the prac-

tice of burying the dead amidst the habitations of the

living. The fever and mortality of the metropolis might

be greatly diminished if a few simple sanatory precautions

were adopted, and one of obvious necessity was the aboli-

tion of interments in the existing churchyards. Numerous

deaths, and a eeneral shortening of the average duration

of life, might be distinctly traced to this cause. Mr.

Hickson gave some details of the management of the

Taris cemeteries; and Lord R. Grosvenor suggested that

the society should petition the Government to abolish in-

termentt within the metropolis. This suggestion was

adopted, and referred to the executive committee to be

carried into effect. In connection with this subject, we

may notice a discussion which took place at a Court of

Common Council last week, when a petition wasjpresented

calling upon the corporation to prevent the proposed Act

from being applied to Bunhill-tields and other burying-

places in the city. Mr. R. L. Jones said the object of the

petition was to make the corporation fight the battles of

other people in Parliament— to fight, intact, for those in-

terested in all the burying-grounds in and round London.

He called upon the Court to put a stop to such work at

once, and moved an amendment that the petition be laid

upon the table. After considerable discussion, which

strongly proved the established opposition of the Court to

the burial of the dead in and near cities, Mr. Jones's

amendment was carried by a very large majority.

Colonial Church Society.—A meeting of the West-

London Ladies' Association, connected with this society,

was held on Tuesday at the Hanover-square Rooms, for

the purpose of considering the test means of extending

the objects of the society. Mr. John Labouchere took

the chair, and said that the society had been formed in 1836

for providing for the spiritual wants of the inhabitants of

the colonies, as well as for the wants of those Englishmen

who might be residing on the Continent of Europe, and

he considered that on those grounds the society had

strong claims on the Christian portion of the inhabitants of

this country. It was the duty of Government to provide

not only for the temporal welfare of the inhabitants of the

colonies, but also for their spiritual welfare, and he con-

ceived there was much cause of complaint that nothing

had been done in that respect. More than 1,500 persons

annually emigrated from our shores for the colonies, and

it was a lamentable fact that no provision whatsoever had

been made by the Government for their spiritual wants.

Looking at the smallness of the amount which had been

entrusted to the charge of that society, he thought a good

deal had been done. He ^understood that the stated

income did not amount to more than 500/.;. annually,

whilst the claims upon the institution were upwards of

3 000/. He trusted that by the exertions of ^the sup-

porters of that society every inhabitant of the colonies

would possess the means and opportunity of attending a

ulace of divine worship. It was then resolved, on the

rnotion of the Rev. Mr. Hanson, seconded by* the Rev.

B Noel, that the spiritual condition of the British colo-

nies is such as to call for the most vigorous exertions, and

that the society offers an excellent channel through which

the members of the Church of England might convey

assistance to the colonies.

Temple Church.—His Royal Highness Prince Albert

Saturday attended a rehearsal of the choir at the Temple

n arch His R°) al Highness proceeded there on foot,

..trended by only one servant; on presenting himself at

*iV* dnnr being unexpected, the doorkeeper refused him

mitt-mce, at the same time offering to take his card to

the choir-master. An explanation, however, soon ensued,

5 iq a few minutes several of the benchers were in

attendance, and escorted his Royal Highness over the

church at the beauties of which he expressed much admi-

ration/ The choristers sang several compositions, with

the performance of which his Royal Highness expressed

himself highly gratified. After staying half an hour, the

Prince proceeded home on foot.

The IVilkie Testimonial.—The daily papers announce
that Mr. Joseph has just completed the model for the

statue of Sir David Wilkie, which was exhibited to the

subscribers in the beginning of the week. In likeness, the

head of the statue is said to be admirable. The position

is good, and the handling of the clay very broad and firm.

The left foot is slightly advanced, and the left hand of the

figure rests upon a sketch-book. A shepherd's plaid

hangs on the left shoulder, and falling behind the right

foot! serves as the principal support of the figure.

Wood Pavement.—-On Tuesday a meeting of the Com-
missioners of Sewers for the City of London took place

at Guildhall, for the purpose of receiving a report of the

sub-commiitee appointed to take into consideration the

propriety of paving Cisapride with wood. The chair was

taken by Alderman Gibbs, and a great deal of interest

appeared to exist among the members, upon a question

affecting so important a thoroughfare. The report ot the

committee set forth that the petitions from the Postmaster-

General to pave with wood St. Martin's-le-Grand ;
from

the inhabitants of King William-street, Princes-street,

Bishopsgute-street, Cheapside, Cannon - street, Upper

Thames-street, St. Bride's, Tokenhouse-yard,the Poultry,

and at least twenty other places, to the like effect, having

been duly considered, the committee recommended the

carrying out forthwith the principle of wood-paving

throughout Cheapside, the remainder of the Poultry, and

Bishopgate Within *, but feeling it impossible to comply

with the prayer of the whole of the other memorialists

without raising the rates to the highest amount allowed

by law, they did not deem it advisable to adopt the prin-

ciple of wood-paving further during the present year.

Sir P. Laurie opposed the recommendation of the sub-

committee, upon the grounds already so frequently dis-

cussed, viz., the danger to man and horse, and proposed,

as an amendment, that no wood-pavement should be

introduced for one year. Alderman Copeland seconded

the amendment. Mr. R. L. Jones denied the statement

of Sir P. Laurie, that the Woods and Forests were adverse

to wcod-paving, when they were still carrying it out to a

large extent. They had only the last week made a large

contract for paving the metropolis roads in the town of

Kensington with that material. He contended that as many

horses fell down upon the stone-pavement as on the wood.

After a discussion which lasted several hours, the question

was put, and Sir P. Laurie's amendment negatived by a

majority of at least two to one, and the report adopted.

Mr. Obbard then gave notice that he should move, at the

next Court, that Fleet-street be paved with wood from

Fetter-lane to Chancery-lane.

Catholic Institute.—A meeting of the Catholic Institute

of Great Britain was held last week, to take into conside-

ration the educational clauses of the Factory Education

Bill, now in progress in the House of Commons, Lord

Stourton in the chair. The Hon. E. Petre addressed the

meeting at considerable length, and contended that the

present bill, as regarded Protestantism and Catholicism,

was a measure fraught with evils and danger, especially

with regard to the education of factory children of the

Catholic persuasion, and called upon the Catholics in

general to come forward and make a firm and determined

stand to protect themselves in their religion. A variety

of resolutions were proposed, against the various clauses

of the bill, as it relates to the Catholic population. In-

structions were then given to form a committee to draw

una petition against the bill, which was to be immediately

forwarded to the Catholic clergy throughout the country

for signature by their respective congregations. A vote of

thanks was given to the Earl of Arundel and Surrey, for

his Lordship's advocacy of the Catholic interests in the

House of Commons. _, .
Al

_ .

Anli-Corn-Law League.—The fourth weekly meeting

of the Anti-Corn-Law League took place on Wednesday

evening in Drury-lane Theatre. The attendance was fully

as great as on the three preceding occasions. There were

a great number of ladies in the boxes, and the platform

was unusually crowded. Mr. Wilson presided, and opened

the business with the usual statement of their progress.

The meeting was then addressed by Mr. Hume, JVl.f.,

Mr. Brotherton, and Mr. Milner Gibson.

Anniversary Dinners.-The anniversary dinner of the

Covent Garden Theatrical Fund took place on Wednesday,

infreemasons' Hall. The Duke of Cambridge pressed

and was supported by about 150 gentlemen. The annual
dim w»o s«ii /

TCartlev, and the donations
address was delivered by Mr. uarucy,

. t • l- „-v,rt«Titpfl to about ovvi.— I lie anni-

evening, at the London Tavern, the Ear of Hac.du.gton

in the chair supported by about 70 gentlemen. The list

of suLcrfpSons^t the close of the dinner was about 700/.

Accidents.—On Tuesday morning, at tour o clock, an

accident occurred to Mr. B. Ferrand Busfeild, late of

Magdalen Hall, Cambridge, a near relation of the mem-

bers for Bradford and Knaresborough, which terminated

fatally. It appears that Mr. Busfeild, who has been lately

on a visit to his mother at Bath, left town at an early

hour, for the purpose of going on a cruise in her Majesty's

steam-ship Vulcan, a revenue vessel, which has been re-

cently fitted out at Blackball, He proceeded in a cab to

the Brunswick-wharf, at Blackwail, and upon arriving

opposite the Hotel Tap it was necessary to cross a bridge

over the railway, which leads to a narrow path commu-
nicating directly with the wharf. The cabman, on reach-

ing the bridge, said he did not think he could proceed

further, when Mr. Busfeild alighted and walked along the

path leading to the wharf, and immediately afterwards

called out to the cabman to proceed, and said it was all

v\
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right. The cabman drove towards the wharf, and had
just reached it when he heard Mr. Busfeild hailing the
steamer moored opposite, and directly after a splash in

the water was heard, and cries for help. The cabman im-
mediately raised an alarm, a boat put off from the Vulcan,
and drags were procured ; but Mr. Busfeild was never
seen afterwards ; and it is concluded that in stepping from
the wharf to the barge he fell into the river and was
drowned. The Commander of the Vulcan gave directions

to the boatmen in the neighbourhood to continue their

search for the body, and offered a reward of 10/. for its

recovery, but it is not probable that the body will be
recovered for several days. The Commander was Mr.
Busfeild's intimate friend, and had invited him to join the
vessel on her intended cruise. It is only a fortnight since

that intelligence was received of the death of a brother of

the deceased, in Canada, by drowning.

The Thames Tunnel.—The'curiosity manifested by the

public to view this interesting woik remains undiminished,
and the number of visitors on Sunday last fully equalled

that of any day since the thoroughfare has been thrown
open. The neighbourhood of Wapping has been materi-

ally afl'ected by the attraction of company to its vicinity,

and the shops are deriving a large accession of business.

On Monday the archways presented the appearance of a

fair— several stalls having been erected in the shafts by
permission of the directors, where refreshments are sup-

plied—while the tunnel forms a promenade for the visitors.

A priming press is also erected in the western arch, where
a brief account of the undertaking is struck off, 76 feet

below high-water maik. The average number of visitors

last week exceeded 11,000 daily, and on Sunday upwards
of 30,000 paid for admission.

Greenwich.—OnWednesday morning about one o'clock,

the inhabitants were aroused by an alarm of tire in the

extensive range of buildings known as the College brew-
bouse. The flames spread with great rapidity, and for a

long time threatened the destruction of much of the sur-

rounding property, but a good supply of water being ob-

tained, their ravages were eventually confined within the

limits of the building. The alarm occasioned by the con-
flagration was very great, and the whole of the officers of

the Hospital with a large number of the pensioners were on
the spot to render assistance in extinguishing the flames.

The College brewhouse is detached from the hospital, and
is a handsome building, seventy feet high, extending to a

length of fifty feet. The fire is supposed to have origi-

nated through the overheating of flues. The damage is

estimated at 8,000/., and the whole of the property is

uninsured.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the
number of deaths registered in the week ending Satur-
day, Mar. 25 :—West districts, 136 ; North districts, 220

;

Central districts, 198; East districts, 225; South dis-

tricts, 207- Total, 986, (512 males, 474 females.)

Weekly average for the last five years, U03, (males 461,
females 442,) and for the last five winters, 1004.

3piQbnuial Cftftos.

Derby.—The three men, Bonsai, Bland, and Hulme,
convicted at the last Assizes for the murder of Miss God-
dard. were executed on Friday. No less than from
30,000 to 40,000 persons were present. Bonsall acknow-
ledged to the chaplain that he perpetrated the murder.
He stated that Bland stood outside the murdered lady's
door, and that he and Hulme were in the room; that
while they v*ere engaged "rummaging" the drawers,
Miss Goddard sprang out of bed, and ran to the door,
where Bland stopped her, and pushed her back into the
room, and that Ronsall then killed her with the crow-bar.

Falmouth.—The Famouth Packet stales, that by far
the largest engine e\er constructed is now in process of
manufacture at Hayle. The piston rod, which was forged
last week, is 19 feet long, 13 inches diameter in the mid-
dle, and 16 inches in the cone, and weighs 3 tons 16 cwt.
It will work in an 80-inch cylinder, which will stand in

the middle of another cylinder of 144 inches diameter.
Five other piston rods will work between the inner and
the outer cylinders. The 80-inch cylinder was cast last

week, and the large one will be cast soon. The pumps
are to be 64 inches in diameter ; a measurement which
may afford some idea of the size and power of the en-
gine. It is intended for draining the Lake of Haarlem.

Kingston.—The borough magistrates have been actively

engaged in an investigation of a charge against Samuel
Stone, a lawyer's clerk, and Christopher Wardell, of

having stolen a quantity of Bank of England notes, gold,
and silver, the property of Mr. Andrew Dunlop, of the
Dolphin Inn, in this town. The magistrates were engaged
nearly nine hours on Tuesday in the investigation of the
case, and it was then adjourned until Wednesday morning.
In order that the charge against the prisoners should be
understood, it may be necessary to explain that the rob-
bery in question was committed in July last, and the pri-
soners were taken up at the time and underwent two
examinations, and a strong case of suspicion was made
out against them. The magistrates', however, did not feel
themselves justified in committing the parties to take
their trials, and they were set at liberty. Stone imme-
diately commenced an action against Mr. Dunlop for
false imprisonment, to which the defendant pleaded that
he was justified in giving the plaintiff into custody, inas-
much as he had really committed the felony ; and the
jury, after a long trial, the point being distinctly put to
them by the Lord Chiet Justice, confirmed the plea by
finding for the defendant. Stone and the other man,
Wardell, were immediately taken into custody, and, after
two examinations, were remanded. It will not be neces-
8a

Wk
t0 State fully tbe cJrcutnstances under which the

robbery wag committed. A person, described as a tall

man, with very high shoulders, went into the house of
the prosecutor, and under pretence of getting a 5/. note
for silver to the same amount, ascertained where the
prosecutor kept his money in the bar, and soon afterwards
two other men went into the bar, and by various pretexts
succeeded in inducing the prosecutor and his daughter to

leave them there alone, and they took the opportunity of
stealing the money. The prisoners were sworn to posi-
tively by the daughter of the prosecutor as being the men
in the bar, and who must have committed the robbery,
and she identified them the moment she saw them.
Several other witnesses confirmed her testimony, and also
proved that the prisoners were in connection with the
tall man, and that they all went away together after the
robbery. The defence set up for the prisoners was, that
they resembled two members of the swell mob, who had
committed the robbery, and that they were perfectly in-
nocent

; and, although it was admitted that they were in
Kingston on the day of the robbery, that they had never
been near the house of the prosecutor. The robbery was
supposed to have been committed between one and two
o'clock on the 21st July. After witnesses had been
examined on these points, the magistrates, on Wednesday,
said that, under the circumstances, they felt they had no
other course to pursue than to commit the prisoners for
trial. The witnesses were then bound over, and in the
course of the day the prisoners were conveyed to the
county gaol.

Mellon Motohray.—An extensive robbery was com-
mitted on the night of Sunday last at the residence of the
Earl of Wiiton, at Melton Mowbray, under circumstances
which at the present moment are enveloped in mystery.
Among the property stolen are Bank of England notes to
the amount of about 200/., notes of the Grantham Bank
to the value of 100Z. ; and a box containing a gold watch,
told snuff-boxes, and various articles of jewellery. The
exact circumstances under which the robbery has been
committed have not transpired ; but the matter has been
placed in the hands of the detective force.

Rochester.—The man, named Ellis, who stood re-
manded on a charge of having threatened to assassinate

the Queen and Sir Robert Peel, was brought up on Sa-
turday before the magistrates for further inquiry. The
Mayor said that he had received a letter from the Secre-

tary of State respecting him, and that Sir J. Graham ad-
vised the magistrates to require moderate and reasonable
bail for the period of 12 months. The prisoner said that
he had last worked as a confectioner at Gravesend, and
that his father, whose name was Edward Ellis, had been
a captain in the navy, and had been dead 21 years. The
Court consulted for some time, when they required the

prisoner to enter into his own security of ^£'10, and to

find two sureties of £5 each, to keep the peace toward
her Majesty and all her subjects. Bail not being forth-
coming he was committed to prison for one year.

Southend.—An inquest has been held in this town on
the hody of Capt. Edward Johnson, who was found dead
in his bedroom, on Thursday week, from the shot of a

pistol, which was supposed to have been accidentally dis-

charged. The evidence showed that the unfortunate gen-
tleman was found deluged in blood, without any apparent
wound or mark of violence. His lips were closed, and
when the surgeons arrived they were at a loss to conjec-
ture from whence the blood had flowed. However, upon
search being made, the pistol was found, which had re-

cently been discharged, and upon opening the lips of the

deceased the upper jaw was found to be completely shat-

tered, the ball having lodged in the back of the head, but
was subsequently extracted. The witnesses were con-
fident that the deceased never intended to commit suicide,

but that his death was caused in some way or other by
accident. He was described as a sensible, gallant officer,

and the last man in the world that would commit self-

murder. The jury, after a long inquiry, returned a ver-

dict that the deceased was accidentally shot.

Windsor.—In consequence of some recent investiga-
tions by a medical gentleman at Windsor, in the case of

one of the whippers-in to the Royal hunt, who was la-

bouring under the effects of paralysis, the cause of kennel
lameness has been found to proceed from the presence of
lead in the water which is supplied to the kennel at Ascot,
by means of pipes composed of that metal, through which
the water is conveyed for a considerable distance. Since
the discovery of the presumed cause of lameness in the
Royal pack, the water has been analysed by Dr. Ryan, of
the Polytechnic School, and by Mr. Phillips, the chymist,
by order of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests.

The results of Dr. Ryan's two experiments are as follow:
—The first examination was made from a sample of wa-
ter taken from the source or spring-head, before it had
entered the leaden pipes, when the specific gravity of 60
deg. was found to be 1,000.18. The imperial pint, on
evaporation to dryness, yielded 2.37 grains of solid mat-
ter. The solid contents of an imperial pint were found by
Dr. Ryan to be—chloride of sodium, 1.54 grains ; chloride
of magnesium, 0.71 grains ; sulphateof lime, 0.128 grains;

and a trace of carbonic acid. The second examination
was made of water taken from the leaden pipes at the

Royal kennel at Ascot, when the specific gravity was found
to be 100.42. Upon an imperial pint of this water being,

as in the former experiment, evaporated to dryness, it

yielded two grains of solid matter, viz. :—carbonate of

lead, 164 grains ; organic matter, and traces of chlorides

of sodium and magnesium, and sulphate of lime, .038. It

has, therefore, been calculated by Dr. Ryan, that every

imperial gallon of the water used at the Royal kennel,

after passing through the leaden pipes, contains 1.312

grains of the carbonate ot lead.

Railways.—The following are the returns of the prin-

cipal lines for the past week s—London and Birmingham,

13,600/.; Great Western, 11,408/.; South Western,
4,946/. ; South Eastern, 1,610/. ; Eastern Counties,
1,027/. ; North Midland, 3,G20/. ; York and North Mid-
land, 1,586/.; Greenwich, 762/. ; Croydon 259/. ; Brigh-
ton, 2,864/. ; Blackwall, 629/. ; Hull and Selby, 950/.

;

Grand Junction, 6,506/. ; Midland Counties, 2,276/.—It

appears from the report of the railway department of
the Board of Trade, that during the year 1842, nearly
200 miles of railway communication have been opened to

the public throughout England and Scotland. Among
the principal lines which have been opened, or only par-
tially so, may be mentioned the Birmingham and Derby,
to the extent of 10 miles: the Gosport branch of the
South Western, 15 miles; the Edinburgh and Glasgow,
46 miles ; the Manchester and Birmingham, from Stock-
port to Crewe, 26 miles ; the Oldham branch of the Man-
chester and Leeds, 2 miles ; the Bristol and Exeter, from
Taunton to Bridgewater. Il-J miles; The London and
Dover to Tonbridge, 42 miles ; the Sheffield and Man-
chester, 3 miles ; the Northern and Eastern, to Bishop's
Stortford, 3 miles; and the Eastern Counties, to Col-
chester, 31 miles.—The half-yearly meeting of the Bristol

and Gloucester Company was held last week. It was
stated that the receipts to the 31st December had
amounted to 325,974/., and the expenditure to 222,265/.,
leaving a balance available for the shareholders of 96,509/.
From this it was intended that a dividend equal to 2/. per
share should be paid on the joint stock of the Bristol and
Coalpit-heath Line. It was also resolved that the nego-
tiation now in progress with the Great Western Company,
in regard to the construction of the line from Stonehouse
to Gloucester, and the terms upon which it should be
leased to the Birmingham and Gloucester Company, should
be continued under the superintendence of the committee
of management. This committee was also empowered to

raise further sums upon loan notes, for the completion of
the line, not to exceed 260,000/. in the whole, nor at an
interest beyond five per cent. It was arranged that, for
the future, the members of the committee of management
should be but fourteen in number.—At the half-yearly

meeting of the Newcastle and Carlisle Company, held at

the latter town, a dividend, at the rate of four per cent.,

was declared out of the profits for the half-year, amount-
to 15,063/.

__ .

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The merchants and inhabitants of this city

have held a meeting, the Lord Mayor in the chair, for the

purpose of taking steps to have the " remonstrances of the

citizens of Dublin " on the subject of the withdrawal
from Ireland of the mail-coach contracts conveyed in the

most effective manner to the Lord Lieutenant and the
Lords of the Treasury. Considerable excitement pre-
vailed, and it was resolved to petition Government on the
subject. It appears, however, from a conversation in the
House of Commons, that the question is already settled,

and that the contract has been given to a gentleman of
Glasgow.

Mcalh.—The Marquis of Downshire is about to try
his title with the Crown to present to the large living of
Ardnuscher, which has been some time vacant, in this

diocese. For this purpose he has nominated the Rev.
Graham Crozier, vicar of Rathconnell, to the benefice.

The Crown has presented for more than 200 years succes-
sively to the living. Perhaps when the parties have ex-

pended 20,000/. in voluminous pleadings and trials at the
bar, and in courts of error, and the House of Lords, a
clergyman may be instituted. The law expenses in con-
testing Killucan with Lord Clanricarde cost Bishop Alex-
ander 12,000/. It is now partly through the same title

that the Marquis of Downshire is claiming Ardnuscher.
Cork.—The arrangements for the approaching meeting

of the British Association are the general topic of atten-
tion. The Marquis of Northampton has signified his
intention to be present, and during his stay his lordship
will be domiciled at Castle Mahon,the seat of Sir Win.
Chatterton.—The Barbadoes, which put into this port
in distress, with emigrants, bound for Prince Edward's
Island, is to be sold fur the support and maintenance of
the passengers, who were engaged to be landed at their
destination by a London company, under the name of
the British American Association, which was lately the
subject of discussion at the London police courts.

I iin III* M —^^1 I^T—^—

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Scotch papers state that several

ministers who had joined the Non-Intrusion party in the
Church, have signified their intention of withdrawing
from that body, on the ground that the recent demands
have not been justified. The " Edinburgh Constitutional"
states that they have seen a letter from the Rev. James
M'Farlane, Minister of Muiravonside, requesting them to

announce that he has Cl withdrawn from the Convocation
because they refuse to accept a settlement on the prin-
ciple of the Liberum Arbitrium, plainly offered by Par-
liament, when their spiritual jurisdiction would be suffi-

ciently secure."
. Inverness.—The local papers mention another serious
accident to the works of the Caledonian Canal. About
eight o'clock on the evening of Friday week, one of the
stone aqueducts, or culverts, erected in the western dis-

trict for the purpose of conveying the mountain streams
under the bottom of the canal, gave way, carrying with it

a considerable portion of the embankment on both sides.

In the course of a few hours all the water in the reach
between the Bannavie locks and Gairlochy, six miles ia

length, was poured from the breach into the valley of the

Lochy. The canal banks, to the eastward of the culvert,

have been undermined by the action of the water, and the

material deposited in the bed of the river, to such an ex-

tent, that some months must elapse before the damage
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done can be repaired, and the navigation again opened
from sea to sea. This accident» the papers observe, is

trifling compared to what it might have been. Had
Loch Lochy, instead of

t
being very low, as it was when

the culvert gave way, been in the flooded state at which
*t stood during the winter, the Gairlochy lock, on the
drying of the reach, would, in all probability, have yielded
to the pressure from above, and the whole surface of

Loch Lochy, from twenty to thirty feet in depth, would
have forced its way to the sea. It is difficult to estimate
what might have been the effects of such an inundation,

Hafo.
Court op Ch a nckry.— Drever v. Maivdesley.—In this cause

the Honourable Thomas Erskine had been appointed receiver of
the tithes for the benefit of the creditors, and had acted as such
for some years under the authority of the Court. Having ne-
glected, however, to pass the accounts within the time prescribed,
he was specially ordered to do so, and a large balance of 3,900*.

appearing to be due by the report of the Master, Mr Erskine was
directed to pay that sum forthwith. This sum, with other mo-
neys from the same source, had been deposited in the bank of
I'aintry, Ryle, and Co., of Macclesfield, under the head of tithe
account, and on the firm having proved insolvent, two dividends
°f 4s. and 2s. were awarded to Mr. Erskine. These dividends he
Proposed to pay, but the Vice-Chancellor held that he was an-
swerable for the whole amount, and made an order accordingly
*or immediate payment. Mr. Bethel and Mr. Lloyd, in support
of an appeal against that order, observed that Mr. Erskine had
?oti e jn the prcsen t case that which receivers were always en-
joined to do, and which, by neglecting, they had, on many oc-

casions, rendered themselves liable to make up deficiencies. He
"ad most carefully abstained from mixing the receiver's money
J^'h his own, and placed it for safe custody in a bank, under the
J|ead of a tithe account. No profit or emolument of any kind
was derived from the office, and it was impossible therefore, on
ar»y rule of the Court, or on any principle of equity or justice, to
sustain the Vice-chancellor's order, and make Mr. Erskine re-

sponsible for the unfortunate failure of the bank in which the
money was placed for security. Mr. Coe and Mr. Rennel, in

support of the order, relied on the neglect of Mr. Erskine to pass
hls accounts. If the account of 1840 had been regularly passed
^t Michaelmas, and the balance paid in, there would have been no
Joss, because the bankers did not fail till June, 1841. Mr. Erskine
"ad been pressed to pass his accounts, and must take the conse-
quences, it had been said that no emolument was derived from
that office; but country bankers generally allowed interest on
their deposits, and it was desirable to know why Mr. Erskine
Persisted in keeping so large a sum in the bankers' hands, in-
stead of passing the accounts at the stated periods. The Lord
^nancellor, having consulted the registrar, observed, that it was
not the general practice for receivers to pass their accounts until
a led on to do so. It was, however, a very serious thing to
old Mr. Erskine responsible for a loss under such circumstances,

and before he did so, there must be further inquiry. His Lord-
* mp pave the parties leave to present a petition, with affidavits
containing the required explanation.

of !h
S,C V

" ^or^ LtiwtAer*—This was an appeal from a decision
the Vice-Chancellor Wigram, directing the payment to

gn»se f a surn of 300o/., bequeathed to him by a codicil inne win f the late Marquess of Hertford. The executors had
sisted the payment on the allegation that the sum given by

*
e cJ>dicH was a substitution for other sums bequeathed at dif-
rent periods, by other and prior instruments, and they appealed

on,!!; «>• decree. The Lord Chancellor gave judgment, and
^nn.med the decision of the Vice-Chancellor. His Lordshipwok an elaborate review of the different codicils by which money^ g1V en to Suisse, observing that in the whole they bestowed

W>
,llm tlle sum of 11,606/., before the testator made that final3W. in which he gave Suisse the sum of 8000/. in a codicil

wnich also made a provision for other servants. In his Lordship's
opinion, there was no reason for assuming that the testator in
"lis last instrument intended to deprive Suisse, whom he called
a most excellent man, of the benefits given him on former occa-
sions, and to substitute a sum of 8000/. for 11,000/. His Lordship
therefore dismissed the appeal with costs.
Vice-chancellor's Court.—(Before the Vice-Chancellor of

^
t*£i*Q<l)+--B(ntlanger v. East India Company.— Mr. Bethel

ar>d Mr. Young moved for the production of documents in the
Possession of "the East India Company, relating to one Claude
lancois Bonnet, a native of France, said to have been a ship-
uucler in Bengal, where he accumulated, it was supposed, an

«l
J?*00* fortune, and died intestate about 1793. The bill was

trnt -

llle
»'lail,tiff' P^rre Henri Boulanger, as his ariminis-

ajS?
r Jn this country, through one of his next of kin in France,

Bess
**1C Company, who were supposed to have taken pos-

Wl
10

r
of the intestate's property in the absence of any kindred

Pan'
^ r " w *Srarn and Mr. Lloyd appeared for the Com-

AprM*
a" d Said the tale secniC(l expressly got up for the 1st of

Con
' lle Iearned counsel said that for some years past the

toon -

ar,y liacl been overwhelmed with applications about this

Sear
S
i

leur Bonnet
»
and tnat tney had caused the most diligent

exist*
t0 be macle iu tneir "ooks »

and could find no trace of the

tievV
IC

?
0f any such

l
)Crson

>
aml

»
of course, they denied that

sentai
1

'
possessiOD of "is supposed fortune. Indeed, the repre-

Huire
wn 'ch were made about him by those anxious in-

ctiscrin
W

f
re so extravagant, that the Company were led to

hau hi
e wllol e story. They were told, for instance, that he

ftviiijn
n

.
King of Madagascar, that he died worth upwards of a

bank J
grater part of which had been in the Company's

had a f
1Icil£al » that he was seen in London in 1816, and that he

of Cor
cst of a hundred and fifty miles in length on the coast

clelusi
rnande1

' ,n short, there seemed to prevail a very great
be Kl^

C

|

n, °r monoma»ia, on the subject, and the Company would
f°nun f

tolend their assistance, in order to disabuse those un-
The J. victims who spent their money on such a wild pursuit,

hau cnl
n&had Sone so far, that a pack of French adventurers

With\h
Up a comPany in France (compagnie en commandite'),

coveri
cs

.

of M00, 500, and 250 francs, for the purpose of re^
to be «?5-i* P r°perty, which was represented to the subscribers
s»*

; hVh 2;o miUions of francs. Oi

tionour u
ComPany could find no t

&iblv k.
naving observed that the new

Of this fortunate youth the
trace in their books. His
aerial machine might pos-

rnfn°
f USe in discovering him, made an order for production,

.

n£ to the terms of the order made by the Lord Chan-1 '0 a lota ««..« „*- n__=«i_ .. X

^9 b

^Uestio?
a late case 0l Smith v. East India Company, when The

ProteC frJri^
as much discussed, to what extent the Company was

hatiire rom production of such documents as were of a public

}VcUiei'eu '
Comji ' i-ss,

'

07,€rs for Building Churches. —Sir Charles
IJo,n

buiifi"
U>Ved for an inJunction t0 restrain the defendants

eornerv<;i • ^ a cnurcn in the parish of Newtown, in Mont-
SltlinP

'' ,re
' without providing for the plaintiff such pews,

Pontiff ,t

cna »icels, as he had in the old parish church. The
ln

toomi.
Rev

' Geor&e Arthur Evors, a gentleman of fortune
pre

scrh)thr ?rysllire »
cla»»ed, as owner of Newtown Hall, a

Parish chnr V
ght t0 an ancient freehold chapel or chancel, in the

J
eats each •

containing no less than eight pews, with eight
5°*n.b S t0l

'
and a gallery, and in which were erected several

J,

w° vault* -
and nionuments of great antiquity, and particularly

S0sited s;n
m

4.

w hltlh the remains of his ancestors had been de-
ad time i^

e e time of ^dward IV. The owners of the Hall

l!
d were ^memorial enJ°yed tnis chapel, and paid for its repair,

n

T

Urch had f ^Pt from church-rates. Of late years this old parish
116

PariahioipJ??
°U1 of repair

'
and upoD aPPIication by some ofuuers to the commissioners for building churches, the

latter had agreed to advance 2,000/. towards building a new
church, for which the plaintiff and the rest of the parishioners
subscribed liberally. At first the plaintiff wanted the new church
to be built on the site of the old church, but when it was stated

to him that the commissioners could not advance money for

such a purpose, he proposed that the new church should be built

on a piece of land which he offered to give on his own estate,

and he declared his readiness to pay for a chancel for his own
especial use, as an ornamental addition to the church. For some
reason, however, he seemed to change his mind about giving
the site; and meantime Mr. Pugh, who resided in the same
borough, offered a site at another part of the parish, which was
finally accepted. The plaintiff then retracted his offer to build
the chancel, and insisted he had a right to have the same pri-

vileges secured to him in the new church which he possessed in
the old ; and it was contended that the new church would
become substantially the parish church, and that the old church
would be let fall into decay, to the great detriment of the plaintiff,

to whom his rights in his ancient parish church were an object
of great attachment. Mr. Twiss and Mr. Wray, on the part of
the commissioners, contended that the whole argument on
behalf of Mr. Evors turned upon a mistake in fact, an assump-
tion of an intention by the commissioners to rebuild the parish
church. That was the affair of the parish, and not of the com-
missioners. The money placed in their control was intended for
building additional churches in parishes where the population
had grown much too large for the church accommodation. The
commissioners had only lent their assistance in building a
district church ^ Over the parish church they had no power,
they had assumed none, nor did they intend to build a church
which should be a new parish church, or a substitution for the
old parish church. The learned counsel then commented on the
vacillating conduct of Mr. Evors during the whole negotiation,
as a sufficient answer to an application for an injunction. His
Honour observed, that besides the four Acts of Parliament which
had been commented on at such length, there were five others
on the same subject which had not been cited. He would, there-
fore, take time to consider his judgment.
Rolls Court.—Marquess of Her/ford v. Lord Lowther.—Mr.

Tripp, on behalf of Sarah Louisa Princess of St. Antonio, stated,
that the late Marquess of Hertford, by his will and codicils, had
bequeathed to her legacies amounting to 40,000/.; it was now
asked that this sum, together with 122/. Us. 8rf. for interest,
might be paid to her. Mr. Follett, on behalf of the executors of
the late Marquess, said that the present petitioner was domiciled
at Naples, and he was not aware that there was any authority to
receive the money. Lord Langdale directed that the money
should be carried over to the separate account of the petitioner,
with liberty for all parties to apply to the Court. He, however,
refused to give any costs of the petition.
Assizk Jntelligkncr.—Midland Circuit.—(Warwick.)

—

The Warwickshire Chartists.—George White surrendered to an-
swer an indictment for sedition and a riotous and unlawful as-
sembling at Birmingham in August last. The bill had been found
at the Birmingham Borough Sessions, on the22d October last, at
which time the defendant was in custody under the commitment
of the magistrates, and theindictment was removed by certiorari
into the Court of Queen's Bench. On the 29th October a sum-
mons had been taken out before a Judge at Chambers, and the
defendant was"admitted to bail by Mr. Justice Cresswell, on the
10th November, when recognisances were entered into by him-
self in 200/., and four sureties in 50/. each, that he would appear
and plead to the indictment, and appear on the return of the
postea in case he should be convicted. Mr. Serjeant Adams
stated the case on behalf of the Crown at some length. He spoke
of the fears that extensively prevailed in the town and neigh-
bourhood, of the meeting of the magistrates on the 20th, and of
their notices by placards and advertisements in the public papers
of the forbiridance of such meetings. He alluded to the state of
things which rendered it necessary for the magistrates to apply
for, and the Government to supply, a reinforcement of military.
In addition to the Dragoons usually quartered in the barracks at
Birmingham, a force of Infantry and Horse Artillery had been
procured. The Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and Staffordshire
regiments of cavalry had been also on duty in the neighbour-
hood of the town, and of the iron and coal districts. The pen-
sioners, too, had been embodied and drilled, and great numbers
of the respectable inhabitants sworn in as special constables.
The learned counsel observed upon the extremely mischievous
tendency, especially in times of popular excitement, of such pro-
ceedings and conduct as the defendant stood accused of. The
gentlemen of the Jury, he said, would pronounce whether the
charges, or any and which of them, laid in the indictment were
made out to their entire satisfaction. Witnesses were then ex-
amined in support of the prosecution, and on Saturday night,
the proceedings were adjourned to Monday. The defendant then
addressed the Jury in his defence ; his speech occupied one hour,
—but the principal points he made may be briefly stated. The
chief difficulty he confessed he laboured under was, not his want
of legal knowledge, but his inexperience in addressing an audi-
tory of the description of that before him, persons moving in a
different sphere from that to which he himself was accustomed,
and who, probably, had imbibed prejudices against Chartism,
with which he should find it difficult to combat; but he was
supported by the belief that the indictment upon which he had
been arraigned, and which had been removed into that Court by
writ of certiorari, had not been sustained by any evidence the
Government had thought fit to adduce in its support. He com-
plained of the way in which he had been treated. When before
the magistrates at Birmingham, he had been told bail would be
required of himself in 200/., and two sureties in 100/. each; yet
when he got to Warwick he found he was required to find bail in
six sureties of 100/. each; and under all the circumstances, he
considered himself as sinned against rather than having sinned.
He had been taken from his home, his family, his friends, in-
carcerated eleven weeks in a gaol, mixed up with felons and
characters of the very worst description, and all the time he was
ready with the good and sufficient bail which in the first instance
had been required of him. The Learned Serjeant who con-
ducted the prosecution had in his opening address, and in the
evidence he had thought fit to give, attempted to connect him
with the strike of the colliers ; in which attempt he had signally
failed, notwithstanding the police of Birmingham had done
their utmost to bring that charge home to him : while with regard
to the terror it was said he had inspired in the minds of the
peaceable inhabitants of Birmingham, there was not a single

inhabitant of that town called to prove the allegation ; while, on
the contrary, he could, if need was, call many persons to speak
to the reverse. There was no evidence to support the count for

riot—that, in fact, had been abandoned, and he would show that

the other counts laid were equally destitute of proof. But it was
said he was a Chartist, and that was enough to justify every
vagabond who might be in the police to go prying round corners,

watching his movements, as though he were the rogue they

wished to make him out. The truth was, he had sympathised
with the condition of the thousands he knew were starving

around him. Their wretchedness it was that had moved his

soul to pity ; and was he to be hunted out of the pale oi civilised

society on that score, and because he boasted of being a

Chartist ? No. He challenged his persecutors to show anything

against his character. He had always done his duty as an
honest man, and acted decorously and well. He had injured no
man his name or property ; nor had he ever been the base indi-

vidual to counsel others to do so. Then why should he be

singled out as an object for persecution ? If the petty jurymen

then in Court, who had come from the town of Birmingham

—

if they were asked whether he had ever been the means of in-

juring them in their vocation by any meetings he had held—they

would say, to a man, "Nothing of the sort;" and so would

every respectable inhabitant of the borough. He held certain

political opinions—these were Chartist opinions. He did not

deny it, But was it to be said, the intention of himself and
others holding these opinions was to rob and plunder? Ah!
they knew the working classes of their country better—they
were an industrious and contented set of men when they had
work to do, and willing to work they were— Oh ! how willing j but
how could they be quiet or happy when they had empty stomachs ?

It was not their wish to injure any one; but they thought, and
he (the defendant) imagined they thought rightly, that the la-
bour of the poor was as much entitled to protection as the pro-
perty of the rich ; while, as for himself, he was to be got rid of by
his political opponents, because he did not choose to make one
of their political chessboard. The defendant, after making a
few other observations, proceeded to remark upon the evidence,
while in respect of the Birmingham police, he averred the force
was composed of the greatest blackguards, thieves, and ruffians

that had ever disgraced humanity. In conclusion, he stated no
case had been made out against him, and he therefore left his

case with confidence in the hands of the jury. Mr. Baron
Aldeison, in summing up, said there were five counts in the
indictment, to four only of which would it be necessary for the
jury to direct their attention, as, in his opinion, the allegation of
riot was not made out, and the other counts related to holding
seditious language, aud to convening unlawful assemblies. In
order to make out that defendant had been guilty of using

seditious language, the jury must be satisfied the words imputed
to him were said, and said in the sense in which the indictment
charged. With regard to unlawful assemblies, his Lordship told

them what the law was. Where large bodies of men met toge-

ther for some private purpose, which was conducted in a way to

excite alarm and terror in the minds of persons of ordinary

firmness of character— not mere timid women— that was an
unlawful assembly. His Lordship then went through the evi-

dence, pointing out what he considered to be the points therein
favourable, or otherwise, to the defendant, and after a most
elaborate and impartial summing up, the jury retired to consider

their verdict, and ultimately returned with one of Guilty on the

first, second, and third counts— that for using seditious lan-

guage. A second indictment against the same defendant, and
for a similar offence, committed on the '. 5th of August, which had
begun when the former jury retired, was now given up, it being
stated by the counsel for the Crown that the verdict obtained
was sufficient to vindicate the law, the chiefobject it had in view.
Mr. Baron Alderson was about to pronounce sentence, but upon
the application of the defendant (the Crown not pressing for
judgment at ,the instant) it was postponed, and the defendant
will have to be brought up to the Court of Queen's Bench to
receive the same in the ensuing term.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—DERBY. — 14 to 2 agst Mr.

Blakelock's A British Yeoman (taken) j 16 to 1 agst Colonel
Peel's Murat (taken) ; l6to 1 agst Mr. Goodman's Maccabeus j

16 to 1 agst Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone ; 25 to 1 agst Lord Eglin-
ton's Aristides; 25 to 1 agst Colonel Anson's Napier; 2d to 1

agst Mr. Bell's Winesour (taken freely); 28 to 1 agst Mr. T.
Taylor's Gamecock (taken) ; 30 to l agst Lord G. Bentinck's Ga-
per (taken ); 30 to 1 agst Sir G. ileathcote's Amarino ; 30 to I

agst Lord Westminster's Languish colt; 45 to 1 agst Duke of Rich-
mond's Cornopean ; 1000 to 20 agst Lord Orford's Mercy colt

(taken) ; 50 to l agst Lord Chesterfield's Parthian ; 50 to l agst

Mr. Theobald's Highlander; 1000 to 10 agst Colonel Peel's St.

Valentine (taken.)

Oaks.— 5 to l agst Lord Westminster's Maria Day (taken).

MARK LANE, Friday, April 7-—The Wheat Market was
quiet to-day, and the sales of Foreign have been very limited. Of
English there was scarcely any at Market, but prices may be
considered fully equal to Monday. Barley sells slowly at the
same rates. Peas and Beans remain without alteration. The
supply of Oats is small, and our currency was fully supported.

BRITISH, I'KU liMI'KRIAL QUARTKR. 8. S.

Wheat, K.«5ex, Kent, and. Suffolk . . . White 40 to 48—— Norfolk, I-iin'olufhire, and YoiI« shire . . . 40 to 40*

Barley Malting mid distilling 25 to 30
Oate, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire , . „ Folands iato23
_— Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed — to —

Irish Feed 9 io 18
Rye . — to —
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 20 to SO Tick £2 to £7

Pigeon, Heligoland • - • ^7 to b'l Winds. — to —
Peas, White

s. s.
Bed 40 to 46
White — to—
Grind. 10 to 26
Feed 14 to V2
Potato 1ft to 24
Potato 14 to 23

Harrow £3 to 30
1-ongpod — to—

28 to 30 Maple 25 to 27 Grey 24 Lo£fl

WEEKLY IMPEIUAL AVERAGES.

Feb. .24 . .

Mar. 3— 10 .

— 17— 24 ,— 31 ...
6 weeks' Aggregate A ver.

Putiea

Wheat. Barley. Oats Rye. Beans.
48 6 £7 2 )7 1 88 4 20 11

411 3 27 4 17 3 29 26 7
<8 1 27 7 17 2 28 4 .r. 6
47 ti 27 11 17 4 2ti 10 ; 26 8
47 2 28 4 17 7 29 3 26 3

46 2 £8 6 17 4 29 4 26

47 7

£0

27 10 17 3 28 G 26 6

11 69 8 11 6

Peai-.
30
26
29
£8
2H
28

29

if

1

4

1j

6

6

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER LAST WEEK.

English
Irish .

Foreign

English
Irish •

Scotch .

Foreign

Flour.
4167 Sks. — Bri

Wht.
2-179

615

Bar).
2596

lUalt.

8G23
JO

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.
Wheat
1P30

Barley
2750

Oats. Kye.
510 8

12C0

Oats
2180
10690

Bnn.
ES3

350

Vest
209

HI'!
"J

Flour
2910

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS H. Wood, Fleet-Street, bookseller— W. Burton. Cambridge,

draper—.!. Hut ton, Ringwcod, Hampshire, draper—J. R. Hitrhfork, "Ne\r

Sarum, Wiltshire, hower— J. Nye, Bridge-hotise-place, Borough, surgical-*

instrument -maker— J- Howe, Sheffield, table-knite-manuiai turer— H. Morris,

Stourbridge, Worcestershire, grocer— K. Wheelei, Birmingham, corn-dealer—.

M^H^^^TJUVIo'iJS^S' SbM., Edinburph. merchant-John

Boya"k and ^'s'r.ovlk! "'' Andrews, n, Sher S_J. D. Rattray, Dundee,
ironmonger—T. Henden.on, Per th, ironmonger-

BXRTHS.-On the 5th inn., in Connaught-place, the Viscountess Bernard,

of a daughter—On the ith inst., at 30, Grosvenur-atreet, Lady Milhcent Jones*
of a daughter—On the 5th inst., in >outhamptonstreet, Bloomsbury-gquare,

Mrs- Luke James Hansard, of a danghter-On the 5th inst., at 13, Park-place,

St. James's, 'he lady of the:Rev. E. Bankes, of a daughter—On the 1st inst., at
Ham, the lady of General Montholon Count de Lee, late of Petersham Lndue,
Pete.sham, of a son-On the 3d mst., Mrs. Warner, of the Theatre Royal,
Drury-lane, and Euston-place, Euston-square, ol a son—On the 4th inst., at
Portland-place, the lady of W- W. Chute, Esq., M.P., f a daughter_At
Ashley Park, Lady Fletcher, on the 1st inst., of a son.

i

DIhD.--At Genoa, on the 25th ult., Lady Erskine, wife of the Right Hon.
Lord £«!""£> her Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-

V,
ar
,L

attheC, «rtof '^"n»'h-On the 5th inst., 'at his residence in Portsea,
H. Ihompson, Esq., R.A., Keeper of the Roval Academy—On the 3d inst., at
the Grange, the Hon. and Rev. Thomas M orison, Rector of Bedale, in the 79th
year of his age-On the 22d uk., at his seat, Broomham, in the county of
Sussex, on William Ashburnhamj Bart., in the 7'Kh year of hia age—On the
5th inst., at her residence, 14©, Albany-street, Regent's Park, Mrs, Honey, the
popular vocalist, in the S6th year of her age*

1
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WHITE FIELD CARROT SEED of the finest quality,
at 3s. 6rf. per lb., for not less than 7 lbs., may be obtained of

Gordons Thomson', & Baskett, Seedsmen, 25, Fenchurch-street,
London. ^

VALUABLE ORCHLDACE/E FROM INDIA.

MESSRS. J. C. and S. STEVENS beg to announce
that they have just received notice of a BOX of ORCI1I-

DACE/E collected in the Presidency of Bombay between the 20th

and the 25th Feb. last, being on board the "Oriental." They
will be landed at Southampton on or about the 18th inst., and
immediately sold by Auction at their Great Room, 38, King st.,

Covent Garden. Due notice of the day of Sale will be given.
'

TO GEcnTLKMKN, KlOIUSTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg to

announce they are instructed to submit to Public Compe-
tition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew Lnne, on Thursday,
April 13, 1S43, at 12 o'clock, a very rare Collection of Carna-
tions and Picoriiics (the entire Stock of a celebrated Amateur),

Fuchsias, Vkrbknas, Pinks, Dahlias, and a variety of Plants

in bloom. Also a quantity ot Carnation Sticks, Shades, &c. May
be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the

Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone .

MR. JOHN KING begs to give Notice that he intends

to sell by Public Auction, on the 12th day of April, 1813, at

10 o'clock, on the premises, Brixton-road, a fine collection of

Greenhouse plants, a fine large specimen of Acacia Armata, 12

feet high, in full blossom ; some of the new Scari.kt Pki-argo-

niums, China Roses. &c. &c. Also a large collection of Herba-

ceous plants. Flower Seeds, &c. Catalogues on the premises, of

Mr. Lake, Seedsman, Bishopsgate-street, and of the Auctioneer,

H ackney-road. __

TV CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
JL!j No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1823. Empowered byAct of Parliament, 3William IV.

Lower rates of premium thanthose of any other office.

that entitle the assured to particip ate in the profits, as follows :—•

50Age. 15

Annual
Premium
per cent.

1 10 8

20

I 14 7

25 :i0

l 19

35

2 4 312 10 11

40

2 19 9

45

3 11 9 4 8

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 167.

per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second

Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent.

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam vessel) from any one

Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any part

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by

the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors.

Campbell James Downer, Secretary.

/ COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
V^ ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapside, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly ; loans advanced from 25/.

to 500/., lor three or more years, on approved personal or other

security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate
amount.
Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at 14 or 21 ; in case of death the whole of the money
returned to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-

spectuses and every information to be had of Frederick Law-
iiAx cB, Resident Secretary, 112 ,

Chcapsidc.

HOT WATER FOR BOTTOM-HEAT.

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-Place,
• King's Road, Chelsea, Hothouse-builders and Hot-Water

Apparatus Manufacturers, seeing that several parties pretend to
lay claim to the Open Trough, Tank, or Gutter system of heating,
J. W. & Co. here lay before the Horticultural world their prac-
tice respecting it, they having fixed and circulated water in open
Troughs now upwards of 16 years; and their works arc now to
be seen that have been fixed that time, at David Pl/gh's, Esq.,
Welsh Pool, Montgomeryshire; the Duke of Bedford's, Wo-
burn; Sir Edmond Antrobus, Cheam, and up to the present
time they could give a list of 200 names, where they have fixed

that principle, or their improvement on it. The above sketch
represents a pit, shewing the principle for the purpose of Bottom-
Heat, which answers well. J. W. & Co. solicit an inspection of
their improvements in Building, Heating, and Ventilating, at

their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester- Place, Chelsea.

OT^VATER APPARATUS~FOH HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.
D. andE. Bai lev having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in Errgland, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions oi

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvill

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Ba i ley have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals required, and which maybe seen at their Manufactory,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church-strcet, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,
and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety
of sizes of these much- approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindlcy to the

merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, page 175,

and February, 1843, page %J) 3
renders it unnecessary to offer any

remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :

—

They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 41. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,
Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c.
N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description.

HPHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
J- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Se-venoaks, Kent.

J. Siikwkn having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons* Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddigcs',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Mr. Knight's,
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

ENN'S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE BUILDING
WARMING, and VENTILATING.—The superiority of the

principle first introduced by Jno. Pknn, Esq., for obtaining a
more complete circulation oftheatmosphere in heated apartments,
being now fully established, W. HILL respectfully acquaints
the Nobility, Horticulturists, and the Public generally, that
having, in conjunction with the Inventor, devoted much time
and study to perfect the same in the construction of Conserva-
tories, Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, and other Horticultural
Erections, and to heat them with IMPROVED HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, to ensure any pkorkr of tbmpkraturb,
earnestly solicits their inspection of the working of this system
at the Inventor's residence, I.ewisham.
The peculiar advantages in Houses erected upon, or altered

to, this principle, are— Free and rapid Circulation, Equality of
Temperature, and safe and agreeable access, at all times, to the
most delicate constitutions.
Churches, Chapels, Manufactories, or other large Public

Buildings and Dwelling-houses, warmed and ventilated. The
Heating Apparatus, which is of the very best description, com-
bining Durability and Simplicity with Economy in the Con-
sumption of Fuel, is manufactured by and fixed under the super-
intendence of JNO. PENN, Esq., Engineer.
Reference is permitted to Jno. AVii.lmot, Esq., Islcworth, and

numerous other Gentlemen, who are practically acquainted with
the merits of W. Hill's mode of applying Mr. Pawn's principle.

Designs, and every information, may be obtained on application

to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham
.

MANURES.—Guano, Nitrates of Soda, and Potash,

(pure), at the Importer's prices. Also Gypsum, Potter's

Guano (superior to the Foreign), Urate, Bone-Dust, Sulphate of

Ammonia, and all other Chemical Manures, on the lowest terms
for cash. Rock .Salt and Agricultural Salt. — Sold by Mark
Fotheugill, Merchant and Agricultural Agent, 40, Upper
Thames-street.

*** Pamphlets treating the above may be had of Mr.F.

LIQUID MANURE.

—

Pumps of a superior construc-

tion for Liquid Manure, portable and stationary. Garden
Pumps, Hydraulic ditto, and for deep Wells; also for Ships,

Barges, Tanners, Brewers, Soap-boilers, &c. Pumps kept for

Hire, for Wells and Excavations.— Bbnjamin Fowli;ii, late

Georok Turner, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION for the*RELIEF
OF AGED AND INDIGENT GARDENERS AND THEIR

WIDOWS.—A General Meeting of the Subscribers to this Insti-

tution will be held on Thursday, the 1st day of June next, for the

special purpose of Electing two Pensioners.

All Persons desirous of becoming Candidates arc requested to

forward their Testimonials on or before Saturday the 22d inst.

(as after that time none can be received), to the Secretary of

whom Copies of the Rules and Lists of Subscribers, may be ob-

tained.—Edward R. Cuslkr, Secretary, 97, Farringdon-st.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

T
WEEKS & Co., Architects, HortictjlturaIi

• Buildkus, &c, Gloucester-place, King's-road, Chelsea.—
The great simplicity of their improved plan of Shading, by
which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instantly

covered with a sheet of Canvas, renders the principle an object

of admiration. To be seen in use at most of the London Nur-
series, and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place,
Chelsea.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
Manoi-il Wurzisl, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orange Gi.obk Mangkl Wurzkl, by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano.
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 15s. per ton;

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,

Lambeth.

GUANO ON SALE.—Any quantity of this Valuable
Manure can be had from the bonded Stores of the Im-

porter, either in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotes-

wortii, Powell, and Piiyor, St. Helen's Place, Loudon;
Edwards, Danso.v, and Co., Liverpool; or Wm. Jos. Mvkrs and

Co., Importers, Liverpool.

LATEST WORK ON CHINA.
Now ready, in 3 vols, small 8vo, with a Map, and 36 Engravings

by Jackson, price 15s.

A N HISTORICAL & DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT
•il of CHINA, from the Earliest Ages to the Peace of Nan-

king. By Hugh Murray, Esq., F.R.S.E., and other Eminent

Authors. 3d Edition, revised and enlarged.
In a few days, by the same Author, ^-r-rxTm

AN HISTORICAL & DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT
of BRITISH INDIA, from the most Remote Period to the Con-

clusion of the Affghan War. 4th Edition.

Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh; Simpkin, Marshall, &Co.,
London.

Just published, price is., by Longman and Co., London; W.

Curry, Jun., and Co., Dublin ; Fraser and Co., Edinburgn,

nPRIALS and EFFECTS of New CHEMICAL FBR-
-L TILIZERS, with various Experiments in Agriculture, tor

Aerating Soils and Composts— Increasing the Food of Flanls
R

Improving Irrigation—and abating the Ravages of Insects. £>
Sir J. Murray, M.D., Member of the Royal Agricultural Societies

of England and Ireland.

Sir James Murray's New Fertilizers for Early Crops, 205. per

cask, eight casks to a ton, may be procured of the London *S™™'
GiFFORD & Lindkr, 104, Strand ; or Evans, 79, Dame-st, pupun.

WALKER'S NEEDLES (by Authority the

• "Queen's Own"), with the New Large Eyes, are easily

threaded (even by blind persons), and worked with £re_at.^s
r
c '

having Improved Points, Temper, and Finish. V^* L*^tws«
correct Likenesses of Her Majesty and His Royal Highness

Prince Albert in relief, on coloured grounds.

II. Wai.kkr's Improved Fish-hooks, Steel Pens, Hooks ana

Eyes, Bodkins, &c, are particularly recommended to n°«ce.

For the Home Trade, neat packages of Needles or Pens, iroro

I*, to 10s. value, can be sent free by post by ai\/
^sptctame

dealer, on receipt of 13 penny stamps for every shilling value.

Every quality, &c, for shipping.
A/r«wir>n lanp

H. Walker, Manufacturer to the Queen, 20, Maulcn-Iane,

Wood-street,

MOXON'S EFFERVESCENT MAGNESIAN APE-
- RIENT may be had of all respectable medicine-venders

throughout Great Britain and Ireland, and nearly every part of

the civilized world. In all parts it has met with the sanction of

members of the medical profession, who recommend it to their

patients as the best Family Purgative ever discovered. It is of

eminent service in pains in the Head, casual or Habitual costivc-

ness, Bilious Affections, Nausea, Sickness, Heartburn, Indiges-

tion, Gout, Piles, Fistula, and as an aperient saline draught in

all febrile affections. It is an effectual remedy tor derangement
of the stomach and head, resulting from excess cither in eating

or drinking. It possesses all the medicinal powers of the most
approved saline Aperients, without the disagreeable taste which
distinguishes medicines of that class, and is so agreeable that

even children can take it without dislike. Prepared only by

Bbnjamin Moxon & Sons, Chemists, Hull. Sold in bottles at

2.s. Qd., 4s. 6d., and lis. Observe—the genuine medicine has
i( Moxon & Smith (then co-partners), Chemists, Hull," engraved
on the Government stamp.—Wholesale Agents, Barclay and
Sons, &c , London.

BISK-HIVES.

—

George Neighbour and Son beg
to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-

ness from No. 181, High Holborn, to more spacious and commo-
dious Premises, numbered 1*27 in the same street. Their selection

of Beehives for this season comprehends most varieties now in

with Glasses, &c, from cither of which the produce may be

taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. G. N-

and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with

Bee Management, at their Apiarian Dep6t and Honey Ware-
house, 127, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-
don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have Post-

age Stamps inclosed.
*** i c Nutt on Bkks" (5th Edition), now published.

T^OUNTAJNS, VASES, TAZZAS, FIGURES, &c,
J- in Marble, Artificial Stone, and Parker's Cement, to be seen

at WYATT, PARKER, and Co.'s WHARF, Holland-street, Sur-

rey, foot of Blackfriars- bridge. Also a large Collection of

Chimney Sha fts, Pedestals, Capitals, Consoles, Trusses, ftc. _

DWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-
turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isms-

worth, upon application to the Gardener—Sundays excepted^
EE- 1*1 lVES~&c.— Illustrations of Apiaries, Bee-
hives, Feeding-Machines, and all the Apparatus connected

with tile Apiary- a Sheet-List, price 1*., published by J. Mu**
ton, maybe had of Messrs. Parker, West Strand ; also at J*

Milton's, Italian Warehouse, 10, Gt. Marylebone-st.,Wimpolc-st.
"These are Illustrations referred to in the Practical Bee-Keeper/
a Treatise on Bees now publishing. All letters prepaid.

B

TO GROWERS OF SUCCULENTS.

AN AMATEUR has about 100 established Plants of

thcMELOCACTUS DEPRESSUS, imported last Spring: also

a number of duplicates of CACTI and ALOES, which he wishes

to part with, either for cash or plants of the same tribe not con-

tained in his collection. Particulars may be had by applying to

H. L., 3, Thomas-street, Horselydown, London.

WANTED, by a Clergyman in the Country, an active,

useful Man as GARDENER. He will have to look after

two Cows, and a Horse and Carriage, and must be well acquainted

with a Gardener's business. Address, post-paid, to J.E. R, Post-

ofiice, Newbury.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER, a respectable Married Man aged

33, who has a competent knowledge of the various depart-

ments of his profession^ has held the situation he has just left

five years. Satisfactory references can be given. Direct to A. E'>

care of Mr. Lane, Gardener, Hurlinghnm House, Fulham. „

AS GARDENER, a Young Man, 28 years of age. He
can be highly recommended for strict integrity and a genera 1

knowledge of Gardening in all its various departments, by sort*6

of the Noblemen's Gardeners he has lived with.—Direct to C S'*

care of Mr. Robkrts, Albion, Thornhill-road, Islington. _^,

AS GARDENER, an active, industrious, married

Man, without children, aged 39, who perfectly understands

the management of the Vinery and Greenhouse, Wall-trees,

Kitchen and Flower Gaiden, early and late Forcing. Has no ob-

jection to the care of Meadow Land and Stock. His wife is aI
.

excellent Dairymaid, and understands the management °*

Poultry. Can have eight years' excellent character from a his"*'

respectable family. Direct to W. IL, 38, Britannia-street

City-road. ^^
S GARDENER, a young MAN, 24 years of agCr

who understands Early Forcing j he has had the care o

Pines, and would have no objection to take charge of a Horse a»

Chaise, or a few Cows, if required. Can have a good referent

from his last employer. Direct to LP., care of Mrs. Smew *1

Sydenham
.

___- f

AS GARDENER, a single Man, aged 39, who is abl*

and willing to work, and is well acquainted with the tre»

ment of Pines, Vines, &c. and with Gardening in general. **

has lived three years in each of his last situations. Lett(L
addressed to J. L. Ross, West Wickham Hall, Kent, will be im^
diately attended t o. ^-^

S SECOiND GARDENER, a respectable yo«j{

Man, 24 years of age, who has been brought up m tj

Business, and has a good knowledge of Forcing of every de^c
g

tion, having been Foreman in his two last Situations. *jc ^
lived in some or the principal places in the North, and can

^
well recommended by the Nobleman's Gardener he is abot^

leave.—Address N. IL, Post Oflicc, Cattcrick.

A
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UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MAJESTY.
ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL

SOCIETY.—The Fiust Grand Flower Show of the season
will be held at the Horns Tavern, Kennington, on Wednesday
next, April 10th, 1843. During: the afternoon will be given a
Conceito degli Strumenti di Fiati — Conductor, Mr. Dean,
Open from 1 till 7. Admission, One Shilling.

__ R. H . Cuming, T-Ion. Sec.

HEARTSEASE SOCIETY.—President, Sir J. SE-
BRIGHT* Bart. The next Show of the above Society will

he held at Mr. Lidoard's, Thatchcd-House Inn, Hammersmith,
on Tuksmay, May 9, when Prizes will be given on the same liberal

scale as last year, a schedule of which can be obtained of the
Honorary Secretary, Mr. R. S. Mountjoy, Ealing, Middlesex.
Subscription— 105. per annum.—April 11, 1843.

i~i
1

- H

J^LORl CULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—* At the EVENING MEETING, on Tuesday next, the 18th
hist., at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand, 1st and 2nd
Prizes will be awarded to Amateurs and Nurserymen respect-
ively, for the best Green, Grey, and White-edged Auriculas

;

together with 1st and 2nd Class Prizes to Seedlings: the Flowers
to be ready for the Censors at 3 o'clock precisely. The competi-
tion (except for Seedlings) to be confined to Members. The
Seedling Class will, as heretofore, be open to all: but no Frizes
will in future be paid on any account, except to Subscribers to
the Society. T. C. Wi ld ma n, Hon. Sec.

JOHN MILNE begs respectfully to offer to the No-
*/ bility, Gentry, and Public the following plants:—
A fine specimen of Arauearia excelsa, in pot, standing 8 ft. high.

probably one of the finest in England, for sale, price 25/.
Ditto, 5 ft. high, 10/.

Fine specimens of Rhododendron arborcum (true), 8ft hiffh
each, 71 7*.

„ „ album, 10s. Gd. to 20s. each.
Two very large Bonapartea juncca, 41. -is. each.

Liliura lancifolium album, 5s. ; Do. do. punctatum, 7s. Gd, each.
Rosa Devoniensis, 2s. Gd. each.
A fine collection of Azalea sinensis, Camellias, Pelargoniums

Ericas, Epacrises", Gcsneras, Gloxinias, Achimenes, &c. &c!
Likewise a general collection of Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and
Hock plants, too numerous to insert. J. M. can also spare
100 fine large plants of Andromeda floribunda, ios. Gd. and
12s. Gd. each.

Plants for Bedding out.

1

6

d.

6
6

6

9

Aistrcemcria, 6 varieties, s.

each . . is. to 1

Bouvardia triphylla . I

Calceolaria, 12 vars., p. doz. 9
Campanula grandis, each
Catananche, 2vars., each
Chelone barbata, per doz.
Fuchsia, 25 varieties of
the newest and most
approved sorts, large
plants, per doz. . . 12

Do. do., smaller, per doz. 9
Fuchsia fulgens, 2 varie-

ties, per doz. 9s., each 1

Gcntiana.n vars., per doz. 6
Pelargonium, scarlet and

striped vars.,p.doz.,4s. to 6

Hcliotropium, p. doz., -Is. to (i

Lantana Sellovii, p. doz. " "

Lilium eximium, each .

, »» longiflorum
Linum, 4 vars., per doz. .

Lobelia, 6 vars., per doz.

.

Lychnis Bungeana, each
» coronata

8.

I

9
6

9
1

1

6

6
1

1

(»

6

Lychnis fulgens each
Mimulus, 6 line varieties,

per doz. . 6s. and 9
Mule Pink, per doz.

. 6
Oenothera macrocarpa,
each . . . . 1

G'.notheratarnxacifolia,ea.
Oxalis, 6 fine vars., p.rioz. 6
Pcntstcmon, 6 fine vars.,
per doz.

Petunias, 8 vars., per doz!
n

t

of the newest
10 varieties, per doz. .

Phlox Drummondii, 3 va-
rieties, per doz. .

Do., 8 of the newest sorts,
each ....

Do., in 25 vars., per doz.
Potcntilla,Gfinevars.p.doz. 6
Salvia, 6 varieties, per doz. 6
Scutellaria splendcns.each 1

Silcne laciniata, each . 1

Verbena, 12 finevars.p.doz. 6
Viola arborea (new), each 3

rf.

6

9

12

6

1

9

Cheepers for Planting out.

6

6

6

6

s.

1

1

1

1

a.

6
6
6

6

1

Anstolochiasipho, each.
£.

tra&ene austrioca
^gnonia caprcolata

r >« radicans (superb)
^canothus azureus and

Pallidus
Clematis azurea grandi-

fl01'a ....
double purple .

florida, single .

,, double .

rnontana .

Sieboldi . 1

^oosea scandens, per doz. C

£?
G'crnocarpusscaber,eachl

Glycine frutescens „ l

t »» sinensis „ 1

«o;jcysuckles,in6vars. „ 9

he. 1 .

above Plants are all in

lloneysuckle,scarlettrum s. d.

>*

11

2
1

I

1

1

1

6

G

G

6

6

pet, each ... 1

Ipomcea Lcarii . . 1

Jasminum,4varieties,each
Lophospermum, 4 vars.
.Lonicera nexuosa

„ longi flora (true)
Maurandya Barclayana,
per doz.

,, alba, each .

Passiflora, 4 vars. „
Pbyaianthu8 undulatus
Sollya heterophylla
Scypanthus elegans, per

doz., 30s., or each
Thunbergia, vars., each
White Everlasting Pea M
20 varieties of creeping

Roses, large plants,each I

I

2

9
l

l

1

3
1

1

6

9
9

6

9

6

puiucs are an in pots ; and a general supply may
N r

lhro"^hout the season.

of on, ^a
,

nls for Bedding or Creepers ordered to the amount
refer/^ ^ forwarded to any part of London carriage free ; a

BDnmi* ?
°r p

t^t-°mcQ wder will be required of unknown corre-
^aaents.-Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, Middlesex.

NEW and CHOICE DAHLIAS and FUCHSIAS,
by F. &A. SMITH 8c Co., Florists, &c, Hackney, London.

For May, 1843. New and Superb Seedling Dahlias:—
BJANCA, Wildman, pure white, cup petals, large size> the centre

well up, very deep flower (having from 25 to 30 rows of petals),
first-rate form , of excellent habit, and very free bloomer; has
obtained four prizes, and was pronounced a first-class flower by
the Floricultural Society of London. 4 ft.— 10s. 6d.

DUKE OF WELLINGTON, Smith, rich scarlet crimson, fine cup
petals, the centre well up, is of great depth and substance, a
first-rate flower, a very profuse bloomci, and quite new in
colour; it obtained a prize at the South Essex Show in Sept.
4 ft.— 10s. Gd.

GENERAL SIR R. SALE, Smith, crimson purple, cup petal,
well up in the eye, of good size, and great depth of petals, very
profuse and constant bloomer, with long, upright foot- stalks,
and is considered by competent judges the best flower of its

colour yet offered to the public; it was pronounced a first-

class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug. 16,
1842; obtained a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 ; a prize at
South Essex, Sept. 8; a prize at Kingston, Sept. 15 ; a prize at
Salt Hill, Sept. 16; a prize at Victoiia Gardens, Stepney, Sept.
19; a prize at the Floricultural Society of London, Sept. 20; a
prize at Sunbury, Sept. 22; a prize at Hammersmith, Sept. 27.
4 ft.— 1 0s. Gd.

RIVAL YELLOW, Smith, deep golden yellow, fine cup petals,
of great substance and depth, centre well up, of excellent form,
very constant, and good habit. This Dahlia is warranted the
best of its colour yet offered to the public. As the stock is very
limited, early application is necessary to secure plants, many
orders having already been received. No allowance on this
variety. 4 ft.— 10s.

RAINBOW, Smith, yellow, beautifully edged with rosy purple, of
good form, very constant, free bloomer, and excellent habit;
the flowers have long, straight footstalks

; quite a new and
distinct variety from any other in cultivation. The form of
this flower improves as the season advances, sufficient to con-
stitute it a show flower. 4 ft.— I0s.6rf.

F. fy A. Smith fyCo.'s List of Superb Seedling Dahlias continued t

America, Drummonds', s. d.

fine purple, 4 ft. high . 2 6

Admiral Stopford, Tren-
field, fine dark 4 ft. 3 6

Attila, Whale, light rose
shaded . . 4 ft. 1 6

Alba purpurea superba,
Bates, purple tipped with
white . . 4 ft. 2 G

Alicia, Burdon, white tip-

ped with bright crim-
son, fine form, 2 ft. 10 6

Bedford Surprise, Shep-
pard, shaded purple, fine

form . . 4 ft. 3 6

Beauty of Wakefield, white,
edged with purple, 4 ft. 1 6

British Queen, Back, sha-
ded bronze . 3 ft. 2 6

Bride, Fawcet's, blush,
tipped with rose, 3 ft. 1 6

Belsize Rival, Pipe, rosy
blush, enp petals, very
constant, of good form
and habit . 4ft. 10 6

Bridesmaid, Brown, white
and lavender . 3 ft. 1 6

Burnharn Hero, Coker,
crimson red . 4 ft. 1 6

Blanche Shelley, Mitch-
ell, white, tipped with
purple, good ft rm, 5 ft. 10 6

Beauty of Sussex, Mitch-
ell, pink, deeply edged
with carmine . 4 ft.

Conqueror of the Plain,
^pary, maroon, fine
form . . 5 ft.

Compacta, Gaines, ma-
roon . . 4 ft.

Candidate, Silverlock, dk.
purple , . 4 ft.

Cyclops, Neville, dk. sha-
ded wilh light crimson,
4 feet ....

Coronation,. Smith, rosy
scarlet . . 4 ft.

Coronation, Harrison,
crimson shaded with
purple . . sft.

Confidence, Cook, shaded
orange, good form, very
constant . 4 ft. 7 6

Competitor, Hodges, rose-
shaded, fine form, 4 ft. 5

Duke of Cornwall, Low,
bright rosy salmon, 4 ft. 2

Dowager Lady Cooper,
Jackson, rose, fine form,
4 feet . . . .16

Eclipse, Catleugh, vermi-
lion scarlet . 4 ft. 1 6

Eclipse, Widnall, deep
scarlet . . . 5 ft. 1 6

Euclid, Ward, shaded pur-

ple - 4 ft. 1 6

Empress of Whites, G.
Smith, white, good
form, very dwarf grow-
er, 2 ft . . 10 6

Earl of Leitrim, Ogilvey,

deep shaded purple, cup
petals, large, and of

good form; hasobtained
several prizes . 4 ft. 10 6

Fanny Waugh, Forster,

deep lilac, of fine form;

it has obtained a first

class prize at Hexham,
and was on the second

staodof 18 and the se-

cond of 24 blooms at

the same place; was
placed first in its class

at Corbridge,& second

at the Great North of

England Show at Jes-

moud, near Newcastle

:

ibis variety is very con-

stant, of medium size,

great depth of petals,

10 6

1 6

1 6

1 6

2 6

3 G

2

the centre well up, and s. d.
of good habit . 4 ft. 10 6

Great Western, Bragg,
shaded purple, very
large, good form, 4 ft. 7 6

Gem, Smith, white, tip-
ped with pink . 3 ft. 2

Great Mogul, Atwell, deep
maroon, good form, 4ft. 10 6

Grand Tournament, Union,
blush . . 4ft.g 1 6

Hope Triumphant, Wild-
man, rose . 3 ft. l 6

Hon. Miss Abbott, Smith,
lightliiac,gd.form,4ft. 2 6

Hero of Stonehengc, Whale,
mulberry . 4 ft. 10 6

Imogene, Dewar, light
lilac, first rate . 2 ft. 10 6

Indispensable, Girling,
violet purple, good form,
5 ft. . . . .16

Jersey Maid, Langelier,
blush, good form, 4 ft. I 6

Lady Sale, Todd, good
form . . 4 ft. 10 6

Lady Alice Peel, Jackson,
light rose . 3 ft. 2 6

Lady Glentworth, Wid-
nall, claret shaded, good
form . . 4 ft. 2 6

Lady Harland, Jeffries,

rosy lilac . 4 ft. 2 6
Miranda, Brown, blush,
tipped and mottled with
rose; gained first prize
at York, a prize at Salt
Hill, and classed as a
second-rate flower by
the London Floricultu-

ral Society . 3 ft. 7 6
Marchioness of Exeter,
Widnall, peach, good
form . . 3 ft. 2

Majestic, Widnall, shaded
rosy purple, gd.fm., 4 ft. 2 6

Marquess of Lansdowne,
Brown, shaded salmon,
4 ft 2 6

Mary Jane, Edwards,
white and purple, 4 ft. I 6

Miss Chester, Stein, creamy
white . . 3 ft. I 6

Mrs. Shelley, Mitchell,
deep rosy purple, good
form . . 4 ft. 3 6

Mrs. James Richardson,
Edwards, blush white,
occasionally tipped, gd.
form, has taken several
prizes . . 4 ft. 10 6

North Star, Thomson,
crimson scarlet, fine
form . . 3 ft. 2 6

Northern Beauty, white
tipped with cherry, 5 ft. 2 6

North Midland, Evans, dp.
crimson, good form, has
taken several prizes, 4ft. 7 6

Orion, Smith, light yellow,
good form . 3 ft. 7 6

Orynthia, blush, edged
and tipped with rosy
purple, good form,
4 ft 10 6

Oriental Pearl, Atwell,
creamy white, gd. form,
5 ft j 6

Prince of Wales, Dodds,
yellow . . 3 ft. 2 6

Prince of Wales, Girling,
purple, striped with
crimson, gd. form, 4 ft. 2 6

Pet Rival, Bushel!, red
crimson, very constant,
3 ft 10 6

Prince Albert, Adams,
shaded salmon & brown,
large and constant, 4ft. 2 6

Perpetual Grand, Brown,
maroon, fine form, 5 ft. 10 6

Princess Royal, Hudson,
buff, tipped rose, 4 ft.

Princess Royal, Horwood,
primrose . 4 ft.

Princess Royal, Thomson,
bright orange, tipped &
edged with red 4 ft.

Fhceniz, Hcdley, scarlet,

3 It. • • •

Ploughboy, purple, large,

and of good form, 4 ft.

Purpurea alba, Harris,
purple with white stripe,

4 it

Queen of Lilacs, Appleby,
deep lilac . 5 ft.

Queen of the Isles, Low,
white edged crimson,
O It. # * + %

Retriever, ruby crimson,
fine form . 4 ft.

Rose Unique, Ansell, rosy
purple, fine form, 4 ft.

Stanley, Jones, blush
tinted rose, fine form,
3 ft

Sir F. Johnstone, Hellier,
purple, good form, 3 ft.

Sultana, Appleby, deep
marc on, sometimes
striped with light pur-

s.

2
d.

6

1 6

2 6

2 6

2

1 6

1 6

10

s. d.

6

10 6

6

10

6

6

2 6

3 6

2

pie, of good size and
form, warranted by the
raiser first rate . 4 ft. io

Surprise, Oakley, red, tip-
ped with pure white; is
the best -formed flower
Of its class, and has ob-
tained 8 seediingprizes,
4 ft. . . .

Twyford Perfection, Young,
deep ruby . 4 ft.

Tournament, Catleugh,
ruby scarlet . 4 ft. ]

Virgil, Mountjoy, deep
maroon, fine form; has
taken many prizes, first

rate . . 5 ft. 10 6
Van Amburgh, Miller,

rosy lilac, fine form, a
constant show flower,

3 It 10

Westbury Rival, Hall, crim-

son . . 4 ft. l

Windmill Hill Hero, Miller,

rich deep crimson, cup
petal, globular, and fine

form . . 4 It,

Will Watch, Girling, sha-

ded crimson . 3 It.

White Defiance, Langelier,
good form . 3 ft.

6

6

10 G

G

2

W7ith all the older varieties, from 6s. to 12s. per dozen.
F. and A. S. can also supply all the new varieties of other

Growers, if timely notice be given.

FUCHSIAS.
Affinis . . .

Amato, Harrison .

Arborea, Smith
,, grandiflora, May

Admirable, Harrison
Argo, Harrison
Balloon! ....
Blanche, Harrison .

Brockmanii . . •

Blanda, Smith . . .

Bellana, or roseo alba .

Bicoior ....
Clio, Harrison .

Cooperii ....
Conspicua arborea, Cat-
leugh ....

Curtesii ....
Cordlfolia, or cordata .

Clintonia ....
Compacta, Smith • •

Conspicua, Smith .

Chandlerii . •

Carnea, Smith .

Corymbiflora .

Dalstonii, Smith •

Delicata ....
Dennisiana
Eppsii ....
Excelsa, Smith . .

Erecta tricolor
Eximia ....
Elegans superba
Formosa elegaii5,Thomson
Fairy, Harrison
Flora, Harrison
Fulgens ....

,, multiflora . .

Floribunda magna, May
Fulgida superba, May
Globosa roseo elegans .

„ elegans
,, multiflora .

Grandiflora maxima,May
Glabra multiflora .

Gem, Harrison • •

Hybrida coccinea •

VERBENA.
Spkciosa, Kyle, bright vermilion, with blush or rosy eye, large
trusses and very free bloomer, of strong upright growth: it

obtained a certificate of merit at the exhibition of the Horti-

cultural Society of London, July 9, 1842; in the Gardeners*

Chronicle, page 425, the Editor's opinion is that the Verbena is

handsome and very brilliant, and is, without doubt, a good
variety

;
plants in May. 5s.

s. d. s. (L

1 Inflata, Ivory . • 1 a
1 6 ,, ^

fulgi- a • • 1 6
1 Insignis, Smith • • 1 6
1 6 Invincible, Smith • » 1

1 6 King • 7 6
1 6 Lanei • * 7 6

10 6 Loudonii . • • 2 6
2 Middlctonia • 2 6

7 6 Moneypennii . * » 1

2 6 Multiflora erecta • • 1

2 Mirabiiis, Smith * • 1

1 Meteor; Harrison • 1 6

2 Magnifica, Smith * • 1 6

1 6 Pendula terminalis, May I

Pulchella, May • • 1 6
1 G Priuceps, Smith • 2

1 Raccmilloia, Day • 1

X Ricartonii t • 1

1 6 Refulgens, Kyle • • 1 6
1 C Racemosa • • l 6
1 6 Kogersiana i 7 6
1 Stylosa conspicua, May . 1

1 6 Salmonia, Smith • 1 2

I Stewartia • • 1 6
1 Stylosa maxima, May • 1

1 6 ,, elegans, May • 1 6
5 Splendens, Humboldt * 1 6

10 6 K) le • * 1 6
1 6 Standishii • * 1

1 6 St. Clare . * • 10 6
1 Toddiana . • 9 10 6
1 Tiansparens • • 5

1 6 Thyneana • # 1

2 Tricolor, Pontey * t 1 6
1 6 Towardii . • • 2

1 Triumphans, Kyle • 9 1 6

1 6 Tilleryana • » 1

1 Usherii • • 1 6
2 Venusta, Harrison * • 1 6
2 6 Victoria, Salter • • 1 6
1 Venus victrix . • • 1 6

2 6 Vernalis . • 1 6
1 Youclli # * 1

1 6 Collections of the above, if

1 6 left to F. & A. S. & Co., from
1 6 6s. to 12s. per dozen.

sUPERB NEW SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, "Ma-
jkstica mui.tiki.oka," and "Multifloha coccinea."

B. W. KNIGHT, Florist, &c, Tivoli, near St. Leonard's-on-

Sea, Sussex, begs to offer the above distinct varieties, which he

can with confidence recommend as superb; they are or fine

habit, profuse flowerers, of large size, and bright colours. Can
be had after the 15th of April, at 7s. Gd. each. Also 12 superb

SEEDLING PANSIES for 50s.: these are very large and fine

show flowers, of superb shape and substance. Also the following

11 superb VERBENAS—Bride, Brownleana, Uialmeni, Con.
spicua, Fanny Elssler, Formosissima, Leonora, Majcstica, Ovid,

Prince of Wales, and Westongi, at 21s. the set: these were sent

out first last May, and have proved superb and uistmct kinds.

See Gardeners* Gazette of last year, page 5/4. Also, the follow-

ing superb Show DAHLIAS, plants in May :—Miller's Van Am.
burgh, rosy lilac, 10s. Gd.; Miller's Windmill Hill Hero, crimson
10s. Gd.-, Southern Beauty, yellow, tipped red, 5s.—Catalogues
may be bad, on prepaid application, of Dahlias, Pelargoniums,
Fuchsias (upwards of 100 choice kinds), Verbenas (upwards of
100 choice kinds), Pansies, Cinerarias, Phlox, &c .

'

Any of the
above can be sent by post on receipt of a Post-office order.

|7 VANS' NORTH MIDLAND DAHLIA, warranted
±-J the steadiest variety in cultivation. The only Seedling
recorded as having beat all the Flowers (both old and new), last
season at a larg^e public Open Exhibition (viz., the Barnsley and

growers were Exhibitors, viz., Edwards of York, and Atkinson of
Sheffield.

The Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle thus speaks of it, after

September last.

erth Midland ' is

receiving eight Blooms cut from one Plant, in
" The general form of your crimson Dahlia, ' N
very good, the Petals ah>o are of a good shape and substance.9'

Plants, 7s. Gd. each, may be obtained of the following :—Messrs.
Hukst and M'Mullkv, Seedsmen and Florists, 6, Leadenhall-
street, London ; Mr, F. Godwin, Seedsman and Florist, Shef-
field 3 or of J, Evans, Florist, Rotherham,—April 10, 1843.
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A J. STEWART, Florist, &c. f
Salthill Nursery,

• near Windsor, in submitting: the following extract from
his Catalogue for 1843 (which is now ready, and may be had upon
application) begs to assure all those who favour him with their
commands, that their Orders will he executed with the utmost

1

care and dispatch. s. d.

PELARGONIUMS. *. d. Thyniana . 1 6
Acme of Perfection . 10 6 Toddiana . . 10 6
Alfred, Stewart's, beauti- Towardii . . 2 6

ful vermilion

.

21 Tricolor, Pontey's . • 2
Anna, Wilson's, 7s. 6d. to 15 Triumphans . . . 1 6
Amyntor, Foster's . 42 Usherii . 1

Aspirant, Gaskeli's . 7 6 Venus victrix (per doz. 18«.)2 6
Barnaby .... 15 Venusta . . 2
Brilliant, Shepherd's 10 6 Vernalis • . 2

Camilla, Wilson's 10s.6tZ.tc 21 Williamsonii . 1

Charlotte, Gaskeli's 10 6 Youelli . 1

Circassian,Lyne's,7«-6rf. to 15 [A. J. S., in drawing the
Caeruleum, Gaskeli's 30 attention of Amateurs to the
Commodore, Hodges' 7 6 foregoing elegant tribe of plants.

Consort, Lyne's 7 6 begs to state that he can deliver

Corona, Garth's « 5 them, free of postage, by the
Dido, Foster's . 42 1st of May, "in collections,"

Douglas, Garth's, "s. 6d. to 10 6 upon the following terms :

—

Duke of Cornwall, Fox's • 5 i 12 Good Show Varieties 10

Duke of Wellington, — 12 Fine Show ditto . 15

Stewart's 7 6 12 Extra Fine ditto . 20
Enchantress, Wilson's, [The selection being left to

7s. 6d. to 15 himself.]

Fair Maid of Devon,—
Veitch's 15 VERBENAS.

Favourite, Foster's . 63 Alba superba . . l 6
Flambeau, Gaskeli's 10 6 Annie Jane . l 6
Gem of the West 7 6 Barncsii . . 1

Gertrude, Stewart's 15 Buistii bicolor . 1 o
Glory of theWest,Bassett'i$42 Burleyana . 1 o

Grand Monarch, King- Cerito . 2

horn's .... 10 6 Chandlerii . o

Gipsy, Foster's 10 6 Charlwoodii . 9
Hannah .... 21 Delicata . . 2
Isabella, Cook's 10 6 Dobsonia . . 1 6

Ivanhoo, Wood's 10 6 Eclipse . 2
.lessie, Foster's 15 Eximia • . 3 6
Jubilee, Garth's lu 6 Fulgida . . 9
Lady Cotton Sheppard, (irandissima . . 2

Rogers'.... 10 6 Grenvillii 9
Lady Sale, Gaskeli's 42 Groomeana . 9
Laura .... 15 Ignescens . 3 6

adanre Rachel, Ful- Ingramii . . 1

ler's . . 31s. 6d. to 42 Iveryana . . 9
Madeleine, Lnmsden's H^10 6 Lilacina . . 9
Magnet, Gaskeli's . 10 6 Marie ... . 1 6
Mar-, Gaskeli's 42 Magnet . . . 1 6

r. Garth, Foster's . 5 Orange Perfection . . 3 6
Nestor, Foster's 42 Pulchra . 1 6
Obeion, Hodges' 42 Punicea . 2
Pride of Surrey, Gaines' 63

;

Queen .
"

. . 1

Prince Albert, Stewart's , 7 6 Rachel . 1 6
Princeof Waterloo,Wight Rosea grandifiora . . 1 6
man's . 10 6 Rosea magniflora . . 9

Princess Royal, Lyne's . 42 Ruby . 1

,, ,, Winchester' s 7 6 Sanguinea . 9
Priory King", Bassett's . 10 6 Stewartia . l

Queen Philippa, Gaines' . 63 Superba, Smith's 9
Queen of the Whites, Teucroides rosea . 9

Stewart's 21 Thomsonia . 1

Sir Robert Peel, Foster's 63 Triumphans , . 9
Tasso, [''nster's 42 Twcediana superba . 6
Thunderer, Blackford's . 42 Unique . 9
Van Amburgh, Wilson's, Vangendii . 9

7s Gd. to 15 Varicgata . . l

Vanguard, Gaskeli's 10 6 [The above can also be sentWonder of the V\ cut,

Thartell's . . . 10 6

A liberal discount on the

free of postage to an;

the United Kingdom.
f part of

above, it 12 or more sorts are Ladies or Gentlemen requir-
Taken. ing J 2 or more plants of any

FUCHSIAS. sort enumerated, for clumping,
Admirable 2 will be furnished at 25 per cent.
Affinis, or radlcans . 1 from the quoted prices

Ainato .... 2

Arborea .... 1 6 CAMELLIAS.
Aihorea grandiflora 2 Alba jrrandiflora . 10 6
Aurantia .... 2 Alba Londinensis . . 10 6

Blanche .... 1 6 Amabilis, Smith's . . 21

Blanda .... 1 6 Anemorfeflora alba . . 5

Buistii .... 1 Anemorieflora rosea dc-

Carnea .... 2 pressa . . 10 6
Chandlerii ... 1 Atroviolacea . . 7 6
Clio 1 6 Beallii . 10 6

Conspicua 1 Berleziafta - 7 6

Conspicua arborea . 2 6 * Brochii . 15 o
Cordata .... 1 Bruciana . . 7 6
Curtisii .... 1 Buekliana . 10 6

Dalstonii .... 1 6 Candidissima . 7s. 6d. to 15

Dependens 1 Carswelliana • . 10 6

Excelsa .... 2 Cavendishii . 10 6

Eximia \ 1 Chandlerii . 5

Fairy .... 2 Claritas . 7 6

Flora .... 1 * Cocquettii . 21

Floribunda, Dickson's . 2 6 * Ccelestina . 21

Floribtmda magna . 1 6 Colvillii . . 5

Formosa, Kelland's 1 Cooperii . . 10 6
Formosa elegans 1 Dahtiseflora ignea . . 10 6
Fulgens auperba 1 6 Dnchesse D'Orleans . 21

Cem, Harrison's 1 6 Eliza . 10 6
Globosa elegans 1 Eclipse , . . . 3 6
Globosa rosea . 2 6 Emilie grandiflora . 10 6
Globosa varicgata . 1 6 Fascieulata alba . 10 6

Grand is .... 1 Fimbriate . 5

Harrison's Enchantress . 10 6 * Forbesii . 15

,, spectabilis 7 6 Francofurtensis . 7 6

,, pulcherrima . 10 6 Frederic le Grand . .15
Hortense .... l 6 Gilesii - 5

Hopverii .... 2 Grunellii . . io 6
Jlicifolia .... I 6 * Henri Favre . 15

Inflata lulgida . 1 6 * Hookerii . 21

1 6 Hosackii . . 10 6
Invincible 1 Imbricata . 5 o

Lanei .... 7 6 Imbricata alba . 7 6
Loadpniana -> 6 King (The) . 7 6
Macnabiana 2 6 Lady E.Campbell . . io 6
Magnifica. 1 6 beeana superba . 10 6
Meteor . 1 6 Lendrethii . 10 6
Mirabilis . 1 Lutea . 6
I.Ioneypennii . 1 6 Minuta . . jrs. 6d.

Nobilissima
to 15

Phfcbus .... 2 . 7 6
Princeps .... 2 Ochrolcuca . 7 6
Pulchella . 1 6 Perfection, Palmer's . 15
Kacemiflora 1 Pulcherrima . . 7 6
Racemosa . . 2 Punctata major . 5
Roseo alba, or Bellana . 2 Reticulata

. 7 6
Sanguinea superba . 3 6 Rossii

• 5
St. Clare .... 10 6 Roulinii .

. 7 6
• 15Splendens. 1 6 Saccoi nova .

Stewania....
Stylosa elegans
Stylosa consnicua ,

Stylosa maxima
Tihompsomana superba !

I 6 Spectabilis maculata . 7 6
. 51 6 Superba .

1 1 Susannah . 10 fi

2
2

6 ,

6

Svveetiana

Tricolor .

. 7 6
• 7 6

Stewart's List of Flowers—Continued.
.21 | DAHLIAS.

Admirable, Spary's
Admiral Stopford, Tren-

i

Turnbullii
Pictoria Antwerpensis . 7
Woodsii . . . .50

[TheVarieties marked with an
Asterisk do not exceed from 12

to 15 inches in height, the re-

mainder vary from i£ to 3 feet,

and are particularly well-

formed, vigorous, and healthy.]

PETUNIAS.
Beauty . • •

Bicolor
Elegans .

Formosissima . .

Gem • * • •

Hilda
Lady Peel
Madonna.
Medora .

Odorata .

Picta
Piyche
Roseo alba
Superba

2

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

2
2
1

6

6

9

6

[The above can also be sent
free of Postage to any part of
the United Kingdom.]

CINERARIAS.
Blue King . . .36
Eclipse . . . .36
Imperial Blue . . .26
Imperials azurea . .26
Irbyana . . . .16
King . . . .10
Queen Victoria, Ivery's . 2
Royal Blue . . .20
Splendida, Henderson's . 2
Waterhousiana . .10

l 6

field's

America, Drummond's .

Antagonist, Bragg's
Beauty of Wakefield, Bar-

ratt's ....
Bedford Surprise, Shep-
pard's ....

Bianca, Wildman's
Bridesmaid, Brown's
Candidate, Silverlock's .

Competitor, Hodges'
Coronation, Smith's
Duke of Cornwall, Low's
Eclipse, Catleugh's
Eclipse, Widnall's .

Euclid, Ward's
Great Western, Bragg's .

Lady Harland, Jeffries .

Marchioness of Exeter,
Widnall's . . .20

Marquess of Lansdowne,
Brown's . . .20

Mrs. Shelley, Mitchell's,

extra . . . .36
Prince Albert, Adam's , 2 6
Prince of Wales, Dodd's 2 6

Prince of Wales, Girling's 2 6
Princess Royal, Horwood's 1 6
Princess Royal, Hudson's 2 6

1 6
1 6

10 6
1 G

3 6
3 6
10 6

2

3 6
10 6
1 6
1 6
5
2 6
2 6
2
1 6
I 6

7 6
2

Queen, Widnall's .

Rose Unique, Ansell's

Sir Robt. Sale, Smith's
Snowflake, Mitchell's

Twyford Perfection,

Young's
Virgil, Mountjoy's .

Westbury Rival, Hall's

. 2
. 10
. 1

a first-

with a

6
6
6

In addition to the above, A. J. Strwart has to offer

rate Collection of French and Spanish Chrysanthemums,
choice assortment of Shrubby Calceolarias, Bengal and Bourbon
Roses (in pots), Ericas, and other Greenhouse Plants, Auri-
culas, &c. &c.

BEAUTIFUL SEEDLING PANSIES AND SHRUBBY CAL-
CEOLARIAS.

"jVj R. H, MAJOR, of Knosthorpe, near Leeds, has to
-i-VA- dispose of healthy Plants of his much-admired Pansy,
Bridegroom, together with two other beautiful Seedlings, Miss
E. Crossland and Mulberry Splendens at 5s. each. See opinion
of Floricultural Cabinet for November, 1842, Gardeners' Gazette,

September 24, and Gardeners 1

Chronicle* October 22, and for

further description see Catalogue. The above three Seedlings,

together with the following nine, may be had for 25s. post free :

Lovely Bride, Glory of Knosthorpe, Jehu, Curion, Prince Albert,

Rival Yellow, Maid of Milan, Dark Perfection, and Eclipse.

Likewise most of the leading varieties of Pansies at moderate
prices. The usual allowance to the Trade on Bridegroom if six

plants are taken. No allowance on the other two seedlings.

Also will be ready in May the following Eight Seedling Shrubby
CALCEOLARIAS for 21. H. M. can recommend them as being

handsome and very distinct varieties; they will be found an ac-

quisition to the most limited collection.

Singularity.—Red brown, curiously marked with yellow, white
shoulders, striking and very distinct, nearly an inch across.

Entcrprizc.—Very rich deep mahogany colour, fine formed round
flower, noble, better than an inch across.

Novelty.—Lemon colour, strongly spotted with amaranth, fine

form, singular, and very pretty, nearly an inch across.

Knosthorpe Hero.—Noble, light yellow, strongly marked with
beautiful maroon spots, fine form, better than an inch and a
quarter across.

Purity.— Beautiful clean white, good shape, the best white out,

inch and an eighth across.
Field Marshal.— Orange, strongly marked with brown, lemon

edge, good bold well-formed flower, better than an inch across.

Mrs. Meynell, Ingram.— Clean white, centre of the flower and
throat spotted with pink, beautiful round flower, inch and an
eighth across.

Bridal Ring.—Clean creamy white, edged or bordered with buff,

fine form, better than an inch across.

The eight Seedlings sent out last year for 21. may now be had
for ]/. Also a few other kinds from Is. to 2s. 6d. each.

H. M. wishes it to be understood that he is offering none but
his own Seedlings, which he has carefully selected out of

thousands. A few packets of very select Pansy Seed, at 2s. 6<l.

and 5*. per packet. A Catalogue of Pansies, together with a few
select Dahlias, may be had on poet-paid application. From un-
known correspondents a remittance is respectfully requested

with the order.—Knosthorpe, Feb. 16, 1843^

1000 PLANTS "OF THE NEW PELARGONIUMS FOR SALE.
1 OI1N HANCOCK & SON beg respectfully to

«-* inform their friends that they have a few more plants for

sale of their splendid Pelargonium, Nokthkrn Bkautv, which
they can with confidence recommend (descriptions of these

splendid plants appeared in the Gard. Chron. Oct. 2?d; ; price,

per plant, 42s. They also beg to announce that they cannot
supply plants of their new Calceolaria, Miss Jackson, as adver-

tised to be sent out in May, owing to the shortness of the stock,

having now received orders for double the quantity they can
supply. This is warranted to be a first-rate and beautiful variety,

and not surpassed by any other variety extant.

J. H. & Son have a lew more splendid varieties of Calceo-
laria to offer, of which they have purchased the entire stock, a

descriptive List of which will shortly appear.
,

All Cultivators of the Pelargonium are invited to apply for Han-
cock's Catai.oguk of Nkw and Supkrb Pklakgonzums, con-

taining accurate descriptions of nearly all varieties worthy of

cultivation, with Choice Cai-ckolakias, Pansiks, Nkw Vkr-
bknas (including Knight's new varieties), and Fuchsias, &c,
which may be had on application by inclosing two postage
stamps. Also, their Catai.oguk of New and Choice Dahlias
and Fi-owKR-sEKns is ready.—Wear Nursery, Du rham, April 11-

MITCHELL'S Unrivalled Variegated DAHLIAS,
viz., the BEAUTY of SUSSEX and KLANCHK SHELLEY.

James Mitciiki.l begs to announce his intention of sendingout
in May the above Seedling Dahlias, which he can recommend
with confidence to the most limited grower; they have been
justly pronounced both by foreign and English growers to be the

most beautiful and the most valuable acquisition ever offered to

the public. J. M. will also have fine plants of Mrs. SHELLEY,
which is first-rate and very scarce. The BEAUTY of SUSSEX,
—This Dahlia has been placed before any other two-coloured
flower, at all the principal Shows in England, viz.—the Salt

Hill, the Floricultural, the South London, Maidstone, and Ton-
bridge Wells Shows. Colour, delicate pink, strongly edged with

Cherry—the petals are cupped, of firm texture, and well ar-

ranged, never confused ; the general form is excellent, and rising

well in the centre; a constant show-flower— 4 feet, \0s. Gd.

BLANCHE SHELLEY, white, delicately tipped with purple,

beautifully-cupped petals, superior form, and of great depth : a

constant show-flower—5 feet, U)s. 6d. Mas. SHELLEY, delicate

rosy pink, cupped petals, a constant show-flower—4 feet, 6*.

—The usual allowance to the trade, where a dozen plants are
ordered—Piltdown Nursery, Maresfleld, Uckfield, Sussex.

NEW ROSES.

T RIVERS, jun., begs to call the attention of his
• Friends to the following selection of new Hybrid Per-

petual, and other Autumnal Roses, all of which are first-rate

varieties, and good healthy Plants.
IHybrid Pkrpktual. s. d. stocks, six-inch stems, in pots,

1. Aubernon . . .3
2. Augustine Monchelet 5

3. Clementine Seringe . 10
4. Comte de Paris . . 2
5. Doctor Marx (Laffay) 10

6. Doctor Marjolin (Do.) 10

7. Due d'Aumale (Do.) . 7
8. Lady Alice Peel (Do.) 10

9. Lane (Do.). . . 10

10. Madame Laffay (Do.) 3
11. Prince de Gallcs (Do.) 10

6

6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6

12. Prince Albert (Do.) . 3

13. Prudence Rceser . 5
14. Reine de Lyon . . 21

15. Rivers (Laffay) . . 7
[The above are quite hardy

and very fragrant; Nos. 3, 12,

and 18 remarkably so. Nos. 5,

6, 8, 9, 11, and H are quite new;
hese are grafted on Boursault
For many other fine varieties

the remainder are on their own
roots in pots.]

Damask Perpetual.
16. Ebene, deep crimson- $. d.

purple . . • 10 6
17. Momus, very dwarf . 6
[No. 1(5 is the darkest per-

petual Rose known. These are
also grafted on Boursault stocks,
six-inch stems.]

Bourbons.
18. Proserpine . -76
19. Edouard Defosses . 5

20. Madame Aubis . .76
21. Cardinal Fcsch . .50

Chinese.
22. Madame Breon . .36

[No. 22 is a superb Rose, with
brilliant rose-coloured flowers,
on very erect and stiffpeduncles

.

T. Rivers begs to refer to his
Catalogue for 1842-3.—Sawbridgeworth, Herts, April 6, 1843.

JOHN MILNE, Nurseryman, Stoke Newington,
Middlesex, has now on Sale a fine Stock of that beautiful

Creeper, Scypanthus elegans (Loasa volubilis), which he is

enabled to offer at 3s. each, or 305. per doz. Plants may also be
had of Warner and Warner, Seedsmen, 29, Cornhill, opposite

the Exchange.—The usual allowance made to the Trade.

MESSRS. CORMACK & CO. beg to announce that
their new FUCHSIA COR1V1ACKI1 is now ready to send

out, at 7s. Qd. each. It was exhibited at the Horticultural and
Floricultural Societies' Shows last season, when it was generally
admired for its fine foliage and distinct flower. Application to
be made at the Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, and New
Cross, Surrey.

SPLENDID NEW PELARGONIUM, " THE ARCHBISHOP OF
CANTERBURY."

WILLIAM MASTERS begs to offer the above new
Seedling, at 42.?. each. It is a remarkably free Bloomer,

having its upper Petals rosy crimson, with a deep and well-de-
fined spot; the lower being of a delicate pink, inclining to white
in the centre.—Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, "IVERYANA,"" AND "GEM."
WIVERY, Florist, Peekham, near London, beg8

• to offer the above distinct varieties, having been exhibited

at Regent-street Rooms last autumn, and greatly admired. For
size, substance, and brightness of colour, have not their equal

:

of superior habit and abundant bloomers. W. I. being a grower of
all the newest varieties can, with confidence, recommend the
above Plants. Can be had after the 15th April, at 75. 6d. each.

—

A select Catalogue may be had, on application, of the newest
FUCHSIAS, CINERARIAS, VERBENAS, £c.

FUCHSIA TODDIANA.
PLANTS of this MAGNIFICENT FUCHSIA, (the
-- Flowers of which, in point of size, rival any other of its kind
yet sent out, being nearly four inches in length) will be ready by
the end of April, at 10s. M. each, with the usual discount where
six are taken. For description, see Gardeners* Chronicle of the
llth hist. Agents for London, Mr. Chaiu.woou, Seedsman,
Covent Garden ; and Messrs. Lowe and Co., Clapton Nursery, at
which places also drawings may be seen.—TliOMAS Cripi*s, Tun-
bridge Wells Nursery, March 16 , 1843.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have the pleasure to
inform their friends that May is considered the best month

for bedding out China, Bourbon, and other Roses from pots, and
of which they have a large stock of fine Plants offered at the
undernamed reasonable prices, where the selection is left entirely

to W. \N. and Son.
DWARF ROSES.

per doz.—s. s-

Isle de Bourbon . • . . . 12 to 18

China or Bengal 9 » 12
Tea-scented 12 ,, 18

Noisette and Climbing, strong . . . „ 12

Banksian Yellow and white, extra strong . 18

W. W. & Son will also have ready for delivery at the same time
the following select showy plants :

—

Azalea Jerrnerl (DenyerJ, magnificent, large, rose's, d-

colour each 21
Fuchsia belladifoliata „ 2

„ conspicua arborea ....,,16
,, Enchantress „ 10 6

,, Eppsii . . . . . . ,, 10 6

» St. Clare (Youcll's) . . . . „ 10 6

,, Venus victrix . . . . . ,, 1 6
Kennedya Marryatta? ...-.„ 1 G
Passiflora fragrans „ 5
Phlox Drummondii .... per doz. 3

>> „ formosa, fine scarlet . „ 9
Zichya villosa each 3 6
Cinerarias, eight superb varieties for . . .40
Pelargonium, Lady Webster (Denver's), the most

superb, deep rose, with a pure white centre,
rich deep spot on upper Petals, flower exceed-
ingly large and well-formed, habit first-rate, each 21

Woodland's Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex .

MAGNII 1CKNT NEW VERBENA, "PRINCE OF WALES."
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, having obtained the

entire Stock of the above very splendid VERBENA, beg
leave to offer it to the Public, feeling assured that they can with
the greatest confidence recommend it as worthy of especial
notice. This desirable variety is a beautiful Flesh colour ; the
heads of Flowers measuring 3j inches in diameter, and exceed-
ingly fragrant. Plants of the above will be ready for delivery in
May, at 3s. 6d. each; the usual discount to the Trade when six
plants or more are ordered.

"VV. W. & Son would also solicit attention to their superb Col-
lection of all the New Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c, and other spring
Plants adapted for Bedding, Catalogues of which will be sent
FBKK on application.
Verbenas, consisting of the best varieties, and left to their own

selection, in tin cases, per post, at 35. per doz., or in pots at 4s.
per doz. Fuchsias, per post, at 4s. per doz. Petunias, fine sorts,
at 4s. per doz., in tin cases. All orders sent per post will be
prepaid.

Please address—Woodlands Nursery, Maiesfield, near Uckfield,
Sussex. Agents in London, Messrs. Warnkr and Warnkh, 28,
Cornhill; and Mr. Ca rtb r, 238, High Holhorn.

CHOICE PANSIES.
T HENCHMAN begs to inform Growers of theO • PANSY that he has still on hand a few healthy Plants of
his six seedling varieties, at 21s. the collection.

J .
H. has also a few choice varieties to offer at from Qs. to 18.?.

per dozen,
J. H. begs to state that there is, at present, a VACANCY in his

Establishment (which comprises a general Nursery Stock) for a
respectable Youth as APPRENTICE. A moderate Premium
required, -Edmonton, London, April 13, 1843.

1
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
The last clay, on which Tickets for the ensuing: Exhibitions

at the Garden can be issued to Fellows at the privileged Price of
3s. 6d. each, is Tuesday, April 18.— 21, Regcnt-st., April 7. 1843.

Zi)t es&vlwnttg 9

QtttvonitU*

SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR

Tuesday, April 1R . . •

Wednesday, April 10. .

Friday, April 21 . . -

Saturday, April 22 • .

Tuesday, April 25 - .

Wednesday, April 26

Country Shows, April 20

THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS,
f Horticultural .... 3 p.m.

tLinnean
Floricultural . .

{Microscopical . .

Royal South London
Botanical . . .

. Royal Botanic . .

{

Zoological . . •

Geological - . .

Medico-Botanical

. 8 p.m.
• . 5 p.m.

. 8 P. M-

, . If. «•

. 8 p.m.

. 3j p.m.

. 8£ P.M.

. :tjjt p.m.

. . 8 pm.

Limerick.

As the department called "Notices to Correspon-
dents" is increasing at a rate which threatens to

encroach inconveniently upon the space required for

other matters, we should be greatly obliged to our
Correspondents if they would not put questions to us
'which have been repeatedly and recently answered in

previous Numbers. It would also save them expense
if they bore in mind—1st, That names cannot be
given to bad. or badly-packed specimens ; 2nd, That
Unknown plants must have flowers attached to them ;

3rd, that Cryptogamic plants, not having any connexion
^vith cultivation, -are not included in the subjects to

^vhich we furnish replies.*

It should also be remembered that many questions
require some consideration ; occasionally, indeed, a good
deal of inquiry before a satisfactory reply can be re-
turned

; and that many of our advisers upon practical
Matters live in the country, when some time is requisite
to obtain their answers; this is wore especially the
***<? with Agriculture, in which we profess little know-
ledge ourselves, but rely upon a friend whose farm is
a t a distance from London. For it must be obvious
that if replies to practical inquiries are not given by
experienced persons, actually engaged in the operations
to which their answers relate, the latter can never be
trustworthy, and would not have that authority which
those who obtain them from us well know that they
possess.

Our practice has hitherto been to answer all
reasonable questions, however trifling they may
be

;
upon the principle, that, if a man is ignorant

ot what he ought to know, he will never he enlightened
by the " pooh !

" of those who happen to possess better
information. Those, indeed, who are well informed on
one subject are continually obliged to go to others for
advice, upon what may appear to those others very
trifling matters.

A judge might think a man very ignorant who
asked him the difference between the jus civile and
jus gentium ; but if that judge were to ask whether it is
t»*ue that sugar is only charcoal and water, he might
*all rather low in the estimation of a chemist; and
then again the chemist who should not know Barley
ti'otn Rye would be despised by the farmer, who could
{jot himself distinguish Epsom salts from oxalic acid.
»e truth is, we none of us know much of anything,

except that which has from accidental circumstances
ormed the great object of study all our lives, even if

th

G

%
e S° *ortunate as to understand that. When

boi ?
re WE receive trifling questions, we feel as much

\y ,

t0 answer them as if they were ever so difficult.

tho
are n0t amonS those quosjanua clausa juvat ; on

exL?°5
U?ry

'
we wish t0 see the gates of knowledge

sih !!•
d Wlde

' and are quite satisfied with the humble

weh 0f their Janitor - We therefore repeat that

has £
Ve n

i°- \
ntention of departing from the plan which

do tr»? \
mhert0 pursued ; but, at the same time, wed tr

* *"«ierio pursued ; out, at uie same time, we
will nr

l ^ g0od sense of our corresPondents

Which
e

t.

eiU tlleir ma^nS iuquiries about matters to

hack
can °kta*n a sufficient answer by looking

fren,iI u
OUrindexes

^ or tothe replies that have been
-quently given to others upon the same subject.

fnanV
8 probaWe that one of the reasons why natural

simnij
es are so much more valuable than any of the

ineiiii;
manures

» is their consisting of many different

eron S?' so that if one does not take effect upon a

guano l
•

may
' Thus we see that farmyar<l-dung,

ablv u
° oacine

> and compost-heaps, produce invari-

soda JLl \

&*Ct ; while nitrate of s0(la
> sulphate of

tensiv ei
°tlier saline ingredients now so ex-

fai l an/ 1

em
l)We(l» sometimes succeed, sometimes

t0 the n r
ays succeed best when used in addition

Pknts arl i

Uary
l
.

Inanures
- Experiments show that

^hen t|lp
ut llltle improved by simple substances

^hen t ;
C
?
n

.

get nothi»g else, and that it is only
and still Vj. in ch theyP™ has been manured,
introdurJi !I

n
! \ 9uantity of the organic matter so

C0*e adwnt
the effects of simPle substances be-

T
^davantageous.

^V^nV^A^^ 1 e*»»plified in the valuable

week alluded.^ On a soil which, without

being recently manured, produced C| tons of the Red
Don Potato, 50 bushels of Wood-ashes (which] may
be regarded as a simple manure) raised the crop only
three quarters of a ton at the expense of 255. ; but
4 cwt. of natural guano, a very compound substance,
added more than 7* tons at the total cost of 485.

(reckoning guano at its present price). But when 25
bushels of Wood-ashes were added to 4 cwt. of guano,
the crop rose about li ton further at the additional
cost of 12s. 6d. So that, where wood-ashes were used
alone, the small quantity of Potatoes obtained by them
cost 335. Ad. a ton, while, in combination with guano,
the same substance furnished Potatoes at the expense
of only about 85. a ton.

This strikes us as an important fact, and one upon
which it would be well to experiment further in the
present season. But it is rendered still more remark-
able by another experiment. To the guano and wood-
ashes 20 bushels of charcoal were added, at a cost of
75. Grf., and the effect was to add If ton more to the
crop ; so that now the additional crop cost scarcely

more than 45. a ton.

This may be stated a little differently in the follow-
ing manner :

—

Where wood-ashes (a simple manure) were used
alone, the Potatoes, obtained beyond what the land
would yield without any manure whatever, cost

1/. 13s. id. per ton.

But where wood-ashes were used in addition to more
complicated manures the crop was largely augmented
at an expense in manure amounting only to from
05. 3d. to 6s. 8d. per ton of extra produce.

These things seem to prove conclusively that the
best way of using saline or simple manures for the
Potato-crop is to apply them in addition to common
manure, and not on any account to trust to them by
themselves.

Probably influenced by a conviction that the true
way of preparing artificial manures is to compound
them of many different substances, Mr. Fleming was
led to try two other experiments, with the view of
determining how far economical mixtures may be made
to supersede farm-yard dung in the growth of Potatoes.
The first was as follows :

—

No.

I

Ingredients.
Quantity intended
to manure four

Acres.

Cost of
Substances

for

four Acres.

cwt. qrs. lbs. £ s. d.
1 Rape-dust .

f Bones dissolved in Mu- \
X riatic Acid . . J

5 1 10

2 2 12

3 Sulphate of Magnesia . 2 24 6
41 Carbonate of Lime 2 10
5 Nitrate of Soda . 2 10
6 Common Salt 1 2 2 3

7 Sulphate of Soda

.

1 2 9
s Sulphate of Ammonia . 2 10

9 Sulphur O 2 1

10 Dry Moss-Earth . 6 2

20 26 4 1 O

Remarks.-The above mixture was sown in the drills at the
rate of about 5 cwt. per imperial acre, at a cost of little more
than l/. sterling, and produced a fair ciop of potatoes of a re-
markably fine quality : 43 bolls per acre of imperial Renfrewshire
measure, weighing: 5 cwt. each, upon a poor and light, although
new soil, but not worth more than 255. per acre. Great caution
is required in using this mixture, as it is very apt to burn the cut
sets ft laid directly upon them. A little earth should be put
between the cut potato and the manure.

In this instance the crop was lOf tons an acre, and
the cost of the manure was rather less than 25. a ton
of produce.

The other case was the following :

No. Ingredients.

Saw-dust, mostly from Alder .

Potash &Limemixed, Union, old
Common Salt .

Sulphate of Ammonia
Sulphate of Soda . . „

Sulphate of Magnesia
Coal Tar, 20 gallons, say .

Quantity
mixed to

manure one
Acre.

cwt. qrs. bush.
40
10

1 2
1

2
2

— —

3 2 60

Cost of
Substances

for
one Acre.

jC s. d.

1

7
2

3
4

6
3

6

10

2 7 3

Remarks.—The potatoes planted with the above mixture came
quickly through the ground, and were very luxuriant in foliage
They were lifted 15th October, after being cut down by frost
whilst still unripe and growing. On being taken up, they were
found to yield a produce of 56 bolls of Renfrewshire measure
weighing 5 cwt. each, per acre, of very fine potatoes, many of
which weighed from 24 to 30 oz. each. N.B. This mixture, after
being put together, fermented, and was frequently turned, but
kept dry.

Here the crop was 14 tons an acre, at the expense
of 25. Md. a ton.

All this seems strongly in favour of mixed manures,

and especially of that which is naturally compounded.

It seems too to show that the best way of using simple

saline substances is not alone, but as an aid to those

in common use. We trust that many of our friends

will investigate this point and communicate to us

their results.

When a proprietor is inclined to benefit the

labourers by letting them have small allotments of

land, he naturally considers what fields can be most
conveniently spared from his farms. These are

generally the most distant from the farm-house- If
the cottages of the labourers are scattered, as is fre-
quently the case, it may be difficult to find a situation
which shall be central, and not too far from the cot-
tages. Unless very great inconvenience should arise
to the farmer from being deprived of a field very near
his farm-house, where he cultivates green crops to feed
his horses and cows, the convenience of the labourers

should be first consulted. Every farmer reluctantly

gives up a convenient field, and fears trespasses, if the

allotments lie amongst his fields ; but an easy access

from a public road is essential to an allotment-field,

and if this be secured there will be little fear of tres-

pass. The field should be well fenced in, and the

occupiers of the surrounding fields should have the

care of the hedges and ditches, for which a proper

allowance may be made to them. We shall suppose

a field of 10 acres, abutting on one side on a high road,

and centrally situated, not too far from the village or

most populous part of the parish. This may have a

road laid out through the middle of it, entering from
the high road by a double-paled gate. The width of
this road should not be less than 15 feet. It may be
ploughed lengthways, and the top earth thrown up on
each side in a long ridge, leaving a linn bottom to the

road. When this has been trodden for some time it

will be sufficiently hard to bear the wheels of a light

cart occasionally, when the crop is taken off or the

manure carried on the land. If the field is a rect-

angle, the road will divide it into two equal parts, each
nearly 5 acres ; and by dividing the length of the
road into 20 equal parts, and making a narrow path
at every division at right angles to the road, we shall

have 40 allotments of nearly a quarter of an acre each.

The soil should be at least of a medium quality, natu-
rally dry or well drained, so as to be worth, to lot to a

fanner, about 255. or 305. per acre: adding to this

IO5. per acre for tithes and all other burdens on the

land, the gross rent will be 355. or 405. per acre, or IO5.

per allotment ; but as some expense is incurred in the

road and paths, we will set them at 125. each. The
earth heaped up on each side of the road is intended

to be mixed with manure into a compost, and wheeled

over the allotment adjoining, or it may be used at

once to fill up any low places to lay the whole level.

The paths should be at lAst two feet wide, and a foot

below the surface of the allotments, so that these shall

have the appearance of a long raised bed. They
should then be trenched as deep as the soil is good, and
a little of the subsoil may be brought to the surface.

The mode of cropping must be left to the judgment
of the occupier of the allotment—with these restrictions

only, that no Potatoes shall be planted without manure
of some kind, to the amount of three wheelbarrow
loads per square rod, at the least, and that two white
straw crops shall not be taken in succession. All other
details to b« perfectly free.

When the field has been prepared, as before

described, a general notice may be given that applica-

tion may be made for allotments ; and when a sufficient

number of applicants are found, the allotments should

be distributed by drawing lots, each having its num-
ber. A set of regulations should be drawn up, and
read to the men, to which they are to assent by sign-

ing their name or making their mark.
The 1st and indispensable condition is, that the rent

shall be paid on a certain day.

2d, That the allotment shall be cultivated by manual
labour only, except the carrying of the crops or of

manure.
3d, That any occupier convicted of a misdemeanour,

or higher offence, shall lose all right to the occupa-

tion of his allotment, and to all the crops upon it.

4th, That any tenant of an allotment shall quit pos-

session at any Michaelmas-day, on having notice

three months before.

5th, That any trespass on another allotment shall

cause the immediate forfeiture of that which the

trespasser occupies, the value of the growing crops

being paid him by the landlord, deducting the rent:

the fact to be proved to the satisfaction of the pro-

prietor and of three indifferent occupiers of
allotments.

6th, That any infringement of the rules agreed to
shall cause a forfeiture of the possession and of all

the crops on the land.

These are some of the rules which have been found
practically useful, and to which the labourers willingly
have agreed, in most cases which have come under
o»r notice.—M.

DESCRIPTIVE LlST^oTpiCOrEES.
{Concluded fra^np . 207.)

RED PlCOTEES
Nulli sccundus (Mansley' 8)._White very pure, and the

edging remarkably neat
; petals well formed ; much too

thin for growers in the south, and certainly not having
a petal to spare in this part of the country ; it is never-
theless a variety that will be much grown.

Bloomsbury (Clegg's).—A large and coarse flower
; petals

much serrated
; only tit for borders.

Mrs. Judson (Wlieatley's).—This variety has two serious
drawbacks ; viz,, it is late in blooming, and has a short
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awkward pod ; it is, however, a full clean flower, with

a heavy and well-defined edge, and crowns well.

Lady Peel (Pullen's).—A vigorous grower, with a good
pod and fine petal ; rather coarse.

Vespasian (Gidden's) A delicate and finely-formed

flower, requiring very little dressing ; the feathering is

neat and distinct ; one of the best in its class.

Victoria (Muscroft's).—Large and of good colour, but

rather apt to stripe.

Qwen of Sheba (Wakefield's).—A very large and fine

flower, with a good pod ; it blooms rather early, has a

deep feathering of purple, and is sometimes coarse.

Nottingham Hero (Robinson's).—A large flower, with a

very fine petal, crowning well ; much in the style of

Vespasian, the edge being remarkably neat, and the

. white very pure; first-rate.

Mr^ Mugglestone (Robinson's).—Very large; extra fine

shape
;
petals pencilled with dark purple : this and the

preceding have only been let out this season.

Hope (Brinkler's).—A full and good-shaped flower, of

medium size ; edge very neat, and white pure.

Trip to Cambridge (Dickson's).—Heavy-edged purple.

The first flower I had of this sort was superb ;
quite

up to the mark, and decidedly first-rate. The late

flowers are apt to bar in a slight degree.

Grace Darling (Ely's)—Rather heavy-edged ; white

pure, and the feathering true and distinct ; a desirable

flower.

Pluperfect (Wilson's).—This variety throws many old

sorts into the shade. With me it is fine ; the petals

are gnod, and the purple lace well defined.

Queen Victoria (Kirtland's)—Rather small, but of fine

form and good petal ; the edge is very delicate : when

the buds are reduced to about two, it will often come
very pretty.

Nehemiah (Hufton's).—A fine old flower, and a general

favourite in this part, where it is scarce : it sometimes

bars, but when in its best state is excellent.

Delight (Jackson's).—A vigorous grower, with a good

pod ; the purple edge is heavy, and of a lively colour :

it is apt to bar, and must be classed as second-rate.

VicUria (Crask's)-—A fine clearly-defined flower, rather

too thin for the south, but in Lancashire a decided

favourite. In order to show the difference of opinion

and the necessity of some fixed rule forjudging, I will

quote the memorandums of two eminent florists. The

one residing in the north says, " Crask's Queen Vic-

toria will beat Nulli secundus in a canter," though the

latter flower is there much esteemed ; whilst my south

country friend observes, " Crask's Queen Victoria I

bloomed two or three years ago, and did not much like

it. I consider it an inferior flower,"

Isabella (Hufton's).—A rather pretty sort, but barring

too much : it is now completely distanced by many

other flowers.

Miss Hunter (Hufton's), alias Toone's Miss Garle.—

A

large and finely-shaped heavy-edged flower, vigorous in

its habits : a desirable variety.

Mary (Lee's).—Good-shaped light-edged purple Picotee ;

white pure, edging true. It is said of this variety by

the raiser (though I do not vouch the fact) that it will

vary, according to situation, in the length of its pod,

being sometimes short and at others long. I have not

observed this peculiarity in any other variety.

ROSE P1COTEES.

Few of this class are grown in this neighbourhood ; the

following are amongst the best :

—

Queen Victoria (Green's).—A large, finely-shaped, heavy-

edged flower, distinctly marked, and crowning well ;

first-rate, but with me rather late.

Favourite (Gidden's).— Beautiful light-edged, extra shape,

good size, and I am sure will be a * 4 favourite" with

many others besides the raiser : it is the best light-

edged Rose I have yet seen.

Faring Irby (Wilson's).—Flowers of medium size, rather

heavily-edged with rosy salmon-colour : a desirable

variety.

Marchioness of Westminster (Evans's).—A large and

rather late flower ; white pure, edge heavy; sometimes

inclined to Bizarre : a fine sort.

Queen Victoria (Wain's) White pure, and edge distinct;

it opens, however, in a confused manner.— T. F. Wood
y

The Coppice, Nottingham, j

1 stripes, and a white litoe down the back, all edged with

I
black ; the head is slate-coloured, or blueish, with 2 black

spots like eyes, and the first thoracic segment is not striped,

but blue, with 2 black spots, and a scarlet space between

them; on the rump is a black tubercle; the 6 pectoral

feet are black, the 8 abdominal, and 2 anal feet are

brownish as well as the underside (fig. 2). At this period

of their lives they are not gregarious, but each one shifts

for himself, and when about to change to a chrysalis they

wander about until they find some secure retreat, where

they spin a pale-yellow silky cocoon, powdered with

yellow, and loosely enveloped with the hairs from their

skins ; within this the larva becomes a slate-coloured

pupa, the abdominal rings being powdered with yellow.

The Moths, which hatch in July, are very variable in

colour, especially the males, which are much smaller than

the females, they are either ochraceous or rust^coloured ;

the antennee arebipectinated ; the wings are rather short,

the superior having two oblique rather wavy lines across

the middle, which form a bar, and in the dark specimens

the lines are edged with ochraceous, and the fringe is

always variegated with a few rusty, spots ; the abdomen is

tufted at the apex (fig. 3), in the female the antennse are

much less pectinated ; the bar is sometimes broad, at

others, narrow, and is often of a darker shade than the

rest of the wing ; the abdomen is large , ovate*conic at the

tip ; expanse of male 1^ inch, of female 1 J.

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XLIII.
The Lackey Moth, Bombyx (Clisiocampa*) New-

tria.—During the winter and spring curious hard rings

are not unfrequently found closely and firmly embracing

the naked twigs of fruit-trees and bushes (fig. 1) ; they

are of a greyish colour, and composed of spiral lines of

little horny globules, each having a ^minute dent in the

centre ; the mass is scarcely half-an-inchlong, yet it often

contains 300 eggs, for such they are, and produce about
the beginning of May, or earlier, small black hairy cater-

pillars, which immediately cover the ring of eggs with an
exceedingly fine web, and this they keep extending until

they change their skins the third time ; into this web,

which eventually becomes very conspicuous, and forms a

tent sufficiently large to accommodate 200 caterpillars,

they retire at night, and remain secure in wet weather,

... ^ and if disturbed whilst feeding, they either retreat into
" ^* * their tent with great alacrity, or if too far from home, or

violently, agitated, they let themselves down by silken

threads, which enable them to find their way back when
the danger is over. They continue to feed until about
Midsummer, when they are full grown, and are some-
times an inch-and-a-half long, and upwards ; they are
clothed -with longish hairs, and are very gaily dressed,
their livery being blueish-grey, ornamented with 6 scarlet

x#-

seeds should be sown about the end of March in pots filled

with a light sandy soil, and placed on a moderate hotbed,

or in a Cucumber or Melon-frame. In this situation they

will soon germinate, and before the first rough leaf ap-

pears they should be potted off, three or four together,

into a large GO pot, placing the plants at equal distances

round the sides. When potted, they should be returned

to the frame and kept close for a few days to recover from

the effects of their removal ; after which, they should be

gradually hardened off by giving them plenty of air during^

the day in fine weather ; finally, about the beginning of

May, they should be removed to a cold pit or frame,

where they can be fully exposed during the day, covering

them with the lights only at night, and in bad or cold

weather. About the end of May, when all danger of late

spring frost is over, they may be planted in the open bor-

der. The soil into which they are transferred should be

either a light rich sandy soil or peat, with which a little

well-rotted dung has been mixed. The plants will require

to have a little water once or twice after they are planted,

especially if the weather is dry at the time ; but it is advi-

sable not to water them after they are once well esta-

blished* The chief causes of failure are—sowing the seeds

too soon, or allowing the plants to get very dry or pot-

bound before they are planted out; if once they become

stunted they will never make good plants ; and the same

may be said of those which have been kept in too warm
a place.

ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
By Professor Chari.es Sprkngeu (Translated from

the German.)
{Continuedfrom page 229 )

/. Sean-Straw.—100,000 parts of not quite ripened

air-dried Bean-straw contain 51,000 parts of woody fibre,

1 ,000 parts of wax, and 48,000 parts of substances soluble

in water, and the ley of potash ) the latter most probably

consists of 1,000 parts of nitrogen, as Bousslngault has

found in 100,000 parts of Green-Pea straw 1790 of ni-

trogen. This great quantity of nitrogen in Bean-straw is

the more certain, because Beans and Peas belong to the

same natural family of plants, and because experience has

shown good Bean-straw to be as nutritive as Pea-straw.

100,000 parts of the straw contain of mineral sub-

stances:

—

0*220 parts of silica

- The Lackey caterpillars will feed upon various trees, as

the Oak, Elm, Birch, Poplars, and Hazel, but in England

the Sloe is roost subject to their attacks, and occasionally

our fruit-trees suffer. We know nothing, however, of the

mischief committed by these web-spinning larva in this

our favoured isle ; in France, their ravages are represented

as most appalling ; for miles sometimes the Apple-trees

are defoliated, and in former times they must have been

even worse, for there is an old law to enforce proprietors

to exterminate the inhabitants of these webs, by cutting

them off with a pair of shears, having long handles, and

this was termed decheniller, literally to uncaterpillar.

There are two powerful Beetles on the Continent which

live upon these Caterpillars : one is the splendid Calosoma

sycophanta*; the other, C. inquisitor: the former is

only an occasional visitor to England ; the latter is some-

times more frequent in our woods and forests. Protected,

however, as the Caterpillars are by their webs, from

drenching showers and the sun's rays, they are not secure

from the attacks of other enemies, especially of a fine

Ichneumon, called Cryptus cyanator, Grav.f ; which

forms a case within the body of the larva, and instead of

the Lackey-moth, this fly issues from the cocoon. A smaller

fly named Microgaster Gastropachse also infests the Cater-

pillar, and forms pale yellow cocoons ; but one of the most

valuable parasites is a minute fly called Teleas ovulorum

by Bouche. Hard and horny as the eggs are, and

cemented together with a glue which hardens by exposure

to the air, and resists the effects of rain, snow, and frost,

it seems astonishing how the eggs of the pigmy fly can be

introduced into those of the Moth ; Bouche, however, has

thrown some light upon the subject; he says, "The
female Teleas lays one egg in each of the Moth's eggs when

they are quite soft. Several times I have seen that out

of the whole ring of eggs, nothing, with scarcely an excep-

tion, but these little flies have come forth ;" and I may

add that after the Caterpillars have hatched, the inocu-

lated eggs remain closed, with little maggots inside, which

are in that state at this time of the year, and no doubt

change to pupa so as to arrive at their perfect state in

time to attend upon the female Lackey-moths when they

deposit their eggs.

Chaffinches and sparrows are very serviceable in the

destruction of this pest, and when orchards are infested,

the best mode is to search for the rings of eggs in the

winter, to cut off the twigs and burn them. As the

Caterpillars are very conspicuous, they may be crushed

upon the trunks and branches, and the nests should be

collected by holding a sieve or bag under them ;
the

cocoons may likewise be detected between the leaves of

trees and shrubs, in hedges, on the tops of walls, under

the ledges of rails, &c. As the Moths seldom fly, espe-

cially the females, but remain concealed amongst the herb-

age and leaves upon the ground, little good can be effected

by pursuing them

—

Ruricola.

TREATMENT OF PHLOX DRUMMONDI.
In consequence of the desire expressed by a corre-

spondent to become acquainted with the mode of treat-

ment by which Phlox Drummondi is made to bloom so

beautifully in the Horticultural Society's Garden, we have

procured the following information respecting it :—The

Curtis's Brit. Ent.. fol. and pi. 229,

0-G24 n lime
0-209 if magnesia
1-656 ii potash
0-050

ti soda
0-010

ii alumina
0-007

ii oxide of iron

0-005 it oxide of manganese
0-134 ii sulphuric acid

0-226
ii phosphoric acid

0-008
ii chlorine

3-221 parts of mineral substances.

100 parts of Bean-straw consequently contain somewhat
more than 3^ lbs. of mineral substances, and amongst

them, several which are most powerful manures. When
we add that Bean-straw is also very rich in nitrogen, it is

obvious that the manure obtained by its litter must be

much better than that obtained from Rye. If 3,000 lbs.

of Bean-straw (contained in a certain quantity of manure)
are carried on one Magdeburg acre, the land will receive

20 lbs. of nitrogen and nearly 501bs. of potash, which is

in itself a powerful fertilizing agent, whilst the same area

would receive from 3,000 lbs. of Rye-straw only 6 lbs. of

nitrogen and -$ylb. of potash. We cannotHhen doubt that

the manure of Bean-straw is much more valuable than

that of Rye, especially since the amount of phosphoric

acid, chlorine, lime, magnesia, and soda, is as abundant

as that of nitrogen and potash. But Bean-straw is very

woody, and therefore more difficult to decompose than any

of the sorts of straw hitherto mentioned. Manure from

Bean-straw is therefore best adapted to clayey soil, which

it keeps loose for a longer time than Rye or Wheat-straw.

g. Pea-Straw.—10,000 parts of rather green air-dried

Pea-straw consist of 29*500 parts of woody fibre, 1*500

parts of wax, and 69 '000 parts of substances soluble ift

water and potash, which latter contain 1*700 parts of

nitrogen, according to Boussingault.

100,000 parts of Pea-straw contain of mineral sub-

stances:—
0-996 parts of silica

2-730
II lime

0-342 magnesia
0-235

11 potash and soda
•

0-000 M alumina
0-020 oxide of iron

0-007
99 oxide of manganese

0-337
f »

sulphuric acid

0-240
11

phosphoric acid

0-004
11

chlorine

t Cunis's Brit. Ent., pi. 330.

* Curtis's Guide Gen., 499, No. 15,

4-971 parts of mineral substances.

100 parrs of Pea-straw, therefore, contain nearly 5 lbs-

of those very mineral substances which the plants generally

do not find in the soil in sufficient quantity. If we con-

sider, moreover, that Pea-straw also contains a consider-

able quantity of nitrogen, and that with 3,0001bs. of stra^

54 lbs. of nitrogen are carried on a Magdeburg acre, w®

see clearly why this kind of straw is so valuable. Pea
~

straw is, however, chiefly used as fodder, not as litter, a*1
,

only the more woody parts, rejected by cattle, find tbei

way to the dunghill. Therefore the soil of Pea-straw-tea

cattle will be better than that from Rye-straw, &c. It &<>&

not remain longer in the soil than Rye or Whcat-3traw>

{To be continued^)

.
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AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XV.
In addition to the plants noticed in my former article,

I would earnestly recommend the cultivation of the various

Gladioli. Nothing can be more brilliant than a large bed

of G. psittacinus ; in fact, G. florihundus, blandus, cardi-

nalis, Victoria, and the whole of the genus, are beau-

tiful. No time should now be lost in procuring and sow-

ing the seed, which would, indeed, have been best sown
early last month. A few more plants requiring similar

treatment are,Tigridiapavonia and conchiiflora, andAnoma-
theca cruenta : the two former make showy groups through-

out the season ; and the Anomatheca, if four or five bulbs

are planted in a pot, plunged in a bed when in bloom, is a

gem for the flower-garden in May. The Tigridias maybe
treated like Gladioli ; but the Anomatheca will be best

pricked out two inches apart, in seed-pans, in light rich

soil, and sheltered in a frame until well established.

The following, though not new, may be regarded as some
of the most showy plants that can be grown, and ought to

be extensively cultivated in all gardens ; viz., Aquilegia

glandulosa, gl. rubra, formosa, canadensis, arctica, (a su-

perb plant), grandirlora, sibirica, and speciosa ; Campa-
nula carpatica, persicifolia, p. alba, pulcherrima, pyra-

niidalis, and medium, or Canterbury-bells (both blue and

*'hite)
; Delphinium azureum, americanum, chinense,

datum, grandiflorum, speciosum, Barlowi, and many
more; Dianthus collinus, hispanicus, h. splendens, fim-

briatus, superbus, piimilus, aggregatus, and barbatus

;

Digitalis (the new spotted variety), D. purpurea, and

purpurea alba ; Lupinus elegans, nootkatensis, poly-

phyllus, p. albus, grandifolius, ornatus, and tristis;

(Enothera macrocarpa, speciosa, Drummondii, and ta-

raxacifolia ; Papaver bracteatum and nudicaule ; Pentste-

ttion atrorubens, atropurpureus, campanulatus, digitalis,

gentianoides, g. coccineus, rdseus, and speciosus ;
Poten-

tilla arguta, Hopwoodiana, Russelliana, formosa, and

atrosiinguinea
; Stachys coccinea and speciosa ;

Gentiana

acaulis and guttata ; Gailhirdia bieolor, Drummondii,
picta, and Richardsonii ; Ononis rotundifolia ;

Antirrhi-

num caryophylloides, majus album, and pictum. To
these may be added Hollyhocks and the Marvel of Peru

;

and with the plants named last week and a few more
alpine plants, such as Saponaria ocymoides, Scutellaria
filpina and gargiinica; Erinus alpinus and hispanicus ;

Myosotis alj>estris, Pulmondria virginica, Sanguinaria

canadensis, Saxifraga granulata, Soldanella alpina, and
the dwarf Phloxes, such as verna, subulata, setacea, nivalis,

amoena, and a few more of the taller kinds, a garden may
be kept in a blaze of beauty throughout the season.
The whole of the first-named plants may be sown in

any favourable situation in the open air; but the alpine
plants would be better sown in pans, and placed in a warm
shaded place until they begin to grow. Perhaps some
difficulty may be experienced in procuring seed of some
of the plants, and if so, take cuttings or layers, or divide
the plants when they are out of bloom ; in fact, do any-
thing to multiply the stock.

The seed of most of the plants must be sown very
thinly ; and if the seedlings are thinned, or some of them
transplanted when not too large, they will most of them
bloom next season.— W. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Firing Ammonia.—I trust the interest that is now felt,

and the inquiries that are being constantly made, on the

subject of fixing ammonia, will be a sufficient excuse for

^y troubling you again. I now propose to make a few
observations on the fixation of ammonia by common salt

;

a»d as there seems to exist much diversity of opinion on
lhe subject, I will give you the results of some practical
t'ials, made with the express view of ascertaining to what
e*tent, and under what circumstances, the carbonates of

jjjnmonia are decomposable by salt (chloride of sodium).
That salt, when added to a concentrated solution of sesqui-
Ca»'bonate ofammonia, (the volatile salt of commerce,) will,
aft er a short interval, in the cold, decompose it, forming
ar* insoluble bicarbonate of soda, has been known for se-
veral years ; but it is not so generally understood that a
Patent for the formation of carbonate of soda, based upon
tiiis principle, was taken out about four years since. It

*J
generally known by the name of Dyar and Hemming's

latent. The undertaking has, I believe, been abandoned,
n°t on account of faultiness in the principle, but it could

? ot be worked profitably, from the difficulty experienced
ln recovering the ammonia, after it had served for the

^composition of the salt. An outline of the process ac-

tually employed by the patentees may not be uninterest-
**6 to your readers, as it bears directly upon the subject
e ure considering, and may serve to throw upon it some

Poetical light. For the sake of economy, the source se-

ated for the ammonia was the common gas-liquor; but

J
1 tiiis state it was too much diluted to answer the pur-

P°j\e
; it was, therefore, distilled in a wrought-iron still,

nt, l about one-third was brought over ; sometimes this
P r°duct was not strong enough ; it was then re-distilled,
*Uti half brought over. The strength thought to be de-
lnjble was when the liquid had a specific gravity of 1.040,

£
U

,

required, in 100 parts, about twenty-five parts of oil
r vitriol for its saturation. In this state the gas-liquor

j

meIt very strongly of ammonia, which it contained in

c

ar ge quantity, in the caustic or uncombined state, with
omparatively little carbonate of ammonia. But, as with
Sypsum, so with common salt, the whole of the ammonia
j* Ust ^e in the state of carbonate (bicarbonate) for perfect
composition to take place. Hence it became necessary
seek a supply of carbonic acid. This was obtained by
a
^!
lnS atmospheric air through a coke fire, in which a
ion of chalk was always kept, and by this means a gas

c
S
,

°Gained, seldom containing as much as 25 per cent.
Domc acid, and usually from 18 to 22. As much salt

was added to the strong gas-liquor as it was known it

could hold in permanent solution, and then by a force-

pump, the air from a coke-stove, previously cooled by

passing through cold water, was introduced by various

inlets, which put the whole into brisk agitation. This

state of things was allowed to continue until, when a sam-

ple was drawn and allowed to stand, much of it became
solid by the deposition of bicarbonate of soda, which I

had occasion to remark is insoluble in a strong solution

of salt and sal ammoniac. At this period the whole was
let out.on a linen filter, and allowed to drain as dry as

possible. What remained on the filter was pressed in an

hydraulic press, and carried to close ovens furnished with

a condensing apparatus, where it was brought to the state

of soda ash, or impure carbonate of soda. The ash pro-

duced by this process, when good articles are employed,

is extremely pure, sometimes containing only from 2 to 5

per cent, of impurity; and this nothing but common salt,

from the brine which the cake contained after pressing.

The liquid which ran through the filter contained most of

the ammonia originally employed, in the state of muriate ;

it also contained about half the salt used, for it is quite

impossible, by any excess of carbonate of ammonia, quite

to decompose the chloride of sodium. The mode adopted

for the recovery of ammonia was as follows :—the liquid

from the filter, combined with that from the ovens, was

conveyed to iron stills, and distilled so long as the run-

nings smelt of ammonia. This was reserved to be used

over again instead of fresh gas-liquor. What remained in

the stills (muriate of ammonia and salt) was either di-

luted with water, mixed with sufficient quicklime, and dis-

tilled as before, or evaporated to dryness, removing the

common salt as it formed and fell during the evaporation,

and then mixing the dry residue with twice its weight of

chalk ; being afterwards sublimed, to produce the carbonate

of ammonia of commerce. This was either sold in the

market, or dissolved in water, and salt added as before

mentioned. These processes for the recovery of the whole
of the ammonia are bad in principle, or require such

perfection in the apparatus, and carefulness and dexterity

on the part of the workmen, that they very imperfectly

answered the purpose. But however badly the purpose
of the deluded proprietors was served, we may make their

experience useful in solving the question with which we
set out—" will salt fix ammonia V s The reply is, it will

not fix caustic ammonia at all, nor will it in any other state

but that of bicarbonate (the salt of commerce is a mix-
ture of carbonate and bicarbonate), and even this only

imperfectly, and under favourable circumstances, and not

at all, if beyond a certain proportion of water be present.

Also, unless the bicarbonate of soda, when once formed,

be removed from the liquor in which it was produced, a

reaction soon takes place, which goes far to restore the

substances to their original state. Such things are not

uncommon in chemistry. But I said I would add some
practical results, which if 1 omit doing, your readers may
perhaps exclaim, " Here is much ado about nothing!"
The following experiments were made to discover the in-

fluence of varying quantities of the ingredients ; viz.,

carbonate of ammonia, salt, and water, also of time of con-

tact, and the application of a stream of carbonic acid gas :—
Oil Vitriol to

Salt. Water.

60 parts 200 parts

60 200

60 200

60 200

60 200

60 200

In 4, 5, and 6, carbonic acid (pure) was passed through

the whole time. The salt was dissolved in the water, and

the carbonate ofammonia , in fine powder, added : much
cold was produced. When agitated, a slight effervescence

was observed ; and at the end of the hour (agitating all

the time), it was thrown on linen, the soda pressed and

heated to redness, then saturated exactly by oil of vitriol.

It appears from these results that under the most favour-

able circumstances, and with a large excess of carbonate

ofammonia, we cannot decompose much more than half

the salt used.
Curb. Am. Salt. Water. Time.

*

Oil Vitriol.

No. 1 60 Go 300 1 hour 10
2 60 60 250 1 J3
3 55 60 200 1 lG
4 50 60 200 1 14

When bicarbonate of ammonia was used, the result

was—
Bicarbon. Salt. Water. Time. Oil Vitriol.

No. 1 80 Go 168 i hour 31

2 (JO 60 163 4 32

3 100 CO 168 $ 32

4 60 60 lGtf * 31

We here see, in a striking manner, that varying the

quantity of ammonia scarcely influences the result, but

that the diminished quantity of water has considerably

increased the amount of decomposition
;
perhaps, also, the

shorter period of time was not without its influence, I

varied these trials in many other ways, which it would be

tedious to mention ; but the conclusion of the matter is,

I think, plain, and it is this ;—that the farmer is not to

look to common salt to fix his ammonia as it is evolved

from the stable and the dung-heap. Sail; is good in its

way and answers a thousand purposes of utility
; but

nature will not step out of her path to endow it with pro-

perties to support any theory, how plausible soever.

—

W II Potter.— Chemical Works, Upper Fore-street.

braining.—In those parts of Gloucestershire where

the soil is stiff, clay-draining is extensively practised on

s 1^. for which it is most effectual, answering all

the\mrposes of tiles, at a much smaller expense. The

nlan is as follows :—A trench is dug three feet deep, in

the shape of a wedge ; at the bottom of this a certain

number of solid pieces of wood resembling tiles are placed,

Carb. Am.

No. i 120 parts

a 90
3 60

f
4 120

\
5 90

Lfi 60

Tune. saturate the
Soda Ash.

1 hour 14
1 10
1 17
1 19
1 20
1 20

and attached to each other by two half-links of a chain,
acting as a hinge. On the top of these the clay is thrown in
small quantities, and well rammed down, to the depth of
twelve inches ; the remainder of the soil is then filled in.

and the turf replaced. The wooden models are withdrawn
by a strong lever being fixed at the outer end, by which
means the drain is left perfect in form, and as smooth as
a polished table. This will last for years, and will carry
the water off admirably. In draining a small orchard last

year, a drain was cut across which had been in use 18

years without exhibiting any signs of damage. The
price including all charges is, I believe, about ljof. per

yard.— W. W.
Improvement of Land.—He who provides additional

employment for labour, and by that employment produces

more food, and at the same time increases the return for

his capital, is a sincere friend to himself, his country, and
to the cause of humanity. Entertaining this opinion, and

having some spare capital, I said to myself, Shall I with

this thousand pounds purchase a few more acres of land,

and thus increase the competition for it; or had I not

much better invest it in improving one of the farms I

now have—about 130_acres? I determined on the latter

course, and how gratifying to my feeling has it been to see

about 20 men and boys employed in draining, others in

making tile-pipes (300,000), some in carting them, and
again some in collecting and carting stones to fill the

drains, besides those engaged in putting down and re-

moving the timber, and trimming close the high, unsightly

fences, taking in the waste-pieces, &c When twelve

months shall have completed these improvements, am I

not to look forward to the permanent employment of more
hands by an improved rotation of crops and increased

produce ? My plans, however, were not, at first, accepted

without difficulties and objections. My tenant (a truly

worthy person,) had prejudices, and five years of his lease

were unexpired. 1 said, "Your land, in its present

wet state, is not growing two-thirds of what it should do."

He replied, "I farm clean and regular, and carry off all

the top-water ; but I don't believe under-drains are of any
use in our strong soil, although I agree as to putting down
timber and low fences." " Well, then," I said, u let us

agree to this :' the whole expense shall befmine, taking as

my remuneration, two-thirds of the extra-produce over and
above what your books will show as the produce of the

last seven years ; the other third shall be yours." To
this he readily consented, and is noiv perfectly convinced

of the importance of perfect drainage, low fences, and

little timber ; and of the prospect of this farm being very

quickly as good a one as most in the county of Essex.

Let capitalists, instead of buying more land, improve what

they have ; they will not only increase their rents, but do

a great national service, and we shall hear but little of

over-population. and the necessity of removing our able-

bodied Agricultural labourers to other and distant parts.

1 should add, (having three cottages on the property,) I

mean to adopt your excellent recommendation of allot-

ments to the deserving labourer.

—

J. J. J\2\, Stamford hill.

Steaming Hayfor Cattle.—At p. 175 u A Hertfordshire
Farmer" asks information respecting the process of Steam-
ing, which will make musty Hay palatable to Cattle, &c.
Should your Leicestershire correspondent not answer his

inquiries, I shall be very happy to do so, as I know of no-
thing so desirable and economical, even in a small farm (and
no large one ought on any account to be without it), as a

Steaming apparatus. I will with pleasure send him the

size and cost of my Steam-house, &c, which is calculated

for a small farm of 60 acres, and with which 1 make all

musty Hay—tops and bottoms of stacks, the parts which
horses and cows reject from their mangers, &c.—palatable,

and, I believe, nutritious food. I likewise get a great deal

of Straw eaten by horses. The same apparatus steams
sufficient Turnips or Potatoes for from 100 to 200 pigs,

as well as horses and cows. The cost of fuel is about 4s.

a week (coal 8s. 9d. per ton). Perhaps the plan of a

Steam-house would be acceptable to some of your readers,

as few have an opportunity of seeing well-regulated farms,

except those situated in our best agricultural districts,

and even there Steaming is little practised. A small

farmer in this vicinity keeps up all day an enormous fire

in his kitchen, that he may boil Potatoes for 2 horses and

2 pigs. An eighth part of the extra coal wpuld steam

four times the quantity.— IV. D. F. [We shall be much

obliged by the promised information.]

Cellar for Roots.—What is the best mode of making a

root-cellar or room, so as to avoid the wasteful and clumsy

mode of clamping Potatoes, &c. ? I propose to dig out

about 4 feet of soil (clay with me), and, after draining, tq

pave it, and then to build up a very thick clay wall, about

4 feet high, and thatch with Furze at least 3 feet thick.

This I consider will effectually keep out frost. The bot-

tom part I propose for roots, and the upper part is to be

fitted up with shelves for Apples and Pears
J double small

windows and double doors. I can find no description of
a mode, formerly in use, of building with rammed clay,

something like the mud walling of the chalk countries, it

is called Pisa. Can any correspondent suggest a more
complete or economical mode, or inform me how the Rus-
sian cellars are constructed }—Tott;/.

Potting Plants on the One-shift System.—It does not
astonish me to see that the " one-shift" system described
at p. 135 has already called forth the doubts, misbeliefs,
and opposition of people who have been so long accustomed
to practice—and that with the best success—a very different
mode of shifting pot-grown plants. If 1 had not entertained
confidence in the practical knowledge of the writer, I should
certainly have felt some doubts respecting it, because I

have sometimes known the death or ill-health of a plant at-

tributed, and with some justice, to the circumstance of its

being removed or shifted out of a small pot into a much
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larger one—though not so large as recommended in the

article in question. As thereis, however, a right and a wrong

way of doing everything, success or failure must depend

upon which of these two opposite modes guides the opera-

tion. Few of those persons who sift soil for their pot-plants

will adopt the one-shift system, or allow of its being suc-

cessfully practicable, and they are quite right. Roots,

from their nature, diverge out horizontally, will always

(be the pot ever so large) extend towards, and soon reach,

the side of the pot, and that often in sifted soil, without

making scarcely a lateral fibre or spongiole ;
because it is

only at the sides that they can receive the necessary quan-

tity of air and moisture, and without sufficient of both a

plant cannot do well. It is the absence of air excluded by

the compact nature of the sifted soil run into a mass by

handwatering, that in a pot prevents the formation of

roots and fibres in the centre of the ball of earth
;
which

circumstance, joined to the tendency of a body of fine but

ill-drained earth to sour when watered profusely, occasions

the death of plants shifted into too large pots by the com-

mon mode. But whosoever will read the article again

will observe that instead of these evils, the best and only

cure for them is detailed. Unsifted soil is recommended ;

thus providing for the admission of air, and guarding

against the possibility of the soil running together (as it

is called) ; moreover, pieces of porous stone are to be

intermixed with the soil, to form reservoirs of moisture

and air, and at the same time barriers to make the roots

deviate and divide in their course before they reach the

*ide of the pots. To this is to be added attention to pro-

per drainage, without which but comparatively few ter-

restrial plants will do well. The system is worth trying

before we condemn it.

—

John APDonald, Riccarton.

Top-Dressing for Orange-trees.—Last year I purchased

a box of Oranges, many of which proved to be rotten ;

it occurred to me that they might be turned to some
account as a top-dressing for Orange-treei ; and I accord-

ingly applied a number of them to a large plant which had

been in a stationary state for two years. The result has

answered my expectation, for nothing can exceed the

vigour of its present growth ; it is covered with fine young

shoots, and promises to flower freely. I am so satisfied

with this experiment that I mean to follow the same plan

with other Orange plants this year ; and with this view all

bad Oranges and even Orange-peel are saved.

—

J. N. V*

[An excellent idea this.]

Cape Corms.—Will any of your correspondents kindly

state the very best method of cultivating Cape Corms,

mentioning any differences in genera or species ? Books
are sadly deficient in real information on the subject ; all

•they state is, that Cape Bulbs (including Corms) require so

and so, and they may be increased by seeds or offsets.

"What I want to learn is, which is the best method of cul-

tivating each individual plant—should the offsets be taken

off or not, and if so, at what season should bottom-heat

be employed in inducing them to root before they shoot

«• not. (on account of the darkness produced by neces-

sary protection during Janu^J,) ?r for other reasons ?

That lovely tribe,—the Iridacese—is not, as yet, neariy so

universally cultivated as it deserves to be ; ranking next,

1 would say, to Orchidacece in loveliness, although per-

haps wanting their grotesque forms and delicious odours,

principally I belieye from a want of sufficient know-

ledge of them. We all learn some loose general notions

of this and that order or genus $ but what we require to

know is the habitudes with regard to locality and climate

of each individual of the vegetable kingdom.—ff- B. II.

Roses.— I wish your correspondent who writes the

interesting articles entitled "The Rose Garden" would

give us a pretty full and explicit account of the propaga-

tion, &c, of the various kinds of Roses, as now classed in

the best catalogues—say that of Mr. Rivers for this year.

He would thus concentrate this very material department

of Rose-growing, so as to admit of ready reference ; for

although he gives many excellent hints in his papers, yet

of necessity they are so scattered as not to be easily turned

to. He should treat of each division separately, e. g.,

Provence, Moss, French, Hybrid Provence, Hybrid China

Roses, &c, detailing the most suitable soil and situation to

grow them in, the time and manner ofpropagation—whether

-

by buds, layers, or cuttings—and their various manage-

ment ;
pointing out any peculiar treatment required by

any of the varieties ; the proper mode of pruning, and the

season for it, noticing any particular variety which is an ex-

ception to the general rule ; and the best mode of protecting

the tender sorts during winter. Such a paper would, in

fact, obviate any necessity for entering into these details

when writing upon the varieties themselves.
^
When Mr.

Rivers first published his Rose Amateur's Guide, I, know,

ing his celebrity, was most desirous to possess it, con-

sidering that when a nurseryman quits his grounds and

takes up his pen as an author, he is bound to furnish

every information on the subject on which he writes, and

that the expression •' modes of culture/' in the title-page,

included the whole process of inserting the bud, making

the layer, and putting in the cutting. You may therefore

judge of my disappointment, when I found not one word
on this part of the subject in the whole book ; I afterwards

bought the second edition, and hoped that the idea con-

veyed by the saying of a late nurseryman of my acquaint-

ance—who amassed a large fortune in his business, and

who was most communicative on all matters about the

treatment of plants—that " the day was gone by for secrets

in gardening, and that he never sold a plant less for telling

all he l*ew," would have occurred to Mr. R., and that

the omission in the former edition would have heen sup-
{>lied. Not so, however. True it is we have some excel-
ent directions as to raising seedlings, and are gravely
assured that u instruction! for budding, grafting, and other
modes of propagating Roses, are given in every gardening

book }V and that " Roses may be struck from cuttings, and
budded and grafted from March to September, if the buds,

grafts, and stocks are in a proper state !" Instead, how-
ever, of any hints or directions on these points, the too

sanguine Amateur, anxious to " try his hand/' is deterred

by the preventive check,—u it is only incessant practice

that can give this knowledge,"—coupled with a deferred

provisional promise to make a book on the subject when
Mr. R. grows Roses for pleasure rather than profit. I hope

that that time is not far distant, and that long before the

•*hoar frost of age sets in" a third edition maybe
called for, in which we shall find every deficiency in this

respect supplied with a liberality and minuteness which
will most assuredly meet with their reward. Depend upon
it, no nurseryman will ever be a sufferer by so doing.

The new varieties, at all events, must pass through his

hands ; and there are few who will lay themselves under
obligation, either for buds or cuttings of Roses, thatnur-
serymen need care about retaining as customers. It is

the satisfaction of knowing how to manage and multiply

his plants that induces the Amateur to cultivate them ; and
there is no surer bait to allure him to the nursery than
to contribute to his success in such matters. Once make
him a successful Rose-grower, and he must prove a good
customer. Meanwhile, until Mr. R. unlocks the trea-

sures of his skill, I hope your correspondent will favour us

with the result of his experience as a Rose propagator,

&c, and add tp the obligations he has already conferred

upon all lovers of the f< Queen of flowers/'

—

S.

Destroying the Eggs of Insects on Roses.—Mr. Beaton
has suggested (p. 176) the application of the mixture
which is used for destroying the ova of insects on Vines,

Peach-trees, &c. to the shoots of Rose-trees as Boon as

pruned. Eggs of the ordinary N worms i' the bud,"
which prey on these plants, are deposited by the females

in the autumn of the previous year on the bark, and espe-

cially around the buds ; and I should say that it is in this

stage of their existence they should be attacked. As,
however, the application must necessarily be subject to

the vicissitudes of the weather, I would recommend that it

be made as adhesive as possible. Probably glue or size

would answer, but I hardly know how the soft soap and
these substances will agree.

—

S.

Forcing Roses.—It is generally asserted that Roses do
not succeed, if forced, two years successively. This I find

from practical experience to be an erroneous opinion, as

I have forced the same plants five consecutive seasons.

They have been treated as any other potted plant would
be, namely, shifted as they increased in size, and this

year they have bloomed more profusely than they did the
first season: in fact, they have annually improved in the

number and beauty of their blossoms. My collection

consists of Moss, Spong, Cabbage, Unique, Wellington
(Hybrid China), Crimson Perpetual, and Smith's Yellow
Noisette, which succeeds much better as a forced than as

a Garden Rose. I am induced to mention these circum-
stances respecting forced Roses, from the failure which I

perceive in that department, in many gardens where there

is every facility for procuring them ; and there is no flower

so highly appreciated, even by non Amateurs, as a forced

Rose.

—

Perseverance.
Yeast Plant.— I send you a drawing of a seed (natu-

ral size), in the hope that you may tell me to what it

belongs. It was brought from America by a

friend, who, when at Wisconsin,' about 200

*SJr miles from New York, found the inhabitants of

a cottage making bread, and using the dried

leaves of a plant on which this seed was found,

instead of yeast ! As it was in winter, he could not ob-

tain a fresh specimen, and all the flowers had been cut

off and the stalks thrown away ; but after a diligent

search among the withered store that was hung up for

use, he found one capsule that had been left on by chance,

and it fortunately contained seed. He was not sufficient

botanist to ascertain the correct name, but he thought it

was a Scabious. I should be glad to know if you or any

of your readers were aware that any plant possessed the

property of yeast, as, in remote parts of any country,

it would be worth cultivating for this alone. After

such seed as this has been committed to the soil, is it

usual for the pappus to become elongated ? I had but

two given to me, and having occasion to disinter one of

them, I found to my great surprise that the pappus had

grown nearly twice as long as it was when put in about

seven days previously.—A I*ady, and constant Reader.'—
[We do not recognise this. It is, however, to all appear-

ance, the fruit of some composite plant allied to Verbe-

sina.]

Kitchen Garden Economies, No. 1.—A very delicate

vegetable, quite equal to Seakale or Asparagus, and of a

taste intermediate between the two, may be easily raised

in any quantity by any one who has a few square yards of

garden ground, at several different times during the winter

and spring, according as the succession of crop is required.

Plant ten or twelve Turnips (any delicate kind) as closely

as possible, and cover them with a box or Seakale pot

:

heap fermenting stable litter over and around, as for Sea-

kale ; and in about the same time or a fortnight more, a

crop of blanched Sprouts will make their appearance.

The crowns of the Turnips should not of course have

been removed too closely. In dressing them for table,

when they are about half done, pour away the water and

give them some fresh ; when cooked, serve them up with

melted butter on toast.

—

Sprouts.

Preserving Fruit.— In answer to " Quercus," p. 190,

I beg to state that good Currant jelly may be made from

wet Currants. I think the objection is to their being

packed wet in baskets and having to stand some hours in

market. They may, if desired, be strewed on a dresser,

with a clothupon it, in awarm kitchen, for an hour, to dry.

Strawberries and Raspberries are more objectionable when
gathered wet; but boiling the pulp five minutes, previ-

ously to adding the sugar, is the best remedy. Pine-Apple

jelly would be an expensive article, as it would require

4 lbs. of Pines to make 1 lb. of jelly ; nor do I think it

would jelly freely, on account of its powerful acidity. The
jelly of Pine-jam never partakes of the firm character of

other jams.—Z?.

Cydonia japonica.—I have tried the fruit of Pyrus, or

Cyd6nia, japonica, mixed with Apple in a tart, and I find

it a very good substitute for Quince.— C. G. [It is a

sort of Quince.]

Bees.— Stocks of Bees should now be carefully examined,

by lifting them up gently from their stands, for the pur-

pose of clearing away any filth or dead Bees, moths, &c,
which have lodged there during the winter ; and where

they are light and the population numerous, it is requisite

to give them a liberal feeding. It has often been found

that a single pound of good honey, given at this season of

the year, as the population is now increasing, and when
it can only be obtained by them in the field in small

quantities, will save them from starvation. When the

spring is wet, cold, and unfavourable, they may be fed

with great advantage even until the middle of May, by

mixing a pound of the best honey in a wine-glass of pure

soft water, and incorporating them together by a gentle

warmth. This can be given to them in a flat plate or

saucer in their hives, and the liquid can be covered with

a piece of perforated paper. If u J. T. A." will take the

pains to plaster her old straw hives with Roman cement,

or even with common mortar, they will last for many
years. They may be made ornamental, and will do well

as stocks to swarm in. The Bees and combs should by

no means be taken from the old hives.— W. Savage,

Swaffham. 1 observe in the Quarterly Review, in the

article on " Bee-Books," a recommendation to paint the

inside of straw hives, with a view to save the Bees the

trouble of smoothing them. Will Dr. Bevan kindly say

if he approves of this suggestion ?

—

A Bee-keeper.

Fumigating Greenhouses.— In Mr. Ayres' directions to

the amateur, at p. 189, he speaks of a plan adopted by

him for fumigating greenhouses. I have used a similar

one for many years, and would refer him to a description

of it by me, in p. 49, vol. viii., of the 4
« Floricultural

Cabinet." I merely light the tobacco with paper placed

under the stand.— C. W. F.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

April 5.—P. Pusey, Esq., M.P., in the chair; lG Members were

elected. Col. challoncr presented the Monthly Report of the

Finance Committee, showing that the receipts during; the month
of March had been 1,130/., and that the current cash balance on
the last day of that month amounted to 2,065*. The Committee
recommended a further purchase of 1,000/. stock in the New 3

4

per Cents. Mr. Pusey reported that the 20/. offered for the best

Essay on the Rotation of Crops for Heavy Lands, had been ad-

judged to Mr. W. Stace, of Berwick, near Lewes, and that

the Essay would appear in the next part of the Journal. Col.

Challoner brought forward the Report of the Derby Committee, on
the arrangements for the ensuing Meeting, connected with the

Show Yard, Dinners, Trial of Implement Field, &c. Mr. Colville,

ftl.F., chairman of the Committee, stated that the Directors of the

Midland Counties Railway had decided to supply any number of

special trains on that occasion, requiring only the usual fares for

passengers, and half the fares for cattle and farming implements.

It was resolved " that in future the Journal shall be issued in

half-volumes twice in the year, containing the same amount of

matter as heretofore." Dr. Lyon Playfair was elected Analysing

Chemist to the Society. Mr. Pusey stated that Dr. Playfair was
engaged in establishing at Manchester a chemical laboratory for

the purposes of his scientific investigations, connected with the

subject of agricultural chemistry, where he would receive all

inquiries which the Council might make of him, charging all

business referred by them at the mere cost of manipulation, and
replying, without charge, to their letters of consultation ; indi-

vidual applications of a professional character being subject to a

certain scale of charges, which would be left with the Secretary

for the information of Members. The following gentlemen were
appointed a committee to examine Sir P. Mackenzie's suggestions
for establishing model farms in England and Wales: — Karl

Spencer, Earl of Euston, Earl of Ducie, Mr. Browne, Mr. tiurkr,

Mr. Hobbs, Sir F.Mackenzie, Rev. Mr. Rham, and Mr. Shaw.
Messrs. T. Gibbs and Co. presented specimens of the Bokhara
Clover, Lucerne, spotted Chiccory, Pastel, and Swiss Chard
Beet. Mr. H. Gibbs stated that the specimens were intended to

illustrate the comparative earliness of Bokhara Clover, Lucerne,

&c, and had been grown on a sharp mould on a gravelly sub-

soil, at their experimental garden at Brompton : the Lucerne
appearing from this trial to be earlier than the Bokhara Clover.

He further stated that he had offered some fresh Bokhara Clover
to a horse which was at hard work, but upon good keep, and
that it had refused to eat it; that he then offered to the same
horse a portion of the Lucerne, which was taken with avidity;

the two being mixed, the horse picked out the Lucerne, and only

ate two small portions of the Clover.—Mr. S. Brittain, secretary

of the Chester Agricultural Society, communicated a memorial
from the chairman and committee of that society, soliciting that

the annual country meeting of 1845 should be held in that city.

LJNNEAN SOCIETY.
April 4.—E. Forster,Esq., in the chair. Mr. Sutter, of Para-

matta, New South Wales, was elected a Fellow. A collection of

plants, procured during a journey through Nordland and
Finmark, was presented by Mr. N. Lund. Mr. Cuming
presented several specimens of fruits and seeds from the Philip-

pine islands; amongst others the true St. Ignatius Bean, or Col-

leolonga seeds, which are used by the natives as a remedy in

cholera ; also Acorns from a species of Quercus, unknown. Mr.

Parkinson presented a specimen of the Ambigo, or Navel Orange,
brought to this country from Pernambuco, where it is cultivated

in considerable quantities ; it is seldom seen in the British

market. Prof. E. Forbes presented a specimen of Goniaster
abbensis, a new British Starfish, discovered by Mr. Maclaurin'
A specimen of Walnut-tree wood was presented by Mr. Wallis*

A continuation of Mr. Griffith's paper on the Ovule of Santalunv
&c. was read.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Feb. 17.—J. E. Gray, Esq., President, in the chair. The follow-

ing donations were announced :—British Plants from Dr. Streeten,

and Foreign Plants from Mr. S. Simpson. Donations to the

library were announced from Mr. Hewett C. Watson, V.P., and
Mr. E. Newman. Mr. T. Clarke, jun., presented specimens of a

very large variety of Laatrsea filix mas, found by him at King s-

Cliff Valley, near Bridgewater. Mr. G. H. K, Thwaites communi-
cated a paper upon the discovery of Grimmia orbicularis, a Moss

new to Britain, which was found by him; upon St; Vincent s

Rocks, Bristol, The foliage is not distinguishable from that o*
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Grimm ia pulvmata; the capsule, however, is quite distinct, being
globose instead of ovate, and having a conical instead of a ros-
trate operculum. Both species grow upon St. Vincent's Rocks,and are sometimes intermingled, but each retains its peculiar
chai actenstics so that Grlmmia orbicularis cannot be considered
a variety of Grimmia pulvmata. Specimens of the former speciesaccompanied the paper. A paper was also read from Mr. T.

«f: ll
Y'

,

eingr
.

Additions to the List of Plants found in theneighbourhood of Banbury, Oxfordshire, iii 1842."
March 17.-J. E Gray, Esq., President, in the chair. Mr. DMoore of the Royal Botanic Garden, Dublin, presented a speci-

w~.i?'£*$* parad
?
xa (Willd;, found by him in LadestonWoods, Mulhngar, Westmeath, Ireland, in July last. Mr. RCastle presented a specimen of Araucaria excelsa. ColonelJackson presented an interesting collection of Foreign Plants.

1 he President presented the first Fasciculus of Leefe's BritishWillows
;
British plants had also been received from Mr. T. B

"f'
Dr

- Ay,es '
Mr- Henfrey, and Miss Beever. Donations to

?Ai2S^L7Xe ""jonnccd from the American Philosophical
Society, Prof. Meneghnu, and Mr. W. M. Chatterley. Mr. ArthurHenfrey read a paper '« On the British Species of Statice." Speci-

weTec hft d
Foreign species in the Society's collection
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lower part of the flower. In the Fernery, which contains an ex-
tensive collection the plants are arranged upon a clever plan
lately adopted by Mr. Smith, of subdividing many of the genera,

tw^° ' ° aW7.^-
th

,
the a l,Pa,

'

CIlt incongruity which existed inthe structure of their fronds. Slate labels, which are neat, and

name
cxl
longs. Several plants of LoinVria^antArctic'a" or the Tree Fernof the Falkland Islands, lately received from Dr J. Hookerappear likely to do well. A large specimen of Garcfnia Man-'tostaua, or the Mang-osteen, in this house, which Cheatedby flues, affords a striking: instance of the ill effects offire-heat when compared with those of hot water Thebranches are almost devoid of leaves, and the plant appearsaltogether m a sickly condition; whereas, ono in a neijh

the reverse,
hydrangeseformis and several

ims

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Cactus.—We have just seen a highly beautiful

„ -. — ^. ugwiuu, auu is uiteiiuea to oe called I

Ackermanni, var. regalis. It possesses the rich scarlet
colour of C. Ackermanni, and has a slight tinge of violet
running up the sides of each petal. The petals are broad
and fall well back. The stigma and anthers are of a briirht
violet colour. b

New Camellia.—We have received; from the Dean of
Manchester, under the name of Camellia Lysantha avery beautiful seedling, raised at Spofforth. Its mater-
nal parent was a seedling from the old single red-fer-
tilized with the common-striped. Camellia, and was itself
crossed with the Myrtle-leaved variety. The colour fa abright carmine, with stripes of pale pink running down
the centre of each petal. The outer petals are rounded
and when the flower is about half-open, are beautifully
cupped

; when fully expanded, however, they fall back inthe same manner as those of die old double-while. The
inner petals are somewhat pointed, but fill well up in the

Packing Plants.-In alate Number of the New Zealand
^/ottma/ there is

1
an interesting communication from Mr.

«. Stokes, of Wellington, in which, after stating that too

fies'n/riT
111 r fc be taken in ch0°sing the best varie-ties of fruit-trees for importation, he remarks, that " thePlants should be packed in cases lined with zinc, so as to

and },?
g

\
6 r°0t

^
b
,
emS Wel1 1,acked in dam P Moss,and the plants secured from moving about by the sambstance. No straw should be used, as it ferment's wk

homing- stove, heated by hot water, is altogether theand with specimens of Franciscea hydrangea:formis an
other seedlings lately introduced b^Mr.^rSfronv B^zn'and a variety of rare plants, are in a most healthy condition In*

2,h «

"

e
«
hTC

f .
m,1,titude °f seeds from China. Swan Riverand the South of Africa, are germinating. The Orchidaceoushouse contains in bloom numerous plants of the large variety ofOncidmm ampl.atum, one bearing a panicle 4ft. in height- Rodrigufeia plamfolia, with racemes of yellowish green flowersPleurotha lis marginata, a delicate little object, scarceIv Sins'high, flour.sh.ner on the bare shells of the Cocoa-nut ; and the beau'tiful Ep.dendrum macrochilum, with a dark-brown periantl anda pure white label! um. having in the centre a5t , 1:2In the adjoining house are healthy plants of thenewShSslonginora, and in flower, Manettia bicolor on a balloon sha Pdtrellis Angelonia Gardneriana, numerous Gloxinias, one oVwKG. discolor, having the spaces between the' veins on the

owers of ligh
^s the throat,

little herbaceous plant exhibited last KSSS?&^jS5SS2?
at the Horticultural Society's Rooms, under the name o a P,,'stemon from Mexico; it produces an abundance o? seed and aconstant succession of flowers. Of the evergreen Beech n nHoned at p. 2:11, as having been lately received from Xra del1-uego there are several plants, the foliage is small and of «dark shining green

,
but it will probably increase

"
n sLe as the

treatment of the Camellia ; the cultivation of Mushrooi
planting and training Pear-trees ; the drainage of phntsn.pots; on the Atmosphere and on the nacnreand proper
ties of Water with reference to its application JlZtC
culture

; with some account of the genera Q„ercus , ££and Agancus, and of the natural order Trop*olace*
They contain some useful information on the subjects ofwhich they treat and are, for the most part, written in a
clear and intelligible manner.

In the list of subjects, at the end of the work, intended
to be brought forward at the ensuing meetings, we
glad to observe that our native plants are not forgotten
but that it is proposed, at every monthly meeting "to
notice those portions of the British Flora which may be
found in bloom during the succeeding month. This notice
might be rendered still more useful by the addition of the
localities in the neighbourhood of London where the
rarer species are most likely to be met with.

are

en

of white at the axil of every icif"^ thTs^mclause aS^S
and
th

Jllieium religiosum, with fragrant greener.: white flow"" aLn^r^a^fe.^^!^ *""»* vestitaT'w,

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week
Judging from a few varieties which I have lately tried the'whole tribe of herbaceous Paeonies may safely be added to our

list of plants for early forcing, as thev are easily excited and an-swer remarkably well. They do not require any previous pi epa-

SilS th,s P.«rP?se ; their large fleshy roots being veilstored withlorgamsable matter, they force in any 1,-ht soil aseasily as Seakale or Rhubarb. They are very gay an oneother forced flowers in the conservatory, their only fault bei'

i«?o
Rh°r

k
1^ which they GOntinue ; » fl<^er

: th°sL, however
™Tt v

y **TSC W
,

i,h Wl,ich the >' are increased, an 1 H ttime it takes to force them into bloom. 1 he tree Pwonies 1 haveoften forced early, but they remain for a shorter tf* eta flowerboth ,n the open a.rand when forced, than the hwbaceouso
I have also this spring submitted a dozen varLties of tc

pendulous branches clothed s

_
n

.

whit
?' **S IsopogoB Loudoni,

g
e

s

the
a

e

with

Election of fruit-trees received from England which
«%?!!™I Prked

' "\d «** ^d been /months out

bearing
,

a terminal head of rosy purple. aTHEToSSEthe Leguminous plants is remarkably gay with Ac-iciaT n•species of which, marked Mr. Lambert, with droonin^branches, terminating in a large panicle of dark: yeSowflowers, and racemes of the same springine from th- . 7of the leaves, is exceedingly beautiful.^ With ",
^ veUo'vof the Acacias, the bright blue of Hovea Celsi, and the lesssinking colours of Prostrai.thera vlolacea and rotundifrt a 22deep rosy tints of several species of Bor.mia, and the rich o r'J, fand red of Chorozema varium afford a pleasing con rast andto these may be added several species of Pimelea iS ,

Gnidia Loddigesia oxalidifolia LachnselnSfipSffi^«SJlanceolata, and Eriostemon cuspidatum^ 1» fro , Tone of TheSSM l^t^Ll^. * 'S-S- Cameilia, aboTsS

(•w A. ""- ttt
°"r V cl "euto ee»tlclorcine:; and Ithat all our perennial Lupines are well suited for the purposeThe common Laburnum is also well adapted and when rimed"

SnulVwkhth^rM-'
11 takeS " V Httle """"• -'' "onta than

v ill no,

n

nhi V-^
yCU,e S

,

l

,

nensis
-
Nun'er««s "ther common plants^""° d

h
oub

J
force equally well; and with such a host within

h" ^ '
whowould «e without a "blaze" of spring-dowers nthe conservatory, when little is to be had out of doofs? We arendebtedto the great Rose-growers for making known from timeto time those varieties of new Roses whic are e^t

^

"d "forearly forcing
; and although Mr. Rivers has SJdStoXhaving done injustice to one of his favourite stocks heust be placed foremost amongst such contributors? and 1n P-bf hi hare thntnrKn.™^ „« u: . .

ulul8
i rtliu I

as

m

of

CO

t the ground those packed in Moss only were in e0o«londit.on
;
where straw had been ^used the plan ts wereeither dead or more or less injured." Mr. Smokes fmTi

states that he has in his garden at Wellington!lbeSid

""

am glad to have the testimony of his superior knowledge asrainst

difficult to weetate. butthat is not the caseT al ^"h amongstthe smallest they nevertheless retain their vegetative no^ei^ "fo

r

a long time, and travel safely from abroad. The win aU ,
(Urn tlio nfnn^ hnHnn, 1 ~ L ^_ ... - .

X " L'> W lil a IS »

r> Cherries, Filberts, Mulberries »ndCnC

tt imr,gSt % flTerSr M^-lias
r

^am 1-

ucklr -
I)aPlln-es '

Oleander, Passion-rlo

grapes tit for table ; as the t&^SZ*" ^Zl«^U°8^ inlddle °f ^-^-ally'irds
„.'' T/' e Chinese Husbandman," Sir Georo-e Rhnnt».

^ they sweH
8

a
«°1

H ° 1°^ b liC
i
Uid ma "Ure

-

e»PerieniS I ? fr,"lna
'°V.

beg,ns to appear, which
of hast •

(
,

6ays) has tau^ht 1,im will have the effect

*• "eeS we-
^*e insects hidden in the ground in which

tb-eSZ v ™\ Per mpS thls methotI has reserved
S^th l^V"ttKmB

!
thC % that is often fat^ t° t^ir

the CI nt/f
ere

'
T° tl

r
r°° tS °f ,J 'ants and ^nit-trees,

P«„.. lneM farmer applies liouid mnnn« lit—.:..
'

around the sides and end, and conteinwV^" Sm
'\[

ruu " inS
this handsome tribe, the latter havh '

it
ff '°!Ce Col,ection of

sides only, for the rewption o
f

f at. fl u'
e s le Ves aroun" tlie

and the smaller kinds S^uphorSl^ffiSKSl!?'
Melocacti

-

latter, in which the collection is
-'---^

-

PeC'mens of the

corxtributi

f*tokToSt "' ' voL r page 3<J4<

^ GARDEN MEMORANDA.
^?S^°i&fA%d.^' KtiwTlhe «r

,

e&t ^Provements which
£? b«e8vai

te
,
d during the last twelve months, and to which

l
(ii<* muehVj^ at PP- 528 an(1 655 ofla«t year's dkrwSSS

vl°/
e extensive «« ™>^ a" <l ,,Cai,ty ° f these l^ens. Many^et (!„«„:,

ns,ye alterations are eontemnlatori i,.,#- *i.._ _
mAnY

SK1^' M
tt

if aii-oE °,L
e
,r r

ferc,,ce by¥*ra«''«tura gro,„„ \ "t,,ei cases wherever pract cable in th«l?

f^ahK o;3\tl,\MT °f Cach species distinetl'ywrK
w0ttnern and w« .

°. lt- Around the British garden on ho

g
an
A
ted 4h the

S

dfffe
n
r

Si(

l
es

'
I?

situated a neat PiweSrockwoS
«*2$ie*- i» KS3? hSS^LP™ •

and tl,c 1,ardy ki,idsSS
ah„ anrt Dryandro* T • ,^URe adJommg, are a variety of Bank
ofee eroundfa

a
a\t th

e
o

,

.

frT Swan Kiver s^d, jus/appearing

Wan r

r

^
s

> theC M„nalL^^ c°«cealed amongst a mass
Jnn!i

m flower avmmmI sPeciosa, a terrestrial Orchidaceous

°«Cof WhicU ^e autherfL . /f
rt,1 ' Z,"e the flowers of those

•nthorl
COme spontaneo slv f, *

U
F
ma ar

.

e so »,Iaced that thev
in tl!!^ 1" thisWant are con ined'inf

W
i
th

1I
each <>*"'• The

rt of the fl,»,?"
tal

„
n
.

ed ln
.

two hollow cases, situated

6.«.. ...» u.HCK rea), winch survive the winter under a Jii.ViV

lare-e Aloe-house *™Jolmih"S trees, may possibly survive. The
ISSsiSSEl^Sli^^ contaL magnificent

of both sexes beR Crft Chama3r„ps humilis (plants

gigantea, Cycas and ZanSa^Se iS^M^^^001^ ^
centre and the smaller ones bVi. nl ,£,f

P
l
S sta, 'd,n f? ^ the

round the interior of the builffi
P^^iS?8,.*^"1^*

a flower-spike io feet high seve'r-xi , thn
''a has thrown U P

with a pretty Convolvulus, caUed £%«§?*** f™ fa bloom
'

colour, with a white centre • vari u n
US

' °f a "eht-Wue
and Dianella casrfilea. This 'hnuln ^ l)racic,,as

.
Clivia nfibilis,

the purpose tor which ^^SnaiiZ'Jlt^Zt'^^
to be in excellent health. The vl «,1U e P.'a 'ltS ap|,ear
dered lighter by having had the walled m,

°''y '
a,tho»8-h rcn-

glazed doors, is stm mc^tilJ^kX SSS^^^Y^9
opaque roof. It serves, nevertkele^ ve^°ZIt?T'6 of the
retreat for Araucanas and otherNew Holland „il?,! J1 winter
specimen of Araucaria excelsa had grow,, 'ton ?' ,° ,

i

c noble
building, and its top was therefore eompe lid toL^ £

or the
large A. imbricate in the centre of H,e^Sounds h,

Ut^ T,,e

wholly unprotected, without sustaining theXItesM • " left

upper branches are producing several cone, -X* TV ; tIle

Mrs. MarryaWs, Wimbled£i<~At this place themfc^ '

dure the intense bottom-heat to which I alluded! although it T«

I.-K1TCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
D ^. , ,

In-door Department.
riVKRv.-With the exception of a few fruiting v. *may have obtained their full size, and which si n.fL' «

1,t8 ' wl»ch
kept more dry, the rest of the stock, old and youn! ^mTV,the routine already pointed out.

young, will do with
Vinery.—Every assistance, in the way of more liVhr <.„,. »iwith less water and a drier atmosphere, shc^noiVeg^ento'the earliest house, in order that the fruit may be well ?11and of good flavour; for the later houses wj& SreetToS f2the last week or two.
Pkachks and Cherries. -Same as last week •

by all means, have plenty of air and light.
and let them,

tuciciurc a ravouratue time lor the appearand ™ \u ^ ,which must be g-uarded against bv aK2H&S ^JLf' f
p,der'

flups in the „o„«i ,..^„
' "- ou'puur on the uiues orpipes or

long drooping footstalks. ' The pe'tals iSSt^Sfj^JS^SS, on
brown, edged with yellow; the labcllum of a ml

chocoI-»te

slightly stained with buff.
a 1,dliale flesh-colour,

flues in the usual way.
_
Melons.— if any difficulty occurs in eetfinp- «,«„« f« * ,.

increase the linings and give more air vvhilh
&
-u ,

e to
u*

e
*
wel1

*

drier. As soon althe fruit-blossoins beJ n fal"
6

•

Pwf f™
otherwise they may injure the T^ns Z\ 1:1'^^ 'I'
heatofr.VJ,andthey\viU S(.onser;iTainda;,ce

KeeP UP & ""^

y£ST5?S%n SSr *
time "r are ,,a,;^rous p,a,its j"

* iiicriLb
y or 111 any otnei houses where thev are unt -^inn*.

the sy,.nM e will not injure their fruit, but rather improve ir
,
youmay therefore ply it both morning and evening, if there is Kappearance of the spider. This will increase the vigour of theplants, and completely keep down these pests.

Half-hakdv Plants, such as Tobacco, Capsicums, Tomatoes
&c. t should not suffer any check from went of pot-room water'or from cold draughts of air. Being annuals of a tender natur*.'they cannot afford to lose any time.

<"ure.

Out- door Department,
Onions.— In most places the young Onions are now fnirivrabove ground. The soil should be well stirred between the vnZ*but this must be done when it is quite dry.

r°Ws
>

Broccoli.— If the spring crop should come in— as i< r,ff-«,. *i
case-faster than they are used, you had better removed fthe plants to some cold shady border, and put th*»m • 1 of

SUefcfefo*.

H,
w «s upner no,r7.! "IC uoncained

hy\ny^ hy a thread
Sllomd " e

-

Ct or «ternaTbody touJi iM'
1
-

Iable
.

to be disturbed
to it, id »" 8ect touch this Sand thXtl*

1"terior of the «ower.

^^tnLZ^ifetta'Kf^S!

Horticultural Essays ; being the Papers read at ihr
Meetings of the Regent's Park Gardeners*S^Lt
Mutual Instruction. Parti.

*ociecyjor

This is an 8vo pamphlet, of 73 pages, containing the
various Essays which have been read at the weekly even-
ing meetings of the above institution during the first half-
year of its existence. There can be no doubt of the
beneficial effects produced by these evening discussions,
when conducted in a proper manner, in establishing a
friendly intercourse amongst gardeners, and a more

heels: this will check them, and prolong theKeaJm"
1 fa by the

Lettocbs.—From the middle of Mav to the middio ,'r *never like to transplant any sort of Lettuce hS.»„ °f
August I

much better without removing— particularly -f
??* y do

dry and hot, like the last. From this timP th ,
tlle Summer is

other week till August, either in rows and J"
ere

J
fore

» I sow every
thinner than usual. As soon a« thP ,.,?

broadca st, and rather
,;11 ?.

0One Mants have fourleaves, they are thinned out to retrnlar !'"% Pii

is rich, and has been well stirred Kol !.'.sta" ces -

appears likely to produce this desirable effect.
"pon the viscid SUrfaCe of tte ?t£mi

a
«i
d th

^ P
ollen Tbe Es8ay8 consist of r6mark s upon the GeoeraBhicalthe stigma, placed in the

|
Distribution and Cultivation of Cacti ; the fflry and

stirred before
"™ Ces

- "' the ground
plants will not want waterine- in Vhl 1\ •

see<ls were sown, the
Votatoks.—For every week2 n'f^ 8um™er.

ground after the middle of thio ^ potatoes are kept out of the
of the crop is sacrificed.

"Huith 10 per cent, of tbe weight.
Orchard.-Disbud dinir Pm„k

particular business hero nnf
Apricot trees is the most

winds on the 10th has h.
:

i'
C cha"Ke to frost and cold north

those who were not nro
these in some late situations, and

average crop.
^rePared with coverings will run short of an

II—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
(!.. T . . In-door Department.

longer Qthkifn ?
afe t0 defer shading the Orchidaces any

ln« »L'«;
1S on]y necessary for a few hours, when the sm,

and
e
iu1ffl

P°Wer
--
When X me»tioned the Hibiscus rosa-sinens s

wnnM°rU8
!
With their varieties, as useful stove plants thatwould flower m the conservatory, I ought to have mentioned H
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rameroni as a suitable plant for the same purpose
:
tins flowers

occasionally from March to October. I have it grafted standard

fc£h on a stock of liliiflorns. on which it grows stronger than on

""own roots. Grafting stove and other pot plants. With a view

of increasing or diminishing their growth, is a branch of garden-

is noting well worthy of being generally adopted,

GiucKN-HousK.-Thc increased heat for this l»o«e

intended to be by fire-heat, but by giving less airand

^

tin& «P

the hou.ee early in the afternoon, when a moderate use of the

svrinsre may safely be applied. If the green-fly appears in the

SeenhonsTabout this time, depend upon it the plants have been

kept too cold, and the atmosphere too dry.
forcintr

CoxsKavAToav.-To the list of Pel"eonium * J^°L„„ ea!
arid Jewess and Vulcan •. -two rather new ones, which bear neat

a wdl af Alba multiflora. carry their trusses,
more.stiff than

Admiral Napier, and come in as early^ the latter This^ god

time to strike cuttings of these, to make plants for^xt wmter s

fmrii.P- I have no doubt but we shall have in a lew years such

a variety of forcing Pelargoniums, that the conservatory will he

mf^S^^^A 1S£S^ at rest till you have at

least one tM^d more plants than are required for the first planting

of the flower^aruen. Where annuals are grown to any extent

a great numbfr of more permanent plants must be kept in reserve

to succeed them as they begin to fade.

An:
masses.
except!.

l'ant,rSusuV,Stt* TnS£t% beds. I have heard eom-

nK nts ab< t the difficulty of raising Phlox Drummond. from

£eds endl have once or twice experienced the same ;
I believe

that like many of the Pentstemons, they vegetate best in a close

cSduit There are three distinct varieties of this Phlox which

can only be perpetuated true by cuttings, if yon sow seeds from

the large dark variety, you will obtain the three sorts over again.

Outdoor Department.

Mowinir sweeping, and rolling the lawns, and finishing off the

JSySSStoS and improvements, form the chief employment

here Everything about the flower-garden should now be in

«,™i order Some of the more tender annuals that have been

fown in the borders will probably require some slight protection

nntilthe weather is more settled, as well as beds of Hyacinths

and-r fps This is also a critical season for the Auricula, wh.c

™i«t he well euarded from cold winds and strong sunshine. All

iTe ohm ed or amental trees or shrubs should be watered regu-

larly lltley are well established-say till the nights begin to

lengthen after Midsummer; to mulch over the roots with short

grass s a good plan.- D. Benton, ShrublandPark Gardens, Ipswich.

Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1*

Cabbage, Red, per doz. 2* to 5*

_ planner doz. \s uyU Gd

Broccoli, White, p*t bunch, 4d to -*

_ Purple. -ki toflrf

Beans.Kidney , forced, p. 100,1

*

Gd to 3/

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to7o*

— per cwt.2f to4f

.- porhxi^e\ t
U Cut to 2s Gd

_ Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 2sGd

_ Scotch, per bushel, UW
_ New f

perlb.,Uto2*6rf

Jerusalem Artichokes, per halt-sieve,

J j to 1* *"*

Turnips, per doz. bun, UGd to 2i Gd

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to It

Seorzonera, per bundle,,U 3, to 1* Gd

Salsafy, per bundle, U3d tot* Gd

Cardoons, each, i*
*„*.*>

Horae Radish. perbundle 2* to 4i Gd

Radish, spring, p. do*, hands, 9d to 1 .3d

Turnip, p. doz. hands, 2i to 3*

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to Or

i "Young Horn, per bunch, \d to 1*

Parsncps, per dozen, Gd to 1*

VEGETABLES.
Spinach, per sieve, U toll Gd

Leek*, per doz. bun., 2* to 3* Gd

Onions, per bushel, bx to 8j

— Pickling, per hf. -&v.>AsGd to 5*

_ Green, p« doz. bun. 2i to 4*

_ Spanish, per doz. 1* to 3s

Garlic, per lb. Gd to Gd

Shallots, per lb., is

Asparagus, large, per 100, Gs too*

Sprue, or Small, U Gd to 4*

Sea-kale, per punnet, Cd ;o li Gd

|
HBATiNO.-Fmn/c.-If you do not take your flow-pipe froin the

upper part of your boilei

the best, a very imperfect one.S*' «n»« ias? jfflfiSUSSSa'OS

.ettuce, Cabbage,.?;.hf-si

__ Cos, Gd to 2* Gd
eve, Gd to 2*

Endive, per score, Gd to 2*

Celery, p. hd.. (I2to 15) Gd to 2*

Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4rf to Is Gd

Small Sa'ads, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Corn Salads, per hf.-sieve, Qd to li

Green Basil, per bunch, Is
.

Watercress, per do/, sin. bun. Ad to G

Parsley, per half-sieve, 9d to 1*

Tarragon, per doz- bunches, 2i to 3i

Fennel, per doz. bun., B* to 4*

Mint, per doz. bunches, 8l to As

^Mushrooms, per pottle, 3<Z to <Jd

other Grapes ,
although many varieties have «P»PW

K U
Now ready, price 4s. 6d. f

R A L C H E M I S

By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S.,

TRY.

yet they "only produce a colourless wine, unless fermented

viEUS ^-Previously to removing the roots of your Vines

from the interior of the house, to a border on the outside, there

£ UhJ no necessity for your surrounding the stems with eaith
"
" ncoura^o thl Lnn4>n of fresh roots un less ttiosc upon

which the Vines depend are in bad condition. You Will not

Sire the Vines by ikying the stems for the length of a few feet

Fxncnmental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,

Hon Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society and Lecturer

on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.

London: 2, Charles-street, Covent-Garden.

Draining.—There is no objection to Ip^j'P^LSS^JJS S5

KraLe of the Weather near London for the Week ending April 13, 1A43, a. ob-
Mate of the wewnwnw ^ HonicuUuTajOarden, Ch.swKk.

April
Friday 7
Saturday 3
Sunday 9
Monday 10
Tuesday 12

Wednesday 12
Thunday 13

Average

Haromkthr.

.A I a x

.

80 663
29.673

29 703
20 021
29.983
21). 049
20-983

SI) HID

Min.
39.486
29.544
29.593

29.892
29.971

29 829
29.797

n*rilKRMOMKTKR.

Max. Min.
02 44

f>9 39
47 " 32

50 2G

49 22

48 28
48 24

29 724 61.8

Mean.
63.0

49.0
39.5
38.0
35.5

3H.0
3G.0

30.7 41.3

Wind. Rain.

S.W. .35

,
w. .01

E.
N. .01

N.
N.E. .04

N. .

.41

April 7- Rain; cloudy; clear and hne.
*

8. Clear; fine; clear and very fine at night.

9 Easterly haze; overcast with cold du.liy naze.

ffi ^ffijX&ZftSl* air; dear .,y and >hlte Coud,

eevero fiost at night.
13. Fnisty , eleaT

13. (1 round cover*

clcar with
*J2£&|pmt«t of the week AJfi below the average.

•• dry air ;
r.londjr. with interval of clear «ky ;'fro«ty.

e'd with tnow; clear .ky and masie^ of white clouds;

Notices to Correspondents.

nM«i«u.-...ore is no objection to your l>ip

stones, except that there a common fiat tile would MSverflM

same purpose of keeping the soil from washing in. If expense

fs no object, your plan is not to be found fault with; but we

still think, that if the pipes were lower down they would cany

off the water better/and the stones would allow the water

which oozes from the sides of the drains into them, to run off

bv the drains. Seventeen inches below the surface is rather tooK for the pipes ; at all events, we never have had them at a

less depth than 22 inches, in order to keep a sufficient quantity

nf firm earth undisturbed over them. M.

ManuTks -J. IF.-Your plan of mixing gas-lime with weeds,

soU and refuse vegetable matter, and of allow.ng it to he and

he turned over several times before being used, is a very good
be tuinea o

gu) hate of ammonia, applied when plants

are beeinning to grow, may be used at the rate of 2cwt to an

acre U\ owever, you use the impure sulphate, nistead o

fhe clean crystals/you should mix itf^^JSS&£
broadcast ; it is, however, like all sue*

1
salts, J^J"

1^*^
in solution We are not acquainted with the effect ot Watson s

Granulate Manure; it contains some ammonia and is pro-

Sh tolour l«„d , U?e-™n.i.b from old 1>«. <1».S» w I o

mnrp The ouantitv of ffypsum is not material, lor an excess

3ft. J-Syour Sf. Prof Henslow-s letters
;
ar

;

.about

to he reurintcd in a separate form.t J- W. l.—as you can

comma^dpS earth. Jour very »e"t «ay of proceeduig wjh

vnnr eloacine will be, to disinfect it by throwing Dieacnini,

powder largely dilnte.1 with water into the places that con am

Ft That will entirely remove its offensive character. Then

nl'ace it in a heap, mixing it continually with peat, until the

Sho?c is packed away. Cover it with earth and leave it. If

Sis il doKand rai/is not al.owed tc-wash away the so ubie

nnrts von will have a very powerful compost heap, n win oe

as welfdurTng'the summer to watch it, and if any fluids arc

Sen to soak away; to cause them to be promptly restored, as

directed at p. 205. The mixture will be very strong, and a

,i«?f ™TuW» lonir wav. If In making up the heap you ca«

fter the leaves navu idnwi. »» ^ ^ ««- »-—-

of either the Victoria or Stillward's Sweetwater Grapes to be

•ible to «av anything respecting them, t u-*-. o«i
P. ants Foa B,,>s.-l'er«everance.-mmn\™ moschatus, Cal-
Pt
ceSla

F
tate?rifofia, and viscosissima, Ly.|nj4chm numm nlarm.

and Pansies. will do for filling beds required to be yellow. 1 01

white one", you may take Verbena pulchcl.a alba and teucnoides,

ai-iii Petunia nvctaginitlora.t
„

- , . ,,H^Chs- H C.-Your Erica is E. carnea from which,

E^herbdew differs in being somewhat paler. The toliowing

are, alsoSV aib6rca, multiflora, mediterranea, vagans,

cuierea, tlfflk and its white variety, striata, australis, and

Annuls -iff. H. L.- Sweet-scented annuals and biennials arc

extremely rare, and consist almost entirely of Sweet Peas,

"riwjh nimn Barlowi, Pentstemon gentianoides Phh

«

Thornpsoniana, and stolonifera, Geranium ibencum
,

Che one

bartata, Potentilla Hopwoodiana. OOuothera Bpectosa, Dode-

cltheon Meadia, Gcntiana septemnda, Lupmus polyphyllus,

tSSl^S^!^^ north side of a dwarf wall will

*S?5ESS situation for choice«^^^^J^
the full light of the sun after attaining the height of 3 01 4 clc.

A border of prepared soil 3 feet wide and deep will be capacious

«!tit* of the Weather at Chisukk durinp: the Ia»t 17 year., for the ensuing
State of the vveau ^^^.^^^^ yQ^

April.

Sun.
Mod.

Wed.

16

17
18

19
Thnra.20
Fri. 21
Sat. 2-2

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

65.2

65.4

56 9
58-1

5R.2
60.1

58 8

Aver.
Lowest
Tom p.

3G-5 45.8

37.4 4fi-4

38.4 47-7

36.0 47.1

37-0 47-6

80-3 477
41.5 CO-

2

No. of Greatest
Years in

which it

Rained.

quantity
of Bain.

8 0.63 in.

9 0.32

3 0.49

4 0.03

B 0.22

7 0.20

10 0.32

Prevailing Wind s.

Z

4

2
4

1

1

H

.)

4
3
3
4

4
8
4

r.

1

•j

1

1

/.

1

1

9

*
x

2

if

2
2'

2

2

41

2
l'

2

1

2

S

1

-I

5
1

6
5 —

2

.W»vp period occurred on the 22d in

J2!sjKg^^ WiK t 1^-therniometcr 2,P

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET.
For W* IFmA ending April 14, 1843.

SSi -We do not think it necessary that your overplus water

sho ud pntrlfy" it will be rich in saline matters that are soluble,

and that wi 1 give it its chief value. Neither is it yery impoi-

St 5.S ammonia further than would be effected by rr

inj it with soot, or some such absorbent material.. As your

and is poor and sandy, you will find it necessary to add or-

la lie matter* and soot will go some way towards furmslung

ths Your best plan would be to use the surplus water

moistening a dunghill or comport heap, not allowing-it to s

awav and to employ the mixture for your sandy land. |-

7 n
y
L.Neither salt nor lime separately will fix ammonia ;

dui

muiiate of linie, in which the muriatic acid of the salt s trans-

ferred to the™me, will do so. What is called sa t and lime is a

very mpcrfect sort of muriate of lime, formed by soaking a
V
aye

y
r 7cl alk, or still better of lime, with very strong br. n ;

then adding another layer, soaking it again,,
and so on until

there is a good heap, which must be left undisturbed for thiee

months, when muriate of lime and carbonate
p

Of soda will, to a

meat extent, have replaced the original matenals. It is pro

Laole that this " salt and lime " to which we alluded is ap.etty

good fixer ; and it has certainly the good property of doing-no

harm Cinder-siftings arc very different in their nature Irom

wood' ashes (hey consist of small particles of coal and cinders,

whnetvood-'asnel are composed exclusively of the saline and

enou "h for them. Where Peat is difficult to obtain a air pro-

pot ion of leaves and old cow-dung, added to the soil, w. lbe bc-

nefic al The decayedleaves of Scotch andother Pmes isnyunous.

Mr. Smith informs us that he believes the principal caus ofl

Khododendron Kollisoni blooming in so young a state was

from its being a grafted plant, and from its having been sub-

iected to greatheat during the previous summcr.t

li UK BK°t.-M.C.W.-To kill the roots of the Blue-bell, ami

*Jf siSar Plants with underground stems the constant

destruction of the leaves should be resorted to. 1
:

these^are

cut off as often as they appear above ground, the roots alter a

time must necessarily perish. * «•„„««,<- tKionlnnt
Coltsfoot.- C. G.-Thcre is no means of extirpating this plant

when it has once taken possession, except by thorough dram-

ing and constant destruction of the foliage. It is o no use to

cut off the leaves once or twice : unless their removal is effected

as often as they make their appearance, the plants will soon be

s^ strnni?" ss ever *

Salvia PATBNS.-Hiiflmzfl.-This plant is ^^dil >
r

/
nc

l

r

^^J£;i

h
t̂

by cuttings or by dividing the tubers, with a bud attached to

LSlt^U sow the seeds of the more tender

kinds on a slight hotbed, or in a pot or pan, covering them very

lightly with soil, and placing the pot in a warm greenhouse.

i
They will sometimes lie in the ground for a considerable puiod

without germinating.J M**,i"
HKATiis.-JU>rse»erance.-If Heaths and Epacnses receive a good

shift now, there will be no necessity for re-pottmg them in

autumn. f.
,

, - . ^lf
VKiiDENA.-.r. G. S.-Verbenas delight in a compost of hall

loam and the remainder equal parts of heath-mould and well-

decayed manure. They will thrive, however, in any tree soil.t

Philanthcs.—None of the Verbenas cultivated in flower-

gardens are really hardy, although in any favourable situation

they occasionally survive the winter. The most common
kinds, possessing fragrance, are V. Neillii and teucnoides. %

CAMBUIA8.-.4* Amateur.—Probably your Camellias require

more light and heat to make them develop their flower- buds.

Alter the plants have bloomed, repot them and place them in a

moderately warm and moist atnu .sphere, where they should

remain till the blossom-buds can be distinguished, about the

size of Peas, upon the ends of the shoots j they may then be

removed to their winter quarters.!:

Tkcoma jasminoidbs.—A Lady.—T6coma jasminoulcs and

Bign6nia jasminoides are the same thing. This plant thrives

in a mixture of turfy loam and heath-mould, and is only seen

in perfection when planted in the border of a conservatory.!

Seeds.— T. S. /J.-Sow your New Holland seeds in pans, in a

soil composed principally of heath- mould, with a slight portion

of loam and sand. Place the pans in a moist and gentle heat.

numerous, and SutttJS^ Per 100._ Young autumn-from Is. to 3.v. 6rf.

numerous, and fetch from it. on. to a*- p<~ -~ - - T -

hands. Green Basil has appeared at I«. per bunch. Mushrooms

are extremely plentiful and good, from 3d. to Qd. per P«nn«.

Flourr* Thef display of cut flowers has been exceedingly fine,

comnrisiiig Glycine sinensis, Cactus speciosus and speciosissimus,

BuTcl Scapensis, Edwardsia microphylla, Chorozema vanum

SSStum ccelestinum, Polygalas, Kalmias, Orange flowers,

Pinks, Roses, Camellias, Auriculas, &c.

PRICES, Satobdav, April 15,1843—FRUITS:—

5B££amTonteVabTo"r7uo~n: Gypsum will only fix the

SbSe of ammonia in gas-water; not the eaustic ammonia

therefore oil of vitriol is to be preferred. C. #.- Charcoal is

a. valuable addition to most manures. Its open, porous nature

renders J-peculiarly use.ul when mixed with "ch manures,

abounding in ammonia, as it prevents the loss
,

of
r
that rote^e

^nhstance Bv the gradual action of the air it yields ceiiau

gaseous matters requisite to plants , and moreover contains^

those substances which render wood-ashes valuable as ma-

nure In general, charcoal is too dear to be used as a man re

but where it can be obtained at a cheap cost, there is Uttle

doubTitmaybe applied with great advantage, and especially

?°.Ll"tL ,„Hh nmmoniacal or strong animal manures.

In mak
by gas

ould
ubstances,

decom-

rapidly as possible, and the addition ofsuch as

SScSl S3S"t? reterd'it: ' In order to fix jjpjg-e convenient salt, sucn
ofit ic; better to take sulphuric acid, or some

as green vitriol, or common muriate of lime A little excess

-

these substances does no harm whatever
;

. the result o r
some

of Mr. Solly's experiments at the Horticultura Gardens

Pine Apple, per lb. Gs to 10*

tirapei, hothouse, per lb , 10* to 20*

— Spanish, per lb- 1* to 1* Gd
— Portugal, \s to 3*

Apples, dessert, per bush., 4* to 10*
— Kitchen, 3* Gd to "*

Pears, dnssert, per hf. sieve, 20*
Strawberries, forced, pernz.,6<f tol*
Pomegranates, per doz., 6* to 12*
OtunKCs, per doz., U to 2« Gd— per 100, ft* to 16#— bitter, per 100, 7« to 30*
Lemons, per doz, Ud to £4

(UI

Lemons, per 100, 4* to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, 2*- to u*

WalnutB, per bush ., 1 2* to 10*

Chesnuts, per peck, 4* to'_7*

Almonds, perpeok, 6*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Filbert8,EngIish,per 100 lbs- 50* to 55*

C«b Nuts, per 100 lbg., CO*, to 70*.

Nuts, per bushel—
_ Brazil, 10*

— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 24*
— Cob, 12*

the wood-distmers is, nuuuuu>,«^,
, " ';'

lt ot the
that it could be used advantageously to fix ^^W^SS
ssfisssyayaswiftb sax'sszss.

urs

before being used. The same guano will do for-mix inff »&'
•S the same quantity ^^^i^^^iStitiS

Pry.-The best material for fixing the
l

am
1

l

^t*uaiitity
manuricasUs is oil of vitriol Mute it in double Js^uantity

of water, and keep adding it a little ataume w y 1

manure, until the effervescence ceases. When this taxes piace

the ammonia is fixed, t

and when the young plants are sufficiently large, transplant

them into separate pots, five or six in each. Alterwai ds you

may pot them off separately, and give them the ordinary treat-

ment of greenhouse plants. t . JA««
Pklaugoniums.-J. G. H.— Instead of sinking a pit 3 feet deep

beneath a frame, for the purpose ofkeeping the pots from beinfc

heated to such an excess, in summer, as to be injurious to tne

roots of Pelargoniums, we would recommend you to keep tne

plants as near to the glass as possible without injury, to keep

the lights well tilted, and to throw over them, 111 bright days.

some line canvas or close netting, to break the force of the

sun'srays.t J- T. L.—Nitiate of Potash, applied in extiemeiy

minute quantities, is beneficial to the growth ot Pelargoniums}

but if used in excess, it will destroy them. The term Geranium

includes those native flowers which are Jound wild in tnc

hedges : by Pelargoniums are meant those plants with unequal

petals, cultivated in greenhouses. t .*:„*
Ranunculus.— John Ilorticola.—lt is too late now for plantuu,

the roots of Ranunculus. If required for early bloom-

ing, they should be planted in November; if for later

flowering, in the beginning of February. We do not imaging

that there would be much difficulty in blooming: them in boxes,

provided the roots were not crowded ; the soil should be ric

and retentive of moisture, and should be kept well wateieu

after the roots begin to grow. X ,

Ankmonk.—John Horticola.- The roots of Anemone may "

planted at almost any period of the year. If you are uesirou

of growing them in boxes, the latter should be at least nn>

inches deep, and of any required width and length. Let u

soil be light and rich, and plant the roots about i£ inch decpr

and not closer to each other than 5 inches. In order that uw
may flower well, give them plenty of water, and let them

freely exposed to the sun until the blooms begin to expan

they should then be shaded during the heat of the day. t
d

Capk Bulbs.—S- i>.—Of the bulbs which you have rcceivt^

from the Cape, the following will succeed best ma stove:.

Brunsvigia Josephinac, multiflora, and falcata; w"a,yi a]i

obliquus and odorus, and Hsemanthus tigrinus. They shoui"
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„ ,t , ~ZTZ ZZ rMiscEM.ANEOus.-P/«7fl«^Ws.-We will see what can be done.

be ulanted in well-drained pots, in light loam, with the necks
Quisqualis.-The plant is Physianthus al}»™»sA--%"/

t

of ffc bulbs barely above the, soil. They riionl. he watered _w«^ angwer \ nesi
- s connected with the law. You

tn <* rirv nst-rt of the stove to rest. Cyrtanthus obnquus ami

odomsXSdhe kept ne°av the glass in n cool part of thehouse;

and instead of allowing them to rest with the other .- , :kee, them

gently growing by a sparing supply of water. Ner.ne mdoUta

nn.i vallnti nurn<irea arc greenhouse bulbs, requiring the same

SOU SttJ abov?? plentiful supply of water when gjjjHjg

anil to be kcDt dry during the rest of the year. 1 he remauiiicr

o?your bSs arl of the nature of the lata, and require the

same treatment as that plant. The general rule in.all these

cases should be to water them in proportion to the rate oi

growth, ad to withhold it entirely when they are not Rowing.*

Fins - I M -Having room for only one Fiff-tree against the

back wa ! of "a Pelch.house, you cannot do better than^ptan

the Brown Turkey. You may perhaps succeed in grafting rig-

immediately after they have burstinto leaf. The French prefei

the mode called flute- irrattina:. ,

Stocks.-^« Original Subscriber.-The French P^*s«StocK

is distinguished from all others by its very dwarf growth, clear

chesnut-coloured shoots, and small fibrous roots, wheh spreaa

near the surface. The English Paradise may be either refenca

to as the Doucin of the French, or the Dutch Paradise; for,

in English Nurseries, trees propagated on either
f™
»»*J*

on Paradise stocks : of these two, the Doucin has the darkest

shoots. Their effects on the growth of the trees worked^upon

them are similar, being intermediate between the very dwarf

habit induced by the French Paradise, and the free.growth
K£

suiting from the crab or free stocks. If you send a Stock

when it has made a young shoot, we can then inform you of

G^™|LD*C;W„,-We really do not -^-t objections

can be raised to the mode of grafting v,n^ ''^^ '*

f t
,

5

e" Rhombus," at p. 230. To promote the speedy^tmlon otftta

scion and stock, and to prevent the access of air and•»«"§»«»

he binds them firmly together, and afterwards surrounds them

with clay The lower part of the scion is plunged into water,

St at such a Sisince that the moisture cannot come|
In contact

with tl.e noint of junction.-We believe the receipt for pre-

Sng grafting wnx, given at p. 71 . of 1842, to be the best which

has yft beS made known. If you have found it of ^eat ser-

vice in grafting Roses, Apples, and Pears there is no reason

whv it should not be equally applicable to Vines. Unless the

wood to be bound is perfectly dry, the ™mP°si«?rfer?fc
adhere to it and on account of the difficulty which theie is

m meeting with It, in this condition, grafting-clay is, perhaps,

oSJonT-J^JB K -The Globe Onion is hardy enough to stand

our ordinary winters; and from this the variety you have

received under the name of New White Globe is probablj not

very different. Sow in any open exposure in August or &ep-

PrlT-plse»erance.-Yon may sow Knight's Tall Marrow Pea

now. It will be about 10 or 12 weeks before it arrives at per-

AseAaAGtrs.-G.-It is better to form beds of Asparagus by sow-

ing the seed than by transplanting the young roots. There is

but one kind of Asparagus, therefore it does not signify wheie

you procure the seed. If the beds are well attended to with

respect to manuring and watering with salt-water, they will

hear to be cut from the third season after planting.! W • B.--

Salt has a very powerful effect, on Asparagus, as may rcadilj

be supposed from the fact, of the latter being a maritime plant

It may either be applied by spreading it on the surface of the

beds, to be washed in by rains, or it may be dissolved in water,

and applied in a liquid state. We should hardly suppose that

salt used in either way, at this advanced period of the year,

would be injurious to the young heads of Asparagus. At p.

435, of last year's Ghroniele, you will find a statement, to this

effect, from a correspondent, who was somewhat similarly si-

tuated to yourself.t
, , ... ,,

Govnn^.-Junius.-The Mammoth Gourd is so much like the

Potiron iaune, that they are probably the same thing under

different names. The former may be had of the principal

London seedsmen.t _, , , r

Rhubarb.-/. TF.-The only way to prevent Rhubarb from

flowering is to break off the flower-stalks as fast as they

CsSSSm.-A* Inquirer.^-The Altringham Superb, or Green-

topped Carrot, is distinguished by the top of itsroot being

green; the root tapers gradually, but ends rather abruptly:

the flesh is crisp and very sweet, of a bright orange colour,

will, a small dark-coloured heart. The Large Surrey tapers

gradually to the extremity, and its flesh is reddish with a yel-

low heart. The Long Horn is an earlier variety than the pre-

ceding
;

its root is long and cylindrical, terminating abruptly
;

flesh reddish-orange, with a small heart almost of the same

*£££Ljn Inquirer. - The Globe Turnip is a good sort

tosowinJuncforcattle.il
Ants — An Amateur —Place in water the pots in which the ants

congregV'fo- about an hour and they will all be expelled. ,

Insects -F I —The best method of destroying the black-fly,

WhichWests Peaches, Cherries &C, is to plunge the ends of

the young shoots so infested into a small pan or feeder con-

taininp- tnhnrro water.* J- Ms animals are a species of

Sfttibd Turto (Clausilia) nigricans. Old walls harbour

them, and the simplest method of getting rid of them is to

destroy their haunts by stopping up the chinks and ho es in the

Walls with mortar. JR. Laura -The most effectual mode of

getting rid of the insects complained of will be to.
waah ovet

the affected parts of the furniture either with spirits of turpen-

tine or corrKe sublimate. This may he done with a brush

and outfit to be repeated once or twice ;
but if the furniture

be varnished, the spirits will probably remove the artificial

BooKs!!l
J

];)7m Vorticola.-Thc best old edition of "Miller's

Gardeners' Dictionary" is the Stn.i

Pam.Sk botanv-I Subscriber^So manypersons object to

callinc the Ficaria Figwort, that we must suppose R. E. to

have judged wrmgly in thinking that the translation oi its

I»«J ,.„ihP better than its disagreeable common

2fi. " The wo of "allfng S the little Celandine, is that

Celandine itself is so very different a plant, and has no relation

tofiStaST Some of these days R. S. will take up Scrophu-

„ laHa, and tie" "c will answer himself for his owndo.ngs.t

Ho,.,,,;iS._; V. -The best time for transplanting seedling

Hollies is the spring, when there is no danger of their suffering

*AN.™^leTne
8t

S ubstancc which springs up amongst the tan

in your stove, being first white and afterwards changing to a

brown or orange colour, is the spawn of a 1- ungus called Ret -

cularia hortensis. This will continue to extend itscl! over the

bed so long as the bark is kept moist, unless it is got rid oTby
constant removal of those portions of the tan upon which it

makes its appearance, t
"•ans of Gardens,—P.H.

— we cannot answer iiuesuuiia *,*«.««*•«.«--•- —
,r ._ _i„„i-

had better consult your solicitor.* J. Bnggs.-Yomvlain

is Myrsine africana. t Wbernia will find the required In-

formation respecting Sea-kale at p. 216.t-^W?odc«d.-Your
small plant is Gentiana acaulis ;

the other is Ribes am cum. *

j) -Your seedling Cinerarias are very poor specimens. As

you appear anxious to raise good varieties, the better plan
i

for

you to pursue is, to purchase three or four fine sorts, ad to

save seeds from them. This method will increase your chances

of success.* B. G.-Your Pansy is a pretty flower, <of good

substance : but unless the side petals come more perfect in tl

e

marking it will not be worth sendingout.* W. Earl.-Yont
JUiilKlUiO, It Will IKIl L/C wi/n.4* owi.v—w ----- -

n.,. nA
Pansy, named "Werner," is a high-coloured flower, of god
properties; the eye is fine, surrounded with a rich^yellow

centre, and the margin around the lower petals s broad, dark,

and perfect, of a deep Purple.*--^. I). T.-Your Gesnera is

one of the many varieties of G. pouSlasii.t--BMS^.-No.

Sudbury Stibscriber.-Youx plant '\forydahs bulbosa.*-—

^e.-Tbe variety you sent is tolerably good, o «t its c,,Un -

atton cannot be recommended.il »^J^-^L?8
JSLJS?

is out of print. Flora.-Mr. Knapp, Green-street, Church-

street, Blackfriars. You can get your volume bound at

As^suaK host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week

.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The customary adjournment of Parliament for the

Easter Holidays took place on Tuesday, when the House

of Commons was adjourned to Monday the 24th, and the

Lords to Tuesday the 25th inst. Prior to the adjourn-

ment, Lord Brougham introduced his bill for the better

prevention of the Slave Trade. The chief objects of this

measure are to decide, by a declaratory act, that a British

subject residing in a foreign country, who buys slaves and

transports them to his own plantation, is guilty of felony

-to legislate respecting the transmission by legal means

of foreign slave plantations—and to prohibit the buying

and selling of slaves by joint-stock companies, established

in England for the purpose of carrying on the trade abroad.

«ms of wardens,-r. «.-No plans of the kind which you

describe are published, except in connexion with other matters.

You will find an abundance of them in Loudon s Encyclopaedia

of Gardening, and in the Gardeners' Magazine. ±

Management ok GARDBNS.-^doocafe.-It is impossible for a

person who has not received a Gardener's education to cany
on properly the management of an extensive garden. Books
and magazines are exceedingly useful aids, but it will not uo to

trust to them alone.

t

.. .

Floors.— Woglag.—Gas-tar. cinder-ashes, and sand, if prepareu

exactly as stated at p. 379 of 1812, form an excellent floor lor

sheds and other buildings.t

In the Commons, on Monday, Lord J. Russell laid upon

the table-the resolutions relating to Education winch he

proposes to bring forward after Easter; and Sir J.

Graham stated that several of the points they embraced

have already been considered by Government in deciding

on the modifications they have introduced into the Fac-

tories Bill. The Bill giving to the Court of Common

Pleas an appellate jurisdiction on the subject of disputed

votes was passed, after a div.sion m which Sir T^ilde s

motion for making the jurisdiction of the court of law the

subject of a separate bill was negatived by a large ma-

jority The second reading of the Ecclesiastical Courts

Bill was opposed by Sir Robert Inglis, on the ground that

it was a deliberate step towards the separation of the Church

from the State, and that the change in the probate

and custody of wills was not justified by necessity. Sir

J. Graham defended the bill, and refused, on the part of

Government, to withdraw or refer it to a select com-

mittee. An adjournment was called for, and carried, on

a division, by a majority of 51 to 13G. On Tuesday,

Dr. Bowring brought forward a motion respecting the

Bishopric of Jerusalem, which was opposed by Sir R.

Inglis Sir R. Peel, and Lord Palmerston, and withdrawn

without a division. On the motion of Mr. Cooper, a

select committee was appointed to inquire into the best

mode of setting apart a portion of all waste lands which

shall be inclosed by Act of Parliament, to be let out in

small allotments to the labouring poor of the district.

From France, we learn that a new post-office treaty

has been concluded with this country, by which the

rates at present in force will be reduced one half.—

From Spain we have accounts of the opening of the

Cortes on^the 3d inst. -The royal speech alluded chiefly to

the state of the national finances, to the insurrection at

1'arcelona, and to the near approach of the Queen s

majority. The rumours of a change of Ministry gain

cround ; but it is understood that no change will take

place before the Chambers are regularly constituted.—In

Portugal a partial modification of the Cabinet is also

talked of, in consequence of the expected retirement of the

Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Justice.—The affairs of

. Levant are still the source of "much uncertainty, and

, disputes between the Porte and Russia on the recent

volution in Servia are likely to lead to still further em-

barrassments in Turkish policy.—From the United States

learn that Sir C. Metcalfe, the new Governor- General

of Canada, arrived at Boston on the 20th ult.

I^ome Nefos.

£0URT .—The Queen and Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales and the Princess Royal, continue at Buckingham

Palace and are in excellent health. Her Majesty has

t ken her usual morning walk during the week in the gar-

i a of the Palace, and took an airing in an open carriage

Tuesday. The Duke of Sussex has been indisposed

T tome days at Kensington Palace, and still continues

11 The Crown Prince of Wurtemberg, on Sunday,
l

i
nW

as far as Hampstead, and visited the Zoological

J,!,,,,, • in the course of the present month his Royal

Sness intends to set out on a tour in the provinces.

S!
g

Pnnntess of Mount Edgcumbe has succeeded the

^un^Jocelyn as the Lady in Waiting on the Queen;
V,S

rl ?he Marquess of Ormonde and Mr. Ormsby Gore

f"Vsucceeded Lord Byron and Captain Meynell, as the

Lord and Groom in Waiting on her Majesty
;

Official
Jppointments.-Ue\xteivxnUCo\Qnd Chesney,

who was employed in the Euphrates expedition, and se-

veral other important missions, has been appointed to

proceed to Hong Kong, as Commanding-officer of Artillery.

Parliamentary Movements. — Lord Rendlesham has

issued an address as Conservative candidate for East Suf-

folk, in consequence of the death of Sir C. B. Vere ;

andMr. Shafto Adair (who contested the eastern division

of the county in 1841)," has come forward on the Whig

interest Sir W. Myddleton is also mentioned as likely

to come forward on the Conservative interest.

The llG'/al Navy.—The actual number of ships of all

classes of 'the Royal Navy in commission on the 1st day

of December, 1843, was 233 The total number of the

complements of these ships, officers and men was 39 ,646.

Of the above ships there were 2 first- raters having 1,9.»0

officers and men ; 6 second-rates, with 4/00 officers and

men ; 7 third-rates, with 4,500 officers and men ; 8 fourth-

rates with 3,801 officers and men ; 12 Wth-rates, 4,000

officers and men ; and 14 sixth-rates, 2 990 officers and

men. There were 41 sloops, the total of vhoncimge.

meats was 5,458. The gun-brigs, &c, were 39 with

1,602 officers and men ; and 7 packet-brigs, with 308 oft

cers and men. There were 14 vessels engaged in survey

in*, with 1,014 officers and men. There were 14 station-

ary or guard-ships, with complements amounting to

5,368; and 3 yachts, wi.h 289 officers and men lhe

number of steam-vessels in commission was 6b, and tnese

had 3,666 officers and men. The total number of ships

of all classes laid up in ordinary on the 1st of December,

1842 was 240. Of these there were 16 first-class, io

second-class, 46 third-class, 33 fourth-class, 64 fifth-class,

and 10 sixth-class. The sloops were 8, brigs la, packet-

brigs 11, cutters 6, and steam-vessels 16. The total num-

ber of all classes in commission and in ordinary is 4/.>.

East India Pensions and Appointments.—A return of

the pensions granted by the East India Company to per-

sons in their civil, military, marine, medical, and ecclesi-

astical services, for the eight years ending the 30th June,

1842, has just been presented to the House of Commons,

and which shows the following results :—The amounts

paid at the three Presidencies of Bengal, Madras, and

Bombay, during the aforesaid period, was, m the civil

service 700/. ; in the military 96,269/. 17*. 5d.
;
m the

medical, 26,211/. 12*. Grf. ; ecclesiastical, 5,2/4/. a*.;

Lord Clive's fund, 1,316/. ; Bengal pilot service, l,B/b/.

105.: Indian navy, 11,805/.; and to steam engineers,

300/. During the same period the appointments made by

the Court of Directors have been as follows :-\ olunteers

for the Indian navv, 99 ;
volunteers for the pilot service,

96 ; steam engineers, 141 ;
cadets, 2,255 ;

ass.stant-sur-

geons, 415; civil service, 132.
^

Svcee Silver.—A Parliamentary paper delivered last

week shows that the quantity of silver imported from

China in her Majesty's ship Conway, in Jannary 1842,

amounted to 2,001,200 dollars, weighing 143.6391b
.

2oz.

5dwt. gross, the standard weight of which was >48,o-blb.

4oz. 2dwt. This sold from the Mint, ^ized 440,729/.

10s. 6//., at the respective prices of 59£d., 59t/i., and

59±d. per ounce. There was no charge tor melting the

silver, Mr. Mathison, the Mint refiner, under the sanction

of the Treasury, having undertaken to defray all expenses,

in consideration of being allowed 3 A- grains of gold (less

10 per cent.) on every pound weight gross of silver The

gross weight of gold extracted therefrom, was 2,o30oz.

ldwt. 17gr. ;
allowance to Mr. Mathison, aft« deducting

10 per cent., 940oz. 13dwt . 9gr., leaving l,589oz. 8dwt.

8gr gross, which produced in standard weight 1 ,/2Joz.

7dwt 21- r The expense of transporting the treasure
/awt. Zlj,r. ijw *

; 15 S(L Gra _

from Portsmouth to tne xviini. »cD
„„«...„

tuities to Mint officers, clerks, porters, &c., for extra

exertions, 466/. 15,. 8//. The amount winch the gold

produced, at 3/. 17*. 9,/. per oz., was 6,-23/ S . id. By

sending the silver to the Mint, instead of selling it in the

market, at the estimated price of 59W. per ounce, the

Mint obtained a profit of 6a4/. 12*. 9d,

jjoretgn.

France —The principal domestic topic referred to in

Ih .Paris papers is the projected railroad between Pans

nd Calais «o
P
which the Opposition offer a strong^hos-

tility. In the standing committees of lhe Chamber ol

Deputies the undertaking appears to have,
been regarded

with disfavour Five out of those mne^bureaux de

themselves on Saturday desirous £
mduce a ^

of the plan; but the prevading bel .ef ab ^.^

,p Palais Royal on Thursday
Or eans arrived a the^l y^ ^^
last. He wascozp^ A new postal treaty between

lasCby the Count de St. Aulaire the French Ambassador

on the part of France, and the Earl of Aberdeen on the

part of England. By this treaty the charge upon letters,

under the weight of half-an-ounce, will be a uniform one

of one franc—instead of two francs, the present rate, for

those received in France from England, when not pre-

paid there— or as pre-payment from France to England ;

and tenpence under similar circumstances in England,

instead of one shilling and eightpence, as now charged.

The treaty is to come into operation on the 1st June next.

A petition was presented to the Chamber of Peers on

Monday last, praying that Don Carlos might be set at

liberty; but the Chamber, after having heard the

explanations given by the President of the Council

and the Minister for Foreign Affairs, which were

considered satisfactory, rejected the petition —lhe

telegraph brought news to Paris on Saturday that the

belfry tower of Valenciennes, 210 feet high, had fallen
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down and killed eight persons. It appears that the struc-
ture, for the repair of which 80,000 francs had recently
been voted, suddenly sunk down about two hours after the
labourers who had been working at it, alarmed by the
tailing of some loose stones, had quitted their dangerous
position. Most of the persons occupying the houses at
its base also quitted the scene of destruction in time to
save their lives ; but this was not the case with all. The
wife of an officer of the garrison was killed, and the man
posted on the top of the tower came down with the ruins,
and was taken out dead. The occurrence excited a good
deal of alarm in the town, and the more so, as afire broke
out among the ruins immediately after the fall.

Spain.—The opening of the Spanish Cortes took place
with due solemnity on the 3d. The Regent repaired to
the royal palace, where the peers and deputies, in full
costume, were in waiting to accompany her Majesty.
Her Majesty, accompanied by the Regent, by the
Countesses Mina and Altamira, went in a carriage drawn
by eight horses, superbly caparisoned. The ceremony
took place in the Senate-room, where the Regent read the
royal speech. The topics it notices relate chiefly to the
finances, to the affair of Barcelona, and to the approach-
ing period when the Queen will assume the reins of go-
vernment. As regards the state of the finances, "

it re-
quires," the speech states, " the most particular attention
of the Cortes. Important reforms have been made in
the administration—in the accounts of the public revenue
—as well as in the system established for the sale of the
national property; but, without the necessary means of
covering not only the ordinary and current expenses of
the public service, but also the obligations successively
contracted, through the constant effects of a want of
equilibrium between the receipts and expenses of the
treasury, every day the difficulty of obtaining a complete
and satisfactory organization of that vital part of the
administration of the State must become greater." On
the affair of Barcelona the speech observes that " Various
advantageous modifications as respects economy would
have been introduced into the army, and several had
already been submitted to the Cortes, but an unexpected
insurrection suddenly broke out and paralysed those
prudent economies, and it became necessary to check so
great an evil by the co-operation of all the public forces.On that occasion, as on all ethers, the army proved
a pattern of subordination, discipline, loyalty, and valour.
Thanks to its virtues, and to the noble and frank
co-operation of the National Guard, the commotion which
would have proved so fatal, had it been suffered to gain
ground, was stifled at its commencement, and tranquillity
was completely restored. Owing to this tranquillity, and
to the effects of the reforms which have been accomplished,
the material interests of the country are daily increasing

;

our communications are developing themselves ; agricul-
ture and industry impart more activity to our commerce,
and public instruction is considerably improving." In
regard to the Queen's majority, it savs—" The happy
moment has come when the Cortes are about to have the
opportunity (and their patriotism will not suffer it to
escape them) of accomplishing the wishes of the nation,
and the duties we have to fulfil towards the august and
young Princess who is now seated on the throne of her
forefathers. Laws calculated to consolidate the State on
its foundations—laws that will open the sources of public
prosperity. Such is, Gentlemen of the Senate and De-
puties, what the country demands, and what the dignity
and welfare of our native land and of Queen Isabella II.
require. May her Majesty, on assuming the reins of
Government at the approaching happy period, encounter
no obstacle in doing the good which her generous heart
l

l
pr
^P

arinS for the nation. May her Majesty find, in
the blessings and applause she will reap, the precious
result of our labours and sacrifices." After the delivery
of this speech, the Queen, Regent, and their suite, left
the hall in the same order they had come. The speech
was listened to with great attention ; but no cheers were
heard. It was rumoured that MM. Cortina, Chacon, and
bancho would form part of a new Ministry, but it was
generally understood that no change would take place
until about the 20th of the month, when the Chambers
should be regularly constituted. The struggle for the
presidency will, it is said, be between Senors Cortina and
Gonzales. The Infante Don Francisco was not present

Germany.—Letters from Berlin mention that the 23d
fmst. being the birth-day of the Prince Royal, the mask

and ball, representing a Court fete at Ferrara in the six-
teenth century, which afforded so much satisfaction on
the 28th of last month, was repeated at the Royal Palace
on that night. It is said that the King has determined to
send an agent to China, for the purpose of exploring the
country, with commercial views, and has granted 10,000
dollars from his private purse for that purpose. It is also
mentioned as certain that proposals have been made to
the missionary, M. Gutzlaff, who is a native of Prussia
but at present in the service of our Government as Vice-
Consul and first interpreter to our Commissioners, to ac-
cept the appointment as Prussian Consul at Canton.

lTA
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Ietter from NaP les 8tates that the Queen
was safely delivered of a daughter ongMarch 24th, at Ca-
serta. The young Princess was baptised on the same

H\
mJ .

Presence of the Ministers and high dignitaries
ot the Kingdom.
Russia.~-M. Allier, lecturer in the University of St.

Petersburg, has discovered in |the Imperial Library 341
letters of Henry IV. of France, which have not appeared
in other collections. M. Allier has received from the
French Minister of Public Instruction a very complimen-
tary letter for communicating a copy of these letters to
the commission employed at Paris in making a complete
collection of documents relative to Henry IV—M Vosk-
ressensky, a member of the Imperial University, 'havine
analysed the different sorts of coal found in the
south of Russia, has drawn up a comparative table
of their qualities. The result shows that the best Russian
coal, which is to be found in the territory of the Cossacks
of the Don, contains 94-234 per cent, of carbon, and the
most inferior, that of Teflis, contains 63-649 percent, of
carbon. A comparative table of analyses of the coals' of
England and France is added, according to which the best
of all, the Newcastle coal, contains only 84-846 per cent
of carbon, and the best of the French coals only 9198
per cent. Thus the coal of Grouschevskaia surpasses in
quality the best English and French coals.

United States.—The new packet-ship Montezuma,
Captain Lowber, which sailed from New York on the
evening of the 20th ult., arrived at Liverpool on Tuesday,
after a quick passage of 17 days. She has brought papers
four days later than those received by the Great Western,
but their contents are unimportant. There had been a se-
vere storm at New York on the 17th,;which caused some
damage to the shipping. The Consul-General of France
at New York had announced officially, that in conse-
quence of the distress attendant upon the earthquake of
the 8th February, the ports of Guadaloupe are declared
open for the admission of provisions of all kinds, and ofwood suitable for building purposes. Accounts of the
Srd ult. had been received from Ilayti. The revolution-

'^arlmmeiu.

coun-
and,

at the opening of the Cortes, nor does he seem to enjoymuch popularity at Madrid. The Gazette publishes the
decree of the Regent, appropriating the necessary funds
tor the regular payment of the interest of the Three per
Cent. Stock, from the 1st January next. The promulga-
tion of that decree had created a most favourable impres-
sion in financial circles.

Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the 3d
inst. It was reported that a partial change in the Minis-
try was not unlikely to happen before long, the probable
retirement of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs and of
Justice being spoken of ; in which case it was thought
that ^enhors Silva Carvalho and Magalhaes would come
S' «r-

haniber of Peers had been occupied with theDouro Wine Company Bill, and had adopted the basis of
the measure sent up from the Chamber of Deputies. The
inhabitants of Oporto were about to send a deputation to
Lisbon in favour of the tariff convention. The British
merchants had petitioned Lord Aberdeen, through the
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The du* wiU be nd. perh.M.s. Vanguard had arrived at Lisbon, from Malta

.

ists had increased, and were 12,000 strong. Several regi-
ments of President Boyer's troops had joined the revolu-
tionists, and all communication with Port-au-Prince had
been cut off.

Turkey.—The Augsburg Gazette of the £5th inst.
publishes the following precise details of the Russian ulti-
matum relating to Servia :—1. Russia demands that the
authors and abettors of the revolution of September be
brought to trial. 2. The Emperor demands that Prince
Alexauder Kara Georgewitsch should be deprived of his
command. 3. That a new Sovereign should be immediately
elected according to the existing laws. But the Sultan may
annul the firman of his father, the Sultan Mahmoud, which
rendered the throne of Servia hereditary in the family of
Obrenowitch, and if the complaints made against Prince
Michael be well founded, the Sultan will be permitted to
exclude Prince Michael from the number of candidates.
M. de Boutenieff received, at the same time with this ul-
timatum, instructions to give the Ottoman Porte but 24
hours to return an answer, and in case of a refusal, to
break off all diplomatic relations with the Divan, and
withdraw provisionally to Bujukdere, where a Russian
ship of war is stationed.

Australia.—The advices from the Australian colonies
come down to the 19th) November from Sydney, and to
the end of October from Hobart-town, Launceston, and
Port Philip. At Sydney, the Custom-house returns of
imports and exports had been published, and the value of
these respectively amounted to 1,283,538/. and 862,027/.,
showing an excess of imports at the rate of 48£ per cent.
The returns of the previous year showed an excess at the
rate of 171£ per cent., and hence it appears the trade of
the colony is returning to a satisfactory position. The
imports for 1842 are stated to be considerably less than
in any former year since 1836, and the exports less than
in any year since 1838. The Port Philip advices are un-
satisfactory. Heavy rains had flooded the country, and
it was expected that considerable damage would be oc-
casioned by the Yarra Yarra having overflowed its banks.
The farmers would suffer much from the disadvantageous
circumstances under which they would have to clip their
flocks. The crops had already been deteriorated by the
state of the weather.

)

Capk op Good Hope.—The Cape of Good Hope
papers are of the 10th February, received by Her Ma-
jesty's ship Druid, which touched at that port on her
passage homeward with treasure from China. They state
the satisfactory settlement of the disturbances in the ter-
ritory beyond the north-eastern boundary. Colonel Hare,
it appears, has had an interview with the leading farmers,
who have consented to recognise British supremacy, and
the Col. is shortly to return to Graham's-town with his
troops, leaving at Phillipolis about 200 men, as a pre-
ventive corps, should any further feeling of insubordina-
tion be manifested.

_. . HOUSE OF LORDS.
Monday.—Lord Brougham begged to ask the President of the

Council whether there was an objection to lay before the House
a return of the expense of building- the Victoria Tower in the newMouses of Parliament. Anything- more in opposition to good
taste than this tower he had never .seen, and he trusted that the
plan would be altered in respect to its erection. -ViscountJJuncannok begged to point out that the Victoria Tower was a
part of the original plan and estimate. He thought his noble
friend must refer in his observation to the Centre Tower, to be
erected for the purpose of ventilation, which had been added to
the original plan.—Lord Wha rnci.iffk answered the noble Lord
that the cost of the building of the Victoria Tower would be
found in the original estimate, of which it formed a part.

lues/lay —Lord Ashbukton said, before their Lordships pro-
ceeded to the business of the day, he hoped he might be per-

~ZSL «ir . V
16 earliest PPortunity of making his most

earnest acknowledgments to their Lordships, and his deep sense
of gratitude for the resolution which, by the votes of the proceed-ings of the House, lie found was passed on Friday last. This re-

™i" „',
nowever

.
eyeful and gratifying to himself personally,was rendered in his mind infinitely more valuable by the opinionwhich accompanied it. expressed by their Lordships, namely, the

expression of the satisfaction of their Lordships at the restora-
tion of a good understanding with the United States, which it was
alike the duty and interest of both countries to maintain. An
expression so full of wisdom and sound policy, delivered by such
a body as the Peers of this kingdom, could not fail to have the most
valuable effect in producing that consummation which was in it-
self so much desired by their Lordships. The overwhelming im-
portance in his mind of the settlement of those unfortunate dif-
ferences which had gradually grown up between the two
tries, was his great inducement to undertake the task-
probably, in doing so he did not sufficiently estimate his owi
deficiencies for its execution. He had, however, the good for-tune to perform that duty in a manner which has been approved
of by his Sovereign-by her Ministers-and he had now to add,by the almost unprecedented houour of the approbation of their
Lordships House It was quite impossible for him to express
to their Lordships how deeply sensible he was of this honour. In
countries under free Governments, such as they had the hanui-ness to hye under and in America, it was natural that a ques-

".l ... '
m P°rtauc° should be discussed with great freedom,

and that had been the case in relation to the treaty which it hadbeen his business to negotiate. Although he trusted that theconditions were such as were likely to be conducive to the futuremaintenance of peace between the two countries, and that theyhad fairly and honourably settled the questions which were in
dispute, he might fairly assure their Lordships that the more mi-nute question of more or less of boundary which has been the
subject of so much discussion, both on this and on the other side
°

-tu .1**1 *
we, *,,ea

- in 1,is estimation, very little in comparison
with the larger question of a settlement which should be satisfac-
tory to men of honourable minds in both countries ; for if it werenot satisfactory to men ofhonourable minds in both countries itwould not be likely to have any permanency. It was not hisintention to go at all into any questions connected with the sub-
ject of these transactions. He had only finally again to express
to their Lordships the deep sense he entertained of that approba-
tion which they.had been pleased to express, which was the high-
est reward he could receive for the humble efforts he had made
in what he conceived to be a good cause.—The Duke of Wki -
LiNQTON.—My Lords, having had the satisfaction of hearing my
nH°!L Z"" I have great Pleasure in moving that the words
a
n ilf t0

u
th

r
e Hous

,

e by the noble Lortl on «»» occasion beentered on the Journals.—Agreed to.
Lord Brougham then introduced his bill for [the better pre-vention of the slave-trade. His first object was to decide by adeclaratory act, that a British subject residing abroad but notwithin the bounds of a British settlement, buying saves andrannporfng them to his plantation, was guilty of felony? Thenext object was to legislate respecting the transmission by legal
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with means to enable them to establish and maintain a sufficient
number of training and model schools in Great Britain. 10.
That the said committee ought likewise to be enabled to grant
gratuities to deserving schoolmasters, and to afford such aid to
schools, established by voluntary contributions, as may tend to
the more complete instruction of the people in religious and
secular knowledge, while at the same time the rights of con-
science may be respected.

Sir Jamks Graham said that several of the points embraced
in the resolutions had been under the consideration of the Go-
vernment, and that in consequence important modifications will
be introduced into the Factories Bill.
Mr. F. T. Baring presented a petition from Mr. Rowland Hill,

complaining of the treatment he had experienced from the Go-
vernment with respect to the carrying out his plan for the esta-
blishment of a penny postage. After setting forth the events which
led to the reduction of the postage the petition states that Mr. Hill
was employed for a limited period to superintend the working of
his plan, and then proceeds as follows :—" But your petitioner
has now to state to your honourable House that since the month
of August, 1841, scarcely any progress has been made towards
the completion of your petitioner's plan ; on the contrary, one
important improvement, which had received the sanction of the
late Treasury Board, and which would have been highly bene-
ficial to the rural districts, and in all probability advantageous to
the revenue, has, your petitioner is led to believe, been in-
definitely postponed. That certain inquiries essential to the
success of an important improvement then in progress, which
inquiries were about to be prosecuted by your petitioner under
the authority of the Treasury Board, as at present constituted,
were, by the interposition of the Post-office, prevented from
taking place; and the authority whereon they were to be made
was withdrawn. That all your petitioner's efforts to promote
economy and the public convenience, by introducing the remain-
ing parts of his plan, have been ultimately frustrated. That at
the expiration of the third year of your petitioner's engagement,
viz., on the 14th of September last, when many specific improve-
ments recommended by your petitioner, some involving large
savings of public money, were actually in progress, the Lords of
the Treasury terminated your petitioner's engagement, thus de-
priving him of every chance of completing his appointed task.
That the plan of Post-office improvement, thus left incomplete,
has from the first been stated by your petitioner to consist of the
following parts :— l. A uniform and low rate of postage ; 2. In-
creased speed in the delivery of letters j 3. Greater facilities for
their despatch ; 4. Simplification in the operations of the Post-
office, with the object of reducing the cost of the establishment
to a minimum. That the only portion of the plan which is as yet
fully carried into effect is the institution of the penny rate. That
for increased speed in the delivery, or greater facilities for the
dispatch of letters, little or nothing has been done. That with
regard to the simplification of* arrangements, and consequent
economy, though many important and successful changes have
been made, yet little has been effected in proportion to the oppor-
tunities afforded by the adoption of uniformity of rate and pre-
payment. That the opinion which your petitioner expressed,
both in his pamphlet and in his evidence before the committee of
your honourable House, vias to the effect that the maintenance
of the Post-office revenue, even to the extent on which he calcu-
lated (about l/JGO.OOO/. a year), depended on carrying into effect
the plan as a whole. That the opinion adopted by her Majesty's
Government, that the further progress in Post-office improve-
ment may be left to the Post-office itself, is contrary to all past
experience, and is contradicted by measures recently adopted by
that establishment. That the questions to which your petitioner
sought to gain the attention of the Treasury involve savings to
the extent of hundreds of thousands of pounds per annum; an
advantage to the revenue entirely independent of that augmenta-
tion of letters which the whole experience of the Post-office
shows may safely be anticipated from the adoption of those
measures suggested by your petitioner, which have reference to
increasing the utility of the Post-office to the public. That not-
withstanding the extreme depression of trade which existed when
the penny rate was established, and has continued to prevail
ever since, and notwithstanding the very imperfect manner in
which your petitioner's plan has been carried into effect, the
want of due economy in the Post-office, the well-known dislike
to the measure entertained by many of those persons to whom its
execution has been entrusted, and the influence such dislike
must necessarily have had on its success, yet the results of the
third year of partial trial, as shown by a return recently made to
the House of Lords, are a gross revenue of two-thirds, and a net
revenue of more than one-third of the former amount. That the
present gross revenue, as shown by the same return, is almost
exactly the same as it was under the fourpenny rate. That the
net revenue of the Post-office increases from year to year, while
every other branch of revenue appears to be decreasing. That,
looking to these results, your petitioner trusts your honourable
House will sec no reason to doubt that a few years with a revived
trade would suffice to realize all the expectations which beheld
°ut, provided the whole plan be carried into effect with zeal and
economy. Your petitioner desires to submit the truth of the
foregoing allegations to the severest scrutiny, and therefore
humbly prays that your honourable House will be pleased to
institute an inquiry into the state of the Post-office, with the
view of adopting such measures as to your honourable House
^ay seem best for fully and fairly carrying into effect your
Petitioner's plans of Post-office improvement, and thus realizing
l l»e undoubted intentions of the Legislature."

In reply to Lord Palmerston,— Lord Stant.ky said that in the
ease of the Creole no fresh instructions had been sent out to the
Governor of the Bahamas, with a view of providing for any future
hypothetical case, but that the confidential opinion of the law-
officers of the Crown has been transmitted to him ; and the House
flight rest assured that the right of slaves to their freedom, when
lr* a British port, would not suffer in the hands of the Government.
"-Sir R. Pkki., in reply to Mr. Ewart, said he had not heard of the
Report that Mr. Ellis was on his return to this country from the
wazils without accomplishing his mission.— In reply to Mr.
Stuart Wortley, it was stated by Sir R. Pkki, that a slave trade
was carried on by Arabs in the territories of the East India Com-
ply, chiefly on the Bombay coast, and that individuals had been
|>
rosecuted and punished for participating in it. A new act,
however, of which the credit was due to Lord Auckland, was just
fining into operation, which would effectually check the traffic.
The third reading of the Registration of Voters Bill was passed,

*nd then Lord C. Fitziioy moved the addition of a clause, in
order to define more clearly the 10J. franchise, but it wasobjected
~° by Sir J. Graham, and withdrawn.—Mr. Colvii.k proposed
^Uother clause, in order to secure to a real voter who has been
Personated the exercise of his right, so that it shall be received
°y the returning officer as a " tendered vote," but not counted
n the poll.—Some conversation arose on the legal effect of this
huise; but as the Solicitor and Attorney- Generals expressed
neir approbation of it, the clause was added to the Bill by way of
lc*cr, as were one or two other additions.
Sw T. Wildk then called attention to the provision of the Bill

Mving to the Court of Common Pleas an appellate jurisdiction on
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ect of deputed votes. In 1604 the House of Commons

*« secured its right of absolute control over the elective fran-
ruse, which had not since been questioned. He pointed out what
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; and he objected to bringing the elective franchise
innn the jurisdiction of a court of law at all. The preservation
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* Sir R-

ceivprf I
for the trial of controverted elections had not yet re-

*vea a lair trial ; it was capable of great improvement. At all

events, he thought that it was too grave a matter to be disposed
of in the present manner; it ought to be made the subject of a
separate bill, and so receive a more deliberate consideration.—
Sir J. Graham complimented Sir T. Wilde as the intrepid de-
fender of the privileges of the House; but he denied that the
clause to which he had objected was any surrender of those pri-

vileges. The argument of the learned gentleman was based on
a misconception ; the clause did not go so far as a provision of
the Irish Registration Bill, which had been proposed by the late
Government. The power of an election committee of the House
remained intact by the present bill; and he could not see what
danger could be dreaded from the reference of a point of law to
the Common Pleas, which could be adjudicated upon in the face
of pulAic opinion. He would much sooner trust the judges of a
superior court of law, than assessors to be appointed by a
majority of the House, or even by the more impartial judgment
of the Speaker.— Lord J. Russkll could not allow the privileges
of the House to be parted with without a further protest, and the
reference to the case of Ireland had but little weight with him.
There, the judges had given a legal decision relative to the
franchise according to their known political feeling, Tories de-
ciding one way, and Whigs another. They were now proposing
to render a decision of the Court of Common Pleas, on an appeal
from the revising barrister's court, binding on a committee of
the House. Mr. Fox had said that the representation of the
people, and trial by jury, were the two safeguards of the liberties
of the people ; and here they were about to submit the rights of
every elector in the kingdom to the conflicting and varying
opinions and decisions of the judges.—The Solicitor-General
remarked, that by an act passed previous to the Reform Bill,
there was an appeal, in Ireland, from the revising barrister to the
judge of Assize. After the passing of the Irish Reform Bill, it

was a conflicting and disputed question as to the right of election
committees to open the registry in Ireland, and the late Sir M.
O'Loghlen, on the part of the then Government, brought in a bill

to render the decision of the judge, on appeal, binding on a com-
mittee of the House of Commons. By the present bill, the deci-
sion of the Common Pleas was merely made binding on an elec-
tion committee in the particular case, and on the point involved.
He regretted that Lord J. Russell, considering the weight of his
opinion, should have expressed himself as distrusting the judges
of the land, in a matter where political feelings could not pos-
sibly operate. There was nothing given up by this bill which
could be considered as an abandonment of the privileges of the
House; it was merely carrying out an original intention of the
Reform Act, only substituting as the court of appeal the four
judges of the Common Pleas, instead of three revising barristers.
—Mr. Humu supported the clause, and in so doing would be
sorry to think he was parting with the privileges of the House.
—On a division, the motion of Sir Thomas Wilde was rejected by
102 to 26.—The bill then passed.—The second reading of the
Ecclesiastical Courts' Bill was next proposed, and Sir R. H.
Inglis said the opposition to the bill was various in its character,
some opposing it because it went too far, others because it did not
go far enough; but all repudiated this particular measure. It was
the destruction of ancient institutions— proposing at one
fell swoop to extinguish no less than three hundred and eighty
courts, some of them coeval with the Conquest. Clerical and lay
peculiars were to be destroyed ; the changes in the proving and
custody of wills were not justified by any necessity; for on the
principle that justice should be brought home to every man's
door, it was important that they should be enrolled as near the
respective localities of the parties interested as possible ; and
after reviewing at some length what he considered would be the
effect of the various alterations contemplated by the bill, such
as that it was a deliberate step towards the separation of the
Church from the State, the destruction of the authority of the
Archbishop of Canterbury, &c, he recommended its withdrawal,
as it was impossible to carry it during the present session of
Parliament. He concluded by moving that the bill be read a
second time that day six months.—Sir J. Graham would not
shrink from the responsibility of pressing this measure on the
consideration of Parliament, because he was firmly convinced it

was for the public interest. No judicial change had ever been
proposed on higher authority, ecclesiastical, judicial, and legis-
lative; and until he heard the argument of Sir R. Inglis, he was
not prepared for the fact that any Member of the House could
possibly defend the existence of those scattered ecclesiastical
courts whose numbers and decisions had led to such extensive
litigation. The highest legal functionaries had given their opi-
nion that the expense of probate of wills would not be greater in
London than in the country ; while the convenience of central-
ising the custody of wills where all the great disputes on pro-
perty were mainly adjudicated upon, were advantages of prime
importance, and of the great public utility of which they were
convinced, even though they admitted that some private in-
terests might be affected by it. In this spirit, the Government
would neither withdraw the bill, nor refer it to a select commit-
tee, but leave it to the House to decide at once on its principle,
and they would view its rejection with the regret which their
sincere conviction of its importance involved.—Mr. Jkrvis con-
tended that the bill perpetuated, instead of reforming, the mono-
poly and abuses of Doctors' Commons, in which 34 proctors had
the sole privilege of taking apprentices, with each of whom a fee
of a thousand pounds, or thereabouts, was required. He strongly
objected to the centralisation of wills in London; and as for the
registry, if that were all that was required, they had already all
the machinery at the Stamp-Office, in the collection of the
legacy duty. The most objectionable parts of the criminal ju-
risdiction of the Ecclesiastical Courts were retained by the bill,

as the Bishops' Courts, with the trials for schism, heresy,
brawling, &c. ; while the increase of salaries and patronage to
the functionaries in London, and the necessary withdrawal of
the more respectable practitioners from the country, with the
sacrifice of their established business, rendered the measure as
objectionable on private as on public grounds.—Colonel Sib-
thorp protested against this addition of salary and patronage
to the practitioners of Doctors' Commons, who were already
rich enough and idle enough. The bill was an infringement of
vested rights, and of the rights of the people.—The debate was
proposed to be adjourned, but a division was called for, when
there were— 136 for the adjournment, and 51 against it.

Tuesday.— Sir Jamks Graham, in answer to Mr. Hindley,
stated that certain modifications of the original proposals of
Government on the subject of education were under consideration,
though not yet matured. He declined to say whether or not any
of the principles of Lord J. Russell's resolutions would be
adopted.— In reply to another question, put by Mr. M. Gibson,
Sir R. Pkkl said he intended to introduce another Bill, extending
the provisions of the Factory Bill to the lace and cotton print
branches of manufacture. He also said he had not yet had an
opportunity of seeing the report of the commission of inquiry
into the state of the agricultural districts.—In answer to Mr.
Eseott, Mr. Villibrs stated that it was his intention to follow
up, in the present session, his motion on the subject of the im-
portation of foreign corn, which stands for the 4th May.—Sir J.
Graham, in reply to Mr. Roebuck, stated that the Government
could not undertake the condensation of the criminal law recom-
mended by the commissioners in their report. A commission to
do so, if appointed, should, he thought, be appointed by Parlia-
ment rather than by the Crown.
On the motion of Sir R. Pekl, the House, at its rising, was

ordered to stand adjourned to the 24th hist.

Mr. B. Cochrane gave notice, for the 27th inst, to move for a

select committee to inquire into the system of education adopted

at Maynooth College.—Lord J. Russell fixed the 2d May for the

proposition to the House of his education resolutions.—Sir R.

Pbkl gave notice that, on the 4th May, he would move for leave

to bring in a bill to endow additional ministers of the Church of

England in certain populous districts.—Mr. F. Kelly gave notice
to ask for leave, on the 27th inst., to bring in a Bill to amend the

Act for the regulation of Municipal Corporations in England and
Wales.—Mr. Scholkfield gave notice of a motion declaring the
expediency of laying a further tax on income arising from pro-
perty, as a substitute for the existing taxes on tea, malt, and
sugar.—Mr. Ewart gave notice, for the oth May, to move for
leave to bring in a bill to abolish transportation as a punishment.
—Mr. T. Duncombe gave notice for the 27th inst., to move for a
select committee to inquire into prison discipline.
The adjourned debate on the Ecclesiastical Courts Bill wa9

further adjourned to Friday, the 28th inst. ; and the Factory Re-
gulations Bill was fixed for Monday, the 1st of May.—Mr.
Ewart postponed his motion on the subject of National Edu-
cation.

Sir J. Walsh moved for leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Act, commonly called the Hobhouse Act, for the regulation of
the Metropolitan vestries.—Mr. Gally Knight, Sir B. Hall,
Capt. Rous, Mr. Hawes, and Mr. Hume opposed the motion.—
Colonel T. Wood and Mr. Mackinnon thought the bill at-
tempted to go too far, but would not oppose its introduction.—
Sir J. Graham, seeing the little support the bill received, re-
commended Sir J. Walsh not to press it. It was then withdrawn.

Dr. Bowring then rose to move for the correspondence of the
British Government with the Porte on the subject of the Bishop
of Jerusalem. He considered that Dr. Alexander was an inju-
dicious selection, inasmuch as, being the son of a Jew, he was
liable to be associated with feelings of contempt in Oriental
minds; and on his arrival, his wife and family excited much as-
tonishment, celibacy being associated with sanctity in the East.
The sanction of the Porte, solicited by this country, to the erec-
tion of a Protestant church in Jerusalem, was on a par with the
idea of an Act of Parliament to sanction the erection of a Maho-
medan mosque in this country. In the existing state of the Holy
Land, the establishment of the Protestant bishopric was only
calculated to excite prejudices and fanaticism.—Sir R. Inolis
defended the acquirements and character of Bishop Alexander,
and said that it was no reproach to him that he was of Jewish
descent, seeing that the first bishop of Jerusalem was St. James.
[Here a motion was made that the House be counted; but as
exactly 40 Members were present, Sir R. H. Inglis continued.]
He approved of the political expediency of having in the Holy
City a representative of the Protestant Church : and read an ex-
tract of a letter from Bishop Alexander addressed to himself, in
which the Bishop stated that many of the accounts respecting
him in the public prints were fabrications.—Sir R. Peel thought
that Dr. Bowring appeared to be actuated by personal feelings
of hostility towards the Bi3hop of Jerusalem, and had spoken
of him in a tone of levity. The manifestation of this spirit,

added to the force of reasons, on public grounds, led him to refuse
the production of the correspondence. The Bishop had been re-
ceived with cordiality, and had received marks of respect from
the dignitaries of the Greek and Roman Catholic faith ; and on
the showing of Dr. Bowring himself, who had said that many
Christians in Syria nominally professed Mahomedanism, it was
desirable that a bishop should be stationed there, in order to have
their spiritual interests under his care. There was no law to
prevent the erection of a Mahomedan mosque in this country ;

and Dr. Bowring might even indulge his apparent predilection
for that faith by preaching in it. Nothing was asked from the
Porte which was unreasonable, in giving its permission to thi

erection of the Protestant church in Jerusalem, and much exag;
geration had been used with respect to the subject.—After somi
remarks from Mr. Hume, Lord Palmerstojj concurred in the 1

view which had been taken by Sir R. Peel, in refusing to produce
the correspondence, and expressed his regret at the spirit which
had been evinced by Dr. Bowring. In particular, he was sur-
prised that it had been made a matter of comment that Dr.
Alexander had a wife and family, seeing that, even in the Greek
church, priests were under an obligation to marry, though bishops
were not. He approved of the policy which had led to the esta-
blishment of the Protestant bishopric in Jerusalem, the negotia-
tions on which had commenced before he left office, and thought
that it would have a beneficial effect in allaying feelings of fana-
ticism, and in promoting good-will.—Dr. Bowring disclaimed
being actuated by any personal or improper feeling in bringing
forward his motion, which he withdrew.
On the motion of Mr. W. Cowper, a select committee was

appointed to inquire into the propriety of setting apart a portion
of all waste lands which shall be inclosed by Act of Parliament,
to be let out in small allotments to the labouring poor of the dis-
trict

; and also as to the best mode of effecting the same.—The
House at this period was counted, and forty Members not being
present, it stood adjourned to next Monday week, the 24th inst.

CITY.
Monet/ Market, Thursday.—Consols left off 96-J to 7

for Money, and 97 to £ for Account ; Three per Cent.
Red., 9G£ to \ ; Three-and-half per Cent. Red., 101*
to 5 ; New Three-and-half per Cent. Annuities, 102* to f ;

Bank Stock, 183 to 4 ; India Stock, 269 to 70; India
Bonds, 70s. to 78s. prem. ; Exchequer Bills, 685. to

10s. prem. Yesterday being Good Friday, the Market
was of course closed.

JWetropolts anfc its l^fcfmtp.

Improvements in St. James's.—The bill now before

Parliament to empower the Commissioners of Woods and

Forests to appropriate to building purposes the area of

Thatched House Court, and to widen and improve Little

St. James's-street, has just been printed. The preamble
sets forth that the buildings in Thatched House Court
having been, or being now in progress of being pulled

down, with a view of raising on their site houses of a
superior class, and there being no longer need for keeping
open the area or entrance to the court, which is vested in

her Majesty, it is desirable to include the space in the site

of the new erections- The bill accordingly proposes to

discharge her Majesty of the rights of waj, and the juris-

diction of the Paving Commissioners of St. James's, so
far as regards paving and lighting, the jurisdiction of the
commissioners as to rating being retained, and the rights

of certain lessees of part of the property being regarded.

The bill further empowers the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests to widen the entrance to Little St. James's-
street, from 10 feet to at least 24 feet throughout, the

additions being thereafter considered as part of the public

street.

Dinner at the Mansion House.—The Lord Mayor on
Wednesday evening gave an entertainment to a dis-
tinguished circle of guests, including most of the Members
of the late Ministry. The company numbered about 150.
Lord Lansdowne returned thanks on behalf of the House
of.Peers, Lord Palmerston on behalf of the House of
Commons, and Lord John Russell on behalf of the City
Members.
Death of the Master [of Dulwich College.—The daily

papers announce the death of John Allen, Esq., the
master of Dulwich College. He was distinguished by
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Lord Byron, as f< the best informed and one of the ablest

men he knew." He was elected Warden in 1811, and suc-

ceeded to the Mastership in 1820. A vacancy having

thus occurred in the mastership, by the statutes of the

College, the master must be elected on the 1st day of

May next, and any candidate for this valuable appoint-

ment must be of the name of Alleyn or Allen, and

unmarried.

Explosion of the Waltham Powder Mills. — On
Thursday afternoon an explosion, attended with fatal con-

sequences, took place at Waltham Abbey in the gun-

powder-mills belonging to Government- Four mills were

destroyed, and seven of the workmen were killed. Five

were carried over the river to a considerable distance, and

fell lifeless in the marshes ; the other two were buried

in the ruins. The shock was so severe that the windows

of the church and numerous houses were shattered, and

the report was distinctly heard in several parts of the

Metropolis.

Chartist Meeting.—A very crowded meeting of Chai tists

was held on Monday night, for the purpose of presenting

an address to Mr. T. Duncombe, thanking him for calling

the attention of the House of Commons to the conduct of

Lord Abinger. Mr. Feargus O'Connor was in the chair. A
resolution having been passed expressive of regret that the

House of Commons had refused an inquiry into the conduct

of Lord Abinger at the late special commission, it was re-

solved that the thanks of the meeting be offered to those

Members of the House of Commons who voted for Mr. Dun-
combe's motion of inquiry, and an address was presented

to Mr. Duncombe expressive of their admiration of his

conduct. Mr. Duncombe, in his reply, said that he had

read the trial of Jones, a Chartist, who was tried at

Leicester by Judge Gurney ; and whenever an opportunity

offered itself, or a petition should come from Jones before

the House of Commons, he should have no hesitation in

Stating to the House his opinion of the conduct of thatjudge.

Anti- Corn- Lata League. — The fifth meeting of the

League took place in Drury Lane Theatre, on Wednesday.

The house, as usual, was crowded in every part, and the

attendance of ladies was greater than on any former

occasion. Mr. Wilson presided, and the speakers of the

evening were, Dr. Bowring, Mr. Elphinstone, M.P. for

Lewes, the Rev. J. Burnet, of Camberwell, and Mr. Hey-
worth, of Liverpool.

Missionary Societies.—A meeting was held on Wednes-

day, at Exeter Hall, of the friends of the Protestant

lissions, for the purpose of adopting measures said to be

required by the recent aggression of the French on Tahiti,

and for securing the general interest of British missions

in the islands of the South Pacific. Mr. Hindley, M.P.,

presided. A series of resolutions was entered into con-

demning the conduct of the French Government, and

calling upon all the Protestant churches in Europe and

America to join in restoring to the Queen of Tahiti the

independence of which she has been deprived.

Street Siveeping.— On Monday an exhibition of the

self-loading cart, or street-sweeping machine, which is

now in daily operation in Regent-street, took place in the

vicinity of Oxford-street, for the purpose of enabling the

paving boards of various metropolitan parishes to judge

of its practical operation and utility. The two machines

were each drawn by two horses, and as they proceeded,

the rotatory motion of the wheels acted upon a series of

brooms, hung behind the cart by a light framework of

iron, so that the brooms successively swept the surface of

the ground, carrying the soil up an inclined plane, at the

top of which it fell into the body of the cart, leaving

behind a smooth and well-swept track. The machines

proceeded through Vere- street, Henrietta-street, Maryle-

bone-lane, and over the wood pavement in Oxford-street.

In traversing these streets, the machines had to pass over

three different species of pavement, viz., the Macadamised,

the stone, and the wooden pavement, where a sort of arti-

ficial mud had been created by the recent watering of

the streets. On reaching the wooden pavement, the

machine swept an area of upwards of two thousand yards

in the space of about fifteen minutes, leaving it in a state

of perfect cleanliness. They performed the work of about

eighty men in the space of three-quarters of an hour, and

combined the threefold process of sweeping, loading,

and carrying in one operation. During the day, the in-

ventor explained, by means of a model, the mechanical

action of the machine, and stated, that by an experiment

recently made before Sir J. M'Adam, the machine had

proved its applicability for sweeping Macadamised roads,

upon which it filled itself in the space of five minutes.

\ New Hospital.—A subscription is in progress for the

establishment of a new Hospital for the Marylebone and

Paddington districts. A meeting was held recently, Mr.
B. B. Cahbell in the chair, at which it was resolved, u That

the north-western district of London having grown im-

mensely in point of population and wealth, and remaining

destitute of any adequate means of relief for its poorer

inhabitants, when suffering from accident and disease, it

becomes the duty of this wealthy and increasing district

to provide against casualties and serious illness occurring

among its poorer population ; and it is the opinion of this

meeting that this desirable object can in no way be so

effectually and permanently attained as by the foundation

and maintenance of a Hospital, of a size adequate to the

necessities of the district ; and that in order to render the

proposed Hospital as efficient as possible, an Opthalmic
and a Maternity Department be attached to it, in addition

to the usual Medical and Surgical Departments of Hospi-
tals." A Committee was appointed to receive subscrip-
tions, and from the list already published, there is reason
to believe that the benevolent object of the meeting will
soon be carried into effect.

The Nelson Monument*—Admiral Sir Robert Stopford,

the Governor of Greenwich Hospital, has consented to

allow a number of veterans from that establishment to

attend the ceremony of placing the statue of Lord Nelson

upon the column in Trafalgar-square, " because he is sure

it will be as gratifying to the feelings of the men them-

selves as interesting to the assembled spectators." The
Admiral also promises u to furnish the committee with the

number of the present inmates of the hospital who fought

under the great naval hero, either in the glorious battle

of Trafalgar or other of his naval victories, and whose

present state of health will enable them to attend."

Colonial Society.—An adjourned general meeting of the

Members of this Society was held on Wednesday, for the

purpose of framing a memorial to the Secretary of State

for the Colonies, urging the propriety of adopting imme-
diate measures for the encouragement of systematic colo-

nization. The Earl of Mountcashel took the. chair, and
opened the proceedings by adverting to the interest lately

exhibited with reference to emigration and colonization,

not only by the citizens of London and our large com-

mercial communities, but within the last few days by Par-

liament itself. It was, therefore, thought desirabl'e, that

the sense of a body so important as the Colonial Society,

comprehending within it a large number of persons con-

nected with our colonial possessions, should give some
definite expression to their feelings. After a good deal of

discussion on the merits of different plans which were

proposed, It was resolved that the subject be referred to a

committee, and that a memorial be presented to the Colo-

nial Secretary, expressing) the hope of the Society that

Government will take up the consideration of colonization

as a question of vital importance to the country.

The late Accident at Blackmail.—Since we noticed the

fatal accident at Blackwall, to the brother of Mr. Ferrand,

M.P. for Knaresborough, the river has been dragged ; and

as a last expedient, cannon have been fired, and the diving

apparatus has been used for the purpose of recovering the

body ; but all attempts have been [ineffectual. It is now
considered very doubtful whether the body will ever be

found, as the tide was running [down at the time with

great rapidity, andthe body was probably carried out to sea.

Thames Tunnel.—The number of persons who passed

through the Tunnel on Sunday was 22,215, and the place,

in addition to this influx of visitors, presents a busy ap-

pearance from the circumstance of stalls having been put

up by various parties for the sale of fancy articles, not

the least curious being the small ornaments made from

the clay of the Tunnel itself. A large number of

workmen, employed on either side of the river, avail

themselves, morning and evening, of the shortened com-
munication now established between the two shores.

Inquests.—On Saturday an inquest was held on the

body of the Earl of Hopetoun, who was found dead in a

hackney cabriolet, which he had hired to take him from

the House of Lords, where he had been in attendance

during the long debate on Lord Brougham's motion, to

Stevens's Hotel, New Bond-street. The cabman deposed

that at one o'clock on Saturday morning he was waiting

in Palace-yard for a fare, when the deceased gentleman

engaged his cab, which at this time was about 40 yards

from the House of Lords. At the time when the de-

ceased gentleman called the cab, he was walking with an

umbrella in his hand, apparently quite well. Witness

opened the door, and the gentleman got in, telling him to

drive to Stevens's Hotel. The gentleman spoke well, and

in a firm tone. When witness got to the hotel he opened

the cab-door without getting down from his box. Finding

the gentleman did not get out, he dismounted, and looked

into the cab, and saw the gentleman's head leaning down
on the right side. Thinking he was asleep, he pulled

him twice to awaken him, but as he did not move he

rang the bell of the hotel, which was answered by the

porter. The porter got a light, and made another

attempt to wake the gentleman, witness and the porter

being still under the impression that deceased was asleep.

The porter called his lordship's servant, who came and

felt the pulse of the deceased, and then found that his

master was dead. Dr. Seymour deposed that Lord Hope-

toun had repeatedly consulted him during the past year.

He complained of symptoms which appeared to witness to

denote disease of the heart, or the immediate great ves-

sels, as their origin. Witness had communicated his

alarm on the subject to several members of his lordship's

family. His lordship had recently improved in health,

but, from the nature of his complaint, witness was by no

means surprised to hear of the event which had so sud-

denly occurred. There could be no doubt whatever of

his lordship having died from the complaint under which

he laboured. His lordship had told witness that when-

ever he made any considerable exertion he felt great pain

about the region of the heart. The jury expressed their

unanimous conviction as to the cause of Lord Hopetoun's

death, and concurred in a verdict of u Died suddenly by

the visitation of God."
Criminal Statistics of the Metropolitan Police. —The

annual returns just published by the Commissioners of

the Metropolitan Police, giving an account of the trades

or occupations of the persons taken into custody during

the year 1842, show the following results :—Out of the

65,000 persons—45,000 of whom were males and 20,000

of them females— there appear to have been taken into

custody, 82 artists, 487 bakers, 128 brushmakers, 52 bar-

men, 188 brassfounders, 12 brewers, 529 bricklayers, 43

brokers, 240 bookbinders, 61 1 butchers, 11 buttonmakers,

1,008 carpenters, 4 clergymen, 440 clerks, 1,068 coach

and cabmen, 118 coachmakers, 198 corkcutters, 43 com-

positors, 67 clockmakers, 98 curriers, 96 cutlers, 141

carvers and gilders, 138 drapers, 229 dyers, 256 engineers,

5 excisemen, 65 fishmongers, 506 French: polishers, 343

gardeners, 100 glass-makers, 7G glovers lfc
lll goldbeaters,

88 greengrocers, 111 grocers, 197 hairdressers, 303 hat-

ters and trimmers, I interpreter, 65 ironmongers, 99

jewellers, 15,454 labourers, 60 sawyers, 887 laundresses,

77 masons, 158 medical men, 13 millers, 1,043 milliners,

68 musicians, 10 opticians, 463 painters, 301 paper-

makers and stainers, 18 pawnbrokers, 2 postmen, 312

printers, 32 publicans, 6 reporters, 1,445 sailors, ;i 71

sawyers, 125 saddlers, 871 male servants'and 1,133 female

servants, 1 sheriff's officer, 66 shopkeepers, 1,115 male

and 309 female shoemakers, 822 smiths, 306 soldiers, 17

surveyors, 296 sweeps, 1,290 male and 485 female tailors,

317 tinkers and tinmen, 31 tobacconists, 48 toolmakers,

50 turners, 152 watchmakers, 172 watermen, 424 male

and 189 female weavers, 19 woolsorters, and 12,626 males

and 15,968 females of no trade or occupation. As stated

above, there were in the whole number of 65,000 persons,

45,000 males and 20,000 females, the majority of the

offences ranking principally under the heads of drunken-

larceny, asssault, and misdemeanour. Of the fore-ness

going number, those under 10 years of age were, maies,

54, females, 16; under fifteen years of age, males, 1,316,

females, 134; under twenty years of age, males, 4,310,

females, 1,581; under twenty-five years, males, 4,638,

females, 1,743 ; under thirty, males, 3,224, females, 1,148 ;

under fifty, males, 1,919, females, 769 ; and under sixty,

males, 823, females, 313. Of the 65,000 persons taken

into custody, 13,000 of ,the males, and 6,000 of the fe-

males, could neither read nor write ; 26,000 of the males

and 12,000 of the females could read or write but imper-

fectly ; only 5,000 of the males and 987 of the females

could read and write well, while but 516 of the males and

145 of the females had received a superior education.

Out of the 4,431 persons, male and female, committed

for trial during the year, against two males only was sen-

tence of death pronounced and carried into execution ; 26

males and 1 female were transported for life; and 512

males and 234 females acquitted. The total number of

murders during the same period amounted to 25, of which

18 were committed by males and 7 by females. There

were 26 cases of shooting at, stabbing, and administering

poison; 15 cases of concealment of birth, 13 of man-

slaughter, one of treason, 22 of rape, 28 of bigamy, 5,193

of assaults, 220 of burglary, 48 of robbery, 10,000 of lar-

ceny, 639 of forgery, 119 of suicide, 48 of the latter being

of males, and 71 females. It appears, from a compara-

tive statement of the returns for 1841 and 1812, that the

number of persons taken into custody during the former

period amounted to 68,961, and during the latter to

65,704; the number of persons discharged in 1811 was

36,708 ; and in 1842, 33,609 ; the number of persons com-

mitted for trial during 1841 was 4018, and in 1842,

4,651 ; the number of persons convicted and sentenced in

1841, was 3,020, and in 1842, 3,316; the number of

acquittals in 1841 amounted to 618, and in 1842 to 746..

Woolwich.—A large mortar, cast at the foundry of

Messrs. Walker and Co., for Mehemet Ali, and weighing

13 tons, was proved last week at the butt in the Royal

Arsenal. The diameter of the bore of this mortar is 20

inches, and the charge of powder was 80 lbs. weight. The

ball fired on this occasion weighed 1,010 lbs., and required

a number of men, with a powerful pinion lever, to move

it into the mortar. On being fired the ball entered the

butt, throwing the earth to a great height, and the piece of

ordnance itself, notwithstanding its immense weight,

recoiled about from 18 to 20 feet. On examining the

mortar after it was fired, it appeared quite perfect.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of deaths registered in the week ending Satur-

day, April 1 :—West districts, 143 ; North districts, 168
;

Central districts, 209; East districts, 194; South dis-

tricts, 232. Total, 946, (461 males, 485 females.)

Weekly average for the last five years, 903, (males 461,

females 442,) and for the last five winters, 1004,

Incendiary Fires.—An incendiary fire occurred on

Saturday last, the 8th inst., at Hartest, Suffolk, on the

property of Mr. G. W. Poley, which destroyed two barns,

outhouses, and several dwelling-houses. The Suffolk

Fire Office, the overseers of Hartest, and the local

Association for Prosecuting Felons, have offered a reward

of 100/. for the discovery and apprehension of the in-

cendiary.

Aylesbury.—On Saturday last a meeting of the elector?,

freeholders, and inhabitants of Buckinghamshire, convened

by the high sheriff, was held in the County-hall, •' for the

purpose of considering the distressed state of the agricul-

tural and labouring classes, occasioned by the new tariff,

and of obtaining for them that redress which justice de-

mands and the present condition of the country renders

indispensably necessary." The meeting was attended by

Earl Stanhope, Lord Nugent, Sir J. Dashwood King, Sir

Tlaay Verney, and a numerous body of leading farmers.

The resolution proposed by Earl Stanhope, was " that the

agricultural, the manufacturing, and the other industrious

classes of the United Kingdom, do not receive that pro-

tection of their industry to which they are entitled ;
that

they have already been grievously injured by the effects of

the new Corn-law and of the new tariff, and have a right

to demand from Parliament that they shall be fully and

effectually protected in the home market from the compe-

tition of foreigners, who, being far less burdened with

taxes, are able to undersell them." An amendment was

proposed by Lord Nugent, and another by Sir Harry

Verney,. but they were negatived, and Lord Stanhope s

resolution carried. It was then resolved that a petition

be presented to both Houses of Parliament, embodying

the terms of the resolution. Lord Nugent then addressed

the meeting, and said that looking to the circumstance ot

Lord Stanhope's motion being carried by a comparatively

1
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Bhiall majority, he inferred a short life to the present Corn

Law, and firmly believed that if they had not free trade

during the present Parliament, the next Parliament would

be elected to give it to the people.

Bath.—On Saturday night the walls of Bath were pla-

carded with notices, having attached to them the names of

London printers, stating that, at the request of Mr.

Roebuck, the "aerial steam-coach" Would commence its

proceedings on Monday, by making a trip from London to

this city, and that it would alight on Beechen Cliff, at

half-past one o'clock, "Bath time," after a journey of

20 minutes. Accordingly, the crest and sides of Beechen

ClilT were crowded, at the hour named in the bills, by

some hundreds of persons—all eagerly watching for the

appearance of the flying visitor from town. Large num-
bers stood their ground long after the appointed hour,

under the conviction that the delay in the arrival of the

machine was most probiibly caused by sotne mishap inci-

dent to its first journey, and that it would certainly arrive

in the course of the afternoon. The house-tops in the

lower part of the city also displayed numerous groups of

anxious expectants, who at length discovered that the

promised visit was a hoax.
Brighton The workmen employed at the Artesian

Well/at the head of the Chain Pier
3
have succeeded in

obtaining a plentiful supply of fresh Water, at a diipth of

200 feet from the level of the Marine-parade.
^
The

directors intend erecting an ornamental fountain in the

centre of the promenade, affording a continual stream of

spring water.

Deal.—During the past week, owing to the prevalence

of westerly gales, a great accumulation of butward:boUrid

and coasting vessels took place in the Dofrfts. On Mon-
day mornings thb wind ha'vihg chopped round to the east-

ward, a fleet of 500 sail got under weigh, and proceeded

down Channel with a favourable breeze. About nine

o'clock the line of ships stretched from the South Foreland

towards Dungeness, in length about five or six miles, pre-

senting one of the most maguiiicent sights ever witnessed

in the Channel. Indeed, it is said that the oldest inha-

bitants of those shores hever before Witnessed so many
vessels in full sail in so narrow a space. It seemed to the

eye of the spectator, that at many parts of the fleet the

Vessels must have been yard-arm and yard-arm, so closely

did they appear to be ranged together.

Ilylhe.—In consequence of the plunder perpetrated by
the wreckers who infest the Kentish coast on the recent

loss of the schooner Francis, off" Dungeness Lighthouse^
the Lord Warden has commenced Criminal proceedings
against the ringleaders; alid their trials are expected to

come on at the ensuing assizes. So extensive were the
depredations, that the tallow which formed the cargo of
the wreck was carried into the adjacent towns, Lydd and
New Romney, by cart-loads, and sold at the rate of 3rf.

per lb. Many of them, on the strength of the wreck,
purchased moulds, and carried on a profitable trade in
the candle manufacture*

Kingston.—We noticed in our last the particulars of a
charge of felony, preferred under remarkable circumstances,
against an attorney^ clerk, called Stone, and an innkeeper
named Wardell, who were charged with stealing some
money from the Dolphin Inn, in this town, on the 21st
July last. The case was tried on Tuesdays at the Surrey
Sessions. The court was crowded at a very early hour>
and continued so until the Conclusion of the trial, which
was not until near one o'clock in the morning, having
lasted 13 hours* The lending facts of the case were given
last week, when we stated that the whole strength of the
prosecution rested on a question of identity, the prisoners
being said to resemble in many important particulars the
persons by whom the robbery was committed. They
^*ere eventually taken before the Kingston magistrates,
GT»d, after a searching investigation into their case, they
^ere discharged. Stone then commenced an action against
the landlord for false imprisonment, which was tried before
Lord Denman at the late assizes, and after a trial of two

y
a ys, the jury returned a verdict for the defendant.

*'* consequence of this verdict the prosecutor caused
the prisoners to be again taken into custody on the same
charge, when they were taken before the Kingston
bench, and fully committed to these sessions for trial.
Oq behalf of the prosecution, the landlord's daughter
swore in the most positive manner to their identity, and
her evidence was in some manner corroborated by the
ostler. There was, however, a great discrepancy in the
^positions, and an evident contradiction in the evidence
*}}? gave in July, and the testimony she gave last week at
Kingston. She spoke confidently to the dress of the pri-
mers, and accurately described a ring with a red stone,
**ttch the prisoner Wardell wore at the time of the rob-

,

ei7 ; it was proved that on his apprehension he had a
^Uar ring on his finger. The girl, and her father and

TVr
r

>
un(Jerwent the most rigid cross-examination by

p

P
" phambers, a"d, with regard to the time, the testimony
a |i of them was considerably shaken. The prosecutor

glutted he would not give them into custody, for he

tl

0uSht they were not the men, being, unable to identify
' et

": Several other witnesses were called for the pro-
ton, but their testimony did not in any manner

On?? thC CaSe
* Mr

"
Charabers addressed the jury

hoi
' °' the Prisoners >

he spoke for upwards of two
n-s, and delivered one of the most powerful defences

*x*ll i l
XU a coart of J ustice- At the conclusion of his

derSik***
8 S° Ioudly aPPlauded that the chairman or-

•hooi* ,
ebulliti°n of feeling might be immediately

ecJced, or the court should b.e cleared. The chairman,

lad ££"•* x

Pf 8aid the ca3e was a very peculiar one, and

two^Tf !?
UUUSUalW* of *»J He would leave

•P^Stl2S; ,Ury^I^ Were
'
whether the two pri-vets at the bar we^. the same persons who entered the

c

i

h

\

Dolphin public-house, it being admitted that they were

at Kingston on that day ; and then again, in the second

place, did the jury believe they were the same two men
who joined the tall man on the bridge. There was one

remarkable circumstance, that of the ring—the prisoner

Wardell having a similar ring on his finger as described

by the child* at the time of his being taken into custody.

TIiq jury returned a verdict of Not Guilty.

Neicc'aslle.—t)ne of tliose disastrous fii-c-blasts which

so frequently happen in this district occurred on Wednes-
day morning, the 5th inst., at the Stormont Main Col-

liery, which belongs to Messrs. Grace and Co. At the

time of the explosion there were upwards of 50 men at

work, and so slight was the effect of the shock, that the

workmen at bank knew nothing of it until apprized by

some of ,the survivors, who escaped by reaching the pit-

shaft; On the alarfti being givenj fevery exettion was

used to rescue, if possible, the men below ; but some
hours elapsed before it was deemed prudent for any one

to venture into the mine. During the course of the day

24 bodies were brought up quite dead, while 8 more, who
were severely burnt, were brought out alive, but 3 have

since died. The others are expected to recover. There

was only one horse killed, and the damage sustained by

the workings is inconsiderable, the explosion being very

lintited ih its range. The jury, at the inquest, returned

a verdict of Accidental death.

Northleach.—An inquest has been held &t Cheltenham,

on the body of Richard Jones, a prisoner, who died a

few days since in the Northleach House of Correction;

The inquiry excited great interest) &nd was three times

adjourned \ on the last occasion it was continued for seven

hours. Both coroner and jury closely examined the wit-

nesses, with a view to elicit the particulars of the mode of

discipline practised at the prison. The coroner recom-

mended the jury to forward a memorial to the Secretary

of State, praying for a still farther improvement in North-

leach prison. The jury during the long inquiry, repeat-

edly declared their cOnvictidn that the har8 vvork atid

sc&nty food of the prison Was the catlse Of the evil then

complained of ; and that it was the system, and not the

particular individuals who administered the law, that was

to blame. Several witnesses were examined, and the

jury, after an hour's deliberation, unanimously agreed to

the following verdict: "That the deceased, Richard

Jones, died from the ill-treatment he received while in

Northleach Housfe of Coi-rectlon, from hard labour, wafat

of food, and frbrh ho other taUseS." l*he jury in addi-

tion, wished it to be recorded that they had unanimously

agreed that the authorities of Northleach were deserving

of censure for their conduct throughout the affair.

Reigate.—At the Surrey Sessions, on Saturday, the case

of Mr. T. Colson, appellant v. the Justices for the Croy-
don division, came on, as an appeal frdm the decision of

the Justices, ih refusing to grant to the applicant, who is

superintendent of the works of the Croydon Railway, a
victualler's license for his house, known as the Annersley
Tea-gardens. The appellant's house was built three years

ago by the directors of the Railway Company; The license*

after a long inquiry, was granted. This ift said to be the
first time* within twenty Jeafs, that an appeal of this kind
has becin successful.

Wakefield.—At the quarter-sessions for the West-
Riding, held in this town, on Thursday, Joseph Whiteley,

a collier, from Elland, near Halifax, was tried before the
magistrates, for having assaulted and ill-used James
Whiteley, his apprentice. As the evidence in this case is

already known to our readers, it is not necessary to repeat

it. It was considered by the jury conclusive against the
prisoner, and they accordingly found him Guilty. The
Chairman, in passing sentence, said that he had been
found guilty of one of the most atrocious offences ever
brought before a court of justice. He had ill-treated in

a most cruel manner an orphan relation of his own, who
had nobody else but him to look up to for protection.
There could be no doubt of the fact, that without any
reason whatever he had ill-treated him in a way that no
person in court could have heard, and that no one could
read of, without horror. He was sorry that the law did
not allow the Court to inflict a severer punishment ; but
the sentence of the Court was that he be imprisoned in
the House of Correction for 2 years. He was sorry that
they could not sentence him to hard labour, or inflict

any severer punishment.

Railways.—-The following are the returns of the under-
mentioned Railways for the past week:—London and
Birmingham, 14,039*.; Great Western, 11,360/.; South-
western, 5,283/. ; South-Eastern, 1,724/. ; Eastern Coun-
ties, 1,535/. ; North Midland, 3,518/. ; York and ditto,

1,416/. ; Greenwich, 661/.; Croydon, 204/.; Brighton,
2,526/. ; Blackwall, 609/. ; Hull and Selby, 936/. ; Grand
Junction, 6,860/.; Midland Counties, 2,208/.—At the

annual meeting of the proprietors of the Newcastle and
Carlisle Company, held on the 28th ult., a dividend was
declared of 4/. per share of 100/. each, and so on in pro-
portion for the quarter shares payable to the shareholders

on the 21st instant. To meet this dividend the sura of

536/. 0a\ Sd. has been taken from the profits of former

years ; but the reserved fund will still amount to 49,377/.

The accounts of revenue and expenditure for the past year

exhibited a profit of 15,063/., which, considering the de-

pressed state of trade and commerce, the directors be-

lieved would be satisfactory to the proprietors.—The di-

rectors of the Durham and Sunderland Company held

their half-yearly meeting on the 24th ult., and declared a

dividend of 10s. per share, clear of the half-year's income-

tax. The receipts from ordinary traffic on this line, for

the half-year terminating on the 28th Feb., were 15,365/. f

being 1,368/. less than the corresponding half-year of

1&42 , but the working charges were 1,103/. less than they

were during that period t>f 1842, and there has been rf

considerable increase of passengers.—The Kilmarnock
branch of the Glasgow and Ayr Railway was opened 6ri

Monday the 3d inst.— It is understood that on Easter
Tuesday another grand blast of the cliffs on the line of

the South-Eastern Railway, near Dover, will take place.

The operation will be on an extensive scale, as it is in-

tended to explode sixteen mines simultaneously, by means
of the galvanic battery. The time appointed is four o'clock

ih the afternoon, in order W give an opportunity for the

scientific men and others who take an interest in these

remarkable works, to arrive by the morning train frbrti

London.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—We noticed in our last the excitement occa-

sioned by the mail-coach contracts having been given to

a Scotch gehtlethan. The accounts received this week

state that the most lively interest IS felt throughout Ire-

land on the subject, and that memorials innumerable

against the new contract are in course of signature.—At

the weekly meeting of the Repeal Association on Monday,

Mr. Steele, in seconding a resolution of thanks to the

American repealers, announced that he had been ap-

pointed by the Association to go from one end of America

to the other, to agitate the question of repeal; and he

wished how to state that he was ready and willing to fulfil

that Engagement whenever he was called upon.—Mr.
O'Connell said that before the resolution was put, he was

anxious to mfentibh that his eldest son would accOmpafiy

Mr. Steelfe tb Atactica, to assist in obtaining independ-

ence for his country. He then announced the repeal rftttt

for the week to be 448/. 45.

Monaghan.—On Monday, the 3d inst., an outrage took

place in the Barony of Farney, near the town of Carrick-

macross, part of the estate of Mr. Evelyn Shirley, M.P.

A multitude of people, to the amount of 10,000 or 12,000,

of whom very few were tenants on the estate, assembled

in Carrjck macros?, and there seized Mr. Trench, Mr.

Shiricy's agent, who had come forward to address them,,

and dissuade them from violence. This gentlemrirt thtf

dragged with them to Lough Fea Castle, where they sup-

posed Mr. Shirley was staying, endeavouring by menaces

and ill-treatment to extort a promise from him that he

would use his influence with Mr. Shirley to obtain a re-

duction of their rents, by 25, or as some say, 50 percent.

This promise he courageously refused to give ; and after

receiving some severe bruises froth his assailants, he was

surrendered into the hands of a neighbouring gentleman:.

The papers add that the great majority of this mob con-

sisted of strangers ; that Mr. Shirley has always treated

his tenants considerately and kindly ; and that similar aiid

greater outrages have before been perpetrated by the

peasantry upon persons who had devoted their capital to

the employment of native labourers and the improvement

of native produce. Large rewards have been offered for

the apprehension of the offenders.

SCOTLAND.
Mdinburgh.—The Duke of Sutherland has addressed

a' letter to the clergy of Sutherland on the affairs of the

Church of Scotland, from which the following is an ex-

tract :

—

u I deeply regret to find you and other friends

adopting measures which in my conscience I believe in-

jurious to the welfare, and likely to impair the means and

usefulness of that establishment, aiid detrimental to all

the interests committed td her charge. Whenever the

application which you mentioned as proposed td be mad«
to the Legislature may be brought before Parliament, t

shall not fail to endeavour to discharge my duty as a peer

of Parliament. I cannot, however, refrain from express-

ing my hope that in the meantime further consideration

on the part of yourself and other friends may prevent the

crisis vvhich now seems impending^ It is not for me to

endeavour to control or moderate the feelings which, on

your part conscientiously entertained, have much effect in

maintaining and increasing the uncertainty of the connec-

tion between the State and Church— of which I should

much lament the separation- Having always admired and

respected the piety and moral and religious principles of the

people of our Highlands, I have been disposed to asso-

ciate those feelings on the part of the congregations with

the labours of their pastors, and considered that under the

present system we have enjoyed the very great advantage

of having men fearing God, and well qualified to give

diligent care and labour in the parishes committed to their

charge. Therefore, not desiring innovation and disturb-

ance, I cannot but regret the spirit which now encouraged

agitation among our congregations, and I consider it a

melancholy proof of the instability of our human under-

standing.
1

' His Grace has addressed a similar letter to

the elders and parishioners of Farr, expressing his con*
viction that the maintenance of two Kirks and two manses
in the parish would be fatal to the establishment, whatever
amount of funds might be raised to support them, and
hoping that they will remain as they are, and that a faith*
ful minister will continue with a pious congregation in the
established Kirk.—In connection with the Kirk question,
Dr. Chalmers in his valedictory address to his students
last week, observed—" It is impossible to predict the
issue of the crisis now at hand. Ere we meet again, the
church of our fathers will have separated into two great
parties; though it remains a question which of the twa
will be entitled to the name of the church of Scotland—
the church minus the stipends, or the church minus the
people. It now only remains for me to bid you farewell;

but while I do so, I do not bid you a final farewell.

I confidently look forward to our meeting again ; and,
though it may be in a college minus endowments, it is

some consolation to think that we will not have to giv6
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Utterance to the complaint, which others will, that ours

Will be a college minus students."

Isle of Skye.—The Isle of Skye has within the last 40
years furnished for the public services—21 lieutenant-

generals and major-generals; 45 lieutenant-colonels; 600
majors, captains, lieutenants, and subalterns ; 10,000 foot

soldiers ; 120 pipers; 4 governors of British colonies ; 1

governor-general ; 1 adjutant-general ; 1 Chief Baron of

England ; and 1 judge of the Supreme Court of Scotland.

The generals may be classed thus :— 8 Macdonalds, 6
Macleods, 2 Macallisters, 2 M'Cashills, 1 M'Kinnon, 1

M'Queen, and 1 Elder. The Isle of Skye is 60 miles

long, and 20 broad.

JftUscellaneous.
The Blessings of Peace.~~During Sir Robert Peel's

recent speech on the distress of the Country, lie alluded in

remarkable language, to the exertions of Marshal Soult

and the Duke of Wellington in order to counteract the

efforts of the Paris papers to bring about a' rupture

between the two countries. After describing this feeling

of hostility to England, he said :
—" But, sir, at the same

tirhe that that feeling has certainly existed, it is a remark-

able spectacle for thfe civilised wbrld that the two men
&ho hold conspicuous offices—the mbst cbnfipifcubus offices

in the governments of their respective countries—are the

two men the most distinguished in each for their military

genius and fame. Those men have learned the art, and

they have learned also the miseries of war in the fields of

Toulouse and of Waterloo. They have stood opposed to

each other in the plain of battle

—

* Stetimus tela aspera contra
Contulimusque manna.'

And those men, the best judges of the sacrifices which
war imposes upon nations, are now exerting all their

ihfluence in the twd countries to inciilcate lefisonfi bf

peace. It is a glorious occupation for their declining

years. The life of each has been protracted beyond the

ordinary term of human existence, and may God grant

that the life of each may be long preserved, that they

may each in their own land exhort their countrymen to

lay aside all national animosities, and enter into a more
glorious and honourable competition for increasing the

amount of human happiness. And, sir, when I compare
the conduct and example of these mem who have seen

the morhing sun arise upon livifig masses of fiery warriors,

fco many of whom were to be laid low in the gravfe before

that sun should set—when I see them teaching lessons of

peace, and using their salutary influence to discourage

their countrymen from war—when I contrast their object

with that of the anonymous and irresponsible writers in

the public journals, who are doing all they can to exaspe-

rate the differences that have prevailed, who misrepresent

every action of two governments desirous of cultivating

peacef who represent in France that the minister of

Frahce is the tool of England, and in England that the

ministers of England are sacrificing the honour of England

in fear of France— I do trust that the example of these

two illustrious warriors will neutralize efforts such as

those to which 1 have referred, efforts not directed by

zeal for national honour, but to the base purposes of

encouraging national animosity or promoting personal or

party views."

Insanity.—It appears that within the last twenty years

the above dreadful malady has more than tripled. The total

number of lunatics and idiots in England is as follows :

Lunatics, 6,806; idiots, 5,741; together, 12,547. But
allowing for defective returns, the number may be taken at

14,000 ; an average of one to every thousand of the popu-

lation. In Wales—lunatics, 133 ; idiots, 765 : total, 896;

and adding for parishes that have made no returns, they

may be set down at 1,000 ? a proportion of one to eight

hundred. Scotland has 3,652 insane persons, or one to

about seven hundred. In Ireland the number of lunatics

and idiots exceeds 8,000. In one thousand male patients

insanity has been supposed, by an eminent authority, to be

traceable to the following causes relatively:—Drunkenness,

110 ; consequences of disease, 100; epilepsy ,'78 ; ambition,

73; excessive labour, 73 ; born idiots, 71 ;
misfortunes, 69;

old age, 69 ; chagrin, 54 ; love, 47 ; accidents, 39 ; religious

enthusiasm, 29; political events, 26; poisonous effluvia, 17;

ill-usage, 12 ; crimes, remorse, and despair, 9 ; pretended

insanity, 5 ; malconformation of the skull, 4 ; other and
unknown causes, 115.

Hafo.
Court of Chancery.—Attorney-General v. The Earl ofStam-

ford.—The Lord Chancellor delivered judgment in this case,

which, he said, was one of great interest, as relating to the sub-
ject of education and the welfare of the Manchester School,

which had afforded the means of training up many eminent men.
His Lordship first disposed of the objection to the jurisdiction of

the Court, that an order having been obtained under Sir S.

Romilly's Act, the appeal lay only to the House of Lords. The
Court would always interpose where an abuse existed, and
here the Attorney-General had taken no part, and he must have
an opportunity to attend the Master, and so far Lord Cottenham's
order must be affirmed. His Lordship also agreed with his

learned predecessor, in thinking that children of the most tender

years must be admitted, the original foundation directing them
to be taught their " A B C." The Lord Chancellor said he also

agreed with Lord Cottenham, that the trustees must be chosen
from Manchester alone; the original statutes enjoining that they
should be " 12 honest gentlemen and persons within the parish
of Manchester." It was true, that a long practice had prevailed
the other way, but the words were strict and must be so con-
strued. No objection was made to the master taking boarders,
so that it was unnecessary to remark on that subject. But by
the order now appealed against, they were deprived of the bene-
fit of the exhibitions to the university; a very probable motive
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beine Dlace<i at this school, and it was a prohibitionwmen aete&ted the object of allowing boarders to be taken at
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r *hatno Partiality was shown in selecting the

«nf^sT^ £«l^Veoffee* had the power to alter the ordinances
expressly conferred upon them by the founder of the school.

This part of Lord Cottenham's order must, therefore, be omitted,

and the Master must inquire on what conditions boarders ought
tb be received. Wis Lordship said, it had been argued that the

education at this school ought to be entirely of a commercial
nature j but it would be lamentable indeed to arrive at such a
conclusion. The tendency of classical literature was to soften

and humanize the minds of men; and establishments like that
under consideration afforded

1

opportunities tojthe humbler classes,

by the exercise of diligence, activity, and intelligence, to force

their way to the highest stations in life \ arid thus to bind toge-
ther, by the closest ties, all the vafiotis ranks and orders of society.

Welsh v. Gladstone.—This was a petition of appeal on a ques-
tion of construction to be put on the will of Mr. Blunriell,

of Ince Blundel), which has before been noticed in this

Paper. By a codicil to the will, the petitioner, Hall, who
was Mr. Blundell's butler, took an annuity of 200/. a-ycar;
but at the death of the testator he was in possession of

a sealed paper, which he had received some time before,

with directions to present it to Mr. BlundclPs bankers after the
death of Mr. Blundell. This paper contained checks for 500/. in

favour of Hall, and for 300/. in favour of the housekeeper. Sir
Herbert Jermcr, in the Ecclesiastical Court, admitted these
checks to probate as testamentary papers ; but the Vice-Chan-
cellor, in thfe 3uit for: the administration of the estate, declared
that the executors were iiot botfnd to prfy them, as he considered
them to be revoked by a clause of revocation in the will, and
also on a sound construction of the will itself. Hall then pre-

sented a petition of appeal. Mr. Roupel and Mr. Rult, in sup-
port of this petition, argued that the Court of Chancery had no
jurisdiction to take the course it had taken with respect to these
two papers; The act of the Vice- Chancellor amounted to a
declaration that the instrument which the Ecclesiastical Court
had pronounced to be a good testamentary paper was in reality

hot so, for the decision of Bid Honour could not revoke the gilt

without annulling the paper. There was no pretence for saying
that there had been a substitution, nor d!d the court say so: it

merely declared that the gift was revoked ; or, in. Other words,
that the instrument giving it could not be held valid, although
Sir Herbert Jenner, the competent authority in a court having
exclusive jurisdiction in such matters, had declared the paper
to be entitled to probate. It had been said there was a revo-

cation, but, in point of fact, that was not so. The clause of

revocation said that, " subject as aforesaid, and except as is

hereinafter mentioned," the testator gave all his personal pro-

peity in such and such manner. Now, the checks in question
had been declared by the Ecclesiastical Court to be testamentary

;

And although neither a part of the will nor codicils, they came
clearly Under the head of exceptions made by the testator in the

revocation clause* They submitted, therefore, that as the Eccle-

siastical Court had decided in their favotir,- and would, if applied
to, order payment of the checks, the Vice-Chancellor had no
power to refuse it, by a declaration that the instruments were
void. Mr. Stuart and Mr. Fleming supported the order of the

court below, and cited a number of authorities to show that the
court, in construing a will, had the power to say whether, in its

opinion, a gift was not revoked or satisfied by substitution. Mr.
Roupel, in reply, reminded his Lordship that the papers in ques-
tion were clearly admitted to be testamentary, or else there
could not have been an argument. The question was, could a
court of eqility say they had been wrongly admitted as such, for

it Could not say they had been satisfied. The Lord Chancellor
said he thought the Question had taken a shape of some delicacy

and difficulty, and he must consider it.

Shkiukks' Court.— Custom House Frauds.—The Queen v.

Vidil and [Hurel.—A commission having been issued to the

Sheriff of Middlesex, to inquire whether and what amount of

debt in the shape of duties upon goods imported from foreign

pairs was due to her Majesty by Edward Vidil and Charles

Hurcl, the inquisition was held on Tuesday before Mr. Wilde

and Mr. Hurchell, who were appointed commissioners. It ap-

peared from the statements of counsel, that the goods imported

by the defendants were gloves, the duty upon which was very
high, and it was, therefore, the hounden duty of Government to

protect them. Those duties were of three classes— 4s. a-dozen
upon small-sized or ladies' gloves, 5*. a-dozen for men's gloves,

and b>. a-dozen upon lanies' long gloves. The duty upon these
articles being so very high, it was, of course, of considerable ad-
vantage to the public that it should be protected against such
frauds. Mr. Vidil was a glove-manufacturer residing at Grenoble,
and Mr. Hurel, the other defendant, who resided in the Old

Jewry in this city, was his partner. They had been for a
considerable time in the habit of importing large quantities

of gloves from Grenoble, and the inquisition was held for

the purpose of ascertaining the duty due and payable upon
their importation. Mr. Bullock, a gentleman in the ofhee

of the Solicitor of Customs, deposed, that of three cases of

goods brought by the Harlequin, in 1840, one which held

704 dozen pairs of gloves, and should have paid 1767. duty,

only paid 41/. 7s. 6rf., the amount of duty on 185 dozen pairs, thus

causing a loss to the Crown of 134/. 12*. 6d. ; and another which
held 024 dozen pairs, and which ought to have paid 23!/. duty,
in reality only paid 70/. 12*. 5d., by which the Crown lost up-
wards of l60Z. Again, that upon several cases of goods, which
were received by the Belfast and William Jolliffe vessels, the

duty payable was 4or»/., the duty paid 130/. 7*- 2<Z., thus cheating

the Crown out of 364/. 13s. I0d. On the nth of January, 1841,

the defendants cleared from the Belfast goods on which the duty
payable was 185/., but on which they did not pay more than 43/.

4s. 4d. The inquiry was adjourned to Thursday, when after a

long inquiry Mr. Commissioner Wilde summed up at consider-

able length. He explained the nature of this proceeding. He
said it was instituted by the Crown to ascertain the exact amount
due. It was a preliminary step to a proceeding elsewhere. This

was the way in which the verdict would affect the parties. If

they returned one for the Crown the defendants were at perfect

liberty to plead to the action and offer whatever defence was in

their power. But if their verdict was against the Crown, it

would be an estoppel to any further proceeding. After pointing

out the issue in dispute to the jury, they retired, and in half an
hour returned a verdict in favour of the Crown for 6,328/.

Central Criminal Court.— James Dawson, a sailor, was
charged with the wilful murder of a person unknown, at Zanzibar,

in the dominion of the Imaum of Mviscat, on the 26th August,

1842. It appeared that the prisoner, then a sailor belonging to

the Earl of Clare, and one or two others, were drinking at the

house of an Arab, and that some disturbance had arisen. Shortly

after this, the prisoner, who had left the house some time pre-

viously, returned, saying, that he had stabbed a native who had
made an assault on him. On search, the body of the dead man
was found ; but the Imaum of Muscat, who is a close ally of the

British Government, preferred delivering Dawson up to be tried

by the authorities in England. The evidence was not such as to

warrant a conviction, and the prisoner was accordingly acquitted.

Assizk I ntkj.i.igknck.— Norfolk Circuit.— (Norwich).—
Barker, Clerk, v. Birch, Esq.—This was an action by way of

appeal from the decision of Mr. Matthew, one of the tithe com-
missioners, allowing a modus of 6s. in lieu of the tithes of 660

acres of land, in the parish of Shipdham, the property of the de-

fendant. Mr. Matthew considered that modus to be satisfactorily

established, and the plaintiff brought the present issue to try the

validity of his determination.—The Solicitor-General appeared

for the defendant. The plaintiff is rector of the parish of Ship-

dham, and defendant is a gentleman of large fortune, and owner
of a considerable estate in the same parish. The lands in respect

of which the modus is payable form a portion of that estate, and
were in very ancient times a park, though in comparatively
modern times they had been brought into cultivation as a farm.

The plaintiff traced up the existence of the lands as a park to the

time of Edward VI. In the fifth year of that reign the Bishop of

Ely granted a lease to one Barrow of the site of the manor of

Shipdham, with the lodge, park, and lord's close, parcel* of the

| demesne west of the park, and a certain pond in the parfe.

Between that, year and the third of Elizabeth the estate passed

out of the Bishop of Ely into the Crown, she having in that and
a subsequent year of her reign granted the lands to the VVode-

house family at a fee-farm rent of 21/. 6s. 5rf. During the Com-
monwealth the Parliament bethought themselves of raising-

money by the sale of this fee-farm rent, and in the particulars

of sale it was stated to be charged upon these lands, which were
described in the same terms in which they are mentioned in the

Bishop's lease. The estate, having remained in the Wodehouse
family for some years, became vested in the noble family of the

Townshends, from whom it passed in 1815 to the late Marques*
Cornwallis, the last possessor of that titie. In 1824, the trustees

of the Marquess sold ity together with other property, by auction.

Amongst the property so sold was the advowson of the rectory

of Shipdham. In the particulars of sale the lands covered by the

modus were described as free from the payment of tithes in kind,

and liable to a modus not exceeding Ida. It was, however, added,

that the purchasers must take the advoWson and these lands as

they found them, and not require any covenant as to the title-

exemption. At this sale the plaintiff became the purchaser of

the advowson, and the defendant of the estate in question ; and
it is not unreasonable to suppose, that the sum paid for the living

was less than it would otherwise have been had not these lands

been covered by this small modus, and that Mr. Birch, on the

other hand, paid a higher price for the lands in consideration of

such modus than he would have done had they been subject to

the payment of the tithes in kind. Indeed, the advowson of the

living, which is said to be worth 1,000/. a-year, was purchased

by the plaintiff for 9,000/. In order to prove the exemption from
tithes, it was shown by defendant that in 1/07 one Mr. Towns-
hend was the inenmbent, having been presented by his relation,

Lord Townshend ; that he was succeeded by Mr. Coleby Bul-

lock, his son-in-law, in 1754; he by Dr. Edridge, in 1804; and
the reverend doctor by the plaintiff in 1820, about two years alter

the time of his purchase. The names of the successive occupiers

of the lands so often mentioned, which are at this day re-

spectively called the Park Farm, Cordy's Farm, and Peck's

Farm, were then shown $ and a series of accounts in the hand-
writings of Mr. Townshend and Mr. Bullock was then given in

evidence, by which they, the then rectors, acknowledged to have
received the sum of 6b. from l?44 to 1804 for tithes of the lands

formerly the ancient Shipdham Park. The amount was uniform,

and the payment made year by year by the respective occupiers.

One of the occupiers, who was also tenant oi other lands, held

under a title derived from Sir Ralph Hare, paid tithes for those

lands, and the receipt for such titl.es was acknowledged in the

same accounts which contained the entry of the 6s- The same
thing also took place as to the " Lord's close," which was leased

with the park by the Bishop of Ely in the reign of Edward VI.,

and is tithablc. A letter, written in 1799 by Mr. Bullock, Hie

then rector, was also proved and read, it was written to a»
agent of Lord Townshend, then owner of this estate, and stated

that the lands held under the title from Sir H. Hare, and also the
11 Lord's close," were subject to tithes in kind, but that he under-

stood that the lands in question formed a portion oi the ancient

Shipdham Park. The modus was said by defendant to be payable

annually at Lammas, and that lact was shown by one of the

rectors' receipts. The boundaries of the ancient park were very

clearly defined and described, and the site of " the pond in the

park," mentioned in the Bishop's lease, is still traceable, though

now a pond no longer. Sir T. Wilde, at great length, addressed

the Jury on behalf of the plaintiff, contending that the case of

his opponent had failed in every particular which it behoved him
to prove, in order to deprive the rector of the right to tithe in

kind, to which he was entitled at common law. Lord Chief

Justice Tindal summed up the evidence with great minuteness,

and leit the Jury to say whether it satisfied them that the modus
in question had been paid lroin the time oi legal memory, to the

amount and at the period at which the tithe- commissioner had
decided it to be payable % observing, that prttnd fade the in-

cumbent was to be considered as entitled to receive tithe in

kind, and that it was on the defendant to establish the modus
relied upon by clear evidence. The Jury found a verdict lor the

defendant, thus establishing the validity of the modus claimed.

Wkstkkn Circuit.— (lixeter.;— The Queen v. Awes.—This case,

which has been so long pending, without the possibility of

bringing it to trial, was brought on last week, and, after a con-

siderable delay, it was found that only six special jurymen were
present. The absent jurors were fined 10/. each, and the de
icndant not agreeing to have a common jury, withdrew the
record. This is the fourth time that this cause has come to these

Assizes for trial, and in one instance only has a verdict been
returned. The first time, the case was abruptly closed on the

termination of the plaifitifi^S evidence) the learned judge (Cole-

ridge) who presided, being obliged to leave Immediately to open
the Commission in Cornwall. On the second occasion, a verdict

of Guilty was returned, thus determining the right ol the public

to use the foot-path in dispute; an application was then made
for a new trial, which was granted, ami was to have taken place

at the la*t Assizes, but the pressure of business at that time pre-

vented its coming on, anu it was made a remanet. in order to

guard against the recurrence of such a contingency, the judges,
on this occasion, made this the last place on circuit, thus se-

curing to themselves the whole of the interval betoie the com-
mencement ol liaster Term. iiut a misunderstanding aiosc as to

the exact day on which the judge would take the cause, and
although Sir T. Wilde, and other counsel, were brought uown
on purpose for the trial, it is again postponed. This matter has

now become even of more serious importance than it previ-

ously was, because old witnesses die off, as many are said to

have done, and in addition to this, where a pathway is in ques-

tion, and a view is had, of course every lew months will tend to

diminish the traces of its existence, and in this case the defen-
dant has inclosed the whole of the ground, so that no one cau
use the path, and the public are entirely excluded. Another
remarkable circumstance is, that the prosecutors commenced
their case; they must, therefore, have all their witnesses in at-

tendance at first, whereas the delendant need not, in bo long a
case, bring them to Kxeter lor some days, it seems doubtiul
whether the case will ever be tried. Either the judges will not
have time to take it, or there will not be a sufficient number of

special Jurors in attenuance, because the juror would rather give
10/. than sit in a jury-box lor a week, to say nothing oi the

amount of his tavern bill. In the meantime the path is closed,

and the public have lost the use of it lor four years, as these
cliffs are to Lyme what the parks are to London.
Northkhn Circuit.—(Liverpool.)—The trial of Mary Hunter,

on a charge of murdering John Hunter, her husband, at Man-
chester, which commenced on Thursddy morning, concluded on
Friday, and ended in the prisoner's acquittal by the direction of

the learned Judge, on the evidence of the medical witnesses,

several of whom were examined $ and which, coupled with the

fact that no poison was detected in the stomach ol the deceased,

in his Lordship's opinion, leit it too doubtiul a matter to convict

the prisoner. An acquittal was accordingly taken.

Wilmot Buckley was indicted for the wiliul murder of his wife,

Elizabeth liuckley, at St. Helen's, on the 27th .November last.

The particulars of this case wereiully given in this Taper at the

time. The facts were fully proved, and the Counsel lor the pri-

soner contended .that he committed the deed under heated an"

excited feelings; that in proportion as the deceased was fond of

her husband, iu the same proportion would be her feelings of

jealousy, \iov which, as the evidence demonstrated, she had too

much reason. The learned Counsel proceeded to show that the

field had a thoroughfare where the body was found, and was oi

all other places the most unlikely one whi« h a deliberate mur-
derer would select lor the commission of the deed. Ti.e blow,
too, was a lett-handed one—another reason why it was not de-

liberate, but the result of instantaneous passion. The rag which
I was found iu the neck Vas a proof that the momenthe had com-
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fitted the act he rushed to her assistance to stop the blood—hi
heal the wound. Mr. Baron Parke proceeded to su.ro up, stating
his own belief that nothing had occurred to take the offence out of
the category of murder. He proceeded, at great length, to read
the evidence, which he commented on as he proceeded. The
Jury found the prisoner Guilty of murder, but recommended
him to mercy on the ground of his own statement. His Lord-
snip, in passing sentence, stated that he would forward the
fury's recommendation to the Secretary of State, but he could
«old out no hope of life. He advised the prisoner to prepare for
lnat end which in a few days he would have to meet. The pri-
soner, on the sentence being passed, appeared not the least
affected by his situation, and walked away with the greatest
composure.

I V\fILLIAM MAY begs to announce that he can now
» supply the following new and showy plants*, for the first

time offered to the Public.

SPORTING.
Epsom Spring Racks.—The races on Friday commenced with

oO/, given by Sir G. Heathcote, added to a sweepstakes of 5 sovs.
each

5 3 yrs old J st, and 4 yrs old 9 st. One mile. 13 subs. Won
ny Mr. Gardnor's Captain Flathooker (late St. Lawrence), 4 yrs,
(Mami)

; beating Mr. Goodman's Maccabeus, 3 yrs. The follow-
*'}£ also started, but were not placed : Lord G. Bentinck's St. Jean
H Acre, 4 yrs j Mr. Greville's ch f by Ishmael out of Morelia, 3
y rS; Mr. Braithwaite's Courage, 3 yrs; Mr. Monk's Crocus, 3
*rs; Mr. Kaworth's Conquest, 3 yrs (fell); Mr. Gray's Gander,
^yrs; Mr. Werninck's Patchwork, 4 yrs; Gen. Wyndham's c by
Velocipede out of Guerdon, 3 yrs< Sir G. Heathcote's Sinkol, 3
yrsj Mr. Smith's ch f Spiteful, 3 yrs (fell): and Mr. Balchin's
Epaulette, 4 yrs (fell).

25/. given by the Town and Neighbourhood, added to a sweep-
stakes of 5 sovs. each; 3 yrs, 6st; 4 yrs, 8st41b; 5 yrs, 8st 13 lb;
£yrs and aged, Qst Mb. Winner to be sold for 250/. Heats, 1

{jule. 9 subs. Won by Sir G. Heathcote's Hydaspes> 4 yrs (A.
J^rren) $ beating Mr. Balchin's Dromedary, 6 yrs $ Mr. Wreford's
* bV Camel out of Wadasthra, 3 yrs ; Mr. Thompson's Tom Slape,

j

1 yrs
5 Capt. Willan'sThe Duke, 6 yrs; Lord G. Bentinck's Mus-

7*l>ha, 5 yrs; and Mr. S. Scott's gr c (trey Hercules, 3 yrs. Hy-
"a«pes cut out the work in every heat, losing the first by a head,
«nd winning the others easily,
^'cepstakes of 3 sovs. each, with a purse added; 3 yrs, 6 st

JO lb
; 4 yrs, g st 12 lb ; 5 yrs, 9 st 6 lb ; six yrs and aged, 9 st 10 lb

;

winners extra, &c. Won by Mr. Goodman's Chummy, 4 yrs
j^vans) ; heating Mr. J. Dockeray's Monarch (late Rough Robin),
pj**> Lord G. Bentinck's Mustapha, 5 yrs; and Mr. May's Little
airy, aged. Chummy made all the running, and won in a canter

°y at least 40 yards.
TATTKRSALL'S, Thursday.-DERBY. — 6 to 1 agst Mr.
•akelock's A British Yeoman (taken, and afterwards offered)

;

In)?
l agst Mr ' T. Taylor's Gamecock (taken); 20 to 1 agst

Can
E£!inton 's Aristides (taken) ; 20 to 1 agst Mr. Bowes's

otherstone (taken, and afterwards offered) ; 25 to 1 agst Lord

(tav ,

rfleld 's Parthimi (taken)
;
2fito 1 agst Mr. Bell's Winesour

Biiu
n)

! 2fi to ] agst Sir G ' Hcatncote 's Amarino
; 30 to 1 agst

" Keof Richmond's Cornopean (taken) ; 33 to 1 agst Mr. Good-

(t

^s Maccabeus (taken) ; 35 to 1 agst Lord G. Bentinck's Gaper

3s t
' 35to * afi:st Lord Westminster's Languish colt (taken);

Coin i

1 RgKt Mn Gri*fitk,a Ncwcourt (taken) ; 40 to 1 agst

ae^f t
Peel's Mnrat (taken, and afterwards offered); 45 to 1

LuceH°
rCl Chesterfielu 's Progress colt; 50 to 1 agst Lord Exeter's

flair?*?
Colt

( taken)5 50 l0 ! a&st L°rd Orford's Mercy colt

Hgsti
5 50t° l aeSt 3)uke of Grafton '

s Cataract: innn to in

Rosali

iirsf &' ag:st mike of Grafton's Cataract; 1000 to 10
Mi*. R. Wood's Ely (taken); 100 to 1 agst Lord Bruce's

iii?5P^
(take,1

> i
40° to I0° aKsfc Scott's lot (taken)

; 1000 to

Pe«.p* i
Heathcote's lot (taken); 2500 to 100 agst Colonel

KarNil
(ta

*
eu) - OAKS.-7 to

1
agst Lord Westminster'sttua i)a>'J 16 to 1 agst Lord Watcrford's The Fairy.

ad t« £
LANE

» Monday, Aran. 10.—For this day's Market we
oiiiiiHm

nCreas*d Supp,y ^ English Wheat from Essex, and themmo
, was improved; from Suffolk and Kent the quantityModerate only; the Millers being bare of Stock were free^ers at an advance of l.s. to 2.s*. from this day sc'imight.™We

rv iV
t
H?

por
»an ?

r ""Pavement in the value of Foreign. Fine
y Malting Barley was in demand at last week's prices, but in
ending there is no alteration. Peas of all sorts are Is. lower,

'l« old Beans partake of a similar decline, whilst new sell on the
*hie terms. Oats are a heavy sale at the currency of last Monday.
,, BRITISH, PKJl IMPKIUAI, QUARTER. S. S.
hfi at, Kfisux, Kent, and Suffolk . . . Whit* 40 to fiO

"jT- Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Malting and distilling

^Lincolnshire and Yorkshire
Northumberland and Scotch

y^
Irlsh

Poland s

Feed
Feed

J*na, Maeagan, old and new
ea8Tw['??on' H el iKol««d •

*. S.
fted 40 to 40
White — to—
Grind, li) to 25
Keed M to 22
Potato 15 to 24
l'otatol4 to 22— to —

22 to 26" Harrow 23 to 30

40 to 46
26 to 30
13 10 23
— to —
9 to 18

, 20 to 25 Tick
. • 27 to 31 WindB. — to — Lon^pod— to -IWhlt* 2flto80 Maple 25 to 27 Grey 23 to 25

WKKKI.Y IMFISRlAXi AVKRAGKS.

'ar.
24

3
](>

17
24
31

^Clrs* A*s *W<*KateAver.
1)'Utl(!»

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Kye. Beans. Veas-
m 43 G 27 2 17 1 28 4 26 U 30 1

• 411 3 27 4 17 3 2!) 26 7 28 6
4H 1 27 7 17 2 23 4 26 6 29 4
47 6 27 11 17 4 28 10 26 8 28 «

» 47 2 28 4 17 7 29 3 26 3 28 II
46 S 28 6

27 1"

17 4 £9 4 26 28 6

r. 47 7 17 .'t

8

28 G
!

26 6 29

1 20 9 11 6 11 6
j

11

Al ,S IN TI IK RIVK R J,A ST WKKK.

Wish
>sh

«<*

;

°*i«n

41G6
Flour.

Sks. - Brls.

rf

ARRIVALS
Wheat
lf>30

Wht.
3584

Barl-
2264
863

Malt.
4487

Oats.
2664
21152

Rye.
320

Bns.
1173

— — — — -
1
2650

THIS WKKK.
Barley
2760

Oats
2180

10090

Peai
77

Flour
2910

Ha GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
n(i,)i. nr *—

^

V " Mott, Kegent-street, laceinan—J. Bowie,

Bomaria (Alstrtemeria) ^.

pubescens (Peru) * 5

M M sub-
tubra (Peru) . . 5

fuchsia Ballooni (May's) lo
Tweedia rosea (per doz. t

18s.) •. . . .2

6

6

feuenos Ayrcs, bloom
four inches long, very
splendid

Passiflora, new Mignon-
ette-scented, hot yet
named, vtry iswbet
(from PteMi) .

S. d.

21

10 6
Gesneriaalba (ofTweedie)
W. M. can also Supply the following well-known favourite

Verbenas, Knight's new
varieties, viz., Fanny
Elssler,Westongiiibvin\
'conspic.ua> Prince of
"\Vaies,iJrownleana,ma-
jestica, Bride, Leonora,
formosissima, and Da-
visoni—the set for

Plants, viz. :— 5. d. s. d.
Pcntlandla miniata . .50
Cypripedium insigne (per

doz. 18s.) . . .26
Calceolaria, Lady Con-

stable . . . . 10 6
Ismene peduncularis (pet
doz. 12s.) ; h .16

Fuchsias* S& fine distinct visoni—the set for . 20
hybrid varieties, for . 20
One Hundred sorts ofshowy Hardy Herbaceous Plants, named,

of W. M.'s selecting, for 42s.

Hollyhocks, all warranted saved from double flowers, seedfc in
packets of 200 for 2s. 6d., 500 for 5s.

Hope Nursery, Leeming-lane, near Beriale, Yorkshire, April 5.

NEW SEED ESTABLISHMENT, 6, LEADENHALL-STREET.
XTURST & MCMULLEN—" The Hands" for many
*-A years in the house of Warner and Warner, 28, Cornhili

—

beg to return their grateful acknowledgments for the kind
patronage they have already received from numerous Friends,
and respectfully to inform them they can supply every variety
of Kitchkn-Gardkv, Agricultural, and Fiowbr SbbdS, of
the very finest quality. All orders they may be faVbured with
will be carefully and promptly attended to.

General Catalogues of Seeds, Greenhouse Plants, Dahlias, and
Pansies, maybe had on application. Their List of new and choice
Flower Seeds, &c, in Harrison's Floricultural Cabinet for April,
will be found worthy of notice. Among them are the following :

per packet— s. d.
Alonsoa grandiflora . 1

Alstrcemerias, choice var. 1

Anagallis Phillipsii . .10
1, monelli major . I

Anemone, New Hybrid
Russian . . .10

Arpemone grandiflora . 6
Aster, fine imported, mixed 6
Auricula, — from stage-
flowers . . . .10

Balsam, Camellia-flowered 6
,, 12 vars,, mixed

Brachycomeiberidifolia .

Calceolaria, fine vars.
Campanula trachelioides.
Carnation,— from stage-

flowers....
Cineraria, fine new var. .

Clintonia pulchella .

Dahlia (Widnall's), fine .

Delphinium vestitum(new)
Didiscus cocruleus .

Digitalis, new spotted
Fuchsia, from choice var. 1

Gaillardia, in var. . .

Gloxinia, from best sorts

Heartsease, from named
flowers, selected , ,

Hollyhock, fine German,
24 vars., mixed . •

Ipomcea rubro-ca^rulea .

,, new yellow-
Larkspur, imported Ger-
man, mixed .

Lisianthus Russellianus .

Lobelia ramosa, or hete-

rophylla, — new and
splendid

Malva maritima, new .

Marygold, new superb

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

6

6

1

1

1

1

fi

6

6

6

6

per packet.—*, d.
Mesembryanthemum tri-

color . . . .10
Mimulus, from fine vars. 6
Nemophila cramboides .

CEnothera macrocarpa . 6
Pelargonium, from best

sorts . . . .10
Pentstemon, from choice

varieties - - * 6
Petunia, frbm impregna-
ted seed . . .10

Phlox Drummondii, new 6
Wood's

new scarlet . . .26
Picotee, finest imported,
yellow . . . .26

Polyanthus, (Sheppard's),
fine . . . .10

Primula sinensis rosea . 6

M n alba . 1

Portulaca Thellusoni fc 1

,, splendens . 1
~"

„ Gilesii . .10
Rhodanthe Manglesii . fi

Salpiglossis, fine, mixed . 6
Salvia patens . . .10
Schizopetalon Walkerii . 1

Schizanthus Hookerii . 1

,, Grahami • 6
Stock, imported German,

24 vars. mixed . .10
>9 New intermediate 6
,, Prince of Wales . 1

Thunbcrgia alata alba . 1

» aurantiaca . 1

Troproolum, in var. . 1

Verbena, fine, mixed . l

Violet, Russian . v 6
Wallflower, New Blue . 6
Xeranthemum robustum,
white and yellow . 6

Zinnia elegans, fine var.
mixed ....

French .

,, African, extra fine 6

Marianthus creruleus . 1

Collection of Imported German Asters, 24 varieties .

Stocks
(Zinnias) 8 varieties

Balsams, 6 ,, •

Hollyhocks, 24 „
Larkspurs, 12 „

[The above are from the first German growers known.]

99

it

»»

99

»«

1

5

6
3

3
5

3

Berbeiis aquifolium 2
True Cabul Lucerne 4rf. to 1

Broccoli.—Walcheren (true.) [This fine variety, if sown
in April, June, and August, will produce a
succession for the table throughout the year] 2
do. (small packets) .... 1

Chappell's Cream and Early White ... 1
New Late Hardy Pink Cape (fine) . . . 1

Beet.— Blood-red, improved variety
Brussels Sprouts.—Fine imported

„ m Couve Tronchuda (delicious winter
vegetable)

Cauliflower.—Large Asiatic

Cabbage.—New Victoria (early)

Lee's Nonsuch
Carrot.—Superb Scarlet Studley

19

1

1

1

Celery.—Seymour's Superb White
,

Law's Giant White

, *,, --er-mnnuiauturcr— \V. G- l'itt, Cheltenham, banker— »*.

p*0a
f j

1'
Cne,n ist— C. J. and J- Ciausucn, Liverpool, corn-iactors—J. K.

IC
l'^\V.'i^

crn,">,
» wine-merchant—A. Mer|ja, Nantwich, Cheshire, wateh-

(\»"
R,

'Leort
8
» Wolverhampton, diaper— J. Johnstone, Manchester, banker

[' Ce*tp r«h
'• B» Wood, Liverpool, 8hip-chandle«—H. Savage, Coaley,

^•spade-inaniiracturer— C. J. Morley, Liverpool, flouj-dealer—'f,.eri » OMi *
uu "'n;i" ,11;,(tur, ' r— <• •' Money, Liverpool, nuut-Uealer—

m \
VVH siJKYiS"1?^"* licensed victualler.

' \?dinbur»rUfc&1KATlUNS.—J. Eddie, Airdrie, ironmonger-R. Ay-
n, '""brav t %

T«
r
.'.
ter lo t,,e »i«net—Smith & Co-, Dundee, china merchants

apuinean7n, V-
,,1)ody» Clackmannan, distillers—W- Finlay, Drumsleed,

99

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
6
6

6

6

ir6# farmer.
[irThs
i?.

el1,
«>f a «£l!~L

e 18th inst -' at 24 > Lowndes-street, the Hon. Mrs. Augustu& 0f a son^ff^Cf-On the 0th inst., at Kri jihton, the Lady Augusta Sey-
ihe fith inst-, the Lady Mabel JaV*f adauTw'

B,
i
Try ""'.Taplow, on

Uii
e
,
nn»wav «^°"

t,

ll,e Cth.inst., at Kscot, Devonshire, the lady of Sir
V^Hll.'n '."art » <»r a son.

t\

All)
-. to'7?

n the
,!

0ln inst., at St. Ber
h
i8th'in7 e5 « ld«* daughter of H.

arli

ernard's, Edinburgh, W. V. Andrew,
Kacburn, Esq<i of St. Bernards'

BffljV^ei E'nlSiS^S
Weald. Essex, Charles Stannard, eldest son of the

jjgjhail. uslace
' l0 Laura, youngest daughter of C. T. Tower, Esq., of

C^°n
mst.

pt.
•oua,
r?ctoi

house, XTe, tapper Gloucester-street, Doraet-
r, in his 70th year—On the 13th inst.,

U«W ot Inworih"
' vv V ^, '. Iteck« st» brother of Sir J. Beckett,

Uh in«
:, in Great For i»nH

ai
l
C,S Hy\?' BZHi

in lhe 43d y«" ^Wi age.im uroat Portland-otreet, Mrs. Burkinshaw, aged 85.

Perkin's Giant Red
Cucumber.—Wood's fine Ridge

Lettuce.—Fine Imported Paris Green Cos ... I

„ New Hardy Bath Cos (requires no tying) . . i

„ Victoria Cabbage
]

Onion.—New White Globe o

Turnip.— Howard's Nonsuch o

H. & M'M. beg1 at the preaent season to invite the attention of
the Public to their very extensive assortment of Hardy Perennial
Plants (of which they are in daily receipt of fresh supplies of all

the best varieties), as well as choice Carnations and Picotees

(named sorts), Is. M. per pair. Pinks, sd. per pair. Dahlias,

Pansies, Chrysanthemums, Fuchsias. Roses (in pots), Cinerarias,

Camellias, Pelargoniums, &c. &c

To the lovers of that delicious fruit, the Strawberry, they beg
to offer Mtatt's British Qukkn (true), at 10s. 6rf. per 100. This

kind by far surpasses any other for flavour, and is one of the

most abundant bearers known.

Seeds and Plants carefully selected and packed for all climates.

—Fine mixed Grasses for lawns and permanent pasture.—Russia

Mats Knives, &c. &c—Experienced Gardeners recommended.

^J UIRLIJNG'S Catalogues of English and Foreign
^* Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Pansiks,Verbknas,&Fuchsias,

are ready and'can be had on prepaid application. The plants are

healthy and strong:; and the earliest orders will receive the first

attention Plants of most of the varieties can be had after the

20th of April ; those cultivated by other growers procured, and

forwarded the first week in May. Dane-Croft Nursery, Stow,

market, Suffolk

SPLENDID NEW CACTUS "CONWAY'S GIA&T."
T> CONWAY begs to inform those Friends who haVe
J- • favoured him with orders for the above that their Plants'
will be ready on the ioth 6F April. A few good Plants still to tte
disposed of, 2 guineas each.
Conway's New Pelargonium "LANEI," decidedly the best

yet raised for early forcing, which is fully admitted by the principal
London Florists who have seen it in bloom—7*. 6rf. each. An
allowance to the Trade where two plants are taken.

Fof description of these two new productions see advertisement
in the Gardeners' Chronicle of March li.

Scarlet Pelargoniums. The best varieties for potting and
bedding; out.—Old Brompton, March 39. 1843.

MARNOCK & MANLEY beg to announce that their
Catalogue of New Fuchsias, Verbenas, Dahlias, &c. f

is now ready, and may be had on application. They have on
hand a few original packets, as imported, of German Aster,
Stock, Balsam, and other Choice Flower-seeds, at the lowest
advertised prices.—Nursery, Hackney, April 13, 1843.

HENRY HAMMOND, Nursery and SfcED5&A&,
Mundford, near Brandon; Suffolk, respectfully announces

to the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public generally, that the late

fine season for preserving his admired WHITE CAPE BROCCOLI
enables him to offer it at 3s. M. a packet, which will contain half
an ounce. The many orders already received from those who
Were purchasers last year justify H. H. in again offering it to

the public. The flavour is not only equal to any Cauliflower,

but it is as hardy as any of the Cabbage tribe. By sowing in

March, the end of May, and August, a supply may. be had ne&rljr

all the year. If any gentleman wishes for information respecting
its quality, a reference to the undermentioned Gardeners will

meet with an immediate reply:—Mr. Wylie, His Grace the Duke
of Grafton, Euston Hall; Mr. Piper, Right Hon. Lord Walsing-
ham, Merton Hall; Mr. Hammond, Sir Richard Sutton, Bart.,
Lynford Hall; Mr. Brownly, John Angerstein's, Esq., Weeting
Hall. Messrs. Flanagan, Seedsmen, Mansion-house-street,
London, who can warrant the stock, and will carefully execute
any orders entrusted to them.—Mundford, April 5, 1843.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will sub-

mit to public competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartho
lomew-lane, on Thursday, April 20th, and following day, at
12 o'clock, a first-rate collection of Carnations and PicofEBnj
Choice Dahlias, Fuchsias, VkrBknas, PelArgoniums, Pinks,
and a variety of Plants in bloom. May be viewed the morning
of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
'-^ ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapside, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly ; loans advanced from 25/.

to 600/., lor three or more years, on approved personal or other
security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate
amount.
Endowments for Children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at 14 or 21 $ in case of death the whole of the money
returned to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-
spectuses and every information to be had of Frbdkrick Law-
ranck, Resident Secretary, 112, Cheapside.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church-street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,
and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety
of sizes of these much- approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or
Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to thfc

merits of these Boilers .(see Chronicles March, 1842, page 1/5*
and February, 1843j page 87), renders it unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description:—
They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at
pleasure* very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in 14 or 15 hours, price Al. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-
ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,
Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c.
N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description.

IMPROVED SYSTKM OF HEATING GREENHOUSES,
MELON, PINE, AND CUCUMBER-BEDS, &c.

CALDWELL, PARKER, & Co., Iron-Founders,
Scotland-Road, Warrington, Lancashire, most respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Seedsmen, Gar-
deners, &c. to the improvement which they have made in the
system of Heating Hothouses by Water—a system which su-
persedes all others in producing the most healthy Plants in the
shortest time, for which they can produce the most undeniable
reference.
The improved system prevents the scorching of plants, so

common to flues, and keeps the house in one regular tempera-
ture, with a saving of fuel and labour ; and the Improvers war-
rant their system to be superior to any other, and ultimately, far

less expensive.
references.

of

of

**

The Right Hon. the Earl
Derby, Knotvsley

The Right Hon. the Earl
Scfton, Croxteth

The Right Hon. Lord F. Eger-
ton, Worsley

Hon. Lord Vernon, Sudbury
Sir Philip Egerton, Bart

Oulton
Sir Edw. Cust, Bart., Leasowe
Sir E. Mostyn, Bart., Talacre
Sir John Williams, Bart., Bodle-
wyddan

Sir R. Brooke, Bart., Norton
Priory

Rev. J. J. Hornby, A.M., Win-
wick

O. F. Meyrick, Esq., Bodorgan
R. Edwards, Esq., Jtoby
G. A. Leigh Keck, Esq., Bre-

therton
J. B. Gltgg, Esq., Withington
J. Plumpton, Esq., Everton
J. Johnson, Esq., Parr
T.Johnson, Esq., Runcorn
W. Shand, Esq., Allerton
J. Woolwright, Esq., Wevertree
W. Fielden, Esq., Feniscowles
R. Roskell, Esq., Woolton

J. S. Leigh, Esq., ChUdwail
T. Robinson, Esq., Booth'

Mr. Skirving, Nurseryman aud
Seedsman, Liverpool

C. HorsfaU, Esq., Lirerpoo

I

T. Greenall,Esq., Wilderspool

Shipley Conway, Esq., Bod-
ryddan

T. Morris, Esq., Southport

John Greenall, Esq., Middleton

John Williams, Esq., Gwersyllt

J.Toulmin, Esq., West Derby
W. Dak in, Esq., Warrington
R. I.ayland, Esq., Walton
F. B. Byne, Esq., Isle ofMan
J. N. Walker, Esq., Caldcrston
C. W. Newman, Esq., Winington
T. Brocklehurst, Esq., Maccles-
field

P. L.Brooke, Esq., Mere
R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele
C. S. Parker, Esq., Aigburth
J.Feilden, Esq., Witton
J. Stringer, Esq., Aigburth
Alex. Spittle, Esq., Kirkchon
A. L. Gower,Esq., Castle Mal-
gxvyn

L. B. Ilesketh, Esq., Gwyrch
Castle

HEATING WITH HOT WATER on all its improved

M'Latc:
cial-road
men and Gentlemen who have already honoured him with their
favours, and hopes by his economical Prices and sound Work-
manship to merit their lasting favours. N.B.—Attends person-
ally to aU Erections.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HEATING by HOT WATER,

T WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c., Gloucester-
• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse-Builders and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg- leave to inform the Nobility
and Gentry that their business, which lias been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes ; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
*n 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of I tie

Nobility and Gentlemen's Scats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near SInane-square.

HOT WATER FOR BOTTOM-HEAT.

T WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-Place,v • King's Road, Chelsea, Hothouse-builders and Hot-Water
Apparatus Manufacturers, seeing that several parties pretend to
lay claim to the Open Trough, Tank, or Gutter system of heating,
J. W. & Co. here lay before the Horticnltural world their prac-
tice respecting it, they having fixed and circulated water in open
Troughs now upwards of 16 years; and their works are now to
be seen that have been fixed that time, at David Pugh's, Esq.,
Welsh Pool. Montgomeryshire; the Duke of Bkdford's, Wo-
burn

; Sir Ei)mom> Antrobus, Cheam : and up to the present
time they could give a list of 4J00 names, where they have fixed
that principle, or their improvement on it. The above sketch
represents a pit, shewing the principle for the purpose of Bottom-
Heat, which answers well, J. W. & Co. solicit an inspection of
their improvements in Building, Heating, and Ventilating, at
their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester- Place, Chcisea.

II OTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, Made
J-J- and Fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One
two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon-Boxes and Lights of
all sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed ar.d sent to all

parts of the Kingdom; warranted best material. Two-light
Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. Hs. Garden-Lights Made
and Glazed from I*, per foot, at Jas. Watts, Sash Manufactory,
Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.

*** Reference given.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.
/ IROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which re-
\y ceived theHonorary Reward of the Roy. Agricultural Society.

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-iron, and holds about

200 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the

horse, the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon

the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cannot

possibly choke or get out of order. E, The flexible Leather

Pipe, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.- Price, delivered

CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c—will contain 8 bushels of

manure—i>rice 1 2/. 12*.

PATRONISED BY THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.

AN IMPROVED GARDEN ENGINE (Registered);

unequalled in Cheapness, Durability, and Effect. This

Engine is adapted for every use, where a portable one is re-

quired, as in Greenhouses, in cleaning Shop-ironts, &c. ;
at the

same time it can be applied to a variety of purposes. It can be

so constructed as to be attached to a tank or well, and by an

additional hose will draw water from the depth of SO ft., and force

it to the height of 50ft. in a continuous stream. It would be

found a useful article on board of small craft, for wetting the

sails, &c—Manufactured by P. Jones, High-street, Fulham. E.

Parks, sole agent, 140, Fleet-street, of whom also may be had

every description of Garden Tool and requisite.

*** The Largest and Best Assortment of Iron and
Brass Bkdsi bads.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
Mangel Wwmi, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orange Globk Mangel Wlhizej., by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

deraham "£**" Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land eot'an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano. __ . .

*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 4L IS*, per ton
j

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,

Lambeth.

G V A S A h ENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

CI UANO ON SALE.—Any quantity of this Valuable
J" Manure can be had from the bonded Stores of the Im-

porter, either in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotks-
WORTH, Powell, and Prvor, St. Helen's Place, London;
Edwards, Dan son, and Co., Liverpool; or Wm. Jos. Myers and
Co., Importers, Liverpool. ^^^_^___

TO AGRICULTURISTS.—Now ready, price Is. each.

A GRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE USE
.XJL OF YOUNG FARMERS. By C.W.Johnson, Esq., F.R.S.

2. THE COTTAGE FARMER'S ASSISTANT. By C. W.
Johnson, Esq., F.R.S.

3. EVERY MAN HIS OWN BREWER. By Child.

4. ON GUANO AS A FERTILISER. By C. W. Johnson,
Esq., F.R.S. price \S. GcL

5. ON FERTILISERS IN GENERAL. By C. W. Johnson,
Esq., F.R S , price m.|

6. SQUAREY'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE
PRACTICAL FARMER. Price 5 v.

7. In the press. THE FARMER'S CALENDAR. By C. W.'
Johnson, Esq., price I*.

8. A Supplemknt to Mr. Morton's Work on the NATURE AND
PROPERTY OF SOILS, being a second Report of Whitfield

Example Farm.
0. MAIN'S PLANTER AND PRUNER'S ASSISTANT. Price

6s. with plates.

10. MAIN'S FARMER'S MANUAL. Price 6.5.

11. SINCLAIR ON GRASSES. Coloured plate. Price 305.

Jambs Ridgway, Piccadilly, and all Booksellers.

NEW ZEALAND AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.
Foolscap 8vo, with a Map, &c., 5.5. cloth,

POLYNESIA : or, an Historical Account of the Prin-

cipal Islands in the South Sea. including New Zealand j

the Introduction of Christianity ; and the actual Condition of the

Inhabitants in regard to Civilisation, Commerce, and the Arts of

Social Life. By the Right Rev. M. Russell, L.L.D., and D.C.L.

(of St. John's College, Oxford).
Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh ; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.,

London. ___
TEGG'S LONDON MAGAZINE.

On Monday, the 1st of May, printed in asupcrior manner, on
paper made for the purpose, to be continued monthly, price

Eightpence, No. I. of

YEGG'S LONDON MAGAZINE of KNOWLEDGE
J- and AMUSEMENT, a Work calculated to promote the hap-

piness and peace of society, advance the interests of religion,

virtue, and humanity, and encourage a spirit of industry, econo-

my, and perseverance amongst all classes.

*** Prose communications in accordance with the objects and

nature of the above work, to be addressed for the Editor to the

care of the Publisher-
London: Printed for Thomas Tegg, 73, Cheapside, and sold

by all other Booksellers.

TRACTS FOR COTTAGERS, BY THE REV. W. C. COTTON.
In 12mo., price 67/., or 5*. per dozen, (with Wood-cuts,)

MARY THOMPSON'S COTTAGE WALLS. By
the Rev. W. C. Cotton, M.A., Student of Christ Church,

Oxford; Chaplain to the Bishop of New Zealand; and Author of

"My Bee Book."
Kivijcgtons, St. Paul's Church-yard, and Waterloo-place.

Also, just published, by the same Author,

1, The VILLAGE. 2, The VILLAGE SCHOOL, Part I. (To

Children.) 3, The VILLAGE SCHOOL, Part II. (To Parents.)

4, The VILLAGE SCHOOL, Part III. (To Schoolmasters and

Mistresses?.) 5, On BEE MANAGEMENT. 6, On the NATURAL
THEOLOGY OF BEES. Price 6d. each, or 5s. per cozen.

Just published, in small 8vo., price 5*. handsomely bound in cloth,

rPHE FRIEND of YOUTH; or, a Series of Papers

JL addressed to the Young on the Duties of Life. By William

Mackenzie.
Oi.ivKa ^Bovn. Edinburgh; SiMPKTNT,MARsnALL,&Co., London.

BEE-HIVES.

—

George Neighbour and Son beg

to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-

ness from No. 131, High Holborn, to more spacious and commo-

dious Premises, numbered 127 in the same street. Their selection

of Beehives for this season comprehends most varieties now in

with Glasses, &c. f from cither of which the produce may be

taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. <*«•

and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with

Bee Management, at their Apiarian Dep6t and Honey Ware-

house, 127, High. Holborn, comer of Southampton-street, Lon-

don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have, post-

age Stamps inclosed.

*** " Nutt on Bees" (nth Edition), now published.^

JJ
EES and BEE-HIVES for SALE— The Owner

not now residing in the Country. The Hives are of various

sorts; some on Nijtt's Principle, but of simpler make, ana re-

quiring less attention and management.
Enquire at 30, Redcross-street, Cripplegate, London.

B
J3ee-EE-H1VES, &c— Illustrations of Apiaries,

hives, Feeding-Machines, and all the Apparatus connected

with the Apiary; a Sheet- List, price \8., published by J. M>ix-

ton, may be had of Messrs. Pakkkr, West Strand ; also ar. j.

Milton's, Italian Warehouse, 10, Gt. Marylcbone-st., Wimpoie-st.

" These are Illustrations referred to in the Practical Bee-Iveeper,

a Treatise on Bees now publishin g. An2^gr^repaKL____^

4 lOMPOUND DECOCTION OF SARSAPAR1LLA
Kj —Scurvy, Scrofula, Eruptions on the Face, Roughness of

the Skin, Chronic Rheumatism, Indigestion, Chronic Liver Aflec-

tions, General Debility, particularly when caused by excess; xne

effects of taking Mercury arc among the numerous disease
o
b
of"

a

affections for which this invaluable alterative is almost a.specinc.

To those effected with, or predisposed to, any of the above ens-

orders, a course, spring and autumn, is generally recommended

by the Faculty. The preparation of this Decoction w. h0"c™;
difficult, and its dose somewhat large. All its ^"es are pes-

sessed in a portable and pleasant form, by the Con ccnlratcd

Compound Decoction of Sarsapanlla, prepared by Bbnj. MOxon

LITERARY GENTLEMEN, capable of furnishing

Originat, ARTICLES on subjects connected with HORTI-
CULTURE, are requested to communicate with A/ Br, by letter

only, fta-re of R, Gaoombridou, 5, Paternoster-row, London*

C^
ARDEN NET.—New Garden Net, viz., Herring

~% Net, one-inch mesh, made with machinery, l£d. peryard r
iw

any length or width. Olrt Fishing Net, properly mended up, in>

lengths, 30 or 40 yards, 8 and 10 feet deep, %d» per yard square-

Woollen and Worsted Net, fine Blossom and Wasp Net, made
from Hemp, Bunling, Screens, Sec, &c. Woollen Tic for Flowers*

Also Sheep-folding Nets, Fishing Nets, Rabbit and Hare Nets-

Nets for Fences against Rabbits, Dogs, Poultry, &c, 2d. per yard ?

also for covering in Poultry-yards, Pheasant lies, &c, 2rf. per

yard. Superior expanding Tents for Lawns, &c, 5/., 3(5 ft. *©nnd-

Tarpaulins for Waggon and stack Covers, Garden-frames, &c,
2.9. per square yard made up.
Rob. Richardson, Net and Tent Maker, 21, TonT?vul£e-place,

New Road, near Euston-square, London.
N.B.— 1000 London Policemen's Capes for Farmers' Servants,

1.9. Qrf., 2s. an d 2s. Gd. each.
^

.

ORNAMENTAL W1RKWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
300, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the
• kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry so liberally

bestowed upon him last- season, begs respectfully to announce-

that that eTTcouragement has induced him to bestow more atten-

tion to this department of Ornamental and Useful Work. He
has in consequence prepared several Novel Designs in FANCY
WIREWORK, suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, a>vd

again submits for inspection his Extensive Stock of Flower-

Baskets, Trainers, Borders, and Stands, with Garden-Arches,

Seats, Vases, and Temples; improved Garden and Hothouse En-

gines, Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and other Horticultural

Implements. G. B. Thompson's Improved Waterpots, -which

possess considerable advantage over all others, the smaller sfrC

being peculiarly adapted for Ladies. Game and Cattle Fence i*

great variety.

rpO BE SOLD on reasonable terms, a number ot

-L Succession and FRUITING PINE PLANTS, withaFrarae
and Liirhts. To be seen at Burwood.near Cobham, Surrey. _
MTO FLORAL and HORtIcULTU RA L SOC I ET1ES*
JL —TO BE SOLD, the STAGES, TABLES, BOTTLESr
DISHES, &c. belonging to the Warwickshire Floral and Horti-

cultural Society. Application to be made to Mr. Edwin Hi *>*'>

Bordesley Park, Coventry-road, or to Mr. A. Pone, Handsvrortk

Nursery, Birmjngham.
,

TOASTER HOLYDAYS.—POLYTECHNIC INSTt-
-1-J TUTION.—A complete arrangement of COTTON SPltf'

NING MACHINERY, consisting of a CARDING, ROVING,
and SPINNING FRAME. Gary's NEW MICROSCOPE, mag-

nifying SEVENTY- FOUR MILLION TIMES. A NEW SERIE*
of DISSOLVING VIEWS. The SCIENCE of ELECTRlCI'fV
demonstrated by the COLOSSAL ELECTRICAL MACHINE a*

a Quarter to Three Daily, and at Eight in the Evenings. Model*

of STEAM-ENGINES and various kinds of MACHINERY I
J*

MOTION. Lectures Daily on CHEMISTRY and NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY, including the Steam Engine, by Dr. Ryan a»J*

Professor BachhotTner. The CLASS LECTURES are continue*

as usual. Admission, One S hilling. School s, half-price, ^
OWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-

cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the QubkNf

the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oj|

is universally acknowledged to be the only articlk that vyn*;

effectually produce and restore tiair, prevent it from falling ojfoi

turnirtijgrey, tree it from scurfand dandriff, and will render it df*

lightfully soft and flexible* It will also preserve the coiffure ift

the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION--^
M uch pernicious trash is nowofierefd for sale as "MacassA**
OIL ;" it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see

that the words "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven

on the wrapper. All others are " GROSS impositions." 'I"5

Proprietor's Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:-**

A. ROWLAND % SON, 20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON'
Countersigned "ALEX. ROWLAND." Prices* 6^.-7*. Family

Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. 67/., and double that size su-

per bottle. Ask tor " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by then*

and by Chemists and Perfumers. __^.

K

J
IMPROVED WIRE FENCING.

W. GIDNEY begs to inform Noblemen and Gently
u • men that In consequence of the increased demand an*

improvements in the machinery for producing his IMPROVl^f
STRAINED WIRE FENCING, coupled with the depression »

the Iron trade, he is enabled to offer the same at a considcraW

reduced rale, and warrants this Fence, as constructed by him, *

stand against all kinds of cattle, and for neatness, strength'

dm ability, and cheapness, to excel aU'othcr kinds ot FencUW
List of Prices, with a sketch, may b had by applying at i»

Manufactory, East Dereham, Norfolk.

w/ANTED, immediately, a steady, active Man, a*

- / PROPAGATOR. He will be required to have a thoiea?

knowledge of the Propagation and Cultivation of Plants "

general.—Address, by letter, with terms, references as to cap '

bility, &c, to YoVBhh & Co., Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk

April 13, 1843.

w
address
b
of

ANTED, a PLANT FOREMAN.—Mr. W- &
Rendu is in want of a steady active young Man, oi goo

s, as PLANT-FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR. He ^
e required to attend to visitors, and will grow and have A« c*J*jS
f a choice collection of Exotics, Florist's Flowers, &c.

#
>^'

need apply whose characters will not bear the strictest *MH£i
as to ability and general good conduct.—Application, staw

terms, &c.,to be made to the Union RoadNursery, Plymou^tn^.

WANT PLACES.—

A

H Letters to be post-paid.

S GxYRDENER, Double or Single-handed, an actijj

married Man, aged 30, of perfectly sober and ind
"f",-t- •

habits; has had extensive practice in all the various 1W .

ft

merits; can have two years' Character from the gentleman-

1

about leaving, and can also give good references to NoW-
fa

and Gentlemen with whom he has lived.— Direct to L. J**-* u

of Mr. Cutbuhh, Nurseryman, Barnet, Herts. —*-

Married Man, without inCO»T
Green;

A

Louoii Agents i .ottiv.!.*/ <.x. w^«.^, ««w^-., —- .- ~ --.
, . , j. .i

.

&C.i York, Dennis and Son; Dublin, at Eutler"s Medical Hall

,

Edinburgh, J. and R .Jlahies; Quebec, J. Musson
:__

"DENEVOLBNT INSTITUTION for the RELIEF

WIDOW
tution wilt

the special purpose of Electing two Pw«Of»
refl ucsted to

All Persons desirous of becoming Candidates ™*JW*^*>
forward their Testimonials on or before Saturtoy gj»*»*
(as after that time none can ^.^^^^J^Sf^I'A
whom Copies of the Rules and Lists of ^^^H^ °b "

tained.-EowAuo R. Cutj^eu, Secretary, 97, larnngaon-st.

A S GARDENER,
-L-*- brance, aged 43, who understands Pines, Grapes, Ul

^tli
house, Frames. Has a practical knowledge of his Business, t

10 years' character from the place he has just left- V

W.W., 8, Orchard-row, High -street, Camberwell. __—
—

j

AS GARDENER, a Married Man, aged 26, *"*££
-^^- cucumbrancc. He thoroughly understands his buBin* ^
all its branches, and can have a good character from »» r

situation; would have no objection to a single-handed pia y
to reside on the premises, and take charge of the poultry w Qt

the farming-stock; would prefer an engagement where o^
two men are kept. Direct to C. /., at Mr. Cornwjbm. s ^ Ul

Barnet, Herts. _^_
it.

v
the
the
where
Kditor.—Saturday, April 15, 1843.
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•Allotments, to prepare, with
the regulations to be observed

Amateur's Garden
Ammonia, Mr. Potter's expe-

riments on fixingH with suit

Anemone, to plant in boxes

Annuals, fragrant
Ants, to drive from pots .

Asparagus, to apply fl <dt ,0

Hcos, spring treatment of
— to plaster their hives

Cactus, handsome new variety

Camellia, new variety noticed

Cape bulbs, their treatment _

.

Cape CoHhs, remarks on their

treatment •

Carbonate of soda, prepared
from ammoniacHl liquor

Carrots, distinction between
the Altringham, large Surrey,
and Imig Horn

Collar for roots, to form . _ •

Charcoal, beneficial when mixed
With manures

Chineoe method of sowing seeds 217 'i
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Cloacino, to employ
Coltsfoot, to eradicate .

>
•

Cydonia jajxmicn, its fruit edible

Draining, remarks on
— with clay •

Pig, best kind tor a vinery
Pigwort, remarks on
Floors, to prepare
Prnir, to preserve when wet

t

•

Gas lime, good mode of applying
Gourds, large ....
Grafting, remarks on
Grapes, dark juiced kinds
Guuno-water, to prepare -
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llTICUI/rURAL SUBJECTS
NUMBER.
Kew Botanic (iarden, notes on

Kitchen Gatden Economics,
No. 1

Lackey moth, described . •

Land, profit attending its im-
provement ....

Lobelia seed, to sow .

Management of gardens, re-

marks on . - • «

Manures, mixed, more efficient

than simple . • -

Muriate of lime, to fix ammonia
Nil. i a to of potash for Pelargo-
niums . . • • •

Notices to correspondents, re-

marks on .

Onion, Globe, to sow .
t

Orange-trees, to top-dress with

decayed fruit . •

Paradise Stocks, remarks on •

Perennials, good
Phlox Drummondi, its treat-

ment . . • •

Picotees, Wood's descriptive

list of • • •
*

Plants, hardy, select

— to pack for New Zealand

Potatoes, Mr. Fleming's experi-

ments with mixed manures on

Potting, on the " one-shift sys-

tem "
. • •

Rhododendrons, soil for .

Roses, remarks on works upon
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submitted to Dr. Lindley, for his opinion, which will be
'

««">*»

the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th of that month, as follows.

" Your seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have seen

the (lowers being three inches in length, with the tube and sepals

of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy puxF e.JU
as you sav.it is a strong grower and a Ircc bloomer, it will prove

a valuable addition to this beautiful genus.

As a proof of its being a most pron.se bloomer, Y. & CO. had a

plant in flower Sept. 15. 1842, on one branch oi whdi««
upwards of 200 blooms, forming a splendid object .o. the green-

house, conservatory, or llowcr-gar.len Price 10.,. « per plant;

sent free of postage to any part ot the United Kingdom.

of

Jlay, to steam
Heaths, hardy .

Hollies, young, to transplant •

Horticultural Essays of the

Regent's Park. Mutual In-

Btiuction Society reviewed .

Hot- water pipes, to set
Insects <»n Chen ies, to banish .

— from walls
from furniture
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to destroy the e

insects on
__ 10 force for several suc-

cessive vears .

Sehomburgkia marginata,

blooming; at Mrs. Marryntt's

Seeds from New Holland, to sow
Sprengel on vegetable manure*
Straw of Beans and Pea*, as a
manure . « . •

Sulphate of ammonia, to apply

Tan, fungus on, to destroy

Tecoma jasminoidea .

Urine, to apply .

Yeast plant, seed of .
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, April 18.—The
Anniversary Meeting for the election of President, Council,

and Officers for the year ensuing:, and for receiving the Annual

Report of the Auditors, will take place at the House of the

Society, No. 21, Regent-street, on Monday the 1st May next.—

The chair will be taken precisely at one o'clock
. .

pOTAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
-*-* LAND.—The Society's Show of Cattle, Implements, &c,
will take place at Derby, on Thursday, the 13th of July next

;

and all persons intending to exhibit Stock, Implements, or other

articles, are requested to observe, that all CERTIFICATES, or

'e

in

order that the proper ucrtincate Forms tor entry may oc sent \<>

them accordingly. By order of the Council, Jamhs Hudson,
Secretary. London, April, 1843.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have the pleasure to

inform their friends (hat May is considered the best month

for bedding out China, Bourbon, and other Roses from puts, and

of which they have a large stock of line Plants offered at the

undernamed reasonable prices, where the selection is left entirely

to W. \\ . and Sox.
DWARF ROSES.

per doz.— s.

12

9

_ _„ 12

Noisette and Climbing, strong ... 9

BanksianYellow and white, extra strong is

W. W. & Sox will also have ready for delivery at the same time

the following select showy plants :—
Azalea Jenneri 'by Denver), magnificent brilliant

rose-colour, studded with deep rich spots

;

Isle de Bourbon
China or Bengal
Tea-scented

to

II

J*

1»

IS

12

18

12

s* d*

each

99

11

if

J>

M
99

19

It

21

2
1

10

10

10

1

1

cellent form and very free bloomer

Fuchsia belladrfoliata ....
conspicua arborea .

Enchantress ....
Eppsii

St. Clare (Youell'S) .

Venus victrix ....
Kcnnedya Marryattar .

Passiflora fragrans ....
Phlox Drummondii

formosa, fine scarlet

Zichya villosa • • ••

Cinerarias, eight superb varieties for

Pelargonium, Lady Webster (Denyer's), the most

superb, deep rose, with a pure white centre,

rich deep spot on upper Petals, flower exceed-

inglylargeandwell-formeri,habitfirst-rate,each 21

Woodland's Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

per doz. 3

9
. each 3

4

6

(5

h'

6
(5

6

6

PLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

Fuchsia transparens
outer corolla a delicate

transparent pink, boldly

tippedwithbright green,
and inner corolla a line

rosy carmine ; habit of

the plant erect, and a
profuse bloomer •

A funis, or radieans .

Arborea ....
Aiborea grandiflora

Aurantia ....
Belladifoliata,or Bclliana,

or rosco alba (pure

white, beautifully tipped

with rose
Balloonii
Bicolor .

Bruceana .

Blanda ....
Brockmanii . « •

Curtisii ....
Compactu
Coopeiii ....
Carnea ....
Chandlerii
Conspicua

„ arborea .

Cordata supcrba
Corymbitlora .

Craigiana .

Dalstonii ....
Dicksonii ....
Delicata .

Dcvonia .

Elegans supcrba
Erecta tricolor

.

Excelsa ....
Eximia ....
Eppsii .

Floribunda, Dickson's .

Formosa elcgans

Fulgeus multiflora .

Floribunda magna .

Glabra multiflora .

Globosa variegata .

Grandiflora maxima
Grandis . . •

tlopverii -

, brida cocexnea .

Illicit'olia •

Encomparabilia
Inflata fulgida •

Insiguis .

Invincible

Jayii •

King, extra fine and very

large (new) .

Lauei . •

Loudonii .

Macnabiana
Magnifica.
MagniSca (May's) .

Mirabilis .

Moneypennii .

Multiflora erecta
Magnificent . . ,

Pendula, Young's .

Pnlcherrima
pistulum album
pendula terminalis .

Princeps .

Raccmiflora
Hacemosa
Raccmiflora elegans

Rogersiana

Rosco elegans .

Ricartonii.

Smithii
Splendida-
Standisbii • •

Splendens, Humboldt's
1

„ Kyle's .

Salmonia .

Stewartia .

Sanguinea
Stylosa conspicua .

elegans
maxima
pulchclla

.s. d.

5

1

1

2

2

2

7
l

l

2

7
1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

2
2
1

1

1

2
1

10

2

1

1

1

2
2

1

1

2
1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Thompsonia supcrba
Towardii .

Triumphans
Toddiana .

Tricolor .

Usherii . .

Venus victrix .

Vernalis .

Victoria .

Youelli
Woodsii .

s.

2

2
2

10

2
1

2

2
2
1

1

d.

6

o

6

6

c

rpHOMAS BROWN, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

1 Florist, SUugh, near Windsor, in submitting the following

few select sorts o; Dahlias, begs to direct attention tott^BgKX

TRIUMPH, which is justly pronounced the most extraordinary

flowei"ever product, being a colour yet unseen in this heauWul

•

. r^howy tribe ot plants, and without which no stand hereafter

Cup) 1st Prize.

. 1st Class.

. 1st Prize.
. 2d Prize.
. 1st Prize.
. 1st Prize.

. 1st Prize.

. 1st Prize.

. 1st Class.

1st Class.

(i Halstead
Salt Hill . •

1842. Floriculturai Society

South London
Salt Hill

Horicultura! Society

Do. (best Dark Dahlia)

Sunbury
Halstead
Floricultural Society

Ditto

a

44

II

II

II

41

II

i i

44

41

44

44

44

44

44

44

II

II

17-1
28—1
6-9
13—

±

16—

4

20—6
•'— 1

22—3
i(— 1

2/-12
4-6

' 4

II

14

44

41

41

i<

44

II

41

:,/

a

6

6

6
(i

6
6

6

6

o

6

6

i)

6

6

6
6

6

6
c>

6

(]

(I

/

7
2

2
1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
2
1

2
1

2
3

7
1

l

1

l

l

2
o

2

1

2
1

2
2
O

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

o

6
6

o

6

o

6

VERBENAS.
Laconh," a fine blue,

delightfully fragrant, of

vigorous but compact
habit, and the heads of

flowers measuring up-

wards of three and a

half inches in diameter
Princess Royal," of the
purest snowy white,

the flowers remarkably
large, and extremely
fragrant; nothing can
exceed the purity of the

white in this beautiful
variety,and it possesses

that acquisition not
to be found in any of

its class—of retaining

its clear white during
fading

[It would be as well to

remark, that the petals

of the flowers of the

above meet so closely

as to form a perfect ball.

They are now ready for

sending out by post,

free, to any part of the

United Kingdom-]
Arrania supcrba

M grandiflora

Barkerii. extra line

Barnesli
Delicata, fine

Edraondii
Emperor
Favourite
Formosa, beautiful pink,

with white eye
Grandis .

Groomiana
Elendersonii
Hlslopiana
Hylandsii
Incisa .

,, major
Melindris major
Nivenii .

Picta ....
Sanguinea
Splendens

6

5 (5

1

2
1

2
1

1

2

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Striata coccinea, extra fine 2

Teucroidens rosea, do. .

Tweediana
Victory .

Vivid .

[The above will also be

sent free of postage to

any part of the United

dom.]

2

1

1

6
6
o

o

6

6

6

6
o

6
6

6

6

6

6
o

o

ThfmrlcuUur* Society'of London *«Mf£*$££*
Essbx TKXUMPH.-.W. good. A**>~,jggkJEISSa
rood. Colour, dark maroon, good. Eyes, compi"

%enerai
fvcry specimen, n-pth, great and globular. St*e,fUll. Uuurcu

Form, excellent. Cass of Quality, first rate.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
From //« Gardssurs' Ciihonmclb.

Report ofSeedlitogsskoim at the South London -^cultural E*hx-
1

bition, on the 13th September.
„ nWaTlri

"The first prize vas awarded to "Essex '1 rtiUMrn, afineanrt

very dee,, maroon-coloured flower of nr.<t-rate propert.es with

perils of good fonr. and substance, centre finely elevated, and

BeueralformpSSsAo;><m^ i6f

" Essbx TrtiuMrn.-This noble flower is quite a model olpei

-

fection fine"., form, and deep in petals, with a centre high and

finely developed. The colour is a very deep nch maroon, the

5S ^finely cupped, of good substance .and wel 1 arrange.

The Floricultural Society of London's hxlnhtnn,„, / " 22rf «/ •

"Essex TaioMPB.-This fine flower was noticed lastweek in

our report of the Salt Hill Show ; it now occupies tl.e post ot

honour, a situation it worthily ffltod,
^"SK""*?.Z^llSx

placed first in class-showing, as the best da.k fmver As a test

of its constancy thirty-six blooms were exhibited n the room

i,. nil thp snecimens To these fine properties we may aaa, tnac

rnpieSVaSrSe^formea, ofgood substance, and well arranged ;

KStottaSSSSS ricb maroon, «-j£SJgS25
throughout, gives great grandeur to the appeal ance of the flowu

.

From the Gardbneus' Gazkith..

the best of the season, and obtained the
™£j^mmetrical dnrk

S IB SSSSassa t

former character."
From the London Daily Papers.

" The most extraordinary novelty at tins exl on (the Smrey

Zoologtcal Gardens) was a Black Dahlia called bmTu»n/
said to have been purchased by Mr. Brown, ol Slough mar

\v iuisor at thclaWe sum of ioo guineas: it was the admiration

of cSs, which during the day thronged round the blooms,

and made t most difficult to approach the tables ne^enough to

tret a sieht of it. The Scientific and the Amateur appeared de-

{iSncd w?th the boon that another season their gardens would

be possessed of."
jjaHLIAS.

Kins

PETUNIAS,
Magna rosea .

Magoiflora

llieolor •

Lady Peel
Medora -

Gem .

Rook's Nest .

Roseo alba
Beauty .

Grandis •

[The above can also be
sent free of postage to

any part of the United
Kingdom.]

2

2
2
1

1

2
2
—

2

n

6

6
I)

6

6

T^*^

nEA.UTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.-
^^ YOUELL & Co., in submitting their Catalogue of Fuchsias
f°r 1843, take tbe present opportunity of drawing the attention
Of admirers of the above elegant tribe of plants to their select

and superb Collection. They have snared no expense in forming
8 selection of such as arc really *ood, to the exclusion of many
that are mere nominal varieties; and they would reler to the

numerous testimonials of success which attend their mode of

Selecting last season collections for Amateurs, for competition at

the various Horticultural Exhibitions throughout the kingdom.
Vouki.l & Co. are desirous of calling atte <on to their pe-

culiar method of executing orders tor this uibe of plants;

namely, that they will deliver them free ot postage (on the

receipt of a Post-office order), to any part of the United King-
dom, in collections, upon the following terms :

—
Twelve fm shuw Varieties, 125, Tvn eive extra fine and very
Twelve extra flne ditto . itis. superior ....

The selection being left to Yovkm. & '

DESCRIPTION OK FUCHSIA ST. CI

..;:,*« CARNATIONS AMD PICOTEES.
Thc1oll»win£ are the prices from Youki.i. & Co.'s extensive

Collection, consisting of upwards of 800 varieties, of the most

Sele
25

S
pairs of extra-fine and first-rate show-flowers 5

12

26

12

12

6",

10

10

12

d.

Do. Do. Do.

Do., very fine Do. :i

Do. Do. Do. 1

Do., extra fine, and show Pinks . .

The selection being left to YouKLL 8: Co.

ARAUCA1UA IMBR1CATA.—Fine strong- Plants, 8 inches

hteh 60« per dozen; LO inches, 84*. 5 1 foot, extra fine, 21s. per

plaut 3D packets of select Flower Seeds, Ss. r
s

Great Yarmouth N ursery. Norfo lk.

sent free ofpostage

.

THE BEST TWJ&NTY- FOUR.

ri^HF Twenty-four Sorts of DAHLIAS which gained

L FIRST PRIZE at the London Floricultural Society's

s. d.

Admiral Stopford (Tren-

field) fine dark . 4 feet 3

Antagonist (Bragg), the

finest white, very cons-

tant . . - 4 to 5-10 6

Asmodeus (Davis), dark

crimson, with a fine

velvet petal, was class-

ed bv the Floricultural

Society . .5 to 0-10 6

Brown's Blue Bonnet,

light violet purple, full

and constant show-
^

flower . • •
5"" ' °

Brown's Miranda, blush

white, tipped with rose;

gained 1st prize at

York, August 4th ;

classed second at the

Floricultural Society,

and apiize at the Salt

Hill Grandopen Show,
September l6 . • 3— 7 O

Brown's Marquess of

Lansdowne, shaded

salmon . • 5 to 6— 2

Brown's Perpetual Grand,

bright crimson, fine

broad cupped petals,

well arranged, full and

constant, was classed

first at the Floricul-

tural Society, and

awarded five prizes at

the principal open

Shows • • '/"
Brown's Queen OI

Trumps, white, tipped

with purple, petals of

good substance and ol

great depth, classed

second, on two occa-

bv the Floncul-

.9. d.

tained four other prizes

at the principal open

Shows . • 3 to 4 feet 10 6

Bedford Surprise (Shep-

pard), carmine purple,

very fine and constants— 3 6

Confidence (Cook), orange
buff, fine petal, and
novel Show-flower 4 to5— .7 6

Competitor (Hodges),
rose., fine . . 3 to 4— 5

Essex Triumph (Turville),

the nearest possible

approach to black, with

a beautiful velvetty

gloss on the peUl,

form unrivalled, and

is unquestionably the

most novel and best

Dahlia offered to the

public
4-10 6

[The usual allowum
iheTra

on !ir Flower, wker* a dozen

3 G

2 6

are taken.]

Mrs. Shelly (Mitchell).

rose • •

-1 tn :, ~
PhteniX (Headly), best

irlct - • *
:
^~

Princess Royal (Hudson),

creamy buff, tipped

with rose . . . 4— 2 G

prince <>: Wales (Dodd),
ydloW . . 2 to 3 —2 G

Surprise (Oakley), purple,
singularly tipped with
white, constant, and
very showy . 4 to 5—10 6

Virgil (Mountjoy), dark
crimson, fine Show-
flower, and pronounced
afirst-class flower by
the Floricultural So-

ciety of London - 4—10 6

21*.

OI
^

Ltw!^uS

rrhahad gratis) will be found nseiui to ama^ui-,
mn

\ ;;'St certain Show Flowers, andnone otkn.
WlSSSiSS^^ Reading, Berks, April 22.

Bions, _,

tar^ Society; also ob-

Strong i'" (l healthy plants will he ready early m May. a
general list may be hud Oil application.

DAHLIAS, good Sorts, named, at o*. am
do ; Plants of Salvia patens, g*. P« dozen

;

24, l». Collection of Phlox plants, 9*. i

'• ''^"
; ,

i: *
Plants of tot the sorts mnntioiv ' v-

p45,-and <^c

wt week's Ckronivlc msyU£ad..A -
let-

ter, fur A. : 2, Great .lame t, Ussou^ove, London.

c
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Pr . -kt,™ FUCHSIA TODDIANA.
LAISTS of this MAGNIFICENT FUCHSIA, (the

„.. J2?ZZ*
°f

.

which
-
in P°int of size, rival any ether of its kind

«?. !v rt ^ , TB nearl5, four mches in len Sth ) vil > >)e ready by£ .r« £l P ^
at U*- bd -

each
'
Wlth the "W discount where

.ith il.f .
For descr'Ption, see Gardeners' Chronicle of the

riMmkih ^
Asents

,

for Loudon, Mr. Chahlmood, Seedsman,

whi!h i ,

;
and Messrs

- Lowe and Co., Uipton Nursery, at

hrif u-?,
es

>-
lso drawings may be seen.-TuoaAS Cripps, Tun-Ondge Wells Nurserv. March lfi ibaiursery, March 16, 1843.

"V" GAINES, Florist, Surrey -lane, Battersea,

^l«J"f8
i2

inf°rm the Nobility, Gentry, aid others, that hisSTOCK of PELARGONIUMS now ready Or sending out are
strong healthy plants. The following are a ew of his Seedlings,
which have been proved, and can be recomnended, viz. :

—
PELARGONIUMS.

>»

J»

99

Gaines's lady Duncarmon 42s

>»

»»

19

loyal Adelaide
Jrince of Wales
Countess Eldon
Jrincess Royal
Conspicuum

Gaines's Duchess of Suther-
land . . . 6*3*

Pride of Surrey . 63s
Orange Perfection 63*
Amulet . . 63S
Lady Sale . . 42.v

Emperor Superb . 42s
DAHLIAS.

Gaines's Lord Prudhoe—dark crimson
Lady Prudhoe— blush white ....
Lady Duncannon—blush, shadec with lilac .

Lady of the Lake—Peach blosson
Venus— clear white
Surpasse Primrose— fine large primrose
Elegans—rosy purple
Golden Yellow— bright yellow . "

/ u
Catalogues of Pelargoniums, Dahlias, Pinsies! Calceolarias,

Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c., may be obtained b> applying as above.
Feb. 2, 1843.

" J b

9*

>)

t>

9*

99

Jf

10s

7
10

10

10

7
10

7

42*
42.V

42s

42.V

6d
6
6

6
6

6
6

b"

JOHN MILNE begs respectfully to offer to the No-v bility, Gentry, and Public the following plants :—
A fine specimen of Araucaria excelsa, in pot, standing 8 ft. high
probably one of the finest in England, for sale, price 25/.

Ditto, 5 ft. high, 10/.

Fine specimens of Rhododendron arboreum (true), 8 ft hich
each, 7L 7s.

fa '

»
, „ .

» album, 105. 6d. to 20*. each,Two very large Bonapartia juncea, 41. 4s. each.
Lihum lancifohum album, 5s.

;
Do. do. punctatum, 7*. 6d. each.

Rosa Devoniensis, 2s. bV. eaclu
A fine collection of Azalea sinensis, Camellias, Pelargoniums

Ericas, Epacrises, Gesneras, Gloxinias, Achimenes, &c. &c!
Likewise a general collection of Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and
Rock plants, too numerous to insert. J. M. can also snare
100 fine large plants of Andromeda floribunda, 10*. 6d. and
12s. orf. each. Plants for Bedding out.

Alstrcemeria, 6 varieties, *. d.
each . . l*. to 1 6

YAJ ILL1AM LI NN. Nurserymvn, Seedsman,
, „ •

and FL
^
BI ST

f
late of Henlcy.on-Thancs, Oxon, respect-

fully informs the Gentry and Public in general, that he is now
carrying on the above business, and connected therewith aGarden Tool Warkhousk, at the premises, No. 10, Church-
street Hackney, opposite Morning-lane. W. L. begs to state
bat his collection of Culinary, Garden, and Flower Seeds is of
the very best quality, and true to kind ; likewise his Fruit-Trees,
Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs, Greenhouse Plants, Perennialand Bulbous Roots. His Garden Utensils are also of the best
description, at prices which, he trusts, with industry, punctuality,
and attention, will secure to him general patronage.

v\. L solicits particular attention to his new PEA, Lynn's
u> Marrow, 2*. 6d. per quart, which is superior

Bouvardia triphylla i r3

Calceo)aria,12 vars., p.doz. o
Campanula grandis, each 1 6
Catananche, 2 vars., each 9
Chelone barbata, per doz. 6
Fuchsia, 25 varieties of
the newest and most
approved sorts, large
plants, per doz. . . 12

Do. do., smaller, per doz. 9
Fuchsia fulgens, 2 varie-

ties, per doz. 9*., each 1

Gentiana, 5 vars., per doz. 6*

Pelargonium, scarlet and
striped vars., p.doz. ,4*. to 6

Heliotropium,p.doz.,4s.to6
Lantana Sellovii, p. doz. 9
Lilium cximium, each . 1 6

„ longiflorum . 1 6
Linum, 4 vars., per doz. . 6
Lobelia, 6 vars., per doz. . 6
Lychnis Bungeana, each l

coronata .,,10
Creepers

d.

it

perpetu.
bearing, the pod quite full, and of delicious flavour, even when
nearly ripe.— Catalogues of Seeds, Garden Implements, &c.,may
be had on application, inclosing a postage-stamp.

SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.
TVTRS. JAMES RICHARDSON, and TODD'S
J-tX LADY SALE.
Report op the London Floricultural Society, Sept. 20,

1842:— Six Blooms of a Seedling Dahlia of 1841, named M Mrs.
James Richardson," were sent for opinion by Mr. James Edwards
of York. This Flower was shown at the Royal South London
Floncultural Exhibition last week, and had an extra prize
awarded

; but on the present occasion was shown in much bet-
ter character, the blooms being quite up in the centre, and deci-
dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the censors:
Form, substance, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good;
depth, full; size, medium; general form, good; colour, while,
occasionally tipped; class of quality, first-rate.—From the Gar-
deners' Chronicle and Gazette,
Also obtained the following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited.
1st prize at Hull, Aug. 30th 12
1st prize at Beverley, Sept. 7th 2
Awarded an extra prize at the Royal South London Flo-

ricultural Society, Sept. 13th 4
1st prize at Leeds. Sept. 21st J2
1st prize at Newcastle, Sept. 2lst 6
1st prize at Sunderland, as a superior first-class Seedling.

Sept. 27th 6
1st prize at the York Floral and Horticultural Society,

Sept. 28th. . 18
1st prize at the York Floricultural Society, Oct. 1st . 12
1st prize in its class as the best white or blush, ditto.

Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, 10.v.6rf.

Also recommended by the London Floricultural Society as one
of the best Six New Dahlias coming out in 1843.
Lady Sale (Todd's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-

cupped petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre ; of
considerable depth and good size j very constant, and a decided
first- rate show flower. Height, 4 ft.; Plants, 10*. 6rf.

All orders addressed J. Edwards, Layerthorpe, Florist, Nursery
and Seedsman, 7, New Bridge-street, York, will be strictly at-
tended to; and the greatest care will be taken in sending outgood
plants at an early period, so as to ensure a good bloom during
the st ason.—York, Dec, 1842.

Aristolochia sipho, each

.

Atragene anstriaca . 1

Bignonia capreolata . 1

,. radicans (superb) l

Ceanothus azureus and
pallidus

Clematis azurea grand

U

fiora ....
double purple .

fiorida, single .

„ double .

montana .

Sieboldi
Cobsea scandens, per doz. 6
Eccremocarpusscaber,each l

Glycine frutcscens „ 1

,1 sinensis „ 1

Honeysuckles,in 6 vars. ..

FOR
s. d.

6
6

6

1

19

tt

19

2

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

6
6

6

b

9

*.
Lychnis fulgens . each 1

Mimulus, 6 fine varieties,
per doz. . 6*. and 9

Mule Pink, per doz. . Q
CEnothera macrocarpa,
each . . .16

Oenothera taraxacifolia, ca. 9
Oxalis, 6 fine vars., p.doz. 6
Pentstemon, 6 fine vars.,

per doz. . .90
Petunias, 8 vars., per doz. 6

„ of the newest
10 varieties, per doz. . 12

Phlox Drummondii, 3 va-
rieties, per doz. . .60

Do., 8 of the newest sorts,
each . . . .16

Do., in 25 vars., per doz. 9
Potentilla,C*finevars.p.doz. 6
Salvia, 6 varieties, per doz. 6
Scutellaria splendens,each 1 6
Silene laciniata, each , 1 6
Verbena,l2finevars.p.doz. 6
Viola arborea (new), each 3 6
Planting out.
Honeysuckle,scarlettrum *. rf.

pet, each . . .16
Ipomcca Learii . , \

Jasminum,4varieties,each
Lophospermum, 4 vars.
Lonicera flexuosa

„ longiflora (true)

Maurandya Barclayana,
per doz.

„ alba, each .

Passiflora, 4 vars. „
Physianthus undulatus
Sollya heterophylla
Scypanthus elegans, per

doz., 30*., or each
Thunbergia, vars., each
White Everlasting Pea ,,

20 varieties of creeping
Roses, large plants,each 1 C

*9 T

2

9
1

1

1

3
1

1

9
9

6

9

ft

MAGNIFICENT NEW VERBENA, "PRINCE OF WALES "
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, having obtained the
» » entire Stock of the above very splendid VERBENA, beg

leave to offer it to the Public, feeling assured that they can with
the greatest confidence recommend it as w- rthy of especial
notice. This desirable variety is a beautiful Flesh colour- the
heads of Flowers measuring 3j inches in diameter, and exceed-
ingly fragrant. Plants of the above will be ready for delivery in
May, at 3*. 6d. each; the usual discount to the Trade when six
plants or more are ordered.
W. W. & Son would also solicit attention to their superb Col-

lection of all the New Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c, and other spring
Plants adapted for Bedding, Catalogues of which will be sent
free on application.
Verbenas, consisting of the best varieties, and left to their own

selection, in tin cases, per post, at 3*. per doz., or in pots at 4*.
per doz. Fuchsias, per post, at 4*. per doz. Petunias, fine sorts,
at 4*. per doz., in tin cases. All orders sent per post will be
prepaid.

Please address—Woodlands Nursery, Maiesfield, nearUckfield,
Sussex. Agents in London, Messrs. Warner and Warner 28,
Cornhill; and Mr. Carter, 238, High Holborn.

TV/IESSRS. CORMACK&CO. beg to announce that
-A*-*- their new FUCHSIA CORMACKII is now ready to send
out at 7*. 6d. each. It was exhibited at the Horticultural and
Floricultural Societies' Shows last season, when it was generally
admirca for its fine foliage and distinct flower. Applications to
be made at the Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, and New
Cross, Surrey.

The above plants are all in pots ; and a general supply may
be had throughout the season.
N.B.— Plants for Bedding or Creepers ordered to the amount

of 20*. will be forwarded to any part of London carriage free ; a
reference or Post-office order will be required of unknown corre-
spondents.— Albion Nursery , StojceNewington. Middlesex.
UXBR1DGE NURSERY, Fourteen MilesTr"o7n~Lonrion. on theOxiord road, and Three Miles from the West Drayton stationon the Groat Western Railway.

y n '

]\/TESSRS. BROWN & ATTWELL, Seedsmen,
•^'J- Florists, and General Planters, Uxbridge, Middlesex
acknowledge with gratitude the liberal extension of patronage
they have received, and beg most respectfully to assure their
triends it will be their earnest endeavour to merit future appro-
bation by offering nothing to their notice except such articles as
they feel convinced will give satisfaction. With this view they

nlu

,

lcethe following New Varieties of Splendid SEEDLING
DAHLIAS, which they have purchased of the fortunate raisers

5the description will prove faithful as leceived, and not highly

T CATTLLL, Nurseryman, Westerham, Kent," • begs to inform the Public that he will have five beautiful
Varieties of PETUNIAS to send out in May next, at 2*. 6d. each,
viz.: Sir R. Sale—very large rosy purple, exira. Lady Sale'
—light fine dark pencilled Eye. Enchantress—very bright
rose. Magician— light, shaded with rose, very large, superb—
Jewess— light, with fine dark Eye. The usual discount to the
Trade if the five are taken.
The above have been selected from a Stock saved from some of

the finest Varieties sent out last year, are all fine round Flowers,
and cannot fail to prove a good addition to this beautiful tribe
of Plants.

J. C. will also have ready in May, for bedding (in addition to a
general Stock), Plants of Pentstemon gentianoides splendens,
Gentianoides Shepherdii, and Murryana, Lobelia Marrvattii, Del-
phinum Barlowii, Dianthus fimbriatus superbus* fine pots of
Rhodantha Manglesii ; Tea-scented. Isle de Bourbon, China,
Noisette, and other Roses, &c, &c, the prices of which may be
had on application.—Westerham, April 19, 1843.

• VERBENA FORMOSA ELEGANS.
THIS splendid and very distinct Verbena—colour,

bright Vermilion, with large white eye, renders it very
showy and truly beautiful, and one of the very best sent out to
the public.

Remarks of the Editors of the Floricultural Cabinet, October 1,
1842: "The Verbena sent by Mr. Croft is the best of the
bright-coloured ones wc have seen."
Plants of the above will be ready early in May, at 3*. 6d. each ;

the usual discount when six plants are taken.— Please address
G. Croft, Torbury, Reading.

G.
ORANGE, LEMON, AND CITRON TREES.
MARSANO has just landed from Italy Two
Hundred of the above splendid TREES, in the best condi-

tion, from 6*. to 10*. each. One case contains 80 middling Trees.
The Trade will be supplied at. 33 per cent, cheaper than any other
house in London. Orders taken for French Pedestal Cupboards
ornamented with Marble Tops, with Shelves inside, 2Aft hi"h
Orders by post will be punctually attended to, by applying ata
Marsano, No. 2, Beauchamp-street, Brooks'-market, Leather-
Lane, Holbom.

CHOICE PANSIES.
T HENCHMAN begs to inform Growers of the

*-* • PANSY that he has still on hand a few healthy Plants of
his six seedling varieties, at 21*. the collection;

J. H. has also a few choice varieties to offer at from 9s. to 18*.
per dozen.

J. H. begs to state that there is, at present, a VACANCY in his
Establishment (which comprises a general Nursery Stock) for a
respectable Youth as APPRENTICE. A moderate Premium
required. -Edmonton, London, April 13, 1843.

MITCHELL'S Unrivalled Variegated DAHLIAS,
viz., the BEAUTY of SUSSEX and BLANCHE SHELLEY.

James Mitchell begs to announce his intention of sending out
in May 1 he above Seedling Dahlias, which he can recommend
with confidence to the most limited grower; they have been
justly pronounced both by foreign and English growers to be the
most beautiful and the most valuable acquisition ever offered to
the public. J. M. will also have fine plants of Mrs. SHELLEY,
which is first-rate and very scarce. The BEAUTY of SUSSEX,
—This Dahlia has been placed before any other two-coloured
flower, at all the principal Shows in England, viz.—the Salt
Hill, the Floricultural, the South London, Maidstone, and Ton-
hridge Wells bhows. Colour, delicate pink, strongly edged with
Cherry—the petals are cupped, of firm texture, and well ar-
ranged* never confused

; the general form is excellent, and rising
well in the centre; a constant show-flower—4 feet, 10*. (id.
BLANCH!-; SHELLEY, white, delicately tipped with purple,
beautifully-cupped petals, superior form, and of great depth: a
constantshow-tlower-5 feet, iu*. 6d. Mrs. SHELLEY, delicate
rosy pmk, cupped petals, a constant show-flower—4 feet, 5*.—The usual allowance to the trade, where a dozen plants are^dered.— Piltdown Nursery , Maresfield, Uckfield, Sussex.

J^^ M1LNE
> Nurseryman, Stoke Newington,
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" lhe us»*al allowance made to the Trade.

coloured in order to procure a sale ; and they believe them to be
equal to any now offered. Should the season prove unpropitious
to any of them, no charge will be made for such, where the
selection has been left to B. and A.
They also avail themselves of this opportunity to inform their

mends that they can supply all the varieties of other establish-
ments of known respectability, at a trifling advance, to cover the
expense of Carriage, &c—Catalogues on application.

SEEDLINGS, 1843.
1. Great Mogul (Attwell), colour bright garnet, petals

shaded, cupped and stiff, full centre, form circular, full size,
constant and fine show flower. 5 feet.—Plants, 10s. 6d.

2. Venus, a pure white, great depth of cupped petals, form cir-
cular; first prize for best white at Crown and Anchor, 1841 ; first
at Windsor, Wycombe, and several early shows in 1842; was so
much affected by the thrip as the season advanced that

?

it could
not be exhibited with advantage. Plants, 10*. 6d.—First week
in May.

3. Lady of the Manor (Attwell), very light, delicately tipped
with lavender, good shape and properties; every flower fit for
show. 5 feet.—Plants, u>.s. 6d.

4. Dreadnought (Robertson), beautiful chesnut-brown, fine
cupped petals, noble back-tier flower, excellent properties and
shape. 4 to 5 feet. Hardeners 1

Gazette, second week in October
(See Correspondence). 10s. rjd.

5. Loch 1 el (Robertson), beautiful glossy scarlet, cupped, con-
stant and fine, in the way of Lee's Bloomsbury, but much finer.
Stock, only four roots. Plants, I0.s'.6U

6 Miss Cameron (Robertson), a very peculiar and elegant
shaded rose, fine cupped petals, splendid habit and shape, and
good show flower. Stock, two roots. Plants, 7s. 6d.

7. Coronet (Thompson), bright dark flame, bold back-tier
flower, considerable depth of stiff cupped petals, well up, superior
centre, and constant ; every bloom fit for show. 4 ft.— Plants, 95.
Brown & Attwkll avail themselves of this opportunity to

make it known that they have purchased from the executor of
the

:
late T. Hogg all the reserved and selected stock of CARNA-TIONS and PICOTEES of that renowned grower, and respect-

fully solicit a share of that patronage he so long and deservedly
enjoyed

;
feeling assured that with this splendid addition to theirown extensive stock, they will be enabled to execute orders to

any extent, and to the entire satisfaction of those persons whomay honour them with their commands.

K
Fine Bt"'d, 'r Carnations from 6d. per pair.

15. and A. have a few pairs of their Goliath Carnation, a Seed-
ling Scarlet Bizarre, not always a show flower, but one of the
largest and best stage flowers ever sent out, bs. per pair.A fine assortment of Auriculas, Polyanthuses, Tulips, Pinks,
Picotees, Carnations, Pelargoniums, and Pansies.
Nearly 100 varieties of German Stock, Aster, and Larkspur,

in packets from 12*. to 6rf., as imported. All the new and old
/ varieties of Annual Flower Seeds, in small and large packets.
Weeden's celebrated Black Spine Cucumber Seed, in packets at
Is. and 2s. 6d.

B. and A. are now sending out a splendid Collection of Ten
Seedling Pansies, at 21. 2s. ; the Princess of Wales and Radical
Jack alone, 7s. 6d. each. Fine scarlet Intermediate Stock Seed,
is. per packet; Trade packets, 2s. 6d.
The Uxbridge Nursery is celebrated for its fine growth of Ever-

greens, &c.

HORTICULTURAL IMPKOVEMENTS.
TJEAD'S GARDEN SYRINGE (for the invention of
-*•*' which he has been honoured with the Silver Medal of the
Royal Horticultural Society), also small Machines, Pails, Truck
Machines, and Garden Engines of every description, on the most
improved principle, which may be worked with half the labour
required for any other Engines now in use, and are the best
adapted for destroying those insects which make such deadly
havoc on all choice Fruit-trees and plants at this season of the
year, and which the Patentee, from 31 years experience in the
science, can safely warrant. The valves are so arranged, that
they are never liable to be out of repair. Likewise a Portable
*iRE-ENoiNE,;upon an entirely new principle, will pass any com-
J"
on doorway, may be worked by two men, and will discharge

20 gallons per minute a distance of 60 feet ; and byfour men may
oe continued for any length of time. This Engine is so con-
structed, that by shifting a single pin, it maybe worked by oneman with ease for all Horticultural purposes. May be seen and
proved at 35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly.

NOW ON VIEW, EAST INDIAN ORCHIDACE^E FOR SALE

M^
BY AUCTION.

ESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to announce they
will sell by Auction, at their Great Room, 38, King-street,

movent-Garden, on Monday, 24th April, at 12 o'clock, a con-
signment of very valuable ORCHIDACE^E, which have just ar-
rived overland from India in the most pei feet health, having been
collected in the presidency of Bombay between the 20th and 25thFebruary last.

'ihe attention of collectors is respectfully invited to this un-
precedented Sale. The Plants are now on view; and Cataloguesmay nejiadofthe Auctioneers, 38, King-street, Covent-Garden.

-» »t. TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, andOTHEREL
1V1LSSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew
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and following day, atlwelve o'Clock,-A delightful Assortment of splendid Carna-

tions, Picotbks, Pinks, Roses, Dahlias, Pki.arooniums,

SoHorf i .

Vkrbenas
i

anrt a miscellaneous Assemblage ofvanen and interesting Flowers, for ihe Amateur and Grower.

hQHit- 7?
Vaewe(1 the morning: of sale ; and Catalogues may bena at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,Leytonst: ne.
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U UE SOLD, for One-third the Cost, a Greenhouse,
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erected two years, stocked with about
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1 ne best Pelargoniums in cultivation: also, about 10G
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&c - &c -> ready to bloom; will be
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a bargain, the ground being wanted for building

S?;rFSr Cards to view
' aP^y t0 Mr - SNArE, Nurseryman,°£P^l^Tunn^. New North-road, lloxlon.

mr^ -r,^
T0 FLORISTS AND GARDENERS.

'

r

J_0
BE SOLD or LET, TWO GREENHOUSES,

. , ^lth a sm all Cottage and Ground, in an eligible situation,
with immediate possession. The only reason of parting with
the property is in consequence of ill health. Apply at Mr. S.
brown's, Florist, opposite St. John's Wood-road, Edgeware-rd.

XJ OLLY-HEDGE.—TO BE SOLD, 40 Rods of a
-* fine thriving Holly-hedob, about to be removed imme-

diately for the purpose ofthrowing two fields into one. Apply
to Mr. George White, Cranford, near Hounslow.

3

>
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TO BE SOLD on reasonable terms, a number of!

Succession and FRUITING PINE PLANTS. withaFrame
and Lights. To be seen at Burwood, near Cobham, Surrey.

POMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
V-/ ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapside, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

Payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly 5 loans advanced from 25«.

to 500/., for three or more years, on approved personal or other

security, on the borrower assuring his or her life ior a moderate

amount. -

Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at 14 or 21 i in case of death the whole of the money

returned to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-

spectuses and every information to behadot Frkdkrick Law-

Ranck, Resident Secretary, 1 12, Cheapside.

ECONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
-^ No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON.
Established 1823. Empowered by Act of Parliament, 3 William IV.

Lower rates of premium thantuose of any other office.

that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows^--

Age.

Annual
Premium
Per cent.

15

1 10 8

20 25

I 14 7 l 19 o

30

2 4 3

35

2 1011

40

2 19 9

45

3 11 9

50

4 8

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to itt.

Per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1839 a second

Bonus was awarded, amounting: on the average to 31/. per cent,

on the premiums paid during the preceding five years.

No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

Proceeding (in a decked, sailing, or steam-vessel) fromanyonc
Port thereof to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sea-

faring men by profession. Licenses are granted to go to any pait

of the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling or by

the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of

Parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.

Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board of Directors,

Campbell Jambs Downer, Secretary.

TTOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR ABATING
Xl HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon imP'O^P""-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL ana

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Baii.ky having devoted much time to the considers,

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection 01

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode or heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. Inej

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland and Ireland for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick

D.andE. Bailkv also construct in metal all descnptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawng

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremelyxomp etc and

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public

D. and E. Baii.ky were the first to introduce nwtdbc «™k
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many

others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the &alvamc Plant

Protectors, which are now ready for immediate^ehveiy^lJey

beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Ppe.oOrJ-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-

vals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

G U A NO ON SALE
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT. & Co.. LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

-Now ready, Vol. I., price 21., cloth. _„„_ ., ,
rpHE FLOWER-GARDEN OF ORNAMENTAL
X PERENNIALS, containing coloured Portraits, with Direc-

tions for the Cultivation, of Two Hundred and Sixty Perennial

Herbaceous Plants, or such as die down in the winter to appear

again in the Sprine-includingalanre number of showy Flowers,

not generally known, but which will grow freely in any Garden.

Bv Mrs. Loudon. • •

.

London: Published by William Smith, 113, Fleet-street; of

whom may be had, by the same author,

THE FLOWER-GARDEN OF ORNAMENTAL ANNUALS;

Cl

THE
Pr
FLOWER-GARDEN OF ORNAMENTAL BULBOUS

PLANTS; cloth, price 2/ . 12s. 6d.

^wIJbR-ARY OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.-Price 6d. each.

TJR1TISH FOREST TREES: A Guide to the

25 Beauties of our Woods and Parks.

Botany- an introduction to that fascinating Science.

Vkgktabi.k Physiology: a Treatise on the Structure and

FXi^S

owK
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aD EN, Kitche* Garde*, Fruit GARDEN ,

"She h"«
H
:°?"H.Mt.. Diseases, Management, ftc.

SmksticBrew.no, English Cookery, Preserving, and

"SSSSSS?**. GAHDBN : an account of E^b^Vegetables.

*** 22 Numbers of this popular series are now-
published.

Also in a Volume «f nearly 200 pages, price 2*. cloth,

THE GARDENER'S MANUAL : containing Prac-

tical instructions for the Cultivation *"d Management o the

Flower, the Fruit, andtht Kitchen Garden-the Hot-house^ ween

house, and Conservatory , adapted either to small or large gardens.

London : Cradock & C6., 48, Paternoster Ro*.

r PHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

-* by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHJN

SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded nun by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ;
Messrs. Loddigcs ,

Hackney : Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Mr. Knife nx »»

King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church -street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double

Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much -approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the

merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, page 1/5,

and February, 1843, page 87), renders it unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :—

They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price il. 4s. and upwards. *'urt
.

1
?':r

particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,

Bedsteads. Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. ,

N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings 01

every description. _^_^__
ENN ' S~SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE BUILDING,
WARMING, and VENTILATING.-The superiority of the

principle first introduced by Jno. Penn, Esq., for obtaining a

more complete circulation of the atmospherem heated apartments,

being Zw fully established, W. HILL respectfully acquaints

the NobHity. Horticulturists, and the Public generally that

having, conjunction with the Inventor, devoted much time

and study to perfect the same in the construction of Conserva-

tories, Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, and other ^cultural
Erections, and to heat them with IMPROVED HOT-WATER
APPARATUS, to ensure any degree of temperature,

earnestly solicits their inspection of the working of this system

at the Inventor's residence, l-ewisham.
„„.„,.,„,

The peculiar advantages in Houses erected upon, or altered

"OOTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Euros,
X mangel Wurzel,.&c. By the use of fteatoeManure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orange Globe Mangel WuazEL.by Mr. A. Cotton of Hll-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the EarLof Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per ace, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt.
?^ u '?"

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano. , ,_ . ,. ,,„ _„_«.„„,
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 1 5s. per ton

,

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.-Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,

Lambeth.
.

MANURES.—Guano, Nitrates of Soda, and Potash,

(pure), at the Importer's prices. Also Gypsum Potter^s

Guano (superior to the Foreign) Urate, Bone-dust Sniphate of

Ammonia, and all other Chemical Manures on the lowest terms

for oa«l> Rnrk Salt and Agricultural Salt.—Sold by Mark

Fot^rg.l?, Merchant and" Agricultural Agent, 40, Upper

Th^e

PamJwets treating of the above may be had of Mr. F.

Sole Agent for Watson's Granulated Compost.

THE AUTHENTIC HISTORY OF CHINA.
"

In 2 vols. 8vo.. with a Chinese Map of the Empire, price 24s.

rMilNA OPENED ; a complete Display of the Hw-

VJ torv—Customs-Manners-Arts-Religion-Commerce.
«c.

of the Chinese. By the Rev. Charles Gutzlaff, Interpreter to

*£S?SS!rKSi. of this able work from his many

years residence in China, has gained a perfect knowledge ot the

language, and being tilted by nature with \cllln
?
sl co"^e

:

na fee? has been enabled to travel as a native, through the whole

of this interesting country, (a privilege^never-obtained before by

any European,) the result is the production of the most authentic

and complete account of this singular nation and people that

has vet been given to the public, leaving the English reader

nothing to wish for, and without any excuse for .gnorance, on a

subject in which we are now so particularly interested."-Lon-

don Review. n«-«v«i
London: Smith, Elder, & Co., 65, CornhiU.

GUANO MANURE.

THE genuine GUANO, of the best quality, may be had

-1 at i?Z ner ton. by applying to W. Skirvino, Queen-square,

Liverpool who^ll execute orders from the Importer's bonded

Ktnrps in Livernool or London, as required.

W S has had constant and extensive practice with Guano

ever since its introduction, and has now no hesitation in saying

that he considers it the most valuable manure that has been in-

troduced in his time, and, at the present price, by far the

cheapest known. Guano is a strong natural manure, quite W-
ferent to the artificial manures manufactured In tins tounti> ,

it is highly infected, not disinfected. Purchasers may have plain

directions for the use of Guano, founded on two years practice

with it on garden and field crops of many kinds.

""N.B. If ten tons or more are taken, a reduction is made in

the price. Terms of payment—ready money.

GUANO.

GUANO having now fully established itself as the

best and cheapest MANURE, J. & C. Whalley have pur-

oh^e a stock from the best importation, of which they can de-
ceased a stock iru

Bonded Stores, on the lowest
liver any quai.tity, direct tio

thc Trade that they have a

Sl%uantfiy
C
oV rme

b
r^n°Oak Acorns and choice Tree Seeds.

*SK3*f^SffSVSnlated Compost, which is very

highly recommended1.-12, St. George's Crescent, Liverpool.

r< UANO ON SALE. -Any quantity of this Valuable

The neonliar advantages in Houses erectea upon, or aiterea \JC Manure can be had from the bonded S.tores ot tne im-

toxMr^tinci^ue-Ftee and rapid Circulation, Equality of orter , either in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotes

T^l^lCt^Zl a^^reeMe access, &tB.\l times, to the ?°
h, Powell, and Pryor. St. Helen's Place, London

ftSSJSZEb safrand -agreeabl4 access, at all times, to the

"Surcherc\°aX
i0
Manufactories, or other large Public

Buildings and Dwelling-houses, warmed and ventilated. The

Heating Apparatus, which is of the very best description, com-

bing Durability and simplicity with Economy in the Con-

sumption of Fuel, is manufactured by and fixed under the super-

intendence of JNO. PENN, Esq., Engineer.
,, .. a„.

Reference is permitted to Jno. Willmot, Esq., Isleworth, and

numerous other Gentlemen, who are practically acquainted with

the merits of W. Hill's mode of applying Mr. Pknn's prmciule.

Designs, and every information, may be obtained on application

to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham. ^^^^^
HOT WATER FOR BOTTOM-HEAT

T WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-Place,

Y • King's Road, Chelsea, Hothouse-builders and Hot-Water
Apparatus Manufacturers, seeing that several parties pretend to
lay claim to the Open Trough, Tank, or Gutter system ot heating,
J- W. & Co. here lay before the Horticultural world their prac-
tice respecting it, they having fixed and circulated water in open
Troughs now upwards of ]6 years; and their works arc now to
be seen that have been fixed that time, at David Pugh's, Esq.,
Welsh Pool, Montgomeryshire; the Duke of Bedford's, Wo-
burn-, Sir Edmonij Antrobus, Cheam : and up to the present
time they could give a list of 200 names, where they have fixed
that principle, or their improvement on it. The above sketch
represents a pit, shewing the principle for the purpose of Bottom-
Heat, which answers well. J. W. & Co. solicit an inspection of
their improvements in Building, Heating, and Ventilating, at
their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-Place, Chelsea.

nnrrer. eiuier 111 JL.UUUUU *'". jjivw [>>•"> — —"—
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Crth, Powell, and Prvor St. Helen's Place London

Epwards, Danson, and Co., Liverpool; or Wm. Jos. myers

and Co., Importer s, Liverpool.

1TQUID MANURE.—Pomps of a superior construc-

J tion for Liquid Manure, portable and stationary. Garden

Piimos, Hydraulic ditto, and for deep Wells; also for Ships,

Barges, Tanners, Brewers, Soap-boilers, &c. Pumps kept for

Hire, for Wells and Excavations.— Benjamin Fowler, late

Guo'tGK Turner, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

TEGG'S LONDON MAGAZINE.
On Monday, the 1st of May, printed in a superior manner, on

paper made for the purpose, to be continued monthly, price

ri^EGG'S LONDON MAGAZINE of KNOWLEDGE
1 nnd AMUSEMENT, a Work calculated to promote the hap-

«-«.« and oeace of society, advance the interests of religion,

Shtas and humanity, and encourage a spirit of industry, econo-

, and perseverance amongst all classes.
m

l' * Prose communications in accordance with the objects and

nature of the above work, to be addressed for the Editor to the

Hondon" PriKSS* Thomas Tegg, 73, Cheapside, and sold

by all other Booksell ers.

"""
rn AGRICULTURISTS.—Now ready, price Jj-each.

A filllCULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE USE
A op YOUNG FARMERS. By C.W.Johnson, Esq., F.E.S.

1. ?Se COTTAGE FARMER'S ASSISTANT. By C. W.

john^m, Esfi., F.RS- BREWER. By Child.

»
§5

b
GUANO AS A FERTILISER. By C. W. Johnson,

ESq
"oN

R
FERTILISERS IN GENERAL. By C. W. Johnson,

NOVELTIES IN CHEMICAL APPARATUS.
Now ready, post-free, for 2d.,

/GRIFFIN'S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of

VJ CHEMICAL APPARATUS, Part II., containing 10 pages

8vo, with nearly 100 Engravings. Richard Griffin & Co.,

G
Als

6
o°,

W
a New Edition of Part I., 100 pages 8 vo, with 500 En-

gravings. Post-free at 25. —
"W^O.S AGRl'cxnTURTTli^^WFFAIES,

Published by WILLIAM BLACKW OOD & SOWb,

Edinburgh and London.

mH E BOOK OF THE FARM. By Henry Stephens.

1 Vol. L, with Seventeen Engravings by Landseer and others

and nearly 200 Woodcuts. Price 30*. bound in cloth. The becond

Volume is in course of Publication.
illustrated

•• • Skilful practice, is applied science.' This fact Is ^"« ra««

in every chapter of the excellent and comprehensive work now

before us * * * As a practical manual, for those who wsh

to be good farmers, it is the best book we know, "contains

more of the practical applications of modern ^.ence and adverts

to more of those interesting questions .rom which
fP

as improve-

ments have sprung, and from the discussion of which future

ameliorations are likely to flow, than any other of the '.ewer

works which have come under our eye."-Blacku-ood s Magazine

/0
'-The

7
'best practical book I have ever met v^ith."-Professor

Johnston of Durham* **• r,nnuTCTi?V
ELEMENTS of AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

and GEOLOGY. By James F. W 3*WOV.^**g£*
Chemistry and Mineralogy in the University of Durham Author

of "Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry aud Geology. -ihe

Second Edition, price 5s. nnhlished" Of all the different works which have lately been pi.bhs^^ea

on the Chemistry of Agriculture, that nowbefo »s S."-
be most likely to be of real service to the practical man.

Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.
tore-<itine: to the least" Bv their easy style are likely to prove interesting to the least

instructed."— Blackwood's Magazine.

STABLE ECONOMY"^ TRBATKB on the

MANAGEMENT of HORSES. ByJo-wJ™™^
A N

g
W

Edition in foolscap 8vo., with numerous wou , v

bound in cloth.
primal of every person who keeps

'• Worthy of thc d.l.gent P" **
^ of êrSt or the more

ADVICE to PUSCHASBRS of HORSES. Tenth

Thousand. Price 25. 6d. bound^n cloth.

FTKTNGTON ON DRAINING. By Johnston.
ELK.IJNU1U1

oved Methods, and adapted to the
According to 'he most ap

Eng iand and Scotland ; also on
various Sitnationsand Sods ot *. g

Formation of Pomls and

A nifictal Pieces o
L
f Wat!" The whole illustrated by Plans and

SecUons The Third Edition, 4to. pr.ee 19«. 6A

AINSLIE'S LAND-SURVEYING, comprising the.

ON
ki''sQUARETrs

e
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE

PRACTICAL^FARM^ ggj^^ CALENDAR . By c . w .

Johnson, Esq-
!

•
P»« "« Morton's Work on the NATURE AND

pabpSTVOT SOlS.^ being a second Report of Whitfield

^XanMAi?S
,

pLANTER AND PRUNER'S ASSISTANT. Price

6i'"' wiw a
P
tn«S

S

FARMER'S MANUAL. Price 6s.

{' SINCLAIR ON GRASSES. Coloured plate Price 30*.

1U S
James RinowAY, PiccadiUy, and all BookseUers,

Theory and Practice in all its Branches; m which the use of the

various Instruments employed in Surveying.Levelling &c, is

clearly elucidated by Practical Examples Illustrated by 40

Copper- plates. With a Treatise appended on Trigonometrical

Surveying, Levelling, and Railway Engineering. By William
Galbraith, M.A. to 4to, price 15s.

AN AGRICULTURAL TOUR in the UNITED
STATES and UPPER CANADA. By Captain Barclay of

Ury. I" one Vol. post 8vo, price 7s. 6tf.

Fifth Edition, 8vo. 10s. tU\ cloth.

BAYLDON'S ART of VALUING RENTS and
TILLAGES, and the Tenant's Right of Entering and Quit-

ting; Farms, explained. Adapted to the use of Landlords, Land
Agents, Appraisers, Farmers, and Tenants. Re-written and en-

larged by John Donaldson. With a Chapter on the Tithe Com-
mutation Rent- Charge.

44 A work equally valuable to the principal or the agent. The

new statements and calculations incorporated will be found of

great practical use. This work should be read and revised by

every one having an interest in the soil, whether as landlord,

tenant, or agsnt."—Mark Lane Express.

I London ; Longman, Brown, G»ken, and Longmans-
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Now ready, neat cloth, price 45. 6d. fRURAL CHEMISTRY.
An Introduction to the Study of the Science in relation to

Agriculture.
By Enward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S., F.L.S.

Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, Lecturer on

Chemistry, at the Royal Institution of Great Britain,
&c. &c. &c.

Extractsfrom the Introduction :

—

"A knowledge of the chemical composition of soils, and the
various substances employed as manures, enables us to compre-
hend the mode in which the latter act; and a knowledge of the
nature of those substances which plants require points out the
best and most economical methods of restoring to the soil, by
manures, those substances which plants remove from it."
M If the farmer knows what it is that gives the fertilizing powers

to manure, and is aware of the nature oftkose substances, he will
soon learn the best method of preserving end using them ; he will
then understand how to make the most cf the various sources of
manure at his disposal, and he will be enabled readily to save
much, that, for the want of such knowledge, would otherwise be
lost/'
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Fatty substances
Fermentation
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Fire, lighting a
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Nitrate of lime
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Nitric acid
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Oats, analysis of
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Organised matters
Oxalic acid
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Poppy
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Protoxide of iron
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Proportions
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Ripening of fruit

River-water
Rock-salt
Rotation of crops
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Rusting
Rye, analysis of
Saccharine matter
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Saline compounds
Saline manures
Salts
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Salt, common
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Salts, Glauber's
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Salts of potash
Saltpetre
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Salts of soda
Salts of iron
Salts, metallic
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Sea-fowl, excrements

of
Sea-shore
Sea-water
Sea-weed
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Seed, formation of
Selection by the roots
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Shell-sand
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Smell
Smells, foul

Smelting
Soap
Soap-making
Soap-boiling
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Soda, carbonate of
Soda, muriate of
Soda, nitrate of
Soda, sulphate of

London: 3, Charles-street, Co vent-Garden ; and may be
ordered of all Booksellers.
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Sodium, chloride of
Soft-water
Soils, analysis of
Soil, colour of
Soils, composition of
Soils, formation of
Soil, nature of
Soot
Sorrel
Spirit

Spirit of salt
Spirit of wine
Spring-water
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Steam
Stoves
Straw
Strong manures
Subsoil
Subsoil-ploughing
Substances, in soils,

organic
Substances, volatile
Substratum
Sugar
Sulphates
Sulphate of alumine
Sulphate of iron
Sulphate of lime!
Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of soda
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Sulphuret of iron
Sulphuric acid
Sulphurous acid
Sulphuretted hydro-
gen
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Tartaric acid
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nary compounds

The Tropics
Tobacco
Treacle
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Unripe fruit
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Urine
Urine, putrid
Use of the leaves
Use of plants
Vapour in the air

Vegetable alkalies

Vegetable manures
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Vitriol, green
Vitriol, oil of
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Volatile substances
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Water, composition of
Water, hard
Water, rain
Water, river
Water, sea
Water, soft
Water, spring
Wheat, analysis of
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White of egg
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Just Published, l2mo cloth, neat, price 39.

A TREATISE on the GROWTH of the PEACH and
NECTARINE on the OPEN WALL. By John Smith,

Author of a "Treatise on the Cucumber and Melon."
London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. ; and all Booksellers.

MRS. MARCET'S CONVERSATIONS.
pONVERSATIONS ON LAND AND WATER.^ Second Edition, fcp. Svo. 5.v. 6rf. cloth.
CONVERSATIONS ON CHEMISTRY. Fourteenth Edition,

2 vols. 14*. cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON POLITICAL ECONOMY. Seventh
Edition, 7s. *5d. cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. Tenth
Edition, with 14 Plates, 10s. Gd. cloth.

CONVERSATIONS ON VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY. Third
Edition, with Plates, 9.5. cloth.

il Mrs. Marcet's Conversations have long been regarded as the
best popular introductions to the science of nature."— Spectator.

London: Longman, Brown, Grkkn, and Longmans.

BOTANY, GARDENING, AND CONCHOLOGY.
A SCRIPTURE HERBAL; containing an Account of

*-*- all the Plants, Drugs, Perfumes, and Gums, mentioned in

the Bible; with an enumeration of Texts in which they are men-
tioned. By Lady Cali.cott. Square crown 8vo. with upwards of
120 Wood Engravings, 1/. r>s. cloth.

THE PRINCIPLES OF DESCRIPTIVE AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL BOTANY. By J. S. Hknslow, M.A..F.L.S.,
&c. &c. Fcp. 8vo. with Vignette Title and nearly 70 Woodcuts,
us. cloth. in.

CONVERSATIONS ON BOTANY. With 22 Plates.

9th Edition, fcp. fevo. 7s. 6d. cloth with Plates coloured, I2.s*. cloth.

POPULAR CONCHOLOGY; or, The Shell Cabinet
arranged : being an Introduction to the Modern System of Con-
chology ; with a sketch of the Natural History of the Animals,
an Account of the Formation of the Shells, and a complete Des-
criptive List of the Families and Genera, By Agnes Catlow.
Fcp. 8vo. with 312 Woodcuts, IDs. 6d. cloth.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVA-
TION OF THE GRAPE VINE ON OPEN WALLS. By Clement
I Ioark. Third Edition, with Additions,, 8vo. 7s. 6d. cloth,

ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF^PLANTS ; including all the

Plants which are now found in, or have been introduced into,

Great Britain, giving their Natural History, with such Descrip-

tions and Figures, as may enable a beginner who is a mere English
reader to discover the name of every Plant which he may find in

Flower. Edited by J.C. Loud op, F.L.S., H.S. &c. New Edition,

with a New Supplement, one very large volume, 8vo. with nearly

10^00 Engravings on wood, 3J. 13s. 6d. cloth.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans,

ADAPTED FOR SCHOOLS, PRIVATE TEACHERS, AND
STUDENTS.

pOOLEY'S ELEMENTS of EUCLID,
v^ With Explanatory Appendix and Exercises. Price 4s. 6d.
bound.

" The best edition of the Elements which has yet appeared."—
Athenmum.
" Cannot be easily surpassed."—Dublin University Magazine.
COOLEY'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOSITIONS: a Key to the

Exercises appended to the Elements. Price 3s. 6d. bound.
COOLEY'S FIGURES of EUCLID, with Enunciations. Price

Is. 6rf.

London : Whittaker, and Co. : sold by all Booksellers.

NEW AND SUPERB PELARGONIUMS, CHOICE CALCEO-
LARIAS, PANSIES, FUCHSIAS, and NEW VERBENAS, &c. Sec.

A LL CULTIVATORS of the above Plants are invited
-£j- to apply for Hancock & Sons' Annual Catalogue, which
contains accurate Descriptions of the Newest Varieties in Culti-
vation, with many other Choice Plants, and the whole at mode-
rate Prices. Wear Nursery, Durham, April 17, 1843.

WIDNALL'S Catalogue of CHOICE DAHLIAS,
PELARGONIUMS, PERENNIALS, and Greenhouse Plants,

with full descriptions and reasonable prices affixed, is now ready
for delivery. Application to be made at the Grantchester Nursery*
Cambridge.

MINIATURE GREENHOUSES OF AN IM-
PROVED CONSTRUCTION. These beautiful Green-

houses can be had of any form and size ; round, square, hexagon,
octagon, &c, glazed, japanned, and completely fitted up, at a
moderate expense.
ZINC FLOWER-POTS. These novel articles are more hand-

some and durable than the old red clay pots, and the Plants-
flourish with increased vigour, owing to the current of Electri-

city generated by the Galvanic Circuit of Metal, Earth, and
Water.
ZINC GARDEN LABELS in great variety. Garden Hand-

frames, Cucumber-frames, &c., &c. All kinds of Horticultural
Articles, suitable for Noblemen, Gentlemen, and amateur Gar-
deners on hand, or made to order, at IIevry Hewktson's Ziac
Manufactory, 57, Cannon-street, London Bridge.

MOXON'S EFFERVESCENT MAGNESIAN APE-
RIENT may be had of all respectable medicine-venders

throughout Great Britain and Ireland, and nearly every part of
the civilised world. In all parts it has met with the sanction of
members of the medical profession, who recommend it to their
patients as the best Family Purgative over discovered. It is of

eminent service in pains in the Head, casual or habitual costivc-
ness, Bilious Affections, Nausea, Sickness, Heartburn, Indiges-
tion, Gout, Piles, Fistula, and as an aperient saline draught in

all febrile affections. It is an effectual remedy for derangement
of the stomach and head, resulting from excess either in eating
or drinking. It possesses all the medicinal powers of the most
approved saline Aperients, without the disagreeable taste which
distinguishes medicines of that class, and is so agreeable that
even children can take it without dislike. Prepared only by
Benjamin Moxon & Sons, Chemists, Hull. Sold in bottles at

25. (}(/., 4s. 6d., and lis. Observe—the genuine medicine has
"Moxon & Smith (then co-partners), Chemists, Hull," engraved
on the Government stamp.—Wholesale Agents, Barclay and
Sons, &c, London.

[BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.]
TO WUHSliRYMKN, FLORISTS, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

1^ M'NEILL & Co., Patentees of Improved Patent
• ASPHALTED FELT, beg to draw attention to their supe-

rior manufacture for ROOFING, which is now so extensively
used in lieu of slates, tiles, thatch, &c„ for Houses, Cottages,
Out-buildings, Verandahs, Sheds, and, in lact, every description
of building, and is particularly adapted, from its non-conducting
qualities, as a covering and protection for plants, &c. This
article is manufactured purposely for securing a perfectly tight
roof against rain and snow, and for resisting the external heat
of the sun, by its non-conducting qualities. It is impervious to
wet, and not liable to crack with changes of temperature. The
timber and woodwork may be extremely light, as the weight of
the Fki.t is only 24 lbs. per 100 square feet; and thus, in timber
alone, there is a saving of at least one-half; and the expense of
the Felt, as compared with tiles, is considerably less than one-
half 5 and with slating the difference is still greater. This article

combines economy, durability, and neatness ; it is manufactured
32 inches wide, and may be ordered for the length of any build-
ing, thereby preventing the necessity of many joinings ; and any
unpractised hand may roof a moderate-sized house in a few
hours.—Parties sending to the manufactory, Lamb's Buildings,
Bunhill-row, London, may have it immediately cut off from the
machines, and furnished on the instant, so that they pay for no
more than is actually required.
E&.The price of Rooting Felt is only One Penny per Square Foot.
*** Samples, with full directions as to its application, sent,to

any part of the town or country, and orders by post immediately
executed.
Patent Felt Manufactory, Lamb's-buildings, Bunhill-row.

HPO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, &c—The Society
-*- for the Encouragement of Horticulture and Floricul-
ture in Manchesterbeg to arrriounce that they will be glad to
receive (carriage-paid), any new seedlings of Flowers,
(cut specimens,) Plants, Fruits, or Vegetables, for the pur-
pose of making them generally known, aiding their circulation,
and giving that encouragement to merit which hitherto, from a
want of personal inspection, has frequently been misplaced,
much to the injury of the raisers of Seedlings. Parties desirous
of availing themselves cf such a means may forward their par-
cels addressed, "For the Floricultural Society, care of Mr. Ro-
binson, Falstaff Market-place, Manchester."
N.B.—The above Society meet every Saturday, so that speci-

mens sent for their inspection ought to be delivered as above
not later than 12 o'clock at noon on thai day.

FOR 3/. 15.9.

A SEVEN-GUINEA GARDEN-ENGINE, light,
•i--*- powerful, and of best make, with appurtenances complete :

No. 12, Halton-street, Cross-street, Islington.

TO LADIES.
ROWLAND'S KALYDOR.— Under the special Pa-
-*-*' tronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the CiuREN and the
Royal Family.—This elegant and fragrant preparation thoroughly
eradicates all Pimples, Spots, Redness, Tun, Freckles, and other
Defects of the Skin ; heals Chilblains, and renders a chapped and
rough skin pleasantly soft and smooth. It imparts a youthful
roseate hue to the completion, and renders the Arms, Hands, and
Jvec/c delicatelyfait and soft. Caution.—-Much pernicious trash
is now offered for sale as " KALYDOR •»—it is therefore impera-
tive on Purchasers to see that the words "ROWLAND'S KA-
LYDOR" are printed on the wrapper.—All others are " Gross
Impositions." *** To protect the Public from Fraud, The Hon.
Commissioner s of Stamps have authorized the Proprietor's Signa-
ture to be engraved on the Government Stamp, thus—"A
Rowland and Son, 20, Hatton Garden, " which is affixed to
each bottle. Price 4.9. ()d. and Ss. Gd. per bottle, duty included.
Ask for ROWLAND'S KALYDOR. Sold by them, and by Che-
mists and Perfumers-
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WEEKS & Co., Architects, Hortic
• iiuir.DBus, &c.

f
Gloucester-place, King's-road,

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
ULTURAL

, ___., r _ , Chelsea.—
ine great simplicity of their improved plan of Shading, by
"Which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instantly
covered with a sheet of Canvas, renders the principle an object
of admiration. To be seen in use at most of the London Nur-
series, and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place,
Chelsea.

®!je H5r&ttm\tv$' €l)vm\itU+

SATURDAY, APRIL 22, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, April 25 . . . Zoological fl£ p.k.

Wednesday, April 26 . .(S*°J?*J^' *
"i

' * ' $ P ' M *

" e "LMedico-Botanical ... 8 p.m.

.._ f Entomological . . . . 8 p.m.Monday, May 1 . . . .\HnrtitmIturaJ Anniversary 1 p. m-
C Horticultural .... 3| p.m-

Tuesday, May 2 . . • -vLinnean 8 p.m.
CFloricultural .... 7^ p.m.

Friday, May 5 Botanical 8 p.m.

Country Shows, April 23

„ „ May 5
Limerick.
Liverpool-

w],

When buildings for the shelter of plants in winter
"Were first thought of, large rooms with upright win-
dows were the means employed ; and hence the old-

fashioned conservatory (or hibernatory), such as still

exists at Kensington Palace, Hampton Court, Kew,
and other old gardens, and as was but a few
years since contrived in the ditch of Windsor Castle
terrace garden. But as gardeners gained a better
jnsight into the nature of plants, they found that
bght was as necessary to healthy vegetation as protec-
tion from cold; and then arose the glass sheds with
lean-to roofs. Afterwards, when Priestley, Senebier,
and others, had explained the nature of the solar action
upon plants, ingenuity was taxed to secure the greatest

possible quantity of light in plant-houses; first, a
southern aspect was regarded as indispensable ; then
^as calculated the angle of slope which would enable
the sunbeams to strike the glass roof most directly at
a 'l seasons

; next, rafters of wood were regarded as
too heavy, and iron was substituted; and then came
curvilinear roofs, with all that lightness and beauty of
appearance for which they are so well known.

But there has long been an opinion in the gardening
World that span-roofed houses are in some respects
better than lean-tos

; probably because of the impossi-
bility of turning to good account the back wall of a
common greenhouse; and buildings of that descrip-
tion are now becoming common. It has even been
doubted whether the* large quantity of light, which
modern inventions are specially directed to secure, is

as advantageous to plants as has been supposed. But
common sense tells us that under no circumstances
can plants in glass houses receive so much light as

Mature would, with certain exceptions, give them out
°f doors ; and experience shows that, with proper
Management, the health of plants is generally in pro-
Portion to the amount of light which they receive.

Many plants, indeed, grow naturally in woods and
^eluded places, and to them bright sun-light is
lnjurious ; of this kind are Ferns and most Orchidaceous
Plants. But they form the exception, rather than the
*ule, and in no degree invalidate the law, that if plants
*e to be kept in the best possible health, they must
ilave the greatest possible natural light.

Jt may, however, happen, that strong light is dan-
S^ous to all plants under particular circumstances,
Just as the most wholesome food may occasionally be
Prejudicial to the human system. We know, for
instance, that plants that have been fro/en, and winch
Perish, when rapidly thawed by sudden sunshine,
^'U »ot die if the thawing is slow and gentle. All
gardeners are, or ought to be, aware of that fact; it
llas been certainly ascertained in so great a variety of
cases as to admit of no doubt ; it explains why tender
P**ttta thrive better within the shadow of north walls,

?
r at the north side of a shrubbery, than when they

t\

Q
P*ace<* *n warm and sunny nooks. The cause of

^phenomenon has been discussed in a report on the

£
ffects of the Frost of the Winter of 1 837-8, published
y the Horticultural Society (Transactions*second scries,

t] ,
**'.?• 305 -) We find that Mr

'
Jumes Macnab,

*e skilful curator of the Caledonian Horticultural
°cietys garden, has suggested that, on this account,
P&n-roofed greenhouses which run north and south,
j^d consequently face east and west, are better than
a**-tos with a southern exposure. From an excellent
°port in the Edinburgh Advertiser we extract the
Rowing particulars.

*
AU the opinion of Mr. Macnab the span-roofed
Use running north and south is not only better in

^ttjer,but is still more advantageous in winter.

n j

0r example, in a span-roofed house, extending

air
am* souc ' 1

» t'uring the stormy weather of winter

th
°an be free'y Emitted, from whatever direction

\vh
^Vind

.

inay blow
> there being always a lee-side

ere sashes can be opened. In frames and pits,
ere top air alone can be given, plants suffer greatly

oni damp
; but m a span-roofed house, the circula-

«m of air may be constantly kept up so as efFectuallv
u prevent damp. For such a greenhouse fire-heat is
scarcely at all required ; for if there be a free circula-

tion of air during the autumn and winter months,
and if the tables or shelves be carefully kept dry and
clean, and water be sparingly given to such plants only

as require it,— cold, even though it should extend to

the occasional freezing of the surface-soil of the pots,

will do less injury to most plants than the application

of fire-heat. Mr. M'Nab has found the same kind of
plants to become soft, spongy, and drawn up, in the
lean-to house, which continued hard, woody, and
dwarfish in the span-roofed house. Last season he
kept a number of fine Cinerarias and Pelargoniums in
houses of both forms. After a severe frosty night in

January, they presented in the morning much the
same appearance in both houses, the leaves drooping
and being covered with a white rime, resembling hoar-
frost. By ten o'clock the sun shone forth. The
plants in the lean-to house were subjected to the full

influence of the mid-day rays ; and, although air was
given, they blackened and perished. In the span-

roofed house, extending north and south, theinfiuence
of the sun was much less felt ; for as he proceeded
towards the meridian, the intercepting astragals and
rafters necessarily formed a screen or shade; and air

being given, the plants survived, and soon recovered.
M Amateur cultivators, who like to possess a small

greenhouse, and to manage it for themselves, ought to

prefer the span-roof form ; and from Mr. M'Nab
they may learn this important lesson—that by an
early and anxious application of fire-heat, in a frosty

night in the beginning of winter (a common fault),

they not only incur unnecessary trouble and expense,
but do real injury to their plants, which would suffer

little from cold, provided air were made to circulate

freely among them, and damp were guarded against.

Tlie beautiful tribes of Erica and Epacris will suffer

little or nothing in a cold greenhouse, although the

thermometer in the open air may indicate several de-

grees below freezing, while the sudden application of

fire-heat will probably kill them.
u Mr. M'Nab mentioned that the superiority of the

span-roofed form was strikingly exemplified in the
Society's Garden about the middle of February last

(1 843), when the self-marking thermometer in the
open air, during different nights, indicated 20°, ]5°,

and even 10°, Fahr. During these frosts no heat
whatever was applied to the span-roofed house, which
contained a general collection of soft and hard-wooded
greenhouse plants. On the mornings of the 17th and
I9th February, the mercury in the thermometer
within the house stood at 25°, or seven degrees below
freezing ; yet only two or three plants, which were
standing near the upright glass of the south end of
the house, and were thus exposed to the mid-day sun.
suffered from the intense cold to which they had
been subjected. The temperature in the span-roofed
house always remained much more equable than in

the lean-to house. This was signally remarkable at

1 p.m., of the 14th February, when the thermometer
in the open air indicated 56°, in the lean-to house 70°,

and in the span-roofed house 48°. In the lean-to

house, therefore, where the whole glass roof was fully

exposed to the sun's meridian rays, the temperature

thus becoming 14 degrees higher than the open air,

and 27 degrees higher than in the span-roofed house.
" Having enlarged on the advantages of this form

of greenhouse during winter, we shall only briefly

state, in conclusion, that, in the warm weather of

summer, the span-roofed house admits the freest pos-

sible circulation of air, by means of upright sliding

sashes on both sides of the house; while the rafters

and astragals of the glazed roof break and intercept

the sun's rays, and help to shade the plants from their

direct influence; and that in such a house the plants,

instead of being drawn up and weakly, continue firm
and bushy— that they remain much longer in flower
—and that the colours of the flowers are general]

v

brighter."

Although, as is apparent from the observations with
which we introduced this matter, we do not feel dis-

posed to assent to the justice of some of the latter

statements, we freely concede that north and south

span-roofed houses are very convenient, and that, in

so far as abating the injury from frost is concerned,

they are far better than lean-tos. But we must at the

same time caution our readers against assuming, that,

because such span-roofs have these merits, they may
be applied to all purposes with advantage, we do

not think they can be used at all for early forcing,

and we much doubt whether they will suit any kind

of stove plants, except Ferns and Epiphytes, or species

with similar habits.

If the intersection of a country by good roads,

formed upon correct principles, he— as it surely is

—

one of the greatest means of rendering the resources

of a country available, and of civilising its inhabitants,

so on the other hand, is a universal and consistent

construction of water-courses, to drain the land, second

only to the former in importance. If the first enables

the inhabitants to move their produce freely from point

to point, the second places within their reacli the

means of obtaining the greatest attainable amount of

produce to be moved : if the one softens their manners
by the facilities it gives to the spread of metropolitan
refinements, the second no less efficiently contributes

to their comforts by the removal of insalubrious
vapours. The drainage of a country, however, not
being attended by such self-evident advantages as its

high-roads, is much more slowly appreciated ; and it

is only when the exhausted soil refuses to yield the
tenant and the landlord their accustomed profits that

its real importance begins to be felt. That people are

now aware of it in this country is sufficiently shown
by the many drainage associations which are rising

into vigorous existence.

But in an old and densely-peopled country like

England, it will always be found that the very best

measures are thwarted by conflicting wishes or per-

sonal prejudices. If one man is enlightened enough
to understand his real interests, his neighbours may
not have arrived at the same point of information, and
their opposition will then thwart his measures wher-

ever co-operation is required of them. We have no
right to do men good against their will, still less are

we entitled to compel others to enter into plans which
they dislike, however advantageous they may be to

them. And hence a great difficulty in carrying out

any general measure of public utility: so great, indeed,

that nothing: short of legislative interference can re-

move it.

The general drainage of the country is exactly such

a case. A man who chooses to sow his garden with
Blackberries can do so if he likes, and his crop will be
neither better nor worse for his neighbours' acts. Jf

he succeed, their assistance was not necessary to

enable him to do so; if he fail, his ill success is

nothing to them. Cropping, then, and all the general

details of cultivating the soil, are without the pale of

legal interference. But drainage is a very different

affair. A may be anxious to drain his garden, but

his neighbour B cares nothing about the matter, or

perhaps has a spite against him, and will neither help

him nor allow him to do so. A's land is a little higher

than B's, or B lies between A and the outfall, and

then the opposition of B puts a stop to A's plans.

A is an honest man, working hard for his living, and

perhaps with a family suffering in health from the

swampy nature of the soil. B, on the other hand, is

a lazy careless fellow, and does not know the look of a

doctor's bill ; but B's acts compel A to put up with

scanty crops and perpetual sickness. This is so mani-
festly unjust, and so frequent of occurrence, that the

law has long since attempted to provide a remedy

—

with what ill success the state of the whole country

can tell.

it is, then, to a general Drainage Bill that we should
look for that assistance which the circumstances of the

case demand—to some enactment of a comprehensive
character, which should merge all private and petty

interests in the greater exigencies of the state, and
which, compensating those who suffer, and trenching

unnecessarily upon no man's right, should secure the

effectual intersection of the country by water-courses,

that should be as much public property as the turnpike

roads. Without pretending to go into the details of

such a Bill, we may be permitted to state what we
conceive should be its general features. A board of

.

engineers should be appointed, to direct simultaneously

all the works that are to be executed ; they should

determine the lines of new water-courses, and the im-
provement of old ones ; they should have power to take

up land wherever required for their operations, com-

pensating the owners ; and to compel commissioners of

sewers, and other town authorities, to adjust their

drains, wherever practicable, to those of the country.

No applications from persons desirous of promoting

drainage should be waited for; no deposits of money

should be required: but the work should be carried

on by public officers, for public interests, and at the

public expense. No surveys would be required, for

the Ordnance maps would supply all the data that are

wanted. The cost of the operations might, m the

first instance, be defrayed by Government, and be

repaid by county rates, or by taxes levied upon those

who make use of the public water-courses for their

own advantage. The district surveyors might be

charged with the duty of keeping all the water-courses

in repair ; and the cost of the operation might be de-

frayed upon the same principle as that now pursued
with the high roads.

_
If this were done, the whole

island would be cut into a net-work of efficient public
water-courses; and then the person -who wished 1

drain his land might do so, while he who pro]) Ito
live in a quagmire would have the advami of en-
joying it without interference, and without the dis-
agreeable compulsion of exchanging his own 30 bushels
of Wheat an acre for his neighbour's 40.

It may, at first sight, appear unreasonable to levy a
county rate to defray the expense of works which are

only advantageous to those who have farms or gardens;
but the benefit of general drainage would not be thus

narrowly limited. Its inevitable effect would be to

render all the drained districts more healthy, and to

improve their climate: now this is a great advantage,
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common to all, and one for which all should pay

;

besides, an increased productiveness of the land is a

general, as well as a particular benefit. These are

additional reasons why a general drainage, defrayed at

the public expense, would, in our view, be preferable

to all operations of a partial character, the whole cost

of which would necessarily be thrown upon the land.

A bill which proposed such ends would be of ines-

timable value; and we had hoped that Mr. Pusey's,

which has lately been brought into Parliament, would

have been something of the kind. We regret, how-
ever, to find that it is of quite a different description.

No general plan of drainage is proposed, but the

work is to be executed in detail, according to the ap-

plications which may be made to a Board of Com-
missioners by parties interested. We greatly fear that

the effect of this would be to increase the general

expense and to diminish the general benefit ; for it

can be hardly possible to determine upon any con-

sistent plan of operations where only a small part of a

given district is to be acted upon. If, however, this

fundamental error is left out of consideration, Mr.

Pusey's bill appears to promise a certain amount of

advantage. It is very carefully drawn, has evidently

been extremely well considered, and shocks as little as

possible those interests with which we suppose it is

necessary to be gentle, if it is to be got through Par-

liament. Instead, therefore, of insisting any further

upon our own views, we shall endeavour to point out

in what manner Mr. Pusey'sbill may, as we conceive,

be improved in its details; for, in" some respects, it

seems open to practical objections, with reference to

the very objects it is intended to attain. But this we
must defer till another week.

Without interfering too much with the manage-
ment of allotments as to cropping, which may gene-
rally be left to the good sense of the tenant, it may
not be amiss to give a few hints, the result of expe-

rience, which may be useful to those who have never
cultivated land on their own account.

The most natural course for an inexperienced
labourer to pursue might be to imitate, on a small scale,

the operations of a larger farm ; but he will soon find

that in this way he will have but a small profit, and,
in fact, be poorly paid for his labour. He must raise

such produce as he and his family can consume, and
which will maintain some pigs. His crops must not

occupy the ground long, and he must have several

in succession the same year. Those which require

minute attention, in weeding, hoeing, &c, and which
the farmer cannot attend to so well, from a want of

cheap labour, suit the labourer best if he has a family
of children, who can do this for him without cost.

The nature of the crops must depend on the soil.

Potatoes, Cabbages, and Turnips, can be raised in

almost any soil which is well cultivated; the best of
these can be consumed by the family, the remainder
will feed the pigs. Beans and Barley may be raised

in small quantities to fatten a pig for winter provi-

sion; there would not be much profit if they were
sold. If Wheat is grown, it must be of the very
finest sorts, carefully dibbled and hoed, and sold for

seed, so as to sell much above the market-price. Flax
may be advantageously sown, if he can manufac-
ture it into thread at home, and have it woven for

the use of the family ; otherwise the labourer
cannot compete with the manufacturer. Every-
thing he sells should be of a superior kind, and
have been raised with care by the minute atten-
tion which women and children alone can afford,

whose time is of no value when they are* not at work
in the fields for the farmer. Let us suppose the soil to

be a poor sand on a subsoil of gravel: this will pro-
bably not require draining, but may be too dry in

summer. The ground should be trenched and well
mixed at first, but afterwards it need not be stirred

much, for this will only cause it to be too loose, and
let the moisture evaporate. If clay can be procured
near, whatever be its nature, it may be wheeled on,

and will do good by consolidating it. Marl is still

better, but this is more seldom at hand. If its tex-

ture cannot be improved by some such means, it must
be frequently watered with the richest liquor at hand.
Soapsuds, urine, the draining of a dunghill, will tend
to consolidate it, while they will encourage the growth
of whatever roots may be in the soil, which, decaying
there, when dug up, will fill the interstices of the soil

with organic matter, and soon improve it. The dung
used should be well rotten and moist; that of cows
will be the best, if it can be procured. The only
Corn crops which may be sown on such a soil are Rye
and Buck-Wheat, which will thrive in it. Turnips
may be sown as soon as the Rye is cut, the ground
being only slightly dug, or the stubble cut up by a
heavy hoe. They must be watered carefully till they
come up, and invigorated with liquid manure: a
small tank is consequently essential ; a good crop may
Slw ^tain

.

ed of *e quick-growing sort, called the

mavhl
UrmPj

,
before winter

- The Buck-Wheatmay be sown after early Potatoes ; and if the seed

does not ripen, the haulm may be dug in before the

flower is faded, and this will be almost as profitable,

by giving a manuring for the next crop, as if the seed

had come to perfection. Once in the way of raising

successive crops, the labourer will soon find out him-
self what is most profitable.

A heavy tenacious soil, if more productive, requires

much more labour in trenching, digging, ridging up
for winter, and continual weeding; but it is more
easily converted into a good mould than a loose sand,

and the crops are surer. The great object is to dis-

sipate the moisture by admitting the air as much
as possible. Beans find here their proper soil, and so

do Cabbages. Potatoes will succeed, after good cultiv-

ation, but not so readily as in a light mould ; and as

the crops are usually later, it is more difficult to have

two in the same season. High beds, with deep inter-

vals, are essential ; for the surface of the beds should

never be trod upon, unless it be in very dry weather.

Choice sorts of Wheat and Oats may be raised for

seed, with a little attention, and will soon be eagerly

purchased by the farmers. Mangel Wurzel and
Swedish Turnips may be planted in spring to produce

seed, and the little children, by keeping off the birds

when the crop ripens, will come in for their share in

the labour. We suppose that the labourer has a

small vegetable garden near his cottage, which serves

his family, otherwise lie must convert a portion of his

allotment into a garden. It is too much the custom
of the English labourer to live on bread and meat
only, without much cooking or variety ; whereas the

Continental labourer has his vegetable soups and
stews, which, eaten with bread, are wholesome and
savoury, and much more economical than bread and
meat alone. His garden supplies him with a variety

of roots and vegetables which are unknown to the

English cottager. The thick-leaved Beet, for in-

stance (Beta cicla,) which grows abundantly in the

gardens in Germany, and the Leek, which is nearly

allied to it, are a great resource to the cottager, as

well as the close-headed Cabbages. With a small

piece of salt pork, and plenty of these vegetables

stewed slowly together, and properly seasoned, a most
wholesome and palatable dish is prepared. We can-

not enter into particulars, but Paxton's Cottage Calen-

dar, with two cheap tracts published for distribution

by the Royal Agricultural Society of England, one
on the Management of Cottage Gardens, and another
on Cottage Economy, may be recommended to those

who have let allotments, and who are desirous of im-
provingthe condition of theAgricultural labourer.

—

M.

We perceive, by an advertisement in this day's

paper, that a new Society has been organised in Man-
chester for determining the merits of seedling flowers.

It can hardly fail to meet with encouragement, if it

is conducted with fairness, and if its judges are not

only well acquainted with the properties of flowers,

but of unimpeachable integrity. This is the main
point, attention to which may ensure success; but the

neglect of which is certain to defeat the purposes for

which the Society is established.

ON THE TREATMENT OF SCARLET PELAR-
GONIUMS.

The first week in March, I commence propagating scar-

let Pelargoniums, by procuring cuttings from the extreme
ends of the branches of old stunted plants, taking them
off close below the fifth joint, and inserting them either in

brick-dust or in equal proportions of finely-sifted leaf-

mould and light loam, in shallow pans which had previ-

ously been plunged in a warm frame until their contents

had a genial warmth and moisture. These, when filled,

are immediately taken back to the frame without receiving

any water, as I consider that to be the cause of their turning

black at the surface of the soil, especially when the nights

are long and cold, and the atmosphere saturated with

moisture ; they also strike root sooner without it.

Cuttings are often much injured by the vapour which

condenses on the glass and falls down upon the leaves in

large drops : to obviate this, I place coarse brown paper
above the cuttings in the morning, when the sun's rays

first strike upon the frame ; the lights are then turned

over, wiped, and tilted at the back. After being freely

exposed, they are, when dry, reversed ; the paper is taken

out and placed upon the glass, and the lights are shut

down tight, as a close, moist atmosphere is necessary.

When, however, a continuance of dull or wet weather oc-

curs, and the lights cannot be turned, coarse brown paper

which absorbs the superincumbent moisture, is placed

inside the frame. When firmly rooted, the plants are

dipped in tepid water and planted singly in thumb-pots,

in a soil composed of i sand and the other half of finely

sifted leaf-mould and Tight loam, which had been previ-

ously warmed in the frame. Moss is placed at the bot-

tom of the pots, which are again plunged in a bed of the

same temperature without receiving any water. As soon

as the plants require shifting, the soil is shaken from their

roots, they are dipped in water, and repotted in clean

pots of the same size, and treated in precisely the same

manner as before. By repeatedly shaking off the soil, a

mass of fibres is obtained in small compass, and the soil

used being poor, the plants grow little, although they
make numerous rootlets. By placing Moss at the bottom

of the pots, the roots run freely amongst it, and are less

liable to be broken ; and by dipping their roots in water

the soil adheres more firmly to them when they are

fresh potted.

As soon as a mass of fibres is formed and the plants

are to be shifted into 32-sized pots, they are planted with-

out the mould being shaken from them, in a soil com-
posed of equal portions of fresh green turf from an old

pasture and half-decayed cow-manure, chipped with the

spade and not sifted
;
plenty of drainage is given, with

very little water at first ; the shoots are all pinched off

above the third leaf, and the plants are plunged again in

bottom-heat until firmly rooted, when they are placed near

the glass in a cold pit, and liberally supplied with strong

liquid manure.
Towards the middle of June, the plants are plunged

out of doors in a rather dry, sheltered spot, but freely ex-

posed to the sun ; here they will grow shorter jointed, and

they can be more copiously supplied with liquid manure
than in a wet situation. The required number for deco-

rating the greenhouse is set apart from the rest, and the

top shoot of each is trained perpendicularly, until three

perfect leaves are formed ; the shoots are then headed
down to the third leaf, and the latter also are pinched off

at every second ; the plants are turned, in order that they

may not grow one-sided, and the fibres are removed when-

ever they make their appearance through the holes in the

bottom of the pots.

The plants for the flower-garden are trained so as to

cover the greatest amount of surface ; all above the third

leaf are pinched off, and they are allowed to grow one-sided.

In the second week of August they are taken up and placed

on a hard surface, sheltered from strong winds and heavy

rain, but freely exposed to the sun, giving nothing stronger

than rain or pond-wafer, and pinching off the flower-buds

as they appear. The ends of the branches are then

allowed to grow, but the plants are treated in every other

respect as in the two previous months. By the above

mode of cultivation, they accumulate in one season the

sap which they expend in bloom during the next; their

stems become firm and woody, their leaves harder and

less succulent, and they are better able to stand a severe

winter without fire-heat, than when allowed to grow lux-

uriantly until they are placed in their winter quarters.

Upon the first signs of frost they are placed in rows a*

right angles on dry coal-ashes in a cold pit, with thetf

tops one foot from the glass, and are protected from frost*

first, with one mat tightened and supported one inch from

the glass, with two wooden spars placed across the lights

at top and bottom, upon which dry hay is laid to the thick-

ness of six inches, and above that another wetted mat

fastened securely down on all sides. In this way I found

no difficulty in keeping out frost during the severe winter*

of 1839 and 1840. When the out-door thermometer
stands about 40° in the shade, the lights are taken off, so

that the wind may blow freely amongst the plants ;
all

decayed leaves are taken off; and as this is their season

of rest, little or no water is given. The sun is only allowed

to shine on them for a short time, to dry up any damp-

ness in the frame ; in fact, the plants are kept as dormant

as possible.

About the beginning of February, the greater part oi

the earth is washed from the roots of the greenhouse plants*

by laying them on a hard oblique surface and pourinS

water upon the balls, from a watering-pot, held several teet

above them. They are then planted in clean pots of the

same size, in a soil composed of leaf-mould, light loa* '

and sand, in equal proportions, not sifted. The tips of

the shoots are pinched off and the pots are plunged *n

gentle bottom-heat without any water being given. The

dormant buds are then excited, and the plants beco#e

covered from bottom to top with leaves. When the

pots are filled with roots, the plants are shifted into 6s>

in a mixture of fresh green turf and half-decayed co***

manure, not sifted
;
plenty of drainage is given, and tb

pots are plunged in bottom-heat until they have roote

in the fresh soil. They are then placed in the greenhouse

near the glass, and rain or pond-water is given with cau
"

tion, until the pots are filled with roots, when they ar6

liberally supplied with liquid manure. The soil is t"e
,

suddenly allowed to become dry, to check the luX" r

ance of the plants and induce them to form bloom' n»

buds. When these appear, the tips of the shoots a^°
V

them are pinched off, a top-dressing of sheep's-dung * n
.

fresh state is given, and they are copiously supplied ^ J

strong liquid manure.
Early in April the roots of the plants for the flo*er

*

garden are washed and potted in poor, unsifted, san J

soil, and plunged in bottom-heat ; when firmly roo

t

they are placed in a cold pit near the glass and libera ;

supplied with liquid manure. In the beginning of J ul

ft

they are planted out in the flower-garden, being ' a' *

their sides with the fewest leaves undermost, pegged do

to the surface, and so placed that the branches of

covers the space occupied by the roots of another-

this way they produce a striking effect, by having nlimel,
t
i
1e

heads of bloom standing at a uniform height above

foliage, and they are less subject to be destroyed by * ,n '

—Robt. R m Drummond, Minio House, Roxburghshire*

ON VEGETABLE MANURES. ^By Professor Charles Sprengel. (Translated i*

the German.)
{Continued from page 244.) _- l„^*

h. Vetch-Straw.— 100,000 parts of air-dried ripe vei
^

straw consist of 41,990 woody fibre, 1,320 parts .

wax, and 56,990 parts of substances soluble in water,

diluted ley of potash. The hay of Vetches contains, ^
cording to Boussingault, in 100,000 parts, 1,570 P

art

ore
nitrogen ; consequently, the straw will not contaia J»

than 1,000 parts.

P

~\
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I

100
:
000 parts of Vetch-straw contain of mineral sub

stances :

—

A

0.442 parts of silica
1

1.955
tt lime

0.324
tt magnesia

1.810
tt potash

0.052 |f soda
0.015

ft alumina
0.009

tt oxide of iron

0.008
tt oxide of manganese

0.280
tt phosphoric acid

* •

0.122
tt sulphuric acid

0.084
it chlorine

5.101 parts of mineral substances.

100 lbs. of Vetch-straw contain, therefore, more than

4£lbs. of those mineral substances which exercise the

greatest influence on vegetation. If we consider, more-
over, that in l,0001bs. of Vetch-straw there is lOlbs. of

nitrogen, we shall see that one acre of land will obtain

from 3,0001bs. of straw, besides the 1351bs. of very im-

portant mineral substances, 301bs. of nitrogen, which can-

not but assist the growth of crops planted after being

Manured with Vetch-straw. This straw, however, is too

good a fodder to be used as litter, so that it is only the

more woody parts, rejected by cattle, that will reach the

dunghill. In the field, it is more quickly decomposed
than Pea-straw.

2. The Herbage of Potatoes.— 100,000 parts of the

air-dried herbage of ripe Potatoes contain of mineral

substances :

—

0.801 parts of silica

2.918 H lime

0.488 if magnesia
0.138 $t

potash and soda

0.052 tt
alumina

0.058 yt oxide of iron

0.044 tt oxide of manganese
0.032

tt
phosphoric acid

0.245 it sulphuric acid

0.010 tt chlorine

4.786 parts of mineral substances.

Since 100 lbs. of ripe Potato herbage contai n nearly

4 lbs. of mineral substances beneficial to vegetation, it

follows that this kind of haulm is more valuable than it

has been hitherto considered, and that it ought to be con-

veyed either to the stables or the dunghill, more especi-

ally as it is rich in nitrogen ; Boussingault having found
23 lbs. of nitrogen in 1,000 lbs. of dry Potato-straw.
Therefore, from 3000 lbs. of Potato haulm one Magdeburg
acre of land will receive 69 lbs. of nitrogen, which, as we
shall see under the head of mineral manures, is, by itself, a

powerful manuring agent. The green herbage of Potatoes
contains still more mineral matter, especially potash.

The woodiness of Potato-straw renders it difficult to

decompose. If it is placed at the bottom of the dunghill,

where it is too wet, and excluded from the action of the

atmosphere, it will be taken to the land in an undecayed

state. It is, therefore, better to pack it in the middle of

the dunghill, so that it may become sooner decomposed

by the heat of fermentation.

3. Rape-Straw.—100,000 parts of air-dried straw, with

the shells of the ripe fruit, contain of mineral substances :

0.080 parts of silica

0.810 tt
lime

0.121 tt
magnesia

0.883 tt potash

0.550 tt soda

0.090 99
alumina, oxide of iron, and manganese.

0.382 M phosphoric acid

0.517 tt
sulphuric acid

0.440 tt
chlorine

3.873 parts of mineral substances.

100 lbs. of Rape-straw, therefore, contain more than

3^ lbs, of powerful mineral manures. It is more espe-

cially valuable on account of its great amount of chlorine,

8°da, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, and potash, and

therefore deserves to be at least added to the dunghill,

*f it is not used for litter. The proportion of nitrogen in

Rape-straw has not been yet ascertained; but judging from
analogy, we may assume, that it will not be less than that

°f Bean-straw. As the straw of Rape is very woody, and

consequently difficult of decomposition, it is best to place
Jt in the midst of the dunghill alternately with layers

°f dung.
{To be continued.)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XVI.^

As the article on the " one-shift system'' of potting

Plants appears to be exciting attention, I think it right to

state, that so far from recalling anything that I have

written on the subject, I am daily more convinced of the

superiority of the practice. The only point that I need

Notice in the remarks of" Observator" is his objection to

the use of the small inverted pot in the draining of the

Jarge one. The same objection was urged against it by

several of my friends before the article was written
; but

as I have used it during the last seven years, to the extent

°f some thousands of pots, and in various sizes, from

jarge Orange-tubs to small cutting-pots, without in one

instance finding a plant injured from being water-clogged,

I think I am justified in recommending it. A few days
back I had an opportunity of examining some Pine plants

that in the autumn were drained with the inverted pots,

as a guard against worms, and I never saw plants better

rooted, or roots in a more healthy state. In this case the

inverted pot was used without any other drainage, and
the soil filled in to the bottom of the pot, and there was
no appearance of stagnation of the water in the pot.

Indeed, I doubt whether we yet fully appreciate the utility

of the inverted pot ; and while Observator and others

may remain sceptical, I am sanguine in being able to prove

that small hollow cones, passing nearly through the soil,

will be of the greatest utility in large pots.

While on this subject I may state that I did not re-

commend it as a cure for all sorts of evils, nor with the

expectation that every one who tried would be successful.

Certainly, the man who cannot grow a plant tolerably well

in a small pot, or does not understand the why and where-
fore of nis proceedings in the management of the large

one, will never perform any extraordinary feats with it;

but I believe that any person who will take the trouble to

make himself thoroughly acquainted with the principles

upon which success is founded, as I have endeavoured to

explain them in my former article, and as they are exem-
plified in some leading and other articles, will grow plants

better than they can be grown in any other manner.
That many will fail, I am fully prepared to hear, and

should a majority not succeed I should not be surprised,

but this will not be from any fault in the system, but from
its not being properly carried out. All good cultivators

acknowledge that it is a good system for most plants
;

every day experience proves vto us that plants grow the

best when planted out; therefore, that system which
approximates the nearest to nature, which gives a fine

porous body of healthy but not stimulating material for

the roots to work in must be the best, because it is the

nearest approach to nature that we can make in our pot

management. It is of the first importance that the pots
should be properly drained, and the soil used rough and
turfy. If these things are attended to, and the plants

cautiously but properly watered, there is no fear of failure.— W. P. Ayres.

TRELLIS FOR CLIMBERS.

TREATMENT OF ROSE DE LISLE FOR
STOCKS.

About the first week in August cuttings of the half-

ripened wood should be inserted in equal proportions of

finely-sifted leaf-mould and sand, placed on a gentle hot-

bed and shaded from the sun. When firmly rooted, they

should be potted into large sixties^ in a soil composed of

chopped turf, leaf-mould, and sand (in equal proportions,

and not sifted), and plunged in bottom-heat in a close

frame giving them but little water, and completely shading

them from the sun until they are firmly rooted in the new

soil ; air may then be given by degrees, with more water

and 'less shadiug ; and when the plants can bear the sun

without their leaves becoming flaccid, they should be

placed in a cold frame, from which the lights are removed

during the day, and tilted, both at back and front, by

night, when the weather is favourable.

Throughout the winter they will require protection in

severe frost, and towards the latter end of April they

should be planted out in rows in rather poor sandy loam,

havinff their roots barely covered. The plants must then

be pegeed down, which will cause them to send up suckers ;

the strongest on each plant must be secured to stakes,

and -ill the rest cleared away. The soil from both sides

of the rows must be taken out about a foot in width, and

two inches deep, close to the plants ; its place must be

filled with rotten dung, beat firmly down, and covered

W,
Tfnder this treatment the plants will grow freely, and

make numerous fibres. Early in the succeeding spring,

\L tons of the branches must be cut back, more or less,

and the ends of the young shoots pinched off, so as to

rause numerous leaves at the extremity of the stocks. As

soon as buds can be procured, and the bark separates

freely from the wood, the stock should be budded in the

common way ; and three or four days after, the ends of

a cord to be fastened one foot below the inserted buds,
and after the extremities of the stocks 'are bent down, the
other end of the cord is to be affixed to them, so as to
form a semicircle, with the buds in the centre on the
upper sideB< By this concentration of the sap, the buds
are almost immediately excited, and if neatly inserted and
carefully bent, nineteen out of twenty will succeed.

Two or more varieties can be grown with equal success on
the same stocks, by merely giving them a wider circle.

When the buds have formed about five leaves, the head
of the stocks should be cut off close to the buds ; they may
then be tied up perpendicularly. The young shoots

must be compelled to form heads, by pinching off their

extremities. The bandages should be loosened by degrees,

to allow room for the stocks to expand.

As the De Lisle Rose is easily propagated, no lover of

standards should be without it; it is, moreover, quite as

hardy as the common Dog-Rose, but superior to it for the

above purposes, as it can be budded from six inches to six

feet high, with more certainty of success, and it is

also less liable to send up'" suckers. It answers equally

well for forcing, and for growing in the open air.

—

Robert

P. Drummond, Foreman, Minto House, Roxburghshire.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE ORANGE-TREE
IN FRANCE, in the 16th, 17th, and 18th CEN-
TURIES.
During the eighteenth century, the art of gardening

made considerable advances under the especial patronage

of Louis XV. This prince, who was fond of botany, in

which science he had acquired much knowledge, formed

at Trianon a private garden, composed of valuable plants

and shrubs, which he amused himself in cultivating. This

taste in the king raised a spirit of emulation among the

royal gardeners, which became of the highest service to

the art. Every year, by his orders, seeds, new trees, and

vegetables, were obtained from England, Holland, and

various parts of the world ; and France, perhaps, acquired

more in this way during his reign alone than she bad done

under those of all his predecessors put together. He also

established near Paris, and in all the provinces, royal

nurseries, cultivated at the expense of the State ; from

whence, with the consent of the superintendents, were

distributed gratuitously to private persons such seeds,

plants, or trees, as were considered beneficial, or most

proper to bring into general use. It was in his reign that

the hothouse and the stove were first brought into full

operation. These are sufficiently curious to deserve a

more detailed account. The great expense of the war in

1781 caused many of the above establishments to be

given up, that at Vincennes only remaining at the end of

the eighteenth century.

The inhabitants of the South of Europe must of neces-

sity rank first in the art of pleasure-gardening. Nature

having given them a more serene sky, a milder temperature,

a beautiful verdure, both early and continuous, seems to

have left nothing to the attention or care of man but the

taste for decoration. Thus, almost everything has been

invented that could enhance the graceful or luxurious

ornament of those delightful spots. But the more useful

discoveries have been made in northern countries, and it

is easy to conceive that the necessity experienced to

struggle constantly against the severity of a cold climate

and uncongenial soil required the greatest industry.

When the Orange-tree was first introduced into France

and attempted to be cultivated, it became a matter of

serious consideration as to the best means of protecting it

from destructive frosts during the winter. It was then

planted in tubs, in large boxes, or in glazed earthenware

pans, which were placed in store-rooms or cellars as soon

as the cold weather commenced. This mode, however,

entailed considerable expense and inconvenience; and it

had become so desirable to induce this fine tree to grow

freely like others, without extraordinary care or attention,

that some persons were found sufficiently enterprising to

plant them in the open ground, in the form of groves or

thickets. The warmth of the climate m the feouth of

France caused these experiments to succeed. Beaujeu in

1551, represents Provence, and especially the coast of

Hieres, to abound with Orange groves. The same custom

still exists; the inhabitants of Hieres, Grasse, Toulon,

and several other districts on the sea-coast, cultivate

Orange-trees as formerly m the open ground ; and it is

said that those trees are able to bear a severe frost without

sustaining any injury. -

Those in the Northern Provinces who attempted the

same cultivation found that much care was necessary,

and that they must be protected under huts covered with

mats or under conical coverings made of cork. " Good

gardeners," says Liebaut,
i4 always took care, previously

to covering them up for the winter, to cut off all the

flowers, buds, and even the new and tender branches."

There were some groves of Orange-trees in the garden

at Trianon, at the end of the seventeenth century, which

had been planted there in the preceding century, and were

considered great curiosities. La Quintinye observes, that

they had succeeded in giving to the cases used in covering

them forms and shapes of the most pleasing decorative

character. Experience nevertheless proved that such

means were not sufficient to protect the plants in hard

winters, and that the case, besides the inconvenience of

excluding the revivifying influence of the sun, had also the

effect of smothering the plant, by entirely depriving it of

air. It was not easy at first to find a remedy for these

disadvantages. The Elector Palatine, however, in the

sixteenth century, applied one of a very expensive

character. He built a large movable wooden gallery

in his gardens at Heidelberg, within which was inclosed

the entire range of his Orange-trees : this gallery was fur-

nished with glazed frames or sashes, through winch the
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sun could penetrate ; and it was also heated by stoves in

the German fashion. In the spring, when the weather
became mild, this temporary erection was removed, and
not replaced till the autumn. By this means he was
enabled to enjoy an agreeable promenade amidst flowers
and fruits at all times of the year. Liebaut and Olivier

de Serres both speak highly of the invention, and describe

it as most wonderful.

The former writer says, " Nothing of this kind was
done at the Court of France ; no doubt the low ebb of

the finances of our kings, crippled as they were by foreign

and civil war, was the reason. But he adds, that some of
the nobility had movable or flying galleries, like the

Elector at Heidelberg, less magnificent it is true, but con-
structed upon the same principle."

More economical methods were also employed, one of

which is thus described by Liebaut:—" Plant your trees,"

says he, " near a south wall, which may be little better

than 18 feet high ; at 12 paces distance raise pilasters or

stone columns, 13 feet high and 8 feet apart, connecting

t sem by a small joist, by way of architrave ; then cover

thewhole with an inclined roof, one end of which rests

upon the joist, and the other against the wall. In the

south it will suffice to close your Orangery on both sides,

leaving the front facing the south entirely open. It would
be better also to have small lights in the roof, in order to

facilitate the entry of the sun ; but in the north thewhole
building must be inclosed, and it must be heated either

with a coal fire or small faggots of wood, which consumes
without smoke, unless you choose to imitate the munifi-

cence of the Elector Palatine. At the return of spring
you may remove this apparatus, and your trees may remain
exposed."

P. Ferrari, an Italian Jesuit, after eulogising in his work
the French people for their industry and skill in having
found means not only to preserve their Orange-trees, but
even to make them bear flowers and fruit in a climate not
adapted for the tree by nature, adds, w In the month of
October they were removed into a large building erected

for the purpose, and protected from the cold by double
windows— the exterior of glass, and the interior of paper.

Attached to this building was a much smaller one, in

which was built a fire-place, with a thin plate of iron let

into the wall at the back ; a fire being lighted in the

grate, the iron plate gradually became hot, and a genial

warmth was thus diffused over the entire building.*'

It is surprising that instead of the imperfect methods
of heating already described, stoves had not been adopted,
since they were in general use in Germany. They began
to use them in France however towards the end of the

seventeenth century. La Quintinye mentions them, but they
were either found to be inconvenient, or their management
was not understood; since he advises lighted lamps and
torches to be kept in hot-houses, to keep up the necessary

temperature. It is also still more astonishing that the

French having adopted a kind of hot-house for preserving

Orange-trees, did not employ it for other trees, for the

purpose of producing early fruit. But it has been already

said, that the Orange-tree was so highly prized among the

nobility, was considered so luxurious and magnificent, that

no expense was spared in its cultivation ; whilst other
plants requiring no extraordinary care and being within
every body's reach, were thought nothing of. It must
moreover be remembered that espaliers or wall-trees were
not known, and the invention here mentioned could

scarcely be applied to anything but espaliers ; thus the
use of both were adopted about the same time.

41 When we wish to grow Fig-trees in boxes/' says

Quintinye, " in the month of January a pit is dug at the
foot of a wall f;cing the south, in which the boxes are

then placed ; the whole is afterwards covered with large

square glass frames seven feet high, placed against the

wall, and these again covered up with great care, to pre-
vent the frost from penetrating." This is truly a hot-
house analogous to those now in use.

In the works of St. Gelais, 1719, will be found verses

addressed to some ladies, with a present of Cherries on the

first day of May. I am ignorant as to how they could
procure such early fruit without the aid of hot-houses. I

find only in Champier, (De re cibaria) that the inhabit-

ants of Poitou sent every year to Paris, by coach, early

Cherries ; and that they procured them by putting lime to

the foot of ' " free, or by watering its roots with hot

water. I < ., scarcely believe that such a proceeding
would produce ripe Cherries by the end of April ; but in

any case, if they were thus procured by St. Gelais, he
would have little reason to boast of an invention which
makes a tree bear fruit at the same time that it kills it.

It is only by the use of the hot-house that early fruit can
be constantly obtained without injuring the tree.

After all, those who feel curious to know what art has
enabled us to accomplish in later years, have only to com-
pare it with what it was in the hands of Quintinye, who
was the most skilful Gardener of his time, and had all

imaginable assistance at his command. He boasts of

having supplied the table of Louis XIV. with Strawberries

at the end of March
; Green-peas In April ; Figs in June

;

Cabbages, Lettuces, and Asparagus, . in December and
January.

Among the good foreign fruits that have been made to
grow in hot-houses, one of the first is the Pine-Apple.
It was brought from our American colonies in the seven-
teenth century, and at first was transmitted from thence
as a preserve. L;ibat speaks of it under the year 1G94, in
his Voyage des Antilles. Certain curious collectors finally
proc Ureci some of the plants to be sent home

;
placed them

umier frames, and notwithstanding the expense connected

rnvir
the
V'

V

!

ltivation
'
tbe gardens of the capital and its

beSl hafl so
^ uiti P^<i them, that Tines soon came tobe hold even in the public markets.

The common opinion as to the Orange-tree is, that it

originally came from China, and was introduced into our
climates by the Portuguese. Several modern books, and
particularly the " Dictionnaire d'Histoire Naturelle

"

states, that even now there may be seen at Lisbon, in the

gardens of the Comte de Saint -Laurent, the first Orange-
tree planted in Europe, which became the parent of all

those we now possess. The fact is not absolutely impos-
sible. Few trees live so long as this ; and we know that

about the middle of the eighteenth century there existed

at Fontainebleau, the famous Orange-tree seized in 1523,
from the Constable of Bourbon, when, after the defection

of that Prince, his effects were confiscated. It is, however,
unfortunate for the Portuguese story that we have evidence
of their existence in France long before the Portuguese
went to India. In a household account of the year 1333,
belonging to the House of Humbert, is mentioned a cer-

tain sum paid for transplanting Orange-trees.

Henri IV. caused an Orangery to be built in the garden
of the Tuilleries, which was not destroyed until the time
of Louis XIV.; when Le Notre altered the plan of the
garden and adopted that beautiful arrangement which is

still so much admired. But Henri who had just esta-
blished the silk-manufacture in France, and was desirous
to encourage everything connected with that branch of
commerce, originally intended this building, says Sully,
" not to cultivate Orange-trees, but to raise silk-worms
from eggs, which he bad imported from Spain."

Louis XIV. was passionately fond of this tree, doubt-
less the first in our gardens for its elegance, its pleasing
verdure, its perfume, its flowers, and its fruit. The mag-
nificent Orangery that he built to preserve his trees during
the winter is still considered as one among the many curi-

osities of Versailles. This building, from the designs of
Mansart, formed a gallery of 480 feet in length and 38 feet

in height, with two wings, each 360 feet in length. In the
Spring, when the mildness of the season permitted the ex-

posure of those delicate trees to the air, they were placed
in low borders, composed of Roses, Honeysuckles, and
Jasmine, which, hiding the boxes, and allowing only the
tree with its head full of blossoms to appear, exhibited the
appearanceof an enchanted forest. Whenever the Monarch
gave those brilliant fetes in his gardens, which among
foreigners made his reign almost as celebrated as his con-
quests, the directors, consulting his taste, always employed
Orange-trees in decorating the vestibules, arbours, and
similar embellishments. One of the principal ornaments
of the grand Gallery of Versailles was Orange-trees, every
partition between the windows held four of them, each
furnished with a silver box and a foundation of the same
metal. Some were also placed in the billiard-room; in

fact, the Monarch would have them in his private apart-
ments ; and, to gratify him, the gardeners found out the
secret of making them bear flowers all the year round.
They selected for this purpose certain trees, which they
allowed to shrink or wither for want of water ; when the
leaves had fallen off, they reanimated them by a secret
and peculiar process; in a short time they began to put
forth fresh leaves and flowers, and were then taken to the
Palace. These could always be replaced, by employing
14 or 15 days of the same treatment to others.

Great lords and rich private persons adopted the same
style of magnificence in their gardens. " We went to

Clagny," says Madame de Sevignc, (in 1675,) "the
palace of Armidiif*. The building progresses rapidly; the

gardens are finished. You know the style of Le Notre;
he has left a little dark wood, which has a pretty effect.

He has a forest entirely of Orange-trees in large boxes,
where persons walk in the shade ; and in order to hide
the boxes, there are on both sides palisades of the same
height, decorated with Tuberoses, Roses, Jasmines, and
Carnations. It is assuredly the most beautiful, the most
surprising, and the most enchanting novelty that can be
imagined." The same lady (in 1679,) speaking of the
marriage of Mile, de Louvois, on the 24th November,
says,—" They had made Spring return once more—every-
where abounded Orange-trees in full blossom, and flowers

in boxes. At another fete, given the 0th February, 1680,
at the Hotel de Condc, she mentions" Orange-trees loaded
with fruit and flowers." Indeed, the fashion became so

universal, that among the infinite number of entertainments
given by the nobility during the last 30 years of the reign
of Louis XIV., and of which ample records still remain,
there is not a single one in which this favourite decoration
is not mentioned.

The Orange-tree still bears the same character : there
are few gardens now without them ; but the climate sel-

dom allows the fruit to ripen. The Oranges sent from
Languedoc and La Provence are of very inferior quality;
while in our northern provinces they seldom gather any-
thing but the flowers, which forms an excellent source of

profit, being much used in preserves, pastilles, marmalade,
comfits, ices, and liqueurs.

The Maltese Orange is now considered the best, and
those from Portugal the next. The latter in the 17th cen-
tury were so esteemed that a present of them was consi-

dered worthy of being offered to the King's children.
11 Monsieur (the King's brother) came to see me," says

the Duchess of Montpensier, in her Memoirs, "and gave
me some Oranges from Portugal." Moliere, in describing

the comedy which formed part of the celebrated entertain-

ments given at Versailles, in 1G88, by Louis XIV., men-
tions that in the first scene appeared a magnificent dis-

play of Oranges from Portugal, and all sorts of fruits in

36 baskets.

De Serres observes, that in his time, even in Italy, only

four different kinds of this fruit were known, viz., the

Orange, the Citron, the Lemon, and the poncire, a

variety of Lemon with very thick rind; "We may in

strictness reckon a fifth, called Adam's Apple (Forbidden
j

fruit)," says he, u but it is not worth eating, and is only

used to clean and scent the hands." This distinction still

exists, but each of the four classes has its varieties.

Porta, the Neapolitan, in his u Villze," published in 1592,

says that they reckoned in Italy only one sort of Poncire,

two of Citrons, and three of Oranges—that is to say, the

sweet, the bitter, and those which were neither one nor
the other. L'Instruction facile pour connaitre routes

sortes d'Oranges et de Citrons (in the year Ki80)
reckons in the four classes 80 varieties : we now reckon 126.

According to Lemery, 1705, the ladies of the Court,

in the 17th century, carried in their hands sweet Citrons,

of which they bit small pieces occasionally, in order to

improve the vermilion hue of their lips.

In the play of "The Miser," by Moliere (1667), Harp-
agon, excusing himself to his mistress, who had come to

his house, for not having prepared a collation, his son
answers, u

I have provided, my father, and have caused

to be brought here some basins of China Oranges, some
sweet Citrons, and some confectionery, that 1 have sent

for on your account.''

The students of the University were also in the habit

of presenting to their Professors early in June a Citron,

in which they had inserted six or seven crowns of gold.

The offering was presented in a crystal glass, and was
called Laudat, from the holiday granted to the students at

the fair bearing that title, held at St. Denis, near Paris.

This custom was abolished [about 1700.

—

Extracted

from Grand d'Aussy's Vie privee des Franqois.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Braining*—Your correspondent u J. J. M.M has acted

judiciously in regard to his own interest, and generously

towards his tenant. I have no personal knowledge of

that gentleman, but I probably am well acquainted with

the farm to which he refers ; and I am desirous to sug-

gest to him and others a few remarks on the very im-

portant subject of draining. His difficulties are common
to many others, having on his farm to deal with bottom as

well as surface-water ; with wet gravelly peat-soil, and
with very tenacious clay ; both circumstances requiring

great judgment and care, and very different modes of pro-

ceeding. In the former case, wet gravels are seldom im-

proved, except by deep drains placed on a firm bottom
under the springs of water, often from 5 to 10 or more
feet deep, and requiring a much larger tile placed upon a

sole where the bottom is not sound, and it often happens

that one drain so constructed will effectually drain several

acres, costing much less than frequent top-drains. In

the case of very tenacious clays as a subsoil, it is

useless lo place the pipe or tile in the body of the

clay (into which the water will not percolate with
sufficient readiness), and to be effectual they mustbe placed

as near the plough as may be done with safety. And fur-

ther, to prevent disappointment, it is sometimes absolutely

necessary, and always judicious, to have the incline of

the drains, directed by a spirit level, and not left to the

eye of either master or labourer. I have, this spring,

been deep draining some wet meadow land, and sub-

sequently irrigating it under the direction of a person

from Warwickshire ; and the extreme accuracy and effect

with which this has been done, both above and below,

induces me, through your Journal, to invite your corre-

spondent, " J. J. M." or any other gentleman to whom
an inspection may be convenient. The expense of irri-

gation, when the water can be conveniently placed, or

the plan of level floats is not more than from 21. to 3/.

per acre, and but a very trifling annual outlay is in-

curred. A two hours' ride by the Eastern Counties
Railway to Witham will accomplish this object

—

Henry
Dixon, Witham. April 19,1843.

Effect ofManures upon Insects.— In several of your lead-

ing articles you have alluded to the subject of manures. It

appears to me, that in all discussions On this important
subject, two points of great consequence have been
omitted—or, perhaps I should say, one subject with two
branches—namely, the effect which manures or artificial

applications to the soil have on the insect world, whose
sustenance is found in the different forms of vegetation.

There can be no doubt of the correctness of the principle

of returning to the soil such matters as form the chemical

composition of the plant; but I am led to believe, that,

whereas much of the failure of crops is due to the ravages

of various insects, so will their success in a great degree

depend on the defence afforded them from their tiny but

powerful enemies ; and I think this is effected in one of

two ways, according to the description of application ;
and

it is this point which you philosophers have not suffi-

ciently noticed. It is my belief that many manures (as

they are called) act principally with benefit to plants, by
killing slugs, worms, and the countless myriads of name-
less animalcule that prey on the roots, branches, leaves,

sap, flowers, fruit, &C, of plants ; while another class of

manures operates a diversion in favour of the vegetable,

by offering something more to the taste of the feeder. I*1

the former class are, I conceive, the various acrid salts,

soot, lime, &c, and among the latter may be reckoned
grains, malt-dust, oilcake, and even green crops, ploughed
or dug in. Pray let us have a yarn from you on this sub-

ject.— IVoodemL
Guano.—At p. 52, a correspondent suggests that

guano might be procured on our own coasts. I fear your

remarks on that subject are too true ; my opinion is, that

our climate is too moist, for which 1 will give the follow-

ing reasons:—1. I planted, in the month of February, a

few trees on a small island about 60ft. diameter, which, m
the breeding season (from April to June), is literally

covered with the nests of the smaller gull and duck. A

found nothing on it but fine light and black vegetable

mould, ac least 15 inches deep, with a few Nettles, and

i

»
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here and there a tuft of Grass like Cocksfoot.—2. An ac-
J

up a hive, and gives some taps on the sides and bottom, as to form a small cap, about a quarter of an inch in

J

v

quamtance of mine lias an island in the next barony
J
the queen immediately appears, to know the cause of

(Ennis), with a pool of fresh water on it, round which the alarm, but soon returns againamongst her people." If
wild geese gather and rest ; the consequence is, that more this story were told to a cottager who understood Bees,
than half an acre is spoiled ; that is, the grass becomes so he would probably say, " You would rap in vain, for no
rank, that sheep will not touch it, and the sea is so rough, queen would appear, to answer your call." In giving credit
that they are the only stock which can be put upon it.

Again, the rocks adjoining this island (the Stags), are

covered with the gull-tribe in the breeding season; and
Jet in the autumn, when I was on them, you would only
meet here and there with the Sea-Pink, and a species of

Beet (maritima), which in the spring makes a nice

Spinach, and when grown in a garden, serves as such for

several years ; each plant forming a bed 6ft. square, and
increasing by the joints like the Florin grass. It is also met
with at Lambay. I may say the same of Downpatrick
Head as of the Stags, Whatever guano there may be
upon it, is soon washed away ; and 1 should suppose the
answer from your Scotch correspondents will be to the
same effect.—/?. G., Ballina.

Bees.— I send you the following plan for managing Bees
in common straw hives, so as to obtain a portion of honey
without destroying these useful insects, in the hope that it

jnay interest some of your readers :— Put a swarm into a
hive, having at the top a hole, closed with a large cork

;

»ail a piece of wood, 4 in. long, 3 in. wide, and \r
in. thick,

to one side of the lower part of the hive, cutting a hole 1^
in. long and -J in. high through the straw and wood.
Attach a similar piece of wood to another straw hive, and
insert in the latter a tin pipe, made of half a sheet of tin,

punched full of small holes, about 2 in. in diameter, closed
Hi the bottom by a round bit of wood, and secured at the
top to a ring of wood 2 in. in diameter inside : a cover of
^ood, turned to fit the wooden ring, will effectually close
the pipe, which is intended as a ventilator, and for the
reception of a thermometer. Place the hives, with the
pieces of wood in contact, on aboard 3 ft. long, about 1 in.
thick, and 18 in. wide, with a projection in front for the
-Bees to alight on ; the board being movable, and resting
on four posts about 2 ft. high. A slip of tin must be placed
between the hives, to prevent the Bees from entering the
second hive until the first, or breeding hive, is full. A
canvas cover, 1 yard square, painted white, and nailed in
front and at the back to wooden rods, should be spread
above the hives ; in this cover holes, 4 in. in diameter,
jnust be cut, to correspond with the ventilator and corkm the top of the hives. These holes may be secured
against wet by covers made like cones, with a heavy iron
ring at the base, and a wooden knob at the top. The
whole apparatus can be made by any person at the cost of
about 85., which will be a great saving, as Bee-boxes are
too expensive for cottagers. In April, 1842, I fitted up,
in the manner above described, a hive of Bees which
swarmed in June, 1841. One swarm came off, which was
filled up in the same way as the parent hive. The parent
hive was marked A, the swarm A a. In July I allowed
the Bees to enter the side hives by withdrawing the slips
of tin. The communication between the hives was cut off
in September by replacing the pieces of tin. I then
opened doors from the side hives into the open air, placing
over them slips of wood with a small hole in them, covered
on the outside with a piece of talc hanging by a thread.
This talc formed a trap-door, which the Bees could easilv
push open in the hive as they endeavoured to escape but
Jvhich prevented any ingress from the outside. In a few
hours all the Bees in the side or store hive of A a made
their escape, excepting 12, which flew out when I carried
the hive into a room. From this hive I obtained 16 lbs.
°[ the best honey, free from Bee-bread or young Bees,
^Uhout destroying a single Bee. In the store hive of A,
I found that the queen was staying, and I was therefore
Obliged to smoke her out. I nevertheless saved her,
^though many Bees died. From A, I obtained 10 lbs. of
honey, equal in quality to that from A a. The trap-door
?* talc was a contrivance of Mr. Nutt, the author of the
JJteresting work on Bees.— Wilse Brown

f Egglestone.
Varriuvd Castle.
Bees.—At p. 174, "P. P." has stated that those who

ttte on Bees in these pages would benefit by perusing the
JfUcies "Apiary" and kt 13ee" in the last edition of the
^cyclopaedia Britannica. It appears to me, however,
lu t there are some things in the article on *• Bees" con-ned in that work, which Mr. Rochet, the author, ought
Ot to have countenanced. For instance, when speaking
the manner in which Bees collect pollen, he states, on
^ authority of Geoffroy, that " Bees first collect a certain
l
l,antity of pollen, which they knead together into a ball,

JJW place at the middle joint of the hinder feet," This
l6ht lead one to think that the little balls were made

reacr

i

e
- I have shown how this curious process is done, in

j. - ,
""c tu «•»>"» l >> a '- LUt; ««"B v*ua were maae

tty by the Bees before being placed on their hinder legs

}:
° b their feet), instead of being accumulated a little at a

J^e. Ihavesh.
, y work on Bees : the discovery of it cost me many a
" s

y hunt. Mr. R. farther observes—" In order to
fe her large quantities at once, the Bees are sometimes

bru^!"
Ve

i

(1 t0 roU their 1)odies in the lowers, and then to
Sn the pollen from them into two masses, which they

sto!.

)OSe

f

° f aS before mentioned." This seems like the

car/-° » lled8ehoS rolling itself amongst Apples, and

]3;

ymg off all those which stick to him. The fact is, that

with **
eT •

collect polIen in that wa
J
r

-
If they are dusted

an »i J'
1S only when they en ter flowers wliich contain

rem .i

nd
,

a

?e~tlie HollJ»K>ck
f for instance. It may be
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tlUlt there is a rare Bee

'
of the wild
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;

s Pollen between the segments be-
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ant of time prevent, me from
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Sub
J ect - * "»". however,
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;

e P°lnte« Mr.R. states, from WildmanLong «penence has taught him, that as he turns

to this story, Mr. R. betrays a want of apiarian knowledge.

With regard to Bees closing their door-ways, the author
mentions, from high authority, that Bees construct a thick

wall, which barricades the entrance, and resembles a re-

gular fortification—indeed, they often have recourse to

a similar contrivance for protection against pillaging

Bees. However plausible this may be, I have no hesita-

tion in saying it is founded in some mistake, and that

Mr. R. ought to have had better grounds for asserting

that M This single trait in their history is a sufficient re-

futation of the theories which ascribe all their actions to the

operation of a blind, indiscriminating instinct, and would
exclude every species of foresight and reflection.*' To this

I have little to say, but must leave the reader to form an opi-

nion about it for himself.— </. Wighton, Cossey Gardens.

Blue Flowering Conservatory Plants.—The following
is a list of blue flowering plants suitable for a conservatory,

with the time of their flowering and native place :

—

Mexico : Salvia patens, Aug. to Oct. ; S. polystachya,

Oct. to Dec. ; Tradesc&ntia pulchella, July to Aug. New
South Wales: Comesperma gracilis, April; Solanum
campanulatum, June ; Westringia eremicola, Sept. to

Oct. ; Sc&vola suaveolens, Aug. to Sept. ; Dampiera
stricta, June to Aug. ; PaterscSnia sericea, June to Aug.

;

Sdllya heterophylla, July ; S. linearis, June to Aug.; Har-
denbergia Comptoniaua, March to June; Plagioldbum
ilicifdlium, and chorozeniifdlium, March to July ; Orthro-

santhesmultiflora, June to July ; Scutellaria hiimilis ; June
to July. Plectranthusincanus, July to Aug. ; Dianellalongi-

fdlia, Aug. ; Hovea celsi, March to July ; Dracaena nutans,

July to Aug.; Conospermum capitatum, June to Aug.
Temperate Parts of South America : Tweedia cirulea,

July to Aug. ; T. versicolor, July to Aug. ; Passiflora

onychina,Oct. to Dec. ;
Stemodia ohilensis, Aug. to Oct. :

Sphacele campanulata, July to Aug. ; Solanum myrtifdlium,

July to Aug.; Conanthera campanulata, March ; Comme-
lina gracilis, July; Psoralea glandulosa. May to Aug.;
Witheringia pinnatifida, June. 2V, America : Clitdria

Mariana, Aug. ; Stokesia cyiinea, Aug. ; Rueilia biflora,

July. Cape of Good Hope: Lobelia cserulea, June to

July; Lightfootia tenella, June to July; L. Loddigesii,

July to Aug. ; Agathsea coalestis, Feb. to Sept. ; Aster

fruticulosus, March to July ; A. angustifdlius, May; Selago

fasciculata, June; Cyanellacapensis, July to Aug. ; Aristea

capitata, July to Aug. ; Agapauthus precox, Jan. to

Aug, ; Statice cinerea, June ; S. scabra, May to July

;

Roella filiformis, June to Sept.; E'chium pyramidatum,
May to July ; Plumbago capensis, Aug. New Spain ;

Caelestina ageratoides, July to Oct. ; Eryngium serratum,
Aug. ; E.comosum, Aug. ; Viola Palmensis, May to July.
Palma; V.;arborescens, April to May, Spain ; Goldfiissia
anisophylla, June, Sylhet ; Statice arbdrea, Aug. to Nov.,
Teneriffe ; Lobelia heteromalla, Feb., Dominica ; L. bego-
nisefolia, June to July, Nepaul ; Linum Narbonense, June
to Aug.jiS

1

. ofFrance ; Phyteumapinnatum, June to Aug.,

Candia ; Anagallis monelli, May to Sept., Italy—J.K. C.
9

Altercliffe.
Killing Insectsfor the Cabinet.—J don't see that " D. H.

W.," p. 174, has given me a peg whereon to hang a reply.

His proposed plan is just as feasible as the following,

which I offer to his serious consideration :—On bringing

the captives home, either "in thick letter-paper" or

otherwise, persuade them to take hold of each other's

hands, (their fore-legs,) and send a smart electrical spark
through the whole! ! As the fluid travels at a pretty

decent pace, they will hardly have time to feel pain. In
both cases the specimens maybe a little spoiled, but that

is of course a matter of small moment, as another trial

may not be quite so disastrous ; and after a few are unne-
cessarily though mercifully killed, the experimenter's
cabinet may chance to get supplied. Sombre-coloured
Coleoptera may, like a duke of former days, be drowned
in a butt of malmsey (t. e. gin or whisky, for either would
be rather more costly than Clarence's medium) ; only
the specimens will soon become "greasy" when placed

in the cabinet, and require renewal. I give " D. H. W. "

every credit for his motive in addressing me, but to be of

use he must try again. I suspect the Millennium wont cast

up to-morrow morning nor be expedited by any ethereal

receipt for killing insects, and really your useful columns
should not be considered as a mere arena for a verbal

tilting-match.

—

S.

Vines.'- I did not stop my Vines sufficiently early last

year, and moreover, when I pruned them, I left the bear-

ing-rods for this season too long; inconsequence of which

thelowerbuds this spring have broken very feebly. Finding

that they continued weak, and my intention being in

future to spur the Vines, I determined, in order to throw

more strength into these weak shoots, to shorten the

rods • and on the 5th inst., I cut off between two and three

feet from each of the eight Vines. The Vines were in

full leaf, with the branches stopped one joint above the

blossom, and the blossom within about ten days of the

period of its expansion. On the following morning, I

found that the Vines had borne the operation well, with

the exception of one, which was bleeding. I applied a

hot iron to the wound, but in about ten minutes it broke

out again ; I repeated the operation, but met with the

same result; I tried it a third time, having a lighted

candle and a stick of sealing-wax in readiness, and the

moment the iron was removed, while the wounded part

•was still dry and warm, I dropped some sealing-wax upon

it, and pressed it down with my finger. I then put some

more wax round the wounded part, pressing it close, so

depth, upon the end of the rod. This answered com-
pletely : not the slightest moisture again exuding. On
the 7th, it appeared that two of the Vines had been" bleed-

ing a little in the night, but had dried up again without
assistance. On the 8th, I found that one of the last-

mentioned Vines had again bled a little during the night

;

I therefore applied the hot iron and sealing-wax with the

same success as before. The wounds are now, April 10,

all quite dry, and the Vines are already beginning to show
that the operation will be of great service to them. The
Vines are five years old.

—

Gutchenet.

Shrivelling of Grapes.—H Jemsheed " complains, at p.

230, that his friend, by giving air to his Vinery when the

Grapes were colouring, according to the advice of an
" Old Gardener," lost half his crop by shrivelling. By
this he seems to intimate that the shrivelling was caused

by the air given ; but in this I think he is mistaken.

I consider that it resulted, not from the agent applied,

but from the manner of applying it. It seems to have

been the " Old Gardener's " opinion, that the temperature

of the house was too high, aud he consequently recom-

mended the admission of a little air, which, it' done with

judgment, might have proved beneficial; but instead of

this, 1 presume air was admitted so freely, as immediately

to sink the temperature to a low degree, which, chilling

the Vines and obstructing the flow of sap, produced

shrivelling. If " Jemsheed," after living in the neighbour-

hood of the Equator, were transported immediately to

^Greenland, I doubt not but that he too would feel a shrivelly

sensation.— Tyro.

Scotch and English Farmers.—At p. 209 a corre-

spondent complains of the injustice done to the English

by praising, the Scotch Farmers so much as is now done,

which he considers is only a fashion. He produces a long

train of circumstances which he supposes to be conclusive

that English farming is at least as good, if not better than

that of Scotland, v Info this controversy I shall not enter.

I shall content mj^eTFH however, (after premising that,

among all those he enumerates, he makes no allowance

whatever for the inferioritywOf the climate of Scotland

compared with that of England, and especially of the

counties in the south, to which he seems principally to

refer,) with adverting to three of the. circumstances men-

tioned. While he states clearly the disadvantages under

which the English Farmer labours, he does riot once ad-

vert to the physical, and not moral, difficulty, against,

which the Scottish Agriculturist has perpetually to con-

tend; nor does he seem to think it any merit that the

latter has mastered by skill and perseverance this difficult

achievement. Yet it has been accomplished; and the

people of Scotland— with a naturally less-productive soil

and a smaller quantity of arable land, in proportion to the

population—depend less upon foreign supplies than the

inhabitants of England. Your correspondent also says

that, with the exception of the Lothians and the Carse of

Gowrie, Wheat is not cultivated in any part of Scotland
;

but is abandoned as being unprofitable. Has he never

heard of Stirlingshire, and of the tract of alluvial land on
the banks of the river Forth, amounting to about 00,000

Scottish, or 75,000 statute acres, which grows Wheat pro-

fitably, and equal, if not superior, in quality to any grown

in Scotland, and to much of that which is grown in Eng-
land ? The crop of last year ranged from 60 to 671bs. the

bushel; and upon the average of years that which was

brought to market ranged from 60 to 651bs. I also beg

to state that four quarters per acre are accounted a bad

crop; and if, in the spring, appearances indicate much
less than this, it is usually ploughed down, and Barley or

Oats substituted : that five quarters is not a good crop,

that six is fair and fully an average, that seven is good,

and eight superior ; but that instances are known in which

nine have been realised. I recollect that in ihe year 182G

a field of 30 acres, in the possession of Mr. Mowbray of

Cambus, yielded upon the average of the 30 acres nine

quarters "and a bushel ; and some particular spots, which

were minutely attended to at the time, yielded at the

rate of fifteen quarters an acre. As nine quarters and a

bushel over a 30 acre field is certainly a very large crop

and the truth of it may be questioned, I deem it necessary

to explain that Mr. Mowbray was a distiller as well as a

farmer, and fed with his grains great numbers of cattle

^

The urine ofhis stalls he collected {mark this), watered this

Wheat, if I was rightly informed, with it twice during

the season, and the consequence was the very heavy crop

which I have mentioned. I may further observe that the

same gentleman, the next year, treated a large field of

grass for hay in the same manner, and he had a crop of

three tons and a half. That such crops may become

common I do not pretend to say. It shows, however,

the capability of the soil. It is worthy of remark also

that all this happened before the laud was drained or sub-

soil-ploughed. Is this amount of crop excelled even in

the south of England, upon a field of equal extent?—and
yet this is neither in the Lothians nor the Carse of
Gowrie. Not to go more minutely into this question, I

may add that Wheat is^ profitably cultivated in 28 or 29
of the 33 counties in Scotland, and that not many years

ago Wheat was exported from Rosshire, in the North
Highlands, to London, and commanded the top price in

Mark-lane. Your correspondent, moreover, says, "The
Scotch Farmer may laugh at Turnips sown broadcast, as

in the South of England
; but he should remember that,

owing to the warmer and drier climate, they will not grow
in drills ; and that even in Scotland last year there were
many failures in consequence of the heat and drought."

This is the first time I have heard of these failures, though

living in the heart of Scotland, and seeing hundreds of

farmers in the course of the season. When I mentioned

the circumstance to several farmers, and asked if they
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had heard of anything of the kind, they all denied any
such knowledge. So that in whatever part of Scotland
these failures occurred, they did not take place here- On
the contrary, Turnips last year, sold in the field in small
lots, brought from 14/. to 257. per acre ; according as they
happened to be white, yellow, or Swedes. Our farmers of

the South, however, wish that they had a share of the heat

and drought which are blamed for broad-cast sowing in

the south of England ; and affirm that their Turnips,
though drilled, always grew best in the warmest seasons.

I shall notice one more circumstance. Your correspond-

ent says that the Scotch ploughs exhibited at the meeting

of the Agricultural Society of England at Liverpool and
Bristol were found wanting because of their weight ; in

consequence of which they required about double the amount
of horse-power to work them, and that the light English

plough was preferred to them. Supposing this statement

to be true, how does it happen that the heavy Scotch

plough in Scotland is always wrought with only two

horses, which are in general of lighter make than English

horses ; while the light English plough in England is

frequently wrought with three or four horses ? Will the

Scotch horses eat as much and do the same work as three

or four English ones? Certainly not.

—

Not a Scotch

Farmer, Stirling.

Figs.— Your correspondent in the last Chronicle,
M J. N. V.," says he finds no difficulty in growing Figs on
the back wall of a Vinery. As I am so unfortunate as

not to be able to succeed, after much trouble, and with

two or three different gardeners ; and as the same want of

success is very general in my neighbourhood, " J.N. V."
would be doing a great service if he would state the par-
ticular sort or sorts of Figs he prefers, and his mode of

treatment. So completely have my gardeners failed in

growing Figs against the back wall of a Vinery, that last

year I did away with the trees, with the exception of a

very small, delicate, pale-green Fig, which I have brought
from the top of the back wall down the rafters, and in

this way succeed in ripening my second crop late in the
autumn ; the first crop generally falls. But in this way,
you will observe, it occupies the place of a Vine. The
house is a late house, and the Vines are only now showing
for fruit ; the Figs have attained about two-thirds their

size, but when ripe they seldom exceed an inch and a half

in length. From my description, can you give me the

name of the Fig?

—

W. C. [Your Fig is most probably

the Nerii.]

Potters' Guano.—I used some of this valuable mixture

on Celery last autumn, with very good effect. I also

gave some of it to a gentleman's gardener, who used it

on Celery, the latest row he planted, and strange to say,

it was the first for use, and the finest in his garden.

—

T. Brock, Barking.

Laws of Farmers.— Ownership of AgriculturalFences.

—Where there are two fields, separated by a hedge and

ditch, the hedge, prima facie, belongs to the owner of the

field in which the ditch is not ; and if there are two ditches,

one on each side of the hedge, then the ownership of the

hedge must be ascertained by proving acts of ownership,

Guy t;. West, 2 Selwyn's Nisi Prius, 1827. An attempt

was once made to establish a common law right in the

owner of a bank and ditch, to have a width of eight feet

from the interior line of the foot of the bank as the rea-

sonable width ; viz., four feet for the ditch, and four feet

for the base of the bank, if there were no ditch; but it

was decided no such rule about an eight feet width ex-

ists ; and Lawrence Justice stated the rule about ditching

to be this—"No man making a ditch, can cut into his

neighbour's soil ; but usually he cuts to the very extremity

of his own land : he is, of course, bound to throw the

soil which he digs out upon his own land, and often, if he

likes it, he plants a hedge upon the top of it
; therefore, if

he cuts afterwards beyond the edge of the ditch, which

is the extremity of his land, he cuts into his neighbour's

soil, and is a trespasser," Vowles v. Miller, 3 Taunton's

Reports, 137. Proof, therefore, of the ancient width of the

ditch is evidence that the owner's land did not extend

beyond the outer edge thereof. One tenant in common
of a hedge may maintain trespass against his cotenant, if

the latter grub it up ; but a mere clipping of the hedge

may be justified, Voyce -u.Voyce, Cow. Rep., 201.

—

C.K.

Cellar for Potatoes.—Your correspondent " Totty," in

last Chronicle, appears to have formed a very good plan

for constructing a cellar for Potatoes, &C. ; but pray allow

me to caution him not to make it more than four or five

feet wide, as I fear that the Potatoes will ferment if too

many are crowded together in a mass.— Omega.
Yeast Plant.—The seed sent you by a u Lady" is that

of Carduus Benedictus, or JBlessed Thistle, with the vir-

tues of which 1 doubt not but that you are acquainted.

—

Thomas Abbott, jun.—[Yes; and they are not the pro-

perties ascribed to the Yeast plant. We do not think

the figure is intended for the Blessed Thistle, which is not

known in North America, except as an introduced plant,

and that very rarely.]
Soot as a Manurefor Pines.—u Scrutator," at p. 209,

inquires whether any one has used soot as a manure for
Fines. I beg to inform him that I have seen it used, and
that I apply it myself with success. When used fresh, it

is an excellent material for preventing worms from enter-
ing the pots : but the drainage must be good, otherwise it

yvillsoon lose its volatility. If strewed over the crocks to

the depth of a quarter of an inch, it will answer the above
purpose ; the roots of the plants will grow freely in it,

and their extremities (as far as my experience goes) will

have a clear white and healthy appearance. I have also

used it mixed with the soil, and although I cannot posi-

tively say that it was beneficial (because I had not an op-
portunity of putting a plant in all respects alike and
under the same circumstances, with the exception of

soot, alongside of it) yet I can confidently state that it is

not injurious. The Pines under my care to which it is

applied are of a very dark green colour, are stiff in

habit, and produce good fruit.

—

Polyphragmos.—During a
period of many years, I mixed soot regularly in my soil for

Pines ; and I consider it to be an excellent stimulant for

giving those plants a dark green and healthy appearance.

I used it in the following proportions for fruiting plants;

four wheelbarrows of friable turfy loam, cut three or four

inches deep from a common or old pasture, at least one
year old before using it, and to he turned and chopped
two or three times during that period ; one barrowful of

sheeps'-droppings gathered fresh from a common, and
dried upon mats in an open shed, or out of doors, as the

weather suited, and pounded fine with a quarter of a bar-

rowful of soot. The whole were well mixed together, but
not sifted, a week or two before being used. For succes-

sion plants, I added two barrowfuls of leaf-mould to the

same proportions. In the above soils my Pines generally

had a healthy appearance, growing freely and producing

good fruit for their age, which seldom exceeded two years.

By way of trying an experiment, in March, 1835, I cleared

a number of succession plants from a small pit with a

smoke flue running round the interior. I added a little

fresh tan to the old, turned and mixed them together,

keeping about six inches of the old tan on the top of the

bed ; I then selected 24 Queen Pines, which I expected

would soon show fruit, turned them out of their pots,

and arranged them in three lines on the tan, commenc-
ing first with the back line, sinking their balls about three

inches in the old tan, and filling up the spaces between

them one inch higher than the balls, with the same com-

post as above mentioned for fruiting plants, but not

broken quite so fine as when used in pots. When planted,

they received a moderate watering to settle the earth

about their roots. The pit was kept rather close for a

few days, until the heat rose in the tan ;
they were then

frequently syringed overhead during the summer, but

seldom required to be watered at their roots. In May, 22

of the plants had shown fruit, and by the end of Septem-

ber they were all cut, and weighed respectively from 3 lbs.

to 4£ lbs. each. None of the plants were above two

years old when the fruit was cut. The two plants which

did not fruit were fine strong plants, but theyhad to be

removed and potted when their more productive neigh-

bours were cleared out.— J". Alexander, Carton Gardens.

Permit me to say, in answer to M Scrutator " (p. 209),

that we have for some time used soot as a manure for

Pines at this place. We use it either by placing a layer

immediately above the drainage, or as a top-dressing, by
removing a small portion of the soil from the surface,

spreading a layer of soot, and then replacing the soil on

the top. Whichever way it is applied, the manner in

which the roots seem to luxuriate in the layers of soot,

and the rich dark green of the foliage, compared with that

of plants not so treated, bear sufficient evidence of the

benefit derived from the practice. It must, however, be

added that, as a preventive to worms entering the pots,

soot is not effectual; for although it acts as such at first,

it soon loses its repulsive properties, and after it has been

in the pot a short time the worms appear as much at their

ease in the layers of soot as in any other part of the ball.

—* Trentham IIall.
Wild Flowers of Germany.—Mr. Howitt, in his

" Rural and Domestic Life in Germany,"—a book full of

curious and interesting information,—mentions, in his

account of a visit he paid to the Wild Boar Park at Huttel-

dorf, near Vienna, where the Emperor of Austria keeps

up with the greatest care the breed of the old German

wild boar, of which he has there nearly two thousand head,

that some were so tame as to come at the whistle of the

keeper, and run eagerly as he shook one of the wild Cornel-

trees, which grow plentifully in the forest. Mr. Howitt

says " Those trees, unknown in England, are as large as

Apple-trees, and in autumn are covered with fruit of a

coral colour, as large as Cherries, but oblong. They make

a beautiful show, and the fruit, of a sub-acid flavour, is

used for dessert. The wild swine are particularly fond of

this fruit, and as the trees were shook, and it pattered to

the ground, they came running on all sides, and stood in

the neighbouring thickets eager for our departure, when

they rushed forward and ravenously devoured it." Can

you inform me further respecting it, and whether it is to

be procured in this country ? Mr. Howitt talks much of

the extreme beauty of the wild flowers in Germany : f
or

instance, near Salzburg, where, he says, " By the road-side

the most beautiful flowers common to our gardens hung

from the banks or gleamed from the wood-sides, and

tempted the hand. The leaves of the Christmas Rose

were in abundance, shewing that in early spring its large

white blossoms must have greatly beautified the scene.

The Dog-tooth Violet started richly between the mossy

stones. There were pretty kinds of white and yellow

Daphne, a large blue Gentian, splendid blue and yellow

Salvias, with very large flowers, and the rich Mountain

Pinks grew in abundance." 1 think it would be very

desirable if seeds could be procured of the Salvias men-

tioned, as a "splendid yellow Salvia" would be a great

acquisition to our gardens here ; as would also a banc -

some hardy blue Salvia, which the Salvia patens certainly

is not in Scotland, as I have never succeeded in preserving

it through the winter in the open air, although I ftave

taken great pains to do so—and I do not live in a cold

part of the country. The frost at Salzburg must be many

degrees more severe than it is here.

—

Christina.
^
[l he

wild Cornel is our Cornelian Cherry, or Cornus maseula,

a common plant in nurseries. It was formerly grown a

good deal in England, but has given way to other things.

The Salvia with yellow flowers is probably S. glutinosa,

doubt the Salzburg flora is very gay and rich ; but people

have not the same feeling for wild flowers when cultivated,

as when they are hanging from their native rocks.]

Management of Home Manure.— I have lately read,

with satisfaction, in the Chronicle, those articles which

treat on the collection and management of Home Manure,

and it is to be regretted that so little regard is paid to so

important a subject. The attention of men of science has

of late years been so much directed towards the new-

Manures, that farm-yard manure seems to have been

lost sight of altogether, and farmers now are satisfied

with little else but Nitrate of this, Sulphate of that,

Guano, &c. ; while, in the management of their farm-

yard manure, they are as far back as they were fifty years

ago. Cow-house and stable dung is thrown into the

yard as if it were of no value ; it is there allowed to be

drenched by every shower that falls, and its very essence

to run off in drains from the yard ; or it is thrown up in

the field in a slovenly manner, as if the more it was ex-

posed to the weather the better it would be. From twenty

years' experience in rural affairs, I am of opinion that

the drier cow-house and stable manure is kept the better,

and that it is as necessary for the farmer to keep his

dunghill as secure from rain as his hay and straw. My
attention was drawn to this subject some years ago, when

in the service of a late nobleman, who allowed his princi-

pal labourers to keep a cow, with as much potato-ground

as their cow's dung would cover. In consequence of

some alterations in the labourers' outhouses, one of them

had to house his cow in an old barn, and there being no

convenient place to deposit the dung in, he piled it up in

a corner of the barn. When the season arrived for plant-

ing Potatoes, this man's cow-dung was taken into the

field with that of his neighbours, and their Potatoes

planted within a few hours of each other. By the time

the crop was fit to hoe, it was quite evident that the

man's Potatoes whose cow-dung was kept dry were the

best in the field; and not only that, but the spot upon

which his manure was spread could be traced out for

several years after.

—

Colo. [No doubt. But it will never

do to keep stable litter dry ; for if you do, how is it to be

decomposed ? We are persuaded that the true mode of

managing it is that described in a leading article a few

weeks since. When once made, if it cannot be used, the

drier it is then kept the better.]

Iron Stake-holder The accompanying sketches are

taken from an iron stake-holder, used here to support

plants of Epiphyllum truncatum, grafted upon tall stocks

of Pereskia Bleo, which I had found it very troublesome

to secure by common stakes. This plan fully answers

the purpose, and as I am not aware that anything like it

is at present in use, it may probably be serviceable to

those of your readers who may be similarly situated with

myself. If made of suitable dimensions to accord to the

stake or plant to be secured to it, it will, I think, be also

equally useful for plants in the open air, such as standard

and Pillar Roses, &c, which are often injured by the

manner in which they are usually supported. The lower

eye, a, is made with a female screw and a little smaller

than the upper one, /;, and to give it a firmer hold, the

lower part of the stake (which may be a common one)

should be cut in the form of a screw to suit the lower eye.

Being passed through the upper and screwed into the lower

one, the stake is supported without penetrating the soil

;

its utility will, therefore, be at once obvious, both as re-

gards diminishing the risk of injury to the roots and the

greater durability and strength of the support. The pot

must be selected of a proper size, so that the holder fits

tightly to it, and it should be placed in the pot when the

plant is fresh shifted ; c represents a front view of one of

the side supporters; d a transverse section ; and e a side

view of ditto
;
/exhibits the stakeholder complete

—

John
' Webster, Gardener to Mrs. Huskisson, Eartham.

<

Coverings on Vine Borders I observe that in the

* Calendar of Operations," at p. 231, Mr. Beaton states

that the mulching may safely be removed from Vine
Borders, and the latter exposed to the weather. My men,
on the contrary, have been busy during the early part

of the week, in giving the Vine-borders extra protection,

by adding more fermenting material. What will my more
northern neighbours think, who have followed the above
advice, especially with their early houses? My registering

thermometer came down the night before last (the 11th.)

to 20°, and even the netting on the flued walls (with fire),

had upon them a partial covering of snow. The thermo-
meter fell last night to 27° with a cold wind N.N. by W-
The hills around are covered with snow.

—

James Roberts,

Eshton Gardens % Skipton, Yorkshire.

Properties of the Carnation.—I was not surprised to

find a champion in favour of the very full flowers I *°

much condemned in the paper read by me on the 21st of

March, before theFloricultural Society. I am, however,
somewhat astonished that " C. K." or any other person,

should draw an inference the very opposite to that in-

tended by the paragraph selected, at p. 230, from my
paper. If he will re-peruse the paragraph, he will see

that I found fault with Flora's Garland on account of the

" irregularity of its marking." Had " C. K." read the

„
rf r ¥ ._. o remaining part of the paragraph referred to, he could not

also common in botanic gardens, and a showy species. No
[
have supposed me to have meant that, because a Carua-

'
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tion was very full, it must, of consequence, be imperfectly

marked. What I said was this :
" If the principal cha-

racters constituting a perfect flower, are hidden by its ex-

treme fulness, then fulness is not a necessary property ;

but, on the contrary, highly objectionable." In my crite-

rion of a Carnation, I have endeavoured to be as explicit

on this point as possible, by saying that "each row of

petals should be regularly and alternately arranged above

the other, so as never to be crowded, nor, on the other

hand, to have a loose and gaping appearance ; in fact, the

spaces should be only sufficient to display the colouring

distinctly." '* C. K." moreover inquires, whether " sup-

posing a flower is regularly marked with good forms and

petals, and in other respects desirable, its being extremely

full would be objectionable V 9
It is easy to suppose a

flower to have all the necessary properties which it should

possess, but the " extremely full " flower which " C. K."
has imagined, would, from that very extreme fulness, pre-

vent the markings in the petal from being seen ; so that

he could only suppose them to be " regularly marked.

In deciding upon the beauties of a Carnation, I never

suppose anything ; the beauties of a flower consist of that

only which is apparent to the eye ; and if it is so full as to

prevent these the "principal characters 7
' in the Carna-

tion from being seen, I then say a Carnation may be too

full, which is, I think, " a really substantial and valid ar-

gument against very full flowers."

—

R. Orson, 12, Hall-

place, Kennington -lane* [Mr. Orson has here supplied

the sentence referred to at a greater length than is given

in our Report of the Floricultural Society ; which, al-

though abridged, nevertheless retains the meaning of

Mr. Orson's words.]

The Gooseberry.— I have occasionally observed the

Gooseberry growing freely and producing fruit on Pollard

Willows and other trees in Cambridgeshire, where vegetable

decomposition has afforded sufficient nourishment. They
are likewise found on the summit of the Abbey-walls of

this ancient town. A more remarkable instance, however,
occurs in the garden of W. Dalton, Esq., where a healthy

shrub is firmly rooted in the joints of the solid brick-work,

three feet from the ground, and is regularly trained with

other wall- fruit.

—

N. S* Hodson, Bury St. Edmunds.
Euphorbia jacquiniflora.— I have adopted the following

plan for restoring naked specimens of Euphorbia jacqui-

niflora, having tried it with success, in February last,

upon a plant under my care which possessed three long

shoots or branches, trained up to stakes about 3 feet high,

with scarcely a sound leaf upon them. I pinched back
each of the three branches so as to leave only three or
four buds on each shoot ; these buds, with few exceptions,
have all made young shoots ; some of them are now six

inches long, and all incline to a horizontal position. I
again pinched off the top of the young shoot about ten
days ago, and now I see they are forming flower-buds at

the axil of every leaf. I expect soon to have a fine bushy
plant in perfect flower. This was done previously to Mr.
Beaton's plan of laying down the E. jacquiniflora appearing

in the Chronicle. My treatment was similar to that recom-
mended by Mr. B., with the exception of laying down
the plant.

—

J. M. K.> Birdeiown.

Planting in Ireland.—There seems to be a great im-
pediment to planting in this country, from the want of

tenacity in the soil ; so that, after a wind, a hole is

formed round the stem, which is frequently full of water
;

this is equally applicable to the Cabbage, and to large
trees, and when the leaves or smaller branches touch
the ground, it becomes like plaster, and keeps that
aPpearance for a length of time. Such is the case with
a 'l the soils which 1 have met with. The Potatoes very
°ften suffer severely from the early autumnal gales. Sub-
soilixig and trenching does not seem to remedy it, as I have
Seen the same effect produced in a new garden where the

8round was trenched nearly 4ft. deep. Perhaps some cor-

espondent might suggest a remedy; as delicate plants
suffer severely from it.

—

R. G., Bullina*

EanieWs Manure.—It had occurred to me that this

Manure might prove a remedy for Wire-Worm, but my
e*pectati<-ns are disappointed. On Thursday last I placed
some of these insects in a box of earth, seasoned with the
Inanure, and on Saturday I found that out of ten, four
Vvei*e still alive. Hence I conclude that this manure is not
*° be relied on for the purpose. I perceive in Johnston's
•Lectures, March, 1843, p. 64, that a composition con-
sisting of nearly the same materials as Daniell's Manure
f*
as been used as a manure, with striking success, although

*ndeed other ingredients are added. In the early part of

•f°42, I persuaded a miller in an adjoining parish, to apply
*°r a licence to manufacture the manure, which he accord-

ingly obtained, and sold 2000 bushels in the autumn ; but
the accounts of its success have been discouraging. I
manured 12 acres of wheat with it successfully, but the
^anure was ploughed in. The crops are not yet reaped.
1 speak only of their appearance to the eye, which is quite

f.

s Phasing as that presented by the land manured with
^-—Anthony.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Malacca.—This country is a subdued Rip Van Winkle

sort of a place, situated close to the sea-shore, and divided
into two parts by a brook, dignified by the name of river

;^e Flag-staff hill forms the southern bank of this river.
*he jplaoo is exceedingly quiet and dull, but green and
aiming, and excellently adapted for study. The country
^mediately about Malacca itself is open, and may be
characterized as the Rice district, being open, generally
quite flat, and throughout the flat parts decidedly swampy,liom the Flag-staff hill, or, still better, from Booket Chine,

tent tK
g

I^ the °ther '
and of considerable ex-

Cocl nn^
1^ T^-

C6S °n^ knd - Bide a P^USion of
^ocoa-nuts, and strips or plains of Rice cultivation, ex-

tending inwards three or four miles, when the Great

Forest commences, the districts between the two being

occupied by tracts of Cajeputi trees (Melaleuca leuca-

dendron), which, particularly from a distance, have a

scraggy aspect, and constitute one of the botanical fea-

tures of the province. The sea-view is extensive ; to the

south are seen the Water Islands, several in number,

of which the largest is of some extent, and covered, espe-

cially tlie hilly parts, with dense forests. On the borders

of the Rice-fields, generally buried in trees, the villages

are situated, not adding to the diversity of scenery, except

by the diversity of the foliage of the fruit-trees, by which

they are generally surrounded. Altogether, however, I

do not remember, excepting Moulmain, and one port near

Mergui, a more pretty view than that from Booket Chine,

which, I may mention,' is the cemetery of the Chinese—for

although in the distance there is too much jungle, yet

some of the masses stand out boldly, and the foreground

is beautiful, being cleared, presenting here and there a

picturesque tree, and enlivened by the white unsepulchre-

looking tombs. The highest point of this hill was made
into a redoubt by the Dutch, and is crowned by a grove

of indifferent Pterocarpus. The roads about the place

are good, but narrow, generally lined by Cajeputis ; they

are made of some red stuff, obtained copiously from

Booket Chine, and more like Keenka in colour than any-

thing else. The botanical features may be represented as

follows :—littoral cultivated thickets and jungles, between

the two last of which the Malays positively discriminate,

besides having different sorts of jungle. The littoral

either consists of mud, producing Mangroves, which do

not present any great variety—or of sand, producing

a diversified vegetation, generally inclining to be shrubby.

This is a very prominent feature about Tanfong Ching, a

well-known place; the Mangrove tracts abounding to the

south, or in the opposite direction. I do not remember

many Mangrove plants with which I had not previously

met ; there is, perhaps, an undescribed species of Rhizo-

phora, and certainly two, probably three, of Avicennia ;

and Heritiera did not appear to me common. The
Malacca Mangrove tracts do not, like those of Mergui,

produce many Orchidaceee. The sandy littoral tracts give

Calophyllum inophyllum, Pandanus, Sideroxylon, Do-

donjea burmanniana. Scsevola Taccada, Premna, Eugenia,

Ximenia, Garcinia, Vaccinium (I mean Ericacese, with an

ovarium inferum), Leucopogon (probably Malayanus),

Gmelina villosa, Areca littoralis, Acrostichum fuciforme

(a magnificent Fern), Ophioglossum pendulum (not an

Ophioglossum). Of these, the only feature-giving tree is

the Eugenia, which occasionally abounds, and in flower

becomes very conspicuous. The herbaceous plants are

Euphorbia, Ipomcea pes tigridis, Convolvulus, Do-
lichos, Cyperacese, Vinca rosea (local), Spermacoce.

The botanical features dependent upon cultivation—for

otherwise all would be usurped by Melaleuca leucadendron,

are Cyperaceae, as usual ; also Nymphseacese, several Utri-

cularise, a genus abounding in comparative species, Phi-

lydrum lanuginosum in profusion, Jussisea, Herpestes

monnieria, Ceratopteris thalictroides, and Pontederia &c.
;

among these, and dependent in many instances upon the

lowness of the situation, a tall Livistona, which appears

to be L. rotundifolia, although it does not agree with the

characters, Licuala spinosa ? Sagus, and that most beau-

tiful Malayan Palm, Areca tigillaris, the Nibong Malacca,

&c. The thicket tracts, called by the Malays, I think, Olan

Belookar, are much more varied, and probably take their

origin in cultivation, although the features now are pro-

minent enough. Of this sort instances occur about Prin-

gitt, where Kcenig gathered Thottea grandiflora, and about

some parts of Booket Chine and St. John's Hill, and

generally in all clearings* So that it would seem that

forest trees are not the first which appear in spots cleared

in forests, but on the contrary, shrubs, the localities of

which, judging from the manner in which the eye recog-

nises them, are probably at some distance. Belookar Jungle

presents Parkia (commonly,) Castanea, Fagraea, Ficus,

Mangifera Lanjoot, &c, &c. ; but its proper features are

Connarus, Cnestis, Congea, Croton, Sphenodesme, Phy-

tocrene, Licuala spinosa, Stemonurus, Ancistroiobus,

Rottlera, Gmelina villosa, Memecylon, Parinarium, Psy-

chotria, Eurycoma, Inga, Rhodamnia, Pternandra, the

same as and prior to Blume's Ewyckia, Nelitris, Stro-

phantus, with ringlets a span long, Scitaminese, Tunja,

Dracaena, Thottea, Averrhoa simplicifolia, Uvaria, Hippo-

cratea, Ixionanthes, Rottlera alba, Erycibe, Vitex arborea,

Cansiera, a remarkable Santalaceous genus with a ru-

diment of a calyx; another very like Grout^a, &c.

Then come the great, the primaeval forests, which do

not, so far as I know, present any features, save the grand

one of the grandest vegetation. In this forest, probably

five-sixths of the Malacca flora are to be found. 1 have

not much knowledge of the trees, which are generally too

big to be climbed, or to be cut down, with any convenience ;

but I remarked a Melanorrhsoa, several Dipterocarpi,

Artocarpi, Fici, Sapindaceee, Dilleniacese ; among them the

greatest giant being a Milk-tree, and probably a Ficus.

The wider-stratum is not very thick but very varied, con-

sisting of several Palms, Tacca, a host of Scitaminesc, Ru-

biacese Ardisice, a Melastomaceous plant, with large, round,

cordate leaves blood-coloured underneath, Ferns, &c.

As partial features I may add the edges of Belookar

Jungle, bordering or encroaching on swamps, characterised

bv a°shrubby Hypericum, a queer Grammatophyllum, two

undescribed genera of Cunoniacere, Nepenthes, two species,

a beautifully-leaved Guttiferous shrub, Lycopodium, a

beautiful suffruticose Wormia-,and the fluviatile tract,which,

especially towards the sea, is mixed with the Mangrove
;

this a mile inland is remarkable for its Pandani, Barring,

toniaj, Sterculiacearum nov. genus, Cerbera Manghas,

Pothos, Tylophora, and above all a large Pancratium-leaved

thing which I never saw in flower, Nauclea, Stagmaria.

The cultivated trees which would, from the fondness of the

Malays for shade and fruit, form a considerable feature,

were the country more peopled, are Semecarpus Anacar-

dium, the Mangosteen, Rambootan, Sandoricum indicum,

the Seatool, Champedah a species of Jack, Douanne,

Durio, (of which there are certainly two species,) Poolasan

a sort of Litchi, Num Num (Cynometra cauliflora,)

Jambos, various kinds. Nutmeg grows to a considerable

size, and is then very beautiful ; here and there a Clove-tree,

Mimusops Kaki,Erythrina, Cocos nucifera, and pygmzea,

a remarkable- dwarf kind, said to be distinct, Areca Ca-

techu, Areng sacchariferum very fine, particularly in the

interior; Artocarpus incisa does not come to any per-

fection ;the Pterocarpus Marsupium, two opposite-leaved

Mangoes of the same genus with the Burmese M.
oppositifolia, but distinct species, Carica Papaya, Man-
gifera foetida, Cassia Carnang, a very fine tree, &c, &c. Of
these I will give a more detailed account in my next. The
great families of the Malacca flora may be said to be

Scitamineie, and Orchidaceae ; but these latter are not very

numerous,either individually or as species ;
Palmas of which

I have some forty species, mostly undescribed, Rubiacese,

Verbenacese, Sapindaceje, Meliacese, Leguminosse, Con-

naraceie, Terebinthaceae. The families poorly represented

are Graminese, Acanthacese, Labiatee, Composite, &c.

Of Ferns and Lycopodia, altogether I obtained about one

hundred; but I do not know yet their proportion to the

other families.— FT. Griffith. [We would just ask our

readers to compare this with the account in the " Ency-

clopedia of Gardening," by Mr. Main. Why the trees,

which that author says give the greatest effect to the land-

scape there, are scarcely, if at all, to be met with.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

April 18. — R. H. Solly, Esq., in the chair. The Right Hon.
Lady Dover, J. H. H. Atkinson, and J. F. Buller, Esqrs., were

elected Fellows. Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, exhibited a

collection of plants containing a magnificent specimen of Den-

dr6bium agexegatum, covered with its drooping racemes of

orange; the insignificant Saccolabium micranthum, bearing a

spike of minute pink and purple flowers; Cattleya Skinneri, of a

deep violet purple ; Lalage hoveeef61ia, a pretty greenhouse shrub,

with yellow and chocolate-coloured flowers; Cyrtocbilum has-

tatum, and fine clusters of the crimson Combretum macran-

thum : a Knightian medal was awarded for the Dendr6lnum,

Cattleva. Lalage, and Combretum. From Mr. Feran, gr. to

Lucy Lady Rendlesham, plants of Erica micans and ovata, Cor-

rea speciosa, and Kennedya dilatata, a Lemon-tree bearing

fruit, and a dish of handsome Oraiures, grown in a greenhouse.

From Mr. Smith, of Kingston, Az&lea mirabiiis and phcenicea

alba, with seven seedling Azaleas. From Mr. Green, gr. to Sir

E. Antrobus, Bart., 12 fine seedling Calceolarias, for one of

which, remarkable for its beauty, and called Eclipse, a certificate

was awarded; with four seedling Cinerarias, one being purple,

with a well-defined circle of white surrounding 'he centre. From
Messrs. Lane and Son, two seedling Cinerarias, a well-cultivated

collection of Koses in pots, amongst which was a beautiful spe-

cimen of Perpetual Albert, and a collection of cut Rose-blooms:

a certificate was awarded lor the collection in pots. From Mr.

Hogan, gr. to H. Pownall. Esq., a White Banksian Rose, a fine

plant of Erica australis, 7 feet high, and covered with bloom; a
purple Azalea, and Fuchsia cordata : a certificate awarded for

the Erica. From Messrs. Chandler and Sons, a fine plant of

Rhododendron purpuxeum maculatum, with purple flowers, very

darkly spotted in the throat, and a plant of Trillium grandiflorum

:

certificateawarded tor the former. Messrs. J. and H. Lee, of Ham-
mersmith, exhibited two plants of a beautiful scarlet h)b.id Rho-
dodendron, called Mars; one white ditto, called Venus; a

striped white and purple Camellia imported from Spain, and cut

flowers of Ribes Beatoni, described at p. 301 of 1842 :
a Banksian

medal awarded for Rhododendron Mars. From Mr. Clarke.gr.

to W. Block, Esq., an exceedingly fine specimen of E
t
aens grandi-

flora, with Rhododendron Smithii. Templetoma glauca, and Tro-

peeolum Jarrattii- Banksian medal awarded tor the Epacns.

From Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, a plant of Cyrtop6dium punc-

tatum, in which the bracts as well as flowers are beautifully-

spotted with pale brown and yellow. From Messrs. Lucombe,
Pince and Co., a plant of Epidendrum aurantiacum. From S.

Kucker Esq., a well-bloomed plant of Chysis bractescens, with

white wax-like flowers, and a bright yellow labelluin ; and a

specimen of Epidendrum Stamfordianum : a Banksian medal

awarded for Chysis bractescens. From Mr. C. Adams, gr. to

Mrs. Morris, of the Retreat, Battersea, a fine plant of Maxilla-

ria aromatica, forming quite a nest of sweet-scented yellow

flowers • Epidendrum aloef61inm, and crassil61ium :
Banksian

medal awarded for the two former. From C. B. Warner, Esq., a

plant of the beautiful Epidendrum bicornutum. Mr. Carsons,

gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., exhibited a seedling Cineraria.

From the Very Rev. the Dean of Manchester were several

blooms of his handsome seedling Camellia, called lysantha and

described at p. 247: a certificate was awarded for it. -sir. a.

Low, of Clapton, sent a plant of Camellia l.own, a bloom of

which was exhibited at the last meeting: the petals are regu-

larly cupued, of a bright carmine colour, and more run in tne

centre than when last shown: a certificate was awarded for it.

From Mr. Kinghorn, gr. to Alex. Murray, Esq., a seedling Cal-

ceolaria, named Candidate. From Mr. Doran, gr to T Hawes,

Esq., a leash of Cucumbers and three magnificent Hydrangeas,

with pale b.ue trusses, nearly a foot in diameter, and leaves nine

inches long by eight inches wide : a certificate was awarded for

the Hydrangeas. From Mr. H. Groom, a small plant of Bossi^a

eriocarpa. From W. Bromley, Esq., Camellia flowers cut from a

plant which has been growing for four years without protection

acainstaN wall. From Mr. Conway, of Old Brornpton,aseedling

Azalea From Mr. Gaines, ofBattersea, two hybrid Rhododendrons

and a seedling Cineraria, called Ne plus ultra Mrs Lavater of

the Retreat Deptford Lane, Peckham, exhibited the fruit of a

small Palm-tree, inclosing the seeds, or nuts, from which a sort

of Arrowroot is made in Mexico. From Mr. Hutchinson, gr. to

E. J. Shirley, Esq., M.P., a dozen very fine Peaches from trees

grown in pots in a Pine-stove ; a letter, which accompanied the

fruit, stated that the plants were introduced into the stove on
Nov. 23, and that owing to the mildness of the weather, the tem-
perature for the first week was kept at 55° without much fire j it

was afterwards kept as near 60° as could be conveniently done,

and when the sun shone, air was sparingly admitted on account
of the Pines. During March, after the fruit was set, the tempera-
ture ranged by day from 80° to 85°; but when the Peaches were
stoned, the house was kept very warm, and ranged by day from
90° to 100°, and even 105°, but never higher than 6o° or 62° by
night. At this season, water was abundantly supplied to the

roots, and the trees were syringed overhead with tepid water

every morning. The soil used was light sandy loam and decayed

sheep's dung, and the plants were shifted annually. Some of

the trees were 16 years old, and showed signs of improvement,

instead of having become weaker under this treatment. The

number of fruit on 8 trees was stated to be 13 dozen ; a Knightian

medal was awarded for the Peaches. From R. Wrench, Esq., a

dozen handsome fruit of the Hoary Morning Apple. Messrs.
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Stevenson and Co. exhibited one of their improved double cylin-
drical boilers, of which a description is given at p. 87. From the
Garden of the Society were a collection of plants, comprising:
Epidendrum primulinum and Cattleya Skinned, fine plants of
Acacia marginata covered with sulphur-coloured spikes, and
Greviilea longifolia, having the under-surface of the leaves
clothed with a substance resembling silk, and with its curious
one-sided spikes of crimson flowers turned upwards ; a pretty
species of Arbutus, found in Mexico by Mr. Hartweg, and bear-
ing large panicles of milk-white flowers at the extremity of every
branch j with cut blooms of Rhododendron augustum and a fine

deep rose-coloured hybrid variety, and four species of Berberis.
A most beautiful and curious Dendrobium, from Manilla, of the
Spatulate section, with straw-coloured flowers stained with
lilac, exhibited by Mr. Loddiges, received the Banksian Medal.
We understand that after the meeting was over, a box of Orchi-
daceous plants was received from M r. Appleby, gr. toT. Brockle-
hurst, Esq., of the Fence, near Macclesfield, the presence of

which, at the exhibition, would have been a treat to the lovers

of Orchidacere. Among the varieties that it contained, were a
raceme of Dendrobium discolor, nearly two feet long, two varie-
ties of Dendrobium Pierardi, in great beauty, Maxillaria cmtara,
Schomburgkiacrispa, a red edged variety of Gongora maculata,
and the larger variety of Epidendrum aurantiacum, all in a state

of most vigorous health.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
April 18.—The Lord Bishop of Norwich, President, in the chair.

Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Charles Pope, Dr. Thomas West, and Mr.
Nathaniel Buckley, were elected Fellows of the Society. Mr.
Arthur Aikin, Mr. Horton Lloyd, and Mr. Youell, were elected

auditors. Mr. Edward Forster exhibited a specimen of the trunk
of an Ivy-bush, nearly a foot in circumference. A continuation
of Mr. Griffith's paper, on the development of the ovulum of

Santalum, Loranthus, &c, was read. The author regards the
embryo as a development of the pollen tube, and could not con-
firm Schleiden's observation of the pushing in of the embryo sac
by the pollen-tube. In this part of his paper, the author entered
into several speculations with regard to the nature of the repro-
ductive organs of Cryptogamic plants.

FLORTCUf.TURAL SOCIETY.
At the usual meeting on Tuesday various prizes were offered

for single specimens of Auriculas ; but in consequence of the
South London Society's Show having been appointed for the
following day, with the extra attraction of the silver cup offered
by Mr. J. Dickson, the number of specimens was very limited.
Mr. Dickson exhibited three seedlings, which were considered
good; and we have little hesitation in saying, that, if they had
been only judged in comparison with some of the best of the old
ones, instead of being submitted to the severe test and the minute
and critical examination enforced by the forms adopted by this
Society, as shown below, their values might have been apparently
enhanced; but having once passed the ordeal, the credit is in
proportion to the severity of the trial.
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(From another Correspondent.)—A first class prize for seedling-
Auriculas of the present > ear was awarded to Mr. Dickson for
Matilda, a greenish grey-edged flower of fine properties ; the tube
is perfectly circular, and remarkably clean on the edge- the
paste is dense, pure, and circular, with the violet colour in fine
proportion

; the pips are circular, flat, stand well out, and there
is every appearance of its proving a compact and finetrusser. The
defects in the flower are trifling: the tube may be considered a
little too large, and when sevciely examined a slight Toughness
is discernible on the margin of the flower; cultivation may
probably have an influence on these imperfections -at present it
promises to rank with our best varieties. Comet: fine second
class flower; the paste is of fine quality, but angular j colour,
bright chocolate, with the e(\ge of a lively green ; pips, flat j and
the margin remarkably smooth. Duke 'of Sussex: second class
seedling of 1842; this also has fine paste/but the colour, which
is very dark, is too feathery on the outward edge? it is a vigor-
ous grower.

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
First show for the season at the Horns Tavern, Kennington,

Wednesday, April 19th.—The present exhibition was distin-
guished by a greater number of fine plants than wc have seen
at any spring show of this society. Among those shown by
gentlemen's gardeners, the collection of Mr. Atl* c, as usual,
stood conspicuous, and contained a magnificent specimen of
Cytisus racemosus, nearly 12 feet high; two plants of Acacia
armata, of immense size, and literally covered with bloom

; se-
veral Heaths, including E. rubracaulis, fastigiata, lutescens, &c

;

Azalea indica alba, phcenicea, &c. ; Corrtea ventricosa, Pimelea
lancifolia, and Hoya carnosa, all remarkably large and well-
grown. The collection of Mr. Bruce was also of great beauty,
although the plants were generally of a smaller size ; they were,
however, excellently grown, and blooming profusely, and con-
sisted of Eriostemon buxifolium, Dillwynia glycinifolia, Clivca
nobilis, Polygala grandinosa, Hovea celsi, Klichrysum humile.
Acacia diffusa, Gesnera Cooperi, Polygala oppositifolia, Euphor-
bia splendens. Azalea indica alba, and Erica grandinosa, aris-
ta ta major. Hartnclli, and Aiiriromedccfolia. The collection of
Mr. Clark had, among others, fine specimens of a Leschcnaultia
formosa, covered with bloom, forming a ball of about two feetm diameter, the branches descending far below the edge of the
pot; a very large Kennedya longiracemosa, K. monophylla,
iropajoium Jarratti, Daviesia saligna, D. ulicina, Hovea celsi,
JVluraltia mixta, Azalea indica alba, A. Smithii coccinea, and
pncenicea. Erica rubricaulis, and others. The fourth collec-
tion was shown by Mr. Coutts, and contained fine plants of Cho-
rozema cordata. Azalea phcenicea splendida, A. Danielsii, Podolo-
bium Murrayanum, Scottia dentata, Kennedya monophvlla,
Burchelliacapensis Gardenia radicans, Eutaxia myrtifoiia/Cy-
tisus cananensis, Azalea Hibberti phcenicea. Genista Rho-
dopnsea, Franciscea Hopeana, Hovea celsi, Pimelea decussata,
Tropavlum Jarratti, Azalea mdica alba, and Cytisus racemosus
clegans. The Nurserymen s Collections were from Mr. Jackson,
of Kingston, and Mr. Hally, of Blackheath, both of which were
good, though far inferior to those of the Gardeners' Class. Mr.
JacksonV collection was chiefly remarkable fo» a number of
handsome Heaths, there being plants of E. aristata major, ves-
tita purpurea, physoides, trossula, and versicolor; together with
Camellias Bealli, Kellyana, and Chandleri

;
Tropseolum trico-

iorum, Platylobium formosum, Correa speciosa, Cytisus Ira-
grans, and Azulea indica alba and Addisonia. Mr. Hally'scon-
tamed Azalea in<iica alba on the same plant with Phcenicea,
producing a very pleasing effect, Smithi coccinea, speciosissima,
macrantha, and Georgiana

; Kennedya Stirlingii, Elichrysum
Humile, Acacia armata, Hovea celsi, Chorozema varium ; and

Ericas vernix coccinea, Patersonia, and Wilmoriana. Among
the plants shown as single specimens were, a very handsome
plant of Boronia pinnata from Mr. Atlee, which was recom-
mended for a prize. An Azalea, from J. AUnutt, Esq., and a
very well-grown plant of Erica aristata major, from Messrs. Dick-
son, of Acre-lane. The part of the exhibition next in interest
to these plants [was the Auriculas, the best pairs of which
were shown by Mr. ShrtSder, Mr. Chapman, and Mr. Lidgard
among amateurs; Mr. Plant among gentlemen's gardeners, and
Mr. Dickson and Mr. Gaines among professional florists. The

irii. i/n;Kions were, ijicksoms ujiujuc aim race's tnam-
pion: and Mr. Gaines's were Hudson's Apollo and Harris's
Blucher. The best six Auriculas were shown by Mr. Chapman,
and consisted of Oliver's Lovely Anne, Dickson's Duke of Wel-
lington, Dickson's Apollo, Conqueror of Europe, Taylor's Glory,

Grimes's Privateer, Dickson's Duke of Cambridge, Page's Cham-
pion, and one seedling. The second twelve, shown by Mr.
Willmer, were Lancashire Hero, Conqueror of Europe, Hedge's
Britannia,

pion

The silver cup given by Mr. Dickson for the best four
Auriculas, was won by Mr. Shroder with Taylor's Glory,
Conqueror of Europe, Page's Champion, and Smith's
Mrs. Smith. The silver cup given by J. Chapman, Esq.,
lor the best three, was taken by Mr. Dickson, with Page's Cham-
pion, Tayior's Glory, and Conqueror of Europe. The seedlings
were, Mr. Dickson's Matilda and Comet, noticed in our report of
the Floricultural Society's Meeting on the previous evening.
There were several stands of Polyanthus, the best of which were
shown by Mr. Bushell, of Kennington ; Heartsease were neither
numerous nor remarkably good. Mr. Thompson, of Iver, took
the first prize for a stand of 24. The only fruit we saw was a box
oi Cucumbers from Mr. Cuthill, of Love Walk, Camberwell, ex-
ceedingly well grown, straight, long, stated to be grown by hot
water, and certainly highly creditable specimens for the time of
year. Collections of Vegetables were shown by Mr. Martin, of
Millbank, and Mr. Win. Gaines, of Battersea. A band of wind-
instruments performed during the afternoon, and the weather
being tine, the room was well filled with company.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Canterbury Horticultural Society, March 30.—The first exhibi-

tion for the season took place at the Corn Exchange, and was
numerously attended. The following is a list of the prizes-—
FnuiT.—Di-;ssj.:kt Appi.es, 1 and 2, R. Francis, Esq. ; Kitchkn
Apples, Mr. R. Kilmer; 2, J. P. Plumptre, Esq. ; Pkars, 1 and 2,
R« Francis, Esq. Veoktahlks.—Cucumbers, J and 2, E. Knight,
Esq. Kidney Beans, Rev. "W. Brockman. Rhubaub, E.
Knight, Esq. Lettuces, Mrs. Marsh. Endive, T. Dorman,
Esq. Broccoli, E. Knight, Esq. Seakalk, J. Cates, Esq. Best
Basket of Salading, Mrs. Webb. Asparagus, Mr. Filrner.
Mushrooms, Mrs. Ramsay. Flowers.—Best China Rose in
Pot, the Rev. W. Brockman. Best3 Summer Roses in Flower,
Mrs, Webh. Best 3 Stove Plants, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Best
OitcinnACEous ijitto, Mrs. Webb. Best 4 Greenhouse Plants,
G, Buckley, Esq. Best 2 and 3 ditto, T. Dorman, Esq. Best
2^Correas, F. Sankey, Esq. Best single ditto, G. Buckley,
Ksq. Best 2 Okangk-tukks in Fruit, 1 and 2, Mrs. Webb.
Bkst single ditto, T. Dorman, Esq. Best 3 Camellias in
Blossom, J. G. Shepherd, Esq.; 2, J. Godfrey, Esq. Best pair,
G. Neame, Esq. Best single ditto, G. Buckley, Esq. Best 2
Succulents in F/.ower, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Best six ditto,
J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Best 2 Indian Azaleas, J. G. Shepherd,
Esq.

; 2, Mrs. Webb. Best single Plant, the Rev. Wm. Brock-
man. Best 4 Cape Heaths, Rev. W. Brockman. Best 2 ditto,
T. Dorman, Esq. Best 2 Cape Bulbs, Mrs. Webb. Best Ama-
ryllis, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Best Persian Cyclamen, T.
Dorman, Esq. Best 6 Hyacinths, T. King, Esq. Best 4 ditto,
1

.
King, Esq. Best 4 single, T. King, Esq. Best 2 ditto, T.

King, Esq. Best 4 Narcissus, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Best 3
Cinerarias, G. Buckley, Esq. Best 2 ditto, the Rev. W.
Brockman. Best 2 Wallflowers in Pots, T. Dorman, Esq.
Cut Flowers.—Best Camellias, J. Godfrey, Esq.j 2, J. G.
Shepherd, Esq. Best Basket of single Anemones, Mrs.
Webb. Best Basket of Cut Flowers, G. Buckley, Esq. Best
12 Pansies, Mr. R. Filrner. Extra.—Hyacinths, E. Knight,
Esq. Greenhouse Plants, Mrs. Webb. Camellia, J. G. Shepherd.
Floral Device, J. Cates, Esq. Cut Out-of-door Flowers, Mr. Marsh.
Mosses, Mrs. Grayling.— Canterbury Journal.

s
[Ealing Cucumber Show and Dorking Exhibition, next week.]

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Be'cium bicolor. Two -coloured Beciuxn. {Greenhouse
Shrub). LabiatEe. Didymimia Gymnospermia. — Raised from
Abyssinian seeds sent to the Horticultural Society, from Paris.
It is a shrub with downy stems, ovate-lanceolate, serrated,
slightly pctiolated leaves, and verticillasters of beautiful flowers
arranged in short spikes. The calyx has a broad upper lip, like

that of an Ocymum ; the lower lip is deep, truncate, bordered
with a close fringe of white hairs, and terminated in front by a
pair of feeble teeth. The corolla is large, white, with lilac veins,

and nearly an inch long. It is a greenhouse plant, hut coming
from a warmer climate than many other kinds which we com-
monly find in greenhouses, it will not bear such a great degree
of cold in winter. It will flower freely in the autumn and winter
in a temperature of from 40° to 45°, and is adapted for conserva-
tories which are kept about this temperature. When potted in

any light common soil, it grows freely, and is very easily mul-
tiplied by cuttings.— Botanical Register.
Oxvi.6bium capitatum. Headed Oxylobium. (Greenhouse

Shrub.) Leguminosec Papilionacea;. DecandriaMonog^nia. A
greenhouse shrub of some beauty, imported from Swan River by
Messrs. Lowe and Co., of Clapton, with whom it flowered in

Octoher last. It should be potted in light heath soil, mixed with
a little leaf-mould and sand ; the pot must be efficiently drained.
When grown in the greenhouse, and subjected to the same treat-

ment as the generality of these plants, it succeeds admirably, and
remains in bloom for several months in summer and autumn.
Like all plants of this kind, it requires an abundant supply of

water during the growing season; but that quantity must be

reduced at other times. It is easily multiplied by cuttings and
seeds.

—

Botanical Register.
DEivnn^iiM/iu riiomreum. Rhomb-lipped Dendrobium. (Stove

Epiphyte.) Orchidaceze Malaxese. GynandriaMonaridria. This
pretty species bears much general resemblance to D. afireum, from
which however it differs in having smaller blossoms, a labellum
without serratures, and the flowers in short racemes instead of

pairs. It is a native of Manilla, whence it was sent by Mr.
Cuming to Messrs. Loddiges, with whom it flowered in August
last. The imported specimen is less vigorous than it may be

expected to become hereafter, in which case the number of

flowers will probably be augmented.

—

Botanical lli'gister.

Peiuste'ria Humboldti. Humboldt's Peristeria. (Stove

Epiphyte.) Orchidaceee Vandese. Gynandria Monandria. For
this noble plant, which has a pendulous raceme a couple of feet

long, we are indebted to J. Wilmore, Esq., of Oldford, near Bir-

mingham, who imported it from Porto Cabullo, in the province
of Venezuela, about three years since. It flowered for the first

time in March, 1842. In many respects it has the habit of

Peristeria Barkeri, but the leaves have longer footstalks.—
Botanical Register'.

Campa'nula L^flIngii. Lsefling's Bellflowen (Half-hardy

Annual.) Campanulrtcese. Pentandria MonogJ'nia. A beautiful

little annual, found wild in sandy places all over Portugal, also

near Madrid, and in the country round Mogador. "It grovys

from six to nine inches high, and requires a light rich sandy soil.

The seeds should be sown either in Aup-ustor March, and treated

in the same way as those of Rhodanthe Manglesii, or similar

half-hardy annuals. If sown in the autumn it should be potted

singly, and kept in small pots placed in a dry situation free from
frost during the winter ; when sown in the spring they may be
kept in a cold frame, but where they have plenty of air, as the
plants are very delicate, and apt to damp off. The autumn-sown
plants will flower about the end of May, those raised in the spring

not before the middle of July. Thoy continue a long time in

flower. It may be grown in the open border, if planted in a
warm and dry situation, after the danger of the spring frost is

over.—Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Royal Botanic Garden, Berlin.—A circular has just

been addressed by Prof. Link to all the friends of this

great institution stating that henceforward the. corres-

pondence, which has been entrusted to M. Otto, the

inspector of the garden, will in future be conducted by
himself (Prof. Link), or Prof. Kunth, the Vice-Director.

It is requested that all letters, parcels of seeds, or other

communications, may be addressed to Prof. Link, with the

following words written on the lower left-hand corner of

the direction :
—" Konigliche Garten, Sachen, (Service du

Roi).» ^J
The Respiration of Plants.—We extract the following j^

popular explanation of this important process, from
j

Professor Hendow 9
s \?>th Letter to the farmers of Suf- |

folk:

—

Function of Respiration: I shall be obliged

to draw a little more deeply upon your faith than was

necessary in my last letter, whilst I endeavour to ex-

plain to you that function of the leaf which has been
named u respiration." Still, I do hope to be able to set

before you two or three very simple experiments, which

may serve to convince you that botanists are not very far

wrong in what they have asserted concerning this function.

The function may be thus expressed

—

M that leaves decom-
pose carbonic acid under the stimulus of light, the oxygen

of this substance being discharged from the plant into the

atmosphere, and the carbon fixed as an ingredient of that
1 proper juice ' by which all parts of the plant are nou-
rished and developed." I shall first ask you to try a

little experiment which may serve to remove a cause of

error that might otherwise warp our judgment in estimat-

ing the actual effects produced by the function we are

about to consider.

—

Preliminary Experiment : Place a

tumbler full of spring or pond water before a fire, and
another in the direct rays of the sun. As the water
becomes warm, in each case, you will find a number of

little bubbles will collect on the bottom and sides of the
!

tumblers; and if you place- in the tumblers a piece of
|

stick, or metal, or other substance, bubbles will also
collect upon these. If you place several tumblers of
water in the direct rays of the sun, and put into them
differently-coloured substances, you will find that bubbles
will first make their appearance in those tumblers which
have the darkest-coloured substances in them ; because the

darker the substance the more rapidly it:will become heated,

and so heat the water sooner. It is very evident that these

air-bubbles have made their appearance in consequence
of the heating of the water. But from whence do these
bubbles proceed ? They are derived from air which we
may describe as being dissolved in the water, just as we
find a piece of salt or sugar may be dissolved in water,
and thus rendered invisible. When we boil water, all the
air which is thus dissolved in it is driven off; and upon
allowing it to stand exposed to the air it will again dissolve
a certain quantity. "Various gases, besides common air,

may thus be dissolved in water—as carbonic acid, &c.

;

and many springs, upon issuing from their subterranean
courses, give off into the atmosphere a portion of the
gases which are dissolved in their waters, and which are
retained in them so long as they remain underground.
Whoever has been to Harrowgate is acquainted with the
offensive odour of the mineral waters of that place of
public resort; and whoever wishes to have a good idea of
it without going there, need only smell at a rotten egg, or
wash out a recently discharged gun-barrel into a tumbler,
and apply his nose to it. 1 have already observed in my
seventh letter that common soda-water contains a large
quantity of carbonic acid. I have used the term dissolved
in these cases in rather an improper sense, but it will pos-
sibly serve to convey a general idea of what takes place.

Carbonic acid is thus dissolved in all waters, and is also

present everywhere in the atmosphere. Supposing, there-
tore, that leaves can act upon it, and decompose it under
both circumstances, we may then be able to exhibit the
result of their action upon that which is dissolved in

water, even though we might not be able to do so upon that
which is dispersed in the air; because in the former case,
the oxygen which is set free would rise through the water
in bubbles, and we shall see these,whereas, in the latter case
it would be discharged as an invisible gas into the air. Let
us try whether we can make this clearer by a simple experi-
ment.— Illustration of the Function of Respiration : Fill

2 or 3 tumblers with pond or spring water, which will be
sure, in either case, to hold some carbonic acid in solution.
Place a leaf or two under the water in each tumbler. I

find that common laurel leaves are well adapted to expe-
riments of this sort, only from their size they require
large glass jars, instead of* tumblers, unless we cut them
in halves. In order to place the leaves conveniently
under the water, I make use of a split shot, or small piece
of lead, with which I nip the edge of the leaf and leave it

fixed there. This causes it to sink, and yet retain a ver-

tical position. Place one tumbler in common daylight,

and the others in the direct light of the sun. In the former
you will observe no effect produced ; but in the latter

you will soon find numerous little bubbles making their

appearance upon the surface of the leaves. I suspect
1

these bubbles have not unfrequently been considered to be
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oxygen which is escaping through the pores of the leaf,

upon the decomposition of the carbonic acid contained in

the water ; but I now feel satisfied that we must ascribe

them to the separation of the dissolved air, by the heating

process as described above. Still I hope to show you a

partial ett'ect produced by the decomposition of carbonic

acid by the leaf. Arm yourselves with a little of that gift

of patience, so essential to all farmers and experimenters ;

and, of course, doubly essential when farmers become

experimenters. In due time (perhaps in less than half an

hour) you will be able to distinguish certain bubbles, which

will make their appearance at the cut end of the leaf, or

else here and there upon its surface. These will increase

in size more rapidly than the rest, and at length rise to

the surface. After one has risen, another will imme-

diately begin to make its appearance at the same spot.

A little attention will soon convince you that these hub-

bles have proceeded from the interior of the leaf, and we

may, I think, allow them to be the oxygen which the leaf

has separated from the carbonic acid introduced into it.

The interior of the leaf is composed of little invisible blad.

ders filled with fluid ; and these bladders are so packed

together as only to touch each other here and there, and

thus to leave open spaces between them, which are filled

with air or some other sort, of gas. Especially in the

under part of the leaf the bladders are so loosely packed

that a very large portion of air or gas is retained there.

This is the cause why the under surface of leaves is gene-

rally the palest; but if the air is expelled, as I shall pre-

sently describe how it may be, and water be allowed to

enter, the under surface will then become as dark as the

upper. Plunge a leaf into hot water, and the air which it

contains will escape in bubbles from the cut end, and also

from a few points on its surface. Sometimes a bubble

thus driven out will be seen to adhere to the surface for a

few seconds, and then be suddenly re-absorbed into the

leaf. When we place leaves in water, under an air-pump,

the air they contain escapes in bubbles with great rapidity,

from the cut end of the leaf-stalk. If you allow the

leaves to soak for a few hours in the tumblers, the water

will gradually insinuate itself, either through the cut end

of the leaf, or through the part pinched by the split

shot, or through some accidental rupture in the skin.

The water will thus displace the air, and the under surface

will first appear to be blotched with dark spots, wTherever

it lias penetrated, and at length the whole will become
uniformly dark coloured. I refer especially to laurel

leaves. It is after these leaves have been soaking for two

or three days that I have witnessed the stimulating effects

of light in exciting the functions of respiration in the most
illustrative and convincing manner. The oxygen will

often issue in a continued stream of little bubbles, even
with a distinct noise, from the cut end of the leaf, or from
some point or other upon its surface- If the hand, or

any solid substance, be interposed between it and the sun,

so as to cast a shadow over the leaf, the effect ceases ; but

it is immediately renewed upon the removal of the obstacle.

Even whilst the leaf continues to be shaded, the stream

of bubbles may be caused to issue afresh by throwing a

gleam of reflected light upon it from a looking-glass.

When we happen to get a leaf into such good humour for

these experiments, they become very amusing and in-

structive ; indeed, the information you may thus draw
from a common tumbler, is far more satisfying and en-

during than any fleeting gratification that could be afforded

you by the best shilling's-worth of brandy and water which
it ever yet held. Only try these simple experiments, and
think a little about them, and the knowledge you will thus

acquire will wonderfully assist your conceptions of the

banner in which these functions of the leaf are carried

on. When the leaf has become thoroughly saturated with

vvater, it is very curious to see the under surface gradually

recovering its pale tint as soon as the tumbler is placed

in the light of the sun. When I wish to give the water a

good dose of carbonic acid, 1 fill a vial with this gas, twist

a piece of lead round its neck, and let it float in the

tumbler or glass jar, with its mouth downwards. In a
few hours, the water will have taken up all the carbonic

acid, a large portion of which will, however, soon escape

from the water into the air ; still, there will be enough of

it retained to cause the function to be renewed with fresh

vigour, after it had ceased from want of fresh supply. I

have had a little aquatic plant growing in a glass jar full

of water for the last six months, on the table of my study,

and whenever the sun falls upon it, up rise several little

streams of bubbles of oxygen from the edges of some of

the leaves which happen to be torn ; but I do not perceive

that any oxygen can be detected escaping from the sur-

face of 'the sound leaves. I feel a little sceptical about

the manner in which it is commonly asserted that car-

bonic acid is admitted within the leaf. That some portion

°f carbonic acid must be introduced with the moisture

imbibed by the roots, seems to be undeniable; but that

other portions are introduced through the very pores
by which the steam is exhaled and the oxygen dis-

charged, appears to me to be still open to further in-

quiry. This, however, is a subject for Botanists to look
into, and one that is not suited to these letters : only you
"ttUl observe that what I have said in illustration of the

functions of respiration is no way affected by this part
of the theory. It is usual to treat the efl'ects we have
ascribed to

4
exhalation' and * respiration' as the results of a

twofold action, both excited by the same stimulus of light

;

but I question whether it would not be preferable to con-
sider them as the common effect of a single function
which might be appropriately termed the ' function of or-
ganisation.' What we really observe is the simultaneous
discharge of water and oxygen from the leaf. This effect
«s attended by the fixation of the elements of water
(oxygen and hydrogen) with carbon, in the form of or-

1

ganic matter. But I must suppress an inclination I feel

to discuss the subject more fully. I have before noticed

the fact, and I cannot resist again alluding to it, that

plants are engines or laboratories employed by the

Creator in the great work of combining a few elements

into a nutritious material, which is to serve for the deve-

lopment of the whole animal creation. I am not

acquainted with any natural law which impresses me with

a greater sense of wonder than this function of organisa-

tion. 3 Here we see mere crude matter brought under

subjection to the living principle. It is wonderful to view

the effects of gravity retaining the planets in their orbits !

it is wonderful to witness the magic changes which che-

Pmical affinity can work in compounding and decomposing

a variety of mineral substances! but to me it seems far

more wonderful that man, and all other animals, are en-

tirely dependent upon the leaves of plants for manufactur-

ing materials for those bodies of corruption in which, for

a little while, they are destined to live, and move, and have

their being. As" the hopes of the agriculturist are so

much dependent upon the healthy performance of this

important function, surely he ouj>ht to know at least as

much about it as the present ignorance of science may be

able to teach him, if he would expect to be able to shape

his practice in accordance with the laws of nature, and not

needlessly to set himself in hopeless opposition to them.„

management would not manifest itself save in a gradual

manner ; but the effects would be found to be no less cer-

tain in the end, by the eventual diminution of our crops.

Instead of a continuance of favourable seasons, three

years of drought and trial have succeeded, and the conse-

quence of the system pursued becomes at once visible. It

must be admitted that the drought of the last three seasons

has been materially instrumental in furthering the evil

deplored, inasmuch as, in favourable weather, not only

would a large quantity of matter be produced, but the

very moisture would further its decomposition, and

render the manure more actively beneficial. This

system of mismanagement was brought under the no-

tice of this Society, by the- President, at an early stage

of its operations, and a judicious remedial course was by

him recommended, and has more or less been acted upon

bv members and other persons. This, however, was but

a' course of remedy, and some years must necessarily

elapse ere its benefi'ts could be felt. Estates having been

for several years annually extending their cultivation, and

decreasing their means of proper returns to their lands,^

could not in a single season recover all that seasons of

overworking had taken from those lands ; and it there-

fore occurred to me as likely to hasten the benefit of the

system recommended by experimenting in some of the

concentrated manures which have been found to act

He will ever find nature a kind handmaid, and ready to ^effectively, and which have been the means of improving

minister to his wants whilst he woos her skilfully, but a

very termagant whenever he resists her rudely."

—

From
the " Bury Post/*

West-Indian Cultivation.—We extract the following

from the Third Annual Report of the St. Philip's Agricul-

tural Society, on Manure applied to Sugar Canes, contained

in the Barbadoes Globe :—Manure being a costly article in

our economy, my attention has been turned to ascertain

what description would be most applicable to certain soils,

and the discovery of the qualities of soils by chemical ana-

lysis. As there are few estates on which marl or loam may
not be obtained, I now offer some remarks on marl, on which

a certain author makes the following observation :_4 That
it may justly be called the prince of manures, both for its

fertility and durability, as well as its being easily obtained

and applied at a moderate cost.
3 Bryan Edwards asserts

that marl is another manure of vast and general utility

in Great Britain; it enriches the poorest land, opens the

stillest, and sweetens and corrects the most rank. Lands
have been raised by the use of this manure from 2a-. to 21s,

per acre annual rent.
5 There is no country wherein a

soft unctuous marl more abounds than in Jamaica, and I

will venture to assert that marl can be obtained here of as

good a quality and as plentifully as in any other country.

1 some time since saw marl applied as a manure on part

of a field, the soil of which was a reddish brown, and the

substratum a gritty clay ; it was planted with Canes, and
the result was a very fine first crop; the second crop did

not realise my expectations, but this may have been from
the unfavourable season. The land was subsequently

planted with Yams, and, so far as marl had been applied,

the return, compared with the other part of the field, was

considerably greater; as well as the rotation crop, which

was Potatoes. About SOlbs. was thrown into each hole

of four feet square. 1 have seen a less quantity applied to

the same kind of soil without success. An excellent and

cheap compost may be made from the wash from our dis-

tilleries. 1 carted 20 loads of field trash to my still pond,

with what herbaceous matter I could collect about the

mill-yard, &c, and covered it with mould, and then satu-

rated it with returns. I repeated it twice, and in three

months I obtained a well-digested compost, without the

aid of cattle, amounting to eighty or more cart-loads, and

which, in my opinion, abounded with carbonic acid gas

—

the most valuable component part of manure. The canes

which have had the above compost applied to them are

now the most vigorous and healthy on the estate. Another
course adopted by me for raising cheap manure is this :

—

I planted Indian Corn on my cane banks in June ; the

November following I covered it up in the cane holes;

in January it was decomposed, and I drew it to the

foot" of the hole and set in the Cane plant. The year

was unfavourable, but notwithstanding a great drought,

the Canes were comparatively good. This I found

to be the cheapest manure I ever applied, costing little

more than the weeding of the field. At ihe September

meeting, the following article was introduced, on im-

ported manures, with the application of the same, as prac-

tised by a member on his estate. I have for a long

time remarked that the quantity of manure annually pro-

duced on almost every estate in the island with which I

was acquainted, .had become, year by year, less and less ;

that the state in which it was applied was crude and un-

digested ; and that the period of its application had be-

come later and later. This seemed to me a defective

system in our plantation management, and I became

anxious in my inquiries as to its cause, and in compar-

ing our present with the olden routine of agricultural

economy. So long as our little isle was favoured with

propitious seasons, manures of the lightest kind were found

to be sufficient to give the Planter a satisfactory return.

A more extended cultivation of the stable (no difficulty pre-

senting itself in the supply of the nutriment required for the

plant) was the consequence, and provision for the cattle,

whether in food or grazing, was in a great measure neglected.

During the favourable seasons to which I have adverted,

such is the luxuriance of Tropical vegetation, it was pos-

sible to supply a maintenance, under such a system, for

the stock of a plantation ; but it was not possible to afford

a return of manure through this medium at all propor-

tionate to the necessities of a soil under so constant a

taxation. So long indeed as the ' former and latter rain'

vigited us in their proper season, the impolicy of such

the agricultural system of the mother country so greatly

(•'within the last few years. Their apparent cost, however,

somewhat staggered me in my calculations, having at that

time little idea of the outlay attending the home manu-

facture of manure. In order to satisfy myself, and to

remove the objections that were stated, I instituted a

strict scrutiny into the labour expenditure under this

head, and I have found that scarcely less than thirty

dollars will supply sufficient manure for an acre of Canes ;

and I therefore determined on writing to England for

some Rape-dust, which had been recommended to me by

atrial on my last crop, from which I had reaped a bene-

ficial return. Almost at the moment of my receiving if,

however, I met, in the English newspapers, with notices

on "Guano," which had then just been introduced, and

which I found to be the manure that had for centuries

been used in Peru and Mexico—countries which I knew

to be scarcely ever visited by rains, and whose only me-

dium of moisture is the "dew of night." Shortly after

meeting with these notices, a merchant of Bridgetown

imported a quantity of this manure, and having a high

opinion of it, as specially fitted for this country, I made up

my mind to try it. Having a field of about six acres un-

der preparation, I determined on manuring it with Guano
alone, and it is gratifying to notice that the Canes in this

field have suffered less from the drought to which they

have been exposed than any others on either estate, whe-

ther manured with home-made manure, with Rape-dust,

or with anything else. In a field on White River, con-

sisting cf nine acres, adjoining the estate on which the

above trial was made, experiments have been made with

"Guano," " Artificial Guano," " Daniels Patent Ma-
nure," Rape-dust, and the cleanings of an old well on
the estate, which had for the last half-century been the

burying-place for dead stock ; and I can only say that the

Canes to which Guano has been applied, are not only

higher, but more vigorous than those to which any other

manure has been applied. The Rape-dust, from expe-

rience, I can speak of as a good manure, having reaped

during the last crop, notwithstanding the drought, nearly

3 hhds. sugar from about l£ acre, but it is more expen-

sive than Guano, although not more so than our home
manure. When, however, we call to mind the position

of the West Indies, we must feel that the simplification

of manual labour, whether by the introduction of machi-

nery, or by purchase of manures at the same cost as the

labour for the production would require, and that such a

course would have all the effect of an increased agricul-

tural population, by making more labour available for

general purposes, I think no question can be raised as to

the expediency of making trial of such a course as would

be productive of such ends. But the objection has been

raised that I can only speak of the comparative ' luxuri-

ance of the growth of such Canes as have been manured

with Guano, and that I have not yet tested the prices they

will render?' True, I have not yet reaped any Canes that

have been so manured ; but if the more healthy develop-

ment of the plant, followed by a continuance of vigour

over those around, whether under the influence of favour-

able or unfavourable weather, give not some promise that

the produce will be superior, I know not what argument

I can use in support of my opinion, that Guano is a most

excellent manure, and that it is well suited to our general

requirements, and calculated to hasten the grand objects

of every planter. Your Committee further state that the

minutes of the Society contain two communications on

Agriculture ; one on " Flat Tillage," from J. Briggs, Esq.,

and the other on the " Use of the Plough," from J.

King, Esq., as well as a paper from one of the Members,
bearing out the former gentleman in the system of " Flat

Planting.''
_
The first communication was as follows :—

'• With a view of assisting your annual report of improve-

ments in Agriculture, I furnish you with an account of my
system of flat tillage for Sugar-Cane planting. The whole
of my this year's planting has been by relining my fields,

making the site for each plant, and simply drilling for its

insertion—not having turned up the soil more than was
necessary for destroying weeds. From the land that I

have planted, I removed the trash last year, and thp lands

that 1 intend for next year's planting I have not removed
any trash from ; so that this year's planting labours un-

der bad privation. Otherwise, I have afforded my plants

every advantage of manuring, that the property admitted
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of—littering them lightly, except about five acres, with sour
grass, green Indian Corn, and the trash of a field that I have
thrown up Cane planting in. Throughout the late drought
all my young Canes preserved a verdure superior to those of
my neighbours ; this may have been from a better time of
planting, or from greater distance given to the plants ; the
plants that had no litter are more vigorous now than those
of my neighbours, that had not the benefit of that ma-
nure ; which proves that flat tillage can succeed, and gives

strong grounds to imagine that it will be more productive
in Sugar-cane cultivation: than holing. My ideas of ad-

vantages to be derived from flat tillage, independent of

saving the expense of holing and cross-holing, were, that

the holes occasioned a great loss of moisture to the plants

where most required, after the spongelets of the roots had
proceeded a few inches from the stocks—the centres of

the holes with moderate rains showing an interminable
depth of moisture ; whereas the banks where the feeders

had entered show only a very superficial quantity ; and
from the larger surface of the earth through holing being
exposed to the action of the sun and atmosphere, the ge-

neral moisture of the fields was more rapidly evaporated

than if the surface had been flat. That the centres of the

holes where the plants were set, being the receptacle for

all wet, was the principal cause of the loss of plants

—

damped off before they could vegetate. That forming the

holes b uried in the banks a large portion of the humus of

the fields, below the reach of the feeders of the Cane. That
in littering the fields to preserve moisture and keep down
weeds, a certain quantity of trash would go farther on a
flat than on a holed field. That in heavy rains more soil

would get carried off" the fields, where they were in loose

banks than would get thrown down, and more of the so-

luble portions of the mould incorporated with the running
water, than if the soil was not broken up—exemplified in

the colour of the water that runs off a newly-holed field, and
that of one that is not holed, when heavy rains occur. That
Canes will be cut with greater facility on a flat field than
where they are to be reached after in the bottoms of deep
holes. That Canes will be carted off the fields with less

labour where the fields are flat, when compared with what
our starved cattle suffer, in hauling Canes across the Cane-
holes. In addition to the above, I beg leave, in conse-

quence of certain persons having lately fallen back to set-

ting a Cane-plant to each eight square feet, or less, of

land, instead of setting only one plant in each hole, to state,

that to each of my growing Canes are allowed thirty-six

square feet of land.
1' The other communication was as

follows:—" Mr. J. Briggs having, in Nov., 1841, expressed

his intention of planting his Canes on the system above de-

scribed, and knowing the success which attended his plans,

however much at variance with those in general practice,

I was induced to prepare half an acre of land by ploughing

it entirely; the other parts of the field being formed into

ridgelets. I found it particularly convenient in being

able to cart the manure on the land, which was easily

divided into basket-heaps, at 8 feet asunder, which marked
the distance for setting in the Cane-plants, allowing one
plant to 16 square feet of land. The remainder of the
field (8 acres) was planted at the same time the last week
in December, and trashed in March. On the half-acre

planted without holing, (half of it is a black soil on white

clay, the remaining half is a black soil on a white rock ;)

the Canes are generally as good as on any other part of

the field, tinder these circumstances I have been induced

this season to plant 23 acres without forming holes, 15 of

which I have ploughed as before mentioned, and 8 acres

on Mr. J. Briggs's system. I have ventured thus largely

with the fullest confidence of success. These expecta-

tions being realised, a new order of things will dawn on
us. Many may say, Have we not succeeded highly by the

formation of deep Cane-holes, and why these innovations ?

In reply, I may say, Has not British West India under-

gone the greatest change perhaps ever known amongst
civilised nations, in the measure of Emancipation % and
consequently measures must be carried out with respect

to Agriculture, by adopting machinery, and substituting

brute force for manual labour ; then, and not till then,

can we expect to be placed amongst the ranks of the free

country of Europe. Being interested in the success

of your Society, I have drawn up these remarks on
Ploughing, for the benefit of Agriculturists generally,

A field containing 16 acres 'of land was taken by me in

November, 1841, and from the state in which it then was,

I am certain that no manual labour could have cultivated

it in the manner in which the plough did, so as at that

late season of the year to pulverise the soil properly, and

thereby make it yield a fair return. I ploughed the field

in ridges at 4 feet distances, and afterwards cross -holed it

by manual labour, allowing a labourer to dig 300 holes

for 2.5 cents ; I also allowed a ploughman and two drivers,

the former at 40 cents per day, and the latter at 30 cents

each, who ploughed me \ of an acre per day ; conse-

quently the expense of ploughing the 16 acres was 21
dollars, and the cross-holing 36 dollars 25 cents, making
a total of 57 dollars 25 cents for the whole field. I

would also remark that this work was not performed in a

careless manner, but put out of hand in a masterly style,

as will be observed by the Canes growing on the land ; and
I am sanguine, although we have suffered much from
drought, that the return will not be less than 40 hhds*

sugar. My opinion as to whatthe field would have cost

if prepared by manual labour, is, that the first cost of

holing would have been 72 dollars 50 cents, allowing a
labourer to dig 150 holes per day, at 25 cents ; cross-

doling, 300 holes to each labourer, would amount to 36
dollars 25 cents, making a total of 108 dollars 75 cents

;

added to which, the expense of weeding, which could not
amount to less than 20 dollars, would make a grand total

of 128 dollars 75 cents* Now the cost of ploughing and

holing amounts to 57 dollars 25 cents, which deduct from
the 128 dollars 75 cents, leaves a balance in favour of

the plough of 71 dollars 50 cents.

Hop-poles.—A voluminous paper, whiclThad been fur-

nished by an experienced friend of one of the members of

the Maidstone Farmers' Club, was read at a late meeting.
The writer confined his observations to the growth of
Hop-poles, and recommended, in rich soils, the growth of
Ash, Willow, and Chesnut mixed, as the roots of those
plants derive their nourishment from different depths of
the earth—the stocks being not less than G feet apart.

He stated " that Ash is good for clay soils, and should
be cut every 8 or 9 years ; that exuberant shoots should
be thinned out in the second year ; that the Poles should
always be cut upwards ; that, in young plantations, it is

a good plan to cover with Hop-bines, to keep down the
weeds and retain moisture ; that the Ash stocks, when
planted alone, should not be less than from G to 8 feet

apart ; that care should be taken to carry off superabun-
dant moisture by ditches. That Chesnut is best for light

and sandy soils ; being exceedingly durable, growing as

fast as Ash in suitable soils, and not so susceptible of
injury. That Willow is generally of little value, but that

the Gull and Plumtree sorts may be grown on dry loamy
soils, with Ash and Chesnut; that the Sallow grows
rapidly on wet land, but that little expense in ditching
would make most soils more valuable for growing Ash or
Chesnut. That in wet and boggy soils, difficult to drain,

Alder will sometimes grow well, where other sorts will

not grow ; that the Alder is an excellent wood for trunk-
ing in drains. That the Red Birch is considered in some
places a good wood for Poles, and is very productive,

although not so valuable as either Ash or Chesnut ; and
and that the White Birch is not worth cultivating. That
the Oak makes durable Hop-poles, but is liable to bend
in the first year, and is of slow growth ;

but that, if

grown with Ash and Chesnut, they draw it up much
more rapidly than would otherwise be the case. That,

generally, Beech is inferior for Poles, and produces little,

where Ash, Chesnut, and Willow would produce more.
That many of the natural woods of the country, which
now grow an occasional stock of Ash, and are overrun
with brambles, would pay well for grubbing and planting,

either wholly with Ash or with a mixture ; that when the

stocks are planted 6 feet apart, the Poles grow quicker
and the stocks last longer than when planted more thickly ;

that 6 feet apart will give 1,200 stocks to the acre, and
that these will generally grow 6 or 8 Poles apiece-, that

all grass, weeds, brambles, and underwood should be cut
away from the young shoots, which should be carefully

thinned out in the second year, and the cut shoots left

on the ground to prevent the fallen leaves from blowing

away ; that when the plantation is confined at the top,

it is a good plan to cut off the lower branches to the

height of 4 or 5 feet, to promote the free circulation

of air. That the writer of the paper felt convinced,

after 30 years' experience, that attending to these

directions in planting and cultivating will enable a

person to grow two good crops, where, and in the

same time as, one inferior crop is grown at present.
7

The following paper was also read by a member :
—" The

growth and improvement of woodland is more peculi-

arly a landlord's business, as few tenants have a term

sufficiently long, or an interest great enough, to induce

them to plant. Wise landlords, however, should, *by

taking the chief expense, have their woods constantly

filled up every fall. They ought also to choose plants of

the best growth, and of that sort of wood which thrives

on the soil. November is the best month to plant in. No
land is more neglected, and yet none would pay better in

this part of the county of Kent. I have myself helped

to plant land with wood, (not worth 10s. per acre to rent

as arable,) which, by attention, and, of course, with some

expense, has, from a nine years' growth, sold for 40/. per

acre, and even more. The contrast between highly culti-

vated and bad woodland, is almost beyond conception.

When wood is first planted, it ought not to be in foul,

poor land, as it generally is, but in tolerably clean land.

If foul when planted, let it, however, be kept clean after-

wards, by digging and hoeing; and by Hop-bines, or by

some other plan, let the land be manured- The first

grand point is to choose that sort of wood which grows

kindly on the soil; the next to keep the land clean. I

have seen woods planted, which, from want of care and

attention, after all the expense of planting, have been

worth little more than they were at the time they were

planted, though twenty years have passed. I have seen

others make a comparatively quick return. I am now
speaking of woodlands in this immediate neighbourhood,

as, where Hops are not cultivated, and wood is grown for

faggots, their expense or trouble may be thrown away. The

land for Chesnut, where kindly for its growth, seems to

need no other preparation than being tolerably clean, and

not too poor. Weeds, &c, must not be allowed, however,

to choke up the plants in succeeding years. Either cover the

land with bines or hoe, and keep it clean. The English

Nut grows better and straighter than the Spanish. Let

landlords raise their own plants from the nut or keys, or

in the best manner. On a soil not kindly for Chesnut,

but kindly for Ash, I have often thought that it would be

wise first to plant Plum-tree Willow, and then, as that

decays, to fill up with Ash. I know this will be a work

of time ; still, the ground gets more kindly for Ash, from

the leaf of the Willow, or some other cause, and the Wil-

low pole is very good. If all Ash is planted, let the

land be kept clean, or be covered with bines. There is a

great difference in the value of poles ; still, I think that

land will pay best which is allowed to grow what wood it

does grow kindly and freely, though the pole may not be

worth so much. Many people, to avoid, the expense of

planting, use layers or poles adhering to the" stub, and

laid in the earth. This, I think, is seldom successful,

though I have known it to succeed in deep rich land.

As a landlord I would always find plants and plant them
too, on a yearly tenure. On a lease of any length, 1 would

allow plants and have the tenants plant them at their

expense, where a term of about 14 years exists, and Larch
grows kindly. As a tenant, even if not having plants found,

I would plant Larch. It is better, however, for landlords

and tenants fairly and justly to consider the interest of

each other. The growth of wood may be a national good.

In France and Germany it is kept up for firing or for

making charcoal, where coal is scarce and dear. Fir is,

in many places abroad, indigenous, and the few hops

grown are generally poled with Fir. Little pains, however,

are taken to plant or keep the woods beyond what nature

does. The timber is preserved in these woods, and

as their value is not great, consisting of brush-wood, it

does but little mischief. In many places timber grows

tolerably well and supplies the navy, &c, but not like the

stately Oak of England. Where timber is grown in England
(save on poor clay soils) it ought to be grown more toge-

ther, so that it may not destroy thrice its worth in crops

of Corn, &c. In highly-cultivated rich land, an Oak or

Elm will do this. Landlords cannot have timber and rent

too. Though not a part of wood cultivation, or a very

trilling one, let me refer to the growth of Pollards. In

most old leases these useless and injurious things are in-

serted, and the covenants bind the tenants to preserve, to

top, and top, instead of rooting them up as pests and nuis-

ances to the tenant, without one shilling of profit to the

landlord. Hedge-rows are, in my opinion, better grubbed

up. The Poles grown on them are generally crooked, and

they root out and injure the crops. Let woods be inclosed

and like timber,kept together. There is one well-known fact

about hedge-rows. When grubbed, however poor the soil,

Corn or aught else grows well on the land for years without

manure, whilst a wood of any size, if grubbed, is sterile

for years. I mention the circumstance without endeav-

ouring to account for it. How much more Corn might

be grown, if landlords would allow, and tenants have the

spirit to take up the waste hedge-rows, &c, and fill up

many useless ditches ! What a quantity of land now lies

almost barren that might be made profitable, and how
many hands might be employed that are now idle ! Much
has been said of draining, &c, as a means of employment.

Here is another as useful. It is the duty of every man,
be he landlord or tenant, to find employment for the

labourer. Let him consider that he not only relieves and
employs him, but he feeds his wife and children, and
brings them up with honest and industrious habits. In
what I have here stated I have only taken up the heads

of wood cultivation, leaving to my brother farmers to

enlarge and improve. If I have digressed, the object

I have had in view was to call the attention of both

landlords and tenants to other useful improvements."
Here au interesting discussion ensued. On all hands it

was 'considered that it would be best for landlords at least

to provide the plants for filling up, even if they did not
put them in. An instance was named where two planta-

tions were separated by a hedge, lying on precisely similar

soil. One had been well cultivated by the landlord, and
after twelve years was worth from 40/. to 45/. per acre ;

the other was held by a tenant on a short term, and was
not worth more than perhaps 5/. per acre. Many in-

stances were mentioned where land, the fee-simple of
which was not worth 5/. per acre, had in a few years pro-

duced a crop of Larch or Ash, worth from 30/. to 45/. ;

and considerable tracts of poor land in Kent and Sussex
were supposed to be susceptible of similar improvement.
In reference to the recommendation to plant as much as
six or eight feet apart, it was said that when planted too
distant the outer poles were curved at the bottom, and
the best part of the pole was much wasted in sharpening.
Instances had occurred, however, where, when planted too
thickly, the plantations had fallen off after the first crop.
It was the general opinion that plants ought to be planted
in a good sized hole, and not deeply. Difficulties had
been found in planting mixed sorts, as in some soils Wil-
low had outgrown Ash, and both had greatly outgrown
Chesnut. On the other hand it was contended that all

our natural woods were of mixed sorts. In some clays,

as at Nettlestead for instance, Chesnut had grown well,

whilst in other clays it had not succeeded. Crop Willows
on clays had been known to produce poles in six years.
Cases were mentioned where Larch had been planted
thickly, and alternate plants thinned out as it had grown,
for poles and use pieces, the remainder being ultimately
allowed td stand for timber, and to have become of great
value. In selecting plants it was considered that Ash
should not be less than six feet high, Larch about three
feet six inches, and Chesnut about the same, with a
good root. Larch plants, it was said, could be procured
from Scotland at about lis. per thousand. The following
resolution was then adopted :

—" That the improvement
of woodland appears to this club to be a matter of greater
importance than it is generally considered. That in select*
ing the sort of wood to be planted, the best criterion is to

observe those which already grow best in the soil, and to

plant similar sorts; that some members are in favour of
planting mixed sorts, whilst others prefer planting only one
sort. That the holes for planting should be large, and
not too deep

; that the after-cultivation should be carefully
looked to, and if some manure, or a covering of Hop-
bines is put on the land so much the better."—
The following communication, which arrived too late to

be read before the meeting, contains so many useful hints,

that we append it to the report:—"It is generally said

that a tenant is but little concerned in the management of

woodland, as it is almost wholly in the hands of the land-

>
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lord ; but I believe every tenant-farmer to be more or less

interested in the subject. When we consider the high

price underwood sells at, and that at ten or twelve years'

growth, upon the same soil, it varies in price from 10Z. to

50/. per acre ; surely it will be admitted that it is a sub-

ject worthy our serious consideration. I admit the tenant-

farmer ought not to go to the expense of purchasing the

plants to improve his woodland, but the landlord ought to

give the plants, and the tenant to be at the expense of

planting; and, in the event of his leaving his farm, the

appraisement upon the underwood will amply repay him

his outlay ; I find woods, that have not been attended to

by planting, require from 400 to 000 plants per acre to

fill them up; and care must be taken to inform yourself

what sorts of wood are best adapted to the soils ;
Chesnut

I think the most profitable to plant upon sand or any dry

soil. I would point out Cox-heath and Cressmill-heath,

as a proof of the soil being adapted to their growth. I

prefer plants that are raised from English Chesnuts to the

Spanish Nut, as they generally grow straighter Poles,

though they are not so luxuriant. I would always re-

commend selection of plants of all sorts from rather poor

nursery ground, than from a rich soil ; as they do not in

such case receive such a check on being transplanted as

when brought from a rich to a poor soil. Ash and Wil-

low are also good to fill up woods with, where the soil

is suitable, and they will thrive almost anywhere, unless

there are many rabbits and hares, which are destructive

to all underwood, but particularly to Ash. I find it best

to mix Ash and Willows together, as the Ash will root

upon or near the surface, and the Willow deeper

in the soil. I will now describe my method of planting,

which is the year after tiie wood has been cut, unless the

wood can be cleared off in sufficient time to plant the

same season, which I prefer. I strongly recommend

planting by the side of streams and ditches Crop Willow

as a profitable kind of wood; I usually put in a large

Hop-pole, or use-pole, about 15 feet apart, by the side of

the watercourse, leaving the top about 7 feet out of the

ground, to secure it from the bite of cattle ; it will then

form a Pollard, which will produce Hop-poles and use-

poles, to be cut every eight or nine years, and will be

found to stand as long in a Hop-ground as other poles

generally of the same age. The use-poles make good light

sheep-gates, if they are put into immediate use and not

suffered to stand in the wet. The Pollards should be

topped in winter, and in spring the Hop-poles and use-

poles will flay easily, which is much better than shaving

them. I commence by digging my holes for planting in

the woods 20 inches square and 1 foot deep ; then, with

the peak end of the mattock, grub down inches more,

which makes the soil loose for the roots to penetrate

freely. The price of this is 2s. per hundred holes, and

about 9d. or lOd. more for planting by a man and boy,

the boy to hold the plant upright, the man to put the

earth round the plant, and tread it in firmly about the

roots again. I find those Ash plants best the tops of

which have been cut off when removed from the seed-bed,

as they grow stouter at the bottom' and are not so top-

heavy. Where a new wood is planted, the ground should

be well trenched, the plants set four feet apart each way,

and kept free from weeds. The second year the plants

should be cut off close to the stub ; each plant will then

throw out several shoots. A crop of Potatoes may be

taken the second year without injury to the plant. I

would recommend particular attention to the cutting of

Oak, as coppice, for bark in the spring, to see that the

bark is cut through at the bottom or rind ; for if stripped

down the stub, lower than the wood is cut off, it is very

injurious, and sometimes kills the stub. The bark should

also be taken off as early as the season will permit. I

bave seen the wood much injured by cutting it too late,

or near Midsummer. The price of Chesnut plants this

year, from 3 to 5 feet high, is from 6s. to 85. per 100 ;

Ash plants of the same size are from 2s. 6d. to 5s. per

100. "_.From the Maidstone Gazette.

Treatment of Bees in Xante.—In a small vineyard by
the road side, at a short distance from St. Leo, was a

large apiary, consisting of perhaps 70 or 80 hives ; and
lhe proprietor, who was living with his family in a stone

hut in the vineyard, was at that time employed in collect-

ing the honey, which we tasted and found very rich. The
hives generally consisted of a piece of the trunk of an

Olive-tree, about 1£ foot high, hollow, with two cross

fiticks within placed horizontally to give support to the

combs. They stood on flat stones, an inch or two from
the ground, and were covered with a thin piece of stone

bought from Langadachia, which from its slaty and po-

rous texture must be a bad conductor of heat, and very

^vell adapted for the purpose to which it was applied.

There was a cistern in the vineyard, with small troughs to

^ater the bees ; the supplying them with water is the most

important part of the whole economy, and demands con-
stant attention : it kept employed two or three people.

—

Davy^s Notes on the Ionian Islands.

Bifrenaria aurantiaca, a fine plant two feet in diameter; Brom-
headiapalustris, lately introduced from Mount Ophir, with pretty

delicate Lselia-like flowers which, unfortunately, are of short

duration : Burlingt6nia venusta, white and almost transparent

;

Brassavolaangustata, with neat greenish-yellow flowers ; Brassia

maculata, Lanceana, and verrucosa; Bletia Shepherdi, with

several other species of less beauty. Of Catasetum there were
many species, with singularly grotesque flowers ; several plants

of Cyrtop6dium Andersonii, grown in a strong, rich compost,

were in bloom ; one variety having: a more dwarf and branching
stem. A large plant of Cypripedinm insigne had fifteen of its

large flowers expanded. Dend16biu.n1 n<5bile is just going- out of

bloom ; I Understood that there had been upwards of 100 flowers

on each of the two large plants ; D. ccerulescens is in full bloom,
with D. sulcatum, bearing a strong spike of pretty flowers, medium
size, and fragrant ; D. macrophyllum, having a noble spike of 50

flowers, remarkable for their strong scent, resembling newly-
ground Rhubarb root; D. densifiorum j D. secundum, and a

variety with almost crimson flowers; D. Jenkinsonii, one of the
finest plants in this country, having upwards of 30 blossoms upon
it, the plant (on a log) being literally hidden by them 5 D. dis-

color, which, although not of a brilliant colour, is a fine species,

and lasts in bloom a long time. Amongst the Epidendrums there are

many species in flower; the most remarkable are, E.bicomutum,
E, crassifolium, with neat pink heads ; E. variegatum, with seven

flower stems; E. aurantiacum, and a variety of it which opens

its blossoms better than the original species. The Fernandezias

hungup in baskets form elegant plants, with small and pretty

flowers : F. robusta is in the collection, but it is not yet in flower.

There are many large Gongoras; G. speciosa, with dark flowers,

is very fine. There is also a curious-looking species with the

ribs of the pseudo-bulbs flattened; it is showing a spike of

flowers, and is apparently new, being a native of Panama. Go-
venia "superba, Lselia cinnabarina, Maxillaria Harrisonias, are

blooming freely, with many Oncidiums, of which I shall only

name the best: these are O. luridum guttatum, fiexnosum two
var. ; O. papilio, one variety, with larger and brighter flowers

than the other; O. ampliatum, two vars. ; O. divaricatum ; leu-

cochilum, with a spike u feet long ; O. Baueri, and a var. of O.

Cebolleta; O. stramineum, and O. pictum ; to these may be

added Paxt6niar6sea; Phaius Wallichii
; Peristeria cerina, with

pretty wax-like cups ;
Schomburgkia crispa, and a variety of it

with umbellate flowers, having white peduncles, dark sepals and
petals, and a white labellum. An immense plant of Vanilla pla-

nif61ia covers the back wall of one of the houses ; it is 30 feet

long, with numerous spikes of large greenish flowers. Zygope-

talum rostratum, a free-flowering species, is also in bloom, with

Z. crinitum. A new Cyrtochilum is, moreover, showing a strong

flower-stem 1$ inch in diameter, which has already reached 3 ft.

in height; the leaves are 3 feet ;long, narrow and tapering;

pseudo-bulbs, large, compressed, and slightly ribbed; it is a

native of Mexico. Several Cattleyas from S. America are showing
flower, and some are apparently new; Columnea Schiedeana is

flowering well, in a pot suspended near the glass : excess of light

seems favourable to it, for the leaves and flowers are much higher

coloured than usual. Two healthy plants of Cephalotus follicu-

laris are growing in small pots, in a compost ofreduced sphagnum,
peat, and silver-sand, placed in larger pots, filled tightly round
with moss, and covered with bell-glasses. A pretty species or"

Dianella, apparently new, from the warmer parts of Australia, and
trained against a wall, is now in flower.—W. Burnett, Chester-

road, Macclesfield.

Speede recommends as perennial border plants. How-
ever, as we have already said, a second edition of the work
has been called for in India, which shows that it has been

found useful by those for whom it was intended.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
3\ BrocMekurtit, Esq., The Fence Macclesfield.—At a late visit

to this place I was so much pleased with the extensive collection
of Orchidaceous plants so successfully cultivated here, that I am
jnduced to send you an account of those in flower. On entering
the houses the visitor beholds these interesting plants growing
in various modes and situations j some suspended in rustic
baskets and on logs of wood, others in neat copper-wire baskets,
and in perforated or common pots. Some are clinging to branches
of trees, reminding one of their native forests 5 others, more small,
are placed upon a kind of rustic wooden tent, standing over a
Mialiow cistern. The greater part,' however, are grown in pots,
standing upon others, inverted over shallow cisterns filled with
water. Ihc following were in flower : Acanthophippium striatum,
a noble plant with five large pseudo-bulbs, nine inches long, and

?i«
P
?
rt*onably strong- Aspasia lunata, new and pretty: A. epi-

uendioides and vanegata 5 Aporum anceps, Batemannia Colleyi,

The Indian Hand-book of Gante/%.-By G.T.F.

Speede. Calcutta. Thacker and Co. 8vo.

It is difficult for those who reside in Europe to judge

correctly of the value of such a work as this, which re-

lates to the details of gardening requisite in a tropical

country. As it has reached a second edition, we presume

it must have been found useful in India. To Europeans,

it is interesting to know how gardeners in hot countries

proceed in their management of the plants which are here

known only in the hot-house ; and such information is to

be expected from a book like the present. We, however,

cannot say that it satisfies our curiosity, or affords any-

thing like that amount of evidence which we expected.

For example, all the original matter that relates to the

Pine Apple is the following, which, although useful enough

as far as it goes, is much too succinct for our taste :

—

" Culture. The plants should be put out in rows two

feet asunder, the rows about four feet distant from each

other, and the earth well drawn up to the stems
;
in the

third year they will begin to produce fruit, and as soon as

the blossoms appear, which will be in February, the roots

must be laid open, and all side shoots and suckers care-

fully removed to plant out for a fresh supply of plants, if

desired ; a basket of rotted cow-dung should then be put

to each plant, and above that, the like quantity of fresh

stable dung, with the litter covering the whole ; this will

form a ridge about the stem, over which a thin layer of

earth should be placed ; a trench should then be dug on

each side of the plants, which must be every day filled with

water, a moderate quantity being also thrown from a fine

rosed watering-pot, once a week, over the leaves and fruit.

The fruit will ripen in May and June, and by pursuing

the method here recommended, Pines may be obtained of

as large size and as highly flavoured as the finest pro-

curable, with the utmost care, in any part of the world.*

The stem producing the fruit should be removed when the

fruit is cut, and a new shoot encouraged, and no offsets

should be allowed to remain round the base of the fruit,

whilst it is growing, as they would draw off the nourish-

ment, and deteriorate the flavour."

What limits the utility of Mr. Speede's book even more
than his conciseness, is the want of a Table of Contents ;

and of an index to the supplementary matter ; so that one

never knows where to look for the native names of which

that part is intended to explain the corresponding names

in science. This is an oversight that should be cor-

rected in another edition. It would be as well, too, that

the spelling of the proper names should be revised with

more care—Anurias for Ananas, Macrocenemum for

Macrocnemum, arjurium for azureum, Hydeceum bisput-

kedis for Heaven knows what, cuncifolia for cuneifolia,

and so on—are sad blemishes. We cannot help thinking

moreover, that the lists of ornamental plants recommended

for cultivation in Indian gardens stand in need of great re-

formation. We suspect it would puzzle an Indian nursery-

man—if there are such people—to supply Orchis spectabilis,

Satyrium carneum, and Disa grandiflora
!

which Mr.

* in my brother's garden, in the years 1839 and 1840, Pines

were grown weighing from 6 to 7£lbs,each, exclusive of the top.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
In a short time the Gooseberry and other Caterpillars will

commence their depredations ; and unless we are previously

prepared for their destruction, we shall have once more to re-

count their ravages. In consequence of what is stated in a
eading article, vol. ii., p. 203, 1 was last season induced to try

ammoniacal liquor from the gas-works for their destruction, and
which I found the cheapest and easiest method yet resorted to.

The liquor I employed only cost one penny per gallon, to each of

which 10 gallons of pure water were added, to reduce its strength

to a state in which it was harmless to tender foliage. J had thus

11 gallons of diluted liquor, every drop of which was sufficient to

kill one caterpillar ; and in this state it was freely poured over

the Gooseberry-bushes through the rose of a watering-pot, and
the caterpillars were killed in a few hours. As the strength of

the liquor varies at different gas-works, and as there is no
standard by which we can ascertain the degree of strength,

every one must find it out for himself, alter the following

manner:—Take a glassfull of the liquor, as it comes from the

gas-work, and add six times the quantity of water; then pour

the mixture over some useless plant with tender foliage when
the sun is out; if the foliage is not hurt, try less water; if the

contrary, add more : in this manner the proportion may soon be

found. The liquor used by me would not hurt the foliage when
eight gallons only of water were used to one of gas-liquor ; but I

found that ten to one was strong enough to kill the caterpillars,

I may remark also that the undiluted liquor will only kill the

leaves of woody plants ; the young shoots are not affected by it,

and insects of any kind are safe from its influence. 1 have taken

shoots, crowded with green flies, and plunged them in the liquor

without their being apparently the least disturbed by it. Judging

from four or five months' experience, I think ammoniacal liquor

will, at a trifling cost, render hard or spring water quite as fit

for watering tender plants with as pond or river water, and the
proportion need not be more than one gallon in the hundred.
Where gas-liquor cannot be procured, a lump of sal ammoniac
will probably answer as well, and be as cheap ; but this and the

last suggestion require the sanction of the chemist. The strength,

of salts, or saline manures, may be proved for practical purposes
in the same way as the ammoniacal liquor.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN" AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—If the roots are in good condition, the usual course

of watering, syringing, giving air, and slightly shading in the

middle of the day, will form the routine in this department for

some time to come.
Vineries.—The Vines in the late house, or in the greenhouse,

will probably now be so far forward that they may be trained up
the rafters, if they have been laid in a horizontal position, to

facilitate their breaking regularly. Keep the house moist by the

syringe, and as there is no occasion to hurry late Grapes at this

early stage, no fires will be wanted at night.

Peach and Cherry-Houses.—These will require all the air

that can be given to them ; but the atmosphere may still be kept

moist, to ensure the proper swelling of the fruit and healthy

foliage.

Figs.—The early crop will now be fully swelled ; the plants,

therefore, should have a drier atmosphere and less water at the

roots; give them abundance of air, but shut up early in the

afternoon.
Melons and Cucumbers.—Keep up a vigorous heat in the

linings; look over and thin out the plants regularly and by
degrees. Fertilise the Melon-blossoms until more than a full

crop is set; they can afterwards be thinned out, when a]l danger
of their damping off is over. During this stage keep the frames
in a dry state, by admitting plenty of air.

Mushroom-house.—Woodhce are the greatest pests that can
come into this house ; they must therefore be kept down, by en-
trapping them in pots baited with cold boiled Potatoes, covered
with moss, or by enticing them into dry corners and scalding
them with boiling water. The atmosphere of this house must be
kept moist.
Strawberries and French-Beans.—These must be care-

fully watched from this time, to see that the red spider does not
infest them, as it will be difficult to keep down these insects in

houses where fruit is ripe or ripening. .

Continue to harden off Tobacco-plants, Capsicums, Tomatoes,
Bazil, &c, which should now be strong enough to stand in a

cold, close frame, to be shut up early in the afternoon, for a week
or two, after which they should have air night and day till they

are fit for planting out.

Out-door Department.

While young crops are advancing in all parts of the kitchen-

garden, the ground about them can hardly be stirred too often,

to keep an open pulverised surface, and to destroy weeds. With
the first warm rains the young crops after this time will advance

rapidly, and unless such as require it are thinned out in time,

they will soon be injured.

Broccoli.—Sow late spring Broccoli on a light border, and a

few more about 10 days hence; at planting time you will have

the choice of two sowings.

Cauliflowers may have the glasses removed from them

altogether ; and see that they do not want for water.

Beet, Skirrktt, Salsify, and Scorzomera, may be sown

towards the end of the week, or in early situations ; the two latter

may be deferred for another week : if sown too early they are apt

to run to seed.

Kidney-Beans.—A few of these may now be planted on a

warm border, for a first crop ; but if they are sown m boxes about

the second week in May, and transplanted when all danger of

frost is over, they will come in sooner than those planted now m
the open ground.
Successional Crops.—Peas, Beans, Spinach, Radishes, and

other salads should now be sown oftener, as they will come more
rapidlv into use through the summer.
Skkus of any sweet or pot-herbs, if not already sown, should

be got in forthwith. ...
,

_

ORCHARD.-The best advice I can give this week under this

head is to recommend a general system of killing wasps by

offering so much a head or per dozen for them from this time

until the end of May, or some stated time. It is needless to

remark that every wasp now killed is as good as a nest destroyed

next August; and if every proprietor of a garden in the kingdom
would only spend a few shillings on the subject, our fruit might

be in a great measure safe from their attacks. From the enor-

mous stock of them last season, and the mildness of the winter,

we may, if the summer is dry, expect them this year in increased
numbers.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—An increased supply of water and a strong moist heat
are beneficial to most stove plants at this time, by enabling them
to make a free, healthy growth 5 they also require less air during
this stage. If the expression is allowable, all sorts of plants

under protection, witli the exception of Heaths and perhaps a
few other hardy tribes, should have a gentle forcing about this

time; this would enable them to make an earlier growth, and
would, as it wei;e, lergthen the summer season for ripening their

wood, which is one of the grand secrets towards obtaining

healthy plants and abundance of flowers and fruit.

Greenhouse.—T.'ie above remarks apply also to this house,

only in a different degree. See that the stimulus is not too great

for these plants, as it would be more injurious than keeping them
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too cold. Whenever they begin to " draw," they are either too
warm or too much confined.
Conservatory.—As very little syringing can be done here, on

account of the flowers, and as flowers do not last so long in a
dry atmosphere, some degree of moisture must be kept up by
pouring water on the paths or under the stages. Blinds are now
indispensable in the middle of the day.
Pits.— Increase, pot off, and harden your stock of flower-

garden plants as fast as their different natures will permit ; the
sooner the bettor. Most of these plants are quickly inured to

stand out in sheltered places, or under hoops covered over with
mats; and the longer they are here the finer they will look after

being planted out in the flower-garden.

Out- door Department,
Fi.owkr-Gardicn.—Order and neatness in all parts of the

flower-garden are pleasing at all times, and the more so now, in

anticipation of the approaching gay season. Late-laid turf and
late-planted trees and shrubs will require constant attention in

being watered, so long as the weather is dry. If any of the

flower-beds require a change of soil, let it be done without delay.

Get through with any extra work in any part of the grounds, in

order that the men may proceed with the regular garden work.
—D. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending April 20, 1843, as ob-r

terved at the Horticultural Harden, CnJRWJCk.

Hahou

Max.

1KTKK.

M j n

.

in ERMOMRTKK.

April Max. Min. Mean.
Friday 14 30.006" 29.914 54 42 48.0

Saturday 16 30.1OK 30 091 58 47 62.5

Sunday 16 29.992 29.818 63 42 52.5

Monday 17 30.048 29.854 05 33
4-v V

49.0

Tuesday 10 30.140 29.980 C7 „ 51.0

Wednesday 19 29.060 29.7«0 03 41 52.0

Thursday 20 29.771

1

29.090 70 80 63.0

Averaee 30.004
"
29.873 02.8 39.4 61.1

Wind.

N.B.
S.W.
K.
N.E.
E.

K.
S.W.

Rai n

.(HI

April 14. Uniformly overcast ; cloudy and fine; overcast.
15. Hazy ;

overcast and mild ; very fine.

16. Light haze ;
tine with sunshine; overcast at night.

17- Dry haze , very fine ; clear at night.
IK. Hazy; very dry air; clear and exceedingly fine.

19. Hazy; fine with slight haze; clear and fine.

20. Very fine throughout ; clear at night.

Mean temperature of the week 4°- above the average.

State of the Weathe at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for th« ensuingWeek ending April 29, 1843.

Aver.
April. Highest

Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

Sun. 23
Mon. 24

Tues. Sr,

Wed. 26
Thurs.27
Fri. 28
Sat. 29

S7.8
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40.4

37-4
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37-8

B9.3

86.1

40.4

49.1
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K

49.3

48.5

BO.0

50.3

51.4
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Years in
which it
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11

8
6
6
8
6
7

^> Hrevailing Wind
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of Rain.

1

1

ah
H
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3 2! 30.52 in. 2
1

O.fifi 3 1 1 4

0.47 2 8 2 2 8 2 1

0.12 2 1 2 3 1 6j lj

0.12 5 ll 3 2 4 2-
0.10 1 3 3 4 2 2 —
0.75 2 2 3 2 4

t

s.

I*

z
5
1

2
2

o

4

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 28th in

1841—thermometer 76°; and the lowest on the 25th in 1827, and 26th in 183"

thermometer 25°-

REPORT ON COVENT-GARPEN MARKET,
For the Week ending April 21. J 843.

TnE Market, this week, contains some very good Hothouse
Grapes, of the Black Hamburgh kind, the imported ones being:

now, for the most part, considerably shrivelled, or decayed.

Strawberries are likewise fine. Of Cucumbers there is an ex-

ceedingly varied assortment, many being large and handsome

;

while some, labelled at Gd. each arc of a most miserable descrip-

tion. New Potatoes, of the Ash-leaved Kidney sort, are abundant,

and particularly pood. French Beans arc tolerably good. The
Easter Beurre* Pears, the Lady Apple, and the Gloucester Pippin

Apple have a handsome and sound appearance. There are also a

few line Peaches. Among the flowers Chorozemacordatum, Erica

Wilmoreana, Gardinia radicans, and florida, are the most notice-

able ; there being, besides, a great quantity of Cinerarias, Pelar-

g6niums t Azaleas, Cyclamens, &c. The J.aurestinus, grown in

pots, has a pretty effect. There are cut flowers of Erica Hart-

nelli. The Camellias, carved in Turnip or other vegetable roots,

are extremely beautiful. The flowers of the common Reed, dyed

of various colours, are also ornamental. Punnets for fruit, en-

velloped in moss, and sparingly decorated with different-hued

everlasting flowers, are exhibited in one or two stalls.

PRICES, Saturday, April 22, 1848—FRUITS :—

Pine Applp, per lb. 0* to 10*

<irape8, hothoune, per U>., j;j to 15#
— Spanish, per lb. 1* to Utirf
— Portugal, U to 3*

Apples, dessert, per bu»h., 5* to 14*
— Kitchen, 4s to 7*

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 20*
Strawberries, forced, peroz.,Htf to 1*
Pomegranates, per doz., —
Oranges, per doz., Uto 2s Gd— per lOO, 6t to 18*— bitter, per 100, 6* to 30*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*

t
Lemons, per !00,fi* to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, U. to 4s

Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 20*

CheimiU, per peck, 4s to 7*

Almonds, per peck, 6**

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Filberts,Knglish, per l n<> '"s- fi& to 05*

Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., 60s. to 70*.

Nut*, pt-r bushel

—

Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1*

Cabbage, Red, per doz. 2* to C* ,.— plants, per doz. 1 * n .1* fiVf

Broccoli, White, per bunch, 4d to 2*
— 1'urple, 4d to 1*

Beans, Kidney, forced, p. 100, 1* to 2*

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 70*
— per cwt. 2* to 4s

— per bushel, 1* 6d to 2* Gd
— Kidney, p. bush., \sGd to 2*

— Scotch, per bushel, 1* fid

~ New, per lb., 1 * to 2* I'd

Jerusalem Artichokes, per halt-sieve,

1 * to 1 * 6d
Turnips, per do*, bun., \sGd to 2* (id

Red Beet, per dozen, Ud to 1*

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* 3d to \s Gd
Salfafy, per bundle, 1* 3d to 1* Grf

Cardoons, each, I*

Horse Rari{ph
v
per bundle, 2* to Gs

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, !>»/ tn 1*

— Turnip, p. doz. hands. l*o*rf to2*
Carrots, per doz. bunch. -1* to 0t

9— Jxoung Horn, per hunch ,4d to 1*
Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to 1*

— Brazil, iGs

— Spanish. IB*
— Barcelona, 24*

— Cob, 12* to 14*

VEGETABLES.
Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* Gd

Leeks, per dnz. bun., 2* to 3* Gd
Onions, per bushel, 6* to 81

— Pickling, per hf.-sv.,4*6rftos*
— <j recTi , p. doz- bun. 2* to 4s

— Spanish, per doz. 2s to 8j

Garlic, perlb. Gd to Hrf

Shallots, per lb., J* to 1* Gd
Asparagus, forced lp., perJOO, (i* to rl*

Sprue, or Small, 1* Gd to 3*

Sea-kale, per punnet, Pd 10 Is Gd
Lettuce, Cabbage, p. hf-Mere, l*to2*
— Cos, per score, Gd to 2* Gd

findive9 per score, 6d to 2*

Celery, p. bd., (I2tolfi)0rfto 2*

Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4d to 1* 3d
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3//

Corn Salads, per hf.-siove, Od to 1*

Green Basil, per bunch, 1*

Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4'/ to G
Parsley, per half-sieve, 9d to 1*

Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2.* to 8*

Mint, per doz. hunches, 2* to 3*
Mushrooms, per poule, 3d to Od

Notices to Correspondents .

Manures.—Anthony.—Much obliged: as the letter has not
appeared in our columns, although in type, we have thought
it better to cancel it. t A Subscriber.—The soil from a hen-
house will he found a strong manure; hut it should be added
to the compost heap, not used alor.e, as it is too strong. If
employed in the Vine-border, it would he better to mix it

with charcoal-dust, or cindcr-siftings, or soot, if you
have any.t A. U.—Nitrate of Soda, in a very weak solution,
will push on your youn* Onions, but putrid urine and soap-
suds are much better.t- A. i»/.— if your seeds are not in
contact with the guano, and you have not used too much of
it, you will find advantage from it. Yo* should water the beds
well, so as to dilute the puano in that way.t

Food op Plants.— F. T.— Plants obtair siicx from the soil,

where it is combined with some alkali, in which state it is

soluble. It is stated by some writers that hnmate of lime is

nearly insoluble ; others recommend it asa means of rendering
humus soluble. The great objection to adding quick-lime to
decomposing animal matter is, that it «xpels the ammonia.
Nitrogen is supposed to enter plants in tie form of ammonia,
a compound of nitrogen and hydrogen. Such plants as con-
tain lime, Wheat and Peas, for example, in notable quantity,

no doubt require to find it in the soil. For the rest you had
better study Mr. Solly's " Rural Chemistry," in which you will

find full information^
Drainage.—Bucks.—We are endeavouring to obtain some good

information about burning clay, and hope to furnish it shortly .f

PlGS.—A Countryman inquires how to construct one of those
Oat-kilns used by Oatmeal makers, and costing only 31., which
are mentioned in the latter part of "Paxton's Cottager's
Calendar." If this catches the eye of J. S. t

or any of his
friends, perhaps he will favour us with information on the
subject.

Buttkk.—Poor Surah Skimmer! It really is a sad thing that
churning should make your "lines and showldars " ache; and
we suspect your master has given you a bad churn. It is of
no use going to chemistry for help ;

you must trust to the en-
gine maker, or to a good donkey, if you have one, to take the
labour oft' your •« lines."

Mushrooms.—John Horticola.—Mushrooms may be grown on
the sides of Cucumber-ridges in the open ground at the time
the plants are put out, by burying small portions of the spawn
an inch or two deep in the dung, after the heat has begun to

subside, and covering the bed with dry soil, firmly pressed
down. The period at which the Mushrooms will appear will

depend entirely upon the state of the weather. They cannot be
grown in the open air without an artificial bed of some kind.

Protection.—Rhodon.—Old tan is good protection for the roots

of plants ; but injurious afterwards, unless it is wholly removed
in the spring. Coal-ashes are better, and not injurious to

plants afterwards. ^[

Vinbs.—M. W. A'.—You must have kept your Vinery excessively

damp, and the border must be very wet to cause shoots of the

Vines to damp off half their length. Have not the roots been
injured by the late severe frosts? W. B.—We recommend
you the White Sweetwater, the Royal Muscadine, the Chasselas

Musque\ and the White Nice. The last is the tenderest, the

first the hardiest.t R. E.—U Vines were stopped at the
length to which the shoots require to be pruned in winter, and
presuming that they are sufficiently vigorous, they would
burst those eyes along the shoots which only ought to push in

the following season. Besides, the general vigour of the plant

would be diminished in consequence of the privation of sap

elaborated by the leaves on the leading shoot. It may be said

that the leaves produced on laterals would supply the loss

occasioned by the stopping of the leader; this, however, is not
the case, for some time must elapse before these laterals can be

produced. It will require three weeks before the surface of
foliage on these laterals will equal that which would be pro-

duced of the leader, if not stopped in one week, so that here is

the loss by a fortnight at a period of the season when the ex-
tension ot roots, depending on the action of leaves, requires to
he encouraged. But at a more advanced period of their

„ growth, the shoots maybe very properly stopped, because then
the eyes below will not break j and, moreover, it has been
proved by Mr. Knight, that leaves in a young state only elabo-

rate for their own growth, or chiefly so ;
therefore, all the ter-

minal part of the shoot that would only produce leaves which
would never attain full size, or benefit the other parts of the
plant, may be pi evented Irom being produced by stopping the
shoots, about the time the Grapes are full grown. The force
that would have been expended in producing these terminals
will be directed towards invigorating, withoutdanger of burst-
ing, the buds for next season. Stop one joint before the fruit.

As your Vines are old and do not set their fruit well, your best
plan will be to cut them well back, and train up young wuod.||

Vinkriks.— J. A.— It is said that the vapour from ammoniacal
liquor is useful to Vines in houses; but we have no experience
in the matter. It should be a good deal diluted, in trying the
experiment, or it may do injury. Despair not, but manage
better in future. Your Vines are not attacked by insects, but
are scalded by improper syringing and over-heating. A tempe-
rature of 7O at night is much too high ; and if you allow the
sun to shine on the foliage of your plants in a morning when
covered with water, you can have nothing but mischief. The
Joss of your Strawberry crop is probably owing to similar
causes, viz. : too much heat and too much water applied in the

wrong way at the wrong timet
Humid Atmospherb.— //. 11. il/.— The best means of obtaining
a humid atmosphere in a stove, heated by smoke flues, is to

place evaporating pans, fitting close to the flue, upon various
parts of its surface. By filling these with water and increasing
or diminishing their number, the atmosphere may be preserved
in any desired state of humidity. X

Sitting-Rooms.—F. T.— Many causes concur to render plants in

sitting-rooms unhealthy: the principal is the dryness of the

air. Your night-smelling Stock is probably affected by this

circumstance; its botanical name has been changed. Lin-

naeus called it Chciranthus tristis ; Robert Brown altered it to

Mathiola tristis, and it has probably been named Hesperis
tristis by somebody else. Phillips's book is of no authority .t

Beech-Heooks.— A. U.—\t is better to let your Beech plants

alone till they have been one year planted before you clip them.
They ought to have been planted in the autumn.

t

Annual "Cmmbkrs.—F. ('.—Eight annual creepers, for running
over wire arches in a garden, may consist of—Tropzc'olum pere-

grinum, Convolvulus major, Lophospermum scandens and
Hendcrsrinii, Eccremocarpus scaber, Ipomcea rubro-Cterulea
and Quamocllt, and Scyphanthus elegans (,in a warm situa-

tion).!

Fin Trees.— Villager.—We fear that Fir- trees, planted four feet

from the south wall of a house, will, when they increase in

size, be injurious to the building, in consequence of their roots
undermining the foundation.

Lauuei.s.—j\— It is stated by a correspondent at p. C21 of last

year's Chronicle, that he has observed the common garden
snail in the act of eating Laurel leaves : it is therefore probable
that the leaves of your Laurels have been destroyed by the

same animal. J
FuuiT-TaKKs.— Vishnu.—On no account syringe fruit-trees with
suds until the blooms are set. X

Paui.ovnia.— K A. A'.—-The soil and situation which are suit-

able for Paul6vnia imperialis have already been detailed at

j
l . - I - . +

Strelitzia.—JD.—Strelitzia reginse bears curious orange and
purple flowers. In a greenhouse it may be cultivated ill a
pot, in light sandy loam ; but it is never seen in such perfection

as when planted in the border of a conservatory. It requires

an abundant supply of water when growing. J
PORTTJiiACA.

—

A Cambrian Subscriber.—Sow the seeds of Por-
tulaca splendens on a slight hot- bed, and when the young
plants are large enough, prick them out an inch or two apart

into shallow pots. After they have fairly established them-
selves, transplant them two or three together into 48-sized pots.

They should be grown in sharp, gravelly soil, and do best in a

warm greenhouse. X

Calypso.— T. It. W\—Calypso borealis is a hardy Orchidaceous
plant, extremely difficult to cultivate. It prefers a shady peat

border. The other plant we never heard of. %
Stove Plants.— //. It. M.—The following arc showy stove plants,

of easy cultivation : Euphorbiajacquinitloraarjd splendens, Poin-

settia pulchcrrima, Francfscea uniflora, Eranthemum pulchel-

lum, Justicia coccinea and flavicoma, Ixora coccinea, Gcsnera
Suttoni, splendens, elongata, mollis, and zebrina ; Gloxinia

rubra, Candida, caulej-cens, speciosa, and sp. alba; GoldfCssia

glomerata, Ardisia crenulata, Pancratium amcenum, Aphclan-

dra cristata, Phaius grandif61ius, Russelia jiincea, Plumbago
capensis, Epiphyllum truncatum, Allamanda cathartica, Bc-

g6nia insignis, parvitlora, and coccinea, /Kschynanthus grandi-

florus, Columnca Schiedeana, Geissomeria longillora, Strepto-

carpus Rhexii, Vinca alba and rosea. For climbers you may
take Passiflora Kermesina and phcenicea, Manettia cordifolia

and bicolor, Jasminum Sambac, Ipomcea Horsfallise, Combre-

crimsonj Hume's Blush, buff; Fringed White; Franco-fru-
tensis, red; Palmeri, rose. The Reticulata will not do out,
although protected during the winter, unless with a glass-
frame. It requires to be kept close and warm during the
growing season, to form the young shoots ; any dry situation
will suit them where the soil is not too stiff. IT

Pelargoniums.—S. A. M.—As your Pelargoniums, for want of
better soil, were potted in leaf-mould, you cannot expect them
to throw up strong blooms. You may assist them by watering
them alternately with rain and manure water. The latter

turn purpureum, Convolvulus pentanthus, Bign6nia venusta,
and Cereus grandiflorus. %

Camellias-— K'\r)ptKos*—The best thing you can do with
Camellias which have been injured by improper treatment, is to
shake the soil from their roots, and repot them into the same
sized pots, in a mixture of light turfy loam and heath-mould.
Plunge the pots in gentle bottom-heat, shade the plants in
bright sunshine, keep up a temperature between 50° and 6u° by
night, with a moist atmosphere, and then follow the directions
given in former numbers.* Rhodon,—The following are
about the best for form and colour combined, and are also good
free -flowering kinds :—Bealeii, crimson; Chandleri, deep
should not be given too strong, or it will perhaps injure the
plants, i

Dwarf Plants for Beds.—Shrewsbury.—As dwarf plants for
the four divisions of a Maltese cross, to range scarlet, white,
blue, and yellow, you may take Verbena ignea, V. pulehella
alba, Anagallis caerulea grandiflora, and Alyssum saxatile. %

Verbenas.—P. A. if.—The following are arranged according to
the various shades of colour, from white to the darkest purple:
—V. teucrioides, Queen, pulehella alba, odorata alba, Thomp-
sonii, variegata, incisa, Hislopiana, teucrioides carnea, Ba&tii,
teucrioides purpurea, t. Barnsii, t. r6sca, t. Iveryana, Ingrami,
Barnardii, Hylandsii, Burleyana, Twecdiana, T. grandiflora^
splendens, melindres, m. major, sanguinea, ignea, rubra, ele-

gans, scabra* triumphans, jnilchella, Sabiniana, Grenviliii»
purpurea, picta, Elfordiana, and Hendersonii. The only yellow
one is the old sulphurea, which is now nearly lost to the
country. %

Lilies of the Valley.—A. L.—If it be possible to make them
flower in the autumn, the most likely road to success is to
keep them in an ice-house till you want to force them. They
would probably grow, although in a'dark place, if the tempera-
ture rose above 32°.t

Peat.— T. R. E. R.—As your garden consists principally of Peat,
you may, in addition to Phlox Drummondi, plant clumps with
the following dwarf Annuals:— Sphenogyne speciosa, Clin-
ttfnia pulehella, Nem6phila insignis, Leptosiphon androsaceus
and densiflorus, Lobelia ramosa and heterophylla, KoLana
atriplicifolia and paradoxa, Collinsia grandiflora, Sanvitalia
procumbens, and Kaullussia amclloides. Campanula pulla
will do very well in peat $

Flokist's-Flowkrs.— E.I-I. F.—We have seen many quilled vari-

eties of the Cineraria, and from their ragged appearance we
think them not worth preserving. Your white variety is not
equSl to many wc have seen.* 0.—We have had the reports
of the shows published in the Chronicle of last year carefully
examined ; the result proves that the numbers generally were
understated in the list which appeared in No. 14 ; for instance,.

Pickwick was shown 149 times, President of the West 123,,

Phenomenon ill, Maria 93 ; still, as a guide to purchasers (tor
whom the list was inserted), it proves equally good, for it ap-
pears that the order in which the flowers were inserted in the
list was but little disturbed by the examination.* A. B.—
Kos. 1 and 3 are your best seedling Cinerarias; the colours are
strong and the flowers showy; they are worth preserving, but
they are not equal in form or size to some that are already in
cultivation. Ko. 2 is not suflicicntly clear in its colour.*
F.—Of your seedling Cinerarias, IS'o. 1 is the best; but they all
want size and novelty to recommend them. The blue variety
is very poor compared to many that we have.*

Cuttings.—Metat&r.—The plan of inserting the end of a scion of
an Apple or Pear-tree into a Potato, in a manner similar to
that of placing a cutting in the earth, so that it may strike root
into the Potato, is not likely to succeed, except with the Bur-
knot and Apples of that description, which strike readily from
cuttings in the usual way.t

Zante Currant.—R. G.—We entertain no doubt about this suc-
ceeding at the Cape of Good Hope.t

Strawberries.— Onuyftt.—Those flowers which have the sta-
mens large and the pistils small, are males ; when the pistil
is large and prominent, and the stamens dwarfish, they are
females

; when the two are equally balanced they are herma-
phrodite. The Victoria Strawberry is pretty good; it may be
had of any London nurseryman.

FiOS.—Will Z. N. V. favour us with the temperature he main-
tained in his Vineries, as mentioned in a late Number. A cor-
respondent who grows his in a similar manner is unsuccessful.

Potato.—Metator.*-The Bread-fruit Potato is a good kind, and
succeeds well in the alluvial soil around London. t Notting-
ham.— In a clayey loam you will do well to plant the White
Bread fruit, which will thrive in soils that does not suit many
others. The American Native, Regent, and Irish Cup, are also*
vigorous, productive, and of good quality. ||

Insects.—Richmond,—Your enemy is a kind of scale insect, not an
aphis, and is quite different from the pests of Peach and Necta-
rine trees. We know of no remedy for it except burning the indi-
viduals affected by it. We hope to have, in the course of the
summer, some information respecting this and similar de-
stroyers from our entomological friend " Ruricola."- Rho-
don.—We presume your grub is the slugworm, described at
p. 092 of 1842. G\ W.—W'c regret to be unable to give any
advice about extirpating this beetle from Peas. It is a species
01 Curculio; but we cannot say how it could be destroyed, t

wiSEWORHt- R, E.—H you give your Asparagus-beds a good
soaking with a solution of common salt, it will not only kill
the wircworm, but will likewise act as a manure. Repetitions-
w-iu be advisable in order that successive generations may not.
escape.

;i

Gooseberry Caterpillars.—Vishnu.—The best remedy with
Which we are acquainted for destroying this pest is to dust the
hushes, when wet with dew, with genuine white Hellebore
powder. See also Mr. Beaton's •• Calendar yt of to-day.

books.— W. 7J._we cannot assist you. The booksellers arc the
only persons who supply such works. J. W.—The " Pictorial

li
01
7.

0f Ell£land" is, we think, on the whole, the best work
of the kind.

Piqua Plant.—w. F. C—See p. 233. it is evidently an artificial
compound.

Bottom Hkat.— J, B.—We fear you will obtain too much heat
by mixm^ gas-water with Willow peelings, for all the substances-
to which the gas-liquor is added ferment violently—so far as
our experience goes: however, we have not actually tried
wiuow peelings. There is no doubt that you will get an excel-
lent manure by the operation, t

£/^!EB«
~"J

' *to*.—TM« *s Poppy-seed, coloured bluc.tbcARiNo Birus.-^ Subscriber.—There is no effectual method of
scaling birds,from fruit-trees; the ordinary means, such as

^
a
f
!
ccrovv

';s i 'attics, &c, being only serviceable for a few days

r ', ' p«rhaps the cheapest is to shoot them. X

«««mf *i «
Contitant Reader.—Gold and silver fish usually

assume their natural colour when about a twelvemonth old,
nut tins vanes with the warmth of climate. There arc species

?Jw«^rp wln
?
h a,'e always brown. It is beneficial in ponds

wneie they arc kept to grow Water Lilies and other aquatic

&™Vi ^P^caution which you took of clearing the mud
irom the bottom of your pond, may have been the principal
cause ot your not afterwards succeeding in increasing your
stock of fish

;
and it is probable that the brown ones which

snow no signs of changing colour, are fish of a different kind?
*

lor the removal of which, as well as eels, we can recommend
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no certain method ; since, even if the pond were drained, some
pf their spawn might remain behind. It docs not seem to he
absolutely necessary that the ice upon the pond should be
broken, but it is perhaps as well to use that precaution. You
will find this subject treated of more at length in previous
numbers.* Monmouth.—The way polri fish are sent from
Covent-Rarden Market is in cans rilled with water, and made
for the purpose, f

Misckm,ankous.—P. A. A'.—You must inquire of nurserymen
respecting the plants you mention, t A Constant Reader.—
We cannotrecommend anytradesman in particular. By looking
amongst our advertisements you will see who deals in the
article in question, t Lemon*8 plant is Syphocampylus
bicolor. t-—31. W. A".—There are so many hybrid Rhododen-
drons similar to the one sent, that it would be useless to name
it. t W. JJ. F.—Your flowers arc— 1, Narcissus moschatus ;

2, N. odorus; 3, Double Jonquil; 4, Double Daffodil. You may
increase your stock by applying to almost any nurseryman, j——Dre.—No. 1, Cluytia pulchella; it has only a calyx.
2, Ribes speciosum. These are all that your letter contained.

-J. C. W.-- Out of print. A Subscriber's plant is Jllicium
floridanum,| £&•-—Pyrus Aria, the Beam-tree. Jihodon.
—Camassia esculenta is in the Garden of the Horticultural

treaty, incompatible with an honourable adjustment of who shall respectively maintain, at their expense such
the questions at issue. slaves as they may harden to possess at that period, and as

age and infirmities maj render incapable of labour. Tbey

Society; but only Fellows can obtain it.^I

Ver6nica agrestisj 2, Scrophularia vernalis.
P. 11. W.—\,
Timot7///.— 1,

Lamium incisum j 2, Linaria spuria; 3, Lamium purpureum.
J. M.~The Tropseolum is brachyceras; the Epacris is the

same as one raised by Mr. Low in the same way as yours, and
a very curious case it is.

Received, with thanks, R. Bishop, J. Anderson. Lusor, J. I?.

A s usual, a h ost of letters has arrived too late for answers this week

.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The brief allusion in our last to the illness of the Duke

of Sussex, will scarcely have prepared our readers for the

announcement of his Royal Highness's death, which took

place yesterday soon after 12 o'clock. The Duke of

Sussex was the most popular and the most accomplished

of all the sons of George the Third, and although long

suffering under the infirmities of 70 years, the intelligence

of his decease, at once sudden and unexpected, will be

received by the public with sincere and respectful sorrow.

His Royal Highness retained his consciousness to

the last ; and expired in the presence of his

brother the Duke of Cambridge, and of the greater

part of his domestics who were admitted, bv his own
desire, to witness the last moments of their Royal Mas-
ter. The Duke of Sussex was long known by his steady

adherence to liberal opinions and by his open assertion of

them on all occasions ; he was also known as the con-

stant supporter of every public charity, and there are few

institutions of benevolence in this metropolis which
have not received substantial benefits from his patronage.

The loug-expected report of the Commission appointed
to examine the various questions connected with the

emancipation of the slaves in the French colonics has just
been published. It sets out with adverting to the example
of Jamaica, as a proof that a large slave population, when
emancipated, is just as manageable as when in a state of
slavery

; and then develops apian of emancipation, which,
though rather long deferred, will doubtless be considered
a great and final measure. The Commissioners propose
that slavery shall cease in the French colonies on the 1st

January, 1853, and that until that period the slaves are to
continue in their present condition, with the enjoyment
°f certain civil rights, to be decided upon by Royal
ordinances. A second report contains a plan for the

Progressive emancipation of the children of slaves born
81 *»ce 1838 ; this object it proposes to effect during twenty
consecutive years, and by arrangements which leave the
Question of compensation to be settled at a future period.
The marriage of the Princess Clementine of Orleans,
daughter of King Louis Philippe, to the Hereditary Prince
° f Saxe Coburg, which was to take place on Thursday, is

^
le only other topic of interest in the Paris papers.—From

kpain we learn that the Ministry sustained a signal defeat
°n the 10th inst., in a division on the validity of the
Actions of Badajoz. The Cortes decided by "a large
Majority that the elections were illegal, and three leading
ernbers of the Ministerial party have consequently lost
leir seats. A resignation of the Cabinet followed this
Veri t, almost as a matter of course, and the Regent has
j*t to London for Gen. Sancho, the Minister at
1,8 Court, to undertake the formation of a new Cabinet.

"-•In

*»ent

q
U)i some anxiety, and the British merchants at
Porto have petitioned against breaking oft* the negotia-

X\*
0tX Sligllt ground-—From Malta we have the parti-

es of an important reduction of the quarantine, at the
ggestion, it appears, of the Austrian Government. The
ects of this relaxation will be highly advantageous to

,
Mercantile shipping of this country, and will not be

8» Welcome to all travellers in the Levant.—The advicesom Turkey relate chielly to the differences on the affairs

th T"*'
bUt add notllin£ to wliafc is already known on

at long-agitated question. The conferences at Erzeroum
the affairs of the Persian frontier have been resumed,

tlJ\??
arently Under more favourable auspices.—From

e united States we have the details of a Ion- corres-
Funaence

Court.—The Queen and Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princess Royal, remain at Buckingham
Palace, and are quite well. Her Majesty has enjoyed her
usual daily walk in the Palace 'Gardens, and has taken
several airings* in an open carriage during the week. On
Monday Prince Albert visited Sir R. Peel's collection of
pictures, and on Tuesday honoured the Reform Club
with a visit.—The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop
of London, Sir R. Peel, the Lord Chancellor, Lord
Wharncliffe,andthe other Officers of State, have not been
able to leave town for the recess, owing to the daily ex-
pectation of the Queen's accouchement. Every prepara-
tion has been made at the Home Office for the immediate
transmission of the intelligence of that event, to the dif-

ferent authorities, both in the metropolis and in the pro-
vinces

; and at the Foreign Office similar preparations are
completed for forwarding despatches to the diplomatic re-

presentatives of her Majesty at the European courts.
Death of the Duke of Sussex.—Since our last

notice of the illness of the Duke of Sussex, Dr. Cham-
bers was called in to attend his Royal Highness, and
met Dr. Holland and Mr. Copland, the other medical
attendants. In the course of Saturday the following
bulletin was issued : — " His Royal* Highness the
Duke of Sussex is suffering under an attack of erysi-
pelas, which is not attended with any unfavourable
symptom."—In the beginning of the present week, the bul-
letins were satisfactory ; but on Wednesday the symptoms
assumed an unfavourable character, and there was much
general oppression, which considerably increased towards
evening. On Thursday the bulletins announced that his
Royal Highness had passed a restless night ; and the worst
consequences were anticipated. His Royal Highness gra-
dually became weaker, and expired yesterday, at a quarter
past 12. Although during the last two hours of his life

he was evidently sinking, he retained his consciousness to
the last, and was able to articulate within a few minutes
of his decease. His Royal Highness was the sixth son of
King George III., and was born Jan. 27, 1773; he was
consequently in his 71st year.

Parliamentary Movements.—The nomination of can-
didates for the representation of East Suffolk took place
on Tuesday, when Lord Rendlesham was proposed on the
Conservative, and Mr. Shafto Adair on the Whig interest.
The show of hands was declared to have fallen upon Mr.
Adair, when a poll was demanded on behalf of Lord Ren-
illesham, and the proceedings were adjourned until yes-
terday, when the polling commenced, and will not be con-
cluded until the afternoon of this day Two petitions
have been presented against the return of Mr. Gisborne
for Nottingham.

JForefgn.
France.—The only part of the contents of the French

papers of this week that presents any interest has refer-
ence to the labours of a commission entrusted with the
examination of various questions connected with slavery
and the political constitution of the French colonies. Tjais
commission, which was instituted in May, 1840, and com-
posed of the Due de Broglie, President, and of Messrs.
Passy, D'Audifret, Rossi, de Mackaw, de Tracv, Jubelin,
Biguon, Wustemberg, de Tocqueville, de Sade/de Sainte-
Hilaire, Galos, and Mestrow, has accomplished its task,
the result of which, forming a large volume, has just been
printed and submitted by the Government to the Ch?
bers. Of this elaborate report, drawn up by the Dii
Broghe, we shall notice the principal features, prem

lEQ-

lSlllg
that nothing could be better calculated to make an impres-
sion on the public favourable to a great and iinal measure.
The report ays the greatest stress on the point which was
most important to England, and is still so to Spain, though
but in a smal degree so to the French. We allude to the
proof, that a large slave population, when emancipated, is
just as manageable and likely to give as little trouble to
the police, as whilst in a state of slavery. The Due de
Broglie dwells at length on the great example of Jamaica
In Guadaloupe and Martinique, however, the French need
have little fear of order being disturbed, since the gigreat

s
act of emancipation has taken place. The report propose-
that slavery shall cease in the French colonies on the lat

Portugal the final a»swer of the British Govern- January, 1853. Until that period, the slaves are to
respecting the Tariff Convention is expected continue in their present condition, with some modifi

cations which are specified, and to be decided upon
by Royal ordinances. Thus, civil rights are to be con-
ferred on the slaves during these ten years ; but to
exercise them in Courts of Law they must be repre-
sented by a guardian ad hoc. From the movable
property they may possess, ships, boats, gunpowder,
and fire-arms, are excepted. Goods or effects got by
saving or industry, and the power of redemption are to be
secured to them. Ihe freed slaves are not to enjoy poll-
tied rights

J
but children born free are not to be included

in this exception. Ihe freed slaves must, during 5 years,
engage for one or more years in the service of one or
several planters of the colony which they inhabit, and in
which they will be obliged to reside 5 consecutive years.
Their rate of wages is to be regulated every year within a
maximum and minimum, by a resolution of the Governor
in Council. The compensation to be given to the planters
is reckoned by the commission at 150,000,000 francs.
The interest on this capital is to be fixed at 4 per cent.,
and to be converted every half-year into a rente of the
same denomination, for the benefit of those entitled to it
On the 1st of January, 1857, the capital and the interests
thus capitalised are to be divided among the planters

the a
Ce .° ^f

Ashburton treaty, between Gen. Cass,
|ie American Minister at Paris, and Mr. Webster, the

in no IV State
;

Mn *«*** reprimands Gen. Cass

an Uent'T
18 ^ ** *' Necessary interference,

Sgh ofZt
any C°nCern * **ve been made on theghtof vuut, or on any other subject arising out of the

-will be bound to supply them with food, clothing, shelter,

and medical assistance A second report contains a
scheme for a partial and frogressive emancipation, whereby
all children born of slaves in the French colonies, since

the 1st of January, 1838,are to be freed. The compensa-
tion suggested is to be 5'0 francs for children who shall

have reached the age of seven. This law is to be executed
during '20 consecutive yesrs ; and a year before the expi-

ration of the 20th, the abolition of slavery and amount
of compensation to be granted, are to be finally decided
upon.—The marriage of ihe Princess Clementine was to

take place on Thursday. The King and Queen of the
Belgians, and the Prince of Saxe Coburg and his two
sons, were expected at St. Cloud on Tuesday,

Spain.—We have advices from Madrid to the 10th
inst., on which day the Ministry sustained a signal defeat.

The Congress had been engaged in examining the validity

of the elections, and those of Badajoz had given rise to a

protracted and angry discussion, which ended in the defeat

of the Cabinet. Those elections, whereby three conspi-

cuous members of the Ministerial party—MM. Joseph
Calatrava, Gonzales, and Lugan, had been returned, were
annulled on the 10th by a majority of 80 against 55. The
Infante Don Francisco attended the sitting, and, on vot-

ing against the elections, was cheered from the public gal-

leries. It was generally expected that the triumph of the

Opposition would shortly be followed by others still more
decisive. Subsequent advices announce that Ministers have
tendered their resignation to the Regent, who has sent to

London for General Sancho. The late political chief of
Barcelona, M. Gutierrez, has been appointed Director-
General of the Post-office at the Havannah, with a hand-
some salary. Dr. Daubeny and Captain Widrington were
at Madrid on a scientific excursion. They proposed, it is

said, to visit Estrcmadura, in order to investigate the na-
tural bed of phosphate of lime in that province, with a
view to its use as a manure.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 10th inst.

The final answer of the British Government respecting
the Tariff Convention was expected with some anxiety at

Lisbon. It was known that among the further offers pro-

posed on the. part of the Portuguese to our Government,
in place of the ultimatum sent from England, a reduction

of duties to ihe amount of two fifths was propose- d on
brass manufactured goods. The British merchants at

Oporto had petitioned against breaking off the negotia-

tions on slight grounds. The Douro Wine Company Bill

had passed the Peers without alteration, but it was ex-
pected that the Royal sanction would be deferred until the
final result of the tariff negotiation was known.—Two Bri-

tish vessels were lost recently on or near the coast of Por-
tugal. In one case, the Feronea, from Bristol to Palermo,
was wrecked off Algarve on the 19th uit., and all the crew
were drowned except three. The other case was that of
the barque Dale, from Liverpool to New Orleans, which
went down on the night of the 7th inst., while making for

Lisbon, about an hour after she had been abandoned by
her captain and crew, who were picked up by a Portu-
guese schooner from Terceira to Lisbon, where they ar-

rived on the 8th, having been treated with great kindness
by the Portuguese captain and his crew.

Belgium.— The trial of M. Caumartin before the
Court of Assizes, for the murder of M. Sirey, noticed in

this Paper at the time, commenced on the 12th. The
Courier Beige gives the proceedings of the first two days,
winch occupy several columns in small print. On the
first day after the indictment was read, M. Caumartin
was interrogated at great length by the President, He
persisted in declaring that M. Sirey had attacked him,
and that he had no intention of killing him. The first

witness for the prosecution was then called. This was
M. Milard de Lavilette, a friend of M. Sirey, who was
present on the unfortunate occasion. He declared that he
did not see the blow struck, though he acknowledged the

succeeding dispute, and had seen M. Sirey walk towards

M. Caumartin, and threaten to throw him out of the

window if he did not immediately withdraw. The second
witness was Madlle. Heinefetter, the actress (22 years of
age). On the 13th, ten other witnesses were examined.
The trial continued during the whole of the 14th, and
concluded on the 15th inst. in an acquittal. The Court,

however, considering that M. Caumartin had carried

prohibited arms, condemned him to all the expenses of
the process.

Holland.—The Dutch provincial papers contain a
variety of details respecting some smart shocks of an
earthquake which were very generally felt in the beginning
of the present month, chiefly on the 6th. From the
numerous notices of the event, it appears to have excited
much alarm, but has not caused any very serious damage.
Germany.—The 5th inst. being the fiftieth anniversary

of the Archduke Charles having received the Grand Cross
of the Military Order of Maria Theresa, the whole gar-
rison, to which two regiments bearing 'the name of the
venerable Prince had been added, were reviewed by the
Emperor in person; after which his Majesty decorated
the Archduke with the Cross of Maria Theresa, amidst
the acclamations of an immense concourse of spectators.—A volcano of a novel kind has broken out in the neigh-
bourhood of Ko^nigshatte, in Silesia. For twenty years
a slow fire, which occasioned no alarm, has burnt in the
coal-mines of that district; but recently it has shot out
immense volumes of flames, which threaten destruction to
the surrounding buildings, and to the vast forests of the
country. A steam-engine has been established for the
purpose of discharging water into the mines ; but this
machine had been in action, at the last accounts, for 72
hours, without producing any effect.
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Italy.—We learn by accounts Tom Rome that a re-

cent trial in that city has convicted the Count Mariano

Alberti of wholesale forgery of woks which he had pro-

fessed to discover and publish as Tasso's. Some small

portion of these works, which is considered to be genuine,

he had interlarded with the res:, to give it the greater

air of authenticity. In his lodgiig were found an immense

collection of writing tools, inks cf different kinds and tints,

old copybooks, blank paper ton out of old books, and

innumerable exercises in imitation of the handwriting

of more than fifty eminent individuals of Tasso's time.

The Count's sentence was not known on the 10th March.

—From Naples we find that thetraffic on the railroad from

that city to Castellamare is increasing beyond all expec-

tation. During the first two months it was visited by

116,912 persons. The railrcad to Caserta was expected

to be soon opened. The king desires to extend it to

Gaeta, and subsequently to Terracina; and, finally, at

some future period, to Rome. We learn also, that the

works that have been commenced at Brindisi, under the

superintendence of English engineers, the object of which

is to clear and restore the port of ancient Brundusium, so

celebrated by its extensive Grecian and Oriental com-

merce, promise fair to become of considerable advantage

to the South of Italy—We learn from Florence that

quicksilver having been found in considerable quantity in

the pits at Ripa, near Seravezza, it is intended to carry

on the works upon a more extensive plan ; and for that

purpose a company has been formed under the auspices of

Borne of the first banking-houses at Leghorn, with a capi-

tal of one million of milreas, which may turn out very im-

portant to the Rothschild speculation at Madrid.

Russia.—It is stated by the German papers, that the

Emperor Nicholas intends to proceed to Berlin by sea,

in the course of the approaching summer, and on his re-

turn to stop for a month in Warsaw, and administer in

person the government of the kingdom of Poland.

Malta.—On the 4th inst., John Nailor, the murderer

of the late Dr. Martin, was brought to trial. No case

establishing his guilt could have been clearer, but as one

of the jurors considered that every man who kills another

must be labouring under monomania, the prisoner, on

beiDg found guilty, escaped the capital punishment, and

was sentenced to the galleys for life, with chains to his

legs. Six out of the seven jurors pronounced the crime

a deliberate act of murder, meriting death. The sentence

created considerable surprise, though the judges could

not award the capital punishment if all the jurors did not

agree.—The Malta papers announce an important reduc-

tion in the quarantine, at the suggestion, it appears, of

Austria. The quarantine from the Ionian Islands has

been abolished, although arrivals from Athens or Syria

are not included in the exemption. As regards arrivals

from Egypt, the quarantine imposed on vessels and car-

goes has not been reduced ; but that inflicted on passen-

gers has been reduced from 20 to 16 days. No reduction

has been made as regards Turkey, either in passengers,

vessels, or goods ; but there is little doubt she will be

shortly included in the list of exempted places. From

Greece some indulgence is granted to merchant-vessels,

for on their arrival in Malta, provided they are furnished

with a certificate from Her Majesty's Consul to the effect

that no disease reigns in the country, their quarantine is

reduced to seven days, nor are they under the necessity of

discharging their cargoes.

Greece.—Letters from Athens of the 31st ult. state

that the English and French Governments had replied to

the demand of Greece, that they would pay the dividend

of the loan guaranteed by them, which became due in

March, but that the Greek Government must contrive to

raise funds for the payment of the September dividend.

The two cabinets had declined making any other advance

to Greece. Russia, it was expected, would return a

similar reply. These letters mention that the comet had

been seen at Athens so early as the 5th ult., and that its

extraordinary brilliancy had caused no little excitement,

especially among the natives.
.

Turkey The Levant mail has brought advices from

Constantinople to the :29th ult. They relate principally

to the differences between Russia and Turkey regarding

Servia, and show that the statements put forth by some of

the German prints were premature. Although the dis-

pute was considered to be drawing to a crisis, the Russian

Ambassador had not delivered his ultimatum on the 29th

ult., nor were the despatches he had received from his

Court a week before believed to contain any instructions

of a decisive nature. The Erzeroum conferences appear

to have assumed a more favourable aspect.

Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria of the 25th ult.

state that the British Consul in that city had declared that

no British subject would conform to the monetary tariff es-

tablished for the benefit of the bank. It was believed that

the Austrian and Russian Consuls would adopt similar

language. The Prince of the Wahabites, whom Ibrahim

Pacha had made prisoner near Bagdad, and who had been

since detained a prisoner in the citadel of Cairo, had

effected his escape, and had not been recaptured. On the

21st, the officers on board the Cyclops war-steamer, lying

at Alexandria, obtained a sight of the nucleus of the

comet. On the 24th it was evidently fast receding from

the earth. When at its greatest brilliancy the tail ap-

peared to extend half across the heavens, and in the clear

atmosphere of Egypt the sight was truly magnificent.

United States.—The royal mail-steamer Columbia

arrived at Liverpool on Saturday, after a voyage of

12£ days from Boston, and ten and a half from Halifax,

having'sailedon the 2d instant from Boston, and the 4th

from Halifax. The Columbia, it will be remembered,

carried out Sir C. Metcalfe and suite, who arrived at Bos-

ton on the 20 th ; at Albany, Sir Charles received kind at-

tentions from ex- President Van Buren, the officers of the 1

State, and the State Legislature. Sir C. Bagot still lies

dangerously ill : the last bulletin gives little prospect of

his recovery. The New "York papers contain a corre-

spondence between Gen. Cass, the well-known American

Envoy in Paris, and Mr. Webster, the American Secre-

tary of State. It occupies twelve columns of the largest

American papers. Gen. Cass complains bitterly of the

«* concessions" made to Great Britain, on the right of

search question, by the terms of the late treaty and de-

mands his immediate recal. Mr. Webster, in reply, re-

proaches Gen. Cass in terms not the most gentle, denies

that America has conceded the " right of visit," and de-

clares that the pretensions and principles asserted by

both Powers in reference to this matter, remain as before

the treaty. Gen. Cass is further reminded of the advan-

tage which his interpretation of the treaty will give Great

Britain in any future negotiation upon the subject.—

—The finding of the Court-Martiai at the trial of Capt.

M'Kenzie, of the brig Somers, for ordering Mr. Spencer

and two other mutineers to be hung without trial, is said

to be favourable to the accused. The Baltimore Repub-

lican mentions a rumour to the effect that Captain Voor-

hees, of the United States ship Vincennes, had shot the

first lieutenant, Mr. Boyle, and letters received from the

United States ship of war John Adams, announce a recent

mutiny on board that vessel off the Cape of Good Hope.

The men were all ordered on deck and asked what they

wanted, when five who stepped forward and urged com-

plaints were shot down, and the mutiny thus quelled; at

least such is the statement in the letters received in New
York.—An electro-magnetic telegraph is about to be

established between Baltimore and Washington, under an

appropriation from Congress.
,

West Indies.—Letters have been received from

Charleston, announcing that a sloop had arrived in that

port from the West Indies, bringing advices of another

severe shock of earthquake at Guadaloupe, on the 3d ult.

The vessel was so much shaken that it was hardly possible

to stand, and the captain reports that a dense cloud of

smoke or dust rose above the town of Basseterre, which,

he feared, had been reduced to a heap of ruins. v:i All

around Point-a-Pitre a pestilence prevailed, owing to the

effluvia arising from the bodies of the dead, of which no

less than 4,500 had been dug out. Two days after, a

shock was felt at the island of St. Thomas, and again in

the southern states of the Union on the 11th. Great

alarm is felt throughout the West Indian Archipelago,

owing to these frequent convulsions ; and we may look

forward with anxiety aad apprehension for further parti-

culars.—Another schooner from the West Indies re-

ports that the town of Ponce, Porto Rico, was destroyed

by fire early last month.—The Royal mail-steamer Med-

way arrived at Falmouth on Wednesday, with dates from

St. Tho mas's to the 26th March. Just as she was quitting

Jamaica, her Majesty's brig Scylla arrived there, having

on board General Boyer, President of Hayti. There was

no time for the particulars relative to his visit to tran-

spire, but it was inferred that the insurgents had carried

their point—taken possession of Port-au-Prince (which

was anticipated), and had compelled his deportation. Her

Majesty's steam-vessel Megrera, Lieut. Oldmixon, for Vera

Cruz, was totally lost on the 4th March, on Barebath

Key, off Old Harbour, Jamaica, and one boy drowned.

A court-martial had been held on the commander, which

resulted in his being sim ply reprimanded.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 96* to

£ for time, and 96£ to £ tor Money ; Bank Stock, 183 ;

Three per Cents. Reduced, 95| ; Three-and-half per Cents.

Reduced, 102 ; New Three-and^half per Cents., 102£ 5

Exchequer Bills, at 2d. per day, 655. to 67s. prem., and

at l$d. per day 685. to 69s. prem.

J^Utropolts anil its Witinitv.

Loss of the Solway Steam-ship.— The Lady Mary

Wood, steamer, arrived at Southampton on Sunday from

Lisbon, with the melancholy intelligence of the wreck of

the Solway steam-ship, belonging to the West Indian Mail

Company. The information has caused a great sensation

in the City, and has thrown a gloom over the affairs of

the Company, as this is the third ship they have lost since

their establishment two years ago. The following state-

ment of the circumstances under which the catastrophe

occurred has been supplied by Mr. Lane, the purser, who

was the first to bring the life-boat alongside the ill-fated

ship. The detail is of a most painfully interesting cha-

racter, and cannot fail to excite the warmest sympathies

for the fate of the unfortunate sufferers :—The Solway

left Falmouth on the 3d April, with the usual mails on

board, and arrived at Corunna at twelve o'clock on Friday

the 7th, having experienced heavy south-westerly gales in

crossing the Bay of Biscay. She took in 81 tons of coal

at Corunna, and left the harbour on her outward voyage

at half-past nine o'clock the same evening. They passed

the lighthouse about ten o'clock p.m., and were proceeding

at full speed, when at about midnight the vessel struck on

a sunken rock. The passengers were all in their ^
rths

at the time, but Captain Duncan and several of the officers

were on deck. The shock was of the most tremendous

character, and created the utmost consternation. Imme-

diately on the vessel striking, Captain Duncan ordered

the engines to be backed, and this having been done, she

came off apparently easy, the violence of the concussion

having probably caused her to rebound in some slignc

degree. Her head was now put towards the shore, and all

speed made, in the hope of grounding the ship, and thus

saving the passengers and crew. The injury she had

sustained was, however, of too serious a character to allow

this to be accomplished, and within a very few moments

of the ship striking, it became evident that she was setting

fast by the head. Mr. Lane was asleep below at the

moment the calamity occurred, and, in common with the

passengers and crew, was awoke by the shock. He imme-

diately ran up the forecastle ladder, and found the vessel

sinking fast. The scene is described by him to have been

at this time of a most heartrending character. The female

passengers were all on deck in a state of mind more easily

conceived than described, every person expecting the ship

to go down instantly. She had still good way upon her,

the engines having apparently suffered no injury, when,

while proceeding towards the shore as described above,

a general rush was made to the pinnace, which hung at

the davits on the larboard side; 25 persons got into her,

and having seated themselves, cried out to those onboard

to u lower away." Captain Duncan, who evidently foresaw

the great danger of lowering the boat while the vessel was

proceeding at full speed, endeavoured to prevent this,

but the confusion was so great on board, and his own
attention so entirely devoted to the great object of getting

the paddle life-boats afloat, and making the shore, that

his opposition was of no avail, and the forward tackle

was let fly by the run, and the bows of the boat dropped

in the water. The situation of those who had made this

their hope of escape was now perilous in the extreme. A
cry of " For God's sake let go the after-tackle," was

answered by some of the crew as soon as possible, and the

pinnace fell into the water. The ship had still full speed

upon her, and a heavy sea struck the boat as she floated

for an instant, and swept every soul into the water. One

or two sailors only, who hung on the tackle, succeeded in

again reaching the vessel. Ten minutes only had now
elapsed since the vessel first struck, during which every

exertion had been made by the officers of the ship, with

Captain Duncan at their head, to get the larboard life-

boat afloat. While thus engaged the boiler suddenly

collapsed, and an immense quantity of steam, dust, ashes,

and flames, burst from the engine-room. All on board

thought that the vessel was now about to blow up, and

two or three persons were so much alarmed as to jump

overboard. Throughout the whole of this trying period

Captain Duncan is described to have acted in the most

cool and seaman-like manner, endeavouring, while giving

effect to his orders, to keep up the spirits of those on

board less accustomed to the dangers of the ocean. By
great exertion the larboard paddle life-boat was eventually

capsized over, and in righting half filled with water. The

gig had previously been lowered, and ten persons had got

into her and rowed away. The first and second cutters

were also afloat, each filled with the passengers and crew.

Mr. Wilder, the chief officer, with Mr. Lane and two or

three other officers, now lowered themselves into the life-

boat, and brought her alongside the gangway. The engines

had entirely ceased working from the moment the boiler

collapsed. The water had now reached the fires, and the

ship, it was evident, could not float many minutes longer.

Captain Duncan and the other officers now handed the

passengers into the life-boat
;
exerting themselves to the

utmost to save all the female passengers. Fifty-two

persons were already in the boat, and Captain Duncan
was still handing in others, when a general cry rose of

!' She is going !
" and giving one tremendous plunge, she

went down head-foremost, leaving the life-boat, already

half-filled with water, afloat. This fact is represented as

perfectly miraculous, the suction arising from the vessel

being abundantly sufficient to swamp a boat in a much
more seaworthy condition than the life-boat was at this

period. The screams of those on board were awful as the

ship went down ; and Mr. Lane states, that the last seen

or heard of Captain Duncan was an order for all on board

to u
fly to the rigging," towards which he appeared to be

making himself; and it is supposed that in getting up the

companion-ladder towards the upper deck he sank with

many others. His conduct appears to have been most

noble ; he appeared to have no thought for his own safety,

and when called to by some of the officers, who told him
that the ship was foundering under them, he refused to

leave. The life-boat now drifted away, and so great had

been the confusion arising from the hope to save all on

board, that it was only then discovered that she had

neither oar nor rudder. Shoes and hats were used to bail

out the water with which she was more than half filled,

and after drifting about for a quarter of an hour, she fell

in with the second cutter, having Lieut Hemsworth, the

Admiralty agent, and several others, on board. From this

boat they obtained one oar, and Lieut. Hemsworth then

returned to the wreck with the cutter ; shortly after they

fell in with the first cutter, which was greatly overloaded.

They took several persons from her, and obtained a bottom-

board, the cutter taking the life-boat in tow. The single

oar obtained from the second cutter was now rigge*

over the starboard quarter of the life-boat with a grummet
made of braces, and the bottom-board was similarly

arranged on the larboard quarter with a silk handkerchief-

By this means the boat was kept tolerably free, and

drifted before the wind, Corunna-hill being all the ti«^

visible. It was still quite dark, and daylight was looked

forward to with the most intense anxiety. The conduct

of all on board was most praiseworthy ; not a syllable

insubordination escaped, and all appeared to be resigned

to the worst that might happen. The ladies especially

(seven of whom were in the life-boat) behaved most hero-

ically. Some of them had merely time to escape in their

night-dress, and although seated in water up to ttaei

knees, not a murmur was uttered. At daybreak, the mas

from the first cutter was stepped in the life-boat, and her

lugsail set, when she steered towards Corunna, and on

entering the harbour was met by a Spanish launch, whic

l^was coming out in search of the boats, having heard °
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the catastrophe from those who escaped in the gig, which
|

had made Corunna so early as five o'clock in the morn-
ing. The launch took the life-boat and cutter in tow,

and brought them safely in, when the survivors were
landed, and every attention paid to them by the authori-

ties. Mr. Lane speaks in the highest terms of the admi-
rable qualities of the paddle life-boat, through the instru-

mentality of which alone nearly 60 lives have been saved,

under circumstances of the most extraordinary difficulty

and danger. The French national steamer L'Erebe, Capt.

Castaigne, was coming out of the harbour for the purpose
of proceeding to the wreck as the life-boat entered. The
chief officer, Mr. Wilder, went on board to accompany
them, and at a short distance from the mouth of the har-

bour a signal was observed. The steamer bore down to-

wards it, when it proved to be the pinnace, described

above as swamped at an early period of the catastrophe.

It contained a young man named Michael Bradley, a
waiter on board, and the corpse of Mr. Hall, the mid-
shipman. The steamer afterwards proceeded to the spot

where the wreck took place, and succeeded in recovering

several packages and trunks which were floating about.

It appears that the ship sank in about fifteen fathoms of

water, and about four miles from the shore. Eight or ten

persons succeeded in reaching the rigging before she
went down, and as the upper portion of the main and
mizen masts were several feet above the surface of the

water, they were enabled to hold on until daybreak, when
their situation was observed from the shore, and some
boats put off to their assistance. The following is a list

of passengers who are lost: Mr. and Mrs. Fitzjames,

four children and servant, Mrs. Haly, Mr. Montefiore,

Miss Beadon, the Rev. Mr. Bascom, Mr. Le Main, Mr.
Blake, and Mr. Burtchell, of the Royal Engineers ; Mr.
Hunter, Mr. Nicolle, and Mr. Cartwright—total, 17. The
officers lost are, Capt. Duncan, Mr. Dicker, surgeon

;

and Mr. Hall, midshipman, died in the boat—total, 3.

In the steward's department eight persons were lost.

Mr. Fitzjames, who has perished with his wife and four
children, was proceeding to the West Indies as

arbitrator of the Mixed Commission. Among those who
fortunately escaped was Captain Wentworth,R.E., with his

wife and children, who was proceeding to Bermuda, to

superintend alterations in the Government fortifications

of that island. The Hon. Mr. Dalzell, who also escaped,
is a brother of the Earl of Carnwath, and was on his way
to Antigua. The Rev. Mr. Bascom, who was lost from
the rigging, was a Protestant clergyman stationed at Bar-
badoes. His fate is described to have been most distress-

ing. He had maintained his hold in the ship's rigging
during the night, and until the first boat had reached
within a few hundred feet of the wreck, when his strength
entirely failed, and he fell backwards into the water and
Was seen no more. Lieut. Hemsworth, the Admiralty
agent, had remained in the vicinity of the wreck during
the night, in the hope of saving the mails; but his boat
was quite full, and he was unable to render any assistance
to the unfortunate creatures who still clung to the rigging.
The weather was tolerably moderate, or the lives olf the
whole crew must inevitably have been sacrificed. Had
any attempt been made to reach the shore, there can
be little doubt that the boats would have been swamped
by the breakers, and every soul lost. The Solway was a
Scotch built boat, and her total cost, when put into work-
ing trim, amounted to 80,000/. She is in 15 fathoms
water; and Mr. Lane is of opinion that in her present

position it would be impossible for her to hold long toge-
ther. She had only one box of specie on board, which
contained about 1,300/. Captain Duncan is said to have
been one of the most skilful Commanders in the service,

and to have been thoroughly acquainted with the locali-

ties throughout the route.

The Easier Holidays.—The unusual fineness of the
weather during the Easter week has been productive of

the usual results, and for many years so large a number
of holiday-folks has not been witnessed in the different

places of attraction. On Monday from daybreak to a late

hour in the evening, the Gravesend, Woolwich, and Green-
wich steamboats were crowded with company for their

several destinations. On some of these boats as many as
from 400 to 500 persons were on board, so closely lodged
that they could scarcely move, and the wharfs from whence
they started were so crowded with people anxious to get
on board, that in many instances the police were obliged
to assist in preserving order. Greenwich seemed to be
the most favoured resort ;

and although there were from
20 to 30 steamboats to carry persons to that place, they
were not sufficient for the numbers. In the afternoon the
pressure at the London-bridge wharf was so great that the
large steamers began to take passengers for Greenwich,
and the City of Canterbury, after landing her passengers
from Margate, embarked 800 persons on her spacious
decks, all bound for the fair. Up to seven o'clock,
30,000 persons had landed from the Waterman steamers
at the floating pier at Garden-stairs, and the solid pier
adjoining must have received double that number. The
railway furnished its quota of visitors, and a great many
who landed on the Tunnel pier, after visiting the Tunnel,
came up the Rotherhithe shaft, and proceeded on foot
down the lower road to Greenwich. At sunset, the park,
the fair, and the town were crowded. Altogether such an
Easter Monday was never known before ; and the people
of Greenwich were in high spirits. At eight o'clock,
people were still flocking into the town, and thousands
were returning home by the steamers and railway. On

J
Io«day, 5.785 persons visited the Painted Hall, and

4,4/6 the Chapel. On Sunday, 1,640 persons visited the
fainted Hal), and 224 went into the Chapel, which wason that day only opened for inspection from 1 to 2 o'clock,
aivme service being performed there in the morning and

afternoon; 4,4/fi persons also went in on Monday. On
Tuesday the Londoners were again flocking in immense
numbers to Greenwich. It was thought that the metro-

polis had been well nigh exhausted of the holiday-folks on

Sunday and Monday, and that the fair would be com-
paratively deserted on the second day, but the park, the

fair, and the town, were nearly as full as on Monday, and

the visitors to the Painted Hall of the Royal Hospital and
its nobler corridors, wards, kitchens, and dining-rooms,

weris very numerous. Above bridge during Monday and
Tuesday, the steamboats were filled with passengers ; and
Chelsea, throughout the day, was crowded with strangers.

Notwithstanding this migration to the suburbs, all the

public exhibitions were unusually well attended. The
number of visitors at the British Museum on Monday, was

18,432; the number last year, on Easter Monday, was
14,320. Notwithstanding this large concourse of persons,

not a single case of robbery or misconduct occurred, nor
was any one refused admission on the ground of intoxica-

tion. From twelve o'clock on Sunday, to the same hour
on Monday, 28,642 persons went through the Thames
Tunnel, and since the opening, upwards of 320,000 have
visited it. The holiday folks have given employment to

three or four tollmen.

The late Explosion at Wallham Abbey.—An inquest
was held on Saturday on the bodies of the five persons

who were killed by the late explosion of the Government
Powder-mills, which we noticed in our last. It seems
that there were four separate explosions which followed

each other in immediate succession, as but a few seconds

elapsed between the first and the last. The corning-

house is situated on the banks of a stream which runs
through the meadows at Waltham Abbey, and is divided

into two distinct parts, which are separated by a solid

buttress, twenty feet thick. In the first of these buildings

there were 2,300 lbs. of powder, and in the second
2,000 lbs. The explosion in the two chambers took place

almost simultaneously, as the flames must have com-
municated through the fissures in the buttress, which was
not blown down, but is much shattered and shaken. The
men who lost their lives were all at work in or near to

these two buildings. At about 170 yards from these

buildings stood the granulating-house, which was also in

two detached parts, separated by a buttress. Several

men were at work in this building, when they were
startled by the explosion in the corning-house. They
rushed out, and had barely made their escape before flakes

of fire from the ruins of the corning-house burst through
the roof and came in contact with the powder, which ex-

ploded, and reduced the granulating-house to a heap of

ruins. About 70 yards further on is the glazing-house,

which contains a large quantity of powder, but this has
fortunately escaped. These buildings, in common with
others of their class, were built of very slight materials.
If any massive masonry had been employed in their
structure, or any considerable force been opposed to the
exploding matter, the destruction would have been tenfold.
All the witnesses bore testimony to the great precautions
taken to prevent accidents, and to the frequent inspec-
tion of the machinery by superior officers. The chief
workman examined stated that he was so satisfied with
the precautions, that he should not have the slightest

objection to work in the same mill under the same
management were the works rebuilt ; he was persuaded
that there were fewer accidents at the Abbey Powder-
mills than at any mills in the country. The jury returned
a verdict of u Accidental death," accompanied by
an expression of their unanimous opinion that the manu-
factory appears to have been conducted by Captain
Tulloh, the inspector, with every possible precaution for
the safety of the men employed under his superin-
tendence. The deceased were all married men, and have
left families.

Dinner at 'the Mansion-house.—The usual Easter
dinner was given on Monday at the Mansion-house.
Among the company were the Earl of Jermyn, Lord
Dudley Stuart, the Bishops of Norwich and Llandaff, the
French and Turkish Ambassadors, the American Minister
and Mrs. and the Misses Everett, Baron Rolfe, the
Vice-Chancellor Knight Bruce, and numerous other
guests. The Count de St. Aulaire, the French Ambassa-
dor, addressed the company in French, and adverted to

the construction of railways, which would still further
facilitate the intercourse between France and England,
and unite the two countries by a constant interchange of
kindly feeling.

Easter Parish Elections—On Tuesday, being Easter
Tuesday, the election of churchwardens, overseers, and
other officers for the several metropolitan parishes, took
place, but the proceedings possessed a merely local interest.

In several instances the opposition party were defeated.
Church-rates and the new Poor-law were the principal
topics of discussion.

The Chinese Ransom.—On Monday, six waggons, each
drawn by four horses, arrived at the Mint with upwards
of one million and a quarter dollars' worth of sycee silver,

being the last moiety of the first instalment, namely
5,000,000 dollars, of the Chinese ransom. It arrived at

Portsmouth about the middle of last week, in her Majesty's

ship Herald, and one of the principal officers of the

Commissary department of the Treasury immediately took

charge of it. During Thursday and Saturday the Herald

was unloaded, and on Monday the cargo was brought up
to town by the Southampton Railway, under a strong

military escort, and in the course of the day was safely

deposited in the bullion storehouses at the Mint. The
silver, as on previous occasions, was packed in strong
wooden boxes, bearing the official seal of Sir H. Pot-
tinger; and as the treasure passed through the City crowds
of persons followed the procession to the gates of the Miut#

Metropolitan improvements.—A few days since, by
order of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, several

houses in Belton-street, Long Acre, and in Broad-street,

St. Giles's, which aie to be removed for the purpose of

making the new line of street leading from Bow-street,

Covent-garden, were disposed of by auction, so that in a
short time the comnunication by this thoroughfare from
Waterloo-bridge will be open to the new street that will

connect Holborn and Oxford-street.

City Police.—Mr. D. W. Harvey, the City Commis-
sioner, has presented % statistical report to the Corpora-

tion on the operations of the Police force under his

command, during the past year. From this it appears

that the number of persons taken to the different Station-

houses in the City between the 1st January and the 31st

of December, 1842, both inclusive, was 10,841. These

are arranged by the report in two classes :—1. In the first

there were apprehended—for offences against the person,

562 ; for offences against property committed with vio-

lence, 40 ; for offences against property committed with-

out violence, 1 ,960 ; for malicious offences against property,

360 ; for forgery and offences against the currency, 249 ;

for offences not included in the above classes, 1,831 ;

Total, 5,002.-2. In the second class we find the follow-

ing entries,—Charges not entertained for the reasons

assigned on the occurrence sheets, 2,783; drunken per-

sons discharged when capable of taking care of themselves,

973; destitute persons, 1,782; vagrants, 301; Total,

5,839.—Number of summonses taken out and prosecuted

by the Police under the Carriage Act against public-

houses and drovers, of which 1,098 were convicted, and

404 dismissed or withdrawn by order of the Magistrates,

1,502 ; number of lives saved by the Police, 36 ; number
of fires discovered by the Police, 131 ; number of children

found and restored to their friends, or sent to the work-

house, 441 ; houses, warehouses, &c, found insecure, of

which number 87 were untenanted, and 360 had no nightly

resident, 1,892.—Value of property found on drunken
persons, and restored on their liberation, 857/. 7s. 4d.

;

value of property stolen, 6,559/. 7s. 2-5*/.; value of pro-

perty recovered, 1,241/. 8s. 9d.—Of the 5,002 persons in

the first of the above classes, 2,G82 were discharged by the

Magistrates; 1,871 summarily convicted, and 449 commit-

ted for trial ; of which latter, 111 were convicted and sen-

tenced to transportation, and 243 to imprisonment for

various periods. Of the remaining 95, 58 were acquitted,

and 37 not prosecuted, or bills not found.—Mr. Harvey
adds that there are two points in the above details which
merit notice. Although the amount of depredations is

comparatively trivial, yet the amount is greatly swelled by
the exaggerated estimates of lost property. He states

that it not unfrequently happens, that elderly gentlemen
lose their watches or money at unseemly hours in the

great thoroughfares of the City, when the value of the

watch or the ring they have lost is sure to be largely over-

rated ; and that nearly all the great robberies are made
upon premises which are entirely abandoned during the

night, and the key of the outer door left with persons

little entitled to confidence. He adds, that in all cases

in which any person is aggrieved, and in which the assist-

ance of the Police could be expected, a letter is addressed

to that party from his office to inquire whether there is

any cause for complaint ; and he is able to state that of

several hund reds of answers, but six persons have expressed

themselves otherwise than entirely satisfied.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of deaths registered in the week ending Satur-

day, April 8 :—West districts, 144 ; North districts, 156 ;

Central districts, 180; East districts, 190; South dis-

tricts, 185. Total, 855, (444 males, 411 females.)

Weekly average for the last five years, 903, (461 males,

442 females,) and for the last five winters, 1004. A
rumour has lately been current that an epidemic fever

prevails in St. Giles's and other densely populated districts

of the Metropolis. The College of Physicians, however,

have issued a report announcing that " no epidemic is in

existence j" and subsequent observations by individual

physicians have been published, which show that the

general health of the Metropolis is rather above its usual

standard at this season of the year.

^robinrial Nrtus.
Alverstoke.—A vestry meeting was held on Thursday

the 13th, at the House of Industry for this parish, Arch-

deacon Wilberforce, the Rector, in the chair, to consider

the subject of the medical relief of the poor of the parish.

The Archdeacon, in stating the object ot the meeting, said,

the plan then existing was, that there were two medical

attendants in the parish, and that they wrote prescriptions

which were made up at the chemist's, the charge for which
it was calculated would not have exceeded 40/. a year.

The plan had failed in this respect, that in less than half

a year 36/. had been expended for drugs. It was evident
that the matter must be considered, and he should have a
plan to suggest to them on the subject. He would ask
them to allot a salary to the medical attendants of the
parish, and it would then remain to decide whether they
should have two or one ; there would be no difference in
the expense. He thought two would be preferable. He
should then propose to do away with the regulation as to
prescriptions. He should suggest that it would be de-
sirable to have two medical men at a salary of 50/., to
include medicine and attendance ; labours and fractures
to be paid for extra, according to the rules and scale of
the Poor-law Commissioners. The question was not what
had been formerly done, but what would be fair and just
to enable right-minded men to do their duty to the poor.
In the adjoining parishes the emolument was greater in
proportion. The Poor-law Commissioners never allow
more than 15,000 inhabitants under one surgeon, and if
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the parish consist of a town and liberty, they recommend a

division between two medical men. Those points applied

to Alversroke. Then as to the positive numbers requiring

relief; 74 had been attended in a day, during the last six

months. That would give 27,010 cases in a year. These

at Id. each would amount to 112/. Ids. The proposal of

100/. a year would therefore be 12,. 10s. below granting

]tf. a day for each case. Now the only way in which any

medical practitioner could afford to attend the parish poor

was, by having wealthier patients in the same neighbour-

hood, who could pay him for his visits to the locality.

But as no one man could see 74 poor patients in a day and

also attend a private practice, it would be requisite to

divide the parish between two. He felt that the sum pro-

posed was the lowest humanity could allow. There could,

he said, be no better citizen than the poor man struggling

with misfortune and striving to keep his children from the

poor-house. It is the poor sick man in his garret—the

man who has been labouring in your shops or in your

fields, but whom the visitation of God's hand has laid on

a bed of sickness—who is willing to work from morning

to night, but who is laid up, not by his own neglect or

fault, but by God's providence,— it was this man whom
the meeting had to consider; and he trusted they would

not be misled into refusing that to which such a man is

entitled by the law of the land, and by a much higher law

—the law of Christian charity.- And this would be the

truest economy as well as the best charity. If a man be

neglected in his sickness, he will be longer in recovery ;

and it would be miserable economy if you have to keep a

family for three months because you have beat down from

three halfpence to three farthings the remuneration to the

medical man for that which under God's blessing would

have recovered the health of the head ot that family in a

shorter period. Besides this, you may lead to a man's

death, and you would thus have to keep the family

because you had stinted the father of that which would

soon have sent him back to maintain his family. He

then moved that there should be two medical men, one for

the town, and one for the liberty of the parish, at a

salary of 50/. each : labours and fractures to be paid for

extra, according to the rule and scale of the Poor-law

Commissioners. Dr. Quarrier entirely concurred in the

views and arguments of the Archdeacon, and cordially

seconded the motion. An amendment was proposed by

Mr. Hoskins that the 100/. a year should include every

charge, but after a longdiscussion it was withdrawn, and

the motion of Archdeacon Wilberforce was carried.

Bamsley.—On Friday last, shortly after the miners

(40 in number) had descended the coal pit at Darlcy

Maine, near this town, an explosion of a serious nature

took place. The alarm was very great, as it was feared

that a great number of lives must have been sacrificed.

Fortunately, however, the miners almost entirely escaped

injury, with thevexception of two, who were so severely

burnt that one o'f them has since died. It appears that

the pit has not been in a working state for some weeks

past, in consequence of having been filled with water ; and

this was the first morning of the colliers resuming the :

.r

labour. The accident was occasioned by one of the men

fastening an open candle against one of the props
;
he was

in the act of taking off his jacket, when the draught of air

produced by this movement disturbed and ignited the gas

which had "lodged near the top of the pit.

Bedford.—A woman residing at Wrestlingworth, called

Sarah Dazely, was recently committed to the county gaol

on a charge of having murdered her second husband, Wil-

liam Dazely, by administering arsenic in his food. In

consequence of some circumstances which have transpired,

the bodies of her first husband and child were exhumed

last week, and conveyed from Tadlow to Wrestlingworth,

to undergo a medical examination. By direction of the

coroner for Bedfordshire, a jury wasimpannelled to inves-

tigate the circumstances attending the deaths of the de-

ceased ; but the inquiry was merely preliminary, very little

evidence having been adduced, when the inquest was ad-

journed, to give the surgeons an opportunity of analysing

the contents of the stomachs.

Carmarthen.—The local papers state that Rebecca and

__er Daughters are still at work in the lower part of the

county, notwithstanding the exertions of the authorities

to discover the parties implicated in their proceedings.

About midnight of Friday, Rebecca and a numerous party

of her daughters proceeded to Pwlltrap, near St. Clear's,

and in less than ten minutes there was not a vestige of the

gate or posts remaining. Rebecca and her children im-

mediately disappeared, and the London police, who were

in the neighbourhood at the time, had no intimation of

what was going forward until th«ir services could be of

no avail. A second attack was made about 2 a.m. on

Thursday, on the Prendergast toll-gate, near Haverford-

west, by a party of about 24 men, who came down in a body

from the Fishguard road. The first movement on arriving

at the toll-gate was to appoint guards at the doors of the

cottages near the gate, to prevent anybody from coming

out to interrupt the operations. The mob did net desist

till they had demolished the gate-posts and signboard to

splinters ; they then told the toll-keeper that they had

fixed on that night for doing the work because it was
bright moonlight, which would prevent them injuring

their hatchets. On leaving they gave a hearty cheer, and

carried away a portion of one of the posts in token of their

triumph.
Deal—On Monday afternoon the Goodwin Sands were

the scene of another shipwreck, that of a fine American

ship, the Hewes, belonging to New York, and bound for

Hull. It appears that shortly after one o'clock the ship

was observed by the Deal boatmen bearing down channel,

-with sails close reefed, the wind blowing a strong gale.

By the colours flying at her mainmast, she could be dis-

her

cerned as an American trader, apparently running between

six and seven knots an hour. Nothing occurred until

about 3 o'clock, just as she had got abreast of Deal, inside

the Sands, when 'it commenced snowing heavily. This for

a time hid the ship from the shore ; but when it cleared in

the course of an hour, the vessel was discovered on the

Goodwin Sands, with signals of distress hoisted. Several

boats were launched to render assistance, and a smack

belonging to Dover took the crew safely on board their

vessel, and safely landed them at Deal. Efforts were

made to save the ship, but during the night the wind got

up, causing a heavy sea on the sands, sweeping every

obstacle before it, and by daylight on the following morn-

ing the ship had disappeared.

Kendal.—It is stated by the local papers, that a Mr.

Bird is now laving claim to Brougham-Hall and the ad-

joining property, which, v.ntil it came into the possession

of Lord Brougham, was known by the name ot " Bird's

Nest." Mr. Bird is a gentleman from Ashton-under-

Lyne, who says that he is the direct male descendant of

the former possessors of Brougham-Hall. Notice had

been given to the tenants some time previously, that no

rent should be paid to any person except the claimant.

Mr. Bird then left the neighbourhood for Ashton, and

promised, if Lord Brougham took no notice of his pro-

ceedings, to return and sell up all the property on the

farm for the rent, which he contends is due to him, as

the legal heir to the estate, which was entailed, and could

not be diverted by sale or otherwise from the heir-at-law.

Melton Mowbray.—The late robbery at the Earl of

Wilton's at this place, during the race week, has been dis-

covered ; and a man called Bailey, formerly in his lord-

ship's service, has been committed to take his trial for the

offence. When apprehended at Sutton Bonmngton on

Monday, he had the gold watch and several ot the jewels

in his possession.

Oar/on/.—The Rev. Dr. Warneford, Rector of Bour-

ton-on-the-IIill, and Honorary Canon of Gloucester and

Bristol, has conveyed by deed, to trustees, an estate m
the parish of Hellingley, in the county of Sussex, con-

taining 737a. 7p., called the Broad Estate, and also his

Impropriate Rectory of the parish of Hellingley, and his

Manor of Warlington, (altogether yielding a net income

in future of 1,100/. per annum,) for promoting the special

objects of the Radcliffe Lunatic Asylum, and for enabling

the managers to admit a greater number of patients. Dr.

Warneford has charged his donation with the annual pay-

ment of two sums, one not exceeding 50/., as a stipend to

the Chaplain of the asylum, and the other of 20/. for the

support of a Sunday-school at Hellingley. In 1813, when

the undertaking was in its infancy, Dr. Warneford and

his sister contributed 200/. each towards its support ; in

1826, 300/. each ; and in 1838 their donations altogether

amounted to 7,250/.—On Wednesday, the 12th, an appeal

came before Mr. Serjeant Manning, the Recorder, at the

Borough Sessions, in which Mr. Hunt, a parishioner of

St. Michael's, was the appellant, and the churchwardens

and overseers of that parish the respondents. The cir-

cumstances under which the appeal arose were these:—

the churchwardens had been directed by the guardians

of the poor acting under the provisions of the Oxford

Local Act to rate two colleges; viz., Exeter and Jesus.

One of the churchwardens, however, being the cook, and

the other an officer to the colleges, they went to the Prin-

cipals and Fellows, and asked if the rating would be

agreeable to them, and if the rale should be passed by the

justices, as the guardians had directed. The heads of the

colleges objected to the proposition, and they were omitted

from the rate. The appellant therefore contended, through

his counsel, that he had been overrated, inasmuch as Je-

sus and Exeter Colleges had been excluded from the rate,

or greatly underrated. The college authorities now put

in various papers, stating the grounds on which they con-

sidered that the Recorder had no jurisdiction ; the case,

notwithstanding, was proceeded with, and the rate was

amended in accordance with the evidence. An application

was made on behalf of the appellant for costs against the

respondents, which the Recorder granted, and directed

the Town-clerk to tax the same. The sum of 304/. 4a*.

was ultimately ordered by the court to be paid on ac-

count ; and this will come out of the pockets of the church-

wardens, unless they are indemnified by the University.

It is expected that upon a distress being issued against

the college property, to enforce the rate, some important

proceedings will ensue.

Twnbridge.~- The inhabitants of Tunbridge were

alarmed on Friday, the 7th inst., by hearing a loud report,

which was soon known to have been caused by the explo-

sion of the gunpowder mills belonging to Mr. Burton, near

this town. It appears that one of a double mill exploded

at that time, and on the following morning, about /

o'clock, the other mill exploded. No lives were lost,

nor any serious mischief done, except the destruction of

the mills. -

fValliriffford.—On Thursday afternoon the dinner or

the agriculturists of Wallingford and the neighbourhood,

which has excited some interest in the county of BerKS

for some days past, took place in this town. The recent

county meeting held at Aylesbury had given a great im-

pulse to the agriculturists, and it bring well understood

that the object of the present dinner was to gather the

opinion of the agriculturists in the district upon the sub-

ject of the Corn Law, the attendance was more than usu-

ally numerous. The Town-hall was completely tilled, as

were also some of the adjoining rooms; and many o

the visitors, being unable to procure accommodation, were

compelled to dine at neighbouring inns, and were admitted

after dinner was over. The member for the Borough,

Mr. Blackstone, was in the chair, supported by Earl

Stanhope, Viscount Barrington, Mr. Bailie Cochrane,

M.P., Mr. Pnsey, M.P., the Mayor, Mr. Dick, M.P., Sir

H. Willoughby, Bart., and many other supporters of full

protection to agriculture. About 120 persons sat down

to dinner, and several speeches were delivered, but the

length to which the proceedings extended renders it im-

possible for us to give an abstract. The meeting is said

to have been the largest which has taken place for many

years in this district of Berkshire.

Windsor.—-For a long time past the defective state of

the drainage ofWindsor has frequently occupied the atten-

tion of the local authorities, and also of the Commissioners

of Woods and Forests, in order that some plan might be

carried into effect to remedy the existing evils, of which
'

her Majesty, during the residence of the Court at Windsor,

has had just cause to complain. In the immediate vicinity

of the town are several stagnant pools and extensive

ditches (not unfrequently filled with dead dogs and other

animals,) which emit their noxious exhalations around

some of the most populous portions of the neighbourhood,

to the serious injury of the health and comfort of the in-

habitants. At a late meeting of the town council, a com-

mittee was appointed to inquire into the subject, and to

report accordingly. At a meeting of the council, held a

few days ago, Mr. Bedborough, an extensive builder of

Windsor, stated that he had been requested by that com-

mittee to employ a competent professional person to sur-

vey the town, and report thereon ; but, finding that the

expense of doing so would be considerable, he thought

it best to engage persons in his own employ, and then to

make a report, which report would have been presented

had he not ascertained that Government would send down

their own engineers to survey the Crown property ;
and

he thought it, therefore, better to defer his report until

the nature of the steps the Government intended to pur-

sue could be ascertained. The Commissioners of Woods

and Forests having obtained an order from the Lords of

the Treasury for the employment of surveyors, have de-

termined that the necessary survey shall take place and be

concluded at the earliest possible period ; and Captain

Tucker, of the Royal Engineers (in pursuance of the

Treasury minute,) with Serjeant Smith, and a parly of the

Royal Sappers and Miners under his command, has ar-

•

rived at Windsor and commenced operations. lheir

general instructions are, to prepare a map upon a large

scale, with level lines, as a basis for an improved system

of drainage for the Castle and town. In order to obtain

this desirable information, it is expected that the time to

be occupied by the survey will necessarily extend over a

period of between one and two months. The result of

this survey will, no doubt, cause some extensive altera-

tions to be effected by the Woods and Forests, aided by

the local authorities, so as to add materially to the com-

fort and convenience of the Royal inmates of the Castle,

and to the improvement of the general health and pros-

perity of the town.

York.—A short time since we copied a paragraph from

the local papers, stating that Mrs. Wood, the vocalist,

formerly Miss Paton, had retired into a convent near

York. The Wakefield Gazelle announced last week that

they were " authorized to state, that on Tuesday evening

last she arrived at her husband's residence, at Wool-ley

Moor ; the pain and anxiety of being absent from husband

and child being greater than her religious enthusiasm/'

Railways.—A return to an order of the House of Com-
mons, on the subject of railway taxation has just been

printed, and contains some curious details. The return

embraces a period often years, ending the 5th of January

last. The total amount of tax paid on English railways

in 1832 was only 639/., namely, 18/. by the Leicester and

Swannington Company, and 021/. by the Liverpool and

Manchester; whereas, during last year, one company

alone (the London and Birmingham) paid 25,940/. ;

another (the Great Western), On»,8(!t/. a third (the Grand

Junction), 13,545/.; and a fourth (the South-Western),

12,043/., being upwards of 77,000/. from four* of the prin-ting up
cipal companies. In 1H33 the Liverpool and Manchester

tax had risen to .
r>,64G/., and in the following year to

6,259/., between which amount ami 8,105/. it lias since,

fluctuated. In 1837 we find the Greenwich Railway

paying 858/., and the Grand Junction and London and

Birmingham, then appearing for the first time, the former

at 5,005/., and the latter at 1,282/. They have bine-- been

as high as—Grand Junction (1840), 15,030/., and London
and Birmingham (1841). 26,227/. The following figures,

taken from the returns, exhibit a serious falling off in the

amount of duty during the last year :~
1840.

Birmingham and Derby . . . 2,720/.

Birmingham and Gloucester . . 7*0
Grand Junction . 16,030
Liverpool and Manchester . . 8, 1 05
London and Birmingham . • 24,H0<i

Midland Counties .... 2.862
Manchester and Leeds . . • 8,032
North Midland 3,697

Most of the minor companies have suffered in a similar

way. The diminution in the amount of tax is mainly

ascribed to the commercial distress of the country during

the past year. The only lines on which (here was an
increase in the amount of duty paid during the last year

1811. 1842.

2,337/. 2,136/.

3,645 3,262

14,456 13,545

7,909 6,798

i>(V2*7 25,940

5,289 4,834

8,223 7,soi

7,seg 6,182

are these :

—

1840. 1841. 1842.

Eastern Counties • J ,317/. 1,750/. 1,875/.

Great Western .... • 10,966 21,81 i 2.5,804

London and Hlackwall • 1,031 2,367 2 529
London and South-Western 10,131 10,622 12,043
Newcastle and Carlisle s:to 1,486 1,976
York and North Midland . 1,367 2,722 3,360

The returns for Scotland show a siniil[ar falling off in

last year. Thus :

—

1810. 1842. 1842.

Edinburgh and Dalkeith . • 013/. 562/. 511/.

Gamkirk and Glasgow
• 444 60s 34;*

Glasgow and Ayr 1,777 3,860 2,765

The only increase is in the 1840. 184!. 1842.

Glasgow and Greenock • • 404/. 2,928/. 3,419/'
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The Edinburgh and Glasgow line was not opened till last

year, but already it has paid more for the time than any
other Scotch railway, namely, 4.94R The largestamount
paid per annum to any of the companies for the convey-
ance of the mails appears to be to the Grand Junction
namely, 17,490/. The London and Birmingham receive
14,510/., the Birmingham and Gloucester 10,156/., the
North Union and Lancaster and Preston 4,443/. and
4,745/. respectively, and the Chester and Crew, Midland
Counties, and North Midland, about 2,600/. each. The
Greenwich receive 50/. per annum, and the Blackwall
(used on Tuesday and Friday mornings for the Dutch
mail, and occasionally for the home mail) 5s. per trip. A
" return showing the number of mail-bags lost, or detained
through the carelessness of the servants of the railway
companies entrusted with the charge of them," has " nil"
in reference to bags "lost;" but as respects "deten-
tions," the Grand Junction comes first in mismanage-
ment. Thus: Grand Junction 11; South Western 6

;
Great Western 5 ; Birmingham and Gloucester 2 ; and
North Midland and Liverpool and Manchester 1. These
are the whole of the returns, and it is therefore to be
presumed that, on the London and Birmingham, Bir-
mingham and Derby, Midland Counties, and other lines
not named, no detention has occurred.—On Monday after,
noon, another of those extensive blasts of Dover Cliffs,
which have excited so much interest, took place at Lydden
Spont Coast-guard station, and proved proportionally suc-
cessful in its effects to the former one, when, with the
enormous quantify of 13,500 pounds of gunpowder, the
destruction of Round-down Cliff was effected. The mass
Of chalk now operated on formed the base of the same
cliff, the crown of which, to the depth of 90 feet, was
blown oil", by a blast consisting of 7,000 lbs. of gunpowder,
on the 2d ult. The present blast consisted of upwards of
10,000 lbs. of gunpowder, which was placed in fifteen cells
or chambers, at proper distances, along the base of the
chalky cliff; and the conducting wires being properly
placed, all were fired at once. This blast, like the others,
was characterised by the absence of noise or smoke, the
only d.rlerence being that on the present occasion a large
quantity of chalk blocks and rubbish was projected through

T TV a consil!erable distance seaward. The quantity
or chalk removed is not ascertained, for so dense a fog
ove>sm .ead jhe abyss bdow tha(

.
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tenantry has been brought to an amicable adjustment.
Mr. Shirley has reduced his bog rents 25 per cent., taken
^0 per cent, off the price of lime which he gives his
tenantry, and has taken upon himself the payment of the
entire poor-rate assessed upon his estates. These con-
cessions satisfied the tenantry ; and it is stated that all the
gniriey lands are let at rent in no instance exceeding the
±-oor Law valuation, which is considered a reasonable average.

SCOTLAND.
_

Edinburgh.—The Edinburgh Evening Post, in notic-
ing the returns to the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland says that a complete revolution has been made
on the character of that body, and that the schismatics
Have been entirely defeated. The Edi?ibnrgh Observer
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the ensuing General Assembly.
Glasgow.—At a recent meeting of the Institute of

tjivil Engineers, Mr. Mackain, engineer of the Glasgow
Water-works, read a paper giving an historical account of
the various plans projected and executed for supplying
that city with water. It commenced the statement from
the year 1755, at which period Mr. Gibson, in his
History of the city, noticed the want of foot-pavements
street-lights, and a supply of water, &c., which was at
that time drawn from wells in the streets. In 1780 itwas proposed to bring, for the supply of the whole city
the water of a spring which is now found inadequate to
tie wants of a house of refuge since erected near it. At
that period many plans were proposed, particularly one
by Mr. H. Bell. He objected to steam-engines forpumping up the water, " because they would be a nuis-
ance, and hurtful to surrounding property

; and their con-
sumption of coals would increase the price of fuel in the
city Mr. Telford was consulted, and on his recom-
mendation two steam-engines were erected, with reser-
voirs. His estimate for the requisite supply for a popu-
lation of 80,000 persons was 500 gallons per minute, sup-
posing that 6000 families would become renters and the
produce, at 21. each would be about 12,000/, per annum.
Ihe population in 1842 was 300,000, and the annual in-come was about 30,500/., making the average payment
about j)s. per annum for each family. The history was
then given of the gradual increase of the works until they
consisted of thirteen steam-engines, with their requisite
filters, reservoirs, &c. ; the fluctuation of the mercantile
value of the shares, and the purchase of the Cranstonhill
water-works, thus centering the whole supply in one com-
pany. The facts detailed were valuable for reference and
interesting as history. An appendix, containing an ac-
count of the reservoirs and filters, was promised for a
future occasion.

a^eTSoTAf? *. I^ ^die7ce at this theatr7,as the fVtdow Cheerly, m the comedy of the Soldier'sDaughter. She was, altogether, successful, and* as calledfor at the conclusion of the comedy
Princess's Theatre.-Au English version of Tan-credi was performed here on Monday night. Two or threeadaptations of Italian operas have been produced at this

theatre in the course of the season with considerable sue
cess

;
but though Tancredi attracted a numerous audience

and received loud applause, yet the approbation appeared'
to be more owing to the great beauty of Rossini's music
and to the showy spectacle, than to the quality of the
performance.

French Plats.—The new comedie vaudeville, Les
Memoires du Diable, was produced at this theatre on
Monday evening, and is likely to meet with nearly as fa-

A ~J "UWiV Jib

has been performed upwards of two hundred times. The
afterpiece was the well-known comic vaudeville, Le Pcre
dc la Debutante, in which M. Vernet represented the
father of the Debutants, with a racy humour, the like of
which is not to be seen on the English stage. His acting
showed a genuine comic genius—a thorough perception
of the ludicrous in character. The dress, the manner, the
gesture, the gesticulation, the voice, everything was per-
fect. The house was in a state of the most joyous hilarity
from beginning to end. M. Vernet was ably "seconded by
Mdlle. Ehse Forgeot, as the Debutante, and the other
actors filled their respective parts with excellent effect.
Every part of the house was full.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—We noticed in our last the excitempnf ^

sioned by the transfer of the mail-coach conS f
~

Mr Puree.!, of this city, to Mr. Croal, a gen £anTfScotland. In reply to the address of the cfrporation „„he subject, the Lord Mayor has received a letRom theLord Lieutenant, stating that he has made a repent,ion to the Home Secretary in reference to the 'St-d that « Sir J. Graham informs his ££^£r'deputation of Irish Members of Parliament Wl
that day (the 8th instant) Sir R. Peel

"
d Mr QoSh

"
on the subject, and that Mr. Purcell had been present ^years to her Majesty's Government that Mr. pScdlhasjo vvell-founded ground of complaint; thatthe contrac11 question was made an open tender; that the W IOidder has obtained it ; that the contract with Mr5
JJ

been signed unconditionally, and in exact compliance

closedt f
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cordially welcomed, and her efforts, during the wholeopera, were attended with unceasing applausl None ofher parts has been more frequently performed, oris morefamiliarly known to the public than that of Norma \t
was not to be expected, therefore, that she would si've £
any new feature

; but her personation of the character
was, as it has always been, a wonderful display of impas
sioned energy, far surpassing anything that has been seen
on the Opera stage since Mdlle- Pasta's Medea The
opera received an entirely new feature from Mdlle* Mol
tini's charming performance of Adalgisa, which eave in"
terest and pathos to a character which, as usually repre
sented, is wholly insipid. S. Mario sustained the part of
Pollto, and the aged priest was worthily represented by
S. Lablache. The opera was thus performed in a manner
that could not easily be excelled. This was S. Lablache's
first appearance this season

; and continued plaudits on
his entrance, burst from every part of the house. The
theatre were crowded, which has been the case every night
since the commencement of the season.
Drury-Lane—The Easter Monday entertainments at

this theatre were Macbeth, and an '* entirely new and
original Easter absurdity," called Fortunio and his Seven
gifted Servants, founded on the familiar fairy tale, in
which the young knight, Fortunio, overcomes every dif-
ficulty, no matter how insurmountable

? bv means of one
servant who could eat everything, a second who could
drink everything, a third who could carry everything a
fourth who could hear everything, a fifth who could see
everything, and so forth. The only novelty in the cast of
Macbeth was Miss Helen Faucitt's appearance as Lady
Macbeth, during the temporary absence of Mrs. Warner.
Both the play and the afterpiece was well received by a
crowded audience, who, as usual on Easter nights, ap-
peared determined to be pleased.

Haymarket.—This House opened for the season on
Monday night. During the recess the theatre has been
much altered and improved. It is now brilliantly lighted

with gas, many parts have been remodelled, and the whole
redecorated. The performances were the School for
Scandal, and the burletta of Riquet with the Tuft. The
cast of the former was the same, or nearly so, as last sea-

son ; and, with Mesdames Vestris, Glover, Clifford, and
Edwin Yarnold, and Messrs. Farren, Strickland, Brindal,

Stuart, Charles Mathews, and Webster, to support the

characters, the performances went off pleasantly and effec-

tively, as a matter of course. Riquet with the Tuft is an
old favourite, and the audience were so well pleased that

the manager was called before the curtain to receive their
applause. On Tuesday Miss Julia Bennett, a young lady,
who has achieved a high provincial reputation, and the*uu i-ui* *™'"'«*«*6« jfiwAuwai reputation, and the the w>t>>™dp fmnt-.^o ^ *-u

^ UJ ™^» means
daughter of Mr. G. Bennett, of Covent Garden, made her

j^^^^Z^X^^££

iKftiscellaiuous.
New Howes of Parliament.—Mr. Barry has presented

a report to the Royal Commission on the Fine Arts, in
reference to the internal decorations of the New Buildings
ami other local improvements which have suggested them-
selves. Alter stating that the walls of the several halls,
galleries, and corridors of approach, as well as the various
public apartments throughout the building, should be de-
corated with paintings illustrative of the history of the
country, Mr. Barry proceeds to show in detail that the
employment of sculpture and architectural dec rations
may be advantageously combined with the proposed series
of national paintings. He suggests that Westminster
Hall should be made the depository, as in former times,
of all trophies obtained in war with foreign countries-
and that an addition should be made to the original plan
of the New Houses for the purpose of inclosing New
Palace Yard, and of thus obtaining a long and imposing
front towards the abbey. Ey this means Westminster
Hall, in accordance with the plans of the Ancient Pah.ce
of Westminster, would be placed in a quadran-le and
would be seen to the best advantage

; and the New 'Law
Courts, rooms for Commissions and other purposes might
be provided in the sides of the quadrangle. He suggests
also that the superstructure of Westminster Bridge should
he rebuilt upon the old foundations, which are now in
course of repair, under the superintendence of Messrs.
Walker. On this point Mr. Barry observes— " As it is,
jn my opinion, of the utmost importance, both as regards
he effect of the New Houses of Parliament, when viewedfrom the bridge, and the convenience of the public in

passing over it, that the roadway should be made on the
iow(;sc possible level, 1 would recommend that the form
of the arches of the new bridge should be pointed by
winch great facility would be afforded for accomplishing
that very important object, namely, by materially reducing
the thickness of the crown of the arches, within what
is considered necessary for arches of the circular form Iam induced also to recommend this form of arch on'ac
count of another very important practical advantage which
it offers, namely, the elevation of its springing above
the level of high water by which Ihe °waWway
through the bridge will be the same at all times of tide •

whereas, at present, the spandrils of the arches offer an
impediment to the water-way at high water nearly
equal to one-twentieth of its sectional area, occasioning
rapid currents with a considerable fall, and sometimes
much danger to craft in passing through the bridge, underthe influence of high winds. I consider it also of the
greatest importance, in an artistic point of view, not onlvthat the bridge should be materially lowered, but that itshould be made to accord with the architecture of thenew Houses of Parliament, in order that, both in com-
position as well as style, the ensemble should be harinomous and effective. Upon a rough estimate which 1 hayaformed of the cost of the new superstructure, I am satis
fitd it could be erected for about 120,000/. beyond thecost it will be necessary to incur to carry out MessrsWalker and Burgess's design for widening the presentbridge to the extent proposed." The Pmha„i *

cs,enc

botlTsides of the river! frl viah2lri£ tofe ^
bridge, he considers next in importance to the ,*x -\ r"
of the superstructure of Westminster-brid^P „

ng

"As there would doubtless be serious nhT t
.

ttesay8—
public road upon the embankment on therS T % *

river, I conhne my observations to th

n ° rt

\
8,de of

.

t ,e

where, if a road could be obtained t would°tT ^^
cession of fine views of London and Zh\ >° / S " C"

views of the principle of the^lt^ PaTamen?Having maturely considered the subiect T thirT!! ,J

-d the BrightoVrXJ, «£Xfifi^fir
to the terminus of the South-WesSn M wav "r v^'hall. The road might be raised upon a^K 7u^that would coincide with the levels of the r

'

oaI, 5T1

several bridges which it would inter ec by ! ? °* ^
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of such frontages might, by the means of docks of conve-

nient form and size, be very considerably increased, and

the archways might, to a great extent, be appropriated, it

desired, to warehouses and other purposes of trade. By

extending the archways to a sufficient depth to the south

of this road, a frontage for building might also be ob-

tained, particularly opposite Privy-gardens and the new

houses if Parliament, where, if the houses were deigned

in masses, with reference to architectural effect, they

would form an agreeable and striking view from the north

side of the river, and effectually screen the present -low

and mean display of unpicturesque buildings on the Surrey

side. The proposed houses, from being raised toacons

derable elevation, would have a fine command of'to*i nw
and the principal public buildings of the metropolis, and

having, in addition to these advantages,

oicted for Setting *™ *° **^^

people collected in the court. ^ tQ re _

Taylor v. Aeh on ^ 0«m.-ThW W

^

cover compensation on account of loss '.
u

.

tiff, in consequence of the purchase of shares

mcrcial Bank of England at Manchester, in

as was alleeed, of certain fraudulent 'fP""
1™* 1

,.
",
8
..

to the defendants-where themctive suggestedfor such conduct?

shadow of truth in that statement-it had not been esH

a

^SS^JSTSfffSSiiS and half-yearly meet-

made by the defendants Indi-

an d if this action

in the Com-
conscquence,

in the
om the

a southern as-

part of the de^dants The
l^ff^ffl, residillg

opening statement of counsel, is a p '"
f tne commer-

in Liverpool, and the jMtedjMW»fg^SSSSSSL
cial Bank at Manehester, and he sought to

frau(Ullent re-
fer the loss he had wjf^^^f^SfijSmeiit over which they
presentations of the aflairs of the estahnsnn.

purchascr of
presided, by which he was indneed\*^econw* P^,^,
shares to the amount of 3,(500/.

,

™e
JjJ5Jnwlt to the failure of

^rincTpalagentV." Taking into consideration the private

?™ 'Ll^;nn *n th ft several wharfs, and the value
accommodation to the several wharfs, aim «"-'»« °*

the new building frontage, the proposed wo.k won d pro-

bably yield a very considerable return tor the capital ex-

pended upon it, and when effected would not only form

one of the most striking improvements of an ornamental

character of which the metropolis » susceptible, but wo Id

materially conduce to the convenience, the comfort, and

^creation of the public. It would also perhaps render

unnecessary the line of road that has been projected from

the termini of the railroads at the foot of London-bridge

through Southwark to the foot of Westminster-bridge for

the convenience of the West-end of the town, as the dis-

tance to that part of London would be materially short-

ened bv taking the proposed embankment road and passing

over Waterloo-bridge." Of the local improvements im-

mediately contiguous to the new houses of Parliament ana

Sr.ppro8che.fMr. Barry remarks :_'< Old Palace-yard

is proposed to be considerably increased in size by the

demolition of the houses which now occupy that site, as

well as the houses on both sides of Abmgdon-street, hy

which means a fine area for the convenience of state^pro-

cessions, and the carriages of peers and others attending

the House of Lords, as well as a spacious landing-place

Id ofnng the river", would be obtained The Victor
J

Tower, as well as the south and west fronts of the build

i„g, would thus be displayed to the best advantage . 1 he

Chapter-house would be laid open to public view, an

k puii^iiv>c v* *^~ r~ - .1 flip

bine the advantages they poss«scdaiid avo.a

which they had .alien. The defendants ftnje I ^
visional committee. In May, 1834,^the aeeu

company was executed. 0» e
v

of " 8

t
PJ°We° appointed the firnt

fendants, with a Mr. Joseph Slater, Were v

board of Manchester directors. They were*

the general board of directors.

February, 1836, and the others

incs There Was no representation macie oy»
vidnally-all were madeJ^gJjlS"^ member of the
were sustainable against the detendang «JgJ

»
he submitted,

board was equally responsible. ^W»»™ P°S
;
1D

0I the evidence
to sustain the charge of framda.id falsehood c,

t

^
which had been tendered. .^ha*^ *"*£L, r and 17 local
Rank? There was the head bank at Manttiestxr ,

u

iiu /

branches. There was a local director, a .manager a.
1
an ac-

fund was for the very purpose of covering such contin-

Iha^fhcdeYcEts, Messrs. Ashton and Turner, had struggled

in'cpnformity with their directions. JJ«*^SRi toS
concern was to be IOO.OQ0*., in sharc8 ° f

(

?;' distinguishing fca-
as part of the prospectus ot the bank and its di« g

tit

b
,lte a

tore, that all shares should be l«»»P»
f^th5 £*»»B purposes,

fund of real tangible capital, available for the bans fe it
The directors were to be possessed of 2 O^^tion, having
sent defendants were possessed of that-in™

nnt . Tllis
,

taken that, number of shares and paid uptiie. .

submitting a motion «i. "— —-•- -~ —

essgggssss
per cent., and that they expected it would shortly °™ ^ d
a higher dividend, ^.^'^'^e^tt.e bank than would
Ashton had no more motive on»«"" *"

w Tlie Solicitor-
equally well apply to every other shardioldei. Th^^

hundred were allottea to escii. »»« «•-» ----
, ' tne

a similar kind, the total of the ^/Xesfwhen so allotted,

amounted to thirteen thousaiul. These shares, wn ^^ ^
were paid for by a cheque on the ban *' ,*"£

di

'

rectors with the
cheque, and debited the private:

account o the duecto

amount. On ibis debit the P^.vvas chargeMi fiv

P

div ._

the advance, but as at the same time the ban* wa
.
P 1 ^ ^

dend of eight per cent the directors
,
o^whoxr th

fact, having advanced a lathing « « e "^" '

business in and managers, whom tha :gen«emanZca dy «P«i the defend-
shaies were intended to represent 1 het«J* Singham, and that to charge the misconduct of Mr. ^OT^g^^ai then
.,„. i „-«„ui;,i, h 1-,,-oTirhrK at Liverpool, jjirminb' » i.»..i,i k« pvppm tip-lv umust. ine boiicnui wvnv

d if

restored, would form a striking feature in conjunction

wUh the Abbey ;
and a considerable extent of new building

7rontagetbat w^uld be obtained by this alteration might

be occupied by houses of importance, in a #\°;"tD'
f

tecture in harmony with the Abbey and the new houHes of

Parliament, by which a grand and imposing eftect, as a

I ! «n Id he nroduced. As one means of improving

^5p^^1P
P"Jo» that the noble width of street

at Whitehall shonld be extended southwards, by the re-

moval of the houses between Parliament-street and K.ng-

Sreet by which the Abbey would be wholly exposed o

v w as far as Whitehall-chapel. The houses on the north

Ide of King-street should be removed, for the purpose of

substituting houses or public buildings if required, of an

so allotted, reaped a clear profit of three per c«. ., ^
fact, having advanced a lathing of the^ ca^al

bu„ i„„ CK ,„

shaies were intended to represent. Ihc bank j*ga

.834, and established branches »* Lr
CI^A«hS I

e. The afi'airs of the whole e8^11"-"^"!.'
To tl,eIn

.ducted by the Cential Board at Manchester, to tntm

rep-ortV weTe mad'e weekly of the varion. branches o a.to

^u\n fi, Pm tn form an estimate oi the progress *u«y

incauable of fraud, swindling, and cheating, a»thou8 >

SJotti-em would the<^^J*££^£SS&
^^hcS^rnSa^r^top^y^
SSjiS the neglect to mention ***^>*«*JS£

elsewhce. The Xirs ot toe whole estohlisbment, however,

were conducted 1

reports were ms
enable them to form an e»iw«y> - —

enti7e"concern. The
condition ot each branch as well as of the enure coi

_ s

if profits was.by the di

1836. A report was accordingly prepared, ar

=s^js.-a-sfirsfSise^=s;s».»s:

first division of profits wassb The deed, to take place in February, eomplajnea o «'•««-££•££in not being allowed access to

dingly prepared, and an address to the preparation of ,he '^^'bank. He would read the report
g
in the report.the fact of the bank the books "^accoants ot tne o

ap .)oilltcci auditors in

b<

sions of the deed, that divifleiiaa
»

"«JJ«« rdWdendVweri paid,

alone, they knew at the same tmc^hat the tiivxc^ ^^ The
d. The

,bject of in-

alone, they knew at the same^^"^oV the hank

wmsmm
defendants were to discredit the testimony of experienced men,

sucl s 1 ose who had fully examined the accounts, and e-

sen el the result of their investigations to the board. He^sub-

mitted that the plaintiff had given no evidence «£erofWJ
having become a shareholder in consequence of the repo t com

plained of in 1836, in which case he would h&ve no Shadow Ot a

ground of action. After some further bbservattons
^^arned

SJ^taKw^id Old Palace-yard. Tothill-street

Is also^proposed to be widened and improved, in order

that it may be made an

approach to the Abbey
Whitehall, from the wes»

Chu ch, i suffered to remain in its present position should

be imp ovedin its external decoration, in order th. ,t

niav not disgrace, as it now does, the noble pi e of he

Abbey which rises above it." Mr. Barry concludes the

Numeration of all the principal i«np^^ Jj^J"
to be most effective to the building on winch he is en

LedTv the hope.that at no distant period the re-building

of
S
the superstructure, the embankments of the river the

inclosure
P
of New Palace-yard, and the en argement of Old

^ ace-yard, may be accomplished as « improvements of

the utmost hnportance, whether as regards the beauty of

eTopolis'the effect of the new bouses of lament,
. nnnvanience and enioyment of the public.

shares rose in the market and ^a" e * a
,°
a %T.>s-

vestment. The plaintiff fi^^JS&S&oi posi-

sional man, a surgeon in Lwerpo»>

'

ied
r

.
' a relation of his own,

gentleman conciuded by stating his "^ffi^g^VS
verdict for bis client. Mr. Ban.es addressed the J„r

_>
ten-

the m
or the convenience

Hato.

ant in a receiving-house, pleaded g u
'Jy JPJ.Vg a sovereign, the

ing him with stealing a post X^"^™g£Xw. Mr. J ustice

property of her "^Mj^J^SftoS bim that from the

Cresswell addressed '^^Xch he had committed,

-i-ir.
a
L"

r
L° ?*^e

^oo!d
C

ni
e
.v.il to save hi

character he had received

the good
im from a

aracter he had receiveci wouiu •'«' -'"
So niuch mischief

_.ntence of banishment <™™"ZZSn or non-delivery of a

miRht ensue from even only the suppressiti

letter, that it was absolutely; necessarj.to inflict
fa

F

punishment upon offenders like him. 11
^

stntt '

was that he should be transported for ten > ears.

ASSIZE INTELLIGENCE
in(lictcd

NoRTHF.nNCiRcu.T.-(Liverpool.)--i """"J' nLiverpool, on
fnr netting fire to his house in Ci ompton-st.eet, in i-i <-•

\

'

!°b

r

e 26th leptember last. It willbcafSSff^SiSSSSS
firp took place m Liverpool on the 23d bepun.Der, u >. v

of which have been fuhy before .he public. It aPP^^rtsoner
2 i Pd on to a wall tha. bounded the premises ot the PJ>soner,

firC
,H=fhi toe course of it be used expressions to the efl^that

l
m

\ . L tons of oakum which would make a famous bonfire

he had 500 tons o

:

^^^ nQt carc
.

f t,_ e whole of the

and was all ^ureH, morning. Three days after

old place was buint fl°*
iseSt and it waa SWOm by a girl that

fire broke out in i.uj
Qf expressi01ls which tended to cn-

: was there, and maue •
_ ,

iriceri( iiar ism was proved

who to h^ turn, had been ^&^£4KS£. *»&»•
LangtOD, the then manager of the U

.

erpt.oi oraiic
He

,iffW ent'tothe hank, lie received _a copy of^ r̂snarCj

became a customer, and pMcbjse^^sharw at /^onattb^

The bargain w
rate of 6/. pe

office at Manchester, it was ...««.*./.. £"."- :•
t MauChe

of 11. This was stated to be the market pna
s

at
on

The defendant was induced to conclude the barga in non.n ^
these hiKher terms at the recommendation of Langton

.
7".

. a

he would i.o doubt be glad to have more rtmres in^™SJU
concern, and could be allowcdthe difference in his ncx ,

h

He did accordingly purchase 200,
.hares more for^ttJ

ad paid

he paid 1.000/., being allowed the 2 w/.cxt aw .ci
6(

on the 200 shares, of which he became proprietor
tne

finally, possessor of 600 shares^""£*«* MJJ ^, oing

sum of 3,500/. It appeared that while these ma«« ^ wh
_

ch ,

ash
but

lor wiiicn ne men i-»«« —- —
the balance in his pocket. 1h^^"" jr^b a"measure became

at once entered in the share-book, u :il *u
.

cn a n
.

for a return

necessary, in consequence of Lo d Althorp ^n^» Ualpa,d

of the shares in joint-Stock banks, and the amoi u ^ sbar

op . It was then the system^ adoptod ot e,, er
i g

On the second day of the trial, tne bww
a ,
)piehensiv

. ,i,„ i„rv for the defence. He was, he said, SPP*
n

Barbadoes brig, wt.icn some muni.... -fa"'" -- '"
camubell,

grants : for Prince Edward's Warni ,
and TS^JSH^gS

wasof the British American Association, whose procl

olten noticed in this Paper. The justwe-rooi

n

crowded during toe investigation, whicjr^^U^denselyingth of

E ward's Inland, and he sailed from the 1 owns on the

and
d

case.

had been e

to Prince Edwa..
1st November last, with 50 PH^^r^e,''

liê countereu
children. When the vessel reached 42 W. long she tRou^
heavy winds and seas, and was so dreadtoUy m"*^1 • ^° rK ,

obliged to put back to the nearest eligible port,^^Agftf
a distance of ab„ut 1,300 miles. On he 22.1 D ccdW

^
e
^ led

Cork, where she remained until the ! th inst., wbenjShe »a»

for London
;
leaving behind her in Cork »t«ejrfWan

but bringing to London about 30 of them, who.were alt^p

sent moment lodging and boarding in her in the London

W

The emigrants never expressed the sligntest dissatisfaetl on

his conduct-on the contrary, they^were»«»ws«J

-

b
«Mtter

all he could for their service, tf&^ttEZ^
tor that hoclydisapnointment at the sn; T»>e

and, in a pecuniary point of view,

the defeisdaats. If the plaiBtiff i»jsJ?™"^^^ v>-ould

these shares, there would be no end to the ac""1

^ ho stood

£ToSSed against Messrs. Turner^ and A^'^o would

he utmost "*»f^-
f f

entitled to the,^"^
w \\o stood

Asso and those who acted

LordMajorthcM/questionedMr.PuncanCampbellatcon^^
length. Mr. Campbell stated, ^>at he was sole owner ot

"P

ne c iniintn^u "6^'— —

-

f iviaiirhpstcr. nut wn"

C

a ci,„'
,

„, it »» mc(5sary not o, ,,
o st«^

"..J"',^, of inionnj

uld be

had been
present

a
he positive act of mcen
minate him, but nog addressed the jury for the prisoner,

against him. Mr- ^ llkins *
that the prisoner was at the Amphi-

and opened an alibi, to prove
WI,ere a meeting was being

theatre, near St. J^^-^^JrVn Ireland, in which the prisoner

held on the subject ©fJEducation in ^^ &nd delivered a
took great interest. The Jury siopy^"

„ „„_ of that Bank, the
f''"^"^ dismiss all

uch distress, he trusted the Ju.ryj
'«w

diiect0rs

prejudice from their minds. The defendants had be

of the Bank. The charge now Mdragainst tte th

become
mentioned the name
caused so m

SSSk snb^Tto amortgage to M r. Soames of 37
J

{. TM

1

sons who engaged her to take out. the emigrants wei e the prin
f

managers of the British American Association-S r Kuh.
.

n-
n

Sir Wm. Ogitvle, and Dr. Bolfe. The ship was chaiteic.t W
these three commissioners to take out emigrants W"^

Award's Island-all most respectable men, btt««™»
t e l-

irse. They engaged him to P^vide the emigrants^
.

.

an, and half-price lor children, with food nd P8^
8^ a „d

rovtded the ship by a contract with Messrs. 3A* ad ,

.i . _._ ..;^i*..> moveliunT ^. With tnCd'* "
,

- to

i

l
of coure
]jer ma
He pr

Smith, the extensive provision m
flour, &c., at 21. 10s. per head. Everything that yvas

erchants, with nr
reqttt

,ite

ost

verdict of Acquittal

Thomas Henry, a person of respectable appearance, was in-

repre»cm»«w*jwi «« ^
. r „p y^e out iuw y

SSJS31&WW H^Su3ffiS° Wncre Were tne Pxo«B

lor the voyage was, according to the Act of
«*™J2fle. waS

abundantly supplied. The cargo, which was vaiua
^ ^

K&
whi<*

piinted paper a number of great names, the abearance -*.
alioa

was calculated to induce people to believe that the a»»
dlluc

was a bona fide ox\z. Thetc are attached the names ^ mXDis-

15 lorde, and nearly 40 baronets. You are amongst tnv

i

\

v
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ro-vii it « " «"* "'oraent going on age

The lord 11
Maro

,'
,ess of Downshire, and Sir James Cockburn

paidun? M y
r
r~H

, T,
m
M°

h ° f the million caPita l has been
The r oVrt Jf •

Ca™Pbe»-None at all. Nobody paid up at all

know ;i n?
a?'°r7

N0W
'

aS y
*?
U are a director/you eaglet me

hadLTVho ?
Ia" WaS Wlt" res|,ect t0 -the8 «* emigrants, if you

Twenty hm 1To
0U

,

t
^°J

rlnce £dward,» ^land ? Mr. Campbell™
Cldth. « " prePared b y the Association to receive

Mr r^ y Were afterwar(,s ^ be located there by our agent

Sonswe ĥ
J

,

U
,"-

f
Sentleman °" whose talents and $$&.canons we have he utmost rel.ance. They were to build morework in other ways, and to be regularly located-

s a month's extra provision p-oino- nut «, «i.^ it. *
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^entany andXSv -

S accoroinely
- "e had suffered,' both

the emigrants Was „n

'

y
'!

an ?*treme degree
- The case ot a»

understand that f w Trh, ^i"":?'
desPe

u
rate- He was given to

ship and careo .„7n
tb
.
e intention ot the mortgagee to sell the

farthing in fflr no8t«i^
r"

*J?!,
e™ iera"t». who had not one

The Riddlesworth Stakes, of 200 sovs each h f*- f^^ o u

gelding. Won by a length.
-betting-, to 4 on the

Sweepstakes of 100 sovs. each, for 3 vr-olds &c p tvt - *

li v.
'
lxl-'"" 11 wiu prove well deserving Vk

-" u,coot"nai
all who regard a respectable and gentleman,Ifn° """'"mi of
position to slang, vulgarity, and meannSs MaTf3"06

' in °P'
the first style

; but a large assortment atev, !„
to mpas"re in

inspection is confidently invited (Xrr^tedw,/*
of which au

out confining perspiration.)
l Warranted waterproof, with-

Made only by W. Bkedob, Tailor. Waterr,r™f ,. .
Cornhill (eight doors from B ishopsgate. street).

P
'
&C" 69,

PROVIDENT13 00KSELLERS' inuvijJEWT RFTRFat*-> 60, PATERNOSTER ROW.-Established AprU 6 18«
COMMITTBK. '

^™S ^ISBET '
Esq., 21, Berners-street, Chairman^^^S^W^^Esq., 39, Paternoster-Vowr^^.

several leng-ths.
Gaper, who won by

^nnoiMx.- oiverpsiiiKcs or loo sovs earh li ft r\ \ir * i_

&r.srsssswjse**----'-

JA™ B
l D

X
UNCAN

F Esq., 3/, Paternoster-row.

kK4'
KunnS Esq., 33, Leadenhall-street.

Mr » « ' HODGS°N, Esq., 192, Fleet-street.Mr. R. Baldock, 85, High Hul-
norn,

Mr Jas. Bigg, 53, Parliament-
street.

Mr. G. Copland, 17, Paternos-
ter-row.

Mr.H.Foss, 81, Pall Mall.
Mr. C. D. Leftley, 37, Soho-
square.

Mr. S. Low, 42, Lamb's Conduit
street.

Mr. Fred. Malcolm, 37, Pater-
noster-row.

Mr. Thos. Roni), 9, Great New-
port-street.

Mr. W. Sharp, 39, Paternoster-
row.

Th -»ffst Pickpocket.
J^e Column Makes

t
of 50 sovs. each R M ia «ihe w ,

Mr. T. B. Sharpe, is;, Picca-

This locieVhas^ee
4

;, l2S£kSPii> **"' SeCretar^
a'comfortable habiSinn for lif-

d '°7}he purP°se of Providing
Members, of the BoTk^lIkh?%Td Memb

f
r8

'
a,ld Widows of

in the Receipt of an anmfitv frnJ^V™N? ^'stitutiov, being
require such aresldenie %" hat Instit »tion, and who may
a Year, or BiyuSl^nJonlfVT?nV^^ bine Une Guinea
entitled to one vote "t-M^L? G 'IID eas at one time, is
every additional Subscriutliof^ 8° j " Pr°Portion for
of Ten Guineas

, aSg "S^""'
68 a Year

- «r Donation

S .
m

,

m,
.
ttee of Management. The

to become a Member of the

had be^V

'

nCe toTe
e

ma
°
"'

^°mPletel >
T -rift. A representation

those irentlemen^nia"*"^ «n the Subject, and
he would be in the case of a ™" "i

at
°Wner Was 3S lia"le aS

Pauperism with his large°familv an/
Wa

F
e8

' «e was reduced to
a lawyer. He had not oX7n'sf v Could not afford t0 employ
been obliged to expend theZSh'LT^^ ^- but had
the purnoses of inh,,.,. i- *u_

e
.
y

.

ne "ad puttoc-

Cam..hPn
y M aresdid ,hese Noblemen and «

ay
'
Mr

«
Campbell,

J?™!
p
fc

b el»-None at all. The D,ikP ^ a
aronets take? Mr.

Cockburn were the only two u of
AnrV " nnri ei ' T"Argyll and Sir Ja

«0«. each. The Lord MayoJlfSS
d
J?t

r
h
8^res to «heaaiountof 6st^'rchi?^ Q

USe)f
i

an<
f

C° J °nel PeePs Rook '

U
e

association
? Mr. CaJlni^ * lh th * 1.000/. you start ^liiSS^^ A dead he

th

had
Maj

•*«»ua«on / Mr. Camnbell ir ,,
lo J »uu^- you start

anything to do withli MruLl StartCd l °"S befo,e l
'or would nostnnna *».- _ '

.

"enIey requested that the Lord

Ma Mie, 4 yrs ; and Mr. Maule's Hunting-don' 1 vr«"T'V,'
2 to

1 agst Garry Owen, 5 to 2 agstMa m!cs 7 tj 1 f^and 4 to 1 agstJeremy Diddler. ' 7 2 agst D»cord,
Match, 100, h ft, 8st 21b each. TYC inn cf jl , ,

Butler)
,
beating Duke of Grafton^s Cataract and cT^n iF '

venor-sl-isticun-. Betting-3 to , on Catoact aS
T*1 Gr°8 -

Bonrra Tomacha. Won by a length, easy.
' 4

-J"^ ^-— Sweepstakes of 200 sovs. each, h ft for i vrcolts 8 st 7 lb, and fillies 8 st 4 lb. DM «„h, w'n V '°}ds'

u
's The Brewer,

w« dlv,ded7and The B7ewe™Sr^r

A «-i*2SSt®

jectors wil be crowned ' wlth^M^LI!^
Contributions amou^to iTo 5 • inri?^ r

UCC6SS
-

The Present
that they have onlv to maif.I til- k-

Committee feel assured
in order to secure the iumwh^ JeCt more Pensively known,
desirable undertaking

hl°h " necessar>" to complete this

TtSSfSwr%£""$?' Wi,! be *-*MT received by
Messrs. Smith, RS'injKll'' n

39- Pate'r.oster-row
; by

and by any Membt^^\he CommUtef"^ J
*
Lomba^-street:

to 1 agst

ghbour and Son b pg
B E

to

E
-i

17^s---G^HGE n., w„„ u

formation of a ^e7UntolZZlXlT ™ C0"seQue-e of the
ncss from No. 131 Hiil '

t
y haVe ret"oved their busi-

dious Premises, nuiJbfred i?-?n?hl°
more

,

sPacious and commo-
of Bee-hives forS StKS^S^"1?^ Their selection

to produce his books, which might cxniaL ,'i

fe Called u P°n
Mr. Campbell objected to produce his h& the

H
case n,ore fully,

not allow any one to overhaul them! The iord mT " e
,

Woul
"

d
postpone the case, certainly, and 1 hone that Im^ ^? sha11
may be obtained. I am decidedly of Mon oSbSST***e aim upon the ship, and that she is bound to leiv/.

,,ave a
Place of your original destination. Mr. Taylor sa?d^ ^ the
no now wish to emigrate without comingto amoreclenr

8h
^
uld

?o i

''
and 'leartless fraud. 1 would send the concoctoA nf°?

sinor ,

Ce Edwa'd's Island with a month's provision, t
U

sider the emigrants the dupes of a conspiracy Mr CamJ n""
ou

y
t tn°

rd
'
J
,

kn °W r,0thin^ of these 'hings. I have "found S 1
""

ttere 0% l^l C°SU 2 have lost my vesseJ a " d I tS
direnf .

r
«
twenty actions a&aiDSt me

- The Lord Mavn/'^
di,f-

cteithat a11 the parties should appear before' Mm * "

^ggak«of 100TO each, h ft : coltsS st 7 lb
f fllHe.8 st41b.

Rutland's CowsHp
8

. Colone Inl ^T"^ °f Lai,eley ! Duke of
tween the two aw ,

^' f£t°
n a Armytage. A dead heat be-

walkedover. c
'

tile stakes were divided, and Edmund

8st 71b, fillies 8st 41b.
alk

Lord Miltown's Titania walked "-"--' ° St 7 lb
" T-Y-C

—

—

- — j«

Sweepstakes of 1 n n c^,ro „ .

R.M. 4 subs. Mr GrevWe's Po; fn°
ltS

fitoe^te^ of 75 so^.'eaVhfso ft

m
8st

WalkCd °Te^

GlassVs, ftc
, frorn-e h?r of

e

w;
In
H
P^Ve<1 Cott"*e "^»

taken at any time witZnttho H».
h ' ch the Prod "ce may be

and Son have ahso Gla« Si„il «
e

,

St
*u
CtI0n of the Bee «- G. N

Bee Management at th^ir A
other articles connected with

house, 1J7 Hieh HnL™ Apiarian DepOt and Honey Ware
don. 'Lett'efsS in^el^to^ at

bampt0n "8treet ^
age Stamps inclosed

iryrclat" e to the above must have Post-
***

over. 3 subs.
Colonel Peel's c by Ion out ofMaTibran r c*- r i K

from Lord Kelbume's f by Voltaire m,?"f I
st 5,

u°>
received forfeit

hft; no course mentioned
°Ut0fSn0wbaI1

' 8st31b
; 99,

Lord Chesterfield's Sir Harrv receivnrf &**&««.&.
Gunter, 8 st 7 lb each ; B.C.^sto, Too «.

f°rfeitfromM ^- Greville's

MARK LANE, Friday, Afrit oi tu • ,

Wheat since Monday have* beei, J^lu UhPl£l°l EliSlish

dull, and the parcels fresh up, or left over from thnt ,?«
M rU 'ed

difficult to dispose of, although offered at dedSin,, n?
^ Ve

f
y

Foreign, sales are quite of a retail character and infa-.
eS,~ In

most needy buyers. The quantity of Bar[ey off^-i f
ned t0 the

i..o nk»r.tn >m alfoi-ati^„ iL :,
J

.
-Ddl »ey Ottei lllg IS Small.

B

Nvtt^n Bkks" (5th Edition), now publlsh ed.

-rt™
N S ' Italian Warehouse, 10. GtM at J -

. S2S« IUustaations referVed to
,
n

iBfeSfci^K^"1"

on Bees now publishing All I^t/nrc !^„ff" lveeper
'

a Treatise
'ff- -AH letters prepaid.

T7DWAim ngr?'-
IS
r

LEWO
ii
TH

' Middlesex.
lli tw5D .

BECK
informs Horticulturists «rP1that the

we observe no alteration

CiayS
' ?{!?£? ^sVince~appeare^ Mansion"™ ^ & feW

commissions
e commissioner.

Sears 'tK
&" ^"^ ^'^-th"^"w^Kner.8

inKWars that Mr. Campbell himself was the commi..!.'.
and ll:

Peas. Oats meet an improved^em^' £&'feS**^

'

been done at Monday's quotations™ '

& fa,r b

rubs w " t,le Cistems
'
Tanks

-
Sbelves, Staged Cof^

61
"3
,
1^'

ubs Uower-Boxes, Edgingfor Garden-naths £ ' Conservatory

ann\T>
m Slate

'
may ^ s?en « "s^at WorS,n'SUfaCtUred

appl.cat.on to the Gardener (Sundays excepted).
C°tta^e' uPon

is and
usiness has

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . .

'

-U/Vi
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Ynrkihi*

White
re

SPORTING.
MoN

NEWMARKET CRAVEN MEETING.
6

A
beat
Utica

by}'i
a

i
S

1

t

engtr
d

'
and5 t0 4 BgStrak

"

rii'e~who won very eas^

fo* 3 anriT
Sweepstakes, of 20 sovs. each, and 5 forfeit if declared

G.Wvnl yr
r
olds

-
D - M - 10sub s- 3 declared. Wonbvr '

S- SSSff^s^ Thumb
- 3 yr8- 6st (Cassidy

^ ; *Z£»t£k
C°i-unna ?„- St - Jean d'Acre, 4 yrs,8st 71b, and Mr. Bovce',

3 yrs
;

!

and Mr. Baxter's Magna Charta, 3 yrs." Betting!

s. S. S s
40 to 50 Jted <0*tod5

oSineo^hfre/andVorkS'"^^^ »2g ^X* 5
> eed — to ~- Potato lfi tr» 9a

•
•'.• :. .

eed
Jto!8 I,.««°'««»£

»0 to S5 Tick S2to 9« u
27 to 31 Winds. lt

2l L*"
OW

A
S3 l" 30

•
• • • 28 to 80 Maple 25 toJ7 " KP°d " " l0 -

WEEK1.Y IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Northumberland and Scotch
Irish

Rye ..•••*•••
Beans, Mftzaffan, old and new— .-- Pigeon, Heligoland .

Peas, White

at WYATT, PARKSTi'd"co!'^WBA^F H^^' *° be seen
rey, foot of Blackfriars. bridge. Also a w*"^" n

reet
' Sur-"-Mray^ Padestals, Ca^itals n̂solJgf^S^^ ofChim

C^or

U
slBER a

t

nd ME
,

L
?
N BOXES and LIGHTS

of*3££5^^^!2££^w* boxes JdS;
Grej 23 to 25

?°t I'laceri
y
S'

8
ll 10lb - The Allowing also started, but wer

^'tcLn r
-o

Th0n,mVs E<l uati°n, 4 yrs, 8st 51b; General
«st6lb ^

a i ^ 3 yrs
' 7 st 5,b ' Lord Exeter 's Tll e Buck, 3y rs

6st 2 ib
' "»;

f

Mr. Greville's ch f by Ishmael out of Morella 3 yrs'
I? 2 agst £ettlne-5 to 2 agst Tom Thumb, 4 to l agst Canton

"PWards^^f^es of 25 sovs. each, 10 ft, for 4 yr-olds and
r
yrs

> 8st sih / "n 7 S '^bs -
»
Won by Mr

- J -
Da>"s St I^wrence

n 5"". 8 st .9 iK
(J
'i

)ay
' J.

u"-). beating Colonel Peel's GarrycW

War.

April

]0

17
24
31

7
14

Wheat. liarley.

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

* 48 1 27 7
• 47 6 27 11
• 47 S 28 4
4 46 2 £8 6
A 45 5 28 8

45 9 £8 8

jr. 46

20

8 28 3

• 9

Oats-
J7

17
17

17
17

17

17 4

8 T)

8- Kye.
2 28 4
4 2tf 10
7 29 8
4 29 4
2 29 3
1 29 g

28 8

Beans.
£6 e
26 a
26 3
26
26 2
25 10

26 3

11 6 I 11

Peas.
29 4
28 fi

28 13

28 5
26 11
£8 1

28 4

;*zes, ready for immediate and LIGHTS,
tenals, packed and sent to all parts o^Jhe vf

d f the best »a-
Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/ 8V r^T T Vtw° ,jght
gazed, and painted, from Is. per foot. SaslPesS t.

''ehtS made
.& & a"d h "n& com Plete, 1«. Sd. per f"t Uri. ameS made

^ash Manufactory, 8 Claremont-n.a'ce, Ohftoli^T" WaTTS '

*** Reference given.

I 11 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEKINSOLVENTS—G. Wall, St. Giles, Oxford K„„\» „„, c „
White Lion-Court, Cornhill, baker.

""o™, Kope-rr.aker-S. Moore,
HANKRUI'TCIES SUPEKSEDED.-B. Jones Tlan;H!„„ nc

.hire, banker-H. Marklew, Henley-npon-Thame, 'oVlnrH ?f I
MontKom"y-

BANKRUPTS-D. Ellis, Jan.; Haverhill S,',ffi,?k V kee
??

r
\

jaa, Crowland, Wacol»d.lr%.U&™$™k*^ ?X^ %£«»•

Austin,
QTONE-COLOURED CEMENT ^.w^y of the New Road, Regent's Park £1 7~ LIX
Builders, Plasterers, &c

,

g
that J S&''^^ inform Architects,

t. rmg a very superior Cmposition^fhich h«°f
M8

.?
f

'.
n&n^o-

his well-known artificial stone oman^ente hfw Uy lm Proved

3l h,!]f«f"
eXCelIent STONE-COLOURED CEM^U^eeded j»K w

'g ?
urpMe8

'
which he can supply at a. £i

adapted *«at his Manufactory, near the Thames Tiinlip,,' per b»shel
pamcularly suited for repairing flayed SSorfef"^ K «

Zhy a "eek.
to 2 agst Currycomb, and 4 to lagBt AbydoX

t&TlTit
1?* 1 1° «ovs

_- each, h ft, for fillies out of untried mares,

WANTED, immediately, a stearlv "T/V PROPAGATOR. He will he remfirn'
aCtlVe Man, a5knowledge of the Propagation Sd (

w*
L?

have a thoroueh

RS^t^SP by letter
- with

"
'-• ~--tl0n of "2t

April 13, 1843.

as

lliUUtn Nnrsorv \-,ursery, Norfolk,

(Nat
).

yfoli,

each. T Y.C 3
bating captain Rous>s Tyrolienne. BitH«g^«S7iSS^Jte b^ Lord Maidstone's Titania

The n i

n eas,1)r by a leneth

tZ! »?, cantcr by four lengths.
T "Y-C

-
20° sovs

- h ft.

hUr u w°rihSt ''kes
' of200sovs each l, «.

heati, ;

^°wes's Cotherstone, by TouchsS o l' / b
'
M " Won

l«r tV
5 Lord Eglintoun'sPompey bvfe e

'
8St 41b fF. Butler)

;

6 to ?
hornh "l'* Elixir, by Emffi 8s ffli^h-r" 7

,

lb (Lye^' and
fy

l
° 5 "est Cotherstone, 6 to 4 aest pi7 (ch'fney). jBetting-W°Q easily by three lengths.

S P°mpey
' and ^toaagstElLdr.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS. _A. Simgoii, Edinburgh
broker—W. Chivas, Mains of Blarktnwn, Aberdeennhire.cattlp.ri'

insuranco-
ealer.

BIRTHS.-On the 20ih u.*t , at ISo ij, JWimstur.Itrect. Recenfs Pari, »«,lady of the Count de la Chatre, nephew and heir of the late Bnkf
late An>ba5sadorof France in England, of a son and he'r-Onth, ,2th •?'
at Sydney, the residence of Vice-Admira] MadKe, near Plympton Tlev^n fh

'

ladv of Zachary Mndne, Esq.,of a son and heir.
r'y>I>toii, Devon, the

WANT PLACES.- a II T^v
\ S GAR

-Aiii^rs to be post-uaid.

A thorough?pSi a
k^»H Man, aged 32, who h as

:ow, Essex.

two
Macpher.

fiwWto GaorgeParkin, E„., iHteil^^Cky^Ch
r̂

er-street,

aged 86.

A S
f3RDENER» a Single Man, aged 30 WC

nersbury Park, Acton,K B
"' Care of Mr - Mills, Gun-
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^CATALOGUE OF BOOKS,
PUBLISHED BY

CHARLES KNIGHT AND CO.,

For 1843, «,-«wttt?p«s

MAY BE OBTAINED ax **>
•. . . - ,,

irJZm, t^ P-« 0»««u, *«/" tHu beS Xed to by the Editor, and the Publishers The number o

iU - ** LoNDoN, bavo now b,en *^efW^ are 1- * *. Catalogue, and tbe exact period is stated at wb.cb each wnl

volumes, therefore, and the price of each oompletol ork, are a

terminate. „
orfer for any selcction from their Catalogue may be given through a Bookseller.

It is requested by the Publishers that the order y
^

THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA
0F THE SOCIETY EOR THE DIFFUSION 0» USEFUL

^

(^W|dh„^1
,
llDlM ,t„,»(,

.,, .
• ^arse of publication during 11 years, uaderUied.Kction of one Ed.tor, will t« 1

„d half-boand in russia, in

This important Work, v.hich ha. been ,n ecu of , ^ ^ ^ ^^ WoA s0^ wlU be T« P„„NDS ,

„ yolan.es are already puWehe*. at ,.. 6,. each volonre,

^ ^ ^^ ^^^
U
"'Cr^nTofX Fenny Cyclopia ™i derived from it. original issue in a weeHy *eer.

,
whena^*«*ta£l^^ ^ ft

.
, „ tS| a

The name J r-
commencement it has been supported by a greu. i

„i,„,ver the English anguagc is read. The

„.. no. in the first instance propos d. V»-.»» ^ ^ ^.^ a„d bave acqmred celebrity wh rever the L S

£ >? ^ ^.^
its artioles, in many of the grca hra^ of

Jo.^
^^ ^^ ^^ .„ s0 ^"^f a. L payment i. eLeerned, the highest

character of the work has gr.du.lly, » e efore ._ ^ Qri inal OTntributi„n ,
pa,d foratarate to secure, a. ai PT ^ ^.^ ^

as indicative only of it. extreme cheapness. ^r
. ^ Them expc„diture alone upon each volume to «°«*°*^ '

^ „,„„ tllan FoETY

taient and KnoWedge, not only o. h, -^ ^J of^^^^ t0 more ^S.OOO.-maamg a

;

to«a eo for

^

^"^^ witll a„y exi5ting

ir^;:

—

b£C££^*«**- • rr 7* en,cr
rt,:::rar.Lr.rto

es

rtn
o

d

t

adding «» ** u-*- - *
C^X--; may be i, /est. It is^tS^L^11SL"-^^ *-— »" ^— "—*" "* *" ^
alphabetical arrangement, and yet the subject. ... so

^^ uridertald„g ha. been carried on :-

article.. The following are the name, of the gent.emc

mUo,._GEORGE LONG, A.M.,

Lale Fe„o» of Trinity CCetl amhr^and Professor of Latin in University College, London

CONTRIBUTORS.

r. w. E. Foistcr, Barristcr-at-Law—Topography

A. Fry—Bookkeeping.

?;^SSSSS— society, Lcn-
G. B. Airy, F.B.S., late Fellow of Trinity Col.cge, Cambric1Se,

Dr. A. Allen ,;iate)-CiassH-al Literatwe
d n_Univcrsity

C C Atkinson, Sec. to Unrvcrsity College,uoaw

OrtiegefLondon and University of p.ndoo

vv \vrton-M.i-ic and Musical Biography

C my
ker,Vncas.cr-Dc,r and Dumb, Topography,

Rev. F. Baker—Topography, etc.

W.Baley, M.B. iBctne

^rS5SSS5pR««r^ and Topography, Arabic

^^demeister, University Bonn-Sanscrit Language and

SaptainBeanfort,R.N.,HydrograP
hertotheA

^^^^^^ T,aw„Saxoll Language and Literatnre

SC
Dr Becker (late). BcrHn-Ancier-t Medical Biography

^•J^SSiSS^^SSSSm. at the University of

L
rRe^B

B
G
bSoLP!

eMaS of Buntingford Grammar Scbool-

C assical Literature
Bioerapby, English Law

A . Bisset, Barrister-at-I^w-Biograpny b
Langtiag.CB aml

P. Von Bohlen (late), Profth.- r "/.' oriental Literature

Literature in the SS^fJ^SSlSl*^ Fine Arts

S. V. Bone, Barrister-at-Law ** b

j. Bowman-General literature

T. Bradley—Arts and ManufnctureB

T Breeze-Arts and Manufactures

L Britten, FA.S.-Englfeb Antiquxtaes
j Mamma.

G. Budd.M.D., Medicine

F. Burr—Mining nf Tvdd, Kent—Biography

iedge^Engiish Lffw, Biography, etc.

11 Cole— Statistics

W. D. Cooper, F-A-S.-Jopograpby Manufactures
Edward Cooper, of Kin

^,r, „n and Anatomy

S-^ll
1

!
A^H^ry? Bibliography, Biography, General

Literature .

R Cull—Stammering, etc

gr Curteis,
LL.D.-Ecclcs.ast.ca Law

Professor Day ics, Woo --^^chicf Superintendent in

J. F. Davis, L.K.b., lace rua j»«h

China—China

Sir H. ne la Bechc, F. K.S., I or-

J~ grfeasot of Mrthem.t.cs

KS5SfKSSSS3««i Biography, etc.

J. Devlin-Manufactures
R. Dickson, M.l).-Materia Medica

G. Dodd-Axte and Manufa^ures Medical Biogra-

Dr. Domeier, Tun. Col-., Cambudgc

pby, etc
, 4 v«u««-nf Trin. College, Cambridge,

v
Rev. J. W.Donaldson, ate W»f5°L1

S.
n
Edmund's-Classical

Vaster of the Grammar School at Bur) ht. fcon

WJLi (the late Barrister-at.Law),7
LeKal Bio^iphy

l^S^'ieS^rSaffihfa^
Sir II. WW, *

AntiqUltieSi Topography,
&c.

^^^SS^^SL^tm and Anatomy
J. Fansb, inn. Coi

aiul Top0Braphy of Ireland

S. l-'ergubon—Geofe -m

J. Fielding, E toeAJ".
f Drama , Boroughs, &c.

G. Fletcher-Hiatory or »
of Botanyin Ki„g.s College-In-

E. Forbes, F.L.S., H 0,t

sects and Fishes _, tpr_velasquezn
. Ford, Heavitree, F..\etei

m
i* Guest, Barrister-at-Law-S-axon Language and Literature

B.A. Hallam—Stenography
j. O. Balliwcll- Biography mno-riribv
j A. Ilardcastle, Trin. coll., Cambridge-Biography

Pf& £;e
H»7?SSK&d-Tur«*Hi,W.ete.

r T-iolihouse—Medicine

T. I>. Hunt—Fine Arts

Rev. J. Hunter, F.S.A.-Antiquities

J. 13. Inglis- biography

atMESSSSw to 0. Uoya. GC05 . Society,
tendon

— Physical Geography

'Tb. SgtelfBristel-Topography
J, Kitto- Biblical Literature, etc.

C KniEht-Dramatic Literature, etc.

"SSfffFSSSfSS, Kector of Gladestry, Radnor-T«PO-

^5SSSSSS??«« Work-Roman and English Law,

Classical Literature, Philosophy, etc.

j. Maberley- Biography

Rev. A. J. W. Morrison, lmnty Coiicac,

TK R Murphy (the late), Fellow of Caius College Cam
nces

,

and
C
Exa
R
mn1c

,

r ^the- London 2S5S£ffi?S^»g^
j. Narrien, F-R-A-S., Profeaso

°fĉ

at

Jh "ical Sciei.ces, etc.

College, Sandhurst-Military Sciences, rnj

£ New ton- Classical Literature

iv PhiUnU—Medicine ,

°j2j^wSS?«S£ Military Co.lege, Sandhurst-Mi! it.ry

^C^ta'm^-Classieal liter - {are

&BSW! R-m; vSS?&fii. Berks-Agricunure

S
;

SSTSSS2?5r Geography in the University of Beriin-

GITiSnChelate). Professor of Sanscrit, University College

London—Oriental Literature

A. Ross-Micrnscope_
Profcssor f Materia Medica and

br

S"T
ArSho^M.'TSsieal Literature, Theology

R-efT^^th^S Editor of the Encyclopedia Metro-

^^^ecreta^ofWs College, London-Geography

and Foreign Toi>ograph 5
'

Lecturer at Chesbunt College,
Rev. P. Smith, A.B-, ciassiLrti ...

. ThcolosV
Herts-Classicalj|SPK5SSSf5SSw
^ ^K,°LLT Cla'Sal Lecturer at Highbury College^

^T^^^O^TlitSTToVO^^, Spanish Bio-

S WP.

hy
j. Tayler, Trinity College, Cambridge, Batrister-at-LaW-

G. Tue^ProSsor Moral Philosophy in the University of

Virginia—Biography
H. Tuffneii—Geography

LibVa^Sult^^dge^Geography, Topography, ItahaU

B
TfKaSrhouse, Curator of^the Museum of tbe Zoolog.ca

Society-Zoology (Entomology, WJJ«

)

T. Webster-ATtS and Manufactures

W.WeddeU.Berwick-TopoKraphy
w. Weir-Geography, Biography, etc.

Charles West, M.D.—Medicine

and Manufactures r/nolocy
(Mammalia,

W.'ogilby, Trinity College, Cambridge- /oology^ ^E. Norris-Arts and Manniactures

W. Ogilhy, Trinity College, Camb .

"TPSU demonstrator of Morbid Anatomy at St.

mew's Hospital-Surgery and Anatomy

Graham Willmore, Trinity ouutPl ^ .-

L
wrwffi iSher of German in University College, Lo*

—Physical Geography
Lieut. Wolfe, R.N.-Geography
Rev. S. Wood—Elocution, etc. .

R. Womum—Organ, Pianotorte
Dr%mQ„ Tuscan, Vcnc"*

R. N. Wornum-Livcs of Painters; Roman, Tuscan,

Schools, etc.
f.,1

G. W. Yapp-Arts and Manufactures f xjsd

W.Youatt, author of "The Morse" m the Ubrarj

Knowledge—Veterinary Surgery, etc.

mew's llospitai-sui B«iJ«»—2_—- ' ^^»rrT^ 2TDPUT
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
-*--a EXHIBITIONS at the GARDEN.—The first Exhibition will
take p ace on Saturday, the 13th of May 5 subjects for Exhibitionmust beat this office on Friday, the 12th of May, or at the

ExhStion
C half"1>ast ***** <****. A.M., on the day of

VJwfl? Twl
h% °pen

^d at 0ne
' *•* Tickets are issued to*eUows at this office, price 6«.eachj or at the Garden in the

afternoon of the days of Exhibition, at 7*. 6d. each
;
but only to

Orders from lellows of the Society. N.B. No Tickets will be
issued in Regent. street on the day of Exhibition.

21, Kcgent-strcct.

T>OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
*•*> EXHIBITIONS of Plants and Flowers, for 1843, at the Gar-dens, Inner Circle, Regent's Park,

Wrcnx'icsiiAY, May 24,
Wednksdav, Junk 28,

T
value

Wednesday, July 19, from 2 o'clock until 7
'he Prizes to be awarded are Medals and Plate, varying'

i

ue from 1 0s. to I5J., the total amount being 6oo/. for Plani

in

mis

SATURDAY, APRIL 29. RICE 6d

and Flowers, and 10/. lO.v. for Microscopes. Open to ail Pomne
titors. TERMS OF ADMISSION. t0mi e"

Fellows, Members, and Bearers of Ivory Tickets will be admit-
ted upon entering their names or numbers in the Gate Book

Visitors will be admitted by Tickets to he obtained at the Gar-
dens by Orders from Fellows and Members only. Price on or
before the 6th of May, 4.<j., after that day, 65. j and on the days of
Exhibition after 2 o'clock, 10s.

*

Schedules of Prizes, with the Regulations for the observance
of Exhibitors, and all other particulars, may be had upon appli-
cation at the Gardens.
The Gates to be opened at 2 o'clock. Carriages to enter the

Inner Circle of the Park by the road opposite the York Gate and
set down with the horses' heads to the east, and to take up at the
Garden Gate opposite the road leading to Chester Terrace by
Which road they will also leave the Circle.

By Order of the Council,—J. D. C. Sowrrby, Secretary.

T>OYAIj AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG--^ LAND.—The Society's Show of Cattle, Implements, &c. f

will take place at Derby, on Thursday, the 13th of Julvnext:
other

or
-«.*.*., ...«o^ „^ «ww -~ «~ —o-~ — •- -»•- ocwciui y, ax the

Society's House, No. 12, Hanover-square, London, on or before
Thursday, the 1st of June, the Council having decided, that in
no case whatever shall any certificate be received after that date.A List of the Prizes offered, and printed copies of the Forms of
Certificate required, are to be obtained by applying to the Secre-
tary at the above address, the parties specifying on their appli-
cation the kind of Stock, &c, which they intend to exhibit, in
order that the proper Certificate Forms for entry may be sent to
them accordingly. By order of the Council, James Hudson,
secretary. London, April, 1643.

r PHE WEST KENT FLORAL AND HORTICUL-
LURAL EXHIBITION will take place in the Grounds of

half-price. Tickets may be obtained at the principal Libraries in
the neighbourhood

3 at the Green Man Hotel, and at Mr. IJalley'sN,*rsery, Blackhe&th.
The Royal Artillery Band will be in attendance.

ESSRS. LANE and SON'S Catalogue of PELAR-
tl^ G

?
NI™S, FUCHSIAS, HEARTSEASE, VERBENAS,

o,, ™' Ior lhe reason, may he had on application (inc]osiug a£ a
The

iloguc for

rnnrr, ^ FUCHSIA LANEII.r£HIS SPLENDID NEW SEEDLING is nowbei
trfirtA

S
w£ 0U«at^' M -

per plaut
> whh the usual discount to

'

tiade when Six Plants are taken.
a. lank & Son, Great BerkhampstcBd, April, 1843.
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HUGH LOW & CO., Nurserymen, &cm Upper
Clapton, London, beg to inform their friends and the public

that they will have Plants of the undernamed DAHLIAS ready
for delivery in May, 18-13 :

—

s. d.

Colonel Baker (Dodd's), dark claret, extra-fine show-flower 10 6

Favourite (Dodd's), clear white, edged with pink, very dis-

tinct, and first-rate show-flower
Miranda (Brown's), blush, shaded with rose
Perpetual Grand (Brown's), fine crimson ....
Paul Pry (Brown's), light ruby, extra-fine flower

Queen of the Isles (Low's), white, laced with crimson, very

distinct in colour, and of fine form
Sultana (Appleby's), maroon, shaded with light purple,

good flower
Surprise (Oakley's), red, tipped with white, a very distinct

and beautiful variety

Violet Perfection (Keynes'), deep purple, shaded with light

violet, first-rate show-flower
Virgil (Mountjoy's), dark maroon, extra-fine show-flower. 10

Admiral Stopford (Trcntfield's), extra-fine, dark maroon . 3

Anna Minerva (Girling's), fine rose
Array (Walters'), dark crimson
Attila (Whales'), rosy lilac

Beauty of Wakefield (Barratt's"), white, edged with purple

Bedford Surprise (Sbeppard's), shaded crimson, extra fine

Candidate (SilverlocVs), deep purple

Conqueror of the Plain (Spary's), shaded crimson
Coronation (Harrison's), crimson .....
Duke of Cornwall (Low's), bright rosy ruby
Eveque de Tournay, purple, tipped with white .

Frederick the Great (AttwelPs),rose
Hon. Miss Abbot (Smith's), bright lilac ....
Lady Ann Murray (Catleugh's), white, edged with purple .

Lady Harland (Jeffries'), lilac ......
Liberty (Girling's), lilac

Minerva (Hodge's), lilac

Marchioness of Exeter (Widnall's), white, laced with rose

Marquess of Lansdownc (Brown's), shaded red .

Miss Chester (Stein's), creamy white
Mrs. Shelley (Mitchell's), fine peach
Northern Beauty (Robinson's), white, laced with pink

Oriental Pearl (Attwell's), creamy white ....
Phoenix (Hcadley's), scarlet

Ploughboy (Girling's), puce
Prince of Wales { Dodd's), bright yellow ....

„ (Girling's), crimson, shaded with purple .

Princess Royal (Horwood's), primrose ....
n ft

(Hudson's), sulphur, edged with rose

M „ (Sharp's), rosy lilac

Prince Albert (Adams'), large, salmon red ....
Rose Unique (Ansell's)

Sambo (Girling's), dark

St. George (Fawcett's), rose

Sir F. Johnstone (Hillier's), rosy purple

Sir R. Throckmorton (Sadler's), puce .

Snow-flake (Mitchell's), while ....
Tournament (Catleugh's), light red

Twyford Perfection (Young's), crimson

Westbury Rival (Hall's), crimson purple

The following varieties at from Qs. to \2s. per dozen

:

—
Conservative, Le Grand Bedouin, Countess of Pembroke, Pene-
lope, Frances, Duchess of Richmond, Duke of Richmond, Climax.
Rosa, President of the West, Grand Turk, Amato, Rival Pre-
sident, Eva, Lady W. Powlett, Perfection, Rival Sussex, Mares-
field Hero, Miss Johnston, Glory of Plymouth, Wallace, Windmill
Hill Rival, Viola, Contender, Charles XII., Duchess of Portland,
Marquess of Lothian, Egyptian Prince, Lancashire Witch, De-

fiance, Hope, Essex Rival, Unique, Mary, Rienzi. Mungo Park,

Model of Perfection, Diomede, Sir John Ashley, Miss Goulburn,
Director, Stuart Wortley, Defiance (Squibb's), Diana, Bishop of

Salisbury, Windsor Rival, Pericles, Andrew Hofer, Scarlet Rival,

Advocate, Defender, Nicholas Nickleby, Bloomsbury, Amulet,

Aigo, Optime, Phenomenon, Crichton, Rouge et Noire, Tantalus,
Countess of Lincoln, Sir W. Middleton, Emulator, Edward, Pom-

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

pons, Chef d'eeuvre, Lady Mill, Pickwick, Ivcr Champion, Horn-
sey Surprise, Unrivalled of South Hants, lanthe, Lord Dudley
Stuart, Rival, Marchioness of Breadalbane, Maid of Bath,

Unique (Walter's). Purpurea alba, Regina, Fanny Keynes, Con-
stancy, Scarlet Defiance, Eclipse (Widnall's), King of Roses,

Bowling-green Rival, Bloomsbury (Pamplin's), Susanna, Haidee,

Hero of Notts, Elizabeth, Monarch, Grace Darling, Hylas, Rufus,

Beauty of the Plain, Eclipse, Uxbrldge Magnet, Lady Rae Reid,

Mrs. Barclay, Will Watch, Bang-up, Dowager Lady Cooper,
Indispensable, Admirable, Highgate Rival, Bronze Unique,
Bridesmaid, Curate, Ruby, Conqueror of lhe World,. Britannia,

Euclid, Black-eyed Susan, Revenge, Scarlet le Grand, Maria,
(Wheeler's), Rival Lilac, Metclla, Queen, Defiance, Coronal,

Yellow Defiauce, Painted Lady, Lady Jcrmyn, Grand Tourna-
ment, Beauty of England, Emperor of China, Persian Chief,

Orange Boven, Queen (Widnall's), Enterprizc, Springfield Purple,

Beauty, Yellow Climax, Winterton Rival, Chancellor, March-
ioness of Aylesbury, King of Prussia, Captivator, Compacta,
Madame A. Wallncr, Enterprise, Premier, Lady Langston, Bride,

Competition, Hope, Triumphant, Bces'-wing, Sir J. Mill, Are-

thnsa, Tancred, Rufus, Red-wing.

A reference to some house in London will be required from
unknown Correspondents.
~~ ~

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
YOUELL & CO. having formed a selection of the

newest and very best varieties of the above beautiful

autumnal flower, purpose sending them out at the end of May,

free of postage, to any part of the United Kingdom, at the rate

of I2.s*. per dozen, varieties fit for competition at any of the Hor-

ticultural Exhibitions of the present year.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, A pril 26, 1843.

THE BEST TWENTY-FOUR.

THE Twenty-four Sorts of DAHLIAS which gained

the FIRST PRIZE at the London Floricultural Society's

Show on the 20th of Sept. last may be had of Messrs. Sutton

and Son's for the small sum of Thirty-five Shillings, including

Package and Delivery to the Railway Stations, or any other part

of London; or a pair of each for 3/. The names of the Dahlias

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

"T/OUELL & CO. have much pleasure in referring the

JL readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to their List of the above

decant tribe, advertised in this Paper of last week. It com-
prises all the really good varieties, to the exclusion of such as are

merely nominal, and are now ready for sending post-free to any

part of the United Kingdom, on the receipt of a Post-otnce older,

at the following prices:— * d-

12 Fine show varieties - « • • •
x *

J»

12 Extra do l0 °

li> Ditto, ditto, very superior . . • • *i

The selection being left to Youell & Co.

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
This magnificent Fuchsia was raised by Mr. Median, gardener

to Colonel Ilarcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom
Messrs- Youkm. obtained the entire stock. In May last, it was

submitted to Dr. Lindley for bis opinion, which will be lound m
the Gardeners 9 Chronicle of the Hth of that month, as oiiows:—
" Your seedling Fuchsia is bv far the finest hybrid we have seen,

the flowers being three inches in length, with the tube and sepals

of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple. It,

as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will prove

a valuable addition to this beautiful genus."
Messrs. Youkm, in bringing this beautiful production into

public notice, do so without the slightest diffidence, being fully

assured of its giving the most entire satisfaction. It is of vigor-

ous habit, fine foliage; and as a proof of its being a profuse

bloomer, they have a plant in flower at the present time (Sep-

tember 15th) on one branch of which there are upwards of 200

blooms, forming a splendid object for the greenhouse, conserva-

tory, or flower-garden. Youell & Co. are now sending it out

at lO.v. 6d. per plant, free of postage, to any part of the United

Kingdom ; and all orders they may be favoured with will be exe-

cuted in rotation. Orders for the Continent will receive every

care in packing, so as to insure their safety. The usual discount

to the trade, when not less than six plants are ordered.

Messrs. Youbll have also much pleasure in announcing, that

they are in possession of the entire stock of two beautiful new
Verbenas, raised by Mr. Edmonds, gardener to John Lacon,Esq.,

of Ormesbv Hall, which were kindly presented them by that gen-

tleman,— the one named "Lacoiui," is a tine blue, delightfully

fragrant, of vigorous but compact habit, and the heads ot

flowers measuring upwards of 3j inches in diameter. The other,

named "Princess Royal," is of the purest snowy white, the

flowers remarkably large, and extremely fragrant ; nothing can

exceed the purity of the white in this beautiful variety, and it

possesses that acquisition not to be found in any of its class-of

retaining its clear white during fading. It would be as well to

remark, that the petals of the flowers of the above meet so closely

as to form a perfect ball. They are ready for sending out by post

(iree) to any part of the United Kingdom, at 5.s\ bd. per plant.

P.S.— Their Catalogue of Fuchsias may be had on application,

and will be found to contain every variety worthy of cultivation.

Great. Yarmouth Nursery, April 20, 1 843.

JOHN MILNE begs respectfully to oiTer to the No-
^ bility, Gentry, and Public the following plants :—

A fine specimen of Araucaria excelsa, in pot, standing Sft. high,

probably one of the finest in England, for sale, price 25/.

Ditto, 5 ft. high, 10/.

Fine specimens of Rhododendron arboreura (true), 8 ft. high,

each, 71. 7*>
album, 105. 6d. to 205. each,

Two very large Bonapartia juncea, 41. 4s. each.

Lilium lauciiolium album, 5s. ; Do. do. punctatum, Js. 6d. each.

Kosa Devomensis, 2s.6rf. each.

A fine collection of Azalea sinensis, Camellias, Pelargoniums,

Ericas Epacrises, Gesneras, Gloxinias, Achimenes, &c. &c.

Likewise a general collection of Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and

Rock nlants too numerous to insert. J. M. can also spare

100 fine

1

large plants of Andromeda fioribunda, 10&-. 6d. and

12s 6rf.cach. Plants for Bkdimxg out.

date ; ana any
01

s-
Package', &c. included. Plants now ready for delivery.

"
MKSSRS. Sutton's Catalogue of Dahlias, Fuchsias, &c. (winch

may be had gratis) will be found useful to amateurs, as contain-

ing the most certain Show Flowers, andnone others,

Reading Nursery, Reading, Berks, April 2?.

JOHN MILNE, Nurseryman, Stoke Newington,

Middlesex, has now on £ale a fine Stock of that beautiful

Creeper, Scypanthus elegans (Loasa volubilis), which he is

enabled to offer at 3s. each, or 305. per doz. Plants may also be

had o( Warnbe and Warner, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, opposite

the Exchange,—The usual allowance made to the Trade.
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Alstrceraeria, 6 varieties, s.

each . •
,

ls ' t0
]

Bouvardia triphylla - 1

Calcco)aria,12vars.,p.doz.9

Campanula granuis, each

Catananche,2vars., each

Chelone barbata, per doz.

Fuchsia, 25 varieties ot

the newest and most

approved sorts, large

plants, per d°z - *
,

'

Do. t:o., smaller, per doz.

Fuchsia fulgens, 2 varie-

ties, per doz. 9s., each

Gentiana,5 vars., per doz.

Pelargonium, scarlet and

striped vars., p.aoz.,4s. to

Heliotropmm,p.aoz.,4s.to6
LantanaSellovn,p.doz.
Lilium eximium, each .

„ longifiorum

Linum, 4 vars., per doz. .

Lobelia, 6 vars., per doz.

.

Lychnis Bungeana, each
coronata . ,,

Creepers

1

1

1

Aristolochia sipho, each

.

Atragcne austriaca

Bignonia caprcolata

„ radicans (superb) 1

Ceanothus azurcus and
pallidus

Clematis azurea grandi-

flora ....
double purple .

florida, single .

„ double .

montana .

Sieboldi
Cobrca scandens, per doz.
Eccremocarpusscaber,each l

Glycine trutescens „ 1

m sinensis „ 1

Hor.eysuckles,in6vars. „

FOR
r. d.

6

s. d.

Lychnis fulgens . each 1

Mimulus, 6 fine varieties,

per doz. . Gs. and 9
Mule Pink, per doz. . 6
CEnothcra macrocarpa,
each . . . .16

CEnotherataraxacifolia. ea. 9
Oxalis, 6 fine vars., p.doz. 6
Pentstemon, 6 fine vars.,

per doz. . . -90
Petunias, 8 vars., per doz. 6

,, of the newest
10 varieties, per doz. . 12

Phlox Drummondii, 3 va-
rieties, per doz. . .60

Do., 8 of the newest sorts,
each . . . .16

Bo., in 25 vars., per doz. 9
Potcntilla,6finevars.p.doz. 6*

Salvia, G varieties, per doz. 6
Scutellaria splendens,each 1 6
Silene laciniata, each . l 6
Verbena, 12 finevars. p. doz. 6
Viola arborea (new7

), each 3 6
Planting out.
Honeysucklc,scarlettrum-5. d.

6
6

6

pet, each . , 1

Ipomcea Learii . , 1

Jasminum, 4 varieties.each

l

ft

s)

2

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

6

6

6
6

9

Lophospcrmum, 4 vars.
JLonicera flexuosa

t> longifiora (true)
Maurandya Barclayana,
per doz.

>» alba, each .

Passiflora, 4 vars. „
Physianthus undulatus
Sollyaheterophylla
Scypanthus elegans, per

doz., 30^., or each

Thunbergia, vars., each

White Everlasting Pea ,,

20 varieties of creeping
Roses, large plants,each 1

I

2

9
1

1

1

3

1

1

6

9
9

6

9

6

6

The above plants are all in pots,; and a general supply may
be h d throughout the season.
N.B.—Plants for Bedding or Creepers ordered to the amount

of 20s. will be forwarded to any part of London carnage free ; a

reference or Post-office order will be required of unknown corre*

spondeuts.—Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, Middlesex.
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pONWAY'S GIANT CACTUS, considered by Dr.
V_V Lindjlb* by far the handsomest yet raised. A few strong
plants still on hand, at 2 guineas each.
CONWAY'S NEW PELARGONIUM LANEI, undoubtedly the

best yet raised for forcing; ; specimens exhibited at the Horticul-
tn rooms, Regent-street, during the winter and spring; and
magnificent plants now in flower, at the Nursery, OldBrompton-
Voad,—Plants, 7s. 6d. each. The usual allowance to the trade if

two or more plants are taken.—April 28, 1843.

"VTEW and CHOICE DAHLIAS and FUCHSIAS,
-L^1 by F. &A. SMITH & Co., Florists, &c, Hackney, London.
'For May, 18*13. New and Superb Seedling Dahlias—
BIANCA, Wildman, pure white, cup petals, large size, the centre

well up, very deep flower (having from 25 to 30 rows of petals),

first-rate form , of excellent habit, and very free bloomer; has
obtained tour prizes, and was pronounced a first-class flower by
the Floricultural Society of London. 4 ft.— J Os. 6d.

DUKE OF WELLINGTON, Smith, rich scarlet crimson, fine cup
petals, the centre well up, is of great depth and substance, a
first-rate flower, a very profuse bloomer, and quite new in

colour ; it obtained a prize at the South Essex Show in Sept.
4ft.~l0s.6d.

GENERAL SIR R. SALE, Smith, crimson purple, cup petal,
well up in the eye, of good size, and great depth of petals, very
profuse and constant bloomer, with long, upright foot- stalks,
and is considered by competent judges the best flower of its

colour yet offered to the public; it was pronounced a first-

class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug. 16,

1842; obtained a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 31 ; a prize at
South Essex, Sept. 8; a prize at Kingston, Sept. 15 ; a prize at
Salt Hill, Sept. \6 ; a prize at Victoria Gardens, Stepney, Sept.
19; a prize at the Floricultural Society of London, Sept. 20; a
prize at Sunbury, Sept. 22 ; a prize at Hammersmith, Sept. 27.
4 ft.— 10*. 6d.

RIVAL YELLOW, Smith, deep golden yellow, fine cup petals,
great substance and depth, centre well up, of excellent form,

very constant, and good habit. This Dahlia is warranted the
best of its colour yet offered to the public. As the stock is very
limited, early application is necessary to secure plants, many
orders having already been received. No allowance on this
variety. 4 ft.— 10s.

RAINBOW, Smith, yellow, beautifully edged with rosy purple, of
good form, very constant, free bloomer, and excellent habit,
the flowers have long, straight footstalks; quite a new and
distinct variety from any other in cultivation. The form of
this flower improves as the season advances, sufficient to con-
stitute it a show flower. 4 ft.— 10.5. 6d.

d.

6

F. §• A, Smith Sf Co.'s List of Superb Seedling Dahlias continued.

Princess Royal, Hudson, s. d.
buff, tipped rose, 4 ft. 2 6

Princess Royal, Horwood,
primrose . 4 ft. 1 6

Princess Royal, Thomson,
bright orange, tipped &
edged with red 4 ft. 2 6

Phoenix, Hedley, scarlet,

3 ft 26
Ploughboy, purple, large,
and of good form, 4 ft. 2

Purpurea alba, Harris,
purple with white stripe,
4 ft 16

Queen of Lilacs, Appleby,
deep lilac . 5 ft. 1 6

Queen of the Isles, Low,
white edged crimson,
3ft. . . . ,io 6

Retriever, ruby crimson,
fine form . 4 ft. 10 6

Rose Unique, Ansell, rosy
purple, fine form, 4 ft. 2 6

Stanley, Jones, blush
tinted rose, fine form,
3 ft 36

Sir F. Johnstone, Hellier,
purple, good form, 3 ft. 2

Sultana, Appleby, deep
maroon, sometimes
striped with light pur-

ple, of good size and s. d.
form, warranted by the
raiser first rate . 4 ft. 10 6

Surprise, Oakley,; red, tip-

ped with pure white 5 is

the best -formed flower
of its class, and has ob-
tained 8 seedling prizes,

4 ft 10 6
Twyford Perfection, Young,

deep ruby . 4 ft. 2
Tournament, Catleugh,
ruby scarlet . 4 ft. 1 6

Virgil, Mountjoy, deep
maroon, fine form ; has
taken many prizes, first

rate . . 5 ft. 10 6

Van Amburgh, Miller,

rosy lilac, fine form, a
constant show flower,
-ill-* * * » •

Westbury Rival, Hall, crim-
son - . 4 ft. 1 6

Windmill Hill Hero, Miller,

rich deep crimson, cup
petal, globular, and fine

form . - 4 ft. 10 6

Will Watch, Girling, sha-
ded crimson . 3 ft. 1 6

White Defiance, Langelier,

10 6

10

10

12

good form . 3 ft. 2

With all the older varieties, from 6s. to 12s. per dozen.
F. and A. S. can also supply all the new varieties of other

Growers, if timely notice be given.

s.

2

6

6

Am brica, Drummonds',
fine purple, 4 ft. high .

Admiral Stopford, Tren-
field, fine dark 4 ft. 3 6

Attila, Whale, light rose
shaded . . 4 ft. 1 6

Alba purpurea supcrba,
Bates, purple tipped with
white . . 4 ft. 2 6

Alicia, Burdon. white tip-

ptd with bright crim-
son, fine form, 2ft. 10 6

Bedford Surprise, Shep-
pard, shaded purple, fine
form . . 4 ft. 3 6

Beauty of Wakefield, white,
edged with purple, 4 ft. 1 6 ;

British Queen, Back, sha-
ded bronze . 3 ft. 2 6

Bride, Fawcet's, blush,
,

tipped with rose, 3 ft. 1 6
Belsize Rival, Pipe, rosy

blush, cup petals, very
constant, of good form
and habit . 4 ft. 10 6

Bridesmaid, Brown, white
and lavender . 3 ft. 1 6

Burnham Hero, Coker,
crimson red . 4 ft. 1 6

Blanche Shelley, Mitch-
ell, white, tipped with
purple, good fcrm, 5 ft. 10 6

Beauty of Sussex, Mitch-
ell, pink, deeply edged
with carmine . 4 ft. 10 6

Conqueror of the Plain,
•
N pary, maroon, fine
form . . 5 ft. 1 6

Compacta, Gaines, ma-
roon . . 4 ft. 1

Candidate, Siiverlock, dk.
purple . . 4 ft. 1

Cyclops, Neville, rik. sha-
ded with light crimson,
4 feet . . . .26

Coronation, Smith, rosy
scarlet . . 4 ft. 3 6

Coronation, Harrison,
crimson shaded with
pui pie . . 3 ft. 2

Confidence, Cook, shaded
orange, good form, very
constant . 4 ft. 7 6

Competitor, Hodges, rose-
shaded, fine form, 4 ft. 5

Duke of Cornwall, Low,
bright rosy salmon, 4 ft. 2

Dowager Lady Cooper,
Jackson, ruse, fine form,
* feet . . . .16

Eclipse, Catleugh, vermi-
lion scarlet . 4ft, l f>

Eclipse, Widnall, deep
scarlet . . . 5 ft. 1 6

Euclid, Ward, shaded pur-
ple . . 4 ft. 1 6

Empress of Whites, G.
Smith, white, good
form, very dwarf grow-
er, 2 ft.

. . . jo 6
Earl of Leitrim, Ogilvey,
deep shaded purple, cup
petals, large, and of
good form

;
has obtained

several prizes . 4 ft. 10 6
Fanny Waugh, Forster,
deep lilac, of fine form;
it has obtained a first

class prize at Hexham,
and was on the second
stand of 18 and the se-
cond of 24 blooms at

the same place ; was
placed first in its class

at Corbridge,& second

at the Great North of

England Show at Jes-

mond, near Newcastle

:

this variety is very con-
stant, of medium size,
£*eat depth of petals,

.5.

10

d.

6

the centre well up, and
of good habit . 4 ft.

Great Western, Braggf

shaded purple, very
large, good form, 4 ft. 7 6

Gem, Smith, white, tip-
ped with pink . 3 ft. 2

Great Mogul, Atwell, deep
maroon, good form, 4ft. 10 6

Grand Tournament, Union,
blush . . 4 ft.J 1 6

Hope Triumphant, Wild-
man, rose . 3 ft. 1 6

Hon. Miss Abbott, Smith,
light lilac, gd. form, 4 ft. 2 6

Hero ofStonchenge, Whale,
mulberry . 4 ft. 10 6

Imogene, Dewar, light
lilac, first rate . 2 ft. 10 6

Indispensable, Girling,
violet purple, good form,
•"> ft 16

Jersey Maid, Langelier,
blush, good form, 4 ft. 1 Q

Lady Sale, Todd, good
form . . 4 ft. 10 6

Lady Alice Peel, Jackson,
light rose . 3 ft. 2 6

Lady Glentworth, Wid-
nall, claret shaded, pood
form . . 4 ft. 2 6

1 Lady Harland, Jeffries,

rosy lilac . 4 ft. 2 6
Miranda, Brown, blush,
tipped and mottled with
rose; gained first prize

at York, a prize at Salt

Hill, and classed as a
second-rate flower by
the London Floricultu-
ral Society . 3 ft. 7 G

Marchioness of Exeter,
Widnall, peach, good
form . . 3 ft. 2

Majestic, Widnall, shaded
rosy purple, gd.fm., J ft. 2 6

Marquess of Lansdowne,
Brown, shaded salmon,
4 ft 2 6

Mary Jane, Edwards,
white and purple, 4 ft. 1 6

Miss Chester, Stein, creamy

FUCHSIAS.
Affinis ....
Amato, Harrison .

Arborea, Smith
,, grandiflora,May

Admirable, Harrison
Argo, Harrison
Ballooni ....
Blanche, Harrison .

Brockmanii
Blanda, Smith .

Bellana, or roseo alba .

Bicolor ....
Clio, Harrison .

Cooperii ....
Conspicua arborea, Cat-
leugh ....

Lurtesii ....
Cordifolia, or cordata
Clintonia .

Compacta, Smith ,

Conspicua, Smith .

chandlerii
Carnea, Smith .

s.

1

1

1

1

1

1

10

2

7
2
2
1

2

1

• t

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

10
1

1

1

I

Formosa elegans,Thomson I

Fairy, Harrison . . 2
Flora, Harrison . . .1

Fulgens .... 1

,, multiflora . . 1

Floribunda magna, May 1

Fulgida superba, May . 2
Globosa roseo elegans . 2

elegans . . 1

multiflora . . 2
Grandiflora ma.\ima,May 1

Glabra multiflora . . 1

Gem, Harrison . . 1

Hybrida coccinea . . 1

Corymbiflora .

Dalstonii, Smith
Delicata .

Dennisiana
Eppsii
Excelsa, Smith
Erecta tricolor
Eximia
Elegans supcrba

rr

>»

d.

6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6
6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6
6
6

s. d.

Inflata, Ivory . . .16
„ fulgida . .16

Insignis, Smith . .16
Invincible, Smith . .10
King . . . .7 b'

Lanei . . . .76
Loudonii . . . .26
Middletonia . . .26
Moneypennii . • • 1

Multiflora erecta . .10
Mirabilis, Smith . .10
Meteor, Harrison . .16
Magnifica, Smith . .16
Pendula terminalis, May 1

Pulchella, May . . I (j

Princeps, Smith . .20
Racemiflora, Day . .10
Hicartonii . . .10
Refulgens, Kyle . .16
Racemosa . . .16
Rogersiana . . • J 6
Stylosa conspicua, May . 1

Salmonia, Smith . .20
Stewartia . . .16
Stylosa maxima, May . l 6

,, elegans, May .16
Splendens, Humboldt . 1 6

„ Kyle . .16
Standishii . . .10
St. Clare . . . . 10 6
Toddiana . . . 10 6
Transparens . . .50
Thyneana . . .10
Tricolor, Pontey . .16
Towardii . . . .20
Triumphans, Kyle . .16
Tilleryana . . .10
Usherii . . . .16
Venusta, Harrison . .16
Victoria, Salter . .16
Venus victrix . . .16
Vernalis . . . .16
Youelli . . . .10

Collections of the above, if

left to F. & A. S. & Co., from
6s. to 12s. per dozen.

SUPERB CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
YOUELL & CO. have a few more Pairs to spare of

that Superb Rose Flake Carnation, WILSON'S HARRIET*,
and JOAN OF ARC, Red Picotec, for 155., package, &c. included.
The following are the prices from Youei.l & Co.'s extensive

Collection, consisting of upwards of 800 varieties, of the most
select sorts:— j* s . d.

25 Pairs of extra-fine and first-rate show-flowers 5
12 Do. Do. Do. 2
25 Do., very fine Do. 3
12 Do. Do. Do. 1

12 Do., extra fine, and show Pinks . .

The selection being left to Youkll & Co.
ARAUCARIA1MBRICATA.—Fine strong Planis,8 inches high,

60s. per dozen; 10 inches, 845. ; 1 ft., extra finc
t 21s. per plant.

30 packets of select Flower Seeds, $s. t
sent free of postage.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk.

l^UCHSIA BROCKMANII.—A few Plants of this
-L fine variety may still be obtained upon application to the
Raiser, Mr. Paddbn, Garden er, Beachborough, Hythe, Kent.

IN consequence of the numerous and liberal Orders re-
ceived for FUCHSIA TODDIANA, no more than those

already ordered can be promised before the 10th of May.—
Thomas Ciiiits, Tunbridge Wells Nursery, April 27.

PELARGONIUMS, AURICULAS, CARNATIONS, PICOTEES
and SELECT PLANTS.

H GROOM, Clapham-Rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth), by appointment Florist to Her Majesty,

begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and Public, that his Cata-
logue of new and fine PELARGONIUMS, &c, is ready, and may
be had on application.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have now commenced
sending out their MAGNIFICENT NEW VERBENA

"PRINCE OF WALES," for description of which, see Garden-
ers 1 Chronicle of the 22d of April, and have also ready for delivery
at the same time, the following SELECT PLANTS.

s.

Antirrhinum, 6 vars., each
Achimenes longiflora . 1

Azalea indica, 8 vars. . 1

Bign6nia Cherere . 1

Cinerarias, 8 vars. . .

,, 6 extra fine . 3
Clematis Sieholdii , . 1

Diplacus punicens . .

Fuchsias, 30 of the new-
est and most esteemed
vars., per doz. 45. to 12

Gaillardia Wellsiana, each 1

Gardoquia Hookerii . 1

Gloxinia Pricstleyii . 3

rubra .. . 2
maxima . . 1

licium fioridanum . 2

d.

6

6

6

6
6

6

9

6
6
6

6
6

6

Ipomcca ficifolia

Kennedya, 6 vars., 15. to
Lantana Selowii, per doz.
Lobelia erinus grandiflo-
rus . . per doz.

Lconotus Lconorus, each
Nierembergia gracilis
Petunias, 12 extra fine

and distinct vars. 4s. to
Phlox formosa, fine, per
doz

Passiflora fragrans, each
,, 6 vars. „ .

Salvias, 4 fine vars. ,, .

Verbenas, 30 fine vara.
per doz. . 35. to

Zychia villosa, each .

s. d.

1

1 6
6

4

9
9

6

9
5

1

6

6
3 6

Ipomcea Learii . . 1

Pelargonium Lady Webster, 21s. each.
Azalea indica Jennerii . 21$. ,,

Woodlands Nursery, Maresrield, near Ucktield, Sussex.

VERBENA.
Speciosa, Kyle, bright vermilion, with blush or rosy eye, large
trusses and very it'Ge bloomer, of strong upright growth : it

obtained a certificate of merit at the exhibition of the Horti-
cultural Society of London, July 9,. 1842 ; in the Gardeners1

Chronicle
9 page 425, the Editor's opinion is that the Verbena is

handsome and very brilliant, and is, without doubt, a good
variety; plants in May. 5a*.

1 6

3 6

2 6

2 6

7

white . . 3 ft.

Mrs. Shelley, Mitchell,
deep rosy purple, good
form . . 4 ft.

Mrs. James Richardson,
Edwards, blush white,
occasionally tipped, gd.
form, has taken several
prizes . . 4 ft. 10 6

North Star, Thomson,
crimson scarlet, fine

form . . 3 ft.

Northern Beauty, white
tipped with cherry, 5ft.

North Midland, Evans, dp.
crimson, good form, has
taken several prizes, 4ft.

Orion, Smith, light yellow,
good form . 3 ft. 7

Orynthia, blush, edged
and tipped with rosy
pui pie, good form,
4 ft

Oriental Pearl, Atwell,
creamy white, gd.form,
5 ft

Prince of Wales, Dodds,
yellow . . 3 ft.

Prince of Wales, Girling,
purple, striped with
crimson, gd.form, 4 ft.

Pet Rival, Bushell, red
crimson, very constant.
3 ft

Prince Albert,* Adams'
shaded salmon & brown
large and constant, 4ft.'

Perpetual Grand, Brown
maroon, fine form, 5 ft/ 10

10 6

3 6

2 6

2 6

10 6

2 6

NEW DAHLIA, THE "UXBRIDGE RIVAL."
JAMES HOW, the fortunate Raiser of King's

"Grand Turk," Catlkugh's "Eclipse and Magnet," Att-
wkll's "Frederick the Great and Venus," now olfers with the
utmost confidence his "Uxbridge Rival," a Dahlia of first-rale
pretensions, colour dark maroon, full size, great depth of smooth-
edged stiff Petals, fine rising centre, shape globular, habit
splendid, 4ft. Plants, May 16th, l()s. 6d. t to be of J. How,
Uxbridge; or, Brown and Attwkll, Uxbridge Nursery.
Brown and Atwell's Dahlia Catalogue can be had on

application.

FUCHSIA MAJESTICA MULTIFLORA, and
MULTIFLORA COCCINEA.—B. W. KNIGHT, Florist,

begs to say he is now sending out the above magnificent Fuchsias
at 7s. 6d. each, by post, prepaid, on receiving the amount with
the order, also the following superb Dahlias :— Miller's Wind-
mill Hill Hbro, and Van Am jiuik.m, 10s. 67/. each, and
Knight's SOUTHERN Bkauty, 5s.: for description, see advertise-
ment of the 15th April. Also 12 superb seedling Pansies for o0s.
B. W. K.'s list of Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas,
Pansies, Cinerarias, Phloxes, &c. may be had on application
prepaid, which contains a description of the above. Superb
Verbenas and Fuchsias, consisting of the best kinds, in tin cases,
per post, Verbenas at 3.v., 6s. , and J 2s. per dozen ; Fuchsias at 6s.,
105. 6rf., and 155. per dozen. Agents in London, Mr. H. Clarke,
86, High-st., Borough, and Messrs. W. and J. Noble, 152,
FJeet-street.

Tivoli Nursery, near St. Leonard's on Sea, Sussex, April 26.

HUGH LOW and CO. have for Sale the following
Plants, which are all well deserving of cultivation :—

Achimenes grandiflora, very large, beautiful pink, s. d.
small plants, each 15

Achimenes pcdunculata (see Bot. Register) small
plants, each . .106

Achimenes rosea (see Bot. Register), each . . .26
,, longiflora (see Paxton's Mag. of Bot.), each 2 6

Bridgesia spicata, new climber from Chile, each . 7 6
Campanula grandis, each \ Q
Gcsncria zebrina, strong tubers, each . . . .26
Gloxinia macrophylla variegata, from Brazil . .50

„ speciosa, var. from Brazil, each . . .50
m tubiflora, flowers 3 to 4 inches long, pure

white, strong tubers 21
Hardcnbcrgia macrophylla 26
Kcnncdya Marryattcu 3 6
ManeUU bicolor, beautiful climber . . . .50
Nyphasaoblonga, beautiful dwarf plant, resembling a

Gl°xinia 10 6
Paulovniaimperialis .76
Physolobium carinatum, fine 5
Siphocampylus betula3folius(seePaxton'sMag.ofBot.) 7 6
Scypanthus elegans (Loasa volubilis), beautiful

creeper, will continue in flower from May till De-
cember (see Sweet's Flower Garden, and Pax. Mag.
of Bot.) 5

Stance Dickensonii 10 6
Verbena Howardiana, the finest blush rose-coloured
Verbena yet out, very fragrant . . . .36A reference to some House in London will be required from

unknown Correspondents. The usual Allowance to the Trade.
Clapton Nursery, London, March 2Q, 1843.

1 ' « ^— >-- -—.., ...... -»

Q RANGE, LEMON, CITRON, SHADDOCK, andv-/
.
FORBIDDEN- FRUIT TREES.—J. BUTLER has just

received from Geneva about 200 of these Trees, in excellent
bearing condition, the price from 8-v. upwards; also some very
fine Double Italian Tuberose Hoots. To be seen at J. Butler's
Italian Warehouse, 155, Regent-street, London. Genuine Seltzer
W ater from the Rhine, price 8.s\ per doz. bottles.

CEEDLING DAHLIA.—DEWAR'S IMOGENE.—
^ A beautiful bright lilac, fine cupped Petals, good outline, and
rises well in the centre, a most abundant Bloomer, and very con-
stant; flowers well above the foliage, on stiff foot-stalks, height
from 3 to 4ft. It took prizes at the following shows:— 1st, at
the Great North of England, 8th Sept., 1841 ; first-class prize at
Hexham, 3 blooms, 13th Sept., 1842 ; first class at the North of
England, 12 blooms, 21st Sept. ; first prize at Durham, 2lstSept.

;

first prize at Morpeth, 9 blooms, 22d Sept. It also obtained a
prize at York, 28th Sept. In class showing it was placed first at
Hexham and the North of England Shows, as being the best
lilac. It was also placed as a first-class flower by the board of
the Hexham Floral Society on the 7th Sept. Very fine plants arc
now ready to send out at 105. 6d. each, and may be had of Mr.
H. Nkwton, Nurseryman, Newcastle; Messrs. Ronalds, Nur-
serymen, Brentford; W. J. Harrison, York; and H. Dkwar,
Jesmond, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

duced, that are worthy of cultivation. The month of May is quite
time enough for sowing hardy and hall-hardy Annuals, and many
half-hardy Annuals if sown earlier would require a little bottom-
beat, which may now be sown in the open borders, where, if kept
well thinned, one plant will grow to six times the size of those
raised on heat and transplanted. Ladies and Gentlemen wishing
such a selection, for autumn flowering, by naming the sum to
which they would wish to go, J. K. flatters himself they will have
no reason to regret, cither in the choice of the selection, or on
the score of price. Also the 24 sorts named as a mixture by
Dr. Lindlky, as suited for enlivening Shrubberies, sent by post
for os. Also all the better Grasses, as a mixture for Lawns, and
all the other Grasses for permanent pasturage, separate or mixed.
Also, Lang s New Swede Turnip; Skerving'sdo. ; Cox's do; New
Yellow Globe Mangle Wurzle ; New Red do.; Fine selected Long
Red do.

i Agricultural White Carrot; together with Pot Roses and
Herbaceous plants, for planting out in May for autumn flowers.

4, Great Russell-street, Covent-Garden.

1,
_ __ C

T0 NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.
^O BE SOLD,a most desirableNURSERY GROUND,
^„ 1̂™H

nsi"^ a8ubsta»tiany-built and convenient DWELLINGHOUSE fronting the High Road, and about seven acres of supe-
rior LAND-freehold, and Land Tax redeemed-well stocked—
with a gooa business to it, which has been carried on for nearly a
century; situate 20 miles north of London, and of which imme-
diate possession may be had. Part of the purchase-money may
remain on Mortgage if desired. Apply to Mr. Jackson, Marl-
borough-road, Kent Road, Surrey; or to Mr. Story, Solicitor,
St. Albans, Herts,
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—
Four Lectures on CHEMISTRY, in its applications to

Vegetable Physiology and the Arts of Cultivation, will be deli-

vered in the Meeting-Room of the Society by Mr. E. SOLLY,
F.R.S..&C, Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society,

on Thursday, thellth, isth, and 25th of May, and 1st of June,

at Three o'clock precisely. Fellows of the Socieiy are admitted

upon signing their names; all other persons by Tickets, which
may be obtained at the Office of the Society, 21, Regent-street,

price 10s. 6d. for the Four Lectures. By Order of the Council.

7E%t ffiartwttt'jg' ffiljrcturie

SATURDAY, APRIL 29, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
f Entomological . . . . 8 p- m.

Monday, May 1 . . . -\ Horticultural Anniversary 1 p. m-

C Horticultural .... 3 p.m.
Tuesday, May 2 . . . < Linnean 8 p.m.

CFloricultural - • • 74 *.m.

Friday, May 5 Botanical 8 p.m.

Country Snow, May 6 Liverpool-

„ Tuesday, May !), Heartsease, Hammersmith

Tuesday, May
Wednesday, May 10

Saturday, May 13 .

, Zoological

f Geological

{

Medico-Botanical
Horticultural Gardens
Koyal Botanic

tf£ p.m.

a| p.m.

U P-M-

1 P.M.
<1 P.M.

The objects which Mr. Pusey's Drainage Bill pro-

poses to effect are more especially these: 1st, To
grant powers to drain ; 2ndly, To enable money to be

raised for drainage purposes ; and 3rdly, To strengthen

the existing powers for enforcing the clearance of

drains and ditches. It is to the first and third of

these points that we shall at present confine ourselves.

1st, To grant powers to drain.—This is to be en-

trusted to a Board of Commissioners, who are to be

memorialised hy persons wishing to have their land

drained. The memorialist is to deposit money in

their hands for defraying the expense of preliminary
inquiries

; then, when the matter of the memorial is

approved of, he is to deposit a further sum with the

Commissioners, sufficient for defraying the expenses
of making further surveys, schedules, maps, plans,

drawings, sections, and estimates, &c. (c. 3). If the

Commissioners, after making inquiry, should decide
against the prayer of the memorialist (c. 6), or ifaU
the conditions required by the bill, after the approval of
the Commissioners shall have been signified, cannot be
complied with, then the money that was deposited is

to be applied to the discharge of the preliminary ex-
penses incurred ; and if the expense of inquiry, &C.
is greater than the deposit, then the memorialist is to
be sued at law for the difference (c. 30). A meet-
ing of all persons interested is to be convened by
public notice (c. 19). A sub-commissioner is to
hear objections at such meeting, may alter maps,
schedules, &c. (c. 11). Then the proprietors of three-
fourths in extent (net value) of the land proposed to
be drained must agree to the execution of it(c. 13) ;

and, finally, the term proprietor is declared to in-
clude all persons having any indirect interest in the
property to be drained (c. 14, 15).

Unless these clauses undergo very material altera-
tion, they can hardly fail to render the bill inoperative,
for the conditions are such as few people would take
the risk of fulfilling. According to this bill, a person
"who would have an estate drained must undertake
to incur a large and indefinite expense for pre-
liminary inquiry, and a further expense—the limits
of which it is, we conceive, impossible to foresee

in satisfying three-fourths of the varied interests
that will be concerned in his memorial ; and then,
J f he fail, he is not only to lose his deposit, but
to be liable to an action for all the expenses
beyond it to which the Commissioners and their
agents may have put him. He must be a bold
^an who will take such a risk: for where is the indi-ct interest in works of drainage to stop? In the
Cas e of mill property, the effects of any extensive
^orks may be felt at;} a very considerable distance,
)vhile rivers and their tributaries, never contemplated
°y the memorialist, may have to be included ; and all
Ule risk and cost of securing the good-will of half a
county may thus be thrown upon the person who may
present the first memorial. To use the words of a
correspondent, the first application bearing upon or

in

eC
i

tln8 lhe drainage of any particular water-course,
volves a consideration of the powers, uses, and

abuses of the whole length of that water-course.
-It is true that the memorialist is to be repaid his

ov "V/^y
expenses (c. 30), if he finally triumph

nefi"
.

a11 obstacles; but, what if his plan, however be-

Pa t
•'

* ai *' ^irouS^ l^e opposition of interested
P rties I "Why, then he is to be sued for all costs, as
foresaid. That will never do.

c
h® °nly practicable course, as we conceive, in the

befu-
an aPPlication t0 the Commissioners, would

Com • .

kind: let the memorialist come before the
jttimssioners with maps and evidence, collected at

If b°
Wn e

.

xPense hH himself, and state his case.

Com- •

e ifc out t0 ^ satisfaction of the

Pensp
m

t
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ierS5 let them at once
>
w»hout further ex-

Matter f u
memorialist

>
proceed to examine the

meptm.*
th
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emselves, employ engineers, convene

te^mf'
Se"le differen<*s, and go through all the^enminary inquiries, charging the expenses upon the

parties coming forward to oppose the proposal, if the

Commissioners are of opinion that the drainage ought

to be executed, or proportionately upon all to be

benefited by it, or merging it in the general expense

of the drainage to be afterwards executed under their

superintendence. We perceive no real difficulty in

this ; for the preliminary examination of a memorial-

ist's case might be as searching as the Commissioners

should think necessary. In the event of the drainage

being decided against, after the hearing of interested

parties, then the costs would have to be paid out of

the funds to be provided for defraying the expenses of

the Commission. Should frivolous memorials be appre-

hended, provided our suggestion were adopted, they

might be prevented by requiring the memorialist to

deposit a fixed sum (say 100Z.) in the hands of the

Commissioners prior to their proceeding in the inquiry,

such sum to be forfeited in the event of the final

decision of the^ Commissioners being adverse to the

memorialist.

At all events, it appears to us indispensable that the

complicated machinery to be put in action by this

Bill, before any work of drainage can be commenced,
should be worked and paid for by the Commissioners

themselves, and not by the memorialists.

3dly, To strengthen the existing powersfor enforcing

the clearance of drains and ditches.—-This is a point of

no little practical importance, without the ready settle-

ment of which any general drainage bill must lose

much of its value. Mr. Pusey proposes that when an

occupier refuses to clear out his ditches, it shall be

lawful for the proprietor injured by such refusal, after

14 days' notice, to cleanse them at his own expense,

and then to recover the amount so expended by suing

the recusant before the Quarter Sessions. This

seems to us an arrangement which can be productive

of little real utility. People are not willing to bring

actions against their neighbours; or if they are

willing, they will be deterred from doing so by the

uncertainty of the law, and the doubt they may
reasonably entertain as to their power of satisfying a

jury, who have not seen the ground, whether the

cleansing the drains was necessary or not. We would

submit that a far better mode of proceeding would be

to authorize an appeal to a district surveyor, who
should have power to summon a jury to view the

drains, and to decide whether they require cleansing or

not; their decision to be final. The expense of such

a proceeding might be made to fall on whichever

party failed in his appeal ; the appellant paying if the

jury decided against him, the respondent in the oppo-

site case. We confess that we have a great aversion

to law; and we are persuaded that a clause embodying

such powers as those we have now mentioned, would

be far more agreeable to the country than cleaning out

ditches without authority, or suits at Quarter Sessions

to recover expenses, and all the vexatious consequences

to which such proceedings would inevitably give rise.

With respect to the power of raising money for the

purposes of drainage, we have some observations in

tvpe which want of room compels us to defer till

next week.

<•' My opinion," says a correspondent, "is, that large

pots cannot be safely recommended in preference to

small except under certain conditions." As the rea-

sons assigned for this opinion are different from those

of *' Observator,'' we print the writer's reasons verbatim.

« If large pots are employed, they must be filled

with turfy soil, or with such other substances as will

prevent the mass from becoming too compact. But

some plants with delicate roots require a finer compo-

sition others a compost rich with dung. Soils that

will remain sufficiently open in a bed, or in a quarter

nf a kitchen garden, will nevertheless become too

compact when employed in a pot. All soils, of which

the particles have a greater degree of cohesion with

each other than exists between them and the sides of

the pot, will collapse, and become more compact than

if they formed part of an extended mass. The inertia

of a lar tre mass prevents the portion at the circum-

ference from being drawn towards the centre. If a

be the centre of a plot of

c ground in which a pot is

c ° plunged, filled with the soil of

I c the same plot, the potted soil

* will be found more compact

b c than it would have been had

7 it not been inclosed by the

i c sides of the pot : for, although
c

the particles b b might tend to

c
c

c
collapse toward a, yet they are

equally drawn in a contrary

direction in consequence of the adhesive force exerted

bv particles exterior to them, as at c c c. On this

principle, the smoother the pot the more will the soil

C0
?Xt

S

was above stated to the effect that the inertia

of a large broad mass prevents the portion near the

outside from being drawn towards the centre, aud it

may therefore be said that, the larger the pot, the less

will be the tendency of the soil which it contains to

become compact. This is in some degree the case ;

for if room could be found to admit of pots or boxes
being made large enough, the soil contained would be
in much the same condition as if lying in a bed or

quarter of the open ground. But a collection of plants

would occupy too much room, and would not be
portable if grown in such large masses of soil. This,

however, is not exactly to the point in question. A
more important consideration is the fact, that before

the roots could reach the outside, the soil there would

have become wasted; all the particles in its composi-

tion that are readily miscible with water would be

washed down, and the compost would not be in so

good a state for supplying the plant with nourishment

as when first prepared. If a Gooseberry-tree is

planted in rich ground, and allowed to grow in the

same place, the soil being undisturbed for many years,

it does not produce fruit so large as that obtained by

yearly trenching and otherwise preparing fresh soil

immediately in advance of the roots, as is done by the

prize-growers. So also by frequent shifting, and thus

affording progressively a fresh supply of nourishment,

a Vine in a pot, which had been struck from an eye,

was grown by Mr. John Wilson, Gardener, at Milh-

chope, to the length of 40 feet in the same season in

which the eye was put in.

"It is true that although nutritive portions may

be washed down, or otherwise changed, and although

these may be again supplied artificially, yet the

medium in which they are deposited, the bulk of the

soil, is the same as it was when first introduced.

It is doubtful, however, if what can be done in this

way will equal the effect produced by a supply of

fresh prepared soil. Turning up the soil has the

mechanical effect of rendering it fit for the easy pro-

gress of roots in quest of food; but it has probably

others of a chemical nature of still greater importance.

Principles that are lying quiet in a heap of compost

or manure are roused into powerful activity when

disturbed by turning the heap. Woody fibre that

was previously suffering but little change is then soon

broken up, in consequence of being subjected to the

decomposing effects of fermentation. What takes

place when a piece of ground is dug or trenched is not

so evident ; but doubtless something analogous does

ensue. Portions of soil containing different substances

that were before separated are brought into contact.

Few soils are so homogeneous as not to contain differ-

ent principles, the contact of which will occasion some

degree of chemical action ; and the result of such action

plants seem not to fail in turning to good account,"

The objections here taken by our new correspond-

ent
,

amount to this:— 1st, That the soil on the out-

side of the pot will be exhausted by frequent water-

ing before the roots can reach it. 2nd, That the

s)stem of shifting in pot-cultivation has some relation

to that of digging in the open border, and is equally

necessary. Both these difficulties may, we think, be

easily answered. In the first place, the objections

apply rather to cases where plants are never shifted

than to such as we have contemplated; but it is not

fair to argue against a thing from its possible abuse.

If a plant in the open ground never has the ground

about it disturbed, it will grow more slowly than if it

has the advantage of occasional digging ; and so, no

doubt, it is with plants in pots. They will require

to have the soil occasionally stirred and renewed : but

that is quite different from the system of continual

shifting from one pot into another a size larger, to

which we and others so much object. Undoubtedly,

the watering which is required by plants in pots will

have a tendency—a great tendency—to remove from

the outside of the ball the nutritious elements of the

soil ; but how much more must this be the case in

small pots than in large ones ? In fact, it is in part be-

cause that loss is diminished that we regard permanent

laro-e pots better than small ones used for a short time

only. If the pots are sufficiently large, it will be long be-

fore the roots can reach that part which is impoverished

by the washing away of soluble materials. When
the roots in large pots shall have reached the outside,

it will then be necessary, no doubt, to transfer the

plants to still larger.

In conclusion, we may once for all point to what

has been done, instead of speculating on what may
be effected. The admirable specimen of the larger

bearded Heath, exhibited at the last meeting of the

Horticultural Society in Regent-street, from the gar-

den of Lady Antrobus; and another of the Transpa-

rent Heath, shown on the same occasion, from Ealing

Park, were grown without continual shifting, and
were faultless*

We must still contend that the only real objection

to the "one-shift" system is that it is too favourable

for growth, and renders plants inconveniently large

for most people's space and means. .

CAPE BULBS.
Brunsvigia (Amaryllis) Josephinw and reultiflora, and

Ammdcharis falcate.

The proper treatment of these bulbs is a subject of

frequent inquiry in the Gardeners9 Chronicle, and the
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invariable answer is, as in the Chronicle of Saturday last,

that they require or will succeed best in a stove. It

would be satisfactory if the person who gives that advice
would say how many bulbs he possesses—how many years
he has cultivated the plants, and how often during those
years his several bulbs have flowered. I have made many
inquiries among gardeners, and have seen many dozens of

bulbs, but I never yet met with any one who had been able

to flower them in the manner recommended ; and I have

known bulbs of both species cultivated in that manner for

upwards of 20 years without producing flower.

Five or six years ago I received from the Cape a large box,

containing, among others, six large bulbs of each of these

species. I grew them for the first year in stove heat, and
having more than I wanted, afterwards gave away three of

each species. Anxious to see the flowers of those I

retained, I requested the advice of the Rev. W. Herbert,

now Dean of Manchester, as to their treatment, and fol-

lowing that advice, I had the satisfaction, within 18

months, of seeing flowers on one bulb of A. Josephinsc and
one of B. multiflora; and one or other of my bulbs has

since flowered every year, though two out of the six, one

of each species, have been accidentally injured, and there-

fore do not flower. I reckon, therefore, upon being able

to flower A. Josephinas and B. multiflora every alternate

year. If your correspondent who recommends the stove

can do better, I shall be glad to have the precise details of

his treatment. The management I have pursued under

the instruction of Mr. Herbert is as follows :

—

The bulbs are planted in sandy loam, in pots called

16s, well drained. In September, when they begin to

grow, they are placed in a light situation in a light green-

house. Here they remain till April or May, the ther-

mometer during that period frequently being as low as

35°, and the greenhouse being habitually kept as cool as

is consistent with the health of the hardiest greenhouse
plants ; during this period they receive a moderate supply
of water ; about the beginning of May they are removed
to a span-roofed pit, made for Cape bulbs, and a pan of

sand is placed under each ; this sand is kept constantly

wet, and as the lights are never removed in summer, the

thermometer ranges up to 130° in hot and bright weather.

About the end of August or the beginning of September,
the flower-buds appear and rise rapidly. I have had
Amaryllis Josephinas with a head of flowers 3 feet 3 inches

in diameter, that is to say, nearly 10feet in circumference.

Under the like treatment a Cape imported variety of

Amaryllis Belladonna, very high coloured and very fra-

grant, sent by Villet under the name of A. longiflora,

flowers annually; and the affinity in constitution between
A. Josephince and this species is very obvious.

Brunsvigia (Ammocharis) falcata is a plant of very dif-

ferent habits, and I have never succeeded in inducing it

to flower. It rests in winter, not in summer, and appears

to flower, from the figure in the Botanical Cabinet, No.
745, during its season of growth. I have never met with

any one who cultivated it successfully, and I believe the

Dean of Manchester and the Messrs. Loddiges are the only
persons in England who have induced it to flower. The
latter expressly state that the individual which flowered

with them was cultivated in the greenhouse.

I ought to add that Amaryllis Josephine is planted at

least half out of the ground ; but Brunsvigia multiflora is

covered up to the throat, and will not flourish if planted
above ground.—J". Rogers.

ON THE CULTURE OF PERSIAN MELONS.
It can scarcely be denied that Persian Melons, when

grown in full perfection, are far superior in flavour to the

other kinds usually cultivated
;
yet it is seldom that we

meet with the former, and still less frequently do we find

them partaking of that rich and delicious flavour which is

their peculiar characteristic. This arises in a great mea-
sure from their being treated in every respect like the

more common kinds, whereas their very failure under
such treatment is sufficient to show that they require a

different system of management. The principal causes of

want of success undoubtedly arise from a desire to obtain

too great a quantity of fruit from a given space, and from
an insufficiency of foliage being left upon the plants to

elaborate the juices necessary to nourish and perfect fruit

of so large a size as the generality of Persian Melons
usually attain.

The late Mr. Knight, who is well known to have been a

successful cultivator of this delicious fruit, has in the

Horticultural Society's Transactions thus described his

Melon-house and mode of treatment :

—

" Having during several years observed that fine Persian

Melons were preferred at my table to almost every other

fruit, I was led to erect a small forcing-house for the
almost exclusive culture of them by means of heat ob-
tained from fire only, under an impression that in some
seasons the power of commanding a dry atmosphere and
high temperature would prove highly beneficial to the
quality of the fruit. This forcing-house consists of a back
wall nearly 9 feet high, and a front wall nearly 6 feet
high, inclosing a horizontal space 9 feet wide by 30 feet
long. The fire-place is at the east end, very near the front
wall, and the flue runs to the other end of the house
within 4 inches of the front wall, and returns back again,
leaving a space of 8 inches only between the advancing
and returning course of it. The front flue is composed of
bricks laid fiat, as I wished to have a temperate per-
manent heat, and the returning flue of bricks standing on
their edges ;

the intervening space between the flues being
filled with fragments of broken bricks, which absorb much
water, and gradually give out moisture to the air of the
house. Air is admitted through apertures in the front

wall, 4 inches wide and 3 inches in height, situated level

with the top of the flues, and 18 inches distant from each

other. The air escapes through similar apertures near
the top of the back wall, which are opened or closed as

circumstances may require. Thirty-two pots, each 1G
inches wide and 14 inches deep, are placed upon the flues

described above ; but they are raised by an intervening
piece of stone and brick out of actual contact with the
flues. Into each of these pots one Melon plant is put,
which in its subsequent growth is trained upon a trellis

14 inches distant from the glass : and each plant is per-
mitted to bear one Melon only. Each might be made to
bear more, but if the fruit should be as large as Ispahan
Melons are when perfect, they would certainly be of
inferior quality. The height from the ground at which
the trellis is placed is such that I can with convenience
walk under it

5 and discover the first appearance of red
spiders or other noxious insects.'"'

In the destruction of the red spider, Mr. Knight found
sulphur applied to the under surface of the leaves, in the
manner recommended at p. 1G4, 1841, more efficacious
and less injurious to the plants than syringing them with
water, which produced the most disastrous effects—upon
one occasion destroying his crop of fruit. "When spread
or painted upon the flues, sulphur is more liable to be
prejudicial to the plants, and to deteriorate the quality of
the 'ruit. Care must, however, be taken for several days
after the application of sulphur to the leaves, that the
plants are partially shaded, and that the temperature of
the house is not allowed to rise too high in bright sun-
shine. For this reason it is best, whenever practicable, to

apply it in dull weather.
Many persons will no doubt say that it is not in their

power to erect or devote a house exclusively to the cul-
ture of Persian Melons ; and that consequently they must
be debarred from making the attempt. 1 doubt not, how-
ever, that equal success would attend their cultivation in
ordinary pits, if the principal points adverted to in Mr.
Knight's account, as well as of their condition in their
native country were attended to. In Persia the plants
luxuriate in a high temperature, a dry atmosphere, and a
humid soil ; their aim should therefore be to obtain for
them these three essential requisites. These would pro-
bably be attained by growing the plants in a hot-water pit,

having a wire trellis about 9 inches distant from the glass,
the interior being filled with tree-leaves, into which the
pots, each containing one plant, should be plunged up to
the rims. The roots would thus be kept in a more equable
state with regard to heat and moisture ; and by enlarging
the apertures at the bottoms of the pots, they would, after

filling the interior, be allowed free liberty to range in

search of that humidity which is so essential in their na-
tive climate. i

As it is only during one portion of the year that we can,
in this country, ensure a sufficiency of light—one of the
most essential points in the culture of Melons,—it is highly
important that the plants should be brought forward early
in the season, in order that they may be ready for planting
out finally in pots towards the end of April. The plants
and fruit will then be in a condition to receive thegreatest
possible amount of light, at a time when it will be most
beneficial to them.

The soil in which they should be potted should consist

of two-thirds of mellow hazel-loam, and one-third well-

decomposed cow-manure and leaf- mould. The pols

should be well drained, first with broken potsherds and
afterwards with rough pieces of turf ; and the soil should

on no account be sifted, but be prepared roughly by hand.

Each plant should be trained up with a single stem
until it reaches the trellis, before it is stopped ; it should

then be allowed to branch out in the same manner as

Cucumber plants grown upon the same system. It should

be borne in mind that the larger the extent of foliage

exposed to light, provided that the foliage is in a healthy

condition, the greater probability there will be of obtaining

fine and well-flavoured fruit. The plants, while in a young
state, should be frequently looked over and divested of

blossoms ; and not before they have acquired strength and

nearly covered the allotted surface of trellis, should any

fruit be allowed to set upon them. Then, however, three

of the finest should be selected, and by the time that they

become as large as pigeons' eggs it will be seen which of

the three is likely to prove the largest ; that should accord-

ingly be chosen and the two others cut away, as one good

fruit will be quite sufficient for each plant to bring to

perfection.

A plentiful supply of moisture should be given to

the roots, but none over the foliage, except in the

form of vapour. "When the weather has been dull for

several successive days, the plants should not be

exposed too suddenly to the direct influence of the sun's

rays; at all other periods it is better to give a greater

supply of air than to shade the plants. The interior of

the pit should be kept as nearly as possible of uniform

humidity ; for if allowed to become too damp the stems

will be liable to canker, and if too dry it will favour the

increase of the red spider.

—

R. A.

ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
By Professor Charles Sprengel. (Translated from

the German.)
( Continued from page 26.3

.

)

4. The Leaves of Coniferoris and other Trees.—Dry

rectly as those of the different sorts of straw.

Leaves are valuable to the agriculturist chiefly because

they are much more rich in mineral substances than the

different sorts of straw. The quantity, however, of mineral

matter differs much in different sorts of foliage, on which

account, they, like straw, are of a variable degree of value.

Whenever foliage is used as litter, it should always be
collected immediately after it has fallen from the tree, and
placed in some dry place ; otherwise rain will wash out the
saline parts, and so destroy much of their manuring
properties.

Beech-Leaves.— 100,000 parts of full-grown and air-

dried leaves of theJSeech contain of mineral substances :—
1.812 parts of silica

3.458 ,, lime
0.407 ,, magnesia
0.048 ,, potash and soda (100,000 parts of

young and dry foliage contain on the

contrary only 2.570 (?) parts of

potash and soda)
0.075 ,, alumina
0*056 ,, oxide of iron
0*270 ,, oxide of manganese
0.129 ,, sulphuric acid
0.440 ,, phosphoric acid and traces of chlorine

(young foliage, however, contains in

100,000 parts only 0.440 parts of
chlorine)

6.695 parts of mineral substances.

Whether Beech-leaves contain much nitrogen has not
yet been ascertained, but is probable ; it will at any rate

contain more than Rye-straw. 1,000 lbs. of the green
dried leaves will certainly contain 20 lbs. of nitrogen ; for

the green leaves of the Oak (according to Boussingault)
contain nearly 22 lbs.

Beech-leaves are, as we have seen, very rich in lime

and phosphoric acid ; on which account Beech-leaf ma-
nure will be especially adapted for soils which are defi-

cient in those substances. If 3,000 lbs. of Beech-leaves

(in the state of manure) are brought on one Magdeburg
acre of land, the soil will obtain thereby 104 lbs. of lime

and 13 to 14 lbs. of phosphoric acid, which must influence

considerably all such plants as require such substances

for their food. We know that 23 lbs. of sulphuric acid

and 17 lbs. of lime (in the state of gypsum) will produce
an extraordinary effect on that area.

As Beech-leaves do not easily decompose, it is neces-

sary to mix them with decaying animal matter before they

are brought on the land, in order to bring on fermenta-

tion, which will make them more tender and assist their

decomposition. In order, indeed, to hasten their decay,

it is expedient to heap them up wet before they are used

as litter, because they will then heat and become soft.

This will also destroy the tannin which may be in them.
Oak-Leaves.—100,000 parts of full-grown air-dried Oak

leaves contain of mineral substances :

—

1.515 parts of silica

2.307 „ lime
0.183
0.001

M
? t

11

magnesia

0.085
0.024

0.100

0.0.91

0.190

n

91

potash and soda (100,000 parts ofgreen
leaves contain, however, 0.710 potash
and soda

alumina
oxide of iron

oxide of manganese
sulphuric acid

phosphoric acid and traces of chlorine.

4.496 parts of mineral substances.

Oak-leaves are less valuable than Ash-leaves for manure,
because they contain, as we see, less mineral substances.

With them, too, it is still more necessary they should be

thoroughly rotted before being brought on the land ;
for

they always contain tannin, which is detrimental to vege-

tation, and must be first destroyed.
{To he con tinned.)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XVII.
Perhaps the greatest error which we commit in the

management of our Flower-gardens, is that of turning

half-hardy plants out into the borders before the middle

of May. In no case that I am aware of, can any advan-
tage accrue from this practice ; but it is well known that

plants frequently sustain injuries which they are half the

summer in recovering from. I may be told they are

sooner in bloom, and this I grant, because the check
they receive from the cold nights and dry parching winds,

is favourable to the production of flowers ;—but what is the

bloom ?—a few miserable spikes on a more miserable

plant ; and a bed not more than half furnished with foliage;

in which deplorable state the plants remain, until the

genial showers of June or July excite them into netf

growth.

If, instead of planting out thus early, we took more
pains to prepare our plants and the ground properly, ancl

if we deferred planting until the last week in May, or first

week in June, at which time we might take advantage of

a few dull clays for the operation, we should find the plants

materially benefited, and the appearance of our gardens?

on the whole, signally improved. At that season we have

the concurrent advantages of terrestrial heat and warm
dewy evenings, which are of the greatest advantage to the

development of vegetation. The preparation of plants

for turning out has been adverted to informer articles r

and, as a general rule, it may be stated, that no pl»nt

ought to be turned into the border, until it has been gra-

dually prepared and inured to the open air for at leas^

six weeks from the time it was taken from the cutting? °r

seed-pot.

Where beds are not stocked with spring-flowering plants?

it will be of material benefit if they are digged or forkea

over in the evening of warm days : by which means a con-

siderable portion of heat will be worked into them, a*\a

the soil be brought into a state of more intimate comjj
nution. In heavy soils, on a wet or retentive bottom, tb>

kind of preparation is indispensable for such plants a
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Lantana Sellowii and Ruellia formosa ; and as most of

the plants used for bedding out are natives of countries

warmer than our own, there is no doubt but they would

be benefited by the beds they are planted in receiving

similar preparation.

Of the plants which require to be prepared now for

autumn-flowering in the greenhouse or drawing-room, the

Chrysanthemum is the principal one. Excellent direc-

tions for its management have been already given ; but for

the purposes of the Amateur, as being the least trouble-

some— to plant them out next month in rich soil, layer

the tips of the branches in August, and pot the dwarf

plants in September, as will be detailed at the proper

time, is the best system of management. The Chrysan-

themum, when properly attended to, makes an excellent

covering for a low east, west, or south wall ; and some of

the earlier kinds will flower tolerably well on a north

aspect in favourable seasons, and give, with a little pro-

tection, a good supply of flowers up to Christmas.

Propagate scarlet and other Pelargoniums for autumn-
blooming in pots, and make a small sowing of Primula

sinensis, for early flowering.

Rose- stocks for budding must now be looked over, and

have all their superfluous branches removed ; and those

in pots would be benefited by being plunged in a gentle

bottom-heat, to get the roots as well established as pos-

sible, before the plants are budded. The propagation of

the Rose by cuttings I must defer until next week.

—

IV. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[Erratum.—P. 265, col. 2, line 32 from the bottom, for "either"
read "ether."]
Panlovnia imperialis.—At page 212 of the Gardeners'

Chronicle of the present year, a short notice is made of

this ornamental tree, wherein it is stated that it may be
propagated by cuttings, which is a fact, particularly if

the young shoots are selected when they have advanced
to about three or four inches in length ; it may also be
propagated by eyes, in the same manner as the Vine, on
account of the young shoots being of large dimensions,
therefore containing within themselves a sufficient quan-
tity of organisable matter whereon to exist, whilst roots
are forming to support the nascent branch ; but what I

would invite particular attention to, is, the manner in
which it may be increased by divisions of the root, the
smallest particle even having that power which very few
plants possess, of generating adventitious buds. Indivi-
duals having plants in their possession in pots may
easily divest them of a certain portion, selecting those of
a moderate size, without the plants sustaining the least
^jury, provided they are repotted immediately, and
placed in a shaded situation. The best time to perform
the operation would be when the plants commence their
vernal growth. Both eyes and roots should be potted in
soil consisting of leaf-mould, peat, and sand, in equal
proportions, and the pots containing them should be
plunged to their rim in a dung-bed ; any other ferment-
ing material would answer the same purpose; where the
atmospheric temperature averages from 75 to 80 deg.,
divisions of the root in particular will emit shoots at the
expiration of three weeks, at the furthest. On account
of the facility thus afforded, in a few years, particularly
when its hardihood has been fully tested, it will rank
amongst the greatest ornaments which we possess—
George Bishop.

Gold Fish.—Observing, in late Numbers of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle some entertaining notices of gold fish
and deeming myself a successful manager of those inte-
resting creatures, I send some of the circumstances
attending them. Five years ago I dug a tank six feet
deep, twelve feet long, and six feet wide, and lined it
*ith brick, well cemented all over. At a foot from the
surface of the earth (and water) is a shelf all round, afoot
*'ide

; so that the lower five feet of the tank are, by that
f°ot, smaller than at the surface. On that shelf are
Placed pots of the sweet-scented Rush, Buck-bean, and
broad-leaved Water-lily.^The top of the brick-work is
^ven with the surface of the earth, and of the water, when
"6 tank is full. A neat fancy iron palisading, about two
and a half feet high, is carried all round the tank, outside
le brick-work, affording room for pots of (lowers, Bal-

^

at«s
f &c ., inside. The tank is situated about 10 yards

""Ont of the house door, on an oval grass-plot, contain-
S sundry flower-beds, or baskets, they being inclosed by

^ovable, short, iron, basket-like fencing. The tank is thus
Pleasing object from the house and grounds. It con-

wa^fi
1 estimate

>
more than 2<J00 Sallons of water. It

^
s tilled, five years ago, by a water-cask, from a neigh-
unng running ditch, and has never been emptied. In

i*ef U
W<

i

at 'ler
'
s 'x or ei's^lt; casks of water are brought, to

two
l0SS ^ evaporation and absorption : this is done

ta ,

0r ^ree times in the course of the summer. The
1 was originally stocked with six red or gold fish, as

size^ f
,te

° r silver
'
aiul a dozen dark fisll

»
of tlifferent

8Um
8

' m tllree inclies t0 a foot lon
S"- Xn the second

i n i
"? er we observed five very small fish, less than an

this* •

; in the thhd
'
seven

;
in the fourth, five; and

about
Ug

'
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>
the last brood has increasecl ^

Thos
a

f

Score
> so tliat we have plenty of little ones.

] QX]

e °* the earlier broods are two, three, or four inches

Which
r

.

etnin tIieir black, or dark, colour, except two,

aU are 7° t
are turninS red. 1 may here remark, that

other* l"
black

>
or dark

5
some turn red while small,

*hite *
°

•

aige
' otbers never. The red fish turn

some 'n

SOmetunes wI,en small, sometimes when large,

last ta,l
' ,° ur larSest red fish was dark, or black,

o'oselv "m watched the progress of his turning,

Khinino! l , V
te fi *h turn "° otherwise than from a

b> nealthy, to a dull, chalky colour. The tank is

now well stocked, for I have since brought half a dozen

small red fish from Hungerford-market, where plenty

may be had, for about 10s. a dozen. The male may be

known from the female, by the back fin; in one it is a

small fin, on the middle of the back; in the other it is

long, reaching, lessening, to the tail. Our fish seem very

healthy and happy. At one period of the year, early

summer, sundry chasings of each other are observed ; at

first we thought them hostile, but now believe them
amatory. Last summer the tank was much infested by
frogs

; we caught more than 40, large and small, with a

handnriet, and removed them to some distance. Fearing
they might destroy the spawn of the fish, or be otherwise

unwelcome, I caused a slate, nine inches deep, to be
carried all round, outside the railing. It is not unsightly,

and has had the desired effect: one or two large frogs

did, indeed, leap and creep over. A variety is observed,

in some of the fish having three lobes to their tails, two
being the usual portion. My tank cost me, on the whole,
for digging, bricking, cementing, railing, &c, over 15/.

It is a pleasing appendage to dressed grounds, near a
bouse, affording daily amusement for half an hour, and is

highly amusing to children. We occasionally take a

piece of bread, which being broken over the water, brings

the fish more to the surface. 1 During winter they are

seen but little ; the ice is broken daily. Some of the

fish die—two or three, perhaps, in a year, and sometimes
float

; our largest red fish did not float ; he died in the

third year, having showed symptoms of decay for some
previous months ; inactivity and transparent projections

over the eyes were among them. I believe the plants

before mentioned are very agreeable to the fish. Several

neighbours have tanks or ponds stocked like mine, but I

do not think any one, on the whole, more successful than

I am.—Suffolk.

Saxifraga hypnoidesfor Edyings,—I beg leave, through
the medium of your Journal, to direct attention to a very

handsome hardy native plant admirably adapted for border-

edging, viz., the Saxifraga hypnoides. My neighbour,

J. Westgarth, Esq., 8, Maryfield, was the first in this

quarter to apply this little plant to such a purpose. He
found it growing plentifully among the rocky debris of

Arthur's seat, hard by, and the idea struck him that it was
welt suited for an edging. He accordingly collected a few

plants and made trial of it, and he found it answer the

purpose so well, that he made it the subject of a commu-
nication addressed by him in April, 1842, to the Caledonian

Horticultural Society. It excited some considerable at-

tention at the time, and various gentlemen, members of the

Society, visited Mr. Wcstgarth's grounds, and bore testi-

mony to its excellent adaptation to the purpose to which he
had applied it, though he had then cultivated the plant

only for about 12 or 18 months, and of course before he

had had time to test it sufficiently. Though I had heard

a good deal about it, it was only within the last three or

four weeks that I first examined it. Mr. W. showed
it to me undressed and rough, just as it had stood the

winter, and I was much struck with its beautiful uniform
velvet-like outline of light but untarnished verdure. There
were two edgings of it, one running parallel to, and shaded

by, a south wall ; the other, running parallel to the north

wall, and fully exposed to the sun. Both had the same
elegant, equal, unbroken surface, and though undressed

since last summer, there were but few straggling shoots

or tufts rising above or stretching beyond the general

height or breadth. The height is not above two inches,

and the breadth (I speak from observation merely), was

then about eight or nine inches. I have again seen it

since it was dressed, by which operation its breadth is re-

duced to six or seven inches, and I will venture to assert

that a more elegant ^compact edging cannot be formed by

any native plant whatever ; but if so attractive now, its

beauty, Mr. Westgarth mentions, is much increased when

it comes into flower, which it does in May and June. The
flower-stems then present an elegant radiating outline of

about two inches above the foliage, densely crowned with

its elegant white blossoms, delicately tipped with pink.

The plant is of the easiest culture, and can be rapidly pro-

pagated by division of the roots, as well as by seeds. Mr.

Westgarth very kindly supplied me liberally with both

plants and seeds, and having mentioned to him that I con-

sidered the subject well worthy of being communicated to

the public through your columns, he has sent me a copy

of the communication made to our Caledonian Horticul-

tural Society, to transmit herewith, together with a pack*

jio-e of seeds, which I now beg to inclose. Mr. Westgarth

has subjoined a P.S. to his communication, that he has

since its date discovered from a passage in Withering, of

which he had not before been aware, that the same species

had before been applied to the same purpose.

—

Isaac

Anderson. [The following is the account of the plant

with which Mr. Westgarth has kindly supplied us] :—

A

few years ago I took a plant of the Saxifraga hypnoides

from among the fragments of rock in a hollow on the

south side of Arthur's scat, and put them in a shady

corner of my garden. They soon covered several square

feet ; I then tried a few sprigs as a border-edging, placing

them two or three inches asunder. In a short time they

not only filled up the vacancies, but even required some

paring. I was &us encouraged to extend them all along

the borders, and they have turned out extremely well,

(lowering most abundantly, and presenting a very compact

line. The last of these border-edgings was planted, I

think, not above 12 or 18 months ago. They seem to re-

quire' paring once in summer or autumn, and again in

winter," or early in spring; and, instead of cutting them

perpendicularly with a spade, I would recommend scraping

off the extraneous shoots with a light weedock ; at least,

this mode should be followed on the side next the walkf;

and thus any scraggy or withered appearance after paring

is avoided. This diminutive plant forms a much more
efficient edging than one would expect from seeing it in a
wild state. It needs no nicety of management; on the
contrary, it is very tractable, and (if 1 may so express
myself), grateful for any little care bestowed" on it. For
winter, as an edging, its general hue is a refreshing green;
nor has it a less pleasing appearance at times when its

coral-shaped stems and leaflets are all covered with hoar
frost. But it is in its greatest beauty in part of April,

and in May, then exhibiting numerous white flowers,

interspersed with rose-coloured buds. There is no diffi-

culty in keeping it clear of weeds ; for sods of it may, in

wettish weather, be turned over with the spade, and re-

placed without injury, after the weeds are rooted out.

Again, it is so easily propagated, that little cuttings

dropped or left on ths border take root of themselves

when the- ground is moist. Lastly, this edging does not

suffer much from being accidentally, pressed or trod

upon.

—

J. Westgarth.

Cellar for Boots.—-Your correspondent "Totty,"

p. 245, asks for information as to the best method of con-

structing a root-cellar for Potatoes ; I would caution him

against trusting to his proposed thatch of furze, as I

believe it will be a very poor defence against frost. Some
five-and-twenty years ago, I was tempted, by the regular

chamber-like appearance of a limestone-quarry, to use it

as a winter receptacle for Potatoes. It had three sides,

about seven feet deep, as smooth as a wall, and a good

floor. I built an earth wall on the remaining side, of

many feet in thickness, and for a roof I placed seven

large waggon-loads of stubble ; I deposited in it about 40

tons of Potatoes, and closed every opening as securely as

possible. In the spring, on opening the repository, ex-

pecting to find my Potatoes kept in fine order, what was

my disappointment at seeing the whole surface of the heap

one mass of rotten Potatoes, to the depth of a foot or a

foot and a half ! I think not less than 10 tons were thus

destroyed. I was for a time unable to account for the

disaster, till one windy day, as 1 stood in the quarry, I

felt the air coming strongly through the stubble roof,

though it was several yards in thickness ; the frost, of

course, entered the same way, as the Potatoes were

damaged on the surface of the heap only. Unless " Totty "

can contrive to place a better non-conductor than furze

between it and the straw thatch, such as dry sawdust,

coal-ashes, or something of the kind, I fear his cellar will

not be frost-proof; and I have doubts of the efficiency of

double windows and doors, in keeping out severe con-

tinued frost. It does not need a very low temperature to

injure the flavour of a Potato, probably not even so low

as 32° Fah. I believe " Totty " will find a full description

of the method of building in " Pise/' in the " Encyclo-

pedia Brilannica," or " Rees's Cyclopaedia."—Lusoi\

Insects.—The •' nutritive" effects attributed by some

to oils, and unguents, and tar, applied to
^
the bark of old

and sickly fruit-trees, are imaginary. The health thus

restored is derived from the destruction of insects and

their ova lodged in the bark, which they render diseased,

and incapacitate for performing its proper functions. I

know that distilled coal-tar will effectually destroy the

"."American blight" on the bark of Apple-trees ; and I

infer that the same application would prove a remedy for

the " Aphides," which sometimes infest Rose-trees for a
series of years. The time of application should be imme-
diately after pruning.

—

C.

Pear-Trees.— In confirmation of the method of train-

ing my Pear-trees, noticed by you 25th March last, I now
beg to inform you I have a Beurre D'Aremberg, planted, a

very small tree, in 1837, which has on it 72 spikes of

blossom, and a Glout Morceau, same age, with 140.

Almost the whole of the blossom is on such wood as in

the usual system of training and pruning would have

been cut out.— E. Corbelt, DarnhalL

Glazed Floicer-pots versus porous ones—The subject

of glazed flower-pots having recently been revived in the

pa^es of the Chronicle, I am desirous of offering a few

arguments in its favour. There are many people who,

because they have always performed certain operations

after certain methods—whether founded upon rational

principles or not—because '* their fathers did so before

them " have an aversion to the introduction of any

improvement which may tend to explode the theory

of their operations. This appears to be the case with

those who assert that plants will not flourish in glazed

pots the fallacy of which idea there is sufficient evidence

to prove. Many of your readers have no doubt noticed

healthy Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and other similar plants,

in the window-conservatories of those whose limited means
furnish them with no better place for their reception ; and
if the attention of the observer had not been entirely taken

up with the luxuriance of their growth, he would have
observed that many of these beautiful specimens were
growing in highly glazed pots—even in China ones. Who
is there that will not acknowledge these pots to have a far

prettier appearance than the rough, dirty-looking porous
ones ? Even the half-dozen plants in the window of the
humble amateur proves the theory of glazed pots to be
correct. There we may behold them growing, not in orna-
mental China pots, but in a jug, a basin, or a tea-pot,
minus a handle, a rim, or a spout. Let not those who
oppose the question laugh

; although mine are simple and
not very philosophical arguments, they are facts not to

be disputed. The comparative superiority, therefore, of
lazed pots over porous ones is, that they are handsomer,
and more easily cleaned

; and being impervious to moist-
ure, are, of course, considerably stronger ; and with these

advantages, who will object to their general use ? - Tyro.

Thawing Plants.— I should suppose from " J. M.V
remarks at p. 211, that he is incredulous as to what has

been stated at p. 84 respecting the power which water
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has of abstracting frost from plants. To substantiate his

argument, he mentions that water when thrown on his

Pelargoniums soon froze. I beg to state that this cir-

cumstance is, of itself, conclusive ; for the water, being at

40°, although, in all probability, it might be higher in
4( J. M.'s" case, would be expanded until it fell to 32°,

from the interchange of temperature going on in the

water, air, and plants; as an example of which, let
u

J. M." take a cold bar of iron in his hand, and he will

soon have a solution to the whole question. It is true

that a degree of frost beyond what the water at 40° is ca-

pable of counteracting must be met by other means ;

but this does not disprove its efficacy in other cases.

11 J. M." might have expressed himself more to the pur-

pose when writing about the temperature of the body of

the house being higher than that near the glass. If by this

he meant the sashes, he is correct ; but it is very different

in respect to the lights, it being the principle of heated

air to ascend ; the consequence of which is, that plants

in the latter place are seldom frozen, if even a compara-

tively limited supply of fire-heat is applied. With respect

to evaporation from pans of water by conduction, it is a

tardy process of raising moisture compared with ebulli-

tion, without the surface exposed is great, and this is not

generally applicable in connection with Apricot-trees.

Even if it were so, it is probable that the evil which would

result from it would counteract its good effects.—

C

Raphides.—In Lindley's Introduction to Botany, Mr.
Quekett, in speaking of Raphides, mentions a conjec-

ture that these crystals may have an important purpose to

fulfil in the economy of the vegetable kingdom, by being
deposits to be applied towards the skeleton of the plant

as occasion may require. But these calcareous bodies

being insoluble in vegetable acids, he considered it un-
tenable- Does the discovery of Messrs. Wiegmann and
Polsdorff, which I lately met with in the Gardeners9

Chronicle, make the interesting conjecture stand good ?

As plants are found capable of decomposing the silicates

of the soil, can the same power act internally ?— Wyeside.
— [It is, we think, impossible to say to what extent the

powers of vitality interfere with the rules of chemical
action ; and it is probable that some sorts, at least of Rha-
phides, are soluble in vegetable acids. But upon the

whole we incline to regard them as crystals thrown down
in plants in consequence of their bases being in excess.

The question is, however, open to investigation.]

Exhibiting Pelargoniums—The Horticultural Society

of London now offers a handsome prize for 12 new and

first-rate Pelargoniums, and Amateurs may reasonably
expect to find at the ensuing exhibitions specimens of the

varieties which appear advertised at several guineas each,

and which, if they prove equal in merit to the prices

asked for them, will no doubt find numerous purchasers.

It appears to me that Amateurs, like myself, in the coun-
try, will look very narrowly into the report of the exhibi-

tions under the letter A, and will be influenced by it in

their selection ; so that it behoves Messrs. Gaines, Cat-

leugh, Pamplin, and others, to show their choicest novel-

ties. Private growers who exhibit have great advantages

this season over previous ones : the gold medal for

plants of moderate size leads me to hope that they will re-

spond to the liberality of the society by producing twelve

of a higher class of excellence than have hitherto appeared
at these exhibitions. Many are inclined to think the

committee have made a mistake in offering the best prize

for the smallest plants ; it lies with the exhibitors to

prove that they have done wisely.

—

K.
Vines.—I must confess I was somewhat surprised at

an article which appeared at p. 230, signed " James
Roberts/' It is there stated that Vines planted in 1839
are now (1843) carrying their fourth crop of fruit, and
that these four crops are " not light, but heavy." It

seems to me that this statement is calculated to mislead
ignorant persons. Does Mr. Roberts mean that he
planted young Vines, such as any one would ordinarily

begin a new house with, and that these, planted in 1839,
bore a " heavy" crop that year, and have continued to

do so ever since ? Although it may be true, I confess that

I have never before heard of anything approaching to it.

I cannot, therefore, forbear expressing my surprise, and
wishing that Mr. Roberts would give us some idea of the

peculiar treatment, by which the loss of time incurred in

the erection of new Vineries maybe so pleasantly avoided.

If the Vines were old ones, or some that had been in

bearing, and were merely removed to a fresh border, their

producing fruit the same year would not be wonderful. I

know that Mr. R. Crawshay did the same thing, although
his Vines were carried upwards of 100 miles. It would
be as well if Mr. Roberts would favour us also with his

system of spurring, by which he gets six bunches from
one eye.

—

A Subscriber, a Grape-grower, but no Wizard.
— [Our correspondent will find these questions fully

answered in Mr. Roberts's Treatise on the Vine.]

Grafting- Wax.—I do not find, in the way I use it, any
inconvenience from the stock or scion being moist. I

have always applied a good deal of pressure in tying the
grafts, nnd I found brown paper would not bear it ; nor
did calico or any other material answer when stretched, as
the wax was injured by so doing. I therefore apply bast
as usual, to tie the graft ; then wrap spirally the waxed
paper, cut about an inch broad, and in order to make all
tight, I tie the whole round with bast. If any one should
be puzzled how to make waxed brown paper a substitute
for dirty clay, and at the same time bind sufficiently tight
the grafts, perhaps this might not be unacceptable
Discxpulus. L
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S'7^he
"Shade of Napoleon," now at Penryn,

will feel obliged if an Amateur (who furnished an admir-
able Paper-ra your Gardeners' Chronicle some time ago,
headed, "General Principles applicable to the Manage-

ment of Fruit-trees,") will explain what he means by the

following—" As soon as the shoots intended to produce
fruit-spurs or buds at their base have become furnished
with five buds, the extremity may be pinched ofF." Now
there are three buds at the base, nearly circular ; does he
include these three, and pinch at two buds above them, or
at five buds above them ?

Aucuba Japonica.—The fruit of this plant, according
to Ksempfer, is a red oblong drupe, like a Laurel berry,
with a white sweetish pulp, and a kernel with a bitter

taste. In the abridged edition of Loudon's " Arboretum
et Fruticetum Britannicum," p. 511, it is stated that only
the female state of this plant is in British gardens, and
that its berries, which ripen in March, have not yet been
seen in England. You have also made a similar state-

ment at p. 161 of the Chronicle, which induces me to
send you a sketch made last season from a plant which
has borne fruit at this place for several years past. The
berries are considerably smaller than Ksempfer describes
them to be, but in other respects they correspond with
his account. The skin is red, like that of the Berberry

;

the flesh is dry and mealy, rather insipid, scarcely to be
called sweetish, and of a yellowish white colour. The
kernel is roundish oblong, tapering to both ends, and
somewhat paler than the pulp. The inside is waxy, and
bitter to the taste.— Wm. B. Booth, Carclew. [We have
added a sketch of this fruit, with which we have never
before been acquainted. It is all imperfect, the pericarp
only being formed. The abortion of the seed, in conse-
quence of the absence of the stamen, accounts for the
fruit being so much smaller than it is described to be by
Ksempfer.]

Guano.—Having noticed with some interest your valu-

able remarks on the cultivation of the Potato, I was last

year induced to make some trials, which have resulted as

follows :

—

l row of each, of 140 yds. (rows 22 inches apart.) lifted, st. lb.

Common cut sets (say a"^

Potato cut into 2 or 3, > planted in l£ bushel gypsum .18 8

according to size) , )
Do. do. . in 9 cwt. good stable-yd. manure 58 ll

Do. do. . 9 lbs. guano with £ peck charcoal 46

Small Potatoes, set whole lj bushel of gypsum . . 21 H
Do. do. . 9 cwt. stable- yard manure . 5* 9

« , r do. do. mixed with
vo ' ao

' \l bushel of gypsum . . .50
Small Potatoes, with all i

the eyes except 1 taken I ., i.„t.-i ^e , ,___. 1Q 9
out, but not otherwise \

** bushel of e™sum
' '

18 2

cut . • . J
Do. do. . 9 cwt. stable-yard manure .51 6

Common cut sets, dropped
J d d 6o

into gypsum as cut . /
j.,. Ar. r do. do. do. mixed
vo - ao

' X with 1 bushel of gypsum . . 59 13

The soil is light and Sandy, on a gravelly bottom ; and the

gypsum used was calcined. The Potatoes were American

Natives, planted from 10th to 15th May, and were lifted

in the early part of November. The three rows where

gypsum only was used in planting had twice a top-dressing

with gypsum after showers of rain ; they came up last,

were always bad in colour, and stunted in growth. The
guano row came up first, grew the most top, was best in

colour, and appeared to be growing until November.

There was so much top to this row, and the colour so

distinct, that it might be perceived as far distant as the

field could well be seen ; and my impression is, that the

weight of root would have been much greater if 8 inches

more room had been given to the width of the row, it having

been literally choked up with top. Of gypsum I used at

the rate of about 3 tons per acre, costing 5/., which gave in

weight of crop at about the rate of 7 tons per acre, costing

14s. 3d. per ton. Of guano and charcoal, about 4£ cwt. 01

the former, at 16s., and about 7 bushels of the latter, at

3s. = 4/. 135., gave 16 tons, at 55. 10c/. per ton. Of stable-

yard manure, about 25 tons, at 85.= 10/. ;
gave 20 tons,

at IO5. per ton. And where to the latter about 2 bushels

of gypsum were used to cut the sets into, at an extra cost

of say 35. 6d., the weight of the crop was at the rate 01

about 21 tons per acre, costing 95. (id. per ton. The

stable-yard manure was of course much more expensive

to get on to the land than the guano, for which I have

made no extra estimate above. These experiments,

therefore, give an immense advantage in favour of guano ;

but whether the succeeding crop (Oats) will be equal to

the stable-yard manured part remains to be seen,-andis an

important part of the question. Gypsum does not appear

to do any good to my soil when applied as a tillage, having

tried it on other crops ; and I have never been able to

perceive the slightest effect from it. In sets I shall adhere
to the old custom of cutting the good-sized Potatoes into

two or three, according to the number of eyes and the size

of the Potato. The application of dry gypsum on the cut
part prevents its bleeding, and may, I think, preserve it

from the attack of the worm. It neither takes up much
time, nor is it costly, and I shall follow this practice in

future ; setting Potatoes whole, or with the eyes burnt or
cut out—leaving one only, does not answer.

—

One of your
Readers, Cookridge, near Leeds, April 25, 1843.

Ammoniacal Liquor.—On the 1st of May, last year,

I caused two holes to be dug in a large heap of chalk, and
the one was then filled with fresh Tanners' Bark, wet from
the pit ; the 'other with that tough Sea-weed which grows
on the mud in Langton Harbour, which, though drier than
the tan, was still moist. Both pits were now filled with
strong ammoniacal liquor, and closed. On the 1st of

November, both pits were opened ; both appeared nearly

as full of ammoniacal liquor as when first made, and the

Bark and the Sea-weed were in the same state as when put
in six months before.

—

II. S., Bedhampton*
Bees.—In answer to the inquiry of " a Bee-keeper,"

with respect to painting the interior of straw-hives, Dr.
Bevan entirely disapproves of painting them either within

or without. Straw hives are, in some degree, pervious,

and so far as they are so, admit the escape of moisture,
which constitutes one of the few advantages which they
possess over wooden boxes ; of this advantage painting

would deprive them. The same objection will apply to

coating a hive with Roman cement, as recommended by
Mr. Savage, with whom, from some communications which
he has received from Sir Charles Clarke, Dr. B. would
be happy to open a correspondence.

—

Llanferry, 17th
April, 1843.

Bees.—I perceive that " Pettigrew" has made some
remarks on my communication of 18th March, respecting

Bees' eggs being transmutable. I mentioned that Bees
may have eggs in store that produce queens, though it is

not likely. To this " P." observes, " I might have added,

that the Bees could not sit upon them without hatching

them." I think that the last word in my sentence shows
that no addition was wanted. Bees do not hatch their

young by incubation ; the warmth of the hive alone brings

the larva; forth from the eggs, but if they were kept from
the proper temperature, it is uncertain how long they

would retain the principle of life. Huish, I think, says a

whole winter, but I consider this to be very doubtful, for

such tender substances would soon decay ; indeed I found
they did so, in one instance, in four days. " P." says one
experiment will suffice to show that the change of gender
takes place from something added to the eggs or grub by the

Bees. If it were an egg or grub that ought to produce a
male or drone Bee instead of a working one, then we
might talk of changing the gender. The experiment of
putting a headless swarm into an empty hive to make the
Bees create a queen by changing the gender, shows, I

think, that " P." does not quite understand the subject he
has taken up. It would be better to study the subject

seriously, and at the apiary, before pointing out "the great

advantage Bee-keepers may derive from the knowledge of

the transmutation of eggs.
M However interesting the

subject may be to the curious naturalist, the practical

Bee-keeper may be assured that the knowledge of it will

neither add to nor diminish the produce of his hives.—t/.

Wighton.
Bees.—The effluvia arising from the dirt collected in

Bee-hives during the winter having been pronounced by
Bee-masters to be most prejudicial to the health of the

little honey-makers, often causing destruction to the whole
family, it may be worth trying the following plan as a

means of clearing away the refuse, without disturbing the

inmates. Let a drawer be attached to the ordinary wooden
hives, (about an inch in depth,) which may be removed,
when required, for the purpose of cleaning : to prevent
the comb being cemented to the drawer, a light frame-
work may be constructed and placed over it, with aper-
tures about an inch square.— W. W.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
The Niger or Quorra River.—At the entrance of this

river the banks were covered with a rich vegetation, con-
sisting of Palms and a great variety of majestic trees ; but
after advancing a short distance up the stream, these

tribes of plants disappeared, and their places were usurped
by the Mangrove. This tree covered the banks for about
ten or twelve miles, after which it was accompanied by
other kinds of trees and shrubs; while the Elais guineensis
and a species of Areca began to be plentiful. The branches
of the large trees are covered with Orchiihicese and Ferns.
Of the latter tribe, the genera Polypddium and Acrosti-
chum predominate. As we proceeded onward, large

timber-trees became more abundant, which in many in-

stances were covered with beautiful climbing plants. The
margin of the river was clothed with rank vegetation of

grass
; while, at intervals, near the villages, this herbage

was cleared away, and the ground was found to be culti-

vated with Plaintains, Bananas, Yams, Cassava, Ground-
nuts, Goora-nuts, Eddoes, Indian Corn, Dourrha, Cap-
sicums, &c., and in many places Cocoa-nuts were plen-

tiful. The river at this part is a comparatively narrow
stream, with numerous collections of huts or villages on
its banks, which are, to all appearance, densely populated

by an inoffensive race of people, who flocked out in hun-

dreds to look at the vessels belonging to the expedition-

They were easily persuaded to come on board by the offer

of presents. At most of these viilages, the people ap-

peared to be employed in making canoes, an operation

performed by scooping out the trunk of a tree, and gra-

dually bringing it narrower towards each end ; some or

these canoes we observed to be ornamented with flag8 '

}

}
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Their arms consist of bows and arrows, guns, a few bay-
onets, spears, daggers, &c. The clothing worn by the

lower class is nothing more than a cloth round the waist

;

but the chiefs and head men are distinguished by wearing
a robe or dress of blue linen of native manufacture, brought
from Egga and other towns situated higher up the Niger.
The scene is enlivened by numerous birds, and by myriads
of insects of the most gaudy colours, diversified at times
by the chatter of monkeys, as they merrily leap from tree

to tree. During the night, the croaking of reptiles
and chirruping of insects, with the fire-fly occasionally
darting across the path, serve to divert the mind of even
the casual observer, and much more so that of a lover of
Nature. As we approached towards Eboe, we found cul-

tivation to be carried to a greater extent, and more espe-
cially that of Yams. At this part of the river, the Silk

Cotton-tree forms a prominent feature in the vegetation.
After passing Eboe, the hitherto narrow river expanded
into abroad and noble stream, the banks being still beau-
tifully wooded down to the water's edge. In several
places the destruction of villages and the standing trunks
of charred trees presented a melancholy example of the

Ravages of man. After getting about midway between
Eboe and Attah, we came to a small range of hills,

covered with healthy crops of Rice, Dourrha, &c. The
vegetation began at this part to be more scanty, and
Palms were, comparatively speaking, rare to what they
had previously been. We also found more traffic upon the
"yer, many of the natives coming from the interior to the
Kirree market. At this part of our journey, one or two
of the blacks, who had been up the river with the Liverpool
expedition, would frequently point to the banks, and inform
us that a white man was buried there; but at this time the
people of our expedition were in excellenthealth and spirits.

After passing this range of low hills, we approached towards
Attah, and in the distance before us we beheld the majestic
Kong mountains, running from east to west, their sum-
wilts towering to the clouds. The banks here began to be
ornamented with the gigantic Baobab, or Adanso'nia digi-

Jata, used by the inhabitants on the banks of the Senegal
(but I could not determine whether it was by the people

MP the Niger) in cases of fever, &c. ; I should say not by
Jjose who live below the confluence of the Chadda and
^iger

; for the only answer that I could get in return to
numerous inquiries respecting its properties was—No good
j--and a shake of the head from the informant. The
-

ea^tiful Spathddea campanulata here grew luxuriantly
;

*ts fine habit and large terminal clusters of scarlet flowers
ttake it a very desirable object for our large hothouses and
conservatories. I believe it is in the possession of a few
individuals in this country, having been raised from seeds
Drought home by Mr. Freeman, who gathered them when

M
WaS Up°U a mission t0 Coomassie, on the Gold Coast.

^
anv of the villages were, at the time of our visit, under

water, the people crossing from one hut to the other by
nieans of canoes. This was more especially the case upon
gander s Island, lying opposite to Attah, the vegetation
of which consisted of rank grass and a few small trees and
shrubs. Water-fowl are there abundant ; and I should
suppose it is a place of resort for alligators, as they were
seen floating past upon pieces of grass/apparently detached
from the sides of the island by the strength of the cur-
rent. The town of Attah lies on the right bank of the
Niger, at a considerable elevation above the level of the
stream. The huts are very compact and neat, presenting
a pretty appearance from the river. Tobacco, of a good
quality, is cultivated at this town to a great extent. Onthe opposite side of the river is situated the kingdom of
Warpur, a fine wooded country, interspersed with culti-vated grounds. Ferns and Orchidacese were now noLonger to be met with at this part of the river, and Palms
ere rare. As we proceeded onward, the country became

.,
0r
£ m°untainous

f and the scenery truly picturesque*
e Niger gracefully winding its course among the hills'nd the rich vegetation of its islands and fertile valleys'«n the stupendous hills of Kong on the right and left)ie'r peaks imbedded in clouds, created a sensation of

Pleasure too sublime to be described. Farther on, the

t^
getation

- on the sides of the mountains became limited

8(5n"
Straggling shrubs

'
>nterspersed with the Atlan-

ta and Bombax. Before arriving at the confluence, we
bi^

with a large fertile island (Beaufort Island), exhi-

Sn
Ing a varied vegetation, amongst which was a lofty

Bixtv?
°f Fan Palm> growing t0 the heiSht of fifty or

j | % .

et
i a"d producing abundance of large yellow fruit.

StirT
lnt

^!
ded ^turning to this spot after the vessels left

fev

lng Hll l>but I was prevented, by being taken with the

aromJ-°
OU after arriving at that point. The Habzelia

beautif
i

'

T
ami a fine s

*
)ecies of clerodendron, several

inent j

Leguminous plants, and a Combretum, orna-

aqUati
water's edge, as well as a great quantity of

fr<>m tl

°r
-
rather marsh plants, which had been forced

the
Sldes °^ t'ie "ver an(* were floating down with

;pUn^
r
,

r
.

ent
' As we approached towards the late town of

Until a?,V. NiRer gradually began to increase in width,

f0Ur *.,
rhe Junction of the Chadda it was not less than

do*nr^088, °n the right sil,e ifc wasthick ly wooded

°n thp ~
water's edge, which is far from being the caseU tile (\r\
'

— —
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apoor sandy description, covered with a
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' with a coarse kind of grass,

Plains a? 5?
e °nly vegetation which thrives upon the

*ater fe<
foot of the hills and b? the margin of the

the n£p f,

3 Whlch descend from the higher parts into

** thoVa' <?
ve6etation partook of a richer character.

fl°uri8he^ .
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?
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> the Spathddea before mentioned
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n
.
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1
a yellow Plum was also Plentiful,WaS SouSht aft<* by the people as an article of food.

The ruins of Pandiaki are still standing ; it appeared to

have been flanked by a deep ditch, which at the time of

our visit was nearly filled up. The vestiges of a rude

bridge and gateway were, however, still remaining. The
door or gate was thickly studded with large headed nails,

greatly resembling English manufacture. The remains of

the dye-works were also to be seen ; this process appears
to have been formerly carried on to a great extent at this

town, before its inhabitants were obliged to leave it and
seek protection from the predatory incursions of the
Pell^itas on the opposite side of the river. Towards Stir-

ling Hill the soil improved a little, and cultivation was
more extensively carried on. The greater part of King
William's Mountains belong to that state. At a short

distance below Stirling Hill, we came to a small village

where the process of dyeing was still performed. The
colouring matter which the people used was obtained from
a species of Tephrdsia. At this part, snakes of a yellowish
colour and about four feet in length were numerous, as

were also several kinds of lizards ; and the hills formed
by the termites, or white ants, were plentiful. I obtained
some very good skeletons of birds and animals by break-
ing away the earth until I arrived at one of the chambers
of these hills, where I deposited the specimen, the skeleton
of which I wished to obtain, and in a short time I found
that all the flesh had been eaten off. Birds were numerous;
the parrots flew about in large flocks, screaming and mak-
ing the most discordant noises; the Guinea fowl was
plentiful, and was very destructive to the crops of Ground
Nuts, Dhourra, &c. Scorpions and centipedes also

abounded. The river at this part was more lively, owing
to the number of canoes which traded to the Rizzee
Market, Damuggoo, Eboe, and other towns, situated
below the confluence ; their cargoes consisting princi-
pally of ivory, beeswax, tobes, and blue cloths, and in

some instances of slaves. Some of the canoes were laden
with small but well-formed horses, which they were
probably taking downward for sale. Parties of these
traders would frequently approach the Amelia during
the depth of night, and question us as to what we in-
tended purchasing ; but they always made us aware of
their proximity by calling aloud as soon as they came
within hail. At a small town on the right bank of the
river, opposite to Pundiaki, the natives were in possession
of some small pieces of cannon, which they frequently
used to fire at intervals during the night.

—

J. A.
Calcutta, Jan. 27, 1843.—The Botanic Garden here is

undergoing a great change under the superintendence of
Mr. Griffith. The catalogue of the plants it contains is, I

hear, finished ; a nursery is laid out; a flower-garden is

planned, and ground is trenching for the purpose of ex-
hibiting the features of the systems of Linnaeus, Jussieu,
and others. As the grounds are very extensive, there is

ample space for Mr. Griffith's plans, which, it is said,
embrace the formation of medicinal and economical de-
partments, neither of which at present exist. The whole
number of species contained in the garden is about 3,800,
which is not an advance of more than 400 since the pub-
lication of Roxburgh's llortus Benghalensis. The head
gardener is deranged, and a successor from Europe is

talked of: if a thoroughly good man, he will be invaluable.
Frankfort, l$th April.—In my way to this place I paid

a visit to the garden of Prince Salm, at Dyck, near Neuss,
on the opposite side of the Rhine to Dusseldorf. There
is certainly a very rich and curious collection of succulent
plants there. They seem to be exceedingly well kept, and
to flourish under the system of his gardener, which is, not
to give much light, air, or stimulus of any sort till the

summer, when they are all put out for five months. I saw
the very curious Opuntia Salmiana in fruit. In the pleasure
ground I observed growing in the turf, the- first German
Oslips, Primula elatior vera, that I have seen on the west
of the Rhine : this is also the most northern locality I

know for that species. I arrived here too late for the
flower-show ; but I find the Azaleas, which are usually the

best show-plants, suffered so from the drought of last

summer, that they do not flower well this year. Three
hybrid Rhododendrons, Burcgraveanum, (purple,) Kro-
nenbergianum (white), and macranthum (pink), are fine

plants. The Carmine red Azalea indica is also very
handsome.

—

S.
^

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.

This Society met on the 9th instant, Dr. Neill in the chair.

Dr. Seller was elected a resident Member. Numerous donations

to the Library and Herbarium were laid on the table. The fol-

lowing papers were read : l. Remarks on the Mode of Growth
of the British Fruticose Rubi, &c. By Mr. E. Lees. 2. Continu-
ation of Remarks on the Diatomacefe. By Mr. J. Ralfs, Pen-
zance. 3. On Fumaria micrantha and F. calycina. By Mr. C.

C. Bauington, M.A. 4. On two new species of Junsermannia,
and another new to Britain. By Thomas Taylor, M.D.

5 com-
municated by Mr. W. Gourlie, jun., Glasgow. 5. Notice of the
new Fossil plant, Lyginoriendron Landsburgii, Gourlie; by Mr.
W. Gourlie, jun. Mr. James Macnab exhibited a magnificent clus-

ter of the male catkins of a Palm, from one of the South Sea
Islands, which Lady Hcrvey had obtained from the captain of a
vessel, and kindly allowed to be shown to the Society. Its

dimensions, when expanded, were about three feet by
three feet and a half, and it somewhat resembled an
ornamental grate screen formed of shavings. This being
the anniversary of the Society's public institution, the
members and others present adjourned, at the close of busi-

ness, to the Cafe" Royal, where they sat down to an elegant

1842; by Mr. W. Gardiner, Dundee 9 fin
No. VI. By Mr Ralfs. ' *'

UU the Diatomacece.

supper, Dr. Neill, the President, in the chair, supported by Sir

William Jardine, Dr. Greville, Mr. Ball, of Dublin, Mr. Gourlie,

of Glasgow, &c— Professor Graham, croupier. After supper,

the usual loyal and appropriate toasts were drunk, and the

proceedings were farther enlivened by occasional songs.

The Botanical Society met on the 13th inst.,—Prof. Graham in

the chair. Numerous donations to the Library and Herbarium

were laid on the table. The attention of the Society was chiefly

directed to a donation by W. Brown, Esq., R.N., consisting of a
miscellaneous collection of plants and fruits from Canton River

and Chusan, from the Cape and Prince's Island, including a
collection of forty species of Erica, from Simon's Bay and Table
Mountain. The following papers were read :— 1. Two Botanical

visits to the Reeky Linn, and Den of Airly, in April and June,

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Dorking Horticultural Society, April 18.—This exhibition w«

held at the Red Lion Inn, and was attended bv ^08^0/^^^^-
in the vicinity Since the first eatttttta^S °b2 CSS
there has not been a more attractive display of beautiful flowersthan the present meeting afforded ; but as it would occum toomuch space to particularise every plant worthy of individnal
notice, we shall merely observe that the collections of Greenhouse
and of Miscellaneous plants, which obtained the first prizes were
worthy to form part of the unequalled Chiswick exhibitions! The
other collections also contained good plants of Tropseo'lums
Indian Azaleas, Cytisus racemosus, &c. Some exceedingly well-
grown specimens of Cineraria were exhibited, one of which (The
King), in the collection of J. B. Hankey, Esq., was a perfect spe-
cimen of culture. A very showy variety, called Miss Hankey
made its first appearance in public. The flowers are of great size*,

but starry, resembling the Rival King in colour, but quite dis-
tinct. We observed several pretty varieties among the seedlings,
but none particularly deserving of notice. Among the Heaths
there were several very good plants •, but, taking them as a whole,
this tribe was decidedly inferior; neither were the Hyacinths and
Polyanthuses equal to those of former years. The single speci-
mens comprised a capital plant of Ixoracoccinea, from the garden
of J. B. Hankey, Esq., and another of Tropseolum tricolor, sup-
porting itself on the bushy top of a young Larch-tree, from the
garden of the Right Hon. H. Goulburn; Fuchsia splendens, from
Mr. J. Gadd, and Fuchsia cordifolia, from the nursery of JVlr.

"Westiand, exhibited in perfection the merits of those vilified

species. But tlic most beautiful object in the room was a plant
of Smith's Scarlet Azalea, from the garden of the President of the
Society, Charles Barclay, Esq., of Buiy Hill. Tins plant (trained
in a natural, and therefore a pleasing, form—not in the modern
one, face.fashion) was literally covered on all sides with its rich
red blossoms. No prizes were offered for fruits or vegetables,
with the exception of Cucumbers, of which a considerable num-
ber of fair quality were shown. Best Collection of 1 2 Plants, 1,
Mr. Goodhew, gr. to J. B. Hankey, Esq. : 2, Mr. Heritage, gr.to
the Right Hon. H. Goulburn ; 3, Mr. Whiting, gr. to H. T. Hope,
Esq. Best Collection of Q Greenhouse Plants, 1, Mr. Scott, gr. to
C. Barclay, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Rcid, gr. to — Smallpiece, Esq. j 3, Mr.
Ivery, market-gardener, Wonham. Best Specimen Plant, l s

Mr.
Goodhew; 2, Mr. Scott; 3, Mr. Heritage; 4, Mr. J. Gadd, mar-
ket-gardener, Botchworth. Best Collection of 6 Heaths, 1, Mr.
Scott; 2, Mr. Goodhew; 3, Mr. J. Gadd. Best Collection of 4
Cinerarias, 1, Mr. Goodhew; 2, Mr. Ivery; 3, Mr. Whiting; 4,
Mr. Heritage. Best Seedling Cineraria, \, Mr. Iverv : 2, Mr.
Whiting; 3, Mr. Goodhew. Best 2 tall Cacti, l, Mr. Heritage; 2,
Mr. Scott. Best Pair of Polyanthuses, 1, Mr. Whiting • 2, Mr. R.
Gadd, market-gardener, Dorking

; 3, Mr. Heritage. Best 6 Hya-
ninths, 1, Mr. J. Gadd; 2, Mr. Whiting; 3, Mr. Heritage. Best
Pair of Auriculas, ], Mr. Iyeryj 2, Mr. J. Gadd; 3, Mr. Scott; 4,
Mr. Heritage. Best 24 Cut Flowers of Pansies, l, Mr. Chandler,
gr. to — Freshfield, Esq.; 2, Mr. R. Gadd; 3, Mr. Heritage; 4,
Mr. Ivery. Best Brace of Cucumbers, l, Mr. Whiting; 2, Mr.
Scott; 3, Mr. J. Briggs; 4, Mr. Heritage; 5, Mr. Truelove, gr. toi-
the Misses Carbonell. Extra prize to Mr. J. Gadd.

Ealing Cucumber Show, April 1/.—This exhibition, which seema
to have been got up by Mr. Mills, jun., was held at the New Inn,
Ealing, and the fruit produced was of the finest quality. Eight
brace were selected for competition, and the judges had a most
difficult task in determining which was superior; however, it was
evident that they gave the preference to size, and the prizes were
awarded as follows :— 1st prize, to Mr. Latter, of Ipswich ; 2d, to
Mr. Brown, Chiswick; 3d, to Mr. Doran, of Wandsworth. There
was also some very handsome fruit that did not receive prizes,
especially that of Messrs. Thomson, Weeden, and Chapman.
These were finer in quality than those to which the awards were
given, but not so large. The company was numerous and
respectable.

Cambridgeshire Horticultural Society, April 19. — On Wednes-
day last this Society held their first show for the season, at the
Town-hall. The display of flowers, fruit, and vegetables was
extreirieiy fine, and, for the period, respectable in quantity,
['here were some beautiful Auriculas, Polyanthuses, and Prim-
roses, and some of the plants were very fine. Some of the vege-
tables were also as good as could possibly be expected, In ac-
cordance with the resolutions passed at the meeting of the
Society in February, several judicious alterations in the conduct
of the show have taken place, the exhibitor having now the
power to claim his flowers, &c. after the exhibition. The Hall
was onened to the visitors at two o'clock, and the chair taken
by H.J. Adeanc, Esq., who briefly alluded to the changes which
had taken place in the regulations. He trusted these alterations
and others in contemplation would have the desired effect of
restoring the society to health and vigour. The judges were*
the Rev. J. Huntley, of Kimbolton, the Rev. Alfred Newby, of
Tilbrook, and Mr. Carter, jun., of Haverhill. The adjudication
of the prizes was as follows: Auriculas (4 best), 1st prize,
Medal—Taylor's Glory (white), Standard (green), SeeJling (grey)
Lord Primate (self), Mr. R. Headly

; 2nd prize—would have been
awarded to Mr. Headly had he not gained the first prize; 3rd
prize — Metropolitan, Simpson's Commander, Haylock's Mrs.
Childers (unknown), Mr. K. Haylock. Seedling Auricula, Mr. R.
Headly. Polyanthuses (4 best), 1st prize—Buck's George the
Fourth, Alexander, Gold Lace, unknown.—(If entitled by the
Society's Rules, but the judges suggested that in future there
should be but one stand, and one specimen in each pot), Mr,
Giddings; 2nd prize, Mr. Haylock. Seedling Polyanthus, Mr!
Giddings. Hyacinths (6 best), 1st prize, Mr. Green; 2nd prize,
Mr. R. Headly. Primroses (3 best pots). Mr. Giddings. Wall-
flower, 1st prize, Mr. Widnall; 2nd prize, Mr. Catling. Plant in
« Pot, 1st prize, Tropmolum tricoforum, Mr. Widnall • 2nd prize,
Genista canariensis, Mr. F. B. Smith. Collection ofPlants (large)

,

1st prize, Mr. Widnall; 2nd prize, Mr. Green. Do. (small),
Messrs. Hudson. Collection of Cut Flowers, Mr. Ready. Basket
f,f Vegetables, 1st prize, Medal, Messrs. Hudson; 2nd prize, Mr.
Newman. Brace of Cucumbers, 1st prize, Mr. Newman; 2nd
prize, Mr. Tomlin. New Potatoes, Ashtop, Mr. Newman. Rhu-
barb, 1st prize, Mr. R. Headly; 2nd prize, Mr. Green. Salad
1st prize, Mr. J. Taylor; 2nd prize, Messrs. Hudson. Extra
Prizes: Atples— Go/tfera Knob, Mr. Newman. Pears—Beurri
Ranee, Mr. Tomlin. Cottagers' Prizes, 2s. 6d. each: Watt-
flower, W. Clarke, Bourne; Cabbage, T.George, Sheltord • Let-
tuce, John Cole, Shelford: Rhubarb, T. George, Shelford'; Ra-
dishes, T. George, Sheltord; Apples, W.Clarke, Bourne. Cot
tagers* Extra Prizes : Basket of Vegetables. \s ftd Tnhn
Cole, Shelford ; Ditto, is. 6d.,T. George, Shelford. ' '*

Norwich Horticultural Society, April 19.—This meeting was held
at the Com Exchange. It appears from the report in the Norwich
Mercury to have been unusually well attended. Prizes were thus
awarded

:
Mkmbkrs' Prizes.-Fruits & Vegetables .-Grapes,

u^L^*™™™* ; °V> P t0 H ' N - Burroughes, Esq., M.P.,

tV^JftfT,'^ <**»> idling),V Stewart.^.

Stracey,
Ribston

o,;* j/- v • *-*• maxmas. sauce a, """j (Bedford

£toTk-
lm^>S. Short. Rhubarb, best, {MyaWs Victoria), Rev. O.

iviatnias. Potatoes, best. (Early frame), W. Rippingaie. Lettuces,
i* (^lack-seeded green Cos), J. catton, gr. to the Rev. C. Fel-
lowes

; 2, [Imperial Cabbage), Mr. R. Bensiey. Endive, best, W.
ivemp, gr.to Sir E. Slracev. Asparagus, ^. Gale, gr. to H. N.
Burroughes, Esq., M.P./Burlinghani. Seaka/e, best, S. Short.
Brocoli, equal best, S. Short and J. Catton. Cabbage, best, J.
Catton. Kid?iey-Bea?is, best, (dan), Mr. Walton, gr. to R. San-
derson, Esq., M.P, Leeks, best, (flag),Q. Short, Mushrooms, Mr,
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Walton. Salad, 1, (Black-seeded Cos), W. Gale; 2, {Cabbage), J.

Catton. Beet, best, \V. Exelbjr, gr« to H. Birkbeck, Esq. Flowkrs.
—Azaleas, collection of, best, C. Short. Auriculas, collection of,

32 best, J.N. Waite, jun., Esq. Cartas, (Mallisoni), single specimen,
C. Mitldleton, Esq. Pansies, collection of, 24 fiestf, Hon. R. Wilson.
Roses, in pots, collection of, S. Short. Mignonette, Rev. J. Bur-
rougbes. C«2 Flowers, collections of J. N. Waite, jun., Esq., and
Mr. Walton. Calceolarias, I, collection of, best, W. Rippingale

;

2, (seedlings), best, C. Short; 3, 2nd best, Hon. R. Wilson. Cine-
rarias, 1, collection of, best, C. Short; 2, equal 2nd best, W. Exclby
and C. Short; 3, 3rd best, Mr. Walton. Greenhouse plants, 1,

collection of, best, W. Rippinjrale; 2, 2nd /w£, J. High, gr. to J.

Longe, Esq. Stocks, ten weeks, Rev. J. Burroutrhes. Hyacinths,
collection of, J. T. Kemp, Esq. Anemones, collection of, J. N.
Waite, jun., Esq. Trop&olum tricolor, C. Short; JJitto grandi-

flora, Mr. Walton. Cyclamen Persic?/)//, Hon. R. Wilson. Acacia
Juniperoides, W. Rippmgale. Clematis Siedoldii, C. Short. Deutzia

scabra, R. Emms. The principal plants exhibited by Mr. Bell

were—Epacris impressa, do. nivalis. Ericas — bonplandia, re-

germinans, pellucida, ardens, rubrocalyx, nig-rita, scariosa,

Pattersonia, Walkerii, Wilmorea, Azalea indica alba, do. Smithii,

Boronia serrulata, Chorozema Henchmanni, do. ilicifolia, Eu-
phorbia splendens, Rhododendron Smithii punctatum, Cytisus

racemosus, Cineraria splendens, do. King, do. ccerulea, fine new
variety; Petunia magniflora, Camellia" colorata, Burchellia ca-

pensis, Pultcna?a subumbellata, yEschynanthus grandiflorus.

Messrs. Mackie and Ewing exhibited :—Azalea sinensis. Camel-
lias— Donckleerii, Carswelliana (new), Candidissima, Antwerpcn-
sis (new). Tropseolum tricolorum, Elichrysum splcndidum,
Cineraria King, do. Inwoodiana, Erica speciosa, do. gracilis,

Azalea floribunda, Lachenalia pustulata (new), Cytisus race-

mosus, Tea-scented Moir6e Rose, Illicium floridanum, Acacia
cordifolia, Cereus flagelliformis minor, Euphorbia splendens,

Epacris grandiflora, Trillium grandiflorum,Dillw ynia cinerascens,

Oxalis carnosa, Pimelea nivea (new),

MISCELLANEOUS.
Flora of Japan.—We have been favoured by a friend

with the following information on this subject:—Last

autumn Professor Zuccarini spent six weeks in looking

over the Japanese Herbarium at Leyden, which is wonder-

fully rich, containing nearly 2,500 species, and, altogether,

about 30,000 specimens. They are in a good state of

preservation, and of almost gigantic size. We under-

stand that Professor Zuccarini has, through the kindness

of Mr. Blume, Director of the Leyden Museum, procured,

amongst other things, specimens of a dozen new genera,

some of which are very remarkable ; for instance, a Fu-

mariaceous plant with a regular corolla, 4 petals, and 4

unconnected stamens ; an Olacaceous plant with a long-

stalked three-celled ovary, containing numerous ovules

arranged in two rows in each cell ; and that that same

gentleman has already drawn up a description of them,

which will appear in the Journal of the Munich Academy.

The Flora of Japan is very remarkable. Perhaps in no

other country are tropical forms combined more intimately

with those of the Temperate Zone. In contrast with 33

Coniferous plants are 15 species of Bamboo. Twelve

species of Maple and nearly 26 of Oak are met with,

associated with a crowd of Laurels of different genera.

The Orchidaceous plants, of which, unluckily, the Dutch

collection contains but few, are, for the most part, epi-

phytes. Amongst Leguminous plants, there are several

species of Lespedezia. Ericaceous plants are not only

numerous, but extremely line, comprising upwards of 10

species of Rhododendron and Azalea, if we distinguish,

under the latter name, those species which have only 5

stamens. Nearly all the grasses have a tropical appear-

ance, nevertheless they are accompanied by 25 species of

Carex. Palms and Cycadaceous plants are less nume-

rous ; of these, however, there are a few, as well as of

Zingiberacse. Many very interesting things are met with

in the Herbaria procured by Siebold from the native

Botanists. Their specimens are well preserved, and

amongst them are many plants collected in the central

parts of Nipon, and upon the lofty mountains which no

European has hitherto attempted to explore. The draw-

ings made by Japanese artists also give a good idea of the

plantg which they are intended to represent.

Sale of Orchidaceous Plants.—We understand that

the Orchidacece from Bombay, which were sold last week

by Messrs. Stevens and Co., produced altogether rather

more than 170/. Two large specimens fetched 15/. each;

Others went as low as 25s.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Messrs. W. Jackson and Co.'s Nursery, Cross-Lanes, near

Bedale.—K splendid specimen of Rhododendron campanulatum

is in flower here; five hundred and sixty-eight perfect blooms

were grouped amongst the dark green foliage, and had a most

imposing effect. The plant is five feet nine inches in height and

eighteen feet in circumference, and is considered to be the finest

specimen in Great B ritain.

An Agricultural Tract for the Times. By J. West,

Land Agent, &c, Collingham, Notts.

I have lately obtained the above tract, and find it is

written by a fellow-labourer with myself in a much-

neglected field of improvement. As far as I am able to

judge from my own experience, Mr. West's remarks on

draining and subsoil-ploughing are very good. It is not

his object to point out the mode of draining any land, but

to call the attention of landed proprietors to the^ absolute

necessity of the work being " immediately done." In this

I fully agree with him. In my time I have done a great

deal of draining ; what I have done lately was not with

tiles, but in the manner which is usually called wedge-

draining, with a strong rushy turf on meadow or pasture

land, from which, I doubt not, great benefit will be derived.

My former experience was in making open drains in

plantations, to a great extent. But, as I am more anxious

to express my cordial concurrence with Mr. West upon
another part of his pamphlet than upon this, I pass on to

his chapter on the Appropriation and Management of

English Timber, \
His observations on these heads are excellent, and well

deserve that landed proprietors should put them in prac-
tice without delay, if they really wish to benefit themselves

and the public, and to find employment at home for the

labouring population. But I fear that his recommenda-

tions, and especially those that refer to timber, will have

but little effect upon the present generation of landlords :

I have, humble individual though I am, laboured for years

and years in vain, and may almost say, spent my strength

for nought, in the same cause. For my own part, 1 cannot

see why England cannot produce as good timber as other

countries. Indeed, I am satisfied that she can do so, and
in quantity sufficient for all domestic purposes, if the

owners of timber would but see that it is properly trained

in its infancy, and suitably treated afterwards. I fully

agree with Mr. West that our native timber, much as it is

decried—Scotch Fir, for instance, as well as almost every

other kind that is grown—if it was peeled standing, and
felled in the autumn or winter, would be greatly improved
for building and other purposes, as it is proved to be the

case with the Oak, Alder, and Larch. I am happy to say

that some friends of mine have agreed to adopt my sug-

gestion, and try some experiments with different kinds of

trees, the results of which shall be made known.
But what will be the results of Mr. West's labours with

reference to this pamphlet and the others books he has

written? Probably neglect and pecuniary loss. It appears

to be impossible to reach the minds of the great majority

of the land-owners on the subject of their timber ; and the

man who attempts to do so engages in an unprofitable and
hopeless task. It will be well, however, for the few who
may meet with Mr. West's pamphlet to follow his advice.

Agricultural Chemistry rendered simple for Practical

Purposes. By T. G. Tilley, Ph.D. : Longmans.
We should be more inclined to call this book Agricul-

tural Chemistry rendered puzzling, &c. Take for example
the following explanation of the nature of ammonia :—
"Ammonia is the same substance as hartshorn, and

its carbonate is the common smelling salts of the shops.

It is composed of carbon and nitrogen.
3
' We cannot waste

either our own time or that of our readers by comment on
such a book.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
The new system of planting flower-gardens within the last 20

years has doubled the ordinary work to be done In this depart-

ment in May, and instead of improving; the appearance of the

flower-garden by this change, we have, in nine cases out often, a
mere blank, comparatively speaking-, for five or six weeks from
the middle of May. As our great patrons of gardening generally

pass this time in London, the subject has not had that attention

paid to it which it deserves. Instead of pointing: out or suggest-
ing a system by which the flower-garden might be as gay during

this time as any other part of the season, ,1 would rather invite

communications from different parts of the country, detailing the

way in which this is already effected, for we feel convinced that

such information would be of essential service to amateurs ; and,

moreover, many amateurs axe as likely to supply such informa-

tion as professed gardeners.
I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD,

In-door Department.
Pinery.—To keep the bottom-heat steady at all times is a good

maxim, and more so at this season; too much bottom-heat is

more dangerous than too little ; but if the bottom-heat is let down
at this time when the natural heat of the sun raises the tempera-

ture many degrees more than is necesary for the plants, a weakly
growth will be the consequence ; give large portions of air to

all the stock, and shut them up early in the afternoon.

Vinjcry.— Little need be said now of early Grapes that are ripe

or fast ripening ; if they have plenty of sun and air they ought to

hang a long time, and come to table or market with a fine bloom.

As soon as every bud on the late Vines has grown a joint or

two, they may be assisted by being shut up early in the afternoon.

The front ventilators need not be used till the fruit is all set,

but give large portions of air all along the top lights
;
you will

thus have the top part of the house the coolest, and your Vines

in an equal temperature throughout.
Peach-house and Cherries.—Light and air with moisture,

according to the state of the fruit, and a sharp look out after

insects or other enemies will be the routine here till the fruit

is ripe.

Figs.— Continue, as stated for the last week or two; if the

fruit appears to drop off or is stationary, without showing signs

of ripening, have recourse to caprirication, they never appear to

drop under this simple process, and they ripen soon when thus

treated.
Melons and Cucumbers.—The weather throughout April has

been very favourable for early Melons, and if May proves as

favourable, this fruit will come in, in better condition than we
have had it for many years. Keep up a brisk heat by the linings,

and unless your fruit is full swelled, keep the plants moist at the

roots, there is a great demand on the plant while the fruit is

swelling. If you intend to try a few plants of an early sort in the

ridge or cold frame way, the seeds should now be sown, and, as

soon as they are up, potted off, harden them by degrees till they

can stand in a cold frame ready to be planted out.

Out-door Department.
The month of May is always a busy time in the kitchen-garden

and orchard—young crops to be thinned out, others to be earthed

up; some to be transplanted, watered, and shaded j and succes-

sional crops require to be now oftener sown. Thinning Grapes

in the late Vineries is in many places a long and very particular

job; while the host of insects and caterpillars, grubs, slugs,

and worms, are busy at their work of destruction, and must have
perpetual war maintained against them, to say nothing of the

care and judgment necessary for regulating the young shoots on
wall and espalier-trees.

Asparagus.— In cutting these for use, see that the weak,
spindling shoots are cut off at the same time, that they may not

hinder their betters from coming regularly forward, by en-

couraging the sap away.
Broccou.—These should now be sown for the main supply

next winter and spring. The dwarf and tall purple sprouting

Broccoli are the most economical and useful of all the Cabbage-

tribe called I" greens
"

; if these are sown now, and again about

the end of the month, they will produce tender sprouts from next

November till this time next year. No cottage-garden should be

without this sort, which is far preferable to Borecole.

Kidney-Beans.— Plant in boxes, to be protected a while, and

also in the open ground, to take their chance of the season.

Peas, Beans, Spinach, Turnips, and Salads, or any other

sort under the head of "Succession Crops," must now be sown

oftener, and in smaller quantities, till Midsummer, as they will

come in faster during hot weather.
Seakale.—Clear away the litter and pots as the stools get

past use; cut over the stools level with the ground, and dig over

the beds j
and if the stools throw up more shoots than can be

fully exposed to the sun and air, you must thin them out.

Orchard.—Within the last three weeks the garden men have

brought 45 wasps to me, for which they are regularly paid; the

greatest portion were caught on the common Laurels. Plum and

Pear-trees will now be ready to have some of the *trongw
young shoots stopped. The Apricot, Plum, and Cherry must d«

carefully looked over, to get at the mischievous little c*™ rP"™>
which is so unsociable as to shut itself up by twisting the young

foliage round his retreat; this caterpillar is never in great num-
bers, and is easily destroyed and kept under ; soapsuds is the
next best thing after Tobacco-water for killing the fly on the
Peach-trees, and also on the Roses.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.— Stove plants are now making their growth more freely

than at any other period; the usual stimulants of heat, moisture,
and, in some eases, liquid manure, may therefore be more freely

administered to them. Young plants that are wished to become
fine specimens should be watched, and as soon as their roots
have reached the sides of the pots they must be fresh potted.

Others, again, must be cramped at the roots, to induce them to
make short flowering spurs. Many of the climbing plants so
treated may be made to assume the character of shrubs, to suit

particular situations and circumstances.
Grkkniiousk.—In the good old times it was a prevalent

opinion that Heaths, Epacrises, and such-like plants, would be
ruined if touched with a knife; but now it is proved that no
plants hear pruning better ; and you may see men in the great
nurseries cutting off the young tops of these in handfuls after

the plants have done flowering; other free-growing plants have
their tops regularly pinched off at every other joint, in order to

get them into round bushy specimens.
Conservatory.—Some of the Passion-flowers, Tpomceas, and

other strong-growing climbers, should now be close pruned, if

you;wish for a late display in autumn. It is always a good plan to
have duplicate plants purposely for this treatment; this is often

done in Vineries, by planting two plants to each rafter, and
cutting them down alternately every year.

Pits and Frames.— Propagation by cuttings and grafts must
be continued till a full stock is reared ; tender annual seeds for

late flowering may now be sown. Very many plants that arc

difficult to strike from cuttings may be easily increased by
grafting on the roots of some allied species. All tender seedlings

should be potted as soon as they can be handled.
Out-door Department.

Annuals to flower from the end of June should be sown now;
those now half-grown should stand thin on the ground. One of

the misfortunes of spring-flowering bulbs is, that they must
often be removed, to make room for another crop, before they
finish their growth. On the first wet day, see to these, and have
them carefully taken up, and plant them in some quiet place,

giving them a good watering, and placing their names or number-
sticks against them ; without this arrangement it is difficult to

know the varieties of early Tulips, Narcissuses, &c, after they
are out of flower and foliage. Not only the colour and height of

every variety of these bulbs, but the very week it usually comes
in flower, should be marked in the garden-book, otherwise, how
are you to plant them next autumn ?— D. Beaton, Sltrubland

Park Gardens,

State of the Weather near London for ihe Week eriding Apiril 27, 1843, as

observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswirli hf

Baroubtbr.
if ., _ T\.r : -

THKRMOMKTKR. Wind. Uain.
A pril Max. Min. Mean.iVJ . 1 X . tn i ii .

Friday 21 20.019 29.833 05 46 55.0 .05
Saturday 22 29.989 29.815 59 20 42.6 s.w. .03

Sunday 28 80.048 30.025 00 20 44.0 S.
Monday 24 80.012 29.990 00 27 43.5 K.
Tuesday 25 30.070 29.G43 66 34 45.0 8. .30

Wednesdays^ 29.677 29.026 50 84 45.0 \V\ .08
Thursday 27 29.892

29 977~

29.674 GO ;« 40.5 W-

A vprac** 2!) 8 11 69,

4

32.4 45.9 .4G

April 2L. Very tint* throughout ; overcast at night.
22. Rain ; showery ; clear and frosty at night,
2i, Fine, with light clouds: clear; frosty at night.
24. Fine; dry air with dusky haze; frosty.
25. Thickly overcast ; cold rain ; clear.
26. Large patches of sleet in the morning ; cold rain ; cloudy and fine ;

lain-

27. Clear
;
cloudy and <fine ; clear at night.

Mean temperature of the week 3°. below the average.! 1

State of the Weather at Chiswiek during the last 17 yearn, for the ensuing
Week ending May 0, 1043.

April and
i ; May.

Aver. Aver.

Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thura
Fri.
Sat.

30
1

2
3

. 4
5
G

Highest Lowest
Temp, i

Temp.

Mean
Temp

C3.5
04.2

05.1

G3.3
65.

1

63.7

64.1

42.1

42.0
43.5
42.1
42.0

48.8

41.7

52.0
53.1

54.3
52.7
53.9

53.fi

52,9

No. of
Years in
which it

Itaincd.

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds.

7

7
6
8
6
11

7

0.31

0.51

0.72
0.30
0-7"
0.50
0.23

in. 2
1

1

1

13
3

K

A

5

3
2
3
:i

3
1

1

'A

2
2

3
5
4

4
5
a
2

'-.*

'T.

3
3
3

1

2

2
4|—
1 2
2 1

4' 1

£

2

1

2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred 'on the 0th in

1030—thermometer 01°; and the lowest on the 0th in 1031—thermometer 28 -

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET.
For the Week ending April 28 , 1843.

There is a good supply this week of hothouse Grapes, of the

Black Hamburgh kind, which are both well-coloured and of a
tolerable size; the White Sweetwater are likewise of a very fair

description. Foreign Grapes are much more abundant, and of a

far superior quality, than they were last week, A few Peaches,

moderately well ripened, are exhibited in the principal windows.

Pine-apples are numerous, and some of them arc of a very

respectable character. There is a profuse supply of new Pota-

toes, at 6d. per pound. The Nonpareil and Golden Nonpareil

Apples, as well as the June Pippin and the Normandy Pippin,

are in excellent condition. Strawberries are large and abundant.

Walnuts and Filberts, in a finely-preserved state, exist in large

quantities, 'as also do Spanish Chesnuts, which ars particularly

good. Among plants, there are pretty small specimens ot

Polygala grandiflora, Acacia verticillata, and Cytisus racemosus,

besides the more ordinary supply. The rarer sorts of cut-

flowers arc, Clianthus puniceus, Hovea Celsn, Lachenalia tricolor

(which is furnished, besides, in pots), the lovely and fragrant

Daphne Cneorum, a large-flowered variety of Nemophila msignis,

and Rosa Devonicnsis. ,.»,., rt,^
PRICES, SATimiiAV, April 29, 1848.—FRUITS :—

P ine Apple, per Ib.G* to 10*

Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 6s to 12*
— Spanish, per lb- 1* to 1* 6d
— Portugal, 1* to 3*

Apples, dessert, per bush., fi# to 14*

— Kitchen, 4* to 8* i

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 20*

Strawberries, forced, peroz.,(Jd tol*
Gooseberries, small basket, 1* Gd to 2*

Apricots, per pottle, 2* to 2* Gd
Pomegranates, per doz., • —
Oranges, per doz., 1* to 2* Gd— per 100, G» to 1R*
— bitter, per 100, 0* to 20»

VEGETABLES.

Lemons, per 100,5* to 14* _— per doz. 1* to 2*

Cucumbers, per brace, 1*« to4i

Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 20*

Chesnuts, per peck, 4* to^7«

Almonds, perpeck, 6s

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Filberts,English, per 100 lbs. 55i to 60s

Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs., GO*, to 70*.

Nuts, per bushel

—

— Brazil, 16*
— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 24*
.- Cob, 12* to 14*

Cabbage, Red, per do/. 2* to Qt
— plants, per doz. 1* 6d to 3* Gd

Cabbages
, per doz., 9*/ to li 6d

Broccoli, White, per bunch, 6d to 4*
— Purple, 6d to U

Beans,Kidney, forced, p. 100, 1* to 2*

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 70*
— per cwt. 2* to 4*

per bushel, U6d to 9m Gd
— Kidney, p. bush-, UGd to 2*

— Scotch, per bushel, 1* Gd

-^ New, per lb., 1* to.2* Gd

Jerusalem Artichokes, per halt-sieve,

1* to 1* Gd

Turnips, per doz. bun., UGd to 2* Gd

Red Beet, per dozen, Od to 1*

Salsafy, per bundle, U3d to 1* 6d

Cardoons, each, I*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 2t to 6s

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, 9// tol*
Spring Onions, per bunch, Gd
— Turnip, p. do/, hands, UQdtoSs

Spring Turnips, 2* to Qs
Carrots, per doz. bunch. 4* to Gs
— ..Young Horn, per bunch t 6d to 2i

Spring Carrots, 1* Gd to 2*

Paisneps, per dozen, Gd to l*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* tol* 6d
T.eeks, per doz- bun., 2, to 3* Gd
Onions, per bushel, 6* to 8*

"~

— Pickling, per hf.-sv.,4*6rf to 5*1

— Green, p. doz- bun. 2* to 4*
"

— Spanish, per doz. 2» to 3*

Garlic, per lb. Gd to Bd 3
Shallots, per lb., i* to 1* 6d
Asparagus, Gs to 0* _

— Sprue, or Small, 1* Gd to 2* Gd

— forced lg., per 100, 4* to Us

Sea-hale, per punnet, l*to3* ,

Lettuce, Cabb., p. hC-sievo. 1* to 1* oa

— Cos, per score, 4d to 1* . >-

Endive, per score, G'rf to 2*

Celery, p. bd., (i2to i5)ov to l* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, Id to 1* 3*'

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Green Basil, per bunch, Qd to l*
t tt t

Watercress, per do/., em. bun. 4<I "> ^

Parsley, per half-sieve, Qd to 1*

Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2j to <**

Fennel, per doz. bun., 2s to 3*

Mint, per doz. bunches, U to 3*

Marjarom, green, i)d to 1*

Mushrooms, per pottle, Sa to v<*

I

\
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Notices to Correspondents.

Florists' Flowers.—Now that the season for florists'

flowers has arrived, we beg to state that we are ready

to give our opinion of all novelties that may be sent

us ; not with a view to please the growers, nor for the

sake of indulging any vauity of our own, but in order

to satisfy the public. It is alleged that there is but

one society in London which can be trusted upon this

subject ; that this society only meets occasionally, and

then by candle-light, when it, is impossible to judge

correctly of the merits of the flowers that are examined.

We are not of the same opinion; we believe that no

better decisions than those of the Floricultural Society

will ever be arrived at, and we wish it to be supported,

because we know its decisions to be those of honest

men, and skilful men. Nevertheless, in order to gratify

those who look to some other tribunal, we take this

opportunity of announcing that all florists' flowers that

are addressed to our Office, 3, Charles-street, postage

or carriage paid, will be examined, and their qualities

declared under a separate heading in these " Notices to

Correspondents." The opinion will be given by a gen-

tleman entirely unconnected with the trade, thoroughly

acquainted with the subject, but having no interest

whatever to serve, except the truth. As all these

judgments will be indexed at the end of the year, the

buyers of new flowers will have a ready means of

testing the value of the seedlings advertised. If they

are found in our columns, their true character can be

ascertained; if they are not found there it will be

understood that the growers dare not submit them to

such an ordeal.
Errata.— In consequence of an accidental transposition of type,

in our last Number, the following; answers, Stove Pi-ants,

Pelargoniums, and Camklmas, {Rhodon) are unintelligible,

and are now reprinted

.

Stove Plants.— II.R.M —The following; are showy stove plants,

Suttoni, splcndens, elongata, mollis, and zebnna ;
Gloxinia

rubra, Candida, caulescens, spceiosa, and sp. albaj Goldlussla

glomcrata, Ardisia crenulata, Pancratium amcenurn, Apnelan-
<lra cristata, Phaius grantlifolius, ltusseiia juncea, Plumbago

carpus Rhexii, Vinca alba and rdsea. For climbers you may
take Passiflora Kermesina and phcenicea, Manettia cordifolia

and bfcolor, Jasminum Sambac, Ipomcea Horstallkc, Combre-
tum purpureum, Convolvulus pentanthus, Bigntfnia venusta,
and Ccreus grandiilorus. t

Pkuraoniums.-S.A.M.—As your Pelargoniums, for want of

better soil, were potted in leaf-mould, you cannot expect them
to throw up strong blooms. You may assist them by watering
them alternately with rain and manure water. The latter

fthould not be given too strong, or it will perhaps injure the
plants, t

Cam bllias.—Rhodon.--The following are about the best for form
and colour combined, and are also good free-flowering kinds :

SJealeii, crimson ; Chandleri, deep crimson; Hume's Blush,
buff; Fringed White; Franoo-furtensis, red; Palmeri, rose.
The Reticulata will not do out, although protected during the
winter, unless with a glass-frame. It requires to be kept close
and warm during the growing season, to form the young shoots

;

any dry situation will suit them where the soil is not too stiff. 1[

Grass Land.—W. AT,-—Without an inspection of the soil and
an examination of the sods of grass which may be left from
the old turf, it is impossible to give positive advice as to the
best mode of laying your land down to grass. You can
scarcely expect a crop of hay thisyear ; you had better consult
some experienced farmer near you as to the best grasses to suit
your soil. If it is loose, dry, and deep, nothing is more profit-
able than Lucerne. Whatever you sow, let it be sown in
August, in a well-pulverised surface; put in plenty of seed,
foush-harrow, and roll it well. The weeds which may be in
your soil will do no great harm, unless your turf was very bad.
With care and a good top-dressing early next spring you may
(have an excellent crop of hay next year. It is impossible for
us to give minute directions where we have only an imperfect
knowledge of all the circumstances ; we can only give general
hints. M.

Bokhara Clover.— A. il/.— This will grow in any rich, loose,
and deep soil, such as is suited for Lucerne. From the little
we know of it, we have no very sanguine expectations of its
use as fodder for cattle: both Saintfoin and Lucerne are far
superior- M.

Manures.—M. W. K.—Your gardener could not have done a
more injudicious thing than to mix lime with the urine. He
should have added water, allowed it to become putrid, and
then added gypsum, or oil of vitriol, till effervescence ceased •

or, which would have been quite as well, added soot, or some
iblack soil, until all the fluid was soaked up, and then used it

as compost for your Camellias, &c. It still is valuable, though
injured, and may be employed like any other liquid manure.

Chaining.—T. J. il/.—We have, perhaps, not perfectly understood
*11 the circumstances attending your mode of draining. We
Jiave never obtained pipes at so low a rate as tiles ; nor did we
understand that the bottoms or your drains were so narrow. To
£ive a decided opinion of your plan, we should see it in opera-
tion. We shall be glad to hear of its success, and be obliged
hereafter by a detailed account of the whole, including every
expense, M.

•nokth Walls.— W. E. R. inquires whether, by the use of large
sashes in a wall, Peaches, &c might not be grown on the
Jtorth side of it, where circumstances prevent the south side

£
ei"g so used. In our view, success would be very doubtful

»y such an expensive plan, because the light and warmth of
Jne sun are as essential to the loots of fruit-trees as to their
candies. At least, the produce, in such a situation, would be
»Y no means equal to that from a south wall, and very great
care would be requisite in draining the border, and keeping
the roots near the surface.
4?'B*»s.—T. A. N.—A pit three feet deep, with a surface of
jnree feet six inches by two feet nine inches, will, if rilled with
~ark

> certainly retain its heat long enough for raising tender

it !

n
f

ua,s
' aml for striking Rose and Fuchsia cuttings, since, as

* s ternPerature declines, that of the open air will daily be in-

rat
a
i

SIns:
' The bark wiU likewise, by being turned and mode-

atcjy watered, ferment a second time, and even a third, by

Stk
tlition

' at such periods, of a small quantity of fresh.

fch * *u° IIousES-^*>^'»o^ in Despair.— It appears evident
nat the leaves of Vines, &c, which you have sent, have been
cauted by the quantity of hot vapour which you have suffered
escape into your house. The exhalations from water kept

€on?i
UC c

!

ster,is could never injure plants; but the sudden

lJin
° f an atmosP»erc loaded with vapour certainly would.

text -

ailCl Orchidacese having, mostly, leaves of a very firm

folin
1110

'
ai C not so eaSH*y harmed as plants with more tender

hon*
C

' AVncr°vcr, for the advantage of its genial moisture,
uses are to be steamed, it is best to admit the vapour early
tue evening, and, having done so sufficiently, at once to

shut off the supplv, and not leave it to diffuse itself all the

night. A night temperature of 71° is certainly too high, at

this season, for Vines and Pines ;
65° would be ample.

Rust on Grapes.—/. W.—We are not able to see the symptoms
you point out. You maybe right in part; but certainly are

not in your idea that there is any adhesion of the calyx and
pollen to the fruit. Such specimens as you have sent are
ruined by the pressure of the post-bags.

Finns.— Iloppiana.—Your Pine-plants have been over-heated by
bottom-heat some time ago, the Bark-bed being previously to

that time allowed to get exhausted of heat, and the plants
starved for want of heat and water. IT

Peach-Trees.—A Subscriber writes that his Peach and Necta-
rine-trees on a south aspect, which were last year perfectly
free Trom blight and curled leaves, are at this time in a very
unhealthy state, although tobacco-water has been applied as

usual. He also remarks that Peach-trees on an adjoining west
aspect show no symptoms of blight. [Tobacco-water will only
prove a remedy for the evils arising from the attacks of insects,

and not for those occasioned by the variable state of the
weather— hot days alternating with frosty nights, such as have
been lately experienced are particularly unfavourable for the
early vegetation of the Peach; and the trees on the south
aspect, from being farthest advanced, will be the most suscep-
tible. Coping-boards would have proved very useful in this

case. More healthy foliage will be produced when the weather
becomes warmer, and all curled and blistered leaves may then
be picked off. All that can be done in the meantime is to pro-

tect from cold as tar as may be practicable, and keep the insects

in check, either by means of tobacco-water, or sprinkling with
tobacco-dust.]

||

Chicory.—Jersey.—In order to cultivate Chicory for its roots to

be used as a substitute for Coffee, seeds of the variety should
be obtained which the French call Chicoree-a-Cafe, the roots of

which are large and fleshy, like a White Carrot. As they will

grow to two or three feet in length, the soil should be deep,
rich, and rather light or sandy. The seed should be sown in

April, in diills from 12 to 15 inches apart, according to the
richness of the soil; and when the plants come up they should
be thinned to 6 inches apart in the rows. Some may be sown
in a bed for the purpose of being transplanted into any blanks
that may occur. The roots are taken up in the autumn or

winter of the same season ; for, although they will live and
continue increasing in size for many years, yet they become too

woody for use.]]

Asparagus.— IF. F.—The Giant Asparagus is the same as the
common Asparagus, only it is well grown. There is but one
sort of Asparagus, and all the statements to the contrary are

untrue.
Turnips.— Thirsty.—No doubt your land is thoroughly run out

;

give it a good dressing of rotten dung, and guano applied quite

wet, and you will have plenty of good Turnips.
Tree-Pjeonies.—Floi'a.—These are increased in several ways :

but the best way, 'when the plant is large, is to take it

up about the end of October, and shake all the soil fiom the
roots ; then with a sharp knife separate each stem that has

any roots attached ; then shorten their tops, and pot them in

any good rich soil, and place them in a cold pit for the winter.

If the plant is rather small, ring all the bottom branches one
inch above and one below all the buds upon them, and lay

them in the usual way in any light soil; they may be struck
from the very young shoots, like Dahlias, but not with much
certainty, If

Watkr-Liliks.—A Lady.—The best time for planting Water-
lilies is in the autumn ; they only require to be sunk, which
is best done by putting the piece of root in a pot filled with

any rich loamy soil, and dropping it into the water. The best

sorts are—the White Water-lily (Nymphrea alba), the small

Yellow do. (Nuphar minimaj, the common Yellow do. (Nuphar
lutea), the Striped Yellow do. (Nuphar advena), the Yellow
Nelnmbium (Nelumbium luteum). The latter requires some
bottom-heat, or it will not flower. IT

Dahlias.—A. M.—Very few of the Dahlias sent out in 1842 were
exhibited in the neighbourhood of London, with the exception
of Dodd's Prince of Wales (yellow) and Hudson's Princess
Royal (light buff, tipped with crimson); these, with Brown's
Marquess of Lansdowne, Bedford Surprise, Lady Ann Murray,
and Lady Harland, maintained their characters. Low's Duke
of Cornwall andWinterton Rival and Horwood's Princess Royal
(primrose), promised well.*

Azaleas.—Rhodon,—A. Herbert! is a very fine kind, but there

are many as beautiful. It is quite hardy, and will do in the

open peat border; but like all the hardy Azaleas, the flowers

are often killed by late spring frost. The soil best suited for

growing it in is fibry peat, to which should be added a small
portion of well-rotted cow-dung and a little fine loam ; the

proper time to shift your Azalea is as soon as it has done
flowering. Give your plant a good shift if it is healthy and
strong ; if weakly it probably does not want one. If

Rosk Trbbs.—T. A. N.—Jt is quite possible that the curling in

the foliage of your Rose-trees may have been due to liquid

manure, if you have applied it too largely or in too strong a

state. Cold winds will, however, produce a similar effect, and

have done so in several instances this season.

atvlobium Muruavaxum.—A Subscriber.— This plant would

not, we should think, be regarded as a climber, however it

might be treated ; it being a decided shrub.

jT i,i.yHocK Skko.—A Constant Reader.—The present is the best

time for sowing it.

Pot yanthus.—A Subscriber.—The Yellow Polyanthus Narcissus

is by no means a certain flowerer, owing to some one of the

following causes, viz. :—The bulbs may have been taken up the

Pi

Pi/evious season too soon; they may have had their leaves

ut off the previous season too soon ;
they may have been kept

too dry, and too long before planting; or the soil you planted

them in may have been too rich, and consequently too reten-

tive of moisture during the winter. 1f

rtvERARiAS.—A. J?.—When the Cinerarias have done flowering,

cut off all the flower-stems and old leaves, and place them in

a cold pit or frame, which must be kept rather close for two

or three weeks to cause the plants to grow 5 afterwards admit
. freelv by day, but keep them close at night 5 then about the

1 inning f August divide the old plants into pieces and put

them into small pots, filled with a mixture of good loam and

IV peat, to which may be added a small portion of well

rotUddung. When potted .return them to the pit or frame,

and keep them close ; afterwards, as they grow, shift them into

Waterhousiana, Webbcriana, Royal Blue, Rival King, Gem,

Queen Victoria, Splendida, Eclipse, fl

, JA _-]F. rani.—Your seedling is very curious if it is

permanent, and we should like to see more of it. You are,

however quite mistaken in your conjecture that it has been

crossed with a Mallow. Do you think a crow would cross

x> ^LVon Ks.-il iraM^i^rr says thathehas two Pineries,

in the corners of whose bark-beds is a brick partition, 2 feet

InttAre in which are a Passiflora edulis at one end (growing

al

lre renewed in February. He is desirous of knowing what

fa the mailer with the square-stemmed Passiflora. Will any

Jfne have the kindness to give his opinion on the subject?
VJ

^Cfivdon.—Sow your Indian seeds directly in pots filled

with a light soil, composed of loam and sandy peat, covering

them in proportion to the size of the seeds. Then place the

pots in a cold pit or frame, which must, he kept close until the
seeds begin to come up, thru they should have a little water
and air by day. The Pine seeds should be sown in any loam,
and not watered until they are fairly up. They will do in the
same situation as the other seeds. % F.IU. IF.— It is very
likely that Gladiolus seeds cannot be bought; they" are usually
saved by Amateurs. The roots of such plants may be planted
now, if you can procure them.

Books.—M. G. will find Reichenbach's Flora Excursoria or
Koch's Flora Germanica most useful books for reference during
a tour on the Continent.

Nutting.—D. must give us his name before we publish his
statement.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CINERARIAS.—J. D. Parks.—There are several whites superior to

the specimen you sent, which is small, and the petals very
narrow.* Seedling*—Yours is large and rich in colour, and
if a free bloomer makes a showy variety. The single flower sent

was imperfect, from the petals being irregularly placed round
the disk i if this defect is common to the flower it is useless.*

C. Whitbread.—Your quilled sort is larger and superior to

any variety of the kind we have seen ; the construction of the

flower is perfectly regular, and the ends of the petals uniformly

expanded.*
Polyanthus.— -4 Young Grower.—Yours are nothing more than
common border varieties.*

Heartsease.-A Young Grower.—No. 5 is deficient m the centre,

and the colour is very common. No. 6 is a superior flower, it

is round, flat, of good substance, and the petals are finely pro-

portioned ; the border round the lower petals is uniform, and
the eye bold and neatly defined.* T. Cross.—Your Lan-
cashire Lass is a fine flower, of good substance, fine form, with
large, well-proportioned petals, white ground, deep mulberry
upper petals, with broad band of the same colour round the

lower petals, eye large, dark, and fine.

Miscellaneous.—Qfieya.—Your inquiry should be addressed

to a nurseryman. We cannot give prices, or do the work of

dealers. Phytolacca decandra is a hardy herbaceous plant that

will grow on any rubbish-heap. E. S.—None of your seeds

arc worth raising, except Vcrbascum tomentosum, Symplocos
raccmosus, Clematis anemonef61ia, and Viburnum malayanum.
They should be raised in a hot-bed, like other tender seeds.

Geyer.—Your wishes shall be attended to. Phenomenon.—
1, Geum sanguineum (very bad specimen); 3, Poly gala
grandillora; 4, Justicia flavicoma; 5, Eranthemum pulchel-

lumj 7, Pavetta indica.lf A Lady.—What Musk-plant do
you mean? The Musk-plant (Mimulus moschatus) is easily

propagated, either by seeds or by portions of the underground
stems, any time in the spring or autumn. You have nothing
to do but throw the seeds down in a damp place, and they will

spring up and take care of themselves. Aster argophyllus
(the Musk-shrub), is increased by cuttings of the young wood
put in sand and placed in a Cucumber or Melon-frame, and
covered with a bell-glass any time when young wood can be
procured from off the old plant. % F.B.—l, Loniceratata-
rica rubra; i>, Pimelea r6sea; 3, Mural tia Heisteriaj 4, Itubus
arcticus; 5, Caragana arborescens; 6, Helichrys'nm sesa-

moides; 7, Phcenocoma prolifera ; 8, Epacris grandiflora ; 9,

Cytisus ruthenicus; 10, Clianthus puniceus; 11, Korriajaptfn-

ica.^I A Young Gardener.— 1, Edwardsia microphylla; 2,

Podalyria calyptrata; 3, lndig6fera australis; 4, an Acacia,

without flowers. A Subscriber.—Your seed belongs toArau-

caria imbricata, a hardy evergreen tree. For the mode of pro-

ceeding with it, see our Index for 1842. Ipomcea Michauxu is

quite different from Convolvulus major; it is a perennial, with

a great tuberous root. J. Griffin.—Your plant is Leptotes

bicolor, and not a Brassavola. Shropshire.—We have your
proposition under consideration ; our opinion is the same as

your own, but there are difficulties.

As usual, ahost of letters has arrived too late fo r answers this week,

NEWS OF THJjTwEEK.
Her Majesty's Accouchement and the birth of

another Princess must be already known in all parts of

the kingdom ; we have, therefore, only to congratulate

our readers on the occurrence, and to express our satis-

faction that the daily bulletins give the most favourable

reports of her Majesty and the infant Princess.—The

funeral of the Duke of Sussex is understood to be fixed

for Thursday next: it will take place, in accordance with

the express desire of his Royal Highness, in the cemetery

at Keneal Green. The ceremony of lying in state is at

present fixed for Wednesday, but the order of the funeral

procession does not appear to be finally settled. The

Lord Chamberlain has given orders for the Court to go

into mourning for three weeks, and the Earl Marshal has

issued the usual notice for a general mourning for ten

davs commencing from Sunday last.—In Parliament, the

congratulations of both Houses on the birth of a Princess,

and addresses of condolence on the death of the Duke of

Sussex, have been unanimously voted to her Majesty.

The leading Members of both Houses took advantage of

the opportunity to bear testimony to the domestic virtues

and example of the Queen, and to the memory of the

Duke of Sussex, who during a long life had been the

patron of science, literature, and the arts, and the

warm supporter of every charitable institution. The

proceedings in the House of Commons during the

week have been chiefly of a routine character. Sir R.

Peel announced on Tuesday, that the long-protracted nego-

tiations with Portugal have been " interrupted " by the

Portuguese Government ; and that the mission of Mr.
Ellis to the Court of Brazil for the re-adjustment of com-

mercial relations has hitherto been unsuccessful. On the

same night, Mr. Ricardo's motion for an address to the

Queen, on the remission of the import duties, was nega-

tived by a majority of 74. On Wednesday, Lord J. Rus-
sell moved the second reading of his Municipal Corpora-
tions' Bill, which was opposed by Sir J. Graham, and lost

on a division, by a minority of 53. .The second reading

of the Ecclesiastical Courts Bill was carried last night by

a majority of 82.

From France, we have the particulars of the marriage

of the Princess Clementine to Prince Augustus of Saxe

Coburg, and an announcement that the French Court will

go into mourning next week for the Duke of Sussex.

—

In Spain, great uncertainty still prevails in regard to the

organisation of the Cabinet, and nothing of a decisive

character is yet known.—The German papers give long
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accounts of an insurrection at Dantzic, which for some
time assumed a formidable aspect ; the troops, however,
succeeded in suppressing the movement, and tranquillity

is again restored.—The Servian question is still the ab-

sorbing topic in the Levant, and there is no longer any
doubt that the Emperor of Russia will insist on a new
election. The deposition of the present Sovereign is

generally anticipated, and the restoration of Prince

Milosch is mentioned as by no means an improbable event.

Accouchement of her Majesty.—On Tuesday
morning at four o'clock, the Queen was safely delivered

of a Princess. In the room with her Majesty were his

Royal Highness Prince Albert, Dr. Locock, and Mrs.
Lilly, the monthly nurse ; and in the rooms adjoining

were the other medical attendants, Sir James Clark and
Dr. Ferguson ; and the Earl of Liverpool, lord steward
of her Majesty's household. The news was immediately
made known to the town by the firing of the Park and
Tower guns ; and the Privy Council being assembled as

soon as possible, it was ordered that a form of thanks-

giving for the Queen's safe delivery of a Princess be pre-

pared by the Archbishop of Canterbury, to be used in all

churches and chapels throughout England and Wales, on
Sunday, the 30th inst., or the Sunday after the respective

ministers shall receive the same. It appears that on
Sunday morning, her Majesty and Prince Albert attended
divine service in the chapel of Buckingham Palace, and
after luncheon walked in the garden for more than an
hour, without any appearance of fatigue. There were no
guests at the Royal table that day, and the Queen retired

at the customary hour. In the course of the forenoon on
Monday, her Majesty gave audience to Sir R. Peel on
official affairs, and in the afternoon visits of condolence
on the death of the Duke of Sussex were paid by the

Duchess of Kent, and other members of the Royal family.

About nine o'cl'ock her Majesty rose from table, and on
leaving the saloon, the attendance of Sir James Clark was
recommended. Sir James decided that Dr. Locock
should be sent for; that gentleman arrived at the Palace
soon after ten o'clock, and her Majesty retired to bed,
enjoying some refreshing sleep until within a few minutes
of three o'clock, when the symptoms of uneasiness having
returned, Mrs. Lilly summoned Dr. Locock, and after

the lapse of an hour, her Majesty was safely delivered of

a daughter. Prince Albert, Dr. Locock, and Mrs.
Lilly, were the only persons admitted, all the principal

personages of the household being in the ante-chamber.
The young Princess is reported to be a fine healthy
child, the features somewhat larger, and the frame more
fully developed than were those of the Princess Royal,
her Majesty's first child. The news of her Majesty's
safe delivery was communicated immediately to the Lord
Chamberlain, and special messengers were despatched to

the residences of the various members of the Royal
Family, the Cabinet Ministers, the Lord Chancellor, the

Archbishop of Canterbury, &c. charged with the bul-

letin announcing the event. Between seven and eight

o'clock Sir R. Peel arrived at the palace, and was quickly

followed by the Earl of Aberdeen, the] Earl of Ripon,
Lord Stanley, Sir J. Graham, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, the Duke of Buccleuch, and the Lord Chancel-
lor, to offer congratulation on the joyful occasion. The
intelligence had spread all over the metropolis before

nine o'clock, at which time the Park and Tower guns
fired royal salutes of 21 guns. The bells of the several

churches rung a merry peal, and the shipping of all na-

tions lying in the river displayed their respective ensigns.

The immediate vicinity of the palace was thronged
throughout the day by persons anxious to learn the state

of her Majesty's health. From twelve till five o'clock the

nobility and gentry were continually arriving to make in-

quiries, and leave their names at the Lodge. Queen's
Messengers were despatched from the Foreign Office with
despatches, announcing the event to the Kings of Han-
over and Belgium. The bulletins since issued announce
that her Majesty and the infant Princess are going on
perfectly well. It is understood that the customary
rejoicings incident to the accouchement of a Queen will,

in this instance, be postponed until after the funeral of

his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex.
Form of Prayer.—The following is the form of prayer

and thanksgiving to Almighty God for the safe delivery

of the Queen, and the happy birth of a Princess : " O
Merciful Lord and Heavenly Father, by whose gracious

gift mankind is increased, we most humbly offer unto
Thee our hearty thanks for Thy great goodness vouch-
safed to thy people, in delivering Thy servant our Sove-
reign Lady the Queen from the perils of childbirth, and
giving her the blessing of a daughter. Continue, we be-
seech Thee, Thy fatherly care over her ; support and
comfort her in the hours of weakness, and day by day
renew her strength. Preserve the infant Princess from
whatever is hurtful either to body or soul, and adorn her
as she advances in years with every Christian virtue.

Regard with Thine especial favour our Queen and her
Royal consort, that they may long live together in the
enjoyment of all earthly happiness, and may finally be
made partakers of everlasting glory. Implant in the
hearts of Thy people a deep sense of Thy manifold mer-
cies, and give us grace to show forth our thankfulness by
dutiful affection to our Sovereign, by brotherly love one
towards another, and by constant obedience to thy com-
mandments

; so that passing through this life in Thy
faith and fear, we may in the life to come be received
ln}° ,L™ enly kingdom, through the merits and medi-
ation ofThy blessed Son, Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen."

The Duke of Sussex.—The necessary arrangements
for the funeral of his Royal Highness have been completed
by the Lord Chamberlain. The express desire on the
part of his Royal Highness that his remains should be
deposited in the cemetery at Ken sal-green, appears to

have created some difficulty up to the present time ; but,

through the gracious permission of her Majesty, the only
obstacle which might previously have existed to the entire

fulfilment of the Duke's wish has been completely re-

moved, and the ceremony is appointed to take place on
Thursday, the 4th May, in the cemetery at Kensal-green.
It has been arranged that the coffin should be deposited

in the principal catacombs, under the western chapel, until

a mausoleum can be erected for its reception. Her Majesty
has further expressed her particular desire that no curtail-

ment of the ceremony usually attendant upon royal funerals
should take place in the interment of his Royal Highness,
and the whole of the arrangements will, in consequence, be
conducted on the usual scale of magnificence. Unlike
royal funerals of late years, the present ceremony is ap-
pointed to take place alt an early hour in the day. This
arrangement will give the public an opportunity seldom
met with, of witnessing the procession throughout the
whole line of road, from Kensington to Kensal-green.
The procession, after entering, will not leave the chapel,
the entrance to the catacombs being immediately beneath
the altar. The following fact, in connexion with his
Royal Highness, may serve to explain his predilection for
this cemetery. It appears that his Royal Highness has
been in the frequent habit of visiting the grounds since
their formation in 1832, and more particularly during the
last three or four years. He generally came attended by
few of his suite, and spent a considerable time in examin-
ing the various improvements and works in progress, in

which lie appeared to take great interest, and on more
than one occasion he has remarked to the attendants that
when it pleased Providence to call him he would certainly
be buried there. Some time since, a German friend of
the Duke's, named Count Von Schulenburg, died shortly
after his arrival in the country on a visit to his Royal
Highness. The Duke was much affected by his death,
and himself selected his grave in the "Kensal-green ceme-
tery, where a neat monument, inclosed in an iron railing,

has been erected. The ceremony of lying-in-state is at
present fixed for Wednesday next, at Kensington-palace.
The state apartments are now fitting up with the usual
appurtenances, and it is expected that they will be com-
pleted this week. The public will enter through the
court-yard of that portion of the building lately occupied
by the Duchess of Kent, and proceeding through the hall,

mount the grand staircase, which opens directly upon the
state apartments. This room will be hung with black
velvet and lighted with wax tapers. The next, and prin-
cipal apartment, will contain the coffin, bearing the ducal
coronet, and covered with a pall ornamented with the

escutcheons of his Royal Highness. This room will also

be hung with festoons of black velvet, and lead into a

third apartment similarly decorated, from which visitors

will pass through another suite of rooms into Kensington-
gardens. By this arrangement every facility will be
afforded to the public, who will be enabled to witness the
ceremony without inconvenience.

General Mourning.—Orders have been issued by the
Lord Chamberlain for the Court to go into mourning from
Sunday last, the 23d inst., for his

B
late Royal Highness

the Duke of Sussex ; to change the mourning on Sunday,
May 7th, and to go out of mourning on Sunday May 14th.
The Duke of Norfolk, as Earl Marshal, has issued an
order for a general mourning, stating that it is expected
that all persons do put themselves into decent mourning,
for ten days, to commence from Sunday the 2;Jd inst.—The
Adjt.-Gen., and the Secretary of the Admiralty have given
notice that Her Majesty does not require the Officers of
the public services to wear any other mourning than a

black crape round the left arm, with their uniforms.
The Levee.—The Gazette of Tuesday announces that

the Levee intended to have been held by his Royal High-
ness Prince Albert, at St. James's Palace, on Wednesday
last, has been postponed to Wednesday, the 17th of May?
at 2 o'clock.

Parliamentary Movements.—The election for East
Suffolk has terminated in the return of Lord Rendlesham ;

the numbers were for his Lordship 2,952; for Mr. Adair,

1,818 ; majority, 1,134.—A vacancy has occurred in the

representation of Salisbury, by Mr. Brodie's acceptance of

the Children Hundreds, and Mr. E. P. Bouverie has come
forward as a candidate on the Liberal interest.

Chinese Missions.—The Bishop of London intends

issuing a pastoral letter to the clergy of his diocese, di-

recting that collections shall be made in every church and
chapel on the Sunday after Ascension-day, in aid of the

fund for providing religious instruction in conformity with

the principles of the Church of England, in China. A
similar course is likely to be adopted by the other bishops.

.foreign.
France.—The Paris papers bring no news of import-

ance, and are occupied to a certain extent by the state of

the vinegrowers of France, brought under the notice of

the Chamber on Saturday by M. Mauguin. The principal

item of the contents of these journals is the rejection of

the appeal to the Court of Cassation of a Protestant

clergyman, the Rev. M. Roussel, against a decision of the

Court of Versailles, which had declared him disqualified

to exercise his functions as pastor at Senneville, because

of his having four years previously voluntarily ceased to

perform his clerical duties. The Paris press is nearly

unanimous in condemning this decree of the Court of

Cassation. The Minister of Marine hag asked for

240,000/.—five millions of francs—for the expense of
establishments at the Marquesas and Tahiti. He estimated
the annual expense at 100,000/. a year. The force to be
sent was 1,200 men. The Minister referred to the mis-
sionaries as follows :

—
" For a long time English mission-

aries have been established in the Society Islands, and to

their efforts, which preceded those of our own missionaries,

is owing the more advanced state of civilization in Tahiti.

The good which they have done, and may yet do, gives
them a right to the protection of the French Government.
This they shall have in all its plenitude. On the other
hand, we are happy to think that French influence will

lind in these foreign missionaries auxiliaries devoted to

the cause of civilization, which it is the great object to

defend." The journals of Monday contain a letter

addressed by Prince Louis Bonaparte to a provincial print,

on the rumour reaching him that an amnesty to political

offenders was contemplated on the occasion of the mar-
riage of the Princess Clementine of Orleans, or of the
King's fete. The contents of the epistle are, we regret to

say, anything but calculated to shorten the period of his

captivity. It concludes with the following paragraph :

—

" Banished for twenty-five years past, twice betrayed by
fortune, I am acquainted with all the vicissitudes and
sorrows of this life, and, having no more the illusions of
youth, I find in the native air I breathe, in study, and in

the repose of my prison, a charm which I felt not when I

shared the enjoyments of foreign nations, and vanquished,
drank in the same cup as the conquerors of Waterloo. In
short, if the opportunity offered, I should repeat what I

said before the Court of Peers, 6
1 will have no generosity,

for I know what it costs the object of it.'
"—The marriage

of her Royal Highness the Princess Clementine with his

Serene Highness the Prince Augustus of Saxe Coburg
Gotha took place on Thursday evening, at the Palace of
St. Cloud. The royal family and the witnesses having
taken their places round a circular table, Baron Pasquier,
Chancellor of France, read the civil-marriage ceremony,
and, after having received from Prince Augustus and the
Princess Clementine the declaration required by the civil

code, declared, in the name of the law, that the Prince and
Princess were united in marriage. The signatures to the
certificate of marriage were then affixed. The august pair,

their Majesties, the Princes and Princesses, and the wit-

nesses, having signed, the certificate was completed by the
President of the Council of Ministers, the Keeper of the

Seals, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Chancellor,
and the Grand Referendary. Immediately after the sign-

ing of the civil act, their Majesties, the Royal Family,
and all the assembly, proceeded to the chapel, where the

Bishop of Versailles performed the religious marriage
ceremony. Prince Augustus is nephew of the reigning
Duke of Saxe Coburg Gotha, of the King of the Belgians,

of the Duchess of Kent, and of the Grand Duchess Anna
Feodorouna, widow of the Grand Duke Constantine,
brother of the Emperor of Russia. He is also brother of
the King of Portugal, and the Duchess de Nemours, and
cousin-german of Prince Albert. He is in his 24th year,
having been born on the 13th June, 1818, and is about
one year younger than his bride, who was born on the 3d
June, 1817. The Monileur announces that the Court
will, on the 2d May, go into mourning for eleven days for
his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex.

Spain.—The accounts from Madrid are of the 17th
inst. They state that the Cortes were still occupied in
the verification of election returns. 99 deputies had been
declared duly elected within the preceding two days,

amongst them the celebrated Senor Prim, deputy for
Tarragona, recently deprived of his commission of colonel,
for his conduct during the late revolt at Barcelona.
Nothing had been arranged relative to the formation of a
new Ministry. A list, however, had been circulated, con-
taining the names of M. Campuzano, as President and
Minister for Foreign Affairs ; M. Alonso, Justice ; Gene-
ral Iriarte, the Interior; General Chacon, War; M.
Pita Pizarro, Finance; General Capaz, Marine; M.
Joachim Lopez, President of the Congress. It was be-
lieved that if Don Joachim Lopez should join the Regent's
friends, a Ministry might be constituted which could
carry on the government without difficulty. In the mean
time the existing Ministers were not idle ; they were pre-
paring to introduce two important bills to the Chamber
of Deputies; one to define the law of libel, the other,

for the establishment of banks throughout the country ;

into which it was intended to introduce a provision to

secure the capital subscribed by foreign capitalists, in the
same manner as the property of foreigners vested in

mining companies is protected. An immense harvest is

expected throughout Spain, in consequence of the abund-
ant rains during the spring months. — The Regent re-

turned the visit of the Infante Don Francisco de Paula
on the 9di. Their meeting appears to have been very
cool. The Regent said to the Prince, u Our characters
are reversed

; I, a man of the people, am obliged to de-
fend the throne; and you, an Infante of Spain, now side

with the Opposition, arrayed against the Government and
the Queen."
Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the

1/th inst., by the Liverpool steamer, which has brought
home some of the officers and engineers belonging to the

Solway steamer, lost off Corunna on the night of the 7th,

who were taken to Lisbon by the French government
steamer Erebe and Eglantine gun-brig. It was known
at Lisbon that the British Government had rejected the

Portuguese proposals, at a Cabinet Council held on the

8th; and, in fact, the Portuguese Foreign Secretary had
authorized the official journal to announce the " interrup-

tion " of the negotiations. The papers announced that a

treaty had been signed at London between Portugal and
the Ottoman Porte.

•
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Germany.—Letters from Hamburgh announce that
serious disturbances broke out in Dantzic on the 12th
and 13th inst., chiefly owing to the dissatisfaction of the
lower classes at the late concessions made to Russia in

the transit trade, without any relaxation of her prohibitive
measures. Groups of several thousands marched through
the town, committing various excesses, the police being
unable to control them. The troops were called out on
the 14th

;
a regiment of the Hussars was sent against the

mob, one man was killed and many people were wounded.
The movement altogether seems to have been most formid-
able, but tranquillity was restored at the date of the last
advices.—The King of Prussia has made a proposition to
the Diet of Posen, which has given general satisfaction.
The proposition is, that the King, out of his private
purse, will give the province the considerable sum of
600,000 dollars, for the purpose of improving public
roads, on condition that the province raises the same sum,
for the same purposes, within fifteen years from this time.
The Diet has gratefully accepted this offer, and in this way
the public roads in the province will gain an increase of
about 400 English miles for the sum of 1,200,000 dollars,
which will be no burden to the country From Vienna
we learn that the report read at the last meeting of the
Company for Steam Navigation on the Danube did not
present satisfactory results. The expenses have exceeded
the receipts upon the two lines of Orsova to Gallatz, and
from that town to the sea.—A joint-stock company has
been organised in the Rhenish provinces for the purchase
pf a considerable tract of land in the republic of Texas,
in order to establish a new German colony.
Switzerland.—A plot for overturning the govern-

ment of Tessino has been defeated by the Piedmontese
government, which seized at Arona a large quantity of
guns and ammunition, sent from Lombardy, and intended
to be despatched up the lake to be ready for the insur-
gents.—The principal hotel-keepers of Berne, Fribourg,
Geneva, the Valais, &c, had a meeting on the 3d inst.,
at Zofingen, for the purpose of adopting some regulations
jor the establishment of a uniform rate of charges at the
hotels in Switzerland. It was admitted by persons pre-
sent, that a system of high charges was prejudicial to their
interests, and a moderate tariff was agreed upon.

Italy.—Letters from Rome mention the death of Car-
dinal Giustiniani, the Cardinal Chamberlain of the Papal
Mates. His Eminence is succeeded by Cardinal Riario
^torza, the late delegate of Pesaro and Urbino.—From
Naples we learn that the number of passengers on the
railway between that place and Castellamare increases
daily. For the first two months this year the number
amounted to 116,912. His Majesty seems much inclined
to extend the Caserta railroad to Gaeta, which would be
the first step to a farther continuation-first, to Terracina,
and finally, to Rome. Although such a measure can
hardly be expected to prove a profitable or important
undertaking in a commercial point of view, it would afford
so much accommodation and gain of time to travellers,
jiat no doubt their number would soon increase to more
than double the present amount A private company has
iately been formed, and chartered by the Pope, for the
purpose of constructing a railway from Rome to Porto
d Anzo, the ancient Volscian seaport of Antium, which
is now undergoing extensive repairs and improvements by
order of the Papal Government. Should this plan be put
into execution, the distance being only about 36 English
miles, over remarkably level grounds, it is feared that it
will essentially injure the flourishing business of Civita
"Vecchia, and even of Leghorn. Twenty years a^o Porto
d'Anzo consisted only of a few hamlets, inhabitecfby poor
fishermen, but through the energetic activity of Cardinal
Gastaldi, treasurer under Pius VII. and Leo XII it isnow a flourishing town of upwards of 1,000 inhabitants
and promises fair to become the most important seaport'
particularly for trade with Africa, within the Papal domi-
nions.

Dknmark.—The Copenhagen papers state, that on
Good Friday a deputation of upwards of 250 students of
the University waited upon the celebrated sculptor Thor-
yaldsen, for the purpose of thanking him for his declared
^tention to commence immediately a colossal statue of
Martin Luther for the cathedral in that city, which is
already so rich in works of that great artist. The papers&
!.
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Russia for a new election. The opinion of the restora-

tion of Prince Milosch gains ground, as equally acceptable
to Austria and Russia. An insurrection in his favour has
already been organised at Schaback.—The accounts from
Syria state that Bishop Alexander has obtained from the

authorities of Beyrout permission to go on with the
building of the church he had commenced in the Holy
City.

India and China.—An extra Indian mail which left

Calcutta on the 5th ult. has arrived, but it brings no news
of importance. Major Frazer, who is one of the passen-
gers, bears magnificent presents to her Majesty, from the
King of Lahore, said to be in value 12,0*00/. There is

little political intelligence by this arrival, except that
Akhbar Khan was again beginning to move, and medi-
tated a descent upon the Sikh possessions beyond the
Indus, Peshawur being considered in danger of a visit, in
which case the British would have to assist their ally. The
Barukzyes are now supreme in Afghanistan. The Can-
dahar Sirdars have returned to their capital, Suftur Jung
being a prisoner in their hands. The British Govern-
ment have acknowledged, in Gwalior, Jeeabjee Rao Scin-
diah, the Raene's eldest son. From China there is no
news whatever.

United States.—By the New York packet-ship Inde-
pendence, which arrived at Liverpool on Monday, we
have New York papers to the 7th inst. They contain
some long correspondence—first, between Mr. Webster
and Mr. Everett, the American Minister in London, in
which the American views with regard to the right of
visit are discussed. Another correspondence also appears
upon the seizure of an American citizen by a British
officer, on the American side of the lately settled boun-
dary ; which, however, a short statement from Mr. Fox
would appear to set at rest. The act appears to have been,
on the part of the British officer, unsanctioned and officious,
but gives Mr. Webster an opportunity of enlarging on the
supposed infringement of one of the conditions of the
boundary question.—There is no political news from
Canada. Sir C. Bagot was still alive, but with slight
hopes of ultimate recovery. Sir C. Metcalfe had entered
on the duties of his government.
West Indies—The Medway steamer has arrived

with some further particulars of the revolution in St.
Domingo, which, as mentioned in our last, has at length
come to a crisis in the flight of President Boyer. The
ex- President, Jean Pierre Boyer, with 32 of his adherents,
having sought shelter in one of Her Majesty's ships,
arrived at Kingston on the 19th ultimo, on board the
Scylla. He had been driven to this step by the resistance
offered to the means he had adopted to get rid of the
opposition to the measures of his Government in the
National Legislature. At the head of this opposition was
the Senator Dumeille, the representative of the province
of Aux Cayes, who on five different occasions had been
forcibly expelled from the Senate Chamber at the point
of the bayonet, and on each occasion had been triumph-
antly re-elected by his original constituents. It is not
known who is likely to be the new President of the
Kepubhe— In regard to the late earthquake, the islands
which have suffered are stated to be-Guadaloupe, A'ntl-
gua, Nev IS

, Montserrat, Barbuda, St. Kitt's, St. Bart's,
St. Eustatia, and St. Martin ; the amount of British
property destroyed is estimated at 3,000,000/. sterling;
French 1,000,000/.; Swedish, 3000/. ; and Dutch, 8000/.
Public thanksgivings had been observed in all the islands
which had escaped the calamity.—The Medway was nearly
lost off Saba Island, on her passage from St. Thomas.
She was going at the rate of ten knots an hour, and was
on the rock before it was discovered. Her engine was
immediately stopped so as to reduce her speed and render
her manageable, which saved her ; otherwise, it is said
all hands might have perished.

s

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Tuesday.—The House sat this evening- for the first time since
the recess. The Schoolmasters (Scotland) and the Kensington
Parish Bills were read a first time. &

Lord Monteaole moved for a return showing the number of
pauper lunatics in Ireland, and complained of the practice there
of confining" lunatics in the gaols. He recommended the
Government to take care, in their measurefor the improvement of
the Irish Poor-law, that the confinement of pauper lunatics in
the poorhouses should be prohibited.—The Duke of Welling-
ton promised that, in the measure to which Lord Monteagle re-
ferred, the fullest weight would be given to his suggestions, and
the returns were ordered.

The Duke of Wellington said — " Your Lordships have all
heard the joytul event which has been announced to the public
this day—I mean the birth of a Princess. I take the earliest
opportunity, according to usage, of moving an Address of con-
gratulation to her Majesty. I therefore move that an humble
Address be presented to her Majesty to congratulate her Ma-
jesty on the birth of another Princess, and to assure her Majesty
that every addition to her domestic happiness affords thehighest
satisfaction to the House of Lords."—The Address was agreed
to without a dissentient word.

The Lord Chancellor stated, in reply to questions by Lord
Campbell, that he had prepared a Bill on the subject of the Plea
of Insanity, which had also been considered by the law-officers
of the Crown ; but that he thought it better not to lay it on the
table until the opinion of the Judges had been taken. He said
that he had requested the Chief Justice of the Common Picas to
consult the other Judges as to the time when it would be con-
venient for them to attend, and had not yet received a definite

answer. No delay would be had in consulting them on this sub-
ject, and on the question of the Irish Marriages.

Thursday.—The Duke of Wellington moved an address of
condolence to her Majesty on the death of the Duke of Sussex,
and lauded the memory of the illustrious Prince, who had, during
a long life, been the patron of science, literature, and arts, and
the warm supporter of every benevolent institution.—The Mar-
quess of Lansdowne seconded the motion, and in doing so,
added his testimony to the character of his late Royal Highness.
—The Marquess of Northampton, on the part of the Royal
Society, expressed concurrence in the address, and regret for
the great loss which her Majesty and the country had sustained
The address was then agreed tounanimously.

Friday.—Lord Wharncliffe laid on the table a copy of the
convention between France and this country relative to the Post-omce communications between the two countries—Lord Camp-
ll^2Z$L^Z Sec
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tlism *or facilitating the con-veyance ofreal property, by abbreviating the legal phraseology and
processes. He proposed th at solicitors should be paid according to
the value of their services, and not according to length of docu-
ments. The Lord Qbahg»lor, Lords Langdale and Cotten-
ham, opposed the bill, which was rejected without a division.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—The House of Commons re-assembled after the

Easter recess. Sir J. Graham gave notice that on Monday next
he would state the alterations he intended to propose in the
educational clauses of the Factories' Bill. On that day, therefore
he should propose to go into committee pro forma, in order to be'
enabled to put the House in possession of the details of the
proposed alterations.—The Chanchllor of the Exchequer in-
timated his intention of making his financial statement on the
8th May.—Sir JAMBS Graham, in reply to Sir John Easthope,
said that Church-rate returns from 10,000 out of the 12,000
parishes of England had been received, and would be shortly laid
on the table of the House.—Lord Stanley, in reply to Lord
John Russell, intimated, that in a day or two he would state
when he would be able to introduce the Canadian Corn bill. He
promised also to supply the House with information on the sub-
ject of the duties imposed by the Assembly of Jamaica on the
produce of the United Kingdom—a proceeding which he consi-
dered most objectionable.
On the motion for going into a committee of supply, Mr.

Williams made a lengthened statement, with relation to the
financial management of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
in the course of which he argued that our colonies, especially
those of the West Indies, were an enormous expense to this
country.—Mr. Bernal said that it was a mistake to suppose that
our West India colonics were expensive to this country. They, in

fact, contributed mainly to their own expenditure, in proof of
which he adduced the fact, that his own properly in Jamaica was
taxed to an amount five times greater than the returns he re-
ceived from it.—Lord Stanley agreed with the general princi-
ple that colonies should be made to contribute as far as possible
to their own expenditure; many of the colonies were already
doing so to a great extent.— Sir Howard Douglas complained
of the insufficiency of funds in the colonies for the purpose of
spreading the gospel. The Church Missionary Society was not
only unable to send out additional missionaries, but could not
even keep faith with those already sent out.
The Lord Mayor made inquiry respecting the powers of the

Government with respect to emigration ; in reply to which

—

Lord Stanley expressed the uneasiness he felt at the hardships
to which the intended emigrants to Prince Edward's Island had
been exposed, as evinced by the proceedings at the Mansion-
house, which we noticed in our last. But the fact was, that the
Government had interfered in this very case to the utmost ex-
tent of its powers. In October last they had received informa-
tion which led them to suppose that in the case of the emigrants
who were going out by the ship Barbadoes, some deception was
going on, and the Government emigration agent had been
directed to inquire into the matter, and to give every assistance
to the emigrants. It turned out that the vessel was well found;
that she had an abundant supply of provisions ; and that, in fact,

the requirements of the Passengers' Act had been carefully com-
plied with. The British American Colonization Association had
represented that they had purchased 72,000 acres of land in
Prince Edward's Island; and as this land was alleged to have
been purchased from private individuals, and not from the
Government, there was no immediate means of ascertaining the
fact. The emigration commissioners had even gone beyond
their powers in this case. They remonstrated with the company

;

represented to them the period of the year which rendered the
attempt extremely hazardous ; but they were met by assurances
that every possible precaution had been taken. The Government,
however, had sent out information to the Governor of Prince
Edward's Island, with instructions, that if the vessel should
arrive, he was to afford every protection to the emigrants, and to
compel the company to perform towards them the obligations
which it had undertaken. The ship sailed on the 1st November,
and on the 13th December was driven back to the Cove of Cork.
The emigration agent in that port, on inquiry, had ascertained
that it was the intention of the company to support the emi-
grants on board until the ship should again be ready for sea, and
that it should be once more provisioned for the voyage. It had
been represented in February that the vessel would sail inMarch,
and yet at that very time the mortgagee was in possession of the
vessel. This was a distinct fraud. Application had been made
to the Treasury for its interference, and the Crown Solicitor was
employed; but on the dissolution of the company it was found
ini practicable to obtain a legal remedy. The company, however,
had been sanctioned by gentlemen of high station, whose names
must have conduced to enabling it to inflict the hardship and
suffering which the sufferers had endured ; and if not legally
liable he trusted that they would at least feel the moral obligation
they were under, to repair the mischief of which they had
been the instruments.
The House then went into a committee of supply, proceeding

with those estimates which remained over from before the recess.
The votes for the expenses of the Governments of New Zealand,
and of the West India Islands, raised some conversation, and on
the grant for our consular establishments, after some remarks
from Mr. Williams, Dr. Bowring called attention to the great
importance of rendering our consular representatives efficient
for their duty by previous education, especially the necessity of
a consul being able to speak the language of the country in
which he is stationed.—Lord Stanley admitted the importance
of the subject, which was at present under the consideration of
the Government. A number of votes passed, with some general
conversation; but on the vote for the expenses of the steam
navigation to India, by way of the Red Sea, after some remarks
from Dr. Bowring, Sir R. Peel warmly eulogised the liberal
conduct of the Pacha of Egypt, who, under circumstances cal-
culated to make him think that we were opposed to his interests,
had manifested a very enlightened spirit, in the facilities he had
afforded to our transit through Egypt, and across the Isthmus.
Sir C. Napier concurred in the compliment thus paid to the
Pacha of Egypt. The remaining votes having been agreed to
the Chairman reported progress, and the House resumed. The
other orders were then disposed of.
Tuesday.—A large number of petitions were presented the

greater proportion of which were against the educational clan*?*
of the Factories Bill. A private bill, the South Eastern and theLondon and Croydon Railways Bill, occupied the House snmltime, but after a division the report was received

Sir J. Graham, in reply to Mr. Macaulay* intimated hisintention of introducing:, during the present session a hill forthe better regulation of the medical profession
0n
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the agricultural produce of the Brazils—sugar, tobacco, &c,
should be admitted on terms equivalent to those levied on our
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own colonial produce. When Mr. Ellis intimated his inability

to comply with this demand, it was then required that the maxi-
mum of any differential duty should not exceed by ten per cent,

the rates on our colonial produce. This also could not be con-
ceded, and the negotiation was, therefore, suspended.—A short
conversation followed on this subject ; after which,

Sir R. Perl, with a brief but kindly expression of regard for

the character and virtues of the Duke of Sussex, moved an address
of condolence and sympathy with her Majesty on the melancholy
event.—Lord J. Russell seconded the motion, adding his per-

sonal testimony to the character of his late Royal Highness.

—

The address was carried unanimously ; and
Sir R. Peel moved an address of congratulation to her Majesty

on the birth of a Princess, adding a few words expressive of ad-

miration of the domestic character and example of the Queen.

—

Lord J. RuBSBLL seconded this ; and it was carried unanimously.
Mr. Ricardo then brought forward his motion, that a humble

address be presented to her Majesty, respectfully expressing the

opinion of this House that it is not expedient that any contem-
plated remission of import duties be postponed, with the view of

making such remission a basis of commercial negotiations with

foreign countries. He quoted the opinions of Sir R. Peel on
introducing the new tariff; pointed to the condition of our com-
merce, languishing for want of new markets; and cited the late

Mr. D. Hume and M. Say, as condemnatory of all higgling

about commercial treaties, instead of at once opening our ports

to the productions of other countries, and leaving the imports
and exports to balance one another. The failure of our efforts to

accomplish commercial treaties with France, &c., was one proof

of the inefficacy of such a policy, whilst its effect on trade was
injurious, by paralysing the branches respecting which negotia-

tions were pending. The great maxim of political economy,
from Adam Smith downward, was, that we should buy as cheap
and sell as dear as we could ; that it was absurd for nations, as

for individuals, to make at home what could be purchased cheaper
abroad.—Mr. Gladstone, at considerable length, argued that

the resolution, at any time objectionable, was at this moment,
while many commercial negotiations were pending, more parti-

cularly so. He could not agree that all the investments of capital

and labour in this country were to be overlooked, in order to

establish a dogma of political economy.— Lord Howick desired to

see us reduce our duties without regard to other countries, and
to set the example of unconditional free trade, which he pro-

phesied, would be speedily followed by other countries, so that

in a few years all hostile tariffs would vanish.—Lord Sandon
reminded Lord Howick that foreign nations, instead of becoming
more convincible to free trade, were growing less inclined to

take any article of our manufacture which interfered with their

own produce in the smallest degree.—Lord J. Russell, consider-

ing that the continuance of the duties on certain excepted articles,

at the period of the alteration of the tariff last year, was only
defended by the Government on the ground of reserving them as

means of obtaining favourable commercial concessions from
other countries in negotiations then pending, and considering
that these negotiations are now at an end, declared his opinion
that now was the time to apply the general principle of the tariff

to the excepted articles. He thought that we would stand rn a

better position with foreign nations if we made those reductions
voluntarily, rather than os a subject of bargain and sale; and
therefore supported the motion.—Mr. D'Israeli and Sir H.
Douglas opposed the motion, which was supported by Mr.
EwAnrand Mr. Villiers, who said that Mr. D'Israeli had dwelt

on the danger of a drain of the precious metals from this country.
Such a drain took place when there was a sudden importation of

foreign corn, as in 1839; but whenever a trade was established,

we paid for our importations with manufactures, as was the case

with our more recent importations of corn. Increase our imports,

and our exports would follow; we had only to increase the

amount of the luxuries and necessaries for the general enjoyment
of the people, and we would have no occasion to care for the

policy of other countries.

Sir R. Peel expressed his satisfaction with the admission of

Mr. Villiers, that, even under a sliding scale, our importations of

corn were paid for by manufactures. He would not go into

detail on the present occasion, because it would be inconvenient

to do so until after the Chancellor of the Exchequer had made
his financial statement. But he objected to laying down an
abstract principle, after a few hours' debate, affecting most
important considerations of revenue. He was particularly sur-

prised that Lord J. Russell should give his support to the motion
;

he who belonged to a Government which had laboured to bring

about commercial arrangements with other countries, and had
recently expressed his desire to see one effected with the United

States. They had resumed those commercial negotiations with

France which had been broken off by the affairs of Syria; were
we now to stop short, and tell the French that we were about to

effect reductions on their commodities, without reference to any
reduction on ours? Would a direct intercourse with France or
Portugal not be preferable to an indirect one >—and were we not
more likely to excite a taste for our manufactures by obtaining

facilities for their direct introduction? liut the motion went to

exclude them from waiting even for a month, or obtaining any
equivalent concession for our reductions. He warned the House
against parting with the power of obtaining practical concessions,

even for the sake of extending what may be considered to be
Bound principles. Colonel Torrens, a well-known free-trader,

had just issued a postscript to his letter addressed to himself, In

which he said that he had mathematically demonstrated the

ruinous consequences which would result from a reduction of
duties without corresponding concessions; and these opinions

Colonel Torrens had drawn from Mr. Ricardo's "Chapter on
Foreign Trade." With such divisions amongst the advocates of

free trade, the House should be cautious in adopting an abstract

resolution.

Mr. Cobukn said that Mr. Ellis had gone out to the Brazils the

representative of a monopolist Government; and a Brazilian

senator had made a speech, in which he exhibited the people of

this country as the slaves of a sordid oligarchy. It was a hope-

less errand, also, to send to Portugal—a country too poor to help

us. It was not reduction on luxuries, such as port wine, which
we wanted, impairing the revenue by it. North and South
America, with their corn and sugar, weie the fields for this

country, if the Government were really in earnest, and were not
humbugging the people with pretended negotiations for com-
mercial treaties.—Mr. Rica kdo replied; and on a division there
appeared—For the motion, 6"l ; against it, 135. Majority, 74.

Wednesday.—After the presentation of a great number of
petitions] against the education clauses of the Factories' Bill, a
petition of the Rev. W. Browne, the chaplain of Kuutsford gaol,

was ordered to be printed with the votes, and Mr. T. Duncombh
gave notice that he would call the attention of the House to the
subject on Monday next. The second reading of the Health of
Towns' Bill was postponed to Wednesday, the I Oth May.
The order of the day for the committee on the Player of Inter-

ludes' Bill was discharged with the concurrence of Mr. T. Dun-
combe, on the representation of Sir J. Graham that he had, in

conjunction with Lord Mahon, devoted some attention to the
matter, and that his noble Friend had a measure in preparation
which would probably meet the views of Mr. Duncomhe.

Mr. M. Gibson put some questions relative to the recent
negotiations with the Brazils and Portugal, which led to a decla-
ration from Sir R. Pkjbl that he had given all the information
he possessed on the subject, on Tuesday. The negotiation was
broken off on the ground that Mr. Ellis was not authorized to
treat upon the only basis proposed, namely, a differential duty of
10 per cent. i n T.ne course of the desultory conversation that
ensueu, the right hon. Baronet, in allusion to the treaties with
Forcugdi, saw ihe proper construction of the word used by the
FomiKuese Government with reference to the treaty, was that it.

?u f f -T™ we
r

ri lS**W
M not broken off. He could not answer for

the future, but for the present there wan an end of the negotiation.
Lora J. kussell postponed the resolutions of which he had

given notice on the subject of education until Thursday next, as

the Secretary for the Home Department intended to make
certain amendments of importance in his Factories' Bill, and go
into a committee pro forma for that purpose. As a great part of

his resolutions referred to that bill, he proposed to allow them
to lie over till the bill was before the House in its amended form,
and till the House had decided on the provisions in a committee.
He did not intend to oppose the bill going into a committee pro
forma, nor when it went really into committee.

Lord J. Russislx* then moved the second reading of the Muni-
cipal Corporations' Bill, and explained at length the objects

which he proposed to effect by the measure. The bill had refer-

ence to those corporations of England and Wales which had been
lefl untouched by the Municipal Corporation Act, and he trusted
that Parliament would adhere to the principle which it had
sanctioned by a large majority in legislating for the other corpo-
rations in 1835, and would substitute in those also the principle

of popular control and of popular election for that of self-elec-

tion, from which so many abuses had resulted. His wish was to

make the change gradual so as to cause no alarm, but, at the

same time, gradually put an end to all existing corporations
which were formed on the principle of self-election.

Mr. W. Williams, in supporting the motion, congratulated the
noble Lord for having, by his former bill, annihilated what he
called those "nests of corruption and local mismanagement,"
and substituted for them new corporations, founded on the
elective franchise. But he did not understand why the noble
Lord had left untouched the corporation of the city of London,
which exceeded all other corporations in corruption and profligacy.

He cited various instances of its extravagance and abuses, and
concluded by expressing a hope that it would not long be allowed
to continue unrcformed.— Sir J. Graham opposed the motion,
on the ground that the country was taken quite by surprise by
this measure. He had reason to know, from information which
he had received that morning, that there were corporate towns
which it was intended to affect by the bill ; that he had not the
slightest notion that it was intended to propose a measure of this
description. There were no petitions complaining of any abuses.
The date of the report on which the noble Lord relied, was 1835,
and immediately preceding the Municipal Reform Bill. The
noble Lord had cognisance of these abuses for above eight years.
This long delay, while the noble Lord held power, showed that he
did not consider these things of which he now complained, to be
crying evils ; and it would appear that the idea of touching those
corporations was at length but an idea taken up in haste. The
noble Lord, in bringing forward this bill, relied particularly upon
the abuses and corruption alleged to exist in Quecnborough.
Now he thought that these alleged abuses were such as demanded
a searching inquiry, and he had to state further, that the law
officers of the Crown were now investigating those charges, for
the purpose, if it should seem to them necessary, that they should
go before the Court of Chancery unci file a bill of discovery
against the corporation. With regard to the suggestion that the
affairs of the city of London required the mending hand of legis-

lation as much as others, he did not wish to enter upon that
question at present; but lie must say that there was such a thing
as straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel, and that whilst
the city of London was allowed to retain all its privileges un-
touched and unimpaired, it was not too much to ask that a few
small boroughs should be also left unharmed. He concluded by
moving, as an amendment, that the bill be read a second time
this day six months.—The Lord Mayor defended the corporation
of the city of London from the attack made upon it by Mr.
Williams; and after some further slight discussion, Lord J.

Russell replied. The House then divided— For the original

motion, 46 j for the amendment, 99 j majority, 53.

The Attorneys and Solicitors Bill went through committee, and
the report was ordered to be received on Wednesday.— On the

motion of Mr. Frknch, a select committee was appointed to in-

quire into the state of the medical charities in Ireland, and to

report what alterations appear necessary for the purpose of

improving the system under which they are conducted.
Thursday.—After some routine business had been transacted,

Mr. L. Fox gave notice that on the nth May, he would call the

attention of the House to the agitation now going on in Ireland
upon the Repeal of the Union, and move that it is the duty of the
Government to take steps for its immediate suppression.—Mr.
Godson gave notice that, on the same day, he would move for a
select committee to inquire into public life insurance companies.
Mr. Mackinnon moved for a select committee to ascertain the

revenue, expenditure, and condition of the harbours and light-

houses on the coast from the Thames to Portsmouth.— Mr. Cur-
tbis seconded the motion, which was supported by Mr. Rick,
Capt. Pechell, Sir C.Napier, and Mr. Hume.— Sir H. Peel and
Sir E. KnATCHBULL opposed the motion, on the ground that a

committee of the House of Commons was the worst tri-

bunal which could be selected for inquiry into such a subject.

—

Major Beresford moved as an amendment, that the inquiry

should be extended to Longwood Fort and Portsmouth. Ultim-
ately, the amendment being withdrawn, the motion was re-

jected by 79 against 34.

Returns relating to Petty Sessions in England and Wales were
ordered, on the motion of Lord Worslev.—Mr. Jervis obtained
leave to bring in a Bill for improving the proceedings in the

Supreme Courts in certain actions, for amounts not exceeding
20/.—Lord Eliot obtained leave to bring in a Bill to amend and
continue the laws relative to the registering of arms, and the

importation, manufacture, and sale of arms, gunpowder, and
ammunition in Ireland.—The Exchequer-bills Bill passed through
committee.
Friday*—The debate on the second reading of the Ecclesiastical

Courts' Bill, adjourned from before the Easter recess, was re-

sumed. The bill was supported by Sir Gkoroe Grey, the At-
torney-General, Mr. H. Vernon, and Dr. Elpiiinstone, and
opposed by Mr. Escott, Mr. H. Fitzroy, Mr. Nkwdioate,
Sir G. Sinclair, Mr. Collktt, and Mr. T. Duncombe.—
Sir R. Peel denounced the union of gentlemen of opposite views
on ecclesiastical matters, in hostility to this bill, as unnatural,

He said that the Government had undertaken the bill from the

most conscientious motives, and in the fairest spirit.—Mr.
Laboi;< mere, Mr. Hume, Capt. Gladstone, Sir W. H. Barron.
and Mr. Roebuck, having declared their intention of voting for

the second reading, the l-Ious© divided, when there were—for the

second reading, 186; against it, 104; majority in favour of the

bill, 82. It was then read a second time.

JilUtvopoli* nntr its Witinitp.

Loss of the Sohvay.—All the returns relative to the

loss of this vessel having been received, the following

statement has been published :—Passengers of all descrip-

tions—lost, 17 ; saved, 28. Persons belonging to the

ship, captain, officers, seamen, engineers, &c.—lost, 18;

saved 70. Total—35 lost, 98 saved. It is also announced

that the Company's ships will no longer call at Corunna.

The New Library at Lincoln's Inn.—The first stone

of the new buildings in Lincoln's Inn was laid on Thurs-

day, the 21st inst., by Vice-Chancellor Knight Bruce,

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols left off at 9G£ to

i for money, and 96| to A for account ; Three per Cent.

Reduced Stock, 95£ to £; Three-and-half per Cent.

Reduced, 101-£ to % ; New Three-and-half per Cent.

Annuities, 102* to |; Bank Stock, 179 to 80; India

Stock, 2G6 to 8 ; India Bonds, 75s. to 77s. prem. J

Exchequer Bills, G6s. to G8s. prem.

assisted by Lord Lyndhurst, in the presence of a large

assembly. After the ceremony was concluded, a dinner
took place in the court of the Lord Chancellor.

The Tower.— For some time past labourers have been
employed removing the mud-soil in the southern or river

moat of the Tower, preparatory to the building of two
extensive aqueducts for the troops. The moat which
surrounded the Tower, and which in consequence of the

stagnant water in it was sufficient to create an epidemic in

the neighbourhood, is now in progress of being filled up,

with a view of being converted into grounds for healthful

recreation.

Embankment ofthe Thames.—At the Court of Common
Council, on Thursday, the chairman of the Navigation

Committee moved the adoption of the report recommend-
ing that the City's S'eal should be affixed to certain licenses

to embank portions of the river Thames, in conformity

with the report unanimously approved of by the Court
several months ago. The proposed embankments were
all in strict accordance with the plan laid down by Mr.
Walker and Captain Bullock, assisted by the harbour-

masters and other officers of the navigation. After some
discussion the report was unanimously adopted.

The late Accident at Blackwall.~On Thursday morning,

shortly after two o'clock, as four men were proceeding

down the river between Blackwall and Woolwich, in one
of the Trinity-House lighters, they observed something

floating on the Essex shore which had the appearance of

a body. Two of them immediately put off in a small boat,

and on nearing the object they discovered it to be the

remains of a young man, answering in every respect to

the description of Mr. Busfield. The body was floating

with the ebb-tide towards Woolwich, and the men lashed

a rope round it, and towed it towards Blackwall, where it

was immediately recognised as the body of Mr. Busfield.

An inquest was held on the same afternoon, when the jury

returned a verdict of " Accidentally drowned," accompa-
nied by a censure on the owners of the Blackwall-pier, for

leaving it open and unlighted at night.

Easter Holidays.—The number of passengers and

amount of receipts taken by the Greenwich Railway Com-
pany, during the Easter holidays, is as follows :—On
Good Friday, 7,069 passengers, 219/. ; on Easter Sunday,

8,874 passengers, 334/. ; on Easter Monday, 24,744 pas-

sengers, 7651. ; on Easter Tuesday, 16,325 passengers,

495/.; and on Wednesday, between 6,000 and 7,000 passen-

gers, or 215/. ; making a total of nearly 70,000 passengers,

or 2,030/. The greater portion of the passengers availed

themselves of the return tickets, which were issued at Is.

each. In addition to their having to contend with the

steam-boat competition, the railway company had to cope

with the rivalry of the omnibus proprietors, who carried

passengers from London to Greenwich at the rate of fie/.

each. The traffic on the railway during the corresponding

period of last year, was, on Good Friday, 8,849 passengers,

255/.; on Easter Sunday, 8,902 passengers, 249/.; on
Easter Monday, 19,875 passengers, 530/.; on Easter

Tuesday, 16,337 passengers, 440/. ; and on Wednesday,
6,000 passengers, or 210/. ; making a total of about
64,000 passengers, or 1,780/.

Special Poor-Law Commission in St. Pancras.—On
Friday Mr. Austen, the barrister—appointed, with the

sanction of the Secretary of State, an Assistant Poor-Law
Commissioner, for the purpose of inquiring into the case

of a Creole pauper, John Jones— held his sitting at the

Vestry. rooms, to proceed with the investigation. The
attention of the House of Commons was drawn to the

case shortly before the recess, Jones having been taken
before the Clerkenwell magistrates by the parochial au-
thorities for an alleged assault, whilst labouring under ex-

citement from being refused to be allowed to see his wife,

then lying in the Fever Hospital, or to sec his child

buried. The Commissioner having opened the proceed-
ings, the man John Jones was first sworn, and proceeded
to detail the treatment he had received whilst an inmate
of St. Pancras workhouse. He said that, although he
had committed no crime, he had been locked up in the

oakum 'room with 38 other men, mostly refractory pau-
pers ; had his diet reduced to the extent of two ounces of
meat per day, three days in a week, and slept in a close

room where there were 13 beds, the men sleeping three in

a bed, and the only entrance to which was through a trap-

door, fastened with a padlock. On Friday, the 7 th inSt.,

his wife was removed from the workhouse Infirmary to the

Fever Hospital, and his child, which had previously died,

was to be buried on that day. He applied to the

Board ^for permission to visit his wife in the Fever
Hospital, and to see his child buried, but was refused;
and on his becoming excited, they ordered him
to be turned out of the room, and to be con-
fined in the black-hole. The beadle followed him to

the oakum room for that purpose, when Jones drew a
knife which he used in picking oakum, and threatened to

do for the first that came near him, striking it with such
violence on the table that it broke. He was subsequently
taken into custody by the police, and conveyed before Mr.
Combe, the magistrate, who was informed by Mr. Sparkes,
the overseer, that the Board wanted him punished, but
the magistrate discharged him. A nurse in the infirmary,

and the superintendent of the oakum ward, were examined,
and the latter gave Jones an excellent character, and said

he never had to make a complaint against him. On the

day he was taken before a magistrate he appeared much
excited at not being permitted to go and see his wife Off

his child buried, but did not appear in the least intoxi-

cated. The witness gave evidence as to the insufficient

food supplied to paupers in the oakum room, and as to its

general management. The investigation was then ad-

journed, and resumed on Saturday, when Mr. Sparkes,

the overseer, was examined. He stated that Jones was

extremely violent, both before the Board and after he had
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left the room, and that it would be impossible to maintain
order in an establishment where there were 1200 or 1400
people, if misconduct were not punished. The beadle

confirmed this statement, and deposed that the man was
so much excited, that danger was to be apprehended from
his violence. The Commissioner said he should adjourn
the inquiry in order to make an inspection of the oakum
room, the black hole, and other portions of the workhouse,
and to examine the director of the poor, and some of the

inmates of the establishment. The investigation was then
adjourned till Wednesday, when the examination of wit-
nesses was concluded. The commissioner will report on
the evidence in a few days.

Talcing the Veil.—On Wednesday, two young ladies,

Miss Cuddon and Miss Baxter, the "latter the daughter of
a gentleman residing at Bungay, " took the veil" at the
convent of the Sisters of Mercy, in Bermondsey. The
former took the name of Sister Mary Theresa, and the
latter that of Sister Mary. A great number of Catholic
clergy and others were present on the occasion.

Labourers 1 Friend Societ;/.— On Wednesday, this

society, established to ameliorate the condition of
labourers, by encouraging the cultivation of allotments of
land by the spade in their leisure hours, held its twelfth

annual meeting in Exeter-hall, Mr. Thomas Hartley, of
Peckham, in the chair. The report for the past year
was very voluminous, and stated that in Kent and the
southern counties the Society's agent had lately visited

3,000 allotments, cultivated by 3,000 families, among
whom there was not one commitment to prison during the
two past years. In the midland counties 700 acres were
similarly laid out.^ In Derbyshire, Leicestershire, North-
amptonshire, Nottinghamshire, Warwickshire, and Somer-
setshire, the allotments of land, varying from a rood to
two acres, were attended with the most beneficial results
to the labouring classes. In Hereford, 12 acres were
divided into 48 allotments, and the branch society granted
in loans to the cultivators of those patches of land, 2,550/.
upon which the borrowers paid 93/. 16s. bd. interest. To
the Bishop of Bath and Wells, Lord Grosvenor, Colonel
Langton, of Breslington, the Rev. G. Rees, rector of West
Narington, the Rev. B. Whitehead of Chard, and Captain
Scohell, the society were greatly indebted for assistance
and information. In West Kent there were 200 allot-
ments under cultivation

; and in every county where the
system was adopted crime disappeared, and the people
were mentally, morally, and physically improved. The
receipts including subscriptions and donations, amounted

°n/ !i ^ind the exPend*ure left a balance of29/4,. lltf. The report having been adopted, several

IZlT SP °ke m thG hi8hest terms of the allotment

Mortality of the Metropolis—The following is thenumber of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,
April 15:-West districts, 136; North districts, 175
Central districts, 163

; East districts, 16«
J

South dis-
tricts 1/u. Total, 81G— (424 males, 392 females.)
Weekly average for the last five years, 903— (4G1 males
442 females,) and for the last five winters, 1,004.

1jBvobincfnl Ttfttos.

Bedford—The inquiry into the case of poisoning at
Wrestlingvvorlh, which we noticed in our last, was°re-
sumecl and concluded on Friday. In the case of' the hus-
band, the surgeons deposed that the body had been ex
huined and examined, but they had not discovered any
trace of poison. The jury then returned a verdict that" there was no evidence to show whether his death was
caused by natural causes or otherwise." The case of the
child, Jonas Mead, was next proceeded with,' and several
witnesses were examined. It appeared that it was ibmira year old when it died, and was always neglected h„ ti,„
mother. The surgeon stated that he had attended heexhumation of the body, and had since analysed ft S
should consider there must have been from two to'tWe
grains of arsenic in the body, judging from the mnntiiv
obtained by the tests employed

; and he was of oninion
that that would be sufficient to cause the child's EhHe ascribed the preservation of the deceased's «tnL i V*
the effect of arsenic. The surgeon of the Bedford Tnfi

°

wary said he took part in the analyzation and ™«„„ a
entirely in this opinion. The ju/y, after' « 22£ ofabout three quarters of an hour, returned the foUowm*verdict :—" That the deceased, Jonas Mead died f

S
the effects of arsenic, administered to him withV \T
knowledge, by his mother, Sarah Dazely." The fl,lS' y

jnent f the verdict was received with evident "«fturn by the crowds assembled in front of the h ,« i«* inquest was held, a very strong and Z^vTfl V™evidently existing against ihe prisoner.
g &1 feellnK

Bradford.—Mr. John Nicholson, well known ; n •

county by the title of the « Airedale Poet," left 2 '

,f t?J5^ .•"*« week with the intention J/ffi

i«c ucc or going over the stepping-stone* l%<dipped, and he fell into the water, but succe ded
gg the opposite side, where, on Friday morS 6
found dead. Dr. Steel, of Baildon, JamSeTS- ™S

SU v

ate ?at the vat«able life of h
GCP re» re

engineer has been placed in ieonnrH 5"8 ^ell-known
aming out of an amiable wish to°«E?

7 ^ an accident
frwnd. The father and Mr BrnnJ ° the children of a

° aw. Brunei pretended, hy sleight-

of-hand, to pass money from the mouth to the ear, and
vice-versa, when Mr. Brunei, placing a half-sovereign in

his mouth, it unfortunately slipped into the trachea,
where it stuck, and every effort to remove it proving
ineffectual, Sir B, Brodie has been called in, and an
operation, by making an incision in the thorax, deter-
mined upon, to be performed yesterday: the result had
not to the great regret of his numerous friends in this
city, been received when we went to press." We regret
to State that the surgeons have not yet succeeded in extract-
ing the coin, and that Mr. Brunei is in great danger.

Gloucester.—At the quarterly court of magistrates, held
on Tuesday at the Shire-hall, the question of prison dis-
cipline was entered upon. The chairman stated that he
bad received from the Secretary of State copies of the
reports of the commissioners appointed by Government to
inquire into the causes which led to the death of the pri-
soner Beale, to investigate the charges made by other pri-
soners as to the treatment they had received, and to inquire
generally into the management of the Northleach and the
other houses of correction in the county. These reports
were five in number, but as interest is chiefly attached to
the opinions and recommendations of the commissioners
in reference to Northleach, we will limit our notice to the
report which relates to it. After enumerating the mea-
sures which the commissioners had adopted in order to
procure evidence, they proceed to state the results. In
regard to Beale, the commissioners censure the surgeon
for not allowing him extra diet, and for not putting the
governor on his guard against employing him on the tread-
wheel. "It is doubtful," they say, "whether Beale's indis-
position on his commitment, and in the early part of his
imprisonment, was sufficiently apparent to justify our
passing any direct censure on the governor for continuing
to subject Beale to the labour of the treadmill for a period
of more than two months without intermission; but we
consider the surgeon to have been remiss in not having
put Beale on an improved diet, and in not having paid
attention to his clothing and the temperature of his cell

during the early stage of the disease/' The chairman
said that a case of negligence had been made out against
Mr. Bedwell, the surgeon, not only in the case of. Beale
but in other cases brought forward by the governor in his
journal, and he would, therefore, move that he be dis-
missed. On a division, four voted for dismissal, and a
very considerable number for retention. Mr. Bedwell was
therefore continued, but with an admonition as to his
future conduct. The case of the governor was next taken
into consideration, when it was resolved to reprove him
and admonish him for the future. In regard to the
visiting magistrates, the report stated :

—

M We are of opi-
nion that the evils which we have described to exist in
this prison may be traced to the absence of a salutary
and perspicuous code of regulations; to the negligence
of some of its officers; and, we feel bound to add, to the
want of vigilant superintendence on the part of the visit-
ing magistrates." After some discussion it was resolved,

t

lhat the Court were of opinion that the entries in the
journal of the visiting justices apparently supported such a
charge as that made against them by the commissioners,
but that it was a ground of just complaint that they had
been excluded from that part of the inquiry which em-
braced their conduct. Had they been present they would
have shown that certain inspections had taken place of
which no entry had been made." It was also resolved to
substitute the dietary recommended by Sir J. Graham in
his general circular to the magistrates of England and
Wales, and some minor reforms recommended by the
commissioners, such as the abolition of the practice of
confining persons subjected to solitary confinement to a
dark cell every fifth day, were ordered to be carried into
effect. In connexion with certain opinions expressed by
the commissioners as to abandoning some of the county
houses of correction, as being small and ill-adapted for

carrying out improved systems of discipline, the chair-

man said, that to carry into effect such a scheme would
entail an enormous expense upon the county ; he would,
therefore, move that a committee be appointed to consider

the propriety of adopting the following arrangement :

—

(t The appropriation of all the houses of correction in the

county to the accommodation of prisoners awaiting their

trial at quarter sessions and assizes, and who are sen-

tenced to periods of not more than three months' hard

labour, and the reserving the County Gaol and Peniten-

tiary at Gloucester for those who are sentenced to periods

of imprisonment of more than three months. This sug-

gestion was adopted, and a report by the visiting magis-

trates of Northleach was read in reference to the case of

Richard Jones, who died the other week, shortly after he

had left the house of correction, and whose death the

coroner's jury attributed to overwork and ill-usage. It

contained the evidence of one of his fellow-prisoners and

of the officers of the establishment. The substance was

that Jones when seized with illness attributed it to over-

work but that after he had been taken from the wheel he

expressed himself pleased with the treatment he received.

Itis*a curious fact that it was frequently referred to in

the course of the discussion, that this Richard Jones was

the only person in the infirmary at the time the commis-

sioners visited Northleach, and that the entry they made

of his case was, " Suffering from a catarrhal affection of

a trifling nature." ,$

Knutsford.—At an adjourned Quarter Sessions held last

week, before Mr. Trafford and the Cheshire Magistrates,

the Court proceeded to the consideration of the discipline

of Knutsford gaol, and adopted a course which has created

great sensation throughout the county. It will be recol-

lected that, at the late Sessions at Chester, the considera-

tion of the report of the visiting justices of Knutsford

gaol, which recommended the dismissal of the chaplain,

was adjourned to these Sessions. Since then the visiting
justices made another report, embodying evidence on the
dietary and discipline of the gaol, and adhering to the
recoramenaation to dismiss the chaplain. A letter had
also been received from Sir J. Graham, reflecting in the
strongest terms upon the misconduct of the governor of
the gaol, and putting it to the justices whether, after the
instances stated in the evidence of the reports, particularly
as to the continuance of corporal punishment'to a youth
when it had been expressly stopped by the surgeon in
attendance, they could with confidence and safety continue
him in his situation ;

and also containing an opinion that
if death had ensued in consequence of such conduct, the
governor would have been guilty of homicide. The
charges against the chaplain made by the visiting justices

were the most prominent part of the proceedings. The
first and main one was, that during the inquiry his con-
duct had been most unsatisfactory. It appeared that the
inspector, who had been sent down by Government to re-

port on the case after Mr. Duncombe had made his

charges against the governor in the House of Commons,
examined the chaplain privately at Knutsford ; and that

the latter refused, when required, to state to the visiting

justices what he bad communicated to the inspector, be-
cause, as he alleged, he considered that communication
to be confidential. This was held by the justices to be a

ground of accusation against him. He was further

charged with having kept a journal, which he declined to

produce for the inspection of the justices, although an
order had been made that he should report to them what-
ever he saw wrong before entering it in his journal, in

order that the same might be investigated ; and he was
also charged with not having exclusively devoted his time
to his spiritual duties, and with not having administered
the sacrament to some of the felons. At the conclusion
of the reading of the documents, which were of some
length, Mr. Townsend moved that the chaplain be dis-
missed. Lord deTabley seconded the motion, which was
opposed by Mr. Wilbraham, Mr. Davenport, and the Right
Hon. E. J. Stanley. After much discussion, the motion
was adopted—the numbers, on a division, being—for it,

34 ; against it, 5. It was then arranged that the chap-
lain should leave forthwith, and be paid his salary up to

the July quarter. The Court then proceeded to consider

the charges contained in Sir J. Graham's letter against

the gaoler, going through them seriatim. In some of
them the magistrates exonerated the gaoler, though in

others it was admitted that he had been in some degree
blameable, but not to such an extent as to warrant them
in withdrawing their confidence from him.

Leicester.—We learn from the Mark Lane Express
that considerable excitement prevailed in this place on
Monday and Tuesday week, caused by the election of de-

puties for each parish within the borough, to manage the
" Freeman's Piece"—a space of ground occupying about
135 acres, divided among the resident freemen, born in
the borough, or serving their apprenticeship therein. An
unusual interest was excited in consequence of the candi-
dates being divided into two parties ; one body advocating
the old system of grazing the land, and thus debarring the
poor freeman from any benefit; the other side proposing
the division of the land into allotments, and cultivating it

for gardening purposes, by which each person would have
between 500 and 600 square yards apportioned, and this

he mi^ht either let, sell, or cultivate himself, as he pleased
;

by calculations made, it appeared that the latter scheme
would raise about 2,000/. or 3000/. per annum, supposing
potatoes alone were produced and sold at. Is. 6rf. per
strike ; whilst the former will not only be limited and
partial, but would also produce not more than 200/. or
300/. in the same period ;

each person holding land under
the proposed allotment system is to pay Is. per hundred,
which is to be set aside as a fund for purchasing addi-
tional land. The result of the elections was as follows :

For the allotment system—St. Margaret's parish, 4-; St.

Mary's, 2 ;
St. Leonard's, I

; St. Nicholas, 2 ; All Saints,

2; Total, 1 1.—-For grazing the land— St. Martin's parish,
2—Mr. Phillips, a member of the council, but not a
freeman, warmly supporting the cause of the poor free-
men, went to Birmingham on the 12th, and entered into
a contract with a person to supply him with 500 spades,
for the purpose of enabling the allotment party to break
up the land next week ; but application has been made,
by the trustees appointed under the will of the testator)
for an injunction to restrain the body, should they
attempt any such invasion, and the result of the struggle
is looked forward to with much anxiety On Saturday
morning, the bank of Messrs. Clarke, Mitchell, Phillips,
and Smith, of this city, stopped payment. The fact was
communicated to the public in the following announce-
ment :

—" Suspension of Payment.—In consequence of a
sudden pressure, caused by the malicious rumours which
have been so industriously circulated, it has become ne-
cessary that a temporary suspension of the business of
this bank should take place. The public may rest satis-
fied that no individual can sustain any loss, and that
arrangements will be made for rendering the 'inconveni-
ence resulting from the present step of as short duration
as possible-Saturday, April 22, 1843." It is generally
believed that^ the suspension is temporary, and the allu-
sion to malicious rumours is supposed in the city to refer
to the state of party politics on the spot, as there seems
to be a high opinion of the wealth and respectability of
the members of the firm. Their London agents refused

*

payment of their notes on Saturday, and the suspension
at Leicester took place on the same day. Another failure
of a banking-house, that of Messrs. Inkersole and God-
dard, of Market Harborough, has been announced. This
is a house of comparatively small importance, but from
its proximity to the other, it will probably much increase
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the inconvenience to the farmers, who hold the notes of

the other bank to a large amount.
Lincoln.—A large meeting of the Lincolnshire farmers

was held at Bourne, on Saturday, to take into considera-

tion the alterations about to be recommended by Govern-
ment for the admission of American and other foreign

corn through Canada into this country. Sir J. Trollope,

M.P. for the county, was called to the chair, and was

supported by Lord Willoughby D'Eresby, Mr. Heath-

cote, M.P., GeneralJohnson,M.P., and most of the influ-

ential farmers and graziers in the neighbourhood. The
several speakers repudiated in the strongest terms the

intended innovation. A petition to the Legislature was

adopted, showing that the petitioners had, by the altera-

tion of the Corn-laws and the tariff in the last session of

Parliament, incurred a loss of 25 per cent, on their capital

and annual receipts. That they considered thewant of

due protection against the introduction into this kingdom,

through Canada, of corn grown in the United States of

America likely to have a most prejudicial effect on the

prices of agricultural produce, and most unnecessarily to

depress them ; and that the proposal to admit flour and

wheat from the United States through Canada, at a

nominal duty appeared to the petitioners a direct viola-

tion of the promise implied in the declarations of Minis-

ters in the House of Commons, at the commencement of

the present session, that no further alterations were con-

templated by them in the Corn-laws. That the altera-

tions proposed were likely to add greatly to the distress

under which the agriculturists suffer, without any coun-

tervailing advantage to the manufacturing interests, inas-

much as the commercial regulations of the United States

are more stringent than ever in discouraging, by the im-

position of higher duties, the importation of the manufac-

tures of this country. On these grounds the petitioners

prayed that no law or regulation under the authority of

Parliament might be passed to admit corn or flour from

the continent of America at lower duties than those

hitherto imposed. On the same day a meeting was held

at Grantham, Mr. Turner, M.P., in the chair. A strong

petition was adopted, which will be presented to the

House of Commons by Mr. Turner, and to the Lords by

the Duke of Rutland,

Oakham.—On Wednesday morning, during a severe

storm, Exton church, in this county, was struck by light-

ning ; large stones were carried from the church a consi-

derable distance ; and the roof laid completely open to the

sky, the windows being mostly shattered to pieces. It

will be long before the church can be in a state fit for

divine service to be performed in it.

Southampton—On the morning of the 22d inst., as

the Exeter mail was proceeding from Exeter to join

the mail-train, at this place, it was upset _
within two

miles of Stony Cross, in consequence of the leaders

taking fright at a cart which had upset, and ran up a

steep bank, which caused the coach to fall over; and

Cherry, the coachman, being undermost, was killed upon

the spot. The guard and passengers escaped unhurt.

Wigan.—A man called Robert Taylor, who has ob-

tained some local notoriety as the claimant of the title of

Lord Kennedy, and has been frequently before the magis-

trates on various charges, was brought up last week on a

charge of bigamy. After a long examination of no gene-

ral interest, the charge was considered proved, and the

prisoner was committed to take his trial at the next assizes.

Railways.—The following are the returns of the prin-

cipal railways for the past week :—London and Birming-

ham, 14,-988/. ; Great Western, 13,128/.; Southwestern,

5,754/. ; South Eastern, 2,124/. ; Eastern Counties,

2,248/. ; North Midland, 3,824/. ; York and North Mid-

land, 1,470/. ; Greenwich, 2,284/. ; Croydou, 381/.

;

Brighton, 3,355/.; Blackwall, 91 (
J/. ; Hull and Selby,

1,054/.; Grand Junction, 7,010/.; Midland Counties,

2,438/.—The Norwich papers state that the Yarmouth

and Norwich Railway commenced on Thursday, when

the workmen proceeded to Postwick, and took possession

of the ground marked out, by throwing down part of a

hedge between the marshes and a field, the property of

the Earl of Rosebery. It is said that the line was

similarly commenced at Reedham, on land belonging to

Mr. Cockerill.—A curiosity in railway engineering is now
in progress in a meadow, at New Alresford, Dorsetshire,

where Mr. Rondney, of the Scotch Fusiliers, is construct-

ing a railway, at his own expense, in the form of a circle,

measuring 400 yards. There is a tunnel 70 yards in

length, and a locomotive engine and two carriages are

building to traverse the line, which is to be used for local

agricultural purposes, and is expected to be opened shortly.

IRELAND.,
Dublin.—The Mercantile Advertiser contains the fol-

lowing statement :

—

u The census, which was simulta-

neously taken in every parish in Ireland, on a given day,

in 1841, and which has occupied a considerable staff in

its preparation for publication, will soon be printed and
laid before Parliament. A variety of curious and inte-

resting details will be supplied for the first time. The
exact amount of the population, rated according to sex

and age—the diseases which are most prevalent and fatal
'—the number of insane persons under restraint, with
other statistical details, will, we understand, be given with
a surprising degree of accuracy. The following is a return
•of the population :— Leii.ster, 963,74? males, 1,009,984
females; Munster, 1,186,1 90 males, 1,20^,971 females;
Connaught, 707,884 males, 711,072 females; Ulster,
1,161,846 males, 1,224,579 females. Total 4,019.667
males, 4,10,1,606 females. Total population, 8,175,2/3.
In 1821, the population was 6,801,827; in 1831, it was
7,767,401 ;

in 1841 it
;
*as 8,175,273. Increase between

]821 and 1831, 965,574 ; increase between 1831 and 1841,

407,872. " From this it appears that the increase during

the ten years up to 1841 was 557,702 less than it had been

in the ten years preceding. This extremely reduced rate

of increase is a very remarkable and extraordinary fact-

It is evident that, during the last ten years, there has been

a very decided check to the progress of population in

Ireland. The increase in England, during the ten years

from 1831 to 1841, was 2,004,794, which was more than

one-seventh upon the population of 1831. The increase

in Ireland, during the same ten years, was 407,872, which

was little more than one-twentieth of the population of

1881. The increase in England has been in the ratio of

nearly 3 to 1, as compared with Ireland. This is the first

time that Ireland has shown a less degree of increase than

England. 1 '—The long-expected action brought by a mili-

tary officer in the garrison, against a young lady of this

city, for breach of promise of marriage, under circum-

stances which excited great attention some months since,

has been settled by a compromise. The jury had been

struck, and the lawyers were feed. But the officer has,

it is said, accepted compensation in the shape of 550/. for

the wounds inflicted upon his heart by the obdurate lady.

Waterford. — A Repeal banquet was given to Mr.
<T Connell in this city, last week, the mayor in the chair.

One city and one county member attended ; but their

colleagues declined, as did also Mr. W. Roche, the former

representative for this city. The Roman Catholic Bishop

of the diocese refused the invitation, and the only member
of the clergy present, Dr. Kennedy, bishop of Killaloe,

said that ' he could not prevail on himself to countenance
the Repeal movement, until Mr. O'Connells recent de-

claration of being ready and willing to accept a Parliament

in Ireland dependent upon England.' Mr. O'Connell

has since left for Kells, from whence he is to proceed to

Carrickmacross, Monaghan, to attend repeal meetings.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh,—The Gazette of Tuesday announced that

the Queen has appointed the Marquis of Bute her Ma-
jesty's High Commissioner to the General Assembly of the

church of Scotland.—The Marquis of Breadalbane, having

been applied to from various quarters to express his senti-

ments on the present crisis of the Church, has sent to the

ministers of the parishes with which his estates are con-

nected, a copy of a letter which he had occasion lately

to address to Mr. Alex. Dunlop, Advocate. His Lordship

says that, having fully considered the present position of

the Church, he cannot but express his great desire that

nothing should now be done to precipitate measures, or

throw any obstacle in the way of that disposition, which,

though not perhaps directly or publicly expressed, ap-

pears to be entertained by Her Majesty's Government to

reconsider the question, with a view to legislative adjust-

ment. "I cannot," he says, " allow myself to give up
all hope that a consummation so devoutly to be wished

for may still be carried into effect, and that the Esta-

blished Church of Scotland may be spared to the country

in its full integrity and purity. What appears most im-

portant at present is, to restrain the too ardent zeal and

conscientious scruples of those who would precipitate the

secession from the Church. There should be no leaving the

establishment by any one minister. If there be a seces-

sion let it be in a body ; but let us take care that the true

time is really come. Let us rather tarry too long, and

even incur the imputation of want of firmness (for what

need honest men care for such imputations ?) than that

of having unnecessarily created rents and divisions, and a

secession that must end in the downfall of the establish-

ment. It is my firm conviction that we have allowed

ourselves to be pressed on too fast, and goaded on too far,

by the taunts of our opponents, and that there is now a

danger of our leaving the field before the battle has been

fully and fairly fought, and when the chances of victory

are still on our side. For myself, I shall be one of the

last to leave the field. I shall protest and contend to the

end, and I do so because I shall be most likely in this way

firmly to establish my principles. I care not for the taunts

of my opponents. Firm in my own honest conviction, I

swerve not to the right nor to the left, nor move one

step faster than the true Presbyterian cause, guided by

the principles of sound sense and consistency, tells me I

should go. If, after such a trial, we must go out, I shall

be prepared to lend my humble endeavours and assist-

ance to vindicate the truth of my principles, and to take

my part in any measures that may be thought necessary

to promote the success of the dis-Established Church. I

have already signed a declaration to the effect, that in the

event of the Legislature not granting to the Church its

just privileges, I have resolved to leave it; but I can do

no further act with a view to secession till the Govern-

ment and the Legislature have formally decided and re-

jected all means of adjustment. I think I shall best serve

the cause of the Presbyterian Church, and best promote

the true interests of the State, by using my humble en-

deavours to remove the obstacles that still appear to ob-

struct the course of legislation on this important ques-

tion.
1 '—The local papers state that the late letters of the

Duke of Sutherland to the people of Sutherlandshire

have made a strong impression in that county, and it is

understood that comparatively few of the people will go

out with their ministers, if the latter quit the establish-

ment. The extensive sheep-farmers and tenants are de-

sciibed as being almost to a man in favour of the esta-

blishment, and had declared so long before the Duke s

sentiments were known.
Inverness.—Workmen are at present engaged in re-

pairing the breach in the Caledonian canal. About 120

men are employed, but months yet must elapse ere the

passage be free for vessels. The communication, how-

ever, is kept up once a week by the Glasgow steamers ;

and by the 1 st of May there will be vessels twice a week,

performing the voyage between Glasgow and Inverness in

two days. There are seven miles of interruption in the

passage, but a boat is stationed at each end, and coaches

will be ready to carry passengers from one to the other ;

so that no delay will take place in consequence of the

accident.

ILafo.
Court of Chancery.—Mr. Serjeant Wrangham having: ob-

tained a patent of precedence, wascalledto take his seat within

the bar. Sir Gregory Lewin, Mr. Talbot, Mr. Martin, Mr. Roe-

buck, and Mr. Watson, were also called within the bar as of her

Majesty's counsel.
Parker v. Marchant.—This was a bill for the administration of

the estate of the late Mr. Parker, a banker and solicitor of Maid-

stone, and two questions were raised on the construction of his

will j one, whether money at a banker's passed under the term of

ready money, and the other, whether a bequest to servants,

without nam'ing them, survived to a servant who had not conti-

nued to live in the service till the period of the testator's death.

The Vice-Chancellor Bruce held that the term ready money
covered a sum of 1 6,000/. in Child's, and of OOOO/. in Hobhouse's

bank, and that the legacy survived to the servant. The ques-

tions were argued on appeal before the holidays. The Lord Chan-
cellor now gave judgment, and observed that the testator in his

will had made a very marked division of his property into three

parts; namely, his money and securities for money, his real es-

tates, and his plate, carriages, and jewels ; and after disposing of

these, and giving several legacies to the extent of many hundred

pounds to different objects of his bounty, he directed all the rest

of his ready money to be applied In a particular manner. Now it

was most important in deciding on the intentions of the testator,

so as to put a proper construction on his will, to mark this divi-

sion, and the language used in disposing of the residue, because

the money actually in the house amounted to a very small sum,
and the testator, by using the terms the "rest of my ready mo-
ney," evidently had in contemplation some other and largerfund

out of which debts were to be paid and legacies discharged.

Looking, therefore, at the language of the will, his Lordship had

no doubt that the testator intended everything in the shape of

money to pass by this disposilion in his will, and the question

then was, what, according to the ordinary habits and dealings of

mankind, was to be considered as ready money. Now every-

body, when they had occasion to do so, spoke of money at their

banker's as ready money. It was a customary form of expres-

sion to denote cash at a banker's. Men usually said, I have no
money in the house, but I have money at my banker's. They
placed their money therefor security, but they placed it there

also to be ready when they wanted it. The banker received it

with the understanding that it was to be ready at all times when
the owner demanded it; and in the ordinary acceptation of the

term, and according to the general understanding of mankind,

it was always so regarded. If, therefore, there was a clear in-

tention on the part of the testator to pass the money at his ban-

ker's, the terms "he made use of were, according to his Lordship's

opinion, quite sufficient for that object. The authorities on the

subject had been so much sifted in the course of the argument,
that, it was quite unnecessary to advert to them at any length.

In Carr ?>. Carr, the question was whether a balance at the ban-

ker's of the testator would pass as a debt? Sir W.Grant decided,

and justly decided, that it did pass under that name. In Deveynes

v.Noble, five years afterwards, end after consideration, he ex-

pressed an opinion to the same effect. In Sims v. Noble, the

Court of King's Bench, acting on this decision of Sir W. Grant,

ruled that a balance at a banker's was not a loan, but a debt. It

appeared, however, that Sir W. Grant, in the course of the dis-

cussion in the case of Carr v. Carr, intimated an opinion that a
balance at a banker's would not pass as ready money. Now, as-

suming that the report of the case was a correct one—and his

Lordship, injustice to the learned gentlemen now at the bar, saw
no reason to question its accuracy—still there was nothing to

show that if .Sir VV. Grant had been of opinion that it was the

intention of the testator to pass his balance at his banker's under
that name, he would not have given effect to such an intention.

But the case of Vesey v. Reynolds, decided by Sir John Leach,
was one expressly in point. In that case the testator gave all his

book debts, money in hand, and stock in trade to his widow, and
all his securities for money to his executrix. Sir John Leach
held that the balance at the testator's banker's was money in

hand ; because in all just and reasonable sense, money at a ban-
ker's, which might be had when called for, or when a servant
was sent to fetch it, must be so considered j and, surely, no one
could say, that there was any real difference between money in

hand and ready money. The present Master of the Rolls had
also, in a case before him, decided that money at a banker's was,
in the ordinary acceptance of the term, ready money, and so
considered in all the dealings and transactions of mankind. It

had been suggested by Sir Charles Wetherell, in his very able ar-
gument on the subject, that many difficulties and embarrass-
ments must arise from allowing money at a banker's to be legally

considered as ready money. His Lordship admitted that those
suggestions of difficulties and abuses would well deserve consi-
deration if there were any circumstances in the case which called

them into action, or any doubt of the intentions of the testator.

But no such circumstances existed, nor was there reason for any
doubt. The balance at the banker's in the present case bore no
interest, no conditions were annexed to the deposit, and it did
not appear that, however large it might be, it was larger than
this very rich individual had been in the habit of leaving with
them. Being, therefore, of opinion that the intention of the tes-
tator was clear, his Lordship had no difficulty in affirming the
decree of the Vice-Chancellor. With respect to the other point,

it appeared that the testator gave legacies to three servants by
name, and to the others generally under the description of his
servants. No condition was, however, annexed to the gift, and,
in his Lordship's opinion, they stood in the same situation as if

they had been named in the will. On that point, also, the judg-
ment of the Vice-chancellor must, therefore, be affirmed.

Vick-Cha,\cki,i,ok's Court.—-(Before Sir J. Wigram).—Salter
v. Fayey.—The testatrix, Mrs. Mann, by her will, expressed a
desire to be buried in the nearest parish church to the place of
her death

; and she pave a pearl necklace to be sold, and the
proceeds distributed amongst the poor of the parish in which her
remains were deposited. Before her death she desired to be
buried in the parish of Walcot, near Bath. The parish church of

Bathwick was the nearest to the place of her death. She was
buried at Walcot. The question was, whether the proceeds of

the necklace, amounting to 250/., should be distributed in Walcot
or Bathwick. His Honour held that the proceeds of the neck-
lace were given to the poor of the nearest parish, which was
Bathwick.
Wood v. Wood.—This was another legatees' suit, under the

will of- the late Mr. Wood, of Gloucester; 6,000/. had been
bequeathed to the " family " of a Mr. Samuel Wood. The only
point in dispute was as to the form of the inquiry to be taken in

reference to the term " family." His Honour said he should
consider the expression to mean the children of the party named,
and that it could not be extended to collaterals, as brothers and
sisters, unless some special circumstances were shown to justify

such an interpretation. .

Assizk Intki-ugknck. — (Gloucester.) — Montagu Llarh,

stated to be 10 years of age, was charged with having ma-
liciously shot at and wounded the Rev. Hugh Percy Rennctt,

with intent to murder him, at Evington, on the 11th February-

There were several other counts, varying the charge. The case

was fully reported in this Paper at the lime, and the only new
features elicited at the trial were contained in the evidence oi tn»

!

t

t

1
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prosecutor, who admitted that he had threatened the prisoner,
\vno was his step-son, with a life-preserver which he carried in
nis Hand, and that he had used violent language hoth to the pri-

hph
6
^ r t

Wife
' Mr

' Alexander having; addressed the jury on

nicM^ii Pnso"er, resting bis case rnainlyon the plea that the
pistol nart heen fired in self-defence, called a number of witnesseswno had known the prisoner for various periods of years, andwno gave him a most unexceptionable character for inoffensive-
ness and humanity* The Judge having summed up the evidence,

Guilty^
afterashort consultation, returned a verdict of Not

*r^i?
U

i

CE'~^ 27ie Bri*teh American Association.—A curious scene

Jhafr * ? before the Lord Mayor on Saturday, who appointed

a^ii»^
y
u ^

n
.

tennefullyint0 the investigation of the charges

oiaf£,
ln

f.
B

l

ntlsh American Emigration and Colonization Asso-

nno nf Vi
W
? noticed in our last. Mr. Duncan Campbell,

th«w« commissioners of the association, upon appearing at

tnriv
r°0rn

'
accor(li »ff to his promise, was taken into cus-

lpn7\
UP°n a warrant charging him with having obtained fraudu-

mnniif
S
h

ession of a steam-engine from Mr. G. Scott, an engine

aiini f'
ln tne Comm ercial-road. Mr. Taylor, Mr. Henley,

ttfprf «
ners °f t»e emigrants, and numbers of their friends, occu-

Mr v ![f
at

, ?pace m the justice-room. Mr. Lloyd, counsel, and

a? n«n
Ve

f
c ' ients

- ®r
- Rolph, who was named in the prospectus

Si i w ?! commissioners, in conjunction with Sir W.Ogilvie,

Rioh ,

" r> Su* Robert Barclay, Sir Allen Macnab, and Sir
icnaiu Broun, were also present, as were Lieutenant Lean, her

majesty s Emigration Agent, and several gentlemen who ap-
peal eel to be friends of the members of the Association and inte-
rested in the proceedings. The Lord Mayor having determined
to near the charge against Mr. Campbell before any other matter
connected with the association, Mr. Goddard, solicitor to Mr.
acott, stated that he attended to charge Mr. Campbell withnavmg obtained, by false pretences, a steam-engine from his
client. In September last Mr. Scott was applied to for a steam-engine for driving a saw mill, to be the property of the BritishAmerican Association. It was to be supplied to the order ofMessrs Hartshorn and Rees, and the terms were immediate nay.Mr, Scott having completed the order, sent the engine to thei-ondon Docks, but refused to sign the order of delivery, as the
casii was not forthcoming. Mr. Campbell, however, havintroecn introduced to Mr. Scott, made such representations as to

H«n fK
nshine state of thc association, the immense quantity of

ItJi « y
J?

ossessed
»
his own intimacy with the Duke of Argyll,

unon if
afliuence of the members, that the engine was given up

notoVnMK
Ce,pUf

.

two Promissory notes, purporting to be the

sim?orC rr
as^ciation, and signed by three of the commis-

HPp m; ^ p(
J

n tbese representations was founded the accusation.«ere Mr. Goddard put in tw<
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publication that the association sanctioned this unfounded report,
tnat they were possessed of estates when they had not an acre.
ne hord Mayor-By whom is that paper signed? Lieutenant

ijtan-jjyMr. Andrews, who is said to be the chief-manager ofne association. I trust, my lord, that you will suggest some
ii one ot indemnifying these poor fellows, for bringing whom into

T nr i

a
,£
oncUUon the association are certainly responsible. The

srnt««i i

ay
°5TT

r
-

have no doubt whatever, after what has been

whn^ f\ the 1,ljury sustained by the poor emigrants, and the

rmhilf
transactions which have taken place, that thenooiernen and gentlemen who formed this association, and who,

wil nm *
U just stated

»
authorized the use of their names,

snfiU •

fni
;

ward and at once subscribe 50/. each to place the

tPrpri
•

J

* ^i
condition in which they were before they en-

•mv raf
agreement to the violation of which they were, at

i'ji! !

n? Parties. I appeal to these noblemen and gentlemen

Mr T . .

alf
'
and I am sure that I shall not be disappointed.

-iV'M^ddeclaredthattheDukeof Argyll would most heartily

nt- 1? ^ a"y Pr°P°«tion for the benefit of the poor emigrants,
uc ne denied that his Grace was at all responsible. Mr. Nettle-
"'ge (the Duke of Argyll's solicitor), said he should at once

b

give a check for the sum mentioned by the Loid Mayor for his

HufSS
le

,

Duke of Argyll. Mr. Leslie, who has a mortgage upon
hn;!

d

r

dadoes, said he would not disturb thc poor men and their
Uies who were in the ship for a few days. lie also stated

f,!°f. !
000/- ne would most willingly undertake to pay off all

rWr!
es of the ass°ciation. Mr. Mellar—Nothing can more

w» ly
J)rove tnat the association had no intention of doing

cot )!£nn
a
i

U that declaration of Mr. Leslie. They might have
„uL '

•

°r 7 °' 000/ '
with ease bv the sale of shares, if they

;'' bed
i
»wtead of which, not a shilling has been got in that

of h
twas stated that the utmost extent to which the notes

said n
Relation were issued was 7,000/. The Lord Mayor

fhn i
atthls arrangement was a good commencement. He felt'lc 'n&hest depec of gratification in having had in his power

and h ?* servicc to the respectable men who had applied to him,m ne trusted that they would soon reap the benefits of his in-

fnrn
IC

i

nce- The whole of the association would be soon in-

thr.
tnrouS» tne ^reat public channels of communication, of

t : „
ran£cment proposed, and would, no doubt, without hesita-

i, agree to it. All the gentlemen who appeared in favourot the
re-

ateful

somp iliwono-; ZL * ?^»"" lilt lot "» ociuut'r, is4*i. Alter

tah tlle chtvT * e L
°f
d Mayor dec^dthat he could not enter-

SSnoSn*^ °oteS«<>t toeing yet due, and the applicant

(therounse (ol ?h nl J\
the^\11 not be Paid " Mr. Lloyd

his Graclhnd
"» e^» ke

.?
f Argryll) then stated the object which

the or f^re olu L rnnno"?
a meetinB in June last

-
wlien

dispensable sten ?h£ ?\ ° W
f'

as a Preliminary and in-

as?£$«« ss-iss sssa sJst

snit fianous members of the association applauded the

ma,
investigation, and the emigrants in the most g-axuanner returned thanks to the Lord Mayor, to whose humanity

an-1 7Scernment the counsel and the Government Emigration

mniVn
a

l

s° borc testimony. His Lordship advised that theiouey should be paid at Messrs. Masterman's banking-house,

m*? i
•

thc Govei 'nrnent agent should superintend the arrange-ments if any of the poor men should still desire to emigrate

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—The only Derby bets laid were

4 to l and 7 to 2 agst Cotherstone, to nearly 200/. ; 8-25 to 100 agstA Uutish Yeoman
; 200 to 10 twice agst Parthian

$ 500 to 10 acstGamble
; 2,000 to 30 agst Gaper; 1,000 to 10 agst Captain Cook •

dlI <l 1,000 to 7 agst the Earl of Richmond. THE OAKS.— 100even laid between the Laura filly and the Lily, and 5 to 1 offeredon the field.

£jraf^5&^?wT ^utterly
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g from the late Lord Mayor.

repudiated, nothing could sur-
hc immediately withdrewmm^ h,<liKrn
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ati.°n ancl reSret .
w«lnom the association upon hearing fr,.,

Lord Mavo^ThX^^/^68 Cockl5»'» was influenced. TheSr1MD^?name is Published as president of theassocuanon. To a certain extent he certainly sanctioned their

K^K^/Sf heou^ht *° have taken care that men shouldoe let behind him upon whose integrity and prudence reliance
J-omd be placed, in order that advantage might not be taken oftne authority which such a name was calculated to give MrMellar spoke warmly in favour of Sir R. Broun, and called thoLorn* Mayor's attention to the prejudices raised against thl
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f ltwas a bo7ia J'dG association, and actuated bv rhn« ost honourable motives. It was bad enough, he submitted"is client to be out of pocket 700/. or 800/., and to find thc
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connected with a

MARK LANE, Fiudav, April 28.—We had a fair supply ofLssex Wheat this morning, but that from Kent was moderate-
there were also several runs from Suffolk ; the trade opened very
heavily, at fully 25. decline, and some quantity was left unsold
at the close.—The demand for Foreign was very limited, at Is
decline. Barley is getting scarce, and is fully as dear. New
iieans sell rather more freely at our quotations; old are a veryheavy sale. Peas remain as last week. Although English andScotch Oats rather improve in value, Irish, of which there is alarge supply, are very flat.

Beans, Mazagan, old and new
Pigeon, Heligoland

Peas, White

20 to 25
£7 to 31
2Q to 30

, 'f
ii

:
k 22to 20 Harrow 2a (o 30

vv inds. __ to — Lontfpod •— to—
JUapIe 25 to 27 Giey 23 to 25

WKEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES,
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every-
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ARRIVALS IN TIIK RIVKH LAST WEEK.
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ARRIVALS
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—
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Barley
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4080
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GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCY SUPBKSEDBD—C. J. Marriott, Leamington Priors,

Warwickshire, grocer.

A
TO PINE-GROWERS

BOUT 250 to 350 SUCCESSION and FRTTIT.NftPINE-PLANTS for Sale, Clean andI Heakhv tnYp f i?SHalf the.r Value. For particulars, applyto&' p
6 Sold &t

Peckham-Rye Common, Mnllon&n^^
TO BE S0LD on reasonable termsTV^u^b^rff
J- Succession and FRUITING PINE-PLANTS, with a FrL/
and Lights. To be seen at Burwood, near Cobham, Surrey.

A NNUITIES.—In the AUSTRALAsTa^CoTTT
-HL N1AL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNuItY
COMPANY, Annuitants participate in the Profits of thc Com-
pany, and receive a rate of ANNUITY much more (avourable
than can he granted by any Company making: its investments
wholly in England. Tne Company is enabled securely to grant
these favourable terms from the advantage it possesses of invest-
ing a portion of its Funds at a high rate of interest.

DlRKCTORS.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.
Gideon Colquhuun, jun., Esq.

C. E. Mangles, Esq.
J. B. Montefiore, Esq.
J H. Ravensbaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

Bankers—Union Bank of London.
Colonial Bankers—Bank of Australasia (Incorporated by Royal

Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgate- street.

Physician—Dr. Fraser, No. 62, Guildford-street, Russell-square.
Solicitors— Messrs. Swain, Stevens, & Co.

Secretary—Edw. Ryley. Esq.
Prospectuses, with Tables, Forms of Proposal for the purchase

of an Annuity or for making an Assurance, and every information,
may be obtained by application at the Office of the Company*

NoM2<>, Bishopsgate-street, corner of Cornhilh

THB FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' HAIL-
-*- STORM INSURANCE COMPANY. Offices, Wellington-

street, North, Strand, London.
This is a subject which deeply affects the interests of both land-

lord and tenant, tne destruction by Hail Storms being equally
fearful and irequently more extensive than damage by fire.
Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, Peas, and Tares, insured at 4s. per

cent., inclusive of the stamp, subject to the conditions containedm the policy. The Stamp on the policy is paid by the Office
All claims settled in the month of November in each year and

should any disputes arise, to be referred to arbitration.
Glass in hothouses, greenhouses, &c, insured at 15*. percent,

subject to certain conditions.

kingdom, or by letter, pre-paid, forwarded to W. Shaw, Esq., at
tne Offices. Wellington-street North. Strand, Loudon.

/ 10MMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
VV ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, U2, Cheapside, Loudon.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly ; loans advanced from 251.
to son/., lor three or more years, on approved personal or other
security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate
amount.
Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at U or 21
; in case of death the whole of the money

returned to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-
spectuses and every information to be had of Frederick Law-
rax-ce. Resident Secretary, 112, Cheapside.

*,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
pALMER, GREEN, & CO., No. 146, North-street,
A- Brighton, respectfully invite the attention of Horticultur-
ists, &c. to their ;HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which is admira-
bly adapted for Conservatories, Vineries, and Forcing-Houses,
of ever;- description. The Apparatus here referred to is exceed-
ingly simple in all its arrangements, and moderate in cost: effi-
cent and economical in its operation, very easily managed, and
not liable to be injured, over-he.tted, or put out of order by acci-dental neglect.

P-» G., & Co. can also, with #reat confidence, (founded onexue
rience) recommend their IJO'l -WATER APPARATUS for warm-m-and ventilating Churches and other Public Buildings, Shops
Warehouses, Factories, and Private Dwellings.

'

Further particulars will be promptly supplied on application as
above, and reference given to most respectable persons on whose
premises the Apparatus has been for many months in operation.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HEATING by HOT WATER.
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Southampton, l*^™^^
Cftv^O«r4rn, pawnbroker—B. CruAeU, Croydon, g)a«8-dealer—G.

Havan t, Southampton, common brewer—-N. Bromley,

. Reynolds, London-road, draper— VV*. (Jotion
awnbroker— yV.0. Townsend, Linle Ruoaell-st

Gil-
tree t,

Ham-
LhUe

F WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-J • place, King'S-road, Chelsea, Hothouse-Builders and Hotwater Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobilitvand Gentry that their business, which has been extensive
ighou't the country for many years, is entirely confined to

leutenant

beo^°.n..
SeenJcd

ed by an association of noblemen and gentlei
" '*1"

! government emigration agent), said tr?
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to be, whether the ship could be oblitred f
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t0 thc ffoverument the state of the emfnttntl *?

mlngbam, book-seller

smTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.—J. Caimiehael, jun., Dundee, engineer—

J. Kxvart cS: Co , Glasgow, West India-merchants- J. Watt, Hazledeau, Lanark-

bhire, former.

'•'»BIRTHS—At St. Andrew's, on the 19th inst-, the lady of Major Playfair,

^^SSa^^ government: WeVe
erants, and

ac-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention oncem J0 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in
length.

Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means
of an open trough u nder the bed, is now being universally adopted

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the
Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly thc wholo
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Hortiorticultural
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MARHIEO—On the S2d inst-, at Marylebonc clmrcli, the Hon. A. E- X).

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans Estim&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-olacr* A x

sea, near Sloanc-square. * ^> ^"el-

and

sham I^ri'y^ire Myers, tbnn.Hy rector of Mitcham, Surrey.

PIED—In South Audley-street, on the 23d iart., Gertrtrude Cecilia, the

Edi« 7 \ i

owyzyz acres, in addition £7T ^"wer CAward's Island, and oth^r c5on£o»°^ states i

Xt aPPeared from that

pieces— On' the -'3(1 inst-- at his seat> Nanriau, near Dolgelly, in his 76th year,

Sir R. Williams Vautfhan, Bart-, 4-1 years MP. for the county of Merioneth.—

On the 23d inst., at Dunannie, near Petersfield, Eliza Sophia, the wife

of"D. Quarrier, Esq., Deputy Lieutenant of thc county of Hants, and Inspector

of Hospitals and Fleets, niece of the late Admiral Sir X- Coffin, Bart.j aged 67.

1_| OT-WATER APPARATUS, for HorticulturalJL-A other Buildings.- STEPHENSON and Cn fi, V-
church-street, Inventors of the improved rn«t«i j .-T

ra
Pf"

Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint^ the Nobi liS 2yand Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock'a vlfe
of sizes of these much-annroved Boihr/ ^,,ftoM« rZ u*.

vanety

Pits of any dimensions/ 'The toSSSSJ VSflSJgVZmerits of these Boilers fsee Chronicle Marrh liui nuc i-T
and February, ,843, page 87), renders it mlnecessary'to'oler Lnyremarks upon them beyond the following brief description •_
They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable atpleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attentiononly once in u or IS hours, price 41. 4*. and upwards. Further

every description.
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HEATING WITH HOT WATER on all its improved
Principles, for Horticultural and other purposes, by James

M'Latchik, Millwright and Engineer, Cottage-lane, Commer-
cial-road East. J. M. returns his sincere thanks to those Noble-

men and Gentlemen who have already honoured him with their

favours, and hopes by his economical Prices and sound Work-

manship to merit their lasting favours. N.B.—Attends person-

ally to all Erections. __

PATRONISED BY THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.

AN IMPROVED GARDEN ENGINE (Registered);

unequalled in Cheapness, Durability, and Effect. This

Engine is adapted for every use, where a portable one is re-

quired, as in Greenhouses, in cleaning Shop-fronts, &c.
;

at tne

same time it can be applied to a variety of purposes. It can ne

so constructed as to be attached to a tank or well, and >> an

additional hose will draw water from the depth of ZO ft., anaiorce

it to the height of 50 ft. in a continuous te^***™*™™
found a useful article on board of small craft, £* wetting tl ' c

Bails, &c.-Manu!acturcd by P. Jones, High-street Foftun. L

Parks, sole agent, HO. Fleet-street, of whom also may be had

every description of Garden Tool and requisite.

*** t»k Largest and Bjbst Assortment of Iron and

Brass Bkdsteads. _

NO ON SALE, as Imported,

stores
Apply

Liverpool.

GUANO MANURE.
rpHE genuine GUANO, of the best quality, may be had
-L at 12/. per ton, by applying to W. Skirting, Queen- square,

Liverpool, who will execute orders from the Importer's bonded

stores, in Liverpool or London, as required.
^

\V. S. has had constant and extensive practice with Guano

ever since its introduction, and has now no hesitation in saying

that he considers it the most valuable manure that has been in-

troduced in his time, and, at the present price, by far the

cheapest known. Guano is a strong natural manure, quite dif-

ferent to the artificial manures manufactured in this country;

it is highly infected, not disinfected. Purchasers may have plain

directions for the use of Guano, founded on two years' practice

with it on garden and field crops of many kinds.

N.B.—If ten tons or more are taken, a reduction is made in

the price. Terms of payment—ready money.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
Mange n Wurzki ., &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orange Globk Mangel Wurzki,, by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano.
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 155. per ton

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.>

Lambeth.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL anjj BRISTOL.

J HARRISON, Nursery and Seedsman, York,
• bees to announce to his friends and the Public generally,

that his Catalogue of DAHLIAS, PELARGONIUMS,
FUCHSIAS, HEARTSEASE, VERBENAS, &c. for the present

season may behadon application. The Trade liberally supplied

per flozen with ail the leading varieties of Dahlias of last and
former years. J. H. can also supply the Trade with Dewer's
Imogene, beautiful Lilac ; Mountjoy's Virgil, Evans's North
Midland, and Appleby's Sultana Dahlias. Early orders alone

can secure plants of Imogene and North Midland, as the stock

of these two varieties are limited.

THE FLORAL REGISTER.—Floricultnral Societies,

&c. &c, wishing to have their Shows inserted in the First

Part of the FLORAL REGISTER for 1843, containing Auri-
culas, POLYANTHUSES, and Tulips- must send in their Lists

immediately, addressed to the Floral Committee, at Mr. J. Har-
rison's, Mason's Arms, Market-place, Middleton, near Man-
chester; or to Mr. Readb, Black Roy, Old Millgate, Manchester.

N.B.—The First Part of the FLORAL REGISTER will be pub-
lished the last week in June. Price is. each Copy.

Societies, &c. &c, when sending in their Lists, will please

state the Number of Copies wanted, as only a limited Number
will be printed.

BOTANY, GARDENING, FOREST TREES.
Just published, in Foolscap 8vo., price 2s. cloth lettered,

rpHE BOTANISTS MANUAL AND WOODLAND
J- COMPANION; containing a familiar Introduction to the

Science of Botany and Vegetable Physiology; with the Natural

History and various uses of British Forest Trees. The whole
intended to awaken a taste for rural scenery, and pave the way
to a sound and accurate knowledge of Botany, Designed for the

use of Young People.

THE GARDENER'S MANUAL, containing Prac-
tical Instructions for the Cultivation and Management of the

Flower, the Fruit, and the Kitchen Garden, with the Hothouse,

the Greenhouse, and Conservatory, adapted to either small or

large Gardens. New edition, in Foolscap 8vo., price 2s. cloth

lettered.—London : Cradock & Co., 48, Paternoster-row.

CEMETERIES AND CHURCH-YARDS.
8vo, with 00 Engravings, 12s. cloth,

ON THE LAYING-OUT, PLANTING, and MA-
NAGING of CEMETERIES, and on the IMPROVEMENT

of CHURCH-YARDS. By J. C. Loudon, F.L.S. &c, Author of
M The Encyclopaedia of Gardening," &c.

London : Longman, Brown, Grekn, and Longmans.

Shortly will be published, price 5s.

A TREATISE on " RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM
il OF COMMUNICATING HEAT TO HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS," will be ready in a few days, embellished with
eight Engravings. Can be procured of Mr. W. E. Renolk,
Union Road Nursery.

EMIGRATION.
Now ready, price 3s., with Maps of Canada and New Zealand,

THE EMIGRANT'S HAND-BOOK OF PACTS,
~±- CONCERNING CANADA, NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRA-
LIA, CAPE OF (..OOD HOPE, &c.

f
with the relative advan-

STANDARD WORKS ON INDIA AND CHINA,
By Hugh Murray, Esq., F.R.S.E., assisted by Eminent Authors.

Now ready,

A N HISTORICAL and DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT
XJL of BRITISH INDIA, from the most Remote Period to the

Conclusion of the Affghan War. With a Map and 26 Engravings.

Fourth Edition. 3 vols, small 8vo. 15s.

AN HISTORICAL and DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT
of CHINA, from the Earliest Ages to the Peace of Nan-king.

With a Map and 36 Engravings. 3d Edition, revised and enlarged.

Three vols, small 8vo. 15s.

Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.,

London.

TEGG'S LONDON MAGAZINE.
On Monday, the 1st of May, printed in a superior manner, on

paper made for the purpose, to be continued monthly, price

Eightpence, No. I. of

YEGG'S LONDON MAGAZINE of KNOWLEDGE
J- and AMUSEMENT, a Work calculated to promote the hap-
piness and peace of society, advance the interests of religion,

virtue, and humanity, and encourage a spirit of industry, econo-
my, and perseverance amongst all classes.

*** Prose communications in accordance with the objects and
nature of the above work, to be addressed for the Editor to the

care of the Publisher.
London: Printed for Thomas Tegg, 73, Chcapside, and sold

by all other Booksellers.

On the 1st of May, price Is., No. V. of

THE ZOOLOGIST. This Number contains, in addi-

tion to twenty-three shorter communications, the follow-

ing important Papers :— _
On the Birds of Sussex. By A. E. Knox, Esq., M.A.
On the Birds of Cornwall. By E. H. Ronn, Esq..

On the Cayman. By Charms Watkkton, Esq.

On the Power possessed by Bees of raising a Queen from

an egg intended to produce a Worker. By J. D. Sal-

mon, Esq.
John Van Voorst, l, Paternoster-row.

OTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c 9 Made
and Fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One

two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon-Boxes and Lights of

all sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all

parts of the Kingdom; warranted best material. Two-light

Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. 8s. Garden-Lights Made
and Glazed from is. per foot, at Jas. Watts, Sash Manufactory,

Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.
*** Reference given.

BEE-HIVES.—George Neighbour and Son beg

to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-

ness from No. 131, High Holborn, to, more spacious and commo-
dious Premises, numbered 127 in the same street. Their selection

of Bee-hives for this season comprehends most varieties now in

vogue, including "Nutt's Patent Hives" (for the sale of which

they are the only authorized agents), the "Single-Box live,"

the "Ladies' Observatory Hive," the " Improved Cottage Hive,"

with Glasses, &c, from either of which the produce may be

taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. G. N.

and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with

Uee Management, at their Apiarian Dcpdt and Honey Ware-
house, 127, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-

don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have Post-

age Stamps inclosed. .,,'
, ,. , ,

*** "Nutt on Bkes" (5th Edition), now published.

4 COMPOUND DECOCTION OF SARSAPARILLA.
L/ —Scurvy, Scrofula, Eruptions on the Face, Roughness of

the Skin, Chronic Rheumatism, Indigestion, Chronic Liver Affec-

tions, General Debility, particularly when caused by excess; the

effects of taking Mercury are among the numerous diseases and

affections for which this invaluable alterative is almost a specific.

To those effected with, or predisposed to, any of the above dis-

orders, a course, spring and" autumn, is generally recommended

by the Faculty. The preparation of this Decoction is, however,

difficult, audits dose somewhat large. All its virtues are pos-

sessed in a portable and pleasant form, by the Concentrated

Compound Decoction of Sarsaparilla, prepared by Bknj. Moxon
and Sons, Chemists, Hull. • ,

Sold in Bottles, at 4.s. 6d. t
12.?., and 22.9. (equal to 6, 16, ana 32

pints of the Decoction), by all respectable medicine venders.—

London Agents: Barclay & Sons, Sutton, Edwards, Newberry,

&c.'; York, Dennis and Son; Dublin, at Butler's Medical Hall;

Edinburgh, J. and R. Raines; Quebec, J. Musson.

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
390, OXFORD- STREET, LONDON.

_

GB. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the

• kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry so liberally

bestowed upon him last season, begs respectfully to a»nou
"|;

e

that that encouragement has induced him to bestow more atten

tion to this department of Ornamental and Useful W° rtt
-

"*

has in consequence prepared several Novel Designs » *A»v.x

WIREWORK, suited to the Flower-Garden and GMenhouae, ami

again submits for inspection his Extensive Stock of \^
ei -

Baskets, Trainers, Borders, and Stands with ^en-ArChg,

Seats, Vases, and Temples; improved Garden and H^OUM Jua

gines Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and other Horticultural

Implements. G. B. Thompson's Improved^aterpots,.which

possess considerable advantage oyer all others, he «"*""jj™
being peculiarly adapted for Ladies. Game and Cattle l ence in

great variety. _______ -

li/TECHI'S ELEGANCIES for PRESENTS and

1V1 USE.-The greatest variety for Indies and Gentlemen,

both in price and choice, is at MsoHX'fl MiHUfioraBI^ar be
porium of Elegancies, No. 4, ^•^^•J^WJ?
suited the economist or the luxurious. Bagatelle tables, m. u .

to 13/. 10^.5 writing-desks, 10*. to 20/.; dressing-cases WW. W
100/., work-boxes, 12*. to 20/. : father wrU.ng-cascs^thor

without dressing-case, IS*, to 16/.; tea-chests, 78. M. to 8£>^
vciope-cases, 10*. to 10/.; inkstands, in wood, bro™ze, ana

papier-mache, G*. to 6/. 6*.; splendid paiHer-macl.ewor^ta'^

10/10*.; sets of tea-trays, 8/. to 20/.; work and cake baskets,

25*, to 50*. ; card-racks, 26*. to 40*. ; hand-screens, 18*. ro « .

,

netting-boxes, 25*. to 27*.; card
;
boxes, %l. t0 ¥'

f
^JSt%0

screens, il. 10*. per pair; ladies' folios, richlyI^J^^E
3/. 3*.; ladies' companions, or pocket^ork-boxes,,i£Pff^ffi
paper, and leather, at all prices; Mtf«^»i2S
h:6l to 3/. 3*.; ladies' carci-ca.es, 10* to 5. ;

elegant^ness

boards and ivory chessmen, various prices, to "»•«* >

of
stands, 27*. each; gold and silver pencil-casesi

;

elegs teas ^01

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

T
WEEKS & Co., Architects, Horticultural

• Builders, &c, Gloucester-place, King's-road, Chelsea.—
The great simplicity of their improved plan of Shading, by
which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instantly

covered with a sheet of Canvas, renders the principle an object

of admiration. To be seen in use at most of the London Nur-
series, and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place,

Chelsea.

*«ATi impartial, concise, and weii-digebted manual of Colonial
foots."—New Zealand Journal*
N. H. Cotes, 13[), Cheapside, London-, j. Gadsby, Manches-

ter; G. Pinmp, Liverpool; andW. R. M'Phun, Glasgow.

A LADY, an original Subscriber to the Gardeners 7

• Chronicle, wishes to make known that she has an ALOE,
100 years old, which she expects to blossom soon 5

and it having
grown too large for her greenhouse, wishes to dispose of it. For

particulars, she refers to Mr. Mii.and, Bookseller, Chapel-street,

Grosvenor-place.

rpO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, &c—The Society
-L for the Encouragement of Horticulture and Floricul-

ture in Manchesterbeg to announce that they will be glad to

receive (carriage paid), any new seedlings of Flowers,

(cut specimens,) Plants, Fruits, or Vegetables, for the pur-

pose of making them generally known, aiding their circulation,

and giving that encouragement to merit which hitherto, from a

want of personal inspection, has frequently been misplaced,

much to the injury of the raisers of Seedlings. Parties desirous

of availing themselves of such a means may forward their par-

cels addressed, "For the Floricultural Society, care of Mr. Ro-

BiNSON, Falstaff Market-place, Manchester."

N.B.—-The above Society meet every Saturday, so that speci-

mens sent for their inspection ought to be delivered as above,

not later than 12 o'clock at noon on that day.

CI AUTION.—Several Perfumers of apparent Respect-
' ability, for the sake of gaining a trifle more profit, basely at-

tempt to impose their pernicious compounds upon the public as the

real " MACASSAR OIL" for the Hair, and " KALYDOR" for

the Complexion. They copy the bills and labels of the original arti-

cles substituting cither a fictitious name, or the word " GENUINE'
in the place of "ROWLAND'S." To frustrate such imposition,

it is necessary, on purchasing either article, to see tha*. the word

ROWLAND'S is on the wrapper, as follows, without which none

are genuine. Rowland's Macassar On., for the growth, and for

Beautifying the Human Hair. Price $8, 6d., 7.v., or Family Rattles

(containing four small) 10*. 6d. ; and double that size, 21*. per

bottle. Rowland's Kalydor, for the Skin and Complexion.

Price 4*. orf. and Ss. (id. per bottle. A. ROWLAND AND SON,
20 IIATTON GARDEN, LONDON, is written 111 red on the

wrappers of the Macassar Oil and Kalydoii, and engraven on

the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. Be sure to ask for

" Rowlands" Articles, Sold by them and by respectable Chemists

and Perfumers.

3/.; splendid Wharnchfte knives - adiWTJ™"™^,Tof splen-
pair; cases of plated and silver^esserts, *> MM. ^^tticlesj of
d,d table cutlery, to 40/. ;

ami a variety.of^J!^^
which catalogues may be had, f^^^^l^BXt^ is

extensively on his own premises, the quality 01 lvc^

warranted.—Table Cutlery, Sheffield Platc^&c^^___

l^Oi; NTAINS, VASES, TAZZAS, FlffORg^ ^m
T in Marble, Artificial Stone,^ffff^S^S SS
at WYATT, PARKER, and Co. 's W HAHls H6U«n^ ^ f
rev, foot of Blackfnars bridge. Also a w»» ~ &
Chimney Shafts, Pedestals, Capitals, Consoles, lrusscs, see.

WATERER/S Splendid Exhibition of AMERICAN
PLANTS will be open for Public View the Second Week

in May, at toe Nursery, King's-road, Chelsea.

WANTED, immediately, a steady, active Man, as

PROPAGATOR.. He will be required to have a thorough
knowledge of the Propagation and Cultivation of Plants in

general.—Address, by letter, with terms, references as to capa-

bility, &c, to Youisll & Co., Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk.

April 29, 1843.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

A S HEAD GARDENER, or GARDENER and
a^- BAILIFF, a Married Man, aged 36, who thoroughly under-

stands his business in all its departments of forcing, kitchen-

garden, and framing ; can have an unexceptionable character

from his last employer, with whom he lived four years.—Direct

to A. B., Post-office, Stoke Newington.
• Mm

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN.
A S GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF,

-ljl. a Single Man, upwards of 30 years of age, who thoroughly

understands the business in every department; the most satis-

factory reference can be given as to ability, integrity, &c. from

a family of distinction, with other references if required. Direct

Mr. Brown, gardener at Lord Southampton's, Whittlebury,

Towcester,
1

AS GARDENER, David Ridd, Gardener to the

Countess of HaRDWICKB, is about to leave his Situation,

and will be glad to engage in a Nobleman or Gentleman s

Service; he has had great experience in every department o

Horticulture, and can be highly recommended by his prescntan

former employers for strict integrity and a perfect knowledge »

his profession in every department. D. R. is unmarried, and »

the prime of life. Direct to D. R., Tittenhanger Hall, Ban™
Herts. N.B.—None need apply who do not employ several me»-

A S GARDENER, or GARDENER and FORESTERA a respectable Young Man, aged 27, who has had much expe-

rience in good Families 5 he thoroughly understands hisbusine

in every department, and can have an uiiexceptmnablechaiac

from the gentleman he has just left. Direct to C. B., 32, God

rane-lcrrace, Portland-town, St. John's Wood.

A
TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY; R

S PRACTICAL GARDENER, or GARDENEJ
and FORESTER.-H. BOWERS, of Lalehairi, is no*-

liberty to engage with any gentleman m want of a Conndci
.

Servant, as above. The advertiser has devoted all his Hie
:

.

energies to the practice of his profession on the most impru

principles-particularly in the Cultivation of Pines, Grapes^
,c

every necessary in the Forcing, Kitchen, Fruit, and D?coh

Garden, having acquired great experience "ilfr&eestablisnn

and in serving distinguished families as Principal c* al "
. (C<,

Forester, Designer, and general Improver of Gardens and isst ^
&c. is perfect master of his business, and equal to a very exte»*

1

charge. H. B. is married, aged 35 ; can be highly recomrnc. ^5

by the most eminent Horticulturists, and the nobleman »e ^
recently left. Letters addressed as above, or to the ofnee u

g

Paper will meet with immediate attention. N.B.—Libera^ >
(
^

expected, and the Management of a small Farm not object^^.

Ts BAILIFfT or BAILIFF and FARMK^
•*-*- respectable married man, 35 years of age (a "^J^Ldo^
shire) who fully understandsthemanagement of Arable, w» ag6

-

and Pasture-land, the Rearing and Feeding ot BtoeK, » one

ment of Plantations, &c. 5
can be highly ™commenaea ^ ^

of the first Land-Agents in the country ; has no oojecuo
t ^^

into Ireland. Application to be made to Mr. may, «u
scry, Lecming-lano, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Printed by Messrs- BllAnjnm* and Evans, T. < >m l><* ra - s tr **
r
; ^^J^riT I-y

ViVd-
ihc Pieclnct of Whitefrian, in the City of London, and 1 u

: « (ii ft*

at the OifJicn, 8, Ciiahlw-stbbbt, Covbnt Gabbbk. in *e i^u^^re***

dlesex, where all Adwniscmcnis and Communication* at*

to the Editor.—Saturday, April •-'!», una.

t
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XJORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,
-*--*- EXHIBITIONS at the GARDEN.—The first Exhibition will

take place on Saturday, the 13th ot May j subjects ("or Exhibition
must be at this office on Friday, the 12th of May, or at the
Garden before half-past Eight o'clock, a.m., on the day of

Exhibition.

^
The gates will be opened at One, p.m. Tickets arc issued to

Fellows at this office, price 5s. each; or at the Garden in the
afternoon of the davs of Exhibition, at 7s. 6d. each ; but only to
Orders from Fellows of the Society. N.B. No Tickets will be
issued in Rcgcnt-st. on the day of Exhibition.—21, Regcnt-st.

XjIGH WYCOMBE HORTICULTURAL AND
*-*- FLORAL SOCIETY.—The First Show will take place on
Wednesday, May 17, 1S43. Open to the admission of the
Public at One o'clock, by Members' Tickets, or by payment of Is.

EXHIBITION OF TULIPS.
II GROOM, Clapham Rise, (late of Walworth,) by
..LJL • appointment, FloBIST to Her Majkstv, respectfully
informs the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public, that his extensive
COLLECTION OF TULIPS is now in full bloom, will continue
in perfection until the 20th of May, and can be viewed every
day from 9 o'clock until 6, Sundays excepted. Admittance Is,

wJTATERER'S SPLENDID EXHIBITION of
AMERICAN PLANTS will open on Thursday, the 18th

of May, at the Nursery, Kiug's-rcad, Chelsea.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON have now commenced
sending out their MAGNIFICENT NEW VERBENA

M PRINCE OF WALES," for description of which, see Garden-
ers'* Chronicle of the 22d of April, and have also ready for delivery
at the same time, the following SELECT PLANTS.

s.

Antirrhinum, 6 vars., each
Achimenes longiflora
Azalea indica, 8 vars.
3i'gn6nia Chercre
Cinerarias, 8 vars. .

»i 6 extra fine .

Clematis Sieboldii .

Diplacus puniceus .

Fuchsias, 30 of the new-
est and most esteemed
vars,, per doz. 4s. to 12

(teulardia Wellsiana, each 1

«wdoqUia Hookerii
Gloxinia Priestleyii

rubra

1

1

1

3

1

ins
maxima

•cium floridanum
tea Learii

1

3

2
1

2

1

d.

6

6

G
6

6

6

9

6

6

6

6

6

6

Ipomcea ficifolia

Kennedya, C vars., is. to

Lantana Sclowii, per doz.

lobelia erinus grandiflo-

rus . . per doz.
Lconotus Leonorus, each
Nicrembergia invcilis

Petunias, 12 extra fine
and distinct vars. 4s. to

Phlox forraosa, fine, per
d^z

Passiflora fragrans, each
„ 6 vars. „ .

Salvias, 4 fine vars. ,, .

Verbenas, 30 line vars.
per doz. . 3s. to

Zychia viilosa, each

s. d.

1

1

6

4

6

9

9

6

IPoni

Pelargonium Lady Webster, 21s. each.

^ Azalea indica Jennerii . 2ls. ,,

woodlands Nursery, Marcslield, near Uck field, Sussex.

9
5

1

6

3

6

6

SPLENDID NEW PELARGONIUM, "NORTHERN BEAUTY."

J
OHN HANCOCK & SON beg to inform their friends
.that they are now sending out Plants of the above beautiful

variety.
(a description of which has already appeared,) and they

can with the greatest confidence recommend it as being a decided
acquisition, and one of the finest Pelargoniums in its class ever
Altered to public notice. Price, per plant, 425.

J
- H. ik Son beg to solicit attention to their Collection of NEW

nix SU PERU PELARGONIUMS, CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS,
JANSIES, NEW VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, &c. Descriptive
Yatalogucs of Wn [Cn niay be had on application. Their New
**** of Dahlias is also ready.

Achimenes longiflora
Verbenas, fine sorts

FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.—This splendid Fuchsia,

pronounced by Dr. Lindlcy as the "finest hybrid we have
j

seen," is now being sent out by Youell and Co., Great Yar-
mouth Nursery, Norfolk, at 10s. 0V. per plant, free of postage, to

any part of the United Kingdom.—Great Yarmouth, May 5, 1843.

I

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

"With
Fuchbiae, ditto

many other plants for bedding out.

,
12s. per doz.

6.v.

Durham, Apr. 29, 1843.

»>

j»

MESSRS. LAN?" and SON'S Catalogue of PELAR-
GONIUMS, FUCHSIAS, HEARTSEASE, VERBENAS,

&C. kc. for the season, may be had on application (inclosing a
2rZ. stamp) at the Nurseries, Great Berkhampstcad, Herts. The
heights and colour of Verbenas are given in this Catalogue for

the purpose of assisting amateurs in arranging their beds.

gEEDLING DAHLIA—DEWAR'S IMOGENE.—
A beautiful bright lilac, fine cupped Petals, good outline, and

sea
1

well in the centre, a most abundant Bloomer, and very con-
^'»nt; flowers well above the foliage, on stiff foot-stalks, height

tul,3t0
',ft* Jt took- prizes at the following shows:— 1st, atthenr«f^au.^ K . ... « -st-class prize at

at the North of
*:„.. uiuwni3, ^ul oepi. ; ujm. in i/.c a . a/ in iiam, *i l st Sept.

;

wrc pnze at Morpeth, 9 blooms, 22d Sept. It also obtained a

»ivi
k

'
28th Sc

'
)t

* hl class showing it was placed first at

SS h Wd the North of England Shows, as being the best

thon
J

!' M' as aIsr) Placed as a first-class Jk-wer by the board of

nnJ V ,

m FIoral Society on the 7th Sept. Very fine plants are

jt I ;;!.
y to send out at 10s. 67/. each, and may be had of Mr.

aervmon u' ^"^y"^* Newcastle
5 Messrs. Ronalds, Nur-

xSESEut SS**!? 1 W - J
" Prison, York; ^ H. D^var,'csmond, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

V SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
OUELL & Co., in offering the following List of

^- Chuvsanthe.mums to the notice of Amateurs, and those
who intend competing at the autumnal exhibitions of the present

season, beg to observe, they have taken such precautions for

excluding varieties merely nominal, that they feel assured the

list win be found highly satisfactory to those who may not only
have the above object in view, as well as to those who are

desirous of decorating their greenhouse and garden with this

unsurpassed Autumnal Flower.

They also feel much pleasure in announcing they have ob-
tained the entire stock of an extremely beautiful seedling Chry-
santhemum, from Mr. Wells, gardener to the Rev. J. Hurroughcs,
of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk. This splendid variety, named
" The nuKis," was exhibited at the Norwich and Norfolk Horti-

cultural Society's Exhibition, where it obtained the First Prize

as the Best Seedling ; it also obtained First Prizes shown in the
best stand of 25 : ditto ditto, 15 ; ditto ditto, 20; and the judges

pronounced it to be the best Chrysanthemum ever exhibited.

The colour French white, changing to pure white: petals broad
and beautifully incurved, forming a perfect ball of from 4 to 4h

inches in diameter. It will he ready for sending out the first

week in June, at 7s. Qd. per plant, free of postage, to any part of

the United Kingdom.
Goliath
Gouvain St. Cyr
Hero
Imperial
Incurved pink
Insignis

King
Louis Philipc

Lucidum
Madame Pompadour
Magnet

-HEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.—
D YOUELL & Co., in submitting their Catalogue of Fuchsias

for IR43 take the present opportunity of drawing the attention

£ ac?mirers of the' above elegant tribe of plants to their select

nnri Riinerb Collection They have spared no expense in forming

SffoS £are really good to the exclusion of many

that are mere nominal varieties; and ^ey would refer to the

numerous testimonials of success which attend their mode of

selecting last season collections for Amateurs, for competit on at

the various Horticultural Exhibitions throughout the kmgdom
Youkll & Co. are desirous of calling *^™totonTg-

culiar method of executing orders for this tube of plants;

namely, that they will deliver them free of postage (on the

receipt of a Post-office order), to any part of the United King,

dom, in collections, upon the following terms :—

Twelve fine Show Varieties, 12s.

Twelve extra fine ditto

Belladonna
Campestroni
Chancellor
Changeable yellow
Clustered ditto

Colonel Combes
Conspicuum
Defiance
Due de Caglioni
Elegans
Fletchier
Formosa
Gem
(iolilcn LotUB

agnis
Marchioness

Mirabilis
Perspicuum
Princess Marie
Queen
Rosalind
Starry purple
Sultana
Surprise
Tasselled lilac

Ditto yellow
Triumphant
Vesta
Wheeleriana

Mcmnon
The above will be sent free of postage (on the receipt of a

Post-orhcc order;, to any part of the United Kingdom, in the
first week of June, at 12s. per dozen.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, May 5, 1843.

CHOICE FLOWER-SEEDS.

J
CARTER begs leave to recommend the following

* Flower- Seeds, all adapted for present sowing, and during
the month of May:— .

150 very line Annual Flower-seeds
,

75
*100
*50
*26
*12
*12

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

do. clo.

Perennial do.
,

do. do.

do. do.
Greenhouse Seeds

do. Climbers

2
1

1

10

5

10

5

5

7

d.

6

Choice Assortments;—p, packet
16 German Aster .

12 „ Stock .

15 Autumnal Stock

12 Dwarf Larkspur

s Tall do.

*y Scabious, new, large

20 Fine Zinnia elegans .

Jo Do. do. .

*3fi Do. Hollyhock

20 Do. do.

*6 Brompton Stock

*(j Wallflower

*S Antirrhinum .

*8 Aquilegia .

(5 Clarkia

*10 Delphinium

#12 Diai 1 th us .

*io Digit&lis .

j 2 Godetia

g Linaria

a CEnothera .

(i
Keuiophila

*(i Papaver -

*8 Potcntilla .

30 Schix-uithus

3 Silcnc • • •

Venus' Looking-glass
5

3

3
3
3

2

2

6

3

7
4
2
2

2
2
1

2

3

3

2
1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

6

6

6

6
6

6

6
6
(i

6

6

6

Fine Mixed Seeds,—p. packet
*Anagallis
*Anemone .

Balsam .

Calliopsis
""Campanula
Carnation, German
* Do. double

l

2
1

Convolvulus major, 20 vars. 1

* Hollyhock, 20 var. . 1

Larkspur, dwarf, 12 vars.
* Do. perennial .

Petunia, G vars. . .

Phlox Drummondii . 1

*Picotees, finest . . 1

*Polyaothns . . 1

Chinese Primrose, 3 vars. 1

Salpiglossis, 20 vars. . 1

Scabious, large, new .

*Svvect William, 20 vars.
Thunbergia, 4 vars. . 1

Wallflower . . .0
Zinnia elegans . , 1

,, 5 sp. . .0
Those marked * are Peren-

nials, and may also be sown in
autumn, but if sown now, many
of them would flower this

6

G

G

G
6

6
6
G

6

G
6

6

G

autumn.

Three Amaryllises, from Chili, 2.^. each.

Tames CARTBRi Seedsman & Florist, 238, High Holborn, London.
*
SALT-HILL NURSERY, NEAR WINDSOR.

A LEXANDEll JAMES STEWART, in recalling the

J\ attention of the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to his

a ivprtisemcntof 15th April, folio 242, begs most respectfully to

are' them that he can still furnish good plants of all the

PFt ARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS (his collection of which,his unpre-

rii nted success at the various horticultural exhibitions through-
ceflAi,p whole of last season—having invariably taken first-class
01

ILlprovcs to be unrivalled), PETUNIAS, CINERARIAS,

rAMfPLLlAS (to this last-named most splendid genus he has
" '- added some of the rarest varieties known, including

nf the latter A. J. S. can now supply healthy young Plants of

very choice kinds, for bedding, if left to his own selection, at

from 425- to 50$. pel* 100.

a I. S. has to offer a considerable number of Mrs. Shelley,

Great Western, Bedford Surprise, and several other first-rate

DAHLIAS, in an extremely healthy and vigorous condition.—

A

general Catalogue may be had upon prepaid application.

Twelve extra fine and very

superior 21*.

The selection being left to Youell & Co.

DESCRIPTION OF FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
This magnificent Fuchsia was raised by Mr. Meehan, gardener

to Colonel Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom
Messrs. Youei.l obtained the entire stock. In May last it was

submitted to Dr. Lindley, for his opinion, which will be found m
the Gardeners* Chronicle of the 14th of that month, as follows :—
" Your seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have seen,

the flowers being three inches in length, with the tube and sepals

of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple. If,

as you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will prove

a valuable addition to this beautiful genus."

As a proof of its being a most profuse bloomer, Y. & Co. had a

plant in flower Sept. 15, 1842, on one branch of which were

upwards of 200 blooms, forming a splendid object for the green-

house, conservatory, or flower-garden, Price 10s. Grf. per plant,

sent free of postage to any part of the United Kingdom
Fuchsia transparens ;

outer corolla a delicate
transparent pink,boldly
tipped with bright, green,
and inner corolla a fine

rosy carmine; habit of

the plant erect, and a
profuse bloomer .

Affinis, or radicans .

Arborea ....
Aiborea grandiflora
Aurantia .

Belladifoliata,or Belliana,

or roseo alba (pure

wbite,beautifuliy tipped
with rose)

Balloonii .

Bicolor ....
Bruceana....
Blanda ....
Brock manii . . .

Curtisii ....
Compactu
Coopeiii ....
Carnea .

Chandlerii
Conspicua

,, arborea .

Cordata superba
Corymbiflora -

Craigiana .

Dalstonii .

Dicksonii .

Delicata .

Devonia .

Elegans superba
Erecta tricolor

.

Excelsa •

Eximia .

Eppsii .

Floribunda, Dickson's .

Formosa elegans
Fulgens multiflora .

Floribunda magna .

Glabra multiflora .

Globosa variegata .

Grandiflora maxima
Grandis •

Ilopverii .

Hybrida coccinea
lllicifolia .

Incomparabilis •

Inrlata lulgida .

Insignis .

Invincible
Jayii ,

King, extra fine and very
large (new) -

Lanei ....
Loudunii ....
Macnabiana
Magnifica.
Magnifica (May's) .

Mirabilis ....
Money pennii .

Multiflora erecta

Magnificent
PetuluiP- Young's .

Prtlchemma •

Pistulum a'bum
§

•

Pendulateriiinalis .

1 rinceps -

Itucemiflora
Uacemosa . • •

Racemiflora elegans
Rogersiana
Roseo elegans .

Ricartonii....
Smithii ....
Splendida

.

Standishu
Splendens, Humboldt's .

,, Kyle's .

Salmonia ....
Stewartia....
Sanguinea
Stylosa conspicua .

elegans
maxima
pulchelia

it

ft

>»

s. d. s. d.

Thompsonia superba 2 6
Towardii ...» 2

Triumphans . • 2

Toddiana . . • • 310 6
Tricolor . 2

Usherii •
1

5 Venus victrix . 2 6

1 Vernalis . 2

1
Victoria .... 2

2 Youclli .... 1

2
*

Woodsii ....
VERBENAS.

" Laconii," a fine blue,

1 6

2 delightfully fragrant, of

7 6 vigorous but compact

1 6 habit, and the heads of

1 6 flowers measuring up-

2 6 wards of three and a
^m

7 6 half inches in diameter 5 6

1 6 " Princess Royal," of the

2 purest snowy white,

1 G the flowers remarkably
1 6 large, and extremely
1 fragrant; nothing can
1 exceed the purity of the

1 6 white in this beautiful
1 variety,and it possesses

1 that acquisition not

2 to be found in any of

1
its class—of retaining

2 6 its clear white during

2 fading 5 9
1 6 [It would be as well to

1 6 remark, that the petals

1 of the flowers of the
2 above meet so closely

1 • as to form a perfect ball.

10 6 They are now ready for

2 6 sending out by post.

1 free, to any part of the
1 United Kingdom.]
1 6 Arrania superba 1

2 ,, grandiflora 6

2 Barkerii, extra fine 2 9
1 Barnesii 1

1 Delicata, fine 2
Edmondii . . 1

1 6 Emperor I

1 6 Favourite 2

2 Formosa, beautiful pink, JiH

1 with white eye .
2 6

mm

1 6 Grandis .
1 6

1 Groomiana I

1 6 Ilendersonii 1

Ilislopiana 1

/ 6 Bylandsii 1

7 6 Incisa .
6

2 6 ,, major 1

2 6 Melindris major 6

1 G Nivenii .... 6

1 Picta .... 6

1
Sanguinea 1

1 6 Splendens 6
1 striata coccinea, extra fine

! 2
2 Teucroidens rosea, do. . 2 6
2 Tweediana 6
% Victory . 1

2 6 Vivid . . . . 1

1 [The above will also be
2 sent free of postage to
1 any part of the United
2

3
Kingdom.]

* *

7 6 PETUNIAS.
1 Magna rosea . 2

1 Magniflora 2 6

1 [color .... 2 6

1 Lady Peel 1 6

1 Medora . 1 6
2 Gem .... 2

2 6 Rook's Nest , 2

2 6 Roseo alba 2

1 eauty . 2 6
2 6

;

Grandis .... 2
1 [The above can also be
2 sent free of postage to

2 6 any part of the United
2 Kingdom.]

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, May 5, 1643,
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FUCHSIA LANEII.M ttI k
L/NE & S0N

'
Great Berkhampstead,

line,S S to aimounce th*t the above-named new Seed-

a riant \I
: 'Nr

; "F? 0UT f,n station as ordered), at 7s. Gd.

some of'TiS
SrS

' ^ & S°M beg: leave t0 Ia^ before the Public

dedderi SLr TdS upon Wl,ich they claim for this Seedling adecided superiority over every other hybrid extant, viz.,-Thc

%Z%%&£^&*&*** Speakine of its ^hibition at the

«' MessrJ r ,V
,°
C
.
,et

<J

S Gr0
^?

ds at Chiswick
- inW last, says-

hvhrirt Lonf- § &
?
V
-
exh,blted S^eral plants of a handsome

thoflLo ^ P
,
uchs,a

' Possessing many valuable properties,

ffnrf inT,
bcmSiar

?
e and wcll-shaped, sepals and petals dis-

an„l Hf!2"
r

'
the latt

,

er bein^ of a fine PurPle; the plantsappeared to flower remarkably freely."

"Th^^T'.'"-
"' s

,

Ma&a*ine of Botany of August last, says of it—ine habit is dwarl and close; the leaves ample, with the
ciegance ot the older species, and none of the coarseness of themoie modern kinds; and the flowers are somewhat the shape of
tne old globosa, but more expansive, and singularly large. Their
sepals are bright crimson, and the petals darker, or of a light
purplish hue. it is one of the best hybrids we have seen."

Harrison-, in his Floricultural Cabinet of the same month,says- 'The seedling Fuchsia sent by Messrs. Lan-k is the best
or its class (the dark) -we have ever seen ; its immense size, good
101 m, and colour will always render it attractive, and deservinga Place in every collection. No doubt it will be much in demand."

i his !• uchsia was the only Seedling of last season to which anypnze was awarded by the Horticultural Society, and this was at
the Show on the l6th of July; it was exhibited onlvat the aboveShow, at the Stamford Hill (Clapton) Show, on the 21st, and atthe South London Floncultural Society's Show (Surrey Zoologi-

nH7
G
s
a
wlnS) '

°n
H
,K

i f t
'].
0f thC Same month

'
at both of which

prizes were awarded to it.

ThP EE.^.iw
"y P

.
OSLto

,S
,,y part of t,,e United Kingdom.-The usual allowance to the Trade when six plants are taken.Bcrkhampstead Nurseries, May 4, 1842

!

10

10

12

A PATTT o J^AND CH0ICE ROSES.

A. w-f • ~ S0N> Nurserymen, &c, Cheshunt,

toiZnST'fe
m

? ^ t(l ° foUowf"& Select List of ROSES, beg

No fi nSJ Jwart Roses. The Plants now offered are in

hlnnm K' *°°d an
?
hea,th >'' and if planted out this month willbloom in the approaching; autumn.

CLASS I.—HYBRID PERPETUAL.

Aubernon
Augustine Monchelet
Calliope .

Clementine Scringe
Comtc de Paris
Br. Marx
Br. Marjolin .

Due d'Aumale
Edward Jesse .

Lady Alice Peel

*v
a

;

,e v
Jmime Emma Dampierrc 10

3
3
3

10
l2

10

10

5
2
10

10

6

c

6
6

6

6
6

6
6

Madame Laffay
Marquisa Boccella
Melaine Cornu
iMrs. Eliot
Prince Albert
Prince de Galles
Prudence Rccser
Reine de Fontcnay
Reine dela Guillotiere
Rivers
Roblhi
William Jesse

Clara Wendel . . 5St
Comtesse de Tolosan , 3 6
Euphrosyne . . .20

CLASS III.-
Jreon

• • 55. Or/.

CLASS If.—NOISETTK.

s.

3
10

5
5

3
10

5
2

7
7
2

3

d.

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

TrOTTPTT frnAfATI0NS AND PICOTEES.

Y *we r« have a few more Pairs to snare of
a m^XPRSPS Make Carnation, WILSON'S HARRIFTan™JO/n* °* ARC

'
Red Picotec

*
for *«*, package, &c includedThe following; are the prices from Toran &S?2SSi

25 Pairs of extra-fine and first- rate show-flowerst *' *
0- S°" Do - Do. 225 Bo., very fine Do . 3

u Bo., extra fine, and show Pinks . .

ARATTPA^AT^^fe!1 being> Ieft to TOrtM & Co.

finV i

?

ARIAIMHRICATA.-FinestronS PIan!s,8incheshifrhtp
p

r nzt
;
1'; 10 inches, 84,9.; 1 ft., extra fine, 21*. tefnlanf

^SStfcSSff Sccd8
'

8,s'- scnt free ofPostal
P ant '

oreat Yâ nTonth Nursery, Norfolk, May 5, 1343.

F'
U
?,?

SIA MAJESTICA MULTIFLORA anrl

be.s ,.n
MULTIFLORA COCCINEA.-B. W. KNIGHT 'pioSst

at f *VSS 1
"°Wrdtog

°,
Ut thC ab°Ve m^-^e't Fuchsias

theoVflp; a 1
' T POSt, prepaid, OB receiving the amount with,!*',* 0» following superb Dahlias :-Miller'sW™

ESriS*?
HER0

' 5
,ltl VAN A«bdbo". ,0-'- «. each, and

nipnt- Iff,
"T, 'ERV Beauty, 5.9.: for description, see advertise-

B- W frfftfft.. Also
'f
»°P«b "«>ling PansiesKol

PuiaiM *n-
8t °f Dahlias

. Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas™SJ Cincranas, Phloxes, &c. may he had on apnlicatimiK- which conlains a description of the above ' Superb
per Port V«t

FUCh
l

i

o
S

'

CPB8i8t?g ° f tDe
5
eSt kindS

' in ««S
Rfi ii"u }

U's
-
|,er dozen

- Agents in London, Mr. H. Clark 8

FleeSsteeet.''
Borouen

'
and Messrs- w -

and J
- Noble, 152,'

Tivoli Nursery, near St. Leonard's on Sea, Sussex, April 26.

TULIPS
TO" & R. LAWRENCE beg to inform their Friends
M/m»

* an
,

rt the PubIic tll!>t their superb Collection are now in

r- n™ 'r*
Wi" continue to be so for the next fortnight. Admit-tancc Gratis— Lion Hotel, Hampton.

*

QRANGE^TREES in FULL BEARING.-To~be
nn« iv ',

a clloice Collection of Orange-Treks, in very fineconaition, bearing Blossom and Fruit: seven years old, and
rftSrS&w^ -

hrCe fCGt h ''eh
-
Thc rcason for Parti"S with

spp« »? m lr room ls "quired. A specimen plant mav beseen at Messrs. Flanagan <t Co.'s, Seedsmen, opposite" thcSl. ^ Mansion House-street, City, where further par-iicuiais may be had.

[May 6,

M SEEDLING DAHLIAS FOR 1843.
RS. JAMES RICHARDSON, and TODD'S

LADY SALE.

iaS?;*°%Z °J,
T " K I? !"""' Fl.ORICUl.TURAL SOCIETY, SEPT. 20

i«™Jrif
IX

T,

BI
?
0m8

,?
f a See(lli»l? Dahlia of 1841, named "Mrs

5 Yorlf K8K WGre Sen
^
for °pinion by Mr.James Kdwards,"

FlorkulhnS t.v Tk Wa
,

S S
l
10Wn

f
fc the Royal South Lo"donrioncultuial Exhibition last week, and had an extra orizeawarded

,
but on the present occasion was shown in much bet-ter character, the blooms being quite up in the centre, and deci"dedly first-rate. The following was the decision of the cense, s'

n
°™' "u >sta,.»ce, and arrangement of petals, good; eye, good jdepth, full; size, median*

| general form, good; colour whiteoccasionally tipped; class of quality, first-rate.-Wom the Gar!deners' Chronicle and Gazette.
Also obtained the following prizes :—No. of Blooms Exhibited1st prize at Hull, Aug. 30th
1st prize at Beverley, Sept. 7th ....''
Awarded an extra prize at the Royal South London Flol
ncultural Society, Sept. 13th ....

1st prize at Leeds, Sept. 21st .

1st prize at Newcastle, Sept. 2lst .

1st prize at Sunderland, as a superior first-class Seedling,
wCJ)u 2/ til • • «

,S
c

pI
i-

iZL^ the York Floral an'd Horticultural Society,
Sept. 28th . ,

"
1st prize at the York Floricultural Society, Oct 1st
1st pnze in its class as the best white or blush, ditto

Height, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, 10a\ 6d.
Also recommended by the London Floncultural Society as one

of the best Six New Dahlias coming: out in 1843.
Laby Sale (Todd's): Beautiful ruby carmine, fine clean-cupped petals, of good substance, rising well in the centre: ofconsiderable depth and good size; very constant, and a decidedfirst-rate show (lower. Height, 4 ft. j Plants, 10*. 6<*.
All orders addressed J. Edwards, Layerthorpe, Florist, Nurseryand Seedsman, 7, New Bridge-street, York, will be strictly at-tended to; and the greatest care will be taken in sending out good

plants at an early period, so as to ensure a good bloom durimrthe season.—York, Dec, 1842.
fa

12
2

4
12

6

18

12

ORANGE, i.KMON, AND SHADDOCK-TREES.
'

Q MARSANO has just landed from Italy Twov^ • Hundred of the above splendid TREES, arrived in the
best condition, Irom (w. to lO.v. each. One case contains 80
middling Trees. The Trade will he supplied at 33 percent
cheaper lhan any other house in London. Orders taken for
French Pedestal Cupboards, ornamented with marble tops, with-
shelves inside, 2i ft. high. Orders by post punctually attended
toby G.Maksavo, Oilman, No. 2, Keauchanip-strcet, Brook's
Market, Leatht r-lunc, Holborn.

Fleur du jeune age
Madame de Chalonge
Zic'.ruric

5
Cardinal Fcsch .

Ceres
. 5

Cornice de Seine, ike. . io
Crimson Globe . . 5
Crimson. Mdme. Desprcz 3
Edward Defosse .

Enfant d'Ajaccio .

Seteros
Nemesis

Adam .

Aurore .

Jiarbot .

Bougere
Comte de Paris
Devonicnsis .

Don Carlos .

BOURBON.
Etoile de Lyons .

Grande Capitainc .

Josephine Gamier
6 Madame Aude

Marqtu*se d'lvry .

6 Paul Joseph
Pourpre falait
Proserpine .

CLASS IV.—CHINESE.
. 25. 6d. I Madame Breon .

• 5 j Madame dc Rohan
CLASS V.—THEA ROSES.

5

5
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EXHIBITIONS
AT THE GARDEN OF THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

The Exhibitions will take place on the following Days : viz., Saturday next, May 13 ; Saturday, June 17 •

and Wednesday, July 13.
'
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I
5H9rR£c£i;i

l1firsons will be nt liberty to send subjects for exhibition

2S2X3ST OF OBJECTS FOR EXHIBITION.-Ex^bitors arfeaSbarnestly requested to notify in writing, previously to thc day of
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Eliza Sauvage
Eugene Oesgaches
Jaune Abricotc
J -einiinc Malton
Julie Mansafs .

Moiret .

Pactolns

3s. 6d.

2 6

2.v. 6d.
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Many persons preferring whole beds of Roses of one colour forthe sake of effect, the following are well suited for that purposeand grown in large quantities.
l se'

tt i_ -j ^ each— .9. d.
Hybrid Perpetual Aubernon, rose
Noisette Aine, lilac rose

,. Euphrosyne, rose and vellow
Bourbon Queen, buff

,, Armosa, pink
China, Fabvier, scarlet

t, whue . . . . ;

,, Mrs. Bosanquet, flesh
Lawrenciana rubra, deep red . . 4 „ „ AV9mAlso fine named varieties at the following prices, when theselection is left to A. P. & Son.
Hybrid Perpetual .

Noisette
China
£hea .-..-::
Bourbon

• * •

For description of colours and further information, A. Pauland Son- beg: to refer to tl.cir General Catalogue, which may be

noo °VP
,

P
'
0U at the Nurscries, inclosing 2 stamps for post-age, iiariy orders are solicited, as main- sorts arc expected to be

WafftW™ 2!
man
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t- i,r i /?r
s

*
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!
1 be required from unknown correspondentsCheshunt Nurseries, May 6.
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SK. Silver Knightian ditto .
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' ^¥5a% 7
LS. Large silver ditto . . . lis n

pK. Gold Knightian ditto 10
I 15 I LG. Large Gold ditto .... 20

should occur, in eonscrjuence of mistakes on £ art of Fxhibftors n fiIn '

y "* JTf^-* '^ D̂ ' that if crrors in the «w«*
the crrors afterwards, '

C 0t J - xhll,ltors in nlhn8 up such declarations, the Society cannot undertake to rectify

m3TZ.S KxiuSioS S^ve^^elr merifS'T if°th" SSSfi^^ -^'^ J>^- ^trained from awarding any
only flowers usually so named, but also Fuchsias, Pelargoniums? fiEftB (LEolaS.' * ' ^ F1°rlStS ' fl°WCrS «•"^ »*

* -n i •
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TI/ILLIAM LYNN, Nurseryman, Seebsman
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anu attention, vv ill secure to him general patronage.
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the Public that, owirl". ? t0 ,nform their Friends and
ore Plants will be^l>
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eat demand for this variety,mm liis nrran.-»™. - before the 20th inst. Parties

F.

G.

Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 new and first-rate varieties,
cultivated with superior skill, in pots of 24 to a cast, GI3, SG,

Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in nots of 12 to a
cast, KG, LS, SK. l

N.B. Persons exhibiting in B cannot also exhibit in C.
Pelargoniums, in collections of six varieties, in pots of 8 to a

cast, LS, SB. *

Rhododendrons, in pots ; not fewer than 12 plants in 12 varieties.
Lb, SK, SB.

Roses, in pots, in collections of 25 distinct varieties, GB, SG, LS.
N.B. It is the wish of the Society, in a future season, to re-
quire Roses to be shown exclusively in pots : and not to allow
cut specimens to be exhibited at all.

Moss Roses in loose bunches, as gathered, so as to exhibit, as
Jar as possible, the habit of the variety ; in 12 varieties, SK,

0t
T

h
£
r ?£SCS '

exhibitcd as in tIie last letter, and in 50 varieties,
1jo

9
SK, SB, C*

N.B. No one who exhibits in this letter, can also compete in
the following.

I.

K.

L.

M.

N.

O.

P.

w o« « '
cxllibitcd as in tlie lc«cr F, and in 25 varieties.

N.B. Higher Medals than those here offered for Roses cannot
oe given by the Judges. And if Roses are brought for ex-
nbitinn without attention to the regulations here explained,
tncy will not be allowed to be placed on the tables.

Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 distinct varieties. GB, SG LS.N.B. It is expected that thc same plant shall not be exhibited
on more than one occasion.

Cape Heaths, in collections of 6 distinct varieties. SG, LS SK

.

also i

N
K

P°rSOn Wh0 shows in l wil1 be alIowed to exhibit

Herbaceous Calceolarias, in sixes; in pots of 12 to the cast.

siii '

SK sj'

C alceolanas
'
in sixcs J in P°ts of 12 to the cast. LS,

Carnations, in pans of 24 blooms. LS, SK, SB.
Kcotees, in pans of 24 blooms. LS, SK, SB.
Pinks, in pans of 24 blooms. SK, SB.

Q.
Class II.—FLOWERS; for which all persons arc admitted to coual enmneHHnn—
s plants, in collections of 40 plants. GK, X. Tall Cart ^^.Ltq TG

C^PeUtl0n '

R.

S,

vwiooii.—rjJi/vvraxD; IOr WlllCll »J1 P»

7.
V» °,r ,^rC(

;

nnouse Plants, in collections of 40 plants. GK
3

CtH, S&, LS,
N.B. Heaths, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, to be excluded from Q.
R., and s.

Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 20 plants. GB,
SG, LS.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in Q not to compete in R also.

Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of six distinct species.
SGr, LS, SK

.

N.B. Persons exhibiting in Q or R will not be allowed to com-
pete in S also.

Greenhouse Azaleas
; to be shown in 12 distinct varieties. GB,

SG, LS.
U. Collections of Stove or Greenhouse climbers. GB, SG, SK.

N.B. The Gold Banksian Medal is not to be awarded for fewer
^than 12 distinct kinds.

V. Exotic Grchidaccie, in collections of not fewer than six species.
GK, GB, SG, LS.U

. Exotic Orchidacese, in single specimens, SG, LS, SK.

T.

a. TaTJ
,
Cacti in flower, LS, SK.

J
• fuchsias in collections of 12 distinct varieties, LS, SK.
"

Sl

£j£
C

.,

sPccimcns of new or rare ornamental plants, SG, LS,

N.B. These medals will be awarded by thc Society's officers,

rpI
n
?i

y c usual JudScs - Exhibitors will particularly ob-
^rvc that none but new or rare plants can be exhibitcd under
tins letter.

AA" M
^
c
Sj
Iane(>«s subjects, SK, SB, C.

n,',
Coc^acombs, Hydrangeas, and cut flowers are altogether

excluded from exhibition.
BB

' Se«dKng Florists' flowers, SK, SB, C.

,«n i ?Vcry SCC(1Ji,, K must be shown singly, and must be
inarKcd Wlth the name it is to bear> T])e gMne sccdIing can.

ttm ? *
a pi'

IZe morethan once in the season. Pelargoniums

wm 1°
bc
u
shown in Pots, and not in a cut state. No person

win ue allowed to exhibit more than five seedlings at each
meeting.

no more
to whom this

Class III.-FRUIT, for which market gardeners
,
or persons in the hahit of repularly suppljinR the market, and private provcrs.

J!£J£ ££J?3U3£ X *£J1A
V!f™<^A U& contrary, it'will be' disqualSed.

to whom this arrangement m=
' tn

.° 20th ™t. Parties
liberty to cancel their«l«*^X%lgHUSJS^ia at

exhibit independently of each other. i\.n. ah iruin muse ueyi
1. Miscellaneous collections of fruit, consisting of at least; three dif-

ferent hinds. Peaches and Nectarines being considered as only
one kind, GK, GB, LS.

N.B.—Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar Kitchen
Garden produce, are excluded from this letter.

2. Grapes. SG, LS, SK, SB.
3. Pine Apples. SG, LS, SK, SB.
4. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens. SK, SB.
5. Miscellaneous iruit, SK, SB. C.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCI
Four Lectures on CUEMIS'

Vegetable Physiology and the Arts
veredinthe Meeting-Room of the Society by Mr. E. SOLLY,
F.R.S-.&c, Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society,

on Thursday, the 11th, I8th, and 25th of May, and 1st of June,

at Three o'clock precisely. Fellows of the Society arc admitted
upon signing their names; all other persons by Tickets, which
may be obtained at the Office of the Society, 21, Regent-street,

price 10s. C)d. for the Four Lectures. By Order of the Council.

ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
Notice is hereby given, that no meeting of this Society

will take place in Regent-street on Tuesday the lGth inst.

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1843.

'MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, May
Wednesday, May 10

Saturday, May 13 .

WodneHlay^-May 1

Friday, May 10 . .

. Zoological U& J""-

f Geological 8£ r-M.
*

l Mcdii'-J-Hnt anit'al ... 8 p-M.

{Horticultural Gardens . : p.m.
Royal Botanic 4 p-m.

• Microscopical . • - . 8 p.m.
. Botanical 8 p.m.

Country Snows, Tuesday, May P, Heartsease, Hammersmith.
Thursday, May 11, . Cucumber, Ipswich-ft

T " Having read," says a correspondent, signing him-
self

< Lexicon/ "the remarks of 'Agger/ in a late

Number of the Chronicle, on the pronunciation of the

names of flowers, together with the complications of

a most extravagant character of the Greek and Latin

languages used in naming them, I am tempted to

offer my protest against the introduction of these

complications into the English language, as is now
attempted in the charming gardens of St. James's
Park, where there is an arboretum of almost all spe-

cimens of native and foreign trees and shrubs that

"will exist in our climate, but which I regret to see

lingering and drooping, in too many cases, from the

smoky atmosphere they are doomed to breathe : there
I find the Birch-tree called a Betulineous tree, the

Chesnut a Castanaceom tree, and a Ribes a Grosszda-
rious shrub, &c.j thus endeavouring to engraft a

series of villanous gardeners' compounds on our lan-

guage. How our lexicographers may deal with them
in their future dictionaries I know not, but I am sure
they are calculated to puzzle the rising generation,
with the tribes of governesses and nursemaids who
frequent that delightful locality."

Upon this point we entirely differ from our corres-

pondent, for the following reasons. It will, we con-

ceive, be admitted that the object which the Commis-
sioners of Woods and Forests have proposed in
attaching names to the specimens of trees in the
parks—namely, that of giving information concerning

them to ignorant people, is highly deserving of com-
mendation. It will also be conceded that the more
information which is thus conveyed, the better. Now
the mere name of a plant carries but little interest

with it; the idlers in the parks will scarcely stop to

observe whether a tree is called Abies excelsa or Finns
ponderosa; and if they do, they will care but little

for the result of their investigation ; but if they
find other matters connected with it, their curiosity is

gratified. For example: they see Robinia pseuda-

cacia on a label ; they find that it is also called the

Locust-tree, that it is a pative of North America—

a

fact which they would not have suspected, considering

how common it now is in this country—and, finally,

that it is a Leguminous plant. All these things put
together form a little history which cannot fail to excite

the interest of those who will use their powers of

observation. Indeed, we do not suppose that « Lexi-
con" objects to anything in the system of marking
plants we have just described, except so far as the term

leguminous is concerned. But what docs Legumi-
nous really mean? The idler in the Park in ah
probability does not know ;

inquiry is made of others,

or books are consulted, and then it is ascertained that
it is a technical collective term, indicating a particular

Hnd of structure in the flowers and leaves, a certain

Banner of growth, a seed-vessel like the Pea-pod, and
Ro on, circumstances which are also common to many
other plants, called the Leguminous order. It further

appears, that to that order belongs the Liquorice-
plant, the Judas-tree, the Pea, the Clover, the Labur-
num, and quantities of other familiar forms, all of
which are members of the same large family. This
*e apprehend is a sort of information very far from
Useless.

*c
Lexicon," however, probably does not object

to the knowledge thus conveyed—it is the word
Leguminous that offends him. But how is such
*nformation to be put into a concise form except by
some such term? We have no word in Johnson's
-Dictionary that will answer the purpose, and a new
one must be invented. Leguminous may be passable,
out what can be urged in favour of Betulineous ? We
answer, the necessity of the term, the utility of it,
and custom. It is an expression having a definite
meaning, signifying that the plant so named has

recognised meaning, which is distinctly stated in

books, and that it is in common .use, although not

among " Lexicon's" friends ? We submio that it would

not be desirable.

We think that the Commissioners of Woods and
Forests deserve the greatest credit for the attempts
they are making to render the Parks a source of

information as well as recreation ; and we are of

opinion that the method of doing so which they have

put in execution is well considered and judicious.

The hideous stone candlestick, called a fountain, is

the only offence against good taste that we can dis-

cover. But while we fully recognise the excellent

intentions which have dictated the present mode of
marking the trees in the Parks, we cannot, conceal the

fact, that the utility of the plan is diminished by the

negligence of the people entrusted with the execution

of it. Information that is false does more harm than

no information at all ; and it is little creditable to those

who were charged with the care of directing the pre-

paration of the labels that such errors as calling

Populus a Betulineous tree, instead of Salicaceous, or

stating Pyrus Michauxi to be a North American
instead of a Persian plant, should have occurred. It

would, however, be unfair to object to the system

because of such blemishes ;. and, for our own parts,

we trust that the Commissioners will extend the

plan to every place of public resort over which their

authority readies.

In endeavouring to find useful and profitable em-
ployment for Agricultural labourers, it should always

be recollected, that, whenever there is a portion of
them without employ, and consequently without pay,

their resources will soon be exhausted ; and that, in

the end, they must be fed by the community, whe-
ther it be by voluntary charity, or a poor-law, or, what
is much worse, by depredations on property. The
public, and especially the owners and occupiers of

land, suffer loss in consequence—with this additional

disadvantage, that the moral condition of the la-

bourer is deteriorated; that, when labour is abundant,

habits-of idleness prevent bis doing his work with
diligence; and dishonesty, the child of indigence,

renders him less trustworthy. All this a very small

comparative outlay might have prevented ; and the
loss which misrht have been incurred by giving work

ich did not fully repay the employer should be
cheerfully submitted to, when the great advantage of
industry and honesty in the labouring population, as
it affects the employers, is taken into consideration.

If a committee of proprietors and occupiers of
land, and of all those who employ labourers in a dis-

trict, would meet occasionally to consider how the sur-

plus population could be employed usefully, there is

no doubt but the union-houses might become, what
they should only be, refuges for destitute old age,

helpless infancy, or bodily infirmity and mental inca-

pacity. The sums now collected for the maintenance
of men and women who are still capable of work
would be far more usefully expended in paying them
to keep roads and paths in repair, in clearing hedges
and ditches of noxious weeds, collecting and mixing
materials into composts for manuring the land, and
many other useful employments suited to their

strength or capacity, which are now seldom thought

of. By such means as these, the rates of a parish

with which we were connected were, even under the

old and imperaectly-administered poor-laws, reduced

more than one-half, so that we speak from expe-

rience. It is grievous to the farmer to pay a heavy

tax from which he derives no advantage whatever

;

while at the same time he is surrounded by distress,

caused by want of employment, and his charity is

ehilled^by the thoughts of the heavy contributions he

is called upon to pay for the support of the poor.

However useful it may be to the regularly-

employed labourer to have a garden or allotment to

cultivate in his spare hours, this is no remedy for total

want of employment. We would not introduce the

cottar system, with all its privations and waste of

time; but we would show the proprietors and occu-

piers of land how they may find work for many more

bands than are usually employed on a farm, without

loss to themselves, and, sometimes with considerable

profit. There are many operations on a farm which

cannot be so perfectly done by the usual implements

of cultivation as by manual labour; and although

this last is more tedious, it is not more expensive in

the end. Without superseding the plough by dig-

ring or forking the land, a much better tilth may

be given by the spade, fork, and hoe, after the land

has been ploughed. In heavy and wet clays, where

the treading of the horses does much harm, a man

working in the intervals between the stitches usually

formed by the plough on such lands can readily pul-

verise the surface on each side by breaking clods

with a hoe or rake, either before the seed is sown or

afterwards. We suppose that all the essential im-

provements in levelling, draining, and deepening
ditches and watercourses have been completed • for
these employ many hands, and are sufficiently profit-

able not to require any strong inducement to under-
take them. What we wish to suggest is, addi-
tional manual labour in the minute operations of
tillage, by which crops may be increased or secured,

so as fully to repay the additional expense; while the

great object of giving employment to all industrious

labourers is thereby fully accomplished. A little

reflection will soon lead to innumerable operations,

which may be extremely useful, without causing a

very great outlay of capital. A few hints is all that

we pretend to give.

If farmers would not disdain to take a lesson from

the gardens and allotments of their labourers, the lat-

ter being generally on poor land, often taken out of

wastes, and allowed to 'be inclosed because they were

of little use to the cattle turned out, they would see

the advantage of the spade, rake, and hoe after the

ground has been dug. When the land is laid in re-

gular beds of about a perch or pole in width, slightly

sloping from the centre to the intervals, which are

deepened by the spade, the crops are invariably^ better

and more certain, even with less manure. The ex-

pense of doing this, after the land has been ploughed

deep or subsoil- ploughed, is much less than would

appear at first sight : there will be ICO

perches in length to deepen after the plough

has gone twice over it, and less than 160 square

perches to rake and lay in a proper form. Be-

fore the labourers are accustomed to the work, they

may ask much more per perch than will give them
fair wages; but this is very soon brought to a proper

adjustment. Suppose a farmer begins by allowing

Id. per perch for the work, well done, including both

operations, this will be only an additional expense of

135. 4 d. per acre ; but we maintain that, if the land

be not very heavy, a labourer will earn excellent

wages at 10s. per acre, and, where there is competi-

tion, perhaps for much less. Those who have expe-

rience in task-labour will be better able to fix the fair

price at once ; but any man, by giving a good price at

starting, will soon find competitors for the work, who
will lower the price to a minimum, according to

the greater or less abundance of labourers and the

usual wages of the neighbourhood. When the far-

mer walks over his field to look at his growing crop,

and finds deep surface-drains at a perch apart all over

it, besides the under-drains, which, if they were ne-

cessary, we suppose to have been made, he will not

regret the 10s. or ]'2s. it may have cost him ; and if

be does, let him examine fields of similar soils which
have been laid, as it is usual to find them, after the

common operations of ploughing, harrowing, and
rolling, and observe the difference. The greatest ad-

vantage will be found in cold heavy soils; but even

in the lightest it will be evident that the mould dug
out of the intervals, and spread evenly over the sur-

face, will prevent too great evaporation and greatly

strengthen the growing crop. As it is usual for the

ploughman to begin by filling up the interval between

two stitches or lands, as they are called, with two

furrow-slices laid over one another, and so alternate

the crown and furrow, it may appear that the furrow

dug out to the depth of fourteen or more inches will

leave a hollow in the crown of the stitch now form-

ing This is avoided by causing the sides of the fur-

row to be drawn in by means of a heavy hoe before

the plough begins its work ; that is, ifonly one plough-
ing is intended to be given ; but if it is to be ploughed
oftener, the new stitch can easily be brought to a
proper form by the process called gathering, which
every ploughman well knows. Thus a great depth
of soil is deposited under the crown of the stitch, and
cannot fail to improve the Corn which grows there.

At the first opportunity, when the land is cleaned

for roots, or whatever is the substitute lor the fallow,

if the soil can be kept clean without it, and when
a cross ploughing is introduced, as it is in all im-
proved husbandry, the stitches are so set out, that
what was the crown before shall be shifted a foot or
two to either side. The new furrow between the
stitches will now be dug out, and some of the lower
portion of the soil brought up and spread evenly over
the new stitch. After a few such operations, the
whole of the field will have its soil deepened several
inches, without at once bringing too great a portion
of the subsoil to the surface. Jf a spit of 8 inches
below where the plough reached be spread over a perch,
there will be only half an inch of the subsoil laid
over the surface; and however tenacious or barren this
subsoil may be, it will be mellowed by the effect of
the atmosphere, rains, and frost, and entirely amalga-
mated with the soil. It stands to reason that the sub-
soil must not contain substances injurious to vegeta-
tion, or else it cannot be safely mixed with the soil.

This is not a fancy or new scheme invented at the

moment, for it has been the practice in Flanders from
time immemorial. (See " Outlines of Flemish Hus-
bandry," published by the Society for Diffusing Use*

ful Knowledge.")—ilf.
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At the anniversary meeting of the Horticultural
Society on Monday last it must have been gratifying

to the friends of Horticulture to learn how much real
and most essential service this truly great association
is quietly rendering to Gardening. Exclusive of their

ordinary expenses, the Society has been able within the
year to publish a new edition of their invaluable Fruit
Catalogue (at a price which places it within the reach
of every journeyman gardener), and to lay out 721/.

upon importing plants and seeds from foreign coun-
tries, 340/. upon the improvement of hothouses at the

Garden, and no less a sum than 8331. in medals and
other rewards to gardeners for their horticultural

skill. These facts require no comment.
It was announced on the same occasion that Mr.

Edward Solly's interesting lectures on the Chemistry
of Vegetation are about to be resumed this year in a
new form, and that, although the Society at large does

not subscribe to the funds which defray the cost of the

chemical experiments, yet all Fellows of the Society

would be admitted to the lectures without charge.

In considering the money part of Mr. Pusey's
Drainage Bill, we do not find anything to object to, so
far as its provisions go ; but we think it would be
desirable to introduce some additional clauses. The
bill enables the Commissioners to raise money for
their own purposes, and afterwards to charge land
with the amount expended in effecting their works;
but we do not perceive any clause enabling occupiers
or proprietors to borrow money for carrying out their

part of the work after the operations of the Commis-
sioners have terminated. The general want of floating
capital among landlords and tenants is in itself a great
bar to such expensive work as the under-drainage of
land, after the main watercourses are constructed or
improved, which, as we understand it, is all this bill

contemplates ; it will therefore be necessary that
money should be borrowed for the purpose. But
capitalists will be shy of advancing money, unless the
security to be given them is of the best description ;

and they will scarcely regard tenancy-at-will, or,

perhaps, tenancy of any kind, or heavily-mortgaged
land, as satisfactory security in the actual state of the
law. It therefore seems desirable that advantage
should be taken of the present opportunity to enable
both landlords and tenants to offer better terms to
capitalists than they now can.

It should be remembered that where drainage has
been effected, the value of property becomes perma-
nently improved ; all those persons, therefore, who now
hold landed securities will find their position much
improved by the operation. It would, therefore, be
no hardship upon persons holding landed securities if
a priority of claim were given to all loans lent for the
purpose of draining. We would give a direct priority
of security to a lender above any existing mortgage,
and we would not allow the mortgagee to dispute the
propriety of the outlay. That mortgagees will at first

resist the measure is probable enough, for they may be
alarmed at the idea of any increased burthen on
the land ; but if they were satisfied that the estate to
be drained was improved to more than the extent of
the money advanced for the purpose, they would
hardly persevere in opposition. It seems to us that a
mortgagee would be satisfied upon this point, provided
the question of under-draining were decided by the
Commissioners, and this warrant were necessary in
order to enable a borrower to offer the security of his
land. Were this condition required, it could hardly
fail to be satisfactory to the mortgagee.

Then, as to tenants: It is possible that landlords
may in many cases prefer to throw the expense of
und«r-drainage upon their tenants ; in that case there
will be no chance of the money being raised, unless
the tenant can offer the lender available security for
the repayment of the money borrowed. We would
therefore recommend the insertion of a clause pro-
viding that claims for money lent for drainage pur-
poses should, in cases of bankruptcy or insolvency, be
satisfied out of the property and stock of the tenant,
be superior to that of the landlord for rent, and
be made recoverable by similar process before all
other creditors. In order to prevent the abuse of
such a power, it should also be required that the sanc-
tion of the landlord should be given before the
borrower could take up money for the purpose of
draining; and the amount of annual instalments by
which it would have to be repaid might also be made
to depend upon the decision of the landlord.

Let these things be provided, and there will be no
^ant of money for carrying out the objects of Mr.
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age of towns; but, for the present at least, we must
leave these matters to other and abler hands.

FIG-TREES IN VINERIES.
In compliance with the request of your correspondent,

" W. C," I send you a short statement of the mode of
treatment pursued with the Fig-trees in my Vineries ; and
as I am not able to say what the kind of Fig is, I forward to
you a box containing a small branch, with several half-ripe
Figs on it. I also inclose a branch with a bunch of black
Hamburgh Grapes, cut from the Vine which grows oppo-
site to that part of the Fig-tree from which the branch
was taken. The bunch of "Grapes is the smallest of two
which were on the same shoot, and it was to have been
removed to-day at any rate. I send the Grapes, to show
that I do not sacrifice my Vines for the sake of the Figs,
and I shall be glad to hear if you think they denote a suf-
ficiently healthy condition or not.
The Vinery was erected in 1826, and in that year the

Figs were planted. They received no peculiar treatment
for several years ; but about five years ago my gardener
partially root-pruned them, by cutting round them with a
spade, at the distance of rather less than two feet from
the stems, and he then top-dressed with leaf-mould and
turf broken down. They now get a very liberal supply of
liquid manure from the farm-yard every spring (as do also
the Vines), and have daily a quantity of water till the
fruit begins to ripen. Some of the small branches are
trained back, which has a tendency to make them hear
better. Since the plants were root-pruned they have
made much less young wood than formerly, and at every
eye a Fig is formed. Many fall off, but still numbers
remain on, as the branch sent will show. The trees are
never pruned. I may mention, further, that we have
practised ringing on one of the trees with very great
success. The houses are heated with the old flues. I
omitted to state that we ripen the second crop also.—

.

J' N. V. [Specimens of the Vines and Figs in question
were sent with this communication, and it would be im-
possible to find either in more vigorous health.]

TRELLIS FOR CLIMBERS.

IMPROVEMENT IN VINE BORDERS.
Much litis been written on the shrivelling and shanking

of Grapes, and the rust upon them, and many are the

opinions which have been offered as to the causes which
have produced these diseases, if I may so term them.
But all writers agree that a warm dry border is necessary
for the well-being of the Vine ; a knowledge of this fact

has led to the adoption of several methods of rendering
Vine-borders dry and warm, and when success has
attended any method, the health of the Vines and the

flavour of their fruit have always been improved, the wood,
has been well ripened, and the probability of a good crop
every year made certain.

In some situations a simple excavation of a foot or two
in depth, filled with a suitable soil, will be sufficient to

make the Vine grow luxuriantly, and bear fine fruit. In

other situations, every care in draining the border and in

raising it above the surrounding level scarcely suffices, as

far as it (the border) is concerned, to insure, especially in

early forcing, a successful cultivation of the Vine.
The consideration of these circumstances suggested

that an improvement might be made in Vine-borders, by

forming a cavity underneath them of the whole length and

breadth of the border, and to make the air of this cavity

as warm, or warmer, than the air of the Vinery itself.

Supposing the cavity to be three feet high at the side

next the house, and two feet high at the front of the

border, if a small single hot-water pipe were carried round
the front and two ends of this cavity, it would, I think,

be quite sufficient to keep up a tolerable warmth in such
a place. It would be necessary, perhaps, to raise the

border three or four feet higher than the floor of (he house,
so that the bottom of the cavity might not be much lower
than the bottom of the house, and also that one of the
pipes in the house, say the lower or return-pipe,

might be made to make the tour of three sides of the
cavity, before it emptied itself into the boiler ; or,

instead of using one of the principal pipes, might not an
independent pipe be brought from the boiler for the sole

purpose of heating the cavity ? But all Vineries are not
heated by hot water; still, I think, the cavity might be
heated with a smoke-flue as easily as with a hot-water
pipe. The cavity being two or three feet in height, there

would be room enough to allow a person to crawl in to

examine the pipes or flue. It would be easy to make it

deeper if it should be thought best to do so. Supposing
that neither flue nor hot-water pipe were carried round
the cavity, yet the air, to a certain extent, might be warmed
if any communication could be made between it and the air

in the Vinery ; such communication might probably be made
by openings in the front wall of the Vinery. The cavity
might; be either arched over with bricks, or covered over
with large slabs of slate, or stone supported by pillars ; it

would be advantageous, perhaps, not to have the covering
of the cavity too closely fitted together, as any interstices

left between the stones would allow the heat from the
cavity to reach the border above more readily. If slabs

of stone were used, they might have holes drilled all over
them ; if a layer of stones were placed on the roof of the

cavity before the soil was put on, it would help to dis-

seminate the heat more regularly through the border. To
remedy the ill effects which cold rain or snow would have,
if allowed to fall on the border, I should recommend Mr.
Appleby's method of putting a layer of long litter on the
border, and over that a tarpaulin (see Gardeners 1

Chronicle, October !), 1841.) If the air in the cavity

below the border were kept very moist, there would pro-
bably be less necessity for watering the border above.

It must be understood that I speak of the early forcing

of the Grape. In later forcing the cavity might be found
useful during cold wet summers. I shall be glad to see

the opinion of some of your experienced correspondents as

to whether what 1 have suggested would be likely to be an
improvement or not.— Observator.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XVIII.
The propagation of plants by cuttings is an operation

more dependant upon art than any other which horticul-
turists have to contend with ; for, in addition to the inci-
pient plant being cut off from all communication with its

parent, it is also deprived of all support, except the little

matter it contains within itself, and which is necessary to
the formation of roots. Therefore, it is obvious that it

is not only requisite to surround it by circumstances
favourable to the production of roots, but also to prevent,
as far as possible, any injury it might sustain by the
evaporation of its juices. Hence the indispensability of a
humid atmosphere in propagating-pits, and of covering
cuttings with hand or bell-glasses, to prevent the escape
of moisture, when it is inconvenient to keep the whole
atmosphere of a pit in a saturated state.

One of the greatest mistakes we commit in the propa-
gation of hard-wooded greenhouse plants, is placing the
cuttings in heat directly they are inserted in the cutting-
pot* This ought never to be done, because the increased
temperature and humid atmosphere cause the cuttings
to grow, and, consequently, to expend that small quantity
of matter which ought to goto the formation of roots;
and hence, though the cuttings may appear fresh and
vi[o 01"ous for a few days, or even weeks, it will generally
be found that after that time they will turn black at their
bases, and ultimately die off. These remarks are appli-
cable to the propagation of hard-wooded plants ; but soft-
wooded things, such as Petunias, Verbenas, Heliotropes,
and Pelargoniums, which are more excitable, will root
freely if put at nce into strong bottom-heat ; though it
must be remarked that such treatment is not to bo recom-
mended for cuttings taken from plants in the open air or
a cool greenhouse. The most certain way is to place the
cuttings in a close moist atmosphere, the temperature of
which corresponds with that in which they had been pro-
duced, until they have formed the " callus ;" after which,
if removed to a moderate bottom-heat, they will root with
great freedom.

In the preparation of cuttings, great diversity of
opinion exists among practical men ; some advocating
the removal of a part, if not all of the leaves, while others
as strenuously exclaim "touch not a leaf." Under
certain circumstances, both parties are right; because, if

cuttings cannot be placed where all loss from evaporation
is cut olr, the more the evaporating surface is decreased
the better, since it is better that, the leaves should be
removed at once than that they should remain upon the
cutting until they have exhausted it of its juices, which
they would do in very short time. But if a moist atmo-
sphere can be kept round the cutting, then, I say, "touch
not a leaf," except such as would make the cutting-pot
crowded with foliage, because the leaves contain the
matter out of which roots are formed, and are the labora-
tories for the preparation of other matter to form branches
and flowers. 1 have before remarked that cuttings
cannot be too short if they possess the parts necessary
to form a plant ; and this fact can hardly be too much
insisted upon.
From the above the Amateur will be able to glean that

the concomitants of success in the propagation of plants

are, a moist atmosphere, a proper preparation of the

V
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cutting, and a moderate degree of bottom-heat after the

callus is formed.

After these remarks it is scarcely necessary to offer any

on the propagation of the Rose; but 1 may observe, that,

in the Rose nurseries, the plants are kept in a constant

state of excitation, in a strong moist atmosphere, to which

little or no air is admitted ; and the cuttings, when of the

proper length and sufficiently firm, are taken offend

planted immediately in very small pots, and plunged ma
congenial bottom-heat, in which they generally root in

about three weeks. They are then transferred to GO-sized

pots, and in a few weeks are ready for the market. This

is the process of Rcse-manufacturein the trade; and by it,

it is no uncommon thing to raise from 500 to 1,000 young

plants from a single old one in the course of twelve months.

— W* P. Ayres.

TIOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Gold Fish.—la your last Number is an interesting

article, dated from Suffolk, on Small Artificial Ponds and

Gold Fish. I also reside in Suffolk, and having a similar

pond, but not quite so well filled as your correspondent s,

shall be obliged by an answer to the following questions :—

1st. Where did he get a plant of the « Nuphar »numa.

for I have tried in vain both in Scotland and England, till,

wearied with my repeated disappointments, I have relin-

quished a hopeless search. None of the London nursery-

men have it. It is not at Kew—it is not now at High Clere,

where it was ; and though willing to pay a handsome sum

for a plant, I cannot obtain one. 2dly.—Does not the

stagnant water that for 4 or 5 years has been in the

basin get putrid or discoloured ? mine is quite brown at

the end of the autumn with the fallen leaves, and I renew

it every spring. Will the Gold Fish live in this water

after it is saturated with vegetable substances that have

been carried into it? 3dly.—Does the common white

Nymphrca, when put in a pot, get dwarfed in its growth .

otherwise, it being plunged only one foot in the water

would not give room for the due expansion of its strong

and elastic stems.

—

J. M.
Wasps.—I see in your last Paper, Mr. Beaton mentions

that his men have brought him 45 female Wasps, the death

of which will, of course, prevent 45 nests being made.

But it strikes me that it is very doubtful whether any

sensible diminution in the number of male Wasps in the

autumn will bd observed. The Wasp is a very strong,

active, and powerful insect. Now, the hive-bee has been

traced from 4 to 6 or 7 miles from his home, in quest of

food ; the London bees are seen at Hampstead and

llendon : if so, to argue from analogy, the Wasp would

take as long or longer daily flight, and I can see no

reason why Shrubland Gardens should not be visited by

the Wasps from the grocers' shops at Ipswich. How-
ever, Mr. Beaton has a near neighbour, the Rev. Mr.
Kirby, of Barbara, who could give him full and clear

information on this head v
—J. AT.

English and Scotch Farmers.—Your Stirling corre-

spondent honours my letter with three objections only,

from which 1 conclude he admits the correctness of the

other portions. 1 find, however, that these objections are

not directed to anything that I have said, but to little

additions of his own, which he has neatly interwoven with

my text. He makes a giant and kills him. He says-

—

" Your correspondent writes that, with the exception of

the Lothians and the Carse of Gowrie, Wheat is not

cultivated in any part of Scotland: 1 These words iu

italics are not in my communication— they are the inter-

polation of my Stirling friend. He proceeds to say, I

state, when noticing Turnip crops,
_

" That even in Scot-

land 'last year there were many failures in consequence

of heat and drought/' These italics are another interpo-

lation ; they are not in my letter. His third 'and last

objection is to the following remark, where again it will

be found that the words in italics are not in my communi-

cation. « Your correspondent says the Scotch ploughs

exhibited at Liverpool and Bristol were found wanting

because of their weight, in consequence of which they

required double the amount of horse-power to work them,

and that the I'ujht English plough was preferred." Thus

vour Stirling correspondent professes to take the general

tone of mv argument, yet quietly introduces the obnoxious

passages, that he may have the pleasure to refute them ;

and these, his own passages alone, are what he has

refuted. Is it not fair to say his logic is like the subject

of our conespondence, founded on false premises, that

lead to erroneous conclusions? In noticing the Wheat-

growing districts, I ought certainly to have included the

banks of the Forth ; but I thought it unnecessary—the

district is, as it were, but over the hedge from West

Lothian. I, however, adhere to my original statement—

that farmers generally throughout Scotland, save in these

favourite districts, have very much discontinued to cul-

tivate Wheat. The reason for doing so is stated in the

following extract from the Dumfries Courier of this

week, which gives the particulars of the great agricultural

meeting for the counties of Dumfries and Kircudbright,

which was held on the previous week, where a farmer,

addressing his brethren, makes these remarks
; and ffiat

they may have their weight on those unacquainted with

Scotland, it should he stated that Dumfriesshire is, next

to the Lothian, the Carse of Gowrie, and the not-to-be-

forgotten banks of the Forth, one of the best- tilled and

productive counties in Scotland. This farmer remarks—
44 During a series of years, the crops of Wheat and Barley

have been so miserably bad as, in many instances, scarcely

to be marketable:"—" during some of these seasons, nearly

as much Oatmeal was imported into Dumfriesshire as

the value of all the grain exported from the two counties ;'

— " it may be asked, how were the rents paid under these

circumstances ? Why, chiefly from the profits arising

from breeding cattle, grazing, and turnip-feeding. So

much for the grtsat grain-growing counties of the South.

But to my friend's letter. As it regards Turnips, I never

said there were many failures of crop. My remarks were,

that Turnips were 'Mast summer as much injured by

blight as usually they are in the south of England." My
observations of the crops of last year extended to Rox-

burghshire, Dumfries, Lanark, and Galloway, where

the/armers anticipated a total waste of their bulbs, which

were abundant, from the injury done by blight, until the

rains came in October, when a new foliage sprung from

the crowns, and the bulbs were saved. On the subject of

ploughs, your correspondent insinuates that my state-

ment may be an untruth. This is not gentlemanly, nor

handsome from one who has interpolated my remarks and

censured me on the ground of these additions. But as I

wish to stand fair with him I shall subjoin the particulars

of the trials at Liverpool and Bristol*, only premising

that in those trials, the weight of the Scotch plough was

less than that of the English, but iu draught required

nearly twice the horse-power. The cause of this increased

power your correspondent says I attribute to their extra

weight, a remark not in my communication. The moment

I saw that my letter was noticed, I had a vision of three

or four horses drawing a plough. I knew they would be

found somewhere in the reply, as it is a favourite subject

of ridicule with Scotchmen ;
yet this English practice is

a good practice, and one that Scotchmen might farther

err than in imitating. Your friend should know that in

the fens of Cambridge and Lincoln, a great many heavy

horses are bred ; these when young are sold to farmers in

the midland and southern counties, where instead of eating

the bread of idleness, as is the case with their brethren in

Scotland, they are made to keep themselves by their

labour during their minority. As this labour—were two

only put to a plough—might injure these young creatures,

three or four are attached, and thus they work until of

proper age to be sold into the large towns for the cart

and dray ; the farmer having his work done whilst his

team is improving in value, and ultimately sold at a con-

siderable profit. The Scotch farmer, on the contrary,

with his two matured horses, has his ploughing also done

;

the team, however, annually depreciate in value, and

whether by death or sale, end in a loss to him. This

English practice, however, is often abused in a few coun-

ties, where three or four mature horses are used ; but the

farmers say their heavy clay soil needs them. In con-

clusion I would remark, that I have not the most distant

wish to detract from the character of Scotch farmers. I

know them to be good ones. I would allow them to

hold that station as agricultuiists, where their merits place

them, but not to have them carried over the heads of their

English brethren by reason of extra merits that are not

their due. Your correspondent's mis-statements afford an

excellent elucidation of how this is usually done.—^T
The Pansy.—With other admirers of the Pansy, I have

been a good deal puzzled as to which of the properties of

this favourite flower are most important. All writers on

the subject require, as the first property, that the Pansy

should form a circle. This is simple enough ; but no one

has at present insisted, in so many words, that each petal

shall contribute its proper share to make up this perfect

whole ; and the consequence has been, that flowers having

larre upper and middle petals, and (comparatively) a very

diminutive lower petal, have been adjudged worthy of

prizes, merely because the general result was a tolerable

circle. I contend, with many others, that this is im-

proper, and that, in addition to roundness, it should be

laid down as an absolute rule that the eye should form

the centre of the flower, which would prove that the

petals were proportionate. Let any of your readers

examine flowers having the eye in the centre, against the

many top-heavy flowers which have been sent out at high

prices,WHJ and I think they will allow the former to be

infinitely superior in beauty and effect. Passing from

form to colour, another difficulty arises. All seem to be

agreed that the ground-colour of the three lower petals

should be the same, and that the marks, if any, on the

two side petals should be uniform. But supposing the

crround-colour of the three lower petals to be white or

yellow, would a blotch on the eye of the lowest be a dis-

qualification ? I am sure that, the Pansy seaquaimcucKu, . . - - ~~, ~- - ~*J season being

now commenced, many of your readers would be glad to

have some information on the points 1 have raised. Will

you, therefore, allow me to inquire, 1st. Whether the

judges of Seedling Pansies are or are not justified in

refusing prizes to all flowers which do not form perfect

Circles, and in which the eye does not form the centre of

the flower, whatever their good qualities as to colour may

be ? 2d. Whether a blotch on the lower petal alone, the

two side petals having the same ground-colour as the

lower one, is or is not a disqualification?—A Learner,

Birmingham.
Double Yellow Rose.— I saw a very fine double yel-

low Rose at the Forres Flower-show, last summer

it was exhibited by Mr. Gregor, Nurseryman. In 1841,

t,lant first flowered at Holme, but very few buds ex-

panded perfectly. A plant of it produced two fine blooms

n Novar Gardens, llosshire, in 1832 ;
and at Invergordon

Am tie in 1H33, it produced about GO blooms, of which

fi ve oAlv were perfect.-Jo/m Ross, Holme Gardens.

TT^nnot lay mv hand on the report of the Liverpool meeting

k Vfind the Kat Bristol thus reported .-Howard*plough

rr nXh) weS'i 2-20 lbs., and required the power of 22 stone

PrSXe's plough (Scotch), weighed but 125 lbs., and
t0

fr pd the nowcr of 44 stone to draw it. For your corre-

Sish,Son it may be stated that the light lands ofSSm much more easily ploughed than the heavy clay

Start England. For instance, it has been proved that a

nio -bin sandy loam, which is the prevailing soi I in Scotland,

requires hut a power of 17 stone for draught, whereas strong

clay requires 47 stone, and clay loam 30.

A Black Hare.—Mr. Atkinson, of Lancaster, has in

his possession a hare completely black. White and spot-

ted hares are occasionally found, but this is the first black

one which I have heard of. It has several peculiarities

besides its colour : the head and general figure bear some
resemblance to those of the feline race, and its ears are

singularly situated. Its hair is short and shining, not un-

like the fur of the cat. It was found lying dead on Lan-

caster Moor.—Facile. .

Bees.— I think that " W." is mistaken in alleging that

his Bees died by frequenting Dahlia flowers, for such are

no favourites of the Honey-bee. Bees may at times enter

single blooms, but seldom or never double ones; indeed, the

latter of all kinds of flowers having large petals, afford

little nourishment for Bees. In autumn they shelter wild

ones, but not enough to prevent their being benumbed with

co!d,-not " intoxicated by feeding from the flowers of

Dahlias " as " W." says his hive-bees were. Ihis curious

story brings to mind an assertion of Dr. Barton's, that

" Some species of plants yield a poisonous syrup, of which

Bees partake without injury, but which has been fatal to

man." He enumerates some of those plants, namely,

Laurel, Kalmia, wild Honeysuckle, &c. rhis seems very

doubtful ; indeed it must be wrong, for Bees collect much

honey from Laurel, if the common sort is meant
;
and

boys know well that large Bummer Bees collect very good

honey from Honeysuckle

—

J. Wighion— fl-he story

relates to the poisonous honey of Trebizond; which has

been notorious since the days of Xenophon. The Laurel

in question is the Rhododendron, and the Honeysuckle

the Pontic Azalea.]

Roses.—In your report of the exhibition at the Horti-

cultural Society's Rooms, Regent-street, on the 18th inst.,

you mention a Perpetual Albert Rose as being exhibited

by us ; and as such name might mislead purchasers of

Roses, we trust you will not think it too much trouble to

give the Rose you speak so highly of its proper designa-

tion, i.e. Hybrid China Prince Albert; in colour a

delicate pink, and of a very fine and perfect shape.— fl
-

-

Lane and Son.
Net.—Having frequently observed in your Chronicle

advertisements offering net at so much per square yard,

I think your readers may not be aware of the custom of

the trade (as stated to me by one of the advertisers) in

measuring the nets. They stretch them through the

hand both ways, and the consequence is that 100 square

yards of net, according to their measurement, will not

cover more than 50 square yards of ground.—A. L.
^

Wireworms.—I send you an account of destroying

the Wireworm, which I have adopted for some years—

my ground being full of them, so that I could neither

grow Sweet Williams, Picotees, Bulbs, Lettuces, nor

indeed any succulent plant, without their boring, running

up, and eating the hearts out. Near these plants I now

place half a Potato with the eyes cut out, to prevent its

growing, and run a pointed stick through the middle of it

and peg it into the ground, covering it over with about an

tacfa of mould ; and in a day or two I have pulled out by

the tails from 15 to 30 of them from one piece of Potato.

—Adan.
Ammocharis falcata.—Your correspondent, " J. W.

Rogers," in the Chronicle of last week, states that all his

efforts to flower Ammocharis falcata have failed; and as

it flowers freely with me, I now give the treatment under

which it expands its lovely blossoms. The bulb, while

dormant, which is during winter, is kept m a cool green,

house, in as dry and airy a place as possible, until it

begins to show its leaves ; it is then potted in three parts

good turfy loam, one part leaf-mould, and a little silver

sand, and placed so as it may have the full benefit of the

light! "When the leaves have grown to about 12 inches

iif length, it is plunged in a strong bottom-heat, and

allowed to remain till the flower-stem pushes clear of the

leaves which will be in about four or five weeks. It must

then be gradually hardened off, and returned to the green-

house there to expand its blossoms, which consist of an

umbel' of from 20 to 30 flowers. After flowering, every

care must be taken of the foliage, by exposing it to the

full influence of the sun, and giving plenty of water.

When it shows an inclination to rest, water must be

altogether withheld.— Jo/m Brewster.

Birds.—-It may not be generally known that the nests

of one of our smallest birds are sometimes occupied as

winter habitations by perhaps one of the smallest of

European quadrupeds, namely, the shrew-mouse (Sorex

araneus) : they commonly take up their quarters in holes

under banks and among moss ; but one during the past

winter was determined to be a little more elevated than

ordinary, and having found a wren's nest in a thorn-

hedge, took possession of ir. It was curious enough to

see the little animal sporting about its mossy habitation

from time to time, and no doubt it would be com-
fortable enough at night in its feather-bed.— Peter
Mackenzie.

Cotton Coverings for Frames—I have found the fol-

lowing a good composition for rendering waterproof the
calico or linen used to cover frames, shades, &c.; viz.,

. „„„MJ —
^iiw v * irames, shades, &c. ; viz.,

three pints of old pale linseed oil, one ounce of sugar of
lead, and four ounces of white resin. The sugar of lead
must be ground with a small quantity of the oil, and added
to the remainder, incorporated with the resin, by means
of gentle heat. The composition is to be laid on by a
brush after the calico is nailed to the frames ; one coat
annually is sufficient. It dries in a short time when ex-
posedto the air, and excludes as little light and heat as
anything except glass, and does not become mildewed.

—

Devoniensis.

Gas-Lime.—The grass upon which I sowed the gag-

lime has not recovered, nor is it likely to do so, although

we have had fine rains for it, I Uave tried the lime as a
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top-dressing for Wheat, and also for Tares, at the rate of
one waggon load per acre, consisting of one part of the
lime to seven parts of mould

; but find it turns them of a
sickly colour, and I cannot see that it does them any good.
It answers best for the bottoms of muck-heaps, mixed
with about ten times its own bulk of mould, and turned
over twice before the muck is put on ; it certainly drives
away the wire-worms and kills the seeds contained in the
mould. I have now used it for Carrots and Barley, both
of which look well.—Jack Spratt.

Dried Strawberries.—Last summer, by way of experi-
ment, when Strawberries were plentiful, I attached threads
to their stalks, and hung up a few which were over-ripe
to dry. I placed them inside a window facing the south,
where they have remained from June last until the present
time (March 28th). They have just been tasted, and the
result is most satisfactory. That sweet refreshing acid
peculiar to the Strawberry is in full perfection ; the flavour
of the fruit, without any watery taste, is delicious : it dis-
solves in the mouth as slowly as a lozenge, and is infinitely
superior to the Raisin, which so soon brings on a feeling
of satiety. The Strawberry thus preserved is a stomachic.
The experiment may be tried when the fruit is so ripe as
to be scarcely worth gathering, without any further ex-
pense or trouble than being hung up.— T. Allen 190
Oxford-street.

Amaryllis Belladonna in Pots.—I recommend any of
your readers who wish to cultivate this plant in pots to try
the following experiment

: Keep the plants constantly on
a light she f in the greenhouse, with a pan of wet sand un-
derneath them, which should never be allowed to become
quite dry, not even in summer, when the plant is dormant.By this treatment, some bulbs received from the Cape of
Good Hope which, if not A. belladonna, can hardly be
distinguished from that species, have flowered regularly
every autumn in great luxuriance. They should never be
fresh potted, unless the roots. split the pots, which some
of mine have done, and of course the foregoing treatment
must not be adopted till the bulbs have rooted themselves,
lnis management was adopted accidentally as regards
these bulbs, having been ordered, under the suggestion of
the Rev. W.Herbert, for Brunsvigia JosephirJ and mul-
tiflora, which were received at the same time, and whichnow flower regularly every other year. For some fifteen
years before, I never succeeded in getting any of them to
Hower. The ordinary cause of failure in the cultivation of
a. Josephinse is too much heat in winter, and want of
moisture in summer.

—

J. R.
Drainage of Salt Marshes.—One of the most noble

plans lately devised for this object was the inclosing of
Morecambe Bay and the Estuary of the Duddon, in the
north of Lancashire, which I am much afraid was put a
%top to by party influence. It is highly deserving of the
attention of Government, as the whole land, consisting of
more than 52,000 acres, belongs to the Crown. A few
years ago it was proposed to carry the great Caledonian
railway through this bay, which would have effected adouble purpose—that of connecting England and Scotland
by the railway, and, by raising an embankment for its
formation, would have separated these 52,000 acres of land
from the sea. Persons ignorant of such matters might
pronounce the thing impossible

J
but I am informed that

engineers of the first character, who have examined the
locality, report it can easily be accomplished. The soil
or this immense tract is found to be of the finest quality
for the growth of Wheat, being a favourable mixture of clay
with sand and marine shells. Now that labourers are so
lamentably in want of employment, seems a favourable time
for adding it to the wealth of the country. The engineer's
estimate tor completing the embankment was 434,000/.,
and the value of the land to be reclaimed was calculated
to be worth 1,196,000/. The land belongs to the Crown,
and is under the control of Government. When
in office, the late Ministry agreed with the parties
interested in forming the embankment and railway, to
grant them the whole of the Bay, reserving to the Crown
only one acre in every fifteen; and, moreover, offered to
stand between the company and all other claimants. But
this noble plan was set aside, because Sir F. Smith and
the Parliamentary Commission, forming their opinion
upon data since ascertained to be erroneous, decided that
the railway ought to go through the barren hills of West-
moreland, where not an additional acre of land could be
added to the national stock, while the cost of its form-
ation would exceed by 300,000/. that of the embankment
and railway put together. I do trust that some of the
lnends of the poor in the House of Commons may be
induced to investigate this subject, and to press it upon
the consideration of Government; for surely it is a
great and worthy object to restore to the wealth of the
country o2,000 acres of its best land

; and the employ,ment of thousands of starving labourers in effectingsucn a purpose must still more forcibly recommend itto the consideration of a statesman.—^

[May 6,

and in many places the rccolle will be but trifling
; at the

same time, they say that in the famous year of the comet,
1811, when the wine was so excellent, they experienced
exactly the same weather as at present—that the vine-
yards were partially frozen on the 8th and 10th of April
in that year, and yet the wine was capital; therefore we
have still hopes.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
*r , u » II0RTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
luay i.—AX, t\\ C anniversary this clay, his Grace the Duke ofDeym.s me was re-elected President; T Edgar, Esq., Treasurer

E£ andJ TT' M-VCCrCtary
-

Sir wSlooker.'j. EgJ
KS'^I«;lT:S>w5

,

»"•«•' retired from the Council; and theEarl of Auckland, Sir P. Ejrerton, Bart., and It. Hutton Es ,elected m their places. A report from the auditors, to whichwe have elsewere alluded, was read on this occasion.
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H# Solly

'
Esq ' in th0 chair

-
Lord Bcauvale, Johnlauei.and Francis Huthwaite, Esqrs., were elected Fellows ofine society. A communication was read from Mr. Fcran. er to

O.S.Tl'i ?'
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which produced them is described as small, anXas bavin? beenmuch neglected for a considerable time ; "lately, however, it waspotted anew in a compost of loam, cowdung, horse-droppingana load-scrapings.and keptin a common greenhouse, and it hasDome 53 excellent fruit as the result. The cause of the fruit's
superiority m flavour was not accounted for, and it was possiblyswing to the variety being- a particularly good one, or to somepccunaiity of treatment yet unexplained. In consequence of thecomparative nearness of the Chiswick exhibition, there was notso laige a display of specimen plants as usual. A collection oflock plants from Mr. Wood, Nurseryman, of Norwood, drewmucn notice, and received a certificate of merit. There were 27species in pots, most of them flowering, and all in the highestnea in. Among them was a pretty variegated-leaved Daisy
(Keins vanegata), Linaria hepaticsefolia, the Arctic Bramble
C kudus arcticus), not more than 2 inches high, and with fine crim-son

i

nowers; the very showy Phlox subulata and nivalis; the
ueiicate Cypnperlium spectabile ; an extremely beautiful specimen
oi the white Forget-me-not (Myosotis alba), the pleasing and
uuiahle-flowered Gnaphalium dioicum, Erinus alpinus, Veronica
lepens, two or three interesting species of Saxifrage and Thyme.
Si ,° vanegatedArabis amI others. Mr. Cockburn, gr. to theAarl of Mansfield, Caen Wood, Highgate, sent a number ofplants,among which was a tall specimen of Acacia verticillata, hand-
somely in bloom - a large Cytisus raccmosus (possibly Genista
canariensis), loaded with showy yellow and fragrant blossoms ; agood specimen of Philibertia grandifiora, with unusually dark
nowers

;
ioustonia cserulea, an extremely attractive little plant,

coveiingthe pot with its pretty pale lilac flowers* Chorozema
coumoiium, spinosum, Henchmannii, and varium, the latter in a
tan state; and Fabiana imbricata. A certificate was given for
the lour Chorozemas; and it was stated that the Fabiana is per-
fectly hardy, having stood exposed through the last winter without
iny protection— it will therefore be a useful addition to our ever-
green shrubs. From Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, Ealing
raiK, tnere was a very handsome specimen of the elegant Choro-zema (Dillwyma) glycinifolia. which, although difficult to culti-
vate, was grown to the greatest perfection* Podolobium triloba-
tum showy and well managed; the charming Cytisus filipes, so
prodigal of its sweet white blossoms in the spring months ; a fine
variety of Oncidium papilio; and two seedling Azaleas, one
called speciosissima, with immense crimson flowers, richly
spotted in the upper petals, and tolerably well formed, the other
conspicua purpurea, equally large, of a darker tint, less spotted
and of a less perfect figure. A Banksian medal was given for
the first of these and Chorozema glycinifolia. Mr. Gaines of
Battersea, sent a basket of Ixias, which, though introduced' in
great abundance, are seldom favourably grown

; these, however
were dwarf, and full of flowers, and altogether so superior that
they were distinguished by a Banksian medal. A specimen of
the rare HouIMia Brocklehurstianawas shown by Messrs. Veitch
and Son, of Exeter; it is very singular, and has large chocolate-
coloured flowers, which are variously spotted or blotched. ABanksian medal was awarded for this. There was also from Messrs.
veitch a new Brazilian Gesneraceous plant, a dwarf stove shrub,
with the aspect of a Columnea, but apparently a species of Hypo-
cyrta; it has curious scarlet flowers, which are not very
numerous. The Rev. F. Beadon sent a plant of a double
yellow Oxahs, which is an example in which double flowers
are not so showy as the single ones. It was obtained from Ma-
deira, and is to be regarded more as a curiosity than as an orna-
mental plant. Mr. Cunningham, gr. to G. Atkins, Esq., of
l wickenham, produced a seedling Calceolaria, named the Earl of
Galloway, which has a large and very deep rich reddish brown
flower Mr. Dayey, gr. to G. Smith, Esq., of Colney Hatch,
exhibited a seedling Cineraria (pulcherrima), with most intense
purplish crimson blossoms, but chiefly noticeable for the colourof these. ED. Davenport, Esq., sent a cut specimen of the
butherlandia frutescens, which is something like Clianthus puni-
ceus, and almost equal to it. The Hon. and Very Rev. W. Herbert
communicated some beautiful seedling Rhododendrons and
Azaleas • the first was R. Seymouri, obtained from seed of Rho-
aora canadensis, impregnated by Azalea pontica; another was
raised between R. ponticum and R. dauricum atrovirens, and is
remarkable for its loveliness. There were also some pleasing
nyhndsfrom R. ponticum, which had been fertilised with the
pollen of A. pontica, and from having so much of the habit of the
latter, they showed how the properties of the male type prevail
over those of the female: the last was a splendid seedling from
A. pontica and A. sinensis, the colour of the flowers being bright
orange, with a deeper hue in the centre. Mr. Bedford, gr. to Mr.
C. Abbott, market gr., Edmonton, brought a punnet of BlackHamburgh Grapes, which were particularly well coloured. The
plants from the Gardens of the Society were the White Indian
Azalea and the A. i. phcenicea, both a sheet of bloom : Cattleya
I'orbcsu and intermedia, the latter having seven flowers on one
of its spikes; the large variety of Oncidium ampliatum, in an
unusually splendid state; Epidendrum primulinum; a hairy
variety of Acacia pulchella, which is very distinct and showy;
the dwarf Chorozema varium, so much preferable to the larger
kind; andEchium petneum, a new herbaceous perennial, withshowy pink and blue flowers ; it is described as hard to grow,
but was in excellent condition. Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, sent a
round tin pan, divisible in the middle, and having a cavity in the
centre for the purpose of admitting pots, intended to economize
tobacco-water

;
when this is applied to plants, for the purpose of

destroying aphides, it is generally wasted, and a great superfluous
expenditure is thus incurred : by this contrivance the plants may
be syringed or sprinkled, and the whole of the fluid will be caught
again, to be strained for further use. It was announced that Mr.
E. Solly, Jun., will deliver four lectures (on the nth of May, and
the three following Thursdays,) in the rooms of the Society, on
the Chemistry of Vegetation. Fellows of the Society will be
admitted free; and to others the course will be 10s. 6d. The
following is the syllabus:— 1st. The chemical nature of plants

;

the formation of organic matter illustrated by reference to inor-
ganic substances; the changes which matter undergoes; and the
effect of chemical affinity in altering the nature and properties of
substances. 2d. The composition and properties of organic
matter

; the different characters yet similar composition of vege-
table productions; the facility with which they are converted into
each other; their pronenessto decay ; and the nature of ferment-
ation. 3rd. The food of plants; air, water, and soil ; their com-
position

; the substances which they yield to plants; sources of
carbonic acid and ammonia -, changes which they undergo in the
organs of plants. 4th, Effects of cultivation ;

conditions requi-
site to vegetation $ influence of heat, light, and electricity on

plants; deterioration of soil ; modes of preventing it- use ofmanure; its application and effects; relation of vegetation to
climate

;
effects of plants on the atmosphere ; connexion between

the animal and vegetable kingdoms. It was also stated that there
will be no meeting of the Society on the ifith inst., owing tothe occurrence ot the garden-show on the 13th.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND
/P'-d 20.-T. R. Barker, Esq., in the chair. Twenty-five newMembers were elected. Mr. Rodwell communicated the follow-
nig account cf specimens of Bokhara Clover he had presented
to the Society, and the results of his experience in the garden
cultivation of this plant. Specimen No. 1. The growth of 1841
Seed sown, April 21. The plant the growth of 138 days. First
year's produce. Length 8 feet 1 1 inches. Specimen No 2The growth of 1842. Second year's produce from the roots of
the former year. Pressed when in blossom. Growth of 125
days. Length 11 feet 4 inches. Specimen No. 3. Growth of
1842. Second year's produce from the roots of the former

mould, deep and dry. The subsoil, loamy craig" about 4°teetfrom land-springs. Preparation, deep digging and manuring

specimen No. 1 was gathered and dried when in full bloom. In
October, the produce -was carefully cut down, and auplicd for
fodder to cattle. Horses not fond of it; cows and pigs prefer
other food. 1842.—Early in the spring of this year the plants
which had been carefully cut down in the autumn, began to
exhibit their spring shoots long before the Lucerne shoots were
visible; thus estahlishingtwo important points—early vegetation
and great hardiness. The plant now required great care and
attention in supporting the lateral branches, so as to prevent
them falling. Early in June the blossoms began to make their
appearance, and continued to make fresh bloom during the
months of July and August, forming not only an ornamental but
a very fragrant garden plant. In this state, the specimen No 2
was taken as an average growth. In August and September
the seed-pods were formed and began to ripen; and the seed
gathered at the end of September, yielding eight pounds to the
square rod. The specimen No. 3 was gathered at the same timeUpon the usefulness of this plant, I am at present unable to giveany very favourable report, its properties for feeding cattle
having no great recommendation, as it was found that a prefer-
ence was always given to any other food, either in its green or
dried state. It has shown itself with my mode of treatment a
biennial plant, no vegetation having appeared during the present
year; this, however, may possibly not be its characteristic with
repeated cuttings in a green state; a point which I have not at
present ascertained by trial.—Mr. H. Gibbs corroborated Mr
Rodwell's remarks, as to the unwillingness of animals to eat the
plant when Lucerne could be had by them. Mr. Gibbs's idea wasto cut and stack the Clover in alternate layers with oat straw*and afterwards cut the two into chaff for use; also, to mix it
jvith grass in haymaking, when there was the chance of damagefrom wet weather, so as to impart a good smell to the hay, andthereby give it .the character of hay well got up. The Hon.
R. H. Clive, M. P., gave notice that he should propose, at the"next

;
monthly meeting of the Council, that the annual countrymeetmg of the Society should be held at Shrewsbury in the year

Jmoi'i
Mr. Hilyard informed the Council, that he had had sixsmal Hereford oxen all of one person's breed, and divided asequally as possible, fed for sixteen weeks in his stalls- three ofthem on Mangold Wurzel and three on Swedish Turnips a busheland a half each daily, with a bushel and a half of cut hay mixedwith one quart of boiled linseed, and three quarts of barley-meal

for the purpose of testing the comparative feeding qualities ofthese roots. The Council adjourned to Wednesday, the 3d of May.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Morningside Practical Gardeners9 Society, April \ \ .—The general
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Single ditto, and four Anemones. Mr. J. Gibson, "VVoodbum—

For the best three Scotch Leeks. Mr. J. Thomson, St. Andrew s

—For the best six Heartsease. Cottagers' Compktition: for

the best four Scotch Leeks, W. Morris, St. Andrew's. There were

shown from St. Fort three large specimens of the Nohl Schol, or

Turnip-rooted Cabbie, and one of triple-curled German green,

the largest and best we have seen. From the Priory—some fine

Pelargoniums and double Stocks, growing in pots, and a beauti-

ful pot of Ncmophila insignis. From Grangemuir—some fine

specimens of the Beurrc Ranee Pear.— Fifeshire Journal.

Hertford Horticultural Society, April 20.—The first exhibition

for this season took place at the Shire Hall, where there was a

crowded and fashionable attendance. The show surpassed most
spring exhibitions. The collection of miscellaneous greenhouse

plants exhibited by W. R.Baker, Esq., deserves particular notice.

Mr. Baker also exhibited 12 Pelargoniums, which filled more than

one-half of the centre stand in the assembly-room. A fine speci-

men of hybrid Rhododendron, and a collection of fine seedling-

Cinerarias were exhibited by Mr. Francis, nurseryman, of Hert-

ford. Mr. Paul, of Cheshunt, also exhibited a select collection

of plants. The show of fruit was not extensive -and in

quality mediocre, as misrht naturally be expected, so early

in the season. The exhibition of flowers, in wax. by Miss Eng-
land, which occupied a large table in the Council Chamber,
was a great point of attraction. The flowers were recom-

mended by the judges for a prize. The following is a list

of the prizes awarded :—Pines, 1st prize, Mr. Brown, gr. to Sii

H. Meux; 2d, Mr. Hamp, gr. to E. Chuck, Esq. Strawberries, in

dishes of 24 : 1st prize, J. Hamp; 2d, Mr. Tinsley, Sr -
*°

S. Adams, Esq. Cucumbers, brace of: 1st prize, J. Brown; 2d,

Mrs. Hanbury; 3d, Mr. Hamp. Dessert Apples, dishes of o
:

1st

prize, Mr. Brown; 2d, A. Milne, gr. to C. S. Chauncy, Esq.

Kitchen Apples (6): 1st prize, \V. Parker, Esq.; 2d, J.Brown.
Specimen Plant : 1st prize, Mr. J. Slowe, gr. to \V. R.Baker,
Esq.

;
2d, Mr. Plumbly, gr. to C. J. Dimsdale, Esq. ; Mr. J- Wil-

liams, gr. to J. Warner, Esq. Greenhouse Plants (24) : 1st prize,

Mr. J. Slowe; 2d, Mr. Plumbly. Miscellaneous Plants (24): 1st

prize, Mr. Slowe; 2d, Mr. J. Williams. Pelargoniums (12) : 1st prize,

Mr. Slowe; 2d, Mr. T. Dawson, gr. to Earl COWper. Cope
Heaths (12) : 1st prize, Mr. Plumblv ; 2d, Mr. Slowe. Auriculas

(6) : Mr. J. Hudson, Ware. Best seedling, ditto : Mr. J. Hudson*
Ware. Polyanthus (6): J. Williams. Heartsease, 30 varieties: 1st

prize, Mr. Hurst, gr. to J. Batho, Esq., Cheshunt; 2d, J. Wil-

liams; 3d, Mrs. Hanbury, Poles. British Plants, 20 species; 1st

prize, Mr. G. Spriggings, St. Alban's-g 2d, Mr. D. Spriggings,

Hertford. Stove Plants (6): John Slowe. OrcMdoceaa C. B.

Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon. Cut Flowers: 1st prize, Mr. J. Wil-

liams; 2d, Mr. Slowe: 3d, Mr. A.Milne. Banquet Flowers : B.

"Williams,- gr. to Mrs. Keeling, Broxboumc. Cottagbrs'
Prizes.—Fruit: 1st prize, J. Farrow, Tewin j 2d, S. Tinsley,

Waterford. Flowers: 1st prize, W. Cowlcr, Wadcsmill ;
2d, J.

Farrow, Tewin. Vegetables: J. Farrow, Tewin. Extra prizes
were awarded to Mr. T. Dawson, for Hydrangeas and Kitchen
Apples: to Mr. A. Milne, for Rhubarb 5 Mr. Slowe, for Cine-
rarias\; W. Parker, Esq., for Dessert Apples; Mr. Plumbly, for a
collection of Greenhouse Azaleas; Mr. I>. Williams, for cut
?lowers\BX\d Dessert Apples ; C. G. Thornton, Esq., for Filberts,

<u excellent preservation ; and to E. Taylor, cottager, for Flowers.

MISCELLANEOUS.
t

On Burning Clay. — Several correspondents having
squired about the best method of burning clay, a friend
has kindly furnished us with the following information
on the subject, which was printed in the form of a
circular, in 1815. The first extract is from a letter of
Mr, Craig, agent to A. Murray, Esq., of Broughton,
Galloway, to E. Boyd, Esq., of Morton-hall. Mn Craig
observes, that t( the general method of proceeding to
work is, to make an oblong inclosure of the dimensions
of a small house, say 15 feet by 10, of green turf sods,
raised to the height of 3

-J- or 4 feet. In the inside of this

inclosure, air-pipes are drawn diagonally, which commu-
nicate with holes left at each corner of the exterior wall.

These pipes are formed of sods jJut on edge, and the
space between them so wide only as another sod can
easily cover. In each of the four spaces left between the
air-pipes and the outer wall, a fire is kindled with wood
and dry turf, and then the whole of the inside of the
inclosure or kiln filled with dry turf, which is very soon
°n fire; and on the top of that, when well kindled, is

thrown the clay, in small quantities at a time, and
repeated as often as necessary, which must be regulated
by the intensity of the burning. The air- pipes are of use
only at first, because, if the fire burns with tolerable
keenness, the sods forming the pipe will soon be reduced
to ashes. The pipe on the weather side of the kiln only
is left open, the mouths of the other three being stopped
U P> and^not opened, except the wind should veer about.
As the inside of the inclosure or kiln begins to be filled
UP with clay, the outer wall must be raised in height,
always taking care to have it at least 15 inches higher
than the top of the clay, for the purpose of keeping the
yad from acting on the fire. When the fire burns
through the outer wall, which it often docs, and particu-
larly when the top is overloaded with clay, the breach

^
ust be stopped up immediately, which can only be effec-

tually done by building another sod wall from the (foun-
dation opposite to it ; and the sods that formed that part
°t the first wall are soon reduced to ashes. The wall can
be raised as high as may be convenient to throw on the

£

lay; and the kiln may be increased to any size, by
orrning a new wall when the previous one is burnt
> rough. I haVe them so wide, as to afford a space for a
iorse and cart to turn upon them ; but, when they are so
r°ad, it requires the workmen to walk on the top of
em when feeding with clay, which I would not recom-

t
i * because the more loosely the clay can be laid on,

JJ
e ™ore rapidly it will burn. I did not take all the

rouble above stated with my kilns; having the advan-

wvVV* ^?ant% of olti m oss, slicks, and tree-roots,
ich I split, and kindled a large parcel of them, and

grounded the fire with a quantity of dry turf; and as
oon as it was well kindled, I built round a strong wall of

out •

aUd W6nt °n> addin8 clay to tue fire
»
and sods to the

er walls, when necessary, till the kilns were so large as

sepr°?
t
-

aiI

l
Upwards of 10° Ioads of ashes

-
The Principal

emit! ? hwmnB consists in having the outer wall made

care t 1

and ,mPervi°us to the external air, and taking

covered iSa £* '? ^^ lightly
'

but comP letely>

com! £ \
°Iay

; becauge, if the external air should

kiln i K
0ntact Wit

,
h thc fire

>
eifcher on ^e top of the*un, or by means of its bursting through the sides, the

fire will be very soon extinguished. In short, the kilns

require to be attended nearly as closely as charcoal-pits.

Clay is much easier burnt than either moss or loam ;
it

does not undergo any alteration in its shape, and, on that

account, allows the fire and smoke to get up easily

between the lumps ; whereas moss and loauu by crumb-

ling down, are very apt to smother the fire, unless care-

fully attended to. No rule can be laid down for regu-

latingrthe size of the lumps of clay thrown on the kiln, as

that must depend on the state of the fire ; but I have

found every lump completely burnt on opening the kiln,

and some of them were thrown in larger than my head.

Clay, no doubt, burns more readily if it be dug up and

dried for a day or two before it be thrown on the kilns
;

but this operation is not necessary, as it will burn though

thrown on quite wet. After a kiln is fairly set a-going,

no coal or wood, or any sort of combustible is necessary
;

and it can only be extinguished by inattention, or the

carelessness of'the operator, the vicissitudes of the weather

having hardly any effect on the fires, if properly attended.

It may perhaps be necessary to mention that when the

kiln is burning with great keenness, a stranger to the oper-

ation may be apt to think that the fire is extinguished.

If, therefore, any person, either through impatience or

too great a curiosity, should insist on looking into the

interior of the kiln, he will certainly retard, and may
possibly extinguish the fire ; for, as I mentioned before,

the chief secret consists in keeping out the external air

from the fire." From perusing these remarks, Mr.

Ormiston, of Boclyllton, observes, in a letter addressed

to Sir W. W. Wynn, Bart., in the same circular, which

was issued about two years after the date of

the previous communication, that he "was induced

to make a trial of ashes produced from burnt clay and

vegetable substances as a manure. Accordingly, about

the beginning of April, 1816, I set about the formation

of the kilns for that purpose, close to a pit containing a

quantity of peat moss, nearly in the centre of a field of

about 100 acres, then under the operation of a turnip

fallow. Having caused some hundred loads of the peat

earth, together with a subsoil of strong adhesive blue clay,

to be wheeled out of the pit arouud the kilns, I collected

a quantity of old wood and roots of tiees for the purpose

of kindling the fires, and having' done so according to the

method described by Mr. Craig, and got them to burn

well, I found one man equal to keep four kilns going.

The kilns constructed by me were of larger dimensions

than those described by Mr. Craig, being 30 feet long by

12 wide, inside the walls, and 2 feet high in the first

instance, and increasing in height to 4 feet, as the work

proceeded. Some hundred cart-loads of root-weeds, and

rubbish of various descriptions, collected from the field

before mentioned, were thrown on these kilns, and evi-

dently produced superior ashes to those procured from
the peat-earth and clay. The operation of burning not

being finished till the end of July prevented my giving

the ashes a fair trial that year, as I was, in consequence,
unable to sow the Turnip-seed before the 10th of August,

and the crop produced was very indiilercnt, which I

impute entirely to the lateness of the season and the

unfavourable state of the ground, from wet weather. The
expense of burning, as nearly as I can calculate, was

about one shilling per cart-load, making no allowance for

cartage of weeds and rubbish from the field, as it would

otherwise have been necessary to have removed them

to some convenient place to be consumed in the usual

manner. In the month of March, 1817, the fire in the

remaining kilns was little more than extinguished. I

then had the ashes carted out to an adjoining meadow,

and laid (hem on at the rate of 50 cart-loads to an acre,

where they have shown, both on the crop of hay and

after-grass* a decided superiority over preparations of

earth and lime compost, laid on at the rate of nearly 26 cubic

yards to the acre, as an active manure for top-dressing.

In April I Put down a quantity of the ashes in the corner

of a field intended for Swedish Turnips, and as soon as

the ground was prepared for sowing, I manured a

small portion of the field with them, at the rate of

50 'cart-loads to the acre. The Turnips growing upon

that part of the field are more luxuriant, and, seem-

„Ur a heavier crop than those sown, with an ample

lantity f good farm-yard dung; and even the place

where the ashes were put down until they could be

rarted on the field, is most conspicuous for the luxuriance

of the Turnips, although they were taken up as close as

ssible without removing part of the soil. I am de-

Sdedlv of opinion that ashes thus produced are a most

Valuable manure as atop-dressing for pasture and meadow

around, particularly as they would not be subject to any

1 from evaporation ; and in that case all vegetable

generally used as a top-dressing for meadows

applied to the raising of green crops, where it

los

manure

manure for Turnips
• the drills and covered, as is practised with farm-yard

thp ,,shes n, consolidate the ground too much for drilling,

e aSer might be run through it before the drills were

ormed ; by so doing the young plants would come sooner

n con tact with the ashes than by putting them into the

•iUsand covering them with the plough, as is usual m

he application of common dung. From my practice f

SaVburning, I am of opinion that it can oe done without

the aid of kilns, which must be a very considerable

saving; besides, it often happens that earths of various

kinds might be collected for burning, where it would be

very inconvenient to obtain turf, or sods, to form the

kilns; and earths so collected, such as the scrapings of
roads, mud of pits, and bog-earth of any kind, will
undoubtedly produce superior ashes to clay, of whatever
denomination. In burning clay or soil without the aid

of kilns, it is only necessary to kindle a fire, and after it

becomes sufficiently strong, lay the clay or earth upon it,

and continue that operation directed in kiln-burning so

long as a man is able to throw it upon the fire ; by this

mode, I conceive, a hundred or more cart-loads of ashes

may be easily obtained in one heap. I would recommend

in this mode of burning, a screen, similar to those used in

burning charcoal, which could be shifted round, to prevent

a high wind blowing the fire too much from any side of

the heap. Having made the experiment, the result was

as follows :—1G0 square yards, manured at the rate of 50

cart-loads per acre of clay-ashes, produced 1,834 lbs. of

Turnips, without tops and tails ; 1G0 ditto, ditto at the

rate of 25 cart-loads per acre of farm-yard dung, pro-

duced 1,680 lbs. of ditto without ditto, J 54 lbs. difference,

being equal to 2 tons 1 cwt. 2 qrs. 6 lbs. per acre in favour

of crop sown with clay-ashes; an advantage winch may

not appear great in this instance, yet it would be very

considerable if obtained from every acre of Turnips grown

upon this farm."

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Messrs. Rollisson's, Tooting.—The greenhouses in this nursery

are now exceedingly gay with Azaleas, hybrid Rhododendrons,

and the many dwarfer shrubs that flower at the present season,

while the roof of the principal house is covered with the fragrant

blossoms of the Wistaria sinensis. Among the Azaleas, there is

a new seedling, with white flowers, which are much larger than

those of A. indica alba; and the Rhododendrons comprise R.

hyacinthiflora, which is a dwarf, compact-growing shrub, with

shining narrow foliage, and rather small semi-double pink-

flowers ; with R. Rollissonii, the new Himalayan variety, having
wrinkled leaves, which are deep-brown on the under- side, and

dark scarlet blossoms, a little undulated, and having distinct

pits or cells in the bottom, round the centre; and R. Alberti, a
hardy hybrid, with pale and delicate flesh-coloured blooms,

which are large, and a little spotted. The blossoms of the last

are deep pink when first opened, and as an early and later cluster

have both been developed on one plant, from the same bud ; the

effect is rather novel. In the stove, the noble Franciscea latifolia

is blooming freely; Gesnera reflexa, a species remarkable for

having both its stem and the individual flowers turned down-
wards; Begonia hvdrocotylifolia, which adds to a neat and
elegant habit a very agreeable odour ; and Centradenia rosea,

which is studded all over with its pretty rose-coloured blossoms.

Stephanotis lloribunda is developing numerous flower-buds on

plants not more than six inches in height. Another greenhouse

contains a plant which passes under the name of Chorozema
macrophylhun, and which is a superior variety of C. cordatum,

very ornamental; Boronia viminea, an interesting little shrub,

which is lively with its numerous pink blossoms at all periods;

B. crenulata, having rather a stiff or cramped appearance, but

showy, with bright pink flowers; and Ziena laevigata, a rare

species, which is clothed with pinkish-white inflorescence

throughout the spring months. Lasiopetalum viscosum, anew
plant, with pink flowers, which are covered with glutinous

matter, is also in blossom here. The Orchidaceous house has

recently been rendered splendidly attractive by an immense plant

of Dendrobium fimbriatum, which? elevated on a pedestal, and

suffered to throw out its branches all round in a drooping manner,

has produced between two and three thousand of its lovely

oran.<-p blooms ; thp foliage being at the same time healthy and
perfect, the plant formed an unusually grand spectacle. Den-
drobium Picrarui latifolium is a variety with particularly large

flowers, that retains its foliage while it is blooming, and blossoms
much later than the species; it is now in perfection here. Cyr-

tochilum stellatum is producing a fine raceme of flowers, which,
though principally of a whitish tint, are specially conspicuous.

Ccelogyne testacea, new, and having drooping racemes of small,

dull, brown flowers, is also in bloom. Trigonidium ringens,

likewise blooming, is a curious species, with the sepals thrown

much further back than is common in the genus ; their colour is

a dingy brown. Calanthe ochracea and b.color the former with

vellowish-brown, and the latter with wine-coloured and white

flowers are flowering handsomely in a cooler house. Ihey are

considered hardy, and deserve general culture. The pleasing

Lcurot.es bicolor and the more specious Dendrobium Jenkinsii

arc both blossoming abundantly, and are well adapted for grow-
ing on suspended logs of wood. Vanda cristata, with its singu-

larly crested lip, which has two horns at the end, and when
viewed from beneath, resembles an ox's head, has many flowers

now open. Out-of-doors, AquilegiaSkinneri is in bloom, but the

cold winds seem to have so weakened it that it has a compara-

tively insignificant appearance. Viola palmcnsis, a valuable

shrubby species, which is nearly always blooming, is now gay
with its purple flowers. In a bed at the back of one of the

greenhouses some Trilliums are cultivated in decayed moss and
turfy soil aud T. grandifiornm, a large white-flowered species,

is a particularly desirable plant.—E. K.
t
April 20.

Haggcrstone Castle Gardens.—There is now in full bloom at

this place a fine specimen of Doryanthcs excelsa, the flower-stem
of which is lG feet high. A honied fluid drops from the plants.

The plant has a very noble appearance, and the rarity with which
it blossoms renders it deserving of notice.—April '29.

Boxley Abbey, near Maidsfane.—There is at present in bloom
here a beautiful specimen of Clianthus puniceus, covering a
south wall sixteen and a half feet long and seven feet high. It

is quite a mass of flower, and in the richest health.—G.M. t May 1.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. XL
{Continued from page 142.)

40. Anatomy of Animals.'— Galen, when studying
human anatomy, was so struck with the perfection with
which all the parts of the human arm and hand are
adapted to one another, that he composed a hymn to the
Deity, expressing his admiration of a piece of so much
excellence. The more we extend our researches into the
animal kingdom, the more shall we be struck with this
extraordinary adaptation of the parts of living bodies to
their respective uses

; the more shall we be convinced, by
our own imperfect knowledge, of the perfection of that
Wisdom and Power, whose works are as marvellous as they
are unbounded.

41. Architecture of Birds.—There is nearly as much
difference between the comparative beauty of the nests of
a wood-pigeon and of a bottle-tit, as between the hut of a
North American savage and a Grecian temple. But
although the savage, in the course of ages, may attain as

much civilization as would lead him to the construction
of a new Parthenon, the wood-pigeon will continue only

to make a platform of sticks to the end of time- It is

evident from a contemplation of all nature, that the facul-

ties of quadrupeds, birds, insects, and all the inferior ani-
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inals, are stationary

; those of man only are progressive.
But, within their limited range, the inferior animals per-form tneir pr0per labours with an unwearied industry andan unerring precision which call forth our wonder and

£™ Zi ,
Elevated as our «»nds are in the compara-

tive scale of nature, we may still take example from the
aiugence, the perseverance, and the cheerfulness, which
preside over the architecture of birds.

42. Bishop Heher mentions, in his Journal, that two
curious facts were told him in Kemaoon respecting the
forests and their productions. The one was, that fires
often took place in the jungles during the dry season, by
the mere friction of the cane-stalks against each other in
high winds. A scene of this sort, and arising from this cause,
is described in "Leyden's Scenes of Infancy." The other
was, that the Boa Constrictor is frequently found, parti-
cularly in the wood between Baraoury and Dikkalee, under
the immediate feet of the hills. These snakes are of
enormous size, but not much feared by the natives

J
since,

though they have, in their opinion, sufficient strength to
master a buffalo, they are proportionally unwieldy. Many
stories were told there of persons stepping on them by
mistake for fallen trees, and being terrified on finding them
alive.

43. Sacred Tree of Hierro.—In « Glass's History of the
Canary Islands " we have the description of a peculiar
tree in the island of Hierro, which is the means of sup-
plying the inhabitants, man as well as inferior animals,
with water—an island, which, but for this marvellous
adjunct, would be uninhabitable and abandoned. The
tree "called Til by the people of the island, and has
attached to it the epithet garse, or sacred. It is situated
on the top of a rock terminating the district called Tigu-
iatre, which leads from the shore. A cloud of vapour,
which seems to rise from the sea, is impelled towards it,
and being condensed by the foliage of the tree, the rain
talis into a large tank, from which it is measured out by
individuals set apart for that purpose by the authorities of
the island.

[May 6,
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A Treatise on the Growth of the Peach. By John Smith.

London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. 1843.
This little work consists of 112 pages, 5G of which are
occupied with some account of the history and introduc-
tion of the Peach, and with descriptions of 19 varieties of
this fruit, and 13 of Nectarines. This part requires little

notice, beyond the observation that it appears to be a
compilation chiefly from the " Guide to the Orchard and
Kitchen Garden," which work has evidently afforded the
basis of most of the descriptions; and in many instances
slight changes in the phraseology constitute the only dif-
ference.

^
Then follow some remarks on the modes of

propagation, and kinds of stocks usually employed. On
the subject of walls for Peaches, the author states, from
his own experience, that straight walls are better than
those built serpentine, or zig-zag ; that the full south
aspect is the best ; ancl that the east is more suitable than
the west. The directions for the formation of borders
are, so far, very good ; but for many subsoils it would
have been proper to recommend a bottoming of concrete.
The season of planting is stated to be from the " middle
of October to the middle of March." Peaches may be
planted thus late ; but to delay beyond February is not to
be recommended. The trees are also weakened by
deferring the winter pruning so late as " from the latter

end of February until the blossom-buds are nearly ready
to burst." When the leaves have fallen, the operation of
pruning cannot be too soon performed.
With regard to pruning and training, however, the

system is good in principle, but is not so distinctly

explained as could be wished. It has to be gathered
from amongst details of various other systems, instead of
being propounded in regular order, from the time of
planting the tree till it is brought to its full and perfect
form. The description of other systems occupies too
prominent a position in the work, whilst the one recom-
mended is mentioned incidentally. It partakes of those
of Mr. Seymour and Mr. Errington. Like the former,
it requires that one upright shoot be trained in summer
and cut back in winter to furnish side branches ; but
instead of bearing-shoots being allowed to grow only on
the upper side of these lateral branches, as in Seymour's
plan, such are encouraged both on the upper and under
sides, and consequently a greater distance must be allowed
between the principal branches ; and as the lower branches
are apt to become weak, partly owing to their horizontal
position, the ends of these are curved upwards, in order
to induce a greater flow of sap, after Mr. Errington's
plan, but to a less extent.
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*">nby Beans.—Of all our forced crops these are the mostwholesome, and also the most troublesome about this time iftney are kept long in the houses. The successions should nowloiioweach other rapidly, and as soon as three or four gatherintrsare got from them, the plants should be placed out In a shelteredpiace to harden, and then turned out of the pots in ligh«- soilwell watered and shaded for awhile, they would produce several
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w*lufruit Promises to be a large crop, and appearances
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Sa^e conclusion in regard to the standard fruit. A
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n Pans reports rather unfavourably of the appear-ance of the fruit there.
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E^!iTAs soon as these show flower, pinch offtneir tops, and stir the ground well between or near to the rowsWhen you have time, give them a large portion of wa er andbefore the surface dries throw a little dry soil over the wet uartsto prevent the earth caking or cracking.
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REPORT ON COVENT-GATTOEN MARKET.

For the Week ending Mat/ 5, 18J3.Amowo the principal novelties arc Early Frame Peas smallGooseberries, Frame Carrots, young Turnips, Lettuces of tole-rable quality, and some Celery, which has apparently beenplanted late in the autumn, and not earthed up. Mvatt's Britkh

The hothouse Grapes improve greatly, both in size ami colour-and Peaches arc more numerous but small, ami seemingly some'what damaged by travelling. There are some good May-duke Cherries. There is still a profuse supply of unusualSlarge Oranges
;
with some handsome Shaddocks. The displayof flowers m pots now includes Hydrangeas, in a dwarfstate, the showy doubled-blossomed Furze, Coronilla gh.ueaCereus speciosissimus, Epiphyllum speciosum and Ackermnnni'

Oentiana. aeaulis, Diosma uniflora and purpurea, with hardyhybrid Rhododendrons thn* '•nynria Khododendrons that have been potted and have a very

fiufl n
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The LiIy 0f ,he Vallc >'' W>W blooming naturally
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*^ ffi^STLSSSa^Jfe?"' I!«wers comprise soSe

You mig-ht try to pot two or three dozen of them
keep them in a shady place, and watered, till they fill the pots
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and
XT
then ^Y ^y be planted out, if the weather Isever so hot. Now, recollect this simple method may be turned

l
aC
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ou*h the season with many other things, as wellas with Cauliflower plants.
Sci.tk.ssiov Chops.—There is more danger that those alreadyup and in different stages will now suffer from want of water, or

thinning: &c. &c. than that the right time of sowing them shouldbe forgotten
j

the state of the last sowing will always indicate
the time for the next. Keep the soil well stirred between cropsm rows, and see that no weeds get a footing among your crops.ONioNs.-See that you have a bed or border prepared to plantout the thinnings by-and-by, and sow a bed of the silver-skinned
in light poor soil some time soon, to come in for pickling
Cblbrt and Lettuce Plants, lately pricked or planted out,

indeed, any small plants which have lately been transplanted
will be now in danger from the dry weather, and must be as
regularly watered as house plants in pots, and so must crops of
Turnips and other seedlings as they are coming up.Orchard.—All our hardy fruits come in under this head: the
strawberries require the first attention now, as, if this finewarm weather should continue through this month, the beds will
soon get too dry, and no one thinks ofwatering all the Strawberry-
beds, but everyone should mulch in between the rows with some
sort of litter— short grass from the pleasure-grounds is the
best; this will prevent radiation and keep the surface cool.
Keep a regular eye over the wall-trees, and sec that no insects
or other vermin get established on them; and also the young
shoots must now be well attended to. Never cut out, or otherwise
prune, too much of the summer growth at once; it is much
better to begin in time, and stop the strongest shoots only at
first, and so on through the growing season.

which have been dried, have before been noticed
; but there isnow an addition of a kind of grass, which appears tobeaspSof Briza, and is particularly elegant.

species

PRICKS, Saturday May"6, 1fM3 FRUITS:—
Pino Apple, pe r Ib.tf* to 10*
Grapes, hothouse, pnr lb , Os to 12*— Spanish, per lb. 1* to IsGd

-r Portugal, I* to 8s •
AppJes, dessert, per bush., 5# to lOi— Kitchen, 4* to its
l pars, dessert, per hf. sieve, 20j
Strawberries, forced, peroz.,fir/ to U
yooseherries, small basket, Od tola 3d
Apricots, per pottle, Is 8d to 2s

Wanates, per doss,, —Pom
OranKCs, per do"z„ UtoSs

per 100, 6s to 20s
liitter, per 100, 8* to 20*

Lemons, per 100,4j to 14s— per dox. 1* to 2.?

Cucmubftrs, per brace, 1*. to 3*
V\ alnuts, per bush., 12.<to 1G*
U/iesnuts, per peck, 4s to (fjg
Almonds, perpeck, Gs
Syreet Almonds, per pound, as
l;ilberts,En/.Hish,per 100 lbs. 601 I

t" b Nuts, per 100 lbs., 60*. to 70s.
nuts, [j,. r bushel—
— Brazil, ids— Spanish, lit*— Barcelona, e-is— Cob, 12* to 14*

to Co*

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
The gardening operations for this week about London will end

in a great holiday among the patrons and lovers of the art, and
In a severe contest among the beat practical gardeners in the
world, at the first exhibition of the season in the Horticultural
Society's Garden. Gardeners in distant parts of the country who
have never attended these exhibitions, can form no idea of the per-
fection to which the cultivation of plants is brought round Lon-
don. Itisnotan uncommon occurrence forsome of these gardeners
to send ' up' part of their very best productions, confidently relyingon taking a first prize ; as, in their opinion, nothing in its way canne more perfect than their plants or fruit, as the case may be.

tw h«a £sion and loud com Plaints are therefore great, when
cffTirra fL: i

not only no prize is awarded them, but that theirwere hardly thought worthy of being mentioned in the

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY,
In-door JJepartmcnt.

Stove.—A liberal use of the watering-pot and syringe is the
great point to be attended to this fine weather, and no plants
should yet be shaded if they stand the sun ; Orchidaceie of course
excepted.
Greenhouse.-A stranger entering a well-regulated green-

house on an afternoon about the beginning of May might
imagine the house was a stove: the plants had just been syringed,
and the house closed up; every leaf and shoot, oven the rafters,
glass and all, were dripping, and you might think the plants
were all forced for some unaccountable purpose; nevertheless
this is the way these things are managed now-a-days at this
time of the year.
Conservatory.—The tables arc turned here now; this house

was kept much warmer all the winterthan an ordinary greenhouse,
and now it must or ought to be the coolest house about the
establishment. After all you can do, the atmosphere of this
house will be too dry for plants in a growing state: yct you
must persevere, and pour quantities of water on the paths and
under the stages early and late.
Pits and Frambs.-Many of these useful structures will now

be getting empty, the plants being turned out to sheltered places
to harden : and as pits cost money, as well as houses, they should
never rest idle. Get them prepared for the next crop—some for
Melons and Cucumbers, others for a fresh lot of young plants

Cabbage, Red, per doz. 2* to Gs

r^\Z Plants, per doz. i*(«/toa»
Cabbages, per doz., ftrf to U U
Broccoli,Whi?e> per bu

'

nch to to4f
o ""*_,. Purple, 6d to Is 6d

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 70*— ppr QWt. 2* to 'I*

per bushel, 1/ 6d fo ?.a Gd
Kidney, p. bush., liGd to 2s
Scotch, per bushel, W Gd— New, per lb., 1* to .1*

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

T««*l l*to 1* Gd
,Ir"'PP. per doz. bum, 3* to 4*

VEGETABLES-

— S
Red B,

prin^j 1* Gd to 3*
get, per dozen, iid to l*

^?* Ra^fh,perbundle,lsto6s
rtadish, spnnB , p. doz. hands, M to 1*

r^~J nrn,i1
> P- doz - bands. IW to lsGd

oarrots, per doz. huneh. 5* Gd to 7*

c7,.:„~ n"K H°m, per bunch ,6rf to 1*Spring Carrots, u e,/ lo 2s
J arsneps, p0r dozenf u t0 u
Uarlic, per lb. e^ to iid

ShalJotS, per lb., Is to 1*'Gd
^paragus, 4* to Gs
Z -— Sprue, or Small, 1* Gd to 2s
Sea-kale, per punnet, I* to 3s
Lettuce, (labb., ]». hf.-sieve. I* to 1* Gd

7- Cos, per score, 0d to 2*
Endive, per score, Gd to Is
Oalery, p. bd., (12to 15) 67/ to Is Gd
Rhubarb Sialics, per bdlc, id to Is Bd
Small Salads, per punnet. '2d to 3d
Green Basil, per bunch, Gd to 9d
Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. Id to GC
Parsley, per half-sieve, Qd to 1*
Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2s to 3i
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2s lo 3s
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2s to 3s
Marjarom, green, Gd to 9,/

Mushrooms, per pottle, 3*/ to fid
Spinach, per sieve, 1* to Is Gd
Leeks, per do/, bun., 2* to 3s Gd
Onions, per bushel, 5s to Hs— Jprinff per bunch, Gd— Pickling, per hf.-sv., 4s6d to 5t
— "~

J*
reen « P- <">« bun. 2s to 4*

__ — Spanish, per doz, 2* 'to 3s

^
Notices to Correspondents.

I*x-oihsts Flowers.—Now that the season for florists'

to satisfy the public. It is alleged that there is butone society m London which can be trusted upon this
subject

; that this society only meets occasionally, andtnen by candle-light, when it is impossible to judge
coirectiy of the merits of the flowers that are examined.We are not of

reports of the day '
"have had the ^00 I ?o Vtfn^L

00^1 '"^ l°
T late *™*™e out-of-doors in autamn others, again, for

these exhibitions for ™L „,!. f^ll^ 1"™ *° be present at turnin^ out a host of greenhouse and even half-stove plants;
euch occasionsMi?,

r
.
manv years, and to have my expenses on

that I have learned mnr«
m
? ?™Ployera »

and 1 can safely affirm

by all my reading amiti/ -
these exJ»Wtions than I have done

better way by which Kc, InS,
nfir put to^ether, and I know of no

their plants, than by anowWthefr
a
S

lrr

!

,,rove thc aPPearance of

of the three exhibition ta
e^^^^°^^^onevwun

» ^na as gardeners are

pi;

some of these, again, in many instances, are turned out of their
pots and placed in suitable composts, and if only covered with
thin white canvass they will be found to be the healthiest plants
in the establishment by the end of August, when you will begin
to take them up and repot them for the winter. Of all the systems
of growing plants into fine healthy specimens, this is by far the
easiest and the best; just try it for a year or two against the

, ., . .
-- the same opinion; we believe that no

oecter decisions than those of the Floricultural Society
Jin ever be arrived at, and we wish it to be supported,
oecause we know its decisions to be those of honest
men, and skilful men. Nevertheless, in order to gratify
uiose who look to some other tribunal, we take this
opportunity of announcing that all florists' flowers, that
are addressed to our Office, 3, Charles-street, postage
or carriage paid, will be examined, and their qualities
declared und er a separate heading in these " Notices to
correspondents." The opinion will be given by a gen-
tleman entirely unconnected with the trade, thoroughly
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acquainted with the subject, but having no interest
whatever to serve, except the truth. As all these
judgments wdl be indexed at the end of the year, the
buyers of new flowers will have a ready means of
testing the value of the seedlings advertised. If they
are found in our columns, their true character can he
ascertained.
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Chbrry-trees on Walls.— G. B. 2W.—W'e presume there is no
sort of Cherry that will produce fruit only as a standard, and not
against a wall. Yours being; on the south aspect of a lone
house, situated on a heath, doubtless suiters when in blossom
irom cold at night after being exposed to hot sun through the
day. a thm canvass screen always kept on at night during the
blossoming season, and when the sun is strong through the
day, will protect the blossoms from those vicissitudes which
occasion failure in setting thefruitj

Pears.—A Subscriber.—The Broom Park is scarcely so desirable
as the Monarch Pcarj it partakes of the flavours of the Melonand Pine- Apple, and as it keeps till January, and being a hardy
variety, it well deserves a place in a collection

; but it cannot
be said to equal the Beunv Ranee, which ranks the highest
among late-keeping Pears. Inconnuc Van Mons is unknown
to us; the Beurre* Picquery has probably never been fruited in
this country; in M. Jamin's Catalogue it is described as the
best ol Pears, and as being fit for use in December : theShobdcn
Courtis one of the many varieties raised by Mr. Knight; it is
of a yellowish russet colour, of an obovate form, not large, but
possesses a rich sugary flavour, and keeps till January or
February. The Van Mons Leon Le Clerc is a large oblon<-
Pear, buttery and rich; in season in October and November-
it has fruited in this country as an open dwarf; but its intro-
duction is too recent to enable us to state whether it will suc-
ceed generally in the open ground. Fondante d'Automne is as
rich as Mane Louise, but ripening earlier; it does not keep solong after it is once fit for use.y

Apkicot Treks.—Emu.— In removing your Apricot trees that
were planted seven years ago against an cast wall, in draining
the border, and replanting the trees in two feet deep of good
mould, with some bones, you have acted very properly As
they, notwithstanding, do not make healthy wood, nor prove
fruitful, although a Nectarine tree on the same wall bears
fairly, all you can do is to encourage the growth of your
Apricot trees as much as you can between this time and the
middle of July, by mulching and watering in dry weatherrhc portion of shoot produced under these circumstances will
be sound and well ripened; whereas if its growth were stinted
lor want of moisture till later in the season, a rapid but
unhealthy development would take place after heavy rainshave thoroughly moistened the border.

||

Fi.owbr-Sekds.—T.A.N.— Annual seeds will generally growvery well the second year, if they are kept in a dry airv place trBVTSTKMONS.- G. 7f.—Your question is too indefinite. The spe-
cies and varieties of Pcntstemons are so numerous, and ofsuch
different characters, that it would be impossible to give direc-
tions for culture which would include all. If you will state towhat particular kinds you refer, we will endeavour to suimlvyour desires. yv

Gbnista canarirnsis.—A'B. C. sends us specimens of this
plant to inquire its name, and adds that he has planted it againstan open wall, facing the west, where it stood the frost of la«t
winter uninjured, with only a single mat to protect it.

French Honeysuckle.—J. L.—This plant is nearly the came as

805
Snake Millipedes.— C. P„ whose R»nn«« i

by these insects, is referred*£ pa^?9TS^ "S *?*£
Chronicle for 1841, where the methods of des?n ?T^«are given.

U1 ae5troymg them

the insects destroyed.* .4 Subscriber,—-We do
day, and

not knowwhether spirits of tar will injure your Pinks and Carnations

-

probably not; it is worth a trial, when we hope you will favour
us with the result.

Insects.—Rhodon's larva appears to belong to some Tipula
vide Gardeners1 Chronicle, vol. i., p. fj]2. If names are to be
given to specimens of insect?, they ought to be sent up packed
carefully. Yours and many others werecrushed to pieces, a
quill stopped with a cork is generally guard enough from the
injury of the letter-bags. R. A Subscriber's insect injuring
his Peach-trees, &c. is the Otiorhynchus (Curculio) tenebri-
cosus, figured and described in the second Volume of the Gar-
dners' Chronicle, p. 316. R. L.—Your method of killing
insects for the cabinet is too expensive and troublesome, even
if it answered the purpose; besides, spirits of wine and corro-
sive sublimate always leave a white deposit where they touch
the insect. The best way of destroying Coleopterais to plunge
them into boiling water. Mr. Wm, Cummings' insect is the
Galerucalineola; the best means of destroying it is to hold a
sieve or net under the infested Willows, and by shaking or
striking the branches with a stick, the beetles will fall down,
and may be killed with boiling water. R. A Subscriber.-It
is impossible to give any satisfactory answers relative to
insects wichout seeing the specimens.' If our correspondent
will do us the favour to forward two or three of the grubs in a
pi ii-box to Mr. Curtis, 11, Robert-street, Hampstead-road.
without delay, he will -ive an opinion concerning them. R.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWEKS?
Cinerarias. -s^r/wdun.—Your Cinerarias
white, but there
sorts

Subscr
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Jobacco-paper is theSSOT^^ft^C^ best material for ISSfBWis hot water and much the cheapest in the long run AH fovmenting materials arc either expensive or uncerHin ? ,generally are cold when they should be warm

unceuain
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J^TT* A '
N'-Yom heaP of turf would be benefited n,Hrendered more valuable by having a few pails of2£ wpr the drainings of a stable thrown over it : after t rit1 }

Sr Roberts n?ti
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i
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x the C01,traiT» we have opened them to disS sHi i^Th1^^ and ifany remarks are elicited"we shall be glad to publish them. We thought you wo yi] rho

c
aUo^ ^ok contlins^Tform!

»r&^SSrA E-~ T\e scie» tific name of this plant is
the iS^^^VS^^^^b^ species are employed for

the Saintfoin, the one being Ondbrychis coronaria; the other
On<5brychis sahva. If it is to be cultivated by the farmer itmust be treated in all respects as the Saintfoin itself, and nodoubt will require chalk. The best plant for you to crow is
Lucerne. fe

Camellias.— Vectte.*-We are quite unacquainted with any case
like yours; they appear as healthy as possible, and yet theyoung shoots are dying near the base. Send us an exact
description of your case, and we will publish it; when someone may be able to advise you.
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colour a bright and rich yellow, good eye, purple upper petals,
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having a space left where the side petals should meet above the
eye. J. Kitley.—Litncombe Vale TUval: a large and fine
flower, clear, bright, flat, and of good substance; ground pure
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hotbed, should be hardened by being removed from thence
a cool frame, which can be kept close and partially shaded for
a few days, and afterwards gradually thrown open to air and
light. Unless they have come up very thinly, they should not
be retained in the seed-pans, but potted, three in a pot, into
small-sized pots; the proper stage of their growth at which
they should be transplanted may then be determined by the
season, as they will not be injured by being transferred from
pots at any period; the best time is about the end of May. if
supposing they are two inches apart in the seed-pans, they be
retained there, they ought to be planted out as soon as possible
or the roots will be greatly damaged by that process.

Dahlias-—-'1 Tivy Side Subscriber has some Dahlia roots which
she wishes to take with her to a new residence, to which she
is going at Michaelmas, and inquires how this may bc accom-
plished. If they are valuable enough, they had better be planted
in pots, which can bc kept in the open air, and the plants should
be rendered dwarfish by stopping their shoots once or twice.

Only one stem must be left to each. They can then be removed
anywhere when required. If left out of the ground, as sug-
gested, they will perish. John Scolt.^We recommend you
to procure the following sorts : Dodd's Prince of Wales, Hud-
son's Princess Royal, Brown's Marquis ofLansdowne, Bed-
ford's Surprise, Horwood's Princess Royal, and Mrs. Shelley.*

Oxups— II. !>.•—We see no reason to doubt your Essex plant
being the true Primula elatior of the Germans and of Linnseus.

Polyanthus.—An Amateur.—A list of the best Polyanthuses was
given p. 841 in last year's Gardeners' Chronicle. *

Ornithology.—A Subscriber.—We have published occasional
memoranda respecting the habits of birds, and shall be happy
to continue to do so as they are furnished to us by our corres
pondents.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The Overland Mail from India and China, which left

Bombay on the 1st of April, arrived at Malta on the 29th
u't., and the leading facts of the intelligence it brings have
been received by telegraphic despatch. The Governor-
General has declared that Scinde is annexed to the English
territory, and thus that important country has becorre
province of our Indian Empire. Slavery is henceforth f

&

be abolished in Scinde, and the navigation of the I d

foun l

bC
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CDf \° fT [T C°n8ideral>le treasurers
found m Hyderabad after Us capture by the British army,
the amount of winch as sand to exceed 1,000,000/. sterling
The news from China comes down to the 23d February,
and is bnefly mentioned as of a favourable nature, although
it contains no important fact.-From France, we have the
particulars of the Po««»-nrro n «.• .\
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committee of the Senate in reply to the Regent's speech

at the opening of the Cortes has been the subject of

animated discussion. The Senate, in calm but dignified

language, assert the right of Spain to an independent

judgment on her own affairs, and censure the assertion of

M. Guizot in the French Chambers that the Queen

should only marry a Bourbon, as an attempt to assume a

tone of superiority to which they cannot submit.—From

Portugal, we learn that the news of the interruption of the

tariff negotiations has produced agreat sensation in the wine

districts, and that the authorities at Lisbon are at length

beginning to manifest a disposition to bring the question to

a satisfactory settlement.—From Italy, we have accounts

of an attempt to assassinate the Viceroy of the Lombardo-

Yenetian Kingdom, which fortunately failed and proved

to be the act of a lunatic who had imprudently been

allowed to be at large.—From Turkey, we learn that the

Servian question has been settled by an unconditional

compliance on the part of the Turkish Government with

the demands of Russia. The new Sovereign of Servia is to

be deposed, his Ministers are to quit the Servian

territory, and a new election is to take place which will

doubtless restore the Sovereignty to Prince Milosch.

At home, the funeral of the Duke of Sussex in the

cemetery at Kensal-Green—the details of which are given

in another column—is the chief topic of public interest.

In the House of Lords on Tuesday during a conversation

on the Scotch Church, Lord Aberdeen said that Govern-

ment had offered all that could be conceded, and that there

was no intention of introducing any measure on the

subject. In the Commons, on Monday, Sir James

Graham explained the nature of the alterations proposed

by Government in the Factories Bill, with the view of

meeting the most prominent objections urged against it.

On Tuesday, Mr. Hume's motion for a vote of thanks to

Lord Ashburton for the treaty of Washington was carried,

after an animated debate, by a majority of 238 against 96 ;

and on Wednesday, Mr. Elphinstone's bill for the better

regulation of Marriages and Divorce was negatived by a

majority of 64. Last night the Government resolution for

the endowment of additional ministers in populous

places, was agreed to in committee without a division.

Court.—Our readers will be gratified to learn that

the following most satisfactory bulletin was issued on

Thursday morning:— " Buckingham Palace, May 4,

1843, 9 o'clock, a.m.—The Queen is convalescent. The
infant Princess is perfectly well. Her Majesty's recovery

is so far advanced, that no more bulletins will be issued."

—The daily papers state that her Majesty and Prince

Albert, accompanied by the Prince of Wales, the Princess

Royal, and the newly-born Princess, will probably leave

Buckingham Palace for Claremont about the 20th inst.,

and that their stay at Claremont will be prolonged

until within a few days of the period of the Ascot races,

which will commence on Tuesday, the 13th June. Her
Majesty is expected to proceed to Windsor about the 10th

of June. No period has yet been fixed for her Majesty's

visit to Dublin ; but it is not expected that the Queen
will leave England until the latter end of July, or the

commencement of August.—His Royal Highness Prince

Albert has graciously signified his intention of laying the

foundation-stone of the Royal Naval School, at Counter-

hill, near Deptford, on the 1st June, the anniversary of

Lord Howe's victory.

The late Duke of Sussex.— The Lying in State—
On Wednesday the public were admitted into Kensington

Palace, to see the body of his late Royal Highness lie in

state. At 10 o'clock the doors of the Palace were opened.

Passing through the front hall to the inner hall, which

was lined by his Royal Highness's footmen in state

liveries, with crape hatbands, the company ascended the

grand staircase, which was hung with black cloth, reaching

to the ceiling from the landing. On this landing stood

his Royal Highness's piper, in his state uniform, and
wearing a crape scarf. From the landing, entrance was
given to an ante-room, the same in which the Queen held

her first council on her accession to the throne. On the

present occasion the ceiling, sides, and floor of the apart-

ment were completely covered with black cloth. The
adjoining apartment, the saloon, contained the body,

covered, except at the end, with a black velvet pall,

adorned with escutcheons of his late Royal Highness's
arms. Upon the coffin, on a velvet cushion, rested the coro-

net of his late Royal Highness, as one of the Princes of the

Blood. On either side of the coffin were three gold can-
dlesticks, with large wax lights. At the head of the corpse
sat, as chief mourner, Capt. Sir W. H. Dillon, R.N., one of

his Royal Highness's equerries. At the feet of the corpse

stood the Richmond and Windsor Heralds, wearing their

tabards and collars. Behind the heralds stood, on either
side, the Hon. F. Byng and Capt. Courtenay Boyle, R.N.,
gentleman ushers. At eleven o'clock the Chester and
Lancaster heralds relieved the other heralds ; and Sir T.
Noel Harris and Mr. Bainbridge relieved the gentlemen

hisT"
M 12 °'clock Colonel Wildman, K.H., one of

Tl'ii
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y Vo£k i*? &571* as g^tlemen ushers. At
one Clock &r Archibald Macdonald, Bart., one of the
equerries the late Duke, .at M chief mourner in the
room of Colonel WUdman, and the heralds and gentlemen

ushers were changed at the same time. Until the close

of the ceremony the gentlemen in attendance relieved

each other every hour, Colonel Wildman and Sir Archi-

bald Macdonald officiating as chief mourners during the

remainder of the day. Four o'clock having arrived, and

the barriers extending to the gates of the palace being

then filled with company, who had not obtained admission,

the lord chamberlain allowed the ceremony to be pro-

longed ; and so numerous was the assemblage, that

although the outer barriers were closed, two hours were

occupied in passing the visitors already within the barriers,

it being six o'clock before the doors of the palace were

closed. The greatest order and regularity were preserved

within the approaches to the palace during the eight hours

that the ceremony lasted.

Funeral of the Duke of Sussex.—The funeral of his

Royal Highness took place on Thursday. As early as

six o'clock the different roads leading to Kensington were

thronged with persons anxious to obtain a sight of the

solemn ceremony. All the shops were closed, and from

many of the houses mourning flags and banners were

displayed, from the Palace-gate to the extremity of the

town a line of seats was erected, and the windows and

house-tops were filled with spectators, the greater portion

of whom were of the more respectable class, and attired in

deej> mourning. Shortly after seven o'clock, the carriages

of the nobility and friends of the late Duke began to

arrive at the Palace. At a few minutes before eight, the

procession began to move from the Palace, headed by a

detachment of the Horse Guards, and a military band

playing the Dead March in Saul. Immediately afterwards

followed 13 mourning-coaches, containing the personal

attendants of his Royal Highness, the state-carnage con-

taining the Coronet of his Royal Highness, and the hearse

drawn by eight horses. After the hearse followed a

mourning-carriage, in which was Sir Augustus d Este

;

and then followed the private carriages of the nobility.

After these came a mourning-coach, with six horses, in

which was the Duke of Cambridge, as the chief mourner,

attended by his two supporters, the Marquesses of Lans-

downe and Breadalbane, followed by the carriages of the

Queen, the Queen Dowager, the Duke of Cambridge, the

Duchess of Gloucester, the Princess Sophia, the Duchess

of Kent, the Princess Sophia Matilda of Gloucester, a

mourning-coach, drawn by six horses, in which were the

executors named in the will of his late Royal Highness,

and private carriages, in which were the immediate per-

sonal friends of his Royal Highness, invited to attend

the solemnity. The procession extended for nearly a

mile in length, and the last of the carriages had left

the Palace a few minutes after nine o'clock. The

cortege having proceeded through the High-street, Ken-

sington, to the old church, turned up Church-street and

passed along Church-lane ; each side of the road, all

the way, being lined with a dense crowd of spectators.

All, however, was most quiet and orderly, owing to the

excellent arrangements of the police, who, being stationed

all along the route, about three or four yards apart, main-

tained the most perfect discipline and order among the

people. When the procession had reached the Swan, it

turned into the Uxbridge-road. It then proceeded along

the Queen's-road for some distance, and passed over the

Great Western Railway, by the Bridge at Westbourne

Green, near the mansion occupied by the late Lord Hill.

It then entered the Harrow road, about a mile from its

commencement at Paddington. At the turning into this

road great crowds were assembled, and some difficulty was

experienced in passing, by those who did not form an

actual portion of the procession itself. At Ken sal Green,

as early as six o'clock, carriages began to arrive in rapid

succession, and as soon as the gates leading to the ceme-

tery were open, there was a rush made by those who had

obtained tickets of admission from the directors of the

company. From six o'clock to nine, at which time the

gates were closed, there was a continual arrival of carriages.

Shortly after nine o'clock a detachment of the First Regi-

ment of Grenadier Guards, under the command of Colonel

Stanhope, arrived, and acted as a guard of honour. The

Lord Chamberlain ; the Lord Steward ; the Master of the

Horse ; the Bishop of Norwich ; Garter King-at-Arms,

and several officers of the Herald's College were in attend-

ance, and gave the necessary directions as to the arrange-

ments. The Cabinet Ministers arrived before 10 o'clock.

The Duke of Wellington was the only member of

the Cabinet who joined in the procession. The other

Ministers met it at the chapel. All the Ministers and great

Officers of State were attired in the Windsor uniform, with a

black silk scarf, except SirH. Hardinge, who wore amilitary

dress. Amongst the first of the nobility who arrived were

the Dukes of Bedford, Devonshire, and Sutherland, and

the Earl of Arran, who supported the pall. The steps

leading to the chapel were covered with black cloth. At

half-past nine the chapel-bell began to toil, announcing

that the procession had left the palace. His Royal High-

ness Prince Albert, accompanied by Prince George

of Cambridge, the Marquis of Exeter, and other

members of his Royal Highness's suite, arrived shortly

before 10 o'clock. They were received at the entrance to

the chapel by the officers of State and the guard of

honour. The directors of the Cemetery Company con-

ducted their Royal Highnesses into a waiting-room, which

had been temporarily erected on the right wing of the

chapel for the accommodation of the Royal family and

their attendants. On the left wing was another temporary

room, erected for the Cabinet Ministers and all those

taking part in the ceremony. Exactly at half-past 10

the funeral procession entered the gates of the cemetery.

Upon arrival at the chapel, the cavalry formed on either

side of the portico. At the entrance to the chapel, the

|
procession moved win the order arranged by the Lord

Chamberlain, the coffin being preceded by the personal

attendants of his Royal Highness, the Heralds, the Bishop

of Norwich, &c, and followed by Garter King-at-Arms,

H.R.ll. the Duke of Cambridge, as chief mourner,

H.R.H. Prince Albert, H.R.H. Prince George of

Cambridge, and the Hereditary Grand Duke of Mecklen-

burg Strelitz, all dressed in long black cloaks, with the

Star of the Garter embroidered thereon. Their Royal

Highnesses were followed by the Executors named in the

will of the late Duke, the personal friends of his late Royal

Highness, and the staff of the Artillery Company. On
entering the chapel the body was placed on a platform,

and the coronet and cushion laid upon the coffin. The

Duke of Cambridge, as chief mourner, sat at the head of

the corpse, the supporters standing on each side. Prince

Albert and Prince George of Cambridge, with the Here-

ditary Grand Duke of Mecklenburg Strelitz, sat near the

chief mourner. The Lord Chamberlain took his place at

the feet of the corpse. The Dukes of Bedford, Suther-

land, and Devonshire, and the Earl of Arran, as supporters

of the pall, stood on each side of the body. The train-

bearers stood behind the Princes of the Royal Family, and

also the Executors of his Royal Highness. The Cabinet

Ministers and other persons composing the procession

were arranged on either side of the chapel, the Pages

having filed off at the entrance. The part of the service

before the interment being read, the corpse was deposited

in the vault, and the Bishop of Norwich having concluded

the burial service, Garter King-at-Arms pronounced

the style of his late Royal Highness. The Bishop

of Norwich read the funeral service in a most im-

pressive and solemn manner ; the responses were said by

the Reverend Mr. Twigger, Chaplain of the cemetery.

The Royal and distinguished personages present did

not return to town in procession, but left the cemetery

at different times, in their own carriages. The Duke of

Cambridge left the cemetery in a private carriage imme-

diately after the remains of his brother had been con-

signed to the tomb. The Chapel was exceedingly crowded,

and a number of the directors were not able to obtain

admission. The vault in which the remains of his late

Royal Highness are deposited, until a suitable mausoleum

can be erected, is situated about the middle of the cata-

combs, on the right of the chapel. It is a plain vault,

containing two wooden tressels, on which the coffin of his

Royal Highness has been deposited. Immediately on the

conclusion of the ceremony, masons were employed to

build a strong brick wall in front, closing in the remains

of his late Royal Highness.

Parliamentary Movements.—The Sheffield papers

mention that both the Members for that town are about

to resign their seats. The failure of the Sheffield Bank,
some months ago, is the cause of Mr. Parker's resigna-

tion ; and Mr. Ward, it is said, feels the necessity of

following the example of his colleague from considerations

of a pecuniary nature. Colonel Thompson, and Mr.
Bright, a Member of the Society of Friends, are spoken

of as the new Members.—The nomination of candidates

for the representation of Salisbury took place on Tuesday,

when Mr. Ambrose Hussey was proposed on the Con-

servative interest, and the Hon. E. P. Bouverie on the

Liberal interest. The show of hands was nearly equal, and
a poll was demanded, the result of which was as follows :

—

Mr. Hussey, 262; Mr. Bouverie, 176. Mr. Bouverie

resigned before the time fixed for the closing of the poll.

Official Appointments.—-It is understood that Sir John
Fitzgerald, at present residing at Toonah, in the county

of Clare, lias been appointed Governor of Bombay. At
a special meeting of the Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel on Friday, the 28th ulUthe Rev.Ernest 11 awkins

was, on the recommendation of his Grace the Archbishop of

Canterbury, elected secretary in the room of the Rev.
A.M. Campbell, resigned.

Post- Office.—The following order has recently been
issued by'the Post-Office :—" General Post-Office, April,

1843.—Letters for China, the Australian settlements,

New Zealand, the Mauritius, or other places beyond the

territories of the East India Company, intended to be

sent by the overland mails through India, must be ad-

dressed to the care of correspondents in that country, as

it is understood that, under recent regulations, they will

otherwise be detained at Bombay for payment of the

transit and ship-letter postage due to the Indian Post-

Office, for their conveyance to their destination. It is

not necessary that letters for places within the territories

of the East India Company, forwarded by the Indian

mails, should be addressed to correspondents in India,

provision being made for payment of the Indian postage

above alluded to in those settlements."—A Parliamentary
paper, published on Saturday morning, shows, that for

the year ending January 5, 1843, the number of letters

received inland was 209,611,508, and foreign and

colonial 8,583,040. The gross amount of revenue of the

United Kingdom, inland, during the same period, was

1*027,074/. 105. 0£rf.; and the expense of management,
913,061/. 145. ; showing a net revenue of 103,208/. 3s. 6§«-

—after deducting 10,745/. 2s. GJ. for Parliamentary grants,

&c., charged on the Post-Office revenue. The gross

amount of revenue for foreign and colonial, and internal

colonial, was 583,406/. 0s. $%d. ; the total expense ot

management, 696,445/. 19s. 44rf, : showing a deficiency or

113,039/. 19,.

i

France.—The bill for consolidating the new French

colonies in Polynesia was discussed in the committees o

the Chamber of Deputies on Saturday. From the pro-

posed measure it appeared, that of the 5,800, 000f. a

which it estimates the outfit of the new settlements,

4,000,000f. are for the buildings and stores requisite 1°*
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the colonists, and 2,000,000f. for the construction of
steam-boats. The troops to be employed in those esta-
bhshments are to consist of 1,105, of which 957 are to be
composed of infantry and 228 of marine artillery. The
bill was approved almost unanimously, for of nine com-
missioners only one was opposed to it. At the same
silting, a bill was presented by the Minister of Finance,
for enabling the French Government to pay the half-year's
interest due on the portion of the Greek loan which it
iias guaranteed, in the event of the Greek Government
not paying it. The sum required is 527,241 francs. The
whole Chamber being aware of the condition of King
Utno s treasury, the application was received with violent
demonstrations of displeasure. One member wished to
Know whether the English Government were prepared to
mini its share of the engagement ?—but the Minister
evaded the question. The Moniteur of Monday publishes
the Postage Convention between France and England,
signed April 3, 1813. The first chapter establishes towns

the two countries, from which letters for one another
are to be despatched. The French towns are— Paris,
£iaiais, Boulogne, Dieppe, Havre, Cherbourg, Granville,
-=>c. Malo, in the Channel. The English towns are—Lon-
don, Dover, Brighton, Southampton, Jersey, and Guernsey.
,

or th
.

e Mediterranean, the French post bureaux of
transmission arc—Paris, Marseilles, the office at Alex-
andra, Smyrna, the Dardanelles, and Constantinople.
Ihe English are—Alexandria, Gibraltar, and Malta.—
-I he principal transmission of letters between the countries
takes place between Dover and Calais six days a-week

;the French Government will send on the seventh day,
weather permitting. By the eighth article, the post-boats
win continue their services without interruption, even in
time of war, until one of the Governments shall have sig-
nified its wish that the service should cease. In ports

vp«?
reg

j
kr Gove'nrnent steamers do not exist, private

esseis and steamers may be employed to carry bags. For

Z

X

V??°S(
;
a Post-box shaU he put up on board the

£ oKec for the reception of letters. There is nothing new
cue regulation of the Levant correspondence, which

ontmues to be transmitted three times a month. Letters

tJZO.
trank

f
d or "<>t

; and letlres charges, or particularly

Sl??'^ be Sent in both countries. The

everv fi
• f

st" office is t0 P ay t0 the French two francs for

Sam 11 I g™mmes of letters not franked
; and in the

shUlinl
hG French P<»t-offi«» will pay the English a

franK
an

. n
ounce

-. Lett^ from France to England,

French 1Z 1&V ,

,n France h* the araou» fc ^iid on

however" U?
y ^ ^ ° f 1827

'
Thelett^ from Paris,oweve, will pay but the tariff of Boulogne letters

St"rJ^f
3nd

,

t0

, f

FranCe *ilZ ** ^pen^pS
to the tar?ffo7S

g Tg half-an:°Unce- C™«» » addition

Denip V
Boulogne mentioned above, will make ten-

snec?a.^
S

n
ge

5
Ct
T
een Eng,and and Paris") There are

bonrp ™«FS
°-,

etter
T
excha»SRd with St. Malo, Cher-bourg and Granville. Journals of either country are tobe delivered at the port of the country to which[They areaddressed exempt from duty. Pamphlets may be sent by

Post from one country to another, paying in France asusual; in England, one penny for two ounces, and so onUp to 16 ounces, which is the maximum allowed by the
English Post-office.—The King's file was celebrated
with the usual rejoicings on Monday last, and the cus-omary congratulatory addresses were delivered at the
jWjeries, by the corps diplomatique, the Archbishop of

£
a"s, the Presidents of the Chambers of Peers and
eputies, &c. Not the slightest disturbance took place.
fePAiN.—-The accounts from Madrid are to the 30th

won y State thilt no modification of the Ministry

tut i

take pIaCe Until the 0ortea was definitively consti-

of n ' ^' ^ 0I
'tina wfls chosen President of the Chamber

r JJeputieg on the 30th ult., by a majority of 36. It was

and°p
ed at Madrid

>
that the Spanish Consuls at Bayonne

m e } ^
rP'gnan had forwarded information to the Govern-

rect
the Carnsts were about to attempt another insur-

ti

lon
;

This report, however, had not created any sensa-

pr
'

.

P,le papers publish the draught of the addressDrp
-"*« papers

Hei!
>ared Dv the committee of the Senate, in reply to the

forth?
^ conta"ls the following passage relative to the

Barcfh
relations of tlie country, to the late events at

that
tl

and" t0 ^' Guizot's somewhat hasty assertion

happv
le ^ueen should only marry a Bourbon :

—

" It j s a

Govern
CIrcilmstance that our intercourse with foreign

any noM?i
nts llas not undergone, in the period just elapsed,

the ocm
cIlange - The motives of disagreement which

a friendlv
r

p
n
1
e

-

S at Barceloua ljave Siven rise to
>
as respects

your T-t^i
aD"let

> must, no doubt, have vanished
; and

ex
P>

-

essi'
g

? must he assured that the incautious

*%> on
°nswhich a statesman has used in a public assem-

with no
9 CrS c°ncerning us exclusively, will be attended

ind(
-
J

pend°
nSeqUence

' The Senate hopes that dignity and
toat

este
6nCe

.'
tbose precious requisites of every nation

1-ehitio ns

e,11

m,
lts

^
lf

'
wih" ever be respected in our external

Cot
>secutiv

Spaniards who have fought for them thirty
hi ore to J

6 years
» would, if need were, fight as many years

• 'Shness is

11

?
them

*
Ifc is for this P urP ose that your

to
Vestedwif^ ,?

ed at the head of a magnanimous nation,

as°n an 1 • *-
tS autIlority, and armed with all its force.

°Pinion fn i
ustlce are on our side, as well as public

X?'
las tl'v a «

Upon the common right of nations
; for

I
ies which

* sympathies of nation to nation, sympa-
* ° count,L0pP?

se the disturbance of harmony between

th.eaten.ng tone." After alluding to the upright conduct

refo maHnf ^f'/
n<1 l™*^ oa the necessity of a

finaSZf th
f
kW

' °, e addreM expresses a We tbat

Smet t^T* fS Tl h6 I,repared
'

aild Presented in

The ndd 1 «

*"hri*A being discussed this session,

effeetnn
"PPlauda the Regent for his active and

''it2ln?
VeSSWV{ the Barcel0Ha iusurrection, which

wi th a JZ
C

f

SBa
7,

t0
A
repi'

e
-

S 3t a11 P ''ice'" and concludes

the MX I
h 6 de

,

nunciation of the mode in whichthe Madrid press has been of late conducted, and pointsout the necessity of fixing the basis of representative

ttTSTS •

The
, n

e,

T
te T thiS addr6SS C0-"eS

PnPT 'r, ™ h C6ly t0 be concluded for several days.lonxuGAL.-We have Lisbon news to the 24th ult

to bvtrZT
StTS hldifti0nS ° f' a disP°sition on all sides

c?n«
g
iM l

nterr
,

u
l
,ted tariff negotiation to a satisfactory

woolen f i

ltlsh
J .

merchants in Lisbon engaSed in thewooiien trade were disposed to cede some portion of their

K ounHT ';*!
,d ? the

,.

hiShest <F**n the belief gainedMound that this long-disputed question would be brought

IS' Vl e^nt
- Monsignor Capaccini had com-uiunicated to the Government the Papal confirmation of

bkhi
ya

'
"ominatlo» of the Patriarch of Lisbon, Arch-

JJ2£ Br
fT and

.

Bishop of Leh-

ia
- together with thecc ncession of the pallium to the two prelates first named.

Rome n
151

-?!
1

a ,

be
£,

f°rmed ia secret consistory at

IZTi °,
n 3d Ap

J'
L The P rocesses of the remaining pre-ates had not then reached Rome. The reconciliation

e ween the two churches was now complete, and therewould be no difficulty in arranging the remaining terms

n«r«. t
Conc«rdat

- The complete endowment for the

aSd' ?f % d!videndS °n the f0rd^ oebt had been

Coll *xT
e
J?

ePuties -
A magnificent edifice, the ancient

had

T

6
!
N°bIes

'
n°W the PoIytechnic School of Lisbon,had.been burnt to the ground. The conflagration wasmost extensive, but all the adjoining houses had fortu-utely been saved. Three lives were reported to have been

?°st, and seven persons wounded. The news of the
interruption of the tariff negotiations had produced regretand dismay at Oporto, and disturbances were apprehended

tW LY;~~The M
,

iIaQ paPers of the 27th ult. announce
tnat on the preceding afternoon, as the Archduke Viceroy
°r Italy was returning on foot after taking his usual pro-
menade, accompanied by a single Chamberlain, he was
accosted by an individual, who presented a petition to his
«ighness with one hand, whilst with the other he struck
the Viceroy in the right side with an iron instrument,
which, being blunt, produced merely a bruise. The maniac,
as he afterwards proved to be, was instantly arrested and
conveyed to the police-office amidst the hooting of an
immense crowd, who loudly expressed their indignation
at the attempt. On examination, the prisoner proved to

af%m
P
n°tpf;

named
,

Giovanni Siuelli, who had several times

t bThi deht!Tr
U
f•

Cr
?
PerS°n ° f iank Wh0m he imagined

learn that the sale of CardinallSi^^S^^
of pictures commenced on the 17th ult. The pictufes putup for sale were of inferior value

; they belonged to the
hrench, Italian, and Flemish schools, and were most ofthem copies. Six hundred were sold. The best pictures
will follow. r

*,

T
?M

K1
\r
W£ haV

r
a(

:

counts from Constantinople to
the 12th ult. The Servian question was on that day
decided in a Council of Ministers held in the presence of
the Russian Ambassador. The following are th» resolu
tions adopted: "1st, Georgewitsch shall vohintarily
abdicate ; in the event of his refusing to do so, he shall
be declared to have forfeited the Governorship of Servia
2ndly, A new election of a Sovereign shall be proceeded
with. 3rdly, Kiamil Pacha, Wutsitch, and Petroniewich,
shall quit the Servian territory." These three resolu-
tions are almost a verbatim repetition of the terms of the
ultimatum of the Russia Cabinet, which, seconded in
its views by that of Vienna, has thus obtained a conspi-
cuous victory over the obstinacy of the Turks, and over
all such as had striven to frustrate its designs. Under
these circumstances, it is scarcely doubted that the new

* ill 1 J f^t« B_ -

sius, has left the pyramids of Gizeh and Sacrha"^ T~theymadeastay of nearly three months, and ht , !

,' "^
to Fayum,to commence its researches there

'*%?»***
entertain a certain hope that this expedition "will V? Tl
enlighten the world upon the Lake Moeris, and upon til
labyrinth which has been so often sought for in vain

India and China.—The following intelligence
i aanticipation of the Indian Mail reached town on Thur«dav

" Malta, April 29. The Liverpool has just arrived with
the Indian Mail, which left Bombay on the 1st of April
On hearing of the last successes of the British army in
Scinde, the Governor-General declared that State annexed
to the territory of the English empire, and appointed
General Sir Charles Napier Governor of that new
province. Slavery is to be abolished in Scinde, and the
navigation of the Indus is to be opened to all nations.
Considerable treasures, estimated at above l.OOO.OOo/'
sterling, had been found at Hyderabad. Agitation' con-
tinued to prevail only in the Bundelkund and on the
frontiers of Scinde. The news from China comes down to
the L2d February. It is of a favourable nature, although
containing no important fact."

... _ J
HOUSE OF LORDS.

the KK£n ^ I^ 1

t
yC 'AJZ K moved the sec°nd reading of

iSnk I,/ ''?, B'll.-Lonl Brougham admitted the

he SnciS oSl,01""
fi "£*** hy Jt

-
; but intended that

e e
P
vS w LouSwfl^

tra?°B Wa
f

acc«n.Panied with alluiecviis., witDout the benefits, of annual election a noint nnnn

lated to interfere with the freedom of election -^The Lord Chan"

'h
S
ZlZ

Lord Brougham strongly insisted on life superiority

S.li f aT,
tl,e as8um Pti«ns of the Scotch Church /an" t JEar1 of ABhRDBKM said that the Government had offered all thatcould be conceded, and that there was no intention of intro-ducing any measure on the subject.

The second reading; of the Townsliend Peerage Bill raised adiscnss.on on the peculiar nature of the case, and the remedyproposed Lord Cottbmham opposed the bill, as contrary toprecedent and without necessity, a legal remedy being open to

«tK"bK8f"""*^ Dbnman, and CampbL^ sup!poited the bill as a remedy for a wrong which could not beotherwise rectified, and the Earls of Davos and Wicklowopposed it, as being at once unprecedented and extreme -rZLoni, CHAWCmto. supported the second reading. The casewas a singular and extreme one, and if the facts were true, con!s .tuted a scandalous wrong, not only against individual, butthe peerage, and the privileges of the House of Lords for whichno adequate remedy was afforded in the courts he ow'-LordCottenham declined to press his opposition : the bill was read

to theant il'ff—^^ f
°J

,he ame "<"«eit of the law relating

Coun,'?i
Pl

,

1^ Ur
f

SfllCtl°n of «»e jadicial committee of the Privy
Friril i?

^cheqner Bills bill was read a second time,

mitt
y -—1 he Registration of Voters Bill went through com-

T{
. '

and the Exchequer Bills Bill was committed.—Lord

ent'
.'-M0NT brought the subject of Servia before the House,tenng at considerable length into the question, and stronglycondemning the conduct of Russia. The Earl of Aberdee.vopposed the motion, and Lord Beaumont withdrew it.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—Pully two hours were occupied in the presentationof petitions against the education clauses of the Factory BillSome few were also presented in favour of the Bill — r orrtStanley announced that on Monday week he will move 'a resolution with the view of introducing the Canadian Corn Bill.
Sir James Graham moved that the House should go' intocommittee pmfornul on the Factories Bill, in order that he mie-ht

state the nature of the alterations proposed by the GovernmentHe admitted the great degree of excitement which prevailed inthe country on the subject, as evinced by the large number nf
petitions which had been presented against the bill

; and uointBrtout what he considered to have been the checks in the bill as >was originally proposed, against any perversion of the system ^education to exclusive or bigoted purposes, oue of which ifthlUeceSSltv r,f o Innol cnhorrinHnn hpino-

r

a ;c.„j „. , .
"-" " s the

to'°
C0UAt ony

ational can incite

poss

any arrogating a right" of

y,
r«Pture

W
T* ' -

n° hlterest reaI1y nati

.
8 should\ ,S

'
m short

' not possible that your High-

X t0
^'eir ZlfT' Whether imPortant or not, accord-

J!
ller»ance belong ?y c

,

on8idering $\>»™ as a fief and
Rarest interest?!

g
-
° them-°r to any, when our

Un
S«*ge oi proud sun,

1" ?estion
>
venturinS t0 hold aproud supenonty, and much less to assume a

jLiiipciui Jii^nwicio. ^au.i ^ouiuct, x>ey, who pretends
to be a son of Mustapha IV., who was strangled in the
seraglio in 1808, has been seized at Adana by the com-
mand of Izzet Pacha, and conducted to Koniah, whence
he will arrive at Constantinople in a few days. This pre-
tender to the Ottoman throne secretly left Constanti-
nople in 1839, and proceeded to Malta, whence he
departed to visit Europe. He had but recently returned.

Nadir Bey had entered the service of the Pasha of Egypt,
and is so thoroughly acquainted with the languages and
customs of modern Europe, that it is generally supposed
he is a Polish renegade. Private letters add that, with
all his pretence, he is so insignificant that the Ottoman
Porte cannot intend disposing of him by violent means.

Egypt.—By advices from Alexandria we find that the

Pasha of Egypt has acknowledged the receipt of a gold

medal voted to him in London for his keeping open the

Indian route during the perplexing year 1840, and for the

protection which he has afforded to Englishmen. Boghos
Bey, who writes the letter of acknowledgment, says :

—

" His highness could not fail to be extremely sensible of

this expression of sentiments which show that, in the

heart of the English nation, the constant aim of his

efforts is not misunderstood, and that they appreciate the

difficulties which he has surmounted to give a new deve-

lopment to those commercial transactions of which Egypt
is the object, to extend the channels of European trade,

and to restore to it the important route of the Red Sea,
which a long time of barbarism has closed."—The Prus-
sian scientific expedition, under the direction of Drt Lep-

proposed to make in me 0111. xue nrst would be the allowanceof a liberty to the parents in the selection of Sun tay Schools

Schoo.
er

f

VOl
\
1

1

llrelatet0the
f
h°T °f.

att<^ ance at the SatuteSchool, for the purpose of instruction in the Catechism andLiturgy of the Church, which hours he proposed to arrange fo?the convenience of those who might desire to have their childrenexempted from that attendance. The parent would also Srelieved from the perhaps invidious obligation which the bill inits present shape imposed upon him, of declaring that he had aground of religious objection: [and besides the Sunday atim»would ue allowed on each week-day for the attendance of th!children not belonging to the Church upon the instruction nf n,licensed minister or other authorized teacher whom their «„.
might wish them to attend. A provision would likewise i£ ~ 1*
for the Roman Catholics, who object to the readme- «t fv, o

de
tures in their entire form. With respect to the tr.«f P "

would propose that instead of leaving the second chl rJ S
\
he

to be nominated by the clerical trustee, the bill sbnnn •
lwarclen

of election to those persons who should havelZT £lveari &ht
scribers of a certain amount to the school q-i

aonors or sub-

trustees he proposed to constitute throuo-ii ti,o l'
emaini,,

f'
,our

payers assessed at 1 0/. j
but in order to prfvent,!,

,'' " -f J
ate_

being unrepresented, he would propose h» 1™, ino"^ro
!

,

J

^«avjstS3arsfa,

arKs2Swere in strict consistence with the principle of theb 1 as h P h horiginally opened it, as well as with the respect which l« 5™to the conscientious feeling of the Dissenters . If tS« ^ °fmeasure, brought forward by a Government »,„!\ ^'rt
^u

singular forbearance by the/oPPonenC&ff^rSWttSadvantages, fail to obtain the public approval, he liared tna thSchance of concord and conciliation would be gone D^ and that a
spirit of antagonismand bitterness would long prevail throughout
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this country. He deprecated such a controversy, an

the great Christian text, "that ye love one another; hut he

feared that the scorner might in these days point to some pM-
Bine Christians and say, " See how these men hate one anothei !

This bill was the olive-branch which he had to tender, and he

trusted that the waters of strife would now be found subsiding.

Lord John Russell concurred In the hope that this bill would

be discussed with calmness. Meaifwhilc lie begged it might be

remembered that when general education was first attempted
1

m
this country through the agency of Mr. Lancaster, the Piotcstant

Dissenters were the foremost to aid it, both with their mtuns

d referred to ] the want of upholding the dignity of Britain. He was

bill were received with some alarm. He considered the altera-

tions now proposed as being a more efficacious fulfilment of the

orignial design of the Government raiher than as any departure

fron that design ; but for thepresenthe must observe upon them,

tha the nec.ssit'v of having the schoolmaster a member of the

Church would, as to all the masters, amount to atNt^ateiJJ|
ft^tonandthktthe principle of election^^
leave the Dissenting trustees in a minority at the Board, even

though, as was the case in some of the manufacturing cli.tncts

their constituents might be a large majority of the rate-pjge .
I

J
would, however, consider this bill with a ope of effectu^iy

accomplishing its objects, which were matter ofnmchmore

importance to the poor of this countrythan to any political party.

-SirR. H.Inglts abstained from pronouncing any OP^ ***™*
nrp™f etae-e of the proceedings.—Dr. Bowrlvo declared that the

SSSmS o\
? ?heDiLenters would not be removed by the con-

cSns already announced. Nothing short of the Government*

providing secular instruction, and leaving religion to the people

themselves, would satisfy them.- Mr. Ewart, Mr. Hawks, Mr.

M. Gibson', and Mr. Himm.ey, expressed themselvesstill unsa-

tisfied ; and Mr. G. Knight, !

cannon prayed for a calm c

Government.—The bill was reau pro jurmu, am* v»«

printed: the further consideration to be taken on the 22d insC '

The House went into a committee of supply, and the voteio'

the expenses of the late special commission, winch had been post-

poned until the return was made, was taken.-The House
>

having

again resolved itself into a committee of the whole House,*

resolution was passed, on the motion of the CHANCBLtoa 01 uw

bCMfliw* giving the Government power toJ^J^ *°JJffi
Consolidated Fund such sums as might be neces sai y to deiray

the salaries and allowances of the Queen's Bench officers, in tne

event of the fees becoming deficient for that purpose.

Tuesday.—Mr. Hume brought on his motion for *™*v*
auks to Lord Ashburton, for his management of the »«*£»

ided in the conclusion of the treaty ot Washington-

the history of the negotiations between Lord A*n-

not dis-

posed to censure with severity the expression of Lord Ashburton

in terming Boston the " cradle of American liberty," He rather

rcioiced that the Americans appreciated the noble struggles of their

forefathers; but while he wished to see the bonds strengthened

between the two countries, he did not think the treaty had done so.

Sir R. Pbkl censured the conduct of Lords Palmerston and

Russell, and their friends, in endeavouring to ruin the character

of Lord Ashburton, who, actuated by the purest motives, had

undertaken this difficult negotiation. Mr. Hume's support had

not always been so indifferent to the late Government. Was it

creditable to public men to pursue the course which had been

followed by the noble Lords ? The Government was taunted

with violating precedent by adopting the motion ; but when Mr.

Canning's policy with respect to Spain was questioned, he refused,

contrary to his original intention, to permit the motion to be with-

drawn without a definite expression of the opinion of the House.

The question was not, on the present occasion, about the giving

up of a Madawaska settlement, or of a particular boundary; it

was one involving peace and war, on an irritating dispute winch

in spite of negotiation had lasted for half a century. As to the

right of search. Lord Palmerston had authorized the capture of

American vessels, which had produced so much excitement in

the United States, and had rendered the question a difficult one

and the convention in the treaty secured lor five years the

co-operation of a joint squadron on the coast of Ainca for the

suppression of the slave trade. He believed that the Oregon

dispute would be settled ere long, as well as that ot the right or

search: and, notwithstanding the efforts of individuals to excite

animosities, he was satisfied that the treaty of Washington would

lead to relations of amity and good-will between the two coun-

tries. He called on the House, therefore, vicwmgtiie cinticnities

which Lord Ashburton had successfully overcome, to depart from

ordinary precedent in passing the vote ofthanks to the noble Lord.

Lord "Palmerston remarked that the present Government

were rather partial to following the example of the late one, but

in doing so they frequently did not see the principle on which

they had proceeded, and therefore imitated them wrongly. The

late Government had proposed a conventional line lor tne settle-

ment of the disputed boundary, and it would have been well it it

had been adopted as the basis of the treaty. He^disclaimed all

intention of
"abitofhunti

tions which ended in the conclusion of the treaty ot Washington

He went over the history of the negotiations between Lord.Mm

burton and Mr. Webster, and the nature of those mutual boun'Uj

nations, ami immiw«*•»»- - -
"V,' violence

Dr. Bowbing seconded the motion, remarking on the^oience

and injustice with which the treaty had been assailed, and a fcmng

that Lord Ashburton had served the mterests * »»««»«

£

Sir C. Napibr moved, as an amendment that the
s
Hovise

:

do

adjoum.-Captain Buiiut seconded t\fe
amendmen£

claiming any wish to cast censure on Lord Ashburton ,
bu

considering him entitled to thanks.—Mr. fcSGorr tail ^ .

gallant officers with evading the question, instead of boId meet

h,g the motion with a direct negative—Mr. E Bv»>* *
'•

Vernon- Smith, and Sir John Hanmbe, opposed the motion, ami

and Mr. Charles Buli.er supported it

cessful; but the ungenerous attack of Lord Palmerston was the

moving

SburKIea^^^
moving cause of sec

of such a vote

generous attack ot 1,01 u nu««ow" "°» «~~

auing to Lord Ashburton the unprecedented

be. Mr. Macaulay had contendefl thai. Lord

was admitted that the treaty was not so had a one after all, and

the only objection taken was to the unprecedented nature ol the

rnoUonf There never had been a treaty concluded ,n the face of

Greater difficulties, or which liad more effectually removed the

Sances of a disastrous war between two countries, every

blow of wh ch would recoil on both. In a few months Lord Ash-

ourTon had'concluded the settlement of a Jh|g*jtagi Lord

Palmerston for several years had successfully piotraciui
,
even

the Madawa'ka settlement, about which BO much was now said

was one of the objects which the noble Lord, when m 01t.ee had

TabiS omrcd in order to induce the United States t accept the

award of the King of the Netherlands Lo£ ABftDUrt
'd kv

entered on his task after the question had^JgK^iS
the management of Lord Palmerston, and aftei separate slates

were committing themselves on the ?»bJect .

bLf"°"£ ™?£"
lutions to support the claims of Blaine and.Massachusetts,

o„,i in si* months he brouelit it to a conclusion. Nor
and in six months he brought mnromi
had the noble Lord or the Government compromised Hi e

search.'but they agreed that it might be zeroised under certain

conditions of remedy for injury. The very - 01Vjent '« ' on Jh is

subject iu the Ashburton Treaty was similar to
J
^proposition

maue by Lord Palmerston in 1839, yet he no ^mned ro^d, and

said it was a step in the wrong direction 1 1 e case ot MM,
which the present Government, on entering office, had toraid to

be so imminentand dangerous, had been sUCC«sfnUy settled,,and

its recurrence provided against Lord Ashburton had,m fac£

obtained a better military boundary than undei the aw aid of the

Kine of the Netherlands, he had piocured the enactment of a law

wkich would prevent the recurrence of WJgHESSftS;
he made no concession dishonourable orf a"X ™
country. He trusted, therefore, that the House would maik its

sense"of his high merit* and of the party attack which had been

made onhim. by supporting the motion ot Mr. numu.

Lor John RussKii was surprised that the Government never

though of coming to the rescue of Lord^^Vff^
and honour, until a gentleman came to their aid, who was so

Utte disposed to uphold the honour of this f^^l^^^
the correspondent of one of thelAW rebeto in the Canadian

insurrection. The precedents adduced by Mi. Hum e ior 1. is

motion were not very apposite; and it wool* appear>aa «-the

speeches of Lord Palmerston and Mr. Macaulay, on the former

discussion of this subject, had produced so powerful an effect

that they could only be met by icsolutions passed wunoax pre-

cedent by both Houses of Parliament. The right of search,

asserted by this country and denied by America, had not been

settled by the Ashburton Treaty-the very convention on the

subject of repressing the slave-trade, which that treaty con-

tained, had already been the cause of producing an excitement in

France which it required all the prudence of M. Gmzot to allay.

-Wuhou't going into all the complicated details of the boundary

question, "he declared his conviction that the tone adopted in the

negotiations was not only calculated to lower us in the estima-

tion of the world, but had actually done so, and had produced
the impression that our claims had only to be resisted in order

to compel concessions An ultimatum had been proposed and
abandoned by Lord Ashburton, who had claimed the Madawaska
settlement, and had resigned it, as well as the definite proposition
of a river boundary, at the bidding of Mr. Webster, in a manner
not calculated to sustain the honour of this country. Lord Ash-
burton was not unlike Moses in the " Vicar of Wakefield," whose
successful bargain ended in a case of shagreen spectacles. One
of the first results in America of the treaty of Washingtonwas the

passing of a bill to seize the Oregon territory—a plain effect of

insulting the American flag by using the phrase

iting," which had reference not to the flag of the

Union, but to piratical and fraudulent attempts to sail under it;

and he explained the circumstances under which suspected

American vessels had been captured on the coast of Ainca uy our

cruisers. The convention in the treaty of Washington, tor joint

co-operation between the squadrons of the two countries, would

not prove effectual for checking the slave trade. I ne govern-

ment had not stood up very manfully for their negotiator, m
leaving him to the attentions of Mr. Hume; the principle on

which he had proceeded, of concession for the sake ot peace, had

been repudiated by so great a lover of peace as Mr. Fox. Hven

admitting that the treaty of Washington was advantageous to

the country, it remained to be shown that the merit was due to

the negotiator, and there was no precedent for a vote ot thanks

to a diplomatist, which would lower the character of the House,

by dragging a majority through the dirt, in approbation of an
unwise and disadvantageous treaty.

Mr. Hume said a few words in reply. He did not think that

any proceedings of his would have so stirred up the noble lords;

and the spirit now evinced convinced him that, had they been in

office, we should have been embroiled with America. On a

division, the motion was carried by 238 against 96.

Wednesday.—After the presentation of a great number of

petitions against the educational clauses in the Factories liill,

Mr. CoLQuiioutf gave notice that it was his intention to move

an amendment on the resolutions of Lord John Russell when

they were submitted to the House.—Mr. Jisavis gave notice of

motion for a select committee to inquire into the operation of

the New Bankruptcy Act; and also, that he would move for

leave to bring in a bill for the more easy recovery of small debts.

-Sir Jamks Graham, in reply to Mr. Smith ffJ^wjJ
inquired whether the Government would enforce the pioductio 1

of papers relative to the working of the Poor-law m Ireland,

stated that he had no power to enforce the production of those

papers. The Poor-law commissioners were making every ettoi c

for their production, but the returns were most voluminous, ana

had not been yet completed. i^u^nnV rrla.
Sir R.Pkbl, in reply to a question of Mr. P. Borlhwick, rcla-

tive to the detention of Don Carlos in France, repeated what fie

had stated three weeks ago, that the British Government,.while

it had no wish that Don Carlos should be subject to ^lainr

yet could not, considering what had passed relative to tut

Prince, consent to his unconditional liberation. Both the Bimsn

and French Governments were, he thought, justified mmis
course, though he was quite sure that if an efficient guarantee

for the future could be given, there could be no objection on tne

part of the latter to release Don Carlos.
f
. c .rnm]

Mr. Ei.phinstonk moved, and Mr. Ewart seconded the sccona

reading of the Marriages and Divorce BiU, which was opposea

by Dr. Nicholl. On a division there appeared-* or the seconu

reading, 41 ; Against it, 105 ; Majority against the bill, 04.

Frtday.-Mr. L. Fox deferred his motion on the Repeal

agitation until Mr. O'ConnelL should be P"SCmt.-The »°«g
went into committee, and Sir R. Pbkl brought forv> aid »

resolution for the Endowment of additional ministers in _pop -

lous places ; and proceeded to show.Ifroni authentic rcpoixs, v

lamentable deficiency of church accommodation and P^VV
care, under which many populous districts suffered, ail <1 ™"
explained the remedy he proposed. He did not intend to as* *

any parliamentary grant, but he asked to apply^^v

n
-\witd-

from the ecclesiastical revenues to the removal of this
.MJJJJJL

tion. Thelplanhe proposed was to enable the coinawj*
of Queen Anne's Bounty to advance to the Ecclesiasticalt,oi

missioners 600,000/. on the security of the future revenues win

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners are certain to derive

reduced canonries, suppressed rectories, and appropru

estates of Deans and Canons, to be employed 111 the e"^",
ilv

chiefly of new livings. He proposed to apply this 000
/f

ou
'

annual payments of 30,000/., to the purpose or

endowments. At this rate the capital stock ^f"
exhausted in seventeen years, and, consequently, m wbj'

»

i860, the whole of this sum would be applied to the «"

ment of new livings in populous manufacturing aui ••

is sum, added to what would be raisea.ay

and a large number of gentlemen. The 43d annual report

stated that (he committee entered on their duties at the

beginning of the year shackled by a heavy debt. It be-

came their pleasing task to announce that the society had

now been all but relieved from financial embarrassment.

The annual income had exceeded 115,000/.,— a sum un-

precedented in the history of any religious society in this

or any other country. The Bishops of Barbadoes and

of Guiana had become vice-presidents, and the King of

Prussia a member of the society ; His Majesty had con-

tributed the sum of 100/. as a donation, and had become an

annual subscriber of 25/. The missionary institution at

Islington, under the superintendence of the Rev. C. F.

Chikle, was progressing prosperously. The students were

evidently still more attached than ever to the constitution

and formularies of the Church. In New Zealand, the

number of converts to Christianity had increased from

2,000 to 35,000, and the Bishop had rendered a highly

satisfactory account of the extension of religion in that

distant colony. In Eastern and Western Africa, Greece,

India, and elsewhere, the missions were increasing. The

call for missionary clergymen was more earnest than ever,

and in a short time the society would turn its attention to

China, towards a mission in which country an individual,

who wished to be unknown, had presented the munificent

sum of G,000/. On the motion of the Bishop of Win-

chester, the report was adopted,

Wesleyan Missionary Society.—One of the largest

meetings' ever witnessed in Exeter Hall was held there on

Monday, on the occasion of the annual meeting of this

society. The Right Hon. Sir George Rose was to have

presided, but a domestic affliction prevented his attend-

ance ; the chair was, therefore, taken by Mr. Plumptre,

M.P., who was supported by numerous ministers of differ-

ent denominations. The chairman having briefly addressed

the meeting, the Rev. W. Beecham read the report,

which was very voluminous ; it spoke of the success ot

the society's missions in India, Ceylon, Wirtemberg,

France, Gibraltar, Australia, Van Diemen's Land, New
Zealand, Feejee, Western Africa, British North America,

Canada, and Hudson's Bay. The effect produced by the

distribution of the New Testament in the native language

was one of the most interesting features of the efforts of

the society in New Zealand. At Cloudy Bay, in the

middle island, where 400 copies had been distributed,

there were no less than 700 eager competitors, and nothing

could surpass the expression of gratitude of the successful

applicants to the British and Foreign Bible Society fonts

munificent grant. With respect to Hokianga, in the

northern island, it was observed in reference to the Ca-

tholic priests that their people were daily leaving them, and

many of them were beginning to attend the missionary ser-

vices; scarcely a day passed without bringing to the mission-

ary station a company of five or six Catholic converts, who

went for the express purpose of conversing with the

clergyman on religious subjects, u and begging books/

The committee acknowledged another liberal grant of

5,000 copies of the New Zealand Testament from the

British and Foreign Bible Society in addition to the

10,000 copies formerly voted (cheers); but even that

number would fall far short of meeting the large demand

made by the natives within the range of the society 8

missions. In the Friendly Islands, the missions were

generally in a languishing state, resulting chiefly from

that rigid economy which the straitened circumstances ot

the society's funds compelled the committee to practise.

At Malta and in southern Africa the success had not been

so great ; whilst in the West Indies great loss had accrued

to the society from recent earthquakes. Cape Haytien

was entirely destroyed by an earthquake, May 7, 1842, anc

many thousand pounds would not repair the damage done

to the chapels and mission buildings in Antigua, Domi-

nica, Montserrat, Nevis, and St. Eustatius. The income
'nceiy

ieu-

the

lus

of the society during the year, containing some pr

donations, amounted to 98,253/. 12s. 9r/., and the ex]

diture to 100, GG3/. 13s. 9r/., being an increase over

lints of 2,410/. Is. Id. There was, however, a *urpi"j

1841, of 2,933/. 14s. Id., which left tlie sum ox
recei

in 18**, ~. ,,-~ , . v
523/. 13s. 6d. wherewith to commence the missionary

labours of 1843. The debt of 30,000/. contracted i»

1838,
only

liv

He believed that th;

voluntary subscriptions, would suffice for the purpose, and would

do more to promote the real welfare of the Church.than£^
asked ior a large grant of public money. After a ta^.™taSTbill
the resolution was agreed to, and leave given to 1""1 "

tlicn
founded on it.—The Irish Poor-law Amendment Bill was

read a second time.

1839, and 1840, was now nearly liquidated, OWJ

6,653/. 2s. Id. remaining to be paid. The Rev. w£

Hannah moved the adoption of the report, which 1)t:U =

seconded by Mr. Campbell, M.P., and supported by

Chippewa Indian, named Pah-ta-se-gay, who had be

converted and christened Peter Jacobs, was carried una"

mously. Eight other resolutions, in the course of v?U

Priday in the theatre of the college. His Grace the A

bishop of Canterbury in the chair, supported by ^
Bishops of London and Winchester, Lord RadstOCK. v

96* to
CITY.

Money Market, Friday.—Consols left off at »«x

| for money, and 96£ for account ; Three per Cent.

WcA,,^ s/nr-k. Q.U to fi : Three-and-half per Cent.
Reduced Stock, 95| to 6; Three

Reduced, lOlf to

74s. to 76s. prem
| ;

3
Bank Stock, 180 to 1 ; India Bonds,

.V Exchequer Bills, 65s. to 07s. prem.

of
J^etropolts an* its Ftumtp.

Church Missionary Society.-The annual meeting ot

this society was held at Exeter Hall, on Tuesday the Earl

of Chichester in the chair, supported by the Bislops ot

Winchester, Chester, and Norwich, the Dean of Sahsbui y,

and other dignitaries of the Church } Lord Sar-don, M.i .

.

Howe, Lord Dartmouth, Sir R. H. Inglis, Bart., an

gentlemen. The report stated that the number ot *"~-
q(

culated students last term in all classes was 258, ai ^e

occasional students 113, in addition to 497 boy.V

,

x f r

school. The students still maintained a high 1
10S1"

f tvV o

classical and literary attainments. At Oxford,
a(

.

tiie

undergraduates admitted into the first classical
J
la8

te(j
at

last examination for degrees, one had been edu
ge(

,ollCl

this college, and two others obtained prizes in
i

th ^^
class. At Cambridge, at the last Bachelor of Ai

e

udents of King's College
mencement, six former studi

classed amongst the wranglers, and four am °
ne jo

senior optimes, whilst two were in the first an
eUBi

the second class of the classical tripos. ^»
e

Re audi-

attached to the college was now completed, oy
tory

tion of a valuable set of instruments from the oM
d ft

at Kew, a gift of her Majesty ; it likewise contain
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marble statue of George III., by Turnerelli, a present
from H. Pownall, Esq. The hospital had relieved 12,248
patients, exclusive of mere casualties, during the past
year. The report acknowledged the receipt of the bequest
of the late Dean of Westminster of 1,000/. The receipts
during the year were 20,369/, 7s. 3d., and the disburse-
ments 19,406/. 195 . 3d., leaving a balance with the
bankers of 902/. 85. ; and there remained in the Bank of
England 4,000/. in Exchequer-bills. The total cost of the
building, with its fittings and furniture, had been
133,346/. 0$, 7d. The report was adopted, and the officers

for the ensuing year were re-elected.
University College.—-The annual distribution of prizes

and honours in the medical faculty of this College took
place on Saturday, in the Botanical Lecture-room of the
institution. The theatre was crowded with a fashionable
and attentive audience. The Earl of Auckland presided,
and was greeted, as were the several Professors, with loud
applause. The business of the day was commenced by
the Dean of Faculty reading a report on the Medical
Department of the College. It stated that the Medical
classes continued to maintain, with reference to other
schools, their relative proportion of students, the num-
ber during the past session being 304, of whom 91 were
new students. The business of the session had gone on
in all respects satisfactorily ; and of the rewards conferred
by the University of London during the year, which
consisted of two certificates of special proficiency, three

scholarships, four exhibitions, fourteen gold medals, and
one book prize, the students of the University College
had carried off one certificate of special proficiency, two
scholarships, one exhibition, and seven gold medals.
Valuable and extensive additions had been made to the
Medical Museum of the institution. A nomination to an
assistant-surgeoncy in the East India Company's service
bad, through the kindness of Mr. Martin Smith, been
placed at the disposal of the council for competition, and

] t had been determined that the examination for it should
take place in the first week of July next year. The report
also referred to the high standing in India of several of
the old students of the College, particularly mentioning
Mr, W. Griffith, and Dr. Mouatt. The prizes were then
distributed as follows :— Winter Term, 1842-43.—
Chemistry (Professor Graham).—Gold medal, Mr. John
Newton, of London; first silver medal, Mr. W. B. Ran-
dall, of Southampton; second silver medal, equal, Mr.
C. E. Goodman, of Northampton

; Mr. T. F. Grimstlale,
of Uxbridge

; silver medal (essay), Mr. Charles Prentice,
of Kingston-on-Thames.—Medicine (Professor Williams).
7-Gold medal, Mr. H. Fearnside, of Otley, near Leeds;
tirst silver medal, Mr. J. Hakes, of London ; second silver
medal, Mr. F.J. Brown, of Rochester.—Anatomy and
1 hysiology (Professor Sharpey, M.D.).— Gold medal, Mr.
Kobert D Hailing, of Chester ; first silver medal, Mr.B.M.
.Uyre, of London ; second silver medal, Mr. N. Brangwin,
of Henley-on-Thames.—Comparative Anatomy (Professor
Grant, M.D.)—Gold medal, Mr. F. W. Marshall, of Nor-
wich.—Anatomy (Professor Quain).—Senior class, silver
medals, equal, Mr. F. J. Brown, and Mr. N. Brano-w ju -

third silver medal, H. Vevers, of Dormington
; junior

class, silver medal, Mr. W. Cadge, of Norfolk.—Materia
Medica (Professor Thomson, M.D.).—Gold medal, Mr.
Henry Sutberin, of London ; first silver medal, Mr. Henry
"Ward, of Northampton ; second silver medal, Mr. W. H.
Colborne, of Chippenham, Wilts.—Midwifery (Professor
Murphy, M.D.).—Gold medal, Mr. Thomas S. Lee, of
Cambridge

; first silver medal, Mr. Alfred J. Tapson' of
London

; second silver medal, Mr. Henry James Stokes

on the subject. Mr. R. Taylor deprecated the idea of
demolishing that venerable vestige of ancient London.
« hale other cities preserved with care their interesting
remains of antiquity, the Corporation of London seemed
bent upon accomplishing their destruction. The wall in
question was not only valuable in a historical point of
view, as illustrative -of the occupation of London by the
Romans, but as an ancient and authentic boundary-mark
of the city. In both points of view he called for its pre-
servation. He was aware there were parties capable of
ridiculing these matters, and it excited his regret that they
had not the taste and intelligence to appreciate such
memorials. He therefore moved that the report be sent
back for reconsideration. Mr. Lott seconded the motion
of Mr. Taylor, and would say but little after the speech of
that gentleman. Mr. R. L. Jones, Mr. Anderton, and
other gentlemen, supported the motion for pulling down
the wall, while Mr. Selson opposed it, on the ground that
there were no less than eight churches in the neighbour-
hood, none of which filled. The report was finally
adopted. It is generally supposed that it would have
been better to have pulled" down some of the old houses in

put arsenic in the jar. Mr. Howell died soon after he had
drank the beer, and the woman who was called in to lay

Hie

c

of London.—Surgery (Professor Cooper).— Gold medal
Mr. G. Y. Heath, of'Westoe, Durham ; first silver medal^
Mi'. Henry James Stokes; second silver medal, Mr'
^''ornas S. Lee.—Summer Term, 1842.—Pathological
Anatomy (Professor Walshe, M.D.).—Gold medal, Mr.
*• H. Williams, of Wem.—Botany, senior class (Profes-
^°r Lindley, Ph.D.).—Gold medal, Mr. A. Jackson, of
1 ortsmouth

; silver medal, Mr. W. Brown, of Cornwall.
^Medical Jurisprudence (Professor Thomson, M.D.).
jnze, Mr. Charles J. Tomkins, of Abingdon, Berks!—
-oology (Professor Grant, M.D.).— Silver medal, Mr
^uward Ballard, of London.—Fellowes Clinical Medals.
"rzitmmcr Term, 1842.—Gold, Mr. A. J. Tapson

; silver
£.''• T- S. Lee.— Winter Term, 1843.— Gold, Mr.'
;'cliard Tudor, of London. At the conclusion of the
'stnbuiion, Lord Auckland addressed the meeting at

K Cflt length, congratulating the proprietors on the
greasing efficiency of the College, and on its high
"'^acter as a Medical School.

t
.

Uuh'*ch College.—On Monday, according to the sta-

Go?°r
Mn Edwaid Alleyne, founder of the College of

of S>© ^t
' L^ulwich. the churchwardens of the parishes

win, f.

Viour '

s
'
St - Botolph, Bishopsgate, and St. Luke's,

is J
master and four fellows of the college, in whom

Co i]
ested the election of the warden, assembled at the

V,v
*^e for the purpose of filling up the vacancy occasioned

of F>
1C

\
elevalion of the late warden (a son of the bishop

two
t0 the lnasters"il'- At the close of the ballot the

All=
^eiU

,

Ieu)eu selected as candidates were Mr. Charles

Newt i

Brim ' ni!0se - college, Oxford, and Mr. J. G.

Drearl°
n 4lley°» of Dover-street, who had come over from

this q

r tlle
l
,ul'Pose of offering himself. As soon as

af,eoi i"
IOUncement vvus made» tue candidates drew lots, in

tioi, n?
Ce fltlx the accustomed formalities of the institu-

c^n\Z\
Cn

,
Newf0 " Alleyn having been the successful

tUe colle
WaS declared t0 be duIy clected warden of

Council iX'tf*f**~At the ^st Court of Common
Suttee '

; -^S'f 1011
' chairman of the City Lands Com-

*ower 35!FS*
6" i

d that a P°rtion of t!ie Roman wall on

Society?optihii
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7
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c
i

lurch thcre
'
which society

»
"*roubu Su R. Ixighs and other gentlemen, petitioned

the densely-populated neighbourhood, than to destroy a
relic so interesting to antiquaries, and to all who are
interested in the history of London.

City Chamberlain—In consequence of the resignation
of Sir James Shaw, an active canvass has commenced for
the office of Chamberlain of the city of London. The
candidates are Sir W. Heygate, Bart., and Sir John Pirie,
Bart. The contest is expected to be a severe one, and
the friends of both candidates are making great exertions
to promote their success.

Anti\Corn-Law League.—The seventh weekly meeting
of the League took place on Wednesday night in Drury-
lane Theatre. The [house was crowded in every part;
long before the appointed hour not a spare seat could be
obtained, and upwards of three thousand applications for
tickets were refused, the whole of the admission cards
being exhausted by three o'clock on Monday. The
Chairman announced that it was the last time the League
would meet in that Theatre, and that as they had once
erected a hall in Manchester capable of containing 10,000
persons, in eight weeks, they could also erect one in
London if required. The meeting was subsequently
addressed by the Rev. Dr. Cox, Mr. Cobden, Mr. Latti-
niore, and Mr. Moore. The Chairman then announced
that the next meeting would be held in the Victoria
Theatre, and that next week another meeting would be
held in the Hall of Commerce in the city.

Accidents.—Another of those alarming accidents which
so frequently occur in firework manufactories took place
on Monday afternoon, in Regent-street, Lambeth-walk,
on the premises occupied by Mr. Fenwick, firework manu-
facturer, by which an old man named Field sustained
such injuries as to cause his death on the following day :and two others, the one a son of Mr. Fenwick and the
other a workman in his employ, were dreadfully burnt.
The buildings were so completely destroyed by the explo-
sion, that, when the engines arrived, very little water was
required to extinguish the burning embers.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the
number of Deaths registered in the weekending Saturday
April 22.—West districts, 150; North districts, 190

-

Central districts, 1G8 ; East districts, 210; South dis-
tricts, 243. Total, 961— (505 males, 456 females.)
Weekly average for the last five years, 903, for the last
five springs, 854.

:frobfiutal Kttos.
Bristol.—The local papers announce that his Royal

Highness Prince Albert has accepted an invitation to visit

Bristol on the launch of the Great Britain, which was
intended to have been in the month of May, but owing to

some difficulty in the float, has been postponed to June.
—We copy the following account of Mr. Brunei from the
Bristol Gazette :

—" The operation, to which we alluded

in our last, was performed with remarkable skill and pre-

cision by Sir B. Brodie, assisted by three other eminent
surgeons. Very little blood was lost by the incision in

the windpipe, but coughing and irritation supervened in

such violence, that the forceps could not be used, and the

half-sovereign still remains in the trachea. The operation

occupied a considerable time, and Mr. Brunei endured his

sufferings with remarkable fortitude. We are glad to learn

that the accounts received this morning are considered

very favourable, the exact position of the coin having

been ascertained, and its extraction by the forceps, when
a necessary alteration has been made in the form of the

instrument, is anticipated to be nearly certain."

Bridgend.—This neighbourhood has been for the last

few days much agitated by the sudden death of a respect-

able farmer, a Mr. Howell, of Laleston, as was affirmed,

of Asiatic cholera, followed immediately afterwards by the

equally sudden death of a poor woman named Harvey,

who had assisted in laying out the body. Further cir-

cumstances, however, invested the case with very extra-

ordinary appearances, and an investigation was resolved on.

The deceased Mr. Howell, it appears, was a bachelor,

possessed of property to the amount of about 200/. per

annum and was about to be married to a Mrs. Lewis.

To this match, the sister of the deceased farmer, a Mrs.

Thomas strongly objected, as it would be the means of

alienating from her the property to which, if he died a

bachelor, she would be entitled. Her remonstrances with

her brother had, however, been fruitless, and the period

for the marriage was fixed. On Friday se'nnight, Mr.

Howell had occasion to send for some beer to the house

of his intended bride, who resided at a short distance,

and the servant was directed to take a jar and fetch it.

On his way he called at the house of the^sister, who is

supposed to have taken advantage of the opportunity to

out the body, died a few hours after she had partaken of the
remainder. The bodies have been exhumed and examined
by Mr. Herapath, the chemist, of Bristol, who has
detected distinct evidence of arsenic in them. The sister
Mrs. Thomas, and her husband, have both been appre-
hended, and are now in custody until further evidence
has been received.

Carmarthen.—The proceedings of " Rebecca and her
Daughters" still continue unchecked. On Friday, at

the Neath petty sessions, three workmen in the employ
of the Abbey Iron Company were brought forward to
answer to a charge of breaking and carrying away some
gates at Neath Abbey on the 10th inst. The evidence in
this case was clear and conclusive, as a police-sergeant

caught them in the act of destroying the gates; but as the
parties whose property had sustained injury did not appear
to prosecute, the magistrates, on account of previous good
character, deemed it expedient to dismiss the case.—The
new steam-yacht built lor Her Majesty's use at Pembroke
dockyard was launched on Wednesday the 26th ult. ; the
ceremony of naming her was performed by the Countess
of Cawdor. The length of the yacht is 225 feet, breadth
33, tonnage 1,049; and her engines are of 450 horse-power.

Cricklade.—A labouring man, named Isaac Litten,
belonging to the parish ofEisey, with his wife and four
children, having been ejected from their cottage, were
sheltering, on the night,of the 21st ult., in a hut they had
constructed of hurdles and straw covered with a piece of
cotton patchwork, in Golden Rose-lane, in the above
parish, when about ten o'clock, the fire not being pro-
perly extinguished, the place ignited. Litten and his wife
escaped unhurt, leaving three of the children, aged five,

seven, and ten years, in the flames, without making any
attempt to rescue them. Before any assistance arrived
the children were burnt [to i death. On examining the
ground where the fire took place, some blood was disco,
vered. This excited suspicion, and on examination of
the bodies, the skull of one of them was foundto be frac-
tured. This added to the suspicious nature of the cir-

cumstances, and the'father was immediately apprehended.
A coroner's inquest was held, and after a protracted deli-

beration, the jury returned a verdict, " That Isaac Litten
wilfully set his tent or camp on fire, thereby causing the
death of his three children." He was immediately com-
mitted to take his trial at the next assizes. ;

Hertford—On Saturday last, Mr. Cobden went down
to Hertford, for the purpose of addressing the agricultu-
rists of that district on the repeal of the Corn Laws. The
Shire Hall was originally fixed for the meeting, but, hav-
ing been found too small, the meeting adjourned to the
Plough Mead, a large field at one extremity of the town,
where an assemblage of nearly two thousand persons, almost.
exclusively farmers, was collected—the outskirts of the
crowd being flanked by a number of the principal land-
owners of the county on horseback—among whom were
Baron Dimsdale, the Hon. W. Cowper, Sir Minto Farqu-
har, Bart., Mr. Bosanquet, and several others. Mr.
" el ford, the Chancery Barrister, who has a farm in the
neighbourhood, having been called to the chair, Mr. Cob-
den proceeded to address the meeting on the usual topics
of the Anti Corn-Law League. Mr. Bennett, a Bedford-
shire farmer, and a Mr. Maydwell, moved resolutions in

support of the Corn Laws, and expressive of a want of
confidence in Ministers. Mr. Lattimore, a neighbouring
farmer, moved an amendment in favour of total repeal,

which, having been seconded, was carried by a large
majority. Considerable interest was excited by the meet-
ing, it having been expected that a strong opposition
would have been got up by the gentlemen of the county.
Everything, however, passed off quietly.

Liverpool.—On Thursday afternoon a fire broke out
in the extensive warehouses belonging to the Trustees of
the Duke of Bridgewater, which has destroyed a grent
quantity of cotton and grain, and done very considerable
damage to the immense pile of buildings. The fire ori-
ginated amongst some cotton in one of the upper rooms
and almost immediately burse into a volume of flame'
threatening destruction to the whole property, which is

estimated at the value of about 500,000/. The warehouses
stand close to the Duke's Dock, not far from the Custom-
house, and are built cast and west. Fortunately the wind
was blowing west, and only a very light breeze, or doubt-
less the fire could not have been got under. Three of the
warehouses are nearly destroyed, and entirely so in the
upper stories. The warehouses are seven stories high, and
the different rooms are let off to merchants who have
cotton, corn, and other goods consigned to them. The
three higher stories of these warehouses are reduced to
complete ruin, the roofs having fallen in soon after the
fire began. The three lower rooms contained corn, a great
portion of which is either destroyed by fire or considerably
damaged by water The lower story, principally filled
with Bur on and other ales, has escaped with compara-
tively little damage. The goods destroyed are the pro-
perty of various merchants, but it is believed are nearly all
insured the building being the property of the Trustees
of the Duke of Bridgewater, of which Lord Francis Egerton
is the principal owner. No accurate estimate can at this

«°SS? be made of thc !<«*> but it is calculated that about
10,000?. worth of property is destroyed.

Mersey, and adjoining the Stockport viaduct of the
Manchester and Birmingham Railway. The fire com-
menced in the upper larger spinning-room. It is sup-
posed to have originated in consequence of the flame of a
lamp coming in contact with some roving. The flames
spread rapidly from floor to floor, and notwithstanding
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the utmost exertions, the roof of the larger side of the

building fell in half an hour after the commencement of

the fire ; and in about two hours the flames had spread to

all the rooms in that part of the building, and floor after

floor fell down. The entire building was completely de-

stroyed, and several persons were seriously injured by the

fall of the ruins. The damage is estimated at 10,000/.

Railways.—The following are the returns of the under-

mentioned railways for the past week :—London and

Birmingham, 15,859/.; Great Western, 13,723/. ; South

Western, 6,169/. -South Eastern, 2,0o'2/. ; Eastern Coun-

ties, 2,304/.; North Midland, 4,133/. ; "York and ditto,

1,596/.; Greenwich, 773/.; Croydon, 308/.; Brighton,

3,435/. ; Blackwall, 682/. ; Hull and Selby, 1,085/. ; Grand

Junction, 6,956/. ; Midland Counties, 2,545/.—Arrange-

ments are making to accelerate the north railway-mails

bv Lancaster, and the Irish ones by Chester ; the effect

of which will be to save nearly two hours on the present

time to all parties north of Lancaster. The change is

expected to take place about the 1st July ; but, as the

various branch mails require readjustment, it may even

be a little later before this important advantage can be

attained.—By the report of the Parliamentary committee

lately published, it would seem that the bill authorizing

the construction of the branch railway to Northampton

and Peterborough encountered a severe opposition while

under consideration. The parties heard against the pro-

ject were the Duke of Dorset and other landholders, who

with the representatives of several trust interests alleged

that the line, in consequence of the small population of

the districts through which it is proposed to pass, could

never yield a fair return in proportion to the capital re-

quired, and that therefore adequate compensation would

not be afforded to those whose property was sure to be

depreciated by the railway. Although this opposition

was strong, the absence of any engineer on the part of

the petitioners to impugn the calculations of Messrs.

Stephenson and Bidder, the gentlemen called in sup-

port of the applicants, had considerable weight with

the committee, who, after a special examination of

General Pasley, expressed themselves favourable to

the undertaking. General Pasley states his opinion

against the circuitous route to Blisworth, the one

which it is understood the Northern and Eastern

Company propose to follow out when their works have

advanced sufficiently northward ; and in that esse, he

says, should the extension ever be carried out, the branch

will then be confined to the traffic of the valley of Nene,

along which it is to pass. The present line to North-

ampton and Peterborough is to be, in the first instance, a

single line only, and on that head the committee observe

enough evidence was adduced, showing that while there

would be an effectual guard against accident, public con-

venience would be amply provided for. It is nevertheless

to be constructed of sufficient width to admit of a double

line of rails, should it hereafter be considered necessary
;

and the Board of Trade have the power of compelling the

Company to lay down such double line if it appear to (hem

that the convenience of the public demands it. The capital -

to be raised fo carry out the undertaking is 500,0007., and

the income expected to be received is 35,094/., while the

expenses are stated at 14,600/. per annum. Passenger

traffic is estimated to realise 23,170/.; goods, 8,750/.;

and parcels, 3,174/. The line will be A7\ miles in length.

On Monday, a special meeting of the London and Bir-

mingham Company, convened for the purpose of con-

sidering the measure, passed a resolution approving of the

draft of the bill.—On Saturday, a fatal accident^ occurred

on the branch railway at Blackwood, a few miles from

Newport, occasioned by the blowing up of a locomotive

engine used on the line of the Tredegar Iron Company, by

which two persons were killed and two others seriously

injured. One of the killed was Mr. Davis, a farmer, of

Buttry-Hatoh, in Monmouthshire ; and the other was

Mr. P. Williams, a tradesman living at Blackwood. Great

damage was done to several houses in the town. The

explosion is reported to have been caused by the engine-

driver neglecting to open the valve after shutting ofF the

steam when leaving the engine. The loss of property,

engine included, is estimated at least at 1000/.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—No slight consternation was caused on Monday

morning by the announcement that Mr. Finn, the City

Treasurer, elected by the Reformed Town Council, had

absconded in the course of Friday, taking with him

corporate funds to the amount of 4,000/. or 5,000/. He
escaped in the packet for Liverpool, where he would be

just in time to catch the New
t

York packet. On the dis-

covery of his absence instant pursuit was made, Sir D. J.

Dickenson, accountant of the corporation, having left

Dublin on Saturday night, in the hope of catching him,

but. it is supposed without success, as the Great Western
was expected to sail from Liverpool at 9 o'clock on
Sarurday morning. Mr. Walsh, a wealthy merchant,

and Mr. Nolan, a rich pawnbroker, are Mr. Finn's

sureties to the amount of 2,000/. each.—The repeal agita-

tion is still in full operation. At the meeting in this city

last week, Mr. O'Connell announced that on the 4th he

would go to Sligo ; on the 7th to the Curragh of Kildare
;

on the 14th to Mullingar; on the 23d to the Southern

Riding of Tipperary ;
on the 25th to the North Riding.

He was also invited to a dinner by the corporation of

Drogheda; andon the 29th of June he wouldgo toDundalk.

The Rent for the week, announced at the close of the

proceedings, was 6H3/. 9s. 2%d. This is much the largest

weekly return yet received.

Limerick.—The local papers mention as a proof of the

little encouragement given to the new mail-coach con-

tractors, and as a circumstance without precedent on the

Dublin and Limerick mail-coach line, that the coach

arrived at the office in Limerick on Monday without a

passenger, or even a single parcel, on the whole route

from Dublin to Limerick. The way-bill was a perfect

blank—not so much as the scratch of a pen on it.

Hate.
Vrcrc-CrrANCBu.OR's Court.—(Before Sir Lancelot Shad-

well).

—

Evors v. the Commissioners for Building New Churches.
— This chsc, which was argued before his Honour during
the sittings of this Court at Lincoln's-iiln, immediately pre-

vious to the Easter recess, came on for judgment this week.
The Vicc-Chancellor said that he had read through all the
pleadings and affidavits in the case, and it appeared to his

Honour that many parts of the bill were utterly unintelligible,
but as far as he could understand the case, it appeared that
in 1834 there was a project for building a new church at
Newtown, Montgomeryshire, which, however, was abandoned.
In 1838, a new plan was set tip for building a new separate
church, which was not to interfere with the old parish
church. The plaintiff*, the Rev. Mr. Evors, made certain pro-
posals to the defendants, the commissioners, with reference to
the offer of a site for the new church and other things. Mr.
Evors's site was not, however, conveyed, but in 1810 a site was
granted by Mr. Pew. Mr. Evors wished to have a chancel pro-

vided for himself in the new church. The commissioners, it

appeared, agreed to this, provided Mr. Evors paid the expenses
necessary for its construction. In April, 1841, it would appear,
however, that Mr. Evors swung round, as it were, and he there-

upon sent a notice to the defendants, the commissioners, wherein
he stated that he had tal<cn the opinions of his friends, who con-
sidered that they (the commissioners) had no right to change the
site of the old church, that their so doing would seriously affect

his (Mr. Evors) ancient rights in the old parish church, and that

he was determined to resort to all legal remedies to prevent the
commissioners from so doing. In consequence, therefore, of

Mr. Evors's refusal to advance the necessary expenses for build-

ing the chancel in the new church, that scheme was totally

abandoned, and the plaintiff filed this bill, and prayed an injunc-
tion to restrain the commissioners from building the new district

church in question, without their providing therein such accom-
modation for the plaintiff as would protect such rights as he
claimed to have in regard of the old parish church. Now the
commissioners, by their answer, denied that they ever threatened
or ever intended to destroy or infringe any such rights as the
plaintiff has in the chancel of the old parish church. They also

stated that the building of the chancel in the new church was
abandoned in consequence of the plaintiff's own act. The com-
missioners further denied that they ever threatened or intended
to take down or remove any of the tombs, monuments, or

monumental inscriptions now in existence in the old parish

church. The commissioners did not say that they had de-
termined to constitute the new district church a parish church,
nor was it necessary that they should state what their determina-
tion on that question was. His Honour was clearly of opinion,

taking all the pleadings and affidavits together, that no ground
was made out by the plaintiff for Jin injunction in this case. His
Honour had read through the eleven acts of Parliament referred

to in this case, and from them it appeared to him the commis-
sioners had no power to pull down or repair the old parish

church, but they had power to build a new district church, ami
they had power which would enable them, at some future time,

to constitute that which was a district church a parish church, or

a parish church a quasi district church. Being, therefore, of

opinion that the plaintifFs case had totally failed, this application

for an injunction must be dismissed with costs.

Court of Common Pleas.—(Sittings in Banco.)

—

Ublloway v.

Hare,—This action was tried before Mr. Justice Patteson and a

Special Jury at the last Lewes Assizes, and was brought by the

plaintiff, a clergyman, and curate of the parish of East Dean,

Sussex, against the defendant, the Archdeacon of Lewes, to re-

cover compensation in damages for a libel contained in a letter

written to a Miss Gilbert, imputing to the plaintiff that lie had

been guilty of immoral conduct, and had committed perjury

when a witness in the case of " Greenwood v. Woodham,' tried

at the Taunton Assizes, in 1841. The Jury found some of the

issues for the plaintiff, and some for the defendant; but the

ftadfng was substantially in favour of the latter. Mr. Sergeant

lSvles now moved for a rule nisi to set aside the verdict and have

anew trial, on the ground of misdirection and the misreception of

evidence, which consisted of certain questions relative to letters

which had been written by Miss Gilbert, in which she spoke Of

the plaintiff's conduct, the letters themselves not having been

put in evidence.—Rule granted.
Court of Exchequer.—(Sittings in Banco.)—Smith (qui tarn)

v. Bonrf.—-This was an action for penalties under the statute of

Ann, for keeping a gaminghouse. The case was tried before

Lord Abinircr, at the sittings after Michaelmas Term, and a rule

was afterwards granted to show cause why there should not be a

new trial; which is still pending. The Solicitor-General now
moved to stay the proceedings, on the ground of a fraudulent,

misrepresentation as to the name of the plaintiff. By the statute

2 William IV., c. 39, s. 17, the defendant was entitled to call

upon the plaintiff's attorney to give the name and address of the

plaintiff, under a Judge's order; and when such order was

quashed, all proceedings were stayed until it was complied with.

In the present case an order was obtained for the plaintiff's name

and address, and it was apparently complied with, for the plaintin s

there, and the answer was that he did, but was out of town. It

appeared, however, on investigation, that tiiis answer was un-

true, that no person of the name of Thomas Smith, an artist,

ever lived in the house in question, and that it was a deliberate

fraud on the part of the real plaintiff and his attorney, to conceal

irom the defendant who the real plaintiff was. So far, the Pjal£-

tiff had the benefit of his fraudulent misrepresentation. At tne

connexion with him would have clearly appeared on cross-ex-

amination. As the order was made for the defendant's Pr(llcc
'

tion, and he was deprived of that benefit by the fraud oi tne

plaintiff, the proceedings ought to beset aside. Lord Abinger

saw no ground for setting aside the proceedings, as it diu not

appear the defendant had been prejudiced in his defence by cn«

false name and address. No doubt the attorney, if he had wil-

fully given a false name and address, was guilty of a contempt

of court, and liable to punishment, but it was too late now to

stay the proceedings. The rest of the court concurred, anci tire

rule was refused. , f -

In the Matter of Francis..—The Solicitor-General moved lora

rule to show cause why a prohibition should not issue to m
Arches' Court of Cantcrhurv in the matter of Francis, rmswaa

one of the cases to compel the making of a church-rate, a tui-

tion was served on Mr. Francis, who was a parishioner oi»;

George's, Norwich, but holding no office fa the pansft. ana"

concluded by stating that he was to appear in Michae m«s 1C™>
there to answer certain articles touching his soul *"•*»•'*™
the reformation of his habits, and particularly ta obftructi »t; 0"t

least refusing to make, or to join in making aWW™
the church. 1 he citation did not state that he £ad attended any

meeting where it had been resolved not to ^£ffi™£^
it say that the church was out of repair. Jhe pait> appcarca

under protest, and set out. as the ground of protes tbathem
wrongfully cited, as it did not appear that he had been guilty of

any offence, or that any vestry had been called for the purpose

of making a rate. Notice of appeal had been given. This was

the first time in which any attempt had been made to proceed
against any one individual parishioner. Whole parishes hart

been excommunicated, but no one individual had been attacked.

This was a case which deserved consideration. Rule granted.

Court of Qukkn's Bench.—(Sittings in Banco.) —The
Queen V. Feargits O'Connor and Others. — A great deal of

excitement had been created by the announcement that these

defendants were to be brought up for judgment, and on the

opening of the doors all the available seats of the court were
immediately filled. The Attorney-General prayed judg-

ment against the defendants, who had been convicted of

unlawfully aiding and abetting others in doing certain acts

charged as unlawful. Lord Denman said that the officer of the

court had informed the .fudges that some of the parties convicted

at the assizes were not here. That made no difference with

respect to the present proceedings. The court could proceed to

pass sentence on those that were present, and they would have a

right, notwithstanding the absence of their fellows, to say any-

thing they might think fit in arrest of judgment. The following

defendants answered to their names :—Fcargus O'Connor,

Richard Otley, G. J. Harney, William Hill, John Arran, William

Aitkin, S. Challenger, Samuel Parks, D. Rallton, William

Woodruff (all of whom were convicted on the fifth count only),

and J. Leach, C. Doyle, Jonathan Bairs ow, J. Arthur, T. Cooper,

R. Brooke, John Durham, James Fenton, James Mooney, and
Frederick Augustus Taylor. Lord Dcnman said that there had
been an acquittal on some counts, and an acquittal of some of

the defendants. He wished to know whether there was any
intention on the part of any of the defendants to move an arrest

of judgment. Mr. Dundas, who appeared for 11. Brooke, said he

should move an arrest of judgment on the fourth and fifth counts

on which his client had been convicted. These counts were read.

The fourth charged the prisoners with having created alarm, &c,
by stopping mills, and by these means intending to create great

changes in the laws of this realm. The fifth count charged them
with alarming the Queen's subjects, with intent to bring about

great changes in the laws. Mr. Dundas then addressed the

court. He began with his objection to the fifth count. There

was no venue stated in it at all, and it was, therefore, bad upon

the face of it. This was so plain, as not to require him to trouble

the court with many observations. This want of statement of a

venue was not a defect in this count alone. Itappeared in many
other counts. It was a defect which was not cured by a verdict,

but made the count bad on motion in arrest of judgment. There

must be a venue, to show that an offence had been committed

within the county, for the jurisdiction ought to be clearly shown.

The marginal venue would not do for this purpose. The only

remaining question was, whether the 7th of George IV., c. 64, s.

20, at all cured this defect. That section was to this effect. In

order "that the punishment of offenders may be less frequently

intercepted in consequence of mechanical niceties, be it enacted

that no judgment upon an indictment, &C„ whether after verdict

or outlawry, &c. f
shall be stayed or reversed for want of the

averment of any matter unnecessary to be proved, nor for

omitting to state the time at which the offence was committed,

in any case where time is not of the essence of the offence, nor

for the want of a proper or perfect venue, where the court shall

appear by the indictment, &c, to have had jurisdiction over the

offence." These words implied that a good venue had been laid,

though not laid perfectly. Here no venue was laid as to the

charge itself. The case of Rex v. J. Mintcr Hart (5 Carnngton

and Payne's Reports) was in point on this objection. The indict-

ment there had been found by the London grand jury. The
statementof the offence was, that the offence was committed in the

parish of St. Mary le-liow, but that parish was not stated to be in

London. It was true that that case was one where the objection

was made before the verdict; but that did not affect the question.

Lord Dcnman : We think that this is an objection which
reqnirestobe considered. Mr. Dundas then wont on to the

second objection. lie contended that the statement of the

offence was insufficient It charged an attemptto persuade persons

to do what they might lawfully do. The charge was to persuade

the Queen's subjects to disaffection to the hi ws, and to leave then-

labour, and so to biing about, a change in the laws. No conspi-

racy was charged. Lord Den-matt: This also is an objection

worthy of being considered. Mr. Dundas then objected that the

fourth count was defective in haviitg no venue laid in the early-

part of it, and also that its statement of the offence was defec-

tive. It was stated that, there had been unlawful meetings, but

it was not stated where those unlawful meetings were held;

yet thatstatement was material to be tried and to be found by

the jury: for it should be shown that the offence was within the

jurisdiction, and the absence of it was not cured by the verdict-

There could be no necessity to cite authorities to show that

where there was a material fact triableby the jury, it was neces-

sary to be alleged with time and place. Mr. Justice Duller had

distinctly stated the principle in the case of Hex v. Holland,0

Term Reports. The charge here was said to have been com-

mitted " at divers times and places;" but there was no state-

ment of those places. The expression "at the parish aforesaid

did not compensate for the wantof the allegation of place mtne
early part of the count. Lord Denman : Suppose the count had

stated that the defendant had aided and abetted certain persons,

who, at a place previously named, had committed an offence

Mr. Dundas : thatwouldbe right ;butfor aughtthat appeared, the

original offence here might have been committed in France or m
India. The 6 George IV., c. 129, was in point on the subject oi

the offence, the committing of which these defendants were

charged with having aided and abetted. The 3d section of that

statute declared that the compelling ofjourneymen to leave their

employment, or to return work unfinished, and the doing of certain

other things, should be unlawful, but the 4th section expressly

provided that meetings, for the sole purpose of settling the raw
of wages to be taken, should not be illegal. On the face of this

indictment the per oris whom these defendants were chargca

with aiding and abetting did not appear to have been engage*

in any other matter, and consequently did not appear to hftT

been concerned in an indictable offence. The aiding and abet-

ting Of them wafl hot, therefore, indictable; and the count n"

showing any other offence could not sustain a verdict, nor have

ftjudgment entered a-p on it. Mr. Sergeant Murphy appeared to

Durham, Bairstow, and Railton, to urge similar objections on

behalf of his clients. The last of these defendants had onii

been convicted on the 5th count. He should not notice t»

The tfth count was defective. It rmfe
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J*way suggested by the Court, so as to bring the parties within i
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lla>H'cned out of the kingdom. The count cer.

wpro
state(l that the persons persuaded to leave work

that f,

>Jccts of the Queen, but there was no allegation

ieet-« a
Persons )iersuading them were the Queen's sub-

i«t« •
offence itself was charged in such a manner

t« 11 ^\e no clear Intimation of the place where it was alleged

P-iwi
pcen committed. This intimation ought to have been

« if"" J ,
Kmg». Peck, 9 Ad. and Ellis Reports, and the King

t
• Kowcd, showed that counts like these were bad for uncertainty.

w !",
BSi""' thi modc cxf cffccting the object charged against the

prisoners on !? i,t to be clearly stated. That was not done here,

o c-hf V i

fiTpunds the counts were bad, and judgment

J H rnev a
a
n
r

ri

eS
r

tCd
; if* Athert°". '« J. Fenton, J. Leach, G.i??S a "d J

- Arthur, was heard in support of the same

2E?£m.\ !'-y
,

material fact
.
a»d every allegation of time and

AssumI iVhf/f'
,

t0 a m
f,
te,ial faet.o«ght to be distinctly stated,

rim,,, o
!

I ^ to
.

5e
.
S0 ' then the wai,t

<)f such a distinct allega-

nolZ™ ,

<i0fL' Cl that
-

a Venlict dia not cure
- The courts were

",' "
fTr !t

nCt W
.

lth
,

resPect to anything than to venue.
K* £! ° 8tat«te. the omission of venue was not cured by ver-

showr.,1 u ^'"f' I'a.ynes, 4 Maule and Selwyn, report 214,

SSSl -

-

8 de
I
6Ct m ^nUe

-
when tl,e allegation of it was

cliarJI fi
W8S

,

ono wnich could be cared by verdict. The

Ji • vp u , ?
WaS that of receiving barley to grind, knowing it tonave been stolen. The mere receiving of the barley was matter

311
of Richmond's be Cornopean, by Ellis, (Rogers), and Lord
wrtotd s be by St. Patrick, out of Wild Duck, (Nat). Won in a
canter by three lengths.

D J'A'^?"
,t",Ces of 300 sovs each

»
10 ° ft

-
f°r 4 yr-old colts S st 7 lbs,

RpvJ
RU,esS

u
st 2 1bs. B.C. 7 subs. Won by Lord Exeter's b c

G B^r', ",)' Touchstone or Reveller, (Darling); beating Lord
fa. Bentinck»s Tedworth (Rogers), who broke down.

imriS o
ei^?00 s£vs each

'
10° ft

'
for 4 Fr.old colts, 8 st 7 lbs,

wntt '
2

i
bS

-
B,C

-
5 SUbs> Lord G

-
"entinck's Firebrandwalked oxer —Stceepstnkes of 100 sovs each, h ft, for fillies,a stylos. D.M. 3 subs. Mr. ThornhilPs Extempore walked over!

vr \
B
J

,

rt

WKS ";* Y-750/
:!

for i > rs'7st sibsj 5yrs,8st n lbs; 6

t vrs m£?« '.
9 3 bS

u ?-
C

-
,
W,,n by Mr

- *W»'« Prosody,

Won'h ? ,

lome*0 J beating Mr. Stephenson's Ghuznce, 4 yra!Won by lour lengths.

T\./r

TO GENTLEMEN FrnRKrc : „

ESSRS. PROTHER^'rik^S P,™?^:

Handicap Sweepstakes of 50 sovs each, h ft. T.Y.C. Won bycolonel Peel's Garry Owen, 6 yrs, o st, (Nat); beating Mr.Koyce s Coranna, 4 yrs, 7 st 3 lbs, and Duke of Beaufort's Rap-cure, 4 yrs, 6 st 5 lbs.

*n
a
Jihfr?00!

h ft
:
T 'Y -C

"
Mr

' Osbaldeston's Martingale, S
jrs, 6st 9 lbs, (Hewlett), beat Duke of Bedford's Eliza, 8 st 7 lbs

ZL%Cu t̂

M
^Ct 25,

1

First hRlfof Ab « M
- 8 fit. 7 lbs each,

iJ ike of Be<liord's Mongrel.4 yrs (Robinson), beat Lord Miltown'siMdhawn, 5 yrs, by a length easy.
Handicap Sweeps of 20 sovs each, for 3 yr-olds and upwards.

p«ll ,

s "bSj two of whom
ljaid 5 sovs each. Won by Mr,Baxter's Magna Chart*, 3 yr , 5 st 7 lbs, (T. Prince); beating

Mr.lievan's Glendower, 3 yrs, 6 st 7 lbs; Mr. Rogers's Sir Fretful,
« yrs 8 st 5 lbs j and Mr. Bouvcrie's Monemusk, 3 yrs, 6 st 4 lbswon by six lengths.

&c. May be viewed the morning of sale Catal'op-u
ASK

-

be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American Kurort7
Leytonstone. &er"»

ORANGE AND LEMON TREES.
"j\/TR. KING will sell at the Mart, on Tuesday next
J-»J- the oth May, about450smaliORAXGii: and Lemon-Trees in
lots of two each ; most of these trees will blossom in the summer
and in the autumn will exhibit.

"The Orange tints that gild the greenest bough" may be
viewed the morning of SJile, and Catalogues had at the Mart
and from the Auctioneer, Hackney-road. *

rPO BE SOLD, on reasonable terms, a number of
-A- Succession and FRUITING PINE-PLANTS, with a Frame
and Lights. To be seen at Bunvood.near Cobham, Surrey.

TO NURSERYMEN AND SEEDSMEN.

on
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tion

1

f!

ICG
-

m
?
nt only

'
yet

>
for want of a good venue on that allega-

substantia ^-°Ut W-S r
^
eIerse^ The fact charged here as the

b;"i™e offence was fully as material as the receiving of the

fatal SI?' a"d con!?cquently the want of a good venue was
a casV £

M

n "''' Matthcvvs
> 5 Term Reports", 152. which was

commnni
Sa
?5 effect

'
the indictment was for an offor.ee at

fataliW ^2? there the want ^certainty in the venue was held

riuesHnnV -

1Mg' v
*
HolIand

»
Whfch had been already cited, themSu iaiSed 0n (lomiinci-- The objection was there held

necos^f; M
r,lcn

' assumi»ff that at common law the venue was
it wnnl?; ,

C Sta
,

ta
!

e re(
i ,urcd to ue considered. He thought

neSit f l\
nui that the 8tatute (lid »ot dispense with the

ai>peared on thlf f^^i?* .it
!^

ate 0nly a^licd where ifc

jur L " the /ace of the indictment that the court had

km fa ; and ?here
'
from that circumstance, the omis-

of iel?n 1,UC
}

l

\
0ne part could be supplied. Nothing

tlTLTlC*VC(
±

lu
;

rc
- So far as a"y allegation was made

by Lshmael, out of Morclla; and Lord Orford's Barmaid \\oy two lengths ; a dead heat for second.
The Queen's Plate of 100 guineas, for 4 yr-olds, 9 st 8 lbs

s five

n«» 7
c

>S; siX
.
and a«ed »

I0 st ia lbs - »-C. Won by Mr. Gur-ney s St. Francis, aged, (Chifney) ; beating Mr. Combe's Rosalind,
4 yrs, by twelve lengths. *

Duke of Bedford's Currycomb, 8 st, (E. Edwnrds), beat Mr.^ayne's Johnny, 8 st 9 lbs, by a length; 100, h ft. TY C —
o to 5 on Currycomb.

Sweepstakes of 50 sovs each, for 3 yr-old fillies, 8 st 7 lbs each.
,C. Won by Lord Lvncdoch's Sister tn -Tofftr rn. ir,»...„

beat

nor LAND— Freehold, and Land Tax redeemed—well stocked—
with a good business to it, which has been cairied on for nearly
a century

; situate 20 miles north of London, and of which imme-
diate possession may be had. Part of the purchase-money may
remain on Mortgage, if desired. Apply to Mr. Jackson, Marl-
borough-road, Kent Road, Surrey; or to Mr. Stobv, Solicitor,
fet. Alban's, Herts.

f

of

pore, (Chifney); beating Mr. Ford's Spiteful. The follow;
so started, but were not placed :—Lord Exeter's fillv by Jerry

c i, n,,.nH *i,~*.
~~—•••j «*'iu aucumjK, wuxun ci.'i'taiulv

1 m^'m
01?1 Presence was necesstry in aiding andabetting. Mr. Atherton remarked that that was altogether wantfog m the present case. Lord Denman-We arc of opinion thatall these objections ought to be considered. Rule granted £show cause why the judgment should not be arrested Tin

Attorney-General asked when the court would hear the eisog*wn? A conversation took place on this subject, and it wasfinally settled that the rule should be argued on the'second hvof next term. The Attorney-General said he did not think itwould be necessary for the defendants to come up again in personi he Couit assented to this, and the defendants then entered intotheir own recognizances to appear [when called upon.
The Queen v. Thomas Cooper and J. Richards.—-These defend^ts, who had been convicted at Stafford of conspiracy, beiutr incourt, the Attorney-General (with whom were the Solicitor

X»"*ttl, Mr. Sergeant Talfourd, Mr. Richards, Mr. Godson and
J™*.

Alexander), moved that; they should receive the judgment of
t: court. Mr. Justice Williams began reading the notl-s nf *Z\

MARK LANE, Friday, May 5.—The supply of Wheat bv
and-carnage samples was moderate this morning, and the
(actors tried to establish an advance, which they could only do
to the extent of Is. on the fine dry White, Red, and parcels' out
of condition remain as last week. There were a few country
buyers of Foreign at market, which gave a little more spirit, and

for hr^!^ WW mUSt De qUOted ]s
- dearer

5
we tod no inquiries

r^ nl^Ln r^Y ls
,-
scarc^ and selIs a t the same rates. Teas

ven m is le
i

l
t7a,I °"-

4
New Beans were fully as dear, old ain! °*tS Wer° token at Iast Monday's currency

v ?"' Vh:it "?M»1AI, Q.UARTKR. S s
™'-

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolh: . . . \\ hiteNorfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire.
Barley. . Malting and diHtilJinc"
Oats, liincomsnire and Yorkshire . . . rpiamhs

Northumberland and Scotch .... Tied
Irish Feed

Beans, JMazBgan, old and new • 20 to 25 Tick
ripeon, Heligoland . . . 27 to 32 Wiiuis.

Peas, Wliite 20io B0 Waple

HPULIPS.-TO BE SOLD, a small BED consisting

m *

TPl
%F

Y^IGHT R0WS Principally «*" the Collection o

n
C
i«c ?i-

&T
.
R0^ Esq '

?
and taclodea Strong's Rainbow,

Duchess of Kent Titian, Alfred, Lord Byron, Cicero, Flora
Charbonier, Catafalque, Cenotapheum, Carlo Dolce, Leopold,
&c. &c., amounting to upwards of One Hundred valuable
Varieties, with Iron Hoops, for 10/.; to be seen in Bloom any
day from 10 till dusk, Sundays excepted, at T. Constable's,
Grocer and Colourman, Church- street, Hackney.

TO PINE-GROWERS.
A BOUT 250 to 350 SUCCESSION and FRUITING
t ^ ^INK-PLANTS for Sale, Clean and Healthy, to be sold at
Halt their Value. For particulars, apply to Samuel Rosu.vg.
Fcckiiam-Rye Common, near London

; where they may be seen.

17 CONOMIC LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
.M-U No. 34, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRIARS, LONDON
Established 1823. EmpoweredbyAct of Parliament, 3William IV.Lower rates of premium than those of any other office!
that entitle the assured to participate in the profits, as follows :—'-

Age,

Annual
Premium
per cciit.

15

1 10 S

20

1 M 7

25

1 19

30 35

2 4 3 2 10 11

40

2 19 9

45

3 11 9

50

4 8

A*.

ao to -j;i

40 to 40
25 tn 30
IS r.o is— to —
9 to 18— to _

22 10 2G— to —
25 to 27WEEKLY U11MSIUAL AVERAGES.

Red
White
Grind.
Peed
Potato
PotatoU to

Harrow 23 to 30
Lon^pod— t0 __
Urey 23 to 25

s. s.
4v toA6— to—
'!' tO 25
1 ! to 22
15 tO 24

Of
ing the notes of the«w, which being excessively voluminous, he was assisted^»c tedious operation by Lord Denim

a|Hl th

trial,

iperation by Lord Denman and Mr. Justice Pattcson •

n'alV^
eir lor(lsl,i PR were thus occupied from half-past eleven till

W-,
five Q,clock. They then rose, and the case was adjourned It

Ju\ffo
S m̂ed yesterday, when, after a very lung sitting, Mr

£ stiee Patteson delivered judgment. The sentence was thar^"Pcr should be imprisoned in the gaol of Stafford for the term
f0r^° years, and Richards to be imprisoned in the same eaol
oftu"

etermofoneyear
5

the difference made being on account
alrc-irN

(lvaiiCed age of Richards, and the imprisonment he hadatiy Undergone.

M a r. 2-1 • •

^^ 31 • * *

April 7 P * •

HI 14 » *

j
— 21 »

28 * * •

fi weeks'Aggregate Aver.

Duties 9

ARRM
Flour.

•

'A J

English . 71 "« Sks. — n
IriSi • . 10 s> —

*

V

Foreign . —
. t* ~—

Whe at.

47 2

...46 2
45 5
45 9
-Ifi 7
47

46 4

20

I

Brls.

>»

71

Barley.
28 4
S8
SB 8
2j: it

2ft 5
28 7

28 6

THE

Oata,
17

17
17
17

17

17

7
4
9
1

4
(>

9

R I V K R

17 4

a o

/.AST

Itye. Beans. Peas-
29 3 26 3 28 li
29 4 Sfi 28 5
29 3 2G S 26 11
29 2 25 10 28 1

28 7 25 11 27 5
29 3 £6" 3 28 8

20 2 26 1 28

11 6
| 11 11 6

' WEEK.

The Bonus declared in 1834 amounted upon an average to 16/
per cent, on the premiums then paid; and in 1S3Q a second
Bonus was awarded, amounting on the average to 31/. per cent.
on £be premiums paid during the preceding five years.
No extra charge for residence in any part of Europe, nor for

proceeding ;m a decked, sailing, or steam-vessel) from any one
Fort thereol to another during peace, to Assurers, not being sca-
rring mcn by profession, licenses are granted to go to any part
oi the world upon terms proportionate to the risks.

Policies on the lives of persons dying by suicide, duelling, or by
the hands of justice, are not void as respects the interests of
parties to whom they may have been legally assigned.
Assurances may be effected on any and every day.

By order of the Board oi" Directors,
Campbell Jambs Downer, Secretary.

AUSTRALASIAN COLONIAL and GENERAL
LIKE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY COMPANY,

Capital dS'200,00!», in 2,000 Shares.
Directors.

Wht. Barl. Malt. Data. Rye.
5175 1588 80 47 19';.. 152— 18G •_ 18970

i
^

1000 (J41D — -
1
—

i

fins.

983
Teas
155

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, E^cj.

John Henry Capper, Esq.

Gideon Colquhouu, jun., Esq.

C. E. Mangles, Esq.
J- B. Montefiore, Esq.
J. H. Ravenshaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

SPORTING.
*. NEWMARKET FIRST SPRING MEETING.

»Nuav.—50/., for 4 yr-olds, ; st lOlbs; 5

PRICES OF MANURES.
Agricultural Salt, per ton, 80* to 82*
— — fine, per ton, 86**

Alexander's Compost, per bush, is 10d

Bleaching Powder, per cwt., 30*

Bone-dust and half-inch Bone, per
quarter, 18*

per

Brimstone, per ton, 1U
Clarke's desiccated C

3/ 12* Cui

aled Compost, per hlid-,

Swp»Z PT rii ° Sl t5i*<J"' lwVi> ou "' " il '

*
v "u by six lengths

mZf!!ak
f
a of 10 sovs eaeb>

for 3 yr-old co,ts
» 8 ^ 7 n>s ami

5 subs
8^4ll

?
s - T.Y.C. The winner to be sold for »«J 8?

°f PorrK ,,"
by Gcneral Yates's Canton (Chappie)

; beating buke
ce2rW 8 Sistert° Ramadan. DtC~ ~* ""- " "

B iJUke

Lori
y
1(

Cay
]>y three lengths.

S*ettSterfl
?ld

'8 Sir Harr >'' 8st 7 Ibs
'
(Scott

)' beat Lord
length ,12?

vocatlon
» 8 st 2 los - T.M.M. 300, h ft. wGn b

"™
ot Beni^i £' Grcvi 'le's Portumnus received forfeit from the DnVo
each. S s ° by l8hmael or Achiaet, out of Taglioni

; 8 st 7 lbs

8 st 10 '\\
Ay '7~?*ie &reai '1 yr-old Stakes of 200 sovs each

Daniell's Bristol Manure, according

to quantity, per bushel, lOrf

Guano (foreign), per cwt., 10* to 12*6d
Potter's Eiifrlish, according 10

cpiantity. per cwt., 13* to 14*

Gvpsum, according to quantity, per

ton, 80* to 49*

Hunt's New Fertiliser, per bush., l*8rf

Muriate of Ammonia, p- cwt., 24* to 20*
Lime, per cwt., 12*

Nitrate of Soda, Recording to quantity,

duty paid, p. cwt., )7* tid to 18* 5d

Petre Salt, per ton,'. 8/ 10* to 51

tiosphawot Ammonia, per lb*, U 9rf to

2s '6d

1

Phosphate of Soda
Poittevin's disinfected Manure,
quarter, 13* 6d
— concentrated do., per qr., 30*

Ixapc dust, according to quantity, per
ton, 7/10*

Rock Salt, per ton, 47, in quantity, 3/
Saltpeire, per cwt., 25* 6d
Silicate of Potash (pure).- per cwt., 6.1*
Soda A?h, per cwt., 14*
Sulphate oi Ammonia, per cwt., 18*— of Iron, per ton,— of Soda, per ton, fl
Sulphur, per Cwt., 16*
Sulphuric acid, according to strength

per lb., \$d to 2*>d
Trimmer's Composition for Clover,
per cwt., 8*

Do. Do. fox VvTieat, with Silicate of
Potash, per cwt., 32*

Do. Compost lor Turnips, perewt., 8*
I rate, per ton, 5/
Watson'9 Compost, per cwt-, 10*, in
quantity, VI per ton

Bankers—Union Bank of London.
Colonial Bankers—Bank of Austral asia( Incorporated by Royal

Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgate- street.

Physician—P. Fraser, E.-rj., M.D., 6'2, Guildford-st., Russell-sa
Solicitors—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, & Co.

Secretary—JSdw. Ryley. Esq.
Tbe advantages offered to Emigrants to the Australasian

Colonies by this Company are,—First, that no extra premium ii
charged for residence in any of the Australasian Colonies except

GAZETTE OK THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS—A. Ilolloway, Basingstoke and Stratfield Turpi?, Hamp-

shire, draper— R. Griffiths, Nine Kims, and 12, Belmont-place, Vauxhah,
Surrey, coal-merchant— C. Bunyard, Nelson-place, Old Kent-road, Surrey
irrocer—X Nichols and F- W Nichols, Ulandford Forum and Dorchester, ear-

riers—J. Crow, Kulhain, Middlesex, victualler

—

T* Allan, Clapham, Surrey,

brewer—C M- Nicholson, New Corn Exchange, Mark-lane, City, corn-dealer

\V. Harrington, S3, High-street, Aldgate, City, linen-draper— S. Bateman,
Birminffham, factor—G. Wulfi, Liverpool, banker— R- Noyes, New Church-

lbs : fill
colts,

b >' I\Ir u V
Ies

»
8st 4lbs. Ccsarowitch course. 3 subs. Won

(Ro>>inJ»
bal<Ieston 's The Devil among the Tailors, 8 st 10 lbs

^ers)
>

. ^r
beating Lorcl G ' BentincVs Firebrand, a st 7 lb^

W
fo

*tonv 'i

5°° sovs
'
h ft- T.Y.C. Lord Exeter's Celia r uf

00 by teV)

i

lk6
.?

f BtfOTf8 °ak
1

1(l
>'- 8 Rt

^ lbs, (Robinson).

Lisson-grove, plumber—J. Adnum, Dorrington-ytreet, Clerkenwell,

SCo'tCH SEQUESTRATIONS—J. Vonnff, St. Andrews, coal-merchant—
M'Donald, Lismore, lime-merchant—J. Kerr, Dundee, engineer-

Bo^s's b I Sth!iih?;f f 4
^
bS

' .
R,M

-
2<3 subs

- Won by Mr^otherstone, by Touchstone, (Scott); beating Duke

R.

BIRTHS—^At Warrington, the lady of the Hon. and Rev. Horace Powys,of

;i dauchter—On the 28th iilt., the lady of «T. L. Ricardo, Esq., M.P., of a son—
On the 4ih ins: , :u i'!», Wilton-crescent, I-;idy Geor^iann Rumilly, of a son—

^

On the :'!)ili, in|Grosvenor-pl., the lady of Baron de Rothschild, of a daughter,
MARRIED.—On the 39th ult., at Roehainpton Cliapel, Francis, youngest

son of the late VV. G. D-Tyssen, Esq., of Foulden Hall, Norfolk, and Foley

House, Kent, to Julia, daughter of Vioe-ChanoeJlor the Right Hon. Sir J. L.

Knight Bruoe ; and at the same time and place, VV. H- Helyar, Esq., of Coker
Court, Somersetshire, and Sedge Hill, Wilts, to Theodora, only daughter of
the late Col T- de Resnel, and niece of Sir J. L. Knight Brnce.
( DIED.—On the 1st inst-, at Mayes, Kent, at a very advanced age, lady

of Ireland, and Chief Justice of the Supreme Ceurt of Judicature at Madras.

that premiums may be paid and claims settled "in "tho°e colontes
1

And to all persons who wish to assuie their lives the Company
offers unusually favourable rates of premium, participation in
Phil's, and the guarantee of an ample subscribed capital.
Prospectuses and Cull particulars may be obtained at the Offices

of the Company, I2fi, Bishopsgate-street.

CHURCHES, mi" Buu^ui-awiuiujsB, upon nprovec min
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected byDANJFrV«hEDAVARD BAILEY, 2?2, HOLliORN. ^ ^^

1). and E. Baii.ky having devoted much time to the cnnrfj.

apparatus
meats
ing not oniy very emcienc, our very simple av

~

durability in the apparatus with economy in the ch™ ti!pvhave erected apparatus in England, Scotland « ,YSf' } h
?y

many noblemen and gentlemen, and haveS «2,
d
i

' relant
l'

,
,°
r

employed by the Horticultural Societv nit J f
C honou

.

r to ^e

h£hS»5^SS construct in metal all descriptions of
in,, ^i Ihi "?S and Sashes

>
a»d invite noblemen, gentle-S models at

P
24"h^" '"section of their various drfwingsand models, at 2/2, Holborn, where they have the opportunity ofexhibiting ainongstother metal works, an extremely comp?et -andconven.ent kitehen apparatus, or range, adapted lor the continuedsupply oi hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more complete than has hitherto been brought before the public

D.andE. Bailky were the first to introduce metallic curvilinear houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conserv^o™attached to the Pantheon as one of their works beS2
others in this country and on the Continent

' X

D.and E.Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic Plant
Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

; they
beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for Orchi-
daceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at inter-
vals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.
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THE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of art}- size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Scvcnoaks, Kent.

J. Shjbwbn having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it maybe seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges ,

Hackney 3 Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Mr. Knight s,

Kind's road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter 5 and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS-.

PALMER, GREEN, & CO., No. 146, North-street,
Brighton, respectfully invite the ai ion of Horticultur-

ists &c. to their HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which i> admira-

bly adapted for Conservatories, Vineries, and Forcing-Houses,

of* every description. The Apparatus here referred to is exceed-

ingly simple In all its arrangements, and moderate in cost ; effi-

cent and economical in its operation, very easily managed, and

not liable to be injured, over-heated, or put out of order by acci-

dental neglect, a .

p Q & Co. can also, with great confidence, (founded on expe-

rience) recommend their HOI -WATER APPARATUS forwarm-

toff and ventilating Churches and other Public Buildings, Shops,

Warehouses, Factories, and Private Dwellings.

Further particul trs will be promptly supplied on application as

above, and reference given to most respectable persons on whose

premises the Apparatus lias been for many months in operation.

H'OT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and

other Buildings.-STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church-street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double

Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much-approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensi The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the

merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March,, 1842, page 175,

and February, 1843, page &7) renders it unnecessary to offer any

remarks upon them beyond the following brief description:—
They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price \l. 4a*. and upwards. Further

particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing-, will be forwarded upon application, iron Fencing;, Hurdles,

Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c.

N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description.

PENN'S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE-BUILDING,
WARMING, and VENTILATING.—The superiority of the

principle first introduced by Jno. Pbnn, Esq., for obtaining: a

more complete circulation oftheatmosphereinheatedapartmentSi

being now fully established, W. HILL respectfully acquaints

the Nobility, Horticulturists, and the Public generally, that

having, in conjunction with the Inventor, devoted much time

and study to perfect the same in the construction of Conserva-

tories, Stoves. Greenhouses, Pits, and other Horticultural

Erections, and to heat them with IMPROVED HOT-WATblt
APPARATUS, to ensure any degree of temperature,

earnestly solicits their inspection of the working of this system

at the Inventor's residence, Lewisham.
The peculiar advantages in Houses erected upon, or altcieu

to, this principle, are—Free and rapid Circulation, Equality OI

Temperature, and safe and agreeable access, at all times, to the

most delicate constitutions.

Churches, Chapels, Manufactories, or other large Public

Buildings and Dwelling-houses, warmed and ventilated. The

Heating Apparatus, which is of the very best description, com-

bining Durability and Simplicity with Economy in the Con-

sumption of Fui 1. is manufactured by and fixed under the super*

intendenceof JNO. I Esq., Engineer.
Reference is permitted to Jno. Willmot, Esq., Tsleworth, and

numerous other Gentlemen, who are practically acquainted with

the merits of W. Hill's mode of applying Mr. Pawn's principle.

Designs, and every information, may be obtained on application

to W. Hill, Builder and Surveyor, Lewisham .

IMPROVED SYSTKM OF HEATING GREENHOUSES,
MELON, PINE, AND CUCUMBER-BEDS, &c

ALDWELL, PARKER, & Co., Iron-Founders,

Scotland- Road, Warrington, Lancashire, most respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Seedsmen, Gar-

deners, &c. to the improvement which they have made m the

system of Heating Hothouses by Water—a system which su-

persedes all others in producing the most healthy Plants in the

shortest time, for which they can produce the most undeniable

reference.
The improved system prevents the scorching of plants, so

common to flues, and keeps the h< use in one regular tempera-

ture, with a saving of fuel and labour ; and the Im- rovers war-

rant their system to be superior to any other, and ultimately, far

less expensive.
REFERENCES.

The Right lion, the Earl ot

Dcrbv, Knowsley
The Right Hon. the Earl of

Sefton, Croxteth
The Right Hon. Lord F. Eger-

ton, Worsley
Hon. Lord Vernon, Sudbury
Sir Philip Egerton, Bart.,

Oulton
Sir Edw. Cust, Bart., Leasowe
Sir E. Mostyn, Bart., Taiacre
Sir John Williams, Bart., Bodle-

xyddun
Sir R. Brooke, Bart., Norton

Priory
Rev. J. J. Hornby, A.M., Win-
wick

O. F. Meyrick, Esq., Bodorgan
R. Edwards, Esq., Roby
G. A. Leigh Keck, Esq., Bre-

therton
J. B. Glegg, Esq., Withington
J. Plumpton, Esq., Everton
J. Johnson, Esq., Parr
T.Johnson, Esq., Runcorn
W. Sband, Esq., Allerton
j. Woolwright, Esq., Wevertree
W. Fieldcn, Esq., Feniscowles
R. Roskell, Esq., Woolton

CHeSp GYPSUM for MANURE, fit for use, and
put into carts or boats, at 20.?. per ton, maybe had of J.&E.

StuRGE, Chemists, 18, Wheeley's-lane, Birmingham.

LIQUID MANURE.

—

Pumps of a superior construc-

tion for ^Liquid Manure, portable and stationary. Garden

Pumps, Hydraulic ditto, and for deep Wells; also for Ships,

Barges, Tanners, Brewers, Soap-boilers, &c. Pumps kept for

Hire, for Wells, and Excavations.— Benjamin Fowler, late

( j bob o£ Turner, 6 3, Dorset- street, Fleet Street. _
TO AGRICULTURISTS.—Now ready, price 15. each.

A~
GRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE USE
OF YOUNG FARMERS. By C.W.Johnson, Esq., F.R.S.

2. THE COTTAGE FARMER'S ASSISTANT. By C. W.
Johnson, Esq., F.R.S.

3. EVERY MAN HIS OWN BREWER. By Child.

4. ON GUANO AS A FERTILISER. By C. W. Johnson,
Esq., F.R.S. price Is. 67/.

5. ON FERTILISERS IN GENERAL. By C. W.Johnson,
Esq., F.R.S., price L2s.

6. SQUAREY'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY FOR THE
PRACTICAL FARMER. Price 5.?.

7. In the press. THE FARMER'S CALENDAR. By C. W.
Johnson, Esq., price Is.

8. A SuppLEMKWTto Mr. Morton's Work on the NATURE AND
PROPERTY OF SOILS, being a second Report of Whitfield

Example Farm.
9. MAIN'S PLANTER AND PRUNE1VS ASSISTANT. Price

6,9., with plates.
10. MAINS FARMER'S MANUAL. Price 08,

11. SINCLAIR ON GRASSES. Coloured plate. Price 305.

James Ridoway, Piccadilly , and all Booksellers.

TIT-MARSH IN IRELAND.— In 2 vols., post 8vo, prfee 21s.

rFHE IRISH SKETCH-BOOK. By Mr. M. A.Tit-
-*- marsh. With numerous Engravings on Wood, from the
Anthor's Designs. Chapman and Hall, 186, Strand.

c

J. S. Leigh, Esq., ChtldwaU

T. Robin&on, Esq., Bootle

: r. Skirving, Nurseryman and
Seedsman, Liverpool

C. Horsfall, Esq., Liverpool

T. GreenaU, Esq., Wilderspool

Shipley Conway, Esq., Bod-
ryddan

T. Morris, Esq., Southport

John GreenaU, Esq., Middleton
John Williams, Esq., Gwersyllt

J.Toulmin, Esq., West Derby
W.Dakin, Esq., Warrington

R. Lavland, Esq., Walton
F. B. Byne, Ksq., Isle ofMan
J. N. Walker, Esq., Calderston

C W, Newman, Esq., Winington
T. Brocklehurst, Esq., Maccles-

field
P. L. Brooke, Esq., Mere
R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele
(J. S. Parker, Esq., Aigburth

J. Feilden, Esq., Wition
J. Stringer, Esq., Aigburth
Alex. Spittle, Esq., Kirkchon

A. L. Gower,Esq., Castle Mai-
gwyn

L. B. Hesketh, Esq., Gwyrch
Castle

U A ALENO ON S
v THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & rs, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO* — Turnips,
Mangbl WuRZBt, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained
of Orange Globk Mangel WuRZBL,by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

dersbatn, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-
land got an increase of I of 13 CWt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by
the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under
similar circutn These Facts prove the superiority of the
Artificial Guano.

*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 4J. 15$. per ton j

from to 7 cwt. per acre—

<

id Works, 28, Upper Forc-st.,
Lambeth.

p
In One Vol., post Svo., price 10s. 6d.

AST AND PRES
By Thomas Carlyi.e.

Chapman and Hall, 186, Strand.

E N T
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DOWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice.—
-Tv A Vegetable White Powder, prepared from Oriental Herbs

of the most Delicious Odour and Sweetness, and free from any
mineral or pernicious ingredient— it eradicates Tartar from the

Teeth, removes decayed spots, preserves the Enamel, and fixes

the Teeth firmly in their sockets, rendering; them beautifully

white. Being an anti-scorbutic, it eradicates Scurvy from the

Gams; strengthens, braces, and renders them of a healthy red; it

removes unpleasant tastes from the mouth, which often remain
after fevers, taking medicine, Sec, and imparts a delightful

fragrance to the breath.— Price 2s. Qd. per box, duty included.

ROWLAND'S ALSANA EXTRACT immediately relieves the

most violent Toothache, Gum- boils, Swelled Face, §•<?.; it is also

an excellent Stomachic, in cases of Flatulency, Spasmodic J{Sec-

tions, fire, and gives instantaneous relief.—Price 2s. Qd.
f

'is. dtf.,

and 105. Grf. per bottle.

Notice.—A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON-GARDEN,
LONDON, is engraved on the Government Stamp, which is

pasted on each article; also printed, in red, on the wrapper of

the latter. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

(

Second Edition, in Svo, price 7s. 6rf., boards,
rriIE COLD-WATER SYSTEM; its real merits, and
J- most effectual employment, in various diseases ;

the Author's

object being to point out the truth on this subject, and to show
where the grandest results may alone confidently be expected.

With some new Cases. By T. J. Graham, M.D., &c.

"We have been particularly pleased with his cautionary re-

marks; they arc reasonable and instructive. It will disabuse

the mind of a great deal of prejudice on this now-important
subject."—County Herald. . ,

11 There is such an air of sincerity and truth in the writings of

this author, that he irresistibly wins our good opinion and con-

fidence."

—

Literary Journal, March.
Published by Simtkin & Co., Paternoster-row ; and Hatciiaiid

& Son, 187, Piccadilly. _____
EDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-

turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isi.e-

WORTH, upon application to the Gardener

—

Sundays excepted.

M' OXGN'S EFFERVESCENT MAGNESIAN APE-
RIENTraay be had of all respectable medicine-venders

throughout Great Britain ami Ireland, and nearly every part of

the civilised world. In all parts it has met with the sanction of

members of the medical profession, who recommend it to tha4r

patients as the best Family Purgative ever discovered. It is of

eminent service in pains in the Head, casual or habitual cnstivc-

ness, Bilious Affections, Nausea, Sickness, Heartburn, Indiges-

tion, Gout, Piles, Fistula, and as an aperient saline draught in

all febrile affections. It is an effectual remedy for derangement

of the stomach and head, resulting from excess cither in eating

or drinking. It possesses all the medicinal powers of the most

approved saline Aperients, without the disagreeable taste which

distinguishes medicines of that class, and is so agreeable that

even children can take it without dislike. Prepared only by

Benjamin Moxon & Sons, Chemists, Hull. Sold in bottle:-, at

Qd.. 4s. M., and lis. Observe—the genuine medicine has

oxon & Smith (then co-partners), Chemists, Hull," engraved

on the Government stamp.—Wholesale Agents, Barclay and

Sons, &c, London.

BEE-HIVES.—George Neighbour and Son beg

to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-

ness from No. 131, High Holborn, to more spacious rind commo-

dious Premises, numbered 127 in the same street. Their selection

of Bee- hives for this season comprehends most varieties now in

vogue, including "Nutt's Patent Hives" (for the sale of whien

they are the only authorized agents), the "Single- Box H.1VC>„

the " Ladies' Observatory Hive," the " Improved Cottage Hive,

with Glasses, &c, from either of which the produce may oe

taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. <*•£•

and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected witn

Bee Management, at their Apiarian Dep6t and Honey Ware-

house, 127, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-

don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have. Post-

age Stamps inclosed.
#*$ " Nutt on Bkks" (5th Edition), now published.

TO NURSERYMEN. HORTICULTURISTS, &c.

PROPAGATING GLASSES—White, Is. 2d. per lb.,

JL Green, is. per lb., or from 2*. M. to 2L?. per do/.. CUCUM-
BER-TUBES, all lengths, from 6d. to 45. each ;

GRAPE-SHADJ^i
With holes, from 2s. int. each; FISH-HOWLS, from l.v. 67/. ea.cn

j

Fish-bowls, for fountains, with hole in bottom, 2.s\ dd. per io.,

at APSLEY PELLATT'S FALCON GLASS-WORKS, Ho^AND-
STBEBT, Bi-aCkfkiab's, where every description of Table-was*

and China is on sale. Days for viewing the Manufactory, iue&-

day, Wednesday, and Thursday.

'pc^taTns, vases, TAZZAS, figures, &c.,

I in Marble, Artificial Stone, and Parker's Cement, to be seen

at WYATT, PARKER, & Co.'s WHARF, Holland-street.SaiTey,

foot of Blackfriar's-bridge. Also a largo Collection ot Chimney

Shafts, Pedestals , Capitals, Consoles, Trusses, &c.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
T WEEKS & Co., Architects, Horticultural
O • Buxutstt, &c, Gloucester-place, King's-road,

-

Owawa*

The great simplicity of their improved plan of Shai
J^£ *

which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be«"«W
covered with a sheet of Canvas, renders ^ep^l^^Nur-
of admiration. To be seen in use at most oi ^^^fijl

, and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucestei -place,

Chelsea. .

CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS.—
y For Sale, one, two, and three-light ^;8J?t"e?S

of all si.es, ready for immediate use,y"^*^rt^lffi
i
f
packed and sent to all parts of *e^g^i»^"%

glazed, and painted, from 1,9. per foot. »»5**T2
r Watts'

|lazed and hung complete, l*«*P?gJ^SlM
lash Manufactory, 8, Claremont-place, Old Kent-road,

[BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.]
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.
T7 M'NEILL & CO., Patentees of Improved Patent
JL • ASPHALTED FELT, beg to draw attention to their supe-

rior manufacture for ROOFING, which is now so extensively

used in lieu of slates, tiles, thatch, &c., for Houses, Cottages,

Out-buildings, Verandahs, Sheds, and, in fact, every description

of building, and is particularly adapted, from its non-conducting

qualities, as a covering and protection for plants, &c. This arti-

cle is manufactured purposely for securing a perfectly tight roof

against rain and snow, and for resisting the external heat of the

sun, by its non-conducting qualities. It is impervious to wet,

and not liable to crack with changes of temperature. The timber

and woodwork may be extremely light, as the weignt of the

Felt isonly 24 lbs. per 100 square feet; and thus, in timber alone,

there is a saving of at least one-halfj and the expense of the

V :;i/r, as compared with tiles, is considerably less than one-half;

and with slating the difference is still greater. This article

combines economy, durability, and neatness; it is manufactured

32 inches wide, and may be ordered for the length of any build-

ing, thereby preventing the necessity of many joinings ; and any

unuractised hand may roof a moderate-sized house in a few

hours.—Parties sending to the manufactory, Lamb's Buildings,

Bunhill-row, London, may have it immediately cut off from the

machines, and furnished on the instant, so that they pay lor no
more than is actually required.

The price of Roofing Felt is only One Penny per square foot.

*
:f
* Samples, with lull directions as to its application, sent to

any part of" town or country, and orders by post immediately

executed.
Patent Felt Manufactory, Lamb's-buildings, Bunhill-row.

-j — 1
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WATSON'S GRANULATED COMPOST, decidedly

the Best and Cheapest Manure ever offered to the British

Farmer. A single trial will demonstrate its superiority, both in

respect to its effect and its economy. It is sold in the very best

possible form for immediate use; its composition is uniform, and

its particles are not liable to cohere.

The GRANULATED COMPOST contains, in a concentrated

form, all the ingredients which are essential to the growth of

plants; it not merely stimulates vegetation when first applied,

but it has been found so rich and nutritious as to sustain the

heaviest crops till the latest period of growth, and to leave the

soil in a better condition for a second crop than any Artificial

Manure yet offered to the Farmer.
For Winter Wheat it will be found most advantageous to apply

it as a top-dressing early in the spring. For Spring Crops of all

kin. > i grain it should he sown broadcast and harrowed in

with the seed. For Turnips it may be drilled in with the seed.

For Grass or Hay it should be applied broadcast, early in the

spring. The quantity recommended is from 4 to 6 cwt. per statute

acre, according to the crop and the previous condition of the land.

WATSON'S GRANULATED COMPOST is confidently recom-
mended to Market Gardeners, as it has always produced the very

best effects when applied to the Onion and Turnip crops. It is

offered to the Public at 10s. per cwt., or 10/. per ton. For the

accommodation of Florists and Amateur Gardeners, the Gra-
nulatbd Compost is sold in 20.?. barrels, each containing 2 cwt.,

and in 5s. barrels, containing half a cwt. each.

Mr. Mark Fotiikrgill, 40, Upper Thames-street, Sole Agent.

DOGS.—The Largest and Handsomest description of

the NEWFOUNDLAND Sort for Sale. Direct to A. B. f

Post Office, Poole.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

AS HEAD-GARDENER, a married Man, who has a

thorough knowledge of his business in all its branches;
could take charge of a small Farm, and his Wife the Dairy and

Poultry, if required. Can have an undeniable character from the

gentleman lie is about, leaving.—Address to M. N., care of Mrs.

Coi.i.kt, Post-office, Acton, Middlesex.

AS GARDENER, a married Man, aged 35, who
perfectly understands his business, and is well acquainted

With the management of Land, Cows, or any other cattle. Can
have four years' undeniable character from the gentleman he is

leaving.— Direct to A.B., Messrs. Pauj. & Son, Cheshunt, Herts.

*** Reference given.

Cows. Can have a good character from the place he has just reii"

—Direct to C. H., Mr. Frykr's, Nurseryman, Cambcrwell.

AS GARDENER, a married Man, aged 40, who under-

stands his business, and can have a good character from »»

last situation. Direct to L.L., at Mr. Small's, Nurseryman
Colnbrook, Bucks. ^

AS GARDENER ; to look after Cows, and make It-
self generally useful, a respectable married Man, who ca

have a good character from his last situation. Direct to U" ™
Greenland Grove, Cromcr-strecl

ho

Grocer, Charl

TO NORLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN. .

AS GARDENER; a single Man, aged 28, P°"e"!j£
-"- an efficient knowledge in the various departments

°J
'

r(1(t .

culture and Arboriculture; he couid, in addition, U reu w
undertake the management of Forests and Draining.

] caV e.

well recommended from the gentleman he is about

Direct to A. B., 252, Whitcchapel-road.
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GARDENERS CHRONICLE
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL NEWS.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.

No. 19—1843. SATURDAY, MAY 13. Price 6d.
INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN

THE LAST NUM1JE1I.

a

b

302 c

302 a
300 c

301 c

303
305

Agriculture, comparison be-
tween English jind Scotch

Agricultural labourers, how to
employ . . 299

Agricultural Society, meeting
of the Royal . . ,

Amaryllis belladonna, its
treatment in pots

Amateurs' Garden
Ammocharis falcata, culture of
Anatomy of Animals, proofs of

design in the . . ,

Annuals, how to treat tender .

_ — their seeds generally
pood the second year .

Apples, best way of preserving
Aprirot-trees, hints for shifting
Architecture of birds, notices
. of the -

Asparagus, hints on managing
JWs, what flowers kill ,

Hirds'-nests, occupied by the
shrew-mouse .

Black Hare, account of a
Bottom-heat, hot water best for
Burning Clay, pian for .

Calendar of Operation* for the
ensuing week • . ;

Cape Gooseberry, its treatment
Cherry.trees, their manage-
ment on walls .

CJianthus puniceus, fine spe-
cimen of, in bloom

Climbing-plants, short list of
greenhouse • . .

Cotton coverings for frames,
mode of preparing

Pah lias, good kinds of .

Doryanlhes excelsa, large
plant of, in flower

Double Yellow Rose, fine kind of 301 b
Drainage Bill, strictures on
Mr. Pusey's

Dried Strawberries, method of
preparing

Farmers, remarks on English
and Scotch

Fig-trees in Vineries, treat-
ment of .

Filbert-trees, their cultivation*
noticed .

305 h
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305 b
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301 e
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305 b
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302 c
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302 a

301 a
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305 a

French Honeysuckle, as a field-

i» Mit . - - 305 6

Fan igation, best material for . 305 a
Gas-lime, its effects on
Grass, &c. . 801 c

Genista ranarionsis, nearly hardy 305 b

Gloxinias, not suited for a
greenhouse

Gold-Fish. questions about .

Hertford Horticultural Soci-
ety, show of the

Horticultural Society, anni-
versary meeting of the— exhibition at Regent-st

Insects, on destroying them
for the cabinet .

Lawns, treatment of
Manures, hints about . •

Messrs.; Rollisson's Nursery,
notes on . . .

Momingside Gardeners' Soci-

ety, meeting of the . _ •

Mulberry trees, plan of grafting 305 a
Names of plants, remarks
about the . . « 20!) a

Netting, hints to purchasers of, 301 c

Nupharminima, question con-
cerning .

Pansies, the properties of
Paris, letter from
Peach-tree, treatise on its

growth revd. . ,

Pears, good sorts of
Radishes, culture of,
Rose, hybrid China Prince
Albert .

Salt marshes, their drainage
discussed

Seedlings on hotbeds, hoW to
nianage

Soil of Gardens, way of im-
proving it when clayey be-
neath .... 305

St. Andrew's Horticultural
. 302 c

300 6

305 a
300 b
301 a

30G a

301 b

302 a

304 a
806 b
305 a

301 c

302 a

305 b

a

Society, show of the
I'rellis lor Climbers
Tui f, mode of preparing it for
use in potting .

Vine-borders, hints for imprvg.
Wasps, remarks on killing
Wireworms, way to destroy 301 c 305 c

T)OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY of LONDON.

fnr,
A
;

T
f

K
' Y£ryin£ in value from 105. to 15*., the total amount being

uuo*. tor Plants and Flowers, and 10/. 10s. for Microscopes. Open
to all Competitors.

Visitors will be admitted by Tickets to be obtained at the

t>^ i"^,
and from ,2 t0 4 °'clock at 28, Regent- street, by Orders

irom lellows and Members only. Price 6*. : and on the days of
Exhibition, after 2 o'clock, 105.

nf v.i
!l

."l
es of Prizes

-
wi*n the Reflations for the observance

catim!

1

!Tff?
rs

V,
anc

l

aU °ther l3artic »la^. ™ay be had upon applu
cation at the Gardens, and at 28, Regent-street.

By Order of the Council, J. D. C. Sowkuby, Secretary.

B
UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MAJESTY.XAr™0UTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL

ftUCl^T^ .—The Second Grand Flower Show nf th» Sp*c™vyi,
"« «-««« Flower Show of the Season

next Mai i*'^^\Sve5?' Kennington. on Wkdnbsdav
S^nfrMrarAf n*^?!f the altcrnoon a CONCERTO Di^blI™ a7 X

-
DI FI^T1 wm be Siren. Open from One tillSeven. Admission One .Shilling. R. H. Cuming, Hon. Sec.

BROMLEY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY —EXHIBITIONS FOR 1843, on
Saturday, the 20th of May;
Saturoav, the 24th of Juno; and
Saturday, the 22d of July,

at the White Hart Hotel, Bromley, Kent. Admission for Hufc
scribersand Visitors, at Two o'clock. '

l
"
uo "

TTIGH WYCOMBE HORTICULTURAL AND
•fX FLORAL SOCIETY.—The Spring Show of the above Society
will be held in the Town Hall, High Wycontbe, on Wbdn^hIv
the 17th of May next.

ESDAy
'

T. G. Tatern, andTnos. Wheeler, Hon. Secretaries
°f whom further particulars may be obtained.—Hhrh Wvnrm.v^May lO, 1843.

8 ycomoe,

UNDER THE ESPECIAL PATRONAGE OF HER ROVAT
HIGHNESS TIIK DUCHESS OF GLOUCESTER, AND H S

MtOYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE.
ESSRS. WATERER'S SPLENDID EXHIBI-

Xr
TION OF AMERICAN PLANTS will open on Thursday

jggy ^S, at the Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea. Admittance, is.
'

H
EXHIBITION OF TULIPS^

GROOM, Clapham Rise, (late of Walworth,) by
• appointment, Florist to Her Majbstt, resnectfnllv

"iforrns the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public, that his extensive
COLLECTION OF TULIPS is now in full bloom, will continue*n Perfection until the 20th of May, and can be viewed every
li^yfrom o'clock until 6, Sundays excepted . Admittance is.

J?UCHSIA ST. CLARE.—This splendid FUCHSIA,
Pronounced by Dr. Lindlcy as the "finest hybrid wc have

J?**'
is now being- sent out by Yo-ubll and Co., Great Var-"onth Nursery, Norfolk, at 10s. (if/, per plant, free of postage to

™JLPgit_of the United Kingdom.—Great Yarmouth^ May 1 1 ,1 843

,

J KERNAN respectfully informs Ladies and Gentlemen
• that he can still supply them with most of the best and

Vin a
FL°WER and VEGETABLE SEEDS recently intro-

lim
tliat are WWtby of cultivation. The month of May Isquitc

haiA
Cno,leh for s°wing: hardy and half-hardy Annuals, and many

heaV i

d
-
y Annuals if sovvn earlier would require a little bottom

-

whi *!*• may now be sown in tlic open borders, where, if kept
mi*!!

mcd
'
one Plant wiu ^row t0 six tinics the size of those

Jio fooo^T^
" VW1" w,0,i l " su » *•• «• »a;>-7" "«•. uivy wuuiave

the regret, cither ill the choice of the selection, or on
j)

score of price. Also the 24 sorts named as a mixture by
for 0, a['

EYj as sniteri for enlivening Shrubberies, sent by post

all tho £ aU ,:he better Grasses, as a mixture for Lawns, and
Akn t

Gr«sses for permanent pasturage, separate or mixed.
YellA

a
r
nff s New Swede Turnip : Skirvinp's do. : ; v :/ s ,i 0> . New

Rod Mr a
Man ^el Warzle ;

New Red do. ; Fine selected Long
HerhW A&nc»lt"ral White Carrot; together with Pot Roses anil

j^eeons plants, for planting out in May for autumn How
^J^eat Russell-street, Covent Gard

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

T5EAUTIPUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.—
J^ YOUELL & Co., in submitting their Catalogue of Fuchsias
for 18-13, (for which, see their Advertisement in this Paper of last
week), take the present opportunity of drawing the attention
of admirers of the above elegant tribe of plants to their select
and superb Collection. They have spared no expense in forming
a selection of such as are really good, to the exclusion of many
that arc mere nominal varieties; and they would refer to the
numerous testimonials of success which attend their mode of
selecting last season collections for Amateurs, for competition at
the various Horticultural Exhibitions throughout the kingdom.
Youisll & Co. are desirous of calling attention to their pe-

culiar method of executing orders for this tribe of plants;
namely, that they will deliver them free of postage (on the
receipt of a Post-office order), to any part of the United King-
dom, in collections, upon the following terms :

—
Twelve line Show Varieties, 12s.
Twelve extra fine ditto . 1(5$.

The selection being left to Youbll & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery. Norfolk May 12, 1843.

Twelve extra fine and very
superior 21*.

T OHN MILNE begs respectfully to offer to the Nobility,O Gentry, and the Public, the following plants :—
A fine specimen of Araucaria excelsa, in pot, standing 8 ft. high
probably one of the finest in England, for sale, price 25/.

Fine specimens of Rhododendron hybridum now in flower
from 7 to 10 feet high, each 1L to 10/. 10s.

Fine specimens of Camellia imbricata, from 5 to C ft. high, 5J. 5*.

„ 11 3 to 4 ft. each 3/.

Correa speciosa 3 to 4 ft. each 21. 2s.
Azalea Phcenicese 3 to 4 ft. ea. Js. 6d. to 10$. 6d.

„ Danielsiona, 2 to 3 ft. 7s. 6d. to 10s. 6rf.

Clematis Sieboldii, „ 10s. 6d.

„ Azurea grandiflora 10s. 6d. & 12s. 6d.
Cactus truncatus, grftd., 2 & 3 ft. high, 20s. to 30s.

The above are fine specimens for furnishing Conservatories.
A Fine collection of Azalea sinensis, Camellias, Pelargoniums,

Ericas, Epacrises, Gesneras, Gloxinias, Achimenes, &c. &c.
Likewise a general collection of Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and
Rock plants, too numerous to insert.

ITovea Celsii, per doz. 18s. to 24s.

ft

f*
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tt
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tt

tt
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tt
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tt

tt

NEW AND CHOICE ROSES.
A PAUL & SON, Nurserymen, &c, Cheshunt,

-*-* • Herts, in offering the following Select List of ROSES, beg
to remind Rose Amateurs that May is the best month for plant-
ing out beds of Dwarf Roses. The Plants now offered are in
No. 60 pots, good and healthy, and if planted out this month will
bloom in the approaching autumn.

CLASS 1.—HYBRID PERPETUAL.
s. d.

Aubernon . . .36
Augustine Monchclet . 3 G
Calliope . . . .36
Clementine Seringe .10 6
Comte de Paris . .26
Dr. Marx . . .10 6

Dr. Marjolin . . . 10 6
Due d'Aumale . -50
Edward Jesse . . .26
Lady Alice Peel . . 10 6

Lane . . . . 10 6
Mdme Emma Dampicrre 10 6

Madame Laffay
Marquisa Boccella
Melaine Cornu
Mrs. Eliot
Prince Albert
Prince de Galles
Prudence Rceser
Reine dc Fontenay
Reine dela Guillotiere
Rivers
Roblin
William Jesse

CLASS II.—NOISETTE.

5.

3

10

5

5

3
10

5

2

7
7
2

3

d.

6

6

6

6

6

6
6
6

6

Chorizema Henchmaimii, per
doz., 1 8s. to 24s.

Daphne indica rubra, per doz.,
12s. to 18s.

Camellias, 18 inches to 2 feet
high, per doz. 2L 2s.

Camellia reticulata, 1 to 2 ft. 5s.
to 7$>§d. each.

Thea viridis, or Green Tea, 18
inches to 2 ft., per doz. 18s.
to 24S.

Pimelea hispida, per doz. 12s.

Mespylus Japonica, 1 to 2 ft.,

each 2s. 6tf. to 3s. 6d.

Pinus lauceolata, each 2s. M. to
3s. 6rf.

Pinus Morinda, 2 ft. high, each
7s. 6d.

Correa Harrisii, 1 ft., per dz. 1 8s.

Platylobium Murryauum, each
3s. 6(2. to 5s.

Burtonia conferta, each is. Gd.

to 2s. 6r2.

Glycine Backhousiana, each 5s.

to 7s. 6d.

Plants for Budding out.
Alstrccmcria, 6 varieties, s. d.

each . . is. to 1

Aquilegia arctica. each . l

Asclepias tuberosa, per
doz. . . 18s. to 24

Bouvardia triphylla . l

Calceolaria,l2 vara., p.doz. 9

Clara Wendel
Comtcsse de Tolosan
Euphrosyne ,

5s. vd.

3 6

2

Fleur du jeunc age
Madame de Chalonge
Zictrude

3s. 6d,

CLASS III.—BOURBON.
Breon . . . .5s. orf.

Cardinal Fesch . . 5

Ceres . . . .5
Cornice de Seine, &c. . 10
Crimson Globe , . 5
Crimson. Mdme. Desprez 3
Edward Defosse . . 5
Enfant d'Ajaccio . . 5

6

6

Etoilede Lyons .

Grande Ctpitaine .

Josephine Gamier
Madame Aude
Marquise d'Jvry .

Paul Joseph
Ponrpre fafait .

Proserpine

Tcteros
Nemesis

Adam .

Aurore* .

Barbot ,

Bougere
Comte de Paris
Dcvoniensis .

Don Carlos .

CLASS IV.—CHINESE.

7
3

7s.

5

10

3
5

12

10

7

6
6

6d.

6
6

6
6

6

6

6

6
6

a*. Od.

5
Madame Uicon
Madame dc Rohan

CLASS V.—TEA ROSES.
fis. 67/.

2

1

1

3
3
1

6

6
6
6
6

Eliza Sauvugc
Eugene Desgaches
Jaune Abricote
Josephine Malton
Julie Mansais
Moiret .

Pactolus

3s. 6d.
2 6

2*. 6rf.

1

3

3

7
3
2
1

6
6
6
6
6
6

Many persons preferring whole beds of Roses of one colour for
e sake of effect, the following are well suited tor that purpose

per doz.

the
and grown in large quantities. each— s. d.

rose 3

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

or

it

>•

tt

tt

SOS.

10s.

18s.

15s.

10*.

10s.

1 0s.

15s.

10.V.

Hybrid Perpetual Aubernon,
Noisette Aine, lilac rose

,, Euphrosyne, rose and yellow
Bourbon Queen, buff

,, Armosa, pink
China, Fabvicr, scarlet

„ White
„ Mrs. Bosanquct, flesh

Lawrenciana rubra, deep red
Also fine named varieties at the following prices, when the

selection is left to A. P. & Son.
Hybrid Perpetual .

Noisette .

China ....
Tea ....
Bourbon

For description of colours and further information, A. Paul
and Son beg to refer to their General Catalogue, which may be
had on application at the Nurseries, inclosing 2 stamps for post-
age. Early orders are solicited, as many sorts arc expected to be
in great demand. A reference, or order on the post-office at
Waltham Cross, will be required from unknown correspondents.
Chcsliun t Nurseries, May 6. ^^^NEW AND CHOICE PERPETUAL ROSES.

'

B. BIRCHAM, Iledenham Rosary, begs to offer

the following select ROSES, well established in pots, fit

for immediate transplanting •—

Campanula barlerii, each 1

„ grandis, each 1

Catananche, 2vars., each
Chelone barbata, per doz. 6
Fuchsia, 25 varieties of
the newest and most
approved sorts, large
plants, per doz. . .12

Do. do., smaller, per doz. 9
Fuchsia fulgens, 2 varie-

ties, per doz. Qs. t and 12

Heliotropium, p. doz., 4s. to 6

Lantana Sellowii, p. doz. 9

Lilium eximium, each . 1 6

„ longirlorum . 1 6
Linum, 4 vars., per doz. . 6

Lobelia, 6 vars., per doz. . 6

Lychnis Bungeana, each 1

,, coronata each 1

„ fulgens . each l

Mule Pink, per doz. . 6

Cheepers for
s. d.

Aristolochia sipho, each . 1 6
Atragene austriaca . 1 6
Bignonia capreolaia . 1 6

„ radicaus (superb) 1 6
Ceanothns azureus and

pallidas ...
Clematis azurea grandi-

flora ....
double purple .

florida, single .

double .

8, d.

Mimulus, 6 fine varieties,

per doz. . 6s. and 9
Nierembergia gracilis, per
doz 9

Oxalis, 6 fine vars., p. doz. 6
Pelargonium, scarlet and

striped vars., p.doz., is. to 6

Pcntstemon, 6 fine vars.,
per doz. . . .90

Petunias, 8 vars., per doz. 6

,, of the newest
10 varieties, per doz. . 12

Phlox Drummondii, 3 va-
rieties, per doz. . .60

Do., 8 of the newest sorts,

each .... l

Do., in 25 vars., per doz. o

Potentilla,6finevars.p.doz. 6

Salvia, 6 varieties, per doz. 6
Scutellaria spiendens.each 1

Silene laciuiata, each . l

Verbena, 12 fine vars p.doz. 6
50 vars. of Herbaceous

plants . . . .25
Viola arborea (new), each 3

50 vars. of Herbaceous
plants, superior kinds 3"

6

6

99

if

9f

99

99

montana
Sieboldi

Cobaea scamlene, per doz
Glycine frutcscens , f

M sinensis

Honeysuckles, in 6 vars

each

99

2 6

1

1

1 6

1 6

1 6
6

1 6

1 6

o 9

Planting out.
Honeysuckle,scarlet trum- 5. <i

.

pet, each ...
Ipomcea Learii
Jasminum,4 varieties,each
Lophospermum, 4 vars. „
Lonicera flexuosa „

„ longi flora (true)
Maurandya Barclayana,
per doz.

„ alba, each ,

Passillora, 4 vars. t(

PhysiaJitbus undulatus
Sollya heterophylla
Scypantlius clcgans, per

dbz., 30.9., or each
Thunbergia, vars., each
White Everlasting Pea „
20 varieties of creeping

Roses, large plants,each l

1 6
1

9
9

1

2 6

9
i

l

l

9

3
1

1 6

2-1,9.

12s.

12s.

18s.

18s.

to

It

II

it

ii

30s. per doz.
18s. „
18s. „
24s. „
24s. „

Rosa Devoniensis, each, 2s. 6d.

Lilium lancifolium album, 5s.; Do. do. punctatum, 7s. 6d, each.
The above plants are all in pots ; and a general supply may

be had throughout the season.

N.B.— Plants for Bedding or Creepers ordered to the amount
of 20s. will be forwarded to any part of London carriage free

; a
reference or Post-office order will be required ofunknown corre-
spondents.—Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, Middlesex.

R.
Price per plant.

*Aubernon . .

Aricie
*Augustine Mouchclet
^Clementine Scringe

t9
Duval

*Dr. Marjolin .

Due d'Aumale
'Duchess of Sutherland
=Dr.Matx
* Earl Talbot .

Julie Dupont

.

*Lady Alice Peel .

*Lane
Marquis of Boccella

Madame Laffay .

•Melanie Cornu
Mrs. Elliott

-s. d.

3 6
5

3 6

10 6
6

10 6

5

8 6
10 6

3 G
5

10 6

10 6
10 6

3 6

3 6

3 6

Price per plant.— s. d.
Newton
*Princc dc Galles .

Prudence Rceser .

Prince Alberts
Reine de la Guillotiere
Rivers (Laffay;

Bossuet .

Crimson Madame Desprez 3
Cerise .... 7
Crimson Globe . . 5
MonteaudeJeanne cl'Arc 10
Madame Aude . , 3

Proserpine . . .7
Thiaffait.... 5
Comte de Paris (Tea Rose) 3
Dcvoniensis Do. 3

Josephine Malton Do. 7

2
10

3
3
5

6

5

6

6

6
6

6
6

6
6

6

6
6

FUCHSIA LANEII.

MESSRS. LANE & SON, Great Berkhampstead,
Herts, beg to announce that the above-named new Seed-

ling is now being sent out (in rotation as ordered), at 7s. 6d.
a plant.—Messrs. L. & Son beg leave to lay before the Public
some of the grounds upon which they claim for this Seedling a
decided superiority over every other hybrid extant, viz.,—The
Gardeners9 Gazette (page 405), speaking of its exhibition at the
Horticultural Society's Grounds at Chiswick, in July last, says—
"Messrs. Lane & Sov exhibited several plants of a handsome
hybrid Seedling Fuchsia, possessing many valuable properties
the flowers being large and well-shaped, sepals and petals dis*
tinct in colour, the latter being of a fine purple 5 the nlants
appeared to flower remarkably freely."

Paxtok, in his Magazine of Bohtny of August last, says of it—
"The habit is dwarf and close; the leaves ample, with the
elegance of the older species, and none of the coarseness of the
more modern kinds

;
and the flowers are somewhat the shanr- nf

the old globosa, but more expansive, and singularly Jaree Thrir
sepals are bright crimson and the petals darker, or of aM
purplish hue. It is one of the best hybrids we have seen .''

Harrison, in his FloHctdtural Cabinet of the same monthvs-" The seedling Fuchsia sent by Messrs. Lank Ji,,/says

vers.
en.

e isJ* CA1TELL begs to inform the Public that 'hv **

(at 2* "firf

V sen/iinS out "is Fine Superb SEEDLING PETUNIAS
W^tI'!u

Cach
i'
as a<lvertised in the Chronicle, page 258,vvesterham, May 10.

6

Those marked *, R. B. 13. can supply wholesale orders at a

fair troth- price per dozen. Plants gratis, to compensate for

Hedenham Rosary is situated on the border of the county of

Norfolk, and on the line of road leading from Norwich to Bun-

o-av eleven miles from the former and three from the latter.

Bungay is the nearest post town. A daily conveyance to the

Eastern Counties Railway, thence to Loudon.

—wwmw 11. VV 111 UC III UUIa III UCIllttllU.
only Seedling of last season to which any

prize was awai ded by the Horticultural Society, and this was at
the Show on the ]6th of July

; it was exhibited only at the aboveShow, at the Stamford Hill (Clapton) Show, on 1 [1st, and at
tne south London Floricultural Society's Show (Surrey Zoolosr
cal Gardens), on the 26th of the same month, at both of whirh
prizes were awarded to it.

It can be sent by post to any part of the United Kinedom —The usual allowance to the Trade when six plants are taken '

Berkhampstead Nurseries, May 4, 1842.
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TO GROWERS of PELARGONIUMS.—Now in

Bloom, a fine SEEDLING PELARGONIUM, named May-
IDay, fine trtess, from 8 to 10 pips very dark top petals, colour

Well run in, with fine white eye and excellent foliage ; one of the

"best Pelargoniums in cultivation, being a very free flowerer, and

Very early. A small stock of strong: Plants for sale, price One
Guinea each. Can be seen in bloom at Hall's Harwood
•Nursery, Hampstead-road.

F. # A. Smith fy Co.'s List of Superb Seedling Dahlias continued,
j

NJEW and CHOICE DAHLIAS and FUCHSIAS,
by F. & A. SMITH & Co., Florists, &c, Hackney, London.

For May, 1843. Nkw and Superb Skedi.ino Dahlias:—
BIANCA, Wildman, pure white, cup petals, large size, the centre

\vcll up, very deep flower (having from 25 to 30 rows of petals),

first-rate form, of excellent habit, and very free bloomer ;
has

obtained four prizes, and was pronounced a first-class flower by

the Floricultural Society of London. 4 ft.— 1 0s. 6d.

DUKE OF WELLINGTON, Smith, rich scarlet crimson, fine cup

petals, the centre well up, is of great depth and substance, a

first-rate Sower, a very profuse bloomer, and quite new in

tolonr ; ft obtained a prize at the South Essex Show m Sept.

4 ft.—VOs. 6d.

GENERAL SIR R. SALE, Smith, crimson purple, cup petal,

well up in the eye, of good size, and great depth of petals, very

profuse and constant bloomer, with long, upright foot* stalks,

and is considered by competent judges the best flower of its

colour yet offered to the public; it was pronounced a first-

class flower by the Floricultural Society of London, Aug. 16,

1842 ! obtained a prize at Salisbury Plain, Aug. 3] ; a prize at.

South Essex, Sept. 8; a prize at Kingston, Sept. 15 ; a prize at

Salt Hill, Sept. 16; a prize at Victoria Gardens, Stepney, Sept.

10- a prize at the Floricultural Society of London, Sept. 20; a

prize at Sunbury, Sept. 22; a prize at Hammersmith, Sept. 27-

4 ft.— 10*. 6d.

TUVAL YELLOW, Smith, deep golden yellow, fine cup petals,

of great substance and depth, centre well up, of excellent form,

very constant, and good habit. This Dahlia is warranted the

best of its colour yet offered to the public. As the stock is very

limited, early application is necessary to secure plants, many
orders havin-jr already been received. No allowance on this

variety. 4 ft.— 10s.

RAINBOW, Smith, yellow, beautifully edged with rosy purple, of

good form, very constant, free bloomer, and excellent habit,

the flowers have long, straight footstalks; quite a new and
distinct variety from any other in cultivation. The form of

this flower improves as the season advances, sufficient to con-
stitute it a show flower. 4 ft.— 10s. 6d.

2 C

1 6

America, Drummonds', s. d.

Ifine purple, 4 ft. high . 2 6

Admiral Stopford, Tren-
field, fine dark 4 ft. 3 6

Attila, Whale, light rose
shaded . . 4 ft. 1 6

Alba purpurea supcrba,
Bates, purple tipped with
white . . 4 ft. 2 6

Alicia, Burdon, white tip-

ped with bright crim-
son, fine form, 2 ft. 10 6

Bedford Surprise, Shep-
pard, shaded purple, fine

form . . 4 ft. 3 6

Beauty of Wakefield, white,
edged with purple, 4 ft. 1 6

British Queen, Back, sha-
ded bronze . 3 ft.

fcride, Fawcct's, blush,
tipped with rose, 3 ft.

Bclsizc Rival, Pipe, rosy

blush, cup petals, very
constant, of good form
and habit ,

< ft. 10 6

Bridesmaid, Brown, white
and lavender . 3 ft. 1 6

Burnl.arn Hero, Cokcr,
crimson red . 4 ft. 1 6

Blanche Shelley, Mitch-
ell, white, tipped with
purple, good form, 5 ft. 10 6

JScauty of Sussex, Mitch-
ell, pink, deeply edged
with carmine . 4 ft. 10 6

Conqueror of the Plain,

Spary, maroon, fine

form . . 6 ft. 1 6

Compacta, Gaines, ma-
roon . . 4 ft. 1 6

Candidate, Silverlock, dk.
purple . . 4 ft. 1 6

Cyclops, Neville, dk. sha-
ded with light crimson,
4 feet . . . .26

Coronation, Smith, rosy
scarlet . . 4 ft. 3 6

Coronation, Harrison,
crimson shaded with
purple . . 3 ft. 2

Confidence, Cook, shaded
orange, good form, very
constant . 4 ft. 7 6

Competitor, Hodges, rose-
shaded, fine form, 4 ft. 5

Duke of Cornwall, Low,
bright rosy salmon, 4 ft. 2

Dowager Lady Cooper,
Jackson, rose, fine form,
4 feet . • . .16

Eclipse, Catleugh, vermi-
lion scarlet . 4 ft, I 6

Eclipse, Widnall, deep
scarlet . . . 5 ft. 1 6

Euclid, Ward, shaded pur-
ple 4 ft. 1 6

Empress of Whites, G.
Smith, white, good
form, verydwarf grow-
er, 2 ft. . . . 10 6

Earl of Leitrim, Ogilvey,
deep shaded purple, cup
petals, large, and of
good form; has obtained
several prizes . 4 ft. 10_6

Fanny Waugh, Forster,

deep lilac, of fine form;
it has obtained a first

class prize at Hexham,
and was on the second
stand of 18 and the se-
cond of 24 blooms at
the same place ; was
p.aced first in its class
at C°rbridge,& second
at the Great North of
England Show at Jes_

mond, near Newcastle

:

this variety is very con-

stant, of medium size,

great depth of petals,

the centre well up. and s. d.

of good habit . 4 ft. 10 6

Great Western, Bragg,
shaded purple, very-

large, good form, 4 ft. 7 6

Gem, Smith, white, tip-

ped with pink . 3 ft. 2

Great Mogul, Atwell, deep
maroon, good form, 4ft. 10 6

Grand Tournament, Union,
blush . • 4!t.§ 1 6

Hope Triumphant, Wild-
man, rose . 3 ft. 1 6

Hon. Miss Abbott, Smith,
lightluac, gd.form,4fr. 2 6

Heroof Stonehcnge, Whale,
mulberry . 4 ft. 10 6

Imogene, Dewar, light

lilac, first rate . 2 ft. 10 6
Indispensable, Girling,

violet purple, good form,
5 ft 1 G

Jersey Maid, Langelier,
blush, good form, 4 it. 1 6

Lady Sale, Todd, good
form . . 4 ft. 10 6

Lady Alice Peel, Jackson,
light rose . 3 ft. 2 C

Lady Glcntworth, Wid-
nall, claret shaded, Rood
form . . 4 ft.

Lady Harland, Jeffries,

rosv lilac 4 It. 2

6

6

Miranda, Brown, blush,

tipped and mottled with
rose

;
gained first prize

at York, a prize at Salt

Hill, and classed as a

second-rate flower by
the London Floricultu-

ral Society . 3 ft. 7 6

Marchioness of Exeter,

Widnall, peach, good
form . . 3 ft. 2

Majestic, Widnall, shaded
rosy purple, gd.fm.,-i ft. 2 6

Marquess of Lansdowne,
Brown, shaded salmon,
4 ft 2 6

Mary Jane, Edwards,
white and purple, 4 ft. 1 6

Miss Chester, Stein, creamy
white . . 3 ft. 1 6

Mrs. Shelley, Mitchell,

deep rosy purple, good
form . . 4 ft. 3 6

Mrs. James Richardson,
Edwards, blush white,

occasionally tipped, gd.

form, has taken several

prizes . . 4 ft. 10 6

North Star, Thomson,
crimson scarlet, fine

form . - 3 ft. 2 6

Northern Beauty, white

tipped with cherry, 5 ft. 2 6

North Midland, Evans, dp.

crimson, good form, has

taken several prizes, 4ft. J 6

Orion, Smith, light yellow,

good form . 3 ft. 7 6

Orynthia, blush, edged
and tipped with rosy
purple, good form,

4ft 10 6

Oriental Pearl, Atwell,

creamy white, gd. form,

5 ft 1 6

Prince of Wales, Dodds,
yellow* . . 3 ft. 2 6

Prince of Wales, Girling,

purple, striped with
crimson, gd. form, 4 ft. 26

Pet Rival, Bushell, red
crimson, very constant,
3 ft 10 6

Prince Albert, Adams,
shaded salmon & brown,
large and constant, 4ft. 2 6

Perpetual Grand, Brown,
maroon, fine form, 5 ft. 10 6

Princess Royal, Hudson, s. d.

buff, tipped rose, 4 ft. 2 6

Princess Royal, Horwood,
primrose . 4 ft. 1 6

Princess Royal, Thomson,
bright orange, tipped &
edged with red 4 ft. 2 6

Phcenix, Hedlcy, scarlet,

3 ft 2 6
Ploughboy, purple, large,

and of good form, 4 ft. 2
Purpurea alba, Harris,
purple with white stripe,

4 ft. . . . .16
Queen of Lilacs, Appleby,
deep lilac . 6 ft. 1 6

Queen of the Isles, Low,
white edged crimson,
3 ft 10 6

Retriever, ruby crimson,
fine form . 4 ft. 10 6

Rose Unique, Ansell, rosy-

purple, fine form, 4 ft. 2 6

Stanley, Jones, blush
tinted rose, fine form,
3 ft 3 6

Sir F. Johnstone, Hellier,

purple, good form, 3 ft. 2
Sultana, Appleby, deep
maroon, sometimes
striped with light pur- good form . 3

With all the older varieties, from 6s. to 12s. per dozen.

F. and A. S. can also supply all the new varieties of other

Growers, if timely notice be given.

pie, of good size and s. d,

form, warranted by the
raiser first rate . 4 ft. 10 6

Surprise, Oakley, red, tip-

ped with pure white; is

the best- formed flower
of its class, and has ob-
tained 8 seedling prizes,

4 ft 10 6
Twyfcrd Perfection, Young,

deep ruby . 4 ft. 2

Tournament, Catleugh,
rnhy scarlet . 4 ft. 1 6

Virgil, Mountjoy, deep
maroon, fine form ; has
taken many prizes, first

rate . . 5 ft. 10 6

Van Amburgh, Miller,

rosy lilac, fine form, a
constant show flower,

3 ft 10 6

Westbury Rival, Hall, crim-
son . • 4 ft. I 6

Windmill Hill Hero, Miller,

rich deep crimson, cup
petal, globular, and fine

form . • 4 ft. 10 6

Will Watch, Girling, sha-

ded crimson . 3 ft. 1 6

White Defiance, Langelier,
ft. 2

FUCHSIAS. s.

Affinis .... 1

Amato, Harrison . • 1

Arborea, Smith . . 1

,, grandiflora,May 1

Admirable, Harrison • 1

Argo, Harrison . - l

Ballooni . . . .10
Blanche, Harrison . . 2

Brockmanii , . .7
Blanda, Smith . . e
Bellana, or roseo alba - 2
Bicolor .... 1

Clio, Harrison . . .2
Cooperii .... 1

Conspicua arborea, Cat-
leugh .... 1

Curtesii ... . 1

Cordifolia, or cordata . 1

Clintonia ... 1

Compacta, Smith . 1

Conspicua, Smith . • 1

Chandlerii . •• 1

Carnea, Smith . . .. 1

Corym hi flora . . l

Dalstonii, Smith . . 1

Delicata . 1

Dennisiana . . 5

Eppsii . . . .10
Excelsa, Smith . . 1

Erecta tricolor . l

Eximia . . . . 1

F.legans superba . . 1

Formosa elegans,Thomson 1

Fairy, Harrison
Flora, Harrison . •

Fulgens ....
u multiflora .

Floribunda magna, May
Fulgida superba, May .

Glouosa roseo clegans .

elegans
multiflora .

Grandiflora maxima,May
Glabra multiflora . •

(i<-m, Harrison
Hybrida coccinca .

»>

i»

2

1

1

1

1

2
2
1

2

1

1

1

1

d.

6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6
6
6

6

6

6

6

G

6
6

6

Inflata, Ivory .

fulgida
Insignis, Smith
Invincible, Smith .

King . . • •

Lanei
Loudonii • •

Middletonia
Moneypcnnii . . •

Multiflora erecta
Mirabilis, Smith
Meteor, Harrison .

Magnifica, Smith
Pendula terminalis, May
Pulchella, May
Princeps, Smith • •

Racemiilora, Day . •

Ricartonii . • •

Refulgens, Kyle
Racemosa . •

Kogcrsiana . • •

Stylosa conspicua, May .

Salmonia, Smith . .

Stcwartia . . •

Stylosa maxima, May
,, clegans, May

Splendens, Humboldt
., Kyle

Standishii
St. Clare ....
Toddiana .

Transparcns . . .

Thyneana
Tricolor, Pontey •

Towardii ....
Triumphans, Kyle . .

Tilleryana . . f
Ushcrii ....
Venusta, Harrison .

Victoria, Salter
Venus victrix .

Vernalis ....
Youelli ....

Collections of the above, if

left to F. & A. S. & Co., from
6s. to 12s. per dozen.

s.

1

1

1

1

7
7
2

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

7
1

2
1

1

1

j

1

1

10

10
5

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

d.

6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6
6

6

6
6

6
6

6

6

6

6
6
6
6

VERBENA.
Spkciosa, Kyle, bright vermilion, with blush or rosy eye, large

trusses and very free bloomer, of strong upright growth :
it

obtained a certificate of merit at the exhibition of the Horti-

cultural Society of London, July 9, 1842; in the Gardeners9

Chronicle, page 425, the Editor's opinion is that the Verbena is

handsome and very brilliant, and is, without doubt, a good

variety *, plants in May. 5s.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

FUCHSIA DEANSIA, &c.

WILLIAM DEANS, Nurseryman and Florist,
Jedburgh, N.B., begs to intimate to the admirers of this

beautiful tribe of Plants, that the above MAGNIFICENT
FUCHSIA, and the Five others advertised with it in the Garden-

ers' Chronicle of Feb. 11, and subsequently, are now ready for

sending out in good strong healthy plants. Orders addressed to

William Dkans, Jedburgh ; Messrs. Hurst and M'Muu.kn, 6,

Leadenhall-street, and Messrs. Cormack and Co., New Cross and
Covent Garden, London ; or to Messrs. Ronalds, Brentford, will

be duly attended to. A remittance required from unknown cor-

respondents.—Jedburgh, May 8, 1843.

MESSRS. LANE and SON'S Catalogue of PELAR-
GONIUMS, FUCHSIAS, HEARTSEASE, VERBENAS,

&c. &c. for the .season, may be had on application (inclosing a

2d. stamp) at the Nurseries, Great Bcrkhampstead, Herts. The
heights and colour of Verbenas are given in this Catalogue for

the purpose of assisting amateurs in arranging their beds.

NEW AND MAGNIFICENT SEEDLINGS.
WDENYER, Victoria Nursery, Battle, Sussex,

• having purchased the stock of the under-mentioned
splendid SEEDLINGS, raised by Mr. A. Jknnkr, gardener to

Lady Webster, Battle Abbey, begs leave to offer them to the

public; and feeling assured of their superior merits, he can with
the greatest confidence recommend them to notice.

AZALEA INDICA JENNER1I,—magnificent brilliant rose-

colour, beautifully studded with deep spots j form good, and
blooms very freely.

LADY WEBSTER PELARGONIUM, deep rose, with a pure

white centre, the upper petals well marked with a rich deep
spot; flower large, and good form j habit first-rate.

The above have been seen by several competent judges, and
are pronounced superb. Plants will be sent out the third week
in May, at 21s. each; the usual discount to the Trade. A re-

mittance will be required from unknown correspondents.

Agents in London, Mr. H. Clarkk, 39, King-street, Covent-

gartlen, and Mr. H. Clarke, 86, High-street, Borough. Country
Agents, Messrs. Wood & Sox, Maresfield, Sussex ; and Messrs.

Bunyard & Son, Maidstone, Kent.

TRUE WALCHEREN BROCCOLI.
pHARLES FARNES, 128, St. John Street, London,
V^ begs to inform the Public that they can be supplied with the

Seed of the above valuable article, warranted true at 25. tirf. per

packet. C. F. has also a large and truly select variety of Biennial

and Perennial Flower Seeds, at 6d. to 1a*. per packet, including Ger-

man Hollyhocks, Wallflowers, Carnations, Autumnal and Bien-

nial Stocks, Mirnulus, Verbenas, &c. &c.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP AND GUANO
MANURE.

WSK1RVJNG, Seedsman, Queen Square, Liver-
' pool, begs to acquaint his Agricultural Friends and the

Public, that the price for the present season of the GENUINE
SKED of his IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP is 15. 6rf. per lb.;

the sort warranted the same as that for which he received the

premium of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
GUANO of the best quality on the lowest terms. Orders, with

a remittance or reference, will be punctually and faithfully

executed.

V

J

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
OUELL & Co., in offering their List of Chrysan-

JL thkmums (for which .see their Advertisement in this Paper

of last week), to the notice of Amateurs, and those who intend

competing at the autumnal exhibitions of the present season,

beg to observe, they have taken such precautions for excluding

varieties merely nominal, that they feel assured the list will be

found highly satisfactory to those who may not only have the above

object in view, as well as to those who arc desirous of decorating

their greenhouse and garden with this unsurpassed Autumnal

Flower. The plants will be strong and healthy, and sent free or

postage (on the receipt of a Post-office order), to any part of the

United Kingdom, in the first week in June, at the rate of 12s.

per dozen. ,

They also feel much pleasure in announcing they have 00-

tained the entire stock of an extremely beautiful seedling Cr»ry-

santhem urn, from Mr. Wells, gardener to the Rev. J. Burrougnes,

of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk. This splendid variety, named

"The Dukb," was exhibited at the Norwich and Norfolk Horti-

cultural Society's Exhibition, where it obtained the First Prize,

as the Best Seedling ; it also obtained First Prizes shown in the

best stand of 25 ; ditto ditto, 15 ; ditto ditto, 20 ; and the judges

pronounced it to be the best Chrysanthemum ever exhibited-

The colour French white, changing to pure white :
petals broad

and beautifully incurved, forming a perfect ball of from 4 to 44

inches in diameter. It will be ready for sending out the iirsi

week in June, at 7s. 6d. per plant, free of postage, to any part 01

the United Kingdom.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, May 12, |8j£^_

NEW FUCHSIAS.
OHN SMITH, Nurseryman, Dalston, Middlesex,

begs to announce that having executed the orders taken

last autumn for his new SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, by Persons

who had seen them in flower, he has a few sets of good giants

(10 in a set) left, at 50s. the set. A Post-office order will be ex-

pected from unknown correspondents.—May 1 2, 1843. —

_

SURREY-LANE, BATTERSEA.
GAINES begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, ana

others, that his Collection of first-rate PELARGONIUMS
&c. are coming into flower; therefore takes the ^berty ot

reminding those that wish to improve their co»ec«on '
tnat wic

present would be a favourable opportunity,—May u, iw«

N

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit
to public competition at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew

Lane, on Tuksday, May lfith, and Thursday I8th,l843. at

12 o'clock, a Splendid assortment of PblarooniuMs and other
Plants in bloom. Choice Dahlias, Nkw Fuchsias, Verbenas,
Pans IBS, and a variciy of other flowering Plants. May be

viewed the morning; of Sale. Catalogues may be hud at the

Mart and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

r PO MARKET-GARDENERS and Others.—To be
-A- DISPOSED OF, the Interest in a MARKET-GARDEN of

28 Acres, with a good Residence, Stables, and Out-houses

;

about eight miles from London; part of the Land, with the

Premises, on Lease for seven years unexpired. Further par-

ticulars may be had by applying to G. Ciiarlwood, Seedsman,
14, Tavistock- row, Covent-garden.

AUSTRALASIAN COLONIAL and GENERAL
LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY COMPANY.

Capital j£raoo,<ioo, in 2,000 Shares.
DlUKCTOKS.

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, Escj.

John Henry Capper, Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, jun., Esq.

C. E. Mangles, Esq.
J. B. Montefiorc, Esq.
J. H. Ravcnshaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

hANKKKS—Union Hank of London.
Colonial Bankkks—Bank of Australasia (Incorporated by Royal

Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgate- street.

Physician—P. Eraser, E&q., M.D., 62, Guildiord-st., Russell-sq.

Solicitors—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, & Co.
Secretary—Edw. Rylcy, Esq.

The advantages offered to Emigrants to the Australasian
Colonics by this Company arc,—First, that no extra premium is

charged for residence in any of the Australasian Colonies, except
in New Zealand. Second, that no extra premium is charged, to

those who assure for the whole term of life, for one voyage out
to the Australasian Colonies, and for one return voyage; and
that premiums may be paid and claims settled in those colonies.

And to all persons who wish to assure their lives the Company
offers unusually favourable rates of premium, participation in

profits, and the guarantee of an ample subscribed capital.

Prospectuses and full particulars may be obtained at the Offices

of the Company, 126, Bishopsgate-street.

^HE FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' HAIL-
STORM INSURANCE COMPANY. Offices, Wellington-1

street, North, Strand, London.
This is a subject which deeply affects the interests of both land-

lord and tenant, the destruction by Hail Storms being equally
fearful and frequently more extensive than damage by fire.

Wheat, Barley, Oais, Beans, Peas, and Tares, insured at 4s. per
cent., inclusive of the stamp, subject to the conditions contained
In the policy. The Stamp on the policy is paid by the Office.

All claims settled in th» month of November in each year, and
should any disputes arise, to be referred to arbitration.

Glass in hothouses, greenhouses, &c, insured at 15s. percent.,
subject to certain conditions.

f
Prospectuses containing every information may be obtained 01

the Agents of the " Farmers' Firb and Lifk Insurance Insti-
tution," who are appointed in all the principal towns in the

kingdom, or by letter, pre-paid, forwarded to W. Shaw, Esq.,**
the Offices, Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

TJEATING WITH HOT WATER on all its improved
-*--»- Principles, for Horticultural and other purposes, by Jam bs

M'Latciiik, Millwright and Engineer, Cottage-lane, Commer-
cial-road, East. J. m. returns his sincere thanks to those Noble-

men and Gentlemen who have already honoured him with tneir

favours, and hopes by his economical Prices and sound Work-
manship to merit their lasting favours. N.B.—Attends person-

I
ally to all Erections,
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IT ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—
-*--A Four Lectures on CHEMISTRY, in its applications to

Vegetable Physiology and the Arts of Cultivation, will be deli-

vered, in trie Meeting-Room of the Society by Mr. E. SOLLY,
F.R.S..&C, Experimental Chemist to the "Horticultural Society,

on Thursday, the nth, I8th, nnd 2fith of May, and 1st. of June,
at Three o'clock precisely. Fellows of the Society arc admitted
upon signing their names; all other persons by Tickets, "which

may be obtained at the Office of the Society, 21, Regent-street,

price 10s. 6d. for the Four Lectures. By Order of the Council.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
Notice is hereby given, that no meeting of this Society

will take place in Regent-street on Tuesday the l6th inst.

®f)z GSr&vXttmvg
1 Cljtontcli

SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, May 16 . .Floricultural, (Tulips and Heartsease).
Wednesday, May 17 - MiiTnacopical . • -

Friday, May 19 Botanical .....
a p.m.

B P.M.

Tuesday, May 2a

Wednesday, May 24 .

Saturday, May 27 • .

•

{

Zoological.1.. . .

Linnman . . . <

Geological . . .

Medico-Botanical
Royal Botanic .

8 P.M.

8 p.m.

3<J
p.m.

8 PM.
4 PM-

A correspondent and subscriber in Essex requests

us to follow up the subject of wood-paving, which was
introduced some months since by Mr. Ainger, with an

intimation that lie would continue it by describing a

good method of laying down such paving. Mr. Ainger's

reason for not pursuing the matter was the doubt very

generally felt that the slipperiness would be a fatal

objection to the use of wood in any shape. Till this

question is settled the mode of combining the blocks

is certainly a premature consideration ; yet this is the

point involved in almost all the numberless patents

and projects to which the interesting paper of Mr.
Stead in the Transactions of the Society of Arts

appears to have given rise. Although somewhat out
of our province, we may stop to remark upon the

nature and probable validity of the shoal of monopolies
claimed by wood-paving schemers. Judging only by
common sense, we should doubt whether, when a new-

material was suggested for a given purpose, it is

allowable for parties to rush to the patent office and
secure the exclusive use of well-known methods of
combining such and similar materials. The different
inodes of dowelling, pegging-, grooving, tonguing,
rebating,joggling, dovetailing, &r\d& host of other well-
known contrivances, would no doubt be tried in suc-
cession upon wood-paving, as they have in other
matters, and as they would be upon any new material
"which might seem better adapted than Fir or granite
to supply those peculiarities which a perfect pavement
demands. Mr. Stead's paper embraces, we think, all

the essential principles on which the secure laying of
wood-pavementdepentls. We doubt very much whether
many of the pavement patents are worth a straw: and
we imagine that, so soon as the expediency of wood-
paving shall be established, any intelligent workman
could devise twenty methods of laying it down effec-

tually. The mode which appears hitherto to have
been a favourite seems to us decidedly bad ; it does
not break joint on the upper surface, and consequently
presents continuous lines of weakness, which, as may
be seen in all the trying thoroughfares, wear rapidly
into ruts. In order to give a colour to some of the

proposed monopolies, ihe^ angle to which the wood
must be cut is estimated within a fraction of a minute

:

a question probably of as much importance as the
*mgle at which the sail of the flying ship is to be set.

Besides the patents for combining the blocks, there
are some for making an anti-slippery surface; but
these consist principally of large grooves which have
Wn used for the same purpose in other substances
time out ofmind ; and which, in regard to wood, have
the further defect of impracticability. Fir is too
soft to maintain a useful groove against such wear as

^ furnished by the busy streets of London : and the
deeper the groove the more ruinously do its edges
break down.
The great desideratum in wood-paving- is some

wiode of obviating that unciuousness of surface which
^acquires when abraded in a half wet state. Pounded
-Fir-wood seems essentially slippery in certain states
°i moisture; and we must, perhaps, look to the che-
mists for some method of altering this. We are not
Without suspicion that the common kinds ofFirs are not
Jjuite hard enough to bear the work of Cheapside ; and
lastly, We entertain the greatest fear as to their becom-
es rotten very much sooner than the projectors
^present or probably anticipate. But, meantime, the
sllPperiness is the point of attack: there's the rub;
and our Essex friend suggests that the Government
should offer a reward for a successful remedy. We
jjjmk, however, with all respect and deference, that
fle prize is already sufficiently large to attract as

vrii
sc*ence anc* ingenuity towards the problem as

ould be excited by a Government grant.
lhe*"~ z ~ — •*

v .

?

ere *s one attempt to correct the slipperiness
wnich deserves notice, and which, perhaps, has not

the i
UStl

.

ce done t0 it:
> on account of its having been in

tast instance connected with a scheme for laying

the blocks, which was an entire failure : we allude to

the invention of Messrs. Esdaile and Margrave for

capping the Fir-blocks with Elm. Elm appears to

be much tougher and much less greasy than Fir,

and if the union between the cap and the block can

be secured, this contrivance promises better than any-

thing at present before the public.

There are various means ofemploying labourers use-

fully on a farm when work is scarce, and labour conse-

quently cheap, which many farmers neglect from a
mistaken economy, but which, when judiciously done,
are as useful and profitable as any of the usual opera-
tions of the farm. In every field there are headlands
on which the plough turns ; and at every ploughing
some portion of the soil, which is pushed before the

plough, or adheres to it, accumulates there, and in

time raises it above the level of the rest of the field.

If this were not occasionally removed, the headlands
would gradually be raised, so that the water could not
run over them into the ditches. In most fields a deep
water-furrow is dug, at about a pole distant from the
ditch, and parallel to it, and from this there are deep
cuts here and there to let the water off. Most good
farmers periodically dig up these headlands and mix
them with lime or chalk, and throw into a ridge,

which is afterwards carted off and spread on the
land; sometimes stable or yard dung is brought to the
ridge, and the whole wrell mixed into a compost. A
double advantage is thus obtained: the mellow and
enriched soil improves the spots on which it is laid

;

and by the removal of the superfluous soil a slope
is produced, over which the water runs readily

into the ditches without the necessity of grips or

water-furrows. The surface may, perhaps, after the

removal of the top soil, require stirring and manuring
before the headland is restored to its fertility; but
this again gives employment. It is very useful, as

well as a sign of neat cultivation, when a field slopes

all round towards the ditches by which it is bounded,
and when, instead of unsightly balks full of rank
weeds along the head of the ditch, where the plough
cannot work, there are gentle slopes made with the

spade and shovel, giving a clean rounded appearance
to the borders of the field. When hedgerows are full

of old stumps of trees, or of brushwood, which en-

croach on the land, these may often be grubbed up by
labourers in winter for the value of the wood for fuel,

leaving a cleared surface, which may generally be
advantageously planted with Potatoes ; or if the wood
will not repay the labour, the workmen may be allowed

to plant Potatoes for their own use, by which means
the improvement will cost nothing to the farmer, and
the labourers will have useful and profitable employ-
ment. Where labourers have no allotments of land
it may be advantageous to give them headlands to
cultivate for a crop or two, on condition of their
clearing them of bushes and narrowing or levelling the
banks where they are too wide and take up much
room. Woodlands, from which all the timber and
underwood have been cut, can often be cleared and
brought into cultivation at a very small expense, when
allotted for a time to labourers, who undertake to

grub up all the roots, to level the surface, and to dig
or trench the whole, merely for the fuel it affords them
and the produce of one or two crops. It will always
be found that men will work harder, and be satisfied

with less wages, when the speculation is their own,
than when they work by the day for a master ; and a
very little experience will teach both employer and
labourer to make a fair bargain. There is not a farm
in England on which some useful work may not be
found by which it would be improved. But the farmers
complain of a want of capital for this purpose, and
doubt the benefit which will result from the proposed
improvements : if they would allow the intelligent

and industrious labourers to find out jobs for them-

selves, and let them be remunerated by having a por-

tion of the benefit of the improvements, they would
gradually bring their farms into high condition, while

they kept all the industrious labourers usefully

employed.
We will dismiss this subject with the few hints we

have given, and leave it to the good sense of pro-

prietors and occupiers of land to devise the means of

improving the condition of the agricultural labourers,

by stimulating their industry, and by showing that

the labourer and the farmer have only one common
interest, which is, to make the earth produce as much

as possible by careful and assiduous cultivation.

—

M.

We have on several occasions introduced into our

columns extracts from some letters addressed to the

Farmers of Suffolk, by the Rev. Professor Henslow.

It gives us great pleasure now to announce that these

letters have been collected, revised, and published, in

the form of a two-shilling pamphlet, the profit upon

the sale of which is to be applied to charitable pur-

poses. They form the best preparation we know of

for the study of Chemistry and Vegetable physio-

logy in their relation to Agriculture ; so that their

intrinsic merit should secure for them public favour

quite independent of the desire which we all must
feel to co-operate in purposes connected with paro-
chial charity. May they have, what they well deserve,
a large and rapid circulation.

PERSIAN MELONS.
A communication which appeared in the Chronicle

of the 29th ult., on the culture of the Persian Melon,
induces roe to offer a few remarks corroborative of the
justness of the writer's ideas, from some years' observa--

tion of the culture of the Melon in India. My observa-

tions are confined to the western side of India, and chiefly

to that part of the Deccan or Mahratta country between

the 16th and 21st parallels of latitude.

The time of sowing the seeds commences in the latter

part of January, just after the height of the cold season is

past, and is continued up to the beginning of March.

Ripe Melons begin to appear in the latter part of April,

and are in the greatest abundance and perfection through-

out May, and even continue well into June, if the rains

do not set in early, and destroy or wash the Melon-beds

away. The period I have indicated comprehends the

driest, and part of the hottest, time of the year. Iu

February the davs are temperately warm, and the nights

generally chill. In March the hot season begins to be

sensibly felt, the nights, however, remaining pleasantly

cool. Throughout April and May there is a progressive

accession of temperature, the thermometer ranging from

90° to 100° and upwards by day, accompanied with a dry,

hot wind, and seldom falling below 80° at night.

The Melons are grown in the beds of rivers from which

the water has receded, the stream at this period of the

year being confined to a small part of the channel. The
Melon-beds are perhaps not more than a foot above the

surface or level of the stream, and hence there is an ample)

and constant supply of moisture at the roots ; for, since

the beds are composed of nothing but the shingle or

loose gravel of the bed of the river, the water percolates

freely beneath their whole extent
The natives, as far as I have observed, take very little

pains in the cultivation of the Melon, and grow all sorts

promiscuously, apparently without any selection, and
Melons and Cucumbers indiscriminately mixed together

in the same beds. Hence, as might be expected from
such a course of procedure, you meet with great numbers
of very indifferent quality, more like half Melons half

Cucumbers than anything else ; others of very fair quality,

and others again, in the same bed with the worst, of very

superior excellence, sufficient to show what might be done

with more attention, and that high temperature, dry air, and

abundant moisture at the roots, are the conditions most
favourable to ensure excellence.

The fault generally observable in frame-produced

Melons I think is, that the flesh is of too firm or hard a

quality, and perhaps deficient in sweetness and delicacy of

flavour. The best Indian Melons I have met with are,

on the other hand, of a rich, melting quality, abounding
in saccharine juice, of a very fragrant flavour. I found,

however, that these qualities became much altered when
grown at another period of the year; having once made
some experiments on the cultivation of the Melon in

common garden-mould in the monsoon, or rainy season,

in a part of the country where the rains are generally

light, and that year they were more so than usual. At
no time was there a continuous fall of rain for ten hours,

and there were intervals of three weeks and upwards

without any rain; but the general state of the air was

moist, and the direct influence of the sun was often inter-

cepted by light clouds, or a hazy state of the upper atmo-

sphere, which, however, did not prevent the transmission

of considerable heat from the sun to the earth. The
thermometer averaged from 76° to 80* in the day, and 70°

at night. The seeds had been taken from a very delicious

Melon, and the change was therefore the more observable.

The plants grew well, but perfected their fruit with some
difficulty, some decaying at half-size. Those which
ripened possessed much of the original fine flavour of the
parent fruit, but the sweetness had nearly all disappeared,

and the flesh had acquired the firm, hard quality which I

have observed so much in our frame-grown Melons.
Besides the Melons grown in the hot season, there is

also a variety grown in fields and gardens in the monsoon, or
rainy season, which I take to be merely the former some-
what altered in its qualities and habits by culture at a very

different season. These monsoon Melons are very hardy
and of rapid growth, and their general character is akin
to what I have stated above as the result of experiment,
in the fruit being deficient in sweetness, and the flesh

being either hard or mealy
; but they often possess con-

siderable flavour, which is heightened or brought out by
the addition of sugar.

Happening to have some seeds of one of these monsoon
Melons when I left India, I inclose a few, in case any of
your correspondents should be curious to try them for
which there is abundant time yet, being of rapid growth
and very hardy. The characters are marked on the
paper containing them.—J". //., May, 1843. [The seeds
are sent to the garden of the Horticultural Society, to the
charge of Mr. Thompson.]

ON the CULTIVATION of CONIFERS in POTS.
Nothing can excel the beauty of some of the kinds of

Pinus and Abies lately introduced from Mexico, when
cultivated in this manner

;
particularly Pinus filifolia,

pseudo-strobus, Devoniana, Russelliana, macrophylla,
patula, Montezuma*, Ayacahuite, &cM and Abies religiosa,

&c. ; therefore a few hints on their management may prove
interesting to some of the readers of the Gardeners 9

Chronicle. Commencing with the seed, the best time I
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consider for sowing it is the autumn ; however, in the case

of imported seed the time should be determined, if possible,

from the period of its ripening in its native country ; for

I feel confident that many foreign plants might be more
readily acclimatized if attention were only paid to this one

thing. How many plants are there that will not endure
the rigour of our climate on account of the seeds not

being sown in time to cause the young wood to ripen

before the approach of winter. The soil for raising seed-

lings should consist of two-thirds loam and one of silver-

sand, placing the pots or pans containing them in a dry

and airy part of either house or pit, as near the glass as

possible. The front of a curvilinear house would answer

admirably for this purpose, observing to withhold water as

much as possible until germination is apparent; seeds

subjected to this treatment have been found to germinate,

whilst others, differently placed, after receiving every

attention, have failed. Provided seeds are sown in the

autumn, two or three waterings would be sufficient until

spring commences, when an increase of water will arouse

the vitality they possess, and a fine crop of plants will

soon make their appearance. Potting off should be

attended to as soon as their cotyledons or seminal leaves

are properly developed, making use of 60-sized pots. The
soil at that period should consist of turfy loam, peat, leaf-

mould, and silver-sand, in equal proportions, broken fine,

placing the plants in a close frame for a few days, until

they have re-established themselves, when air should be

gradually admitted ; and it appears to me from experience

that the more the plants are stunted in pots of this size,

the better they are hereafter ; but the same thing would

be prejudicial provided they were in those of a larger size.

Any one having plants in the condition just mentioned

ihould immediately remove them into 48-sized pots, using

the same potting material as last described, but not broken

so fine. Good drainage will now become of great import-

ance ; nothing is better than the roughest of the fibrous

soil, placed on the potsherds at the bottom ; in the space of

six weeks, another shift would be required into 24-sized

pots, increasing the quantity of loam a little ; and, at the

approach of autumn, place them in 8s, which will enable

the plants, through the new spongelets they may form,

to store up a sufficient quantity of matter in their interior

to meet the demand when vegetation is again set in

motion. The soil now required will be one-third turfy

loam, one do. of peat, the other rotten dung and river-

sand in equal proportions. In the spring of the ensuing

year they should be again removed into 2s, making use of

the same soil as last described. This will complete a

period of 12 months* growth ; wherein, if due attention

has been paid, the plants will be objects of wonder.
Thujas, Cupressus, Juniperus, Araucarias, &c, may all be
included under this head. To enhance their beauty particu-

lar care should be taken to give them full exposure during
the summer season, and to withhold fire-heat throughout
the winter. How many wretched specimens are to be seen

at various places from these important things not .being

attended to ! If kept either in pits or houses, the sashes

6hould be removed during summer. What would appear

more ornamental in any part of a garden, particularly on

a lawn, during that season, than those very plants ?

But great care should be exercised that the pots arc often

turned round, to prevent the roots penetrating through the

hole in the bottom. Fancy can hardly picture a more
beautiful object than Pinus filifolia, with its leaves from

1 ft. to 1 ft. 6 inches in length ; and also the graceful Abies

religiosa. After the largest-sized pots have been made
\ise of, slate tubs, or those of any other material, should

be substituted. And at a very trifling expense a build-

ing might be erected—covered with slate, tiles, or any-

thing convenient; observing to make the front movable,

so as to admit light, air, &c.—wherein the plants may be

placed during winter. No doubt, some of the kinds

above mentioned will endure the severity of our winters,

if planted in the open air, in many parts of England, but

it is not expected that others will do so.— George Bishop.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XIX.
If the reader will examine the Gardeners 1 Chronicle

of March 18, p. 173, he will there find some observa-

tions on the arrangement of Plants in Flowej-gardens,

according to their complementary colours. As the late

rains have rendered the ground in a fine state for planting

out, and as all danger from frost may now be considered

as past, those remarks are particularly applicable at this

time, when the plants should be bedded out as fast as

possible. To render the grouping of colours as simple as

practicable, I subjoin the following arrangement; and, if

each colour is considered a bed of flowers, the reader may
form a tolerably good idea of the appearance of a garden
thus arranged. This arrangement is supposed to be on
grass, and hence warm colours, as scarlet, purple, orange,

and their shades, prevail; but had it been on gravel,

which is a warm colour, the cold colours, as blue, yellow,

and white, which for gardening purposes, take the place

of green, would have been placed in the beds containing
warm colours, and vice versa. The beds are supposed to

decrease in size from the centre one to the sides, and
consequently the tallest plants are placed in the beds
numbered 1 to 12, and they gradually decline in height

;

so that, at the sides, the plants are little more than 6
thus the whole garden forms a regular

Annexed is a list of plants adapted
snt ; some of them may not be of the
1

,ey are as near as can be got. The
with those in the arrangement.

be denied that colours thus arranged

ire imposing appearance than when
rrandom, as is too frequently the case.

has its contrasting one close by ; as

3l3iN08KO
nanrwanro

scarlet and white, purple and yellow, orange and blue,

and so on of their different shades ; and while they

mutually enhance the brilliancy of each other, the group

as a whole is far more imposing than it could be under

an indiscriminate mixture.

white scarlet
33 34

blue lilac

16 17
orange

6

scarlet

32
pink
15

straw- co.
31

purple yellow scarlet

35 36 37

scarlet white purple
18 19 20

blue yellow

7 8

yellow
5

purple
2

rose

21

scarlet white
14 13

scarlet

1

white
9

white
38

scarlet

39

p. blue
40

P- blue
30

scarlet

49

rose

29 yellow
12

purple
4

yellow
3

scarlet

22
straw- co.

41

p. yellow
46

purple white
26 27

white scarlet

48 47

1. Pelargonium, Smith's Em-
peror

2. Petunia purpurea
3. Calceolaria rugosa
4. Petunia hybrida
fi. Calceolaria integrifolia

6. Bartonia aurea
7. Salvia chamsedryoides^
8. Calliopsis Drummondii
9- Verbena, The Queen

10. Bartonia aurea
11. Salvia chamiedryoides
12. Calliopsis Drummondii
13. Verbena teucrioides
14. „ Tweediana
15. ,, amcena
16. Lobelia ramosa
17. Verbena Iveryana

blue
11

scarlet

26

pink
orange 23

10

r
lilac

25

purple
45

blue
24

scarlet
44

scarlet

42

white
43

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

it

>t

n
it

i»

1*

jg;nea
Vangardii
purpurea
Buiatii
Tweediana latifolia

multifula

25. Verbena Iveryana

26. „ fulgida

^7. ,, The Queen
28*.

ft
Uendersonii

29! „ Marryatii

30. Lobelia bicolor

31. Sanvitaliaprocumbens

32. Verbena melindres

33. Nierembergia calycina

34. Verbena melindres latifolia

35. Nierembergia intermedia

36. Lobelia lutea

37. Verbena melindres superba

38. Nierembergia filicaulis

39. Verbena melindres

40. Lobelia erinus

41. Sanvitaliaprocumbens

42. Verbena ignca

43. Nierembergia gracilis

44. Verbena melindres latifolia

45. Nierembergia intermedia

46. Lobelia lutca

47. Verbena melindres superba

48. Nierembergia filicaulis

•19. Verbena ignea.24. Lobelia ramosa

In the planting of plants in groups there are three

things which deserve particular notice. First, to place all

plants with their tops pointing to the north ;
secondly,

to plant all strong growing-plants very shallow, that is,

with the ball little more than covered with soil; and

thirdly, to plant weak-growing plants deep so as to make

them grow luxuriantly.

These rules, simple as they are, are of considerable

importance; for if plants are not placed with their tops

to the north, the points of the shoots, when pegged down,

will not assume an erect position ; while, if luxuriant-

growing plants are planted deep, they grow still more

luxuriantly, and flower but little; and if delicate-growing

plants are not planted deep, the roots get parched up and

they quickly perish.

After the plants arc planted, the beds should receive a

thorough soaking of pond-water, so as to make the soil

almost like a puddle; and then, the following day, be

hoed and raked over, so as to leave the surface loose.

The plants may then be pegged down, and will require

little more attention unless the weather is very dry—

-

Wm P. Ayves.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Vines.—I beg to state, in reply to "A Grape-grower's

"

remarks at p. 286, as before, that the Vines at this place

were planted in 1839, and at this time, 1843, are carrying

their fourth crop of fruit— not light, but heavy crops;

further, that the Vines when planted were neither old ones

nor yet Vines that had been in bearing, but young two-

year-old plants, and very weak, the strongest in the whole

when planted did not exceed one-eighth of an inch in

diameter. A leaf produced from one of the young canes

the latter part of the season I forwarded to the Gardeners

Gazette office, which measured 17 inches across by 30 in.

including the footstalk: the Editor's remarks were, ** The

leaf sent is of the most extraordinary dimensions we ever

witnessed." In 1840 they bore from 6 to 12 lbs. of fruit

on each Vine, varying in weight from near 7 lbs. to 1 lb-

In 1841 they bore a heavy full crop—the Vines from the

growth of two years invariably pruned to 16 or 17 feet.

In 1842 they surprised all that saw them, some of them

carrying from 50 to 60 lbs. weight of fruit. And now,

(1843,) they are equally fine, which I hope will be a

sufficient explanation of their carrying their fourth crop of

fruit. It was my purpose, from the course of culture I

intended to pursue after planting, to effect one object, viz.,

to bring them into a bearing state earlier than what was

commonly practised (in conjunction with health and

strength) ; which, I think, from the specimens of five

varieties I showed in Regent-street, Sept 7, 1841, with

Dr. Lindley's remarks on them, will fully bear me out.

They have only one fault (if it can be deemed a fault),

viz., they are over-fruitful, which often tempts an

avaricious mind to overburthen their too generous nature.

I now come to explain how I get six bunches from one

eye ; few words will suffice :—by my system of disbudding

and spurring (which will be found fully explained in my

treatise) at and before winter-pruning, no more buds are

left than are absolutely wanted, and from one of those buds

left on the leading shoot, this season produced six Pe™^t

bunches, and many four and five. I mentioned at p. JH#,

in a second house, six Vines had shown 422 perfect

bunches (bear in mind, grown over Pines). Yesterday I

had the curiosity to count the spurs upon some of the said

Vines, which are as follow :-Grizzly Frontignan, 20 spurs,

showed 94 perfect bunches ;
White Muscadine, 21 spurs,

83 bunches; Black Hamburgh, 19 spurs, 63 bunches;
and last (not least, but not included in the six before
mentioned), Black Damascus, 15 spurs, 43 bunches. If

your correspondent "A Grape-grower " cannot content

himself with this explanation, I will be glad to see him at

Eshton, to give him ocular demonstration. The houses

for Pines and Vines at this place are 17 feet clear in

width at the base, 11 feet high at the back, and 2 ft. 6 in.

at the front.*

—

James Roberts, Eshton Gardens.
Scotch and English Farmers.—In place of controvert-

ing your correspondent's statements (p. 301,) I shall give

his own words in his first communication, in order that

your readers may judge if I have overstated what he said.

Concerning my first argument on climate, since your corre-

spondent has not mentioned it at all in either of his com-
munications, nothing need be said. Relative to my second,

on Wheat, hear his own words :
—"Then, as to Wheat,

excepting in those favourite districts, the Lothians and
the Carse of Gowrie, have not the Scotch farmers nearly

given up it* culture ? Have they not found it a loss rather

than a gain ?" Does not this amount to what I have said?

On my third, respecting ploughs

—

u Next," says he, "let

me introduce their ploughs—their far-famed ploughs, of

which they boast so much. Were they not tried at the

great Agricultural meeting the year before last at Liver-

pool, and last year at Bristol, and in both instances found

wanting—requiring nearly twice the draught of the poor

despised English plough?" The word weight, I admit,

is not here ; but otherwise the meaning is the same. Again,

with respect to Turnips, he says—"Witness the effect

of last summer's heat on their roots in Scotland, where

they were as much injured by blight as usually they are

in the south of England ; and, no doubt, were the Scotch

farmers annually subject to such summers, they would be

glad to resort to broadcast tillage to have a crop at all."

Where is the difference between your correspondent's

meaning and mine] I asserted, and do still assert, that

the crops here, in the centre of Scotland, were good; nay,

very good, and gave him proof of it. Now, in his last

letter he says,—" My observations of the crops of last

year extended to Roxburghshire, Dumfries, Lanark, and

Galloway ; where the farmers anticipated a total waste of

the bulbs, which were abundant, from the injury done by

blight, until the rains came in October, when a new
foliage sprung from the crowns, and the bulbs were saved."

What was only an anticipation in September, 1 842, was not

so in March, 1 843, when your correspondent wrote. Besides,

he should have kept in mind, that these four counties

are but a small part of Scotland, while what he said applied

to Scotland generally. These counties, moreover, do not

contain the best soil in Scotland, which renders it still

more unfair to compare them with the 60uth of England.

With respect to several other remarks in your correspon-

dent's first communication, which I have passed over, and
therefore he thinks I have nothing to say upon them ; I

beg now, to remark that, among these the size of the

acre figures ; but I must inform him that this is known
to the landlord as well as the farmer, and paid for by the

latter. To the English farmer the tithe and poor-rate

are known, as well as to the landlord ; and not paid above
the rent by the farmer, any more than tiend (another name
for tithe) is in Scotland. From the great competition in

farming, I fear that land, both in England and Scotland,

pays fully as much as it should do, and from this cause
also it will not be cheaper in the one country than in the
other for any length of time. Your correspondent in his

last letter approves of the team of three or four horses ;

saying, in substance, that it is only training young horses.

Now our Scotch farmer finds it more advantageous to

work two mature horses, which do as much work, and yet

do not consume so much food as three or four young
inert ones. But this is not all ; for he adds, " they re-

quire nearly twice the draught of the poor despised Eng-
lish plough/' It follows then, that it requires from five

to seven English horses to do the same work which two
do in Scotland ; and there is as stiff clay in the Carse of
Stirling, as in any part of England. I say again, if this

be true, the English farmer labours under a real disad-

vantage, requiring from five to seven horses to do as much
work as the Scotch farmer gets from two ; and horse- food

is neither rent, tithe, poor-rate, nor tiend, but a real tax

upon the farmer. At p. 209 he says, " I might go farther,

and show the deficient practice of the Scotch farmer in

breeding and feeding." Granted ; but for this plain rea-

son—he finds that without greater skill in breeding and
feeding, " prime Scots " bring in Smithfield Market more
money than English beasts, however skilfully bred and
fed, and therefore he finds it labour in vain to attempt to

improve upon the best. When this is needed, he may,
perhaps, be able to meet the times. I conclude by say-

ing, that tithe, poor-rate, tiend, large or small acres, &c,
may figure well enough in a theory of rent, but they have
no place in the practical question of paying it. Land, both
in Scotland and England, like everything else, will bring
to the landlord, and demand from the farmer, its true value,

and it will do no more for any lengthened period, with-
out injuring all parties. I once intended to say nothing
upon draining, subsoil-ploughing, &c, but as your cor-

respondent asks what great discoveries the Scotch farmer
hasrnade, I answer, that he has discovered this fact, that

draining, &c, in order to be useful, must be put in prac-

tice
; and he has done it, while the English farmer who,

according to your correspondent, has known it for^ one-

hundred years, has dreamed over the knowledge of it all

this time, until now that he is beginning to awake, he

finds it more valuable than his dream. No man pretends

to have discovered Christianity, yet every one who believes

it as the discoverer enjoins, enjoys as much benefit from

it as if he had discovered it ; and this is the exact state ot

the Scotch farmer, and it is that vhicU constitutes him a
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pood farmer, and the English one a bad farmer,

—

Not a

Scotch Farmer.
The Parks.—I am much surprised to find by your

most valuable Paper of Saturday last, that your corre-

spondent "Lexicon" disapproves of the naming of the

trees and shrubs in Kensington Gardens and St. James's

Park; and I am much gratified to find that you are not

of his opinion. I think that the naming of these trees

and shrubs is a most laudable effort, on the part of the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, to render these

delightful places of recreation as interesting and as

instructive as possible. To Gardeners and Amateurs

these names will be exceedingly useful; and to ladies

who are attached to Botanical pursuits they will be a

source of pleasing recreation. They will, I trust, also

interest the youthful mind, so many of which class

frequent these delightful breathing places. The Commis-

sioners of Woods and Forests will, I trust, remove the

hurdles which at present prevent the public from going

among the named trees and shrubs, without which few

of the names will be distinguishable from the walk. I

am pretty sure that very little injury would be done to

the plants by their doing this; for the public, I think,

know better now-a-days. This I think is fully borne out

by the little injury that has been done to Kew Gardens

since they have been open to the public. I trust your

correspondent "Lexicon" will clearly see from your

interesting and plain explanation that the naming of these

trees and shrubs will be of immense advantage to the

public, though it may not be so to him ; and that the

Commissioners ofWoods and Forests deserve the greatest

credit, as you say, for having done what they have. I

hope the so-called fountain, of which you complain, will

be speedily removed, and something of a more artistical

character and in harmony with the scene substituted.

—

Ortolano.

Bees "E. M. W." presents her compliments to the

Editor of the Gardeners* Chronicle, and for the benefit of

all apiarians who, like her, wish to manage their Bees

themselves with the least possible trouble and risk, and
to have the power of examining their interesting proceed-

ings at all times, she has procured a sketch of the u
. Pa-

tent Bar and Frame-Hive," which, she believes, will con-

siderably facilitate the experiments of Amateurs in general

;

and offer the easiest mode of taking the honey to those

who keep Bees for profit as well as amusement. This
hive was invented by Mr. Munn, of Throwley-House,
near Faversham,—a gentleman whose apiarian taste has
led him to spare no trouble nor expense, in order to pro-
cure a hive which might include the following advan-
tages :—Perfect protection from wet in the open air; an
equable temperature within, in winter and summer; a
method of feeding the Bees without exposure to cold or
attacks of other insects; protection from vermin and
thieves, (being under lock and key ;) cool store-room, and
easy^ method of taking the honey; every facility for
making artificial swarms, and performing every experi-
ment that ever has been tried, and complete inspection
of the entire hive, under every possible circumstance,
without disturbing the Bees, or stupefying them with
smoke. A hive on this construction may be seen at Mr.
Milton's, 10, Great Marylebone-street, Wimpole-street—
Rectory, April 28, 1843.

["Patent Bar and Frame-Hive," containing; eleven frames;
£»e beintf drawn out to exhibit the comb in the glass observa-
tfon-frame.]

Ploricuhural Society.—The remarks which headed your
Notices to Correspondents in last week's Paper will be

p/
ul

.

wit
,

h interest by the numerous class who cultivate
Florists' flowers, as an earnest of your intention to follow
**p with renewed vigour the exertions you have hitherto
ttiade to gratify their tastes in common with those of your
other readers. To those of your correspondents who
would sacrifice a great general object on the shrine of dis-

appointed personal vanity, or because their individual
potions or private purposes cannot be carried into effect,
would offer a few remarks on the Floricultural Society.

I

ns Society was formed in consequence of the repeated

J

emands of those who had seceded in disgust from the

hlP!!
e
!i 5?

etroPolitan Society
;
and having once been esta-

ished by the exertions of a few, was soon joined by the

f

eat majority of well-known florists, both amateur and pro-
_s;onal its objects not being in opposition to any other
cieiy, but principally directed to the examination and

encouragement of seedlings. Many of these parties,

actuated by sincere and proper motives, have continued

their support ; but many, on the other hand, from causes

which 1 do not now wish to scrutinize, have retired in dis-

appointment, and expressed this by abuse. I would not

attribute unworthy motives to all such, for even in the

best of us there is a feeling which arises from disappoint-

ment, and often exercises an influence over our conduct of

which we are not conscious—and this is especially the case

when the parent-like affection we have for our own pro-

ductions (particularly if our interest is also at stake) meets

with any check. Hence has arisen the idea that the

Society has been unnecessarily strict; and from this,

amongst other circumstances, the Society, however steady

in its advance in the estimation of the public and of all

honourable men, has not been supported by some of those

who would eventually be most benefited, with the vigour

and cordiality which might have been expected, had their

desire for a fair and impartial tribunal really been zealous,

Another charge against the Society is, that they have

refused to give private opinions, (which of course are for-

gotten if adverse, but, without^fail, made public use of, if

favourable,) and have thereby discouraged appeal from

those who did not wish to have their names appear. This

may to a certain, but very limited extent, be true ; but the

general advantage of the system is so great that it ought

not to be sacrificed to a trifling exception, and after all,

the test by which the Society must be judged is not

whether they have pleased every one, for that is impos-

sible, but whether they have acted up to the principles

with which they started, and whether, allowing for the

fickleness and uncertainty of the flowers, the merits of

which they have been called upon to decide, and the falli-

bility to "which all human judgments are occasionally

subject, the result will prove that they have been guided

by the honesty of purpose and the skilfulness for which

you have given them credit. In regard to the Society's

holding its meetings by candle-light, the convenience of

the great majority of the members is thereby best con-

sulted ; and, but for this arrangement, too much of their

valuable time would be sacrificed, or they would be alto-

gether unable to attend.— ?1
. C. Wildman.

Scotch Crops.—Through the medium of your Paper

I take the liberty of asking a question of your correspond-

ent of p. 2G5, -signing himself " Not a Scotch Farmer."

His account of the extraordinary crops of Wheat and

hay obtained by Mr. Mowbray, of Cambus, chiefly, as I

understand him, by the application of Liquid Manure, I

do not disbelieve ; but as an average produce of 9 quar-

ters to the acre over a field of 30 acres, and in some

places of that, field of 15 quarters to the acre, and a crop

of 3-£ tons of hay to an acre, are results so far exceeding

any I have ever heard of from the best farming on the

best land in this country, I wish to inquire—in what pro-

portion, and at what periods of the year, was the Wheat
crop watered with the Liquid Manure ; and what species

of cart was employed ?

—

A Subscriber.
Budding Roses.—As the plan which I adopt in budding

Roses has been eminently successful, (scarcely one having
failed out of a very large number of stocks operated upon
last year,) perhaps you will allow me again to repeat it,

for the benefit of my amateur brethren. I generally select

the Bengalensis (or Blush Boursault, as some gardeners

call it) in preference to the Wild Briar, which I find more
apt to canker and become bast-bound. I commence my
labours about the beginning of June, and continue till the

middle of August ; and I invariably leave a small piece of

the wood, as a protection to the eye, using worsted for

binding instead of bast. The rise of the sap is rapid and
plentiful in the Bengalensis, which keeps the bud cool

even in the hottest weather, which was satisfactorily

proved last summer. Some of the stocks which I worked
early in the year formed good ripe wood before the winter,

and promise to produce a fine crop of blossoms this season.

The propagation' of the Bengalensis is exceedingly easy
;

and although it is rather capricious in flowering itself, it

never fails to support a stranger in a most flourishing

condition. The disappointment of amateurs in budding

is occasioned too often by their attempting to deprive the

bud of all the wood, which, unless it is very skilfully

extracted, irreparably injures the bud. New wood must,

of course, always be chosen in both cases.— W. W.
Scarlet Pelargoniums.—In noticing Mr. Drummond's

remarks on these plants, I think he is a lucky man to

have so much bottom-heat, other materials, and spare

time —which few gardeners can now boast of. I will offer

a few simple hints as to how 1 manage to have plenty of

good plants to turn out with little trouble
;

it may be

acceptable to some one who is, like myself, short-handed.

The readiest way is to raise them from seed. If, however,

you have any particular sort, you must propagate by

cuttings, which I manage in the following manner :—

I

turn all the plants I have to spare into the open border

about the 21st of May ; 1 thus get plenty of cuttings and

seeds. The cuttings I take off about the middle of July,

in an'afternoon, and trim them ready for potting the next

morning, cutting them close under the fourth joint, laying

them thinly in the greenhouse or shed, to dry till the

morning. I then get some wide-mouthed thirty-two-sized

ts an <| fin them about half full of crocks, with the rest

silver-sand and leaf-mould, equal proportions, putting

them close round the outside of the pot with a dibble,

and pressing them firmly. 1 give them just a sprinkle of

water and place them in a two-light box, only filling one

liirbt 'so that the light that contains the cuttings may be

covered with a mat, and the sun be allowed to shine on

the other; which will warm the frame. If the surface of

the pots is dry in the morning, I give a gentle watering,

living air for half an hour to get the leaves dry if it is

likely to be a dull day. I apply no water unless the

cuttings look very flagged. They will be well rooted iu a

month or five weeks. I then pot them in thumb-pots,
setting them in the frame, shading from hot sun, and
harden them to it by degrees, as they will bear it. As
soon as they have filled the pots full of roots, they are

shifted into sixty-sized pots, with more leaf-mould and
less sand, and put into the frame again, where they are

kept close for a week, till established with fresh roots.

More and more air is then given, till I leave the light

quite off. The plants are then set out thinly on coal-

ashes, where worms do not get into the pots. Pinching

off the tops, 1 let them stand out as long as they are safe

from frost, and store them away where room can best be

spared, giving as much air as consists with the safety of

other plants. I have thus fine healthy stock plants to

plant out, which require no layering to make them dwarf,

and no shifting from the sixty pots ; for I have now good

plants raised in that way, showing three or four heads of

flowers. The seed is easiest saved about the latter end of

August, gathering the heads as they ripen, and laying

them in the greenhouse or hothouse on paper, thinly, to

dry. When dry, they should be well rubbed out, and

sifted in a sieve of such a size that the seeds may pass

through, leaving the seed-vessels in the sieve. Keep the

seeds dry till March, and then sow them in pans, placing

them in a cucumber-frame till they germinate. They must

not remain there long, or they will damp off; take them

to a vinery or hothouse, and place them near the glass till

they have four leaves, then prick them out in pans or

boxes till they are two inches in height, when they must

be potted in thumb-pots. They should afterwards be

potted into sixty-sized pots, and treated exactly as recom-

mended for the cuttings. If there is plenty of room, and

large plants are desired, they must be stopped and shifted

into forty-eight-sized pots. But I find that the smaller

the pots, the less likely the plants are to shed their leaves,

as the Scarlet Pelargoniums do not root so freely as the

other kinds. I have now about a thousand seedlings

ready to prick off, and find it much easier than striking

them by cuttings, besides the chance of getting improved
varieties. I never heard before of potting the plants in

fresh green turf;—will any of your correspondents say

whether they have found it answer, as it seems something

new ?

—

Caleb Diplock.
Manures.—The very interesting and instructive experi-

ments of your correspondent at Cookridge, near Leeds,

seem to furnish an illustration of the principle in artificial

manuring—that little benefit can be expected in employing

a fertilizer, the components of which do not enter, or but

in a very small proportion, into the composition of the

plant it is intended to grow. On referring to the table

given by Dr. Daubeny, in Vol. iii. of the Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society, entitled Table II.— of the

Constituents of Crops— it will be seen, that of all the

crops therein named, Potatoes contain the least lime, and

but a few 'contain less sulphuric acid. The proportion

which these two substances bear to one another is

pretty nearly that of their representative numbers, so

that it may be inferred that in the Potato root they

are really present as sulphate of lime or gypsum.

Another reason why gypsum alone was not likely to

benefit the Potato is to be found in the fact, that almost

all soils contain an appreciable quantity of this substance ;

and the Potato requiring but a very small supply, and

being furnished with deep-striking roots, it would pro-

bably meet with a sufficiency in any soil not absolutely

destitute of it. If this be so, the inutility of applying

gypsum, in this case, as a manure is evident. Not so,

however, with the alkalies ; for the Potato, in its natural

state, contains as much ioda as dry Wheat grain, and more
than one and a half times the quantity of potash.* This
consideration is evidently the key to the fact of the great

benefit effected on this root by wood-ashes (rich in potash),

and sulphate of soda (glauber salts). I think it would be

tain sulphate of lime ; and if he think so too, I shall be
happy, gratuitously, to solve the question, if he will for-

ward a sample to me, and I will let your readers know
the result.— W. H. Potter, Chemical Works, Fore
Street, Lambeth.7 cere, ,*»****«»**'—"

Gei2tia?iella.—(Gex\tiimz acaulis).—This is seldom seen
to flower well, and Doctors differ much about its treatment.

I made a little square bed, in 1840, in which I planted 20
good-sized bunches, with good balls of earth attached to

each bunch. They have flowered well every year since,

and have been much admired by all who saw them. At
the present time there is upwards of 350 blossoms upon
them ; the situation is very low, so that we lose many
perennials in damp winters. The soil they are grown in
is half common garden mould, which is very light, and
half loam and leaf-mould, such as comes from an old
Melon-bed ;

and every year the bed is top-dressed with
loam and leaf-mould, in fine weather, in February or early
in March. Neither spade nor fork is used among them,
but when a weed appears it is taken away, and the top.!
dressing is done carefully between the plants. Winchester
College Gardens.

a
Frozen Plants.—Notwithstanding the soundness of

C.V'arguments, I am still doubtful if the method prescribed

- I would strongly recommend the leaves of the licet (or, per-

haps, those of Mangold Wurzel would do us well,) as a manure
for Potatoes, as they contain much alkali.

.-
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frost and snow, I tried it on wall-trees, and Gooseberry-

hushes, without any marked result. I am perfectly aware

that frozen vegetables, of a hardy nature (possibly green-

house plants likewise, which I mean to try the first

opportunity,) if immersed in water soon recover; but they

must not be exposed again to a freezing atmosphere in

their wet state, or the frost would lay greater hold on
them ; and unless a plan could be devised to place the

plants, immediately on watering, in a temperature above

freezing, any benefit they received from the water would
soon cease, should the water freeze upon them ; which is

more from the state of the atmosphere than from any

secret interchange of temperature going on between the

plant and the water, as it is well known water will not

freeze, even if thrown upon ice, unless the temperature is

below freezing (?) The analogy between a cold bar of iron

in a warm hand and the present case does not hold good,

since the effect produced by the process of interchange

ceases immediately the hand is removed; so the watering,

to have any effect, ought to be of sufficient quantity to

prevent its congealing on the plants, or their texture

would be more endangered than if they had remained dry.

I am sorry I expressed myself so vaguely, that " C." should

suppose me ignorant of the tendency of heated air to

ascend ; and that, consequently, the nearer the glass, the

warmer it is. I thought I wrote near the front glass ; my
Pelargoniums stood on the floor of a vinery between the

upright sashes and the flues which run along the middle

of the house, and on a little higher elevation than where
the plants stood ; so that there is no inconsistency in the

injury being sustained in that position. " C." is likewise

in error as to the object for which I place pans of water

tinder my Apricot-trees, which is not to create evapora-

tion ; but from the affinity which frost has for water, it is

conjectured that the nitrous particles which will lodge on
the dewy blossom would be diverted into the water.

—

«7. M. [This last paragraph is above our comprehension.]
Birds.—Two or three years ago I witnessed a very

surprising instance of parental affection in a very young
bird, exemplified in the case of a Thrush, which had been
taken from the nest about a fortnight and was just able

to feed itself, and a couple of Blackbirds about three parts

fledged, and as yet unable to feed without assistance.

The latter were introduced into the Thrush's cage, and
had not been there long before the Thrush, itself only just

emerging from babyhood, took compassion upon their

helplessness, and began feeding them with all the solicitude

of a mother. From this time till they were able to feed

themselves it constantly attended to them, and upon no
occasion could it be tempted to swallow a morsel itself,

however tempting, until its young companions were satis-

fied.

—

Houghton Kingdon
%
Teignmouth.

Vines.—Has guano been appliedjto Vines, and if so, in a

liquid or dry state ? My Vines show a quantity of blossom
every year, and as regularly shank off ; although for some
years past I have never applied fire-heat to the house ;

the border is fully exposed to the sun, never having any

crop on it, so that in this instance you^would think that

it could not arise from the cold at the roots and heat at

the tops. I have tried guano with everything, and found

everything benefited by it. I enabled a Greengage Plum last

year to swell and ripen an enormous crop, solely, I am
sure, by giving its roots a copious dose of guano in the

middle of July.

—

E. F. L. [Guano should always be

applied in a liquid state, and not too strong ; a little and

often is a good maxim to observe with it. It is not pos-

sible to say what causes your Grapes to shank without

inspecting the place ; but we entertain little doubt that

the roots are wrong—perhaps in a cold wet subsoil.]

Bones.—I am rather surprised to find from Mr. Solly

that boiled bones are so superior to unboiled. I have pur-

chased both, and I find the former weigh 56 lbs. to the

bushel, whereas the latter only weigh 28 lbs. This is a

great difference ; and I cannot comprehend how bones, as

a manure, can be improved in value by having all their

juice stewed out of them. Surely, 28 lbs, to the bushel

of fat, grease, and glue, must be worth something. I am
not prepared to prove the actual difference between the

two as regards their effects on land.—E. R., Halifax.—
[It is understood that the experience of farmers, especially

in Cheshire, is in favour of boiled bones. Theory would
possibly prefer them unboiled ; but if facts are against

it, theory must give way. Will you kindly report the

result to us ?]

Turnip-fly.—I have found that lime lightly strewed

over Turnips (just up) before the dew is off the ground
in the morning, most effectually and invariably preserves

the crop from the Fly, &c. This I know will be useful

to some of your readers.

—

Bus.
Seeds.—The Editor of the Gardeners 9 Chronicle agrees

with me, that seeds sown in dry, pulverised soil, shortly

afterwards moistened with rain, will be more likely to
vegetate than seeds sown in soil already moist ; the Editor
does not, however, admit my reasoning upon the fact. In
a late Number of the;Chronicle, a grower of Scarlet Pelar-

goniums, who frequently repots his cuttings, shakes the soil

from their roots, which he afterwards dips in warm water,

before replanting, assigning as a reason, that the soil

adheres more firmly to them when they are fresh potted.

I know a lady who never fails of success in transplanting

into pots for winter bloom, seedling plants of Mignonette.

From the roots of these she shakes off all the soil, and
replants them in puddled holes in pots of earth : I may
he wrong in believing that success, in both cases, depends
upon coating the roots with fine particles of soil, under
circumstances which will secure its adherence: the Editor's

explanation will be thankfully received.—C— [It may be

true that our correspondent's explanation of the behaviour

of his roots is just ; but it cannot hold good of seeds,

because as soon as the radicle sprouts forth, it leaves that

surface to which particles of earth are said to adhere. The
reason why it is best to sow seeds in what is called dry

earth, is, that they may be very gradually, not suddenly,

moistened ; they then decompose the water as they get it,

and are not suddenly gorged with fluid they cannot digest.]

Draining.—In your Number for April 15 I observe a

communication signed (i W. W.," strongly recommending
a mode of draining by a movable mould, upon which the

strong clay of Gloucestershire is forced down and packed,
when the mould is withdrawn for another operation. Its

cheapness at \\d per yard,and its duration said to be proved

for 18 years, would be great recommendations, but they
will not justify the practice if it is ineffectual for the

purpose intended. Drainers are very apt to imagine that

their object will be attained by merely forming an under-

ground passage through which the water will flow, and
this is very well where a spring is to be caught and carried

off, but where frequent or furrow-draining is the operation

to be performed, the object of which is to collect and
convey away the surface-water along the whole course of

the drain, the plan under discussion will be utterly ineffi-

cient. It is painful to see a piece of good land covered
with coarse swampy herbage, or bearing miserably-stunted

crops for want of draining ; but it is still more provoking

to see a similar state of things from drains being badly

executed, when the whole capital spent in their construc-

tion is literally buried with their materials; yet this

often happens not only from the plan under discussion,

where the very support of the drain depends upon its

being made "impervious to the water it is intended to

carry off, but from the slovenly execution of frequent

drains of tiles, stones, or other materials. It is commonly
imagined that when the drain is laid the work is done, and

that the most retentive soil may be heaped in and packed

down above it ; whereas laying the drain is but half

the work, if an access-soil for the water from above is

not retained by filling it in for a considerable depth with

gravel, broken stones, or porous earth. And thus this most
invaluable improvement is subjected to distrust, and a

vast amount of capital is wasted for|want of a little reflec-

tion or attention to practical rules.—J.[S. F.
Wireworms.— Observing

9
many inquiries in your

Paper as to the best mode of destroying the Wireworm,
I beg to tell you that last year I had been using some
chloride of lime-water, and poured it over some grass, when
it immediately killed the worms. I was from this success

induced to try it on some very sickly Carnations infested

with Wireworms, and had the satisfaction to find them
recover rapidly. The proportion I used was about a table-

spoonful to a pint of water, but this of course must
depend on the quality of the soil.

—

F. B. It.

Pears.—In reply to " A Subscriber," I beg to inform

you that the Pear " Inconnue ("Van Mons) " was sent to

me some six or eight years since, by M. Van Mons, of

Louvain, as a seedling without name, with several others,

also seedlings not named. To distinguish them, they had

the above name attached to them, with the number in the

catalogue. Thus, the above is " Inconnue Van Mons,
175:" several others, with different numbers, have not

yet fruited. The above is a most excellent middle-sized

melting Pear : shape, oblong ; colour, green ; keeping till

February. Inconnue Van Mons, 219, will, I think, prove

also a fine late Pear. I have reason to believe that Pear

culture is yet quite in its infancy. I anticipate that we
shall have as many fine varieties ripening in spring and

early summer as we have now in autumn. To arrive at

this, seedlings should be raised from some of the late

Pears that keep through the year, such as Bellissime

d'Hiver, Easter Bergamot, Bergamotte de Hollande,

Poire Jalvie, and Rouse Lench. These have been pre-

served here in my fruit-cellar till June, and even later : if

crossed with such sorts as Hacon's Incomparable, Beurrc

Ranee, Winter Nelis, and Ne plus Meuris, some good

melting very late Pears would probably be the result. I

should recommend Rouse Lench to be fertilised with

Winter Nelis, previously removing the stamens of the

former; and this should be done before the blossom

expands, by inserting sharp-pointed scissors. Easter

Bergamot might be crossed with Ne plus Meuris, Berga-

motte de Hollande with Hacon f

s Incomparable, and so

on, according to the fancy of the cultivator. The object

to attain is, to procure very late Pears with the high flavour

of some of our earlier varieties.

—

T. Rivers, Jun.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
New Plymouth, Taranaki, New Zealand, Dec. 1.

—

I have great pleasure in informing you that we have

founded a Horticultural Society at this place. Although

the first body of emigrants landed here so lately as

March, 1841, we now muster between40 and 50 Members,

and had it not been for the lateness of the season when

the Society was formed, should have enrolled a great

number more, who have expressed their intention of

becoming Members next year. Considering the many
cares and difficulties attending a new settlement, I think

it speaks very favourably for our population, thatso many
have taken an interest in the Society ; and convinces me
that although we have commenced on a very small scale,

we shall prosper, and I trust sustain the character of the

Taranaki district, of being the garden of New Zealand.

We have a beautiful climate, and I hope we shall turn it

to advantage, although some time must necessarily elapse,

as we have everything to do.

—

R. C.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

May n.—Mr. Edward Solly delivered his first lecture on the

Chemistry of Vegetation. After adverting to the progress that

Organic Chemistry has made during the past year, and especially

abroad, he proceeded to point out the fact, of all plants consisting

of certain invisible elements, transparent, impalpable, ana alto-

gether escaping ordinary observation. After experimentally
explaining the nature of those elements, he adverted to the great
difficulty of conceiving how the combination of such substances
can produce all the varied fonts recognised among the vegetable
bodies surrounding us. A number of beautiful experiments was
then made to show that an infinite variety of changes takes
place by combinations of gaseous and fluid matters under
different circumstances. Colourless fluids were shown, when
mixed, to form colours: one kind of colour was changed into
another; colourless fluids became coloured by merely passing
through the air; solid metal was thrown down from colourless
transparent fluids. Gases were then acted upon and shewn to
behave in a similar manner, changing colour instantly upon com-
bining with the oxygen of air. Solids were shown to change into
gaseous matter, iron itself being converted into vapour. Gases
were condensed into solid matter by their mutual action. Fluids
were in like manner suddenly condensed into solids. Finally,
solids were dissolved in air. After these preliminary observations
Mr. Solly proceeded, in conclusion, to explain the manner in
which they applied to the composition of Vegetable substances.
By the analysis cf the Spinach and Rhubarb leaves, he demon-
strated experimentally the existence in those substances of
Carbon, Oxygen, Hydrogen, and Nitrogen—the gaseous elements
of Vegetation? Ammonia was then obtained in abundance from
animal matter, in order to show the identity of the products
thus obtained from both the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
These experiments were very interesting, as proving the existence
in plants of Nitrogen, thus confirming the statements of modern
chemists upon that subject, and proving the great importance of
this element to vegetation. Sulphate of copper was also intro-
duced successfully as a beautiful and very sensitive test of the
presence of ammonia; its white colour, when powdered, chang-
ing into deep blue, when acted on by very minute quantities of
ammonia.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
A monthly council was held at the Society's house, in Hanover-

square, on Wednesday, the 3rd of May, the Earl of Hardwicke,
President, in the chair. John Bell Crompton, Esq., Mayor of
Derby, was elected a Governor, and sixty-two gentlemen Members
of the Society. Mr. R. Barker, Chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee, reported to the Council that agreeably with the order of
the Council, the Committee had purchased 1,000/. in the New 3£
per cents, in the name of the Trustees of the Society ; the total
amount of the Society's Stock in the funds now amounting to
7, "00/., with a current cash balance at the bankers, at the end of
the previous month, of 1,20-1/. The names of 49 Members, whose
subscription was in arrear, were ordered to be expunged from
the list of the Society. The Society's prize of 50 sovereigns for

the best essay on the drainage of land, was unanimously adjudged
to the essay of Mr. T. Arkcll, of Pen Hill Farm, Cold Harbour,
near Swindon, Wiltshire. Colonel Challoner presented to the
Council the report of the proceedings of the General Derby Com-
mittee, as well as of the Local Derby Committee, relative to the
various arrangements for the meeting in July. This report was
received and adopted by the Council, and its recommendation
that the exhibition of implements should be open for admission
to the public (at the same rate as in former years) on the Tuesday,
as well as on the Wednesday preceding the general day of the
show, confirmed. The Council then proceeded to the consider-
ation of the question of the place of the Society's Annual Country
Meeting of 1844; which, agreeably with the established routine
in the succession of districts, must, for that year, be selected from
the district formed of the following counties :—M iddlesex, Surrey,
Kent, Sussex, and Hampshire, including the Isle of Wight and
the Channel islands of Jersey, Guernsey, &c. Deputations from
Maidstone, Southampton, and Winchester, had successively an
interview with the Council, for the purpose of advocating the
claims of the towns which they respectively represented. The
members of each deputation laid before the Council the replies

to the official queries transmitted to them on their original appli-

cation ; and they also gave the Council detailed information in

reference to the communication of each place by railways, &c.
The directors of the South-Western Railway, following the
example of the directors of the Midland Counties Railway at

Derby, and on the representation of Mr. Etwall, M.P.for Andover,
on Friday last, also decided to convey to and from Southampton
all the show-cattle at halffares* and further pledged themselves
to give every facility for quick conveyance, and not to charge any
additional fares for passengers. On the motion of Earl Spencer,
the President was requested to direct a special council to be
summoned for Thursday, the 11th of May, and a committee was
appointed to report to the Council on that occasion. Agreeably
with the standing regulations of the Society, the Council ordered
that a preliminary impression of the Prize-Sheet for the next
year should be prepared, and laid before the Members at the
ensuing Anniversary Meeting on the 22d of May, for their revision

and suggestions, previously to its final adoption and confirmation
by the Council; on which occasion Mr. Charles Stokes gave
notice that he should propose the first prizes in each class of

Bulls to be raised from 30/. to 50/. Mr. Gibbs brought forward
his motion on the subject of the date at which subscriptions shall

be considered to become in arrear, which was seconded by Earl

Spencer, and carried unanimously, namely :—" That ail Members
shall be considered to be in arrear, whose subscriptions, due in

advance for each year on the 1st of January, remain unpaid by
the 1st of June ensuing." Dr. Playfair returned thanks to the

Council for his appointment as "Consulting Chemist" to the

Society. Mrs. Davies Gilbert presented specimens of Bokhara
Clover, and a statement of the progress of the Willingdon schools;

the Rev. J. M. King presented a copy of his translation of Virgil's

Georgics; Prof. Henslow, a copy of his Letters to the Farmers of

Suffolk ; Dr. Tilley, the numbers of his Agricultural Chemistry ;

Mr. R. Green, an account of his Under-Draining Plough; and
Mr. Evans, copies of the Farmer's Herald. The Marquis Mazza-
rosa informed the Council of the meeting this year of the Italian

Scientific Association at Lucca during the two last weeks of

September. The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, l oth May.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
May 2, 1843.—The Lord Bishop of Norwich, President, in the

chair. M. Achille Richard and Prof. J. F. Schow, were elected

Foreign Fellows. Dr. Salt was elected a Fellow, and Mr. Lanson
an Associate. A present of Fruits collected by Mr. Backhouse
in his late visit to Australia was exhibited ; amongst others were

the fruits of a species of Cycas, of Callitris pyramidalis, Guilau-
dinaBonduc, Barringtonia speciosa, &c. On account of the death

of the Duke of Susscx.it was suggested by the President that

the paper for the evening should not be read.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
May 10.—Dr. Roget in the chair. A paper was read from Mr-

H. Fardon, " On the Improvement of Agriculture." After allu-

sion to the present state of distress in both the Agricultural ana

manufacturing districts, the authorstated his conviction that ™nCt*

might be done for the improvement of the country by attention to

the state of Agriculture. The great points to which he wished to

call attention in this paper were the necessity of the ™ltli!X
'JJ

capital in farming, the increase of labour, and the mode by vvlllt
,'i

these objects might be effected. In the first place, he worn

observe that in no trade, art, or profession was there so mu^'

diversity, both in the mode of doing the work, as well as m w
quality and quantity of the produce of the work, as in farming

Farmers* clubs, journals, and societies were doing much goo »

and bad plans were going out and good ones being adopter

.

Amongst the various systems adopted, there were certain genera

features by which they might be divided into low and hign sys-

tems of Agriculture; the former prevailed in many pa"b "

England, the latter in Scotland. The characters of the i"

system were, that the land was let from year to year ;
and, as

consequence of this, the tenant expended but little capital m u

cultivation. The drainage was imperfect, the pasture-land exr-ei

J

sive, the arable land in bad condition -, the ploughing was »»»*
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low, not more than from four to six inches deep 5 no attention

was given to the crops till harvest ; three or four horses were
employed in ploughing 5 the subsoil was hard, so that water

passed off imperfectly ; the soil not pulverised by rolling: or har-

rowing; the crops were inferior; the quantity of stock was
small, and manure deficient. This was the actual state of a

great portion of the land of many counties in Great Britain.

From this state to that of the high system of Agriculture there

were all kinds of gradations. The high system was character-

ised by the land being let on long leases, and, as a consequence

of this security, a large expenditure of capital on it. The land

was thoroughly drained— the great proportion of it was arable.

It was ploughed deeply, from six to eight inches, and the subsoil-

plough was in frequent use to the depth of 18 inches; the soil

was well pulverised by rolling, &c.; and only two horses were

used at the plough. No water was allowed to accumulate; there

was generally abundance of stock and plenty of manure. One
object of the paper was to draw attention to the fact that the

same kinds of lands, when cultivated on the low system, yielded

small produce, small profits, low wages, and deficient

demand for labour; whereas, when cultivated on thehigh system,

the produce was large, the profit was large for the capital

employed, and wages were higher. This statement was proved

by a reference to the expenditure and profits on four farms, by

which it was proved that where the largest amount of capital

was expended there was the largest amount of profit realised.

In one case the land was not worth more than 25. 6d. per acre,

and realised 164 per cent, on the capital employed. In the other

cases quoted, 19 and 20 per cent, were realised on better land.

The author then went into details, proving that a capital of 1 ,000/.

could be more profitably expended on 100 acres of land than on
200 or 300. The author then proceeded to show that spade-

husbandry was more profitable for the amount of cost of labour

than that of the plough. By this mode of cultivation, the soil

was much better prepared for the growth of plants than by the
plough. He then detailed the result of 27 years' cultivation of
two acres of land alternately with Wheat and Potatoes. The cost
of cultivation was 23/., whilst the produce had been worth 93/.,

thus leaving 70/. profit subject to a drawback of 17/. for rates,

rent, and parochial charges. He referred to the paper of Dr. Yel-
lovvly in the 6th Vol. of the "Transactions of the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science" on spade-husbandry
in Norfolk, as affording abundant evidence of the superiority of
this mode of cultivating land. He also referred to the evidence
afforded by allotments of the very much greater amount of

profit attending spade-husbandry, and especially to the success-
ful results of this system as seen on the estate of Mrs. Davies
Gilbert. In conclusion, the author believed that the system of
letting farms from year to year was the great obstruction to the
necessary outlay of capital. If farms were let on leases of from
14 to 21 years, the superabundant capital of this country would
soon find on the land a profitable outlay. Not only would the
agricultural labourer be fully employed, but there would even be
a demand for the superabundant population of the manufacturing
districts; by the increased work and wages of the labourer,
there would soon be a great demand for manufacturing pro-
duce, and in this way the country would again be in the way of
regaining its wonted prosperity.

NOTICES of NEW l/LiUSYs~W Hi UII ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Ckntrabe'nia ro'ska. Rose-coloured Centradenia. (Half-
shrubby Greenhouse plant.) Meiastomacere. Octandria Mono,
gynia.—-A pretty halt-shrubby greenhouse plant, introduced from
Mexico by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of Exeter. When
allowed to flower quietly in a cool greenhouse, it forms a deep
green bush, studded all over with gay flesh-coloured flowers

;but as the petals easily fall, the plant does not bear travelling
Well. It is a soft-wooded species, growing a foot or so high in
sandy peat, and striking readily from cuttings. As far as can be
judged from an experience of a few weeks it seems to reimire a
sunny situation, but not a dry atmosphere.—Botanical Register.

Cycnochks pkntada'ctylon. Vive-fingered Swan-neck.
(Stove Epiphyte.) Orchidacere Vandeze. Gynandria Moium-
dria.—This plant has in some respects so much the appearance of
C. maculatum, that when first received fromMr.Veiteh of Exeter,
in March, 1842, it was difficult to say whether it was a variety or
a distinct species. A plant, however, obtained from Brazil direct
by Messrs. Loddiges, has shown it to be the latter. It has a short
raceme of much larger greenish-yellow flowers, with broad cho-
colate-brown blotches, and its lip is quite remarkable, having 5
finger-like lobes, and no more, instead of the lateral comb-like
fringes of C. maculatum.—Botanical Register.

Lissochu.us r6skus.
f
Kose-coloured Lissochilus. Orchi-

daeese. Gynandria Monandria.—A very remarkable terrestrial
Orchidaceous plant, imported by S. Kucker, Esq., from Sierra
Leone. It has large plaited leaves, and rich rose-coloured flowers
in a close raceme at the end of a scape between three and four
feet high. Although the other species of the genus have flowers
in which yellow is the predominant colour, this has scarcely any
trace of it except in the middle of the lip.— Botanical Register.
Dknijr6bium Ru'ckkri. Mr. Rucker's Dendrobium. Orchi-

daceee. Gynandria Monandria.— Supposed to. have been intro-
duced from Manilla. It has lately flowered with Mr. Kucker,
and is sweet-scented, handsome, and distinguished by its clear
yellow nankeen-coloured flowers, the lip ofwhich is a little stained
With rose-colour.

—

Botanical Register.

Echitks sim.endkns. Splendid Echites. (Stove Climber.)
Apocynaceas. Penhindria Monogynia.—Introduced by Messrs.
Veitch, of Exeter, from the Organ Mountains of Brazil. All the
beautiful species of Echites seem to be eclipsed by this splendid
Plant. Its habit is luxuriant, and its leaves are of unusual size ;

"While the flowers, which are borne in large clusters and expand
°*»ly one or two at a time, are exceedingly lovely, their tint being
a light blush, which deepens towards the margin and in the
centre

; but the variations are so gentle and gradual as to be
fughly delightful. The breadth of each blossom is from three
to lour inches. It will probably not require so high a tem-
perature as some stove climbers, and may possibly succeed in a
warm, close greenhouse. It should be planted in a small, un-
covered, unshaded bed of prepared earth, and trained up the
gaiters, or over the roof, of the house. A loamy soil is best for it

;

mita little sandyheath-mould may be added with advantage. Being:
«GcidU0Us it Wiu most likely be better for a little pruning in
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Cr

'
and ifc snoultl oe kept in a state o1 rest during the months
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» December, and January. Cuttings of the young
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wiu root with tne usual treatment, though not very
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MISCELLANEOUS.
abunrf , x

allo°—The Malloo is a large creeper, growing

bottom 7 thr°ugbout the district of Gurhwal, at the

preciH
n
„
arrow and hot valleys, along the sides and

length a J
xvers and in ravines

; it is 40 or 50 yards in

a verv Rt
c°"siderable thickness ; from the bark of it

it for tt\i
0nS r

°F
Q may be made - The natives chiefly use

*y«« up their cattle, and sew their straw mats with

the fresh bark ; it also makes capital matches for guns,

and muzzles for oxen and calves. The leaves, which are

heart-shaped, and above a span in breadth and the same

in length, are made into chattas, or are sewed together

with twigs, to form baskets for holding turmeric, pepper,

and ginger
; great quantities of these baskets are sold,

being used by the poor instead of dishes to eat off. The

broad, flat seed of the pod is also eaten after being fried.

This creeper is generally cut in July and August, but this

irfay be done at all seasons. The outer bark being stripped

off, is thrown away, and the inner coating, which is re-

quired for ropes, is soaked in water and twisted when wet.

Before being used, the fibre is boiled and beaten with

mallets, which renders it soft and pliable for being made
into ropes. Although these ropes are strong, they are not

very durable, but rot if kept constantly under water;

they will last about eighteen months if occasionally soaked,

and their duration is increased but little by coating them

with taw— Transactions of the Agri-Horticultural Society

of India.

Raising the Currantfrom Seed.—To grow seedlings,

it is important that the largest and best fruit should be

selected. A strong and healthy plant should therefore

be chosen, and if too full of fruit to prevent its attaining

a good size, it should be thinned out, leaving only suffi-

cient to bring the plant to the utmost perfection. As

soon as the fruit is ripe, it should be picked, and the

seeds washed out from the pulp ; this may be easily done

by bruising the seeds in water, passing the whole through

a sieve, and afterwards spreading it out in a cool, shady,

situation to dry ; after which it may be placed in papers

until the time of planting, in April. At that season a

small piece of ground should be selected, and made fine

by deep spading and raking the surface ; the seed should

be planted in drills about a foot apart, scattering it thinly,

that the plants may not come up so crowded as to require

thinning out to any extent. No other care is requisite

than to keep the bed clear of weeds. The plants will produce

fruit in the second or third year, when such as are worth

preserving should be marked, and the remainder rooted

up and thrown away.

—

Hovcy's Magazine ofIIorticultw e.

To boil Vegetable-Marrow.—Gardeners are apt to

withhold their Vegetable-Marrow till it is not worth bring-

ing to table. It should never exceed three inches in

length. Under that size they may be boiled whole ; but

if as large, they must be dividedonce, and all the seeds be

removed. Throw a little salt into the water to keep them

green, and boil them in the same manner as Asparagus,

serving them upon a toast with melted butter.

Poisoning by Snails and Coridria myrtifolia.—A fa-

mily of peasants living in the commune of Clermont, near

Toulouse, fell a sacrilice to poisoning by snails. The
physician who attended them communicated the following

details to the Journal de Toulouse;—From what I col-

lected concerning the circumstances which preceded the

disease, and those which accompanied it, and from the

symptoms which I myself witnessed, I had no difficulty in

recognising a case of poisoning like those occasioned by
narcotico-acrid vegetables, such as belladonna, hyoscyamus
thorn-apple, &c. No doubt remained in my mind as to

the cause of this terrible disease, as soon as 1 knew that
the snails eaten had been collected in the bushes called in

French redout, but in the patois of the country, roudout
(Coriaria myrtifolia). Every one knows that the leaves

and young shoots are a poison to the domestic animals
which browse on them, and that they kill them, after

causing giddiness and a kind of epileptic attack ; but a
fact which is not known, is, that the flesh of these animals
may occasion the greatest danger, and even death itself.

Symptoms like those which I have just witnessed are rare
;

but it is common to see among our peasants indisposition

caused by snails, which comes from their eating them as

soon as they are gathered. The example of the ancient
Romans should be followed, and these animals should not

be brought to table until they have been kept six months
or a year, feeding them on bran and wild thyme. This is

the way also to make them fatter and more savoury.—
Gazette Medicate.

Action of Salts on Living Plants.—From the various

experiments which M. Vogel, sen., has made on the

action of salts on living plants, he has arrived at the fol-

lowing conclusions :— 1st. That plants with their roots

immersed in a solution of sulphate of copper totally

absorb the salt, convert it into proto- sulphate, and die

quickly. 2d. That acetate of copper produces the same

effects, the salt absorbed becoming proto-acetate of copper.

3d. That plants absorb sulphate of magnesia, nitrate of

potash, and iodide of potassium, and die more, or less

quickly. 4th. That the sulphates of zinc and manganese

are absorbed by plants without suffering decomposition,

and the plants die. 5th. That plants absorb nitrate

of cobalt and nickel, without being able to absorb the

whole of them from solution ; but they die, and the same

effect is produced by emetic tartar. 6th. That the oxa-

late and tartrate of oxide of chromium and potash are

slowly absorbed by plants, and the bichromate of potash

much more quickly. The Datura stramonium and Galega

officinalis absorb the salt of chromium with the greatest

rapidity ; they become of a yellow colour and die.

7th. That plants absorb nitrate of silver; but they de-

compose it, and the oxide of silver is reduced to the

metallic state. 8th. That plants absorb also, and totally,

the protonitrate of mercury from solution, but the salt is

decomposed. 9th. That corrosive sublimate is absorbed

by plants ; some of them decompose it into calomel, and

others absorb it without decomposition. 10th. That

plants slowly absorb acetate of lead ; and it is decomposed

by some plants and not by others. 11th. That plants

which contain much carbonate of lime, such as the Chara

vulgaris and the Stratiotes aloides do not absorb a salt

of copper from solution ; the same also occurs with the
Cereus variabilis.—Journal de Pharmacie et de Chimie.
A Mew Disease of the Plum.~The following account

of a new disease of the Plum is given in " Hovev's Maga-
zine," by Dr. Harris, of Cambridge, Massachusetts. In
May, 1841, an undescribed disease made its appearance
amongst the Plums in some gardens of this vicinity, and
it has been observed again during the present season.
Soon after the blossom had fallen, the fruit swelled rapidly,

and in two or three weeks it had grown to more than ten

times the size that it ordinarily attains in the same period.

It was soft and compressible, as though it were puffed up
with air, being filled with an elastic spongy substance of

a whitish colour. In some of these inflated Plums no ves-

tige of a kernel remained ; in others, a little, soft, and

empty shell was found. After growing from one-half to

more than three-quarters of an inch in diameter, the fruit

dropped, and by the middle of June no more of it was to

be seen on the trees. The cause of this puffy swelling of

the fruit, and abortion of the kernel, is a little thrips,

several of; which were found on almost all the diseased

Plums. It is probable that they begin their attaoks in the

blossom, and that they prevent the fertilisation of the

ovule or young kernel, by destroying the pollen ; and, by

subsequently puncturing the Plum, produce an irritation,

which is followed by a rapid swelling and diseased con-

dition of the fleshy substance of the fruit. Preternatural

enlargements and distortions of the parts of flowers and

of fruits are known to be occasioned by the attacks of

other species of thrips. This may be seen in the blossom

of the black "Whortleberry (Vaccinium resinosum), all

parts of which, calyx, corolla, stamens, and ovary, are

sometimes enormously enlarged, and entirely changed in

texture and appearance, in consequence of the puncture*

of a kind of thrips.

Valley of Kieri.—Notwithstanding the extreme insalu-

brity of this valley, in which the pitch-springs are

situated, it is not entirely uncultivated. The dry parts

are planted with Olive-trees, which appear to flourish.

Along the sides of the morass, pretty extensive plantations

of the Currant-Vine have been formed by ditching and
draining,—and, as any one who pleases may cultivate the

marsh, they are extending. We saw two men employed

in reclaiming a piece of the swamp, to plant Vines in;

they were labouring hard, with their heads uncovered, ex-

posed to the mid-day sun, up to their knees in black

fetid water, throwing up mud and decomposing vegetable

matter, and forming at the same time a bed and a ditch.

This cultivation is said to be very productive ; but, as

might be expected under such circumstances with so lit-

tle regard to precaution, very unwholesome and hazard-

ous ; fever being almost inevitably the consequence of

engaging in it. The enterprising and careless labourers

do not live on the spot, but belong to the village of

Kieri. The Currant Vine here, in this rich soil of vege-

table matter, is very precocious, rapidly coming to per-

fection, and as rapidly decaying. It bears fruit, it is said,

on the third year from its planting, and perishes in about

1 2 or 15 years ; in the intermediate time, whilst in vigour,

yielding a great profusion of fine fruit.

—

Davy's Notes

on the Ionian Isla?id$.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Mr. Groom's Nursery, Clapfiam Rise.—The magnificent collec-

tion of Tulips at this place is now in an excellent flowering con-

dition, the blossoms having just expanded. The plants occupy
a broad bed, of about 150 ieet in length, and the foliage being in

fine health, they produce altogether a most gorgeous effect. W*
understand that the Tulips of many growers suffered greatly

during the late spring frosts ;
and some were so injured as to be

deemed unworthy of shading now the blossoms are opened;
and this, too, notwithstanding they were covered with mats.
Mr. Groom's plants, although sheltered thus, were much frozen;
but he preserved them, and brought them to their present hand-
some state, by simply leaving on the mats during those days
when there had been frost in the previous night, and thus pre-
venting the sun from shining on them. This is an easy and safe
remedy, proving, in the case under notice, particularly effectual.

Among the principal flowers in the bed, we observed the follow-
ing, which were extremely fine:—Moses ; Bacchus, Brulante
eclatante, Cataline, Claudiana, Lac, Ponceantres blanc, Lady
Crewe, Comte de Vergennes. Byblwmens: Claude, Imperatrix
florime, Louis Seize, Michael Angelo, Merton, Queen Adelaide,
Victoria Regina, "Violet Alexander. Bizarres: Catafalque, Fa-
bius, Marcellus, Duke of Devonshire, Garrick, Prince of the
Netherlands, Pompe funebre, Nourri Effendi, Marshal Soult.
A large bed of Hyacinths, from which the blooms have recently
faded, is grown in the open ground, and suggests regretfulness
that the practice is not more common. The shelter of a garden-
mat in severe weather, and during heavy rains that may occur
while the flowers are in perfection, is all the attention requisite,
if suitable soil be furnished. The pretty Zichya glabrata was
blooming most freely in a greenhouse; though trained round a
few stakes, not more than nine inches high, it had from 20 to 30
large clusters of flowers. Of the dwarf variety of Chorozema,
varium there was an exceedingly beautiful specimen

; it is one
of the best of greenhouse plants. There was a good plant like-
wise, of Erica odorata alba, with numbers of its pretty white
bells depending around it,and sending forth a charming fragrance
Rigidella fiammea, so rare, so curious, and yet so interestine:*
was just about to develop its blossoms. This nursery is remark
able for its extensive collection of the noble Japan Lilies includ-
ing L. iapomcium, and, more especially, L . speciosum and its
varieties, lhese last are propagated very numerously, and
grown m frames and greenhouses, being potted in a kind of bog-
earth, which is mainly composed of decayed vegetable matter,
and somewhat resembles leaf-mould in its appearance and
texture. They have a very luxuriant aspect. More than 100
plants of L. speciosum album were planted last autumn in a
prepared border, which is quite exposed, and they have existed
there since without the smallest protection. Their leaves were
a little damaged by the late frosts; but they have so entirely
recovered as to look as if they had grown on uninterruptedly.
This experiment, conducted on so large a scale, is of considerable
importance, as it demonstrates, at least, that the variety here
alluded to is hardy enough to bear exposure around London,
and to the south of it ; while it is thus rendered highly probable
that the other varieties of the same species will be tound equally
capable of standing our winters. Doubtless, lrom the strength
oi the plants thus treated, they will flower in a superior manner,
and make a splendid display.—E. K. t May 6.
Essenden Place, Hatfield, Herts.^The Pinus insignis is now-

flowering at this place; and may be considered a rarity, most of
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the specimens of this species having been killed by the severe
winter of 1837— 8. The plant in question was not exposed till the
June succeeding that period.— G. Plumbly, May 9.

Beitr'dge zur Anatomie der Cacteen.VonM. J. Schleiden.

(Contributions to the Anatomy of Cactacece, by Dr.
Schleiden.)

This is a paper which appeared in the Transactions of the
Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg!!. In
the commencement, the Author remarks that both in
Zoology and Botany nature displays more of the secret of
her operations in single abnormal forms than in the
great mass of common phenomena. In this paper he un-
dertakes the examination of the structure of the stem of
Cactacese, as an example of singular organisation in the
vegetable kingdom. The greater proportion of the observ-
ations were made on the Opuntia monacantha, although
many other species were occasionally examined.
The paper is divided into three parts : the first treats

of the structure of the parenchyma, or cellular tissue of the
pith and bark ; the second, of the external cortical layers,
the epidermis, and bark (borke) ; the third, of the woody
vascular tissues.

The cellular tissue of Cactacese has generally a loose
character, so that, in most cases, it retains its globular
form. In the external layers of the bark it is sometimes
elliptical or cylindrical. It is only in the medullary rays,
and near the bundles of vessels, that it assumes the form
of polyedral cells. On account of the looseness of the
tissue the intercellular passages are large, and the cells
are easily torn asunder. At the points of contact of the
cells are observed round dots, which Meyen called great
pores, but which the author considers onlylthickened por-
tions of the cell. On these spots may be seen small pores,
which may be made more evident by boiling the tissue in
caustic alkali, adding to it a mineral acid and then iodine;
the spots will be coloured blue by the iodine, and the
pores will be clean. In many of the cells, cytoblasta are
seen adhering to their sides. The contents of the cells
consist of mucus, starch, and chlorophyll ; the little
globules of these substances may be frequently found ad-
hering to the large spots in the cells above mentioned.
The starch granules are very large in Cereus tetragonus.
Besides the ordinary sized cells, larger ones are seen which
are filled with vegetable jelly, which is arranged in forked
lines, giving them a very beautiful appearance. They are
best seen in Cereus Curtisii and Opuntia imbricata.

Crystals of oxalate of lime (raphides) are very common
in the cellular tissue. In a dried specimen of Cereus
senilis, they formed as much as 85 per cent, of the bulk
of the plant. The crystals assume a variety of forms, and
either exist as single crystals or in bundles, or form glands
(druse). Oxalic acid is frequently found free in these
plants, and seen to act upon them injuriously, and hence
probably the necessity for the existence of carbonate of
lime in the soil in which they grow. Crystals of car-
bonate of lime exist also in the tissue of Cereus triangularis.
The cells are formed from cytoblasts. In some of them

a remarkable dissepiment exists, dividing the cell into
two parts.

In the bark, the cells under the epidermis are thicker
than ordinary. They seem at first filled with jelly, and
at last become very hard. This tissue Schleiden proposes
to call collenchyma. It exists before the ordinary layers,
of the bark (borke) is more highly developed in Cactacese
than any other plants, and consists of one or more layers
indifferent plants. In old age it becomes continuous
with the parenchyma, and in some species presents pores.
Crystals are very frequent in this layer of tissue.

The celteof the epidermis present mostly a waved cha-
racter, but in most instances are smooth. The stomates
consist of two cells, placed opposite each other, and the
order may be known by its imperfectly developed stomates.
They are seen on the imperfectly developed leaves of
Opuntia.
The parts of the Cactacese have a remarkable tendency

to a spiral development, and not only are the setze, spines,
and hairs, developed spirally, but even the cells of the seta
of Cereus flagellars have this character.

The bark (or borke) or cork-layer of these plants is a
late development, and appears at different points between
the collenchyma and parenchyma of the liber. « The cells
are developed from without, inwards, and are truly an endo-
genous growth. It often bursts through the layers above,
and is thrown off in scales. The process of its formation
is very like that which takes place in the cicatrization of
the wounds of plants, and may be compared to the callous
formations on the soles of the feet of some animals.

The stems of Cactacea? present great variety in the ar-
rangement and course of the woody bundles, which include
what is sometimes more especially called the vascular
tissue. This variety is seen in passing from the stems of
Pereskia with internodes, through the species of Cereus
and Opuntia, to the hemispherical forms of Mammillaria
and Melocactus. As the Cactacese grow all the year round,
there are no regular circles of concentric growth, although
some causes seem to act upon them that determine occa-
sionally a suspension^ growth. Thus, in a stem, 30 years
old, eight circles could be counted.
The woody bundles (Holz-Koerper) present great

variety also in their internal form, from the simple elon-
gated cell to the development in the interior of elon-
gated tubes of complicated spiral fibres. The spiral
vessels always contain air, and in no case has the author
been able to detect within them fluid. He considers it

highly uiphilosophical to conclude, because in one or two
instances fluid has been found in these vessels, that conse-
quently these vessels universally are destined to convey
fluid. Even in Hoya carnosa, a plant which contains

much fluid, the author could detect in its spiral vessels
nothing but air.

The spiral tissue presents many forms. In Pereskia
and Opuntia the cells have developed in them double spiral

bands. Sometimes these bands are in the form of rings,

and when the ring is broken, the double character of the
band may be perceived. These bands are sometimes so

broad as to leave only a small space in the cavity of the
cell, so that they appear like disks with a little hole in their

centre. The development of the spiral tissue is the same
as that observed by the author in plants in general, and
made known in his celebrated paper on Phytogenesis. The
cells that become spiral cease to grow with the rest, their
contents arrange themselves in a spiral manner, and they
elongate. The surrounding cellular tissue is thus often de-
stroyed and absorbed, so that the spiral fibres lie alone in

the intercellular passages.

This paper is accompanied by ten beautifully litho-

graphed illustrations, and quite sustains the high character
which the author has obtained by his former contributions
to our knowledge [of the structure and functions of the
vegetable kingdom.

—

E. L*

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
On the average of seasons we seldom experience late frosts

after the middle of this month ; and having had so little spring
frost and so much sunny weather, we may safely begin planting
out half-hardy plants in the flower-garden. Beginning with the
oldest and hardiest sorts, if these plants have been properly
managed in hardening them off—and we have seldom had a better
season for this work—they ought now to be in good condition for
turning out, unless perhaps in low, damp, or late situations.
Make active preparations, therefore, to commence the work on
the first wet or cloudy day; if the beds have been dug over lately,
and your plants have firm balls of earth about their roots, you
had better plant deeper than you would do on firm ground, as the
fresh dug beds will settle a trifle. Every plant ought to have a
good watering at the time of planting, and if the weather is dry
they will require to be often watered till they are once established;
but recollect that " water often and little at a time " is one of the
worst precepts of the old school, even with pot- plants in winter—
and how much more so if you apply the principle to out-of-door
crops in summer. In nine cases out of ten slight surface-watering
at this season does actual mischief, and plants are safer if left to
take their chance than when submitted to such bad gardening.
After you have watered a bed or border thoroughly, see that the
surface is well stirred up with a hoe as soon as it gets dry, and
your watering will have twice the effect. In the kitchen-
garden endeavour to mulch as much of the crops as possible in
rows, this being much better than watering. You will observe
how well the Strawberry-beds look that are mulched with short
grass ; old tan, rotten dung, or half-spent linings from the hot-
beds, or indeed any sort of litter, will do for this purpose. Nobody
thinks of leaving a newly transplanted favourite tree unmulchcd
the first season, and crops of Peas, Beans, &c. are just as much
benefited by it as newly-planted trees. In the American ground
most of the plants arc from naturally shaded places, and they will
luxuriate in the hottest seasons if the beds are thickly covered
with grass, fern, moss, or any other sort of mulching : but I think
I have said enough to draw the attention of the young amateur
to the subject.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—As the fruiting-plants should have but just water
enough to keep them alive after the fruit is fully swelled, their
suckers often sutler at this season for want of nourishment. As
soon, therefore, as each fruit is cut, encourage the suckers by
cutting away the old bottom leaves on the stools and by a good
watering. Shade, water, and syringe the other plants as before.
Vinery.—The principal work here is now of a more routine

kind:—thin the bunches of Grapes, keep the growing shoots
regularly tied up, give air early in the morning, and reduce it

early in the afternoon after a good syringing, if the fruit has not
changed colour; and as the houses are now getting clear of pot
plants, keep all the paths, sills, walls, &c, in a clean tidy state.
Pkachks and Chkrkies.—A dry atmosphere and a free current

of air, with the fruit exposed as much as possible to the light, is
all you can do now, if the trees are free from insects—which
should never cost much trouble in these houses if well looked
after in time.
Figs.—Assoon as the principal part of the firstcropis gathered,

increase the watering at the roots, to encourage the second crop
;

and probably some of the young shoots will have to be thinned
or cut back. Fig-trees should be kept thin of wood in all situa-
tions, on account of their large foliage.

Cucumbers and Melons.—Of all the plants a novice takes in
hand these he will find the most difficult to manage at first, not
being aware of the importance of keeping the shoots well thinned
from the beginning. Let the main shoots reach the sides of the
bed before they are stopped, and, as a rough rule, two out of
every three of the side shoots may be rubbed off with the finger
as soon as you can see them, and the rest stopped above the first
joint, as you stop the laterals on a Vine shoot, till a crop of fruit
is set on them. The nearer the fruit sets to the main branches
the better; and always let a joint or two grow beyond the fruit
to carry up the sap. The plan is very near that of growing Grapes
on the single-rod system.
Capsicums, Tomatoes, and all half-hardy plants for the

kitchen-garden, may now be planted out in early and favourable
situations ; but in cold exposed places a week or ten days hence
will suit them better.

Out-door Department,
Every showery day should now be made the best of in the

kitchen-garden, to plant out young crops, to thin and prick out
others, and to look diligently after slugs and snails. Every moth
and butterfly should be as carefully destroyed as wasps.
Broccoli, Cauliflower, and other plants of the Cabbage-

tribe from the early seed-beds, may now be planted forautumn use,
Succession Crops, in all their stages, will now show, if your

sowings have been judiciously timed. Endeavour to mark out
any probable defects, and, if practicable, lose no time in recti-
fying them.
Potatoes.—The early ones will now be forward enough to

have the soil well stirred between them, like all other crops in
rows.
Peas and Beans.—After you have pinched out the tops of

the first crops of these, give them a good watering; and if done
with any sort of liquid manure all the better, but do not yet use
hard spring water, if you can help it.

Orchard.—All the trees on the walls will now require close
attention. I think the system of nailing as many of the strong
young shoots of Pear-trees as you can get in between the main
branches a good one; and if you do not choose to leave them to
bear you may begin to reduce them after the end of July. Peach-
trees, like Melon-plants, are very apt to get into confusion about
this time, unless they are carefully thinned. In my younger
days wall-trees seldom had much attention paid them till all

their breast-wood was nearly full-grown. They were then
regularly pruned, and you could see where the primer left off at
night as plain as where the mowers left cutting a piece of
Clover. But now-a-days, a man in looking over his trees only
cuts out a few here and there at a time, and in this way he
soon gets over a good deal of walling, and by the time he is all

round, some of his trees will want looking over again. Recol-
lect as to the killing of the caterpillars.

IL—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stoves.—Those who grow Orchidaccse from the highlands of
Mexico, and other elevated regions, on the cool system, have
their plants now in that forward state when they may be safely
taken to a hotter place— say to a temperature of 80° or 90° through
the day, and 7*>° at night, or rather in the morning. Almost all
stove-plants grow too freely ; when well-managed, the point of
the shoots should therctore be pinched off from time to time.
Greenhouse.—"With the exception of the common routine of

watering and syringing, the next thing of importance to green-
house plants now in active growth is to form them into handsome
specimens—some by training, others by pruning, or rather
stopping, and all by being kept in a healthy, vigorous state. One
of the greatest faults committed against young, promising speci-
mens is to let them flower too early; if the plant is quite new
there is no resisting this course, but in all other cases avoid it
as much as possible.

Pits.— If you have a full supply of autumn-flowering plants to
succeed the annuals, you will now make use of these pits for
something else. If you are fond of a good old Cabbage Rose,
and would like to have one on Christmas-day, take up half a
dozen pots from the reserve-ground, and plunge them in old
tan, sand, or anything else in one of your cold pits, and treat
them like Heaths till next August, when you may turn them out
under a north wall; prune in September, and introduce to a
forcing-pit on the 1st of October, and if you do not succeed I
must be in the same predicament, for this is my first experiment
in this way.

Out-door Department.
Flower-Gardkn.— Planting the beds here is the only topic

that will be listened to now; but did you ever hear of anyone
who, by listening to a preceptor, or by any other mode of rea-
soning, could be induced to alter his own way of planting his
beds? I never did, nor will I try to convince that one mode of
arranging is better than another ; the grand points are, after all,
to have suitable soils in the beds j to have a succession of plants
for replacing deaths, or those going out of flower; never to have
gaps in the beds till the end of the season, and the whole to
have a healthy, tidy appearance.—D. Beaton, Shrubland Park
Gardens.
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observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswiek.
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7. Clear; cloudy and fine; showery; frost at night.
8. Hazy; heavy rain throughout.
9. Drizzly; cloudy and fine.

10. Slight haze
;
cloudy

; dear and fine at night.
11. Hazy; light haze and line; clear and very fine at night.

«xean temperature of the week 6.5°.
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State of the Weather at Chiswiek during the last 17 years, for the ensuingWeek ending May 20, 1843.
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2-Sun. 14 8 64.4 41.0 527 6 0.06 in. 1

Won. 15 60.5 40.9 53.7 4 0.41 :i 4 1 1 7 1 2
Tues. 10 68.1 43.8 55.6 4 0.17 3 2 4 a— 2 4 1 1

Wed. 17 60.7 43.2 55.9 5 0.58 _ 8 4 ,^_* 1 3 4 2
Thurs.18 06.6 44-6 55.5 4 0.14 1 8 4 2 1 4 2
Fri. 19 66.4 44-7- 55.5 6 0.50 1

3 6 J 1 4 2 _
Sat. 20 66.8 45.1 56.0 7 1.14 3 4 3 3 3 -I 1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 15th and
17th, 1833—thermometer 80°; and the lowest on the 16th, 1838—thermo-
meter 26°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET.
For the Week ending May 12, 1843.

Tiieiie is a great improvement in the hothouse Grapes this
week, as they are particularly abundant and fine in the market.
The bunches are of a very good size, as well as the Grapes, and
the latter are finely coloured ; they are principally of the Black
Hamburgh kind. Peaches are also much less scarce; and there
are some tolerably large Nectarines. Cherries and Strawberries
are of good quality. Gooseberries are more numerous. Apricots,
being the thinnings of the trees, are plentiful. There are some
Strawberries in pots, on growing plants, in good order. Asparagus
is singularly frequent and fine. Peas arc more common. Carrots
and Turnips are to be had, both old and new. The old Carrots
have been planted and started into growth ; then pulled for the
market. French Beans continue good. Some Sea Kale is shown
in one of the stalls ; but it is now getting greenish. Cucumbers,
of all sizes, may now be had in profusion. Oranges are becoming
dear. There is a great influx of new Cocoa-nuts. Of Cut- Flowers,
there are Tree Peeonics, Dodecatheon media, Carnations, Capri-
folium sempcrvirens, Fuchsia fulgens, and Kalmia latifolia;

while of plants in pots, we noticed Fuchsia Chandleri, Clianthus
puniceus, Boronia pinnata, some very dwarf Hydrangeas, not
more than six inches high, yet flowering well, Azalea sinensis,
Cereus speciosissimus, and Lachnrea purpurea, that have not
been mentioned before.

PRICES, Saturday

Pine Apple, per lb. 6s to 10*

Grapes, hothouse* per lb-, 4* to 8*
— Spanish, per lb- 1* to l*6el

^* — Portugal, per lb. 1* to 3*

Apples, dessert, per bush., 8? to 10s

— Kitchen, per hush. 6s to" I

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 20*

Strawberries, ibrced, peroz.,6d to I

Gooseberries, per pottle, Qd to',1*
t

Apricots, per pottle, 1* lid to 2s

Oranges, per doz,, l*to 2s6d
,— per 100,0* to 18*— bitter, per 100, 6* to 20*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2s

, May 13, 1843—FRUITS:—
Lemons, per 100,5* to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, 1* to 3*
Walnuts, per bush., 12* to 20*
Chesnuta, per peck, 4* to 8*
Almonds, perpeck, 6*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. 50i to 55s
Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs. 60s to 05*
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, \6s

0*'

— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 24*
— Cob, 12*

VEGETABLES.
Cabbage-plants, per doz. 1* to 3*

Cabbages, per doz., tid to 1* 6d
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 0* to 12*

Broccoli, White, p*'r bunch, 2* to 4*

— Purple, do., Is to is 9d
Beans,Kidney, forced, p. 100, \s6d to3*6d
Potutoes, per ton, 50* to 80*
— per cwt. 2* 6d to 4*
«- per bushel, 1* 6d to 2* 6d
— Kidney, p. hush., 1*6// to 2s Gd
— Scotch, per bushel, 1* 6d
~ New, per lb., 1* to 2* Gd \

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

I* to 1* 6d
Turnips, per doz. bun., 3* to .1*

— Spring, per bunch, Gd to 1* Gd

Red Beet, per dozen, !)</ to 1*

Horse Radish, per bundle, \s to 0c

Radish, spring, p. doz- hands, 6// to 1*

— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, i)d to 1*

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 6s to 7*
— Young Horn, per hunch , (id to 1*

Spring Carrots, per bunch, 1* 6d to 2*

Parsneps, per dozen, 6d to 1*

Gnrlic, per lb. Gd to Qd

Shallots, per lb., Is to 1* 6d
Asparagus, large, per hundred, 4* to 6s
— Sprue, or Small, 1* 6d to 2* 6d

Peas, forced, per half-sieve, 42*
Lettuce, Cabb., p. hf.-sieve, l*to 1* Gd
— Cos, per do., Qd to 2*

Endive, per score, 6d to 1*
Celery, p. bd. , (J2to 15) 6<l to 1* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4d to I* 8</

Small Salads, per punnet. 2*/ to 3d
Green Basil, per bunch, 6d to 9d
Watercress, per doz. gm. bun. 4.1 to Cd
Parsley, per half-sieve, 9d to 1*
Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Marjarom, green, per bunch Gd to »«

Mushrooms, per pottle, (id to 9d
Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Leeks, per doz- bun., 4* to 5*

Onions, per bushel, 6* to 8*

— Spring per bunch, 4d to Gd

— Pickling, per hf.-sv., 4*flrf to 6*

— Green, p. doz- bun. 2s to 4*
.

— Spanish, per doz. 2i to 3*
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Notices to Correspondents.
Manures.— I.O.JV.—Wc understand that sugar-bakers' scum has
been found in Kent an excellent substance for Turnips : we are
making; inquiries, and hope soon to have some information for

Z0U :Z
— -"•—liquid manure will do no harm in moderation

:

liquid guano is a powerful stimulant
; it may possibly make

your Dahlias run to leaf too much, but we have not seen it
tried; your proportion may be a good one: better weak and
often than strong and seldom. C. il/.-Cow-dung is excel-
lent, the best manure for Rhododendrons and such plants;

n™!!™
S P 1*^^ bair™> sandy, well drained soil, except

Oneorum which seems to prefer peat : now is a capital time
to apply the cow-dung, fresh or old will do equally well : your
luumm latiroha has, in all probability, bad roots; we are afraid
to recommend guano, its utility is very uncertain ; if you try
it be cautious. A Subscriber.—-Your pig-wash is good manure,
though not very strong; if you have not any ready means of
using it at once in a liquid form, add it to a dunghill, prevent-
ing its running away, or add it to a compost-heap; it should,
However, be well fermented first; the fermentation will take
Pjace naturally in time, but you may hasten it by the addition
ot a little yeast; it will then be good stuff for anything. Ifyour
vines are m want of manure, dig the solid parts into the Vinc-

f
,.*. J - ?'.—Pelargoniums and Roses will bear any sort

or liquid manure that is not too strong; cowdung steeped in
water proves a good material; we would also try Guano
^cautiously). But in all cases you must take care not to over-
water such plants, or they will run to leaf and flower badly.

^Ab-WATKR.^AW;o?«-.-Strong caustic gas-water will kill the
leaves of trees

; if diluted so as to be harmless, it will not kill
insects; we do not therefore anticipate much advantage from
"sing it m syringing.
^nsplanting.—Hesperus.—We will soon give you the informa-
5,
lon

j
n the form you wish : in the meanwhile we may state that

tne ilex, like ail evergreens, may be transplanted at all seasons,

ti

a
. -

amp atmosphere can be relied on for some time afterwards

;

that is the main point. The sap is never entirely dormant in
evergreens, but is most so in the autumn and winter, which are

w*n fi°
S We

*)refcr ,or transplanting all kinds of plants. You
will find sonic information in r>revious volumes if you consult
their indices.

Rafting.—J. M.—Flute-grafting is rarely practised. It is per-
orrned thus :—Head downyour stock so as to have a few inches

oi clear bark next the cut; divide this longitudinally into strips,
ana gently turn them back so as to lay bare the wood; the
strips will then adhere to the wood only at the lower end : then
taKe a scion of the same length as the part of the stock that
«as been laid bare, gently twist the bark right and left till you

«nHMSCparated St from its wo° (1 » which may then be pulled out,
ana the bark left hollow like a flute, whence the name of the
operation. Then slip the flute over the stock; if it fits exactly
iu i urtner operation is required; if it is too large it must be

ton »
ne Slde amI a straP mnst be cut out of it; but if it is

ho of r*
an

,

(l cannot be slipped on, then in that case, it must

is w* i

appllcd to the stock, and the space on the stock that

mini >*i7l,

i

s
.

t be covcrC(1 °y 0,»e of the strips originally left

witii-' ft .

tlls done
* the flute must be bound up and secured

beMeowed * erial of some sort
>
so that the cves may not

P
«SSiS"kA" Hous

?
s— rm*gw—A* a Fir-tree may be

vo ii tl »i^°f •?
Come 18 inchcs in diameter

>
we would not adviseyou to plant it nearer a wall than 6 feet.

cho?Z«?
NG

l
NK*-~A Constmit Xeadcr.-Onc of the best and

by m?
8
i,
water- engines with a tub that we have seen was made

and friable, and rather poor than rich. Perhaps the most suit-
able earth is a somewhat poor and close loam, which should be
rendered tolerably firm at the time of planting. Wehave,how-
ever, seen it grown finely in peat.

bTiiKLiTziA.-il/amV/.-As your seed is just ripe, it will no doubt
grow if sown in a pan of light soil in a hot-bed. The plant is
not at all particular in its habits. Only just cover the seeds
with earth, and shade them till they begin to germinate. Hot
water will do no good in this case.

'

IPOMtFA tyuianthina.-J. T. He?ilct/.—This is a very handsome
Plan/, and has flowers of a peculiarly-rich crimson-purple
Hue, which it produces pretty abundantly in May and June.

fuchsias.— J. B. M.—We here give you a few of the best new
varieties of Fuchsia, viz., Laneii, Standishii, Chandlerii, and
lormosaelegans. You will find these dwarf, andfitfordrawinir-
room culture.

Abies Dovolasu.-H. E. JB.-This tree fruited for the first time,we believe, at Dropmore, about two years ago. We have not
heard, however, that any seed has been ripened.

Whitethorn.— .4 Subscriber. — We do not understand your
question.

Oaks.—A Subscriber.—These may be planted out at any age from
one year to five ; the best time is when they are l£ foot high or
thereabouts ; they should be prepared for planting out by yearly
transplanting, and their tap-root should be cut off when first
removed.

Lichens.—Lichen's plant is the L. caninum, now called Peltidea
canina. We should think it would be destroyed, on his lawn,
by watering it with diluted ammoniacal liquor.

Gladiolus Sebd.—If F.M. W, will apply to Mr. Mackenzie,
ulair Adam, N.B., he can be supplied. We also believe Mr.
Carter, of Holborn, sells it.

Auriculas (Belts). — Andate.— The foWowmg is a list of the
principal self-coloured Auriculas grown in this part of the
country. We have never seen either a white or green self :—
Bury's Lord Primate, dark chocolate; Bury's Lord Lee,

petals. If the habit be compact^'SS&WgjS*superior one, though it wants increased brightness in tht
colours of its blossoms. T. B.'s specimens are Cistus salvia
folius, and Cytisus purpurens.—2>e/*«..-Your seed is the Marvel
of Peru. Salopian. -Your specimens are Hardenbergia mono
phylla, and a species of Pedicularis, probably sylvatica j x~Henley.—No. 1 is Genista canadensis. No. 2 is, perhaps a
species of Podocarpus, but we cannot judge by the leaves
alone. The admission fee to the Horticultural Society of
London is 6 guineas ; the annual subscription 4 guineas ; and you
must be proposed by a Fellow. G. H.—We shall shortly
insert an article on Pentstemons to meet your desires.
A Subscriber.—As your small and withered autumnal Figs
would fall off naturally, it is as well to allow them to do so.

S. C. K.—Very sorry, but believe it impossible; we have"
not had a perfect set for sale for the last six months. Ovrts*—We will answer you next week. /. M.— Bignonia Pan-
dorse. J. W. D.—Your Loasa is probably new. We should
like to see it.

As usual, a host ofletters has arrived too late for'answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
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0{ the mode of preparing canvass as a

substitute for glass in pits and frames
Vines.-.* Tyro -You are perfectly right; a Vine should neverbe syringed when in flower.
Grapes.—A. C—The Malmsey Grape produces Malmsey Wine •

but the variety has not been examined
j it is probably a svno'nyme of something else.

J

Peach Turks.—A Subscriber says lie has covered these with
netting this spring, and they are as much blighted as ever. Ifthe word blight is intended to apply to insects, no nettingwill
«eep them away. But if it refer to the prejudicial influence of
cold winds (to ward off which is the great object of all protec-
tion, whether by netting or otherwise), we cannot explain thereason of failure.

Uranor Turks.—0. TF.-The letter you allude to was fully
^ported; it was a very poor affair, and threw no light what-
ever on the subject: the Arabian Jasmine will not thrive in auouse without artificial heat.
Ranges.—jr. C—An excellent soil for Oranges, Lemons, and

r v
ls

' W*U be obtained by mixing a rich loam with tho-

t
"£ nlv-flecayed manure and leaf-mould, in the proportion of

PriH°
r(ls uf the former to one-sixth of each of the latter.

5n ? M ' ,: ^f'NS.—J. W. P.—The exposure of these plants,
• Pecially in the early stages of their growth, is most injudi-

un
US

* ^ney should have all needful air, but never be entirely

fiSal
er6

-
d' syrin&in£ in the afternoon will doubtless be bene-

and fi
StiI1, it: saouItl oe regulated by the state of the weather,

for H
lignts of y°ur Pits snould certainly not be removed

Pits f
G p,lr

l)0se during cold winds. We should consider your
Fiq 8 l2^

m tne description you give, exceedingly appropriate,

vy* ^-C,—As the specimens sent by J. N. V. were unripe, it

CuC rj,
Possible to name the variety.

mavi
liKS'"~^,B,E'"Tllc green fly which infests your plants

the n
easi, y destroyed by fumigating them with tobacco in

as ant1 way
* After the insects are killed

» ffive as much air

tho fAsit>le
» ana* syringe freely, in order to remove the scent of

of jfh? W,NK'-W. J. Baker.—For making this, to every pound
Water i

^ stalks
» when bruised, put a quart of cold spring

ana stV *
stand lnrec (| ays, stirring it twice a day 5 then press,

put 2 m, n jt through a sieve, and to every gallon of the liquor

add a
°f S00(l loaf su&ar 5

oarrel it;> an(l to every five gallons

vessel
tlc of wlntc brandy, hang a piece of isinglass in the

if Mvp
SURpendcd on a string, and stop it up close ; in six months

let it AWectncss is off sufficiently, bottle it for use, otherwise
^otatop .

l ln the cask a longer time.

Howp-r
""^ /1,CT'~~-As y°ur Potatoes, set without manure, are

at tlievJ'
1^"' you had better give them a top-dressing of Guano,

and Sni if
of 3 cwt

- an acre
»
or of a mixture of Nitrate of Soda

earth tl,

phate of Magnesia, at the rate of 2 or 3 cwt. an acre, and
stanCc

' up afterwards. If the weather is rainy, these sub-
them *v.

In
«y be aPP»icd broadcast; but it is much better to use

AG AVj;
ln a fluid state.
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R^ANA.—Juba.—Wc should not think this plant
Wc uco i i

lnjure(l b >
r being placed in the half of an oil-tub ; but

in& side
y reconnneiHl a wooden or slate tub that has shift-

So corrvm
aS Wel1 for convenience as for ornament. These are
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1

!

011 tl
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at tney uiay be easily procured. The proper soil

^ftnsfe^-' * ^S a common open loam ;
and the best way of

ir,e has 1 £ the sPecim eu, if the tub in which it is now grow-
fr°ni its r

movauIe sides, is carefully to break away the tub
cular ti-p ?°tS

'
ancl lhen to Hlt it; int0 tne fresh onc

- No parti-

Jathcr J,,,
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!
tis necessary, except keeping the plant in a

n be moro il!r
y
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p e for a week or two Bfter 8hiftin
S: it. It will

**tUnq r
y to fl°wer soon if it has plenty of light.

ls Gentian/'
J«<**0ra.--Th« common Gentian, or Gentianella,

?ePtembeH
ac

f.
uhs

- The autumn season (perhaps the end of
lt suouid \L i

fifctcst time for dividing or removing it; and
Slm

- Thoc ?.
lanted in a situation which is fully exposed to the

mature, firm i ?
r U shoukl be of a moist

'
but b>

r
1Jo means wet

ana adhesive in preference to being very porous

son; Clegg's Blue Bonnet, blue; Dickson's Apollo, purple,
kelson's Funeral Car, black; Netherwood's Othello, black,

Grime's Flora's Flag, light purple ; Whittaker's True Blue, blue

.

ttKDGKHOGS.-E. F. L.—This poor creature can do no harm in a
garden

; but it will be difficult to keep it there unless it is
walled in.

WiRKwoRMS.—Jfetf.—The bestknown method of destroying these
is described at pages 301 and 305 of the last Number.

Books.—A Young Gardener.—We do not recommend the book,
unless you can get it at less than half-price

; you had far better
lay out your money on Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.

Blight on Roses.—/. T.—It is probable that the caterpillars
which arc injuring your Roses will be destroyed by good fresh
white Hellebore powder dusted upon them. It is very poison-
ous to animals but will not injure the plants, lt must, how-
ever, be fresh.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Heartsease.—F.B.—Your seedling Pansy with a yellow ground,
although a flower of good form and substance, is injured from
the marginal colour not being on the surface of the netals ; this
causes the flower to have a stained and dirty appearance. The
seedling with a white ground is a large round flower of good
substance; the petals arc well formed and in fine proportion ; the
quantity of yellow shown in the eye increases the beauty of the
flower; the border round the lower petals appears to be uncer-
tain, and the side petals are rather too uneven on the upper
part. When in perfection it is a fine flower and will look well
In a stand. Subscriber, Nottingham.—Your Pansies are good
in then- general form, but they are too small to be of use asSh«CM

' T~ J
if-

Wood—,vh ^ general form of your
nerfort? f, %°R '

and
-

ne edeinS round the upper petals very

teTturc - <?" v
Gy
v

IS
H?

OI% aml the flower vei*y deficient in

n;asthP^to;^^OUrPailS),ls rather deficient in texture;
fOX as the floweis attain size the petals become rough on theiredges, the lower one notched, and the marking fmrtdais inother respects the flower is good, as the white is clear, colours
brilliant, and the eye black and fine.

Cinerarias.—Freeniantle.—Two seedlings, very pretty in colour
but the flowers are small, and the petals narrow. There aremany like these; l is the best. A Young Gardener.—Pive
varieties: No. i, small and common; 2, flower moderate size
but faint; 3 and 4, very fine in colour, and equal in this
quality to any we have seen ; 5. large and showy flower but
the petals arc rather narrow. No. 3 is the best in the co'llec
tion; the flowers, though rather small, are well formed, and
the colour is very brilliant.

very rich, and the margin clear and free from veins ; the under
petals are clear, and the salmon-colour rich. It somuchresem
bles Garth'sWonder that the two could not be shown in thesame
collection. In Seniorii the upper petals are rich, but they are
thin at the edge, and the spot softens too much, which de-
prives it of the brilliancy of Othello. Amore, although it some-
what resembles Comte de Paris, is not so good; the spot is not
so intense, nor are the petals so even. Medora is rather coarse,
and too veiny, both in the upper and lower petals; we con-
sider this variety very inferior to the others. H. ofB.—The
truss of your seedling was in too forward a state when cut, as
all the petals had fallen from the flower-stalks. It is a rich-
coloured and showy flower, but rather coarse, which is ap-
parent in the veiny character of the lower petals. It is a
flower of good substance, and the petals are well formed.

Calceolarias.— G.Beard.—These beautiful flowers have been so
much improved lately in size and marking, that your seedlings

are useless, being deficient in both these qualities.- JR. P.,
Bury*—This collection contains some very fine varieties. We
do not consider Nos. 10, 18, 22, worth keeping, there being
larger and better in the collection in the same way. l is

defective in form, being too long; and 4, 12, 14, 19, 20, are
irregular in the outline; 9 is not a good form, but is a large

and very showy variety ;
the same may be said of 14; Nos. 2,

3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 24, are decidedly fine varieties; 17,

yellow and brown, well formed, large, and the most decided

stripe we have seen, and if permanent a desirable variety; 23,

yellow round the margin, and lighter in the centre, large, and

very perfectly formed; 21, fine spot, and showy, but a little

irregular in form.

MiscbI'I'ANkous.—L. Duchess.— \ our plant is CoronillaEmerus;
'jj/h.JV.—The "Scarlet Beaver Creeper" and the "Crim-

son Morant Creeper," which you have received from India, arc

not known in this country^by those names. J. W. F.—Your
specimens are, No. 1, Corydalisnobilis; 2, Aubrietia deltoidea;

3 we believe, Orobus vernus. The lastspecimen was too much
crushed for us to determine it with accuracy. C. L.—Much
obliged • we will use the materials, if possible, next week.

r ji —Gesnera Douglasii, Hardenbergia monophylla, Tropoeo-

lunl J 0. S.— I. Fothergilla alnifolia
; 2. Bign6nia Pandorae

;

3 Hardenbergia monophylla; 4. Eutaxia myrtifolia; 5. Indi-

ffofera australis. H> C.—The Bird Cherry, Cerasus Padus.

jt
>\—Do not again send a box-full of specimens, as we

cannot think of naming collections of plants. 1. Bursaria

suinosa; 2. Acacia hastulata ; 3. Genista candicans; 5. Ade-

nandra migrans; 6. Pyrethrum canariense; 7- Saponaria Ca-

labrica- 8. Veronica Loudoni. 1). B.—Your Verbenas were

quite withered ; so that we cannot speak of their merits. No.

2 however, seems to be the most distinct, and of a very bright

colour. J' Andrews, Jim.—Your seedling Cacti are both

good. No. 1, with the character of C. speciosus, has a very

large flower, which is of a deep pinkish crimson, No, 2, like

The Budget of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, which
was submitted to the House of Commons on Monday
night, has been looked for with unusual interest. The
leading fact of the financial year is the deficiency of

the ordinary revenue by about two millions-and-a-half

The total expenditure for the year is 51,100,000/.

;

the total income is 48,740,000/., showing an excess of

expenditure of 2,420,000/. The Excise, which Sir R.
Peel estimated at 13,700,000/. for the year, has produced
only 12,500,000/. ; the Customs, which he estimated at

21,500,000/. have produced only 20,750,000/. ; the repeal
of the timber duties, from which he calculated upon a
loss of 600,000/., has occasioned a loss of 676,000/. All
the calculations have been wrong, except that of the

Income-tax, which being estimated at 3,700,000/., is

likely to produce 5,100,000/., though as yet the actual

receipt has not been more than half that sum. The Post-

office shows, as before, a steady and progressive increase.

By the help of the amount expected from the Income-tax
Mr. Goulburn estimates the income of the present year

at 50,100,000/., and the expenditure at 49,387,000/., and
he therefore expects to meet Parliament in April next,

with a surplus on the year of 720,000/. In the expendi-
ture, he promises a reduction of 900,000/., consisting of a

reduction of 645,000/. in the expenses of our establish-

ments, and one of 257,000/. in the permanent charges con-

nected with the public debt. He proposes no new taxes,

and has no intention of remitting any taxes now in

operation. He relies rather on the produce of the Income-
tax, and on the prospects of a gradual revival of trade.

Next in interest to these statements is the conversation in

boih Houses on Tuesday respecting the Repeal agitation
in Ireland. The Duke of Wellington in the Lords declared
that the Government were determined to maintain inviolate

the integrity of the empire, and Sir R. Peel in the Com-
mons announced that he was authorised by her Majesty
to repeat the declaration made by the late King in favour of
the Legislative Union, adding on the part of Ministers,

that there was "no influence, no power, no authority,

which the prerogatives of the Crown and the existing laws

give to the Government, which should not be exercised

for the purpose of maintaining the Union—the dissolution

of which would involve, not merely the repeal of an Act
of Parliament, but the dismemberment of the empire."
On Tuesday Mr. Villiers brought forward his motion for

the total abolition of the duties on corn. The debate has
already lasted for four nights, and was last night again

adjourned to Monday.

The news from India and China by the Overland Mail
was in some measure anticipated by the telegraphic des-
patch noticed in our last. The details of the operations
in Scinde are of course the leading features of this intel-

ligence
; the news from other parts of India, though com-

paratively unimportant, will be read with interest. From
China we learn that a good understanding subsists between
the British Plenipotentiary and the Imperial Commis-
sioner, and that the arrangements for the commercial
treaty will be resumed on the arrival of the treaty as rati-

fied by Her Majesty.—The French Chambers have been
occupied during the week with discussions on disputed
elections, the interest of which is purely local.—In Spain
the Regent has accepted the resignation of the Cabinet
and a Ministerial crisis has ensued, which promises to
lead to a dissolution of the Cortes. The statesmen sent
for bythe Regent have failed in the attempt to form a
new Ministry, and it is generally believed that in the
present state of parties in both Chambers, the obstacles
are too serious to be surmounted.

onu Ketos.
Court.—Her Majesty and the infant Princess continue

to make favourable progress. Prince Albert, the Prince
of Wales, and the Princess Royal are quite well. The
Prince on Tuesday visited Windsor Castle, and inspected
the alterations and improvements in the Park. His Royal
Highness was attended during his visit by Mr. Ingram,
Her Majesty's Head Gardener.—The Countess'of Dun-
more has succeeded the Countess of Gainsborough as the
lady in waiting on the Queen, and the Hon. Misses Stanley
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and Hamilton have succeeded the Hon. Misses Paget and
j

Liddell as the maids of honour in waiting. Lord Rivera,

and Admiral Sir Robert Otway have succeeded the Earl

of Morton and Colonel Drummond as the lord and groom

in waiting on her Majestv.

Death of Lord Fitzgerald.—We regret to record the

death of Lord Fitzgerald, the President of the Board of

Control, after an ' illness of a few days. The daily

papers of Thursday announced that no hopes whatever

remained of his ultimate recovery, and the fears then

expressed that his Lordship would not survive the night

were unfortunately realised by the result. The noble lord

expired about two o'clock on Thursday morning, retaining

his consciousness until a few minutes before his disso-

lution. It was evident to those who surrounded his bed,

that he was approaching his death, from the exhaustion he

experienced and the acute pain he suffered from the

nature of his disorder. About five minutes before his

death he fell into a morbid drowsiness, and shortly after-

wards expired in the presence of Mr. Mahon, his Lord-

ship's nephew, who attended him to the last. His

Lordship is succeeded by his only brother, the Hon. and

Very Rev. Dr. Henry Vesey Fitzgerald, Dean of Kilmore.

New Commission.—The Queen has been pleased to

appoint the Duke of Buccleuch ; the Eiirl of Lincoln ;

R. A. Slaney, Esq. ; G. Graham, Esq. ; Sir II. T. De la

Beche, Knt. ; Dr. Lyon Play fair ; Dr. D. B. Reid ;
Pro-

fessor Owen ; Capt. W. T. Denison ; J. R. Martin, Esq. ;

James Smith, of Deanston, Esq. ; R. Stephenson, jun.,

Esq. ; and William Cubitt, Esq. ; to be Her Majesty's

Commissioners for inquiring into the present state of large

towns and populous districts in England and Wales, with

reference to the causes of disease among the inhabitants.

The Queen has also been pleased to appoint Henry Hob-

house, Esq., to be Secretary to this Commission.

Official Appointments.— It is announced that Mr.

"Wilder, the chief-clerk in the Colonial-office, has retired

after a service in that department for about 40 years. Mr.

Smith has succeeded Mr. Wilder as chief-clerk in the

Colonial-office ; and Mr. Barrow, son of Sir John Barrow,

secretary of the Admiralty, has succeeded Mr. Smith. The

commissioners for the navigation of the Mersey have

appointed Capt. George Evans, R.N., Acting Conservator

of the Mersey, in the room of Capt. Fitzroy, appointed

Governor of New Zealand.

The Levee.—The Lord Chamberlain has given notice

that the Levee intended to be held by Prince Albert, at

St. James's Palace, on Wednesday, the 26th April, will

take place on Wednesday next, the 1 /thjinst., at 2 o'clock.

Income Tax.—A notice has issued from the office of

Stamps and Taxes, that those holders of stock who have

proved their exemption from Property tax for the past

year, on account of their income not amounting to 150/.

per annum, will be allowed to receive their dividends for

the present year free of any deduction, provided the stock

belonging to them remain in every respect the same as

when the deduction of the tax was made for the last year.

Where any alteration has been made in the amount since

the former deduction, the parties entitled thereto will be

paid their dividends in full (provided their income has not

increased to 150/. peranuum), if on or before the 27th

May they send to the office of Stamps and Taxes a state-

ment of the amount and description of the stocks formerly

and now held by them, in a form which may be obtained

from the surveyor of the district in which they reside.

The Mint.—The following is the total amount of gold

bullion and gold coin received at the Mint from the Bank

of England and from private individuals, to be coined,

from the 24th of June, 1842, to the 31st March, 1843 :—
Total weight, 204,592 lbs. 9 oz. 4 dwts. 14 grs. Total

value, 9,559,597/. 2s. Q\d. The total value returned to

the Bank of England up to March 31 , 1843, was 8,437,765/.

3s. Hd. ; thus leaving in the Mint 886,295/. 17.9. 8^/.

A Parliamentary return published this week, containing

the expenses of the Mint for the year ending March

31, 1843, states the salaried officers to have received

10,420/. 17s. ; the wages and allowances paid weekly,

3,095/. 17s. 6d. ; contingent charges and expenses, (such

as materials for work, coals, charcoal, and rates and

taxes,) 6,529/. 12s. Id. ; solicitor of the Mint for prose-

cutions, 14,529/. 12s. Id. ;
gratuities to the officers for

services on the China silver in 1842, 266/. ; paid for

assays of ingots for coinage, 1,014/. 2s. ; and charges for

melting, 12,312/. 18s. \\d.

Constabulary (Ireland).—The following is a statement

of the amount and; expenses of the Constabulary force

employed in Ireland "on the 1st January last :— 1 inspector-

general, 2 deputy inspectors-general, 2 provincial inspec-

tors, 1 receiver, 1 surgeon, 1 veterinary-surgeon, 18 pay-

masters, 35 county inspectors, 216 sub-inspectors, 261

head-constables, 1,419 constables, 7,086 sub-constables,

304 horses, and 58 magistrates. The total expense of the

establishment for the year 1812 was 441,605/. 5s. ll|eZ. ;

of which amount 263,473/. Us. 2d. was borne by the Con-

solidated Fund, and 178,132/. 0s. 9$d. by the counties,

cities, and towns of Ireland.

jForeign. .

France.—There is no news of any moment in the

Paris papers. All of them notice the opinion expressed

in the House of Commons by Sir Robert Peel respecting

the marriage of the Queen of Spain, as well as Lord Aber-

deen's justification of the course the British Government
has pursued regarding the late differences between Russia

and Turkey. The journals of Sunday are almost wholly

taken up with reports of and comments upon a debate in

the Chamber of Deputies on the elections of Carpentras,

Langres,and Embrun.which had already taken up two whole

sittings, and had led to the annulment of the two former.

There is nothing else worth noticing in the journals, save

that the committee on the budget have come to the

resolution of recommending a reduction of 11,000 men in

the effective force demanded by the Minister of War. A
savino- of 14,000f. would thereby be accomplished. The

opening of the Paris and Rouen railway took place on the

1st inst., with great pomp and success. Commenced on

the 1st May, 1841, and entirely finished on the 1st of

May, 1843, the rapidity with which its works have been

executed, and the punctuality with which the company

have fulfilled their engagements, are topics of general sur-

prise and praise with our Parisian contemporaries, who

also advert to the powerful co-operation which British

science, capital, and industry, have yielded on this occa-

sion. A Toulon letter of the 6th inst. mentions the

departure, on the 4th, of the Uranie, sixty gun frigate,

Captain Bruat, for the Marquesas Islands, with one hun-

dred and forty passengers, including a bishop, and several

other ecclesiastics, as missionaries, a non-commissioned

officer of the Municipal Guard of Paris, appointed to esta-

blish a company of these guards in the islands, and also a

great many artizans, with a large quantity of stores. The

crew amounts to 557 men. Two days previously to the

sailing of the Uranie, an impressive ceremony took place

on board. An altar was erected on the quarter-deck, upon

which the Bishop of Amatha, assisted by a numerous body

of clergy, performed an appropriate church service, admi-

nistered the sacrament, and pronounced a benediction

upon the ship and all on board.

Spain.—Advices from Madrid, to the 1st instant,

announce that in the sitting of that day, the Minister of

the Navy had informed the Senate that, in consequence of

the majority which had declared against them in the

Chamber of Deputies, the Regent had accepted the resig-

nations which the Ministers had already tendered him on

the 16th March. M. Cortina, who had been requested by

the Regent to form a new Cabinet, had begged to be

allowed twenty-four hours to reflect before he consented

to undertake the task. If the French papers may be

relied on, he found the obstacles too serious to be sur-

mounted, and consequently relinquished the mission

offered him. M. Olozaga, it is said, was then charged

with the formation of a Cabinet.—In the sitting of the

Senate of the 1st, the paragraph of the address respecting

the foreign relations of Spain was again discussed, but with

increasing gentleness. Count Almodovar urged that M.

Guizot's speech had been prompted by no hostility to the

Spanish people, and M. Olavarrieta condemned the

marked animosity against France which the proposed

paragraph imprudently expressed. The debate was then

again adjourned. In the Congress, on the same day, M.

Giraldo prayed that the Cortes of 1843 might prove like

the sun, and pour light and life into the provinces, in the

shape of an amnesty to all Spaniards implicated in the

Barcelona or other occurrences. ..,

Bklgium.-A dreadful accident happened on the .id

on the railway. When the train which left Liege at half-

past seven in the morning was near to Landen, two guards

who were in a waggon carrying light goods, the second in

the train, saw the carriage full of smoke. They removed

the parcels in order to discover the cause of the fire,

when the flames burst forth, on which they gave the

signal to stop. Most of the passengers, hearing the sound

of the whistle, looked out of the windows, when a violent

flame, driven by the wind, seemed to touch the carriages.

Two passengers and two guards preserving their presence

of mind, held the doors fast, to prevent any person from

getting out. In a few seconds the train stopped, the

waggon that was on fire was detached, and all the pas-

sengers alighted. Fourteen passengers who had leaped

out were more or less dangerously wounded. Four pas-

sengers and a guard were killed. Some linen was at

hand, and the wounds were dressed as well as circum-

stances would allow. The most severely wounded were

sent back in the carriage to Liege. Some were able to

proceed on their journey. The cause of the fire is at

present unknown, but the inconceivable rapidity with

which the flame spread gives reason to suppose that some

bottle or jar of highly inflammable spirit was broken, and

that it communicated with the fire of the engine.
;
It is

remarkable that the sufferers by this disaster were victims

to the first impulse of fear, for all those who kept their

seats escaped without injury.

Germany.—His Royal Highness the Grand Duke has

been pleased to decide that the Princess Maria Amelia

Elizabeth Caroline of Baden, Marchioness of Douglas and

Clydesdale, shall retain the title and rank of a Princess of

Baden.—We hear from Vienna that the celebrated com-

poser Lanner has just been carried to his last home, pre-

ceded by Straussand his band, playing one of the deceased s

best waltzes. We learn also that the Baron de Kubeck,

President of the Supreme Chamber of Finance, to whom

the King has entrusted the plans and other arrangements

for the projected railway from Vienna to Trieste, has re-

cently been over the line, for the purpose of ascertaining

the best mode of constructing it, and the most economical

way of working it when constructed. The line, when

completed, will be one of the most gigantic works m
Europe, not only on account of its length, which is 74

German (or about 350 English) miles, but also by the

many obstacles of nature which are to be surmounted.—

Count Valerian Krasinsky, author of the " History of the

Reformation in Poland," long resident in London, has

been honoured with an autograph letter from his Majesty

the King of Prussia, who has kindly noticed the Count s

literary occupation, and presented him with the golden

medal of merit, which his Majesty has lately bestowed on

a few men distinguished in literature, the arts and sciences.

~ Italy—A curious autograph of Napoleon was disco-

vered recently at Perugia. It is an order for the army

and a bill of exchange for 2,000,000f., addressed to

1
General Massena. This autograph has been detected in

a five franc piece, which had been given in payment to an

individual, who, thinking itacounterfe.it piece,had itbroken.

Russia.—Letters from St. Petersburgh, announce that

Lieut. Ramstett, of the Imperial Navy, has made a most

important invention. By means of an electro-galvanic

apparatus, from which two platina wire-conductors

descend to the bottom, Mr. Ramstett draws metallic

masses of any weight from the bottom of the sea ;
and, by

means of the same conductors, the spot is at the same

time indicated where metal has been sunk. He tried his

apparatus recently on the Neva, in presence of the Admi-

ralty, and brought up into his boat, in less than twenty

minutes, an anchor and chain cable upwards of one and a

half tons weight, in seven fathoms water. The Emperor

has granted him a patent for ten years.—The property

left by Baron Stieglitz, the banker, who lately died at St.

Petersburgh, is estimated at the enormous amount of

50,000,000 rubles, (between 5,000,000/. and 6,000,000/.

sterling). He was a native of Hanover, where his elder

brother, one of the most celebrated physicians in Ger-

many, died a few years ago.

Turkey.—The German papers state, that the day for

the election of a Prince of Servia had not yet been fixed ;

and, as Russia had declared that there existed no objec-

tion against the person of Prince Alexander, but that she

merely insisted that the electoral formalities prescribed by

the organic statutes of the year 1839 should be observed,

the Porte was taking measures to procure the re-election

of Prince Alexander. The Russian ambassador proposed

that Hafiz Pasha, of Nezib, should be appointed Pasha of

Belgrade.

India and China.—The Overland Mail has brought

accounts from Bombay to the 1st April, and from China

to the 23d Feb. As stated in our last on the authority of

the telegraphic despatch, the conquered territories of

Scinde, except that portion belonging to the Chief of

Khyrpore, have been annexed to the British dominions,

and General Sir C. Napier appointed Governor. The acts

for the suppression of the slave-trade have been declared

to be in force in our new possessions ; all kinds of transit

duties are ordered to be abolished ; and the navigation of

the Indus is rendered free to all nations. To commemorate

the bravery of the troops by whom the country has been

won, and these satisfactory results ensured, the Governor-

General has determined on having the unserviceable guns

taken at Hyderabad cast into a triumphal column, on

which are to be inscribed in English, and two native

languages, the names of General Napier, and the European

and native officers and men belonging to his force, whose

gallantry was most conspicuous. On publishing the

despatch of Sir C. Napier, relative to the battle ot

Meeanee, and Major Outram's narrative of his defence

of the British residency, Lord Ellenborough published a

notification, explanatory of the circumstances which had

led to the war, and declaring his intentions with regard

to the territories victory had placed at his disposal. The

most important items of news from the scene of our recent

conquest may be briefly summed up. Treasure to the

amount of at least a million sterling was discovered shortly

after the occupation of Hyderabad: it consisted chiefly

of gold bars; and it is said Lord Ellenborough i*

desirous that it should be made over to the troops as

prize money, but that the decision of the matter has been

referred to the home, authorities. General Napier has

entrenched his troops at the Residency, which is three or

four miles from the city, leaving the 12th Native Infantry

to garrison the latter. On taking up his quarters in tins

new position, he sent to Sukkur for three additional regi-

ments together with a troop of Horse Artillery. The first-

named regiment left on the 1st March, and reached t»e

camp in safety, but we have no intelligence of the arriva

of the rest. Information reached Bombay on the l»li

March, by the Semiramis steamer, that they had bee

attacked near Hyderabad on the 24th March by a body

of Beloochees, but that Sir C. Napier had moved out ^
their rescue, and repulsed their assailants. The a«the""

ticity of this report, however, is questionable, the new

having been derived by the authorities at Kurrachee i^
a native Cossid. Reinforcements have been sent to 0>e '

Napier from Bombay. The officers and men serious^

wounded in the engagement at Meeanee, arrived in t

Sesostris on the 12th March, [and were all doing *°

Captain Ennis, of the 21st, on proceeding down the rw
g

in company with a Parsee merchant, was murdered by

Beloochees ; and another officer, Captain Godfrey,
J

attacked and robbed, and narrowly escaped with his i

There have been other reports of occurrences of the

nature, but these are the only ones that have »

authenticated. The Beloochees are represented to

assembled to the extent of about 45,000 men, at a p q{

called Meerpore ; and if the rumour just alluded to,

^
an attack having been made on the force from feo*

e.

be correct, the assailants must have come from tins
t

tion. It was supposed they intended to make an

at recovering possession of Hyderabad, but their ie^
r.

by General Napier will no doubt have cooled their a
,

I
Among the official despatches conveyed by the V ce

mail, is a narrative of a gallant and courageous f

made at Vikkur, on the Indus, by a small detacni ^
sepoys, against large numbers of Beloochees, ^effi .

three days and three nights obstinately *s
f^ved with

The sepoys were under a native leader, and belia at

unparalleled intrepidity. The Governor-General ^
Agra, where he has taken up his residence in oh

^ et

palaces, and in which he held an investiture ot in
tUpalaces, ana in which he held an inves>u<.«'~ --

naut<»

of the Bath. He has ordered the celebrated °°
d in

gates to be locked up there, and the
°f

ce".^Zai
duty-

escorting them have been sent back to regimen

The declaration of Sir Charles Napxer, that the
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army is too scantily officered, has attracted attention, and
lias become the subject of general comment. The Bishop
of Calcutta and Metropolitan of India arrived in Bombay
on the 11th March, where he held his primary visitation,
and presided at the founding of the Great Medical College.
A magnificent comet was seen throughout India from the
beginning of March, and engaged the attention of all the
astronomers, one of whom actually declared it had become
a satellite of the earth ! Dwarkanauth Tagore has been
excluded from his family caste, in consequence of his

repeatedly eating with the " unclean Europeans." The
captain of the Belvidere, which was burned some months
ago at Singapore, was tried at Bombay for taking goods
out of the ship while in harbour, and honourably acquitted.
The most conflicting accounts were circulated respecting
the state of Cabul. Akhbar Khan is no longer popular
there, and another was said to have seized the govern-
ment. Dost Mahommed was going back from Lahore to
Cabul, but it was not known how he would be received
there. He wished to be aided by the Sikhs, but they did
n °t seem inclined to give him any assistance.—The news
from China extends to the 21st February. The latest
was brought to Bombay by an American schooner, the
^ephyr, which is now plying as an opium trader from
Bombay to China, and is remarkable for her swift sailing.
-The Emperor has ordered an investigation into the
Murders of the crews of the Ann and Nerbudda at

Formosa. Nothing had been done in the arrangements
°f the commercial treaty, for the British Plenipotentiary
appeared to be waiting for the treaty as ratified by Her
Majesty. The Chinese Commissioner and he were on
good terms. Doubts are 6aid to exist of the durability
°f' any arrangement now entered into. The Chinese were
busy in repairing all their forts and in strengthening
their positions in the different places attacked last year.
Irade was dull, but expected to revive speedily. At
Canton some dissatisfaction still prevailed. An immature
revolt at Manilla had been put down, and the rebels
executed. It had for its object to declare the islands inde-
pendent of the Spanish yoke.
West Indies.—The Royal mail steamer Avon arrived

?t Falmouth on Tuesday morning, bringing Mexican,
Havannah, Jamaica, and other West India Island mails.
Wer dates of leaving are—from St. Thomas's, April 8,

^(1 Bermuda, April 20. Her Majesty's ship Warspite
«ad proceeded to New York, for the purpose of taking

a? xf
S

-

ir Charles ^agot. Mr. Pakenham, late Minister
Mexico, came passenger from Vera Cruz by the Thames

steamer, and lauded at Bermuda, to await the arrival of
«ie Dee, expected from England. The whole of the West«mia islands are reported to be unhealthy in consequence

^.,;7 1

rams
» and continued shocks of earthquakes were

11! ,i o i

At GuadalouPe ten shocks had been experienced
<->n tiie ^d and one on the 5th, of April. General SantaAnna had been indisposed, but had recovered, and gone
to the city of Mexico. On the 4th inst., near midnight,
the Avon came in contact with the brig Eliza, of Swansea',
with coals and machinery for Cuba. The concussion was
so severe that the crew of the latter were obliged instantly
to abandon their vessel, and get on board the steamer, and
the Eliza is supposed to have sunk very shortly afterwards.
Brazils—Her Majesty's packet Penguin has arrived

* rom Rio with the Brazilian and Buenos Ayrean mails,
having sailed therefrom on the 23d March, bringing 15
Passer^gers, and on freight about 20,000/. in gold, silver,

nfirm

miss
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v1 *"*»*>*«% « treaty oeiween mat empi:

final
ritain

'
his proposals having been rejected and his

25th
a

i!i
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e f° r formal,
y takin& leave beinS fixed to* the
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and soon ofter which }t was expected he°«W embark in the Malabar for England.
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HOUSE OF LORDS.
c°mmn

'"~Tne Marquess of Clanricaude moved for a
stating >-

e to C0Tlsider the operation of the Irish Poor-law. AIMS1 -

notim grounds for the proposed inquiry, he said that it would
of Com With the Pr°ffress o f the bill at present in the House
exprp. .

0ns>—The Archbishop of Dublin seconded the motion
ti0n f

A*^ n
j
s decided conviction of the necessity for an altera-

Whj]e f j

e Jr>sh Poor-law. Mendicancy had increased in Ireland,
of Priv f

law had be^n instrumental in drying up the sources
for rail

cnarity- The Poor-law was not precisely an expedient
Le

ftislnt
ne n

?
one >

r on false pretences, but in passing through the
a ston t

e lt 'md Deen stripped of clauses which would have put
there%v°

memiicity,~'The Duke of Wkl, '1N0t0* admitted that
that Q*i

Prci
Van y defects in the Irish Poor-law, but contended

^ent JirWise ifc was satisfactory, and only required amend-
Of i^

'
*'e denied that there was an indisposition in the House

V\'oui
( | if *? attend to measures relating to Ireland. As the law

the
inor

unProved by the bill now in the Commons, he resisted
tlie law

10" °^ tIle n0D ' e Marquess, whose object was to repeal
and l

""T^he Earls of Gi/kngall, Mountcashel, and Rouen
^a ^si,o Courtow,n» supported the motion, and the Marquess of
lll«Utrh i

NK at, niitted that a case for inquiry had been made out
w*inc,i *

tho,|ehtthat by the forthcoming: bill the evils com'
Marq n e<r

m,&ht be rectified.—The Earl of Wicklow and the
Cl 'A N"uir

° f DoWNSHIRK opposed the motion.—The Marquess of
heei1

lielri

A&UK Woulli have withdrawn it, had any intimation
a cortimi?f

0ut tnat tnc hill in the Commons would be referred to
W,'

: '.i /in
uP-stairs, on its reaching the Lords.—The Duke of

axi(
l the,

° T0
.

W Promised to consider the propriety of so doine-
Tue,rf

otlon was withdrawn. s'

y
{
W]anrt""~

The Earl of r <>den called attention to the condition
ni°n "y. consequcnt on the agitation for the repeal of the

Vince of t/ic*
Was

I,ro(lucinS great mischief, except in the pro-
r^ficiv t rt i .

r
'
where the people were still sound and loyal and

The DnL ,
ln 1843 wnat they had so effectually done in 170a —

f^S^l PUbHc P^e in'lreland.. The Govern^ t! wer!** he £t *? maintain inviolate the integrity of the empire!

* hor* Baorrn
r ° that Parliament would aid them in so data*

S?
UUl KinW M

.
8

a
d"^ * 8ev/™ncc °f the Legislative Union

l-
1% countrv i V.

dlsru Ption of the empire
; to prevent which*icaj

* 5 ieS r fc frh its
,^

hole stre
?
gth > morai «*Sy-«*e nrat intimation of its necessityt-The Marquess of

ocioic stated the course which the Government would pursr
out he bad no objection to repeat it. He should be verv glad
ne could prevent the disruption of the Church of Scotland, whi
it

_

was said would follow the secession of some of its able

Lansdownk said that the Government might rely with confi-
dence upon the efforts of the House, in the maintenance of the
integrity of the empire.—The Marquess of Pownshirb said that
it was highly requisite that, attention should be directed lo the
present excited state of Ireland upon this question.—Lord
Uampbbljl presented a petition, which again brought the Scotch
Uiurch question under discussion; and the Marquess of
JJRKADALBANK asked Lord Aberdeen how the Government in-

hnf
deal with the subject?—Lord Aberdeen said he had

oeiorc stated the course which the Government would pursue,

hich
~olest

»musters
; but if the Church insisted on claims inconsistent with

liberty, and with the recognised principles of law in this free
rrotestant country; if they contemplated establishing a tyranny,
winch it would be odious and derogatory to submit to. it was
impossible to support them. The principle he was willing to re-
cogrnse was the right of the people to object, and the right ofthe Presbytery to judge.—After a shoit conversation, in which
the Duke of Arcym., Lord Brougham, and Lord Campbell
joined, the petition was laid upon the table.

Thursday.--Lord Brougham stated that Earl Spencer had
authorized him to correct a misrepresentation respecting what henad tormerly said as to the repeal of the Union. He had not, as

\fPresented, said that he would support the repeal of the Unionn all the Irish Members did so j but that when all the Irish Memberscame round to its support it would be time enough for him to
otate ins opinions on it.

WStaniiopb presented the petition of the farmers assembled
at the Wallmgford meeting, and in doing so, stated shortly his
opinions relative to its prayer. The last harvest had not beenmore than an average one, and therefore the depression of priceswas not attributable to it. The cause was the enormous importa-
tion of foreign corn, consequent on the act of last year, and which
could not have taken place under the previous scale of duties.
Ail the evils of the country might be cured by legislative
measures, in the direction of protection, which could not be calledmonopoly when fairly extended to all interests.—The Duke of
Buckingham affirmed that the recent alteration of the Com- lawsnaa been exceedingly prejudicial, and he hoped no further changes
vvouici be made. He wished to see the Government take thesame tone with respect to the repeal of the Corn-laws as they hadaone on the subject of the repeat of the Union, and wished they
^ould make a distinct declaration that they would resist all
alteration.—Earl Fitzwilliam admitted that the country ought»oc to be left in the dark as to the intentions of the Government,
j-Lord Wharncuffe said that the Government were not charg-

,

)e Wlth creating any uncertainty, for they had declared their
determination not to make any alteration in the law.—A brief
conversational debate followed; after which the petition was
ordered to be laid on the table.
Friday.—in reply to the Marquess of Brkadalbane, the Earl

oi Abkrdhkn gave a similar answer as on former occasions, asto the intentions of the Government with respect to the Church

he hoped for would amount to 50,150,000/.; thus leaving him
763,000/. of surplus to apply to the payment f" the arrfar of
2,100,000/., with which he commenced the year TW rLnt
hon. gentleman concluded by expressing his confidence that the

of Scotland.—The report on the Registration of Voters' Bill was
brought up, afrer some discussion; and some other routine
business was transacted.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—The House went into a committee of Ways andMeans, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer rose to open

jus Budget. He prefaced his financial statement by an enumera-
tion of the difficulties that beset the Government, in their under-
taking of last year, to equalise the revenue with the expenditure,
at the same time that they reduced a large mass of duties ; and
particularly called attention to the fact, that while the operationon the revenue of the remission of duties was immediate, that

£i« iS
im

!\
osltlo

,
n of taxes was remote. He then proceeded to

A rilTf ? ?.
C °ctual rcven"° of the year ending the 5th

last tew bv SS
t?8

J
m
? £

ach itcm with the amounts anticipated

culated"to
y
nrori?nn

eH ?*eK V" Cnstoms which had been cal-

thlt on ™ra^ 20^0 ooo/. , so

750,000/. Of this deficiency sooioorarose on"the Ll1cfe%?wto?and 200,000/. on that of foreign spirits; causedJ hj^ aid by Theuncertain negotiations, which had been pending with foreign
Powers, and by increased habits of temperance amongst thelower orders. The Excise, which had been estimated tn Irtnil

ciency or i.zt/u, uuu*. ui tins defalcation 8S0
t000/. was caused hv

the failure of the malt duties, which he attributed to the short
ness or badness of the barley crop of 1840, and by the additional
Irish spirit duty which, instead of realising the anticipated
250,000/., had only brought 56,000/. into the Exchequer. The
?!fXar

V
rt te«fe-elfa?^ at 7.l90,000/.

f
had produced

7,000,000/. The Taxes, which had been calculated at 4,400 000/
had realised that sum. On the Post-office there was an increase
upon the estimate of 110,000/. The Crown lands fell short of the
estimate by 30.000/ The whole of the ordinaryra^S£h
ba<

!
be

f5ln7
e
l
timate

1

d last year ^ Sir Robert Peel to produce
47,6J0,000/., had only actually produced 45,600,000/., thusleaving
a deficiency on the entire ordinary revenue of 2,040,000/. In
diminution of tins, the 750,000/. received for the ransom of
Canton being applied, the net deficiency on the ordinary revenue
of the year remained at 1,290,000/. Under the Property-tax
which had been estimated to produce 3,700,000/., the sum of
2,450,000/. had only been received up to the 5th of April •

but the charges made under this tax in England and Scot-
land amounted to 5,500,000/., so that, making allowance for
reductions, the yearly revenue derivable from the Property-
tax could not realise less than 5, 100,000/. However, only
2,450,000/. came in aid of the revenue of the past year. The
total expenses which had been calculated by Sir Robert
Peel at 51,381,000/., had been reduced by 222,000/., and this left

a deficiency of revenue to meet the expenditure at the end of the
year of 2,420,000/. From this the sum of 262,000/., provided to
payoff the holders of Exchequer-bills, being deducted, the net
deficiency on the 5th of April was 2,100,000/. To get rid of this
deficiency of 2,100,000/., the right hon. gentleman said he had no
plan to propose but to leave it to be wiped away by the surpluses
of successive revenues as they might arise. He then proceeded
to announce his anticipations of the present year. He intro-
duced this part of his Budget by stating that he left out of calcu-
lation the sums of 1,250,000/., due to the opium merchants as
compensation, and 800,000/. due to the East India Company for

the expenses of operations in China, as he proposed to raise

money for the liquidation of these sums by a vote of credit,

reserving the money still to be received from China (which
amounts to 3,150,000/.) for the repayment. The customs for the
year he calculated at 19,000,000/., excluding altogether the
expectation of any duty from corn this year. The Excise, he
thought, would produce 13,000,000/., the Stamps 7,000,000/.,

Taxes 4,200,000/., the Post-Office 600,000/., Crown lands
130,000/., the ordinary miscellaneous revenues 250,000/., money
received from the Chinese Government, and which has been

paid into the consolidated fund, 870,000/., the Property-tax,

5 100,000/. Thus the total revenue of the year he anticipated

would amount to 50,150,000/. The expenditure would be, for

the Army, 6,619,000/. ; for the Navy, 6,383,000/.; for the Ord-

nance, 1,850,000/.; for the miscellaneous votes, 3,000,000/. Total

on these accounts, 17,852,000/., being a reduction upon the esti-

mates of last year of 645,000/. Then the charge on the funded

debt would be 28,560,000/., 011 Exchequer-bills 618,000/., on the

consolidated fund 2,357,000/. Total on these three charges,

31,535,000/., being a reduction on the corresponding charges of

last year of 257,000/., and making, with the reduction before
stated, a total reduction on the entire estimates of 902,000/. The
result of these calculations was, that he anticipated the whole

-hat this House will resolve itself into 1committee for the purpose of considering the duties affecting the

K£?™ tL^o COn1
' r1? a View to t^rTmmemate

.*_* ft. coa** yau to be «9,3%„W,* ft, income SSSSS feM^S •£?£•?,SfiS£SS5S

CHKQUKit added to his statement that no reduction of taxation
was contemplated.—Mr. Labougherb asked if there was to beno alteration in the sugar duties?—The Chancellor of the
Exchequer said he had no such intention.—Mr. Hume com-
mented on the statement of the Chancellor of the Exchequer"
which had greatly disappointed him; The present Government
had succeeded no better than the preceding; our difficulties had
rather increased than diminished, and would do so until our
system was entirely changed. He had been led to expect that
the Chancellor of the Exchequer was about to propose some-
thing, such as the repeal of the malt-tax, and he was surprised if

not disappointed to hear that nothing was to be done.—Mr. P.
Baring also criticised the financial statement, which showed
that the present Government, when in opposition, had proved to
be false critics, as well as bad financiers. The revenue had
produced by upwards of 2,000,000/. less than had been anticipated
by a very sober calculation; what they had taken out of the
pockets of the people by the income-tax, they had lost on the
revenue derived from articles of consumption.— Sir R. Peel
quoted from the speech which he made last year, on introducing
his financial statement, and contended that there had been such
a reduction in the prices of the great articles of consumption, as
would enable any economical and managing housekeeper to
obtain that compensation for the income-tax which he had
predicted. He had also predicted that a revival of commerce
would follow the reductions of the new tariff ; and though not
wishing to speak too sanguinely, he thought that there were
decided symptoms of a revival of manufacturing industry, though
he regretted that some great branches, such as the iron and
coal trades, were yet in a state of depression. He hoped the
House would not rashly press upon the Ministry any reductions
of duties; seeing that there was still a deficiency to provide for.
Where would we be now, if the income-tax had not been imposed?
Looking to the enormous accumulated deficiency often millions
with which he had to deal at the commencement of 1842, no other
measure could have been devised less objectionable'or more
effective to meet the difficulty ; and though his anticipations of
revenue from Customs and Excise had not been realised, and the
period of the revival of trade had been postponed, he was satis-
fied that the great body of the owners of property would sustain
him in resisting the repeal of the income-tax. He had been told
last year, that the effects of that tax would be perceptible in the
reduction of the amount of the assessed taxes. This prophecy
had not been fulfilled, for the produce of the assessed taxes had
been nearly what he had estimated. Considering the present
state of the revenue, he had come to the conclusion, that for the
present no reductions of duties could be proposed, which other-
wise would have been most agreeable to him to propose.
Lord J. Russkll remarked that the budget of the late Govern-

ment was proposed with a view to the benefit of trade and com-
merce, and would have had that effect if it had been adopted. But
the financial measures of the present Government had preserved
the entire amount of the deficiency for which they had to provide
on entering office. He would not support any proposition which
would permanently affect the revenue, but if trade and commerce
were improving and we were blessed with a bountiful harvest
next year, it afforded the desired opportunity for further ameliora-
tion of our import duties.—After some remarks from Mr. S.
Wort lev, Lord Howick alluded to the "change of performer 1 '

in making the annual statement; last year it was the First Lord
of the Treasury, who, with a great flourish of trumpets, an-
nounced his scheme; this year, it was the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, who spoke in humbler tone, confessing, as he was
obliged to do, the failure of that scheme. He commented on the
impolicy of the duty on the importation of coal: and after
criticising the system of differential duties which had been
adopted by the Government, called on the House boldly to adopt
sound principles of commercial legislation, as the only means of
restoring the country to a healthy condition. The present policy
of the Government would entail the income-tax, not for three,
but for ten years.—Mr. Lidi>kll added his testimony to that of
Lord Howick's, as to the pernicious effects of the duty on coal,
Mr. Hutt asked if there was an intention to effect a reduction in
the Three-and-a-half per Cents.—The Chancellor of the Exchk-
O.UKR replied that he must be guided by circumstances.—After
some remarks from Mr. Bkll, Mr. Labouchkre dwelt on the
importance of an immediate adoption of a sound policy, which
nad only to be boldly acted on to bring general prosperity.— Sir
R. Ferguson and Mr. M. GiBsoNfollowed.thelatterintimatinghis
fears that even the small duty on cotton could not be maintained
with safety to the prosperity of our manufactures. He hoped
Sir Robert Peel would boldly act on the principles which he had
avowed, and he was sure the country gentlemen would not for-
sake him if he told them that the condition of the country
required it.—Mr. Williams asked if the frauds at the Custom-
house had been taken into account.—The Chancellor of the
Exchequer had no means of ascertaining the amount of the
frauds. The Report of the commission of inquiry had not yet
been made, and would only refer to frauds actually dis-
covered.— The Chancellor of the Exchequer in reply to
Mr. Hutt, stated that the Bank of England was instructed
not to deduct the income-tax from the dividends of those whoseincome had been proved under 150/.—Mr. Ewart asked if «nv
propositions had been made to other countries, similar to
those which had been made to Brazil.—Sir R. Pkel declined
to give an answer, as it would be inconvenient. The discussion
having been finished, the formal vote was agreed to and theSpeaker resumed the chair.

J

Tuesday.—Lord Jocelyn, before the House proceeded to the
motions of the day, requested to know from Sir R. Peel the
intentions of Government with respect to the maintenance ofthe Irish Union, now threatened by extensive agitation.

Sir R. Pekl, in a solemn and emphatic manner, declared him
self authorized by her Majesty to repeat the language employed
by the Crown on this subject, in a speech which was deliveredfrom the throne during the administration of Earl Grey andwhich expressed the most resolute determination to uphold thPUnion. The present Government, he said, would exercise for
this purpose all the powers vested in them under the exisfi™*law

: and though not desirous of disparaging the constitution hiapplying for new and extraordinary powers until thosp «f"«/
existing law should be found practically insufficient thev w™mnot hesitate, should that insufficiency become ann * i
appeal to Parliament for such enactments as wn„i 1 ?«

e
*

. 11

obviate the evil; for they were persuaded tha t^ r^l/tattempted was not merely, as some called it thL . L?
hj
?°*

statute, but the dismemberment of the emnirl' ™ "^ °/ *

to Parliament, should it come to be LeS!' rh^ apphcatwn
he was sure, with the greater success Tn lr£
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Sir R

'
Peel said he

Irsl Mcmhe^ ever declared that, if all the

ithid^ would consider

decarS .

lfLord Allhorp ever made such *declaration, Sir R. Peel said he was not prepared to abide by itIhe Spkakek called on Mr. Villiers to proceed with hismotion on the Corn-laws, which was the signal for the presenta-tion of a great number of petitions on the subject—Mr Vili irmthen rose to move "That this House win ^..1... ff: YJ , .

s
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his inability to do justice to the subject, he yet referred to his past

exertions, at a period when the public mind was not alive to it, as

the apology for doing so now, in preference to others who nuglrt

be able to render it more justice. The subject mijrht, indeed, be

said to be exhausted, and so it ought to be, for the arguments

used on former occasions were as weighty then as now. Hut a

great change had now passed over public opinion on the question

of the Corn-laws. Various circumstances had contributed to

this. The Anti-Corn-law League, however much underrated

within the House, had largely contributed to enlighten the public

mind, and their exertions would ere long be duly estimated, not

only by this country, but by the world at large. Again, the dis-

tress of the country had compelled those to think who were

usually averse to the consideration of public questions. All the

old arguments by which a Corn-law had hitherto been supported

were abandoned last year, when the law was altered, and another

act was passed to keep corn between 54.v. and Ws. the quarter,

with the plea that it was mainly for the benefit of the agricultural

labourer. The present condition of the corn-market was the

reply to these fallacies ; the law was condemned in public opinion,

and its final abrogation but waited the sentence of the Legisla-

ture.—Mr. V. Stuart seconded the motion.
t

Mr. Gladstone opposed the motion as one impolitic

last year, and doubly impolitic this year. The Corn-law of

last year was in the nature of a contract, and without a

frank expression of error in having passed it, or a change

of events producing a corresponding change in those results

which were then thought to be ruinous, any alteration would

be a breach of that contract. The Canadian Corn Bill

was not an amendment of the law passed last session, but a part

of the engagement then entered into. The operation of the

present Corn Bill had not yet obtained a fair trial ; and the effect

of a total repeal of the corn duties would be to drain the country

completely of its specie. The right hon. gentleman concluded

a very long speech by declaring that the motion was one which

it was impossible for the Government to entertain, or to hold out

the hope of ever hereafter entertaining; that the existing law

had quite fulfilled the expectation held out when it was proposed

;

and that should the Government assent to such a motion, they

would convict themselves of the grossest imbecility, and, in the

face of the world, declare themselves unworthy and incompetent

to conduct the affairs of a great nation.—After some remarks by

Mr. Trklawnry in favour of the motion, Mr. Christopher
opposed it, and denied the assertion that the farmers were

inclined to a repeal. He said that in agreeing to the changes of

last year, the Members of agricultural counties had accepted the

proposition of the Government as the minimum of protection,

and therefore, considering that so late a revision had taken place,

and considering, al«o, that already large importations of foreign

grain had been introduced at the reduced duty, he could not

think of further alterations.— Mr. Roebuck, in along speech

advocating free-trade in everything, supported the motion.—The
debate, on the motion of Mr. Miles, was then adjourned.

Wednesday.—The adjourned debate on the Corn-laws was
resumed by Mr. Milks, who argued that the repeal of these laws

would have the effect of changing arable land into pasture, and

thereby cause great distress to those whose employment depended
on agriculture. The independent members of the House were
prepared to take their stand against farther concession; and the

determination of the Government to maintain the present law

gave him confidence.—Mr. Ward contended that under the state

of things which would exist with a free trade in corn, the revenue

would be easily raised, because the people would be able to com-

mand more comforts, and to consume more of those commodities
from which the Customs and the Excise collected their duties.

True, other countries were hostile in their tariffs, because we
had delayed too long. Had we begun a system of free trade in

1815, we might have commanded the trade of Europe. In addi-

tion to general reasonings, the honourable member went into

detail on the condition of Sheffield ; and called upon the House to

regain the confidence of the people by wise and timely conces-

sion.—Sir C. Napibr, Sir G. Strickland, Mr. Gisborne, Lord
Howick, and Mr. Wallace, subsequently spoke in favour of the

motion, and Mr. Fitzmauricb, and Mr. Baillie, against it.

—

Mr. Colquiiouk denounced the system of free trade in corn,

which had been described as a panacea for all the evils of the

country, as one which would ruin the agriculturists, endanger

the fundholder, reduce prices, and produce a confusion more
universal than any which this country ever witnessed.—Lord
Howick adhered to his opinion, that the best course was to

impose on imported corn a small fixed duty; not because he
was an advocate of protection to agriculture, but because he
thought it would be the best compromise between conflicting

opinions. Such a fixed duty would not sensibly affect prices,

while it would materially benefit the revenue. But he was not
the less prepared to support the motion ; for if it were carried, it

would be competent for any member of the House—and he was
prepared, if no one else was—to propose a moderate fixed duty
in lieu of the present sliding-scale. The course of Sir R. Peel
had been marked by unwise concessions, because they were M a

day too late ;" and they might rest assured that the next bad
harvest would compel another course on this question.—Mr.
Blackstonb said that if he were to imitate Lord Howick, and to

vote for the motion, it would be to go into committee, not to

obtain a moderate fixed duty, but higher protection to agriculture

than it at present receives. He was glad to learn from Mr.
Gladstone's speech that the Government were now repudiating

free-trade doctrines, and were prepared to support the agricul-

tural interest, the depression of which was now acknowledged.
He admitted that free-trade doctrines were spreading amongst
the farmers, and he regretted it ; but this was owing to the con-
duct of the Government, which led them rather to wish to see
the end at once, than to die by inches. They were also deeply
disappointed by being abandoned by the resident gentry, who
had pledged themselves at the last general election to protect
them. The farmers of the country were now beginning to act
for themselves ; and though the Government had silenced Sir

Edward Knatchbull and the gentry, they would not long be able
to control the yeomanry.—Mr. Wallace praised the honesty of

Mr. Blackstone's speech, the like of which he had never heard
from the ministerial benches. For himself, he was a straight-

forward repealer, and would be no party to any compromise of a
fixed duty. The Corn-laws were doomed.—Mr. Campbell
affirmed that his constituents were all to a man coming round to
the opinion that the new tariff was a wise and necessary measure,
and that before it passed the price of butchers' meat was shame-
fully high, putting it out of the reach of the humbler classes.
For himself he was not afraid even of a total repeal of the Corn-
laws, if a little time were allowed; the slovenly agriculture of
England would be cured, if the farmers were compelled to exert
themselves more, in order to pay their rents.—The debate was
again adjourned.

Thu sdny.—Mr. T. Dun-combe called attention to the petition

of William Jones, the Chartist, who complained that he had
been interrupted, on his trial, in an unconstitutional manner, by
Mr. Baron Gurncy, and that the learned judge had placed his

case in the second class of misdemeanors, whereby he was sub-
jected to a prison regimen insufficient to maintain health. Mr.
Duneombe asked the House to address the Queen to take Jones's
case into her merciful consideration.— Sir J. Graham defended
the conduct of Baron Gurncy, and designated the hon. Member
for Finsbury as "the Prosecutor-General and self-constituted
Judge of Judges."— After some remarks from Mr. Hume, Mr.
Sergeant Murphy, and Mr. Hawks, the motion was withdrawn.
The adjourned debate on the Corn-laws was resumed by Mr.

Bohthwick, who opposed the motion. While admitting that
the constituencies of the country had been grossly deceived at
the late general election by their present representatives, he
absolved Sir R. Peel from all concurrence in that deception.—
Alter some observations in favour of the motion from Mr.
Wjuohtson and Mr, Marslamd, and against it from Mr, R,

Palmer and Mr. Darby, Sir E. Knatchbull defended himself

from the charge of having deserted the cause to which he

had formerly stood pledged; and urged, as a sort of justification,

that Lord J. Russell, Lord Melbourne, and Lord Fitzwilliam had

changed their opinions on this subject.— Lord J. RxrssELL, though

still adhering to his fixed duty principle, refused to vote for the

motion, which would pledge him to go into committee with the

view of a total repeal.—The debate was again adjourned.

Friday.—The adjourned debate on the Corn-laws was begun by

Mr. Brotherton, who spoke in favour of the motion. Mr. Humk
and Mr. W. Blakelr y also spoke in its favour, and Mr. Ha mpdkn,
Capt. Gladstone, Mr. Benktt, Sir J.TYRKLL,and Sir "W. James
against it. After some remarks by Lord Worslky, Sir R.

Peel declared his opinion that the subject was exhausted.

He stood by the principles on which the late changes had been
framed ; but in doing so, he had no concealed intention of

repealing the Corn law, and he did not contemplate any im-

mediate alteration. Beyond this decided declaration of no
present intention to aiter the law, he would not go, for

he would not commit himself to any commercial law, or

make declarations for the sake of conciliating political support.

—The adjournment of the debate was then moved, and a very

noisy scene ensued, which ended in a division giving a majority

of 3S5 to 94 against the adjournment of the debate. Mr. W. O.
Stanley, however, repeated the motion, which was again nega-

tived by 2/3 to 80. Mr. Ewart then moved the adjournment of

the debate, being the third motion to effect that object. Lord J.

Manners moved the adjournment of the House, but after

another stormy scene, it was ultimately agreed to adjourn the

debate to Monday.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols left off at 9G£ to

£ for money, and 9G£ for account ; Three per Cents.

Reduced, 95^ to f; Three-and-half per Cents. Reduced,

101| to£ ; New Three-and-half per Cents. Annuities, 102|
to I Bank ; Stock, 180 to 1 ; Exchequer Bills, 62s. to G4s.

Jffletropolia nntf ft* Vitixdvo.

British and Foreign Bible Society.—The annual meet-

ing of this Society was held last week at Exeter Hall,

Lord.Bexley in the chair. On the platform were—the

Bishops of Winchester and Chester, Lord Morpeth, Lord
Teignmouth, Mr. Plumptre, M.P., and a large body of the

clergy. The Rev. Andrew Brandram read the report,

which was of great length, and gave a detailed account of

the Society's operations. During the last 23 years no
less than 1,600,000 copies of the Holy Scriptures had

been distributed in France through the instrumentality of

the Society, and within the last twelve months 135,841

had been circulated there. In Germany a very large dis-

tribution of the Scriptures had taken place. The pro-

gress made by the Society in that part of the world was
highly satisfactory. In Wurtemberg the number of copies

distributed last year was much greater than on any pre-

vious year. 20,000 copies had been granted for Hanover.

57,000 copies had been distributed in Italy. The report

went on to state that very determined opposition had been

given to the Society's friends in Belgium ; notwithstanding

which, 12,546 copies had been distributed in that country

during the last year, being 3,000 copies more than in the

previous year. In Prussia the Society was prospering.

The committee had recently received a letter from
Chevalier Bunsen, inclosing a remittance of 100/., as a

donation of his Majesty the King of Prussia, in addition

to his annual subscription of 25/. 400/. had been received

from Van Dieman's Land ; and amongst the subscriptions

was that of the Wesleyan Methodists' Society for 1,000/.

In Stockholm, 19,935 copies had been distributed in the

Swedish, French, and other languages. 15,970 copies had
been sent to the Swedish Bible Society. From St.

Petersburgh a very large number of copies had been dis-

tributed in the various local languages ; 40,000 families in

Finland had received copies of the Bible. In Spain, con-

siderable opposition had been experienced. In Greece,

8,428 copies had been distributed last year. In Mytilene,

4,470 copies. 60,000 copies had been forwarded to Cal-

cutta during the year. The report adverted to the vast

prospects which had been opened in China for the exer-

tions of the Society, and proceeded to state that very

urgent demands were made by the natives of New Zealand

for the Holy Scriptures. 280/. had been received from

Tahiti towards the funds of the Society. Three editions

of the Scriptures had been printed in Mexico since 1837.

A large number of copies had been distributed in the

West Indies ; and during the past year 100 new Bible

Societies had been established. The total amount re-

ceived during the year, applicable to the general objects

of the Society, in subscriptions and donations, is

39,821/. Is. ; received from sales of Bibles and Testa-

ments, 52,287/. 125. 3J. ; for drawbacks, 36'7/. 3s. 5rf.

Total amount received from all sources, 92,476/. 2s. 8rf.

The number of Bibles and Testaments issued from the

depository at home have been 727,830, and from the

depots abroad 254,230; total, 982,060. The total num-
ber of Bibles and Testaments issued since the commence-
ment of the Society in 1804 was 15,020,994.

British and Foreign School Society.—The thirty-eighth

annual meeting of this Society was held on Monday, at

Exeter Hall, Lord John Russell in the chair. The hall

was filled to overflowing with a large assemblage of both
sexes. Amongst the company on the platform, were Earl

Fitzwilliam, Lord Monteagle, the Rev. Baptist Noel,

Colonel Fox, M. P., Mr. Hindley, Esq., M.P., &c. In
opening the business of the clay, Lord J. Russell called

the attention of the meeting to the death of the late Duke
of Sussex, whom he warmly eulogised as a man who had
rendered himself eminently useful in the promotion of
every species of public improvement, and had also con-
tributed much to the success of the Society by the

countenance and support which he invariably yielded to

it. He then went on to observe that this "was a time

when great principles were in jeopardy. There never was

a time in which it was so desirable to stand by and sup-

port these principles as it was now. Looking back at

times when it was thought dangerous to educate the poor,

and when it was thought necessary that the teaching of

Scripture should be accompanied with the teaching of the

church catechism and liturgy, he would congratulate the

meeting that the present age was one of a more liberal

cast—when men thought far differently upon these im-

portant points than they were wont to do. For himself,

he thought that in teaching the Bible in schools, the

Bible should be taught alone, leaving it altogether to the

ministers of religion to expound its particular signification.

This was a principle which rose superior to every other

principle, both in its justice and liberality, and also in its

applicability to the present condition of the people of

England. He earnestly hoped the proceedings of the day

would show that they were all determined to adhere to

those principles bearing upon the important question of

public instruction which would tend to render the rising

generation good subjects while here, and fit them for the

reward of goodness and virtue hereafter. The noble chair-

man was several times warmly greeted during his address,

and sat down amidst great applause. The secretary then

read the report, and entered into a detail of the financial

affairs of the Society, which it appeared were favourable.

It stated that the appearance of the schools throughout

the country connected with the Society indicated improve-

ment, and that the practicability and usefulness of the

system on which these schools were founded were proved

by continued experience. It also adverted to the edu-

cational measure introduced into Parliament by Sir James

Graham, the spirit and tendency of which it condemned.

The Society had watched for the past year, with anxiety,

the movements of Government in respect to education ;

and whatever might ultimately be the nature of those

movements, the committee trusted that no amount of aid

which the Government might grant would ever induce the

Society to compromise in the smallest degree the great

principles which have regulated it from its institution.

Several of the noblemen and gentlemen present then

addressed the meeting, and resolutions in favour of the

Society were unanimously carried.

London Society for promoting Christianity amongst the

Jews.—The 34th annual meeting of this institution was

held a few days ago at Exeter-hall. The attendance was

very large, every available spot in the room being occu-

pied. Sir. T. Baring, Bart., presided, and was supported

by Lord Ashley, M.P., the Marquis of Cholmondcly,

Mr. Plumptre, M.P., the Dean of Salisbury, &c. The

report stated that the number of conversions had been

much greater during the past than any preceding year,

and seven fresh missionaries had been appointed to foreign

countries. The subscriptions and donations amounted to

25,066/., being an increase of 36()7. over those of the year

preceding, and leaving an amount, after defraying oil

expenses, of 9,500/. vested in Exchequer-bills, and 2,456/.

in the hands of the treasurer. The Society had issued

during the year, 1,830 Hebrew Bibles, 2,056 Hebrew

copies of the New Testament, 3,023 copies of the Book
of Common Prayer, with large numbers of the Penta-

teuch and a variety of tracts. The Society's missions

had been most successful in Jerusalem, Beyrout,

Hebron, Smyrna, Poland, Cracow, Prussian Poland,

Berlin, Konigsberg, Frankfort, Brussels, Holland, and

Strasburg. Missionaries, however, are still required

in Russia, Austria, Persia, the north coast of Africa,

China, America, and New South Wales. The mission in

London and the Hebrew College were likewise in *

flourishing condition. The King of Prussia had presented

the Society with a donation of 100/., and had become an

annual subscriber of 25/. The chairman alluded to Dr.

Bowring's attack on the Bishop of Jerusalem, and said

that the Society had received a donation of 50/. in conse-

quence of that speech. On the motion of Lord Ashleyt

the motion was adopted, and several resolutions in accord-

ance with the principles of the society were subsequently

^ Colonial Church Society.—The annual general meeting

of the members of this Society was held last week at

Exeter-hall. The attendance almost filled the room-

Captain Sir Edward Parry, upon taking the chair, said

that in opening the proceedings it could not be necessary

for him to urge upon an assembly like the present the

value and importance of those objects which the Society

was formed to promote. It appeared from the report tha

in Nova Scotia the Rev. Mr. Richards had, during t»e

past year, visited many places where a minister had neve

before been seen, and held church services. The account

from Prince Edward's Island were of an encouraging

nature, Mr. Brooks, the agent, having distributed many

tracts, and the churches being attended by large cong re*

gations. The Cape of Good Hope had not been forgo^
by the Society ; ministers were already there, andebureb
and chapels, each capable of accommodating 500 person

.

«

were building. The colonists, it was confidently expec*6

would contribute liberally to their support, as the Sod'- J

did not confine its beneficent labours to the Englishing

j

but gave them to the Dutch, Hottentots, and M»W^
After alluding to the satisfactory state of affairs in ° l

*

'

parts of the colonies, the report stated that Mr. QodttV
the minister at Chantilly, had been withdrawn i" P "},
quence of the removal of the majority of the English >

dents since the death of the Duke of Orleans. ^
Harding daily read prayers to the British and Ge* ^
residents at Lyons. In reference to the home proceed! g

j

the committee stated that agents had visited the princ j

towns of England, Ireland, and Scotland, and had e
f

Wished many auxiliaries. The income during the >
•ulai

amounted to 3,225/. Ids. The Society paid Par
[

u'

oatl.
attention to the selection of the persons they sent a&

,j

The Rev. C. Yorke moved, and the Rev. Hugh btOT^

seconded, the adoption of the report, which was carr

'

members of the Cabinet,°the Foreign Ministers, and other
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noble and official personages. The exhibition opened on
Monday, a week later than usual, having been postponed
in consequence of the death of the Duke of Sussex.

King's College.—On Thursday, the 4th inst., the

annual distribution of the prizes to the. medical students

of the institution took place. His Grace the Archbishop
of Canterbury in the chair, supported by the Earl of

Dartmouth, the Bishop of "Winchester, Sir R. Inglis, the

Professors, &c. The seats in the theatre were crowded
with (he students and visitors. The Dean, Dr. Todd,
introduced Mr. W. II. Parsey, the successful candidate
for the medical scholarship, 40/. a-year, and for a certifi-

cate of honour, Mr. T. Hawksley. The other prizes and

certificates were thus awarded :—Medicine, Surgery, and

Midwifery— 1st prize, Mr. Parsey ; 2d prize, Mr. Steele.

Certificates of Honour—Mr. A. B. Andrews, Mr. T.

Hawksley, Mr. R. C. Golding, Mr. E. Thomas. Materia

Medica and Physiology— 1st prize, Mr. B. L. Jemmett;
2d prise* Mr. J. Duncan. Certificate of Honour—Mr. C.

Roberts. Anatomy and Chemistry— 1st prize, Mr. J.

Ody
; 2d prize, Mr. J. Duncan. Certificates of Honour

—Mr. F. J. Ilensley, Mr. II. G. Collett. Botany-
Prize, Mr. J. II. Blount. Certificates of Honour—Mr.
J- Darean, Mr. F. C. G. Ellerton. Forensic Medicine

—

Prize, Mr. M. Baines. Certificates of Honour—Mr.
A. B. Andrews, Mr. R. C. Golding, Mr. J. H. Blount,
Mr. R. Spitta, Mr. J. C. Grylls. Medical Society's

Prize—Mr. B. L. Jemmett. The Principal introduced
for (.he Warneford prizes—First gold medal, 10/. ; books,
15/.— Mr. W. IT. Parsey. Second gold medal, 5/. ; books,
15/—Mr. F. J. Hensley. For the Leathes prizes— 1st

Pnze, a Bible, Mr. B. L. Jemmett; 2d prize, a Prayer-
book, Mr. W. G. Dalgairns. The presentations having
terminated, the Earl of Dartmouth moved a vote of

thanks to his Grace the Archbishop, which was seconded
by the Bishop of Winchester, and carried unanimously.

Election of Chamberlain. — On Tuesday a Common
Hall was held for the election of a Chamberlain in the
room of Sir James Shaw, who has resigned in conse-
quence of ill health. As there was no political excitement,
the business of the day was transacted with great tran-
quillity. The two candidates, Sir John Pine and Sir

William Ileygate, were received with cheers on their

"Ppearance on the hustings. The Recorder stated to the
Livery that they had been assembled together for the
purpose of receiving the resignation by Sir James Shaw
o| hisoffice of Chamberlain, and of appointing a successor.
He read the letter of Sir J. Shaw to the Corporation, and
expressed a confident belief that the constituency would
aPpoiut a person in every respect qualified for the high
oniee. The meeting then unanimously accepted the
resignation f Sir James Shaw, and Sir William Heygate
and Sir John Pirie were put in nomination. The Sheriff
™en put up the names of the candidates, and after having
taken the show of hands twice, declared the majority to
lJe m favour of Sir John Pirie. A poll was then
aemanded on the part of Sir W. Heygate, which continued
Until Thursday, when the majority in favour of Sir W.
Heygate was so considerable that Sir John Pirie retired
from the contest, and the former gentleman will in due
course be declared duly elected. -

The Literary Fund Dinner.—The anniversary dinner
of this excellent Society which, during the last 54 years
has distributed upwards of 29,000/., to men of genius and
learning in all part of Europe, took place on Wednesday
in Freemasons' Hall. The Duke

^ of Sutherland was in
the chair, supported by the Russian, Prussian, United
States, and Danish Ministers, the Bishops of Lincoln and
St. Davids, Lord Y. Egerton, the Earl of Arundel and
Surrey, Archdeacon Hare, Mr. Gaily Knight, and nume-
rous literary men. The cause of the Society was elo-
quently pleaded in the course of the evening by the noble
^airman, by the Bishop of Lincoln, Baron Brunow
Chevalier Bunsen, Mr. Everett, Mr. Lever (Harry Lorre-
(
iu^)> Mr. Hallam, Mr. Gaily Knight, and Mr. Bell. The
ani°unt of subscriptions and donations announced was
JPwards of 800/., including one of 1,000 silver roubles
tr°m the Emperor of Russia.

**ke late Special Commission in St. Pancras.—On
|-*turd;>y the official report made by Mr. Alfred Austin,

^ assistant poor-law commissioner appointed by Govern-
en t to investigate the alleged cruelty of St. Pancras

bJ7i
rds tlie Creole PauP er>

John Jones
»
wa s transmitted

^J
l he commissioners to the Secretary of State. The case

«s fuiiy noticed by us at the lime. Our readers will
collect that Jones was taken before Mr. Combe, the

vioP
Strate

' by the relieving officer of St. Pancras, for
eat conduct in the workhouse, on the refusal of the

l^hans to permit him to see his wife, then lying in the

chilrt
ever Hospital, or to attend the funeral of his

a, who was to be buried that day. The report, after

Jot
g 0ver the evidence, sums up as follows :—" It does

the
B^pear to me> from a consideration of all the facts of

act( f
ase

> us stated by the witnesses, that the committee

°MI
ln an

^ ot'ier ^lan a Proper manner towards Jones,

/ih
le

|

0ccasion of his application to them, on Friday the

behav ^.or ^° * Perce *ve anything to blame in the

tow
<

nH°
U

i

r
-° f tIae kead *e or oth er officer of the workhouse

Comn'f on tlie occasion. It appears to me that the

before
We™ J ustified in directing Jones to be taken

Worl-i
a 1Tla

S^ strate f°T creating a disturbance in the

lookli°
USe; for tf*he violence of Jones had been over-

in jce
'

l} would have given rise to the greatest difficulty,

estabr?! ^ ^ie re<lu*8*te order and discipline in the

excited
I am incline(l t0 think that a Part of the

attribut
6^ °f Jones

>
wlli!st in the oakum room, is to be

*fe»Dei*2 J°
a mistake he was labouring under, with

*>»«* n ^tention of the beadle and other persons

We thL * ! ?
0i
?s

t0 sce his chiId buried - At tho same
«« mistake (if Jones were really labouring under it),

arose from circumstances produced by his own violence,
and does not excuse his outrageous conduct towards
the beadle and other persons present with them in the
oakum room."

Mendicity Society.—On Saturday the twenty-fifth
anniversary of this Society was held in Red Lion Square,
the Earl of Grosvenor in the chair, supported by the Earl
of Eldon, Marquis of Downshire, Lords Radstock,
Teignmouth, Lovaiue, and Skelmersdale, Sir Edward
Cust, Sir John Boileau, Mr. G. Knight, M.P., &c.
The statements annexed to the report showed that 38,853
cases or mendicants have been entertained and relieved at
the Society's office during the"year, a number greater than
in any previous year, except 1841, when the severity of
the weather occasioned unusual pressure. Besides other
assistance, 128,914 meals were given during the year;
0,609 persons were employed in breaking stones, grinding
corn, orTpicking oakum, and 4,773 letters were examined
and reported on to the subscribers—a slight diminution
in the number of begging-letters as compared with the
preceding year, when they were 5,171—arising partly
from the mildness of the weather, and in some degree, it

is believed, from some of the subscribers to the Society
having found it necessary, from the multitude of applica-
tions made to them by letter, to take means to discourage
them. The report was adopted, and the officers for the
ensuing year were then elected.

Metropolitan Improvements.—The following is the
27th clause of a bill recently introduced into the House
of Commons by the Earl of Lincoln and Sir J. Graham,
" for better regulating the Buildings of the Metropolitan
Districts:"—"And be it enacted, that as from the 1st
day of January, 1844, it shall not be lawful to carry on,
within the limits of this act, in any house or building, or
vault, or in the open air, at a less distance than 40 feet
from any public way, or than 50 feet from any other house
or building, or ground not in the same possession or occu-
pation therewith, any trade or business such as that of a
soap-boiler, tallow-melter, slaughterer of cattle or horses,
blood-boiler, bone-boiler, fellmonger, oil-cloth painter,
manufacturer of gunpowder, detonating powder, lucifer
matches or varnish, gas-works, chymical-works, fire- works,
or any other trade or business which is, or which shall be
considered by two of the justices of the peace to be, dan-
gerous as regards fire, or dangerous or offensive, or
obnoxious as regards all persons, more especially those
persons living or passing in the vicinity thereof; never-
theless it shall be lawful for all such trades or businesses
as shall have been already established to be continued to
be carried on in their present situations for a term not
exceeding 30 years from the passing of this act, provided
the same be not contrary to any existing act of Parliament,
nor otherwise contrary to law ; and every person who
shall be convicted before two justices of the peace of carry-
ing on such dangerous or offensive trade, shall forfeit any
sum not exceeding 50/., as the said justices shall determine."

Failure of Messrs. Ackcrmann and Co.—The firm of
Ackermann and Co., printsellers and engravers, in the
Mrand, and successors to the late Mr. Rudolph Acker-
mann, who have produced so many beautiful works of art,
lias stopped payment. Their transactions with some of
the first houses in Europe and America have been very
extensive, and their English creditors are also numerous.
Their liabilities, it is reported, will not exceed 35,000/."
and there is every expectation of the creditors realising a
considerable dividend.

Anti-Corn Law League.—A meeting of the merchants,
bankers, and citizens of London took place on Monday
afternoon, at the Hall of Commerce, Threadneedle-street
to consider the question of a repeal of the corn-laws'
The spacious hall was crowded to overflowing. Mr. G.
Wilson, chairman of the League, presided, and the meet-
ing was addressed at great length by Mr. Bright and Mr.
Cobden. Resolutions in favour of a total repeal were
then unanimously carried.

Assam Company.—The annual meeting of the proprie-
tors of this company, established to extend the cultivation

of the tea plant in Assam, was held on Friday last, at the
London Tavern, for the purpose of receiving a report
relative to the operations for the past year, and to elect
directors, &c. The chair was taken by Sir G. De H.
Larpent. It appeared from the report that the company
continues to flourish, and that the produce of tea last

season had not only come up to expectation, but had been
10,000 lbs. more. The price realised for the teas pro-

duced at the plantations of the company had been also

larger than was anticipated, and thus the Assam tea had
been established as an article of consumption in this

country. The expectation of the produce for this season

was about 200,000 lbs., and the increase must be progres-

sive, so that, in 1847, when the plantations came into full

bearing, the supply would be 1,500,000 lbs., worth at least

90,000/. The report was adopted, and a vote afterwards

o-iven to the directors.

Custom House.—It is understood that within the last

few days, further frauds, to a considerable amount, have

been discovered at the Custom House. Several official

persons have been suspended in consequence.

Anti-Duelling Association.—An association has been

I Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the
number of deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,
April 29th-West districts, 125; North districts, 181
Central districts, 160; East districts, 211 • South dis-
tricts, 221. Total

-

, 898 (489 males, 409 females). Weekly
average for the last five years, 903 (461 males, 442 females)
and for the last five springs, 854.

p-Qbuutal Kcfos.
Aylesbury.—The agricultural gentlemen of Buckingham-

shire gave a dinner on Monday, in the County Hall of this
town, to Earl Stanhope, for the purpose of testifying their
respect for his character, and their high sense of the ser-
vices he has rendered to the interests of the farmer, by
his opposition to the principle of a free trade in corn.
About 130 gentlemen sat down, and among those present
were the High Sheriff of the county and most of the
leading agriculturists of the neighbourhood. Mr. J.
Rolfe, of Beaconsfield, presided ; and on proposing the
health of Lord Stanhope, described him as a kind friend

to the landed interest and the industrial classes. It had
been customary for the farmers of Buckinghamshire to
look to the Duke of Buckingham as their champion ; but
he regretted to say, that that nobleman had not met with
the support he had a right to expect, and he could not feel

surprised if he had withdrawn from the contest disgusted.

It must, however, be recollected that he had for many years
stood forward as the farmers' friend; that he secured
to the agriculturists a voice in the representation of his

country ; that he advocated the repeal of the malt-tax,
in the belief that the reduction of the duty on that article

would greatly benefit the British farmer; and on another
occasion, after he had consented to take office under
Sir R. Peel, when he made alterations in the laws affecting

the agriculturist, and called on the Duke of Buckingham
to assist him in carrying them through, that nobleman
said he would never betray the interests of the British
farmer. Lord Stanhope, in returning thanks, said he felt

deeply grateful for the mark of respect with which they
had honoured him, but he was not entitled to their thanks
for any exertions in behalf of the agricultural interest.

On the contrary, holding the opinions he had always done,
had he acted differently, he should have grossly neglected

his duty. It was necessary to persevere; for, deplorable

and desperate as was the condition of the farmers at pre-

sent, what must it be if the measure about to be intro-

duced into the House of Commons should pass, allowing

the importation of corn to an unlimited extent from the
United States into Canada ? He had the satisfaction of
assuring the farmers present, that the measure would be
opposed in the House of Lords, and he would himself
undertake to prove that the arguments of those who sought
to establish it were utterly destitute of foundation. The re-

cent meeting in that county, over which he had the honour
to preside, had been productive of good fruits—other
counties were following the example. The farmers of
Berkshire were about to meet during the ensuing week,
and a requisition calling on the high sheriff to convene a
meeting was in course of signature in Kent. The effect
of the Canada Bill, if it passed so far as the fruitful pro-
vinces of America were concerned, would be equal to the
total repeal of the corn-laws, and thus the little remnant
of protection enjoyed by the farmer at present would be
destroyed. He firmly believed that the Canadian Corn-
bill was but the forerunner of a general system of free
trade. He then proceeded to remark on the course pur-
sued by the members of the Anti-corn -law League, and
stated that he had been informed by a gentleman of

undoubted veracity, that a member of the League had
declared it to be their intention to force the landholders
to sell their estates at a very low price, and with a House
of Commons composed of their own friends re-enact the
Corn-laws. Another gentleman had argued in the Bread-
tax Circular, that the public had a right to sell the landed
property throughout the country, and suggested the pro-
priety of paying the present holders a per-centage of Is.

or 2s. in the pound for managing the estates for the benefit
of the country. The agriculturists claimed nothing for
themselves, but they asked protection for British industry.
The noble lord concluded his address by calling on those
present to exert every effort to secure a full, free, and
effectual protection to British industry. Mr. Rolfe next
proposed the health of Dr. Sleigh, to whose exertions he
believed their recent success was mainly attributable. Dr.
Sleigh, in returning thanks, stated that he should arraign
her Majesty's ministers on three counts—first, that they
had followed an unscientific and impolitic path since they
had been placed in power ; secondly, that they had acted
with treachery towards the farmers; and thirdly, he
charged them with mental imbecility. He then enlarged
on each of the above points, and delivered a long address
abounding in attacks on the Ministry, which was received
with loud cheers, and other marks of approbation by the
company. u Mr. Rolfe and the friends of British in-
dustry," and "The high sheriff," and other toasts were
then given.—On Saturday Mr. Cobden, and 'other
members of the Anti-Corn-Law League held a meeting in
the Town Hall, Lord Nugent in the chair. About 500
persons were present. Mr. Cobden spoke at great
length in favour of the repeal of the Corn-laws, and
several resolutions in favour of the League were carried.
Birmingham.—In consequence of representations made
Government of the injury which has been occasionedto

tenance the practice by influence and example. Captain

Hope, R.NM and Mr. W. Dunmore, have become hou.

secretaries to the association.

to the gun-stock trade from the employment of foreign
walnut-tree wood, the Master-General of the Ordnance
has determined that timber of home-growth shall alone be
used in her Majesty's service.

Bristol.—The latest accounts state that >Ir. Brunei is
daily improving in health, and eats heartily, but little

hope is entertained of a speedy dislodgement of the coin.
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Kendal.—In reference to several paragraphs which

appeared in the local journals, Lord Brougham's solici-

tors have written to the papers, stating that his Lordship

is about to bring an action of trespass against Mr. Bird,

the claimant, and other parties who were engaged in

making the distress for rent upon Lord Brougham's

farmers at Wethericks, and that Mr. Bird will then have

an opportunity of showing whether or not he has a better

title to Brougham Hall than its present owner. They

state, that the best answer to the statement contained in

one of the paragraphs, that Brougham Hall " was always

called ' Bird's-nest,' until Lord Brougham came into

possession," is the following extract from Bishop Nicol-

son's manuscript, written about 1670, and now in the

Dean and Chapter's library at Carlisle :—"The great

Roman way brings you to the Roman camp, having on

the left Browham and Browham Hall, the seat of the

Browhams ; from this you have the prospect of Lowther

Hall, Clifton Hall, likewise of Penrith, Penrith Castle,

and Carleton Hall ; likewise of Browham Hall and Chapel,

and of Mr. Bird's house."

Leicester.—Tuesday, the 2d inst, being the usual day

for depasturing the Freeman's Piece, alluded to in a

former Number, considerable excitement prevailed in the

town in consequence of a large majority (eleven to two)

of the deputies recently elected having expressed their

determination to resist any attempt that might be made

by the anti-allotment party to turn cattle and horses upon

the piece. Early in the morning large bodies of people

congregated in front of the neatherd's house, and it was

then found that all attempts to turn cattle, &c. into the

piece were rendered abortive, by some persons having

secured the gate with iron bands and spikes; on the other

hand, the anti-allotment party showed an equal deter-

mination to oppose any attempt to break up the piece for

gardening purposes ; and to support this proceeding, the

two deputies, who opposed the allotment of the ground,

had obtained an injunction from the Lord Chancellor to

stay such proceedings, under the powers of an act passed

in the 44 Geo. 3, which provides that the right of com-

mon shall be limited to the " freemen resident within the

precincts or liberties of the borough and their widows

(during widowhood), to depasture two horses, mares

or geldings, and two cows and a calf, from the 12th

of September (if the crop of corn, &c, be got in)

until the l.'Uh of February." It being evident that

this act limited the benefit of the common to those

parties keeping a horse, cow, &c, and that the poor

freemen received no advantage from the common, great

dissatisfaction was expressed at the manner in which the

piece had hitherto been managed; but the will of the

testator being explicit as to the grazing of the com-

mon, no other remedy was left than to dispose of the pro-

duce to the best advantage; and this was stated to be by

selling the produce of the crops and letting the common,

thus extending the benefit to all classes of freemen. The

old corporation party, however, resisted every attempt at

innovation, till the late election of deputies, which ended

in all but two of the opponents of the allotment system

being thrown out. They therefore resolved to concede

the point of letting the piece, and divide the proceeds

among the freemen generally. The allotment party,

however, would not give way, but, knowing that it would

be useless to act in lace of the injunction, they contented

themselves with proposing resolutions expressive of their

determination to carry out the allotment principle ; and to

effect this they announced that they would let the com-

mon and sell the crops, after which they would devote a

portion off he funds to the obtaining of anew act to empower
them to break up a portion of the piece for gardening

purposes, each holder to pay \s. per hundred per annum,
which should be laid aside as a fund for erecting alms-

houses for the infirm or decayed freemen. Although

upwards of 2,000 people were assembled, the greatest good

humour prevailed, and not a single act of violence took

place. In the evening a procession went round the town,

headed by a banner and a band, proclaiming that the

H cause of the people was triumphant."—A meeting was

held here on Wednesday, and was attended by a large

number of the creditors of Messrs. Clarke and Phillips,

the Duke of Rutland in the chair. The meeting ended in

resolutions to form a banking company, to take the busi-

ness of Messrs. Clarke and Co., and in which concern the

Duke announced he would take 100 shares. The old bank

will not open again, but the public will not eventually be

losers. Ten shillings in the pound, it is said, will be paid

in a few days, and the other 10s., with interest, in a

Bhort time.

Liverpool.—On Saturday last, Wilmot Buckley, con-

victed at the last assizes of the wilful murder of his wife,

at St. Helen's, and Betty Eccles, convicted at the same

assizes of the wilful murder of her step-son at Bolton,

underwent the extreme sentence of the law at the usual

place of execution at Kirkdale Gaol.

Nottingham.—An advertisement has been published

containing an address by the Vicar of St. Mary's, for the

purpose of obtaining subscriptions for the repair and res-

toration of this church, and announcing that in conse-

quence of the denial of a rate for the necessary repairs, it

has at length been determined to make this appeal. It

appears that all county meetings for charitable and reli-

gious objects are held within it, and that there is annexed

to it a population of 32,000 souls, that hitherto it has

accommodated a congregation of 2,000 persons, and that

on these grounds alone it is highly desirable that it should

be completely restored to the use of the parishioners.

Plymouth.—In consequence of Lord Ebrington and
Mr. Gill, the Members for this borough, having replied

to the requisition sent to them by some of the electors,

that they should vote for a repeal of the corn-laws, by

intimating that they were in favour of a fixed duty, a meet-

ing of a number of the electors took place on the 28th ult.,

and passed a resolution, pledging themselves to vote only

for repeal candidates in future.

Portsmovth.—On Thursday week a serious accident

happened to Dr. Quarrier of this town. It appears that

he rose at an early hour, and proceeded to his study to

examine some papers. Wishing to destroy several, and

having no fire, he called for a taper, and lighted several

of the letters and papers on the hearth. At this moment
Dr. Quarrier was seized with a giddiness from stooping,

and fell on the burning embers, and either from the giddi-

ness, or the fall against the stove, or the effects of the

smoke and flame, remained unconscious, so that the whole

of his face and mouth were severely burnt. The servant,

however, soon discovered Dr. Quarrier's perilous position.

On being restored to his chair, he recovered his con-

sciousness, but the swelling subsequently became so great

as to obscure his vision, which is now, however, beginning

to be restored, and great hopes are entertained by his

medical attendants of his restoration to health.

Truro.—The mansion of Clowance, the seat of the

Rev. J. M. St. Aubyn, has again been in a great mensure

destroyed by fire. On the morning of Thursday, the 20th

ult., Mr. St. Aubyn was awoke by a smell of smoke, and

the crackling of the burning timbers. He alarmed the

domestics, who removed the books, pictures, and furni-

ture, to a place of safety. The greatest part of the furni-

ture and the best of the paintings have been preserved
;

among which are the celebrated cattle pieces of Cuyp,

Wouvermans, Berghem, and Wilson. Several portraits

by Reynolds, Kneller, and other masters, are also pre-

served ; but a valuable series of fifteen crayon drawings,

two by Sir Godfrey Kneller, another by Sir Peter Lely,

with some other valuable paintings, have been consumed.

All the plate, with the exception of a silver tea-urn, and a

few smaller articles, has been preserved ; but the most

valuable part of the library has been destroyed. About

2000 volumes have been burnt ; among which were many
works not to be replaced, especially a rare and valuable

collection of theological writings. The fire originated in

a lintel let into the chimney of the dining-room.^

IVolverhamjyton.—As the Red Rover coach, which

runs from Ironbridge and Madeley to this town, was

returning on Monday evening to ironbridge, with ten

passengers and a considerable quantity of luggage, when
within half a mile of Madeley, the horses became unman-

ageable at a short and awkward turn of the road, and the

vehicle being top-heavy, the coach was thrown over on its

ri^ht side in the centre of the road, and the whole of the

outside passengers precipitated into a ditch. One elderly

gentleman, name not known, was killed on the spot; the

coachman sustained a severe concussion of the brain, with

fracture of the right leg, and dislocation of the ankle-

joint ; Mrs. Hardy, of Madeley Wood, sustained a frac-

ture of the left leg ; and Mrs. Grice, of Madeley, received

a concussion of the brain. The others escaped with

slight bruises.

Railways The following are the returns of the under-

mentioned Railways for the past week :—London and

Birmingham, 18,459/.; Great Western, H,G3R ; South

Western, 6028/. ; South Eastern, 2008/. ; Eastern

Counties, 2297/.; North Midland, 4293/.; York and

ditto, 1582/. ; Greenwich, 806/. ; Croydon, 278/. ;

Brighton, 3176/. ; Black wall, 812/. ; Hull and Selby, 970/.;

Grand Junction, 8708/. ; Midland Counties, 2774/.—The

further opening of the Bristol and Kxeter Railway to

Ijeambridge look place on Monday. The serious illness

of Mr. Brunei, the engineer, prevented any exhibition of

rejoicing, except such as the inhabitants of the district,

who very naturally took a lively interest in the event,

spontaneously offered. From London to the further

terminus, the distance in use open is now 171 miles. It

is expected that the line will be opened thioughout to

Exeter next year.—The Maryport and Carlisle Railway

was opened from Wigton to Carlisle on Wednesday last

;

the distance is 11 \ miles, and the day being remarkably

fine the ceremony drew together very great numbers of

people from all the towns and villages along the line.—

A

new railway is proposed to be constructed under the title of

the Middlesex and Surrey Grand Junction, to commence

at the Harrow Station of the London and Birmingham

Railway, from thence to proceed southward through various

places, over the Paddington Canal to Southall, where it will

cross the Great Western. From this point it will pass the

Grand-Junction Canal, sweep over the Hounslow-road,

and
branch

ham
, w

will then continue its course from Isleworth, through

Twickenham and Teddington, and after skirting Bushy

Park and Hampton Court, cross the Thames below King-

ston, and join
c
the station of that name on the South-

western Railway. It will then run through Ewell and

Epsom on to Gatton Park, where a tunnel of five-eighths

of a mile in length will be required to carry it forward,

and form a junction with the Brighton and South-Eastern

Railways at Red Hill. Its communication with the

metropolis will be formed by means of the Great-Western

Railway terminus at Paddington.—On Saturday a special

general meeting of the London Grand-Junction Company
was held for the purpose of dissolving it. The under-

taking was started during the railway mania, and was to

have run from the Birmingham Railway at Camden-town

through Battle-bridge, Pentonville, and Saffron-hill, to

the Saracen's-head, by St. Sepulchre's church. The line,

like the Greenwich and Blackwall Railways, was to have

been built on arches—six of which, while the works were

in abeyance, were for many years standing at the back of

GrayVlnn-road.^The^worksjiot^having been carried out

within the time specified by the Act, these arches were

pulled down, and so much of the land as had been paid

for reverted to the original owners. Two years ago an

attempt was made to revive this project, when Mr. Ras-

trick, the engineer of the Brighton Railway, proposed to

carry it out by a continuous tunnel from Farringdon-street

to Primrose-hill, in the Regent's Park, but the proposition

was rejected. No further steps have since been taken,

and as the Act expires in July next, the meeting on Satur-

day was held to wind up the company's affairs, and to

consider the steps to be taken for the disposal of the 3,000/.

or 4,000/. in hand. A resolution was passed, authorizing

the directors to dispose of it rateably among the proprietors.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—There was an extremely crowded meeting of

the Repeal Association at the Corn Exchange on Monday.

The stairs and passages, as well as the large room and

gallery were thronged. Mr. O'Connell, who had returned

from the Curragh of Kildare, entered the room amidst

loud cheering. The sum of 100/. was announced as the

result of the meeting at the Curragh on Sunday. The
meeting was occupied for some hours with the receipt of

money from various parts of the country. 574/. 12s. 5rf.

of H Repeal rent" was handed in. The Dublin Mercan-

tile Advertiser says—" An official intimation has been

received respecting the contemplated visit of the Queen

and her illustrious consort to this country in the course

of the ensuing summer. Orders for certain arrangements

connected with the royal visit have been received at the

cast | e."—Mr. Ross Cox, of the Head Police-office, has

left Liverpool in the Caledonia mail-steamer, for Boston,

armed with all the necessary powers for the>rrest of Mr.

Finn, the absconded treasurer of the corporation, and the

seizure of all money and other property in his possession.

Under the|Ashburton treaty, increased facilities are given,

through the co-operation of the authorities in the United

States, for the capture of criminal fugitives and bankrupts.

King's County.—On the night of Thursday week, as

John Gatchall, Esq., of Coolcgegan, a magistrate of this

county, was returning home from the Rev. Mr. Ridg way's,

of Clonbullogue, where he had been dining, he was way-

laid at Clonad, and murdered. His body was found

next morning on the side of the road, with the ribs com-

pletely beaten in, and his throat cut and mangled in a

shocking manner, by a discharge of ball and slugs. No
clue has been obtained to the perpetrators of this crime.

Waterford.—The military and police, headed by the

stipendiary magistrates, made another incursion into the

barony of Gaultier, county of Waterford, last week. Some

of the farmers paid the rate ; but many others had their

cattle under lock. Upon the latter notices were served

that their places'would be broken open if the rate was

not paid within a week.

Fermanagh.— On Tuesday week there was a numerous

meeting of the magistrates of this county, convened by

the Lieutenant, the Earl of Erne, for the purpose of

receiving from the Lord Lieutenant an answer to a former

communication on the subject of the recent Repeal dis-

turbances in Ulster. The magistrates [had addressed a

series of resolutions to the Government, deprecating the

repeal agitation, and calling for the support of the

executive in repressing the large masses of people

assembled for the purpose of promoting it. The Lord

Lieutenant in his answer states, that the question is

receiving the most anxious consideration of the Govern-

ment, which is determined to exercise every legal means

at its disposal to maintain inviolate the legislative union

between the two countries.

Kildare.—A great repeal demonstration took place on

the Curragh of Kildare, on Sunday, Mr. Gerald Aylmer

in the chair. The persons assembled were composed oi

farmers and labourers, together with a large number oi

the middle classes, who came from Dublin, Blackchurcb

Naas, and Newbridge. Several resolutions were passe

at the meeting declaring " the Act of Union to have bee*

carried by fraud, bribery, and the unconstitutional employ-

ment of military force, wantonly and wickedly Called in^

requisition by the then Government, for the unjustifiabl

purpose of dispersing meetings legally convened to peti-

tion Parliament against passing the iniquitous measure o

the Union, which their fathers foresaw would be riunou

to Ireland, and the cruel and unjust operations of wlitf

had already injured the best interests of their com*"

country ; that it was not their object to seek a separate

from Great Britain, and that nine millions of people coui

not be dragged at the feet of any other nation.'
1 A *°

of confidence was then passed by acclamation to J»

*

O'Connell, expressing the hope that he would never cea

his exertions until he restored to Ireland her domes

Legislature ; after which he addressed the meeting ^
great length, and concluded by calling upon the men

.

Kildare to rally round him, as those of the north, *es

d
and south of Ireland had done, and no Government co^
refuse tograntthem a restoration of their native Parlia"36

SCOTLAND. ve„

Glasgow.—-General Sir T. Macdougald Brisbane, *

sident of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, was on M° l

.

}g

elected Dean of Faculties in the University for the en* ^
year, in the place of Lord Dunfermline, whose teiI

itioff

office has expired.—The Glasgow Anti-Corn-law VQl^&
was sent off on Tuesday, to Mr. Oswald, M.ry

g {

65,555 signatures. It is believed that this IS lM ^aD
-

number of signatures ever attached to any petition

ating from the inhabitants of Glasgow.
r -is'

Dumfries.—At the annual meeting of the ^ ^^ a

sioners of Supply for this county, on Saturday, ' ^t
short discussion, some gentlemen proposed that tn Y

^ate-

rural police should be discontinued from the pres ^fl-

All the officers in attendance were called m, a

tinued in their appointments for one month oniy.

a
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A New Comet.—M. Mauvais, of the Royal Observa-

tory at Paris, has just discovered a telescopic comet,

"within the limits of the constellations Cygnvus and Pegasus.

On Wednesday last, at 15 hours 10 min. 54 sec, mean
time of Paris (10 min. 54 sec. past three o'clock in the

morning), its right ascension was 32f> deg. 33 min. 44 sec.

and Boreal declination 29 deg. 34 min. 30 sec. In 24

hours, its right ascension increased 36 minutes of degree,

and its declination diminished 1 minute. It had a feeble

oval-shaped nebulosity, with a sensible condensation of

light at the centre. Sir James South has published the

following note on the subject in the Times, dated from

Kensington Observatory, at 3 a.m. on Thursday. "At
17 hrs.31 min., sidereal time, of May 10, 1 got a glimpse

of the telescopic comet : its right ascension was about

22 hrs. 2 min. and 2!) sec. , and its north declination about

29 deg. 15 min. 30 sec ; but it was seen with so much
difficulty with my five-feet equatorial, that the observa-

tions must be regarded with suspicion."
-7TTT-

Hafo.
Vice-chancellor's Court.— (Before the Vice-Chancellor of

England.)—Attorney. General v. Shore. —This celebrated case,

Which was argued at great length a little while ago, upon the

application by the Attorney-General to confirm Lord Henley's
report appointing trustees and sub-trustees of Lady Hcwley s

charity, in place of the ejected Unitarians, and by the relators to

annul the report, because the Master had let in to the trusteeship

members of dissenting: congregations in connexion with the

Scotch National Church and the Scotch Secession Church, as

Bellas Independents of the relator's own class, now stood for

judgment. His Honour delivered a very long but lucidly-

written judgment, of which it will be sufficient to give an out-
line. His Honour commenced with an epitome of the original

information, which stated that during the time of the religious

Persecutions in the seventeenth century, Lady Sarah Hewley
stood forward as the protector and supporter in Yorkshire of the

Nonconformists—that she founded the charity in question,
several of the trustees of which, in her lifetime, were Noncon-
formists, and that she died in 1710 ; that it was very difficultnow
to ascertain to what particular class of orthodox dissenters she
belonged; and that the Presbyterians, and Independents, and
baptists, differed only on articles of church government, but
agreed on articles of faith and religious worship among them-
selves and the Church of England. But it was clear that Uni-
tarians were not objects of her bounty, although they had, in

course of time, under the name of Presbyterian Dissenters,

obtained possession of the charity. Thus the information had a
double object, exclusive as regarded the Unitarians, and in-

elusive as regarded the orthodox Dissenters. The decree, how-
ever, merely declared who were not fit to partake in the benefits
of the charity, and it removed all the trustees and sub-trustees,
who were, with the exception of one member of the Church
<» England, all Unitarians. His Honour had a distinct recol-
lection, which was confirmed by Vice-Chancellor Knight
jSruce, that the declaration was framed in that exclusive
Jorm, because the present Lord Chancellor of Ireland, who
w as the leading counsel for the relators, desired it should be
So. However, it appeared with reasonable clearness what was
t,le principle of the decree. It excluded those who were not
proper objects of the charity, namely, Unitarians and members
°f the Church of England, but it left the question entirely
open what parties should be included. His Honour then referred
to Lord Lyndburst's judgment in 183(5, when his Lordship,
assisted by some of the Judges, came to the conclusion, that the
exclusive decree was right. Then followed Lord Cottenham's
order in the same year, admitting Presbyterians of northern
congregations in connexion with the Scotch Church and the
United Secession Church to attend, with the relators who were
Independents, before the Master, upon the appointment of trus-
tees. His Lordship's order, as far as it goes, shows he did not
think the two first classes could not partake of the charity. His
Lordship's words, as they appeared on Mr. Sutton Sharpens brief,

were:—"Something must be done, otherwise this will become
an Independent charity, which was not the meaning of the
decree." His Honour next referred to the appeal to the House
°f Lords, and the second question their Lordships put to the
Judges—what persons were objects of the charity—and the
answers of seven of the Judges. One was of opinion that Unita-
rians were comprehended, two that members of the Church of
England were comprehended, six that it embraced Dissenters

;

J^t all the Judges thought that orthodox Dissenters were all

^eluded. And the observations of Lord Cottenham, in moving
JU(lgnient, were most important—that the iutention of Lady
Hewley was to be judged of by the language and terms used in

Jhe deeds, and that no evidence of her feelings or prejudices can

J*
regarded. It remains, therefore, to be decided by a decree on

further directions, or in some other suit for the purpose, who^ere the objects of this charity. The petition of the relators
asks that this question should be now decided. After the assent
*nich the Attorney-General had given to Lord Cottenham's
*r?cr in isaG, his Honour thought that order was not to be set
"side for want of form. His Honour then stated the names of

Jose fonr petitions, namely, whether proper persons were
'-•ied, Was overlooked, and confounded with another question,
ho arc the persons entitled to participate in the charity. His

for »?
Ur was of opinion that Lord Henley's report was right, and

firm J
s re»son most especially, for unless the report were con-

As ik ' he (lid not see how the other question could be decided.

in l
causc stood at present the other trustees had no interest

truct
ng ar>y question. It was objected that two of the new

ouitr
Wcre members of the Church of Scotland, and that two

were u
Ven members of the Secession Church. Suppose they

trust*
lhe (lecrt'c has not said that such persons ought not to be

that n * But u P° n the affidavits his Honour did not understand

Eneii i?
facts were so- English Presbyterians do not cease to be

of VII^,
p,'esbytcrians because thoy are in amity with the Church

evirip.
and or the Secession Church, and it appeared from the

Thev i i

that such Peisons had actually partaken of the charity,

tiallv 1 the Westminster Confession of Faith, which substan-

becn a i

rees with the Articles of the Church of England. It had
out f

lso obJccted that the Master had appointed two trustees

Inderip
I

of lhe two other sets of claimants, and had given the

thejia f

ts out thice trustees. His Honour did not see how
had vor

could otherwise have divided the number seven. He
the two «'operIy &iven a preponderance to the larger body over

concilia
i t

B* but not an absolute majority to any. His Honour
by the i

these words:—The real objection so strongly urged

Iiuten0n
r

f
at0rs against the other petitioners, that the modern

in the h i
s are tue only Persons Ladv Hewley intended to share

Uons ^
nefi t of the charity, cannot be decided upon these peti-

Court
1 i

it: Was ut there should be some person before the
8h°ulu h^Uy

.

to ar£ue the question with the relators, which
ky conio f

JUdicial *y decided upon the words of the deeds, and not

"What jjpture as to what were Lady Hewley's private opinions,

^hich hl
e
i70ultl think

» if she were living, upou the questions
but,

cor, •

i

n discussed before him it might be difficult to say;
*0|»Rh an » 1DB her piety and benevolence, it is probable that

*Xertion
" ^

nShsh Presbyterian she would have approved of the

^esbvtPri?
1

u^e Established Church of Scotland—more rigidly
/reuan—had recently made in favour of the Jews, and bhe

would have been delighted to ponder upon the details of the inte-
resting narrative which was lately published by Messrs. Bonner
and MacCheyne, two of the missionaries from that Church.
His Honour confirmed the Master's report, appointing trustees
and sub-trustees, and directed all parties to have their costs out
ot the estate ; but the petitioners, other than the relators and the
Attorney-General, were to have but one set of coats, as directed
by Lord Cottenham's order. It was very proper that the ques-
tion should be fully discussed, but the estate should be protected
from unnecessary costs.
Court of Common Pleas.—Chesnep v. Day.—This was an

action for a breach ofcontract under the following circumstances :

the plaintiff is a Col. in the Artillery, and in the year 1838 under-
took a survey of the river Euphrates, and on his return to this
country he contracted with the defendants, who are lithographic
printers, to furnish him with certain illustrations of a work
which he proposed to write, descriptive of his survey. Owing
to the illness of one of the defendants, the proposed illustrations
were delayed, and the publication of the work was stopped until
the defendants furnished the illustrations. Ultimately they were
delivered, but not in time for the publication, until all interest
was lost, in consequence of a parliamentary report which had
been subsequently published. For the plaintiff several witnesses
were examined, who all stated that the illustrations of the work
were necessary to a profitable sale.—Mr. Serjeant Talfourd, for
the defendants, contended that, did the plaintiff's work possess
intrinsic interest, it would not have required the fictitious aid of
lithographic illustration to recommend it to public notice.

—

His Lordship elaborately summed up the evidence; and the
Jury, after half an hour's deliberation, found a verdict for the
plaintiff—Damages, 100/.

SPORTING.
NEWMARKET SPRING MEETING.

Friday.—Handicap Stveepstakes of 10 sovs each. D.M. 6
subs. Won by Mr. Boycc's Coranna, 4 yrs, 8 st2 lbs; beating Mr.
Pettit's Ends and Odds, 4 yrs, 7 st 2 lbs; Lord Stradbroke's
Jeremy Diddler, 4 yrs, 7 st 4 lbs ; Mr. Batson's Rowland, 3 yrs,
*> st 2 lbs

; Mr. Greville's f by Ishmacl, out of Morella, 3 yrs, 5 st;
and Lord Miltown's Birdeen, 3 yrs, 6 st 2 lbs, carried 6 st 4 lbs.
Won by half a length.
The Newmarket Stakes of 50 sovs each, h ft, for 3 yr-old colts,

8 st 7 lbs; fillies, 8 st2 lbs. D.M. 26 subs. Won by Lord Strad-
broke's b c Evenus; beating: Lord Exeter's Brother to Cesare-
witch. Won by two lengths.
Matches.— 100 sovs, h ft, 8 st / lbs each. D.M. Duke of Rut-

and's Allumette, 3 yrs ; Duke of Portland's f by Beiram, out of
Ruth, 3 yrs. A dead heat.— 200 sovs, h ft. R.M. Lord Maid-
stone's The Caster, 3 yrs, 7 st, received forfeit from Mr. Rogers's
Sir Fretful, 4 yrs, 8 st 7 lbs.— 100 sovs, h ft. D.M. Duke o( Rut-
land's Cowslip, 8yrs, 8 st, 7 lbs, received forfeit from the Duke of
Portland's f bv Beiram, out of Souvenir, 3 yrs, 8 st 7 lbs.

—

1»0 sovs, h ft. T.Y.C. Lord Maidstone's Titania, 3 yrs, (ist 12lbs,
received forfeit from the Duke of Beaufort's Rapture, 4 yrs, 8 st

7 lbs.— loosovs, h ft. R.M. LordW. Poulette's Nelly, 3 yrs, 8 st

received forfeit from Capt Nous's Lady Eleanor, 3 yrs, 8 st 7 lbs.

Thursday.—Dkrbv.— 11 to f> agst Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone
(take 5 to 2); 7 to 1 agst Mr. Blakelock's A British Yeoman,
(taken freely) ; 16 to 1 agst Mr. T. Taylor's Gamecock ( taken)

;

18 to i agst JSir G. Heathcote's Amorino (taken) ; 18 to l agst
Mr. Bell's Winesour ; 20 to i agst Lord Chesterfield's Parthian -,

20 to i agst Lord Eglintonta Aristides (taken); 25 to 1 agst Major
Yarburgh's Dumpling ; 25 to 1 agst Mr. Mostyn's General Pol-
lock (taken); 30 to l agst Lord G. Ben tinek's Gaper (taken) ; 30
to i agst Mr. Griffith's Newcourt (taken); 33 to 1 agst Mr.
Bell's Blackdrop (taken); 40 to 1 agst Mr. Theobald's Highlander
(taken); 40 to 1 agst Mr. Goodman's Maccabeus; 50 to 1 agst
Lord Orford's Mercy colt (taken); 50 to l agst Lord G. Ben-
tinck's Bramble (taken) ; 50tol agst Mr. H. Combcs'sFakcaway ;

50 to l agst Lord Chesterfield's Progress c. (taken); 66 to 1 agst
Mr. Gray's Gorhambury (Brocade c.) taken; 66 to 1 agst Lord
Westminster's Languish c. (taken) ; 1000 to 15 agst all the
nmros (taken); Kioto l agst Mr. Mostyn's Earl of Richmond
(taken.i

; 100 to 1 a*st Lord Exeter's Lucetta c. (taken) ; 100 to
1 agst Mr ThornhUi's Elixir (taken).
Oaks.— 7 to l agst Lord Westminster's Maria Day (taken

freely) ; 12 to 1 agst Mr. Price's The Lily ; 13 to l agst Lord
Westminster's Laura filly; 15 to 1 agst Lord Lyndoch's Elegance
filly (taken) ; ISto 1 agst Lord Eglinton's Egidia; 20 to 1 agst
Duke of Rutland's Cowslip (taken).

MARK LANE, Friday, May 12.—We have to report a fair

supply of Wheat from Essex, Kent, and Suffolk; the condition
was good, the demand being on the best White, we were enabled
to establish an advance of Is. on the best qualities, but this
improvement did not apply to Red and secondary. In Foreign
there was a fair business transacted during last week at an
advance of is. per quarter, which was maintained to-day, but
there was less doing. Barley remains at the same price, and
last week's currency-was supported for Peas and Beans. The
Oat-trade is fully as dear as last week.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTKR. 5. S.

Wheat, Kssex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 40 to 48
Norlolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . . 40 to 46'

Barley Malting and distilling 25 to 30
Oat*, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Tolands ]3to23

,
Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed —to

. Irish Fned 9 to 18

Rve • • • — to —
Beans, MazHtfan, old and new . 20 to 25 Tick 22io 2G

Pigeon, Heligoland . . . 28 to 32 Winds. — to —
Peas, White 28to30 Maple 25 to 27

S. S.
Red 40 to 4(1

White — to—
Grind, in to 25
Feed 14 to £2
Potato 15 to 24
Potato 14 to 22

Harrow 23 to 30
J.ongpod — to-
Grey 23 to 25

WKKKI.Y IMPERIAL AVKRAGKS.

Mar. 31

April 7
__ U
— 21

— 28

• • •

. . •

• • .

• • •

May 5 • .

G weeks' Am-rotate Aver

Duties

Wheat.* Barl.iy. Oats Rye. Beans.
46 2 £8 6 17 4: 29 4 26

Z/»5 6 28 8 17 2 29 3 26 2
45 9 £28 8 17 1 £9 2 25 10

46 7 28 6 17 4 28 7 £5 11

47 28 7 17 6 29 3 26 3
46 4 28

28

2

6

17 2

17 3

27 7 26 4

4G 3 28 10 26 1

20 9 8 U 6 11 6
J

Peaa .

23 5
26 11
28
27
23
20

1

6
3
1

27 10

11 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
TwcoTVENT.—H-Cundall, Little Hadham, Hertfordshire, publican.

R WIvHUPTvS— H- Hall, Fulham, pawnbioker—W- D. Hart, Ballingdon,

FnseV, tailoi-A. Davis, Tottenham Court-road, dealer in «]ass-K. T- Micks,
it lP',.rnw Tower-hill, wine-merchant—J. Kose, Spalding, Lincolnshire,

^ N
r
r

!,«ke> W.V errHolt, WUfbirl, vi,tu«Uer.

B*Sifft"SEQUESTRATIONS—W. Waddcll, Gl
OTCH

5J*J
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r

.'and \V.Moii»u]'G\a7iio»-,commission-s.eents

J,;
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?
T
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,

,b»rgl. . writer- A. Hutchison, Cupar, merchant.

Mr.. H. Tnrnor.01 - <"^fo„, <)f a dajlt,h ,er_On the 9th inst. at Meant™
Very K^.tht Dean ,t £1 .

Clinton, of a daughter-On the 11th
Sa"'" V,l

«'i?S'r street Park-lane, the lady of S. Ka.n Esq., i,f a .on.

iust" &&&n, At St Ma««*etfS Church, Westminster, Sir Valentine Blake,
M ARRItD.-Ai^

St. Mar«
Git|„iy , l0 j ul i» Sophia, daughter of the

Bar«.,%P.V
M«ntoCasUe,co^my

9th'iMt.,at Marylebone Church, the

••*• VV^«.on "f tS* British Museum, to Harriett, eldest daughter of E.

Blo^-n
Sq

VSn
f

the
a
|

,

0th7nsr,''aT*3A, Lower Brook-street, R. J. Chamber.. Esa
D

t

IbD™dm magistrate in the Metropolis upwards of 30 years-On the 8th
•A., aged 63, n"* ,s"«

a „.,. „.ar -f her H„fl . Mrs . Davenport, late of
• , ^ BrompTon, in the 84th year of her age, Mrs- Davenport, late ot

in.t., ,c B^&^™ ^h inn.,7t Br^enz/on th; take of Con-
Covent-garoen

Forbe9_On the 6th inst., at Gouray House, in the island

SjSSe* General Sir HiJgrove Xurnex.

pOMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
Vy ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapside, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly ; loans advanced from 25/.
to 500/., for three or more years, on approved personal or other
security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate
amount.
Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at 14 or 21 ; in case of death the whole of the money
returned to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-
spectuses and every information to be had of Frki»;rick Law*
ranck. Resident Secretary, 112, Cheapside.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2J2, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society oJLondon, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can reier to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic
Plant Protectors, which are now reariy for immediate delivery ;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HEATING by HOT WATER.

J
WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-

• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse-Builders and Hot-
water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility

and Gentry that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING ol them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all Sizes •, their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's Seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c.j at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucesber-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

PALMER, GREEN, & CO., No. 14G, North-street,
Brighton-, respectfully invite the attention of Horticultur-

ists &c. to their HOT- WATER APPARATUS, which is admira-

bly 'adapted for Conservatories, Vineries, and Forcing-Houses,

of every description. The Apparatus here referred to is exceed-

ingly simple in all its arrangements, and moderate in cost; effi-

cient and economical in its operation, very easily managed, and
not liable to be injured, over-heated, or put out of order by acci-

dental neglect.

P G & Co can also, with great confidence, (founded on expe-

rience {'recommend their HOT-WATER APPARATUS for warm-
buildings, Shops,

parucuuua vvh* «^ r v»j —rt».w» on application as
above, and jeference given to most respectable persons on whose
premises the Apparatus has been for many months in operation.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church-strcet, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,
and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much-approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or
Pits of anv dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the
merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, page 175,

and February, 1843, page 87) renders it unnecessary to offer any
remaiks upon them beyond the following brief description:—
They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at
pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of
every description.

GUANO ON SALE, as Imported,
of first quality, and in any quantity, direct from the bonded

stores, either in Liverpool or London. Also, NITRATE of SODA.
Apply to H. Rountiiwaitk & Co., Merchants, 6, Cable-street,

Liverpool.

CHEAP GYPSUM for MANURE, fit for use, and
put into carts or boats, at 20s. per ton, may be had of J. & E.

Sturgk, Chemists, 18, Wheeley's-lane, Birmingham.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL
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POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
Mangel Wurzki,, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orange Globe Mangel Wurzkl, by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

dcrsham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano.
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at M. 15$. per ton

;

from 6 to ; cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,

Lambeth.
_..

New Edition, improved, with nearly 1000 Engravings on Wood,
One large Vol. 8vo, 50s. cloth,

AN ENCYCLOPEDIA of GARDENING.
By J. C. Loudon.

u No gardening book so comprehensive, and containing such

an immense mass of matter, has ever been submitted to the pub-

lic more free from errors of the pen or the press."—Monthly

Review. By the same Author,
HORTUS BRITANNJCUS; a Catalogue of all the Plants indi-

genous to or introduced into Britain. New Edition, 31*. or/.

ENCYCLOPEDIA cf PLANTS. 8vo. 3/. 13s. 6 rf. cloth.

ENCYCLOPEDIA of AGRICULTURE. 8vo. 2/. 10s.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA of TREES and SHRUBS. 8vo. 21. 10*.

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA of COTTAGE, FARM, and "VILLA

ARCHITECTURE. 8vo. 3/. 3s. cloth.

London: Longman, Bkown, Greev, and Longmans.

Recently published, One large- Vol. 8vo, with Six Copper-plates

and numerous Wood Engravings, 18s. cloth,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. By Professor

Lindlkt, Ph.D. of University College and the Royal Insti-

tution. 3d Edition, with Corrections and numerous Additions.
" We have no hesitation in pronouncing- this Introduction to

Botany ' to be the most valuable and perfect in any language we
are acquainted with."

—

Medical Gazette.
By the same Author,

THE THEORY of HORTICULTURE ; or an Expo-
sition of the Physiological Principles on which the Operations of

Gardening are conducted. 8vo. with numerous Illustrations on
Wood. 12s. cloth.

OT To all who delight in a garden, Dr. Lindley's charming vo-

lume will yield not only instruction, but endless amusement."

—

Athenmim.
A NATURAL SYSTEM OF BOTANY. 8vo. 18s. cloth.

FLORA MEDICA. 8vo. 18s. cloth.
GUIDE to the ORCHARD and KITCHEN GARDEN. 10*.

SYNOPSIS of the BRITISH FLORA. 12mo. 10s. 6d. cloth.

London : Longman, Brown, Grern, and Longmans-

Just published, fcp. 8vo, 10s. 6d. cloth,

POPULAR CONCHOLOGY ; or, the Shell Cabinet
arranged ; being an Introduction to the Modern System of

Conchology ; with a Sketch of the Natural History of the Animals,

an Account of the Formation of the Shells, and a complete Des-

criptive List of the Families and Genera. By Agnks Cati.ow.
Illustrated with 312 Woodcuts.
" A pleasant, useful, and well illustrated volume."—Professor

Jameson's Philosophical Journal.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longma ns.

HOOKER'S BRITISH FLORA.
Just Published, 8vo, with 12 Plates, 14s. plain ; with the Plates

coloured, 2-ls. cloth,

THE BRITISH FLORA, Vol. L; comprising Phrcno-
gamous or Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. By Sir Wil-

liam Jackson Hooker, K.H., L.L.D., F.R. A., and L.S., &c. &c.

Fifth Edition, with Additions and Corrections; and 173 Figures

illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Composite Plants,

the Grasses, and the Ferns. Vol. II., in Two Parts, completing

the British Flora, 24s. bds.

London : Longman, Brown, Grebn, and Longmans.

Post 8vo, with Woodcuts and Twelve coloured Plates, 15s. cloth.

DR. TURTON'S MANUAL of the LAND and
FRESH-WATER SHELLS of the BRITISH ISLANDS.

A New Edition, thoroughly revised, and with considerable Addi-

tions. By John Edward Grav, Esq., F.R.S., Keeper of the

Zoological Collection in the British Museum.
lt The most complete view of the subject that has yet appeared."

—London and Westminster Review.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

Octavo, with Ten Plates, 15*. cloth, the Sixth Edition of

SIR HUMPHRY DAVY'S AGRICULTURAL
CHEMISTRY. With Notes by Dr. John Davt.

Contents.— Introduction — The General Powers of Matter
which influence Vegetation—The Organization of Plants—Soils
—Nature and Constitution of the Atmosphere, and its Influence

on Vegetables—Manures of Vegetable and Animal Origin—Ma-
nures of Mineral Origin or Fossil Manures—Improvement of

Lands by Burning—Experiments on the nutritive Qualities of

different Grasses, &c.
London: Longman. Brown, Green, and Longmans.

Just Published,

A TREATISE ON " RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM
OF COMMUNICATING HEAT," by Wm. E. Rkndi.e,

F.H.S., Plymouth, can now be obtained of all Booksellers, or

from the Author, at 5s. 6rf. (free by post.)

Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.
— — ' '

TO AMATEURS AND PRACTICAL GARDENERS.
Recently published,

THE UNIVERSAL DIRECTORY, for Taking
Alive and Destroying all kinds of Four-footed and Winged

Vermin. By Robkrt Smith. New Edition, revised, with Six

Plates of Traps, Cages, &c. l2mo. Z8, 6d.

THE ART OF PROMOTING THE GROWTH OF THE
CUCUMBER AND MELON; containing Directions for bringing

them to complete perfection at the earliest and latest seasons.

By Thomas Watkins, many years Foreman to that celebrated

crowcr, Mr. Grange, of Hackney. New Edition, flvo. 3s. 6d.

THE MEMORY-SHEET OF GARDEN-WORK for Every

Day in the Year, in the Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower-Garden.

Mounted on cloth, in portable case, price 2e.6d.

THE DIFFERENT MODES <*F CULTIVATING THE PINE-
APPLE, from its first Introduction: comprising the Practice of

Giles, Speedily, Griffin, M'Phail, Baldwin, Andrews, Guntcr,
Aiton, Knight, &c. &C. With Twenty-four Woodcuts of Stoves,

Pits, &o. 8vo. 5s. i published at 9,9.

DIRECTIONS FOR CULTIVATING THE CRAMBE MARI-
TIMA, or SEA-KALE, FOR THE USE OF THE TABLE. By
William Curtis. New Edition, with Three Engravings.

12mo. \s. 6d.

IIicnry Wright, Agricultural and Sporting Library, 51, Ilay-

markct; and by order, of all Booksellers.

UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF THE SOCIETY FOR
THE DIFFUSION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.

Just Published, complete, m cloth, price io.sv ; or in Nine Num-
bers, price One Shilling each,

q^HE HORSE ; its History, Races, Structure, Diseases,
JL and Treatment. By W.Youatt. With aTrcatisc on Draught.
A New and Enlarged Edition, Re-written, and brought down to

the present state of Veterinary Science. With an entirely New
Set of Cuts, drawn by Harvey.

Chapman and Haix, 180, Strand.

Just published, 12mo., cloth neat, 3s.

A TREATISE on the GROWTH of the PEACH
and NECTARINE on the OPEN WALL. By J. Smith,

Author of a Treatise on the " Cucumber and Melon."
London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., and all Booksellers.

BEES.
Tn l2mo., price 3d., ™ 2.9. 6d. per dozen, the Second Edition of

HpHB COTTAGE BEE-HIVE. A Letter to CottBgers,

J- shewing a pleasant, profitable, and humane method of keep-

in;: BEES. Reprinted, with additions, from the Cottagers'

Monthly Visitor.

Rivingtons, St. Paul's Churchyard, and Waterloo Place,

NEW ZEALAND COMPANY.— Notice is hereby
given, that the ANNUAL GENERAL COURT of PRO-

PRIETORS of the NEW ZEALAND COMPANY will beholden
on Tuesday, the 30th day of May instant, at One o'clock, pre-

cisely, at. this House, for the Election of DIRECTORS, and other

OFFICERS of the said Company 3 for the consideration of a DIVI-
DEND upon the Company's Stock; and for the transaction of

other business. At the said Meeting, the following Directors will

go out of Office, viz.

—

Stewart Marjoiubanks, Esq., M.P.
Charles Buli.kr, Jun., Esq., M.P.
John ABBL Smith, Esq., M.P.
Joskfh Somks, Esq. (Governor.)

Sir Ralph Howard, Bart.. M.P.
William Hutt, Esq., M.P.

But beinff eligible for re-election, hereby orTer themselves to be
re-elected accordingly. By order, John Ward, Secretary.

New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings, May 9, 1843.

BEE-HIVES.—George Neighbour and Son beg
to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-

ness from No. 131, High Holborn, to more spacious and commo-
dious Premises, numbered 127 in the same street. Their selection

of Bee- hives for this season comprehends mostvaricties now in

vogue, including " Nutt's Patent Hives" (for the sale of which
they are the only authorized agents), the "Single-Box Hive,"

the "Ladies' Observatory Hive," the " Improved Cottage Hive,"

with Glasses, &c, from cither of which the produce may be

taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. G. N.
and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with

Bee Management, at their Apiarian Depot and Honey Ware-
house, 127, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-
don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have. Post-

age Stamps inclosed.
*** "Nutt on Bees" (5th Edition), now published.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, Horticultural
• Builders, &c, Gloncester-place, King's-road, Chelsea.—

The great simplicity of their improved plan of Shading, by
which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instantly

covered with a sheet of Canvas, renders the principle an object

of admiration. To be seen in use at most of the London Nur-
series, and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place,

Chelsea.

TO NURSERYMEN, HORTICULTURISTS, &c.

PROPAGATING GLASSES—White, Is. 2d. per lb.,

Green, 15. per lb., or from 2s. 6d. to 24s. per doz. CUCUM-
BER-TUBES, all lengths, from U. to 4s. each ;

GRAPE-SHADES,
with holes, irom 2s. 6d. each; FISH-BOWLS, from is. 0d. each;

Fish-bowls, for fountains, with hole in bottom, 2.9. 6d. per lb.;

at APSLEY PELLATT'S FALCON GLASS-WORKS, IIom.and-
street, Bi.ackfriars', where every description of Table-Glass

and China is on sale. Days for viewing the Manufactory, Tues-

day, Wednesday, and Thursday.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-

cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen,
the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil

is universally acknowledged to be the only articib that will

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it from falling ojf'or

turning grey, free it from scurfand dandriff, and will render it de-

lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in

the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.—
Much pernicious trash is now offered ior sale as " MACASSAR
OIL 3" it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see

that the words " ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven

on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions." The
Proprietor's Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:—
A. ROWLAND §• SON, 20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON;
Countersigned" ALEX. ROWLAND." Price 3s. U.—7s. Family

Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. 6<£,, and double that size 2l».

per bottle. Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them,

and by Chemists and Perfumers.

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
390, OXFORD-STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the
• kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry so liberally

bestowed upon him last season, begs respectfully to announce
that that encouragement has induced him to bestow more atten-

tion to this department of Ornamental and Useful Work. He
has in consequence prepared several Novel Designs in FANCY
WIREWORK, suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, and

Implements. U. is. Thompson's improved Waterpot
possess considerable advantage over all others, the smaller siz

being peculiarly adapted for Ladies. Game and Cattle Fence i:

great variety

nze
in

MECHI'S ELEGANCIES for PRESENTS and
USE.—The greatest variety for Ladies and Gentlemen,

both in price and choice, is at Mbchi's Manufactory and Em-
porium of Elegancies, No. 4, Lcadenhall-street. Here may be

suited the economist or the luxurious. Bagatelle tables, 3/. 105.

to 13/. 10s.; writing-desks, 10s. to 201.; drefising-cases, 205. to

100/.; work-boxes, 12s. to 20/..; leather writing-cases, with or

without dressing-case, 185. to 10/. j tea-chests, 7*. 6d. to 8/.; en-

velope-cases, 105. to 10/.; inkstands, in wood, bronze, and

papier-mache, 6s. to 01. 6s.; splendid papier-mache work- tables,

10/. 105.; sets of tea-trays, Si. to 20/.; work and cake baskets,

25s. 10 50s.; curd-racks, 26s. to 40s. ; hand-screens, 18s. to 48s.;

netting-boxes, 25*. to 27s.; card. boxes, _/. to bl. 5s.; pole-

screens, 41, 10s. per pair; ladies' folios, richly painted, 30s. to

3*. 3s. ; ladies' companions, or pocket work-boxes, in pearl, shell,

paper, and leather, at all prices; ladies' scent and toilet bottles,

7s. Gd. to 3/. 35.; ladies' card-cases, 10s. to 5/. ; elegant chess-

boards and ivory chessmen, various prices, to 16/. 16*,; watch-
stands, 27s. each; gold and silver pencil-cases; elegant cases of

seven-day razors, from 25s. to 10*. 10s. ; ivoiy-handled and
Scotch strops, in every variety ; sporting knives, from 105. to

31. ; splendid Wharncliffe knives; ladies' scissors, 5s. to 50s. per
pair; cases of plated and silver desserts, to 25/.; eases of splen-

did table cutlery, to 40/.; and a variety of other articles; of

which catalogues may be had, gratis.—As Mechi manufactures
extensively on his own premises, the quality of every article is

warranted.—Table Cutlery, Sheffield Plate, &c.

COMPOUND DECOCTION OF SARSAPARILLA.
—Scurvy, Scrofula, Eruptions on the Face, Roughness of

the Skin, Chronic Rheumatism, Indigestion, Chronic Liver Affec-

tions, General Debility, particularly when caused by excess; the

effects of taking Mercury arc among the numerous diseases and
affections for which this invaluable alterative is almost a specific.

To those effected with, or predisposed to, any of the above dis-

orders, a course, spring and autumn; is generally recommended
by the Facultv. The preparation of this Decoction is, however,
difficult, and its dose somewhat large. All its virtues arc pos-

sessed in a portable and pleasant form, by the Concentrated

Compound Decoction of Sarsaparilla, prepared by Bknj. Moxon
and Sons, Chemists, Hull.

Sold in Bottles, at 4s. 6d., 12s., and 22s. (equal to G, 16, and 32

pints of the Decoction), by all respectable medicine venders.—
London Agents : Barclay & Sons, Sutton, Edwards, Newberry,
&c.'; York, Dennis and Son; Dublin, at Butler's Medical Hall j

Edinburgh, J. and R. Raines; Quebec, J. Musson.

,TO THE PUBLIC.

HEALTH being paramount to every other earthly

blessing, mankind are ever anxious to recover it when
lost, and to preserve it when restored. The most prevailing

complaint that afflicts society at large is confinement in the

bowels, and most persons Buffer more or less from its effects,

which in some cases has been of that obstinate nature as to resist

the power of medicine, and terminate existence. In consequence

of the loss of a friend by the above obstinate complaint, and to

obviate it in future, in the month of August, 1819, J. READ
invented the well known Instrument called the "STOMACH
and ENEMA PUMP " (vide the Life of Sir Astlcy Cooper, p. 301),

which, with the blessing of Providence, has been the means of

saving thousands of lives, and has been honoured by the sanction

of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, and the

most eminent Members of the Profession in the Kingdom, as

well as on the continents of Europe, India, and America. J. R.

begs to inform the Profession and the Public that he has taken

out a new Patent for certain improvements, which surpass any-

thing of the kind ever offered, inasmuch as they are more simple,

portable, and durable; fitted with tubes that will stand the test

of the hottest climates, and are not liable to be out of repair.

Manufactured only by the Patentee, 35, Regent Circus, Picca-

dillv ; where they may be seen and proved.
*** Observe the words "Read's Patent," without which

none are genuine.
.

BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT RETREAT,
60, PATERNOSTER ROW.—Established April 6, 1843.

COMMITTER.
JAMES NISBET, Esq., 21, Berners-street, Chairman.

THOMAS BROWN, Esq., 39, Paternoster-row, Treasurer.

COSMO ORME, Esq., 35, Fitzroy-squarc.

JAMES DUNCAN, Esq., 37, Paternoster-row.

ANT. K. NEWMAN, Esq., 33, Lcadenhall-street.

EDM. HODGSON, Esq., 192, Meet-street.

Mr. R. Baldock, 85, High Hol-
born.

Mr. Jas. Bigg, 53, Parliament-
street.

Mr. G. Copland, ^.Paternos-
ter-row.

Mr.H.Foss, 81, Pall Mall.
Mr. C. D. Leftlisy, 37, Soho-

square.

Mr. S. Low, 42, Lamb's Conduit
street.

Mr. Fred. Malcolm, 37, Pater-

noster-row.
Mr. Tnos. Rodd, 9, Great New-

port-strcet.

Mr. W. Sharp, 39, Paternoster-
row.

Mr. T. B. Sharpk, 187, Picca-

dilly.

Mr. S. Ives, 14, Paternoster-row, Hon. Secretary.

This Society has been established for the purpose of providing

a comfortable habitation for the aged Members, and Widows 01

Members, of the Booksellkhs' Provident Institution, being

in the Receipt of an annuity from that Institution, and who may
require such a residence. Every person subscribing One Guinea

a Year, or giving a Donation of 'len Guineas at one time, »
entitled to one vote at all elections; and so in proportion for

every additional Subscription of One Guinea a Year, or Donation

of Ten Guineas ; and is also eligible to become a Member of the

Committee of Management. The very general approbation which

has been given to the formation of this Society, and the liberal

support it has already received, afford the most encouraging

assurance that the sanguine anticipations of its benevolent pro-

jectors will be crowned with ultimate success. The present

Contributions amount to 1500/.; and the Committee feel assured

that they have only to make the object more extensively known,
in order to secure the sum which is necessary to complete this

desirable undertaking.
Subscriptions and Donations will be thankfully received by

Thomas Brown, Esq., Treasurer, 39. Paternoster-row; by

Messrs. Smith, Payne, and Smiths, Banker*) l, Lombard-street,

and by any Mem ber of the Committee.

ANTED, a COTTAGE, or Small Farm, or Smai^
Detached House, from 15 to 30 miles from London. I*

must contain at least one large or two good-sized Sitting-roorns,

two good Bedrooms, with Servants' Rooms, Kitchen, &c, &c -

There must be a good garden, well stocked with Fruit-trees, or

an Orchard attached, and from five to rivc-and-twenty acres 01

land. Situation high, or at least dry; and if-near a heath or

common it would be preferred. The rent 'of the Cottage an"

Garden not to exceed 30/. per annum, the land at a price l
)r °l' ;*.

tinned to its value. A long lease would be taken, or the Erechoi"

purchased, nor would the Advertiser object to purchase, at a pro-

portionate price, even if there be no House, or a mere labourer

Cottage on the property. Address (post-paid), to X.E., Gardener*

Chronicle Office, 3, Charles-street, Covent Gardjn.

A
WAIST PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN. -

S GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAlLWfJ
a single Man, upwards of 30 years of age, who P»sscsseb

thorough knowledge of the profession in every department) w

'

held some first-rate situations in England, where every bra»

of Horticulture has been carried on in an extensive way, anu

be highly recommended from a family of note, with other rt»

ences if required. Direct to Mr. Brown, Gardener, at

Southampton's, Whittlcbury, Towccster.

AS GARDENER, a respectable married M an
?n^P in

30, who is a superior Grape Grower, and well skil c

the management of Pines ; he perfectly understands (Jarw-

in all its various departments. Can have an eight vcarb
ut of

racter from his last Situation, winch he is leaving on accou

the death of his late employer. Direct to J. S., Gardener,

Villa
, Finchley, Middlesex. __—--—"

AS GARDENER, a single Man, aged 30, who b*^
-^a- thorough practical knowledge of his business, ana "t^
highly recommended. Direct to A.B., at Mr. J. FuU.BR
Ottershaw Park, Chertsey, Surrey

.

S BAILIFF, or BAILIFF and FARMER, a ij;

pectable married Man, 35 years of age, (a native ° f

d0* f

shire), who fully understands the management of Arable, m
'

agc-

and pasture-laud, the Rearing and Feeding of Stock, n
ope

mentof Plantations, &c. 5 can be highly recommence" g0

of the first Land-Agents in the country ;
has no-objecxi" ^m

into Ireland. Application to be made to Mr. Mav, 1*"*

sery, Leeming lane, Bedale, Yorkshire. 1 ^^^
Primed by Weas«7»HAiTituRv and Kvans, JLombard-rtreet, gSJ^ by

{J}f?!
the Precinct of WhUefriars, in the City of London, ami I . . •'

f
»iid

at theOFHCBf 3, C«ari.f:
?
.«t»brt, Covbkt <;AwnitN, »' rUc ^ J

&ddxe**
c

dlcaex. where all Advertisements and Communications arc

to the Editor.—Saturday, Way IS, 1843. „ .
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IJJOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY of LONDON.—
*-* EXHIBITIONS for 1843, at the Gardrns, Innbr Cxbc&k,

Rkgrnt's-Park, Wkdnksdays, May 24, June 28, July I9i »»'(>ni

2 o'clock until 7. The Prizes to be awarded are Medals and

Platb, varying in value from 10s. to lfiX, the total amount being

600/. for Plants and Flowers, and 10/. 10$. for Microscopes. Open
to all Competitors.

Visitors will be admitted by Tickets to be obtained at the

Gardens, and from 12 to 4 o'clock at 28, Regent-street, by Orders
from Fellows and Members only. Price (is. ; and on the days of

Exhibition, after 2 o'clock, 10s.

Schedules of Prizes, with the Regulations for the observance
of Exhibitors, and all other particulars, may be had upon appli-

cation at the Gardens, and at £S, Regent- street.

By Order of the Council, J. D. C. Sowbrbv, Secretary.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
LAND.—The Anniversary Meeting will be held at the Society's

House, No. 12, Hanover-square, London, on Monday next, the '2'2d

of May, at 12 o'clock precisely.
London, May, 1813.—By order of the Council, Jas. Hudson, Sec.

T3 0YAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
-^ LAND.—The Royal Agricultural Society of England is desirous

of receiving Tenders from Innkeepers or others, to contract for any
one or more of the following Supplies at the ensuing Annual Country
Meeting of the Society, to be held at Derby in July:—

I. A Hot Dinner for 350 persons, with "Dessert., and a bottle of
Port or Sherry to each person, in the County Hall, Derby on
Wednesday, the 12th of July, 1843.

II. A Cold Dinner for 1800 persons, with a pint of Port or Sherry
to each person, in the Pavillion of the Society, at Derby on

' Thursday, the lath of July.

III. Refreshments suitable for 300 Ladies in the Galleries of the
Pavillion, on the same occasion.

Tenders to be forwarded on or before the 5th of June next, to the
Secretary of the Society, No. 12, Hanover-square, London, where
further particulars may be obtained : the Society not hindinjr itself

to accept the lowest tender. The particulars may also be obtained
on reference to the Local Committee at Derby.

London, May 11, 1843.—By order ot the Council, Jas. Hudson, Sec.

f GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
VJ __Mr. CHAT/NDY begs to remind the Subscribers to the
above Institution who have kindly promised him their votes and
interest in favour of WILLIAM WELL* (aged seventy-four years),

that the election will be on THURSDAY, the 1st oi June, at one o'clock,
at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand. He also respectfully

solicits the Votes of the Subscribers who have not already

the in, assuring them that there cannot be a case more
promised
deserving

com-

thcir support. „ ,. T

In the Polling Papers Wxxaxah Wells is stated to be aged 64,
Jrtiich is an error, he being /»• Chxslchurst in Surrey is also an error,
lfc being Chislehurst in Kent.

,

N. IS.- Voting I'apcrs thankfully received by Mr. Ciiaukdy,
Nurseryman, Lewisharn.

ENEVOLENT INSTITUTION for the RELIEF
of AGED and INDIGENT GARDENERS and their

WIDOWS.
Notice is hereby given, that a General Mbbting of the Sub-

scribers will be held on thursday, 1st ol June, at the Crown and
Anchor Tavern Strand, for the purpose of electing two persons out
$f the following Candidates to the annual Pension ol this Charity;—
N°. 1. Andkrson, James, Gardener, London, aged 70. (Second

application.) . . „
2 - Stjffkll, William, Gardener, London, aged 67. (Second

application.)
, „ , _

3 - Ta-waud, Samuel, Gardener, Camherwell, aged 64.

4 - Wells, William, Gardener, Chislehurst, Kent, aged 04.

The chair will be taken at one o'clock, when the ballot will

mence and dose at three o'clock precisely.
_

By order, Kmv. K. Cutler, Secretary, ()7, Farnngdon-strect.

Subscribers not having received their Polling Papers are requested
to

j*pply to the Secictary.

under the especial patronage of iuw, royal
HIGHNESS THE DUCHESS OF GLOrCKSTKR. and
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE.
E MIS. WATERER'S SPLENDID EXH1BI-

,JL TION OF AMERICAN PLANTS will open on Thursday,
*% 18, at the Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea. Admittance, l.v.

Hie Nurseries at Knab Hill and Bagshot are also now in pcrfec-

_gn ) and may be viewed gratis any day, except Sunday.

HNEW WALCHEREN EARLY BROCOLI.
URST and;M'MULLEN, Seedsmen, G. Leadenhall

Street, beg to offer a few Packets of the above splendid
Vegetable al 2.*. t)>'. per Packet, the present tin being very suitable

'V
1 ' sowing.—New Rath Cos Lettuce (self-hearting kind) Is. pei

Packet,
A choice selection of Biennial and Perennial Flower Seeds, proper

*w Bowmjs at the present Season, 4& ana QtL per Packet*

"PUCHSIA ST. CLARE.—This splendid FUCHSIA,
J- pronounced by Dr. Livdi.ev us the " finest hybrid we have
seen," is now being sent out by Youell and Co., Great Yar-
mouth NArsery. Norfolk, at 10s 6d. per plant, free of postage, to
anv r^rt of tbp United Kingdom.-- Great Yarmouth. M ay 17- 18-13 .

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
AWARD OF THE JUDGES AT THE EXHIBITION IN

THE GARDEN OF THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
MAY 13, 1843.

Gold Kkigxitxan Medal.
1 To Mr. Goodc, Gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for a collec-

tion of 40 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
2 To the same, for 6* species of Exotic Orehidaccaa
3 To Mr. E. Davis, for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit

Gold Damcsian Medal.
1 To Mr. Eraser, for a collection of 40 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
2 To Mr. John Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., P.H.S.,

for a collection of 20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
3 To Mr. Joseph Goode, Gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S., for a

collection of Stove and Greenhouse Climbers
4 To the same, for 20 varieties of Cape Heaths
-
r
> To Mr. John Green, for 12 Greenhouse Azaleas
6 To Mr. My Iam, Gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., F.H.S., for 6 spe-

cies of Exotic Orchidacefe
7 To Mr. Bruin, Gardener to R, Gunter, Esq., F.H.S., for a mis-

cellaneous collection of Fruit
8 To Mr. Beck, of the Slate Works, Isleworth, F-H.S., for 12 vari-

eties of Pelargonium, in pots of 24 to the cast

Silver Gilt Mkdal.
1 To Mr. Catleugh, of Hans-strcct, Chelsea, for 12 varieties of

Pelargonium, in pots of 24 to the cast
2 To Mr. Cock, oi Chiswick, for 12 varieties of Pelargonium, in pots

of 12 to the cast
3 To Mr. Catleugh, for 12 varieties of Pelargonium, in pots of 12 to

the cast
4 To Mr. Hunt, Gardener to Miss Traill, F.H.S., for a collection

of 20 Stove and Greenhouse plants
5 To Mr. Bruce, Gardener to Boyd Miller, Esq., for a collection of

six species of Stove and Greenhouse plants
6 To Mr. G. Clarke, Gardener to M. T. Smith, Esq., F.H.S., for a

collection of Stove and Greenhouse Climbers
7 To Mr. Goode, for a specimen of Pimclca spectabilis

8 To Mr. Falconer, Gardener to Arehdale Palmer, Esq., for a spe-

cimen of Leschenaultia grandiflora

9 To Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, for a specimen of Cyrtoceras

10 To Mr. Hunt, Gardener to Bliss Traill, F.H.S., for a collection

of 0* species of Cape Heaths
11 To Blr. Falconer, for a collection of 12 Greenhouse Azaleas
12 To Mr. Milne, Gardener to C. S. Chaunccy, Esq., F.H.S., for a

collection of 25 Roses in pots

13 To Messrs. Lane, of Great Bcrkhampstcad, for a collection of 25

Roses in pots
11 To Mr. W. Hunt, for a collection of 6 species of Exotic

Orehidaccaa
15 To George Barker, Esq., F.H.S., for a specimen of Peristeria

Humboldtii
16 To Mr. John Dodds, Gardener to Sir Gcore:c Warrcndcr, Bart.,

F H.S., for Grapes
17 To Mr. J. Davis, of East Barnet, for Grapes
18 To Mr. R. Braid, Gardener to Henry Perkins, Esq., F.H.S.,for

Pine-Apples
19 To Mr. J. Burr, Gardener to II. Preston, Esq., F.H.S., for

Pine- Apples
Large Silver Medal.

1 To Mr- E. Bell, of Chelsea Hospital, for 12 Pelargoniums, in
pots of 24 to the cast

2 To the same, for 12 Pelargoniums, in pots of 12 to the cast

3 To Mr. Gaines, of Battcrsea, for 12 Pelargoniums, in pots of 24 to

the cast

4 To the same, for 12 Pelargoniums, in pots of 12 to the cast

5 To Mr. George Stanley, Gardener to H. Berens, Esq., F.H.S.,

for 6 Herbaceous Calceolarias, in pots of 12 to the cast

6 To Mr. Beck, of the Slate Works, Isleworth, for 6 Shrubby Cal-

ceolarias, in pots of 12 to the cast

7 To Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, for a collection of 6 Stove and Green-

house plants

8 To Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, of Exeter, for Achimenes
grandiflora

9 To Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, for F.riostemon buxifoliuxn

10 To Blr. John Green, for six species of Cape Heaths
11 To Mr. Brazier, Gardener to W. H. Story, Esq., F.H.S., for 6

species of Cape Heaths

12 To Mr. Dawson, of Brixton-hill, for 6spcc:es of Cape Heaths

U To Mr. Smith, of Norbiton Nursery, Kingston, for 12 Green-
house Azaleas

14 To Mr. Beck, of the Slate Works, Isleworth, for 25 Roses in pots

16 To Blr. Catleugh, of Chelsea, for 25 Roses is pots

16 To Blr. W. Gunner, Gardener to to Sir G. Larpcnt, Bart., F.H.S.,
for Dendrobium densiHorum

17 To Blr. W. Hardie, Gardener to J. Jarrett, Esq., F.H.S., for

Doryantbes excelsa

18 To Messrs- Lucombe and Pince, of Exeter, for Acrophyllum
venosum

iq To Mr. E. Davis, Gardener to Abel Smith, Esq., Woodhall,
Ware. Herts, for Grapes

20 To Blr. Chapman, of South Lambeth, for Grapes

21 To BJr. J. Davis, of East Barnet, for Pine Apples
Silver Knjgixtian Medal.

1 To Mr. Watt, [Gardener to E. Snell, Esq., of Eccleston Bridge,

pimlico, for 12 Pelargoniums, in pots of \2 to the cast

o To Mr. John Green, for 6 Herbaceous Calceolarias, in pots of 12

to the cast

3 To Blr. Catleugh, of Chelsea, for b" Herbaceous Calceolarias, in

pots of 12 to the east

4 To Blr. Gaines, of Battcrsea, for Shrubby Calceolarias, in pots of

12 to the east

<i To Mr. Catleugh, for a collection of 12 Fuchsias

(j To Bir. G. Clarke, Gardener to BI. T. Smith, Esq., for 6 Stove

and Greenhouse plants

- To Blr. Bruce, Gardener to Boyd Miller, Esq., for varieties of

Cape Heaths

To Blr. Smith, of Norbiton, Surrey, for Rhododendron

chrysolectron

To Mr Joseph Goode, for Tropajolum azureum

10 TO G. Barker, Esq., F.H.S., lor a specimen of Cycnoches

To ^Mr.' Thomas Ann, Gardener to J. H. 'Vivian, Esq., M.P.,

12 To Blr. Tiliery, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Portland, for

Peaches and Nectarines
.

13 To Blr. S. Snow, Gardener to the Earl Dc Grey, for Strawberries

(British Queen)

14 To Mr. h Gadd, of Bctchworth, near Dorking, for Cantaloupe

. , To Mr. Mitchell, of Kemp Town, Brighton, for Grapes
10 '

sn.vK.a BawksiAn Medal.

, To Blr. Bromley, Gardener to Miss Andcvdon, for 12 Pelargo-

niums, in pots of 12 to the cast

a to Mr. Cockhum, P.H.S., Gardener to the EMfl Of MWlsfl«lfl| 1W
(i Pelargoniums, in pets of a to the cft»6

Price 6d.

3 To Blr. Beck, of* the Slate Works, Isleworth, for 6 Herbaceous
Calceolarias, in pots of 12 to the cast

4 To Blr. Catleugh, for 6 Shrubby Calceolarias, in pots of 12 to

the cast

5 To Blr. Hopan, Gardener to H. Pownall, Esq., F.H.S., for a
collection of 6 Stove and Greenhouse plants

6 To Blr. Bf . Clark, Gardener to W. Block, Esq., for a collection of
6* Stove and Greenhouse plants

7 To Blr. Joseph Goode, for a specimen of Gloxinia macrophylla

variegata

S To Mr. Joseph Goodc, for a specimen of Begonia coccinea

To Blr. John Green, for a specimen of Siphoeampylus bctuhefolius

It) To Blr. William Smith, ot Norbiton, tor a specimen of Rhodo-
dendron decorum

11 To BJr. G. Stanley, Gardener to H. Berens, Esq., F.H.S., for a

specimen of Zichya inophylla

12 To Messrs. Lane and Co., for 50 varieties of Roses in pots

13 To Blr. W. Hardie, GardeLer to J. Jarrett, Esq., F.H.S., for

Melons
I i To Richard Brook, Esq., F.H.S., for a collection of 14 sorts of

Apples and Pears

15 To Blr. W. Davis, of Isleworth, for Strawberries

16 To Blr. Baldwin, of Turnham Green, for a collection of Apples

and Pears

17 To Blr. Hutchison, Gardener to E. J. Shirley, Esq., M.P., of

Eatington Park, for Peaches and Nectarines.

The Certificate of BIerit.

1 To Blr. Clark, Gardener to W. Block, Esq., for Tall Cacti in

• flower

2 To Blr. J. Goodc, for Tall Cacti in flower

3 To Blr. John Green, for BI anettia bicolor

4 To Blr. James Hayes, Gardener to G. Hanson, Esq., of High
Beech, for Aotus lanigera

5 To Blr. Kyle, Gardener to Robert Barclay, Esq., cf Leyton, for a
species of Bossia^a

C To Blr. R. Jones, Gardener to Sir Moore Disney, F.H.S., for

Azalea indica alba;

7 To Blr. Gaines, for Ixias

8 To J. Allnut, Esq., F.H.S., for a specimen of Erica denressa

9 To Blr. Wood, ot Norwood, for a collection of4S Rock plants

10 To Blr. Beck, ot Isleworth, for a Pelargonium (Susanna)

II To Blr. Beck, of Isleworth, for a Pelargonium (Zanzummim)
12 To Blr. Standish, of Bagshot, for 2 Calceolarias (Duchess of

Gloucester and Surprize)

13 To Blr. I. Moss, Gardener to J. Taylor, Esq., F.I-I.S. for Citrons.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN' DOWAGER.

BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.—
YOUELL & Co., in submitting their Catalogue of Fuchsias

for 1843, (for which, see their Advertisement in this Paper of the

6th inst.), take the present opportunity of drawing the attention

of admirers of the above elegant tribe of plants to their select

and superb Collection. They have spared no expense in forming

a selection of such as are really good, to the exclusion of many
that are mere nominal varieties; and they would refer to the

numerous testimonials of success which attend their mode or

selecting last season collections for Amateurs, for competition at

the various Horticultural Exhibitions throughout the kingdom.
Youkll & Co. are desirous of calling attention to their pe-

culiar method of executing orders for this tribe of plants;

namely, that they will deliver them free of postage (on the

receipt of a Post-office order), to any part of the United King-

dom, in collections, upon the following terms :
—

Twelve tine Show Varieties, 12*.

Twelve extra fine ditto . 16s.

The selection being

Twelve extra fine and very
superior .... 21s.

eft to Yoojsr.L & Co.

Great Yarmouth Nursery. .Norfolk, May 17, 1843,

MESSRS. VEITCH AND SON beg to offer the fol-

lowing New and Beautiful Plants, introduced by them through

their Collector in South America :-

AUrrremcria ncmorosa (See figures; Curtis's Bot. Mag., Aug. 1842,

« , in nnrrinea » Curtis's Bot. Mag., Jan. 1843,
Begonia coccinea „ ^ ^.^ M a~. Blay, I81;/.

*Fehitcssnlcndens ,> Paxton's Mag., March, 1843,
ljCUltc*-'

and Curtb's Bot. Mag., Nov., 1S42

utropurpurca »
3

Edwards' Bot. Reg., May, 1843,
» l

' and Paxton's Magazine, (Jet. 1842
v- ,.* a ,, Cuftis's Bot. Mag., Feb., 1843,

p, " vant.ha ^- Curtis'* Bot. Mag., Feb , is-i •>

^
C

oxhna inacrophyUa variegata Curtis's Bot. Map., April, IS42

Paxton's Magazine, March, r :

Curtis's Bot. Mag. .April, 18

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Nov., 1842,

and Paxton's Magazme, Nov., 1&42

Stigmaphyllonciliatum

,, hetrroplivHum n
Siphocamovlos duplo-serratus

Tropfieolum azureum „ Edwards' Bot. Beg., Dee.,IM2,

'Curtis's Bot.Mag., Dec, 18i2,and Paxton * Mag., Dec., 1842.

Messrs. Vkitch and Son havingraiscd many thousands of Arauca-

ria imbricate from seed, are enabled to offer them in quantity at a

very low, moderate price.

N.B.—The Plants marked thus [*] will not be ready for delivery

till the first week in June.— Exeter, May 18, 184.'!.

C

Ol
Hypoeyrta stngillosa

Manettia bicolor

Passulora Actinia

*Rondeletia longillora J?

Curtis's Bot. Mag., May, 1843

SUPERB SEEDLING CHHYSANTHEMUM THE"DUKE.
\70UELL and CO. ferl much pleasure in announcing

.,. the Best Seedling; it also obtained First. Prizes shown in the best

stand of 23; ditto ditto, 15 ; ditto ditto, 20; and the judges pro-

nounced it to be the b-'st Chrysanthemum evfer exhibited. The
colour French white, changing to pure white: petals broad and

beautifully incurved, forming a perfect ball of from 4 to 1^ inches in

diameter. It will be ready lor sending out the hrst w
7$. fid. per plant, free of postage, to any part of the

dom.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Blay 17, 1843.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA S,:R
P^;. . , ,

MESSRS. HURST anp M'iMULLEN having had

ci ped to them a quantity of Seed of th.^splendul hartty

Tree, in good condition, can offer tbem at the follown- pnc,

SOS. per 100 8 wil 9eed« gratia on every ,TT)0, to

for such aa may not vegetate). jjT'- . ,

Early Ordwi arc wl
wu\»i>~6i I*»dwl»U.»tri^^ »8, )

1*1

5
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ROSES.
MESSRS. LANE and SON beg to announce

that they are in possession of all the New Roses of the
season, most of which have fully sustained their character by in-

door culture; but Messrs. Lane aware of the fallacy of such
criterion, have determined not to publish any List of them until

they have proved their respective qualities by out-of-door Culti-

vation, thus enabling Amateurs to select only such as will not fail

to answer their expectations of possessing the most beautiful and
desirable varieties ; a full description of which will be given in their

Catalogue of 1843-4, to be published in September next.

Messrs. Lane and Son have on hand a large Stock of Bourbon,
China, Tea-scented China, and Noisette Roses, which they are

enabled to supply at from Qs. to 30s. per dozen, the selection being
left to themselves. Nurseries, Great Berkhampsted, May, 1843.

THOMAS BROWN, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and
Florist, Slough, near Windsor, in submitting the followinp;

few select sorts of Dahlias, begs to direct attention to the ESSEX
TRIUMPH, which is justly pronounced the most extraordinary
flower ever produced, being a colour yet unseen in this beautiful

and showy tribe of plants, and without which no stand hereafter
can be considered complete. The Award of Prizes and Notices
in the various Floricultnral Publications given below will be the
best proof of this unrivalled Dahlia's constancy and perfection.

1841. Chelmsford . . Sept. 12, 1 Bloom . . 1st Prize.

Halstead . . . „ 17, 1 »» 1st Prize.

Salt Hill . . . „ 28, 1 „ (5/. Cup) 1st Prize.

1842. Floricultural Society „ 0* 9 » . 1st Class.

South London - . „ 13, 4 „ . 1st Prize.

Salt Hill . . - „ 16, 4 „ . , 2d Prize.

Floricultural Society „ 20, 6 „ . . 1st Prize.

Do. (best Dark Dahlia) „ „ 1 „ . 1st Prize.

if

*9

»*

"

»J

ty

1»

JJ

••

Sunbury
Halstead .

Floricultural Society
Ditto

ji

»»

22,

If

27,

4,

3

1

12

6

>»

i*

»»

1st Prize.

1st Prize.

1st Class.

1st Class.

The Floricultural Society of London- described it us follows:—
Essex Triumph. Form, Good. Substance, good. Arrangement,
good. Colour, dark maroon, good. Eyes, complete and good in

every specimen. Drpth, great and globular. Size, full. General
Form, excellent. Class of Quality, pirst rate.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
From the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Report of Seedlings shown at the South London Floricultural
Exhibition, on the i.Uh- September,

"The first prize was awarded to 'Essex Triumph,' a fine and
very deep maroon-coloured flower of first-rate properties, with
petals of good form and substance, centre finely elevated, and
general form perfect."

Salt Mill Show, on the lOth September.
u Essex Triumph.—This noble flower is quite a model of per-

fection, fine in form, and deep in petals, with a centre high and
finely developtd. The colour is a very deep rich maroon, thepetals
are finely cupped, of good substance, and well arranged."

The Floricultural Society of London?s Exhibition on the 22d Sept
" Essex Triumph.—This line flower was noticed last week in

our report of the Salt Hill Show; it now occupies the post of
honour, a situation it worthily filled, in addition to which it was
placed first in class-showing, as the best dark flower. As a test
of its constancy thirty-six blooms were exhibited in the room
uniformly good. The general form of the flower is excellent,

its size medium, with great depth of petals, the eye being perfect
in all the specimens. To these fine properties we may add, that
the petals are finely formed, ofgood substance, and well arranged;
the colour is of the deepest rich maroon, and being very uniform
throughout, gives great grandeur to the appearance of the flower."

From the GARDENERS' Gazette.
September 17*—"Essbx Triumph, the dark flower shown last

week at the meeting of the Floricultural Society, is decidedly the
best of the season, and obtained the first prize."

September 24.—

"

Esskx Triumph, a highly symmetrical dark
variety, already successfully exhibited before this Society, as well
as at Salt Hill, the South London Show, and elsewhere. " Besides
the stand for competition a large tray of blooms was sent by Mr.
Thomas Brown, of Slough, who has purchased the stock, and
they exhibited a remarkable constancy, every one of them keeping
up their character."

October l.—** Essex Triumph. This flower, which has per-
haps th;'

I t formed petals of any yet seen, fully kept up its
former character."

From the London Daily Papers.
41 The most extraordinary novelty at this exhibition (the Surrey

Zoological Gardens) was a Black Dahlia, called f Essex Triumph,'
-aid to have been purchased by Mr. Brown, of Slough, near
Windsor, at the large sum of 100 guineas : it was the admiration
of crowds, which during the day thronged round the blooms
and made it most difficult to approach the tables near enough to
^•ct a sight of it. The Scientific and the Amateur appeared de-
lighted with the boon that another season their gardens would
be possessed of."

DAHLIAS.
Admiral Stopford (Tren- s. d.

field) fine dark 4 feet—3 6
Antagonist (Bragg), the

finest white, very con-
stant . . 4 to 5—10 6

Asmodeus (Davis), dark
crimson, with a fine

velvet petal, was class-

ed by the Floricultural
Society . . 5 to 6—10 6

Brown's Blue Bonnet,
light violet purple, full

and constant show-
flower . . .5—76

Brown's Miranda, blush
white, tipped with
rose; gained 1st prize

at York, August 4th
;

classed second at the

Floricultural Society,

and a prize at the Salt

Hill Grand open Show,
Sept. 16 . .3—76

Brown's Marquess of
Lansdowne, shaded
salmon . . 5 to 6— 2 6

Brown's Perpetual Grand,
bright crimson, fine
broad cupped petals,
well arranged, full and
constant ; was classed

first at the Floricul-

tural Society, and
awarded five prizes at

the principal open
Shows . . - 5—10 6

Brown's Queen of

Trumps, white, tipped

with purple, petals of
good substance and of
great depth, classed
second, on two occa-
sions, by the Floricul-
tural Society ; also ob-

Strong and healthy plants are now ready. A general list may
be had on application.

tained four other prizes s. d.
at the principal open
Shows . 3 to 4 feet—io 6

Bedford Surprise (Shep-
pard), carmine purple,

veryfineandconstant5— 3 6
Confidence (Cook), orange

buff, fine petal, and
novel Show-ilower 4 to 5— 7 6

Competitor (Hodges),
rose, fine . 3 to 4— 5 o

Essex Triumph (Turville),

the nearest possible
approach to black, with
a beautiful velvetty
gloss on the petal,

form unrivalled, and
is unquestionably the
most novel and best
Dahlia offered to the
public . . . 4—10 6

[The usual allowance to theTrade
on this Flower, where a dozen
arc taken.']

Mrs. Shelley (Mitchell),

rose . . 4 to 5

—

Phoenix (Hedlcy), best
scarlet . . . 3

—

Princess Royal (Hudson),
creamy buff, tipped

with rose . . 4

—

Prince of Wales (Dodd),

yellow . . 2 to 3— 2 6

Surprise (Oakley), purple,

singularly tipped with
white, constant, and
very showy . 4 to 5—10 6

Virgil (Mountjoy^ dark
crimson, fine Show-
flower, and pronounced
a first-class flower by
the Floricultural So-
ciety of London . 4—10 6

3 6

2 6

2 6

N

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
YOUELL AND CO., in offering their List of Chry-

santhemums (for which see their advertisement in this

Paper of the 6th inst.)» to the notice of amateurs, and those'who
intend competing at the autumnal exhibitions of the present season,
beg to observe, they have taken such precautions for excluding
varieties merely nominal, that they feel assured the list will he found
highly satisfactory to those who may not only have the above object
in view, bnt also to those who are desirous of decorating their

greenhouse and garden with this unsurpassed Autumnal Flower.
The plants will be strong and healthy, and sent free of postage (on
the receipt of a Post-office order), to any part of the United King-
dom, in the first week in June, at the rate of 12s. per dozen.—Great
Yarmouth Nursery, May 17, 1843.

SURREY-LANE, BATTERSEA.
GAINES begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and
others, that his Collection of first-rate PELARGONIUMS,

&c., arc coming into flower; he therefore takes the liberty of remind-
ing those that wish to improve their collection, that the present would
be a favourable opportunity.—May 11, 1843.

NEW AND CHOICE PERPETUAL ROSES.
T3 B. BIRCHAM, Heclenham Rosary, begs to offer
-*-*'• the following select ROSES, well established in pots, fit

for immediate transplanting-—
Price per plant.—5. d.

Newton . - . .26
Prince de Galies . . 10 6
Prudence Rcescr . .36
Prince Albert . .36
Reine de la Guillotierc . 5

Rivers (Laffay; . .50
Bossuet . • . .50
Crimson Madame Desprez 3 0*

Cerise . • - .76
Crimson Globe . .60
MonteaudeJeanne d'Arc 30 6

Madame Aude . .36
Proserpine . . .76"
Thiaffait . . . .50
Comte de Paris (Tea Rose) 3 6
Devoniensis Bo. 3 Q
Josephine Malton Do. 7 6

Those marked , R. B. B. can supply wholesale orders at a
fair trade price per dozen. Plants gratis, to compensate for
distant carriage.
Hedenham Rosary is situated on the border of the county of

Norfolk, and on the line of road leading from Norwich to Bun-
gay, eleven miles from the former and three from the latter.

Bungay is the nearest post town. A daily conveyance to the
Eastern Counties Railway, thence to London.

Price per plant.

-

-s. d.

Aubernon 3 6
Aricie .... 5

Augustine Mouchclet . 3 6

Clementine Seringe 10 6

,, Duval 2 6

Dr. Marjolin - 10 6
Due d'Aumale 5
Duchess of Sutherland. 3 6
Dr. Marx 10 6

Earl Talbot . 3 6
Julie Dupont

.

5
Lady Alice Peel 10 6
Lane . 10

Marquis of Boccella 10 6
Madame Laffay 3 6

Melanie Coma 3 6
Mrs. Elliott . 3 6

NEW AND CHOICE ROSES.

A PAUL & SON, Nurserymen, &&, Cheshunt,
• Herts, in offering the following Select List of ROSES, beg

to remind Rose Amateurs that May is the best month for plant-
ing out beds of Dwarf Roses. The Plants now offered are in
No. 60 pots, good and healthy, and if planted out tins month will
bloom in the approaching autumn.

CLASS I.—HYBRID PERPETUAL.
s. d.

Aubernon - . .36
Augustine Monchclet . 3 6

Calliope . . - .36
Clementine Seringe .10 6

Comte de Paris . .26
Dr. Marx . . .10 6

Dr. Marjolin . . . 10 6

Due d'Aumale . .50
Edward Jesse . . .26
Lady Alice Peel . . 10 6

Lane . . . . 10 6

Mdme Emma Dampierre 10 6

Madame Laffay
Marquisa Boccella
Melainc Coma
Mrs. Eliot
Prince Albert
Prince de Galies
Prudence Rceser .

Reine de Eontenay
Koine dela Guillotierc

Rivers
Roblin
William Jesse

3

10

5

5

3
10

5

2
*7
/

7
2

3

d.

6

6

6

6

6
6
6
6

6

CLASS II.—NOISETTE.
Clara Wen del . . l>s. Od.

Comtesse de Tolosan . 3 6

Euphrosyne . . .20
Fleur du jeune age
Madame de Chalonge
Zictrude . •

CLASS III.—BOURBON.
Breon ....
Cardinal Fesch . . 5

Ceres . . - • 6
Cornice de Seine, &c. . 10

Crimson Globe . . 5

Crimson, Mdme. Desprez 3

Edward Defosse . . 5

Enfant d'Ajaccio . . 5

5*. Od.

5

6

6

Etoile de Lyons .

Grande Capitaine .

Josephine Gamier
Madame Aude
Marquise d'lvry .

Paul Joseph
Pourpre fafait

Proserpine .

35. Od.

7 6
3 6

7s. Od.

5

10

3
5

12

10

7

6

6

6

6
6

CLASS IV.—CHINESE.
Icteros

Nemesis

Adam .

Aurore .

Barbot •

Bougere
Comte de Paris

Devoniensis .

Don Carlos .

2s. Od,

5

Madame Breon .

Madame de Rohan
CLASS V.—TEA ROSES.

5s. 6d.

2
1

1

3
3

1

6

6

6

6

6

Eliza Sauvage
Eugene Desgaches
Jaune Abricote
Josephine Malton
Julie Mansais
Moiret .

Pactolus

3s. Od.

2 6

2s. 6d.

3 6
3

7
3

2

1

6
6

6
6

per doz.
or 30.v.

10s.

18s.

16s.

10s.

10s.

1 0s.

15s.

1 0s.

9$

Many persons preferring whole beds of Roses of one colour for

the sake of effect, the following are well suited for that purpose,

and grown in large quantities. each—s. d

Hybrid Perpetual Aubernon, rose . 3 6

Noisette Aine, lilac rose ... 1

,, Euphrosyne, rose and yellow 2

Bourbon Queen, buff ... 1 6

,, Armosa, pink ... 1

China, Fabvier, scarlet .-.10
„ White 10
„ Mrs. Bosanquet, flesh . 16

Lawrenciana rubra, deep red . . 10..
Also fine named varieties at the following prices, when the

selection is left to A. P. & Son.
Hybrid Perpetual . . . 24s. to 30s. per doz.

Noisette 12s., „ iss.

China 12s. „ 18s.

Tea 18*. » 24s.

Bourbon - * . • 18s. » 24s.

For description of colours and further information, A. Paul
and Son beg to refer to their General Catalogue, which may be
had on application at the Nurseries, inclosing 2 -stamps for post-

age. Early orders are solicited, as many sorts are expected to be
in great demand. A reference, or order on the post-office at

Waltham Cross, will be required from unknown correspondents.
Cheshunt Nurseries, May 0.

»>

»»

>?
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T7UCHSIA TODDIANA, (the Flowers of which rival
-*- every other Hybrid in size, being nearly four inches in length,)

is now being sent out at 10s. Od. each, with the usual discount where
six are taken.—THOS. CRIPPS, Tunbridge Wells Nursery.

Flowers of the above extraordinarily beautiful variety were trans-

mitted to the office of this Paper in August last, for the opinion of

the Editor, which was as follows:—"A. B.—your Fuchsia is one of

considerable beauty, and differs in the great length of the division of

the calyx from any which we have yet seen. Their colour is also

bright, and not dimmed with that dirty tinge which usually prevails

amongst this class of Flowers."

N. B.—Plants can also be had of Messrs. Lowp.Jand Co., Clapton;

or of Mr. Charlwqo», Seedsman, &c., Covent Garden, London.

M
f$

99

99

99

99

J>

99

99

DANE CROFT NURSERY, STOURMARKET, SUFFOLK.

S GIRLING begs to inform his Friends and the
• Public in general, that he has commenced sending Dahlias

out in Collections, to include a good Mixture of Colours : 12 Dahlias
for 6s., 24 for lis., 36 for 15s., 48 for 18s. To include a choice variety

of Each Year's, in the proportion of one to each dozen plants; and
a proportion of his much admired Fancy Border Varieties, peculiarly
adapted for Border growing. If 100 are ordered, the price to decrease
in the same proportion.

N.B.—Fine Plants of Fuchsias for bedding, at the same prices, up
to 36 varieties. To save expensive carriage, they can now with safety

be taken from the pots, and planted out, without hazard, immediately
on receiving them.

OHN~MILNJB begs respectfully to offer to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Public, the following plants :

—

A fine specimen of Araucaria excelsa, in pot, standing 8 ft. high,
probably one of the finest in England, for sale, price 25/.

Fine specimens of Rhododendron hybridum now in flower,
from 7 to 10 feet high, each 71. to 10/. 10s.

Fine specimens of Camellia imbricata, from 5 to 6 ft. high, hi. 5s.

„ ,, 3 to 4 ft. each 31.

Correa speciosa 3 to 4 ft. each 2l. 2s.

Azalea Phceniceic, 3 to 4 ft. ea. Js. Od. to 10s. 6rf.

„ Danielsiona, 2 to 3 ft. 7s. Od. to 10s. Gtf.

Clematis Sieboldii, „ 10s. Od.

,, Azureagrandiflora, 10s. Od. & 12s. Od.

Cactus truncatus, grftd., 2&3 ft. high, 20s. to 30s.

The above arc fine specimens for furnishing Conservatories.

A Fine collection of Azalea sinensis, Camellias, Pelargoniums,
Ericas, Epacrises, Gcsneras, Gloxinias, Achimenes, Sec. &c.
Likewise a general collection of Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and
Rock plants, too numerous to insert.

Mespylus Japonica, l to 2 ft.,

each 2s. Od. to 3s. Od.

Pinus lanceolata, each 2s. Od. to
3s. Od.

Pinus Morinda, 2 ft. high, each
7s. Od.

Correa Harrisii, 1 ft.,pcrdz. 18s.

Platylobium Murryanum, each
3s. Od. to 5s.

Burtonia conferta, each Is. Od.

to 2s. 0d.

Glycine Rackhousiana, each 5s.

to 7s. Od.

BEnDINO OUT.
s.

Mimulus, 6 fine varieties,
per doz. . (is. and 9

Nierembergia gracilis, per
doz 9

Oxalis,[6 fine vars., p.doz. 0'

Pelargonium, scarlet and
striped vars., p.doz.,4s. to 6

Pentstemon, 6 fine vars.,

per doz. . .9
Petunias, S vars., per doz. (i

,, of the newest
10 varieties, per doz. . 12

Phlox Drummondii, 3 va-
rieties, per doz. . . 6 °

Do., 8 of the newest sorts,
each .... 1

Do., in 25 vars., per doz. 9
m

Potcntilla,6 finevars.p.doz. 6
Salvia, 6 varieties, per doz. 6

Scutellaria splendens,each 1

Silene laciniata, each • 1

Verbena, 12 finevars.p.doz. 6

50 vars. of Herbaceous
plants . . . .25

Viola arborea (new), each 3
60 vars. of Herbaceous

plants, superior kinds 37 6

Planting out.
Honeysuckle,scarlettrum- s. d^

pot, each ... 1

Ipomcea Learii . . l

Jasminum, 4 varieties, each

1 rj

1

24

1 6

9
1 6
1 6

9
6

12

9

Hovea Celsii, per doz. 1 8s. to 24s.

Chorizema Henchmannii, per
doz., 18s. to 24s.

Daphne indica rubra, per doz.,
12s. to 18*.

Camellias, 18 inches to 2 feet
high, per doz. 2/. 2s.

Camellia reticulata, 1 to 2 ft. 5s,
to 7s. Od. each.

Thea viridis, or Green Tea, 18
inches to 2 ft., per doz. 18s.

to 24s.

Pimelea hispida, per doz. 12s.

Plants for
Alstrcemeria, 6 varieties, s. d.
each . , is. to

Aquilegia arctica, each .

Asclepias tuberosa, per
doz. . . 18s. to 24

Bouvardia triphylla

Calceolaria, 12 vars., p. doz. 9
Campanula barlerii, each

„ grandis, each
Catananche,2vars., each
Chelone barbata, per doz.
Fuchsia, 25 varieties of
the newest and most
approved sorts, large
plants, per doz. .

Do. do., smaller, per doz.
Fuchsia fulgens, 2 varie-

ties, per doz. 9s., and )2
Heliotropium, p. doz., 4s. to 6
Lantana Sellowii, p. doz. 9
Lilium eximium, each .

,, longiflorum
Linum, 4 vars., per doz. .

Lobelia, 6 vars., per doz.

.

Lychnis Bungeana, each
coronata each
fulgens . each

Mule Pink, per doz.
Creepers for

s. d.

Aristolochia sipho, each . 1

Atrag-ene austriaca . 1

Bignonia capreolata . 1

,, radicans (superb) 1

Ceanothus azureus and
pallidas . . .10

Clematis azurea grandi-
flora

double purple
florida, single

„ double
montana .

Sieboldi
Cobasa scandens, per doz. 6
Glycine frutcscens

,, sinensis
Honeysuckles, in 6 vars.
each . . . .09

99

99

1

1

6

1

1

1

<)

6
(5

I)

d.

6
I)

6
6

6

6

6

6

99

?9

91

J>

?»

99

)»

2

1

1

1 6
1 6
1

6'

6
l 6

1

Lophospermum,4vars. „
Lonicera flexuosa „

,, longi flora (true)

Manrandya Barclayana,
per doz.

,, alba, each .

Passifiora, 4 vars. „
Physianthus undulatus
Soiiya heterophylla
Scypanthus elegans, per

doz., 30s., or each
Thunbergia, vars., each
White Everlasting Pea ,,

20 varieties of creeping
Hoses, large plants,eacli

1

2

9
1

1

1

3
1

1

6

9

9

6

9

6

Rosa Devoniensis, each, 2s. 6//.

Lilium lancifolium album, 5s.; Do. do. punctatum, 7s. Od. each.

The above plants are all in pots; and a general supply ma^
be had throughout the season.
N.B.— Plants for Bedding or Creepers ordered to the amount

of 20s. will be forwarded to any part of London carriage free ;
a

reference or Post-otftce order will be required of unknown core-
spondents.—Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, Middlesex^^^^

^KllWING'^yMPliOVED SWEDE TURNIP AND GUANO
MANURE.

Vir SKIRV1NG, Seedsman, Queen Square, Liver-
* * • pool, begs to acquaint his Agricultural Friends and the

Public, that the price for the present season of the GENUINE
SEED of his IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP is Is. Od. per lb-

J

the sort warranted the same as that for which he received tne

premium of the Royal Agricultural Society of England. .fhGUANO of the best quality on the lowestterms. Orders, wh»
a remittance or reference, will be punctually and faithfu^y
executed.

M TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are 1^

*-'-*- structedby Mr. CANNBMr, to subject to public comiK*iti° '

by auction, on the premises, Cambridge Road, Belhnall 0«eeu>

near the Eastern Counties Railway Station, oiiTuksdav, May**'
com-1843, at 1 o'clock, A vkrv men Collection of Tulips*.

prising, anion.
viz., Strong's
Peel, Brulante ~ U...V, * ^ * «***.«* »., m.B) ~ pX
cx., Sharp's Victory, Duke of Sussex, new, Violet Qua^

t0
!
tVs

Milo, Ponseau Brilliant, Acre's Camuse de Craze, Car

w

Regulator, ex., Rose Brilliant, ex, Lawrence's Bolivar, '

•

Duchess of Kent, &c. tneMay be viewed prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had °V
Premises, of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctions

American Nursery, Leytonstone. -—
TO GENTLKMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS-

1

.

fc

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will suDi*

to public competition at the Auction Mart, Barthoioi ^
Lane, on Wednesday, May 24, 1343, and following da >',

hoice
o'clock, a Splendid Assortment of Pelargoniums. ^
Dahmas, New Fuchsias and Verbenas, PANSI *\S "j^cd the
a variety of other plants for transplanting:. May be view ^
morning: of sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart, anu

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone,
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MILFORD NURSERY, NEAR GODALMING,
SURREY —TwelveThousand Greenhouse Plants, RHODO-

DENDRONS CAMELLIAS, ROSES, and other Hardy Plants in

Pots • Four Well-bred Colts, calculated for Hunters, a Brood Mare,

and k handsome Brown Cob; to be Sold by Auction, by Mr.

Watkrer on Monday, June the 12th, 1843, and following days, at

Eleven o'clock, upon the Premises, Milford Nursery, near Godnlming,

Surrey. Twelve Thousand Greenhouse Plants, Rhododendrons,

Camellias Roses, and other Hardy Plants in Pots. Comprising fine

specimens of Banksias, Dryandrias, a fine large Faned Aloe, and

Buonapartia Juncea, Ericas, Camellias, Cactuses, Rhododendron

arhoreum, and Arboreum hybrids, a large collection of Oranges

(true to name), Azalea indica, Pelargoniums, Ixias, fine standard and

other Fuchsias, Tropteolum tricolorum, Clematis, Azurea Siebolcin

and Floridas, a good collection of Pinuses, a quantity of tine plants

of Araucaria imbricata and Cuprcssus torrulosa, Kahnias and Rho-

dodendrons; a large collection of China, Noisette, Boursoult, Bank-

sian, and other Roses in pots. Four Well-bred Colts, calculated for

Hunters, a Brown Mare, and a handsome Brown Cob, quiet to ride

or drive. ,,

Catalogues may be had one week previous to the Sale, upon tne

Premises, of Mr. Elwin, Godalmingj Messrs. Noble, No. 15-,

Fleet Street, London; and of Mr. Waterkk, Auctioneer, Land

and Timber Surveyor, Chertscy, Surrey, who will forward Catalogues

by post upon application by letter pre-paid.

ORANGERIES.

TO BE SOLD, one Dozen Fine Blooming ORANOr^
TREES, about three feet high, and at the present time bear-

ing both Blossom and Fruit. The reason of offering them lor saic

is, that their room is required. For further particulars apply to

Messrs. Flannagan and Co., Seedsmen, Mansion House street,

where samples may be seen.

R
Now ready, neat cloth, price 4s. 6d. tURAL CHEMISTRY.

An Introduction to the Study of the Science in relation to

Agriculturk.
By Epward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S., F.L.S.

Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,

Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, Lecturer on

Chemistry, at the Royal Institution of Great Britain,

, &c. &c. &C.

Extracts from the Introduction :—

"A knowledge of the chemical composition of soils, and tne

various substances employed as manures, enables us to compre-

hend the mode* in which the latter act ; and a knowledge of the

nature of those substances which plants require points out tne

best and most economical methods of restoring to the soil, by

manures, those substances which plants remove irom it.'

" If the farmer knows what it is that gives the fertilizing powers

to manure, and is aware of the nature of those substances, he will

soon learn the best method of preserving and using them ;
he will

then understand how to make the most of the various sources of

manure at his disposal, and he will be enabled readily to save

much, that, for the want of such knowledge, would otherwise be

lost."
Index of Contents*

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and OTHERS.—
TO BE DISPOSED Ob', on one of the High North Koaos,

within 3-i miles of Coven t Garden-market, in consequence ot ""pro-

prietor relinquishing business, a highly-desirable ^compact
NURSERY, With Seven Extensive and Substantial well-built HU I

-

HOUSES and GREENHOUSES, numerous PITS, Potting and other

Sheds, Boxes and Lights, recently erected m the best nwuiner ,

the whole fitted with a fine young healthy NURSERY &£££>
together with a capital detached DWELLING-HOUSE, forming

two cheerful Residences, with SEED-SHOP. One Residence
>

IS let

at 50/. per annum, presenting an eligible undertaking for a
PJ

a«lca»

man, which may be entered upon immediately upon advantageous

terms. For full particulars, apply to Mr. G. Hainks, Auction ana

Estate Agent, Knightsbridge, and at Grosvenor Row, Pimlico.

pOTTAM and HALLEN, r Engineers, Iron-^ FOUNDERS, &C., &C, No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, OXFORD

Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,madc upon the most

improved principle, either all of iron or of iron and wood com-

bined • which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at

very low prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the

HOT WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,

&C, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15

years practical experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500

Apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, and. by various

improvements which they have made during that time, C. and H.

can with confidence undertake the erection of similar Apparatus

upon the most extensive scale. For the convenience of those part.es

Who wish to fix their own Apparatus, they have affixed the follow-

lnS extraordinary low prices, viz.— * *
Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch

.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.;
_

Roger's Boiler, small size .

Ditto do. large do.

3

4

15

10

Hot Water Pipe, 4 inch diameter U. 3d. per F oot.

„ STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 leet high, out of the ground,

6 feet long with five horizontal bars, and weighing about 3b lbs.

3s. Qd. each . „ s
"

dm

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 feet 6 in. high, weighing 42 bs. at 4 each

Strong <ln do (1°- 45 lb8, at 4 4 each

Ox Hurriu ; t * v if do. 60 lbs. at 5 6 each

BESTwi he for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at 8*. per bundle
of 500 ySeach Upr ghts for ditto., Id. each. The Improved

continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work &c.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 346-.; 20 inches, 44.9.;

22 inches,

?

0S; 24 inches, 60s.; 26 inches, 75s.; 28 niches, 84s.;

Ju inches, 1059 each

o
HANB.GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c. 18 inches square,

3&'' 6rf
- ; 20 inches 4s- M 22 inches, 5s. U. each.

, CAST IRON FL^
/s

\
' 4Jeet 6, Q.y. ; 5 feet,

.CAST irom mr.K»
garden
harden

11*.-co OS 5 leet lis 6 feet, 15s.; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

IRON RICKSTAND8 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. Qd. each.

Engines, Sieving Machines, Garden <&«««. Superior

,
,--. Tools of all kinds. Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

J*** and every description of Horticultural Articl* ,
A^cultural

^Pements, and Funfthing Ironmongery ;
Dr. Arnotis Stoves,

A*>Slo.Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves, &c, &c. The

fove low prices being on account of the great depression m the

J'on Trade, are subject to future alterations. Show-Uooms at

««»r Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley Strekt, where every informa-
tion may be obtained.

TjOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
-*-*• other Buildings.-STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-
cliurch.streeti inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

^Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety
<> sizes of these much-approved Boilers, Mutable for Houses or
*«s of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the
jaents of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, page 175,
*»a February, 1843, page S7) renders it unnecessary to offer any
J"emarks upon them bevond the following brief description:—
1 hey are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

insure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
«uy once in 14 or 16 hours, price 41. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-
ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,
bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c.
W.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description*

Acclimatizing
Acid, benzoic
Acid, carbonic
Acid, humic
Acid, lactic

Acid, muriatic
Acid, nitric

Acid, phosphoric
Acid, sulphuric
Acid, sulphurous
Acid, uric
Acids
Acids, organic
Acids, tests for
Action of plants on
the air

Active principles of
plants

Affinity

Air
Air, bad
Air, good
Air, inflammable
Alabaster
Albumen, animal
Albumen, vegetable
Ale, bottled
Alkali, volatile

Alkalies
Alkalies, vegetable
Alum
Alumine, sulphate of

Ammonia
Ammonia, fixing

Ammonia, fixing by
acids

Ammonia, fixing by
gypsum

Ammonia, fixing by
copperas

Ammonia, carbonate
of

Ammonia, muriate of

Ammonia, phosphate
of

Ammonia, sulphate of

Ammonia, urate of

Ammoniacal liquor of

the gas-works
Animal manures
Animal principles,

proximate
Animal substances

Aquafortis
Arrow-root
Attraction
Ashes
Ashes, wood
Ashes of plants

Ashes of coal

Ashes of sea-weed
Atoms
Bad air

Barilla

Barley
Barley, analysis of

Bases
Bay salt

Beans, analysis of

Beet, analysis of

Binary compounds
Bleaching
Blood
Bone
Bones, boiled

Bones, green

Bottled ale •

Breathing of Animals

Brimstone
Bromides
Bromine .

Buckwheat, analysis

Bubbling, or efferves-

cence
Burning
Burning of plants

Burnt clay

{ Carbon
1

Carbon in plants

Carbonate of ammo-
nia

Carbonate of iron

Carbonate of lime

Carbonate of magne-

sia

Carbonate of potash

Carbonate of soda

Carbonic acid

Carbonic oxide

Carburetted hydro-

gen
Carcases
Carrot, analyst of

Casein
Castor oil

Caustic lime

Caustic potash

Caustic substances

Chalk . .

Changes, chemical

Charcoal
Charring
Cheltenham salts

Chemical changes

Cherry-tree gum
Chloride of sodium
Chlorine
Cider
Citric acid

Clay
Clay, burnt
Climate, effects of

Clover, analysis of

Coal, ashes of

Coal gas
Cocoa-nut oil

Cohesion
Coke
Colour
Colour of soil

Colours, changing of

Colours of plants

Colouring matter
Combination
Combining numbers
Combining weights
Combustion
Combustion, results

of
Common salt

Composition ofbodies

Composition of soils

Composition of water
Compounds, binary

Compounds, all defi-

nite
Compounds, saline

Compounds, ternary

and quaternary
Contagion
Contagious matters

Copperas
Corn
Crops, rotation of

Cubic nitre

Cultivated lands

Decay
Decay ofhumus
Decomposition
Decomposition of
stony particles

Deliquescent
Dew
Diamond
Division, mechanical
Draining
Dung
Dutch rushes

Earths
Earthy substances

Earthy substances in

plants
Effervescence
Elements
Embryo
Embryo of a seed

Epsom salts

Equivalent weights
Excrements
Excrements of sea-
fowl

Experiments
Fallowing
Farm-yard manure
Fat
Fatty substances
Fermentation
Fertility

Fibre, woody
Fibrin
Fire-damp
Fire, lighting a
Fixed oil

Fixing ammonia
Flax
Flesh of animals
Flint
Flowers, use of

Food of animals
Food of plants

Food, too great a sup-

ply of
Formation, of soils

Formation of seed
Foul smells

Fruit, ripening of

Fruit and seeds

Fruit, unripe

Fungi
Fumigation

Gas
Gas, inflammable
Gas-liquor
Gas-works
Gas-works, ammoni-
acal liquor of

Gas-works, refuse of

Gelatine
Germination
Germination in oxy-

gen
Glass
Glauber's salts

Glue
Gluten
Good air

Grass
Green bones
Green manures

IGreen vitriol

Growth of plants
Guano
Gum
Gum arabic
Gum, cherry-tree
Gum, resin
Gunpowder
Gypsum
Hair
Hard water
H artshorn
Heat
Heat, latent

Hoofs
Horns
Humates
Humic acid
Humus
Humus, decay of

Hydrogen gas
Hydrogen, carburet-

ted
Hydrogen, sulphur-

etted
Ice

(

Inflammable air

Inflammable gas
Inorganic manures
Iodides
Iodine
Iron
Iron, carbonate of

Iron, oxide of

Iron, peroxide of

Iron, protoxide of

Iron-stoves
Iron, sulphate of

Iron, sulphuret of

Isinglass

Ivory
Kelp
Latent heat
Lead, red
Lead, white
Lead, oxides of

Leaves
Leaves, use of the

Legumine
Lettuce
Light
Light, effects of
Lighting a fire

Lignin
Lime
Lime, carbonate of

Lime, caustic

Lime, when useful

Lime, when not to be
used

Lime, muriate of

Lime, nitrate of

Lime, phosphate of

Lime, quick
Lime, sulphate of

Limestone
Limestone, magne-
sian

Linseed
Liquid manure
Litharge
Loss of manure
Lucerne, analysis of

Magnesia
Magnesia, carbonate
of

Magnesia, caustic

Magnesia, muriate of

Magnesia, phosphate
of

Magnesia, sulphate of

Magnesia, salts of
Magnesian limestone
Magnesium
Malting
Malic acid

Manganese
Manganese, oxide of

Manure
Manures, animal
Manures, inorganic
Manure, farm-yard
Manures, green
Manure, loss of

Manure, liquid

Manures, organic
Manures, saline

Manures, strong
Manures, vegetable

Marble
Meat
Mechanical division

Metallic oxides
Metals
Minium
Mixture
Mould
Mouldiness
Mucilage
Muriates
Muriatic acid

Muriate of ammonia
Muriate of lime

Muriate of magnesia
Muriate of soda

Muscle of animals

Mustard
Natural vegetation

Nature of the soil

Nitrates
Nitrate of lime

Nitrate of potash

Nitrate of soda

Nitre
Nitre, cubic
Nitric acid
Nitrogen
Nutrition of plants
Oats, analysis of
Oil
Oil-cake
Oil, castor

Oil, Cocoa-nut
Oil, fixed

Oil, Olive
Oil of vitriol

Oil of Poppy
Oil of Rape
Oil of Linseed
Oil of Mustard
Oil of Lavender
Oil of Cloves
Oil of Lemons
Oily matters
Olive oil

Organic acids

Organic manures
Organic substances in

soils

Organic substances

Organised matters

Oxalic acid

Oxide, carbonic

Oxide of manganese
Oxide of iron

Oxides, metallic

Oxygen
Paring
Parsnep, analysis of

Pearlash
Peas, analysis of

Peat
Peroxide of iron

Petre
Phosphate of ammo-
nia

Phosphate of lime

Phosphate of mag-
nesia

Phosphoric acid

Phosphorus
Pickling
Plants, burning of

Plants, action of on
the air

Plants, death of

Plants, food of

Plants, growth of

Plants, nutrition of

Plaster-stone

Ploughing, subsoil

Poppy
Potash
Potash, carbonate of

Potash, caustic

Potash, nitrate of

Potash, salts of

Potash, silicate of

Potassium
Potassium, chloride

Potato-flour
Potatoes
Pottery
Protoxide of iron
Proximate animal

principles
Principles, active

Proportions

Index of Contents—continued.
Pruning
Putrefaction, results

of
Putrefiable matter
Putrefying animal
matter

Putrid urine

Pyrites

Quartz
Quicklime
Rain-water
Rape
Raw bones
Red Cabbage
Red lead

Sodium
Sodium, chloride of
Soft-water
Soils, analysis of
Soil, colour of
Soils, composition of
Soils, formation of
Soil, nature of
Soot
Sorrel
Spirit

Spirit of salt

Spirit of wine
Spring-water
Starch

Refuse of gas-works Steam
Resins _

IStoves

Respiration
Results of combus-
tion

Results of putrefac-

tion
Rhubarb
Ripening of fruit >

River-water
Rock-salt
Rotation of crops

Rust
Rusting
Rye, analysis of

Saccharine matter

Sago
Saintfoin, analysis of Sulphur

Straw
Strong manures
Subsoil
Subsoil-ploughing
Substances, in soils,

organic
Substances, volatile

Substratum
Sugar
Sulphates
Sulphate of alumine
Sulphate of iron

Sulphate of lime

Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of soda

Sal ammoniac
Saline compounds
Saline manures
Salts

Salt, bay
Salts, Cheltenham
Salt, common
Salts, Epsom
Salts, Glauber's

Salts of hartshorn

Salts of magnesia
Salts of potash

Saltpetre

Salts of soda

Salts of iron

Salts, metallic

Salt, rock
Sand
Sawdust
Sea-fowl, excrements

of

i

Sea-shore
Sea-water
Sea-weed
Seeds and fruit

Seed, formation of

Selection by the roots

Shells
Shell-sand
Silica

Silicates

Silicate of potash

Silicic acid

Silex
Skin
Slag
Smell
Smells, foul

Smelting
Soap
Soap-making
Soap-boiling
Soda
Soda, carbonate or

Soda, muriate of

Soda, nitrate of

Sulphuret of iron

Sulphuric acid

Sulphurous acid

Sulphuretted hydro-

gen
Sunflower
Tapioca
Tartaric acid

Teeth
Ternary and quater-

nary compounds
The Tropics
Tobacco
Treacle
Turf
Unripe fruit

Urea
Urine
Urine, putrid

Use of the leaves

Use of plants

Vapour in the air

Vegetable alkalies

Vegetable manures
Vinegar
Vitriol, green
Vitriol, oil of

Volatile alkali

Volatile oil

Volatile substances
Water
Water, composition of

Water, hard
Water, rain

Water, river

Water, sea
Water, soft

Water, spring
Wheat, analysis of

Weeds
Weed-ash
White of egg
White lead
Wood-ashes
Woody fibre

Wool
YeastSoda, sulphate of

London:' 3, Charles-street, Co vent-Garden 5
and may be

ordered of all Booksellers.

COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
UanS, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION. 112, Cheapside, London.

EvS deX'tion of Life Assurance entertained, Premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly 5
loans advanced from 25/.

to 500/ for three or more years, on approved personal or other

security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate

^Swments for children to receive a stated sum of money on
lindowmerm. 101

fa fa wh j of the moneyS 5 the pare-nts" Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-

spectuses and every information to behadof Fhkihhuck Law
bancb. Resident Secretary, 112, Cheapside.

II
OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING

-^HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,
rmTRTHRS and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

Spies and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D andE Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion" of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes have, by improve,

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

intr not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge They

have erected apparatus m England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society ofLondon, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D andE. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, -where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst othermetalworks, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, 1^ range, adapted lor the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baii.ky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can reier to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery •,

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, tor

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manulactory.

LIQUID MANURE.—Pumps of a superior construc-

tion for liquid Manure, portable and stationary Garden

Pumps, Hydraulic ditto, and for deep W^ells; also for Ships,

Barges, Tanners, Brewers, Soap-boilers, &c. Pumps kept for

Hire, for Wells, and Excavations--BBNJAMiN 1-owleb, late

Gkorgk Turnkr, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.
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AUSTRALASIAN COLONIAL and GENERAL
LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY COMPANY.

Capital ^T2no,ooo, in 2,000 Shares.
Directors.

[May 20,

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, jun., Esq.

C. E, Mangles, Esq.
J. B. Montefiore, Esq.
J. H. Ravenshaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

Bankers—Union Bank of London.
Colonial Bankers—Bankof Australasia (Incorporated by Royal

Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgate- street.
Physician—P. Fraaer, Esq., M.D., 62, Guildford-st., Russell-sq.

Solicitors—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, & Co.
Skcrktary—Edw. Ryley, Esq.

The advantages offered to Emigrants to the Australasian
Colonies by this Company are,— First, that no extra premium is

charged for residence in any of the Australasian Colonies, except
in New Zealand. Second, that no extra premium is charged, to
those who assure for the whole term of life, for one voyage out
to the Australasian Colonies, and for one return voyage; and
that premiums may he paid and claims settled in those colonies.
And to all persons who wish to assure their lives the Company
offers unusually favourable rates of premium, participation in
profits, and the guarantee of an ample subscribed capital.
Prospectuses and tull particulars may be obtained at the Offices

of the Company, 126, Bishopsgate-strcet.

This Day, price 4s. 6d. 9 The
T>RACTICAL BEE-KEEPER; or, Concise and Plain
-A- Instructions for the Management of BEES and HIVES.

By John Milton.
London: John W. Parker, West Strand.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
PALMER, GREEN, & CO., No. 146, North-street,

Brighton, respectiully invite the attention of Horticultur-
ists, &c. to their HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which is admira-
bly adapted for Conservatories, Vineries, and Forcing-Houses,
of every description. The Apparatus here referred to is exceed-
ingly simple in all its arrangements, and moderate in cost; effi-

cient and economical in its operation, very easily managed, and
not liable to be injured, over-heated, or put out of order by acci-
dental neglect.

P., G., & Co. can also, with great confidence, (founded on expe-
rience,) recommend their HOT-WATER APPARATUS for warm-
ing and ventilating Churches and other Public Buildings, Shops,
Warehouses, Factories, and Private Dwellings.

Further particulars will he promptly supplied on application as
above, and reference given to most respectable persons on whose
premises the Apparatus has been for many months in operation.

Recently published, One large Vol. 8vo, with Six Copper-plates
and numerous Wood Engravings, 18s. cloth,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. By Professor
J- Lindlky, Ph.D. of University College and the Royal Insti-
tution. 3d Edition, with Corrections and numerous Additions.
" We have no hesitation in pronouncing this ' Introduction to

Botany to be the most valuable and perfect in any language we
are acquainted with."—Medical Gazette.

By the same Author,
THE THEORY of HORTICULTURE; or an Expo-

sition of the Physiological Principles on which t\\n Operations of
Gardening arc conducted. 8vo. with numerous Illustrations onWood. 12$. cloth.
"To all who delight in a garden, Dr. Lindley's charming vo-

lume will yield not only instruction, but endless amusement "—
Athenamm,
A NATURAL SYSTEM OF BOTANY. 8vo. 18.5. cloth
FLORA MEDICA. 8vo. 18a*. cloth.
GUIDE to the ORCHARD and KITCHEN GARDEN. 16*.
SYNOPSIS of this BRITISH FLORA. 12mo. lO.v. 67/. cloth.

London: Longman, Brown, Grkkn, and Longmans.

TVJECHI'S ELEGANCIES for PRESENTS and
J-tJ. USE.—The greatest variety for Ladies and Gentlemen,
both in price and choice, is at Mkchi's Manufactory and EM-
PORIUM of Elegancies, No. 4, Leadenhall-street. Here may be

suited the economist or the luxurious. Bagatelle tables, 3/. 10*.

to 13*. 10s.; writing-desks, 10s. to 201. ; dressing-cases, 20s. W
loof.

5 work-boxes, 12s. to 20/.; leather writing-cases, with or

without dressing-case, 18s. to 16/.; tea-chests, ;s. M. to 8/.; en-
velope-cases, 10s. to 10/.; inkstands, in wood, bronze, and
papier-mache, 6s. to 6/. 6s.; splendid papier-mache work-tables,
10/. 10s.; sets of tea-trays, 8/. to 20/.; work and cake baskets,
25*. to 60s.; card-racks, 26*. to 40s. ; hand-screens, 18s. to 4W«j
netting-boxes, 25s. to 27s.; card- boxes, 2/. to 5/. 5s.; pole*
screens, 4/. 10s. per pair; ladies' folios, richly painted, 30s. to

31. 3s. ; ladies' companions, or pocket work-boxes, in pearl, shell,

paper, and leather, at all prices; ladies' scent and toilet bottles,
7s. Gd. to %l. 3s.; ladies' card-cases, 10s. to 5/. ; elegant chess-
boards and ivory chessmen, various prices, to 167. 16s.; watcli-
stands, 27s. each; gold and silver pencil-cases; elegant'eascs of

seven-day razors, from 25s. to 10/. 10s.; ivory-handled airf

Scotch strops, in every variety ; sporting: knives, from 10s. to

3/.; splendid Wharncliffc knives; ladies' Scissors, 5s. to 50s. p#
pair; cases of plated and silver desserts, to 25/.; cases of splen-
did tabic cutlery, to 40/.; and a variety of other articles; of

which catalogues may be had, gratis.-—As MfiOHl manufactures
extensively on his own premises, the quality of every article i s

warranted.—Table Cutlery, Sheffield Plate, &c.

rrUE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented
-*- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.'

J. Shkwen having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may he seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddigcs',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's. Pine Apple-place

; Mr. Knight's,
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.
/ IROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which re-
V/ ceived thcllonorary Reward of the Roy. Agricultural Society,

On Wednesday next will be Published, in 12mo (a Volume for the

A
Pocket),

MANUAL OF BRITISH BOTANY, containing
the Flowering Plants and Terms, arranged according to the

Natural Orders. By Charles C. Babington, M.A., F. L.S.,
F. G.S., &c.

JoriN Van Voorst, Paternoster Row.

In one small volume, price 15$.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICALX DICTIONARY.
In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-

sion of a great variety of information into one volume, in order to
bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally
sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-
nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated as other
classes in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior
to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once
apparent ; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical
Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.
Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is "especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by carrying
it in his pocket, examine all the plants that arc at any time submitted
to his inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence respect-
ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species which could
reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only he
sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such an
assistant; and to all such individuals, as well as to every agent or
friend of Horticulture, the Pocket Botanical Dictionary is decidedly
indispensable.

London: J. Andrkws, Bond-street; Orr& Co., Paternoster-row

j

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-Iron, and holds about
200 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the
horse, the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon
the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cannot
possibly choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible Leather
Pipe, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.— Price, delivered
in Hull, 25/.

CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling
any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c— will contain 8 bushels ofmanure—price 12/. 125.

G U A N O ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, L(

SALE

FUN FOB THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price 5s. 67/.,OE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.

A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions
and alterations only having been made as were required by the
greater dencacy observed in modern conversation ; but, that the
volume might have some substance, and be a good table or tra-
velling book, copious additions have been made from other old
volumes of Facetiae.

Extract from the Preface.
" Another strange circumstance connected with this work is, that

everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are perfectly
familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader will ask his
acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred ever set eyes
on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions that this edition is
published." London: Whittakbr and Co.

TVjOXON'S EFFERVESCENT MAGNESIAN APE*
-Lf_I_ RIENT may be bad of all respectable medicine-venders
throughout Great Britain and Ireland, and nearly every part of

the civilised world. In all parts it has met with the sanction of

members of the medical profession, who recommend it to their

patients as the best Family Purgative ever discovered. It is of

eminent service in pains in the Head, casual or habitual costive*
ness, Bilious Affections, Nausea, Sickness, Heartburn, Indiges-
tion, Gout, Piles, Fistula, and as an aperient saline draught i*>

all febrile affections. It is an effectual remedy for derangement
of the stomach ftnetftead, resulting from excess cither in eating
or drinking. It possesses all the medicinal powers of the most
approved saline Aperients, without the disagreeable taste which
distinguishes medicines of that class, and is so agreeable tl»ac

even children can take' it without dislike. Prepared only W
Bbnjamin Moxcw & Sons, Chemists. Hull. Sold in bottles, ft*

2.v. Qd. t 45. 6d. 9 and lis. Observe—the genuine medicine ha*
"Moxon & Smith (then co-partners), Chemists, Hull," engraved
on the Government stamp.—Wholesale Agents, Barclay anil

Sons, &c, London.

^AUTION.—Several Perfumers of apparent Respect-
*—

/ ability, for the sake of gaining a trifle more profit, basely at-

tempt to impose their pernicious compounds upon the public as the

real "MACASSAR OIL" for the Hair, and " KA.LYDOR" **
the Complexion. They copy the bills and labels of the original arti-

cles, substituting either a fictitiousname, orthc word " (i EN UlNB
in the place of "ROWLAND'S." To frustrate such imposition*
it is necessary, on purchasing either article, to see that the word
ROWLAND'S is on the wrapper, as follows, without which w»"^
are genuine. Rowland's Macassar On., for the growth, and for

Beautifying the Human Hair. Price 3s. 67/., 7.v., or Family Bottles
'containing four small) los. 6d. ; and double that size, 21*. Vet

Handsomely bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-Engravings,
Price 65. (Jd.

TLLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
-* FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments ot Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D.
From the British Magazine.—" This is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject. 1 '

Ti.lt and ISogue, Fleet-street.

LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, 8c Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
J- Mangki. Wurzkl, &c. By the use of the above Manure,
the enormous yield at the rate of 36 tons per acre was obtained
of Orangi-: Globk Mangel WuRZEi,,by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hii-
dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-
land got an increase < t Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by
the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under
similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the
Artificial Guano.

*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. Us. per ton -

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Forc-st

'

.Lambeth *

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Barley,

to the

System
lettered.

"There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in a
most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little volume,
which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent of its in-
telligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents of its pro-
jector and editor, Mr. Darley."

—

Sun.
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower- street.

New Edition, improved, with nearly 1000 Engravings on Wood
One large Vol. Svo, 50.s. cloth,AN ENCYCLOPEDIA of GARDENING.

-*-*-
t

By J. C. Loudon.
"No gardening book so comprehensive, and containing such

an immense mass of matter, has ever been submitted to the pub-
lic more free from errors of the pen or the press."—Monthly
Review. By the same Author,

HORTUS BRITANNICUS; a Catalogue of all the Plants indi-
genous to or introduced into Britain. New Edition, 31/?. 67/

ENCYCLOP/EDIA of PLAN ,
. 8VO. 3/. 13s. Qd. Cloth.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA of AGRICULTURE. 8VO. 2/. 10s.
ENCYCLOPAEDIA of TREES and SHRUBS. Svo. 2/. in.?

ArV^,w
N( V( i( DIA OK COTTAGE, FARM, and VILLA

ARCH1TI0CTURK. Svo. 3/. 3s. cloth.
London: Longman, Buowk, Greex, and Longmans.

TO NURSERYMEN, HORTICULTURISTS, &c.
PROPAGATING GLASSES—White, Is. 2d. per lb.,
1 Green, is. per lb., or from ?a\ 6d. to 24*. per doz. CUCUM-
BER-TUBES, all lengths, from t)d. to 4.9. each j GRAPE-SHADES,
with holes, from 28, Id. each ; FISH-BOWLS, from i.v. 6d. each;
Fish-bowls, for fountains, with hole in bottom, 2s, 6d. per lb.;
at APSLEY PELLATT'S FALCON GLASS-WORKS, Hoi.i.anb-
btkbkt, Blackfriars', where every description of Table-Glass
and China is on sale. Days for viewing* the Manufactory, Tues-
day, Wednesday, and Thursday.

Am-n-n mron J 'ISt ^"blished,
TRE™£J5x?N " RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM

,, CT
OP COMMUNICATING HEAT," by VvM. E. Rmmv,KH.S Plymouth, can now be obtained of all Booksellers, or

from the Author, at 5*. 6* (free by post.) Embellished with eightWood Engravings. b

LONGMAN, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

OEE-RIVES.—Gkorge Neighbour and Son beg
*-* to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the
formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-
ness from No. 131, High Holhorn, to more spacious and commo-
dious Premises, numbered 127 in the same street. Their selection
of Bee-hives for this w EU on comprehends most varieties now in

vogue, including "Nutt's Patent Hives" (for the sale of which
they are the only authorized agents), the "Single-Box Hive,"
the " Ladies' Observatory Hive," the " Improved Cottage Hive,"
with Glasses, &c, from cither of which the produce may be
taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. G. N.
and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with
Bee Management, at their Apiarian Dep6t and Hooey Ware-
house, 127, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-
don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have Post-
age Stamps inclosed.

Nutx on Bees" (r,th Edition), now published.

bottle. Rowland's Kalvdok, for the Skin and Complexion.
Price 4s. thl. and 8s. Grf. per bottle. A. ROWLAND ANIJ SON,
20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, is written in red on the
wrappers of the Macassar On. and Kalyjjor, and engraven on
the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. He sure to ask for

Rowland's" Articles, Sold by them and by respectable Chemists
and Perfumers.

piNE PLANTS. —The Advertiser is desirous of
-*- exchanging from 200 to 300, or a less number, of gootl

healthy Queen Pine Plants for Orange, Lemon, and Camell»a

Plants, from 2 to 5 ft. high.—Address A. B., Stedham, near
Midhurst, Sussex.*

MINIATURE GREENHOUSES of an IMPROVED
CONSTRUCTION. These beautiful Greenhouses can he

had of any form and size; round, square, hexagon, octagon, &c -»

glazed, japanned, and completely fitted up, at a moderate expense.
ZINC FLOWER-POTS. These novel articles are more hand-

some and durable than the old red clay pots, and the plants

nourish with increased vigour, owing to the current of Electricity
generated by the Galvanic Circuit of Metal, Earth, and Water.
ZINC GARDEN LABELS in great variety. Garden Hand-

frames, Cucumber-frames, &c, &c. All kinds of Horticultural
Articles, suitable for Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Amateur Gar-

deners, on hand, or made to order, at Hbnrv Hkwistson's Zinc

Manufactory, 67, Cannon-street, London Bridge.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES-
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, LkW*s'

This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessar/
degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing iC

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter comh>£
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and t*' e

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3
Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs-

Price, carriage paid 1

to London. } 26s" 35s - 42s -

Zinc Pans for Churns to stand in, extra. N.B. Thermometer^
and Butter Prints supplied. May be obtained through »n

^
respectable ironmonger in town or country, and from the M*»u

"

facturers, Lewes.
To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No- •/

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rioby's Brush Warehouse
No 80, Gracechurch street; LrVBRMORK and ftorc, Jroinof£e1 *'

No. 30, Oxford-street.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH GRASSES.
Just published, ito. with 1 18 Plates, beautifully coloured, 3/. 16Y heUGR-M—A BRITANNICA ; or, Representationsof

i

RAMINA BRITANNICA,
, , ov

iV* *«e Kritish Grasses
: with Remarks and occasional Deserin

iions. Ryl.L. Knapp, Esq., F.L.S. & A.S. Second Edition.
l

London t Longman, Brown, and Co, Bristol ; W. Stkowo,

^ SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

T
WEEKS & Co., Architects, Horticultural

• Buiujkrs, &c, Gloucester-place, King's-road, Chelsea.—
The great simplicity of their improved plan of Shading, by
which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instantly
covered with a sheet of Canvas, fenders the principle an object
of admiration. To he seen in use at moat of 'the London Nur-
series, and at their HorticultuM Manufactory, GAoucester-place,
Chelsea.

I

-^ J > * * . — . -m —

\AyARM WEATHKR. — Ease and Comfort for
the

v » Feet.—HALL & CO., Wellington-street, Strand, I/>»don '

sole Patentees of the PANNUS CORIUM, or Leather Cloth J*
001

and Shoes. These articles have borne the test and received L

approbation of all who have worn them. Such as arc troU?nerWith corns, bunions, gout, or tenderness of feet from any ot
-

r
cause, will find them the softest and most comfortable ev

inv nted; they never draw the feet or get hard, and f°r
fj|er

climates they aie found easier and more durable than an}' °
'

.

kind of shoes; they resemble the finest leather, and are w«a»
with common blacking. Their Elastic Spring Loots are won;
attention; they supersede lacing and buttoning, and effect

support the ankle. The material sold by the yard in any Qua^ li
Any respectable boot and shoe maker may be appointed age •

The much-improved PATENT INDIAN-UUBBEK GOhU^
are Light, Durable, and Perfectly Waterproof. _e _t a :mHALL & CO.'s PORTABLE WATIiRPROOKPRESSEb^rdi .

the attention of all who are exposed to the wet. Lathes ^
nal Cloaks, with hoods, from lHs. Gentlemen's .Dresses,

-ed
prising Cape, Overalls, and Hood, 21s. The whole can be c*

with convenience in the pocket.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, 'MIDDLESEX*

EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists geD^. t £
that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Cons

^'
[nred

Tubs, Flower- Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c ->
*n""'

*
*

,

hy him in Slate,
{
may be seen in use at Worton Cottage »*

application to the Gardener, (Sundays excepted.,)

>
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MONEY FOUND.

THE Owner of some Monky, found last Saturday

in the Garden of the Horticultural Society, may have it upon

application to 21, Regent-street, and describing it correctly, the

expense of advertisements being deducted.

®fie <Br&tiOtnM$' Chronicle

SATURDAY, MAY 20, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

Tuesday, May 23 . -

I

Wednesday, May 24 . .

Saturday, May 27 . . .

Friday, June 2 Botanical

Zoological 8 pm.
Linnsean 8 pm.

Geological <Kh *•»•

Mediro-Botanioal . . . n pm.
Royal Botanic (Garden Exhibition))
Koyal Botanic .... 4 pm.

8 p.Mh

niann
natu

"Tn the Ratisbon u Flora, oder Botamsche Zeitung/

for 1843, p. 67, there is a short notice of a critique,

by Dr. Hugo Mohl, of Tubingen, on Liebig's Theory

of the Nutrition of Plants. It appears that this cele-

brated physiologist, as well as Schleiden, thinks him-

self bound to speak out on the subject, " seeing that

Liebig's work, by means of his great reputation, and oi

the boldness with which he gives out his own views

as settled truths, is calculated on the one hand to mis-

lead those who are unfamiliar with vegetable phy-

siology, and on the other, to confuse the reader-by the

opposition of manv of his assertions to well-established

facts, and also by the many contradictions observable

*n the work itself." „ . . •

We have not yet seen Dr. PJohl's pamphlet, which
is said to consist of about GO pages; but we extract

the following summary of his conclusions from

P« 57 of the work above referred to.

It is the opinion of Professor Mohl, 1st—That

Jjjebighas not used the means at his disposal as a

Chemist to investigate the doubtful points in the

theory of the nutrition of plants. 2ndly—That in a

"~ner directly opposed to the true investigation ot

*e, he does not draw his conclusions from a deep

research into individual cases, but from general and

superficial observations, some of which are altogether

uncertain, and from calculations founded upon the

most arbitrary hypotheses, which are therefore for the

most part deficient in scientific solidity. Srdly—That
his book, far from presenting a consistent theory con-
sidered in all points of view, is full of contradictions
and inconsistencies. 4tbly—That he does not pos-
sess even the mostelementary knowledge of (lie organ-
isation of plants. 5thly—That his assertion that vege-

table physiologists consider humus as the chieffood of
plants is not true. Cthly—That his proposition that

plants live entirely on inorganic matter is itot new,

but a disputed question, long since in discussion

amongst physiologists. 7thly — That his asser-

tion that all Botanists have considered it doubt-

ful whether plants appropriate to themselves carbon

by the decomposition of carbonic acid is untrue.

Sthly—That his assertion that plants neither absorb
11 or assimilate organic substances rests entirely on

theoretical speculations, and is wholly unsupported by

Proof. 9thly—That the whole account given by
Liebig of the relation of plants to the atmosphere
during darkness is in flagrant contradiction to facts.

lOthly—That the assertion that nutritious substances

containing nitrogen, and those without: that element,

Reabsorbed in precisely determined proportions, is

n ot confirmed by the chemical analysis of either the
seed or plant. llthly—That the whole theory of
Rotation of crops is contrary to experience and
^consequent in itself, liithly—That the proposition
that plants in summer derive their nourishment solely

from the atmosphere is entirely incorrect. /
On the other hand, Professor Mohl admits that

Llehig has, 1st, In considering the nitrogen of plants
as derived from the ammonia of the atmosphere, pro-

mulgated an idea which is an advance in science;

J
nd 2ndly—as regards the absorption of saline bases,
has made it probable that the qui

^gulated by the capacity of s

*>rmed in plants.
As^soon as we have been able to procure Professor

lv| ohrs pamphlet, we shall state the arguments on
^hich some of these conclusions are founded.

desired. Medals to the amount of 250 were awarded,

and well were they deserved by the successful exhibitors.

We have in some preceding articles endeavoured

to show how the physical condition of our agricultural

labourers might be improved by giving them useful

and profitable employment. To those who consider

the subject in a higher and more philanthropic view,

and desire to see the moral condition of the lower

orders of society raised in the same proportion as the

arts and sciences have raised that of their superiors, it

will not be sufficient that the labourer have the means
of procuring the common necessaries of life, if he have

not likewise that moral and intellectual improvement
which greatly enhances the value of existence. This
must be effected by education and instruction.

The time is past when the fears and prejudices of

narrow-minded men could counteract the desire of

imparting useful knowledege to every class in society,

from the highest to the lowest ; and even if there

were really any danger to society from a general dif-

fusion of knowledge, it cannot now be avoided. The
mass of the people are thirsting for knowledge, and it

is in vain to attempt to lock up its sources, even if it

were desirable to do so.

But it is of great importance to the welfare of

society, as well as to the happiness of the lower

orders, that the knowledge imparted to them should

be suited to their moral and physical condition j that

while they learn that which is really useful to them
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1 n another part of our Paper will he found a full
jteport of the magnificent Exhibition of Flowers and
*riut.which took place last Saturday in th
*ne Horticultural Society at Chiswick.
-°quainted with these floral gatherings it may appear
^possible for cultivation to be carried further than it

J&s been on former occasions; and yet the Chinese
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e day was beautifully fine, the garden crowded
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v*slt°rs of rank and fashion, and the arrange-
ents lor refreshments, under the direction of the

successors to Mr. Gunter, everything that could be

such schools of industry, as well as learning, can be
maintained at a much smaller cost than our national

schools are at present ; and, under proper regulations,

be much more effective in training intelligent

labourers and mechanics.—M.

n their station, they should at the same time be taught

those moral and religious principles by which they

may steer their course through the storms and
troubles of life.

There are few words in our language which are

oftener misapplied than the word education; and
when we speak of the education of the lower orders,

scarcely two men attach the same idea to the word:
hence many of the objections and scruples which
would vanish, if men understood each other perfectly.

We have, no doubt, our own peculiar notions respect-

ing the education of the agricultural labourer, and if

our readers will have patience with us while we
endeavour to explain them, they may probably find in

the end that they do not differ widely from us, what-

ever they may do at first sight.

By education we mean training.
^
The French call

the breaking-in of a young horse his education ; the

pointer is educated to show the sportsman where the

game lurks by remaining immovable when his scent

tells him that the game is before him. When the

horse is obedient, and his paces are formed, and when
the dog is staunch and steady, they are said to be well
trained or educated; their nature and capacity allows

of no considerable addition to this education. But
with man it is very different: we often find amongst
the lowest in the social scale, genius, which requires

only to be developed to raise the individual to the

highest rank amongst intellectual creatures, but which,

for want of opportunity, is buried and lost to the

world. It is not, however, to bring forward these

rare p-ems that we advocate general education ; it is to

fit men of ordinary capacity for the duties which they

are called upon to perform—to make the mechanic

dexterous in his trade—to teach the labourer to do

well whatever he may be called upon to do—to exer-

cise his ingenuity in perfecting the operations he is

engaged in, and to perform them with the least

fatigue to himself. In those trades which require

much skill and practice an apprenticeship is thought

indispensable. In agriculture, one would imagine

that everything was to be learned by instinct or imita-

tion, and some well-meaning persons regret that boys,

by going to school, are prevented from driving horses

-a plough, and thus in time learning to turn up the

soil
' as if the true principles of ploughing might not

be learnt at school as well as forming crooked letters

on a copy-book ; or that a boy, become observant and

intelligent by what he has learned, would not more

readily become a good ploughman than the clodhopper.

• wi or* almost ashamed to have dwelt so long on

ect, but we would not be misun-

want labourers to be philoso-

f nhers nor mathematicians, much less controversialists

in politics or religion ; but we would teach them what

is useful what will enable them to earn an inde-

pendent livelihood, and, perhaps, to raise themselves

,v honest industry, into a higher class in society;

hile at the same time we inculcated those sound

pies of religion and morality, without which

ne

°J
the greenhouse^plants, particularly Pimeleaspecta-

Mls, from Mrs. Lawrence's garden, were superior to

Fhevcan never expect to be happy withm their own

minds or respected by their fellow.men.

On this principle we would that the schools esta-

blished in agricultural districts were conducted, and

tha while children are taught to read and write

which in our days, are essential preliminaries m all

I cation, they should likewise be taught whatever

y be useful to them, when they come to earn their

,-ead hv the labour of their hands. 1 hat this is not

only p

m
rCa

.racticable, even in the most retired parts of the
"* *

'

the

e
nntrv but may even be made profitable to the

^asters who should voluntarily open such schools, we

will endeavour to prove by actual facts ; at all events,
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SANDAL-WOOD, THE ALMUG OF SCRTPTURE.
In a former communication (Mar. 4, p. 132), having

given some account of the Sandal-wood and tree, I pro-

mised on a future occasion to say something respect-

ing its history. This is at all times a subject worthy of

inquiry, not only on account of the interest felt respecting

substances which we are in the habit of using, and seeing,

or hearing talked about ; but also because when a substance

can be distinctly recognised, we may, by tracing it as an

article of commerce, have it in our power to make our

inferences respecting the course of commerce in ancient

times, and also respecting the state of civilisation, both

of the exporters and importers of articles ot luxury.

Sandal-wood, though a produce of the Malabar coast,

became early known in different and distant parts of

India, and is therefore mentioned by early Sanscrit authors

under the name of Chunduna. The common Indian name

is Chundun, which the Arabs converted into Sandal,

from which we have Sandal-wood. In the time of the

Arabs the different kinds of Sandal-wood were well

known, and distinguished by the names of red, white, and

yellow Sandal-wood, all of which are probably the produce

of the Peninsula of India ; that is. if we suppose the

yellow and the white to be produced by the same tree

—

Santalum album, and the red by Pterocarpus santalinus

and Adenanthera pavonina.

Many substances, the produce of India, found their

way, as is well known, to northern nations, at very early

periods. Among these we may mention pepper, ginger,

and spikenard. India was, in fact, the chief object of

early commerce, being reached by caravans from the

north, or its produce found its way by ships to the Per-

sian gulf and the Red Sea. Hence we can account not

only for the produce but some of the Indian names of the

more remarkable substances reaching the Greeks. Among
these Sandal-wood does not appear in ordinary authors.

Actuarius mentions it apparently as if it was a well-known

substance. At a still earlier period, however, that is, at

the time of the Periplus of Arrian, who is supposed by

Dr. Vincent to have been a merchant of the second cen-

tury who visited the coast of Malabar, we find Sandal-

wood mentioned by the name of Xylon Saggalinon, or

Sangalinon, easily corrupted, as Dr. Vincent says, from

Sandalinon, as an import at Omana, in Gadrosia. Be-

tween this and Barugaza, that is Baroach, there has always

been constant intercourse. Naoora, Tundis, and Mu-

ziris of the Periplus are supposed by Dr. Vincent to be

the present Onoor, Borelu, and Mangalore, the very

places from which Sandal-wood is exported even in the pre-

sent day, and from which it must have been carried north

to Baroach and Omana. Seeing that it was an article of

commerce at this early period, the only way in which we

can account for its not being more distinctly mentioned

is, that it may have been confounded with another

fragrant wood, also obtained from India—that is, the

Agila, or Aloe-wood. One cannot help thinking, that,

growing so near the coast, and being possessed of such

remarkable fragrance, it must have attracted attention as

early as an V other product of India. If we consider also

the 'deficiency of timber both in Arabia and Egypt, and

this, combined with the active commerce which seems to

have existed at all times in the Red Sea, there must

always have been a demand for timber, which must have

been' supplied from a variety of sources ; indeed, m the

very same list of imports in which Sandal-wood is men-

tioned , we find dokon, or squared timber. In the present

day timber is exported from Bombay to the coast of

Arabia. Forskal states that Saj, Abnoos, and Shishum

were different kinds of timber imported from India in his

time into Arabia. These are, Teak, Ebony, and Sissoo,

the last of which is the wood of Dalbergia Sissoo. Teak,

he also states, was taken to Egypt for making the keels of

ships. That timber may have been imported by the Red
Sea in former times seems far from improbable

; indeed,

in the sacred writings, we find that when Solomon held

sway as far as the shores of the Red Sea, in conjunction

with Hiram and the Phoenicians, " King Solomon made a

navy of ships in Eziongeber, which is beside Elath, on

the shore of the Red Sea, in the land of Edom : and

they came to Ophir."—1 Kings, ix. 26. " And the

navy also of Hiram, that brought gold from Ophir,

brought in from Ophir great plenty of Almug-trees and

precious stones.'— 1 Kings, x. 11. In the parallel

passage* of 2 Chronicles, ix. 21, " The king's ships

went to Tarshisfa with the servants of Hiram : every

three years once came the ships of Tarshish, bringing

gold and silver, ivory, and apes and peacocks." lf with

these passages we compare 1 Kings, xxii. 48, and
2 Chron. xx. 35, 36, it is evident that the voyage to

Ophir was commenced at the head of the Red Sea, and
that the ships went to Tarshish, as well as to Ophir, in

this voyage. Hence it is evident that there must have

been a Tarshish distinct from the Atlantic Tartessus, and

it must be sought for, as well as 4I Ophir, on either the

African or Asiatic shores or islands of the Indian Ocean."
Without attempting to enumerate the various conjectures

which have been formed respecting the site of these

places, if they were more than general expressions for

rich and distant countries, it may be allowed to infer that,

as a great variety of indubitable Indian products were
known to the ancients, as Agiia-wood, spikenard, cinna-

mon, pepper, and others
; so it is evident that there must

have been a commerce with India at very early times; and

to it, therefore, we should look lor the cargo ot precious
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stones, ivory, apes
F and peacocks, as well as the gold and

silver which they brought, as well as for the Almug, or
Algum-trees. The parts of India which were reached at

the earliest times were Crocala, now Curachee (at the
mouth of the Indus), and Barugaza, nowBaroach, in the
Gulf of Cambay. These ports are very little distant
from, and can easily communicate with, those on the
coast of Malabar, and even with Ceylon ; and thus we
may account for precious stones, cinnamon of Ceylon, and
pepper, forming such early articles of commerce. But
the merchants who visited the Malabar coast for pepper
must have touched at the very ports in the neighbourhood
of which Sandal-wood grows, and from which, we have
seen, it must long have been exported as an article of

commerce. The Ophir and Tarshish of the above pas-
sages of Scripture must have been to the southward of
the Red Sea, and one of them, at least, we conceive some
part of India. Prom thence the whole of the above cargo
might at any time have easily been obtained ; it strikes us,

therefore, that any wood or tree which formed a part of
the cargo and was thought worthy of record, must have
possessed some remarkable properties not common in the

trees of the Mediterranean region. Sandal-wood forming
a straight trunk, though not large, and being close-grained

and possessed of such remarkable and agreeable fragrance,

could not fail to attract the attention of any merchants
visiting the coasts where it grew. As it was equally

well fitted for making pillars or terraces, as for musical
instruments, so we conceive that there is no other tree

better entitled than the Sandal-wood, to be the Almug
of Scripture,—"the king made of the Algum-trees ter-

races (pillars, 1 Kings, x. 12), to the house of the Lord,
and to the king's palace, and harps and psalteries for

singers; and there were none such seen before in the
land of Judah,"— 2 Chron. ix. 11. Sandal-wood, from
its texture and agreeable odour when handled, is well

calculated for making musical instruments. It is less used
for such purposes in the present day, because, being ex-

pensive, and not very ornamental, its peculiar property,
that of fragrance, is of little value, on account of the

polish with which fashion requires that all instruments
should now be covered. Though this does not amount
to proof, yet probability is in favour of the Almug being
Sandal-wood, as it has been supposed to be by Celsius

and others. The principal difficulty with regard to its

being so is from the name, Algum, occurring also in

2 Chron. ii. 8, when Solomon asks of Hiram, king of
Tyre, to send him "also Cedar-trees, Fir-trees, and
Algum-trees, out of Lebanon." Hence it has been sup-
posed to be a produce of that mountain. But Rosen-
muller has justly remarked that in the parallel passage in

1 Kings, v. 6, 8, 10, there is no mention of Almug-
trees, but only of Cedars and Firs ; and he therefore
infers that the addition of Almug-trees in the later

passage, that is, in the book of Chronicles, appears to

have been the interpolation of a transcriber.

Ripe Fir-leaves contain a greater proportional quantity
of potash and soda than other dry leaves, because their
resin protec.ts them against the extracting power of water.
The amount of nitrogen they contain is unknown, but is,

probably, trifling.

A comparison of the mineral substances contained in
the leaves of Coniferse with those of other forest-trees
shows that they are inferior to the latter as a litter ; be-
cause if 3000 lbs. of Coniferous leaves are brought (mixed
with dung) on one Magdeburg acre of land, it will derive
from them only 39 lbs. of lime, C lbs. phosphoric acid,&c.

In some countries as, for instance, in the Tyrol, Styria,
Corinthia, Franconia, Switzerland, and the Black Forest,
the small twigs of Firs, with their green leaves, are used
as litter for horned cattle. The manure thus produced,
must possess some advantages over that obtained from
dried leaves, as the green ones are richer in potash, soda,
and chlorine, than the ripe ones.
*. Pine-leaves.—100,000 parts of green air-dried Pine-
leaves contain of mineral substances :—

175 parts of silica

504
19 lime

120
»J magnesia

297
JJ potash

264
ff soda

60 M alumina
5

99 oxide of iron and manganese
49 »» sulphuric acid

240
99 phosphoric acid

30 11 chlorine

not"yet been ascertained experimentally, will be greater
than that of ripe Rye-straw, as the former is always cut

green. Heath is especially valuable in sandy districts,

where fodder is scarce and all straw is used for the food of

cattle. Heath supplies the scanty sand with humus, thus
maintaining it in a more humid state.

Heath is best sown as litter for sheep, for it will most
easily decompose when the manure remains for a long
time. But in such cases, straw should be frequently
placed upon it, otherwise the wool may be injured.
The four-leaved Heath (Erica tetralix) is said not to

be such good manure as the common Heath ; this 1

cannot decide upon, not having analysed it. It is known
that cattle will not eat it, but this does not prove it to be

bad manure, because the Lupine is also rejected by cattle,

although one of the best manures.
With Heath are also collected the Crowberry (Empe-

trum nigrum), the Sweet Gale (Myrica Gale), and the

Andromeda polifolia ; and it is probable that these three

plants form even better manure than Heath itself.

(To be continued.)

ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
(Continuedfrom page 284.)

Lime-Leaves.—100,000 parts of green air-dried Lime-
leaves contain of mineral substances :•—

260 parts of silica

4,786 >» lime

500 ii magnesia
1,552

»i
potash

198 ii soda

48 ft alumina

162 11
oxide of iron and manganese

81 9$
sulphuric acid

680 11 phosphoric acid

224 11 chlorine

8,491 parts of mineral substances.*
Although when the Lime-leaves are ripe, the greatest

part of their potash, soda, and chlorine, have disappeared,

or have been carried off by water; still lime, magnesia,
and phosphoric acid, remain behind; on which account
Lime-leaves are preferable to Oak or Beech-leaves, as
litter. 1000 lbs, of green Lime-leaves contain (according
to Boussingault), 32 lbs. of nitrogen, and, consequently,
the ripe leaves must also contain a great amount of it.

Besides these three sorts of leaves, those of Elms,
Birches, Ashes, Yoke-Elms, Poplars, and Willows,
are used as litter. They all are more rich in lime,
magnesia, and phosphoric and sulphuric acids, than the
straw of the Corn-plants ; and as they probably also contain
more nitrogen, it follows that they are preferable for litter.

Fir-leaves.—Although most of the Fir and Pine-leaves

drop in winter from the trees, they also fall to the ground
in other seasons, especially during strong gales or heavy
showers ; which is to be taken into account when they are

to be used as litter.

100,000 parts of green air-dried Fir-leaves contain of

mineral substances:—
836 parts of silica

1,290 11 lime
78

3

_»
11 magnesia

440
11 potash

196 11 soda
16 11 alumina
1 M oxide of iron and manganese

74 11 sulphuric acid

192 1f phosphoric acid

27 If

arts

chlorine

3,150 p of mineral substances.

1,744 parts of mineral substances.
This small quantity of mineral substances found in Pine-

leaves renders them a less valuable manure than Fir-leaves,
even supposing them not to lose potash and soda in the
course of ripening. Nevertheless, the litter of Pine-
leaves is of the greatest agricultural importance in many
sandy tracts of Germany. They supply the soil with all

the substances required for vegetation ; and by their quan-
tity they make tip for their bad quality. In those dis-
tricts the farmers manure their land every two years with
this sort of leaf-dung, and thus the arid soil is supplied
with the requisite amount of humus. The quantity of
nitrogen which Pine-leaves contain is not ascertained;
it is probably greater than that of Rye-straw.

Fir, as well as Pine-leaves, decompose with great diffi-

culty, owing to their woody texture and resinous quality.
It is therefore necessary to let them lie (mixed with ani-
mal manure,) either in the stable or the dung-hill, until
they are rotted. It is better still to put them, when moist,
in large heaps, where they may heat and be partially de-
composed; after which they may be used as litter. If this
precaution is not taken, the leaves will remain two or three
years in the soil without alteration; and this, probably,
explains why, in some parts, a bad opinion is entertained
of manure obtained from the leaves of Conifera.

Jt is asserted that the leaves of the Larch yield better
manure than those cf Firs or Pines, which I cannot decide,
as I have never experimented upon them.
Amongst the vegetable substances or remains which are

used for the absorption of animal excrements, or as

litter, besides the above-named, many others are largely
used in difFerent countries; the principal are Heath,
Turves*/the so-called forest-litter, the Whin and Black-
berry, Ferns, Mosses, the refuse of Flax and Hemp,
and Bull-rushes. Some of them yield a better, others a
worse manure than straw, as will be seen by the follow-
ing statements :

—

1.

—

Heath (Erica vulgaris).—In some parts of Ger-
many Heath is the only material used for litter; but a
hundred years hence, it will scarcely be employed, now
that heathlands are brought more into cultivation. It

contains much wax and tannin, and as its texture is very
woody, such manure will lie for years in the ground, if not
properly prepared previous to being ploughed in. It

therefore ought to remain for a long time either under the
cattle or in the dung-hill.

100,000 parts of young air-dried Heath contain of
mineral substances :

—

582 parts of silica

518
99

lime

164

94

200

31
magnesia
potash

soda

45 ff alumina

53 11
oxide of iron

90
102

9)

11

oxide of manganese
sulphuric acid

15
95

11

f9

phosphoric acid

chlorine

* The reader is requested to observe, that in former papers
the proportions of parts, by the misuse of dots for commas, have
been made to appear like decimal quantities instead of whole
numbers. This requires correction through several previous
articles.

1,958 parts of mineral substances.

Hence it follows, that, although Heath does not furnish
the bestjitter, still it is preferable to the straw of Cerealia,
as it^ is richer in lime, magnesia, potash, soda, and
chlorine. Rye-straw used as litter acts the first year of
its being used, as its decomposition is very quick ; whilst
Heath being woody, and decomposing slowly, affords a
durable and protracted nourishment. The decomposition
of Heath is retarded by its wax and resin, of which it

contains 6 per cent. To destroy these substances, and to
soften the woody texture, it is advisable, previous to being
used as litter, to throw it into large heaps, where it

may heat; by which means, the tannin (so very noxious
to growing crops), of which Heaths contain perhaps from
4 to 5 per cent., will be destroyed.
Heath is.preferable to Rye-straw, also, on account of its

great quantity of nitrogen, which, although its amount has

* Name of a piece of green turf or Heath, cut out with a sharp
iron instrument-

^AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XX.
Few plants are more generally attractive, or, when

well cultivated, more deserving of a place in the green-
house of the Amateur, than the Hydrangea hortensis;
and it would be difficult to name a greenhouse-plant which
at this season is so admirably adapted for a bed in the

flower-garden. In its natural state, with delicate pink
flowers, it is very beautiful ; and when changed by art to

the soft ccerulean blue of a cloudless sky, it is still more
lovely. Many of the readers of this Paper have seen

and admired the noble specimens of this plant exhibited
at the Horticultural Society's and other fetes, and as a

short detail of the treatment they receive may not be un-

interesting, I subjoin it.

The cuttings are taken off the plants when about an
inch long, which in plants forced into flower at this sea-

son is generally about the middle of February. They are

taken off close to the old wood, and when trimmed
and inserted in cutting-pots filled with light sandy
soil, are immediately plunged Jin a close moist heat,

in which they root with great freedom and rapidity-

Being rooted, they are potted singly into small sixty-sized

pots, in a rather strong turfy loam, using the turfy parts

only; and as often as they require it, are re-potted in t0

larger pots, until they reach 32s or 24s, in which they
are left to flower.

From the time of potting up to the end of July they

are kept under glass, but are regularly attended with

water, (occasionally manure,) and as much exposed to the

full influence of the light as possible ; the objects being to

keep the plantte dwarf and to get as great a quantity of

highly-elaborated sap deposited in the plant, and the

flower well formed and the wood perfectly ripened before

the winter season. After July, they are placed at the foot

of a south wall, and exposed fully to the sun, gradually

withholding water as the leaves begin to assume the

autumnal tint, and keeping the soil only sufficiently moist,

to prevent the roots being dried up after the leaves have

fallen. By this season, if properly attended to, the ter-

minal bud will be as thick as strong Asparagus ; and the

only care during the winter, will be to keep the buds free

from damp, which may be effected by placing the plants

on a dry airy shelf in the greenhouse, or in a dry shed,

and covering them with kiln-dried fern, or straw.

This is the process of management the first season ;
in

the second, the first plants should be introduced into the

forcing-house in January; the second the middle of March,

and the third be allowed to break naturally : this will giv
^v

a succession of flowers from April until November, which

may be used either for the decoration of the ^greenhouse

or flower-garden.

After the first crop has flowered and the wood is pretty

firm, say the middle of June, the plants are cut down to

within two joints of the root, and the soil shaken ftota

them ; they are then repotted into small pots, and after-

wards treated as in the first season; only observing,
10

retain three or four branches instead of one, and to glV

the plants a 16 or 12-sized pot at the last shift ; they &*f

then be forced the third season,' and will make] splenC"

plants for the flower-garden. .

It is singular that the Hydrangea never makes a roo

into fresh soil during the time it is in bloom, and it J

from this reason that many are disappointed in obtain 1"©

blue flowers ; because the plants have not any roots in

new soil, and therefore cannot extract the matter frorn

soil necessary to the chemical change which the J
U

.

IC

undergo. I believe all fresh soil containing oxide of > r

will produce blue flowers, providing the plants are gr0

in it from the cutting-pot, but the same soil will ha

little or no effect on old plants.— W. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE. „
Erratum.—Article on Rose-budding, p. 317 l>. for

"bast-boun

read "back-bound." ,

Drainage.—In your last Paper, I perceive ft le '

signed "J. S. F.," which speaks of an ineffectual
pnjwjj

pie of under-drainage, practised on the clay-lan .

Gloucestershire, and in which he deprecates the u

any part of the retentive soil for covering in such or

Having individually practised with unvarying benen , ^

several years, the principle of Pearson's under-drai^ ^
both on arable and pasture-land, to the extent o

*
n
^\ aif„

hundred acres ; laying the Pearson plough-drains a ^
rod distances apart, on the arable land, and vary 1

."^unl -

separation of the drains on pastures, according

„

t0J?Vand
stances, I take leave to recommend to " J- fe# *'

t0
to all Gloucestershire clay-land owners and °g

u
?'^ '

f

purchase a short pamphlet, written by Mr. Ho g t

>
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Hemstead, near Cranbrook, in Kent, and published by
Messrs. Ridgway, Piccadilly, for that experienced culti-

vator (at the cost, to purchasers, of one shilling), being
myself convinced that if the Gloucestershire clays are not
infested with surface-stone, or materially commixed with
veins of shrave and sand, that the Pearson drainage might
prove of great advantage in that county, as well as in the

•wealds of West Kent, and of Sussex; in which latter I

have put Mr. Hodge's opinions and recommendations into
practice, and found them verified to the letter; and I am
glad now, and not for the first time, to testify my thanks
to that gentleman for the [pains he has taken to benefit
clay-land farmers, by making known the principles of
Pearson's effectual, reasonable, and enduring Drainage
(beyond calculation as to time) ; and in so saying, I feel

it but justice to speak of Mr. Pearson and his invention
in the highest terms, not forgetting his disinterestedness
in letting the public have knowledge of it, without any
patent obstruction. This has induced several liberal gen-
tlemen of Kent, and some few of other districts, to sub-
scribe towards making some slight remuneration to the
inventor (a tenant of Lord Amherst) and which, in jus-
tice, is an example that should not be lost upon other
landowners, who may put the principle in practice suc-
cessfully. I shall now add the following proofs, which
have recently reached me, from an agricultural friend in
Sussex, being dated May 12, 1843 :—"We have been sadly
wet under the South Downs ; I was at my farm on
Wednesday, and saw the land-drains run faster than any
day during the winter; but I was pleased and surprised to
see the Wheats look so well, where I followed your advice,
and drained the clay well; it looked beautifully, and so
does Mr. H—n's, atW—k, where it was under-drained."
To say more, in fact, of the Pearson Plough Drainage in
this address to you, or to the cultivator of land who may
be open to practical information, is quite useless, after
recommending Mr. Hodge's Pamphlet, wherein will be
found full and clear instructions, with calculations of cost,
&c. I differ only in one point with the pamphlet, viz.,
that I have found more main-drains (made with tiles,)
and outfalls requisite to carry off the water from the
plough-drains, to prevent their [occasionally breaking up
from too great accumulation of water during heavy rains
—my mains being twenty rods apart in general ; and it is

jell to observe, that the drain-tiles should be laid with
the open part uppermost, laying a sole, or flat tile thereon,
instead of in the common mode. In support of these
statements I do not hesitate to give you my name, al-
though declining to makeitpublic—A Clay-LandFarmer.
' lour correspondent signing himself " J. S. F." seems
somewhat sceptical as to the efficacy of clay-draining, in
•removing the water from the surface of the soil. This
system so extensively practised in Gloucestershire, is not
confined merely to localities requiring « the outline
through springs," but is used on all" stiff pasture-land,
where the water, from rain or snow, rests on the top. The
object of draining is not to preserve the soil from moisture
so essential to all vegetation, but it is to prevent the fluid
becoming stationary, and thus rendering the land cold
and sour. Superficial furrow-draining maybe very well
where a better system cannot be acted upon, but it is apoor substitute for the usual method. Drains, to be of
service, are recommended to be made three feet deep in
order that the ground should not be dried and parched
during the summer months. In performing this work with
tiles, we seldom see a layer of stones placed directly upon
them, for two reasons : first, the great increase of expense
and secondly, it is not considered to be of sufficient ad-
vantage to justify the outlay. In five cases out of six"
the tiles are laid on the smooth clay, the joints bein*^
secured with the same substance well pressed all round
them, which has much the same effect as the clay drain
relative to its being impervious to water. In makino- the
latter, it must be recollected that the trench is in the
shape of a wedge, and that there are only about six inches
°f worked clay over the drain, forming an exceedingly
strong arch' *u ~ , ~w**H no "*- **«*•** «w~n— *i. .*
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and the rem
a«* not surprised tnat "J. a. r. snouid be slow to be-
"eve in the benefit to be derived from clay-draining pas-
tures; I was myself rather doubting, (although I was shown
-and on which the experiment had been made,) until I
Jtted it on a patch where no under-ground spring existed •

^deed, I should have been too happy to have found onetor domestic purposes, and for the benefit of my garden :

yet the surface was always wet and spongy after rain"
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0m the impenetrable nature of the soil; but since I have

£
lay-drained it, the herbage has improved and the pound
ecome dry and sweet. Draining land is of incalculable
"vantage to the farmer and gardener, saving manure, and
burning almost cent, per cent. ; at the same time it mav
^overdone. It should always be borne in mind that
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e grand object in draining is not to take up the landut to allow the superfluous water to subside
; always
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"* view tlie nioisture necessary to insure good^ healthy crops. However strange it may appear to
Dae of your readers, the fluid does, in a wet season, filter
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°ugh the clay-drains in a copious manner, and they
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an opinion, from observation, on the matter : one
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cal remark is work a dozen theoretical on a ques-
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ot such importance.—IF. W.

u -cm-planks.~In your leader of May 13, you say

that T !

S mUch leSS greas* than Fir'" l heS to state

the saml
U
7

e
° ,ten Seen Elm as wdI as Fir~Planks used at

*W I i

for wheelinS uPon - The ^ast rain or frost
yS caused the Elm to be both greasy and slippery,

while the Fir ones were always preferred by the workmen,
being the best in wet weather for keeping a secure footing
upon.—G.D.
Manures.— The inquiry in your Paper respecting

" sugar-bakers 7 scum " as a manure has brought to my
recollection that many years ago a neighbour of mine
(who is since dead) tried the •' scrapings of a sugar-
baker's floor" upon some grass-land, the effect of which
was visible for several years after. The crop the first

year was a very heavy one, but exceedingly coarse and
rank, and of a very deep green colour. I should therefore
advise/' J. O. XL," if he tries it, to do so sparingly.—
F. H.S.

Scotch Farming.—For the information of " A Sub-
scriber," at page 317, I beg to say that the nine quarters
and a bushel of Wheat per acre, over a field of thirty
acres, was realised in 1826, which was decidedly the best
Wheat year in Scotland for a long period—say thirty or
forty years. He must remember, also, that our acre is
equivalent nearly to l\ statute acre. Cambus is
situated upon the north side of the Forth, five miles east
from Stirling, and three west from Alloa. The soil is
excellent Carse-soil, but not better than much hereabout.
Mr. Mowbray was a distiller, and fed great numbers of
cattle, whose urine he collected in a well, made for the
purpose. He was also an active and intelligent farmer,
who was in the front-rank of his class, and would have
had good crops though he had not been a distiller, but
being this, he turned everything to advantage. The num-
ber of times the field was watered with the liquid manure
was twice

; once about the end of March, and the other
time before the middle of May. The same may be said
of the field of Hay. It will be recollected that 1826 was
a very dry year, so much so as to have obtained the name
of the dry year ; consequently, the liquid manure told with
better effect. After the 1st of May, which was very
snowy, followed with hard pinching frost at night, the
Wheat crop never got a shower. With respect to the
proportion, I cannot speak with perfect accuracy, but it
may be guessed at from the nature of the cart : I believe
it to have been liberal. The cart contained a large barrel,
which was filled at the well ; this barrel emptied itself
into a long narrow box at the back end of the cart. The
box, so far as I now remember, stretched across the cart
as far as the outside of the wheels, and was pierced with
boles in its bottom for the emission of the liquor. The
horse went at an ordinary working pace. Mr. Mowbray
died some years ago, but his son succeeded him, and, foV
anything I know to the contrary, is as enterprising and
successful a cultivator as his father was.

—

Not a Scotch
Farmer.

Bees.—I find that Mr. Wighton has either misread or
misrepresented the statement of an experiment which was
in my last communication. He says, " The experiment
of putting a headless swarm into a hive to make the Bees
create a queen by changing the gender, shows, I think,
that * Pettigrew' does not quite understand the subject
he has taken up." I will not retaliate, but merely state
here— I am constrained to do so—that I did not say any-
thing about putting a headless swarm into a hive ; and I
dare say that most readers understood me to mean that
the Bees were not to be left headless till the queen had
laid eggs ; that those eggs are destined to be 21 days in
the cell; and that the Bees, as soon as they lose 'their
queen, put around one, two, or more of them a gelatinous
substance thatmetamorphises them into queens in 14 days.
Nor does this experiment differ from one which 1, two
years ago, asked Mr. W. to try, which he says he did in
August with success. I shall now rectify two or three of
Mr. Wighton's mistakes, that may lead inquirers astray.
He says, " Bees' eggs are not hatched by incubation

; the
warmth of the hive alone brings the larva? forth from the
eggs-" The warmth of the hive alone does not hatch
eggs; nor yet does the warmth of the Bees hatch eggs
that are not set upon. I shall give proof that will bear
out my assertion, if Mr. W. desires me to do so. In
another communication he says that " Queen Bees live

four or more years, and common Bees one season/'
Queens, generally speaking, live four years, but never

more: some prolific ones live but three years and two
months. I say prolific ones, for there are good and bad
ones, as we call them. No Bee-keeper; ought to keep a

three-year-old queen. Common Bees live nine months
only. Hence it is necessary to select in autumn those as

stock hives that have bred well in July and August. With
a view to the writing a complete practical concise

treatise on Bee-management (which I have not time to do

at present) for the Gardeners' Chronicle, I wrote to the

person who manages the apiary, in which I, when a lad,

spent much of my time, for an accurate statement of what

his Bees did in 1842. He says, in answer, i( Our Bees

did well last year. The best top (first) swarms gathered

fifty pounds in the month of August alone. The produce

of "one swarm was 110 pounds of run-honey." Upon
perusing these citations, some Bee-keeper may say, " This

is an enormous quantity—my Bees do not produce so

much. Wherein lies the secret ? " Almost wholly in the

size of the hives ! The hives which are used in the apiary

alluded to are three-fourths or four-fifths larger than the

largest that is within 15 miles of London. I hesitate not

to say that Bee-keeping will never be a profitable concern

lonff as Bees are in those small basin-sized hives.

Mr Wighton says, " Small hives produce early swarms."

If "we were to inquire what is the reason, he would

answer, ''Because they are more easily filled; " forgetting

that large hives have Bees in proportion to their size, and

are indeed, as soon filled as small ones. Happily he

neutralises his own assertion at the same place, by saying

that he has " ample proof that Bees will throw swarms,

whether their hives be full or not;" ^^ **«- ™ ^

may appear, is also gratuitous. I shall now point out a
few advantages that may be derived from a knowledge of
the transmutability of Bees' eggs. In doing so, we shall
find that Mr. Wighton speaks with too much precipita-
tion in saying that " the practical Bee-keeper may be
assured that the knowledge of ;it will neither add to nor
diminish the produce of his hives." As soon as the owner
of the apiary of which I have spoken found that Bees
could make queens at will when there were eggs in the
hive, he invented a system of artificial swarming, which
he practised for the space of 30 years with great success,
having in one year realised nearly 100 pounds from his

apiary—working from (5 in the morning till 6 in the even-

ing elsewhere. The system may be thus stated :—As soon
as the hive is pretty full, two-thirds of the Bees and the

queen are taken away and put into an empty hive. The
Bees that are left in the old hive make queens for them-
selves. Thus, swarms are prevented from flying away

;

Bees are prevented from lolling in clusters before swarm-
ing, which, when allowed, is an absolute loss ; and the

cottager can go to his work throughout the week with an
easy mind, without hazarding any loss. By this system

more second swarms are obtained than by the natural

system ; for after the Bees have lost their queen, they put
eggs into two or more royal cells at one time. Those who
keep small hives find it to be unprofitable to take more
than one swarm in one year. The artificial system has

many advantages over the natural system. One more I shall

notice. Twenty-one days after the first swarm is taken

off there are no brood in the old hives but a few drones,

drones being 24 days in the cells. The Bees have bred

queens; but queens are 10 days out of the cells before

they commence to lay. Well, then all the Bees are taken

from those hives that are above 40 pounds' weight, and
put into empty hives. The honey is taken from the old

hives, sent to market at an early season, and sold for a

high price. In natural swarming the queens are set some
time before the old ones go away, and are therefore laying
before all the old brood is out.

—

A. Pettigrew, Wrotham
Park.
Hawthorns.—I should be glad if you or any of your

correspondents can explain the following circumstance,

which has occurred in a garden about 2 miles from the

city of Chester. Several Hawthorn-trees, which have
hitherto borne most beautiful scarlet blossoms, are this

year quite white. There are no Whitethorns near them,

and the soil in which they grow is good black soil, upon a

bed of sand.-

—

A. B.
Parsley.-—Parsley-seed, which generally lies long in

the ground, is made to grow rapidly by sowing it in the

following manner :—Dig a patch of ground, turning the

soil over to the depth of twelve inches, break it well and
level the top. Strew the seed thinly on the fresh earth

and sift about half an inch thick of rich compost over the

whole. In this manner Parsley will appear in the course

of a fortnight or three weeks at the latest. I find that

all seeds when treated in this manner vegetate quickly;

and many of those which are supposed to require a hot-

bed may be thus raised, with the advantage of not being
drawn, having a more healthy appearance, and being
more easily transplanted. It is a great mistake to sow
any kind of seed too thickly, it is exceedingly injurious

to the rising family, whose growth is sadly impeded for

want of nourishment. Scarcity of food at an early period

is too plainly shown in after life by a long unhealthy stem,

producing yellowish-green leaves and stunted flowers.

The effects of over-crowding is beautifully illustrated in

the Mignonette : observe the difference between plants

from seed sown in a pot or box and that luxuriating in a

border; the former is thin, lank, and emaciated, whilst

a single plant will in the latter case cover more than a
foot square.— W. W.
On Boiling Vegetable Marrow.—The proof of the pud-

ding is said to be in the eating. You recommended last

week that this vegetable should be cut, cooked, and eaten,

when not exceeding 3 inches in length. This, 1 submit,

is a matter of taste. I have tried it 4 years, and prefer

using it when 8 or 10 inches long, as it is then more
mealy. - Let your correspondents who are fond of the
vegetable try my plan as well as yours :—Cut it when
about the size I mention, peel off the rind, cut it down
the centre in four pieces, take out all the seeds, boil it in
the same way as Asparagus, and serve it up on toast, with
white sauce instead of melted butter. My notion is that,

at the above size, it is as superior to your « not exceeding
3 inches" as a good mealy Potato is to an early-forced
soapy-flavoured one.

—

Chemical Jack.

On Preserving Apples.— I tasted some Apples on the
10th inst. as fresh as when picked off the tree ; and found
from my friend, at whose house I was dining, that he had
preserved them in sand (not sea-sand) in boxes. They
were carefully wiped before put in, and the sand was
perfectly dry.

—

A Tivy-side Subscriber.
Clay-burning.—In the Gardeners 7

Chronicle, May 6
page 303, you give an account of the method of burning
clay for manure, yet you make no comment on the most
extraordinary part of the process, and one which is well
worthy the attention of the chemist. I mean the mar-
vellous appearance of combustion carried.on without fuel
The small quantity of coal or brushwood used at first
kindling of a kiln must of course be completely consumed
in a few days or a few weeks

; yet the fire continues
unabated for months afterwards, with no addition except
the lumps of pure brick clay which are thrown on the
top of the kiln. Your informant expressly states that
"after a kiln is fairly set a-going, no coal or wood or any
kind of combustible is necessary, and it can only be extin
guished by inattention." Here then is a marvellous"

tu * -. ?T
arad

?
x-a fire .kept up month after month without fuel,

which, strange as it How is it possible to account for this >—what can the
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combustible matter be ? I hope in an early Number to

see an answer on this point, which I have no doubt must

have puzzled many others besides myself, and of which I

have never been able to obtain any explanation, though I

have observed the process for years. It is to be observed

that the clay itself seldom contains any carbonaceous

matter, and that the sods are not thrown on the burning

mass, but are exclusively used to form the walls of the

kiln, so that the vegetable matters contained in them can

in no degree be efficient as fuel.—Phlogiston. [We are

unable to solve this problem, if, as our correspondent

states, there is really no organic matters present in the

clay ; but we suspect there is, although they escape

observation.]

Pronunciation.—My reason for mentioning "Anemone"

was, that (as it is universally mispronounced) it affords

a warning to modern nomenclators not to add to vulgar

errors. Though the Professor, speaking ex cathedra,

could not be charged with pedantry for calling it Anemone,

I yet doubt whether even he would ask a shopman^to

whom he was not known, for a pound of double Anemone

roots. I was fully aware of the word being classical.

Perhaps it is not generally known that * k Dog-rose" is

classical too—Theocritus, as my Gracilis informs me,

using it, at least the expression Kwoafiaros—in the very

same {line with ai/^uuva. It may be said that Dog-rose is

not the strict equivalent, though it; is with KvvopoSov ;

but whether the latter word occurs in any respectable

author, or has been coined for the Anglican market, you

can perhaps inform

—

Salopian.— [The earliest trace that

we find of the latter word is in a Latin form. Valerius

Cordus, a writer who flourished in the beginning of the

16th century, has a Cynorrhodos, which is said to have

been the modern Rosa arvensis; but we do not know the

word at all in a Greek dress.]

The Douglas Fir.—Among your answers to Querists in

last Number of the Chronicle, is one to "H.E.B.," on the

fruiting of Abies Douglasii ; in which you observe it is

supposed to have fruited for the first time at Dropmore,

about two years ago. I beg to state that there is at

Ashtead Park, the seat of the Hon. Colonel Howard, a

seedling plant about Gin- high^from seed gathered from a

plant growing there in 1840. At that time seed enough

was obtained to sow a bed of about 4 square yards, and

that solitary plant is all that vegetated. Early this spring

Mr. Hislop sowed several seed-pans, with seed gathered

last autumn, not one of which has yet appeared, though

the seed looked good. At this moment the tree which,

was planted in 1835, and has grown vigorously, is full of

young cones, and looks beautifully.

—

Quereus.

On Keeping Apples.—\ have at present some Apples

in my store in a perfectly sound condition, although they

are not of a kind reputed to be good keepers. On former

occasions I have tried various plans to preserve this valu-

able fruit, but never succeeded so well as I have done the

past season. In order that others may benefit by my
experience, I take this opportunity of informing my bro-

ther amateurs of the system adopted. I hand-pick the

fruit before it is quite ripe, and after rubbing it over with

a towel, I deposit it on shelves in a large cupboard, with

closed doors, constructed so as to exclude all light. The
shelves, having a rim about 1 inch in height all round, to

prevent the Apples tumbling off, are about 6 inches apart,

and made to slide in and out for the convenience of sort-

ing. The Apples are placed so as not to touch each

other, and rest on the eye ; I have sometimes left them

a month in this way without looking at them, and although

during that time one or two may have shown symptoms

of decay, the contagion has not spread in the same manner

that it does when they are packed in layers with straw

in open frames, or exposed to the light without any cover-

ing. It would be very satisfactory if one or two of your

readers would experiment on the foregoing plan, and

report the result. Darkness, and protection from frost,

appear to be the merits of the wooden press as a conser-

vative.—^. W.
Asparagus.—-The method of growing Asparagus by

inverting a bottle over the head when it first appears from

the ground—intended to produce a head something like

a Cauliflower—was tried by myself with as little success

as seemed to attend the experiment elsewhere. Bottom-

heat is, I think, required ;
perhaps some of your corre-

spondents have tried the plan in a frame over a hotbed,

and can speak more definitely on this point. The cir-

cumstance connected with it that I wish to communicate

is this :—Late last season, I cut the stalk, over which the

bottle was inverted, and which had grown to such a size

that it was impossible to move it without breaking the

bottle. I thought no more of the matter ;
but am at this

time surprised to find that the first head from the same

crown is at least three times the size of any other on two

large beds. What is the reason of this ? As a correspondent

lately inquired whether salt would injure the heads now

growing, I beg to add that I have applied 2 stone of salt

to a surface of 12 ft. by 4 ft. ; especially selecting some

young growing heads, and almost encasing them in salt.

I applied it so lately that I see, and expected to see, no

improvement in the size and quantity of the heads ;
but

it assuredly did no injury to the growing ones, while it

completely destroyed the weeds, of which the bed was

full. It is evident that there is little to be feared from

an over-application.

—

Cepophihts.

Verbenas.—Many persons, who have no greenhouse,

complain of the difficulty of preserving the Scarlet

Verbena (Melindres major) through the winter. Let

them, in summer, take up a root with all its runners,

(scarcely missed out of a large patch,) plant it in a pot,

and train it upright against a twig of Elm, which throws

out its lateral shoots so as to present a plain surface.

This will form an elegant flowering plant till November

in the room ; and from it (if still kept there) abundance

of cuttings may be taken in the ensuing season, and after-

wards the stalks may be laid on the ground horizontally,

some mould sprinkled over, and a handlight superadded,

which will strike in many places. I have tried^this plan

with a small plant this winter, and have about 34 from it

at this time, besides the parent root.— Cepophihts.

Cucumbers.—The following system of growing early

Cucumbers is practised by Mr. Barton, the gardener at

Springfield, near Liverpool:—They are grown in a pit of

I

forty-eight feet in length, by ten feet wide, heated by a

common flue. A bark-bed of four feet wide is filled to two

and-a-half feet with fresh tanners' bark ;
upon this a thin

layer of rotten dung is placed, upon which is put a layer

of the too spit of a piece of pasture-land, broken fine with

the spade. This brings the surface of the bed to about

two feet from the roof of the pit. The plants are fas-

tened to stakes till they reach a trellis which is fixed six

inches from the glass; upon this they are trained in a

neat manner. Mr. Barton commences forcing the latter

end of January, and very little air is given during the

growth of the "plants. If it is found requisite to admit

air, it is done early in the fore part of the day. The tem-

perature is made to range from 75 Q to 80°,.as near as

practicable
; and the plants are syringed early in the morn-

ing and again in the afternoon. By this method fruit

are cut by the first week in April. Mr. B. prefers the

top spit of pasture-land a twelvemonth old, to the most

richly-manured compost. The kind of Cucumber grown

is the Kenyon. This sort is preferred by most of the gar-

deners in the vicinity of Liverpool, for early forcing.— J. A.

Figs.—*Seeing that there are still a good many inqui-

ries through the Gardeners' Chronicle about growing the

Fig-tree, I send you my mode, which has succeeded quite

to my satisfaction. I get small arches turned in the back-

wall of a Peach-house, so that the roots have liberty to

get into the border on the north side. I planted two

trees, which were very small, about 4 years ago, and I got

60 well-ripened fruit last summer. I have at this moment
200 figs on the same trees, 'of a good size and colour,

which I think are likely to do well. I give them the same

treatment as I do the Peach-trees.— J". M-* a Gardener.

Stale of Gardening.—Adam Smith's " Wealth of Na-

tions " is generally iooked upon as the text-book of poli-

tical economists; but how far he is right in all that he has

advanced, I will leave it for others to decide. In book 1st,

chapter xi, he states that Gardening is not a profitable

employment ; he refers, I think, to market-gardening, and

says, •' The circumstances of gardeners, generally mean

and always moderate, may satisfy us that their great in-

genuity is not commonly over-recompensed. Their de-

lightful art is practised by so many rich people for amuse-

ment, that little advantage is to be made by those who

practise it for profit ; because the persons who should

naturally be their best customers, supply themselves with

all their most precious productions." He goes as far back

as the days of Democritus, to prove that it was not profit-

able to inclose a kitchen-garden; he also quotes from

Columella and Palladius on the same subject. But from

the account given of Garden Husbandry in the " Penny

Cyclopaedia/' it would appear that it is not quite so bad

as it is represented by Smith ; but I do not know whether

he referred to the ka'le-yards of Kirkcaldy or the gardens

of the Metropolis. The author of the "Wealth of Nations,"

in another place, says, " In a hop-garden, a fruit-garden,

a kitchen-garden, both the rent of the landlord and the

profit of the farmer are generally greater than in a corn or

grass field ; but to bring the ground into this condition re-

quires more.expense." And from other statements that

are made, one would be ready to conclude, that there is

little difference between the profits of a grass-field and that

of a kitchen-garden of the same size. In the " Cyclo-

paedia " it is stated that "the profits of a garden near

London, of the extent of ten or twelve acres, are as great

as those of a farm of ten times the extent, cultivated in the

best manner, without the help of purchased manure." In

another part of the same article, it is said, " And many a

man from a very small beginning has, with a moderate

share of judgment and prudence, raised himself to inde-

pendence, if not to affluence.
11 From these statements

surely we may believe that the condition of gardeners has

improved since the time that the "Wealth of Nations"

was written. Does it proceed from an increased knowledge

in the cultivation of what the garden produces—or is

there a greater demand for the articles cultivated?

—

Peter Mackenzie.
_

Kitchen Garden Economies,' No. 2.—By cutting off

Lettucesjmmediately above the life-knot instead of pulling

them up'by the roots, when wanted for table, a single or

at most two sowings will suffice for the year. The root

will soon send out a crop of shoots, which are just as

good as those first taken ; but they require to be used

before they become large, as they are apt to run up and

flower.

—

Sprouts.

Kitchen Garden Economies, No. 3.—Where room is

scrimp,—that is, where there is room for more, it is not

a bad plan to mix Onion and Leek seed together, and sow

broad-cast ; then to thin out the Onions by taking up the

Leeks and plunge them as deep as you please in a fresh

bed prepared for them.

—

Sprouts.

Bees.—As a remedy against the effluvia arising from the

dirt collected in Beehives, " W. W." states, in the

Chronicle for April 29,—" Let a drawer be attached to

the ordinary wooden hives about an inch in depth, which

may be removed, when required, for the purpose of

cleaning : to prevent the combs being cemented to the

drawer, a light frame-work maybe constructed and placed

over it, with apertures about an inch square." This may

appear a very good plan, but if the entrance is above the

" frame-work," it would be a very unfit floor for the traffic of

the Bees ; if otherwise, the frame would in some measure

prevent the egress of the Bees, who seldom or never cement

their structures to the floor of their dwelling, but leave a

small space to afford free access to the divisions of combs.

If the drawer was less than the space, say £ an inch, the

frame might be dispensed with ; but when we take into

consideration the probability of the drawer not acting

well, and crushing the Bees, I think it would be best let

alone. The floors of common hives can be cleaned by

lifting them up and sweeping off the dirt. 'Mr. Savage

noticed this in a previous Taper. It is worthy of remark,

that though the effluvia from dead Bees, &c. is very

injurious, still it is not the primary cause of disease, and

it is a well-known fact that healthy colonies always

cleanse their dwellings from these accidental impurities.

—J. Wighton.

Conifer^.—Observing in the Chronicle of May 13, an

article on the cultivation of Conifera in pots, I am in-

duced to make a few remarks on the statements there

made by Mr. Bishop. He recommends " that plants be

raised in the spring, and potted off into 60-sized pots, and

as soon as established to be shifted into 48s ; and in six

weeks another shift would be required into 24s; and at

the approach of autumn to place them in 8s. The plants

to remain in 8s, and in spring to be again removed into

2s. This (he observes) will complete a twelvemonths'

growth ; when, if due attention has been paid, the

plants will be objects of wonder." In the first place,

Mr. Bishop recommends the plants to be shifted from

"48s into 24s," thus leaving out the intermediate size

of 32s, which, I think, all gardeners will acknowledge is

too large a shift for a Pinus, which does not form its roots

so readily as many other plants— especially in six weeks.

Mr. Bishop proceeds,—" At the approach of autumn place

them in 8s," thus leaving out the intermediate sizes of

16s and 12s. I cannot agree with Mr. Bishop, by shift-

ing into large pots in rapid succession. Supposing the

Pinus to be shifted in autumn from a 24-pot into an

8-sized pot, at the very season of the year when the plant

discontinues growing, in order to facilitate the ripening of

the wood,—and the roots, of course, have almost done

growing,— of what service to the plant can that enormous

shift be at that advanced period of the year? It is my
humble opinion, that if the plant were to be top-dressed,

and remain in the 24-pot all the winter, and shitted into

a 16-pot early in the spring, it would be more advantageous

to it, and would enable the grower to shift into larger-

sized pots in succession as required. Among the Pinus

recommended by Mr. Bishop, are Pinus Devoniana and

P. Russelliana, which are two of the slowest-growing Pines

of all. We will suppose a plant of each potted from the

seed-pot into small 60s in the spring, and as soon as

established removed into a 48-pot, and, if necessary, re-

moved into a ?>2 at the latter part of the summer. What

would be the height of those plants the next spring, after

a twelvemonths1 growth ? Why, not more than nine

inches. At this period Mr. B. recommends their being

shifted into 2s ; consequently, we should have a plant

nine inches high in a pot as large as a moderate-sized

washing-tub ; and what is to become of that plant after

it is shifted into so large a pot? As a matter of course,

it must there remain, and in the course of two or three

years all the goodness of the soil would be exhausted ;

when, on the contrary, if it had been shifted from a 60-pot

into a 48, and from thence into a 32, and so on in suc-

cession, shifting about twice a-year, the plant would have

the advantage of new soils in its infancy; and I think,

with frequent waterings, the growth of the plant would be

promoted, and the treatment be more beneficial to the

plants.

—

S. Snipe.

Yeast Plant.— I was surprised to see that your cor-

respondent " John Abbott, Jim.," considers the Yeast-

plant to be Centaurea benedicta, or

the Blessed Thistle ; but on looking

into " Loudon's Encyclopedia oj

Plants," under Centaurea, I fi»d

that the leaves of some of the

species of that genus bear a strong

resemblance to those of the Yeast-

plant ; and I should be glad to

know from Mr. Abbot how he hap-

pened to suppose it was the Blesse

Thistle—if he has ever seen it culti-

vated, and if the same properties

were ascribed to it as are in America

to the Yeast-plant. The plant *

have raised from the seed in question

is of very vigorous growth, aD
_

although it does not yet show flowed

I have no doubt you can for"1
.

{

tolerably correct idea to what

belongs from the cut I now sen

you, which is an exact represent

tion of one of its largest lea^

natural size at present. The co

is dark green ; the midrib of a p*

colour, and tinged with red. ^^
whole leaf is downy on both BX £

«*.-- but more particularly on the

and towards the base. The young leaves that *re,^5e the
at the heart are assuming a broader shape, and na ^
same number of indentations, but they are de?P

tn e

more pointed. The seed was sown in the open *u
.tnigU

t.

21st of February, and germinated in about a t01
{oti&

Although a coarse-growing plant, the slugs aretve y ^^
of it, and I am obliged to watch it almost night a

^ Q
—A Lady, and Constant Reader.—{We ca*i w ^
light on this subject without seeing the P!a"

before,
dence now supplied only shows, what was show

that it is of the Composite order.]

*
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Cultivation of the Gentianella.—Would any of your

correspondents oblige me by some hints on the cultivation

of the Gentianella ? Will it bear moving about, in order

to avoid leaving a vacuum in the flower-garden, or would

it be better to plant something else in the bed after the

Gentianella has done flowering? What kind of soil does it

like ? Are the roots improved or injured by parting ?— O. £.

Bees.—As an Apiarian of some experience, I am much

surprised at the early swarming of Bees this year. On the

1st of May I hived a fine swarm, the wind blowing cool

and strong from the east ; the same occurred at Lewisham

and Woolwich. Can any of your readers, inform me of

similar instances in other localities 1-W. R. M., Deptford.

Scarlet Pelargoniums— I have no doubt Mr. Drum-

mond finds that the method adopted by him (described

in No. 16) a suitable one; but, were it indispensably

necessary to observe every particular there laid down, I

am afraid that many amateurs would hesitate, from a fear

of failure. To those who have plenty of house or pit

room, and are not particular as to what sort of plants

they may have to fill the beds with, the spring season will

do quite as well to increase them as any other
;

but

where good strong plants are required, (and such will

always afford the most satisfaction,) the autumn is pre-

ferable to the spring for propagating them. In either

case, it is not necessary to have a compost of leai-mouia,

brick-dust, and loam, finely sifted, and previously warmed

in a hotbed. Thev will strike very well in pure sand

;

and, where that cannot conveniently be had, any sort ot

common soil will do. For the autumn strike, I prepare a

compartment under a north wall, by forming a trench,

two inches deep, two or two feet and a half wide, (or

any other convenient width,) and long enough to hold the

stock required. Having filled the trench with sand, the

requisite number of cuttings is then procured from the

flower-beds, prepared, (a precise number of eyes is

unnecessary,) put out on the place above mentioned, and

watered with a large pan and rose, to settle the sand

about the cuttings. For any farther attention they require

at this time, the propagator may make a tour of the Con-

tinent, or pay a visic to New York, the only orders neces-

sary to be left concerning them during his absence being

merely to let them alone. So that, preparing a hotbed,

sifting and warming of soil, placing them in a close frame,

shading and turning of lights, applying brown-paper absorb-

ents, &c, may all be got rid of, as in the open ground they

will make roots enough in a few weeks to require a large

sixty or small forty-eight pot. About this time, some of

the Cucumber and Melon -frames will be found empty.

When potted, they can be put in these, and the lights shut

close over them till their roots have struck into the soil in

the pots, when they must be gradually opened, and a free

circulation of air admitted, to harden them for the winter.

From the geographical section of Lindley's Introduction

to Botany, it appears they belong toThunberg's kingdom,

which reaches from the Tropic of Capricorn to the Cape

of Good Hope ; but whether within or beyond the limits

of the colony, the seacoast, or any of the intermediate

terraces between that and the Snowy Mountains, it

does not say. At all events, within the limits of Thun-

ber^'s kingdom, the highest latitude to which it extends

is much lower than any part of England ; consequently,

the sunlight during winter in this country cannot be too

much for them. I have found them do very well through

the winter in a house where fire-heat was used to keep out

the frost, and where plenty of air was admitted. This

appears to be more in keeping with their nature than

shutting them up in frames, under six inches of hay, with

mats above and below, and only allowing them a few

hours' sun in the course of the day—a treatment that

anight be recommended were they natives of or bordering

upon the Arctic circle, and not from a place under 35° of

latitude To make strong plants for the flower-garden,

they ou^ht to be shifted in March into larger pots, and it-

convenient, allowed a little more room, as it is still two

months before they can with safety be planted out. If a

quantity is likely to be wanted for a late crop, cuttings

may be taken from the others when shifted, and if placed

in a rou^h deal box, an inch and a half or two inches deep,

filled with sand, and set upon the flue or shelf of a late

winery, they will very soon root.—John Halhday, Messrs.

Lee's Nursery.
, , ,_.„ ,-,

The Nuthatch.—The Nuthatch (SttUa Europcea) builds

its nest in holes of trees, and should the entrance prove

too large, it is well known to naturalists that it will reduce

ats size by filling it up with clay, thus forming a barri-

cade. This fact I had the opportunity of witnessing a

Jear or two since : in the month of May I discovered the

fcest of a Nuthatch in a hole of a tree, the entrance to

which, to the depth of more than 2 inches, was plastered

^th clay and small stones, so neatly that this barricade

*0"ld scarcely be distinguished from the neighbouring

bark. The opening was thus reduced to less than half its

former size ; above the nest was Panother hole through

'*hieh the rain might enter, but in order to prevent so

"unwelcome an intruder our skilful little architect com-
pletely stopped it up with earth. Wishing to see if the

'Wrd Would rebuild the wau ?
I destroyed it, and in two

"days afterwards was much gratified to find that it was
again erected in the manner as before. The nest was com-
bed of small pieces of the bark of the Beech, rotten
yod, &c., and contained five nearly-fledged young.—
^wghlon Kingdon, Teignmouth.

south-west breeze. The gardens were in the highest keeping

;

the splendid Wistaria sinensis was in full flower ;
w

the Hawthorns, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, &c, greatly enll
\
e™ (

the scene with their gay blossoms. - Since last season, tne snuui

piece of water which stretched across the arboretum has uceii

filled up ; so that the company .wasable to promenade the lawns

without having to seek and pass -over the crowded bridges, in

the large conservatory the plants 'were in a most remarkamy

vigorous state ; and a specimen of D61ichos lignosus, laden wim
its pretty pink flowers, with Hardenbergia macrophylla, equanj

^

covered with bloom, the two being placed- opposite each °tnei,

and nearly uniting in the centre, had a splendid eflect ine

favourableness of the weather drew a considerable assemblage or

visitors. Above 4,800 received admission. -Among them were

the Duke 6i Devonshire, the Duchess of Sutherland, the l^ari 01

Burlington, Lord Auckland, Lord Morpeth, Lady Newburgn, tne

Ladies Gower , and many others of the nobility. The three bands

usually in attendance performed all the afternoon, alternately.

In the tents set apart for flowers, the splendour of other seasons

was well sustained, there being only a trifling deficiency, in tne

number of larger collections. Instances of superior cultivation

were particularly numerous, and some of the specimens in wnicn

this was observable, excelled, perhaps, all that has ever been

witnessed, even in these notoriously rich exhibitions, ine

general aspect of plants of this class indicated a decided aiKanc(>

ment in the art of culture, and this was especially notice^le^

n

those which had been treated according to the liberal met»M ot

potting recently adopted, and which consists in tYQ^
siW^

plants at once from the smallest pots to the largest, which they

are capable of filling. As the plan thus reierred to wis best

exemplified in the large collection of Mr. Goode, gr. /o Mrs.

Lawrence, of Ealing Park, we shall give them the first place in

our report. The collection was grand in the extreme, it n ea,

within a very little, one side of the principal tent. This collec-

tion did not consist so much of new things, as of large specimens

of excellent but comparatively old plants. Foremost stood a

large specimen of Euph6rbia splendens, 6 feet in height, and

nearly 8 feet in diameter, beautifully studded with its rich crim-

son velvet flowers. At the back of this were bushes, nearly as

large, of Cy tisus racemosus, microphylla, and rhodophnsea Poly-

gala oppositifolia and cordifolia, Chorozema cordifolia, and

Azalea phcomcea, indica alba, lateritia,variegata, and many other

hybrid varieties. These plants were admirably grouped as to

colour, and inculcate a lesson which we hope will not be lost on

some of the other exhibitors. Among the plants which formed

the front line were many beautiful things, such as Leschenaultia

formosa and Baxteri, large globular-formed plants, with the

branches depending round the sides of the pots, and covered with

bloom: Eriostemon cuspidatum; Zichya pannosa andinophylla,

trained on trellises, and the bloom almost hiding the foliage;

GomphoWbium polvmorphum, Tropsedlum tricolorum and a

great variety of dwarf-growing plants. In point of health, size,

and quantity of bloom, nothing could excel the plants in this col-

lection. Most of the young plants had been grown on the one-

shift system » of potting, and were a very sufficient contradiction

to the statement that plants will not bloom freely m large pots
;

while most of the large plants bore evidence of having receiv ed a

larger shift than it is customary to give them. A lovely speci-

men of Chorozema glycinifolia-so difhcult to managc-was par-

ticularly noticeable. „,.**. „ «.«„:«*««
In addition to this general collection there was a specimen

from Mr. Goode, which, as an instance of super ative beauty and

admirable cultivation, was in everyway astonishing. It was
;

the

Pimelea spectabilis, the extreme delicacy and «^^™J
will be familiar to most growers of new plants. The specimen

in question was about two feet high, from three to lour feet

across, and forming a round head of bloom quite down to the

pot. The clusters of flowers were so close, as almost to touch

each other ;
and there must have been, altogether above 200

bunches of blossom. The peculiar feature of the plant, however,

was that it was equally perfect on all sides, and presented an entn e

sheet of inflorescence. Probably, the next most extraordinary spe-

cimen was one of Chorozema cordatum, shown in a small collec-

tion by Mr. Clark, gr. to T. Smith, Esq., Shirley Park. rhis

plant, which commonly grows in a loose ragged manner, was

about five feet in height, and between three and four in breadth,

and though merely a bulb, without any apparent training, was as

thoroughly branched all round as if it had been fastened on a

barrel-shaped trellis. It had clearly been brought to its state of

bushiness and densencss by frequent pruning of the growing

shoots- and when of the requisite size, its laterals had been

suffered to grow naturally, when they had acquired a half-

droouing position, flowering from all their extremities. The

wonderful perfectness of the specimen was only exceeded by its

necuharly graceful and showy appcarnnce. Near the latter plant,

and likewise in one of the smaller collections, was the well-known

an< handsome Zichya coccinea,in an exceedingly fine condition.

It was trained to a flat trellis, about three feet high, and from

four to five feet across ; and besides presenting a dense mass of

foliatre it was most profusely decorated with bloom. Being in

a very'large pot, it seemed to have been cultivated after the

svstem of potting before attended to, and was certainly a magni-

ficent proof of its appropriateness. Another specimen which

mav be mentioned as an example cf superior management, was

nf Anatrallis monelli major, and came from Mr. Hogan, gr. to

H Pownall, Esq. It was fixed to' a flat ..trellis, four feet high,

id of an equal width, and exhibited an almost continuous trout

ntr ecu-blue blossoms. Nothing could exceed its beauty, save

#£a filrill with which it was treated; and which was most ment-

nns The plant might be taken as an'evidence of how art,

prW applied will give to plants of naturally limited growth

£2 dimensions and splendour of the most magnificent. From

t live of the pot, we conclude that this also had been subjected

Ja the " one-shift system" of potting.

Resides the contribution from Mrs. Lawrence, already spoken

* £<*# was only one other large collection, and this was from

SrSSSTlSSiymM. of Lea Bridge Road. It included three

oPimens which may be deemed particularly worthy of remark.K were Hardenblrgia monophvlla and longeracemosa, and

trellis; Epacris pulchella and cerserlora, very lovely with their

snowy blossoms; and Physol6bium cariuatum, a rather interest-

ing climber. The prizes for 20 exotics were competed for by Mr.

Green/ gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bt., and Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss

Traill, of Hayes. The collection of Mr. Green included a hand-

some plant of Epiphyllum speciosum, which was grafted on one

of the strong and "tall-growing species of Cereus
; this gave it an

uncommon luxuriance, and likewise strengthened the flowers.

The plant formed a kind of dwarf-standard with a drooping head,

other snecimens were lxora coccinea, in a splendid condition;

rhoro/ema varium, a complete thicket, finely studded with

hloom - the white-flowered Indian Azalea, five ieet high and the

ci^rpArfth v^V lovely; a good plant of Epacris grandiflora :

blossoms could hardly oj^^ut^AorM^^^
perb deep crfM^^ft" cultivated and flowered.

and Podolobium staurophyllum, liberally

Mr. Hunt'sicollecthm\^^^^^^T^riSia^^
about two feet ") height

««*
'gjjgf

w
a grand p iJt of Pimelea

anything of the ^nd conld be^brougnx s v ^^
spectabilis, which.would have J^™ ded and its branches
specimen had its flowers been better e i

been brought down mor° ?
lJ^*Series renders it one of the

The amazingly rapid growth of
:

tin ^Pe£»Mr# Hunt -

S specimen
most valuable of greenhouse shruhs^ror v
tu^v ,~. o email one last year, mere was,

verticillata, ten feet in height, and very elegant
,
ITop

and somewnat convw w^...*, «.-—-- - - ,
. house APacia

tifolia five feet high, a valuable plant for am* ^ ^
verticillata, ten feet in height, and \ery

colorum, literally mantling a wide treih

escence; a large plant of Chorozema v

culture; Eriostemon buxifol!um, very

^3- n • nniwvnia sneciosa. full of blossom, though u appro] n

i, ten ieet in iieigut, <*»" ,w -'. ^.y, ;t.c cnPfMmm inflor-

colorum, literally mantling a wide trelhs^ *jp«jWgj
<*?ence }2}^*™^™^™™'££Z * tJained

plant of Dillwyma speciosa, .u,. ... -'—-«•,»
which , having

ately treated }
and a specimen ot H 6v ea Celsn, jmc ^ e

acn wired a bare stem, had been twisted or coiled several

the bottom. As an exhibitor of the groups of six Mr
; fj«

k^
to T. Smith, Esq., Shirley Park,""'^"SKS
clothed with foliage, thoroughly filled up with br^heMowerrng

„ the utmost profusion, and three feet across; Dayiebia laWoha

four feet high, and favourably cultivated, as well as flowerea,

BordS'denticulate, four feet in height, full o lateral shooU
^
an

£

blossoms i
and Cornea speciosa. also four feet high, »nd tolerably

well fined up. In the same class, Mr-. Clarke, gr. to W. BlacK,

Esq showed Poly gala acuminata, a little tree four feet high,

magnificentlv decked with showy purplish bloom
;

and Choro-

Jema Henchmanni.much more healthy than ,t is common y seen.

Another competitor under this head was Mr. Pauley, of Bromley,

who sent a noble specimen of Pimelea decussate the blossoms

of which were not, however, sufficiently expanded; with Cboro-

pleasant odour; a white Ind
.

ia" A^lea, ^maU^et v ^y

somely flowered ; and Clematis Sieboldi, on a £« weiiu

,

„

abundantly. The fifth collMtgi
of ££•> ^JSiSSHS:

to B. Miller, Esq., Collier's Wood, Mitcham,ana

lexis hnmilis, admirably grown
j ?

Pla^which^se.^^.^ &
with equal freedom every f»^^ean^™^^ ^_
dwarf^^y^ssr^ssffSS^^^^^'^tive when quite

;
young; PoJy^S; °

nt . Dosma uniflora, more
drooping branches and veymagnficen

^ ^^ q{
than ordinarily close in lto "a°":'

a an excellent specimen;
good cultivation :

Leschenaultia iormosa, '*""'- ^
. .

and Azalea Gledstenesii, singularly well doomed. Of C^t. there

was a superb plant of Cereus

:

aXrsTec mens Te iphylluin
gr. to Mrs. Lawrence; ateo ^spgnem oi^ pp

^
succiosum and Ackermanm from Mr. UarK.gr. i

ESq. Mr.s^ws^^:j^^^rjr&

another collection exhibited by MrM•*££% Erfortemon
Daviesia mimosoides, four feet lugh.fintycHr ^^
nnspidatum, two feet high, to the_finest heajth

,
a b^

cceedingly handsome plentyof E:nca Hart.',

instituted, as they always do, the most br,ma ^ ^.^
-u;i.:v:™ T\/fr Hrpeil. £Tr. to Mr rj. «ii"i

> .'.._,
cAiiioiuoii. "•' --

-rV-riHa each about three reet nig", ««
A. i. variegate and^atentia each s

formed flowers .

magnificently laden ^ff.Vfand very good; Gieeni, covered
Gledstenesii, of the same hesight, and very g ^^ q{ ^
with its rich blossoms; hybnda a ^°

trllt^uld quite gorgeouS ;

bloom; the double red sort;.>sf
e|HVs seedlings, a very large

and speciosissima, on«
s
ol Mi »

t0 A . Palmer, Esq.,
and showy flower. *^°™ g -nd lateritia, in a very dwarf con-
Cheam, there were vauegata ana a ,

&nd
dition, with ^"SSffifS^lS so many leaveS ,

from
rendered specially °|auWul > s^ ^ great b
amongst "hchtee flowers g

bccause ,ess a ^
These two plants wereino.

sul-face ; and they
than any that were teller and tran

ingtead of bei

appeared tcjhare been ™se^ ^^ ,

nST; feet high, and appropriately branching;grafted on r

flowers; splendens, four/eet
cone of delicate liiacut'wciaj 0,1^..—-; u„;^>if fiirmintr a cone 01 ucu^atc mn^

pulchra, four feet '^f^^oTi! with brilliant deep crimson
blossomsj a good plant otR , ^ & trems ^ high .

They were

A
9L indica phecnicea. The first two were supported by a small

^ HrSltreUis. about two feet in height, from the sides and
rlmdrical tteius, ao .

n ,.„
top of which the S?sthiitMgrown taller than the stakes,
while the joui B,

manner . for the richness and size of the
depended in ^»

ele

af

'

blossoms , and for the desirable feature of
racemes as w

m ^^ twQ^nts were among

«
e,n

|„rs fat the exhibition. The Azalea is pointed out, thus spe-

°S w h,rause it was grown in a more natural manner than is

cifically, because « b .

fc wag about „ ee )eet

^T'liS sucli an abundance of branches, leaves, and flowers

hlBh
l
W

ilfrould not penetrate it from any point. The plan of

J
hat

t these ante thus dwarf and compact is unouestionab y
keeping these piw

artificiai mode of training them to the

preferable to them ^^ from one gide . on th e

fl
'0nt

^iP ?hit a house which is appropriately ornamented on all

principle that a n «u
, which ls merely decorated in front;

sides, Pleases more than
Qf art to conceal its processes,

and also because it rs^tnc p
Qf &

.

g fit tQ be ked

which cannot be none ^ f Mr Frfl7(,r were . H6vea

than the common

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
n HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

r
1IfK ar8t ^reat meeting for the year toolc place at the Chiswick

garden on Saturday, the 13th. The day was singularly propitious

;

j
' °wing to the previous rains, the lawns, trees, &c. were all

* i
a

^tate of the richest luxuriance ; while the warmth of an
*"most unclouded sun was relieved by a delightfully cooling

blossom
extrein

a . rvmv"«—~"
-pntn-via" mvrtifolia, treated as

- dy V^PilSS\SS down, burdened with

standard, with the
'

^encs b
om

b
ewnat stunted, mithexe-

flowers ; .

RhoJoo>ndron ^. " • ^ but sp , endidly clothed

f0r
t
hS hea^s of dee ^crimson , Epacris grandiflora, about four

with their hearts 01

«

chorozema macrophylla, on a

feet high, and in beaut.Mv.^jr^
_

iiinorescencerthe-double red^aneiy,

Bianca, a-g^^Sa^JiiOTJSSi- by few in point
white, andthe old sinens

, Falconer . M r. Smith, of
of ornament, were 1 ikemsc

dUn of which incompara-
Norbiton sent a quantity 01 '

lowers, and fulgens, a
bi.e, ^J^S^A^S^St the best. The latter was
gorgeous red-blossome^.ar ,

Lawrence,
the most d.stoictOt Heaths, M ,S

Beaumontiana( a
contributed

fjf™£?£b ^arceiv anything could be seen but its
very dwarf pj ant- ojwhich^car y

spfcimen f a variety of
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Masson mis aUed E Iprengelii ;

E. mundula, low, pretty, and
E. "assoni. miscaiH.

- E Lbinseoides, with large, many,
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plcKs7ow^^!?«lph«rea, a yellow-flowered sort, of

a ^laccf 1 style of growth ; E. mutahilis, a pretty specimen

;

V ^randinosa with white flowers, three feet high, very ex-

cellent E ovata, a good specimen, with small pink flowers;

F nil folia discolor, with the habit of a Pine, cleverly grown;

and E cerinthoides, with light hairy leaves, and drooping clus-

ters of bright scarlet blooms, the plant two feet in height.

From Mr. Green, there were E. Hartnclli, E. persoluta, and

E Bowieana, each about two feet high, and in admirable con-

dition. From Mr. Dawson, of Brixton Hill, E. pregnane, very

fine • E. odorata alba, beautifully grown ; E. propendens, a good

plant and particularly lovely; with a nice little specimen of

E. Hartnelli. Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. H'. Storey, Esq., sent

E. odorata rosea; E. epistomia, good, yellow flowered; E. Hart-

nelli, a very handsome plant; and E. vestita alba, singularly

well-bloomed. There was an extraordinary specimen of E.

Hartnelli from Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill; and an excellent

one from Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq. In the tribe of

climbers, the influence of the " one-shift " method of potting was

conspicuously apparent ; more especially in the genera Zichya

and Kennedya.the species of which seem to luxuriate ajid bloom

witli singular prodigality, under such treatment. Mr. Goode,

who brought a collection, had Kennedya Marryattae, three feet

high fastened to a cylindrical trellis, in the most robust health

and flowering very regularly all over the trellis ; Hardenbergia
trellis, blooming u™ ,

»-«-— < Mb Davi6sia lati. and flowering very regularly a i over me trems 5
«a^«u- b«

sata, four feet m^g^"yf^Sed round a barrel-shaped
|
Comptoniana, supported by a similar trellis, four feet in height

I

I
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and a tine instance of superior culture; Zichya dilatata, three
feet in height, very showy; Zichya inophylla, four feet high,
splendid

: Hardenbergia monophylla, on a cylindrical trellis, five
feet above the pot. truly magnificent; Echites suberecta, un-
healthy, and not blooming well; Stephanotis floribundus, very
large, but the flowers only imperfectly developed; Tropae'olum
tricolorum, on an ornamental trellis covering the pot, healthy
and beautiful; Gompholobium polymorphum, pretty good; an
admirable plant of Chorozema spectabile, covering a convex
kind ot trellis, four feet in height, and with a prodigious quantity
of flowers

; and a new plant, seemingly allied to Ceelogync, with
bold upright racemes of very showy purplish blossoms. Mr.
Clark, gr. to T. Smith, Esq., Shirley Park, furnished another
collection of climbers, among which were Hardenbergia mono-
phylla and longeracemosa, in a magnificent ilowering condition ;

Manettia bicolor, three feet high, and beautifully grown, having
pleasing red and yellow flowers; Kennedya nigricans, dwarf
and handsome, with numerous racemes of its curious blackish
and yellow blooms

; Zichya glabrae, four feet broad, unusually
verdant and free-flowering; Tropa3'o!um tricolorum, supported
by a branching and bushy stick, without any training, and
having a highly natural and delightful aspect; Maun'mdya
liarclayana, on a narrow cylindrical trellis, which expands
greatly at the top, where the flowers were abundant and large

:

and Hoya carnosa, trained to a barrel-shaped trellis, on which
while in the healthiest possible state, it was producing many
bunches of its sweet coat-like blossoms. Zichya glabrata,
Kennedya prostrata, and Brachyscma latifolium, were irom Mr.
Clarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq., but in no way rerrarkable.™ere

l

was quite an avera#e display, both in n umbers and quality,
ot the charming tribe of Orchidacea;, and these obtained, as in
former years, a considerable amount of the visitors' attention.
Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, contributed a variety of Stan-
h6pea tigrina, probably S. Devoniana, with very dark blotches in
the flower; a fine plant of the elegant Oncidium divaricatum • O.
lundum particularly healthy, and flowering liberally ; O. papilio,
the much-admired butterfly-plant, in high health; Dendrobium
cupreum, an immense plant, with many noble racemes of its pale
coppery yellow-coloured flowers; Blctia superba, a species with
large and remarkably rich purplish crimson blossoms; Epiden-drum crassifohum indicating how beautiful the species is when
ES"i7
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delicious aromatic fragrance; Cattleya intermedia, with a good
scape of bloom

; a variety of C. Mossia?, very splendid, with threenowerson one of the scapes; a species ofCatasetum, with strange
dingy brown flowers; Oncidium pulchellum, one of the prettiest

«Lwt
genUS

; ^' ^ramineum, small but pleasing; an apparentlynew species of Epidendrum, with dense and short upright spikes
of whitish flowers; E.macrochilum, particularly robust: E.
pnmulinum, with gracefully-spreading panicles of pretty
bosaoms; an enormous plant of Acanthophfppium bicolor, the
blossoms of which formed quite a bed on the surface of the pot
and around the pseudo-bulbs ; the delicate white-flowered

5«vk£ t
nia Venust^' the brownish-flowered variety of VandaRoxburghn, Camarotis purpurea, with its long racemes of deep
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O-. Barker, Esq., of Birmingham, furnished Peristeria Humboldtia new species, with long pendant scapes of yellowish flowers'?™ fe raU
.
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tted and blotcl'ed with chocolate, andCycnoches pentadactylon, another new plant, having the flowersbanded with dark brown like those of C. maculatum, but altogether
larger and darker. Both these last are handsome plants, though
their flowers are wanting in any very decided or showy colour.A variety of valuable plants was exhibited as single specimens,
woryanthes excelsa was shown in flower by Mr. Hardie, gr toJ. Jarrett, Esq. It had a tall flower-stem, 15 or 20 feet in heightsurmounted by a large bunch of very dark red flowers. Erios-temon buxifolium, sent by Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter,was a splendid specimen of appropriate culture; it was two feet
in neight and so compact that the neat white flowers composed
almost the only visible surface: it is one of the most deserving
of dwarf greenhouse shrubs. From Mr. Frost, gr. to Lady Cren-
elle, there was a specimen of Oxalis cernua, which has nodding
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about two feet in height, was
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f% g£ to Sir Moore Disney. Zichya pannosa,

covering a flat trellis three feet high, was richly laden with
flowers, from Mr. Stanley, gr. to H. Berens, Esq/ A plant of
Azalea indica vanegata, not more than six inches high, yet amass of blossom, and in the healthiest condition, came from Mr.
Busby, gr. to J Ricardo, Esq., of Sunning Hill. J. Allnut, Esq.,
produced a highly verdant and vigorous plant of Erica snlph ureabut it had few expanded flowers. Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Block,
Asq.,.exhibited a superior specimen of Erica Hartnelli. AndMr Hughes, gr. to Mrs. Rogers, of Tooting, brought a plant of

thnl°h
Cma Henchmanni, tolerably well bloomed, 4 feet in height,though somewhat ragged.
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freely; Manettia bicolor, also from Mr. Green, 5 feet high, on abarrel-shaped trellis, and beautifully in flower. Rhododendron
cnrysoiectroii grandiflorum, a new variety, from Mr. Smith, ofNorbiton, with large heads of brownish yellow flowers, whichhave numerous spots in the upper petals, and are very handsome.
K. hmitnn decorum, from the same individual, with pale and
delicate pinkish blooms, spotted in the upper petals, likewise
good. Cyrt(5ceras reflexa, an elegant half-climbing plant, allied
to Hoya, with noble foliage, and bunches of yellowish white
drooping flowers, from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of
-xeter; from the same firm a tine specimen ofAchimenesgrandi-
nora, oearing large pinkish crimson blossoms, almost equal inMzeto those of A. longiflora; and Acrrtphyllum venosum, bearing
piume-iike spikes of white inflorescence. Aotus lanigera, a neat
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ot" to»aU yellow flowers sitting close

JSErtB&u le*8uPerba»with very dark blood-red blooms, some-
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from Mr " F^e*t, nurseryman, of

Kensington. A species of Bosswea, with narrow and very regular
alternate leaves, and rather superior yellowish flowers, from Mr.
Kyle, ot Leyton, Essex; Bosnia coccinea, the showiest species
of the genus haying scarlet flowers, which are disposed in panicles
at the ends of all the shoots from Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Law-
rence; Tropae'olum azureum, further from Mr. Goode, and said to
have been in bloom since September last; Gloxinia macrouhvlla
vanegata, another of Mr. Goode's plants, with broad white-
veined leaves, and handsome purple flowers. And a Leschenaultia
probably grandiflora, from Mr. Falconer, gr. to A. Palmer Esq

'

ot Cheam. The last-named plant was much better than L. bilobahaving larger and darker flowers; it may possibly rank amomr
the finest things that were shown.
A collection of interesting little Alpine plants, grown in pots,

was supplied by Mr. Wood, nurseryman, of Norwood. They

comprised some very pretty species, several of which were
alluded to specifically in our report of the last meeting of the
Horticultural Society, at Regent-street. Those which are most
noticeable, and were not then pointed out, are, Stachys Corsica,
a beautiful lilac-flowered species ; Saxifraga granulata plena, a
plant that is often cultivated in flower-borders, and which is
quite suitable for growing in pots; Cheiranthus ochroleucus,
another favourite border plant, and equally adapted lor pot
culture; Phlox setacea, with showy dark pink flowers; Pulmo-
naria davurica, with bluish blossoms ; and Viola palmata, bearing
mottled flowers, of a blue and white tint. Of Fuchsias there
was only one collection, from Mr. Catleugh, of Chelsea, the
best varieties in which were— Buistii, a gracefully-growing plant,
with very deep blue corollas to its rather small flowers; rosea
alba, having nearly white blossoms ; and grandis, which has
good foliage, red sepals, and a rich crimson corolla ; its flowers
are large and showy. Messrs. .Lane, of Berkhampstead, sent
plants of their F. Laneii, which has immense blossoms, and
appears to be in all respects a noble sort. Mr. Gaines, of Bat-
tersea, brought a basket of well-cultivated Ixias, the varied and
showy colours of which made an excellent display.
The Pelargoniums occupied a larger space than usual, and the

quantity exceeded that of any former exhibition we have seen.
The weather has for some time past been so unfavourable for
the development of these plants, that greater heat than usual
has been required to bring them forward ; and the transition
from heat to the cold air was apparent upon examination.
The general display, however, was very imposing; and the cul-
tivation, training, and management of the plants was highly
creditable to the growers. The new class of Pelargoniums
grown in pots of 24 to the cast proved highly interesting, as
many seedlings and new varieties were introduced among them

;

and had the weather not been so unpropitious, this class would
have numbered more competitors, as the size of the pots bring the
cultivation of them within the management of a greater number
of growers. The Gold Banksian Medal, offered by the Society
in this class, was awarded to Mr. Beck, of Jslcworth, a success-
ful amateur, for 12 well-cultivated plants in fine health and con-
dition

j they were grown and exhibited in slate pots, and the
state of the plants bore conclusive evidence that this anti-porous
material is not injurious to the growth of these beautiful flowers.
Some new and fine varieties were shown in this class also by
Mr. Gaines and Mr. Catleugh. Among the growers of large
plants, Mr. Cock's were conspicuously fine ; nor can we imagine
the cultivation of large specimens to be carried beyond the
skill exercised by him ; the Prince of Waterloo, Dido, Madeleine,
Coronation, and Cyrus, excited unanimous delight from their
fine colour and the extraordinary mass of bloom by which the
plants were covered. Mr. Bell's collection was very creditable,
and Mr. Catleugh's and Mr. Gaines's large plants were also
generally admired.
The supply of seedling Pelargoniums was rather limited; the

same ungenial weather had caused the seedlings generally to be
late. Among those sent, two were selected by the Judges, to
whichcertificat.es of merit were awarded; they were both from
Mr. Beck, of Isleworth ; Susanna, a white flower with a crimson
spot in the upper petals; the general form of the flower is very
good ; and the petals being stiff, it retains its shape to thelast ; the
habit of the flower is good, and its style of trussing very fine.

ZanzummimiQ a large flower, having delicate pink under petals,
with a rich crimson spot in the upper part of the flower, nearly
covering the surface of the petals, leaving only a narrow border
of rose-colour; this is a showy variety, and both flowers we
imagine will improve as the weather becomes more favourable
for the natural development of the flowers. The habit of the plant
is'good, short-jointed, and showingitstrusseswell. Theadvantages
of showing the seedlings in pots must have been apparent to
every one, as the nature ot the foliage, mode of growth and
trussing is seen, and supersedes the necessity of inquiry upon the
subject; the regulation is an admirable one, and will prove
advantageous both to purchasers and growers. The seedling
Calceolarias were numerous, varying much in quality; but
unless seedlings in this class possess decided novelty of colour
or marking, or perfection of form, it is useless to single them out
for reward, as the ease with which they are raised brings a tole-
rably good collection within the reach of every one possessed of
a greenhouse. Two curious varieties from Mr. Standish's col-
lection were selected for a certificate of merit; one named
Eclipse, the other Duchess of Gloucester, the former having a
buff ground, was covered with large maroon spots ; the appear-
ance of this variety is very peculiar; the latter had a lemon
ground, covered with brown spots ; they are perfectly distinct
from those generally seen, and will no doubt be in request. The
seedling Cinerarias were not sufriciently distinct to merit par-
ticular notice.
The following is a list of some of the winning Florists' Flowers.

Pelargoniums: In collections of 12 varieties, in pots of 12 to
the cast. (Amateurs). — Silver-gilt medal to Mr. Cock for
Bertha, Amulet, Grand Monarch, Prince of Waterloo, Wonder,
Mabel, Dido, Madeleine, Coronation, Cyrus, Evadne' Jubilee:
Large silver medal to Mr. Bell, for Comte de Paris Bridesmaid
Una, Coronation, Climax, Joan of Arc, Florence, Erectum, Specu-
lum, Rienzi, Eliza Superb, Jewess : Silver Knightian medal to
Mr. Watt, gr. to E. Snell, Esq., Pimlico, for Comte de Paris,
Clarissa, Acme, Eliza superb, Florence, Victory, Dowager Queen,
Annette, Lord Mayor, Bridesmaid, Portia, Magnet. (Nursery-
men.)—Silver-gilt medal to Mr. Catleugh, for Comte de Paris,
Sylph, Jubilee, Erectum, Coronation, Lady Mayoress, Jewess,
Joan of Arc, Prince of Waterloo, Lord Mayor, Victory, Selina:
Large silver medal to Mr. Gaines, for Victory, Jewess, Grand
Duke, Sylph, Florence, Erectum, Joan of Arc, Emperor, Cyrus,
Juba, Coronation, Mabel. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12
new and first-rate varieties, in pots of 24 to the cast. (Amateurs.)
—Gold Banksian medal to Mr. Beck, for Admiral, Evening Star,
Meteor, Cleopatra, Leonora, Jessie, Martha, Matilda, Queen of
the Fairies, Black Prince, Erectum, Susanna. Large Silver
medal to Mr. Bell, Chelsea Hospital, for Camilla, Sylph, Grand
Duke, Comte de Paris, Van Amburgh, Flash, Enchantress, Queen
of the Beauties, Jewess, Lord Mayor, Priory Queen, Bridesmaid.
(Nurserymen).—Silver-gilt medal to Mr. Catleugh, for Minerva,
Eclipse, Mary Jane (Bassett's). Symmetry, Sir R.Peel, Charlotte,
Matilda, Favourite, Jubilee, Great Western, Wizard, Emma
(Lumsden's) : Large Silver medal to Mr. Gaines, for Prince of
Wales, Caroline, Lydia, Euterpe, Sylph, Queen of Bourbons,
Duke of Cornwall, Orange Perfection, Lady Prudhoe. Nymph,
Vanguard, Amulet. Hkrhaceoi/s Calckolarias : In collec-
tions of (i varieties, in pots of 12 to the cast. (Amateurs.)—The
Silver Knightian medal to Mr. Green, gr. to SirE. Antrobus,Bt.,
for Purpurea grandiflora, Alba coccinea maximum, Prince of
Wales, Formosissima, Nc plus Ultra, Cordata : the Silver Bank-
sian medal to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, for Agnes and Lady
Douglas (seedlings), Madonna, Adonis, Bertha, Pulchella superb :

the Silver Knightian medal to Mr. Catleugh, for Green's Alba
C?w n
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eainaxima
' £rar, dinora, Fireking, Barnes' Reform, Prince

ot Wales, Jubilee. Shrubry Calckolarias : In 6 varieties, in
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thc cast' (Amateurs).—The Large Silver medal to
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" ?T k,5 La<|y of the Lakc» King, Miss Antrobus, Standishii,
Mirabihs, Climax. (Nurserymen).—The Silver Knightian medal
to Mr. Gaines, for Gaines' Cyrus, Rising Sun, Golden Sovereign,
Sunbeam, Dusty Miller, Magnifiora grandiflora. Thc Silver
Banksian medal to Mr. Catleugh, for Barnes' Amulet, Brides-
maid,

t
Coronet, Commander-in-Chief, Green's Hero, Delicata.

The first prize, however, under this head was awarded to the
Calceolarias, Splcndida, Village Maid, Prince of Wales, Superba,
Painted Lady, and Picta, from Mr. Stanly, gr. to H. Berens, Esq.
As is common at the May show, the contests of the tent

devoted to Fruit were not very imposing. There were, however,
some handsome Pine-apples, of various sorts, from Mr. Davis,
gr. to Lord Boston, Mr. Burr, gr. to H. Preston, Esq., Mr. Davis,
of East Barnet, and others. Black Hamburgh Grapes were sent
by Mr. Hall, gr. to W. B. Harcourt, Esq., St. Leonard's, Windsor,

Mr. Nicholson, gr. to the Earl of Orkney, Mr. Mitchell, of
Brighton, Mr. Davis, of East Barnet, Mr. E. Davis, gr. to A.
smith, Esq., Woodhall Park, Mr. Davis, gr. to Lord Boston, Mr.
Dods, ^t. to Sir G. Warrenden, Bart., and Mr. Chapman, of
Vauxhall

:
with a few White Sweetwater from some of the same

growers, and from (?) the gardener to R. G miter, Esq. Some fine
Peaches and Nectarines came from Mr. Tillcrv, gr. to the Duke
of Portland; and a dish of both, likewise, from Mr. Hutchison,
gr. to E. J. Shirley, Esq. Mr. Jennings, gr. ro the Earl of Derby,
contributed some good Mayduke Cherries, A few pretty good
Melons were exhibited; and some Strawberries. Among the
last, Myatt/s British Queen was from Mr. Snow, gr. to Earl de
Grey. There were collections of Apples, including two or three
kinds of Pears, in excellent, preservation, from Mr. Baldwin, of
Turnham-green, Mr. Fish, gr. to R. H. Oddie, Esq., and R.
Brook, Esq., Pettistree Lodge. Three large Shaddocks, with
their blossoms, were furnished by Mr. Moss, gr. to J.Taylor,
Esq. : and there were several brace of Cucumbers, from various
parties. Thc prize-list will best explain thc merits of all these
articles.

The two main points that call for notice in the getting up of
the exhibition are, first, that a considerable portion of the flowers
had their names legibly and neatly written on cards, which were
fastened to them in conspicuous positions; and, secondly, that
many of the specimens had the soil in the pots covered with
moss, which had a neat, finished appearance, and would tend
materially to prevent the plants being injured by the abstraction
of moisture by any currents of ay- to which they might happen
to be exposed. Both practices, however, ought to be more uni-
versally adopted

; and if the system of attaching names to the
fruit were likewise pursued, it would add considerably to thc
interest with which they arc contemplated by many an inquiring
amateur.
May is.—Mr. V.. Solly, in his second lecture, briefly adverted

to the importance of bearing in mind the facts, exemplified
before, that the most extraordinary changes in matter maybe
produced by slight chemical diiferences of combination; that
heat on one hand, light on another, and combination, will give
rise to products of the most diversified character, lie then pro-
ceeded to prove that the various forms of vegetable maiter are
mere forms of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen. But in
;he first place he called attention to the large quantity of water
thai is found in all vegetables used for food, as was exemplified
by the following Table of results obtained by himself, showing
the relative quantity of water, organic, and inorganic matter
in them.

Composition of Veoktabi.rs.
Proportion in jo,ooo parts of the Fresh Plant.

Potato
Carrot
Turnip
Parsnep
Red Beet «...
Hassano Beet . , .

White Beet .

Jerusalem Artichoke , .

Flag Leek ....
Shallot
Garlic
Spring Radishes , . ,

Endive
Scotch Kale ....
Red Cabbage
Savoy
Seakale .

Young Cabbage .

Spinach
Lettuce ....
French Beans . ...
Broccoli ....
Med Celery „ . .

"White Celery
Giant Rhubarb . . .

Asparagus .....
Watercress ....
Sorrel
Parsley
Fennel
Horseradish . . . .

Salsafy
Green Onion . ...
Mustard ....
Purple Sage ....
Cucumber ....
KohlRabi
From this it appeared that the Cucumber contains as much as 952
per cent, of water, the Cabbage 87, the Beet 86, and so on ; this was
further illustrated by a comparison between the fresh state of the
Giant Rhubarb of Covcnt- garden, and the dried part of the same
plant, the former being three feet long, and the latter about one-
thirtieth of the size. 'Jims it appeared that plants consist of a
small quantity of organic and inorganic matter, and of a large
quantity of water. Thc organic products were then examined.
Licbig's apparatus forthe analysis of plants was introduced, and
its application explained > and it was shown how it enables all
the organic matter burnt away to be examined, and proved to
consist of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen. Then the
characters of lignin, starch, sugar, gum, gluten, and albumen
were pointed out. By a variety of tests their presence and dis-
tinctions were shown in the specimens of vegetable matter on the
table, and also their conversion into carbon, oxygen, hydrogen,
and nitrogen. In this part of the lecture some beautiful experi-
ments were introduced, especially the decomposition of iodide
<>f potassium by chlorine, and the liberation of the iodine, which
before decomposition had no effect on starch, but afterwards
attacked it, and gave it its usual blue colour. The carbonaceous
nature of all these matters was elucidated by well-chosen ex-
periments, and the lecture concluded by again referring all

the active principles of plants, all the vegetable acids, and i' 1

short, everything organic in the vegetable structure, to peculiar
combinations of the four great elements, oxygen, hydrogen*
nitrogen, and carbon. Some allusion was at the same time made
tOUhe action and consequences of fermentation; but this was
introduced at the end of the lecture, and was more insisted on than
demonstrated

; especially the fact that starch changes into sugar,
sugar to spirit, spirit to vinegar, and vinegar to carbonic acid
and water, which is the final result of all vegetable destruction.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND-A Weekly council was held at the Society's House in Hanover-
square,on the loth of May, thc Hon. R. II. Clive, M.P.,"»i the
chair. Viscount Torringto:! was elected a Governor, and W
gentlemen Members of the Society. Mr. Davenport communi-
cated the following results of trials made last year with guano

on
ins farm at Capcsthorne, in Cheshire: On Meadow—One acr^
sown with 3 cwt. of guano and 3 cwt. of gypsum j crops, wAe»
ready to stack, 2 tons 18 cwt. One acre sown with 2 cwt. oi

guano and 2 cwt. of gypsum-2 tons 8 cwt. One aere town
with 2 cwt. of guano only—2 tons. Turnips—One acre of Tur

Organic Inorganic
Water. Matter. Matter.
77^ 2173 114
8727 1169 114
9308 588 104

1247920 1947
8501 1 390 309

f
8/:i0 1159 111
86()0 1198 112
7.

r
>f>0" 2298 136

8611 1277 112
<H)U1 779 130
8409 1338 153
9539 380 81
9290 619 91
8682 1173 145
8910 993 97
8979 900 121
9U38 705 57
80*93 1139 168.

8»05 943 252
9350 555 95
9:U7 619 64
8768 1136 96
9280 597 123

9387 488 125

9447 492 62
9210 735 55
jttf'e 633 107
9207 702 91
8430 1299 271
8761 1048 191
6879 2945 176

1

7951 1929 120
8586 1325 62
9462 436 102
7515 2240 245
9589 352 59
8646 1240 114

manured with 3 cwt. of guano and the same quantity of g)'

P

b '

i
V
lS r

2
7,f

Wt of hfty additional. Mr. Menry Wilson, of Stowl*

*

toft Hall, near Ixworth, Suffolk, presented to the Society a n .^
of Rouse's Improved Plough. This plough is the invention 01

•

Rouse, a wheelwright, residing at Barton, near Bury
•

Edmund s, and the principal points of advantage ascribed to
-

as communicated by Mr. Wilson, are thc following: '

k

*naj <•

share may be deepened or Jleetened to or from the land m »
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instant without stopping the horses or the ploughman'shandbein^
taken oft the plough; that it will ff0 with or without a ground,
•with or without wheels, with a wood breast for Turnip and sum-
mer land, and with any shaped iron breast that may be required
or preferred

5
that it requires no sledge for its removal from place

to place
;
that the coulter may be moved six ways, by a move-

ment effected in an instant, and so firm that no horse can move
it; that the furrow can be taken any width, and any
depth, up hill or down hill, with equal' facility; that it
will be less expensive to the farmer and more easy to the
labourer than any plough yet made, the whole construction
being so simple as to be kept in repair at less cost than
otnei piougns. J'he communication of Mr. Wilson stated that
tne plough had received the approbation of Mr. Allan Ransome,
and had undergone the test of practical trial on various kinds of
lana m bunoik. Earl Spencer read the Report of the Committee
appointed on the 3rd of May, and detailed the various advantages
presented by each locality proposed for the next year's meeting,
whenSouthampton was chosen as the place of the Annual
'OUntry Meeting of 1844. The Journal Committee reported the
adjudication of the prize often sovereigns for the best Essay on
the comparative advantages in the emplovment of Horses and
Oxen 111 Farming-work, to James Cowic, of the Mains of Haulbrer-
tpn, Laurencekirk, Kincardineshire, Scotland; and the Prize of
I vventy Sovereigns for the best explanation- of the causes which
appear to determine the production of fat and muscle respec-
tively, according to the present state of our knowledge of Arri-

val Physiology, to W. F. Karkeek, of Truro, Cornwall. Mr.
tenders gave notice that he should move at the next monthly
council, "that of the 25 Members of Council who go out by rota-
tion, the lo who have attended the fewest times during the year
shall not be recommended by the Council for re-election."

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Map 17.—The second exhibition for the season came off at

the Horns Tavern, Kennington. The quality of the productions
shown was rather below the average, and the day being singu-
larly unfavourable, the attendance of visitors was not so ample
as usual. A band of wind-instruments performed during the
afternoon. Among the plants and tlowers present, we noticed
a very fine specimen of Harden hergia monophylla, trained on a
conical-shaped trellis, about 4 ft. high, and flowering beauti-
lully, from Mr. Townly ; a splendid plant of Erica pregnans,
about 18 inches in height, and from 2 to 3 ft. in diameter, quite
amass of bloom, from Mr. Dawson, of Brixton-hillj Zichya
"jophylla, attached to a large flat ornamental trellis, and mag-
nificently in flower, from J. Allnutt, Esq. ; Pimelea spectabilis,
exquisitely bloomed, from Mr. Bruce; the beautiful Nymphasa
caerulea, in a pan, and blooming, from Mr. Cox; a very hand-
some specimen of Erica propendens, laden with its lovely
^looping pink flowers, from Mr. Dawson 5 Aphelexis humilis,m the most perfect condition, from Mr. Bruce; a superb
Hydrangea, dwarf, very luxuriant, with an immense head of
nowers, which were individually very large, and of a bluish
»nt, from Mr. Dawson, gr. to T. Hawes, Esq., Lavender-hill

;ixora coccinea, in the very highest health and beauty, from Mr.

fft ! .

and a Cereus, called "The Lawn Seedling," in the way
hni >

n
' butwith Paler flowers, and nearer speciosus in

'?";• Jn a collection of Alpines, from Mr. Wood, nurseryman,

th*

"

rw
?od >

we observed, in addition to the plants shown atcue Horticultural Society's Rooms and Gardens, a nice specimen

"'

f

f
a™onda Pyrenaica

5
it was unusually well grown, and is amost

:

elegant little object. The collection of Heaths from Mr.

miSS^Fi^r ? inictt
>
Es(l-> Clapham Park, had in it a very

of t? o 1 1

of G " odorata rosea
» ar>d pretty good specimens

From ^ pI
,\
Urea

'
mirabi]is

>
Macnabiana, ampullacea var. &c.

maxima 1
H»mP tbere were superb plants of Gloxinia rubra,

a ovlS;
ai
\ 5

a" 1
.

cs
?
cns

» with Jpomcca Uorsfallia^, flowering on
u-oli 1 , « I i

re,
,

I,S ln a very dwarf state
-
md a remarkablySSvfd

^
plant ° f the pretty Stylidium fasciculatum. Mr.

nn^t Tn" mo
?
t noblc 8Pedmen of Polygala acuminata,drooping: -with the weight of its showy blossoms, a fine AzaleaSi T' a

!
,(i a Particularly dense and rich plant of the admi-

ntnLit ,
luI

-

ia fori»osa. Chorozema Dicksoni and Hcnch-manni,iti a pleasingly dwarf and healthy condition; Fabianaimbncata
; Chorozema ilicifSlia, peculiarly excellent : EutSapungens, compact and finely-flowered : Epacris ccraflwathrowing its flower-laden branches about rather tortuously andelegantly • a well-bloomed, though not very dense, Boronia serrulata, and a most extraordinary and meritorious specimen nfPlumbago capensis, were sent by Mr. Wilson, gr. to — a\\\Ltl

Esq., Clapham Park. Mr. Fairbairn showed a neat nlant nf
Genista cananensis, and a nearly-allied variety, which w
darker flowers, and is called G. Atleeana; with charmine- litrlP
specimens of Chorozema Henchmanni and Dicksoni A coiw
tion of Cinerarias, from Mr. Ivery, of Peckham, was brilliant]v
attractive, and contained most of the best varieties The evl
bition of Tulips was good, as was that of Pansies" We insertthe names of the winning Tulips ; their merits will be seen hv
reference to the prize-list. Mr. Lawrence's flowers were—
Aglaia, Polyphemus, Lawrence's Patty, Fabius, Holmes's Kino.
Rose Brilliant, Captain White, 'Francisus primis, Junius
Brutus, Catalini, Madame Vestris, and Violet Imperial Mr
-Brown's, which were recommended for a prize, were TrinmnvS
Jlnvalo 15^^.....).. WA1U..C Unlrt.linmno T* '

i _ . '
XUU1»P 1^

a dark self of good substance. 1st class Tulip, Ulysses: bizarre, I
broke by Mr. Brown, of Slough, ground clear, feathering clean
and decided, cup short.
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COUNTRY SHOWS.
Armagh Horticultural Society, April 27.—The first Spring com-

petition of tins Society took place in the Market-house rooms, and,
considering the early season of the year, was highly creditable to
the competitors. The following specimens obtained prizes:—
Move Plants, l, Epiphyllum Jenkinsoni, E. speciosum, Tlmn-
bergia alata, Mr. J. Lowrie, gr. to his Grace the Lord Primate;
2, J^piphyllum Jenkinsoni, Hibiscus splendens, Aloe lineata, Mr.
J. Lowrie. Greenhouse Plants, 1, Arbutus procera, Clianthus
puniceus, Acacia armata, Hydrangea hortensis, Cytisus racemo-
Sus, Mr. J. Lowrie ; 2, Fuchsia fulgens, Azalea indica alba,Sipho-
campylus bicolor, Clematis cajrulea, Genista canariensis, Mr. J.
Lowrie. Auriculas, l, Cockup's Eclipse, Page's Champion,
Harris s Blucher, green-edged; Kenyon's Ringleader, Hogg's
Magnificent, Popplewell's Conqueror, grey-edged; Campbell's
Kobm .Hurns, Lee's Bright Venus, Cox's Pillar of Beauty, tokite-
edged

;
Favourite Alpine, King of the Alps, Egyptian Queen, self

or shaded, Mr. J. Lowrie ; 2, Mr. S. Allen, gr. to E. Lucas, Esq,
Primroses, Mr. .1. Lowrie. Polyanthuses, Mr. S. Allen. Hya-
nnihs, Nimrod, Lord Wellington, Lord Nelson, blue; Waterloo,
Crroot Vorst, Lord Wellington, red; Prince Van Waterloo, Grand
Vamqucur, Hercules, white, Mr. J. Lowrie. Pansies, TurnbulPs
Hean Swift, WidnalPs Helen, Fairbairne's Lavina, Lowrie's
Queen, and 8 seedlings, Mr. J. Lowrie. Calceolarias, Laird-o'-
Cockpen, Mrs. Hope, and Multiflora, Mr. J. Lowrie. Cinerarias,
Queen Victoria, and 2 seedlings named Primate of Ireland and
Miss Paton, Mr. J. Lowrie. Bouquet of Flowers, 1, a splendid
figure of a pheasant, on a tasteful pedestal, from Penton & Skead's
nurseries

5 2, a splendid bouquet, composed of many rare and
beautiful flowers, in the form of a Chinese grotto, Mr. J. Lowrie.
Apples, Mr. G. Martin, gr. to J. Hatchell, Esq. Cucumbers, Mr.
S. Allen. Potatoes, Mr. J. Lowrie. Asparagus, Mr. T. Corvan,
gT. to Miss Waugh. Beans, Mr. J. Lowrie. Onions, Mr. J. Stoops,
ST. to Capt. Algeo. Mushrooms, Mr. J. Lowrie. Sealcale, Mr. T.'
Corvan. Broccoli, Mr. J. Stoops. Lettuces, Mr. J. Lowrie. Leeks,
do. Cabbage, do. Rhubarb, do.

—

Northern Whig.

Birmingham and Midland Floral and Horticultural Society,
April 27.—The first exhibition for the season was held in the
town of Birmingham. The display of Fruit, Flowers, and Vege-
tables was remarkably fine for this period. A good collection
of plants from Mr. Dickinson, Bristol Road, was generally
admired

; as were also the Pansies of Mr. Earl and Mr. Mellon.
The following prizes were awarded: Auriculas — Premier
prize, Ne plus Ultra, Mr. S. Bunn. Green— l, Ne plus Ultra,
Mr. Wallace; 2, Lovely Ann, H. Pope; 3, Clapton Hero, s!
Bunn. Grey—], Ne plus Ultra, S. Bunn; 2, Conqueror of
Europe, S. Bunn; 3, Fletcher's Mary Ann, C. Fletcher. White—
1$ Pillar of Beauty, Mr. Wallace; 2, Lee's Bright Venus, Mr.
Wallace; 3, Schol's Mrs. Clarke, H. Pope. Se/fs—i, Lord
Leigh, S. Bunn j 2, Lady Flora Hastings, Mr. Wallace; 3, Black
Prince, Mr. Britten. Alpine— I, King of the Alps, J. Cowdry
2, True Blue, Mr. Haines 5 3, Lovely Ann, Mr. Haines. Seed-
ling, i, S. Bunn ; 2, Mr. Downing. Polyanthuses—Premier
prize, George the Fourth, J. Moore. Dark—1, Prince Regent,
J. Moore; 2, Pearson's Alexander, J. Moore; 3, George the
Fourth, C. Fletcher. Red— I, Lancer, J. Pope and Sons ; 2, Sir
Sydney Smith, Mr. Wallace; 3, Glory of England, J. Moore.
Seedling—

\

f J. Pope and Sons. Hyacinths— \, R. Chinn-
2, R. Chinn. Pansies—Best collection of 12 blooms, 1, Mr. w!
Earl

; 2, Mr. J. Cowdry. Pansies—Best collection of 6 blooms!
1, Mr. W. Earl; 2, J. Cowdry. Seedling do.—l, Mr. Mellon;
2, E. Phillips. Orchidacea—i, Cymbidium aloifoliuin, A. Ken-
rick, Esq. ; 2, Maxillaria Harrisonii, A. Kenrick, Esq. Green-
house Plants—l, Chorozema varium, J. Pope and Sons; 2,Corram speciosa, J. Gough, Esq.; 3, Epacris onosmaMlora, J.rope and Sons; 4, Chorozema Henchmanni, J. Pope and Sons.uraf/is—i

, Willmoreana, A. Kenrick, Esq.; 2, Lacteflora, J.Pope and Sons, Camellias—1, Double White, J. Moore; 2,
Pscomieflora, J. Moore. Pelargoniums—1, Joan of Arc. Mr
Belhs; 2, Foster's Alicia, R. L. Chance, Esq.; 3, Splendidis'
simum, J. Cowdry. Roses— l, Yellow China, M. Kellett Esq
2, White Moss, Mr. Bellis. Hardy Shrubs—\, Rhododendron
hybndum, M. Kellett, Esq. ; 2, Rhododendron Russellianum J
Moore. Frame Plants—\, Trillium grandiflorum, J. Pope and
Sons ;J2, Fumaria nobilis, J. Moore. Apples— \, Scarlet Pear-
main, R. L. Chance, Esq.; 2, Silk Apple, R. L. Chance Eso"
Strawberries— I, Keen's Seedling, R. L. Chance, Esq. Beans—-
),R. L. Chance, Esq. Peas— I, Early Frame, R. l. Chance
Esq. Asparagus— I, Mr. Baker. '

m Seakale— ] t J. Mist; 2 J*
Gough, Esq. Broccoli— I, R. Chinn; 2, Purple, R. L. Chance'
Esq. Cabbage— I, Nonpareil, J. Rodway ; 2, Early Dwarf r'
Chinn. Rhubarb— I, Myatt's Victoria, Mr. Baker; 2, Giant' j'

Mist. Lettuce— l, Hardy Green, J. Rodway. Groups of Flowers
—J. Cowdry.

rj*c, crown's Ulysses, uapnnc, rrunciscus primis, and Clarence
Mr.Townley's were, Aglaia, Mentor, Austria, Platoff, HolmWs
£lr»g\ Triumphe Royale, Albion, Catalano, Gloria mundi Ooti
J?«s, Royal George, and Cerise belle forme. Mr. Clark's worp"jnomphe Royale? La pi Us Belle, Darius, Rainbow, Clarence
£g;laia, Violet triumphant, Lord Brougham, Roscius'^izraim, Fleur des Dames, and Rubens. We remarked that
f"

e Elections of plants were not generally distinguishedxom each other in the arrangement by any particular mark •

ri?
lle

> *n most cases, only the names of the exhibitors, and no
to h!

1>articu]ars about them were written on the cards attached"the plants. It would be an improvement to place something
re^i i

Cen the c»Hections to separate them, and also to give the•Mdencc of the exhibitors, with the gentlemen to whom they are
is » v6

?
8
' When the latter arc exnibili"£' A list of the awards

Edm Jolnecl:—Amateurs:—The middle silver medal to Mr
Mm! 8

*
for 24 varieties of Heartsease. The small silver to Mr*

Th ft
.'
for ao - The large silver to Mr. Townley, for 12 Tulins"

'c middle silver to Mr. C. Clark, for do. The middle silver to2^-jMassey, for 6 varieties of Calceolaria. The middle silver to
Ti k,

W
,

nlcy
' for a collection of 12 miscellaneous Plants. Gen

cofiJJj
S Gardeners :-The large silver to Mr. Wilson, for a

HamTi f
°f 24 miscellaneous plants. The middle silver to Mr

of Upa *
do

" The middle silver to Mr. Parsons, for 3(J varieties

°f Hean ' Thc lar£e silver t0 Mr '
Bruce

»
for ci£ht varieties

for uft :
n°Rskrtmbn, &c. :—The middle silver to Mr. Brown

for dn m ea of heartsease. The small silver to Mr. Henbrey'
pelar£n»,-

rhe large 8ilver t0 Mr '
Catleugh, for 12 varieties of

Ai 1 (
rniums

' The large silver to Mr. Lawrence, for 12 Tulips
Plant riM

SKS
:
~The middle silver to Mr. Bruce, for a specimen

si]vGi: r*'^
sma11 silver t0 J * Allnutt, Esq., for do. The large

Themid 11

r
'-3iruce

'
for specimen plants of six distinct genera

smH li SuT sUvert0 do., for four specimens of Orchidacese. The
ITlysaPB •S to Mr - Brown, for a seedling Tulip, Brown's
four ™l£ bl

?
arre. The middle silver to Mr. R. J, Chapman for

Dundee Floral and Horticultural Society, May 10.—The first
meeting of this Society for the season was held in the Caledonian
Hall, Castle-street, when the tables were filled with the best
specimens of .each class which were ever exhibited in this town.
The Auriculas were the principal attraction j but among the
greenhouse plants were two or three stands, every plant of which
wras a perfect specimen. Among the articles sent in for the
decoration of the room, were a very handsome group of green-
house plants, from T. W. Miln, Esq. Greenhouse plants and
Auriculas from the nurseries of Messrs. Urquhart and Sons, and
Mr. W. Laird ; and some splendid seedling Calceolarias, raised by
Mr. Couacher, gr.at Saint Fort, which were much and deservedly

admired, as well as three splendid Amaryllis, from Sir J. Ogilvy
Bart., and G. H. Newall, Esq. The judges had a difficult task to

perform, and the result of their decision was— 1, to C. Clark, Esq.,

for the best 3 green-edged Auriculas—-Booth's Freedom, Laurie's

Glory of Cheshunt, and Oliver's Lovely Ann ; 2, to D.Martin,

Esq., for Booth's Freedom, Lee's Colonel Taylor, and Wood's
Lord Lascelles. Best 3 grey-edged, 1, to C. Clark, Esq., for Smith's
,-.-,„ -nnKvpr. Waterhouse's Conqueror, and Morris's Unirm - *>

for Campbell's «^,^.« , --,™ WJ , »»« -.-.^^

Venus : 2, to A. Eason, Esq., for Taylor's Glory, Wood's Delight,

and Lee's Bright Venus. Best variety of sir, l, to Mr. James
Jamison, for Oliver's Lovely Ann, Taylor's Ploughboy, Morris's

Union, Taylor's Glory, Lee's Bright Venus, and a seedling; 2, to

C Clark, Esq., for Hedges' Britannia, Booth's Freedom, Jefferey's

Bonapart, Lee's Venus, Wood's Delight, and Smith's Mrs. Sim.

specimen of form
ana the netalS L • *

rcle is comPlete ' Jhc flower lies quite Hat,
eye is fine thr.

lu hne Proportion to the size of the flower, the*hich is somfl^rc pcta,s are crimson Purple, and the belting
^onounced a i.# ? regular, is of the same colour. It was
°f Longwick

uJSlas8 'flower
9
and was raised by Mr. J. S. Cook,

*• m class pmse was awarded to Bragg's Elizabeth,

Thomson Esq for Miss Stainsforth,DianaVernon Ilaidee hJMelon's Napoleon, and May's Complete B^?aV^- H°pe
>

/lowers), 1, to S. Thomson, Esq., for Henchman*! L^?™ '"'"

Silverlock's Prince Albert/svlvia, IxS"^Vaei^^S5•
and Junior William: 2, to Mr G Simsnn f^T- vviines,

Col. Dundas, Sylvia, Ritchie's Rival Denknce and^Ist Si^
Best 12 AM** 1, to S. Thomson, Esq., ^r Novelty larl ofSS«
Peter Dick, Miss Kemble, Succese^PrinceAffe^
Laura superba Sylvia^ Napoleon, Miss Stainsforth, and Queen ofWhites; 2, to Capt. Douglas, not named. Best SeedttZTlEi
Capt Douglas

; 2, to W. Mason, Esq. Best 3 double Hyacinths, 1to the \eryRev. Dean Horsley; 2, to G. Fyfe, Esq. ^^3
smgle, 1, to G. Fyfe, Esq.; 2, to Mr. W. Taylor, err to C
Chalmers, Esq. Best double Wallflowers, l, to Mr. J. Tait- <> toMr. G. Sibbold. Best single, 1, to Mr. W. Taylor; '2

to Mr'ft
Ritchie, gr. to D. Miln, Esq. Best double Seedling] to Mr". P*Hrown. Best variety of Greenhouse Blooms, cut, 1 to Mr r"
Ritchie; 2, to A. Eason, Esq. Best G Greenhouse Plants 1 to A*Eason, Esq., for Pimelea linifolia and Hypericifolia, Azalea indica
alba, and Phcenicea, Epacris cerceflora, and Elichrysum
superbum; 2, to Mr. R. Ritchie, for Clianthus puniceus, stra-
thiola stricta, Hovea Celsi, Corrzea speciosa, Polygala speciosa"
and Lotus Jaeobsea. Best pair of Epiphyllum, to Mr. J. Dick'
for Jenkensoni and speciosum. Best pair of Heaths, l, to c'.
Clark, Esq., for Cerinthoides and AVillmoreana; 2, to R. Gray*
for hybrida and mammosa. Best Greenhouse Climber, l,toA*
Eason, Esq., for Zychia inophylla ; 2, to Sir J. Ogilvy, for Kenne-
dya prostrata. Best Stove Climber, to C. Clark, Esq., for Thunbergia
alata. Best specimen Plant (for beauty), l, to Mr. Hampton, tor
Clianthus puniceus ; 2, to Mr. R. Ritchie, for Cytisus racemosus.
Best (for rarit,/), to A. Eason, Esq., for Statice pseudo-armeria ; 2,
to C. Clark, Esq., for Gesnera faucialis. Best 6 Herbaceous Blooms,
1 to Mr. J. Dick; 2, to Mr. J. Tait. Best Bouquet, to Mr. H.
Johnston, gr. to C. Clark, Esq. Vegetables:—Best brace of
Ujcumbers, to Mr. J. Kid, gr. to Lord Kinnaird. Best two heads
of Broccoli,}, to Mr. G. Sibbold; 2, to G. Fyfe, Esq. Best two
Lettuces, l to Mr. G. Sibbold ; 2, to G. Fyfe, Esq. Best 4 Leeks,
1, to Mr. J. Hampden ; 2, to Mr. G. Sibbold. Best 6 old Onions, l fMr. J. Kid; 2, Mr. J. Dick. Best 2 Early Cabbage, I, to Mr. J.Hampden; 2 to D. Small, Esq. Best 12 heads of Asparagus, 1,

t° ^ ,V o
l

i
Chl
Z ; 2 ' t0 Mr

'
P

'
Brown

'
Best6 l" h/'- &PP&*, 1 ,

to Mr!

r!d n\^^ CfPt. Donglas. Best variety of Apples, to Mr. J.

££i£ iiHH °£S,lakt9> '. to Sir J. Ogilvy, Bart.; 2, to Capt.
Douglas. Best 6 stalks of lihuburb, 1, to Mr. W. Taylor ; 2, to

to Mr W T f
°f Vegetables

>
l> t0 Mr - G - Sibbold 2,

1 (?!t^? J*f*
Cucumber Show, May 5.-This Exhibition was

held at the Bird in Hand, Cheetham Hill. The money was divided
between the dung-grown Fruit and those grown by fire-heat.
Sixteen brace were brought for exhibition. The Ipswich Society's
Standard was chosen. Besides the Members of the Society, many
respectable Amateurs, Florists, and other gentlemen, sat down
to an excellent dinner. The awards were as follows

:
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Mr. G. Simson, for Princess Royal, Haidee, Prince Albert (Silver-

lock's), CoL Dundas, Lady Flora Hastings, and Jupiter ; 2, to S.

SomM. S,s«ea- Horticultural Society, May 11.-The first exhibitionfor tins season took place in Wanstead Park. The fineness of th?day with the attract.onof the exhibition and the scenery of thePark, drew a great many of the Members and the resident eentrvof the neighbourhood. The exhibition was the best that had evertaken place. The pnzes were distributed thus -.-Large CollectiZ
Of Plants, Nurserymen, Mr. J. Fraser; Small do Mr Pamphn
Gardes' Clog 1 Mr. J. Kyle gr. to R. Barclay,' J&jTft
S. Cad, gr. to 1. Lennox. Esq. Small Collection, i Mr. F.
Crouchcr, gr. to J. Allcard, Esq.

; 2, Mr. R. Forster, gr. to Rev.
VV

.
AVilson. Amateurs' Class, Mr. R. Poole. 12 Pelargoniums, l

,

Mr. J. Kyle ; 2, Mr. S. Gad. 6 do., 1, Mr. Croucher ; 2, Mr. R
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Forster. 6 do., Amateurs, Mr. R. Poole. Seedling do., Mr. S. Gad.
12 Calceolarias, Mr. J. Kyle. 6 tfo., Mr. Reynolds and Mr.
Chalmers. 6 do., Amateurs, l, Mr. R. Golledge ; 2, Mr. R.Poole.
Seedling do.j, 1, Mr. R. Golledge; 2, Mr. Pamplin; 3, Mr. Kyle.
6 Calceolarias, Nurserymen, Mr. Pamplin . (5 Ericas, Nursery nun,
], Mr. Eraser; 2, Mr. Pamplin. 6 do., Gardeners, Mr. Croucher,
and also first prize tor 4 Orchidaceous Plants. Single Specimen of
Plant inFlower, I, Mr. Kyle ; 2, Mr. F. Fraser ; :t, Mr. F. Croucher.
Do., Amateurs, Mr.R. Poole. 4 Azalea indica, 1, Mr. Fraser; 2,
Mr. S. Gad. Sin/tie do., 1, Mr. J. Black, gr. to C. T. Holcombe,
Esq. ; 2

t Mr. W. Green, gr. to J. Sheppard, Esq. 3 Cacti, 1, Mr.
R. Forster; 2, Mr. J. Reynolds. 6 Gloxinias, Mr. J. Reynolds.
Single Fuchsia, 1, Mr. L. Frost; 2, Mr. W. Green. Cut Flowers,
I . Mr. J. Kyle

; 2, Mr. S. Gad. Storks, l, Mr. Forster; 2, Mr. L.
Frost. 13 Tulips, Amateurs, l, Mr. G. H. Lovegrove ; 2, Mr. C.
Hipkins. 24 Heartsease, Xursen/men, 1, Mr. Pamplin; 2, Mr. R.
M'PherSOn, jun. Do., Gardeners, 1, Mr. R. Forster; 2, Mr. J.
Monk, gr. to W. W. Drake, Esq.; 3, Mr. B. Daly, gr. to F. R.
Bedwell, Esq. Do., Amateurs, Mr. C. Hipkins. lilack Grapes, l,

Mr. J. Black ; 2, Mr. L. Frost, gr. to J. V\ heen, Esq. White do.,
Mr. J- Kyle. Strawberries, 1, Mr. B. Daly; 2, Mr. W. Chalmers.
Kitchen Apples, 1, Mr. Kyle; 2, Mr. Forster. Dessert do., Mr. J.

Black; 2, Mr. Forster. Cucumbers, prizes to Mr. S. Wilkinson,
gr. to T. Q. Finnis, Esq.; Mr. W. Hills, gr. to Miss Wilson ; and
to Mr. W. House, gr. toW. S. Fry, Esq. 4 Annuals, Mr. G. Hyde,
gr. to B. Cotton, Esq. Prizes were also awarded to cottagers for
vegetables from their gardens and allotments.

Felton Florists' Society, Man 8.—The florists of Felton and its

viciniry held their annual &how of Auriculas, Polyanthuses,
Hyacinths, and Pansies, at Mrs. I-Iines', the Northumberland
Arms Inn, when the prizes were awarded to the following gentle-
men i—Attrit-nins, l, Mr.W. Harrison, for Dorman's Don Pedro;
2, iMr. A. Gowens, for Page's Champion ; 3, Mr. Harrison, for
Booth's Freedom; 4

t
Mr. W. Scott, for Thompson's Bangup ;

5, Mr. Harrison, for Oliver's Lovely Ann ; 6, The Rev. J. Orrell,

for Grimes's Privateer. Polyanthuses, 1, The Rey. J. Orrell, for

Maud's Beauty of England; 2, Mr.W. Harrison, for Burnard's
Formosa; 3, Mr. Orrell, for Nicholson's King; 4, Mr. W.Thomp-
son, for Mitchel's Lord Nelson ; 5 and 6, Mr. Orrell, for Pearson's
Alexander, and Collier's Princess Royal. Hyacinths. \, 2, 3,

Mr. Riddle, gr. to Mrs. Mitford for Groot Vorst, Lord Nelson,
and A-la-modc. Pansies, I, for the best pan of 6" dissimilar
blooms, to Mr. Riddle j 2 and 3, Mr. J. Jeffrey. The prize for
the best seedling Polyanthus was awarded to Mr. Riddle, for a
very tine variety of the dark-ground class named Riddle's Minna
Troil. Riddle's Brenda Troil, another seedling of last year, was
also much admired, and is a very fine and distinct variety of the
red ground class.

Hear/sense Society, May 9.—The second show of this Society
was held at the Thatched- House Inn, Hammersmith, when, con-
sidering the very heavy rain and hail which had previously fallen,

the flowers were exceedingly fine ; indeed some, which hud been
protected from the weather, were really beautiful, and reflected
jrreat credit on the growers. We arc glad to learn that the
Society is increasing very rapidly; indeed, judging from the
numerous competitors and members, some of whom came from
Bristol, Nottingham, and other distant parts of the country, we
are inclined to believe that the Society will arrive at as great a
degree of eminence as can naturally be expected, when its objects
are confined to the culture and improvement of one only, and
that a very simple, though lovely flower. The following is the
award of prizes :

—

First Class, 24 blooms, by Amateurs, 1
, [21*,) Mr.

ragg, Slough; 2, (1/. 10,9.) Mr. Hunt, Wycombe- .1, (]/.)Mr.
k.rtland, Chipping- Norton; 4, (15s.) Mr. Young. Croydon j 5,

(10*.) Mr. Edmonds, Wandsworth. Second Class, 36 blooms, by
urserymen, \, {\l. 10s.) Mr. T. Brown, Slough ; 2, (l/.)Mr. King,

Iverj 3, (15*,) Mr. Cook, Prince's Risborough; 4, (10*0 Wr.
Moule, Bristol. The 1st prize in the Seedling class was awarded
to Mr Bridges for his Victory, a flower very much like Thom-
son's Chevalier. Mr. Harvey, of Plymouth, exhibited (not for
competition) a seedling named Blood Royal, possessing great
novelty of colour and a fine form, but showing a tendency to be-
come (at times) rough on the edges of the petals.

Hunslet Floral Society, May 3.—This society held their annual
show of Auriculas and Polyanthuses, at the Punch Bowl Inn,
Hunslet. The judges distributed the following prizes:—Auiucu-
las:—Green- edged, l, Howard's Lord Nelson, J. Kearsley ; 2,

Jolly Tar, 13. Ely ; ?,, Poliitt's Ruler of England, do.; 4, Kent's
Queen Victoria, do.; 5, Poliitt's Highland Boy, do.; 6, Shak-
speare, do. : Grey-edged, 1, Sykes' Complete, B. Ely; 2, Oliver's

Lovely Ann, do. ; 3, Waterhouse's Conqueror of Europe, do. ; 4,

Grimes's Privateer, do. ; 5, Fletcher's Mary Ann, J. Kearsley
; 6,

Warre's Union, do.: China-edged, 1, Ashworth's Regular, B.
Ely; 2, Beauty of Bariow, do.; 3, Lily of the Valley, do.; 4,

Princess Royal, J. Kearsley; 5, Taylor's Glory, B. Ely; 6, Tay-
lor's Incomparable, J. Kearsley: Setfs, I, Othello, B. Ely: 2,
Flora's Flag, do.; 3, Oddy's Rest, do.; 4, Squire Munday, J,

Kearsley; 5, Primare, B. Ely; 6, Goldfinch, do. : Alpines, 1, Em-
merson's Favourite, B. Ely; 2, Fair Rosamond, do.; 3, Fair
Ellen, do. ; 4, Rising Sun, J. Ripley ; 5, Miss Fieldhouse, B. Ely

5

d, King of the Alps, do. Polyanthuses:—Dark-ground, 1, Seed-
ling, B. Ely : Red-ground, l, Bullock's Lancer, B. Ely; 2, Seed-
ling, J. Hodgson; 3, do. do.

Practical Floral and Horticultural Society of Ireland, May 14,

— The above Society held their first public show for the season
yesterday, in the round room of the Rotunda. The splendid
specimens exhibited by Mr. Livingston, nurseryman ; Mr. Ellis

gr. to the Under Secretary; and the large Orange and Citron
trees (in full bearing), exhibited by Mr. Ogilvey, gr. to the
Earl of Leitrim, were much and deservedly admired. Two fine

specimens of Palm wore also exhibited by Mr. Smith, gr. to

Mrs. Pntland, for which the judges awarded extra prizes, though
not included in the schedule. Mr. Hagarty's fine seedling
Fuchsia had a flower which forms quite a new feature in that
family of plants, being four times the size of any yet exhibited

;

forming a splendid heii, of more than an inch and half in diameter.
The corolla is a fine rosy crimson. Mrs. Desmond, as usual,

exhibited a large collection of beautiful flowers in wax. The
weather was beautifully fine, and the attendance throughout
the day was most brilliant and fashionable. The fine band of
the 4th Dragoon Guards was in attendance, and enlivened the
scene by their excellent performance. The following are the
awards, viz.,

—

Public Gardens. Boa of Stove Plants, 1, Mr.
Hagerty, nurseryman, for Ardisia crenulata, Pbilibertia grandi-
floia, Columnea Schiedeana, Euphorbia splendens, iEschynan-
thus parasiticus, Maxillaria Harrisoniee. Two Orchidaceous
Plants, 1, Mr. Livingston, nurseryman. Greenhouse Plants, I,

Mr. Hagerty, tor Oxylobium myriirolium, Chorozema Hench-
manni, Burchellia capensis, Kennedya inophylla, Eutaxia pun-
gens, Azalea Simthii. Six dark Pelargoniums, 1, Mr. M'Lair.",
nurseryman. Six light do., \, Mr. M'Laine; 2, Mr. Hagerty.
Sia mixed do., 1, Mr. Livingston, 2, Mr. M'Laine. Sia Ericas,
1, Mr. Hagerty, for Erica suuveolens, rubra calyx, Hartnelli,

Linnaeoides nova, vestita lulgens, tubi flora hybrida. Stove
Plant (single specimen), 1, Mr. Livingston, for Cereus specio-
sissimus, twelve feet high. Greenhouse Plant, 1, Mr. Hagerty.
for Chorozema varium (a splendid specimen, twelve feet high).
Four Herbaceous Plants, 3, Mr. Hagerty. Six Cinerarias, 1, Mr.
M'Laine. Basket of 12 Ornamental Plants, 1, Mr. Hagerty, for
Gnidia pinifolia, Pultcusea rutsefolia, Pimelea ligustrifolia, J)a-
viesia latifolia, Eutaxia myrtifolia, Boron ia serrulata, Ardisia
crenulata, chorozema Vi rium, Gnidia sericea, Erica intermedia,
Azalea indica alba, A. Smithii ; 2, recommended to Mr. Living-
ston. Grey-edged Auriculas, I, Mr. J. Goff, florist; 2, Mr. Li-

vingston. Four Alpine do. 1, Mr. Goff. 1M Pansii-s, ], Mr.
M'Laine; 2, Mr. Goff. 12 Turkey Ranunculuses, 1, Mr. M. Shaw,
florist. \1 Anemones, 1, Mr. Montgomery. Private Gardens.
—Box of Stove-Plants, 1, Mr. J. C. Humphreys, gr. to the Hon.

Col. Wingflold, for Euphorbia splendens, Bryonii, and a hybrid ;

Gloxinia hybrid, Gesnera hybrid, indigofcra species; 2, Mr.
Ellis, gr. to the Under-Secretary. Greenhouse Plants, l, Mr.
Humphrey?, for Plagiolobium illicifoiium and chorozemifolium,

Azalea variegata and Rawsonii, Liparia sphscrica, Elichrysum
vestitum pnmilum ; 2, Mr. Smith, gr. to Mrs. Putland. Six Dark
Pelargoniums, 1, Mr. Kane, gr. to E. Clibborn, Esq. Six Light

Pelargoniums, 1, Mr. Hines ; 2, Mr. Montgomery, gr. to the Rev.
Mr. Wolseley. Six Mixed Pelargoniums, 1, Mr. Montgomery.
St* Heaths, 1, Mr. Humphreys, for Erica Hartnelli, intermedia,

vestita alha,perspicua nana, pinifolia, elegans, jasminiflora. Sin-

gle Specimen, Stove- Plant, 1, Mr. Ellis, for double scarlet Hibiscus,

a standard eight feet hijrh. Single Specimen, Greenhouse Plant, 1,

Mr. Humphreys, for Chorozema varium, three years old, and
seven feet high; 2, Mr. Ellis. Six Cinerarias, }, Mr. Evans. Herba-
ceous Plants, l, recommended to Mr. Hogg, gr.to J. Power, Esq.

Herbaceous Plants, 1, T. Pidgeon, Esq. Basket of Ornamental
Plants, l, Mr. Humphreys, for Azalea indica alba and sinensis,

Epacris grandiflora, Cornea speciosa, Elichrysum filamentnm,Ca-
mellia reticulata, HoveaCelsi, Gesnera species, and a hybrid, Cac-
tus species; 2, Mr. Smith. Device {Tender), 1, Mr. Montgomery;
2, Mr. Evans. Device (Hardy), 1, Mr. Evans; 2, Mr. Montgo-
mery. Open COMPETITION.— Unlimited Ornamental Basket, 1,

Mr. Hagerty, Seedling Pelargonium (Light), 1, Mr. Hines.
Seedling Fuchsia, 1, Mr. Hagerty. Grey-edged Auricula, 1, Mr.
Kelly, gr. to Col. Conolly. Green-edged Auriculas, l,T. Pidgcon,
Esq. Grey-edged do., I, T. Pidgeon, Esq. White-edged do., 1,

Mr. Kelly. Four Alpine do., 1, T. Pidgeon, Esq. Anemones, I,

T. Pidgeon, Esq. 50 Pansies, 1, Mr. Walthew. 12 do., 1, do.
24 do., l, T. Pidgeon, Esq. 24 do. [seedling), 1, Master Pagan.
Fruit:— White Grapes, 1, Mr. Kelly; 2, Mr. Smith. Black
Grapes, l, Mr. Kelly. Dessert Apples, 1, Mr. Lumsden, gr. to
Mrs.Vesey; 2, Mr. Humphreys. Baking-Apples, 1; Mr. Lums-
den 3 2, Mr. Humphreys. White Broccoli, I, Mr. Montgomery.
Asparagus, l, Mr. Ellis. Dish of New Potatoes, I, Mr. Montgo-
mery. Brace of Cucumbers, I, Mr. Ellis; 2, Mr. Hogg. Rhubarb,
1, Mr. Humphreys; 2, Mr. Hogg. Mushrooms, 1, Mr. Ellis.

Salad, ], Mr. Montgomery. Tulips {feathered bizarre), 1, Mr.
Walthew; 2, Mr. Kane ; 3, Mr. Hines. Do. (flamed), 1, Mr. Kane

;

2, Mr. Walthew. Byblmmens (feoJhered), 1, Mr. Walthew 5 2, Mr.
Kane. Flamed Byblmmens, 1, Mr. Walthew ; 2, Mr. Kane. Feo-
theredRose, 1, Mr. Walthew; 2, Mr. Kane. Flamed Rose, l,Mr.
Kane; 2, Mr. Walthew; 3, T. Jackson, Esq.

Ipswich Cucumber Society, May II.—The second show for the
season took place in the Corn-Exchange; but the competition was
not so great as on a former occasion. Suffolk is becoming so
celebrated for the cultivation of Cucumbers, that it is with much
difficulty that the foreigners (as the growers in other counties
are called) are persuaded to come forward. The judges gave
^rneral satisfaction, by awarding the prizes by the Standard of
the Society, which embraces all the qualities requisite in a first-

rate Show Cucumber, viz.—Length,' combined with the annexed
qualities; straight, slender, and uniform in size; dark green,
short neck, black spine, ribbed, bloomy, blossom, fresh cut, and
in every respect fit for table. It is also worthy of remark that 7
out of h prizes were won by Suffolk growers, Mr. Latter winning
the first. Mr. George Mills, of Gunnersbury Park, also made a
communication through the Secretary, that he would be happy
o enter into a Sweepstakes of a sovereign each, to be added to

the first prize in February next, which was immediately accepted
by Aiessrs. Latter and Ward. The annexed list will give a full

description of the qualities of all the prize fruit:

—
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The West Kent Floral and Horticultural Society, May 3.—The
first exhibition of this Society, which has been recently got up
under the auspices of Mr. Pawley, of the White Hart Hotel,

Bromley, took place in the grounds of Vanburgh House, Maize

Hill, Greenwich, and was numerously and respectably attended.

Fine collections of plants were exhibited from the Gardens of

Miss Traill, Hayes Place, Hayes, Sir C. Farnaby, West Wickham
Court, John Wells, Esa., Southborough Green, H. Harman,Esq.,
Croydon, Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, Mr. Hally, of Blackheath, and

a number of other gentlemen. Among the plants exhibited by

Mr. Hunt, from Hayes Place, were good specimens of Maxillaria

Harrisonii, Dendr6bium Pierardii, and several other Orchidaceous

plants j Cytisus racemosus, Genista fragrans, LeschenauJtia

formosa, fine plants from 18 inches to two feet in diameter, and
Polygala oppositi folia, Chorozema cordata, covered with bloom

;

a very superior variety, Tropac'olum tricolorum, Ixora coccmea
in fine bloom, Templetonia retnsa, a good but neglected plant

;

Bor6nia pinnata and serrulata, splendid plants; Erica Flartncllii,

very large; E. delicata, rubra calyx, and many more plants.

For this collection the first prize was awarded. Mr. Hunt also

exhibited a collection of Heaths, containing some fine plants,

especially of Erica sulphurea, mutabilis, elegans, and Will-

moreana, to which also the first prize was awarded. Mr.
Pawlcy's collections were the next in interest, and consisted of a
large group of stove and greenhouse plants, another of climbers,

and a dozen Fuchsias. Among the plants in the large collection

we noticed Euphorbia splendens, Elichrysum secymoides, var.

speciosum, Chorozema varium, and its variety rotundifolia

nana, in splendid bloom ; Azalea sinensis, large variety in great
perfection ; Ardisia crenulata, in flower and fruit ; Cytisus micro-
phylla and rhodophnse, Azalea Hcrbertii, a very decided improve-
ment on A. phcenicea, and several other fine seedling varieties.

A fine specimen of Leschenaultia formosa, six inches high and
two feet in diameter, the branches depending all round the sides

of the pots, and good plants of Pimelea rosea, Coh'imnea Schie-

diana, and Ixora coccinca. To this collection the second prize

was awarded. The climbers consisted of a beautiful dwarf plant

of Combretum purpurcum, covered with bloom; with fine

specimens of Kennedya nigricans and prostrata; Chorozema
rhomhea, Hardenbergia monophylla, Tropasolum tricolorum,

Zichya pannosa and inophylla, and a species of Gompholobium.
Most of these plants were grown on the "one-shift system" of
pott.ingi and several of thorn that, twelve months back, were in

thumb-pots, now cover 16 or 18 superficial feet of trellis. The
collection of Fuchsias were grown on the same system, and
contained fine plants of F. Moneypennii, Towardii, Venus
victrix, a very distinct but paltry variety, a seedling of fine

habit, and good flower, and a fine plant of F. Eppsii. This plant
unfortunately was not in bloom, but as a specimen cf cultivation

it was perhaps superior to anything in the exhibition. In
November last it was six inches high ; at the present time it is in

4-sized pots, 5ft. high, 4ft. in diameter, the branches drooping to

the pot, and forming a mass of foliage superior to any Fuchsia
we ever before saw. The flower-buds were just beginning to

swell, and if they equal the plant, which they promise to do, this

will be the finest hybrid Fuchsia hitherto let oat. Mr. Wright,

gr. to Sir C. Farnaby, contributed some fine-bloomed plants of

Pelargoniums and Auriculas, and John Wells, Esq., exhibited a
dozen very superior seedling Calceolarias. • Mr. Pawley had also

some good seedling Calceolarias, but not equal to Mr. Wells's.

The collection from II. Harm an, Esq., contained a few good
plants, and the Pelargoniums from J. Harman, Esq., of Eltham,
were tolerably good. Mr. Hally, of Blackheath, exhibited a col-

lection, and a dozen blooming plants of Rosa Devoniensis, the

delicious fragrance of which afforded a great treat to the ladies.

Of specimen plants there was an excellent variety of Azalea, with

large pure white flowers, and of vigorous habit, from Mr. Mal-
lion, gr. to T. Brandram, Esq., Grove House, Lee, and line

plants of Tropseolinn tricolorum, and Clematis azurea grandi-

flora, from the gardens of F. Baring, Esq., Lee. Vegetables

were not very abundant. A good collection was exhibited by Mr.
Mallion, and a brace of white spine Cucumbers from Mr. Law-
rence, gr. to — Stanton, Esq., Westborough-green, were well-

grown fruit.— IF. P. Ayres.

Limerick Practical Horticultural Society, April 29.—The Spring
Exhibition was held in the Philosophical Society's House. Twenty
competitors entered the prize list.—Mr. Macbonald, gr. to the

Earl of Clare, exhibited this time, not for competition, vari-

ous stove and greenhouse plants in line condition, consist-

ing of varieties of Chorozema varium *nd C. cordatum, Cli-

anthus puniceus, Clematis cferulea, Selago GillieMi, Magno-
lia, Cinerarias, &c. &c, Mr. Heaphy, gr. to Lord Clarina,

obtained 7 prizes for best Kitchen Apples, best Cabbage, best

brace of Cucumbers, best Seakalc, best Turnips, 2d best Pansies,

and best 12 Pears. Mr. Walsh, gr. to Sir A. De Vere, Bart.,

obtained 8 prizes for best Seedling Auriculas, 2d best Cal-

ceolarias, best 6 Herbaceous Plants, best G Double Hya-
cinths, best 3 Single do., best 6 Verbenas, 2d best Chinese
Roses, and 3d best brace of Cucumbers. Mr. CaHopy, gr. to G,
Bevan, Esq., 15 prizes for best 6 named Auriculas, best collec-

tion of Cacti, best fi Ericas, best collection of 12 different Pelar-

goniums, best 6 Greenhouse Plants, and best, collection of 12 do.,

best Stove Plants, hest collection of Plants in Flower of all sorts,

best Bouquet of Cut Flowers (Exotic), best 6 Hardy Shrubs in

flower, 2d best Double Tulips, best 3 heads of Cauliflowers, and
best Rhubarb; with honorary prizes for a large specimen of

Acacia in full flower and a large Noisette Rose, in pots, both

much admired. Mr. Drury, gr. t<> Sir If. D. Massy, lit., <) prizes

for the only bunch of Grapes, 2d best Auriculas, 2d best Hyacinths,
2d hest Verbenas, best Bouquet of Cut Flowers (Hardy), 2d best

Asparagus, 2d best Broccoli, best Kidney Beans, and New Pota-

toes of a good sort, much recommended by the judges. Mr.Kiely,
gr.to John Russell, Esq., 7 prizes for the best Exotic Tree in bear-

ing, best Green-edged and Grey Auriculas, best 2 Seedling Ane-
mones, 2d best Greenhouse Plants, best 4 Double Primrose, and
2d best Herbaceous Plants. Mr. Fitzgerald, gr. to G. Tuthilh

Esq., 2 prizes for best 50 heads of Asparagus, and best dish of

New Potatoes. Mr. Grady, gr. to M. Honan, Esq., 11 prizes for

best 12 Anemones, best 6 dark Pelargoniums, and best 6 light-

ground do., 2d best large collection, 2d best Polyanthus, best 12

Ranunculuses, best Chinese Roses in pots, best Verbenas, best

Coxcombs, 2d best Seakale, and Cape Gooseberries. Mr.

M'Donagh, gr. to W. Lloyd, Esq., 14 prizes for best fi Tender

Annuals, hest collection of Pansies, best Seedling Pansies, best

Polyanthus, best collection of Double Primrose, best Feathered

Tulips, best Flame do., best collection of 12 do., best Balsams,

best Broccoli, 2d best Cucumbers, 2d best Lettuce, best Celery,

and best Potherbs. Mr. Kenny, gr. to P. Gabbett, Esq., 4 prizes*

best Cactus, 2d best collection, 2d best Stove Plants, and best *

Double Stocks in pots. Mr. Carmody, gr. to W. Mousell. Esq*
5 prizes, best 3 Self-coloured Auriculas, best Shaddock or Lemon,
best Dessert Apples, best, dish of Mushrooms, and 2d h^
Rhubarb. Mr. Gardner, ^v. to Alfred Kurlong, Esq., 2 PPF*
for 2d best Anemones, and best 12 Double Tulips. Mr. Lawioij

gr. to G. Vincent, Esq., 6 prizes for the best 6 .Calceolarias,
-»

best collection of Greenhouse Plants, 2d best Ranunculusc-.,

for a beautiful Seedling Amaryllis, much admired, a PreY*
Seedling Cineraria, and box of Parisian Wallflowers, <

l1
;.

finest kind seen in this country, particularly noticed by r

J U(lffes -

. tjjril

Ncwcastie-on-Tyne Botanical and- Horticultural Society, J

1

28.—The first General Meeting of this Society was held n\ rS
Music Hall, and the expectations of the committee and me

„tity
were most amply fulfilled. To judge from the immense G^l^ji
and beautiful growth of the plants and (lowers, the exm

)Ce
was more like the month of June than April, and the an l

,ea
wS f

of the room was quite as gay as at the large summer sn "
ered

former years. Every portion of the extensive tables was '
eo ^ c

with specimens, and several were obliged to be plaeel*~fine
seats which surrounded the room. The fruits were In vt y

()^

condition, and had been well kept till this late season, "^ AVe
the Apples being as firm and juicy as when newly gathci t-

,j^ere
noticed a good specimen of a Pineapple from Axwell Pal^' t0 the
were also several excellent Cucumbers exhibited.^ ^A- ^ Cacti

flowers it

included H
all covered
Epiphyllnm Ackermanni, was one mass or diouui. "\Tj y

flowers,
and Polyanthuses were very good, and, like all ea

„KJjinccnt

great favourites. The Hyacinths, as usual, were
,
^ passes of

specimens. The Cinerarias were numerous, and r

(

'

ciauy the

thoir mv flnwrrs rnllnd forth much adminituul, ™¥ of C*their gay flowers called forth much admiration, ~*
CJl3 of

prize collection, which included well-grown spec*

i
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Waterhousiana, Hendersonii, hybrida-pulchella, Kmg,splendens,

and popalifolia: a pretty variety, named Prince Albert, was in

the collection of Mr. Charlton, The Pansies were excellent, and

proved how much this old flowerhas been improved. There w<

several good collections of Heaths, and that to w! ... h the medal

was given included well-grown plants of E. Echiiflora, Androrne-

dseflora, rubra-calyx Lhmseoides/and Linnseoides superba. These

"Were from Mr. Surtees' garden, as well as the prize collection or

exotics, which consisted of good specimens of Boronia serrulate,

Epacris grandiflora, a large plant, two varieties of Chorozema

of Azalea indica coccinea, and of Chorozema »«^J,J™
The single prize exotic was quite a pern

j
trainee on a flat tie ins,

it was covered with hundreds of its beautiful (lowers. Amongst

the rare plants, besides the splendid one to wliicli tae

Prize was adjudged, there was a supposed new species of Den

"lobinni, with pure white flowers, recently imported Mom
Western India, and Epiphyllum Russellianum from the same

gardens. The bouquets were superb ; the first prize was crowded

"With beautiful ami rare flowers, Pelargoniums, Carnations, Cine-

"•Mias, Cacti, Gnidias, Kalvias, Petunias, Verbenas, Roses, in-

^"ding Rosa Devoniensis. and many other forced flowers.

for. Rled'swere also Passion-flowers, and hosts of thingswewe
11('t accustomed to see in bloom for two months to come, me
line

from

ST Unique"'^Fuchsia" tricolor, &c. &c. But the day was

UUfortSy .Stormy and wet as any we have hadth^ason.
The determination of the Judges e-ave universal satisfaction.

Sherborne, Yeovil, and WeymoidhHorhcid^alSocie^A^
86.-Tbe first exhibit ion of this society for the season^was nera

Hall. Though so early m the year, the loom was

nanthus parasiticus j 2, H. Harris, Esq., for Gesnera Verticfllata,

"Messrs. Backhouse, for ^schynanthus P^icus; 5, J.

Roper, Esq., for Sinningia caerulea. Orchvfaeous i nis I,

Messrs. Backhouse, for Dendrohiura to™*™™®**?*'' ~'

Messrs. Backhouse, for Gongora fulva, from Demeraraj 3, C.

Harris, Esq., for Cypripedium calceolus._ Pelargonium* i, G.

or

e
it

coUect on ofpianta sent by Mr. 1'An.on and Finney

their nursery, included cut flowers of the scarlet Rho-

nSron, many new Cinerarias, such as az urea compact a

markably fine specimens of Orchida.

dendrons, Kalmias, Tropseolura tncolorum, &c. &c. The
,

oth

DrinciDal exhibitors were the Rev. W. H. '1 urner
,
R. Pattison, Lsq

admired. From the nurseries of this and the adjommg towns

the contributions were numerous and excellent ;
,

and the exbi-

bition was altogether far superior to any that has tak.

many years. There was a numerous and highly

assemhE of visitors The exhibition of "Vegetable

wis™W and'amongst th, specimens ^servhng espectej

Notice may be mentioned the Cucumbers of K-Gortol. JJ^g

Victoria Rhubarb, and some Asparagusexhxbi edg^ f
evemsj

together with a^^J^tlSS"
awarded as follows :-To M •

^o.^, gr
bcst Cncum.

hers?K? Section '
-" &S&JL. best collection of Cacti,

Hudson, Esq., for Foster's Nymph; 2, Rev. D. K._ggw^JJ
Sylph 5

3,H. Baines, Esq., for Masterpiece; 4 ^*'™^??":
Esq. ; 6, Messrs. Backhouse, for rpiece ;

b ^gsr^BacK
Greenhouse Plants,

rulata; 2, Messrs. Backhouse, for Tropreolum xn-

ajus; 3, Mr. Appleby for Epacris impressa; 4, J.

house, for Erectum
Boronia ser

colorum mt.j

Barber, Esq., for Tropseolum tncolorum minus
; . MnAPPW»J.

for Epacris grandiflora. Azaleas, 1, J. Roper. Esq., ««»•<«
cea • 2, C. Harris, Esq.. for indica alba 5 3, Messrs. Backhouse

r Phcenicea: 4, the L >rd Mayor, for indica vanegata ; 5, Mr.

Theakston, for Indica alba. Kalmias, i, Messrs. r,ackhouse,

for mia latifolia. Ci -arias- i. 2.Messrs Backhouse,

for Grandesse; 3,4, Mr. Appleby, Matilda, Madonaa; 6,

Mr. Edward. Ericas, 1, the Lord Mayor for E. Hartae 11. :2,H.

Richardson, Esq., for E. grandinosa; 3. Mr. Edward.for_E.

h^akston; Verbenas, ., the d Mayor; 2, Mr-TheaUstonj

, II. Baines, Esq. Calceolarias, l, Mr. Appleby, for Lady

Constable ; 2, 3, Messrs. Backhouse, tose-tre&tnpot,!,^--

Hudson Esq., for Yellow Noisette] 2, J. Barber, Esq. ; 3, Mr.

ThSstoi Hardy Plants, i, Mr. Edward, for Berbens em-

petrifoHa, 2, Messrs. Backhouse, for Corydalis nobihs ;
3,

Messrs Backhouse, for Primula cortnsoides. Bhododendrom^l,

e's
cula, (Privateer), the second silver medal to Mr. J. Wat*m,gr

M.Anderson, Esq. The -next hestrmnegaMAurwula, (Stretch

Emperor Alex
2%e best disk of
Cook, gr. to E
second silver u

Hyacinths, from the open ground, the silver medaItoMr.J.
Kelly, gr . to a. Donklo, Esq. The best double Hyacinth,

L
from_the

""g-fc sprrinu
hionze medal

Cwe-
to Mr. Wilson, florist. The best collection of

**bu, the second silver medal to Mr. J. Deans, gr. to^Mtes Cutb-

Wt. The best Amaryllis, the second silver medal to Mr. \V
.
Kelly.

Tie second best Amaryllis, the second bronze meal to ditto.

n. best Rose, grown in a pot, (SmitVs yellow odorata), the

br

6,

Stove Plants, best collection ... .

Pelargoniums, best Calceolarias second best parr ^AurmuJas,

second best collection of Auriculas, best Cut Roses, and extra lor

a specimen Greenhouse Plant. To Mr. Steven8
^
w. to B.

Chandler, Esq., for the best Dessert 'ears est Kitchen Pears

third best Cucumbers, and second best^Broeeo1 .
.o J. R. Mayo

Esq., for besfe Dessert Apples and best collection ol^Apples io

Mr. Andrews, gr. to H. C Goodden, Esq., for the^second hes

basket of Cut Flowers, and extra for Kitchei
i
Pi.

»

h
- ' * "

j

Pottcvuv er to Mr. Goodford, lor the second best coliecuon or

Jn c» second °best Dessert Apples, best Potatoes,£* Pelar-

goniams. To Mr. Gould, gr. to the Rev. H. I
^J£*?1tae5i3!

best Kitchen Apples. To Mr. Turner, for^^™ gj"
and Kidney Beans. To Mr. Prulham, gr. to W. ""gjjjj
for the best. Strawberries, best Stove "^

p
b
^tlDSS

C^J» 5TS5 Re T^^ert^rhetS

S

Lape Ericas. IO xne * ^ for the thild bcst Asparagus.

r to Rev. W. H. Turner, for the second bestAsparagus. To Mrs. Pamell, for the third best Asparagus,

Strawberries, thinibeV Rhubarb, second best ^Kidney^Beans,

Apple's', 1, Mr. Edward; 2, Mr. Anderson; 3^ Mr. Edward. Pears,

12 Mr Burnett, gr. to Sir R. Franklandj 3, Mr. West, gr. to

fj. HaS, Esq. CuLmbers, 1, W. D. Oaesbery, Esq.; 2 Mr.

Burnett; 3, W. D. T. Duesbery, Esq. Mushrooms, 1, Mi. Good-

win, gr. to G. Swan. Esq. ; 2, Mr. Harrison, gr. to Mrs. Hearon;

3 Mr. Goodwin. Rhubarb, 1,2, Mr. Anderson ; 3, Messrs Back-

house. White Broccoli, 1, Mr. Appleby; 2, 3 Mr. Anderson.

derson; 2, 3, Mr. Hill. Cabbage, l,

To Mr. Cooper, gi

bet collection of forced hardy Shrubs, the second silver medal to

Mts.Surtees. The best Polyanthuses, the bronze medal to J.

Betterington, Esq. The second best do., the second bronze

m

lectin of
best ingle specimen
the econd silver m~
ofaiew or rare Exotic Plant, (Cattleya hknmeri), the second

silv medal to G. Wailes, Esq. The best Seedling ofany Honsfs

Flowr now exhibited for the first time, being a distinct and

second best Lettuces, second best Seakale, second best Cacti,

Polyanthuses, hest co lection <» -ju
begt

tion of Cinerarias. Tol«. C.
f.

iesB*"» * * »
. T M

Rhubarb second J-^aSjl^jS'S 'sec^md beSt
T
M,ish:

Brewes, gr. to R. B. Shendan^ issq
^ best Cabb

G. Hudson, Esq. ; 3, Mr. Bickerdike, gr. to the Dea of York.

Seakale, 1, Mr. Bickerdike; 2, Messrs. Backhouse ;
S.G.Hud-

son. Esq. Extra Prise, for the best Oranges, J. Barber, Esq.—

For* Herald.

etterington, Esq. The second nest an lne now ».u«--

p.II to Mr. J. A. Craigie, Crawcrook. TAeSe«< bom/net oj jon-

m the second bronze medal to Mr. W- Kelly. ^^ -'-

«tto o/- Exotic Plants, the silver medal to Mrs. Surtees. £Ae
*»/'«« Exotic Plant, (Tropseolum trier1

ncdal to Mr. J. Deans. The best single

i

tricolornm),
specimen

best double. Anemones
TAGEUS' Priz
Cabbages, second
of Mndford
Miller, of

Chilton, foi

best ransies, stcunn '"' "/ •

—

•

lueiuuu„, and second best Polyanthuses, cox-

-ES- To T. Babstock, of Sherborne, for the best

ond best Broccoli, best Greens. To J. Samways,

ato^'whlc ifLsIn no material respect. He states that this

SoeiV has lately been remodelled on popular pr.ric.ples, ;illd

Bhoxof flowers and vegetables was of a MSt-raxe nescription,

anaStW the unceasing efforts of the various members of

J

P,

r>,

^fTfHf-Z^hlm ft Wr. J. Murray, gr. to Lord

SCie VorfS 3 SS Cin^^-Rlval King, M'Kabiana,

Teffeiv ofSherborne, for the second best Greens, luctoiiowmg

Jlante were exhibited by Mr. J. Davison, of Sherborne:

FHeirvsum proliferum, Epacris impress., pulchella nivalis,
EUcnrysu™ i

i
t
-

t ,.,,. 1
., ta . pimelea linifolia and hispida; Cor-

grandiflora, attenuaw, «P£ „ Boronia denticulata, Cyti-
rsea ventricosa, Mubel.a L xtern ^ phcenicea splen-
sus racemosus, ^^JSLBaW Celsi, Clematis, azurea,
dens, Anthocercis v'scosa, Hovea ^^ of Hyacinths,
grandiflora, and n.ontana ;

a spleulul coi

«

aastralis,
Ericas grandinosa, pcvspicua pe.^M

rc.na, pyramidalis,
colorans verna, pubescens mmor,

^. ^
La
ch cr̂ riaSf &c '.

transparens, and others ; with Pansies ^ and Mr.
from the nurseries also of Messrs. Pierce, of "i eou

,
*»« ^»"

Webber, of Crewkeme.the specimens were excellent and clioice,

but too numerous to particularize.

Wolstanton and Pottery Horticultural Soetety.Ma^-W*
first exhibition for the season took place in the 1^n"a":

1 urslem, (bv the kind {permission of the trustees,) and .afloidea

to the numerous visitors much gratification. TheWjjjJ
florists' flowers (Auriculas and Polyanthuses) were notsogood

as might have been expected ,
but the show of Stoye «£*•«£

house Plants was most excellent. The principal prizes were

awarded to W. Davenport, Esq., E. Wood, Esq., W. V\ara, L.*q.,

Messrs. Burgess and Kent, Miller, Shufflebottom, Boon, Outran,

and Heath. Messrs. l.inter, Stubbs, King, and Hancock con-

?,' buted much to the attraction of the meeting by their spirited

Performance of overtures, quadrilles, waltzes, ^.-Staffordshire

Advertiser.

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Campanula grANMS. Large Bell-flower. (Half-hardy

herbaceous plant.) Campanulacece. Pentandna Monogjoua^-

Introduced from St. Petersburgh under the above name, one

habit of the plant is particularly strong and robust ..and the

flowers, which are usually H inches in diameter,
app ear in a

terminal spike, like those of C. pyramidalis. Itmaj u he oe cul-

tivated in a pot and kept through the wnuerin a cold liame.to

be turned out against a wall with a southerly aspect in spring

;

r i S be constantly grown in a pot and made to deco the

greenhouse. If increased in the spring oy offsets or cuttings,

P ant, of almost any size may be obtained for autumn flowering

Perhaps the best way of treating the species is to keep it always

inapot.—Paxton's Magazine of Botany. ,

Lm'utA acuminata. Acuminate-lipped lteii&. (Stove Epiphyte),

Orchid;
found
tree, at a place »

form a fine corymb of eight flowers, and to he so beautiful that

the Guatemalese give it the name of " Flor de Jesus. Hie

pseudo-bulbs are produced regularly and alternately, as well as

with great closeness, on the rachis, and are readily known by

being much flattened and wrinkled. The flowers, which are of

a delicate blush tint, with the centre of the lip
i

of a rich brownish-

purple, are borne in an erect scape. For cultivating it nothing

is necessary but a suitable rough log of wood to support it^ and

it can be kept in a warm moist house during spring and summer,

but mav be taken to a colder one in winter. At no time, how-

ever does it Squire a high teinperature.-P«.r/o«.v Magazine of

*iSa puxok.s: ^^r._^o^ed-le.aHoBS
robustness of its growth. It was reared by Mr. Low, of Clapton

from Swan River seeds, and flowered with them during the

summer of 1841. If potted in the usual mixture
i ofJoam ,

heath

-

mould, and sand, it will grow vigorously, and itshouid be kept

in a lieht and airy part of the greenhouse, and potted and watered

with care To render it bushy, the main shoot should be stopped

when youne\ and the young laterals should also be shortened m
an early sta-e of their advancement. There is no difficulty in

causing cutnWs to root, if they are potted in sandy earth, placed

in verv slight bottom-heat, and partially shaded. The spring is

the best time for preparing them.-P«4 ton's Magazine of Botany.

OvciniUM microchilum. Small-lipped Oncidium. [Stove

Epiphyte.) Orchidace»- Gynaudria Monundna. — This most

curious plant was introduced some years ago from Guatemala,

by G. u: Skinner, Esq., and was afterwards found in the same

A larrer eonmauy ^..«*» «*o»4«^ «« •««

Hon The Council Chambers, which were set apart lor fruit and

vegetables, contained many specimens of a very hue quality,

ftmonir which may be noticed a fine dish of Oranges, sent by J,

Barber, Esq. A dish of Strawberries from Mr. Burnet, gr. to bir

R Prankland, verv line, also attracted much attention, lne

chief attraction of the company was a most beautiful specimen of

the Orchidaceous plant Dendrobium densirlorum (India), lrom

^;r„;;;;;;^'t^ee
to
sS^-H-bsto„ »«;». ^^.^&1 Ribitcm or Barcelona Pearmain-l, to Mr^.J.'goo«gU &

Rattle Abbey; 2
,
to^^SS^^^^S^

Pteed lurieula, 1, *h - srs. Backhouse ; 2, Mr. Hardman ; 3, Messrs.

Rarkhouse; .4, Mr. Stevenson. White-edged Aurieuta, I, 2,

Backhouse: 3,' Mr. Theakston ; 4, Messrs. Backhouse.

S*test variety of British PHmroses, 1, to Mr. Alexander Por-

***r, Carlowrie : 2, to Mr. Thorn. The iollowiug articles were
s^ for exhibition :-From Messrs. Handasyde, Musselburgh, a
sPimen,in flower, of their new white Kibes aib.dum; also a

From

toVas greatly praised. From the gardens of Capt. Falconer, 3

^F.pimediums, 18 distinct species of Narcissus, and io species

primula, From Mr. Thomson, gr., Corstorphinc-hill 20 dis-
ll

Ji varieties of seedling Cineraria, some of them really hue.
Alia fine seedling Pelargonium, raised by Mr. J. Young, New-
«*Sm Lodge, from Joan of Arc; considered by the judges to be
a rifled improvement on the parent plant.

Hack

S^55te3K*M^ Theakston ; 2, Mr. J. Jeff; 3, Mr. Hardman;

4 Messrs. Backhouse; 5, J. Richardson, Esq. Shaded SelfAwn-

citia,

lace

thus I, Mr. Outhwaite ; 2, Mr. Steward
s 3,

a 5* Mr. Steward. Polyanthus Narcissus^

tfessrS. Backhouse; 5, J. Richardson, Esq. Shaded SelfAuru
,,.'\ 2 3, Mr. Theakston; 4,5, Messrs. Backhouse. Dark-

sd Polyanthus, 1,2, 3, Mr. Outhwaite, gr. to S.Tuke.Esq.j

MM Backhouse; 5, Mr. Hardman. Light-laced Polyan-
Mr. Outhwaite ;

1, L\ 3, 4, 5, Mr.

nnfViwate Hvacinth of any colour, 1, Mr. Bell; 2, Messrs.

'j o -e" 3,4, Mr. Outhwaite; 5, Mr. Edward. Layerthorpe.

^tVtmoms of Hyacinths, 1 2, Messrs Backhouse^ 8. Ur.
l '"d . „,„....,... D.,„i.t„„ „. r Mr. Hardman. i"'.'/ "/

:ia, Beauty
iana Vernon,

,.;;,., f 6 Blooms of Hyacinths, l, 2, Messrs URcknow

/1 » w-.ite- 4, Messrs. Backhouse; 5, Mr. Hardman..

« ««S 1. Mr. Applebv for Amulet, Alarm, Bathoni

•JJSStttW. Queen, Christina,Col. Dnndas,^D.am

T- forfereus'SecSimns 3 *Sm^ for Epiphyll

S'SSSil> Mm«mtt
l,ntU^ Mayor, for/^chy-

country bv Mr. Hartweg. Its real situation is near O deltoiUtum.

Although not a very splendid plant, if is far from being n de-

serving notice. Its very glaucous flower-stem, the snow.-white

lip and crimson petals, lying, as it were, 111 the middle ol dusKy

brown sepals, produce a singular and pleasing ettect. Jt> as

figured from the garden of J. 0. Harter, Esq., of Broughton,

niar Manchester, in September last. Mr. WUliam Ashton^tne

gardener to Mr. Harter, also deserves tobe mentioned, as^having

succeeded in flowering the plant before any one^etofc Mr

Skinner, who discovered the species has
t̂*.^gJgS£2

us the following information upon that suhject ^hc 0.1- d urn

microchilum 1 first found on
?
ie top »• tjc CuesJ^Puent^

zuelas, some u leagues «omu. ^.^ & _

SyTSeaa
1KeJDISSS'*** its bulbs, and its roots

nr> o tu,iu
ces m the rock and mould about it; very

nSexSeS
^

" ^c sun except during the middle of the day,

XuS olf rock seemed to afford it a little shade. I after-

wards found it in great abundance on the rocky bunks of the

river Michatnval, from whence the present one now flowered

came and was sent to Mr. Harter and Mr. Clowes in 1840, and

arrived in June of that year. 1 never saw it except in such

situations, generally exposed, and always among rocks. It is

verv fragrant; and in its native habitat I have always observed

the sepals and petals darker and more marked than this now
flowered here. The temperature generally of the above habitats

are G8° to 70° ; and, from being exposed, cold at nights.' It may
be potted in turfy heath-mould, mixed with a few pieces ol small

potsherds, which will cause superfluous water to pass oft freely.

The pot should be half filled with potsherds, broken smaller

towards the top, and the soil considerably elevated above its

brim. During the summer months, while the plant is m a grow-

ing state, plenty of water should be given, and the temperature

allowed to rise to 80° by day, and fall to 68° by night- giving a

slight shade in bright sunny weather. In the winter season very

little water is required, and the temperature, may be allowed to

lall as low as 50° or bb ,—Botanical Register*
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Ipomcka cyaiosa. The White-cluster >mcea. (Stove Perm. Ima/.) ConvolvuLtccje. Pentindria Monogynia. — If all the

?™f «*"I
e
.u

b
?
M

-
C

-

hoicy are really anonyms, it must be con-iessea mat the botanists who have invented them have much toanswer for. Thirteen different names for the same plant formrar.ner an unusual supply of confusion even in the bewilderinc

r«« rt«
n

"J"?
°f botanists

- ^ is, however, to be said in j ustili-
ceicion, or at least palliation, that the plant is variable in appear-ance, sometimes smooth, sometimes hairy ; and that like otherJpomccas, it occasionally indulges in throwing out angles from
its leaves. It appears to be wild all over the tropics of Asia •

tne Circars and the Moluccas, according; to Roxburgh
; Amboyna'according to Rumphius, and apparently Java, arc its favourite

countries. Accord in j? to Rumphius, the flowers open aboutnine in

I u
™ ornin£> and cl<)Sc at two in the afternoon. The same author

tells Us, that if the leaves are bruised they slain the skin a red
colour, winch can only be removed by scrubbing with sand and
water. He adds, that the leaves are boiled and eaten as kitchen-
jrardcn stuff; and that tney are applied to ulcers and tumours
£1 JI

ier
?' P°ult,ces -. " is a Perennial, of great beauty,

SwTSS f08
*- "rotuscl 3

r in the stove. The specimens fromwhich the drawing was made, and for which we are indebted to
Mrs. Lawrence, were the most lovely one can imagine, in themonth of December, when it is most difficult to procure such
tnings, forming festoons of snow-white yellow-eyed [lowers
resting upon a deep green shining foliage.—Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
British Association.—Notice has been given that the

thirteenth meeting of this institution will commence in
Cork on Thursday, the 17th of August next, when the
committees of sections will meet daily from Thursday
the 17th to Wednesday the 23d, inclusive, at 10 a.m.

;

the sections will also meet daily from Thursday the 17th
to Tuesday the 22d, inclusive, at 11 a.m. ; and the
general evening meetings will be held on Thursday the
1/th, and Wednesday the 23d, at 8 p.m.
Agricultural Labourers.—About a dozen years ago,

when I had somewhat more leisure than at present, I
turned my attention much to this subject, and was the
means of procuring the allotment, directly and indirectly,
ot some thousands of gardens to cottagers. 1 wrote a few
ooseryations, especially for these on my brother's estates,
in which I mixed up a few hints useful to that class of
persons, with directions for the cultivation of their gardens.
On two or three occasions I have been applied to for per-
mission to print this for sale at cost-price for distribution,
to which I readily acceded. With the omission of the
first paragraph, I believe it is applicable for distribution
anywhere. I have only two or three copies left, and send
one, which may be made any use of you may see fit. I
have found, practically, that few will adopt the minutim
in the disposition of the allotment I have recommended;
in other respects, the pamphlet has had a very decided
effect in connexion with the gardens. At the time it was
written I had very great difficulty in persuading any one
to undertake the office of parish constable in the parishes
I ha d under my immediate charge, the duty was so onerousm ^sequence of the loose and predatory habits of the
poptuation. At the Court immediately succeeding the
first year's trial of this system, and the delivery of the
little book to every cottager in two adjoining parishes, the
constable of the preceding year offered no objection to re-
election, upon which I expressed some surprise. He
stated at the Court that he could have no objection, for
he really had had nothing to do in his office during the
past year, and I never afterwards experienced any°diffi-
culty.

_
I lent money to buy pigs to those who required a

loan : it was punctually repaid, and with one exception
the rents have been regularly paid. The rents paid have
been a trifle more than the farmer previously paid, to
cover the rates, which are paid by the landlord. 1 had in
the outset great difficulties with the farmers, who were
almost universally opposed to the system ; but I had the
satisfaction of attending a meeting of a farmer's club very
recently in this county, at which the subject for discussion
was, the comparative advantage or disadvantage of the
allotment garden system. There were some individuals
who spoke against it, but a strong resolution in favour of
it was carried by a very large majority of the meeting,
consisting almost exclusively of rack-renters.—Charles
Lawrence.
" TO THE LABOURERS IN THE PARISHES OF SYDE AND

BRIMPSFIELD.

[May 20,

more time than this for its cultivation, you had better
leave a portion of it uncultivated than lose wages. There
are seasons at which two or three hours now and thenmay be of material consequence to you in the garden when
they may not be so essential to your masters : there will
be times at which two or three hours' extra service are
very important to them, and not so material to you.
There will be no difficulty in managing this between agood servant and a considerate master without loss ofwages, and with much advantage to both parties. Yourwants are few, but they are certain ; they return everyday, and the day's wages must be depended upon to

hnt'I Y°Ur Cr°PS may fail With a11 y°««- Pains,but your wages are sure ; therefore they must be alwaysyour first object If you stay away two or three day

div JZ W°rk f°r thC SakG °f y°Ur garden
'
when Satur."day night comes you must run in debt at the shop • and Ishall by-and-by tell you what comes of this. Every man

must hL*
ga
/
de\m »st keeP « pig, and consequentlymust have a sty. I shall have a good deal to say aboutthe pig m another place. As a very large proportion ofthe cottages in Brimpsfield do not belong to my brother

1 cannot help the tenants of those to styes. Such of youmust get these ready as soon as possible. You must asktie owners of your cottages to find you materials-planks
siates, and walhng-stone

; get your masters to haul them
joi you, and do the rest yourselves. You must also tryjo get a shed put up against or near to your cottages toKeep your tools, your hog's-tub, and such of the produce
or your gardens as you may want to stow away. You are
fortunate in having good neighbours, who I am sure will
reel disposed to afford you every reasonable assistance inproviding yourselves with these conveniences, and who
will not be backward in giving this or any other encourage-
ment to the industrious and deserving. Now that you are
in possession of your gardens, I think I cannot do you a
greater service than by offering you some advice upon the
cultivation and general management of them. I shall pro-
bably add a few hints on keeping pigs, and on some other
matters. The cultivation of the garden is a subject uponwhich I am very anxious to fix your attention ; it is ofmuch greater consequence than you suppose ;—indeed
whether the same piece of land be managed well or ill'
wih make the difference of one-half, or even more, in the
quantity of nourishment that it will produce for your

" Manure.—The first thing you must do is to make aheap of manure; for unless this be regularly and con-
stantly fapphed, all your industry and labour will be in
vain. Every crop takes some virtue out of the land, and
it this be not returned again, the soil will, sooner or later,
be completely exhausted.

each, you will find that you have just disposed of your
quarter of an acre of land, neither more nor less. I have
Plan of a Garden, containing one quarter of an acre, or 40 poles '"'

perches, for Three Years.
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° utcr hnes rePresent a walk three feet wide, stoned,

round the garden, which incloses a quarter of an acre of tillable

!?,?, 1 1 V 7
<lotred l'"es represent alleys, one foot wide, not

," ^
e
;

twee» the heds. The length of the garden within theW
i oV 11 ? within a few i,,c-ies, and the width 17 yards.-

1 he following rable shows the exact measurement in feet, and
tne superficial contents in perches of every bed.

No. of Width
Bed. in feet

l

" ' Always taking out of the meal-tub, and putting nothine insoon comes to the bottom.' b uuu,ink ln >

Ox my brother's taking possession of the estates
lately purchased by him, forming the principal part of the
parishes in which you reside, the entire management of
them necessarily devolved on myself, as he lives too far
off to admit of his personal superintendence. With the
knowledge I had of the interest he feels in the welfare of
the labouring classes, I felt bound, as his representative,
to make early inquiry into your condition ; and had it
under consideration, as you know, before the beginning of
those disgraceful riots which have taken place about "the
country.^ These, for a time, put a stop to my proceed-
ings. Your orderly and peaceable conduct, while these
disturbances existed in this county, have increased your
claims on our consideration. The other proprietors of
land in the parish of Brimpsfield entertain the same feel-
ing, and 1 hope you are sensible of their kind disposition
towards you. I feel indebted to them for their liberal
aid, and the readiness they have shown on every occasion
to lend a helping hand towards carrying into effect any
plans proposed for improving your condition. We have
now set out allotments of land, to supply all of you with
gardens. I have been guided as to quantity chiefly by the
number of personam each family: my intention has been
to allot to each of you just as much land as I thought
each family might be able to cultivate properly, without
interfering with their regular labour for wages. You must
always bear in mind that your best dependence is on the
wages of labour, and that no member of your family who
is able to work and can get work should lose wages even
for a day. You must remember also that vou have onlv
those parts of the day to deal with that are "not engaged in
your master's service, and if the land allotted you requires

For this purpose your pig is the main friend you have to
look to Your heap must be formed as near as possible
to the sty, and a little under the level of it, so that it may
receive all the runnings. Dig a hole in the shape of a
basin, about 3 feet deep in the middle, and about 8 feet
over at the top

; then puddle this very carefully, full 9
inches thick, and up to the level of the ground, with good
clay perfectly clean, and free from sand, grit, or mould,
so that it shall be water-tight. If you can put some
plank-stones at the bottom, and round the sides, so much
the better, as you will not be so likely to disturb the clay,
when moving the dung. This is to be kept in this hole
until the heap gets 2 or 3 feet above ground. By these
means you keep all the most valuable part of the manure
in the heap, instead of leaving it to soak away to waste.
Everything that the pig will not eat, all the dirt, and
refuse of the house and privy, and even the old clothes,
when quite worn out must be carried to the dung-heap.
No opportunity should be lost of collecting a barrow-full
of dirt from the roads or other places, always taking care
to do no harm to any one else, and not to obtain it
improperly. Remember that 'every little makes a
mickle. When your dung wants moving from the hole,
wheel it to the small portion of waste land left against
each of your gardens for this and other such purposes.
Lay it m a heap not more than 3 feet deep ; shake it well
to pieces as you lay it, and cover over the top with mould
3 or 4 inches deep ; it will require once more turning
before it is fit for use. When this is done take off the
mould, and put it on again after the heap is turned. If I
were to explain the use of this covering to you, you would
not understand it ; therefore, I need only tell you, that it
very much increases the power of the manure, which is a
great point to those who can make but little at best.

" Laying out the Garden.—Next to manure, the point
I wish to urge particularly on your attention is the rota-
tion of crops; by which is meant that you should lay out
your gardens, and so forecast your crops, that they should
stand on different parts of the ground, every succeeding
year. This change does great good to the land in itself;
and if it be very regularly followed up, year after year,
another great advantage is, that, instead of putting a little
manure all over your garden every year, you can bring
the whole to bear on those crops which most need it, and
every part will get regularly manured in its turn. As
the method of laying out and cropping your garden is of
the greatest consequence, I am very anxious that you
should clearly understand my directions. I have, there-
tore, taken great pains to make the plan simple, and easilv
understood

; and to render it more plain to you, I have
laid down a quarter of an acre (which is the size of most
of your gardens) to a scale. See accompanying Plan,
where you will rind the size of every bed shown in feet,
and the number of perches each bed contains. When
you have measured out eleven beds, of the sizes marked
on the plan, and left an alley, about a foot wide, between
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drawn out the plan in the form you see, because thai is

the form in which most of your gardens are set out.

Some of your gardens are in a different form ; some con-
tain less, and others more than a quarter of an acre ; but
this plan will be just as good a guide to them, as tc the
rest, if I they will attend to the following direction:—
To those whose gardens contain a quarter of an acre but
are in point of form shorter and wider than the pin, I

need only observe, that all the beds must still be nade
the same size as those on the plan ; that is to say they
must contain just the same number of feet of suface

;

that which is taken from the length of any bed mst be
added to the breadth. Those, whose gardens cntain
rnore or less than a quarter of an acre, must diminih or
increase every bed in the same proportion as their 'hole
garden exceeds or falls short of a quarter of an am If
a garden contain 30 perches, instead of 40, every bednust
be one-fourth smaller than those on the plan. If aather
contain 50 perches, every bed must be one-fourth irger
than those on the plan, and so in proportion. Takicare
that you understand this perfectly before you lay outyour
gardens, otherwise you will get into confusion. I thught
that if I gave you only one plan, andjdescribed thenode
of cropping for 3 years, by reference to that, you right
get confused, and make some mistake ; therefore, lliave

drawn a separate plan for each of the first 3 years At
p. 10, I have given the cultivation and the crop for:very
bed. The numbers of the beds follow the crops; here-
fore, every number will be cultivated just the same and
will have the same crop every year, but it will bein a
different part of the garden. If you observe the sitution
of any crop in the plan for the first year, then mat its

place in the plan for the second year ; and then, i the
third year, you will very readily understand the metbd I

recommend you to follow. If you look to the alleysthat
go.

j
quite across the garden on the plan, you will see.liat

the garden is divided into five principal compartmhts-
I he first year, the top compartment of the garden ob-
tains beds Nos. I; 2, and 3 ; the second year, they at to

be moved to the bottom of the garden, and the ofaer

crops all move one stage forward to make room for thifl.

I he second year, the top compartment will therefore «>n-

tain Nos. 4, 5, and 6. These will be moved off to the
bottom for the third year, and all the rest will be roC-ed

one stage forwards as before. The third year, the op
compartment will contain Nos. 7, 8, and 9- These rill

be moved off to the bottom for the fourth year. V
fourth year, the top compartment will be No" JO, wlch
will be moved to the bottom for the fifth year. The fth

year the top compartment will contain No. 11» **&
will be moved off to the bottom for the sixth year ; W
m the sixth year, every crop will occupv exactly the s%e
place that it did imthe first- If these compartments wre

of equal size, the same crops would not stand on any |rt

ot the same ground for 5 years, that is, till the year 186-

13ut this is not exactly the case as the plan is dra%;
because rather more than one-fifth is required.for the ite

Potatoes, and also for the Barlev crop ;
therefore, a sndl

part of tbe ground on which these two crops stand m.st

•
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necessarily be the same as they occupied the year before

;

that is, to the extent of the difference between the length

of these compartments and those in "which the Peas,

Beans, and Cabbages are ; which will be found to be about

3 yards. I do not think this is of much consequence, as

in the case of Potatoes, this extra quantity, though twice

cropped, will be twice dunged, according to the directions

after given ; but, if you find by experience that you can

make a smaller quantity of Barley and late Potatoes serve,

you may divide the garden into five equal principal

compartments. There is only one more observation which

need be made in this place, which is, that the Early

Potato bed and the Onion bed are to be manured, as you

will see by-and-by, every year; and (see the plan) as they

occupy one side of the garden only, when they have gone

once round and come to the same place in 1836, they must

be changed over to the opposite side. No. 8 must change

places with Nos. 7 and 9, and No. 6 with No. 4.

" Crops.—When you come to this place read over

again the last four pages, and examine the plans atten-

tively
; and by that time 1 hope all of you will be perfect

in your lesson so far. Having taught you how to divide

and lay out your gardens, I shall, in the next place, show

you how and when to sow and plant the various crops, and

where you may raise winter stuff in addition to the regular

crops as shown upon the plan. You have hitherto been

too much in the habit of planting any land you could get

with Potatoes only, and you will perhaps be surprised at

my setting out only about a third of your garden for this

crop ; I will therefore give you my reasons for this. The
first is, that Potatoes yield much less nourishment for the

tody than many other crops ; secondly, they exhaust the

land more than any : yet they are so easily cultivated, so

seldom fail, and are in many respects so useful, that I

allow them, what I think, a large proportion of your

garden. There are means by which men of science can

find out the quantity of nourishing matter contained in

the various produce of the earth. Several articles of food

in common use have been examined by very careful and

clever men, who have had great experience in performing

fiice experiments; and you may, therefore, be sure their

^port is nearly correct, however different it may be from

the opinions you may happen to have. You must suppose

that you have 100 pounds weight of each of the articles

mentioned in the following list; the figures set opposite
to each will show you the number of pounds of actual

nourishment for the human body which each 100 pounds
by weight contains; the remainder passes through the

body without assisting in anyway to its support.

100 lbs. of Lentiles contain . 94 lbs. of nourishment.
Common Peas
French Beans (in grain),

Broad Beans
Bread
Butcher's meat, taking
cue sort with another

Potatoes
Carrots or Parsnips
Greens or Turnips .

I do not recommend the cultivation of Lentiles (a kind of
Pea), because they have a bitter disagreeable taste; but
in the year 1555, when there was a great famine in this
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1>5 ditto
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country, it is said that they saved thousands from perishing.
is Mode of Cultivation.—Having numbered every bed

on the plan, I shall now direct the cultivation of each, in

its order, for the first year—presuming that you have
trenched all the ground before winter, as after directed.

No L—In the first week in February sow one row of

Prussian Blue Peas, 4 feet from each side of this bed.

These will stand 5. feet apart. The first week in April
sow a row of Dwarf French Beans, within a foot of the
e(!ge on each side this bed, setting the seed 3 inches
apart in the row- As soon as the Peas are gathered, dig

0ver the bed, laying the haulm in the bottoms of the

^enches as you go on, and plant out Savoys from the seed-

ed (to be raised as after mentioned), in rows 18 inches
aP*rt; set the plants 16 inches from each other in the
r?w. No. 2.—Dig over the last week in April. In the
first week in May, plant out Early York Cabbage from the

seed-bed
; the rows 18 inches apart, the plants at 16 inches

^stance from each other in the row. These directions only
aPply to this first year, as you had not your gardens set

?
u* in time to crop this bed earlier. In future, the Cab-
°?£e plants, the seed of which is to be sown in August, as

**ected in -No. 6, are to be planted out from thenursery-
bed the middle of October, to stand the winter, and
coine in for spring Cabbage. (See directions as to No. 1 1,

*Wcfa this bed will always follow.) No. 3, Dig over, as

?0o,i as the Lettuce plants in the seed-bed are 2 or 3
£*chee high

; plant out a row of them on each side of the
bed

» 1 foot from the edge. On the 13th May, or as near
J-hatday as possible, sow Kidney Beans (Scarlet Runners),

.
feet within each row of Lettuce plants ;

set the seeds 3
**ches apart. As soon as they are 3 inches high earth

;
let* up, and in the course of two or three days after, stick

them.
]sj 0- 4._Djg over the first week in April, and

J

b°ut the middle of the month sow Dwarf Imperial Peas
*°r a second crop ; one row at 3 feet from each edge of
^e bed, and one in the centre. The Peas I have recom-
mended will do without sticks ; but it' you can easily get
iiem

Vour crops will be much more abundant. No. 5.—
i^g over the end of January, and the first week in
February sow 3 rows of Long Pod Beans, at 2 feet (> inches

j?*rt* In the middle of April sow 3 rows more, at the like
l^ance, to come in for a second crop. As soon as the
rsr

< crop is gathered dig in the haulm deep, level over the
ground, and plant out Scotch Kale from the seed-bed, in
ows 2 feet apart, and 18 inches distant in the row.

f
,

°' 6.—Lay about 3 barrows-full of manure over this bed
eeild of February, then dig it in about 2 or 3 inches
ttder the mould. First week in March sow a row of
^eks round the border, 9 inches from the edge ; and sow

Onion seed, broadcast, over the remainder of the bed.

As soon as the Onions are taken up plant out York or

Barnes Cabbage, at the same distance as the Savoys.

No. G*.—-The end of February, level 1 yard square of this

bed, and work the surface fine. First week in March sow

seeds for Early York Cabbage ; sow half another yard with

Lettuce seed. In the middle of April, level and work in

like manner 4 square yards more, and sow seeds of Savoys,

Scotch Kale, Milan Kale, and Borecole, 1 yard of each.

In June prepare another yard square, and sow seed of

York orrfBarnes Cabbage. About the 12th of August

prepare and sow another yard with Early York Cabbage

seed. As soon as the plants in any of these seed-beds are

fit to move, get ready a piece of ground on this bed, suffi-

ciently large to take as many plants of the sort as you will

want to plant out to stand, and then prick out the plants

3 inches apart every way. You must prick out rather

more than will fill the bed in which they are to stand for a

crop, as some may fail. This transplanting will make the

plants much stronger, and produce finer heads, than would

be the case if planted out at once from the seed-bed.

Nos. 7 and 9 Dig over in February ; sow Carrot seed in

one bed, and Parsnip seed in the other : these seeds to be

sown in drills 1 foot apart, the Parsnip seed rather deeper

than the Carrot. When the plants come up, thin them

out to the distance of from 6 to 9 inches in the row,

according to the depth and quality of the ground. The
size of these crops will be much increased by loosening

the earth to the depth of 3 or 4 inches between the

drills occasionally, in dry weather, with a two-pronged hoe.

No. 8. Lay eight barrows-full of dung in heaps on this

bed in February. The first week in March, throw the

bed up in ridges, just two feet apart, leaving your first

trench, on each side the bed, 18 inches from the edge.

When this is done, you will have 12 trenches. Lay your

dung equally along the bottom of each trench : draw

about four or five inches of mould down upon the dung,

then plant Early Potatoes (the Frame, or Ash-Leaved Kid-

ney,) three or four inches deep, and one foot from each

other in the row. You are all apt to plant your Potatoes

too near together, under a mistaken notion that, if you

plant wide, you are losing ground ; but I know, from

practice, that you gain Potatoes by it. I plant my own

Early Potatoes in rows three feet apart, and in deeper soil

than yours. As soon as the plants appear above ground,

hoe the whole over lightly ; when about four inches high,

earth up moderately ; in a lew days draw up the remain-

ing earth to them. It is a bad plan to put by small

Potatoes for seed ; good sized, well-grown fruit should be

selected for this purpose. If these Potatoes are not all

dug for use by the 1st of August, the rest should be got

up immediately. The haulm of Potatoes soon rots in the

ground, and makes good manure; therefore, when you

begin to take up your Potatoes, pick off the haulm of the

first row, and lay it on the ground, next the edge of the

bed, from which "all the mould will have been drawn in

earthing up the plants ; and when this row of Potatoes is

taken up, throw the mould back upon the haulm ;
pro-

ceed thus with every row, making the ground good and

level as vou go on, ready for the next crop ; this will

save digging all over again. Plant out Milan Kale, as fast

as the first Potatoes are cleared off, to the extent of one

half the bed, as this should be planted as early as possible.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Messrs. LodMges\ Hackney.-^te Orchidaceous houses at this

place are now shaded for the season; the material used being:

broad bands of straw, -which arc twisted loosely, and stretched

across the roof, on the outside, at about a foot apart. They are

kept on permanently, and the loose and straggling straws seem
sufficient to shade the spaces between the bands. All the prin-

cipal houses here are now heated by Ropers's conical boiler,

which is found to answer admirably. In the Orchidaceous

stoves there is at present in bloom Oncidinm bi folium, one of the

showiest and most interesting of the tribe for growing on blocks,

and suspending. It has been flowering for several weeks. 'he

delightful little Mantisia sanatoria, the column of whose flowers

oscillates with the slightest touch, and which is called from this

circumstance, as well as the gracefulness of its motion, "the

dancing girls," is developing its purple and yellow blossoms

very numerously. Galeandra Devoniana, a noble species, the

superb Vanda teres, Camarotis purpurea, a variety of the fine

old Maxillaria Harrisonice,with nearly pure white sepals and petals

a large specimen of Phaius bicolor, Ccelogyne undulata, a raie

but not very specious plant ; Dendrtfbiumfimbrfatum and densiflo-

rum, with their splendid orange blooms, and a new Dendrobium,

from Manilla, with tall stems, like those of D. undulatum, but

not swollen at the base, and which has borne strong upright

racemes of peculiar and elegant flowers for the last two or three

months, are also flowering finely. There is likewise the pretty

new Eria longilabris, with long racemes of white blossoms,

which become reddish in the centre of the lip, and Pleurothallis

strupifolia, a singular species, with interesting pink and brownish

mottled flowers. In a cooler house, and exhibiting, by the rich-

ness of their colours, the desirableness of retarding the floral

development of these plants, as well as the necessity of keeping

them back, for succession, are Demlriibium pulchellum, m all its

loveliness, D. undulatum, with its flowers stronger and darker

than common, and several Oncidia. Placed in a corner of this

erection is a gigantic specimen of Tamus elephantipes, or the

Elephant's foot; its singular trunk, or stem, about two feet

high and two feet six inches in diameter. It is now throwing

out young shoots from its summit. The delicately-w lute-

flowered Dendr6bium Heyneanum, and the curious little unease-

forme, are blooming in the same house. The stove plants in

blossom are, Tillandsia xiphioides, which is growing m the

midst of a basket of some small Dendrobiums, and bearing white

Iris-like flower?, which have a most delicious scent of Lemons.

It is a delightful species for hanging up in a stove, as it will sub-

sist entirely on air and water, without any soil. Epidendrum

selligerum, one of the sweetest of Orchidaceous plants, and

hardly inferior to E. ionosmum in fragrance, is blossoming near

it. Iieg6nia manicata, a new species, with singular frill-like

appendages to the stalks of its leaves, is just passing out of

flower, having been in a blooming state several months; it pro-

duces airy panicles of pretty whitish blossoms. Cyrt6ceras re-

flexa, another plant which has been blooming since the winter,

is still bearing its waxy inflorescence most abundantly. Petraea

Staplesii, which has lately been most splendid, clothed with its

fine drooping racemes of blue flowers, is just passing away.

Proceeding to the greenhouses, we observed, among the bulbs,

the lovely Babiana bicolor, with its ornamental blue and white

(lowers nicely open. Boronia anemonefolia has been blossoming

in extraordinary quantities this season, and is a valuable shrub

for the greenhouse. "We saw, too, a large stock of the scarce

Chorozcma ovata, in much superior health to that in which it is

ordinarily met with. A widely-spreading specimen of Berberis

empetrifolia was covered with its small golden flower-balls in

one of the pits, and strongly recommends itself to notice. On
the margin of an out-door cistern [was the double

.
variety ot

Caltha palustris, an extremely beautiful plant, well adapted for

either aquariums or any wet places. Messrs. Loddiges have

commenced using charcoal pretty largely in the culture of their

Orchidacerc, and it seems to be admirably suitable. They also

char the surface of the blocks of wood on which they suspend

these plants, and by this means the wood is rendered more
durable; there is no bark to peel off by decay and carry the

plant along with it; a favourable surface is formed for the roots

of the ulants to cling to, and all the fungi which appear so

numerously on common logs appear to be prevented from

fastening on these.—E. K. r May 11.

nts
In the beginning of August, plant out from the seed-bed

Borecole, over the other half of this bed. bet the plant

in rows two feet apart, and at 18 inches distance from

each other in the row. These will be found very service-

able during the winter and spring- If you think I am

providing you with more green food than is desirable,

considering how little nourishment it affords, I must tell

you that I am thinking of your good friend thepig, as

well as of you ; and that this ground would be lying idle

from July till the middle of April, if it were not thus

employed. No. 10. Lay on 12 or 14 barrows-full of

manure the last week in April ; throw up this bed in

ridges, in the same manner as directed for No. 8, except-

ing that these trenches must be three feet apart. The

first week in May, plant late Potatoes. Recollect what I

have before said in selecting your seed ; and treat this

crop, throughout, as 1 have directed for No. 8 ;
do not

let any one persuade you to form the rows nearer than

three feet, nor plant nearer in the row than one foot. If

the sort of seed you use produces high and strong haulm,

the rows should be four feet apart. You should not use

seed grown on the same soil more than two years at any

rate ; it would be better to "change your seed and the sort

of Potato every year. As soon as the Potatoes are dug

up, throw this bed up into ridges, three feet apart, in

order that the ground may mellow, and work fine for the

Barley crop, which will always follow the Potatoes.

No. 11- This bed is intended for Barley, and ought to

produce more than enough to fatten the pig thoroughly.

1 shall not pretend to offer you any advice about this crop,

for I suspect you know much more about it than I do.

As soon as the Barley is off, you should lay out beds Nos.

1 2, and 3, for the next year's crop. Dig over the barley

stubble, where the bed No. 2 will stand the next year, and

o-et ^ ready for the Early York Cabbage, to be planted out

\n the middle of October. The other two beds may be

ridged up to stand the winter. The farmers will give you

ood wheat straw in exchange for your barley straw, which

11 be more serviceable to you, to thatch your Potato

heap, and to litter the pig. Having gone over every bed

in the garden, the plans will be a sufficient guide to you

for the cropping for the second and third years
;
you will

then proceed with the same plan during the fourth and

fifth years, moving every crop forward on the ground one

compartment each year, and in the sixth, they will all come

round to the same places they are to occupy m the first.

[We shall complete this at an early opportunity.']
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Remarks on the Management of Orchidaceous Plants,

with a Catalogue of those in the Collection of J. C.

Lyons, Ladiston. (Private Circulation.)

This little work has been gratuitously circulated, by J. C.

Lyons, Esq., of Ladiston, Ireland, in order to remove

out of the wav of amateurs the difficulties which he him-

self experienced at first in the cultivation of the interest-

ing tribe to which it relates. It is divided into a general

essay on the Culture of the Orchidaceee ; a Calendar of

Monthly Operations necessary in effecting the same, and

a descriptive list of those which the Author possesses,

with a few superior ones not in his collection. The last

section includes a number of excellent hints adapted to

the members of each genus separately. In the first, the

subject is treated more in the abstract ; and all the plans

suggested are carefully based on the principles of science.

The Epiphytal kinds, or those which grow on trees or

other objects, from which they receive no nourishment,

are arranged in four classes, as follows :

—

" 1st. Those species found in low dense woods, where

scarcely any sun can penetrate. These, therefore, require

shading from the rays of the sun, either from large plants

in the house, or from creepers, or by some other means,

and must have a hot and moist atmosphere. 2d. lhose

species found growing on trees, near to open brakes m
the woods, where they receive a little sun, plenty of light,

and a free but damp atmosphere. These should have a

similar atmosphere, but will endure more sunshine than

the last. The greatest part of the species come under this

head. 3d. Those species found growing on single trees,

in damp but exposed situations. These must also have a

damp atmosphere and plenty of heat ; but they thrive best

if exposed to the sun, except just at mid-day, for although

the sun in the tropics shines with great power, it must be

remembered that the plants receive considerable shelter

from the branches of the trees, (although standing single)

on which they grow,. 4th. Those species found growing

on single trees, in elevated situations, where they are sub-

jected to a drier air, and the burning rays of a tropical sun.

These, therefore, require a lower temperature, less humi-
dity, and nearly a full exposure to the rays of the sun."

Having spoken of the season of rest, the Author goes

on to mention the growing period, and on this head he

observes,—" About five o'clock, or as soon as the heat of

the sun is rather on the decline, during the months of

June, July, and August, it will be found of the greatest

benefit to give the plants a thorough good syringing, with
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water the same temperature nearly as the atmosphere of
the house, after which it should be shut up close for the
night; the temperature will increase frequently beyond
100 degrees, but I never have experienced any injury from
that heat ; in fact, as long as the atmosphere is saturated
with moisture, the plants will not be .injured by heat.

"When I use the term syringing, I wish it to be understood
that I do not mean such a process as is generally per-
formed on other plants, where the destruction and removal
of the green-fly is the object. Epiphytes are not a species
of plants much infested with them ; I have never observed
them on my plants, and although they may be frequently
seen on the various creepers in the house, notwithstanding
the great moisture, still they appear to avoid the Orchi-
daeeze. My mode of syringing, therefore, is in imitation
of a plentiful, gentle shower of rain, let fall on the plants,
not driven against them with an upsetting force."

Mr. Lyons likewise adopts the plan, of which he claims
the origin, of introducing steam into the house, every
evening during summer from tin; boiler. But the chief
novelty in the work is the design for a stand for the Epi-
phytal species ; it is called by the rather un-English term
of the •' Oniscamyntic stand/' and is thus directed to
be made.

" Procure from the potter a pan generally known as a
feeder, with a raised centre and a hole in it, into which
the forked branch of a tree is to be made fast. In the
forked part the plant is to be fastened with zinc or copper
wire, and the roots covered with moss. The branches can
be cut to any desired length, so as it does not overbalance
the bottom. I have them from 12 to 36 inches long. The
bottoms of the feeder should be made thick and heavy,
which will cause it to stand steady and firm. They may
be made of different sizes, and the branches cut to diffe-

rent lengths. Should the plant increase in size and weight
so as to become unsteady, a larger bottom can easily be
substituted. I have several plants of Oncidium, Papilio,

Stanhopea, Laslia, and Catasetum, &c, growing in the
forked branches, which succeed remarkably well ; the
foliage of all the plants so grown is much more luxuriant,
and of a darker and richer green than those grown in

lumps of peat, and at this moment (November) the branch
of the tree is covered with the roots firmly attached to it,

having in many instances penetrated the bark. They were,
until the idea of the stand in their present state occurred
to me, fixed in common pots, made steady with yellow
clay pressed hard, but those in the stands are much pre-
ferable, as they contain a quantity of water in the
feeder, which prevents the attacks of insects and also

contributes to the moisture of the atmosphere by evapo-
ration. I am strongly of opinion they will be found an
excellent improvement on pots for almost every Epiphyte,
and will not occupy more space, beside they have the
advantage of allowing smaller plants to be placed between
them."
Of this stand, again, it is remarked that it supplies "A

natural material to grow on ; a perfect drainage ; a safeguard
in a great measure against insects ; it takes up less room
in a house, is not more expensive than pots, and is far

more pleasing to the eye ; besides all which, it enables the

growers to adopt a far more natural climate and system
of treatment. The plants will be enabled to assume a
more natural position of growth, which we know in

many instances to be a downward position : this will pre-

vent the wet from lodging in the young shoots and des-

troying them."
>- Mr. Lyons informs us that some cultivators have
objected to it, because the bottom of the branch placed in it

will necessarily decay. He states, however, that this may
be easily remedied by cutting off the decayed portion, and
inserting it afresh : others fear that it will become too

heavy at the top and get overbalanced; but Mr. L. says

that this never occurs with him, though he has large and
heavy plants on the top of some of them, provided due
care is taken in syringing. On the whole, the plan seems
original, and likely to prove useful to cultivators, by dis-

pensing, to a great extent, with all kinds of pots for the

Epiphytal species. The work is, indeed, altogether cal-

culated to be of service to inquirers, and the benevolent
design of the Author must assuredly be appreciated.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS 'for the ensuing week.
I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Department.
Pivkrv.—After this time many good gardeners do not put

much stress on the bottom-heat, which must now be fast declin-

ing: in the spring-made beds. It is, however, a good plan to have
the bottom-heat a few degrees higher than the average of the
top-heat. There will soon be a good opportunity for adding a
little fresh tan, when the young stock is being examined to

ascertain which of them wants potting. Except those with ripe
fruit, the whole should now have a very moist atmosphere.

VlNBftT,—Now is about the right time to determine what kind
of grapes will best suitthe family late in the autumn and the early
part of winter. For private families who keep little company at

that time, small bunches with fine large berries are the most
economical ; but for " parties," large bunches and berries should
be produced, if only for appearance* sake. To leave plenty of
bunches is the way to have them small; and to thin out the
bunches and the berries will cause both to be larger. The extent

of thinning in either case must be left to him who knows the
state of the Vines ; the greatest fault with us all is leaving too
much fruit to ripen.

Pbaches and CiircrijiiEs.—These houses must now be kept
very dry till all the fruit is gathered.

Figs.—These gross feeders will now require to have the soil

constantly moist about their roots, whatever stage their fruit

may be in.

Melon's.—There have been many very good hybrid varieties

of these obtained within the last few years, by crossing our best
old ones with the large Persian varieties. The rambling habit of
the Persians is thus reduced, and the fruit partakes of an inter-
mediate quality between both parents; still they are too large for
private use, and might easily be reduced by crossing again with
the old small green-fleshed sorts. Keep up a brisk heat and a
moist atmosphere, with abundance of air while the fruit is swell-
ing. For merely swelling the fruit a close atmosphere is best, but
it injures the health of the plants, aud a sickly plant never ripens
ft wholesome fruit.

Ridge Cucumbers, Tomatoes, or any other of the half-hardy
plants of this department not yet planted out, may now be
done, and if the weather is windy or very dry, a few boughs or
some other screen should be placed round them till they begin to
root freely. Capsicums are generally the last of these to be
planted out, and they will do by and by.

Out-door Department.
Broccom and Calmflower..— From the 20th to the 25th of

May, the last sowing of autumn Broccoli and late Cauliflower
should be got in. Former sowings of these should be carefully
looked to; see that the plants are not too thick. Prick out some of
them, and plant out the strongest.
Turnips and Spinach.—Here are two fastidious crops at this

season. A few days of dry weather, and they are up in flower,
unless well watered and well thinned; so that often, and a little

at a time, is the best rule for them.
Cardoons and Endive.—The last sowing of the first of these,

and the first sowing of the other, may he now got in; almost
everybody likes blanched Endive in sallads, yet few people care
much about Cardoons; but if the cooks find out you have none,
you will not forget sowing them again, if you should never see a
Calendar.
CKLKav.—A few plants, or, if you have plenty of ground, a

good many plants of the most forward may now be put out ; but
many of them will run to seed.
Summer. Crops.— One of the best rules that can be given in a

general way for sowing these, and also for planting out after-
wards, is to do the work often and but little at a time; it is

always better to have something to spare, if it goes to waste,
than to run short of anything. Every dull, damp, or wet day, to
the end of August, some tilings will have to be sown or planted,
or pricked out and thinned.
Early Potatoes.—As these have been planted rather deeper

than the main crops, I think it is better to keep the soil well stirred
between the rows than to earth them up ; and they will come
in sooner that way.
Orchard.—Get soapsuds from the nearest laundry; it is the

best nostrum of any that have been recommended for washing
insects off trees; it is also a good liquid manure. Tobacco-
water is better, if you do not mind the price ; but: then you must
make it yourself. Nine-tenths of the tobacconists, judging by
their "liquor," belong to the anti-cruelty society. You can
make good tobacco-water at the rate of sixpence a gallon by
using the coarsest tobacco, and pouring boiling.water on it. See
that all your Strawberries have some clean mulching, to prevent
the soil splashing on them in showery weather. Many people
have the good sense to thin all their wall-fruit as regularly as
Grapes ; and as the fruit set so thick this season, others would
do well to follow their example.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

' Stove.—If you have propagated enough of these plants, the
general management of an established collection is easy enough
now; all are in active motion. The eye should have most of

the work to do now ; any one may water, shade, and give air, if

you tell him how and when ; but it requires more than this to
see that plants are enjoying their existence— if you will allow the
expression.
Greenhouse.— Get all your best specimens into the more

favourable places, and see, by all means, that they are not too much
crowded ; half a dozen well-grown plants are better than a score
of the ordinary run. If you have good plants of the Chinese
Azaleas you might force some of them now to finish their growth
and set their ilower-heads : this would enable them to flower
earlier next spring. Almost all sorts of plants require large
portions of water now. Never allow the syringe to be used till

every pot in the house is watered.
Conservator?.—The advantage of two or three dozens of

good stove plants will now be perceived in the conservatory, as
these keep so much longer in flower through the summer here
than if left iu the stove, and are more at home than greenhouse
plants. Let the plants here have a good deal more room now;
it would be quite out of character to see this house crowded in

summer, as if we had no flowers out-of-doors, even if plants
were not injured by it. Keep the air as cool and moist as your
means will allow, and do not turn out a fine specimen plant after

passing out of flower if you have not a better place for it else-

where.
Pits and Frames.—These are applied to so many purposes

from this time till next September, that no Calendar can antici-

pate the different treatment in all cases. Where plants are more
an object than fruit, cold pits are the very best places for Heaths
and all delicate greenhouse plants, and to such the summer
directions will mainly apply.

Out-door Department.
Planting out the flower-beds engrosses all the time and atten-

tion of nine-tenths of the gardening world about this time. A
good deal of the success depends on the manner of planting,
simple though it be. If the beds are newly dug, as they ought
to be, you must plant an inch or two deeper than the plants
stood in the pots, to allow for the settling of the ground ; and
the whole should- get a good watering before the surface is

smoothed down. Mignonette, to flower late in the autumn,
is always sown at the same time as the last spring sowing of
Cauliflower in the kitchen-garden. Nemophila insignis, Sanvi-
talia procumbens, Virginian Stock, Sweet Allyssom, and a few
other common low annuals, if sown now, and again three weeks
hence, will flower till overtaken by the frost. Roses require
particular attention now. Of all our plants in the open air, the
Rose and the Peach suffer most from want of water when pro-
ducing a good crop of flowers or fruit; both are also very fas-

tidious about soils, and unless both are indulged with moist,
friable loam, of a firm texture and on a dry bottom, they will

require the greatest attention that can be paid to them about
this time, and for some weeks yet, especially in keeping them free

from insects and well supplied with water at the roots.

—

D. Beaton,
Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich,

i

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending May 1ft, 1843, as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

May-
Friday IB
Saturday 18

Sunday )4
Monday 15

Tuesday 16
WVdneadayl7|
Thursday 18

Average

Harokrti'h.

Mat. Min.
8a159 89.879
29.904 29 868
S9.795 29.552

29-509 29.497
29.497 2.9.3WI

29.G71 29.476
29.001 29.798

»>.775 29.635

-Thkhmomktkr.
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'.7
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52
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f.Ufi
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48
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47
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48
45

46J

Mean.
66.5
54.0

57.0
56.0

56.0
47.5
46.5

53.3

Wind. Rain.

w\
s.

8.W.
N. E.
N.E,
N.E.

.02

.18

"14

07
.20

•O-I

.']:,

May 12. Slight haze and fine ; very fine with clouds ; overcast andjnild.

14
15

. Overcast, with cold haze
; light clouds and very fine throughout.

. Lightly overcast and line ; cloudy and Hue ; heavy rain at night.
, Cloudy J

showery; overcast; heavy rain.
16. Drizzly ; showery ; thunder in afternoon; rain at night.
17- Hazy ; cloudy ; heavy showers in afternoon.
18. Cold rain; densely overcast j showery at -night.

-Mean temperature of the week equal to the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending May 27, 1848. ,:

May.
Aver.
Highest

Aver.
I -owest Mean

TempTemp. Temp.

Sun. 21 . C7-1 45.2 56.2

Mon. 22 66.4 44,5 55.4

Tuea. 23 6H.1 47-1 57.6

Wed. 84 68.5 45.8 57-2

Thurs.25 66.

1

45.!! 66.0

Fri. 36 67.2 43 2 55.2
Sat. 27 69.S 46 !' 57.6

No. of

Years in

which it

Rained.

5
8

6
7
6

7
y

Greatest
I' rt>\ lilinc Winds.

p #

quantity
of Rain.

2

*

8

w «

-J)

2

is
•

X

1

p Z

0.36 in. l

0.10 4 1 3 3 2 2 2 _^

0.21 1 3 3 3 1 2 1 3
0.36 2 3 5 — 2 3 1 1

0-64 1 «_>:i 1 3 3 —

.

0.22 } 7 2 1 1 2 8 —
44 1 6 3 1 1 3 1 1

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending May 19, 1843.

In consequence of the extreme coldness of the weather during the
past week, the garden produce has not altered much since our last
Report. Grapes, however, arc greatly on the advance, and the market
is exceedingly well stocked with them. The major portion of them,
too, arc very fine and well-coloured. Peaches are scarce and infe-

rior; and there are only a very few Nectarines, which are small and
poor. Forced Strawberries are beginning to decline. There are
some extremely good Melons. A large supply of Apples is yet exhi-
bited; Spring Carrots, Turnips, and Lettuce, improve but skxvly,
though the last are pretty numerous. There is now a great variety
of culinary and medicinal herbs. We noticed some enormous stalks
of Hyatt's Giant Rhubarb. Of Cut Flowers, we observed Erica
hybrida, Hoya carnosa, several kinds of Pinks, Pcrgularia odora-
tissima, some beautiful hybrid Rhododendrons, Kalmia latifolia,

Tree Pieonies, Crinum amabile, Astelma eximium, Scarlet Pelar-
goniums, Carnations, and Heliotropes. There were potted plants of
Daphne encorum, Epacris grandifiora, Fabiana imbricata, Scarlet
Pelargoniums, Pinks, and varieties of Rhododendron ponticum, that
have not been previously named.

PRICES, Saturday, May'20, 1343 FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb.*;* to 105
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., As to 8*
— Spanish, per lb. \$ to lsGd
— Portugal, perlb. Is to 3*

Apples, dessert, per bush., 8* to }Gs

— Kitchen, per bush. 63 to 10*

Pears, dessert, per hf. sieve, 20.«

Strawberries, forced, peroz.,(irf to 1*

Gooseberries, per half-sieve, 5s to 7s
Currants, per pottle, Hd to.ls

Apricots, per pottle, U dd to 2*
Oranges, per do/., l*to 2s Gd
— per 100,0* to 18*
— bitter, per 100, 6s to 20*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2.?

— per 100,5* to 14*
Cucumbers, per brace, 1* to .'Iff

Walnuts, per bush., 12,tto 18*

Chestnuts, per peck, 4* to 8*
Almonds, perpeck, 6*
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. GO* to|55j
Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs. GO* to 70*
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, \Gi

— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 24*
— Cob, 12*

VEGETAIJLKS.

Cabbage-plants, per doz. I* to 3*
Cabhages, per doz., 6d to 1* dd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, Gs to 14*
Broccoli, White, per bunch, 2* to 4*— Purple, do., \s 3d to 2s
Beans,Kidncy, forced, p- 100, is6dto3s6d
Potatoes, per ton, 80* to 100*
— per cwt. 4* to fi*

— perbushel, 2* to 2* Gd
— Kidney, p. bush., 2? to2sGd
— Scotch, per bushel, 2*
— New, per lb., 6d to 1* dd

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,
J* to 1* 6d

Turnips, per doz. bun., 3* to 5*
— Spring, per bunch, Gd to 2*]

Red Beet, per dozen, Od to 1*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* tofi*

Radish, spring, p. do/., hands, Gd to 1*
— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, Qd to 1*

Carrots, per doz. bunch. Gs to 8*
— Young Horn., per bun.Gd to 1* Gd
— Spring per bunch, Gd to 1* Gd

Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to 1*

Garlic, per lb. Gd to 8d

Shallots, per lb., !* to 1* Gd
Asparagus, large, per hundred, 4* to Gs
— Sprue, or Small, p. bun. 1* 'id to2sGd
Peas, forced, per half-sieve, 20*
Lettuce, Cabb., p.hf.-sieve, l*t.o 1* Gd
— Cos, per score, Gd to 1* Gd

Kndive, per score, Gd to 1*

Celery, p. bd., (ISto 16) 6c/ to 1* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4d to 1* 3d
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Green Basil, per bunch, Gd to 9(2

Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to Gd
Parsley, per half-sieve, Qd to 1*
Tarragon, per doz- bunches, 2*to3#
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2s to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Marjarom, green, per bunch Grfto Qd
Mushrooms, per pottle, Gd to Qd
Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Leeks, per doz. bun., 5* to Gs
Onions, per bushel, 5* to 8*
— Spring per bunch, 3d to Gd— Pickling, per hi: -xv., 4s Gd to bs
— Green, p. doz. bun. 2* to 4*— Spanish, per doz. 2* to 4*

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 26th,

18:13, and' 27th, 1841—thermometer 823; and the lowest on the 25th, 1830—
thermometer 2Q°.

Notices to Correspondents.

Seedling Florists' Flowers.—We beg our cor-

respondents under this head will bear in mind that our

opinions are public, for public purposes ; and that we
cannot give private opinions ; and also that in

future all varieties must be named, or we cannot in

future undertake to notice them. In the words of a

correspondent, a favourable opinion from us gives a

flower a certain value, and renders it immediately a

marketable commodity; but it is possible that such

opinions may be used for purposes of imposition.

A name is some guard against this ; we must therefore

request that all flowers, before they come to us, may
bear the name it is proposed they should eventually

receive. If our judgment is favourable we will give the

name at full length. If unfavourable, the initials only

will be given. Numbers must in future be discontinued.

To Correspondents. — We must again mention that it is not

in our power to spare time for naming collections of common
flowers, ill selected, and worse packed; and we would beg our
correspondents not to put themselves to the expense of sending,

or us to the pain of neglecting: them . It is unreasonable to expect
us to give up valuable time to the examination of little fragments

of common plants, whose names the inquirer can obtain of the

firstgardencr in his neighbourhood. We are most ready to afford

information on such points to a reasonable extent, but there

must be alimittosuchinquiries. We should say that one or two
plants are as many as it can generally be necessary to send at a

time. In future, when heaps of plants are sent us, we trust

to be excused for not noticing them at all.

Wheat.—B. A. J*.—Your Wheat has suffered from the cold

nights, but it will probably soon recover. You may try some
nitrate of soda as an experiment; but if there is a good plant

on the ground, it may not be necessary. The nitrate cannot

be too finely powdered; if it is dissolved in water its effect will

be more certain. It is seldom expedient to sow Wheat on ligbt

land after Potatoes. M.
Wood-pavbmbnt.—An Old Subscriber.—Wc regard this as a

branch of road-making, and not inapplicable torural economy.
We shall be happy to insert any communications on the subject.

Manures.— Corycius.—There is no dcubt that guano will8?*e*"Jr

improve every kind of herbage, provided it be put on in rainy

weather, or mixed with water as a liquid manure. ln vcl Y

hot weather it would probably burn the grass. You may
safely put it on that part which had gypsum. This last is very

uncertain in its effect ; we have never found much benefit from

it on grass land. M. Rural Chemistry.—Waste grass may be

put with stable dung, and made part of the manure
:

heap, as

recommended in the Gardeners9 Chronicle, (vide April 1 J or it

may be put into aheap of compost, consisting of the refuse of.

a yard with wood-ashes and other burnt rubbish; but it is much

better first to reduce it with gas- water, which rots it speedily,

and then to add it to compost heaps. Ashes may be mixed with

earth directly after they are made ; but if they are exposed to

the weather they are apt to be washed out again. They should

be kept dry till' wanted. No addition to a compost heap is more

useful than the fluids that can be collected in a house, and they

costnothing. Our columns are already full of directions relating

to these subjects.
Liquid Manure.— T. A. JV.—It may be applied to Rose-trees

throughout the spring and summer; it is of no consequence

whether the weather is moist or not; only take care you a

not overdose the Roses, and make them run too much to woo
•

-

Ga;;j>k\'s.— <W/j.—Your walls arc low, but will do with g<

management; your difficulty will be witli Pears. AUp
^„V»e

tions for keeping the cob dry are of little practical impoi t(l" '

SO far as the trees are concerned. As to thatching 1
j' ^hes

covering must not on anv account extend more than _
beyond the face of the wail. You will find in previous jnihiiuca.

abundant information about forming your borders 5
"

,.

rules are to give fresh soil, not too rich, or your trees win.

-

run to wood. Good loamy turf and some stable^a»"'t *

enough. As to blood, and all those forcing substanceswey
are fit for nothing but Vines. Good leaf-mould is exc^ue,

rotten grass, powdered charcoal, wood-ashes, andisucn™*w
are much better than azotised substances. Fruit-trees on wan*

are not fond of animal manure, t „ „ ., ;„ „Ti,:«h an
SoiLs.-Qweraw.-Wedonot conceive that the soil in which an

A

-

>
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of centuries
At all

old gigantic Walnut has grown for a couple of c

would be exhausted of the nutriment required by Firs.

events, if the Walnut-roots were grubbed up and burnt, and the

ashes restored to the soil, any loss would be compensated lor.

Bottom Hkat.-T. A. AT.-We will give you some ^"nation

on this subject shortly ; in the meanwhile consult Rendu, s

System of Tank-heating, lately published.

lnes —E S.-We have never heard of the effect of wine

lees as a manure; but it is probable that they will be very

useful. Do not, however, be rash, but try them on one or two

plants first, and in small quantity at a time.

BAPBS.—Vitis.—Yon ?ay that your Hamburgh Grapes are

Vi

are now in a very filthy state, so that when heated they pro-

duce a very sooty smell. You add, that for 12 years you have

had good crops from these houses, till the last three years,

when the flues have got so had. You ask us why your Grapes

are attacked with rust? Be thankful that it is no worse.

Victoria Vink.-N. B. G.-It has been belore explained in this

Paper thut the above is not a new variety, as you will Una "j

referring to p. 787 of our 2d volume.
„tn,oeA »,v

FERTUIZATION.-D-When one plant is to be fer t.hscd by

another, you should proceed thus: From the plant to be fer -

lised, just before the flowers are ready to expand, cut out tnc

little threads which produce the powder (or pollen), and iea%e

untouched the pointed body (stigma, in the centre; then from

a flower which is to fertilize take some of the powdery heads

(anthers), and with them touch the stigma ;
then envelop tie

branch of the plant on which the operation has been per-

formed with a piece of coarse muslin for a few days, so as to

keep off insects. In general, you will find that the seedling:

«

more like that from which the pollen is taken than theothei.

We hope these directions are sufficiently clear.
,, n „.,clo

Am.cr.canCrkss.-F. G.-This is, more properly the Belleisle

Cress or Barbarea prsecox. It can be sown thinly in drills, or

broadcast on a small bed, and may be cut like the common or

Curled Cress, but not too close to the ground.

AUUA iNmcA.-iV. P.-This plant and its varieties are com-

monly nUced out of doors in a rather shaded situation, alter

have ceased flowering ; but it is probably the better plan

ripening meir vtuuii. iubj «'"" "Ji ,"" ..-.--, ----
..,,„„,

flag from drought, as a repetition of this sometimes kills them.

PauEovnia .mpbriams.-^.C. L.-We should.certainly think

this tree would be hardy in Dorsetshire, particular^ it it am

placed in a situation sheltered from cold winds, and at tne

same time duly open to the sun. . ,.,
DAP.iNEs.-LoM/«/.-If your plant is the D. odora you probably

do not expose it enough to light in summer, and may keep «

too cold in winter. Give it warmth and bright light w he

growing, and a good warm greenhouse in winter, and it win

scarcely fail to flower. .

Rnon anthe Manc. LBSU.-WWtowfc.-The seeds of Rhodan he

Manglesii should he sown at two seasons : the first »™ut l,'e

beginning of September; the second about the end of February.

The soil the seeds are sown in should be rather strong, but not

rich, for the first sowing; consisting of a mixture of sandy

loam and leaf-mould : they should be sown m pots and placed

in a cold pit or frame, (if sown in the autumn,) which should

be kept close until the plants are up. The young plants should

be potted off when small, for if allowed to get large before

potting they never do any good; put a single plant into a

small (io-pot; they must then be returned to the pit or lrame,

and kept close until they recover the effects ol the shift
;
after-

wards harden them by admitting air. Then, when there is

danger of Host, remove them to an airy part of the greenhouse

for the winter, taking cure that they are not over-watered
j
for

much depends on the manner in which they are treated during

the winter, as too much or too little water will destroy the

mentioned. This troublesome insect hides under stones dods ^^^^^CZ-I^L'^^T^^^1K&3
of earth, dead leaves, &c. during the day, and in such places

it might be advantageously sought after. We know of no

better method of getting rid of such pests than by hand-picking

during the night— their feeding time- which you already

practise. S. „ , . „,,„„
Scalb on Pine Plants.-J«to is desirous of trying ammo,

niacal liquor for the destruction of the above pest, but is

undecided as to the best method of applying it. He asks it «

would be best to syringe the plants with it in a diluted state

twice or thrice a week ? or to soak the tan with it, in wincn

state it would be given off by fermentation, as it IS from

fermenting dung? and whether a liberal sprinkling of the tan

would not promote fermentation, and therefore be a good

method of renewing the heat in exhausted beds ? As we have

no experience in this application of gas-water, we reter the

question to our readers, some of whom may be able to answer

it We last week gave our reasons for doubting the advantage

oi using it with a syringe; and we equally fear that il ammonia

enfnith to kill insects is introduced into the atmosphere ol a

house, it. will be very likely to kill the foliage also. Experi-

ments are much wanted on these subjects.

BOOKS.-Drfcd Wanfe.-George Don's edition of Miller's Die

tionary is not ofuse to a gardener. There is no book in winch

all known plants are described; the most complete works of

the kind are in Latin, and consist of many octavo volumes.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Plants, with the Supplement is the

we
itttiana.

Holens.
cannot

through any bookseller. It is advertised at p. 586 ot the 2d

vol. of this Paper.

Cottagers' Prizks.- W. R. ill.-Your suggestion abou giving

plants, seeds, or books, to Cottagers for prizes at exhibitions,

instead of money, is perfectly in accordance with recommend-

ations that have more than once been given m this Paper.

Doubtless the plan is a most desirable one.

Mt^tcitankous.—6. <?.'* specimens are, 1, Poly gala granch-

^'^^;^^^^-—y- /--The leaves you have

sent are those of Pyrus torminalis.—Dee.-\:our plants are,

1, Dillwynia juniperina; 2, Cliffortia tridentataj 3, Lavan-

dula dentata; 4, Vestia lycioides; 5 Diosma umttora..

Cm 2<; #
g.—Your Orchis is a light variety of O. mono.

—-As the Circrea you have sent is not in flower,

name it with precision, but it appears to be Ulu

.4 Reader.-l is too much injured to be determined
; 2 is

Ledum palustre: Sis Cerastiuni lanatum; 4 is Ornithogalum

umbellatum, 'iW//.-We really cannot undertake to name

heaps of fragments, crashed to pieces by the Post-othce.

r*Jw.-Your plant is apparently Zephyranthes atamasco,

but so crushed, that it cannot be determined with certainty.

, % d s. -Some species of Crataegus, apparently C. iryn-

folia. but too young for determination with certainty.-

—

31. C.

—The disease ot your Acacia armata is dirtiness ; it swarms

with white scale insects: we do not see anything the matter

with your yellow China Roses; the green centre is what many

of them are subject to, and there is no remedy for it
:
the plants

are Hardenbergia monophylla, Anemone Pulsatilla, and Oini-

th6galum umbellatum ;
your Camellia seems right.-—-Original.

—The following are the names ot such of your plants as are

determinable; may wc beg your attention to a paragraph at

the head of these notices? 1. Saxifraga hypnoides

sent without names or numbers, it is impossible to give any

but a general opinion of their merits. In form some are good,

others deficient in this property, they are generally clear and

fine in colour, a small one (Pym's Favorite?; is a very clear

and brilliant fiower, with the spot very dark and decided, but

beautiful as the colour is, the flower is too small ; in some, the

petals are too thin, the best of them are good Sowers, and will

form ornamental objects for the greenhouse, but they are not

sufficiently distinct from varieties already in cultivation to

makethem desirableto the general grower, t CM. ThttrteU,

Capt., R. N.—Your Pluto is a rich, brilliant, and high- coloured

variety. The flower is well formed, petals stiff *nd short; the

upper petals are of a rich and brilliant scarlet, with a dark spot

that terminates abruptly; the lower petals are of a deep rosy

salmon colour, with a tinge of blue in the centre of the flower.

This variety is rich, brilliant, and attractive. Ceres.—The

upper petals an 1 covered with a rich spot, lower petals delicate

rose-colour; this variety does not appear to differ sufficiently

from several wc have seen to make it desirable; the petals

had fallen. * A. C. Ariel.—The lower petals of this Seedling

arc- too narrow, and the upper petals are thin on the edge and

not even Pharamond.—Fine showy flower in colour, but

ill-formed- the petals are too long, narrow, and flimsy.

This variety is not worth keeping. A ma.—The petals of this

variety had fallen, they appear to be individually well-formed

;

thev are, however, too full on the edge, which cause them to

be puckered. The colour is common. Miranda.— Colour

clear, spot intense, but the colour beyond the spot not so

Clear as it is in the Sylph or Lady Douro, which latter flower

it resembles moie than the Sylph. * <>™m'TJ'
1S a floMre

f

Of good form, delicately coloured under petals ;
the upper ones

arc rather cloudy; 2, light lilac; the petals are thin and the

form not good , 3, white with plum-coloured fot* r*h«r

small, but the form of the flower is very good
; 4, bad fo» m,

under petals too thin and narrow; 5, in form tolerably good

;

it is no improvement upon Florence, which flower it much

resembles : 6, bad form, petals too narrow and thin ;/ ,
white,

with plum-coloured spot, upper petals too long and thin on

the margin ; 8, pink, under petals flimsy. ]Sos. 1 and 3 are the

best in the collection. * mmo^
Subscribers wishing to change their address, or remit money

for the Paper, should send direct to the Newsman who sup-

plies them, as we do not execute country orders. ine

agent's name will generally be found on the cover of the Paper.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The adjourned debate on the Coin-laws, which occupied

healthiest plants in a short time. In the spring (I-ebruary)

repot them into a richer but light sandy soil, and place them in

a warmer and moister situation, and pinch off all the first

flowers as they appear. The spring-sown plants may be treated

like other half-hardy annuals ; only they must have plenty of

air to keep them from being drawn np weakly. If

Chrysanthemums.—Wettensis.-Yom young plants of Chrysan-

themums, raised from pieces of the old stools, with a single

Stem, will be as good as those obtained from cuttings if they

were taken off when young. The old plants will not flower

well unless you reduce the young shoots to;three or four; and

either reduce the old ball of roots and fresh pot them m nch

soil, or freely supply the plants, when growing, with manure-

water frequently during summer, fl „rrma o-o*„ «•
CLiANTHUsruNiCKUS.-F. G.-You can eas. y Pr0Pf^te this

species by cuttings, which, if now taken from the ends of the

young shoots, will strike in any closeframe or neenbouse,
where they can be kept in a rather moist atmosphere and be

hJShSSS AWHIA*S^.T. A. ^-Coxcombs llalsams, &c .,

should be removed from the seed-pans and POttedM soon as

they have half- developed the first leaf after the seed-leaves.

cultural plants, nor economical, nor Agricultural. Besides,

who can name Carices that are not in flower? No. 1, how-

ever, is C. pracox.t-itf . W.K.- Pierce your shells with a

drill; you cannot soften them. A Subscriber.-W e real y

CLiinot name tradesmen; there are many very respectable

salesmen in Covent Garden-market.t J. K. L.-Criniim

Corr.melini and Myatfs, Pine Strawberry _iV,v,
;

,,/or -\\ e

are unable to answer your question. A lomtmit ^!"'"--

Your specimen is Bauera rubiajfolia. A Nomce.-Tovibad

better apply to the Secretary, 21, Regent-street.— J. H .-

Your Mimulus is a very fine variety, of the nvulans breed; we

detect, however, scarcely any of the musk-scent. If this is us

powerful as you represent it, the plant will certainly be a

novelty Your grubs will assuredly travel over your ground

from a heap in the centre where they exist. If you havethem

ill in that, your best plan will be to burn it.—

—

An Unktmm
ivtrudrv.-yoMV plant, which is a parasite, is a species of Cus-

i ." ' „s.wv rhilcnsis. We see no Coccus in your letter.—

pSS^SSfflUlf you. refer to pp. 7.3 and 105, you will

find lists of first-rate Pansies. * Olnexda.-A. mixture of

Sndy loam an rotten manure, in the proportion of two-

thirds of the former to one of the latter, is a good compost lor

1Wskas!"1h. B.-We are unacquainted with the rules of

wSD?towBBT-^SW»fe--'vVe do not conceive that collec-

tions of wik. flowers are at all suitable for the Exhibitions at

Chiswiek : they come within the province of the Royal Botanic

Society in the Regent's Park, who, we presume, would be glad

to receive them next Wednesday. See then advertisement

Tbb IND10o Pi.ANT.-Can any correspondent oblige the hd.tor

With a few ounces of the leaves of the ndigo Plant fresh or

dried ? the communication of them would be esteemed a great

SbbS'o Cactus.-*. G.-Your seedling is am magnificent

one, but a good deal like Conway's Giant Cac us, which we
noticed last year. The flower has the character ot Acker-

manni, but is 'much larger, being fully B inches across, audits

colour is a deeper led, with narrow petals and a beautiful tint

of blue in them. The stigma, unlike that ot Conway's Cant,

acaulis and Tormentilla reptans. The seed is that

Water Melon. _________

Sir Philip Egerton, but distinct, and perhaps a fmcr colour.t

T. Johnson.-Yow flower was too much shrivelled am
crushed to enable us to form a just opinion oi it. It seems

m
much too like C. speciosissimus.

Insects.— Coleoptera.—The small brown beetle injuring your

Kaspberry trees by eating the young wood about half-way

through, is the Otiorhynchus notatus, a curcuho of old

authors, and the small green beetle which nearly stripped

your Oriental Poplars of their leaves last year, is the Chry-
somela (Phsedon) Vitelline. Good Entomological Pins can
be obtained at J. Hill's, 22, Fish-street-hill, ana at R. Plump-
ton's, 19, Newgate-street. S. G. B.—The beetle which has
so much injured your Rose-trees is the Otiorhynchus above-

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
.

Pans,bs.-F. -B.-No. 3, will make a showy border variety; it

lull, ana prevenc tnen iym& *^', "*- ««j*-— — -

«„-,„
appearance also, which will be uncertain ; the petals areniKJy

formed and in good proportion. No. 2, Yellow, with good e>e;

the petals are large and well formed; there appears a select

in the upper petals of this flower, from its having colour on tne

back, which showing through, makes it look like a stain, xso.

4, Large and rather thin ; this appears uncertain, as tneie is a

slight tinge of blue on the upper part ot the side petals, ana

the upper petals are stained and mottled; it wants substance,

and is not so good in form as 2 and 0.* /. il.— roui rausy

is a very fine one, round, flat, having well-proportioned petals,

the yellow centre is pure and brilliant, eye fine, deep bronzy

plum-coloured upper petals, with broad belt of the same colour

surrounding the lower petals } a tlower of good substance. —
C. F.—A large and well-formed seedling, eye fine and rich, the

upper petals are of a deep rich blue purple, and a broad belt oi

the same colour surrounds the bottom petals; the ground

colour of the lip is yellow, that of the side-petals a delicate

lemon : this difference in the ground colour is the principal

defect in the flower, which lies flat, is of good substance, and

the petals are well-proportioned.* A. C—Your seedlings

are worthless, they possess none of the qualities ot good

flowers.* J. and W. F—Your Auricula, in its present state,

is pretty, but not of any value. The Pansy is a very good one

in size, form, and substance ; the belting is broad and fine, and

the eye very good; the ground colour wants purity, it has

streaks of vellow in it below the eye; and the belting is not

sufficiently clean and abrupt where it joins the ground colour.

^-Tivy-Side Subscriber.-W e are not acquainted with the name 01

the Pansy upon which the experiments with Guano have beer

tried, and therefore cannot speak to the result ;
the specimen

sent is worthless, from the running of the colour.
Q„r „- nfI

CiNEBAiaAs.-R.Or/A7rv.-YourseedlingCineraria is avery good

•£;=»=«=-»»«-*

Tuesday Mr. Cumming Bruce moved for leave to bring

in a bill to amend Lord Ashley's Act of last session, for

regulating the employment of young persons in mines and

collieries, so far as its provisions applied to Scotland.

The object of the motion was to allow widows and unmar-

ried females above 18 years of age to return to under-

ground labour in the Scotch collieries. The motion was

opposed by Lord Ashley and Sir J. Graham, and nega-

tived on a division by a majority of 1 13. On Wednesday

Mr. Sharman Crawford's motion for a bill, authorizing

annual Parliaments, universal Suffrage, and other changes

analogous to what are called " the rive points of the

Charter," was negatived by a majority of 69; and on the

same night, Mr. Roebuck's resolution in favour of a

system of education in which no attempt should be made

to inculcate peculiar religious opinions, was negatived by

a majority of 9G. Last night Lord Stanley brought

forward his resolutions relative to Canadian Corn, pro-

posing that Canadian produce may be introduced at a

fixed duty of 1>., which, with the addition of 3s. levied

by the Canadian legislature, will enable the grain of the

United States to be brought into this country, through

Canada, at a fixed duty of 4s. These resolutions gave rise

to a long debate, which was ultimately adjourned to Monday.

From France, our news is mostly of domestic interest,

the Papers being occupied with an adjourned debate on a

bill introduced by Ministers for abolishing the home

manufacture of beet-root sugar in favour of the produce of

the sugar-cane cultivated in French colonies. Another

tonic of national interest is a contest which has arisen

between the clergy and the Professors of the University

on the subject of Education, and which appears to have

revived all the bitterness that characterized the religious

controversies of the last century.—From Spain, we learn

that S. Lopez, the new Prime Minister, has submitted his

programme to the Cortes. Among its professions and

intentions the most important are the announcement ot a

general amnesty for all political offences, the prohibition

of all future declarations of the state of siege, and various

financial reforms, which will no doubt lead to strong party

struggles.-From Portugal we have accounts of the

disastrous condition of the commercial and trading

interests at Lisbon and Oporto, in consequence of the

interruption of the tariff negotiations. The alarm pro-

duced by the general spread of distress throughout

the wine districts had excited the attention of Govern-

ment, and had induced the belief that the inter-

rupted negotiations will very shortly be renewed

with better prospects of success.—By the Levant Mail

we learn that a new complication has arisen in the Servian

question, the reigning Prince having announced his reso-

lution neither to resign his throne nor to submit to ejec-

tion : the grounds on which the Prince justifies this

refusal are the alleged coercion of the Sultan by the

Russian Cabinet, and the legality of his election in strict

accordance with the Servian constitution, and with the

sanction of the Porte.—From the United States we have

accounts to a recent date, but their interest is chiefly local.

The expected retirement of Mr. Webster from the Cabinet,

and the changes which his resignation would render
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necessary are the principal topics of the papers. Some
discussion had arisen on a reciprocal commercial treaty
between the two countries, founded on a mutual diminu-
tion of duties, but the arrangement was considered to be
scarcely practicable. The Canada papers mention the
installation of Sir C Metcalfe, at Kingston, with the
usual ceremonies. The addresses of the Legislature and
the replies are published ; but His Excellency had given
no indication of the line of policy he intended to pursue.

Court.—The ceremony of Churching the Queen took
place yesterday in the Palace Chapel ; the Archbishop of
Canterbury officiated. Arrangements have been made for
her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied by the Prince
of Wales and the Princess Royal, to leave Buckingham
Palace this afternoon for Claremont It is expected that
the Court will be absent from town about ten days or a
fortnight, when her Majesty will return to Buckingham
Palace, and remain in the metropolis till within a few
days of Ascot Races—H. R. H. Prince Albert held a levee
by desire of her Majesty on Wednesday, at? St. James's
Palace. The Prince afterwards gave a dinner to the
directors of the Ancient Concerts, of which his Royal
Highness was the director for the evening.

Ministerial Changes.—-The vacancy occasioned by Lord
Fitzgerald's death has been filled up by Lord Ripon's
moving to the Board of Control, and Mr. Gladstone has
become President, instead of Vice-President, of the Board
of Trade, with a seat in the Cabinet.*

the new Administration, as follows :—M. Lopez, Pre-
sident of the Council and Minister of Justice ; M. Aguilar,
Minister for Foreign Affairs; General Serrano, Minister
of War; M. Frias, Minister of Marine; M. Ayllon,
Minister of Finance; M. Caballero, Minister of the
Interior. Subsequent intelligence by telegraph to the
12th inst. informs us that Senor Lopez read on the 11th
his programme to the Chamber. The following is a sum-
mary of its professions and intentions:—" Respect for
the constitution, and a rigorous observance of the rights
of the Cortes. Development of the national prosperity,
and, as a consequence of such basis, the presentation,
shortly, of a law on Ministerial responsibility, and of
another one, whereby an amnesty is to be extended to all

foreign.
.France—The Paris journals are chiefly occupied with
the important sugar question still under discussion in the
Chamber of Deputies, with the new contest that has
arisen between the Clergy and the Univerity, and
with the cruelties perpetrated in extending the French
rule in Africa. The Journal des Debuts devotes its
columns to the religious question. The professors of the
University are up in arms against the clergy, especially
against the Bishop of Chartres, who has accused them of
teaching every crime not even excepting murder. M.
Michelet has thundered from his professor's chair in the
Sorbonne against the declamation of the episcopal pulpit
of Chartres. And, in return for the bishop's denunciation
of the pantheism of the University, certain universitarians
have published extracts from some volumes drawn up for
the instruction of young priests in the duties of the
confessional. The Debats gives extract from these books,
calculated to cause a strong reaction against the clergy in
France. The Debats says, that since 1830 the clergy
have recovered from the unpopularity which their sup-
posed connection with an oppressive Government up to
that year entailed upon them, but the boldness with which
they have now attacked the University and the adminis-
tration of Public Instruction have awakened their old
enemies, and it is feared that the French are recommenc-
ing the old circuit of the last century.—Judging from the
accounts which the papers contain of the state of affairs
in the north of Africa, the spring campaign, which has
been long preparing on a formidable scale, has opened
under no very favourable auspices. Abd-el-Kader,
though pursued by several corps, has approached
within a few miles of Oran, and, when '

the last
advices left, the French were avenging themselves
on some powerful tribes, whose allegiance the presence
of the Emir had shaken. In the country bordering the
road between Constantina and Philippeville, hostilities
have been renewed with great fury, owing to the savage
aggressions of the French, who had not only fired the
Arab villages, but had armed the troops with axes, for
the purpose of cutting down the fruit-trees, the orange
and citron-trees, and the olive plantations, which consti-
tute the principal wealth of the Sahel Kabyles.—

A

remarkable debate has taken place in the French Chamber
of Peers, on the petition of certain Protestant parishes,
on behalf of religious liberty. The Due de Broglie stated
the question in the most liberal and enlightened points
of view, but the Chamber passed to the order of the day.
—Baron Mounier expired at Passy on Thursday week'
at the age of 58. He was a Member of the Chamber
of Peers, Secretary of Napoleon's private Cabinet,
and honoured afterwards with the confidence of the
.Bourbons, who had made him Councillor of State
and Superintendent of the Crown buildings. Baron
Mounier had refused office since the revolution of 1830,
and confined himself to his duties in the Chamber of
Peers.—From the remarks that have been made under
this head on the subject of the salvage of the Telemaque,
our readers will not be surprised to learn that the whole
concern has broken down. The French Courts of Law
have declared the Company bankrupts ; Capt. Taylor is
in prison for debt at Pont-Audemar, and the provisional
committee have issued an ahnouncement that the Com-
pany is dissolved, and that the shares are rendered value-
less by the declaration of bankruptcy, no means existing
by the constitution of the Company of making any call
upon the shareholders, or of raising the sum required to
pay oft debts, and supersede the bankruptcy. It is some-
what extraordinary, that notwithstanding this failure,
there is still an attempt made to revive the project, and
propositions for that end are in circulation.

Spain—The Gazette of the JOth inst. contains the
decrees of the Regent, accepting the resignations of the
former Ministers, with whose « devotion, patriotism,
probity, and the distinguished manner in which they ful-

! *
t

J
hd
m duties>" the Regent declares himself highly

satisfied. Those decrees are followed by others appointing

political offences posterior to the conclusion of tha civil
war. No influence to be exercised over the electiorft. No
more state of siege to be proclaimed. A better organisa-
tion of the national militia to be effected. Order and
reforms to be introduced into the finances. The sale of
national property to be hastened. A good understanding
to be kept up and increased with foreign countries, whilst
upholding the dignity of Spain."
Portugal.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 8th

inst. The week's delay in the mail was occasioned by
the loss of the Iberia's rudder outside of the bar of Lisbon,
having been struck by a heavy sea, and the imperfect
appliances of Lisbon consumed full ten days in supplying
the deficiency. The utmost dismay pervaded the com-
mercial and trading interests at Lisbon and Oporto, in
consequence of the interruption of the tariff negotiations.
Robberies were becoming of daily occurrence on the banks
of the Douro. Six robberies, two of them sacrilegious,
occurred on one day, and eight burglaries on another.
The alarm was intense and universal. It was still thought
that the Portuguese Government must soon give way, and
in the highest quarters the belief prevailed that the nego-
tiation would still be successful. It was held to be
advisable in the British Government to fix the precise
amount to which they desired the duties upon woollens to
be reduced. A bill for reducing the duties on all foreign
goods entering the island of Madeira had been laid on the
table of the Deputies. This would operate chiefly in
favour of British produce, and perhaps allow us to
avail ourselves of the circumstance for a renewal of the
negotiations. The Deputies were occupied with a mea-
sure of the Home Minister's for introducing a general
system of education throughout the kingdom.
Germany.—Letters from Hanover state that if the

King's health permit, His Majesty will set out for
England on the 25th of this month. From Berlin we
learn that the King of Prussia has presented a heavy gold
medal, bearing on one side the King's medallion, and on
the reverse an allegorical figure of music, with other
embellishments, to Meyerbeer, for his composition of the
chorus in praise of the house of Este, which was per-
formed on the occasion of the masque, representing the
Court of Ferrara in the sixteenth century, of which we
gave a description some time ago.—A society has been
formed at Berlin, chiefly consisting of ladies, to improve
the condition of females in India !—A court for the deci-
sion of quarrels between literary men, publishers, &c. has
been established at Stuttgard, and has succeeded so well,
that the example is about to be followed in Leipsic—From
the Rhine we learn that on the road between Aix-la-
Cbapelle and Cologne, near the village of Weiden, a
beautifuljRoman tomb,iprobab]y that of a centurion of the
highest rank, was dug up last week by some labourers
making excavations tor a new road. The sarcophagus
contained some well-preserved gold coins of the reign of
Vespasian, 70 years after Christ, and the whole is sur-
rounded by four marble statues, which from their great
beauty, must be considered to be of Grecian workmanship.
As soon as the whole is cleared it will probablv be sent to
the Royal Museum at Berlin.—The letters of thanks which
the city of Hamburgh is about to present to the Sove-
reigns, who hastened to assist the inhabitants after the
conflagration of last year, are to be written, or painted,
upon tablets of Oak saved from the ancient city hall,
and framed in bronze of the bells of the different churches
that were destroyed. Each individual who contributed to
the relief of the unfortunate sufferers is to be presented
with a medal of the same material, and those foreigners
who on the spot assisted in checking the progress of the
calamity, are to be honoured with the freedom of the city.
First-rate artists in England, France, and Germany, are
to be entrusted with the execution of this plan.— Schelling,
the celebrated German philosopher, arrived last week on
a visit at Munich, his former residence, and was received
at the gates of the city by a deputation of upwards of 300
noblemen, citizens, and students, who conducted him to
the apartments prepared for him at the Royal Palace.
Italy.—Letters from Rome mention that the Pope

took his departure on the 1st inst., in order to inspect the
maritime districts of his dominions. He is accompanied
by a large number of high functionaries and engineers.
His Holiness would first proceed to Anagni, Alatri, and
*rosinone, and then continue his journey to Terracina.
On his return he intended to examine the Pontine marshes,
the partial draining of which the Government again intend
to attempt. His absence would not exceed a fortnight.
Russia—The departure of Prince Paskiewitsch from

Warsaw for St. Petersburgh, and the expected arrival of
the Emperor in the Polish capital, are regarded as remark-
able coincidences. The conference of the Emperor with
the King of Prussia is expected to take place in Berlin, or
more probably at Erdmansdorf, in the beginning of June.
Whether his Majesty will go from Warsaw to inspect the
Army of the South is still uncertain, and will depend on
what may then be the situation of the principalities of the
Danube, whither several regiments of cavalry will shortly

be despatched. The progress of the railway is now totally
suspended

\ but it is confidently expected that the Em-
peror, during his visit to Warsaw, will make arrangements
for the continuance of the work, at the cost of the state.
Greece.—Letters from Athens announce that King

Otho has signed a convention with the Austrian Govern-
mexit, whereby the Austrian Lloyd's Company's steamers,
which have for some years carried the marts and passengers
between Trieste and Greece, twice a month, and vice versa,
shall for the future be permitted to proceed from Patras,
up the Gulf of Corinth to Leutraki, a port at the head of
the gulf, from whence the mails and passengers will be
conveyed across the Isthmus of Corinth (about seven
miles), and re-embarked on board other steamers for
Athens and the Levant ports. This new arrangement will
not only save time, but does away with the necessity which
has heretofore existed of this line of packets making the
circuitous and often boisterous passage from Patras, round
the whole of the Morea to Athens.
Turkey.—The accounts by the Levant mail inform

us that a new complication is likely to arise from the
Servian question. It appears that the reigning Prince,
upon being apprised by the Ottoman Government of its
intention to submit to the demands of Russia, replied that
he was resolved neither to resign nor submit to ejection

;
that his election had been strictly legal, in accordance
with the constitution, and sanctioned by his lawful sove-
reign the Porte; and adding that as it was evident that
the Sultan had been coerced, and was unable to protect
his faithful Servian subjects, they were resolved to per-
form this sacred duty themselves, and that they would
consequently resist all attempts at compulsion. The
Bishop of Gibraltar arrived at Constantinople, in the
Devastation steamer, on the 27th, and was to consecrate
the new English Church, and administer the rite of con-
firmation. The accounts from Trebizond stated that
Abdallah Pasha, governor of the province, was seriously
indisposed. The new plenipotentiary of the Schah of
Persia had not yet reached Erzeroum. The difference
which had arisen between the Porte and Austria respect-
ing the navigation of the steamers of the Danubian Com-
pany had been definitively adjusted. The Divan had
given letters for all the Ottoman pashas and governors,
enjoining them to extend to those steamers the assistance
and protection granted to Ottoman vessels.

^
India.—The following letter, giving an account of a sur-

vivor of the unfortunate 44th, has been published in the
Times :—» Camp, Deesa, March 2.—A man belonging to
No. 4 Company of her Majesty's 44th Regiment, whose
name is James Edwards, being one of the few who escaped
the sad massacre in AfFghanistan, has made his way in
safety through many difficulties to Deesa, and is now
attached to No. 1 Company, of the 2d or Queen's. He
appears a fine intelligent man, and no doubt his account
could be rendered interesting. I hear that he travelled
along from sunrise to sunset, keeping the east on his left,
and at night often lay down both hungry and thirsty!
With the exception of three days that he was ill and
unable to move, he has been walking ever since the fatal
catastrophe, to the 28th February, when he arrived in
camp. I believe the first European he met was Lieu-
tenant Simpson, of the 2d Cavalry, at Kassa, who did all
that kindness could suggest to relieve the poor fellow
from the plight that he was then in. He had no idea of
the time that had elapsed, and knows not by what route
he has made his way. I understand that 140 days ago he
was obliged to leave his comrade, who fell sick, at some
village. I have at present had no conversation with
Edwards, but have seen him at a short distance, and have
heard this much from those who gathered it at his
mouth

; and I mention it, as through the Times his safety
may he made known to his friends, who must imagine
him dead. Avoiding the large towns, he skirted the small
villages, sometimes treated with much kindness, and occa-
sionally with great indignity, the villagers sometimes
seizing him by the hair, hooting him as a Feringee, and
spitting in his face ; he is much burnt and travel-worn—
as might be expected ; he has about two years' pay due to
him, and may, perhaps, by the kindness of the Govern-
ment and others, be enabled to set himself up comfortably
in some little way in England, which may repay him for
his last two years of misery. He was, I hear, a volunteer
to the 44th, when that regiment went on service ;—either
the 3d or the 31st I believe he formerly belonged to."

United States—The royal mail steamer Britannia
arrived at Liverpool on Saturday. She sailed from Boston
on the afternoon of the 1st, and Halifax on the evening of
the 3d inst., and has made the passage in 12 days and 12
hours. The new steam-ship Hibernia, which sailed from
Liverpool on the 19th ult., was met within a few hours'
sail of Boston, which she would reach on the morning of
the 2d inst. The papers brought by the Britannia extend
over a period of three weeks, from the 11th ult. to the
1st inst. Their contents are, however, unimportant, and
not very interesting. The accounts from Washington
relate exclusively to the expected retirement of Mr.
Webster from the office of Secretary of State, and the
changes in the Cabinet which that resignation would
make necessary. One account states that he has
actually resigned, whilst another says that he will not
quit office until the pending negotiations between the

United States and Great Britain shall have been brought
to a close. There had been some discussion about a reci-

procal commercial treaty between the two countries, the

basis of which should be a mutual diminution of duties,

but not much faith appeared to be felt in the States of

the practicability of such an arrangement.—The Siamese

twins were married at Wilks Co., North Carolina, by a

Baptist minister, to the two daughters of a farmer named

Yeates.—The Canada papers contain accounts of the

1
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installation of Sir Charles Metcalfe, at Kingston. The

addresses to his Excellency, on assuming the government,

and his replies, are published in the papers. He had not

developed the line of policy he intended to pursue. His

predecessor, Sir Charles Bagot, had so far recovered as to

be able to walk in-doors. He would return to England

so soon as his health would permit. The Warspite, Lord

John Hay, had arrived at New York to convey hirn home.

—Accounts from St. John's, Newfoundland, to the 15th

ult., communicate the distressing intelligence of the ship-

wreck of 28 vessels, with serious damage to 5 others, by

the drifting of the ice from the Gulf of St Lawrence.

Although the craft were small, and the loss of capital less

extensive in proportion, this great sacrifice of property will,

it is feared, occasion much inconvenience to the trade of

the colonists, especially to those engaged in the fisheries.

—From Hayti we learn that the city of St. Domingo sur-

rendered to the forces of the new Government on the

30th March, after a slight affair, in which 10 or 12 persons

only were killed. Since the abdication of Boyer the

administration of a Provisional Government had prevailed,

as there had not been time for choosing a President.

—

From the West Indies we have the melancholy intelli-

gence of the death of the Bishop of Jamaica, after a short

illness, about the 10th of April.

Cape of Good Hope.—We learn by the Cape papers

received on Wednesday, that there is some reason to

believe, upon the removal of the troops from Colesberg,

that the Boers had again made hostile demonstrations.

The news from Port Natal is alike unsatisfactory; for it

seems that Major Smith requires a reinforcement of troops

to suppress a similar feeling among the Boers in that

neighbourhood. These accounts, however, are very

vague ; and, probably, are much exaggerated.

New South Wales and New Zealand.-— The
Columbian from Sidney arrived at Liverpool onWednesday,

making the passage in 105 days. By this arrival we have

Sydney papers to the 2d Feb., and New Zealand to the

11th January. There is no political news of impcrrtance

from either colony. At the former, commercial matters

appear to be in a very bad state. The New Zealand
Wellington Gazelle has the following passage :

" In our

last, under the head of Nelson news, we gave an account

of Mr. Cottrell having proceeded upon an exploring expe-

dition. The following extract from a letter of the 12th

of December describes the result, and cannot fail to prove

highly satisfactory. We think the fear about the deficiency

of available land in New Zealand is now set at rest.

Mr. Cottrell is just returned from an exploring expedition

to the southward, which has turned out satisfactorily.

He reached the fhbuth of the Wairos, in Cloudy Bay,

after about nine days' walking, for the last four days

through an extensive grass valley containing about
250,000 acres, and, from his description, of very good
land ; he pronounces a road to be perfectly practicable

from this into the plain, the pass through the hills being
quite easy. A man who was with him, and a good bush-
man, undertakes- to reach the valley in three days from
the Waimea district ; it appears also that there is an
available district to the south-west. We hear nothing
more from the flaxdressers ; they have only just got their

house up, and are beginning to cut the flax. They are

still very sanguine of complete success."—At Sydney, the

55th anniversary of the foundation of the colony was
celebrated with great pomp on the 26th Feb. ; the weather
was remarkably fine, and the whole proceedings of dinners,

regattas, and other joyous demonstrations, passed off with

the greatest satisfaction.

-

'^Parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—Lord TCoarncliffk, in reply to Lord Beaumont,
denied the words attributed to him, "during" the present session,"
when stating: that no alterations were contemplated in the Corn-
laws.

—

Earl Powis laid upon the table of the House a bill to

repeal the union of the sees of Bangor and St, Asaph.

The Marquess of Clanricardb moved the reprinting of the
second report of the commissioners on railways in Ireland. He
contended that means should be taken to give employment to the
Irish people, which, in addition to the benefit which it would
confer on the country, would also have the effect of stopping the
agitation for the Repeal of the Union.—Lord Brougham strongly
censured the agitators and the agitation in Ireland, one effect of
which was, that capital would not be invested in useful under-
takings in that country.—A debate followed, in which the Mar-
quess of Londonderry urged the necessity of strong measures,
and Lord Campbkll counselled moderation and forbearance.—
The Duke of Wellington declared his determination to do his
duty to his Sovereign and his country, heedless of those accusa-
tions by which he was held up as an enemy to Ireland. He
found himself in very good company, in the attacks made upon
him by the Irish agitators.

Tuesday.—Lord Brougham withdrew his Slave-Trade Aboli-
tion bill, and introduced another bill, containing some altera-
tions. This amended bill was read a first time.

Lord Brougham moved the second reading of the Townshend
Peerage bill. After recapitulating the evidence as given at their
Lordships' bar, he stated his intention to propose, after the
second reading, that instead of the bill declaring the children of
Lady Townshend illegitimate, it should merely declare them not
to be the issue of the Marquis Townshend. And, moreover, he
proposed to omit the name of one of the sons, because, being
undrr age, he could not be legally summoned to appear at their
Lordships' bar. Lord Brougham, on behalf of Lady Townshend,
made a statement that she had been no voluntary party to any
of these proceedings— that she had vehemently protested at the
time against the change of name, the baptism, and the
assumption of the titles by her children.—Lord Cottenham
opposed the second reading. He contended that the case
Blade out at the bar was so strong, that it was quite
unnecessary for their Lordships to interfere by an extra-
ordinary bill to enable the parties to obtain justice between them-
selves. The alierations proposed to be made in the bill by
Lord Brougham were the most powerful reasons in themselves
against their Lordships entertaining the Bill at all. It was a
Pleasure without precedent, and one which, if established, would
oe only the first of many painful cases. Redress by the ordinary
course of law was open to the parties to this Bill; and, if their
x-oroships passed it, there was not one amongst them that would
not live to repent it. He therefore moved that it be read thatuay six months.—Lord Kenyon replied to Lord Cottenham, and

called on some other learned Peers to express their opinions.—
Lord Dknman declared, that if the Bill did not pass, public mora-
lity would suffer. He never more unhesitatingly gave a vote
than he would to the second reading of this Bill.—Lord Camp-
bell gave his opinion that there was no other remedy but this

Bill; and Lord Langdalk said, that sooner than permit a great

public scandal and private injury to go unredressed, the Bill

ought to be passed.—Their Lordships divided, when the second
reading was carried by 55 to 8.

Thursday.—The House went into committee on the Townshend
Peerage Bill.—Lord Brougham proposed the amendments of which
he had given notice, viz., one which would go to make the Bui
declare simply that the children of Lady Townshend were not the
children of the Marquis Townshend, and" the other that would leave

one of the sons, Cecil Nina Bolivar, who is under age, out of the Bill

altogether.—Lord Monteagle and the Karl of Wicklow objected
to the amendments and the Bill as unnecessary and mischievous.

—

The Marquis of Clanricarde suggested the propriety of calling

the Marquis of Townshend to the bar, to answer for his conduct in

bargaining for the sale of the rights of the Peerage for a pecuniary
consideration.—The Earl of Devon, notwithstanding the amend-
ments, which he thought improvements, still considered the Bill most
objectionable.—The amendments were finally agreed to, and the Bill

passed through committee.
In reply to a question from Lord Campbell, the Lord Chancellor

stated that the Judges would be in attendance in the House on Thurs-
day next to give their opinion respecting the law in cases of criminal
lunacy. The Lord Chancellor stated that Mr. Austen, the counsel
employed for the Sudbury Disfranchisement Bill, had admitted his
inability to prove a case of general corruption against the borough,
and had therefore declared his intention of proceeding no further.

—

The Registration of Voters Bill was read a third time and passed.
Friday.—The order of the day for the second reading of the Sud-

bury Disfranchisement Bill was discharged. The Marquis of Down-
shirk adverted to the language of Dr. Higgins at the Mullingar
meeting, and expressed his hope that the Duke of Wellington would
continue the strong tone he had assumed on this question.—Lord
Beaumont, on behalf of the Roman Catholic body, disavowed the
sentiments attributed to Dr. Higgins, than which, in his opinion,
nothing more disgraceful ever issued from the lips of a prelate.—The
Karl of Kenmark also disclaimed any participation in the senti-

ments attributed to Dr. Higgins, and expressed his concurrence
with Lord Beaumont's indignation.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—In answer to a question by Mr. Rcdington, Sir R.

Pekl stated that he was authorized by the Queen to declare her
Majesty's adherence to the declaration made by King William,
in reply to the joint address of the two Houses of Parliament, in

the year 1834, in reference to the repeal of the Union. And that
royal reply having contained these words:—"I receive, with
great satisfaction, your assurance that you will co-operate with
me in my determination to preserve inviolable the legislative

Union, and I shall feel it my duty to co-operate in the removal
of any real grievances under which any portion of my subjects
maybe suffering." Her Majesty adhered to the latter as well
as to the former part of it. With respect to what measures
besides those before the House the Government proposed, in
accordance with this royal pledge, to introduce in regard to
Ireland, it would be inconvenient to announce them before-
hand.—Lord Clements having asked under what head of ame-
lioration the Government classed the Arms' Bill, Sir R. Pkxl
replied—" 1 consider that a measure which is intended to pro-
tect the personal safety of residents in Ireland, and to prevent
the commission of such terrible crimes as -have been committed
in some cases within the last two years, is one which may be
expected to ameliorate the condition of that country."
The adjourned debate on the Corn-laws was resumed by Mr. W.

O. Stanley, who taunted the agricultural orcounty members with
forfeiting their pledges, and declared his opinion that the fixed
duty of the late Government would have been a far more effectual
security to the agriculturist, than the uncertain and conceding
system of the present Government.—Dr. Bowrixo thought that
the friends of free trade had great reason to congratulate them-
selves on the progress of the debate. Glimmerings of truth ap-
peared in the twilight ignorance of the supporters of the Corn-
laws, for half and whole admissions of the principles of free-trade
dropt from various members, and in one case, that of Mr. Camp-
bell, the member for Argyllshire, there was a hearty assent to
them. The free-traders asked for the unqualified application of
their principles; they repudiated exemptions in favour of any
class whatever.—Mr. Ewart followed, appealing to the Conser-
vative representatives of commercial towns, and contending that,

in the course of the debate, the opponents of free trade had in-

dulged in mis-statements and fallacies, such as that low prices

would follow the repeal of the Corn-laws, and so forth. What
was required was, such an extension of the commerce of the
country as would increase the ability of the people to consume.
—Mr. Guilders could not, in the present state of the country,
and after the extensive changes of last year, vote for the imme-
diate and total repeal of the Corn-laws, though he looked forward
fearlessly to their ultimate removal, and was satisfied that the
change would disappoint both opponents and supporters.—Cap-
tain Layard commented on the measures of the Govern-
ment, especially the imposition of the Income-tax, and argued
that the financial statement of the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer was not only a proof of their failure, but an addi-
tional argument for the further application of free-trade
principles. He would vote for the motion because he con-
demned the Corn-laws, though on this point he feared he
differed from some of his constituents who were interested in
agriculture.—Mr. E. Bullkr discussed the subject of *' peculiar
burdens, " and after showing that last year, by comparison with
the previous one, was peculiarly favourable lor disguising the
mischiefs of a Corn-law, declared that in default of opportunity
for supporting a fixed duty, he would give his vote in lavour of
the motion. The principle of the " sliding scale*' could not be
maintained, especially after the impetus given to free-trade prin-
ciples by the Government, and the feeling of dissatisfaction and
insecurity which their measures had communicated to the agri-

cultural interest.—Sir C. Burrell contended that landlord,

fanner, and agricultural labourer, were all interested in the
Corn-laws ; even now, the recent changes had so affected the
capital of the farmer, that if he were to sell off his stock he
would lose one-half. He adduced various statements to show
the necessity of fair protection to agriculture.—Mr. Poui.kt
Scrope looked upon all indirect taxes on articles of consumption
as savouring of protection. But as we had a great national
establishment to maintain, we could not push the principles of
free-trade to the extent of repealing all these taxes. What we
should do, however, was to construct our financial system with
a view to revenue, and not for protection, and above all, in that,
which constitutes the main article of subsistence for the people.
There were only two arguments put forth in favour of the Corn-
laws, peculiar burdens and prescriptive right : but the one was
not proved, while if the other was to be pleaded in defence of an
error, every additional year added to the prescriptive right
only plunged us deeper in the mire. In his own opinion,
there never was a more favourable time for the repeal
of the Corn-laws; prices were already low, and he did not
think they would descend much lower; while the benefit

to the commercial community would be very great.— Mr.
Thornely had visited the United States last Autumn, im-
mediately after the passing of its high tariff. At Washington
he had waited on the President, and urged the commercial re-

forms effected by Sir R, Peel as a reason for a more liberal

policy, but Mr. Tyler had avowed his opinion—one which was
largely shared in by American merchants—that our system of

Corn-laws presented an almost insuperable bar to an extended

trade between the two countries.—Mr. Strutt, speaking on
behalf of the silk manufacture, denied that it required or sought
protection, the demand of those interested in it being for equal

justice. The advocates of free trade were not disposed to legis-
late hastily or injuriously, or without due and previous inquiry
into the nature of the alleged peculiar burdens borne by the agri-
cultural interest, sir R. Peel was bound to grant either inquiry,
or the further extension of the commercial principles which he
professed. As he did neither, he felt bound, in the circumstances
of the country, to support the motion.— Sir H. Douglas, as the
free representative of the citizens of Liverpool, and not their
pledged delegate, declared his determination to oppose the
motion, which he considered as fatal in its object to the best
interests of the empire, manufacturing, commercial, and agri-
cultural. England was England's best customer; and to pro-
tect the small farmer was to protect the people ; and confidence
and steadiness in our legislation were essential to the employ-
ment of our superabundant capital.—Mr. Muntz asked where
the confidence was to come from—from a starving population,
a diminishing trade, or a declining revenue? The Corn-
laws caused the people of this country to pay fifty millions

more for food than the range of the continental prices. It

was not all lost to the country, but it was taken from in-
dustry and given to idleness. As a representative of a great,

and enlightened, and a suffering community, he expressed his

concern at the state of the revenue and the condition of

the people, for which no ministry for the last twenty-five

years had succeeded in providing an adequate remedy.

—

Mr. Cobden said there wras no way of raising prices but by
restricting supply. Could they justify themselves, therefore, in

maintaining a law which restricted the amount of the supply of
food for the people > He did not impute motives; but the con-
dition of the agricultural labourer was the severest condition of

the Corn-law which could be pronounced. He had been making
some excursions into the agricultural regions; and he found
pauperism and crime coincident, and was. told that the return
of the petty sessions was no criterion, for they were obliged to

wink at crime, and to leave it unpunished. Even in Dorsetshire

it was boasted, as an act of benevolence, that the poor labourer

was permitted to gather up the sticks blown down from the

crows' nests on the trees. Those landowners who were the best

farmers denied that land would be thrown out of cultivation j

that allegation was only made by those who came from the
worst-farmed districts of the countiy, and who were, therefore,

most rampant for protection. Long leases and good farming
were to be found together, as in the Lothians and Northumber-
land ; for himself, he would reckon it an insult to have a farm
offered to him on which to spend money without the security of

a lease. In fact, they did not know their own interests. Pro-
tection was alleged to have been diminished by the last Corn-law,
but the .landlords, instead of talking of reducing their rents,
called on the farmers to bestir themselves, instead of sitting at

their doors, smoking their pipes and drinking their ale. But the
farmers were beginning to get sick of political landlords; they
were jealous even of that small section who were trying to get
up a friendship for the farmers on the ruins of the old friend-

ships; theyjwere suspicious of all who " promised" them any-
thing; and they were coming round to the Anti-Cornlaw
League, because the question was placed by them on its true
merits, and promised them nothing.—Col. Sibthorp made some
warm remarks, excited by Mr. Cobden's allusions to Lincoln-
shire.—He was followed by Mr. Milnkr Gibson, who repre-
sented the wishes of his constituency in favour of general Free
Trade, making allowance, however, for the difficulties of Sir K.
Peel, seeing that Liverpool was represented by so violent an
opponent of Free Trade as Sir H. Douglas.—Mr. Vilmers
replied, and on a division there appeared—For the motion, 125

;

Against it, 3S1. Majority, 256.

Tuesday.—The Speaker called attention to the circumstance
of a bill (the Scottish Widows' Fund Bill) having received the
royal assent, without the amendments of the Lords having been
considered or agreed to by the Commons. &ir R. Pkkl, seconded
by Lord J! Russell, moved the appointment of a select com-
mittee to inquire into the circumstances connected with the
informality; which was carried.

Mr. Cu.mming Bruce moved for leave to bring in a bill to
amend Lord Ashley's act of last session, for regulating the em-
ployment of young persons in mines and collieries. He gave
due credit to the motives by which Lord Ashley had been actu-
ated, though the purity of his intentions was not a sufficient
protection from error in judgment. The Mines and Collieries

Act was a hasty and injudicious piece of legislation, and it had
produced great distress in Scotland, by depriving individuals of
employment for which they could obtain no substitute; and,
though he did not wish to interfere with the Act so far as married
females and young persons were concerned, he wished to amend
It, by permitting widows and unmarried females, above eighteen
years of age, to return to under-ground labour. The hon. mem-
ber adduced a variety of documentary evidence in support of his
motion, which he said he had brought forward on the express
personal solicitations of the colliers themselves.

Lord Ash ley did not think that a case had been made out for

the interference of the House. Why was Scotland to enjoy a
privilege not accorded to England, which was subjected to tEe
same alleged inconveniences arising out of the operation of the
Act? Already the results had been most beneficial in the
emancipation of women, young girls, and children, from a
slavish and degrading employment for which they were wholly
unsuited, and the occupation of their places by men and boys
—a change which was hailed with joy by the people them-
selves. The amelioration of their habits was evinced in
striking instances, of which the noble Lord furnished proof
from letters which had been addressed to him by individuals
interested in the successful working of the act, especially by
Lord F. Egerton j and amongst these testimonies were letters

from Scotland, characterising the movement against the Mines
and Collieries Act as proceeding from the selfish feelings of cer-
tain proprietors, who had coerced their work-people into a reluc-
tant assent to the opposition. Of this' latter fact he produced
some evidence, tending to show the compulsory way in which
petitions had been got up against the act. No doubt cases of

hardship had arisen out of its operation \ but it was the business

of the proprietors to provide for the unhappy persons whose ener-

gies had been exhausted in their service, instead of coming to the
House with a proposition to nullify a measure which had only
come into operation last year, and was producing so much bene-
fit. By negativing the motion, the House would affirm that
property had its duties as well as its rights.

Sir J. Graham, considering the entire success of Lord Ashley's
Act in England, and the great probability of its success in Scot-
land; and considering likewise the limited extent of the evil of
which Mr. C. Bruce complained, concurred with Lord Ashley in
resisting the motion.—Mr. Curtkis and Lord F. Egerton also
opposed the motion.—A discussion followed, in which Mr. Roe-
buck, Lord Dungann'on, Mr. P. Stewart, Mr. Forbes, Mr
Brothbrton, Mr. Lockftart, Mr. Hindt.ey, and Alderman
Thompson, took part; after which the House divided, when the
numbers were—For the motion, 23; Againstit, 136 ; Majority, 113.

Sir C. Napier moved an address, praying her Majesty to give
directions to enable a certain number of old navy officers to retire
with an increase of pay, for the purpose of bringing forward
young and active officers. What he recommended was, that a
hundied of the oldest post-captains on the list, being sixty vears
of age, should he allowed to retire with an increase of 100/. a
year. -Sir R. Pkkl objected to the motion as interfering with the
prerogative of the Crown. He was not prepared to recommeud
the amount of this change, or to say that the plan proposed was
a prudent one. He asked the House not to force the Govern-
ment to adopt a proposition which they considered of very ques-
tionable utility.—Lord J. Russell deprecated such propositions
as injurious to the public service, and as a usurpation by the
House of Commons of the functions of the Executive.—Captain
Berkeley recommended the withdrawal of the motion.—After
some remarks by Captains Pechkll and Plumridgk, which were
answered by Mr. S. Herbert, the motion was withdrawn.

i
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TAMm%.-Mr. Sharman Crawford brought on his motion

for leave tobring in a bfl to secure the full representation of the

Eeople, and to shorten the duration of Parliaments. He supported

is morion by historical precedent, admitted the great damage which

had been done to the cause by the violent and imprudent conduct of

the Chartists ; alluded to the coincidence of his opinions with those

which had been advocated by the Duke of Richmond upwards of 60

years ago: and pleaded that the changes which he sought consti-

tuted not revolution, but real reform, by restoring to the people their

just rights, and giving them thereby effectual control over the abuses

and extravagancies both of legislation and executive government.

His plan is for annual Parliaments, extension of the suffrage to

every sane man of 21 years of age, with other changes analogous to

what are called the five or six points of the Charter.—Mr. T. Dun-
combe and Gen. Johnson both roseto second the motion. Mr.

Curteis, Mr. Fiki.oen, Mr. Ward, and Mr. Ross followed.

—

Sir R. Peel recapitulated the objections against the motion, and

met it with a direct negative.—Mr. T. DuNCOMBE, Dr. Bowiung,
Mr. Muntz, Mr. Feuraxd, Mr. Stanseield, Lord J. Manners,
Mr. Trklawny, and Sir W. James subsequently spoke, after

which the House divided—For the motion, 32; Against it, 101;

Majority, 69-—Mr. Roebuck brought forward his resolution on the

subject of national education : "That in no plan of education, main-

tained and enforced by the State, should any attempt be made

to inculcate peculiar religious opinions ; because, as such

an attempt would be considered a plan for maintaining and

strengthening an undue superiority of one sect over all

others, the animosity and strife already existing among
different religious denominations would thereby unhappily be greatly

increased, arid the cordial co-operation of all sects and denomina-

tions, which is absolutely necessary to insure the success of any plan

of public education, rendered impossible."—Sir J. Graham met
the motion with a direct negative. He declared that he considered

religion as the first and most important consideration in the ques-

tion of education, and that he believed the country generally enter-

tained the strong conviction that education, to be sound and safe,

should be based on scriptural knowledge. He said it. would be

inexpedient to attempt practically to apply the principle of the reso-

lution, yet he would not object to it on that ground, but because it

was an abstract proposition fraught with consequences injurious and

extravagant.—Mr. Sheil dwelt on the great numbers of learned,

accomplished, and graceful minds in the Church of England who
now app'oximated to what he would call the " ancient faith," or, in

other words, had adopted Puseyism, which was a natural and suffi-

cient cause of alarm to the Dissenters. It was a monstrous thing

that a Dissenter could be a Secretary of State or a Privy Counsellor,

and yet be excluded from a miserable system of national education.

If the Church were founded on a rock, what had it to fear?—Mr. M.
Milnes, though a Churchman, would rather that the factory children

were educated by any class of Dissenters than left as they now are.

He regretted the dissensions which had been excited by the Factories

Bill.—Mr. Hawks admitted that the Church of England, as the

Church of the State, could claim superiority in some things
;
but in

education the Dissenters claimed and had a right to perfect equality.

But he saw no obstacle to a successful combined system of scriptural

education, the importance and necessity of which he was sensible of,

and should therefore oppose the motion.— Sir K. H. Inglis, who
had been pointedly alluded to by Mr. Sheil, as to his opinions on the

subject of Puseyism, claimed for himself freedom from interrogation

on religious opinions. He gloried in the name of Protestant— re-

minding Mr. Sheil of the disputes between Jesuits and Jansenistg.

and Franciscans and Dominicans. Nothing deserved the name of

education which did not bring out the highest qualities of man, with

respect to his eternal welfare; and Sir J. Graham would as easily

have carried a bill enabling the church to bestow a complete christian

education on the people as the one now before the legislature, arid

which has excited such general abhorrence.—Mr. BwART was afraid

that Sir J. Graham's speech would not allay the animosities which

had been provoked by the Factories Bill.— Mr. Roebuck replied,

and on a division there"appeared— for the motion, 60; against it, 156.

Sir G. Grey moved for the production of papers connected with

the occupation of the island of Tahiti by the French. He bore testi-

mony to the merits and services of the Protestant missionaries in this

island, and expressed his anxiety that ample security should be ob-

tained for them from the French Government.— Sir It. Pkki. stated

that he had received from the French Government, in writing, an

assurance that they would be faithful to the three great principles—
of perfect liberty of religious worship, the protection due to the sub-

jects Of a friendly power, and the favouring of labours undertaken

for the purpose of extending the influence of Christianity.—Alter a

few words from Lord Palmeuston, the motion was atrreed to-

Friday*—Lord Stanley moved a committee of the whole House

to consider th<x following resolutions, which he proposed to submit to

it as the groundwork of the Canada Corn Bill. " Resolved—That

on the 12th day of October. 1812, an Act was passed by the Legisla-

tive Council and Legislative Assembly of the province of Canada,

and reserved by the Governor-General for the signification of

her Majesty's pleasure, imposing a duty of 3s. sterling money of

Great Britain on each imperial quarter of wheat imported into

Canada, except from the United Kingdom, or any of her 'Majesty's

possessions, and being the growth and produce thereof. That the

said Act recites, that it was passed in the confident belief and expect-

ation, that, upon the imposition of a duty upon foreign wheat

imported into the province, her Majesty would he graciously pleased

to recommend to Parliament the removal or reduction ot wheat

and wheat flour imported into the said United Kingdom from

Canada. That, in consideration of the duty so imposed by the

said Act of the Legislature of Canada, it is expedient to provide that,

if her Majesty shall be pleased to give her sanction to the said Act,

the duties imposed upon wheat flour imported into the United

Kingdom from Canada should he reduced. That, during the con-

tinuance of the said duty, in lieu of the duties now payable upon

wheat and flour imported into the United Kingdom from Canada,

under an Act passed in the last session of Parliament, intituled, ' An
Act to amend the Laws for the Importation of Corn,' there shall be

levied and paid the duties following, viz. -.— For every quarter ot wheat,

Is. For every barrel of wheat, meal, or flour, being 10o" lbs., a duty

equal in amount to the duty payable on 38.$ gallons of wheat.

—

Mr. Labouciikre moved as an amendment to the motion, for the

House to resolve itself into a committee :
" That an humble address

be presented to her Majesty, humbly praying her Majesty to withhold

her assent from an Act pawed in the last session of the Provincial

Parliament of Canada, for the imposition of a duty on the import-

ation of foreign corn.. Mr. ThorNBI»y, Mr. Hankbs, Mr. Hkath-
cotk, Mr. Milks, and Lord Howick opposed the motion

; Mr.

LiDDKi.r., Mr. C. BtJM.BR, and Mr. GLADSTONE supported it. On
the motion ot Mr. Woiuchousr, the debate was then adjourned.

year 1842: Christ's
I
Hospital— 185 children put ap-

prentices and discharged from the hospital in the year

last past, twelve whereof being instructed in mathematics

and navigation were apprenticed to commanders of ships

out of the mathematical school, founded by his Majesty

Charles II.; 12 children buried during the last year);

1324 children now under the care and charge of the Hos-

pital in London and at Hertford, and 181 to be admitted

on presentations granted to this time. St. Bartholomew's

Hospital : Patients cured and discharged during the last

year, 4839. In-patients, 17,489 ;
out-patients, and

17,252 casualty patients, most of whom were poor, sick,

and lame persons, and many of them, being destitute of

all relief, have been supplied with money, clothes, and other

1

necessaries

to -}

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 95 tc

both for Money and Account ; Bank Stock, 179| ;
Three

per Cents. Reduced, 94 to -*-; Thrce-and-half per Cents.

Reduced,
100-J- ; New Three-and-half per Cents., 101 ;

Exchequer Bills at lftf., 55a*. to 57a*. prem., and at 2d.,

48s. to bis. prem.

JfflUtropolts anO us Vitimiv.
The Sussex Memorial.— It is understood that an influ-

ential meeting of noblemen and gentlemen will shortly be

held at the Freemasons' Tavern, to adopt measures for

calling a public meeting, for the purpose of erecting, by

public subscription, a suitable memorial in remembrance

of his late Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex. A pro-

visional committee has already been formed, and measures

were taken to originate the meeting so early as the 1st inst.

The Royal Hospitals.—-The following is a Report of

the number of children, and other poor people, main-

tainedfcia the several Royal Hospitals <rf thej City for the

to enable them to returnto their several habita-

tions, amounting together to 39,580. St Thomas's Hos-

pital ; There have been cured and discharged from this

hospital in the last year, ot sick, wounded, maimed, and

diseased persons, 3,284 in-patients, and 30,711 medical

and surgical out-patients, including casualties, some of

whom have been relieved with money and necessaries at

their departure to accommodate and support them in

their journeys to their several habitations ; total, 33,99.5 ;

buried from thence, after much charge in their sickness,

•220; remaining under cure — in-patients, 397; out-

patients and casualties, 917; so that there have been,

during the last year, of poor objects under the care of the

hospital, and destitute of other proper care, in all,

35,529. Bridewell Hospital : Received into this hospi-

tal during the last year, under commitments by the Lord

Mayor and the Aldermen of the City, as criminal or dis-

orderly persons, who have been kept, to hard labour, or

received correction, 1067. Apprentices sent by the

Chamberlain for solitary confinement, 42 ; received during

the same period sundry poor persons who have been

committed for wandering abroad and begging in this city,

324 : total, 1433- Bethlem Hospital: Remaining in the

hospital on the 1st Jan., 1842, including those out on

leave, 311; admitted in 1842, 344: total, 655. Dis-

charged in various ways in 1842, 284 : curables, 265 ; in-

curables, 9 ; criminals, 10. Remaining in the hospital,

3 1st December, 1842, including those out on leave, 371,

viz., curables, 198; incurables, 88 ; criminals, 85.

Scottish Hospital.—The annual Spring Festival of the

Scottish Hospital took place on Saturday evening at the

Freemasons' Tavern. About 100 gentlemen sat down to

dinner ; the Duke of Sutherland, the President of the

Corporation, took the chair ; supported by Lord John

Russell, the Hon. Leslie Melville, Mr. Mattheson, M.P.,

the Hon. William Fraser, of Saltoun, treasurer, &c. The
noble Chairman gave the principal toast of the evening,

"The Scottish Corporation, and may prosperity attend

it." His Grace briefly alluded to the excellent object of

the charity—namely, to afford relief to the poor, aged,

and infirm Scottish residents in the metropolis ; and to

supply them with the means of returning, if required, to

their native country. The chanty, it appeared from the

report, had been extensively useful. Lord J. Russell, in

returning thanks lor the House of Commons, said, perhaps

some persons may be of opinion that members of Parlia-

ment were better employed, in the midst of hospitality

and good cheer, in assisting the distresses of their fellow-

creatures, and particularly of their fellow-countrymen,

than in sitting up in the House of Commons until four

in the morning, discussing the question of whether a

debate shall go on or shall cease. I am very grateful for

the honour you have done us, and I assure you that I feel

most highly the benefits of institutions like this. The
manner in which Scotchmen have come forward from

generation to generation to the assistance of their poor

fellow-countrymen, who have been overtaken by misfor-

tune or distress, is, I must say, highly honourable to the

national character. As I am not a Scotchman myself, I

have the less difficulty in speaking of that character in the

manner it deserves. It is said that it is the result of the

best kind of education to enable a man to perform, justly

and unanimously, all the offices of peace and war. Judging

from the facts, certainly, 1, think the best education of all

is to be found in Scotland ; because, whether in the army

or in the navy, or in civil services, Scotchmen are ever

forward to defend the honour and interests of their

country, and rise to the highest posts. Whether engaged

in political achievements or political stations, they ever

highly distinguish themselves ; and, in fact, in all the

other' duties of civil life, I confess I know no nation in

the world which is entitled to take rank before Scotland.

It is becoming to such a people to continue, though unos-

tentatiously, the exertions of such a charity as this, from

which, for so long a series of years, the poor have

found relief. 1 sincerely trust that a Society conferring

such benefits may long prosper, and in every succeeding

year be more and more successful. The Hon. William

Fraser then gave "The Roof-tree of the House of

Sutherland," which was responded to with Highland

honours. The Duke of Sutherland acknowledged the

compliment with deep feeling. The subscriptions an-

nounced during the evening exceeded 500/.

Meeting of West India Planters.—On Tuesday a

general meeting of the West India body, consisting of

planters, merchants, and others, was held, Mr. Alexander

Grant in the chair, for the purpose of receiving and con-

sidering a series of resolutions recommended by the

standing committee for the reconstruction of the West
India body. The following noblemen and gentlemen were

elected members of the committee:—The Earl of Hare-

wood, Sir J. M'Donald, Lord Holland, Lord llivers, Sir

Simon Clarke, Sir W. Codrington, Colonel D. Pennant.

Dr. Bamet, Messrs. Fuller, M.P., Dickinson, Childe,

Russell Ellice, Torrens, Fullerton, Dalrymple,A.Crichion,

fcwaby, Sutton, Cohen, Barclay, Leary, Lesigne, Maize,

Milligan, W. W. Chaucey, Gurraway, Ilislop, Stewart,

Bosanquet, Natur, Anderson, and Davis. The secretary

then read a series of resolutions, to the effect that a

standing committee be held to represent the West India

planters and merchants, with power to add to their

number. The resolutions comprised also various matters

of detail connected with the Colonial interests.

Anti-Corn-Law League.—On Tuesday, the various

delegates assembled at Herbert's Hotel, Palace-yard, for

the purpose of discussing the division on Mr. Villiers
9

motion in the House of Commons on the previous

night, and passing certain resolutions relative to their

future proceedings, prior to the dissolution of the Confe-

rence. Mr. P. A. Taylor, having been called to the

chair, read a long address from the Conference to the

Electors of Great Britain upon the vote passed on the

motion of Mr. Villiers. Mr. Edwards moved the adop-

tion of the address, which was carried unanimously ;

after which resolutions were put and carried that copies of

the same should be forwarded to her Majesty's Ministers,

and to the various members of the House of Lords and

Commons. Mr. Harbottle moved " That this Confe-

rence feel the fullest satisfaction at the progress which

free-trade principles are making in the public mind, as

evidenced by the strong manifestation of opinion amongst

the electors in different parts of the kingdom, particularly

in the Agricultural districts, and which is confirmed by

the increased numbers who voted in the minority in the

division upon Mr. Villiers' motion." This motion having

been carried, Mr. Villiers addressed the Conference at

great length, and was followed by Mr. Hume and Mr. M.
Philips ; after which, Mr. Norris proposed the following

resolution :
—"That this Conference recommends the

League forthwith to commence a registration of the elec-

tors of the kingdom, in order to be prepared at the ear-

liest possible period to call upon the Queen's advisers,

through the constitutional means of a humble memorial

to her Majesty, to dissolve the present Parliament, and

thus afford to the electors of the kingdom an opportunity

of revising their late decision upon the question of the

Corn-law." Mr. Craig seconded the motion, which was

carried unanimously. Several other resolutions, expres-

sive of thanks to the Members of the House of Commons
who voted in the minority on his motion, having been

put and carried, the Conference broke up.

The Temple Church.—The Queen Dowager, attended

by her suite, paid a private visit to the Temple Church

on Saturday afternoon. Her Majesty and suite were met

on the terrace by Messrs. Burge, Spence, Whately, and

the Hon. Mr. Talbot, Benchers. After spending half an

hour in the Church, her Majesty and party proceeded to

view the ancient halls of the Inner Mid Middle Temple.

Her Majesty expressed herself highly gratified, bavin;;-

minutely examined all the curiosities of the building. A
numerous concourse of persons greeted her Majesty as

she left, a little after 5. At the meeting of the members

in their hall, after the departure of the Queen, Sir C.

Wetherall proposed her Majesty's health in an appro-

priate address, which was enthusiastically responded to

by the barristers and students present. Her Majesty,

previous to her departure, was pleased to express her

satisfaction at this visit, which is the first the Temple has

had the honour of receiving from a Queen since the days

of Elizabeth.

The British Museum.—On Monday morning, work-

men began pulling down the houses on the west side of the

Museum, according to the orders of the Commissioners

of Woods and Forests, the sale of the building materials

having taken place on Friday last. The ground is pur-

chased for the site of the new buildings of the Museum.
Festival of the Sons of the Clergy*—This anniversary

festival was celebrated in the Cathedral of St. Paul's on

Thursday the 1 1th inst., in the usual manner. There were

present, besides many other persons of rank and influence

and a great number of the clergy, his Royal Highness

Prince George, of Cambridge, the Archbishop of Canter-

bury ; the Bishops of Chester, Bangor, Ripon, and Llan-

daff ; Mr. Justice Cresswell, the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs,

and many of the Aldermen and civic authorities* The
collection at the doors exceeded the collection last year,

and amounted to about 240/. Shortly after two o'clock

the service was commenced by the Dettingen Te Deum i

followed by other pieces of sacred music. The dinner in

aid of the funds of the Society took place at Merchant
Tailors' Hall, and was attended by most of the dignitaries

who were present in the Cathedral, and by a large body

of the clergy. The amount of the contributions was, as

at the other part of the entertainment, exceedingly liberal.

Sale of the Colosseum.—This well-known building was

last week brought to the hammer, at the Auction Mart,

by Mr. George Robins. The event drew together an ex-

tremely numerous assemblage, among which the members
of the legal profession constituted a large proportion.

The biddings commenced at 10,000/., and after consi-

derable time had elapsed in the progress of the successive

advances, the property was knocked down to a gentleman

of the name of Giraud, of Furnival's Inn, for 23,000

guineas. It was understood that Mr. Giraud acted in a

professional capacity on the occasion, and that he was the

representative, and not the principal.

New Church in St. Giles's.—The Rev. J. E. Tylei 9

aRector of St. Giles's-in-the-Fields, intends to raise

fund for the erection of a new church in this densely-

populated parish. The site selected is in the line ot the

new street which will lead from Bedford-square to

Waterloo-bridge. The plan has received the approbation

of the Bishop of London ; and at the last meeting of the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, the sum o

150/. was granted towards the erection of this church,

which will be perfectly free. .

Sale of Shakspeare's Autograph.—A very interesting

sale took place on Wednesday, at Messrs. Evans' s
Kooms,

'
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in Tall-mall, consisting of a valuable collection of autograph
"letters, &c. t

by the most celebrated literary and political

characters of the last century. The chief object of attrac-

tion, however, was an autograph by Shakspeare, affixed to
a deed of bargain and sale of a house in Blackf'riars, pur-
chased by him from Henry Walker, dated March 10,1612,
with the seals attached. The situation and boundaries of
the tenement in question are fully described in the deed, and
the interest is greatly enhanced by a detail of places in its
immediate vicinity, and a list of persons who rented the
adjacent property, as follows:—" All that dwelling-house
or tenement, with the appurtenances, situate and being*
within the precinct, circuit, and compasse of the late

Blackffryers, London, sometymes in the tenure of James
Gardyner, Esquior, and since that in the tenure of John
Ffortescue, Gent., and now or late being in the tenure
or occupation of one William Ireland ; abutting upon a
streete leading down to Puddle Wharffe on the East part,
right against the King's Maiesties wardrobe; part of
which said tenement is erected over a great gate leading
to a Capitul Mesuage, wch was sometime in the tenure
of William Blackwell, Esquior, and since then in the
occupation of the right honourable Henry, now Earle of
Northumberland." The indenture is stated at the com.
mencement to be "Betweene Henry Walker citizein and
minstrell of London of the one partie, and William
Shakespeare, of Stratford upon Avon, in the countie of
Warwicke, gentleman, William Johnson, citizien and
vintener of London, John Jackson and John Hemyng of
London, gentlemen, of the other ptie ;" the property being
conveyed to all four; that Shakespeare himself is declared
to have paid the consideration-money, amounting to 140/.
The document, moreover, contains internal evidence,
showing that Shakespeare was the sole purchaser of the
•premises, which he afterwards bequeathed in his will to
his daughter Susanna Hall, in the following words:-

—

"All that messuage or ten'te, wth th'app'tennes, lyeing
and being in the blackffryers in London, nere the Ward-
robe"—evidently the same house. On the back of the
deed are the names of the attesting witnesses, " Sealed
and delivered by the said William Shakespeare, William
Johnson, and John Jackson, in the pnce of Will. Atkin-
son, Ed. Overy, Robert Andrewes, scrivener, and Henry
Lawrence, servant to the same scrivener," whose seals it

bears, with the initials " H. L." upon them. This im-
portant document was sold by Messrs. Evans about two
years since, when it was purchased by a Mr. Poynder, of
Christ's Hospital, for the sum of one hundred and sixty-
five guineas. After a few preliminary observations from
Mr. Evans, the relic was produced, Mr. Sainsbury, the
proprietor of the Napoleon Museum putting it up at 100/.
The bidding was carried on with considerable spirit be-
tween that gentleman and Mr. R. L. Jones for some
minutes, the document being ultimately secured by the
latter for one hundred and forty-five guineas. It was
stated immediately after the sale, that Mr. Jones had
purchased the relic for the City library at Guildhall.
During the life of Shakespeare, the Lord Mayor and
aldermen successfully resisted the performance of a single
play by Shakespeare within their walls; and now they
give W>1. for his signature! Nevertheless, the Citv-
library is an appropriate depository for a document s"o

interesting to the topographical antiquary of London.
Custom-Hottse.—A seizure was made a few days since

by the Custom-house officers of some foreign manufac-
tured goods, supposed to bear the brands of British manu-
facturers. It appears that 400 bales of goods had arrived
from Boston, in the Niagara, now lying in the St. Kathe-
rine-dock, addressed to the house of Baring, Brothers,
and Co. The entry was passed, in the name of that firm,
for warehousing the goods at the warehouses of Messrs.
Taylor and Bell, at the Legal Quays, and 375 bales were
in the course of removal in lighters belonging to the
wharfingers in question. The discovery was made through
the circumstance of 1 bale being landed on the quay of
the dock in error ; the officer on the station causing it to
be opened, when each piece of goods was found to bear
the bnmcr of" Stark Mills, Manchester." The whole of
the 400 bales were, in the first instance, detained by the
Customs1

officers; but they have since been given up on
the receipt of an explanation from Messrs. Baring show-
ing that the goods are totally different in texture and style
from English manufactures, and that the " Manchester ,;

on the brand is the town of that name in New Hampshire.
Of the 400 hales, 200 are branded as being the fabrics of
the " Lowell " mills (near Boston), 100 bales as those of
the " Boott Cotton Mills " (America), and the remaining
I0p bales as those of the u Stark Mills, Manchester, N.H."
(New Hampshire). This explanation has been considered
satisfactory, and the charge of deception alleged against
the correspondents of Messrs. Baring has of course fallen
to the ground.

Destruction of the Stone Pier at Greenwich. On
Tuesday morning, between nine and ten o'clock, the inha-
bitants in the vicinity of the stone pier at Greenwich were
farmed by a loud report like the explosion of a piece ofa»'tillery, succeeded within a few seconds by the announce*
*-ent that the pier was falling. At the time several people
*ere on the pier as it gave way, and others were on the
Darge which is moored in front. The damage extended
10 at least three-fifths of the entire length, which is 320eet

; and it is in depth, from the bottom of the piles, 80
eet. At about 11 o'clock on Tuesday night, just as'the
•ae was rising, another crash was heard, which was atOKce attributed to the bursting of the piles in front of the
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after Pile of P°ndcious timber!wmd irxth iron, and iued at the foundations in massive

plates of iron, had been split and shivered, some falling
inwards and others outwards, whilst the parade gave way
in every direction, the fissures extending nearly the whole
length, and the plates of iron being shivered like glass.
It is now, therefore, scarcely safe for any person to go on
the pier, as the only remaining stairs leading to the float-
ing-barges have been affected by the shock, and the whole
of the frontage wall and iron railings must ultimately give
way. The eastern end, near Ship Dock and the Royal
Hospital, is opening in fissures, and is likely also to burst
away in that direction. It is quite impossible to stay the
damage,

s

but the whole must be left to its fate, and be
washed down by the tides, when the greater part of at
least 10,000 tons of earth, &c, which had been laid in
between the wall and the road to form the parade, will
also be washed away. The present appearance of this
extensive pier is that resembling an earthquake ; the iron-
work, masonry, and timbers are lying about or leaning in
every direction. The cost of the pier was about 30,000/.,
and it was only completed about three yearsgago.

The National Society.— On Wednesday the annual
general meeting of the National Society for Promoting
the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Esta-
blished Church, was held in the Central School-rooms,
Westminster. The Archbishop of Canterbury was in the
chair, and a numerous assembly of clergymen and persons
interested in the schools of the National Society and the
cause of education filled the room, among whom were the
Bishops of Winchester, St. David's, Chester, Ripon,
Salisbury, ,'and Bangor; Lords Kenyon, Radstock, Cal-
thorpe, and Sandon, M.P. The; proceedings commenced
by an examination of the children of the Society's school,
in Scripture knowledge and history, geography, grammar,
arithmetic, and music. The Apostles' Creed and Magni-
ficat were chanted with good effect by the boys and girls
attending the schools in the course of the exhibition.
The examination having been concluded, the report was
read and adopted, and the meeting was addressed by the
Bishops of St. David's, Bangor, and Chester, Lord Rad-
stock, Lord Calthorpe, and other friends of the Society.

Inclosure of Hampstead Heath.— On Monday a
numerous meeting of copyholders and inhabitants of
Hampstead took place, for the purpose of considering a
bill now before the House of Lords, entitled » The Wilson
Inclosure Bill," the object of which is to empower the lord
of the manor, Sir Thomas Maryon AVilson, to let land on
building leases, form roads, squares, &c, and thus entirely
to inclose and destroy that beautiful spot of recreation
for the public of the metropolis, Hampstead Heath. Mr.
Samuel Hoare, the banker, was called to the chair. The
vestry-clerk read the copy of the Bill introduced into Par-
liament, which referred to Sir Thomas Maryon Wilson's
estates in Middlesex, Essex, Kent, Suffolk, and Sussex,
and gave him general powers of inclosure of such lands,'
and for the granting of leases for 99 years, makipg of
squares, roads, &c. thereon, the inclosure of Blackheatfi
as well as Hampstead-heath [being a part and parcel of
the Bill. Mr. White said he was one of the trustees of
the fund raised to oppose a former attempt of the lord of
the manor, in 1830, to inflict a similar injury on the copy-
holders and the public, by a Bill to inclose and destroy
the beautiful prospect of Hampstead-heath. He had felt
it his duty to come forward and oppose this Bill on public
grounds, and deny the right of the lord of the manor to
make roads and build houses for his own benefit, at the
sacrifice of the rights and benefits of the public! *Mr.
Cooper observed that the lord of the manor had no right
whatever to improve his property to the manifest injury
of the public. Nothing was more clear than that no man
was at liberty to build houses for his own advantage to the
prejudice of the copyholders on such a manor. Most of
the inhabitants of Hampstead were induced to reside there
solely on account of its beautiful heath and the extensive
views obtained therefrom of the surrounding country, as
also the metropolis views of which could not be equalled
within 40 males ot London. The character of the place
by the proposed measure, would be lost. There were
numbers ot houses at present untenanted

; clearly showing
that an increase was not "needed. Houses held under
copyhold powers had been built in various parts of Hamp-
stead in the first style, under a belief that their prospects
were not to be interfered with. This attempt would by
no means be, if carried, a public improvement ; on the
contrary, it was an act of monstrous injustice to the public
and to the copyholders, who he trusted would unite, and
in every shape oppose this measure. They and the public
had one common interest in the preservation of Hamp-
Stead-heath. The Rev. Dr. Burgh said he considered it
was the duty of every inhabitant of Hampstead, whether
a copyholder or not, to oppose this bill, and to defend
their rights against that which he could or.lv designate as
an illegal assumption. On the former occasion, when a
Similar attempt was made, Lord .Tenterden not only
opposcu, but gave a very strong opinion against the claim of
the lord of the manor to have such powers granted to him.He (Dr. Burgh) considered that in accordance with the
bill of the late Sir Thomas Wilson, the present lord of the
manor had no right whatever to inclose the heath, or
build thereon.. It this bill were passed it would be
ruination to the town of Hampstead, for the copyholders
would get rid of their property, and he had understood
that Lord Mansfield had declared his determination to
leave Caen Wood, and dispose of his property there. The
object of the copyholders in residing at Hampstead was
its quietude, its retirement, and tor the benefit of their
health

;
and if they were to be deprived of all these, pro-

perty would be completely annihilated. The public no
doubt would look alter their own rights and interests in
this matter, but it was the duty of every copyholder to
come forward boldly, and resist these encroachments on

the part of the lord of the manor. Mr. Riply concurred
in the observations of the last speaker. He had on a
former occasion, not only taken the opinion of Lord Ten-
terden as to the right of the lord of the manor to obtain
such powers under an act of Parliament, but he had also
obtained the opinion of Sir Charles Wetherall, Lord
Abinger, when Attorney-General, Mr. Vernon Richards,
and many other eminfent lawyers, the whole of whom were
adverse to such being a right vested in the lord of the
manor.—Mr. Powell then moved a resolution, to the
effect

l
< That the proposed bill was highly injurious to the

interests of the copyholders resident in Hampstead and
its vicinity, and that it was their bounden duty, and they
were resolved to oppose it, and endeavour by every means
to prevent it being passed into a law." The Rev. Dr.
Burgh seconded the resolution, which was adopted unani-
mously—Mr. Toller said that if the bill were carried, the
whole of the eastern and south-western sides of the heath
would be inclosed, and thus a view, in the latter instance,
even as far as Windsor, would be obstructed. He had
prepared a petition against the bill, which he would now
read. It set forth that the petitioners would sustain irre-

parable injury if such a measure were passed; that pre-
vious attempts had been made in 1829 and 1830 to pass a
similar measure, which was rejected. It therefore prayed to
be heard by their counsel or agents against the passing of
such bill. The petition having been unanimously adopted,
a committee was appointed to watch the bill, and take all

measures necessary for a determined opposition, for which
purpose the sum of 200/. had been subscribed.
HanwellAsylum.— Oi\ Wednesday a sale of fancy work,

made by the female patients of the institution, was held
at the Hanwell Lunatic Asylum, in aid of the Adelaide
Fund for the Assistance of the Convalescent Patients upon
their discharge. It was at first intended to hold the
bazaar in the grounds of tfce asylum, and several marquees
were already erected for the occasion, but from the un-
settled state of the weather the committee found jt neces-
sary to alter that arrangement, and two of the long
galleries on the west side were tastefully decorated with
evergreens and ilowers, in which the stalls were laid out,
while two of the galleries, similarly decorated, were appro-
priated for the visitors to promenade in. The company
were attended through the apartments by several of the
visiting committee of justices. The band of the 13th
Light Dragoons, from Hounslow barracks, were stationed
at the basement of the principal circular staircase. Late
in the afternoon, when, owing to the heavy rain, the com-
pany began to thin, several of the female patients were
permitted to pass through the ornamented wards ; and it

was most pleasing to witness the order and quietness they
manifested, and the delight and pleasure they expressed
on recognising any of the medical officers, attendants, and
magistrates acting on the committee. In the evening,
after the stalls had been cleared, about 100 of the femafe
patients were regaled with tea and cake in the ornamented
wards, and passed apparently a pleasant hour in sieging
and other recreations.

The Royal Yacht.—The new steam-yacht Victoria and
Albert,Mntended for the especial use of her Majesty, was
hauled on Monday into the East India export-dock, and
a great number of men were immediately set to work to
complete her fittings, which will be finished in the most
superb style. Her engines, which are of 650 horse-power,
will be fixed by Messrs. Maudslay, and every exertion is
making to get her ready in time for her Majesty's in-
tended visit to Ireland in the course of the present summer.

Acciderits.—We learn from a correspondent that Mr.
Cook, of Brooklands, was thrown from his horse on Satur-
day, and sustained such severe injury as to leave very
little hope of his recovery. He has been insensible ever
since, and the physicians on Monday announced that if
there were not a change for the better in a few hours all
hope of recovery was vain. We are happy, however, to
learn that the symptoms have taken a favourable turn, and
that Mr. Cook is better.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the
number of deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,
May 6th—West districts, 160; North districts, 159;
Central districts, 190; East districts, 177; South dis-
tricts, 193. Total, 879(451 males, 428 females). Weekly
average for the last five years, 903 (461 males, 442 females),
and for the last five springs, 854.

Bridgend.— The adjourned inquiry into the double
murder at Laleston ^terminated on Saturday. After the
examination of several witnesses, and particularly of Mr.
Ferapatby the chemist, who deposed to the fact of arsenic

being found in the bodies of the deceased persons, the
jury returned a verdict of wilful murder against the sister
and her husband. The magistrates, who believe that thev
shall discover some additional facts, have further adjourned
their investigation. It is not, therefore, expected that the
Coroner's warrant of committal will issue immediately
but that the prisoners will still remain in separate confine*
ment at the county gaol.

Bristol.—OurReaders who have taken an interest in the
late accident to Mr. Brunei will be glad to learn that the
com was dislodged on Saturday last, in the presence of
Sir BjBrodie, Mr. Aston Key, Mr. Hawkins, and Dr.
Seth Thompson. On Sunday the patient was visited bv
the above-named gentlemen and Dr. Chambers, and was
SO much improved that he was allowed to go out for an
hour. The following statement of the treatment adopted
drawn up it is understood by Dr. Seth Thompson, has
been published in the daily papers :—" The accident hap-
pened on the 3d of April. Sir B. Brodie was consulted
on the 18th, and his opinion was, that the half-sovereign
bad passed into the windpipev^ The Mowing day Mr.
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Brunei strengthened this opinion by a simple experiment.

He bent his head and shoulders over a chair, and distinctly

felt the coin drop towards the glottis ; whilst raising himself

a violent fit of coughing came on, which ceased after a few

minutes ; he repeated this a second time, with the same
result. A consultation was held on the 22d, at which it

was decided that conclusive evidence existed of the halt-

sovereign having passed into the windpipe, that it probably

lodged at the bottom of the right bronchus, and that it was

movable. It was determined that every effort should be

made for its removal, and that for this purpose an apparatus

should be constructed for inverting the body of the patient,

in order that the weight of the coin might assist the natural

effort to expel it by coughing. The first experiment was

made on the 25th. The body of the patient being inverted,

and the back gently struck with the hand between the

shoulders, a violent cough came on, but of so convulsive and

alarming a nature that dangerj^was apprehended, and the

experiment was discontinued. " On this occasion the coin

was again moved from its situation, and slipped towards

the glottis. On the 27th tracheotomy was performed by

Sir B. Brodie, assisted by Mr. Aston Key, with the in-

tention of extracting the coin by the forceps, if possible;

or, in the event of this failing, with the expectation that

the opening of the windpipe would facilitate a repetition

of the experiment of the 22d. On this occasion, and sub-

sequently on the 2d of May, the introduction of the forceps

was attended with so much irritation that it could not be

persevered in without danger to life. On the 3d another

consultation was held, when Mr. Lawrence and Mr.
Stanley entirely confirmed the views of Sir B. Brodie and

Mr. Key, and it was agreed that the experiment of

inversion should be repeated as soon as Mr. Brunei had

recovered sufficient strength, the incision in the windpipe

being kept open. On Saturday, the 13th, Mr. Brunei

was again placed on the apparatus, the body inverted, and

the back gently struck. After two or three coughs he felt

the coin quit its place on the right side of the chest, and

in a few seconds it dropped from his mouth, without

exciting, in its passage through the glottis, any distress

or inconvenience, the opening in the windpipe preventing

any spasmodic action of the glottis. In this remarkable

case the following circumstances appear to be worthy of

note :—That a piece of gold remained in the air-tube for

six weeks, quite movable, and without exciting any

inflammatory action, the breathing entirely undisturbed,

and the only symptoms of its presence being occasional

uneasiness on the right side of the chest, and frequent fits

of coughing. That an accurate diagnosis was formed
without being able to obtain any a§sistance from the

stethoscope, although the chest was repeatedly and care-

fully examined, and also that a fair trial having been given

to the forceps, the application of this instrument to the

removal of a body of this peculiar form from the bottom

of the bronchus was proved to be attended with great risk

to life ; while the cautious and well-considered plan of

treatment above detailed was attended with complete suc-

cess, and without risk/'

Cambridge.— One or ;.two attempts to annoy the Rev.

Professor \Vhewell have been made during the period of

his office, as Vice-Chancellor for the current academical

year. The other day a more serious trick was played oft*

against him, which must have been attended with great

loss to many parties who were made victims in the hoax.

Some gentlemen who had just left the University-

Trinity men, it is supposed—having takenjtheirB.A. degree,

went round, on their arrival in town, to a number of

London tradesmen, and gave orders for various quantities

of their respective goods, to be sentjper waggon or coach,

to Trinity Lodge, Cambridge, by a certain day. The

orders were in all cases executed, and the Master's resi-

dence was accordingly beset on the day in question.

Amongst the consignments, too numerous to mention,

were a grand pianoforte, for the drawing-room ; a cottage

ditto, for a lower room ; mechanical implements ; com-

plete sets of carpenters' and turners' tools ; apparatus of

an amateur forge; a child's cot, coral, and rocking-horse,

&c. " Tailors," adds the Cambridge Independent Press,

" have also arrived to measure the domestics for liveries,

and jewellers to remodel the College plate, and one piece

of goods has been forwarded under the charge of three

men to fit it up in the Lodge."
Canterbury.—A sitting was held in the bankruptcy of

Messrs. Baldock and Co. on Tuesday, for the declara-

tion of a dividend under the joint estate, which has already

paid 46-. in the pound to the creditors ; the debts proved

amount to 140,000/., while the assets realised are 40,000/.

The further dividend declared was Is. Gd. in the pound,

the period for the payment of which will be notified to

the claimants through the official channel.

Carmarthen. — The Welch papers state that the

offences committed by 4t Rebecca and her daughters" are

daily growing more frightful, and not a single depredator

has yet been discovered. On Friday Llanfihangel gate,

near St. Clears, was demolished by a mob of men, dis-

guised as usual in women's clothes, who were, however,

disturbed in their operations by the passing of the Pem-
broke mail. They placed sentinels on each side of the

road, and immediately the mail had passed, they finished

their work of destruction. On Monday afternoon, the

plantations of Mr. Powell, of Penycoed, were set on fire,

and the wind blowing freshly, before assistance could be

obtained to extinguish the fire, four acres of valuable

young trees were burnt. It fortunately happened that a
great deal of furze had been cut from the plantation

during the winter, otherwise nothing could have saved the

whole 22 acres of plantation from being destroyed. On
Monday night the gate in the town of St. Clears shared

the fate of the others. Although a reward of 150/. and a

free pardon has been offeredby Government, not a single

accomplice has been taken, and the conduct of u Rebecca
and her daughters" has grown daily more alarming.

Deal.—The new light on the tower that has just been
completed at the South Foreland was exhibited for the

first time last week, and is said to answer every purpose
contemplated- On Friday night the deputy-master and a

number of the elder brethren of the Trinity House went

off in a yacht to view it from various points in the Chan-

nel, and were much pleased with the brilliancy of the light

as well as with the improvements generally that have been

effected on this important headland.

Eton The Newcastle scholarship, founded by his

Grace the Duke of Newcastle in 1829, of the value of

-
r>0/. per annum, to be held for three years, open to com-
petition for all boys in the sixth form and upper division

of the fifth, and such of the middle division as should

have arranged to leave the college before the next examin-

ation, was on Saturday last gained by Mr. Joynes, K.S.,

and the gold medal (given by his Grace to the boy who
stood second in the examination for his scholarship), was

awarded to Mr. Simpson. Mr. Joynes gained the medal

last year, and Mr. Simpson, who was then his close com-
petitor, had previously obtained the first Prince Albert's

prize, presented annually by his Royal Highness for the

promotion of the study of modern languages. Both of

these young gentlemen are the sons of clergymen ; Mr.
Joynes being the son of the rector of Gravesend, in Kent

;

and Mr. Simpson, the son of the rector of Little Horsted,

in Sussex. The number of pupils now at Eton is greater

than ever before known ; the entries of scholars at the

termination of the Easter vacation amounting to upwards
of 700. Since 183G there has been a gradual and pro-

gressive increase in the number of scholars, as follows :

In that year there were 444 ; in 1837, 475 ; in 1838,

522; in 1839, 560; in 1840, 593; in 1841, 636; in

1842, 659 ; and this year, at Easter, upwards of 700.

Exeter.—On Tuesday the 9th inst. the town-crier of

Exeter announced that a public meeting would take place,

and that Mrs. Fryer would deliver a lecture on the prin-

ciples of total abstinence from spirituous liquors. The
place selected for the meeting was a large attic loft, built

about 50 years since for the purpose of drying serges, in

East-street. At eight o'clock it is supposed there were

about four hundred persons assembled to hear the lecture,

consisting of men, women, and children; and while a

gentleman was delivering an introductory address, a large

portion of the flooring gave way, precipitating a great part

of the audience to the middle floor, which contained

several hundred bushels of oats, and fortunately prevented

the breaking of many necks, as numbers of persons fell

head foremost on the grain ; and their additional weight

coming so rapidly on this floor, caused it also to give way,

and many persons were literally buried in oats and

rubbish on the ground floor, having fallen from three

stories high. The pressure of the falling beams, and the

number of persons, burst out a window about ten feet in

length on the ground floor, which formed an egress for

those who were able to get out, and admitted many who
came to the rescue of those who were injured. Fortu-

nately, no lives were lost. That portion of the attic floor

appropriated for the station of the lecturer, chairman, &c.

did not give way, so that they remained affrighted spec-

tators of the catastrophe.

Liverpool.—Another fire broke out on Saturday morning

in Formby-street, in this town. This street, it will be

remembered, was the scene of the memorable fire which

occurred in Liverpool lastSeptember. At 1 o'clock on Satur-

day morning the policeman on duty in the neighbourhood

discovered the fire on the premises belonging to Messrs.

Ashton and Ginn, boat-builders, on the south side of the

street, and adjoining the west wall of the fire-proof ware-

houses that were preserved from destruction by the great

fire in September. The greatest activity was displayed by

the authorities ; but, from the start the fire had obtained,

and from the nature of the premises, being the smithy,

carpenters' shops, &c, surrounded by piles of dry planks,

the fire had assumed an alarming appearance, and hjd

almost completed the destruction of the premises wherein

it originated before the engines could be got effectually

into play. The windows and doors were burnt out, and

the interior apparently gutted, and a quantity of wood
destroyed, before a sufficiency of water could be obtained ;

but some hoses were passed through the dock wall, and

planted in the dock with great alacrity, and in a few

minutes after the engines got into full play its fury was con-

siderably abated ; and by 2 o'clock there was no longer

any fear that it would extend beyond the premises it

had at first taken possession of, and which were nearly

demolished.—The Liverpool police-court was crowded by

merchants and other respectable inhabitants of that town,

on Tuesday last, for the purpose of hearing the investiga-

tion of a case of extensive embezzlement, alleged to have

taken place in the Post-office. It appears that, in conse-

quence of numerous robberies having of late taken place

in the establishment, Mr. R. Lord was sent down from
the General Post-office in London, to institute inquiries,

and that certain suspicions having fallen upon J. Leeming,
a clerk attached to the department of the Dead Letter-office,

search was made, and evidence obtained of his being theparty

concerned. He was thereupon given into custody. The
prisoner was charged with embezzling several letters con-

taining bills of exchange to the amount of 4,939/. ; also

letters containing gold rings, beads, and other articles.

The indictment was brought under the 1st of Victoria,

cap. 26, which enacted that any person who should

embezzle a letter going through the Post-office should be

guilty of a felony, and render himself liable to be trans-

ported ; and that if the letter so embezzled contained

money or other valuables, he would render himself liable

to be transported beyond the seas for life. Witnesses

were then called, whose evidence bore out every part of

the charge, and the prisoner, who offered no defence, was
committed for trial.

Manchester.—About eleven o'clock on Tuesday night

an outrage of an alarming character was perpetrated in

the immediate neighbourhood of this town, by a party of

between 300 and 400 persons, chiefly brickmakers, armed
with blunderbusses, guns, pistols, bludgeons, and almost

every description of weapon, who forcibly entered the

brick-croft of Messrs. Pauling and Henfrey, with the

evident intention of destroying the property, and either

murdering or maiming every one who might oppose their

violence. After committing several acts of violence they

retreated; but information was speedily conveyed to the

Salford police-office, and a party of Officers were soon on
the spot, by whose exertions some of the rioters were

secured. On Wednesday seven prisoners were brought

before the magistrates at the New Bailey, charged with

having taken part in the attack, but were all remanded.

The police are on the look-out for others of the turn-outs,

many of whom, it is suspected, were wounded, and will be
traced without much difficulty.

Portsmouth.—TheEurydice frigate, of 900 tons, built

according to the plan of Rear-admiral the Hon. George

Elliot, was launched here on Tuesday. The ceremony of

naming her was performed by a daughter of the.Admiral.

A numerous assemblage of persons had collected to wit-

ness the spectacle.

Windsor.—An order arrived here last week'?from the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, for the five dilapi-

dated houses, the residences of that number of the Mili-

tary Knights of Windsor, known as the lower foundation,

situated in the lower ward of the Castfe, to be immediately

taken down, it having been deemed requisite, in conse-

quence of their ruinous condition, that no delay should

take place in their being razed to the ground, and a new
row of houses for the Military Knights of the foundation

of Sir Peter Le Maire constructed, with increased conve-

niences, in their stead. This foundation was endowed in

the early part of the reign of James I., by Sir Peter Le
Maire, with an estate of the then value of 230/. per annum.
—An attempt to assassinate the Rev. Thomas Page, offi-

ciating minister of Christ Church, in the vicinity of

Virginia Water, close to Windsor Great Park, was made
a few nights ago, between eleven and 12 o'clock. The
perpetrators of the outrage remain for the present undis-

covered. Mr. Page resides, with his family, at the parson-

age-house, which is a detached building situated a short

distance from the church. A few nights ago, just as the

Rev. Gentleman and his wife were retiring to rest, and at

the moment Mr. Page (whose shadow was thrown upon

the window) had approached the dressing-table, at the

window of his bedroom, to extinguish the light, a loaded

musket was discharged at him from the garden, and

evidently at but a short distance from the house. Upon
examining the window, a large slug, upwards of an inch

in length, was discovered to have been lodged in the

woodwork which divided the two sashes of the window,

and in the precise direction of the spot where the Rev.

Gentleman was standing. A portion of the glass was

broken, and the shattered fragments scattered upon the

dressing-table, but Mr. Page escaped unhurt.

Railways.—The railway receipts for the week have

been as follows :—Birmingham and Derby, 1,141/. ; Bir-

mingham and Gloucester, 1,6992* ; Edinburgh and Glas-

gow, 2,406/. ; Eastern Counties, 2,186/. ; Great North of

England, 1,451/. ; Great Western, 14,742/.; Hull and
Selby, 979/. ; London and Birmingham, 18,092/. ; Black-

wall, 715/. ; Brighton, 3,081/. ; Croydon, 256/. ; Green-

wich, 680/.; South Western, 5,976/.; Manchester and
Leeds, 4,618/.; Midland Counties, 2,633/.; Northern

and Eastern, 1,661/.; North Midland, 4,046/.; South

Eastern and Dover, 2,021/.—The returns given in the

report of the officers of the railway department, Board of

Trade, show the average speed upon the various lines,

exclusive of stoppage, as follows :—London and Birming-

ham, 27 miles per hour ; Great Western, 33 ; Northern

and Eastern, 36 ; North Midland, 29 ; Midland Counties,

28 ; Birmingham and Derby, 29 ; Manchester and Bir-

mingham, 25; Newcastle and North Shields, 30; and

Chester and Birkenhead, 28. The average speed on the

Metropolitan lines, exclusive of stoppages, is about 22

miles an hour.—Arrangements have been entered into by

the War Office for the conveyance of troops by the South

Eastern and Chester and Birkenhead railways. The charge

is to be the same as on other lines, viz., one penny per

mile for every soldier, with the exception that, upon the

Dover line, the officers are only to be allowed 1 cwt. ot

baggage.—The inhabitants of Stockport and neighbour-

hood, are, it seems, much dissatisfied at the Manchester

and Birmingham Railway Company having raised the fares

between the Stockport station and Manchester ;
and on

Thursday, the 11th, a numerous meeting was held to take

the subject into consideration. A number of speakers

addressed the meeting, and expressed their disapprobation

of the proceedings of the directors ; and the meeting

resolved, in consequence of their unaccommodating c0

duct, to establish a company to run coaches on the r

between Stockport and Manchester. Several spea
,

promised to take shares in the intended comp81^'
others promised to pay their fares to the intended c

pany twice or thrice a week to and from Manches >

six months to come. A committee was u
|

.

im
'
*

appointed to make arrangements for the form* i

company.—A meeting of the inhabitants of Bngh ° i ^
vened by the high constable, was held at

.

the
f
i
1
f
W
recent

last week, for the purpose of considering

alterations in the table of fares and time ftdopwa uy

directors for the current month. The ^gV
"8^,'^ f

sided. The speeches were all couched in the languag
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complaint, the times of starting the trains being con-*
]

sidered, in several points, very inconvenient, and the fares

higher than on any other railway out of the metropolis,

and nearly double those of the competing line, the South

Eastern or Dover railway. The result was the appoint-

ment of a deputation to wait upon the directors, with a

view of showing that the interests of the shareholders

required a different policy to be adopted with regard to the

fares, as well as the interests of Brighton, which the

meeting considered to be injuriously affected by the high

prices at present charged to passengers.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The declarations of Ministers in both Houses

of Parliament on Tuesday week have caused no ordinary

sensation among all parties in Ireland, none of whom
seem to have been prepared for the decisive step taken by

the Government in relation to the question of repeal. At
the meeting of the Repeal Association last week, Mr.

O'Connell adverted to the proceedings in Parliament, and

said that that was a great day for Ireland. He found in

the London papers speeches attributed to Lord Roden
and Jocelyn, and Wellington and Peel, and little " Spring

Rice," as he was called in the south of Ireland. He
rejoiced to find that their enemies had at length been

reduced to the necessity of using Billingsgate in assailing

the repealers. They could abuse them, but he defied them

to accuse the repealers of a crime. A short time ago the

English newspapers either took no notice at all of the

repeal agitation, or put it off in a paragraph of five lines ;

but it was so no longer, and he was gratified to find that

the repealers were now known and feared, but that they

could not be subdued. He thanked the newspaper Duke
of Wellington for that ; he thanked the newspaper Lord

Roden for it; he thanked the paltry Whig Lord Lans-

downe of the newspaper for it, but above all he thanked

that most despicable and contemptible of politicians

—

Henry Brougham. He was not worth their groaning. He
was treacherous to his friends and cajoling to his ene-

mies—atoadeater of so foul a nature never disgraced the

profession of the law. He had, to be sure, high talents;

but no human being ever degraded his talents through

selfish motives as he had done. There was no road to

power too filthy for him to climb. Oh ! it was delightful

to find such a man against them, for they could not have

a more contemptible enemy. He of course only spoke of

the newspaper Lord Brougham. Mr. O'Connell then

proceeded at considerable length, and said, that " if Peel

extinguished their liberty, he should do so through the

best blood of the Irish people." The Queen, he continued,

was coming here ; when she came to Ireland, they would

get up petitions signed by a million of repealers, which

some one would present to her in person, and then

the Union was repealed. He hoped that every

town and village through which her Majesty would

pass would display its flags, on which should be written,
" We pray your Majesty to repeal the Union." After

some further observations, Mr. O'Connell concluded

his speech by declaring that Ireland should be for the

Irish, and the Irish for Ireland. Mr. Steele rose and said
u Sir Robert Peel talks of civil war, let him try it if he
dare." Here the meeting rose in great excitement, and

cheered for several minutes. At the meeting on Monday
last, Mr. O'Connell renewed the subject, and said there

would be no civil war in Ireland as long as he lived. The
people would keep at the legal side, and if others invaded

them that was not a civil war, and he promised them that

there was not a Wellingtonian of them all who would

shrink less than he from that contest if it was forced upon
them. Violating no law, the repealers would keep on
constitutional grounds, as long as it was left to them ; but

if they throw them from that, va victis then, for the

contending parties. The room was crowded to suffocation.

The rent for the week exceeded 600/.—The Provincial

papers are filled with details of meetings in connexion

with the Repeal movement, and surpass, in violence of

language, even the accredited organs of the Association

in the capital. Government has sent a troop of Lancers

to Enniskillen for the purpose of sustaining the police,

should any necessity arise out of the Repeal movement.

—

The papers announce that Father Mathew is expected to

arrive in England in the course of a short time, on a visit

to Cambridge, Wisbeach, Norwich, Ipswich, and other

places. The Atmospheric Railway between Dublin and

Kingstown will be opened by the month of July.

Mullingar.—A great Repeal dinner has been given in this

town to Mr. O'Connell, at which the Roman Catholic

Bishop of Ardagh, Dr. Higgins, stated that every Catholic

Bishop in Ireland, without an exception, is an ardent

Repealer. " I know," he said, " that virtually you all

have reason to believe that the Bishops of Ireland were

Repealers ; but I have now again formally to announce to

you, that they have all declared themselves as such, and
that from shore to shore we are now all Repealers." Mr.
O'Connell interrupted the speech and declared that "it
was the best news he ever heard."

the nature of the evidence he should present to their notice.

They would remark, as the case proceeded, that considerable

ingenuity had been exercised in the transaction, and he regretted

to say, that one of the chief instruments in the fraud was no

longer within the jurisdiction of the English law. That person,

whose name was Tye, had, as a partner of a Mr. Sherer, a gentle-

man whose conduct in the affair it was far from his intention to

impugn, because it appeared that he had been altogether ignorant

of the acts of his partner— it would seem acted as the Custom-
house agent for a firm of the name of Vidil and Hurel, who carried

on the business of glove-dealers and manufacturers at No. 8, Old

Jewry. The partner Vidil, it would appear, resided at Grenoble,

whilst the establishment in London was conducted by Mr. Hurel.

Thatgentleman had employed the person Tye as his Custom-house
agent, and the jury would hear from Mr. Sherer and the other wit-

nesses a history of the manner in which the Custom-house
business for that firm had been transacted. It was butrightthat

he should state in the outset that one of the witnesses, and a most
important witness too, whom he should put into the box, was
one of the officers by whose connivance one of the frauds com-
plained of had been effected. That officer would lay before them
a full detail of the manner in which the fraud, with regard to

the cases of goods which had reached this country by the Lady
de Saumarcz, had been accomplished. He did not mean to con-

tend that the statement of such a witness was altogether calcu-

lated to induce them to ;place implicit reliance on his credit.

All, therefore, that he asked was, that they should regard his tes-

timony in the light of an explanation of the transaction, which it

was impossible, for various reasons, to obtain through any other

means. Its truth would be borne out by all the surrounding

events which would be detailed by other>vitnesses. He simply,

therefore, solicited that this man's evidence should be treated by
the jury as an explanation of the affair. The witness Sherer,

the partner of Tye, would prove that he had landed and ex-

amined the contents of the cases, of which he had taken an
account, which had been passed by the witness Burnby, the

tainted officer of the Customs, and it would be found that the

variance between the account which he had taken, and that

upon which the duty had been paid, was precisely the difference

which was charged against the defendant by the informa-

tion. The two offences which were charged on the present

occasion had reference to cases landed from the Belfast and from
the Lady de Saumarez, and if he fully made out the case, then

the jury would have no difficulty in returning a verdict lor the

Crown, on whose behalf this information was now filed, not only for

the protection of the revenue, but also for that of the fair traders,

whose interests were compromised by transactions of this nature.

Evidence was then adduced on the part of the Crown. Charles

Sherer deposed as follows:— I am a Custom-house agent. In

1840 and 1841 I carried on business in partnership with a person

of the name of Tye, under the firm of F. and J. Smith and Co.

Messrs. Vidil and Hurel were Tyc's customers. They were glove

importers in the Old Jewry. Vidil lives at Grenoble, and Hurel

carried on the business in London. We received instructions

from him to pass goods at the Custom-house. The bill of lading

was sent down to us, and if Tye was not there, I attended to the

business. "We received instructions in January, 1841, to pass

goods brought by the ship Belfast from Boulogne. I obtained

this "sight entry" in consequence. I examined three cases

marked G S 529, E E 1,525, and C M No. 5. This is a sight entry

for these cases. Edward Manico wrote the body of this entry.

The goods were at the Custom-house-quay. The importer has

the option of ordering the goods sent to himlto any quay he

chooses for the purpose of landing them, and he can previously

ascertain what officer will be on duty there. Burnby was the

landing- waiter on this occasion. I knew an officer named
Homersham ; I believe he is now dead. I made an entry of the

contents of the cases marked G S 520, which contained 152 dozen

pairs of men's gloves, 213 dozen of habits, and 5 dozen ofwomen's.
The case marked E E 1,525, contained 240 dozen habits, 134 dozen

men's and 15 dozen women's gloves, and C M 5 contained J45

dozen men's, 2Q0 habits, and 10 dozen women's. I made this list

from the inspection of the goods themselves. The course of

business, on obtaining a sight entry, is this: a blue book is sent

to the landing-waiter, who should therein enter the contents of

the different cases. The agent of the importer attends the

examination, and I did so on this occasion. The agent generally

sees the landing-waiter enter the contents in the blue book, but

sometimes the officers make an entry in another hook first. After

I had examined these goods they were repacked. These gloves

H-ato.
Court of Exchequer.—The Attorney-General v. HurcL—

Custom-House Frauds.—This was an information, filed at the suit
of her Majesty's Attorney-General, to recover from the defend-
ant, a glove importer, carrying on business at No. 8, Old Jewry,
Penalties to the amount of nearly 5,000/., for illegally defrauding
the Board of Customs of the duties payable upon 921 dozen pair
°f French gloves. The Attorney-General in opening the case to
^e jury, stated, that this information was founded on the 3d and
4*h William IV., c. 52, an act which rendered any party liable to
a Penalty who should receive or conceal goods which had been
illegally unshipped, and upon which the proper amount of duty
had not been duly paid. The learned counsel, after having gone
through a history of the case, proceeded to say that he thought
tne jury would have but little difficulty in arriving at the conclu-
sion, as to the guilt of the defendant when they should have heard

entered. After the examination by the landing- waiter, the goods

are repacked in the case. The agent then makes a perfect entry,

with a view to the pavment of the duty. -William Burnby

examined—In the early part of 1841 I was one of the landing-

waiters of the Customs. This blue book which has been put into

my hand, was the blue book of the Lady De Saumarez. It was
my duty to take an account of, and to inspect the cases on board

of that vessel. I relieved Mr. Mason, another officer. The fir*t

part of this book is done bv him. I attended the examination,

and saw the goods. The whole of them were inspected in my
presence, and I took an account in the book of the packages,

and we compared them afterwards. I made a true account, and
Sherer's account corresponded with mine. I made out a true

account on some leaves which were formerly in this book, but

those leaves are not here now. There is a leaf here which has

been substituted for those taken away. The substitution took

place at the Ship Tavern, in Water-lane, Tower-street. Homer-

sham was present on the occasion of the alteration being made,

and it was he, in fact, who had taken out the old leaf. The new
leaf is in my writing. That leaf was obtained from a blank book.

Blank books are very easily to be had. The seal was melted, and

a countcrieit seal was then put on the book. Lord Abinger—

Then, in fact, you put a new seal on the book, or on the new
leaf? Witness—Yes; an artificial seal was marie use ot. We
could not undo the book unless we broke the seal. Homersham

had a counterfeit seal like the Custom-house seal. On my going

to the Custom-house-quay that day, it was an understood thing

that this business was to be done. The moment I went to the

Custom-house to my duty that day the offer was made to me to

pass three cases at considerably less than the proper duty. The

arrangement was that these entries should be made in a

book • but I marie them in this book, and afterwards the

leaf was torn out, and another leaf, with the artificial seal

attached, was substituted. Lord Abinger—And you, then, were

to have some consideration for this act? Witness—Yes, my
Lord. Tye was to pay me a consideration. Mr. Erie, for the

defence, said the jury were called upon to find a verdict for 5,000/.

against the defendant, and by so doing, to implicate merchants

of long standing and reputation in a conspiracy with two men
acknowledged to be of infamous character. In a criminal pro-

ceeding of this nature he was justified in standing upon the prin-

ciple, that if there should be the slightest doubt on the point in

the minds of the Jurv,the defendant was entitled to that doubt.

But, unless his mind' much milled him, there was no evidence

whatever to bring home guilt to the defendant. The count

which was most relied upon was the illegal unshipping of goods

which had come into the hands of the defendant, upon which

duty had not been paid; but the essence of the case was, in

truth, the knowledge or the no knowledge on the part of the

defendant. The question did not turn upon whether these were

legal remedies, for that was quite immaterial. As for as re&a™^
this particular case, the point for the decision of the •}"{£"*

one between man and man, whether they were satisfied tnat t

defendant had received " uncustomed" goods, knowing tnat uie

duty had not been paid. Upon that point there seem?a*° *""

to be no evidence whatever. The defendant was a foreigner,

and the man he had employed as agent, had been duly licensed to

carry on the business of an agent at the Custom-house- A

merchant in obtaining goods from the Custom-house would
therefore eo to him to pass them. There was no personal inter-

ference whatever on the part of the defendant in passing the

goods through the Custom-house. It was always done in the

name of the agent. He paid the duty and the goods were then

carted off to the merchant's warehouse. In this case F. and J.

Smith were the only names used. There was nothing of a clan-

destine nature—nothing to induce the Jury to say that the

defendant had anything to do with the business. There were

two persons who were acknowledged to be infamous villains,

Burnby and Tye. They had, no doubt, defrauded the Govern-

ment to a very;great extent, but there was no evidence to show

that any other* conspiiator was joined with them. The only

ground upon which they went against the defendant was that of

showing the amount of checks paid by him. It had been shown

that 1,204 dozen pairs of gloves had got into the possession of

the defendant, and only 3S9 were entered in the Custom-house

book. It had been said that the defendant ought to show that

he had paid for them, but it should have been proved, on the part

of the Crown, that he had not paid for them. Certain sums of

money had undoubtedly been paid by him about the time of

receiving the goods much under the full amount, but there was
no evidence to prove that he had not paid at a subsequent time.

The only man who could show how the money was paid was

Tye, and he was out of the jurisdiction of the Court. Much had

been said about the injury done to the fair trader by such con-

duct as was imputed to the defendant. This was a common way

of speaking of the subject, but it had all happened in January

and February, 1841, and then upon certain limited transactions.

Surely that was not to be urged for the purpose of setting the

minds of the Jury against the defendant. Every one well knew

the disgraceful manner in which business had for a long time

been carried on at the Custom-house, and it was greatly to be

hoped that the commission appointed to examine into the abuses

would fully investigate the whole system. Here the person

really guilty was allowed to stalk abroad, while proceedings were

taken against these highly respectable merchants.—No witnesses

were called for the defence.—The Attorney-General, in his reply,

commented 'strongly upon the absence of evidence, which the

defendant, if really desirous of proving his innocence, might

readily have produced. He might have produced the invoices

and bills of lading, which came to him with the goods imported

by him in the Belfast, and Lady de Saumarez; and if, as was

insinuated, he really paid Tye the full amount of the duty, was
not that fact easily proved ? The defendant, however, did not

appear at all desirous of freeing his character from guilt. He
was apparently quite indifferent about the imputation upon his

conduct, and had no desire to set himself right in the eyes of the

world. All he wanted was, to throw a doubt upon his know-

ledge of the transactions. Then it was said a verdict could not

be given against him. He, however, submitted, that in this, as

in all other cases, the question was, what was the fair and rea-

sonable construction to be put upon the transaction, and no one

could doubt that the evidence entirely proved the case against

the present defendant. Some of the persons concerned in this

transaction had been called u detestable villains.' Now he had

no sympathy with men who betrayed the trust reposed in them;

but it was for the Jury to say, which was the most detestable

villain, the Custom-house officer with a small salary, who had

perhaps to support a family, and who gave way to the temptation

of a bribe, and betrayed his duty, or the person holding up his

head as a wealthy merchant, who offered a bribe upon one trans-

action, larger, perhaps, than the officer's whole annual income;

and after he had thus corrupted the officer, and taken advantage

of his treachery, instructed his counsel to complain of the base-

ness he had himself been instrumental in producing.—Lord

Abinger briefly adverted to the evidence, and left the question to

the Jury, whether they believed the defendant had received the

goods in question, knowing they had not paid the full duty.—

The Jury, without hesitation, returned a verdict for the Crown ;

and the Attorney-General proposed that the verdict should be
entered for 4,500/. penalties, which was something less than the

Crown was entitled to.

Attorney-General v. Charles Candy.—The Attorney-General

appeared for the Crown in this case, which, like the preceding

one, arose out of th* late Custom-house frauds. The informa-

tion contained a variety of counts, framed under the provisions

of the statutes 3 and 4 William IV., c. 53, and the first charged

the defendant with treble penalties to the amount of 7,604/., for

unshipping 790 lbs. of foreign manufactured silks, and 2,140 ells

of the same stuff, of the estimated value of 2,634/., without the

payment of the legal duties thereon. Other counts respectively

charged the defendant with similar penalties, for illegally har-

bouring, concealing, and removing from certain warehouses, the

same silks under similar circumstances; and the last set of

counts charged him with having the said goods in his possession,

without the payment of duties, after such illegal removal. It

clearly appeared, from the evidence of the witnesses produced

on the part of the Crown, that the cases m question were con-

signed to the defendants, and arrived by the French steamer

Phoenix from Havre. They were landed, in the first instance, at

Galley-quay; and, after being duly examined by one of the

Custom-house officers, were carted to the defendants' premises.

The defendants employed, as their Custom-house agent, a person

named Lumley, who had under him a clerk named Hunt, who
attended to the Custom-house business, and in whose presence the

goods in question were landed, weighed, and valued. It seemed
that a practice had, for some time, existed at the Custom-house,

of permitting the importers of silk goods, to take them from the

control of the Customs officers before the duty was actually

paid. The goods in question were delivered to the defendants in

this way, before the amount of the duty was paid, but in a short

time afterwards, the amount of the estimated duty was actually

paid by the defendants. The only question therefore was,

whether the defendants, in paying the estimated duty, had
paid that amount to which the Crown was really entitled,

or whether, by the connivance and fraud of the Revenue
officers, the duty had not been estimated at a much smaller

sum than the defendants were really bound to pay. In order

to explain to the Jury the precise manner in which it was

supposed the alleged fraud had been effected, several witnesses

in different departments of the Custom-house were called to

prove the course of business in that establishment. Their

evidence was generally to the same effect as that given by the

witnesses in the case of "The Attorney-General v. Hurel." It

appears that the landing- waiter has a blue book entrusted to him,

the threads of which are secured by a Governmentseal, and each

leaf stamped with a Government stamp ;
and in this book, when

goods are landed, it is his duty, in the presence of the agents for

consignor and consignee, to take anaccountoftheweight, value,

and description of the goods so landed, and to return the book
nightly to the register's office. From the account thus entered

the duty is afterwards ascertained, and a warrant made out for

the delivery of the goods upon the payment of such duty. The
blue books containing the land-waiter's entries, relating to the

cases imported by the defendants in July and August, 1840,

were produced, and evidence given to show that leaves were
substituted for those which the books originally contained, and
which original leaves, it was suggested, contained correct

entries of the quantities of the goods imported by the defendants.
Witnesses acquainted with the silk trade were also examined to
prove that they had made experiments as to the quantity of
manufactured silk which boxes of certain cubic dimensions con-
tained, according to the usual mode of packing goods of this
description.—Sir T. Wilde addressed the Jury for the defendant.
He commenced by observing, that there were some questions of
law in this case, but that, in his estimation, as well as that of
his client, Mr. Candy, the questions of fact were far more im-
portant than the questions of law. He represented a British
merchant, in extensive business, who was charged with a deli-

berate fraud on the revenue, in collusion with that man Burnby,
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of whose character he need not say much. On Mr. Candy's part,
he denied the whole of that man's statement. He owned he
was surprised to find such a man in the pay of Government.
There were two charges tor perjury against him, the trials of
which were removed from the Criminal Court to the Courts at
Westminster, and delayed hy such removal. He did not say
this information should have been given up, when the principal
witness was charged with perjury j but why was not the trial of
this information delayed until the charge of perjury against
Burnby was disposed of? After calling the attention of the
learned Judjrc to the several Acts of Parliament on which the
information was framed, and according to which, as lie con-
tended, it cottld hot be supported, the learned Counsel concluded
by expressing his confidence that by the verdict of the Jury his
client would escape from the relentless persecution to which he
was exposed.—Baron Rolfe then summed up the evidence, di-
recting the Jury, if they found for ihe Crown, to estimate the
value of the goods, as the penalties were to be estimated at
three times the value.—The Jury retired at eight o'clock, and
after an hour's deliberation, returned a verdict for the Crown,
estimating the value of the goods at 2,000/. The penalties to
which the defendant is subject will therefore amount to 6,000/.
Attorney - General v. Bruce.—Tn this case, which was likewise

an information at the instance of the Customs, after some com-
munication between the Counsel for the Crown and the defen-
dant, a verdict was taken for the Crown for penalties to the
amount of 1,532/. 44.

Central Criminal Court.—Special Commission.—Quiseppe
Azzoptrrdi, sailor, was charged with, that he being a subject of

her Majesty, did on the 5th day of July last wilfully murder
Rosa Sluyk on land, out o f the United Kingdom, to wit, at

Smyrna. In other counts of the indictment, the deceased was
described as a female whose name was unknown. The Attorney-
General, Mr. Adolphus, Mr. Waddingron.and Mr. Russell Gurney,
conducted the prosecution. The prisoner was defended by Mr.
Ballantine. A special jury having been placed in the box, an
interpreter was sworn to translate the indictment to the prisoner,
Who was a voting man rather below the middle stature, and of
forbidding aspect. He being an inhabitant of Malta, was unac-
quainted with the English language. On the indictment being
translated to him, he said several times that he was not Guilty.

The Attorney- General stated the case, saying that he should
not only slate the facts but explain the law to the jury. He then
proceeded to explain the provisions of the act of the orh Geo. IV.,

c.31, which provides for the trial of persons charged with the
commission of murder on land out of the United Kingdom, the
persons charged being subjects of the Crown. He said that the
act 57 Geo. III., c. 53, having provided for the trial of persons
charged with murder committed in the Bay of Honduras and the
islands of New Zealand, Otaheite, and other places not within
the dominions of his Majesty, upon the persons of certain inha-
bitants of those places, that act was passed not merely to protect
British subjects but foreigners from the violence of British sub-
jects. Having quoted the case of the King v. Sawyer, tried in

1315, two years before the passing of the 57th Geo. Iff., the
learned Attorney. General quoted the case of the King and Hel-
sham, 4 Carrington and Payne. [In that case, tried in 1830, the
deceased, Lieutenant Crowther, was killed in a duel (fought at
Boulogne) by Captain Helsham. The deceased was an English-
man, and the prisoner supposed to be an Irishman, but no proof
was given of his being so.] The learned Judges held that the
parties not being; both proved to be British subjects, the case
failed. In the case tried by special commission at the last session

of this court the question was not raised, the evidence having
failed in other points; but the learned Judge who tried it said that

had it been raised, he would certainly not have decided, but would
have reserved it for the consideration of all the Judges. In the
present case the prisoner was an inhabitant of Malta, which was
placed under the British Government in the year 1814. The pri-

soner is about twenty-two or twenty-three years of age, conse-
quently born subsequently to the island becoming a dependency
of Great Britain, and therefore a British subject. The Attorney-

General then stated the particulars of the case about to be proved

in evidence, and said that at Smyrna, where the occurrence had
taken place, it was a concession to British subjects that they

were not held amenable to the laws or authorities of the country.

He then read the clause of the treaty by which Malta was
declared a dependency of the British Crown, from the 30th day of

May, 1814. Mr. Ballantine would ask the court whether there was
sufficient evidence of the prisoner being a British subject as a
Maltese to go to the jury ? Mr. Baron Gurney thought; there

was. Mr. Ballantine said he would then mention the objection

which he might possibly hereafter take, namely, that it was
absolutely necessary that both parties should bo shown to be
British subjects. Mr. Baron Gurney would wish that Mr. Bal-

lantine should not raise an undecided point unless absolutely

necessary. Mr. Ballantine did not think the point would be

necessary to raise at all, however, he thought it well to mention
it. Mr. Baron Gurney said that if the question should be raised

it should certainly he reserved for the consideration of the body
of the Judges. Mr. Baron Gurney then proceeded to sum up the
evidence, and having stated the reasons for, and manner of,

bringing the present charge, he said that there was evidence

that the prisoner had obtained the protection of a British subject

when leaving Malta in the month of Februarv of the last year.

He must have obtained that protection on his own personal

application, and it was not to be allowed that persons should

avail themselves of the privileges and advantages of British sub-

jects, and then, on being charged with the commission of a

crime, to deny the fact. His Lordship then read the evidence,

and said that he certainly did not sec anything in it, supposing

t to be true, which would reduce the crime from murder to

manslaughter. The case, however, was in the hands of the jury,

and it was entirely for them to deal with it. The jury retired for

an hour, and returned into court with a verdict of Guilty. The
clerk of the court announced that all further proceedings under
the special commision were postponed to Friday, the 16th of

June. The prisoner was then removed from the bar, and the

special jury was discharged. The objection will be argued before

all the Judges.

Peter Adamson, who was convicted at the last December session

of obtaining the sum of 200/. from John Meiron, under the false

pretence that he had received an appointment from Lord Stanley,

as emigration agent, was brought up for judgment. An objection

had been taken to the indictment, which was argued before the

Judges, but overruled. The Recorder, having addressed the

prisoner on the nature of his offence, said thatthegood character

he had received alone prevented his receiving a sentence of trans-

portation. The sentence was, that he should be imprisoned

and k«pt to hard labour in the House of Correction for one year.

Henry Stocker, whose various examinations at the Police-office

have been frequently before the public for sometime past, was
placed at the bar charged with feloniouslystealing on the 25th of

March Last, a pocket-book, value \s , six Bank of Ireland notes,

value 100/. each ; one Bank of Ireland note, value 20/. ; one ditto,

value 30s.; and one ditto, value 1/., the property of Thomas Jeff.

The Jury found him Guilty, and the Common Sergeant said that,

after strict attention had been paid to the case, the Court had

only one course to pursue, namely, to pass the sentence of tiie

law upon him, which was, that he be transported beyond the seas

for seven years. The prisoner again protested his innocence.
John-Thompson, labourer, was indicted for stealing 51 sovereigns,

being parr, of a sum of 326 sovereigns, the property of Jo: jph

Frost. In other counts of the indictment the property was laid

as belonging to H. Tuffnell. Esq., the lord of the manor. Mr.
Bodkin stated the case, and said that it. was necessary for him to

observe that when a person found valuable pro] y, and appro-
priated it to his own use, without making proper inquiry as to

the owner, he was in the eye of the law guilty of larceny. The
Common Sergeant interposed, and said that it was so in case the

property were found in such a place and under such circumstances

as that the owner might be supposed to be possibly found, but
where it seemed likely that the owner had abandoned it, it would
not be larceny. Moreover, if the property were found by an illi*

terate person, who did not know that it was his duty to make
inquiry, and applied it to bis own use, it would be considered as
done in the absence of that felonious intention which the law
dec'ared to be indispensable to the commission of a crime. Mr.
liodkin said that he would prove that when the money was dug
up, one of the men said to the others that it would be better to
say nothing about it, for fear the lord of the manor should hear
of it, and take it from them. The Common Sergeant said that
even if so the Jury would have to decide whether there was any
felonious intent. Lord Hale had said that "if a purse of gold
were found in a barley-mow,the inference might be that it belonged
to the owner of the mow; but if money were found in an unusual
place of deposit, it was not a larceny for the finder to appropriate
it to his own use; " and so he meant to tell the Jury. Evidence
was then given of the finding of the money by the labourers, each
of whom had given up his share except the prisoner. Mr. Joseph
Frost, of St. John's-square, deposed that he was in business some
years ago, at Islington, as a brass-founder. In consequence of a
delusion of mind under which he then laboured, he had drawn
700/. of his own money from the Bank, and buried it in TuffneH-
park.

^
He had seen the place where the money was found, and

had since recollected it to be one of the places where he had
buried a portion of his money. Another large sum had been since
found. Ann Cooper, the prisoner's landlady, deposed that he was
a very honest man, and had not been " very flush of money after
the find." Only Is. was found in his possession when arrested.
The Jury here interfered, and acquitted the prisoner.

The attempted Assassinalionin St. Paul's.—Augustus Sintzenich,
aged 17, was placed at the bar, charged with feloniously attempt-
ing to discharge a loaded pistol at the Rev. John Clark Haden,
with intent to maim or disfigure him. In other counts of the
indictment he was charged with the intent to do him some
grievous bodily harm. The particulars of this case were fully
noticed by us at the time of their occurrence in April last. No
new facts were elicited at the trial except that the lad was a
person of weak intellect. Mr. Haron Gurney summed up the
evidence, observing at the conclusion, that as it appeared Mr.
Haden was unconscious of being aimed at, there could not be a
verdict of assault. The jury, returned a-verdict of Not Guilty.

SPORTING.
NEWMARKET SECOND SPRING MEETING.

Tuksiia v.— Colonel Peel's Zenobia beat Lord Kclbnrne's f by
Velocipede, out of Miss Whip, T.Y.C.; 200 h ft. Won by ten
lengths.— 50<f. for 3 yr old colts, 8 st 7 lb, and fillies, 8 st 4 lb.

R.M. General Yates's Canton beat Mr. Stephenson's f by Gla-
diator, out of Elegance. . Won by n head. —50/. for 3 yr olds,
fist 2 lbs; 4 yrs, 8 st; 5 yrs, 8 st 7 lbs; 6* yrs, 1 st 12 lbs, T.M.M.
The winner to be sold for 200/., Sec. Lord Albemarle's Nuncio,
4 yrs, beat Duke of Grafton's ^Esop, 3 yrs; Lord Exeter's Aliena,

Sister to Celia, 3 yrs; Lord Southampton's f by Oppidam, 4 yrs,

and Mr. Jackson's Lyster, aged. Won by a length.

matches—Mr. Payne's Escort, 5 yrs, beat Duke of Beaufort's
Rapture, 8 st 4 lb each. T.Y.C. 800, h ft. Won by two lengths.
Lord Kilournc's c by Velocipede, out of Amulet, received forfeit

from Mr. Payne's Landseer, 8 st 7 lb each. T.Y.C. 200, h ft.—
Mr Gregory's Una, 5 st 7 lb received 35 80v forfeit from the Duke
Of Bedford's Eliza, « st 3 lb. D.M. 100, h ft.

Wbdvesday.—-Handicap Plate of 50/, for three-year-olds, &c.
A.E. Lord Miltown's Kidhawn, 5 yrs, 6 st 7 lb : beat Mr. Payne's
Johnny, 6 yrs, 9 st, and others who were not placed. The pace,

owing to the heaviness of the ground, was very bad. Won by a
neck.—The Suffolk Stakes <>f 16 sov. each, 5 ft- if declared, with
1017. added ; the second receives 30/. out of the stakes. Last mile
and a half of K.C. (23 Subs), 14 of whom declared. Col. Peel's

I-am-not- aware, aged,/ st; heat Lord Exeter's Albion, 4 yrs, 6 st

7 lb, and five others who were not placed. Won by a neck.

Match—DM. 200, h ft, Duke of Bedford's Currycomb, st 1 lb,

beat Mr. Osbaldiston's Devil among the Tailors, 8 st 7 lb; 7 to

4

and 2 to l on Currycomb, who won easy by about a length.

The Jockey Club Plate of 50/, for 4 yr olds, 7 st 2 lb ; 5 yrs, 8 st

3 lb; 6 yr* and aged, 8 st 9 lb, the property of members of the

Jockey Club. Duke of Bedford's Johno'Gaunt, 5 yrs,walked over.

Thursday.— Sweepstakes of 10 sovs each, for 3 yr-olds, 7st 7> 1)S
J

4 yrs, 8st nibs; 5 yrs and upwards, Gst. T.Y.C. The winner to

be' sojd for 200/. Colonel Peel's Camelion, b yrs, beat Lord
Albemarle's Nuncio, 4 yrs; Captain Daintrec's Mingo, 3 yrs; Mr.
ThornhhTs Eringo, 5 yrs; and Mr. W. Ridsdale's Glendower, 3

yrs. Won easily by a length. The whip was not challenged for.

MARK LANE, Fiuday, May 19.—The supply of Wheat from
Essex was moderate, but that from Kent and Suffolk was fair for

the season; in the morning the Factors endeavoured to obtain

more money, but failed, and the prices were the same as on this day
se'nnight.- Foreign was a better sale, at fully last week's prices ;

there was a little inquiry for bonded, but at low rates. Barley

is getting scarce, but our currency is not altered. Peas com-
mand the same prices, and new Beans are l.v. dearer. English

Oats sell at the same terms, but Irish are rather cheaper.

BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUABTKB. 8. S. S. S.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 40 to f.o Red 40 to4fi

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . . 40 to 46 White — to—
Barley • Making and distilling 25 man Grind. 19 to 36

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . .

Northumberland and Scotch . . .

IriMi
Rve
Henna, Maza«an, oM and new . 20 to 2">

Pigeon, Heligoland . . 98 to 32

P«a«, White 28 to 30

folands
Fred
Feed

13 to 23
— to —
9 to ifl

Feed W tosa
Potato ir> toii-i

Potato14 to 22

"Tick
Winds.
Maple

— to —
22 to 36
— to —
25 to 28

Harrow 23 to 30
I.on^jood — to—
Grey 23 to 36

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVKRACKS.

April

May

7
14
21

28
5

— 12

tl weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat. Barlt:V. Oats- Rye. Reans.
45 5 -28 H 17 8 2!) 3 26 2

46 9 28 8 17 1 20 2 25 10

40 7 28 5 17 4 28 7 25 11

47 28 7 17 6 29 8 26 3
46 4 28 2 17 2 27 7 2o* 4

46 2 28 1 17 3 29 2 86 8

46 8 28 5 17 3 28 10
i

26 2

20 !) 8 U 6 11 6

27 11

11 6*

GAZ1CTTE OF THE WEKK.
INSOLVENTS.—"!1 . Baker, Honiara, Devonshire, carrier—T. S. Hook, Fal-

monrli, carrier.

BANKRUPTS—V. Jay, Castle-lane, Soinhwark-luidge-road, Surrey. BilK

hat-manufacturer— T. J. Claik, Biltin^ogate, City, victualler—E. Palfrey,

Swaffham, Norfolk, miller—J. Pool, Morrice-town, Devonshire, brewer—*-
T. Haulerj bxeter, brush-maker—J. Allison, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, grocer—
\V. Jones, Llanwrst, Denbighshire, druggist—VV. Stent, Oxford-street, hosier

— II. CundaJl, Little IleHham, Hertfordshire innkeeper— (J< Flowers, Ham-
meramith, auctioneer—W. Gordon, Colchester, coach -proprietor— P. Spever
and J. SchuDac'h, Hljrh Holbnrn, tailors — J. Kurze, Painjrton, Devonshire,

victualler—T. U'i!Ues .Monmouth, innkeeper—R. Pitt, West Bromwich, Staf-

fordshire* draper.
SCUTCH SKQHKSTRATIONS._.R. Maen:.ir and Co., Glasgow, mer-

chants—J. Ewart. Glajfifow, merchant—-T. Crnifr, kaurloBton, Glasgow, coHch-
imiidor—t. Aitken, Falkirk, writer— J. Glendinning, Glasgow, grocer—J»
Morrison & Co., Grange, near Allo.i, hrewers.

BIRTHS—On the 13th inst., in St. Jume.s's-place, the wife of W. Cripps,
Esq , M.P., of a son—On the 18th inst., in Curzon-street, May fair, the wife of

F- Hawkins, Ml)., of a son — On the nth inst., at Earlsfort-terrace, Dublin, the
Hon. Mrs. T. Lrfrojr, of a daughter—On the 13th inst., at Somerton, Dftdy
Lacon, of a daughter— i tn the 16th Inst., at Whitehall, Lady Carrington, of a

:i— In Sprfna cm dens, on the 13th inst., Mrs. Witt, ofa daughter.
MARRIED.—At St. Martin's chinch, Mr. H- Williams, brother of Sir J. K

Williams. Bart., of Sontli Wales, to Mi>s Williams IVynn, only daughter of

the late Baronet of that name—On the lflth inst, at Si James's. Piccadilly*
,J Rldgwiiy, Esq.,of Wallsuches, in the county of Lancaster, to Selina Har-
riet, your • daughter ofthe late Sir P« H. !)">*!<, Bart
DIED.—On Tuesday night, at the College L« »»;.», the Ucv. W. Chafy, D.D.,

Master of Sidn ,-x College—At Southampton, Lieut -Gen. John H->s ,

' at the Casa Rtandiah, Florence, on the
. ulu O. Stai aleby ' tlo and Culham Abbey, i:; theconntyox

t umberland, and of Farh Hill, In the county of Berks, K q.-~On the ; ' ;i "

inst., [>:..!"•• al G [alley, C.B., for many years commanding the 88oh
Regiment— On the 15th inst., at Coventry House, Piccadilly, Uiij *5ari Ox

WANTED, a COTTAGE, or Small Farm, or Small
Detached House, from 15 to 30 miles from London. It

must contain at least one large or two good-sized Sitting-rooms, two
good Bedrooms, with Servants' Rooms, Kitchen, &c. &c. There

must be a good Garden, well stocked with Fruit-trees, or an Orchard
attached, and from five to five-and-twenty acres of land. Situation

high, or at least dry, and if near a heath or common it would be

preferred. The rent of the Cottage and Garden not to exceed 30/.

per annum, the land at a price proportioned to its value. A long
lease would be taken, or the Freehold purchased, nor would the

Advertiser object to purchase, at a proportionate price, even if there

be no House, or a mere labourer's Cot! age on the property. Address
(post-paid), to X.E., Gardeners 9 Chronicle Office, 3, Charles-street,

Covent Garden.

L^UMIGATION.—At a season when Fumigation is of
J- the utmost importance to Flowers, Trees, Plants, &c., Messrs.
CLARK & CO. beg to call the attention of all persons engaged in

HorticulturalPursuits to theirPATENT FUMIGATING BLOWER,
which, having been in use for upwards of o years by the first houses in

the kingdom, is found to be much cheaper and infinitely superior to

the best fumigating bellows hitherto tried. Prices, o.s-., n.s\, 15a*.
,

17s. , and 20*. each. May be had of all Ironmongers, and of Messrs.
Clark 8c Co., Engineers, Nelson Terrace, City-road, London.

N. Ji.— Hothouses heated on the most Improved Principles.

pHANGE OF AIR.—To the SICK, PARALYZED,
^-^ or any other infirmity where change of scene or air, or where
kind treatment, good nursing, and constant attention would be
beneficial. A very respectable family accustomed to Invalids, and
medically connected, and very pleasantly situated about two miles

from Town, would be happy to RECEIVE into their family an
INMATE. Terms moderate. No objection to a Child.—Address
to H. D., Rice's Post-office, Old Rrompton.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
HPHE Committee appointed bv the Subscribers to the
JL Fund for obtaining the Services of an AGRICULTURAL
CHEMIST for Proprietors and Tenants in Scotland, hereby notify

that they are ready to enter into communication with any Chemist

of eminence and experience, possessing at the same time a know-
ledge of Practical Agriculture, with the view of ascertaining the

terms on which he would perform the duties required.

For information as to the terms of the appointment, application

may be made to the Honorary Secretary of the Committee, Andrew
Coventry, Esq., 28, Moray Place, Edinburgh.
Payment of the Subscriptions is now wished ; they may be sent to

Mr. Coventry by Post Office orders, or paid through parties in

Edinburgh. Persons still intending to join the Association arc re-

quested to send in their names and their subscriptions without delay.

QCULPTURE. — ROYAL ACADEMY. — THE
O REPORTS in the ATHEN/EUM of Sir Richard Wkstma-
cott's SIX LECTURES at the Royal Academy are now complete,

and may be had by order of all Booksellers. Price 4& each Number.

PAINTING.—ROYAL ACADEMY.
The REPORTS in the ATHEN/EUM of Professor Howard's
SIX LECTURES at the Royal Academy are now complete, and

may be had, by order, of all Booksellers. Price Ad. each Number.

ARCHITECTURE.
Professor Cockkrkxl's LECTURES at the Royal Academy.—

The ATHEN/EUM, Parts for January and February (200 large

quarto pages of three columns, price l.v. 4d. each) contain the.w

of the SIX LECTURES, and may be had of all Booksellers.

hole

TO SUBSCRIBERS TO ART-UNIONS.
HPHE Legality of the Royal Polytechnic Union ok
--L London is now clearly substantiated by the opinions of

Fitzuoy Kelly, Esq., Q.C., and C. CLARKE, Esq. The songs of

Siiakksi'Eark, illustrated by the Etching Club, will continue to he

presented to each Subscriber until the 1st of -'uly, when the books

will be closed.—R. J. Lonobottom, Hon. Scc.,£, Caveudish-sq.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.

AS PRINCIPAL GARDENER.—B.H. Billingto*
is desirous of obtaining a Situation as above, to a Nobleman

or Gentleman; he has had every opportunity of obtaining a

thorough knowledge of Gardening: in all its varied branches,

having lived in some first-rate Establishments. He would prefer

a Situation where the management of "Woods would be allotted

to him j having had the benefit of his lather's experience, who***

system of Foresting is well known. Wages moderate; age

28 years. Direct to B. H. Billington, care of Messrs. Loo-
imoks' Exotic Nursery, Hackney.

A S FOREMAN in a Nobleman's Garden, a Young
^~* Man, 25 years of age, who has had unlimited experience in the

Forcing department of Flowers as well as Fruits and Gardening

generally. Unexceptionable reference can be given as to ability and

general .conduct. Direct to A. Ji., Star Cofiee-house, Munster-

street, Regent's Park, London.

AS GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF;
•*^- A young Man of unexceptionable recommendation ,s

desirous of engaging himself as above with any Noblemen " l

Gentleman. Fie has lately left a situation as Head Gardener in

one of the first establishments in Warwickshire. Direct to G. J *

Pmpps, Messrs. Hendcriion's, Pineapple-place, Paddington.

A S GARDENER, in a Nobleman or Gentleman's

Family, a married Man, aged 42, who has a perfect know-

ledge of Exotic Plants, and can be highly recommended by nW

present and former employers (with whom he lived nearly sl
;

v
f

years), for having; a perlect knowledge of his profession iu evei)

department. Letters addressed Pbtur Woon, gardener, \'
ov

J^
near Rochford, Essex, will be immediately

spar

man's House,
attended to.

A
present
can be g

S GARDENER.—A Foreman of a Gentler*anfl

Garden, aged 28, wishes to obtain a Situation similar to'

*

it one; unexceptionable reference as. to Ability and Charac

! riven. Direct to X. W. P., at the Office of this Paper.

Coventry, in tha 69th year of hi?

A S GARDENER, a single Man, aged 27, *llD
*JJ

-^*- a practical knowledge of his business in all its^B
"^jRCe

Can have a good character and recommendation from toe \

ho is about to leave. Direct to M. N., care of Mr. *»AJ '"'

Post-office, Highsate, Middlesex. ^^_____.

A S GARDENER, in a Gentleman's Family, » res} t̂£± able single Man, from the Country, aired 25. ^Jlharge
table occasionally ifrequired, and has no objection to taK<

e

of a horse and gig. Can have three years' good <*a^S5rw i„n
his Lasl

i
ttuation. Direct to Petkr Simungkm., No. a,

Yard, Shoreditch.
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T>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
"T L

.

AN D'~The R°yal Agricultural Society of England is desirous
of receiving Tenders from Innkeepers or others, to contract for any
one or more o( the following Supplies at the ensuing Annual Country
Meeting; of the Society, to be held at Derby in July :—

I. A Hot Dinner for 350 persons, with Dessert, and a bottle
i t

Tort or Sherry to each person, in the County Hall, Derby, on
Wednesday, the 12th of July, 1843.

II. A Cold Dinner for 1800 persons, with a pint of Port or Sherry
to each person, in the Pavilion of the Society, at Derby, on
Thursday, the 13th of July.

III. Refreshments suitable for 300 Ladies in the Galleries of the
Pavilion, on the same occasion.

Tenders to be forwarded on or before the 5th of June next, to the
Secretary of the Society, No. 12, Hanover-square, London, where
further particulars may be obtained : the Society not binding itself
to accept the lowest tender. The particulars may also be obtained
on rclcrence to the Local Committee at Derby.
London, May II, 1843.-By order of the Council, Jas. Hudson, Sec.

QURREY FLORISTS' SOCIETY.^This Society hdd^ an Adjourned Meeting on Wednesday, May 24, 1843, at the
Hour Gla'ss, Walworth Common, to take into consideration the
conduct of one of their Members on the day of their last exhibi-
tion, and other business connected with the Society, when the
following Resolutions were proposed, and unanimously adopted

M That Mr. Joseph Wakrmng be expelled this Society."
"That Mr. George Glknnf be excluded from every 'meeting

of the Surrey Florists' Society, in consequence of an erroneous
Report inserted in the Gardeners' Gazelle, of Satui day, May 20."
"That the Society do hold their Meetings at the Hour Glass,

Walworth Common, instead of the Montpelier."
The Pink and Ranunculus Show will take place on Monday,

•Tune 19, 1843. at the Hour Glass, Walworth Common, to which
the Friends of the Members wi ll have free admission.—May 24.

T3ENEV0LENT INSTITUTION for the RELIEFJJ of AGED and INDIGENT GARDENERS and their
WIDOWS.
Notice is hereby given, that a General Meeting of the Sub-

scribers will beheld on Thursday, 1st of June, at the Crown nnd
Anchor Tavern, Strand, for the purpose of electing two persons out
of the following Candidates to the annual Pension of this Charity :—
No. i. Anderson, James, Gardener, London, aged 7o, (Second

application.)
2. Muffell, William, Gardener, London, aged 67. (Second

application.)
3. Lyward, Samuel, Gardener, Cambcrwcll, aged 64.
4. Wells, William, Gardener, Chislehurst, Kent, aged 74.

The chair will be taken at one o'clock, when the ballot will com-
mence and close at three o'clock precisely.

By order, Emv. It. Cutler, Secretary, 07, Farringdon-strcct.
Subscribers not having received their Polling Papers arc requested

to apply to the Sccictary.

AMERICAN PLANTS -WATERER/S SPLENDID
EXHIBITION, King's Road, Chelsea, under the especial

T
FUCHSIAS AND VERBENAS.

HOS. CR1PPS respectfully informs his Friends, the
Amateur Florist, and others, that, in consequence of having

a large stock of the above beautiful flmvers, he is able to offer
them at the following prices, viz.:— 20 Vkrbicnas, by name, in
20 varieties, 10*..; 40 do., in 40 superb varieties, -u\s , Fuchsias :

12 superb show varieties, including a plant of that highly-

5£?
med variety, F. Toddiana, Si*.

The above can be safely transmitted by post to any part.

t« i

B
.'!r

CatflI "Kues of Fuchsias and other plants are now ready.
Xunbndge Wells Nursery.

])OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
-Lv List of MEDALS awarded at the EXHIBITION on
Wednesday, the 24th inst. The successful Candidates are
requested to signify to the Secretary at the Gardens, within a
fortnight, whether they will accept the prizes in Medals, Plate, or
C^ash, that a sufficient number of Medals may be struck.
For Collections of Fifty Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—First

prize, value 15/., to Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence ;
second

prize, value 10/., to Mr. Green, gr. to Lady Antrobus ; third prize,

5/., to Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill ; extra prize, 3/., to Mr. Fraser,
nurseryman, Lea-bridge Road.
For Collections of Twenty-five Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—

First prize, 7/., to Mr. Pawley, Bromley ; second prize, 3/. 10.s\,to

Mr. G. Clarke, gr. to Wm. Smith, Esq., Shirley Park ; third prize,

21. 10.9., to Mr. Atlee, gr. to — Beaufoy, Esq. 5 fourth prize, l/.,to

Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt.
For Collections of Nine Stove and Greenhouse Plants.— First

prize, 3/., to Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Block, Esq. ; second prize, 2/.,

to Mr. Jackson, nurseryman, Kingston.
For Collections of Six Stove and Greenhouse Climbers.—First

prize, 41., to Mr. Pawley; second prize, 21. 10*-., to Mr. G. Clarke,
gr. to Wm. Smith, Esq.
For Collections of Nine Tall Growing Cacti.—First prize, 31.10s.,

to Mr. Clarke, gr. to Win. Block, Esq.; second prize, XL 15s. to
Mr. Cockburn, gr to Earl Mansfield.
For Collections of Nine distinct kinds of Fuchsias.—First prize,

1/. 5s., to Messrs. Lane and Son, nurserymen, Berkhampstead;
second prize, 1/., to Mr. Pawley.
For a Collection of Six Scarlet Pelargoniums.— First prize,

]/. I0s.,to Mr. Bayle.
For a Collection of Six Roses in Pots.—First prize, 2/., to

Messrs. Lane and Son.
For a Large Collection of Cut Blooms of Roses.— First prize,

1/. I0s. t to Messrs. Lane and Son.
For a Collection of Twelve British Ferns.— Second prize, 1/., to

Mr. G. Turner, gr. to the Hon. and Rev. Robert Wilson.
For a Collection of Agricultural Grasses.— First prize, 1/., to

Mr. Wm. Turner, gr. to Mrs. Holloway, near Reading.
For Collections of Twelve Pelargoniums in No. 2-i pots, to

Nurserymen.—First prize, 7/., to Mr. Catleugh, Chelsea; second
prize, 4/., to Mr. Gaines, Battersea.
For Collections of Six Pelargoniums, in No. 24 pots, to Ama-

teurs.— First prize, Hi., to Mr. J. Dobson, gr. to — Beck, Esq.,
Isleworth; second prize, 1/. 5s., to Mr. E. Bell, gr. at Chelsea
Hospital.
For Collections of Twelve Pelargoniums, in No. 22 pots, to

Nurserymen.— First prize, 4^., to Mr. Catleugh; second prize,

l£. 15s., to Mr. Gaines.
For Collections of Six Pelargoniums, in No. 12 pots, to Ama-

teurs.—First prize, 3/., to Mr. Watt, gr. to Wm. Snell, Esq., and
Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, equal ; second prize, ll. 5s., to Mr.
E. Bell, gr. at Chelsea Hospital; extra, 10s., to Mr. Slowe, gr. to
W. R.Baker, Esq., Bedfordbury.
For Collections of Four Pelargoniums, in No. 8 pots.— First

prize, 2/. 10s., to Mr. Hunt; second, l/. 10s., to Mr. E. Bell;
third, 1/., to Mr. G. Cockburn. Mr. Cock, of Chiswick, the most
successful cultivator of Pelargoniums at the present time, most
handsomely consented to wave his claim to enter his plants for
competition.
For Collections of Six Herbaceous Calceolarias.—First prize,

2/., to Mr. Dobson; second, :/., to Mr. Catleugh.
For Collections of Six Shrubby Calceolarias.—First prize, i

; -'..

to Mr. Gaines; second, \L, to Mr. Dobson.
For Seedling Pelargoniums.—First prize, l/. 10s., to Mr.

Dobson, for " Zanzummim ;
M second, 1/., to Mr. Dobson, for

" Theresa ;
" to Mr. Dobson, for " Susannah ;

" to Mr. TVhomes,
gr. to E. Forstcr, Esq., Clewer, for "Zanzummim ;

M to Mr.
Whomes, for" Hybla."
For Collections of Seedling Calceolarias.— First prize, 1/., to

Mr. Green, for (l Georgiana," " Rosa magniflora," "Imperial,"
and "Ignea grandiflora; " second, ios., to Mr. J. Standish,
nurseryman, Bagshot, for "Bagshot Beauty," " Princess Mary,"
" Surprise," and " Duchess of Gloucester."
For a Seedling Cineraria.— First prize, 10s., to Messrs. Lane

and Son, for " Compacta."
For New or Rare Ornamental Plants.— Second prize, 2/. 10*.,

to Mr. Forrest, nurseryman, Kensington, for "Statice macro-
phylla ,

" third, if. 10s., to Mr. Green, for " Manettia bicolor ;
"

fourth, 1/., to Mr. Hays, of High Beach, for " Aotus lanigera."
For Ornamental Specimen Plants.— First prize, 1/. 10s., to Mr.

May, gr. to E. Goodhart, Esq., for "Erica aristata major;"
second, 1/., to John Allnutt, Esq., for "Erica depressaj"
third, 10s., to Mr. Clarke, gr. to William Smith, Esq., for
"Hardenbergia pregnane;" extra, 10s., to Mr. May, for "Exica
ventricosa."
For Collection of Five Orchidaceous Plants.— First prize, 7/.,

to Mr. Hunt: second, 3/. 10s., to Mr. Redding.
For a single Specimen of an Orchidaceous Plant.— Second

prize, 2/., to Mr. Greaves, gr. to Mrs. Cannon, Stratford, for
" Oncidium humila."

For a Collection of twenty kinds of Cape Heaths.—Second
prize, 3/., to Mr. Jackson, nurseryman, Kingston.
For a Collection of fifteen kinds of Cape Heaths.— First prize,

71. , to Mr. May.
For Collections of six kinds of Cape Heaths.*-First prize,

3/. 10s., to Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. II. Storey, Esq., Isleworth
;

second, 2/., to Mr. Green; third, H., to Mr. Hunt; extra, 10s.,

to Mr. Brazier, gr. to H. Storey, Esq., for Hybrid Heaths.
For a Collection of Eighteen Greenhouse Azaleas.—Second

prize, 2/. 10s., to Mr. Gaines.
Five Microscopes were exhibited, two of which were of anovel

construction, and displayed new physiological facts in Botany.
The prize will be awarded at the third meeting.
The following exhibitions, some of which were very beautiful,

but for which the Society did not offer any prizes, were also
contributed:—By Mr. Dobson, a miscellaneous collection. Mr.
Wood, of Norwood, a collection of Alpine plants. Mr. Bnrney,
nurseryman, Stratford, a large collection of globe Cacti. Mr.
Ivory, nurseryman, Pcckham, and Mr. Henderson, Pineapple-
place, collections of Cinerarias. Mr. Green, a seedling: Azalea
and three seedling Cacti. Mr. Mi'.cliell, Mr. Bragg, of :?lough, the
Hon and Rev. R. Wilson, Wymonriham, Messrs. Lane and Son,
and Mr. Thomson, of Iver—boxes of Pansies. Mr. Brown, of
Slough, a stand of Tulips. Mr. Rivers, nurseryman, Sawbridge-
worth, cut dowers of Rhododendrons and Azaleas.
A graphic Telescope, for the delineation of plants at a distance,

was shown by Mr. Cornelius Varlcy.

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
YOUELL and CO M inofiVrinq their List of Chxiy-

SANTnEMCMS (for which see their Advertisement in this

Taper of the 6th inst.), to the notice of amateurs, and those who
intend competing at the autumnal exhibitions of the present season,

beg to observe, they have taken such precautions for excluding
varieties merely nominal, that they icel assured the list will befbund
highly satisfactory to those who may not only have the above object

in view, but also to tho>:e who arc desirous of decorating their

greenhouse ami garden with this unsurpassed Autumnal Flower.

The plants will be strong and healthy, and scut free of postage (on
the receipt of a Post- office order), to any part of the United King-
dom, in the first week in June, at the rate of 12s. per dozen.— Great
Yarmouth Nursery, May 24, 1843.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

BEAUTIFUL AND DISTINCT FUCHSIAS.—
YOUELL & Co., in submitting their Catalogue of Fuchsias

for 1843, take the present opportunity of drawing the attention
of admirers of the above elegant tribe of plants to their select
and superb Collection. They have spared no expense in forming
a selection of such as are really good, to the exclusion of many
that are mere nominal varieties j and they would refer to the
numerous testimonials of success which attended their mode ot

selecting last season collections for Amateurs, for competition at

the various Horticultural Exhibitions throughout the kingdom.
Youkll & Co. are desirous of calling attention to their pe-

culiar method of executing orders for this tribe of plants;

namely, that they will deliver them free of postage (on the
receipt of a Post-office order), to any part of the United King-
dom, in collections, upon the following terms :

—
Twelve fine Show Varieties, 125.

Twelve extra fine ditto . 165.

Twelve extra fine and very
superior 21*.

The selection being left to Youell & Co.

DESCRIPTION OF FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
This magnificent Fuchsia was raised by Mr. Meehan, gardener

to Colonel Harcourt, at St. Clare, Isle of Wight, from whom
Messrs. Youeli, obtained the entire stock. In May last, it was
submitted to Or. Lindlky for his opinion, which will be found in

the "Gardeners' Chronicle " of the 14th of that month, as follows :

41 Your Seedling Fuchsia is by far the finest hybrid we have seen,

the flowers being three inches in length, with the tube and sepals

of a bright carmine colour, and the petals of a rosy purple. If, as

you say, it is a strong grower and a free bloomer, it will prove a
valuable addition to this beautiful genus."
As a proof of its being a most profuse bloomer, Y. & Co. had a

plant in flower Sept. 15, 1842, on one branch of which were
upwards of 200 blooms, forming a splendid object for the green-
house, conservatory, or flower-garden. Price 10s. 6r/. per plant-,

sent free of postage to any part of the United Kingdom.
Fuchsia transparens ; s. d
outer corolla, a delicate
transparent pink, boldly
tipt with bright green,
and inner corolla a fine

rosy carmine; habit of
the plant erect, and a
profuse bloomer .

Aflinis, or radicans .

Arborea ....
Arborea grandillora
Aurantia
Belladifoliata, or Belliana,

or rosea alba, pure white,
beautifully tipt with rose

Ballonii ....
Bicolor ....
Bruceana
m da

B'-ockmainiii .

Cur;. ....
Compacta
Cooperii
(

'; 1 nea ....
Chandlerii
Conspicua

,, arborea
Cordata superba
Corymbifiora .

Craigiana
Dalstonii
Dicksonii
Delicata
Devonia
Elegans superba
Erecta tricolor

Excelsa .

Eximia
Eppsii •

Ploribunda (Dickson's) .

Formosa elegans
igetis multiflora . .

Floribunda magna
Glabra multiflora

Globosa variegata .

Grandiflora maxima
Grandis ....
Hopverii
Hybrida coceinca .

Incnmparabilis
Illicifolia .

Inilata fulgida
Insignis ....
Invincible

Jayii ....
King, extra line and very
large (new)

Laneii ....
Loudonii
Macnabiana ... .

Magnifica
tMay's) .

Mirabilis
Moneypennii
Multiflora erecta .

Magnificent
Pendula (Young's)
Pulchenima . . «

Pistulum alburn
Pendula tcrminalis
Princei b ...
Racemitiora
Racemosa
Racemitiora elegans
Rogersiana
Rosea elegans
Rieartonii
Snrithii ....
Splendida
Standishii

Splcndcns (Humboldt)
.

(Kyle's)

Salmonia . . ,

5 tewartia
San guinea
Stylosa conspicua

elegans
maxima
pulchella

5

1

1

2

2

97

2
7

1

1

2

/

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
1

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

10

2
1

1

1

2

2
1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

7
7

2

2
1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2
2
1

2
1

2
3

7
1

1

1

1

1

2
2

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

G
6

6
6
6
6

6

6

G

G

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
6
6
6

6

6

6

G

6

6
6

G

6

s.

Thompsonia superba . 2
Toward ii . . . 2
Triumphans . . .2
Toddiana . . .10
Tricolor ... .2
Ushcrii . . . . 1

Venus victrix . . 2
Vemaiis . . 2
Victoria .... 2

Youelli . 1

Woodsii . . .1

VERBENAS.
"Laconii," a fine blue,

delightfully fragrant, of
vigorous but compact
habit, and the heads of
flowers measuring up-
wards of three and a
half inches in diameter 5

44 Princess Royal," of the
purest snowy white,
the flowers remarkably
large, and extremely
fragrant ; nothing can
exceed the purity of the
white in this beautiful
variety, and itpossei
that acquisition not to
bo found in any of its

class, of retaining its

clear white during
fading ....
[It would be as well to
remark, that the petals
of the flowers of the
above meet so closely,
as to form a perfect bail.

They are now ready for
sending out by post, free,
to any part of the United
Kingdom]

Arraniana superba .

grandiflora

B ikerii, extra fine

Barnesii ....
Delicata, tine .

Edmondii
Km. juror
Favourite
Formosa, beautiful pink,
with white eye

Grandis ....
Groomiana
Hendersonii
Hislopiana
Hylandsii
Incisa ....

,, major
Melindris major
Nivenii ....
Picta ....
Sanguinea
Splendens ...
So iai ft coccinea, ex. fine
Tcucrioidens rosea, do. .

./cediana

Victory ....
Vivid ....
The above will also be

sent free of postage to any
part of the United King-

m.
PETUNIAS.

Magna rosea
Magniflora
Bicolor .

dy Peel
Medora .

m
Rook's Nest .

sea alba
Beauty
(irnndis

The above can also
sent free of post:

any pait of the Uuit
Kingdom.

d.

6

6

6

6

5 6

1

6
2 6
1
O

1

1

2

2 6
1 6
1 6
I

1

1

6
1

6
6
6

1

6
2

2 6
6

1

1

» 2

• 2 6
* 2 6

1 6
* 1 6
• 2

2
• 2

• 2 6
•

e

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, May 24, 1843.
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SUPERB SEEDLING CHRYSANTHEMUM THE "DUKE."
YOUELL and CO. feel much pleasure in announcing

they have obtained the entire stock of an extremely beautiful

seedling Chrysanthemum, from Mr. Wells, gardener to the Rev. J.

Burroughes, of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk. This splendid variety,

named "The Duke," was exhibited at the Norwich and Norfolk
Horticultural Society's Exhibition, where it obtained the First Prize,

as the Best Seedling ; it also obtained First Prizes shown in the best
stand of 25; ditto ditto, 15 ; ditto ditto, 20; and the judges pro-
nounced it to be the best Chrysanthemum ever exhibited. The
colour French white, changing to pure white : petals broad and
beautifully incurved, forming a perfect ball of from 4 to 4£ inches in

diameter. It will be ready for sending out the first week in June, at

7s. 6d. per plant, free of postage, to any part of the United King-
dom.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, BIay24, 1843.

NEW FUCHSIAS.W MILLER can supply a few more dozens of good
• plants of his Superb Collection, as advertised in February

and March, at 10.9. 6d. per dozen, including case and postage;
also at 3*. 6d. per dozen for borders.—Providence Nursery, Rams-
gate, K-'nt.

MESSRS. VEITCH and SON beg to offer the fol-

lowing New and Beautiful Plants, introduced by them through
their Collector in South America :

—

Alstrcemeria nemorosa (See figures) Curtis's Bot. Mag., Aug. 1842,

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Jan. 1843,

and Paxton's Mag. May, 1843.

Paxton's Mag., March, 1«4:?
?

and Curtis's Bot. Mag., Nov., 1842

,,
Edwards' Bot. Reg., May, 1843,

and Paxton's Magazine, Oct. 1842
Curtis's Bot. Mag., Feb., 1843,

Begonia coccinea

*Echites splendcns

,, atropurpurea

jj

n

j, hirsuta
Gesneria Polyantha
Gloxinia macrophylla variegata
Hypocyrta strigillosa

Manettia bicolor
Passifh>r:i Actinia
*Rondeletia longiflora

Stigmaphyllon ciliatum

,, heterophyllum
,,

Siphocampylos duplo-serratus
Tropseolum azurcum

J3

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Feb., 1843
Curtis's Bot. Mag., April, 1842

Paxton's Magazine, March, 1843
Curtis's Bot. Mag., April, 1843

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Nov., 1842,

and Paxton's Magazine, Nov., 1842

Curtis's Bot. Mag., May, 1843

Edwards' Bot. Reg., Dec, 1842,
Curtis's Bot. Mag., Dec, 1842, and Paxton's Mag., Dec, 1842.

Messrs. Veitch and Son having raised many thousands of Arauca-
ria imbricata from seed, arc enabled to offer them in quantity at a
very low, moderate price.

N.B.—The Plants marked thus [*] will not be ready for delivery
till the first week in June.— Exeter, May 18, 1843.

NEW AND CHOICE PERPETUAL ROSES.

RB. BIRCHAM, Hedenham Rosary, begs to offer
• the following select ROSES, well established in pots, fit

for immediate transplanting-
Price per plant.— s. d.

*Aubernon . 3 6
Aricic . 5
Augustine Mouchelet . 3 6
Clementine Seringe . 10 6

„ Duval . 2 6
*Dr. Marjolin . . 10 6
*Duc d'Aumale . 5
Duchess of Sutherland . 3 6
Dr. Marx . 10 6
*Earl Talbot . . 3 6
Julie Dupont . . 5
*Lady Alice Peel . . 10 6
*Lane . . . 10 6
*Marquis of Boccella . 10 6
Madame Laffay . 3 6

*Melanie Cornu . 3 6
Mrs. Elliott . . 3 6

Price per plant.— s. d.

2
10

3

3
5

6

5

6

6
6
6

6
6

6
6

6

6

6

6
Those marked *, R. B. B. can supply wholesale orders at a

fair trade price per dozen. Plants gratis, to compensate for
distant carriage.

Hedenham Rosary is situated on the border of the county of
Norfolk, and on the line of road leading from Norwich to Bun-
gay, eleven miles from the former and three from the latter.

Bungay is the nearest post town. A daily conveyance to the
Eastern Counties Railway, thence to London.

"IXfM. IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near London,
* * beers to offer a superb Seedling Petunia, Enchantress,

(flesh-colour), with a fine dark conspicuous eye, round flower,

Newton
*Prince de Galles .

*Prudenee Rceser .

Prince Albert
*Reine de la Guillotiere
* Rivers (Laffay;
llossuet .

Crimson Madame Desprez 3
Cerise .... 7

6 | *Crimson Globe . . 5
MouteaudeJeanne d'Arc JO
Madame Aucle . . 3

*Proserpine . . .7
Thiaffait.... 5

Comte de Paris (Tea Rose) 3
*Devi!hicnsis Do. 3

Josephine Malton Do. 7

and good substance. It can with confidence be recommended.
Plants, 3s. 6d. each. Also the following new Fuchsias :

—
s. d. a*, d.

Iveryana . .76 each Rogersiana . . 7 6 each
Elm (Ivery) . .76 Toddiana . 10 6
Eppsii . , .76 St. Clare . 10 6
Brockmanni . .76 Cormackii . 7 6
Laneii . . .76 The nine for j£3 3

Catalogues of Fuchsias, Cinerarias, and Verbenas may be had
on application.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
CHANDLER & SONS, Nurserymen, Vauxhall,

London, beg to state that they have young plants of their
Chrysanthemums now ready to send out, and which they can
supply in sorts, at 12.5. per dozen.
A List, with colours described, may be had on application ; if

by letter, prepaid.

IfSSEX TRIUMPH DAHLIA. —IT having been
-^ represented that the Stock of the above Superb Black

Dahlia is quite sold out, and that plants cannot now be purchased,
Thomas Hiiown begs to inform those parties who may not have
succeeded in procuring it, that he has a few fine strong plants on
hand, and will be happy to forward them, carefully packed in tin
cases, through the post, on receipt of 1 0.9. fid. Also strong plants
of the following approved varieties:— Perpetual Grand, 10s. 6V/.

;

Queen of Tramps, H)s.6d. ; Miranda, 7s. 6d. ; Blue Bonnet, 7s. 6d.;

Virgil, \t)s.6d.; Antagonist, I0s.6d*; Confidence, 7s. M.; Oak-
le; orprise, vo.s. 6d. ; Beauty of Sussex, 10s. 6d.; Blanche Shelley,
10s. 6d.; Mrs. J. Richardson, 10s. 67/. ; and Asmodeus, 10$. 67/.

t
SURREY-LANE, BATTERSEA.

TVT GAINES begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and
-L" • others, that his Collection of first-rate PELARGONIUMS,
&c.,arc coming into flower; he therefore takes the liberty of remind-
ing those that wish to improve their collection that the present would
be a favourable opportunity.—May 11, 1843.

ORANGE, LEMON, CITRON, AND SHADDOCK-TREES.

fj.
MARSANO begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,^J • and Nurserymen, that he has just imported from Genoa,

(his native country,) 200 of the choicest ORANGE-TREES,
adapted for small Greenhouses ; they may be purchased at a very
moderate price—from 3/. to 61. per dozen. Plants nigh and
short. Orders by post will be punctually executed, on early
application to G. Marsano, Oilman and Florist, 2, Beauchamp-
street, Brooks Market, Leather-lane, Holborn.

] f\RANGE, Lemon, Citron, Shaddock, and Forbidden
\J FRUIT-TREES. — J. BUTLER has just received from
Genoa afresh importation of these TREES ; consisting of about
200 of the most rare and choice sorts. The price from 86*. upwards.
Also a few more of the very choice Persian Vines, bearing a large

black grape, and some very fine double Italian Tuberose Roots.
To be seen at J. Butler's Italian Warehouse, 155, Regent-street,
London. Genuine Seltzer Water from the Rhine, 8s. per dozen
bottles.

'

NEW WALCHEREN EARLY BROCCOLI.
HURST andM'MULLEN, Seedsmen, 6, Leadenhali

Street, beg to offer a few Packets of the above splendid

Vegetable at 2s. 6d. per Packet, the present time being very suitable

for sowing.—New Bath Cos Lettuce, (sclf-hcarting kind), Is. per
Packet.

A choice selection of Biennial and Perennial Flower Seeds, proper

for sowing at the present Season, 4d. and 67/. per Packet.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA SEED.
MESSRS. HURST and M'MULLEN having had

consigned to them a quantity of Seed of this splendid hardy
Tree, in good condition, can olfcr them at the following Price ; viz',

50s. per 100 Seeds (with 10 Seeds gratis on every 100, to make up
for such as may not vegetate).

Early Orders are requested.— 6, Lcadenhall-street, May 18, 1843.

WARNER & WARNER, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill.

London, beg respectfully to inform their friends they have
received from their Agents in India the following valuable Pine
Seeds :—Cedrus Deodora, Pinus excelsa, Do. Gerardiana, Abies
Chilrow, Do. Morinda ; they arrived by the Overland Mail in

excellent condition, and can be had in packets at is. each.

MILFORD NURSERY, NEAR GODALMING,
SURREY.—Twelve Thousand Greenhouse Plants, RHODO-

DENDRONS, CAMELLIAS, ROSES, and other Hardy Plants ii:

Pots ; Four Well-bred Colts, calculated for Hunters, a Brood Mare,
and a handsome Brown Cob ; to be Sold by Auction, by Mr.
Waterer, on Monday, June the 12th, 1843, and following days, at

Eleven o'clock, upon the Premises, Mil ford Nursery, near Godalming,
Surrey. Twelve Thousand Greenhouse Plants, Rhododendrons,
Camellias, Roses, and other Hardy Plants in Pots. Comprising fine

specimens of Banksias, Dryandrias, a fine large Faned Aloe, and
Buonapartia Juncea, Ericas, Camellias, Cactuses, Rhododendron
arboreum, and Arborcum hybrids, a large collection of Oranges
(true to name), Azalea indica, Pelargoniums, Ixias, fine standard and
other Fuchsias, Tropjeolum tricolorum, Clematis, Azurea Sieboldii

and Floridas, a good collection of Pinuses, a quantity of fine plants
of Araucaria imbricata and Cup/cssus torrulosa, Kalmias and Rho-
dodendrons; a large collection of China, Noisette, Boursault, Bank-
sian, and other Roses in pots. Four Well-bred Colts, calculated for

Hunters, a Brown Marc, and a handsome Brown Cob, quiet to ride

or drive.

Catalogues may be had one week previous to the Sale, upon the

Premises, of Mr. Elwin, Godalming; Messrs. Noble, No. 152,

Fleet Street, London ; and of Mr. Waterer, Auctioneer, Land
and Timber Surveyor, Chertsey, Surrey, who will forward Catalogues
by post upon application by letter pre-paid,

TO GENTLEMEN and GARDENERS.—For Sale,
Some Thousands of Splendid MOSS ROSES, just coming

into flower, in pots, at R. Franklin's, Florist, Down Cottage,
Shacklewell, West Hackney.

PINE PLANTS. —The Advertiser is desirous of
exchanging from 200 to 300, or a less number, of good

healthy Queen Pine Plants for Orange, Lemon, and Camellia
Plants, from 2 to 5 ft. high.—Address A. B., Stcdham, near
Midhurst, Sussex.

/COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
'-^ ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapside, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly 5 loans advanced from 25/.

to 500/., for three or more years, on approved personal or other
security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate
amount.
Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at 14 or 21 ; in case of death the whole of the money
returned to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-
spectuses and every information to be had of Frederick Law-
range, Resident Secretary, 112, Cheapside.

THE FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' HAIL-
STORM INSURANCE COMPANY.—Offices, 4, Wellington-

street, North, Strand, London.
This is a subject which deeply affects the interests of both land-

lord and tenant, the destruction by Hail-storms being equally
fearful and frequently more extensive than damage by fire.

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, Peas, and Tares, insured at 4s. per
cent., inclusive of the stamp, subject to the conditions contained
in the policy. The Stamp on the Policy is paid by the Office.

All claims settled in the month of November in each year, and
should any disputes arise, to be referred to arbitration.

Glass in hothouses, greenhouses, &c, insured at 15s. per cent.,
subject to certain conditions.

Prospectuses containing every information may be obtained of
the Agents of the " Farmkrs' Fire and Life Insurance
Institution," who are appointed in all the principal towns in
the kingdom, or by letter, pre-paid, forwarded to W. Shaw, Esq.,
at the Offices, Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

IMPROVED SYSTEM OF HEATING GREENHOUSES,
MELON, PINE, AND CUCUMBER-BEDS, &c.

CALDWELL, PARKER, & Co., Iron-founders,
Scotland Road, Warrington, Lancashire, most respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Seedsmen, Gar-
deners, &c. to the improvement which they have made in the

system of Heating Hothouses by Water— a system which
supersedes all others in producing the most healthy Plants in the

shortest time, for which they can produce the most undeniable
reference.

The improved system prevents the scorching of plants, so

common to flues, and keeps the house in one regular tempera-
ture, with a saving of fuel and labour 5 and the Improvers war-
rant their system to be superior to any other, and ultimately, far

less expensive.
REFERENCES.

The Right Hon. the Earl of

Derby, Knowslcy
The Right Hon." the Earl of

Scfton, Cro.vteth

The Right Hon. Lord F. Egcr-
ton, Worsley

Hon. Lord Vernon, Sudbury
Sir Philip Egerton, Bart.,
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holhorn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church -street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,
and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety
of sizes of these much-approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or
Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindley to the
merits ot these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, page 175 >

and February, 1843, page 87) renders it unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description :--

They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention
only once in J4 or r5 hours, price 4/. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,
Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c. -

N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings ox

every description. _——

—

pOfTER'S ARTIFICIAL* GUANOT^- Turnips,
X Manokl Wurzel, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

~.~ ^... v.^. the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obt
?".!f,near houses to horticulturists, and can rerer to the Conservatory / of Orange Globic Manokl Wuhzkl, by Mr. A. Cotton, oi »u-

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl Of zej>

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low
prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses j Churches, Public or Private Buildings,
&c., with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15

years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-
sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own
Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices :

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . £7 05. Orf.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)
Roger's Boiler, small size . . - . 3 15
l>itto do. large do 4 10
Hot Water Pipe, 4'inch diameter, !.s\ 3rZ. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., Zs. 6d. each.
Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4s, Orf. each.
Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. Co lbs. at 5 6
BESTWIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at H.v. per bundle
of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, 7d. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, &c.
GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 345. \ 20 44s. ; 22, 50a*. ',

24 inches, 60s. ; 26, 755.; 28, 84s.; 30, 1055. each.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c. 18 inches square,

3s. 6d.
; 20 inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6d. each.

CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,
7s- ; 4 leet 6, 9s. ; 5 feet, lis. ; 6 feet, 15s. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.
CAST IRON RICKSTANDS 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. orf. each.

Garden Engines, Blowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural
Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's Stoves,
Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are
subject to future alterations. Show-Rooms at the Manufactory,
No. 2^ Winsley Street, where every information may be obtained.

others in this country and on the Continent.

D.andE. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic
Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, wmIe
f££

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs.
™J*?

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority 01 u
Artificial Guano. .

*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 4/. 15*. P^™j
from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper J?ore-»<»>

Lambeth.

I
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TTORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
-iA EXHIBITIONS at the GARDEN.— The next Exhibition
Will take place on Saturday (he i;th of June; subjects for Exhi-
bition nmsi be at. Ibis office, on Friday, the 1 6th of June, or at the
Garden before half-past Eight o'clock, a.m., on the day of Exhi-
bition, 'the gates will be opened at. One, p.m. Tickets areissued
to Fellows at this office, price Bs. each ; or at the Garden in the
afternoon of the days of Exhibition at 7s. 6d. each; but only to
Orders Irom Fellows of the Society. N.B.—No Tickets will bk
ISSUKI) IN Rl-i: i:\r-STREKT ON THIS HAY OF EXHIBITION.

21, Regent-street.

T

SATURDAY, MAY 27, 1843.

MEETINGS FOB THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Friday, Juno 8 Botanical 8 p.m.

Monday, June 5

Tuesday, June 6 .

Wednesday, June 7
Saturday, June 10

Entomological . . . . n p.m.
{Horticultural . . . 8 p.m.
Llnnaean . • . . . . 8 p.m.

. Geological o^ p. m.
. Royal Botanic .... 4 pm.

Country- Show, Thursday, June 8, Hoddesdon Cottagers'-

By an error in the printing-office, we were last week
made to say (p. 333) that "medals to the amount of
2.50 were awarded" at the great Exhibition in the
Horticultural Society's Garden. What should have
heen printed was, "medals to the amount of nearly
2.50/. were awarded."

We have received from a very intelligent person,
Mr. W. Sherwood, Gardener to Mr. Mills, of Stam-
ford-hill, a letter concerning the interests of Gar-
deners, which well expresses the opinions of all the
best friends of Horticulture upon that very import-
ant subject.

After alluding to an appeal said to have been made
to British Gardeners on behalf of some obscure and
unworthy publication, upon the ground that the
writer advocates their cause in what he calls a " bold"
way, Mr. Sherwood proceeds thus :

" Now although I do not expect that this appeal
will meet with the response anticipated, still there are
some gardeners who entertain strange notions as to
the manner in which a deliverance is to be wrought
jor them from the grievances under which they
labour

; and not a few who, instead of thinking for
themselves, prefer others to think for them, and seem
to consider that this power is vested in the " press."
None can doubt but that a properly-conducted Horti-
cultural paper subserves the interests of Gardening-
ana Gardeners to an extent far surpassing any other
channel of knowledge: but I do think, that so far
irom Gardeners being benefited by its interference in
their arrangements with their employers, it is in fact
diametrically opposed to the interests of both. And I
believe that I speak the sentiments of the majority of
Gardeners when I say that it is the dutv of every
well-wisher of his profession to discountenance a
system so insulting to their employers and so degrad-
ing to themselves. The best advocate of a Gardener's
interests is his own full appreciation of them. rn
order to feel our true position in society, and recog-
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* run, find those their best friends who tell

them of their follies, and those their greatest enemies
who teach them to be discontented with their situa-

tion, without pointing out any practicable means of
improving it. As a body, Gardeners are more respect-
able and better informed than any class of servants;
and the gentlemen of England are generally much
more than ever alive to their importance; witness
the numerous cases, daily becoming more frequent,
where they are entrusted with the management of

glands and plantations, with augmented pay. This has
arisen out of their intelligence and good conduct.
Their first great object should be to employ their

natural good sense in holding fast the step thus
gained ; and one of the most efficient means of doing
so is by encouraging the promotion of societies for
instruction, discouraging everything which tends to
throw a doubt upon the respectability of their profes-
sion, and holding themselves aloof from those low
people who, Mr. Sherwood says, are miscalled Gar-
deners, and who are not only insensible to the force
of arguments such as those he has so judiciously
employed, but of any arguments whatsoever, even
although they are backed by penury, contempt, and
the workhouse.

We are obliged to " G. D." for his information con-
cerning the relative slipperiness of Elm and Fir
planks, which we have little doubt is correct. We do
not, however, perceive that it touches the question at
issue in our previous remarks. The slipperiness of a
recently-wetted (and still less of a frozen) plank,
worn only by men's shoes, has little resemblance to
what we have called the unctuousness produced by
violently beating into pulp a certain portion of woody
fibre. Even in this respect we may possibly be wrong
as regards the comparative merits of Elm and Fir!
We cautiously said only that the one appeared to us
less greasy than the other; and judging as well as we
could from the specimen of Elm-capped paving near
St. Giles's Church, we thought, and still think, that
this is the case. Meanwhile the subject is very import-
ant, and we shall be glad if. many will imitate the
example set by "G. D.," of giving us actual facts,
which cannot fail to be useful.

As a matter of speculation, it appears to us not
improbable that Kyanizing, or Burnettizing, or some
of the processes which are said to render wood incom-
bustible, might to a certain extent diminish that
greasiness which seems to belong in a remarkable
degree to disintegrated resinous timber. On the
other hand it may turn out that the greasiness is
mainly due to foreign substances lying upon the sur-
face of the wood, and that the superiority of the
paving at St. Giles's is owing to the better preserva-
tion of the grooves by the toughness of the Elm. The
question is altogether one of experiments, to which
we must appeal, and for the publication of which
when properly authenticated, our columns shall be
freely open.

The education we would recommend for the
children of agricultural labourers is such as can be
afforded with the smallest assistance from the wealthier
part of the community, if not entirely without it.

There must be school-rooms and teachers. These
may be provided at a very small expense : an old barn is

readily converted into a school-room, and there are
few parishes where there is not one or more such to
spare. Small farms have been united in most places
because they did not singly afford a livelihood to the
occupiers, and spare buildings remain which may be
readily fitted up as schools; a tithe barn, rendered
useless by the commutation of tithes, may now become
an excellent school-house. A retired gardener or head-
ploughman, no longer capable of much labour, may
have sufficient learning to teach children to read and
write; and the labour of the children in a large
garden, with a very small weekly payment, may be a
sufficient remuneration for his trouble of teaching.

This plan has been tried in Sussex with full success,
as the following report will show. It is the school-
master himself who makes the statement.

REPLY OF THE MASTER TO INQUIRIES RESPECTING
THIS SCHOOL.

" Willingdon, near East Bourne* Sussex.
"I have twenty scholars, to whom I teach reading,

writing, and accounts, the church catechism, collects, and
psalmody, on the national plan, with the approbation of
the vicar, without any salary, for one penny per week
from each boy, from nine to twelve o'clock ; and irom two
till live in the afternoon, cultivating the land. I have nor,
lost one trom dissatisfaction, but 1 am glad to say that
they willingly assist me. And the Rev. J alius Nouaille,
of Pevensey, who recommended me, has applied to me for

a master to take a school there of the same kind, for
which he has obtained the bishop and vicar's consent, and
a great farmer lias willingly agreed to give up four acres

of land for it. I am satisfied that I can keep two cows on
the same quantity of ground, stall-fed, where I could keep
but one if allowed to graze. I have no grass land, and
all the first winter my cows had only straw, turnips, and
mangel wurzel, till green food came on in the spring,

and now my hay is the clover I sowed with the grain crop

Jast year. I have experienced a great deal of good from
the liquid manure from the two tanks, one from the cows,
and the other from the pigs. I have just killed a pi>
weighing 29 stone 71bs., and one before about the same
weight, which I have used in my family. I have a wife
and four children, and a pupil of 13 years of age, come to
learn the plan of stall feeding cotvs and spade husbandry
paid for by Mrs. Parry, of the Cedars, Sunning H ill-

Berkshire. It is allowed that my oats are the best sample
in the parish. I tied my oats in sheaves, and set them
up the same as wheat, which saves a geat deal of shatter-
ing : this is the general practice in Cornwall and Scotland,
and, I hear, in some parts of Kent, and is particularly
useful for barley, to malt. I thrash my corn over the cow-
house, as in Cornwall, Switzerland, &c, which keeps it
perfectly dry, being off from the damp ground. I am
entirely supplied with water by the rain which falls on the
house preserved in a tank. The quantity of land I rent
is five acres, on the side of the South Downs, at 3/. an
acre; this with 10/. for my house, makes 25/., winch I
have paid for the year ending Michaelmas last, though I
might have taken off my crops, and left rent free, but I
preferred staying and teaching, though I have no salary,
and so I think would many others. I have now three
cows, a heifer, and calf, standing opposite to each other,
with a road between their mangers for feeding these stall-
fed cattle, which have never needed a farrier; and from
skim-milk J have made cheese like the Dutch cheese, of
which one vessel, the Ouze, last year imported so much,
that the duty for it paid at Newhaven amounted to 4,000/.

*' I remain, your obedient servant,
"April, 1842. George Cruttenden."
This statement may appear too favourable to be

quite correct, but the fact is no less certain, that this
man, paying a high rent, is enabled to raise from five
acres of land sufficient produce for his comfortable
maintenance, entirely by the labour of twenty boys,
working three hours in the afternoon, while he teaches
them three hours in the forenoon. The age of the
boys is not stated ; but supposing it to be from 8 to
14 years, or an average of 1 1, they would easily culti-
vate five acres of land by trenching, forking, hoeing,
&c.j on the system of the small Flemish farms.
Whether Mr. Cruttenden's cheese, made from skim
milk, be equal to the Dutch cheese usually imported,
we will not stop to inquire; it is sufficient to have
shown that a school may be supported without any-
external assistance. Audit isevident, that,if thechildren
made no progress, or were over-worked, their parents
would soon take them away, and the master would
lose his labourers, and consequently his means of living.
Much of the success of the Willingdon school must be
ascribed to the industry and judgment of the master,
and also to the superintendence of the lady on whose
property it is situated, and who takes a lively interest
in its welfare. The children are early impressed
with the importance of a minute attention to every
operation in which they are engaged. They are the
hands, while the master is the head ; they see what
the land can be made to produce, the profit which can
be made on stock economically fed and properly
attended to; and the lessons they learn at that early-

age they are not likely to forget.

Compare these children who may have worked two
or three years under Cruttenden with an equal number
taken from any national school—which are most
advanced in those things which are practically useful ?

If some clever boy has outstepped his contemporaries,
and can answer questions in arithmetic or geography
which would puzzle our industrious scholars, how
many will be found who, when placed with a gardener
or a farmer, are of immediate use- to their master, and
can be entrusted with any kind of work ? But this is
not the question. What has it cost to teach a boy for
four years at a national school, or one supported by
subscriptions and benefactions ? The smallest expense
required for the maintenance of a school for 50
children, after a school-room and master's house have
been erected, is at least 70/. per annum, or 1/. 8*. for
each child; whereas if Cruttenden had 50 scholars he
would only receive 4s. 4rf. for each in the course of the
year, supposing no holidays, and think himself amply
paid. He could then cultivate 12 acres instead of 5,
and his profits would be in proportion.

There may be some circumstances which favour
this plan at Willingdon; but if Cruttenden pays a
rent of 2&1. 9 there are many situations in the country
where a cottage and school-room could be obtained
from the proprietors without any rent, or a very small
one, and it must be very rich land which would be
worth 3/. an acre rent; so that if any proprietor of
land should be desirous of making the experiment,
and find another Cruttenden, he might confer a great
benefit on the labourer's children by merelv letting
the master have a cottage and a few acres of land, and,
if necessary, reeling a plain school-room. M.

THE ROSE-GARDEN.-No. V.
J- he remaining group of Bourbon Roses comprises

some fine varieties, remarkable for their dwarf and rigid
habits. Of these, Augustine Lelieur is oneof the oldest, and
in its way, perhaps one of the most beautiful ; its

flowers are only semidouble, but they are so erect and
so brilliant in colour, more particularly in autumn, ^that
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it always attracts notice. Latifolia is so much like it,

as scarcely to be distinguished except by its petals being a

little crimpled ; Madame Nerard, Celimene, and Timo-
cles, are also of the same rigid habit, with flowers of the

palest silvery blush—a term which will perhaps convey

that peculiar glossiness which seems to lay on the surface

of the petals; Emile Courtier, Madame Margot, Ida

Percot, and Madame Aude, are all beautiful rose-coloured

varieties, of different shades ; and last, but not least, the

Queen of the Bourbons, which originated in a cross with

some fawn-coloured tea-scented Rose, as it is slightly

tinged with fawn—a colour quite foreign to this family,

and has a slight < ; Odeur de The/' as the French say.

All the Roses here named have a uniform growth, and

are admirably adapted for a bed, either as dwarfs on their

own roots, or on short stems ; they are not so well cal-

culated for tall standards, as they do not form large heads,

unless in very rich moist soils.

To some of these Bourbon Roses, which bear seed very

freely, we owe a new race, now distinguished as hybrid

Bourbons, blooming but once in the summer; but their

season of blooming is prolonged, owing to their origin

in part from Roses that continue to bloom till autumn.

Most undoubtedly these will form the finest of all stand-

ards, as their habit is so remarkably robust ; one variety

in particular I anticipate will, if budded on large stocks

of the Dog-rose, soon form a large umbrageous tree. This

unique and splendid Rose was raised by Monsieur LafFay

from Celine, and has been named by him, the Great
Western—laughably spelt in some of the French cata-

logues * Grande Wistern," a name the origin of which I

have no doubt has puzzled many a French gardener. This

Rose has leaves and shoots of astonishing luxuriance, and
flowers of a deep and peculiar red, rivalling the largest

Pseonies in size ; a standard or a bush of this Rose,

highly cultivated, will form one of the wonders of the

Rosery. It should be budded on a very stout stock,

otherwise the plant will soon become top-heavy : in men-
tioning this, I am reminded that cultivators often do not

pay enough attention to the habits of their Roses when
selecting stocks for them. Stout old stocks should always

have some robust-growing varieties worked on them, for

if a tea-scented or some delicate-growing Bourbon Rose
is worked on a large stock, the sap is engendered faster

than it can be taken away by the bud ; many shoots are

consequently repeatedly taken off ; the producers

of sap, the fibrous roots, then rot and die

away ; the sap-vessels close, and the plant, after

languishing a season or two, also dies ; therefore, on
all large stocks the cultivator should bud the most luxu-

riant-growing varieties, such as the above and some of the

following, which rival the Great Western in vigour

of growth, and surpass most Roses in the beauty of their

flowers. The first in beauty is Coupe d'Hebei, colour

delicate glossy rose ; form, perfection. This Rose has

been called by a gentleman, a first-rate judge, "the most

beautiful Rose in the world.'' Charles Duval is almost

equally beautiful; in colour rather deeper. Capitaine

Sisolat, Edward Delair, Paul Perras, Franklin, Lady
Montgomery, and Henri Barbet, are all calculated to form

standards of the largest size: there seems no limit to

their growth. The following are of secondary luxuriance,

but remarkable for the peculiar and brilliant red in their

flowers ; of these red Roses, Colonel Combes, Daphne,

Ernest Ferray, La Esmeralda, and Dombrowski, are the

most distinguished.

Of about the same range as regards habit are Riche-

lieu (Duval), Belle de St. Cyr, Hortense Leroy^with rose-

coloured flowers of the most perfect shape, Sylvain and

Legouv£ with flowers of brilliant crimson. Hortensia

and Triptoleme are remarkable for blooming in very large

clusters, having a fine effect on standards. Lord John
Russel, Brillante, and Miss Chauncey, the same for their

rigid flower-stalks which keep their brilliant flowers erect,

even in the heaviest showers. The above, and indeed all

the Hybrid Bourbon Roses, form first-rate standards,

their habits are so exceedingly luxuriant and yet pecu-

liarly compact, quite different from that tendency to make
long straggling shoots so remarkable in most of the

hybrid Chinese Roses. The Great Western will undoubt-

edly prove valuable for stocks, as, like its parent Celine,

it strikes freely from cuttings planted in a shady border

in October. The cuttings should be made about nine

inches long, eight of which should be in the ground,

leaving one bud out ; the following autumn they should

be potted or bedded out, cutting off all roots but the tuft

of fibres, which will be formed at the bottom of the cutting,

and potting or planting them only from one to two inches

deep, so that the bud may be inserted in the stem close

to the ground. Exactly the same treatment may be applied

to the Boursault stock, which will|strike readily under the

same treatment ; this is more simple and requires much
less trouble than some other modes recommended.'

—

Z.

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XLIV.
Acarus geniculatus, Linn.; (the Bark Mite).

—

Fruit-trees are sometimes infested with a minute, red,

hining Mite, which is gregarious, and congregates in the

pring upon the bark at the base of the twigs, looking

^--like a gummy exudation. These little animals are fre-

/AvNjuently found in prodigious quantities, and by extracting

the tap they no doubt render the trees sickly, and in, all

probability reduce the size of the fruit. There were

h iome thousands of them upon a small branch of a Plum-
tree forwarded KTme the beginning of May (fig. 1) ; they

moved slowly, but were running over each other, and
burrowing their heads under the rugosities of the bark :

they varied in size, colour, and outline, some being pale

/? red ; others were of a deeper tint, with three brown spots
"' towards the apex ; and the older ones were still darker,

being of a deep chesnut colour, with the abdomen more

globose. These mites appear to be separated from the

Linnsean genus by Latreille, under the name of Oribata

geniculata, and I imagine they have been described by

De Geer as the Acarus corticalis. This distinguished

naturalist found them from November to March constantly

beneath the slightly-detached bark of an old Pear-tree,

where they lived in society, remaining very quiet during

the winter months; they also secrete themselves and

breed under the lichen which often covers the trunks and

branches of fruit-trees.

Acarus geniculatus appears to be horny, but it is tender

and easily crushed, being filled with a pale rosy fluid
;

there are a few hairs scattered over the head and thorax,

and the former is conical, with two strong bristles on the

crown, and two incurved, articulated, and hairy palpi on

each side of the mouth : the thorax has some transverse

sutures, and the hinder portion forms a thickened semi-

circular margin, which encompasses a great part of the

abdomen ; this is shagreened, often bearing a transverse

brown spot in the centre, towards the apex, and a more
circular one on each side. It has eight legs, not long but

hairy, and of a dirty, ochreous colour ; they are, appa-

rently at least, five-jointed, the second joint being thick-

ened, and the last produces a slender process, which is

terminated by two (De Geer says by three) long, slender,

curved claws, looking like one only in repose (fig. 3, mag-

nified). These mites are about the size of a little grain

of sand, or the finest gunpowder, and are larger than the

Acarus telarius (fig. 2, the natural size).

* s /

On different parts of the bark I observed minute, glo-

bular, white egg-shells, from which no doubt the Acari

had emerged ; and as they grow they cast their skins,

which were sticking in numbers where the mites had

congregated, and with them were some smaller and more
active Acari, of an oblong form ; their colour was dirty

yellowish white, with a dusky spot towards the apex : the

vibrating palpi were very visible ; they had eight legs, the

anterior pair appearing to be the longest, the second pair

the shortest. For what purpose this species attended

upon the other is very uncertain ; it might be for the

purpose of feeding upon the eggs or the young, as soon

as they are hatched. The A. geniculatus is very difFerent

to any other species that I have observed upon plants,

which generally bear a greater resemblance to the mites

of the Lime (vide Gard. Chron. vol. i., p. 164), it has

more the appearance of a tick; its body is globular, it

has some indication of a thorax, and the legs approach at

their base.

The following methods of destroying the Red spider

have been suggested by various writers upon gardening,

and they are equally well adapted for the destruction of

this Acarus. If the bark of the tree and the branches be

well brushed over with a mixture of tobacco-liquor, sul-

phur, and a little turpentine, it will speedily kill the bark-

mites and gas-tar, or ammoniacal liquor would, in all pro-

bability, answer the same purpose- The best period is

when they leave their winter-quarters, and congregate on

the tree, as shown at fig. 1. Salt and water seem to be

also a good remedy ; a tea-spoonful of common salt is to

be dissolved in a gallon of water, with which the trunk

may be washed, and the leaves syringed with safety, but

it is recommended to wash the foliage of the tree with

pure water a day or two after the application of the salt.

It may be inferred from the economy of these mites, that

keeping the trees cleau must prove the best security

against this and most other similar diseases. I have been

astonished in the cider counties to see the trees in

orchards laden with moss and lichens, which harbour

these Acari and multitudes of injurious insects. I believe,

also, that they assist in exhausting the trees and more

speedily accelerating their destruction, by retaining

moisture on the trunk and branches, which eventually

rots the bark, induces decay, and renders them more
likely to suffer from high winds and tempestuous weather.

Woodpeckers and other birds are likewise attracted by the

insects, and thus, probably, unwelcome agents are

required to keep down an enemy which a little pains

would relieve us from. I admit that an old Apple-tree

clothed with rich green moss and grey lichens i. ost

picturesque object, and I always regret to see the trunks

whitewashed and rendered hideous to the tasteful eye

;

the above application, however, after the extraneous

clothing has been removed is not subject to this objection.

—Ruricola.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXI.
Who is there that does not admire the Violet ?—and

yet how little care is taken of it after it is out of bloom 1

Every one complains, when it is impregnating the air with

its delicious fragrance, that he has not half enough of it,

and notwithstanding at the proper season neglects to

increase his stock.

How different is it with those who grow Violets for the

supply of Covent Garden Market. They cultivate it

—

but private gardeners allow it to cultivate itself. Of the

kinds grown for market, the Russian and Neapolitan are

most cared for. The first, which is a single dark-blue

variety, will produce flowers in abundance throughout the

winter, even when the ground is covered with snow ; and

the Neapolitan will, if properly treated, produce flowers

late in autumn and early in spring, but not through the

winter, unless the season is very mild or it receives some

little artificial assistance.

The proper way to manage both kinds is as follows :

—

About this time, having prepared a piece of ground—which
should be rich and friable— by digging it over, and dividing

it into plots one foot square, proceed to take up your old

plants, shake the soil from the roots, and divide them into

the number of plants required, taking care to retain as

much root as possible to each plant, and to divest them

of all their runners. They are then ready for planting,

and may be placed, one strong plant or two weak ones, at

the corner of each square. They must receive a copious

watering to settle the soil about their roots ; and if the

weather is sunny, must be shaded for a few hours in the

middle of each day. A rather shaded situation is proper

for them through the summer, though a north aspect is

not to be recommended.
Through the summer, the principal care will be to keep

the ground free from weeds, to divest the plant* of all

runners as fast as they are produced, and to water them

occasionally in dry weather. It is highly important that

the runners be regularly removed. Mr. Knight, many

years back, in regard to the preparation of Strawberries

for forcing, asserted that the production of every runner

was the loss of a bunch of flowers ; and it is very pro-

bable that the same cause will produce the same effect in

the management of the Violet. The great secret of pre-

paring all plants for winter forcing and flowering is to get

all the organisable matter possible deposited in the plant

during the previous season's growth, and this can only be

effected by having a healthy breadth of foliage, properly

exposed to the light, and by preventing the plant from

expending its energies in the production of useless

branches: this is the theory of preparation, but there is

another fact worth marking :—In the forcing season the

excitation must be gradual and regular, or the matter

which, under proper management, will be expended in

flowers and fruit would, under warm, moist treatment,

produce nothing but leaves and branches. This I have

frequently experienced in the management of the Violet :

from the same bed of plants, one set introduced into the

forcing-house would produce nothing but leaves, while

another in the comparatively dry air of the greenhouse

would be all flowers. Flowers, it must be recollected, are

but leaves or branches, in the state of metamorphosis ;

moderate growth is conducive to the production of flowers

—luxuriant growth to the formation of leaves and branches.

In September such plants of the Neapolitan Violet as

it is intended to force should be taken up with good balls,

and potted in 48 or 32-sized pots, or planted on a very

gentle hot-bed, under the protection of a frame. The

best way to make the bed is to use old spent dry dung and

leaves : it should be formed about three feet deep, and be

covered with any light soil, such as leaf-mould and sandy

loam, in which the plants may be plunged. During the

winter the plants must have all the air possible in mild

weather, but must be carefully protected from rain and

frost, and a gentle lining must be applied to the bed when

it is wished for the plants to bloom. After the number

of plants required for pots or flowering in frames is pre-

pared, the remainder, with the Russian kinds, may be

planted under a south wall or in the borders of the flower-

garden : this treatment is suitable for all the various kinds

of Violet; but the two mentioned are the best adapted

for winter flowering.— W. P- Ayres.

~ ^ HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Errata.—In the article on Draining, by " W. W.," at p. 335 a,

for the " pound become," &c, read the " ground become. —For
"not to take up," read " not to bake up."

Whence do Plants derive their Nitrogen?- — It has

been a matter of surprise to me that some able and enter-

prising Chemist has not undertaken to solve the following

question, in a manner open to no objection on the score of

accuracy—" Do plants derive the whole of their nitrogen

from the ammonia of the atmosphere and the decomposing

nitrogenous matters present in the soil ? or have they not

the power of appropriating the nitrogen which forms so

large a constituent of the air ? This question has often

been proposed, and the opinions of scientific men have

been expressed on either side ; and it is certain that

neither vegetable physiologists nor chemists are at the

present time agreed on this point. The resolving of tm|

question seems to me of great importance, as it wouia

tend to throw much light on the functions of plants, ana

on their capability of inducing combinations notimitabi

by the most refined processes of art The generally

received opinion is that of Liebig—that plants c*n ",

e
appropriate nitrogen unless it has previously assume*!

form of ammonia, and the arguments he adau

in support of his views are, it must be c

fessed, novel, ingenious, and, to a certain e*
u

'

convincing. But why should we repose so trus
^ ^

on any mere opinion, how probable soever, w 1 ®

is in our power to obtain positive proof? Is i fc
e
^ _

it is much easier to adopt an opinion, sanctioned i A

be by a great name, than to enter upon a cou.*
se
correcf'

ginal and perhaps painful investigation to test i & ^
ness ? The human mind—accustomed to repose, »

>

>
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receive without effort its ideas, as the unbroken surface

of a river the images of the trees and buildings which
adorn its banks—is not stirred from this state of quies-

cence without some sense of uneasiness or pain. No one
can attentively considerthe operations ofhis own mind with-

out being aware that to think long, connectedly, and
deeply, on any subject, requires considerable exertion and
is attended with much trouble. To this natural slothful-

ness of the intellect in the majority of men is to be
ascribed the multitude of erroneous opinions on all sub-
jects held by them; for it cannot be doubted, if they
could be induced to think more, and to make active use
of those powers which a bountiful Creator has denied to

none but to fools and idiots, truth would take the place of

error, and those few thinking men who now lead public

opinion would, in order to preserve their proud
pre-eminence, be compelled to think yet more profoundly,
to observe more closely, and argue more conclusively.

Thus all classes would have made an onward step towards
that perfection which is " our being's end and aim."

Asking pardon for this digression, which I fear will

appear irrelevant, [not at ail,] I return to the subject of

this letter. That Liebig's views are not acceptable to the

minds of others equally gifted with himself is proved by the
fact that such men as Boussingault, Daubeny, Johnstone,

Pereira, and others, dispute their correctness. It appears to

tae that this discordance of opinions amongst persons
equally capable of judging arises from the want of appeal-
ing to actual experiment, which alone can settle the point

at issue. The reason that this has not been done may be
the difficulty of so arranging the conditions of the experi-

ment as to supersede every possible objection. It is acknow-
ledged that the difficulty exists, but it is submitted at the
same time that it is not insuperable : and this being the

case, it should, far from discouraging exertion, prove an
effectual stimulus to it. It is indeed certain that nitrogen
as it exists in the air, is wonderfully indisposed to combin-
ation

; and the most energetic chemical action may take
place in contact with it, and is, so to speak, shared by an
unconcerned spectator. But this is only the general rule,

find some exceptions can be pointed out (and they may be
more numerous than we imagine). Why may not the

action of plants be one of them ? When the atmosphere
is traversed by the lightning's flash, the track is pervaded
by a chemical combination (nitric acid) of the nitrogen
atid the oxygen of the air. When pearlash, carbon, and
iron, as in Thomson's process for making Prussian blue,
are heated together strongly in an open vessel, and often
stirred, the nitrogen of the air is absorbed by the mixture,
and gives rise to the formation of cyanogen, which may
be easily resolved into ammonia. Thus we see how, indi-
rectly, ammonia itself may be formed from the atmosphere.
If some of the most common chemical actions can thus
Withdraw and fix the nitrogen of the air, who shall say
that the overruling and superior force of vitality is unable
to effect the same ? But to the proof: and fir^fc let us
consider the necessary conditions of the experiment, and
then the means of fulfilling them. If we sow a certain
weight of seed, containing a known quantity of nitrogen
in an artificial soil known to be destitute of that element*
if we irrigate with pure water, and permit the atmosphere
slowly to traverse an apparatus properly constructed for
the purpose only after having been deprived of all its car-
bonate of ammonia (ever present in very small quantity)
we shall, I apprehend, have secured all the necessary con-
ditions of a very accurate experiment. After the plant
has arrived at the greatest maturity possible under these
circumstances, we have only again to recur to analysis in
order to ascertain whether or not the quantity of nitrogen
has undergone any change. Should it be less than the
8eeds originally contained, then the plant must have im-
parted some nitrogenous compound either to the air or to
the soil. If more, it will prove one of two things— either
that the plant possesses the power of forming nitrogen
°ut of some of the materials in contact with it, and there-
fore (what has been asserted by some) nitrogen is not an
^ernent, or it has absorbed it from the air and combined
lt with its own substance. I know of no other way of
ascertaining which alternative is the truth, than by forming

£
n artificial atmosphere in which the nitrogen is replaced

by some other gas not containing it; or, by attaching
pother gasometer to the exit-tube to receive the air after
it has passed through the apparatus, we may, by analysis,
discover if any of the nitrogen has been abstracted. In
faking the experiment, two things arrest the attention—
lhe form and arrangement of the apparatus, and the state
of the materials employed. I suppose it will be reckoned
Necessary that the vegetating seed must be supplied with
heat, light, water, and an atmosphere that can be constantly
renewed. All this, I take it, may be accomplished by
sowing the seed in a shallow glass vessel capable of being
hermetically covered by a glass dome, having three aper-
*Ures, into which should be secured, also hermetically,
hree tubes, one from a gasometer, one from the water-
vessel, and one to serve as an exit-tube. The gasometer
^ll contain common air and be slightly weighed in order

drive a current through the apparatus. Between this
nd the gasometer shall he two absorption-tubes, one con-
ning solution of sugar of lead to stop the carbonic acid
®n« the sulphuretted hydrogen ; the other containing
hydrochloric acid to absorb the ammonia. If these are
P roperly arranged, we may be quite sure that neither car-
°mcacid n01' ammonia can vitiate the air of the experi-
ent

- Care would be taken immediately after sowing
16 seed to displace the air in the apparatus by that from

Thus all contact with the general atmosphere

is completely avoided. The exit-tube may dip under the

surface of mercury. We have thus provided an
atmosphere destitute of ammonia, which can be renewed
at each instant,—irrigation without admission of external

air, and the means of light and heat- So much for the

general description of form of apparatus—the details I

leave to others ; they will readily suggest themselves, and
may be varied almost ad infinitum. The soil might con-
sist either of pounded rock crystal, or white marble,
according to the precise object of the experiment. Much
attention should be paid to the purity of the water. I

would recommend that it be twice distilled, rejecting each
tome the first half that comes over, for it almost always
happens that all natural waters, whether spring or rain-

water, particularly the latter, contains some ammonia,
which, by taking the precaution pointed out, may be got
rid of. It might be advisable before distilling, to fix

the ammonia either by a few drops of sulphuric acid, or
chloride of platinum.— W. H. Potter, Chemical Works,
Upper Fore-street, London. [We do most earnestly

hope that this very important matter, to which Mr.
Potter has thus ably drawn attention, will be seriously and
experimentally investigated. Profs. Daubeny and Johnston,
Dr. Playfair, Mr. Edward Solly, Mr. Fownes, and other
working chemists, should at once take it in hand, and their

united experiments would settle the matter in six weeks.]

Draining.—I hope the remarks of your correspondent
" J. S. F.," p. 318, will be well considered by those agri-

culturists who are disposed to afford their land this most
valuable improvement. The greater cheapness of " plug-

draining" is too often a temptation to its adoption (it is

done in this neighbourhood for •!</. to 5d. per rod), but if

the theory of Mr. Smith, of Deanston, as explained in

his lecture at Bristol, that, as the soil becomes dried by
the operation of the drains, it shrinks and becomes broken
in a degree, to the depth of the drains, be true, it is rea-

sonable to expect it will crumble down into the space left bv
the plug as a passage for the water, and eventually obstruct

and close it. But if the work be properly done, and the

clay well rammed down on the plug, it must act as a
11 puddling," and prevent any surface-water from arriving

at the drain. If the soil be not so tenacious as to be
consolidated by the rammer, moles will be very likely to get

at the drains and therefore choke them. I would strongly
recommend all who expect permanent improvement from
draining to remember the old saying, " Once well done,

is twice clone."

—

Lusor. [See the observations of "A
Clay-land Farmer," in our last.]

Asparagus. — I fear I am not singular in my dis-

appointment from adopting the method of cultivating

Asparagus, described in your Chronicle for 1842, p. 187
;

but with me it has been a failure. I took two beds, which
had been made three years ago, with every precaution to

ensure fertility. On the 29th of October, I covered them
about four inches thick, with a mixture of one-third of
fresh night-soil, with two-thirds of road-dust, swept from
a limestone road ; on the 23d of February this was
forked in, dressed with a pound of salt to each yard, and
the beds were covered about seven inches with leaves

that had before covered the Seakale beds. My neighbours
have been cutting for two or three weeks, but my grass

seemed unwilling to make its appearance, till last week I

observed a few heads, and on removing the leaves was
able to get a few small, long, white shoots, much crooked

in forcing through the leaves, but which, when cooked,

were (as you observed) like " bleached timber," with haif-

an-inch of eatable Asparagus at the end. 1 have had the

leaves removed, but the few buds that are now breaking
through the surface are looking very weak and small. I

expect to have lost the crop for this season at any rate.

What the next will prove time will show.

—

Lusor.— [The
next will repay you for a temporary disappointment.
Time is wanted fqjr all these operations, and this year a
miserable May has rendered time more necessary than
ever.]

Fungus on Tan.—I would recommend your corre-

spondent who complains of fungus growing on his bark-

bed, to try the effect of soot sown moderately thick over
its surface, as I have killed it several times by that means
—J.R.

Hedgehogs.—I consider these inoffensive animals as

very useful inmates of a garden. I once had a very young
one, and it was amusing, when he was rolled closely up,
to throw a snail near him. It seemed as though he
detected the proximity of the snail by smell ; for he would
soon begin to unfold himself with great caution, till lie

saw his prey, when he would suddenly dart upon it, and
combfence crushing the shell with great haste ; as soon as

the shell was removed, it ate the snail with much relish.

I think the hedgehog would assist materially in the
destruction of snails and insects in a garden.—Lusor.
Gv ano applied toMangold IVurtzeL— lv. answer to the

inquiries of " A Correspondent," at p. 216, respecting the
application of genuine Guano to the Mangold Wurtzel crop,
I beg leave to offer the following particulars of the method
adopted by my gardener last spring:—Drills were drawn
G inches in depth, and 2 feet apart, into which the
Guano was strewed at the rate of lib. to 15 yards, and
covered over with an inch of mould; above this the
Mangold Wurtzel seed was afterwards sown. The produce
of the seed thus treated was fully one-third more than of

that which received a dressing of farm- yard manure ; the

average weight of the roots being from 81bs. to 91bs.

—

E. S.

Toads and Woodlice.— I am rather surprised to find

that Mr. Beaton, at p. 176, doubts the fact of toads de-

stroying woodlice ; and yet he says he would not like to

see his Cucumber and Melon pits without one. Now, if

they do not destroy insects, why have them there ? If

they are not useful, they are certainly not ornamental.

I have always considered them to be useful for the above

purpose, and have found that when one^is put'into a pot
or frame where woodlice abound, the number of the latter
soon decreases. But I never had an opportunity of seeing
a toad in the act of devouring his prey until a day or two
ago, when, on removing some Dahlia roots, several
woodlice, disturbed by the operation, commenced running
about in different directions. These, a toad, confinedin
the same frame, immediately approached and attacked
I at first thought that he opened his mouth and sucked
the insect in ; but, on a closer examination, I found that
the toad possessed the property of being able to thrust
out to a considerable extent his tongue, with which he
seizes and conveys the insect into his mouth with such
precision and rapidity, that to an inattentive observer it

would appear that he only opens his mouth, when the
insect immediately leaps down his throat. In the space
of two or three minutes I witnessed upwards of 20
woodlice take the above leap. I have had the same toad
for upwards of three years, and in the winter months,
when his services were not required, a hole was dug in
the earth, in the bottom of which a piece of slate was put,
and on this he was placed, under an inverted flower-pot,

and buried at about the depth of one foot from the
surface.— Tom Toad. Toads will keep frames quite

clear from ants, beetles, and woodlice, and they are per-

fectly harmless. I have seen them eat thousands of ants
and woodlice, and I always keep a number of them in my
houses.

—

Jemsheed.
Pine-apple Strawberry.—Last year there was a good

deal said about the difficulty of managing the " Pine-
apple Strawberry," and very many persons are hence de-

terred from cultivating it ; yet one of your correspondents
asserted that it was as hardy, and as easily managed, with
perfect success, as any other. As this is so delicious a
Strawberry, it may not be out of place for me to press

the same opinion. My soil is strong, yet I have not lost

a single plant, either young or old, during the winter, and
I have a good many. Their treatment is the same as the
other kinds. I find, however, that the maggot of the

Crane-fly is a great enemy to them. Would spirits of
tar be as likely to drive them away as it does the wire-
worm ?

—

Discipulus. [The experiment is worth trying.]
Birds.—The other day a nest was found at Ashford

Lodge, near Halstead, containing three blackbirds and one
thrush, fully fledged. The nest was in a secluded place,

and does not appear to have been in any way disturbed,—

J. Pugan.
Keeping Apples.—There are many theories and plans

for keeping Apples, but the following instance will show
that they sometimes preserve themselves in a very unac-

countable manner. Last week my gardener found two
Apples—one a Tankard, the other a sound juicy Apple,
which we call, in this part of the country, the Harvey—
in the Box-edging of one of the walks, perfectly fresh and
sound, although they had been exposed to all the frost,

snow, and rain of the winter—the two former unusually
severe. What makes it still more extraordinary is, that

all the " Harveys" had disappeared from the fruit-room
at least a month before the solitary one was found !—
E. F. L.

Amaryllis regina.—Surely" J.B.,M p. 138, ismistaken
when he states that he cultivates Amaryllis reginse, with A.
formosissima and vittata, in the open air. The two last are

greenhouse bulbs, and will do out of doors ; but A. reginse

is one of the tenderest of stove bulbs, as far as my expe-

rience goes, invariably suffering if left in the greenhouse
late in autumn, and seldom flowering but in strong stove-

heat ; its constitution seems even to affect hybrids with
more hardy species, for A. aulica reginse requires far more
heat than A. aulica, so much so that the two will not flou-

rish under the same treatment. Mr. Herbert doubts if

A. reginfe came from Mexico, on account of its tenderness.
Is it not probable that it did come from the neighbour-
hood of Vera Cruz? We had little communication with
Central Mexico and its Tierra templada in 1728, when
A. regince first flowered in England.— J". R.

Scotch and English Farmers.—I shall enter no further

into controversy with your Stirling correspondent; for

what truth can be established, or what right conclusions
come to, with one who reiterates that a partial decline,

although considerable, and a total giving up, are the same
thing. Or that there is no difference between a simple
statement of fact given on the authority of the Reports

of the Great Agricultural Meetings at Liverpool and
Bristol,- and without the reasons being quoted ; and
reasons invented for the occasion by your correspondent,

whilst the new matter introduced into his last letter, in

reference to my first communication, is throughout a per-

version of my meaning. I shall, therefore, wait for a

clearer-headed adversary before I again address you on
the subject of Scotch and English Farmers';

t
only now

remarking that your correspondent's manner of argument
confirms the opinion now growing in public belief, that,

by false statements, the character of Scotch Farmers has
been attempted to be placed in a false position.—£5*
Gosforth.— [Here this controversy must cease, so far as

the Gardeners' Chronicle is concerned.]

Bees—J. A., Devonport, begs to submit, with every
respectful deference, that the M Bar-and-frame Hive,"
of which a sketch was so kindly supplied in the last

Number of the Gardeners' Chronicle, is not quite intel-

ligible. Will " E. M. W." be so obliging as to describe
the several parts, and letter them, in the next publication
of the Gardeners' Chronicle. A key of this kind would
remove all the difficulties from this ingenious and (I
should hope also) useful Bee-box.
Apples.—I think I could show " A Tivy-side Sub-

scriber " Apples in two months hence as good as he
describes. We keep ours in what we call here half-penny (?)

pots, or even in boxes. We always place them as they
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grow, with the stalk uppermost. We never wipe them.

I sent, a few days since, some hundreds, of a kind not over

good for keeping, to a friend, and have now many hun-

dreds more. We have kept them till the new crop came

in. This year we do not consider a good year for their

keeping.

—

J. B. IT.

Charcoal.—As I consume a large quantity of Charcoal,

I should be obliged if you, or any of your correspondents,

would inform me of the manner of manufacturing it, as

well as the cheapest, most simple, and most economical

way, with as little immediate outlay as possible, or in a

way which might be considered ultimately, and on a large

scale, the best and the most economical by the outlay of

capital for any particular construction of works or

machinery.—J. K. [It must be ground into fine powder ;

that is the main point.]

Sash Bars.—In humid seasons I dare say many of

your readers have had to deplore the loss of Melon-plants

in dung-frames, by "damping off/' caused by the drop

from the astragals and side-bars of the lights, in conse-

quence of bad glazing ; together with the vapour arising

from the vapour condensing on the under-surface of the

glass, running down the astragals, &c, and falling from their

lower edges on the plants. To obviate this evil, I had a

-N
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frame made and fitted up with astragals and side-bars, as

shown in the above section, which requires no further

explanation than that aa are grooves, which catch the

rain-water which finds its way inside, and the condensed

vapour, carrying it to the bottom of the lights, instead of

dropping on the surface of the bed. bb are grooves to

insert the ends of the glass on Mr. Read's excellent plan,

which was published some years since in the Horticul-

tural Transactions. I may observe, that vapour condenses

sooner on glass than on wood ; but seldom drops from it,

but finds its way to the astragals—providing the pieces of

glass are neither cut curvilinear, nor the under-sides con-

vex, but flat, and cut rectangular ; then the groove a will

totally prevent dropping in the frame, and the evil con-

sequences it induces, which 1 have proved this season.

The frame above mentioned, was placed side by side on a

dung-bed with another new one, of the common con-

struction ; the former is free from drop, the latter shows

stripes of drops directly under the astragals, &c, all over

the bed ; and as the tank system of heating is likely to

become general, as it well merits, I have no doubt the

grooved astragal and bar will in some cases become useful.

—J". Stevemon.
Wood-Paving.—In your leading article, May 13, you

mention Messrs. Esclaileancl Margrave's patent for cap-

ping the Fir-blocks with Elm. I would ask what advan-

tage is contemplated from using two kinds of timber in

preference Lo Elm alone ? Elm is nearly the cheapest

timber to be had, not being worth more than from Is. to

Is. 2d. per foot, and it is known to be very durable when

constantly wet, and probably more so than Fir, when

exposed to alternations of moisture and dryness.

—

Lusor.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Paris, May 1.3, 1843.—The annual exhibition of the

Paris Horticultural Society was held in the Orangery of

the Luxembourg Palace, on the 10th May and four follow-

ing days. As heretofore, it consisted of a miscellaneous

collection of flowers, fruit, vegetables, grains, paintings,

tools, and other objects connected with horticultural

pursuits. The weather was favourable each day, and

nearly all the fashionables of Paris graced the room

with their presence. Among the earliest visitors were

the Duke and Duchess of Nemours. The show (with

some few exceptions) was far from brilliant; and this

cannot bo wondered at— for what Amateur or Florist

would subject a rare or fine specimen to the atmo-

sphere of such a place for five successive days ? But if

there was not much to attract the notice of the connois-

seur, there was enough to please the sight-gazers of Paris,

who were daily seen thronging this temple, and offering

their adorations to the vernal goddess. The best collection

was decidedly that of M. Paillet, who obtained the first

prize for Rhododendrons. His plants of Atro-roseum,

Comtesse de Vogue, Glabrum. Triumphant, Grandiflorum

superbum, Comte de Rambuteau, Altaclerense superbum,

Lowenianum, Rubrum plenum grandiflorum, Morelianum,

and album pictum, were grand, and would have done

credit to an English exhibition. Besides these he had

several very distinct seedlings, one a dark crimson, and

another a rose lilac, very deeply spotted. Unfortunately

they were not numbered, and therefore it will be useless to

describe them. In his stand was also a fine specimen of

Azalea indica coccinea grandiflora, such as is seldom to

be seen on this side of the water. The next most attractive

collection was that of M. Margottin. This consisted of

Roses in pots, and was awarded a first prize. The
varieties were chiefly Bengals, Teas, and Hybrids, culti-

vated on standards, or half-standards, varying from 1 to

6 feet high. Most of the blooms were fine, and the plants

in good health; but, to an English eye, the naked stems

looked anything but appropriate in a public exhibition.

Among the best specimens were Reine des lies Bourbon,

Clara Sylvain, Bougfere, Comte de Paris, Princesse

Heldne, Duchesse de la Valliere, Adam, Madame Breon,

Fulgovie, Sulphurea (old yellow), Sisley, Emile Courtier,

Lady Warrender, Triomphe du Luxembourg, Rose du

Roi, Melanie Cornell, Paul Joseph, Niphetos, and Comte

de Paris du Luxembourg. The bright golden flowers of

the old yellow Provence attracted universal admiration.

M.M. Cels never fail to send a large collection;—in fact,

without the assistance of their hot and greenhouses I

know not what the Society would do on these occasions.

At this time they furnished 500 or 600 plants, Palms,

Orchidacese, Cacti, Ericas, Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
Coniferse, and a multitude of other things, in and out of

bloom, from all the four quarters of the globe. Their

Cacti are the best in Paris ; they pride themselves on

their collection, and spare no expense in adding every

thing rare. Very many of their specimens are large and

fine, particularly Echinocactus electracanthus, acuatus,

macrodiscus, aulacogonus, piliferus, cornigerus, Echi-

nopsis Zuccarini, multiplex, and Melocactus, nova species,

from Brazil. They also exhibited the beautiful Mammil-
laria elephantidens, which every collector of Cacti ought

to possess. Among their Orchidacea: were good plants of

Brassia Cawanii, with its curiously-formed flowers, Tri-

chopilia tortilis, Oncidium carthaginense and ampliatum,

Cyrtochilum maculatum, andPhaius bicolor; together with

a fair specimen of Azalea indica variegata, an Araucaria

excelsa and imbricata, 12 feet high, and Cedrus deodara.

The gold medal, offered by the Duchess of Orleans, was

awarded to M. Tripet Leblanc, for a collection of more than

700 cut Tulips ; these were arranged in glasses, at regular

distances, between which was moss or leaves, and the

whole covered with light earth, in a raised bed about 50

feet long, neatly edged with turf. The illusion was so

complete as to give them every appearance of being in

their natural state of cultivation. The varieties were

entirely confined to Roses and Bybloemens, for Bizarres

are altogether discarded here : even Polyphemus in all its

beauty would not be tolerated. I must not scrutinize too

closely the quality of the flowers; suffice it to say they

:
were not cut to appear at Hampton ; and therefore passed

as a fine collection. M. Tripet Leblanc deserves credit

for his zeal ; for certainly few men beside himself, in

France, would have made the sacrifice for the sake of the

prize. M. Dufoy obtained the first prize for Pelargo-

niums, which he had grown for the markets : most of them

were old varieties of little merit, save that of blooming

freely. He also exhibited several very good Verbenas,

and a dozen Dahlias in bloom. M.Chauvicre obtained

the second prize for Pelargoniums; among which were

Priory Queen, Mr. Garth, Flamingo, Onais, Sidonia, and

Gauntlet; and a prize for seedling Calceolarias and Cine-

rarias, which, however, would have passed unnoticed in

London. M. Modeste was awarded the first prize for

Pseonies ; Josephine Imperatrice, incarnata, Victoria,

Hissiana, triumphans, splendidissima, and splendens, were

very fine, especially the latter, which has a fine round

petal, although single. He also obtained the second prize

for Rhododendrons : his plants of Formosissimum, Loweii

album, Lady Warrender, and Invincible, were every-

thing that could be wished. M. Soulange Bodin exhibited

a large collection of hardy and Indian Azaleas, which fully

deserved the prize awarded. Versicolor, purpurea gran-

diflora, aurantiaca major, nobilissima, spectabilis, formosa,

triumphans, coccinea maxima, bouquet parfuit, tricolor

perfecta, splendens, fulgens, picta, rubicunda superba,

pontica alba, Danielsii, and variegata, were conspicuous

in beauty. M. Jacques, the King's gardener at Neuilly,

exhibited several seedlings of herbaceous Pseonies, which

were also awarded a prize : some of them are pretty and

distinct, and will no doubt get into the trade. The ama-

teurs contributed but little, and that hardly worth notice.

M. Souchet obtained a prize for flowering plants which

might have been purchased in any market for 100 francs.

The fruit and vegetables were not at all worthy of a city

like Paris. M. Gontier (the Wilmot of Paris) was

awarded the prize for Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers, &c.

M. Devillenguve sent 40 varieties of Oranges and Lemons,

in fruit and flower; this stand was always crowded with

visitors. The specimens of Pompelmouses, Bigaradier

Grand Bourbon, (lore, violet, Oranger a hois violet,

Perrette de Florence, and Limonier Incomparable, were

very fine. There were two or three other prizes given,

and three or four mentioned ashonorables, but the subjects

contained nothing worthy of particular attention. The

entire exhibition was composed of about 2,500 plants,

beside paintings, models, tools, &c.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

May 25.—Mr. Edward Solly, in his third lecture again adverted

to the singular agencies which cause the conversion of such
products as gum, sugar, starch, &c, one into the other. This

was shown to be caused, in plants, by the presence of an azotised

substance, called diastase, which, in germinating seeds, brings

about with rapidity the same kind of alterations as the chemist:

produces artilicially by means of inorganic substances. High
heat, or sulphuric acid, or caustic potash will, in the presence of

water, suddenly change insoluble starch into soluble gum j
the

germinating plant, although it has neither high heat, nor sul-

phuric acid, nor caustic potash to assist it, has diastase, which
nrings about the same result as those inorganic agents. Malting

was adduced in ^ illustration of this. Mr. Solly next directed

attention to the inorganic matter that forms part of the consti-

tuents of vegetation, and referred to the table produced last

week, in- illustration of the quantity that is found to exist in

plants. These inorganic substances remain in the form of ashes

when plants are burnt, and then we are able to determine their

nature : this was illustrated, in the case of ashes from the Beech-

tree, by the performance of a chemical analysis; when potash

was detected by tartaric acid, chlorine by nitrate of silver, sulphuric

acid by baryta, carbonic acid by muriatic acid, lime by oxalate

of ammonia, magnesia by phosphate of ammonia, earthy phos-

phates by ammonia, silica by its insolubility, and soon.
All this showed that plants obtain theix food either from the

air or the soil, which were next proved to be capable of yield-

ing it. In addition to oxygen and nitrogen, which by their

mixture form the atmosphere, it was shown that there is

constantly suspended in it, water furnishing hydrogen, car-

bonic acid, and ammonia. The latter compound is not, how-
ever, discoverable, because it is dissolved in water as fast as

it is formed, and therefore only occurs in the water precipitated

from the atmosphere. But in addition to these gaseous matter?,

solid substances, in a state of minute division, are always floating

in the air. The possibility of this was demonstrated by the fol-

lowing experiment : some potash was heated on a glass plate, in

contact with a piece of wood; suddenly the mixture took fire,

and the potash passed into the air in the form of a vapour that

presently became invisible. That potash must; remain suspended

in the air; and in fact its presence may be detected for four

hours after such an experiment. It is probable that soda is

volatizable in a similar manner. The fact that it is so, was
proved by an instance which Mr. Solly had obtained from the

Horticultural Garden. Two plants of a Catasetum were taken,

one growing in earth, the other in air. Their analysis gave the

following curious result :

—

Growing in air. Growing in earth.

Pseudo-bulbs 465 parts of solid matter. 488

Leaves 79* 793

Now, it is to be inferred that in such a case the solid matter must
have been supplied as abundantly by the air as by the soil. (This

is a most curious, and in practice a most important fact.)

"With regard to the soil, it must be evident that it is capable of

supplying all earthy substances found in the composition of

plants. The great difficulty of comprehending how such earthy

substances get into plants consists in the supposition that they

are insoluble. But their solubility was proved in the case

of flint, or silica, by the condition of that earth (or acid) in

combination with alkalies ; silicate of potash, for instance, being

shown to be perfectly soluble, and the flint in it being separated

instantly when brought into contact with acids. The solubility

of sulphate of lime (the earth called gypsum) was also demon-
strated by a pretty experiment. Carbonate of lime was formed,

by driving the carbonic acid of the breath through lime-water ;

this rendered the water turbid. A few drops of sulphuric acid were
then added, which expelled the carbonic acid, and seized upon the

lime, necessarily forming sulphate of lime, which, however,
remained dissolved in the water. This experiment, and that of

volatising potash, were both capital.

Chiswick Show^-By accidental oversight the collections ot

Roses in pots were not noticed in our report of last week. It will

be seen by the list of prizes then given that the judges did not

award the principal one, it not being thought to be merited. The
winners of other medals will also be found in that list. On
account of the first prize not being given, we reserve all remark

on the plants till the June show, when we intend referring to

them amply.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
A weekly Council was held at the Society's House, in Han-

over-square, on the l/th of May, the Marquis of Downshire in

the chair. Nineteen gentlemen were elected Members of the

Society. The Marquis ot Downshire gave notice that he should

call the attention of the Council at their next monthly meeting

to the question of taking into consideration the propriety of the

Society's recommending a course of public lectures to be given

in London by Mr. Smith, of Deanston, on the subject of Thorough-
draining and Subsoil-ploughing, similar to those he had recently

delivered with so much success in Ireland.—A letter was read

from Mr. Kerr on the subject of grated tiles to prevent the

entrance of vermin into drains; and a specimen of the mode of

preparing tiles for a similar purpose suggested by Mr. Barton, of

Threxton, was exhibited to the meeting.— Mr. Clive expressed

his intention of exhibiting at the Derby meeting a cheap fire-

engine of simple construction, throwing 25 gallons of water each

minute. Mr. Davenport informed the Council that he had formed

a fire-engine on Mercweathcr's construction, very cheap and
effective; and Col. Challoner stated that Mr. Sherborne, of Bed-

font, employed a singlc-actioned engine with fiy-wheeito prepare

his manure with water in the summer.—The Marquis of Down-
shire presented the yearly Report of the Royal Agricultural Im-

provement Society of Ireland; and Mr. Butsford, of Portland-

place, a specimen of the Guinea-Grass from seed sown last

spring at Hampton Lodge, near Farnham, Surrey, Mr. Butsford

stating that this grass in Jamaica grows to the height of five

feet, and is considered as unrivalled for cattle.—Mr. Whitiaw
offered some remarks on the distemper among stock.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
At the general meeting for the exhibition of Tulips and Hearts-

ease, class-showing and seedlings, there were no Tulips from
Amateurs, and the following is a list of the remainder:—Class-
showing, Heartsease, Amatkurs : a prize to Mr. Bragg for- Ourion,

edged; Snlphureaelegans, yellow; Bragg's White, white; Jewess
superb, dark. Tulips, Nurserymen : Mr, Brown's Flamed Hose,

lst,TriompheRoyale; Orson's do., 2d, do. Mr. Brown's Feathered

Byblcemen, 1st, Franciscus Primus ; Mr. Orson's do., 2d, do. Mr.
Brown's Flamed Byblcemen, 1st, Salvator Rosa \ Mr. Orson's do.,

2d, Rubens. Mr. Brown's Feathered Bizarre, 1st, Ulysses; Mr.

Orson's do., 2d, Chadwick's Trafalgar. Mr. Brown's Flamed
Bizarre, 1st, Strong's King ; Mr. Orson's do., 2d, Platoff.

Heartsease, Mr. Brown, yellow, Sulphurea elcgans; edged,

Curion; white, Brown's Maid of the Mill. Mr. Cook, Longwick,
dark, Black Bess. Seedling Tulips, Mr. Brown's Ulysses,

Feathered Bizarre, 1st class. Heartsease, Mr. Cook, Delight, 1843,

1 bloom, 1st class, Mr. Bragg, Elizabeth, 1843, l bloom, 2d

class: these three flowers were noticed last week. Rejected-
Mr. Cook's Paragon, Lady Jane, and Miss Betsy.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
May 19.—J. E. Gray, Esq., F.R.S., &C, President, in the chair.

The following donations were announced :—A collection of

plants from Western Australia, from Mr. John Turner: this col-

lection comprises many duplicates. British plants from Mr.

Edwin Lees, Mr. A. Ilenfrcy, Mr. Freeman, and Miss Twining.

Various donations to the library were also announced. Mr.

A. Henfirey, A.L.S., exhibited specimens of Leucojum a?.stivum,

collected in Greenwich marshes. He also presented specimens

of Dcntaria bulbifera, collected at Harelield, Middlesex. Mr.

William Andrews presented specimens of varieties of Saxifraga

geum, in one of which the nectaries were thickly surrounding

the ovary. The specimens were collected at the Great Blasquest

Island, coast of Kerry, Ireland. There was read a "Notice 01

the discovery of two species of Fungi, new to the British Flora,

by Br. Philip B. Ayres;" Peziza corticalis, found on Woodbine,

between Stokenchurch, Oxfordshire, and Cadmorc End, ana

Ilystcricum rubrum, found on Bean-stalks at Aston Rowant,anc

Tetsworth, Oxfordshire. Specimens of these new species w-eic

presented to the Society by Dx. Ayres* The commencement <£

a paper by Mr. Edwin Lees, F.L.S., " on the groups into w»Jj£
the British Fruticose Hubi are divisible" was also read,

paper was accompanied by drawings and specimens.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.

The

May 24.—This Society held their first garden exhibition in *

'
s

Inner Circle, Regent's Park. The morning of the day ^
extremely threatening, and the rains which fell so saturated ^
ground with moisture, that, planks were obliged to be la* ^some of the show-tents and on the turf for the company to *^e
upon; about 9 o'clock, however, the weather cleared, an *
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tions to such as were not then shown, or which displayed any
peculiarity not before alluded to. Perhaps the specimen which
had been cultivated to the greatest excellence, and which was
altogether most novel, was Acrophyllum venosum, sent by Mr.
Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bt. This plant was in admirable
health, and had large terminal feathery spikes of white blossom.

Another good specimen of the same species was shown by Mr.
Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt, Wimbledon ; but the flowers were
not properly expanded. In the collection of Mr. Goode, gr. to

Mrs. Lawrence, there was an immense and elegant plant of

Chorozema cordifolium
; Gesnera lateritia, very handsome, and

finely grown; Erica Cavendishii, a rare yellow-flowered kind, in

capital health ; E. ventricosa coccinea minor, a plant not more
than a inches high, but a mass of lovely pinkish flowers ;

Antho-
cercis littorea, extremely good; Chorozema Henchmanni, 4 feet

high, excellent; Oncidium flexuosum, well- grown; Erica am-
pullacea var., very fine; and a beautiful dwarf plant of E. mun-
dula. The collection of Mr. Green contained some splendid

Azaleas: Podol6bium staurophyllum, 3 feet high, well culti-

vated; Pimclea rosea, dwarfand 'beautiful ; Chorozema Dicksoni,

18 inches high, admirable; Pimelea hispida, very broad, and
laden with flowers; a variety of Cactus, like Ackermanni, but
with blue in the blossoms; Erica splendens, handsome; E.vestita

alba, very good ; Leschenaultia biloba, brilliant ; with a charming
specimen of Erica suaveolens, and also of E, Beaumontiana.
Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, exhibited Erica propendens in a lovely

state; Zichya coccinea, very rich; Chorozema Henchmanni,
magnificent, and in a condition which we have never seen

excelled; Erica hybrida, a noble plant; E. ventricosa carnea,

equally fine; Gesnera bulbosa, a splendid specimen: another

plant of Zichya coccinea, on a trellis 4 feet across, and every

inch of it covered with bloom; Poivrea coccinea, dwarf, and
flowering liberally; and Kenncdya nigricans, in rich health, but

wanting in showy colours. From Mr. Mill, Nurseryman, Stoke

Newington, there were large plants of Euthales macrophylla,
and the handsome Hibiscus splendens. Mr. Atlee, gr. to

;— Beaufoy, Esq., South Lambeth, showed, amongst a generally

inferior collection, a Verbena, like Chamcedrys, on a low trellis,

well managed ; Erica mundula, very small and close, blooming
profusely

; a large specimen of Bor6nia pinnata, and Manettia cor-

difolia, with good plants of Horonia denticulata, Erica elegans,

and Cornea speciosa. Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Smith, Esq., Shirley

Park, sent Diplacus puniceus, in a handsome condition :
Bor6nia

denticulata, extremely good; Cereus speciosus, grafted on C.

8peciosissimus, and both flowering together ; Muraltia Heisteria,

very dense and pretty; Eutaxia myrtifolia, dwarf, and in as-

tonishing luxuriance; Erica translucens, and Chorozema Dick-

soni, beautiful specimens. By Mr. Clark, gr. to W. Block, Esq.,

there was shown a favourable specimen of Erica hybrida, and a
very close Azalea lateritia. The following plants came from Mr.
Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, Hayes' Place ; Dillw^nia clavata,

remarkably well bloomed; Erica odora rosea, an excellent little

plant; E. ventricosa stellata, particularly good; Hovea Celsii,

2 feet high, very compact and healthy; Bossirca rufa, 3 feet in

height, finely grown: Pimelea decussata, low and rich; Tro-

pse'olum tricolorum grandiflorum, superlatively beautiful; and
Boronia crenulata, a showy specimen. The collection of Mr.
Frazer, nurseryman, Lea Bridge Road, included, among many
poor productions, Zichya glabrata, very elegant ; Leschenaultia
Baxteri, dwarf, with paler flowers than L. biloba; Bossirca
linophylla, 3 feet high, graceful; Erica perspicua nana, most
attractive

; and Statice arhorea, a well-managed blooming
plant. Of specimens there were Erica depressa, a large, close,

and very verdant plant, from Mr. Joynes, of Tottcririgc ; E. ven-
tricosa superba, one of the most extraordinary specimens ever
exhibited, from Mr. May, gr. to E. Goodhart, Esq.; Erythrina
crista-galli, singularly excellent, from Mr. Watts, gr. to —Mar-
shall, Esq.

; and Epacris grandillora, 5 feet high, a noble speci-
men, from Mr. Frazer, Lea Bridge Road. The Orchidacece, which
Were of inferior quality generally, comprised a nice plant of
Oncidium pumilum, on a block of wood, from Mr. Graves, gr. to
Mrs. Cannon, Stratford Green ; and a good variety of Oncidium
ampliatum, from Mr. Redding. The group of tall Cacti, from
Mr. Cockburn, gr. to the Earl of Mansfield, had fine plants in it

of C. speciosissimns, Jcnkinsonii, and Ackermanii, as had also
that of Mr. Clarke, gr. to W. Smith, Esq., with Jenkinsonii grafted
on speciosissimus, and both in flower, and a variety called Scottii,
which resembles Colvillii. Both here and at Chiswick, the show
of Fuchsias was by no means what might have been expected
from the advertisements of growers. The Venus victrix was the
most remarkable, and very pretty it certainly is; but as for the
remainder, with the exception, perhaps, of F. Laneii, they arc
such as it would have been more prudent in the growers to have
reserved until they were in a better condition, or better selected.
There was a fine collection of shrubby Calceolarias, in slate
tubs, from Mr. Beck, of Isleworth. The varieties were, Luna,
Climax, Ladv of the Lake, Bleda, King, Standishn, Madonna,
1-ady Douglas, Maid of Honour, Srandish's Beauty, Agnes, and
bertha. Calceolaria integrifolia, elegans, and lanceolata,

jn an
Unusually large and rich state, were sent by Mr. Joynes, of Tot-
teridgc. Mr. Gaines's Shrubby Calceolarias were Rising Sun,
I>ustv Miller, Favourite, Cyrus, and Sunbeam, Mr. Catleugh's
were Commander-in-Chief, dclicata, Reform, Commodore, Hero,
and Caroline. Mr. Catleugh's Herbaceous sorts were Brides-
maid, Lady Sale, Van Amburgh, Lady of the Lake,
Isabella, and Favourite. Mr. Green had some new
an <l striking seedling Calceolarias, as had Mr. Wakeling,
BT. to W. Whitmore, Esq., Beckenham. Those from
Mr. Standish, in the way of C. Standishn, and all very beautiful,
were Bagshot Beauty, Raphael, Surprise, Princess Mary,
Reliance, and Duchess of Gloucester. The best of Mr. Green's
seedlings were Rosa magniflora, Georgiana, Imperial, and
I&nca multillnra. Weinsert alistof the Pelargoniums exhibited,
according as they received prizes. Pelargoniums.-Large col-
lection from Mr. Cock, Chiswick, not for competition—Wonder,
cVnis, Dido, Mabel, Jubilee, Madeleine, Grand Monarch, Prince
of Waterloo, Evadne, Coronation, Flamingo, Bertha, Creole,
Unit, Selina, Queen of the Fairies, Annua, Wizard. Pei.aroo-
n'ums, in collection of six varieties in 24-sized pots {Amateurs)
-I, Mr. Dobson, gr. to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth—Erectum,
s»sanna, Queen of the Fairies, Admiral, Cleopatra, Matilda; 2,
Mr. E. Bell, Chelsea Hospital—Mrs. Stirling, Kymph, Camilla,
sylph, Enchantress, Lord Mayor. Nurserymen.— The number
exhibited by Nurserymen in this class was doubled—], Mr. Cat-

i
e«gh, Emma, Luna, Lord Chancellor, Matilda, Favourite, Dido,
Madeleine, Duchess of Sutherland, Grand Monarch, Eclipse,

Symmetry, Flash ; 2, Mr. Gaines—Princess Royal, Rising .Sun,

Amaranth, Prince of Wales, Candidate, Sylph, Caroline, Van-
guard, Queen of Beauties, Nymph, Impericles, Euterpe. Pici.ar-
G ONiuMsin collections of six varieties in 24-sized pots {Ama-
teurS)—\

f Mr. Watt, gr. to — Sncll, Esq., Pimlico—Acme,
Annette, Dowager Queen, Florence, Lord Mayor, Bridesmaid; 2,

Slowo, gr. to R. Baker, Esq., Bayfordhury Park (no names).
Nurserymen (numbers doubled). — h Mr. Catleugh-Joan of

ffC, Erectum, Sylph, Flash, Comte de Pans, Victory, Lilia,

^guardsman, Ovid, Selina, Queen ot Fairies, Coronation
; 2,

J*
1"- Gaines, Victory, Erectum, Juba, Exquisite, Albma, Florence,

Joan of Arc, Emperor, Cyrus, Grand Duke, Sylph, Mabel.
pelargoniums in collections of four varieties in 8-sizcd pots.—
b Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Trail—Jehu, Alicia, Kliza, Superb, Lady
^ulport; 2, Mr. Bell, Chelsea Hospital-Bridesmaid, Climax, Joan
oi Arc, Florence; 3, Mr. Cockburn, gr.tothe Earl of Mansfield,
^imax, Perfection, Alexandria, Joan of Arc. Sekdlino Pblar-

M '£MS'~~ l » Za»zummim, Mr. Beck, Isleworth 5 2, Theresa,
•wr. Beck, Isleworth

; Susanna, Mr. Beck, Isleworth; Zan-
^mnnm,Mr.Whorncs,gr.'toMr.E. Foster, Esq., Clewer; Hybla,
«"r. Whomes. There was' a brilliant display of Cinerarias, and
ome £ood seedlings, especially from Mr. Ivery, of Peckham. A

collection of Echinocacti, &c, few of which were in flower, came
from Mr. Bunney. A pretty whitish-flowered Clintonia, with

broad pink edges to its blossoms, was sent by Messrs. Black and
Green. There was the charming Tree Violet from Mr.M'Arthur,
Edgeware Road. Other objects will have their merits indicated

by the prize list. But we must notice two groups that seemed
to us best to accord with the objects of the society. These were
two collections of Agricultural grasses, from Air. Joynes, of

Totteridge, and Mr. Turner, gr. to Mrs. Holloway, near Reading,
the former much too ripe, and falling to pieces : and a nice col-

lection of British Ferns, from, Mr. G. Turner, gr. to the Hon.
and/Rev. R. Wilson.

—7~ MISCELLANEOUS.
j 'Tendency of Branches to direct themselves towards the

Light.—Whenever a plant (the common Garden-Cress for

example) is reared upon moistened cotton, in a room
lighted by a single window, or in a box with a single aper-

ture, the young stem, instead of rising perpendicularly

from the soil, as if it were growing either in the open air

or in complete darkness, inclines itself towards the light,

preserving at the same time its straightness throughout,

and forming an angle of a certain number of degrees with

the ceiling. On the contrary, whenever a growing "plant

which has been raised either in darkness or in the open
air, and has taken a vertical direction, is placed in either

of the above conditions, the young stem first becomes bent
and then inclines itself towards the light, in two distinct

and successive phenomena : in the first, the lower part of

the stem still retains its vertical direction, while the upper
part is more or less horizontal ; in the second, the upper
portion being a little straightened and the lower slightly

inclined, the whole of the stem becomes straightened, and
finally points in the direction of the light. Although a
plant thus inclines itself towards the side from whence
the light proceeds, it is not necessary, as MM. de Can-
dolle and Dutrochet appear to think, that the point of

curvature should receive any portion of the rays of light.

This bend does not remain in the young stems after the

cause which produced it has been removed : the intensity

of curve is, however, far from being the same when the

young plants are placed under different circumstances ; so

that it may be laid down as a general rule that the ten-

dency of the stems towards the light is much greater in

proportion as the light is less intense, or the point from
which it proceeds is low. The medium in which a plant
is situated has no influence except upon the length of
time in which the curve is produced ; for both in water
and in an atmosphere of hydrogen or nitrogen, the curve
always terminates, though doubtless at different periods,

by acquiring the same amount, provided all other condi-

tions correspond. If instead of a case with one aperture

the young plants were placed in a bag with two openings,

and thus received the light in two directions, phenomena
equally curious would be observed. These two apertures

may be formed in the same side of the box, so that the

rays of light which pass through them may form an angle

more or less acute with each other ; or the apertures may
be situated on opposite sides. In the first instance, when
the intensity of the two lights is equal, the stem bends in

the direction of the resultant—that is to say, of the

bisector of the angle formed by the two rays. But when
the power of the two lights is unequal, either from the

difference in the size of the apertures, or owing to one of

them being partially shaded, the stem no longer curves in

the direction of the resultant, but towards the strongest

light. By the aid of a young plant, therefore, it may be

ascertained which of two lights is the most intense—or

which of two glasses is the most transparent; and, under
certain circumstances, a plant may serve as a correct

photometer. In the second instance, when the light is

admitted on opposite sides of the box, provided the

intensity of the rays is equal, the plant, equally

balanced between both, neither leans to one nor the other.

If, on the contrary, there is a difference in the power of

the two lights, it inclines towards the most intense, unless

it meets with a sufficiency of light from both sides ; in

which case it no longer grows curved, although the light

should be more powerful on one side than on the other.

In order to induce these phenomena, it is not necessary

that all the rays of which light is composed should be
present ; for in all my experiments, either with the

heliostadt or with coloured and analysed glasses, if I pro-

ceeded by elimination, the result was, that the plant,

when exposed to the red, orange, yellow, and green rays,

grew as if it were in complete darkness— that is to say, it

never inclined to either side ; whereas, under the blue and
violet rays, it always acquired a curved form. This com-
plete inaction under certain rays is not owing to the nature

of the green or colouring matter. When two lights cross

—the one a screen of water, the other a screen of spirits

of turpentine— a plant inclines itself towards the bisector

—that is to say, it grows as if the light were not obscured.
As far, therefore, as the phenomenon of motion is con-
cerned, the chemical rays of light possess no influence.

As a plant situated between two luminous rays of unequal
intensity always bends towards the most powerful, I

could easily ascertain whether the blue or violet ray exerted
the greatest influence ; and it has always been in favour
of the blue. Finally, as the stem always curves in pro-
portion to the deficiency of light, I could easily, by means
of plants placed in different parts of a dark chamber,
ascertain whether the darkness were complete.

—

J. Payer,

in the Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences at Paris.

Jlopeton Oats.—In the Coboury Star, an American
paper, we find that a specimen of the Hopeton Oat, in

the straw, was presented to the Editor of that journal,

which, from the root to the top of the ear, measured up-

wards of 7 feet. The soil upon which it was grown was

a heavy clay, on a retentive subsoil, which was three

years since broken up from grass, and afterwards tho-

roughly tile-drained. The average height of the^ crop

from which it was taken is said to have been 6 feet.

In cooking vegetables, the choice of water is very im-
portant, owing to the different effects produced in their
texture by hard and soft water. Thus, green vegetables
and pulse lose both their colour and consistence if boiled
in soft water, whereas, if boiled in hard water, the colour
is much better preserved, and the texture less altered.

If, however, we wish water to act as a solvent, as, for

instance, in making soap, and extracting the vegetable

aroma, as well as the animal juices, the purest soft water

will be by far the most suitable.

—

Miss Zornlin's World
of Waters.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Netvport, Salop.—There is now growing in Mr. Adams' Nursery

a plant of the Clianthus puniceus that has survived the three last

winters, and extends over from six to seven square feet of wall.

It is at present covered with large clusters of blossom.—May 20.

Messrs. Waterer's Exhibition of American Plants, King's- road,
Chelsea.—Considerable additions hare been made to this splendid

collection for the present season ; and the plants are arranged in

a more interesting: manner, so as to give greater variety and effect.

Some of them are already beautifully in flower, and the rest will

open in two or three days. Besides an enormous mass of bloom,
varying in the Rhododendrons from purplish to white, and com-
prising the orange and flame tints of the Azaleas with the delicate

waxen-blossoms of Kalmialatifolia,the most prominent feature

is the fine standard Rhododendrons ; they are, within certain

limits, of almost all sizes and heights, from a great, spreading

tree, to a low, round-headed shrub. Some tall specimens, with
comparatively small heads, would make admirable substitutes

for Orange-trees in the Italian style of gardening ; and others, of

a larger description, with branches drooping down to the ground,
would be magnificent objects on lawns. We noticed R. hya-
cinthiflorum blooming well as a standard, and several handsome
hybrids between R. ponticum and catawbiense. The way in which
the standards are produced is by grafting. The entire collec-

tion bears evidence of how well even the most delicate plants may
be transplanted, if proper care is exercised in taking them up
with large balls of earth to the roots. An immense standard
specimen, which was brought to the same place two years back,

has been removed there again this season, and is blooming mag-
nificently, thereby showing that the finest plants are not injured
by shifting. The plants will afford a decided treat to the ad-
mirers of showy flowers.

—

E. K. 9
May 23.

Brown's Nursery, Slough.—Had there been no railroads and
we had been compelled, as in days of yore, to walk 20 miles on
foot to visit our neighbour's garden, a sight of the Tulip-bed at

this Nursery would more than compensate for all the labour.
Grown under favourable circumstances, as to soil and air, the
strength of growth and luxuriance of foliage are proportionably
great, and the blooms are fuller of colour this year than the

last. The plants are very healthy, and do not appear to have
suffered, as has generally been the case in other places. Lavinia

is exceedingly good throughout the bed, although in various

character; Salvator Rosa is also excellent; the colour of this

flower is perhaps not quite so dark as in some others of the same
class, but the symmetry of its form, the purity of its base, and
the fine and decided character of its breaking, render it unques-
tionably one of the finest Byblcemens in cultivation. Wallace,

another Byblcemen, broken by the late Mr. Charles Brown, is a
large and noble flower, but not by any means equal to Salvator

Rosa; Ulysses, broken also by Mr. C. Brown, is a first-row

Bizarre, and although no doubt raised from Polyphemus, is dif-

ferent from that flower, or from Albion, to which latter it has
been compared; for, independently of being only and con-
stantly feathered, the shape is not exactly like either of those
flowers, besides expanding less freely, which, during so cold a
season as the present, is a manifest disadvantage. Mr. Brown
has, however, broken many flowers similar to Polyphemus, some
of them quite as good, and some inferior to it. One of them, a
fourth-row flower, is nearly as large as Lawrence's Sheet
Anchor, but it is not perhaps quite so close in shape : another,
which for distinction is called Brown's Polyphemus, has an
intensely dark and heavy feathering ; Hamlet is not so good as

last year. There is also a seedling from Holmes's Pitt, of which
all that can be said is, that it is better than its parent; Calalani,

Madame Vestris, Austria, Strong's King, and Captain White,
are all remarkably good ; whilst Claudiana, of which we had
not seen a good bloom this year, is magnificent ; Siam, Desde-
mona, Catherine, Pompe funebre, Parmegiano, and Lac. are

generally heavy, and not by any means so good as last season.

We missed a flower which is always good, and has been this

year even better than usual, Holmes's King, and were rather

astonished to find that it had never been grown by Mr. Brown,
However, such will not be the case in future. Of Tricolors,

such as they are, tbere were many fine specimens, particularly

of Lawrence's Black Duke, and Willmer's Duke of York. As the
blooms are now in full perfection, we should advise those of our
readers who intend to pay this Nursery a visit (and it will well
compensate them), to lose no time, inasmuch as one hot day
would, in such a season as the present, in all probability cause
the flowers to drop very rapidly.— W.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. XII.
{Continued from page 304.)

44. Geography of Plants.—It is very remarkable that

the Flora of Sicily produces scarcely any, if any, peculiar

indigenous species, the plants being common, almost

without exception, to Italy or Africa, or some of the

countries surrounding the Mediterranean, whereas there

are several indigenous plants in Corsica and some other

Mediterranean islands. Mr. Lyell supposes the plants of

Sicily to have migrated from pre-existing lands ; and, as

the remains of living species of shell-fish and zoophytes

are found embedded in the strata at the summits of lofty

mountains in the island, he brings us to this curious

result, that the families of plants and animals of the Val

di Noto, and some other mountainous regions of Sicily,

are of higher antiquity than the country itself; that is,

that these species flourished elsewhere before the island

was raised from the depths of the sea, and even before the

materials of its strata were deposited beneath the waters.

45. Palestine.— 1 ' A land flowing with milk and honey,"

is a proverbial expression, characterising a land exuberantly

productive, not only in the necessaries, but the luxuries of

life. It includes more than it expresses
;
yet even as

more strictly understood, it is particularly applicable to

•Palestine, the rich pastures of .which secure an ample
strpply of very excellent milk, while for the superior

quality of its honey it seems at all times to have enjoyed a
high reputation. Milk and honey, in various preparations,

occupy a prominent place in the dietary system of the
people of Western Asia.

46. The Observation of Nature.—When Anaxagoras,
the peculiar property of whose mind has been called " a

certain high-wrought and fanciful sublimity," was asked

why he came into the world, he answered, "To behold

the sun, the moon, and the marvels of nature."
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47. Habits of the Lion.—Pope makes a curious mis-

take about lions in his note to a passage respecting them

in the Essay on Man. w The manner/' says he, "of
Lions hunting their prey in the deserts of Africa is this :

at^their first going out in the night-time, they set up a loud

roar, and then listen to the noise made by the beasts in

their flight, pursuing them by the ear, and not by the

nostril." On the contrary, the lion hunts but little, is

sluggish, and instead of pursuing by the ear, lurks, and

springs on his prey by surprise.

48. Uses of the Mesemhryanthema.—The common
Ice-plant of the gardens, Mesembryanthemum crystal-

linum, so called because its cuticle is elevated in the form

of multitudes of crystalline points, is burnt in the Canaries

for the sake of its ashes, which the Spaniards import in

large quantities for their glass-works, under the name of

Barilla Moradera. Another species, the M. nodiflorinn,

is used in Egypt for the same purpose, and also in the

manufacture of morocco leather. This and the other

species are chiefly found in sandy, desert, arid places,

where they flourish in the absence of other vegetation,

and afford a grateful food to cattle, which browse upon
them. M. emarcidum, according to Burnett, is fermented

by the Hottentots, when it becomes narcotic, and is

chewed by those people like Tobacco.

The Transactions of the Gardeners' and Stewards9 Pro-
vident and Mutual Instruction Society. Dublin.

The objects of the Society which issues the above little

periodical are the creation of a Benefit Fund, and the dif-

fusion of knowledge in farming and gardening among its

members. It formerly published the M Irish Farmers'
and Gardeners' Register," which is now discontinued, and
the present work substituted for it.

Embracing two designs, which are both of a praise-

worthy character, we cannot but wish it every success,

and congratulate the members upon having a printed

medium through which the more valuable of their com-
munications may he handed about, and rendered more
useful. In each of the three numbers for March, April,

and May, which have been sent to us, there is an original

paper, a few paragraphs containing good practical inform-

ation, and a voluminous calendar of Garden Operations

for the succeeding month. They appear to be sent out

monthly.

No. I. contains an agricultural article on sowing grain-

crops ; and the writer concludes with the following advice

about selecting the seed of all kinds of grain :

—

'* 1st—Never retain the same kind of seed too long

upon the land ; at the end of three years it will generally

deteriorate, and ought to be changed ; change of seed

always produces a change for the better in the crops.

Heavy clay-lands will longest retain the seed pure; light

loams and peat soils will sooner require the change.
" 2d—In selecting seed it should be ascertained, if

possible, where and on what kind of soil it grew ; and
select a soil of a different quality to that on which it is to

be sown. Never select seed from a rich soil to sow it on
a poor ; but prefer that from a poor soil to sow it on a rich.

** 3d—Always select seed well cleaned and pure, being

strictly of the same kind ; seed of different kinds will vege-

tate at different times, and ripen at different seasons,

which occasions serious loss, and further deterioration of

sample."
In No. II., for April, there is an excellent communica-

tion on the treatment of Mangold Wurzel. An article

on the culture of the Potato occupies the principal part

of No. III. We give an extract respecting the diseases to

which the plant is subject :

—

u The disorders to which the Potato is liable are, Dry
Rot, Curl, and Scab. The first of these, which is the

most dangerous, makes its ravages among our old mellow
varieties, corroding them as a canker, commencing where
some bruise, scab, or wound has effected an opening on

the rind or skin of the tubers, and by admitting atmo-

spheric air to mix with the saccharine and other juices of

the Potato, causes gangrene to set in, and in a few months
infect the whole tuber, and it becomes a brown putrid mass

of dry rot. Old varieties of the Potato are not so liable to it,

when grown on bog moor or mountain land. The Potato

abounds in a starchy substance, and when cut or bruised

there issues a portion of the liquid, and forms an incrus-

tation on the wounded part, impenetrable to the atmo-

sphere ; but on the contrary, strong lands which retain

ammoniacal salts, and that are remarkable for producing

gluten, grow Potatoes destitute of the necessary quantity

of starch, and so dry and mealy that their wounds and

bruises remain porous and open to the influence of air,

and to the baneful consequences of dry-rot.

"The Curl is a disease that a few harvest kinds are

subject to, such are Bangor, Red Nose Kidney, and most

of the kidney varieties. It is caused by allowing them to

become too ripe before dug out ; if taken up whilst in a

growing state, before the stalks wither, and exposed to the

influence of the sun until they turn green in the colour,

the propensity to curl will be remedied.
u The Scab infects all Potatoes grown on lands void of

fertility, that are worn out, or too long under the opera-

tion of the plough, and I would not advise a Potato crop

in such soils. The farmer should endeavour to have his

Potatoes for seed from moor or mountain soils, and if

such cannot be procured, from mellow fresh ones ; always
avoiding seed from worn-out land."

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing week.
Now that the busy time ofsowing and planting is over, save with

a few of the later flower-garden-plants, and the season hitherto

being- the most favourable we have had for many years, we shall

have more leisure for the next three months to turn our attention

to the higher branchesof gardening; and this is so far fortunate,

because, whatever kinds of plants one cultivates, unless the
greatest attention is paid to them while they are making their

growth, so as to bring them into fine proportionate specimens,
they will not be worth looking at, be they ever so rare. The
window- gardening round London, now-a-days, can boast of
better specimens of skill and attention than the general run of

our best conservatories could do as late as fourteen years back.
In the olden times, he whose collection numbered the most
species was considered the fortunate king of spades. "While this

taste prevailed, gardeners were compelled to crowd their plants
so much, that their naked stems looked more like fiddle-sticks

than anything else. The very opposite of this system now pre-
vails; no matter how rare a plant is, unless it yields so far to

artificial treatment as to suit the views of the possessor, it is at

once discarded for ever; and in this consists the grand secret of
keeping up a selection of plants. At no former period were the
advantages of growing plants into fine specimens more apparent
than at the last show of the Horticultural Society, where almost
every plant was a perfect specimen of its kind. The manner,
also, in which the exhibitors placed their plants on the table was
a lesson of itself worth going a hundred miles to see, and to

learn. Instead of crowding them after the manner of the old

school, every plant had a free scope all round, so that you could
see the different modes of pruning, training, and staking, which
the growers found most applicable to each kind; and let your
experience be what it might, you could learn many useful hints
from this arrangement. Any one, after witnessing this arrange-
ment, who will allow his plants to be huddled up together at home,
has paid too dear for his admission-ticket,

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.— About the beginning of June the succession and
3
founger plants will want potting, and if they are in a healthy
vigorous state, they will require plenty of room in the new pots,

as, after Midsummer, when they are established in the new soil,

they will grow faster than at any other period of the season.
Vinery.—These houses are now out of all sort of danger that

I can think of, except what may be feared from too heavy a crop
j

and if yon have any doubts on the subject, let the Vines have the
benefit of them. See also that the bunches of the succession-crops
are well thinned, and keep up a good growing atmosphere till the
fruit begins to ripen.
Peaches and Cherries.—All that can be done to them is to

guard the crop. The trees must put up with a little ill-treatment

till the crops are gathered.
Figs.— These must never suffer for want of water. Pinch off

the tops of the young shoots always at the third or fourth joint,

unless you want wood to fill up your space.
Melons and Cucumbers.— I saw the other day an original

and very simple method of smoking these plants; or indeed, any
kind of plants in frames. It is this :— Dissolve a table-spoonful
of saltpetre in a pint of water ; take pieces of the coarsest brown
paper, about six inches wide, and ten or twelve inches long;
steep them in the liquid till they are all wet; dry them, and they
are fit for use, and will keep I know not how long. When you
want to smoke a frame, roll one or two of the pieces like a cigar,

leaving a hollow in the middle from half-an-inch to an inch in

diameter, and fill this up with tobacco; then twist one end, and
stick it in the soil, and light the other end, and the thing will

smoke away slowly for an hour or more, and kill all the flies. An
innkeeper near this place hit upon the plan this season, and he
uses the refuse tobacco of his smoking-room, or the odds and
ends of cigars, and what is left in the pipes, &c.

Out-door Department.
The last three weeks have been the finest weather for gardening

that we ever experienced in May. Insects have been as yet less

general than usual, and all the crops of vegetables and fruits are

now very promising indeed. Here we have had only two Goose-
berry bushes infected with the caterpillar, and a little dose of the

gas-liquor killed them instantly ; the liquor was diluted as I have
already stated.
Asparagus—This is the very best time in the whole year to

apply salts and saline manures to this crop. The drainage of

common sewers, of stables and cow-houses, laundries, or even
pond-water made thick with soot, will all be now appropriated
by these plants.

Broccoli for autumn may yet be sown. Grange's Early
White is the best; but if you are fond of novelties, you can get
them under half-a-dozen new names, all of which may be true
enough for aught I know.
Cauliflower.— I should not like to sow this later than the

beginning of this week for late autumn use. Sowvery thin, asyou
can hardly expect to be able to prick out next month, so that the

crop must stand on the seed-bed till fit to plant out permanently.
Endive.—About the end of May or the beginning of June is

the best time to sow this very wholesome sallad for autumn use
;

and as you ought to sow some every three weeks till the middle
of September, you need sow only a pinch of seeds each time ; sow
them also very thin.

Sowing Summbr Crops.—All summer crops, of whatever
nature or kind, should be sown very thin indeed if any of the
plants are to be afterwards transplanted. To be sure, you can
thin out if they happen to be too thick; but if the weather is dry
at the time, you may do a good deal of harm, and, on the whole,

you had better sow thin in the first instance ;—and I have allowed

you a new heading in the Calendar to remind you more particu-

larly on this point. Lettuces, and the other succession-crops,

you will, of course, not forget to sow, if you have only a penny
almanac to say when.
Orchard.—One of the very best points of the old school is

now-a-days not so much attended to as it ought to be—I mean
the thinning-out and regulating the summer-growth of the
Gooseberry, Currant, and Raspberry bushes. Though the
kitchen-garden were full of weeds, the summer-pruning of these

plants was never omitted in my younger days, and always about
this time. In early situations, Peaches and Apricots may now be

patrially thinned, where a heavy crop is set. Cherries and Plums
on the walls will also want thinning by-and-by. All the late

Pears, either on walls or standards, are much improved by early

thinning. It is hardly necessary to remind any one to keep down
insects of all sorts on fruit-trees.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—Very many of the free-growing plants will now want
another shift into larger pots, and as they must occupy more
room, yon must remove some of the more hardy sorts to the

greenhouse, or some other place. Now and in the middle of

winter are the advantages of an intermediate house between a
stove and greenhouse most apparent; this is the most useful
house that can be about an establishment. Recollect that no
plant is worth looking at until it is brought to a good specimen.
Greenhouse.—If you can by any possibility have access to

spare frames or pits, all the Heaths, and most of the other hardier
and more delicate greenhouse plants, will grow in them far

better than in the best-constructed greenhouse; and in that case
you can turn your greenhouse into an intermediate stove, or into

a show-house where only plants in flower are to be kept for the
summer.
Pits and Frames.—When the finer plants are brought into

these you may keep them a little closer, and probablymanyoft.be

plants will want a little shading in the middle of the day at first.

After the pots are all watered in the afternoon, give the whole a

good sprinkling with the syringe; not, however, if it has been a

dull cloudy day.
Out-door Department.

Flower-garden.—This has been such a fine time for turning

out flower-garden plants, for sowing or transplanting annuals,
for mowing and rolling, and for the growth of weeds, that people

are so much engaged in all this as to leave them little time to

read Calendars,— D.Beaton, Skruoland Park Gardens.
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May 19. Cold rain ; cloudy ; overcast and fine.

20. Light hazy clouds and fine ;
cloudy; heavy rain at night.

21. Fine; heavy shower?; clear and fine.

22. Fine; very heavy rain at noon ; showery.
23. Lij-ht clouds and fine ; showery; lightning a t night ; heavy rain.
24. Heavy rain ; cloudy; clear ;tnd fine.

25. Heavy clouds ; very fine; evening clear, with many shooting stars.
Mean temperature of the week 2.4° below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17
Week ending June 3, 1843.
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Rained.
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4 2Sun. 28 £ 08.9 45.5 57-2 4 0.3s in. _*_

Mon. 29 07.1 40.4 6G.7 6 0.97 1 •i i 2 1 3 3 —
Tues. 30 07.7 46.2 56.9 fi 0.22 1 4 4- 2 8 2 1

Wed. 31 09.4 47.0 68.2 6 0.33 mmm 5 1- 8 4 3 1

Thnrs. 1 70.1 47-3 587 9 0.27 3 2- 5 4_ 3 —
Fri. 2 69.0 48.4 68.7 6 0.33 i— 2 — ' 2 2j3 5 3
Sat. 8 69 2 47.1 .'•3.2 0.91 1 4i 6 3 4

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 2nd,
1834—thermometer 85°; and the'lowest on the 28th, 1834, and 3rd, 1837—
thermometer 35p .

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending May 26, 1843.

The market this week is well stocked with garden produce of

a better quality. Carrots and Turnips, of the present year, are

now getting of a tolerable size; and there is a considerable

quantity of Cauliflowers, offered at 6d. each. Grapes, Pines,

Melons, and Cherries, are exceedingly good, particularly

the first and the two last. Some hothouse Grapes are

selling as low as 2s. a pound; but they are evidently very

stale. Ordinary ones produce 4a-. a pound. Gooseberries

are much larger, and there are some Currants in a few of

the stalls. Foreign Grapes and Oranges are many of them now
rotting. Peaches are of a moderate size, though poorly coloured.

The flowering plants in pots, that were fresh to us, were Epacris

heteronema, Erica mundula, E. vestita alba, E. cerinthoides, a

few wretched Balsams, Lupinus polyphyllus (both the blue and
white varieties), Cereus flagelliformis, the Musk plant, some good
Mignonette, the red-blossomed Hawthorn, Boronia denticuhita,

Kutaxia myrtifolia, and the Honeysuckle. Of cut specimens the

principal were, Fabiana imbricata, varieties of Erica ventricosa,

and E. vestita, E. perspicua, Lupinus polyphyllus, and various

kinds of herbaceous Pseonies.

PRICES, Satuiiday, May "27, 1843—FRUITS:—
Oranges, hitter, per 100, Gs to 20j

Lemons, per doz. \s to 2s

— per 100,5* to 14s;

Cucumbers, per brace, Is to 3s
Walnuts, per bush., \Gs

Chesnuts, per peck, 4s to Hs

Almonds, perpeck, Os
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3s

Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. 50» to 55*

Ci b Nuts, per 100 lbs. 60s to 70s
Nuts, per bushel —

— Kraxil • iGs

— Spanish, 18*
_ Barcelona, 22s
— Cob, 12*

Pine Apple, per It). 6* to 10s

Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 4s to 8s
— Spanish, per lb. 1* to ls6d
— Portug.il, per lb. 1* to 3*

Peaches, per dozen, 0* to 12s

Nectarines, per dozen, 9s to 12s
Melons, 6* to 12*

Apples, dessert, per bush., 8s to 22s
— Kitchen, per bush. 0s to 10*

Siravvberries,Torced, per oz., fid to Is
' tooseberriesj per half-sieve, 2s orf to 6*

Currants, per pottle, Hd to^ls]

A pfloots, per pottle, 1* 3d to 2*

Oranges, per doz.. Is to 2s Gd— per 100,6* to 20s

VEGETAKI.ES.
Cabbage-plants,per doz. bunch.. Is to 3*

Cabbages, perdoz., (id to 1* 3(/

Cauliflowers, per dozen, 4s to 12s
Means, Kidney, forced, p- 100, 2s to 4a Gd
Potatoes, per ton, 00s to 00*
— per cwt. 4i to 5*

— per bushel , 2* to 2* Or/

— Kidney, p. bush., \*9d to 2* 3c/

— Scotch, per bushel, 2s

— New, per lb., Gd to I* Gd

Jerusalem Artichokes, per half-sieve,

is to 1* Gd
Artichokes, green, per doz., 3s to 0s

Turnips, Spring, per bunch, 3d to ls6r/

Red Keot, per dozen, 9d to Is

Horse Radish, per bundle, Is to 0s

Radish, spring, p. doz,. hands, Gd to Is

— Turnip, p. do/, bunch, BdtO Is

Carrots, per doz. bunch. 7-t to 9*
— Young Horn., per bun, Gd to Is Gd
— Spring per bunch, Crf to Is Gd

Parsneps, per dozen, Gd to 1*

Garlic, per lb* Gd to Bd
Shallots, per lb., •* to Is Gd

Shallots, green, per hunch, 3d to Gd
Asparagus, large, per hundred, 4s to 7*

— Sprue, or Small, p. bun. U6d to 2a6d

Peas, forced, per hall-sieve, 12s to 15s

Lettuce, Cabb., p. sieve, 9rf to 1*

— Cos, per score, Gd to Is 3d
Celery, p. bd., (l2to 15)6// to 1* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, id to Is 3rf

Small Salads, per punnet, 2<l to 3d

Green Basil, per bunch, 4dvto Gd
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun- 4d to Gd
Parsley, per half-sieve, 9d to 1*

Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2s to 3*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2s to 3s
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*

Marjarom, green, per bunch 4r/to Gd

Mushrooms, per pottle, 0</ to 9d
Spinach, per sieve, Gd to 1*

Leeks, per doz- bun., 5s to 6*

Onions, per bushel, 5s to 8*
— Spring per bunch, 2d to Gd
— Pickling, per hf. -sv., 4s Gd to 6*

— Green, p. doz. bun. 2s to 4*

Notices to Correspondents.
Salt.—Dianthus.— It was a sad error to listen to such foolish

advice as that of salting your flower-beds. Three things may
now he suggested :— 1. To deluge the soil with water, in order

to wash out the salt; but you will probably spoil the soil in

the attempt, and may not succeed; 2. To remove all the soil;

3. To water the soil with nitric acid, which will decompose tlie

salt and form nitrate of soda. We fear, however, the latter

will be too costly a remedy. The best way will be to try a

bushel of the soil first, and see what happens. The acid may
be diluted largely with water, and the mass left for a fortnight,

when it should be examined, to see if the soil is better. This

may be ascertained by potting in it some spare Carnations, ol

no value.
fManures.— Guano.—\Jsg it at the rate of i lb. to a gallon ol

water; it varies in strength. If you do not get effect enough
repeat the dose. C.J. P.—Apply gas-water to your heaps ol

weeds and peat, and you will find it speedily fit them for manure.

Graft.— If you will take the trouble to refer back to our

Notices to Correspondents for the last half-year, you WH*

meet with all you desire on the subject. .

Ponds.—An Original Subscriber can try powdered charcoal n

clearing the water in his pond. It may possibly prove effectual,

we cannot advise him as to any other plan. .

Garden-Frame.-Will the correspondent at Dewsbury ,
who, a

page 211, described a garden-frame, favour us with som

further information as to the manner of its construction t

Bottom-Heat,—J. M. //.— You will get the information >ou

want in a short time, in a leading article, probably next wee •

In the meanwhile we see no objection to your boiler ;
but w /

will not an old copper kettle, with holes cut for the flow an

return pipes, do as well?
T

-
SvAi>ES.—Diggory.—Foster's spades are not the same as-i-y

don's patent spades. The former are manufactured at Sto

bridge ; the latter at Birmingham. Of this any dealer in su
^

articles ought to have been able to inform you. It tn05iem
your neighbourhood do not choose either to sul,p

/?, j^ing
themselves, nor to give themselves the trouble of outa ^
information respecting them from their London corresp^
ents, you can certainly procure the article in question ti

theLondonnurserymen.il
.

-

n fhis
Fruit-trees.—J. B. H.—We hear of no complaints "

inst
quarter, except such as are always made by grumbler

Providence. ™*He some
Pine-Apples.—Will Mr. Hamilton, who last year ™*1

'

d ftS

statements about his success in growing Pines, be

>
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oblige several correspondents with an account of his mode of
management?

Melons.—Rus.—You may remove all the female blossoms of
your Melons, except about six or eight of the finest on each
plant, which should be left to set for fruit. As a general rule,
there should not be more than one fruit on each principal
branch ;

though two may be allowed if it is very strong. The
male blossoms may likewise be taken off after the fruit is

thoroughly set.

Pbach-trbbs.—H. C. 0. sends last year's shoots from some large
Peach-trees. Those received exhibit gum ; and independent of
this, a general mortification has taken place as regards all the
last year's shoots. He attributes the evil to "the excessive
heat of last summer, as the whole of the trees having a southern
aspect are in the same state, whilst those having an eastern
aspect, in the same garden, are in a healthy condition." When
Peach-trees are too much dried up during a continuance of hot
dry weather—which of course they arc most liable to be against
a south wall— they are apt to become diseased, in the manner
above described, after the first heavy fall of rain. It would
appear that more sap is then absorbed by the roots than the
vessels of the tree can well receive. There is no remedy; but
the preventive is obviously that of mulching and watering, in
order to keep the trees in a free-growing state during the dry
weather, so that when rain does come a full supply of mois-
ture will be nothing more than what the trees have been
accustomed to.

%

\

Drikd Strawberries.— C. il/.begs Mr. Allen will kindly inform
him how he continues to preserve his Strawberries, while
drying in the sun, from dust. C. M. lives in London.

Cucumbers.— Constant.—The reason why your Cucumbers
canker is for want of bottom-heat. The heat of your dung is

exhausted, and the roots have a low temperature to grow in,

-While the tops are well supplied with the heat by the sun;
Watering will accelerate the evil. The best means for pre-

venting canker, is by a slight lining of fresh dung to the bed
before it gets exhausted, and not to suffer the water to go near
the stems of your plants, %

Asparagus.— J. M.—The application of salt to your beds when
the seeds were first sown would not have much effect; for in

all probability it has long since been washed down into the
soil, beyond the reach of the roots. You had better apply it

now, dissolved in water. However, salt by itself is not
enough; the plant wants a great deal of strong manure. No
Asparagus near London has hitherto been, this year, as good
as usual, owing to the long continuance of cold and wet
weather. Are you well drained ?

Orchidack;e.— W. F., G. F. t and J. R. J.— Our copy of Mr.
Lyon a'9 work was a presentation one ; and Mr. L. has only

distributed it among his private friends.

Camellias.— F. A. P.—The case to which you refer is probably

that of some Camellia flowers produced near London, and ex-

hibited a few weeks ago to the Horticultural Society. Those
plants were trained to a north wall, in a well-drained border

;

in this all the secret of their success consists, as we believe.

AVe should turn them out in such a place now, in a bed of
peat, such as would be employed for Rhododendrons. The
double white is one of the hardiest.

Cacti.— T. White.—The best way to bloom C. speciosus and spe-

ciosissimus is to grow them in an enriched soil, and keep them
in a warm, light house while they are making their shoots,
exposing them entirely during August and September. By the
latter practice they will become brownish and unhealthy-
looking for a time ; though they will soon recover this.

Cactus Seeds.—An Original Subscriber.—The seeds of Cacti
may be gathered and sown as soon as they are ripe. Being
produced in a large pulpy berry, this never bursts of itself;

but its appearance will tell you when it is mature. All the
treatment they require, is to remove the pulpy matter from
them j and this mny be best done by washing.

Roses.—An Inquirer , Torynar/.—The appearance of green leaves
in the centre of Roses is not uncommon. Some suppose it

arises from the soil being too rich; if this be the cause the
remedy is obvious. It is also caused by the early part of the
season being dry, which, if followed by wet, induces fresh
growth ; for this we know of no remedy.*

Rhododendrons.—Rhodon.—The variety called Mars is a good
scarlet, and we believe it is hardy. To ensure a liberal display
of flowers, treat your plants as recommended in Vol. i. p. 363

;

and also apply cow-dung to the roots. For information on
American shrubs, you may consult Loudon's Arboretum liri-

tannicum, and MVNab on Evergreens.
Creepers.—A Correspondent.—Nothing grows faster than the
American Creeper, Ivy, Clematis fiammula and vitalba. it is

possible that your place would suit some gardener; but it is

necessary to advertise it.

Pelargoniums.— Catherine.—Itis not advisable to syringe when
the plants are in bloom, as it injures the flowers. Catherine
find an Inquirer at Torquay.—W e cannot suggest a remedy for
the spotting of the leaves of Pelargoniums—the cause of which
is at present unknown 5 the most experienced are subjected to
have their plants injured by it, and whether it arises from any
crudeness in the soil, or from the dampness of the house, or the
larva of some minute insect, has never been ascertained.*.
F. a. K— if you want a rich compost for Pelargoniums, you
^ay obtain it speedily by mixing two-thirds of fresh loam with
one of well-decayed manure from an old hotbed. Add a little

teaf-mould, and a small quantity of broken sand-stone, reduced
as fine as possible, and you will not heed silver sand. In the
absence of stone, finely- broken potsherds, bricks or charcoal,
^H be useful. The Rev. G. Bethune.— It is not uncommon
to see a single flower of a Pelargonium coming of a different
colour, most probably indicating one of the parents of the
flower, but that a whole branch should be so affected is very
Angular—these sports cannot be accounted tor— the same
thifl£ takes place in the red Laburnum, inthe Chrysanthemum,
ar»d is similar to a Nectarine occasionally coming on a Peach
tree.* Dabbler.—Your Seedling is a decided variety, pretty,
but rather too faint in colour.*

r*»aiBs.—Pansie.—Your method of proceeding appears correct,
ar*d the failure you experience in striking your Pansies pro-
ceeds most probably from the selection of the shoots for

Propagation. Prepare your ground by removing the soil to
tne depth of about four or five inches, and replace this with
compost, which should be light and rich, consisting of equal
Parts of loam and leaf-mould, or well rotted cow manure, with
* Portion of sand; ir the loam is stiff, this should be mixed well
together and sifted : having prepared the bed, water it through
a fine rose. Select your cuttings from the short-jointed

gloomed shoots, taken from the centre or sides of the
Wants. The older shoots are hollow, and hard, and not fit lor
jAe purpose

; take off the lower leaves, and cut close under a
J°int

5 lor if a portion uniJer the joint is lelt, it will decay and
^danger the safety of the plant: insert the cuttings in the
*°u", and press the earth firmly round them, and when com-
pleted again water with a fine'rose ; shade from the sun, and
Pay attention to watering. When they begin to grow pinch
D"the tops of the shoots, to encourage their making strong
jttiu bushy plants. Some growers strike their cuttings under
passes, others do not, exceptinginthe early or late part of the
^ason, when they require protection. Many stiike their
puttings in pots, placing them round the edge, and covering

jjtli a hand-glass.*

th * 1
AST ^lant.—Mr. Abbott states in answer to A Lady,"Ia t he is not aware of the Blessed Thistle being used as a

* east Plant, although employed medicinally; and he has sent
? seed, which is certainly of Cnicus Iknedictus. It does not,
novvever, follow that because he has the Blessed Thistle, a

e-p,
S

,

ls the sa»»e; although the form of her leaf, and the

ai p
Cra

i °l)ucarance of her seed, as far as the cuts explain them,
e m favour of the supposition. We cannot spare more room

for this inquiry until it is ascertained that the plant in question
will act like yeast, which is the only noint of interest in the
matter.

Double Yellow Rose.— /. J?.—We are not aware whether this
plant may be increased by grafting; but it will probably
succeed by the ordinary mode, if grafted on stocks of the
Austrian Briar.

Rises spkciosum.—J. B.—M your cuttings or slips of this plant
will not root, you will perhaps gain your object by layering it.

Dahlias.—A Subscriber mny prune his Dahlias, if he desiies to
have only a few very fine and perfect flowers on them. It

should be done as soon as the shoots show themselves , and
the lower ones alone should be removed. It is not well to take
away the leader.

Hybrid Plants.—Rosebud.— hi general it is necessary that when
one plant is fertilised by another, they should both be of the
same family, and even of the same genus. But we have sonic
curious facts upon this matter, which will, before long, form
the subject of a leading article.

Seedling Cacti.— J. R.—Your seedling is intermediate in the
form and colour of its flowers, between Jenkinsonii and spe-
ciosissimus : itis quite as good as the latter, anrl has as much
of blue in it; but unless it differs markedly in habit, it will not
be distinct enough to bear a separate name.

Seedling Heaths.—A T. -Your seedling between E. aristata
minor and E. vestita coccinea partakes of the character of
both, as well in the habit and foliage as in the colour and form
of the flowers: yet it is essentially different from either, and
may be regarded as a very handsome and valuable production.
The one raised from unimprcgnated seeds of E. perspicua is
not so peculiar ; it has, however, very rich pink flowers, and
is a beautiful thing. Could you furnish us with your address?

Insects.— G. Imms.—Your small white thread-like worms are the
Gordius aquaticus: they abound in some places on the surface
of the soil, in wet weather; their history appears to be but little

understood. S. W. H. Rogers.—The larva of a small moth
belonging to the genus Tinea is creating the ravages you speak
of to your carpets ; three or four species of Tinea are known to
create great destruction to woollen cloths, furs, silks, &c.
The larva lives in a tube which it forms of the article it feeds
upon j and when full grown turns into a chrysalis, and then

;

becomes a small moth, the eggs of which produce the pest so

j

much dreaded by yourself and oiher careful housekeepers. To
destroy the moth is therefore of much importance, but this is

a difficult matter, and instead attention should be chiefly

devoted to the larva: to get rid of these, or at least to hinder
i them from doing important injury, all articles they feed upon
i

should be frequently exposed to the light and fresh air, well
brushing and beating them at the same lime : in case of carpets
being attacked, they should be frequently removed from the

!
floors, well beaten, and the floors well washed with strong soap-
suds, directing the scrubbing-brush into all cracks where the

j

larvae are likely to hide. Attention to these particulars will do
much to rid yon of the nuisance you complain of ; and if you

1 will forward some of the small moths, which will soon make
their appearance in your house, to us, the exact species of
Tinea can be easily determined. S. A. E.—The caterpillar
destroying your Rose-bushes is probably that of a small moth
called Lozotcenia Rosaria ; but as the specimen you forwarded
to us was crushed before it reached our hands, we cannot speak
positively : the eggs, which are laid in the summer or autumn,
hatch with the opening leaves, and the little caterpillar begins
at once to form a residence, by drawing two or more leaflets

together, on which it feeds. This operation soon points out
where the caterpillar is, and the best method which we know
of getting rid of it is hand-picking, which should be practised
as soon as the operations of the caterpillar become visible.

Your ground grub is that of a species of Tipula, probably that
of Tipula oleracea, and is capable of doing much mischief

:

you should get rid of it if possible, but it is difficult to point
out an effectual remedy for a garden ; it will turn into what is

commonly called a Daddy-long-legs, and when in this state it

can be destroyed in a variety of ways, which will naturally
suggest themselves, and no opportunity should be lost, to clear
your grounds of such a nuisance. S. S. D.—White Hellebore
powder, if fresh, is the best remedy for the Gooseberry cater-
pillar. Grub.—The grub investing your garden to "such a
degree that you can hardly keep an herbaceous plant alive, is

that above alluded to as probably the grub of Tipula oleracea,
and in our answer to " A. E." you will find such information as
will meet your inquiries. S. W. Elliott.—-Your insect is the
Emperor moth— Saturnia Pavonia minor of entomologists. Its

caterpillar feeds on Willow, Apple, and occasionally other trees,

but is not known to do any serious injury to them. The middle
of May and the beginning of August are the times when the
moth appears. The caterpillar is found in the autumn. S.

Z. A'.— If your ants are very troublesome, you had
better pour boiling water on the hillocks; this will effectually

destroy them.
Books.— S. F. J".—The Linnean system of Botany is not worth

learning, and we cannot do you the disservice of recommend-
ing you abook on the subject. T. //.—Martin Boyle's Cyclo-
paedia can be procured by any bookseller who chooses to give
himself the trouble to obtain it. If your bookseller wont get
it, we advise you to change him. R. E.—The best work on
British plants, with uncoloured plates, is Sowerby's small
edition of English Botany.

Miscellaneous.—R. Zr.D.—Your plant is Hakcapugioniformis;
you will gain all the information you require from any cata-
logue. il/. W.—The specimen sent is a variety of Saxifraga
hypnoides. Clcricus.—\\e have no notes concerning the
Apples and Pears that were exhibited atChiswick. 31. C—
We really cannot name your Rhododendrons. Nos. 9 and 15

are tolerably good flowers; but they are all too much like R.
ponticum. Ltusor.—The error arose through the printers
having left out the word " bunches." You ought to read " per
doz. bunches," as Cabbage-plants are made up in bunches
containing from 8 to 10 plants each; the seedlings spoken of
are sold for planting only. 5. Pitchford and several others.—
See the Notices to Correspondents of last week, p. 844, the
second paragraph. i)/. E. S.—A Fumariaceous plant, and
possibly Adlumia cirrhosa; hut who can judge rightly of such
a miserable specimen ? Mr* Billington, next week if pos-
sible. We wish to connect his remarks with seme of our own.— J. M.—Apparently an Argyreia, and perhaps A. argentia

;

if it is, as we suppose, a climber. A. A.—All plants may be
raised from seeds, if seeds can be obtained. Mignonette, Buck-
wheat, and White Clover are favourite plants with bees.
Liquid-manure, il not applied in too large a quantity, suits most
plants; but over-doses are often injurious, and independently
of other mischief, may make plants run to leaf, instead of pro-
ducing flowers. Aith.— Fruit-tree seeds cannot be bought.
They are only saved by private individuals who intend to send
them to friends abroad. Send out all " tender annuals" and
Californian flower-seeds

; the nurserymen understand these
terms. A Voting BotanisVs specimens are, 1, ispiraja hyperi-
cifolia; 2, Cornus mascula ; 3, Staphylca trifoliata. You will
easily ascertain their natural order from the catalogues.
W. Kirk.—Your plant is the Ipomcea bona-nox, now called
Calonyction speciosum.- A. A*.—-The specimens you have
forwarded arc Fedia olitoria, Sherardia arvensis, and Veronica
chamsedrys. /. E.— No. 1 is Illiciumfloridanumj 2,Eutaxia
myrtilolia j 3, Aphelexis humilis ; 4, Chorozcma varium nanum ;

5, Salvia Grahami; 6, Bauera rubioides. A Subscriber will

find the names of the best Azaleas shown at Chiswick in our

report of last week. In regard to the Roses, we refer him to

a note in a subsequent page, under the head of "Chiswick
Show." Malvaviseus.—3,Lithospermum purpuro-cseruleum;

5, Ramonda pyrenaica; others not recognisable. M. W.—
Silene quinquevulnera, and Gaultheria shallon. C.E. G.—
1 Orchis maculataj 2, O. latifalia.—— Chermes,— Most red

earths contain oxide of iron. Jf you want to make it, throw
some old nails into water till a red mud is produced, and add
it to soil. L. J. F.— There is no reason why your greenhouse
should not face the east, it is a good enough exposure for
greenhouses. W. Maundrell.—We are unacquainted with
the correspondent at Dewsbury; but have asked the question.

Flora.—Asparagus cannot be of better quality than yours!
An old Subscriber.— The seeds are the Stone Pine. A. E.— Ixia longifiora. Bees cannot change the colour of flowers."

Liquid manure prepared from cow-dung is excellent for Azaleas,
and probably for Magnolias also. Young Melons fall off either
because they are not fertilised or because \ he plant is not strong
enough to bear them. Your Pear is apparently attacked by
some mining insect; we are unable to suggest a remedy.
A Constant Reader.— Vie have no means of obtaining the
address 01 the Mr. Hamilton who won the prize at the Cheet-
hnm-hill Cucumber show, and your letter, therefore, lies at our
office. R. Jl.-Your Berberises are, 1, B. xberica; 2, Caro-
liniana; 3, cratsegina; 4, sibirica, var. ; 5, vulgaris, var. ; 6,

sibirica; 7, vulgaris, var. ; 8,vulgaris. var. j 9,asiatica ; io,do.
;

11, emarginataj 12, iberica, var.; 13, vulgaris; 14, sinensis

5

15, aristata. A Subscriber.—The Mr. Davis who obtained the
prize lor a miscellaneous collection of fruit at the Chiswick
show, was Mr. E. Davis. S. Smee. -Your seedling Pgeony is

not distinct from P. Moutan Banksise, which varies very much
in the filling. up of its flowers, and also in the shape and colour
of the petals.^! W. i?.—Your plant is some species of Hyme-
nocallis. If you remove one flower-stem from your Amar>llis
blanda, it will unquestionably improve it for the following
season. N. D. H. AT.—Your Apple is the Easter Pippin. [|

J. M.— Oneidium carthaginense, var.; Epidendrum aromati-
cum; Gesnera verticillata.

One shilling each will be given for Nos. 7, 23, and 24, for 1842.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pelargoniums.—W. J. E.—Your seedling is a very ill-formed
flower; the lower petals are too long and too na i row, and the
upper ones are uneven on the edge.* Repealer.—The lower
petals are short and well-formed, but the flower altogether
wants substance, and there is too much feathering seen below
the spot.*

Pansiks.—H. H. t Hampstead.—Your seedling Pansy is a very
good flower; flat, the petals in good proportion, with a well-
marked eye; centre white, upper petals light purple, with a
broad belt of the same colour round the lower petals; it is

distinct in colour, a little deficient in substance.* W. C.—
Bruce is a large and fine flower, of good substance, weak in
the eye, and no improvement upon many dark flowers already
out. G. M. W. Dublin.—Your seedling Pansy wants round-
ness, and the eye more decided marking; the difference in the
yellow of the ground-colour of tbe lip and side petals is a great
drawback, and would be fatal in a better flower. An Ama-
teur.—

A

r is a round, fiat, and well-formed variety, having
the ground-colour of the lip yellow, and the side-petais white,
which renders it of no use as a show-flower. JeamUe Deans,
pure white ground, eye very dark and fin©, upper petals of a
deep rich and bright purple, with a broad margin of the
same colour round the lower petals, a brilliant and beautiful
flovfrer.—J)on Juan, a clean and well-formed flower, yellow
ground with rich mulberry upper petals, a broad border of the
same colour" surrounds the lower petals; the flower is flat,

of good substance, but wants decided marking in the eye.

S. M.— Pansies sent in a letter without any protection can-
not arrive in a proper state to judge of their qualities 5 your
seedling was quite dry and flat— it appears to be very thin, and
of no use as a show-flower. FcrosG.—No use as a show-
flower,— the ground-colour wants purity; it is small, with a
notch in the lower petal. J. H.—Your Pansy is well formed,
and the edges of the petals are remarkably smooth, but the
flower wants size and substance.

Calceolarias.— W. Map,—Lady Charlotte is a fine flower, well-
formed, and singular in its marking, having a yellow ground
covered with largo brown spots. Incomparable is not so good
in form, and we have seen many in the same way.

Cineraria.—Juvcnis Cork, quilled variety, pretty in colour, with
the common fault of having the petals narrow and far apart.

Fuchsias.—W. J. A'.—Your specimen does not appear to differ

sufficiently from others we have seen. Besides which, the
recent exhibitions have satisfied us that Ihe quality of a Fuchsia
cannot be Well determined without seeing it on the bush.

As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The long-expected secession from the Church of Scot-

land took place on Thursday, the 18th inst. The event,

though remarkable in many of its details, presented few

of the usual characters of a popular movement, and the

expression of feeling on the occasion appears for the most

part to have been confined to the galleries of tbe House

of Assembly. The secession took place immediately after

the General Assembly had been constituted, and before

even the roll of members had been called over. The

Moderator read the protest of the Non-Intrusion

party, and walked out of the House, followed by 120

Ministers and 73 Elders ; among whom were Dr.

Chalmers, Dr. Candlish, and other well-known names.

The seceding party then constituted a new assembly, by

the name of the '' Assembly of the Free Presbyterian

Church of Scotland," of which Dr. Chalmers was

elected Moderator. These events have of course

excited general attention, and it will be seen by our

Parliamentary Report that the Government are pre-

pared to act by their recorded declarations, and will

be guided by the proceedings of the General As-

sembly, as the recognised authority of the Scottish

church, in any remedial measures they may propose for

the relief of its present difficulties. The adjourned

debate on the Canada Corn-bill in the House of Com-

mons was concluded en Monday, when the motion for

going into Committee was carried by a majority of 188.

Mr. Christie's motion for leave to bring in a bill to

abolish the oaths and subscriptions now required in the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and lor admitting

Dissenters to those Universities, was negatived on Thurs-

day by a majority of 70. In the Lords on Tuesday, Lord

Powis brought forward his bill to repeal so much of the

Ecclesiastical Benefices Act as provides for the union of

the sees of St. Asaph and Bangor. After an animated

debate, in which several prelates took part, the bill was

withdrawn for the present session.

Fiom France we learn that the law adopting theamend-
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ment for equalising the duty on colonial and beet-root
J
tion of the Legitimists and of the clergy who have placed

sugar in five years, has passed the Chambers by a large j
their hopes on a popular or republican movement, is loud

majority.—From Spain we have the important intelligence
| ]

n
\
ts praises of the Irish Bishop of Ardagh, and is equally

of the resignation of the new Ministry, They asked not
only for the dismissal of all the military friends of the
Regent, but the immediate removal of the garrison of

Madrid, to be replaced by such troops as Senor Lopez
should select. The Regent refused to sign the dismissal
cf the Generals, and an immediate dissolution of the
Cabinet was the result. Senor Becerra, President of the
Senate, has been commissioned to form a new Ministry,
and it is cpenlv asserted that the demands of Senor Lopez

aPP» rent eyes - This phenomenon was observed last year

were the precursors of a new Christino movement, which
must have led to the overthrow of the Regent From
the Levant we learn that the Servian Government has at

length made its unconditional submission to the Porte.

This unexpected change has been produced by the cer-

tainty that they would receive no support from France,
England, or Austria ; the Prince has therefore consented
to resign, and a new election will take place without delay.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied
by the Princess Royal, left town on Saturday afternoon,
for Claremont ; where they still remain. The Prince of
Wales and the Infant Princess, accompanied by the
Dowager Lady Lyttelton, followed in another carriage.
Wednesday being the Queen's birthday, was observed in
London and at Claremont with the usual honours. Prince
Albert came to town yesterday, to attend a meeting of the
Fine Arts Commission, and returned to Claremont in the
evening. The Royal suite at Claremont consists of^the
Countess of Dunmore, Lady in Waiting; Sir F. Storrie,
Groom in Waiting ; the Hon. Misses Stanley and Hamil-
ton, Maids of Honour ; the Dowager Lady Lytfelton ; Cols.
Grey and Wylde, Equerries in Waiting; and the Hon. C. A.
Murray, Master of the Household.— It is understood that
the King of Hanover has resolved not to undertake this
year his journey to England.—Notice has been issued from
the Lord Chamberlain's Office, that His Royal Highness
Prince Albert will, by the desire of Her Majesty, hold a
Levee at St. James's Palace, on behalf of Her Majesty,
on Wednesday, the 21st of June next, at two o'clock ;

and that Her Majesty will hold Drawing Rooms at St.
James's Palace on Thursday, the 29th June, and on Thurs-
day, the 6th July, to celebrate Her Majesty's birthday.

Official Appoirdments.—The Earl of Dal'housie has been
appointedVice-President of the Board of Trade. The Queen
has been pleased to direct letters patent to be passed under
the Great Seal, granting unto his Royal Highness Prince
Albert the offices of Governor and Constable of Windsor
Castle, in the room of the late Duke of Sussex. The Queen
has been pleased to appoint Lieutenant-General the Hon.
Patrick Stuart to be Governor of Malta and its depend-
encies; Francis Burgess, Esq., to be Chief Police Magis-
trate m the Island of Van Diemen's Land ; the Rev.
George Giles to be chaplain of the Female Penitentiary
in the Island of Van Diemen's Land; and W. Walter
Kaleigh Kerr, Esq., to be Assistant Auditor-General to
the Government of the Island of Mauritius.

Establishment of the Prince of Wales.—The Queen
has been pleased to direct letters patent to be passed under
the Privy Seal of his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales,
conferring the following appointments :—Thomas Pem-
berton Leigh, Esq., to be Chancellor and Keeper of the
Great Seal to his Royal Highness ; the Hon. John Chet-
wynd Talbot to be Attorney-General to his Royal High-
ness

; George Edward Anson, Esq., to be Treasurer of the
Household and Cofferer to his Royal Highness; James
Robert Gardiner, Esq., to be Secretary and Clerk of the
Council to his Royal Highness, Keeper of the Records of
the Duchy of Cornwall, Secretary, Receiver-General, and
Keeper of the Signet, for the Stewartry and Principality
of Scotland

; and Edward White, Esq., to be Auditor of
the Duchy of Cornwall.

Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. Bagshaw, the late
member for Sudbury, is once more a candidate for the
representation of that borough, and has issued a prelimi-
nary address to the electors.

Order of St. Andrew—The Marquis of Bute and Earl
Mansfield have received the Green Ribands vacant by the
deaths of the Duke of Sussex and the Earl of Abergavenny.

France.—The principal news in the Paris papers is
that the law adopting M. Passy's amendment, equalising
the sugar duties in five years, passed by 286 votes against
97. This amendment which altered completely the
Ministerial bill by recognising the existence of a domestic
sugar manufacture, and by subjecting colonial and home-
grown sugar to the same duty, is considered by the papers
as a victory overMinisters ; but the fact that the question
involved no political principle is successfully opposed by
the partisans of the Cabinet to this assumption. We be-
fore alluded to the order of the Minister of Public Worship
depriving the Protestants of the use of certain churches
of Alsace, in which Catholic worship is also performed.
These orders gave rise to some scandalous scenes, in one
of which the curate of Bitsehuelin committed some violent
acts. Since then however the Minister has recalled the
obnoxious part of his order, whilst the Archbishop of
Mrasburg, ma circular to his clergy, has enjoined them
to pursue the ways of conciliation and peace. Much
notice is taken by all the papers of the Repeal agitation
in Ireland and most of them view with satisfaction the
prospect of the peace of the United Kingdom being dis-
turbed. The Gazette de France, the organ of that por-

indignant with the pastoral letter of the Bishop of Stras-

burg. The Globe announces, on the authority of accounts
from Goree, the arrest by a French cruizer belonging to

the station on the western coast of Africa of an English
vessel carrying slaves to the West Indies. This capture
was made by the Vigie brig of war. The letters state that

the vessel was English but was running for the Havannah
with her slaves. For several days the Artesian well of
Grenelle has thrown up small black fishes which have no

j

^at the same period. The Academy of Sciences had
ordered a report to be made on this extraordinary fact.

Spain.—A telegraphic despatch from Madrid reached
Paris on Monday, communicating the important intel-

ligence that the Regent having refused to sign the dis-
missal of Generals Linage and Zurbano, the Lopez
Ministry tendered their resignation, which was accepted.
Senor Gomez Becerra, President of the Senate, imme-
diately charged himself with the formation of a new
Cabinet, in which the Ministry of Finance would be con-
fided to M. Mendizabal. The Congress voted on the 19th
an address to the Regent to recommend to him the
Amnesty as well as thanks to the retiring Ministry. The
Congress declared on the same day unanimously, with the
exception of three voices, that the Ministers who had
resigned had up to the last moment merited its con-
fidence. Previous to this event, the Cabinet had taken
various measures showing its hostility to the policy of the
previous Ministry. At Barcelona, party feeling had run
so high that the municipality on the 15th inst. published
an address to the inhabitants, in which, after congratu-
lating them on the part they had in the overthrow of the
Rodil Administration and on the accession of their inde-
pendent representative, Don Joaquin Maria Lopez, to the
Presidency of the Council, they invited them to attend at
a grand Te Deum which was to be chanted the next day
in the Cathedral in commemoration of the event. This
service was accordingly performed on the 16th. The
garrison were under arms during the whole day, but no
outbreak ensued.—The barque Majestic, arrived at Liver-
pool from Africa, reports that on the 21st March the
Spanish brig-of-war Nerrion formally took possession of
Fernando Po in the name of the Queen of Spain, whose
colours were hoisted and a salute fired. The British took
no part in the proceedings, but some of the natives showed
a disposition to look upon the afFair in a hostile light,

although no disturbance took place.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 15th in&t.

The Deputies had passed the bill for establishing a system
of general education throughout the kingdom. It was
very doubtful whether the Road-bill would pass into a
law this session ; and a strong opposition was expected to

the reduction of the tariff as respects the island of Madeira.
Prayers had been ordered to be offered up for the safe

delivery of Queen Donna Maria, who has passed the sixth
month of pregnancy. If the tariff negotiations were
resumed by England, there was considerable probability
of their being brought to a satisfactory close by a reason-
able compromise of the disputed woollen duties. There
was little likelihood of the Portuguese Government resum-
ing these negotiations of their own motion. Great agita-

tion prevailed at Oporto and throughout the wine districts,

with reference to this subject.

^
Germany.—The Diet of the Prussian Rhenish pro-

vinces was opened at Diisseldorf on the 14th inst.

Letters from Hamburgh state that Hanover has deter-
mined not to join the Zollverein. The Saxon manufacturers
are described as being in a state far from prosperous and
as petitioning the Government for more protection, while
Prussia, perceiving that the union is for the sole advantage
of Saxony, is beginning to grow weary of it. The Leipsic
fair has been more favourable than for some years, and
food is said to be as dear in Saxony as in England. The
Frankfort papers state that the house of Rothschild has
given 100,<)00f. for the foundation of a hospital at Jeru-
salem, and is building, at its own expense, a synagogue at

Frankfort. They also announce a discovery made by an
Englishman, named Yardley, residing at Manheim. It

consists of a typo-electro-magnetic telegraph ; a machine
by which news may be transmitted with the greatest

rapidity from one place to another, and which at the

same time fixes the impression on paper in the same
manner as by a printing press and types.

Italy.—The German papers publish a letter from
Rome of the 6th inst., mentioning that an insurrectionary
movement had taken place at Benevento, and that the
delegate and aulhorities had been obliged to seek refuge in

the citadel. Nothing is known of the motives of the
movement, or the measures adopted by the Papal Govern-
ment to repress it.

Greece.—Letters from Athens state that King Otho
has determined to apply the sliding-scale system, not only
as regards a duty on corn grown out of Greece, but also

to the reduction of public salaries. The King has accord-
ingly imposed a duty which, at present prices, would
amount to nearly 50 per cent, on foreign wheat, on which
the inhabitants of the Archipelago almost entirely depend
for support. A commission is now engaged in drawing
up a new tariff of duties. It is to be on the prohibitory
system, especially as respects English articles. A letter

written by a Jew of Tricala, the chief town of the Santljac

in Thessaly, gives an account of an inundation by which
between 4,000 and 5,000 persons perished. According to

this statement many of the largest trees were broken

down by the weight of the people who climbed up to their

tops to escape from the flood. This account however
requires confirmation.

Russia.—The news of the Sultan having acceded to the
Emperor's demands reached St Petersburgh on the 5th,

and gave much satisfaction. M. de Boutenieff has been
intrusted by the Emperor with an extraordinary mission
to Rome, for the purpose of settling the long-pending and
intricate question respecting the appointment of Roman
Catholic Bishops in the Russian empire. A new mail
route to go twice weekly between St. Petersburgh and
Kjachta, the principal town on the Chinese frontiers, is to

be put into operation immediately.
Turkey.—Intelligence has been received from Belgrade

that the Servian Government has at length submitted to

the Porte. The Prince consents to resign, and another
election will in all probability take place at Belgrade.
The Ministers Petronowics and Woutschisek will repair
immediately to Constantinople. This unexpected sub-
mission has been caused by the certainty which the Ser-
vian Government had obtained that they had no coun-
tenance or support to look for from France or England.
Meerza Taka the Persian plenipotentiary arrived at
Erzeroura on the 18th April, escorted by upwards of 100
armed Persians with a few field-pieces. Two Turkish
regiments marched out of the town to meet the envoy.
On the 2d of this month the Bishop of Gibraltar ad-
ministered the rite of confirmation in the Turkish capital
to 21 young persons of both sexes ; and on the previous
Sunday the Bishop preached in the chapel of the British
Embassy. A Smyrna letter mentions the breaking out
of a fire in the centre of the Bazaar at Magnesia on the
20th ult., which could not be extinguished until 2,000
shops had been destroyed. Fortunately the greatest part
of the merchandize they contained was saved, but the loss
is estimated at an enormous sum.
West Indies.—The Dee steamer has brought a full

supply of the West India journals, but although contain-
ing details of news from the several localities there is

scarcely an item worth extract for English readers. The
leading point in these papers is the statement of the ineffi-

ciency of the Royal mail packet line, and the request is

strongly made for placing the old packets on the station.
Respecting the condition of the crops little is reported.
In Barbadoes, Demerara, Trinidad, and Jamaica, the
manufacture of sugar had commenced, and was progress-
ing according to these accounts favourably. Agricul-
tural operations had not of Jate been successful from the
general want of rain, but as within the three days prior to
the departure of the mails the weather had altered to the
wishes of the planters, they still expected to retrieve
themselves. Fires had occurred at Demerara and Jamaica

;

the one in the former colony had been most destructive,
but the amount of damage is not stated. Several of the
islands were still unhealthy, and continued shocks of
earthquake had been felt at Antigua, Guadaloupe, &c. At
the latter place it was calculated that about one-third of
the crop would be destroyed. A letter from M. Celoron,
an inhabitant of Guadaloupe, dated March 7, giving an
account of a phenomenon which appears to have been
connected with the catastrophe of Feb. 8, has been pub-
lished. It relates that between the eastern point of

Marie Galante and Guadaloupe, and in the mid-channel, a

column of water, black in colour and of large diameter,
arose from the sea with great force. All around it to a

considerable distance a quantity of vapour covered the
sea. This appearance lasted about half an hour. M-
Celoron adds that being well acquainted with water-
spouts, he was certain that this was not one, as the column
was too vertical and did not touch the clouds. No doubt
was entertained by him of its being the effect of a sub-
marine volcano.

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—After the presentation of several petitions, the Bishop
of -ExktKit rose to present one on the subject ofreform in theJSccle
siasticul Courts ; and proceeded to discuss the provisions of the bill

now in progress through the Lower House. He was interrupted by*

the Earl of Radnor, who rose to order, and remarked that it was
contrary to rule to debate a bill not before their Lordships.—The
Bishop of Exkter pleaded that the bill he was commenting on
was not the bill now passing through the House of Commons,
hut a bin that he had bought for 8£d.—The Loan Cjiancki.i.oh
said the Right Rev. Prelate was as irregular as possible. It was
Kile to discuss the paper if it did not correspond with the bill

J»the other House
; and if it did correspond it was irregular to

<hscuss it.—On the understanding that the Ecclesiastical Courts
pnl would not be pressed through their Lordships' House, should
it come up too late in the session for discussion, and that it would
not be debated during the necessary absence of the Prelates on
their diocesan duties, the Bishop of Exktkr withdrew his

petition.—The Townshcnd Peerage 13ill was read a third time ana
passed, after a protest by the Earl of Devon against the expe-
diency of the whole proceedings.
The Marquess of Clanbicardb called the attention of tne

House to the recent transactions in Scinde, and asked certain

questions as to the annexation of the territory, and the nature
of the demands -which had been made upon the Ameers.— i*ic

.Duke of Wellington said that the only authority for the annexa-
tion of the territory was mere rumour. Negotiations had been

opened fox a new treaty With the Ameers, which had been con-
cluded on the 15th Feb.; and on the following morning tne

political agent and his escort in Hyderabad had been treacher-
ously attacked, and after an action of several hours had retire*

to their boats on the Indus. Sir C. Napier moved to their assist-

ance, and on the 17th Feb. an action had been fought wll,c"

brought about the capture of the Ameers, their cannon, and tne

city of Hyderabad. When the accounts in full should arrive 01

the whole of the transactions he would readily communicate
tno

amplest information to the Mouse. No instructions had utti

sent c;ut relative to the occupation of Scinde. . ,

t
in answer to Lord Campbell, the Earl of ABERDEEN said u»»

With respect to the Scotcli Church, nothing had happened
change the intentions already announced by Government.
Tuesday*—Lord Camoys introduced t;

agitation for the purpose of exrulpating ^-. *-

language attnoutea t

ady announced by uuveriiiuy»i-

s introduced the subject oi the iriw

of exruluatiinr Dr. HlggiM fron\U '

,

charge of having used the inflammatory *

him.-Lord Bkaumont was surprised to see even one soma /

Nobie Peer come forward to defend Dr. HiggtaS--Th®.DJiK thiS

>

>

i

Wellington rose to put a stop to further observations on"
matter, which had been irregularly introtlnced-- 1 '' e

I11 „ (
!
ll f

Poms moved the second reading of a bill to repeal so
,

mucii o

the Ecclesiastical Benefices Act as provides for the union oi i»
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Sees of Bangor and St. Asaph. He had undertaken this task from
a sense of duty to the Church, and was encouraged to proceed in
it by the approbation of the two right reverend prelates now pre-
siding over the dioceses which are to be hereafter united. The
creation of the bishopric of Manchester and the proposition for
the union of these sees were simultaneous acts, and he there-
fore inferred that the one was subsidiary to the other. He
entertained an objection to adding another bishop to the House
of Lords; instead of giving the Bishop of Manchester a seat in
the House, it would be better that lie should succeed to the fust
vacancy in the sees of London, Durham, or Winchester. Instead,
also, of applying the revenues of Bangor or St. Asaph to the
endowment of the bishopric of Manchester, it would be better to
adopt the suggestion of Sir R. Peel, and anticipate Queen Anne's
bounty, at least until a vacancy should occur in the Archbishop-
ric of York, when there would be ample funds for the purpose.
The great revenues derived from Wales by several of the Oxford
colleges, and by one or two bishoprics, as well as the revenues
of the sinecure rectories now carried to the general purposes of
the Ecclesiastical Commission, might have been more properly
appropriated to the maintenance of the Welsh bishopric.
He objected also to exchanging the deanery of St. Asaph for one
unsuitable both in locality and population. The act for uniting
the two sees would not, he felt confident, have passed, had Lord
John Russell remained at the Home-office. AH the difficulties
which a bishop had to encounter in Wales were overlooked when
double duties were imposed, which would be found incompatible
with his pastoral functions. The junction of the sees made com-
munication between the bishop and his diocese more inconvenient
than it was at present. Another great objection was, that the
whole patronage was exclusively vested in the bishop. The act
was altogether a most unconstitutional measure ; but he merely
proposed to repeal that portion of it which would not come into
operation until the death of the present bishops. He hoped,
therefore, that their Lordships would listen to the wish of the

m,
1
"

*1 ' ann* Preserve to the principality of Wales its bishoprics.
The Duke of Wki.unoton recapitulated the circumstances

connected with the origin and passing of the act. It had been
founded on the recommendations of that Ecclesiastical Commis-
sion which had been appointed in the beginning of 1835, to
"iquire into the best means of increasing the utility of the
Church. The commission, composed of the Lord Chancellor, the
aignharies of the Church, and manv eminent statesmen, had
recommended the union of the sees of Bristol and Gloucester, and
oj St. Asaph and Bangor, and the creation of a new bishopric at

Manchester. The union of Bristol and Gloucester had taken
place, and had been very beneficial in its results: that of St.
*»saP" and Bangor would no doubt be similarly productive when
jc took place. It was not so easy a matter to add a new bishop to
wie number already having seats in the House of Lords ;

public
opinion had to be consulted, and it must not be forgotten that

j'jy persons objected altogether to the presence of the bishops
n. that House. The measure wouldjloubtlcss be attended with
0Ine inconveniences, but these were more than balanced by its

advantages; and it had been accepted by the public as a proof of
*e real desire of those with whom the measure originated to

reioim the imperfections and increase the utility of the Church.
«e moved that the bill before their Lordships be read a second
witte that day six months.

ine Bishop of Bangor supported the bill. He was as anxious
as any man could be for the appointment of a Bishop for Man-

ester, hut ne did not think it was necessary to destroy an
ancient diocese to effect that object. — The Archbishop of
^anterbury defended the conduct oi the Church Commissioners,

I

1

?
1*1 ne was one - It was his opinion that no national damage

would be done by the union of the two sees ; and he did not
trunk that, either in extent of territory, in population, or in the
number ofbenefices, the united diocese would be such as to
exceed the power of one man, and it was his intention to vote
gainst tnc second reading of the bill.—The Bishop of Sai.is-

i^ Y SuPPOrted the bill, ami Pointed out the collegiate church of
f^anchester as an ample source from which sufficient funds for
the endowment of the new bishopric could be derived, without
the destruction of any existing bishopric—The Bishop of Lon-
don admitted that the source from whence the funds would be
derived was obvious ; but the difficulty was the creation of anew bishop, who would have a seat in their Lordships' HouseTo the suggestion that the new Bishop should remain without
a seat in the House as long as there were 26 Bishops with seats
and that as soon as one should die the new prelate was to suc-
ceed—the Junior Bishop remaining out—the answer was, that
"'shops sat there as temporal Barons, and to deprive one of his
seat would be to deprive him of his baronial privileges. He
opposed the motion.—The Bishop of Exeter, not wishing to
Postpone the appointment of a Bishop of Manchester until after

vv ^,athsof the Present Prelates of Bangor and St. Asaph

S^iV VOte for the second reading of the bill.—The Bishop of

Shn inV1* 9
* objected that the overflowings of Welsh poverty

c
v
OIlla °e taken to supply (lie spiritual wants of wealthy Man-

Bi°h
IIe als0 suPP01

'tcd the bill before the House.—The
Bin

' °f LlNC0, 'N a"d the Marquis of Salisbury opposed the

Tov
w"*ck was supported by EarlFiT/wiLUAiu, Lord Lyttlb-

Biah
and the Bishop of Norwich.—On the suggestion of thesnop of Exktkr, Earl Powis withdrew his bill for the present

thn* •
'^The Dnke of Wellington then informed Lord Powis,

neon
IU Case he brought forward this bill again, it would be

as tl r\
y for llim t0 lmve the Ro>'al assent t0 its "ltr°duction,

the a
6

*.
een lia<1 issued orders in Council for the carrying out of

P^
ct authorizing the union of these sees.

Brea'i

/

/ *"~The Earl of Abbrokrn, in reply to the Marquis of

rnea*
aiu

'' Sai(i that he h() l
jed to be able to intr°duce

ot

of tho J?.
,iext woek ror the purpose of regulating the settlement

' e Uuirch of Scotland question. The Gene; al Assembly,

(i

the secession, had proceeded to repeal the Veto Act,
if str<w replace the deposed ministers of the Presbytery

The m hb°£ie
> and thus the law had been now obeyed,

true h
qms of Londonderry having asked whether it was

trai^i
,

Mr
- O'Connell. Lord Ffrench, and other Irish magis-

Tho n
i

been suspcnded for taking part in a Repeal agitation ?

true. V 1° of Wblwnotow answered that he believed it was
3 out he had no ofheial information on the subject.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS,

had rco
~~ Sir J " Graham, in answer to Sir A. L. Hay, said he

General a
tromthe Lord High Commissioner the answer of the

letter u cmbly of t,,e Church of Scotland to her Majesty's

Minister
Was accon*panied with an intimation that 93 endowed

lr,»uster^ ?lon£ With a considerable number of quoad sacra
Were

i,rp
aci Weeded from the Assembly. The Government

be gu d Mrecl to act U P to tneir recorded declarations, and would
Assembw thcir "Nervation of the proceedings ot the General
tJ>e Let- -i

asto wliat remedial measures they would propose to

The |If.
Iatare

> ni order to relieve the difficulties of the church.
Mr. Won Urned debate on tne Canada Corn Bill was resumed by
^obiie-p ',

:nouSK
» who expressed his regret that he should now

acted en r
S|,caI< aml vote against friends with whom he had

renewal
>r

flv
lly for thelast 25 years. He foresaw that on the

Cl^reneV charter of the Bank of England the subject of the

^m-la^M "^ umi°rgo general revision as a consequence of our
*he Corn i

Slation
' He de I'

recatcd perpetual meddling with
tfi!

»cottrai-ft? ??estion- which could have no other effect than to
SOln e aeot% 1:

aSriculture, and thus to leave this country at
c°urse 01

J u,icture in an awkward position. He should, of

°PpOsitii n
°S

-

e tlie GoVprnment, heedless of what company his
ai,1 cndn,oni-

nilRht; throw llim into.— .Mr. Eli.ioe wished the
v°te atr-.it f

C
A
Mlla llave been so Earned as to have enabled him to

Urne to r 7 •
transit duties on American corn, and at the same

Car>ada a! •*.
e boon w »ich the Bill proposed to grant to

Governmpnf /vas >
he should vote for the resolutions of the

Mr
- Darhv 11 nTROTm » Mn S -

O'Brien, LordSANnoN,
fav ournft>;i r,HuMK

' aild Mr. Gumming Bruce, spoke in

^4Mr Pw!
n
B
easure; Sir c " Napieii, Mr. Hawks, Mr. Buck,**• *• iSARi kexposed them.

Sir R. Peei, said the immediate question before the House was
not the merits of" the Government measure, which might be fully

discussed hereafter, but whether or not the House should adopt
the unprecedented course of addressing: the Crown to refuse the
Royal assent to an act of a colonial legislature. The Canadian
Legislature,assembled undernovel and peculiar circumstanccs,had
been invited by the responsible advisers of the Crown to pass this

act ; and he hoped that the House of Commons would not adopt
the unusual course of asking for the interposition of a veto.
Mr. Baring had said that Ministers had not contemplated this

measure when they altered the Corn-law. But at that time the
Government had given the subject an attentive consideration

—

in proof of which he read extracts from Lord Stanley's speeches
during last session. The Canadians had no right, in passing
their act, to anticipate that a formidable opposition would be
raised by the members of the late Government against it. He
did nqt deny the unfettered power of the House of Commons to
refuse assent to the proposed resolutions, and thus to defeat the
whole plan. But he asked them to consider such a step care-
fully. The speeches which had been made in the course of the
debate had clearly shown that Ministers were not abandoning
the principle of a sliding-scale, nor trifling with the agricultural
interest; the measure was no diminution of the protection now
enjoyed. No doubt, American corn brought through Canada
would be subject to a fixed duty ; but there was no alternative,
for there was no system of averages in Canada by which to levy
it in a different manner. It could not be denied that this

measure would be a boon to Canada; the faith and honour Of
the executive Government were pledged to do what they could
to carry it. The cost of suppressing the Canadian rebellion, and
restoring peace to the province, could not be estimated at less
than 3,500,000*.; the hazardous experiment of uniting the
provinces had been tried; and under the irritating circumstances
Of our then intercourse with the United States it was of the
utmost importance to conciliate the Canadians, without whose
good-will and affection the colony would prove the weakest
point in our whole empire. These considerations had moved
the Government in proposing this measure, which was ardently
desired by the Canadians, and was not calculated to affect home
agriculture, either directly by large importations, or by smug-
gling, which, under the circumstances, could not reasonably be
supposed to be carried on to any extent whatever. Let them,
then, recollect the interests involved; if the House considered
itself a better judge of colonial interests than the House of
Assembly, why permit them to legislate? The spirit which
actuated the amendment was similar to that which had proposed
the extinction of the Jamaica Legislature; he could not deny
their power to reject the measure, but let them beware of the
consequences.
Lord J. Russkll rebuked Sir R. Peel for calling Canada

the weakest point of the empire, and for asserting that
the adoption of the amendment would be a mortification
to the Crown. It might be a mortification to the Minister,
but it was a perfectly constitutional resolution to adopt.
He referred to Lord Stanley's declaration that "any man of
sense would prefer a fixed duty to a sliding scale," and asked
why was not New Brunswick included ? and why Canada was
treated as an English county. He considered the meaning of
the resolutions to be to extend monopoly and restriction through
the whole colonial empire. For three years he had seen nothing
from the Government but deceptive statements upon the question,
and there really seemed such a shuffling from one principle to

another that he could not wonder at the want of confidence
which had of late been exhibited at the Buckingham, Berks, and
other county meetings. The Right Hon. Baronet said last year,
in introducing his grand financial scheme, that his measure
would be the means of bringing in a considerable quantity of
foreign cattle, and by these means of reducing the price of meat
in the English market. In the same speech he said that really

there would not be, by his bill, any very considerable introduc-
tion of foreign cattle—that on that ground there was no cause
for apprehension—that no one need think about it. Such were
the contradictions made in the course of a single speech upon a
single measure. In the debate on the budget—in talking about
the Income-tax, the Vice-President of the Board of Trade said—
" We have so lowered the price of living:, that with moderate
prudence any man may easily pay his Income-tax out of that

reduction, such has been the effect of our measure!" That
answered for the day. Presently there was a debate on the Corn
Laws, and in recommending the House to vote against the

repeal of those laws, he then told a very different story. Then
it was that—"the reduction in the price of the various commo-
dities had been caused by the distress of the manufacturers, who
had ceased to produce, and who therefore had ceased to con-

sume." When we heard such shifting what wonder was it that

men's apprehensions should be excited. Could anything, he
asked, more completely show that these Ministers—that these

Conservative Ministers—were acting in the spirit of mere inno-

vation—that they were changing lor (liaii^in akc- introducing

alterations without the slightest prospect of benefit to the people

of England, to the people of Canada, or to any mortal soul ? • We
are the men for change,' they cried, *and we care not what its

consequences may be.'—The House then divided, when there

were :—For going into committee, 344 ; for the amendment, 156 ;

majority, 188.

Tuesday.—Mr. Hvms complained of the verbal alteration which
he found made by Lord Stanley in the Canada Bill resolutions.

By the introduction of the words " produce of," the operation of

the proposed law was confined to corn grown in Canada. He
had voted for the resolutions under the impression that corn

imported into Canada under the transit duty would be entitled to

the privileges of colonial corn.—Lord Stanley expressed his

regret at having taken the benefit of the hon. Member's vote in

consequence of a misunderstanding. He had stated distinctly

that he intended to make no change with respect to American
wheat.— In reply to Mr. Labouchere, Mr. Gladstone said he
intended to move for the revival of the committee of 1831, on

bubble insurance companies, and to bring in a bill for the perusal

of members during the recess relative to the Merchant Seamen's

Fund.—Mr. Hawks called the attention of the House to its

former proceedings in reference to the Danish claims. He reca-

pitulated the particulars of the case, and concluded with pro-

posing a motion for an address to Her Majesty, to take into con-

sideration the demands of the claimants.—The Speak k a inter-

posed a technical obstacle to the reception of the motion.

Such a proposed address, involving a grant of public money,
should be made in a committee of the whole House. Ulti-

mately, after a conversation on the subject of precedent, the

motion was withdrawn, with notice for a future day of one more
in conformity with the forms of the House.
Mr. T. Duncombe then submitted the case of the Rev. William

Browne, late chaplain to the Knutsford House of Correction, who
has been dismissed from his office by the magistrates of Chester,

alter giving evidence against the governor of the prison before

the inspector of prisons, in tbe inquiry instituted under the

authority of the Secretary of State for the Home Department.
Whilst the chaplain had been dismissed, the governor, whose
dismissal had been recommended by Sir J. Graham, was retained,

wiili a declaration that he had not forfeited the confidence of

the magistrates; and as the allegations against the governor

involved not only himself, but the discipline and management of

Knat&ford House of Correction, and also the conduct of the

Cheshire magistrates in resisting the wishes of Sir J.Graham,

who had manfully done his duty, he moved for a select committee

to inquire and report on all the circumstances.—Mr. Tatton

EGERTON, as one of the Cheshire magistrate implicated, denied

that the governor of the prison possessed his confidence, and

expressed liis regret at the course which they had adopted. But

even admitting that they had erred in judgment, misled by

feelings of attachment to an old and faithful servant, still a body

of 34 gentlemen residing in and well acquainted with the locality,

must be better judges of all the circumstances than the House.
The chaplain had attributed his dismissal to political motives,
which was a libel on the magistrates, for a large portion of those
who concurred in it were liberal in their political principles, and
he had been treated leniently, considering his conduct. He
opposed the motion.— Sir G. Strickland and Mr. Curtbis sup-
ported the motion.— Sir J. Graham, though objecting on prin-
ciple to consiituting the House a tribunal for judging the conduct
of magistrates, would nevertheless support the motion for a com-
mittee of inquiry, if hethought itwoulribe the means of bringing
out any concealed facts. He regretted that the magistrates had
not attended to his recommendations, but was bound to admit
that the dismissal of the chaplain had been determined on by a
large majority. Judging from his experience, he thought it

would be for the public good if the Home Secretary were invested
with a concurrent power, not in the appointment, but in the dis-

missal, of the officers of prisons, because, as a responsible minister
of the Crown, his exercise of that concurrent power would be
open to question within the House. As to the motion, he hoped
it would be withdrawn- Sir T.Wilde considered that a most
overwhelming case had been made out for inquiry, but after what
had fallen from Sir J. Graham, he would join in the recom-
mendation to withdraw the motion.—Some comments were made
by other members, and Mr. T. Duncombe withdrew his motion.

Wednesday.—After the presentation of a great number of
petitions against the education clauses of the Factories Bill, Mr.

W. S. O'Bribn inquired whether it was the intention of Govern-

ment to submit a supplementary estimate to Parliament to pro-

vide for the expense of the increased forces recently ordered to

Ireland ?—The Chancellor of the Exchequer said the transfer

of troops from one part of the kingdom to another entailed no
expense on tne public. Should circumstances, however, require

an expenditure beyond that in the estimate, the Government
would of course propose it.— Sir R. Peel, in reply to a question

from Mr. Blewitt, stated that joint representations had been
made by France, Russia, and England to the Government of

Greece, to induce it to take steps for the reimbursement to this

and the other countries of the sums they had respectively ad-

vanced, and for providing in future for the regular payment of

the interest on the'oan. The representatives of the three powers
had distinct instructions, should their representations fail, to

take the means they would think most effectual for the purpose
of procuring the reimbursement of what had been paid, and of

preventing the possibility of the same liability being incurred in

future by the guaranteeing Powers. To an application since

made to this country to contract or guarantee a fresh loan, a
refusal had been given.

Dr. Nicholl, in reply to Mr. R. Yorke, stated that there was
no intention to abandon the Ecclesiastical Courts Bill this ses-
sion.— Sir G. GbKT moved the second reading of the Charitable
Trusts' Bill.—The Attornev-Gknkral said that it was the wish
of the Government to meet all the evils that belonged to the
present system, and, if possible, correct them. Jt was most
desirable that some scheme should be adopted by which charities
might be visited and improved. He had hoped that the Govern-
ment, ere this, would have been able to have introduced such a
bill, and still trusted that before the present session expired such
a measure would be brought forward. He hoped his hon. friend

would not press the present measure.— Sir J. Graham said the
subject was one of great magnitude and importance, and had
engaged the serious attention of the Government. He could not
pledge himself that the Government would bring forward a
measure on the subject, which would be passed into law during
the present session. He hoped the measure would be sufficiently

matured to be laid upon the table during the present session, but
he could by no means pledge himself that the Government would
he enabled to pass a law on the subject. He was anxious, however,
to have it distinctly understood, that under no circumstances
could he consent to the second reading of this bill.— After some
further conversation, the motion for the second reading was
withdrawn.—The Roman Catholic Oaths' Bill, alter a short dis-
cussion, was read a second time, as was also the Pound Breach
and Rescue Bill.

Thursday,—Mr. Labotjcherb gave notice, on behalf of Lord J.
Russell, that on Thursday, the 8th June, he would move that the
House resolve itself into a committee of the whole House, for the
purpose of considering the laws relating to the importation of
foreign grain.— Sir R. Peel gave notice to move the adjoin nment
of the House for the Whitsun holidays, from its rising on Friday
next till the following Thursday.

In reply to questions put by Sir R. Tnglis, Sir R. Peel stated that
instructions had been sent out to India advising a discontinuance
of all connexion between the officers of the East India Company
and the ceremonies of the Heathen and Mahommedan worships;
and also a cessation of all interference on the part of those officers

with the management of the pagodas and mosque lands. These
instructions had been, as far as practicable, acted upon. The
attention of the Governor-General was also directed to the dis-

continuance of the annual pension of 60,000 rupees to the Temple
ofJuggernaut.
Lord Stanley answered several questions respecting the

Canada Corn Bill. He maintained that Canada could grow a
surplus supply of grain, and affirmed that the decision of the
Canadian Legislature, in passing their own act, was all but una-
nimous, in proof of which he said he would lay on the table of
the House extracts from the journals of the House of Assembly.
The Government have no intention of extending: the principle of
the Canadian Bill to other colonies.— Sir R. Peel, in reply to Mr.
W. O. STANlev, who had a notice of a motion for a committee
of the whole House on the subject of the union of the sees of St.
Asaph and Bangor, declared his intention of upholding the deci-
sion of the Legislature. But he intimated his willingness to give
early consideration to the means of increasing the efficiency of
the establishment in North Wales.
Mr. Ch iustik moved for leave to bring in a Bill to abolish cer

tain oaths and subscriptions now required in the Universities of

Oxford and Cambridge ; and to provide for the extension of edu-
cation in those Universities to persons not members of the Church
of England.—The Chanckllor of the Exchequer apposed the

motion. The founders intended that religion should be taught
in those institutions, and that religion should be taught accord-

ing to some particular form. The Dissenters would derive no
substantial benefit from the motion, which, if granted, would
create in the governing bodies oftheUniversitiesa constant agita-

tion for the further advancement of dissent, and so the objects

for which the Universities were founded would be defeated.—

Mr. M. Gibson denied that religion was at all taught at Cam-
bridge, lie demanded that the principles of civil and religious

liberty already adopted should be carried out in the Universities.

—Sir K. Ingms declared that, having felt bound to resist this

proposal when asked as a boon, he was doubly determined to
resist it now that it was put forward as a claim. Religion now
formed the basis of education m Cambridge, as it always had done
in Oxford. The dissenters, instead of exhibiting a spirit ol n-
ciliation towards the Church, opposed it in every shape with the
utmost animosity and virulence ; ami this therefore was a very
unfortunate time for them to ask for concessions from the
Church. Whatever grievance might have existed was remedied
by the establishment of the University of London.—Sir H. W.
BArron supported, and Mr. Shaw ©pp ised the motion.—
Lord Stanley expressed his opinion that objections might
justly be raised against the practice at Oxford of compelling
under-graduates to sign the Thirty-nine articles before matri-
culation, and that no danger would threaten the Church if
Dissenters were admitted for the mere purpose of education.
He opposed the Bill because the introduction of it would renew
animosities and jealousies, and because it would not, unless
carried much further, answer the purpose of the proposer.—Lord
J. Russell agreed that if it were to prevent persons from taking
degrees in Oxford and Cambridge, the practice should be
abolished

j and that as there was a different rule at Oxford, at
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Cambridge, and at the Dublin University, and as ail could not be
right, they should be made to conform. He cordially supported
the motion.—Mr. Wyse, Mr. Wvnn, Mr. Rkdinoton, Mr. Roe-
buck, Lord Sandoy, and Mr. R. Yorke, took part in the dis-
cussion that followed. On a division there were—for the motion,
105; against it, 1 75 ; majority against the motion, 70.

Sir V. Blakb moved for leave to bring in ** a Bill to apportion
and regulate the overwhelming labour and business of Parlia-
ment in a manner calculated to allay discontent, and to preserve
and maintain the inviolability of the United Empire u-pon a
satisfactory and permanent foundation." The Bill not finding
a seconder, fell to the ground.—Mr. G. W. Wood obtained leave
to bring in a bill to exempt scientific and literary institutions
from the payment of parochial and municipal rates and taxes
upon such parts of their buildings as are used exclusively for
scientific and literary purposes.—On the motion of Sir R. Purl,
the Chaplain of the House was ordered to preach before the
House on Monday next (Restoration of Charles II.).

Frith///.—The Cambridge Election Committee reported that Mr.
F. Kelly was duly elected ; that there had been bribery, but that
it was not known to him or his agents.—The House went into
committee on the subject of the resolutions on the importation of
Canadian wheat and flour. On the first resolution, embodying
the fact of the passing of the Canadian Act, Lord J. Russell moved
to omit the words which made the legislation of this country de-

pendent on the legislation of the Canadian Assembly. After some
discussion the amendment was rejected on a division by 203 to

9t. Lord Worslky then proposed another amendment decla-

ratory of the inexpediency of any change in the duties on corn.
On a division, there appeared, For Lord Worsley's amendment,
10i>: against it, 203. Majority, 101. Another division was taken
on the resolutions, which were carried by 218 to 137.—Sir JAMBS
Graham, in reply to Mr. M. J. O'Coxxell, said he had received
an official communication from the Lord Chancellor of Ireland,
intimating that Mr. O'Conneil and Lord Ffrcnch had been removed
from the commission of the peace, on account of taking part in
meetings for the Repeal of the Union j and that the proceeding
had the approbation of the superior Government.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols for the Opening on

the 18th of July, closed at9G toj f and 95| to f for Money ;

Three per Cents. Reduced, 95 ; Three-and-half per Cents.
Reduced, 101£; New Three-and-half per Cents., 102i
to 1 ; Bank Stock, ]81 ; India Bonds, 55 to 59 prern. ;

Exchequer Bilis, at lj//., 525. to 54s. prern.

Jiletropoiis ana us JJkiniix).

City Improvements.—At the last meeting of the Com-
mon Council, the Improvement Committee submitted a

report, from which the following are extracts:—"The
Special Committee having examined carefully the plans
which have been suggested to the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests for a new thoroughfare, commencing
in the neighbourhood of Leicester-square, through Lin-
coln's- Inn-Fields, into the City, crossing Farringdon-
street by a viaduct, next considered the practicability of

forming a street which would connect the end of Cheap-
side with such a thoroughfare at Lincoln's-Inn, and with
a branch diverging into Holborn, which would effectually
relieve the great pressure of the public traffic in the
thoroughfares alluded to, and at the same time rendering
a viaduct at Holborn-bridge unnecessary. They were of
opinion that the formation of a street combining these
desirable objects was decidedly practicable— the street to
commence at the east end and continue along Paternos-
ter-row, through Amen-corner, across Farringdon-street,
to the south-west corner of Farringdon-market, in a
straight line, the main line to continue across the middle
of Fetter-lane to the City boundary, and a branch to
diverge from the corner of the market to the end of Fet-
ter-lane, at the summit of the hill in the wide part of
Holborn. The Special Committee having had the levels
in this proposed new line accurately taken, find that the
greatest inclination of any part of it would not be more
than about three feet in 100, and that only for the dis-

tance of 370 feet. It occurred to them, in pursuing the
investigation, that this new line would be still greatly
improved by the removal of the whole of the houses be-
tween the north side of St. Paul's-churohyard and Pater-
noster-row, from the end of Cheapside as far as Ave
Maria-lane, which could be done for the additional sum of
150,000/. Should this be effected, that magnificent struc-

ture would terminate a vista of upwards of one-third of a
mile, and the whole would, in addition to the increased
facility and convenience which would be afforded to the
growing commerce and traffic of the City, form one of the
grandest improvements of an architectural character yet
achieved in the metropolis. They also propose a new
street from the north end of Dowgate-hill to the east end
of St, Paul's-churchyard, thence to Earl-street, Black-
friars, through Tower-royal, Little and Great Distaff-

lane, crossing the Old 'Change into St. Paul's-church-
yard, about 1360 feet in length

; and from the Old
'Change, through Knight Rider-court, Carter-lane,
Godliman-street, Bell-yard, Addle-hill, to the east end
of Earl-street, about 1,200 feet in length. Various
other lines and removals of portions of streets to widen
the thoroughfares are also recommended. The report
then proceeds as follows:—" Having thus detailed those
improvements, the Special Committee turned their atten-
tion to that part of the reference whereby we were directed
to report our opinion as to the best means of accomplish-
ing these objects, and having had under consideration the
various improvements which have been carried out during
the last twelve years, as connected with the avenues and
approaches to London-bridge, ascertained that our ex-
penditure in this respect has averaged about 150,000/. per
annum, a sum which they apprehended, if the same could
be provided for a fewyears, would enable all the proposed
improvements to be carried into effect; and feeling that
the Corporation have not the means at their disposal of
effecting these improvements, however desirable the same
inay appear to be, the Special Committee are of opinion, as
her Majesty has been graciously pleased to appoint a
special commission for the purpose of considering of fur-
ther Metropolitan improvements, which commission is

now sitting, that a favourable opportunity exists for
drawing the attention of the Government and the com-

mission, as to the best means to be adopted for raising

the requisite funds for those purposes, and recommending
that we should be empowered to confer with them upon
this desirable object ; and we agreeing with the special

committee in the said report, submit the same to this

honourable Court." The report was ordered to be printed,

and to he taken into consideration in detail, at the next
Court.—On Tuesday a deputation from the Metropolitan
Improvement Society, consisting of Lord Robert Gros-
venor, Mr. Ilickson, Mr. Fowler, Mr. Godwin, and Mr.
Austin, had an interview with the commissioners for im-
proving the communications of the metropolis. The
object of the deputation was a new line of roadway

f
partly

running along an embankment on the north side of the
Thames, to connect the great Essex-road with the west-

end of London. Apian showing the projected line was
submitted to the commissioners.

Court of Aldermen.—The committee appointed to in-

vestigate the charges against Alderman Thomas Wood,
with respect to his transactions with the Talacre Coal
Company, held a meeting on Saturday. The committee
having stated that they had completed their investigations,

Alderman T. Wood addressed them in a long speech, in

which he explained various matters, and concluded with a
solemn declaration that he had never been guilty of an
unworthy action ; all that he asked at the hands of the
committee was even-handed justice. Sir M. Wood then
said he had a resolution to propose, but before he did this,

strangers were ordered to withdraw. It is understood
that it was ultimately agreed to have the speech of Alder-
man T. Wood printed, and that the committee will give

their decision on Saturday, June 17.

British and Foreign Temperance Society.—The annual
meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday evening at

the Music Hall, Store-street; Lord Teignmouth, in the

absence of the Bishop of Norwich, in the chair. The
report stated that, in 1832, the number of persons charged
with drunkenness was 32,636; in 1842, it was 12,338;
showing a decrease of 20,298. The decrease in the number
of beer-shops in England and Wales, in 1843, as com-
pared with the preceding year, was 2,499, and 8,839 as

compared with 1839. The total quantity of malt converted
into liquor in all the distilleries of the kingdom in the

year 1840, was 3,947,000 quarters; in 1841, it was
3,796,000 quarters ; showing a decrease of 150,000
quarters. The consumption of spirits in 1830 was not
so much by 5,000,000 of gallons as in 1820 ; and in 1840,

the decrease as compared with 1830 was 2,087,000 gallons.

Illicit distillation had increased in Ireland ; 143 persons

had been charged with that crime in the quarter ending

January, 1842; and 1,040 persons were similarly charged

in the corresponding quarter of the present year. Sir

Robert Sale, writing from Jellalabad upon the hardships

to which the soldiers under his command were subjected,

added— " I will not mention as a privation the European
troops having been without spirits, because I believe that

to be a circumstance tending to keep them in the highest

health, and in the most admirable state of discipline;

crime has been almost unknown, aud a murmur is never

heard, though they are deprived of their usual quantity of

animal food." The principles of the Society were pro-

gressing in Gibraltar, Malta, Madras, Calcutta, China,

Sweden, Denmark, Prussia, the Hanse Towns, Hanover,
Russia, Switzerland, and elsewhere. The receipts during

the past year amounted to only 473/. 18s. (if//., and the

expenditure to 451/. 35. 2d. The Society was involved to

the amount of 212/. 85. 3-Jr/. This report having been

adopted, it was resolved that the grateful thanks of the

meeting be expressed to her Majesty for the patronage

with which she had been pleased to honour the Society.

Their Majesties the King of Prussia and the King of

Sweden were likewise included in the resolution.

Aborigines Protection Society.—On Tuesday the annual

meeting of this Society took place at Crosby Hall, W.
Ahlam, Esq., M.P., in the chair. From the report, it ap-

peared that the funds of the Socieiy were inadequate to the

large field of its operations for protecting the Aborigines of

our various colonies. Statements of successful intervention

on the part of the Society with the Government or local

authorities were mentioned in the case of the Indians of

British North America, the Hudson Bay Settlement, in

the United States, Texas, South Africa, Australia, New
Zealand, &c. The income of the past year was 259/. Is. 2rf.,

leaving a balance in hand of 15/. 4s. 9r/., but there was a

debt of 100/. owing by the Society, The meeting was

addressed by the Rev. John Burnett, Dr. Yates, Dr.

Hoclgkin, and other gentlemen, and a subscription was

raised as the meeting separated. Several foreigners were

present, among whom were two natives of Dongola, and

Upper Abyssinia, who had come to this country for the

purpose of disposing of some giraffes to the proprietor of

the Surrey Gardens ; a Hottentot boy, and others.

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign

Parts.—On Friday the 142d anniversary meeting of this

Society, incorporated by King William III., was held in

St. Paul's Cathedral. There were present in the preben-

dal stalls, the Archbishops of Canterbury and Armagh,
the Bishops of London, Durham, Winchester, Chester,

Lincoln, Bangor, Ripon, Salisbury, and St. David's ;

Archdeacon Wilberforce, Archdeacon Hall, Dr. Russell,

Dr. Hawker, Dr. Cuthbert, the Lord Mayor and sheriffs,

and a large body of the metropolitan clergy. The Bishop

of Norwich preached the anniversary sermon. The report,

after alluding to the missionary efforts of the Society in

British North America, the East and West Indies, British

Guiana, Van Diemen's Land, New Zealand, and other

places, stated that the expenditure for the general account

for the past year had been 75,454/. ; the income arising

from the Queen's Letter had been 31,315/. ; and from all

other sources, 33,776/. Unless 30,000/. more were raised

to defray the annual expenses, several promising missions

would have to be abandoned. The number of missionaries

at present in connection with the Society in various places

was upwards of 400. In the evening the Lord Mayor
entertained the Bishops and clergy at dinner.

Library of the Duke of Sussex.—The Duke of Sussex's
library is forthwith to be disposed of. It is stipulated in

the will that it shall be in the first instance offered to the

British Museum ; and that, in the event of the trustees

declining to purchase, it shall be sold in such manner as

the executors may direct. Messrs. Evans have been called

in to value it. The library, it appears, consists of upwards
of 45,000 volumes, most of them in excellent condition,

independently of MSS., consisting of early copies of

different portions of the Holy Scriptures.

St. Saviour's, Southivark.—On Friday a numerous
meeting of the rate-payers of this parish was held in

the Ladye Chapel, for the purpose of nominating the

candidates to the living of joint chaplain to the parish,

vacant by the death of the Rev. W. Mann. After the
nomination was concluded, the days when the several
candidates are to preach their probationary sermons were
fixed as follow -.—Morning : May 28, the Rev. G. W.
Cockerell ; June 4, the Rev. Thomas Gibson ; June 11,

the Rev. J. T. Leet ; June 18, the Rev. S. Rowe ; June
25, the Rev. E. Thompson. Afternoon : May 28, the

Rev, J. R. Barber; June 4, the Rev. S. Benson ; June
11, the Rev. J. Williams; June 18, the Rev. P. Waller.

A resolution was passed requesting that those gentlemen
only who intended to go to the poll would preach their

probationary sermons. The living is worth 700/. a year-

Artists' Benevolent Fund.—The anniversary dinner of

this Society took place on Saturday at the Freemasons'
Tavern. Lord J. Russell took the chair ; supported by

Mr. G. Knight, M.P. ; Mr. Ewart, M.P. ; Sir J. Guest,

M.P- ; &c. Lord John Russell advocated the claims of

the Society in an eloquent speech, in which he pointed out

the necessity of some society like this, to maintain, in

such honourable independence as was due to the professors

of the learned arts, those who, but for such means, might
not have been enabled to provide against the casualties of

life. The appeal was liberally responded to; and a long
list of donations was read, including an annual benefaction

of 100/. from her Majesty, and another of JO/, from the

Queen Dowager. Mr. Gaily Knight, in returning thanks

for the Royal Commission of the Fine Arts, said that

Prince Albert, who was at the head of the commission,
was well qualified to judge of the merits of artists, as he

had shared in the labour and delights of their profession-

The demeanour of that Prince was such as to win all hearts,

and he knew he took the deepest interest in the promotion
of the arts in this country. The inquiries of the com-
mission, as far as they had gone, led him to believe that

there was a fund of talent in the country which would

render it unnecessary to call in the aid of foreign artists.

Eton Festival. ~T\\Q customary anniversary festival of

the noblemen and gentlemen educated at Eton College

was celebrated on Saturday evening, at the Thatched-

house Tavern, under the presidency of Viscount Morpeth*

supported by about 70 noblemen and gentlemen.
Accidents and Inquests.—An inquest was held »c

Ilampstead on Monday on the body of the Hon. Lady

Colville, relict of General the Hon. Sir Charles Colville,

who died on Saturday morning, at llosslyn House, from

the effects of injuries received from her dress taking fire*

It appears that on Friday morning her Ladyship, having

finished writing a letter, rang the bell for a lighted tape1

for the purpose of sealing it. The taper was directly

brought, and placed by her direction on the floor near the

foot-stool. By some means her dress soon ignited, and

when discovered by her attendants she was completely

enveloped in flames. After some difficulty the servants

succeeded in extinguishing the flames, but not before she

was so dreadfully burned about the body and head, tM
she died on Saturday morning. The jury, after hearing

the usual evidence, returned a verdict of Accidenta

Death.— On Tuesday an inquest was held on the body

Miss Sarah Jane Collins, who threw herself out of one of

the windows of Hanwell Lunatic Asylum, where she was

on a visit to her brother-in-law, Dr. Conolly, the physician

of that establishment. It appeared from the evidence tna

the mind of the unfortunate lady had latterly been wantiei-

ing on religious subjects, and at an early hour on ®un .?

Conolly asked her if she slept well ; to which she repw

that she had had a sweet sleep. He made a motion to ge

out of bed, on seeing which, the room-door being open,

deceased ran away and went up stairs again. He «»PP
on his dressing-gown, and followed her to her room, UW

door of which he found shut. He called and knock^
but receiving no answer, he went in aud foundJ>
window open, and deceased in the act of springing

from it. He rushed towards her, and as she ««
falling, part of her dress caught some of the ftonewor

of the building projecting f>om under the ™™°*' S
.J

and he succeeded in catching her by her le t wr

with his left hand. He continued to hold her by the wu ,

heard his cries. From exhaustion and the vioieuo«

deceased's struggles, he was ultimately compelieai

go her wrist, and in an instant he heard her body fall»

the area below, a depth of 50 feet, with a loud ci

He rushed down stairs, and found her lying on *«
completely doubled up, and quite dead. He had sine;

death heard that deceased declared, that ha.d she destroje

herself on Palm Sunday her soul would be saved. a
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she been a patient in the asylum she would have been con-
fined. He had no doubt of her insanity. The coroner
remarked on the melancholy nature of the case, and the
jury returned a verdict of "Temporary insanity."—
An inquest has been held on the body of Mr. F.
Tyrrell, the eminent surgeon and oculist, who died sud-
denly on Tuesday at the auction-mart. The sale of the
freehold of Mr. Tyrrell's country residence at Acton, of
winch he held the lease, was advertised to take place by
Mr. G. Robins, and Mr. Tyrrell intended to become the
purchaser. About half-past two he entered the sa.'e-room,
and gave instructions to a gentleman, whom he had de-
puted to bid for the property. "While he was conversing
with his friend in a cheerful manner, he was suddenly
attacked with illness, and left the room. He had scarcely
reached the door when he was observed to stagger, and
in attempting to lay hold of the bannisters, he fell. Several
persons raised him from the ground, but long before any
*nedical aid could be procured, Mr. Tyrrell was no more.
H
? gasped twice after he fell, and died in less than two

Minutes. He was only 46 years of age, and had been for
inany years connected with St. Thomas's Hospital and
the Ophthalmic Institution, and his practice was very
extensive. The event created a great sensation in the
auction-room, and the sale of the estate was, in conse-
quence, postponed.

Mortality of the Metropolis The following is the
number of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,
May 13 :—.West districts, 142; North districts, 161;
^entral districts, 182; East districts, 1 78 ; South dis-

™s, 220. Total, 883—(437 males, 446 females.)—
Weekly average for the last five years, 903— (461 males,
442 females), and for the last five springs, 854.

^Brobfnctal Hefos.
incendiary Fires.—The Police Gazette contains the

oner of a reward of 150/., for the discovery of the incen-
diary or incendiaries, who, on the night of the 1st inst,

*j?
fc fire to a stack of hay, standing on the estate of the

^arl of Albemarle, at Quiddenham, Norfolk, by which it

was wholly destroyed ; and 50/. of the reward will be paid
b7 Government, a like sum by the noble Earl, and the
remainder by the Directors of the Suffolk Fire-office ; and
a free pardon is also offered to any accomplice giving the
Necessary information. Also a reward of 250/., for the
discovery of the persons who, on the night of the 10th
*£st., set fire to certain buildings at Barningham, Suffolk,

J?e property of Thomas Thornhill, Esq., in the occupa-
um of Mr. Sare, which were totally destroyed, together
with a quantity of Corn and instruments of husbandry;
°W. of the reward will be paid by Government, who also
oner a free pardon to any accomplice giving the requisite
information, and the remainder by Mr. Thornhill. Like-
wise information that, on the night of the 13th inst., a
stack of Wheat, the property of Mr. H. Farnecombe, in
lne parish of Icklashain, Oxford, was wilfully set on lire
and destroyed.

Aylesbury.—-On Saturday, a special meeting of the
Buckinghamshire Royal Agricultural Association was
held in this town, the Duke of Buckingham in the chair.
The meeting was summoned in order to discuss the bearings
°f the New Canada Wheat and Flour Bill upon the interests
°f the farmers, and was very numerously attended. After
several gentlemen had addressed the meeting, a vote of

20n
nks ^aS given t0 Mr

'
G

'
G

*
Manse11 for a donation of

u }i guineas to the Association. It was then resolved,
Ahat it is the opinion of this meeting that the Canada

V0rn and Flour Bill introduced by Lord Stanley in Par-
lament on the 19th inst., is detrimental to the best in-

vj??
ts

,
°f British agriculture—that in the event of such a

*U being persisted in, our representatives in Parliament
e ^quested to oppose it by every means in their power

r*an jl that this Association views with the deepest appre-
ension and alarm the unremitting exertions that are
a,le bv the Anti-Corn Law League to force upon the
Untry the adoption of the principles of free trade."
ter the meeting the members of the Association and

ofR
1

° f
-
tlie farmers in town dined toSetlier >

the Duke
^ Buckingham, as before, in the chair. The assemblage
** one of the most numerous which had ever met in

of on
bury to consider an agricultural question, upwards

^00 gentlemen being present. After the usual loyal
asts, Mr. Horwood acknowledged the toast of « pr0 .

ten
1

!
1
? to the Association." He said it was their duty to

j^
1 ^r Robert Peel plainly what their feelings were, and

<HcT
mUcl

* misc,lief his measures would produce
; and he

ti

n
?
t think that they should be told by him in reply,

tho I
tlley did not submit t0 the nieasures which he

ht K
fit t0 intr0(iuce

>
that he wouId leave them ir* the

tow i
^ey <*id not, however, wish to rouse opposition

alw
S tlie Government—the feeling of the farmers

0r(j

ays had been and always would be in favour of good

hetw"
aUd S°°d-will ; and if there was a misunderstanding

aM H^ tllem and the Government, and between them

he h
members, as had unfortunately lately occurred,

h etl
°P6(1 that it would not occur again ; he hoped that

*ould
k tliey would understand each other, and that they

th e j r

COn»hine to form an association steadily looking after

of otK
0wn interests, and not interfering with the interests

and M* Mr* DuP re* Mr - Murray, Sir S. Chetwode,

of th
Clayton, returned thanks for the representatives

the ,

e c°unty and boroughs. Mr. Dupre then proposed

^tu?n'
fthe Duke of Buckingham. His Grace, in

intere^ Uianks
> sai(1 he had, as they knew, taken a deep

*heiwi
n

-

a11 tlle c
i
uestions affecting the Corn-laws, and

them f

e important measures of last year came before
*esPecl°

r consideration
> he had formed an opinion with

chan *£ them, which he had never yet seen occasion to
Se > but which, on the contrary, the events of every

day convinced him was the proper and correct view. He
had opposed a fixed duty on corn upon the ground that

he considered that it would be impossible to maintain it

in times of scarcity, whereas the sliding-scale admitted
corn in a manner at once safe to the producer, fair to the

consumer, and most beneficial to the country at large.

If, therefore, he had thought it proper on his own part to

support the sliding-scale, how could he, maintaining that

opinion, support a species of duty in the colonies which
he did not think congenial to the interests of the mother
country ? Considering, therefore, that imposing a fixed

duty on corn with respect to Canada would be giving rise

to a dangerous precedent, as well as facilitating the

smuggling of a large quantity of grain from the United
States into this country, he could not give his vote in the

House of Lords in favour of a measure which he con-
sidered to be so fraught with evil consequences. He was
aware of the difficulties which surrounded the agricul-

turists, but in his conscience he believed that by firmly

adhering to the law as it now stood with respect to protec-
tion, they would survive and triumph over their temporary
difficulties. But this he also was sure of, that if the

property of farmers was day after day, and month after

month, and year after year, to be agitated and unsettled,
the country would never be able to endure its burdens,
and one common ruin awaited them all. Thev wanted
peace ; they wanted their interests to be left to the manage-
ment of those who had a right peacefully to enjoy them

;

but if they were to be told on the one hand that free trade
was their only salvation ; if they were to be harassed upon
the other by the supporters of a fixed duty ; if they were
told that the Canadian Corn Bill would not prove injurious
to their interests, all this was keeping up an agitation with
respect to the property of the farmer as injurious to him-
self as unsafe to the country. It was, therefore, upon
these grounds that he told them that it was his intention,

when the Canada Corn Bill came under the consideration
°f the House of Lords, to oppose it, he hoped as honestly
as he had opposed the Government measures of last

session. He would steadily adhere to that cause which he
had always advocated ; and, addressing them in that

honourable name which he feared he did not sufficiently

deserve—the Farmers' Friend—addressing them in that
capacity, he could assure them that they never would be
discarded by him—that they should never be addressed by
one who forgot his duty to the Crown, to the people, and
to the county of Buckingham.

Bath.—In consequence of the inability of the Bishop
of Bath and Wells, from his extreme age and increasing

infirmities, to perform his episcopal duties, the Bishop of

Salisbury has undertaken the triennial visitation of the
diocese. His Lordship will consecrate several new
churches and chapels, and will hold a series of confirma-
tions in the month of August.

Cambridge.—At the early hour of five o'clock on Tues-
day morning, the election of the Master of Sidney Sussex
College took place in the chapel of the College. The
electors consisted of the ten fellows. At eight o'clock the

result of the election was declared in favour of the Rev.
Mr. Phelps, tutor of the College.

Carmarthen.—The Welch papers give the following

account of the price of provisions in the Principality :

—

Fresh eggs are now selling at 7 for 2(2., or 42 for Is. ;

salmon trout, 9 for 6d. ; best fresh butter, retail, lOd. per

pound; potatoes, Gibs, for \d.\ a quarter of veal costs only

2s. 6d. Rent is at the same low rate as living, and clothes

of the native manufacture cost next to nothing.

Knutsford.—On Monday the general intermediate ses-

sions for the county of Cheshire were held at the Court-
house of this town, before Mr. Trafford Trafford, and
upwards of 20 other Magistrates. After the Chairman
had delivered his charge to the Grand Jury, the Magis-
trates retired to their private room, when the Chairman
read a letter he had received from the Home Secretary, in

reference to the affairs of Knutsford Gaol. In this letter,

Sir J. Graham states—" It is matter of much concern to

me that the Magistrates of the county have determined to

retain in the office of keeper of the gaol one who has been
proved to have so misconducted himself. The Magistrates

are of opinion, upon the case to which I more especially

called their attention (I refer to the case in which the

keeper persisted in inflicting corporal punishment on a pri-

soner after the interposition of the Assistant-Surgeon and
his desisting to forbear), that the reprimand of the Visit-

ing Justices was sufficient punishment. It appears to me
that such misconduct, as soon as made known to the

Justices in quarter-sessions, should have been punished
by immediate dismissal." He concludes by saying that

—

"The responsibility of these proceedings of the general
quarter-sessions is upon those Magistrates who recom-
mended and adopted such a decision ; but I feel it to be a

duty to declare my opinion that it is a decision not unlikely

.to lead to evil consequences, detrimental to the mainte-
nance of good order in prisons, and calculated to lessen

the confidence which Parliament has been disposed to

impart to Magistrates in the superintendence and regula-

tion of gaols." It was then suggested that no notice

should be taken of the letter, but no motion was made on
the subject, and the matter terminated.

Leicester.—A meeting of the creditors of the Leicester

Bank was held on Thursday, at which it was stated that

the liabilities are 600,000/., and the assets 800,000/. The
concern is to be wound up under the direction of a com-
mittee, and a report of the exact state of the firm will be

made to a meeting of creditors, fixed for the 31st inst.

Lincoln.—On Friday the 19th a meeting of the Lin-

colnshire farmers was held in this city, to receive Mr.

Cobden and Mr. Bright as a deputation from the Anti-

Corn-law League. About 3,000 persons were present.

Mr. Bright and Mr. Cobden addressed the meeting at

considerable length, and a resolution, embodying a vote
of thanks to those gentlemen, and condemnatory of the
Corn-laws, was proposed to the meeting, followed by an
amendment in their favour. After several speeches in

support of the first resolution and the amendment, the

chairman took the sense of the meeting, and declared the
original motion carried by a large majority.

Liverpool.—Another fire broke out in this town on
Thursday last. It occurred in Jackson's-lane, in a ware-

house containing cotton and saltpetre, the latter of which

caused a series of continued explosions. The warehouses

on the opposite side of the lane caught fire, and four of them
were almost entirely destroyed. Fortunately, no loss of

human life occurred, but the amount of property destroyed

is estimated at 45,000/.

Manchester.—We learn by the local papers that 23
bricklayers have been arrested at Manchester on suspicion

of having been concerned in the late outrage on Messrs.

Pauling and Henfry's croft, anil after an investigation

which lasted nearly four days, eight of them were com-

mitted on Monday, to take their trials at the next assizes.

Six others have been remanded to afford time for further

evidence to be obtained against them. The authorities

are apprehensive lest another attack should be made upon

the croft, but measures have been taken by them to secure

the public peace in case of a similar outbreak. It appears

that most of the persons arrested on this occasion belonged

to the Brickmakers' Union, which held its meetings at

Manchester every Saturday night.—On Tuesday evening

this town became the scene of another outrage of a more

alarming character than even that in which the brick-

inakers were engaged last week. The cotton-spinners

have again turned out for an advance of wages, and
during the past week have been parading before the mills

and intimidating the workmen who are satisfied to work
at the present prices from carrying on their lawful occu-

pations. On Monday evening an outrnge of an alarming

character was perpetrated by the military, assisted by the

mob. A wanton assault was made on two police-stations,

the windows of which were completely destroyed, and
several of the policemen were seriously, if not dangerously

wounded. The police, however, succeeded in capturing

some of the riotous soldiers, who were fined by the magis-

trates, and discharged from custody. It was hoped that

this affray would have ended here, but it was only to be

followed by still more lamentable outrages. The streets

remained thronged during Tuesday morning, and in the

afternoon Captain Willis received information that

another attempt to demolish the station-houses in various

parts of the town was contemplated. Arrangements were

immediately entered into to defend the police against the

aggressions of the military, bat these arrangements were

not completed in time to avert the danger. About five

o'clock a mob of upwards of 2,000 persons, headed by 50

or 60 of the disorderly soldiers, surrounded the Oldham-
road station, and commenced an attack upon the building.

There were but five police-officers in it at the time, and
they were therefore obliged to fasten the gates in order to

keep out the mob, who, after having smashed a few of the

windows, and fearing that there might be a strong force

inside, retired, and in about half an hour after returned

with about 200 soldiers and an immense mob. They at

once renewed the attack upon the station, and demolished

every window and several of the doors. The magistrates,

however, and a strong detachment of police, followed by

General Sir T. Arbuthnot, with two or three companies

of Foldiers, arrived in time to save the police. When the

mob and the disorderly soldiers saw this force coming up,

they turned and cheered, and were about to face them.

At this moment the policemen rushed out of the station-

house, attacked the mob in the rear, and by their united

force they succeeded in apprehending several prisoners.

The mob then dispersed, and re-assembled in other parts

of the town, and beat the police whenever they could

meet with them. The town, as may be imagined, is in a very

disturbed state, and the troops are confined to barracks.

Oxford.—Great sensation was created here last week
by a sermon delivered by Dr. Pusey, at Christchurch, in

which the reverend professor avowed his faith in consub-

stantiation and the doctrine of the mass. This surprise

has been increased by the announcement that a copy of

the discourse has been demanded by the University

authorities, with a view to examination and probable cen-

sure. It is stated that Dr. Pusey has, however, requested

two days for consideration before complying with the

request, and it is conjectured that he intends to plead the

circumstance of the sermon having been preached in his

own cathedral at Christchurch, of which, as professor of

Hebrew, he is a canon, as a reason for exemption from

the cognisance of the academical authorities.

Portsmouth.—An inquest was held a few days since at

Little Green, near Gosport, on the body of Dr. Quarrier,

who died on Wednesday night, from the severe burns he

accidentally sustained thirteen days previously, and noticed

in this Paper at the time. His death was caused by
inflammation of the membrane of the brain, and also of

the glottis, occasioned by the burns.

Heading A meeting, convened by the High Sheriff,

upon the requisition of upwards of 800 of the farmers,

freeholders, and agriculturists of Berkshire, was held on
Saturday, in this town, to take into consideration the

present depressed state of the agricultural interest, and to

discuss the propriety of seeking for more ample protection

for that interest from the Legislature. At eleven o'clock,

the town-hall, the place appointed for the meeting, was
nearly filled. Sir R. G. Throgmorton, Bart., high-sheriff,

presided, and opened the business of the day with a short

speech. Mr. Hippesley then moved the following resolu-

tions :

—

M That this meeting views with the utmost anxiety

and alarm the present depressed condition of all classes
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of the agricultural community, caused, or greatly aggra-
vated, by the operation of the new corn and tariff laws,
which afford inadequate protection to the exercise of
British industry, and to the employment of British capital

in the cultivation of the soil. That under the extreme
pressure of general taxation, and the local charges to
which the land is exclusively liable, the home produce has
a constitutional right to expect and demand from the
Legislature ample protection against the otherwise ruinous
competition of untaxed foreign capital and foreign labour."
Mr. Job Lcusley, a farmer, seconded the motion in a long
and animated address, during which he was loudly cheered.
At the close of his speech, the numbers had so increased that
it was necessary to adjourn to the Forbury, where hustings
had been erected in anticipation of the event. The Earl
of Radnor then spoke at great length in opposition to the
previous motion, and concluded by moving asan amendment
the following resolutions :

—

" 1. That the petitioners have
been till lately impressed with the belief that laws regu-
lating and restraining the importation of corn from abroad,
are necessary for the protection of the British farmer ;

but that experience and more mature reflection have con-
vinced them that such laws really afford him no protec-
tion, but that the best encouragement that can be given
to those concerned in agriculture is that which is derived
from the flourishing state of the industrious classes of the
community. 2. That your petitioners believe that the
time is fast approaching when all legislative protection
will be abandoned. They have observed that all the
measures lately adopted by the Legislature are in that
direction, and that the principles advocated by the most
eminent men of all parties lead to that result. 3. That
your petitioners being for the most part connected with,
and dependent for their support on agriculture, are now
reduced to the most harassing and ruinous uncertainty
with respect to their trade and future prospects. They
conceive that any measures which do not bear the cha-
racter of a final arrangement can only increase that uncer-
tainty, and prolong its duration ; and that it is for the
interest of all parties that the question should be settled
as speedily and as completely as possible. 4. That your
petitioners, therefore, pray you to take steps for the total

and immediate repeal of the Corn-laws." Mr. J. T.
Norris, of Sutton Courtney, seconded the amendment.
Mr. Walter, of Bearwood, then proposed, as a
second amendment, the following resolutions :

—
"That this meeting is deeply sensible of the very depressed
condition to which British agriculture is now reduced.
But while it sincerely deplores so painful a state of things,

it cannot but observe that every measure which has been
introduced for many years past, for regulating the importa-
tion of foreign corn, has totally failed, as is proved by the
frequent changes of the law on this subject. That this

meeting, therefore, is of opinion that some fixed and stable
plan is necessary, by which the fluctuations in the value
of corn might be considerably lessened, the landlord and
tenant might know what they had to expect, and foreign
corn be subjected to a permanent duty of such an
amount as might be most productive to the revenue,
and so tend most effectually to diminish internal taxa-
tion. " The Rev. Mr. Sloper seconded the motion. Mr. All-
nutt, Mr. Blackstone, Mr. Palmer, Mr. Pusey, and Lord
Harrington, followed in defence of the agricultural interest,

and in support of Mr. Ilippesley's motion. Several other
gentlemen addressed the meeting, and the show of hands
was then taken. The original proposition was carried by
a considerable majority, only four or five hands being held
up in favour of Mr. Walter's amendment. Petitions
framed upon the resolutions were then adopted, that to
the Lords to be presented by Earl Stanhope, that to the
Commons by one of the county members.

Uxbridge.—* On Thursday, the 19th, a meeting was
held in this town, for the purpose of discussing the subject
of the Corn-laws. Handbills were very generally circu-
lated, announcing that Mr. Cobden, M.P., Mr. H.
Pownall, and other gentlemen, would be present to argue
the question. Mr. F. Sherborne, of Bedfont, presided.
The meeting was addressed by Mr. Cobden, Col. Wood,
Mr. Hume, Mr. Byng, Mr. Pownall, and other gentle-
men. A resolution was proposed by Mr. Wilkinson, and
seconded by Mr. Hall, in favour of repeal of the Corn-
laws, which was carried by a large majority, there being
only about 40 hands held up against it. A petition to
Parliament, in accordance with the resolution, was then
submitted to the chairman to sign on behalf of the meet-
ing ; but he declined doing so, stating that he had not
taken the chair with any such understanding, and that,

moreover, he did not concur in the prayer of the petition.

After some commotion, a vote of thanks to Mr. Sher-
borne was moved by Colonel Wood, and agreed to ; and
Mr. Hall was then called upon to succeed him, which he
did, and signed the petition.

llaiucays.—The following are the receipts of Railways
for the past week:—Birmingham and Derby, 1087/.;
Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,627/. ; Edinburgh and
Glas a-, 2,311/.; Eastern Counties, 2,127/.; Great
Western, 13,879/. ; Hull and Selby, 1,079/. ; Birmingham,
16,860/.; Blackball, 783/. ; Brighton, 3,034/. ;

Croydon,
2867.; South Western, 6,491/.; Midland Counties, 2,473/.;
South Eastern, 2,030/.—The half-yearly general meeting
of the South Eastern and Dover Company took place at
the London Tavern last week. The report slated that the
traffic on the line since the last opening from Headcorn
to Ashford exhibited a gradual and steady increase. The
railway would further be opened to Folkestone shortly
after midsummer, and to the ultimate terminus at Dover
within the present year, A scheme for making a commu-
nication between Paris and the South Eastern Railway, as
prepared by Mr. Stephenson, had been approved of by the
French Government, and would come before the Chamber

of Deputies for their sanction in the present session. The
application to Parliament, concurrently with the London
and Croydon Company, to extend the Railway by a
branch line to the Bricklayers' Arms, had proved suc-
cessful, notwithstanding the opposition of the Greenwich
Company. Arrangements had been made with the prin-
cipal carriers in Kent and Sussex for daily conveyance
over the line, and a single line of branch railway
to Maidstone, 10£ miles long, at a cost of 112,000/., had
been engaged to be constructed and opened by the con-
tractors within 9 months after obtaining possession of the
land. Branch lines to Canterbury and Hastings were
likewise in contemplation. No accident had occurred
upon the line to any individual. The balance, on the
construction account, was 245,000/., and that on the
traffic account, 0,451/. Mr. Cubitt's report gave a detail
of the progress of the works, and stated, amongst several
other facts, that by the recent explosion at Roundown
Cliff, land to the extent of 15 acres had been covered with
soil at an average of 20 feet deep. The report of the
directors was ultimately adopted by a large majority.— On
Friday a special general meeting of the London and Croy-
don Company was held, at which the bill now before the
House of Lords for making a branch railway from
Corbett's-lane, where the Croydon and Greenwich railways
join, to a point in Swan-street, near the Bricklayers' Arms,
in the Old Kent Road, was unanimously approved of.

—

A special general meeting of the Taff Vale Com-
pany was held on Wednesday week at Bristol, to take into
consideration the financial condition and late management
of the company's affairs. The report of the committee of
inquiry stated, that, from the investigations which had
been made, the directors appeared to have been more
mindful of their own interests than of those of the share-
holders, and that the latter had been sacrificed to the
former. They had further ascertained that some of the
directors had contracted for the supply of articles to the
company—had been allowed to carry their goods over the
line at less than the ordinary rates— and had sold bad
coke to the company at an increased rate. By this mis-
management the shareholders had become involved in a
liability of 93,885/., in addition to the capital required for
the completion of the railway—a total liability of 754,000/.
The meeting was finally adjourned.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Notwithstanding the absence of Mr. O'Con-

riell, the Corn Exchange, at the usual weekly meeting on
Monday, was densely crowded, and there was fully as
much excitement as at any previous meeting. The amount
of rent was the largest weekly return yet announced, hav-
ing been 709/. 18s. 6d. This included several English
returns. The meeting did not terminate until nearly six
o'clock, but the large room was crowded till the close. A
new election for the office of treasurer to the corporation
has taken place, and Mr. Costigin has been elected by a
majority of five. The numbers w:ere— For Mr. Guiness, 20

;

for Mr. Costigin, 25.
Cork—The Cork Examiner contains a report, extend-

ing to 15 columns, of the proceedings in that city on the
recent visit of Mr. O'Connell. It sets down the numbers
congregated at the incredible figure of 500,000 ; but, even
subtracting one-half from the calculation, there is no
reason to believe that the demonstration was in anv way
inferior in point of physical force to the great gathering
at Charleville a few days previous. There was but little

novelty in the speeches at the Sunday meeting and ban-
quet to call for even an abstract of the proceedings. It
will, therefore, be sufficient to say, that Mr. O'Connell,
Mr. Roche, M.P., Mr, Steele, and Mr- Caliaghan, one of
the city members, were the principal speakers. On the
Monday another meeting took place in the Butter-weigh-
house, at which, of course, Mr. O'Connell referred to the
recent denunciations of repeal by Lords Beaumont and
Kenmare, and attacked the Duke of Wellington and Lord
Brougham in terms of unusual violence.—The Virginia
packet-ship, from Liverpool to Iioston,was totally lost off

Kinsale, on Tuesday the 16th inst., but the crew and pas-
sengers were saved by a schooner which bore down to
their assistance.

Charleville.—Another great repeal meeting has taken
place in this town. If the concurrent accounts of the
Freeman's Journal, Limerick Reporter, and Nation are
to be relied on, the gathering was by far the most formid-
able, in point of numbers, of all the assemblages which
had yet congregated together at the bidding of Mr.
O'Connell. The two former papers state that 200,000
persons were present on the occasion ; while the latter
deeleclares that 350,000 was under the mark. Some idea may
ie formed of the demonstration when it is stated, that, from

Bruff, which is a distance of ten miles, to Charleville,Mr.
O'ConnelFs carriage was obliged to proceed at a walking
pace, so great was the cavalcade which accompanied it. A
large platform was erected in the centre of the street op-
posite the market-house, in which were stationed a party
of the 45th Light Infantry and a stipendiary magistrate.
After considerable difficulty, the carriage arrived opposite
the platform, but it was so crowded, and the streets so
blocked up, that Mr. O'Connell found it was impossible to
make his way, and accordingly determined to address the
multitude from the dickey. He told them to insult no
one, but be lively and merry at the prospects which were
opening upon their country. He wanted liberty for old
Ireland. He was travelling through the land, and would
have the entire island with him before many months were
over. Who would tell him, after that, a British statesman
would refuse their just demands, and who would tell him
he would not get a repeal of the legislative union ? France
knew that England was weak as long as Ireland was justly
discontented—America knew it—Russia learned, and all

Europe was aware of it; and Heaven forbid she should be
secure while Ireland was in chains.
Athlone.—Mv. O'Connell has been invited to a public

meeting and dinner in this town. The invitation appears
in the shape of a declaration, signed by Lord Ffrench,
Dr. Higgins, Roman Catholic Bishop of Ardagh, Dr.
Cantwell, Roman Catholic Bishop of Meath, Sir M.
D. Bellew, Bart., and many others residing in the adja-
cent counties. In the declaration they say, " We are

fully impressed with the conviction that nothing short of

a repeal of the Union can be of any beneficial service to

Ireland. This conviction is more firmly established by
the threats said to be made use of by Wellington and Peel,

and particularly by the declaration of the latter, who seems
to entertain so thorough a contempt for the Irish people,
that he says he will not consent to listen to the unanimous
voice of her entire representatives. His threats of

coercion we despise, and, as a proof of the little weight
they have with us, beg to invite you, the father of repeal,

to come amongst us, that we may show you, by the recep-
tion we shall give you, the measureless contempt we en-
tertain both for him.and his abettors."

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh. — The long-repeated threat of secession

from the Church of Scotland has at length been carried
into effect by the Non-intrusion party coming voluntarily
forward and declaring themselves no longer a portion of

the church. This event took place on Thursday, the 18th,

immediately after the meeting of the Assembly, and before
even the roll of members was called over. Dr. Welsh,
the late Moderator, on taking the chair, read a document
containing a catalogue of alleged grievances— cases of

interference on the part of the civil courts with matters
spiritual. To this document 193 names were adhibited,
comprising 120 ministers and 73 elders, who, immediately
on the document being read, followed Dr. Welsh, and
proceeded through the streets of Edinburgh in a body to a

place of meeting prepared for their reception. It appears
that on Thursday morning, after the levee in Holyrood
Palace held by the Marquess of Bute, as her Majesty's
Lord High Commissioner, his Grace proceeded to St.

Andrew's church to open the General Assembly. After
the usual sermon by the Moderator, Dr. Welsh, the Mar-
quess of Bute ascended the throne, on which Dr. Welsh*
having constituted the Assembly by a prayer, proceeded
to read the pretest of the non-intrusionist majority, which
declared that " the Legislature has now, by its late pro-

ceedings, unequivocally, and for the first time, fixed the

conditions of the church establishment in Scotland to be

such as the civil courts have lately pronounced them—

-

subversive, that is to say, of Church independence, as

held by the seceders, and as believed by them to have been
hitherto the law of the land, and more especially incom-
patible with the freedom of the Assembly itself; that any
future Assembly to be held under these novel conditions
is therefore no free or lawful Assembly ; and, finally, that

while firmly asserting the right and duty of the civil

magistrate to maintain and support an establishment of

religion in accordance with God's word, and reserving to

themselves and their successors to strive by all lawful

means, as opportunity shall in God's good provi-

dence be offered, to secure the performance of this

duty, but acknowledging that they do not hold them-
selves at liberty to retain the benefit of the Establish-

ment while they cannot comply with the conditions

now to be deemed thereto attached, they protest their

right to separate in an orderly way from an establishment

which they loved and prized, and to organise themselves

as shall seem expedient. On reading the protest, which

was listened to with the utmost attention, the Moderator

delivered it into the hands of Dr. Lee, the principal clerk,

and immediately left the chair, and walked out of the

House. He was followed by Dr. Chalmers, Dr. Gordon,

Dr. M'Farlan, and the whole of the Non-intrusion party,

all the benches usually occupied by them being emptier*

The secession was hailed with loud acclamations in the

gallery, but these soon subsided, and the party left the

church with the utmost silence from those that remained.

When they got outside the church, they were received with

cheers and some hisses by the mass of people assembled.

Having formed into order, they proceeded three abreast

to Tanfield, Stockbridge ; but along the line ofprocession*

wihch was densely crowded, there were no expressions o

applause or dissent. On their arrival at Tanfield the

meeting was constituted by the name of the " Assembly

of the Free Presbyterian Church of Scotland. fj
r '

Welsh then rose, and after saying that he felt assured tiie

eyes of every individual in that Assembly—the^
eyes oi

le Church and country—the eyes of all Chnsten-the whole ^nurca auu country- — - „

dom—were directed to one individual, whom to name was

to pronounce his panegyric"—Dr- Chalmers, he proceeded

to relinquish to him the chair of Moderator. Dr. Co-
mers exhorted the Assembly. Dr. Candlish and olien>

proposed measures for organising the new kirk, anu io

strengthening their own hands. Six committees wenj

appointed to provide interim supplies of ordinances

means of education for their ministers—a church po
; J »

address to the adhering people, and let c

^ u* «UurOBBcd to corresponding churches at home a

abroad. The meeting was then adjourned till the next
.

c j»

when a deputation from the Presbyterian Church of Ireia

came forward to the bar, with an address expressive Ot i

sympathy and concurrence of thatChurchiwith the P»£?
tigs of those who now constituted the Free V^J^
Church of Scotland. Several of the members of^f^
tion addressed the Assembly, warmly approving the court

they had taken in vindicating their9^^'"^^
mel*, in the name of the Assembly, thanked the Piebby

terian Church of Ireland for their friendly sympathy and

to prepare an
to be addressed

1

^
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regard as evinced by this address, and by the sentiments
0* the deputation. After the Non-intrusion party left the
House on Thursday, the General Assembly elected Prin-
cipal M'Farlan Moderator, and her Majesty's Letter was
read, appointing the Marquis of Bute Commissioner. At
the next meeting of the Assembly, the usual address to the
Uueen was agreed on, and forwarded to her Majesty by

,,
party, xne ope & »,. „,„,

or the new buildings for the Free Presbyterian Church,
winch took place on that day, excited a good deal of
nterest, and although no public announcement was made,
«>e church was completely filled during the forenoon and
utemoon services. The building, which is in the Lotbian-
10i>d,

j s a Tieat anci substantial structure, capable of
accommodating about 1,200 persons, and has been erected
° l

Jhe congregation by the Rev. Dr. Candlish. The

n°
Ct°r

>
himself preached in the forenoon, and the Rev.

i-M Parian, of Greenock, preached in the afternoon.
n ot Andrew's Church, which is the Hall of the General
ssembly, there was a prayer-meeting in the evening, at
>ich the Lord High Commissioner and his suite attended.

fle church was excessively crowded, and great numbers
ere unable to obtain admission. In the Great Hall at
anonmills a sermon was preached by Dr. Candlish in
e evening, but not one-half of the immense assemblage
u <a obtain admission, and it was arranged that Mr.

palmers, of Dailly, and Mr. C. J. Brown, of Edinburgh,
• ouid preach to the people in two separate parts of

e Park in the open air, which they accordingly did, great

and T

rS attendinS- The Marchioness of Breadalbane
o Lady IL Thorpe, accompanied by Mr. Campbell, of

teri
1C
*
M *P" attended the meeting of the Free Presby-

«»n Assembly on Saturday, and were loudly cheered.

Ass IT"
117 t0 the above Proceedings, the Free

int

Gmb|y met to receive notices of adherence to the Non-

of M °" ,,rotesfc
' U was announced by Mr. Campbell,

ivionzie, that the Dowager Marchioness of Breadalbane
jT* subscribed 1,000/. towards the Free Presbyterian

said t i

Tlie number of adherents to the protest is now

Paro 1°
i

428 rninisters
'* bnt what portion of these is

moriP n
a"d what quoad sacra

'
is not stated. As to

in ni i f
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Chalmers announced that the gross receipts

150 ?ji # -
neW scheme were 223,028/. Gs. 1 \d., of which

Gen? l a
°5

'
3d

'
belonSs t0 the building fund. The

rouri ,

ssembly have also been engaged in business of a

thev l
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- The most important decision at which

tainiJi
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f

ai'rived
'

is the recognition of the deposed

in
° f Strathbogie as ministers of the church, and

sent!,
681 '60

*
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Pronom i

s
"fPension and deposition had never been

11 5 m, j
lhls resolution was carried by a majority of
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A
16"
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therefore,

*an£TL I-
e
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Asse 'nby in the most unqualified

then rL •

Mmisters of the Established Church, and^U commissions were accordingly received.

ces on

Jfflfecrtlaneoug.
The Comels.~At the Paris Academy of Seieiw UX1londay week, M. Arago made a communication respectinee discovery of the telescopic comet by M. Mauvais, one -<1 inst., to which we before alluded. Its appear-

in tl

WaS by "° means distinct when first discovered; but

observ r'
ght

° f the 3d he WaS able to take a better

^ithinM
°n

'
and t0 calculate its position exactly. It was

^Rasi Pfcere of the constellations of the Swan and

ascerf '

S
'

•

tW° subsec
luent observations M. Mauvais

thoSe \'a
ltS °rbit'

whicu lie declares t0 be "nlike any f

comet ) -

down 5n the astronomical calculations. This
at this

^1# Mauvais says was never before seen, is
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t

m°?1

.

enta
l
,Proaching towards the earth

' M - Arago
celebr t° i

conimunication some remarks on the most
last an ° f a11 comets

>
that |of Halley, which made its

^Ppearance in 1835, and whose periods of revolution

.„ral i.

and ^ years. Our readers are aware that

^°r the
as 0n°mers have examined the Chinese records

had bep
*>UrPose of ascertaining whether any observation

are

seve
ral

Search
1 mad

? on '^e appearance of H alley's comet. The

^is o-J,
a dlstinguished Orientalist, undertook the task.

M. fci '.
s

>
said M - Arago, had been without result, until
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Uenian bas shown, in the most positive manner,
Sept, V.?,?'

8 comet was observed in China on the 26th of
^binp'ecv '

8
* The following is his translation of the
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V '^' w,'en the weather became cloudy, and it

for the repayment of debts incurred and repudiated by
several of the States. Your petitioner lent to the State

* ennsylvama a sum of money, for the purpose of some
public improvement. The amount, though small, is to

•5 '?frt
,

tot
'
and is a savinS from a life-income, made

with difficulty and privation. If their refusal to pay (from
• \u

a
J
V6ry large number of English families are suffer-

ing; had been the result of war produced by the unjust
aggression of powerful enemies—if it had arisen from
civil discord—if it had proceeded from an improvident
application of means in the first years of self-govern-
ment—if it were the act of a poor State struggling against
tlie barrenness of nature—every friend of America would
have been contented to wait for better times ; but the
fraud is committed in the profound peace of Pennsylvania,
by the richest State in the Union, after the wise invest-
ment of the borrowed money in roads and canals, of
which the repudiators are every day reaping the advantage,
it is an act of bad faith which (all its circumstances con-
sidered), has no parallel and no excuse. Nor is it only
the loss of property which your petitioner laments ; he
laments still more that immense power which the bad
with of America has given to aristocratical opinions, and
to the enemies of free institutions in the Old World. It
is in vain any longer to appeal to history, and to point
out the wrongs which the many have received from the
tew. The Americans, who boast to have improved
the institutions of the old world, have at least equalled
its crimes. A great nation, after trampling under
toot all earthly tyranny, has been guilty of a fraud as
enormous as ever disgraced the worst King of the most
degraded nation of Europe. It is most painful to
your petitioner to see that American citizens excite,
wherever they go, the recollection that they belong
to a dishonest people, who pride themselves on
having tricked and pillaged Europe

; and this mark is
nxed, by their faithless legislators, on some of the best
and most honourable men in the world, whom every
Englishman has been eager to see and proud to receive,
i-t is a subject of serious concern to your petitioner
that you are losing all that power which the friends of
treedom rejoiced that you possessed, looking upon you as
the ark of human happiness, and the most splendid pic-
ture of justice and of wisdom that the world had yet seen.
Little did the friends of America expect it, and sad is the
spectacle, to see you rejected by every state in Europe,
as a nation with whom no contract can be made, be-
cause none will be kept ; unstable in the very foundations
of social life, deficient in the elements of good faith

; menwho prefer any load of infamy, however great, to any
pressure of taxation, however light.—Nor is it only this
gigantic bankruptcy for so many degrees of longitude and
latitude which your petitioner deplores, but he is alarmed
also by that total want of shame with which these things
hava been done—the callous immorality with which Eu-
rope has been plundered—that deadness of the moral
sense which seems to preclude all return to honesty, to
perpetuate this new infamy, and to threaten its extension
to every state.of the Union. To any man of real philan-
thropy, who receives pleasure from the improvements of
the world, the repudiation of the public debts of America
and the shameless manner in which it has been talked of
and done, is the most melancholy event which has hap-
pened during the existence of the present generation.
Your petitioner sincerely prays that the great and good
men still existing among you, may, by teaching to United
States the deep disgrace they have incurred in the whole
world, restore them to moral health, to that high position
they have lost, and which, for the happiness of mankind,
it is important they should ever maintain; for the United
States are now working out the greatest of all political
problems, and upon that confederacy the eyes of thinking
men are intensely fixed, to see how far the mass of man-
kind can be trusted with the management of their own
affairs and the establishment of their own happiness."

so late a period, that he had not at present bad time to act uoon
it, and as

. might lead to something of considerable coTe°quence m this prosecution, he was obliged to ask for a remandthe magistrate admitted that there was much circumstentiaievidence of suspicion against Howse. Considering the circum-stance that one of the parties concerned in this robbery was atlarge, it would be better to give no opportunity of defeating theends of justice by admittmg cither of the accused to bail. Theprisoners were then remanded until Monday
On Monday, Mr. Hugh St,-a/ford Stratford, a young man

reading: at an hotel in Vere- street, Oxford street, was chafed at
the Marylebone Police Court, with having violently assaultedMr Alexander Chisholm, a highly respectable surgeon, residing
in Devonshire-street, Portland-place, and who from the serious
injury inflicted upon him is in such a state as to excite alarm for
his safety. It appeared from the evidence of Mr Order a
Solicitor, who happened to be passing at the time, that MrChisholm was struck over the head, and the stick broken by the'violence of the blows. The prisoner had attacked him underthe impression that he was Mr. Barnard Gregory, Editor of the
Satirist, but when he found out his mistake, he expressed great
contrition, and readily gave himself up to the police. ' Dr
Gregory, M.D., stated that he had examined Mr. Chisholrr, and
found a deep wound on the left parietal bone, extending about
two inches and a half ; both he and Mr. Guthrie considered there
was danger. For the defence it was stated that Mr. Stratford
had been the victim of gamblers and sharpers in London and
elsewhere, and has given bills to parties to a verv large
amount. An injunction has been granted by the Vice- Chancel-
lor to restrain the negotiation of the said bills/and in consequence
thereof, a series of violent articles against him have from time
to time appeared in the Satirist; he had in vain endeavoured to
obtain information witli regard to the authorship of the para-
graphs, and having no means of attacking Mr. Gregory through
the medium of any of the newspapers, by which course alone his
reputation might have been defended, he had resorted to that
kind of violence which had led him into his present difficulty.On Monday morning he saw a carriage leave, as he imagined,
Mr. Gregory s door m North Audley-street, and followed it toWim pole-street, believing it to be Mr. Gregory's vehicle, the
colour and shape thereof, as also the coat of the driver cor-
responding exactly with the description which he had received.When the carriage stopped a gentleman alighted, and Mr. Strat-
ford believing him to be Mr. Gregory, assaulted him in the manner
stated. The magistrate after hearing the case, refused to take
bail and remanded the prisoner to Thursday, when he was again
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sur.eties in 500/. each. The last reports

state that Mr. Chisholm is still in a very alarming state.

SPORTING.
DERB"*.—25 to l agst Sir G. Heathcote's lot (taken); 2 to l

agst Mr. Bowe's Cotherstone; 6 to 2 agst Mr. Blakelock's A
British >eomaii; U to 1 agst Lord G. Bentinck's Gaper (taken);
16 to 1 agst Lord Eglinton's Aristides (taken) ; 16 to 1 agst
Mr. T.. Taylor's Gamecock; 16 to 1 agst Mr. Mostyn's General
Pollock; 10 to 1 agst Mr. Griffith's Newcourt; 40 to 1 agst Mr.
Bell's Winesour (taken) ; 50 to 1 agst Major Yarburgh's Dump-
ling (taken) ; 50 to 1 agst Mr. Theobald's Highlander (taken 1;
60 to 1 agst Mr. Theobald's Humbug (taken) ; 66 to 1 agst Lord
Westminster's Languish c. (taken) ; 1000 to 15 agst Mr. Baxter's
Magna Charta (taken) ; 2000 to 20 agst Sir R. Bulkeley's Miss
Patrick c. (taken).

OAKS.- 8 to l agst Lord Westminster's Laura filly ; 8 to l agst
Lord Westminster's Maria Day; 1 1 to 1 agst Lord Chesterfield's
Judith H utter; 11 to 1 agst Mr. Stephenson's Elegance filly
(taken); 12 to 1 agst Mr. Drake's Sister to Jeffy: 12 to 1 apst
Mr. Payne's Bessy Bedlam filly

; 16 to 1 agst Duke of Rutland's
Cowslip; is to 1 agst Mr. Thornhtll's Extempore; 20 to 1 airst
Co 1. Cradock's Peggy; 20 to l agst Sir W. Call's Temerity
(taken)

; 20 to 1 agst Lord Eglinton's Egidia (taken).

MARK LANE, Fkiiiay, May 26.—We had a large supply of
-fc-nghsh Wheat at Market this morning:, particularly from Essexand Suffolk; the trade was very heavy, at a decline of fully isper qr., and a considerable proportion remains unsold ,- notwith-
standing the above, there was a good demand for Foreign at last
week's prices; in bonded there was nothing doing. Barley
remains the same. Peas of all sorts are is. dearer, and new Beans
partake of a similar improvement. English Oats are the turn
higher; Irish remain unaltered in value. .
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Halm
Ckntbal Criminal Court.—Edioard Heylin. a lad of 17

years of age, pleaded guilty to an indictment charging him
with having stolen letters containing money from the Post-
office, m which he was employed as a clerk. Several wit-
nesses gave the prisoner an excellent character, and a
memorial in his favour from the High Sheriff of the county
of Cornwall was handed up to his Lordship. Mr. Justice
Coltman said that the prisoner had been entrusted with the
distribution of letters, and he had grossly abused the confi-
dence reposed in him. It was necessary for the protection of the
public that such oilcnecs should be punished with the utmost
seventy. His case was a very bad one. Thenumberof letters which
he had purloined was very considerable ; but even if not so, the
public must be protected. Sentence, transportation for life.

George Davies, a Post-office carrier, was convicted of steal-
ing a letter containing a sovereign which had been prepared
as a trap for him. The prisoner beg-ed for his lordship's mercy,
on account at his previously good character, and the number of
years he had been in the Post-office. His Lordship said that the
latter point tended rather to aggravate than mitigate his offence,
because length of service has generally the effect of increasing
confidence. Fortunately for him, however, his case differed
from the last inasmuch as the money or letter was not laid as
belonging to the Postmaster-General. His was therefore a simple
larceny, and the sentence was transportation for seven vcars
JohnWilham White, the captain, arid Joseph Younghuslmnd,
the mate or the ship 1 he Native, pleaded guilty to the charge of
robbing and sinking her. Mr. Justice Coltman addressed the
prisoners and having briefly remarked upon the enormity of their
crime, which until lately was punishable by death, sentenced
them to be transported tor the term of their natural lives.

P<

thir

F
were
cerned in stealing a plate-chest, containing property to the
amount of 800/., from the above nobleman's mansion, in Belgrave-
sqnare. Mr. Moran, an inspector ofthe police, solicited an adjourn-
ment for a week. He had received an important communication
on the subject of this robbery, which he was not at liberty at
that moment to disclose, but which was most material to the
ends of justice. The information had come to his knowledge at

BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Barley Malting and distilling
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . fr'ohtnds

Northumberland and Scotch .... Foed—— Iribh Feed
Rye
Beans, Mazagftn, old and new . £0 to 2(i

Pigeon, Heligoland 28 to 34

s. s. s. s
40 to 50 Red 40to46
40 to 46 White — to—
25 to 30 Grind. 19 to S5
13to23 Feed u toss— to — Potato 15 to 24
9 to j8 Potato 14 to 22— to —

Tick 22to £7 Harrow £3 to 31
Winds, —to— Longpod— to—

Peas, White 28to30 Maple 27 to 29 Grey 2Gt 2i:

WKliKI-Y IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

April

May

14
21

28
5

12
10

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat. Barley. Oats- Kye. Beang. Peas.
45 9 2!( 8 17 1 £9 2 25 10 28 1
46 7 28 6 17 4 28 7 25 11 £7 5
47 28 7 17 29 3 26 8 28 3
46 4 28 2 17 2 7 26 4 1
4(5 2 88 1 17 :t 29 2 26' 8 28 9
47 2 27 9 17 5 29 2 26 10 23 2

4.6 28 3 17 l 28 10 36 4 28 1

20 9 8 U 6
\

11 6 11 1

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
i;„

A
J
NKRUPTCY SUPERSEDED—T. Brennand, Blackburn, Lancashire,

anenaxaper.

pool, linendrapcrs— J. Lambert, Leeds, cloth-merchant—S- Musgravs and B.
MUSgrave, Leeds, dvers— J. Oliver and J- York, Stony Stratford, Bnckinghain-
shire, bankers—W- "Copper, Reading, Berkshire, grocer—E» Gonden, Milton-
street, Dorset^aquare, builder— J. Shickle, Great FuJtene£-stieetf Soho, cora-

Commer-
•town,

, and 8.
Denniston, Halifax, woollen-manufacturers—D- Thomas, Newport. Monmouth-

B&raec, iJOrset-sqnare, builder— J. Shickle, Great PuJteney-stieet, Soho,
dealer— G-. Bloor, Wharf-road, City-road, coal-merchant— '• Barnes, ton
cial-place, Commercial-road, Middlesex, engineer

—

J. Haigh, High-t
Yorkshire, manufacturer of worsted goods— '• Fletcher, T. Fletcher, a

spirit-merchant—A. Swinton, Edinburgh, wri
Glasgow, Wright—W> Scott, Greenock, and

asgow, drugpi*t*-w Gibson. Arbroath, draper-G. jfiSriaa! Cameto?
rk, near Falkirk, Stirlingshire. *

CI
park

n, wine and
ter tenthe signet—D.MaccaJJaro,
O. Wotht: „ aQd G> Gibb

H* (I 1* * 1 < rt \ _

BIRTHS.-On the 15th April, a Antigua, the lady of the Hon. S
"orrfoid,

.

solici tor.Kem.ral of that island, of a son—On the lfith inst , ..

'-„, the Hon. Airs. James lJutler, of a dauKhter-On the 21st in.- . in G
r.street, he Hon. .Mrs. EdWMdOriiiMtoii" ..t a daiitf, terll-atolv at Fa

den
nor-
do

ir Kobert
at l>res-

rosve-
irring-

MAKRIKD.-On the 23d inst, at Abin

Windsor Castle, Tate of Yhe\VrenaTierGuards, and ancle of Viscount Sydney.—in «arlcy-street) on the 23d ifist... the Viscountess Anson, widow of the late
\iscount Anson, and mother of the Karl of Lichfield—Last week, in Eaton
nace, C. J. Apperley, Esq., well knowa as a writer oa sporting [subjects,
under the name of '' Nimrod.".
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HEATING by HOTWATER LUFF & CO.'s Boudoir Pianoforte, 25/., package

included. Luff & Co.'s Cottagb Pianoforte, 27/.,

nackaec included. For Tone, Touch, Durability, and Cheapness,

never before offered; keeps well in Tune, and is prepared for

extreme Climates. L. & Co.'s Patent Pianofortes equally cheap.

Pianofortes for Hire, from 24/. Instruments taken in exchange.

Luff & Co., 103, Great Russell- street, Bloomsbury.
"

TO NURSERYMEN.

T^O BE LET, on the Southern Coast, a desirable

NURSERY-GARDEN, with House, Greenhouse, Hothouse,

&C- Apply at the Office of Mr. William Buomlky,

Gray's Inn Square.

Solicitor,

M
J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-

• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Unt-house-Bnildcrs, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobihiy

and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entin ly confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-f

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once

in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen ar. most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's t-eats in the country, nearly the whole

of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester- place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square.
.

-

INIATURE GREENHOUSES of an IMPROVED
CONSTRUCTION. These beautiful Greenhouses can be

had of any form and size; round, square, hexagon, octagon, &c,

dazed,japanned, and completely fitted up, at a moderate expense.

ZiNC FLOWER-POTS. These novel articles are more hand-

some and durable than the old red clay pots, and the plants

flourish with increased vigour, owing to the cm rent of klcctncity

>nerated by the Galvanic Circuit of Metal, Earth, and Water.

ZINC GARDEN LABELS in great variety. Garden Hand-

ames, Cucumber-frames, &c. f
&c. All kinds of Horticultural

rticles, suitable for Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Amateur Gar-

rs, on hand, or made to order, at Henry Hbwjstson s Zinc

w

fner
lanufactory, 57, Cannon- street, London Bridge.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and TOL.

Just Published,

A TREATISE ON " RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM
OF COMMUNICATING HEAT," by Wm. E. Rkndi.e,

F.H.S., Plymouth, can now be obtained of all Booksellers, or

from the Author, at 5s. 6rf. (free by post.) Embellished with eight

"Wood Engravings.
Lon gm

a

n, Brown, Gukkn. and Longmans.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH GRASSES.
Just published, 4to. with 1 18 Plates, beautifully coloured, 3/- l6s., bds.,

GRAM1NA BR1TANN1CA; or, Representations ot

the British Grasses: with Remarks and occasional Descrip-

tions. By I. L. Knapp, Esq., F.L.S. & A.S. Second Edition.

London: Longman, Brown, and Co. Bristol : W. Stro^o-__

This day is published, 8vo, price 6,9.,

THE JOURNAL of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY of ENGLAND. Vol. IV., Part I.

CONTENTS

:

Mr Grev, on Farm-Buildings-Tussac Grass in the Falkland

Islands-Earl Lovelace, on Mangold-Wurzel-Mr. Pusey on

Thorough-Draining, or Land-Ditclm.g-Mr. Barugh Aln«fe on

the Drill Husbandry of Turnips-Mr. Posey, on Horse-hoein

Fiat-drilled Turnips-Mr. Walkden, on Poughmg up Down-Land

—Lord Portman, on Shepherd's Corner Farm, Dorsetshire—Mr.

Curtis, on Insects affecting Turnip Crops-Mr. Uyett, on the

Nutritive Values of different Crops— Sanitory Effects ot Lana-

Draining- Raising Turnins by means of Sulphuric Acid, &c— Mr.

Stacc on Rotations of Crops on Heavy Lands Mr. White, on

Draining and Subsoil-Ploughing— Mr. Hannam, on Rape-dust—

Mr. Halmer. on Cropping in the South of Scotland—Mr. Johnston :

Agricultural Tour in Denmark, Sweden, and Russia -Mr. Grey:

Experiments with Guano, &c, on Turnips— Professor Play fair,

on Rearing and Feeding Cattle.

Miscellaneous.—Experiments on Manures—Prevention ot

Blight on Apples- Burning Clay -White Carrots-Experiments

on different Manures for Carrots — Black Foxtail Grass-On
Varieties of the Foxtail Grass—Pipc-Tiles-The Feeding Proper-

ties of Swedes and of Mangolri-Wuizel—Nitrate of Soda— Bitu-

minous Shale at Christian Malford, Wilts—On Purifying the Air

of Stables-Failure of Red Clover alter Harvest.

John Murray, A'hcmarle-strcct, Publisher to the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England. __
JOHN READ, Sole Inventor and Patentee of the

STOMACH and ENEMA Pt ; MPS , &c. (Vide the Life of Sir

Astley Cooper.) Also the Improved GARDEN SYRINGE, for

the invention of which the Royal Horticultural Society honoured

him with their silver medal, as being the best Instrument ever

offered to their notice. Likewise HORTICULTURAL MA-
CHINES of every description, which are so simple in operation,

that they may be worked by a Lady with case, dispersing water

in form of a gentle shower or dewfall. Also Single and Double

Action GARDEN and LOCAL FIRE ENGINES, so portable, as

to pass through any common doorway, and may be kept in a

House or public Building; will discharge 20 gallons per minute,

a distance of b*0 feet. The above may be worked by two men,

and with four men may be continued for any length of time.

These Engines are so constructed, that by shifting a single pin

they may be worked by ONE Man with easa, for all Horticultural

purposes. The Valves being solid Metal can never get out of

repair, but are ready to act in an instant. May be seen and

proved at 35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly. N.B.-None are genuine

except stamped with the Patentee's Name.
,

MECHI'S ELEGANCIES for PRESENTS and

. USE.—The greatest variety for Ladies and Gentlemen,

both in price and choice, is at Mucin's Manufactory and Em-

porium of Emsoancibs, No. 4, Leadenhall- street. Mere may be

suited the economist or the luxurious. Bagatelle tables, 3/. 10s.

UTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES.
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD. WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, lbwes.

This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming

in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. l 2 an(l 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26to28lbs.

Price, carriage paidj.
25g< 33s _

425.

Zinc Pans
d
°for Chums to stand in, extra. N.B./^™et^

and Butter Prints supplied. May be obtained m^Eh^vy
respectable ironmonger in town or country, and fiom tne Manu-

f

*?o be seenTnlondon, at WniG.fi Range Warehouse No,.3.

Arthur-street, near the Monument; R.gby's B'^^"^ ""'

No, 80, Gracechurch street 5 LlVBRMORK and Son, Ironmongers,

No . 30, Oxford- street. !

—

BEK-H1VES.—George Neighbour and Son beg

to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed^busi-
ness from No. 131, High Holborn, to more spacious;«nd

|

"mmo-
dious Premises, numbered 127 in the same street Theirfaction

of Bee-hives for this season comprehends most varieties-mm 1n

le "Ladies' Ohs-ervatory Hive," trie "^IJ_"¥W^„7_,

""*'"i_
with Glasses, &c, from either of which the produce may be

taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. Cr. N.

and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with

Bee
housi
don
age Stamps inclosed.

*** "
: itt ON' Brm" fsth Edition), now published.

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the

• kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry so liberally

bestowed upon him last season, begs respectfully to announce

that that encouragement has induced him to bestow more atten-

tion to this department of Ornamental and Useful Work. He
has in consequence prepared several Novel Designs in FANCY
WIREWORK, suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, and

again submits for inspection his Extensive Stock of Flower-

Baskets, Trainers, Borders, and Stands, with Garden- Arches,

Seats, Vases, and Temples ; improved Garden and Hothouse En-

gines, Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and other Horticultural

Implements. G. B.Thompson's Improved Waterpots, which

possess considerable advantage over all others, the smaller size

being peculiarly adapted for Ladies. Game and Cattle Fence in

great variety. ___

ANTISD TO PURCHASE, An IRON VINERY,
. . 13 feet high in back, 6 feet high in front, 15 feet wide, and

about 35 or 40 feet long. Any one wishing to dispose of a Metal

Vinery, of nearly those dimensions, of sound material, and

strength sufficient to be taken down and conveyed to a con-

siderable distance, may apply by letter, post-paid, giving full par-

ticulars—dimensions, price, and where it may be seen—to Mr.

BoTiiWKLL, Dungannon Park, Ireland. —

—

SEVENTH EMIGRANT SHIP.

FOR ALGOA BAY, Cape of Good Hope.—Last
Shipping-day for Cargo, 30th June; sailing- day, 5th July.

The very superior fast-sailing Coppered Ship ABBOTSFORD,
A l, burthen 550 tons, Jam ks S. Chambers, Commander, lying

in the London Docks. This fine vessel has very superior accom-

modations for Cabin, Intermediate, and Steerage Passengers; her

height between decks above six feet, and carries an experienced

Surgeon. For Freight and Passage, apply to Mr. J. S. Chris-

tophers, East India Chambers, Leadenhall-street, London.

ATCHING APPARATU S.—ReducecT Prices.—

Messrs. Todd and Son, of Bury-street, Bloomsbury, beg

to call the attention of the Public to their PORTABLE PATENT
HATCHING and REARING APPARATUS, being the original

Manufacturers. This successful invention is capable of Hatching,

at a trilling expense, any number of Game and Poultry Eggs ol

all sorts, from 50 to 200 at one time, and possesses the further

recommendation of rearing the young birds at all seasons, ana

of furnishing Poultry for the table at a trifling cost, at all periods

of the year. For further particulars, apply at the Manufacturers .

A Machine may be seen in use daily. _
T>ARRS LIFE PILLS-—The sale of this wonderful

JL medicine has extended all over the world ;
and the benefit

resulting bv their use, is experienced by persons iu all climes ana

countries. From the following extract it will be seen that, in

British North America, PARR'S LIFE PILLS are producing

their undoubted results—the restoration of the afflicted to health-

Extract of a letter received by Messrs. A. Savage and Co., Mon-

treal, from Mr. Varry, a resuectahle Medical gentleman in

Niagara, British North America :—" Enclosed I send you C'asn,

hcing the amount of first supply of PARR'S LIFE PILLS. Jam

now entirely out of the Pills, and could have sold many more )'

Saturday evening; as they are inquired for everyday, and«»
small disappointment prevails in the town and neighbourhood 11

consequence of my supply being consumed. I have sola\
s0 "

Merchant who has been afflicted Wl

affection of the Diaphragm and Liver, and he has found so

relief from the Pills that he has determined upon introducing

them in h

have travel

j.
The

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
WEEKS & Co., Architects, Horticultural

Buxumbs, &c, Gloucester-place, pns's-road, £belsea.~

great simplicity of their improved plan of Shai im>, by

which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instai ly

covered with a sheet of Canvas, renders the J^jJJJfjg£
of admiration. To be seen in use at most of the London mir-

serte ™£?d at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place,

Choisea . —

TO NURSERYMEN, HORTICULTURISTS, &c.

PROPAGATING GLASSES-White, U. 2d. per lb.,

f Green, |,. per lb., or from ft M. to 24.,. per doz cyCUM-

few boxes to a country Merchant who has hecn afflicted with an

tragm and Liver, and he has found so muci

that he has determined upon introducing

is neighbourhood. I have been visited by persons yv >"

,'elled upwards of thirty miles to obtain them. l fl

dwi t,'Y PF.LLVTT'S FALLON U1-.A&&- wun-ivo, nuM-mw-

;JT Kackkb a ', where every description of Table-Glass

China Vs on sale. Days for viewing the Manufactory, Tues-

at APSLEY
STRE
and
day, Wednesday, and Thursday

demand for them has exceeded my most sanguine expectations J

several persons in this town have been cured of differc Ilt; "'

orders bv their use :—one woman was confined to the noui si

six week's, under one of our most skilful Plryntcfaos, "Hi. a live*

complaint: and was told by him, that she would timer recover'

This gentleman cupped her, and said if the pain ret urned he mi«

be sent for immediately. The pain did return, and she sent to

PARR'S LIFK PILLS. This was on Thursday, and on tne iu

lowing Sabbath she was able, for the first time in six weeks, i

attend at church. Her husband told me that his wile is now i

belter health than she has been for ten years. One case m"

before I close. An old woman living with my father for the w
fifteen years, has, to my knowledge, been afflicted for that lens

n OWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice.--

1V a Vegetable White Powder, prepared from Oriental Herts

of the most Delicious Odour and Sweetness, *a& frff*™ *gj
mineral or pernicious ingredient-it eradicatcs 1 urtar ft m the

Teeth removes decayed spots, preserves the Enamel, *»dfiXM

4e Teelh firmly in their sockets, rendering them beautifully

white. Being L anti-scorbutic, it eradicates Scurvy from the

0mui dnJl/.rns braces, and renders them of a healthy red ;it

Sves uScSnt Tastes' from the month ^^*"gfi$
taking medicine, &c. an^imparte •J^w

the
also

an excellent Stomachic, in cases of^^^^~^^f-
Horn, &., and gives instantaneous relief.-Pnce 2s. 9d., 4s. Orf.,

and Mis. 6d. per bottle. UATTft »r r ai?dfN
NOTIGK.-A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTOlT- GARDEN.

TONDON is er.c-raved on the Government Stamp, which is

pasfe^^ also printed, in red, on the wrapper of

the latter. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers,

and retail by all respectable

Country. Price 1*. \l<l. t
2.s*. Qd. t

and family boxes, lis.

Full directions given with each box.
BEWARE OK IMITATIONS!

WANT PLACES.— All Le tters to be post-paid.

single Man from the oountrfA S GARDENER, a

-£jL aged 25, who has a Practical Knowledge of nia

can be highly recommended from the Situation h

•ave. Direct to R. P., Mr. Buown's Forcing-hous
and
to leav
preen, Middlesex.

of his husin*

c is abo»
ActOO-

at

uses,

1 Wilt 1/v» f f — j «*

3/. 35. : ladies' companions, or pocket work-boxos, in pear ,
shell,

paper, and leather, at all prices; ladies' scent, and toilet bottles,

7s. 6d. to 3/. 3s.
;
ladies' card-cases, 10*. to 5/.; elejrant chess-

boards and ivory chessmen, various prices, to 16/. 10*. $ watch-

stands, 27s. each: gold and silver pencil-cases j elegant cases of

seven-day razors, from 25s. to 10/. 10s. ;
ivory-hanoled and

Scotch strops, in everv variety ; sporting knives, from 10s. to

which catalogues may be had, gratis.—As Mkcmi manufactures

extensively on his own premises, the quality of every article is

warranted.—Table C utlery, Sheffield Plate, &c.

"A E1UaITNAVTGATI()N.-R()YAL polytech-
-" NIC INSTITUTION.—A LECTURE on this subject, illus-

trated by MODELS of several kinds, which elevate themselves

by mechanical FORCE alone, is delivered at Two o'clock

daily, in addition to all the varied and instructive amusements of

the Institution. Admission, One Shilling; Schools Half-price.

Open Mornings and Evenings, except Saturday evening,

TO

JT • ASPHALTED FELT, beg to draw attention to their supe-

rior manufacture for ROOFING, which is now «o «^«vriy

used in lieu of slates, tiles, thatch, &c, for Houses, Cottages,

Out-bui dings, Verandahs, Sheds, and, in fact, every descnp ion

3b£££Sl is particularly adapted, fromtaMl^
dualities, as a covering and protection for plants, &C.

article is mar
-*-- —u

'
f'ir **

roof against
nf the«un. bv its non-conuucinig nuam-i^.

to wet and not liable to crack with changes of temperature

oftheFK.-x is only 24 lbs. per 100 square feet; and thus in

timber alone, there is a saving o 'at least-^J^JJ^S!
exuenseof the Fklt, as compared with tiles, is considerawy

SSOiS half ;
and with slating^fg^^i^j^T,i

This article combines economy, durability, ^d"^tjr
i

{£
manufactured 32 inches wide, and may be ordered for ,he

S
This

article is manufactured purposely for securing a perfectly tight

rain and snow, and for resisting the external heat

of the sun, by its non-conducting .qualities It
J.
|teP«"»>»

married Man, aged 29, «"

aerstanus i««= ..^.."^ement of Greenhouse, Jg^rf
and Kitchen-Garden ; he can have a good cnw»

,

e family lie has just left. Direct to A. R, Mr. Moot...

AS GARDEN EK,
understands the maim"

Flower,
from the family

Grocer, Upper Clapton, Hackney.

TO GARDENERS.

S FOREMAN or JOURNEYMAN in

hail a g

icr

Si

S°
od

A Establishment, a young Man who has

practice, and will be found every way suitable: can gi
lS ,

f«rtnrv character. -Direct to A. P., Ucclwcll Paik Oai

a f,
i ai

0Od
f8>

factory character
Essendon, Herts.

torn "Lamb's-buildings, Bunhill-rovv, London, may have it

immediately cut off from the machines, and furnished on the

£££t, S that they pay for no more .ban is actually reouired.

The price of Rooting l-'elt is only Id. per square foot.

*;* Samples, with lull directions as to its application, sent:to

any part of town or country, and orders by post immediately

eXC
paS Felt Manufactory, Lamb's-buildings, BunhiU-row.

«,ocultivTtioA of Pinca, Grapes, and every necessary^, 4|

Forcing, Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Garden ps man ed.afen

can hate a 9 years' unexceptionable character from the SH »

he s now filling , and has a «r»od knowledge of Scotch and « * e

Farming, if required. Wages moderate.-A Iter theW u .

Jircct!tf Mr. J. Hamilton, Gardener, F. A. Philips, Esq.,

field, Heaton Norris, ncar Stockport. -

_— to gentUemeIj farming their own
^
slAi

erien ce

S BAILIFF.—A young Man who has had exp
t
-

- iu ATicultural business in all its branches wlf"e^ivCI1)
sr

Situation as above. Respectable references can nc
^^

a can be well recommended from his lastJW^self j°

ant1

lie

AS li A 1U1 >•*•• "J \o -'"" V „,;C1,PS to

in Agricultural business in all its branches wimk»
„..._."'!. „o oh™*. Resnectable references can lie y>

UveTsever'al'ye'arVrHas no objection to en^go '"--/^ce,

gentleman about to emigrate.—Address to W. a •. r

Carshalton, Surrey.

Printed by Messrs. BkasbVBS and
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BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION for the RELIEF
ok AGED AND INDIGENT GARDENERS AND THEIR

WIDOWS.—At a Meeting of the Subscribers, held on Thursday,
June l,at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, for the purpose of
electing Two Pensioners, the Chairman stated the result of the
Ballot to be, for—

James Anderson • . . . 114
William Suffkll • 141
Samuel Lywaiid ..... 12
William Wklls ..... M5

The Meeting then declared William Wells and William
Sufkell duly elected.
By Order, Edwa rd II. Cutler, Secretary, 97, Farringdon-st.

"\A/ 1LL1AM WELLS, a Candidate for the Pension of
The Gardeners' Benevolent Institution, begs to

inform his Friends that he has, through their kindness, been
successful, and tenders them his sincere and grateful thanks for
their favours.

A MKR1CAN PLANTS.—WATERER'S SPLENDID
-<-*- EXHIBITION, King's Road, Chelsea, under the especial
patronage of H.R.II. the Duchess of Gloucester and H.R H theDuke or Cambridge, is now in high perfection. Upwards of
10,000 plants, many 10 lo 12 feet high, completely covered with
flowers, producing one of the most brilliant scenes ever offered to
public view.— Open daily, Sundays excepted. Admittance One
Shilling;.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.
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^Pestroni
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-defiance

g«c dc CagU0ni
f'egans
Fletchier
Formosa
Gem
Golden Lotus

The List.
Goliath
Gouvain St. Cyr
Hero
Imperial
Incurved pwik
Insignis
King
Louis Philipc
Lucidum
Madame Pompadour
Magnet
Magnis
Marchioness

Mirabilis
Perspicuum
Princess Marie
Queen
Rosalind
Starry purple
Sultana
Surprise
Tasselled lilac

Do. Yellow
Triumphant
Vesta
YVheclcriana

The al
Memnon

of a Post-office
r
^rft ŷ

*.

to be sent> free of postage, (on the receipt
Per dozen USiS?%%) any Dart of thc Unircd Kingdom, at 125.
*

j^icac Yurmouth Nursery, June 1, 1843.

rPHOS prSsias and verbenas.
X Amateur Florisf

r*specfcfuUy informs his Friends, the
o- large stock of th« aiS? °^hers »

that, in consequence of having
them at the foUowin* If beauti™ flowers, he is able to offer
20 varieties,

\ 0s 4 1
' ,̂cc

?'
vi *- ;

- 20 Vrrbevas, by name, in
12 superb show var£tiJ? •° ««P«rt» varieties, 30s. Fuchsias:
earned variedKT$^*^ a pta* * ** M^'
Nb ^Cafnf

iU be Safely transmitted by post to any part.

TanhridgrwI^yiJery18^8 and othcr plantS arC now rcady '

SATURDAY, JUNE 3. Price 6d.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
~\7"OUELL & Co. have much pleasure in referring the
*- readers of thc Gardeners' Chronicle to their select List of the

above elegant tribe of plants, which appeared on the front adver-
tising page of last week's Paper. They are now ready to be sent
out per post, free, (on the receipt of a post-office order,) to any
part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms :

12 fine show varieties, . 12s. 12 extra fine and very supe-
12 extra fine ditto . . . 16 rior .... 215-

The selection being left to Youell & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, June 1, 1843.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
"FUCHSIA EXONIENSIS."

T UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
-*-J attention of thc Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which
has been raised from seed in the Exeter Nursery, and which they
have no hesitation in saying is decidedly the finest variety ever
produced ; indeed, it is at once admitted to be so by all who see
it, who are struck with admiration at its noble appearance. The
flowers arc exceedingly large, being longer as well as broader
than those of any other Fuchsia, and are of very firm, thick,
waxy substance. Thc tube and sepals are of a rich scarlet-
crimson colour, opening freely and well displaying the corolla,
which is widely-expanded and of a fine violet-blue colour, dif-
fering greatly from all other hybrid Fuchsias. The whole habit
of thc plant is exceedingly good; the leaves are thick, glossy,
and of a Laurel like texture; it blooms abundantly, and the
flowers hanging gracefully upon long peduncles, clear and dis-
tinct from thc foliage, appear to great advantage ; it flowers well
in the open border, and is quite hardy. The original Seedling
Plant is now flowering in the Exeter Nursery, and may be seen
by any person who calls there, and will also be shown at the next
great Exhibition of the London Horticultural Society, on the
1/th inst.— Strong, healthy plants will be ready for delivery on
the loth of August next, at 10s. 6d. each, and will be sent by
post, carefully packed in tin cases. Orders will be executed
strictly according to the priority of their reception. The usual
discount to the Trade if six plants are ordered.
N.B.—This seedling Fuchsia was raised last summer, has

been fully proved, and will give satisfaction to all who purchase it.

Exeter Nursery, June i, 1843.

MESSRS. VEITCH and SON beg to offer the fol-

lowing New and Beautiful Plants, introduced by them through
their Collector in South America :

—
Alstrrcmcria nemcrosa (See figures) Curtis's Bot. Mag., Aug. 1842,

Curtis's Bot. Blag., Jan. 18-13,

and Paxr.on's Mag. May, 1813.

Gaston's Mag., March, 1*43,

and Cuxtb'a Bot. Mag., Nov., 1342
Edwards' Bot. Reg., May, 1843,

and Paxton's Magazine, Oct. 1842
Curtis's Bot. Mag., Feb., 1843,

Begonia coccinca

*Echites splcndcns

,, atropurpurca

99

> J

Jt

99

,, hirsuta
Gesneria Polyantha
Gloxinia macrophylla varicgata
Hypocyrta strigillosa

Manettia bicolor

I'assitlora Actinia

*Rondeletia longiflora

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Feb , 1843

Curtis's Bot. Mag., April, 1842

Paxfcon's Magriz-re, March, I84S
Curtis's Bot. Mag., April, 1843
Curtis's Bot. Mag., Nov., 1843,

and Paxton's Magazine, Nov., 1842

Curtis's Bot. Mag., May, 1S43
Stigmaphyllon ciliatuni

,, heterophyllum
»,

Siphocampylos duplo-serratus
Tropceolum azureum ,, Edwards' Bot. Keg., Dec, 1S42,

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Dec, 1842, and Paxton's Blag., Dec, 1842.

Blessrs. Vkitcu and Sox having raised many thousands of Arauca-

ria imbricata from seed, are enabled to offer them in quantity at a
very low, moderate price.

N.B.—The Plants marked thus [*] Mill not be ready for delivery

till thc first week in June— Exeter, June 3, 1843.

SURREY-LANE, BATTERSEA.

N GAINES begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and
• others, that his Collection of first-rate PELARGONI UWS,

&c. arc coming into flower; he therefore takes thc liberty of remind-

ing those that wish to improve their collection that thc present wiuld

be a favourable opportunity.—June 3, 1843.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
p HANDLER & SONS, Nurserymen, Vaushall,
\y London, beg to state that they have young plants of their

Chrysanthemums now ready to send out, and which they can
supply in sorts, at 12.s. per dozen.

A List, with colours described, may be liad on application ; if

by letter, prepaid.

WM. IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near London,
begs to offer a superb Seedling Petunia, Enchantress,

(flesh-colour), with a fine dark conspicuous eye, round flower,

and good substance.

Plants, 35. Gd. each.

Iveryana
Gem (Ivcry) -

Eppsii -

Brockmanni .

Lancii

It can with confidence be recommended.
Also thc following new Fuchsias :

—
s.

7
7

7

7

7

d
:
G each
6
6

6
6

Rogersiana
Toddiana
St. Clare
Cormackii
The nine for ^:*

A'.

7
10

10

7
3

d.

6 each
6
6
6

Catalogues ofFuchsias, Cinerarias, and Verbenas may be had
on application.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.

I^HIS magnificent FUCHSIA, pronounced by Dr.
- Lind&BY as "thc finest hybrid we have seen," is now

ready for sending out by Yocici.l & Co., upon thc following terms,

viz. :-Onc St. Clare, with eleven other finest Show varieties for

21.9. ; the set delivered free of postage, (on thc receipt of a post-

Office order) to any part of thc United Kingdom,— Great Yarmouth
Nursery, June 1, 1843.

ARAUCARIA IIu'BUICATA SEED.
T\/|ESSRS. HURST and M'MULLEN having hod

consigned to them a quantity of Seed of this splcjuhd haray

Tree, in good condition, can offer them at the following I n™>' ''

50s. per 100 Seeds (with 10 Seeds gratis on every 100, to *u»*

for such as may not vegetate). t„«« <i ifi-13.

Early Orders arc requested. -6, Lcadenhall-strcct, June J,

PLANTS FOR BEDDING OUT.
ROBERT COOPER begs to offer the following Plants,

well established in pots, fit for immediate turning out.

Pelargoniums, 24 fine varieties, per dozen— ^fcO 8s. Orf.

*

'

Fuchsias,

i*

proved sorts
Petunias,
Verbenas,

ditto larger plants
12 fine varieties .

50 vars. of newest and most ap-

79

it

tt

99

8 newest varieties

6 fine varieties
12 ditto ,..,,.

„ 40 varieties of newest and most
approved sorts, for

Dahlias, 24 fine varieties, perdoz. 6s. and
Double white Rockets . . per dozen
Antirrhinum ochroleucum superbum

,, quadricolor
Maurandya Barclayana alba - . . each
Lophospermum l-Iendersonii, strong plants ,,

Sion Nursery, Croydon, June 1, 1843.

NEW AND CHOICE PERPETUAL ROSES.

r)
B. BIRCHAM, Hedenham Rosary, begs to offer

^» the following select ROSES, well established in pots, fit

for immediate transplanting

—

19

12

6

12

9
4
6

1 10

9
6
8

8
1

1

3 6
5

3 6
10 6
2 6

10 6
6

3 6

10 6

3 6

5

10 6
10 6
10 6

3 6

3 6

3 6

Price per plant.—5. d.

Newton . . . .26
* Prince de Galles . . 10 6
Prudence Rceser . .36
Prince Albert . .36
Reinede la Guillotiere . 5

Rivers (Laffay; . .50
Bossuet . . . .50
Crimson Madame Desprez 3 6
Cerise . . . .76
Crimson Globe . .50
MonteaudeJeanne d'Arc 3 6
Madame Aude , .36
Proserpine . . .76
Thiaffait . . . .50
Comte de Paris (Tea Rose) 3 6
Devoniensis Do. 3 6
Josephine Malton Do. 7 6

Those marked , R. B. B. can supply wholesale orders at a
fair trade price per dozen. Plants gratis, to compensate for
distant carriage.
Hedenham Rosary is situated on the border of the county of

Norfolk, and on the line of road leading from Norwich to Bun-
gay, eleven miles from the former and three from the latter.

Bungay is thc nearest post town. A daily conveyance to the
Eastern Counties Railway, thence to London.

Price per plant.— 5. d.

Aubernon
Aricie
Augustine Monchclet
Clementine Scringe

„' Duval
Dr. Marjolin .

Due d'Aumale
Duchess of Sutherland
Dr. Marx
Earl Talbot .

Julie Dupont

.

Lady Alice Peel
Lane
Marquis of Boccella
Madame Laffay
Melanie Cornu .

Mrs. Elliott ,

FINE NEW PLANT—" ACHIMENES GRANDIFLORA."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., have for Sale a fine

Stock of the above very beautiful and desirable new Plant,

a specimen of which was shown by them at the last Chiswick
Exhibition, and which obtained for them thc Large Silver Medal.
Price 5s. each. Can be delivered by post to any part of the

kingdom, carefully packed in tin cases.

N.B.— A few strong Flowering Plants, fit for specimens, 7s. 6d.

each.—Exeter Nursery, June 1, 18i3.

ORANGE, LEMON, and CITRON-TREES, and
ITALIAN JASMINES.—The above have been imported, in

excellent condition, by Taylor 8c GniONO\r
, Italian Warehouse-

men, 2, Sfcffolk-street, Pall Mall East, who have also just received

a few-cases of choice Italian wines, consisting of Aleatico, Red
and White Sparkling Asti, Cyprus, and Nice. Fre^h seltzer-water
received every fortnight.

SKIRTING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP A> D G JANO
MANURE.

WSKIRV1NG, Seedsman, Queen Square, Liver-

• pool, begs to acquaint his Agricultural Friends and the

Public, that the price for the present season of the GENUINE
SEED of his IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP is }s. 6d. per lb.

j

the sort warranted the same as that for which he received the

premium of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

GUANO of the bc.-t quality on the lowest terms. Orders, with

a remittance or reference, will be punctually and faithfully

executed.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
ll/TESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will submit to

lv'X public competition, at thc Auction-Mart, Bartholomew-

lane on Tubsdav, June 6th, and Thursday 8th, at 12 o'clock,

abort ONE THOUSAND DAHLIAS, comprising all the new and

leadine varieties} also a splendid Assortment of Pelargoniaras,

Fuchsias Verbenas, heartsease, &c. May be viewed the morn-

ing of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO GENTLEMEN, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

1\/TR. J. KING will sell by Auction, on Monday,
1VI. June 12, at Twelve precisely, on the premises, Highbury

Vale, Islington, without reserve, 6,000 Greenhouse Plants 01 sorts,

comprising Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Dahlias, &c. ; Six Crccn

and Hot-houses-two of them 60 ft. long-Pits, Boxes, and Lights ;

l rorse, Carts, Tools ; about 100 cast of Pots, &c. May ^viewed

till the Sale, and Catalogues had at the Sluice-house, Hornsey,

Mr. Ciahkk, Seedsman, Bishopsgatc-street, and of the Auc-

tioneer, Hackney-road.

M ILFORD NURSERY, INEAR GODALMING,

DENDRONS, CAMELLIAS, RO«ES «*«*£,^SoodMat?
Pots j Four Well bred Colts, calculated tor

f

u^ fuctioiu torW
and a handsome Brown Cob; to be bold l A ucUon, Mr

WATK..J on^^^^^j^^^SS^SSii
Eleven o'clock,.upon.the Pr«maes,Muro ,

Rhododendro,

VI rid'is a coon cui^wvivH «. -. ...<*^.3, «, »|u,imu

r * Tri-i'iini'iit'S'iu and Cup/cssus torrulosa, Kalmias and Rho-
f

i talSSSi- a !»*& collection of China, Noisette, Boursault, Bank-^ and otier Rcses in pots. Four Well-bred Colts, calculated for

Hunters, a Brown Marc, and a handsome Brown Cob, quiet to ride

Catalogues may be had one week previous to the Sale, upon the

Premises, of Mr. Emyin, Godalming; Messrs. Noble, No. 152,

Fleet Street, London; and of Mr. WatbkBB, Auctioneer, Land
and Timber Surveyor, Chertsey, Surrey, who will forward Catalogues

by post upon application by letter pre-paid.
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TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract (the Proprietor

going abroad), a small NURSERY, SEED-SHOP, GREEN-
HOUSES, PITS, &c. &c, situated part at Camberwcll and part

at Peckham. May be viewed any day except Sunday, and im-

mediate possession had if required.—Apply to Jas. Knight,
Seedsman, &c, Camberwell-tcrrace, Surrey, from whom every

particular may be obtained.

COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN

ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapside, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly ; loans advanced from 25/.

to 500/., for three or more years, on approved personal or other

security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate
amount.
Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving: at 14 or 21 ; in case of death the whole of the moncy
returncd to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-

spectuses and every information to be had of Frederick Law-
raxce. Resident Secretary, 112 ,

Cheapside.

ANNUITIES.—In the AUSTRALASIAN COLO-
NIAL, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY

COMPANY, Annuitants participate in the Profits of the Company,
and receive a rate of ANNUITY much more favourable than can

be granted by any Company making its investments wholly in

England. The Company is enabled securely to grant these

favourable terms from the advantage it possesses of investing a

portion of its Funds at a high rate of interest.

Directors.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.

Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.

Gideon Colquhoun, Jan., Esq

C. E. Mangles Esq.
J. B. Montefiore, Esq.
J. IT. Ravenshaw, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

Bankers—Union Bank of London.
Colonial Bankers—Bank of Australasia (Incorporated by Royal

Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgatc-street.

Physician—P. Fraser, Esq., M.D., 62, Guildford-st., Russell-sq.

Prospectuses, with Tables, Forms of Proposals for the purchase

of an Annuity or for making an Assurance, and every informa-

tion, may be obtained by application at the Offices of the Company,
No. 126, Bishopsgate-street, City.

EDWARD RYLEY, Secretary.

CI OTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
J FOUNDERS, &C, &C, No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, OXFORD

Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth,
HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most

improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,

which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low

prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,

&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15

years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which

they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence

undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-

sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own
Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices

:

L
:

:v

j£J 0.9. Gd.

15

10

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . .

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler, small size . • • •
***

Ditto do. large do 4

Hot Water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, U. Bd. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 it. Inch, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3.v. Gd. each.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4.9. 0d. each.

Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 ,,

Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. GO lbs. at 5 6 „
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at 8s. per bundle

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto. Id. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, &c.
GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34.s*.

; 20,44*.; 92, 50.9.;

'2-i inches, 60s.; 2u\ 75.9.; 28, Sis.; 30, 1055. each.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c., 18 inches square,

3.9. 0//. ; 20 inches, 4s Gd. ; 22 inches, R8. Gd. each.

CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,

;.v. ; 4 feet 6, 9.9. - 6 feet, II*. ; (5 feet, 15.9.
; 7 feet, 20.9. per dozen.

CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet inches 6 high, 5,9. Qd. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chaiis, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural

Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's Stoves,

Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, arc

subject to future alterations. Show- Rooms at the Manufactory,

No. 2, Winslf.v Street, where every information may be obtained.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. andE. Bailkv having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to he

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. andE. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holbom, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili.

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

LIQUID MANURE.

—

Pumps of a superior construc-

tion for Liquid Manure, portable and stationary. Garden
Pumps, Hydraulic ditto, and for deep Wells; also for Ships,

Barges, Tanners, Brewers, Soap-boilers, &c. Pumps kept for

Hire, for Wells, and Excavations.— Benjamin Fowler, late

George Turner, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

OTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
Mangel Wurzel, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orange Globe Mangel WunzEi, t by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano.
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 15.5. per ton

j

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,

Lambeth.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, for Horticultural and
other Building.—STEPHENSON and Co., 61, Grace-

church-Ftrect, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much-approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindlcy to the

merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, .March , 1842, page 175,

and February, 18 i:\ page 87) renders it; unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description:—
They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 4/. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,

Bedsteads, Wire- work, Garden Implements, &c. &C.
N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description.

THE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of anysize from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewbn having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical; it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddigcs',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place 5 Mr. Knight's,
King's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at

the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.

GUANO ON SALE, as Imported,

of first quality, and in any quantity, direct from the bonded

stores, either in Liverpool or London. Also, NITRATE of SODA.
Apply to H. Rounthwaitk & Co., Merchants, 6, Cable-street,

Liverpool.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

Published Ibis Day, 4th Edit., prcatly enlarged, 8vo., with nearly

Two Hundred and Forty Illustrations on Wood. 21s. cloth,

ELEMENTS of PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE;
L.J comprehending the Cultivation of Plants, the Husbandry

of Domestic Animals, and Hie Economy of the Farm.

By David Low, Esq., F.R.S. E. Professor of Agriculture in

the University of Edinburgh^
*** This Edition contains large and interesting additions on

the chemical constitution and geological relations of soils; <m

the effects of climate and altitudt-j on the nature, us.es, and

action ofmanures ; on the principles of tillage and the succession

of crops ; on the theory and practice of draining, &c-

Latcly published, by Processor Low,
The BREEDS of the DOMESTICATED ANJMALS of the

BRITISH ISLANDS. 2 vols. 4to., with 52 coloured Plates, 10

guineas, hall-bound morocco.
London: Longman, Brown, Grbbn, and Lonomaks.

HPWO HUNDRED FLOWERS AND PLANTS
-L familiarly described; 80 interesting; Papers on Practical

Gardening, illustrated with 20 Engravings, are contained in Parts

IX. and X. of THE GABDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST,
published June l ; also Vofifne I., bound in cloth, price /.v. Gd.

London : R. GrOOMBRIDGK, 5, Paternoster-row, and all Book-

sellers.

Just published, price 3*., fcp. 8vo.

FLORA ODORATA; a characteristic Arrangement of

the Sweet-scented Mowers and Shrubs cultivated in the

Gardens of Great Britain. With directions for their Propagation,

Management, &c. ike. By Frederick J. Mott.
London : C. A. Bauti.ktt, 60, Paternoster-row ; Our and Co.,

Paternoster-row. Leicester: Brown and Ukwktt.

Published this day. 12mo. price 0,9.

A MANUAL OF BRITISH JiOTANY. Containing

the Flowering Plants and Ferns, arranged according to their

Natural Orders. By Charlps O. Babinoton, M.A., E.L.S.,

F U.S., &c. John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row.

F

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-
cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Qukkn,

the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil

is universally acknowledged to be the only articmi that will

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it fromfalling o/'or

turning grey, free it fromscwr/and da.ndriff, and will render it de-

lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in

the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.

—

Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as "MACASSAR
OIL}" it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see

that the words "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven

on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions.' The

AMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darlby,
A. 13., Author of a System 1 £ Popular Geometry,—Companion

to the Popular Geometry,—a .System of Popular Algebra,—and a

S3 stem of Popular Trigonometry. 12mo, with Engravings, 55. cloth,

lettered. ,

.

''There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in a

most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little volume,

which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent of its in-

telligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents cf its pro-

jector and editor, Mr. Parley."—Sun,
p

Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gowcr- street.

L1THIC ANTI- CORROSION PAINT, from its

Strength and Durability, forms an excellent coating for

Greenhouses, Conservatories, and Outbuildings. Its antiseptic

qualities particularly adapt it for the preservation of Wood and

Iron Fences; and it maybe advantageously employed upon good

Brickwork, in place of stucco or other covering. Manufactured

in stone and slate colours by John Bazley White & Sons,

Roman and Keene's Cement Manufacturers, Milibank-street,

Westminster. -

WHITSUN HOLIDAYS.

A ERIAL NAVIGATION.—ROYAL POLYTECH-
-£*- NIC INSTITUTION.—A LECTURE on this subject, illus-

trated by MODELS of several kinds, which elevate themselves

by MECHANICAL FORCE alone, is delivered at Two o'clock-

daily, in addition to all the varied and instructive amusements of

the Institution. Admission, One Shilling j Schools Half-price.

Open Mornings and Evenings, except Saturday evening.

Bottles (equal to four small), 10.s\ (id., and double that size 2ls.

per bottle. Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them,

and by Chemists and Perfumers,

BULB CUCUMBER-GLASSES, for Watering by
Evaporation during the growth of the Fruit, 2s. Gd. to 35. 6a.

each; GRAPE-GLASSES, with holes, U. Qd. to 2*. Gd. each;

BEE-GLASSES, Is. to 2.5. 6d. each. Cylindrical CUCUMBER-
TUBES, from Gd. to 4s. each; PROPAGATING- GLASSES,
Green, I*, per lb.; white, is. id. per lb.; or 2s. Gd. to 24$. per

dozen; FISH-BOWLS, from i.s\ Gd. each; ditto, with hole in

bottom for Fountains, 2,9. Gd. per lb., at Afslky Peli,att's Falcon

Glass Works, Holland-street, Black friars. Orders from the

country, accompanied with a Post-office order, will meet with

prompt attention.

DESIRABLE RESIDENCE for an HORTICUL-
TURIST.— A Mansion-house, fit for the residence of a

genteel family; Coach-house ;md Three-stall Stable; situated

in the village of Fulforcl, one mile and a half from York. The

House is surrounded by Three Acres of Garden Ground, soil deep

end very productive: Orchard in full bearing; Wall-fruit, Hot-

house, Melon-pits, and Tanks (well supplied with water); nearly

Pour Acies of Meadow-Land, with a stream running through it:.

To be Sold, or Let by the Year or on Lease; Rent, 80/. per

annum. A good Cottage adjacent may be had for the additional

rent of Gl. per annum. The premises maybe seen by application

to Joshua Gkay, Esq., solicitor, High Pctcrgatc, York.

EDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-

turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isi-k-

woR/ru, upon application to the Gardener—Sundays excepted.^

UTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES.
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, LkwbS.

This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming

in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 16 lbs. S6 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid
| 35/?< 425 .

to London. J .

Zinc Pans for Churns to stand in, extra. N.B.—Thermometers

and Butter Prints supplied. May be obtained through any

respectable ironmonger in town or country, and Jiom the Manu-

facturers, Lewes. _
T «

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. -s

Arthur-street, near the Monument: Ri guy's Brush Warehouse,

No 80, Gracechurch street; Livkrmouk and Son, Ironmongers

No. 30, Oxford street. .

T>ARIVS LIFE PILLS.—The sale of this wonderful

X medicine has < xtended all over the wo.ld ;
and the benefit

resulting bv their use is experienced by persons m all climes ai.u

countries, Prom the following extract it will be seen tnar, 1

British North America, PARR'b LIFE PILLS are pro'lucn t

their undoubted results—the restoration of the afflicted to new^
Extxactof a letter received by Messrs, A. Savage and Co., J»««-

treaL from Mr. Varry, a respectable Medical gentleman

Niagara, British North America :—" Enclosed I send you uaw»

being the amount of first supply Of PARR'S LIFE PILLS. 1»
now entirely out of the Pills, and could have sold many more

Saturday evening; as they are inquired for every day, am
small disappointment prevails in the town and n,»ghbownoou*_

consequence of my supply being consumed. I have
:

sold so

few boxes to a country Merchant who has been afflicted vui

affection of the Diaphragm and Liver, and he haslound so r»u

relief from the Pills that he has determined upon »ltro(Iu^h„
them in his neighbourhood. 1 have been visited by persons w

have travelled upwards of thirty miles to obtain them. *

demand for them has exceeded my most sanguine cx l* cl^ '

lis I

several persons in this town have been cured of differen^

1

orders by their use :—one woman was confined to the now
^

six weeks, under one of our most skilful Physicians, with
;

'

complaint: and was lold by him, that she would never tew
%

This gentleman cupped her, and said if the pain returned nc ^
be sent for immediately. The pain did return, and she sew

PARR'S LIFE PILLS. This was on Thursday, and on t"^
tQ

lowing Sabbath she was able, (or the first time in six «
„nJ jn

attend at church. Her husband told me that his wile *s ""
e

better health than she has been for ten years. °nc
f

cas
:jie iaSt

before I close. An old woman living with my father 101 1

tri

fifteen years, has, to my knowledge, been afflicted forUia&J *
()

of time with inflammation of the eye-lids- so bad at ume»
f^f

deprive her of sight. She is upwards of 60 years 0l
£f^

'

bcCu
years could eat nothing but certain kinds of iood.^ ^yJ

flhe cari
tak
eat

bee

-ole Proprietors, T. Roberts ana ^M^ane^y. -
B#

London; and sold wholesale by their 3 Pi >0V4ons Farring-
Edwards, 6;, St. PauPs Churchyard ;

Barclay aI
^' ^ershcad and

don-street; Sutton and Co., Bow Churchyard; Motcci.
u .

Co., Manchester; and J. and R. Raimefi1
and Co., «™£ *

lld

and retail by all respectable dealers mj*^?zj£ \ u each.
Country. Price is. 1*&, 2*. orf., and iamily boxes, 11*

Pull directions*™^ I __
M INIATURE GREENHOUS^M CONSTRUCTION. These^ffi^S^S!^^
had of any form and size; nmd^q^^^^o^vMB^^^
glazedJapanned, and completely fitted up,at a

™

i™ rehand-
ZINC FLOWER-POTS. These novel articles are

™

e
plimts

some and durable than the old ^^^^^SAoW.
^:etal, Earth, and Water.

_. it variety. farden^Ha^

frames, Cucumber-frames, &c, &c. uxdi „„r Gar-

some aud durable than the 010 re« ciay llo^>; ,)f
;- cCuicity

flourish with increased vigour, owing to tlie can cnto
^

-
1

enented by the Galvanic Circuit of Metal, Earth, mmlj h .u1(|

ZINC GARDEN LABELS m great; variety. Oa

»

rticultnra

frames, Cucumber-frames, &C, &c. All kinds o
tcur Gar-

Articles, suitable for Noblemen, Gentlemen, W|J-££g0M »B Zinc

drmrs, on band, or made to order, at HbnRV Hbw«

Manufactory, 57, Cannon- street, London Briagg: _ -^

LYNL^S PATENT _SPAI)ES.-T1^
]^^

obtai

Sevenoaks. Prices 36s., 4i)s. t
ana jjjjr^ unkn0

London. A Post-office order is cxpcctca

respondents.
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Now ready, price 4s. 6d. r

T> U R A L CHEMIST
-*-*1 By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S.,
Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry, at the Royal Institution.

London : 3, Charles-street, Covent Garden.

®fje <3fottten?t$' (Ktfvonttlt

SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Monday, .Tunc 5 ... Entomological . • . . (1 p.m.

.,.„ , T ,„ f Horticultural . . . 3 p.m.rueaday, June'6 . . . j tinnrtan ...... a p. «.
Wednesday, June 7 . • Geological..

_
ill p.m.

Saturday, June 10 . . . Koynl I'otanio .... 4p.it.

Tuesday, June 13, South London Floricnltnr.il, Sirrey Zoolo-
gical Garden* i

Wednesday, June 14. • • Medico-Botanical . . . sf>i,
Saturday, June 17 . . . Horticultural, (Chiswick Gardens)-
Country Show, Thursday, June 8, Hoddesdnn Cottagers'-

We are happy to announce to the Fellows of the
Horticultural Society, that the Council have directed
the Garden at Chiswick to be kept open till 8 o'clock
*n the evening during the months of June and July,
which it is hoped will be agreeable to those whose
business keeps them in London during the afternoon.
We would also direct the attention of visitors to some
highly interesting experiments on manures which are
now in progress in this establishment. Wheat, Pota-
toes, Turnips, and Peas, are the subject of examination
ln the Stove and Hothouse Department, under the
direction jpf Mr. Edward Solly; and the influences of
Phosphate of ammonia, sulphate of ammonia, nitrate
°i soda, chloride of sodium, and other saline sub-
stances, are already becoming manifest in a hi»
instructive manner.

;hiy

}^F
:
WQUld advise all who love flowers to visit the

exhibition of American plants now on view at Messrs.
Waterers, in the Kings-road; they will find them
selves amply rewarded for their trouble. Under a
arge canvas roof is formed a temporary garden, with
g'-avel walks, turf, and some thousands of American
I iil|its, as fresh as if they were still growing in the
Pure air of Bagshot. About 160 yards of winding
jaiKs are bordered by the most magnificent Rhodo-
unirons one can imagine, intermixed with Azaleas

01 many colours, and the broad-leaved Kalmia. Of
"e J

?
m>er, we measured one specimen 18 ft. in cir-

cumterence, about 9 ft. high, and loaded with aboutwo clusters of beautiful pale violet blossoms. Others
ave stems from 4 ft to 6 ft. high, and headsbendingwn with the weight of bloom . A broad-leave
Kalmia, 7 ft. high, and 6 ft. in diameter

S
d

f
—o—' "" " *• *« will in aiew (lays be a sheet of waxy blossoms.

Although these are perhaps the largest and finest
Plants in the collection, there are many others thataPproach them nearly, in all shades, of pi k, rose-
colour, white, blush, and lilac. We will not pretend

foi

en
?i
nerate the varieties of Rhododendron to be

unci here, with the single exception of what is called

\ht
restlanum, a charming kind, whose corolla is very

crurn' l

l

'f
C Pur l

)le
»

lialt transparent, and delicately

tliP "!n .

at l
!
le e( 'ges » but at once refer our readers to

its b
collection itself; which, we
eauty.

THE foil

may add, is now in all

State~r*
U 0wiD8 Ielter appeared in the Church and

of n,

C azetfe> to which we would draw the attentionour clerical readers :—

y,
' UCATIOK OF THE AGRICULTURAL POOR.

«,
g
° we Editor of the Church and Slate Gazette.

coum,. '
•

ne °^ ^ie g reatest difficulties the clergy of

'heir J Parishes have to contend with in the education of
dif

fi,X
)0i

;

er parishion.

an^O-it^tns
but

ers, is the want of funds
; and this

: seems to me) is hardly to be overcome by

tlvif

6
*i

ierto P r°posed schemes. There is no doubt
*hich is

the
i: "

"improvement in the standard of education
do mr,

.

SuPplied by our Diocesan Training Schools, will

the oZZ }
bwt ^ will not do all

taor
<'on t

"" ""* *""• u" "" tnat ' s necessary to relieve
"try clergy of this difficulty; it may provide"

better d..
lent master

e a

th

or mistress, and thereby excite a
"*e eduf

S

k
6 t 'lan now cx ' sts on the part of the poor for

funds
ad

U ° f their children
>
but ifc wiU 110t provide

^'stress ^^e to the maintenance of such master or
sPace in

'

v
n<*er this persuasion I venture to beg a short

tlle
&ttenti

r VaIuablc aml widely-circulated paper, to call
Ver

y suo^r^f the dergy to a plan which has been
Hich ,lrn

ully tlie 'l in this neighbourhood, and

,

ex
Perier'cpTrf,

S to "TP^ the almost universally.
Ja"ded „ro .

fficulty I speak of in the way of funds. A
Cult

«ral 8ci,

I

^

t0
>

r
,

has established what are termed " agri-
nation al am?

•' Upon a Principle of uniting our present

?
a¥nS the

^"'cultural instruction
;
and by so doing, ofe lab.*«itiou

iu*tT,«
iaD0Ur 0f the little scholars, while under

P.
ensate th»

ait 0f husbandry in the afternoon, to com-

I
l0n thev'rp^

-

3ter
;

in the way of salary, for the inat'ruc-

?atio«aled,p T'
C *om him> in tbe usual course of our

J)

een
estabushed

n
«m

lhp
; i

m<)n,ing- Schools have already

h
6an X "

th

"nu and Wiiu i

P°n thls Plan at the villages of East
a
Ppiest res , ,

g
,,?,

n
' ancl U'ey are attended with the

le
Purnn... ,

' lhe us«al quantitquantity of land required for
toaster pa°vs n

d
rf

S
,
"0t excetd ^c acres, and for this theP^s a rent, certainly equal to, and in roost cases

beyond that of the adjoining land occupied by farmers.
In the case of the Willingdon school, there is an appro-
priate house for which the master pays an additional rent.

The only payment in money to the master is the usual
penny a week from each scholar.

1
' Professor Daubeny lately visited these schools, and

has approvingly noticed them in his article upon the
4 Public Institutions for the Advancement of Agricultural
Science,' in the last volume of the journals of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England : saying, among other
things, ' So far as the scholars are concerned, it would
appeal- th?t a sufficient number of hours is allotted to

impart to them an adequate knowledge of reading, writing,
and arithmetic.' Dr. Mackenzie, of Kinellen, Dingwall,
has also examined them, and noticed them in a little tract,

called * Britain's Danger and Safety.'
" Now surely, Sir, the clergy of small agricultural

parishes would do well to consider whether they may not
here find a means whereby a difficulty in the way of their

educating the children of their poorer parishioners, at
present apparently insuperable, may not be overcome.
They have, for the most part, glebes at their disposal,
and which if let on this understanding would produce to

them quite as much rent as they could otherwise obtain, and
provide at the same time their poorer neighbours with the
means of a suitable education for their children. The
extensive tithe-barns, now rendered unnecessary by the
Tithe Commutation Act, would give them every facility,

with but trifling alterations, for the establishment of a
school-house. Nor can any reasonable objection be made
to this plan on the ground of so employing the boys in
the afternoon. The girls in our national schools are
taught, and for the same number of hours, to work with
the needle, the use of which, however, is not more im-
portant to them than is that of the spade and lhe hoe to
the boys.

But I have already occupied more space than I pur-
posed in your columns, and therefore I will not at this
time do more than add my earnest desire that the country
clergy, whose parishes are otherwise without the means of
supporting schools, will give my kind neighbour's sugges-
tions a fair and sufficient trial.

" I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,
" Dec. 26, 1812.

^
« Clericus."

11 P.S.—Any particulars respecting these schools may
be obtained, by application to Mr. G. Cruttenden, Agri-
cultural School, Willingdon, East Bourne."

Where schools are already established, and funds
raised to maintain them, it would still be an improve-
ment if the children were taught to work as well as to
read and write. A national school was established at
Winltfield, near Windsor, in 1835, patronised by the
Royal family and the wealthy inhabitants of the Forest.
Ample funds were raised to build a neat house for a
master and mistress, and two schoolrooms, one for
boys and another for girls, with a workshop and sheds
for tools. The garden was only two acres in extent
until lately, when two acres more adjoining were
purchased. The produce sold from two acres in 1842,
amounted to upwards of 20/., besides the vegetables
used in the master's family, whose wife teaches the
girls. The children learn to read, write, and cypher,
four hours in the day, and work four hours (two hours
in the morning and two in the afternoon). In wet
weather the boys are employed making mats ancl

baskets; in fine weather they work in the garden.
The girls sow and knit stockings. The children pay
twopence each per week, half of which, together with
half the produce of the garden, is given in rewards
once a year, chiefly in articles of clothing, in propor-
tion to their attention and progress. The vicar of the
parish, the Rev. "IV. L. ltham, directs the operations

in the garden, and has the general superintendence.
The plan has been found completely successful, and
there are, or were lately, 45 boys ancl 37 girls taught
in the school. The girls' work produces but little;

but there is no doubt, that, with proper management,
the 45 boys, paying 2d a week and working on 5 or 6
acres of land, would indemnify a master who knew
how to employ them to the best advantage.
Many improvements might be introduced in the

mode of teaching the boys to work. The more
advanced might be made "to direct the work of the
younger, and each having a responsibility, the work
would be more systematically and profitably done.
There are other schools where hours of working have
been introduced ; but in none besides that at Willing-
don and another at East Dean has the system of entire
self-support been tried, as far as we know. If this

example could be followed successfully in various
parts of the country, there would no longer be any
obstacle to the education of every individual amongst
the labouring population • uniting as much of letters

as is useful to men in their station with those habits
of industry which are so essential to their happiness
and prosperity in life.—M.

Public opinion as to the manner of heating horti-
cultural buildings has within the last 20 or 30 years
undergone a remarkable change, which has by no
means reached its end. When the application of hot
water to this purpose was first proposed by the late

Mr. Bacon, the flue-system was in almost exclusive

use. The innovation of that gentleman was either

looked upon coldly, or altogether opposed ; it was
pronounced costly, inefficient, and inapplicable ; and

the owners of flues clung to them with tenacity, pre-
ferring the evils they were accustomed to, to advan-
tages they knew nothing of. However, in this, as in
other things, intelligence and common sense have at
last triumphed over ignorance and prejudice ; and we
do not imagine there is a Gardener in the country
who would think of heating any place with smoke
flues if he could possibly get hot-water pipes.

Then came contrivances for moistening the atmo-
sphere, and these too were opposed ; syringing and
watering being asserted to be all that a Gardener
could want. However, some who were wiser than
their neighbours adopted evaporating-pans : their

crops were visibly improved, and evaporating-pans
are rapidly coming into use.

Just now attention is directed to the possibility of
expelling tan and fermenting stable-litter from a
garden, and obtaining bottom-heat also by hot water.
Mr. Rendle, of Plymouth, seems to have been the first

to direct attention very strongly to the advantage of
a method of doing this without the assistance of hot-
water pipes ; and in a pamphlet lately published by
him* he has fully explained his manner of proceeding.
While, however, we state this, we must add that the
idea of causing water to circulate in troughs is by no
means new; on the contrary, it is almost as old as the
application of it to horticultural buildings, and even
within this last few years has been much employed by
Messrs. Corbett, Beaton, Davidson of Stackpole,
we think Green, and others. What is most original

in Mr. Rendle s plan is the establishment of a double
current of water in the same tank, which also forms
the foundation of the bed to be heated ; but even this

is not so new as we at one time supposed, as the fol-

lowing section and plans of a house at Oakley Park,
the seat of the Hon. R. Clive, will abundantlyprove:

1 Lower Chamber 8 Path inside the house
2 Inside the house 9 pit full ofleaves, to place the
3 End view pots on
4 Boiler 10 Brick supports for flagging:
5 Troughs, M in. wide, and 3 u Evaporating tubes from the

inches deep lower chamber
G Flue 12 Cistern over the boiler

7 Path in lower chamber
This house was erected about 12 years ago: it is

42 feet long, 9 feet high at the back, 3 feet high at the

front, 11 feet wide. The lower chamber is 5 feet

deep, and is covered by a flagging 3 feet square. It

is heated by slack coals at 8*. per ton : one ton of
coals is sufficient for 12 days in the severest frost, and
keeps the thermometer at from 70 to 75 deg. In mild
weather, about half the quantity of coals is sufficient

to keep the thermometer to that degree. Making an
average calculation, 6rf. in the 24 hours would be the
outside expense for coals.

We do not see that Mr. Rendle's plan differs from
this in any essential particular, the trough (fig. 5)
being in fact exactly the same as his tank, except that

the flag-stones do not rest upon it.

We find, however, that, as usual, all sorts of objec-
tions are taken to this substitution of a steady, simple,
manageable source of bottom-heat for the variable,
troublesome, and often very expensive materials now in
use. For the present, however, we shall merely
refer to the success which has attended ft for 12 years
at Oakley, at Mr Lee's of Haram ersmith, and
at other places. On a future occasion, we shall endea-

* Treatise on the Tank System of Communicating Heat
to Horticultural Structures. London. Longmans.
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vour to answer such objections as we have heard of,

to show in what way it seems likely to he most use-

fully applied, and to point out what the circum-

stances are which have occasionally led to its failure.

THE ANTIQUITIES OF GARDENING,
No. I.—Extracts from a M.S. on Gardening:, in the possession of

Sir Henry Banbury, Bart., written by his Ancestor Sir Thomas
Hammer, lG<5o— ic70.

Maracocs.—"The Maracocis called in Latine Granadilla

and Clematis trifolia, and Flos Passionis, the Passion-flower,

because there are some parts of the flower which resemble a

spear and three nayles, the instruments of the Passion. The
flower consists of ten whitish leaves which stand round, and
are covered with many crooked threads, of a kind of pale

Peach colour, with a ring or circle of deeper Peach colour;

out of the middle of the flower comes a pale whitish green

head, spotted with red, with five crooked spotted horns,

with broadish heads, from the midst of which rises another

head, which bears three things like nailes, big above and
smaller below. [Rapin, in his ' Poem of Gardens,'

alludes to the representations which appear to have given

rise to the name of Passion-flower, as follows :

—

** 'In summer months will Granadilla show
Her bloom, which first in Amazonia blew,

And graced the shore sent hither from Peru.
On lofty stems indented leaves adorn
The blossoms, which, with prickles, as the Thorn,
Our Saviour's Passion in their form declare.

Show all the barb'rous nails and bloody spear :

For from the midst a three-forked chive she rears,

And each bent grain like a crooked nail appears.' "]

Amaranthe.—"When Gerard wrote his Herbal, hee

knew only of two Purple Amaranthes, and one Scarlet,

and that with the painted leaves ; but of late years the

English florists have raised above half a score of new
vatietyes out of seed that came first from Surat, in Persia;

many of which are very fine, and are of different scarlets,

and other reds, or of lovely yellow ; all the colours very

orient and faire»"

Roses.— l( The Damaske Rose is very common with us,

and the sweetest of all. The Variegated Damaske, or

Yorke and Lancaster, which is the true Damaske, striped

well with white ; a fine rose when it marks rightly, sweet

as the Damaske. Of Yellow Roses wee have only one

double, which is as big as a reasonable Provins, when it

blowes well, which it seldom does, either in England or

other countryes, being eaten up commonly with wormes
in the bud. In Italy, they hold it likes best in a coolo

place. Wee know by experience that it loves to run up
high and not to be cut at the tops. It is a lovely flower,

being of a rich yellow colour. It blows very well in an

open pure aire, near Hogmagog hills, not far from Cam-
bridge, and a light soyle. In Italy, there hath been above

these twenty years a fine Rose, the seed whereof came
from the East Indyes ; it is called in Latin commonly
Rosa sinensis, by the Indians [Chinese] Fuyo. It grows
to a high tree for a Rose, hath a leaf like a Fig [this is

doubtless the Hibiscus Rosa sinensis]. Ferrarius waa
the first raiser of it from seed in these parts of the world/

Christ's Thorn.—cs In Latin Paliurus ; it is a shrubby
bush, with small roundish leaves and many sharp thorns.

It grows plentifully in Palestine, and is called Christ's

Thorn, because it is thought that the crown of thorns

was of this tree."

The Cedar, usually called of Libanus—" No tree con-

tinues longer free from corruption than this. Wee have

of late had some fine plants raised from seed which are

yet very small, so that it is very rare in England as well

as in the rest of Europe,"

ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
{Continuedfrom page 334.)

2. Turves.—In many parts of the north of Germmy
and Holland, heath-mould is cut into turves, called In

German li plaggen." They are either used in stables, for

litter, or placed alternately with strawy dung, in heaps 4 to

5 fc. high (called Plaggenmist), and after they have
become rotten, are used for manuring sandy soils. When
long enough subjected to the action of dung (sheep or
horse-dung is hest, on account of the ammonia deve-

loped,) the crops will turn out very fine.

No doubt these turves, if properly mixed with dung,
will form an efficient manure for dry, hot, sandy land,

which they will supply with humus j and although the

latter in the state of turves may be of a carbonaceous

nature, yet the action of ammonia and the heating to

which it is subjected will dissolve it, as it were, and con-
vert it into vegetable nourishment. The coal of humus
will then yield to the crops not only humic acid, but also

lime, magnesia, sulphuric and phosphoric acid, alumina,

&c. It is el- •" Chat the manuring action of turves will

be considerably increased, if the heaps are also wetted
With the drainage of dunghills, urine, &c, because in this

case more ammonia will be generated to decompose the
coal of humus. It is also advisable to add some lime,

marl, &c, by which meansgood compost will be produced.
This sort of litter is best adapted for sheep, under

whose influence the decomposition of the coal of humus
and heaths will be most perfect; and the ammonia formed
by the excrements of the sheep will be entirely absorbed
by the humus of the turves ; indeed the ammonia which
is perspired by the sheep will not be lost, as may be
ascertained by a simple experiment. If a vessel with

humus is placed in a sheep or horse-stable, it will be
found that huniate of ammonia will be quickly formed.
To prevent the wool of the sheep being injured by the
turves, which are to be turned root upwards, a slight
layer of straw is to be placed on the top.

This sort of manure will be much improved and made
sooner available, if, like the leaves of trees, before being
placed under the cattle, or mixed with straw, it is thrown

in high heaps and left to rot ; by the heating thus pro-

duced, not only will the coal of humus (which is always

alloyed with wax and resin), but also the heath and its

roots, be subjected to a partial decomposition.

When turves are littered in stables, or placed there in

some regular order, no sinks for fluid excrements will be

required, because the earth of the turves will absorb them.

They are to be left, if possible, four to six weeks under

the cattle ; then conveyed outside, and placed in heaps

three to four feet high, for the purpose of heating, and if

too dry, they are to be moistened with water. Under
such circumstances, the ammonia cannot be lost, because

it will be chemically absorbed by the earth of the turves

as fast as it is formed.

It is said that turf manure will improve by remaining
four or five days in small heaps in the field before it is

spread, and it is stated that the air will extract the acid

which it always contains. It, however, contains no volatile

acid. If it is true that turf manure is improved by lying

in small heaps, it can only be by forming more humic
acid with the oxygen of the atmosphere, which acid cannot
be generated in large heaps so extensively as in small ones,

because the air has not free access; and if turves be
ploughed in at once, the access of oxygen will be equally

prevented.

Although it is well ascertained that making turf manure
requires much manual labour and carriage, and that large

tracts of land may be rendered still more barren by cutting

the heath and its roots ; on the other hand, we are to re-

member that fields of dry sandy soil are much improved
by this manure, and it may be asserted that without it the

soil would not even return the labour bestowed on it.

Instead of heath, common turf is also used as litter, the

roots and the earth surrounding it being cut to a cer-

tain depth. This is a much better manure than peat turf,

as it contains not only less carboniferous humus (saturated

with resin), but the roots of grass are easier decomposed,

and possess more manuring material than heath. If

such turf is used as litter, the manure may be carried

away and ploughed in in three or four weeks
; whilst

heath will not be reduced to the same perfect state in less

than eight or ten weeks. It is seldom, however, that

much use can be made of such turf, because this operation

spoils whole tracts of land for a longtime. It is only

turf from roadsides, lanes, &c. that can be used.

(To be continued.)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXII.
Of all the various tribes of plants which we cultivate,

there is not one so admirably adapted for blooming through

the winter as the Cineraria; and what renders it still

more valuable is the fact that any one having a common
frame may grow the varieties in as great perfection as

those possessing an extensive conservatory. This is the

tribe upon which the Amateur must mainly depend for

flowers to supply his drawing-room table through the

winter. Those readers who possess the Chronicle for

1841 will there find my system of cultivating it ;
but as

many do not, I shall here give a short abstract of my
practice, which is simple, and has always been attended

with very satisfactory results.

About this time the plants that have bloomed through

the season must be cut down, turned out of their pots,

and have at least half the old soil removed from their

roots. This being done, a piece of ground in a sheltered

part of the garden, which, if not already rich and friable,

must be made so by adding leaf-mould or rotten dung and

sand to it—must be prepared, and the plants planted out

in rows 15 inches apart, and one foot apart in the row.

In planting, the old ball must be kept at least one inch

below the level of the surrounding soil, the object being to

get the young shoots, as they spring through the soil,

firmly rooted before they are removed from the old plant.

Throughout the summer the plants must be copiously

supplied with water, in dry weather, and be kept free

from weeds, either by hand-picking or hoeing ; but if the

hoe is used care must be taken that the young plants are

not injured, as they frequently protrude their offsets at

some distance from the centre of the old plant.

By the middle of August the plants will be getting pretty

strong ; they must then be taken up and parted, retaining

as much root as possible to each plant, and not rejecting

any in consequence of their being small, as it is upon the

various-sized plants that we must depend for a succession^

display of flowers ; since the large plants will bloom in

autumn, while the small ones will not flower before the

following spring. At this removal the largest plants must

be potted in pots proportionate to their size, and be placed

in a cool close frame until they are established ;
after

which they may be exposed until the approach of frost

renders it necessary to protect them. The small plants,

after the ground has been dug over, must be again planted

at about one foot apart ; they will require a little shading

in sunny weather, and will make beautiful plants for {jot-

ting in October.

The soil which I have found most suitable for Cinera-

rias is two parts of turfy loam, with one part each of

leaf-mould and sandy-peat, mixed together and used as

rough as possible ; but they will grow in almost any light

soil. Some of the old kinds, as Hendersonii, purpurea,

elegans, Waterhousiana, and King, are the best adapted

for early flowering, and a shrubby kind called Greeniij is

also very splendid ; but those who do not possess any

plants at all may depend upon a tolerable good show ^
of

flowers from plants raised from seed. A friend of mine

purchased a six-penny packet of seed at Carter's seed-

shop in Holborn, 12 months back: from this he raised

upwards of sixty plants, a number of them very distinct,

and one a blue flower, superior to anything I have ever

met with round London ; so that the reader will see it is

not an expensive affair to procure a collection of Cinera-

rias.— IV. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Errata.— In Mr. Potter's art iclp on Nitrogen, p. 357, line 39

from the top, for "and is, so to speak, shared by an unconcerned
spectator," read "and it, so to speak, stand by," &c. In the
same page, line 15 from the bottom, for " slightly weighed," read
"Slightly weighted." Also, in the article on Apples, page 357, at

the bottom of the third column, for "half-penny" read •' half-

piece," which our correspondent tells us is a mug used in Wales
for containing milk, and holds about 2S quarts.

Garden-pots.—I have just made a good improvement
on the common flower-pots, which deserves to be univer-

sally adopted. The shape, size, and expense are not

altered. I have done away with the hole at the bottom
altogether ; and, instead of the flat bottom, the maker
pushes in the centre of it, like the bottom of a common
black bottle, only not with so sharp a turn inside, and the

drainage-holes are round the sides at the bottom. From
2 to G holes, according to the size of the pot, will do all

the business of drainage. The roots cannot get through

the bottom, neither can the worms get in, and water can-

not hang under the pot in winter, which, for Heaths, is

the best part of the change.

—

D. Beaton.

Bees.—Having read in the Gardeners' Chronicle of

May 20 some observations by Mr. J. Wighton on the

plan suggested by " W. W." in the Chronicle for April

29, as a remedy against the effluvia arising from the dirt

collected in Beehives, I beg to coincide in his opinion,

but recommend one of the American floor-boards made
by Mr. J. Milton, of No. 10, Great Marylebone-street,

which, by its construction, will at once obviate the neces-

sity of lifting up the hive to sweep off the dirt, or dead

Bees, &c. As an inclined plane is made to extend the

whole length of the centre of the American floor-board,

it must of necessity be always clean, as nothing can

remain upon it. The slight ascent forms no impediment

to the Bees when returning home from their labours of

collecting honey or pollen.— IV. A. X.
Roses.—I have taken some pains to inquire, amongst

private growers and nurserymen, what their opinion was

as to the exhibition of Roses by Mr. Milne and my gar-

dener at Chiswick on May 13, and without an excep-

tion I find them of the same opinion as myself—that they

were highly creditable. I am glad my situation as second

enables me to speak disinterestedly ; and whilst I hold

that we .ought always to submit to the judgment of the

judges, and give them the credit I do for honesty and im-

partiality, yet I thjnk a little discussion may prevent the

repetition of an error if one be committed, or satisfy the

disappointed that the judgment was correct. In No. 5 of

this year's Chronicle will be found a letter signed " Rose-

bud," in which I state my opinion as to the possibility of

a fine exhibition in time to come, but that the production

of 25 varieties in bloom would, from the shortness of the

notice and the novelty of the thing altogether be attended

with difficulty to the first exhibitors. Who will doubt

their being exhibited better in June ?— that is the Rose

season. Why, the merit of the exhibition, in my view,

was their appearing out of season. Now I ask any on >

of the judges, in the very best spirit—that of inquiry—*
they ever produce such a collection as Mr. Milne's Wi

such notice and at that time ? If it be easy, how ashax»ea

ought the nurserymen to be—the Rose-growing nurseiy-

men—to let a gardener run them so close (I speak of " ]y

own) who had but 3G plants to get his 25 out of, an«

never grew a rose in a pot in his life before.

—

G. **eC
.

i-'

[We shall be happy to insert any short letter upon tn

subject, if rose-growers wish to take it up.] .

fc

Plants for a Suburban Garden.—A correspond*"

having solicited a tabular statement, in the annexed for 9

of about eight hardy trees, flowering shrubs, and herbnceo
^

plants, that would thrive in three different soils, aDQ«

or 4 miles from St. Paul's, we insert the following*

which may possibly be of more general use :—

J>
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Fumigation.— I observe in last week's Chronicle an
article on " Smoking Melons and Cucumbers," which you
suppose to be original ; but if you will refer to Harri-
son's " Floricultural Cabinet" for 1840, p. 2G4, you will

find the following :
" Not having a house, I am obliged to

winter my plants in a cold pit, which 1 have found a dif-

ficulty in fumigating, until I thought of the following
plan : Take a piece of touch-paper, and lay it on a thin

layer of tobacco ; then roll it up and tie loosely- Light
one end and place it in a flower-pan in the house or pit.

I think half-an-ounce used in this way is equal to an
ounce with the bellows; and it is not a tithe of the
trouble, as it does not require any attention when lighted."
— IV. While. [This plan, although similar to that
referred to by Mr. Beaton, is sufficiently different to

entitle him to regard the latter as original.] In the
Chronicle of last week, Mr. Beaton gives a receipt for a
new method of fumigating plants, by steeping slips of
brown paper in a solution of saltpetre, (one table-spoonful
to one pint of water,) and then rolling up the paper like
a cigar, but hollow, and filled with tobacco. Now, as I

took this to be a very ready mode of smoking frames, &c.
I thought I would try it, and accordingly steeped the
Paper in the solution as directed; I then rolled it up,
ooth lengthwise and the shorter way, and also spirally

;

aU these I filled with tobacco, but none of them would
burn more than a few minutes. I finally soaked the
tobacco in saltpetre and water considerably stronger than
the former, and when dry it burnt freely by itself, but
when rolled in paper it died out like the former. The
ashes in each instance appeared to prevent its combustion
longer. As I may not have applied it properly, perhaps
7 r - B. will be kind enough to give some additional par-
ticulars, through the medium of your Paper.

—

Junius.
Testa di Quaglia.—A reader at Dorchester will be

P^uch obliged by some information respecting a plant
lndjgenous to the Island of Malta, and called by the
datives Testa di Quaglia, from the strong resemblance of
the seed-vessels to a duck or quail's head. What is the
tj'ne name of this plant ?—what are its habits?—and how
sh ouhl it be cultivated?

Rees.—In answer to the inquiry of " W. R. MM Dopt-
£ord," in the Chronicle of Saturday last, I beg to state
that on the 1st of May one of my stocks of Bees in a
common straw-hive smarmed, the wind being in the east

;

pd on the 20th, this stock cast. It and the two young
j^ves are at my garden at Walthnmstow. On the 2d of
* a y another stock, also in a common straw-hive, at my

founds in the Lea Bridge-road, swarmed ; on the 14th,

jj
cast, and again on the 20th. All of these, as well as

..
10se at Walthamstow, are strong, and whenever the wea-

£.
is

.

f
.

div work well.—J". Pamplin.
Visiting Gardens.— Having had the privilege of making

a short excursion into the country near me, to look into
hat is going on in the gardening world, I beg to lay before
^e public a few facts which may perhaps be acceptable

;

*nd in doing so, I would impress upon my brother-gardeners
the great advantage arising from one gardener visiting
another for their mutual benefit. Nothing tends so much
to develop the mind as to witness in one's neighbour's
Proceedings effects produced by the most simple methods
w hile the observer has been perplexing himself for years
to bring about the same end. Many instances of this
Mature have occurred to me during my short peregrina*
10 ns, both as regards the growth of fruit and vegetables

^ plants. On calling at Studley Royal, the seat of
*s. Lawrence, the garden of which is under the able

^"nagement of Mr. Cuthbertson, I found all, where
verything is done upon an extensive scale, in the first

J :
The Pines are abundant and very luxuriant, and

ljomise well for large fruit and plenty of it. The Vines

exVk*
S
-° fine

' ant* eve,T house full of fruit and bloom,
jubiting great luxuriance. The kitchen-garden is i)]\ Gi\

tool
0l0

'1S necessa,7 f°r s0 larSe a family, all of which

si
* Well, although it is perhaps one of the worst naturally-
^ateo1 gardens in the country so far as regards the soil,

ke
u'h is a cold, wet, stiff, barren clay, wholly brought to

pos?
r0<* Uctive ky manual labour, dung, and artificial com-

£ .

ts
- Many laborious plans have to be adopted, such as

an
jS ohliged to raise all the beds above the natural level,

cro
at*dinS various light and drying composts to every

£ P- Nothing can be grown without this precaution.

fcli&ih!
Strawberries, which are generally considered

raiLS u
for such situation9

>
il is found necessal7 to have

18 i. i
s ' which are in form of a half-cylinder, about

meti ,

' Lilc
I
)lants being piaceam me interstices, oy which

citU] il. they succeed to admiration ; the fruit is always fine,

colm ,

J

f
InS so much exposed, is of the highest flavour and

hi at
'
fls well as being always free from soil and insects : this

The

la
y ^e useful to others who may be similarly situated,

the j°y
navnental part of the garden and grounds is alt in

pldutsl * State of keeping, although the collection of

the
Dr

su
.

ch a splendid place does not keep pace with

Hext
c if

nt
*mProve<* taste in regard to cultivation. My

priSecj

a Wus at Hope Nursery, where I was much sur-

hood g
,**n<*, in so comparatively isolated a neighbour*

Larie
a

I)Iace# Hope Nursery is situated in Leeming
fe,,

tile p
Ue

-

0t' tlie oltl tt°man causeways, and in a very

*)r°PWef
!Strict

\ Tllis is comparatively a new place, the
Ulnl u ?

r having, about ten years ago, removed his stock

distant S
S from Pickhill

>
which is about two miles

pits, &* c
'ias ^ that time erected numerous houses,

300Q 8q
t!

!

e growth of plants, to the extent of nearly
a
Ppears t

te
j

feet of 3la3S '
beneath which everything

Col|
eeti0l

.°
p 8r°wn to admiration. I found general

Ovation ! ,

aU the fashionable plants in present cui-
^Ust

»"ulian

UC
i

US Ca,ceolanas, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,
and Cape plants, soft-wooded greenhouse

f

and stove plants, comprising most of the novelties in pre-
sent cultivation ; such as the new Achimeues, Gesnerias,
Gloxinias, Camellias, Indian Azaleas, and indeed 1 may
say (with the exception of Orchidacese) by hundreds. What
Struck me as very beautiful was a plant of Rhododendron
Smithii var. tigrinum

; a good specimen, about 5 feet high,
having several large trusses of flowers, the colour of which
was a bright pinkish crimson, very much spotted with
large black dots. This, I think, ought to be in every col-
lection, particularly as it is said to be quite hardy. The
hardy herbaceous collection appears to be very exten-
sive. Several thousands are grown in pots for the conve-
nience of being removed at any season, besides a large
quantity in the open ground. The florist's department is

well stocked with Pansies, Pinks, Carnations, Sec, in
large quantities, and of very select varieties. What gave
me a good deal of pleasure was to find an arboretum
formed into two divisions

; one containing the dwarf deci-
duous flowering shrubs, which are all legibly labelled, to
the number of about 300 species and varieties ;— the next
is composed of hardy ornamental and forest trees, includ-
ing most of the new hardy Pinus, &c. ; this division contains
about 200 species and varieties, and to which I under-
stand there is to be added a separate division of the hardy
evergreens. When this is completed it will form a very
valuable and useful appendage, both to purchasers and the
nursery. The out-ground is occupied as a general nursery,
and is upwards of 20 acres, as I learn from Mr. May;
and in a very high state of keeping, as I scarcely saw a

seed-weed on the ground. Mr. M. says he acts upon
Mr. Loudon's principle—the "economic;" that is, by
allowing no weeds to seed if nossible to prevent it.

—

T. P. s.

Asparagus.—" Este" begs to say that his Asparagus-
beds were treated with salt at the beginning of March, at

the rate of 14 lbs. to all the beds but one, which had 10
lbs. The beds are 14 yards long by 1 broad. The pro-
duce has been greater this year than ever, and finer. The
beds were manured as usual in November. He will feel

obliged by being informed if the salt maybe used again
next year at the same time, or deferred till this time next
year, as it is stated in last week's Chronicle that this
is the best season for salting the beds. It has been a
remarkable season for all seeds ; they have lain a long
time in the ground. The Seakale is improved by salt.

[When the Asparagus is beginning to grow is the best
season for applying salt. If used earlier much of it will
be washed away from the roots by rains.}

Curculio lincatus.— I have at last ascertained beyond
doubt that this insect feeds upon the leaf of the Bean.
I had often watched them carefully, as I find them
reposing amongst the young unfolded leaves ; but they
are so quicksighted and timid, that they run away and
hide themselves as soon as one approaches near enough
to see what they are doing. I have had presumptive
evidence of their cutting the edges of the Bean-leaf for

some time past; but this morning I detected one (a

female) so busily at work, that I was able with caution
to take the point of the leaf in my hand, and watch her
operations for several minutes. Her position was on the
edge of the leaf, which she embraced with her feet; she
commenced eating on the edge, by cutting a small scollop

;

she then drew back the head, and began at the edge again,

following the curve of the cut, till the head bent down so

as nearly to touch the abdomen, and so continued till she

had cut out a scollop of more than a tenth of an inch

across. I used a powerful pair of spectacles, and am very
sure I am not mistaken.

—

Lusor.
Bees—Though it appears that my name as an apiarian

has obtained a pretty extensive circulation, yet, with the

single exception of the unwearied assistance which, for

several years, I gave my much valued friend, Dr. Bevan,in
the preparation of the 2d edition of " The Honey Bee,"
I have hitherto never addressed a line to any portion of
the

J

the G
in their apiarian researches, will see cause to modify cer-

tain premature opinions. There is no one whose general
views so nearly accord with my own as those of Mr.
Wighton. In your Chronicle of April 22, Mr. Wighton
observes upon Mr. Rochet's observations on the fortifica-

tions of Bees, a la Hubei\ that, " however plausible this

may be, 1 have no hesitation in saying it is founded in

some mistake." To convince so ardent an apiarian as

Mr. Wighton of his error, upon a matter in which, I am
certain, none would feel more interested than himself,

provided he could have conclusive evidence of this sin-

gular trait of his favourite insects, I will refer him to page
379 of " The Honey Bee," where he will find a simple
detail of facts relative to the point upon which he is

heterodox. In order to furnish Mr. W. with some internal
evidence upon the matter at issue, I will add, that,

receiving my early apiarian education in the school of
Hnitft, it is not to be expected that I escaped imbibing
some of his opinions— perhaps I might have said preju-
dices. Foremost among these was my ridicule of (he
fortifications of Ilnber; when, that I might not remain
faithless bu^believing," the instance, as given in " The
Honey Bee," occurred in my own apiary. Among my
other apiarian whims was one to have a Polish hive. In

press. Among the many apiarian correspondents of
Gardeners 1

Chronicle, some of them, if they persevere

this I have had combs nearly five feet in length, and in

one of the entrances of this, about 2£ inches in length,

was the fortification placed. Not being a conveniently-

ghaped hive to feed the Bees in, the family died, and why
this is mentioned, is to give another singular fact, viz.,

that during the next spring, other Bees, when cleaning out

the hive as a preparation for taking possession when
swarming, actually destroyed the defensive curtain of their

predecessors. To give Mr. W. an opportunity of atoning

for his apiarian sin against our common father, Huber, 1

will suggest that he come on pilgrimage—he may "boil
his peas"— to Hunton, where we will endeavour to render
his penance as light as is consistent with the heinous-
ncss of his offence. — Robt. Golding, Hunton, near
Maidstone.

Scarlet Pelargoniums.—In noticing Mr. Diplock's
article on this subject in No. 19, I would not recommend
him or any other person to adopt any new method, how-
ever right it may appear, without first proving it on a
small scale ; but if he will, without prejudice, take six

plants, and treat them precisely in the manner there laid

down, and twice that number raised in autumn, and kept
in sixty. sized pots until turned out, I have not the least

hesitation in stating that they will cover more space and
flower in greater profusion. It, perhaps, would be accept-
able to some to know how to raise good plants from cut-
tings without bottom-heat and with little trouble. In
July, a one or two-light frame is placed so as to face the
north, and three inches of leaf-mould are placed in the
bottom and watered well; on that is put three inches of
sand, or sand and leaf-mould ; this is then rendered firm
and level ; the cuttings are thenplanted in rows, and slightly

watered to settle the soil about them, leaving off the lights

to allow the leaves to become dry. They require neither
shading, water, nor attention, farther than taking off any
dead leaves that may happen to appear; and they will be
firmly rooted in time to admit of being potted and rooted
in the new soil, and hardened off before frost sets in. As
Mr. Diplock never heard before of fresh green turf being
used in the pot-culture of plants, I may state that I have
read that the late Mr. Knight grew his large Cockscombs
in a mixture of green turf and fresh dung ; and Mr. Dip-
lock would do well to turn back to a late Number of the
Gardeners* Chronicle, and he will find an article on the
effects of putrid vegetables on the growth of plants. Its

beneficial influence is there plainly shown; and, along
with other experiments, this has thoroughly convinced
me that decomposing vegetables are more beneficial for

the growth of plants than those which are decomposed.
By perusing my article again, he will also find that the

plants are first placed in very poor soil, and kept there until

a sufficient number of spongioles is formed to absorb the
nutriment contained therein. So confident am I in the
belief that it is superior to turf laid up in heaps for any
length of time, that I never use such when I can get it in

a fresh state. Not only do Scarlet Pelargoniums grow
luxuriantly in it, but any other plants with succulent

roots will do the same. I have at present a Cineraria

Waterhousiana thus treated, that in March was in a
sixty-sized pot, now one foot and a half high and two feet

in diameter, branching out in every direction, and not yet

in flower. It does not require a single stake to support
it. Various other plants in a like state of luxuriance
are growing in green turf and dung, and that, too, on
the one-shift system. — Robert P. Drummond.
The efficient but tedious and expensive method of rais-

ing Scarlet Pelargoniums prescribed by Mr. Drummond
having elicited from others an account of their practice,
none of which for economy can equal that of Mr. Hallr-
day, I am likewise induced to send you my plan, which I

first saw while serving in the gardens of the late Earl of
Hurdwicke, and have practised for nearly 20 years with
success, without seeing any reason to change. I put the
cuttings into small pots at once, which obviates any
check they would receive when removing them, either

from cutting-pots or the open ground. I do not much
like the cuttings taken from the open border; they are

generally too spongy, and as I am not in want of a great

number, I make beds of mixed varieties, chiefly the old
Graveolens, Fair Helen, Lady Essex, Emily, and Moore's
Victory, which flower freely all the summer, and though
not so gaudy as some, have a more delightful fragrance.
A dozen or twenty pots which I reserve supply me with
all 1 require. About the end of July, having removed aU
my Pelargoniums to the back of a north wall, I commence
cutting them down, arranging the prunings, as I cut them
off, as nearly as I can alphabetically, for the convenience
of finding the sorts. When cut, I remove them into a
shed

; on the following morning I commence making them
into cuttings. The scarlet ones I put into GO or small
48 pots and place on a flue, which runs along the front
of a Vinery, where they require no shading except what
13 inches of wall affords, and very little water, until they
are struck, when I remove them to a cold frame, where I

cangive them plenty of air, and keep them there till the

beginning of November, when I stow them away in a

Vinery, which I intend to force about the beginning of

February. At that time, or earlier if the weather will

not admit of out-door work, I repot them, and place

them in anotherVinery to be forced. By turning-out time,

they are nice plants. The cuttings of my other sorts I

put in smaller pots and plunge in sawdust on a gentle

hotbed made of leaves, covered by a frame : I give a little

water to settle the mould about the cutting. They
require very little after, as their greatest enemy is damp.
I frequently give a little air. They require scarcely any
shading, unless the sun is very hot. After they are
struck, they receive the same treatment as the scarlet
ones, unless I sometimes give them a larger pot in the
end of September or beginning of October.—J. Murdoch.

Agricultural Labourers.— \ have on several occasions
been highly gratified by your observations on the subject
of employment for the poor, and would gladly lend my
feeble aid to any effort that may be made in such a right-
eous cause. I fear, however, that the tenant-farmer, and
especially the man who holds a strong clay farm, will not
be able to carry out such plans of improvement as you—
except the prospect before him should greatly improve—
have often suggested ; although it is quite certain that
his own interests would be promoted by such a course.

The real fact is, that such a person as I am here speakin.
5
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of is incapable of carrying on any extensive scheme of

improvement, or, indeed, any improvement at all if it

involve an immediate outlay- Clay farms, which most
need improvement, are so dependent upon seasons, that

those who occupy them can never raise themselves above

the cripnling effect vl low prices, even if those prices

should continue but for one season ; and hence the

first consequence of low prices upon all unimproved
or but partially improved heavy soils, is, that the

labourer is thrown out of work. The next effect,

and which inevitably follows, is diminished produce,

which is never compensated for to farmers of this class

by a rise in price, for, if such rise really take place, it is

generally just before harvest, when they are without a

grain of corn of any kind for sale. It will be at once seen

how this state of things is aggravated by the continuance

of low prices if the unhappy tenant be left to his own
resources ; bad cultivation—and under such circumstances

be has no spirit or means for anything better—must tell

upon him so fearfully that he quickly becomes a pensioner

either upon the poor-rate or the bounty of more for-

tunate friends. And as to the landlord, although he may,
by means of the preference which the law allows him,

have obtained the whole of his rent, I can have no difficulty

in showing that under such circumstances as I have

described he will have suffered his full share of loss.

—J. West, Newark.
Hibiscus cannabinus.—This plant is well known and

very common in India, and is correctly described in

Loudon's " Encyclopaedia of Plants," in which the colour

of the flower is stated to be yellow, or, as I would rather

call it, yellowish buff. Some few years ago, while in

India, I had some seeds given to me, which were said to

have been brought from the Himalayan range by a gentle-

man who had been travelling in those regions ; and
among them there were the seeds of a plant, in which, on

growing up, I was unable to discover any decided dif-

ference from the Hibiscus cannabinus, until it flowered ;

when, instead of the buff of the common country plant, it

turned out of a rich deep crimson or lake colour. In all

other respects it resembled the Hibiscus cannabinus, as

nearly as it well could, in every stage of its growth : and of

the various species of Hibiscus described in Loudon's
work, there is none with which it coincides except the

cannabinus. I can scarcely think it is altogether un-

known in British collections of exotics
; yet it has appeared

strange to me, in that case, that so important a feature as

the colour of the flower (differing by such marked cha-

racters from that of the species described) should not

have been noted, if they are both of one species ; or if a

different species, that it should not have been more dis-

tinctly described in a work like Loudon's Encyclopaedia.

Should it turn out a variety of the Hibiscus cannabinus

not hitherto introduced or recognised, it may be a useful

acquisition. I beg also to offer it to notice as a handsome
showy flower, of a hardy character, appearing to me
capable of being easily acclimated to endure the open air

of the southern parts of Britain. I have some young
plants growing in pots, the seeds of which were sown in

the middle of last month. Till they germinated they were
kept in a room at a temperature of from 60° to 65°; but
since then they have been placed in another, the general

temperature of which is steadily about 55°, except during

the height of a bright day, with the sun shining into

the room, when it rises to about 60°; notwithstanding

the plants continue in a vigorous state. The plant grows
well in common garden mould, and is of rapid growth,

taking not more than from 5 to 6 months from the

sowing to the ripening of the seeds. Hence I conceive

it might be acclimated in a few years to the ordinary out-

door temperature of an English summer, by a treatment

progressively approximating to this condition, each succeed-

ing generation becoming more hardy than its predecessor.

The Hibiscus cannabinus is indicated in Loudon's " En-
cyclopaedia" as a biennial. I consider it, however, as

more strictly according with the character of an annual,

the whole process in India, from the sowing to the ripen-

ing of the seeds, being comprised within the limits of one
(the rainy) season, from June to November ; and though
the plants, if left in the ground, continue to vegetate a

month or two longer, they die gradually off with the
advance of the hot season.

—

J. II. H.
Gentianella.—" O- P. M will run little risk in parting his

Gentianella roots after they have flowered, provided the
soil of his garden is not too light. The border into which
they are transplanted must be fresh turned and broken
small ; the plants should be put into the ground immedi-
ately, well watered, and shaded with a mat for a few days,

till they are established. I divided my Gentianella last

year as above described, without any apparent injury ; the
only mistake I made was in separating the masses too
much. Primroses, &c. I treat in the same manner after

the bloom has disappeared ; if leftin the borders without
moving, they increase so rapidly as to disfigure the par-
terres by their straggling leaves.— W. W. [We have
seen this plant thriving in clay, rendered almost plastic

by beating up with water, and consequently quite hard
during summer, and we are also aware that it thrives

c-i^
admirably in pea t, among Rhododendrons. It seems,
therefore, indifferent to soil, and it is probable that the

failure attending its management is chiefly connected
with planting it when in flower, or when first growing,
and not when the seeds haveripened and the plant is at rest.]

: The best way of cultivating the Gentian is to plant it

in a low damp situation in peat soil, and then let it grow
wild, and on n0 ther account to disturb it. It will
throw out runners like the Strawberry, and bloom freely

;

and will Boon fill the bed.— V. P.
Tulips.—I was present at the last grand Chiswick

Flower-Sbow, and was delighted with the exhibition, with

one single exception; viz., the absence of any Tulips,

which, in my opinion, detracted in no slight degree from
the beauty of the exhibition. A hint to the above effect

in your valuable Journal, I think, would have its due
weight in the proper quarter, and I may probably be the

cause of the introduction of the above valuable and beau-

tiful (lower into the exhibition next year. The competi-

tion would be proportionally great, no doubt, for such a

magnificent description of flower, and especially so in the

immediate neighbourhood of London.

—

A Subscriber.

Asparagus.—In answer to your correspondent tfi Cepo-
philus/' I beg to inform him that I have this season
tried to grow Asparagus in bottles over bottom-heat, but
without success. The heads I placed the bottles over
were six remarkably strong ones. I have also tried the
bottle system upon Asparagus in the open ground, with

no better result. It is my opinion that if Asparagus can
be brought to the perfection to which it is said to be
brought by simply inverting a glass bottle over it, the

bottles should be much smaller ones than those generally

used, which I believe are either wine or soda-water bottles.

I mean to try bottles that will hold about a- quarter of a

pint, as the Asparagus will fill them in a much shorter

time, and will be much more tender. I cannot account
for a C.V head of Asparagus coming stronger this

season ; I do not believe it was because of any benefit

derived from the inverted bottle last season, but more
likely from the dressing of salt " C." had given it, it

being a well-known fact that salt is an
for Asparagus-beds.

—

E. Morse.
Nettingfor Wall- trees.—Early in the spring I placed

a quantity of nets against some wall Fruit-trees, thinking-

it might be some protection against frost. I have not
been disappointed in this respect ; for now I find that the

trees which were so protected are perfectly free from
blight, while others, and even those immediately adjoin-

ing, for which I had no netting, are much injured by
blight. The net was of twine, and used for preserving the

fruit from birds when ripe.

—

Corycius. [By blight is
?

we presume, meant cold at night.]

Fabiana imbricata.—In glancing over the account of

the Flower-shows in the Chronicle of May G, I find it

stated that F. imbricata is hardy. This I can confirm,

for having had two plants of it in the greenhouse, both
were put out in the open ground at the commencement
of last winter, and have endured the inclemencies of the

weather without the least injury, are quite healthy, and
will soon flower. The Fahrenheit thermometer at its

lowest was 17 deg., averaging upwards with the changes

of the weather. This place is between seven and eight

miles east from Perth, in Scotland, and is 200 ft. above
the level of the sea.— Peter Long, Gardener.

excellent dressing

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Horticultural SocrKTv.—The great length of the Report of

the Royal Agricultural Society obliges us to defer till next week
the insertion of a notice of Mr. E. Solly's fourth and concluding

lecture.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
This anniversary meeting was held on the 22d of May, Earl

Spencer in the chair. The following elections were made unani-

mously :—President, Earl Spencer. TRUSTEES : Sir T. Acland,

Bart., Hon. H. R. Clive, Marquis of Downshire, Duke of Grafton,

Sir J. Graham, Bart., H. Handley, Sir F. Lawley, J. Neeld, Duke
of Richmond, Duke of Rutland, Earl Spencer, Duke of Suther-

land. Vick-Prksidknts : Duke ofBuckingham, Earl of Chiches-

ter, Earl of Ducie, Marquess of Exeter, Earl Fitzwilliam, Sir T.

Gooch, Bart., Sir C. Morgan, Bart., Duke of Northumberland,
Lord Portman, Earl Talbot, Duke of Wellington, Lord Worsley.

General Members of Council: I. Members remaining from
lust year*s Council : D. Barclay, T. R. Barker, F. Burke, II. Blan-

shard, Hon. G. H. Cavendish, J. Ellman, S. Grantham, G. W.
Hall, W. G. Hayter, C. Hillyard, W. F. Hobbs, Sir H. Hoskyns,
Bart., S. Jonas, G. Kimberley, J. Kinder, Sir C. Lemon, Bart.,

W. W. Page, E. S. C. Pole, Professor Scwell, W. Shaw, Hon.
Capt. Spencer, C. Stokes, H. S. Thompson, G. Wilbraham, Col. T.

Wood. II. Members re-elected from last //ear's Council: Col. T.

Austen, Hon. W. B. Baring, J. Benett,T« W. Bramston, E.Bullcr,

Col. Challoner, J. W. Childers, H. Gibbs, Sir J. V. B. Johnstone,

Bart., W. Miles, E. W. W. Pendarves, Sir R. Price, Bart., P.

Pusey, P. Pym, Rev. W. L. Rham, J. V. Shelley, T. H. S.

Sotheron, W. R. C. Stansfield, H. Wilson. III. New Members of
Council; S. Bennett, 'Beds.; E. Fellowes, Huntingdon; Lord
Hatherton, Staffs. ; W. H. Hyett, Glouc. ; W. F. King, Hants.;

E. A. Sanford, Somerset. Rkport of the Council.—The Council

have the satisfaction of reporting to the Members, at their Fifth

Anniversary Meeting, the uninterrupted progress of the Society

in the accomplishment of the objects for which it was originally

founded. The number of its Members now amounts to upwards

of 7,000, no less than 1,436 having been elected during the past

year. This extension of the Society, by the accession of new
Members from every part of the kingdom, affords a striking proof

of the interestwith which its objects are regarded by the friends of

agricultural improvement, and the increased amount of subscrip-

tion has added considerably to the annual income of the Society.

The Finance Committee have laid before the Council a highly

satisfactory statement of the funds of the Society, and the result

of their inquiry connected with the general receipt of subscription.

Not only has every claim against the Society been discharged,

and bills amounting to upwards of 1,000/., for the work executed

by estimate and contract in preparing the present house for the

reception of the Society and the transaction of business, been
duly paid, but a further investment of capital has also been
effected by the purchase of 1,000/. Stock in the New 3£ per Cents.;

the total amount of the Society's funded property now amounting
to 7,700/., and the current cash balance in the Bankers' hands to

1,200/. The Council steadily maintain their firm conviction that

the permanency and usefulness of the Society are dependent, in

a great measure, upon the possession of such a fixed amount of

reserved capital as will carry on, at all times, and under every

circumstance, the current machinery of the establishment; and
they therefore not only receive with great satisfaction the result

of the Finance Committee's care and attention in thus husbanding
the resources of the Society, and increasing annually its permanent
investments, but they arc also strongly convinced of the absolute

necessity of abstaining from embarking the Society's funds in any
doubtful speculations, and of strictly confining them to immediate

objects of legitimate and undoubted importance. With respect

to the best mode of collecting the subscriptions, the Council have

confirmed the recommendation of the Finance Committee, that

while those friends of the Society in various counties, who
would undertake the trouble, should be requested to favour the

Society with their inspection of the list of such subscriptions as

might be outstanding and unpaid in their respective neighbour-

hoods, and communicate at their discretion with the parties

whose names had been transmitted to them, the remittance of

subscriptions by means of Post-office orders should be generally
recommended by the Society to its Members, as the most direct,

practicable, and secure ; this system of payment having been
found perfectly successful and satisfactory to all parties who
have adopted it, and each Member of the Society having been
enabled by its means to remit to the Secretary, as it has become
due, and from every part of the country, however remote, the

subscription of the year, and to obtain by immediate return of

post an official notification of the reception and registration of

Ins money. It has been chiefly by this means that no less a sum
than 1,00//. has been received since last Christmas on account of

arrears alone. The Council have decided that in future all sub-
scriptions due in advance on the 1st of January in each year,

shall be considered as in arrear on the 1st of June ensuing. The
Council, on mature deliberation, have resolved to strike out from
the list of the Society the names of those Members who, pre-

viously to the date of the Charter, attended the early country
meetings, and paid the subscription of the then current year,

for the temporary purpose solely of enjoying the privileges of
membership on those occasions, but without any intention of be-

coming continued Members, or being aware of their liability to

be called upon for the subscriptions of subsequent years. The
cancelling of these claims would greatly diminish the amount of

what has hitherto Ix en viewed in the light of arrears, while at the

same time, no inconvenient precedent will be established.

In the official department of the Society, the rapid increase in the
amount of correspondence with so large a number of members,
and the reception and accumulation of documents of every kind

in the various branches of the current business of the Society,

along with the multiplicify of accounts and numerous details

requiring daily attention and great exactness, have rendered
further aid indispensable to enable the Secretary to meet and
discharge, satisfactorily to himself and to the members, the
increasing duties and responsibilities of his office ; and in conse-
quence of the Finance Committee's report, the Council have made
a permanent addition of two clerks to be placed under his con-

trol; suitable arrangements having also been effected in the
convenient adaptation of the offices to the purposes of the daily

transaction of business. The Council have obtained, on reason-

able conditions, a lease of the Society's present house, for a term
of 09 years, at an annual rent of 330/., the counterpart of which
has been duly executed, and the common seal of the Society
affixed, in the presence of the Council, agreeably with the powers
of the Charter. The Bristol Balance Sheet has been laid before

the Council, and the sum of 5/3/. ordered to be paid out of the

funds of the Society to meet the deficiency to that amount, occa-

sioned by the excess of the expenditure over the receipts at that

meeting. The General Derby Committee have nearly completed
their arrangements for the meeting to be held at that town in

July; and the Local Committee have reported the resolution of

the Directors of the Midland Counties' Railway, to undertake the

supply of any number of special trains that may be required on

the occasion, liberally proposing to receive only half-fares for

the conveyance of cattle and farming implements, and no advance
on the usual fares for passengers. The Council have decided on
Southampton as the place of the Annual Country Meeting of

1844 5 and have every reason to believe, that the selection they

have thus made will be found advantageous both to the members
of the Society at large, and to the Agricultural population resid-

ing within the district, in the amount of accommodation to visi-

tors, which the town itself and its immediate neighbourhood are

capable of affording, and in the facility of communication with

every part of the kingdom. In order to diminish the expense

attending the distribution of the Journal, the Council have con-

firmed the recommendation of the Journal Committee, that the

publication shall in future take place in half-yearly parts, the first

half-volume to appear in the spring, and the second in the autumn
of each year ; the whole volume for the year containing the same

amount of matter as heretofore: and the first half-volume for

the present year will accordingly be issued in a few days, agree-

ably with this new regulation. Dr. Play fair having resolved to

devote his attention exclusively to the study and practice OJ
Agricultural Chemistry, and to establish at the Royal Institution

at Manchester a laboratory for the pursuit and investigation oi

this subject, the Council have gladly availed themselves oi tie

opportunity of appointing him the consulting chemist to tnc

Society,—anhonorary designation, in virtue of which the Societ)

will at all times be favoured with Dr. Play fair's gratuitous opinion

on any question in that science submitted to him by the Councn*

while members who wish to obtain analyses of Soils, or otn

substances.may, at any time, by applying to the Secretary, °!j
ta'

the scale of Dr. Playfair's charges. The Journal Committee ha\

reported the following adjudications of Prizes for Essays:— 1

William Stack, of Berwick, near Lewes, Sussex, the prize or *

sovereigns, for the best essay on the rotations of crops surtea i

heavy lands. To Thomas Arkell, of Pen Hill Farm, near coi

Harbour, by Swindon, Wiltshire, the prize of 50 sovereigns it»

an account of the best mode of" under-draining land, regard bei h

had to variety of soil, subsoil, and other local circumstantA '

To Jambs Cowie, of the Mains of Haulkerton, Laurencekii #

Scotland, the prize of 10 sovereigns for the best Essay
Jj

n
Jen

comparative advantages in the employment of horses and
;. ^he

in farming work. To W. P. KARKfiBK,of Truro, Cornwall,*"

prize of 20 sovereigns for the best explanation of the ca

i

which appear to determine the production of fat and nius
^

respectively, according to the present state of our knowledge

animal physiology. The Essays on the construction of c
£ frcs

on the Managementof Farm-yard Manure, and artificial Man ^

or Hand Tillages, arc still under the consideration of the *' ut
.Y7Cg

The Journal Committee have also reported the following P1^
and subjects of the Essays, for 18-14, the conditions of whicn ^
be given in the ensuing half-volume of the Journal. 1- *°

(j

best account of the comparative value of water-meadows
uplands generally, for cattle, sheep, and horses, but espec

for milch cows, 20 sovereigns. 2. For the best Essay on
^

influence of climate upon cultivation within the limits oi
tl, e

Britain and Ireland, 30 sovereigns. 3. For the best Essajro^^
indications which
or barrenness of the
of the present state or tnc agriculture oi tne cuuui;

jlC
50 sovereigns. 6. For the best report of the present s

^
ut," lllC

agriculture of the county of Chester, 50 sovereigns, o. a
.

y
best report of the present state of the agriculture of tne

^ gcnt
of Essex, 50 sovereigns. 7. For the best report of tne P*

*

g<

state of the agriculture of the county of Wilts, 50 ^^fl?«isltt
For the best account of improvements made by artinciai aW

nim

of soil from the sea or tide-rivers, and the subsequent

vation of the land, 20 sovereigns. 9. l?or the best account.0 ^
cheapest way of keeping farm horses in good condition, u

oJJ

winter and summer, 20 sovereigns. 10. Fo*-tM-De?
fl
5Lr laid

any agricultural subject, 20 sovereigns. Mr. K. »»**
and

before the Meeting the following Census of M^ ~
e

&
rnor s,

abstract of Accounts :—Life Governors, 101
5
A,

"JVi honorary
206; Life Members, 399; Annual Members, 6551; J*" 1

Members, 13: total 7270.
HALF-YiiAKi-r Abstract of Accounts.

Receipts.

Balance in the hands of the Bankers, July l, 1842 .

Balance in the hands of the Secretary, July 1, i8»-s

Half-year's Dividend (less income tax) 011

1,711*. 7*-7d. Stock in theNew 34 per Cents., to

1,587
12

S.

12

19

d.

1

2

5,

July 5, 1842 . •

, J „ tn
Do. on 1,000/. Stock in the 34 per Cent. Red. Ann., to

Oct. 10, 1842 . . •
'

Amount of Subscriptions and Compositions
Sale of Journals . • •

Sale of Cottage Tracts . •"-,'«„ rattle \
Sir Charles Morgan's Prize for Glamorgan Catuc

Receipts on account of Bristol Meeting

97

\6

2,607
40

27
15
35

S

19 10

2

9
18 11

15

18 4

^4,441 16
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£ \s. d.

8 U 6

. 888 14 )

. 871 15 10

58 )7 3-J

. 1,262
15 lfi

62 8 0i
-~,~ .__.. b . 590 14 7
Balance in the hands of the Bankers, Dec. 31, 1842 656 3 4

Balance in the hands of the Secretary, Dec. 31, 1842 2G 12 4

j£4,441 15

Payments.
Permanent Charges ....
Establishment .....
Expenses of Journal ....
Postage and Carriage
Prizes given by the Society
Prizes given by Sir Charles Morgan
Advertisements and Miscellaneous payments
Payments on account of the Bristol Meeting

Colonel Challoner read the General Bristol Balance Sheet.
This showed the total receipts of the meeting to have been
420)/. Ms. 5d.

t
and the total payments 4775/. is. 8d.; a balance

of 573/. 7s. 3d, being thus left chargeable on the funds of tlic

Society, and which the Council had ordered to be paid. The
Chairman announced that the preliminary prize-sheet for next
year had been printed (in proof), for the inspection and sugges-
tion of members prior to its consideration and adoption at the
Council on the last Wednesday in June. In answer to Mr.
Slaney, who wished to know whether the premium to he given
for the Essays on the Counties would come out of the funds of
the Society, the Chairman replied in the affirmative. Mr.
Houghton wished to sec the Society encouraging some practical

measure to benefit the suffering population. His desire was that
they should see if something could not be done with the waste
lands of the country. He had had considerable experience with
such lands, and had proved most satisfactorily that much could
be done with them. For twenty years this matter had engaged
his attention, and he would observe that he had occupied almost
the largest quantity of land of any man in the kingdom. The
plan that he would propose was that 3000 acres of waste land
should be divided into thirty parts, and a premium given to him
"who should best prove the capabilities of the soil. He should be
happy to contribute 50/. towards ihe expense of the experiment.—
A Weekly Council was held at the Society's House, in Hanover-
square, on the 2.1th of May, the Right Hon. Earl Spencer in the
chair. C.H.Turner, Esq., F.R.S., of Bruton-strect, Berkeley-
square, London, and Rook's Nest, near Godstonc, Surrey, was
elected a Governor, and fifty-one gentlemen Members of the
Society. Mr. Bailey Denton, of Southampton, expressed his
intention of exhibiting, at the Derby Meeting, a model three
feet square, representing a map in relief of a district, with
instruments, invented by himself, similar to the one in posses-
sion of the Society, and presented by him at a former council.
The model is constructed of plaster, or electrotyped in copper,
to a true scale; any height or distance being obtained by the aid
of an instrument accompanying it. Mr. Denton considered that
the use of this invention as a complete guide to draining was
evident; while the properties of an unduiatory surface were
made apparent by pouring water upon the map thus modelled,
^hich, ilowing to the lowest levels, exhibited the mode in which
the waters of the higher lands might be profitably applied. Mr.
Read transmitted a plan for improvements in the making and
burning of tiles. The Chairman of the Derby Committee
announced, on the part of the Birmingham and Derby Railway,
and the Midland Counties Company, in favour of exhibitors, that
they would only require half-fares for Stock and Agricultural
Implements, and the usual fares for passengers.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The first summer exhibition and promenade took place on the

l()th May, at the Society's Garden, Inverleith, Edinburgh. In
the midst of much ungenial weather, the day fortunately proved
tolerably good, and the company was numerous ami respectable,
including many strangers, whom the agitated state of the Scottish
Church had drawn to Edinburgh. For tine exotic shrubby plants
prizes were offered to nurserymen and to private gardeners. In
the former class the silver medal was voted to Messrs. J. Dickson
and Sons, Inverleith Nurseries, for Kennedy a inophylla, Hovea
pungens var., I.eschenaultia biloba, and Brugmansia Weyman-
niana; the last a very desirable novelty. In the latter class the
silver medal was assigned to Mr. J. Young, gr. to T. Oliver, Esq.,
Newington Lodge, for Elichrysum prolifenira, GhoBoaemavarium,
Boronia serrulata, and Euphorbia splendens; and the bronze
medal, as second prize, to Mr. G. Stirling, gr. to Lord Melville
Melville Castle, for Acacia cordata, Ulex capensis, Sphenogyne
capitata, and Genista canadensis. For Fuchsias of merit, a pre-
mium was voted to Mr. Young, Newington Lodg^,, for F. insignia
and F. tricolor. The display of Cape Heaths was rich and beau-
tiful. Premiums were awarded, first, to Mr, Stirling, Melville
Castle, for Erica grandinosa, elegans, suaveolens, and Bcau-
montiana; second, to Mr. Young, Newington Lodge, for E. ves-
tita alba, vestita var., Beaumontiana, and gvlida

; and third, an
extra award, to Mr. J. Donald, Rose Park, for E. vestita rosea,
Blandfordiana, "Wilmorea, and grandinosa, he having been ex-
cluded from competing, on account of an informality. For
Chinese Azaleas, the prize was voted to Mr. W. Findlay, gr. to
tnc Hon. Mrs. Cochrane, Largo House, for A. plicenicea and A.
"idicaalba. The show of specimens of Tronasolum tricolorum,
trained in various forms, and densely clothed with brilliant
flowers, was admirable. The silver medal, as first prize, was
awarded to Mr. P.Thomson, gr. at Craigichall, for a specimen
trained in the balloon or globe shape ;

and a second premium toMr
- Findlay, Largo House, for a specimen trained in the form of

ar» oval mirror. An extra award was made to Mr. R. Foulis, gr.
at Forciel, for a very large specimen trained in the halberd shape,
?ut which, from some informality, was not allowed to compete.

Ile Cinerarias produced were very line. Two premiums were

*\$o beautiful, and two premiums were again voted—the first to
* rr. Young, Newington Lodge, for Cactus hybndus and Ackcr-
™anni major; and the second to Mr. J. Gow, gr. to Count Fla-
hault, Tulliallan, for C. speciosus and Jehkmsonii var. Very few
£'°l>ical Orchidaceee appeared. The prize was awarded to Mr.
»wrlin

ffj Melville Castle, for Oncidium flexuosum and Calanthe
^ratrifoiia. A beautiful collection, containing the very remark-
*bIc Oncidium papilio, Stanhopea oculata, and Pleurothallis
ifccmirlora, was sent by Mrs. R. Haig, View Park, but marked
not for competition." For specimens of the rich collection of

5P
ecies and varieties of Rhododendron, cultivated at Dvsart

Wousegarclen.au extra silver medal was voted to Mr. J. Blair,

£
s a mark of approbation of his zeal and success with this line

kcnus. For a C0 i] ecti0n f 30 sorts of standard Apples, with the
names affixed, and in excellent preservation, a premium was
^warded to Mr. A. Calder, gr. to G. Sligo, Esq., of ScaclirT. Spe-
cimens of the Baltimore Pippin, of very large size, from the
nursery garden of Messrs. Sang, Kirkaldy, were much admired.
2 dumber of choice articles were sent for exhibition only,
^rnongthese the first place is due to some magnificent specimens

hn T,
thc u°yal botanic Garden ;

in particular, two noble Bour-

rsiV
alms

> Latania mauritiana, Hakca dactyloides angustiiblia,
^iiicoma serratifolia, Grevillca planifoha, and Fpacris pulchella,

the last of very uncommon size. From the nurseries of Messrs.
w_Son

.
aiKl Co., Leith Walk, there was a collection of green

nm-
CU

l
lens

; aml several tine plants were sent from Mr] Lawson's

a M- 1

snow-w»he blossoms, attracted much notice, as did also

&rour
IU nn °ran£c-tree, in fruit, from the same place, a well-

amu Spe
,?.
imen of Bossiaea linophylle, several beautiful Fuchsias,

a seedling Cactus, from Mr, Wauchope's garden at Edmous-

ton, were much admired. A hamper filled with named specimens
of select stage Auriculas, from the collection of Mr. Oliver,
Newington Lodge, excited much interest among the florists

present, as did also a promising seedling Auricula, raised by Mr.
Henry Gibb, Salisbury Gree'n. Seedling Pansies of very con-
siderable merit were exhibited by Mr. G. Logan, Mr. A. Syming-
ton, and Mr. J. Gow, Tulliallan, and some pretty seedling Cal-
ceolarias, from the garden of Sir T. G. Carmichael, at Castle
Craig ; while the attention of botanists was drawn to a number
of curious and rare Alpine plants, sent from Melville Castle
garden. A white-flowered Rhododendron, of large dimensions,
was sent by Mr. Cushnie, Malta Green. The hothouses in the
Society's own garden furnished several uncommon and lovely
specimens, particularly Epiphyllum speciosum, of unusual size
and studded with bloom; Erica elegans, very fine; Euphorbia
splendens and Cyrtopodium Andersonii. Besides plants several
other articles interesting to horticulturists were exhibited at
this meeting. There was a tin box, with a contrivance for carry-
ing cut flowers in safety to a distance, communicated by J. A.
Mackenzie, Esq.: also, a portable case for preserving flowering
plants from dust and smoke in dwelling-houses, by Mr. Arthur,
l, Walcrloo-place. There was an extensive display of floricul-
tural wire-work, fancy flower-stands and trellises for climbing
plants, by Messrs. Smith and Son, High-street; revolving flower-
stands, by Messrs. W. and C. Young, Hish-street; and light wire
trees for slender climbers, by Mr. Mackinncs, Lothian-st.—P. N.

Country Shows.—We have the following in type :—Aberdeen-
shire, Bath, Devon and Cornwall, Lancaster, Cork, Birmingham,
Hampshire, Cheltenham, Liverpool, Dorsetshire, Guernsey, Sand-
bach, East Lothian, Chesterfield Tulip Show, Warrington Tulip
Show, and Walton Tulip Show ; which wc shall publish at the
earliest possible opportunity.

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Rhododendron Rolussonii. Garden variety. (Half-hardy
Shrub.)— In many respects this very striking plant so much
resembles Rhododendron nobile, the Ceylon variety of R. arbo-
reum, especially in its deep-red flowers, and the closeness with
which they are arranged, that we supposed it must be it. But
upon comparing it with wild specimens from Ceylon we find that
the Rhododendron of that island has leaves silvery underneath,
while in the plant before us they are rusty. It is therefore clear
that R. Rollissonii has had some other origin, but what that
origin waswedo not know. It is among the handsomest of the
crowd of varieties, called hybrids, which tempt the buyer at
every shop, and seems in colour to resemble most a plant called
Mars by Mr. Lee, of Hammersmith, but its flowers are much
more compact. There is a common belief that the Indian Rho-
dodendron ought to be hardy, because it is found in Nepal. But
Dr. Royle tells us (Illustrations, p. 258) that it is only found at
the lowest elevations and in the most southern latitudes of the
Himalaya. It is true that it sustains considerable cold in winter
in these places, but the rise and fall in temperature are gradual,
and better enable a plant to resist the climate. If the most
northern stations for the Rhododendrons are thus comparatively
mild, how much more so must those be to the southward, and
how small the chance of acclimatising R. nobile ; notwithstanding
that Mr. Walker assures us that the shoots of the Rhododendron
are shrivelled up in Ceylon, as if they were scorched, in conse-
quence of continued cold mornings, which blight everything.
This variety is rather more tender, and requires a much wTarmer
situation than the old R. arboreum. The plants, after flowering,
should be kept in a warm pit, and rather close, to encourage the
growth of the young shoots, afterwards they may be placed out
of doors during the summer, and the pots should have a top-
dressing of fresh cow-dung and plenty of water. It is increased
by grafting in the same manner as Camellias.—Botanical Register.

E'CHIUM PKTiLfflUM. The Rock Bugloss. (Greenhouse Herba-
ceous Plant.) Boraginacere. Pentandria Monogynia.—This is a
beautiful herbaceous plant, native of rocks in Dalmatia, where
we believe it was first discovered by General Baron v. Welden.
It is apparently a genuine Echium, having an irregular corolla,
with an erect limb, and perfectly even throat, without any
appendages. Nevertheless Reichcnbach, in his " Flora excur-
soria," not only refers it to Lithospermum, but regards it as a
synonym of his L. rosmarinifolium, which although apparently
not the true plant of that name, is still a genuine Lithospermum.
The plant from which the drawing was taken, was raised in the
Garden of the Horticultural Society, from seeds presented by
Baron Welder), and flowered beautifully in a cool greenhouse in

May. At that time it was the gayest little plant possible, with
its neat clean leaves, stiff stems, about nine inches high, and pale
blue flowers, which are pink before they open. It is a pretty
little hardy evergreen shrub, growing from one to two feet high.
It. succeeds best in a mixture of sandy loam ami rough peat that
is rather poor. It must be kept in a dry, airy situation, in a cold
pit, where there is plenty of light at all times, but particularly
during the winter. It flowers freely during the months of April
and May, but is difficult to preserve through the winter, as it is

very subject to damp off", even when the plants are old. It is

increased by seed freely, or by cuttings of the young wood.—
Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Treatment of Amaryllis Belladonna in Pots.—This is

a plant of the easiest growth, generally blooming in Sep-
tember and October, and adding much at that season to the

beauty of the greenhouse or parlour. The soil best suited

to the bulb is composed of * sandy loam, J leaf-mould, and

\ old hotbed manure, with sand in the proportion of nearly

f-
of the whole. The bulbs should be potted in August or

September, and those with flower-buds will soon throw up a
spike of elegant flowers. Give good drainage, with broken
potsherds, course at the bottom and finer above, and fill

the pots with the compost; place in the bulb, setting it

down so as to leave about one-third of the top above the
surface ; finish with a good watering through a fine rose,

or with a syringe, and place the pots in a frame or in the
greenhouse, where the bulbs will speedily take root, and
produce their flowers. But it is after this that the bulbs
require the most attention, to make them bloom well
another year ; for upon the growth of the leaves, and the
great quantity of sap stored up in the bulb, depends
entirely its future excellence. As soon as the flowers
have faded, the stem may be cut ofF just above the bulb

;

good supplies of water should be administered, and leaves
will begin to put forth ; in the course of two or three
months they will have acquired their full size, and water-
ing should then be gradually diminished until the foliage

is completely dried up. During their growth the plants

should be placed in a sunny situation, and as near the

glass as convenient. When the bulbs have completed

their growth, which will probably be in the month of

February or March, they should be placed away on a dry

shelf, turning the pots upon their sides, but not shaking

out the bulbs. Here they may remain until August or

September, when the operation of repotting should com-

mence &go\n*-~HQvey's Magazine of Horticulture,

American Willows.—" In some few places a few miles
up (Black and Polyer Rivers, Mosquito territory,) the
land is low and swampy, and ccvered with Willow-trees.
The importance of the Willow-tree has been acknowledged
from time immemorial. Ropes and baskets made from
Willow-twigs are of ancient date. In many parts of
Europe, especially France, the leaves, in the green or dried
state, are given to cows and horses, and are considered
very good food. The bark is highly astringent, and may
be used in tanning ; and the leaves are also applied medi-
cinally

.

,?— Young's Mosquito Shore.
Culture of the Vine in Bengal.—Mr. W. Storm, in

his garden at Chamdanee, near Ghirettee, has for some
time past paid much attention to the growth of the Vine,
and we had the gratification, a few days since, of seeing
several of his Vines covered with luxuriant bunches of
well-formed berries, and promising an abundant crop of
fruit, which, from its early formation, will ripen long be-
fore the gales, the severe hot weather, or the rains can set
in. Other Vines, too, at the same place are covered with
blossom, others again just putting forth leaves ; and,
lastly, others under the course of pruning, so as to com-
plete a course of succession fruit. Mr. Storm has secured
this early fruiting by adopting a system of extensive
pruning as the rains come to a close, when the first of
his Vines were so treated ; and then each successive week
following up the course with other Vines, so as to continue
it until the whole have passed under the knife. We look
on the successful result of this experiment as opening a
new era, as it were, in the fruit-garden ; and we may with
confidence recommend the system to those who may wish
to cultivate the Grape. A few years ago it was a general
belief that it was impossible to produce this delicious
fruit in Bengal, but, as a rarity ; it is now shown that
we may shortly expect our tables to groan beneath a plen-
tiful supply.

—

Planter's Journal.
Bermuda Potatoes.—By a late arrival from the Ber-

mudas, a basket of Potatoes was sent by the governor,
Colonel Reid, which for excellence of quality equalled
anything known in Europe. This should encourage the
West India Planters to turn their attention to the cultiv-

ation of Potatoes rather than Yams, which are not nearly

so nutritive.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Errata.—p. 359, 3d col., in our notice of Brown's Tulips, in

tlie 7th line and was placed instead of but ; and in the 14th line
from the bottom of the same report is should be omitted, and a
capital M. should begin the next word.
Mr. Knight's, King's Road, Chelsea.—The "one-shift system"

of potting has been adopted at this place, with a number of New
Holland plants, of various genera; and though some of the
specimens operated on were somewhat bare of leaves and
branches when the experiment was commenced, about three
months back, they are rapidly assuming a better appearance,
and in all cases the efficacy of the plan is very conspicuous. It
may be mentioned, however, that the method has been practised
with some slight modification

; particularly large pots not having
been used

;
and as only an open fibrous soil has been employed,

and not large lumps of it, this is, doubtless, a prudent proceed-
ing.

^
In a border fronting one of the stoves, a plant of Fabiana

inibi icata has stood exposed during the last winter, and is now
trained against the wall, and blooming beautifully. Physianthus
albens, P^ntstcmonglabratus, and some other half-hardy exotics,
havo likewise remained unprotected in a similar position, and are
now growing with grcatfreedom. Lathyrus tomentosus, a hand-
some blue-flowering species, of recent introduction, has just been
turned out into the same border. It is blooming profusely.
There is an exceedingly fine collection of Conifers in pots,
including most of the rarest species, with some seedlings which
Lave not yet been named. The New Zealand kinds are unusually
numerous and good; and among them are some elegant Dacry-
diums, the singularly long and variegated-leaved New Zealand
Aralia, and some peculiar species of Taxus and Podocarpus in an
excellent state of health. In the hardy department, a number of
excellent hybrid Rhododendrons are coming into flower. There
are several white blooming varieties, with copious dark spottings
in the upper petals. R. multimacuiatum and R. oculatum are
the best, and are quite hardy. 11. Wellsii has lately bloomed, and
has fine clusters of delicate pale blush-coloured flowers, of an
admirable form, perfectly free from wrinkles, and lightly spotted.
Two or three good seedling Azaleas have been flowered this sea-
son for the first time. The most distinct of them is to be called
A. extiuibita, and is like variegata, with larger flowers, a much
more decided crimson tint, and numerous spottings. It is
extremely beautiful. A new species of Tropaa'olum, wTith pecu-
liarly strong stems, and a great quantity of glaucous foliage,
which is composed of many leaflets, radiating regularly from the
centre, is showing flower abundantly. It is from Valparaiso, and
has orange-coloured blossoms, similar to those of T. edule. The
original plant of Lalage dvata is now full of bloom. Trymalium
odoratissimum, with elegant spikes of small white inflorescence,
is blooming liberally, and has a fragrance like the sweet-scented
Woodroof, Asperula odorata. Planted in an open border, where
it is at present blossoming, is a species of Violet, from Van
Diemen's Land. It is a small plant, with little purplish flowers,

which have a white border, and are interesting. The glowing
Clerodendron splendens is flowering magnificently in the stoves,
even young plants producing large buncbes of brilliant scarlet
flowers. Beg6nia coccinca is also in blossom. A pretty plant,
said to be of Japan origin, but called Pentstcmon Mexican urn, is

gay, with its pinkish purple blossoms all the year. At present,
it is particularly showy. The greenhouse plants are arranged in
groups here, in an open area surrounded by houses, and placed so
as to form clumps of various figures, intersected by paths.
The surface on which they stand is made of coal-ashes.—E. K.,
May 23.

3lUbi£tos.

Flora odorata ; or a characteristic Arrangement ofsweet-
scented Flowers and Shrubs, $&, (Orr and Co.), is an
attempt, by a very young man, to gather into one volume
useful particulars relating to the more fragrant of our cul-
tivated plants. The idea was a happy one, and we dare
say it will be some day worked out in greater detail. In
the meanwhile this little book will be found useful and
acceptable to many. It is, however, confined to hardy
plants, and as the vegetation of northern countries is not so
remarkable for fragrance as that of warmer latitudes, the
list is not very extensive.

Milton's Practical Beekeeper (Parker) is another of

those useful and entertaining contributions to the litera-
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ture of Bees which the late few years have produced. Its

most peculiar feature is a description, with figures, of a

great many different sorts of hives, and a practical account
of their respective merits. In this respect we regard
Mr. Milton's book as peculiarly useful. It also contains
many good instructions for the management of Bees,
and a collection of passages from numerous writers on
Beecraft. We understand that Mr. Milton deals in the

hives he describes, so that those who are ambitious of

trying the various ways of management which Bee-authors

have described, have an opportunity of doing so, in the

most advantageous manner, by his assistance and that of

his book.

A Calendar for Young Farmers. By Cuthbert John-
son, Esq. Ridgway.

A simple, plain, and practical work for the guidance of

a young farmer is much wanted, and might be most
extensively useful. When we received a copy of this

work, we opened it with a high expectation of its merits,

coming from the well-known prolific pen of the author.

We must confess that, as is often the case where there

are high expectations, we have been disappointed. The
work before us consists of short questions and answers as

to the operations on a farm for each month, intended no
doubt to point out the most important objects of attention

for that period. In this it resembles the headings of the

months in most common almanacs. The most import-

ant part of the information is given in the notes, and con-

sists of copious quotations from the "Farmer's Encyclo-
paedia," by the same author, and of other works. Many
things well suited for an Encyclopaedia may not be so as

a foundation for a practical system of farming, inculcated

with confidence, and such as a young farmer can safely

follow without danger of failure. Many of the recom-
mendations in the notes are founded on facts and experi-

ments, by no means certain and universally admitted ; and
some are directly contrary to the experience of many prac-

tical farmers. We will only give a very few instances.

Salt is invariably recommended to be mixed with com-
posts, or used directly on the land. We were startled at

page 6, by a direction to add a bushel of salt to every

cubic foot of earth, or pond mud, intended to be carried

on the land : but we found afterwards that this was an

error of the press, and that a cubic yard was meant, as in

page 16. As a general rule, we cannot admit even this

quantity on all kinds of soil : on gravel it would be soon

washed out and lost ; on clay it might do harm, if the

weather was very dry, and its use is doubtful even in

moist weather. Barley, (we presume Spring Barley, as

Winter Barley is sown in October,) is recommended to be

sown in January, as well as Oats ; we think most practi-

cal farmers would not venture to do this with so tender a

plant as Spring Barley, which a cold, wet February, such
as we often have, would entirely destroy.

Fallows are to be broken up in March. We believe that

this practice has been abandoned very nearly a century,

and that all good farmers in heavy lands now break up
their fallows before winter, and if they have an opportunity

to do so early, give them a second ploughing or ridging

up before Christmas : no notice is taken of this in Octo-
ber, November, and December.
A curious mistake, copied from the u Farmer's Alma-

nac/' is made as to the value of different fodder, (note,

p. 14). As we could not understand this, we looked at

the article in the " Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England," and found out the mistake. Instead

of latter math hay being equal to 102, in nourishment,

when good hay is 100, 102 lbs. of latter math hay are

only equal to 100 lbs. good hay, and 90 lbs. of clover hay

are of the same value, and so on—which is unintelligible :

the richer the fodder, the less is required. A very young
farmer might be puzzled by this table.

There is, no doubt, a great deal of good matter in the

notes, which, if systematically arranged and put into the

form of positive instructions, under the correcting hand

of an experienced practical farmer, might be very useful.

In its present shape we fear that no great assistance will

be derived from it to the young and inexperienced. The
most important directions with respect to ploughing, sow-

ing, and reaping the crops are entirely omitted, or only

incidentally alluded to.

It is with reluctance that we criticise the production of

a meritorious author, who, with the assistance of those

who have much experience, might have produced an excel-

lent manual for young farmers. The work has been too

hastily compiled.

—

M.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing week.
A i.i. the China, Tea-scented*, and Bourbon Roses, that have

been forced since last Christmas will now be on the decline, and
should be well pruned back, and all the weaker shoots cut out
entirely. There are many of them so fertile for blooming: as to

continue in flower yet for months ; but it would be bad manage-
ment to let them do so, as there will be no want of Roses for the
next six weeks. If these plants were now repotted,shaking away the
greater portion of the soil from their roots, and placed in a shady
situation for about two months, pinching: out what flower-buds
they make daring that time, they would be in a line condition for

autumn use in the conservatory. Large plants of Sweet Briars
that have also been forced throughout the winter should now be
entirely cut down to the surface of the pots, and placed in a
shaded place. It will not answer to prune briars, that have been
forced, like other Roses. They get so hard in the wood by being
constantly deprived of their foliage, that nothing short of cutting
down will bring them about again ; but by this system the same
plants will do for years, and answer better than young ones. The
very gayest bed on the lawn in autumn might be made by the fol-

lowing high-coloured Roses, which are of nearly the same tints of
scarlet and crimson. Suppose the bed to be a circle, place
Gloire de rosamene in the centre, and tie it up to a stake, itbeing
of a half-climbing nature. Then a circle of Cramoisie cbloui-
sante and C. superieore ; then Henry the Vth and Saint-Pern;
the next circle of Fabvier; and the last, next the grass, Psyche,
which is a Bourbon, but differs little from the rest in foliage.
This is about the time to plant out these; and any Rose-grower
can furnish a large bed of them for a few shillings, as they are all
cheap ones. Indeed, their cheapness and high colours wctc my
reason for pointing them out.

I.-KITCHEN-GARDENAND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pjnbrt.—I once knew a good gardener who had three-fourths
of his fruiting Pincs^ fully swelled about this time of the year, and
to all appearance likely to ripen at one time. He turned out
half of them into a close, cold pit, and after three weeks he began
to take back a few every week to the fruiting-housc. He thus
managed to make a long succession of them. After the succes-
sion and younger plants are potted, shade them a little in the
middle of the day, and keep them close and in a moist atmosphere
till they take freely to the new soil.

Vinbry.— Keep thinning the berries and stopping the laterals
as they advance j which, besides syringing and giving air, is the
principal work now in Vineries.
Pkacit-house and Chkrries.—These must take their chance

for some weeks yet, till the fruit is all off. Keep the houses well
ventilated and dry all night, and the glass as much down as pos-
sible through the day.
Melons.—As your earliest plants ripen off their fruit, be ready

with a stock of healthy, stout plants, to fill up the frames again;
first taking the precaution to whitewash the sides of the pots.
The rafters and woodwork should also be painted now, if they
require it. A little of the surface-soil may be thrown away, and
the rest stirred up, adding a portion of fresh soil. This is ten
times better and easier than struggling away to get a second
crop from the same plants. Keep your other plants thin at all
times, and see that the fruit docs not get hurt by lying too long
in the same position. By no means let the bottom-heat decline,
though the weather be ever so warm.
Kidney-Beans.— Tf your first spring crop in the open air is

come up thick, now is a good time to thin them, and plant the
thinnings in pots for forcing, if you have not already succession
enough on hand to supply you till they are ready in the open
ground.

Out-door Department,
Never did the crops of fruit and vegetables look better at this

time of year than in the present season. Peaches, Cherries, and
Pears are in general so thick, that unless they are well thinned
they will not be good for much besides exhausting the trees.
Did you save a good heap of dung for the Celery trenches? if

not, you must get some prepared. Have you netting enough to
save your early Cherries? But, above all, are the kitchen-garden
and the slips free from weeds ? If not, it may be worth while to
say that one good weeding is better than three hocings and
rakings. Indeed, except for covering seeds and gathering off
stones, the rake should not be much used in a kitchen-garden.
Asparagus will be much improved if the beds do not get dry

till the berries begin to turn colour in the autumn. Recollect that
this is the proper time to cultivate Asparagus, although half of the
gardening world act as if they thought otherwise.
Leeks are a very useful vegetable in winter, and this is about

the best time to plant them out from the seed-beds.
Onions are often injured by being left too thick in the row?.
Thin, sow, and plant your succession crops as their different

states indicate.
Orchard.— The wall-trees have hitherto been almost free

from insects; but with the return of dry weather we may expect
them, and must be prepared for their destruction. You cannot
pay too much attention to thinning, stopping, and training the
summer growths. See that none of the trees have more than a
fair crop. The late rains were so favourable to the lawns that
there is no want of short grass this season for the Strawberry-
beds. The green Gooseberries are swelling fast now, and will
soon be fit to gather.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.— Of all plants stove ones arc the most easy to manage
and to propagate; that is, in a general way. But they must have
abundance of room for their roots, and not be too crowded in
the heads. Large quantities of water they will always require in
summer ; and a strong moist heat, with the atmosphere kept
sweet by free ventilation, is the life of these plants. In the great
nurseries, they shade their stoves regularly in hot weather. It
saves watering, and young plants grow with more freedom under
partial shade; but for an established stock of specimen plants it

is the worst possible plan to shade them.
Grkeniiousk.—There is nothing more general or more difficult

to manage than attempts at growing and flowering these plants
in the same house. But the thing cannot by any possibility be
done to anything like perfection. House- plants, in our climate,
must have large portions of water thrown over or among them,
to keep up a moist atmosphere while they are growing, and flowers
will not stand this with impunity.
CONsiatvAxoRV.— Plants in flower here must be constantly

shaded while the sun is strong on the glass. I have often heard
ladies say, while viewing the large Pelargoniums at the Chiswick
shows, how much they should like to have some of their own
plants trained in the same way. Nothing is easier, if you have
plenty of plants of each sort to be so trained. When the plants
arc j ust coming into flower, put four or five of them into one large
pot, keeping the best side of the plants outwards, and, with a
little training, you can at once make a specimen to any ordinary
size ; and if the soil is good, the plants will flower much longer in
this way. I regularly adopt this plan, and find it very useful
with many other plants, as well as with Pelargoniums. They
arc so many portable flower-beds on a small scale.

Out-door Department.
Flower-gardening for the next four months is the most pleasant

of occupations, provided you have a good stock of succession
plants, to fill up vacancies as they occur. This is a subject that
requires a good deal of forethought; but in the largest places the
flower-beds need show no want of flowers till the end of Sep-
tember. The routine of mowing, rolling, watering, and looking
after insects, no one forgets.—D. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending June 1, 1843 as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

May.
Friday 26
Saturday 27
Sunday 28
Monday 29
Tuesday 30
Wednesda>31

June.
Thursday 1

Uauumktkr

AX ;t x

.

29.(i fJ7
29. 535
29.802
30.032

30-01M
29.854

29.700

L»t 815

AX in.

29.547
29.433
29.520
29.912
29.953
29.813

29.50-1

29 609

Thkumomktkiu
Wind. Kain.

Alay 2rt. flying clouds, with brisk S. YV. wind ; rain ; clear.
27. Overcast; showery; clear and fine at night.
23. Showery; very heavy rain at 2 p.m., thunder at 3; squally; sun-

shine alternating with heavy showers, partly hail.
29. Slight drizzle in the morning ; continued cold and heavy rain

throughout the day ; clear and cold at ni^ht.
30. Slight haze; very fine; overcast; showery.
31. Overcast ; rain ; cloudy and mild-

June 1. Overcast; cloudy; shewers ; very fine.

?..*oar. temperature of the week 2.6° below the average.
The depth of rain in May of the present year was five inches and a quarter.

a greater amount than has lalien in any month for at least the last 17 years.

State of the Weather at Chiswick daring the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending June 10, 1843,

A ver. Aver.
June. Highest Lowest

Temp. Temp.

Sun. 4 £ 69.7 . 47.4

Uon. 6
'

89.4 46U
Tues. '>' 6H.4 47-3

Wed. [7 67-1 4G-7

Hun's. IE 70-1 47-2

Fri. 9 71 .0 43 7
Sat. 10 73 19.8

Mean
Temp

6fl 5
57-fl

67.9
56.9

08
GO.3

#1.4

No. of
Years in
which it
Rained.

7
8
9
6
4
G

7

I'rev.-iilinK "Winds.
Greatest -— . . — .._

A

! quantity
of Kain.

*

1

A
- w

2

(A

20.7C in. 2 — 3 4 3
0.W4 2 2 1 ^ 2 2 6 3
0.20 3 3 1 1 3 2 1 3
0.63 3 <1 _ 2 2 1 3 2
0.07 3 4 1 8 1 4 1

0.60 1 3 1 1 8 4 2 2
0.17 1 4 ^_ ) 2

•

3 i

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 10th,

1833, and 1835—thermometer 87^* and the lowest on the Dth, 18^8, ther-

mometer 35".
;- .

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Jane 3, 3843.

Tin-: continued wetness of the season, and the greater warmth
that has been lately experienced, have rendered all those articles
which nourish in the open air far superior this week. This is
particularly the case with Currants and Gooseberries, Peas,
Lettuces, Cabbage, Turnips, &c, and the Carrots and New Pota-
toes are now getting fine. Artichokes are also now supplied, with
good French Ueans, fine autumn-sown Onions, immense Turnip
Radishes, and very superior Cauliflowers. Pine-apples are
unusually numerous and good. Cherries are excellent. Peaches
and Nectarines are much improved. Grapes, likewise, are better,
and most abundant; and Strawberries are exceedingly plentiful.
The latter are principally Keen's Seedlings ; but there are,
besides, some handsome Myatt's British Queen. Phlox Drum-
mondii, Genista triquetra, Polygala cordifolia, different kinds of
Verbena, &c, are among the plants in pots; and Iris germanica,
Lilium bulbiferum, Jasminum revolutum, the Yellow Banksian
Rose, the Double-flowered Senecio clegans, Myosotis palustris,
the Double Rocket, and the Double Red Hawthorn, are the chief
of the cut- flowers.

PRICES, Saturday, June 3, 1843 FRUITS :—
Pine Applo. per lb. 4* to 10.$

Grapoa, hoihoit*e, per lb-, 2s to 5s
Spanish, per lb. l£tol.?6cZ

— Portugal, per lb. Is to 3s

Peaches, per dozen, 10* to 30*
Nectarines, per dozen, 10s to 30*
Melons, 0* to )2s each
Apples, dessert, per bush., lis to 22.*

— Kitchen, per hush, 6s to 10*

Strawberries, forced, per oz., 3.7 to U
Gooseberries, per half-sieve, 2.v Gd to 6s
Currants, per pottle, Sd tojV]

Oranges', per do/,, Uto 2s 6d
~ per 100, 6s to 20*
— ; bitter, per 100, G* to 20*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*
— per 100, 0« to 14.$^

Cucumbers, per brace, 1* to 3*
Walnuts, per bush., 10*
Chesnuts, per peck, 4s to Us
Almonds, perpeck, 6s
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Filberts, English, per J 00 lbs. 50s to 55*
Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs. 60s to 70*
Nuts, per bushel —
— Brazil, 10*— Spanish, 18*— Barcelona, 22*
— Cob, 12*

VKGETAIir.KS.
CaVnagc-plants.per doz. bun., 1* to 2* &l
Cabbages, per doz., 6d to la 3d
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 2* to 11*

Ueans,Kidney, forced, p. 100, 2* to 4* 6d
Potatoes, per ton, (TO* to 90*
— per cwt. 4* to 5s

_ per bushel , 2x to 2t Gd
— Kidney, p. bush., 1»!»</ to2*3rf

Scotch, per bushel, 2*

*-. New, per lb., 4<l to 1* 3d
Jerusalem Artichokes, per hall-sieve,

1 * to 1*6*/

Artichokes, green, per doz., It* to it*

Turnips, Spring, per bunch, Bd to IsOrf

Red Iteet, per dozen, i)il to 1*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* toG*
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, 6d to 1*

— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, 6d to 1 *

Carrots,Youn# Horn.
,
p.bun, Qd to IsGd

— Spring per bunch, Ad to 1* 3d
Parsneps, per dozen, 6d to 1*

Garlic, per lb. Grf to 8d

Shallots, per lb., 1* to 1* Gd

Shallots, preen, per bunch, 3d in (id

Asparagus, large, per hundred, 4* to 7*— Sprue, or Small, p. bun. 1* 6d to 2s6d
Peas, forced, per hall-sieve, 12* to 15*

Lettuce, Cabb., p. sieve, !>d to 1*
— Cos, per score, Gd to 1* 3d

Celery, p. bd., (12to 15) (Id to 1* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4d to 1* 3d
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Green Basil, per bunch, Ad'to Gd
Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 4d to Gd
Parsley, per half-sieve, Qd to 1*

Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2ito3*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Marjarom, green, per bunch Id to Gd
Mushrooms, per pottle, Gd to 9d
Spinach, per sieve, Gd to 1*

Leeks, per doz. bun., 5* to G*
Onions, per bushel, 5* to 3*
— Spring per bunch, 2d to Gd
-— Pickling-, per h£-sv.,4*Gd to 6*— Green, p. doz. bun. 2* to 4*

Notices to Correspondents.
Manures, &c—J. &.—Blcaching-powder is chloride of lime.
The best liquid manure lor a small garden is Potter's guano
mixed -with water.

Wbbds.—A Young Farmer.—It is of small use to cutoff the heads
of Thistles close to the ground, unless you repeat the operation
so frequently as to prevent them springing up again. By con-
tinual catting they may be killed; but it is cheaper to grub them
up, taking care at the same time that no plants are left hero
and there, as nest-eggs, to produce a fresh crop.

Fowls.— G. Booth.—There is not a more common disease in
fowls than the pip; for the remedy, see " The Penny Cyclopae-
dia," or " Martin Doyle's Cyclopaedia of Practical Husbandry,"
article, Poultry. M. Salop will likewise be answered by
the foregoing.

Tank-hkating.—P.—We will notice your planj but not with
approbation.

Seeds.—A Young Gardener.—It is true that Peas ripened early

in warm dry situations will produce an earlier crop than such
as arc raised late on cold heavy land. But whether under
exactly equal circumstances seeds ripened in June will bring an
earlier crop than seeds ripened in September we cannot say;
probably they would. You had better consult Lindley's
Theory of Horticulture.

Plants in Shade.—L. G.—They suffer from want of light and
want of food. The branches that overhang them keep off the
sun and rain ; the roots that they must grow among rob them
of their nourishment. All that you can do is to try and per-
suade Honeysuckles and Ayrshire Roses to make an attempt
at growth ; likewise you must assist by digging the ground well
and manuring it. Laurels and Hollies will also do, but they
are not climbers.

Fruit-tree Borders.—A
r
Weekly Header.—No vegetables of

any description should be planted on fruit-borders within four
feet from the bottom of the wall j and even beyond that distance,

none but the lighter sorts of crops should be planted or sown.
Peas should be excluded, because they are apt to breed mildew.
Lettuces and such like dwarf crops will do no harm, provided
the border be kept well manured.

||

Figs.— G. Jones.—The process of caprification is described in Vol.

ii. p. 317, and is exactly the plan a clergyman in this neigh-
bourhood practised last season, and saved all his crop, and
ripened some very late in the autumn ; which, he says, could
not ripen if left to themselves. Loudon gives the practice in

the French orchards from personal observation in the Gar-
deners' Mag.

y
Vol. vii. 26.3, and in some other of his works, but

the former is the best account, and agrees with that in the

Chronicle 'Above alluded to. D. Beaton.
Melons.—A Subscriber.—Presuming that all other circumstances
are similar to those under which you formerly cultivated

Melons with success, the cause of your plants damping off ij1

the present season as soon as they have made their rough
leaves is doubtless the unusually wet and cloudy weather
lately experienced, together with a defect as regards bottom-

heat. If the roots are kept in a proper temperature, Melon-
plants will not be easily killed.

||

Strawbkuries.—An Old Subscriber.—The Russian Alpine Straw-

berry is the same as that cultivated around Paris for winter

forcing. The seed can be procured from any Parisian sceias

-

man.1I E. L. il/.—The runners should be cut on at una

time from Strawberry-plants in strong bloom, it you .wisn

to make them very vigorous, and do not desire to muuipiy

them in any way.L—Deadleaf.^The error of your friend con-

sists in supposing a wctseason necessary to wash the pollen of

Strawberries into the germen, whereas dry weather is undoubt-

edly desirable for all plants that are in (lower, and Strawberiics

are benefited by wet only when the flower is pi op.rly fertilized.

This subject was fully discussed in the "'J^^®^??:
Potatoes.- G.-The cultivation of ^^^^J^WRS

soil; and if this i» light already, however rich it may be it is

rendered unfit for Wheat, which likes a firm bo"oin- a„d is apt

to be thrown out by the frosts in spring On light!soils theie

is no preparatory crop for Wheat,, like broad Clover as exp^-

soil will be
sown on th
as soon as
Mangold Wurtzel, Swedes,

the iund. Second year—Barley and Oats, hall or

f
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Clover. Third year:— Clover and Peas, on the Barley or Oat
stubble. Founh year :—Wheat. The same course "may be
repeated, provided Potatoes, Clover, and Peas recur only every
eighth year, which is easily managed. All the crops except
Clover and Tares must be drilled and well hoed. Nearly the
same rotation will do for good heavy loams, Beans being
substituted for Peas. Wheat may succeed Potatoes in heavy
soils; but we still think Clover and Beans a better preparation.
Where the land is not well suited to the growth of Barley,
Oats are a better crop. Carrots will not succeed in very stiff
soils. We cannot enter more fully on this important subject,
Which would require a volume, to be fully explained. M.

Pelargoniums.— Ignoramus*— The proper time for striking
cuttings of Pelargoniums is the mouth of June or July, when
the old specimens have ceased blooming, and are cut back.
The half-ripened shoots then removed may be used as cuttings,
and if you have not the convenience of a hotbed frame, you
can make up a small heap of fermenting manure, cover it over
with rough turf (the grassy side downwards), place on it about
three inches of sandy loam, and plant your cuttings in this,
putting a handglass over them, and shading and watering them
duly till they root. Pot them when they have formed roots,
and keep them in a close frame lor a time, repotting them when
necessary. The way to make them bushy is to cut off the top
°f the cutting, or to remove the point of the shoot as soon as
it begins to grow, and stop all the laterals again before winter
commences. The probable cause of the leaves dying as yours
have done, is the want of warmth, or their remaining too long
in small pots. If kept t.irough the winter in small pots, the
Plants should be shifted early, and before they begin to grow
lr>to larger ones, for they will not bear starving in spring. The
sparing application of manure-water will be useful from March
to May, inclusive. A. C. E.—Your Pelargoniums will need
no special preparation for forcing, and they may be struck at
the usual time. Plants raised in the summer should not be
forced in the following winter, but may be used for this pur-
Pose in the one succeeding that. When cut down after (lower-
ing they should be kept rather warmer than usual, in order to
develop their young wood rapidly, and they may then be
ripened early by exposure. For the first bloom put them in the
forcing. pit about the end of October, and treat them in the
usual way; that is, keep the atmosphere warm and moist, but
J et it become gradually so till it reaches the desired point; and
Jje careful to fumigate them if insects appear. Alba flori-
hunria is one of those to be recommended for forcing.la^ceoi,arias.—An Old Subscriber.—If you have previously pre-
vented your half-shrubby and herbaceous Calceolarias from
sending up flower-stems, and kept them growing vigorously,
«"ee from the effects of the green-fly, and in a cool situation,
Jncy will flower much later, but not so late as you state, nor so
"»e as if allowed to flower at their usual time. Continue to pre-
sent them sending up flower- stems until the end of June;
Place the plants in a cool situation, and protect them from
neayy ra i ns and wind, in a cold frame, placed at the back of a
north wall, where the lights can be put on in bad weather; but
^ewarc of the green-fly in such a situation. If the kinds are
^ue shrubs, they will succeed much better if the flowers are
constantly pinched off until the end of June. They will flower
Lreel y> particularly if planted in the open border, but not so
j'ne as when allowed to flower at the ordinary time. Plants
intended for late blooming should be retarded as much as pos-
sible

"01)0

Qendron plants which you wish ^to propagate without going
rough tn e tedious process of raising young ones from seed,

v*u can effect your object by layering them late in autumn.

hVi f

lt
.

you have to do is to peg down each shoot into some
W'li

soil slJI*€ad around the plant for the purpose, and they

x\v i

makc nice Plants, fit for removal, in two years. Jt is just
piobable that picking off the blossoms of Rhododendrons in
pnngwill induce them to flower again in the autumn, though

Rol cl° this spontaneously in wet seasons.

S'~"/' Florus will most likely get the information heseeks from Mr. Rivera's Rose Amateur's Garden. Ariel.-
vve know of no means of curing- mildewed Roses exceptby getting them into good health. Mildew is a fungus, and
only attacks unhealthy plants. Your Roses look as if they had
been growing in very rich soil, and exposed to cold nights
fc>ome Roses are more tender and liable to the attacks of such
fungi than others. Perhaps you had better cut back the young
shoots to within a few inches of the old wood, and burn all the
'caves and parts cut off.

^nerarias.—Surrey.—They can be exhibited at Chiswick
among miscellaneous flowers. Your note is given to the Secre-tary of the Horticultural Society.
'^unculus.—- Clericus. — Ranunculus-roots in full growth
ann°t be removed at this time without injuring them for
.pother year - Th e only thing to do is to take them up with

s J
a »-ge balls of earth.

- Climbers.—A Lancashire Flora.—You may plant now

377
Insects.---A. Lawrance.—Th&beetlewhich you complain of as so
obstructive to your stove and fruit-trees is the Anisoplia Hor-
ticoia. Jt being a leaf-feeder, numbers may be taken by
siiak.ng the branches where they are feeding, over a cloth
spicaci on the ground. From this cloth they mav be casilv
colected and effectually destroyed by throwing 'them into
Doling water. We should also recommend hand-picking, where
piacticable, as likely to be of much use in ridding vour Rose-
trees especially from such unpleasant visitors. S. A, K —
J he name of your moth is Scolioptcryx libatrix, Lin., or Herald
Moth, and it is not of uncommon occurrence at this season of
the year.S.

Books.—A Subscriber,—The best work on the management of the
vine on open walls isMr. Clement Hoare's, published by Long-man and Co. A useful one on forcing Vines is Mr. Roberts's
Treatise, lately advertised in our columns.

Cucumber bnows.-Will the Mr. Hamilton who obtained a prize
at the Cheetham Hill Cucumber Show favour us with his
address?

Miscellaneous.—Apiary.—Your plants are, 1, Dillwynia rlori-
bunda, 2, Oxylobium capitatum. 5| C. B. X".—Your Vero-
nica seemed a seedling variety of V. triphyllos

; but the speci-men was accidentally lost. li. Laing.—Yonv plant is the
double-flowered Belleisle Cress, or Barbarca preecox.

—

11.E B.—The Fern you send is Polypodium piloselloides. J. 11.—The
flowers of your Mimulus were utterly withered when they
reached us. J. 11. J.—Your plant is Gymnogramma chaero-
phylla, Desv. Kaulf. en. fil. p. 82. Spreng. syst. 4, p. 40, Hook.
et Grev. n. fil. t. 45. Tropical Ameiica, West Indies, &c. An
annual Fern, becoming a weed in stoves when once cultiva-
ted. Dulymtis.—The Myosotis is sylvatica. It is impossible
to say what your Willow is, from such a specimen. Some
mature leaves should be sent in the autumn. % J. Williams*—Your Fuchsia is only a common form of F. fulgens. F.
A. Hatton.—We are obliged by your offer, but have already somany contributions that we are compelled to decline it.
Agncola.—The plant sent is Polvgala amara. T. Davies
Seeds of the Tussac Grass from the Falklands have been occa-
sionally introduced, but have never germinated. They arc notnow to be had. Jno. S.—The specimen is apparently Tour-
retia lappacea, butit was very much crushed. F. £.—No. \
is Ageratum ccelestinum; 2, Alonsoa incisifolia : 3, Polygala
cordiioha; <i, Anthocercis viscosa ; 5, Lotus Jacobiea; 6, Ade-
nandra uniflora. Indica.—If you wish to become a gardener
you must do three things. Get employment in some good
gardens for seven years

; be steady, diligent, industrious, and
well conducted ; study vegetable physiologv and practical
botany, and learn as much more as your means will allow.
A. B. C—We approve of the spirit of your letter, but do not
think it would serve the good cause of gardeners. We will see
whether we cannot ourselves apply the arguments more ad-
vantageously when we again return to the subject. A Market
Gardener must seek for such information as he wants from the
statistical Society. We have no data. A Subscriber
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« --•- in the spring, by keeping them in a very cool situation.^
0° ?? N̂

?,
R0?'S.—J. Florus.—If you have a quantity of Rhodo-

Guernsey.—No. I is Cotyledon umbilicus; 2, Arenaria mari-
tuna

; 3, Silene maritima : 4, Crithmnm maritinum
; 6. Polvgala

vulgaris; 7, Genista anglica. A. G.N.—Your narrow-leaved
l ropocolum is T. edule. The other is either a strong variety of
J. brochyceras, or a new species; but we cannot decide which
without seeing perfect flowers. An Irish Subscriber.—Tou
Will meet with ample directions for drying flowers in former
volumes of this Paper. Your plants are~l, Omithogalum urn-

this once we answer you; but it is too bad to send us such
things. J. B.

t a Subscriber.—The Lemon-scented Verbena is
Aloysia citriodora (formerly Verbena citriodora). It is impos-
sible to name the Tulips from the leaves which were sent • the
two long scented petals are from Parrot Tulips.*
Fuchsia is a variety named Moneypennii. ~

against
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?* sc vo,1r south wall, for flowering this season, Lophospci\
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IX -B.—The
E. A.— Such

1 ansies as you have sent never had names ; they are not good
enough for border varieties.* J. A.— Name your flower
Harold/ and send another bloom.* Holcus.— Apparently

Lsiuox vesicana, but too young for positive determination. 1
A - A".—When a critical opinion is wanted, some explanation
should be given of the object in sending specimens ; otherwise
they are necessarily entrusted to assistants for determination'
The Veronica is V. montana; the Fedia does not appear dif-
ferent from F. oiitoria; it wants the toothed coronet oi dentata.

A Novice's plant is Bromus mollis.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Erratum.—At page 36l f c

f under the head of Calceolarias, for
"Lady Charlotte" read Lady Constable.
Pansiks.—R. S. 31., Desdemona, eye bad, and petals want sub-
stance. No. 1, 43, too small, pretty, but no use as a show-
flower

; the ground-colour of the lip differs from the side petals.
The same objections apply to Lady Millner. J. //.-Your
Pansy is large and round, but it fails in substance for the size
of the flower, the eye in the side and bottom petals runs into the
purple belting, giving it a contused appearance; there is a
notch in the lip, and the side petals do not meet well above
the eye.——R. S. Mounljoy.—Bodididirov is a flower of good
form and substance, but the ground-colour of the lower petals
being of a mixed or run character renders it of no use for
Showing:. No. 322, good border variety, deficient in substance
and form of petal to rank with show flowers. Belleforme is
a fine variety m form, colour, and substance: the belting of
deep blue as perfect round the lower petals, the upper
petals have a tinge of purple in them; the eye is good, a
little too much hidden in the bloom sent, by the height of
the lip. This probably is not permanent, there is a stain of
blue in Hie lip extending beyond the belting which if constant-
is a defect. W. i?._Your Pansy is a neat and well-formed
flower, fine eye, belting perfect, of a deep lich blue. The
upper petals Have a tinge of purple ; it is rather thin, and the
edges of the petals are rough; it is like many that wc have,
and is very sweet-scented.*

Tvtiv8.—Comt9sLetiHa,^This Tulip can only be admired for the
indication it gives of a fine flame, as the bottom of the cup is
stained, and the stamens are tinged with blue below the anthers:
the petals are narrow and flat, and it wants shoulder to make
it a well-formed cup. Alexandrian Victoriah&B a finely-formed
cup, good shoulder, petals individually of a good form, feather
of a bright light brown, ground-colour yellow, rather waxy at
the bottom of the cup- the flower is of a whitish buff outside,
and when this is the case the yellow inside is seldom of an
even tint.*

Calceolarias.—W. C. Fife.—Your seedlings are small but
generally of a good form, the largest of them arc small com-
pared with the specimens which are grown in this part of the
country. D. G.—The form of your Calceolaria is not good
it is too narrow at the shoulder, and the bottom of the flower
is uneven ; it is common both in colour and marking.*

Cinkraiuas.—J. D. P.—The best of your seedlings is No. 1 - the
petals are broad, and the flower is tolerably well filled up the
tip is also of a pretty colour. 2, is not a pure white, there is a
slight tinge of purple in it. 3 and 4, are good in colour, but
they have narrow petals, and none of them surpass the same
kinds already in cultivation.*

Verbenas.—i),JB.—We have examined your seedling Verbenas
and compared hem with the varieties grown, and although

ve its

ouse

T.tChnstenmg of the infant Priucess, by the names
Of Alice Maud Mary, took place yesterday in the Chapel
Royal of Buckingham Palace, in the presence of various
member, of the Royal Family, and of the great Officers ofMate.-fhe debates in both Houses of Parliament during
the week>ve related chiefly to questions connected with
Ireland, which; at present occupies so large a share of
pubic attention. In the Lords, on Tuesday, the Duke
of Wellington defended the proceedings of the Lord Chan-
cellor of Ireland in dismissing Lord Ffrench and other
magistrates who had presided at Repeal meetings, and
stated that the Lord Chancellor, in the opinion of the
bovernmenf, had only performed his dutv in endeavouring
to suppress agitation. Lord Aberdeen on Thursda^
brought in a bill relative to the admission of ministers to
benefices in Scotland, and stated that he will movi
second reading and explain its provisions when the H
assembles after the Whitsun recess.. In the Commons,
the second reading of the Irish Arms Bill, after a debate
or three nights, has been carried by a majority of 165.
iiie Report on the resolutions on the importation of
Canadian wheat and flour was brought up on Monday,
when Mr. M. Gibson moved as an amendment that the
reduction of the duty on the importation of Canadian wheat
aud flour into the United Kingdom should not be made
contingent on the imposition or maintenance of a duty
on the importation of foreign corn into Canada. This
amendment was opposed by Ministers, and negatived on
a division by 193 to 83. Leave was then given to bring
in a hill founded on the resolutions, after a protest
from Lord J. Russell against the Imperial legislature
ocing restrained from altering or repealing it, when other
views prevailed on the subject of the Corn Laws. The
motion for the second reading of the bill came on last
night, when Lord "VVorsley moved as an amendment that
it be read a second time that day six months. A
long debate and a division ensued, when the second
reading was carried by a majority of 109. The
Repeal agitation continues to maintain a formidable
character; the meetings in different parts of Ireland
are increasing in frequency, and are everywhere attended
by large and excited masses of the people. Troops have
this week been despatched to Ireland in considerable
numbers, and all the garrisons in the Irish provinces

have been strengthened by fresh reinforcements.

A telegraphic despatch from Paris reached town yes-

terday, announcing the arrival of the India mail, with

accounts from India to the 2d of May, and from China to

the 12th of March. The affairs of Scinde were tran-

quil, though some troubles had taken place at Sirhind,

and a serious engagement had been fought at Khytul.

The death of Commissioner Elepoo was the only news at

Canton, but fresh attacks were expected on the Factories.

On Major Malcolm's arrival, Sir H. Pottinger was to go
to Canton with the ratification of the. treaty, but nothing
beyond this brief summary is at [present known.—From
Spain our intelligence continues to be highly inter-

esting. The Cortes were dissolved on the 2GUi ult., and
another general election will take place forthwith. The

„.-..-, „ inhabitants of Arragou and Catalonia arp represented to
there are one or two pretty specimens, there is nothing suffi- / .„ • . „ fnfp

»
nrn

* ..
^""""a aie repie.eniea lo

ciently novel m colour to make them desirable; the colours,
ua iu " biaie ol 6 ,edt excitement, and the immediate sus-

gencrally, arc too faint and undecided. The white variety, No. pension of the Regency is said to be the first object of
the disaffected. The National Guard of Madrid, however,
have openly declared their allegiance to the Regent, and
it is hoped that the difficulties of the present crisis may
be surmounted without an appeal to military interference.

3, is the

Pklabgoniums.— C. jV. Thurtell, R.N.—Phosphorus is a flower

of great beauty of colour; the delicate tinge of blue in the

centre imparts great brilliancy to the rich and fine rose-colour

of the lower petals; the rosy crimson ground-colour of the

upper petals is also very fine, although it is in a degree robbed
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Court The Queen and Prince Albert, accompanied

by the Princess Royal, arrived in town on Tuesday after-

noon, from Claremont. The Prince of Wales and the

infant Princess, accompanied by the Dowager Lady Lyt-

telton, followed in another carriage. On Wednesday and

Thursday her Majesty and Prince Albert took a drive in

an open carriage and four. A grand dinner was given on

Wednesday evening at Buckingham Palace, to the Queen

Dowager, the Royal Family, and the directors of the

Concerts of Ancient Music, of which Prince Albert had

undertaken the direction, for the Earl of Westmore-

land. After the dinner her Majesty and the Royal party

attended the performance of the Concert; and on

Thursday evening her Majesty and the Prince honoured

the Italian Opera with their presence. On the same

day Prince Albert laid the foundation stone of the Royal

Naval School at Counter-hill, near Deptford. Her
Majesty will leave town this day for Claremont, and

remain there during the Whitsun holidays.—It is

rumoured that, previous to the nuptials of the Princess

Augusta of Cambridge with the Grand Duke of Mecklen-

burg!), an application will be made to Parliament, by

Ministers, to settle an annuity on that princess of 3,000/.

per annum. The ceremony is now understood to be fixed

for the first week in July—His Majesty the King of

Hanover arrived in town yesterday, having finally deter-

mined to pay his long-expected visit to England, on the

occasion of the Christening of the infant princess.—Their

Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge,

Prince George and the Princess Augusta, and the Here-

ditary Grand Duke of M-ecklenburgh Strelitz, honoured

the Duke of Devonshire with their company on Tuesday,

at the public breakfast given by his Grace, at his residence,

at Chiswick.—Colonel Buckley has relieved Colonel the

Hon. Charles Grey in the duties of Equerry in Waiting on

her Majesty, and Major-Ceneral Sir E. Bowater has

relieved Colonel Wylde as Equerry in Waiting on

Prince Albert.

Christening of the Infant Princess.—The second

daughter "of her Majesty and Prince Albert was yesterday

admitted into the pale of the church. The Ambassadors,

Cabinet Ministers, and others, who had been invited to

the solemnity, assembled in the Old Dining-room at

Buckingham Palace, at twelve o'clock, and upon their

arrival were conducted to seats provided for them in the

chapel. The Archbishops of Canterbury and York, the

Bishops of London and Norwich, the Dean of Carlisle, the

Hon. and Rev. C. L. Courtenay, Archdeacon Wilberforce,

and Lord Wriothesley Russell, Canon of Windsor, were the

officiating clergy. The King of Hanover had not arrived at a

quarter past 2 o'clock, consequently his Majesty, who was

to have stood sponsor for the Royal infant, was represented

by proxy. The Duchess of Kent appeared as proxy for

the Princess of Hohenlohe Langenberg, and the Grand
Duke of Mecklenburg Strelitz appeared as proxy for the

Hereditary Prince of Saxe Coburg and Gotha ; who, with

the Princess Sophia Matilda, were the sponsors. Her
Majesty the Queen, Prince Albert, the Queen Dowager,

and other Royal personages, took their seats in the

Chapel Royal shortly after 12 o'clock, attended by the

Great Officers of the Household, and the attendants

forming the suites of the members of the Royal Family

and visitors, who arranged themselves on either side of the

chapel. The service commenced with the performance of

sacred music. When the music had ceased the Lord Cham-
berlain, accompanied by the Groom of the Stole to his

Royal Highness Prince Albert, conducted the infant

Princess into the chapel ; her Royal Highness was carried

by the head nurse, attended by the Dowager Lady Lyttel-

ton. Upon the conclusion of the Baptismal Service, her

Royal Highness was reconducted from the chapel in

the same way. As soon as the ceremony was concluded,

her Majesty and Prince Albert, her Majesty the Queen
Dowager, the Archbishops, the sponsors, and the other

Royal personages, returned to the Queen's apartments in

the same order as they entered the chapel. The visitors

proceeded to the Long Gallery, to partake of a collation

with her Majesty and the Royal Family. The Baptismal

ceremony was performed by the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and the Royal infant received the names of Alice

Maud Mary.
Judges' Circuits.—The Judges sat on Thursday in the

Exchequer Chamber, and selected their circuits during

the approaching summer Assizes. The following is the

arrangement ;—Norfolk Circuit, Lord Denman and Baron
Alderson ; Home Circuit, Lord Chief Justice Tindal and
Baron Parke ; Midland Circuit, Lord Abinger and Justice

Pattison ;
North Wales, Baron Gurney ; Soutli Wales,

Baron Rolfe ;
Oxford Circuit, Justice Williams and

Justice Maule ; Western Circuit, Justice Coleridge and
Justice Erskine ; Northern Circuit, Justice Wightman and

Justice Cresswell. Justice Coltman remains in town.
"; Post Office.—The Post-office convention with France
came into operation on Thursday. In the new regulations

the former principle that the English charge a single rate

for letters under half an ounce, while the French limit

themselves to a single rate only when the letter is under

one quarter of an ounce, is still preserved, but the English

rate to France is reduced from lOi. to 5cZM the French

rate being reduced to hd. also ; and the payment of these

two rates will be all that is required for the conveyance of

a letter to any part of France or Algeria. These letters

must be left unpaid, or else they must be paid the whole

rate to their destination. The transit-rate through France

to other countries is likewise reduced to 5d., a rate on
letters under a quarter of an ounce; the other foreign

rates varying according to the limit to which the letter

ia paid. To Turkey, the Levant, the Archipelago, Greece,

1 the Ionian Islands, Austria, Venetian Lombardy, Switzer-

land, Belgium, Germany, and Holland, letters may be sent

by paying only the British rate of postage, if they are spe-

cially addressed via France ; but to Spain and Portugal,

Sardinia and Southern Italy, the French rates must be

paid. To Alexandria, Constantinople, the Dardanelles,

Greece, Malta, the States of the Church, the Sicilies,

Smyrna, and Tuscany, the letters, when not sent by

French packets via Marseilles, may be unpaid or paid to

destination. English newspapers sent to France by packet

will go free of postage, or by private ship on payment of

a penny, while French newspapers sent here will pay a

hall penny. To and from other countries via France, the

rates on newspapers will be a halfpenny from Spain, \d.

from Greece (by the French packets), 3d. from Malta, or

any other place in the Mediterranean and the East Indies

(by the monthly mail), and 2d. from other countries. It

must be distinctly recollected, that on all letters a foreign

rate is added to the lowest postage for every quarter of an

ounce, while an English rate is only added for the half-

ounce. The departure of the mail to India via Marseilles

is postponed to Tuesday next, the 6th inst.

France.—There is little news this week in the Paris

papers. The Constitutional states that the Government
has received communications from China, announcing that

the Emperor has decided upon immediately giving the

French free access to his dominions upon the same foot-

ing as the English, and that in consequence of this intel-

ligence a naval division is about to be sent into the Chinese

Seas, under the command of a Rear-Admiral, and con-

sequently it will be composed of several frigates and other

ships-of-war.—The committee appointed by the Chamber
of Deputies to examine the bill relative to foreign refugees

in France, have terminated their labours. According to

their report, the number of refugees amounts to about

16,000, of which 10,339 are Spaniards, 4,981 Poles,

790 Italians, and 333 Germans. The following telegraphic

despatch from Gen. De Bar was received in Paris on
Sunday :

— " Algiers, May 23.—The Due d'Aumale
writes to roe on the 20th May, from his camp at Cha-
bounia:—'The smala of Abdel-Kader is captured, his

treasure pillaged, and his regular infantry killed or dis-

persed. Four flags, a cannon, two ordnance carriages,

immense booty, large tribes and flocks have fallen into

our hands.' The Prince must have arrived on the 22d at

Boghar. His column will conduct the prizes into the

Metidjah. The mother and sister of Abdel-Kader
have ." The night interrupted the despatch at this

important point, and the Siccle states that a ludicrous

disappointment was experienced at the Tuileries when the

result was known. The darkness having interrupted the

communication, which ended with the words, "The mother
and sister of Abdel-Kader have " hopes were indulged

till sunrise that the remainder of the despatch would

announce the capture of the two Princesses. The
anxiously-expected conclusion of the despatch did come
up, but it was as follows :

—"The mother and sister of

Abdel-Kader have escaped. 1 ' The Journal des Debate

states that smala is the name given by the Arabs to the

tents, family, domestics, and riches of a chieftain, and

that this coup de main has probably been executed in the

direction of Gougilat, an oasis of the minor desert, which

Abdel-Kader had for some time past made his depot. The
other despatches, though representing affairs as every-

where prosperous, detail but unimportant movements and

skirmishes, amidst which we find Abdel-Kader still

harassing his foes and escaping their grasp, and the

French perpetrating razzias on such tribes as favour

him. Another of these predatory expeditions is reported,

which has yielded near two thousand captives of both

sexes, three or four hundred horses, and twelve thousand

head of cattle.

Spain.—A telegraphic despatch announces that the

Spanish Cortes were dissolved on the 26th ult., and the

new Cortes were summoned to assemble on the 27th of

August. All was tranquil in the capital, but travellers

from Saragossa and Barcelona state that a movement had

broken out in those cities, and that the Municipal,

National Guard, and troops had agreed to demand the

restoration of the Lopez ministry. In Arragon and Cata-

lonia it is said to be the intention to proclaim, with the

aid of the Deputies who have quitted Madrid, the imme-
diate suspension of the Regency, and the declaration of

the Queen's majority. All the chief towns are agreed,

and Sax'agossa, with the garrison, has already made a

declaration of its intention. The Barcelona municipality

is disposed to follow the movement, but will not com-
mence. The sittings of the Cortes previous to the dis-

solution were very stormy. No sooner was it known that

Sen. Lopez had finally resigned, than a message was sent

to the Regent by the Chamber, praying him, indeed, to

continue Regent till October, 1844, but on condition of

his acting constitutionally. The Regent replied that his

acceptance of Lopez's resignation was constitutional, and

that he would act in the manner he deemed the most

advantageous to the welfare of the country. On leaving

the hall the new President of the Council, Gomez Becerra,

and his colleague of the War Department, Gen. Hoyos,
were insulted. A stone was thrown at the former, which,

fortunately did not strike him, and an ill-dressed indivi-

dual was arrested who had attempted to stab him. The
two ministers succeeded in entering a carriage, and
drove off amidst cries of " Fuera ! Fuera!" "Down
with the ministers and Anglo Ayacuchos V u Viva

la libertad !" The glass cf M. MendizabePs carriage

was smashed on the same day, and it was believed

that he would have incurred some personal danger had he

not prudently avoided attending the sitting of the Depu-
ties. That of the Senate was far more pacific ; the depu-

tation entrusted with the presentation of the Address in

reply to the speech from the throne succeeded in moving
safely to and from the Regent's palace, though it included

General Linage among its members. The troops were

still kept in their barracks, and a part of the garrison

was to remain under arms during the following night.

The coalition journals published a number of most violent

and almost revolutionary articles ; one of them, in which

the people were told that they were deceived, sacrificed,

insulted, and sold, was believed to have been penned by
M. Lopez himself. They failed, however, in creating the

slightest agitation, and a bull-fight which took place on
the next day passed off quietly. On the 21st, the nine
regiments of the National Guards, to show how little they
approved of the movement, ordered their band3 to unite

and give a serenade to the Regent. Most of the Guards
themselves attended, as well as a multitude of people.

After some music, the crowd shouted, " Long live the

Regent,
1
' to which the latter replied by appearing on the

balcony. He thus addressed those present—

-

1 ' Nationals !

None have more than you comprehended my wishes,

which are no other than your wishes, viz., defence of the

constitution, of the throne of your innocent and young
Queen, and the maintenance of national independence.

Such are my aims. As Regent, as soldier, and as citizen, I

will with you defend the constitution, national independ-

ence, and liberty." The Regent added, " Long live the

Queen, the Constitution, the brave Nationals, and their

valiant comrades of the army." The crowd replied by

vivas for the Regent. Serenades were given by the same
bands to the Ministers, Becerra and Mendizabal.—The
official Gazette contains two important documents. By
one of them, the Minister of Finance, Seiior Mendizabal,

orders that the extraordinary contribution of 3,000,000

reals, raised at Barcelona in consequence of the late

insurrection, shall be restored to that city. The other

document is a circular letter of the Minister of the Inte-

rior, containing the promise of a general amnesty, by

which all Spaniards sentenced for political crimes commit-
ted since Sept. 1, 1840, are set free, whether in prison,

exiled, or transported. This excludes from the amnesty

all the emigrants who have not undergone trial.

Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the

22d ult. The arrival of the Princes of the Cobourg
family, and the Princess Clementine, was daily expected

at Lisbon. The Cortes were expected to remain open

some weeks longer. The budget and other financial mea-

sures were coming under discussion. The ministerial

Bill, reducing duties on foreign goods imported into

Madeira to one-half, had passed the Deputies. Coal is

admitted free, and the privilege was ordered to be extended

to the Azores. The question of extending the whole Bill

to those islands had been referred to a committee. At

Lisbon business was generally complained of; but the

export of wine from Oporto, and the amount of Custonis

duties received at the principal Custom-houses, had in-

creased during the month of April, owing to negotiation

having ceased, though some uncertainty still prevailed on

the subject.

Germany.—The first debate in the Diet of the Prus-

sian Rhenish provinces, opened at Dusseldorf on the 14th

ult., was on the subject of giving complete and verba*

publicity to the transactions of the Diet, The result was

a petition to his Majesty, for the purpose of appointing^10

official reporter, whose notes should be published.—'I

'

ie

Emperor of Austria opened the Hungarian Diet at Pi^s"

burg on the 20th ult., by a Latin speech. Eight Roy* 1

propositions were afterwards submitted to the Assembly'

One of them referred to the respective positions of th

different religious worships, to the right of individuals no

belonging to the nobility to purchase landed property? t

the means of promoting trade, &c. The papers announc

the death of the son of Count Sandor, and grandson ol

Prince Metternich, at Vienna, on the 14th ult., the day

of the 70th anniversary of Prince Metternich's ^)irt^'7Z
We learn from Munich, that a site has been selected J

the house which the King of Bavaria has ordered to

built after the model of the ancient Romans, and for "**

purpose an architect and a painter have been sen

t

Naples to examine and to study all the particulars or

best preserved private buildings at Pompeii and Ilercu

neum. The extensive collection of ancient utensils a

furniture which his Majesty at various times received

presents from the King of Naples will be sufficient

furnish the House. . n
Italy.—The Pope's journey through the

-

sonth
^ct

provinces of his dominions is described as a pei

triumph. The populations of the most distant vilia^

meet him on his road, to offer him presents, andtorecerr

his benediction. In one small town the corporation p

have placed this mark of their affection in the Hgjy
carriage, if he had not, with some difficulty, convintea

them That its weight would break down the vehicle, an

that it would be better for the saint to remain where b

had been for so many centuries.
„«ners

Denmark— Ic was announced in the French paper*

a few days ag
"lagen, that a

Ton the authority of a letter from Coj^-

fournriist of that city, charged with libd.

halHu Tht^i of' some obsolete law, been thrown **
a dungeon, and kept on bread and water. By anoti

letter, of the 17* ult, we learn that he has since be

brought to trial and acquitted, and the crown has

condemned to the costs of the suit. u
Russia—On the 8th ult., the Emperor of »«

addre^a ukase to the Minister of Finance, orde

n

?
fw „ inan should be made for the sum of B,uuv,vw

x

1
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silver roubles, for the year 1844. This loan is intended
to defray the expenses of constructing the railroad from
St. Petersburg to Moscow.
Turkey.—Constantinople letters of the 3d ult. men-

tion that Sarim Effendi, Minister of Foreign Affairs, has
been dismissed, and replaced by Rifaat Bey, Envoy at
Vienna. Khosrew Pacha's accession to power was said
to have been prevented by Sir Stratford Canning and M.
Bourqueney, on the ground that he was too Russian. The
funeral of one of the young Sultanas, daughter of his
Highness, who died on the 30th April, took place with
much pomp on the 1st ult., in presence of all the Ministers
and principal functionaries of the empire. The Turks of
Bosnia have broken out in insurrection, and made an
attempt on the fortress of Ostroschatz. They were
repulsed, but they besieged it and other fortresses,

demanding that the Pacha and the Arnauts be sent away.
There is no news from Servia.—One of the Dublin papers
states that they have seen a letter from India, which con-
tradicts the report of the murder of Capts. Connolly and
Lieut. Stodhart, by the barbarians in Bokhara. The
account comes via Meshid, and is grounded on letters

received by certain Jewish houses in that place, but it

is generally considered to require confirmation.
Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria announce that Mehe-

rnet Ali still remained in that city. Ibrahim Pasha con-
tinued in a precarious state of health at Cairo, which gave
rise to much speculation as to the consequences which
might ensue should he die before his father, as Said Pasha,
the second son, was considered incompetent to govern
such a country as Egypt. The Augsburg Gazette publishes
the following improbable story from a letter dated Cairo,

21st ult., stating that two ships laden with slaves, had
been captured by British cruizers in the Red Sea, in the
latitude of Sanaken, and that the captains of the ships had
been hanged at the mainmast. The two slave ships were
escorted (the bodies of the two captains still hanging from
the mainmast) by the British cruizer, and the slaves set
at liberty. This example is said to have intimidated the
slave-merchants.

United States—The royal mail-steamer Hibernia
arrived at Liverpool on Sunday. She sailed from Boston on
the afternoon of the 16th ult., and Halifax on the evening of
the 19th, and has made the passage in the remarkably short
space of 11 days and 12 hours, the quickest ever made
between Boston and Liverpool. The Caledonia, from
Liverpool, for Boston and Halifax, was spoken about half
"Way across the Atlantic. The Great Western, ftom Liver-
pool, arrived at New York on the 12th inst., after a pas-
sage of 12 days and 13 hours. Mr. Webster has resigned
the office of Secretary of State. Mr. Everett having
declined the mission to China, Mr. Cushing, the gentleman
who was recently rejected by the Senate as Secretary of the
Treasury, hasbeenappointedby the President to fill the office.

A cry for repudiation of the debt of Maryland had been
raised

; but the more honourable part of the community of
that state was too strong for the democrats, and the doc-
trine was no sooner broached than effectually silenced.
In the letter of a Philadelphia correspondent of the New
York papers, dated May 15, is the following paragraph :

—

41 The keeper of the lighthouse at Thatcher's Island, Cape
Ann, saw a board at sea, which afterwards drifted ashore,
having on it in printed letters, ' Steam-ship President.' "

The last Kingston papers mention that Sir C. Bagot had
somewhat improved in health, and that Mr. Cholmondeley,
formerly on the staff, is on his way to New York, for the
purpose of requesting Lord John Hay to take the War-
spite to Quebec, as being a more convenient place than
New York for Sir C. Bagot, in his present condition, to
embark from. A vessel arrived at New York on the 15th
April from Carthagena, reports that the Grand Cayman,
one of the three islands called Caymans, lying between
Cuba and Jamaica, was sunk by an earthquake ; but more
recent advices, received by H.M.S. Warspite, state that
there is no foundation for the rumour. Accounts have
teen received that the report of the intended canal across
the Isthmus of Darien being nearly completed, is incorrect;
and that the two years allowed the contractor to prepare
and commence the undertaking have expired without any
attempt whatever being made toward its fulfilment.

Brazils.—The Malabar has arrived from Ri , which
*he left on the 4th April. She has brought home the
Hon. Henry Ellis, the British Envoy to the Brazilian
Government, the failure of whose negotiations for the
Renewal of the commercial treaty has been known for
some time. On the 18th ult., while in full sail, the island
°f Terceira being in sight, though at some distance, the
Malabar appeared suddenly to have grazed a sunken rock.
She was immediately brought to, but no bottom was found
*itU 189 fathoms of Hne ;

and it might have been the
effects of a submarine explosion, though this fact will be
ascertained on her bottom being examined.

Sandwich Islands.— Accounts have been received at

Liverpool, announcing that the Sandwich Islands were
cedcd to the British Crown on the 25th February, and
*ere taken possession of by Lord George Paulet, of Her
to ajesty's Ship Carysfort, next day.—The New York
Papers mention the arrival of a small vessel at that port
*rona Oahu, which had for part of her cargo 6,100 bags of
sugar. "To import sugars," it adds, "from the most
distant Pacific Islands into the United States is a remark-
able feature in trade. The industry of the people of

J
h ese islands is now very successfully employed in raising

J
he cane, and they will shortly compete with the West
*"dies in supplying a part of the world, at least, with that
great staple, sugar."

parliament
nr , HOUSE OF LORDS.

*'

anaxf
rffl£-—After a discussion and division on the Peterborough

**aa Northampton Railway Bill, the second reading of which was

adjourned to Thursday, the Marquess of Clanricaroe called
attention to the official communication from the Lord Chancellor
of Ireland to Lord Ffrench, and asked if any communication had
been made to the Irish Government, so that they could be offi-
cially aware of the opinion of her Majesty on the subject of the
Repeal of the Union.—The Duke of Wkllington said that gene-
ral instructions had been given, that all the power and authority
of the Loid Chancellor and the Irish Government should be
exerted to discourage the Repeal agitation.—The Marquess of
Clanrioardb considered the letter of the Lord Chancellor most
Improper and unfortunate.—The Duke of Wkllington adverted
to the anxiety caused by the agitation in Ireland, and stated that
the Government, had adopted measures to enable the Lord Lieu-
tenant to preserve the peace, and to adopt all necessary measures
to preserve the union inviolate. Magistrates were presiding
over Repeal meetings, although her Majesty had declared her
intention of preserving the Union. When it was well known
to be the intention of the Government to preserve the invio-
lability of the Union, the Lord Chancellor had only per-
formed his bounden duty in endeavouring to suppress agitation.
— After a few remarks from Lord Glengall, Lord Cami-hkll con-
demned the Lord Chancellor's letter, and denied that repeal meet-
ings were necessarily illegal.—-After some observations from the
Earl ofChar&bvixlband theEarl ofWick low,the Lord Chancel-
lor upheld the course pursued by the Lord Chancellor of Ireland,
and declared that had he acted otherwise he would have neglected
the duty which he owed to his Sovereign and to his country.

—

Lord Cottenham charged the Government with a dereliction of
duty in having permitted these assemblages, if illegal, to have
continued so long unrepressed. If these meetings were illegal,
the proclamation in the letter of Sir E. Sugden was most unfor-
tunate, for in that document they were treated as perfectly legal.
—The Marquis of Lansuownk lamented the course pursued as
mostmischievousin its consequences, because it directed the atten-
tion of the people to the debates in Parliament as an authority,
rather than to the law of the land.—Lord Wirarncltffb, although
he admitted that the peace had not been broken at these meet-
ings in Ireland, contended that the assemblage of 200,000 people
must create terror, and should not be tolerated. Ho was quite
willing to take his share of the responsibility attaching to the
dismissal of Lord Ffrench, for any magistrate who attended such
meetings was not tit to continue in the commission of the peace.—The Marquess of Clanricarde moved for the production of
the letter of the Lord Chancellor of Ireland, which was agreed to.

Wednesday,—The Royal assent was given by commission to
several Bills, the greater part of which were of local interest.

Thursday.—Lord Brougham brought in a bill to introduce a
form of procedure into the law of England, long known and
practised in the Scotch law. " It was what was called in Scot-
land a .declaratory action, a proceeding by means of which a
person in possession, and dreading that his title might be dis-
turbed when evidence in support of it might not be forthcoming
— or by means of which a person not in possession and wishing
to ascertain his rights, although no suit was pending between
the parties—had the means of obtaining a declaratory decree of

a court, either of law or equity, as the case might be."—On the
motion of the Earl of Clarendon, the Northampton and Peter-
borough Railway Bill was read a second time, after some opposi-
tion from Karl Fitzwili.iam, the Earl of Hardwickb, and
others. The majority in favour of the bill was only 1.—The
Marquess of Londondkriiy inquired whether there was any
prospect of the compensation to the Spanish Auxiliary Legion
being soon paid, and was informed that the subject was now
under discussion between the Government of this ccuntry
and that of Spain. — Lord Lortok, on presenting a petition
from a place in Ireland, in support of the Legislative Union,
suggested that the best mode of restoring tranquillity to
Ireland would be by calling out the yeomanry of the north, and
some other places.—Lord Campbell brought up the report of the
committee on the subjects of defamation and libel. He stated at
considerable length the recommendations of the committee, and
added that it was his intention to introduce a bill founded on the
recommendations of the committee. The report was ordered to
be printed.—The Earl of Aberdeen brought in a bill for remov-
ing doubts relative to the admission of ministers to benefices in
Scotland; and stated that on Friday, the 9th inst., he would
move the second reading of the bill, and explain its provisions.

—

Lord Campbell said that, without knowing the provisions of the
bill, he must protest against any bill which gave the Church
Courts power to inquire into the grounds on which a congrega-
tion objected to a minister. The bill was read a first time, and
the House then adjourned to Friday, the oth inst.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday,— Sir G. Clerk, in answer to a question by Sir C.

Lemon, staled that the Treasury had decided that the mails for
the Peninsula, the Mediterranean, and the West Indies, should
in future be despatched from Southampton instead of Falmouth,
and that this arrangement would come into operation as soon as
the Postmaster- General could make the necessary alterations for
so doing.—Amongst the other preliminary business, there was a
series of questions from Mr. Hbdington, and other Irish members,
as to the use of her Majesty's name on the subject of the repeal
of the union and the dismissal of Lord Ffrench and other Irish
magistrates.— Sir J. GRAHAM said that the Lord Chancellor of
Ireland had received general directions to use all his official

authority in order to discourage the agitation ; and as to the use
of her Majesty's name, it had been done under the direction of
her responsible advisers.—Sir R. Peel, amidst loud laughter from
both sides of the House, moved the usual annual vote of thanks
to their chaplain, for the sermon which he had that day preached
to the House, in commemoration of the restoration of Charles II.,

and which was ordered to be printed. He said the laughter
arose, he presumed, from the fact that only six or eight members
were present in St. Margaret's, with the Speaker and the mace.
The report on the resolutions on the importation of Canadian

wheat and flour was moved; and Mr. M. Gibson then moved,
as an amendment, that in reducing the duty on the importation
of Canada wheat and flour into the United Kingdom, it is not
expedient that such reduction should be made contingent on the
imposition or maintenance of a duty on the importation of foreign
corn into Canada.—The amendment was seconded by Dr. Bow-
ring.—Lord Stanley declined re-opening the question, which
had been so recently discussed, and affirmed by a majority of two
to one. He, however, briefly replied to the speeches of the mover
and seconder of the amendment.—Mr. Thornely adverted to
Lord Ashburton's declaration, that the tariff of the United States
had been passed for revenue purposes only. His own experience,
derived from a visit toAmerica last autumn, enabled him to affirm
that the current opinion of the Americans themselves was, that
it was passed for protection, in order to foster American manu-
factures. He urged the importance of taking measures to induce
the Americans to re-consider the tariff when Congress met next
December.—Mr. Villiers pointed out the violation of all prin-
ciple in the Canadian measure, which was, in fact, the creation
of a Corn-law in Canada, and therefore an expedient to raise

the price of food. We ought rather to present inducements to
emigrants to settle in the colony, instead of adding to the tempt-
ation presented to them of proceeding to the United States.— On
a division, the amendment was rejected by 1Q5 to S3,- On the

question, that leave be given to bring in a bill founded on the

resolutions, Lord.I. Husskll protested against the measure being
considered in the light of a contract, or that the Imperial Legis-
lature was to be restrained from altering or repealing it when
sounder views prevailed. Leave was then given to bring in

the bill.— Sir J.Graham then moved the consideration of the
Lords' amendments on the Registration of Voters Bill, which
were agreed to.

The second reading of the Irish Arms Bill was next moved by
Lord Eliot, who briefly adverted to the past legislation on the
subject of the importation of arms into Ireland and their regis-

tration. A bill, similar in its provisions to the present one,
had been introduced into the House by Lord Morpeth
in 1838. He did not deny that the restriction imposed
by the bill was an infringement of the liberty of the
subject, but the state of society must be taken into
account. Colonel M'Gregor, the head of the Irish constabulary
force, had strongly reported on the evils arising from the posses-
sion of unregistered arms, for which the law at present provided
no effective remedy ; in which he was corroborated by his
second in command. These men were well qualified to judge of
the state of the rural population in Ireland; but, as additional
testimony, he cited various cases of violence and forcible entries
into houses, of recent occurrence, as well as the number of mur-
ders committed, which he ascribed to the possession of fire-arms.
The contrast between the number of criminal offences and
amount of convictions in England and Wales and in Ireland far-
ther showed the necessity of the measure, the provisions of
which placed Protestants and Roman Catholics on the same
footing. All fire-arms, for whatever purpose, in the possession
of individuals, are to be registered, and their owners licensed,
under certain regulations, and with penalties for non-com-
pliance ; and with respect to the possession of unlawful arms, as
pikes and daggers, some slight modification is to be made in the
existing law, which leaves at present no alternative but trans-
portation. In this matter a discretion is now to be given to the
court which tries the convicted individual. Instead of the war-
rant of two Justices, in order to search districts for arms, which
is required by the existing law, and which in practice has b<
found inconvenient, one Justice is to grant a search-warrant-
in which, however, the police to whom it is entrusted are tobj
named. Some other modifications are introduced into the pre-

1

sent measure, which he believed to be necessary for the protec-
tion of property, and the maintenance of law and order.
Mr. S. Crawford acknowledged that the bill was founded on

precedents; but as he had never been a party to the precedents
he moved the postponement of the second reading to that day
six months.—Lord Clements seconded the motion, only regret-
ting that it was not a direction to the Sergeant- at-Arms to kick
the bill out of the House. He admitted that Lord Eliot, in drag-
ging the " monster" before them, had stated the case fairly ;

but it was melancholy to see the Government bringing forward
such a measure, instead of amending the laws relating to tolls
and customs, which were the source of so much discontent.
It was absurd to say worse outrages were committed in Ireland
than in England: were not people shot at in the streets of
London and Manchester? Nay, what was the character of the
outrages on her Majesty? You call them mad, said the noble
lord, and the theory seemed to be, that murders were com-
mitted by madmen in England, and by Roman Catholics in
Ireland. He quoted the sentiments of Sir R. Peel, Lord Stanley,
and Lord Glenelg, on former occasions, advocating the exercise
of the ordinary powers of the law, rather than a resort to severe
and coercive measures; and adduced a mass of documentary
evidence relative to the past legislation of coercion, in order to
prove the uselessness of the present measure, the provisions of
which the magistracy of Ireland, as a body, would not enforce,
though individuals might look to it as a means of oppression and
revenge. If they were to legislate for Piccadilly as they did for
Ireland, they would find the inhabitants of that quarter as dis-
contented as the people of Ireland.—Mr. Bateson, though not
approving of coercion, supported this bill, because it would
prevent [much mischief. The measure was only a preliminary
one; when the patient was somewhat cooled down, he felt
confident that the Government would undertake to cure the
evils of Ireland.*—Mr. Sheil said if he were satisfied that such
an Arms Bill would be effectual for the suppression of crime in
Ireland, he would give it a reluctant but strenuous support.
But fee traced the discontents of the country to other causes,
requiring other methods of cure. One was a great defect in the
administration of justice—the mode of employing witnesses for
the Crown, by which informers were bribed, and honest wit-
nesses left wholly unprotected. Crown prosecutions were got
up with injurious precipitancy; and the power of challenging
jurors was also exercised to the obstruction of justice. He
objected to the Arms Bill, because it deprived the honest man of
the means of defence, without taking from the ruffian the means
of aggression ; and, above all, because it established a distinc-
tion between England and Ireland. Mr. Canning had exclaimed,
"Repeal the Union—restore the Heptarchy!" But they were
teaching Ireland that with different legislation there ought to
be different legislators. The bill was said not to he new; but it

did contain some novelties in domination. The original Arms
Bill had been introduced by Sir Arthur Wellesley in 180"; but
the difference between Ireland in 1807 and 1843 was as great as
between the Sir Arthur Wellesley of Dublin Castle, and the Duke
of Wellington, whose fame filled the world. Sir Samuel Romilly
had denounced these efforts at coercion j and Sir K. Peel had
himself joined in a similar denunciation, and had asked if such a
state of things was to continue. It was said that Catholic Eman-
cipation had not produced its desired results. But had it been
conceded earlier—had it been granted in 1825, when they had
agreed that the Catholic clergy should receive a salary from the
State, and thus be connected by a " golden link"—he would not
venture to say what would have been the result, but it would have
been very differentfrom the results of that measure, which was—
he wouldnotsay extorted—but won, from ihe Government of the
day. Sir R. Feel, on a recent occasion, had come down to the
House of Commons with a prepared and sternly unconciliatory
speech on the subject of the repeal of the union, and in that speech
he had mixed up the name of our beloved Sovereign. What had
been the course in 1837, on the accession of the Queen ? On that
occasion Lord John Russell, in officially confirming the Lord-
Lieutenant in his office, had been commanded by her Majesty to
express her satisfaction at the tranquillity of Ireland, and her
wishes for its welfare. The young Queen had read the history
of his country ; she had felt that for great wrong there was great
reparation due; and with all the warm feelings of her heart, had
commanded her then Home Secretary to give utterance to those
sentiments of gentleness and mercy by which she was animated.
What was the condition of Ireland now? — what the difference
between the Government of a Whig and Tory Administration?
Why not treat Ireland as they had treated Canada? That colony
had been governed as Ireland was still; but they now gave it a
liberal governor, who did not even belong to their party, and they
had called to the functions of office men who had been hunted to
the death. Pursue a similar course in Ireland; carry out the
Emancipation Bill; conciliate the clergy; strip the agitators of
their three-fold panoply ; and the whole past history of the world
informed them what would be the result.

The Attornicy-Genkral for Ireland referred to the fact, that
a similar measure had been introduced by Lord Morpeth in 1838,
and afterwards in 1840, and though at that latter period, Mr.
Sheil had been Vice-President of the Board of Trade, neither he
nor any Irish Member had raised a voice against what was now
denounced as a violation of the constitution. He entered into
statistical and other details, vindicatory of the necessity of the pre-
sent measure, but admitted that the question of an Arms Bill for
Ireland was one of some doubtfulness, and to* be fitly considered
by the House ; and replied in detail to some of the arguments of
Lord Clements and Mr. Sheil, as to the remedial measures which
they considered involved in "justice to Ireland."
Lord J. Russell admitted that it was unquestionably true that

the late Government had, in 1838 and IS40, brought in bills
similar in their provisions to the present one. But the policy of
that Government was wholly different from the present one.
They had sought to inspire confidence in the law— to conciliate
the people—a policy whose results required not a single act of
the Legislature, but the continued operation ofa wise policy. In
this he, as Home Secretary, and Lords Normanby and Morpeth,
had been well seconded by the late Sir Michael O'Loghlen,
whose memory was now justly revered, Tbey also had fitted
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flfiiccs with men in whom their countrymen had confidence, and

the sympathies of the people of Ireland had been sought. But
this course had not now been pursued ; they had filled the bench
of justice with individuals whose attachments were not with the

majority, bat the minority; and their treatment of the -Irish

magistrates was not calculated to maintain public tranquillity.

Anxious for the maintenance of that tranquillity, he had early

expressed his satisfaction on the appointment of Lord Eliot as

Irish Secretary ; and he was aware that much of the system of

the late Government had been maintained. But, somehow or

other, there was an essential departure from the spirit by which
it had been actuated : would, for instance, such a man as Sir

Michael O'Lo^hlen have been promoted by the present Govern-
ment ? He could not vote against the second reading of the Arms

ill - but he warned the Government against resting on such

measures. As to the repeal of the union, he felt that the argu-

ments against it were so strong, that he should not dread any

discussion in Parliament on the subject. But he reminded the

Ministerial side of the House of the unfair manner in which they

used to treat the late Government, laying every outrage at its

door, and seemingly rejoicing at the intelligence of a fresh one,

in order to use it Cora party purpose. Now that no party purpose

was to be served, let them pursue a course which had formerly

and would again promote tranquillity in Ireland; he was not

afraid of a civil war, but he felt the importance of a conciliatory

policy.— The debate was adjourned; and after some routine

business, the treatment of Ireland came once more under discus-

on, on a motion of Mr. Smith OMJimkn, for certain returns, to

libit, amongst other matters, the "name, native country, and

Jiginus persuasion" of individuals appointed to offices, or dis-

missed from them, in Ireland, by the present Government. The
bject intended was to show that Irishmen were overlooked in

the distribution of patronage. After some discussion the motion

was modified, and agreed to.

Tuesday.— After a brief discussion as to whether notices of

motion should have precedence of the adjourned debate on the

Irish Arms Bill, Mr. CoCffftANB allowed a motion, relative to our

financial and diplomatic intercourse with Greece, to stand over ;

and some other motions having been either acceded to or waved,

the adjourned debate on the Irish Arms Bill was proposed to be

resumed; on which Lord Pai.mkiiston complained that the

postponement of Mr. Cochrane's motion prevented him from

contradicting a statement of Sir R. Peel, who had said that the

Greek Loan had been guaranteed by the late Government ;

whereas it was the Government of 1830, of which the Prime

Minister was a leading member.
The adjourned debate was then resumed by Mr. Ross, who said

he was the last in the world to depreciate the act of emancipa-

tion, but it had been obtained at a great sacrifice, for it had pros-

trated the forty-shilling freeholders, and had practically put a

stop to further ameliorating measures for Ireland. The Irish

were naturally a loyal people, and it was an impeachment of

their characteristic attachment to deprive them of arms in

the way this bill proposed" to do.—Mr. Stafford O'Brien
acknowledged that Ireland had laboured under accumulated

evils in past times, and that she had many wrongs still to

redress. The condition of the country called for sympathy and

redress ; and though he admitted the necessity of the Arms Bill,

he intended to propose amendments in order to mitigate its

stringency, and hoped that when passed it would not hereafter

be used for purposes of oppression and injustice.— Mr. Redino-

to>j criticised theprovisions of the bill, which, though stated to

be only a renewal and consolidation of the existing law, con-

tained new and stringent enactments, as absurd as they were

severe. There was nothing in the condition of Ireland requiring

treatment different from that of England. The recent riots in

the neighbourhood of Manchester were caused by men with

arms in their hands, and the account of the outbreak not only

surpassed anything which took place in Ireland, but outvied the

accounts of the French exploits in Algeria. Yet no proposal

was made to disarm these rioters, or to prevent them repeating

their conduct. He cited returns to show that there was a

remarkable diminution in the amount of crime in Ireland, and

warned the House against exasperating the people of Ireland by

coercive measures, increasing in stringency as the necessity for

them diminished.— Colonel Conxoli.y adduced his experience as

an Irish magistrate in favour of the necessity of the measure,

and censured the agitators who disturbed the minds of the

people by exaggerated statements both of evils endured, and of

supposed benefits to be derived from the repeal of the Union.—

Ivlr. Carkw contrasted the present condition of Ireland with its

state when the Government came into ofhee, and declared his

opposition to the bill.—Lord Bbrnard, on the contrary, thanked

the Government for the bill, which all who had the welfare of

Ireland at heart considered necessary.—Mr. Smith O'Brien pro-

tested against the bill, for which no case had been made
out. The best mode of repressing the outrages was by improv-

ing the condition of the country, and protecting the people

from oppressive treatment on the part of the landlords. He
warned the Government that the bill in its present shape would

encounter a division on every clause.— Captain Layard bore

testimony to the good qualities of the Irish people; and appealed

to both English and Scotch members not to vote for a measure

which was an outrage to their feelings and liberties.— Mr.

Watson, though an Englishman, yet, as an Irish representative,

felt it his duty; to protest against a bill which placed eight

millions of our fellow-citizens beyond the pale of the constitu-

tion. Ireland required peace, but instead of peace, they gave

her an Arms Bill. Was Ireland to be the victim of coercion,

because Whig and Tory had supported former measures of this

kind, and were said to be bound in consistency to the present

om Let them put down the repeal agitation by an impartial

administration of the law. -Lord C. Hamilton was deeply

interested in the prosperity of Ireland, but drew, even from Mr.

Shell's brilliant speech of the previous evening, arguments for

the necessity of the Arms Bill. He viewed it not as a coercive

men , but as a protection to the innocent and well disposed.

—Mr.C.BlTLLER did not consider the bill itself a matter of much
importance, seeing it was, on the whole, but a continuation of

an old law which had been supported by both parlies. But it

was of importance when viewed in connection with the spirit of

those who proposed it, and in connection with the consideration

whether or not they possessed the confidence of the Irish people.

The accounts from' Ireland were unquestionably calculated to

create alarm ; for such an organization in favour of a particular

measure 3 almost unprecedented. It was unnecessary for any
Englishman to give an opinion on the repeal of the Union, which

ought to be deprecated more by the people of Ireland than by

this country. But for the last two centuries the misgovernment

of [relatd was the scandal of Christendom ; while all Europehad
been advancing, the condition of the people of that country had

been i riorating; while produce and rents were increasing,

the physical state of the masses had become worse and worse.

He had never been in Ireland, but he had had opportunities of

judging of the strength of those antipathies which separated the

difl tit races. He contrasted the different policy pursued in

Canada and in Ireland; and osked them to try in the one country

the experiment which had been so successful in the other. The
but let
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repeal of the Union would be a barbarous retrogression ; but l

ihcm put themselves in thecondition of an Irish Roman Cathob
and view the question from his position. In a year and a lis

the unc nciliatory policy of the Government had raised an agita-

tion dangerous and powerful. He counselled Sir R. Peel to adopt

a ! rger and more liberal policy, and to accompany his Arms Bill

with measures of amelioration, as otherwise he should give it his

determined opposition.—Mr. Shaw felt that Ireland was in a very

unsatisfactory if not alarming condition ; never were the masses

more excited, or all classes more dejected. This arose from a

combination of causes. The deuressed state of agriculture,

arising from the new tariff, which was aggravated by the Canada
Bill, was one cause ; another, the temperance movement. Crime

had diminished one-third, as a consequence of Father Mathew's
labours ; but the bl.:ssing had been turned into a curse, because

the movement had terminated in political combination. The
Whigs boasted of the spirit in which they governed Ireland ; but

did they not appoint political partisans ?— did they not even offer

a high judicial situation to the individual who had now raised

this repeal agitation? The Government, in their Irish appoint-

ments, had been actuated by the best disposition towards the

people j and Lord Eliot, in particular, had manifested a dispo-

sition to please everybody. But unhappily the impression pre-

vailed that the Irish Executive was feeble and controlled; the

( fticeof Lord- Lieutenant was an anomalous one in times of diffi-

culty; and the organization of myriads by Mr. O'Connell,

who had abandoned his functions in the House, had placed

the country in a serious and alarming position. He cited

some of the sentiments of the agitators, as affording evi-

dence of their real sentiments and intentions; and described

the agitation as an organization of the entire population,

under the control of the Roman Catholic priesthood, against

propcrtyTuid order. He affirmed that there was no portion

of the community more alarmed than the respectable Roman
Catholics ; he was no friend of coercive measures, because he
relied on the ordinary powers of the law to give security to the

country.—Mr. M.J. O'Connbi.i, acknowledged that the Irishmcm-

bers had been somewhat remiss in their opposition to the Arms'

Bills of the Whig Government. But then they were acting in

support of a Government whose general policy was based on

equity to Ireland, and who were opposed by the present Minis-

terialists in all their efforts to benefit the country. He strongly

censured the bill, especially the " branding" and licensing

clauses, and particularly that which requires the licensing of

blacksmiths. The time at which the measure was brought for-

ward was far more important than the measure itself ; and he

feared that the debate would strengthen the impression of the

Irish people that they had nothing to hope from either of the

great parties within the House, and that their dependence must

be on themselves. The absent Irish members staid away because

they did not feel it worth their while to attend the House, and,

by so doing abandon other pursuits.—Mr. V. Stuart could not

conscientiously say that no measure was requisite for the regis-

tration of arms, and therefore supported the second reading of

the bill, with a view to its amendment—Sir II. W. Barron pro-

posed the adjournment of the debate; on which a discussion

arose, and Lord Ci.emhnts charged the majority with anxiety to

go to Epsom Races, and therefore desirous of getting rid oi an
unpleasant subject.—After observations from different members,

the adjournment of the debate was agreed to.

Wednesday.—Mr. Mackinnon, in reply to a question, stated

that, in consequence of certain circumstances, he would not

undertake the conduct of the Townshend Peerage Bill through

the House.—Mr. Hawks reported from the Athlone Election

Committee, that they had found J. Collctt, Esq., to have been
duly returned for that borough.
The adjourned debate on the Arms (Ireland) Bill was resumed

by Mr. Wysk, who opposed the bill. Lord Jocki.yn followed, and
declared his intention to support it as the only measure likely to

insure public tranquillity and prevent the danger of outrages and
assassinations such as now prevailed. Mr. J. O'Brien, Captain

BKRNAL, the O'Connor Don, and Mr. Hawks opposed the

second reading of the bill; which was supported by Mr. B. IIopk,

Colonel Vkrnkr, Mr. Borthwick, and Sir A. Brookk. Lord

Seymour expressed his intention to vote for the second reading,

hut to oppose many of the details in committee.— Sir J. Graham
referred to the statements of crimes of a homicidal character

committed in Ireland, far exceeding those committed in England
t

in proportion to the population of the two countries, as proofs of

the necessity of continuing this or some similar bill. He
quoted the admission made by Mr. Shell, that in the pre-

sent state of society in Ireland there was no chance that

the ordinary class of petty jurors would perform their

duties, from very fear, and that it required a higher class of men,

and better protected against outrage than at present, to perform

the duties—as the strongest argument in favour of the necessity

of this bill. The existing state of society in Ireland was not a

new, but an old and long-continued one, and the enactments

proposed were not new, but old enactments. He then entered

into a history of the numerous Arms Bills and the Coercion Bills

brought forward by the several Liberal Governments since 1805,

and showed that, so far as Liberal precedents would go, he had

plentv of them in support of the proposed measure. He claimed

credit for the Government for having endeavoured to conciliate

all parties in Ireland, and declared that it would be worse than

madness- it would be cowardice and treachery— to refuse to pass

the bill in the present state and circumstances of Ireland.—The
Earl of Listowkl, Sir II. VV. Barron, and Sir D. Uochk subse-

quently spoke against the second reading : and after some
remarks by Mr. Roebuck, Sir R. Pkkl concluded this long debate

by charging those who now clamoured against the bill as a vio-

lation of the B;ll of Rights and of the common law, and as an

insult to Ireland, with having abandoned their Parliamentary

duties when they supported a similar one in 1841, out of com-
plaisance to the Government of the day. He repeated the asser-

tion of Sir J. Graham, that this measure was not introduced with

any reference to the present state of things in Ireland, but in

reference to a state of society long existent. The only question,

then, to decide was, whether any bill was or was not necessary

for the regulation of the possession of arms in Ireland. The
necessity was fully proved by the admissions of Mr. Shell, and the

hon. Members on his side of the House.—The House having

divided, there were -for the second reading, 2/0 ; Against ir,

105 ; majority, 165.—On the motion for the Speaker to leave the

chair, Mr. W. S. O'Biien moved as an amendment, that a select

committee be appointed to inquire whether such a Bill was called

for by the present state of Ireland, but withdrew it without going

to a division.

Thursday,—The Speaker took the chair at the usual hour, but

there being only fourteen Members present at 4 o'clock, the

Hou-c adjourned.
Friday.—On the motion that the House at its rising adjourn

to Thursday, a conversation took place on the state of Ireland.

Lord J. Russell explained that the late Government had offered

not the Chief Baronship, but the Mastership of the Rolls to Mr.

O'Connell. He considered that the great military preparations

now taking place in Ireland, accompanied with dismissals of

magistrates, were creating great alaim, giving an undue
impetus to the Repeal agitation, and producing general

embarrassment. — Sir Robkrt PBBXr, in reply, deprecated all

present discussion and said that Lord Fortcscue had set the

example of discouraging Repeal agitation. After a long and

desultory discussion, the adjournment was carried without a

division.—On the motion for the second reading of the Canada
Wheat and Flour Bill, Lord WorSLEY moved that it be read that

day six months. A long debate ensued, in which several mem-
bers took part, and on a division the second reading was carried

by 209 to 109.

CITY.
I

Money Market, Friday.—Consols have closed for the

arrangement of the dividend. The last price was 92 J to £
for the Opening. Three per Ceut. Reduced, 92,} f ;

Three-and-half per Cent. Reduced, 1004 to £ ; New Three-

and-half per Cent. Annuities, 101 to ^-; Bank Stock,

178 to 9^; Exchequer Bills, 455. to 505. prera.

Metropolis antt tw Witinliy.

Despatch of Troops for Ireland.—-Her Majesty's steam-

frigate Cyclops was lying totally dismantled on Saturday

last at Woolwich, and the engineers of the dock-yard had

disconnected part of her machinery for the purpose of

repairing her. On Sunday morning at 4 o'clock, she was

commissioned by Captain Austin, and the following day,

by 4 p.m., she was completely rigged, had got her large

guns on board, with ammunition and stores from the

Arsenal, her provisions and tanks of water from Deptford,

including 300 tons of coals, and was in every respect ready

for sea within the short space of 36 hours. Lieut. -Colonel

Burton, of the Royal Marines, embarked at a late hour

on Monday evening, and the Cyclops sailed at 2 o'clock

on Tuesday morning for Sheerness, to receive on board a

large detachment of Marines from Chatham. The crew

of the Cyclops is to consist of 175 men, but to make way

for the great number of troops, 145 only will be taken

from the guard-ship at Sheerness for the purpose of man-

ning her. The Alban steam-vessel, Lieutenant Jeayes,

has also sailed for Portsmouth, where it is expected she

will be ordered to assist in conveying a part of the Marines

intended to proceed to Ireland, We learn from Ports-

mouth that the Rhadamanthus steamer on Tuesday-

embarked Major Castieau, three Lieutenants, sixty gun-

ners, four 6-pounders, and two howitzers, and sailed

immediately for Dublin. The entire number of Marines,

including officers and privates, embarkedfrom that division,

will be about 280. Rear-Admiral Bowles, it is said, will

hoist his flag in the Malabar, and be stationed on the

Irish coast.

Testimonial to Lord Morpeth.—The committee for

completing the Morpeth TestimoniaMiaving determined

to present the address to his Lordship without delay, the

ceremony was performed on Tuesday at Stafford-house,

the residence of his Grace the Duke of Sutherland. The
presentation took place in the great hall of Stafford-house,

and a considerable number of ladies were present in th e

gallery. Lord Morpeth acknowledged the compliment in

a speech of great feeling, and declared that whatever may
be the impressions produced by his recent travels in the

western world, he has returned more than ever attached

to the institutions of his own country.

Royal Naval School.—On Thursday, being the anniver-

sary of Lord Howe's victory, the ceremony of laying the

foundation-stone of this institution was performed by his

Royal Highness Prince Albert. The Bishop of Rochester

read prayers, after which the treasurers presented some
coins in a vase which were deposited in a hollow place under

the stone ; the stone was lowered, and the Prince, with his

mallet and trowel, completed the ceremony. Another

salute was fired, and the band of the Royal Marines played

" Rule Britannia," amidst the shouts and applause of

upwards of 1,500 persons, who had obtained tickets of

admission. The Bishop again offered up prayers, and one

of the boys from the school delivered a brief address to

his Royal Highness, thanking him for his kindness in

endeavouring to promote the prosperity of the school.

The mallet which was used by Prince Albert was made
from one of the timbers of Lord Nelson's ship, the Victory.

New Zealand Company.—The half-yearly meeting of

the directors and shareholders of this company was held

on Tuesday, Mr. Soames in the chair. The report stated

that the directors had received information of the arrival

at Wellington in July last of numerous settlers from

Sydney, with capital, and large importations of live stock

had taken place. "During the half-year ending Midsummer,
1842, the number of ships which entered Port Nicholson

from England, Sydney, and other places, was 126,

registering 16,842 tons; and the customs duties during

the same period amounted !o 8,0007. The population of

the colony of Nelson already numbered 3,500 souls, and

the number of ships arriving at that port in the half-year

ending Midsummer, 1842, was 58; the customs revenue

being 2,000/. Coal had been found on the river Mokaw,
and limestone at Moturoa. Some differences had unfor-

tunately arisen between the natives and settlers in the

district of New Plymouth ; but they had been entirely

and satisfactorily adj usted at the date of the last despatches.

Emigration had been carried on during the last season to

a considerable extent, and the number of passengeis con-

veyed to the several settlements in ships chartered by the

company were, to Wellington, 4,431 ; Nelson, 3,335 ;
New

Plymouth, 1,030; total, a, 796. During the last year a

ship had been despatched from Kelson, Hamburgh, with

a body of German settlers. The difficulties which hza

arisen with respect to title in the sale of lands in New

Zealand were, it was hoped, satisfactorily settled ;
and the

directors appreciate the favourable disposition evinced by

the Home Government towards the company's settlers.

The report then proceeded to give a financial statement ol

the company's affairs, from which it appeared that the

total assets of the company amounted to 436,499/. 10s. 3d-,

and the liabilities to 306,278/. 105. 4rf.
f

showing a surplus

S
of April of the present year, gave a total surplus

280,171/. Bs. Ud. The report concluded by recommending

a dividend of two-and-a-half per cent, upon the half-yeai.

Mr. Lyall, M.P., moved the adoption of the report, that

dividend of two-and-a-half per cent, be declared for the

seconded the motion, winch was carried unanimously,

On the motion of Mr. Russell EUice the thanks ot the

proprietors were given to the governor, deputy-governoi

,

and directors, for their general good management of the

company's affairs.
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chair. The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said

he had great pleasure in again conferring with them on a

suhject of no secondary importance either to them or to

the country at large. They were not met to discuss the

merits of the two sliding- scales of 1828 and 1842 ; it was

no part of their task to reconcile the different opinions of

these in favour of a 10s., and those in favour of a bs.

fixed duty ; nor did they care whether the old or the new
Canadian Corn Bill was the more favourable for smug-
gling. They were here on the part of a numerous body
who maintained their right to exchange their industry

when and where they thought proper. All the interests

of the community were represented on that platform

—

the agricultural by Lord Ducie, the professions by Mr.
Moore, and Parliament by Mr. Cobden, M.P. He begged

to draw their attention to the labours of thecommittee now
in progress for enrolling members in the City of London.
Three out of their four members had voted against the

principles of free trade on a recent occasion, but such a

circumstance would never happen again if a majority of

the electors were enrolled as members of the Anti-Corn-

Law League. The meeting was then addressed at great

length by Lord Ducie, Mr. Moore, and Mr. Cobden.

Anti-Slavery Convention.—The committee of the

British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society have completed

all the necessary arrangements previous to the holding of

the Anti-Slavery Convention. The sittings will com-

mence at ten o'clock on Tuesday morning, the 13th iust.,

at Freemasons* Hall; and Mr. Thomas Clarkson has con-

sented to preside.

Anniversary Meeting of Charily Children at St. Paul's.

. On Thursday the imposing assemblage of upwards of

6000 children educated at the parochial schools of the

metropolitan parishes took place, according to annual

custom, in St. Paul's Cathedral, and was, as usual,

attended by a great number of the nobility and gentry, and

by the Duke of Cambridge. The Sermon was preached

by the Bishop of Salisbury. A very large subscription

was made at the doors, which will be divided amongst the

children of the several parishes.

Excise Seizures.—At the Excise Court on Thursday,

James Walton, wholesale and retail tea-dealer, of 129,

Bishopsgate-streetrwithout, was charged with having in

his possession dried and spent tea-leaves, dyed and fabri-

cated as tea, and adulterated with carbonate of copper and

gum-arabic. The penalties were laid at 1000/. under the

-Act 4 George II., c. 14, sec. 12, which imposed a penalty

upon every pound of such tea of 10/. An officer of

Excise stated that, on the 26th April, he went to the

shop of the defendant, 129, Bishopsgate-street-without,

and requested to examine his stock of tea. After a

minute search, he discovered two bags, weighing 2Glbs.,

containing what appeared to him at first to be tea, but

which, on inspection, he found to be nothing but tea-

leaves that had been used and re-dried. Mr. G. Phillips,

the chemist, stated that he had tested parcels of the tea,

and that he found them adulterated with carbonate of

lime, carbonate of copper, gum acacia, tan, and colour-

ing matter. He found leaves which he believed to be
sloe-leaves. The leaves were strongly impregnated with

yellow and Dutch pinks. By the aid of acids and preci-

pitates he had succeeded in reducing the copper to a

metallic form. The leaves, on being immersed in water
for some time, changed from green to their original

colour, black. By damping the leaves and placing them
upon paper, the colouring that had been used was clearly

perceptible. A solicitor for the defendant said it would
be fruitless to struggle against the charge, and he should

confine himself to the question of mitigation. His client

had never been charged before, although he had been in

business for twenty years, and had a large family to

Support. The Court said that this was a most gross case,

^nich had been fully proved, and their judgment was,
that the defendant he fined in the penalty of 260/.—
Charles White Cressy, tea-dealer, of 8G, Kent-street,

Southwark, was also charged with having in his possession

i'Glbs. of dried and coloured leaves, adulterated to repre-

sent tea. An officer proved finding four large bags con-
cealed in defendant's shop, who said he purchased it as

sea-damaged tea from a person named Johnson, of

fcethnal-grecn, for Is. 9rf. per lb., but had no bill of

Parcels or receipts, as he always paid ready money. It

*as adulterated with gum or some other glutinous matter.

Mr, Phillips said he had tested it, and found the adultera-

tion with gum varying from 25 to 18 per cent. The
Court fined the defendant in the mitigated penalty of 250/.

The Temple Church.—On Sunday, their Royal High-
nesses the Duke and Duchess and Prince George of

Cambridge, the Duchess of Gloucester, and other mem-
o's of the Royal Family, with the Duke and Duchess of

Sutherland, the Greek Minister, Lords Brougham and
Morpeth, attended divine service at the Temple Church.
After service, their Royal Highnesses proceeded to the

P«ll of the Middle Temple, where they honoured the

benchers of the Middle and Inner Temple by partaking of
a dejeuner. The Duke of Cambridge, in reply to a

Short address of Lord Brougham, observed how happy
lie should feel, were he a younger man, in becoming a
bencher of the Hon. Society ; to which Mr. Thesiger
repbed. With the exception of the Queen Dowager, who
J«ited the Church and Hall a few days since, these places

|\
ave not been honoured by any member of the Royal

Family since the days of Queen Elizabeth, by whom the

beautiful screen wrought from some of the material that
formed a part of the Spanish Armada, together with
several spears, helmets, and firelocks, that now grace the
gallery of the Hall, were presented.

Election of an Alderman.—The inhabitants of Cole-
gan-street Ward on Wednesday elected Mr. William
Hviuter, Alderman of that Ward; in' the place of Sir W-

Heygate, who had vacated his gown on being elected City

Chamberlain.

Old London Wall.—At the meeting of the Institute

of Architects on Monday night, Mr. G. Godwin, at the

request of several members of the Society of Antiquaries,

drew the attention of the institute to the threatened demo-
lition of the remaining portion of old London wall, at the

back of the houses in Trinity-square, Tower-hill, with the

view of inducing their aid in favour of its preservation.

He stated that this interesting remnant'of antiquity bounds

the western side of a plot of vacant ground in George-

street, dn which it is proposed to build a church and
schools. The length of the wall is about 50 feet, and the

height from 20 to 25 feet. It is faced with masonry in

regular courses, and shows occasional layers of Roman
bricks, especially in the lower part on the east side,

recently exposed to view by the removal of some vaults

and sheds, where they are seen to occur at regular inter-

vals. At a period less eminent for the preservation of

ancient monuments than the present day, the wall was

strengthened at the northern angle and coped with brick-

work, and is consequently in a tolerable state of repair.

Lord Northampton, who was in the chair, suggested that

the council should communicate with the Society of Anti-

quaries on the subject, and present a joint memorial, which

he hoped might have the effect of saving the wall.

Thames Tunnel.—During the two months since the

tunnel has been opened there have passed through, and

paid toll, 675,640 persons.

Spitalfietds' School of Design.—The second annual

meeting of this School was held last week, at Crosby-

hall, for the purpose of receiving the Committee's report

of the proceedings of the School during the past year, and

for the distribution of prizes to those pupils whose merit

in the art of drawing and designing entitled them to the

distinction. Lord R. Grosvenor presided, supported by

Lord Colborne, Messrs. Cockerell, Dillon, Etty, James,

Haubury, &c. His Lordship congratulated the friends

and supporters of the School on the progress which the

School of Design was making in the public estimation.

lie directed attention to the distinction which France had

attained in this respect; and observed that England,

which had long been her rival in war, was now preparing

to become her u rival "—though in a friendly way—in the

more glorious arts of peace. He complimented the

pupils on their progress, and having encouraged them to

perseverance, observed that he believed there was talent

sufficient in England to compete, if cultivated, with any

other country in the world. From the report it appeared

that there are now 180 pupils in the School, including the

children of weavers, wood-carvers, cabinet-makers, &c,
being an increase of 60 over those of last year. The
income, from the establishment of the School up to the

25th March, amounted to 2572. 16s. 5&, and the expendi-

ture to 252/. 16s. The report further stated that the net

proceeds of the ball at the Opera-house, under the patron-

age of her Majesty, was 1,185/. 7s. 6d. 9
which has been

invested in Exchequer bills as a " building " fund. The
prizes were then distributed, and the Committee and

officers were elected for the ensuing year.

The Nelson Column.—The committee, consisting of

the Duke of Northumberland, the Marquess of North-

ampton, Lords Colborne and Monteagle, and Sirs G.
Cockburn, John Barrow, H, Inglis, and P.Laurie, and

Messrs. C. Wood, "Wilson Croker, and Sydney Herbert,

met on Friday to consider whether the Corinthian capital

should be gilt or bronzed. The committee agreed that it

should be bronzed, as gilding would be inconsistent

between a stone pillar and a stone statue. It was ascer-

tained that 600/. more would be required of the public to

enable the committee to complete the capital and statue.

St. Paul's Church, Knightsbridge.—The Bishop of

London consecrated this church on Monday morning. A
large number of the nobility and gentry of the neighbour-

hood were present at the ceremony. The church is capable

of accommodating 2,000 persons, and has been erected at

a cost of 11,000/. The Rev. W. J. Bennett, M.A., of Christ

Church, Oxford, has been presented to the incumbency.

Miss Mitford's Subscription.—We are happy to find

that the subscription raised for relieving the difficulties of

Miss Mitford has been so far successful, that in a letter to

the Rev. W. Kinsey she writes :
—" You will, I know, be

glad to hear that things are going on well, so far as the

subscription is concerned. The debts are all paid, and

there will be some hundreds surplus, which was what my
friends wished in their kindness ; for my own part, I was

ever more set upon the payment of the debts, but now
both parties are gratified."

The Parker Society.—On Tuesday the annual meeting

of this Society, instituted for the publication of the works

of the fathers and early writers of the English Church,

took place at Freemasons' Hall, Lord Ashley in the chair.

The report announced that the receipts for the past year

showed a considerable increase over the preceding, and

that the number of subscribers was between G000 and

7000. Amongst the works which had recently been

printed were the writings of Archdeacon Philpot, the

remains of Archbishop Grindal, the Zurich Letters, and
other interesting works. The subscriptions for the present

year required an issue of 7,500 copies, and amongst the

works which were intended to be issued were the early

writings of Bishop Hooper, and part of the works of

Archbishop Cranmer. These would be followed by re-

prints of the works of Jewell, Ridley, Coverdale, Latimer,

and others.

Governesses Benevolent Institution.—A meeting was

held last week, at the Hanover-square Rooms, for the

purpose of passing a resolution and adopting measures to

establish an institution for the relief and support of

governesses while suffering from sickness, or when too

advanced in age to continue the exertions necessary for
their own maintenance. His Royal Highness the Duke
of Cambridge took the chair. The promoters have three
objects in view :

—

M
1. To afford assistance, privately and

delicately (as in the Literary Fund) to English governesses
in temporary distress. 2. When a sufficient sum shall

have been accumulated, to grant annuities to governesses
in their old age. 3. When a sufficient number of names
shall have been furnished, to open a provident fund, by
which governesses may, by their own subscriptions, se-

cure annuities for themselves." The proceedings were

of the most satisfactory character, and the sum subscribed

in the room amounted to nearly 500/.

Fancy Fair at Greenwich.—The town of Greenwich on
Thursday presented a lively and attractive appearance, in

consequence of the crowd of visitors who attended the

Fancy Fair held in the painted chamber of Greenwich
Hospital in aid of the funds of the Shipwrecked Fisher-

men and Mariners' Benevolent Society. The articles
w

exhibited for sale consisted of almost every variety of

fancy goods, and among the lady patronesses of the

society who officiated at the stalls were the Countess of

Haddington, Lady Sarah Ingestre, Lady Caroline Legge,
Lady Georgiana Bathurst, Lady Byron, Lady Aylooer,

Lady Bloomfield, Lady Charlotte Berkeley, Lady Stafford,

the Hon. Lady Stopford, Lady Seymour, and Lady
Dymoke. The fair was again resumed yesterday, and
with great benefit to the funds of the charity.

Accidents.—On Thursday afternoon, an accident of a

very serious nature occurred to the Hon. John Thornton
Leslie Melville. He had just arrived in Gracechurch-
street, from his country seat at Roehampton, and whilst

in the act of descending the steps of the vehicle, another

omnibus came rapidly up, and before Mr. Melville could

reach the pavement he was knocked down, and the wheels

passed over him. He was taken up quite insensible, and

conveyed to the banking-house of Messrs. Williams,

Deacon, and Co., Birchin-lane, of which firm he is A

partner, and was soon afterwards removed to Guy's
Hospital. On examination, it was found that his

left leg had been fractured in two places, his right leg

much injured, an extensive lacerated wound across the fore-

head, besides several contusions on various parts of his

body. The fractured limb was immediately set, and the

hon. gentleman is going on as favourably as can be ex-

pected. Mr. Melville is between £0 and 6*0 years of age,

and is one of the Governors of Guy's Hospital.—We
learn by the Brighton papers that his Grace the Duke of

Richmond met with an accident a few days ago. He was

thrown from his pony, which started suddenly, and a

bullet, which his Grace's medical attendants have never

been able to extract, being slightly displaced, caused

great pain and induced fainting. Assistance being soon

procured, his Grace was conveyed to Goodwood-house,
and is now doing well.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—-The following is the

number of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,

May 20:—West districts, 139; North districts, 104;

Central districts, 181; East districts, 192; South dis-

tricts,' 195. Total, 871—(472 males, 399 female?.)—

Weekly average for the last five years, 903—(461 males,

442 females,) and for the last five springs, 854.

30rQbmcial Netos.
Aylesbury.—After the lapse of two centuries since the

death of John Hampden, a monument is about to be

raised to his memory on Chalgrove-field, where he lost

his life. The project of raising this memorial was sug-

gested some time ago by Lord Nugent, and is now to be

carried into effect by the efforts of his Lordship, assisted

by the Duke of Bedford, the Marquess of Bredalbane, the

Earl of Buckinghamshire,, Lords Brougham, Denmnn,

Lovelace, Leigh, Fortescue, and other gentlemen. The

monument consists of a large block of Portland stone, 16

feet high, surmounted by a Ceppo Cap, and resting on a

massive plynth of the same material. It is raised where

the Oxford and Watlington road is crossed by the lane

leading on one side to the village of Chalgrore, and on

the other to Warpsgrove farm-house. It was here that

Prince Rupert, in his retreat towards Oxford, having

repulsed the main body of the Parliament troops under

Gunter and Cross, was encountered by Hampden, who

led a party of horse to the attack from the direction of

Warpsgrove, and received his death-wounds shot by some

of tile musketeers of the Prince, who lined the hedge

which still incloses the south side of the lane On the

side of the monument facing Warpsgrove is his
;

medal-

lion portrait, in bold relief, by Secular ;
on the opposite

side are his arms ; on the third the names of the sub-

scribers by whom the monument is raised
;
and on th,

fourth is the following inscription from the pen of Lord

Nueent—"Here, in this field of Chalgrove, John

Hampden after an able and strenuous but unsuccessful

resistance' in Parliament, and before the judges of the

land to the measures of an arbitrary court, first took

arms' assembling the levies of the associated counties of

Buckingham and Oxford in 1G42. And here, within a

few paces of this spot, he received the wound of which he

died while fighting in defence of the free monarchy and

ancient liberties of England, June 18, -1643. In the two

hundredth year from that day this stone was raised in

reverence to his memory." A dinner will be given on

Monday the 19th inst., "on Chalgrove-field, Lord Nugent

in the chair, in commemoration of the 200th anniversary

of the fight.
,

, _

Kendal—T\xe inmates of Brougham Hall, the seat of

Lord Brougham, were on Tuesday week surprised by the

appearance of Mr. Bird and his family, (ineal^escendams

of Mr. Bird, who sold the estate called '

'
Bud s Nest to
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the father of Lord Brougham, subsequently named
Brougham Hall,) who took possession of the premises.

A few weeks ago some part of the family entered upon
the estates contiguous, in the occupation of some of the

tenants, but after three or four days' occupation withdrew,
and returned home. For this trespass it appears Lord
Brougham thought proper, through his solicitor, to serve
each of the parties with a writ ; to this the family of Bird
put in an appearance, when it is stated Lord Brougham
declined following up the matter, thinking the writ would
effect an intimidation. The Birds have at length taken
possession a second time, and entered upon the Hall, and
now require to see by what authority the property is with-
held, since they state they are satisfied the entail was
never broken, and that their relative (Mr. Bird) had no
power to sell, and that if such be the fact, no length of
time will give a proper title. They remained on the
premises until Friday last, when they were forcibly ejected,
and are waiting at Penrith for further instructions from
their solicitors how they are to proceed.

Liverpool— It is only three weeks since we had to

record the particulars of an alarming fire that occurred in

the eastern wing of the Duke of Bridgewater's ware-
houses, situate between the Duke's and King's Docks.
We have now again to describe another conflagration,
which broke out on Saturday evening last, in the western
wing of the same pile, and has proved little less extensive,
while it has, perhaps, destroyed quite as large an amount
of property. In the brief interval there have been two
other destructive fires in this town, one in Formby-strect,
on Saturday fortnight, and one in Jackson's-lane on
Friday week. The fire of Saturday evening was dis-

covered shortly after the men had quitted work, when
flames were seen issuing from the roofs of the second and
third warehouses from the western end of the range. In
spite of all the endeavours that were made, the fire

descended to two rooms filled with cotton, on the fifth

story of the second and third warehouses, where its further
progress was arrested, the whole of the four stories below
being saved. In consequence of the fire having broken
out under very suspicious circumstances, the magistrates
of the borough instituted a lengthened investigation into
its origin on Monday. The inquiry was private, and was
attended by an unusually large number of the authorities.

It was adjourned for the purpose of affording time for
further testimony to be obtained, but it is understood that

several witnesses were examined, and that their evidence
left no doubt upon the minds of the magistrates upon the
main object of the inquiry, namely, that the fire was the
work of an incendiary, at present unknown. The total

amount of property destroyed is not less than from 10,000/.
to 15,000/., independently of the damage to the buildings.

Manchester.—On Friday the lengthened investigation
into the conduct of the parties implicated in the late dis-
turbances between the military and police was brought to
a close, when nine soldiers and four of the town's people
were ordered to find two sureties in 251. each, for their
appearance to answer the charge of riot and assault at the
next Quarter Sessions. Four others were ordered to find
sureties in 15/. each, to keen the peace for three months,
and all the rest were discharged. On Monday a Military
inquiry into the disturbance was commenced in the
Regent-road Barracks, in consequence of an order issued
from the Horse Guards. Lord Charles Wellesley, Colonel
of the regiment, came down from London to attend the
investigation, by direction of the Duke of Wellington.
The inquiry was private. At nine o'clock the whole of
the regiment was called out into the barrack-yard, and
formed into a solid square by Lord C. Wellesley- His Lord-
ship then addressed the officers and men, saying, that "it
gavehim greatpleasnre afortnight ago tohave received from
the General commanding this district a very favourable
account of the behaviour, discipline, order, and condition
of this regiment. He regretted exceedingly that such
pleasing intelligence should be followed by reports of so
painful a nature. He had come to Manchester to inves-
tigatethe accuracy of these reports ; and it was his deter-
mination that such investigation should be conducted with
the strictest impartiality and severity, and to punish all
proved offenders to the utmost rigour of civil and mili-
tary law. If any officer of the regiment should be proved
to have participated in the outrage, he should not escape
with impunity." The inquiry commenced at twelve o'clock,
before General Sir William Warre, who presided; Mr.
Kershaw, Mayor of Manchester, assisted by the Town-
clerk, and the officers of the garrison. The examination
of witnesses occupied upwards of six hours, and the inquiry
was adjourned.

Nottingham*—Earl Manvers, as patron of the living cf
St. Mary's, in this town, has withheld his countenance to
the subscription in progress for repairing the edifice, until
the parish shall have conceded the principle of a church-
rate. The sum required is 2,500/., and 1000/. more to
complete the pews, sittings, &c. of the-church, which was
rendered useless by a threatened fall of its massive towers
last December.

Oxford.—The Margaret Professor of Divinity having
called for a copy of the sermon preached by Dr. Pusey, on
Sunday the 14t.h inst., the same has been transmitted to
the Vice-Chancellor, by whom the following were appointed
a board to examine and report upon its contents :—The
Vice-Chancellor ; Dr. Faussett, Margaret Professor of
Divinity

; Dr. Ogilvie, Regius Professor of Pastoral Theo-
logy

;
Dr. Hawkins, Provost of Oriel; Dr. Symons,

Warden of Wadham, and Dr. Jelf, Canon of Christ
Church. It is understood that the investigation termi-
nated in the condemnation of the sermon, and
that Dr. Pusey has been suspended from the office
of preaching within the University for two years.
The Rev. R„ G. Macrxmllen, Fellow of Corpus, has

commenced an action of damages against the Regius
Professor of Divinity for refusing to act as Moderator.
At the performance of the Exercises for the degree of

Bachelor of Divinity in the Divinity School, it has been
customary for the Professor to assign the subjects for these

Exercises, which he did
; but Mr. Macmullen refused to

adopt them, and tendered instead two theses of his own
selection ; and in consequence the Professor declined to act

as Moderator. The two which Dr. Hampden appointed

were :— 1st. The Church of England does not teach, nor
can it be proved from Scripture, that any change takes

place in the elements in consecration at the Lord's Supper.

2d. It is a mode of expression calculated to give erroneous
views of Divine Revelation, to speak of Scriptures and
Catholic tradition as joint authorities in matters of Chris-

tian doctrine. The cause commenced last week in the

Vice-Chancellor's Court, before Dr. Kenyon, and was
adjourned to Friday.

Plymouth*—We learn from the Plymouth Times that

a preliminary meeting of the Town Council was held on
Friday evening, at which, it is believed, that the council

came to the resolution of inviting Prince Albert to accept

the office of Lord High Stewart of the borough, vacant

by the death of the Duke of Sussex, the result of which
will be communicated to the council at their next meeting,

on the 6th of June.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week : — Greenwich, G87/. ; Sheffield and Manchester,

408/. ; Brighton, 3,078/. ; Liverpool and Manchester,
4,018/.; Croydon, 267/. \ Blackball, 875/.; Eastern
Counties, 2,278/.; Great North of England, 1,353/.;

Mull and Selby, 1,131/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,576/.
;

Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,(567/. ; Birmingham and
Derby, 1,200/.; Birmingham, 10,112/.; Great Western,
14,471/.; Suuth-W«stcm, 6,1 72/. ; North-Midland, 3,922/.;

Grand Junction, 7,137/. ; Midland Counties, 2,414 The
report of the Committee appointed to investigate the

affairs of the Blackwall Railway has at last made its

appearance ; and though anxiously expected, its contents

do not appear likely to be satisfactory to the shareholders.

From the multiplicity of figures it is with some difficulty

a correct view of the fact can be ascertained, though the

result seems to be that, supposing all contingencies settled,

1,055,000/. will be the expense the proprietary are to bear
for the completion of the undertaking. In this account
there are many startling items. The act of incorporation,

inclusive of all preliminary expenses, subsequent acts of

Parliament, and attendant charges, figures at the large

sum of 53,549/., while solicitors' costs for professional

advice and general business have absorbed as much as

42, .086/., of which 5,643/. remains unpaid. The engi-

neering expenses have been more reasonable, 9,337/. hav-

ing been the sum disbursed in that department. But
there is another item which should be included in law
charges— that of vendors' costs in conveyances, which
is stated at 2G,791/. There will hp, according to the
statement of the probable ultimate charges and receipts

on account of capital, a balance of 11,030/. lo the credit

of the proprietary, when the whole of the amount to be
subscribed of 1,066,572/. shall have been paid. The
directors, by their dealings in shares on account of the

company, appear to have made the small profit of

2567. 1 Is, 3r/., the gain on the issue of new shares having
been 2,025/., and the loss on the sale of the forfeited shares

1,708/. 8s. 9d. After giving a detail of the probable

assets and liabilities of the concern, the committee pro-

ceed to state that there is now no claim against it on
which a greater interest than five per cent, is payable, and
having done this, express themselves favourable to cheap-

ness of conveyance, in accordance with which view the
present rate of fares stand between London and 13 lack -

wall. The number of passengers carried from March to

May, in 1842, was 382,929, and the money received,

7,352/. lis. 8d. ; while the number of passengers carried

in the same period in 1843 was 398,687, and the money
received 6,408/. 3a'. 7d. On the future prospects of the
undertaking, the committee are almost silent; they say

they have cautiously avoided indulging in any speculations

which might have a tendency to mislead; still in con-
cluding their report they feel bound to express an earnest
desire that the proprietors will co-operate in carrying out
the measures which have been suggested for extending the

steam-boat traffic in immediate connexion with the rail-

way, as on the efficient completion of such an arrangement
must mainly depend its future prosperity.—In a recent
case for compensation on the Norwich and Yarmouth
Railway, on which occasion Sir W. Follett was retained

for the company, and Mr. Fitzroy Kelly for the defendant,
who claimed upwards of 8,000/. for land, for which the
jury returned a verdict for 1,500/., Mr. Gumey, the
banker, stated, on his cross-examination by the Solicitor-

General, "that he had never travelled by rail ; that he
w:is an enemy to it; had opposed the Norwich Railway;
and had left a sum of money in his will to oppose the
extension of railways generally."

IRELAND.
Dublin.—We noticed in our Parliamentary intelligence

of last week that Mr. O'Connell, and other magistrates
who had taken part in the Repeal movement, had been
struck out of the commission of the peace by Lord Chan-
cellor Sugden. The following is a list of those who have
been subsequently dismissed : Lord Ffrench, Mr. Daniel
O'Connell, M. P., Mr. Maurice O'Connell, M.?., Mr.
R. A. Fitzgerald, Mr. Nicholas Boylan, Mr. James Roe,
Mr. J. P. Somers, M.P., Colonel Butler, Sir M. Dillon
Bellew, Bart., of Galway ; Mr. Alexander Sherlock, of
Waterford ; Mr. Pierse Somerset Butler, of Kilkenny

;

Mr. Daniel Clanchy, of Charleville ; Mr. John Barter, of
Cork; Mr. Caleb Powell, M.P., of Limerick ; Mr.

[

John O'Hea, of Cork; Mr. Joseph Myles M'Donnell,
of Doo Castle ; Mr. Phillips, of Mayo

; and Mr.
Fitzgerald, of Muckridge. county of Cork. Mr. James
Sinclair, of Donegal, and Mr. R. D. Browne, M.P.,
have addressed letters to the Lord Chancellor, resigning

the commission, in order to enjoy the right of public

discussion.—At the meeting of the Repeal Association on
Monday, Sir Coleman O'Loghlen, Bart., (son of the late

Master of the Rolls,) and ten other members of the Irish

bar, several of them gentlemen of extensive practice, all

of whom had heretofore kept aloof from (he movement,
gave in their adhesion to the Association. Mr. O'Con-
nell handed in the sum of 1,224/. 75. id. from the county
of Tipperary. A considerable number of communications
from various parts of the country were read, inclosing

money to a large amount. At the close, Mr. O'Connell
announced the week's rent to be 2,205/. 155. Zd., a much
larger sum than had been received in any week during the

agitation which led to Catholic emancipation. In con-
nexion with the Repeal movement, the greatest activity

prevails in various Government departments in sending
off troops, arms, ammunition, and stores to Ireland ;

25,000 stand of arms have been despatched from the
Tower and Woolwich during the last five days, and bar-

rack stores of every description, ammunition, &c. have
been sent away for the same destination.

CashcL—On Tuesday week the inhabitants of the South
Riding of Tipperary assembled in this city to receive

Mr. O'Connell- The procession extended five miles, and
numbered, it is said, 300,000 persons. The meeting took
place in the vicinity of l he Rock of Cashel, Archdeacon
Laffan in the chair. The amount contributed to the

Repeal rent was 732/. 10.s\ A dinner look place in the

evening, at which Mr. James Roe, of Roesborough, late

member for Cashel, presided.

Nenayh.—The columns of the repeal papers are almost
exclusively devoted to the proceedings of another demon-
stration of physical force, which took place on Thursday
last at Nenagh, the capital town of the North Riding of
Tipperary, at which 450,000 persons are stated to have
been present, including many thousands who came a
distance of 15 and 20 miles. The people of the King's
and Queen's counties, of Limerick, Clare, and Galway,
were present ;

and no less than 1000 boats filled with
people, crowded the Shannon from the two last-mentioned
counties. The platform was capable of containing 500
persons, and was crowded by at least that number. Mr.
Patrick Fogarty, of Cabra Castle, was called to the chair
amid the acclamations of the meeting, and resolutions in

favour of Repeal were unanimously carried. The dinner
took place in the evening in the Temperance hall.

Nearly 250 persons sat down to dinner, and a gallery at

one end, exclusively devoted to ladies, was densely
thronged throughout the proceedings. Mr. O'Brien
Dillon presided, supported by Mr. O'Connell, Mr. Caleb
Powell, M.P., Mr. Steele, Mr. Hacked, mayor of
Clonmel, the Right Rev. Dr. Kennedy, Mr. Lauigan, of
Templcmore, &c. Mr. O'Connell reviewed his labours
for some weeks past, the brilliant success that followed
his movements, from the meetings of Rathkeale and
Limerick to those of Cashel and Nenagh, and remarked
on the physical force displayed at each meeting, and how
effectual it would be in the hands of another Napoleon,
who had marched from Boulogne to the centre of Hungary
with a much smaller effective force than surrounded him
yesterday at the Rock of Cashel, and victory marked his

progress, although he could not calculate on such an army
of reserve as he then saw before him. He commented
freely on the subject of Repeal, and afterwards spoke of

the facility of getting it—contended that it was in the

power of the Queen to grant it without the consent of

Parliament, and then laid down his plan for the assem-
blage of his 300 representatives in the Conciliation Hall

of Ireland. The Right Rev. Dr. Kennedy in his speech
said—" We have been ruled by England for forty-three

years, and during that period her conduct to this country
was a combination of the foulest crimes that ever disgraced

a country calling itself Christian. This demand, the

greatest statesman perhaps of England or Ireland pro-

phesied should be one day made— it is now made—and*

as I said before, we should urgently, but legally, consti-

tutionally, and peaceably endeavour to carry out the

object which we are told by a British Minister will never

be effected, except, perhaps, at the awful test of a deso-

lating civil war. Gentlemen, I believe there never was a

more unwise threat than that—never did a more ill-judged

one proceed from the lips of any statesman, and never

was there such blind ignorance as that evinced by the

anti-Irish truculent and dishonest legislators, who called

forth that misplaced threat. Fellow-countrymen, it is

impossible that those who threw out the threat had any

knowledge of the present condition or feeling of the

people of Ireland. You know that a great majority of our

unhappy people atthis moment are suffering such priva-

tions, that no war has any terrors for them. I say fear-

lessly, no war has any terrors for them, and least of all a

war against their unnatural—their inveterate, and still

unrelenting oppressors. I believe further, that except,

perhaps, the restoration of a native Parliament, nothing

would be more welcome in their present temper than such

a war, whatever should be its* issue." Several other

toasts were given, and numerous speeches in favour ol

Repeal were delivered before the meeting broke up.

Longford.—A meeting of extraordinary magnitude took

place here on Sunday, for the purpose of petitioning

the Legislature for a repeal of the union. 1 he requisition

published on the occasion was addressed to the inhabitants

of the county of Longford ;
but the great feature of the

meeting was the dinner, at which Dr'- Higgins, the Roman

Catholic Bishop of Ardagh, presided. Dr. Higgins, w

t

J
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the course of a long speech, said lie had been accused
of saying that there was no hope for Ireland but in repeal,

and he now reiterated that assertion. He also reiterated

that he had the most unbounded contempt and hate—not,

as he had been reported to have said, for the aristocracy

— but for their vices. By the immoral press of England
he had been called something like a rebel. He was re-

ported to have roused the priests of his diocese, and to

have maddened the people to such a pitch that there
was no safety either for life or property while such fire-

brands existed. He disclaimed such views, but he would
at the same time let the people of England know, that if

it was attempted to carry into execution the threats which
had been held out lately against the people of this

country, he would make every chapel in his diocese a

repealing place, and would go into every sanctuary to

proclaim repeal. With all the respect which every man of

common sense and judgment must entertain for the aris-

tocracy, when they are entitled to respect on account of

virtues descended through a long line of ancestors, he
still stood to the sentiments he had uttered in Mullingar,
and, embodying the sentiments of his clergy and people,
he defied them all to the death. He then proceeded to

give the usual toasts. Mr. O'Connell's health was pro-
posed, of course ; and he responded at great length, but
we cannot give even an outline of his address. Dr. Cant-
*ell, Roman Catholic Bishop of Meath, in returning
thanks for his health, stated that he concurred in all the
sentiments put forward by Dr. Higgins that night. His
opinion represented 150 Catholic clergymen and 250,000
°f the people of his diocese; and that opinion was, that
the union was a robbery, and that they could be respected
by no man if they did not persevere in demanding a resto-
ration of their rights.

Gahvay.—A repeal meeting was held at Caltra in this

county on Sunday week, at which Lord Ffrench presided.
The resolutions were proposed and seconded alternately
by Roman Catholic priests and laymen, the latter class

comprehending some of the leading gentry of the imme-
diate district, such as the Hon. Thomas Ffrench, the Hon.
Martin Ffrench, Mr. Dillon, of Caherhouse,. &c. The
^-solutions embodied the following catalogue of the belie-

fs to be derived from Repeal :
—" 1, Self-government,

fchc making of our own laws, suited to the wants and
Wishes of cur own pe pie—the interpretation and adminis-
tration of our own laws—the filling of all offices in the

Jjjate with Irishmen.— 2. The freedom of religion, and
tlle extinction of a heavy and unjust impost by the total
aboliiion of the tithe-rent charge, and all compulsory
payments by one body of Christians to the teachers of the
doctrines of any other persuasion.—3. The improvement
°t the condition of all occupiers of land by a well-con-
sidered plan of fixity of tenure, which, while it would
secure to the landlord a moderate and adequate rent for
1] s land, would at the same time ensure to the tenant the
euefit of all his own labour and expenditure in perma-

nent improvements.— 4. The total abolition of the
oppressive grand jury cess and the present iniquitous
system of poor laws, and the substitution of well-regu-
lated charitable institutions/'

Dundalki—The borough commissioners, on Tuesday
last, adopted a petition for repeal without a dissentient
voice. At a meeting of the Repeal Association on Sun-
day night, several new members were enrolled, amongst
others, Captain M'Mahon, 13th Light Dragoons, paid 1/.
as a men: her.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—At the meeting of the General Assembly

ji Wednesday it was resolved in reference to the protest

j£
the seceding party, that the ministers who attached

""
] r names to the protest have, by their own act,

ceased to be ministers of this Church ; that their parishes
Uve become vacant, and that they are disqualified from
ceiving any presentation or appointment to a parochial
other spiritual charge in the Church as by law esta-

ll?ned, till reproved by the ecclesiastical judicatories

—

""<* that the subscribing ciders are no longer elders in any
the parishes or sessions connected with the Establish-

^ent. The General Assembly have therefore instructed
lesbyteries to intimate, without delay, the vacancies thus

^
cj»sioned to the patrons, or to those entitled to present
to "ominate persons, by whom, when found qualified,

cli

ey maY be supplied. They have also declared that the
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and c,lurches of the ministers who have since

The
aiKl adhered (o the Protest>

are equ*% void,
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c number of clergymen who have seceded from the
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h °f Scotl;u>4 is now 450; and there is little ques-
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tlle m,mber will soon be close on 500. This is
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the llalf of the entire clergy, the number being

thanlft
* About 240,000/. have been raised in less

for'ti
Weel<s for llie erection of the new churches, and
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lle support of the seceding clergy ; and there can be

exw °i
tllat in a few weeks tlie amount will considerably

ll^f. 300,000/. Among (he contributors are the
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CSS of Breadalbane, 1,000/. ;

a Colonel in the

Mr n
,000 *'> hi three yearly instalments of 2,000/. each

;
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'

a Privat<S gentleman, 2,000/.; Mr. Nisbet,

Ihei-J ' London
> 1,000/.; a Dissenter, 500/.; and

each t
V

.

avious other subscribers of 2,000/. and 1,000/.

alV) a
" fc ls ako rumoured that the Marquess of Bread-

Seces'
Wl
A°

has siS nified his adhesion to the "New
lOoon/

01^' llas resolved t0 raake a contribution of

grounl
.

t0
-

its fum,s
-

The Duke °f ArgyU haS given

h\ Q * a
,

s sites for such new churches as they may require

a churT
to

.

wn
- Mr - Fox Maule is to build and endow

for a,
,

at llis own expense; Mr. A. Campbell, member
bitants

g
r
e8hlre

'
is t0 do the same. In Elgin the inha-

*iUal«,Tri
e raised M00/. to build a church; and they

l8° hberally contribute for its support. So that

in many instances churches will be built and ministers
provided for, solely by private munificence and local exer-
tion, without requiring any aid from the general fund.

Uafo.
Court of Exchequer.—(Sittings in Bunco.)— Custom- House

Frauds.—The Attorney -Gcnernl'y . Hurel and Others,—In this case,
which our renders will recollect was tried before Lord Abinger
at the last Nisi Pri us sitting's, Mr. Erie now moved to set aside
the verdict entered for the Crown, and to enter the verdict for
the defendant, upon a legal point reserved at the trial. The
information was laid at the instance of the Crown Against the
defendant, an extensive importer of French gloves and other
foreign good's, under 3d and 4th William IV., cap. 52 and 53, for
having unlawfully unshipped goods upon which the duty had not
been duly paid, or for having such goods in his possession, the
duty not havingbeen paid upon them. The learned counsel sub-
mitted that in this case the goods in question had been regularly
landed, under what was called a "sight entry," an entry founded
on the declaration that the importer was not acquainted with the
nature and value of the goods. Subsequently, and after the goods
had been examined by the Customs officers, a perfect entry was
made, and after payment of the duty calculated on the perfect
entry, the goods were delivered to the importer. In the present
case the alleged fraud was in substituting a fabricated account of
(lie quantity and value of the goods for the genuine account
originally taken, by which means the goods were delivered upon
payment of a much smaller amount of duty than the Crown was
entitled to receive. All the proceedings were correct, fair, and
regular, up to the period when the goods were examined, and
the quantity ascertained. There was no pretence, therefore, for
saying that the goods had been illegally unshipped, and yet
every count in the information was founded on an illegal unship-
ment. The learned counsel sa d he had ventured to suggest this
objection to the information at the trial, and the Attorney-
General, on behalf of the Crown, suggested, by way of reply,
that as the "perfect entry" on which the goods were delivered to
the defendants was fraudulent, it related back to the landing of
the goods, and rendered the goods delivered under it illegally

unshipped within the meaning and intention of the acts of Par-
liament. No doubt the Smuggling Act (3 and 4 Wm. IV., c. 53,
ss. 18, 44), declared that where goods were fraudulently landed
under a sight entry, it was the same as if no entry had been
made; but here the goods were properly landed under the "sight
entry," and there was no reason to suppose that any fraud was
contemplated until after the perfect entry was made. The Court
was unanimously of opinion that the point raised by the learned
counsel at the trial had been answered by the counsel for the
Crown. Under the circumstances, it was as if the goods in
question had been unshipped without any entry, and were there-
fore illegally unshipped. The Court, therefore, thought there
was no ground for disturbing the verdict.—Rule refused.

The Attorney-General v. Candy.— Tn this case, which was tried
before Baron Rolfe, and reported in this Paper when the trial

took place, Sir Thomas Wilde now moved to set aside the verdict
given for the Crown, and to obtain anew trial, on the ground
that the verdict was against the evidence. The case against the
defendant, who was an extensive importer of silk goods from
France, was founded on the presumption, that in collusion with
a landing- waiter named Homcrton, since deceased, and of an
informer named Burnby, he had contrived to falsify the entries
of two parcels of goods, received from France in the months of
July and August, 18-10. The falsification of the entries, and the
defendant's cognisance of the fraud, depended altogether on the
evidence of Burnby. In his examination, Burnby stated that he
was on habits of social intercourse with the defendant; that he
had received large sums of money by way of gratuity from him,
and that he had also borrowed money from the defendant, for
which the defendant held his ! O Us. The vuitnpaa Hur«ii»y»o

efoss-exnminntion furnl tied i I undant grounds for receiving his
statements with more than ordinary caution. Upon his own
admission, he was a persi n of most disreputable character. He
distinctly swore, however, that the defendant was in or about
the premises when the fraudulent entries contained in the Cus-
tom-house blue lv oks were concocted, and upon his testimony
the Jury found. fof the Crown. In substituting the fraudulent
entries it was necessary to use the Custom-house seal, which
bound the threads of the blue book, and the witness Burnby said
he had this seal made for Homerton, and saw Homcrton use it in

Mr. Candy's premises some time in the month of July, before the
payment of the duty on the first parcel of goods, which formed
the subject of the information. The goods were examined on
the 8th, delivered on the 9th of July, and the duty paid on the
2/th of July. Burnby swore that he saw* the counterfeit seal
used by Homcrton in Candy's drawing-room in July, and the
workman who prepared the counterfeit seal made an affidavit

that it was not delivered until the month of August. Mr, Candy
himself also made an affidavit, negativing all the facts sworn to

by Burnby, so far as he (Mr. Candy) was personally concerned,
lie swore thathe had never given nor lent any money to Burnby,
and never had any 1 O U from him. He also denied that he had
ever been on terms of social intercourse with Burnby ; and that
Burnby had come to his warehouse one day to make a purchase
about dinner-time, and that it was usual in the business to ask
customers to stay and dine ; that Burnby had been so asked and
stayed dinner, in company with a great number of other persons,
which was the only occasion when he ever dined at the depo-
nent's table. No doubt he could not rely on the defendant's
affidavit alone as a ground for a new trial; but coupling it with
all the facts of the case, he did submitthat it was deserving of their

Lordships' consideration.—Lord Abinger : No doubt, it was very
proper the defendant should make an affidavit, but does he state

that he paid, or believed he paid, the full amount of duty pay-
able on the two parcels of goods, in respect of which the Crown
has now proceeded against him ?—SirT. Wilde admitted that the
defendant did not swear in express terms that he paid the full

amount oi duty— that might be impossible for him ; but he dis-

tinctly swore that he was wholly ignorant of the frauds imputed
to hirn, and did not participate in them, directly or indirectly.

—

Baron Gurney inquired if the defendant had set forth the invoices

of the goods contained in the two packages on which it was
alleged the duty had not been paid ?—Sir T. Wilde replied that

he had shown, at the trial, that from the course of trade it was
impossible the defendant could show by his invoices what goods
were in any package received three years ago.—Baron Gurney
could hardly conceive how a merchant could receive goods with-
out having some entry of the quantity or quality. At all events

it must be known to the defendant's clerk.—Lord Abinger said

the Court would look through IJaron Knife's notes of the evidence
taken on the trial, and announce in the course of a few days
whether they should grant or refuse a new trial.

Sa.ittj v. Wilkin.—This was an action tried before Mr. Justice
Fatteson at the late assizes for Essex, when a verdict was taken

, ( ,r the plaintiff for 507. lo\s., subject to the opinion of the Court,
on the following point:—The action was on a warranty, as to the
soundness of a horse purchased by the plaintiff, who was a tailor,

from the defendant, for 55/., and a pair of trowsers of the value
of 1/. l6ff. The plaintiff, in his declaration, stated that he had
purchased the horse at "the price or sum of 507. 16$, j" and
upon its appearing that the contract was for 55/. and a pair of

trowsers worth l/. 166*., the defendant's counsel insisted that

there was a fatal variance between the contract as laid in the

declaration, and that proved on the trial. The learned Judge

who tried the cause overruled the objection, but gave the de-

fendant's counsel leave to move the Court. A rule having been

obtained accordingly last term, Mr. Thesiger now appeared to

show cause against it, and cited a case of " Hunds v. Burt,'

renortcd in the 9th vol. East's Reports, in which it was held by

Lord Ellcnborough, that where a horse was sold for lG/. in cash,

and another horse worth 14/., it was properly stated in the
declaration to have been sold for 30/. Mr. Rod well appeared to
support the rule, but did not succeed in distinguishing thepresent
case from that cited from East's Reports. The Court said there
could be no doubt that the plaintiff was bound to prove the con-
tract as he alleged it, but in the present case this had been done.
The horse was, in fact, sold for 56/. ltjs. The rule for a new trial
must therefore be discharged.
Court of Queen's Bench.- (Sittings in Banco.)— The Chart-

ists.— The Queen v. O'Connor and Others.—The Attorney-General
said he had to show cause against the rule obtained by his learned
friends, calling upon the Crown to show cause why the judgment
against Mr. O'Connor and others should not be arrested on the
4th and 5th counts. It was right he should state that, with
respect to the remark that the 4th count did not charge conspi-
racy, the defendants were acquitted of the conspiracy, and they
were entitled to the benefit of that acquittal. Under the direc-

tion of the learned Judge at the trial, as to the law of conspiracy,
the Jury acquitted the defendants of tint charge. He did not
complain either of the direction of the Judge or the finding of the
Jury. It was with a view to bring under the consideration of
the Jury, and also of this Court, whether the facts, independently
of conspiracy, constituted an offence, that those counts were pre-
pared; and the learned Judge told the Jury that, with reference
to the facts stated in the 5th count, it was impossible for him to

Suggest anything by which the defendants could be acquitted.
One objection was, that to the material averment there was no
venue, hut the count went on, "and, that afterwards, on the 1st
day of August, in the year aforesaid, and on divers other days and
times, between that day and the 1st day of October in the year
aforesaid, in the parish aforesaid, in the county aforesaid, the
said Feargus O'Connor, &c, together with divers other evil-dis-
posed persons to the jurors aforesaid as yet unknown, did unlaw-
fully." Here and here alone was the offence stated, and it was
stated with a perfect venue—"and in that county aforesaid, aid,

abet, assist, comfort, support, and encourage the said evil-dis-

posed persons in this count first mentioned, to continue and per-
sist in the said unlawful assemblings, threats, intimidations, and
violence, and in the said impeding and stopping of the labour
employed in the said trades, manufactures, and businesses, with
intent thereby to cause terror and alarm in the minds of the
peaceable subjects of this realm, and by the means of such terror
and alarm violently and unlawfully to cause and procure certain
great changes to be made in the constitution ot this realm, as by
law established, against the peace of our said Lady the Queen,
her Crown and dignity.'1 One of his friends had intimated,
that it was not seated who the divers other persons were who had
so assemble^.—Lord Dcnman understood the objection to be
that, the facts stated without a venue were facts which might
have been committed anywhere, and would not be crimi-
nal In this country; antl another objection was, that it was
neither stated that the defendants were present when the offence
charged was committed, nor that they knew any such offence
was in point of fact committed, only that they wrrc aiding
and abetting.—Mr. Serjeant Murphy said there was no illegal

offence charged.—Mr. Erie observed, that it was said that divers
persons were assembled; the offence was an unlawful assembly,
and it was essential that there should be three or more assembled,
and it did not appear, except by the word "divers," w. at was
the number assembled. Mr. Serjeant Murphy considered they
ought to have been charged as principals. The Attorney-General
said that the count charged, "that divers persons at divers

places;" that would assume that there must have been two
persons, which would have been sufficient. There was an offence
committed by stopping labour with a view, by terror and intimi-
dation, to change the constitution. There must have been two
persons, and ii assisted there must have been three, it was said
this might have occurred abroad; but the count stated that the
parties were subjects of this realm. It was immaterial where
that assemhl g • took place, whether in England, Scotland.
Ireland, or even abroad, because \ a defendants were charged.
with comruitti the offence Within the county of Lancaster,
with aiding, &c. evil-disposed persons to persist in unlawful
assembling ami violence, in impeding and stooping labour, with
intent to. create terror ana alarm, and thereby change the con-
stitution, it was said that it was nt t stated who those persons
were; That was unimportant provided the defendants became
principals. A verdict of—" with divers other persons to the
jurors unknown" would be sufficient, because the offence was
in aiding persons in doing an unlawful act. Was it an offence
for persons to go about for the purpose, by intimidation, of stop-

ping the labour of the whole country, with intent to bring about
a change in the constitution ? If that was an offence, it was an
offence to assist in doing it. Mr. Justice Patteson said that such
intention was not laid in the early part of me count. The Attor-

ney-General said that no doubt, with tespict to several of the
meetings, many of the parties attending them had no view of
changing the constitution, but others came in and carried the
offence further j for, finding persons assembled producing terror

and alarm, they assisted them with the object of creating a
change in the constitution. The count charged that not only in
Lancashire, but in divers other places, these meetings had
taken place, and evidence was given to that effect, Mr, Justice
PaUeson did not see how the Crown could import into the early-

part oi the count that which was stated in the latter part. The
Attorney-General said that, by the general statement, the
assembly might have happened anywhere, but the offence

charged was said to have been commitled in the county of Lan-
caster. Charging the defendants with assisting in Lancashire
imported that they had done so in that county. Mr. Justice Pat-
teson.—Not if it were said to have been committed in France.
The Attorney-General.— h the assistance was given in Lancashire
to persons holding meetings in France, that would be an offence
in Lancashire. The allegation was that the defendants had aided
the parties with the intent to change the constitution. The intent
was that of the aiders and abettors. Mr. Justice Patteson—
W hat, although the original parties had no such intent, and
although done in France 1 The Attorney-General so apprehended
it would be ; but it was inconsistent w itli the averments to suppose
that it was done out of the realm. But if there was an insurrec-

tion in Paris which would have the effect of altering the consti-

tution, and persons here aided and assisted them ia this country,

that would be an offence. The count, however, so referred to

this realm, that it must be supposed the act was committed

within the realm. The absence of venue was cured by the

statute. There need he no allegation of venue at all. If the

expression in the statute had been that an improper venue should
be cured, then he would understand the argument that there

must be some venue- There was as much a want of a perfect or
proper venue where there was none, as when it was improperly

stated; and therefore the statute would cure it, because it stated
that in such case no objection should be taken. If the want of

:
venue would not be an objection. The first part of the
;ount charged that "divers evil-disposed nersons went

di

want of
fourth count charged tnat '•divers evil- disposed pel so wet.
about disturbing peaceable subjects of the realm, and that thev,
by violence, threats, and intimidations, forced those who were
peaceably disposed to leave their occupations and employments,
and that they thereby caused great confusion, terror, and alarm
in the minds of the peaceable subjects of the realm ; » and then
the count went on to aver, "that the defendants did, in the
parish and county aforesaid, together with divers other evil-dis-
posed persons to the jurors unknown, unlawfully aid, abet, assist,
con.tori, support, and encourage the said evil-disposed persons
first mentioned in the count, to continue and persist in the said
unlawful assemblings, threats, intimidations, and violence, and
in the said impeding and stopping of the labour employed in the
said trades, manufactures, and businesses, with intent thereby to
cause terror and alarm in the minds of the peaceable subjects of
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the realm, and by means of such terror and alarm violently and
unlawfully to cause and procure certain great changes to be

made in the constitution of this realm as by law established.'

The Learned Counsel proceeded to argue the point at great

length, and was followed by the Solicitor-General, who said that

the offence with which the defendants were charged was this—
that they did aid, abet, and assist the first-mentioned evil-dis-

posed persons to continue and persist in the acts staled, and that

they did so with a certain intent. The charge was not that the

defendants were present, or taking part in the acts stated to have

been done in the previous part of the indictment, but that they

encouraged the parties who committed those acts lo persist in the

same conduct. There was a venue, therefore, laid in that part; of

the count which contained the charge against the defendants;

and the question, therefore, now was, whether theallegation was
also necessary in the previous part ot the indictment. It certainly

was not necessary at common law to introduce such an averment,

and, ever, if it were, still according to the provisions of the 20th

sect, of the statute of George IV., c.6i, if it appeared on the face

of the count that the court had jurisdiction, the want of such

an averment would be curd. He should maintain, however,
that independent of the statute it was quite unnecessary, it was
quite impossible for their Lordships to assume that the act

charged took place out of the realm. Suppose the offence of

tumultously assembling and impeding: labour had taken place

in the county of Chester. The defendants were charged with

aiding them in the county of Lancaster. If the evidence had
proved that the aidingand abettingtook place in Cheshire, might
not the defendants have been found guilty on this indictment ?

It. was not necessary to prove that it was done in Lancashire,

and therefore it was unnecessary to introduce the averment. The
fallacy appeared to him to lie in not distinguishing between cases

of felony and cases of misdemeanour. In cases of misdemeanour
the offence might be made up of acts done in various places, and
some acts might be done out of the realm, and some in it. Their

Lordships would observe also, that the count contained the word
" unlawfully." Now that must mean against the law of Eng-
land. It also alleged that threats were made to the peaceable

subjects of this realm. Why should the Court assume that the

subjects of the realm were out of the realm ? On the contrary, it

must be assumed prtmd facie, that the grand jury were speaking

of things which had taken place within the realm. It certainly

would be a most violent presumption, after verdict, to say that

what took place must have taken place out of the realm of

England. At the close of the Solicitor-General's speech, the

other counsel for the Crown stated that the ca*e had been so

fully argued that it was unnecessary f.r them to address the

Court, and Lord Dcnman said e would appoint a day for hearing

counsel on the opposite side.

SPORTING.
EPSOM RACES.

Movuav.— These popular races commenced tins day, with the

great trial race of the week, the Craven Stakes of 10 sovs each,

for 3-yr-olds, G st S lbs ; 4 yrs, 8 st 10 lbs: 5 yrs, osr, 4 lbs; d yrs

and aged, 9 st 10 lbs. Craven Course. 10 subs. Lord G. 15en-

ti nek's Discord, 6 yrs (Rogers), beat Lord Chesterfield's Knight of-

the- Whistle, 5 yr*. The following also started but were » t placed:

—Mr. Plummcr's Alice Hawthorn, 5 yrs; Mr. Payne's ch c by
Emilius, out of Velocipede's dam, 3 yrs ; Mr. Shelley's Nizza,

3 yrs ; Colonel Wyndham's Tom Thumb, 3 yrs; Sir G. Heath-

cote's Moscow, 3 yrs j Mr. I). Cooke's What, 3 yrs; and Mr.
Balchin's Epaulette, 4 yrs- Won by a neck.

The Sh rley Stakes of 25 sovs each, for 3-yr-old colts, 8 st 7 His
;

and fillies, 8 st 4 lbs. One mile. 5 subs. Lord Stradbroke's

Evenus (Nat,) beat Mr. Smith's Spiteful, and Lord Exeter's Wee
Pet. Won by half a length.

The Woodcnte Stakes of 15 sovs, with 30 added, for 2-yr-old

colts, 8 st S loss and fillies, 8 st 2 lbs. T.Y.C. 7 sul s.. Lord
Aii>omark>'s Dela iro, by Bolero (Whitehouaa^ beatOirG. Heath-
cote's ch fby Velocipedes Captain E>aintree's t \S\ Lrvern >1;

Lord Exeter's f by liciram, out of Datum; Mr. Hewitt's The
Midnight Star ; and Col. Wyndham's c by Liverpool, d by Agree-
able Won by a length.
The Manor Plate of fi0/.j 3-yr-olds, 6 st 10 lbs ; 4 yrs, 8st/lbs;

5 yrs, 8 st 12 lbs ; 6 and aged, 9 st I lb; mares and geldings
allowed :i ibs. Winner to be sold for 30o/,

f
&c. Heats, 2 miles.

General Sharpe's Lara, 5 yrs (J. Marston), beat Mr. Cowley's
Adrian, aged; Mr. booth's Donnybrook, 3 yrs; Mr. Kimber's
Viola. 5 yrs ; Mr. Bird's Redcap, 3 yrs ; Mr. Brook's I ma, 5 yrs ;

Mr. Theobald's f by Camel, 3 yrs; and Mr. Bastard's Sir Fretful,

<t yrs. Mr. Shepherd's c. by A?cot. 4 yrs ; Mr. Werninck's Patch -

vork, 4 yrs; and Sir G. Heathcote's Aurunzebe, 3 yrs, were dis-

tanced early in the race. Won by half a length.
Match.—601. t

10 ft; <J st each; mile and a half. Mr. Hewitt's
Stickler (J. Day, jun.), beat Capt. Freestan 's Master May.
Wkdnjcsday.—Tin-: Derby StakkS of 50 sovs each, h ft, for

3-yr-old colts, 8 st 7 lbs; fillies, 8 st 2 lbs; mile and a half.

The owner of the second horse to receive 1 00 sovs out of the
stakes; and tfic winner to pay 100 sovs towards the expenses of

the course. 156 subs. Mr. liowes's b c Cotherstone, by Touch-
stone (Scott), beat Col. Charritie's b c Gorhambury, by Buzzard
(Buckle . The following also started, but were not placed by
the judge:

—

Sir G. Heathcote's b c Siricol, by Sheet Anchor;
Lord G. Bcntinck's b c Gaper, by Bay Middleton ; Sir G. Heath-
cote's ch c Khoraasan, by Samarcnud; Mr. Eateman's b c Cho-
tornian, by Camel : Mr. Combe's brc Fakeaway, by Freneyj Mr. J.
Brown nd br c A British Yeoman, by Liverpool ; Mr. T. Taylor's
b c Gamecock, by Jereed; Mr. Griffith's be Newcourt, by Sir
Hercules; Mr. Mostyn's ch c General Pollock, by Velocipede;
Major Yarburgh's b c Dumpling, by Muley Moloch ; Lord Ches-
terfield's b c Parthian, by Jereed ; Mr. Bell's ch c Winesour, by
Velocipede; Cord Westminster's b cby Touchstone, out of Lan-
guish ; Mr.Theobald'schc Humbug, by Plenipo; Mr. Theobald's
brc Highlander, by Rockingham ; Mr. Baxter's br c Magna
Charta, by Revolution ; Col. Wyndhnm's br c Murtnn Lordship,
by Mulcy Moloch ; Lord Eglinton's b c Aristides, by Bay ivlid-

dleton; Mr. Gratwick's ch c Hopeful, by Elis ; Lord Grford's
ch c by St. Patrick, out of Mercy; and Mr. Thornhill's ch c
Elexir, by Emilius. Gaper took the lead at a strong: pace, fol-

lowed clos< !y by Khorassan, Cotherstone and Gorhambury next,
and well up with them Siricol, Newcourt, a British Yeoman,
Elexir, and two or three others ; in the rear were Murton Lord-
ship and Highlander, arid there they remained to the end of the

lapter. The leading" horses maintained their positions till near
the turn, where, so greathad been the pace, the spectators looked
in vain for Aristides. Newcourt, and Elexir—they had succumbed,
and the second ruck was composed of Chotornian, Fakeaway,
and A British Yeoman, bat neither with any chance. Gaper
continued the lead a few strides over the road, and then, quite
bearen, fell behind, with Khor an; Cotherstone immediately
took up the running:, followed by Gorhambury, Siricol third, and
in this order the race finished, Cotherstone increasing his lead
from the ad, and winning in a common canter by two lengths.
Gorhambury was three lengths before Siricol, who beat Gaper
about a U ngth, the latter having a similar advantage over Kho-
rassan. Three or four lengths behind were Fakeaway, Chotornian,
and A British yeoman, each claiming to be sixth. The pace from
riist to last was tremendous. Valueoftl e stakes, 4,22.",/.

The Epsom Stakes of s sovs each, with 35 added; 3-yr-olds,

7 st 10 lbs; 4 yrs, fist 11 lbs ; 5 yrs, st 2 lbs; 6 yrs and aged,
st61bs; mares, &c. all- 3 n,s . winner to be sold for 120/.

One mile. (5 subs. Mr. Phiilimore's Solomon, 4 yrs (Sly), beat
Lord Maidstone's Titania, 3 yrs; Mr. Skcrratt's Lydia, r>yrs:
Mr. Tho i.'s r by Hindoo, out or' Sister to Clara, 6 yrs ; Mr,
E. R. Clark's E Ion, 4 3 rsj and Mr. Balchin's Dromedary, (j yrs.
\\ on cleverly by a length.

The Walton Stakes of 5 sovs each, with 3:. added j 3-yr-olds,
7 st 10 lbs; 4 yrs, » st 11 lbs; 5 > rs, st 2lbsj 6 and aged,
9 st 6 lbs; mares, &c. allowed 3 lbs; winner to be sold for 120/.

New T.Y.C. 8 subs. Mr. Taylor's Sequidilla, 5 yrs (Whitehouse),

beat Mr. Skingsley's Hawk's, eye, 5 yrs ; Mr. Osbaldeston's

Devil-among-the-Tailors, 4 yrs; and 5 others who were not

placed. Sequidilla won in a canter by four lengths, and was
claimed.
The Burgh Stakes of 5 sovs each, with 35 added; 3-yr-olds,

8 st 2 lbs ; 4 yrs, 8 st 1 1 lbs; 5 yrs, g st 5 fi and aged, 9 st 4 lbs
3

marcs, &c. allowed 3 lbs; winner to be sold for 80/. Last half

mile. 16 subs. Mr. Hereford's Henri Quatrc, 5 yrs (W. Boyce),

beat Lord Dorchester's John O'Gaunt, 'I yrs ; and 13 others who
were not placed. A capital race with Henri Quatre, John
O'Gaunt, and Victor, was won only by a neck; Victor a capital

third, and Monjrrci a moderate fourth.

Thursday-—Sweepstakes of 10 sovs each, h ft, if declared &c,
with SO added; mile and a quarter, ifi sub?, of whom 7 declared.

Mr. S. Herbert's Teetotaller, 4 yrs, 7 st (T.Day), beat Mr. D.

Cook's What, 3 yrs, 5 st 3 lbs; Duke of Richmond's The Whaler.

3 yrs, 5 st 3 lbs, and 6 others who were not placed. Won easily

by a length.

Fifty Pounds, for 3 yrs, 6" st 10 lbs; 4 yrs. 8 st 7 lbs ; 5 yrs,

8 st 12 lbs; 6 yrs and aged, 9 st 1 lb; mares and geldings

allowed 3 lbs; winner to be sold for 200*. Heats, 1 mile. Sir

G. Heathcote's Hydaspcs, 4 yrs (A. Perrcn),bcat Captain Data-

tree's Mingo, 3 yrs; Mr. Goodman's Chummy, 4 yrs; Mr. Hal-

chin's Dromedary, (i yrs; Mr. Werninck's Patchwork, 4 yrs; Mr.
Clifton's Vigo, 4 yrs ; and Mr. Jenkin's Romulus, 3 yrs. Won in

a canter in the second heat.
Fifty Pounds, for 3-yrs-old, 6 st 10 lbs ; 4 yrs, 8 st 7 lbs ; 5 yrs,

8 st 12 lbs; 6 yrs and aged, 9 stll lbs; mares and geldings allowed

:slbs. Winner to he sold for 150/., &c. Heats, 1 mile and a quarter.

Lord Maidstone's Titania, 3 yrs (Simpson), beat Mr. Shelley's

Nizza, 3 yrs; Mr. Hornsby's Revoke, aged; Mr. Werninck's
Patchwork, 4 yrs; Mr. Bird's Redcap, 3 yrs; and Mr. Oldacre's

The Evening star, 4 yrs. Won in a canter in the third heat, and
the winner claimed.

This Oaks Stakes of 50 sovs each, h ft; 3-yr-old fillies, 8st
7lb; the second to receive 100 sovs out of the Stakes, Last mile
and a half. Mr. Ford's Poison beat Mr. Thornhill's Extempore,
Mr. Payne's Bessy Bedlam filly, and 20 others who were not
placed. Won cleverly by two lengths.

Agricultural Salt, per ton, 30* to 32.?— — tine, per ton, 36fl

Alexander'* Compost, per hush. \.i \0d
Bleaching Powder, per c.n-t.,30*

Bone-dust and halt-inch Uone, per
quarter, 18*

Brimstone, pel ton, 1W IPs

Clarke** desiccated Compost, per hlul.,

Sll2$9d
Dan i ell's Bristol Manure, according

to quantity, per bushel, 1j to la Id
Guanofforcign), percwt.l0*rirfto \2s0d
— Totter's English, according to

quantity, per cwt., 14* To 15*

fi\ pMim, According to quantity, per
ton, 32* 6d to 45*

Hunt's New Fertiliser, per biuh.,'l*8rf

Muriate of Ammonia, pi:wt., 24*

— Lime, per cwr-, 12*

Nitrate of Soda, according to quantity,
duty paid, p. cwt., \7* to 10*

Tetre Salt, per ton, 3/ 10* to M
Phosphate of Ammonia, per lb-, 1* iltfto

2* M

PRICES OF MANURES.
Phosphate of Soda
Polttevin's disinfected . Manure, per

quarter, 13* to/

concentrated do., per qr., 30*

Rape dust, according to quantity, per

ton, 61 10* to Gl 15*

Rock Salt, per ton, 8/

Saltpetre, per owl,., 25* 67/

Silicate of Potash (pure), per cwt-,

Soda Ash, per cwt-, 14* to 16*

Sulphate of Ammonia, per cwt., 18*

_ of Iron, per ton,

of Soda, per ton, 71 10*

Sulphur, per cwt., 16*

Sulphuric acid, according to strength,

per lb., 1* 2d to 2* 2d

Trimmer's Composition for Clover,

per CWt., a*

Do. Do. foi Wheat, with Silicate of
Potash, per cwt.., 32*

Do. Compost lor Turnips, perewt., G*
Urate, per ton, 5/

Watson's Compost, per cwt-, If?*, in
quantity, !»/ per ton

MARK LANE, FRIDAY, June 2.—Wc had a very small supply
of Wheat from Es«ex, Kent, and Suffolk tin's morning, but there
being; several runs left over from Friday, there was a fair quantity
offering; having a great deal of wet yesterday, and its continu-
ing to rain, caused more eagerness on the part of the millers, and
the stands were cleared at is. advance from last Monday. There
was also an improved demand for Foreign, and )s. more has been
made of Polish Odessa and Dantzig ; bonded is also improving in

value. Hurley is very geaxec, aitd for tlic little at market of

Malting quality, high prices are asked. Peas of all sorts are
rather dearer, and Beans remain as last week. The Oat-trade is

fully as dear, with abetter sale.

BRITISH;, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER. S. S.

Wheat, Easex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 40 to fiO Red
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yoikshire. . ." 40 to 46 White

Barley Malting and distilling 25 to 32 Grind.
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire , . . I'oJands
—— Northumberland and Scotch . . . • Feed

Irish Feed
ivVO • • »«. «• ••• . a( •* -•
Beans, IMazagan, old and new . 20 to 26 Tick

Pigeon, Heligoland . . 20 to 34 Winds.
Peas, White 2Bto30

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

ST. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-
PLACE, KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of IN-

VISIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered

Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,

Bordering-, Flower- stands, Pheasantrics, &c. HORTICULTU-
RAL BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, Sec.

The same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved

and economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and

Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

BEE-HIVES.—George Neighbour and Son beg

to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-

ness from No. 131, High Holborn, to more spacious and commo-
dious Premises, numbered 127 in the same street. Their selection

of Bee- hives for this season comprehends most varieties now in

vogue, including ll Nutt's Patent Hives" (for the sale of which

they are the only authorized agents), the " Single-Box Hive,'

the "Ladies' Observatory Hive," the " Improved Cottage Hive,'

with Glasses, &c, from cither of which the produce may be

taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. G.N.
and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with

lice Management, at their Apiarian Dep6t and Honey Ware-

house, 127, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-

don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have Post-

age Stamps inclosed.
»** " Nu tt on Bees" (nth Edition), now published.

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.

J
WEEKS & Co., Architects, Horticultural

• Builders, &c., Gloucester-place, King's-road, Chelsea.—

The great simplicity of their improved plan of Shading, by

which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instantly

covered with a sheet of Canvas, renders the principle an object

of admiration. To be seen in use at most of the London Nur-

series, and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place,

Chelsea.

rPONIC MILK of ORANGE, a Delicious Cordial
jL and Swkktenkr of the Breath.—It warms and cheers the

Stomach, creates an Appetite, Digests the Food, Strengthens the

Lungs, Clears and Improves the Voice for Singing, enlivens the

Spirits, dispels Nervous Debility, Clears the Blood, and thus

removes Pimples and Eruptions, while it combines with these

admirable properties the inestimable advantage of being: the

most efficacious agent offered to the Public, for Beautifying and

Perfuming the Breath. It should he taken in the proportion ot

a wine-glass fulLtwice a day, and is particularly recommended
to GBNTLBMKN on leaving home in themorning, or after smoking

a Cigar, &c. ; while to Ladies it will be equally grateful on going,

to a party or a ball, for its invigorating influence on the miDfl

and spirits, and its purifying effect on the organs of the health.

Mi's.Guxlv respectfully announces to the Nobility, Gentry,

and Public at large, that she has disposed of the Right, Title, and

Recipe of the Tonic Mii.k of Oraxck to Messrs. A. ROWLAND
and SONS, No. 20, Hatton Gaiidkn*, London; who have ap-

pointed Messrs. Barclays, Medicine Vendors, 95, Karringdou-

strcct; Mr. Sanger, 150, Oxford-street; Mr. Johnston, 68, Corn-

hill; Mr. Profit, near Temple Bar; and Mr. Butler, 4, Chenpsnie,

as Agents. -Half-pints 2*. Qd. Pints 4s. 6cL Quarts Qs. StarflP

Duty included. ^

ATCH1NG APPARATUS.—Reduced Prices.—
From eight to sixteen Guineas.— Messrs. Town and SoV>H

13 to 23
— to —
9 to ifl

— to —
22to 27

Feed
Potato

S. S.

40 to 40
— to—
10 to £6
14 toS2
15 to 24

Potato!* to 22

Harrow 23 to 31

to — LoriK"od — to—
Maple 27 to 20 Grey 2C to20

successful invention is capable of Hatching:, at a trilling expense*

any number of Game and Poultry Eggs of all sorts, from 50 to sow

at one time, and possesses the further recommendation of re*~"

ing the young birds at all seasons, and of turmslimg Poultry tor

the table at a trifling cost, at all periods of the year. For further

particulars apply at the Manufacturers 1
. A Machine may be seen

in use daily.

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVKRAGES.

April
*

21

28
iStay 5

T 12— 1!)

^^^ 2(i . . 4
G weeks' Aggregate A ver. 4<> 10

Duties . .

Wheat. Barley.
46 7 88 5

47 28 7

40 4 23 2
40 2 28 1

47 2 27
47 27 fi

48 10 28 1

20

Oats Rye. Bean*. Peas
17 4 28 7 25 11 27 fi

17 2fl 3 26 8 28 3

17 2 27 7 26 4 £8 1

17 3 2!) 2 26 8 28 °

17 5 29 2 20 10 28 2

17 11 2!) '2 27 4 29 10

17 5 28 10 26 7 28 5

8 11 6* 11 c 11 0*

Flour.
English*. 48-19 Ska. — Brls.

Irish . — „ —
Foreign . — „ 500

ARRIVALS Itf T1IK RIVER LAST WEEK,

it

\VM. Bar). A lalt. OatP. 11 ye. Bns.
48<:; 811 8550 866 — .'',72

^^n 780 5 20528 — —
4889 _ — •142 — 1513

Peae.

58

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.

English . .

Irish . . •

Scotch . . .

Foreign . .

Wheat
10870

n;::\«

Barley
2160
820

lO'OO

Oats
: 7780

9880

Flour
5790

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCY SUPERSEDED.— E. Parr, New Inn-passage, Clare-

market, broker.
BANKRUPTS.—T. O- Palmer, Bold-street, Liverpool, musiC-aeJier—H. W.

Blackburn. Bradford, Vorkshire, woolstapler—J. Gibos, Saint Sidvvcll, Kxeter,

tailor—J. Allen, (J. Allen, rind II. Allen, Birmingham, drapers— (J. Robaon,

Shotley-bradge, Durham, miller—T- Creeke, Cambridge, tailor— (J. Canon,
Basingfttoke, ironmonger— J. Webster, Sheffield, printer—W. A. Whinfield,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, draper—K. Dickin, Tycoek. Denbighshire, tfrocer— J.

Johnson, Anston, Yorkshire, miller— .T. Jackson, Kingston-upon-lliill, inn-

keeper—J. R. Atkinson, Caistor, Lincolnshire, wine-merchant—B, Leyshon,

Cardiff, Glamorganshire, auctioneer—J. Glass, Devizes, Wiltshire, coal-mer-

chant— R. Mansfield, Liverpool, coal-dealer— II. S- Humphreys, I.lansilin,

Denbighshire, Burgeon.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—M.ArchiBald. Stirling, timber-merchant

_J. and A. Reid, Glasgow merchants—J. and II. Ritchie, Saltcoats, mer-

chant—J. Molr and Co., Glasgow, plane-makers— Major P. Cruikshank,
Pityoulish, Inverness- shire, banker — J. Livingstone, Dundee, surgeon—K.
Brown, Glasgow, baker. ^^^^

Derry, Ireland, the

.y of T. Duller, Esq.,

of Hninton House, Northumberland, of a daughter—At King's Walden, Deris,

on the 30th ult., the Hon. lUr?. P. Savile, of a son—On the 27th ult., at Black-

heath, the Hon. Mrs. A. Legge, of ;i daughter— On tlic 30th ult , at Weymonlh-
;. r, Portland- place, tlie Hon. Mrs. Penrose, of a son and heir.
i. .nil <-. f-. .. ... . I".. *-. • !*.._. ... Tl m«,-ll..-

I

BIRTHS On the 28th ult., at Dromore Glebe, county
Ion. Mrs. Pomcroy.of a son

—

Lately, at 'Icneva, the lady

jUKi).—On' the BlstnlY/athia house, in Doraet-place, Vice-Admiral Keith

Shepard—Suddenly, at Leamington, on the £<>'iii ult, A. M- Blaukbiirne, eldest

daughter of J. !- BJacUburne, Esq., M.P.—On the 26th ult., at Kilburn, the

.
\

.

'. Hancock, BD., Fellow ot Magdalen College, Oxon, and for many years

the raithru] Minister of the Episcopal Chapel In that place—On the :!"tli inat., at

her house in Barley-street, Maiy Lady Petre, relict of Robert Kdward, tenth

].nn\ Petre, and ulster to Barnard Edward, late Duke of Norfolk—On the 26th

ult., at Ej eter, after a very protracted illness, Mary, wife of H. L- Grove, Esqi

—On the 23d ult., at. Syra, on his return from India, Capt. [R.D. Werge, of
Her Majesty's 30th Regiment, sun of the laic Lieutenant-Colonel Oswald
Werge, aged 'S3.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

TO NURSERYMEN, &c.

AS FOREMAN in a Nursery. A middle-aged Man.

who has been many years in his last Situation, from
J*

11*^
he can have an unexceptionable character. Direct to Mr. w-

Dean, Hill, Southampton.
•

AS GARDENER. A single Man, aged 27, who has a

practical knowledge of his business in all its departments,

and can have a g-ood character from the Situation he is acou

leaving.— Direct to A. ]{.. care of Mr. Franks, Post-office, HM -

gate, Middlesex. N.B. No single-handed place will be accept
Wages, 30/. per annum.

A S GARDENER. A married Man, aged 30, who las

-—a perfect knowledge of the Forcing departments of 9r*^
Cucumbers, and Melons, likewise understands the anranpnis"

laying out of Ornamental Flower Gardens. Satisfactory rer -

ences can be had from the employer he is about leaving.—^"
to J. P., Posl-olricc, Chislehurst, Kent.

A S GARDENER. A young Man, aged 27, who is per-

fectly conversant with the management of Pine^ v
(j|

men, Great Yarmouth. ^
A S GARDENER. A respectable young Man, aged 28,

-L-L married, without encumbrance, perfectly u
.

,ulcI^! Uc .

Horticulture, is desirous of meeting with a Situationma 5^
man's family. Can give every satisfaction as to abUiwB,

^

habits, &C. from the gentleman he is now leaving, wiUimu^ ..

has been two years j likewise six years' previous ciiara-^ ,

required ; would have no objection to emigrate.—Direct u> j-

g5, vVickham-street, Vauxhail.
.

.
——

A S GARDENER, either single-handed, or ^here^voA or more are kept : a respectable married Man of tri
'

, , c

ciples, aged 37. Haa a good ^^^^iS^
of his business, and is particularly attached to the c" I"\*

€
.. hofis

Flowers. He is also practically acquainted with ihc
*,,, itntl!r !n to

of Pot-culture, &c, as laid down in the Gardeners /"'
. (

, 0(h1

which excellent Paper he is a subscriber. V i^hasinst
character of two years' standing from the gentleman ne n»<

left.—Direct to W. Havbus, Low Ley ton, Esscx v

cxpe
in some of th
can produce
the

P
J

\ rarmnm Bnu/iKi«:u»«*- *:«o ftf c^H^-nil aiui

L-Stea ri™2^:?m first respectability. R( fe r ••
;

•

Rochd^ a
H,i.LIPPs Esq., LMIfic. Ma'; m.

ones ami C:m.s ;. ij.T<f
BooKseui.' ,

Hid to Messrs,

and EVAH8,
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A MERICAN PLANTS.-WATERER'S SPLENDID
"*"*• EXHIBITION, King's Road, Chelsea, under the especial
Patronage of H.K.H. the Duchess of Gloucester and H.R.H. the
Jjuke of Cambridge, is now in high perfection. Upwards f
'»°00 plants, many 10 to 12 feet high, completely covered with
owers, producing: one Of the most brilliant scenes ever offered

,. Public View.— OnPYi rlnilv finn/lovQ ovr>ontprl A/lmlffi....
Un eShillin:'&.

— — — —— — ^— ^— — -^ — — » » ^ — — — — -^ ^^ —— .-» —' — —

—

^b- » ^-~a ^- •« \ i r I I

Open daily, Sundays excepted. Admittance

\Y INDS0R AND ETON ROYAL HORTICUL-
of , . TURAL SOCIETY.—NOTICE,—The Annual Grand Show
IruH ^oc ' cfy *°r tne Exhibition of Dahlias and other Flowers
lg... '

iu,d Vegetables, will take place on Tuesday, Sept. 12*

-^l^^V'r.i. Wright, Hon. Sec. Windsor, June 9, 1843.
'

~\Tc\
SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

j^PUELL & Co., in offering their List of Chrysan-
°f tl

Tn,c
-MUMS C°r which, see their advertisement in this Paper

Con
lG 3

-

rt
* inst0» to the notice of amateurs, and those who intendWpetinB&t the autumnal exhibitions of the present season

Vari t°

0oserve
i
thev nave taken such precautions for excluding

l
()l |

,cs nierely nominal, that they feel assured the list will be

abovfe
^"'y satisfactory to those who may not only have the

dec
e object in view, but also to those who arc desirous of

Atttom e theh* greenhouse and garden with this unsurpassed
sent f

mal Mower. The plants will be strong and healthy, an,
i

l)artnf
C
ft

of
l)0staSc (°n the receipt of a Post-office order), to any

Yarm United Kingdom, at the rate of 125. per dozen.— Greata°uth Nursery, June 8, 1843.

ESSRS. VEITCH and SON beg to ofFei^bT~fbU
thcii- n °»vin& New and Beautiful Plants, introduced by them ihronrrli

Als
lcctor in South America

;

strccm

coccinea

ites pendens

atropurpurea

^CL-nr.;.
ia nemorosa (Sccticures) Curtis's Bot. Mag.. Au», 1849

')

>r

Curtis'sBot. Mag., JjUl . ikju'
andPaxton's Mag. May, 1848.

,,
Paxton's Mag., Sfarch, \H4S

and Curtis's Hot. Mag., Nov., isvl
Edwards' Bot. Rei;., ^lay, \sr.i

and Paxton's ^Magazine, Oct., 1842
Curtis's Bot. Mag., Fob., 1843
Curtis's Bot. Mag., Feb., 1843
Curtis's Bot. Mag., April, iy |

<

Paxton's Magazine, March, I849
Curtis's Bot. Mag., April, lsu
Curtis'sBot. Mag., Nov., 13.12

and Paxton's Magazine, Nov., 1K42

*»

•

»

5J

J)

giSfi »*naa*

Jl aoetHR i

8tr S llIosa

**5S** blcolor

ndc^tu longitiora

St

;^yUoneiliatum

^S™ dupio-aerratu.
1

ti ^ e«srs. VFinr R '' I)ec -» ]842
» an(1 Paxton's Mag., Dec, \<u

v
lnibricati ft

" an SoN havin8 raised many thousands of Arauca-^y^
t
^'J;^^^^rcQ.mhledto offer them in quantity at aacratc Pnce.-Exetcr, June 3, 1843.

Curtis's Bot. Mag., May, rS43

Edwards' I?ot, Keg., Dec., 1842
;•, 18-

Arauca-

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER,

i

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
'TT'OUELL & Co. have much pleasure in referring the
-*- readers of the Gardeners9 Chronicle to their select List of the
above elegant tribe of plants, which appeared on the front adver-
tising page of this Paper of the 27th alt. They are now readv to
be sent out per post, free, (on the receipt of a post-office order,)
to any part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms

:

12 fine show varieties, . 125.
12 extra fine ditto . . . 16

The selection being left to YouELt & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, June 7, 1843.

12 extra fine and very supe-
rior .... 21s-

NEW FUCHSIAS of 1943.Xy MILLER has a limited Number of all the new
el «i

# FUCHSIAS at half their advertised prices ; as Epssii, 5s.

;

.-t. Care, 5s.
;
Brockmania, 3s. 6d.

; Balloonii, 3s. 6rf. ; Laneii,
3* orf.

;
Rogerwana, 3s. 6rf. ; Toridiana, 5s. ; Enchantress, 5s. -

l ulcherrimH,3s.fi^.
;
Iveryana,3s.6rf. ; Transparens, 2s. 6rf., Kiner,

ds.Gd.&c, &c. Likewise all the newVERBENAS at half-price; to
include case and postage to any part of the United Kingdom.
Orders accompanied by a remittance executed in rotation.
Providence Nursery, Ram sgate, Ken t

.

SUPERB SEEDLING CHRYSANTHEMUM THE "DUKE."
Y~OUELL & Co. feel much pleasure in announcing
J- they have obtained the entire stock of an extremely beau-

tiful seedling Chrysanthemum, from Mr. Wells, gardener to the
Rev. J. Burroughes, of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk. This splendul
variety, named "Thk Dukb," was exhibited at the Norwich and
Norfolk Horticultural Society's Exhibition, where it obtained the
First Prize, as the Best Seedling; it also obtained First Prizesshown in the best stand of 25 ; ditto ditto, 15 ; ditto ditto, 20 : and
the judges pronounced it to be the best Chrysanthemum ever
exhibited. The colour French White, changing to pure white-
petals broad and beautifully incurved, forming a perfect ball offrom 4 to 4£ inches in diameter. It is ready for sending out, at
/s. otf. per plant, free of postage, to any part of the United King-
aorn.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, June 8, 1843.

TNEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
HIS magnificent FUCHSIA, pronounced by Dr.
LiNm.Ev as "the finest hybrid we have seen," is now

ready for sending out by Youkll & Co.,nponthefollowingterms,
viz. :-One St. Clare, with eleven other finest Show varieties for
2ls.

; the set delivered free of postage, (on the receipt of a post-
ofhee order) to any part of the United Kingdom.—Great Yarmouth
Nursery, June 7, 1843.

received every fortnight.

QUI B BLUE CINERARIA SEED, furnishing to^ the Greenhouse throughout the Winter months a varied,
lively, and brilliant continuance D f elegant bloom. MICHAELBREWER, Sen., Nursery, London Road, Cambridge, respect-
fully in v ites notice to his extensive collection of the most esteemed
named kinds as well as to his own new and beautiful Seedlings
now in bloom, comprising every shade of deep, rich, and light
Blue, and to observe, that as the present is the best season to
sow for Autumn, Winter, and early Spring Flowering, he is in-
duced to offer Seed of the same, warranted as newly-gathered
from the best selected and set-apart varieties from amongst his
numerous stock, in packets, mixed, at 3s. GtL, 7s.

t
and 10s. Pre-

paid applications, inclosing Post-office orders, will be immedi-
ately executed, post-free.

WARNER & WARNER, Seedsmen, 28, CornhilL
V V heg leave to offer the following choice SEEDS, which they

can recommend with the greatest confidence:—
Per paper— s.

Primula sinensis fimbriata, crimson shaded,
saved from the most splendid flowers

Cai.ckoi.aria, shrubby and herbaceous, from the
finest flowers

• V a « *

New Double Caxtkrbury Bells, blue and white
Papavkr obibntaus (very beautiful) .

Lychnis FI/lgbns
New White Walcherkn Broccoli (true) ! !

Chapi'KUv'sNew Crkam no.
n » Whitic no. . . .' x

N.B.—The present season is the most suitable for sowin
above seeds.

d.
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Tl/TILFORD NURSERY, NEAR GODALMING,
IVi- SURKKY.—Twelve Thousand Greenhouse Plants, RHODO-
DENDRONS, CAMELLIAS, ROSES, and other Hardy Plants in

Pots ;
Four Well- bred Colts, calculated for Hunters, a Brood Mare,

and a handsome Brown Cob; to be Sold by Auction, by Fr
WatekbR, on Monday, June the 12th, 1843, andfollowing days, at
Eleven o'clock, upon the Premises, Milford Nursery, near Godahnr
Surrey. Twelve Thousand Greenhouse Plants', Rhododendrons,'
Camellias, Roses, and other Hardy Plants in Pois. Comprising fine
specimens of Banksias, Dryandrias, a fine large Faned Aloe, and
Buonapartia Juneea, Ericas, Camellias, Cactuses, Rhododendron
arboreuni, and Arborcum hybrids, a large collection of Oranges
(true to name), Azalea indica, Pelargoniums, Ixias, fine standard and
other Fuchsias, Tropfieolum tricoloram, Clematis, Azurea Sieboldii
and Flondas, a good collection of Pinuses, a quantity ot fine plants
of Araucana nnbricata and Cup/cssus torrulosa, Kalmias and Rho-
dodendrons :

a large collection of China. Noisette, Boursanlt, Bank-
Man, and other Hoses in pots. Four well-bred Colts, calculated lor
Hunters, a Brown Mare, and a handsome Brown Cob, quiet to ride
or drive.

Catalogues may be had one week previous to the Sale, upon the
Premises, 01 Mr. Elwin, Godalming; Messrs. Noble, No. 152,
Fleet Street, London; and of Mr. Watbrbr, Auctioneer, Land
and Timber Surveyor, Chertsey, Surrey, who will forward Catalogues
by post upon application by letter pre-paid.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will submit to

Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-
lane, on Thursday, June 15th, 18i:J, and following day, at 12

o'clock, about 1,000 Dahlias, comprising all the new and leading:

varieties: fine Pki.argoniums, the newest varieties of Fuchsias
and Vbrbknas, Hkartskask, &c. May be viewed the morning

of Sale; Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

*t~

TO GENTLEMEN, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

MR. J. KING will sell by Auction, on Monday,
Junk 12, at Twelve precisely, on the premises, Highbury

Vale, Islington, without reserve, 6,000 Greenhouse Plants of sorts,
comprising Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Dahlias, &c. ; Six Green
and Hot-houses—two of then 60 ft. long—Pits, Boxes, and Lights ;

I [orse, Carts, Tools : about 100 cast of Pots, &c. May be viewed
till the Sale, and Catalogues had at the Sluice-house, Hornsey,
Mr. Claukk, Seedsman, Bishopsgate-street, and of the Auc-
tioneer, Hackney-road.

/COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
"-> ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN
ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheaps de, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly; loans advanced from 25/.

to 500/., for three or more years, on approved personal or other
security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate
amount.
Endowments for children :o receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at M or 21 5 in case of death the whole of the money
returned to the parents. Ainuities immediate or deferred. Pro-
spectuses and every information to be had of Frbdbrick Law-
range, Resident Secretary, 112, Cheapside.

HPHE FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' HAIL-
JL STORM INSURANCE COMPANY.—Offices, 4, Wellington-
street North, Strand, Loncon.
This is a subject which deeply affects the interests of both land-

lord and tenant, the destruction by Hail-storms being equally
fearful and frequently xnoie extensive than damage by fire.

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Btans, Peas, and Tares, insured at 45. per
cent., inclusive of the stamp, subject to the conditions contained
in the policy. The Stamp on the Policy is paid by the Office.

All claims settled in themonth of November in each year, and
should any disputes arise, to be referred to arbitration.

Glass in hothouses, greenhouses, &C-, insured at 155. per cent.,
subject to certain conditions.

Prospectuses containing: every information may be obtained of
the Agents of the "Farmers' Fire and Life Insurance
Institution," who are appointed in all the principal towns in
the kingdom, or by letter, pre-paid, forwarded to W. Shaw, Esq.,
at the Offices, Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING and HEATING byHOT WATER.

J WEEKS & To., Architects, ic, Gloucester-
• place, Kiog's-road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Build. rs, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the NoMlity
and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive
thronghcut the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes tut a small quantity of fuel, only requiring atteni ion once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 30u feet in
length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the who
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c., at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester- place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.
_
D. and E. Bailbv having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, b; ove-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode < > at-

ing not only very erlicient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. -y
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, lor
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed b\ the Horticultural Societyol London, in executing the
works of ; heir splendid Conservatory, lately erected ck.

D. and E. Baiukt also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildim;s ; nd Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their varioi wings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting,amongstothermetalworks, an extremelycompleteand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been broagbt before the public.

1). and E, Bauky were the first to introduce metallic curvili.

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.andB. Bailbt have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic
Plant Protectors, which arc now ready for immediate delivery

-

they bee to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe lor
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

HPHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILER^invended

*„J^xVRt0GBBS '

1,jS(l- may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEW EN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks Kent

J. Shewkn having had every opportunity afforded him bv an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
oder it as most emcient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons» Nursery, VaoxhaU 5 Messrs. Loddiges',
lackney

; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place ; Mr. Knight's,
ivmg's-road, Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch and Son's, Exeter; and at
the Gardens of the Horticultural Society of London.
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C^OTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
J FOUNDERS, &C, &C, No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, OXFORD

Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.
HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,made upon the most

improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,

which can be fixed complete in any pxrt of the Kingdom, at very low

prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,

&c M with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15

years experience, and havine; fixed upvards of 1500 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and b; various improvements which

they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence

undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-

sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own
Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices:
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£7 0.9. Orf.Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler, small size . • .3150
Ditto do. large do. . . . 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter. \s. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft.'iigh, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 39. (id. each.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6" in. high, weghing4 4

2 lbs. at 4s. Od. each.

Strong do. do. io. 45 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet hicrh, to. 6o lbs. at 5 6 „
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE IKNCING at ft*, per bundle

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, yd. each. The Improved

continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, &c.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches Inn*, 34*. i 20,44s.; 22, 50s.;

24 inches, 60s.; 26*, 75s.; 23, $4S.; 30, 105s. each.

HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumber*, &c, 18 inches square,

3s. (id. ; iiO inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s 6d. each.

CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 reet longout of the ground,

7s. ; 4 feet 6, Qs. ; 5 feet, 11*. ; 6 feet, lis. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet (j inches high, 5s. Qd. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vase* and Pedestals in great

variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural

Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnoti's Stoves,

Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low

prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are

subject to future alterations. Show-Rooms at the Manufactory,

No. 2, Winsley Street, where every information may be obtained.

OT-WATER APPARATUS, tor Horticultural and

other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., 6l, Grace-

church- street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double

Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,

and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much-approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindlcy to the

merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1842, pape 175,

and February, 1843, pasrc 87) renders it unnecessary to offer any

remarks upon them beyond the following brief description:—

They arc complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or \h hours, price 41. 4s. and upwards- Further

particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

uut, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,

Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &C. &c.

N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description. ^ ^_
AGRICULTURAL MA6HINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.
/ IROSSKILL'S LI QUID MANURE CART, which re-

Vy ceived theHonorary Reward of the Roy. Agricultural Society.

* —

-

— t i ilTTj

The "Body of the Cart is made of Cast-Iron, and holds about

200 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the

horse, the man pulls the iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon
the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cannot

possibly choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible Leather

Pipe, 7ft. long, with :* ft. copper pipe at the end.™ Price, delivered

in Hull, 25/. _ r

CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, <vc—will contain 8 bushels of

manure—price 12/. 12s.

UDDING'S PATENT GRASS-MOWING MA-
CHINE. This Machine, which has recently undergone some

improvements, is admirably adapted for mowing Lawns and

Pleasure-Grounds, It is so easy of management that it may
readily be used by an unpractised hand; and white the work is

much mure rapidly performed than by the scythe, the effect is

very superior, as it leaves no seam, and it may be used in all

seasons, and nest in dry weather, when the Gra^s is difficult to

cut with the scythe.
Wholesale and Retail Agents to the Patentee—J. R. and A.

Ransom c, Ipswich.
\?ents in London—Thomas Wilkinson, 309, Oxford-street;

Baker and Co., 65, Fore-street, Cripplejjate ;
Cato and Sons, 89,

Holbom H ill; Charles Smart, 3fio, Oxford-street.

UOTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
JT Mangki. Wurzki-, &C By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Oranob Globk Mangel Wuhzki., by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land sot an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano.
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 4/. 15*. per ton

;

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,

Lambeth. __^__
1/-i ~U a NO ON SALE

\JT BY THE IMPORTERS,
ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;

GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

Now ready, price 4s. 6d.,RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S.,

Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,

lion. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry, at the Royal Institution.

&c. &c. &c.

Extracts from the Introduction;—
" A knowledge of the chemical composition of soils and the

various substances employed as manures enables us to compre-

hend the mode in which the latter act ; and a knowledge of the

nature of those substances which plants require, points out the

best and most economical methods of restoring to the soil, by

manures, those substances which plants remove from it."

u If the farmer knows what it is that gives the fertilizing powers

to manure, and is aware of the nature of those substances, he will

soon learn the best method of preserving and using them : he will

then understand how to make the most of the various sources of

manure at his disposal, and he will be enabled readily to save

much, that, for the want of such knowledge, would otherwise be

lost."
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XTOTES on the BOTANY of the ANTARCTIC
^ VOYAGE, Conducted by CAPTAIN J. C. ROSS, &£•'

F.R.S., in H.M.'s Discovery Ships, «• Erebus" and " Terror. With

Observations on the Tussac Grass of the Falkland Isla«as

By Sir W. J. Hookkr, K.H., L.L.D., F.R.S., and L.V»
Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

London: H. Bail librb, No. 219, Regent- street^—

-

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Daki^»
A.B., Author of a System of Popular Geometry,—Compj^j

a

loth

a

p _,_.

_

„„ „~.~.
nd

to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Aigebra,-^a"

System of Popular Trigonometry. 12mo, with Engravings, 5*- c

lettered. « m
"There is avast deal of astronomical information conveye"

nCj
most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little vo .^
which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent ot

^

telligence, reflects infinite eredit on the taste and talents ol i I

jector and editor, Mr. Darley."

—

Sun. nvcrsity
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to V 11

College, 28, Upper Gower-street.
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Potato, The Polyanthus, The Auricula, The StrawD£" êlliu>

Melon, The Hyacinth, The Chrysanthemum, l"®
Manaffe-

Heaths, &c, Jkc.—Complete Treatises on the Culture am practical
ment of the above arc published in The Gardener"'

HE RHODODENDRON, the CALCEOLAR
f^

The Tulip, The Pansy, The Dahlia, The P|J»S!j The

Ft
is. dd-

Florist, price 'Ml. each. Volume I. is now ready, P"^d «u Book-
London, R. Gaoo.MBRiuc.K, 5, Paternoster-row, a»

sellers.

LYNDON'S PATENT SPADES^The^e jupenor

-i Spades, noticed in the Gardeners' Chronica, * '

j'ronmonger,
obtained by addressing a line to John »hbw» »

d ju

Sevcnoaks. Prices 36s., 40s., and 44s. Pf
r "°*e'

' known cor-

London. A Post-office order is expected Uom
respnmlents. ^___—.

— ——TTTfT

7^ AUlTON.-Several I'erfumTrs of apparent Respec

O ability, for the sake of gaining a ^^1gJMSS«"
tempt to impose their pernicious c<>>»>>%»%ffigtf^Br *W

leiiuuijiiiK uic iiuiii.ui ..«."-•
, -.1.1- tlial. si/.e, *»»• x—

onUuuing four small) 10*. 6rf. ;
and douDw Compiexion.

ottle. Rowland's KalYDOR, ^'.'''^wlAND AND SON,
co

bottle.

Trice 4s. 672. and 8s. (id. per bottle. A
written in red on the

20, HATTON GARDEM, LONDON ^s•

wl engroveB on

wrappers of the MacassarOii "KVJjYdor. Be sure to ask for

the Government Stamp affixed on the£*gg . respectable Chemists
" Rowland's" Articles, Sold by tnem jr

and Perfumers,
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.—The next Exhibition

"will take place on Satttrday, June the 17th ; subjects for Exhi-

bition must be at this office, on Friday the lGth of June, or at the

Garden before half past Eight o'clock, a.m., on the day of Exhi-

bition. The gates will be opened at One, p.m. Tickets are issued

to Fellows at this office, price 5.s\ each ; or at the Garden in the

afternoon of the days of Exhibition at 7.9. M. each ;
but only to

Orders from Fellows of the Society. N.B. No Tickets will bk
ISSUED IN RKOENT-STRKKT ON THK DAY OK EXHIBITION.

21, Recent-street. .

TO LET, in Regent-street, Three Rooms on the Second
-*• Floor unfurnished, with the use of a large Meeting: Room.
They are suited for the purposes of a Sociktv, and have for some
years past been so occupied. Apply to lhe Poster, 21, Regent-st.

€f}VBnitlt.

SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
rSooth London Kloricullur.il, Surrey
) Zoological Gardens.

L
r/,rto]oi!U-A . . . . . J?lp. M.

.
Medico-Botanical . . . h p.m.

Hoi ticultuxal, (Chiawick Gardens).

{Linnjean . * «... 8 p.m.
Florlcultural . . . . a p.m.

Tuesday, Juno 13,

Wednesday, Juno 14!

Saturday, June 17 •

Tuesday, June 20 -

Wednesday, June 21

Saturday, June 24

Country Shows, Friday, June 2.'i,

J
JM ii-roscopual

'\ Geological •• •

. Royal Jiotaniu

. p.m.

8.^ p.m.

4 P-M.

{Liverpool.
Spilsby.

That salt is extremely beneficial to Asparagus is

^doubted ; that this plant will take a great deal of it,

ax*d be much the better for it, is equally certain. The
s*me is true of Seakale. Both are shore plants, and
are abundantly fed with salt at all seasons. How
^uch the largest quantity may be that they will

e&dure is uncertain, but we have seen a pound of

titrate of soda given to one Seakale-plant without the

s%htest iniury, and it would no doubt have found no

^convenience from as much common salt
;

never-

theless, there are those who are unable to discover the

utility if salt as a manure for Asparagus. The reason

°f this is well pointed out by Mr. Beaton in a memo-
randum now before us.

" It is," he says, " a general rule to cut off all weak
sbootswhile the Asparagus beds are in bearing, or at least

UP to the beginning of June. Under such treatment the

Plants cannot be much benefited by whatever dressings

the beds received through the last winter or spring,

AH after this time, because all plants—the Asparagus
among the rest—can only collect and digest their food,

and store away the product for the next growth, while
they are in a growing state ; and in all herbaceous

Plants like the Asparagus this store is laid up in the
r°ots. Now, whatever may have tended to improve
•Asparagus this season must have been stored before
the end of last autumn ; and salt given to beds last

March must go through a wonderful process, along

^iih other agents, in the course of this summer before

?
l can be stored in the roots when the growing reason

^ over, or tell upon the crop next May. These are
s^ple facts, well known to the gardeners of the present
^ay>but of which many of the last race of gardeners
erUertained strange notions—judging from their mode
°f loading their Asparagus-beds in winter with dungs

?nd composts, a practice which is not yet got rid of,

J?

ut which, compared with the improved system of
Ceding plants in summer, while they are in active

growth, is a mere waste of time and materials ;—not
lkat winter- dressing is lost on the plants altogether,

although
the best part of it is, but that if the same

J^ount were given in summer in a liquid form, when

^
e plants could at once appropriate it, the benefit

*-°uld be out of comparison in favour of summer
™*nuriner. not only to Asparagus, but also to Seakale
an

?ruVbarb/'
j
lh*sis sound doctrine, and should never be neg-

ated \ye have a gooci deal to say upon the subject
^selves, but for the present we can do no more than

d
ul down by Mr. Beaton, and not expect that a

J^SsinS of manure applied in winter is to produce
nie

instantaneous magical effect; the processes of

,
*8 our Gardening friends to act upon the principles

res

b^tation are slow, and cannot be hastened with
,

vantage. Plants are like animals—they do not

hut°t-K
e lat tlle moment they swallow a good meal,

the S>
ey must liave a sreat

inany goocl meals befo1 c
^effect of their nutritious diet tells visibly upon them.

Asn
We are speaking of the effect of salt upon

tican
agUS

' We are 8latl t0 annex some excellent prac-

atio
ctions by Mr. Beaton for the general cultiv-

4«V
f
r
this (lelicious vegetable:

sin fy far the best way of growing Asparagus is in

hut
; if l

0WS
>
3 ft

-
aPart»

and 9 in
' Plant lroin plant

;

ifTon .8r°und is not deeper than 2 ft. or 80 in., or

inch°
m 1S scarce

> the rows need not be more than 30

for [I
asunder. I have grown Asparagus this way

WintfT
e St 15 years »

and give ^iem n0 dung in

°ctoh
nierely faring off the stalks and weeds in

deeD v!\
and Pointi"g over the surface about 2 in.

Earlv * *£
f°rk

'
aml leavingit as rough as possible.

i*],Ji
lr
l
Mar ch, when the surface is quit*aked ,

. — *- surface is quite dry, it is
uown, and about 2 in- of soil drawn over theCrOwn B f

auuut z in- 01 son urawu uvcr uie

&ourS °
m

?
ach side of the rows, which gives the

earthed
S°m

? g °f the aPPearance of a l
)lot of Peas

UP tor the first time ; when the gathering is

nearly over, the ground is stirred again to loosen the

tramping made in gathering the crop. The hollow

between the little ridges is then filled up with a pow-

erful compost, consisting of equal portions of sandy

soil, leaf-mould, and pigeons'-dung; the whole is then

drenched with liquid manure from the stables, cow-

houses, or laundry, and the foreman of the kitchen-

garden gets carte blanche to water the Asparagus

any day through the growing season when he can best

spare his men, or, at all events, every fortnight, and

always with liquid manure, if possible ; as to the

quantity of water, the only instruction he gets is that

he cannot drown them. This is cultivating the Aspa-

ragus in summer. The plan is not at all a new one.

I have seen it when a boy, 30 years ago, and 1 have

never seen, heard, or read of a better plan since. In

very dry seasons, like the last, it is of great advantage

to mulch in between the rows with short grass, or

any litter. Some have an idea that the frost should be

kept from Asparagus, and go to some trouble to do

so, but it is in reality as hardy as the Oak, or any

other of our native plants."

We have already expressed our decided opinion

that the subdivision of farms into small occupations,

although it may for a time give employment and

maintenance to a greater number of families, tends

in the end to impoverish a nation ; and we would

therefore not encourage to too great an extent the let-

ting of small portions of land, together with a cottage

and necessary outbuildings for the purpose of being

cultivated entirely by manual labour, like the small

farms in Flanders. No doubt it may be the means,

in many instances, of raising poor, industrious men to

a comparative state of comfort and independence ; and

if every circumstance were not taken into considera-

tion, this would offer a very simple means of dimi-

nishing poverty and diffusing comfort through the

class of Agricultural labourers, many of whom are

distressed for want of employment. Nothing would

be easier than to build cottages, with small barns and

cow-stalls, to be let to industrious labourers, with four

or five acres of land; and there is no doubt but the

rent would pay a good interest for the outlay. The
plan lias been tried by the same lady who established

the Willington self-supporting school, and a most
interesting account has been published of a man,
once a pauper, who, with a small advance of money
to purchase a cow, and a few acres of land let to him
at a full rent, has raised himself to a comparative

independence. Such an example must have a most
beneficial effect on all those who have the opportunity

of following it, and, by stimulating industry, must
reduce the number of those who are now dependent

on private or public charity.

There is a great difference between a general sub-

division of large farms and the introduction of a few

of all intermediate sizes. We are inclined to think

that the most natural and beneficial division of land is

that which includes farms of all dimensions, from 50

to 1,000 acres. Less than 50 acres of arable land can-

not well be profitably cultivated, according to the

most improved system of husbandry, including the

rearing and fatting of stock, and the raising of food

for man. Great improvements cannot well be intro-

duced where the capital is not large, and experiments

cannot be made except where they form but a small

proportion of the whole of the operations on a farm ;

but small farms produce many articles of consump-
tion, such as poultry and dairy produce, which are

below the attention of the large farmer. In them are

brought up honest and industrious bailiffs and confi-

dential servants—a class lof men which is not nume-
rous in our days, and which should be encouraged by

every means in our power. In a small farm more
attention is paid to details and economy, and a farmer

who has successfully cultivated a farm of moderate

dimensions and increased his capital may safely be

promoted, as it were, to a larger. Be this as it may,

the introduction of garden cultivation on a small scale

mav have its advantages, provided such occupations

be let with caution and judgment, and the tenants be

selected from the steadiest and most industrious

labourers, as a reward for good conduct, and a solace

in old age. The sight of a family consisting of a
patriarchal father, who can no longer do much with his

hands, but still directs his children by his experience,

while in return they gratefully work for his support,

is truly edifying; and we would such pictures were as

common in Britain as they are in some other coun-

tries less rich and powerful, but not less happy.

It fas once proposed in Parliament (by the late Mr.
Whitbread, we believe) to provide cottages and gar-

dens, as a reward in old age, for those who had never

applied for parochial assistance, and who had brought

up their families in industrious habits. As a public

measure the thing was evidently impracticable, but

the principle was good, and might be* acted on by

individuals in their own small circle. A few small

occupations of four or five acres in extent, on which a

family might live comfortably, let to men of known

character, with a small advance ofmoney, if required,

to be repaid by instalments, to purchase a cow, pigs,

or a few sheep, would not only be a provision for a

family, but have a salutary moral effect on the whole

population. We will endeavour to develop this idea

in a future article.—ilf.

Among the questions that naturally arise in the

minds of the friends of the poor is, whether articles

now rejected or neglected as food may not be suffi-

ciently nutritious and palatable, to be suited for ordi-

nary consumption. We all know how largely

prejudice is mixed up with our feelings on the subject

of food, and that even the Potato was at one time

proscribed by the Puritans ; a Middlesex peasant

would not dream of cooking Nettles, and yet in York-

shire and Lancashire, they are, when young, a common,

and as we can testify, a good ingredient of broths

;

we also find that the French cottager will succeed

in preparing good and wholesome food from substances

which in this country are not thought of. Now,

although we do not anticipate an English cottager's

taking to frogs and snails, and " such small deer" for

the supply of his table, yet we see no reason why he

should not imitate the people of the Continent in the

consumption of certain kinds of vegetable food unem-

ployed among us.

Of these it is the Kidney Bean which promises

best. We use it only in the young and tender state.

The French employ the ripe seed, and when properly

dressed, an excellent and agreeable food it proves to be.

If instead of cutting the young pods, and thus wasting

the produce of such plants, they were allowed to ripen

their Beans, a saving of some importance would be

effected in the economy of a cottager. We are led to

these remarks by a letter from our correspondent Mr.

Billington, who mentions the following case :—
" A very poor family in Shropshire being hardly

pressed for food, the husband being unable to get

employment, the wife bethought herself of some

Kidney Beans she had by her, and put some in an

earthen vessel containing a sufficient quantity of water,

a few lumps of bacon, with a little seasoning of pepper

and salt, and placed them in an oven to stew, two or

three hours, till they became as tender as the best

boiling Peas."

The peasants were agreeably surprised to find that

the Beans, which they had fancied unfit even for the

food of pigs, would thus furnish them with a nice

mess ; for they did not know that such seeds are

served up at the tables of the wealthy in this country

under the name of haricots, and are generally a

favourite vegetable with continental nations. Hitherto

it has been the universal custom in this country to

throw away the dried beans of the Scarlet Runner, if

not wanted for seed. We trust it will henceforth be

remembered that excellent food may be had from one

of those plants which now is made to scramble over the

hedges and walls of a cottage garden, chiefly for the

sake of ornament.

It must, however, be borne in mind that, although

the Beans of the Scarlet Runner are good, the roots,

which are fleshy and perennial, and look tempting

enough to be eaten, are really poisonous, as was unfor-

tunately proved last winter at Chelsea.

While we are upon this subject we may as well add,

that, according to Mr. Daniell, the preparer of the

manure of that name, horses, cows, sheep, and pigs,

may be advantageously kept in part upon pulverised

wood. In a pamphlet published a few months since*

there is the following passage :—" About three years

since I had occasion to send my cart-horses frequently

through a piece of coppice-wood, and whenever it

happened that they stopped within reach of the rods,

they would greedily devour every bough they could

come at. This I noticed many times. At last I was

led to examine the rods on which I had seen them

feeding, and found them completely stripped of their

branches, some of which were of a very considerable

thickness. This first led me to suppose that there

must be some good qualities in the wood, and this

consideration induced me to get some pulverized, and

given to my cart-horses, which experiment was

repeated at several different times, untd I was fully

satisfied that it had no injurious effect on them After

this I was led to give it to my gig-horses
;

with their

corn, and having ascertained that it did them no

injury, I had machinery prepared for reducing the

wood for the purpose of food, and began to feed both

cart and gig-horses, as also my cows and pigs, mixing

a portion with all the food which was given them. This

practice I have continued for the last ten months.

Previously to feeding my horses in this way, they had
each three-quarters of a peck of Oats and Beans given

them per day, for which is now substituted three

pints of Barley per day. They are in equally fine

condition as when fed in the usual way, and more
playful and free in their work. Soon^ifter the wood
was mixed with the fodder given to the cows, their

milk, as well as their condition, was much improved.

For several weeks past 1 have been feeding sheep with

Address to the Agriculturists of the United Kingdom, Bath.
ino-t-nn ~-l /
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the pulverized 'wood,' together with crushed Swedish
Turnips, and they also appear to improve by it. I
have likewise fatted four pigs successively, mixing
this food with Barley-meal, and the results have proved
most satisfactory."

This statement, however strange it may sound, is

not so startling when we remember that the woody
matter of trees is, in its chemical nature, nearly allied

to starch, and that it always contains some nitrogen ;

so that in reality it furnishes the ordinary materials of
food in another form. We presume, however, that
white-wooded trees, not resinous, are those which
furnish Mr. Daniell's cattle with the sawdust they
thrive so well upon.

A few weeks since we published a report of a
lecture delivered before the Society of Arts by Mr.
Fardon, in which the following passage occurs :

—

a He
then detailed the result of 27 years' cultivation of two
acres of land, alternately with Wheat and Potatoes. The
cost of cultivation was 23/., whilst the produce had
been worth 93/., thus leaving 70/. profit, subject to a
drawback of 17/. for rates, rent, and parochial charges."
One of our correspondents justly remarks, that these
sums appear too large for average years, and that the
statement requires explanatioa
Upon writing to Mr. Fardon on the subject, he was

so obliging as to furnish us with the following state-

ment, from which it will be seen that although the
quantity of land referred to as producing annually
70/. profit, less 1 11 for rates, rent, &c, or 53/. net, was
four acres, not two, yet that ihe result is still most
interesting to the advocates of Spade-Husbandry.

" Samuel Bridge, of Stock Green, near Feckenham, in
Worcestershire, has about four acres of stiff clay-land, on
the blue lias formation. The lane is naturally of inferior
quality : he has occupied part of it for 27, and part for
15 years. He grows Wheat and Potatoes, and a small
quantity of Beans. Leaving these out of the account,
we may consider that he grows two acres of Wheat and
two acres of Potatoes every year, the crop being shifted
alternately from one division to the other.
"As soon as his Wheat crop is of; he breast-ploughs his

stubble ground, raking up and saving the stubble for litter :

he then digs it over with a fork about 10 inches deep,
and plants his Potatoes in the following spring ; this crop
is kept clean while growing, and the getting up of the
Potatoes is made a complete cultivation for the planting
of the Wheat b

" At first his neighbours ploughed his land for him gratis,
but after about three years he took to digging it, and now
prefers going to that expense rather than have it ploughed
for nothing

; and upon stiff land of that kind I do not
doubt that his choice is a judicious one.

44 He sells most of his produce, consuming a few of the
Potatoes and the Beans in feeding a small quantity of
bacon; the pigs are littered with his Potato-haulm and
stubble. The manure from these, and from his house,
with occasionally a little burnt clay out of his ditches.
is ail that is applied to the land.

44 The cost of his manual wages per acre, including his
own work, is as follows:

—

Potatoes per Acre. £ s/ d.
Breast-ploughing stubble .

Forking the land ... .1
Planting Potatoes . . . . 1 17 6
Keeping them clean . . .040
Getting up and forking land for Wheat 2 16 3

9 4i
18 U

Wheat per Acre.
Planting ....
Keeping clean

aping, &c.
Thrashing, at 6d. per bushel

£6 15 3

4

4
8

1 1

•1€1 17

13 10

3 14
G

4 17 4 6

3£4 6 H

Two acres of Potatoes, at 61. 15a 3A
Two acres of Wheat, at 1 17

Divided by the number of acres

Wages, at per acre per annum

" Leaving out of view the small quantity of Beans raised
and of bacon fed, and supposing that he grew Wheat and
Potatoes only, estimating the Wheat-crop at 40 bushels
of gram and one ton of straw per acre ; and the Potato
crop at 12 tons per acre, which are what he obtains,
valuing his Wheat at 7s. per bushel, his Potatoes and
straw, at the price he obtains for them 'on the land, we
shall have the following account :

—

Sold annually :

—

£ St ^#

2
1
tons of Potatoes, at 50.?. '

. . 60 6
80 bushels of Wheat, eA7s. "

. . . 28
2 tons of Wheat-stra .w, at 50s." . .500
Deduct :

—

Manual wages, at 41. 6*. l,]ri. per acre
Seed Potatoes for t wo acres, 25 bags,

of ISOlbs., at 4s.
. per bag .

Four bushels Seed- -Wheat, at 7s. 6d.

.*

Subject to ren t and parochial payments

£93
£ s. d.

17 4 G

5

1 10
—23 14 6

nta • £69 5 6

" I may mention that the man has bought his land, and
erected a cottage and out-buildings upon it.

" This is not the first instance that has occurred of large
profits being made by the growth of Potatoes. I do not
believe that these results could have been obtained on stiff

and inferior land, under ordinary methods of culture : it

is to fork-culture they are due.
" I believe it would be much better to consume all the

Potatoes on the land in making pork and bacon, and that
even more profitable results might thus be attained. The
principle of selling so much produce is not admissible in

farming, unless manure is bought. I published the par-
ticulars of this case in the Mark Lane Express some
months since, and it occasioned a lengthened correspond-
ence in that and in the Worcester Journal. I may
observe that the cost of digging is much less when land
has been dry for a long period, or for a few years, than
when it is first broken up or put under spade or fork-
culture.

57

We are continually hearing of sports, as they are
called, when a branch of a red Thorn produces white
flowers, or cf a white Camellia red ones, or of a Peach-
tree Nectarines, or of a red Plum white ones, and so
on. These are accounted for upon the supposition
that all artificial varieties are, on the one hand, prone
to return to their original condition, and on the other,
to deviate from it still further, the tendency to change
having once been gained. Although it must be con-
fessed that such explanations explain nothing, yet we
are compelled, in the present state of our knowledge,
to rest satisfied with them. We have now another
case to record still more strange than those just
adverted to.

Mr. Williams, of Pitmaston, a well-known, very
skilful, and philosophical horticulturist, about 35 years
ago planted a standard Mulberry tree ; it did not
begin to bear fruit till about 10 years afterwards,
and for the following 10 years it produced no male
blossoms, and the fruit had no seeds. But Mr.Williams
being desirous of raising some seedling plants, and ob-
serving in a garden about a quarter of a mile distant
a tree with some male blossoms on it, procured some,and
applied the pollen to about half-a-dozen female flowers
on his tree

; these all set, and the seed produced
plants. Two or three years after he had applied the
pollen to a bough of the old tree, he observed on this
particular branch, which was on the southwest side of
the tree, many male blossoms ; these have gradually
extended over the whole tree, and it now scarcely
bears any but male flowers, and this year nearly all

the buds have proved males. The appearance of the
tree was so remarkable, from the number of large
blossom-buds, that two practical gardeners, who had
asked leave to see his garden, could not at first view
make out what tree itAvas.

Now to what are we to ascribe this? A tree that
for many years produces nothing but females, as it

becomes older changes its nature, and ends in produc-
ing nothing but males. We examined some branches
sent to London by Mr. Williams, and their appear-
ance was certainly very extraordinary. The old Gar-
dening books say " that Mulberry-trees sometimes
become barren;" and as those books were always
written by men of great experience, it is probable that
the fact is as they state—but why ? Mr. Williams
says thatmany other Mulberry-trees in his neighbour-
hood are also barren this year; and in the neighbour-
hood of London we have remarked several rather
young Mulberry-trees covered with a profusion of
male flowers only. But again we say—why? The
occurrence is not common, and some branches of an
exhausted old tree, as well as they, bear female flowers
abundantly. Is it that males are a sign of vigour, and
that the fine warm season of last year brought the
Mulberry into a state of unnatural healthiness ? Mr.
Knight says, that the effect of an excessively high
temperature is to cause, in unisexual plants, the
production of male flowers only, while a very low tem-
perature produces an opposite result. Cucumbers and
Melons invariably produce male flowers only when
the plants are young and very vigorous. Seedling
Peaches and Apricots, as Mr. Williams remarks to
us, in like manner form no pistils at first, that is to
say when the plants are in great vigour. These
facts look as if it might be ^constitutional vigour
given to the Mulberry in our hot and dry and bright
summer of 1842 that produced the effect; but it is

all uncertain, and we wish that our friends would
consider whether anything within their knowledge
goes to prove or disprove this conjecture.

r

ON THE APPLICATION OF GUANO/
a. It should never be given in contact with seeds, as it

kills the embryo in germination. For this reason I am
doubtful whether it might aid or hurt the first stage of
growth, if the seed were previously steeped in a watery
solution of guano. We know that carbonic acid and
vinegar are &iven off by seeds in germination. These
acids seem to attract ammonia so powerfully as to kill the
germ. This effect will be most decided when the soil is
very dry, but it is worth while to try with solutions of dif-
ferent strengths, whether water will take up azotized
matter in a form capable of injuring tender seeds ; I wish

to try it on Red Clover and Turnip seeds. The Peruvians
irrigate immediately after the guano and crops are sown

;

the sandy character of their soil and their want of rain
make this necessary. For the same reason they are said

to give the manure in divided doses at different stages of

growth ; neither our soils nor situation admit of general
irrigation, nor do many of our crops admit of repeated
manuring on the large scale, but we have in mixtures a
substitute more suited to our soils and climate than irriga-

tion would be.

b. As the lumps are too strong the guano should
be put through a fine sieve, and the lumps thus
separated should be broken and put through the same
sieve ; this will be best done during the operation of
mixing ; but before proceeding to it I may mention a fact

which farmers would do well to attend to. Guano rapidly
absorbs moisture from the air, and this absorption increases
both with the moisture of the air and the value of the

manure. By drying two specimens of different values for

an hour at 150°, I found the worst lost 15 per cent, between
water and ammonia, and the best lost 22£ per cent. ; and
by again exposing these specimens to the open night air

for an hour at 35°, the worst recovered nearly 6 per cent.,

and the best rather more than 8 J per cent, moisture.
Inference 1.—Guano is constantly gaining weight. This
would add much to the profit of retailers if it were notfor
the fact that part of this moisture (in mild weather) goes
to aid the decomposition of the organic matter and its

escape in gas. Hence, 2. Guano is constantly losing
value; and this loss is proportioned both to the value of

the article when imported, and to the warmth and humi-
dity of the air in which it is kept. 3. Hence, the farmer
will find his profit in purchasing that which has been
recently imported (if valuable), and in mixing it as soon
as possible : for, if too damp, it will not pass through a

sieve; much will be lost; and if he attempt to dry it by
heat, he will lose much more. If any has already become
too damp for economical use, it may be mixed with at

least its bulk of dry but cold mill-dust, bran, or tail oats

well dried and ground in the mill. This will absorb much
of its moisture, reduce it to a workable powdery state,

and increase its value as a manure, without expelling its

ammonia. 4. In comparative experiments, and indeed

in fair trading, each bag ought to be weighed, and have

its weight marked on it when imported ; and this weight

is all that the farmer ought to pay for, or regard in his

experiments.

> c. The objects of mixing guano are, 1. To partly disin-

fect it by absorbing its volatile products and diminishing

its smell. 2. To separate its active particles, and thereby

diminish their action on each other. 3. To present it to

warm soils in a form in which its action will be less vio-

lent at first, but more protracted and steady than when
given in an unmixed state. Of course, the colder the soil

and the earlier the season when sown, the less quantity of

mixture is needed, and conversely. But as a general

rule : It should be mixed as equally as possible with four

times its bulk of finely-sifted, moderately-dry black or

brown-coloured earth, or peaty matter, sawdust, slightly-

burnt clay, charred turf, coal or peat ashes,—whichever

of these substances can be most conveniently had. PeT"

haps newly-burnt charcoal, used as soon as cold, is the

best matter that can be had for mixing ; but as it tf
0Tl

seldom be at the farmer's command, any of the above

matters will answer in its stead. Where a considera^' e

quantity of useless wood can be had, it might be piled up>

surrounded and nearly covered with clayey or spraty

turf, and burnt with little admission of air. When coWj

the charcoal, clay, and charred turfy matter, if we

broken with a spade, mixed, and put through a sieve*

will make an excellent mixture for guano, especially t°

light, warm soils. Some have mixed guano with san 9

and when for a cold clayey soil, this mixture seenas very

suitable; only sand need not be given in more than

double its bulk, and should be put in the soil soon arte

mixing, whereas any of the other mixtures may, wl

advantage, stand beat up, under cover, for a week or more,

according to the weather, character of the soil, and dis-

tance at which it is to be put below the seed, and also m
proportion to the quantity of guano given to the acre.

The colder and heavier the soil and the colder tne

weather, the more slightly the manure ought to be covere ,

and conversely. No rules can supersede experienc »

this. When either dung or bones are given as par o

the manure, and when the soil is moderately moist

disposed to clay or peat, the guano should be put ne

the seed. Again, where the ground has just been limea,

the guano ought both to be given in a large quantity u

mixture and covered rather deeper than in ground n

limed for a year or more. On light soils, lime should, H

possible, be mixed some weeks before guano is given. *

lime rapidly expels the ammonia from guano, it sou

renders the manure inert. No farmer who understands tw

matter will mix either guano or dung or bones with eitn

slaked lime or fully-burnt wood ashes, or burnt coucn,

unless the couch be well mixed with earth, and have stoo

some time in the heap after it is cold. Any of these sup

stances, if in contact with guano, drive off Us ammonia

Although guano slightly mixed may be sown above Don,

yet bones and guano ought not to be mixed before they

arc sown, as they act on each other, if good, i

and
J

»

readiest part of the manure is thus dissipated beta

the soil. A mixture of gypsum with guano can

1 for Turnips or Clover on gj
When our Turnip

reach the soil. A mix
seldom do any hurt, and

soils it may often be advantageous, wnen out

.Oil, are vJy dry at sowing, it might be
^gf *«*£.

it no great expense,

by a watering-pan having a very small "^Jggjjg
with only three or four small holes so as to spread tWW
but mL A woman might go steadily along with this

if the top of the drills could be watered with aj

tion of guano. This might be done at no great
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pa*a, followed by another with a supply of liquid, a large
barrel or tub standing at the upper end of the drills. If

this be found beneficial, a machine might be made to carry

ti larger supply, and water two drills at once. It is likely

that this watering would both disgust the turnip-fly, and
quickly put the plants beyond its power.
Prom GO to 70 per cent, of good guano are either dis-

solved or readily suspended in water. The solution may
be tried of different strengths from \ cwt. to 1 cwt. per
acre of the powder. This would require about 160 gallons

of water, or 1 gallon per perch, or 40* yards length of a

27-inch drill. It may be difficult to make less liquid go
over this length, and a larger quantity may be found incon-

venient in practice. The undissolved parts of the guano
1)1ay be mixed in sand or mould and used as a dressing

°ver dung for later Turnips, or composted for after-use on
grass.

Quantity ofGuano per Acre.—This is not so easily de-

termined as some gentlemen seem to think. The character
ar*d state of the soil, the locality where it is used, the

period of the season when it is given, the kind of crop in-

tended, the previous manure and system of cropping, the

Natural action and durability of guano as a fertilizer, the
quality of the article used, and the amount of expecta-
tion contemplated, have all to be taken into account, and
ttiay vary the quantity from 2 cwt. to 8 or 9 cwt. per
scotch acre when given alone, and half the above quanti-
ties when a due proportion of dung, bones, or rape dust
18 given at the same time. When the soil is naturally
^arm and has been brought to a high state of fertility,
afid where the farmer's interest in the land extends over
0nly four or five years, lie will most economically pro-
mote it by giving merely enough of guano to start the
plants with vigour, and, after a year or two, a light dress-
lng of some suitable saline manure. If allowed, he may
Very cheaply " take his own out of the soil

u
in this way,

and leave it as poor as he could wish. In our climate, all

Manures, except dung and partly-fermented vegetable
Matter, tend ultimately to exhaust the soil. Bones and
S^ano, though in a much longer period, will in the end as
effectually exhaust our soils as lime will.

)

We have heard much of the solar light enabling the
|eaf to decompose carbonic acid, and of plants receiving
their carbon from the atmosphere. In hot and tropical
cll*aates, where sunshine is more abundant and steady,
ai*d where his rays are more direct and powerful, there is
reason to believe that this is true to a considerable extent
'""(the large size of leaves and blossoms, compared with
°m"s

; the comparative general deficiency of vegetable
Matter in tropical soils ; the beneficial excess of saline
fatter there ; and every other analogical fact, confirm
bis supposition)—but in our climate, where the heat is
uch less, and where the sun's rays are both more
olique and clouded during much of the season, little at-
mospheric carbon can be appropriated, except by our
Sj^en crops, and therefore the supply must be chiefly
anorded by the soil. Whatever, then, causes the evolu-
tion of more carbonic acid from the soil than it brings to
he soil, gradually exhausts it, not only of carbonic acid,

£
u t also of the bases dissolved and carried from the soil

7 this acid. In the soil, any alkaline matter, as ammo-
1J* (from guano, dung, or bones), lime, and most of the
aAts

> dispose the formation of carbonic acid, and com-
ei*ce a general fermentation, which extends to the dead
egetable matter in the soil and gradually reduces its

4uantity, Where the vegetable matter is in a very inert
^ate and the soil is coarse, as in clayey land recently
rained, either lime must be given in a previous fallow,

^
ncl when practicable, this ought to be done), or the
anure must be good farm dung, not over fermented, or
e guano must be given in a heavy dose (say 5 to 8 cwt.,

so
east

' Per acre
> Put m >

ancl covered moderately deep,

f
.
*eekg or months, if practicable, before the seed);

s

r
£ ^ese soils, it requires much to begin fermentation

a
e"ectually as to act on the inert soil, and bring it into

So ;?
rtl^ state. A good Turnip crop may he raised on such

Will

8 W^^ *ess guan0 »
but tlien ^ie following white crop

of th •
^lat '^e manure was wasted before the inertia

W i V°^ Was overcorae - ®n tl)e contrary, a soil which,
JJ^icious culture, is already disposed to fermentation,

re
y e ttade to yield crops for several years, by using

reo
atC

^ and va"ecl small doses of ammoniacal and calca-

tm^ st^ulants or salts, with occasionally a little dung,

]j £
r

e soil is reduced to ruinous barrenness. In warm

en
S
]°

ils
'

ifc wil1 rec
l
uire considerable management to give

il)iuJ*
°f good guano to carry through a rotation, without

cwt
tlng *e cro

l
) at first by it8 violence-

Two or three

bette^
er

-

a°re may be Pr0Per» ^ given a'one
5
but much

soils
* 81Ve lui,f dunS or bones, and half guano, for such

°Us I
^» *"gh> clayey soils, even though under previ-

acre
Management, will take 4 to 5 cwt. per Scotch

th e c

aCC
x
0r

.

ding t0 their exposure ; and if (as is too often

thev
' **me or dung has been given them too sparingly,

CJSrt*? squire more.— P. Garden, Glenai, Dumfries.

iU3*)
Cted from the Hiiwfries Herald, 30th March,

patrons among the nobility and gentry at the present day.

The various kinds of flowers then in general culti-

No. T Z?E ANTIQUITIES OF GARDENING.
Garrl^,Tiv

tracts froTn sir Thomas Hanmer's* Manuscript on^wmng.
{Continued.)

*amIl
h *Ve

,

been favoured with an inspection of this

It *
npt

y Sir Heni7 Edward Bunbury, Bart.

^intshi
Ctmmencecl about 1660, at Bettisfield in

an <l frn

1
*

6
'
and haS evidentl

}
r been written with great care

attention
U
tT

UCh Practical observation. It shows the

island nl i

been Paid t0 Horticulture in

^secuted" >l
W° centuries ba cl<

3
and that it had b

"^TMTF^
1-— surpassed by its numerous

Flintshire-
lr

hi
h^ aLHanmer was Member of Parliament for

^tonhaii, who7^L I & r» ,,c>fathcr of Sir Thomas Hanmer of
° ^ as a bpeaker of the House of Commons.

vation are described, and instructions are given for their
cultivation. Bulbous flowers were, it is stated, at that
time in highest esteem, and accordingly the author gives
full details respecting them. Of Tulips, in particular, he
had an extensive collection of the finest varieties. Orna-
mental trees and Shrubs are treated of, and also forest
trees. Many varieties of Fruit-trees were introduced by
Sir Thomas from France to Bettisfield, and cuttings
from these yere distributed to various persons in the
neighbourhood.

The flowers in highest esteeme noiv amongst us
are such as have those rootes wee call Bulbous, of which
there are different kinds, both for the figure and greatness,
but all of them resemble an Onyon more or lesse, and are
made up of white fleshy tunicles which enfold one
another. Our chief bulbous flowers are these : the
Tulipe, Narcissus, Iris, Crocus, Colchicum, Lilly, Crowne,
Imperiall, Martagon, Gladiolus, Orchis, Ornithogalum,
Dens caninus, Bulbous Violet, Moly, and Fritillary. Of
tuberous floivers the most curious are those : Anemones.
Irises, Cyclamens, Hyacinths, tuberous Irises, Satyriums,
the Hollow roote, and Dragons. Of fibrous Perennials
we have the Gilliflower, Stocke Gilliflower, Wallflower,
Beare's eare, Hepatica, Lychnis, Trachelium of America,
Lilly convally, Spiderwort, Valerian, Indian Candy Tufts,
Maracox, or the Passion Flower, Everlasting Lupine,
Melanthium, Moth, Mullein, Cortusa, Bellflower, Soape-
wort, Hesperis, Fibrous Ranunculus, Hollyhocke, Cytisus,
Aloes, Double Pellitory, Cowslips and Primeroses, Double
Featherfew, Ptarmica or Sneezewort, Orobus Venetus
or Venetian Vetch, Hedysarum canadensis or the Suck-
ling of Canada, Everlasting Pease, Limonium Rawolfii,
Sedum arborescens or Tree Houseleek, Heleborine, the
Italian or blew Marigold, Gnaphalium Americanum or
Life Everlasting of America, Lagopus or Hartsfoot,
Snapdragon, Nightshade Daisies, Double Lady Smocks,
Marsh Mangold. Of annuals the best are : Adonis, the
African Marsh Mellow or Alcea, Amaranthe, Scarlet

Beane, Bastard Sopran, Convolvulus or Bindweed, Corne-
Flower, French Honeysuckle, Goates beard, Hawkesweed
Larkespur, Cresses, Mullein, Molucca odorata, Nigella,

Pulsatilla, Scabious, Sonchus lanatus, Venus looking-
glass, some sorts of Foxgloves, Coventry Bells, Sweet
Sultan's flower, the Wonder of Peru. These above-
mentioned flowers are all the sorts we have yet knowledge
of in England, worthy to bee received into our gardens,
and more than were enjoyed by our ancestors, for manv
new kinds have within these last twenty years beene
brought hither out of foraine parts, especially our plant-

ations and other countries of the West Indies, which were
never seen here before, some whereof have required a

manner of cultivating and ordering quite different from
that of the old English flowers.
u Of Choosing Seed, and of Sowing and Ordering it.

—The best seed is the most weighty, and is had from the
lustiest and most vigorous stemms. Wee use to crop off

flowers of such kinds as are many on a stalke, to make
the other seed the better and have the more vertue, and
such wee find usually in the lower seed-vessels of the
stalkes. Bee not curious to keep the finest markt Tulipe
or other rare flower for seed, unless the kind be strong,

for better flowers are raised from a lusty flower of one
colour, than from a curious stripped one of several colours

that is but weak.
" Such seed as rises up with down, as Anemones and

other sorts doe, must be watched and taken as soon as

the down rises, which, when it is ripe, one hour of hot
sunshine will make it doe, and if it be not gathered pre-
sently the least breath of aire will carry it away. Such as

are dryed with keeping long or hot weather, and others
that are naturally more contumatious and stubborne,
must be steept in warm water or new milk before they bee

sown, or a little incision made with a penknife into them
to help their germination—but hurt not the little spot or

point of the seed, for then it dies."

"Earwigs hurt most Gilliflowers, and are taken best

when these are newly podded (for they feed upon the

young pods most) with sheepe's hooves and hollow Canes
stuck upon sticks by the flowers, into which they creepe

in the morning to hide themselves all day, and then yon
shall be sure of them every morning. Mice are easily

taken with little traps baited with Nut kernels, pieces of

Appl*8 * ant* such things."
» Of Earths for Flowers.—Wee use two sorts of

earths in our gardens, that is, natural and artificial. The
natural are only the good rich blacke mold, which is the

most generally good for all kinds, but best for the fibrous.

The sandy fittest for bulbs ; and loame, a kind of fat sand
much used about London, good for most rootes. Clay
and gravel, as well as marie, wee almost totally reject."

7

(To be continued.)
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AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-No. XXIII.
One of the most troublesome diseases which Pelargo-

nium growers have ever had to contend with is that which
within the last two years has attacked the leaves of some
collections, and imparted, to the plants the appearance of

having had the small-pox or measles. Many of the great

growers in the vicinity of London have suffered to a very

great extent, and I am informed that as early as February,

Mr. Cock, of Chiswick, Mas obliged to destroy a number

of his finest specimen plants to prevent the disease spread-

ing through his whole collection. As several letters soli-

citing information relative to the cause and prevention of

the disease have been put into my hands, I may state,

(though I cannot speak positively, as the plants under

my charge have hitherto escaped its ravages,) that I

believe the spotted appearance to be caused by the grub

of some insect similar to the Tephritis Onopordinis, or
Celery-fly, and I suspect it may be removed by the same
means, viz., crushing the grub in the leaf, and by dressing
the plant with something like spirits of tar, which, by
imparting a noxious effluvium, will prevent the insects from
depositing any more eggs on the plants.

Of course this remedy cannot be applied during the
time the plants are blooming : at that time nothing more
can be done than to divest the plants of the worst of their

leaves, and give them a little extra heat to force them to

make a few leaves to improve their appearance during the

time they are in bloom. When the plants have done
flowering, and are ready to cut down, every leaf should be
removed from both the cuttings and old plant, and burned.
The plants may then be dressed with tobacco-water, soft

soap, and soot, made to the thickness of paint, and applied
over the whole plant with a brush, which will destroy any
eggs on the plants, and probably prevent the insects from
depositing any more upon them.
As a further precautionary measure, the pots used

should be well washed in warm water, the house properly

cleaned and painted ; and it would be well during the

time the plants are in the open air to sprinkle the ground
around them occasionally with a little spirits of tar. This
is the system of management I should adopt if my plants

were infected ; but I have no hopes of clearing the plants

this season, though every means should be employed by
destroying the leaves to prevent the insect increasing in

another one.

In several nurseries which I have lately visited, I find

the disease making its appearance on the Fuchsia ; col-

lectors would therefore do well to keep a watchful eye
upon new additions of soft-wooded plants to their collec-

tions ; indeed, for my own part, I intend to make any
additions to my stock perform a kind of quarantine in a

house away from the other plants until 1 am satisfied

they are clean. The above I trust will be a satisfactory ,

answer to the Hon. and Rev. F. Curzon, and several

other querists.
j|

In a season when the blooming of American plants has
been more than usually fine and abundant, I would direct

particular attention to the importance of removing the

flower-stems and seed-pods directly the bloom has fallen

from the plants. In a garden containing several thousand
Rhododendrons, part of them had the seed-pods removed
about this time last year, and the difference both in

quantity and quality of flower has been this season at

least 50 per cent, in favour of the plants thus operated

upon.— JV. P. Ayres*

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Testacella Mangel.—In a potfull of slugs, which my

gardener was on the point of destroying a few weeks ago,

I happened to observe a species of Tes-
tacella, differing much in appearance
from that which I had seen in the Ox-
ford Garden ; and on showing it to my
friend, Mr. J. G. Jeffreys, he at once
ascertained it to be the T. Maugei of
Ferrusac. This species, though a native

of Teneriffe, has for several years been
completely naturalised in the nurseries

at Durdham Down, near Bristol ; and
from thence has spread to become com-
mon in the gardens of this neighbour-

hood, and, most probably, of many other

parts of the country, although from its

•; habit of burrowing and rare appearance

t on the surface, it may often escape

observation. To check the ravages com-
mitted by the larvae of the Crane-fly, I

have long hoped that some natural

enemy may be found to destroy them
;

and knowing that all the species of

Testacellpe are carnivorous, I thought it

not improbable that these " Horn-slugs,"

as they are hereabouts called, might be
found to answer the purpose. In this,

however, I have been disappointed; for some experiments

lead me to suspect that they would rather starve than

touch the " leather jackets;
1
' but as they live on earth-

worms and common slugs, they are still our benefactors,

and ought not to share the fate, as they commonly do, of

the phytivorous slugs. Great numbers of them have been

destroyed by my gardeners, from a supposition that they

rise to the surface in the night to eat the lettuces; but I

am abundantly satisfied by a series of experiments and

observations, that they never feed on these or any other

vegetables. The Testacella may be at once known from

other slugs, by a small. flattish and rather ear-shaped bhell

at the posterior extremity; and I have sent you a draw-

ing copied from Ferrusacs, that you may the better draw

the attention of gardeners to the utility of these animals.

T. Maugei appears to be at least equally hardy, and has

to the full as strong a claim to be placed in the British

Zoology as T. haliotidea.

—

L. W. D. 9 Sketty Hall.

Accentuation.—I think that classical students, above ail

others in the world, should be the last to find fault with

the pronunciation of scientific terms by gardeners : if with

their learning they had removed difficulties and smoothed

the road for the weak and the weary, they would have

conferred a benefit on mankind; but instead of driving

smoothly, as over wooden pavement, they have still left

the road as rough as a newly-metalled Macadamised

highway. With a total ignorance of the nature of the

Latin and Greek accent, one party asserts that it should

be placed on the radical part of the word, while another

as stoutly affirms that it should be placed on the termina-

tion. Others say that the Greek accent should be some-

what like the Latin, when another party says that it;
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should differ ; and so in the Latin antanaclasis we have
the accent on the penultimate, and in the Greek
avravaicKacns we have the accent on the antepenultimate
syllable. And what better again are our English Lexico-
graphers, when treating of classical words ? Take, as an
example, the word « capillary

;
" and we find that John-

son, Kenrick, Nares, and Fenning, place the accent on
the first syllable of the word ; while Sheridan, Ash, Perry,
Buchanan, Bailey, and Entick, place it on the second.
Now, what can you expect from poor gardeners, when
doctors differ so far ? And when a bevy of students meet
that have been taught at different universities, and attempt
to read or speak in Greek or Latin, there will perhaps be
found as great a difference in the pronunciation of some
words as there will be among gardeners at :horticultural
exhibitions; and the person who has the misfortune to be
in their company will have his mind somewhat dumb-
foundered, and be like the boy who was sent to different
teachers to learn English versification ; he had committed
to memory the following lines :

—

" An.Orpheus—an Orpheus—he works on tte crowd ;

He sways them with harmony merry and loud;
He fills with his power all their hearts to the brim ;—
Was aught ever heard like his fiddle and him ? »

He was told by one of his teachers that it was iambic
verse, and the accent must be placed on the second foot

;

another told him that it was trochaic verse, and the accent
must be placed on the first foot ; no, says a third, it is

anapestic verse, and the accent must be on the third syl-

lable ; while a fourth as gravely informed him that it was
a mixture of all the other three.

—

Peter Mackenzie.
The Squirrel.—The squirrel is sometimes blamed for

destroying the young shoots of Spruce Firs
;
perhaps it

may be guilty of doing so, but I believe it is of use some-
times in Spruce plantations. There is, I think, an aphis
which is more destructive to these trees than the squirrel

:

their abodes have some resemblance to small cones ; on
an average they may contain a dozen cells, and in each
cell there is commonly more than twenty of these insects.
I have watched the squirrel devouring them very greedily.
Now, suppose the squirrel took three meals a-day, and
four of these cone-like substances to each meal, it will be
found that more than 15,000 of these insects will be
destroyed in one week by one squirrel ; and perhaps it

would be more for the benefit of woods if less powder and
shot were expended upon these lively animals ; for it is

no uncommon thing to see the leading shoots of Larch,
Spruce, and Scotch Fir, destroyed by those who delight
in killing birds that perch upon the topmost boughs.

—

Peter Mackenzie.

, Salvia patens.—Mr. Proctor, at p. 117, has stated that
this plant damped ofF in winter under favourable treat-
ment, proving thereby that it is not hardy. I do not,
however, approve of cutting even the hardiest plants off
close to the surface of the ground early in autumn, as was
done to the plant in question ; neither do 1 recommend
leaf-mould as a dry covering, because, although it may
protect the plant from frost, it will not preserve it from
damp. I prefer coal-ashes, sawdust, very old lime-rub-
bish : the leaves of Scotch Pine may also be collected where
the trees are thick, and they make a very dry covering.
>Ir. J. Henchman, of Edmonton, dug up during the
winter of 1839 after severe frosts a plant which after-
wards produced plenty of cuttings. Most likely there is

something to be observed with regard to the state of the
tubers of such plants besides their hardiness.—John Ross,
Holme, near Inverness.

Tulips.—Having noticed a paragraph in your Chronicle
of June 3rd, on the absence of Tulips from"the exhibition
at the Chiswick show, I would remind your correspondent
that a collection was exhibited last year, of which very
little notice was taken by the Judges. Could it therefore
be supposed that any florist would ever make such a
sacrifice again ? I noticed, this year, a beautiful box of
Carnations and Picotees exhibited, and for which no award
was made. Can it then be a matter of wonder that
florists are so backward in showing their productions at
the Horticultural exhibitions ?— W. J. T.

Handle's System of Tank-heating.—I perceive by your
leading article of June 3rd, that it is your intention to
lend your assistance to the furtherance of the application
of hot water for bottom-heat, for growing the Pine-apple
and other exotic fruits. There is no doubt that even
now, as you say, persons are to be found who object to
the plan as brought forward by myself, but those who
make these objections must be persons who have never
seen the plan in operation, or at any rate could not have
seen it efficiently ki practice. Out of the many Horti-
culturists who have seen my new propagating house, I
have not heard one say anything against "it. The atmo-
sphere is most genial and the plants flourish admirably.
In the article alluded to I find you make mention of a
plan used for twelve years at Oakley Park, which you
consider similar to mine. Here I must, but respectfully,
differ from you, as it appears by the pians and diagrams
of the house at Oakley Park that the bottom-heat is
obtained from a chamber, partly heated by hot water
flowing in open gutters and partly by a fire flue, whereas
my plan is merely a tank underneath the whole bed (as
shewn in the accompanying sketch) ; and what I claim
and consider of the greatest consequence in my plan, is,

as I have stated in my Treatise, that " the large body of
water contained in the tank or cistern when once heated
remains so for a considerable time, by which the saving
of fuel is immense." It is stated that a ton of coals will
last lor twelve days to heat the flues and gutters at
Oakley Park, which at 8s. per ton is very reasonable.
But then it must be borne in mind that coals cannot be
procured in the neighbourhood of London, and at places
distant from the collieries, at so cheap a rate ; for 70s.,
25s., and even 30s. per ton are no uncommon prices in

many parts of the country ; whereas with my plan a ton 1 the old notion that the queen Bee " never dies." M
of coals will be sufficient to keep the water heated in my not this exemplify the old saving that " our Kins nev

tank for more than twelve weeks for a house of similar

dimensions to that shewn in the plate alluded to. From
this it must be fairly inferred that the plan recommended
by me is superior. I have been led to say thus much
not by way of prejudice, my only object being to point
out to Horticulturists the best plan for obtaining bottom-
heat, and whether hot-air chambers, by either flues, pipes,

or gutters, or my " tank-system," are the best mode, I

leave for the public to judge.— William E.Rendle, F.II.S.
Clay-draining.—At p. 245 this is said to cost in Glouces-

tershire \\d. per yard. I beg to say that the highest
price I ever knew to have been paid for such work was 4d.
per lug of six yards in length, but 3d. per lug is the

common price. I have seen many acres clay-drained and
rendered dry at a small cost, but the work requires to be
very well executed, otherwise it will soon tell tales ; indeed
there is no description of draining that requires a more
vigilant superintendence over the workmen than clay-

draining does. Some workmen, if left to themselves, will

take advantage of their employers. I once found, when
measuring some clay-drains, that, for several feet in

length the turf had only been taken off and replaced, with a
few crumbs of earth added to give an appearance, no exca-
vation having been made. Your correspondent " W. W."
at page 385, says that " there are only about six inches
of worked clay over the drain, and that the remainder is

filled in loose." I beg to say that this is not the method
practised in Gloucestershire. In this county the practice

is to well ram the whole of the earth, beginning with the
last portion taken out and ending with the turf. In fact,

well ramming up to the surface, turf and all, is the prin-
cipal criterion of good workmanship. A good clay-
drainer will so ram his work that a very slight convexity
will appear when his work is finished. When the land
is in grass, the soil sufficiently adhesive, and the work
properly executed, clay-draining will be found to be both
cheap and efficient. The proper time for this kind of
draining is the spring ; it may however be done in winter
if the weather be open ; frost being found to be very in-

jurious to the permanency of the work, no portion of the
earth should ever be left out at night if there is the
slightest prospect of frost. The mouths of the drains are

formed of tiles; the branch drains should join the main
at nearly right angles, and a very little 'fall is necessary.
This sort of draining is not now much practised on arable

land, and even on grass land it is falling into disuse,

tile-draining being now more approved of, as being more
permanent, but even this kind of draining is found in

very stiff" clay to be inefficient without some porous
material being put over the tiles, which adds greatly to

the expense, as in many places neither stones nor gravel
can be found within several miles distance. A very in-

telligent member of the Gloucester Farmer's Club lately

suggested the use of burnt clay for this purpose, thereby
saving the expense of carting ; and as, when land is

effectually drained, there can be no occasion for leaving
the ridges so high as they are now in many places, suffi-

cient subsoil will always be found in the crowns of the

ridges for the purpose of burning.

—

Cullor.

Bees.—If" Pettigrew" will look over his former com-
munication, he will find I have neither misread nor mis-
represented his words, viz.,—" putting a headless swarm
into an empty hive, to make the Bees produce a Queen."
I fear that it is " P." himself that misrepresents things

;

and until he become serious, I shall lake no notice of what
he says in relation to Bees, for his knowledge of them is

beyond my " ken." On a second thought, I shall make
a few observations on his remarks in the Chronicle of
May 20th. " P." states, "I shall now rectify two or
three of Mr. Wighton's mistakes, that might lead inquirers
astray

;
" and observes I am wrong in saying Bees' eggs are

not hatched by incubation, as the warmth of the hive
alone brings the larva? forth from the egg. But, as Bees
do not hatch their eggs by incubation, I cannot see how
I could express the thing in better words ; however, I
shall give " P.'s " version of it :—« The warmth of the hive
alone does not hatch eggs ; nor does the warmth of the
Bees hatch eggs that are not set upon." This is beyond
my comprehension

; but » P." offers to give proof of it,

therefore I must " wait a wee ;
" and notice that 1 men-

tioned that queen Bees lived 4 or more years, and common
Bees one season. To this " P." replies, " Queens, gene-
rally speaking, live four or more years, but never more.
Some unprolific ones live but three years and two months."
The last part of this sentence appears to me as if " P."
got his knowledge of it, as some do their accounts, by a
Ready Reckoner. Authors, however, differ respecting the
age of the head Bee, and "P. " of course does not believe

should
age

they must be established sorts. Nurserymen ^
show their customers the new sorts, and leave the

exhibit fine plants of the old ones. By reason or

being able to show the new Roses so readily as they

'

hitherto, I for one shall much regret when the &o j

ceases to admit cut blooms, for in that manner only ^
new Roses be exhibited—J. L. F., a #*** G"^'

g
[We must observe again, that the omission of tAe xv

in our first report was entirely accidental.]
f

Garden Frames I see you request me {xny

Notices to Correspondents) to give you some
[
n
J

l™
vM]

dy to give iu mo tuoiubv. -—
^nod a

ation which lays in my power, I send you asJ; .

description as I can. In the first place, the soil *™*°"
to a sufficient depth to allow of the top of the flues &

a
«

on a level with the garden. The outside walls are »m

ay
plify the old saying that " our King never

dies ? " I may observe that the age of a colony of Bee3
is a different thing to the life of the head Bee, though,
they seem by some to have been confounded. The oldest-*

colony I have heard of was that under the leads of u Bees*-
college, Oxford," (Corpus Christi is meant) ; it continued
above 100 years. But I think it is doubtful if it were not
often replenished by fresh swarms during that period ;

for Bees readily take possession of tenantless hives or
cavities, though the combs they contain be very old. This
fact is, of course, against the opinion that Bees* cells soon
get coated with wax, or rather a film, from the brood, and
become too small to rear strong Bees. For the sake of
the reader who may be ignorant of this subject, I ought
to state that there is a fresh or young queen left in posses-
sion of the hive every time a swarm leaves it, except the
first one, which is led off by the old queen a few days
before one is hatched, and in general she perishes in

what is commonly called a " virgin swarm." I never heard
of the quantity of honey obtained from the Cottage Bees
just noticed ; but I question if it was equal to that got
from a hive on Pettigrew's artificial swarming plan,
namely, " 110 lbs. of run-honey." If this be not a mis-
take, it would certainly require " P.V large-sized hive
to hold it. The size of hives being an important thing, I

shall give an extract from a letter on the subject, from
Dr. Clarkson, of Selkirk, who has kept Bees with success
more than 20 years. " My hives are made of straw
generally ; but I have boxes also which I use occasionally.
The straw ones are of the following dimensions : in height
10 inches, and flat at top; in diameter 11£ inches."
How very near this comes to the size of the hive re-

commended by Mr. Payne of Bury, viz., " 9 inches deep
and 12 in diameter." Both those apiarians advocate the
storifying plan, with straw hives, which is the simplest
way after all. I question what either would say to
u P.V statement,—" large hives have Bees in proportion
to their size, and are indeed as soon filled as small ones."
To me this appears strange indeed, and more so than my
own assertion that small hives produce early swarms ;

also, that I have ample proof that Bees will sometimes
throw swarms, whether their hives be full or not. " P.

,;

points this out as an incongruity, but I think that those
who understand Bees will not see it as such. I have
now only to notice " P.V artificial ways of making
swarms. It is sufficient to say, that he professes to take
the Queen and part of the Bees from an old stock, and
put them into an empty hive; the headless Bees will

create another Queen, and both colonies will go on pros-
perously, and more so than if left to swarm in their

natural way. This may appear very well to those who
are ignorant of the subject; but those who are otherwise
must see that the thing is hardly practicable with safety

to the Bees ; but even if it were so, there is little necessity
for such schemes, for Bees are prone to swarm ; indeed
this propensity acts against keeping them, especially on
the depriving plan ; for, how galling it is to have tbe

number of Bees reduced, instead of having a box or bell

glass of honey. This will happen in spite of ventilation

plans. I must now leave it to the candid reader to de-

cide whether my statements or " PettigrewV are the

most likely " to lead the inquirer astray."- J". Wighton.
Roses.—One would have thought that, after the

passing over of the Roses in your first notice of the last

exhibition, it would have quite satisfied the exhibitors

that the plants were, as a very good judge said, mere
" make-shifts." This was apparent to anyone of cool

judgment; surely half-standards or quarter-standards*

some with large, some with worked, and some with small

stems, did not deserve or obtain much admiration. I> ^°r

one, thought that your omitting to notice them was inten-

tional and admired your tact accordingly. I hope another

time they will put in a better appearance and merit some

praise. Allow me, now, to ask any one really ajudge, if there

was a single good specimen there? I have seen tea-

scented Roses in large pots, from two to three feet high?

covered with their large and fragrant flowers.
#

s.°
m
^

approach to this I hoped to see at the last exhibition >

instead of which, in one place were Roses on stems, tW
latter clumsy and ugly ; in another, some plants, not by

any means large, on their own roots, with from two to

four blooms and buds on a plant, but not one specimen

approaching even to perfection. I am a Rose grower,

and yet not ashamed, as Mr. Beck says I ought to oe

,

for, in common with many other growers, I generally P

standards and half-standards for forcing. Now, thes

give abundance of flowers and cuttings, but I should ha
^

been really ashamed if I had .sent them for exhibition. ^am inclined to think, however, that it will not be g°

policy in the large Rose-growers to exhibit plants m P '

For this purpose plants must have age, and conseque ^

>
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built; afterwards the flues are built with bricks on edge,
running about six inches from the front wall, and return-
ing about the same distance from the back wall. After
the flues are covered, the whole is chambered over with
rough flags, resting on rough stones, a few inches above
the flues, with the same inclination as the lights. The
soil is then laid on the flags. The fireplace is built rather

lower than the bottom of the flues; and the front may
either be made straight with the front wall, or be put at

the end, and covered very thick with stones and clay, to

prevent the heat from escaping ; or a light may be put
over it, with a partition between it and the rest of the
frame, as it will be too hot unless a loose brick be kept
in the front and back walls, which may be taken out to

cause a current of cold air to pass through the chamber.
The fireplace is fitted up with a front, having an ordinary
iron-door at the top and another beneath, with a ventU
lator for the ash-pit ; and will only need attending to
Xnorning and evening, if the faces of the doors and frame
are nicely ground or filed so as to fit each other exactly,
and a dead plate three or four inches broad be placed
between the grate and frame. A frame constructed on
the above plan costs a mere trifle in fuel with us, as we
can get the best coals delivered at old. per cwt. ; or we
can get coke, which comes in fully as cheap and does
ttot make so much smoke. I have a common brown ware
bottle, which holds from two to three gallons, walled in
by the side of my fire, with a tap to come to the outside
of the wall ; so that I have constantly hot water to mix
*ith the water with which I water my frame. Any fur-
ther information will be willingly given by

—

A Cottager's
•Friend.

Bees.—Will you allow me through the medium of the
Gardeners 9 Chronicle to inform one of your correspond-
ents, Mr. Devonport, that a pamphlet will be shortly
Published by Mr. R. Tyas, of No. 8, Paternoster Row,
descriptive of the "bar and frame hive," invented by
Myself, a slight sketch of which appeared in the Chronicle
of last May. You will thus relieve your correspondent
C E. M. W.M from the necessity of sending a lettered
description of the u bar and frame hive," and much oblige
W. Augustus Munn.
Bees.—Having seen a query in the Gardeners 9 Chro-

ntcle for May 20 respecting the early swarming of Bees
this year, I beg to say that I bought a swarm on the
*d May, the weather being cool at the time. Would the
Writer of the article signed "A. PeLtigrew, Wrotham
**rk," be kind enough to give the dimensions of the hives
fie recommends, and also state how he manages to take
away two-thirds of the Bees with the queen, leaving the
°Jber third % I should also be glad to be informed what
Plan is to be pursued in one of Nutt's Bee-boxes, in
Which the Bees have been at work nearly three years, and
the comb in the middle box is become very dark and thick.
is it recommended ever to remove it, or to change the
^ueen, as hinted in the above-mentioned article ? I find
*ft our immediate neighbourhood, that one swarm was taken

°J
the 29th April, and another on the 1st May.—A Lady,

Westbury, Wilts. 1 had a very strong healthy swarm
ot Bees sent to me on the 1st May Lst, which are doing
*ery well, and I consider them an unusuallv strong swarm.
* *as also staying at a friend's in Nottinghamshire on the

J
d May, and saw a hive preparing to swarm, and also

jeard a report of a swarm at Tirley, about eight milesyom here, as early as the 3d week in April.—R. P. //.
Ledbury. "'

Chiano.—The great object in the use of Guano seems

j^
°e to apply water to it shortly after it is employed.

,
tt were mixed with a small proportion of some salt"

•
avinK a tendency to deliquesce, or to attract moisture
rota the atmosphere, might it not be useful ? such, per-aP8

> as Nitrate of Soda. Possibly a small quantity of
°tt>mon salt, or a portion of well-rotted dung, say 10 lbs.
° 1 cwt. of Guano; or possibly a similar proportion of
^dung would answer the purpose.—,/. Florus.

sot \

awinO Plants.—M p. 318, *<J. M." admits the

ti

Unc*ness of my argument, but seems to doubt my prac-

it

Ce
'

]
All I can say is, that I have adopted it, and found

thaMT*
C equai t0 my expectations ;

and I would also state,

Nat
*m dee P ]y impressed with the utility of looking at

to tl

S laws for instruction, and would direct " J. M.M
<*e same source instead of " submitting implicitly to

Cqu
tter judgment," which will be the more sensible

e*ied

Se t0 Pursue » because he will find his faith strength-

tell lr
and his

JudSment improved. Suppose I were to

heat •

that sand had an affinity for fc

.

he smx '

s rays—that

and
1S communicated by it to matter in contact with it

ti .

re

f
dered soluble for plants; and if in excess, nutri-

see
J" M-" would not believe it, because he did not

*ith
V

\T
ything SoinS on, though it is perfectly consistent

stand
ure '

s Seneral laws -
Surely

" J
* M "" und er-

temn
S that water throwu uPoa ice will expand if at a

frotJ
erature of 40 °» and that the abstraction of frost

€*Pe f

plant is reSuIated bv the heat at command. To
^he v

to0re than this wouId be t0 exPect impossibilities.

° n ^vf
l

i

enesS with which " J* M-
exPresses himself

for -"^ess of apprehension will in some degree account

But t

y
f
Ulisunderstanding his remarks on Apricot-trees.

is a Pf ,

-'0W up my Previous statement, it is said, that it

Under f°
tlCe with some gardeners to put pans of water

they tP? on walls to counteract the heat
;
that is, as

bei
i r t0 retard the blossom, but how far it has

decide >!!!2
1S another question—perhaps " J.M." can

^8^re°dth'
B^"^liA ShroPshire Subscriber " may be

8*arm t\
drones always appear previous to the first

SWarm«
10ugli in waller numbers than before the after-

a
Ppearin

the hive
'

As to the tirae of their first

tte Sea* *? dePends on the condition of the hive and
»on

f for the old queen that leads off the first swarm

is very cautious, and will not quit in stormy weather.
This season the drones appeared in one of my hives 8 days
before the swarm came forth. I do not think it is

advisable to kill the drones, at least before the Bees
begin to slaughter them ; and even then it is of little

consequence, for they will do it effectually—even the egg-
grubs in the drone-cells do not escape their fury. Drones
have appeared very early this season. The reason is ob-
vious : the Jiives are in good condition, by the previous
season being favourable for Bees. I think this remark is

applicable to " W. R. M.V inquiry why his Bees
swarmed on the 1st of May—the first I have heard of this

season. Since then the weather has been unfavourable.
The first swarms, however, will be stronger, and perhaps
the after ones weaker, for during the delay more Bees were
hatched to increase fresh colonies.

—

J. Wighton.
Hawthorns.—-There is a Thorn-tree here full of dark

pink (excepting one small tuft of pure white) blossom, on
the same branch ; the blossom is pink both above and
below the white tuft, and no budding or grafting has been
practised. Can any reason or cause be assigned for so un-
usual a circumstance ? The land is cold and strong loam,
with a clay bottom ; the tree is growing about 100 yards
from the Mersey.— T. J.

Fumigation.— I have tried various experiments for
using Tobacco in frames, &c, and the particulars of
the method I now adopt may assist your correspon-
dent "Junius." For a .'Might frame used for Cucum-
bers or Melons—I place a piece of lighted candle, about
4 inches in length, in the mould in front of the bed,
and put 3 small flower-pots round the candle, laying
on the pots over the candle some wire-work, (the remains
of an old garden-sieve,) about a foot square; I then lay
on about l^oz. of strong common Shag Tobacco, not
damp, and in about 15 minutes the frame will be well
charged with smoke, and the candle may then be removed.
I find the above method to answer well, and to be safer
than using burning embers amongst plants ; it also requires
far less trouble for small frames or pits.

—

Jas. Drewett.
1 have tried for some time pasta similar plan to that

lately given in the Chronicle, and have always succeeded.
I have rolled the Tobacco in a cotton rag, and have sus-
pended it by a string about 3 feet from the ground, and
it has never failed to burn out well, and with good effect.
—J. L. B. J.

Wrens.—It is a common belief in different parts of the
country that a pair of Wrens in one season builds two
nests, and only one of them is used. There are various
reasons given by schoolboys and others for the Wrens
acting in such a manner. Some assert that one of the
nests is for the male Wren to sleep in; others that the
one nest used for rearing the young is placed in a more
exposed situation, to turn the attention from the habita-
tion of the young ones ; and persons who attend to birds'-
nesting give marks how to distinguish between the true
nest and the false one before the eggs are laid. They say
that in the nest where the family is intended to be reared
there are always feathers in the bottom of it; the other
nest is without them. Perhaps some of the readers of the
Chronicle may be able to give some information on the
subject, and oblige those who take pleasure in knowing
the habits of the feathered tribe.

—

Peter Mackenzie.
The Khdt Plant.—A correspondent has favoured us

with the following extract from a letter, dated Yaush, in the
dominion of Shoa, 29th Nov., 1842. "I have the satis-
faction to forward you a few dried sprigs of the
Abyssinian plant Khat, pronounced like our English
word cart without the r being heard. It comes from
the neighbourhood of the town of Mastola Wiiriano, in
Epabsie, and was obtained during my late visit to that
place. I have not yet seen the tree to which they belong.
I wished when at Mastola W&riano to visit the district
where it grows, but I was told that at Mota, whither I
was then proceeding, it was found in yet greater plenty,
the inhabitants building their louses of the branches, it

being in fact the only wood for that purpose. When I
got to Mota, where 1 expected to remain a few days, 1 was
obliged to return at once, unless I wished to lose the
escort of a party of merchants across the mountains,
where it is unsafe for a single traveller. I , therefore
postpone my personal inspection of it till I visit Damot,
whither I am going as soon as I have despatched the
messenger who carries this ; and I did so with less
reluctance, as I was told the Khat was not yet in blossom,
and therefore I should not learn much more of it than I

know at present.
^
This plant is what in a former letter

1 mentioned as being Tea,—I cannot speak positively as to
the correctness of the identification, but my impression is

in favour of it, from my general recollection of the Tea
Plant, and from the resemblance of these leaves to the
Camellia sasanqua. Of the Khat, I learn there are two
varieties, red and white, distinguished by the colour of
the wood and young leaves; and, though I am not quite
sure of this, the flower also. It appears to be a shrubby
tree. Its size for building purposes need not be very
large, as the houses are littfe more than wattles covered
with mud. In Damot I shall make a point of becoming
better acquainted with it. The Ddjezmach told me that
it grew in great quantities at Butela about a day's journey
from Grid-era, his capital, and that there also the houses
were built of its branches. It is made no other use of
except by the Mahommedan merchants, who chew the
leaves, and say that they prevent sleep. P.S.—I have
just been putting a few of the loose leaves in my mouth,
and if they are not Tea there never was anything more
like it. Dec. 6th.—I have heard to-day just as I was
closing this that the Mahommedan merchants have trans-

ported the Khat to the other side of the Obai, and that it

now grows in great quantities in the country of the
Yedjou Gallas. Still it is not used as an article of

trade." [This plant is not Tea, but the Catha edulis of
Forskahl, now called Celastrus edulis. According to
that author it is the Kat or Gat of the Arabs, by whom it
is cultivated in Yemen along with Coffee. Thev eat the
green leaves with greediness, believing them to have the
power of causing extreme watchfulness, so that a man
may stand sentry all night long without drowsiness. They
also regard it as an antidote to the plague, and assert that
a person wearing a twig of it in his bosom, may go among
the infected with impunity; they even believe that the
plague cannot appear in places where the tree is culti-
vated. " Nevertheless," says Forskahl, u the taste of the
leaves does not seem to indicate such virtues." Bove
found it in the Pasha's garden, cultivated under the name
of KafF. The accompanying woodcut is taken from one
of his specimens. u But/' says a learned friend, " Bove
probably misread the Arabic name of the plant, and hence,

uJ K KM, for e_> tf Kd t (uJ tf, izj tf). The

leaves gathered when the plant is 3 years old, are sold as
Kat mubarreh, or inferior Kit. The following year the
young shoots are gathered, and fetch a higher price. They
taste like a fresh filbert. The Kat, when quite fresh is

very intoxicating, (Botta, Voyage dans l'Yemen, p. 99) ;

but its ordinary effect is to exhilarate the spirits, to pro-
mote good humour and vivacity of mind." We have tried
the quality of the infusion in hot water, but are unable to
say anything in its favour.]

Bees.—A curious case concerning Bees has come nnier
my observation. On the 9th of March, 1842, an old
Abele was blown down from the western side of a hill.

It had long been thought that Bees hived in its hollow,
and so it proved. The top of the tree, containing a large
stock of Bees, (surmounted by a shattered nest and lunch
rubbish) was carefully removed to a neighbouring kitcb en-
garden, where they worked merrily all the summer, and
in July threw off a swarm, which has thriven well. Before
winter, the hollow of the tree, above the comb, was well
cleaned out and plastered up, and the place of exit and
entry which the Bees had made for themselves, through a
hole where oncehad grown a branch, was reduced vith mor-
tar and lead plates, and the tree placed in a sheltered place.
Till March, the Bees were observed occasionally working
about their home, and they seemed pretty strong. Then
they were missed suddenly, and on splitting open the tree,

no live ones, and hardly a dozen dead bodies were found.
There was a great deal of comb—some very ancient, and
lOlbs. of honey. Intermixed with this was all manner
of dirt, and two owls' eggs, quite surrounded by the comb.
These eggs were brought into the neighbouring house, and
were not of unpleasant odour at first, but in a short time
were extremely offensive, and on being opened, a young
owlet was found, that once must have been quite ready to

peck the shell. A few days after the Bees left their tree,

there was observed in the house (in which Bees are known
to be in the roof) a very large number of Bees, dead and
dying. Now, 1 would ask the following questions:

—

Why did the Bees go, and where ? Had their departure
any connection with dead Bees in the neighbouring house?
When were the owls' eggs laid?—by whom hatched, or
rather sat upon ? Were they kept from decompoiition by
the comb stopping out outward air ?

—

Tizy.

Daphne cneorum.—I beg to inform your correspondent
that the most successful way of cultivating the above
fragrant hardy Daphne is to plant it in an exposed airy
dry situation, in peat and road-sand. If the ground is
naturally low and wet, a barrowful of broken tiles, stones,
&c. must be put into the hole, an i on the top of them
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pieces of turf be placed, the grass side downwards.

Then put on the compost, chopped fine, but not sifted.

Under this treatment every shoot will send out roots and

bloom freely.—J". Rogers.
_

Rapidity of Vegetation in India.—When Lieut. Eyre,

the author of the interesting account of the Cabul insur-

rection, leftMeerut for Afghanistan, two years ago, he had

commenced a Botanical Garden at the Horse Artillery

mess-house, and had planted a number of choice trees.

On his return lately to his old quarters, he was astonished

to find the trees grown so high, that he could sit under

their shade at noonday, many of them being 20ft. high.

Agricultural Education.—•« Tizy" begs to suggest on

the "subject on which " M." writes to the Editor of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, that the schools which have been

some time established and are now in full force in the

neighbourhood of Eastbourne and East Dean, Sussex,

are believed to carry out the combination of agricultural

with religious and literary instruction.

Wagtails.— It is pleasant enough at times to notice the

situations where birds will take up their abode for a time,

to rear their young. The Wagtail will sometimes descend

into a crevice in the side of a coal-pit, where persons are

ascending and descending daily, and machines working

above them. A pair this season built theirs in a henp ot

coals, but the coals had to be removed, and the nest was

shifted from place to place, but the old ones still followed

the nest, and reared their young. Some years ago, some

of my children brought home a Wagtail's nest, with young

ones in it ; like the one already noticed, the nest required

to be removed, the old birds followed them home, and a

shelf was fitted up in a pigsty, which was inhabited by a

pig at the time. The nest was placed upon the shelf, and

the young ones were brought up by their parents until

they were able to fly and shift for themselves, and the

children were well pleased that they had saved the young

birds from destruction,

—

Peter Mackenzie.

live in canoes upon the stream, which run9 from the

town to the Niger; but they are chiefly traders from

various parts of the country, so that they cannot well be

considered to belong to the population. Polygamy is

allowed, and a man is considered rich in proportion to

the number of wives which he possesses ; though slaves

would be a more appropriate term, as the females do all

the laborious work—such as cultivating Yams, taking

them to market, &c. Upon asking one of the traders to

take us to the vessel lying in the river, he evinced as

much sagacity in striking a bargain as could be expected

from a merchant of Europe ; and, as a preface, informed

us that he had traded with the white people at Bonny, a

place frequented by the Palm-oil merchants. King Obie

came on board the Wilberforce twice during the time we

were staying in his territories. He appeared to be about

60 years of age, though from the early decay of the Afri-

can constitution it is probable that he might not be so old.

He seemed very proud of forming an acquaintance with

the white men. His eldest, son is a tall young man, of

prepossessing appearance, and apparently about 20 years

old ; he was persuaded to dine on board during one of

his visits, in which he did not deviate from the custom so

universal among all the Africans, £*., of refusing to par-

take of wine before the person presenting it had previously

tasted it. Upon the second visit of Obie to the vessels

he brought with him two of his wives, who, by order of

the Captain, were each provided with an European dress.

This scene was very interesting, as after being clothed

they were each provided with a looking-glass ; their pan-

tomimics on this occasion were truly ridiculous, as they

turned about in every direction—first looking in the glass,

and then upon the dress: Obie himself seemed no less

pleased than they did. The highest degree of heat

observed at this place was 85°
; the greatest difference

between the wet and dry bulb of the hygrometer was 78°

and 83° : the lowest temperature was 76°

—

J. A.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Eboe, Aug. 28, 1841.—The town of Eboe is situated on

the left bank of the Niger, and is approached by a narrow

stream about a mile in length ; it is one of the great marts

of African commerce. In the stream we met with many

canoes, of all sizes, belonging to tribes from different

parts higher up the river. Many of the people live in

these canoes upon the water, so that the entrance of the

town assumes a very lively appearance. Some of the

larger canoes are adorned with flags, having the most

grotesque figures of animals, birds, and implements of

warfare, worked upon them. During our sojourn at Eboe,

several of us paid a visit to the palace of King Obie
;

in

proceeding to which we had to turn out of the main creek

into a side one, about two hundred yards long. After

walking through mud and water up to our knees for a

quarter of a mile, we arrived at the seat of Royalty, which

consisted of a quantity of mud-huts huddled together,

without the least appearance of order. We were ushered

into a square yard, with an open shed on three sides ;
on

the other was the building which contained the sable beau-

ties belonging to the mighty monarch of Eboe. Some of

these dark ladies assumed a modesty that might vie with

the most accomplished coquette of more civilised countries,

by peeping from the entrance of their hut with all the curio-

sity inherent to the female portion of society, and show-

ing their beautiful white teeth ; darting away, however,

the instant that they saw our eyes were fixed upon them.

Others joined us, bringing little curiosities of their own

manufacture in exchange for cotton, needles, rings, &C,

which we took with us to barter. The greater part of

their garments are of Manchester manufacture, obtained

from merchants who trade to the coast ; one of the prin-

cipal ornaments of both sexes consists of large ivory rings,

worn round the arms and legs. Some of the men have

obtained small bells, which they fasten round the legs, and

seem to be highly pleased with the tinkling which they

produce in walking. During our stay at the palace, some

of the native musicians attended with their instruments,

most of which produced a most horrible noise. Alter

quitting the royal residence, and bidding farewell to the

ladies of the court, we took a survey of the town, which

covers a large extent of land ; the huts lie rather distant

from each other, and are generally surrounded by a plot

of ground, in which Cocoa-nuts, Bananas, Plantains, &c,

are grown. The town is intersected by small streams,

which at this time were full of water ; so that to get from

one part to the other, you are obliged to wade up to the

middle In mud and water. I was informed, however, that

during hot weather these creeks are dried up. As we

paraded through the town, a great number of the inha-

bitants followed us, who were greatly surprised when they

saw the effects of our fire-arms upon the small birds.

They seemed to fancy that we were possessed with super-

natural powers, and afterwards paid us the greatest atten-

tion ; even carrying a seat about after us, so that we might

rest ourselves at our leisure ; and the day being showery,

they even held mats over us during the rain. Their

objects of worship are numerous, nearly each dwelling

having its ge-<je, or charm ; some of these were the rude

iigure°of a^man cut out of wood, others are some utensil

of common use among the people, or the skulls and bones

of birds and beasts ; all of which are protected by a small

shed erected over them. Among the articles manufac-

tured by the people are the wooden figures of different

beasts ; but whether they represent any beasts found about

that part, or are formed from the imagination I could

not ascertain. I think the estimates of the population of

this city, as formed by recent travellers, are far too high
;

as the "huts lie detached, it is a difficult undertaking,

during a visit of a few hours only, to give an estimate

near the truth. Certainly, a great number of individuals

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

June 6.—Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart., in the chair. Viscount

Howick, M.P., Lord Farnham, C. F. Bamford, Esq., W. Purling,

Esq., H. M'Kcllar, Esq., and Mr. Glendinning, were elected

fellows of the Society. A communication from Captain Hall,

Berwick-upon-Tweed, was read, relating to a new vegetable,

which it is considered easy to acclimate in the Southern parts ot

England, and for which the climate of Britain is thought pecu-

liarly suitable. The plant is avarietyof some species ot Amaran-

thus, possibly oleraceus, and is markedly distinguished by the

milk-white appearance of its stem, branches, and leaf-stalks.

As its excellence depends on the succulency and tenderness ot

its nature, it requires to be grown rapidly, so as to be fit [or use

at the age of a month or so j and this is effected by a rich light

soil, abundance of moisture, and a high temperature; the latter

may be carried occasionally as high as 90° in the day, and regu-

lated at from 70° to 75° at night. It is rather impatient of much
light. In India, it is grown to the greatest perfection during

the rainy season, towards the end of June. A common melon

frame is recommended to grow it in ; and the plants grow trom

a foot to a foot and a half high. The seeds should be sown in

rather shallow rich earth, and the part of the fermenting mate-

rials beneath the soil should be in a partially decomposed state,

that the roots may penetrate into them. The plants may be

pricked out when young at six inches apart, and require a slight

shading in bright weather. The early part of the year is pre-

ferred for growing it. It is used as a vegetable in two ways.

1st, The leaves are plucked, and dressed like Spinach, when they

are considered not inferior to those of any similar plant. 2nd,

The stems and side branches, (being the white parts of the plant,)

are separated from each other, cut into proper lengths, boiled,

and placed on toast, like Asparagus, and eaten with meat, cither

with butter, sauce, or gravy. They are very like Asparagus or

Sea-kale. Messrs. Loddiges obtained the Knightian medal for

specimens ofCirrhopetalum Cumingii and Cypnuediumbarbatum,

two elegant and rare Orchidaceous plants. The former has Hat

feathery heads of rich purplish crimson blossoms, which have

each an oscillating labellum ; and the latter has prettily striped

flowers, with little warty substances topped by hairs which

surround the sepals and petals. A Knighlian medal was also

given to Mr. Low, of Clapton, for cut flowers of Hydrangea

japonica, this being the first time any of the numerous species

existing in that part of the world have been flowered in Britain.

The flowers, which are pinkish, have a long stalk, and are radia-

ting at the circumference. It is likely to prove quite hardy,

ana an interesting shrub. Cluytia pulchella, from the Swan

River Colony, and more singular than' beautiful, was also from

Mr. Low. To Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. H. Storey, Esq., a Banksian

medal was adjudged for a seedling variety of Erica vestita, called

granfliflnra albida; with which there was a collection oi seed-

lings from the same species, a number of beautiful plants,

varieties of E. ventricosa, with E. Cavendishiana, and a lovely

specimen of E. perspicua nana. A certificate was awarded to

Messrs. Chandler and Sons, of Vauxhall, for a "Verbena, named

atrosanguinea, of a bold strong habit, and with large dark scarlet

flowers: with another for Lilium eximium, a noble white-

flowered species, well bloomed in a pot. Messrs. Chandler sent

besides some flowers of seedling Pelargoniums, and a seedling-

Panaver, between bracteatum and orientate, with handsome

flowers. Mr. Errington, gr. to Sir P. G. Egerton, Bart., obtained

a certificate for a cut specimen of the charming Aci ides crispum

which bears long branching racemes of whitish blossoms, with

a crimson lip, and a fragrance equal to that of A. odoratum.

With this there were cut flowers of Dendrobium calceolaria, a

variety of Cattleya Mossise, Maxillaria tenuifolia, richly mottled,

and a plant of the graceful Oncidium flexuosum. From G.

Sandeman, Esq., of Highbury, there were two unusually close

and fine specimens of Diosma cricoides, which commonly grows

in a rambling manner. These received a certificate. A ye.low-

flowered new species of Sempervivum, like S.arboreum, was sent

by Mr. Young, of the Milford Nursery, Godalnung. C.B. Warner,

Esq., sent a fine plant of Cattleya Mossife, with thirteen flowers,

and a good specimen of the beautiful Saccolabiumgnttatum ;
the

flowers of both were ruined by the negligence ot the Railway

people. From Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, there was a collec-

tion of Azaleas and Rhododendrons, among which a large variety

of R. maximum, with very numerous and dark spotting*, was

most noticeable. Some good Royal George Peaches and Elnige

Nectarines were communicated by Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G.

Beaumont, Bart., and a basket of fine Black Hamburgh Grapes,

each bunch weighing from \h to 2 lbs., by Mr. Atlee, gr. to

H Beaufoy, Esq., South Lambeth. The plants from the gardens

of the Society were Oncidium liexuosum, Wentworthianum, and

leucochilum, Euidendrum radiatum, specimens of the interesting

little Echeveria secunda, a very fine Campanula grandis, the

elegant Pernettya angustlfolia, the sweet-scented A qui egia

fragrans, Begonia Dregii, dwarf and pretty, Manettia cordiiolia,

and Pelargonium tricolor in a handsome state, Gloxinia

caulescens, and a curious Orchidaceous plant, Serapias longi-

pctala. C. B. Warner, Esq., exhibited m. ™*™"**™™
basket, made of iron, and coatedwith zinc by the electro process.

The object is to avoid paint, which soon peels off m hothouses

and to prevent rust. The cost of zincing is said to be about equal

to four coats of paint. Specimens of the Horn Slug, ot which

a notice will be found in another page, were shown to the meet-

ing. It was stated that the next meeting of this Society would

be held on the 4th of July.

june i._Mr. E. Solly in his concluding lecture commenced by-

adverting to the facility with which nitrogen in the nascent

state combines with hydrogen to form ammonia. This was

shown bv decomposing Nitric acid by tin, when an oxide of tm
was formed and the nascent nitrogen combined immediately

with hydrogen to form ammonia; the absorbent power or

various substances in relation to ammonia was also shown, and

especially of charcoal, road-scrapings, water, and oxide of iron.

The production of nitrates by the combination of nitrogen, ana

oxygen in the presence of bases, nitrate of potash near putntying

matter, and nitrate of lime in mortar, was explained. Mr. Solly

next proceeded to consider the nature of humus and humic

acid. He professed his reception of the doctrine of the English

school, and adopted by Liebig, that the true office of humus

is to furnish carbonic acid by combining with oxygen; humic

acid, he observed, does not exist of itself in the soil, but is an

artificial product obtained by the action of alkalies on humus; he

did not consider that there was any good reason for saying that

humic acid has anything to do with the nutrition of plants.

From this he passed to the consideration of the mechanical

texture of soils, and here stated that he had found the capacity

of retaining moisture in a soil singularly increased by the addi-

tion of muriate of lime, in very minute quantities. After showing

that all plants contain ammonia, and producing it trom tlie

Potato, he proceeded to the consideration of its organic matter,

and observed that the value of a plant for food was not to be

judged of by the quantity of its solid organic contents; for Horse

Radish contains
-flfr^fc

; while the Kidney Bean contains _£££_

;

it was the azotised substances alone which, are directly assi-

milated by animals. In speaking of electricity, he stated that

his remarks led him to believe that the vital actions ot plants

and electrical forces were intimately connected; that the latter

would probably be one day found of great importance in agri-

culture, and that they probably assisted in a high degree m
maintaining the electrical equilibrium of the atmosphere. In

speaking of the food of plants phosphoric acid was particularly

alluded to, and the reasonable expectation that the compounds

of phosphorus would prove of more service as manures than any

other substances. In conclusion, he directed attention to the

important office executed by plants as purifiers of the atmosphere,

not merely by absorbing carbonic acid and extricating oxygen,

but by decomposing poisonous miasmata, and he mentioned a

case where a Bean had retained its health in an atmosphere

containing so large a proportion as
T
i_. of sulphuretted

hydrogen. The innocence of this gaseous compound had already

been indicated by the luxuriant vegetation described by Humboldt

as surrounding the fetid lakes of South America, and was now,

by this and other experiments, placed beyond all doubt.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

A WHBKi/r Council was held at the Society's House, Hanover-

squaic, onthc3lstofMay, Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq., to

the chair. G. R. Smith, Esq., of Great Cumberland Place,

London, and Selsdon, near Croydon, Surrey, was elected a

Governor, and 34 gentlemen Members of the Society. Mr. Read

attended the Council for the purpose of explaining the construc-

tion and adaptation of his pipe-tiles, and of laymg before the

meeting thefollowingletter on the same subject, addressed to nun

by Mr. T. Hammond, of Penshurst, in Kent :-" As you wish to

be informed of the expenses of draining with cylindrical tiles, ana

my opinion of their effects, I have troubled you with this letter.

Porous soils, the drainsa feet deep, placed at the distance ot two

rods in parallel lines up the field, and afterwards subsoil-ploughed,

will be completely drained at the following expense per acre :—

1350 tiles, at 21s. per thousand . . - . *1 8*. Otf

Cutting drains, and laying the tiles, at 4rf. per rod l a

jfi*2 15 2

I have not included the expense of fetching the tiles, as that

depends on the distance j but they are made SC.light that we can

carry off 7,000 with a single waggon. I am at this time di ainiiU,

on a stiff clay soil, the drains 2 feet deep, with 24 feet between

the drains ; expense as follows :— ^
1850 tiles, at 215. per thousand . ' '

t - a

Cutting drains, and laying tiles, at 3d. per rod . J 7
»

^3 4 3

I have this last winter drained about 10 acres with the round tiles,

and am quite satisfied they act better than any others yet^ J

as they are not liable to be disturbed by moles, or any other ve.

min (which the other sort admit), and can be laid with great*

nicety in the drains than tiles of any other shape. I have m
had 20 years* experience of the effects of draining, and am am

satisfied that no expenditure on the land will make so gooa

return. The soil being, by its means, relieved of stagnant
J

to the depth of 3 feet, immediately admits the atmosphei e into

pores, and accordingly what was before inert at once bec°i

active soil ; allowing the roots of plants to penetrate it, and w
fl

rain, which was previously injurious, to pass through tne

into the drains with beneficial effect. I am opinion that tne

of the tile may be still further reduced, with an equally fc

result, so as to reduce the cost of making and carriage i-i

cent, below the price of those I have already sent y°«jT faC -

were made by order for me, being smaller than any the manu

exact detailmore economical expenditure of bones

consideration of this paper was deferred until » more
.

ex,^ "been
of the facts from which the results were derived mi

dfresh
obtained from the writer. Messrs.T.Gibbs and Co. prescn

p ip ,

specimens of Comfrey, Bokhara Clover, and Siberian <uow
inff

for soiling cattle ; and of the Winter and Chevalier Barley, ^
into ear. Mr. II. Gibbsstated, that since the ^^^Jyerf
come into ear he had found that it had purged the norb^
luch, and wish to know whether any Member ot ti e ^
ad witnessed similar effects from it ; he added, ti at n0
d been fed regularly with it, but while only in _» - ^ trjr

ch effect had appeared. Professor Sewell *™e*™°*
3tfW

of the horses under his care with ?
imi *d*/parsn iP

pro-
su
sorncsome ot mo miihcs unuui iiio »~«i^ ™-v- r~ _ Parsnip P1 *'

winch Mr. Gibbs would supply. The Siberian Cow-JW ^ t0

dnced an immense crop of green food, a,
\
(VV^!n had with great

take it readily. Professor Sewell reported that he nai
Socicty

pleasure sent direct replies to all the Members £ *
ferrcd

to

whose cases of epidemic among their stock had oee
esCnt

him by the Council. He regretted that the ^^f^S&0» °*

form of the disorder was such as to preclude ^ P
eatmep^

his furnishing the Society with any Bc
?
ieral^e

."f the coWpW**
the predominant symptoms at any given bu*. remedies, *

being the only guide to a sale am niJgJJJ^a proy*§
general prescription of great benefit in ™®***LPon of the an«n£
fatal in another, according to theP^ft^SvWPW to *Xt
and the nature of the^J^ hegg

., as well as in those 01
y

ualified, not only to f^ gout>i

dbtrirtta the" kingdom; but to A
gj*£g JfflS-ny^Jg

Amrrir'i as well as to Berlin and other paru.
had v sited tin-

continental establishments for•*«*?£%& of our own country-

*
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Society in Sussex." Mr. Smart, of Rain ham, presented a model of
his Turnwrestplough ; Mr.Lukis, a sampleof fresh Guernsey butter
(churned in that island on the JQth of May, from cream poured
off from milk which had been allowed to sour), the price in
Guernsey market being- a shilling; per -pound of 18 ounces, and
the butter thus made having the advantage of retaining its fresh-
ness for a longer time than ordinary butter!

linnyEan society:'
June 6.—Edward Forster, Esq., in the chair. T. Turner, Esq.

and J. Tullock, Esq., were elected Fellows of the Society. A pair
of live Cameleons wore exhibited by Dr. J, r.rown. A paper
"was read on the Ophiuridse, a family of Star-Jisbcs, from Prof.
Edward Forbes. A paper was read from George Gardner, Esq.;
on a new semis of plants called Pentaphyllum. 'Phis genus was
made by Mr. Gardner for a little plant which he found on the
Organ Mountains, and which is allied in many of its characters
to the genus Triuris, which had been found in the same district
by Mr. Miers. it differs from Triuris in its perigonium .having
six lobes instead of three. The author had only obtained female
specimens at present. Mr. Miers bad referred his Triuris to the
orders Juncaginacese orFluviales; but the author placed' that
genus and Pentaphyllum near Smilacese, and proposed to form
the two genera into a new order, Triuracese. He considered that
tins order would hold the same relation to Lindley's division of
Dictyogens that Menispermaceaa did to the division Homogens
of the same author.

AGRI-HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF INDIA.
April. 17.—On this occasion a letter was read which had been

addressed to the Government by the President of the Society,
Pointing out the great loss that would be sustained by the Society
hy the withdrawal of the privilege of free postage, which was
formerly allowed. The reply from Government to this letter was
also read, and contained a laconic refusal of the request. Another
Government letter was read containing an extract from a recent
despatch of the Court of Directors, in which the usefulness of the
Society is favourably noticed, and a promise made of future
assistance, with regard to the transmission of seeds to the Society
li'orn England. A communication was read, containing favour-
able accounts of the prosperous condition of the Lucknow
Garden. The report, of the Cattle Committee on the expediency
°f discontinuing the premiums hitherto granted by the Society
*or improving the breed of Cattle was read to the Society. The
^onimittee were of opinion that these premiums should not con-
tinue, on the ground that the results were not sufficiently
lm portant to render such outlay necessary. They farther sug-
gested that a year hence would be the best time for withdrawing
such premiums, as the Society's existing engagements extend to
that time. The report drew the attention of the Members to
another subject of importance; namely, granting premiums for
"^proving the wool produced in this country. The subject was
furred back to the Committee for them to furnish a schedule
and scale of the premiums they propose, together with the dif-
crent qualities of wool for which competition ought to be
encouraged. The second meeting of the Fruit and Kitchen
warden Committee having been held, the result of their proceed-
ings was brought forward for consideration. This was a schedule
j^'umerating the fruits for which premiums are proposed to be
°ld out, the amount and distribution of those premiums and
cher details to carry out the proposed object, which was referred
or the Finance Committee's Report. The following Prospectus of™ e-Calcutta Floricultural Society was distributed :—The exertions
or the Horticultural Society having now fully established the
vegetables, of Europe in India, affords opportunity to cultivate the
ess useful but more engaging portion of vegetable production

—

lowers. Of those perhaps few more beautiful can be found
«iau what are indigenous to this country ; yet a familiarity with
niem has still to be developed, some being: yet unknown beyond
tneir native woods or natural jungles, and others merely found
cultivated amongst a few private persons, who have been at the
Pains to transplant them to their own gardens, where in too
jfcauy instances they have nourished for a year or two, and then,
* r

» the frequent changes of society, between station and station,
nave fallen into the hands of new possessors, and been lost or
^glected. Again, how numberless are the natural beauties of
Europe and other parts of the world which might be made to
Nourish in an Indian soil; some of them bringing to the mind
^collections of the homestead of youth, and the :.:oal of hopes
ofcg cherished ; others gorgeous in beauty, and fitted to adorn

top?
a paradise. Individual exertion alone, it can hardly be ex-

l eted, should effect these objects, however desirable it must be
cknowled^ed they are; it is combination that must accomplish
ern

; and however it may, at a first glance, appear within the
Jfovnice of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society to direct

tefl «0Dl to the attainnient also of floricultural excellence, a short
iiection will, it is conceived, convince that it may be more suc-
-siully accomplished by other means. As a society for the itn-

anrt

ment of Agriculture, this institution has higher, and nobler,

thta*!
*6 3mP°rtant objects, requiring all its energies, and more

ten
1

?
its

l>resent means, to accomplish ;
these, therefore, must

evii!**?
8 inctced they ought, to divert attention from what, how-

aftn
Xt may serve t0 refine the taste and recreate the mind, is

atonp
,X]l of Iitt,e use t0 the community at large. But what

SeeV
S pcrnaPs the stronger and more obvious grounds for

our p!
ir t0 estahlish a separate society for the improvement of

itoeti
0wer Gardens is, that in this country above most others,

h'.v
ar° S0 occupied in professional and other pursuits, that they

VhiVUt,eIcisure to spare for the ornamental; independently of

beiSfr
tlie cultivation of flowers, from their natural affinity in

Porti
aiUl fleIicacy is more peculiarly the province of the fairer

Wl «
° f the creation

- As a mere branch of the Agri-Horticul-

Wouiri i
Clety tne active co-operation of the ladies, therefore,

littip .

be wanting ; whilst, in a separate society, there is

The n>?
Ubt that thev would, on the contrary, take a leading part,

tan„?°J
ects to besouerht bv such a Society would be the imuor-tat

of B
i"

0I hower-seeds, bulbs, &c. from Europe; the interchange
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COUNTRY SHOWS.
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ltion for l\.

'"''' Horticultural Society, May 10.—The first compe-
°ni% Room

C
T.
otl t00k pIace in the Banqueting Hall of the

nl),
°; and th \ attendance was very numerous and fashion-

hhtnbc,- nf 3? •

°w
' whether we regard the beauty or the great

J

side . 4, D. Gaims. Seedling Polyanthuses, 1, 2, and 3, T. Milne.
Stage Polyanthuses, l and 2, T. Milne; 3, C. Runcy, Esq. Hya-
cinths, land 2, A. Mackie, gr. Arbuthnott; 3, A. Forbes, Esq.,

Kingsland Place. Anemones, 1 and 2, N. Glennie, gr. Fintray.
Stocks, ] and 2, J. Maver, gr. Ferryhill; 3, F. Deans, gr. Union
Grove. Forced Strawberries, 1 and 2, R. Donald, gr. YV'oodsidc.

Asparagus, l and :>, N. Glennie; 3, A. Mackie, Arbuthnott. Broc-
coli, (white,) 1, W. Davidson, gr. Lunatic Asylum; 2, T. Robert-
son, gr. Hardgate. Broccoli, (other sorts), 1, W. Aitchison, gr.

fiuntly Lodge; 2, W. Davidson; 3, W. Aitchison. Sea-Kale, 1,

W. Barron, gr. Crathes; 2, J. Wood, gr. Logie; 3, N. Glennie.
Leeks, 1, F. Deans; 2, G. Rae, gr. Banner Mill; 3, F. Deans; 4,

G. Anderson, gr.* Goosebcrrybank. Rhubarb, 1, A. Mackie; 2,

J. Roy, jun., gr. Aberdeen ; 3, A. Mackie. Potatoes, 1, J. Wood;
2, R. "Farquhar; 3, J. Wood. 12 Greenhouse Plants, 1, T. Darling,
gr. to Lady Grant, Woodhill; 2, W. Joss, gr. Banchory House.
6 Greenhouse Plants, 1, R. Farquhar ; 2, G. Cardno. gr. Cornhill

:

3, W. G allow, gr. Scotstown, Best Ornamental Border Flower,
J. Mathcwson, gr. Links. An Extra Prize was awarded to C.

Runcy, Esq., for a superb specimen of Echeveria gibbifiorat
in full

flower.—Aberdeen Journal.

Hath Royal Horticultural Society, Man IS.—The second exhibi-
tion for the season of this Society took place in Sydney Gardens.
The weather proved dry and favourable. The company was
numerous and fashionable, falling little short of 2,000, and the

appearance of the Gardens, some of the paths being newly
gravelled, more cheerful than on some former occasions. The
brass band of the North Somerset Yeomanry Cavalry, dressed in

their uniform, were in attendance ; and their spirited performances
contributed largely to the enjoyments of the day. The supply of
plants and flowers from numerous amateur and professional cul-

tivators was on a very liberal scale, and in their combined
arrangement presented a highly-gratifying spectacle. The Grand
Octagon Rustic Pavilion was profusely filled with flowers. The
central stand was principally occupied by ornamental baskets,

got up with much ingenuity and taste. One of immense magni-
tude was sent by Mr. Shaw, containing a large variety of choice
and beautiful plants 5 another was supplied by Miss Bayly, com-
prising a fine collection, splendidly varied; and a third, from J. M.
Yeeles, Esq., was not less worthy of notice. Mr. Yeeles had also
an excellent collection of hardy plants on this stand. A hand-
some basket, comprising fine Calceolarias, Roses, Pelargoniums,
&c, contributed by Miss Todd, likewise attracted great attention.
This stand was also graced with baskets of Pelargoniums, one
by Y. Sturgc, Esq., and another from Mr. Gready. Among the
single specimens was a magnificent plant of Rhododendron,
in full bloom. It belonged to Mr. Salter. The side- stands of the
Octagon Tent were variously ornamented. The exhibitors were
General Andrews, J. M. Yeeles, Esq., and Mr. Shaw. A noble
specimen of the Doryanthus excelsa, a New Holland plant in full

bloom, was sent by J. Jarrett, Esq. Another object worthy of

notice was a fine Coffee-tree, exhibited by Mr. Bennett, standing
ten feet high, and bearing clusters of fruit of considerable size.

The following is a list of the prizes awarded:— Florists'
Flowers and Cut Flowers.—Tulips, best 9, different names,
1, Mr. Martin, 2, Mr. Cole; 9, Mr. Sealey. Anemones,
best 24 blooms, different names, Mr. Kitley. Pansies,

best 24 varieties, 1, Mr. Bryant; 2, A. J. Maule, Esq. Ornu-
mental Collection of Cut Flowers, 1, Mr. Wheeler; 2, Mr. E. Car-
penter. Collection of Cut Flowers, 1 and 2, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.
Tulips, single specimens, Byblcemen, Miss Bayly; Rose, R. God-
frey, Esq.; Bizarre, R. Godfrey, Esq. Best 6, (liferent names,

1, Miss Bayly; 2, Mr. Rogers. Anemones, 1, A. Lawrence, Esq,

;

2, Miss Bayly. Ranunculxcses (Turbans of any sort, best 18), 1,

Mr. Gerrish : 2, Mr. H. Simson. Pansies, best 18 varieties, 1, J.

M. Yeeles, Esq.; % Mr. Salter. Best 12, 1, Mr. Salter; 2. Miss
Bayly. Brompton Stocks, best 4 flowers, 2 red and;2 white, Rev. C.

Paul. ( O/frction of Cut Flowers, 1, T. Emerson, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Pyatt

;

3, Mr. G. Shaw. Plate Prizesfor Tulips, 1, Miss Bayly ; 2, Mr. Lock-
ston. Flowering Plants in Pots, Kvrskrymkx.— Store Plants,

best 6, Mr. Salter. Greenhouse Plants, best 9, I, Mr. Salter: 2,

Mr. Drummond. Cape Ericas, l and 2, Mr. Salter. Petar-
,<ronimns, 1, Mr. Gready; 2, Mr. E. Carpenter. Calceolarias,

Shrubby or half Shrubby, best 8, 1, Mr. Wheeler; I-Jerbaceous,

1, Mr. Salter. Bard// Plants, best 8 varieties, 1, Mr. Salter.

American Plants, best 4, 1, Mr. Salter; 2, Mr. Wheeler. Fuchsias,

best 6 varieties, 1, Mr. Salter. Roses, best 20 varieties, 1, Mr.
Salter; 2, Mr. E. Carpenter. Cinerarias, best 6 varieties, 1, Mr.
E. Carpenter; 2, Mr. Salter. Ornamental Basket of Plants, l,

Mr. Salter; 2, Mr. E. Carpenter; 3, Mr. Lidiard. Amateurs.
—Orchidaceous Plants, best 3, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq.; single speci-

men, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq. Store Plants, best 5, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq.

;

single specimen, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq.; 2, Mr. Bennett. Green-

house Plants, best 6, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; 2, J. Jarrett, Esq.;
best 4, 1, J- M. Yeeles, Esq.; 2, G. C. Tugwell, Esq.; single

specimen, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq. Cape Ericas, best 4, different

varieties, 1, G. C. Tugwell, Esq. ; 2, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.: best 2,

1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Pelargoniums, single specimens, Light, 1,

Dr. Kay ; 2, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. ; Rose, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. ; 2,

Dr. Kay; Red, 1 and 2, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; Dark, or Mottled,

1, J. Jarrett, Esq. ; best 12, 1, Dr. Kay; 2, G. C. Tugwell, Esq.
Calceolarias, Shrubby or Half-Shrubby, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.;
Herbaceous, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq. Hard// Plants, best 4, 1, J. M.
Yeeles, Esq. American Plant, best specimen, 1, J. M. Yeeles,

Esq. Amaryllis, best 3, 1, Mr. G. Shaw. Cape Bulbs, best

collection, 1, Mr. G. Shaw. Cinerarias, best 4, l, J. Jarrett, Esq.

Roses, best collection, 1, Miss Bayly. Ornamental Basket of
Plants, j, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; 2, Miss Bayly; 3, Mr. G. Shaw.
Mr. G. Shaw's Prize for Pelargoniums.— Best collection,

9, different names, Mr. Carpenter; 2, Mr. Shaw; 3, Mr.
Walters. Fruit.—Pineapples (Queen), 1, Mr. Murray, gr.

to the Marquis of Bath; (Black, of any sort) I, Mr. Spencer,

°r. to the Marquis of Lansdowne. Grapes (Black), I, Mr.
Spencer; (White) 1, Mr. Spencer. Melons, 1, J. Jarrett,

Esq. Figs, J, Miss Whitehead. Strawberries, 1, G. Yeeles,

Esq.; 2, Mr. Lidiard: 8, Mr. Murray. Cherries, 3, Mr. Kitley.

VbOBTABLBS.—Best Collection of Green Peas, Cauliflowers, Pota-

toes, and Cabbage, 1, Mr. Lidiard. Best Collection ofKidney Beans,

Asparagus, Cucumbers, and Lettuces, I, Mr. Lidiard; 2, G. C.

Tugwell, Esq. ; 3, Mr. Pyatt. Suftnd, I, Mr. Cooke; 2, Mr.
Cooper. Cottagkbs* Pbizks.— (For Cottagers residing within

four miles of the Guildhall, Bath.)— Cabbages, 1, J. Drewett ; 2,

P.Fisher. Potatoes, l, J. Drewett: 2, P. Fisher. Lettuces, 1 and
2, J. Drewett. A$pl*8 9 l 9 J. Drewett. Nosegay, I, J. Drewett.

(For Cottagers residing beyond four miles) —Cabbages, I, J.

drivers; 2, J. Webb. Lettuces, 1 and 2, J. Webb. Apples, 1, J.

Webb. Nosegay, l,J. Chivers. Extra Prizes.— Collection of
Cut Flowers, Mr. Salter. British Plants (given by Dr. Kay), Mr.
Kitley. Seedling Pansy, Mr. Kitley. Seedling Pansies, T.Emer-
son, Esq. Seedling 1'unsies, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Basket ofPelar-
goniums, Mr. Gready. Collection of Fuchsias, Mr. Drummond.
Collection of Plants, Mr. E. Carpenter. Seedling Pelargonium.,

Mr. Gready. Seedling Calceolaria, Gen. Andrews. Stove Plant,

Miss Whitehead. Seedling Pelargonium, Mr. Brown, gr. to the
Countess of Pembroke. Cinerarias, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Seedling

Calceolarias, Mr. Kay. Tulips, Miss Bayly. Do., Mr. Lock-

stone. Apples, Mr. E. Carpenter. Potatoes, T. Emerson, Esq.

J)o., Mr. Cooke.—Bath Herald.

Birmingham Horticultural Society, May 11.—The first Exhibi-

tion tor the season took place at the Gardens, at EdRbaston. The

afternoon was line, and the company numerous and select. The

exhibition was good, and appeared to give general satisfaction.

The Gardens were in excellent order,' and the numerous plants

in the house and in different parts of the gardens afforded much
gratification to the visitors. Mr. Barker, as usual, sent a large

collection of Orchidaceous and other plants; Mr. Willmore, a

miscellaneous collection of house plants; and Messrs. Pope and
Sons a larger assortment than usual. Mr. J. Moore, J. F. Ledsam,
Esq., Mr. T. W. Belles, and other gentlemen, liberally contri-

[
bated to the exhibition. Mr. W. Earl had two stands of remark-
ably fine Pansies, in the culture of which he excels. Mr. F.
Dickinson and Mrs. Willmore each sent a number of fine plants,
but not for competition. The list of prizes awarded is as follows

:

— Eaotic Orchid 'icets, 1, Dendrobium Crumenatum, 2, Vanda
Roxburghii, 3, Epidendrum raniferum, 4, Cattleya Mossise, Mr.
Insleay, gr. to G. Barker, Esq. ; Do., six plants, 1, Cattleya inter-
media, Oncidium maculatum, Stanhopea grandiflora, Oncidium
ampliatum major, Oncidium divaricatum. and Maxillaria aureo-
falva, 2, Maxillaria Deppei, Acanthophippium bicolor, Huntleya
violacea, Maxillaria macrophylla, Epidendrum macrochilum, and
Calanthe veratrifolia, Mr. Insleay, gr. to G. Barker, Esq. Stove
Plants, 1, Ceropegia elcgans, Mr. T. Williams, gr. to J. Willmore,
Esq.; 2, Gesncra Douglasii, Mr. T. Bartlet, gr. to D. Houghton,
Esq.; 3, Strophantus dichotomus, 4, Francisca Hopeana, J.

Willmore, Esq. Greenhouse Plants, \, Myrtaceaa, unknown,
Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2, Bossi?ea cordata, J. Willmore, Esq.;
3, Pimelea decussata, Mr. J. Perdu, gr. to T. Small, Esq.; 4,

Oxvlobium Pultenese, J. Willmore, Esq. Do. six plants, ),

J. Willmore, Esq.; 2, Messrs. Pope and Sons. Ericas, 1, Lin-

nicoides, T. Kenrick, Esq. ; 2,Sulphurea, 3, Walkerii, Mr. S. Har-

rison, gr. to J. Y. Bedford, Esq.; 4, vestita alba, Messrs. Pope
and Sons. Do. six plants, Messrs. Pope and Sons. Pelargoniums,

!, Dennis's Perfection, 2, Garth's Perfection, 3. Garth's Victory,

Mr. F. Brewer, gr. to T. W. Belles, Esq.; 4, Splendidissimura, T*
Small, Esq. Cacti in flower, l, Jenkinsoni major, Mr. R. Gallier,

gr. to A. Kenrick, Ksq.5 2, Jenkinsoni, D. Houghton, Esq.; 3,

Speciosissimus. A. Kenrick, Esq. Melocacti, six plants, 1 and 2,

G. Barker, Esq. Narcissi, in pots, six plants, 1, Mr. J. Moore ; 2,

Messrs. Pope and Sons. Alpine Plants, in pots, six plants, 1,

Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2, Mr. J. Moore; 3, Messrs. Pope and
Sons. Herbaceous Plants, in pots, six plants, Mr. J. Moore.
Paonies, 1, Moutan, Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2, unnamed, Mr.
J. Moore. Auriculas, l, Warne's Union, Messrs. Pope and Sons;

2, Franklin's Colonel, Messrs. Pope and Sons ; 3, seedling,

Messrs. Pope and Sims. Polyanthuses, six sorts, l,Mr. J. Moore;
2, Messrs. Pope and Sons. Ferns^ six plants, 1. Mr. J.Moore; 2,

Messrs. Pope and Sons. Coffee Tree, in fruit, (upwards of ten

feet hiirh), D. Houghton, Esq. Orange Tree, in fruit, 1, Mr. J.

Moore; 2, Mr. J. Kendrick, gr.to J. F. Ledsam, Esq. Twenty-four
Pansies (Gardeners and Amateurs). 1, J. Willmore, Esq.; 2, Mr.
W. Finnemore, Do. (Nurserymen), 1, consisting of Thompson's
Eclipse, Cook's Mulberry Superb, Pearson's Kinda, Lord Francis

Egerton, Thomson's Regulator, Grand Duke, Roi de Mulberry,

Jehu, Imogene, Hector, Earl Clarendon, Earl's Werner, Victoria

Superb, Laura Superb, Azurea, Pearson's Zellica. Lane's Calypso,

Earl's Marsala, Amulet, Thomson's Rufus, and four seedlings,

Mr. W. Earl; 2, consisting of Thomson's Jehu, Grand Duke,

Imogene, Lane's Diana, Earl's Llalla Rookh, Hector, Thomson's
Regulator, Victoria Splendens, Earl's Werner, Duchess of Rich-

mond, Mulberry Superb, Pearson's Magnath, Silverlock's Prince

Albert, Earl's Maid of Milan, Curion alba maculata, Lane's

Diana, Vivid Superb, Thomson's Duchess of Sutherland, Lady
Lucy, Thomson's Eclipse, Azurea, Thomson's Cyclops, and two
seedlings, Mr. W. Earl. Roses, in pots, 1, Ruga, Mr.-G. Fisher,

gr. to W. Anderton, Esq.; 2, Yellow Noisette, Mr. T. Morris, gr.

to J. W. Whateley, Esq. Rhododendrons, in pots, 1, Splendi-

dissimum, Messrs. Pope and Sons; 2, Hybridum, G. Barker, Esq.

Azaleas, in pais, 1, no name, J. Y. Bedford, Esq.; 2,Phcemcea,

G. Barker, Esq. ; 3, Pope's seedling, T. Kenrick, Esq. ; 4, Early

Pink, Mr. J. Moore, Camellias, l, Elegans, Mr. J. Moore ; 2,

Corallina, Mr. J. Moore. Pines, I, Havar.nah, Mr. W. Carpenter,

gr. to J. Taylor, Eso..; 2, Queen, Mr. T. Taylor, gr. to T. Upull,

Esq. Apples, 1, Scarlet Nonpareil, J. F. Ledsam, Esq. ; 2, French
Pearmain, J .F. Ledsam, Esq. Rhubarb, 1, Myatt's Victoria, Mr. J.

Moore; 2, Giant, J. Y. Bedford, Esq. Brace of Cucumbers, 1,

Improved Manchester, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.; 2, Manchester,

J. Y. Bedford. Esq.; S, Draper's frame, D. Houghton, Esq.; 4,

Early frame, J. V. Ledsam, Esq. Broccoli, I, White Brimstone,

Mr. E. Ryaston, gr. to S.Dawes, Esq.; 2, Mr.E. Ryaston. Do. pur-

ple, Mr. E. Ryaston. Kidney Beans, Mr. E. Ryaston. Forced

Potatoes, Ash-leaved Kidney, Mr. E. Ryaston. Seakale, 1, Mr.
E. Ryaston; 2, J. Taylor, Esq.; 3, E. Armneld, Esq. Lettuce,

1, Bath Cos, S. Dawes, Esq. ; 2, Hardy Green, W. Anderton, Esq.

Extra Prises.—Vine in fruit, in a pot, D. Houghton, Esq.; Cal-

ceolaria, Grand Duke, E. Cresswell, Esq. ; Calanthe densiflora,

J. Willmore, Esq.; Gnidia tomentosa, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.;

Pimelea decussata, J. W. Belles, Esq.; a collection of twenty
named British plants, Mr. J. Cole; group of flowers, Mr. J. Cole;

ditto, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.; Cactus Ackermanni major, W. H.
Rogers, Esq. ; Seedling Cactus, A. Kenrick, Esq.

Cheltenham Horticultural and Floral Society,
rMay 23.—The

second exhibition of this society took place at the Rotunda,
Pittville, and was one of the most successful since its founda-

tion. The shrubberies and lawns appeared to great advantage,

nature being admirably seconded by art, and extreme order and
neatness everywhere observable. The noble room of the rotunda
was converted into a conservatory, and filled with exotics. The
show of plants, if not so large as on former occasions, made up
for the deficiency by being of more than usual excellence.

Amongst the contributors the name of Mr. Hodges was, as

usual, conspicuous. The exhibition of Fruits, Salads, and Vege-
tables, was all that could be desired in the present state of the
season, and the entire arrangements appeared to give general

satisfaction. Below is the award of prizes : Amateurs.— Tulips

(12 blooms), 1, Mrs.Eyston; 2, Mr. Bailey. Do. (5 blooms), 1,

Mrs. Eyston; 2, Mr. Bailey. Double Anemones (5 blooms), I

Lady Saynds. Pat/sirs, l, Dr. Irving. Stove or Greenhouse Plants,

I, Miss Tunno; 2, Statice arborea, W. J. Agg, Esq. Ericas, 1,

Miss Tunno. Pelargoniums (best 6), 1, Bridegroom, Joan of

Arc, Jewess, Florence, Bridesmaid, not known, Dr. Irving; 2,

Speculum mundi, Loudon's Perfection, Deny's Perfection, Fos-

ter's Eliza, Speculum mundi, W. J. Agg, Esq. Do. (one), 1,

Coronation, Miss Tunno : 2, Alcxandrina Victoria, Sir R. Wol-

seley, Bart. Hardy Shrubs, 1, Rhododendron ponticum, Miss

Tunno. Hardy Herbaceous Plants, 1, Dodecatheon elegans Dr.

Irving; 2, Ranunculus polyanthus, W. J. Agg, Esq. Plants

(Collection of 6), 1, Miss Tunno ; 2, Sir R- Wolseley, Bart.

Plants (Ornamental Basket), 1, Dr. Irving; a. Miss Tunno. Wrf-
Flowers, \, C. T. Cooke, Esq. Pineapple, 1, Queen » £ Baylor,

Esq. Grapes (Dark), 1, Black Hamburgh, J. ^aylor»
isq- *>o.

(Light), 1, Dutch Sweetwater, Sir R. Wolseley, Bart. Potatoes

(Forced), 1, Mr. Churchill; 2, Ash-leaf Kidney, Mr. J. Yearsley.

Asparagus, 1, J. Taylor, Esq. ; 2, Lady Saynds. Cauliflowers, 1,

Mr. J. Yearslev. Cucumbers, I, Walker's Cucumber, Mr. J.

Yearsley; 2, Manchester Hero, Mrs. Blackman. Turnips, 1,

Mr. Churchill. Cabbage, I, Nonparci 1 J Iaylor, Esq.; 2, Mr.
J Yearsley. Rhubarb, 1. Giant, Mrs. Blackman; 2, Goliath, Mr.
J* Yearsley. Salad, h Mr. J. Yearsley. Extra Prizes.—ddtcc-
lion of Plants, Miss Wallace; Citrous, J. Taylor, Esq.; Straw-

berries, J- Taylor, Esq. ; Fuchsia, Dr. Irving. Honorary
Prize, D. R. M*Donel, Esq. Secretary's Open Prizes.—
Pelargoniums (5), l, Gaines's King, Garth's Victory, Gaines's
Masterpiece, Priory Queen, Bridesmaid— Miss Tunno j 2, Joan of

Arc, Masterpiece, Priory Queen, Alicia, Nymph— Dr. Irving.
NUKSKRYIUKN AND COMMERCIAL GARDENERS* PRIZES.— Tulips

(12 blooms), l, Mr. Hodges. Pansies, 1, Mr. Hopwood. Plant*
(Collection of 6), 1, Pimelea decussata, Statice arborea, Boronia
cr-Miulata/rropeeolum tricolorum, Euphorbia splendens, Choro-
zemavarium—Mr. Hodges ; 2, Mr. Hopwood. Pelargoniums
(Collection of 12), 1, Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Hurlston. Do. (Col-

lection of 6), 1, Mr. Hodges; 3, Mr. Hurlston, Cinerarias

(Collection of 12), l, Mr. Hodges. OrnamentalBasket of Flowers,
1, Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Hurlston. Single Plants, \, Seedling
Pimelea, Mr. Hodges ; 2, Clematis bicolor, Mr. Hurlston; 3,

Fuchsia corymbiflora, Mr. Clarke. Potatoes (Forced), I, Ash-
leaf Kidney, Mr. Middlemiss ; 2, Ash-leaf Kidney, Mr. Dale.

Asparagus, l, Giant, Mr. Dovey ; 2, Giant, Mr. Middlemiss.
Peas, 1, Double Blossom, Mr. Dovey. Cauliflowers, 1, Mr.
Dovey j 2, Early Dutch, Mr. Middlemiss. Carrots, 1, Early
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Horn. Mr. Coul : 2, Early Horn, Mr. Middlemiss. Cucumbers,
1, Manchester, Mr. Coul ; 4, Manchester, Mr. Middlemiss. Tur-
nips, I, Early Dutch, Mr. Middlemiss

j 2, Early Dutch, Mr. Dovey.
Kidn>y Bean*, 1, Early Dwarf, Mr. Coul. Cabbage, 1, Mr. Dovey;
2, Mr. Middlemiss. Rhubarb, 1, Victoria Giant, Mr. Dale: 2,

Victoria Giant, Mr. Middlemiss. Salad, 1. Mr. Coul; 2, BTr.

Middlemiss. Extra Piuzk^.—Mushrooms. Mr. Hurlston ; G/or-
inia nnd Achimenes, Mr. Hodg-es; Collection of Pelargoniums

,

Mr. Hodges.—Cheltenham Examiner.

Chesterfield Tulip Show, May 2Q.—This show was held at Mr.
Pinder's, the Star Inn. The first prize for a pan of 6 was won by
Mr. J. Turner, of Barlow, by Apollo, Bienfaite. Trafalgar, Royal
Sovereign, Lady Crewe, Incomparable d 'Holland. The other
prizes were as follows :—lst class, Feathered Bizarres, 1, Trafalgar,
G. Silcock; 3, Firebrand, J. Hig-gins ; 3, Crown Prince. J.Turner

;

4, Archer's Yellow, Mr. Ashton ; 5, Paragon, W. Beard; 6, Dutch
Catafalque, J. Turner; 1, Dauphin, W. Simpson ; 8, Unknown,
G. Silcock. id class, Flamed Bizarres, 1; Admiral White, J.

Turner ; 2, Royal Sovereign, J, Turner ; ?,. Woistenholme's
Bizarre, W. Pinder ; 4, SurpasselaCantique, J.Turner ; 5, Fabius,
J. Turner; 6, Unknown, W. Beard : 7. Seedlinrr, W. Simpson ; 8,

Lord Crewe. W. Simpson. 3d class, Feathered Roses, I, Lady Mid-
dleton, J. Turner; 2, Lady Crewe, J. Turner; 3, Doolittle, J.
Turner : 4, Queen Boadicea, J. Turner ; 5, Catharine, W. Pinder;
6, Mrs. Mundy, J. Turner; 7, Princess, W. Pinder; 8, Unknown,
G. Holmes. 4th class. Flamed Roses, 1, Incomparable d'Holland,
J.Turner: 2, Lady Crewe, J. Turner: 3, Triomphe Royale, G.
Silcock; 4, Aspasia, J. Turner; 5, R. Vesta. G. Holmes; 6,
French Rose, J. Turner ; 7, Seedling, J. Turner; 8, Seedling;, J.
Turner. 6th class, Feathered Byblcemens, l.Bienfaite, G. Holmes ;

2, Bag-ot, G.Holmes; 3, Incomparable, J.Turner: 4, Angelina, W.
Simpson ; 6, Bishop of York, J. Turner; 6, Washington, Mr.
Ashton; 7, Wolstcnholme's Byb., J. Turner; 8. Queen of May,
J. Turner. 6th class, Flamed Byblcemens, 1, Mr. Stretton. J..

Turner; 2, Bienfaite, G. Holmes; 3. Gadsby's Magnificent, W.'
Pinder; 4, Sable Ilex, J. Turner; 5, William stretton, W. Beard;
6, Noblfssimo, W. Simpson; 7, Roi de Tnlipes, W. Beard; 8,
Diana. W. Beard. Selfs, Min d'Or, Mr. Ashton ; White Flap, J.
Turner. Best Bizarre, G. Silcock; Rose, G. Holmes ; Byblcemcn,
W. Simpson.

hardy character, and their collections added much to the beauty
of the exhibition.—West Briton.

Royal Horticultural Society of Cornwall, May 23.—The first

exhibition for this season was held in the Assembly-room, Truro.
The morning was ushered in by heavy rain, but about 10 o'clock
the weather began to clear, and there was consequently a much
larger attendance of fashionables from distant parts of the
country than might have been expected. The company were
enlivened by the Truro band, who played at intervals daring the
day. The show of (lowers was not equal to most former exhibi-
tions. There were a tew rare and beautiful plants, but these
were not so numerous as in past seasons. The cottagers showed
a variety of things, and in Stocks, as well as in some others of
the ha- dy flowers, far surpassed their richer neighbours. They
also showed some very tine vegetables, comprising nearly every
article which the season affords. The following is the list of
Premiums:— Fruit -.—Apples, Nonpareil, H. P. Andrew, Esq.,
Bodrean. Fears, Ubidale St. Germains, J. S.Envs, Esq. EXTRA :

— Oranges, J. S. Enys, Esq. Apples, Nonpareil, J. Bull, Esq.
Do. Russets, Rev. R. Lampen. Flowers :—Stove Plants, l,

Oncidium Carthaginense, Cattleya Forbesii, Oncidium flexuosum,
Gesnera splendens, Calanthe veratrifolia, Oncidium papilio. J. P.
Magor, Esq. j 2, Epidendrnm asperum, Oncidium divaricatum,
Oncidium Carthaginense, Cattleya Forbesii. and two new species,
G. C. Fox, Esq. Specimen of do., t f Stephanotis floribundns. S.
Davey. Esq. ; 2. Pleroma hcteromalla, J. P. Magor, Esq. Orchida-
ceous Plant, Brassia verrucosa, Sir C. I.emon, Bart., M.P. Btilbous
Plant, Stove or Greenhouse, Omithogalum suaveolens, Ttitonia
squalida. Gladiolus alhittora, G.C. Fox, Esq. Succulents in flower,
Epiphyllum sp. Mexico, Ackermanii, Oxypetaia. Aloe cymbi-
formis, Stapelia rufa, Echeveria seennda, Euphorbia meloformis,
Sempervivum monanthos, and three unknown from Mexico, Sir
C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. 12 Greenhouse Plants, silver medal,
Fuchsia fulgens, Calceolaria picta coccinea, Fuchsia Batesii,
Azalea Indica alba, Leschenaultia formosa, Dillwynia floribunda,
Leschenaultia biloba. Azalea triumphans, Serissa ffletida, Pimelea
decussata, Statice puherula, Calceolaria Loudoniana, J. p. ;\ ag«£r,
Esq. Six do., 1, Elichrysum ericoSdes, Diosma opposftifolia, Les-
chenaultia biloba, Phcenocoma prolifera, Arthropodium panicu-
latum, Polygala oppositifolia, Mrs Sampson; 2, Aster romen-
tosus, Arthropodium cirratum, Kennedya inophylla. Carmichrelia
australis, TrojEe'olum tricolnrum, Diosma acuminata, Sir C.
Lemon, Bart., M.P. Specimen of do., 1, Leschenaultia biloba, J.
P. Magor, Esq.; 2, Erica ventricosa superba, W. M. Tweedy,
Esq. 12 Pelargonium*, Joan of Arc, Rouseanum, Garth's Perfec-
tion, Seedling, Matilda, Acme of Perfection, Bridesmaid, Nvmph,
Beatrice, Lady Flora Hastings, Victory. Life Guardsman, Mr. S.
Treseder. Six do , Acme of Perfection, Sultan. Nymph, Queen of
Devon, Enchantress, Fair Maid of Devon, G. C. Fox, Esq.
Single Specimen, Sylph, Mrs. Sampson. Collection of Cat
Flowers of do., 1, J. P. Magor, Esq.; 2, E. Turner, Esq., M.P.
Seedling Pelargonium, W. Hockin, Esq. Petunias, Rook's
Nest, Venus, Formosissima, Altissima, and nine Seedlings,
C. W. Fox, Esq. 12 Verbenas, C. W. Fox, Esq. Sir Heaths,
1, Ampnllacea, Tricolor, Ventricosa stellata, Gnaphalioides,
Cerinthoides, suavcolens, W. Daubnz, Esq.; 2, Ampnllacea,
Westphalingia, Humeana, Hybrids, Primuloides, Jasmini-
flora, W. M. Tweedy, Esq. Six Cinerarias in Pots, ], Splen-
didissima alba, Princess Royal, Kendersonii, Helcnsii, Regina,
J. P. Magor, Esq. ; 2, King, splendens, and four Seedlings, W.
Daubuz, Esq. > Calceolarias, Julia, Incomparable, Triumph,
Memnon, Carolina, Splendens, W. M.Tweedv, Esq. Best Collec-
tion o/ Heartsease, l, Mr. W. J. Rawlings; 2, SirC. Lemon, Bart.,
M.P. Hardy Herbaceous Plants, G. C. Fox, Esq. Roses. High Clore
Seedling, Anna Maria, Yellow China, Caroline, Smith's Yellow
Noisette, Indica Reevesii, G. C. Fox, Esq. Six Ranunculuses, 1,
W. M. Tweedy, Esq.; 2, J. S. Kuys, Esq. Auriculas, Wood's
Lord Laseelles, King Alfred, Baxley Hero, W. Hockin, Esq.
Specimen, do., Oliver's Lovely Ann, W. Hockin, Esq. 12 Tulips,
Mr. W. J. Rawlings. Peonies, Kimbriata, Moutan, New
Blush, G. C. Fox, E«q. Double Stocks, Q. C. Fox, Esq.
Extra.— Seedling Pelargonium, C. W. Fox, Esq. Calceolarias,
W. Daubuz, E>q. Cacti, .oth's Seedling, Searle's Seedling,
Speciosissimus, Martiana, Trevaniana, Erraraana, Jenkinsoni, J.
Vivian. Esq. Vegetables.—Lettuces} J. Vivian, Esq. Onions,
Mr. S. Treseder. Asparagus, 1, Sir J. C. Rashleigh, Bart.j 2, a!
Fox, Esq. Cucumbers, l, J. Vivian, Esq.; 2, G. C. Fox, Esq.
Spinach, J. Vivian, Esq. Rhubarb, 1, Mrs. Sampson; 2, J. Vivian,
Esq. Potatoes of 1843, A. Fox, Esq. Turnips, J. S. Enys, Esq.
Marekt Gardkners' Prizes.— Basket of Vegetables, l, Mr. S.
Trestderj 2, Mr. J. Treseder. Extra.— Potato Onions, W.
Daubuz, Esq. Turnips, A. Fox, Esq. Seed Onions, J.Vivian,
Esq. 26 prizes from 2s. 6d. to ;.s\ Gd. were given to Cottagers for
PehuM,<:iiums,TulipKt Apples, New Potatoes, and Vegetables and
Flowers of various kinds. The Ncrskrymkn' exhibited bv them-
selves, and their displays of flowers proved nearly as attractive
as the rest. Indeed, in cut Pelargoniums, Mr. Pontey and Mr.
Rend c, of Plymouth, far exceeded. Among the flowers shown
by Mr. Pontey were 00 sorts of hardy Shrubs in (lower; hot and
greenhouse plants in flower, and a large number of Pelargoniums,
comprising several beautiful seedlings not named. Mr. W. e!
Rendle exhibited a superb collection of i

;
< 1 irgoniums, among

Which was Lync's Celestial, a large showy flower, very richly
Spotted, white centre, a large frusser. This collection also
included Lyne's Redworth, Lyne's Duke of Cornwall, Sunrise,
HarrUe^ Lord Ebrington, Princess Royal, Loyalist, Cynthia, and
Magic; all worthy the name of their celebrated grower. Mr.
Kendie's group also comprised a large number of other kinds of
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* Rickard - of Probus, Mr. Rendle, of St. Austell, and

iiVnai f V* f Gram P° ll "d', also showed a greater variety thanusual ot different kinds of plants and flowers, most of them of a

C&k Horticultural Society, May 17-—We are happy to find that
this useful Society is prospering

; the exhibition was highly gra-
tifying to every lover of gardening, and the various productions
from the Hothouse, Conservatory, and open Garden were parti-
cularly fine. The scene was enlivened by the excellent per-
formance of the band of the 56th, and by a very fashionable
attendance of the local gentry. The collection of Greenhouse
Plants has rarely been so fine, consisting of large specimens of
Furhsias, Pelargoniums, Heaths, Calceolarias, Cinerarias,
Cacti, Azaleas, and many other favourite families. From the
open Garden there were Roses, Tulips, Anemones, Ranun-
culuses, Pansies, Stock Gilliilowers, and some magnificent
Bouquets, In the Fruit department, there were ripe Grapes of
excellent quality; Strawberries, Oranges, with Pears and
Apples ; the latter as fresh as if gathered from the tree. The
Vegetables were also remarkably good. The principal contri-
butors were the Karl of Kingston, Viscount Bernard, Major
P.enmish,Sir W. Chatterton, J. S. Barry, Esq., Captain Hill, A.
>rewman, Esq., Counsellor Reeves, Miss Lyons, Dr. I-lodrfer,

Rev. J. Stopford, W. Parker, Esq., Counsellor Lindsay, The
O'Donovan, Rev. Mr. England, T. Hewitt, Esq., Col. Piper, S.
P. Townsend, Esq., Mr. Bradford, and M. H. Conway, Esq.
The collection from Messrs. Haycroft's Nursery was very
ample, consisting of above 200 specimens of Greenhouse Plants
in flower :

amongst which were some beautiful Heaths, Fuch-
sias, and Calceolarias. Mr. Cutter also contributed a collection
of Greenhouse Plants.— Cork Advertiser.

Royal Devon and Cornwall Botanical and Horticultural Society,
May 13.—The vernal show of this Society took place in the
splendid assembly-room of the Royal Hotel. The rich display of
Plants and flowers was set off to great advantage; and a very
numerous company—more numerous than has been experienced
for many years past— appeared highly delighted with the improve-
ment which the change had effected. A finer or more bountiful
show never graced a spring meeting. The collection of Pelar-
goniums was truly beautiful—showing a forest of rich blooms.
The disulay of Orchidaceous Plants and Heaths was also excel-
lent. The Tulip, the Heartsease, and the Rose, in many of its

chaste varieties, were tastefully grouped in different parts of the
room. The rooms were crowded for hours, and the entire
exhibition showed to what perfection horticulture had been
brought by industry, enterprise, and scientific knowledge. The
following is the award of the judges:—Fruit—The best-flavoured
Pine Apple, ]/., Mr. Griffin. Best dish of Grapes, of any sort, not
less than 2 lbs. weight, )5s., W. Ellis, Esq. Best dish of Dessert
Pears (class 1), 7s. Cul., Mr. Luke. Best dish of Dessert Apples,
7s. 6d., Mr. S. Ellis; second best do., 5s., Mr. Jeffery. E,rlra
Prizes— 10.9. to W. C. Hodge, Esq., for Melon; 2s. Gd. to Mr.
Griffin, for Citrons; 2.s\ 6d. to do. for Oranges; 9.s. 6d. to do. for
Lemons. Flowers anmi Plants.—The best 6 Stove Plants—
Colnmnra grandiflora, Columnea Schiediana, Gloxinia Pricat-
leyii, Achimenes longiflora, Oncidium crispum, Maxillaria
nromatica, ]/., Mr. Griffin. Best collection, of Orchidaceous
Plants— Oncidium pactum, O. flexuosum, O. aggregatum, O.
Carthaginense, Calantbc veratrifolia, Xvlohium sqnalens, \t.,

Mr. ^ Griffin. Best collection of Greenhouse Plants— Boronia
viminea, J5. serrulata, Pimelea decussata,Corra3aspeciosa major,
Eoacris grandiflora, E. pulchella, Chorozema Henchmanni,
Entaxia myrtifolia, 1/., Dr. Budd; second best do., Pnlygala
cordifolia, Epacris grandiflora, Kennedy a monophylla, Pimelea de-
cussata, P. hispid'a, 13oronia serrulata, Chorozema varium, C.
rotundifolia, Us., P. E. Lyne, Esq. ; third best do., Epacris pul-
chella, E. grandiflora, Elichrysum rnoniliforme, Dracocephalum
secundum, Leschenaultia formosa, L. biloba, Pimelea rosea, Poly-
gala speciosa, 105., Mr. Griffin. Bestgroup of Ericas— TZ. vestita
fulgida, propendens, grandinosa, suavcolens, gelida, tloridacam-
panulata, melastoma, conspicua, hybrida, dilecta, ventricosa,
pnrpurascens, hirsuto, It., Mr. Griffin; second best do., "Vestita
alba, ventricosa minor, intermedia, vestita rosea, snlphurea, 10s.,
Dr. Budd. Best group of Tender Annuals, 7s. 67/., W. C. Hodge,
Esq. Best group of IS Pelargoniums—Ly no's Duke of Cornwall,
Cynthia, Lord KUringtoh, Princess Royal, Hamlet, Sunrise,
and 12 seedlings not named, the gold medal, P. E. Lyne, Esq.

j
second best, 1/., W. H. Evans, Esq. Best group of 12 do., Prince
of Waterloo, Beauty, Nymph, Aurora, Enchantress, Bridesmaid,
Cyrus, Rival King, Sultan, Foster's Favourite, Constellation,
Glory of the West, silver medal, P. E. Lyne, Esq. ; second best
do., 15s., \X. C. Hodge, Esq. Best group ofG do., Count D'Orsay,
Prince Albert, Erectnne, Acme, Douglas, Gipsy, 10s., P. E.Lyne,
Esq. Beat sredllng Pelargonium, gold medal, do.; another seed-
ling belonging to Mr. Lyne was also recommended by the
judges as heingeqnal to that to which they had awarded the gold
medal. The best b" Azaleas in pots, Preecipua, Kermesina, flore
plena rubra, Smithii, Smith's purpurea, rosea pallida, 7s. 6d., Mr.
Griffin. Best 6 Petunias in pots, Auticia, formosissima, Rook's
.nest, Madonna, Beauty, unknown, 5s. , P. E. Lyne, Esq. Best 12
Verbenas, King, Prince of Wales, Ruby, variegata, Burleyana,
Ponteyii, Ne plus Ultra, Purpurea odorata, Ingramii, Unique,
Queen, Rosea, 7s. 6</., P. E. Lyne, Esq.; second best, 5s. , W. C.
Hodge, Esq. Best 6 varieties of Cineraria, President, King of
Prussia, Prince Albert. Carmine, Paragon, Enchantress, 5s., P. E.
Lyne, Esq. Best 12 Calceolarias, 10s., Mr. Flower; second best,
Diana, rubra a urea. Gem, Kyleana, cisteriensis, Juba, Dusty
Miller, Angelina, aurea ealleppa, elcgans, Golden Sovereign,
Hope. 7s. Gd., P. E. Lyne, Esq. The best 12 sorts of double Ane-
mones, 7s. CuL, T. Briggs, Esq.

; 32 second bestdo., 5s., Mr. Paul.
Best collection ofRanunculuses, 15*., Mr. Paul ; second best do.,
10s., Mr. J. Taylor. Best collection of 12 Tulips, Byblcemen or
Baguet (class )), ]0s., H. F. Spence, Esq. Best collection of \2
Tulips, named Bizarres (class 2), ] os. , do. Best collection of mixed
Ftowers, (not loss than 20 sorts,) 10s., Mr. Griffin. The best 6
sorts of China Roses, grown in pots, (class 1.) 10s., W. C. Hodge,
Esq. The best 12 cut specimens of Roses, (class 2,) 5s., Mr.
CriiTin. Best collection of 12 Heartsease, in pots, 10s., H. F.
Spence, Esq.; second best do., 7s. 6d.

t Mr. Harvey; third best
do., 5s., T. Briggs, Esq. The best seedling flower of Heartsease,
10s., H. F. Spence, Esq. Best collection of Stocks. 5s., Mr. J.

The rarest pt>mt of the latest introductionsflower, \r,s., Boronia
viminea, Mr. Griffin. Best collection of dried Specimens, Alga2
int.rticulatec, indigenous to Devon and Cornwall, with their
narnes and localities, gold medal. Rev. W. S. Hore. Extra Prizes— 7s- 6d.

t
to Mr. Griffin for group of Rhododendrons; 7s. 6d. t to

Mr. Flower for miscellaneous group of Greenhouse Plants ; 10s.
to Mr. Harvey for seedling Heartsease. Vkoetabucs.-The best

of Asparagus, not less than 100, 7s. 6d„ Mr. JelTrev

;

5s., W. Hodge, Esq. Best d>sh ofFrench Beans, 3s. Gd., Mr. Luke

;

second best do, 2s. Gd., W. Ellis, Esq. Best dish of Peas, 5s.

,

J. Shepheard, Esq. Best bunch of Carrots, the growth of
1843, 35. Gd., Mr. Paul. Best 3 heads of Broccoli, 3s. Gd.,
Admiral Sir D. Milne, G.C.B. Best 3 heads of Cauliflower,
5s., T. Briggs, Esq.; second best do., 3s. Gd„ Mr. C. Jeffery
Best three Early Cabbages, 2s. Gd. t Mr. J. Taylor. Best bunch of
Turnips, \is., Mr. Jeffery. Best three Cos Lettuces, class 1, 2s. Gd.,
Mrs. Downes. Best three Cabbage Lettuces, class 2, 2s. Gd., Mr.
Jef/Wy. Best dish of Potato Onions, 2s. Gd., Mr. Paul. Best dish
of Potatoes, the growth of 1843, 5s., Mr. Taylor ; second best do.,
3s. Gd., Mr. Luke. Best collection of not less than six sorts of
Vegetables, 10?., Adm. Sir D. Milne; second best do., 7s., Gd. t T.
Briggs, Esq.; third best do., 5s., Mr. JefTcry. Extra Prizks—
5s. to Mrs. Downe, for Cucumbers $ 2s. Gd. to Mr. Griffin, for
Mushrooms j 3s. Gd, to J. Jackson, for Asparagus, Cottagers'

Prizes.— The best dish of Apples, 3s. 6^., to W. Fiddick; second
best do. 2s. Gd., J. T. Addicott. Best Gooseberries, 3s., J. T. Addi-
cott; second best do., 2s., J. Keast; third best do., is., J. Dingle.
Best collection of Tulips, 4s., W. Fiddick ; second best do., 3s., J.
T. Addicott; third best do., 2s., Mary Smith. Best collection of
Flowers, 5s., J. Chapman; second best do., 4s., J. Dirude; third
best do., 3s., J. Davis; fourth best do., 2s., Mary Smith. Best
collection of Roses, 3s. Gd.. J. Dingle; second best do., 2s. Gd.,
Mary Fiddick. Best six Heartsease, in pots, 5s., W. Fiddick;
second best do., 3s. Gd., J. T. Addicott; third'best do., 2s. (it/.,

J. Dingle. Best collection of Ranunculus, 4s., J. Chapman;
second best do., 3s., J. Dingle. Best collection of Anemones, 4s.,

J. Chapman; second best do., 3s.. J. Keast. Best collection of
Stocks, 4s., J. Davis; second best do., 3s., J. Chapman; third
best do., 2s., Mary Smith. Six best double Wallflowers, 3s., W.
Fiddick ; second best do., 2s., J. T. Addicott. Best basket of Ve-
getables, 10s., J. Dingle; second best do., 8s., J. Chapman ; third
best do., 6s., T

;
Dennis ; fourth bestdo., 4s., J. Courtis ; fifth best

do., 3s., J. Davis. Three best Early Cabbages, 4s., J. Keast ; second
best do., 3s., J. Courtis ; third host do., 2s., J. Dingle. Bed bunch
of Turnips, 3s., J. Dingle; second best do., 2s., J. Chapman

;

third best do., Is., Thos. Davis. Best dish of new Potatoes, 5s.,

J. Chapman ; second bestdo., 4s., J. Dingle; third bestdo., 2s. Gd.,

J. Keast. Best Bunch of Potato Onions, Ss., J. Keast; second
best do., 2s., R. Martin ; third best do., Is., W. Fiddick. Six best
stalks of Rhubarb, 4s., Mary Smith ; second best do., 2s. 6'/., J.
Dingle ; third best do., Is. Gd., J. Davis. Best collection of Sweet
Herbs, 2s. Gd., J. Davis ; second be^t do., Is. Gd., J. Courtis. Best
dish of Spinach, 9s., J. Dingle; second best do., Is., J. Clutpman.
A new Bee-hive, invented by Mr. Nutt, attracted much atten-
tion in the Cottagers'-room ; the object of the inventor being to
take the honey without destroying the bees. This was exhibited
by Mr. Rendle, nurseryman.

General Dorsetshire Horticultural Society, May 17.—The first

Horticultural exhibition took place at the Assembly-rooms, in
Blandford. There arc few country shows where finer specimens
of horticultural skill arc exhibited than this, and probably none
where gardeners and nurserymen have so little inducement to
attend. The show was exceedingly well attended. Messrs.
White and Co., of Poole, exhibited a stand of the finest varieties
of Pelargonium; and the specimens, for young plants, were
exceedingly well grown. The sorts were Lyne ?s Duke of Corn-
wall, Sunrise, Lord Ebrington, Glory of the West, Princess Royal,
Veitch's Fair Maid of Devon, and some of the be^t old kinds.
The prizes were awarded to Mr. Noble, gr. to J. J. Farquharson,
Esq., for best specimen of Orchidacea, second best do.; second
Pelargoniums; second Calceoluyias ; best White Grapes; best

Black do. -j second Cucumbers, and extra for a Thuabergia. To
Mr. Winsor, gr. to R. Pattison, Esq., for second Orchidncf-ee,

second Greenhouse Plants, first Ericas, best Pelargoniums, best
China Roses, best Co/lection of do , second Heartsease, first Cal-
ceolarias, and first Collection of Plants. To the Rev. H. Austin,
for first Greenhouse Plants, and second miscellaneous collection.

To Mrs. Michell, for first Shrubby Calceolarias, and first Cucum-
bers. To. Mr. Knight, gr. to E. Doughty, Esq., for first Straw-
berries and first Lettuce. To Mr. Arnold, gr. to C. Park, Esq.*
for first Cut Flowers, and extra for Mushrooms. To R. Sheridan,
Esq., for first Heartsease. To G. Harriss, Esq., for second Straw-
berries. To Mr. Fisher, for first Stocks, and first Potatoes. To
H. C. Sturt, Esq., M.P.,for first Anemones. To B. Lenthorne,
Esq., for first Cauliflowers.

Grantham Floral and Horticultural Sanely, May 25.—The'exhi-
bition of this Society was held at the Guildhall, but the unfavour-
able weather debarred many from visiting it, so that t.hc room
did not present such an array of fashion as on many former occa-
sions ; and owing'to the season there was a deficiency in both the

quantity and quality of Tulips, but the collection of Greenhouse
plants was perhaps never surpassed in this Society. Amongst
the specimens most worthy of notice, was a cut stem of the

Crinum amabile, with a quantity of fine blooms upon it, grown
by Mr. Buckwcll, gr. to the Duke of Rutland. Several seedlinff

Cinerarias, quite new in colour, raised by Mr. Sharman, gr. to Si 1
*

J. Thorold, Bart., and a collection of Ericas, and other tender

plants, from the greenhouse of Mr. Bryan, nurseryman, &c -»

Grantham, which, through a mistake on the part of the exhibitor,

were not set out for competition. The prizes were awarded as

follows. Tulips: — Feathered Bizarres, I, Mr. Ashwell, f°r

Magnum bonum; 2, Mr. Yeomans, Joan d'Arc; 3, Mr. Yeomans,
Trafalgar; 4, Mr. Yeomans, Goud Mont; 5, Mr. Yeomans, Grand
Duke; 6, Mr. Banton, Sovereign. Flamed Bizarres, I, ^ r

*.

Yeomans, Lawrence's Black Duke ; 2, Mr. Yeomans, Grandeur
magnifique; Mr. Ashwell, Capt. White; 4, Mr. Banton, Po lv ~

phemus; 5, Mr. Sharman, Commandant; 0, Mr. Wrood, Garicolo-

Feathered Byblcemens, 1, Mr. Yeomans, Lilliard ; 2, Mr. Yeomi}nS *

Washington; 3, Mr. Wood, Franciscus Primus; 4, Mr. ^ e0 "

mans, Princess Iambolle ; 5, Mr. Yeomans, Bienfait Incompa-
rable; 6, Mr. Buck well, Maltre Partout. Flamed Byblcemens, U
Mr. Wood, Acapulca; 2, Mr. Yeomans, Pearson's Lord Hill; •»

Mr. Ashwell, Princess Charlotte ; 4, Mr. Wood, Maria Louisa; *

Mr. Yeomans, Duchess of Wellington ; 6, Mr. Sharman, CalyPs"-

Feathered Roses, 1, Mr. Banton, Ailette; 2, Mr. Yeomans, H el °

of the Nile; 3, Mr. Ashwell, Lady Middleton ; 4, Mr. *5an;°"'

Lady Crewe; 5, Mr. Wood, Triomphe Royale; 6, Mr. Burbidge,

Doolittle. Flamed Roses, 1, Mr. Wood, Triomphe Royale ; 2, Mr-

Yeomans, Vesta;
Wood, Unknown
Ashwell, Rose Unique. ,.. « «,o^»..»™.^ * .~ ,

. DJ
for a seedling Cineraria, Polyuala cordato, Amaryllis J°lins"

m I

Pelargonium Lady Denbigh, Himelea sylvestris, and Sip n "c ..

pylus bicolor. Best G Ericas, 1, Mr. Sharman, (
or iIyD "

d
Ventricosa purpurea, Ventricosa superba, Vestita ,uI^

llS '

m'j

l ii

Sericeanova; 2, Mr. Bryan. Best 6 Calceolarias, Mr. s
• nnw'

3 Seedlings, Polyphcma, Sir John Thorold, and Harris^oi *-

Best 6 Pelargoniums, Mr. Sharman, Discount, Capitatatn *

perbum, Joan of Arc, Chef d'QCuvre, Beauty of Wa
'!;' mD .

Beauty of Walford. Best 12 Pansies, l, Mr. Sharman, ^ ^
son's No. 17, Prince Albert, Princess Royal, Regulator, ir

parent, Climax, Syiph, Seedling, Zelina, Trafalgar,
-

Ju
'i
c
^.£an ,

; 3, Mr. Banton, Strong's French Rose; p *j
"

n; 5, Mr. Yeomans. Lady Middleton; G, »*•

nique. Best 6 Greenhouse Plants, Mr. Sharman.

Genista linifolia, Eranthemum bicolor, Elichrysum spec
^
*

n-
Russeliajuncea, Salvia splendens, Polygala latiioiia, /^ *

cuni,

thus parasiticus, Vinca rosea and alba, Sempervivum *
kweii.

Lantana mutabilis, and Dillwynia speciosa ; 2, Mr.
£. ANI>

E. King, Esq., Nonpareil. Best Baking AppW <•» £ Kcen 's

Esq., Normanton Wonder. Best Strawberries, Mi. w '. jerSi

Asparagus, C. E. Welby, Esq. Vucumoers,^.^-"-- --
E Weluy,

Of Kent, llhubarb, Mr. Wade, Victoria./'OsLetuce^. wdge.

Esq. Cabbage do., Mr. Buck well. Curled I ai Sley, mi

Guernsey Horticultural Satiety, M%£v7™inm*l°l^"s, and
bition was there a richer display of Pelaiffomurns, ^ ^^
Calceolarias,
for seedling:

Mr. Cockburn obtained a raeut«iv« «» ---•- -—
h& Multiflore,

Dots viz —Triomphe de Guerm, Devomensis., ^ «•

L°£ym^e, Las Cfesas, anu White China j
also the flirt pn«
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the following 12 Pelargoniums:— Harlequin, Acme* of Perfection,

Vulcan, Gaines's Masterpiece, Foster's Rosea elegans, Mars (a

seedlinff). Bridesmaid, Bridegroom, King John, Sylph, Joan ot

Arc, and Glory of Jersey; and for the best single one— the

Nymph. A medal was also given to Capt. Appleton, for Cucum-
bers. This gentleman gained a premium prize card for the fol-

lowing: Fuchsias:—May's Magnificent, Insigni3, Globosa major,

Chandlerii, Youellii, and Brewsterii ; he also produced a lew pots

of well-grown Rhodanthe Manglesii, and a variety of seedling

Verbenas, one of a tine blush colour. The first prize was awarded
to Mr. Robert MacCulloch for the best six Pelargoniums, viz. :—
Cyrus, Viola, Little Wonder, Joan of Arc, Lady Graham Moore,
and Gaines's King. Mr. H. Dobree's collection of greenhouse

Plants obtained the first prize; amongst others there were Cle-

matis Sieboldii, Sedum Sicboldii, two fine plants of Epiphyllnm

Ackermanni, Fuchsia globosa major, four good seedling Cacti,

^letia falcata, and a dozen new Pelargoniums. The same gen-

tleman received a premium prize card for an excellent variety of

Jxias and Sparaxis ; he had also a pan of 24 fine Pansies, which
"Were the only ones exhibited, owing to the boisterous weather.

A premium prize card was awarded to Mr. Vidamour, for his

collection of seedling Calceolarias. Mr. C. Gosselin obtained the

first prize for a collection of Greenhouse Plants, which contained

^'ugmansia sanguinea, and some new varieties of Fuchsias.

Amongst the other comnetitors were Mr. Hubert, Mr. C. de

Jersey^ Mrs. Laine, Mr. P. Martin, Mr. Dumaresq, and Mr. Luff,

Nurseryman. The latter had two very magnificent white Azaleas,

jl * Pots, and a beautiful collection of seedling Ixias and Sparaxis.

Some forced gigantic Rhubarb was exhibited by Mrs. Naitcl

;

each stalk weighed 1 lb. The exceedingly wet and cold weather
for the last four weeks completely blighted the anticipations

entertained in the beginning of April, of an early spring, and
this was very apparent in the productions of the cottagers.

Potatoes and Cabbages were neither so fine nor so abundant as

last year ; there was only one basket of Green Peas. Lettuce
"was plentiful, but not large, and in general nothing came up to

tn c quality and quantity brought forward in the spring of last

year; although that season was not remarkably early. How-
ler, such cottagers as did send in their vegetables, &c, were
tl ie more fortunate in obtaining prizes. Besides the awards
above mentioned, the following were announced -.—Best Auricula,

S^een-edged, Mr. C. de Jersey. Best Seedling Ranunculus, Capt.

Appleton. Best Ranunculuses, Mr. J. Vidamour. Best Scarlet do.,

Mr. J. Vidamour. Best Seraphiqve d?Algiers, do., Mr. J. Vida-

mour, Best Double Anemam t, Mr. J. Vidamour. Best Tulips,

iv -i*. H. Dobree, jun. Specimen Stove Plant (Kehinocactus clavi-

fornais), Mr. G. W. Hoyle. Best Stove Plants; Mr. G. W. Hoyle.

Specimen Greenhouse Plant, Mr. R. MacCulloch. Best 20 do.,

Mr, H. Dohrec, jun. Best 10 do., Mr. C. Gosselin. Best Ericas,

Mr. J. Vidamour. Best seedling Pelargoniums, Mr. R. Luff.

Second-best do , Mr. J. Cockburn. Best Show of do., Mr. J-

Cockburn. Beat Pelargonium, Nymph, Mr. J. Cockburn. Best
'2 do., Mr. J. Cockburn. Second-best 12 do., Mr. R. MacCulloch.
Sent 6" do., Mr. R. MacCulloch. Second-best 6 do., Mr. R. Mac-
Culloch. Best seedling Heartsease, Mr. R. Luff. Best other do,,

Mr- H. Dobree, jun. Best seedling Lria, Mr. II. Dobree, jun.

Best collection of seedling do., Mr. R. Luff. Beat Ixias, Mr. H.

©Qbr€e, jun. Best Seedling Sparaxis, Mr. H. Dobree, jun. Best

collection of do., Mr. R. Luff. Best Bulbous Plants, Mr. H.
dobree, jun. Best Azalea indica, Mr. R. Luff. Best Schteanthns,
Mr. J. Hubert. Best show of do., Capt. Appleton. Best 3 Roses

(forced), Devoniensis, Triomphe de Luxembourg, The Nepbetos,
Mr. H. Dobree, jun. Best Brampton Stock, Mr. J. Vidamour.
Best show of do., Mr. J. Vidamour. Best do. (double white), Mr.
J- Cockburn. Best Banish Stocks, Capt. Appleton. Best seedling

Shrubby Calceolaria, Mr. J. Cockburn. Best collection of do.,

Mr. J. Vidamour. Best Shrubby Calceolaria, Mr. J. Cockburn.
Best seedling Herbaceous Calceolaria, Mr. J. Cockburn. Second-
best do., Mr. J. Vidamour, Best collection of do., Mr. J. Vida-
mour. Second-best do., Mr. J. Cockburn. Best Herbaceous Cal-
ceolaria, Mr. J. Cockburn. Best Annuals, Capt. Appleton. Best
Verbenas, Capt. Appleton. Best Cinerarias, Mr. C. de Jersey.
Best Petunias, Mr, C. de Jersey. Extra Prizks :

—

Three Roses,
Mr. J. Cockburn. Orange-tree, Mr. J. Vidamour. Kennedya
MonopfiyUa, Mr. J. Hubert. Amaryllis vittata, Mr. J. Cockburn.
Schizanthus, Mr. C. De Jersey. Collinsia bicolor, Mr. P. Martin.

Anagallis grandiflora, Mr. R. Luff. Collection of Plants, Mr. J.

Cockburn. Fruits:—Best Dessert Pears, Bourre Ranee (1342),
Mr. T. Dunn-resq. Best Dessert Apples (1842), Mr. H. Dobree,
fan. Best Kitchen do. (1842), Mrs. Laine. VEGETABLES :—Best
Asparagus, Mr. A. Dobree. Second-best do., Mr. J. Cockburn.
Best Kidney Potatoes, Mr. A. Dobree. Best Bound do., Mr. A.

Jobrte. Best brace of Cucumbers, Capt. Appleton. Second-best
<l<> > Mr. H. Dobree, jun. Best Peignton Cabbages, Mr. J. Vida-
mour. Beet Vanack. Mr. H. Dobree, jun. Best Cabbages of any
*W, air. H. Dobree,' jun. Best Lettuces, Mr. W. Mellish. Best
Rhubarb (not forced), Dr. McGrath.—A great number of Cot-
ters' Prizes, varying from Is. to 5.9., was distributed. The
3)rincipal articles were Tulips, Ranunculuses, Anemones, Hearts-
*??-se, ixias, Cacti, and Pelargoniums; with Cucumbers, Asparagus,
€ai*ly Potatoes, and Rhubarb among the vegetable produce.

.Hampshire Horticultural Society, May 18.—The second exhi-
njtion of this Society was held at the Archery Rooms. The
^ispiay ni tnc varj0US classes, especially of flowers, was of a
VerV superior description, although not so large as in some
•^vions years. The attendance of visitors was numerous,
^bracing the principal families in the neighbourhood. The
fudges awarded the prizes as follows :—Best Orchidaceous plant
"tacidium Carthaginense), dead silver medal, Rev. Mr. Beadon.
r!''u"d' f,csl do. (Maxillaria aroraatica), German silver medal,

,\
r

- Wickbam, Best Store plant (Clerodendron fragrans), dead
Mlv

the Members' productions were numerous and good, and some

line Ericas, &c. from Mr. J. Bell, of Bracondale, added much to

the interest of the exhibition, being in every respect well-grown

specimen plants. Prizes were awarded as lollows :—Best Cucum-

bers and best Broccoli, the Rev. N.White; best Asparagus, best

collection of Pelargoniums, and "Ranunculus— extra prize, the Rev.

Archdeacon Oldershaw; 'id Asparagtis* Rev. J. W. s. Domsonj
Aeparague—atn prize, Rev. W, P. Spencer; best 12 Pansies, beet

lihubarb, and best StandofCut Flowers, J. Jaffes, Esq. j
2d Cucum-

bers, 2d lihubarb, best 3 Calceolarias, and&etfS Greenhouse Plants,

2d Broccoli, Mr. H. Hart; 2d Tulips,Mr. J. Heaver; best Potatoes

from open ground, Mr. J. Tunmer; 2d Pansies, Mr. T. Adams.

Lancaster Floral and Horticultural Society, May 19.—This exhi-

bition was held at the Boys' National School, on the Green Area,

and was in all respects a very gratifying one. The show of

Tulips was very splendid, with some fine specimens of Pansy.

There were some superb greenhouse plants, chiefly from the ex-

tensive gardens of Mrs. J. 4Ford; a fine Pineapple, from the

garden of T. Rawjdhorne, Esq., of Hcysham Hall; two fine

Cucumbers from the garden of J. Stout, Esq., and two beautiful

bouquets from Ellel Hall ;
with the Victoria Rhubarb, from the

garden of Messrs. Hargreaves: there were five stems weighing

ll£lbs., and five others weighing 11 2 lbs. The company was highly

fashionable, and more numerous than ordinary, and a full band

was in attendance. Subjoined is a list of the prizes :—Tumps :

1, Black Bagot, Wirtemburg, Walworth, Roi de Cens, Trafalgar,

Bizarre lc Noir—Mr. Richardson ; 2, Black Bagot, Grunda Superb,

Trafalgar, Lustre de Beaute, Dolittle, Triomphe Royale—Mr. Har-

greaves ; 3, Duke of Lancaster, Albion, Ambassador, Roi de

Ccris,Dolittle, Roi de Certs—Capt. Wilkinson. Feathered Bizarres,

1, Trafalgar, Mrs. Ford; 2, Charles X., Mr. Richardson; 3, Due
de Savoy, and 4, Prestman's Seedling, Duchess of Hamilton;

5, Catafalque Old Dutch, J. Stout, Esq.; 6, Goud Wears, Mr.

Four bM "Ericas,' German silver medal. II. Holloway, Esq.
*nree second best do., gilt rim, br. medal, Rev. G.C. Rashleigh.
vest io Pelargoniums, in id pots, br. silver medal, Mr. W. Barnes,

in f
**•» in collection, in pots of any size, German silver

»°«al, uev> m,. Henville. Do. in pots under 16, gilt rimmed br.

fecial, H. Holloway, Esq. Best collection of Mas, bronze medal,
«ev. i? % Beadon. Best 12 Herbaceous plants, gilt rim. br. medal,
jev, the Warden. Best collection of do., do., Rev. the Warden.
- ""> best Cinerarias, bronze medal, Rev. F. Beadon. Six best
•noses, not China, gilt rimmed bronze medal, Rev. F. Beadon.

5
1* fest China Poses, do., R. Taylor, Esq. Best collection of
'.-"i>>as, do., Dean of Winchester. Do. Rhododendrons, do.,

B of "Winchester* Do. flowering shrubs. German silver medal,
•

(!'m of Winchester. Four best shrubby Calceolarias, gilt rimmed
' ("iz- nu-dal, W. J. Campion, Esq. Four best Herbaceous do.,

c
°"> W, J. Campion, Esq. Best collection of do., do., W. J.
*mPmn

f F.sf|. Brst 4 Cacti, do., Lady Hewitt. Best \2varieties
J emgle Tulips, do., Mr. W. Barnes. Best 18 Anemones, do.,

r>\ ' Campion, Esq. Best 12 Ranunculus, do., R. Taylor, Esq.

Ji'o i i

2 Hmri 'seu,se, do., W. J. Campion, Esq. Best Mdo., bronze

fcsn '
W,J

' Campion, Esq. Best 30 do., do., W. J. Campion,

eh •*.
8* P&onies, gilt rimmed bronze medal, Dean of Win-

^ ester. Fruits ^Best Grapes, bright silver medal, R. Rawlins,

tie!" ni * Strawberries, gilt rimmed bronze medal, Rev. Mr.

taSif' Vbgetablbs.—Best Cucumbers, >ilt rimmed bronze
'euai, Mr. Stride. Brst French Beans, do, Lady Hewitt. Best

RsvrSP**'
ll°-' Ml'- Stride. Best Melon, German silver medal,

1-1 nil
n' Bcafion. Best Broccoli, gilt rimmed bronze medal, H.

BxTnT^ Esq
* Bcst LMum> bronze medal, It. Wright, Esq.

do p •~™,//s "'S bronze medal, Rev. Mr. Henville. Balsams,

Wari, ^ r
' Henville- Collection of Cut Flowers, do., Rev. F.

Airnt*> \
0ran&es >

&ilt rimmed bronze medal, R. Rawlins, Esq.

I-adv tt
br°nze medal, Mr. W. Barnes. New Potatoes, do.,

ii
Hewitt.

Xwieston Horticultural Society, May 23.—At this exhibition

Richardson; 5, Rowbottom's Incomparable, Mr. Walmsley; 6,

Incomparable, Duchess of Hamilton; 7, Neat and Clean, Mr.

Hargreaves; s, Thompson's Violet, Mr. Hargreaves; 9, Maitre

Royale, 8, Unknown, 9. Duchess of Lancaster, J. Stout, Esq.

Flamed Bizarres.— }. Le Noir, Mr. Hargraves ; 2. Albion, Mr.
Richardson; 3, La Cantique, Mr. Gawthorpe; 4, Smith's Alex-

ander, Mr. Hargraves; fi, Liberal, Mr. Richardson; (i, Madame
de France, do. ; 7, Beauty Frappante, Mr. Jopson ; 8, Garicola,

Mr. Hargreaves; 9, Chaboneur Noir, Mr. Richardson. Flamed
Bybl&mrus.— l, Sable Rex, Mr. Hargreaves; 2, Duchess of Lan-
caster, Mr. Richardson ; 3, Pompey's Pillar, Mr. Jopson; 4, Prin-

cess Charlotte, Captain Wilkinson ; 5, Incomparable Voortrelim,

Mr. Richardson ; 6, Grand Cid, do.; 7, Due d'Anglaise, Mr. Har-

greaves; 8, Zamere Brune, Mr. Jopson; 9. Incomparable, T.

Rawsthorne, Esq. Flamed Roses, 1, Roi des Cerises, Mr. Richard-

son ; 2, Triomphe Royale, Mr. Hargraves; 3, Unknown, Mr.
Walmsley; 4, Unique, J. Stout, Esq. : 5, Lord Hill, Mr. Richard-

son; 6, Neptune, Capt. Wilkinson; 7, Vulcan, J.Armstrong, Esq.;

8, Abiade Diana. Mr. Walmsley; 9, Duchess of Clarence, Capt.

Wilkinson. Selfs, 1, Mr. J. Walmsley; 2, Capt. Wilkinson; 3,

Mr. J. Richardson; Yellow Tulip, Mina d'Or, Mr. Har-raves.

White Tulip, Duchess of Hamilton. Best double Tulip, 1, Ma-
nage de ma Fille, Mr. Walmsley; 2, Bizarre, Mr. Whalley; 3,

Yellow, Duchess of Hamilton. Pelargoniums, the property of
Ladies, 1, Queen of the Paries, 2, Comte de Paris, 3, Garth's Vic-

tory, Mrs. Ford ; Greenhouse Plants, 1. Hippcastrum psittacinum,

Mrs. Ford ; 2, Borronia scrrulata, J. Armstrong, Esq. ; 3, Epacria

pulchelia, Mrs. Ford. Heaths, 1, Ventricosa, Mrs. Ford; 2,

Australis, T. Rawsthorne, Esq. Hardy Plants, 1, Clematis Sie-

boldii, Mrs. Ford; 2, Rhododendron Smithii, 3, Azalea lutea, T.

Rawsthorne, Esq. Herbaceous Plants, 1, Dodecatheon alba, 2,

Yellow, J. .stout, Esq.; 3, Hymenec, Mr. Jopson. Cauliflower,

Mrs. E. G. Hornby; Cabbage, Mr. Hargreaves; Cucumbers. J.

Stout* Esq.; Gooseberries, Mrs. E. G. Hornby; Asparagus, Mr.

J. Binns; Potatoes, Mrs. Gawthorp; Grapes, Duchess or Hamil-

ton; Rhubarb, Mr. Hargreaves; Pine Apples, T. Rawsthorne,

Esq. ; Strawberries, T. J. Knowlys, Esq. ; Peaches, J. Armstrong,

Esq.; Apples, Dessert, Mr. Walmsley; Apples, Culiuary, Mrs.

Ford; Pears, T. Rawsthorne, Esq.—Lancaster Gazette.

Horticultural Exhibition at the Botanic Garden, Liverpool, May
5.—.Tbe first for the year took place at the Botanic Garden,

Edge-lane. The day was beautifully fine, and the company who
attended the garden was not only highly respectable, but much
more numerous than had been expected. The flowers occupied

two spacious marquees, and those which elicited the greatest

admiration consisted of choice specimens of Pelargoniums,

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and Orchidaccae. E. D. Falkner, Esq.,

furnished some beautiful specimens of Roses, but they were not

for competition. Mr. Skirving, of Walton, also sent a number

of fine specimens, but not for competition. The fruits and

vegetables were extremely fine for the time of the year. The

Pansies sent by T. O'Grady, Esq., West Derby, were pronounced

by several growers from the south to be far superior to any they

had ever seen, both for colour and their immense size. The fol-

lowing is the list of prizes:— Greenhouse Azaleas, \, G. Cunning-
lowing is

ham and Son
9.

( 'ape Heaths, I, 3. Hill, gr. to R. Alison, Esq.
;

to A. Sinclair,

Cunningham and Son. Stove or Greenhouse Plants (six varieties;,

1 G. Cunningham and Sou; 2, Messrs. navies and Co.; 3, W.

specimens), 1, T. Broeklehnrst, Esq. ; )1, R. Alison, Esq.: S, J.

Walton, gr. to J. Hegan, Esq.; extra, A. Sinclair, Esq. Tulips

(twelve varieties), I, Mr. J. Soorn ; 2, G. Evans, gr. to W, P.(twel

Frcme, Esq. Pansies (twenty-lour varieties), 1 and 2, T. O Grady,

Esq. ; extra, Messrs. Davies and Co. Miscellaneous Flowers

(twelve varieties), 1, the Earl of Derby; 2, J. Morris, gr. to R.

Jones, Esq. Grapes and Pines, the Earl of Derby. Extra Prize

for Cherries, O. K. Meyrick, Esq. Extra Prize for Pears, W.
Maury, Esq. Extra Prize for Apples, A. Sinclair, Esq. Collec-

tion of Fruits (not fewer than six varieties), 1, the Earl of Derby
;

2, Mrs. Preston; 3, R. Jones, Esq. Extra Prise for SeetUmg

Calceolaria, Messrs. Davies.

Martin; 2, Mr. R. Hamilton, gr. to Sir D. Kinlocb, Bart

6 Baking do., J, Mr. Hendeisou, gr. to J. Aitchison, Esq. • 2, Mr'
C. Anderson, gr. to Sir T. B. Hepburn, Bart. Muslin.

, 1, Mr"

A. Ramsay, gr. to Sir D. Baird. Bart.: 2, Mr. J. Addison'

I
^cumbers, 1, Mr. R. Hamilton ; 2, Mr. A. Kingborn. ^bpa

l, Mr. C. Anderson; 2, Mr. R. Hamilton. Rhubarb, l. Mr.
J.Addison; '2, Mr. R. Hamilton. 6 rubby Pit

1, Mr. Addison ; )>, Mr. C. Anderson. < r, 1, Mr. J. Ad-

dison; 2, Mr. Henderson. Peas, i
t Mr. Ramsay; 2, Mr. H.

Shiells. Turnips, i, Mr. Hamilton; 2, Mr. Bender i. Early

Cabbage8 t
l, Mr. Addison; 2, Mr. W. Thorn. Kidney P toes, 1,

Mr. Hamilton; 2, Mr. D. Mitchell. Potatoes ofany others U
Mr! A. Kinghorn ; 2, Mr. Hamilton. Lettuce, 1, Mr. Henderson"; 2,

Mr! Mitchell. Competed for by Amatkurs only : — G Pans

1 Mr. M. Dawson; 2. Mr. H. Shiells. 6 Tulips, ], Mr. Ogilvie ; 2,

Mr. J- A . Howden. Cabbages, Mr. W. Ogilvie ; 2, Mr. J. Shaw. A
varietv of articles of first-rate excellence was sent to the rooms

for exhibition, viz., from Mr. Mitchell, C«pe Heaths, Epacrises,

Cactuses, Calceolarias, &c. ; and from Mr. Kingnorn, Heaths,

Calceolarias, Cinerarias, &c.

Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural Society, May 31.—At this

meeting the Pelargoniums were neither so numerous nor so

excellent as last year. Among; the Members', the Calceolarias of

Mr. G. Morse, and the Rev. J. Burroughes, and the Pelargoniums

of H. N. Burroughes, Esq., as well as of other gentlemen, were

greatly admired. A seedling Pelargonium, exhibited by tne

member for East Norfolk, called the Norfolk Champion, was a

good flower, and also a seedling purple Cineraria, with broad ana

open petals. The vegetables were scarcely so good as at tne last

exhibition. There were some excellent Grapes from Mr. O.

Thompson and Mr. Morse, and some very fine Strawberries from

Mrs. F. Noverre. The most attractive things were the collections

of Ericas, Pelargoniums, and other choice plants from Mr. Bell's,

of Bracondale. The largest and choicest of Mr. Bell's plants

were,—Euphorbia splendens, 6 feet high and 9 feet in circumfer-

ence; Leschenaultia formosa, 6 feet round, an entire mass of

bloom ; Erica vestita alba, and E. v. cocci nea, each 3£ feet high

and 9 feet round, with more than 100 heads of bloom; Erica

hybrida, E. Bergiana, and E. Westphalingea, each nearly 4 feet

high, well grown, and filled with bloom; besides choice specimens

of E. ventricosa coccinea minor and major, E. propendens, E.

snaveolens, E. scariosa. E. sulphurea, E. thunbergia, E. hnnee-

oides Pimelea rosea, Polvgala cordata, Kcnnedya monophylla,

Leschenaultia biloba, Hibbertia Cunninghamii, a very splendid

Azalea lateritia, 4 feet high and 6 feet in circumference. Among
the Pelargoniums, unusual large specimens for this country, were

Reauty.YVondcr, Ruby, Fancy, Sylph, Matilda, Prince of Waterloo,

Orange •Bovcn, Indispensable, Nymph, Flash, and Bell's Norfolk

Hero. Messrs. Maekie and Ewing exhibited, Rosa indica,

AsMieras, Josephine Malton, Iccteros; Noisettes, La Pactole,

Theobaldine, Vitellina; Isle Bourbon, Acidalie, Ncrine, Bizarnne;

Tea-scented, Triomphe du Luxembourg. There was also a large

collection of cut-blooms of Ghent Azaleas, which were very gay,

the newest of which were— Rubusta, Formosa, Canahculata,

Calendulacea grandis, Coccinea discolor, Helvola, Snperbissiraa

incarnata, and Hybridum maximum. There were a fine Gloxinia

maxima and Cereus multiplex in bloom; Campanula grandis,

and Epacris heteronema. The prizes were ttans adjudged :—

Fruits and Vegetables.- Grapes. Black Hamburgh, C. K.

Tompson. Esq., and W. Rippingale, gr to G. Mors,-, Esq.
:
equal.

Ditto Knevett's seedling and Royal Muscadine, C. Snort, gr to

H n' Burroughes, Esq. Strawberries, Keen's seedling, l, Mrs.

F Noverre; 2, W. Scarlett, gr to Mrs. Rett. Dessert Apples,

Nonpareil, W. Scarlett, gr to Mrs. Ketr. Collection of Apples, W.

Scarlett, gr to Mrs. Rett. Pears, Catiline, S. Short, gr to J.

Stracey, Esq. Cueumbers, Suffolk Hero, l, W. Gale, gr to H. N.

Burroughes, Esq.: 2. Spence's Black Spine, R. Emms, gr. to H.

Gurnev, Esq.: 3, Suffolk Hero. W. Warner, gr to W. Robinson,

Esq. Peas, 1, Imperial, Mr. W. Wilde ; 2, Early Race-horse, S.

Short, gr to J. Stracey, Esq. Kidney Beans, Buff, W. Gale, gr to

H.N. Burroughes, Esq. New Potatoes, 1, King Noble, Rev. J.

Biirrooghes; 2, Ash-leaf Kidney, W. Scarlett, i:r to Mrs. Rett.

Rhubarb, I, Mvatfs Victoria, Lord Sondes; 2, Daiby's Giant, W.

Warner, gr to W. Robinson, Esq. Asparagus, White Battersea,

J. Potter, and W. Warner, gr to W. Robinson, Esq.. equal. Cab-

bages Imperial, W. Gale, gr to H. N. Burroughes, Esq. Lettuces,

imperial cabbage, W. Gale, gr to H. N. Burroughes, Esq.
;
and

Black seeded cos, J. Catton, gr to the Rev. C. Keilowes, equal.

Mushrooms, W. Gale, gr to H. N. Burroughes, Esq. ^^mps
Early Dutch. W. Warner, gr to W. Robinson, Esq. Salad, I, W.

Gale, gr to II. N. Burroughes, Esq. ; 2, S. Short, gr to J. Stracey,

Esq. Leeks, C. Short, gr to H. N. Burroughes, Esq. C'trmzs

Mr. Arehbell, gr to Lord Sondes. lLO\\'Kns.— 2ultps, the best

collection In/ Nurserymen*-***. G. Dovet-Bizarres, Fabnis, Pla.

toff, Catafalque, Jupiter, Lansdowne, Charles X. Byblwmens—

Grotius, Violet Alexander, Rio de Siam, Black Baguet, La plus

Belle, Reine de Siatne. JJnsra—Triomphe Royale, Lady Crewe,

Rose Parfaite, Cerise a Belle Forme, Guarare. Balls' Rose. Tulips,

the best collection by Amateurs—3. T. Kemp, Esq. Pelargoniums,

collection ofZ&t—'R&v • •'• Buiroutthes— Alexandrina, Emily, Con-

sort, Nymph, Lady Douro, Garth's Victory, Rienzi, William the

Conqueror, Coronation, Beatrice, Orange Boven, Life Guardsman,

Witch Medora, Compte de Paris/Sylph, Maximum, Dennis's Per-

fection, Climax, Jean of Arc, Fanny Garth, Liela, Susiania, Lady

Stuart- 2, W. Rippingale, gr to G. Morse, Esq. Do, collection of

18, H. N. Burroughes. Esq., M. P.—Compte de Paris, Ereetum,

Dennis' Perfection, Life Guardsman, Maximum, Chef-d'CEuvre,

Joan of Arc, Bridesmaid, Miss Hoste, Rienzi, Fanny Garth, Coro-

nation, Sylph, Queen Bess, Garth's Perfection, Nyffi] b, Sidoma,

Exquisite. Do, collection of 12, W. Rippingale, gr to G. Morse,

Esq.— Dennis's Perfection, Sylph, Prima Donna, Joan of Arc,

Garth's Perfection, Life Guardsman, Alexandrina, Maid of Athens,

Gaines's King, Chef d'CEuvre, Garth's Victory, Ambassador.

Calceolarias, 1, Rev. J. Burroughes; 2, W. Rippingale, grtob.

Morse, Esq.: 3, Hon. and Rev. R. Wilson. Do. set »w«
J. Burroughes. Do. best&eedling, J. Barkway. Fuchstu, Conspicoa,

single specimen, R. Emms, gr to H. Gurney,Esq. PrHr^uunu,

best seedling, C. Short, gr to H. N. Burroughes, Esq.
<f"*"*^

double, 1, Ion, and Rev. R. Wilson; 2, Mr. Warren, A a

Blooms, Hardy, C. Alborough, gr to G. B. Kett, Esq. PWJMJ
collection 0/24, T. Chambers, jun. Do. colUetomtf 18, J. Catton,

gr to Rev. JS. Keilowes. Do. collection of 12, Hon-jand Rev. R.

Wilson. Cacti, I. E. Willett, Esq.
:

2, W. ^£vS,2.2: r
beck E«q Brtcas, C. Short, gr to H..N. Buiroughes, Esq.

East Lothian Horticultural Society, May 25.—The Society s

first exhibition for 1843 was held in the Assembly Rooms, hm-
Astern, when the following prizes were awarded[:- 20 Pa*mest

6 Cinerarias, i, Mr. J. Addison
; 2, Mr.

gr. to Sir R. Houston, K.C.B.
W. Rentoul. 6 Calceo-

larias, I, Mr. A. Kinghom," gr. to Sir R. Houston, K.C.B.

TtZctnses, 1 , Mr. D. Mitchell, gr. to Lord Elcho
; 2, Mr. J. Ad-

dison. 6 Pelargoniums, Mr. W. Rentoul. 3 Double Wallflowers,

l Mr. T. Allan; 2, Mr. W. Thorn. 6 Dessert Apples, 1, Mr. W.

Roxburghshire Horticultural Society, April ig.—This Society

held its first Meeting lor the season at Jedburgh, when prizes

were awarded Cor the following articles -.—Polyanthuses. i.Mr.

W. Deans; 2, Mr. E. Oliver, gr. to W. Fair, Esq". Auriculas, Mr.

T. Weir, gr. to W. O. Rutherford, Esq. Hyacinths, 1, Mr. Weir,

forKimrod, Grand Blanch, Imperial, and Anna Maria 5 2, Mr.
Deans, for Anna Maria, Groot Vorst, and Passequin. Early

Cabbages, Mr. G. Taylor, gr. to G. Broad, Esq., Ormi&tcm.

Broccoli, 1, Mr. Taylor, for Sulphur: 2, do., Mr. Oliver. Sea

Kale, l, Mr. Weir; 2. Mr. Taylor. Bhubarb, 1, Mr. Oliver; 2,

Mr. Weir. Leeks, 1, Mr. A. Hunter; 2, Mr.'Taylor.—-May 24.

-At a second Meeting, prizes were awarded lor the following

articles:— Tulips, l, Mr. G. Taylor; 2, Mr. A. Hunter. Double

Wallflowers, Mr. Taylor. Pansies, 1, Mr. Taylor, for Lord

Douglas, Thomson's Queen, England's Defiance, Lovegrove's

Coronation, Widnairs Gem, Climax, Mary Queen of .Scots, Carlo

Dolce, Duchess of Roxburgh, and three Seedlings 3 2, Mr. Weir,
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for Lord Douglas, Gem, Belansea, Castle Craig, Defiance, Veitch's
Conqueror, Lady Peel, Emperor, Doctor, Ringleader, England's
Defiance, and Climax. Aapara I, Mr. Weir; 2, Mr. >

Cucumbers, Mr. Oliver. There were presented at this meeting
some very foe cat specimens of Camellias, Acacia arm?'
Clianthus puniceus, Cinerarias, Fuchsia globosa, Indigofcra
australis, and a number of other articles by Mr. "Weir. A
very splendid plant of Tropseolum tricolorum, loaded with
blossoms, and a large collection of line Seedling Polyanthuses,
by Mr. Deans.

Sane Floral and Hortit >rai Sot < . May 22.—The fir

meeting for the season took place at the Town "Hall, when the
following1 prizes were awarded :—Traps -.—Premier Van, 1, J.
Braeegirdle-, 2, G. FurnivaU. Feath< Bizarres, I, W. G. Moli-
neux; 2f T.Aimson; 3, J.Steele; 4,S. Ailcock; 5, J. Steele. Flamed
Bizarres, 1, W. G. Molineux ; 2, G. Furnivallj 2, T. Aimson ; 4, J.
Steele; 5, W. G. Molineux. there* Byblmmens, 1, W. Latham -

s

2, J. Steele; 3, E. Snelson; 4, J. Steele; 5, J. Erace*;irdle.
F d Byblamens, 1, W. G. Molineux; 2, E. Si n; 3,T. Aim-
m : K S. Ailcock ; 5, E. Snelson. . . 1 and 2 f

G.
Furnivall ; 3, 4, and 5, J. Steele. lamed Ro 1, J. Rracegirdle ;

,
W. Latham ; 3, W. G. Molineux ; 4 and 5, E. Snelson. Self*,

1, G. Furnivall; 2, E. Snelson -. 3, W. G. Molineux. Best 3
Greenhouse Plants, l and 2, J. Mellon Best 6 Pel tiums, I,

MissTwemlow; 2, G-. Bayley. do , ('.Taylor; 2, T. Stringer.
Best 3 Ericas, ] and 2, J. Mellor. Best 3 7 . ] . MissTwemlow;
2, W. Ailcock. Best 3 Calceolarias, 1, S. AllcOCkj 2, W. Ailcock.
Fuchsias, S. Ailcock. /Vm o/ 24 Pfl /•*, 1, J. Ailcock ; 12,

S. AHcock. Best Pan of 12, l, Miss Twemlowj 2, C. Taylor,
Miscellaneous Plants, l and 2, Miss Twemlow. Extra, l, F. J.
Ford, Esq.-. 2, G. Bayley. Vegeta; », Frcjts, &c— Grapes,
Sir J. Broughton. Cucumbers, 1, Sir J, Broughton ; 2, W. All-
cock ; 3, Miss Twemlow. Eating Apples, 1, J. Latham, Esq. ; 2,
J. Plant, Esq. Bah Apples, 1, J. Plant, Esq. 5 2, J. Skerratt,
Esq. Strawberries, Sir J. Broughton. Gooseberries, J. Ailcock.
Currants, J. Latham, Esq. Mushrooms, Sir J. Broughton. Kidney
Potatoes, 1, J. Ailcock; 2, Sir J. Broughton. flowwtf Potatoes,
Sir J. Broughton. a Beans, Sir J. Broughton. Rhubarb,
L, J. Ailcock ; 2, R. Percival, Esq. Onions, S. Ailcock. Cabbage, T.
Stringer. Lettuce, W. Ailcock. Broccoli, J. Mellor. Cottagbrs.
-^Pc/o r«m, J. Downing. Fuchsia, J. Sate. r<wwe t>lant,l,
J. Thornhill; 2, J. Cooke; 3, J. Evans. Cut mber, J. Downing.
Potatoes, D. Farr. Rhubarb, D. Farr. Lettuce. D. Farr. 4&pfafc
J. Paine.

T///v SAow, Walton, Derbyshire, M 30.—This show was held
at the Hat and Feathers, Walton, and the following prizes were
given :- Feathered bizarres : 1, Due de Lancaster, Mr. Marsden ; 2,
Trafalgar, Mr. Beard ; 3, Firebrand, Mr. G. Holmes; 4, Defiance,
Mr. Maisderi; 5, Priestman's Seedling, Mr. Kodgers ; 6, Crown
Prince, Mr. Beard

; 7, Black Prince, Mr. Mather . S, Dutch Cata-
falque, Mr. Beard. Flamed bizarres : 1, Albion, Air. Marsden ; 2,
La Canrfque, Mr. Rodgers; 3, Gabriel's Patriot, Mr. Rodgers; 4,
Sovereign Royal, Mr. Beard; 5, Albion, Mr. Rodgers; 6, Lustre
de Beaute, Mr. Beard

; 7, Due de Savoy, Mr. Mather ; S, La Can •

tique, Mr. Mather. Feathered Roses, 1, Lady Crewe, Mr. T. Oak-
ley ; 2, Lady Crewe, Mr. Beard ; 3, Mrs.Mundy, Mr. Holmes; 4,
Velure, Mr. Beard

; 6, Doolittle, Mr. Beard; 6, Unknown, Mr.
Holmes; 7, Rose Bagot, Mr. Marsden ; 8, Triomphe Royale, Mr.
Mather, Flamed Roses : 1, Unique, Mr. Marsden ; 2, Unique, Mr.
Marsden

; :?, Rose Vesta, Mr. Marsden ; 4, Neptune, Mr. Mars-
den

; 5, Lady Barbara, Mr. Marsden ; 6\ Incomparable d'Holland,
Mr. Holmes; 7. Lord Hill, Mr. Marsden; 8, Josephine, Mr.
Marsden. Feathered Byblmmens, 1, Violet Alexander, Mr.
Marsden; 2, Washington, Mr. Marsdon ; 3, Bienfaite, Mr.
Holmes; 4. Violet Alexander, Mr. Oakley; 5, Gay Stella, Mr.
Oakley; 6, Angelina, Mr. Oakley; 7, Bagot, Mr. Holmes; 8,
Violet cTAntonio, Mr. Rodgers. Flamed Byblmmens : 1, Sable
Rex, Mr. Marsden, ; 2, Mr. Stretton, Mr. Beard; 3, Ward's King,
Mr. Rodgers; 4, Roi de Tulipcs, Mr. Beard ; 5, Angelina, Mr.
Marsden ; 6, Violet le fond Noir, Mr. Marsden ; 7,Wolstenholmcs'
Byblcemen, Mr. Oakley; 8, Pennsylvania, Mr. Marsdon. Selfs,
Bizarre Breeder, Mr. Beard; Rose Breeder, Mr. Holmes ; Min
d'Or, Mr. Marsden

j White Flag, Mr. Mather.

Warrington Tulip show, Map 19.—At the spring meeting of the
Warrington Floricultural and Horticultural Society, the following
prizes were awarded for Tulips '.—Premier Prize for the best
Tulip, Bienfait, Mr. Hardy. Feathered Bizarres, I, Sultana, Mr.
Hardy; ?, Trafalgar, Mr. Wilson ; 3, Royal Sovereign, 4, San Josef,
6, Surpasse Catafalque, 6, Firebrand, Mr. Hardy. Flamed Bizarres,
1, Crown Prince, 2, Ui 11, Mr. Penketh ; 3, Lustre, 4, Pheenix,
6, Wright's No. 63 Seedling, 6, Unknown, Mr. Nunnerley.
Feathered Byblmnem, 1, Grotius, 2, Bienfait, Mr. Hardy; 3, Un-
known, Mr. Numicrley ; 4, Seedling. Mr. Wilson; 5, Surpassant,
0, Buckley's No, 46, Mr. Hardy. Flawed Ji'/btwmcns, 1, Violet
fond Noir, Mr. Nunnerley; 2, Queen Caroline, 3, Unknown, 4,
RowbottonVs Incomparable, Mr. Wilson; 5, Queen of May, Mr.
Penketh; 6, Sable Rex, Mr. Nunnerley. Feathered Roses, 1,
Heroine, 2, Lady Crewe, Mr. Hardy

; 3, Walworth, Mr. Wilson
4, Due deBronti, Mr. Hardy; 6, Hero of the Nile, Mr. Bloore; 6,
Dohtile, Mr. Wilson. Flamed Roses, 1, Roi de Cerise, Mr. Hardy

;

2, Triomphe Royale, Mr. Nunnerley; 3. Lord Hill, Mr. Bloore;
4, Unique, Mr. Nunnerley : 5, Rose Ruby, Mr. Wilson

: 6, Count
Vergennes, Mr. Bloore. breeders: Bizarre, Slu.kspeare, Btjblm-
men, Lancashire Hero, Hose, Mrs. Mundy, Mr. Hardy, SelfS:
While, Flag, Mr. Bloore; Yellow, Min d'Or, Mr. Hardy.

NOTICES op NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Beg6nia coccivia. Scarlet-flowered Begonia. (Stone shrub.)
Beg-oniacejc. M01 1 Polyandria.-This species, now added to
our collections, was imported, with many other handsome things,
by Messrs. Veitch and Sen, nurserymen, of Exeter, from the
Organ Mountains of Brazil, having been brought from thence by
these gentlemen's collector, Mr. William Lobb. Jt bloomed
towards 1 hv close of last s, ftBon, for the first time, and has again
flowered early in the present year. Plants stil! continue in fl< w< r.
and will probably bios

>
n.

1 gbout the greater part ofthe year.
It is an exceedingly attractive B] ies, growing about 18 inches
in height, branching liberally, and producing a great quantity of
Us elegantly nodding panicles of flowers. These, and the large
prominent capsules, being <»f a bright tlecp red colour, while ti

space betv the projecting angles of ihe latter .led off
almost to white, ti c whole plant is more showy than any other
species known to us. A handsome specimen which is flowering
supeibly atMrs. Lawrene '

. Ealing Park, is one of the fim
features in the stove at this period, and yields in interest to
scarcely any of oar old-established favourites. In propagating
the species, common cuttings are employed, and aretreatedin
the ordinary way, requiring some care to keep them from damp-
ing off. The plant, like 1 < fthe other Begonias, will not bear
to be neglected but must be cultivated in the literal sense of th
word. It should be potted in a rich loam, of a light and fibrous
nature, mixed with about a third of Loose decayed manure or
leaf-mould, and shifted gradually into a moderate-sized pot If
planted in very poor soil, or much cramped at the roots, it* will
never grow and bloom otherwise than imperfectly. While grow-
ing, it demands a large supply of x^-ater, though it is essential
that the drainage be so good as to admit of this fluid passing off
readily.—Parian's Ma of Bo,

Lobe'i.ia BRINC6
;
var. grandirlora. Large-flowered Erinus

(Half-hard/, Perennial.) Lobeliacere. Pentandria Monandria.—•

p-riT
p?r

5,

ons navin£ either a greenhouse, or a frame, or a plot of

charm-
<levote(1 entirely to flowers, are unacquainted with the

mawl! u
!t

i
le L()bclia erinns, whose delightful blue blossoms

introdnrpd V
°f the fl°wer-garden, the smaller vases or baskets

le£« n«£ti£*a^ P^asure-trroun.is as summer ornaments, theiesser parterres of the conservatory, or the superior and deco-

rated pots or vases employed to enliven the greenhouse,—so gay
during the warmer months of the year. For all these purposes

—

filling boxes to place in balconies, for vases to stand at the
top of steps or along balustrades, for elevated stone parterres in

the Italian style, or rustic wooden baskets on lawns, for e ow
ornamental pots or pans to suspend from the roof, or \ lace on
the elevated shelves of greenhouses, and even for putting out in

patches in the front of the commoner borders, or for forming
ring by the sides of walks in conservatories— there is hardly a

prettier or more interesting object in the whole range of easily-

cultivated flowers of a dwarf character. But the variety at
present recommended is a yet more enchanting little plant, in

consequence of its flowers being much larger, and thereforemore
specious, than those of the original species; and on this account
it has a tar move brilliant appearance when in blossom. We met

th it last au'nmn in the nursery of Messrs. Henderson, Pine-
Apple-place, where it was making a very admirable display in
flic greenhouse. These gentlemen, we understand, obtained it

from Mr. Frazer, nurseryman, Leyton* Essex, wTho is believed to
have raised it from seed. Whether, however, it is an peridental
variation, produced casually or by good culture, or whether the
seed was imported from the Cape, v iiich is the native locality of
L. erinus, we have not ascertained. The plant is certainly a
great improvement on the older and better-known sort, and, as
such, deserves, from the popularity of the species, to be univer-
sally cultivated. From its low, half-trailing character, it is

peculiarly fitted for planting in very small beds, or particularly
broad and shallow pots or vases, or for placing round the edges
or near the margins Of larger pJots and borders, especially whi
they are a little raised, so that it can hang down over their sides.

We would, again, more specifically suggest its being used as an
edging to conservatory borders that are not too much shaded.
The necessity for something of a lively description in such
positions must be strongly apparent to the observantly tasteful,

and nothing would be more agreeable or showy than the prese
plant. Not knowing its origin, we are not aware whether it can
be reproduced by seeds. It may be increased either by cuttings
in autumn or spring, or by partially covering the more trailing
shoots with earth in the former season. It is not quite hard
and must have the protection of a frame in winter, where it can
be kept either as large plants for spring propagation, or as young
autumn-raised stock.

—

Paxton's Magazine ofBotany,

MISCELLANEOUS.
TO MAKE A SALAD WORTH V OF A MAN OV TASTE.

Two boiled Potatoes, strained through kitchen sieve,
Softness and smoothness to the salad give;
Of mordant mustard take a single spoon,

—

Distrust the condiment that bites too soon,

—

Yet deem ft not, thou man of taste, a fault,
To add a double quantity of salt.

Four times the spoon with oil of Lucca crown,
And twice with Vinegar— procured from town !

True taste requires it, and your Poet begs,
The pounded yellow of two well-boiled eggs;
Let Onions' atoms lurk within the bowl,
And, scarce suspected, animate the whole;
And lastly, in the flavoured compound toss,
A magic spoonful of Anchovy sauce.
Oh, great and glorious ! Oh, herbaceous meat

!

'T would tempt the dying anchoret to eat;
Back to the world, he'd turn his weary soul,
And dip his finger in the salad-bowl.

{Ascribed to the Rev. Sydney Smith.)

Horticultural Society.—Advices have been received
from Mr. Hartweg, dated Bogota, 31st March. He was
at that time on the point of starting for the town of
Guaduas, a place 5000 feet above the sea, in a thickly
wooded country, and thence he was to proceed to Cartha-
gena on his return to England. His collections from
Popayan and elsewhere filled 14 chests, in which were
25 species of Orchidacese, several fine plants of Thiebaudia
floribunda, four boxes of roots and cuttings in earth,

12 i kinds of seed, and about 4000 dried specimens.
The Weather.—We have miserably wet weather, nor

can it be otherwise if the barometer keeps fluctuating

between 29 50, and 29 60 deg. It it should mount up to

30 10, or 30 20 deg. it would more than double the
power of the atmosphere to dispose of aqueous vapour
and keep the stratum of air free from clouds from the
height of 1300 feet to 3000. The temperature of our
summer months depends mostly on the height of the
barometer. The whole country is now a morass, and the
exhaling foliage of crops, woods, &c. &c. enormous. We
had yesterday a thunder-storm about noon, preceded by
so dark a sky that the clergyman could scarcely see to
read the church service.—John Williams, Pilmaslon,
June 5, 1843.

India.—The dates from Calcutta, are 21st April. A
meeting had been held at Agra, at which it was resolved
to establish an Agricultural and Horticultural Society for
the North West Provinces. Dr. Falconer, the superin-
tendant of the Government Botanic Gardens, had left

Bengal in the Tenasserim, on medical certificate.

—

Indian News.
To Destroy Cock Roaches.—We understand that the

following method has been successfully practised by
Messrs. Loddiges in their hot-houses. One ounce of
arsenic is mixed with four ounces of tallow, and the
two are melted together in an earthen pipkin. When
thoroughly incorporated by stirring, and partially coolei
small pieces of wood are dipped in the tallow, which
forms over them a coating. They are stuck about in the
pots, when the cock-roaches greedily attack them and
perish.

Wheat, 30 Quarters an Acre.—Possibility is one
thing, present practicability another, and while the
first may be made profitably the object of our endea-
vours, our expectations should be prudently limited to
the latter. Mr. Pusey raises the average British pro-
duce of Wheat to 26 bushels per acre—how much more
than this is possible ? In a treatise on husbandry,
printed so long ago as 1774, by C. Varlo, Esq., are
recorded (vol. i. p. 292, and seq.) a set of experiments
for determining the space Wheat requires to flourish

on ; and at p. 299 he concludes—" I say one foot square
will bring 30 ears to maturity from 1 foot." Now, as

a foot square contains 144 square inches, this allows
nearly 5 square inches to an ear ; room enough to admit
air and sun for ripening it; and 30+9— 270 ears per
square yard. Now, a.ji?ie ear of Wheat (we are talking

of possibilities) will yield 80 grains weight of corn^;

and .10+ 270=21,600 grains, or 31bs. 1£ oz. per square

yard. And an acre being 4,840 square yards, will

lb. oz. qrs. lbs. lbs.

give, at 1 per yd., 10 of 484 per qr.= 60^ per bus
consequently, 3

1-f
per yd., 30 of 494 per qr.=62 per bus.

But this decides only the space required ; the next ques-

tion is, can the land be made able to produce it? Mr.
Varlo says he has grown 30 ears from one root, but that

30 roots will not flourish in a square foot; and we know
that land too highly manured will run the plant away in

leaf, or even kill the seed. But have we learned enough,

even yet, of the respective functions ofindividual manures^

and of their mutual reactions when mixed, to know how
largely they may be applied, in due proportions, to regu-

late each, other 9 Of carbonaceous manure we need not

fear excess, as Wheat enjoys land containing 10 per cent,

of humus—much more than it can consume. But excess

of animal manure will rim it to leaf and straw, whilst

excess of salt and lime will kill the seed. They seem to

have a counteracting or mutually correcting power, and
if applied in due proportions to supply all that the plant

requires, and to regulate each other's operation in ex-

citing vegetation, the quantities may probably be consider-

ably increased and their good effects still more so. Further,

when the ground is thus made as rich as the seed will bear,

we can continue to feed and stimulate the growing plant,

by repealed- top-dressings, of which the kinds and quanti-

ties may be indicated by the state of the vegetation and
of the season : ammoniacal manures if the plant is thin

and pale ; old lime, salt, phosphates, &c, if running rank
;

and so forth. An objection here presents itself of some
practical weight, viz., that in Belgium, where every article

of manure is carefully preserved, to restore to the soil all

that is drawn from it, the crops do not approach the

above computation, nor, indeed, greatly exceed our own
average. But the question is not one of mere quantity of

manure, but of its most effective application ; and the

Belgian farmer, with all his practical perseverance, has

little more knowledge of the functions or reactions of the

different kinds than we have, nor of their mutual correc-

tive power or proportions. We Jiave reports in the

"Encyclop. Britan." of 12 qrs. per acre 40 years ago,

from ground-dressing only; a long step in advance from
our present position; and more recently 23 qrs.

— " Brit.

Husb." vol. i. 381. An instance may be quoted in which

practice has overtaken a computation analogous to the

above. Last year a farmer of our neighbourhood (Mr.
Jackson, of Beer) weighed some select Mangel-wurzel
roots, and measured the space they occupied. This, by
calculation, gave 80 tons an acre, and he said he would

not be satisfied till he had realised that product. I ex-

pressed doubts whether he must not allow for contin-

gencies ; but we now see, in the advertisements of Potter's

Artificial Guano, a report of 80 tons Mangel-wurzel per

acre. Of Turnips, too, reports have reached me of 50 and

56 tons Swedes per acre. Of course, the larger the bulb f

the more it gains in depth as well as in surface, and it is

an interesting question how deep our different root-crops

may advantageously penetrate ; and how much deeper

where the air is drawn down and circulated in the sou

by under draining, as by this depth the possible amount
of root-crops must be limited. The best proportions 01

manures can be ascertained only by practice ; but that

" practice" may be guided and forwarded by u science.

The quantities and best proportions of the materials

required for feeding the plant may be indicated by com-

parative analysis of good and bad crops, and those of the

exciters by the study of their re-actions, with the observa-

tion of their effects; "practice with science" may ad-

vance "surely and not slowly." It may be objected that

great crops can be obtained upon choice land only. But

what is inferior land ? Mechanically or chemically ? The

first points out its own remedies ; and those of the latter

may be indicated by analysis ; the difficulty is that they

are often too costly. But what would be too costly to

bring " poor land " into condition to produce 30 or even

15 qrs. of Wheat an acre ; or 8G tons of Mangel-wurzel

;

or 50 tons of Swede Turnips ; or other crops in propor-

tion? Where, it may next be asked, are we to get tlie

manures? The concentrated and saline manures oiler U

a new and daily-extending resource ; and as they increase,

the produce, so more slock will be fed and more 7ar ,

dung returned. Green manures may be grown to ploug
^

down, and enrich the land with humus to any exten ,

and, when of the leguminous kind, with ammoniacal

matters also, which have most of the effects of yard-dnng*

and with the concentrated manures answer other ]>"

poses besides. The vast sewerage from towns may _

more or less turned to account ; the liquid part over

adjoining meadows—the solid collected in cess-pools, a

carried to the arable lands. Lime is abundant enoug -

If judiciously employed, each to the best advantage,

shall probably have manures enough, not only to mere

our produce from year to year, but to get our
j
?roU

"
' ,

better and better heart, and our farmers and "''^
._

men too. In what degree these speculations may tie

ised time must show. Limiting our expectations ^
*

appears probable and practicable, why should no

JL** ~Ja „™ u« fu,fmMt <nnssiblp.$ What has been
object and mm be the utmost possible!

. M«

may be again. What one foot has produced ano iner y

But what is to be done for the farmer while tins ^
While the grass grows the horse starves. At

II

better to return an equivalent proportion in -.

irated manures, withplam directions for their use, a

clear and authentic accounts of their advantages, jl

would probably benefit the farmer in Ins next crop toi

or three times the amount^ and much more prospecitwv*
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l>y showing him how to increase his producefrom year to

year, and thus expedite, more perhaps than by any other

proceeding, the return to Agricultural prosperity gene-
rally. Whilst it would proportionately benefit tli ^coun-
try by the increase of produce of its own soil, and
practically refute the taunting argument that "the land

cannot feed the population."—J. Prideauw. {Extracted
from, the Plymouth Herald.)

Agricultural Labourers.— [The following is the con-
clusion of Mr. Lawrence's Pamphlet, from p. 343. j

" General Directions.—*! must now give you a few
general directions. Be very particular in keeping your
garden free from weeds ; do not put off hoeing till weeds
become a crop, for then rain may come, and you cannot
get rid of them. "When the weather is dry, hoe as often

as any weeds appear above ground
;
you can go over the

whole of your garden in a very short time in this way, and
you will find, by following this up in April and May, your
ground will be clean all the summer, and with much less

labour than is required when weeds are once let get ahead.

You should have a tool to use between your crops, like

the common hoe, but with two prongs instead of the cut-

ting edge ; the prongs should be a little larger than those
°f a dung-fork, six inches long, and about four inches
apart. You will find it very beneficial to your crops to

loosen the earth with this occasionally, between the rows
°f plants. In November and December, throw up every
'>ed, not under crop, in ridges, as I have suggested for the

bed intended for Barley ; this gets the mould in nice

working order, and renders it much more fruitful. I wish
also to press on your attention, with respect to all crops,

that which I have hinted at in the case of Potatoes

:

namely, that much is lost by planting too closely, let the

ground be ever so good. This is a mistake you are all

apt to fall into, for want of knowing something of that

which is called the physiology or principles of vegetation.

A free exposure to air is absolutely necessary to the support
both of animal and vegetable life. The blood of animals,
after being forced from one part of the heart, through
the vesHels called arteries, all over the body, returns by
another set of vessels called veins, to a different part of the

heart, in a very impure state ; from thence it passes into

the lungs, or lights as you would call them, where it is

exposed to the action of the air we breathe; this purifies
*t> and renders it, with some additions, again fit for circu-

lation. It then returns to the heart again, and is again
sent round the body as before : and thus it circulates,

regularly undergoing purification in the lungs every turn.

Nature performs a like process in some respects in vege-
tation. Plants derive their nourishment partly from air,

and in part from water, or earth combined with water, and
the earth derives all its fertility from the air. The leaves
are the lungs of vegetables ; their juices also circulate
through one set of vessels, from the roots to the leaves,

where they absorb the main principle of their support,
and return by another set of vessels, and deposit the mate-
rials which cause the growth of plants. Your vegetables
would not grow without air and light in the richest soil

that ever was made. It follows, therefore, that the earth

about your plants should be freely exposed to the atmo-
sphere or air, that it may absorb the necessary moisture
for the nourishment of the roots ; and that the leaves

should all be freely exposed, in order that the fluids circula-
ting through them may also absorb from the air the mate-
rials necessary for the support of the plant. I hope you
now understand that, what you call making the most of
your ground, by planting close, is, in truth, making the
feast of it ; that is to say, when the plants are so near to

^ach other as to prevent the exposure of the roots and
feavesof all to a free circulation of air. You have ail

Planted rows of Potatoes so near together that the haulms
of the rows, when high and strong, met ; and you have
Probably observed, in this case, nearly all the under leaves
yellow and decayed. Nature intended every one of these
t° increase your crop, but you have frustrated her kind
Mentions, which I hope you will avoid in future. You
^Ust make a hole on the waste, near each of your gardens,
t0 take decayed leaves of all sorts, Cabbage-stems, weeds,
6cc «5 for these will rot in time, and make good manure.

T
^igs.~! have a word or two to say about your pigs, as

: Expect every one of you to keep one. In the first place,
lfc

**> very material that the pig be kept quite dry
; you

^ust therefore always be attentive to the roof of the sty,
ailcl see that it does not let wet. The open part of the
st

y> where the pig feeds and exercises, should be planked,
an(l sloped sufficiently from the covered part or bed for all

^
et to drain away to the dungheap. The sty must be

kePt clean
; it should be cleansed every day. Dry leaves

*n <* fern, collected in the autumn, are good substitutes for
Straw for the bed, when straw is scarce. I would recom-
*»<iu1 you no t t0 bnv ;n y0ur pig before May, as you
joold have some difficulty in finding sufficient food for
nirc[

earlier without going to expense ; he should then be
Jl^ less than six or seven months old. As there is verym<fe common or waste on which your pigs could be turned
j'° £raze, you must treasure up all the refuse Cabbage-
eaves, pods of Peas, and Beans, &c. to supply them with
Jfucient food in the sty during the summer. One hog

£
b you must have, and as soon as you can afford it you

.
'ould get another, that one may be filling while the other

• being emptied ; moreover, it is an advantage not to give

"J wash while it is fresh, for pigs are found to thrive

int j°n it<when stale - Let the Potatoes and Carrots
tended for the pigs be boiled, and then mashed
P with the wash. As soon as the Acorns and Beech-
es are ripe, set the children to collect them, as they are

Vn7 nourishing food for pigs. In the beginning ofOctober

J ,

lnust prepare for fatting, by giving less green food,

in i

more Potatoes and Carrots, which you will then have
atmn<lance. A pig will require about two bushels of

Potatoes, and one of Carrots or Parsnips boiled, and
mixed with the wash every week during this month; but
as the appetites of pigs will vary, you must watch them
when feeding, and give a little more or less at a meal,

taking care not to give at one feed more than they eat up
clean. They should be fed three times a day at the least,

1 should say four times during November and December,
while fatting. During the last week of October, mix
about hajf a peck of Barley-meal with the allow-

ance of wash for the week ; each of the two first

weeks in November, one peck ; each of the two last weeks,
a peck and a half ; the two first weeks in December, two
pecks each ; the third week, three pecks ; and the fourth

week, four pecks. It is necessary to be careful in

increasing the Barley-meal ; this must be done gradually

in order to prevent surfeit, which will throw the pig

back. If your crops of Peas should be very abundant,
and produce more than you want as vegetable food, let

them ripen well, and put them by for fatting the pigs to

save meal. By the end of December, if you have
managed the pig well, he will be fat; if he be not, you
must give him a little more time, for he ought to be tho-

roughly fat before he is killed. I cannot dispose of the

pig, when killed and burned, better than in the words of
the Author of u Cottage Economy/' He proceeds as

follows: "The inwards are next taken out, and if the

wife be not a slattern, here, in the mere offal, in the mere
garbage, there is food, andfdelicate food too, for a large

family for a week, and hog's puddings for the children,

&c." u The butcher the next day cuts the hog up, and
then the house is filled with meat— souse, griskins, blade-

bones, thigh-bones, spare-ribs, chines, belLy pieces,

cheeks, all coming into use one after the other, and the

last of the latter not before the end of about four or

five weeks.1 ' " All the other parts taken away, the two
sides that remain, and that are called flitches, are to.be
.cured for bacon. They are first rubbed with salt on their

insides or flesh sides, then placed one on the other, the

flesh sides uppermost, in a salting-trough, which has a

gutter round its edges to drain away the brine ; for to have

sweet and fine bacon the flitches must not lie sopping in

brine, which gives it a bad taste. Every one knows how
different is the taste of fresh dry salt from that of salt in

a dissolved state ; the one is savoury the other nauseous
;

therefore, change the salt often—once in four or five days ;

let it melt, and sink in, but not lie too long ; change the

flitches
; put that at bottom which was first put on the

top ; do this a couple of times. As to the time required

for making the flitches sufficiently salt, it depends on cir-

cumstances—the thickness of the flitch, the state of the

weather, the place where the salting is going on. It takes

a longer time for a thick than a thin flitch ; it takes longer

in dry than in damp weather ; it takes longer in a dry

than a damp place. But, for flitches of a hog of twelve

score, in weather not very dry nor very damp, about six

weeks may do ; and as yours is to be fat, which receives

little injury from over salting, give time enough, for you
are to have bacon till Christmas comes again. The place

for salting should be cool, and where there is a free circu-

lation of air. Confined air, though cool, will taint meat
sooner than the mid-day sun accompanied by a breeze."

The Author then directs that the bacon should be smoked,
and not dried, that the flitches should be hung up in a

chimney where no rain could fall upon them, and not so

near the fire as to melt ; that the smoke should proceed

from wood fires, not coal. If there be a fire constantly

by day, a month would be long enough for the flitches to

remain in the chimney ; but if not, rather more time must

be given, taking care not to leave them long enough to get

rusty ; that the flitches should be dried to the hardness of

a board, but yet not quite dry; that before the bacon is

hung up in the chimney it should be laid on 'the floor,

powdered over pretty thickly with bran, that this should

be rubbed on the flesh and patted well down upon it. The
lard must be taken care of and put away in bladders,

mixing a little salt with it will make it keep good for a

longer time. I have been very desirous of collecting

for you all the knowledge I could about the pig, for he

will furnish you with a great number of good, hearty, and

nourishing meals after your day's toil, throughout the

year ; and I hope you will not only attend to all I have

written, but pick up all the information you can as to the

best plan of feeding and management. Never regard a

little additional trouble, for " there are no gains without

pains."
" Cleanliness, Neatness, Regularity, and Order.—

Strict attention to these qualities is of the utmost import-

ance to your welfare. Make them the habits of your

household; they will prove a blessing to your children,

aud a great advantage to them through life. Cleanliness

is said to be next to godliness : on the latter it is unneces-

sary for me to say anything more than to urge your regular

attendance at your church on a Sunday, where you will be
taught the vast importance of this virtue to your condition,

here and hereafter, by your good minister, who, I know,

takes a deep interest in your well-being in all respects.

Cleanliness contributes greatly to your health, as well as

comfort and appearance. Neatness carries with it its own
reward, it is always pleasing to behold, and particularly

where it is least expected, in the dwellings of the poor.

It shows a disposition to make the most of the little

advantages you may have ; it is an encouragement to those

who have done something to serve you to do more. Order

and regularity in all things are well worth your attention

;

they will save you both time and money ; have a place for

everything, and everything in its place. The wife should

have a regular time, every day, allotted for the perform-

ance of her various household duties ; and should so

arrange them as to devote as much time as possible, of the

most favourable part of the day, to the garden ; but she

must never lose a day's work when she can get paid for

one, unless prevented by illness, or the necessary care of

young children. As every day brings its own occupations,
never put off to to-morrow that which can be done to-day.

There is some truth in the old proverb, " One to-day is

worth two to-morrows.' 7

Regularity in your payments is

a most important consideration
; without the strictest

attention to this, neither your own labour, nor any advan-

tages that may be offered to you, will long mend your

condition, or save you from wretchedness. While you
pay ready money you can go to the best market, buy the

best articles, and at the cheapest rate ; you are indepen-

dent, and have nothing to fear. If you once get in debt

you have no chance of paying off old scores, for your wants

and your means continue to bear the same proportion to

one another. For fear of offending those in whose power
you have thus placed yourself, you must continue dealing

with them ; you must be content to take those articles,

of inferior quality, which others who go with money in

their hands, have refused ; and you must pay the best

price, nevertheless, to cover the risk the shopkeeper runs

in trusting you. You become dependent, your spirit

becomes broken by difficulties, you become careless and

negligent, and are lost men. If you are thrown behind

hand by any chance accident, borrow of your masters, who
will always help a good servant in these cases ; but do not

run in debt at the shop ; do not even resort to this if you
can possibly avoid it, for " he that goes a borrowing goes

a sorrowing.'
7
Cleanliness, neatness, regularity, and order,

must be enforced on your children, both by your advice and
example. They will all have to get their livelihood in one

kind of service or other; most of them will look for places

in families, and the possession of these qualities makes
nearly all the difference between a valuable and a worth-

less servant. I have seen many cases in which really

industrious servants, who were never idle, but who were

always in a muddle, and had never done their work, merely

for want of method and regularity, replaced by others

who have performed all the same duties, with ease to

themselves, with time to spare for their own purposes, and

with satisfaction to their employers."
" Service.—The few last observations have suggested

to my mind some reflections on the subject of service in

general, which I think may be useful to you, and with

which I shall close my observations. I have always heard

very general complaints by servants, both agricultural and

domestic, of the treatment and conduct of their masters

and mistresses ; sometimes, no doubt, with good reason,

for we are all erring mortals. But the number of the

satisfied bear a very small proportion to the number nf

the dissatisfied ; and truth compels me to say, that I have

generally found those who were contented with their situ-

ations happened to be the best of servants. Again I

have known some servants give a man the worst of cha-

racters as a master, and others give the very same man a

character just the reverse. How come these things to

pass ? I will tell you. Careful, industrious, and faithful

servants generally make good masters ; and there are

very few exceptions to this. Good men make good

masters to such servants from a natural feeling and sense

of justice. Bad men, in other respects, often make good

masters for their own interest only. Every man, be his

character what it may, feels that good servants are neces-

sarv to his own peace and comfort; and to keep them,

he knows he must, at any rate, treat them well, or they

will leave him. 1 know this to be the feeling of every

master and mistress I have ever talked with on this sub-

ject. I never find any one who is not sensible of the

value of a really good servant in any situation ; or, who
is not ready and willing to make any reasonable sacrifice

to keep such a servant. When, therefore, I find servants

complain of neglect or ill-treatment—though such com-

plaints are, I am aware, too often well founded—I am
sure that in nine cases out of ten it arises from their own
inattention or misconduct, in some way or other; and as

the same causes will lead to the same consequences,

wherever they go, as soon as they feel from their master's

conduct towards them, that they are losing his esteem and

consideration, let me advise them, at once, instead of

leaving a master and abusing him, to look carefully back

upon, and examine their own conduct, and see if they have

been, upon all occasions, faithful, just, and obedient to

him. If they do this sincerely and honestly, I suspect

they will seldom fail to find the cause of any alteration in

their master's conduct towards them. If, upon reflection,

thev find that they have failed in their duty, they must

exert themselves to repair the mischief, and regain lost

ground. If they feel they have done their duty, they

should respectfully inquire whether their employer has

any complaint to make, and tell him, at the same time,

the cause of their inquiry. This would oftentimes prevent

a separation, and lead to a good understanding in future.

You are always too ready to change your masters, on very

slight grounds, without recollecting that you must meet

with difficulties and something you may not like in every

situation ; and that in changing, you . are probably

flying from one evil merely to run into another, perhaps

a greater. Neither you, nor your sons and daughters in

service, appear to me to be aware how material it is

to your interest to continue as long as possible in the

same place. After long service, a servant becomes ac-

quainted with all his master's views, wants, and habits,

and knows how to serve and please him better than any
one else. This gives an old servant a great advantage that

he cannot have in a new place* As the period of service

increases, so does the attachment of the master ; and from
this naturally spring acts of consideration and kindness ;

it leads to numerous little privileges and advantages,

which a servant, continually on the move, can never know.

Should death, or any other circumstance render it neces-
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sary for a servant to look out for another place, long
service with the late master is the best recommendation
he can take. Such a person is sure to have a choice of
the most desirable situations ; and, in old age or sickness,

he will have a claim that will not be resisted, upon those
whom he may have served long and faithfully. Poor
Richard says :

—

" « I never saw an oft-removed tree,
Nor yet an oft-removed family,

_
That throve as well as those that settled be.'

And this is true as to servants. I have been induced to

offer these observations to you, and through you to your
children, in consequence of the complaints I hear in

almost every family of the habits and conduct of servants
now, as compared to what they used to be. "Whatever
may be said of the situation of agricultural servants, (and
I am fully aware that they have not had those comforts
they are fairly entitled to,) this is very far from being the

case with domestic servants. Within the last few years,

their wages have been greatly increased : their only neces-
sary expense, namely, clothing, has been very greatly

diminished ; they have become extremely particular, both
as to the quantity and kind of work they would perform ;

and equally so as to the quality of their fare. I want to

have strict justice done on all sides. I wish most
anxiously to see the labourer and his children engaged in

other services, well housed, well fed, well clothed, and
treated with kindness and consideration. But I must
tell you and them, that all these advantages are due only
to those who strive to perform their various duties to the

utmost of their ability ; to those who are honest, civil,

obliging, ready to do the work justly required of them,
industrious and careful in the execution of it; faithful

guardians of the property entrusted to their care, and
ever watchful of their master's interest. I will give you
one caution at parting, though I hope and believe it is

not necessary. Many persons have objected to the plan
of supplying labourers with gardens, and to their keeping
pigs, &c. ; because they think that having a garden to

cultivate, will induce a man to come late to his work— to

return early from it—and to steal away from it when his

master's absence may afford him an opportunity. The
same persons think that having a pig will be a tempta-
tion to a poor man to pilfer all he can for its support

;

corn, grain, straw, &c. I do not believe a word of this ;

for, making due allowances for the different advantages
of different stations amongst mankind, I believe the
poor to be full as honest as the rich ; but I mention these
objections to you in order that you may be particularly
careful to avoid every act that might give any persons the
least ground for supposing they were sufferers by any
advantage given to you. Take nothing that does not
belong to you ; neither goods nor time. For, if you rob
your master of time winch he pays you for, it is the
same thing, in substance, as robbing him of his money.
When you lay down your heads to rest at night, employ,
if it be only a few minutes, in looking back and re-
flecting upon your conduct through the day. Judge
yourselves, as you may rest assured you will hereafter
be judged by Him "to whom all hearts are open, and
all desires known, and from whom no secrets are hid ;' and
your feelings, on composing yourselves to sleep, will be
a sure and safe guide for the conduct of the morrow.
I shall add nothing more at present, but that I hope,
ere long, to see you baking your own bread, and brewing
your own beer. This must be deferred till you can save
a trifle to buy two or three tubs and small casks. You
will have your hands pretty full now, and will want
every farthing you can save for some time to come, to
supply yourselves with garden-tools, the hog-tubs, &e.
I shall come amongst you as often as I can find time to
go so far. 1 shall watch your proceedings with great
interest, and shall hope to find you have attended to all

my directions, or be able to give me a good reason for not
having done so. The deserving may be sure of encourage-
ment. If they are at any time in want of further informa-
tion or advice, or of any assistance in my power to afford
them, it shall be always at their service. With every wish
for your increased comforts and happiness, which after all
will mainly depend on your own industry and general
good conduct, 1 remain, your faithful servant, Charles
TjAwnKNaiR "

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Highclere, the Earl ofCaernarvon's.—There was lately blooming

most splendidly at this place, which has always been celebrated for
Its American plants, a quantity of seedling Rhododendrons some
ot which are of the most novel and magnificent character
Several of them are of the richest and most vivid Vermillion
tint, splendidly spotted with nearly black spots on the upper petals.
The parents of the ptirplish-flowerine: kinds are R. altaclerense
and R. ponticum : and those of the redder and pale pink sorts, R.
Altaclerense and U. maximum. In both cases the U. Altaclerense
is the male parent ; they are remarkable for having immense
trusses of flowers, many of which are likewise individually large
and beautifully formed. This is especially the case with a li£'ht
purple one, -which might easily be mistaken forAzalea phcenicea,
were it not altogether larger. There are also two or three very
Ceep purple ones, which are quite peculiar and are generally con-
sidered showy; but the colour is rather too dull. One of a
brownish purple tint is very singular, but too dingy. Perhaps
the best of all is a pale vermilion-coloured one, in the wav of R.
maximum, splendidly spotted, with bold trusses and flowers
almost equal in ftpure to Azalea indica lateritia. A very fine one
of a delicate rosy tint, Is further particularly noticeable. The
great merit of the whole is that they are particularly hardy.
Mr. Goldham, Islington.—-This has been a most unfavourable

season for Tulips; great losses have been sustained by most of
the fanciers in the neighbourhood of London, but to these losses
so generally complained of, Mr. Goldham has happily been a
stranger, scarcely a failure has occurred in his extensive collec-
tion. What has been wanted herehas been sun, but though hehas scarcely shone upon the bed since the flowers have shown
any colour, the condition of the flowers was beyond what we
Rtat

C1P
f^ ,nider these disadvantages, and very superior to the

«mri *
be<1 last yeax ' tne flowers generally have less colour,

whioh
e

t

more tr
-

ue to their character; there arc exceptions to thiswncn we noticed, particularly with Polyphemus—these were

generally surcharged with colour, excepting in those instances
where they had run back and been rebroken, when their con-
stancy is more to be depended on. Among the Roses Goldham's
Queen was conspicuous with its singularly bold and fine flame,
and his Ellen, which has the same character of flame as Pandora,
and the same formed cup as that beautiful variety. Goldham's
Maria is this season in great purity of ground, with the feather
and flame most delicately pencilled. The Gem is also in its true
character with its high and rich colour, but wanting sun to bleach
the ground colour. Triomphe Royale, Aglaia, and Fleur des
Dames were in fine character. The Duchess of Sutherland among
the Byblcemens claimed particular attention, not alone for the
beanty of the flower, but for its constancy also; every bloom was
true to its character, pure in the white, and rich and decided in
the markings. Pandora, a rosy purple, was not so fine as it was
last season, the outer petals had evidently been cramped by the
untoward state of the weather. Musidora was in great perfec-
tion. The Louis were on the decline, but enough remained to
show they had been of a superior strain. Fanny Kemble and
John Kemble were fine. Napoleon, a flower with a bold dark
flame, forms a valuable addition to a bed, from it being so deci-
dedly different from others. Lord Nelson, Holmes' King (an old
favourite), and Franklin's Superb were also fine. In Bizarres,
Polyphemus was heavy and had, excepting in two or three in-
stances before alluded to. Milton not good ; on the contrary,
the Garricks were fine throughout the bed. Strong's Duke of
Bedford, a feathered bizarre, a fine middle-row flower, and Davy's
Comet, tjood. Apclles and Strong's King were both fine.

Shakspeare and the Sultan also. Dr. Lindley, a bizarre broken
last season comes fine, and is peculiar for the deepness of the
yellow and the intense black of the flame and feather; the few
we have noticed were either old varieties in very fine condition,
or flowers not generally found in collections. It was evident upon
examining the flowers that they had wanted sun and warmth to
expand the blooms more kindly. A few have broken into colour
this season; we noticed a bizarre which promises to be a great ac-
q uisition j in its present state it bids fair to surpass Strong's King,
the yellow and scarlet are fine and clear, the cup short and well-
formed, petals firm and waxy, the colour is distributed in a deep
rich feather, alike in all the petals; it is to be named Goldham's
King. Another bizarre, a seedling from Polyphemus, having a
clear ground, with a delicately-pencilled feather, to be called Per-
fection, with a rose just opening, and promising well, were the
elite of the newly-broken flowers.—May 29.

Manual of British Botany ; containing the Flowering
Plants and Ferns, arranged according to the Natural
Orders. By C. C. Babington, M.A. Small 8vo.
Van Voorst.

Mr. Babington has long been known as a most diligent

and critical investigator of our wild plants, and we are
glad to find that he has made public the result of his

researches, in the work before us. The statement which
he makes in the preface explains what it was that led
him to consider this kind of investigation worth the
pursuit.

" From the attention which has long been paid to the
elucidation of the Flora of Britain and the numerous
excellent botanists who have, since the time of the
justly celebrated Ray (not to go further back) employed
their talents upon an endeavour to determine the indi-

genous products of these kingdoms, the Author, in
common it is believed with most English botanists, did
not suppose that much remained to be done in British
botany ; for he could not expect that after the labours of
such men as Smith, Hooker, Lindley, and others, and the
publication of so invaluable and unrivalled a collection of
figures as is contained in the English Botany, there
could still be many questions concerning the nomenclature,
or any considerable number of unascertained species, the
determination of which would fall to his lot. He had
not however advanced far in the critical examination of
our native plants before he found that a careful compari-
son of indigenous specimens wilh the works of eminent
continental authors, and with plants obtained from other
parts of Europe, must necessarily be made, for it appeared
that in very many cases the nomenclature employed in
England was different from that used in other countries,
that often plants considered as varieties here were held to

be distinct species abroad, that several of our species were
only looked upon as varieties by them, and also that the
mode of grouping into genera was frequently essentially
different.

"The discovery of these facts produced considerable
astonishment, and the author was led to consider what
could have been the causes of so remarkable a discrepancy.
The following appears to be the most probable explana-
tion. It is well known that at the close of the last

century Sir J. E. Smith became the fortunate possessor
of the Herbarium of Linnaeus, and was thus enabled to
ascertain, with very considerable accuracy, the British
species which were known to that distinguished man, and
to publish, in the most improved form that he had given
to his system, a remarkably complete and excellent Flora
of Britain. Then followed the long-continued separation
of this country from France, and indeed from most of the
European nations, by which we were almost completely
prevented from observing the progress which botanical
science was making in other countries, and at the same
time our own Flora was continually receiving accessions of
new plants which it was nearly impossible to identify
with the species detected and published in France and
Germany. At the conclusion of the War we had become
so wedded to the system of Linnseus, and it may even
perhaps be allowable to add, so well satisfied with our
own proficiency, that, with the honourable exception of
Mr. Brown, there was at that time scarcely a botanist in

Britain who took any interest or paid the least attention

to the classification by Natural Orders which had been
adopted in France, and to the more minute and accurate
examination of plants which was caused by the employ-
ment of that philosophical arrangement.
"The publication of so complete and valuable a

Linnamn work as the English Flora greatly contributed
to the permanency of this feeling, and accordingly we
find that at ?, very recent period working English
botanists were unacquainted with any of the more modern
continental floras, and indeed even now many of those

works are only known by name to the great mass of the
cultivators of British botany/'
Upon looking through Mr. Babington's pages we find

many novelties. But whether or not all his new species

will bear the test of examination will probably be for some
time a matter of dispute. This however is certain, that

he deserves credit for calling attention to circumstances
which have been very generally overlooked. For our-

selves we are far more inclined to reduce than to increase

the number of species in books ; and to regard the
distinctions which many Botanists suppose to be per-

manent, merely as trifling deviations from ordinary
structure, analogous to those which occur in so much
more marked a manner in the animal kingdom, without

however leading zoologists into the error of confounding

them with species. When we see the extraordinary

creations which are now springing up in gardens ; when
we know that plants with almost all the characters of
Azalea pontica, for instance, have been bred out of

capsules of the common Rhododendron ; and when we
consider the very unexpected discoveries lately made
experimentally by the Dean of Manchester among
Narcissi, we cannot but pause before we recognise as of
specific importance such characters as those by which Mr.
Babington separates G. intermedium from G. urbanum,
Dryas depressa from D. octopetala, or Thesium humile
from T. linophyllum.

However this may be, there is no doubt that Mr.
Babington's is a very valuable contribution to our know-
ledge of British plants, full of original information and
good critical remarks. It has also an excellent feature, in

the adoption of Koch's method of marking in italics

those points in the specific characters of difficult genera,

to which attention is most particularly demanded.

Theorie der Gartnere'i, von John Lindley ( Lindley'

s

Theory of Horticulture).—Svo. Vienna. 1842.

This is a translation into German of the well-known
English work, with some valuable notes and observations

by the translator. As it may interest our readers to

know the opinion of well-educated foreigners upon the

importance of correct theory to Gardeners, we select a

few passages explanatory of the translator's views.

In the preface, after some complimentary matter, which
need not be extracted, the text proceeds thus :

" The art

'of gardening has hitherto consisted of a mere medley of

isolated or ill-arranged rules, and the individuals engaged
in it usually received nothing more than a tradesman-

like and superficial education, principally dependent on
the capacities of their masters or employers. Such a

degree of instruction may have been formerly considered

satisfactory, but it is a question whether this is so at the

present moment—a question not difficult of solution,

when we listen to the complaints either of garden propri-

etors or of gardeners, who often find themselves foiled in

the culture of most important plants for want of some
sound principles of action. Much fame, indeed, has

already been earned by gardening, but it will be more
and more merited the more its doctrines are based on well

considered principles and scientific views.
u The most profitable and useful appropriation of the

soil forms the most solid prosperity of all countries*

It is therefore the chief problem of our art, for the

proper solution of which we have only to interrogate our

great teacher, Nature. If our questions are well put, we
are sure to receive in all cases the same answer, because

nature remains invariably the same, and is never subjected

to either inconsistency or contradiction. If we perceive

the forms of her manifestations to be different, tins

should only be a stimulus prompting us to unceasing

activity and to renewed and more careful observations.
" If once a theory is constructed on a sound basis, like

that of our Author, it is impossible that those who apply

themselves to horticulture should be easily led astray J*1

their endeavour after improvement. To the young gar
"

denerit is invaluable, because it contains a long series of

principles, the soundness of which has been proved by

experiment, and which therefore deserve the entire confi-

dence of the beginner."

Among the notes which the translator has added to the

Author's text, the following will be found among the

more interesting. We have prefixed to these the nun*-

ber of the paragraphs in the English edition—or the

pages—for the convenience of those who may possess l •

Par. 30.— << Every leaf-bud, either on the branches or

the stem, has a connexion with the root by means of vei,

simple organs. It is the continued life of these organs o^

a branch or a bud, after its separation from the OT,Sl
.

plant, which, in our opinion, is the main condition or

formation of roots in any part of a plant.
( era.

Par. 30.—" The young roots of some genera live tor

very considerable time without the cotyledons exercsi

any function. So we find that the seeds of theW
?:jJ

which are sown in January, will have formed ^
oot

.f

September, but the cotyledons will not be visible *or^
or five months later, viz., in January or February o

next year. * v au
Par. 32 " As summer advances leaves are neai ly

formed, and they then perform trie function ot nom is
»

a plant; because, if the root remains ever so long *i

moisture the plant will not cease to live so long, »

atmospheric parts can absorb the moisture ot

the dews, and rain.
f tne

Par. 35.-- Of the continually-absorbing powei o

roots, the simile of a wick of a candle *<*^'J^
the most appropriate. The wick (as well as the mm§
oles of the root) by its hygrometnc q^^"^
conducts fluids to the flame, only the V^^^l
continually retewed by their constant formation onwaias,

I are permanent.
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Par. 35.

—

" In many cases the rejection of certain sub-

stances by the roots of plants may be caused by a want
of chemical affinity. Liebig says, " Nature herself

shows us what a plant requires for its youngest fibres at

the first period of development. Becquerel has proved
that the seeds of Graminacese, Leguminosse, Conifer:; 1

,

Chicoracere, Umbelliferse, Conifeixc, and Cucurhitacese

excrete acetic acid daring germination. A plant sprout-

ing forth from the soil, a leaf protruding from its bud,

contain a portion of ashes, which are in general as much
saturated with alkaline salts as at any other period of

vegetation (Saussure). Becquerel's experiments tell us
how and by what means these alkaline salts reach the

plants. The acetic acid, when formed, spreads in the

humid soil, becomes saturated with alkaline matter, lime,

and magnesia, and is again taken back by the fibres of
roots in the form of neutral salts."

Par. 37 *'* The curious phenomenon that poisons fatal

to animals are also destructive of plants must be consi-

dered as a wise provision of the Creator, because if such

poisons did not kill plants the latter could not be the

chief nourishment of men and animals, whose existence

ttould then be the most difficult tiling imaginable.

Par. 38.—"The analysis of Liebig has proved that

rain-water contains nitrogen in the form of ammonia, and
that of Struve, that most mineral matter contains car-

bonic acid. Before this, no one could explain whence the

amount of nitrogen contained in the plants was derived.

This riddle is now solved, and the culture of plants has

been thereby advanced to an incalculable degree, although
S(>me may still not sufficiently appreciate the discovery.

Par. 42.— *' In the same way as the cotyledons exist for

the nourishing of the young stem, so also the leaf which
is beneath a bud is there for nourishing the latter. But
the leaf in the axil of which is no bud has another

function.

Par. 49 "In all perennial plants, in shrubs, fruit and
forest trees, a new and particular vegetative process fol-

lows the perfect maturation of the fruit ; whilst in
a,muals from this period the stems become lignified, and
the leaves change their colour into yellow ; on the other
hand, the leaves of trees and shrubs remain in activity

Until the beginning of winter. The formation of the
*?OGdy rings proceeds, wood Becomes more solid and hard,
and from August onwards leaves produce no more wood ;

a 'l carbonic acid which they receive and assimilate is used in

the preparing of nutritious substances for the next year;
instead ,of ligneous fibre, starch is formed, and spread in
tl'e form of August juice through all parts of the plant,

(Hurtwig in Liebig 9

s Organic Chemistry.)
Par. 67.—" The common belief that it is only the direct

fays of the sun which can operate the decomposition
of the carbonic acid in leaves, and that the reflected rays
(the common light of day) do not possess that quality, is

a great fallacy, because in many plants just the same sub-
stances are formed, whether they are struck by the rays of
the sun or grow in the shade ; they require light, and the
light of the sun ; but it is indifferent to them whether they
deceive the solar rays directly or indirectly ; their func-
tions will merely go on with more energy and rapidity if

growing in the sun than in the diffused light of day, or in
the shade ; and there cannot be any other difference in
this case than what is exercised by light on chemical com-
pounds, and this difference will consist merely in a more
0r jess accelerated process. Thus chlorine and hydrogen
^fiite into chloric acid, but this combination only takes
Place after some hours, if merely influenced by the light

°f
day, while in the sun's rays it is sudden, and accompa-

nied by an explosion, and in the dark not the least change
**U be observed. Most physiologists have connected
tIle exhalation of carbonic acid during night with the
^sorption of oxygen from the atmosphere, and consider this

Junction as the real respiration of plants, which (as we
*now) produces in animals a decarbonization of the blood,
^here is scarcely an opinion which rests on such a feeble
basis. The water received by roots contains carbonic

j*
ciu\ which is not decomposed on the absence of light,

b^t remains dissolved in the sap which pervades all parts
°f a plant ; and every moment, along with the water eva-
porating through the leaves is a proportionate amount of
Ca!*bonic acid expelled. Soil in which plants vegetate lux-
m"

lantly contains a certain quantity of moisture (an indis-
P ensabie condition of their life), and such a soil is never
Ueficient in carbonic acid, either derived from the atmo-
sPhere or from the putrefaction of vegetable matter. No
**'er

> either rain or that of springs, is free from carbonic
aci(1

J and at no period of the life of a plant does the
apability of its roots to absorb moisture, and conse-
quently air and carbonic acid, altogether cease. Can it

before surprise us that carbonic acid, conjointly with
lle evaporating water of the plant, is returned to the
tmosphere, when the cause of the fixation of carbon, viz.,
S"t, is deficient ? That exhalation of carbonic acid is as
Connected with the process of assimilation and with
le

Jife of a plant as the absorption of oxygen. They do
ot "ear the least relation to each other; the one is a

^
re'y mechanical, the other a chemical process. A wick

h
Col;ton shut up in a lamp which contains a fluid impreg-

ns r
Vit' X carbonic acid wil1 be in J

ust ilie same Portion
a living plant in darkness, Water and carbonic acid

ban
SOrbed by the power of capillary attraction, and

li
» evaporate again on the surface of the wick

—

Liebig's
vgamc Chemistry, 1840.

{To be continued.)

AXENDAR OF OPERATIONS.for the ensuing week.
s^e nwT

1

apolo&isefo >* ploughing: with another man's heifer; I

claim tn .

cn0Uffll
> that the " Floricultural Cabinet " has a better

^yftiPn ,°
l.

r

lJ

8;inallty fox smoking frames with touch-paper than

^ord<* nf « publican
; and we must cover our retreat in the

« w the adage, which says, •« a good tale is not the worse for

£0

being twice told." I can only account for " Junius's" failure by
supposing his Tobacco to be too moist. One of my men tried
two papers, and both burnt down to the sockets. The '* Cabinet's "
plan of putting a thin layer of Tobacco on the paper, and then
rolling it up loosely, is better than having all the Tobacco in the
centre. T have just heard that Mr. Henderson, of Pine-Apple-
place, has proved the Polygala Chamsebuxus to be a good plant
for winter forcing. No doubt many of the greenhouse Polygalaa
might be so managed (with a little pruning about this time, and
keeping them in-dcors through the summer) as to come into
flower early in January. Try also Goodia latifolia, and some of
the Crotalarfes, in the same way. Perhaps there are some who
are not aware that all the Corneas, treated alter this fashion.— that is, kent in vigorous growth in the greenhouse all the
summer,—will begin to flower late ii> the autumn, and continue
on through the whole winter, supplying the place of the
Fuchsias: and this puts me in mind of the Mexican Fuchsia
splendens, which is a late spring flowerer

5 but if you treat it for
the next three or four months, as you would your forcing He-
liotropes, that is, cramped at the roots and allowed no more
water than will just keep it alive, then give it a good shift avid
force it alone* with the Roses, and you will have it in flower by
the end of February. T treated my plants thus last year, and
theywere much admired in the conservatory last spring. T have
also, the year before last, crossed this Fuchsia with the pollen of
fulgens and corymbirlora; and I like the seedlings better than
either of their parents.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department*

Pinery.—If the young stock of plants have all been looked
over and potted, nothing requiring particular notice will be
wanted for some time, except the common routine of watering
and syringing, giving air, and perhaps shading if the plants do
not stand the sun well.

Vinkhv.—The houses where fruit is ripe, or about ripening,
must be kept dry with a free current of air, but as soon as the
crop is reduced to a fortnight's consumption, you had better cut
all the bunclies and hang them in a cool, airy room. This would
be a great relief to the Vines, as you can syringe them freely,

and yet give them as much air as the house will allow. Those
in the late houses, or in greenhouses, will want abundance of
moisture, both at the roots and over the foliage, to encoura
them to swell a tine crop of fruit.

Pkachhs.—The last of these cannot well be managed like the
Grapes, as they do not keep well any length of time after they
are ripe, and are never better than when just gathered off the
trees. You must therefore have patience, and keep the air in
this house dry till after the fruit is gathered for use, when you
will, of course, give the trees and all parts of the house a
thorough good washing down with the engine or a 'powerful
syringe. The Cherry-trees may also be treated in the same
manner.
Melons and Cucumijkrs.— In nine cases out of ten, Melons,

in the hands of a young beginner, either come in when they are
not wanted, or altogether at one time, just as Pines often do;
but, unlike the Pine, you cannot keep them for any length of
time after they are ripe. The only expedient that I know of to
meet such a case is to gather some of the fruit a short time
before they are quite ripe, or as soon as the flavour of the first

Melon indicates its approach to maturity, to place these on a
shelf in a cool fruit-room or dry cellar, where they will keep for
a week or ten days; and if you serve them as you would winter
Pears, by exposing them for a day or two to a dry heat in. the
kitchen, or under glass in the sun, they will eat as mellow and
with as erood flavour as if they had ripened on the plant. Indeed,
I am not sure if very early or very late Melons might not be
improved in this way. See that the ridge Cucumbers do not get
too thick at their first starting; and those that have been in
bearing for a long time will now want large portions of water,
as their roots must occupy all the bed, and have exhausted the
soil a good deal by this time.

Out-door Department.
The weather still keeps dripping. How different from this

time last year, when nothing was thought of in the kitchen-
garden but the watering-pot, and no short grass or hardly any
kind of herbage couldbe had for mulching crops,&c. ! All the crops
are now weekly improving in strength and appearance. In two
or three more weeks we shall have the turn of the season ; the
nights will then begin to lengthen and the dews will become
regular, to sustain vegetation in case of dry weather succeeding
this wet.
AsrARAGus.—Except for some very particular occasion, Aspara-

gus should not be cut after this time in private gardens.
Broccou and Cabbages.—Plant out a few young Cabbage-

plants and autumn Broccoli once a fortnight, to keep up a supply
of young heads in the autumn: and see that the seed-beds of

these do not get too much crowded, as they will soon do this

moist season.
Cauliflowers.—A few young plants of these from the spring-

sown beds had better also be transplanted, at short intervals,

rather than a large breadth at a time. If those now coming into

use are likely to be more abundant than is required for the daily

consumption, some of them should be cheeked, to keep them
back, if only by pushing in the spade on one side, to cut half

their roots.

Celery.—A short row of this may be put out and well watered,

to carry on the early succession ; and the young plants for the

main crops will require a regular supply of water, if the rain

does not get to their roots.

Succession Crops of Lettuces, Pkas, Kidney-Beans, &c,

—You will go on with these according to the state of the last

sowings; and see that the hoe is always in motion among crops

in rows, whether there are weeds or not. There is one kind of

work which is hardly ever thought of in summer; I mean
trenching vacant pieces of ground as they fall in ; but 1 know of

no method Gf improving heavy soils equal to trenching it when
perfectly dry in summer.
Orchard.— I suppose the Tomatoes planted out against the

walls must be dignified with a notice as an orchard fruit, if only

to say that, like the ridged Cucumbers, they are often left to get

too much crowded at the first setting off; the first high wind
will then shake them about in all directions. Two-thirds of their

shoots must be cut off, to make room for the rest. This check

throws them back ton days more ; and after all this mismanage-
ment people will spy, next October, the season was too cold to

ripen them, or get some other excuse equally groundless. Con-
tinue pinching, pruning, and nailing-in the summer wood: and
if insects make their appearance on any part of the walls, or on
bushes or standard trees, give them no rest till they are destroyed

;

and let all your walls and borders have a neat appearance. Ants
I dislike more than any insect. Boiling water is the shortest

way cf dealing with them when you find their nests.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—The Hedychiums, Cierodcndrons, Vincas, and other

stove-plants mentioned last spring as useful auxiliaries lor

flowering in the conservatory in the summer, should now be m
good condition for flowering, and have large portions of airto

inure them to the change. Clerodendron squarnatam bids fair

to turn the C. speeiosissimum out of cultivation. \n habit,

foliage, and inflorescence, both plants are very much alike, but

the sneciosissimum has an unfortunate way of throwing out

P-1-indular secretions on the undersides of the leaves; and unless

these are wiped off with a dry sponge on their first appearance,

I soon dry up into black, rusty spots, giving the plant a filthy

Vnnearanee. ' Doubts were entertained last year about the new

strong, moist heat, and let the plants stand clear of each other.

Greenhouse.—Dwarf plants intended for specimens should

have the best places along the front stages, unless there are pits
or frames which can be spared for them. When the advantages
of growing plants in pits through the summer shall be better
understood, our greenhouses will be turned to better account
during that time than they are at present. Some will use them
for growing Grapes, others for intermediate houses for the
harcner stove-plants, while the majority will turn them into
regular summer conservatories, where nothing but plants in
flower will be admitted.

Cold Pits. -Camellias, Chinese Azaleas, and the finer hybrid
Rhododendrons, that have been kept in heat since they flowered,
ought now to be turned intn these

j fortureeweeks or a month
before they are put out-of-doors ; and as they will be nearer the
glass than they have been in the houses, they ought to be shaded

:

. hot sunshine. When the bottom of this year's
growth gets hard, or begins to turn brown, is the best time of
thewb r to graft them ; and the three families will take by
gra g as freely as the Apple or Fear. Gardenias that have been
forced often look sadly after the first year or two, but they may
be forced for a man's lite-time, and look well, if properly
managed. The best plan is to allow a frame for them about this
time, to turn them out of the pots into good loam made light with
leaf-mould and a little turfy peat, to water them well at the roots,
and to keep the lights close down till they begin to grow freely

;

and all this time never to let their leaves be dry for any length-
ened period, by a free use of the syringe or a fine rose watering-
pot. Alter that begin to give air by degrees, till, by the middle
or end of July, you can expose them to the heavy night-dews,
putting on the glass in the morning; and if you see the sun is

too strong for them, throw a slight shade over' the glass. Dwarf
plants of Luculia gratissima, Rondeletia speciosa, Francisea
Hopeana (but not F. latifolia), and a host of other plants of the
same stamp, will make finer plants, and bloom better, when thus
treated, than by any other method that I know of. In October
they must all be potted and kept close in the same frame till they
recover the check. I have no room to name atithe of the green-
house and frame plants that ought to be uow turned out into
warm borders.

Out-door Department.
After all the Dahlias are staked, the Rosery requires the greatest

attention now. I fear we shall have another bad Rose season.
The plants, being too luxuriant, begin to throw up green centres
already.—D. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending June 8, 1843,as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswirk.

June.

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

S

•i

5

e

3

::

A roraffp

Baronbtbr. TilKKMOMHTKR.

Max. Min. Mas* A! in. Mean.
29.805 ga.ffl : - 59.0
B9.fi7fi :i467 68 4.'t

29.639 80,2*8 m 68.0
39.785 20.780 68 39 63.6

;
1.861 J:

1 788 48 51.5

39,BQ& 89.671 6 50 67.0

89.407 89.866 g;» 5tf 57.5

tan" i 89.487 65.6 ibV 55.8

June 8. Rain ; riensc ttlouds ; showery and boisterous.
3. Cloudy and fine; clear at night.
4, Very tinej dense clouds and showery; clear and cold at night.
B- Clear ahd cold ; fine; showery; dear.
6. Fine

; cloudy ; Cold and showery, with masses of dark & white clouds.
7. Fine; luin ; overcast and showery-
Ji. Cloudy; showers and sunshine occasionally ; blusterous, wuu t,eary

En at ni^ht.

.Itlean temperature of the week 2.fl° below the average

State of the "Weather at Chiswick during tlie

Week ending June 1

last 17 years, for the ensuing
7, 1842.

Aver. Aver. Mean
Temp

No. of

June

.

Highest
Temp.

Lowest
Temp.

\ ears in
which it

linined .

Sun. } 1 *72.1 3 61 •;
"7
9

Mem. 12 72.4 50.7 <?] .5 7
Tues.MS 74.8 1.3

1 2.a 6
v. Bd. M 74.2 50.8 1 2.6 6

Thurs.i5 73.1) 61.1 8fl.5 8
Pri. re 78.1 51.3 (.!.; :f

Snt, 17 73" 511 62.1 li

Greatest
Vr..'-ailin« Winds.

quantity
of Rain.

•

1

* •

30.47 in. 1. ! 3 4
0.' 4 1 1 5 4 1

0.56 1 1 :<- 2 4 4

0.20 1 1 ^~ a 5 4

0.3O 1 3_ 1 4 a 1

0.17 1 1 3 1 4 4 8

0.80 if s 1^- 4 4 8

1

3
1

4
1

2

The highest temperature during the ahov
and 13th, 1842—thermometer 90° J and the

inometer 30'".

e period occurred on ihe 12th>

lowest on the 15th, 1841, ther-

REPOItT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending June, p, 1843.

Prom the continued ivct weather, Vegetables and all out-door

productions have gone on advancing with great rapidity, and are now

for the most partlaree and good. Gooseberries and Currants have

almost attained their full size. Cauliflowers are very superior

;

Artichokes are as large as it is desirable to have them ; Turnips and

Carrots are in an excellent state; New Potatoes are very numerous,

and of first-rate appearance ; Peas, too, are more general, and of an

excellent quality. Lettuces, small Salad, &c. abound at present. Ot

forced Fruits, the Grapes are now admirable, and the deep rich colour-

Melons ; and Cherries, wnicn, 01 moui'raiciiiwjit),wc.-.w».. b «» -. K
~

pound. Some cut flowers of different kinds of Ins, vanctiesoi fcrica

ventricosa, Gloxinias, Boronia serrulata, Asperula odorata, Collinsia

bicolor, Aconitum napellus, the double-flowered Myrtle, Amaryllu

Johnsoni, Gladiolus pudibundus, Epacris grandiflora, and Iropaso-

lum Moritzianum, are exhibited; with plants in pots ot several
Johnsoni, Gladiolus pi

tzianum, are ~ —
varieties of Erica ventricosa, Diosma ericoiues. Saxiiraga granuiat a

plena, and others that have before been pointed out.

PRICES. Satobdat, June 10, 1848—FRUITS :—

Pine Apple, per lb. 4* to]0s

Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2* to C>s

— Spanish, per lb- U to ljrGtf

— Portugal, per lb. is to :i\

PeacheF, per dozen, io« 10 8 •

Nectarines, per dozen, \os to 30*

Melons, 6* to 12* each
Apples, dessert, per bush., v.s to

— KUchen, per bush. 6* to IQj

F rawberries, forced, peroz.,3d to U
Gooseberries, per half-sieve, :>• to a
Currants, pet half-sieve, ! >' '

1 *v ''-*

Oranges, per doz,, 1J to 2* 6<J

— per I00,6i to SO*

_ bitter, ;><t 100,6* to 20*

Cherries, per 12 lbs., 7« to 10*

VEGETABLES

Cherries, forced, per lb, 10* to lfir

_ French per 12 lbs-, 7« ™*
t,> s*Lemons, per doz. li

_ oer loo. ;V' to M#
Cucumbers, per brace, l# w>

Walnuts, per bush., 10*

Chesnuts, per peck, £ to«
Almonds, perpeck, 0*

SweetAlmonds, per pound, 8

Fii ; ,. rt «, English, per 100 lbs. 50* to 5.-,*

c"bNuMf pe
S
rl00lbs.60stO70»

Nuts, perbushei —
_ Brazil, lo'j

— Spanish, 18*

— Barcelona, 22*
— Cob, 12*

Cabbaffe-pIants.peroW bun., 1* to-* 6<!

i abba^es, perdo*., Bd to '* •

,

Cauliflowers, pet dozen, W too*

Beans,Kidney>rced,p.i00,a.toSr8d

Potatoes, per ton, RO* to .»0*

_ por cwt. 4s to o*

perbushei, 2f to S*6d

_ Kidney, p. bush., l*9d to 2* 3d

__ Scotch, per bushel, 2*
^_ New, per lb., :u! to 1*

Artichoke*, preen, per doz., ;;* to (J*

Turnips, Spring, per bunch, 3d to 1*

Red Beet, per dozen, Qd to 1*

Horse Radish,per bundle, 1* to G*
Radish, spring, p. do/., hands, Gd to la— Turnip, p. doz. bunch. 6rf no 1*

Carrot.B,Younjr Horn.,p.bun,G</ to \sGd
— Spring per bunch, 4d to l* 3d

(i irlic, peril). 6dto8d
Shallop, per lb.. If to U6d
— preen, per bunch, 3d to ffd

Peas, per bushel-sieve, 6* to 7* <
;''

us, large, per 100, 3* Gd to 0s
— Sprue, or Small, p.bun.l* to 2*
Lettuce, Cabb.,p.siere, 6d to 1*

— Cos, per .score, 4*/ to U
Celery. p. bd., (12tol5)6dto l*6d
Rhubarb Stalks, per briie, 4d to 1* 3d

Small Salads, per punnet, 2*/ to 3d

Green Basil, per bunch, 4d to Gd

Wate do*, sin. bun. 4d to Gtf

Parsley, per.12 bunches, 1* ''"' ^ •'*

Tarragon, per do*, bunches, 2*toa#

Fennel, per doz. bun- 2* to 8*

Mint, per doz. bunches, l* M to 3*

Marjaiom, green, per bunch 4. to Gd

Mushrooms, per potrJe,9rf to Is

Spinach, per sieve, 1* to U6d
Leeks,per doff*.bum, 6#to6#
Onions, per half-sieve, 4*

__ Spring per bunch, 2d to Gd

_ Pickling,pex hi-sv.,4*6dto6*
Large, per bun., 4d to lorf

Notices to Correspondents.

Maxurfs 4 Constant Bender.—A couple of pounds of oil of

vitriol will, we conceive, be enough to fix all the ammonia
likely to be found in a load of farmyard-manure, and it ouglit
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to improve it much beyond the value of the vitriol. We should
use it very largely diluted with water. It is always to be
remembered that a good drn I of ammonia will be dissolved in
water, and so provided for, that some will be absorbed by
the humus, &c. of the dung, and that it is the superfluity that
we want to fix. Of course all depends on the quantity of
ammonia which the manure contains, and the manner in
which it is prepared. We strongly advise yon to adopt the
method mentioned in alcad! article a few i ago.
Omega.—On no account commit the folly of adding It to
your dunghill. You had much better buy a pound or two of
green vitriol, powder it fine, or . it in water, and po:
it over your mixture.

Son..— - e cannot answer the question about the soil
all chalk on limestone rock. If there is no other earth it must
be absolutely barren.

Wkkds.— . ..—You are quite right. Horsetail (Equisetum)
only flourishes in wet, undrained, or heavy land. Under-drain-
ing will remove it quickly; and constant hoeing will kill it in
the long run. It does not signify how deep its roots arc;
abstract their water and cut off the tops, and die the Horsetail
must. Seakale is often managed as you mention, bu1 ith no
such results

; you will I that they have been greatly
exaggerated.

Heating.— T. //.—We agree with you that the tank system of
obtaining bottom-heat will work quite a revolution in hothouse
buildin vr

Vines.— /.^/rr/'/z/.v.—Do not be alaimed at your Vines having at
the junction of the old and new wood an immense number of
rootlets thrown off into space. Let them alone; they do good,
not harm. They feed on the air, and Show that you have
grown your Vines well in a very damp atmosphere.

Pines.—In reading your Paper of the 27th ult. I see a corre-
spondent desires my system of cultivating the Pine. Would you
inform him that after I know the results of a few experiments
which lam trying this summer, it shall be made known in
some wajj.— Joseph Hamilton.

Pbach-trbbs,—H. C. O.—The .sod state of your Peach-
trees on a southern aspect was ascribed, p. rjfii, to a super-
abundance of sap, arising from a full and sudden supply of
moisture after previous dryness. But it appears your border
was kept mulched and watered. It, however, "becomes a
question whether it was so to the full extent of the roots, and
whether the quantity and temperature of the water supplied
were equal to those of rain tailing in sufficient quantity for a
south wall border. This quantity depencs much on thcnat.ure
of the soil and subsoil, but it mavbc estimated at not less than
three inches per month during the heat of summer. Thi
amounts to 5,607 gallons for a border 300 feet in length and 12
feetm width. Moreover, if the quantity of water supplied
was from a pump, or ofthe coldness of spring water, experience
proves that t: rowth of the trees would be materially
checked during the time it was applied, and thus render them
liable to a superabundant flow of * on the occurrence of rain
in adequate quantity and of congenial temperature.

|(

Flos.—A S rihrr states that about the latter end of March he
began gathering his first crop of Tigs, which have been remark-
ably fine; and within a few days the "second crop" looked
unusually well; when all at once, as if acted upon by magic,
they shrivel and drop off j at the same time the remainder of
the first crop continue to swell off their fruit in the highest per-
fection. The trees arc planted behind a Vinery, in which the
GrApcb arc iiww ripe, and have had a regular supply of water *ni\
air. [The fruit of the Fig does not require so much heat in a
young state as it is capable of enduring in a more advanced
stage. Too high a temperature lias therefore most probably
been the cause of the young fruit dropping as above stated,
whilst those ripening off were not inji hen Figs begin
to drop, there is no remedy for that portion of the crop that

so disposed. In future the crop may be saved by a somewhat
lower temperature

||]

\y m Cnuv.-We fear it is not worth attempting to grow
Indian Corn for cattle, for it is likely to cost you much more
than it will return. However, if you wish totry the experiment,
sow the seed in ahotbed.and prick out the young plants in
rows, on rich well-manured land. The seeds, in warm sum-
mers, will come up in the open ground without assistance, but
not so strong or soon as if raised in heat. In such a spring as
this they would probably rot in the ground. As to the distance
at which the plants are set out, that depends on the sort which
is sown ; the usual average distance is three feet each way.

Lawxs.-.J Young Gardener.—The Festuca ovina, Anthoxan-
thum odoratum, Poa pratensis, and Festuca duriuscnla, with
some White Clover or Black Medick. On no account sow
Dactylis glomerata or Agrostis stolonifcra.

Strawbkrciks.- Omega.—In all probability you have over-
manured yottr plants, and forced them into leaf instead of
flow* [fso, they will fruit well next year. It is of no use to
destroy them, unless indeed they are Hautbois, many of which
are always barren.

Asparai u—Ponterdulais and some other correspondents are
answered in another column. Give it salt now in any way
you find most c enient. We should also feed it with strong
manure-water. On this point we must refer Winton and
others to a leading article in to-day's Paper. ./. FaMh.—You
are rather unfortunate, first to kill your sheep on Licbig's
principle^, and next your Asparagus" on ours. Does it not
occur to you that as others find salt extremely advantageous

^
to Asparagus, your failure may be owing to something else ?

Ska kale.—Pontt 'Mais.—Sea-sand is not so necessary to this
plant as may be supposed ; for it naturally flourishes in clay on
the sea-coast. Salt is well suited to it, and should he applied
when it is m a state of growth. It likes dung also. K. M.—
On no account cut down your plants; on the contrary, pre-
serve ail the leaves, and destroy the flowering-stems by
pinching them off when the flowers are ready to expand ; also
give the plants now a good dressing of manure, and some salt.

By these means you will render your plants so strong, that they
will furnish you with an abnndant crop' next spring. Never
destroy leaves if you can help it.

Cape Gooseberry.—A Constat Subscriber.—To propagate this
plant by seed, sow the latter as soon as it is ripe in shallow
pots filled with light loamy soil, and plunge these in a hotbed.
"When the young plants are thoroughly up, pot them in small
single pots, and keep them in a warm place for awhile, after-
wards transferring them to the greenhouse.

"v\ br FtowBRs.—Jno. S,— The following are a few of the
best border-plants that flower in winter, or very early in
spring

: — Helleborus niger and lividus, Eraathis hyemalis,
Anemone nemorosa, Daphne encorum and rnczereum, Laurus-
tinus, Arbutus Unedo, Cydonia japonica ; Arabia alpina,
Aubrietia dcltoidea, the Russian Violet, Chrysanthemums,
Draba aizoides, the varieties of Hepatica triloba, Tussilago
fragrans, Viola palraei sis, Gentiana acaulis, Corydalis bulbosa,

" tuberosa, and caucasica, Omphalodesverna. Leuenjum vernum,
Scilla bifolia and sibirica, Mahonifl aquifoiinra and Leucothoe
floribunda. These are all orname]

. and you will easily get
their colours and height from a c&-

; ue.

Cedars. — W. C—1 Deodara or Araucaria imhricata are
equally suited forahigb situation in Dorsetshire exposed to the
south-we I ind.

NXGHT-SMEL] F&OWBBS.— S. C.— It 18 not known w] y the
Night Stocks and • e other plants emit; 'Loir perfume only at
night, but it is supposed to be connected with the extrication
of carbonic acid, which is most copious at night. It is, how-
ever, one of the most obscure questions in vc ible physiology.

Vioi.kts.-j. A.—li you will reperuse my former article on this
subject you will rind it applies to the whole genus Viola- and
as the laws which govern the production of flowers are there
explained, l am sure if you work them out you will not be
disappointed in your expectations, W. P. A.

Monstrous Rosy.*.— Cor*whirusts.—The State of your Roses is

very common ; the mischief is produced by the petals, stamens,
&c. changing into leaves. Excessive vigour, or too much
wet are thought to be the cause, but it is not certain.

G rk k

n

a o uses. — An Original Welsh Subscriber.— Greenhouse
lights are about four feet wide, and from six to eight feet long.
The cost of a house depends on too many circumstances to
dvc any estimate that would not be misleading. You had
better apply to your architect. We have not seen bra
frames, but wood on iron fr s fitted with copper bars do
extremely well if carefully made. The same house will not
succeed well ps a greenhouse and hothouse at the same time;
if there be sufficient heating power it may be greenhouse one
year and hothouse the next. Among the best treatises on
Architecture, are those contributed to the Edinburgh Encyclo-
paedia by the late Mr. Telford, and that written for f the
Britannica, by Mr. Hosking; there is also much useful matt
mixed with some trifling In the works of Mr. Loudon. We do
not know what you mean by a Herbal. The term is disused.

Australian Plants.—A Constant Subscriber, who has raised a
quantity of these from seed, should at once have them potted
singly into small pots, and after getting them properly settled
in their new position, remove them from his vinery to a green-
house. They only require due protection, not artificial

stimulus. The Rose nf Jericho should be similarly treated.

&ARGONH7MS.—W. 7A-We are quite puzzled by the disease
in the leaves of the Pelargonium. It is very common this
year, and gardeners generally ascribe it to cold. We, how-
ever, do not see on what evidence their opinion is formed ; and
the appearance of the disease is against its accuracy. It is

more like a malady induced by bad food. It is, however, at
present a problem we are unable to solve. Can you help us >

Conservatory Plants.—J. J. G.— Ifproperly planted, it matters
little what time you put out your conservatory plants, but the
autumn or the spring are certainly the best seasons. The
month of October will perhaps be the most suitable. The kinds
you mention are assuredly not adapted for a lofty conservatory

;

and the taller growing sorts would be preferable.

Succulents.—H. L.—You can go to Kew Gardens gratuitously
all days of the week, after 1 o'clock, p. m. We are not
acquainted with any other large public collection.

Troftb'oi.um PEN'TAT'iiYLr.uM.

—

R.W.B.—The only treatment
requisite to keep this plant bushy on a circular trellis is to train

the shoots closely together, and take care to alter their direction
as much as possible ;

that is, either to give them a spiral turn,
or, if the trellis be ilat, to carry them backwards and forwards
across it, as frequently as practicable. Corrinsia purpurea is

entirely unknown,—there is no such name in books. Youmay
propagate the species of Epacris by cuttings in May or June,
placing the cuttings in pots of sandy soil, and plunging these
inslightlyiermentingbark or manure in a frame that is partially
shaded.

Wintering Plants.—Inquirer.—The mode of constructing a
hybernatory is fully described at p. 659 n < our Volume for
1841. A calico or other semi-transparent roof will admit
sufficient light.

Erythrina Crista-gaim.—A Constant Subscriber may increase
this plant by cuttings. These can be taken, about the present
time from the shoots that will not flower, potted in a sandy
soil, and placed in a hotbed, where they will require shading.
They must be watered with the greatest care, or they will be
killed by damp.

Abutilon striatum.—J.W. W.—You may cultivate this plant
in light loan), in an ordinary greenhouse; or, if you have the
convenience, plant it in the border of a conservatory, where it

will make a handsome tree. "When its leaves can be sheltered
from winds, it. may be placed in the open border d uring summer,
but it must be , by syringing, from the attacks of the
red spider.

Anaoa i. lis Brewkri.—M. Brewer, Senior*—The flowers of your
Anagallis are very large, and of a brilliant deep blue tint. If,

as you say, it is of a green and vigorous habit, it will be a very
desirable plant.

Hawthorns.—Avtemfcf.—The Red-flowered Hawthorn maybe
increased by grafting or budding on the common kind.

Specimbn Piants.-^P. S.—We should attach sonic merit to a
plant of Glycine sinensis in a pot, made to form a dwarf
standard shrub about 3 ft. high, with a head of from 3 to 4 ft.

in circumference, and having 28 racemes of flowers, varying
from 6 to 8 or {) inches long, forming a complete mass of
flowers; the plant in good health and just in its prime. We
should consider a plant of Fabiana imhricata, about 2 ft. high,
and 18 or 24 inches in circumference, in good bloom, less

worthy of distinction. Supposing them both exhibited toge-
ther, Glycine sinensis ought to be placed first.

Whites Snails,— J. T. C.—Tobacco-water will not, we should
think, kill these pests, and it would neither be of service to
the roots of the plants nor injurious to their leaves. If you
lay pieces of Turnip, or any succulent vegetable, about your
garden, you will readily catch them.
us.—In answer to the inquiry of " A. I. S." I beg to state that

it is no rare occuirencc for a strong stock of Bees to swarm
three times during the season, but it is for one that was weak
in autumn. The extra feeding was the cause of "A.I.S.'s"
weakest hive's prosperity j and though he professes to be "in-
experienced," it would be well if others would follow his
example in feeding their Bees, especially in cold springs.
Without knowing the real condition of "A. I. S.'s" strongest
hive in autumn, and carefully observing it in spring, it is hard
to say how it became the weakest. I may, however, offer the
following, which are productive of much ill to Bees :—Want of
sufficient food, enemies, moths, &c., bad hives, damp and
dyssentery, I may add barrenness of the queen . Able Entomo-
logists have thrown a slur on the latter belief. Huish had
some waspish words with Messrs. Kirby and Spence in rela-
tion to it. The "tat-tat" sound heard in the hive proceeds
from the newly-hatched queen, who is evidently making her
progress through the hive, while her successors, who are still

in their cells, reply the weaker sound "off, off, " to her call.

Sometimes, but very rarely, this catling has been heard before
the first swarm has left the hive. Such an occurrence may be
accounted for in two ways, either by an accidental loss of the
original queen who ]au off the first swarm a few days before
any rivals are hatched to dispute her soy reignty, or by the
delay by stormy weather, until the young queen or queens have
made their appearance. "The pungent scent" from '*A. LS.'s"
bed of Brompton Stocks could have no intoxicating or stupe-
fying influence on his Bees, as he states there was no fighting.
Most probably the dead Bees lying before his apiary were cast
out from the weak hive; but if there had heenfij , 1 should
say it was caused by strange Bees about to swarm, who wished
to take possession of the weakest stock. Some assert that
Bees collect a poisonous honey from the Rhododendron, but

,
my opinion in tins respect -coincides with that of the Editor of
the "Quarterly Review." [n Vol. Ixxi. p. 16, he says—" This
quality in the honey has been referred by Pliny and otfiers to
the poisonous nature of the Rhododendron, which abounds in
those parts; but from inquiries which we have made at Drop-
more and other spots abounding with this shrub, we cannot
learn that any difference is perceived in the honey of those
disl nets, or indeed that the common Bee (honey one), is c*

scon to le on its flowers." I may add, that I have taken the
honey from wild Bees amongst Rhododendron-flowers, and
found it good, though I did this boyish trick on white-piped
Bummers. I neither expected to be poisoned nor found any-
thin- worthy of the notice of the Temperance Society.—
J. Wighton*

[nsbcts.— T. W. C. — The caterpillar which you describe as
having destroyed the whole of the foliage of an Oak Tree,
belongs to the family of insects called Tenthredinidsc, or

I commonly Saw-flies. A great number of species of the Saw-

fly kind inhabit this country, and the caterpillars of several
are known to be very injurious to the foliage of trees. When
the perfect insect appears, which it will do shortly in great
numbers, we should be glad of some specimens to determine

i
the species accurately. S. A. E.—Your grub and green
caterpillar were both crushed before they reached our hands.
We cannot, therefore, answer your questions, but we shall be
glad to do so if you will send us some more specimens. They
should be put into the tubular portion of a large quill stopped
at each end, and will then travel safely, S. II. E.—The
minute insectwhich you find in such abundance in the crevices
of the bark of your Oak-trees is one of the species of the genus
Acarus or Mites, a genus which has not received that atten-

tion from^ naturalists which it requires. We are not aware
that it is injurious to your trees, although we suspect it may
be, and should it prove so you will find the nuisance easily

got rid of by whitewashing the stems of your trees. S.

Agricola.—The small beetle had escaped from your letter before

it reached us, owing to the pill-box in which it was inclosed
having been crushed.—If you will send us another specimen
or two in a quill, as recommended above to A. E.t we will

answer your questions with pleasure. S. TV. N.—Numbers
I and 2 of your inclosures are respectively Polydesmus com-
planatus and lulus pulchellus, both belonging to the class

Myriapoda. If you refer to Gardeners9 Chronicle, 1841, page
]Q6", you will find all you wish to know about them. Number
3 is the grub of an Elater, or Spring Beetle, well known as one
of the Wire Worms.- The species is probably Elater (Catopha-
gus) lineatus. See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1841, page 40, under
the head of Entomological Notices, for an answer to your
questions regarding it. S.

Books.—A Subscriber at St. Helen's should consult some such
work as " M'lntosh's Practical Gardener " for instruction on
growing Pines.

Miscellaneous.—E. 5.—The colour of the flesh of the Beech-
wood Melon is green. F. S.—The Spiraea appears to be new.
The.Stellaria is S. latifolia. f A Young Welsh Subscriber's

plant is Ipomccabona-nox. An Old Subscriber.—Your plant

is probably some species of Sunflower. E. G. can get the
yellow Rhododendrons of Mr. Smith, nurseryman, Norbiton,
Surrey, ofwhom he will learn the price.

—

Nosdaw.—We cannot
name Roses. Juvenis alitor should employ his time and
talents better than in writing offensive remarks upon a very
inoffensive person. W. C.— There is no such plant as

Nymphreasajrittaria. T. H.—Gold of Pleasure is Camelina
sativa. ./. T. E.—Your plant is (Enanthe crocata, of which
(10. apiifolia is a more variety. The yellow juice mentioned in
books is not to be found yet; it appears as the season advances.

M. If.—We regret to say it is impossible to name varieties

of Rhododendron ; they have no fixed names. Zinc wire will

not hear the friction of metal labels suspended by it. A Con-
stant Header*—An angle of 2.5° is well suited for the roof of a
greenhouse. A New Subscriber.—Hale*sia tetraptera and Or-
nithdgalurn umbellatum. " Hooker's British Flora," the last

edition, will help you to determine British Cruciferse and Um-
belliferse ; it is arranged upon the Natural System, so that you
will effect two objects with it at the same time. Rhododen-
drons arc sometimes double, and if you can strike the branch
which is so it will probably prove permanent. G.Jones.—
1, Sprekelia formosissima; 2, Pyrus torminalis; :*, Staphylea
pinnata. J. H.—Medicago falcata; a sort of Lucerne, and
possessing similar qualities as a fodder plant. 22. Arthur.—
The article on Bokhara Clover shall appear hereafter.
>\ o. .S\— Knight's Tali Marrow. || P. 0. Ii.— Charcoal next
week. N . 1L, Ksse*v.—The Apples you sent, which had been
kept in Wheat-straw, are very sound ; the variety is not known.
Bonn's Pippin is a name we have not before heard of. ||

W. J ".— All the Pelargoniums you have recently purchased
are worth growing.*

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Fuchsias.— E. M.—Your seedling* named Pendula Superba is not
equal to many of the varieties at present grown, the petals are

too faint in colour. G. Imm&*~-We like the appearance of

your seedling*, which resembles corymbifiora i it will depend
upon its habit and manner of blooming whether it is a desirable

variety.*

Rhododendron.—22. H. Bellas.—Your seedling SpectabUe has a

fine and compact head of flower, but from the state in which it

arrived we cannot form an accurate opinion of the colour.* The
other plant is Sisyrinchium gramineum.

Pelargoniums.— M. Ii.—The seedling named Hope is very
deficient in form, the lower petals are too narrow and too lonff*

Triumph, though of a much liner colour, has the same fault,

with the additional one of not retaining its form. W. J. Bf~*
The under petals of Jim Crow are too long: and weak, they give

the flower a bad form and loose appearance. Wallace is better

formed, but the under petals are too long and veiny, and the

blotch appears very uncertain; it is very common in colour,

and the flower altogether wants substance. Victory Superb

appears to truss finely; this is the best of your seedlings, but

the upper petals are too pointed and crumpled for a show*-

flowcr, and it is no improvement upon the old varieties.——

"

W. C.—Your seedlings are both useless ; the petals are too long

and narrow, and the flowers deficient in form and substance.
7\ 0. N.—Your white variety wants substance and form 5

the upper petals arc too high and pointed, and the lower petals

too long. Ii. II. Hellas.—Merewry is a very fine colour, but

the lower petals arc too long, and the upper petals appe
.

ar

to "burn." J. /7.—No. 1 is decidedly the best flower in

your collection, although it is deficient in form, having the

upper petals rather pointed and the lower ones too narrow ;
&

still possesses substance, very fine colour, and the flower

retains its form well. No. 2 has broader under petals, but

they appear to come too often notched, and the upper petals

are too high; it is peculiar in colour, having delicate rose

under petals, with the top covered with a crimson ^^f
'

colour extending to the edge beyond the spot ; 3> ve
'^

desirable colour, but the flower is loose, and the petals no

well formed ; 4 wants form and substance, and is too f,in^_
on the edges ; 5 has the same faults; 6, too veiny and

.
c
^
ar
l®I

7, bad form and loose ; S, white, with purple upper petals ;
et g

of the upper petals too rough, and the flowers want substanc

and purity ofground colour. Chas. Thtvrtell, R.N.~It
;
if

"J*

-

possible to judge of the form of the flowers of your seedling

from the petals being cramped with bad packing. I)
'

t
"

cess Royal has broad under petals of a rosy salmon, witn

dark spot in the upper petals surrounded with a dash ot sca
j\

which mixes with a rosy tint, Blight tinge of blue in the centre,

the lower petals appear a little too long, but the flower is c eai

»

and has a pleasing appearance. Aniph/jlrile, (the petals iaue »;

under petals of a good form and fine colour, white centi^

upper petals appear to be too lvgh, and too nluc
;
1

rt
°„

r
_ nt

feathering seen in the centre: both flowers appear to v. ai

firmness in the petal—but a single flower is insufficient

enable us to judge with certainty on this point.* .

PANSIKS.-X4.—The only flower at all worth keeping; is ™*

!•„><,my ofRamsgate, but this will be of no use unless re cot •

largerj it has a fine eye, and both roundness and ..at <
ia

recommend it; the white is clear, and the purple of *£•»""

and desirable colour, but it will never do as ashowflowe^

unless it attains size. • The white is too small, ancIn ot t
I

"ai

substance to many that we have. Oddity wants the eye, ai

the lower petals aie too small. The ground co on. of J ^
verv had -—F. /.—Your Pansy is not a flower of good lorm ,

ffS*fflfc«rt the petals appear to want W^^^W
J;^! 1 Your seedling named Audanis too small to be useful,

L d the ground colour of the bottom and side P^^S"!
the same M. ' O'Grady, Grove House.-Yovr seedlings»are

noble specimens of the Pansy ; they are large and of vigorous

growth, and from the size and length of the stems the blooms

\
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must stand well above the foliage; at the same time they are

rather rough, and deficient in that compactness of formation

which would make them available as show flowers. No. 1

wants precision on the edges of the shield, and the petals are

considerably crimped at the edges; 2 is a very fine colour; 4

is not sufficiently steady, either in the colour or marking. 1 hey

are fine and very ornamental varieties.*

Cai,ckolauias.-jUo«s0.—Your seedlings are very pretty vane-

ties, but they are not new. Mr. Standish, ot Bagshot, has

raised several with both flowers and spots larger.-—Dobsua *

Meworth Delight, herb-buff ground with a large bright crimson

maroon blotch ; this flower is rather too flat in front, bat it is

very large and attractive, measuring 14 inch in diameter.

OthcllOthB.. sh.-A very large self, of a deep rich vclvetty

maroon, the best of the kind which has come under our notice;

it is not flat but projects well in front, the outline is too mucn

indented at the bottom, in size it is nearly equal to DeltgM*-

—W. P.—The best of your seedling Calceolarias are wana
Monarch, Amato, Meteor, Simile, Rival, and Princess; they

are better in form and more distinct in the marking than uie

remainder, some of which are small, others bad in form, ami

several too common or indistinct in colour ; the best of youi

collection are good flowers, but not equal to the liner sorts m

CinkrahiTs
1
.-^. H. BOku.—Wizard of the North, this variety

is beautiful in colour, but the petals are too narrow.*

As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week

.

I extensive military and naval preparations to suppress any

outbreak of rebellion.

~,Msar

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The despatches by the Overland Mail of the 1st May

bring detailed particulars of Sir C. Napier's decisive vic-

tory on the 24th March, This hard-fought battle, which

is scarcely less important in its consequences than those

which took place during the late events in Afghanistan,

was fought on the river Fullalie, about four miles from

Hyderabad. The Beloochees, commanded by the Ameers,

numbered 20,000 men, while the British force was only

5 ,000. Notwithstanding this disparity of numbers, the

enemy were defeated and dispersed after a hand-to-hand

%ht of three hours, in which a large number of their

guns and standards were captured ; 1,000 men killed ;
4,000

wounded, and all their leaders, with one exception, made

Prisoners. The towns of Meerpore and Oomercote were

immediately taken ; and thus the power of the Ameers,

who for more than half a century have ruled the fertile

districts along the Indus, has been utterly overthrown.

These achievements were not accomplished without a

considerable loss on our part, in killed and wounded;

and the despatches are filled with accounts of personal

gallantry which may be classed among the most

remarkable exploits of our army. Scinde, as before

announced, has been annexed to the British territory,

and Sir C. Napier is actively engaged in arranging mea-

sures for the government of the conquered districts.

From China our news comes down to the 12th March.

It states that in consequence of the sudden death of the

Imperial Commissioner, a considerable delay in the

settlement of the treaty and commercial tariff was antici-

pated. Many of the difficulties which had arisen were

supposed to be occasioned by the intrigues of the Hong

Merchants at Canton, who are jealous of the opening of

the other ports.—From France we learn that the Com-
mittee on the Budget for the ensuing year have proposed

considerable reductions on the Ministerial estimates
;

several grants have been altogether rejected, and others

ar« expected to become the subject of party struggles,

which may seriously embarrass the Cabinet and possibly

endanger its existence The news from Spain announces

a succession of insurrectionary movements which have

taken place in different towns of Catalonia
; but the

Prompt measures of the military authorities, by pre-

senting their becoming general, have deprived them, in

a great measure, of their importance. Attempts have

beeu made to excite similar movements in the northern

Provinces, but hitherto without success; and it is hoped
th at the decided steps adopted by the Government will

Actually prevent any general outbreak,—From the

^ited States we learn that Sir Charles Bagot, notwith-

standing the apparent improvement in the last reports,

ex pired on the 19th ult, after a long illness attended with

considerable suffering. The Canada papers advert to the

fac t that the changes he introduced into the constitution

?
f the colony will hereafter be regarded as the most

icnportant events in its political history : and even those

*k° were most opposed to the policy of his measures
Unite in paying a cordial tribute of respect to his memory
and to the excellence of his personal character.

A t home, in the absence of the usual excitement of

Parliament, there is little to record. The proceedings in

tfae Court of Queen's Bench in the case of Mr. Feargus
O'C-onnor have terminated in the admission of the
alleged defect in the indictment, the Judges having

^anitnously decided that the omission of the venue in

J*>

e fifth count renders^ it absolutely void. As Mr.
V'Corinor was only found guilty on that count, the deci-

**°n of the Judges amounts of course to an acquittal, and
M

f-
O'Connor is consequently at large. The Repeal

agHation continues in full force, and money to the amount
of many hundreds of pounds is still contributed to the
Weekly rent. Fresh dismissals of magistrates have led to
the resignation of the commission by other gentlemen
^no disapprove of the proceedings of the Irish Chan-
cellor, and in the meantime the Government are making

f^ome Nads.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princesses, left town on Saturday for

Claremont, and returned to Buckingham Palace on Thurs-

day in excellent health. On Monday her Majesty and the

Prince drove from Claremont to Windsor. The Queen
did not visit'the Castle, but remained at Adelaide Lodge

while his Royal Highness walked to the Castle through

the Park. His Royal Highness was met on the north

terrace by the Clerk of the Works, who reported the pro-

gress made in the various alterations and improvements

going forward at the Castle since his Royal Highness's

last visit. The Prince did not go over the Castle, but

returned to the Lodge through the new walks, attended by

Mr. Ingram, her Majesty's
(

head gardener. The Earl of

Warwick has succeeded the Earl of Hardwicke as the

Lord-in-Waiting on the Queen— The King of Hanover

arrived, as we announced in our last, on Friday evening,

and took up his residence at St. James's Palace. His

Majesty immediately visited the Queen, the Queen

Dowager, and other branches of the Royal family. On
Monday, being his Majesty's birthday, the event was

celebrated with the usual honours at Kew, and the

principal members of the nobility in town paid visitsjof

congratulation to his Majesty. In the evening the Queen

Dowager gave a state dinner to his Majesty and other

members of the Royal family, in commemoration of the

day. On Monday the King honoured Sir R. Peel with a

visit, and on Tuesday dined with the Duchess of Glouces-

ter. On Thursday the King honoured Mr. and Mrs.

Laurence with a visit at Ealing Park, and dined in the

evening with the Marquis and Marchioness of London-

derry.—Her Majesty the Queen Dowager, attended by

the Prince of Saxe Weimar and her suite, left town on

Wednesday by the London and Birmingham Railway, to

pay a visit to Groome Court, the seat of the Coventry

family in Worcestershire, which, should her Majesty

approve of the situation, will, in all probability, be taken

as her winter residence. After inspecting the Hall and

going over a portion of the grounds, her Majesty departed

by Upton to Malvern to dine and pass the night previous

to her return to town.

Gazette Announcements.—The Queen has been pleased

to nominate his Royal Highness Prince Albert to be the

First and Principal Knight Grand Cross of the Order of

the Bath, and to appoint his Royal Highness Acting

Grand Master of the Order, in the room of his late Royal

Highness the Duke of Sussex. The Queen has been

pleased to direct letters patent to be passed under the

Great Seal, granting to his Royal Highness the Duke of

Cambridge the offices of Chief Ranger and Keeper of

Hyde Park and St. James's Park, in the room of his late

Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex.

Thd Army.—The Ministerial papers announce that

Government last week entered into a contract with

Messrs. Learmouth, the principal army accoutrement

makers, for 10,000 sets of accoutrements, to be supplied

forthwith. This order confirms the general impression that

the army is about to be considerably increased.

Parliamentary Movements.—The Nottingham Election

Committee have reported that Mr. Gisborne was duly

elected member for that Borough. The Lord Advocate

of Scotland is to offer himself for the county of Argyle

in the room of Mr. Campbell, of Monzie, who has retired.

It is not expected that there will be any opposition.

Royal Commission of Fine Arts. — Her Majesty's

commissioners have given notice: — 1. That whereas

various statues in bronze and in marble, of British

Sovereigns and illustrious personages, will be required

for the decoration of the New Palace at Westminster,

artists are invited to send models to be exhibited, for the

purpose of assisting the commissioners in the selection of

sculptors to be employed. 2. The models are to be sent

in the course of the first week in June, 1844, to a place

of exhibition hereafter to be appointed. 3. The specimen,

or specimens not exceeding two in number, to be sent

by each artist, may be either prepared for the occasion,

or selected from works already executed by him within

five years prior to the date of this notice. 4. The works

may be ideal or portrait statues, or groups, but not rilievi.

The subjects are left to the choice of the artists. The
materials are to be such as are commonly used for models

and casts. The dimensions are to be on the scale of an

erect human figure, not less than three nor more than six

feet. 5. The invitation to send works for the proposed

exhibition is confined to British artists, including

foreigners who may have resided ten years or upwards in

the United Kingdom. 6. Artists who propose to exhibit

are required to signify their intention to the Secretary, on

or before the 15th of March, 1844.

Post-Office.—A pamphlet has just been published by

Mr. Rowland Hill on the subject of Post-office reform, in

which he points out several defects in the existing system,

and suggests various remedies for the purpose of affording

additional convenience to the public. On the defects

which still exist Mr. Hill observe's that—" Of the 2,100

registrars' districts, comprised in England and Wales,

about 400, containing a million and a half of inhabitants,

have no post-offices whatever. The average extent of

these 400 districts is nearly 20 square miles each, the

average population about 1,000. The average population

of the chief place of the district about 1,400, and the

average distance of such chief place from the nearest post-

office between four and five miles. In one instance (in

Lincolnshire) the chief place of the district, containing

nearly 1,000 inhabitants, is as much as 10 miles from the

nearest post-office, and in some parts of Wales the dis-

tances are even greater than this. But striking as these

facts are, they by no means indicate the full extent of the

evil. An inspection of the Post-office maps will show

that even in England, where the ramifications of the

Post-office distribution are more minute than in any

other part of the kingdom, there are districts con-

siderably larger than the county of Middlesex into which

the postman never enters." Mr. Hill adverts to the late-

ness of the morning general-post delivery in London as a

point of great importance to mercantile men. In some

parts of the town it is generally ten or eleven o'clock, and

in the immediate suburbs eleven or twelve o'clock. Occa-

sionally it happens that all the letters are detained by the

late arrival of a single mail ; and Mr. Hill says, generally

" the time occupied in sorting and delivering a letter fre-

quently exceeds that required in bringing it from Bristol."

It happens, in many cases, that an early delivery is of the

greatest importance, and in order to secure it letters are

sent as parcels by the very trains which convey the mails.

To meet these defects, Mr. Hill proposes the following

remedies :—" By uniting the letter-carriers of both the

general and district posts in one corps, the force employed

in the delivery under consideration might be doubled ;

and as there are very few district-post letters at this early

hour (not a twelfth of the combined numbers), this first

general delivery, by far the most important of the day,

would be accomplished in about half the present time.

A similar union of the two corps of sorters, with some

other improvements, would effect a similar saving of time

in the preparation of the letters for delivery ; and there is

no doubt that under the combined operations of these im-

provements, with little or no additional expenditure, and

without increasing the labour of the men, the delivery

might be completed, even in the remote parts of London,

by nine o'clock. The striking advantages of this union

are abundantly manifest when it is known that in addition

to the fact of the district-post letters being the least nume-

rous when the general-post letters are most so, the time of

greatest pressure in the district department is precisely

that at which the general-post departments closed for the

day. Nor does this union involve any serious innovation ;

since the present division is peculiar to London, not ex-

tending even to the suburbs, and is for certain purposes

already set aside every day. With hourly deliveries the

present general detention of the letters, in case of a single

mail arriving late, would be obviously unnecessary." In

regard to the London district-post, formerly the twopenny-

post, it is well known that the interchange of letters by

this post is now so slow that special messengers are fre-

quently employed by the public. "The time,'' says Mr.

Hill, "ordinarily required to send and receive a reply

between one part of London and another, is between seven

and eight hours, and between London and the suburbs ten

or eleven hours, even when night does not intervene."

When night intervenes the time between sending a letter

and receiving an answer is greater, amounting, in some

cases, to 21 hours. Mr. Hill's remedies are these :—"In
London make the collection and delivery of letters once

an hour, instead of once in two hours ; and establish dis-

trict offices, so as to avoid the necessity of making all

letters, as at present, pass through St. MartinVle-Grand.

In the principal suburbs make some increase in the fre-

quency of delivery of letters, and much more in their

receipt and transmission to London, where comparative

frequency of delivery is already provided for. As regards

the compact parts of those suburbs which can be reached

by the night mails, say by a quarter before nine o'clock,

effect a delivery the same night, instead of the following

morning, as at present- This would be much more con-

venienMo the public than the additional delivery recently

established, and would cost nothing (except perhaps a

trifling increase of salary to the letter-carriers), whereas

the recent additional delivery costs 4,O00J. per annum."

Mr. Hill calculates that these arrangements would reduce,

by one-half, the time necessary for an interchange of

letters ; and the improvement if combined with others,

might be effected with little or no additional expense, and

without adding to the labour of the men. The postage

in the London district on packets exceeding an ounce is

now higher than before the general reduction, and checks

the transmission of larger packets which formerly went

through the Twopenny post. The higher rate of postage

in this case was no part of Mr. Hill's original plan. He
recommended that the rate for all district posts should

be fixed at Id. for two ounces, and 2d. for four ounces ;

and he now repeats the same proposal, with the additional

reasons in its favour furnished by experience of the exist-

ing system.

Jforcign.

France.—The Taris papers are mostly taken up with

extracts from the London journals relative to the progress

of the agitation in Ireland, and with the report of the

committee of the Chamber of Deputies on the budget of

1843. This voluminous document, which contains 335

quarto pages, gives anything but a favourable picture of

the state of the finances. By the Government plan the

ordinary expenses were estimated at 1 milliard, 281,013,710

francs. The committee proposes to reduce this sum to 1

milliard, 2G2,064,633f. Economy indeed appears to be

the order of the day in the resolutions of the Chamber.

On Monday and Tuesday it refused some augmentation

in the expenses of the French establishment at Pondi-

cherry, which no longer pays its expenses. The Minister

asked for 8,000/. for the charitable part of the jttes of

July, which, in consequence of the melancholy fate of the

late Due d'Orleans, are to be solemnised this year merely

by alms and funeral services. Grants to the Italian opera

and to other theatres have been rejected by the commie*
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sion, with a hint that so fashionably attended a place of

amusement ought, at least, to pay its expenses. Increased
grants to the clergy have been also rejected. Four
millions of francs demanded for works on the Stras-
burg and Paris railroad line have been rejected, on
the ground that the company has offered to take the
line when completed. The commission also objected to

Government holding and working any railroad, even the
small lines joining Lille and Valenciennes to the Belgian
frontier. But all these reductions and questions will come
before the Chamber during the discussion of the budget.—The announcement in the English papers last week to

the effect that the Sandwich Islands had been taken
possession of in the name of her Majesty, caused a great
sensation in Paris on Thursday, and produced a letter

from Messrs. Timoteo Haalilio and William Richards,
calling themselves Envoys of his Majesty King Kanne-
hamcha III. to his Majesty the King of the French, who
protested against this wanton aggression of England, and
threaten her with the consequences ! They state that

the Sandwich Islands are civilized, Christian, and inde-

pendent, and that their independence was acknowledged
by the United States on the 19th December, 1842, and by
the British Government itself on the 1st of April last.

—

A letter from Tarbes, in the Memorial Bordelais of the
28th ult., contains the following strange account :

—" On
Tuesday last, at G in the evening, a luminous meteor,
having its direction from east to west, passed through the
village of St. Martin, on the road to Bagneres. In an
instant all the houses, with the exception of three, were
entirely destroyed, and the materials were scattered over
the fields. Fortunately, no person was killed, but several

were injured. After having levelled houses, barns, &c,
and torn up immense trees, ihe meteor, carried onwards
by an impetuous wind, took its course towards the villages

of Bernac-Debat, Barbagan-Debat, and Angos, destroying
everything on its passage." The Abeille des Hautes
Pyrenees gives the following additional particulars of the
whirlwind. The storm lasted about ten minutes, and
was unaccompanied by any rain. At St. Martin 50
houses were overturned, and a part of the roof of the
church taken off. A windmill near the village was totally

destroyed. At Bernac-de-Bois 3 houses were blown down,
and 12 more or less injured. At Allier nearly every house
was unroofed ; and at Angos, not only were several houses
'much injured, but, for a distance of 2 miles, almost every
tree was pulled up or shattered. Oaks of great age, which
had hitherto escaped unhurt in all attacks of the elements,

were uprooted. The crops were much injured, and large

hailstones of a flat form, with chesnut leaves in their

centre, were found in some places.

Spain.—The Madrid journals of the 29th ult. con-
tain details of an attempted insurrection at Malaga, On
the arrival on the 23d of the news of the resignation of the
Lopez Cabinet, the National Guard and Municipality
assembled, and a Junta was formed, which forthwith issued
a proclamation, urging the inhabitants not to acknowledge
the Regent's Government until the restoration of the
Lopez Administration, and the accomplishment of their

programme. This movement was fortunately checked by
a reaction which took place on the 26th, when the Junta
was dissolved, and the authorities recovered their ascend-
ancy. A movement took place in the morning of the

30th, at Reuss, a considerable town in Catalonia, where
the deputies, Colonel Prym and Capt. Milans, published
a proclamation calling upon the people to take arms in

defence of " the innocent Isabella, who was in the parri-

cidal hands of those who had violated the constitution,

and who maintained themselves in power by means of
money received from an ally who coveted the possession
of Cuba and the Philipine Islands, 7

' meaning, of course,

Great Britain. Letters from Barcelona state that Colonel
Prym had presented himself at the head of 3,000 militia

and volunteers before Tarragona, but that the gates

having been closed, he was obliged to retrace his steps.

The Captain-General had detached from the garrison of
Barcelona, in the direction of Tarragona, a regiment of
infantry, with some cavalry, and ordered General Zurbano
to organize a second brigade, and take command of the
forces sent against the insurgents. The garrison of Mont-
jouic had been relieved, and replaced by the Regiment del

Principe. It was reported that the tocsin had been
sounded in the villages adjoining Barcelona, and that the
insurrection had spread all over the province. Barcelona,

however, was tranquil. Letters from Bayonne of the 3d
inst. state that the news of an alleged outbreak at Grenada,
and the formation of a Junta presided over by Captain-
General Santa Cruz, had filled with hopes the Christino

refugees residing along the Spanish frontier. All their

attempts, however, to create insurrectionary movements
at Bilboa, and in the northern provinces, had hitherto

proved unavailing. The Gazette of the 30th contains an
order from M. Mendizabal directing the chief of the

Treasury to forward in bills on London 50,000/. out of the

proceeds of the third instalment paid by the house of

Rothschild on account of the quicksilver contract, to be

applied to the payment of the half-yearly interest of the

Three per Cent. Stock, coming due on the 30th inst.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 29th of

May. It had been determined at a Ministerial Council

to keep the Cortes assembled for a full month longer,

the object being to give full discussion to the Finance
Minister's important measures. The Deputies had at

length addressed themselves to the budget, and had
passed the item raising the Custom House emoluments
for the foreign dividends from 6 to 10 per cent. They
had likewise passed, in substance, the tax on fresh fish
for the same purpose. A bill had passed the Deputies
for the re-erection of the lately burnt College of Nobles.
There wa» no intimation as yet of any proposition for

renewing the tariff negotiations. The law reducing by
one-half the Customs' duties at the Island of Madeira had
passed both Chambers. There was no appearance of the
Pluton with the Princess Clementine of Orleans and the
family of Saxe-Cobourg, but they were hourly expected.
The Grande Antille, alias Gloria, a Spanish slave-vessel,
taken under Portuguese colours at * Mosambique, about
which so much dispute has prevailed, had been amicably
disposed of to the Spanish Government, who pay the fine
and liabilities, and make her a vessel of war. She had
taken her Spanish crew on board and sailed for Cadiz.
Belgium.—We learn from Brussels that Mr. Gachard,

keeper of the Royal archives in that city, and Mr. Hanssen,
first clerk of the Home Department, have gone to Spain,
by command of King Leopold, for the purpose of examin-
ing the archives there, and to procure copies of all im-
portant documents which can throw new light upon
Belgian history. The Spanish Government having granted
all possible facilities, this mission promises highly inte-
resting and important historical results.

Holland.— Letters from Utrecht of the 3d, mention
that on the evening of the previous day, about 8 o'clock,
a meteoric stone fell in the commune of Blaanwkapel,
about a league from the city. After a violent explosion,
repeated three or four times, resembling a discharge of
artillery, a whistling and howling noise was heard, which
excited much anxiety and alarm among the villagers. The
servant of a farmer, who was bringing some horses home
from the field, saw at a short distance a heavy body fall to
the ground with such violence that the sand was raised to
a considerable height in the air. Having procured a spade,
he returned to the place, and found the stone at the depth
of 3 feet in the stratum of sand which extends below the
clay. It weighs seven pounds, is of a longish irregular
shape, and covered with the black crust peculiar to these
bodies, which is broken off only in one place, where the
internal grey matter of the stone appears.
Germany.—Accounts from Vienna mention the return

of the Imperial family, with Prince Metternich, from
Presburg. Among the Postulates submitted by the
Hungarian Diet, just opened by the Emperor in person,
are the following important bills :—To limit the Royal
veto, so far as to give the force of law to any measure twice
adopted by the two Chambers ; to incorporate Transyl-
vania with Hungary; to give additional securities for
liberty of speech and liberty of the press ; to establish an
official Gazette for registering the proceedings of the Diet

;

to incorporate Galicia with Hungary ; to exclude all per-
sons not Hungarians from the Hungarian army, and to
direct that the Hungarian regiments, except under extra-
ordinary circumstances, shall not be required to quit their
own country ; to abolish entailments of property ; and to
promote and encourage the native Hungarian language.
The Royal propositions or Government bills, on the other
hand, are eight in number, and aim chiefly at an improved
criminal code, the prevention of the excesses that have so
frequently occurred at the elections of deputies, to redress
the grievances complained of by the constituencies of
cities, and several bills of a financial character. Among
the bills remaining from former sessions, and likely to be
again brought forward, are—one to confer on individuals,

not of noble birth, the power of holding landed property

—

and another intended to place the different religious pro-
fessions on a footing of greater equality.—The Prussian
papers mention that considerable improvements have been
introduced in the steam navigation between Hamburg and
Magdeburg. The boats now leave each city twice a week,
and perform the voyage up the Elbe in 32 hours, and
down in 16. The consequence is, that even persons going
from Hamburg up the river and taking the railroad from
Magdeburg, are able to arrive at Berlin in several hours
less time than by the Schnellpost, or mail diligence. The
steamers have also been altered so as to draw much less

water than formerly, and the company express a confident
belief that even in the driest summers the navigation on
the Upper Elbe will not in future be interrupted. The
King of Prussia left Berlin on the 30th ult. for Stettin,

and probably for Konigsberg and Dantzic. His journey
will take several weeks, and her Majesty the Queen
intends to pay a visit during this period to her Royal
sister at Dresden.

Italy.—Letters from Rome under date of the 20th
ult. mention the arrival in that city of the Marquess of
Douglas with his bride, the Princess Mary of Baden.
They also state that the Pope has given authority to a
Company of the Duchy of Modena, to construct a railroad

from Rome to Civita Vecchia. We lately noticed the
excitement produced at Rome by the appearance of Lord
Chesterfield's foxhounds on the Campagna. We now
learn that the Roman citizens have been no less astonished
by a match of cricket, played on the 22d tilt., by a party
of English gentlemen, who, having indulged themselves
in a short practice at this truly English game, made a
match for 500 scudi aside—Oxford and Cambridge against
all the world. The match was played in the ground of
the Borghese Villa, in the presence of an immense con-
course of spectators. Letters from Naples of the 28th
ult. announce the arrival in that harbour of the Brazilian
squadron, sent under the command of Rear-Admiral
Porpeire to convey the future Empress of the Brazils to

Rio Janeiro. The squadron made the passage from Rio
to Naples in 75 days*

Greece.—Letters from Athens of the 20th ult. state

that the poverty of the country had never been so great,

that property was every day falling in value, and that

specie being scarce, trade was carried on by barter, even
around the capital. The Government had commenced
disbanding some of the Greek troops, and reduced the
pay of others, whilst the Bavarians were left in the enjoy-
ment of their larger salaries. Strange rumours had cir-

culated for some days in that capital. A successor for

King Otho was talked of, as if the latter had abdicated,
and three candidates for the throne were mentioned— 1st,

the Duke of Leuchtenbcrg, son-in-law of the Emperor of
Russia; 2d, the Duke of Cambridge; and 3d, Prince
Augustus of Saxe Coburg, who lately married Princess
Clementine, of Orleans. It is added that the agents of
Russia are the authors of these reports. They assert that
King Otho will never consent to give the country a repre-
sentative Government, and that he will be compelled to
abdicate.—A statue larger than life, and executed in the
Egyptian style, has been found near Marathon, and
brought to the Museum of Athens. The figure has an
iron disc in each hand. Some assert that it is a repre-
sentation of Antinous ; others consider it an Apollo.
TURKEY,—Accounts received by way of Vienna an-

nounce the complete pacification of Bosnia. The insur-
rection was, however, only put down by the Pacha's
yielding to the demands of the insurgents, sending away
the Arnauts, and placing the contributions on the old
footing. They also state that Prince Alexander of Servia
had succeeded in procuring 30,000 signatures to a petition
in his favour, which has been forwarded to Constantinople,
and it was generally believed that he would be re-elected.

—Resdchid Pacha, former Ambassador at Paris, is

appointed Governor of Adrianople.
Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria of the 17th ult.

announce that the mortality amongst the oxen still pre-
vailed throughout Egypt. Of those imported from Sennaar
more than 5000 had died. The plague likewise had
broken out at the Sharkie, at Mansura, and at Damietta

;

and at Alexandria a few cases had appeared. They also
speak in very sanguine terms of the probability of a
junction between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, by
means of a canal cut through the Isthmus of Suez. The
Pasha has recently had an interview with the Consuls of

the European nations to discourse with them on the sub-
ject. The Austrian Consul has been especially charged
by Prince Metternich to sound the feeling of the Consuls;
and the general belief in Egypt is that some project for

accomplishing the work will soon be adopted.—Among the
miscellaneous cargo carried out to Egypt last week by the

Great Liverpool, was a case of six salmon, caught in the

river Tert, near Southampton. They were well packed
in ice, and there is little doubt of their arriving at their

destination in good condition. As this description of fish

has never yet been seen in Egypt, it will indeed be a rarity.

India*—The despatches by the Overland Mail of the
1st of May have arrived this week. They bring the im-
portant details of the victory gained by Sir Charles
Napier, on the 24th March, near the River Fullalie, in

which their last effort was made by the Ameers, who during
GO years have ruled the fertile districts along the Indus.

These details are of high interest, and the military

portion of them will be found in the extracts from the

despatches under our Miscellaneous paragraph. It appears
that Sir C. Napier, having learned that the enemy had
taken up a strong position on the River Fullalie, four

miles from Hyderabad, moved out on the 24th March to

attack them. His force consisted of about 5,000 men,
with 17 guns and howitzers. He was for three hours
closely engaged in a hand-to-hand fight with a body of

20,000 Beloochees, and after a gallant and severe struggle

defeated and dispersed them; 11 guns and 19 standards

were captured, and 1,000 men are supposed to have been

killed : probably 4,000 more were wounded. Shere

Mahomed, the leader of the force, escaped. Our loss

amounted to 39 killed, and 231 wounded; amongst the

former are Captain Garrett, of the Bengal 9th Cavalry!

and Lieut. Smith, ©f the Bombay Horse Artillery ;
Lieut.

F. Burr, 21st Native Infantry, has since died of his

wounds. The town of the Meerpore was soon taken, and

its Ameer, Shere Mahomed, who made this last attempt at

resistance, fled to the desert. Oomercote, another im-
portant position, in the direction of the British territories

around Deesa, was taken on the 4th April by the bold

enterprise of Lieut. Brown, Aide-de-Camp to Sir C
Napier. The conduct of this officer has called forth

universal praise. Sir C. Napier, who was employed in

regulating the conquered districts, considers Scinde as

completely subdued for the present. The Beloochees ot

the mountains will, it is thought, make some attempt at

the termination of the monsoon to assail the British, but

there is nothingserious apprehended. TheAmeers of Scinde

arrived at Bombay on the 19th April, where they were re-

ceived with distinction, and sent to reside under a strong

guard at Malabar-point, Government-house. One o

them, who is represented as a dangerous character? ant

who had gained notoriety from his being implicate

in the murder of Captain Ennis, and in the attack on the

British Envoy, was confined in Fort George. The pla<3

of their ultimate confinement was not known ;
Pboolshair,

an old palace of the Peishwa, 17 miles from Poonah, was

spoken of. Of 200 ladies, composing their Zenana, only

30 have volunteered to follow the future fortunes of the*

masters.—The insurrectionary movement at Sirhin ,

noticed in the announcement which we published last wee ,

appears to have been of some importance. The territoiy

of Khytul being about to lapse to the British Government

by the death of the chief, the widow resolved to Kecj

possession for herself, and raised the country. 1 wo con

panics of the 72d Native Infantry, stationed at W™JI
were attacked in this quarter, and compelled t0 ' etie

rapidlv on Kurnaul, with the loss of 30 or 40 men-

Lieutenants Whistler and Farre were severely wounaeu.

Heavy reinforcements were immediately sent out, andw

insurrection, it is supposed, will be suppressed without

difficulty.—In the interior of India tranquillity prevails ,

the mountainous districts of Bundelkund form the only ex-

ception ; but the attention of the Government was directed

I
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to the necessity of establishing peace there. The news
from Afghanistan represents Akhbar Khan as having lost
much of his popularity. He had come about the middle
of March to Jellalabad to meet his father, Dost Mahomed,
who was going from Peshawur towards CabuL—The re-
mains of the late SirW. Macnaghten have been recovered by
his widow. The body had been recognised by the absence
of the head and the arm, which had been cut off by his
assassins. The body is now on its way to Calcutta for
interment, having been recovered, by the payment of a
large price, from the well into which it had been cast.

Several smart shocks of an earthquake have been felt in
the Deccan, but attended with nothing serious. The
Governor-General continues at Agra, and lias expressed a
*ish to visit Hyderabad, the capital of Scinde. His
Lordship, who was said to have received notice of his
elevation to an earldom, had become a favourite with
the army. His rule in India had become remarkable for
the abolition of slavery in every part of this country
within the British rule. The following paragraph relating
to Col. Stoddart and Capt. Connolly is given on the
authority of a Loodianah letter, and though it certainly
forms a striking contrast to the information sent home by
Government some months ago, on the authority of our
Persian Envoy, to the friends of these unfortunate gen-
tlemen, -still too much reliance is not placed on it by the
Indian papers. It corresponds, however, in a remarkable
banner with the account quoted by us from the Dublin
papers last week :—u Loodianah, March 23, 1843.—The
report last month was, that Col. Stoddart and Capt.
Connolly had been murdered, but there is a Jew here who
declares that they are still alive, and that he heard from a
brother of his at Bokhara, who told him a Greek inter-
preter and a slave, who had been for months confined in
the same well with them, were taken out and executed,
and the populace made to believe that they were Colonel
Stoddart and Captain Connolly. The man has very good
testimonials of character, and has offered (without reward)
to convey a chit to them, and bring back an answer in
the course of five months."
China.—The news from China, which comes down to

the 12th March, states that, in consequence of the sudden
death of Elepoo, the Imperial Commissioner, after a feast
at Canton, apprehensions were entertained of the settle-
ment of the treaty and commercial tariff being consider-
ably delayed. The most singwlar stories were afloat
among the Chinese regarding the death of the Commis-
sioner. According to some he had been poisoned, and
others even said that so onerous were the duties of
his office, that in a moment of disgust he broke his own
head with his inkstone—the stone on which the Chinese
prepare their ink. Keying, a cousin of the Emperor, was
spoken of as likely to take the place of the Commissioner

;

and Sir H. Pottinger had declared his intention to pro-
ceed to the northern ports, in order to carry on the nego-
tiation there. Many of the difficulties that interpose in
the arrangement of the business are supposed to arise
from the intrigues of the Hong merchants at Canton, who
do not wish that the other ports should be opened. At
all the other places the inhabitants showed the most
friendly feelings towards the British. The Vixen steamer,
*ith Colonel Malcolm on board, was expected at Hong-
Kong about the middle of March.
Cape ov Good Hope. — The expedition against the

rebellious Boers has at length terminated without blood-
shed, and the Lieutenant-Governor lias returned with the
grater part of the troops, leaving a garrison of about 300
^en at Colesberg, which may protect the native inhabi-
tants against ill-treatment on the part of the Boers. With
respect to the port and country of Natal, the rumours are
lhat the British Government will take full possession
5Jther as a separate Government or a dependency of the
^ape. The colony has been desolated by immense
8warms of locusts, which left their eggs in the earth; and
uow these are hatched, the whole country swarms with
"em, hopping about for several weeks until they get

,
lngs, and destroying every blade of grass. It is said to

b^ impossible to form an idea of the enormous quantity
*uhout seeing them. It is, however, hoped they may
ei*veas soon as they can fly, but others would probably
supply their places. If the locusts were away, there
ould be a chance of grass for the winter, but it was
e&red that they will destroy everything.

United States The Great Western steam-ship
rnved at Liverpool on Thursday morning, after a rough
,°y?ge, which has occupied thirteen days and a half,
Uring a great part of which she experienced strong head
ln <ls and squally weather. She has brought 128 passen-

tlt

8
'.

Sir Charles Bagot died at Kingston on the 19th
. • i his sufferings from disease had been severely pro-
acted, but although a martyr to bodily ailment, his

j

eata
^ faculties remained clear and unclouded to the

t* j\ A public dinner was given to Mr. Webster at

^u-lmore on the 19th ult., at which he delivered a speech

s ^
lch has excited very considerable attention, as it is
Pposed to denote the future policy of the American

of
vernment as regards Great Britain. He is in favour

tariff
Consideral)le reduction of duties in the American

fixed i

an
-

d exP resses a strong wish to see a low scale of

the .

ies adopted by this country for the admission of

wh
agncultural produce of the United States. As regards

that
at

* n<* flour
t lle seems to think it futile to expect that

lVjini
pnnciple will be carried out at present by the British

toba
S

. '
kUt ^e urSes a reduction of duties on rice,

which lie holds amongst his countrymen. Although no
longer connected with the Cabinet he is believed to speak
not only the sentiments of President Tyler ' himself,
but also the feelings of the wealthy manufacturers and mer-
chants of the New England States. The American
embassy to China is to consist of Mr. Cushing, " Grand
Commissioner ;" Mr. D. F. Webster, " Grand Secretary ;"

Mr. John Tyler, Jan., Private Secretary ; and Mr. J. R.
Peters, jun., as Agent of the American Institute. A
number of attaches are also spoken of as likely to join the
missions oonnected with the principal families and leading
public institutionsof the United States. TheMexican forces,
amounting to 2,000, had been captured by the Yucatans,
whom they went to invade, near Morida. The want of
provisions is stated to have been the cause of the surrender.
An action at sea between a Mexican steamer and the
Yucatanese, ended in the defeat of the former and the
capture of the steamer. By the articles of capitulation
the Mexican force was to embark for Tampico within
eight days, leaving their arms behind. Mr. Louis
Bourbon, who was one of the Canadian patriots of 1839
sent into exile in New South Wales, made his escape from
that place, and arrived in New York on Monday by the
brig Russian, from Rio Janeiro. He declines to state
the manner of his escape, as it might possibly implicate
other persons concerned. During the first two years of
his exile he acted in the capacity of clerk to the Govern-
ment, closely confined, however ; but at the end of that
time he was permitted to enjoy the freedom of the colony.
He proceeds immediately to the frontier, where he ex-
pects to meet his family, from whom he has been absent
about four years, after which he goes to France. Mr.
Bourbon is son-in-law of Speaker Papineau, so well known
in Canada.—The project of transporting the cotton from
the upper settlements on the Brazos to the mouth of the
river, by means of gum-elastic bags or floaters, has proved
entirely successful. The Planters 9 Gazelle notices the
arrival at Columbia of between 400 and 500 bales, the
greater part of which was floated down the river in gum-
elastic bags. Cotton can be conveyed by means of these
bags from any point where 6 inches of water can be found,
and the cost is not greater than if it were transported on
flat or keel boats.—Intelligence has been received of the
loss of the fine packet-ship the Great Britain on her late
outward passage to New York, together with. the whole of
her cargo. She was frigate-rigged, of 404 tons burden,
and was built at Quebec in 1839. On the 80th March
she experienced a terrific hurricane, carried away her
foremast, and sprung a leak, which the greatest exertions
could not keep under. The leak increased so fast that all

hands abandoned all hopes of being saved ; happily, how-
ever, the ship Philadelphia, bound to Boston, hove in
sight just before the packet sank, and was the means of
saving the livesjof both crew and passengers. *
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^parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Friday.—Their Lordships met this day for the first time after the
Whitsun holidays.—The Lord Chancellor communicated to the
House a message from the Crown, containing her Majesty's gracious
permission to the nuptials of the Princess Augusta and the Heredi-
tary Grand Duke of Mccklenburgh Strelitz, and trusting to their
Lordships taking into consideration the propriety of makfng a suit-
able provision for the illustrious Princess. On the motion of the Duke
of Wellington, the message was ordered to be taken into considera-
tion on Tuesday.—The Duke of Wellington, in answer to observa-
tions by the Marquis of Clankicarde, said that the Lord Chan-
cellor ot Ireland had given his opinion in writing that the meetings
held in Ireland for arepeal of the Union had a tendency to outrage,
and might be dangerous to the State. It appeared obvious to him
(the Duke ot Wellington) that outrage and bloodshed might be the
result ot such meetings ; and it was equally clear that Lords Lieute-
nants of counties attending such meetings were not the persons for
the Government of Ireland to confide in ; consequently the Lord
Chancellor had taken steps to remove certain parties from the com-
mission ot the peace. There could be no objection to meetings for
the repeal ot an Act of Parliament, but the peace of the country
could not be permitted to be broken.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Thursday.-- The Commons assembled this day, pursuant to

adjournment, but, forty Members not being present when the Speaker
took the chair, a " House " could not be made.
Friday.—Mr. Bbrnal, in the absence of Mr. C. Wood, chairman

of the Nottingham Election Committee, reported to the House that
the committee had resolved that Thomas Gishorne, the vounger,
Esq., had been duly elected to serve in the present Parliament for
the town and county of Nottingham.- In answer to questions by
Sir A. L. Hay, Sir J. Graham said that it was the intention of
her Majesty's Government to bring forward a measure relating to
the Church of Scotland, but it was not intended to propose anv grant
of public money.—Sir R. Pkkl appeared at the bar, and announced
a message from her Majesty. The message having been brought up,
it was read by the Speaker, and in effect was, that her Majesty in-
formed her faithful Commons that she had given her Royal Assent
to the marriage of her Royal Highness the Princess Augusta of
Cambridge with his Royal Highness the Prince of Mccklenburgh
Strelitz; and irom the many proofs of attachment which had been
manifested toward the Crown, she had no doubt but that a suitable
provision would be made for her Roya} Highness on her nuptials.—
Sir Robkkt Peel then moved that her Majesty's Message be taken
into consideration on Monday next.— In reply to a question by
Mr. Kwart as to what numbers constituted an illegal meeting Sir
J. Graham said he did not think that the question was one which
any individual Member ol Parliament would be justified in answering
The hon. Member himself belonged to the legal profession, and
therefore ought to know the law himself. He (Sir J. Graham) did
not say that numbers constituted illegal meetings, but he considered
that numbers was a most important ingredient. He did not sav that
any number, however great, made a meeting illegal ; but it formed a
subject under some circumstances, for important consideration.-
Mr. tWART asked the hon. Bart, the Member for Oxford whether it
was the intention otithe authorities at Oxford to publish the decision
relating to Dr. Pusey.-Sir R. Incus protested against the hon.
Member asking him such a question. He might aswell ask the hon.
Member whether Dr. Macfarlane, or any other member, had seceded
Irom the Church ot Scotland. He had no control over the authorities
at Oxford.—Mr. It. Yorke asked if it was the intention oi Govern-
ment to bring in anew bill relating to the Poor-laws during the pre-
sent session ?—Sir J. Graham said he should ask leave, next week,
to introduce some new clauses into the present Poor-law Act, but it

was not his intention to introduce a new or extended measure.

CITY.
Monet/ Market, Friday—Consols for the Account

closed at 92f. Three per Cent. Reduced, 934 to I ; Three-

and-half per Cent. Reduced, lOOf to § ; Bank Stock, 179
;Exchequer Bills, 51s. to 53*. prem.

JBtetropolis anti its Firinftp.
Viiii of Her Majesty to Scott's Stables, near Leather-

head.—On Monday week, the dav before the court left
Claremont for Buckingham Palace, her Maiesty proceeded
in an open landau, attended by the Countess of Mount
Edgecumbe, to Scott's stables, near Leatherhead, for the
purpose of witnessing the gallops of Cotherstone, the
Derby favourite, and the other horses engaged in the race.
Prince Albert accompanied her Majesty on horseback
attended by the Earl of Hardwicke, the Hon. Colonel
Grey, and Colonel Wylde. Immediately after the unex-
pected arrival of her Majesty, the whole of the horses
entered for the Derby in the stables were taken to Leather-
head Downs, where they performed their gallops, Cother-
stone taking the lead. The horses having returned to
the stables, her Majesty and the Prince passed through
and inspected the extensive training establishment of Mr.
Scott, and afterwards took their departure for Claremont.
Her Majesty and his Royal Highness left a handsome pre-
sent for the grooms and others connected with the stables.

Court of Aldermen.— On Saturday the Committee of
Aldermen assembled, for the purpose, it was understood,
of bringing (o a close the long-protracted inquiry relative
to Alderman T. Wood and the 'i alacre Coal and Iron Com-
pany. Mr. Alderman Brown read a report relative to the
whole of the proceedings relative to Alderman Wood and
his connection with the Talacre Coal and Iron Company,
which in a great measure went to re-open the case, being
founded principally on the affidavits exhibited in the
Court of Queen's Bench relative to the Brinn mines.
Alderman T. Wood complained of the manner in which
the report had been drawn up, and requested to be
allowed a copy of it, for the purpose of correcting the
errors which it contained, before it was sent round, which
was agreed to. An angry discussion, partaking, in s»

great measure, of a personal nature, ensued, and was
terminated by the postponement of the business for a
fortnight

; the announcement of which created some sur-
prise, as the proceedings had already extended over a
period of eight months.

The Polish Ball.—On Monday night a grand fancy
and full-dress ball for the relief of the distressed Polish
refugees resident in this country was given at Willis**
Rooms, and was very numerously attended. The cos-
tumes of the Duchess of Sutherland and the Ladies Gower,
the Duchess of Bedford, Lady Seymour, Marchioness [of
Aylesbury, &c., were among the most splendid; being
the same as were worn at the Queen's masque last year.
The ball was very well sustained, and complete sets of
quadrilles were danced in the national costume of Poland.
The proceeds of the ball have not been announced, but
there is no doubt that they were considerable.
TM Derby Lotteries.—On Saturday an information

was laid before the Croydon police-court against Mrs.
Thrale, landlady of the King's Arms Inn, in that town,
for having a Derby club at her house. The information
was stated to be laid by William Kerrod, soda-water
manufacturer, St. John's, Fulham. The information, which
extended to considerable length, charged the defendant
with having set up a certain mischievous and unlawful
game, under the denomination of " The King's Arms
Derby Club,'' and, in furtherance thereof, made and pub-
lished a certain proposal and scheme for advancing small
sums of money by several persons, amounting in the whole
to a large sum, to be divided and shared among the
winners at such mischievous and unlawful game, and that
certain tickets were delivered out, entitling parties to a
share of such money so advanced according to the said
proposal and scheme, against the form of the statute in
such cases made and provided, and for which offence she
had forfeited the sum of 200/. A clerk from the office of
Mr. Kirke, of London, applied on behalf of the informer
for the postponement of the case, on the ground that
counsel had been engaged, but could not be present that
day. Mr. Russell, of Croydon, as counsel for the de-
fendant, objected to the postponement of the case. The
magistrates having refused to postpone the case, the
information being read the informer was called, but did
not appear. Half-an-hour was allowed for the purpose of
making Jus appearance, when, not answering to his name,
the case was dismissed. The informer shortly afterwards
entered the court, but the magistrates refused to allow the
case to be re-opened. The informer was consequently
liable for the costs.

The Whitsun Holidays.—The usual Whitsun festivities
of Greenwich fair, Hampton Court, Wandsworth, and
other places in the suburbs, drew large crowds of holiday
folks from the metropolis on Monday. Notwithstanding
these attractions, the town exhibitions were generally
thronged. At the British Museum the number of visitors
was 13,140, which was nearly 3,000 less than those who
attended last year, when the numbers were 16 329. The
decrease on Monday was chiefly attributable to the unfav-
ourable state of the day. The visitors were perfectly
well behaved and only one person was refused admission
on the ground ot intoxication. The number of visitors
on Boxing Day was 28,225, on last Easter Monday 18,432,
and the taster Monday of last year 14.320. The Museum
remained open all the week till Friday inclusive. The
iNauonal ballery was visited by 1200 visitors on Monday.
J^ast week 38,478 persons paid toll to pass through theinames runnel, and on Sunday alone there were 17,513
visitors. But the most numerous display on Monday was
that of the teatotallers, who met on Hampstead Heath.
the number of persons who took part in the cavalcade
could not have been less than 15,000, and the line extended
completely across the heath, a distance of more than
one mile and a half. "
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numerous meeting of theThe Southwark Park.—

A

inhabitants of Southwark was held this week in the vestry-

room of the church of St. George the Martyr, to take

into consideration a requisition addressed to the church-

wardens for petitioning Parliament and the Government

for a grant of a suitable piece of ground for the formation

of a park for the southern districts of the metropolis.

The churchwarden submitted a resolution, stating that it

was of the first importance to the moral and physical con-

dition of the people that they should have open walks for

healthful recreation, which would tend to prevent or at

least alleviate disease. lie mentioned a very eligible

site for the projected park, a large plot of ground near

Walpole-place, Kent-road, which extends all the way to

New-cross, and which would be very soon built upon if it

were not secured in time for such an object. Several

letters were read from a great number of Peer^ and Mem-
bers of the House of Commons, all promising their co-

operation to effect this object. The resolution was passed

unanimously.

The Enclosure of Hampstead Heath.—The excite-

ment created throughout Hampstead and the northern

suburbs of the Metropolis at the projected enclosure of

Hampstead Heath by the bill now before Parliament,

introduced at the instigation of the Lord of the Manor,
Sir T. M.Wilson, and entitled the "Wilson Estate Bill,"

still continues to increase, and petitions against it arc

preparing in every quarter. On Thursday the objections

to the bill, a copy of which it is intended to place in the

hands of every Member of the Legislature, were finally

arranged on the part of the copyholders, and it is their in-

tention also to call upon the public generally for their as-

sistance to preserve to the Metropolis this favourite place

of recreation.

Kensington.—At a meeting of the rate-payers of St.

Mary Abbots' on Monday, after a long discussion respect-

ing Col. Fox's recent diversion of the north end of the

Addison-road, it was resolved that the churchwardens be

requested and authorized to take the necessary and pro-

per measures for the restoration of the road. Col. Fox

having otfered, as a compensation, ,£'200 towards the pav-

ing of the road, Mr. Percival moved, as an amendment,

—

11 That a committee be appointed by this vestry to inform

Col. Fox that the vestry are willing to accept the indem-

nification he offers for the alteration of the line of the

church path in the Addison-road, if Col. Fox will take

the proper steps to make such an agreement a legal one,

and binding upon the parish." Mr. Mills seconded the

amendment. Only two hands, those of the mover and

seconder, were held up for the amendment ; and the

original motion was carried with acclamation.

Hampton Court.—On Friday, at the Feltham petty

sessions, a young man, named William Bennet Watkins,

who stated himself to be gardener to Mr. 13. Watkins, of

Hammersmith, was brought before Messrs. Devon and

Carpenter, the sitting magistrates, charged by a police

constable with having stolen a quantity of plants and

cuttings from the Royal Gardens at Hampton Court

Palace. The charge having been clearly proved, he was

convicted and sentenced by the magistrates to one month's

hard labour in the House of Correction.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,

May 27:—West districts, 155; North districts, 156;

Central districts, 163 ; East districts, 175 ; South dis-

tricts, 210. Total, 859—(457 males, 402 females.)—

Weekly average for the last five years, 903—(461 males,

442 females,) and for the last five springs, 854.

%probmtial ft
Tt&s.

Incendiary Fires.—The provincial papers give accounts

of incendiary fires in different parts of the agricultural

districts. The Maidstone papers state that as two gen-

tlemen were riding last week past Tyland-farm, on the

Rochester-road, they saw a sainfoin stack burst into

flames, and a man run away from it, up a lane leading to

the Warren. They immediately galloped in pursuit,

and overtaking the man, apprehended him. He proved

to be a stranger in the district, knowing nothing whatever

of Mr. Hills, the owner of the stack. He confessed that

he had done it from a desire to be sent out of the country,

as he was starving, and could not obtain employment.
He was taken to Boxley cage, where he is now in custody.

His name is George Brown, a gardener, from Bradford,

Essex. The stack was entirely consumed, but was
insured.

Alnwick.—The following account of the Draining-

plough is .extracted from the Newcastle Journal:—" An
interesting trial of the power of the draining-plough,
4 Green's Patent/ was made at Alnwick on Saturday last,

in a field called Stamp's-close, adjoining Alnwick-moor,

belonging to his Grace the Duke of Northumberland.
The draining took place on the market-day, to give the

farmers and neighbouring gentry an opportunity of form-
^

ing a practical opinion as to its merits. The field consists

of about 8 acres. The drain lines had been laid out, and

the turf thrown aside by the common plough on the pre-

vious day. The draining-plough commenced operations

at the usual hour on Saturday morning, and the whole of

the drains, one between each ridge, to the depth of 18

inches, were completed by the evening. The plough was
drawn by 8 horses, attended by 4 men. Mr. Patten,

his Grace's park and farm steward, superintended the

work. One decided advantage that the draining-plough

has is, that it can be used when the farmer has little or

nothing else to do. The work was unanimously approved
of; and, among other suggestions that were thrown out
by the gentlemen and farmers on the ground, the following
may not be unworthy of consideration, viz.,—that a town-
ship or parish might purchase a plough for their common

use, or one might be kept in each bailiwick for the use of

the tenantry. It was also observed that, in proportion as

the soil 'was more impregnated with clay, the draining

was more perfectly done. This would indicate its supe-

rior applicability to the soils of Northumberland."

Birmingham.—Last week the western neighbourhood
of Birmingham was considerably alarmed by rumours of
disturbances amongst the turn-out nailors of Bromsgrove
and the adjoining mining districts of Cradley, Stourbridge,

&c. For some years past various reductions have taken place

in the manufacture of nails, amounting in the aggregate to

20 per cent. ; and about a fortnight ago a further reduc-
tion was attempted. A good workman, upon the average,

could, under the old prices some years ago, earn about 205.

per week ; but since the reduction first took place, the price

has reduced the rate of remuneration to 16s. The attempt
recently made would reduce it still further to 14.9. The
strike became general last week, in consequence of these

reductions. The magistrates endeavoured to effect a com-
promise between the operatives and their masters, but the

men refused to return to their work without an increase

of wages. A public meeting was also held, without effect-

ing any satisfactory settlement. The following statistics

will show the poverty of Bromsgrove and its neighbour-

hood :—The population of the parish is 9,671 ; the num-
ber of houses assessed to the poor 2,016—of these 1,763
are under 10/. per annum, and 1,391 under 51. About
180 occupations are void, and the tenants of 619 are from
poverty excused paying rates. The number of permanent
paupers receiving regular relief is about 1,000 ; and on
Friday week, in addition, 360 heads of families, comprising
about 1,500 people, received temporary assistance at the

Union workhouse.
Bristol. — A determined burglary and attempt at

murder was committed on Saturday night at Conham, a

small retired village on the banks of the Avon, about six

miles from this city. Three men called Watkins, an
uncle and two nephews, broke into the cottage of an old

woman named Hunt, who had amassed a considerable sum
of money

; after robbing it of all the property they could

carry, they stabbed Mrs. Hunt, and left her, as they sup-

posed, dead, having covered her with a bed and a heavy
box for the purpose of suffocating her. She succeeded

however in releasing herself, and is likely to recover. The
prisoners have been apprehended, and committed to take
their trials.

Carmarthen.—The outrages of " Rebecca and her

Daughters" have reached such a height as to excite ap-

prehension that the magistracy of this and the adjoining

counties of Pembroke and Cardigan will be obliged to

place the whole district under military surveillance. From
attacking and destroying turnpike gates in remote and
unfrequented parts of the country, they have proceeded to

exploits of greater daring, and on Saturday morning last,

attacked and completely destroyed one of the gates of

the county town, Carmarthen. It appears by the state-

ment of the toll-collector, that at about one o'clock on

Saturday morning, nearly 300 persons arrived at the

gate, and immediately placed sentinels in Water-street,

and about Greenhall, the residence of Capt. Davies, a

borough magistrate. Their leader, u Rebecca, who is

easily distinguished by his extraordinary stature, was
attired in female clothing, and proceeded with a sort of

body-guard to enter the toll-house. He then gave direc-

tions " to smash the windows and unroof the house.'

The windows were instantly beaten down, and they were
proceeding to unroof the house, when the wife of the

toll-collector rushed forward to this mysterious leader of

the band, and entreated him to spare the house for the

sake of her dying child, who lay ill up stairs. The man
seemed moved by this appeal, and proceeded to the bed-

side of the invalid, when finding the statement of the

mother to be correct, he gave orders " to stay proceed-

ings," as far as the toll-house was concerned, but they

destroyed the gates, and fired several volleys of musketry.

They also stated their determination to raze the Car-

marthen workhouse to the ground in August next.

?
Liverpool.—The many fires which have occurred

recently in this town have drawn the attention of the

magistrates seriously to the subject, and several meetings

of the justices have been held during the week. It is

understood that several witnesses were examined, and
that the result of the investigation was a strong suspicion

that the recent fires, and particularly those at the Duke's
warehouses, have been produced by incendiaries. The
evidence was transmitted to the Secretary of State, and
the Home-office has determined to co-operate with the

magistrates and corporation of the town in the endeavour

to discover the delinquents. Placards were posted through-

out the town and suburbs on Saturday, offering 500£.

reward, namely, 300/. by the council of the borough, and

200/. by insurance offices, for the discovery of the

offenders, and announcing that a free pardon would be

granted to any accomplice, who will give such information

as shall lend to the discovery of the actual offenders.

Manchester.— A fatal accident, occasioned by the

explosion of a boiler, occurred last week, at Medlockvale
Dyeworks, the property of Messrs. Ilulme and Sons,
situate in the township of Failsworth, about five miles

from this town. The accident occurred when the works
were in full operation, and it is remarkable that it did not

prove more extensively fatal. One man was killed on tie

spot, and others are so severely injured as to render their

recovery a matter of great doubt. The explosion filled

the whole of the dyehouse and narrow passages around

with a dense volume of steam and dust, and so great was

the expansive power of the steam that the whole of the

roof was blown from the dyehouse, the windows shattered,

and a portion of the front wall thrown down.—The
inquiries into the origin of the late outrage between the

military and police are still in progress, and are not

likely to be concluded for some days.

Oxford.—We announced last week that Dr. Pusey, the

Regius Professor of Hebrew, had been suspended from

preaching in the University for two years. The subjoined

recapitulation of the case will not be uninteresting :—On
the fifth Sunday after Easter, Dr. Pusey being called on

to preach before the University in the Cathedral of Christ

Church, took for his subject the doctrine of the Eucharist.

An impression was made on some of his audience that

the doctrine of Transubstantiation and of the Mass were

advanced and defended in a tone altogether dissonant from

that of the standards of the Church of England, and the

result was that an official demand was made on the Vice-

Chancellor to appoint a board to examine the sermon. In

compliance with this call, a board was constituted of the

six Members of Convocation mentioned in our last. Each

of these divines sent in a separate report, as three of them

are said to have found little fault with the sermon ; but

the Vice-Chancellor thought proper to suspend the Regius

Professor of Hebrew from preaching within the precincts

of the University for two years. Against this sentence

Dr. Pusey has addressed a protest to the Vice-Chancellor,

from which the following is an extract :
—" I have stated

to you, on different occasions, as opportunity offered, that

I was at a loss to conceive what in my sermon could be

construed into discordance with the Formularies of our

Church ; I have requested you to adopt that alternative

in the Statutes, which allows the accused a hearing ; I

have again and again requested that definite propositions,

which were thought to be at variance with our Formularies,

should, according to the alternative in the Statute, be

proposed to me ; I have declared repeatedly my entire

assent ex animo to all the doctrinal statements of our

Church on this subject, and have, as far as I had oppor-

tunity, declared 'my sincere and entire consent to them
individually ; I have ground to think, that, as no proposi-

tions out of my sermon have been exhibited to me as at

variance with the doctrine of our Church, so neither can

they, but that I have been condemned either on a mistaken

construction of my words, founded upon the doctrinal

opinions of my judges, or on grounds distinct from the

Formularies of our Church. Under these circumstances,

since the Statute manifestly contemplates certain grave

and definite instances of contrariety or discordance from

the Formularies of our Church, I feel it my duty to pro-

test against the late sentence against me as unstatutable

as well as unjust."

Portsmouth.—The Victoria and Albert royal steam

yacht will be brought round here next month, as it is ex-

pected she will be fully equipped and ready for sea in

about six weeks. Whatever intention Her Majesty might

have had of visiting Ireland in the course of the summer,
there is now no probability of such a visit taking place, at

least until that country is in a more settled state. It is

understood to be Her Majesty's intention to take repeated

excursions to sea during the season, and to visit some ot

the [principal ports along the coast, and among others

that of Plymouth, to inspect the dockyard and other pub-

lic works there. It is stated that the Prince of Wales

and the Princesses will be brought down to the coast dur-

ing the summer for the benefit of the sea breeze.

Southampton.—On Friday morning, about half-past

ten o'clock, smoke was seen to issue from the hold

of the brig Tartar, lying in the new docks at this place,

and laden with a quantity of war stores, consisting of a

large number of Congreve rockets and above twelve hun-

dred shells. The crew, who had only arrived from Lon-

don on the previous night, immediately left the vessel to

her fate, it being currently reported she had fifty tons of

gunpowder on board. This fortunately was not the case,

or great mischief must have happened to the railway ter-

minus and that part of the town situated near the docks*

The smoke still continued to issue, but in very sm^i

quantities, until a few minutes past eleven o'clock, when

it burst out into flames. It now became quite app&ren

that any attempt to scuttle her would be unavailing, fi*°m
the danger of her situation. At twelve o'clock a party o

^

Sappers and Miners arrived, and with the aid ot si-

horses brought one of the large guns from the platfoim

into the dockyard, where six shots were fired into J*6

bottom, but without effect, and in an instant a tremendous

explosion took place, rockets and shells flying in alldirec

tions. The scene at this time was very grand ;
thewn

deck was in a blaze, and at intervals of every three or iO'

minutes fresh explosions took place, which laste" u "

past two o'clock, "when it was thought the whole oftn

combustible parts of the cargo had entirely explode^

Preparations were then made to obtain one of the sn

Isle of Wight steamers to haul the burning vessel to w
mud banks, as it was quite certain she must soon sink ;

the wind, which had been previously very high, suae ei y

abated, when the flames took another direction, andJt^
moment another series of explosions took place, v. ^
continued for about twenty minutes, when the vessel v.

down head foremost. She had twenty long brass cann

and their carriages, destined, with the war stores, to

Mexican government. The value of the cargo

.

25,000/. The consternation in the town was so g

from the report that there was a large quantity 01 g

,

powder on board, that all the inhabitants in the s ^
near the Docks shut up their houses and snops, an

the town; even in the High Street, many family

their dwellings, and proceeded to the country, x

with the luggage of passengers, and Pas^g^ 7 ,.n-

on their way to the railway station, might be been i

ing in all directions to get out of the town. A n exa

tion of the crew took place before the ™W**™
Saturday morning, but nothing was elicited to show J

the fire originated. The magistrates said it was an exir
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ordinary affair, but they could proceed no further in their
investigation unless the captain had other witnesses to
produce.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past
week: — London and Birmingham, 16,162/.; Great
Western, 13,701*.; South Western, 5,877/.; South
Eastern, 2,101/. ; Eastern Counties, 2,152/. ; North
Midland, 3,957/. ; York and ditto, 1,503/.; Greenwich,
778/.; Croydon, 300/.; Brighton, 3,127/.; Blackwall,
768/.

; Hull and Selby, 1,110/. ; Grand Junction, 7,024/.
;

Midland Counties, 2,427/.—A special general meeting
of the Sheffield and Manchester Company was held last

week at Manchester, Mr. Parker, M.P. for Sheffield, in
the chair, when ten new directors were appointed for the
future management of the company's affairs, and the
forfeiture of certain unpaid shares was formally confirmed.
It was announced that the works were proceeding rapidly,
and that the line would be opened from end to end by the
beginning of 1845.—The inhabitants of Liverpool came
up in large numbers on Thursday week from Lancashire
by the annual cheap train. By this conveyance the fare
IS only 30$. from Liverpool and Manchester to the
metropolis and back. There was another excursion of
the same kind on Monday last. Upwards of 1,000
persons have availed themselves of this opportunity of
"visiting London at a moderate rate.—A few days ago the
mail-train from Bristol to London conveyed an unusual
cargo of passengers, in the shape of a hive of bees, which
had swarmed that day at Clifton, where they were safely
domiciled in a wooden hive, made partly transparent by
glass windows. Thus secured they arrived at their des-
tination in perfect safety. — It has been computed
that the amount obtained by the Government in the
shape of Income-tax from the various railway compa-
nies throughout the country will very nearly reach
100,000/. per annum ; and it is expected that before the
Income and Property-Tax Act expires, it will, by the now
gradual extension of the several lines, considerably exceed
that amount. It was stated by Mr. Saunders, the secre-
tary to the Great Western Company, in his examination
lately at the Oxford sessions (in an appeal by the com-
pany against its being assessed to the poor at 3,000/. for
the two miles the railway passed through the parish of
Coring), that the amount of income-tax paid by that com-
pany alone was 10,450/. for one year, ending Apr. 5, 1842.
The inhabitants ofmany small parishes through which the
hnes of railway pass have been materially relieved by
the various companies being assessed to the relief of the
poor, according to the estimated profit upon those por-
tions of railways lying within their respective boundaries.
In the comparatively small agricultural parish of Goring,
the Great Western Railway Company have now to pay
^pon each shilling rate made in the course of the year the
urn or 118/. 18s., thus relieving the ratepayers some
three or four times a year to this large amount.

IRELAND.
Dublin—The following magistrates have been dis-

missed since our last, for taking part in the Repeal agita-
tion :—The Hon. M. J. Ffrench, the Hon. Thomas
*french, Mr. De Vernon, and Mr. Roche, M.P. and
Deputy-Lieutenant for the County of Cork. The follow-

^g gentlemen have resigned their commissions:—Mr
Maurice Power of Ringacoultig, Cork, Mr. Charles
UConnell, Mr. Kean Mahony, Mr. John Maher, late
Member for the County of Wexford, and Deputy-Lieu-
tenant, Mr. Patrick Ternan, Mr. J. Mathews, and Mr. T
•knnis,

H.
magistrates for the County of Louth ; and Mr. J.

^e Rhadamanthus

previous day
, —MuuiuiHuuo, steam.frigate, landed at the Pigeon-
°use 6000 stand of arms and one million rounds of ball

60nn
ldge

"
She ]e<t S00n afterwards for Waterford, with

00 stand of arms, and four companies of the 61st Regi-
nt

- Two frigates have also been sent to Waterford
n e to cruise along the coast, the other to be stationed at

tio
Unmore—The weekly meeting of the Repeal Associa-
n took place on Monday. Various sums from the

i^nces were handed in, and numerous members were

HeH
ted

' Notwithstanding the absence of Mr. O'Con-

to h^
16 meet 'nS-was densely crowded from the opening

the close of the proceedings, when the amount of

the
rent was announced to be 904/. lis. id. With

Co .

e
.

Xce
l
)tion of the last week, when the extraordinary

pe"
bulions from the North and South Ridings of Tip-

ret
^ Were included, this is much the largest weekly

Mo"
11

? ^ rece * vet'* The previous week's return, on
uay fortnight, which was considered so very large
amount, was 709/., nearly 200/. less than the rentyneed on Monday.

aU{j

lln3aimon.—A serious conflict between the Repealers

(;arj

le -Protestants took place last week in the village of

had
nCar this town * A meetinS of Anti-Repealers

thet
assem k'ed> and were passing in procession through

w hen° H '
t0 meet some of t*ie * r Party on the Garland road,

had h
7 receivecl intelligence that about 18 Protestants

Passin u
ttacked by the Ronian Catholic Repealers, on

of th
S ^rough the village of Garland, and that several

^is ijtf

1

,., .
been

,

severely maltreated. Upon receipt of

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—On Tuesday week the Moderator pro-

ceeded to deliver his address on the close of the assembly,
characterising it as one that would be long memorable in

the history of the country ; and alluded to the various im-
portant measures they had passed. His Grace the Com-
missioner spoke as follows :— l( Right Reverend and
Right Honourable, I enter into the feelings under which
you will return to your homes from this Assembly. You
will be cheered, however, by the happy reflection that you
have attended faithfully to the many matters of moment-
ous and of'painful interest which came before you, and
you will obtain, I am sure, the gratitude of your Sover-
eign and of your country. I congratulate you upon the
measures which you have taken to sustain the admirable
schemes of your church, and to provide for the efficient
supply of those charges which have been vacated by your
seceding brethren ; and I shall humbly pray with you
that the Spirit of your Great Master, the God of peace
and love, may guide and strengthen you." The Assembly
was then dissolved, and the next meeting appointed for
Thursday, the 16th of May, 1844. In the Free Presby-
terian Assembly on the same day, Dr. M'Farlan of
Greenock, moved an address to the Queen, explaining
the grounds on which they separated from the Established
Church, and took occasion to go over the grounds of dif-

ference which existed between them and the general
assembly. Dr. Buchannan, in seconding the motion, re-
marked that by the recent decisions of the Civil Courts,
an impassable wall of separation had been raised up be-
tween this church and the State, and that the Residuary
Assembly by their decisions had raised up a still more
impassable wall of separation between the two. It might
be possible, from the return to sound principles by the
legislature, to reunite themselves with the. State; but
they never could be again incorporated with an Erastian
establishment. Dr. Candlish read a lengthened report
from the committee, for interim supplies, furnishing de-
tails of the proceedings they were to pursue, the number
of labourers at their command, and the number that
would be required. He enforced the views of the com-
mittee in a lengthened speech, in which, towards the
close, he adverted to a question that had more than
once been put to him— how far a person located in a
district where there was no church of the Free Assembly,
nor of any other which the Assembly would cordially ac-
knowledge—how far it would be the duty of such a person
to attend the Established Church ? In his judgment, the
Assembly of the Established Church had decided the
question for them, by reverting to the old anti-Christian
law of 1799 against ministerial communion, and thus had
virtually excommunicated all Christendom. He doubted
if such a body could be called a Church of Christ, and it

Was clear that none of their members ought to attend its

ministrations. Mr. Sheriff Monteath and Dr. Welsh
expressed some doubts respecting this doctrine ; but the
general feeling was evidently with Dr. Candlish. A con-
siderable amount of routine business was gone through;
and it was agreed to hold another Assembly in Glasgow
on the 17th of October of this year, when they would pro-
bably sit for eight days. Dr. Chalmers then addressed
the Assembly in a speech of great length. Among other
topics^ he adverted to the position which they were to
hold with reference to the Establishment, and spoke of its

downfall as a probable result of their labours. That must
not deter them from going forward. If their principles
were worth sacrificing their place in the Establishment
for, they were worth the Establishment itself. They had
no ill-will towards those who remained, and would have
no pleasure in seeing them lose their stipends ; but if the
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assertion of their principles caused them to lose their own
livings, surely they would not now give up those prin-
ciples simply because it risked the loss of the livings of
others. That would be to love their neighbours—not as,

but a great deal better than themselves. After many
exhortations to zeal, and a fervent recommendation to
them to abound in prayer, he dissolved the Assembly.

Perth—On Thursday evening last week the streets of
Perth presented a scene of complete insubordination .and
riot. About 6 o'clock some soldiers belonging to the
68th Regiment, which has been stationed here tor some
time, left the barracks and paraded about the streets.

Their object appeared to be to pick a quarrel with the
town's lads ; but, seeing that the civilians were likely to

be too many for them, they hurried back to the barracks,
and soon after sallied forth with greatly increased num-
bers. Upwards of 100 men, armed with bludgeons,
rushed in a body through the principal streets, maltreat-
ing^aud knocking down, without regard to age or sex, a
number of individuals, and threatening all who came in
their way. The greatest confusion and alarm prevailed

for a short time ; but the magistrates were promptly at
their posts. The civic body marched up to the soldiers,

and after the provost had read the Riot Act^they set to
work to disperse the rioters. A contest ensued, and* a
number of individuals were severely injured ; but the
citizens ultimately prevailed, taking 10 or 12 prisoners,
and putting the rest of the soldiers to flight. Next fore-
noon an attempt was made on the part of the military to
make a second assault upon the citizens. A number had
got outside the barracks armed with firelocks and bayonets,
but they were repressed and turned back by their Officers.

The magistrates, on Friday, despatched an express 'to Sir

Neil Douglas, Commander of the Forces in Scotland,

making him aware of what had taken place, and by mid-

night the bearer of the express returned, bearing Sir

Neil's orders, that the 68th Regiment should be removed

from Perth to Stirling on Monday morning.

"theatricals.
Duury-Lane.—The season at this theatre, according

to the public advertisements, will terminate on Wednes*

day next ; on which night Mr. Macready will relinquish
the management, and make his last appearance before a
London audience for a very considerable period. The
Queen has signified her pleasure to command a perform-
ance at this theatre on Monday next, the first state visit
since Mr. Macready has been the lessee. A communica-
tion to that effect was forwarded to the theatre from the
office of the Lord Chamberlain on Thursday, and a list of
pieces was sent for her Majesty's selection. The appear-
ance of the Sovereign at the theatre will, it is exp'ected,
have a beneficial effect on the fallen fortunes of Drury-
Lane, and cause an additional number of nights to be
added to the season.

Haymarket.—An advertisement has appeared in the
daily papers, in which Mr. Webster, the lessee of this
theatre, offers 500/., besides other advantages, to the
author of the best modern comedy illustrative of British
maimers and customs. The question of merit is to be
decided by a committee of dramatic authors and critics

next January.

JElisctllawotts.
The Harvest.—The anxiety prevailing throughout

England on the subject of the harvest appears to be felt

almost equally in France and Spain, where the continued
rains give rise to serious apprehensions. u Observing,"
says the Paris correspondent of the Times, "that some
uneasiness is felt in England for the corn and other
crops, I have consulted the highest authority on the Con-
tinent of Europe on the subject, I meanM. Millot. His
opinion is, that extensive injury has not yet been done to
the crops by the wet and cold of the month just expired,
but that an unsatisfactory predisposition was beginning to
manifest itself. The rain and cold during last month were
general throughout Europe. The south and the north

—

Spain, France, Germany, and England, are alike menaced.
If, however, the weather take up, and become warm, the
harvest will be magnificent; and it is consoling to observe,
that from the moment when the new moon came in (last

Monday morning), to this, the weather has been improv-
ing, and the temperature rising. This is as fine a day,
with 80 degrees of Fahrenheit, as could possibly be
desired. 1 am obliged to add, however, that the meteo-
rological observations and deductions made by those who
study that science are said to lead to the expectation that
this summer will be moist and stormy. There are upon
an average 11 days of rain in May. This month there
were '28 or 29. Still it would be unfair to anticipate from
this fact that we shall have a wet summer; for in the
month of May in the deplorable year 1816, there were
only 18 wet days. It results, therefore, that the super-
abundance of rain in last month does not justify unfa-
vourable speculation, although it has actually produced
a predisposition to injury, and a consequent increase in the
price of wheat and flour.' '

The Victory in Scinde.—The following is an extract
from an article in the Bombay Times^ giving, from the
official despatches, an account of the recent operations and
victory in Scinde :

—" General Napier having learned that
the Beloochees had posted themselves in a strong position
four and a half miles from Hyderabad, with a view of at-

tacking or annoying him, moved out from his intrenched
camp on the Indus at daybreak on the 24th of March, in
order to engage them. About half-past 8 o'clock they
descried the enemy's force, above 20,000 strong, under
the immediate command of Shere Mahomed. They were
posted in nearly a straight line behind one of the large

nullahs, or dry water-courses, with which the country
abounds. This was formed by two parallel ditches, one 8
feet deep by 20 wide—the other 17 by 42 wide. These
had for a long distance been freshly scarped, and a ban-
quette raised behind expressly for the occasion. The
village of Dubba was immediately in their rear, and the
Fullalee itself, with jungle on its further bank, on their

extreme right. A stronger or better selected position
could hardly have been desired. Our troops, when within
1,200 yards of the enemy, were halted and formed in
order of battle, and then advanced in echellon of regi-

ments, at distances of about 20 yards. After a further
advance of400 yards they again paused for a little, to per-
mit a slight change of arrangements. The Scindians'
guns, 11 in number, had some time before this begun to

fire on the irregular horse sent forward to reconnoitre be-

fore the main body came up. An heroic exploit of three

officers of the force excited the admiration of the whole
army. Just before the commencement of the action,

Major Yvaddington of the Engineers, with Lieutenants

Brown and Hill of the Artillery, galloped from end to

end of the enemy's line, on purpose to drawon themselves

the fire of the guns and matchlocks, and so ascertain their

strength, while they looked out for accessible or unde-

fended portions where the nullah might be crossed'.

Though bullets and round shot whistled around them,
they escaped unharmed. The left of the enemy's force

appeared to be unsatisfactorily defined, 'being concealed
b'y the brushwood of a shikargah ; but, perceiving that in

this direction he was outflanked by the British troops, he
commenced moving from the right, so weakening the best-

defended portion of his position which was desired to be
attacked. Major Leslie's troop of Horse Artillery was
ordered forward to endeavour to rake the nullah ; the 9th
Cavalry and Poonah Horse advancing to the left of the
Artillery, which was supported on the right by her
Majesty's 22d, retired considerably at first, so as to
admit of the oblique fire of the guns. About 9 o'clock
the whole of our guns opened, and the British line

advanced from the left of the 22d. This brave battalion

marched up the nullah under a heavy fire of matchlocks
without returning a shot till within 40 yards of the in-

trenchment. when they stormed the work like British

soldiers. General Napier at this time rode in amongst thi
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men, a perfect storm of shot whistling past him, and

waving his hat, called out, " 22d, charge I'
9 when all

resistance was instantly swept away. On gaining the even

ground they came right shoulders forward, and directed a

terrific fire on the enemy- The second brigade, consisting

of the 25th, 21st, and 12th Native Infantry, commanded by

Major Woodburn, bore down with admirable coolness,

firing heavy volleys as they advanced. The Sepoys became

mixed up with the European Grenadiers, who gave them

a hearty cheer as they fearlessly rushed on. The line thus

formed pushed forward and cleared the village. They were

supported by Captain Whitly's battery, whose practice,

like that of the other Artillery, was magnificent. On the

right of this, again, were the 8th and 1st Native Infantry

(Grenadiers), under the command of Majors Browne and

Clibborn, advancing upon the intrenchnients with the

regularity of a review, their officers experiencing some

difficulty in suspending their fire when our cavalry

were beginning to get in front of the brigade. The
enemy had some time before been observed to move in

considerable bodies from his centre to his left, unable ap-

parently to sustain the cross fire of the Artillery— the bat-

teries of Captains Willoughby and Hutt crossing fire with

Major Leslie's guns. Major Stack, with the 3d Cavalry

under Captain Delamain, and the Scinde horse, com-

manded by Captain Jacob, made a brilliant charge upon

the enemy's left flank, crossing the nullah, and cutting

down the Beloochees for a distance of some miles. About

50 of Captain Tait's men followed four miles beyond the

village, and cut up some two or three score of Beloochees,

along the deep and wide canal in which the footmen were

slowly and doggedly retreating; almost all old men, well

armed, and determined to die hard. None asked for

quarter, and none was given ; they fought until over-

powered and slain. The right flank was, meanwhile,

turned by the Poonah Horse and 9th Bengal Cavalry,

under Captain Tait and Major Story respectively,—who
broke them, and drove them from the field before them,

sabring many in the flight. The action had lasted three

hours; the Scinde artillery and infantry fought well, the

cavalry indifferently. They were now completely broken

and driven from their position everywhere, and their flight

had become universal. Our whole line had crossed the

dell, and occupied the position originally held by the

enemy. The brunt of the battle fell on Her Majesty's

22d, which, together with the Horse Artillery, decided

the victory. 19 standards and 11 guns were left in our

hands ; between 500 and 600 dead were counted on the

field, and nearly as many more were believed to be strewed

about amongst the jungle and villages. The bodies of

scarcely any youths were found on the battle-ground, and

it was remarked that the corpses were those of grim and

powerful warriors, the pride and elite of the tribes, whose

ample beards and grizzled hair indicated that they had

mostly reached, and many of them passed, the prime of

life. A braver or more determined enemy was not to be

found in Asia. Our loss amounted to 39 killed and 231

wounded—amongst the former were Captain Garrett; of

the 9th Cavalry; and Lieutenant Smith, of the Horse

Artillery. Lieut. F. Burr, 21st Native Infantry, after-

wards died of his wounds. The conduct of our troops is

beyond all praise. The finest spirit of cordiality prevailed

between the Queen's and Company's soldiers ; and such

seems to be their confidence in General Napier, and

the admiration his conduct has excited, that his army

might have been overwhelmed or cut to pieces, but could

not have been defeated. Of the 19 standards which fell

into our hands, 14 were taken by Her Majesty's 22d,

12 of them by privates, of whom 9 shot the standard-

bearers. The loss of this gallant regiment amounted to

no fewer than 23 killed and 131 wounded. Such as had

survived, but had not recovered of their wounds before

the 16th of April—the earliest date at which they could

be conveyed in safety on the river—were at that time sent

off, and reached Bombay on the 26th, to the number of

60. They were all in excellent spirits, and, though the

cases of some of them are severe, they are mostly doing

well. Eight prisoners were taken—a small number in a

fiercely-contested action of three hours, between armies

amounting jointly to 25,000 men."—In regard to Sir C.

Napier's previous victory at Meeanee, the Governor-

General has directed " that the unserviceable guns taken

at Hyderabad shall be sent to Bombay, and there cast

into a triumphal column, whereon shall be inscribed in

the English and two native languages the names of Major-

General Sir Charles Napier, and of the several officers

mentioned by his Excellency in his despatch, and likewise

the names of the several officers, non-commissioned

officers, and privates, mentioned in the reports, that thus

the names may be for ever recorded of those who at

Meeanee obtained for themselves that glory in the field

which is the reward dearest to a true soldier."

the defendants two things were essentially nceessary : first, the pro-

secutor must prove the corpus delicti against the principal criminals ;

and, next, the aiding and assisting with which the accessories were

charged. But there was no place alleged at which the principal

offence was alleged to be charged, and the want of it waa fatal to the

indictment. For the offence of the principals was, as it were, the

foundation of the other, and there being no sufficient allegation of

the first, the second must fail. The argument lay, in truth, in a

very narrow compass, namely, that it was perfectly consistent with

all that was alleged on the face of the indictment, that the principal

persons might not have done anything which was indictable at all,

and then, of course, there could be no such thing as accessories to

an offence, for no offence had been committed. Or if any offence

had been committed, as there was no allegation of place, it might

have been committed out of the dominions of the Queen,. and in

parts where no offence could be committed against her laws. But

then it was said that the count described a large portion of the realm

to be in an unsettled state on account of these unlawful assemblings,

arid that it was intended so to describe it, and to charge the defend-

ants with having at. a particular place, assisted and encouraged those

who were engaged in this general mischief. Hut if it was laid so

generallv, the principal offence might just as well be out of the realm

of England as within it, and then it was clear that the venue which

charged the defendants with aiding and assisting in the commission

of an offence which, for aught that appeared to the contrary, might

he committed abroad, was not a good venue. It was said on the

other side, that if the principal offence had occurred in any part of

the Queen's dominions, the aiding and abetting as now laid would

have been sufficient. But it might have occurred in the dominions

of a foreign potentate, and then the argument would not be appli-

cable. It was nothing to say that the subjects of the Queen were

impeded in their labour, for that might be the case with the subjects

of the Queen employed in factories in foreiirn countries, so that that

allegation did not assist the venue. But the venue here was more
defective in stating the offence to have been committed at divers

places, than if it had been alleged to have been committed in Paris

or in New York; tor then the defendants would have known what

charge it was that they were called on to answer, whereas now they

were in total ignorance of it. The defect as to the venue made the

count bad at common law; and he submitted that the statute

7 George IV. c. 64, s. 20, did not aid it. The 20th section of the

statute provided that, in order that the punishment of offenders

might be less frequently intercepted in consequence of technical

niceties, no judgment on any indictment or information for any felony

or misdemeanour, whether after verdict, default, or otherwise, should

be stayed or reversed for want of the averment of any matter unne-

cessary to be proved, nor for the omission of certain words, nor for

omitting to state the time at which the offence was committed, nor

stating the time imperfectly, nor for want of a proper or perfect venue

where the court should appear by the indictment or information to

have had jurisdiction over the offence.—Mr. Justice Coleridge said

that all this argument proceeded upon the supposition of the charge

being that of being accessory to a felony, Jiut suppose the charge

was that of a substantive misdemeanour ; suppose it was a charge of

inciting a Frenchman to murder a Frenchman in France; then the

offence to be committed would be out of the jurisdiction of the

country, but the act of inciting could be laid as an offence here.—Mr.

Erie submitted that the act of inciting would then be itself an offence,

u hether the crime inciled took place or not, and therefore the case

supposed could not be compared to a ease of aiding, abetting, and

comforting persons in a crime in which they were already engaged.

If they were not engaged in committing a crime they could not be

aided in committing it. As the allegation stood in this count it

was absolutely necessary that an original offence should have been

committed, in order to make the defendants liable as aiding and

abetting Lt. That was not the case in the supposed inciting to

murder, where the act of inciting was a complete offence, and would

be indictable though the inciting might have no result at all.

Inciting the people unlawfully to assemble together might be a sub-

stantive midemeanour, capable of being made the subject of indict-

ment, though no unlawful assembling took place. But that case

was different from a charge of aiding and assisting persons engaged

in unlawful assemblies, an offence which, in common sense, as well

as in law, could not be committed unless unlawful assemblies were

proved to have been held. If held, the place at which they were held

was material. In such a case it was absurd to contend that the

difficulty could be got over by charging the. defendants as principal

misdemeanants. The learned counsel cited a great variety of cases

in support oi this argument, and insisted that the count was bad tor

want of the sufficient allegation of a venue. He submitted that the

statute would not cure a case of this sort. There was not in the statute

any express provision in favour of a case of this sort, and it could

not be made to apply by implication. Besides, the act made the

curing of the defect of venue to depend on the fact that the court, by

the indictment itself, appeared to have jurisdiction over the offence.

Now, he trusted that he had satisfied the court that this indictment

had not shown that the court had any jurisdiction over the offence,

and if so the statute 7 George IV., c. 64, was not applicable. To
make it applicable, even in a general manner, to criminal cases, it

must be expressly declared by the Legislature to be so. There were

decisions on another statute which might be quoted as in point here.

The 16 and 17 Car. II. declared that no judgment should be arrested

in civil cases for want of a venue. Several cases (which he cited)

existed, where such a defect was held to be cured after verdict. But

the fact that this statute was necessary to cure a defect in civil

pleading, showed that a verdict would not cure it in criminal cases.

showed a sufficient allegation of time and place.—Mr. Justice Pattc-

son : Is there any authority for showing that a man must be charged

as an accessory before the fact, when there is no allegation of the fact

having been committed? It is very possible to charge a man with

inciting others to commit a crime, and that would be an offence

though the crime had never been committed. But that is not the

case here.—Mr. Erie: It would be impossible to charge a man as

accessory before a fact, if that fact never was committed. The

absence' of any allegation of time and place could not be cured by

verdict. There was no such allegation here, and the indictment was

therefore bad.—Mr. Justice Coleridge : You assume that the omission

of a venue to one essential fact is an omission to the whole.— Mr.

Erie: That was so. The act of the defendant was certainly alleged

within the jurisdiction of the court : but the offence, if any, was not

so alleged. The marginal venue now was merely the venue for the

caption of the indictment, sufficient, not for the offence presented,

but only for the jurors who present. In the Oxford case the marginal

venue was Oxford. The court held that it must be considered as

Oxford county, and not Oxford city. But that was contradicted by

the allegation in the body of the indictment, which showed that the

offence was committed in the city. All these cases showed the iieces-

in the fourth

in the fifth

impossible to

offence was committed in the city. Ail tnese cases snowu

sity of having a proper venue properly laid. Now here, n

count, there was a defective allegation of venue, and l

count there was no allegation of venue at all. It was lm

import into the body of the indictment the venue stated in the margin,

Every material fact ought to be alleged with a proper venue, and if

not so alleged the indictment could not be supported.—Mr, Dundas,

on the same side, submitted that the marginal venue could not be

imported intothebody of theindictment. For this he cited a great many

authorities. In one case, in an indictment for bigamy, there was a

venue in the margin, but the different parts were all alleged in blanks.

The prisoner was convicted, but judgment against her was arrested,

on the ground that it did not appear on the face of the indictment

that the jury had jurisdiction. The King v. Fraser, at the Old Bailey,

in September sessions, 1833, before Sergeant Arabin, and reserved

lor the judges, was the case which he referred to.—Mr. Justice Cole-

ridge: There was ample ground there for arresting the judgment

without its supporting your proposition.—Mr. Dundas : It certainly

supported the proposition that the venue in the margin could not

be imported into the body of the indictment. If so, then the

fifth count was clearly bad, and the judgment must be arrested.—

Mr. Baincs, on the same side relied on the objection that the in-

troduction of a venue distinctly alleging the place where any

material fact constituting the offence was alleged to be committed,

was absolutely necessary to the validity of the indictment. Without

such prcciseness, it was impossible for a defendant to know what

were the charges against him, or how he was to meet them. Here

the material part of the fourth count was without any allegation of

venue. The whole of the fifth count was without any venue, and as

it was necessary that every material allegation should have a venue,

this indictment could not be supported.—Mr. Sergeant Murphy,

who was on the same side, having inquired the intention of the

court in now confining the argument to the question ot the venue,

Lord Dcnman said that the court wished the case to be argued now

upon the question of venue, as if no other objection existed to the

indictment. If it should be necessary afterwards to hear the learned

counsel on the other point, due notice of their being called on to

argue it would be given them. Mr. Sergeant Murphy then addressed

the court, and contended that no criminal charge could be supported

without a good allegation of venue. If there was an muictment

against a person for harbouring a thief, but without an allegation of

time and place, the indictment would be bad. If so, the case oi the

" King ». Stott" which washed on by the other side, could not be

supported. And there was every reason to believe that that case

had been misapprehended ; for it was against the ordinary expe-

rience of pleaders to say that any material fact could be well alleged,

if alleged without a sufficient venue. The object of the venue was

twofold: first, to warrant the jury in trying the case; and next, to

enable the defendant to know what the charge against him was, so

that he might be able to meet it. If no venue or a defective venue

were given, both these objects were'defeated. Here there was no

proper allegation of venue in the iourth count, so as to show that the

court had jurisdiction in the matter, while in the fifth count there

was no allegation of venue at all, and for aught that appeared there,

the alleged offence might have been committed in any remote pain

of the world. That count, therefore, did not even make a show oi

giving a jurisdiction to the court, and consequently did not ename

the other side to call in aid the 7 Geo. IV.; for, according to that

statute, the objection of defective venue could only be remedied in

cases where the court clearly hadjurisdiction.— Mr. Bodkin and ivir.

Athcrton followed on the same side, and again went through all tnc

authorities to show that the counts in question were defective ana

were not aided by the statute. On the whole, they submitted that it

was quite clear that the rule for arresting the judgment must uc

absolute. Lord Dcnman said that the court would in a few days

intimate to the parties its intentions with respect to this case.—Ac-

cordingly on Wednesdav he delivered the following judgment: i»c

Court has considered the case of the Queen v. O'Connor aud others,

with reference to the objections arising upon the point of veil"

-

None is stated in the fifth count, and it is plain that at common i»«

the count is for that reason bad. Kvery material fact must a*

**«*«! with time and place, in order that it may appear that tnt-

Jurisdiction to find the bill, and also that it niayms

known whence the petty jurymen are to come who are to try tl,e c
{£

'

Hato.
Court of Queen's Bench.- (Sittings in Banco.)—The Queen

v. O'Connor and others.—The arguments in this case were resumed

on Monday. The court having given notice.to the counsel for

defendants to confine themselves to the simple question whether the

defective venue in the fourth count, and the want of venue in the

fifth count must, or need not be fatal to indictments, the arguments

resolved themselves into a merely technical discussion. Mr. Erie

first addressed the court in support of the rule to arrest the judgment.

In order the more fully to explain the ground on which, as he con-

tended, the want of venue was fatal to the indictment, he must first

explain the nature of the charge, as it was made in the fourth count

of the indictment. That count charged that divers persons, on divers

days, between the istof August and the 1st of October, at divers

places, tumultuously assembled together, and by violence impeded
labour, and thereby caused terror and alarm. Having alleged thi3

offence to have been committed by divers persons, it then went on to

charge the defendants with what in a case of felony would be the
offence of being accessories. It alleged that the defendants in Lan-
cashire did aid, abet, and comfort these persons to continue ami per-
sist in the said unlawful assembling. Under this mode of charging

Both civil and criminal cases originally required a correct venue ,

law was altered by this statute as to criminal cases, but it left civil

cases as they were before. In the King /;. Fuller, 1 Bosanquet and

Pullen's Reports, the deiendant was charged with advisedly endea-

vouring to seduce from his military duty a soldier. That was an

offence particularly provided for by a statute. The objection to the

indictment was that it did not specify the means by which the de-

fendant endeavoured to seduce the soldier from his duty.— Mr. Justice

Williams : That was by analogy to the case of false pretences.—Mr.

Erie: It was so. Then came the case of the King v. Higgins

2 East's Reports, which was not a case of offence created by act of

Parliament, but it showed how offences of this sort should be charged.

That was an indictment for having seduced a servant to rob his

master. The doubt there was whether the indictment was good, as

not stating how the offence was committed. But though not exactly

stating the means, the indictment clearly enabled the defendant to

know what he was charged with. That could not be said of the

indictment here. But aiding and abetting might be effected in

many ways ; and the particular means used in each ease ought therefore

to bedistinctlv stated. The case of the King v. Burdctt, 4 Barncwall

and Alderson ;
s Reports, was quoted on the other side, but was not

in point. There the question was, whether the defendant was guilty

of an indictable offence in a particular county. The court did not decide

that question, but stated that where there was an indictable offence

committed by various acts in different counties, the indictment might

be preferred in any one of them. But in that case there was no

question whether a venue was laid, and properly laid ; the only ques-

tion was, whether a proper venue was laid. The King t>. Scott, in

2 East's I'leas of the Crown, 780, was in point. That was a question

as to the form of an indictment for a misdemeanour for receiving

stolen iron, knowing it to have been stolen. The court intimated an

opinion that the statute had excepted certain cases ; and it was clear

that, for the purpose of that indictment, no distinct act of stealing

need take place—Mr. Justice Coleridge: But you must allege and

prove a stealing.—Mr. Erie: Yes ; but the great difficulty in such a

case was as to the identity and quality of the goods. The case of the

King v. Lady Lawtcy was an indictment for endeavouring to keep

away a witness who would prove a charge of forgery. It was con-

tended that there ought to have been a distinct allegation that there

was a charge of forgery made and to be tried ; but the court held that

that state of mind which was set forth by the allegation that she,

knowing the charge was about to be tried by a tribunal which had

jurisdiction, amounted to a sufficient allegation of the offence.—Lord

Dcnman : But if she had kept away a person from a tribunal which

had no jurisdiction in the matter, she would not have been guilty ot

any offence, notwithstanding her state of mind. But Stott s case

grand jury hadjurisdiction to find the bill, and also that it

known whence the petty jurymen are to come who are to try t

This is laid down in all the books and authorities cited at tiie u

Indeed it was hardly contended, on the part of the Crown, that

count could be supported at common law, as it contains no v
^

in itself, nor any words of reference to the venue in the inar»"'
d .

which manv facts stated in the fifth count cannot be referred, ^ Q
ingtothe distinction hereafter to he mentioned. Recourse is

h
had to the statute of the 7 George IV., c. 04, sec. ~u*

]tf

enacts that "no judgment after verdict, or confession, or
ball

shall be staved for want of a proper or perfect venue, P* ™*; 1

vcr the

appear by the indictment that the court had jurisdiction ^^
offence." Now, whether a total omission ot venue can

bcCOn „

deredas cured by these words, or whether the statute m" rly r

fined to cases where some venue is stated, though
.
im

{:

'

cdv* for

imperfectly, in either case the condition on which ™ac *
r by the

defect is given by the 7 Geo. IV. is, that it *hall aw
^ Jf this

indictment that the court had jurisdiction over the onti
for n0

means local jurisdiction, the fifth count does not »nu ^ alreadv

place is mentioned in the body of it ; and we can ", m the mar-
stated, import into it for that purpose the county not ^ fee tQ gayj

gin, as has been done in civil actions. io^ }

d^Z cyC T the
grand

as was indeed said by the Solicitor-General, that wneD
dictment for a

jury of any county whatever has found a bill <".
h takcs place

crime cognizable under the commission, * tr
vnrdict, though the

upon it in that county must be good alter ver
; urisdictiott

indictment does not show the court to ^Vfect is cured by the

over the offence, on which condition alone tnc
17tll0f Charles

U-t

statute. The argument drawn from the loth an <

{ the total

c. 8, and 4th Anne. c. )6 was that as ]in c
underthc word*

omission of venue is cured by
j

the first ot tncs
ssion of venue m

» for want of a right venue j" so the ot
kh uSes the

criminal cases may be cured under the 7 w > .

th dcfect

words " for want of a proper or
Pj^SLonof the venue, but the

cured in civil actions is not the total «««on oi t e ^ then

introduction of an improper or impelfeet™«* ™J5ad by a jury

only cured by the statute of Charles,* g*""^ thc action in

Of thc proper county in which the act on is Ml* and ,t the

every civil case islaid in thc county stateo m ™
iulfmed. By tne

trial take place in that county, the CO^0* »
•judgment by de-

ath of Anne, the remedy is «tc"d^V?i^ ** the SU
Inch

fault; all the defects which would have been cure ^ ^
Jeofails, in case the verdict ot tjjhj

'Jgjji *hafc •tftt

Sl'li2
action, being expressly cured by-tbr» «?*%«>. ^' should --

i

Ci

ihow that the court u*« J""—""^.
My referred to in the bo yof the indici
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criminal and civil cases in this respect is found to be taken in the King
J. Knollys, 2 Lord Raymond ; LenthaPs case, Croke, Elizabeth ; the
King?>. Budridge, 3 P. Williams; and the King v. Fawcett, there
cited, and numerous other cases quoted at the bar. It has been
established in such a variety of cases, that it is impossible for this
court to overrule or overlook them. It follows, therefore, that as the
court cannot connect the venue in the body of the indictment with
the venue in the margin, for want of such special reference, it does
not appear by the indictment that the court where the indictment
was found had jurisdiction, and that defect was not cured by the
statute of 7 George IV. The court had considered whether the
statute of 7 Geo. IV. may not admit of a different or wider meaning,
namely, that the offence should appear to be of such a nature that
the court has authority to try it, and a strong argument in favour of
that construction arises from the apparent impossibility of giving
effect to the words in any other manner. But we are satisfied such
is not the case, and we are convinced that the defects in the venue
are not intended to be cured, unless the jurisdiction of the court in

yespect of locality is made to appear. One consideration, indeed, is

decisive of that. Persons accused might otherwise be punished for

offences committed in another realm, if the quality of the offence
alone give jurisdiction. This clearly was not intended. Mr. Dundas
referred to a case reported not quite correctly, in the last edition of

turn's Justice, and also in 1 Moody, Crown Cases. We have before
us the very case, in which the opinion of all the judges was taken,
ar»d also a copy of the indictment. The prisoner was tried for biiramy
£t the Old Bailey, in 1833. The first marriage was alleged to have
D(-cn contracted in Kent, and the second in Surrey ; and the pursuer
was alleged to have been apprehended on a day named, but of the
place or county where he was apprehended no mention was made.
The conviction was held bad, because the witnesses proved the
offence in Surrey, though the venue in the margin was Middlesex ;

hut no one suggested that Middlesex could be drawn from the
ftiargin into the body of the indictment, though that would, unques-
honably, have cured the defect, nor was it suggested that the court

**Ppeared by the indictment to have jurisdiction over the offence of
higamy, which would have cured the defect, if the reference had been
to the quality of the offence, and not to the place where the offence
wa« committed, or the prisoner apprehended. An objection on the
Rcore of omitting the local venue is not merely technical, but real
and important, for the allegation of material facts as occurring in a

Particular county is not only that which authorizes the grand jury to
"nd any bill of indictment, but is also a warrant to the sheriff to

summon the petty jury, which must pass judgment on those facts

between the Crown and the prisoner. The trial of witnesses for per-
jury might be embarrassed, and justice defeated, if the jurymen were
to heempannelled without authority. To make the act of trying
confer the right to try would be a charge so violent that we cannot
helieve it to have been intended by the Legislature. Upon the whole,
M'

c arc of opinion that the judgment upon the fifth count must be
arrested. An objection was also taken to the fourth count, on the
score of venue, a material fact being alleged without place. Stott's
Ca?e, in 2 East's Pleas of the Crown, was thought to bear directly on
'his doctrine, and was not successfully distinguished by the defend-
ants' counsel. But the Blaster of the Crown-office has found the
Paper books in that case, on which Mr. Justice Ashurst wrote his

y!° Te of the argument offered by Lord Abinger on the one side, and
'he late Mr. Justice Vaughan on the other, in Michaelmas term, 179«»
ar,d the endorsement of the learned judge intimates that the case
stood for further argument. The prisoner was convicted in April,
a£d was sentenced to twelve months' imprisonment, more than half
°-t which had expired before the argument, and there is every reason
c° believe that Sir Edward East was mistaken in reporting that case
as decided. Indeed, he himself intimates that, if there was an error
*u the sentence, it might possibly have been amended by being
changed to transportation for fourteen years, a strong reason for not
Pressing the arguments founded upon that case further. We think,
uowevcr, that here the statute 7 George IV. applies a remedy, ns the
conduct imputed to the defendants is criminal, and is stated with the
ycnue. The count states the fact of unlawful assemblies having taken
place at divers places, without naming them, though that statement

1 introductory to the charge, which is a charge of aiding and assist-
n S persons to continue the said assemblies, and the aiding and
assisting is stated to have been in the county of Lancaster. The
count, therefore, has a venue, though an imperfect one, because,
though the material facts in the early part of it are without place,
the part which charges the defendants with the offence has avenue,
and refers to a former part of the count, which former part therefore
ujay be considered an imperfect statement of a venue ; and as the
oftence itself is laid with a proper venue, it appears by the count that
jj^e court had jurisdiction, and that is the very case contemplated by
he statute. We, therefore, think it necessary to hear the argument
°u the validity of the mode of stating the charge in that count, and
^'e appoint Friday morning for that purpose.—Mr. O'Connor was
onvicted onlv on the fifth count, the effect of the above judgment is

tiiereforeto entirely acquit him.
.
Police.—The particulars connected with the attack upon Mr.

inri
Xancler cllisnolm

) tue surgeon, have already appeared in this Paper,
•net lt wj|i be rcmcmDered that Mr. Stratford, by whom the assault
as committed, was liberated on Saturday, the 2/th ult., upon his

{£Fs°nal recognizance in 500/. and two sureties in 250/. each, for his

£
ln g forthcoming at this Court on Wednesday last, to answer the

™ar&e of Mr. Chisholm, who, on the day the bail was entered into,
as pronounced by his medical attendants to be out of danger. On

lenr i

esday Mr " Stratford appeared accordingly, when Mr. Chisholm's

c j

Ral a(*viser announced that he had no intention of pressing the

vESR. ^rther, being satisfied that Mr. Stratford could have no
made

the Oaks, and the best of them falls short by one of that on Friday,

But if the number was so unusual, there was nothing extraordinary

in the quality of the animals, except their badness. A worse lot

never went to the post j and the best proof of it iB, that up to Wed-
nesday, so feeble were the public pretensions of the favourites

(Maria Day, who was not in her form, excepted), that 8 to 1 was
currently offered on the field; and it was only after Cotherstone's
victory that the Bessy Bedlam filly and Decisive came so strongly

into the market. The new rule for starting did not prove so suc-
cessful in this race as for the Derby; three or four false starts, and
the real one such a bungling affair that twojockics had their horses'
heads turned the wrong way when the word was given, and were
lelt behind. For the first quarter of a mile the pace was good,
Carillon, Sister to Jeffy, the Bessy Bedlam filly, Decisive, and the
Elegance filly lying in front so close together that it was impossible
to say which had the lead ; Sister to Jcffy then took up the running
at greatly-diminished speed, followed by Decisive, Bessy Bedlam
next, and theru^k at their heels. This order was observable to the
mile-post, where, bad as the pace was, Utica, Judith H utter, Caril-

lon, and Lord Westminster's two were tailed off ; the others went on
in a cluster to the turn, round which Sister to Jcffy went two lengths
in advance, attended as before, reached the last road, where Extem-
pore, Fanny Callaghan, the Bessy Bedlam, Elegance, and Rococo
fillies closed with her, and for afew strides they were " all of a heap."
Extempore then went in front, followed by Poison, Bessy Bedlam
filly third, in which rotation they ran half way up the distance.

Poison then shot ahead of Extempore, and, imitating Cotherstone,

passed the chair by two lengths. Extempore beat the Bessy Bedlam
filly halfa length, Messalina was a length from the latter and half a
length before Decisive, who was not quite a length before the Rococo
filly. Value of the stakes, 2, 600/. On comirgto scale, a formal
objection was made to the start; but the stewards, after hearing
evidence, deeided that it was valid. Maria Day broke down in the
race, and the Laura filly pulled up lame. The rider of the latter

was fined 5/. for starting twice without the signal.

The Members' Plate of 501. for 3-yr-olds, 6st. /lbs. ; 4-yrs, 8st.

Olbs. ; 5-yrs, Sst. 13lbs. ; 6 yrs and aged, 9st. 2lbs. ; marcs, &c.
allowed 3 lbs. Winner to be sold for 200/., &c. Heats, 2 miles.

—

Mr. Cowley's Adrian aged (Calloway) beat Mr. Bainbridge's Lady
Mary, 5 yrs, Col. Charritie's The Knight, aged, and seven others.

The Derby and Oaks Stakes, of 5 sovs. each, with 25 added ; three

years, 7st4lbs; four, 8st 9lbs ; five, Ost; six and aged, Qst2lbs ; mares,

&c. allowed 3lbs; horses that have started once at this meeting and
not won, allowed 3lbs, twice 5lbs. The winner to be sold for 120/., but
if entered as to be sold for 80/. allowed /lbs over and above all other

allowances ; the second to save his stake. Heats, one mile. (18 subs.)

Mr. Bastard's Teapot, 4 yrs (Nat), beat Mr. Kling's Dahlia, 6* yrs
;

Mr. Gray'sJim Crow, aged ; and 1 1 others.

Statistics of the Derby.—The laet was the 6*3d anniversary

of this celebrated race, it having been established in 1/80, when it

was won by Sir C. Banbury's Diomed, beating 8 others. On that

occasion there were but 30 entries, while this year they amounted to

161, being 22 less than last year. It would appear that it was some
years before this race became popular with the patrons of the turf,

lor during the first seven years of its existence the entries dwindled
from 36* to 2Q, and from that period until the present year they have
been gradually increasing. The lowest number of horses that ever
started was in 1/9-lj when Lord Grosvenor won with Daedalus, 4 only
coming to the post; and the highest number when Coronation carried

off the prize, 29 starting. During the last 1 6 years the average number of

horses that have started is 23. Eight years alter the race was esta-

blished the Prince of Wales won the stakes with Sir Thomas. The
Duke of York was a winner twice-ill 1816" with Prince Leopold,
and in 1822 with Moses. Sir F. Standish was the first gentleman
who won the race two years in succession, in 1/95 with Spread Eagle,
and the following year with Didelot. The Duke of Grafton and Lord
Egremont were. also winners two successive years—the former in 1800
with Pope, and the next year with Whalebone ; the latter in 1 804 with
Hannibal, and in 1805 with Cardinal Beaufort. The Duke of Grafton
was a winner of four, and Lord Kgremont of live races. The former
nobleman was the last winner of the Derby two years successively.

The Duke of Bedford was a winner on three occasions -in 178$ with
Skyscraper, 17J)1 with Eager, and 179/ with a colt by Fidget. Lord
Grosvenor also won three races—in 1/90 witli Khadamanthus, 1792
with John Bulland 1794 with Diedalus. The Dukes of Rutland and
Portland were not so fortunate, being winners of only one Derby each,

the former in 1828 with Cadland, and the latter in 1819 with Tiresias.

Lord Jersey was a winner of three races— in 1825 with Middleton,
1827 with Mameluke, and in 1836 with Bay Middleton. Mr. O'Keliy,

the owner of the celebrated Eclipse, was a winner in 1/S1 (the second
year of the raec) with Young Eclipse, and in 1784 with Sergeant,
Eclipse being the sire of both horses. The only horse that ever won
the Derby and St. Lcgcr in one year (1800) was Champion, the
property of the late Mr. Wilson.

tL 1)u-stle was"ot>servea\ the cause of which was involved in mya-
tu

y ' Ifc was, however, understood that an order had been made by

aw CCTeta,,y of State to Mr.Twyford, the sitting magistrate, to issue

ietf
for tne apprehension of Samuel Mayer, who had written a

Per*
t0 Sir J " Graham, offering to assassinate Mr. O'Connell. The

inV°
n dePuted to give the information, findingthe court closed, went

Quf
arca of the magistrate, and ultimately found him attheAthenieum

<uJ' divine; accompanied the magistrate to the court to have the

conr
nt matie out > they were subsequently joined by other persons

'Wn :-
Ctl with Government, for the purpose of completing the

th*n * ' Thc whole of the nip;ht WM spent m delibcrati«g on
nig

*ul »J«ct, and on Thursday morning, before five o'clock, several

cio-hf Peonages arrived at "the court, where they remained until

\vftu
° clock, in close consultation. The proceedings were conducted

greatest secrecy, but in the course of yesterday ittra
the

WdTi that the writer of the lctter ' appre-

Uie r>
resi«>s at Gloucester, where he holds a situation in

nd en * uc siarcci emit ne regratwu «.«*«««** »

of Kj°
m,1

.

uimcated his folly to his friends, suggesting thc propriety

tliov .!
Vrit»ng another letter to Sir J. Graham in explanation, but

it. ^0ught it so ridiculous that no notice would be taken of

chaiw consi«cration, Mr. Hall told the prisoner that the

charaot
a8*lnrt Mm was one of a most serious and important

*HhoSf ' and that no Ministcr of S^tc could have passed it by
liim ta v

PUblic notice. It had, however, been determined to admit
8llms , ? ' himsclf in the sum of 400/., and two sureties in the

Central n •'' cach
' t0 appear at the next July Sessions of the

preferrori
minal Court

> t0 answer any charge
_

that might be
Mr, j *£ agamst him. The prisoner then gave in thc names of

\Vatkn
'es

'
a sJlipowncr at Gloucester, and a gentleman named* l»s* as his bail.

JW.-D SPORTING.
(ietaikrrf«.

ACER
» Fridav.-Tub OAKS.-The following are thc

last, ti,
tlns race, the result of which we announced briefly in our

tllut ran
m

,

0st rei"aTkable features were the extraordinary number
even mf^?'

t
,

he dcfeat of all the favourites by a mare that was not

Parted- ii lnthe betting. In 1831, when Oxygen won, til

i8^.GW ,
' Galata'3 year, 19 ; in 1833, Vcspa's, 19 ; and in

«uznec s year, 22 ; these are the largest fields on record for

MARK LANE, Friday, June 9.—This morning being unsettled
thc Factors asked higher prices for free Foreign and English
Wheat, but the Market was not brisk, and there was great diffi-

culty in making l.s. advance, although it was accomplished in

many instances ; the bonded is withdrawn from the Market, or
held at an advance. Barley continues to sell at the same prices,

but the supply is short. Peas are held higher in consequence of

some unfavourable account of the crop. Beans are unaltered in

value. The prices of Oats are fully maintained.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. 8. $. 8. 8.

Wheat, K?sox, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 40 to 50 Red 40 to 46
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and YoiUnhire. . ."40 to 4H "White — to—

Barley Malting and distilling 25 to 32 Grind. 18 to so

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Colands
Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irish Feed

live • • •

fceans, Mazagan, old and new . £0 to 2G Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland . . 28 to 84 Winds.

13 to 23 Feed 14 to £2
— to — Potato 15 to 24
9 to i8 Potato 14 to 22
— to —

Harrow 23 to 31

Longpod - • to-

Peai«, White

April 28

May 5
_ 12

28 to 30 JVIaplo

22to 27
— to —
27 to 80 Grey Bti to£D

WEKKT.Y IMPKRIAI, AVKRAGES,

June

19

£6

2

Duties

Wheat. Barley. Oats* Kye. Boans. Peas
i 47 28 7 17 6 20 3 26 3 28 3
* 46 4 28 2 17 2 27 7 26 4 28 1

• 4(i 2 j 28 1 17 8 2!) 2 26 8 28 9
* 47 2 27 17 5 29 2 26 10 28 2

47 !> 27 5 17 11 20 8 27 1 20 10
a 47 11 27 8

£7 11

18 30 3 27 10 20 1

X. 47 1 17 fi 2P 1 36 11 28 8

* 20 9 8 11 6 11 6 11 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
^BANKRUVTCY; SUPERSEDED. — W. Eden, Queen-street, Cheapdde,
primer/
BANKRUPTS—-T. Whitmore, Stockport, Cheshire, pawnbroker—J. Ryan,

Stockport, Cheshire, surgeon—T. Stripling, Colchester, Essex, coachmaker

—

T. Waller, Preston, brewer—J. N. George, Upper Berkeley-street, Maryle-
bone, bookseller—J. W. Carleton, Upper George-street^ Bryanatone-square,

bookseller—G. TatterBall, Noble-street. London, hosier— F. Singleton, Kings-

ton, Jamaica, merchant—W- SlaHc, Bridport, Dorsetshire, boot and shoemaker
—W. Densem, Bath, Somersetshire, tailor—W. Reynolds and J. T. Fairbank,
Sheffield, Yorkshire* builders—J. M. Mallan, Ludgate-hill, demist—J. Grieve,
Nicholas-lane, Lombard street, engraver — J- Dewe, Oxford, bookseller—J.
Clarke, It. Mitchell, J. Philips, and T. Smith, Leicester, bankers—W. M-OS-
grave, Leeds, dyer—.T- Breasley, Leeds, victualler—W- Exlcy, Manchester,
shoemaker—T. Marrian, Sheffield, brewer.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—W. Hutton, South Queensferry, Linlith-

gow, baker—P. Hryce, Glasgow, victualler—J. Hunter, near Midcalder, wood-
merci.ant.

HIRTHS— On the 30th ult., at Fermoy, the lady of the Hon. E. A. Lnmbart,
of a son—On the ^st inst., at 50, Wilton-crescent, the lady of T. Miiner Gibson,

Ksq., M.P., of a daughter—On the 5th inst 3 in Dover-street, the Lady Harriet
Duncnmbe, of a son and heir-

ord Koiceoy. _ B .

DIKI) —<>n Thursday, the 1st inst., Mr. John Milne, Nurseryman, ot BtOJte

Newington—On the tith in&t-, at Lewiaham, John Pcnn, Esq-, civil engineer-

On the 8th inst-, at his residence, Cottaire-^rnve, Mile-end-road, the Rev. .7.

Fletcher D D., of Stepney, aged 58—On the 8th inst., at the official residence

of the Chancellor ot the Kxchequer, H. Goulburn, Esq., jun., aged 31.

HATCHING APPARATUS. — Reduced Prices.—
From eight to sixteen Guineas.—Messrs. Todd and Soar,

of Bury-street, Blnomsbury, beg to call the attention of the
Public to their PORTABLE PATENT HATCHING and REAR-
ING APPARATUS, being the original Manufacturers. This
successful invention is capable of Hatching, at a trifling expense,
any number of Game ana Poultry Eggs of all sorts, from 50 to 200
at one time, ana possesses the further recommendation of rear-
ing the young birds at all seasons, and of furnishing Poultry for
the table at a trifling cost, at all periods of the year. For further
particulars apply at the Manufacturers'. A Machine may be seen
in use daily.

CORNS, BUNIONS, &c.

THE PROPRIETOR of the ANTI-CALLOSITY, or
RUSSIAN COKN AND BUNION PLAISTER, feels great

confidence in recommending it as the most certain cure for all

Callous Swellings on the Feet that has ever yet been invented.
By the use of this Plaister immediate benefit will be found, and in

a short time a Radical Cure will be effected by gradually dis-

persing thc Hard or Soft Corn, and entirely removing those
painful throbbings so severely felt at every change of wearher.

Sold, with full directions for use, in boxes, is. lid. and 2s., at
Sanger's Medicine Warehouse, 150, Oxford-street; and all

Medicine Venders throughout the country.
Remember—' 4 The Russian Corn and Bunion Plaistkr."

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW, CHIS-
WICK.—Noblemen and Gentlemen desirous of seeing

Stephenson's Improved Conical Boiler in operation, are respect-

fully solicited to inspect one recently fixed in the above Gardens,
heating a Melonry upon the much-approved plan of water circu-

lating in open troughs. Prospectuses and drawings may be
obtained at Stephenson's 8c Co. 's Warehouses, 61, Gracechnrch-
street, where also may be seen a variety of Patterns of ornamental
Iron Fencing, Hurdles, Wire-work, Flower-Rods, and Horticul-
tural implements.

BRITISH ORCHIDACE^E.

A LADY who has some fine specimens of the broad
and narrow-leaved Helleborum, the Fly Orchis, the Bird's

Nest, and others soon about to blossom, is anxious to obtain a
purchaser for them. Her family has lately met with a sad
reverse of fortune, which has reduced them to a state of wretch-
edness, gand she would be truly grateful to those who would
assist her in relieving a few of their wants. Address, J. E, S.

Post-office, Chichester.;

MECHI'S Superb Tea Trays, in papier m
(manufactory, 4. Leadenhall-street, London) are unrr

macbd,
unrivalled

specimens of japan work, infinitely surpassing the Chinese.
The prices vary from a very low figure up to twenty "guineas
the set. They comprise some brilliant specimens of Art, in

Figures, Landscapes, Flowers, and Birds, with buhl and gold.

The same manufacture is applied in Work-boxes, Dressing-cases,
Envelope-cases, Netting- boxes. Glove-boxes, Playing Card boxes f

and Ladies' Visiting Cani-Cascs, Hand-screens, Pole-screens,

Card-racks, Inkstands, Ladies' Work-tables, Chess-tables, Port-
folios, Note and Cake Baskets, Ladies'-desks, Letter-boxes, &c.
The foregoing are all in papier mache, and very cheap, say from
13.9. up to 20/., and Mucin can confidently assert that his
establishment for these articles surpasses in price, quality, and
extent of Stock any similar concern in the United Kingdom.
Mkchi is sole inventor of the Mkciiiax Dressing-cases, the
Patent Castellated Tooth-brushes, Qd. each, the Cushioned
Bagatelle-tables, the Magic Razor-strop, and peculiar Steel-
razor. A visit to his Establishment will gratify those who are
desirous of seeing the most perfect manufactures of this country
displayed in the most attractive form.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
rPHE Committee of Management of the Agricultural
-*- CHEMISTRY Association of Scotland hereby, request
such persons as have intimated their intention to be Candidates
for the Office of CHEMIST, and such as intend being so, to
transmit their proposals to Mr. Covkntry, 28, Moray-place, on
or before the isth instant, as the Election is to take place on
Wrdnksday the 2ist.

ALL DISEASES of the KIDNEYS and BLADDER
speedily and effectually cured by DR. YOUNG'S MIXTURE.

The efficacy of this Medicine in the above Complaints has been
long proved by its unparalleled success in a practice of many
years' standing, and has induced the present proprietor to make
it more generally known.

Sold in Bottles, 2.s\ Qtf. each, by the Proprietor's Agent,
J.SANGER, 150, Oxford-street, London; also by Johnson, 68,

Cornhilh Prout, 229, Strand
;
Mr. King, 232, Blackfriars Road

;

and all Medicine Vendors throughout the country.

rpONIC MILK of ORANGE, a Delicious Cordial
-*- and SwBBTKN.BR of the Breath.—It warms and cheers the
Stomach, creates an Appetite, Digests the Food, Strengthens the
Lungs, Clears and Improves the Voice for Singing, enlivens the
Spirits, dispels Nervous Debility, Clears the Blood, and thus
removes Pimples and Kruptions, while it combines with these
admirable properties the inestimable advantage of being the most
efficacious agent offered to the Public for Beautifying and Per-
fuming the Breath. It should be taken in the proportion of a
wine-glass full twice a day, and is particularly recommended to
Gbntlkmen on leaving home in the morning, or after smoking a
t%ar, &c.; while to Ladies it will be equally grateful on going
to a party or a ball, for its invigorating influence on the mind and
spirits, and its purifying effect on the organs of the health.
Mrs. Gu 1,1, y respectfully announces to the Nobility, Gentry,

and Public at large, that she has disposed of the Right, Title, and
Recipe of the Tonic Milk of Orange to Messrs. A. ROWLAND
and SONS, No. 2D, Katton Gardkn, London; who have ap-
pointed Messrs. Barclays, Medicine Vendors, 95, Farringdon-
street: Mr. Sanger, 150, Oxford-street; Mr. Johnson, 68, Corn-
hill ; Mr. Prout, near Temple Bar; ana Mr. Butler, 4, Cheapside,
as Agents.—Half-pints, 2s. 9rf.; Pints, 4s.6d. ;

Quarts, 9s. , Stamp
Duty included.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES.
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewes.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3
Chum from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 2G to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid")

to London. / 2os ' 35s. 425.

Zinc Pans for Churns to stand in, extra. N.B.—Thermometers
and Butter Prints supplied. May be obtained through any
respectable ironmonger in town or country, and from the Manu-
facturers, Lewes.
To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rigby's Brush Warehouse,
No 80, Gracechurch- street; Livkrwork and Son, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford-street.
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NEW AND IMPROVED CHURCH AND CHAMBER ORGAN,
MANUFACTURED BY H. C. LINCOLN,

1

Organ Builder to Her Majesty TheQueen^
And to their late Majesties George the Fourth and William the Fourth';

AND BUILDER OP THE ORGANS IN

HER MAJESTY'S CHAPEL ROYAL, BRIGHTON.
HER MAJESTY'S PALACE, THE PAVILION, BRIGHTON.
HER MAJESTY'S CHAPEL, DEVONPORT.

Mr. LINCOLN has just had the honour to receive the following: testimonial from the Rev. W. F. H. Hooper
Incumbent of Withington :—

" Withington, Manchester, March 27, 1843.
f< Mr. Lincoln has just completed an Organ for my Church, which was opened by Dr. Gauntlett on Friday the 1 7th, and

Sunday the lflth. of this month. The Instrument has given the most complete satisfaction to mc and to all who have felt an
interest in its erection. The best judges both amongst my own people and of persons unconnected with the Church have
pronounced it perfect-unsurpassed in its softness, richness, and variety of tone. I have pleasure in adding that Mr. Lincoln has
treated us with considerable liberality, has acted with openness and uprightness, and as becomes a tradesman of the highest
respectability—has spared neither labour nor (I may add) expense in fulfilling h's contract to the utmost, and has devoted himself
strenuously, not to say enthusiastically, to the work of turning out an Instrument that should give perfect satisfaction to the
Committee of gentlemen concerned in its erection. In this he has completely succeeded ; and I shall be happy if my recommend-
ation secures him further patronage. W . F . H . HOOPER, Incumbent of Withington."

Organ Manufactory-, 196, High Holborn.

Mr. LINCOLN solicits the attention of the Nobility, Clergy,

and the Professors and Amateurs of Church Vocal and Instru-

mental Music, to the peculiarities and advantages of the great

and numerous improvements he has recently adopted in the con-

struction of the Church and Chamber Organ. These alterations

have been made with a view of affording an increased efficacy to

the Organ, in rendering its support to a large congregation, and
in the performance of Church Instrumental Music. The effect

gained is such as to combine the breadth and variety which dis-

tinguish the Continental Organ, with the universally recognised

sweet and silvery tones produced by the English mode of voicing

and finishing the pipes.

The advantages gained by the adoption of the new mode of

construction are unquestionable :

—

1st. The Organ has a more weighty and solemn character of

tone, which is gained by the introduction of the new Stops,

called the Bourdon, Tcnoroon, and Quint.

2d. It has a more brilliant and silvery character, from the new
mode of arranging the Sesquialtcras, Mixtures, and by the use

of a new Stop, called the Doublctte.

3d. It has a more soft and varied character, from the circum-

stance that instead of the Instrument only possessing one Flute,

it has three, four, or even six, all of which combine with the new
Stops in producing an entirely new quality of tone to the Organ,

and which is admirably adapted to the purposes of Psalmody.

These Flutes are called the Claribcl-Flute, the Oboe-Flute, the

Wald-Flute, the Suabc- Flute, the Piccolo, and the Flageolet.

4th. It has more breadth and body of tone, from the adoption
of a new method of manufacturing the Reed Stops. These are
made to speak, so as to combine the weight of a Diapason with
the fullest tone which it is possible to givj to a Reed Pipe. The
new Reed Stops are called the Posaune, the Trombone, the Cor-
nopean, the Soft Horn, the Corno-Flute, the Clarionet, the
Trumpet, the Clarion, the Oboe, and the Octave Clarion.

5th. A distant, subdued, and piano effect, combined with bril-
liancy sufficiently prominent to keep up the voices, is gained by
theTenoroon Dulciana, anew Reedy-toned Dulciana,and theEcho
Dulciana Cornet, a Stop of Five Ranks of Pipes, which has been
copied from one in the celebrated Organ of Cologne Cathedral.

6th. More Pipes are obtained to each Key than has yet been
attained, and at a less expense; and it must be evident the
greater number of Pipes of differing qualities of tone that can
be brought to bear upon each Key the greater must be the
musical resources of the Instrument.

7th. The Sound-boards are made to contain nearly double the
work of the ordinary sound-boards, and the wind-chests nearly
double the quantity of wind.

8th. No money is thrown away upon useless mechanism, but
the greatest attention is paid to create music in every possible
variety and combination.

9th. Although the compass of the Keys is apparently con-
tracted to CC, in effect the Organ extends to CCC, as every Key
on the Manual has it with its Unisons, the Octave below; thus,
in fact, the Instrument has the same compass as the Organ in St"
Paul-s Cathedral, without the disadvantages attending the old
compass.

Mb. Lincoln begs to refer to the follow;.,;. Organs, as examples of the new manner of combining great nowerand variety at a small expense.
l

THE NEW ORGAN IN THE CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS, THE ROLLS, CHANCERY-LANE
(Opened in November)

;

"
'

THE NEW ORGAN IN CROSBY-HALL, BISHOPSGATE-STREET (Opened in December)-
THE ORGAN AT THE NEW CHURCH, WITHINGTON, MANCHESTER (Opened in March)-

THE NEW GRAND ORGAN NOW ERECTING AT THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF ST DAVID

Mr. Lincoln submits the following Testimonials from the late Dr. Clarke Whitfield, Mr. Att<vood, Mr. ThomasAdams, Dr. Gauntlett, and Mr. Purkis, as to the Character of his style of Organ Building :-
From Dr. J. Clark k Whitfield, Professor of Music to the

University, Ca mbridge.

I have employed Mr. Lincoln at Trinity and St. John's Col-
leges during my residence at Cambridge, and therefore can
vouch for the superiority and durability or' his work, as well us
for his moderate charges. It is my opinion that the Diapasons
of Mr. Lincoln- possess more of the sweetness of the celebrated
" Father Schmidt " than those of any other Organ Builder of the
present day.

From Mr. Attwooo, Organist of St. Pours Cathedral, and
Composer to the King*

I have the pleasure to inform you that I think the Organ built
by Mr. Lincoln an instrument possessing a fine quality of tone,
great power, and very complete in all it3 parts.

Testimonial from the New Church Committer, Newingtan, ami
Mr. Purkis, Organist.

The undersigned feel highly gratified in expressing their
opinion upon the Organ built by Mr. Lincoln for the said
Church; and testifying to the great satisfaction he has given
therein, not only with respect to its internal construction, me-
chanism, and powers, but also to the very fine and superior
quality of tone it so eminently possesses, and of which it is

scarcely possible to convey a sufficiently just and adequate idea.
A. Cyrix Onslow, Rector,

(Signed) Gilbert Elliott, Minister.
John Purkis, Organist.

(And all the Committee.)

Testimonial from the New Church Committee, Camberiacll
and Mr. Thomas Adams, Organist:

The undersigned deem it only common justice to Mr. Lincolnto express the very high and general satisfaction which he hasgiven in the erection of an Organ in such new Church : withoutany written contract, he
;
completed, within the time stipulated,

all and even more than in his tender he had engaged to perform;
Without claiming a single extra. Of the appearance of theOrgan, of its internal mechanism and workmanship, and above
all, of its powerful yet mellow and most beautiful tone, it isscarcely possible to convey a just idea of the praise which hasoeen bestowed upon it by all who have seen and heard it.

John Georob Storie, Vicar.
(Signed) John Vane, Minister.

Thos. Adams, Organist.
(And all the Committee.)

Testimonial from Dr. Gauntlett, Organist of Christ Church.
Newgate-street, London, and of .St. Wave's, Southward

Mr. Henry C. Lincoln has erected two Organs on my newplan, and has two others in progress. J have much pleasure inrecording my opinion of his meiits. In the contracts which hehas executed under my superintendence, I have ever found him^though exceedingly moderate in his price, yet very desirous togive Ws employers every advantage. The internal mechanismand the outward decoration of his work have been fli»K3i!
S^Wv* e

'
Th
u

metai and ma™fecture of his pipes havebeen of high excellence
; and every portion of his instrument

has been completed with the same uniform attention to itsdurability and due effect.

Mr. Lincoln has the honour to announce

A NEW AND IMPROVED CHURCH BARREL-ORGAN

;

ALSO,

THE CONCERT-ORGAN FOR TPIE SALOON OR DRAWING-ROOM •

A N I)

THE APOLLONICON, OR SELF-ACTING ORGAN
;

For the Mechanical Performance of Symphonies, Overtures, Choruses, &c.
Mr. Lincoln continues to manufacture the OLD ENGLISH UNISON and GG CHURCH-ORGAN to whichte^K£S»^ ™* -. *nd »S-2 ££• He al30

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

C T. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-^ PLACE, KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of IN-
VISIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered
Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,
Bordering-, Flower-stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULTU-
RAL BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c.
The same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved
and economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and
Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

T)Lh-HIVES.

—

George Neighbour and Son beg
X-* to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the
formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-
ness from No. 131, High Holborn, to more spacious and commo-
dious Premises, numbered 127m the same street. Their selection
of Ecc- hives for this season comprehends most varieties now in
vogue, including "Nutt's Patent Hives" (for the sale of which
they are the only authorized agents), the " Single-Box Hive,"
the "Ladies' Observatory Hive," the « Improved Cottage Hive,"
with Glasses, &c., from either of which the produce may be
taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. G, N.
and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with
Bee Management, at their Apiarian Dcp6t and Honey Ware-
house, 127, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-
don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have Post-
age Stamps inclosed.

Nutt on Bebs" (nth Edition), now published.**#

SHADES FOR GREENHOUSES.
T WEEKS & Co., Architects, Horticultural
t/ • Buii.dkrs, &c, Gloucester-place, King's-road, Chelsea.—
The great simplicity of their improved plan of SnAmNG, by
which the roof of the largest or smallest house can be instantly
covered witli a sheet of Canvas, renders the principle an object
of admiration. To be seen in use at most of the London Nur-
series, and at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place,
Chelsea.

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

rj B. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the
v^ • kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry so liberally
bestowed upon him last season, begs respectfully to announce
that that encouragement has induced him to bestow more atten-
tion to this department of Ornamental and Useful Work. He
has in consequence prepared several Novel Designs in FANCY
WIREWORK, suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, and
again submits for inspection his Extensive Stock of Flower-
Baskets, Trainers, Borders, and Stands, with Garden- Arches,
Seats, Vases, and Temples ; improved Garden and Hothouse En-
gines, Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and other Horticultural
Implements. G. B. Thompson's Improved Waterpots, which
possess considerable advantage over all others, the smaller size
being peculiarly adapted for Ladies. Game and Cattle Fence in
great variety.

T3ULB CUCUMBER-GLASSES, for Watering by
*-* Evaporation during the growth of the Fruit, 2s, Gd. to 3s. 6d.
each; GRAPE-GLASSES, with holes, )s. Qd. to 2s. Gd. each;
BKE-GLASSES, l.s\ to 2s. Gd. each. Cylindrical CUCUMBER-
TUBES, from Gd. to 4s. each; PROPAGATING - GLASSES,
Green, U. per lb. j white, Is, 2d. per lb.; or 2*. Gd. to 24s. per
dozen; FISH-BOWLS, from is. 6d. each; ditto, with hole in
bottom for Fountains, 2s. Gd. per lb., at Apslicy Pkli.att's Falcon
Glass Works, Holland-street. Blackfriars, Orders from the
country, accompanied with a Post-office order, will meet with
prompt attention.

J 1TIIIC ANTI- CORROSION PAINT, from its
-*-' Strength and Durability, forms an excellent coating for

Greenhouses, Conservatories, and Outbuildings. Its antiseptic
qualities particularly adapt it for 1 he preservation of Wood and
Iron Fences; and it may be advantageously employed upon good
Brickwork, in place of stucco or other covering. Manufactured
in stone and slate colours by John Bazley Whitk & Sons*
Roman and Keene's Cement Manufacturers, Millbank- street,

Westminster.

WANT PLACES.—AH Letters to be post-paid.

A S^ GARDENER in a Nobleman or Gentleman's
-£-*- Family. He is competent to the Management of the whole
routine of Gardening in every branch, with Woods and Planta-
tions; has lived in his last Situation nearly twenty years 5

is *

married man, 44 years old. Can give unexceptionable references
as to character. Direct to N. B.,at Messrs. T.and J. Backhouse*
Nurserymen, York.

AS GARDENER OR BAILIFF. A middle-aged*
married Man, without incumbrance, of very extensive

practice, whose ability and character will bear the strictest

investigation. Wages no object. Direct to A. B., at 2, Strong s

Cottages, Brook-green, Hammersmith.

A S GARDENER. A married Man, who has n°
-£*- objection to the enre of Cows, or to take charge of*
Horse and Chaise; can have an excellent character from h*&

last employer. The country not objected to.— Direct to W. Ci'ARK*

at Mr. Lockhart's, Wood street, Walthamstow, Essex.

A S GARDENER, or GARDENER and FORESTER
-*--*- A single Man, aged 39 years, who has a thorough PraCll

^jknowledge of Pines, Grapes, Greenhouse. Frames, ana
^

branches connected with hi3 profession. He had in his r
(

all

fist

Situation the Management of the Woods and Plantations, an

left it in consequence of the death of his late employ^' . gg
respectable reference can be given. Direct to Mr.^tAKB*

'

Upper Berkeley-street West, Hyde Park Square, London.

S GARDENER. A single Man, aged 25, who has

amTO

1- married, wishes to meet with an eligible^^^J^s,
competent to undertake the management oic.\i.ii»i>

i(
.

Woods, Plantations, Nurseries, and Kitchengardens, laymR^
Carriage drives, plain and ornamental waiKh, <\.<-. j.

{
.,

ifi yea^s he has been in the employ of a »obJ^™&*^£*
of Salon, and formerly was engaged for a period ot sea era

under the late celebrated Mr. John Hay, Planner, of BdJgg* r
in which several capacities be has been enabled to oota

thorough knowledge of bis business m alIt e
:

abov^ |lg

including the most modern methods of Fencing. JBar

v

Bark, &c. The most unexceptionable references can be b

Address, Mr. Lachlan, Richmond, Walcot, near Ludlo*.

Printed by Messrs. BjUdbthot and Evans, Lotntan -««
'Quirted by them

the Preset ot Whlteiriar., in the C.ry of Lon on, ^"
t , e

u
Cuunly ,,, Midj

at theOmo«,8, Ciiahi. K.-s.t«kf.t, Covr.Ni•<>< > ^^ are t0 be addre.««d

dlescx, whore all Advertisements .-...< L.ommumt.Sl.ons a

to tliq Editor.—Saturday, June 10, IS'W.
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AL B0TANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
Reept f.

n
u
ltlons 0f Plantsand Flowers, for 1S43, Inner Circle,

Until 7
^

' VVki)NESJ)AYS » June 23 and July 19, from 2 o'clock

Vain
C
f

es *° ^e awarded are Medals and Plate, varying in

Flow
l0s

'
to 15/ '» tne total amount being 600/. for Plants and

pS?
r8

' and ]0 ^' 10a'- Ior Microscopes. Open to all Competitors.

upori
s> Members, and Bearers of Ivory Tickets will be admittedn entering their names or numbers in the Gate Book,

dens
8 wiU be Emitted by Tickets to be obtained at the Gar-

Ort .

'
*na between 12 and 4 o'clock at No. 28, Regent-street, by

davs rff l?
m Fell°ws and Members only. Price os. ; and on the

Lh
* Exhibition after 2 o'clock, 10a-.

of Kvh-,. s of Prizes, with the Regulations for the observance

Uon »t t-K
rs * and a11 other particulars, may be had on applica-

nt the Gardens, or at 28, Regent-street, as above.
By Order of the Council, J. 1). C. Sowerby, Secretary.

-OB

3 o'clock
aud t>n ,

' n'»en Frizes will be awarded ior seeming rniKs, Pansies,

best sf
1
'

eoniums
» together with first and second Prizes for the

niUm %ecimeils of Pinks in class showing. The seedling Pelargo-

^Urê °. be Gxllibited on the plant. Communications to be

Warder?
i

to the Secretary, to whom any specimens may be for-

Merrii
Meni bers or otherwise, carriage-paid.

other« •

s lnay introduce their friends, by written orders, or

Cro^
lse-—T. C. Wiloman, lion. Sec.

^__^wn and Anchor Tavern, Strand, June 13, 1843.

glough pink andITeartsease society.—
niittec

^

rp°^EMKNT OF SHOW.-At n Meeting of the Com-
POKi?n-»

e d tllis (lay» it: was unanimously resolved to POST-
of tlioi

SHOW from June 26th to July 3rd, in consequence
Ju nc oi!S?

neBS of the Season. All entries to be made on or before
Prizes%tn

» a^er which time it will be double. Schedules of
' ^c - may be had on prepaid application.

Crown xt
J - s ' Watts, Hon. Sec.

-^JJJ*°tel, Slough, June 15, 1843.

A^A^CAN PLANTS.—WATERER'S SPLENDID
Patron-ii B1tion ' King's Road, Chelsea, under the especial
Divk G of °r

0i n ' R * H - the Duchess of Gloucester and H.R.h. tne
10>000m\

Camb ndge, is now in high perfection. Upwards of
(Wm.,T iants

> many 10 to 12 feet high, completely covered with
J* J 1 .

_

4_

hit;

1

I t I- M I' ^

11 j

itt /lA

* \

- ^_
""Wei's r» i

"*****/ *" LW 1A »CCk *»*fe"» "* tr j ""^'Wl Willi
to puhu

proclucing one of the most brilliant scenes ever offered
°Ue

Shiiii
v

(J.

ew-—°Pen daily, Sundays excepted. Admittance,

YOTti?y T NOW ON SHOW, AT
™ LJj & Co -'s Nursery, Great Yarmouth, a

of Nine v
U1

(

kl Specimen of their FUCHSIA ST. CLARE, upwards
w}iichtl^

tc t: in Circumference, literally covered with bloom to
Pl*uts tftV

resPeetfully invite admirers of this elegant tribe of^^^^Peet. June 15, 1843.

T Urni\^Jfi[XOW RHODODENDRON.
J^ forsn?!

B
,

E
' WNCE, & Co., have now a few plants

*S they \» ? ?
f this rai'C and beautiful RHODODENDRON : and

P1^ntt whinvT
ed from Mr. Smith, who raised it, the original

? Hil»cd thp i
'
as exhibited in Flower by him at Chiswick, and

lh their
ulit'i*

1 ^ Sllver Medal, and have propagated stock from
£°Di£NnimxTUI

ay bc depended upon as being the true •••rho-
,txeter NurRn

A
]
JREUM

I
" or Smith's Yellow Rhododcndron.-

•*^seiy, juuc l2#

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEtf DOWAGER.

t

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
"XT'OUELL & Co. have much pleasure in referring the
•*- readers of the Gardeners9 Chronicle to their select List of the

above elegant tribe of plants, which appeared on the front adver-
tising page of this Paper of the 2/th ult. They are now ready to
be sent out per post, free, (on the receipt of a post-office order,)
to any part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms :

12 fine show varieties, .125. 12 extra fine and very snpe-
12 extra fine ditto . . . l6.s. rior .... 21s.

The selection being left to Youell & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, June 14, 1843.

TO PANSY GROWERS.
T PEARSON, having a fine Stock of his BLACK
*J • PRINCE PANSY, will, on receipt of a Post-office order for
55., send it to any part of the Kingdom in a tin-box, post-free.

—

Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
"FUCHSIA EXONIENSIS."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
attention of the Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which

has been raised from seed in the Exeter Nursery, and which they
have no hesitation in saying is decidedly the finest variety ever
produced ; indeed, it is at once admitted to be so by all who sec
it, who are struck with admiration of its noble appearance. The
flowers are exceedingly large, being longer as well as broader
than those of any other Fuchsia, and are of very firm, thick,
waxy substance. The tube and sepals are of a rich scarlet-

crimson colour, opening freely and well displaying the corolla,

which is widely-expanded and of a fine violet-blue colour, dif-

fering greatly from all other hybrid Fuchsias. The whole habit
of the plant is exceedingly good; the leaves are thick, glossy,
and of a Laurel-like texture; it blooms abundantly, and the
flowers hanging gracefully upon long peduncles, clear and dis-

tinct from the foliage, appear to great advantage ; it flowers well
in the open border, and is quite hardy. The original Seedling
Plant is now flowering in the Exeter Nursery, and may be seen
by any person who calls there, and will also be shown at the next
great Exhibition of the London Horticultural Society, on the
17th inst.— Strong, healthy plants will be ready for delivery on
the 10th of August next, at 1 0&6<£. each, and will bc sent by post,
carefully packed in tin cases. Orders will be executed strictly

according to the priority of their reception. The usual discount
to the Trade if six plants are ordered.

N.13.—This seedling Fuchsia was raised last summer, has been
fully proved, and will give satisfaction to all who purchase it.

—

Exeter Nursery, June 1, 1843.

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
YOUELL & Co., in offering their List of Chrysan-

thbmums (for which, see their advertisement in this Paper
of the 3rd inst.), to the notice of amateurs, and those who intend
competing at the autumnal exhibitions of the present season,
beg to observe, they have taken such precautions for excluding
varieties merely nominal, that they feel assured the list will be
found highly satisfactory to those who may not only have the
above object in view, but also to those who are desirous of
decorating their greenhouse and garden with this unsurpassed
Autumnal Flower. The plants will be strong and healthy, and
sent free of postage (on the receipt of a Post-office order), to any
part of the United Kingdom, at the rate of 125. per dozen,—Great
Yarmouth Nursery, June 15, 1843.

MESSRS. VE1TCH and SON beg to offer the fol-

lowing New and Beautiful Plants, introduced by them through
their Collector in South America:

—

Alstrcemcria ncmorosa (Sec figures) Curtis's Bot. Mag., Aug. 1842,

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Jan. 1843,

andPaxton's Mag., May, 1843.

Paxton's Mag., March, 1S43,

and Curtis's Bot. Mag., Nov., 1342

Edwards' Bot. lleg., May, 18-13,

and Paxton's Magazine, Oct., 1842

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Feb., 1843.

Begonia coccinea

Echitcs splcndens

atropurpurca
j?

>9

if

J)

)* ?»

1?

hirsuta

Gesneria polyantha
Gloxinia maerophylla variegata

Hypocyrta strigillosa

Manettiabicolor
Passhiora Actinia

Rondeletia longiilora
11

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Feb., 1S43

Curtis's Bot. Mag., April, 1342

Paxton's Magazine, March, 1843

Curtis's Bot. Mag., April, IS43

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Nov., 1842,

and Paxton's Magazine, Nov., 1842

Curtis's Bot. Mag., May, 1843
Stigmaphyllon ciliatum

,, heterophyllum ,,

Siphocampylos duplo-scrratus
TropEeoliuu azurcum ,,

Edwards' Bot. Reg., Dec, 1842,

Curtis's Bot. Mag., Dec, 1842, and Paxton's Mag., Dec, 1842.

Messrs. VeitCH and Son having raised many thousands of Arauca-

ria imbricata from seed, are enabled to oifer them in quantity at a

very low, moderate price.—Exeter, June 3, 1843.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIA ST. CLARE.
''PHIS magnificent FUCHSIA, pronounced by Dr.
-*L Lindley as "the finest hybrid we have seen," is now
ready for sending out by Youell & Co., upon the following terms,

viz. : — One St. Clare, with eleven other finest Show varieties for

215. ; the set delivered free of postage, ton the receipt of a post-

office order) to any part ofthe United Kingdom.—Great Yarmouth
Nursery, June 14, 1843.

ROSES.
rP RIVERS, Jun. , respectfully informs his Friends
J- • and the Public that his Collection of ROSES will be in full

bloom about the 28th inst. To those inclined, a day may be
spent among Roses, as the collection is now much larger than
it has ever yet been. The Nurseries, although very extensive,
are connected. Down trains per Northern and Eastern Railway,
Shoreditch, run as follows, calling at Harlow and Sawbridge-
worth stations alternately, each one mile from the Nursery:
Morning—eight, half- past nine, half-past eleven o'clock ; After-

noon— half-past one, half-past four, quarter-past six, and half-

past eight o'clock.—Sawbrid-eworth, June 15, 1843.

f
FUCHSIA TODDIANA. Fine strong Plants of this

Charming variety, Ten Inches to One Foot in Height, are

now being sent out at 105. Gd. each, or small, in Thumb Pots,

5,9. together with small Plants of every New variety in Cultiva-

tion at half the Spring Prices.

Catalogues of FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, &c, can be had on

prepaid application. Thomas Cnirrs, Tunbridge Wells Nursery.

Price 6d.

NEW FUCHSIAS op 1843.W MILLER has a limited Number of all the new
• FUCHSIAS at half their advertised prices ; as Epssii, 55.

;

St. Clare, 55.; Brockmania, 35. 6d.
; Balloonii, 35. 6rf.; Laneii,

8*. 6d.} Rogersiana, 3s. 6rf. ; Toddiana, 55.; Enchantress, 55.;
Pulcherrima, 3s. 6d. ; Iveryana, 3s. Gd. ; Transparens, 2s. Gd.

;

King, 3s. Gd.; Gem, 3s. Gd. ;
Dermisiana, 2s. 6d.; also the best

of the older varieties, at 10s. 6rZ., &c.,&c. Likewise all the new
VERBENAS at half-price; to include case and postage to any
part of the United Kingdom. Orders accompanied by a remit-
tance executed in rotation.
Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, Kent.

ROSES.
EDENYER begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,

• and his Friends in general, that his superb collection of
ROSES will be in bloom about the 26th of June. The Standard
and Dwarf Roses are planted on each side of a walk 660 feet long,

and consist of 500 varieties. Orders taken for the plants when in

bloom, and delivered in November next. Admittance gratis.

Nursery within three miles of London, Loughborough-road,
North Brixton.

1

1

1

6
1

1

1

1

SPLENDID NEW PELARGONIUM—"THURTELL'S PLUTO."
LUCOMBE, PINCE, 8c Co., are happy to inform the

Public that they have made arrangements with Capt.Thur-
tell for the sole possession of the Stock of this unrivalled Flower,
and shall be able to execute orders for it early in October next.
The following Opinion, given by Dr. Lindley, of this fine

Pelargonium, in the Gardeners* Chronicle of the 20th May last,

renders it quite unnecessary for them to say more than that it is

a most distinct variety— a decided step in that peculiar class

indispensable in all good collections, and will give satisfaction to

those who purchase it.—" C. M. Thurtell, Capt.9 R.N,—Your
'Pluto' is a rich, brilliant, and high-coloured variety. The
flower is well-formed, petals stiff and short; the upper petals are
of a rich and brilliant scarlet, with a dark spot that terminates
abruptly ; the lower petals are of a deep rosy salmon colour, with
a tinge of blue in the centre of the ilower. This variety is rich,

brilliant, and attractive."

L., P., & Co., have also arranged with Capt. Thurtell forthe sole

disposal of all his fine Seedling Pelargoniums, a list of which
will be published in a future Advertisement, when the price of
" Pluto " will be stated.—Exeter Nursery, June 12, 1843.

SUPERB SEEDLING CHRYSANTHEMUM THE "DUKE."
YOUELL & Co. feel much pleasure in announcing

they have obtained the entire stock of an extremely beau-
tiful seedling Chrvsanthemum, from Mr. Wells, gardener to the

Rev. J. Burroughes,of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk. This splend'd

variety, named "The Duke," was exhibited at the Norwich and
Norfolk Horticultural Society's Exhibition, where it obtained the

First Prize, as the Best Seedling; it also obtained First Prizes

shown in the best stand of 25 ; ditto ditto, 1 5 ; ditto ditto, 20 ; and
the judges pronounced it to be the best Chrysanthemum ever
exhibited. The colour French White, changing to pure white:
petals broad and beautifully incurved, forming a perfect ball of
from 4 to 4£ inches in diameter. It is ready for sending out, at

Js. Gd. per plant, free of postage, to any part of the United King-
dom.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, June 17, 1843.

ARNER & WARNER, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill,
beg leave to offer the following choice SEEDS, which they

can recommend with the greatest confidence :

—

Per paper—s. d.
Primula sinensis fimbriata, crimson shaded,
saved from the most splendid dowers

Calceolaria, shrubby and herbaceous, from the
finest flowers

New Double Canterbury Bells, blue and white
Papaver orientalis (very beautiful)
Lychnis fulgens
New white Walcheren Broccoli (true)

Chappell's New Cream do.

,, ,, White do. ....
N.B.—The present season is the most suitable for sowing the

above seeds.

QUPERB BLUE CINERARIA SEED, furnishing to^ the Greenhouse throughout the Winter months a varied,
lively, and brilliant continuance of elegant bloom. MICHAEL
BREWER, Sen., Nursery, London Road, Cambridge, respect-
fully invites notice to his extensive collection of the most esteemed
named kinds as well as to his own new and beautiful Seedlings
now in bloom, comprising every shade of deep, rich, and light
Blue, and to observe, that as the present is the best season to
sow for Autumn, Winter, and early Spring Flowering, he is in-
duced to offer Seed of the same; warranted as newly-gathered
from the best selected and set-apart varieties from amongst his
numerous stock, in packets, mixed, at 3s. Gd,, 7s. t

and 10s. Pre-
paid applications, inclosing Post-office orders, will be immedi-
ately executed, post-free.

WINDING-U P SALE for the season of Dahlias, Pe-
laugoniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas, &c, by Prothicrok

and Morris, at the Auction-Mart, on Thursday, June 22d, at
12 o'clock, being the last sale this season.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
1, PRINCES STREET, BANK, LONDON.

This Institution is empowered by Special Act of Parhament,
(4 Vict. cap. 9), and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of

Life Assurance in their fullest extent to Policy-Holders, and to

present greater facilities and accommodation than are usually

offered by other Companies. The decided superiority of its plan f

and its claim to public preference and support, have been proved
incontestably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Assurances may cither be effected by Parties on their own
Lives, or by Parlies interested therein on the Lives of others.

The effect of an Assurance on a person's own life is to create

at once a propctty in reversion, which can by no other means be

realized. Take, for instance, the case of a person at the age
of 30, who by the payment of 5/. 3s. 4rf. to the Britannia Life

Assurance Company, can become at once possessed of a bequeath-

ablc property, amounting to 1000L, subject only to the condition

of his continuing the same payment quarterly during the remain-
der of his life,— a condition winch may be fulfilled by the mere
saving of eight shii.lings weekly in his expenditure. Thus, by
the exertion ot a very slight degree of economy—such, indeed, as
can scarcely be felt as as inconvenience, he may at once realize
a capital of 1000/., which he can bequeath or dispose of in any
way he may think proper.

Detailed Prospectuses, and every requisite information as to the
mode of effecting Assurances, may be obtained at the Office.

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A Board of Directors attend daily at 2 o'clock, for the despatch
of business.
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COMMERCIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSUR-
ANCE, ANNUITY, FAMILY ENDOWMENT, and LOAN

ASSOCIATION, 112, Cheapside, London.
Every description of Life Assurance entertained, premiums

payable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly; loans advanced from 25/.

to 50i)L, for three or more years, on approved personal or other
security, on the borrower assuring his or her life for a moderate
amount.
Endowments for children to receive a stated sum of money on

arriving at 14 or 21 ; in case of death the whole of the money
returned to the parents. Annuities immediate or deferred. Pro-
spectuses and every information to be had of Frederick Law-
ranck, Resident Secretary, 112, Cheapside.

HOT-WATEITaPP^XTUS, for Horticultural and
other Buildings.—STEPHENSON and Co., 6i, Grace-

church- street, Inventors of the improved Conical and Double
Cylindrical Boilers, respectfully acquaint the Nobility, Gentry,
and Horticulturists, that they constantly keep in Stock a variety

of sizes of these much-approved Boilers, suitable for Houses or

Pits of any dimensions. The testimony of Dr. Lindlcy to the
merits of these Boilers (see Chronicle, March, 1812, page 175»

and February, 1843, page 87) renders it unnecessary to offer any
remarks upon them beyond the following brief description:

—

They are complete without furnace or brickwork, movable at

pleasure, very ornamental in appearance, and require attention

only once in 14 or 15 hours, price 41. 4s. and upwards. Further
particulars, with estimates for heating any description of build-

ing, will be forwarded upon application. Iron Fencing, Hurdles,
Bedsteads, Wire-work, Garden Implements, &c. &c.
N.B.—The Trade supplied with Hot-water Pipes and fittings of

every description.

C^OTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
V^ FOUNDERS, &C, &C, No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, OXFORD
Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.
HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most

improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low

prices, in consequence ofthe present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATKU APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,

&c,, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15

years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and II . can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-

sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own
Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices

:

'

---,

\

i 1

i

f
rt! DBHj DBL .-: 'i .

i

06*. Qd.Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch
(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler* small size . . . .3150
Ditto do. large do 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, I*. %d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with Jive horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3*. 6d. each.

Light Cal I e Hurdles,3 ft. b" in. high, weighing42 lbs. at4ff, Qd. each.

Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 ,,

Ox Hurdles, i feet high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 <> „
BEST WIRE forSTRAINEDWIRE FENCING at 8s. per bundle

of 150 yards each. I'prighU for ditto, Id. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire work, &c.
GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34** ; 20,44s.; 22, 50s.

\

24 inches, 60s.; 26, 76S.; 28, Sis.; 30, 105s. each.

HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumber*, &c, 18 inches square,

3s. Qd. ; 20 inches, 4s. 67/. ; 22 inches, 5s. fid: each.

CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet itmgout of the jrround,

7s. ; 4 feet 6, 9s. ; 5 feet, lis. ; 6 feet, 15*. : 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches hiph, 55. Qd. each.
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vasos and Pedestals in great

variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural
Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; J)r. Arnoti's Stoves,

Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, arc

subject to future alterations. Show-Rooms at the Manufactory,
No. 2, Wlxslev Stukf.t, where every information may be obtained.

IMPROVED SYSTEM OF HEATING GREENHOUSES,
MELON, PINE. AND CUCUMBER-BEDS, &C.

CALDWELL, PA LIKE R, & Co., Iron-founders,
Scotland Road, Warrington, Lancashire, most respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Seedsmen, Gar-
deners, Sec. to the improvement which they have made in the

system of II mating HothodSES by Water— a system which
supersedes all others in producing the most healthy Plants in the
shortest time, for which they can produce the most undeniable

reference.
The improved system prevents the scorching: of plants, so

common to flues, and keeps ihe house in one regular tempera-

ture, with a saving of fuel and labour; and the Improvers war-
rant their system to be superior to any other, and ultimately, far

less expensive. references.
The Right Hon. the Earl of

Derby, 1 w&ley

The Right Hon. the Earl of

Sefton, Cro.vteth

The Right Hon, Lord F. Eger-
ton, Worsley

Hon. Lord Vernon, Sudbury
Sir Philip Egerton, Bart.,

Oulton
Sir Edw. Cust, Bart., Leasowe
Sir E. Mostyn, Bart., Talacre
Sir John Williams, Bart., Bodle-
wydduu

Sir R. Brooke, Bart., Norton
Priory

Rev. J. J. Hornby, A.M., Win*
wick

O. F. Meyrick, Esq.. Bodorgan
R. Edwards. Esq., Boby
G. A. Leigh Keck, Esq., Bre-

therton
J. B. Glegg, Esq., Withington
J. Piumpton, Esq., Everton
J. Johnson, Esq., Purr
T.Johnson, Esq., Runcorn
W. Shand.Ksq., Allerton
J. Woolwright, Esq., Wevertree
W. Fielden, Esq., Feniscowles
R. Roskell, Esq., Woolton

J. S. Leigh, Esq., Childwall

T. Robinson, Esq., Buutlc
. -Skirving, Nurseryman and
Seedsman, Liverpool

C. Horsfall, Esq., Liverpool
T. Greenall.Esq., Wildcrspool
Shipley Corrtvay, Esq., Bod-
ryddan

T. Morris, Esq., Southport
John C.reenall, Esq., Middleton
John Williams, Esq., Gwersyllt

J.Toulmin, Esq., West Derby
W. Dakin, Esq., Warrington
R. Layland, Esq., Walton
F. B. Bync, Esq., Isle ofMan
J. N. Walker, Esq., Calderston

C. W. Newman, Esq., Winington
T. Brockiehurst, Esq., Maccles-

field
P. L.Brooke, Esq., Mere
R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele
C. S. Parker, Esq., Aigburth
J. Peilden, Esq., Witton
J. Htringcr, Esq., Aigburth
Alex. Spittle, Esq., Kirkchon
A.L. Gower.Esq., Castle Mai*
gwyn

L. B. Hesketh, Esq., Gwyrch
Castle

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.
D. and E. BAitBY having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions ol

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic
Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at the ir Manufactory.

UDDING'S PATENT GRASS-MOWING MA-
CHINE—This Machine, which has recently undergone some

improvements, is admirably adapted for mowing Lawns and
Pleasure-Grounds. It is so easy of management that it may
readily be used by an unpractised hand ; and while the work is

much more rapidly performed than by the scythe, the effect is

very superior, as it leaves no seam, and it may be used in all

seasons, and best in dry weather, when the Gra^s is difficult to

cut with the scythe.
Wholesale and Retail Agents to the Patentee—J. R. and A.

Ransome, Ipswich.
Agents in London—Thomas Wilkinson, 309, Oxford-street;

Baker and Co., 65, Fore-street, Cripplegate ; Cato and Sons, 89,

Holborn Hill) Charles Smart, 369, Oxford-street.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
Mangel Wurzbl, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orange Globe Mangel Wurzbl, by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

der3ham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under
similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano.
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 4/. 15*. per ton

;

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,

Lambeth.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

GU A N 0> j ON SALE, as Imported,

of first quality, and in any quantity, direct from the bonded

stores, cither in Liverpool or London. Also, NITRATE of SODA.
Apply to II. Rountiiwaite & Co., Merchants, 6, Cable-street,

Liverpool.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF BRITISH GRASSES.
Just published, Quarto, with 118 Plates, beautifully coloured,

.1/. i6.s\, boards.

t^iRAMINA BRITANNICA ; or, Representations of

J the BRITISH GRASSES: with Remarks and occasional

Descriptions. By I. L. Knapp, Esq., F.L.S., and A.S. Second

Edition. London: Longman, Brown, and Co. Bristol : W.
Strong.

REV. WILLIAM BENNETT'S WORKS.
Third Edition of

DISTINCTIVE ERRORS OF ROMANISM.—

A

Series of Lecture Sermons, preached during Lent. By the

Rev. William J. E. Bennett, M.A., late Student of Christ

Church, Oxford, and Minister of Portman Chapel, St. Maryle-

bone. One Vol. 8vo, cloth, price 135. Each Lecture sold sepa-

rately, price 8<l.

SERMONS ON MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS, with Intro-

ductions, Notes, &c. 2 Vols , demy l2mo, price 14s. boards ; or

separately, Vol. I., (is. 6d. ; Vol. II., 7$. 6d.

A GUI OE to the HOLY EUCHARIST, forming in the Second

Volume a Companion to the Altar. 2 Vols. i*mo,8s. cloth.

THREE SERMONS, explaining the New Marriage Act with

regard to Churchmen and Dissenters. )2mo, price 6d. and Is.

"IF ANY PROVIDE NOT FOR HIS OWN." A Sermon
preached in All Souls' Church, St. Marylebone, on Sunday, the

22d of March, 1840. (Sd.

LETTERS TO MY CHILDREN on CHURCH SUBJECTS,
Vol. L, cloth boards, now ready.

CYMRY.
Now publishing in Numbers,

THE ECCLESIASTICAL ANTIQUITIES OF THE
CYMRY, or the Ancient British Church; its History, Doctrine,

and Riles. By the Rev. John Williams, M.A., Perpetual

Curate of Nerqnis, Flintshire, and Vice-President of the Institut

d'Afrique of Paris.

1. Bardism, 2s. — 2. Introduction of Christianity, 67/.— 3.

National Establishment of the Church, 6^.— 4. Councils of Aries,

Sardica, and Ariminum, Sd.—5. Rise and Suppression of Pela-

Eianism, Sd. — 6. Defenders of the Faith, Sd. — 7- Trial of the

Church, Sd,
Just published,

BIRD'S LENT LECTURES. (2d Edition.)

In foolscap 8vo, price 3s. 6d. cloth. Second Edition of

TWELVE LECTURES ON THE CHURCH CATE-
CHISM, by the Rev. Charles Smith Bird, M.A., late Fellow

of Trinity College, Cambrifk' .

THORNDIKE'S ARMOUR FOR CHURCHMEN.
A DISCOURSE OF THE RIGHT OP THE

CHURCH IN A CHRISTIAN STATE. By HkrhkhtThorndike,
B.D., formerly Prebendary of Westminster. A New Edition,

with Appendix, Table of Scriptural References, General Index,

&c, and a Preface, by the Rev. J. S. Biikwur, M.A., of Queen's

Coilcpre, Oxford. 1 Vol. l2mo, cloth, price 8s. 6d.
11 To have read and studied Hooker will not furnish a dispen-

sation from the expediency, we may almost say necessity, of

reading and studying Thorndike."—Church Intelligencer.

MELBOURNE CHURCH.
Now ready, I Vol. in demy Svo, cloth, with plates, price 5s.,

. THE HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF MEL-
BOURNE CHURCH, DERBYSHIRE. This Church is believed

to have been erected originally by King Ethelred about the year

700. Edited by the Rev. Josbpii DbanS, Vicar of Melbourne,

Perpetual Curate of Chellaston, Derbyshire, and Domestic onap-

lain to the Right Hon. the Earl of Beverley.

W. J. Cleaver, Baker-street, Portman-souare.

Just published, price Is., 8vo., sewed.

A N INAUGURAL LECTURE ON BOTANY
XA. CONSIDERED AS A SCIENCE, AND AS A BRANCH OF
MEDICAL EDUCATION. Read in King's College, London,
May 8, 1813. By Edward Forbbs, F.L.S., F.B.S., Vice-Presi-

dent of the Wernerian Natural History Society, &c, Professor of

Botany in King's College, London.
John Van Voorst, i, Paternoster-row,

Just published, in 8vo, price 21s. cloth, with Four Maps,

A CYCLOPAEDIA ofCOMMERCE, MERCANTILE
LAW, FINANCE, and COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY:

comprising Descriptive and Statistical Accounts of Commodities,
with Customs and Excise Regulations, Duties, &c—Commercial
Statistics of the different Countries of the World, including their

Physical Character, Productions, Trade, Seaports, Monies, Mea-
sures, Finances, &c.—Colonies, Shipping, Public Companies,
Railways, Roads, Docks, Post-office, &c— Summary of the Prin-

ciples of Commerce, Finance, and Banking, with Historical and
Statistical Illustrations of these subjects— Digest of Commercial
Law, including Insurance, Partnership, Principal and Agent,
Bills of Exchange, Sale, Guaranty, Bankruptcy, Shipping and
Navigation, and Contracts and Obligations in general—Commer-
cial Arithmetic and Accounts, Exchanges, Coins, Measures and
Weights, Public Funds, Interest, Annuities, and Assurances, with

numerous Tables—Explanation of Mercantile Terms and Usages,

besides a variety of Miscellaneous Information. By Wm. Watku-
ston, Accountant. The Law Articles contributed by John Uihh
Burton, Advocate.

Parts I. to VI. may also be had separately, price 3s. 6d. each.

Oliver & Boyn, Edinburgh; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.,

London. _
In small 8vo, price 3s. 6d.,

PRODUCTIVE FARMING ; or a Familiar Digest

of the Recent Discoveries of LIEBIG, DAVY, and other

celebrated Writers on VEGETABLE CHEMISTRY; showing
how the results of English Tillage might be greatly augmented.

By Joskph A. Smith.
William Tait, Edinburgh; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., London .

Second Edition. Will be ready shortly.

A TREATISE on " RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM
of COMMUNICATING HEAT." By Wm. E. Rbn»lb»

F.H.S., Plymouth, can be ordered of all Booksellers, or of the

Author, 5s., or 5s. 6rf., free by post.

Longman, Brown, Grkkn, and Longman. ^
In one small volume, price 15s.

AXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-

sion of a great variety of information into one volume, in order to

bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally

BOtlgnt, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-

nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated as other

classes in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior

to the issue of the present publication, its value will be atone

apparent; since it combines the more essential features ofa Botanies

Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary. .

Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especial y

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by carrying

it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time submitte

to bis inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence rcspec
-

ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species winch cou

reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only

sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of sucn «

assistant ; and to all such individuals, as well as to every agen

t

Iriend of Horticulture, the Rocket Botanical Dictionary is decidea y

indispensable. ,

London: J. Andukws, Bond-street; Our & Co., Patcrnostcr-ro*

p

Handsomely bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-Engravings.

Price 6s. 6d.
^/-»aT

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND COj;
J FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the IUonu

merits of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D.
jj„

From the British Magazine.— " This is an elegant ana w

executed little book, on a most interesting subject."

Tilt and Boguk, Fleet-street.

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price 5s.6d. 9TOE MILLER'S JEST- BO

O A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such oni
the

and alterations only having been made as were m\^eo ' the

greater deiicacv observed in modern conversation; "»*»-
r tra-

volumc might have some substance, and be a good taD
^ Q^

veiling book, copious additions have been made from ot

volumes of Facetiae.
Extract from the Preface.

t

,
Js

that
" Another strange circumstance connected with this wor* 'feCtly

everybody presume* that he himself and everybody e sc aij
1-^ n , s

familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader W£
scfc cyeS

acquaintance, it will appear that not one in fi*ehu™xfvZ edition is

on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions that tn

o K.
;sion»

published." London; Whittaker and Co.

M OR WET WEATHER.
VENTILATING WAi^

cs(

A LUXURY FOR WARM
BERDOE'S SUMMER VJSJNTlLATii^ *

T
'^Tuesc

PROOF FROCK and LIGHT SUMMER.^ adopted by

novel and gentlemanly garments have a^cady ^ tlen, en> &c,

alonfflistof the Nobility, Gentry, Professional^ rcgard a

and will prove well deserving; the attention of a»

_

n to siang>

respectable and gentlemanly appearance, m OI7rithc first style;

vulgarity, and meanness. Made to measure »
inspection

is

but a large assortment always ready, of wll ' c
'

itnout
confining

confidently invited. (Warranted Waterproof, wit

Perspiration.) w^fer. Sic, 69> Corn-

Made only by W. Berdok, Tailor, Waterprooier,

hill, (eight doors from Bishopsgate-street)^^___ .

C UN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN, and other disfigure

O ments of the Skin, are pleasingly eradicate^ /
odoriferou8

preparation ROWLAND'S KALYJJpK, *
sovereign virtues i»

liquid, and now universally admired for '

a/id in renderwg *»•

completely rMoving all cutamom f™P*°£ 'invaluable as a reno-

complearion delicately Blear and fair. V.,
insr r exposure to i

vating and refreshing wash during t,ar> heated atmospheie o

sun, dust, or harsh winds, and after i
peculiarly gratem

crowded assemblies. Gentlemen wxu

after shaving, in allaying thesmurMVP™ offere(1 for sale as

CAUTION.-Much pernicious trasn w » purchasers to sc

"KALYDOR:»-it !^«^S^OBP% Pfftrf'
that the words" ROWLAND »**$!?

20 HATTON-GARW'
wrapper, and " A. ROWLAND &^°N, 20, 1La

botUc# PnCo

engraved on the Government stamP^d^o
is. U. and S3. 6d. per botfl^u* f™f% by them, and by

Ask for Rowland's Kalidui _
Chemists and Perfumers. .

__--——"~
^^

Wanted tT1SS5Sas^a boat, (**>

W broad , and deep) for a »mg g. » Tw0 or Three

Minerals ; some Iron Hurdles i ,**ea^Se G^ed fashes only-

sagsSAfssaKssM*2% sz-

>
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T^OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON—
-*• v The next PROMENADE of this Society will take place at
tneir Gardens in the Rkoknt's Park, on Wednesday, June 21,
irom 4 to 7 o'clock, if the weather prove fair. Fellows, Members,

a i

r
>f

ends
'
and the Bearcrs of Ivory Tickets alone can be

aarmtted. Ample provision is made against sudden showers of
lain. By Order of the Council, J. D. C. Sowerby, Secretary.

®t)t ffiar&eiTet*' ©j&nmfrt*.

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
m _ ri-inn;ean . • «... 8 p.m.
Tuesday, June 20 . . . < Floricultural . . . .8 p.m.

C ,, (Crown & Anuhor)j3 p. m.

Wednesday, June 21

Saturday, June 24 .

{Microscopical
Geological ..

. Royal Botanic

8 p.m.

8$ p.M
4 PW.

Tuesday, June 27

Wednesday, June 20

. Zoological 8V p.m.
("Royal Botanic, Garden Exhibition.
'(.Medico-Botanical • . . 8 p.m.

Country Snows, Friday, June 23. .
{"Liverpool.
LSpiIsby-

thp i

C
-

LEMENT HoAUF ' in Jlis excellent treatise on

thL
cultlvation of the Vine on open walls, remarks

at a prevailing idea, that the more wood there is in a
«>e the more Grapes it will produce, is precisely the

averse of the fact ; that to permit a Vine to make a
S eat quantity of wood under the idea of thereby

s»W g a great quantity of Grapes, is grasping at the

lcee

nc
f
aiK

-

catchinS the shadow
; that in order to

kni?
a
,?'

ant ln S00(l hearing condition the pruning-

anv
S

i

ld be used t0 a far Sreater extent than on

xnL
r khul of fruit'tree

»
and finally, that the

apnr ?
eVere manner in which tllat instrument is

v!i!lwu
t00thcr trees is as noting when compared

are
*

t

re(
l
uired b^ the Vine. These statements

Vinp t°?i
nfined t0 winter pruning, but applied to the

e at all seasons
; and upon the assumption that they

e correct, Mr. Hoare founds his mode of " long-rod
"

di8p,
?• lt has always occurred to us that a little

subipf
1011 WOuld be advan tageously applied to this

Gran
and we therefore invite the attention of

^Pe-growers to the following considerations:—

brief}"
Ioare'

s theory, as we understand it, may be

a Vin
®Xpressed thus: Tne quantity of Grapes which

the ni
1S

.

caPable of producing is not in proportion to

foliao
nt
'S

0f lts foliaSe ,
therefore an abundance of

*ernov ? dl
T
sadvantageous to the Vine, and should be

defers t u
suPPort of this proposition Mr. Hoare

own Pv° Practice in vineyard countries, and to his

Vinev3
e"mentS

-
St is s,ated that the Proprietors of

*e m? i

111Sert in theil*

leases covenants to regulate

^roV, ? °f shoots t0 be left on each stool
>
aml ^e

becau. 2es t0 which a branch is to be shortened,

farmp^ ™ t,
n ^scncc "r »«cfc «*««, the wine-

th e a v
exhaust the Vines, and gradually ruin

stan /,

Ua
,
y of the wine. Upon turning to Chaptal's

Ve fi i

W0lk on the cultivation of the Vine in France

fodiff
tlllS idea confirmed. He attributes the

Vine
e

J,

ent
^uality of the Grapes? obtained from the

hane j
are allowed to scramble over trees and to

to t/f

rom them in festoons, as is the case in Provence,

Stow
10a/e>'y quality of the sap consequent upon the

atioth
dawcc °f leavcs

(
voL • P" 293 )'" and in

^ench P
-

ace
'

"* ' " '

" "

hindJ:i
Vln

.
e
.yaras vines are p

Gtery quality of the sap consequent upon the

tt il0th

'm(l(incc of leaves (vol. i. p. 293); and in
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•

ce
^ vo1 ' *' P" 29(i

^
he says that in tlle

hinj
v ^neyards Vines are pruned in order "to

an
i nfi

.
c^spersion of the sap, and the formation of
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August no perceptible increase of size in the berries had
taken place, and the Vine began to show strong symp-
toms of exhaustion. About the middle of that month
the foliage assumed a withering appearance, and on
the 1st of September the vegetation of the plant was
almost at a stand ; the shoots ceased to grow, the
fruit and foliage were in a prostrate condition, and the
vital energies of the Vine appeared quite unable to

supply the daily increasing demand for nourishment.
Throughout Uiat month it continued in a pitiable

condition, and though a valuable plant, it was never-
theless suffered to take its course as well as all the

others, in order that the trial might be decisive. About
the 1st ofOctober, the greater part of the berries having
grown as large as middling-sized Peas, those on the
shoulders of some of the bunches began to show symp-
toms of ripening by becoming a little transparent, and
at the same time the berries at the extremities of the
bunches began to shrivel. As the month advanced,
the ripening process proceeded slowly, but the shrivel-

ling increased rapidly. Towards the latter end of
October the trial was over, and the experiment com-
plete ; on many entire bunches every berry had
shrivelled, and in no bunch had theprocess of matura-
tion proceeded farther down than the shoulders. The
whole crop was gathered about the 1st of November,
and the ripened portions being put together, weighed
9h pounds. Not one of these ripened berries, how-
ever, was more than half the usual size, and in point
of flavour not to be compared to others of the same
sort ripened at least six weeks previously." *

This is, no doubt, a very instructive experiment
in some respects, and well worth the attentive consi-

deration of Gardeners ; but there is a somewhat
important omission in the circumstances relating to

it, so far as the question now before us is concerned

—

namely, how this Vine had been treated previously,
and in what manner it was pruned during the pro-
gress of the experiment. All that we learn is, that
in the previous years the Vine had been remarkably
vigorous, and had been closely primed.

It may perhaps appear that, at all events, this sort

of evidence is conclusive as to the correctness of Mr.
Hoare's theory, and shows that close pruning is

advantageous to Vines. We must, however, confess
that it does not carry conviction to our mind. Mr.
Hoare's experiment seems to us to amount merely to

this,—that if youileave on a Vine more bunches than
it can support, those bunches will shrivel and not
ripen. But there still remains behind the question,
trluj it cannot support its own produce? and that is

not answered by the experiment. Mr. Hoare, indeed,
may say the bunches did not swell " because the quan-
tity of Grapes which a Vine is capable of producing is

not in proportion tr* ito fnli^^" Tin* mi^hf ;*- ,.-*

with equal justice be inferred that they did not swell

because the quantity of leaves to nourish the branches
was insufficient ?—insufficient both during the year of
the experiment and in the previous season. We think

the language which the Vine spoke on this occasion

not only might, bitt should be thus interpreted

:

Mr. Knight long since showed that the Melon,
when young, and before its organizable matter is

formed in sufficient abundance, is incapable of sup-
porting its fruit; that if fruit is set on very young
Melon-plants, it either turns yellow and drops off, or

remains small and of bad quality ; and that the true

principle of obtaining finely-grown and richly-

flavoured Melons is to prevent their bearing till their

organizable matter is abundantly stored up. Now
this appears to us explanatory of the shrivelling of

Mr. Hoare's Grapes. In the first place, the Vine had
been previously close-pruned, which would diminish
the amount of

_
organizable matter prepared in

its branches during the season previous to the expe-

riment ; for it is the constant rule that the quantity

of organizable matter in a plant is in proportion to

the quantity of its healthy leaves ; and secondly, it is

to be inferred that the same system of close-pruning

was observed during the experiment, which in that

case would further deprive the bunches of matter
whereon to feed.

With regard to the evidence afforded by the French
Vineyard practice, it has not necessarily that connexion
with close pruning which it at first sight appears to

have. The French landlord limits the quantity of
bunches to be borne by his Vine-stools, and directs

the removal of branches, in order to insure the perfect

ripening of the fruit; for, as Chaptal observes in
another place (vol. i., p. 294), " the nearer the Grapes
are to the surface of the ground (provided they do
not touch it, which ruins them) the more they are
exposed to the heat reverberated from the soil f but
of course that reverberation would not take place at

all if the ground were covered over with an entangled
mass of branches and leaves. In this country Grapes
are not placed in such circumstances as they are in

the French Vineyards, where the Vines cover the

ground from a foot-and-a-half to two yards apart, like

the plants in our Gooseberry-grounds.

It is true that Chaptal mentions repeatedly the

watery quality of sap consequent upon a superabun-

dance of leaves, but this sort of physiological reasoning
is inadmissible. Sap is not watery because of a super-
abundance of foliage, but because ofan undue supply
ofwater by the roots, or an insufficient exposure of /eaves
to the influence of light; 'indeed, Chaptais own
instances in support of his interpretation may be
used against it ; for, while he refers the bad quality

of the Tree-Grapes of Provence and of the rampant
Vineyards of Poitou to a superabundance of leaves,

he admits that the higher temperature of Italy, where
the Vines are also allowed to scramble among trees,

will occasionally produce good Grapes; although he
adds, this is only in some places, for the wines of
Italy are of poor quality, and will not keep. We should
rather say that the bad quality of the Tree-Grapes,

&c. is owing to their leaves being shaded by the

branches among which they grow, and that the indif-

ferent quality of Italian wine is due partly to the

same cause, and partly to the careless way in which
it is made,
Upon the whole, we cannot say that the system of

close pruning and frequent abstraction of leaves is

satisfactory to us; and we would in particular express

our doubt whether it does not materially retard the
ripening of Grapes out of doors. But as this is a
matter of very considerable importance, and there are

many points connected with it which we have no
room to enter upon to-day, we must reserve our fur-

ther observations. In the meanwhile, we shall be
extremely glad of the experience and opinion of
practical Grape-growers upon the subject, observing
only, in addition, that all the foregoing remarks apply
to summer pruning only.

Keeping in view the principles we laid down in

our last Number respecting the letting small portions
of land for garden cultivation, and distinguishing such
garden-farms from the allotments or gardens let to

the labourers working on a farm, we will endeavour
to explain our meaning by a reference to such occu-
pations in other countries which we have had an
opportunity of visiting, principally in Flanders, France,
and Switzerland. Although the general state of
agriculture, on a large scale, is very different in these

countries, being most perfect in Flanders, next in
Switzerland, and the least so in France, there is much
less difference in the management of the very small
occupations cultivated principally by the spade.
Except in a small orchard—a most useful appendage
to a cottage garden—no part of the ground is in per-
manent grass ; and the stock, of whatever kind it may
be, is kept in the stalls or sties all the year round.
This may be considered as the foundation of the whole
system, without which *o small portions of land could
_. w r

'^fiij ~ui~u
;

i xck«,> thoce is no stock
there is no manure ; the land, instead of improving in
fertility, is soon exhausted, and no labour can restore
it. Where there is a cow, and a calf to succeed
her, food must be raised for them—artificial grasses
and other green food in summer, and roots and straw
in winter. Experience soon shows what quantity of
land must be devoted to this purpose. Those who
are not acquainted with this system will scarcely
believe that two acres of arable land will feed two small
cows and a heifer, and two or three acres more suffice
to raise corn and pulse to feed a family and carry
some to market ; that poultry and pigs are kept on
the refuse, and a sheep is often fatted in the same
shed or stall with the cows. It is not so much by the
abundance of each crop, as by the rapid succession in
which they are raised, that this is done. But as facts
are always more convincing than arguments, we will
here extract a short account of a small farm in Bel-
gium from the Outlines of Flemish Husbandry, p. 90,
which we have every reason to believe is correctly
stated.

" Near Alost we met with one of the smallest farms
which will maintain a family without other work—it

was barely five acres. The house was much larger
than such an occupation warranted ; but it was an old
farm-house, and the land hadjbeen divided into small
holdings, leaving only five acres to go with the house.
There was a small orchard of about a quarter of an
acre, in which there were some thrivingApple and Plum
trees. The grass under these was good, and the only
cow which the man had was led by the wife in a halter
to graze there for a short time every day—apparently
more to give her exercise than for the food she could
p^ck up. The grass seemed to have been cut for her
in another part. This cow had cost eight pounds, and
the man regretted that he had not had the means to

purchase a second, as he could have maintained two
very well. Half of the land was in Wheat, the other
half in Clover, Flax, and Potatoes ; so that the Clover
did not recur sooner than every sixth year, the Flax
and Potatoes in nine. As soon as the Wheat was reaped
he began to har* the stubble about four inches deep
with a heavy he and as fast as he got a piece done
it was sown with Turnips, after having had some of
the contents of his urine tank poured over it—for,
small as the farm^ was, it had its reservoir for this pre-
cious manure. Thus a considerable portion of the
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Wheat stubble was soon covered with young Turnips '

of a quick-growing sort, which, if sown in the begin-

ning or middle of August, were fit to pull in November
and December, and were stored in the cellar for winter

use. There was a small patch of Cameline, which

was sown less for the seed than for the stems, of which

he made brooms in his leisure hours in winter. But

these hours could be but few, and only when snow
covered the ground, and prevented him from digging

and trenching, which was a constant operation; for

the whole five acres had to be dug in the course of

the year, and as much of it as possible had to be

trenched, the soil being a stiff loam of a good depth,

which was much improved by stirring and trenching.

The milk and Potatoes, with a little salt pork, fed the

family—for a pig was fed on the refuse of the food given

to the cow and a little corn. Most of the Wheat, and all

the Flax, were sold, and more than paid the rent,which

was not high—about 10/. a year, without any rates,

tithes, or taxes.* Incessant labour kept the man in

good health, and his wife was not idle. They had two

or three young children, one at the breast ; but,

except the wish for another cow, there seemed no great

dissatisfaction with their lot, nor any great fears for

the future. They had no parish fund to fall back

Upon—not even a union-house ; but had they come to

want by unforeseen accidents they would have found

the hand of private charity ready to help them."

This interesting account shows what may be done

by cheerful industry. No time must be lost; no

gossipping of the wife or tippling of the husband, but

both striving to assist each other. A man who works

for himself always works harder and more cheerfully

than he that works for wages ; his children are brought

up in industrious habits ; honesty is inculcated by

precept and example ; and, as there are few tempta-

tions where there is no idleness, there are fewer

examples of vice.

—

Mm

THORNS.
As there is no genus more ornamental than Crataegus,

although some of the species are not desirable, the follow-

ing list will, we hope, be found useful to such of our

correspondents as have expressed a desire to possess a

select collection. They may be planted next each other

in the order in which they stand.

1. Crataegus heterophylla> has small red fruit in great

profusion.

2. C. Aroma, has very large, yellow fruit, rather late in

the autumn.
3. C Dottglassii, has rather large, black fruit, very early

in the season.

4. C. oxyacantha rosea superba, the most beautiful of

all the Thorns when in bloom, with deep crimson flowers

and small red fruit.

rt C. odoralissima, the Sweet-scented Thorn, with very

large, pale-red fruit.

7. C. punctata flava, the large yellow-fruited Thorn.
8. C. Leeana, the large Tansy-leaved Thorn, with

large, pale-red fruit.

9. C. macracantha, the very long-spined Thorn, with

very small bright-red fruit in great profusion.

10. Cm Oliveriana, the small black-fruited Thorn, very

profuse but late.

11. C. prunifolia, the entire-leaved Thorn, with a
profusion of bright-red fruit, very late.

12. C. oxyacantha; the new double scarlet; a most
beautiful double variety of No. 4 in this list.—^f

ON THE BOKHARA TREE CLOVER.
(Melilotus leucantha major.)

The Bokhara Clover claims a place in every flower-

garden for its beauty. It is very striking to look upon
an herbaceous plant, 10 or 12 feet in height, covered with

spikes of white Pea blossoms, which also shed a sweet
perfume.

I esteem its value in Agriculture of greater importance.

The objections to its cultivation are, that cattle give a

preference to other green food, and that the stem contains

too much woody fibre. The plant, however, is new to

Britain, and we know that man and animals frequently

require successive trials of new food before taste is

acquired for it. As a proof of this, I understand that

some cattle are getting very fond of this Clover; and we
know that the tissue of plants in general is changed more
and more into woody fibre as they progress towards matu-
rity. Nature increases the woody fibre of this Clover for

support as it elongates its gigantic stem. If, however, it

is cut for cattle, when about two feet in height, it will be
found nearly as succulent as the common Red Clover.

I exhibited plants of it at the Highland Society's Show
last September, 9 feet in height, being the second crop of

it that season from poor sandy land. I know no plant
whatever that will produce so much weight of vegetable

matter in equal time and space ; and were it only for the
production of vegetable manure, it is a boon to the Agri-
cultural world. In my experiments with it last summer,
as a manure for new varieties of Alsike(?) Clover, I found
it the very best and cheapest manure.

In the economical formation of manure, it might be
liberally supplied with other food throughout the summer
to young cattle and pigs, in an open straw-yard profusely

* It must be recollected that this is in a country where the
•verage price of wheat is about 35*, the nuarter, end wheroAaooux is about U. a 4ay.

bedded over with layers of turf, peat-earth, whins, broom,
brushwood, ferns, straw, weeds, &c, and thus save much
outlay on the purchase of foreign manures.
The Bokhara Clover may be sown at any time through-

out the growing season ; but the most profitable time to

sow it is immediately after a crop of early Potatoes, or even

after Grass, Barley, Wheat, &c. The land being well

manured, ploughed over, and harrowed smooth, it may be

sown in shallow drills, 18 inches apart; being cut once in

autumn, it will produce a much earlier spring crop than

Tares, Italian Ryegrass, &c. It should always be cut

very close to the ground, as the shoots produced from

beneath the surface are the most luxuriant, and it will thus

stand a severe winter much better than when its vitality

is exposed on long stubble. Treated in this way with me,
it stood two successive winters, and acquired all the cha-

racteristics of a perennial root. I have no doubt of its

continuing perennial and more vigorous with the age of

the plants, if only cut close in autumn, and top-dressed

with rich compost.
1 saw a remarkable result at Oxenford Castle the other

day, which Mr. Gardener pointed out to me in the garden.

Mr. Gardener sowed the Bokhara Clover last May, and

cut part of it several times for use, leaving a part which

produced ripe seed. The latter is now considerably more
luxuriant than the former.

Might not this Clover be advantageously introduced

thinly over the dry pastures of Australia ? The seeds

would vegetate if sown during the rainy season, while

the plants might afford shelter and shade to the sur-

rounding Grass, and even food, when other vegetation

lies scorched beneath a tropical sun.

—

Robert Arthur,

1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. XVI. *1

The Water Dropwort.—Some of a neighbour's chil-

dren were amusing themselves by the side of a ditch whose
sides had been worn away by the heavy rains that have

lately deluged the country, when they spied some nice

tender roots, white inside, and looking like little Par-

sneps. Such a prize was not to be neglected, and in a

trice a good parcel of them were pulled up, brought home
and eaten. Alas ! in a short time the children all became
ill, then they went raving mad, and in three hours two of

the party died in strong convulsions. I am not sure that

the others will recover.

This sad calamity was caused by a pernicious plant,

called by the English herbalists the Water Dropwort,

by the Kentish people Jiendock, by Botanists (Enanlhe
crocata, by the Irish peasantry, who often suffer from it,

Dahou* It is one of our most poisonous weeds, and is

every year the parent of frightful mischief. The books

tell us that during the last war '* eleven French prisoners

had the liberty of walking in and about the town of Pem-
broke. Three of them being in the fields a little before

noon, dug up a large quantity of this plant, which they

took to be wild Celery, to eat with their bread and butter

for dinner. After washing it, they all three ate, or
.-..fi.^,- focf-Ar) r,f tl»p vnnfa A q ilj*»y were entering ^he
town, without any previous notice of sickness at the

stomach or disorder of the head, one of them was seized

with convulsions. The other two ran home, and sent a

surgeon to him. The surgeon endeavoured first to bleed,

and then to vomit him ; but those endeavours were fruit-

less, and he died presently. Ignorant of the cause of

their comi'ade's death, and of their own danger, they gave

of these roots to the other eight prisoners, who ate of them

with their dinner. A few minutes afterwards the remain-

ing two who gathered the plants were seized in the same

manner as the first, of whom one died; the other was

bled, and an emetic with great difficulty forced down, on

account of his jaws being, as it were, locked together.

This operated, and he recovered, but was some time,

affected with dizziness in his head, though not sick, or

the least disordered in the stomach. The other eight,

being bled and vomited immediately, were soon well."

Sometimes the hair and nails are said to come oft!

cows and horses perish when they feed upon it, as they

will do if they find it in their pastures; dogs are also

affected by it in a dangerous degree. In short, it is a

fearful poison. Luckily, however, it is easily known.
Its roots are produced in thick fangs, like those of a

Dahlia, but are smaller ; they have been frequently sold

during thewinterby knavish gardeners to silly customers as

the roots of that plant. In the autumn and winter they

contain a yellow strong-smelling juice, but in the spring

this disappears. The leaves are dark green, perfectly

smooth, as is the stem, which grows 4 or 5 ft. high. Th<tf

are divided jnabipinnate way into numerous leaflets, which

are somewhat of a lozenge form, but are deeply ana

bluntly gashed. The flowers are white, and in compound

umbels ; they are of the Umbelliferous order, and

have a visibly five-toothed calyx, with two stiff uprigM

styles. The fruit (vulgarly called the seed) is oblong»

ribbed, pressed closely together, and terminated by the

two stiffened and almost spiny styles.
,

By these marks it is easily known from all our wiW

umbelliferous plants. Not a hair is upon it—its leaves

are of the deepest green—and if you draw a line all roun<

the leaflets without regarding the incisions, you will fin

that it will generally describe the figure of a lozenge more

or less accurately : a good practical mark which will hardly

deceive you. Lest, however, you should not be able to

recognise your enemy by this description, I add his p° r
'

trait, and I beg you to hunt him down, and root him UP

wherever he can be found.

—

li. E .

THE ANTIQUITIES OF GARDENING.
No. I.—Extracts from Sir Thomas Ilanmer's Manuscript on

Gardening;. (Continued.)

14 Artificial earths are either simple or compounded,

and are much better than the natural, both for seeds a*

roots. The uncompounded are— 1. Willow earth, wMc

is found in the trunks or bodyes of old Willowes, and i

the very substance of the tree rotted with moisture i»

an earth, but soe light and fine as none exceedes it for t

j

bringing up of tender seeds or roots. 2. Dung, especial j

of cowes, but so well roited that it will pass throng 11

reasonable fine sieve, and this is absolutely necessary*

either alone, as for Beare's Eares and other fibrous flo*e

n j{

or mixt, as shall bee hereafter directed, for almost <

(lowers. 3. Rotted leaves and sprigs of trees ',
a

for
sweepings of houses and streets, all which are good

most sorts of flowers. . f
" The compounded earths are made up of some paiw^

the natural and some parts of the simple artificial w

mixt together, which, being skilfully done according to
^

natures of several plants, will cause admirable eft

^

ct

^ f a

Tulips prosper wonderfully in a compounded car
*J* Uo ,,

littlft «nnd, aoiiic di y black mould, and the rest *y k
earth ; Cyclamens and Anemones in sifted dung and w

mould."
rth

[It appears from the above extract that Willow e

has been long highly esteemed for florists' flowers.

still continue to use it]
#

.

gjj

;

"In such earths as these your Tulipes will noui
^

but every two or three years at most you must bru&^

fresh, for they delight in change thereof, as well as °
r^

ayre. I know in Paris one of the ablest florists ^
who had got a great deal of money by Tulipes,

e ,.y

assured me that he changed his habitation purposciy^.^

third or fourth year in Paris, because of his Tulipes,
well

he found infinitely bettered by varyeties of ayre

as of earth. . . fiddle
"The beds ought to lye a little higher in

;, better,

than the sides, that all the flowers may be seen l*
t &&

and especially that no wet may lye too long.
of new

rootes, which would putrify tliem, as the toucui
. *

^ ^^
hot dung will do these and all other bulbs ; yGt

tfae ja0 t

in such deep under the earth the rootes stand i »

degtroyg

fume whereof comforts, as they say, and
..

n
n ie5S

you

them ; but I should be cautious of using *h
d never

desire to have your flowers blow richly one yea ,

see them blow any more. . op ff the

"When your Tulipes are past flowermD ,
i ^ ^if

stalks of your choice stript ones, that^tliey y

for thereby they are much weakened.
To be continued.)

AMATEUR'S GARDBN--No. XXI • ^
Ik addition to the plants before ™°™£™? ^i**

Amateur who is thinking of having aie
{* the *in-

for his window or drawing-room lfe
,

8
for autun>n

ter, must put in a first sowing o annuaIs

o

blooming in pots. It is almost ^edlebS to
n

kinds best adapted for this purpose as n eve y b ^
they may now be seen in bloom ;

bu *
inW.

know those kinds which are most jg™t^ am0ng

flowering, I will enumerate a ^fcnf&i/.ph«a*-
the trib°e of beauties are Nemoph,1a

.

ms'gn^ 1

oides, atomaria, and P^le

J
1\^k

k
1

Towers, beautiful*

Pawtey.of Broinltf, *h^^^ from *
margined with white. It is a variety r

be con

atomaria, and as it cornea pure f^m
JfnameJ ColBn

J

sidered a permanent kind. Next^ and alba,

bicolor and grandiHora, Claik
JjP^stii, and Hooked

Schisanthus pinnatus, y-
]

7\
T

^ ^^ A-eratum mexxca-

and lastly, EryaimmnJ^f^^S§ and PetyjJ
nam, and the various <"^
The last, however, are best raisea iru^

A
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'

the old plants in August, and if potted off singly as soon
as rooted, will flower in a warm room up to Christmas.
As most annuals transplant indifferently, it will be

acvisable to sow them at once in the pots in which they are
intended to bloom

; and in draining these it will be well
to toHow the advice given in a leading article twelve

T,°A
U
iu ,

k
'

viz '' *,lace an oyster-shell in the bottom,
and fill the pots half full of moss before any soil is
Put into them. The moss will be found advantageous
jnrough the summer, as it will retain moisture, and
« the pots could be plunged in it it would be greatly
in favour of the plants. The seed must be sown

ry thinly, and as soon as the plants are up they
mist be thinned, retaining only the proper quantity
° ,\ Pot - This, it must be recollected, is the first
•Pply

; but a second for later flowering must be sown
out six weeks hence. Those who admire Stocks in pots,
dV sow some of the ten week kinds ; and the Mignon-

ette will of course not be forgotten.

eon
PlantS before sPokeD of, the scarlet and other Pelar-

g mims, the propagation of which was recommended,^n require to be potted off. If they are well rooted they

soi
.

y
_

e Placed at once in their blooming pots, in rough

The'
if tIiey are not

'
give tnem Pots in Proportion,

nu, f ^ USt be st0Pl,ed t0 make them bushy, and no flowers

Tli r
6 Ieft

?
n the plant t01 after the middIe of August.

0(j'f
1rst sowing of Primula sinensis will now be fit to pot

in 1
y must be put

'
two P ,ants in a la,'ge CO-sized pot,

if th"
11

' I
ieat

'
and leaf-mould

; and it will be advantageous

wc-iH
can be kept under g,ass in showe|,y or d "n cold

ln
'-' er

; A second sowing must now be got in for the
""n winter and spring supply.

potV
Slrons

.
')lants of Salvias are desired for blooming in

smaVl
"° tlme mUSt be l0St !n P reP arinS them

;
but as

tlie ,?
nes are preferable, the blooming points taken off

will K
P

•

tS at the end °f AuSust -
and rooted in heat,

Roe
qU 'te early enouSu * Propagate Chinese and other

the ^
aS fdSt aS you can Procurc cuttings

; as, if you get

for
•

nts strong by autumn they will, with very little

think
*'

•

bloom aU through the winter. I have now I

draw'
Sa 'd suffioient respecting plants for blooming in the

W g " room
>
and St W 'H be tl,e Amateur's fault if he have

a supply of them next winter.— IF. P. Ayres.

,
r

home" correspondence.
Vaj

e
,

w Manure.—I have seen in your columns some

in u
statements respecting the different manures now

liaVp

S

f'
and though many foolish and expensive theories

port'
ai, vanced, I think the subject one of vast im-

to th

n°e
'
antl tbat mucn Sood may ultimately be derived

a
8rt,

e
if * * bave tried guano and nitrate of soda on

bettep li
SCa*e—tne latter has answered my purpose much

for ,

tbe foi
'mer - I have also tried another manure

(perh?**
,ears

'
of wbich I bave seen "° mention

si 2|
-

n
<lps (l0m its not being generally known,)—namely,

in' j.|
dreSs °r the refuse of the skins of animals prepared

this n
6"^ 1

!
8

' Tb ' S is a mate"al extensively used in

loom
lei

n,
bourhood in preparing worsted warps for the

gi'em
produce from this is about three times as

Wier
a
-1

" n y '""""•«• I !>»>•» y^i- f,.; w/> jinrl.the expense,

half
Ca " got m sufficient quantities, is only fftront

p,
as much as common farm-yard dung.—/. G. II.,

Bf^ford
9 Yorkshire.

* otatoes.—About a third of my crop of early Potatoes

dec

aPPe*ttkg, I was induced to examine if the tubers had

inci ^7 kut to my surprise found] them solid ns the

stiff i

nt six or eight years ago) ;
the other portion is a

af>ft
°a,M > an <* only brought into cultivation three years

$u ; hnfu i. i . i ttr_..i i ,.«,, ?**«•»»*. »«„ ..._ i

you*
Dotllare wel1 drained. Would you favour me and

tlm
r °

P
tller waders with the probable cause of my crop

*nahl
ailing ?—ft- R. Ry Chester. [We regret to be

he s
^ Solve our correspondent's difficulty. The tuber

nir

er»t is sound, and the young one, when exposed to the

activ°°
n beSan to turn green— a sign that vitality is

st00[f\
^lle diseases of the Potato are not at all under-

have y anyk° (lv. Possibly the cold wet weather may
Sor«e concern in the mischief; if so, warm weather

'j/^edy it.]

C/i^ff^—In reference to a paragraph in last week's

ft'omi- ' 8igned "M*Y.>" I should be glad to know
from

f
J ll0w long the |C tea-scented Roses in large pots,

gratit fl

° t0 three feet hiSh »
covered with large and fra-

ilad o 0wers»
M had been growing in the said large pots ?

the np
y been growing therein only since the notice of

about

.

sysLem of showing in pots has been promulgated,

other ^^^^hifts," I can only regret, in common with

have .^
aPpointed visitors to the garden, that he should

^and •!
lheld bis very interesting display. My opinion is

<he pi Was formed before I saw what Mr. Beck says in

° n the'
r°nic/c of the 3d inst.—that the plants exhibited

<Win ^
Ccasion alluded to were splendidly grown, consi-

tlie u e
.

sllortness of the time. The great object which^ *?rtlcultural Society profess to have in view, is the

thi s (j^ skilful gardening: now the skill displayed on
ri ou s

Oasion by all who exhibited was considered merito-

tloubt »J
tlle Prizes would not have been awarded. I

an
y one i5

ther " T ' L
'
Y *" had at the time iu his

^ ossess5°n
that

Co !,
0se

» potted since the new system was given out,

*V| j
uld liave borne comparison with the new ones—

^ibitpfu ' Cornice de Seine et Marne, and others—
8te a(l t

y Messrs - Lane and Son, of Great Berkhamp-

1)itiri& t«
recollect on former occasions, when Rose exhi-

s waa in its infancy, that a single box of Scotch

Roses, half-blown and surrounded by a few buds, was
awarded a prize ; indeed I have seen such sorry " make-
shifts,' thai many a cottage-gardener of the present day
would blush to acknowledge that he had no better. Yet
these were the best of the time, and were meritorious,
because no one else had had the spirit to attempt to excel
them. " I. L. Y." must know that new Roses imported into
this country since Michaelmas last could not, by any pos-
sibility, be grown to a height of three feet on their own
roots, and be " covered with large and fragrant flowers."

Alpha. [We have struck out some passages which our
correspondent' will, upon consideration, perceive were
better omitted. And we think it necessary to observe,
that the decision of the judges, whether right or wrong,
could not be influenced by the novelty of the sorts exhi-
bited. They could only regard them as specimens of cul-
tivation, and in that view they gave them such a reward as
they considered them entitled to.]

The Oniscamynlic Epiphyte Stand.— I am extremely
sorry that the name which I have given to my new Epi-
phyte Stand has not met with approbation. I am at
the same time, however, much gratified that it has been
the name only which is disapproved of, while the prin-
ciple has been invariably admitted to be good, new, and
well calculated for the growth of tropical Orchidacese. I
do not consider that the name is by any means an inap-
propriate appellation; and in this I am inclined to hope
that many, on consideration, will agree with me. It
expresses in ihe fullest possible manner the use for which
it is intended. The name is a compound word, derived
from the Greek bvicnc\oSi a wood-louse, and afxvvriK oy,
defensive, or used in defence against ; and by dropping
the terminations, we have the name ovLaKafxvvTuc, or, in
the English character, Oniseamyntic. I do not think,
that by selecting the above expressive Greek words, I have
been guilty of any innovation, when I recollect how very
many of the generic names given to Epiphytes are derived
from that language,

—

Dendrobium, Epidendrum, Oncu
dium, Isochilns, Cprtopodium, Peristeria, Sec. &c. The
growers of Epiphytes are at liberty to call it by whatever
name they wish ; I only beg of them to give it a fair trial,

and then judge if it has been miscalled

—

J. Lyons. [It is

only to persons unacquainted with the meaning of words
that such as Mr. Lyons has contrived are offensive. New
things require new names, and we would beg those who
object to the Greek compounds, necessarily used in Natu-
ral History, to show us how (hey would construct better
out of Saxon or Latin ; recollecting that a few dozens are
of no use. We must be provided with at least 10,000 to
begin with.]

Hoses at Exhibitions.—The concluding remark of your
correspondent " I. L.Y.," in your last Number, attracted
my notice. After some remarks on the Roses brought
forward at the Hort. Soc. Exhibition in May, he concludes
thus—" I for one shall much regret when the Society
ceases to admit cut blooms, for in that manner only can
new Roses be exhibited." Deprecating as much as pos-
sible the now-exploded mode of exhibiting these lovely
flowers—in bunches strangled in moss, I yet venture to
think it worth some consideration, whether cut flowers
ui mc avuov ou v w»ia uuLLuimiiuc tu uc auuuucu uiicrer cue

express restrictions or conditions :—That they be attached

to a sufficient length of stem to bear them up, at least six

inches or more above the tubes and moss in which they

are inserted, so as in some degree to show their habit

and mode of flowering, and in no case to be tied in

bunches. Single branches, or at most two in a tube of

water, would induce " L L. Y." and other " Rose-
growers " to bring forward their new species or varieties

;

and I hope be no detriment, but a pleasing feature in

the exhibition. I ventured to suggest something of the

sort in the Gardeners' Chronicle two years ago—before

the pot-system was agitated—and now I think it only

admissible for the purpose of getting new sorts into earlier

notice. But I leave the subject to wiser heads.— Quercus.
Squirrels.—A very remarkable fact in natural history

has just occurred at Swarthdale House, six miles from
Lancaster, the residence of James Clarke, Esq., jun. A
month or two since, some wood was felled in Kellet-wood,

and with the fall of one tree came down a squirrel's nest

with three young ones in it. The little creatures were
carefully carried to Swarthdale House, and as a cat in the

house had just kittened, they were handed over to her

care. Strange to^ say, she took to the young strangers

ipost kindly, and in fact completely reared them, just as

if they had been her own kittens. 'The little rogues are

now fairly out of the nursery. In the day-time, they

betake themselves to the woods, and at night regularly

return to the house. They are perfectly domiciled, and

are treated with all imaginable freedom by every member
of the family.— Facile.

Gorteria rigens.— Is it not an unusual circumstance

to have a tuft of the Gorteria rigens in the open air,

having survived several winters, and now with seventeen

or more blossoms ready to expand when the sun shines

strong upon them ? This is ihe case in my garden at this

time, situated not far from the southern coast.—J. P. S.S.

[Yes. Very unusual.]

Bees.—It is with great reluctance that I answer Mr.
Wighton's letter, and show my disapprobation of his con-
duct in answering mine. If I use the language of repre-
hension, I hope I shall be forgiven. I shall avoid all

unprofitable repetition. He still pretends to say that I

recommend " putting a headless swarm into a hive," and
so on. I said, take away the Queen, after the swarm had
been a certain time in the hive, as he himself very well

knows ; but he will not argue fairly. lie goes on in this

manner,—" I fear that Pettigrew misrepresents things
;

and until he become serious, I shall take no notice of

what he pays, for his knowled§e of Bees is beyond my i

ken." I am sorry to find Mr. Wighton so uncourteous
and uncharitable. Two years ago he, in a discussion, toldme that my articles were « complete hoaxes, carrvino- their
own denial," &c.

; and as soon as I had relapsed into silence
he began to teach, and is now teaching, those hoaxes. "To
interpret the present thoroughly, we must understand and
unfold the past," says Charming. In this present discus-
sion Mr. Wighton is loth to confess, and unable to con.
ceal, his lack of ability to meet me on fair grounds, and
therefore very iinseasonably tries to efface my facts, and

alone." Therefore I ask Mr. W. and the gentleman who
first put the question, whether we have or have not
proved that Bees'-eggs are transmutable ? I think we
have; but if they think otherwise, I shall prove it to
their satisfaction; for I think this is the most important
point in the history of the Honey-Bee, and that I am as
competent to prove that Bees'-eggs are transmutable
as that 4 and 4 do not equal 9. I shall be anxious for an
answer. Mr. Wighton seems to doubt that 110 pounds
of honey were produced by one swarm in 1842. If any
other individual doubts it, I will give the address of the
person who squeezed the honey out of the combs before
he weighed it. I said Queen- Bees, generally speaking, live
four years; some prolific (not unprolific) ones live but
three years and two months. " It appears to me," says
Mr. W., " as if he got his knowledge from a Ready
Reckoner." I take leave to inform Mr. W.

9 that 1 was
taught all I know of Bees by experience ; hence it is that
not one jot of my writings has been disproved. That those
Queens that do not live four years die ten months sooner,
is a beautiful provision of nature. Almost all Queens are
bred in June and July ; and if they were to die later in the
year than August, the Bees would be nonplussed, for they
have no eggs to be metamorphosed into Queens. The
Bees themselves seem to be aware of the danger of having
old Queens. I have known a swarm set a Queen, and
then throwthe old one out alive. She crept in four times,
and met with the same fate. Mr. Wighton says, that
44 Bees do not hatch their young by incubation; the warmth
of the hive alone brings the larvae forth." I did not ask
Mr. W. to prove this, for I knew it was out of his power.
I shall attempt to prove that Bees'-eggs are hatched by
incubation. If we from ignorance, or by wray of experi-
ment, feed a swarm night and morning in January, we
find that the Bees swell a little ; that is, cover more comb,
and the Queen begins to lay. Well, if cold ensue, the
Bees draw together—leaving a semicircle of brood
uncovered, which dies notwithstanding the warmth of
the hives. When warm weather comes, the Bees spread
again, and eggs are placed around this brood ; but
before they are half hatched, the unpleasant odour of the
back-gone brood becomes unendurable, and the Bees are
obliged to leave them uncovered, which is leaving them
to perish. Thus, this backgone brood increases all the
summer. Sometimes the stench of the brood compels the
whole swarm to forsake the hive. Some hives have back*

fimve.—yl^PehiJre^ WyWrimrt
i-tW-. i:[ie swarms never

New Fuchsia.—I think that you will be pleased
with our "Fuchsia Exoniensis," and we have to thank
you for the hint afforded us in your notice of Fuchsia
cordifolia in the Botanical Register, stating that it would
be a fine species to raise hybrids from. I immediately
availed myself of this suggestion, and impregnated tl F.
cordifolia" with <( F. globosa," and this out of many
hundred seedlings has been the result, proving the cor-
rectness of your assertion.

—

R. T. Pince, Exeter Nursery.
Public Suburban Gardens. —It has often been a matter

of surprise to me that in England, and at any rate in
many parts in the vicinity of London, there are no planted
promenades, like the Alamedas in Spain, laid out as
gardens in some commanding spot, where those who can-
not afford or cannot obtain a house with a large garden,
may be able, not only to walk themselves, but to send
their children to gain health and fre»h air among the
refreshing green shrubberies, grass, and flowers. My
mind has been more particularly directed to this matter
by the fact of what is about to happen at Camberwell just
now, which, when I first knew it, was a pretty village with
plenty of green fields and lanes, where you might ramble
about and fancy yourself miles from the metropolis ; but now
with the increase of population and modes of conveyance,
every spot of available ground is covered with houses, and
it is only with the old-established dwellings that gardens
can be found. I was one of those who dignified with the
name of garden a few yards square of ground rather
larger than a good-sized bed on a gentleman's lawn ; while
for air and exercise my little ones, in common with
hundreds and hundreds of others, were compelled to trudge
along the hot dusty roads in momentary dread of trades-
men's cart-horses, and along paths, which those who know
Camberwell, agree give much employment to shoemakers
from the grinding pointed loose material of which they are
formed; and then all air and view in that vicinity are
blocked out by the intervening walla, palings, and houses,
of the more lucky dwellers upon Champion, Denmark,
and Heme hills. A good-sized piece of ground, well laid

out in walks, shrubberies", and flower-beds, and which
might be kept in order by a small annual subscription by
those who used them, and be kept private by a lodge at

the entrance, would be a real boon to the whole neigh-

bourhood. A plot of ground now offers itself commanding
delightful views of the surrounding country, and well

known doubtless to yourself and other lovers of Horti-
culture, as I believe, planned and arranged by the cele-

brated Dr. Lettsom, Grove-hill, and, until now, in the

occupation of Charles Baldwin, Esq., but which in thia
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month comes into the hands of Mr. Chadwick, the builder.

New roads, streets, &c. &c. are talked of, but I am sure

were you to see the place as it now is, with beautiful

groups of the finest trees—Cedars, I should think, two

centuries old, and shrubberies, all in the utmost vigor, you

would agree with me in thinking that to doom so sweet a

place to bricks and mortar, and level to the ground the

growth of centuries, must amount to a sin almost, and I

beg of you to raise your powerful voice in behalf of

hundreds, to induce the possessor to appropriate the

principal part of these beautifully laid-out and situated

grounds to the purpose I have mentioned ; in fact, for a

large garden for the gardenless families. A little taste

would of course be required in the laying out of more

flower-beds and shrubberies where so much grass now

exists, and the plantations might be added to, but could

scarcely be improved by being taken from. The grounds

are all well inclosed ; there is a lodge at the gate. The rules

as to who should be admitted, and how the place managed,

might be an after-thought. The adjoining grounds once

belonging to Mr. J. Jackson, are alike doomed, and would

be a valuable addition, but I must not be too exorbitant.

You have only to see the place and know the facts to

enlist us on your side. May I beg of you to plead for us .

so you would help to preserve the beauty of a place long

celebrated and with many pleasing associations, and would

confer a lasting benefit on the inhabitants of Camberwell,

and an especial favour on one who with most of his

neighbours breathes the smoky air of Babylon all day as—
A Merchant. [We know the place well, and should quite

deplore the loss of Dr. Lettsom's grounds and noble trees.

But it rests with the inhabitants of Camberwell to prevent

the destruction of the place. If they will subscribe a fund

for the maintenance of the grounds equal to their value

for ground-rents, we should think Mr. Chadwick would be

only too happy to assist them in their preservation.]

The Training of Flowering Plants in pots is at pre-

sent much attended to by gardeners and others, but there

are some plants growing in the flower-garden that would

be greatly improved by a little more care being taken of

them. The Daphne Cneorum, or Garland Flower, is one

that repays well with a little trouble bestowed upon it

;

its appearance is beautiful, and its smell delightful. When
left without any notice being taken of it, most of the

flowers will be produced at the extremities of the plant,

and sometimes it will be found brushing the ground when

the wind is high, and many of the branches worn half-way

through ; such a plant as the Garland flower, breathing

ambrosia that fills the gales of May with delight, and

clothes with glory the ground on which it grows, deserves

better treatment. If carefully trained, it may be made to

cover much more ground than is commonly allowed for

it, and produce greater abundance of flowers ; by making

the branches radiate from the centre of the plant, every

flower has room to flourish freely, and a plant of it covered

with flowers from the centre to the circumference is really

a'beautiful object. I have one trained in such a manner

;

its diameter is five feet. Such a plant in a May morning,

with the beauty £/lv^ tflrW#i m^f^We^SrjlMl
sure which is impossible to describe.—Peter Mackenzie.

The Pelargonium Spot.—I shall be obliged by your

correcting the statement made by Mr. Ayres in last

Saturday's Chronicle, that as early as February Mr.

Cock, of Chiswick, was obliged to destroy a number of

his finest specimen plants to prevent this disease spread-

ing through his whole collection. The. truth is, the

whole of my plants were affected with it last August

(before they were removed to the greenhouse), but with

a little care and attention they soon recovered their usual

health, and have continued so ever since ; and I hereby

declare that I never lost a plant through it in my life.—

W. Cock, Chiswick.

Bees Swarming.—In answer to your correspondent as

to time of Bees swarming, the earliest swarm was on

5th of May, and from that time to the 11th swarms were

very common.

—

A. J., Willingham Rectory.

Vines.—I have five Vines, which I planted three years

ago, in a new house built entirely for Grapes. A border was

made in front of the house, at the same time, which con-

sists of as good soil as can be got, and the border is well

drained. The depth of the border at the back is 3 feet,

and 2 feet at the front. The Vines were planted in April,

and made some very good wood the same year. This I

cut down to two eyes the first time of pruning ; and the

next spring I commenced forcing them in the early part

of February. To my great surprise they made much

weaker wood than the previous year ; but what is more

astonishing to me, about the end of March they began

losing their leaves, and continued doing so until every

leaf was gone. Beginning about 3 feet from the bottom

of the house, I lose about 2 or 3 leaves every day from

each Vine if the sun shines upon them. There is not

the least appearance of the leaves coming off until the

sun has shone about an hour, then they scorch up as if

they had been burnt, and may be rubbed to powder. I

keep the heat of the house by night about 65°, and by day

70° to 75°. I train one Vine up each rafter. Last winter I

cut them down to about 4 feet from the front, and this

spring they were so very weak that I could scarcely get

them to break at all. I thought as this is the third year,

I should get a bunch or two off each Vine ; but instead of

bunches, I believe I must be content if I can keep the

Vine. The leading shoot of this year is quite yellow,

about a foot from last year's, and the leaves are scorch-

ing up in the same place as before. It does not matter

where on the Vine the leaves are situated ; for if they are

shaded by other leaves they will scorch the same.

consideration of our practical readers, some of whom

may possibly be able to account for so singular a failure.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

At a Monthly Council held at the Society's house m Hanover

Square, on the 7th of June, the Earl of Hardw.cke.President ,
in

the chair, 18 gentlemen were elected Members of the Society

Mr. R. Barker presented the monthly report of the state of the

funds of the Society on the 31st of May from which it W*»**
that the receipts during that month had been 783Z., and the pay-

ments 545/. (with a transfer of credit of 500/. on account at the

Derby Meeting), leaving a current cash balance ,11 the banker s

hands of 953/. The Council directed that, agreeably wit the

recommendation of the Committee, the names of 57 u e gutters

should be struck out of the list of the Society, while the names of

three other parties should be retained for ^JP"*2£^°%
communication with them on the subject of their arrears. The

Duke of Richmond presented the report of the progress of the

works at Derby and the arrangements for the Meeting
j and

agreeably with the recommendation of the Committee.the Council

unanimously resolved that the land in the occupation of Mr.

White at Mickleover, originally selected for the trial of imple-

ments, and offered to the Society by the owner Mr. Chandos Pole,

of Radborne Hall, should be retained for that purpose The

Council then appointed the General Southampton Committee,

for the purpose of taking steps, immediately after the termination

of the ensuing Derby Meeting, for the arrangements to be made

in advance for that occasion ; the Duke of Richmond is chairman.

The Council having taken into their consideration Mr. Shaw s

motion on the subject of a grant of money,.as solicited, from the

funds of the Society, by the Cowfold Agricultural Association,

decided that each local association throughout the kingdom had an

equal claim on their bounty, and resolved, accordingly. Thatwhen

the Society should be in a condition to aid other Societies, that

question would be considered." Mr. Barclay, M. P., communicated

plans, by Messrs. Bonomi and Cory, of Durham, of the Earl of

Zetland's farm buildings, at Upleatham, in
•

Yorkshire
^ Mr

Houghton, of Sunninghill, his plan for the establishment of mode

farms, and the creating of Honorary Directors or Governors ;
and

Mr. Joseph Crumpton, of Shrewsbury, copies of his Account and

Commercial Pocket Book.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The first summer meeting was held in the Hall in the'Society's

Garden, on Thursday, 1st June; but seldom has there been a

more ungenial 1st of June. The principal prizes weie offered for

Florists' Flowers. Pansies and Calceolarias were good; Tulips

indifferent; and, owing to the backwardness of the season, no

Pinks, nor Ranunculuses, nor Mimuluses were
:

pro ucedin.com-

petition. There was, however, a fine display of shrubby and her-

baceous exotics. For the best 24 Pansies 01 Heartsease, the

silver medal was awarded to Mr. John Finlayson, K ncardine,

the names of the flowers being Queen Margaret Rhodenc Dim,

Sir Andrew Wylie, Jeanie Deans, Prince of Wales Marm ion,

Flora Macdonald, Lady Keith, Black-Eyed Susan, Darnel Defoe,

Volney, Laird O'Logan, Lass of Brechin, Seedling of 343, Gipsy,

Prince Charlie, (the preceding 16 being all raised by Mr. Fin-

layson himself,) Henchman's La Superbe, Diogenes, Victory,

Beauty of Hitchins, Arago, Dr. Johnson, Widnal's Decora, and

Brown's Countess of Orkney. The bronze medal, or second

prize for Pansies, was voted to Mr. John Young, gardener to T.

Oliver, Esq., Newington Lodge. For the best 24 Tulips the silver

medal was awarded to Mr. Young, Newington Lodge, for Louis

XVI (bloom much inferior to that of former years,) Ambassadeur

d'Hollande, Holmes' King, Hector Magnificus, Africanus, Duchess

of Wellington, Albicore (Byblcemens.) Beaufort, Mignomic,

Sublime, Light Triumph Royal, Dark Triumph Royal, Due de

Bronte (Rosis) 5
Waterloo, Duke of York, General Blucher, Lord

Duncan Gloria Mundi, Bonaparte, and Aduington £«Ubotr,

(Bizarres). The second prize was voted to Mr Alex. Forrester,

gr. to Captain Falconar, of Carlowrie. For the best six double

stock Gilliflowers, three red and three white, the medal was

fssfgned to mT. Robert Fairbairn, Portobello. The prize of^two
B

, «.,— ., -.^^ tupVcqti and Co.. of the Leith Walk
Nurseries, through the medium of the hucic'ty, tu uc cuuiperea

for by practical gardeners,) for the six finest varieties or hybrids

of the Calceolaria of Chili or Peru, was awarded to Mr. John

Young, gr. to Mrs. Hamilton Nisbct Ferguson, of Archerneld, the

kinds being named Reliance, Stella, Paragon, Reid's Medium,
Barnes' Hope, and Lass of Richmond Hill. For another collec-

tion, consisting wholly of seedlings raised by the competitor, and

named Purity, Mrs. Stewart, Gloriosa, Eclipse, Nymph, and Sun-

beam, the Committee voted an extra premium from the Society's

funds to Mr. William Connacher, gr. to H. Stewart, Esq., of St.

Fort, Fife. A similar premium of two guineas had been offered

by Messrs. J. Dickson and Sons, Tnverleith,for the best six stage

Pelargoniums ; but, owing to the inclemency of the season, there

was no proper competition, only one collection having been sent

in. This collection was, however, considered very good, meri-

torious consisting of Garth's Flash, New Coronation, Foster's

Prince Albert, Queen Dowager, Foster's Nymph, and Erectum,

and an extra premium was awarded for it from the Society's

funds; while the awarding of the prize offered by Messrs. J.

Dickson and Sons was delayed till the meeting of the 23d June

current. One of the most meritorious productions of the day

consisted of a superb collection of seedling Calceolarias, raised

at Maryfield, by Isaac Anderson, Esq., his greenhouse and pits

being managed wholly by himself. Among several of great

beauty, the varieties named Duchess of Buccleuch and Miss

Walker were pre-eminent. The Society's silver medal was voted

to Mr. Anderson, as a mark of approbation. In a large square

tray there was a tasteful and instructive display of the flower

and leaf of some of the newest and finest Pelargoniums, (the

truss of flowers being placed in front of the leaf of each sort

respectively,) including, among others, the Queen of Fairies,

Duchess of Sutherland, Lady Sale, Topaz, Flash, Captivation,

and Mabel. This display was from the Inverleith Nurseries of

Messrs. J. Dickson and Sons. A specimen of Arum cnnitum, in

full flower, from the Botanical Nursery Garden of Mr. Cunning-

ham, Comely Bank, attracted much notice on account of its sin-

gularly curious appearance. It is believed the plant was never

before seen in flower at Edinburgh. The hall was further adorned

with many fine shrubbv and herbaceous exotics sent for exhibi-

tion: particularly a choice collection of greenhouse plants,

including several exquisite Cape Heaths, remarkable for dwarf-

ness of habit and free flowering, from Messrs. Dickson and Co.,

Leith Walk; a rich general collection of greenhouse plants from

Messrs. J. Dickson and Sons, Inverleith; a number of beautiful

greenhouse specimens from Mr. Syme's garden, at Trinity Cot-

tage a lovely series of Pansies from Messrs. Handasyde, Fish-

errow; with some very pretty seedling Pansies from Mr. Robert

Hall, Rosebank, an amateur cultivator. Some select specimens

from the greenhouse and stoves of the Experimental Garden

itself received deserved commendation, as exhibiting the perfec-

tion of culture. Several interesting communications, chiefly from

professional gardeners, were read to the meeting, and gave rise

to useful discussion. A brief account of these we must reserve

for another opportunity.
p

A rich collection of Epiphytal plants

and bulbs, and curious seeds, procured from the interior of Brazil,

was presented to the Garden in the most handsome manner by

the representatives of the late Sir John Robison. Twenty-nine

new Members were on this occasion added to the Society, as

honorary Members, and four as corresponding. It was intended

that an evening promenade should have taken place, but the state

of the weather totally precluded it.
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f wind, and a day of incessant drizzling rain, prevented more than

a very few visitors from attending, while the exhibition itself

was in no degree remarkable. On looking over some of the

collections, we could not discover a single specimen deserving

of notice. Others, however, contained much more meritorious

objects, and a few comprised beautiful and finely-grown plants.

The lovely Phalcenopsis amabilis was about the rarest and most

valuable plant shown. This was from Mr. Cox. Gloxinia

macrophylla varicgata, a handsome variety, with broad leaves

which have white ribs and rich purple flowers, was in a collec-

tion sent by Mr. Wilson, gr. to — Gilliatt, Esq., Clapham Park ;

as was also a very large specimen of Gloxinia rubra, the showy

Gladiolus insignis, and Tillandsia amcena, finely in flower, in a

collection fiom Mr. G. Young, there was the pretty Achimenes

rosea, fine plants of Mimulus Maclainianus, a dark-flowered

variety of Lilium bulbiferum, and a beautiful plant of Lpacns

hcteronema. A collection from Mr. Fairbairn, of Clapham,

comprised a number of small but very pleasing and nicely-

cultivated specimens, among which were varieties of Erica

ventricosa, with E. tertuhx flora, and Boronias serrulata and

viminea. Mr. H alley, of Blackheath, showed, besides commoner

things, Dillwynia speciosa, an excellent plant of cineraria

splendida, Prostranthera lasianthus, an old but interesting

species, a pretty plant of Hibbertia Cunninghamii, and Verbena

Halley's lilacina, which has the habit of teucnoides, but witn

flatter heads of lilac flowers. Of Orchidaceaa, there were Onci-

dium flexuosum, flowering well, Leptotesbicolor, very beautiful,

and the curious Coryanthes speciosa, from Mr. Bruce, gr. to

B. Miller, Esq., Mitcham ; with Cattleya intermedia and I orbesii,

two varieties of Gongora, and Vanda multiflora, from Mr. Cox.

The plants which appeared to be cultivated most perfectly were

Leschenaultia formosa, a splendid little specimen, Coleonema

pulchra, extremely compact, and a red-flowered Alstrcemena,

brought by Mr. Bruce, gr.to B. Miller, Esq. The Heaths were

by no means fine; still the collection of Mr. Halley, of BlacK-

heath, was made up of beautiful though small plants, u
included E. propendens, odorata alba, and several varieties oi

E. ventricosa. Those produced by Mr. Bruce were likewise

tolerably good. E. tricolor, eximia, Cavendishn, and some

varieties of ventricosa, were the best of these. There was a

tolerably extensive display of Pelargoniums, with little, however,

of novelty in their appearance. We give the names of those

which received prizes. Mr. Gaines's plants were Joan of Arc,

Lady Elizabeth Bulteel, Juba, Beatrice, Raphael, Louis Quatorze,

Lady Douglass, Perfection, Albina, Exquisite, Grand
,
D
A
uke

» ?""

Victory. Lady Paget's collection had in it Joan of Arc, ^nz*

superb, Florence, Coronation, Erectum, and Victory. That o*

Mr. Welsh, gr. to G. Edmonds, Esq., Wandsworth, containea

Joan of Arc, Bridesmaid, Orange Boven, Victory, Matilda, Priory

Queen, Grand Duke, and Prince Albert. Mr. Pamplin s com-

prised Ajax, Maid of Saragossa, Assassin, Sir R. Peel, Camilla.

Perfection, Vesta, Enchantress, Sir Walter Scott, Hesperus, ana

Superb. Mr. Bourne, gr. to Sir E. Paget, Chelsea Hospital,

shewed Orange Boven, Fanny Garth, Erectum, Lady H. Paget'

Bridesmaid, Comte de Paris, and Mabel. In Mr. Edmund*
group, there were Jewess, Victory, Nymph, and Comte u

Paris. The relative merits of these will be seen by the list\o

awards. Mr. Gaines's Calceolarias were in good condition-

They were Rival, King, Argo, Favorite, Lams, Golden Sovereign

,

Attila, Queen of England, Lass of Richmond Hill, grandiflora,

magniflora, Incomparable, and Sunbeam. Rosa devoniensis wa

exhibited in pots by Mr. Halley, of Blackheath. There was *

quantity of cut Roses, several general collections of cut now" '

pretty good Pansies, some excellent Ranunculuses, and a stai

of seedling do., with a few Pinks. Some well-coloured Biat

Hamburgh Grapes were shown by Mr. Chapman, of Vauxnai

and Mr.R. J. Chapman, of Clapham; Myatt's British Quee

Strawberries, growing in the pots, by Mr. Rawlins, and a yant 7

of really fine vegetables, among which the Cauliflowers »
Cardoons were perhaps the most noticeable. The judges;distr

buted the prizes thus :
AMATXVKB.-Twenty-four Hefjseastof

Mr. Edmonds; 2, Mr. Fyffc; 3, Mr. Bridges ^£«'^KB
1, Lady Paget 2, Mr. Edmonds. Six Calceolarias.

Mr. Bgogf
Twelve Pinks, Mr. Trevers. Twelve llanuncuhises £r,W
2,Mr.Burrup. Cutflowers, Mr. Rawlins. Coltoolw»^W
Mr. Schroder. Gent..kmkn'sGardbnbrs.^
t

!

V»; o. vvuufsrj ^, Mr. Wilson, gr. to— Gilliatt, Esq,, Ciapnai

Park. Twenty-four Heartsease, 1, Mr. Welsh; 2, Mr. Parson^

Enfield. Eight Ericas, 1, Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq.; **

Mr. Wilson. Eight Pelargoniums, 1, Mr. Welsh ; 2, Mr. Bour
J!

'

Eight Calceolarias, Mr. Welsh. Eighteeen Hoses, in bunches, £
'

Bruce. Cut flowers, i, Mr. Bruce; 2, Mr. Parsons. Nuiis«»

mbn, Florists, Sic— Collection of plants, 1, Mr. Halley, Bl»c

heath; 2, Mr. Fairbairn, Clapham. Thirty-six Heartsease, >

TVrT__ T^* __ rt TLJT__ y< 1_ m,„ _!*** n<TMUJuAU.\iiMA 1 ~\X 1* ( T £L1 n ^ '

Calceolarias, Mr. Gaines. Twenty-four Ranunculuses, l * ,.
s

Tyso, Wallingford; 2, Mr. Lockhart, Cheapside. Tweloe^l

^\s
Mr. Norman. Collection of Roses, in bunches, Mr. I

^
ei

lvj r .

Chelsea. Alt, Classes.—Specimen plant, 1, Mr. Cox; 2.

Bruce. Specimen plants of six Genera, 1, Mr. Bruce ; 2, Mr. ^

Four Orchidaceous plants, Mr. Cox. Seedling Heartsease,

Edmonds. Collection offruit, 1, Mr. R. J. Chapman, C lal,"^aii,
2, Mr. Rawlins. Black Grapes, Mr. Chapman, Vaux

Collection of Vegetables, 1, Mr. Martin, Thames Bank; j> n ,

J. Gaines. Extra.—Alpine plants, Mr. Wood, nursery*

Norwood.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Vegetation of Swan River.—A file of papers from Swan

River having reached us, we extract the following

ations on the Vegetation of the Colony, by Mr. J*

Drummond :—" The natural order Santalacese con
1 ^

with us two genera, of which we have interest *n£,
S
{Lnta-

The Nut-tree of the York district is a species ot &» ^
lum ; the Nuts are sometimes eaten by the settie . ^
they have very little flavour ; the natives use the JN

m

greasing themselves ; they appear to contain a 1*r»
u *Ji6d

tion of a pure vegetable oil, which might perhaps oe ^g

to account in seasons when they are abundant. ^ong
observed a very narrow-leaved species of Santaiui

gxo-
the ironstone hills near the Beaufort c

River- ^ ^jg
carpus, the Van-Diemen's-Land Cherry, belong

^Qy/ie3t

order ; we have several species, the largest an ^ ^e
is the Exocarpus cupressiformis, which appea

' or<jer

found all over this vast island. Of the
f

n
p.^e i ea,

tbe

Thymelsese we have many fine species ;
of 11

g^an t0

decussata and rosea are both common, from
& large

King George's Sound, in the vicinity of ^^^iUs ; it i*

yellow-flowered species is common among J

evening*
so fragrant, that in a dull cloudy day, or in ,

nt is

it is delightful to travel among the hills whe
Jantg f this

in flower. We have many rather PrettyJ^jy fine one,

genus ; the Pimelea spectabilis, a remarK *
]ena and

grows on the tops of the hills between tne ^.^ jg

Canning rivers. The natural order JW>teao^ R .

ver ;

shaded by other leaves they win w™ «£ same— TnE third show of ;his Society for the season tookP^ at«je

S. Querilly Park Villa.
__
[We submit this letter to the

j Surrey Zoological Gardens on Tuesday, the 13th. A norm-east

running iivciB. me «"ui«» —

—

Swan xvi*— *

almost peculiar to Australia, abounds at Tbe

our list now amounts to upwards ot tov i
bila and

first two generaldescribed by Mr. Brown—rer ^jed.S

Isopogon, Dr. Lindley justly remarks, were Dew

i V
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and 'our Swan River species confirm his views in that
respect. The species of the two genera are so much alike,

and run so much into each other, that I have long given
up -trying to distinguish them. One of Fraser's species,
the Petrophila linearis, is common on the sandy ground
about Perth; in size and shape the flowers resemble the

English Honeysuckle. Another fine species, the Petro-
phila biloba of Fraser, grows among the rocks near the

foot of the hills. Dr. Lindley remarks of Petrophila
brevifolia,—a species which he describes from Swan
River,—that it has flowers which, when infused in hot
Water, give out so brilliant a yellow, that it is worth
examination as a probable source of a dyeing material

;

the species is common in the sandy country to the east

of the Toodyay district. The finest Petrophila I have
seen, with heads of flowers as large as some of the round-

flowered Banksias, and very fragrant, grows on sandy
ground near the Beaufort River; it belongs to Mr. Brown's
first division of the genus. Of the genus Adenanthos,
Dr. Lindley remarks that the only beauty is in the

leaves, which almost hide the flowers ; but we have

several species to which that character does not apply.

A pretty red-flowered, box-leaved species, grows on the

road-side between Perth and Guildford; and another,

with red leaves, which, from its being almost always in

flower, I have named semperflorens, grows on the tops

of the hills. There is also a beautiful rose-coloured

species, which covers the ground as with a carpet of that

colour, found on the sandy land to the south of the

.Beaufort River. Of the genus Conospermum we have

many interesting species at Swan River ; Dr. Lindley

remarks of it, that no one would suspect the genus at

Swan River to belong to the order at all, until after a

minute examination ; for while the majority of the species,

with their long woolly, panicled, irregular flowers, have

altogether a peculiar aspect, a Conospermum acerosum
might be mistaken for a Colletia—and Conospermum
glumaceum has altogether the appearance of some Bu-
pleurum, with great membranous bracts. The C. ace-

rosum grows between the Guildford lakes and the foot of

the Darling Range, and C. glumaceum, which is very

fragrant, grows on the Toodyay road-side, close to the

foot of the hills. Dr. Lindley remarks of the genus

Synaphea from Swan River, that they are in many cases

ragged-looking plants, whose leaves seem as if they were

intended to be larger, but starved into hard dry lobes.

Synaphea decorticans is a strange oak-leaved plant,

whose bark is thrown off in numerous thin brown layers.

S. brachystachya seems clothed with the leaves of an
Eryngium, and S. pinnata has large regularly pinnate
leaves, glaucous on the under side. Besides these species

described by Dr. Lindley, we have his gracillima, and
several of Dr. Brown's species of this curious genus.
The Franklandia fucifolia is common about King
George's Sound, and I observed it in travelling to the
south, soon after passing the Capel River. The
curious plant so common in the woods about Perth,
which grows about 3 feet high, with panicles of brownish
yellow flowers, and divided strap-shaped leaves, is a spe-
eiea of Svmphioncma, and we have several others, one of
which, growing about "l teec mgn »»i *«« ..... ,,

to the east, with round heads of golden yellow fragrant

flowers, is the finest. Of Agastachys, we have two spe-

cies, distinct from the odorata of Brown ; one of them is

found to the south of the Capel River, and both among

the hills to the south of the Vasse Inlet ;
they are both

beautiful fragrant plants. The Persoonias, Dr. Lindley

observes, are plants of little beauty; Frazeri, which is

common about Perth and near the coast, is, as he states,

the handsomest. Persoonia macrostachya, luce Petro-

phila brevifolia, seems to possess dyeing properties, which

deserve investigation. The Persoonia laureola is a small

bushy tree, not uncommon in our woods, with leaves like

Laurel, from which it takes the name ;
and P. Drummondi,

described by Dr. Lindley from specimens collected

among the hills between the Helena and Canning rivers,

—the plant being common in the woods throughout

the Leschenault district, — forms sometimes rather a

handsome small tree; its long green falcate leaves and

drooping branches being ornamental ; its bark, formed of

numerous layers of cuticle of a red colour, is very charac-

teristic The Anadenias consist of plants whose leaves

are their chief ornament, the flowers being smaU and in-

conspicuous. A. flexuosa is a most curious species with

remarkable zigzag reflexed leaves; it is found on the top

of Toodyay Catta. A. aquifolium when notjin flower,

bears a great resemblance to a Holly ;
and A. Hakeoides

has broad-toothed reticulated leaves, so much like those

of Hakea undulata, that it might be taken for that plant

if it were not for the absence of the hypogynous gland.

Of Grevillea we have many species ;
the Grevillea Thiel-

toanniana, a splendid scarlet-flowering species grows on

the ironstone-gravel formation on the top of the Darling

range of hills. G. eriostachya bears long spikes of yellow

flowers : bipinnata and quercifoliaare fine species A re-

markable black-flowered Grevillea, not yet named, grows

on the banks of the Salt River; it grows inia Pyramidal

form, with bifarious branches, to the height of 10 or 12

feet. OfManglesia, anew genus lately separated from

Grevillea, we have 7 or 8 species ; 1 believe all the known

"pecies of the genus are from Swan River
;
the finest of

them, the G. tridentifera, now in full flower in the York

and Toodyay districts, is called by the settlers the Swan

River Hawthorn, as from the number ot its snow-white

flowers, and the size and shape of the plant, it bears some

resemblance at a distance to the favourite English Haw-
thorn. Of the genus Hakea I have collected over 50

species in the colony ; I shall only notice a few of

the most striking species. The H. glavella of Frazer,

common about every settlement, produces a large quan-

tity of a beautifully transparent gum ; it forms a low
bushy tree, with leaves bearing some-resemblance to Holly.
The H. mixta of Lindley is remarkable for bearing simple
filiform leaves, also trifid filiform leaves and entire oval
leaves on the same plant. It varies as much in height
and habit as it does in the form of its leaves : in the Swan
River district to the west of the Darling Range, it forms
a shrub from 4 to 6 feet high, with white downy flowers

;

on the top of the ironstone hills to the east of the Darling
Range it has long spreading branches, and bears yellow
flowers

; in the Kojonup district, it is a tree 30 feet high,
with the habit of the Evergreen Cypress. I can find no
difference between the leaves and seed-vessels of these
plants by which I can distinguish them as species. The
H. Baxteri, a remarkable species, with fan-shaped leaves,
and seed-vessels as large as a common Russet Apple,
grows to the south of the Beaufort River, and it has lately

been found near the Moore River. A yellow-flowered
species, with round prickly leaves, grows in strong clay
on the banks of the Avon. In drying this plant for

specimens the leaves all drop off; on that account I think
the species is not yet named, although it well deserves to
be known ; it is, when in flower, one of the finest species

;

it grows to the size of a small tree. We have also a
beautiful crimson-flowered Hakea, which I think is not
yet named ; it grows in such abundance on some parts of
the hills, that they appear, when the plant is in flower, of
a crimson colour, from its numerous blossoms; it is a
small prostrate-growing species, with ovate acuminate
glaucous leaves, which end in sharp points ; the plant is

abundant near the Mission-house on the Swan. We have
a curious species of Hakea, with filiform sulcate leaves, 9
inches long, and a very remarkable one, with round-
pointed leaves, and large pear-shaped seed-vessels, found
abundantly on the banks of the Salt River, about 20 miles
to the east of Mr. Morrell's residence. Lambertia multi-
flora of Lindley grows on both sides of the Toodyay road
near the foot of the hills, and it is particularly abundant
to the left of the road. Since Dr. Lindley wrote on the
Botany of the Swan River colony, I have found in it four
additional species of Lambertia ; two of these are described
in the supplement to Dr. Brown's Prodromus, and a
third, with beautiful silvery obovate leaves and straw-
coloured flowers, found to the south of the Gordon River,
agrees with Mr. Brown's formosa in the number of its

blossoms. In my late journey to the south of the Vasse I

found a species of Lambertia growing 30 feet high, with
a trunk 3 feet in circumference, which, although some-
times bearing twin-flowers, is no doubt properly refer-

able to the one-flowered section of the genus. In my
journey to King George's Sound, about two years ago, I

found what I considered a new genus, nearly allied to

Lambertia, and like it, bearing the leaves in threes ; in

that plant the flowers are very numerous, borne in whorls
in the axils of the leaves ; it grows on hills to the north
of the Beaufort River. Xj'omelum occidentale, found by
Frazer on the shores of Geographe Bay, is plentiful
throughout the Leschenault district, and may be seen in
flower and fruit every season on the banks of the Swan,
a little above Mr. Joseph Hardy's house. I have found

the hills to the south of the spring called Bibachgoin by

the natives. Of the genus Banksia, I have gathered 24

species in our colony. The finest of the whole genus, the

B. grandis of Linnzcus, we may well call the pride of the

Swan, where it is very common, and grows sometimes 30

feet high, with a trunk two feet in diameter. As reported

by Frazer, in healthy young trees the foliage is beautiful,

and the flower-spikes from 14 to 16 inches long; it is the

native Mangite, and when the natives are left to their own
resources, men> women, and children live for weeks

together principally on the honey which they suck from

the flowers of this fine tree. Banksia Caleyi and B.

Menziesii are both abundant, and form the principal fire-

wood used in the town of Perth. Verticillata is common
in our swamps, and grows to a large size; I have observed

it on the banks of the Murray river with shorter, broader,

and nearly entire leaves. The Banksia aquifolium of

Lindley, common about Perth, which produces flowers

like a Hakea, at first yellow, but soon turning red, appears

very distinct from the ilicifolia, as it is found at King

George's Sound ; but observations which I made in my
late journey to the south convince me that these plants

are the same species, and not even varieties. There is as

much difference between B. Caleyi and B. grandis, as they

appear here and at the Sound. Cunningham observes

that B. coccinea and B. grandis are the pride of King

George's Sound ; there the B. grandis is a mere shrub

compared to what it grows to at Swan River, but the

coccinea which they use for firewood there, is a splendid

plant. I found a fine new red-flowering species on the

banks of swampy brooks between the Sound and Mount

Barker. Since Dr. Lindley wrote, I have found at least

10 new species of Dryandra, some of them I think finer

tlaan any before described. The D. favosa makes our best

substitute for the Holly in making hedges ; D. nobilis

grows on the right hand side of the old Toodyay-road,

just before beginning to descend into the valley of the

Avon, and also near St. Ronan's "Well, on the York road ;

proteoides is found a little to the south of the Toodyay
road, about half a mile before travelling so far to the east

as the grove of D. nobilis before mentioned. The natives

suck honey from the flowers of Grevillea eriostachya, and

G. bipinnata ; from several Dryandras, and from Banksia

Caleyi, Menziesii, and verticillata. It is worthy ot

remark that no genus of Proteaceas with more than two

seeds in the capsule has yet been discovered in Western

Australia. The celebrated Warrata of Sydney, Ttdopea

speciosissima of Dr. Brown, and his genera Lomatia and

Stenocarpus, have many-seeded capsules.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
W.Leaf Esq., Streatham.—This is one of the few places in

which a small garden, as compared with the size of the house,
has been made to command and appear to inclose a large tract
of interesting- country, by taking advantage of natural circum-
stances, and by the use of artificial means ; while, in planting it,
no expense has been spared for the purchase of trees and shrubs
of the most varied and ornamental character. In fact, by far the
larger portion of the best of our pleasure- garden plants, (with
the exception of Coniferee), have here been brought together,
and produce at all seasons a very rich effect. Situated on a con-
siderable eminence, the house is fronted by a lawn, which slopes
part of the way down the hill, and then conducts the eye over an
exceedingly rich woodland scene to Wimbledon Park, and the
surrounding country. In this broad valley the trees' though
appearing to form a wood, are actually much scattered, and hence
occasion an unusual and enchanting variety of surface. A view
from another part of the garden includes the whole of the Metro-
polis, with the fine hills to the north and north-west ; and another
southwards, takes in those of Addington, a great deal of the
Surrey range, and part of Kent; so that, on three sides, there are
prospects of an extremely diversified character, for 15 or 20 miles.
A plantation hounds the pleasure-grounds on the south and south-
west, excluding the uublic road, a large house adjacent, and an
open foot-path. Thoroughly to shut out the latter, the soil has
been much raised, and is supported by a wall of turf. On the
principal lawn there is a small lake, with an island in the centre

;

which last is entirely covered with the Comas alba, forming a
broad drooping mass of foliage and flowers at the present time ;
and in winter being very attractive by the redness and regularity
of its shoots. Although so high, the ground, from having a very
clayey substratum, requires much draining, and is apt to get
swampy in wet weather. In a spacious conservatory, immense
plants of Acacia pubescens and oxycedrus, the yellow Banksian
Rose, and Bcrberis fascicularis have just ceased blooming ; while
an enormous Polygala grandiflora and a Bign6nia capreolata are
just in perfection. The mode of treating the plants in this con-
servatory is to allow a few specimens to grow as large as they
will ; or, in fact, to run almost wild : they thus occupy a consi-
derable space, and are particularly splendid when in bloom; but
kill all the slower-growing species. The open portion beneath
them, when they get so tall and bare at the bottom, is filled up
temporarily with a succession of flowering plants in pots, such
as Pelargoniums, tall annuals, Rhododendrons, &c, which will
receive no injury from being placed there merely while they are
blossoming. There are other greenhouses, a stove, and some
frames, lor the culture of flowering plants; and in one of these
Gesuera Cooperi, and some varieties of Gloxinia, are admirably
grown. The secret in managing them so cleverly seems to be
giving them a rich soil, and a pretty large pot, keeping them in
a moist atmosphere, and giving them plenty of water, (occasion-
ally enriched with manure), while they are advancing. Pine-
apples, forced Strawberries, &c. are abundant, and good. Two
large Vineries, containing old Vines, have lately been altered, and
the Vines replanted. One was done in March, 1842, and the other
last winter. The object of the change has been to contract the
width of the houses, (which are high,) so as to render their pitch
rather steep in front; and also to renew the borders, and plant
the Vines nearer the top. On account of the trees being formerly
too deeply rooted, the Grapes did not ripen well. In the house
which was done in March of last year, the Vines have now quite
recovered from the shift, and are bearing freely. Those which were
removed in the past winter are making rather weakly shoots at
present j though they promise even better than the others did at
the same period after shifting. By thus retaining the old Vines,
and not planting fresh ones, several years have been gained in
regard to the crop, which appears likely to be excellent in future.
Where the old plants were not worth preserving, and young ones
are growing up, some specimens in pots have been introduced
between these, and are now ripening their produce well. The
Grapes are not much inferior to those on strong planted out
Viaes.

—

E. K. t June 5.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. XIII-
{Continued from page 36o.)

the seeds of the Bixa Orellana, is produced the substance

known in commerce by the name of Arnotto. Dyers form
with it the colour called aurora, and when mixed with
Lemon-juice and a gum it makes a crimson paint, with
which the Indians adorn their persons. By the Spaniards
it is used for the purpose of adding to the colour and
flavour of chocolate and soups. In Gloucestershire and
other counties it is employed to colour cheese, and in

Holland butter is dyed with it. The bark of the tree is

made into ropes in the West Indies, and the wood is used
for the purpose of procuring fire by friction.

50. The Weeping Willow (Salix Babylonica) is said to

have been introduced into England by the poet Pope, who,
being with Lady Suffolk when she received a parcel from
Spain bound with withes, which appeared alive, took one,

and planted it in his garden. It grew up, and afterwards

became so well known as Pope's Willow, at Twickenham.

This tree is one of the greatest favourites in China, as

may be inferred from its constant introduction into Chinese

pictures. Growing on the banks of its native Euphrates,

near Babylon (whence its name), it was the Willow on

which the weeping daughters of Zion "hanged their harps."

51. The Elder.— Sir James Smith, speaking of the Sam-
bucus nigra, or common Elder, which is found abundantly

in this countrv, says that our uncertain summer is esta-

blished by the' time that it is in full flower, and entirely

gone when its berries are ripe.

(To be continued.)

UUbfefos.

Theorie der Gartner ei
9
von John Lindley. {Lindley9

$

Theory, of Horticulture).—%vo. Vienna. 1842.
(Continued from page 399)

Par. 76.—" I fc is easy t0 determine beforehand," by
examining the different component parts of leaves, which of

them will absorb, in its living state, most oxygen in dark-

ness. The leaves and green parts of all plants, which

contain volatile oils, that is, aromatic volatile constituent

parts, which are converted into resin by the absorption of

oxygen, will take up more oxygen than such as are defi-

cient in those substances. Others again, in the sap of

which tannin and gallic acid occur, or which contain

highly-azotised substances, will absorb more oxygen than

plants in which those substances are deficient.
_
The expe-

riments of Saussaneare decisive proofs of this. Whilst

the Agave Americana, with its succulent, scentless, taste-

less leaves, will only receive 0.3 parts of its volume of

oxygen in 24 hours if placed in darkness, those plants
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wh ;ch are rich in gallic acid, like Quercus robur, will

absorb ten times, and the leaves of Populus alba (full of a

volatile oil easily convertible into resin) twenty-one

times their volume of oxygen. This chemical action of

the leaves is very evident in Cotyledon calycina, Cacalia

ficoide9, and some others, which in the morning are sour,

like Sorrel, at midday tasteless and in the evening bitter.

It is therefore clear that during night an acidifying and

oxidizing process takes place in the day and evening ; on

the other hand, disoxidation takes its turn ; the acid

becomes converted into substances which contain oxygen

and hydrogen in the same proportion as water, as in all

tasteless and bitter substances.

—

Liebig's Org. Chem.
u Those leaves which remain longer green than others

will receive in the same period less oxygen than those

whose substances go through a speedy state of change.

Par. 78.

—

u The five leaflets of a pinnated Rose-leaf

yield, under proper culture, five little plants.

Par. 85.

—

u The food which the young plant can

receive from the air in the form of carbonic acid and
ammonia is confined "within certain limits ; it cannot assi-

milate more than the air contains. If, therefore, in the

beginning of its development the number of shoots, leaves,

&c. has exceeded these limits in consequence of a super-

abundance of nutritious substance derived from the soil,

and if it therefore requires for the completion of its deve-

lopment into flowers and fruit more nutritious substances

than the air can yield, it will not be able to reach the

formation of flowers and fruit. In many cases this food

only suffices for that full development of leaves, culms, and
twigs. It will therefore be the same as if ornamental
plants are transplanted into larger pots, and allowed to

increase and multiply their roots. In such a case, all the

food will be consumed in multiplying roots and leaves,

which will shoot into mere herbage, and not produce
flowers. With dwarf fruit-trees the case is reversed ; we
abstract, as it were, a part of their branches, and conse-
quently of their leaves; we prevent the development of

new branches ; a superabundance of nourishment is arti-

ficially created, which is then used by the plant for mul-
tiplying flowers and increasing the size of the fruit. The
pruning of the Vine has a similar aim.

—

Liebig's Organic
Chemistry.

Par. 96.—" If the ripening of fruit take place in the

dark, oxygen is absorbed, and the green of the leaves

(resinous, and replete with resinous matter) is changed
;

red and yellow pigments are formed ; vinous, citric, and
tannic acids vanish, and in their stead are found sugar,

starch, and gum.

—

Liebig's Organic Chemistry.

Par. 98 •« The fruit of the Fig-tree is eatable, but, as

has been lately proved, not nourishing.

Par. 99.—" The formation of acid is accompanied by
the slightest excretion of oxygen ; it increases in the so-

called neutral substances of the ligneous fibre, sugar
and starch ; and it reaches its maximum in oils. The
effects of the light of the sun and the influence of heat

in the ripening of fruits is somewhat represented by the

numbers, which express the quantity of the secreted

oxygen of organic compounds in determined proportions.
—Liebig's Organic Chemistrv

t A

notTsucceed.

Note, p. 83.—" If the temperature is somewhat lower,

and moisture considerable, most of the Pelargonia either
will yield no pollen at all, or some very imperfect ; whilst
under different circumstances, some even of those con-
sidered sterile hybrids will yield— if not the normal number
of anthers—at least a sufficient quantity of perfect pollen,

to be capable of fertilization, and yielding good seeds.

P. 87, note 67.—"This (the supposed cause of the
Double Yellow Rose not flowering) is contradicted by an
experiment of our own. We know two places where the
Double Yellow Rose produces every year perfect flowers,

they are distant from each other one league. The situa-

tion is a particular one, and in both places there is

scarcely any difference. The one plant grows close to

the wall of a high building, around which there is on one
side a wet ditch, up to which the extremities of the roots
must reach ; in the other place a canal is close to the
roots. If in both these cases the roots do not actually

reach the water, they are at all events continually in a
soil moistened by water. As the one building, near
which the Rose stands, has a projecting roof, and the
other consists of a high wall, which keeps off westerly
winds, the leaves are constantly protected from moisture,
whilst the roots have as constant a supply of it.

Par. 119.—"The statements as to the temperature of
Vienna cannot afford gardeners any certain data, because
the observations are made in the middle of the city,

"where the number of chimneys, the warmth of houses,
stables, and dung-hills, which where horses are kept can
never be entirely emptied, radiate a considerable amount
of caloric, which must diminish the cold. The vapours,
which are seen floating above the town in chilly mornings
and evenings still more corroborate this assertion."

(To be continued.)

CALENDAR OP OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

About the beginning of June is generally the time for budding
Roses that are wanted to push out into heads this season ; such
as we call monthly Roses. But already we are in the middle of
the month, and hardly a bud can be got in yet ; the wood of both
bud and stock being so green and soft, owing to the continual
tains of the last six weeks. I used also to begin to put in cuttings
of all the China and climbing Roses about this time ; taking the
young, stubby shoots which flower along the main branches, and
are about four or five inches long. These are now about ready
fcr making into cuttings ; and, simple as this process is, there
are many who do not know it. It was only the other day I
walked with a tdcs party over these gardens, and found some
of the foxLiff '-.dies very anxious to know, among other things
what war ;.ne right time to grow Roses from "slips;" and
then h<KV the slips were prepared for planting, what quantity

of water they required, and how often should they have it, with a
great many more questions about them. After answering them,
we went to make cuttings, took the short flowering shoots, cut

them off from the boughs so close that we had to pare off a little

of the bark round the bottom of the cuttings ; then cut away the

two lower sets of leaves, and pinched off the tops of the cuttings,

because they had flower-buds on them. They were now ready

for planting ; some with only two sets of leaves, and some with

three, which were all left on. T then showed them how they

should plant them, about an inch and a half deep, pressing the

soil very tight to them ; and told them if they could pull them up
with a gentle pull, they were not firm enough in the ground.

There are scores of plants of which cuttings may be made now
in the same way; and if they are planted in a shady place, they

will soon make roots. All the Pelargoniums will, for instance
;

but if one had a handglass to put over them they would root in a

much shorter time, only there is more trouble when a handglass

is used; as, if the cuttings are not regularly looked over every

other day, some of them may damp off by the confinement.

About a pint of water through a fine rose watering-pot will be
enough to water all the cuttings under one handglass at first;

and half that quantity every other day afterwards, unless the

weather is very dry, when they must have it every day, and
always the first thing after breakfast. I thought I should have
room to tell young gentlemen just come home for the summer
holidays how the gardeners make the plants to grow from buds

;

but as budding can be done any day through the holidays, next
week will be time enough to tell them all about it ; only, in the

meantime, see that your penknives are very sharp, and have
some stout worsted, such as is used to make shooting stockings,

for tying on the buds; this is better than matting.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department,

Pinery.—If you give the plants plenty of room, plenty of heat
and moisture, and some liquid manure occasionally, there are no
plants less troublesome than Pines; and on the table it is the
king of fruits. When the tank system of bottom-heat comes to

be understood, and the French mode of growing them without
pots adopted, we shall have them from the coal districts all over
the country as cheap as Melons.
Vinery.— I expect we shall have a very dry summer yet, after

these rains are over. There seems to be a complete cycle of

drenchings and droughts going on in our latitude. But what
has this to do with the Vineries? Nothing, but that the late

heavy rains have washed down all the goodness from the surface

of the borders, where the most active roots are; and when the
dry weather sets in they will have nothing to feed on, unless

you give them slight waterings with liquid manure, and cover
them with a thin layer of short grass, to keep down evaporation.

PEACH-nousK.—This has been a bad season for ripe Peaches.

They could neither get sun nor air sufficient to give them a

good flavour ; and so with Grapes and Melons ; since the middle
of May, all that could be done was giving air by the doors and
front ventilators, while the roof sashes were obliged to be kept
down, as if they were fixed.

Melons.—The succession plants will require large portions of

water at the roots when they are swelling their fruit; and also a
smart bottom-heat. Keep turning over the fruit which is ripen-

ing, lest it get damaged on the under-side, by being too long in

one position; and if you can get the stalk end downwards, it is

the thickest part of the Melon to bear the weight. Let all the

young plants be kept thin of shoots.

Out-door Department.

On dry soils the wet has done no harm yet; but crops are in a
sad plight on the heavy, wet lands, and a change to dry weather
is wished for by everybody. In the Kitchen-Garden, some of the
tender crops have come to a stand-still, and the fly has made
several attempts on the fruit-trees; but the dashing rains keep it

underyet. Peas are growing out of all proportion to their stakes;
and Beans are so top-heavy, that the first high wind will break
down many of them. The Strawberries are late ; but there seems
to be a good crop of them. In some places many of the Cherries
and Pears have dropped ; but the Gooseberries, Currants, and
Raspberries never looked more promising at this time.

Onions.—These have grown so fast lately, that unless they
—?/»rvW,thm«pd nut thev vyill injure each other,
hardy seedlings this season, they soon crowd each other on the
seed-beds. Do the same with Cauliflower and Cabbage plants.
Beans and Peas.—Except for the earliest crops of these,

people seldom think of stopping them, but they should all be
stopped this season, ifonly to keep them within reasonable bounds.
Strawberries. — Those plants that have been turned out

from the forcing-houses since the middle of May have had such a
fine time to finish oft' their growth without any check, that many
of them will do to force next year. I have never forced Straw-
berry plants the second time; but one of the best gardeners in
Suffolk told me the other day he always does, and the advantage
is a larger crop from the same sized pots. After they finish their
growth, about this time, he lets them get dry in the pots, as they
do with the Pelargoniums after cutting them, for a fortnight cr
three weeks, then shakes the dry mould from their roots, and
repots them in fresh soil, planting them deeper than they stood
before. I had previously read of the plan, but was not aware
of the advantages of it. See that enough small pots are at hand
to get in the runners by and by for the next forcing plants.
Endive.— Plant out a few of these for the first supply, and a

few more ten days hence, after which they will enter your regular
succession-crops.
Orchard.—This is about the best time to scarify the branches

or stems of hide-bound trees; a good old practice, which has
fallen into disuse, probably from being performed in winter, when
it did more harm than good by opening up wounds which could
not be healed till the return of the sap next summer. But, if
performed now, the incision will be filled up in two or three
weeks with a layer of soft matter from top to bottom, along which
the returning sap will find a ready channel to the roots. Just
try a branch or two this way, if only for experiment. I am satis-
fied, from long experience, it is a safe and useful plan to invigo-
rate stunted branches ; but it must be done at the right time.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—The weather has been so dull lately that we could
hardly give sufficient air to the stoves, and the young growths
are too weak in consequence; so that shading must be resorted
to on the first return to clear weather, till the plants are hardened
by degrees with abundance of air. Keep an eye after insects,
which multiply fast at this time, if not disturbed; and see that
none of the plants suffer for want of larger pots.
Greenhouse.—The general routine of watering and training

the plants, with attention to cleanliness, are all that you can do
now, unless some of the plants may want another shift. It might
be worth while to mark such plants as flower from April to June,
and arc getting too large or straggling, or are not in good health,
and keep them in a warm, sheltered place ; and when you begin
winter forcing, to bring them in by way of experiment, to see
how early m spring you could flower them. If they should not
answer, you could get good cuttings of them before you throw
them away. Depend upon it, whoever gets the most plants to
flower in the dead of winter, will, in a few years, be thought the
best gardener; and, like everything else, a little forethought and
judgment will go a long way in such matters.
Conservatory.—The late dull weather was more favourable

to plants in flower in this house than to any department of gar-
dening; no sun or dry hot air to fade the blooms, and no shade
to hurt the foliage. In very many cases plants in flower do not
require so much water as when they are in more active growth

;

but the strong conservatory climbers planted out in the borders
can hardly have too much water just now. It is of no use giving

hints about cleanliness, as this house is always kept like a
drawing-room.

Pits.— Cold turf pits are just as useful in summer as they are
in winter; and if they are only covered with the thinnest calico,
stretched on frames,hundreds of plants will live and thrive in them
better than anywhere else. Some of them should have a thin layer
of soil, to plant out young seedlings in, or newly-rooted plants,
and for young, tender Roses, &c. All sorts of flower-jrarden plants
may be propagated in them for the next three months, either in
pots, or what is better, planted out in a bed of light soil, covered
over with an inch of sand. Many other uses for them will occur
in practice. Any country labourer can put up such pits ; and
their size should correspond with that of the Melon- pits in the
same establishment, so that the frames may do for either.

Out-door Department.
Too much rain is as hurtful to young half-hardy plants as too

little. Yet I never saw the plants take so freely to the soil as
they have done this season. Flower- gardening is of such a
routine nature that one hardly knows what to say about it; as
every one minds to keep their flowers in order, by tying them up
and thinning them, sweeping, mowing, rolling, and all such kind
of work.

—

D. Beaton, Shruhland Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending June 15, lfl43,as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

HAROM
June. Max.

Friday 9 29.642

Saturday 10 29,837
Sunday 11 30.045
Monday 12 30.014
Tuesday 13 29-848
VVednesdayM 29-974
Thursday 15 29.9(>'J

Average 29. ill 7

Min

.

29.346
29.749
30.040
29.969
29.792
29.907
29.959

29.H23

TllKKMOMRTKR.

Max.
63
61

61

67
56
69
71

64.8

Min.
49

47
48
40
49

57
48

49.4

Mean.
56.0
55.5
56.0
57.5
52.5

63.0
59.5

57.1

Wind.

s.w .01

N.W. .34

W.
! ,

N.E. .20

N.E. .14

S.E. .18

E.

Rain.

_.87
June.9. Cloudy and windy; boisterous,~with showers and sunshine in inter-

vals; overcast.
Jio. Fine; rain; thunder-storm, with heavy rain, 3—4, p.m. : showery.
11. Cloudy and fine ; clear at night.
12. Hazy clouds; drizzling rain; overcast.
13. Cold and heavy rain throughout ; foggy at night*
14- Foggy ; heavy rain ; hazy and damp.
15. Cloudleas;and fine throughout.

Mean temperature of the week 4.6° below the average J

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuingWeek ending June.24, 1842.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest'
Temp.

No. of Ifl
Prevailing Winds.

June

.

Mean
Temp

Years in
which it

Rained.

:
Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

i

•

1

z

1

W n
X

i

*

8

*

4

•

5

*

Sun. IK 74.1
. 52.6 63-3 8 0.25 in. 2

iUon. 19 71-0 50.4 60.7 9 0.37 — 1 1 i — _ 10 4
Tues. 20 ?2.1 51.7 60.9 8 0.21 1 L 1

1
i _4 5 5 1

Wed. 21 73.3 52.4 62.8 9 0.68 1 » 1 i 1 7 4 —
Thurs.22 70.7 49-5 60.1 10 0.54 1 — ; l r^^ 2 7 5 1

Fri. 23 68.0 45.2 56.6 3 0.40 1 l 1 1 2i 6 4 1

Sat. 24 73.0 497 61.3 '6 0.49 _ 1 3 1 21 4 6 1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 2lst,

1834—thermometer 91° ; and the lowest on the 22d, 1830, thermometer 39*.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending June 16, 1843.

The market is now very abundantly supplied with Gooseberries,

Currants (which are beginning to colour), Peas, Lettuce of the

finest quality, very excellent Cauliflowers, Spring Turnips, Car-

rots, Onions, Potatoes, Mustard and Cress, Asparagus, French
Beans, Cucumbers, &c. Among the Fruits, Cherries can be had
as low as Is. 3d. and is. 6d. a pound, while there are some of the

Bigarreau kind. A most remarkable improvement is perceptible

in the Peaches and Nectarines, particularly the former, which
arc unusually large and handsome. Melons are fine, and pro-

fusely supplied. There is a larger quantity of Grapes than usual,

and more of the White Sweetwater than we have before seen this

year ; but a number of the black ones are very poorly coloured.

Pine-Apples are more than commonly numerous. Strawberries

are falling off, probably on account of the advancement of the

out-door crops. The most conspicuous novelties in flowers are

cut specimens of Lilinm eximium-.rooQt: of the cornmnn aminals,
?2Krrf;.*LZ MMv€\myvbau$ paiustns), with very large blossoms,

appearing to have been grown in a swamp with rich soil, and
Pinks and Moss Roses in the greatest profusion. Wc saw nothing
fresh in the collections of potted plants.

PRICES, Saturday, June 17, 1848 FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb. 4* to 10*
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2j to 5*— Spanish, per lb. 1* to lsGd— Portugal, per lb. 1* to 3s\
Peaches, per dozen, 10* to 30*
Nectarines, per dozen, 10* to 30*
Melons, 4* to 8* each
Apples, dessert, per bush., at to IGs— Kitchen, per bush. 6s to 12*
Strawberries, forced, per oz.,3</ to I*
Gooseberries, p hf-sjeve, 8*6d to 4* Gd
Currants, per half-sieve, 3s Gd to 4* Gd
Oranges, per doz., l*to 3s— per 100, Gt to 18*— bitter, per 100, 0'* to 20*

Cherries, French, per 12 lbs., 7j to 10*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*— per loo, 6* to 14*
Cucumbers, per brace, 1* to
Walnuts, per bush., 16*
Chestnuts, per peck. As to 8*
Almonds, perpeck, (J*

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. 60s to 55*
Ci.b Nuts, per 100 lbs. GO*
Nuts, per bushel -x.

— Jlrazil, iGt
—- Spanish, 18*— Barcelona, 22*— Cob, 12*

VEGETABLES.
Cabbage-plants,per doz. bun., l*to2* 6d Peas, per sack, 12* to 14*
-abbiiges, per doz., Gd to 1* 3d

uifiowCauliflowers, per dozen, 2* to Gs
Iteans,Kidney, forced, p. 100, 2* to 3* Gd
Potatoes, per ton, fiOj to 100* m—

- per cwt. 3f to 5*— per niiBhcl,' 1j Gd to 3*— • Kidney, p. bush., \t6dto2sGd— Scotch, per bushel, 2*
— New, per lb., 3d to 1*

Artichokes, green, per doz., 3* to Gs
Turnips, Spring, per bunch, 3d to 1*
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*
Horse Radish,perbundle, 1* to 6"*

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd to 1*— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, Gd to 1*
Carrots,Young Horn.,p.bun,(M to XtGd— Spring per bunch, 4d to 1* 3tf

Garlic, per lb. Gd to 8rf

Shallots, per lb., is to I* Gd
— green, per bunch, 3d to Gd

Peas, per sieve, 4* to &*
— per half-sieve, 2* Gd to 3*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 3* Gd to 0s
— hprue, or Small, p. bnn.l* to2* ;

Lettuce, Cabb., p. sieve, fti to 1*— Cos, per acore, 4rf to 1* I

Uelery,p.bd., (i2to \a)Gdta l* Gd
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4d to 1*

Small Salads, per punnet, Sd to 3d
Green Basil, per bunch, 4d to Gd
Watercress, per doz. am. bun. 4d to Gd
Parsley, per|12 bunches, 1* Gd to 3*
Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*

Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 3s
Mint, per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 3*
Marjaroin, green, per bunch 4d to Gd
Mushrooms, per pottle, Orf'tO 2*
Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Leeks, per doz- bun., 5*toG*
Onions, per half-sieve, 4* to Gs
— Spring per bunch, 2d to Gd
— Pickling, per h£-sv, 4sGd\.ot>*
— Large, per bun., 4d to 10d

Notices to Correspondents.
Manure.—a. F.— Liquid manure should be weak, and applied

often, if that is practicable. When plants are beginning to
grow, till they are in full growth, is the period when it should
be used. It is of little use at other times. Yours should be
very good; if it is offensive add a little bleaching- powder. N<>
Asparagus has done well this year, in consequence of the cold
and wet season. Neither manure nor salt can supply the

place of the light and warmth of the sun. Salt certainly does

improve the flavour of Asparagus. We are glad to hear that

the manure-heap made as we directed a short time ago has
produced you such enormous crops; it could not be otherwise.

Anthony.—If chalk is of use to your land, independent ol

manure, it may be added to your dunghill; but if your Iana
does not require chalk it is useless to add it to the dunghill, m
any case you had better apply it to the land separately.- -
M. W. A'.—No doubt your manure is too strong, and perhaps
you have used too much sulphuric acid. The rule is to ana
the latter till the effervescence begins to cease, and no longer.

Instead of three quarts of water to one quart of the fluid ic

would have been right to have used at least 10 quarts. In a"
cases liquid manure is best applied very weak and often, iti&

impossible to give directions for the proportions to be borne oy
Oil of vitriol and cloacine ; that can only be learnt by expe-

rience; a little will go a long way.
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Spent Hops.—Troro.—We have certainly answered you, and if

the reply has not been printed it lias been lost. All vegetable
matter that is capable of entering: into fermentation, whether
hops or leaves, may be used as a source of manure, only it
must be in the first place rotted ; that is the indispensable con-
dition. Gas-water will accelerate the rotting process. We do
not understand the question about ISoursault Roses.

Decayed Wood.—Persona.—Although many kinds of wood when
decayed are excellent for plants to grow in, that is not the
case with such as contain tannin, a mixture of what chemists
call tannic acid and foreign matters, and abundant in Oak and
Larch. This substance is excessively astringent, and precipi-
tates the azotised substances called vegetable albumen and
gluten, the free action of which is necessary to vegetable life;
hence its noxious action on young roots and the mischief it
docs to plants growing in it. It is a peculiar compound of car-
bon, oxygen, and hydrogen, but when it is decomposed loses
all its peculiar characters. At that time then it may be em-
ployed; but its decomposition is difficult, and requires a long
time. Wc fear you will find that it has done harm wherever
wood containing it has been applied.

Cows.—Cambrians.—We arc not acquainted with any short com-
pendium on the diseases of cows, which we could recommend.
Most of the books on the subject contain a variety of receipts
of very dubious utility. We would recommend care in the
prevention of disease. Air and moderate exercise will keep
cattle in health. A pound of Glauber or Epsom salts, with two
ounces of powdered ginger, given in time, will often prevent
disease; and it is almost the only remedy which can be ad-
ministered with safety by a cowman. In serious cases an
experienced veterinarian must be consulted. In Mr. Youatt's
work on Cattle many useful observations may be found on this
subject. ]\L

Bad Water.—K. L.—lt is difficult to imagine anything worse
than to use water from a pond, into which the drainage from a
farm-yard finds its way for the purpose of filling hot-water
pipes. We are not surprised that the steam from the expansion-
box should have nearly destroyed your Vines, or that although
you have frequently emptied the pipes and filled them with
pure water, and have also put powdered charcoal into them,
you should be unable to purify them properly ; as when you
enter the house in the morning there is always an unpleasant
smell, and many plants when put into the house lose their
leaves, it is possible that chloride of lime would remedy the
evil ; but as we do not know the exact cause, it is impossible
to point out an exact remedy.

Vinks.—J. G. iV.— Nothing can be more injudicious than to
strip oft the leaves from Vines and Peaches under the idea of
thus ripening the fruit. See more observations to-day in a
leading article D. R.—The Muscat Muscadine, which is the
same as the Seedling, so called, to which you refer, is the
Chasselas Mosque of the Horticultural Society's Catalogue of
fruits, 3rd edition. The Muscat Escholata is a synonym ofthe
White Muscat of Alexandria. The Escholata superba is pro-
bably the same as the Black Morocco. We shall be glad to
receive specimens of the Grape you received under the name
of Dulzetta, when ripe. The dead patches on the green berries
of your Vines are occasioned by drafts of cold air. Vitis hassome affected in a similar manner, especially near where air is
admitted by sliding down the sashes. Instances of such dis-
ease have frequently been observed in the case of Vines trained
under the glass of a lobby, and exposed sometimes to cold
external air, and occasionally to hot air, when the door of the
stove was set open for ventilation.

||Crapes.— A. F.—We fear there is no chance of Grapes ripening
out-of-doors this year. Too much time has been already lost.
Jt you could fix bell-glasses over your six bunches, that would
assist you more than anything else.
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wou,d be glad if any Melon-prower will state,in tne Chronicle, how far Melons should be kept from the glass,and how far from the glass could they be ripened.

xrvit-trkks.—Persona.—The application of salts to fruit-trees
is hazardous. Common salt, for instance, will certainly kill
theni; nitre has, however, been applied in moderate quantity
with rather a beneficial effect. This you may use in the mean-time as a manure for your Apricot-trees, at the rate of 2 lbs. toeach ^distributed in solution equally over the border, instead of
nitrate of soda, until the effects of the latter substance on fruit-
trees have been fully ascertained.

'|&TRAWBKRRiKs.—Pers0»«.—There ought to be no flowerlcss
Plants in Strawberry-beds, -not even amongst those of the
fiautbois varieties. In some soils too much dung occasions
great luxuriance of foliage, with but little or no fruit. In suchc
^
s°s a top-dressing of fresh soil, different in its nature fromthat in which the plants are growing, is preferable to rich

manure.
||

sparagus.— Guichenet.—If in cutting your Asparagus you takeev ery shoot, whether strong or weak, there can be no reason
at the end of the season, say the 1st of June, to prevent vour
paying on a good coat of dung, and forking it. in. Indeed," you
cannot have a better time to manure the beds under the above
circumstances. There could be no objection to putting on acoating of salt, before laying on the dung, and forking them

T
°oth in together.
r l*fflks.—Persona.—What you have sent is an extremely good
•* ruffle, but not one which can be used for propagating this
Plant. You must get some friend who lives in a Truffle country
*° find you some that are naturally soft, black, and putrid. At
hat time their seeds are ripe. All else is uncertain. YourPlan seems feasible. Of course you know that no one has evern this country succeeded in obtaining them artificially, thnno-hgtiicm artificially, though

Prussia.
Subscriber.—The Vanack Cabbage is

q
c has been certainly done in
braces.—An Isle ofMan St*w.— ~ . «..~^.* wttUU
"jc finest variety for use early in the season. Sow in the end
^ July or beginning of August, and transplant in October.*he most dwarf variety of Potato for forcing is Knight's Early*^dney; if y0u cannot readily obtain this, you can keep the^sh. leaved Kidney dwarf by a limited supply of water.
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n deceive(i by the extraordinary minuteness of the seeds'7 unless you thin directly, the roots will not acquire anverage size. In future, sow in the tract made by pressing the
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enkinsonn* in the flower. James Kittey.—Your
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Cactus resembles 0. speciosus, but is very superior in

FucnsiA
Size to that varJ ety.*
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Lady wil1 find t,ie best new Fuchsias named at
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secomi column. Venus victrix appears the most
Your F.ioh -

IemarkabIe of tne existing novelties. O. P. q._
* ucnsias appear to be, l,insignis; 2, pendula splendens;

3, a very young bloom of Blanda. The difference between the
flowers of some of the varieties is so trifling that it is difficult
to determine the particular sorts without the foliage.*

Roses.—A Lady.—Lists of different kinds of Roses have been
given in previous Numbers; and you will piobably get an
account of such as you desire in the "Rose-garden," which
has appeared in our pages.

Pelargoniums.—Herbert.—It is quite possible that your seed
may produce one or more desirable novelties. W. B.—You
will find some answers to inquiries like your own in last week's
paper. We cannot ascertain the cause of the spots. The
author of the "Amateur's Garden" ascribes it to insects ; some
to the punctures of Aphides. We see no proof of this, and
doubt it. Most likely it is something in the soil. Sea-sand
may be substituted for white sand, if it is thoroughly deprived
of its salt by repeated washing.

Verbenas.—HerbertsYou can only prick out your seedlings
about three or four inches apart, in a rich compost, and let
them take their natural course. They may possibly flower latem the autumn.

CoBacA scANDKys.—Rus in Urbe.—It appears most probable that
your plant has suffered from the lowness of the temperature,
and the general dulness of the weather this season, and that a
change in these will restore it. For a small climber to occupy
the lower part of your trellis, you can employ Maurandya
Barclayana.

Tree Peonies.—M. W. K.—If you grow these in pots, they
should be repotted early in the month of March, just as they
are beginning to grow. Any light, loamy soil will suit them ;and you may add a little decayed manure for those you wish
to be particularly fine.

Sekuling Thunbergia.—J. Fryer has sent us a seedling which
has the colour of the flowers of T. aurantiaca, but with a
whitish centre instead of a dark one. This feature renders it
distinct.

Fast-growing Trees.—E. S.—The fastest growing trees vou
can have for the neighbourhood of London are Ashes, Limes,
Horse-chesnuts, Canadian Poplars, Cerulean Willows, Black
Walnuts, and the Ailanthus glandulosa.

Books.—Wm. Blood.—We presume that Dr. Mackenzie's tract
may be obtained of the Edinburgh booksellers. The article by
Professor Daubeny cannot be had separate from the volume in
which it is published that we are aware of. J. A. J.—Mr.
Lyons's book is not sold, but given away to his friends. We
answered this before. R. N.—" Chambers' Educational
Course " is admirably adapted for young men who wish to
study without masters. Any of the parts may be had sepa-
rately. The last was Etymology, and very instructive it is.

William Jameson.—We recommend you the volume on Ho-
rology and Astronomy in the Popular Encyclopaedia of Natural
Science if you wish to study such matters ; it is well written,
well illustrated, and brief. Alice.—" Chambers' Cyclopaedia
of English Literature," of which six parts have now appeared,
is the best book we know of to supply the place of the old
" Elegant Extracts ;" it is well suited for schools, as well as to
those whose means will not allow them to buy many books on
literature. The selections are judicious, and the work may be
safely put into the hands of the young. Herbert.—" Loudon's
Encyclopaedia of Plants "is an excellent work foryour purpose.

A Journeyman.—We never before heard of the " Pictorial

is

Flora." For the habitats of British plants, the best work is
"Watson's Botanist's Guide." " Lindley's Introduction to
Botany" and "Theory of Horticulture" both give you the
state of vegetable physiology at the time they were published.

*ln\eihivl%o$
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—The best book on Forest-trees is " Selby's
British Forest-trees," in which you will find all the information
you want. It is useless to medicate Acorns, nor did we ever
hear of its being done. Beech is exclusively propagated by
sowing the mast. C. C.—Paxton's Botanical Dictionary is an
excellent Gardeners' Catalogue. For Vegetable Physiology,
read " Lindley's Theory of Horticulture ;

" for Practical Botany,
the same author's "Elements" will be useful.

Insects.—A. F.—We know of no remedy except hand-picking,
unless fresh white Hellebore-powder would kill them; but it is
difficult to apply this to caterpillars on Nut-bushes. R. R.
Your grubs, as far as we are able to judge from the specimens
you sent, which were terribly crushed, appear to be those of a
Tipula, or Crane-fly, as you suppose. If you do not find the
remedy proposed by " Discipulus " answer, try the effect of
lime and gas-water, as recommended in Gardeners' Ckro?iicle
for 1841, page 612, in the article on the Crane-fly. 5.
T. P. H. W.—The blight on your Pyracantha is one of the
Scale Insects,—Coccus of Entomologists, and probably the Coc-
cus Oxyacanthac. It is very injurious to the plant on which it
feeds, and you should try and get rid of it in the way men-
tioned in the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1841, p. 131, under the
article "Mealy Bug and Scale Insect." S. Entom.—The
blight which has so much injured your Wych Elm-tree by rais-
ing bag-shaped excrescences on almost every leaf, is an Aphis,
or Plant-louse, of the genus Eriosoma, bearing the specific
name of Alni. If you open one of the bags, you will findit full
of the insects in various stages of growth. S.

Woodijck.-J. il/.—We must refer you to the information given
in former Numbers, to which we have nothing new to add.
You may destroy worms by watering the ground containing
them with lime-water.

Miscellaneous.—^ Reader's plants are Eurtnymus europreus
and the broad-leaved variety of Kalmiaangustifolia. P.R.W.
—Your Rose is R. spinosissima. S. T. P.—Apply to the
secretary to Sir W. Burnett's patent, Castle-court, Cornhill.
R. I).— Pedicularis palustris. H. £?.B.-We do not perceive
the difference between your Azalea raised from A. lateritia and
the variegated AzaJea indica A Young Gardener.— Iris pu-
mila, Cerastium strictum. Sarah.— Aquilegia glandulosa,
Iris variegata, Paaonia peregrina. A Constant Reader.— Salix
pentandra, the Sweet Willow. H. C\—Varieties of the Rho-
dodendron have no settled names except in a very few cases.
Your grandiflorum is a pure Ponticum, and hybridum roseum
is a pure Catawbiense; that is to say, are mere varieties of
those species, unchanged by muling. Azalea cuprea splendens
is a deep orange. Erinus.—Ferns can only be had through
the nurserymen, any of whom can either supply or procure
such as are " in the trade." Potentilla—The "excrescences"
are the roots of the Vine formed in the air ; they do more good
than harm, and need not trouble you. It is the strength of

your Vine and the dampness of your atmosphere that causes
thcir appearance. J. C. L.—We would advise you, if you
reprint your little treatise, to sell it. A noble sells his land—

a

Scott his novels— a barrister his law—a soldier his liberty—we
our botany and gardening—a doctor his physic ; why should
you not also sell your commodity? W. D,—Your specimen
is Scleranthus perennis. C. B.'s plant is Scleranthus
perennis. J. G.'s Stanhopea appears to be a natural hybrid
between S. insignis and S. grandiflora. It is a variety of the
former. C. P. 12.—Your specimens are— I. Aouileeia cana-
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SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pelargoniums. It. C— Semiramis is a large coarse flower, not
worth preserving. Nmus, lower petals short and well formed,
but inferior to many we have in the same way. H. W.H—
Princess Alice Maud too

>

thin in texture, the jagged edges'to
the petals is a great defect. Cabira, of no use, the lower
petals are too long and narrow. X. B.-Ko. I, a large flower,
bad shape, the petals being too long. No. 2, lower petals too nar-
row, and the upper petals too thin and cramped on the edge •

Thurtell's, R.N. Fairy Queen, broad under petals slightly
veined and tinged with delicate pink, top petals covered with
a dark spot, having an edge of pink ; the petals want firmness
and they appear disposed to curl back. Lord Haddington a
flower of good substance, with broad- under petals, ratfier too
long, white centre, with rosy pink terminations to the bottom
petals, dark spot surrounded with rosy crimson; the flower
altogether has a crumpled appearance, petals curled back too
much ; they are both second-rate flowers. Blackford, Jersey.
—Your flowers were neither numbered nor named ; this was
an omission difficult to rectify ; the best of the three is a large
flower, with rosy salmon under petals, white centre, petals
broad and of good substance, dark spot dies away evenly to the
edge, petals are remarkably even on their surface, and smooth
at the edge. The flower with a white edge to the upper petals
cups too much, the lower petals are too narrow; if the flower
opened more there would be divisions between them ; the
other flower is the best formed, but is too crumpled on the edge
of the upper petals. These flowers have good substance, the
petals are very smooth on the surface, and even on the edge.*

O. P. Q.—Aricia, the petals of this flower had fallen, but it
appears to be your best; the lower petals are small. Mo7iarch

9

a showy variety, wanting a little more substance; the upper
petals are too long and pointed. John Ball is verv rough and
deficient both in form and substance.* Colo.—Your seedling
is a very ill-formed flower, petals all too long and narrow.R

- ,TThe seedling named Mrs. Cooke, from being badly
packed, did not arrive in a proper state to judge of; the petals
appear to be well formed; it is, however, very thin, and we
have many varieties of the same character very superior to it.—-J- Kitley.—Your flower is too thin, the upper petals are
bad, thin at the edges, and mottled in colour; in varieties of
this colour we have many very superior flowers. J. Gru?idy.
—Your seedling is a well-formed and very pretty flower, of good
substance

; its principal defect is the thinness of the edge of
the upper petals; the lower ones are a little too veiny also.

J. Cowan.—Your three seedlings are well formed, and good
flowers. No. 2 is decidedly the best; it is the cleanest flower,
retains its form well, and has but little feathering visible in
the centre

; it resembles Cyrus, but we consider it an improve-
ment upon that flower. No. l resembles 2 very closely, but is
a shade darker both in the upper and lower petals. No. 3, with
more pink in its colour, is a coarser variety.*

Pansiks.—

A

t
. B.—No. 1, yellow, not the same in all the petals,

and the edging imperfect. No. 2, good eye and pretty colours
;

the flower wants substance, and the ground-colour of the upper
petals appears to be stained. 3, stained yellow under petal, the
flower altogether is thin. F. B.—Clio wants the eye.and the
ground-colour differs in the petals. Tag/wniis a very pretty
border variety, the yellow lip disqualifying it as a show-flower.
Village Maid, fine eye, wanting a little more substance and
size. Eclipse, yellow, with fine eye, slight indication of light
blue in the top petals; yellow is rather stronger in the bottom
petal than in the rest of the flower; large, flat, and well formed.——Duke of Norfolk, large well-formed flower, with a fine eye,
primrose ground, with a pencilled edging of delicate blue round
the petals, a few spots of purple in the top petals; the two
latter promise to be good show-flowers. R. R. D.—Your
Pansies are too small, and of no use; we have several splendid
selfs in the same way.*

Vkrbbna.—R. R. D.—Vstc cannot tell the exact tint of your
seedling, from its having been so much pressed; we cannot
imagine it to surpass the varieties at present grown ; it being
sweet-scented must be its principal recommendation.
O. P. Q.—Your seedling Queen Superb is a very pure white
when it first opens, but it soon changes to a dirty lilac pink;
it is, however, sweet-scented, and forms a good truss.*

Fuchsias. — Mowbray. — We have examined your seedling
Fuchsias and compared them with many of the finest varieties
at present in cultivation; your specimens possess more sub-
stance in the sepals and the tubes are higher-coloured than
any of the large-blossomed hybrids we have seen. PHncess
R"yal resembles Chandlerii, with a longer tube, sepals not
quite so light but tipped with green; this is quite equal if not
superior to that fine variety. Alice Maud Mary wants colour.
We regard this only as a botanical curiosity; the petals
are long, separated, quilled, and each is furnished with
an anther. There are four perfect stamens also; the style
is very long, flower light rosy vermilion. Rudolphus,
red purple petals, deep rosy vermilion tube and sepals,
stout in substance, and rich in colour. Magnificent, tube
rather longer, and flower higher- coloured. Magician, do.
These three are remarkably fine, bearing a strong resem-
blance to each other. Fairy Queen, long, rough, rich-coloured
tube and sepals; petals stout, without purple, remarkably
fine. Prince of Wales, tube very long, and rich in colour;
petals stout, with a slighttinge of purple : very fine variety.*

CiVKaARiAS.— (?. Walker.—The blue of your seedling is very
beautiful and bright, but the flowers are very small : we have
the same colour in larger flowers. L. and M.—The colour
of your seedling is a clear and bright blue, and the largest
flower of its colour we have seen, measuring If inches across.
The petals are narrow for the size of the flower.*

Calceolaria.—2?. $ K. P.—Your seedling is a very pretty
variety, good in its form, colour, and marking.*

As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week

.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

I. insignis and S. grandiflora. It is a variety
-C. P. E.—Your specimens are— I, Aquilegi

densis; 2, some species of Erigeron; 3, Orobus tuberosum ; 4,
the double variety of Pyrethrum Paitheninm; 5, the double-
flowered Dianthus collinus; 6, apparently Leptospermum Thea

;

Coleonema gracilis. O., Jersey.—Your flowers are smashed
to pieces from being ill packed. The Salvia could not be dis-

tinguished from S. patens. The Fuchsias are evidently too like

the varieties now common to be of any value. J. P. S. £.—
Arabis alpina. Melons will bear a temperature of 50° at night

without injury. PHI Garlic—Begonia Dregeana ; we do not

know the Mesembryanthemum. Sarah.—Iris variegata and

Aquilegia glandulosa.- A. E.—Wc really cannot undertake

to name seeds. Your other question is answered elsewhere.—
—N. M.'s seedling Mimulus has a very large and handsome
flower ; but it is not remarkable, nor sufficiently different from

some existing varieties. A. i^.-The Pear raised by Mr.
Knight from crossing the Jargonelle and Autumn Bergamot

The proposal of Ministers, granting to her Royal
Highness the Princess Augusta of Cambridge an annuity

of 3,000/. a year, to commence on her father's death, as

a dowry on her marriage with the Hereditary Grand Duke
of Mecklenburg Strelitz, was submitted to the House of
Commons on Monday. An address in reply to the

Queen's messnge on the subject was first brought forward

as a matter of form, when Mr. Hume proposed an
addition to the address expressive of the consideration of

the House for the present unsatisfactory state of the
country. This amendment was rejected on a division oy
276 votes to 52, and a desultory discussion on the
proposed grant took place, which ended in an adjourn-
ment. The subject was resumed on Wednesday in a
committee of supply, when Mr. Hume moved another
amendment, declaring the opinion of the committee that
the allowance so long enjoyed by the Duke of Cambridge
should have enabled him to make provision for his children,
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and that it was neither wise nor just in the present

state of the country to propose any grant by way of

dowry to the Princess Augusta. Sir R. Peel justified the

grant on the ground that the Duke of Cambridge has to

transmit a dukedom to his successor with the means of

keeping up its dignity, and adduced various precedents

for the vote. A division ensued, when the motion was

carried by 223 to 57 votes. Another division took place

last night on the second reading of the bill,SMr. Hume
having moved that it be read a second time that day six

months; but this amendment was negatived, and the second

reading carried by a majority of 104. On Monday, Lord

Howick's motion for a repeal of the coal duty imposed last

year was negatived by a majority of G3 ; and on Tuesday,

Lord J, Russell's motion for a Committee to consider the

present state of the Corn-laws, with a view to the adoption

of a compromise in the form of a moderate fixed duty*

was negatived by a majority of 99. On Thursday, Sir J.

Graham announced the intention of Government to

abandon the Educational clauses of the Factories' Bill,

and promised to explain on Monday the course which

the Government would adopt in regard to the remaining

clauses. The third reading of the Canada Corn Bill

was opposed by Col. Sibthorp, who moved its third

reading on that day six months, but the House on a

division passed the Bill by a majority of 150 to 75. The

Irish Arms Bill was then brought forward, and a long

debate ensued, which has not yet come to a division.

In the Lords, on Tuesday, Lord Aberdeen brought forward

his Bill for regulating the affairs of the Church of Scot-

land : considerable opposition was offered to its details,

but it was ultimately read a second time, on the under-

standing that many of its alleged defects could be remedied

in committee. The accounts from the Provinces within

the last few days give gratifying reports of a favourable

change in the weather, which for some weeks past had

given rise to great anxiety. It is now hoped that the

occurrence of more genial weather will be lasting, and

that the result will show that little permanent injury has

been done to the crops by the long continuance of rain.

From France we have accounts of renewed discussions

in the Chambers on various measures of Finance, in which

the Ministers have been again defeated. The interest of

these questions is chiefly local, and the only political

character they possess is their possible influence on the

stability of the Ministry.—In Spain the apprehensions

expressed last week for the tranquillity of the provinces,

are fully confirmed ; four regiments in Catalonia have

deserted to the insurgents, and the Barcelonese Junta has

declared itself independent of the Government of Madrid.

An understanding is said to exist between the party of

Queen Christina and the insurgents ; and it is even

rumoured that the Regent intends to remove the young

Queen from Spain, and place her under British protection,

unless the movement can be speedily suppressed.

f^ome Ketos.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princesses continue at Buckingham
palace, and are quite well. The Queen held a Court and

Privy Council on Saturday, at which Lord Dalhousie, Sir

Edward Ryan, and Mr. Pemberton Leigh took their oaths

and seats as Privy Councillors. In the evening, her

Majesty and Prince Albert honoured the Italian Opera
with their presence, and on Monday went in state to the

Theatre- Royal, Drury-lane. On Tuesday, the Queen
held a Chapter of the Order of the Thistle, at which the

Marquess of Bute and the Earl of Mansfield were elected

Knights of the Order. The Queen and Prince attended

the performances at the Italian Opera in the evening. On
Wednesday the Queen gave a dinner and concert to the

King of Hanover, the Queen Dowager, and other

members of the Royal Family. Prince Albert visited

Mr. Waterer's exhibition of American Plants, King's-

road, Chelsea, on Wednesday, and was pleased to

express his satisfaction at the exhibition. The Prince

will hold a levee on Wednesday by desire of her

Majesty. It is expected that the Queen and Court will

pay a visit to Walmer Castle early in the summer, and

that her Majesty's first trip in the royal steam-yacht will

be to Plymouth, where the seat of the Earl of Mount
Edgecombe will be prepared for her reception.—The
Princess Clementine of Orleans and her consort, the Prince
of Saxe Coburg-Kohary, at present spending the honey-
moon with the Queen of Portugal, are expected to arrive

in England in the early part of July, on a visit to her
Majesty.—The King of Hanover left town on Saturday

for Kew, and returned to St. James's Palace on Monday.
Previous to his departure his Majesty held a levee for the

reception of the Foreign Diplomatic Corps. His Majesty

occupied his seat in the House of Lords on Friday night

as Duke of Cumberland
; he took his seat between the

Duke of Wellington and Lord Aberdeen on the Ministerial

oenches, and was dressed in deep mourning.—The mar-
riage of the Princess Augusta of Cambridge with the Here-
ditary Grand Duke of Meckle'nburgh Strelitz is understood
to be finally arranged to take place on Wednesday next.

foreign.
France.—The papers are for the most part taken up

with the debates in the Chambers on the French settle.

menta in the Pacific, and the repeated defeats experienced

by Ministers on this and other financial measures,

although not directly of a political character, had induced

some misgiving respecting the power to maintain them-

selves in office. A trifling decline in the funds took

place on Monday, solely caused by this impression. The
discussion on the credit of 5,987,000 francs, required for

the establishment of the colonies in Oceania, recom-

menced on Monday. M. Billault moved a reduction of

243,500 francs in the first item, which led to a long

discussion, after which M. Guizot proposed a reduction

of 678,000f. He offered to reduce the money on the

effective of troops by 397,000fM ' instead of 325,000f.,

taking from the pay of marines at home that destined to

the force employed abroad. In addition to this, M.
Guizot proposed a further reduction, striking off 100,000f.

from the 300,000f. left at the disposal of the Government.

The Chamber was satisfied with the proposal, and passed

the grant by 220 to 140 votes. In the course of his

speech, M. Guizot declared that the opening of a canal

through the isthmus of Panama was perfectly practicable,

that a company had been formed for the purpose, and

that the expense would not be so great as imagined by

the adversaries of the project.—The papers publish some

particulars of a banquet given at Magon to M. de Lamar-
tine, and a report of his very remarkable speech on the

occasion, in which he exhorts the people to u endeavour to

recall the Government to the principles which placed the

present king on the throne ; but that, should the Govern-

ment persist obstinately in the course it has hitherto

pursued, the people must not accompany them in it."

According to the figurative reasoning of M. de Lamar*

tine, u the monarchy imagined and decreed in 1830, and

which it was then understood was to be that of King

Louis Philippe, was the work of reason and of necessity,

—a monarchy not enveloped in the mysteries of English

metaphysics, concealing its origin in heaven, but the

monarchy of broad daylight, examined by everybody,

agreed to by everybody, belonging to everybody. Less

than that would be the ancien regime— more than that

would be the republic." He concluded by giving as a

toast—" The regular and peaceable accomplishment of

the destinies of democracy." In a word, M. de Lamar-

tine shows that the two monarchies tried by France since

1789—the military monarchy of Napoleon and the divine-

right monarchy of the restoration, endured for only 15

years each ; that the present experiment of the monarchy

has existed for now nearly 13 years, and may be expected

to expire in a couple more ; that then the existing

monarchy having been, though a work of necessity, a mas-

terpiece of reason, and having failed ^ its object, France

should have no more to do with monarchies of any kind

or description.—The official journals announce that the

Prince de Joinville, on his arrival at Rio de Janeiro,

demanded of the Emperor of the Brazils, with the con-

sent of the King his father, the hand of her Imperial

Highness the Princess Frances of Braganza, which was

accorded to him. The marriage was to be celebrated at

Rio on the 1st May. The Prince de Joinvilie is now on

his way back to France, in the frigate Belle Poule, with

his young bride, and is expected to arrive in the course

of next month.—The weather had begun to improve

in Paris. The journals of the departments of Saone and

Loire, of the Aine and of the Rhone, announced that the

Saone had overflowed its banks, and caused much injury.

Letters from Grenoble mention that the country in that

direction had been inundated by the overflow of the Isere.

The journals ofMayon state that the floods caused by the

continued rains had occasioned serious disasters, and

great fears are entertained for the crops. Letters from

the south of France announce the all but total failure of the

vintage in that quarter. Early in the season the vine

gave promise of a harvest equal to that of 1834, but, so

great is the damage caused by hailstorms of unusual vio-

lence, that what is made will, it is stated, be converted

almost entirely into spirit.—The Cour Royale of Orleans

was occupied during the whole of the 5th, 6th, and 7th

of this month in considering the appeal lodged by our

countryman, Mr. Conaty, against the judgments which had

been pronounced against him by the Tribunal of Tours

and the Cour Royale of Blois for playing with marked

cards. After hearing the pleadings on both sides, the

Court fully acquitted Mr. Conaty^ and ordered him to be

immediately discharged. It is said, however, that the dis-

charge has been opposed by the Advocate-General, on the

ground of his having lodged an appeal against the judg-

ment of the court.

Spain.—The accounts from Spain received by the

French telegraph are very unsatisfactory, and are con-

sidered to be the forerunners of the downfall of the

Regent, unless some decided change should speedily take

place. They announce the passing over of four regiments

in Catalonia from the Regent to the insurgent force orga-

nized by Colonel Prim, and state that an understanding

exists between the Christinos and the party now in oppo-

sition to the Regent. This union will not be avowed until

the downfall of Espartero, which the movement calculates

on effecting. No doubt exists as to the violence of the

excitement which prevails in many parts of Catalonia, and
it is said that the crew and captain of the Government
steamer at Barcelona have been bought over by the insur-

gents. Colonel Prim is master of the south of the pro-

vince, and intercepts all the Government despatches.

The vanguard of General Zurbano, who was marching

against the Colonel, deserted, and the General was obliged

to retreat. The Barcelonese Junta at Sabadell, which

suddenly found itself in possession of sufficient funds to

corrupt the whole province, has declared its separation

from the Government at Madrid. Previous to these

events, General Zurbano, who had marched towards Tar-
ragona, had returned to Barcelona for his baggage. He

was discovered in the streets, hustled, and with difficulty

escaped to his hotel. The crowd gathered round the

hotel, and he was obliged to get an escort. This escort

refused to attack the people, but the General dealt about

some sabre strokes, and some of the horse police fired, and

wounded two persons. The baggage was flung into the

sea. The Captain-General then was about to proclaim

martial law, but the provincial deputation and the civic

authorities begged him not, and he recalled his decree.

From Bayonne we learn that Ciudad Rodrigo had revolted,

and that Vallaclolid and Valencia were disposed to follow

its example. Much excitement prevailed at Burgos on

the 8th, and it was said that a battalion of the provincial

regiment of Lerida, which had marched for Ciudad Rod-

rigo a few days before had deserted to the insurgents.

Fears were also entertained for Santander. Navarre and

the Basque Provinces were quiet. It was not known
what resolve the Regent would take, but it was feared

that it was too late for him even to accept a Lopez cabinet.

It was currently reported in the Opposition circles of

Madrid that the Regent intends to quit Spain with the

young Queen, to proceed to Lisbon, and place her

Majesty under British protection. This is, however, in-

dignantly denied by the official journals, and the tran-

quillity of the capital has not been disturbed.

Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 5th instant.

The Duke of Saxe Coburg and his family had arrived at

Lisbon on the 30th ult.
f
in the French steamer Pluton.

The Duke had been waited upon by the diplomatic corps,

and the officers of the garrison, at the palace of Necessi-

dades. The court was expected to leave shortly for Cintra.

The Duchess of Braganza was expected to leave on the

8th, in the Duke of Cambridge steamer, for Holland.

The session of the Chambers had been again continued for

another month, and the financial projects were under

debate. A bill imposing an increased legacy duty had

passed the Chamber of Deputies, after a prolonged dis-

cussion. The Ministry had been left in a minority on

two clauses, which led to reports of their retiring ; but,

at a subsequent meeting of their supporters, it was appa-

rent that the great majority of the Chamber was staunch to

the Government, and a motion of Costa Cabral's, the next

day, was carried by G2 against 29 votes.

Germany The King of Prussia has returned an

answer to the Diet now in session at Dusseldorf, with

respect to giving full publicity to the debates and transac-

tions of that body, from which it appears that his Majesty

intends to make some modifications in the law concerning

the regulations of the press. The King had appointed

M. Grnbe Prussian Consul-General to China, who is

immediately to proceed there by land for the purpose of

informing himself, on his way, in what manner the interests

of Prussian commerce may best be promoted. The upper

part of the spire of the cathedral at Konigsberg fell down
last week, and crushed several of the surrounding houses.

No life was lost, but a considerable number of persons

were severely injured, and as it was feared that the

remainder of the structure, IG0 feet high, would give way,

all the inhabitants of that neighbourhood had deserted

their houses. The Cologne papers announce that the long-

pending negotiations between Belgium and Prussia rela-

tive to a reduction in the tariffs are on the point of being

concluded in a satisfactory manner.—The Journal de

Frankfort states, from Vienna, that the steam-boat

Vienna, which plied between that city and Presburg, had

run on a bank and been sunk. Several of the passengers

were drowned, and a large quantity of merchandize was lost.

lTALY.--The^w^5iwr^Gaw^quotesaletter from Rome,

stating that swarms of grasshoppers had suddenly made

their appearance in the country adjoining Palo, and on

the western coast, and laid the fields completely waste.

Thence they extended their ravages to the plains of the

Campagna. The means adopted for their destruction

having proved unavailable, the Pope ordered processions

and prayers in all the churches to implore Divine protec-

tion against the scourge.—The foundation of the Lom-

bardo-Venetian railroad, a work of great importance for

the commerce of Austria and the Italian States, was w»
on the 1st inst. by the Archduke Viceroy in front of the

Porta Tosa. An immense multitude witnessed trie

ceremony.—The marriage of the Princess Terese with the

Emperor of Brazils was solemnised by proxy at Naples on

the 31st ult. .

Russia.—The Emperor has taken active measures
i

w
build an Imperial residence on an extensive scale in tt

southern part of the Crimea, called the " Italy of Russia.

This was a favourite plan of the late Emperor Alexander,

who purchased for that purpose, a short time before i

death, a large estate not far from Taganrok, and which

said to be one of the most beautiful and picturesque sp

in the empire. The celebrated Bavarian architec
j

M. von Klenze, had arrived at St. Petersburgh, by sPec
ult

invitation of the Emperor, who is anxious *° c0"
tbat

him about the designs of several new public building

are to adorn the capital of the Czars. .^t
Denmark.—We learn by the French papers

Thorwaldsen, the celebrated sculptor, on the 1st or ^
opened his collection of pictures and marbles to tn

of the public at Copenhagen. The pictures, P ar"cu
d hiS

are said to be of great value, and he has decia
}n

intention to leave the whole after his death, upon ^

conditions, to the city.
f f

v 24th
Turkey.—Letters from Constantinople or u

tfae

ult., state that the appointment of Redsclnd rasa ^ ^
government of Adrianople was considered t0

f the
exile. Being no longer in the diplomatic servic

flry

Porte, he had, by accepting an oftcVV£nldine the

department, become ineligible for ever f™» ^wid that

place of Minister for Foreign Affairs. JJ from
the Turkish Government had received intelligence

i
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Belgrade of the voluntary retirement of Prince Alexander
from the government of Servia. The death of Princess
IiUbicza, who for years has been the principal cause and
instigator of the disturbances in the Turkish provinces on
the Danube, took place at Neiisatz on the 26th ult.
United States.—Another of those extraordinary pas-

sages for which the British and North American steamers
are so celebrated has just been accomplished by the Cale-
donia, which arrived at Liverpool on Tuesday, after a
passage of nine-and-a-half days, from Halifax. The Cale-
donia brings an account of the arrival of the Acadia at
Boston under twelve days, having left Liverpool on the
19th ult. and reached Boston at midnight on the 31st,
stopping eight h ours at Halifax to land and take in the
mails. The political news by this arrival is unimportant.
The remains of Sir Charles Bagot had arrived on board the
Warspite, and the lady and family of the late Governor-
General had reached New York, and would embark in the
same ship on the 1st, and proceed to England. The com-
mercial accounts from the United States are favourable.
Great excitement prevailed in the monev markets of New
York, Boston, and Philadelphia, and during the ten days
previous to the departure of the Caledonia, several
descriptions of American stock advanced from 15 to 20
per cent., and up to the close of the mails for the steamer
a large amount of business was transacted.—Dr. Noah
Webster, the author of the well-known Dictionary of the
English language, died at New Haven on the 28th May, in
his 85 th year.

Brazils.—By H.M.'s packet Swift we have news from
Rio to the 23d April, but it contains few facts of political
interest. It was expected that the marriage of the Prince
de Joinville with the Princess Donna Francisca would be
solemnized on the 1st of May, and the 10th was fixed for
their departure in the Belle Poule for France. The dowry
of the Princess was to be upwards of 200,000/., of which
20,000/. was to be paid in cash, and the remainder in local
stock, at 70. The dates from the River Plate are to the
16th April, whereby we learn that the Buenos Ayrean
blockading fleet before Monte Video had been ordered
away from there by Commodore Purvis, of Her Majesty's
ship Alfred.

Sandwich Islands.—We lately announced the occu-
pation of these islands by a British squadron, but it now
appears, by the Ministerial papers, that the Home Govern-
ment refuse to sanction the proceeding. It appears that
certain claims having been preferred against the Govern-
ment of the Sandwich Islands on behalf of British sub-
jects, and by the British Admiral, the sovereign of those
islands professed his inability to meet the demands in
question, but offered to divest himself of the sovereignly
of his dominions in favour of the Queen of England.
I he British Admiral accepted the cession of these terri-
tories conditionally, but acknowledged at the same time
that he was acting without instructions, and the arrange-
ment was to be regarded as provisional until it should be
ratified and approved by her Majesty's Government. The
view which has been taken of this treaty of cession in this
country is not favourable to its confirmation. Although
no blame is laid on Admiral Poulett for his share in the
transaction, it is understood that the Sandwich Islands are
not to be annexed to the dominions of the British Crown,
but to be restored to the independent authority of the
native sovereign.
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SeotCh Church Bil1 was Postponed until Thurs-oay next.-LordMoNTEAoi.i3 adverted to the union of the arch-deaconry of Kaphoe with another extensive parish, in oppositionto the recommendation of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. Theparishes were large, and contained a large number of Protest-aD ts, and might to have a resident clergyman in each ; he th
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Monday.—Earl Stanhope gave notice that on Friday he wouldpresent the petitions agreed to at the county meetings of Berksana Kent, on the subject of the Corn-laws.—The Millbank Pcni-^ntiary Bill was read a second time, on the motion of Lord"harncuffe, and was ordered to be committed on Thursday
J. ucsday.—The Duke of Wellington moved an address to her

in* h y
!

tIiankin£ ner for her gracious communication respect-

ing Princess -Augusta of Cambridge, and professing the will-
gness of the House to entertain any proposition which might

« submitted to them.—Earl Fortkscuk took occasion to call
tcention to the fact, that the two children of the Duke of Sussex«u oeen left unprovided for. He stated his belief that, after the

eif h
ent of nis lflte Roval Highness's debts, nothing would remain
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J and professed to state these facts, not for the
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esent auspicious vote, but with the intention of recall-
•p^™ 6 circumstance to the consideration of the Government.
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t0 his late Royal Highness, declined to enter into anyjCussionon the topics irregularly introduced by Lord Fortescue.
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Coultl not, he said, consider the marriages of the Duke of
i^ ex as legal or political marriages, though they might in a
onlv i

Pointof view, be marriages. He said that the facts were
all e

known to him as they were known to all the world
; but at
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tneir case could not be considered in connection with
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resent subject.—Lord Brougham added his testimony to
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ny excellent qualities of the Duke of Sussex, after which
Th Iess was agreed to.
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those revenues had fallen off one-half, and under suchc r-cumstances the recommendation was not applicable.—TheMarquess of Lansdownb strongly condemned the union of the
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Said that the farmers relieved that their
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ey were n«w in that state of disgustwhich was easily converted into despair. The Duke of Rich-mond presented petitions to the same effect, and exnressed hisconcurrence in the opinions they conveyed.
"Pressed his

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—The preliminary business included a variety ofquestions relative to various topics—the acquisition of Scindethe number of benefices in the Scotch Church vacantby the secession, with some other matters of inauirv

relative to Ireland, &c. The first public business wasthe consideration of the Queen's message, relative to themarriage of the Princess Augusta of Cambridge. — Sir RPtfn proposed, first, to vote an address to the Queen, thanking
Jierior her gracious communication; and when that was passedhe intended that the House should go into committee, in order
to enable him to state the nature of the provision intended forher Royal Highness, on her marriage. Accordingly he moved
the address to her Majesty.—Mr. Hume was willing to agree tothe address, provided an addition were made to it, expressive ofthe due consideration of the House for the present unsatisfactory
state of the financial, commercial, and physical condition of thecountry.—Mr. Williams seconded the amendment.—Sir R*kkl said the address would not commit any member to the sub-sequent proceedings, and begged Mr. Hume not to interpose anyobstacle to his going into committee, when he would make astatement which would convince the House that the Govern-ment were not indifferent to the present state of the country.—
Lord Howick pressed on Sir R. Peel the propriety of not asking
the House to agree to a grant of money without giving time for
consideration, thereby following the precedent adopted in thecase of Prince Albert.—Sir R. Pkel was not disposed to resistpostponement, if it were the general feeling of the House; but
still thought that his statement, if suffered to be made, would
prove satisfactory.—Lord J. Russell considered that it wouldbe more respectful to the Crown to go into committee, in order
to hear the proposal of the Government.—Mr. Hume declared his
determination to divide on his amendment, being resolved sofar as he was concerned, that the truth should be conveyed toher Majesty.—A division accordingly took place, when MrHume s proposed addition to the address was rejected by 276 to52 -Mr. Hume called on Sir R. Peel to make his statement
before going into committee; but after a few words from Sir RPeel, he withdrew his opposition. The House then went intocommittee, and Sir R. Pkel said that the Government, in pro-
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n,ediate addition to the burdens of the country.
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to Precedents, he said that it was intended bythe Duke of Cambridge to make provision for his daughterduring his own lifetime, and the resolution he now Jroposedwas to enable her Majesty to grant an annuity of 3,000/. to thePrincess, to commence on her father's death. — Mr. Magkin
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from the day of the marriage. Meentered into some calculations to prove the superiority of hisproposition to that of the Government, but he was greatly inter-rupted by the impatience of the House.-Sir R. Peel said thatthe amendment, though ostensibly a reduction, was really a
proposition for an increased grant, inasmuch as it was to take
effect from the day of the marriage. He therefore submitted
that the committee could not entertain the proposition.—Aftersome discussion on the point of form, Mr. Mackinnon withdrew
nis amendment. Mr. Williams commented on the income andappointments enjoyed by the Duke of Cambridge, and remarked
that there was a Dukeof Mecklenburg—the grandfather or father
of the intended husband of the Princess-who was already apensioner 011 this country, and had been so for the last 45 years.
flie sums paid to those German Princes and Princesses who hadformed alliances with our Royal Family now amounted to 200,000/.
annually. This fact, coupled with the heavy load of generalfavnhmi wh trill liocl 4-^ K#* U««^ ^ 1 _ ,. *
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whfeh wa^opposcd^Mr O. Cr.KRh and Sir R. Pkei,, who objected to the urouositionon the grounds that the House had not sufficient experience ofhe operation of last year's duty, and that the injurhms effects ofthe tax "Pon trade had not been demonstrated. He warned theHouse, that it they consented to the repeal of the present duty
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R advised the second reading of the

of that illustrious Monarch who had voluntarily surrendered theimmense patrimony of the Crown to the control of Parliament
greatly to the advantage of the public-Mr. Hume pressed on
Sir R. Peel the propriety of postponing the consideration of the
subject.—Sir R. Peel could not now think of doing- so, seeing
that discussion had been raised.—Lord Howick thought he outcht
to do so, in conformity with former precedent.—Lord J. Russell
on the contrary, was of opinion that as discussion had begun itought to go on.-Sir R. Peel, however, yielded, on condition of
the committee being resumed the next day, provided Lord John
Russell would give way with his motion on the Corn-laws.—Lord
J. Russell was reluctant to lose his only opportunity of discus-
sing so important a subject—After some further conversation, itwas settled that the discussion be adjourned until Wednesday.

Col. Rushbrookb moved for a new writ for the election oftwo Members for the borough of Sudbury.—Mr. C. W. Wynn.
after referring to the extraordinary difference in the amount ofevidence given at the bar of the House of Lords and that given tothe House of Commons in this case, moved the appointment of

^nHo«^^ee«° comParet»e evidence, as given before the^pS8^ Parliament * the case of the Sudbury Disfran-chisement Bill, and to report thereon.- This amendment wassupported by Sir R. Peel and Lord J. Russell, and agreed to!On the motion for going- into a committee of ways and means
to consider the sugar duties, Viscount Howick moved as an
amendment, that the House should resolve itself into a com-
mittee to consider the propriety of repealing- the coal duty
imposed last year, and of re-establishing the duty on the footing-
on which it formerly stood. The noble Lord contended that the
increased duty of last year had greatly injured the coal trade, as
well as a large portion of the shipping interests. It had indirectly
damaged other trades, and had totally failed as an item of
revenue. Besides, it was contrary to the announced Ministerial
dogma—that it was contrary to sound principles of legislation to
impose burthens on British manufactures.—Mr. Gladstone
would not contradict the numerous philosophic principles uttered
by Lord Howick in the course of his speech, but simply defended
the present duties on the ground of revenue. The duty would
realise on the year about 114,000^., and that sum could not be
relinquished in the existing state of the finances. He quoted
figures to prove that the duty had not operated violently on the

«mma to this, but declared bis deter- coal trade might increase under the duty now levied. Lord tunity of getting at the real facts of the case—Sir R. Pkkl said

they would have a combination of other small interests calling
for the repeal ofthe duty on wool and other articles product!
only about the same amount of revenue. He asked that majoritywho were desirous oi upholding the public credit of the country,
to support the Government against such combinations of parti-
cular interests, and to maintain this tax until it should be proved
to be a bad one. On a division there were— For Lord Howick's
amendment, 124 j against it, 18/ ; majority 63
Jtoto^In reply to Lord R. Grosvenor, Sir J. Graham said
the Government had directed their anxious attention to the sub-
ject of interments within the precincts of towns, and a very-
elaborate report had been prepared on the subject, but he could
not say that any measure was sufficiently matured to beintroduced.— Sir E. Kxatchbull presented the petition agreedupon at the county meeting lately held on Penendcn Heath
praying for full protection for domestic industry, and stating that
the petitioners viewed with the greatest alarm the progress of the
Canada Bill. He said he agreed in the prayer of the petition,
but that he dissented from the petitioners 1 views with resoect to*
the Canada Corn-bill.
Lord J. Russell moved that the House resolve itself into a

committee, for the purpose of considering the present state of the
law regulating the importation of foreign corn. The noble Lord
contended that neither the manufacturing, the commercial, nor
agricultural interests were satisfied with the present state of the
Corn-law; and said that his object was to propose, not a total
abolition, but a moderate fixed duty. He would not state what
amount of duty he would propose until the House resolved to go
into committee with him, for then only could he explain what he
considered a compromise likely to be satisfactory to the parties
in the House and to the country. The history of the abolition of
slavery, and of Catholic emancipation, exhibited periods when
the adoption of a compromise would have been as wise as expe-
dient. Nor did he anticipate the continuance of the agitation of
the Anti-Corn-law League after the adoption of an equitalle
system. Many ofthe individuals engaged in that agitation were
concerned in trade and manufactures, whose time was precious
to them, and who would not be disposed to continue their exer-
tions after the settlement of the question by the adoption of a fair
compromise. He was still of opinion that in a time of general
scarcity there should be power given to the executive to suspend
the operation of a fixed duty-an opinion to which he was led,
not on any grounds of political economy, but as a measure of
expediency, to be ready for a contingency, the probability of the
occurrence of which, under a fixed duty, could only be regarded
as remote. In urging the change which he now advocated, the
party with which he acted claimed no monopoly ofthe merit, or
the right to effect it ; the statute book bore witness to their past
exertions on behalf of civil and religious liberty, and enabled
them without grudging to give the credit of the adoption of a
fixed duty to any administration that would undertake it. It was
impossible to avoid change, or to maintain the present system
and he therefore urged them to accede to his motion.

Mr. Gladstone, notwithstanding that he assented to many of
the principles laid down by Lord J. Russell, saw a gross injustice
to those parties who had embarked their capital and labour under
the existing law, in the proposition of now making a further
change to a fixed duty, the permanency of which Lord J. Russell
himself could not guarantee. The decision of last year on this
law was a solemn one, and the noble Lord was now lending his
aid to the unsettlement ofthe question, adding to the uncertainty
which, it was urged, prevailed throughout the country.—Mr.
Labouchere was prepared to go into committee with Loid J.
Russell, and to treat the Corn-laws on commercial principles, by
trying the experiment of a moderate fixed duty.—Mr. Hume, con-
sidering a fixed duty preferable to a sliding- scale, and yet believing
it to be a fixed injustice, was ready to give it his vote.— Sir \V.Clay, Mr. Aolionby, Mr. Ewart, and Mr. Vili.ikrs, subse-
quently supported the motion, and Col. Wood and Mr. Wode-housk opposed it.

Sir R. Peel taunted Lord J. Russell for his concealment of the
moderate fixed duty that he would propose, but accounted for
that concealment by hintingthat a sudden and very inconvenient
explosion would follow the divulging ofthe noble Lord's secret.He also ridiculed the idea ofa fixed duty, which even the proposer
could not help unfixing at particular times. He avowed his de-
termination to adheie to the present law, until convinced by factsand evidence that it ought to be departed from. The Corn-law of
last year was a compromise between conflicting interests, and ithad been assented to by the agriculturists on the understanding
that it was to be maintained. It had worked well, for though
there had been a fall of prices after it was passed, mainly causedoy the unexpected good harvest of last year-, there had been great
steadiness in the range of prices; and seeing no chance of any
successful settlement of the question from the proposition of Lord
J. Russell, he declared his determination to maintain the existinglaw.— Lord John Russell was not discouraged by the circum-
stance of being in a minority. Past experience assured him of
the ultimate triumph of truth and reason; other questions had
surmounted more formidable opposition. He vindicated his
proposition of a moderate fixed duty.—After a few words of ex-
planation from Sir R. Peel the House went to a division ; there
appeared—for Lord J. Russell's motion, 145; against it. 244 =

majority, 99.
*

Wednesday.—After the presentation of a great number of peti-
tions against the educational clauses of Sir James Graham's
Factories Bill, Mr. M. Gibson put various questions to Sir R.
Peel on the state of public business, more particularly as regarded
the intentions of Government with respect to the Factories Bill,
the Ecclesiastical Courts Bill, and the Local Courts Bill.— Sir R.
Peel replied that Sir J. Graham would on Thursday state to the
House the course which he meant to take with the Factories
Bill. With regard to the delays which had taken place in other
measures before the House, Ministers had given notice of certain
measures, some to make important reforms in the administration
of justice, others to make some provision for the education of
the people, but it was impossible for them to specify the exact
period at which any bill would come on. There had been con-
stantly adjourned debates; he did not wish to make any com-
plaint of these adjournments, which were n'ecessary to give
honourable gentlemen a full opportunity of expressing their
opinions, but when they took place for four or five nights in sue
cession, of course they interfered with the arrangements made
forgetting through the business. He never had moved an adiournment at twelve o'clock

; but was ready, on the contrary at alltimes to devote ten or twelve hours, instead of eight or ninV to
the disposing of the public business ; but it was ouite m o^hle

zstsszs?-s&^aSSSSisBill- and Sir GPORrrr
,.respect to the Ecclesiastical Courts

iii hU motion for^ff^ RK* amiounced that he would notpersist

i"derin?& biU t0 a ^lect committee, as con-

select^comm^ ?eSS
J
0f the sessi°n, it was hopeless to expect a

of thewS w
e

'
and StiU more hopeless to expect a committee

that rhPT^ H
£use - He should therefore substitute a notice

mh Committee on the Bill be postponed for three months-
noc oecause he objected to the bill, but because he thought itquite impossible to get through it in the course of the present
^tssion.—Mr. Hindley inquired if Government had investigated
tne circumstances attending the introduction of 400 bales of
American manufactures into this country, consigned to Messrs.
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his right hon. friend the President of the Board of Trade would

probably answer the question on Thursday.
The House then went into committee of supply. On the pro-

posed annuity of 3000/. a year to the PrincessAn gusta of Cambridge

being mo ved, Mr. Humk opposed the grant. He disclaimed any
intention to reflect on the character of the Duke of Cambridge ; he
reflected only on Ministers who could propose such a grant. He
denied that there was any principle or precedent upon which the

country was called upon to support the children of Royal Dukes.
If there were, it might extend as fairly to their grandchildren,

and what was the limit to which these grants might not extend?

He asked why should the children of the Duke of Cambridge be

treated differently from those of the Duke of Sussex; and with

reference to the grant immediately under consideration, referred

to a grant of 2,000/. a year which was already enjoyed by a rela-

tion of the Prince of Strelitz, under an Irish act of Parliament, of

38 George III., under which he calculated that 335,000/. had been
paid to that personage. He put it to the Government whether
such grants did not impair the position of the Crown in the

affections of the people. What would be said now if it was pro-

posed to the House to grant 335,000/. to the nephew of Queen
Charlotte? The proposed grant, considering that the Royal
Family were long-lived, he calculated might in 45 years amount
to 500,000/.; and he denied that there was any sufficient ground
for such a grant. After some further observations, in which he
took a review of the civil list, he concluded by moving an
amendment—"That in the opinion of the committee, the ample
allowance so long enjoyed by his Royal Highness the Duke of

Cambridge should have enabled him to make provision for his

children ; and it is neither wise nor just, especially in the present

state of the country, and the deplorable destitution of the labour-

ing classes, to propose any grant byway of dowry for the Princess

Augusta Caroline of Cambridge."—Mr. Liddkll, amidst general

symptoms of impatience, protested against the amendment.— Sir

R. H. Inglis opposed the amendment, and contended that the

proposed grant to the Princess Augusta was not worth one-tenth

part of the sum Mr. Hume had calculated.—Mr. F. Barino
suggested that the grant to the Princess Augusta should not

take effect till the decease of the Duke of Mecklenbcrg Strelitz,

who at present enjoyed a pension from this country.—Colonel
Wood contended that the grant proposed fell far below the

deserts of the Duke of Cambridge, whose name was at the head
of all the charities in this country, and who never refused

to preside at dinners for charitable purposes. — Mr. Ward
thought the Duke of Cambridge should provide for his own
daughter's marriage, as any other nobleman or gentleman did.

Considering the distressed state of the country, he put it to the

House whether it was fit thus to add to the tinsel of royalty.

—

Sir R. Peel urged that the Duke of Cambridge, though he had
undoubtedly received a large income, had to transmit a Dukedom
to his successor, with the means of keeping up its dignity. The
proposed grant was not to take effect till the death of the Duke
of Cambridge. Mr. Hume having disputed the right, on the

ground of precedent, for such a vote, he would remind the House
that all the daughters of George III. were allowed l6,000/.ayear,

and the Princess Sophia of Gloucester, who was not so nearly

allied to her Majesty as the Princess Augusta, received 7,000/.

a year. The grant to the Duke of Strelitz, already existing, was

made in consequence of territorial sacrifices to which he had had

to submit during the French Revolution. He abstained from

entering into details of calculation, but he thought that the

House, with all regard to the distressing circumstances of the

country, would be fully justified in making such a grant as that

proposed.—On a division the motion was carried by 223 against 57.

Thursday.—$\r J. Graham announced that the Government
had come to the resolution to withdraw the Education clauses of

the Factories Bill, and that the other clauses of the bill having
been framed with reference to the Education clauses, the Govern-
ment required time to determine whether or not they would
press the factories regulations portion. He promised to state

his final resolve on Monday, and likewise whether or not the

Education clauses were definitively or only temporarily with-

drawn.—Sir R. Peel moved the reception of the report of the

resolution granting the annuity to the Princess Augusta of Cam-
bridge, on her marriage.—Mr. Hume opposed the reception of

the report, and complained of ridicule cast on him and his calcu-

lations by the Premier.—After some remarks from Sir R. Peel,

Sir R. H. Incus, and Mr. Williams, the report was received

without a division, and a bill founded on it was introduced.

The third reading of the Canada Corn Bill having been moved,
Colonel Sibthorp moved the third reading that day six months.
After a short discussion, the House divided, when there were—
For the third reading, ISO ; for the amendment, 75 : Majority, 75.

The bill was read a third time and passed. On the motion to go
into committee on the Irish Arms Bill, Mr. Wysb moved that the

bill be referred to a select committee, to inquire how far it was
just or politic to restrict the people of Ireland in their undoubted

constitutional rights to possess and carry arms. A long discus-

sion ensued, in which Lord Eliot and several other members
took part, when, on the motion of Mr. S. Crawford the debate

was adjourned.—The report on the Church Endowment Bill was
brought up, and a clause, including in its operation the Channel
Islands, was added by SirR. Pbkl.
Friday.—The Princess Augusta's Annuity Bill was proposed

for a second reading, on which Lord Howick suggested the pro-

priety of making some provision for the family of his late Royal

Highness the Duke of Sussex. He did not expect any present

answer to his proposition, and none was given.— Mr. Humk then

said that he should take a division on the second reading of the

bill. A division accordingly took place, when there appeared—
for the second reading, 141; against it, 37; majority, 104.

The adjourned debate on the Irish Arms Bill was resumed by
Mr. Sharman Crawford, and the House was addressed by Mr. B.

Wall, Sergeant Murphy, Mr. Roebuck, Lord J. Russell, and Mr.
M. O'Ferrall against the measure, and by Sir R. Peel, Mr. Escott,

Sir J. Graham, and Lord Stanley, in its favour. An adjourn-

ment was moved by Sir C. Napier, aud negatived by a majority

of 168, but after some further discussion, the debate was
adjourned.

CITY.
Money Market , Friday—Consols closed at 93f for

the opening; Bank Stock, 1794 J
Three per Cent. Re-

duced, <U\ to£ ;
Three-and-half per Cent. Reduced, 101£ ;

Exchequer Bills, 545. to 56.9. prem.

JWetropotts anfc its I^tcmttp.
The Catholic Institute.—The annual meeting of the

Catholic Institute of Great Britain took place on Tuesday

in Freemasons' Hall- Lord Camoys presided, and said

that it was gratifying to find the Catholic Institute sup-

ported this year by so much more numerous a meeting

than the last, and this, too, notwithstanding the absence of

that distinguished individual (Mr. O'Connell,) who had

fostered the institution from the period of its formation,

and who was only prevented from attending the present

annual meeting of its supporters, for the purpose, as he

(Lord Camoys) hoped, of bringing to some satisfactory

conclusion the unfortunate destinies of his distracted

countrv. (His Lordship was here interrupted by tremen-

dous cheering, and waving of hats and handkerchiefs.)

He proceeded, amidst continued applause, to show how
much remained to be done by the Institute, "Look,"

he said, " at the controversy now going on in the

Established Church, especially at Oxford. There was one

Regius Professor (Dr. Pusey) just condemned and sus-

pended for having advocated the doctrine of the real

presence in the Eucharist ; whilst another Regius Pro-

fessor of the same University (Dr. Hampden) had been

subjected to an action for damages for his maintenance of

an entirely opposite doctrine. Now, if the action were to

terminate against Dr. Hampden, he thought that the

University of Oxford would be in what the Americans

were accustomed to call a " fix !" He had heard at one

of the meetings of that Institute a hope expressed that

they (the Roman Catholics) might live to see the day

when high mass would be celebrated in Westminster

Abbey. He knew not how probable such an event might

be, but this they knew, that the doctrine of the mass had

been preached in the Cathedral of the University of

Oxford ; and it had been authoritatively declared, that if

Dr. Pusey's sermon had not been condemned, six or

seven colleges of Oxford University were ready to have

mass said directly. There was indeed a very slender

barrier between Puseyism and the Church of Rome

;

and what a field was now presented for the Roman
Catholics to demolish that slender barrier at once,

and to restore this great country to that ^Catholic

union which was so exceedingly desirable !"— The

secretary then read the report, which stated that

seven new publications had been printed during the past

year, of which there had been printed 4ft ,000 copies, in-

cluding a tract in the Italian language, for the instruction

of the Maltese and other inhabitants of the islands in the

Mediterranean Sea ; that 116,000 tracts had been printed,

i

of which 101,923 had been circulated. The receipts

amounted to 1,111/., being a falling off of 137/. 8s. 2d.

since the year 1842. Auxiliary branches had been formed

at Berbice, Madras, Brompton, Sheerness, Burton-park,

Hereford, Middlesborough, and other places. The

Hon. C. Langdale moved the adoption of the report in a

speech of some length, wherein he expressed his disap-

pointment at the declining state of the Institute, a reso-

lution moved by Mr. O'Conneli last year having, as well

as other measures, proved a complete failure. Without

organization no good could be done, and he hoped that if

the Catholic Institute did expire, something would arise,

phoenix-like, out of its ashes, from which greater benefits

would accrue to the interests of Catholicity generally.

The Rev. Mr. O'Neal seconded the resolution for the

adoption of the report in a long speech, in which he

strongly expressed), his dislike of the measure now before

Parliament, and liis disapprobation of the manner in

which the poorer classes were treated in this country. In

alluding to the Puseyite doctrines, and the principles of

religion inculcated by the Oxford divines of that school,

he would tell them for a fact, that one of those Oxford

divines of the new school, speaking to a Roman Catholic

clergyman the other day, who reproached him for his

sluggishness in not at once boldly joining the Church of

Rome, to which he was already very favourably disposed,

told him (the Catholic priest) that he already believed in

the doctrines of the real presence, the absolution of priests,

the invocation of saints, purgatory,—and in every other

point of the Catholic doctrine ; but that he (the Oxford

divine) believed the time for joining the Church of Rome
was not yet arrived, but that he hoped it soon would!

The Hon. Sir E. Vavasour moved a resolution that the

committee be instructed to use their utmost power to

obtain for the Romish priesthood free access to gaols and

workhouses, for the purpose of visiting the Roman Catho-

lic inmates of such establishments. The Hon. E. Petre,

after a strong speech against the Factory Education Bill

now before the legislature, moved a resolution condemna-

tory of the amended clauses of that measure, and of the

bill generally, which was carried unanimously, and a

petition against the bill ordered to be prepared for pre-

sentation to Parliament.

Institute of the Fine Arts.—A numerous meeting of

gentlemen connected with the Fine Arts took place

last week at the Freemasons' Tavern, for the purpose

of establishing an association to be called the " Institute

of Fine Arts." Mr. Wyse, M.P., presided. Mr. Wyon,
as provisional secretary, proceeded to read to the meet-

ing the conditions upon which it was proposed to found

the Institute—which were, to facilitate a general inter-

course of the members of the profession, to cultivate a

pure taste and a just appreciation of the importance of

art, to prevent the encroachment of injurious influences,

to take cognizance of scientific questions connected with

art, and to be a channel through which the opinion

of the profession generally may be expressed. Amongst

its objects, it was proposed to embrace the formation

of a library and reading-room, and the collection

of works of "art, and all other matters which may*afford

the artist increased facility in his studies ; appointing

stated times for hearing of original papers, for the in-

spection of works of art and antiquities, and for general

Institute were then read over, and 18 gentlemen were

selected on a ballot to act as a council.

British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society.—The
General Anti-Slavery Convention commenced their sit-

tings on Tuesday, at Freemasons' Hall. The large

room was nearly full, and among the audience was a great

number of ladies and gentlemen belonging to the Society

of Friends. Mr. Gurney was unanimously appointed

chairman. The Rev. Mr. Morgan read the report of the

Society's proceedings during the past year, which was

listened to with much attention. The council have since

continued their sittings daily, and have had the following

subjects under their consideration : The Slave-trade Abo-

lition Act of 1834—the present state of the Abolition

question in various nations on the Continent—the present

state of the African Slave-trade—and the results of

emancipation in the British Colonies.

Middle Temple.—The Times of Wednesday states that

a young man of colour, almost of the pure negro race, is

now keeping his terms for the bar, at the Middle Temple.
" What a proud example," it says, " for our brethren on

the other side of the Atlantic, to see this young man
dining in the ancient hall, with so numerous an assem-

blage of white men (among whom are not only some of

the most talented, but also the most noble of England's

sons,) and by whom he is treated with the same courtesy

and respect as if he were one of themselves. We hope this

instance of the manner in which a man of colour is treated

the fatherland will not be without advantage to thein

communications of importance to art, science, and litera-

ture. It was hoped by the formation of the Institute,

entirely unconnected with any exhibition or school of

instruction in art, to bring their professional brethren to

one common centre, and thus, by an enlarged communi-

cation one with the other giving and receiving that in-

formation which mutual intercourse alone can procure,

and which in every station of life was one of the greatest

means of improvement. The committee recommended

that the Institute be founded on the principle of strict

neutrality, and laid down a code of laws for its general

government. Various resolutions were then passed adopt-

ing the preceding conditions, and the Institute was de-

clared to be established. The names of upwards of 100

gentlemen who had enrolled themselves members of the

much-persecuted negro race and their descendants in the

United States."

Merchant Tailors'' Company.—On Saturday the annual

examination of the "Monitors" of Merchant Tailors'

School took place, preparatory to filling up the vacant

scholarships at St. John's College, Oxford, pursuant to

the foundation and statutes of that establishment. The
examination was conducted by the Rev. Dr. Wynter, Vice

Chancellor of Oxford, and President of St. John's ; and

the two Senior Fellows of that body, in the presence of

the Master, Wardens, and Court of Assistants of the

Company. There were this year two vacancies to be

filled up, and Messrs. Thornton and Palin, the senior

monitors, having parsed through their examination in a

manner to prove their title to the advancement, were

elected. Some University exhibitions were also bestowed

upon meritorious scholars, whose approaching period of

superannuation precluded the hope of their succeeding to

the more ample and secure provision of a fellowship.

Immediately after the completion of this business the

usual exercises were recited by the eight monitors, in the

public schoolroom, before the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford,

the Master and Wardens of the Company, and a numerous
assembly. In the evening the annual dinner took place,

at which Prince George of Cambridge, Sir R. Peel, and

other Members of the Cabinet were present.

Exhibition of Cartoons.—The cartoons which have for

so long a period occupied the attention of the artists who
compete ftfr the prizes offered by the Fine Arts' Commis-
sion, have been exhibited to the Commissioners this week f

in Westminster Hall. It is rumoured that the favourite

subjects among the artists are, Boadicea, the Landing of

Caesar, and Caractacus.

Monument to Milton.— Considerable curiosity was

created on Monday in Watling-street, by the erection of

a large tablet on the walls of Allhallows Church, to the

memory of Milton. It bears as an inscription the follow-

ing well-known lines :

—

" Three poets in three distant ages born,
Greece, Italy, and England did adorn.
The first in loftiness of thought surpassed

5

The next in majesty—in both, the Inst.

The force of nature could no further go,

To make a third she joined the former two.

" John Milton was born in Bread-street, the 9th day of

December, 1G08, and was baptized in the parish church of

Allhallows, Bread-street, on Tuesday, the 20th day ot

December, 1608."

St. James's Park.—During the last few days several

workmen have been employed, under the order of the

Commissioners of Woods and Forests, in forming a new

bank to the sides of the canal in the ornamental iuclosure

of St. James's Park. The plan will be followed out

which is adopted on the banks adjoining the house erectc

by the Zoological Society, where the'surface of the banks 18

covered with flint-stone cemented with lime, the undei-

ground being composed of bricks. It is intended to form

both sides of the canal, and those of the various islands,

in the same solid manner; and it is expected thatt 1

banks so constructed will last many years. The eirec

will
"

*
"

' " -1 ~""

St
tion Vfc „„MW~« .«. -_,

St. Saviour's, vacant by the death of the Rev. S. Man 1

took place in the vestry-room. Originally there wer®

candidates, but in consequence of a resolution of the ve
^

by which it was resolved that all ministers be requeste
^

withdraw their pretensions who did not intend to Pr0^he
to the poll, the number was reduced to two only-

Rev. S. Benson, who for upwards of 20 years » a»^
curate of the parish, was first named— the other i

g

date was the Rev. W. S. Rowe ; but upon a show <»
jj^^

being made, the presiding officer declared for Mr. ^
65

; for Mr. Rowe, 2. A poll was demanded on oen

the Rev. W. S. Rowe, which terminated m Mr.^»**
h0

election by 156 votes to 3. There are 1,MV V0L
have

have the right of voting, though not more uian ' Q0L
been ever known, in such cases, to vote. Ihe saw y

^
per annum, with surplice fees, which average aoov

a
1

Sii$k Museum.-Tbe number of visitors tonv*Jj£

last week was 32,159, and with all tins large cone

/

4
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but one person was removed from the rooms on the

grounds of intoxication, whilst no single case of theft

occurred. The numbers of visitors were on Monday,
13,410, Tuesday, 2,439, Wednesday, 10,061, Thursday,

1,386, and Friday, 4,843.
Thames Tunnel.—The number of passengers through

the Tunnel last week was 66,175, and the amount of toll

was 275/.

Queen 9
s Prison.— The wrell-known privileges attached

to the *' Rules of the Queen's Bench " ceased on Saturday
week, when the Marshal sent his officers to call the rulers

within the walls. The privileges of rulers have thus ter-

minated, after an existence of many centuries. Captain

Hudson, R.N., has been appointed keeper of the prison.

The salary is 800/. per annum.
Inquests.—An inquest was held at Camden Town on

Tuesday, by Mr. Wakley, on the body of the Rev. Samuel
Kidd, Professor of Oriental Literature in University Col-

lege, whose death took place under the following circum-

stances :—The servant in deceased's family deposed that

the last time she saw him alive was on Sunday night, at

prayers, before the family retired to rest. He then

appeared better, and more cheerful than usual. On
Monday morning, she was alarmed by hearing a loud
fcream, such as was usually uttered by deceased prior to

going into fits of epilepsy, to which he was subject. She
found deceased lying on the floor, black in the face. She
raised an alarm, but he was discovered dead. Mr. George
deposed that he had, with Dr. Taylor, made a post mortem
examination of the body, and found great congestion of
the lungs. When he first saw deceased, he was in such a

position as to stop the circulation of the blood. He had
no doubt that he died from congestion of the lungs, pro-
duced from want of circulation of the blood, whilst in a
fit of epilepsy. The Jury returned a verdict to that effect.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,
June 3:—West districts, 130; North districts, 161 •

Central districts, 194; East districts, 187; South dis-

tricts, 203. Total, 875—(445 males, 430 females.)-—

Weekly average for the last five years, 903—(461 males,
442 females,) and for the last five springs, 854.

3ffrobnutal 2^etos.
Birmingham— In reference to the recent strike of the

nailors at Bromsgrove, the Birmingham papers state that
most of the workmen having returned to their work, and
tranquillity being restored, the troops returned to Bir-
mingham on Saturday, and the additional police force is

also withdrawn.
Bristol.—The Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol has

pronounced sentence in the case of the Rev. G. M.
D'Arcy Irvine, stipendiary curate of Redcliffe Church, in
tins city, who was charged under the Church Discipline
Act with having celebrated an illegal marriage on the 29th
January last, between two persons of the parish of Nail-
sea, Somerset, knowing at the time, from credible inform-
ation, that such parties were neither of them resident in
the parish of St. Mary Redcliffe, and also that they were
within the prohibited degrees of affinity. The Bishop,
after stating the facts of the case at some length, sus-
pends Mr. Irvine from all the functions of his office in
the diocese for the space of one year, condemns him in
the payment of 51. towards the expenses of the proceed-
ingtf, and revokes the licenses granted to him as curate
°* St. Mary Redcliffe and as stipendiary chaplain of the
Bristol House of Correction.—It is understood that his
Royal Highness Prince Albert has fixed Wednesday, the
19th July, for his visit to this city, to witness the launch
°f the Great Britain, sister ship to the Great Western.

Carmarthen.—The Welsh papers this week give fresh
accounts of " Rebecca and her Daughters." It appears
that warrants of distress had been issued against the
Parties fined for defrauding Water-street gate, and the
constables were proceeding towards Talog for the purpose
ot executing them, when they heard the sound of a horn,
* nd immediately between 200 and 300 persons assembled
ogether, with their faces blackened, some dressed in
^°men's caps, and others with their coats turned, so as to
e completely disguised, armed with scythes, crowbars,
n <* all manner of destructive weapons; and, after cheer-
Dg the constables, defied them to do their duty. The
°*»stables had no alternative but to return to town with-
.

executing the warrants. The women were seen run-
Ing in all directions to alarm their neighbours ; and it is
Pposed that some hundreds were concealing themselves

* md the hedges,and did not intend to make their appear-

m
ce Un 'ess their services were required. The magistrates

and -

at
.

l 'ie Town-hall to take the matter into consideration,

,

lt; is supposed that some active measures to suppress"e movement will be forthwith adopted.
Gloucester.—In the House of Commons on Tuesday,

ner
P ° Berkeley said he had heard that Mr. Mayer, the

l son who wrote the letter to the Secretary of State

situ ?ng
t0 Mr ' O'Connell, had been dismissed from his

true i

In the Customs at Gloucester. If this was not

thn? Joshed to ask if it was intended to keep him in

had I »

°yment ? Sir T *
Fremantlesaid that Mr. Mayer

Gusto
D

i

aPPointed as a temporary or extra clerk in the

After r e
' durinS tlie absence of one of the clerks.

admit* !?
examination h^ore Mr. Hall, by whom he was

tiona
t0 bailon the charge of misdemeanour, direc-

ts RA*I?
re sent to lhe Custom-house at Gloucester, that™eea would in future be dispensed with.

WedSr A
^0ther fire broke out iu this town °»

of MJr!y
n
mTns in the extensive soap manufactory

*'*s nearit JT
r°ft

'
in Comus-street. The building, which

estimated f'i -

WaS entirely destroyed. The damage is

^dW^ 14,
l
0W

-
t0 18

'
000 '- Meeting, have beenunng the week, at which resolution* in favour of a

petition to Parliament on the subject of the frequent fires

in the town were unanimously carried.

Maidstone.—On Friday last the great meeting of the
county of Kent, called for the purpose of taking into con-
sideration the depressed state of agriculture, and of all

other branches of British industry, was held on Penenden
Heath. The weather was extremely unpropitious ; the
wind blew with great violence, and incessant torrents of
rain poured down throughout the day. Yet, in spite of
the weather and the exposed situation, from 1,000 to

?,500 persons kept their position from the beginning to

the end of the meeting, which lasted nearly five hours.
The High Sheriff briefly opened the business of the meet-
ing, by adverting to the subjects mentioned in the requi-
sition, and requested a fair and impartial hearing for all

who might address them. Earl Stanhope then came
forward and said that they had met there for the express
purpose of considering the causes of the grievous distress

which afflicted the country, and which pressed so heavily
and severely, not upon the agricultural classes alone, but
also on every productive class in the country. Since the
passing of the New Corn-law of last year, and the adop-
tion of the new Tariff system of the present Government,
a fearful and lamentable change had visibly come over the
fortunes and prospects of the country, and its present
situation was anything but an encouraging one. But
not to deal altogether in general assertions, he would
call their attention to the fact, that since these measures
came into operation there had been a decline in the price
of corn and cattle to an extent of from 25 to 30 per cent.
Now, the annual produce of Great Britain in grain alone
amounted to about three hundred millions sterling, and
taking the loss to the country at only 25 per cent., it

appeared that, under the operation of the new Corn-law
and Tariff, it has been already plundered to the amount
of seventy-five millions. This fearful calculation of loss

was upon grain and other products of the soil, and did not
include the loss which had likewise accrued to the agricul-

tural interests from the decline in the prices of cattle.

This was enough, he contended, to show that their situa-
tion was a bad one, and he warned them to bear in mind
that, bad and gloomy though it might be now, it might
become still worse. In some districts of the country rents
were at present paid by farmers, not from the profits of
their farms, but by drawing upon their capital ; whilst in
others, farms, in many instances, have been altogether
abandoned, the occupiers of them being unwilling to take
others after leaving them, and not caring even to inquire
at what rents others could be procured. Such was but a par-
tial exposition of the disastrous effects produced by the
present discouraging prospects of theagricultural producers.
But the evil did not confine itself to the farmers alone—it

extended also to another class of the community, who
have a right to look to the Government for that protection
to their industry to which they were entitled. Farmers
could not be discouraged and suffering without labourers
being, as a natural consequence, depressed. The labourers
felt the pressure as well as the farmers, and were now
working on all hands at diminished wages. In some places
their wages had been reduced from 9s. per week to 7s. But
what was worse than all, there were many who could not
procure work for themselves at any price, and great
numbers were thereby deprived of employment, who were
both able and willing to provide themselves with subsist-
ence. The measure which the Government had provided
and carried into effect had driven hundreds of them from
their employment into prisons and union workhouses,
where he was sorry to say their poverty was punished as
a crime. The stagnation of industry was general. The
great majority of the interests of the country were suffer-

ing, and capital could, with the utmost difficulty, find for
itself a profitable investment. Ruin and revolution were
advancing upon them with rapid strides, and the evils, of
which the country had already but too much reason to
complain, were aggravated by the recent proposition of
the Government— the new Canada Corn-law. Farmers
had been taunted with last year swallowing a camel, and
now straining at a gnat. The reason was, perhaps, that
their stomachs were so full with swallowing the camel,
that there was now no room for the gnat. But had they
followed his advice, they would have swallowed neither
camel nor gnat. His advice to them was, that they should
not trust to the present Ministers, who by their "conduct
had fproved themselves utterly unworthy of confidence.

He had also advised them not to trust to Members of Par-
liament, who were sometimes but too ready to forget their

promises to their constituents. The noble Earl did not
appeal to the landlords. It was his duty to defend, and
he was anxious to defend, the rights of the farmers, and
also the rights of the labourers, the most numerous and
meritorious class of society, and most valuable and im-

portant to the state. The times were critical, and we might
expect convulsions, in which neither life nor property would
be safe. He would, therefore, recommend a close and
cordial union among all the productive classes of the com-
munity for their mutual defence. The noble Earlin conclud-

ing moved that a petition be presented to both Houses of

Parliament, and that the High Sheriff be requested to

sign the same in the name of the meeting. He then read
the petition, the prayer of which demanded full and
adequate protection to all branches of industry. Mr.
James Ellis seconded the resolution. Mr. George Beaton
then moved as an amendment, that the Corn-laws were
injurious to the community at large, without being bene-

ficial to farmers, and that a petition be presented to

Parliament, praying for the abolition of all protection ;

and suggested an amended petition to the effect that the

Corn-laws were contrary to common sense, common
humanity, common justice, and common Christianity

;

that they were of no advantage to the producers of food,

as they rendered farmers more liable to panics than they
would otherwise be, and praying for the abolition of the
bread-tax and all commercial monopolies. The Earl of
Radnor observed, that the proposition made by the last
speaker was perhaps not worded as he himself should
have worded it ; but as to the substance of both the
petition and resolution, he cordially agreed with them.
Though not worded altogether to his taste, he yet had no
objection to second thern— for the proposition made to

them by the previous speaker was in substance an oppo-
sition to all monopolies. Had this opposition been con-
fined to the Corn-laws he should have willingly concurred
in it, but he was all the more willing to do so now, as
it embraced a wider field. It was futile to expect to
secure prosperity to farmers by legislative enactment.
Produce a general prosperity throughout the country, and
the farmers must necessarily partake largely of it, with
the other classes. On the grounds he had now stated,

he begged to dissent from the proposition of the noble
lord. With respect to the Canada Bill, they need care
but very little about it. It would produce little or no
effect in lowering the price of corn. Canadian corn would
not come into the country without being called for. Its

corn was needed, and therefore its lands would be culti-

vated. Men would emigrate to the colony, and capital

would be sent out to keep them in employment. The
demand for food was increasing in this country every
year, at the rate of about 1,000 fresh mouths every day.
We could not in this country produce sufficient additional

food to supply this constantly increasing demand; and
why should agriculturists be afraid of importing corn from
abroad ? They have always received the largest prices

when the largest importations were made, and the lowest
prices when importation was limited. For the last 170
years Parliament had passed, he believed, upwards of
140 laws for the protection of agriculture—each more
stringent than its predecessors, either putting a higher
duty on corn, or the price at which corn would
be admitted at a higlier rate. The two last attempts
might certainly be regarded as an exception. Experience
had taught them that none of these expedients had suc-
ceeded. The plan of restricting the importation of corn
had been tried over and over again. It was now time that

we tried the other course. They must be satisfied, how-
ever, that it was foolish to interfere by legislation. He
would again repeat his cordial concurrence with the senti-

ment of the resolution, which he seconded, and with the
prayer of the amended petition for the repeal of the Corn-
laws and all monopolies.—Sir Edward Knatchbull fully

concurred with the noble Earl that the general fall in

prices was not to be attributed to the new Corn-law or the
new tariff. The farmers had received no injury from
those measures. They were salutary measures, and their

ultimate result would be to place the interests of this

country on a safer and more secure basis than hitherto.

At all events, they have not been productive of the present
low prices and wages. These could be properly accounted
for. The noble Lord (Stanhope) had told them, that on
the eve of the last harvest, two millions of quarters of
wheat were imported into this country. Reckless specu-
lation had placed this corn in bond in expectation of a bad
harvest. It was, however, an abundant one, and they
were then compelled to pour their corn into market at a
loss to themselves and to the injury of the farmer. These
were the causes of the present low prices and wages. He
was sorry to see that confidence did not at present prevail
to any great extent among the agriculturists. He was
anxious to re-establish this confidence. The want of it

arose from an erroneous supposition on the part of the
agriculturists. They supposed that the late corn-law was
passed only as preparatory to greater changes yet in store.

He believed no such changes were meditated. The noble
Lord (Stanhope) did not believe that such was the case.

He himself gave his assent to that measure, because he
firmly believed it would be a lasting and permanent one

;

and it was his settled conviction, that when the late corn-
law was contemplated and carried into effect, the Govern-
ment no more thought of further change than it did of a
total abrogation of the corn-laws. He would advise the
farmers, if they valued and wished to maintain the prin-

ciple of protection, to adhere to the law as it now is ; but
if they agreed with the noble Lord, let them use their

influence to abolish it ; let them guard the law as it now
stands, for in that only consisted their safety. If they were
only as firm and as vigorous as the advocates for corn-law
repeal, they would be able triumphantly to sustain it. In
regard to the Canada Bill, the agriculturists had nothing
to fear from it. Instead of injuring their interests,

it was, in his belief, an additional protection to
them. He would explain to them the grounds on which
such a belief might be made to rest. In the first place,
such was the opinion of free traders themselves, and they
had thus openly expressed themselves, both in and out of
Parliament ; and in the next place, it established the
principle of protection in Canada, and England and Ca-
nada would mutually assist each other in maintaining the
necessary protection. The farmers would therefore see
that this bill gave them greater protection than before.
As the law now stood with the duty varying from 1 s. to
5s., the average duty paid for some time back had been
about 2s. The amount in ths way of protection would
now be 4s. per quarter,— U paid by the Canadian
exporter to this country, and 3s. paid to Canada. We
should not, it was true, get the 3s. paid by the American
on importing his wheat into the colony, but the loss
would be inconsiderable. Mr. Plumptre followed amidst
niuch confusion in justification of the vote he had given in
favour of the Canada Bill. Mr. Hodges, formerly Mem-
ber for the county, then proposed a third resolution,

affirming the advantages of a fixed duty of 125. over ft
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sliding-scale. He remarked that should the Canada bill

pass, a hTge quantity of American corn would be
imported into this country, to the prejudice of the

English agriculturist, and adverted to several prominent
points in the public life of Sir R. Peel, to show that the

right hon. Baronet was altogether unworthy of confidence,

and wondered how Sir E. Knatohbull could continue to

repose any confidence in his ministerial colleague. He
believed that the Prime Minister was at this moment pre-

paring in his own breast measures of a very different cha-

racter from those with which he was now feeling the pub-
lic pulse. Lord Stanhope briefly replied, after which the

different resolutions were presented to the meeting. For
Mr. Hodges' resolution for a fixed duty, the show of

hands was very feeble. Mr. Beaton's motion, in favour of

total abolition, very nearly divided the meeting with Lord
Stanhope's resolution. This last, however, appeared to

have the majority, and the meeting immediately adjourned.

Oxford.—The daily papers announce that the Rev. T.
E* Morris, of Christ Church, has been admonished by
the Vice-Chancellor, for the sermon preached by him
before the University on Ascension Day. The sermon
has since been published, and it is understood the follow-

ing is the passage which drew down the admonition:

—

u Laud, the martyred archbishop, who, let us trust, still

intercedes for this Church, whose enemies he resisted

unto death—and for this ancient seat of prayer and holy

contemplation, for which he did so much while yet with

us, has placed among his private devotions the Apostles'

Creed, and a more expanded form of it, and also a yet

more concise statement of the principal mysteries in the

economy of Redemption, by which they may be called to

mind at any moment : ' Caro factus et conceptus est ;

Natus*; Passus; Crucifixus ; Mortuus ; Sepultus ; De-
scendit ; Resurrexit ; Ascendil ; Assedit ; Revertetur ;

Retribuet.' "

Plymouth.—A meeting of the council of this borough
was held at the Guildhall on the 7th inst., for the purpose
of electing a Lord High Steward in the room of the late

Duke of Sussex. Mr. Whiteford, a Conservative, moved
that his Royal Highness Prince Albert be elected to fill

the vacant office. This was seconded by Mr. Soltau, a
Whig, and unanimously agreed to. The common seal of

the corporation was then affixed to the patent appointing
his Royal Highness to the office, after which the royal

standard was hoisted at the Guildhall, and the church bells

rang merry peals on the occasion.

Rye.—On Saturday, a meeting took place in this town
for the purpose of hearing an address from Mr. Cobden
on the agricultural working of the corn-laws. The
meeting first assembled in the Town-hall, which was
found to be so small that it afterwards adjourned to the
cattle market. Mr. Cobden addressed the meeting at great
length. He said that some persons perhaps would contend
that without some protection the farmer could not com-
pete with the foreigner. Why not ? The land was as

good here as abroad, and labour, taking into account
what an Englishman did, as cheap. Why, then, could
not the English farmer compete with the foreign farmer?
The manufacturers paid taxes and did without protection

;

then why not the farmer? He might be told that the
land was peculiarly burdened This was not true. On
the contrary, the landowning legislators had taken care to

ease themselves of their fair portion of taxation. If this

were not so, why did they oppose the motions that were
made from time to time for an inquiry into those exclusive

burdeus which it was said the land bore ? He had spoken
of the ostensible reason alleged for protection

;
in private

the landlords talked in a very different way, and some-
times one of their number, not over sharp, let out the
whole secret. Sir Edward Knatchbull, for instance,
stated the other night that without the corn-laws the mar-
riage settlements could not be paid, and Lord Mount-
cashel that they could not pay the interest on their mort-
gages. It was said by some that the corn-laws were for

the benefit of the farm labourer, but his experience enabled
him to state most positively that agricultural labourers
received the lowest wages of all, and that the very lowest
wages were received in purely agricultural districts, the
wages of agricultural labourers increasing in proportion
to their proximity to manufacturing towns. He had
generally found also that the best farmers were advocates
for free trade- He was for free trade in everything ; but
he attacked the corn-laws as being the keystone of all

monopolies, being perfectly satisfied that the corn-law
being destroyed, the landlords would not permit the exis-
tence of any other. A reduction of the corn-tax would
not do, for the part that remained would be adduced as a
plea for the continuance of other monopolies. He then
moved, " That in the opinion of this meeting the corn-
law has proved injurious to the interests and the indepen-
dence of the tenant farmer and the farm labourer, and
that it ought to be totally and immediately repealed/'
Major Curteis thereupon moved, " That in order to pre-
vent the depreciation of the property of the tenant farmer,
which must ensue from an immediate abolition of the corn-
law, a fixed duty on corn is desirable." The amendment,
which was seconded by Mr. Selmes, was supported by
about a dozen hands

; and Mr. Cobden's motion was
carried by a large majority.

Windsor.—Captain Cumming, who succeeded to the
Governorship of the Military Knights of Windsor on the
decease of the late governor, Colonel Basset, in January,
1842, expired at his residence, the Governor's house, in
the lower ward of the Castle, on Sunday morning, after a
long illness, in the 56th year of his age. The vacant
Governorship is in the gift of her Majesty, upon the

recommendation of the Dean and Canons of Windsor.
The appointment may be said to be merely an honorary
one, the Governor receiving only between 3/. and il per

annum beyond the yearly stipend of the other military

knights.

Woodstock.—The annual meeting and dinner of the

Oxfordshire Agricultural Society took place in this town

last week, Mr. Ashurst, the President, in the chair- The
toast of the " Members for the county " was responded

to by Lord Norreys, Mr. Harcourt, and Mr. Henley.

Mr. Harcourt thought the English system of farming

extravagant, and recommended that the system of farming

and improved mode of cultivation adopted in the Nether-

lands should be pursued by the farmers of this country.

By the system of manuring pursued in the Netherlands a

much greater produce was obtained from the soil, and by

that means the farmers were enabled to pay higher rents

for their lands. It was no common thing to see farms of

100 acres cultivated in such a manner as to enable the

farmer to live well, while farms of the same size in this

country were regarded as insignificant, and at the same
time the farmers were paying there as high often as 71.

per acre for their land. He also highly eulogised the

Scotch system of farming. Mr. Henley said that he held

opinions very contrary to those of his hon. colleague who
had just sat down. He thought it would be ridiculous in the

English farmer to adopt the foreign system of cultivation,

so widely different was the soil, the climate, and the cha-

racter of the farmers of this country from those abroad.

The taxation also of this country was much larger. Mr.
Harcourt had spoken of Scotch farming. He wished to

know if ever there was an instance of a Scotch farmer

coming into that county to farm without putting his hands
into other's breeches-pockets. The Scotchmen were too

cautious and " canny " to pursue their system in Oxford-

shire at their own expense ; and whenever a Scotch farmer

was found, he was always in the position of a bailiff. He
never knew but one instance of a Scotch farmer having

embarked in farming on his own account in Oxfordshire.

Mr. Blackstone, M.P., acknowledged the toast of "the
newly-elected Members of the Society.'' He quite agreed

in the agricultural principles announced by his friend Mr.
Henley ; and he hoped that, as English farmers, they

would continue to be distinguished by their own system

of farming. So long as he had the happiness of having
the confidence of his constituency, and at present he might
say he had the confidence of two-thirds of them, he should

never desert those principleswhich he had expressed in Par-

liament. The President then read the awards of the prizes,

which were distributed in the presence of the meeting.

Railways*—The returns of traffic for the week, by the

principal lines, have been as follows:—Great Western,

14,370/.; Northern and Eastern, 1,727/.; London and
Birmingham, 18,023/. ; South Eastern and Dover, 2/282/.

;

South Western, 7,277/. ; North Midland, 3,967/. ; Grand
Junction, 8,304/. ; Midland Counties, 2,493/. ; Blackball,

982/.; Brighton, 3,538/.; Greenwich, 1,030/.; Eastern

Counties, 2,483/.; Crovdon, 415/.; Great North of

England, 1,362/. ; Hull and Selby, 1,1 72/.-The Llanelly

Railway and Dock Company does not yet pay a dividend

to the proprietary. According to the accounts presented

at the meeting in the early part of the week, Ihe gross

expenditure is, 7,500/. per annum, and the gross receipts,

7,800/ The traffic on the Greenwich line during the

fair was as follows: — Whit Sunday, 9,650 passen-

gers, 297/.; Whit Monday, 23,237 passengers, 691/.;

Whit Tuesday, 11,190 passengers, 330/.; Whit Wed-
nesday, 6,986 passengers, 208/. ; making a total of

passengers for the four days of 51,063 ;
and a gross re-

ceipt of 1,527/.—A full meeting of the Blackwall Com-
pany was held last week for the purpose of receiving

the report of the committee of inquiry, appointed

on the 28th Feb. The report being of extreme length,

and in print, was not read to the meeting. The sugges-

tions of the committee, as already noticed in this Paper,

were chiefly in relation to steam-boat navigation, which

they recommended to be concentrated as far as practic-

able at Blackwall. The] accounts had been found in

order as far as the committee had inquired, .but

they thought it requisite that they should be

reported on by a public accountant. The shortness

of the period to make the inquiry had prevented the

committee going into the past transactions of the com-
pany to the extent they would have desired. After a

long detail of their operations, the committee thought by

the zealous exertions of the directors, and some plan for

connecting steam navigation with the Brunswick-wharf,

that the affairs of the company might be relieved from
their present state of depression. Dr. Bowring entered

into an explanation, and said that every information had

been given by the directors. Mr. Sergeant Gazeleewent
through the report, and maintained that the committee
had not told them anything but what they knew before,

besides not going into the past transactions of the com-
pany, which was one of the principal reasons of the com-
mittee being nominated. He concluded by moving an

amendment, " that in the opinion of this meeting the

committee have mistaken their duties in not inquiring

into the past management of the railway, and therefore

the report is of no service to the proprietors." Mr. Bigg
seconded it. Mr. Daniell, one of the committee, entered
into a long explanation, and said that they had not been
in any way influenced by the directors. Mr. D. Salo-

mons and the chairman also explained. The amendment
was lost, and the report was received.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The Irish papers continue to announce the

resignation and dismissal of Magistrates. Mr. John
Power, of Gurteen ; Mr. W. F. Finn, of Kilkenny ;

Mr.
W. S. O'Brien, M.P., magistrate for Clare and Limerick,
and Mr. Henry Grattan, M. P., have resigned the com-
mission of the peace. Mr. F. Comyn, of Galway ; Capt.

Mockler, of Meath, and Mr. Blake, of Galway, have been
dismissed. Mr. Delaney, of Kilkenny, has been rein-

stated, his resignation having been sent in without his

knowledge or authority. The usual meeting of the Repeal
association took place on Monday. The amount of rent

for the week was 1,717/. lis. lOfrf. The enthusiasm is

said to have been beyond description, the immense crowd
outside the building joining in the cheers from the inside.

Previous to the adjournment, the chair was taken by the

Rev. Mr. Lowry, a Presbyterian clergyman of the north

of Ireland, whose appearance at the meeting was hailed

with great applause. Mr. O'Connell has issued a long
manifesto to the Irish people on the subject of Repeal.

It enters at great length into the various questions arising

out of the proposed Repeal of the Union ; but our space

allows ns only to advert to the more prominent topics it

discusses. Mr. O'Connell proposes a Local Parliament

for Ireland, consisting of the Sovereign, the House of

Lords, and the House of Commons. The restoration of

an Irish House of Lords presents, he says, no serious

difficulties, and any modification of the Peerage, in conse-

quence of creations since the Union may be safely left to

the decision of the House of Peers itself. All Irish ques-

tions of litigation would be decided, he says, in Irish

tribunals, without any species of appeal to British

tribunals. He does not expressly say that the final appeal

would be to the Irish House of Lords, but he suggests no
other final appeal. As to the Commons, he admits there

must be a reform of the old system, and says he would
invite all that is wise, steady, and unrevolutionary, to

discuss the principle and detail of a reform plan. He
insists that nothing like the ascendancy of Romanism is

intended by Repealers or the persecution of Protestants,

or the confiscation of any vested interests in Church pro-

perty. He would have every religion severed from the

State. He would take away no man's income during his

lifetime, but as each ecclesiastical benefice fell in, the

ecclesiastical state revenues should be gradually and at

length entirely appropriated to purposes of public charity

and general education, but should not be appropriated, in

whole or in the smallest part, to any other Church
whatsoever.

Mallow.—A Repeal demonstration took place in this

town on Sunday, at which 400,000 persons are said to

have been present. A dinner was given in the evening,

the Rev. Dr. Collins in the chair, at which Mr. O'Connell
addressed about 600 persons on the prospects of the

Agitation. " The Repealers," he said, " were peaceable,

Loyal; and attached, affectionately attached to the Queen,
and determined to stand between her and her enemies.

If they assailed us to-morrow and that we conquered

them, as conquer them we will one day, the first use of

that victory which we would make would be to place the

sceptre in the hands of her who has ever showed us

favour, and whose conduct has ever been full of sympathy
and emotion for our sufferings. What 1 want you and

them to understand is that we are sensible of the position

in which we are placed, that we have our apprehensions

—

\

by apprehensions I do not mean fears— but they are

threatening us Irishmen, peaceful and tranquil, and for

what offence ? An act of Parliament binding two

countries together is insisted to be repealed by the Irish

people. I have thrown my whole heart and soul before

you, and I wish you all to understand your state, that I

might frighten Wellington and Peel from their attempt

to trample on the liberties of Ireland. I tell them we

will keep within the law and commit no crime, that we

will stand within the constitution, and let them not dare

attempt to try our patience beyond what it will endure,

for it is not safe to drive even cowards to madness ;
and

oh, it is much less safe to drive those who are not cowards-

I feel it now my duty to warn you against these Saxons t

perhaps a few days will tell us what they mean to do J

but recollect old buccaneering Wellington, and the maniac

disposition of Stanley, and the bigoted prejudices ana

disposition of Sir J. Graham are in operation in the

Cabinet, and the result may be adverse to us. If so, oe

prepared, I tell you, for the worst. Take care, of ali

things, to listen to the communications that will be road

to you—for if they do not gag my mouth and manacle m J

hands you will hear me pointing out the course of conduc

most wise to be adopted, and though that course may no

strike you as being the most wise, yet I hope you *

give me credit for my intention. I hope my dream

conflict will never be realised, that it is an empty visio ,

but let none of us be to blame; let us stand shoulder ^
shoulder on the constitution, and let not Irelan

^

abandoned to her foes by the folly, the passions, or

treachery of her children/' . oa
Kilkenny.—A Repeal-meeting took place in tkisci y

Thursday of last week, at which no less than *£,^
persons are said to have been present. Mr. P- S-

1

who has recently been dismissed from the roa6?
s" w

presided. Mr. O'Connell commenced the Procee?,
in°

hich
directing the music to play " God save the Queen, ^e
was done by more than a dozen bands, the who le

,
sea

vast multitude remaining uncovered. He then aa
tea

the meeting at great length on the various topics c0
at

with Repeal. A dinner took place in the evenus>

which 500 persons were present. . Nation,
Dungannon.—After two days of minute invest^

the inquiry into the riots at Carland has closeo.

magistrates have decided on taking informations *
ifce

seventeen of the Protestants and nine ot tne m
gegf

party
j against the first for riot and attack upor

foj
.

or as it is termed " wrecking ;" against tne v ^
riot and assault. All the cases have been returned

assizes, the trials to take place at Omagh. Kjl-v

Tipperary.-The murderers of Mr. Scully, o

feacle, are all in custody, and four of them, now

i
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Clonmel gaol, will be tried at the ensuing assizes for this

county. It appears that there were five persons concerned
in the murder of the ill-fated gentleman, and that one of

them has become an approver. They were all hired
assassins. The man who fired the shot followed Mr.
Scully, without his shoes, until he came close to his back,
into which he discharged the contents of his gun, which
took instant effect. The only cause that has been assigned
for the homicide was a proposal made by Mr. Scully to a
tenant, to exchange the farm which he occupied for another
equally good and eligible. The murderers were neither
the tenants of, nor in any way connected with the property
of the unfortunate gentleman.
Monaghan.—A fatal affray between the country people

and the police took place on the 5th inst., on the estates

of Mr. Shirley, at Maheracloon, in which one of the rioters

was shot. On Thursday the jury returned a verdict that the

deceased came by his death by a gun-shot wound from a

party of 28 policemen, commanded by Major Wilcox and
Sub-Inspector Barry ; that the police have not produced
sufficient evidence to show that they were in imminent
danger of their lives at the time they fired on the people

;

and that there was not proof as to the identical person vho
fired the shot. The local papers state that this verdict

has rather increased than allayed the excitement of the

peasantry, and that the people have imbibed the notion
that they should have a fixed tenure, at their own rent,

and that their landlords by demanding their rights are per-

secuting them.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The number of ministers who have signed

and adhered to the protest given in to the General Assem-
bly on the 18th ult. is stated in the Witness of Tuesday,
23d, to be about 444. On a careful examination of all

the names that have been hitherto printed in the Witness^
it appears, however, that the number of ministers is only
395, of whom are : Parish ministers, 214

; Quoad sacra
ditto, 144; Professors, 3 ; Assistants and successors, 14

;

Ordained assistants, missionaries, and others having no
cure, 20 ; in all, 31)5. The number of parish ministers in

all is, 947; deducting from which the above 214, there
remain 733. The number of ministers of Parliamentary
churches and chapels of ease is about 246 ; deducting
from which the above 144, there remain 102; making
together, 835. It thus appears that there are 733 parish
ministers, besides 102 ministers of chapels, who have not
retired from the Establishment.

a history of his connection with the two large theatres. |
a Point of a minor description, which was

He then passed to the circumstances of dramatic patents wll
,°
WGr

,

e tbe Princ 'Pal offenders were nei

X

THEATRICALS.
Drury-Lane.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert paid a

state visit to this theatre on Monday night, and on no
occasion of a royal visit to a national theatre was the
Sovereign received with a more enthusiastic welcome. As
early as three o'clock the doors were invested by crowds
anxious to obtain admittance, and the rush to secure
places was so general that in a few moments every tenable
position became eagerly occupied, with the exception of
the reserved seats. The dress-circle was very quickly
filled, and the house altogether presented a splendid
appearance. At ten minutes before seven her Majesty
left the Palace, preceded by seven royal carriages, in
which were the attendants on the Queen and Prince
Albert, guarded by an escort of the Horse Guards. In
the carriage with her Majesty and Prince Albert were the
Earl of Jersey, Master of the Horse, and the Duchess of
Buccleuch, the Mistress of the Robes.

.
Throughout the

progress from the Palace to the theatre the most loyal
demonstrations were exhibited. Her Majesty arrived at
the theatre between five and ten minutes after seven
° clock, and was conducted to the Royal box by Mr.
Macready and Mr. Serle. For some time after her arrival
the enthusiasm of the audience could not be restrained,
and the warmth of their feelings continued to pour itself
°ut, cheer after cheer, and peal after peal, in the midst of
wiich the curtain rose, and the National Anthem was sung
d .v the whole company. The performances commanded
£*Mhi s occasion were Shakspeare's play of "As You Like
*'» / with the farce of the " Thumping Legacy." In both
^stances it is sufficient to say that the cast was excellent.
Her Majesty and Prince Albert appeared to enjoy the
Performances very much, a circumstance which they indi-
cted as well by remaining until the termination of the
JJrce> as by frequently indulging in laughter at Mr.
^eeley's drollery in the afterpiece. At the conclusion
f the performances the audience again called for the

National Anthem, which was immediately aeceded to
**nd it was repeated by the whole strength of the com-
Pany, the audience meanwhile standing. -The Royal
P ur ty left at a little after eleven, and the rising of
* er Majesty to depart was the signal for a renewed
Manifestation of the feelings of the audience.—The season
•^ this theatre closed on Wednesday night, when Mr.
:

acreacly delivered his farewell address to a house crowded
A every part. The character he selected for his last
j^rforniance was Macbeth, and at the fall of the curtain

appeared at the call of one of the most enthusiastic

lad
llCeS eVer collected together at Drury Lane. The

jn
Ie

J*
stood up and waved their handkerchiefs, the masses

gj k ^ an(* Sa^e"es wav^d their hats
; bouquets of

aiuP
di

.

mensions were hurled down from all quarters,

a flow
an instant tue staSe presented the appearance of

j^ r

er "show
- At length order was restored, and Mr.

•f his •' *ho WaS evident'y much affected by the warmth

After
r
f
c
1
ption

>
came forward and addressed the audience.

caused
I H

ll

?i
g that his resienation of the theatre was not

HiKht
i

y
.

want of public encouragement, or by low

*eftor&r n!
pts

'
but by the heavy e*Penses incurred in

itself fL i

vanous departments of the establishment
irom decay and ruin to its present state, he gave

pat<
and^ disclaimed all intention of imputing blame to the
proprietors of the theatres or to individuals, but declared
his conviction that " against the law, which gives to per-
sons totally unacquainted with the drama and with all

appertaining to the dramatic art, an irresponsible power
over it, every impartial voice should be lifted up." "The
principal performers/' he said, " have testified their
confidence in my system, by deliberately consenting to
hazard one-third of their incomes in its support; and
I have volunteered myself still further sacrifices towards
perfecting what is so far advanced ; but as I cannot
subject myself to the liabilities required of me, I have
reluctantly and with deep regret resigned my charge.
The consequence is, both these large theatres are now
untenanted. The holders of their patents are unable
themselves to present the glorious works of Shakspeare to
an English audience, and yet are armed by the law with
power to forbid their representation elsewhere. For were
I now, after all I have given and endured to maintain the
drama in these theatres—were I excluded by circumstances
as I now am from them—to attempt in a theatre lately
licensed by the Lord Chamberlain for the performances
of brutes and brute-tamers, were I to attempt there the
acting a legitimate play, the law, 'with all their might
to urge it on,' would be put in force to prevent, or to
punish me. May I not ask for what public benefit such a
law is framed, or for what one good purpose it is persisted
in ? In regard to the proprietors of this theatre, let me
once again, and emphatically, disclaim all intention of
imputing blame individually— for many of them I enter-
tain the highest respect and esteem— it is the law under
which they act that I complain of, and condemn as the
drama's worst enemy. In conclusion let me merely add,
that I have endeavoured to redeem, throughout my man-
agement, every pledge of my introductory address :—

I

have endeavoured to make your national theatre worthy of
Shakspeare and of our country. In this attempt I hope
I have not entirely failed. I have at least striven my
utmost, and the encouragement I have received from you
would have been sufficient to sustain me in the struggle,
if, as should have -been the case, this theatre had been
adequately appointed. For that encouragement, ladies
and gentlemen, I return you my warmest acknowledge-
ments. To the respectable portion of the public press I
am anxious to bffer the expression of my gratitude for its

sympathy and aid ; and with my own, with the performer's
thanks, let me indulge the hope that time may bring
about a better state of things, and that I may yet again,
under happier auspices, be honoured with your favour and
approval. With a feeling of sorrow, but no desponding,
ladies and gentlemen, 1 respectfully and most gratefully
take my leave." Mr. Macready retired amidst loud and
continued cheering.

Court of Queen's Bench. — (Sitting's in Banco.) — The
Chartists.—The Queen v. M'DoualL^-Mr. Erie had to support
the rule for arresting: the judgment on the fourth count of this
Indictment, and before drawing the attention of the Court parti-
cularly to the count itself, he would pray their Lordships would
bear in mind what this indictment did not charge. There were
nine counts in this indictment, of which several were framed for
known offences of conspiracy, and several in respect of riotous
and tumultuous assemblies; but this count was neither for
conspiracy nor tumultuous assembling. The third count was
identical with the fourth, with the exception that, instead of
charging the mere aiding and abetting, it charged that the
defendants did conspire to aid and abet. The fourth count was
not framed for any offence that had a name in respect of whicli
any precedent was to be found. He need not draw attention to
the right the defendants had to insist upon the prosecutor putting
forward a charge of a known crime to which the defendants
were accessory. The indictment was framed upon the principle
of charging in the earlier part that some other persons as prin-
cipal offenders were guilty of a principal offence whereof the
defendants were accessories before the fact by aiding and abetting.
He was to submit that, dividing this indictment into two parts,
there was no offence charged in the first branch of the indict-
ment; and the latter branch of the indictment, imputing that
the defendants were accessories, was not sufficient to establish
that offence. Thefirst part of the indictment charged no principal
offence; it was not a charge of conspiracy, nor was there a
charge of riotously assembling. The description given was,
" that divers evil-disposed persons unlawfully and tumultuously
assembled together." If that did not constitute an indictable
offence, he was at a loss to know how the introducing several
steps in the indictment could form an offence. The defendants
could not be found guilty of riotously assembling. It was
essential that three or more should be charged, because the
essence of the offence was, numbers should be assembled. (Co.
Litt, 170*; 1 Vcntris, 251; Salkeld, 934.) It was essential that
the purpose of the assembling was to disturb the peace, or that
the indictment should have gone on to show some act, done in
common by the parties assembled, which in itself would consti-
tute a riot, or breaking the peace; but it was consistent with
the present indictment that they might have assembled for the
purpose of festivity or electioneering, which were legal assem-
blies, and the mere adding the word " unlawful" would not make
the indictment good. The first step, therefore, did not show thatthe
assembling was for the purpose of breaking the peace. The second
step was, that by violence, threats, and intimidation, divers other
persons, being peaceable subjects of the realm, were incited to
leave their occupations and employments, and thereby labour
was impeded. Was there to be found in thatstatement anything
which, taken by itself, would constitute an indictable offence?
The result was no part of the offence. The mere impeding labour
was not an indictable offence. The nearest offence to this would
be that of assault ; but it would be idle to say that a party could
be convicted of an assault by circumlocution, such as was to be
found in this indictment.— Mr. Justice Williams.—If persons
assembled together, and by acts of violence impeded labour, that
would be on indictable offence, would it not?—Mr. Erie said his

Lordship had introduced acts of violence; the count did not
charge acts of violence. The prosecutors had abstained from
charging that the divers persons so assembled had done an act

which would have brought them within the reach of the criminal

law. The residue of the first branch clearly did not constitute

an indictable offence by saying that they thereby impeded labour,

because that was merely the result. They ought to have been
charged with an offence of a known name. Those who made
the charge ought to have kept within the known principles of the
criminal law. The count was bad on the ground that it did not
appear where these divers persons were assembled. There was

that the divers persons
neither named nor stated

to be unknown; and in support of this argument the learned
counsel cited the case of " The King v. Caspar," 2 Moody's Cri-
minal Cases, 101. If the party was not known, it should have
been so stated in the indictment. With respect to the accessories
not being properly charged, it was said they were accessories
after the fact, but it did not appear that they were present, nor
that they knew what was going on, but it was consistent with
the indictment that they might merely have subscribed money
for the support of parties during the time they ceased to labour.
Unless the parties were shown to have been present, it ought to
be shown that they had a knowledge of what was going on.
In the 31st vol. of the State Trials, page ] f the parties were
alleged to have aided persons who were unknown. Another
objection was, that if the parties were charged with being
accessories before the fact, there would appear to be a substan*
tial offence, but then they would be charged with being acces-
sories to an offence which did not appear to have ever existed.
They were charged with aiding and abetting the divers evil-
disposed persons to continue and persist in the said unlawful
assemblies.

^
He was dealing with the case upon the supposition

that it was intended to say that divers persons had been guilty
of an offence, and that the defendants were accessories; then
the indictment contained no charge that the crime of the
principal offender ever was committed.—Mr. Justice Patteson
said, it was difficult to think how a man could aid and
assist in doing a thing unless it was done, but it might
be aiding to do a 'thing which was intended to be done.

—

Mr. Erie said, a person might supply gunpowder to a ship when
no gun was tired. Whore there were known offences, those
offences ought to be stated. It was not aiding and abetting in
an attempt to commit a misdemeanour. Where an attempt was
charged, there must be an act done by the defendants which
would be part of the offence, supposing it should be committed.
Supposing a pistol to be charged by a person who intended to
commit a murder, but afterwards changed his mind, the loading
the pistol would not be an offence, because there was no
breach of the law- the intention alone was not criminal.—Mr.
Justice Patteson said there was a case some years ago, where a
man went to an engraver in the Strand, and wished him to make
a plate for the purpose of committing a forgery on the Norwegian
Government; it was held that the man was 'indictable; he was
indicted for soliciting.—Mr. Erie replied, that here the case was
different

; the defendants were not indicted for soliciting, nor
was it an indictment for an attempt to commit a misdemeanour.
The indictment did not show that they took any part in impeding
labour; there was no act done by the defendants. He submitted
that the generality of this indictment made it bad; it was too
indefinite; it was so devoid of all particulars, that the defend-
ants had not that reasonable information as to what they were
called upon to answer, to which all indicted persons were"by the
law of England entitled. There never was an indictment more
bare in specifying any particulars; the words were "divers per-
sons, at divers times, at divers places." To what part of
England could the attention of the parties be directed ? who
were the principal offenders > where were they }' what was the
time? what was the offence? Every election mob, every holy-
day-assembly, every festive meeting, might come under the
denomination of tumultuous assembling. The defendants were
not supposed to be jointly guilty of any one of the acts charged,
for these had been laid in the indictment as several and distinct,
yet this only furnished an additional reason why the count now
sought to be overturned should have been rendered more accu-
rate and specific in its language. Among many other cases upon
conspiracies, those of " The Queen v. Touts," 5 Carr. and Payne,
and " the King v. Seaworth," 1 Adolphusand Ellis, were autho-
rities to show the inflexibility ofthe Courts in regarding " gene-
rality" as fatal loan indictment. Upon these authorities, as
well as upon the loose and vague wording of the count, he con-
tended that it was opposed to the spirit and rules of the law
with reference to indictments, and must therefore be held by
their Lordships as insufficient and had.—Mr. Dundas, Mr. Baines,
Mr. Sergeant Murphy, Mr. Bodkin, and Mr. Athcrstone, followed
on the same side, after which, Lord Denman said the Court
would take time to consider the matter.
Police.—The Aldermen at Guildhall have been this week

occupied with a charge of forgery prtferred against Lady Ricketts,
the widow of the Admiral who died recently at Cheltenham. The
charge was preferred by Mr. Newton, her ladyship's son-in-law,
who alleged that she had forged the signature ofherlatehusband
for the purpose of receiving his pension. Our readers will recol-
lect that a similar charge was brought against the lady by
Mr. Newton a few months since at Cheltenham, when the magis-
trates, after full investigation, dismissed the case. The hearing
of the evidence occupied the court during three adjourned sittings,

and on each occasion the hall was crowded. Mr. Newton con-
ducted his own case, and Mr. Humfrey appeared for Lady Ricketts.
Alderman Musgrove objected to Mr. Newton conducting his
own case, and decided that all Questions should be put through
him. Mr. Price, from the Audit-office; Mr. Pike, senior clerk
in the Paymaster-General's Office ; and Mr. Pefaur, the Navy
Agent, were examined atgreat length. Mrs. Newton was then
examined, and distinctly stated that the signature to one ofthe
documents was not in the handwriting of her late father. This
statement created an extraordinary sensation, but it afterwards
appeared that she had not seen her father write for fifteen years.
Two servants, who formerly lived in the service of the late Sir
T. Ricketts, swore positively that he was quite childish, and
unable to write his name. On the other side, an unmarried
daughter of the accused swore that the signatures to the three
alleged forged certificates were in her father's handwriting. Mr.
Humfrey made a powerful speech on behalf of Lady Ricketts,

and the presiding Alderman said, it was the opinion of himself
and brother Aldermen that no case had been made out to sustain

the charge of forgery, and therefore the case must be dis-

missed. The result was received with loud cheers.

SPORTING.
Ascot Racks, Tuesday.—These races commenced this day

under very unfavourable circumstances. The rain set in early,

and continued without ceasing throughout the day; the
approaches to the course were ankle-deep in mud, and the course
itself in a state that has rarely been equalled. The assemblage
was in keeping ;

the Grand Stand contained only the inveterate

lovers of the Turf whom nothing could deter; the minor stands

were almost tenantless, and the whole display was disheartening.

Thcjockies suffered severely 5 their jackets presented any colours
but "colours of the riders ;" their persons were drenched to
the skin, and their features on returning to scale, were so
bespattered that not a leaturc was distinguishable.

The Trial Sta&es of 5 sovs. each, with 50 added : for two-yr- olds,
feather; three, 7st4lbs; four,8st I3lbs

; five and upward, 9st4lbs.
New mile. M subs. Mr. Ford's Poison, by Plenipo, 3 yrs
(Bell), beat Duke of Bedford's John o'Gaunt, 5 yrs, Mr. Oliver's
Grace Darling, 3 yrs, and 8 others which were not placed. Won
easily by two lengths.

The St. James's Palace Slakes of 100 sovs. each, h ft; for
three-yr-old colts, 8st ;ibs ; fillies, 8st 4lbs. Old mile.
4 subs. Lord Westminster's c by Touchstone out of Languish
(Templeman),'heat Lord Exeter's c by Beiram out of Mariuello

;

Lord Bruce's c by Elis out of Rosalie; and Lord Jersey's c by Slane
out of Cobweb. Won by two lengths.
The Ascot Derby Stakes of 50 sovs. each for three-yr-old colts.

Swinley course. 9 subs. Sir G. Heathcote's Amorino (Chappie),
beat Mr. Thornhil's Elixir; General Wyndham's c by Velocipede
— Guerdon; Lord Exeter's Czar; and Lord Exeter's Antidote.

The Ascot Stakes of 25 sovs. each, 15 ft, and only 5, &c„ with 100
added; the second to receive 50 sovs. out of the stakes; the
winner of any handicap after the weights were declared 71bs

extraj two miles and a half. 37 subs., 18 of whom declared.
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Mr. Dawson's Teatotaller, 4 yrs, 6st 61bs (Riley), beat Mr. Payne's
Johnny, 6 yrs, 7st I2lbs j Mr. Brooke's Ajax, 5 yrs, 7st81bs ; Lord
Palmcrston's Iliona, 6 yrs, 8st, and 9 others. Won by half a length.

Match, 300, h ft. Last three-quarters of a mile. Mr. Ford's
Seguiriilla, 7st;ibs (Nat), beat Duke of Bedford's Oakley, Sst /lbs.

Sweepstakes of 200 sovs. each, h ft; for three-yr-old colts,

8st71bs
5

fillies, 8st 4lbs
;
albs and 5lbs allowed, &c. Swinley

course. 14 subs. Colonel Peel's Murat (Chappie), beat Lord G.
Bentinck's Gaper, Lord Chesterfield's New Brighton, and Mr.
Greville's Portumnus. Won cleverly by half a length.

The Gold Vase given by her Majesty, added to a sweepstakes ot

20 sovs. each. Two miles. 14 subs. Colonel Chanitie's Gor-
hambury, 3yrs, 7st 71bs (J. Hewlett), beat Sir G. Heathcote's

Sirikol, 3 yrs, 6st I3lbs; Mr. Johnstone's Charles XII., aged,
9st 13lbs, and 6 others. Won by a head.
The Windsor Town Plate of 50/. ; three-yr-olds, 7st 4lbs ; four,

8st4lbs; five, Sst lOlbs; six and aged, 9st ; mares and geldings
allowed 3lbs ; the winner to be sold for 100 guineas. T.Y.C. Mr.
Wreford's b f by Camel, 3 yrs (J. Howlett), beat Mr. Beresford's

Henri Quatre, 5 yrs ; Mr. Kling's Dahlia, 6 yrs, and 4 others.

Wednesday.—-Sweepstakes of 100 sovs. each, h ft, for three-

yr-old colts, 8st /lbs; the winner of the Derby or 2,000 Guinea
Stakes, 5lbs extra. Old Mile. 4 subs. Mr. W.Kimber's Nylghau
beat Lord O rford's c by St. Patrick out of Mercy, and Lord
Exeter's c by Reveller out of Velvet. Won by a neck.

The Coronation Stakes of 100 sovs. each, h ft, for three-yr-old
fillies, Sst 7lbs each. New mile. 10 subs. Sir G. Heathcote's
La Stimatabeat Lord Exeter's f by Jerry, out of Macremma, Mr.
Thornhill's Extempore, and Mr. Bates's Noisette. Won by a head.

The Swinley Stakes of 10 sovs. each, for three-yr-olds, 7st 4lbs;

four, 8st 4lbs; five, &c, !)st 8lbs; mares, &c, allowed Bibs;

winner to be sold for 200, &c. Swinley course. 3 subs. Lord
Exeter's Maria Diaz, 3 yrs, beat Duke of Bedford's Eliza, 5lbs,4 yrs.

The Produce Sweepstakes of 50 sovs. each, h ft, for two-yr-old

colts, 8st 71bs, and fillies, 8st4lbs, with 100 added for the winner,
and 50 for the second horse. Last Three-quarters of the Old mile.

18 subs. Mr. Wreford'sf by Sultan, junior, out of Monimia (3lbs),

beat Colonel Peel's c by Touchstone, out of Vulture (3lbs, Colonel
Anson's Buzz, Lord Exeter's c by Liverpool, out of Macremma
(3lbs), Duke of Bedford's Panther, and Lord G. Bentinck's Here-
I-go-with-my-eye-out (3lbs). Won easily.

The Royal Hunt Cup of 200 sovs., added to a Handicap of 10

sovs. each, forrthree-yr-olds and upwards. Old mile. 43 subs.

Lord Chesterfield's Knight-of-the-Whistle, 3 yrs, Sst slbs (Nat),

beat Colonel Peel's Garry Owen, 6* yrs, 9st 3lbs; Mr. Balchin's

Epaulette, 4 yrs, 6st I2lbs ; Lord Miltown's Bourra Tomacha,
3 yrs, 6st lOlbs, and 20 others who were not placed. Won by
three lengths.

The Farm Hill Stakes of 15 sovs. each, 5 ft, with 50 added, for

two-yr-olds, 7st, and three-yr-olds, 9st; fillies, &c, allowed 3 lbs.

To start at the Cup Course post and run in. 21 subs. Mr.Ongley's
The Queen of the Gipsies, 3 yrs (Sly), beat Mr. Rogers's Amata,
2 yrs, Lord G. Bentinck's Best Bower, 2 yrs, and 7 others who
were not placed. Won in a canter by three lengths.

Sweepstakes of 50 sovs. each, for two-yr-old colts, 8st7lbs, and
fillies, 8st 3lbs. Three-quarters of a mile. 6 subs. Mr. Licht-

wald's c by Scamander, out of Sister to Mussulman, beat Mr.
Ley's Fairplay, Sir G. Heathcote's f by Velocipede out of Countess,

Lord Exeter's f by Beiram out of Datura, and Mr. J. Peck's
Corodino. Won by two lengths.
Thursday.— Sweepstakes of 100 sovs. each, h ft j for three-

yr-old colts, 8st 71bs ; fillies, 8st 4lbs. New mile. g subs. Colonel
Peel's Murat beat Duke of Richmond's Elysium, and Mr.
Theobald's Highlander.
Her Majesty*8 Plate of 100 guineas; three-yr-olds, 7st 21bs;

four, 9st 21bs; five, lost; six and aged, lost 5 lbs. Frcmthe New
mile post, once round and in. LordLowther's c by Bay Middle-
ton, out of Silvcrtail, 3 yrs, beat Mr. J. Day's c by Emilius, out
of Kate Kearney, 3 yrs, Mr. Newton's Ma Mie, 4 yrs, and
Colonel Charritie's Gander, 4 yrs.

The Mickleham Hall Stakes of 20* sovs. each, for tbrcc-yr-

old colts, Sst 8lbs ; fillies, 8st 5lbs; SlbS allowed, &c. Old mile.

9 subs. Lord Chesterfield's New Brighton beat Lord G. Bentinck's
Gaper (3lbs).

The Gold Cup, value 300 sovs., by subscription of 20 sovs. each
;

with 200 added ; the second to receive 50 sovs. out of the stakes;

3 yrs, 6st lOlbs; 4 yrs, Sst 5lbs; 5 yrs, 9st ; 6 yrs and aged, 9st

3lbs. About two miles and a half. Lord Albemarle's Ralph, by
Dr. Syntax, 5 yrs, beat Mr. Pcttit's St. Francis, aged, Lord
Veruiam's Robert de Gorham, and Mr. Holmes's Vulcan, 6 yrs.

The New Stakes of 10 sovs each, with 100 added, for two-yr-old
colts, 8st 7lbs ; fillies, 8st 3lbs. T.Y.C. 35 subs. Mr.Crockford's
ch c by Buzzard, out of Bamboo's dam, beat Mr. Copeland's b f

Assay, (Slbs extra); Mr. Rawlinson's Charming Kate, and 5 others.

The Grand Stand Plate of 100/. Once round and a distance.

Lord Exeter's Albion, 4 yrs, 6st lOlbs, beat Mr. S. Scott's

Mosque, 5 yrs, 8st, Mr. Combe's Rosalind, 4 yrs, 7st 131bs, and
eight others.
Buckingham Palace Stakes of 200 sovs. each, lift, colts, 8st71bs;

fillies, Sst slbs; 3lbs and 5lbs allowed, &c. Swinley course; five

subs. Colonel Anson's Napier beat Lord Westminster's Lan-
guish colt.

Windsor Forest Stakes of 50 sovs. each, h ft, for three yr-old

fillies, 8st4lbs: Old mile; four subs. Lord Exeter's Wee Pet,

beat Mr. Thornhill's Extempore.

MARK LANE, Friday, June 16.— In consequence of the fine

weather for the last two days, there was a complete stagnation

in the Wheat-trade ; the holders of Foreign were not disposed to

give way much in price, and the Millers were not inclined to pur-

chase at a trifling decline; bonded Wheat, of which there was a
good sale on Wednesday, was without purchasers to-day.

Barley is selling at the same rates, and we do not observe any
alteration in Peas or Beans. The Oat-trade continues the same.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER. S. S.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . - - White 42 to 62
— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . . 41 to 61

Barley Malting and distilling 25 to 33

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polands 13to23
Northumberland and Scotch . . . . Feed — to —
Irish Feed to 18

Rye
Beans, JUazagan, old and new . 20 to 26 Tick

Pigeon, Heligoland . . 23 to 34 Winds.
Peas, White . 28 to SO Maple

S. S.

Red 40 to48
White — to—
Grind. 19 to 26
Feed 14 to 22
Potato 15 to 24
PotatoM to 22— to —

22 to 27 Harrow 23 to 31

Longpod— to—— to —
23 to 31 Grey 27 to 30

WKERI.Y IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

May

June

5
12
19
26

2

9

Wheat.
46 4
46
47
47

2
2
9

47 11

43 4

G weeks' Aggregate Aver.; 47 4

Duties . . 20

Barley. Oats, Rye. Beans. Peas
28 2 17 2 27 7 26 4 28 1

28 1 17 3 29 2 26 8 28 9'

27 9 17 5 29 2 26 10 28 2
27 5 17 11 29 2 27 4 29 10

27 3 18 30 3 27 10 29 1

27 3 18 6

17 8

30 5 28 3 29 7

27 8 29 4 27 3 28 11

9 8 11 6 1
11 6 11 6

1

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

ST. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-
PLACE, KING'S-ROAD. CHELSEA, Manufacturer of IN-

VISIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered
Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,
Bordering, Flower- stands, Pheasantries, &c. HORTICULTU-
RAL BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c.

The same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved
and economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and
Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS —J. Oliver, J. Yovk, ami It. Harrison, Tipton, Staffordshire,

coal and iron-masters—J. Deive and R. Ugwc, Oxford, booksellers— J. W.Sum-
ner. Heading, builder— J. Pilgiim, Church-street, Shorcditoh, dealer in earth-

enware—\V. Bloxam, Duke-street, Grosveiior-square, apothecary—J. Dew-
hum, Preston, Lancashire, provision-dealer— J. Carver, Dawlty-grecn, Salop,

joiner—R. Lloyd, Liverpool, licensed-victualler—C. Chapman, Aylesbury,
grocer—n. Black, J- A. Gore, and it. Taylor, Sambr00k-court, City, mer-
chants— J. Burton, Sheffield, butcher—J. Stoodley, Bridport, Dorsetshire,

twine-manufacturer—T, Latnpen, Devonport, linen-draper— K. Farmer, Wel-
lington, Shropshire, grocer—W. Hall. Birmingham, shoemaker— <x. Leeson,

Birmingham, tutor—J. L. Dobson, Kidderminster, carpetmanuf.—J. Don-
ily, Liverpool, merchant—W. Hasklna, Kingswood, Uloucestcrsh., grocer-

BIRTHS.— On the 12th inst., in Brook-street, Orosvenor-square, the lady of

Sir & Baker, Hart-, ot a son and heir—On the 1st inst., at Eaton-square, the

Lady Mary Christopher, of a daughter—On the 13th inst., at No. 9, Chesham-
place, on the Kith inst., the wife of J- D. Watts Russell, Ksq.,M.V., of a son.

DIKD—On the 81st May, at the city of Montreal, Canada, Sir A. G. John-
son, Bait.,aWed 62—On the 1st inst., at Gottinffen, Proiessor Bauer, K.H., in

the 74th year of his age—On the 12th inst., at her residence, on Woolwich-

common, Lady Savage, relict of Major-Gcueral Sir J# B. Savage>iK.C.B.

BEE-HIVES.

—

George Neighbour and Son beg
to inform their Apiarian Friends that in consequence of the

formation of a new line of street, they have removed their busi-

ness from No. 131, High Holhom, to more spacious and commo-
dious Premises, numbered 127 in the same street. Their selection

of Bee- hives for this season comprehends most varieties now in

vogue, including ,l Nutt's Patent Hives" (for the sale of which
they are the only authorized agents), the "Single-Box Hive,"
the "Ladies' Observatory Hive," the " Improved Cottage Hive,*'

with Glasses, &c, from either of which the produce may be
taken at any time without the destruction of the Bees. G. N.
and Son have also Glass Hives and other articles connected with
Bee Management, at their Apiarian I)ep6t and Honey Ware-
house, 127, High Holborn, corner of Southampton-street, Lon-
don. Letters of inquiry relative to the above must have Post-
age Stamps inclosed.

A ERIAL NAVIGATION.—ROYAL POLYTECH-
£*. NIC INSTITUTION.—A LECTURE on this subject, illus-

trated by MODELS of several kinds, which elevate themselves
by MECHANICAL FORCE alone, is delivered at Two o'clock

daily, and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Evenings, at

Eight o'clock. The Exhibition of the COLOSSALELECTRICAL
MACHINE, the DIVER, DIVING-BELL, NEW DISSOLVING
VIEWS, and the other varied and instructive Objects of the

Institution, continues as usual. The original CRAYON DRAW-
INGS, from the CARTOONS at HAMPTON COURT, by the late

Mr. HoMiOWAY, with numerous other WORKS of ART, have
recently been placed in the Gallery. Admission, One Shilling j

Schools, Half-price. Open Mornings and Evenings, except
Saturday Evening.

*** " Nutt or* Beks" (nth Edition), now published.

TONIC MILK of ORANGE, a Delicious Cordial
and SWBBTKNKR of the Bkkath.—It warms and cheers the

Stomach, creates an Appetite, digests the Food, strengthens the
Lungs, clears and improves the Voice for Singing, enlivens the
Spirits, dispels Nervous Debility, clears the Blood, and thus
removes Pimples and Eruptions, while it combines with these
admirable properties the inestimable advantage ofbeing the most
efficacious agent offered to the Public for beautifying and per-
fuming the Breath. It should be taken in the proportion of a
wine-glass full twice a day, and is particularly recommended to
Gbntlkmkn on leaving home in the morning, or after smoking a
Cigar, &c. ; while to Ladies it will be equally grateful on going
to a party or a ball, for its invigorating influence on the mind and
spirits, and its purifying effect on the organs of the health.

Mrs. Gully respectfully announces to the Nobility, Gentry,
and Public at large, that she has disposed of the Right, Title, and
Recipe of the Tonic Milk of Orange to Messrs. A. ROWLAND
and SONS, No. 20, Hatton Garden, London; who have ap-
pointed Messrs. Barclays, Medicine Vendors, 95, Farringdon-
street: Mr. Sanger, 150, Oxford-street; Mr. Johnson, 68, Corn-
hill; Mr.Prout, near Temple Bar; and Mr. Butler, 4, Cheapside,
as Agents.— Half-pints, 2s. otf.

5
Pints, 45. Qd. ; Quarts, Qs., Stamp

Duty included.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES.
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewes,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid 1 , 42
to London. J

25s ' 35,s " 4^"

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4*. Qd., 6s. , and 7s. Larger
sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Prints

supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmon-
ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.
To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rioby's Brush Warehouse,
No 80, Gracechurch street; Livermore and Son, Ironmongers,

No. 30, Oxford- street; Benham, 19, Wigmore- street, Cavendish-

square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 1 09, Fenchurch-strect.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,

that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower* Boxes, Edging for Garden -paths, &c, manufactured

by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener, (Sundays excepted.)

LYNDON'S PATENT SPADES.—These superior

Spades, noticed in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Feb. 18, maybe
obtained by addressing a line to John Siikwkn, Ironmonger,

Sevenoaks. Prices 36.9., 40.?., and 44s. per dozen, delivered in

London. A Post-office order is expected from unknown cor-

respondents.

BULB CUCUMBER-GLASSES, for Watering by
Evaporation during the growth of the Fruit, 2.9. Qd. to 3s. Qd.

each; GRAPE-GLASSES, with holes, Is. Qd. to 2.9. Qd. each;

BEE-GLASSES, 1.9. to 25. Qd. each. Cylindrical CUCUMBER-
TUBES, from Qd. to 4s. each; PROPAGATING - GLASSES,
Green, is. per lb.; white, Is. 2d. per lb.; or 2s. Qd. to 24s. per

dozen; FISH-BOWLS, from is. Qd. each; ditto, with hole in

bottom for Fountains, 2s. Qd. per lb., at Apslky Pellatt's Falcon

Glass Works, Holland-street, Blackfriars. Orders from the

country, accompanied with a Post-office order, will meet with

prompt attention. ___^
L1THIC ANTI- CORROSION PAINT, from its

Strength and Durability, forms an excellent coating for

Greenhouses, Conservatories, and Outbuildings. Its antiseptic

qualities particularly adapt it for the preservation of Wood and
Iron Fences; and it may be advantageously employed upon good
Brickwork, in place of stucco or other covering. Manufactured

in stone and slate colours by John Bazlky Whitk & Sons,

Roman and Keene's Cement Manufacturers, Millbank-street,

Westminster.

DESIRABLE RESIDENCE for an HORTICUL-
TURIST.—A Mansion-house, fit for the residence of a

genteel family; Coach-house and Three-stall Stable; situated

in the village of Fulford, one mile and a half from York. The
House is surrounded by Three Acres of Garden Ground, soil deep

and very productive: Orchard in full bearing; Wall-fruit, Hot-

house, Melon-pits, and Tanks (well supplied with water) ; nearly

Four Acres of Meadow-Land, with a stream running through it.

To be Sold, or Let by the Year or on Lease ; Rent, 80/. per annum.
A good Cottage adjacent may be had for the additional rent of QL

per annum. The premises maybe seen by application to Joshua
Gray, Esq., solicitor, High Petergate, York.

TO GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS, FLORISTS,
and Others.—Nearly Two Acres of Garden Ground within

Five Miles of Hyde Park Corner (partly walled), containing a

Peachhouse, Greenhouse, Spanroofed house, and Four Forcing

Pits; to be Let at a Moderate Rent, being a good opportunity

for an industrious Young Man. Apply, post-paid, to M. J-, at

Webber's, late Dulley's, Fruiterer, Centre-row, Covent Garden-

market, London.—June 15, 1843.

TUIE SUBSCRIBERS to ART-UNIONS are
JL respectfully reminded that the ROYAL POLYTECHNIC
UNION of LONDON cannot rcccive-SUBSCRIPTIONS after the

1st of JULY next, to which period the SEVENTEEN FINE
ETCHINGS, illustrative of the SONGS of SHAKSPEARE, on
India paper, in an elegant wrapper may be obtained. The
Prizes will be allotted on the 8th of July, at Eight o'clock in the

Evening, at No. 5, Cavendish-square, in the presence of the

subscribers.
In consequence of the Legality of this Union being questioned,

a consultation has been held by eminent Counsel, who affirmed

its Legality, and have themselves become subscribers. The
President and other Members of the Royal Academy are also on
the subscription list. R.J. Lo.vobottom, Hon. Sec.

IMPORTANT TO LADIES.
KEARSLEY'S ORIGINAL "WIDOW WELCH'S

FEMALE PILLS, so long and justly celebrated for their

peculiar virtues, are strongly recommended to the notice of every
lady, having obtained the sanction and approbation of most gen-
tlemen of the Medical Profession, as a safe and valuable Medi-
cine in effectually removing obstructions, and relieving all other
inconveniences to which the female frame is liable, especially

those which, at an early period of life, frequently arise from want
of exercise and general debility of the system : they create an
appetite, correct indigestion, remove giddiness and nervous head-

ache, and are eminently useful in windy disorders, pains in the
stomach, shortness of breath, and palpitation of the heart : being
perfectly innocent, may be safely used in all seasons and climates.

** * It is necessary, owing to the numerous imitations, to inform
the Public that KEARSLEY'S is the only ORIGINAL and GE-
NUINE MEDICINE of this description ever made, and has been
prepared by them for more than Fifty Years ! ! Purchasers are

particularly requested to remark, that as a testimony of authen-
ticity, each Bill of Directions contains an affidavit, and bears the
signature of "C. KEARSLEY," in writing, and each box is

wrapped in white paper. Price 2.9. Qd.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by J. Sanger. 150, Ox ford -street,

London; and all respectable Medicine Vendors throughout the
country.

DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALCULE.

AS Summer approaches the larvae of destructive insects

are propagated in infinite multitudes with amazing rapidity,

.and impregnate with millions of insects the very air we breathe,

to the great injury of the young shoots of Trees, Vines, Plants,

and every species of vegetation put into motion and growth by
the genial influence of the season. J. Rkao begs to inform
Ladies, Amateur and Practical Gardeners, &c, that he has made
considerable improvements in his Machines and Syringes, (which
surpass anything of the kind ever offered to the public,; for the pur-

pose of destroying those insects which make such deadly havoc

on all fruit-trees and plants, at this season of the year.
_
These

Machines may be worked with half the usual labour required for

any others now in use, which affords Ladies the pleasure of

watering their own plants and flowers without the least fatigue;

the valves being solid metal, can never get out of repair, J. R-

begs to caution the public against spurious instruments exhibited

in shop windows, with cards placed by their side on which is

written " READ'S Patknt," but which are not of his manufac-

ture ; thus the public are grossly deceived by being served with

a spurious instrument (as " Head's Patent")* instead of the

genuine article. The genuine Instruments may be seen and

proved at 35, Regent Circus, Piccadilly. N.B.—None are genuine

except stamped with the words Read's Patent.

rpHE MECHIAN DRESSING-CASE, the most
JL portable ever invented, being only the size of a pocket-

book, and containing one pair of Mechi's Ivory-handle peculiar

Steel Razors, his Magic Strop and Comb, Badger-Hair Shaving-

brush, his Patent Castellated Tooth-brush, and a neat useful

Nail-brush; price only 25s. The same, with Hair-brush and

Soap- dish, 35s. To Military men, and as a steam-boat or travel-

ling companion, this invention is an invaluable acquisition. An
immense variety of other Dressing-Cases, both for Ladies and

Gentlemen, either infancy woods or leather, at all prices, to suit

either the economical or the luxurious. An extensive stock of

Writing-Desks, Writing-Cases, Woik-Boxes, and Bagatelle-

Tables, Razors, Strops, Table Cutlery, superb papier maehe arti-

cles, &c—Manufactory, 4,Leadenhall-st., 4 doors from CornlnU.

A
WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

S HEAD GARDENER. J. Rodgers, of middle

age, married, and now residing with Francis Hurt, Esq/,

of Alderwasley Hall, Derbyshire, isready to makeanengagemt"
as above. Can have an unexceptionable character, of io > ,?„-

standing. Direct," till the 20th of June, to J. Kodokbs, a*^
wasley Hall; after that date, at Mr. Smith's, Nurseryman,.!

anw y

Nursery, near Matlock.—Junes, 1813.

A :S GARDENER. A respectable single y°un
fh ĉ ,J..ax who has a good practical knowledge of his business

,

^en

tivation of Pines, Grapes, &c. ; can have a good cftaw

integrity, industry, and sobriety. Direct to P. r.9
ryo

Romford, Essex. .

A S GARDENER. A single Man, from JjJJjffJjiX aged 32, who has a good knowledge of his professjo

its branches, and can be well recommended by n^" Turuham-
Address, A.li., to the care of Mr. Russkll, Gaxaeuc ,

green, Middlesex. ,

A 8 GARDENER. ^^I^&^^SSSL
.£*- practice m nursery work, and in theJ*°^

s Gardener, in a
is desirous ot engaging himself to a c" e"

#̂
r,

1 n,ic of a respectable
good establishment, to learn the S^nerairou , Post-office,
Situation. Direct to A. B. C, at Mr. FAR***

Hackney.
•
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KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
Exhibitions of Plants and Flowers, for 1843, Inner Circle,

Regent's Park, Wednesdays, June 28 and July 19, from 2 o'clock
until ?.

The Prizes to be awarded are Medals and Plate, varying in

value from 10s. to 15/., the total amount being 600/. for Plants and
Flowers, and 10/. 10s. for Microscopes. Open to all Competitors.

Fellows, Members, and Bearers of Ivory Tickets will be admitted
upon entering their names or numbers in the Gate Book.

Visitors will be admitted by Tickets to be obtained at the Gar-
dens, and between 12 and 4 o'clock at No. 28, Regent-street, by
Orders fiom Fellows and Members only. Price 6s. ; and on the
days of Exhibition after 2 o'clock, 105.

Schedules of Prizes, with the Regulations for the observance
of Exhibitors, and all other particulars, may be had on applica-
tion at the Gardens, or at 28, Regent- street, as above.

By Order of the Council, J. D. C. Sowkrby, Secretary.

AMERICAN PLANTS.—WATERER'S SPLENDID
EXHIBITION, King's Road, Chelsea, under the especial

patronage of H.R.H. the Duchess of Gloucester and II.R.H. the
Duke of Cambridge, is now in high perfection. Upwards of
10,000 plants, many 10 to 12 feet high, completely covered with
flowers, producing one of the most brilliant scenes ever offered
to public view.—Open daily, Sundays excepted. Admittance,
One Shilling.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

YNEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
OUELL & Co. have much pleasure in referring the
readers of the Gardeners* Chronicle to their select List of the

above elegant tribe of plants, which appeared on the front adver-
tising page of this Paper of the 2/th ult. They are now ready to
be sent out per post, free, (on the receipt of a post-office order,)
to any part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms :

12 fine show varieties, . 1 2s. 12 extra fine and very supe-
12 extra fine ditto . . . 16s. rior .... 2\s,

The selection being left to Youell & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, June 21, 1843.

VICTORIA REGIA.—Those Parties who purchased
Seeds of the above fine Aquatic Plant, in the spring of 1841,

many of which failed to germinate, will now receive an equal
number of fresh Seeds, gratis. These Seeds were collected so
recently as the month of March, 1843 ; it is therefore confidently

hoped that the purchasers will not be subjected to the same dis-
appointment as before. There remain yet a few more of the Seeds
for disposal -

y but an early application for them is recommended,
a small number only having been just received (June 20) by Mr.
Schomb Urge's agent from Pirara.—Apply atNo. 45, Frith-street,
Soho-square, London.

ANAGALLIS (BREWERI), AND SUPERB BLUE CINERARIA
SEED.

MICHAEL BREWER, Sen., Nurseryman, London
Road, Cambridge, begs to offer strong plants of his Splen-

did deep blue, full and complete round-pctalcd Seedling Anagallis,
(Breweri), being of a strong, green, and vigorous habit, and the
flower equal in size to a half-crown. It is now ready for sending
out, at 5.9. per plant, postage free, to any part of the Kingdom.
(See "Notices to Correspondents" in the Gardeners' Chronicle of
June 10.) Also, packets of his Brilliant CINERARIA SEED, com-
prising every shade of Dark and Light Blue tint

j
and as the pre-

sent is the best time for sowing for Autumn, Winter, and early
Spring flowering, he is induced to offer Seed, warranted as newly

(

gathered, in packets at 3s. 6d. t 7*. t
and 105. Applications, inclos-

inepost-office orders, will_be immediately executed. ^

SUPERB SEEDLING CHRYSANTHEMUM THE "DUKE."
"V OUELL & Co. feel much pleasure iu announcing
-*- they have obtained the entire stock of an extremely beau-

tiful seedling Chrysanthemum, from Mr. Wells, gardener to the

Shown in the best stand of 25; ditto ditto, 15; ditto ditto, 20; and
the judges pronounced it to be the best Chrysanthemum ever
exhibited. The colour French White, changing to pure white

:

retals broad and beautifully incurved, forming a perfect ball of
from 4 to

4.J inches in diameter. It is ready for sending out, at

7s- 6d. per plant, free of postage, to any part ot the United King,
(lorn.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, June 22, 1843^

MARAUCARIA IMBRICATA PLANTS.

ESSRS. VEITCH cS: SON having raised a consi-

derable number of this Splendid Hardy Ornamental Tree,
*re enabled to offer fine healthy plants, from 4 to o inches in
"eight, at the following moderate prices, viz :—

10/. per 100 ;-5/. 105. for 50 ; -and 305. per dozen.
For the convenience of some purchasers, Messrs. V. & Son

oave appointed, as their London agent, Messrs. Hurst and
f^i Mullkn, Seedsmen, No. 6, Leadenhall-street. N.B.—A remit-
tee or reference required from unknown correspondents.—
Exetert June 19, J843,

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
AJL AWARD OF THE JUDGES AT THE EXHIBITION AT
THE GARDEN OF THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

Junk 17, 18-13.

Gold Knightian Medal.— 1 To Mr. John Green, Gardener
to Sir Edm. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S., for 40 Stove and Greenhouse
Plants. 2 To Mr. J. Goode, Gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S.,
for 40 Stove and Greenhouse Plants. 3 To Mr. Paxton, Gardener
tp His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., for Exotic Orchi-
dacese. 4 To Mr. Mylam, Gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., F.H.S.,
for Exotic Orchidacese. 5 To Mr. Moffatt, Gardener to His Grace
the Duke of Newcastle, for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit.
Gold Banksjan Medal.— 1 To Mr. John Dobson, Gardener

to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth, F.H.S., for 12 varieties of Pelar-
gonium, in pots of 24 to the cast. 2 To Mr. Catleugh, of Hans-
street, Chelsea, for 12 varieties of Pelargonium in pots of 24 to
the cast. 3 To Mr. J. Goode, for 20 varieties of Cape Heaths.
4 To the same, for Exotic Orchidaceas. 5 To Messrs. Lane, of
Great Berkhampstead, for 25 Roses in pots. 6 To Messrs.
Lucombe and Pince, of Exeter, for 21 St-edling Heaths. 7 To
Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, for Exotic Orchidaceas. 8 To Mr.
Spencer, Gardener to the Marquess of Lansdowne, for a miscel-
laneous collection of Fruit. 9 To Mr. J. Davis, of East Barnet,
for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit.
Silver Gilt Medal.— 1 To Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, for 12

varieties of Pelargonium in pots of 24 to the cast. 2 To Mr. I.

Parker, Gardener to J. H. Oughton, Esq., Roehampton, for 12
varieties of Pelargonium in pots of 12 to the cast. 3. To Mr.
Catleugh, ofHans street, Chelsea, for 12 varieties of Pelargonium
in pots of 12 to the cast. 4 To Mr. Redding, Gardener to Mrs.
Marryatt, F.H.S., for 40 Stove and Greenhouse Plants. 5 To Mr.
Pawley, of the White Hart Inn, Bromley, Kent, for 20 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. 6 To Mr. Hunt, Gardener to Miss Traill,
F.H.S., for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants. 7 To the same, for
6 species of Cape Heaths. 8 To Mr. Joseph Goode, for Stove
and Greenhouse Climbers. 9 To Mr. John Green, for 20 species
of Cape Heaths. 10 To Mr. Brazier, Gardener to W. H. Story,
Esq., F.H.S., for 6 species of Cape Heath. 11 To Mr. J. Smith,
Gardener at the Royal Bot. Garden, Kew, for Achimenes multi-
flora. 12 To Mr. Mylam, Gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., F.H.S.,
lor Nepenthes ampullacea. 13 To the same, for Aei ides odoratum.
14 To Mr. John Brewster, Gardener to Mrs. Wray, F.H.S., for
Barkeria spcctabilis. 15 To Mr. T. Insleay, Gardener to G.
Baiker, Esq., F.H S., for Exotic Orchidacea?. 1(5. To Mr. R. Atlee,
Gardener to H. Beaufoy, Esq., South Lambeth, for Grapes. 17
To Mr. J. Davis, of E. Barnet, for Grapes. 18 To Mr. I. Whar-
ton, Gardener to Miss Whitehead, of Bath, for Pine Apples.
Large Silver Medal.— 1 To Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, for

12 varieties of Pelargonium in pots of 12 to the cast. 2 To Mr.
Hunt, Gardener to Miss Traill, F.H.S., for 12 varieties of Pelar-
gonium in pots of 12 to the cast. 3 To Mr, W. Bourne, Gardener
to the Hon. Sir E. Paget, Chelsea Hospital, for 6 varieties of
Pelargonium in pots of 8 to the cast. 4 To Mr. Dobson, Gardener
to Mr. Beck of the Slate Works, Isleworth, F.H.S., for 6 Shrubby
Calceolarias in pots of 12 to the cast, it To the same, for 6 Her-
baceous Calceolarias in pots of 12 to the cast. 5 To Mr. Gaines, for

G Shrubby Calceolarias in pots of 12 to the cast. 6 To Messrs.
Lane and Son, for 1 2 varieties of Fuchsia. 7 To Mr. Falconer,
Gardener to Archdale Palmer, Esq., for 6 species of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. 8 To Mr. Bruce, Gardener to Boyd Miller,

Esq., for 6 species of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. 9 To
Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, of Exeter, for Statice macrophylla.
10 To the same, for Luxembergia ciliosa. 11 To Mr. W. Red-
ding, for Acrophylium venosum. 12 To Mr. J. Smith, for Lux-
embergia ciliosa. 13 To Mr. T. Jackson, F.H.S., for 20 varieties
of Cape Heath. 14 To Mr. F. Eraser, of Leyton, Essex, for 20
varieties of Cape Heath. 15 To Mr. G. Clark, Gardener to M.
T. Smith, Esq., F.H.S., for 6 varieties of Cape Heath, id To
Mr. James Falconer, for Tall Cacti in flower. 17 To Mr. A.
Milne, Gardener to C. S. Chauncey, Esq., F.H.S., for a col-

lection of Roses in 50 varieties. 18 To Messrs. Paul and Son, of
Cheshunt, for a collection of Roses in 50 varieties. 19 To
Messrs. Veitch and S^n, of Exeter, for Oncidium Lanceanum.
20. To Mr. M. Henderson, Gardener to Sir Geo. Beaumont, Bart,
for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit. 21 To the same, for

Pine-apples. 22 To Mr. Bruin,Gardener to R. Gunter, Esq., F.H.S.
for a miscellaneous collection of Fruit. 23 To Mr. E. Davis, Gar-
dener to Abel Smith, Esq., F.H.S., for Grapes. 24 To the same,
for Pine Apples. 25 To Mr. Chapman, of South Lambeth, for

Grapes. 26 To J. G. Fuller, Esq., F.H.S., for Pineapples.
SilverKnightian Medal.— 1 To Mr. Hunt, Gardener to Miss

Traill, F.H.

S

M for 12 varieties of Pelargonium in pots of 24 to

the cast. 2 To Mr. Catleugh, for 6 Herbaceous Calceolarias, in

pots of 12 to the cast. 3 To the same, for 6 Shrubby Calceolarias

in pots of 12 to the cast. 4 To Mr. G. Stanly, Gardener to H.
Berens, Esq., F.H.S., for b* Shrubby Calceolarias in pots of 12 to

the cast. 5 To Mr. John Trevers, of East-lane, Walworth, for

24 varieties of Pinks. 6 To Mr. Norman, of Woolwich, for 24

varieties of Pinks. 7 To Mr. Catleugh, for 12 varieties of Fuch-
sia. 8 ToE. Foster, Esq., Clewer, near Windsor, for a seedling
Pelargonium (Phaon). 9 To Mr. G. Clarke, for a Collection of 6

species of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. 10 To Mr. John Green,

for Stigmaphyllon ciliatum. 11 To Mr. James Dawson, Brixton-

hiJl for Erica pulvcrulenta. 12 To_ Messrs. Beck and Co., 67,

efrinrt fnrMartvniafragrans. IStrand, for Marty 3 To Mr. Pawley, of Bromley,

for 6 species of Cape Heaths. 14 To Mr. Bruce, for 6 species of

Cape Heaths. 15 To the same, for a Collection of Tall Cacti in

flower. 16 To A * Rowland, Esq., F.H. S., for 50 varieties of

Poses
'

1/ To Mr. H. Cobbett, of Horscll, near Woking, for 50

varieties of Roses. 18 To Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, of

Exeter for Vanda teres. 19 To F. G. Cox, Esq., of Cedar Lodge,

Stoclvwell for Phalasnopsis amabilis. 20 To Mr. R. Poole, Ley-

*«« TTcepv for Pimelcadecussata. 21 To Messrs. Lockhart and

h"' to colonel Sowerby, Putteridgebury, Luton, for Peaches.

9«ToMr S M.Carson, Gardener to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq.,

Mr nnines of Battersea, for 6 Herbaceous Calceolarias in pots

f to»n twut 3 To Mr. John Neville, of Peckham, for 24
of 12 to the cast.

.

•* 10 R Henbrey, of Croydon, for 24
varieties of Pnjs. ^ g ^^ ^^ Qf^^^^^
IE to?i?eedlK Pelargonium (Dake.of Devonshire). 5* To the

am oi-a^cond seedling Pelargonium (Robustum). 6 to Mr.

forMorrnodesluxatum, 15 To Messrs. Tyso, of Wallingford, for

nculuses. 16 To Mr. H. Baile, of Covent Garden, for Globe
Bt Pelargoniums. 17 To Mr. W. Salter, Gardener to J. M.

Ranunculi
Scarlet
Yeeles, Esq., of Bath, for Erica tricolor. 18 To Mr. R. Mountjn£
F.H.S., for Styhdium fasciculatum. 10 To Mr. F. Fraser, for
Epacris grandiflora. 20 To Mr. G. Wortley, Gardener to I. F.
Maubert, Esq., F.H.S. , for Grapes. 21 To Mr. Roberts, Gardener
to M.Wilson, Esq., Skipton, for Grapes. 22 To Mr. Mitchell,
Gardener to Lord Vernon, for Peaches and Nectarines. 23 To
Mr. Pcdrick, Gardener to H. Pownall, Esq., F.H.S., for Peaches
and Nectarines. 24 To Mr. Foggo, Gardener to the Marquess of
Abercorn, for Feaches. 25 To Mr. H. Bance, Gardener to Br.
Tarlteton, of ChetefieM, Kent, for 6 Melons.

Thk Certificate of Merit.— 1 To Mr. Ingram, of Southamp-
ton, for a Pelargonium (Corinthian). 2 To Mr. John Standish, of
Bagshot, for a Calceolaria (Illuminator). 3 To Mr. J. Neville, of
Peckham, for a Pink (Brilliant). 4 To Mr. G. Piper, Gardener to
R. Whilley, Esq., of Blackheath Park, for a Cineraria (Princess
Royal). 5 To Mr. E. P. Lyne, of Plymouth, for a Pelargonium
(Princess Alice). 6 To Messrs, Lee and Co., lor a species of
Lathyrus, from Texas. 7 To Messrs. Lucombe and Pince, for

Gompholobium polymorphum. 8 To Mr. Joseph Goode, for

Helichrysum retortum. To the same, for Gloxinia maxima
alba. 10 To Mr. Edmonds, for Peristeria pendula. 11 To Mr.
Hopgood, of Bayswater, for Sollya linearis. 12 To Mr. John
Trevers, of East Lane, Walworth, for Ranunculuses. 13 To Mr.
J. Bruce, for Aphelexis sesamoides. 14 To Mr. Hunt, for Onci-
dium michroehilum,

LYNE'S PELARGONIUMS.

WM. E. RENDLE has procured the Stock of Seed-
ling PELARGONIUMS raised by P. E. Lyne, Esq., and

informs Amateurs and others who took notes of them at the
"Chiswick Fete" on Saturday last, that Lists and Descriptions
ofthe Seedlings coming out this season will be shortly published,
and will be sent by post on application.—Union-road Nursery,
Plymouth, June 20.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIA ST. CLARE! '

THIS magnificent FUCHSIA, pronounced by Dr.
LiniH'Hy as "the finest hybrid we have seen," is now

ready for sending out by You ell & Co., upon the following terms,
viz. : -One St. Clare, wkh eleven other finest Show varieties for
215. ; the set delivered free of postage, (on the receipt of a post-

office order) to any part of the United Kingdom.—Great Yarmouth
Nursery, June 21, 1843.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
"FUCHSIA EXON1ENSIS."

T UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
J—' attention of the Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which
has been raised from seed in the Exeter Nursery, ai.,. vhichthey
have no hesitation in saying is decidedly the finest va'.'ivV ever

produced ; indeed, it is at once admitted to be so by all who -

;
"p

it, who arc struck with admiration of its noble appearance. The
flowers are exceedingly large, being longer as well as broader
than those of any other Fuchsia, and are of a very firm, thick,
waxy substance, with the corolla of a fine violet blue colour.

Plants will be ready for delivery on the 10th of August next, at

10a*. 6d. each, and will be sent by post, carefully packed in tin

cases. The usual discount to the trade if six plants are taken.
For a full description of this Fuchsia, see Advertisement in the
Gardeners 1 Chronicle ofthe 1/th hist.
" ~

ROSES.
EDENYER begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,

• and his Friends in general, that his superb collection of
ROSES will be in bloom about the 26th of June. The Standard
and Dwarf Roses are planted on each side of a walk 6t>o feet long,
and consist of 500 varieties. Orders taken for the plants when in
bloom, and delivered in November next. Admittance gratis.
Nursery within three miles of London, Loughborough-road,
North Brixton.

TO PANSY GROWERS.

J PEARSON, having a fine Stock of bis BLACK
• PRINCE PANSY, will, on receipt of a Post-ctfice order for

55., send it to any part of the Kingdom in a tin-box, post-free.—
Chilwell Nurseries, near Nottingham.

ROSES.

T RIVERS, Jun., respectfully informs his Friends
• and the Public that his Collection of ROSES will be in full

bloom about the 28th inst. To those inclined, a day may be
spent among Rosks, as the collection is now much larger than
it has ever yet been. The Nurseries, although very extensive,
arc connected. Down trains per Northern and Eastern Railway,
Shoreditch, run as follows, calling at Harlow and Sawbridge-
worth stations alternately, each one mile from the Nursery:
Morning— eight, half-past nine, half-past eleven o'clock ; After-

noon— half-past one, half-past four, quarter-past six, and half-

past eight o'clock.— Sawbridgcworth, June 15, 1843.

YEL.LOW RHODODENDRON.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., have now a few plants

for sale of this rare and beautiful RHODODENDRON : and
as they purchased from Mr. Smith, who raised it, the original

Plant, which was exhibited in Flower by him at Chiswick, and

Exeter Nursery. June 12.

ROSES.

A PAUL and SON beg to announce to their Cus-
• tomers and admirers of Rosks in general, that their

ROSES are now in FULL BLOOM. The Collection, which last

season consisted of upwards of One Thousand Varieties, has
received considerable additions from the Continent, and com-
prises all the newest and most interesting varieties in cultiva-

tion. The present is afavourable opportunity to such as wish to

form or add to their collection, as the varieties they approve of

can be selected, and the Plants will be delivered in November.
The Nurseries are near the Waltham Cross Station on the

Northern and Eastern Railway, which distance from London is

accomplished in the short space of half-an-hour ; trains leaving

Shoreditch—morningt at S, half-past 9, and hall-past 11 o'clock;
afternoon, half-past 1, halt-past 3, and half-past 4 o'clock.—
Cheshunt Nu rseries, near Waltham Cross, Herts.

FUCHSIA LANEII. '

"

~

MESSRS. LANE & SON, of Great Berkhampstead,
. Herts, beg to announce that they have Sirong PLANTS

ofthe above New Seedling, which has stood the test of the
present season "as well as the last, it having been exhibited at
both the Horticultural Society's Shows at Chiswick, and the
Royal Botanic Society's Exhibition at Regent's Park, this year,
at each «f which prizes were awarded to it. The size ol bloom
and general habit of this plant eminently qualify it lor a place in
every collection. Sent by post to any part of the kingdom, on
receipt of Post-office order or cash from unknown correspondents.
Price 7s. 6rf., with the usual discount to the Trade when not less
than 6 Plants are taken.—June 22, 1343.

I
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THOMAS CRIPPS^ Florist, Tunbridge "Wells, has a

few Plants of that singularly beautiful Annual, Nemophilla,
" DipcoidalIs " (Which was figured in the " Floricultural Cabi-

net*' for the present nvmih) to offer. The flowers of this fine

Variety are a beautiful rich velvety black, margined with white.

Plants 2;?. Grf each, or, if requested, will be sent per post, without
additional expense, on the receipt of 36 postage stamps.

NURSERIES, GREAT BERKHAMPSTEAD, HERTS.
ROSES.

MESSRS. LANE and SON beg to inform their

Friends and the Public generally that their immense Stock of

Standard and Dwarf ROSES will be in FULL BLOOM on and

after the 29th inst , and must be seen to warrant an opinion of their

great extent and beauty. The Nurseries are within Six Minutes 1

Wakof the Berkhampstead Station of the London and Birmingham
Railway, trains stopping at which leave Euston square at 7 and 8

o'clock every morning, and at 1, 3, and 6 o'clock every evening

(Sundays excepted). Up-trains leave the Berkhampstead Station for

London every day (Sundays excepted) at 49 minutes past 7, 4 mins.

!past$, and at l6mins. past and4I mins. past 11 in the moving,
And at 25 mins. past 4, and 22 mins. past 8 o'clock in the evening.—

June 22, 1843. _
WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD,

SUSSEX.

WM. WOOD & SON have much pleasure to inform

Rose Amateurs and their Friends, that their extensive

Collection of Roses is now coming into Flower, and will con-

tinue in splendid bloom during the season.—Woo dlands, June 22.

RAN^ri^MONTCITrlON, SHADDOCK, and

FORBIDDEN FRUIT TREES.—J. BUTLER invites the

attention of the Nobility and Gentry to his last importation of

these TREES, just arrived from Genoa. They are remarkably

fine, the price from 6s. and upwards. To be seen at J. Butler's

Italian Warehouse, 155, Regent-street, London. Genuine Seltzer

\Vater, fresh from the Rhine, price 8.9. per dozen bottles.

DUNSTABLE, BEDFORDSHIRE.
TO AMATEURS, HORTICULTURISTS, AND SPORTING

GENTLEMEN.

MR. W. W. SIMPSON has received instructions

from Edward Burr, Esq., to sell by Auction at the Crown

Inn, on Wednesday next, July 26, 1843, a superior detached

Family Residence, situate in the pleasantest part of the town, in

excellent repair, and possessing every convenience. Communi-

«^tfng with ttve house is a beautiful Conservatory, with Fountain

therein, a large Forcing House, containing Vines in full bearing,

(both heated by one cast-iron Hot-water Apparatus) ; together

with ft large Pleasure Garden, very tastefully laid out, and

abundantly stocked with choice Shrubs and Flowers j a Kitchen-

tJarden in the rear, divided by a lofty brick wall, with Pine-pits

and Melon-frames therein. The House contains capital Cellarage,

a set of excellent Rooms on the ground-floor, and large Hall,

9 Bedrooms, Dressing-rooms, and Water-closets. The Out-Build-

ings consist of double and single Coach-houses, Stalled Stablings

for four Horses, with Harness-room attached and Loft over,

Laundry, Coril-house, Piggeries, and Dung-pit. On the opposite

side of the . eet, lying in front of the house, will be included a

niece o f Pieasure-ground, inclosed by an ornamental fron-tence,

held on lease for an unexpired term of 4/ years from

Michaelmas next. On the same day will also be sold 290 acres

of Pasture and Arable Land adjoining. The above property is

well situated for any Gentleman fond of hunting, being within

reach of four packs of hounds.—For further particulars apply to

Mr. W. W. Suipso_n,No. 13. Bucklerstmry, London,
m

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, & Others.

TWO THOUSAND CAMELLIAS, FINE VARIETIES OF
AZALEA INDICA, GREENHOUSE AND OTHER EXOTIC

TV /I ESS R.S. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

IVi to submit "to public competition, by Auction, on the

Premises Kinesiand Nursery, Ball's- Pond-road, about the middle

f iuiv* bv order of the Proprietor, in consequence of removing

?i St liford about 2,000 DOUBLE & SINGLE CAMELLIAS,

consisting of all the approved kinds, in a high state or cultiva-

tion A choice assortment of AZALEA INDICA
;
also a collection

of Stovb and Greenhouse Puants, consisting of Araucaria

FXCKlSA CUVBA NOBILB, BONAFA-RTIA JUNCBA, &C. MaybeSdaS Prior to Sale- Catalogues may be had on the

premises; of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers,

American Nursery, Leytonstone.

tiritann uTHLife assurance company,
j3 i princes street, bank, london.
This institution is empowered by Special Act of Parliament,

f4 Viet cap Q»%nd is so constituted as to afford the benefits of

Life Assurance in their fullest extent to Policy-Holders, and to

nresent creater facilities and accommodation than are usually

nrTered by other Companies. The deeded superiority of its plan,

at d its claim to public preference and support, have been proved

in^iVtestablY. by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Assurances may either be effected by Parties on their own

I ives or by Parties interested therein on the Lives of others.

The effect of an Assurance on a person's own life is to create

at once a property in reversion, which can by no other means be

rpali?ed Take, for instance, the case of a person at the age

nf 3o' who by the payment of 5/. 3.v. 4d. to the Britannia Life

Assurance Company, can become at once possessed of a bequeath-

able property, amounting to 1 000*., subject only to the condition

of his continuing the same payment quarterly during the remain-

der of his life,—a condition which may be fulfilled by the mere

aaviuff of eight shillings weekly in his expenditure. Thus, by

the exertion of a very slight degree of economy-such, indeed, as

can scarcely be felt as as inconvenience, he may at once realize

a capital of 1000/., which he can bequeath or dispose of in any

way he may think proper. .»-,*« « . «
Detailed Prospectuses, and every requisite information as to the

mode of effecting Assurances, may be obtained at the Office.mu
PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A Board of Directors attend daily at 2 o'clock, for the despatch

of business. : ,

ATIONA.L LOA^TFUNU LIFE ASSURANCE,
ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Coruhill, London.

Capital, 500,000/.—Empowered by Parliament,
DIRECTORS.

T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman.

THE FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' HAIL-
STORM INSURANCE COMPANY.—Offices, 4, Wellington-

street North, Strand, London.
This is a subject which deeply affects the interests of both land-

lord and tenant, the destruction by Hail-storms being equally

fearful and frequently more extensive than damage by fire.

"Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, Peas, andTares, insured at 4s. per

cent., inclusive of the stamp, subject to the conditions contained

in the policy. The Stamp on the Policy is paid by the Office.

All claims settled in the month of November in each year, and
should any disputes arise, to be referred to arbitration.

Glass in hothouses, greenhouses, &c, insured at 15s. per cent.,

subject to certain conditions.
Prospectuses containing every information may be obtained of

the Agents of the " Farmkrs' Fire and Lifb Insurance
Institution," who are appointed in all the principal towns in

the kingdom, or by letter, pre-paid, forwarded to W. Shaw, Esq.,

at the Offices, Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

CIOTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
J FOUNDERS, &C, &C, No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, OXFORD

Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

N

George Lungley, Esq.

John ftawsoo, Esq.

Clement Tabor, Esq.
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GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 345.; 20,44s,; 22, 50s.

;

24 inches, 60s.; 26, 75s.; 28, 84S.; 30, 105s. each.

CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. Qd. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chans, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vasns and Pedestals in great

variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural

Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Amott's Stoves,

An!rlo-13elgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low

prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, arc

subject to future alterations.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most

improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,

which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low

prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,

&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15

years experience, and having fixed upwards of l6ft0 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which

they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence

undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-

sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own

Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices:

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . . £7 0s. Orf.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler, small size . • • 3 15

Ditto do. large do. . • • . 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, Is. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.

lon~, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3s. 6d. each.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4s. Qd. each.

Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at,4 4 „

Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 b „
BESTWIRE forSTRAINEDWIREFENCING at 88. per bundle

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, 7<S. each. The Improved

continued, and everv Other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire work, &c.

HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,

3s. 6'/. ;
20 inches, 4s 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6d. each.

CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet long out of the jrround,

7.v.
- 4 feet 6, Qs. ; 5 feet, Us. ; 6 feet, 15*. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

Siiow-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley Street,

where every information may be obtained.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers, The Tanks can be applied to Boilers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rendlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

JohnElliotson, M.D., F.R.S.

John Griffith Frith, Esq.

II. Gordon, Esq.
Joseph Thompson, Esq.

Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.

Professor (iraves, A.M., F.R.S.

Actuary.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society

will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a

reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five

years* standing, viz. :
—

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDrNGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at verv moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D and E. Bailhy having devoted much time to the considera-

tion' of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting,amongstother metalworks, an extremely completeand

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapt ed for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been broaght before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili.

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.andE. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which arc now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

Entry

1837
1333

policy
No.

39
114

Age

59

5G

Sum.

£
1,000

3,000

Annual
Premium

Bonus
added.

£ s. d.

132 14 6

175 15 1296 9 7

Cash
Bonus.

£ -v. d.

58 19 9
123 6

Prcm
reduced.

£ s. d,

8 19 4

16 9 7

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

QT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-O PLACE, KING'S-ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of IN-

VISIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered

Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers Arches for Walks,

Bordering, Flower- stands, Pheasantnes, &c. HORriLULlu-
RAL BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c.

The same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved

and economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and

Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next

Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be

borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.w J
F, FERGUSON CAMROUX, Skcrktary.

THE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS invented

X by J. Rogsrs, Esq., may he obtained of any size fromJOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Scvenoaks, Kent.

Shewtsn having: had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall^I{W>
Hftcknev Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place j

Mr. Knight s,

kK Messrs * Veitch and Son'8
'
Exeter

'
ana at

the Gardens of tbe Horticultural Society of London.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

.*r=.

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &cm Gloucester-
• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Builders, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility

and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once

in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the whole

of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square.

BUDDING'S PATENT GRASS-MOWING MA-
CHINE—This Machine, which has recently undergone some

improvements, is admirably adapted ior mowing Lawns and

Plcasure-Grounds. It is so easy of management that it may

readily be used by an unpractised hand; and while the work is

much more rapidly performed than by the scythe, the effect is

very superior, as it leaves no seam, and it may be used in *u

seasons, and best in dry weather, when the Gra*s is diincuit to

cut with the scythe. .

Wholesale and Retail Agents to the Patentee—J. R. ana a-

Ransome, Ipswich. «*--*,
Agents in London—Thomas Wilkinson, 30.0, Oxford-street,

Baker and Co., 65, Fore-street, Cripplepate ; Cato and Sons, ay,

Holborn Hill; Charles Smart, 3O0, Ox ford -street.
^____

UOTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,

X Manoki. Wuhzki, &c. By the use of the above Manure,

the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtaii le.a

of Oiianok GLOBlfi Mangel Wuuzici.,by Mr. A. Cotton, 01 nu-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl oi^w-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, wnue oy

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. z qrs. «»«cr

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the

Artificial Guano. .

*** Pottkk's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. lus. per uon ,

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.f

Lambeth.

G U A NO ON SALE
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

M'lntosh's New Edition of the

PRACTICAL GARDENER, in One Volume, con-

tainin.' the latest and most approved modes of Managcrneii

of K.tci.kn, Fruit, and Fi-OWBR-Gabdbns, Gbkkn-ho..^,

Hothousb, Conservatory,**. ; comprising numerous expiau^

tory Woodcuts and Steel Engravings. In one large 8vo. vo •

(976 pages), 218. cloth letter ; coloured plates, 26s. j
andmay oe^pages;, 54is. ciom iv.-i.ici tuiuujiupi»»w,.»..,~---

/>„«i.i.k3
i„ io Parts, at 2.v. plain, or 2s. Gd. coloured ByC»ARW»
M'INTOSH, C.M.C.H.S. Head Gardener to the Duke B

clench, Dalkeith. " The labour and experience of a life

^

e™__
to the science of Horticulture we now present to the puDlic.

Author's Preface. (,,„.-,- and
London: Thomas Kelly, Paternoster- Row ;

Simpkxn *«

Marshall; and all booksellers.

FOR AUTHORS PUBLISHING.
Now ready. Fourth Edition, price 2* £*, cloth B1' 1

' ™ 3
.

s
'.£u INGTHE AUTHOR'S PRINTING and PUBLISH!^

1 ASSISTANT: A Guide to the Printing,.Correct! g

Publishing New Works: Comprising- Explanations of tnc

cess of Printing-Preparation and Calculation of MbmWF^
Choice of Paper
vertising— Estin

for Private Circulation. &c. With an K"mp^racaxiou«.^

^

r<Jg8#

tion of the Ty pographical Marks used in the Correction onn
f

" Every one who has written, or who may write lor w
should possess this vrork."-M*tropoHtan.

t
Saunukhs & Otlkv, Publishers, Conduit-Btreej

their

*»* AUTHORS and PUBLISHERS desirous <of "»
jrfE are

Worts reviewed in THE METROPOLITAN MAGA^ ^ the

requested to direct copies to be forwarded to tlie * ^ before

Publishers', Messrs. SatjNdbrs & Otlkv, Conau. -

diSpiayed

the 15th of each month, 'the ability and ">>P'^"" k„ wn, and

in this department of Thb Metropolitan are
:

w
' utb0rity.

its Reviews constantly quoted as of the first cncic

Just Published, _.
, c nprifvins:

THE TEMPERATURE OF ENG^ND^Spga^K
X the Mean Daily Variations of Heat in thes

"

of Botany."

By J. C. David, author of the " Paraded aIOr^^
proprietors.

These Statical Tables are
;
practically useful Farmers,

Surveyors, Architects & Engineers, Botanisx^ g t lhe

and Gardeners ; and all amateurs of the pro
Pate"' ?^

soil. For sale by Shkrwooo, Gilbmit. an
BookseUer8.

• ridgway, 169, Piccadilly, and all respecrawo
row

Price is. rf>
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NOW ON SHOW, AT
YOUELL & Co.'s Nursery, Great Yarmouth, a

splendid Specimen of their FUCHSIA ST. CLARE, upwards
of Nine Feet in Circumference, literally covered with bloom, to
which they respectfully invite admirers of this elegant tribe of
Plants to inspect.--Ju.iie 22, 1843.

SATURDAY, JUNE 24, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, June 27 . . . Zoological &i P -M -

Wednesday, June 20 . -1 gOTS 1 Botanic^ Garden Exhibition.
J ' ^Medico-Botanical • . . r. m.

«
{Horticultural .... 3 r.M.

Florieultural . . • » *•*
Friday, July 7 ..... liotanicaJ » p.m.

Tuesday, July 4

Country Snow, Monday, July 3 . Slough Pink and Heartsease.

The Potato crop has of late years been seriously

affected by a disease which consists in the production of
tubers, instead of stems, when growth first commences
after planting, and in the loss of all further power
of vegetation consequent upon this malformation.

We have examined several specimens of the disease

without succeeding in discovering the smallest trace

of organic injury, and we feel satisfied that there is

nothing in the visible formation of the Potato which
Will account for it. All the tubers, young and old,

seem perfect.

It is therefore probable that Chemistry must be
called upon to explain the source of the mischief, and
that some deficiency or excess of* the proximate prin-

ciples lodged in the tuber will be found connected

with it. Although we have nothing positive to state

in confirmation of this suggestion, yet there are some
facts which may possibly lead to the discovery. We all

know that the Potato-shoots, when first produced, are
fed by the matter lodged in the tuber from which the
shoots proceed. That matter consists largely of
starch ; an insoluble substance, which only becomes
capable of nourishing a young shoot by changing
into yum or sugar. Chemists tell us that such change
is effected by a form of matter which they name
diastase, in which nitrogen is an element. Since we
know that the quantity of azotised matter* found in
a Potato varies very considerably, it is probable that
the quantity of diastase also varies, and that in some
cases it may be altogether insufficient to render the
starch soluble, except to a small extent. If that were
so, the bud, when it springs from a tuber, would be
unable to grow into a shoot bearing leaves, but would
develop itself in an imperfect way, and remain as a
little tuber, without any power of growing further.

This may be the history of the disease in the
Potato now under consideration ; and if so, it would
perhaps be removed by adding azotised manure; for
the latter, when decomposing in the soil, may furnish
the nitrogen that is required. It is true that diastase
is a peculiar compound, and that we have no authority
for supposing diastase itself likely to be formed in a
Potato by the addition of azotised matter to soil. On
the other hand, we know so little of nitrogen, and its
action in vegetation, except that its influence is most
important, that it is a fair'subject of speculation. If
leaves cannot decompose carbonic acid, except in the
presence of nitrogen, it may very well be that starch
also cannot change into sugar or gum except in its
presence, and that in any nascent state it may actjust
as well as if produced by the decomposition of diastase.
"We would recommend then those whose Potatoes

are thus affected to manure them at once with
Water containing ammonia. This can do no harm
and may do good. Experiment, too, is somewhat
favourable to the trial ; for lately, in the Garden of
"the Horticultural Society, some Potatoes which had
ttot made their appearance above ground at the time
"when others planted at the same time were in full
"vegetation, were, at the desire of Mr. Edward Solly,
Watered with a weak solution of muriate of ammo-
nia

; when in a few days the leaves and stems came up,
and are now the most vigorous of all.

The important < fleet of the stimulus incessantly
aPplied to Horticulture by the Horticultural Society
Was never more conspicuously manifested than on
Saturday last, as many of our readers can bear wit-
ness. The cultivation of some of the plants was
quite wonderful, nor was the total absence of bad gar-
dening much less surprising. In former years, the
exhibitions of the Society have been what those of the
lioyal Academy still are—a few noble specimens of
art

> many good ones, and a great number that reflected
£o credit on the senders. But the latter class is now
airly eradicated, and it would have been difficult to
^ud on the late occasion a plant really discreditable
° the grower, with the exception of one exhibition of
Koses.

For this result, the Horticultural Society have an
.^doubted righ t to claim credit. It has arisen entirely

* Matter coataiaing nitrogen.

out of their determined perseverance in refusing
rewards to ill-grown plants, and in applying their

ample funds to the encouragement of good cultivation

instead of mere collecting. By setting their faces
steadily against all attempts at 'obtaining prizes for

plants merely because they were new, they have raised
the standard of British Gardening a thousand per
cent., and placed it in a position from which nothing
can now make it descend. Complaints have indeed
been made of the operation of this system, and
a few gardeners have withdrawn from competi-
tion at Chiswiek ; but in doing so, they only pro-
claimed their unskilfulness by tacitly declaring that
the standard of cultivation fixed by the Society's
Judges was too high for their abilities. In the mean-
while their places have been taken by better men, who
have had the talent to appreciate the true principles
of cultivation, and to apply them more skilfully than
has ever been done before to practical operations. The
miserable Kalmias and wretched forced Roses, whose
just condemnation a few years ago by the Judges pro-
duced so much discontent, have disappeared ; and he
would be a bold man who would now venture to pro-
duce them ; for bad as was one of the exhibitions of
Hoses in pots on Saturday last, it was better than
those to which we allude, and it was the only instance
of really bad gardening which met our eye.
We would ask any unprejudiced person whether

this improvement would have taken place if the
Judges had been weak enough to allow themselves to
be intimidated into awarding high medals for low
skill, merely because high medals were offered, and
none but bad specimens produced. To have done
this would have been not only to offer a premium for
apathy, but absolutely to discourage exertion ; because
it exhibitors had discovered that the prizes were
awarded under all or any circumstances, they would
have had no motive to cultivate their plants better
than ordinary. Their great object would have been
to ascertain what plants in their own possession were
not likely to be produced or exhibited by others, and
then by sending! them to the Garden they would
have easily secured a most unmerited and unwise
reward. But the Judges stopped this promptly by
declaring that they would not award prizes, whatever
might be offered, unless the objects produced were
really worthy of the distinction; while, at the same
time, they often marked their sense of really good
gardening by increasing the medals promised bv\he
Society.

Among the beautiful species that graced the tables.
Orchidaceous plants commanded the greatest admira-
tion. A deep bank of the rarest, the gayest, the
sweetest, and the most graceful of these charming
flowers, a hundred feet in length, formed a spectacle
such as has never before been seen in Europe. Some
Heaths, from Lucombe and Pince, of Exeter
exhibited among miscellaneous subjects, obtained a
Gold Banksian Medal, although nothing higher had
been offered in that class than the Silver Knightian
The large collections of Stove and Greenhouse^plants
from Lady Antrobus and Mrs. Lawrence were each so
good in their way, that they both received the highest
prize; and no fewer than seventeen medals, altogether
of the value of 25/., were assigned to single specimens
of new or rare ornamental plants. Such circumstances
sufficiently indicate what this Exhibition wa«
We were sorry to see some instances of exhibitors

entering their plants m wrong classes, for all such
instances are necessarily passed over by the Judges
Some persons, too, could not reach the garden* in
time, and were excluded altogether. We trust that
they will be more exact on a future occasion.

On Wednesday, the 12th of July, the last of these
Exhibitions for the present year will take place ; and
it gives us great pleasure to announce the intention of
the Duke of Devonshire, on that occasion, to open his
beautiful gardens and grounds to all the visitors to the

Society's Exhibition. Few, except the personal

friends of his Grace, know anything of this delicious

residence, and the permission to stroll through so

charming a retreat will, we are sure, be regarded by
the visitors as an act of the greatest kindness on the

part of the noble President of the Society.

Thebb are many clergymen, retired merchants,

and tradesmen, who take pleasure in rural occupa-

tions, but who would be afraid to embark in the pre-

carious speculation of farming. A neat house or villa,

with a good garden, and a few acres of land, naturally

suit the ethm cum dignitate of those who have been

long engaged in the active pursuits of life and are

now come to the age of repose, while they still want

some stimulus to exertion, without much care or

fatigue. From the questions which are repeatedly

asked us on very simple subjects of practical hus-

bandry, we presume that some general practical

instructions as to the useful, if not profitable manage-

ment of a few acres of land may be interesting to many
of our readers, and useful to another class, whom we
consider as. peculiarly our scholars; we mean young

gardeners, who may often be intrusted with the
management of such parcels of land in addition to
that of a garden. We will therefore, in a few short
articles, give some hints derived from actual practice,
winch may be useful to those who take pleasure in the
occupations of the country, and who may not have
leisure to read books on Agriculture, or to study
minutely the best practices of improved husbandry.
If our observations may appear trivial andour directions
minute, we repeat that we do not write for experienced
farmers, nor pretend to develop all the arcana of
modern scientific Agriculture, with its references to
physiology, chemistry, mineralogy, and meteorology,
but simply to tell those who do not already know "it

how they may improve their grass-fields, and make
the most of any arable land they may occupy, without
being led into unnecessary expense or ruinous expe-
riraents.

To begin, we shall take a view of the best manage-
ment of ten, twenty, or thirty acres of grass-land,

more or less rich in its nature, where there is no
arable land attached to it, and this will probably be
the case with the rus of many of our readers.

There is no family so small but what will produce
manure sufficient for several acres of land : garden
refuse and pot-liquor with very little bran or pollard
will feed a sow or two ; and as there is generally at

least one horse kept for use and a couple of cowts, a
portion of grass-land for pasture and to make hay is

a great convenience. The stable-dung will probably
be mostly used by the gardener for hot-beds, and if he
be not restrained, the whole will be afterwards dug
into the garden. There is no necessity for this when
the soil of the garflen is good and has been kept in
tolerable heart ; besides, much sweeter vegetables, if
not so large, are raised where more vegetable than
animal manure is used. Parings of grass where it

grows rank and weedy, and sods taken from grips
made to let off the surface water from clay soils, laid
for a time in a heap and moistened with a little liquid
manure and then turned over, will make the best
compost for a kitchen-garden or to dig in around the
roots of fruit-trees and shrubs: this every good gar-

dener knows well. What we would now inculcate is

the economy of manure, so as to have enough for the
garden, and also for the grass-land.

The stable and cow-house and the pig-sty are
generally looked to as the great sources of manure—so
they are on a farm ; but where there are only a few
acres of grass-land and no great quantity of stock can
be kept, it is the house which is the real producer of
manure, and that it may be so, there must be an
arrangement of drains and tanks so that nothing shall
run to waste. If a new house is erecting, the plan of
it should always take in a general cloaca, that is, a
common sink with a proper barrelled drain, by which
all refuse liquor is carried to some convenient spot out
of sight, where there is a copious well-cemented tank,
arched over, with an opening or door through which
it may be occasionally emptied and cleaned out. It
should be divided by a water-tight partition into two
chambers, so that one may be emptied gradually while
the other is filling. Into this tank should be brought
all the liquid parts of the dung of the animals, and
all the water from water-closets, soap-suds, &c. ; in
short, it should be a universal receptacle for all waste
liquids. Close to the tank should be a square pit

walled round, to receive all the litter from the stables,

and the solid refuse of house and garden, excepting
that which the pigs will eat. Into this pit should be
collected the mowings of the lawn, the sweepings of
the gravel-walks, and all the leaves which can be col-

lected. If the heap is moist it will be in a constant
state of decomposition, which may be artificially-

assisted where there is an opportunity, by occasionally

adding some liquor from gas-works, or guano, merely
to excite fermentation; but this is not essential, if
the tank-liquor be occasionally pumped over it; sods
and earth may be added if the decomposition appears
to go on very rapidly. The whole may be turned
over now and then to accelerate the fermentation, or
be trod close to check it. In this way a'sufficient heap
of rich compost may be obtained which will manure
several acres of land. If there is a large tank the
liquid should be pumped into a large cask set on
wheels, and let out through a hole in the lowest part
of the cask, so as to How on a board set slanting under
it, to spread it over a certain space as the 'vehicle
moves on slowly ; a bung or valve keeps the liquor in
till it arrives at the place which is to be manured
This may be done in spring and after hay-making-'
choosing rainy weather in preference. No one who
had not seen this plan in operation would imagine
that from a moderate family and only one horse a
couple of cows, and a few pigs, ten acres of grass-land
could be manured everv year, and thus twenty or thirty
acres kept constantly in good heart. The first expense
is not great. The common drain carrying off all
refuse liquids to some distance from the house contri-
butes to its salubrity. The effluvia of a well-managed
dung-heap are always keptdown and absorbed by earth,
so as never to offend the senses, besides being out of
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sight. In short, this arrangement is the basis of all

further proceedings, and the money expended upon it

is a capital which will pay a most excellent interest

ever after,

—

M.
*

Our readers will remember the extraordinary aquatic

plant, named after her present Majesty, and the

anxious desire which has been felt to procure it in a

living state. A year or two ago, a small number of

seeds reached England, and were dispersed among a

few gardens, but they invariably failed. We are

therefore most happy to direct attention to an adver-

tisement in this day's Paper, announcing the arrival

of a fresh supply, from Mr. Schomburgk, who has

also directed that all the purchasers of the seeds for-

merly sold shall be supplied with other seeds without

charge. Thus we hope this magnificent flower will

be at last secured to our gardens.

REMARKS UPON THE CULTIVATION OF TER-
RESTRIAL ORCHIDACE^E.

By Frederick Otto.—(.From the GartenzeilungJ)

It is well known that the Orchises of the north of

Europe seldom thrive in gardens. The principal cause of

this failure is no doubt the neglect of the rule, that all

plants should be transplanted when they have arrived at

the greatest perfection and have completed their gay

flowers. The inexperienced eye cannot distinguish a

large part of these plants before they are in blossom, nor

afterwards, when they wither and are hardly visible above-

ground ; so that it would seem as if it were indispensable

that they should be transplanted when in their tenderest

state, if they are to be had in gardens at all. Neverthe-

less, all cultivators agree as to this time being the most
unseasonable of any. It is, however, possible to transplant

them when in flower, if they are taken up with a ball of

earth at their roots, so that neither the roots nor flower-

stalks are injured ; and this is tolerably easy, because a

great part of the Orchises grow in damp meadows, where

the earth which surrounds the roots does not readily fall

off; and in such cases the plant may be removed without

its growth being injured. But in the absence of this pre-

caution, it is idle to transplant Orchises during their lime

of growth. Their roots would never recover the injury

caused by such disturbance, and we should wait in vain

for their re-appearance the next year.

The best time for transplanting Orchises is really in

autumn, when the plants are in a state of rest; and the

cultivator must devise the means of finding them, although

they are almost withered upon the ground. There can

be no doubt that this is the proper time for transplanting
;

and I find that our species brought from the Tyrol, Switz-

erland, and Italy, where their tubercles have been pro-

perly preserved, will unfold in the following spring, and

produce strong blossoms, although they are cultivated and

kept in pots.

But this is not all that must be attended to. When
our native species are transplanted into gardens great care

should be taken as to their situation and soil. I have

often remarked that they grow much better if placed

between other plants, as they there find themselves in

their natural situation. And this is an additional reason

for the opinion 1 have already mentioned, viz., they should

be brought into the garden not only with the whole of

their ball of earth, but also with all the sorts of plants

belonging to it. Experience has taught me that whatever

attention we may pay to our Orchises, and however exactly

their natural soil is imitated, yet if they are cultivated in

neatly-kept beds, they never thrive so well as if they stood

amone: the other plants which naturally surround them

—

a peculiar quality which appears to be well worth attention.

It would be well to find out whether this species retain

this habit in other gardens. Experience has taught that

the greater part of the Swiss and Tyrolese Alpine Or-

cbises, as well as those from the south of Europe, are best

cultivated in pots ; but in this situation the plants weaken

from year to year, until the tubercles at hist disappear.

If we would retain them longer in our gardens, particular

attention must be paid to the soil in which- they grow
;

and it would probably be best to cultivate them in boxes

which may be covered during the winter months.

In conclusion, it may be useful to those who would

collect the northern species and introduce them into

gardens to know the situation and soil in which they natu-

rally grow. With this view I submit the following list :

—

Malaxis paludosa, upon very wet peat earth, among
Sphagnum.

Corallorrhiza innata, upon stumps of roots in wooded
peaty marshes.

Liparis Loeselii, in peat meadows, among Sphagnum.
Orchis morio, in meadows and pastures.

palustris, in damp meadows, often half under water.

mascula, in meadows and pastures.

pallens, upon chalk in mountain meadows.

variegata, in loamy mountain-pastures.

militaris, in meadows.
fusca, upon chalk in mountain meadows.
coriophora, in meadows.
ustulata, in meadows.
globos^ in meadows.
sambucina* in meadows.
maculata, in very dry meadows,
latifolia, in\meadows.

Anacamptis pyramidalis, in meadows.
Gymnadenia conop^ea, in meadows.

m densiflora, in meadows.
Platanthera bifolia. in dry meadows, on mountains, and in

forest*.
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Herminium Monorchia, in meadows.
Ophrys Myodes, in shady forests, particularly upon chalk,

arachnites, in meadows, also upon limestone,

apifera, upon limestone hills.

Epipogium Gmelini, upon mouldering roots of trees, in

mountainous woods.
Spiranthes^iutumnalis, in meadows.
Neottia Nidus avis, growing upon roots of trees in woods.

Listera ovata, in damp places in common woods.

,, cordata, in mountain meadows and woods.

Epipactis latifolia, in forests.

,, atrorubens,in mountain woods, particularly upon
limestone.

,, viridiflora, in shady places.

tf palustris, in meadows.
Goodyera repens, in Fir woods among moss.

Cephalanthera rubra, in shady woods.

„ ensifolia, in shady forests.

Cypripedium calceolus, in shady woods.

1

TRELLIS FOR CLIMBERS.
--••:.-

-
.

ON RENDERING VINES PRODUCTIVE.
Seeing some remarks by " Mr. R. Errington," at page

211, also by " A Grape Grower," at page 286, on (i Mr.
Roberts's Treatise on the Vine," reviewed by you at pp.
103 and 119, has induced me to forward the following,

which is merely a copy of a short communication given to

Mr. R. Thompson, of the Horticultural Society's Garden,

at the meeting of the 13th June, 1840, when I received

the thanks of the Society for forwarding my Grapes.

The Grapes forwarded along with that communication
were of the third crop, from Vines planted in the begin-

ning of May, 1837.

The object in view when planted having been obtained

—viz., a plentiful supply of fruit in as short a time as

possible,—I forward the account of the mode of treat-

ment adopted, for the benefit of those who may be simi-

larly situated.

Two Vineries were erected at Hawkstone, Salop, (the

seat of the Right Hon. Viscount Hill,) in the spring of

1837—the one for an early, the other for a late House.
The borders were thrown out three feet deep and thirty

wide; and after taking every precaution necessary for

preventing a stagnation of water, they were filled up with

the following mixture, viz. :

—

To every six loads of turfy loam were added—one load

of well-rotted manure, one load of leaf-mould, half a load

of sand, and a quarter of a load of bone-dust. The whole
being well incorporated and slightly trodden, the Vines
were planted in the following manner :

—

Having selected them principally of one year's growth
from the bud, with from three to six feet of well-ripened

wood, after removing all the buds except the leading one,

and having slit them under every other bud (previously

removed) and placed a small piece of decayed wood to

keep it open, for the purpose of making them root more
freely in the following compost—one-third leaf-mould,

one-third decayed tan, one-third sand,—part of the above
compost was laid on the surface of the prepared borders,

when the Vines were laid on it, and entirely covered

(except the leading bud) with the same mixture.

That year they were allowed to grow without stopping

the leading shoots, many of them exceeding 20 feet in

length, and when pruned there was left from 10 to 15
feet of well-ripened wood, thicker than many which I have
seen of three and four years' planted Vines.

On commencing to force the early Vinery, in March,
1838, by proper attention to heat and moisture, there

were few buds that missed ; the result was a supply of

Grapes from July, 1838, to February, 1839.

In 1839, the forcing commenced in February, the Vines
being previously pruned on the close-spur system, the

supply of Grapes lasting from June, 1839, to March,
1840, the last being cut on the 8th of that month.

In the year 1840, the early Vinery was commenced in

January, the Grapes accompanying my communication
to the Society being part of the produce.

To this I may add that, after the drains were laid and
filled in with stones, the border was perhaps not more
than two feet deep. But planting the Vines is nothing to

the means you must use for bringing them on afterwards,

as without attention to their daily wants you cannot be

certain of success, though you may, by chance, hit the

mark. As facts are not easily disputed, and as your

Chronicle is widely circulated in this and the surrounding

counties, I beg to inform your readers that I have this

season re-laid on a similar plan two Vineries, which I

shall feel a pleasure in showing to any who u labour in the

Vineyard," or other respectable persons who may feel an
interest in scrutinising the effects produced.

—

James Mao-
donald, Mount Shannon, Castle Connelly Ireland.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXV.
I am sorry to find that the remarks I made relative to

the spot on Mr. Cock's Pelargoniums have given offence,

for in referring to them I merely wished to show that the

Amateur could not be surprised at his plants beingattacked,

since the best cultivator in the country had not been able

to avert the disease ; and I regret it the more because, as

Mr. Cock has publicly denied the statement, he has com-
pelled me, in justice to myself, in the same manner to

prove that if I was in error, that error originated with Mr.
Cock himself.

The facts are these : in looking over the grounds of the

Duke of Devonshire, at Chiswick, early in February, I

noticed to Mr. Edmonds that his Pelargoniums had the

disease, and the conversation turning upon the subject,

he stated that Mr. Cock wTas in trouble about it, and a

short time before had destroyed some of his plants, alleg-

ing that if he did not it would spread through the whole
collection. I mentioned the subject again to Mr. Edmonds
on Saturdaylast,and heassured me he perfectly recollected,

to use his own words, " the earnest manner in which Mr.
C. spoke of it."

Had Mr. Cock addressed me privately in this matter I

would with pleasure have modified or withdrawn the

statement ; but as he did not he must not now blame me
for clearing myself, though it be at his expense. As, how-
ever, it appears Mr. C. experienced no difficulty in ridding

his plants of the disease, I am sure he will be conferring

a great favour on a number of the readers of the Gar*
deners' Chronicle^ both amateurs and practical gardeners,

if he states the particulars of the treatment to which his

diseased plants were subjected.

The learned President of the Microscopical Society

assures me there is no trace of insects in the leaf of the

diseased plants, and therefore I suppose all my former
speculations are worthless. Indeed, no person, with the

exception of Mr. Cock, appears to understand the disease,

as one attributes it to cold, a second to deleterious parti-

cles in the soil, a third to damp, and so on ; almost every

person ascribing it to a different cause. But let its origin

be what it may, it is pretty certain that it is a contagious

disease, and that neither heat nor cold, nor drought nor

moisture, will prevent it for any length of time ; but if

the infected part be merely pricked with the point of a pen-

knife when first perceptible, the disease will not spread any

further in that part, as I have satisfactorily proved within

the last fortnight
; I therefore still say, prevent its spread-

ing as far as possible, and in every available manner.

Never, in the whole course of my practice, had we such

an unfavourable season for flower-gardening, for in

thousands of instances half-hardy plants are not so large

as they were six weeks back ; and now, instead of drench-

ing rain, we have parching days, and cold dewless nights.

But what is to be done? "Why, in many cases, tender

spring-propagated plants must be taken up again, and the

beds planted with something more hardy ; and those that

are left must have the soil well stirred about them to the

depth of two inches, to make a light surface and prevent

tlie evaporation of moisture. Peg the plants down as they

require it, and train them so as to cover the ground as

quickly as possible. One thing, however, this season has

taught me, and that is, that in this uncertain climate

there is no dependance to be placed in spring- propagated

plants for bedding out. Circumstances have compelled

me, to plant out about ten thousand plants, propagated

since March, and in almost every instance they will be a

month later before they are in bloom than those propa-

gated in the autumn. I can therefore with confidence

say to the inexperienced,—if any one tells you that spring

is the best time to propagate plants for bedding out, do

not believe him.— W. P. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Heating Apparatus.— I observe at p. 345 of the

Gardeners' Chronicle a second inquiry respecting bottom-

heat by tan, similar to the inquiry at p. 305 by " Amateur.

The following plan may be relied on as having been fairly

proved at Fortan Cottage, near Lancaster, the residence

of R. Tangue, Esq., an d it has far exceeded his expecta-

tions for raising seedlings and keeping plants in winter.

By a slight inspection of the figure it will be easily under-

stood. An m-
closure is macte

of stone, about

12ft. long, 5 ft-

wide, and 2 R.

high, and is co-

vered over witu

stone flags- Then

there are placed

thereon two hot-

bed frames, and a

quantity of sand

is placed in them

for the seed-pans

and pots to stand

upon. A. fire is

made in the ia-

closure, of turf, the ashes of which will keep hot for a loog

>
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time,—that is, after a quantity has been got into the in-

closure,—so that, at night, a turf is laid on the hot ashes,

and will keep burning all night and maintaining the heat

in the inclosure ; and if the day is fine and sunny, there

needs no turf putting to the ashes, but if the day be wet

and cold, then turf may be applied, and the heat will be

kept to what is required. To supply moisture in the

frames it only requires the sand to be watered. At one

end of the inclosure there is a small door for supplying

the fire. Where turf is not to be had it may be done with

wood or sawdust; the whole is a very trifling expense, and

may be made to any size. I have taken away part of the

inclosure and the "frame for the purpose of showing the

inside of both.

—

M. Saul, Garstang.
Wheelbarrows.—In filling earth into a wheelbarrow

with a spade, it is no uncommon thing for the spade to

strike the end of one of the wheelbarrow handles, and

take part of it away ; what remains is generally smoothed

with a knife to prevent the hand of the person from being

injured, and by repeated strokes of the spade, and re-

peated paring with the knife, the ends of the hands of the

wheelbarrow will have the appearance of pointed sticks,

and are very unpleasant to work with. By way of experi-

ment, some years ago, I had the ends of one protected with

shields of iron, which have answered all that was required

of them. The iron used was about as thick as a halfpenny,

and made to fit the ends of the handles, which is com.
monly of an oval shape. Two holes were made in each

shield, and were fastened to the barrow with small screw-

nails. The spade and the shield have come sometimes in

contact, but the shields have preserved the wood from being

injured.

—

Peter Mackenzie.
Excavation of Trees by Birds.—The Parus, or, as it

is called by some, the Titmouse or the Blue-mope, does

much mischief in gardens and orchards by picking off the

tender buds of trees. Thirty-one species are scattered over

the globe, of which 8 are common to our own country.

It is a very fertile tribe, laying from 10 to 20 eggs at one

hatch. They feed on seeds, fruit, and insects, and a few

on flesh. Most of them are fond of the brains of other

birds, which they get at by cleaving the skull of such as

they find dead. They are restless, bold, and cruel to birds

less than themselves, and will attack such as are three times

their own size. My attention has been drawn for some
time past to a pair of those birds, which have built their

nest in a tree by the side of a road along which I have to

pass. A description may be of interest to others. The
tree is an Elder. It is about 4 feet high, and 10-J inches

in diameter; and an Ivy plant has grown upon it, which
gives it a most beautiful effect—the top having been cut
off some years ago. The first time my attention was
drawn to this tree was by observing a bird peeping from
one of its cavities. On examining the tree, 1 found the
entrance no larger than I could put the end of my finger
in, and I should not have supposed that there was such a
thing in the tree if the birds had not come out at the time
I was passing. I was therefore induced, at different times,

to watch their movements ; as it is now quite clear that

when I first observed them, they were just commencing
to excavate the interior of the tree for another apartment

;

and as the one picked off the wood in the new apartment,

the other brought it out and dropped it at a distance from

the tree, in the road; I suppose for fear of their place

being discovered. But on the 12th of May last it was
found by a lad who was passing by, as a bird was coming
out of the tree at the time. The lad then commenced
breaking into the tree to get at the nest, which he found
contained £ eggs. It so happened that I shortly after

had to pass the place, when I saw what had occurred, and
examined the wonderful work that those two birds had
achieved. There is a passage between the two apartments.
The first apartment, it is^quite clear, had been made last

year, as there was an old nest which the birds had not
discovered. The first had been made last year, the other
in the present year. The entrance from the old one was
from the back, and the entrance was a small round hole
which was just above the side of the nest. The wood of
the tree was scooped out about 4 inches by 3 inches, being
an oval-shaped cavity, and about 2 inches deep in the
centre, and which was lined with a little fine moss. The
wood was picked, and formed as finely as if it had been
done by the hands of man. An engraving, representing
this singular circumstance, has appeared in a work
entitled •' The Builder," but it is very incorrect. I have
since met with another of these nests in the stump of an
old Sycamore tree, and which I have no doubt lias been
occupied several years by a pair of those birds. There
is only one apartment in this tree, which has but just
teen found out, on account, I suppose, of its requiring a

carpenter's axe and much labour to come at it.—AT, Saul,
Garstang.

Bees.—"A Lady" has requested me to state how swarms
are to be taken off artificially, and to give the dimensions
°f the hives I recommend ; if I induce a few apiarians to
keep large hives, and adopt the artificial system of swarm-
lnSi I shall do some good; and I am fully aware that
Mr. Nuttand his disciples, with Mr.Wighton and his, are
pursuing phantoms. Mr. Wighton says, in his answer to
m y last letter, " The propensity of Bees to swarm acts
against keeping them. How galling it is to have the
dumber of Bees reduced instead of having a bellglass of
honey !" What ! does the swarming of Bees reduce their
dumber? No, it increases the number two or threefold.
Three or four Queens are breeding instead of one. All
systems that prevent Bees from swarming are not profit-
able. If Bees in a go,od locality are managed properly,
two swarms will be taken from every stock every year

;

and if the year be propitious, one or two bellglasses of
ioney may be got from the first swarm. But I must tell
he cottager, whose paramount object is profit, that Bees,

when kept in one apartment, gather a third more than

when kept in two. Therefore, he will find it more lucra-

tive to raise the hive by ekeing, than putting a box on the
|

top, unless he can sell the comb in the box at about double

the price of run honey. The hives of which " A Lady"
wishes me to give the dimensions are from 20 to 24 inches

diameter, and from 12 to 15 inches deep, for first swarms ;

and a little less, and deeper in proportion to size, for

second swarms. Shallow hives are not good for winter
stocks, though Bees can put more honey into them than
into deep ones. We take off swarms thus :—Blow a little

smoke from cotton rags (rolled up in the shape of a candle)
into the hive, which stupifies the Bees ; lift the hive off

the board, and place it a few yards from the stool with its

crown on the ground
;
place an empty hive of the same

size on it, and tie a cloth round the joining of the hives
to keep in the Bees ;

place the hive that the young colony
is about to be put into, on the board, then rap or drum
gently on the old hive for about the space of ten minutes
to make the Bees run into the empty one (the warmer the
night the faster they run) ; take off the topmost hive, and
place it on the ground with its mouth up—spreading the
cloth over the old one; and then look for the Queen in

the swarm. She is easily known ; as soon as she is seen
shake the swarm into the hive that is on the board, and
all is finished in less than 20 minutes. Two-thirds are
about the usual number that go with the first swarm, but
this must not be the rule ; for there must be as many left

in the old hive as will cover and bring out the brood. If

there are not enough taken from the old hive, the cloth
must be removed for a few minutes ; if too many, place it

on the board for a few minutes. The old stock place a
yard to the right, the colony a yard to the left of the old
stool. I have been very verbose on this subject, for we
have found artificial swarming to be very profitable indeed.
How galling it is to stand for days beside a hive, and see
the Bees loitering away their time ! What an absence of

knowledge and poverty of genius is exhibited in doing so !

What an incalculable loss !

—

A^Pettigrew, Wrotham Park.
Chloride of Lime for Worms, §c.—As I have fre-

quently seen in the Chronicle Limewater recommended
for destroying worms, and by one correspondent Cor-
rosive Sublimate, both of which I admit are very good

—

but the latter, I should think, from its very poisonous
nature, will never be generally used, while the former is

not easily procured by some—and as I was very much
annoyed by the worms getting into the pots, of which I

have five or six hundred, and not a place where I can set

them in the summer season, excepting round the edge of
the grass-plot, I have used for this last three years Chloride
of Lime, and I have found it quite to my wishes. The
quantity that I use is about an ounce to eight gallons of

water, and I have never four.d it to hurt or discolour a leaf,

as 1 have frequently watered the beds, plants, and grass-

plot all over. It kills the moss on the latter ; but what I

find it the most useful for is about every month to water
round the pots, that it may run underneath, which it

quickly does, the garden being on the descent; and by
making the water a little stronger, and applying the brush
gently to cause it to go over every part at the same time,
it effectually destroys all the green on the flagstones.

Lime in a powdered state is a most excellent thing (but
this is going from gardening) for destroying the small
bugs that fowls are infested with. All fowls are not
troubled with them, but where they are, they are a great
pest ; so much so that scarcely a hen will sit its time, and
if she should, she is in general so weak as not to be able

to bring the chickens up. By throwing a few handsful
on the roost now and then it keeps the place quite free

from them. They are very small, and like the red spider,

only whitey-brown. I only know that they are very busy
little gentlemen, and should they chance to get in your head,
they will make full employment for both hands.— W. P.
the Lily of the Field.—Some time since (vol. ii. p. 744)

we ventured to express our confident belief that the Lily

to which our Saviour referred in His Sermon on the

Mount, was not, as is commonly supposed, the White
Lily- And we grounded our opinion upon the absence of

all evidence of that plant being found in the Holy Land.

A kind correspondent has just put into our hands a letter

from a gentleman resident at Aleppo, who completely

confirms our conjecture. He says: "Although I have

resided long in Syria, I am imperfectly acquainted with

the botany of Aleppo and Antioch only. All I can say

is that I never saw the White Lily in a wild state, nor

have I heard of its being so in Syria. It is cultivated here

on the roofs of the houses in pots as an exotic bulb, like

the Daffodil/'

Mulberry Trees.—About 11 years ago I put a very

small Mulberry tree into my garden. It has grown very

nicely, and looks healthy. For three years—say from

1839 to 1841— it produced a good deal of fruit. In 1842,

however, I had scarcely any fruit : the tree was full of

blossom! but it was all false blossom, and fell off. This

vear it is loaded with bloom, but it is all false, and I fear

I shall have no fruit. The soil is a black common soil

;

r the tree I have Strawberries-they are producing

nothing this vear. May I beg to inquire how I had better

treat the tree in order that it may produce fruit ?—J. M.

['See a leading article a week or two ago.]

Autumn Sowing of Animals.— I beg to call the atten-

tion of some of your numerous readers, more particularly

the amateur, to"a subject which undoubtedly deserves to

be in more general practice— 1 mean that of sowing hardy

Annuals to stand over winter for early summer flowering.

Although there is perhaps little original in the practice

followed here, I will describe my method for the benefit

of the amateur, who generally is anxious to make hii

little parterre as attractive as possible. About the first

week of October I sow my seed, on a fine day, inbeds,

in a situation that is sheltered from cutting winds, but
freely exposed to the influence of the sun and air, tread-
ing the beds moderately firm with the feet, as the young
plants are not so liable to be thrown out by frost on a
firm as on a soft bed, and finishing off with the rake.
Nothing more is necessary, except keeping free of weeds,
until the following April, when I prepare beds or borders
where 1 intend the plants to flower. I then transplant
them in beds, in rows 9 inches apart, and at the same
time sow seed of the same sort with them on the same
bed. By this method I have two crops on the bed
the same summer, and a brilliant show of Annuals from
the 1st of May throughout the summer and autumn
months; I also follow the same practice in planting

patches in the mixed border by dropping in seeds of the

same sorts. The sorts I treat as above are Plectoitis

congests, Collinsia bicolor and grandiflora, Clarkia

pulchella, Gilia tricolor, Eutoca viscida and E. ManglesiL
The Nemophiia insignis and atomaria are both very

hardy to stand the winter, but I prefer sowing them
where they are to flower. The above will all withstand

the severest frost if the beds are firm, moderately sheltered,

and on a dry bottom. And I believe as many more
might be added equally hardy, but these present a suffi-

cient variety to be interesting,

—

G. W. G.L.
Wrens.—''Peter Mackenzie's" paragraph, in your

Number of June 10, reminds me that in Gloucestershire it

is a common traditionary persuasion that the male Wren is

the sole tenant of a nest which he occupies in single blessed-

ness. I well remember, as a bird-nesting boy, to have

met with these nests, and to have been told contempt-

uously, " Oh ! it's only a bachelor "Wren's nest." There

is mostly some foundation for these articles of the popular

faith.—G. W. S.

Melons.— If " I. H. S." will grow his Melons about

eight or ten inches from the glass, he will find them
answer very well. I have grown them so for four years

in two light frames, and have invariably ripened eight in

each light, the produce of three plants. I have them
now eighteen inches in circumference.— Cummins. [We
hope to hear again from this correspondent.]

Asparagus.—Perhaps at this time of day you will

scarcely believe that the great proportion of practical

gardeners disbelieve the method which you recommend
for raising Asparagus, chiefly because it does not accord

with the practice they have been used to, and therefore

they cling to the old lazy fashion of trusting to covering

them up with manure before winter, and cutting only a

shoot here and there in spring, allowing of course the

pith and essence of the plants to be wasted as heretofore

in w£ak shoots, which they permit to spindle up from the

first, and especially the weakly ones. In your last

Number, June 10, there are very good hints given oa

this subject, but they are not specific enough, as I venture

to think, to cause uninitiated beginners to adopt your

suggestions, and far less to induce the old gardener to

abandon his prejudices, especially that class which is

iu service, and has the ear of the master or mistress, who
are in general themselves ignorant of kitchen gardening,

and permit themselves to be overruled by men who are

too often most distinguished by their obstinate resistance

to everything new which they themselves do not suggest.

There are few things that old-fashioned gardeners swagger

more about than the produce and management of the very

three things which you have treated of so well and so

rationally in your last Number. I mean Sea-kale, Aspa-

ragus, and Rhubarb. I myself believe that the cultiva-

tion of the Potato itself is not more simple and common-
place than is that of these three most excellent vegetables.

But will this be admitted and acted on by those who,

having served a routine apprenticeship in order to befit

themselves for managing gentlemen's gardens, devote

their attention much more to the treatment of the forcing-

house, the conservatory, or the Melon and Cucumber-

frames than to the more useful products of the kitchen-

garden? I fear not. In this conviction it is that I apply to

you to instruct us how to cultivate successfully the classes

of vegetables which require several years to bring them
to perfection. Asparagus being a great favourite—1 should

say the greatest of these—and the present being the proper

season for carrying into execution the excellent views which

are expressed in general terms in your last Number, 1 would

suggest to you the advantages which would accrue from
a set of general rules being immediately promulgated as

to its cultivation during summer, now that the season for

cutting is over. It is but justice to you to say here, that

on reading the first paragraph in the Chronicle which I

noticed this spring on the cultivation of Asparagus, I

caused my Asparagus beds to be cut clean over as with a

scythe, then 1 had a considerable portion of them dressed

with guano, at the rate of four cwt. to an acre of land
;

and from that day to this I have not allowed a single

shoot to run up, not caring whether they were fit for

table use or not, but cutting everything off the beds
whether small or large—and I have had far better
Asparagus as well as much more of it than ever before.
Has my practice in this squared with the advice which I
understood you laid down! Next let me ask, should
every shoot, whether small or large, be allowed to run to
seed now that cutting for table-use is at an end ? if not,
say how these should be selected, restricted, and regulated*
for this point is one of great importance with the
uninitiated, when contending for a better system with
those who can boast of having served an apprenticeship to
the craft. Your recommendation of summer dressing
and manuring Asparagus, being new in these parts, will
probably be stoutly disputed, unless you shall fortify your
recommendation from authority.

—

Robert Wallace, Kelly.
[We are sorry to hear so tmfavourable an account of

the gardeners in our correspondent's neighbourhood. That
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persons are to be found who refuse to alter any part of

their practice, however defective, is no doubt true ; but
this occurs with others quite as much as with gardeners,
and is the inevitable consequence of bad education and a
want of intercourse with the world. We must say, however,
that the really respectable of modern gardeners are not open
to the complaints of our correspondent. With regard to

the treatment of Asparagus and the necessity of improving
the usual way of growing it, no other evidence is required
than the quality of it in Covent-Garden market. There
are few better kitchen-gardeners than those round London,
and yet their Asparagus seems intended to form timber
rather than a tender and delicate esculent. If we can find

leisure we will comply with our correspondent's wishes, by
putting directions for its cultivation into a specific form.

In the meanwhile we can only say that so far as its summer
management goes, all that is necessary is to water it with
liquid manure and common salt, very often and not strong,

while the plants are growing ; to preserve all the shoots,

weak and strong, and to let them die a natural death.

Nothing can be worse than the practice of some people to

cut off the stems early in the autumn, before they begin to

die naturally. If it were possible to prevent the formation
of the berries it would be so much the better ; but as

that can only be done by hand-picking the operation will

probably be found too tedious.]

Tile-Draining.—In your last Number you have quoted
largely from a correspondent in Kent (Mr. Hammond),
on Tile-draining, with cylindrical tiles of a very light

description and small size—so much so as to admit of
seven thousand being drawn on a waggon ; this to us in

Scotland, who find three to four hundred enough to draw
with one horse over common country roads, is something
astounding ; and your correspondent would do a great
favour, were he to state the size in length, breadth, and
thickness of the Tiles he alludes to, and their weight by
the thousand. I shall offer no apology for making this

communication, considering it to be a duty to ask for and
give information on any subject in which the comfort or
prosperity of the people are concerned; and that such
knowledge is very much required to remove antiqua-
ted customs, and to overrule prejudices of long standing.—Robert Wallace, Kelly.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

June 17-— Nothing: could be more brilliant or attractive than
the second grand exhibition of this Societv at their gardens,
Chiswick. The day was exceedingly fine, but not oppressively
warm; the lawns dry, yet beautifully e^-een ; all vegetation,
owing to the late rains, most richly luxuriant; the company
unusually numerous and splendid; the gardens in the? best
keeping; and the show, both of flowers and fruit, so excellent
throughout, that there was scarcely a class in which a remarkable
superiority was not manifest. Indeed, it seems to have been
generally considered that this fete was altogether unequalled by
any of the previous ones. More than 1 1,060 visitors were present.
We learn, however, that, by not conforming to the rules of the
Society, which stipulate that the objects for exhibition shall be in
the garden by a given time, Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, had
part of his collection of Pelargoniums excluded, and that other
exhibitors were similary shut out.
As the Orchidaceae, from their numbers and beauty, constituted

the point of greatest attraction, we shall speak of them first. Of
specimens, there was the exquisitely fragrant Aerides odoratum,
shown by Mr. Mylam, gr. to £. Rucker, Esq., Wandsworth. It
was in a wonderfully healthy state, and covered with its drooping
racemes of lovely flower^, some of which, however, were not
expanded. Next was the charming Barke>ia spectabilis, from
Mr. Brewster, gr. to Mrs. Wray, of Cheltenham. This was a
magnificent specimen, and most superbly in bloom ; it is culti-
vated in an open wire basket, with scarcely any soil, and that of
the loosest anrf most fibrous description. Further, there was
Oncidium Lanceanum, exhibited by Messrs. Veitch and Son, of
Exeter, in an astonishingly fine state of health, a very large speci-
men, and blooming admirably. The breadth and deep verdure of
the leaves of this plant were very peculiar. A small specimen of
the elegant Phalsenopsis amabiiis was contributed by F. G. Cox,
Esq., of Stockwell. Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, Hayes Place,
near Bromley, sent a very handsome plant ofEpidendrum macro-
chilum. It was the white-lipped variety, and beautifully grown.
A noble specimen of Peristeria pendula, with singularly large
pseudo-bulbs, and clusters ot prettily spotted flowers, came from
Mr. Edmonds, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick.
Mormodes luxatum, a curious greenish-yellow flowered plant,
was from Mr. Insleay, gr. to G. Barker, Esq., Birmingham. Of
collections, that from Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., con-
tained a particularly beautiful little specimen of Phalaenopsis
amabiiis, the flowers of which had quite a snowy whiteness;
Aerides affine, with long streaming racemes of white and crimson
blossoms; Saccolainum prsemorsum and guttatum, exquisitely
cultivated and flowered; the large variety ofOncidium ampliatum;
the singular and pretty Oncidium pubes ; a handsome plant of
Oncidium leucochilum; Epidendrum primulinum, with a very-
rich and iree-flowering spike; Vanda teres, tolerably well bloomed

;

a healthy Maxillaria purpurea ; the strange Coryanthesmaculata;
Zygopetalum cochleatum, with an immense flower, the petals
and sepals of which had been strangely united; very fine plants
of Kpidendrum alatum and E.cinnabarinum, the latter particularly
showy

; a new species of Epidendrum, not much unlike E. alatum,
though having a larger and prettier lip

;
the novel Peristeria

Humboldtii, blooming- profusely; Cycnoches chlorochilon, with
Its enormous yellowish-green blossoms

; Brassia Wrayaa, having
rather stiff racemes of flowers; the splendidly mottled Oncidium
luridum guttatum ; Epidendrum macrochilum roseum, with its
handsome crimson labellum ; Stanh6pea Barkeri, a very pale-
flowered species ; and magnificent specimens of Aerides odoratum
and Maxillaria cristata. Oi the Aerides it may be remarked that,
from having so many strong roots, it did not seem to flower
quite so abundantly as it has done; while the Maxillaria cristata,
which few persons can cultivate well, had two unusually long
racemes of expanded flowers, and several others in a state of
progression. The last-named species was decidedly the most
meritorious in the collection, as regards culture. Jn the group
furnished by Mr. Paxton, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
Chatsworth, the principal plants were Dendr6bium caerulescens,
a gorgeous specimen, with more than 400 blossoms, and having
a plant of D. Wullichianum in themidst of it; D. nobile,notmuch
less beautiful than the preceding; and D. intermedium, appa-
rently between D. nobile and cserulescens, a lovely planr. These
specimens were just in that condition when the species flowers
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- Another striking object was Phaius Wallichii,

whiif 7h2 a
which are so larSe as to resemble those of a Palm,

requires growing ta a lar t d is then one of the most

stately and ornamental of the tribe. There were specimens,
besides, of the interesting Cattleya citrina, the flowers of which
are deep yellow, pendulous, and often solitary; Maxillaria ochro-
leuca, a mass of small yellowish blossoms, which are so profuse
that they almost hide the pseudo-bulbs ; M. tenuifolia, with very
narrow leaves and richly-marked flowers; M. vitellina, a rather
showy and neat-growing species ; M. Xanthina, with the habit of
M. stapelioides, and lively yellow blossoms ; a very good plant of
Peris, rriaecrina; Oncidium sphacelatum ; O. pulchellum, remark-
able for its elegance; O. divaricaium, another graceful species;
Epidendrum varic^atum, finely grown; a plant of Rcnanthera
coccinea, the flowers of which are more deeply coloured this
season than usual ; the minute but pleasing Saccolabium gemma-
turn ; Burlingtonia venusta, full of its charming white blooms

;

and a new species of Dendr6bium, with slender drooping stems,
and delicate pinkish flowers, which arc darker in the bottom of
the lip, and are borne numerously on the older stems. Messrs.
Rollisson, of Tooting, exhibited Stanh6pea oculata, richly laden
with its beautiful and odorous blossoms; S. saccata, a very nice
little species, and excellently grown ; a pale-flowered varietv of
S. Wardii

; a good plant of Aerides odoratum; Renanthera coc-
cinea, with very splendid blooms, like that before mentioned; a
luxuriant plant of Maxillaria tetragona; Cattleya Mossiee; an
extremely fine Aerides affine, and Vanda teres. From
Mr. Insleay, gr. to G. Barker, Esq., of Birmingham, there were a
noble Peristeria Humboldtii; a species of Cymbidium, with
foliage like that of C. aloifolium, but larger and different flowers

;

Cyrtochilum stellatum, blossoming abundantly; PhalaBnopsis
amabiiis, Cycnoches chlorochilon, Maxillaria Xanthina, Oncidium
pubes, a good light-flowered variety of Stanh6pea Wardii, and
Mormodes citrina. The collection from Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs.
Lawrence, Ealing Park, included a highly meritorious Oncidium
flexuosum ; Epidendrum crassifolium, in the best of health

; some
gigantic Gongoras ; a small Aerides odoratum; Acropera Loddi-
gesii, with its aromatic scent, in good condition; Cattleya
Mossia3; Bletia Shepherdii, peculiarly handsome and well-culti-
vated; Maxillaria stapelioides, uncommonly strong; a large
plant of Dendr6bium calceolare, but with only a few flowers
opened ; a good Mormodes citrina ; Aerides affine, finely bloomed

;

Stanh6pea quadricornis, S. oculata, and a very dark variety of
S. tigrina, all in capital flower; with Dendr6bium secundum, a
specimen that was in better condition, and had more ample
racemes of flowers, than is generally to be met with. On looking
over these plants, we observed that some of the species with
pendulous racemes, especially the Stanh6peas, required a green
back-ground to throw out their pale blossoms to advantage ; and
to supply this defect Cabbage-leaves had been employed in one or
two instances, presenting a mean and Movenly appearance. In
such cases, however, it would be advisable for exhibitors to cover
the pots with moss, or even green gauze, or anything of the kind
that would not be conspicuous. We also noticed that a few of
the species which were growing on logs of wood had these
inserted in flower-pots. Cattleya Mossia*, thus treated, had a
good effect. Most of the exhibitors, too, had hung cards to
their specimens, with the names of the plants legibly written
on them ;

and though, perhaps, a green card would be preferable
to a white one, on account of not drawing the eye so much away
from the specimen itself, it is most desirable that this practice
should be carried out universally, as it is with Pelargoniums, &c.
After the Orchidaceee, the plants most meriting attention for

their showiness and the superiority of their culture, were in the
smaller collections of stove and greenhouse species. Of these,
Mr. Hunt's, gr. to Miss Traill, came first, and comprised Bor6nia
serrulata, a very admirable specimen, so full of branches that
there was scarcely a vacant space of two inches on any part of
its surface; Oncidium flexuosum, wonderfully large, healthy,
and compact, and showing that Orchidaceas, as well as other
plants, may be subjected successfully to artificial training and
management, for the plant, though only two feet in height, and
as broad as it was high, had no appearance of having been ope-
rated upon by art; Dendr6bium nobile, in the most perfect health,
and with very large flowers; a fine Ixora coccinea; a spreading,
dense, and well-flowered Pimeiea decussata; and a magnificent
Leschenaultia formosa. Mr. Falconer, gr. to A. Palmer, Esq.,
Chcam, and Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., Colliers' Wood,
had collections of equal merit. That of the first was composed
of Leschenaultia formosa, precisely in the shape of a bee-hive,
and more thoroughly covered with flower than any plant we have
ever before witnessed; a healthy Oncidium altissimum ; a most
magnificent Poly gala cordifolia, four feet above the pol, and the
same in width, surpassed by none in beauty; Ixora coccinea,
four feet high, yet having none of that bareness at the bottom
which is common to tall plants of the species, and being hand-
somely flowered as well; with Epiphyllum speciosum, grafted on
Cereus speciosissimus, and trained so as to form a gorgeous front
of inflorescence. Mr. Bruce's plants were a noble Epiphyllum
speciosum, treated as that just specified in respect to grafting,
but trained into a smaller compass, so as to exhibit the same
aspect on every side, and exhibiting great skill in its management;
Coleonema gracilis, particularly good; a fine Oncidium flexuosum;
Aphelexis humilis, in the most perfect flowering condition ; and
a favourable specimen of Leschenaiiltia formosa. Mr. Clarke,
gr. to T. Smith, Esq., Shirley Park, showed a collection which,
in respect to the healthiness of the plants, was of the highest
excellence. It had in it a glorious specimen of Leschenaultia
formosa ; Boronia denticulata, magnificently cultivated ; Polygala
oppositifolia, and Pimtflea decussata, peculiar for the richness of
their foliage, and the size as well as deep colour of their flowers

;

with Chorozema Dicksonii and Eutaxia pungens, which were as
close and well-blown as if this were their ordinary habit. In the
last collection belonging to this class, contributed by Mr. Frazer,
nurseryman, of Leyton, the best plants were one of Pimclea
decussata, and another of Epacris grandiflora. The Epacris was
about three feet high, and in every respect perfect. As instances
of cleverness in culture, most of the specimei.s thus enumerated,
though not excelling others in the exhibition, were of the very
highest order of merit. Straggling tendencies had been overcome,
compactness of growth attained, the disposition to bloom
increased, the largest plants had been kept luxuriant and free
from bareness at the lower part of their stems; while all the
while their aspect was generally natural, and such that at least
none of the machinery of art was discernible. They were
chiefly in large pots, free from stakes except to the main stem,
and these entirely hidden by the branches, with the shoots regu-
larly disposed on all sides, the flowers all standing out well, so as
not to be concealed by the leaves, conspicuous for breadth rather
than height, and almost as full of flowers at the sides, down to
the very rim of the pot, as at the summit.
Of the largest collections, there were two of which the qualities

were so delicately balanced that the judges awarded them both
a first prize. They were produced by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E.
Antrobus, Bart., and Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence. We
shall specify the principal objects in each, heginning with Mr.
Green, who had three singularly interesting plants,—Azalea
indica variegata, lateritia, and Gledstanesii, which, though not
so grand as some of his other specimens, were deserving of the
highest praise. They were about six or nine inches high, very
full of healthy leaves and fine flowers; and one of them, A. Gled-
stanesii, almost hid the pot in which it was growing. They
appeared to have been raised from cuttings, and not grafted ; and
indicated strongly the superiority of this more natural system of
cultivation. There was a superlatively grand plant of Coleonema
gracilis, like a little tree, yet with the branches down to the pot,
and nearly as wide as high; Siphocampylus betularjfolius, grown
so as to appear like a large herhaceous plant, with numbers of
radical shoots, though it is a decided shrub. This specimen,
while only afoot in height, was almost three feet across, and quite
overspread with flowers. Calanthe veratrifolia, in a very large
pot, exhibited a strength of foliage and of flower-spikes which
was really amazing; Chorozema ovata, on a conical trellis, was
covered with its brilliant flowers ; of JLeschenauitia biloba there

was a magnificent specimen, proving that the species may be
rendered of a close habit by proper attention; Acrophyllum
venosum was good, but fading; Epiphyllum speciosum and Ack-
ermanni were transcendently splendid 5 Ixora coccinea, gorgeous;
Cytisus racemosus, five feet in height, prodigiously laden with
bloom; Eutaxia pungens, tolerably well managed; Rondeletia
speciosa, in a large and small state, splendid -

t
a well-covered

trellis of Tropre'olum tricolorum, on which there was not an inch
of space without flowers; Boronia serrulata, dense and dwarf;
a large Leschenaultia formosa; Azalea Danielsiana, and Hibber-
tia Cunninghamii in good order; a handsome Leschenaultia
Baxter! j and a glowing Clerodendron, called fulgens, which is

very like C. speci^sissimum. In Mr. Goode's collection there
was a pot of Achimenes longifiora, which is the best that has yet
been exhibited, and was of a first-rate character ; a beautifully
cultivated specimen of Stylidium fasciculatum ; remarkably
vigorous and richly flowered plants of Clerodendron squamatum

;

three Polygala cordifolia in the finest condition ; several Pimeiea
decussata of a great size, one of which was losing its flowers;
Leschenaultia biloba grandiflora, a charming plant, with dazzling
blue inflorescence $ a gig-antic Stephanotus iloribundus, clothed
abundantly with both leaves and blossoms, the latter lovely and
fragrant in the extreme; Aphelexis sesamoides, very excellent;
Leschenaultia Baxterii, good; a standard Azalea lateritia, with
a very close head of bloom ; very splendid plants of Epiphyllum
speciosum, and Cereus speciosissimus and Jenkinsonii; three
pretty specimens of Pimeiea rosea; Pavctta caffra, twelve feet
high; Acacia alata, ten feet in height, extremely graceful; A.
pulchella, a standard, exquisitely beautiful ; Erythrina Crista-
galli, in good bloom ; and Chorozema varium, trained on a glo-
bular trellis, from which the branches all stand out and give a
rather natural aspect, while extreme denscness is attained. A
third great; collection by Mr. Redding, gr. to Mrs. Marryatt,
Wimbledon, was excessively meagre. The only plants worthy
of note in it were Aspasia epidendroides; a dwarf Gardenia radi-
cans ; Maxillaria aromatica, flowering in profusion ; a healthy
Brassia caudata; large specimens of Cereus speciosissimus and
Pimeiea decussata; Marica crerulea, and Cattleya Mossia?. A
small group brought by Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, had in it a nice
dwarf Rondeletia speciosa; a similar Ixora coccinea ; Mahernia
incisa, a pleasing cone of pretty red flowers; a large plant of a
species of Sinningia, probably vclutina; Azalea Danielsiana, in a
healthy dwarf state; Acropera Loddigesii, surrounded with pen-
dulous flower- scapes; Pimeiea decussata, fine ; and the graceful
Scyphanthus elegans. In a limited miscellaneous collection by
Mr. Hogan, gr. to H. Pownall, Esq., were a good specimen of
Pimeiea decussata ; an excellent plant of S611ya hetcrophylla ; and
Fuchsia fulgens,ofan immense size, but more noticeable for foliage
than for bloom.

There were many exhibitors of Heaths, and in some of the col-
lections we noticed plants of the rarest and most exquisite
beauty. Perhaps the most conspicuous group was one from
Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of Exeter, made up of twenty-
one varieties of E. ventricosa. As a whole, this collection pro-
duced a most enchanting effect, and the individual specimens
were each from lfi inches to two feet in height, broad, compact,
and splendidly adorned with blossom. There was a somewhat
similar contribution from Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. H. Storey, Esq.,
Isleworth, consisting of 8 seedling varieties of E.vestita. Judging
by the well-known difficulty of growing these plants perfectly,

the specimens were of the first excellence, and some of the varie-

•j ties were distinct. A more general collection, exhibited by Mr.
Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, comprised excellent plants of E.
perspicua, vestita coccinea (particularly fine), inflata, an ex-
tremely tall specimen, with few flowers ; Cavendishii, well
grown; intermedia, something like E. Bowieana, dwarf and
good ; perspicua nana, exceedingly pretty ; fragrans, very dense

;

gemmifera, a good plant; ventricosa tcnuiflora, very low and
close ; Westphaliugia, finely managed ; and the curious and well-
grown gnaphalioides. Mr. Green had E. jasminoides, a small
plant; Beaumontiana, handsome; perspicua, remarkably merito-
rious ; splendens, excellent; a very fine propendens; ventricosa
superba, in a magnificent state; and some other rich specimens
of the varieties of ventricosa. From Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. H.
Storey, Esq., were a superb E. Cavendishii ; Humeii, fine ;

West-
phalingia, very healthy; gelida, extremely good; and some
excellent ventricosas. Mr. Clarke, gr. to T. Smith, Esq., Shirley

Park, produced E. translucens, four feet high, a glorious speci-

men; tricolor, fine and dense; perspicua nana, exceedingly
lovely; and splendid varieties of ventricosa. E. tricolor, per-

spicua, Westphalingia, land several of the ventricosas were par-

ticularly fine, from Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill. Mr. Bruce, gr. to
B. Miller, Esq., brought a noble E. tricolor, an excellent E. Caven-
dishii, and a few admirable ventricosas. Mr. Jackson, nursery-
man, of Kingston, sent a small and good E. tricolor, a pretty
odorata, a gigantic jubata, which was only partially in flower;
a very spreading, rather bare E. tricolor; a capital Cavendishii;
Daphnceriora, large and dense; and a pretty specimen of baccans.
Some fine varieties of ventricosa ; a beautiful little tricolor;

propendens, in a pleasing state; spuria, three feet high, excel-
lent; with elegans, small and compact, were from Mr. Frazer,
nurseryman, of Leyton, Essex. From Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, we
noted a fine E. Cavendishii, and some large ventricosas. Shown as

single specimens, there was E. Cavendishii, excessively rich, and
win an extraordinary mass of flowers, from Mr. Goode, gr. to

Mrs. Lawrence ; E. splendens, a superb plant, from Mr. Brazier,

gr. to W. H. Storey, Esq.; E. tricolor, transcendently broad and
good, from Mr. Salter, gr. to J. M. Yeeles, Esq., of Bath; and a

new species, called E. pulverulenta, of a curious upright habit,

like a small Cypress, with neat dark pink blossoms. The leaves

seem to be covered with a whitish powder ; this was from Mr.
Dawson, of Brixton Hill.

The climbing plants were not generallyconspicuous, and there

was but one collection, from Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence.
In this we remarked Stigmaphyllon ciliatum, with somewhat
heart-shaped leaves, which have slender hairs round the edge, and

clusters of yellow flowers, which have curled petals, and look like

those of some Oncidia. It seems likely to be an ornamental plant.

There are likewise a species of Cycl6gyne, with handsome purple

flowers; Marianthus cseruleo-punctatus, well cultivated, tjjf
511??

only just beginning to bloom; Tropa?/olum edule, exceedingly

showy; T. pentaphyllnm, pretty good; Poivrea coccinea, ex-

cellent; Ipomcea tyrianthina, splendid, but the flowers closin„

in the afternoon; a large Echites snberecta; a capital cornea

plant of Hardenbergia monophylla, Aristol6cliia ciliosa, a n icel
?v"

grown Mancttia bicolor, and the brilliant blue-flowered Clitona

ternatea. .

Two collections of Cacti were brought by Mr. Falconer, gr. to

A. Palmer, Esq., and Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq. In V.
1 ^"*

the former there were magnificent specimens of Ackermann,
a low standard, and of Jenkinsonii. That of Mr. Bruce c0^t?"?!L
splendid specimens of Ackermanii and speciosissimum, a b

variety of speciosum, and Mallisonii, tiained spirally on a cqnic

trellis, and covered with flowers. The main point that we "°"v
in these collections was that all the other species are £:a*£"
speciosissimum, thus giving them greater strength *n<

\^ d'sired
and enabling the grower more easily to have them oi ai y

form, as standards or dwarf bushes. The last are oo™ 1"^J£
twisting the stems of the stock round a small *rell

^
s'/

f

n " Xnts
ing them with scions of the required species. BY^c2|5iXU
thus mentioned, one specimen of speciosissimus was exmoire

by Mr. Goode. _ _ . , ,,
rt„ ft
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We shall now turn to the specimen plants of which there was

a great variety, comprising some magnificent things, and severa,

plants that were new to these shows. As instances o ™ "

tion. the Pimeiea decussata. more than four feet to «*™Jshown by Mr. Poole, of Leyton, Essex ;
Styltcl.nm fasc'cuiatun

probably the most remarkable plant at the exhibition, oy

Mountjoy, Ealing ; Siphocampylus betulasfolius, equal to tii

Mr. Green, before described, by Messrs. ^mnbe. Pine.

and Co. }
and by the same gentlemen, Ozothamnus tnrysoiae.
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four feet in height, with branches extending: to the same breadth,
sheeted over with small white blossoms, and stated to be ever-
green and hardy $ with an Epacris grandiflora, four feet high, of
* most superb description, by Mr. Frazer, of Leyton ; and Acro-
phyllum venosum, in the highest perfection, by Mr. Redding, gr.

to Mrs. Marryatt; were among the most extraordinary, and
could hardly be surpassed. Of new plants, or such as have not
been long introduced, there were Nepenthes ampullacea, a
novel species of Pitcher-plant, with beautifully mottled and
fringed pitchers, by Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq. ; Luxem-
burg] a ciliosa, a fine plant, with ciliated leaves, and showy
terminal spikes of clear yellow flowers, by Messrs. Lucombe,
Pince, and Co., of Exeter, and Mr. Smith, of the Royal Botanic
Garden, Kew; Achimenes multiflora, with deep lilac flowers,

which have a slightly fringed margin, also from Mr. Smith

;

Statice macrophylla, having peculiarly large leaves, and flowers
resembling those of S. arborea, by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and
Co., of Exeter ; a species of Lathyrus, with ornamental reddish

crimson blossoms, by Messrs. J>e, of Hammersmith ; Aquilegia
Skinneri, not well coloured, likewise by Messrs. Lee. Martynia
fragrans, in a superb condition, by Mr. Crees, gr. to Messrs.
Beck, Henderson, and Co., Strand ; Tropse'olum edule, small but
good, by Mr. Jackson, of Kingston ; and Stigmaphyllou ciliatum,

by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart. The more common
•pecies included a Kalmia latifolia, on which almost all the
flowers were so close as to touch each other before they opened.
This wasfrom Messrs. Rollison, Tooting, and excited much notice;

Hotiea japonica, extremely well managed, and profusely decked
With its white feathery spikes of flowers, from Mr. Redding, gr.

to Mrs. Marryatt; Gompholobium polymorphum major, trained
to a kind of pillar, and very beautiful, from Messrs. Lucombe,
Pince, and Co. ; a fine species of Gesnera, of which the plant was
both large and handsome, from Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill

;

Oncidium crispum, from the same firm; a pretty plant of
ManSttia bicolor, also from Mr. Hunt; S611ya linearis, conspicuous
for its deep blue flowers, a good specimen, from Mr. Hopgood,
nurseryman, Bayswatcr ; Elichrysum sesamoides, handsomely
frown, from Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq. ; Achimenes longi-

flora, not remarkable, from Mr. Stanley, gr. to H. Berens, Esq.;

Vanda teres, very pale, from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co.;
Oncidium microchilum, from Mr, Hunt, gr, to Miss Traill ; Eu-
thales macrophylla, a good but rather straggling plant, from Mr.
Hayes, High Beech, Essex; a pale blue flowered Leschenaultia,

from Mr. Goode; and from the same, Elichrysum retortum, well

treated and singular, Fuchsia corymbiflora, handsome, with a
ery rich specimen of Gloxinia maxima.

For the prize offered for Fuchsias there were two competitors,

Messrs. Lane and Son, of Berkhampstead, and Mr. Catleugh,
of Hans-street, Chelsea. In the last-named collection, the
finest sorts were—Venus victrix, a beautiful and very distinct

kind; conspicua arborea, resembling Chandlerii, but having a
more erect rigid habit, and brighter scarlet corollas ; arborea,
from which the previous one is only slightly different ; magnifica,
with extremely short and spreading flowers— a good variety;
Salter's splendens, a large flower, though deficient in colour;
and Buistii, a small-flowered kind, like formosa elegans, only
rather more slender. Messrs. Lane's contribution included
Laneii, very compact in habit, a free bloomer, and having hand-
some flowers; tricolor, with a pale blush-coloured calyx, of
which the tips are tinged with green, and a deep crimson
corolla—a very pretty variety; formosa elegans, the habit of
which is very graceful, while the corollas are of the richest
purple; Gren villi, which is near Laneii, only it has a somewhat
wider tube, and more purplish corolla to its blossoms; Mony-
pennii, which flowers with astonishing freedom, and is a toler-

ably good sort; with Frostii, which has large flowers, slightly
wanting in colour. The remainder of these collections seemed
unworthy of record, in respect to the varieties; but the speci-
mens were pretty well cultivated. By themselves there were F.
Eppsii, from Mr. Pawley, of Bromley, and F. Exoniensis, from
Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of Exeter. Eppsii has unu-
sually great blossoms, but the specimen shown indicated the
most rampant growth, though we understood it had been some-
what forced, and that the natural character of the plant is com-
pact enough. Exoniensis, too, seems a tall-growing plant, with
very long crimson calyxes, and purplish corollas. The flowers
appear hardly to expand sufficiently ; though we are informed
that this circumstance, and the comparatively loose charac er of
the specimen, were owing to its having been forced forward in a
warm house, on which account also it was much injured in

appearance by its exposure.
In regard to the Roses in pots, there were but two collections,

and one of these was of quite an inferior character, having in it

tall straggling and standard specimens, by no means pleasing to
the eye or well-grown ; this was from Mr. Dennis, of Chelsea,
*nd the Duchess of Buccleuch was the finest plant in it. The
other, from Messrs. Lane and'Son, of Berkhampstead, was much
better ; still the plants in it were rather pretty little specimens
than fine and highly-cultivated objects. What is desired in this

class of plants is strong specimens, whether bushes or dwarf
standards, bearing from 20 to 30 expanded flowers, and upwards

;

whereas those which have been shown are young plants, with
from three or four to eight or nine expanded flowers, and only
producing a good effect by being grouped together, not as sepa-
rate objects. Some of Messrs. Lane's plants were, however,
very good, considering the sorts; though decidedly the most
desirable plan of preparing these subjects is to take the well-
Srown specimens from the open borders, and pot them for the
Purpose, as is done with those intended for forcing. The best
specimens we saw were, Alba Blanchfleur, Triomphe de Bra-
bant, Tea Triomphe de Flore, Tea Caroline, Bourbon Queen, and
Bourbon Phoenix. Several good collections of Cut Roses were
exhibited, and, as usual, attracted much of the company by their
fragrance. They presented no particularly novel feature, and
the names of the successful exhibitors will be found in the Prize
List. A siand of cut Irises was shown by Mr. Gaines, of Batter-
8ea, and twelve good plants of the Globe scarlet compacrum
Pelargonium, which is a handsome variety for either pots or
beds, by Mr.Baile, florist, of Hammersmith.
Calceolarias.—In Herbaceous Calceolarias in 6es there was

**o competition in the Amateurs' Class, and the Large Silver was
given to Mr. Dobson, gr.toMr. E. Beck,of Isleworth, for 6 finely-

bloomed varieties, grown in slate pots corresponding in size to
Pots of 12 to the cast; the sorts were Holmes's Queen Adelaide,
Madonna, Maid of Hanover, Speciosissima, Holmes's Prince of

"Wales, and l.aura. In the Nurserymen's Class the silver

Knightian was awarded to Mr. Catleugh, for Standishii, Selina,
Gazelle, Maria, Willmoreana, Golconda; Silver Banksian to Mr.
Raines, for Argo, Rival King, Lass of Richmond Hill, (names were
*st to the three others). For Shrubby Calceolarias in 6 varieties,

"pots of 12 to the cast, Mr. Dobson obtained the Large Silver

;

*bse were also grown in slate pots, with a prolusion of bloom
;

*h sorts were, Coppersmith, Hamburgh Scarlet, Gem, Spectabilis,

**dy of the Lake, Alice. Ami the Silver Knightian was awarded
*o*. Stanley, gr. to H. Berens, Esq., for Lady of the Lake, Duke
°f Cornwall, Magniflora granriiflora, Sir R. Peel, Ariel, Com-
Paca. Nurserymen : Large Silver to Mr. Games, for Favourite,
Sutoeam, Incomparable, Attila, Una, Magniflora grandifora

; and
jhesilver Knightian to Mr. Catleugh, for Commodore, Lanceolot,

Junction, Bridesmaid, Reform, Amulet. A collection of 12
Seedings was also exhibited by Mr. Standish, of Bag>hot, these

*«d laphael.
The Pelargoniums were in much finer condition than at the

Previois exhibition, the flowers were well developed, the colour
*}ne, aid the plants vigorous and healthy; and there was less
"iffereice between the appearance of the various collections ih-n
ever wt remember to have seen. The only one tha* was iar behind
«» competitor was that placed next to Mr. Dobson's, whose plants

were uniform in appearance, and well managed. Mr. Gaines in
his small collection exhibited Nymph in fine order, and with a
greater head of bloom than we remember to have seen upon this
variety. The Sylph also among Mr. Catleugh's large plants was
a fine object. The flowers in Mr. Hunt's plants (in the larger
collection) were remarkable for their size, but this experiment we
thought carried a little too far, as some of the flowers lost cha-
racter. The way in which Mr. Parker exhibited his 12 large
plants was very creditable. Mr. Bourn and Mr. Bell also showed
finely grown plants among their large specimens, l. Pelargo-
niums, in collections of 12, new and first-rate varieties, in pots of
24 to ihe cast. The Gold Banksian was awarded to — Dobson, gr.
to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth; these plants were well cultivated,
uniform in size and in their head of bloom, containing the follow-
ing varieties : Lucy, Leonora, Erectum, Susanna, Martha, Scarlet,
Cleopatra, Evening Star, Meteor, Lord Chancellor, Geraldine,
Luna ; the other collection to which the silver Knightian was given
was from Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill. These flowers had no names
attached, and from their receiving the smallest medal otTered
by the Society, it is evident the judges did not consider them cul-
tivated with the skill and perfection expected in this class. Mr.
Catleugh and Mr. Gaines contended for the gold medal in this
class as nurserymen ; their collections were both fine and well-
cultivated ; Mr. Catleugh's was decided to be the better of the
two, his plants were— Pari?, Hannah, Gipsy, Priory King, Hebe,
Madame Taglioni, Jubilee, Troubadour, Queen of the Fairies,
Unit, Madelina, and Queen of Beauties. Silver-gilt to Mr.
Gaines, whose collection contained Lady Sale, Rising Sun,
Duchess of Sutherland, Nymph, Lady Prudhoe, Comte de Paris,
Jubilee, Madelina, Eximia, Euterpe, Gipsy, and Orange Perfec-
tion. In collections of 12 varieties in pots of 12 to the cast, in
the Amateur's Class, the silver medal was obtained by Mr.
Parker, gr. to — Oughton, Esq., of Roehampton, for Priory
Queen, Wildfire, Mrs. Stirling, Lord Mayor, Victory, Grand
Duke, Ovide, Acme, Erebus, Bleda, Jubilee, and Annette ; these
plants were large, finely grown, and well bloomed. The large
silver was awarded to Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, for Jubilee,
Comte de Paris, Corona, Sylph, Victory, Nymph, Mrs. Stirling,
Matilda, Louis Quatorze, Ovid, Orange Boven, and Prince of
Waterloo. In this class, among Nurserymen, the silver gilt was
awarded to Mr. Catleugh ; his collection contained Comte de
Paris, Prince Albert, Master Humphrey, Selina, Victory, Annette,
Gipsy, Coronation, Luna, Sir R. Peel, and Madonna; and the
large silver to Mr. Gaines, for Sylph, Exquisite, Erectum,
Raphael, Mabel, Juba, Grand Duke, Lady E. Bulteel, Lady J.
Douglass, Alba perfecta, Matilda, and Prince Albert. In col-
lections of six varieties in pots of eight to the cast, the collection
from Mr. Bourne, gr. to Sir E. Paget, obtained the large silver
medal, for Victory, Erectum, Eliza Superb, Florence, Fanny
Garth, and Mabel ; and the silver Banksian was awarded to Mr.
E. Bell, of Chelsea Hospital, for Joan of Arc, Comte de Paris,
Coronation, Climax, Bridesmaid, and Roseum elegans.
The tent set apart for Seedlings was, as on former occasions,

an object of much interest; this interest was in no degree abated
on the present occasion, for it was literally crowded with spec-
tators till the close of the gardens. There was a large quantity
of Seedling Pelargoniums from numerous growers, but the
number of really fine flowers, of those which contribute to carry
on this beautitul class towards greater perfection, was very
limited, and few were considered by the judges as fulfilling this
desirable end. The specimens from E. Foster, Esq., of Clewer.
Manor, claimed, for novelty of colour and sterling properties,"
superiority above all others. This will appear from the three
principal prizes having been awarded to three out of his collec-
tion of five, and another variety (Phseton) was considered by the
judges as not sufficiently expanded to be a fair subject for exami-
nation. In the selection of the Seedlings for the prizes the
•Silver Knightian was awarded to Mr. Whomes, gr. to E. Foster,
Esq., for Pha-on. a noble flower. The under petals are of a light
rosy salmon colour, and the dark maroon blotch in the upper
petals nearly covers their surface, leaving the edge of a light rosy
maroon. The flower is large, of a fine cupped (orm ; the petals
are stiff, broad, and even on the edge. Mr. Whomes also
received a Silver Banksian for the Duke of Devonshire, a flower
characterized by extraordinary richness or colour, white centre,
the lower petals terminating in a rich purplish rose, veined of a
deeper colour; the upper petals are deep and fine in colour,
velvety in texture; the blotch is very dark, changing to a rich
crimson carmine to the edge; the flower has great substance,
the petals being thick to the ei\^e and perfectly even. A second
Silver Banksian was also awarded to Mr. Whomes for Robustum.
This variety has rosy purple under petals, broad and finely

formed, and so perfectly even on the edge, as to have the appear-
ance of being cut by a sharp instrument; a slight tinge of
crimson surrounds the blotch, and the petals have a rosy purple
tinge at the edge. There is a slight unevenness in the upper
petals. A certificate was awarded to C. P. Lyne, Esq., lor a
seedling named Princess Alice, bright salmon pink under petals;
the blotch in the top petals is large and dark changing to bright
crimson, leaving a narrow margin of rosy vermilion round
the edge. This is a remarkably clear and bright flower, of good
form, and finely cupped; the edges of the upper petals are
slightly serrated. A certificate was also given to Mr. Ingram, of
Southampton, for Corinthian, a pretty flower, of good properties;
it is of a good form, and cups well; the centre is white, with the
remainder of the under petals of a purplish pink ; upper petals
dark and even. In addition to the seedlings in pots, there were
cut blooms from Mr. Pamplin, and also a collection from Mr.
Rendle, containing several of the new Devonshire flowers. We
also noticed in a collection (we believe from Lucombe, Pince,

& Co.), a single flower of a seedling named Defiance, which pro-
mises well. The seedling Calceolarias were not numerous ; there
were some curious varieties, but not an advance upon some pre-
viously exhibited ; one only was selected by the judges, from Mr.
John Standish, of Bagshot, called Illuminator, good in form, and
novel in marking; the ground-colour is yellow, and the flower is

covered with brown spots, leaving but small portions of the
ground-colour seen, which have a lively appearance. A certificate

was awarded to Mr. Neville, for a seedling Pink named
Brilliant, a very pretty and compact flower; and to Mr. G.
Piper, for a seedling Cineraria named Princess Royal, white
tipped with purple, with a scent like that of the Heliotrope;
a flower of good properties and habit of blooming. There
were two fine collections of Ranunculuses, from the Messrs,
Lockhart, of Parson's-green, and from Messrs. Tyso and Son,
Wallingford; these were much admired for their beauty and
delicacy ; many of the edged variei us were exceedingly beautiful. A
Silver Banksian medal was awarded to M essrs. Tyso & Sons ; their
collection consisted of Naxara, HosaMontana, Temeraire, Grand
Romana, Sophia, or Ma de Luce, Tippoo Saib, Louisette, Galitzin,

Costoe*s Coronation, Bouquet, Sanspareil, Comble de Gloire,
Apollo, Glacia, FGte Nocturne, Hercules, Navarino, Philocles,

Queen Victoria, Melpomene, Lesbos, Jaune en Pompadour, Co-
ronax, Carneus, and the following seedling varieties of their own
raising: Edgar, Felix, Alexis Gippius, Attractor, Amasis, Fla-
minius, Basilica, Champion,Comphollis, Creon, Ebrington, Edwin,
Innocent, Jubal, Laureate, Saladin, Vendome, Paxas, Pasca,
Paulini, Onisippus, Dr. Homer, Delectus, Dictator, Imbert, Mean-
der, Nymphns, Orlando. Exquisite, Menelaus, Minos, Exemplar,
and two or three unnamed seedlings. Messrs. Loekhart's flovvtis

were—Lady Leveson Gower, Lady Sale, Golconda, Hebe, Don
Roderick, Due de Nemours, Electra, Lady Sondes, Otway, Alma-

on,
ictor

Hugo7 Ol^thusf Ten- Pounder)' JLKctof> Talisman, Balloon, Ve-

nusta, Quiniilian, Prince Albert, Parody, Duchess of Kent, Triton,

Sacli, Annctta, Major Laing, Pliny, Commodore Napier
,
Magellan,

Vanguard, Constantia, Diogenes, Waterman, Brightness, Dr.

Leyden, Europa, No Proxy, Minstrel, Harlequin, Busaco, Bar-
bour,Umega, Blenheim, Laureatinus, Admetus, Sappho, Scoresby,

1
Memorial, Mars, Lady Barrington, Masterpiece, Margent
General Gibbs, Charybdis, Eumenes, Nydia, De Bufl'on, Dollond-

In consequence of the lateness of the season the collections of
Pinks were not numerous, but they were as good as could be
expected from the unfavourable state of the weather; the lacing
in many was imperfect, and rough edges were common—but
the weather for this flower has been most unpropitious. Mr.
Norman showed as good a stand as it was possible, and some fin©

leen
ice of
Young

John, Dagh's Lady Sherbourne, Legg's Prince Albert, Hopkins'
One in the Ring, Unsworrh's Omega, Lady Flora Hastings,
Norman's Henry, Holmes's Coronation, Stevens's Sir G. Cook,
Cousin's Coronation, Hodges's Gem, Brown's Acme, with thre«
seedlings.

The Heartsease were not particularly remarkable, nor were the
seedlings of any note, excepting one, named Belle Forme , from
Mr. Mi'ontjoy, which promises to be a good flower.

The Fruit-tent was much better filled than on the last occa-
sion, and some really admirable things were exhibited in it,

especially Pineapples, Peaches and Nectarines, Melons, and a
Cucumber. The last was by Mr. Mills, of Gunnersbury, not
for competition, 32 inches long, very straight, and unusu-
ally thick, though a trifle too old. It was of the sort called th*
Champion. The best Queen Pines were contributed by Mr. J.
Wharton, gr.to Miss Whitehead, Bath, and were truly excellent,

as were some of the Providence kind, by Mr. Moffatt, gr. to the
Duke of Newcastle. There were also fine ones from other per-
sons, and a Blood Pine from Mr. Davis, of East Barnet. Th#
exhibitors of the finest Black Grapes were Mr. Henderson,
gr. to Sir G. Beaumont, Bart , whose Grapes were remarkably
handsome; Mr. Chapman, South Lambeth, well coloured; Mr.
Dodds, gr. to Sir G. Warrender, Bart. ; Mr. Davy, gr. to E. Smith,
Esq., Colney Hatch; Mr. Davis, gr. to A. Smith, Esq. j Mr-
Davis, of East Barnet; Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquess of
Lansdowne ; Mr. Brewin, gr. to R. Gunter, Esq.; and Mr.
Atlee, gr. to H. Beaufoy, Esq. White Sweetwater or Muscat
Grapes were sent by Mr. Dodds, gr. to Sir G. Warrender, Bart, j

Mr. Frost, gr. to the Countess ol Grenville \ Mr. J. Davis, East
Barnet; Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquess of Lansdowne; and
Mr. Jones, gr. to Sir M. Disney, Bart. The principal contribu-
tors of Peaches and Nectarines were, Mr. Fish, gr. to Colonel
Sowerby ; Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquess of Lansdowne ; Mr.
MotTatt, gr. to the Duke of Newcastle ; Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir

G. Beaumont, Bart.; Mr. Dodds, gr. to Sir G. Warrender, Bart.j
Mr. Tillcry, gr. to the Duke of Portland; Mr. Mitchell, gr. to
Lord Vernon; Mr.Penrick.gr. to H. Pownall, Esq.; and Mr.
Foggo, gr. to the Marquess of Abercorn. Of Melons, the most
remarkable were, Oliver's Green-flesh, from Mr. Carson, gr. to

F. G. Farmer, Esq.; Nonesuch, very large, likewise from Mr,
Carson ; and a great Cantaloupe, from Mr. Evans,of Bay6water,
Mr. Dodds, gr. to Sir G. Warrender, Bart., showed some good
Mayduke Cherries, with excellent White Dutch Currants, and
fine Strawberries. Other Strawberries, in pots, were sent by
Mr. Jones, gr. to Sir M. Disney, Bait.; and Myatt's British

Queen, by Mr. Spencer, gr.to the Marquess of Lansdowne. Soma
excellent Figs were brought by Mr. Jones, gr. to Sir M. Disney,
Bart. ; and a few Apples, by Mr. Fish, gr. toH. H. Oddie, Esq.

[The excessive length of this report compels us to defer all

others till next week.]

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Medinilla erythrophylla. Reddish - leaved Medinilla.
(Ch'eerthouse Shrub.) Melastomaceas. Decandria Monogynia.
—For the introduction of this handsome shrub our cultivators
are indebted to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, whose col-

lector, Mr. J. Gibson, found it on the Khoseea hills, which con-
stitute a part of the Himalayan range in the East Indies, and
brought it to C'hatsworth in 1837- It flowered there in the fol-

lowing season. Being a free-growing plant, which is readily
multiplied, it has been so distributed since that period that it is

now in most of the principal nurseries, and in many private gar-
dens. Its chief characteristics are an extreme healthiness of
aspect, very ample and finely-formed foliage, an abundant pro-
duction of flowers, a considerable robustness of habit, and a
capacity of thriving well either in a greenhouse or stove. The
blossoms are borne about the months of June or July, and last a
very long time. They appear in clusters on the lower and naked
portions of the stem or branches, and are not much unlike those
of the Peach, but less spreading or cup-shaped, and with differ-

ently-arranged stamens, which stand "out rather prominently,
and have curved filaments. When young the leaves have a
reddish tinge, from which the specific name is derived. After-

wards they become purely, though pale, green. Noticing it in
the miscellaneous matter of the " Botanical Register," Dr. Lind.
ley says that "it is apparently very near M. rubicunda, a Suma-
tra plant, with the leaves obtuse at the base. One of the prin-
cipal features in the genus Medinilla, namely, the spur at the
back of the anther, is so nearly wanting here, that it only appears
in the form of a very small lobe, quite at the base of the anther,
opposite the anterior auricles. The species is quite a Medinilla
in habit." It is a plant of easy culture, growing freely in a
mixture of turfy loam and heath-mould, with some pieces of

broken freestone or potsherds interspersed throughout the soil.

A large pot appears to be unnecessary for it, as it does not throw
out many fibrous roots ; drawing a great part of its nourishment
from the large tuber-like callosities which form at the base of

the stem. These, in its wild state, become nearly drained of

moisture and shrivel up in the dry season, recruiting themselves

again duringtherains. Cuttings ofalmost any size will easilyroot

in loam and sand, if covered with a gl <ss. Although it succeeds in.

either a greenhouse or a stove heat, it flourishes best when treated

as a greenhouse plant throughout the summer, and kept, durang

winter, in a house with a temperature intermediate between that

of the stove and the greenhouse. It should be watered rather

urofusely in the warmer months.—Paxto?^ Magazine of botany.

CvMBimuM Devontanum. The Duke of Devonshire s Cyro-

bidinm. (Stove Epiphyte.) Orcbidace*. Gynandna Monandria.

This very beautiful addition to the genus Cymbidium which is

named after his Grace the Duke of Devonshire was found by his

Grace's collector, Mr. Gibson, on the Khoseea hills, in Ind.a, and

mtroduced to Chatsworth in 183/. It bloomed there in the

months of March and April or the present year. Mr. Gibson

gathered it from the trunks of decayed trees, or from the hollows

or cavities of those old specimens which had become filled up
with vegetable mould. In England it grows very freely on any
half-decayed block of wood, suspended in the Orchidaceous

house, and kept in a shady moist place, at a good distance from
the glass. The species has roundish pseudo-bulbs, and throws
from them fine racemes of bloom, from a foot to eighteen inches

in length, which hang down after the manner of C. aloifolium.

It is not much unlike the latter plant in the hue of its sepals and
petals, which appear to be of a brownish cream colour ; but the lip,

which is their most conspicuous feature, is of a beautiful purplish
crimson tint, and very rich. A specimen which was exhibited in

April at the Horticultural Society's Rooms had been in flower
two or three weeks; and as the colour of the lip like that of
some species of Calanthe, changes and fades after the flowers
have been open for some time, it was the" of a dull brownish
shade, which is by no means pleasing, in its earlier stages, how-
ever, it is very showy and brilliant; and this circumstance will
olaoe it; before any of the other species.—Paxtorts Magazine of
Botany*

MISCELLANEOUS.
Cultivation of Water- Cresses—M. Faussier, of Senlis,

who has brought the artificial culture of Water-Cresses to
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great perfection, treats them in the following manner :

The depth of the trenches in which they are grown being
entirely dependent upon that of the springs by which they
are supplied with water, the former are so prepared that, as

nearly as possible, a regular depth of three or four inches
can be kept up. These trenches are three yards broad, and
eighty-seven yards long; and whenever one is to be planted,

the bottom is made quite firm and slightly sloping, so that

the water which flows in at one end may run out at the

other. If the bottom of the trench is not sufficiently

moist, a small body of water is allowed to enter to soften

it. The Cresses are then taken and divided into small
sets or cuttings, with roots attached to them ; and these

are thrown over the bottom of the trench at the distance

of 3 or 4 inches from each other. The Cress soon attaches
itself to the damp earth ; in three or four days the shoots
straighten and begin to strike root. At the end of five or
six days, a slight dressing of well-decomposed cow-dung
is spread over all the plants, and this is pressed down by
means of a heavy board, to which a long handle is ob-
liquely fixed. The water is then raised to the depth of

2 or 3 inches and never higher. Each trench is thus
replanted annually, and furnishes twelve crops during the
season. In the summer, the Cresses are gathered every
15 or 20 days, but less frequently during winter. Care
is taken that, at each gathering, at least a third part of
the bed is left untouched, so that neither the roots may
be exhausted, nor the succeeding gathering delayed. After
every cutting, a little decayed cow-dung, in the proportion
of two large barrowfuls to each trench, is spread over the
naked plants, and this is beaten down by means
of the rammer above mentioned. After the Water-
Cresses have been thus treated for a twelvemonth,
the manure forms a tolerably thick layer at the bot-
tom of the trench, and tends to raise its level. To
restore it to its original level, all the refuse should be
thrown out upon the borders which separate the trenches
from each other. These borders may be planted with
Artichokes, Cabbages, or Cauliflowers, which will here
attain a great size. Cress-grounds should always be at a
distance from trees, on account of the leaves which other-
wise drive amongst the plants and require much time to
pick out. There are two weeds which, even in the clean-
est Cress-grounds, can scarcely be kept under; these are
the Duckweed and Zannichellia palustris, which both
multiply so quickly, that unless carefully rooted out, they
do great injury to the Cresses. The Zannichellia may be
kept under by careful handweeding, and the Duckweed
by raising the water so as to make it float above the
Cress-plants, when it may be skimmed off with a besom.—Bon Jardinier.

A new Tree P<sony.—We understand that Mr. Van
Houtte, of Ghent, has in his possession a new Tree Pseony,
called the « Triumph of Malines," which is remarkable
for its beauty. Its flower is said to have the appearance
of a cluster of Rhododendrons, forming a pyramid almost
as large at the summit as the base. Its colour is described
to be deep Amaranth. We presume the variety will soon
be in the trade.

Seedling Cactus.—We have received from Messrs.
Davies & Co., of Wavertree, specimens of seedlings,
raised between C. speciosissimus and C. grandiflorus,
having flowers which share the form of the latter and
the red colour of the former. Two fine varieties are
before us ; the one with large blossoms, very like those of
C. grandiflorus, of a pale red and rather dull colour,—and
the other somewhat less like C. grandiflorus, of a richer
hue, more resembling C. speciosissimus. There is much
of novelty in them, and the blooms, unlike those of C.
grandiflorus, are said to remain perfect for two days.
We have also received from Mr. J. F. Wood, a flower of
a seedling which grows in the way of the creeping Cereus,
and which was obtained from speciosissimus, which is

supposed to have been accidentally fertilized. Its flowers
are in the way of Ackermanni, and exhibit very slight
traces of the beautiful purple of speciosissimus. They are
however handsome, and the plant, with the pendulous
habit of the creeping Cereus, must have a striking
appearance.

Ceylon.—We have much satisfaction in announcing the
appointment of Professor Gardner to the charge of the
Botanic Garden of Ceylon, vacant in consequence of the
death of Mr. Normansell. Thezealand Botanical knowledge
of Mr. Gardner, and the practical acquaintance with
tropical vegetation gained by him in his long travels in
Brazil, render him peculiarly fitted for such an appoint-
ment, which cannot fail to be a gain to the colony.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
J. Moss, Esq., Otterspool, near Liverpool.—This place is plea-

santly situated on the banks of the Mersey, and has a beautiful
undulation of surface. The kitchen and fruit-gardens are well con-ducted, and are kept very clean. In the forcing department we
observed an excellent crop of Grapes and some good Pines. In

?\1+
plant *houses are some very large healthy bulbs of themost esteemed sorts of Amaryllis ; we also noticed some remark-

ably fine plants of the Gloxinia maculata, which were obtained by
leaving only one stem to form a plant. In the house devoted to
the cultivation of Orchidaceous plants is a very large specimen
of Cattleya Mossi*

,
it is the original plant imported by the liberal

proprietor ot this place, and from which the figure was taken for
the Botanical Magazine. At the time of our visit it had twelve
spikes of flowers, and was really a magnificent object. We were
informed by the intelligent gardener, Mr. James, that it has not
flowered since the figure was taken till the present year. Among
the others in flower, we observed Cattleya Forbesii, Oncidium
arnphatum, O. Lanceanum, O. pumilum, and a fine plant of
O. papilio, with eight flower-spikes, Maxillaria aromaticaBroughionia sanguinea, Calanthe veratrifolia, &c. The flower-garden contains some well-arranged beds, and has a pretty
appearance, it has an elevated walk on three sides from whichyou get some splendid views of the Mersey and the county ofcnesmre, with the Welsh mountains in the back ground,—J, A.

Iftebfefbs.

Prize Essay of the Wetherby Agricultural Association,

on the Application of Rape-Dust and other Hand
Tillages* By John Hannarn. Longman, pp. 35.

We have perused this Prize Essay of Mr. Hannam's with
great satisfaction, and do not hesitate to pronounce it to

be a most useful treatise on the theory and practice of

manuring. He does not confine himself to the ostensible

subject of Rape-dust and similar artificial helps to vegeta-

tion ; but he gives a very clear and concise view of the

theories of modern chemists and physiologists on the

nutrition of plants, and endeavours to show that the

practice of the best farmers is in perfect accordance with
the latest discoveries of eminent chemists in the compo-
sition of vegetable productions. The whole is clearly

stated, and we can safely recommend it to the attentive

consideration of practical farmers.

—

M.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
The flower-gardens at Shrubland Park are open to the public

every Friday, while the family is passing the gay season in London.
Among other parties, we had three schools over the grounds lately ;

and I found many of the young people very anxious to learn how
gardeners managed to grow and propagate their plants; how deep
seeds should he sown ; and as many more such questions as would
fill the Calendar; and I must say more orderly parties never entered
any garden ; not a flower was picked or broken down, nor a foot put
on any of the dug beds. They all kept on the gravel walks, or ran
along the lawns, more orderly than grown-up people often do. They
were particularly interested when I tol i them how we made the
standard Hoses by budding; and as this may interest other young peo-
ple, now home for the summer holydays,I shall tell them, as I promised
last week, how we gardeners bud Roses and other plants. But the
best way to learn this, or anything else which gardeners do, is to see
one do it. Now, if you have a sharp penknife, and a little ball of
worsted to tic the buds with, we may begin by cutting off a branch of
this year's growth from a fine Rose-bush ; then cut off all the leaves
from this branch. There is a bud at the bottom of each leaf on the
upper side, and every one of these buds would make a branch next
year, if left to themselves; and they will do so if you take them off

the mother plant, and insert them within the rind of another Rose-
shoot or branch ; and this is called budding. When you make a pen
you begin by taking off a slice of the quill, and buds are taken off

just in the same way. You take off a slice of bark, and a little of
the wood, about an inch long, and the bud in the middle of the
slice

; then make a cut in the bark, where you want to put in the
bud, as long as the slice, and at the upper end of the cut make
another cut across, and the two cuts will form the letter T. Now
open the bark a little on both sides of the first cut with your pen-
knife, and put in the slice, keeping the point of the bud upwards, as
it was before ; and when the slice is nearly all in, cut the top of it

square with the cross cut, and it will lie in close. Then you tie the
loose bark over the slice with your worsted, and turn it round and
round till you cover all the cut, only leaving the little bud in the
centre free, for fear of smothering it. Now the work is finished;
and all buds are put in in the same way by almost everybody. L
sometimes, however, practise a different mode, which I want to dis-

close, for the consideration of established practitioners. It is this :

when a friend sends you a Rose- shoot in a letter, ten to one if the
buds on it are half developed, and of course you throw the shoot
away as useless. But if you lake out the incipient buds, with half

the thickness of the shoot, along with them, the top part slanted off,

wedge fashion, and the bottom squared, you can take out a similar
piece of the stock, and work in your bud after the manner of side-

grafting, and not one out of a score of them will fail ; and this is the
surest way to work them in spring and autumn, when the bark docs
not rise freely.

I,—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pines.— Now that we are in the heart of their growing season,
let us supply them abundantly with the usual stimuli of liquid
manure and a strong, moist heat, shutting them up early in the
afternoon, with their leaves all dripping from the use of the syringe

;

for this treatment suits the fruiters also at this time till the fruit is

full swelled, when the over-moisture must be given up by degrees.
Vinery.—The bunches of the latest Vines are now in most places

in a forward state for being thinned; and as these are to stand over
the dullest months of the year— November and December— they
ought to be well thinned of their berries. You may also push them
on with a strong moist heat until they are swelled to their utmost
stretch

; you will then have more of the season before you to let

them colour slowly, in a fine current of fresh air. It is the worst
possible management to let them go on slowly now, and to have to
push them in the autumn to colour them.
Peach-housr.—Many of these houses are now cleared of the

fruit, the trees and all parts of the house being well washed down
with the engine. If you end this growth as you began it last
December ; that is, letting it finish gradually in a gentle moist heat,
with plenty of air, the trees should be in a good condition for the
next crop.

Figs.—The second crop of these is now in a forward state; ihc
trees want abundance of moisture at all periods of their growth, and
more particularly when swelling their fruit. Let them have a free
current of air, and syringe them frequently over-head.
Mklons.—A thrifty, strong plant, in a fresh, rich soil, will teach

a beginner more about Melons than a whole season's Calendars ; as,
if such a plant has not been kept thin of shoots from the beginning,
these are now crowded in inextricable confusion, and the more you
prune them after this the sooner they will canker, or die altogether
perhaps*
Cucumbers on the ridges are now growing away with great free-

dom. If they do not cover the space allotted to them, regularly
pinch out the tops of the main branches, but keep them thin of
•hoots near the bottom, otherwise they will soon get into confusion.
It is a good plan to put a layer of clean straw under them, to keep
them clean ; and they will require less water if the beds are covered.

Out-door Department.
About the end of June and beginning of July, as the early Peas

and Beans are cleared off the ground, is the usual time of
planting out Broccoli, Brussells Sprouts, Savoys, &c. ; but if room
is scarce, many of these may be planted out between standing row«
of other crops that are expected to come off soon. No one ever
thinks of planting any of the Cabbage tribe without first manuring
the ground.
Colewomts arc much sought after in some places, but in some

families they are never used. This is about the time to get in the first

sowing of them ; and in many late situations it is high time to sow
early Cabbages to come in betimes next spring; but in good situations
a fortnight hence will be time enough.
Peas and Beans.—The earliest varieties of these should now be

sown for the last time ; but some Early Frames may be chanced as
late as the second week in July ; and if we have fine weather in
October they will afford some dishes, when they will come in very
acceptable.

Celery.—Another trench or two may be planted out, but a fort*
night hence will be time enough for the main crop in most places.
There is much difference of opinion among gardeners on this sim-
ple point j the seasons principally, however, determine the right time.
Orchard.— If the tops of shoots of Currants or Gooseberries

should become infested with insects, as they often do about this time,
the best way is to cut off the tops at once, which will do no harm to

the bushes so late as this in the season. A good washing with the
engine occasionally will be of service to the wall-trees, and unless
they are attacked by insects, clean water is as good for this purpose
as any mixture. Sec that the Vines never get loose, or grow too
long, before they are tied in, and bo with all your wall-treei.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—Plants in this house have got so much hardened in their
young wood that they may have large portions of air given them
daily. There is hardly a week till the beginning of August but some
plants will want a shift into larger pots.
Greenhouse.— All the coarser plants being now removed out-of-

doors, more attention must be paid to the watering of the more
delicate plants, which are kept in through the season; train out and
stake them till you get them into handsome shapes.

Pits.— I find my improvement on the flower-pots particularly
useful in these cold pits, as we can now keep the bottom of the pits

as damp as we please, which imparts a refreshing coolness to all

around, and this without any danger from worms entering the pots.

Wc syringe all the plants here late in the afternoon, and we are now
beginning to leave off the lights at night, where the hardier planls
are, and only put them on about breakfast- time. Most pot-plants
require to be somewhat screened from the sun, out-of-doors, for a
few weeks, till the nights lengthen out a little more, when the dews
will in a great measure counteract the effects of strong sun.
Flovfer-Garden.—Everywhere in the flower-garden the greatest

order and neatness should prevail ; not a dead or fading flower should
be seen, not even in the wildest corner of the shrubberies. No plant
requiring support should be a day without a neat stake; Many of
the annuals may be prolonged if their seeds are cut off as they begin
to form : some, again, would do better if the strongest shoots were
cut back, to show a uniform growth all over the bed or row.
Never let the Salvia patens come up with a centre stem

;
pinch this

off close to the bottom, and half-a-dozen shoots will spring up for

one, which is better than thick planting. Some people treat their

Hollyhocks in the same way, and by that means get great masses of
late-flowering shoots.

—

D. Beaton, Shrubland Farh Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the Wei>k ending June 22, I843,as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Uarowkthr. Tjikrmomktrr.

June. Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean.
Friday 16" 29-960 29.931 71 46 58.5
Saturday 17 20.979 29 1)72 75 50 62.5
Sunday \ft 29.029 29.323 65 50 57-5
Monday 1!)? 29 954 29.824 63 59 61.0
Tuesday 20 30-1GO 29 956 68 39 61.0
WednesdajSl 30- 1 28 29.984 73 51 62.0
Thursday 22 30.045 29.984 70 40 55.0

A veragA 30.022 29.925 68.5 47.8 58.2

Wind. Kain.

iN.E.
N.E-
E.
N.E.
N.E.
S.W-
N.E.

.01 |

.01

.02

June 16. Very fine, with scattered white clouds ; dear at night.
17- Clear; overcast; vory fine, with a few light clouds ; cloudy and fine

at night.
18. Slight dry haze; overcast and fine.
19. Uniformly overcast; cloudy and cold.
20 Densely clouded ; overcast; cold and clear at night.
21. Very fine throughout.
22

'
CI

£?
r ; very fine wilh JiB nt clo" (1 s

;
dear at night.

".lean temperature of the week 3.3° below the average "

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending July 1, 1843.

June and
July*

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

M ean
Temp

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

|
Greatest
quantity
of Kain. 1

\

Sun. 25 71-7 51.0 61.3 9 0.72 in.
Mon. 26 72.0 50.8 61.4 7 1.00
Tues. 27 68-8 48.2 58.5 9 0.30
Wed. 28 72.8 51.1 61.0 4 0.65
Thurs.29 72.4 49-8 61.1 4 0.20
Fri. 30 1 73 4 50 8 62.1 6 0.80
Sat. 1 11 72.0 52.7 62.4 8 38

Prevailing Winds

* W
w

• >
* *

*

*

53

MH 1 5 1 2 3 3 2
_^ 2 3 ^*. 1

6] 5 I

1 1 1 2 3 3. 6 —
1 1 3 1 3 3 1 4
2 3 2_|. 5 4 1

— 231432 2
1

(

1 3 _l 8 3 5 1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on ihe 28th,
in 1826—thermometer 91°; and the lowest on the 1st July, in 1837, ther-
mometer 3~<\

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending June 23, 1843.

Tnrc chief new feature in the market this week is a large quantity
of Cherries and Strawberries from the open garden. The former are
almost entirely of the Mayduke sort, and those of pood quality range
upwards from Sd per lb., though many are to be had at a lower
rate. The Strawberries are of various kinds, but the Keen's seed-

lines are most abundant, and good ones may be obtained at 8r2. per
pottle. Grapes, Pines, Peaches, and Nectarines, are particularly
splendid this week, and have reached a very high degree of perfec-
tion. All the more common kinds of Fruits and Vegetables are
tolerably good, and the Cauliflowers are of the most superior descrip-
tion. Cucumbers are now very numerous, yet there are compara-
tively few that are straight and well-grown. The collections of Cut
Flowers include avast number of hardy things, and annuals in great
profusion. The more uncommon flowers are Fuchsia tricolor,

Pimelea decussata, many beautiful Roses and Irises, and a prodi-
gious quantity of Moss Roses and Pinks. Among potted plants are

Fuchsia tricolor and Standishii, many varieties of Erica ventricosa*
various Cacti, and Pimelea rosea.

PRICES, Saturday,

Pine Apple, per lb. 4* to 10*
Grapes, hothouse, per lb,, 2* to 5*
— Spanish, per lb. Is to Is Gd— Portugal, per lb. 1* to 3*;

Peaches, per dozen, 10.* to 30.? I

Nectarines, per do/en, 10s to 30*
Melons, 4* to 8* each
Apples, Kitchen, per bush. Gs to 12*
Strawberries, per qt. pottle, Gd to 2*
Gooseberries, p hf-sieve, \sGd to3s Gd
Currants, per half-sieve, 2s to 3s
Raspberries, per sm. bslct., \0d to Is Zd
Oranges, per doz., la to 2s Gd— per 100, Gs to 18*
Cherries, French, per 12 lbs., 4s to Us

une 24, 1343—FRUITS :—

Cherries, English, 1* to 6>
Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2s
— per 100, G* to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, 1* to
Walnuts, per bush ., \6s

Chesnuts, per peck, 4s to ilt

Almonds, perpeck, Gs _
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. KOt to 55*

Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs. 60s
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, iG*
— Spanish, 18*
— Barcelona, 22* to 2**
— . Cob, 12*

VEGETABLES.
Cabbage-plants,per doz. bun., 1* to 2* Gd
Cabbages, per doz., Gd to 2s
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 2* to Gs
Beans, Kidney, forced, p. 100, 2s to 3*
Potatoes, per ton, flO* to 120*
— per cwt. 4* to Gs
— per bushel , 2* to 3* Gd
— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 3*
— Scotch, per bushel, 2*
— New, per lb., id to 1*

Artichokes, green, per doz., 1* to 5*
Turnips, Spring, per bunch, 3d to 1*

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Horse Radish, perbundle, 1* to 6*

Radish, spring, p. doz- hands, Gd to 1*— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, Gd to 1*

Carrots,Young Horn., p' bunch, GYf to 1*
— Spring per bunch, 4d to 1*

Garlic, per lb. 6d to 8r/

Shallots, per lb., 1* to 1* Gd
— green, per bunch, 3d toGd

Peas, per sieve, 3* to 4* Gd

;

Peas, per sack, 9* to 12*
Asparagus, large, per 100, 2* to 5*
— Sprue, or Small, p.bun.l* to 2*

Lettuce, Cabb., p. sieve* Gd to 1*
— Cos, per score, 4rf to U

Celery, p. bd., (12 to 15) Gd to 3*
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4d to 1*

Small Sa'ads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Green Basil, per bunch, 4d to Gd
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to 6

Parsley, per.12 bunches, 1* Gd to 3*

Tarragon, per doz- bunches, 2* to 3*

Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, Is Gd to 3*

Marjarom, green, per bunch 4d to 6i

Mushrooms, per pottle, 2* to4i Gd

Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Leeks, per doz. bun.. 5* to 6*

Onions, per half-sieve, 4* to Gs

— Spring per bunch, 2d to 6
— Large, per bun-, Gd to 1*

Notices to Correspondents.
Manure.—Ponterdulais.— Salt is sometimes arfvantageoSi

}
l

used in minute quantities; but its action is sure to be erm-

cious if in excess, and it is better let alone, unless it ha.'been

mixed for some months with lime, when its nature is citireiy

changed, and it becomes suited for light lands that bun- *

Kent.—Mix all your dry materials, and make them into :heap,

watering; it, as you proceed in making it up, with the fii-d y°*

mention. Let it lie three months, and it will be fit fortfeVT- d
not, however, permit anything to soak away, but if a»y nu

-

drains off, let it be thrown back on the heap every .W'..

your fluid ispntrid, as it should be before using, throwin Ji« s «

of sulphate of iron (green vitriol), and let it dissolve beion-

adding to the heap.
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Salt.— Dianthus.—It is impossible to say how much nitric acid

is required to decompose your salt, for there is no knowing:
how much is left in the soil, or within reach of the acid.

Perhaps half an ounce per superficial foot will be enough to

remove the mischief ; but you should dig; the bed over before

applying it, and then allow it to remain two or three weeks
before it is' replanted. Then sow on it some common annual
—a little Mustard, for instance—and see whether that is healthy

or not; if it is you will probably be safe.

Allotments.— 22. W. B. can easily make rules for his allotment
tenants according to circumstances, if he will look at t»:Ose

given in page 243, as adopted at Eastbourn, or by Sir Charles
Bunbury. When labourers are anxious to have allotments few
rules are required. It would be difficult to draw up a code of
rules to suit all circumstances. M.

Pinks.—Ignoramus.— If Pine suckers were taken off in August
last, and subjected to a bottom-heat of 100° for two months, .-

(and afterwards placed in a bottom-heat of 80°,) the excessive

heat at that time would cause them to start into fruit at this

season.
Yinbs.— W. H.—Your Vine-leaves can scarcely be called dis-

eased, although they are in an unusual state, because nothing
can well be more healthy than they are. The appearance of
warts on their underside is most probably caused by the damp
atmosphere and rich soil in which they are growing, and may
be conceived to arise thus : The water which the leaves derive

from the stem and absorb from the atmosphere is unable to es-

cape again, in consequence of the air that sun ounds them being
continually loaded with moisture; the result of this is that the
water accumulates in the interior of the leaves, and swells them
up in the form of warts. The presence of the latter on the under
side only, is owing to perspiration from the Vine taking place

principally by that surface, which is moreover much softer

and looser in texture than the upper surface. If the volumes
of aqueous vapour discharged into this Vinery through the
manhole oi the boiler were cut off, the affection would not now
disappear, but in all probability would cease to come on new
leaves. The coarser habits of the Black Hamburgh will

account for its being affected, while the more delicate Fron-
tignan escapes.

Packing Fruit.— X. Y. Z. will find some information respecting

the best method of packing fruit to go by railway, at p, 485 of

the first volume of this Paper. The main point to be attended

to is to have the box containing the fruit encased in another

box, leaving an interspace of two or three inches all round,
which must be filled up tightly with hay, moss, or other soft

material of a like character.
Sea Kale.- Oriola.— No doubt you have used your salt too

strong. In the article referred to by you it was expressly

stated that we did not know how much was the greatest

quantity Seakale would bear. Although a plant may take one
pound of nitrate of soda with impunity, it does not follow that

it will also take one pound of muriate of soda (common salt).

Wait till the autumn; and if your plants recover let them
alone; if they do not you must replant them; but you may use
the same bed.

Aspakacus.—S. S.—We do not know what the greatest depth is

that Asparagus may be buried : five or six inches are enough.
The deeper it is buried the later it will be in appearing. The
crowns never rise nearer the surface. While growing, a fluid

consisting of soap-suds and the drainings from a water-closet
fermented in an under-ground cistern will suit it well. If you
apply it in a weak state, and only while the Asparagus is

growing, yon cannot well overdo it by a weekly drenci ing.
Your last question is answered in a leading article of June 10.
«—

—

Liba?ion.—U you will read a leading article of June 10,

you will find your question nearly answered. Common salt

should be used: and the best strength is weaker than sea-
water; we can only repeat, what lias been so very often
mentioned before, that the rule to be observed in applying
saline manuie, and indeed all manures, is to administer them
weak, and often, and while the plant is in rapid growth.

Potatoes.— F. B.~ We are convinced that nothing is gained by
planting whole Potatoes, and that sets will produce quite as
good results. It is not at all necessary to place Potatoes in a
warm place previous to planting; and it may do harm.
Transplanting is not a good plan.. For other answers see a
leading article of to-day. H. L.

y
Berberis, Quoad.— Sqq a

leading article of to-day.
Mowing Machine.— F. J.— This instrument is well known to
us, and we do not tlv'nk it comparable with a good mower. Its

principal use is where men cannot mow neatly, or when the
the weather is so dry that the edge of the scythe will not bite.

It cannot be employed in wet weather. Stones break its knife-
edges; and it is troublesome. In very small places, where
there is no regular gardener, it is most useful.

Sekds.— Pontevdulais.— Sow Crocus and Narcissus seeds as soon
as ripe in pans of light earth, in a cold frame

;
get them up as

soon as you can; give them all possible light while growing;
gradually dry them off when their leaves turn yellow, and keep
them in their earth during the succeeding winter, very slightly
damp.

Potting.— Poiiterdulais.—We do not advise you to make a rule
of putting rotten dung at the bottom of the roots of plants in

pots. It will make them i un to leaf. A rich light loose com-
post for them to grow in, and plenty of drainage at the bottom,
is what most plants like.

Verandahs.— iV?//errf«tofi.-Evergreenand JapanHoneysuckles,
Pyracantha, Ivy, Banksian Roses, White Jasmine, will suit
you, unless your situation be very bleak.

The Cedar of Lebanon is propagated by seeds, which are
obtained by splitting the cones, among whose scales they are
lodged. Some articles on Coniferous plants in former volumes
explain the mode of raising them.

Drying Flowers.—H. Carter may preserve the petals of his
Pelargonium flowers by simply placing them between clean
smooth paper, beneath a book, or something that will press
them out flatly.

Pelargoniums.— G. W —Discard the following sorts :—Beauty
of Ware, Admiral Napier, Masterpiece, Gem, Bleda, Priam,
Cunningham's Clarissa, William the Conqueror, Queen of Scots,
Brightoniensis, Beatrice, Ranceanum, and replace these with
Matilda, Queen of the Fairies, Lyne's Duke of Cornwall, Cyrus,
Grand Duke, Comte de Paris, Garth's Witch, Wonder, Prince
of Waterloo, Hodge's Emperor, Madelma, Beck's Hebe.

Fuchsias.—Eclipse— Among the Fuchsias named Formosa ele-

gans is our favourite; when well grown with the deep purple
colour of the petals well developed, it is an elegant and beau-
tiful object. Youell and Co.—From the specimen received,
St. Clare appears to be a prolific bloomer and fine variety,
we have never seen the colour so fine in any specimen grown
near London.

Books.- C. J.—The latest work on the Vine is Mr. Roberts's Trea-
tise, recently noticed in our columns. Mr. Mearns's Essay also
gives instructions about coiling the stems, >.nd otherwise grow-
ing Vines, in pots. A Subscriber.—We cannot advertise the
prices of books or where they are to be had

; that is the busi-
ness of Booksellers L. J. W. and others.—We have no inten-
tion of reprinting Mr, Lawrence's useful pamphlet; nor could
We do so without that gentleman's permission.

Microscopes — Y. Z.—If you have not more than 10s. to spare,
you had better buy a good common pocket lens, with an inch
focus ; it should not cost above 3s ,

and it will do all that a more
expensive kind will. If, upon going to the shop, you find it does
not magnify enough, you can easily have a second in the same
case, with a shorter focus and higher magnifying power. The
Stanhope lenses are powerful, but of little use for practical
Botany, in consequence of the smallness of their field.

Indian Arm v.— <?.—We cannot discuss questions that do not
concern the professed objects of this Paper, The grievances
of the Indian Medical Officers are stated in a pamphlet published
°y Simpkin, an4 Marshall, to which we must refer you,

Names.—Probe.—The i is short—thus, Abutllon; it is a change
ofthe word inuttlis.

Destruction of Inskcts. —W* C A— Gas-tar has a very
unpleasant smell, and rather an unsightly appearance on a
garden wall ; however, there is no doubt it will prove noxious
to most insects. It will not injure vegetation if the latter is

not brought in contact till such time as the gas-tar is dry. The
heat of the wall, on an average, will not be increased by the
dark colour.

|| The Meetings of the Horticultural Society are
always announced at the head of our leading article.

Ants.— R. S.—We wish most sincerely we could tell you how to
get rid of Black Ants but we have tried or mentioned all the
plans that have been proposed, and nothing eeems effectual.
\Ve have recommended a solution of corrosive sublimate and
common treacle, covered with paper pierced full of holes, so
that the ants may run upon the surface without sticking in it:

but we do not as yet know how it will answer.
Bkks.— Tizy mentions something at p. 391, concerning Bees'
combs and Owls' e^gs found in a hollow tree after the Bees
were gone; and asks the following questions :—" Had their
departure any connection with dead Bet sin the neighbouring
house? When were the Owl's eggs laid, by whom bached,
or rather sat upon ? Were they kept from decomposition by
the combs stopping out the outward air?" As regards the
first I cannot see what connection, or rather influence " dead
Bees in the neighbouring house " could have on the colony in

the tree, especially in March. He says they left suddenly. I

question that, for in March Bee** are often neglected. There
being lOlbs. of honey in the hive is not sufficient proof to the
contrary, for the like does happen sometimes. During last
winter, the Bees in one of my hives died off gradually, and
strange to say, the queen was the longest liver, and left about
KUbs. of good honey. Such rare occurrences have given rise

to various conjectures. One is barrenness of the qui en, there
not being a sufficient number of Bees reared in auiumn to
supply the loss of those dying off. Disease might attack T.'b
colony, caused by the effluvia from the filth which fell with the
eggs Horn the Owl's nest above it. This leads to the question
respecting the eggs. It is difficult to say when they were laid,

or " sat upon " before they g t amongst the Bees ; but we may
safely conclude that the Owl did not attempt incubation in
such a place. The heat ofthe hive might have some influence
on the eggs, and though the Owlets did not come forth, the like

happens occasionally, especially with eggs on the artificial plans
of hatching. I think it is doubtful if the combs kept the eggs
from decomposition, except they were glazed with propolis in
a similar way that we are told Bees once did so to a mouse that
happened to die in their hive. Some may think it strange of an
Owl to reside so near a colony of Bees, but at present I know
of a Tom-tit who enters to his nest at the same hole that a
strong colony of Bees enter to theirs, in a spout-head at the
top of a tower.—A Lady, Westbury, inquires if it is advisable to
cut the combs out of her Bee-box, likewise if it is necessary to
introduce lresh queens into old stocks of Bees. Respecting
the first it is hard to say how long combs hold good. Some
say only a few years, and recommend cutting a portion of the
brood- comb one season and another the next, but this cannot
be done without injury to the brood. At present 1 have a hive
eight years old, and it has swarmed four times this season. As
"A Lady's " stock is only three years old, there need be little

fear of the combs being bad for several years to come: and
though they are dark that is of little consequence, for honey is

not expected from them, being in the centre box of Nutt's hive.
In general the combs in such hives last out the Bees, and when
in a bad state it is best to cut them out before the box is reple-
nished with a fresh swarm. I have only to add that both old
and new stocks of Bees have a fresh queen every time they
swarm ; hence the old notion of their becoming superannuated
is groundless. I have illustrated this more fully with other
information relating to Bees in the Chronicle of 10th June.—
J. Wighton,

Inskcts.- A. F.—The excrescence or gall on the branch of your
Gooseberry-bush is produced most probably by a species of Cy-
nips. Such a gall appears to be of rare occurrence, as we cannot
discover any previous notice of a similar fact. S. A. E.—The
grubs, which arrived in good order, are those of a -species of
Tipnla or Crane-fly. They do nor appear to have attained their
full size, and will probably become much larger. S. II. B,
The small dark-coloured insects infesting the underside of the
leaves of your Elton Cherry, is a plant-louse, called Aphis
cerasi. It is undoubtedly very injurious to the growth of the
young shoots, and may be pot rid of by fumigating with
Tobacco, syringing with Tobacco-water, as well as by other
remedies which you will find in the pages of the Gardeners1

Chronicle. S. W. W. -The " thread-like substance 5 inches
long," which you extracted from the body of a wire-worm is

an intestinal worm, belonging to the genus Filaria. Similar
worms have been observed in various insects, but still your
fact is a very interesting one, showing that tlie Filarial are
found in the larvae of insects. S. A Subscriber, near Shrews-
bury.—Two small Beetles appear to be injuring the Malt, Sec.

in your granary, specimens of which came safely to hand in

the quill; the larger, with along snout, is the Calandra gra-
naria, so well known as the corn-weevil, and tor the injury it

does to grain stored away m granaries. 1 he smaller we will
give you some information about in a future Number of the
Chronicle. Frequently turning and exposing to the air the
Corn, Malt, &c, appears to be the best method of preventing
the attacks of the Corn-weevil, and no doubt also the attacks
or the other Beetle you are suffering: from. The best means of
cure when atta< ked appears to be that of puttirg the Corn or
Malt into a temperature oi 140°, as you will find recommended
in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1841, p. 104, under the head of Entomo-
logical Notices. S, A. B. C—Mr. Beaton is too far off to be
consulted on the instant. It is to be presumed that he has
ascertained the fact you mention. We, however, have never
seen gas-liquor fail to destroy foliage, unless largely diluted

j

and in that state it will hardly drive off insects. Whether or
not the Gooseberry-Caterpillar is an exception we cannot say.
Why not try the experiment yourself ?

Miscellaneous.—Zephyrus.—Your Orchis is O. ustulata.
W. Chapman.—No. 1, is Solanum Dulcamara; 2, Cynoglossum

emaie.officinale; S, Atropa Belladonna? 4, Equisetum hy
Tyro.— Your Rose does apj ear to be a hybrid China. A Con-
stant Bender's plant is Ptarmica alpina. J. M. Slapton.—
The Lily is a very handsome variety oi L. bulbiferum. An
old Subscriber.— Rosa austriaca. P.B. W.~ Your plant has
no ilowers. Asterope.—Vrunus Virginians and Philadelphia
grandiflorns.- C. A. J5.— Epipactis ensifolia, W.H.M.
Your specimen is Triptilion glomeratum G. W.—A starved
state of Lathyrnssylvestris. B. Billing.—A blue vaiiety of
Veronica nivea. Jas. Best.—Your Schizanthus is new and
very pretty. Send us a better specimen and we will name and
publish it for you. Wild-flowers.— Your plant is unknown
to us; it is not British, and if gi owing in the hedges of this
country must have been introduced. Will you send better spe-
cimens in order to enable us to determine it, and give us its

locality? T. S. 2?.— Your Apple is the Easter Pippin. ||

Inquirer.—The remarks on the construction of a hybernatory,
in Vol. i., are at p. 41, in the No. for Oct. 9. We are sorry to

find it is out of print. A B. C.'s Heaths are:—7. E. ventri-

cosa supcrba; 106. E. ventricosa var. ; 122. E. ventneosa

stylosaj 134. E. ventricosa stylosaj 82. E. tricolor dumosa;
124. E. tricolor; 30. E. gemmifera; 78. E. bracteata; 148. k.

odorata alba ; 160. E. Eweriana- ? E. mirabilis. § Rebecca.

—Seventy numbers are out of print from the commencement
of the Paper. ^^^^_

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pklakgonil-ms.—J. C L.—None of your seedlings possess the

qualities of good flowers ; they are bad in form and very thin.

A Devonian,—Bose of Aragon, rosy vermilion, with a. clean

dark spot in the upper petals; the flower cups well, and retains
its lorm ; it is a fine clear, brilliant, and desirable flower,
decidedly the best in the collection. The petals ci Devoniensis
had all fallen, but judging from the shape of them, the flower
must be a bad form; it is a high-coloured variety, with too
much feathering seen in the centre. Aspasia was also seen
under similar circumstances, and from the appearance of the
petals they seim to curl back, the spot is singular in colour,
the ground-colour appears uncertain and too much mottled.
Hecuba, too common ; and Salvutor Bosa is too fringed to be of
any use. No. 5 J., too long ami loose. Hermione, bad form,
all the petals too long. Princess Alices no improvement : the
flower is small and wants brilliancy. Formosa is a flower of
good form, whitish centre, very dhik spot, 'he remainder of
the flower pink; a clear flower of a good cu

f
pi d lorm. Oberon,

good form, with distinct spot, a pleasing flower and rather
novel in colour, if it outgrows the uneveuncss in the upper
petals it promises to bec« me a desirable flower. Anto?iius is a
flower of good colour ; but what remained was not sufficiently
expanded to enable us to judge of its nmrits. 'Jitania, pretty
colour, with distinct spot, but all the petals appear to he rather
too long. P. E.Lynne, Esq., Plymouth.— The Duke of Corn-
wall cannot be regarded as a seedling; it is now in many
hands, and is well known for its pure and splendid colour.
Imogene, lower petals broad and well formed j of a very delicate
pink, approaching whiteness, large spot nearly covering the
upper petals; this changes to rosy crimson, leaving the edges
of the petals pink, the leathering is nearly obliterated. This
is a large and very fine variety. Seedling No. 10, somewhat
like, but inferior to, Princess Alice. Enchantress Superb, untier
petals pure white, broad, and well formed, the upper petals are
covered with a dark plumb-coloured spot, excepting a narrow
boraer of white; it is a brilliant flower, of a good cupped
form, but the upper petals are rather too high. Modesty is a
large showy seedling, somewhat in the style of the Syiun, but
of a deep bright rosy pink, white centre, lower petals broad
and well formed, spot small, dark, and terminating abruptly ; if

this flower retains a good cupped form, it will prove an attrac-
tive variety, but although the petals have considerable sub-
stance, they appear to want firmness. Seedling II, too much
like Modesty, and the under petals not so well formed, iied-
worth and Celestial we h&ve not seen in perfection, and astnese
flowers enjoy considerable reputation in Devonshire, we must
reserve our opinion till lresh flowers can be sent us. Celestial
was too far gone ; it is a very large and bold flower. Red-
worth appears to want brightness ; the blue in the centre r ns
through the lower petals, and imparts a dull appearance to the
flower. James Best.—Your seedling belongs to a race long
since discarded ; it is bad both in lorm and colour. Captain
ThurtelL— \\e admire the rich colour of your Mars, but object
to the form ofthe flower ; the upper petals are rather pointed,
and the set of the side-petals is very peculiar and objectionable,
being too elevated, thereby hiding too much of the spot, and
leaving deep indentations in the outline of the flower, by the
side petal being drawn away from the bottom one; the flower
appears to open too flat; this circumstance is, however, diffi-

cult to decide, from the pip being cut off so short, that the
flower will not revive sufficiently in water to enable us to
determine. B. H. B.—Meteor, a pretty little flower, but not
to be compared to the varieties now raised. Cancer, very poor.
Constellation, good in colour only ; these seedlings belong to a
race which is now not valued ; they have all the same cha-
racter, pointed upper petals, small spots, a great deal of
feathering in the centre, and the petals all nai row and long.

E. H. M. and Co.—No. 1, small and common, of no use in
the present day. 2 is pretty in colour, spot small, wi h too
much feathering; they arrived in a very imperfect state.—
A. A'.—The upper petals of No. 1 are too pointed, the flower
has considerable substance, but the colour is objectionable.
No. 2 is too much fringed, and dull in colour. C. W. T.—
Maid of Honour is beautiful in colour, rather deficient in sub-
stance, and the petals do not appear to unfold well ; Spartan,
Cora, Isabella, and Attraction, have the same faults; iliey are
good in colour, I ut wanting fhmness in the petals to retain a
good form. A Florist.—Alice Maud and Charles theXIIth are
varieties ofthe same character, deficient both in lorm and sub-
stance, the petals are long, nanow, and thin. /. S. B— Your
seedlings are all flowers of the same character; they are very
deficient in substance ; the petals generally ai e long and pointed

;

the flowers altogether loose and badly formed. No. 2 is the
best in the collection.

Fuchsia.- M. C. T.—Your Fuchsia is a rich coloured and fine

variety, similar to some we have seen, and it depends entirely
upon the habit of the plant whether it is a oesirable novelty,

Pansies.— N. N.—Your seedlings aie not equal to the present
race of these beautiful flowers. No. 50 is the best, but we have
several purple t-ells very superior to itj &l, 52, 53. aie of no
use ; 54 and 55 will make very pretty border varieties. The
ground-colour is imperfect in both, the lower petals being
yellow, and the side ones white. . W. C. Turner.- Brande's
Eliza is a good flower, large and round, the ground-rolour
pure white, the e\e dark and fine; the upper petals are of deep
blue purple, a broad belt of the same colour surrounds the
lower petals; the petals lie flat, but the edges want a little

smoothness. T. B.— Pluto, fine geneiai form and good
substance; the ground-colour wants purity; it is too undecided
for a show flower. Talma has a blotched and fine e>e, but
the rest of the flower wants decided colour and maiking.
Marchionness of Thomond, a good sized and well-tormed
flower, very peculiar Irom having a blotched and tine eye of a
light purple colour upon a creamy ground ; there is a delicate
tinge of light blue on the edges of the petals; if the colours
prove permanent it will form a desirable variety. Lady de
Vere, a flower of the same character, with a tinge of blue on
the edges of the upper petals only. Duchess of Ut. Albans,
this has some resemblance to the two last-mentioned flowers,

but the blotch which forms part ofthe eye in the bottom petal
is a deep brown, irom which proceeds a >ellow tinge, making
the ground-colour in this petal uneven; the upper petals are
mottled with light blue. Virgin Queen, delicate Primrose
ground-colour, with a blotched eye or a bright light purple,
very delicate and pretty : we should like to see bio ms again,
they are peculiar, and if permanent, very desirable.

As usual. ahostof letters has arrived too lateior answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK,
In the House of Commons on Monday, Sir J. Graham

stated that it is not the intention of Government to aban-

don any portion of the Factories Bill except the Educa-
tional clauses, and that they have no intention to intro-

duce any other measure on the subject of National Educa-
tion. Lord Ashley and SirR. Inglis regretted this result,

and attributed the failure of Government to their want of
decision in dealing with the religious classes of the com-
munity.^ The bill, after some further discussion, was then
passed, in order to have it printed in the amended form.
The adjourned debate on the Irish Arms Bill is not yet
terminated

: on Monday a motion for throwing out the
bill was negatived by a majority of 154 ; and after seven

nights' debate on the preliminary stages, the House last

night went into committee on the bill. The first clause

provoked an animated discussion on Irish affairs ; and the
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postponement of the clause was strongly urged. The

House, however, negatived the motion, but ultimately the

committee was adjourned to Monday. On Tuesday the

tecond reading of the Townshend Peerage Bill was carried

by a majority of 104 ; Mr. Hawes's motion on the Danish

claims was negatived by 57 to 42; Mr. Crawford's motion

for a repeal of the Septennial Act was rejected by 4G to

23 ; and Captain Berkeley's motion condemning the

conduct of the Admiralty in fitting out the old class

of ten-gun brigs under commanders, was rejected by

75 to 41. On Wednesday the Princess Augusta's

Annuity Bill was read a third time and passed; and

the second reading of Lord Worsley's Bill for the inclo-

sure of waste lands in the country was carried by 64 to 4.

On Thursday, the Sugar Duties Bill passed through com-

mittee, after two divisions on amendments ; the first, pro-

posed by Mr. Ewart, recommended an equalization of

foreign and colonial sugar duties, and was negatived by a

majority of 85; the second, proposed by Mr. Hawes,

recommended the reduction of duty on foreign sugar to

34s. , and was negatived by a majority of 81. Last night,

on the motion of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the

House resolved itself into a committee on the Excise

Acts, and adopted the Government resolutions for the

reduction of the duty on Irish spirits.

From France we have accounts of the debates on the

various items of the Budget, and of the continued

determination of the Commission to enforce a reduction

in the expenditure. An animated debate is expected on
the Army Estimates, in which the Commission propose a

reduction of 14,000 men, and nearly eleven millions and a

half francs on the demands of the War Minister.—From
Spain we have additional particulars of the progress of the

insurrection, which appears to have assumed a more
favourable aspect notwithstanding the occasional excesses

which have been committed. The Regent has determined
to put himself at the head of his troops, and suppress the

rebellion in person. He has issued a Manifesto to the

Spanish nation, declaring that he will fulfil the duties

imposed on him as first magistrate of the nation, and
defend them as becomes a soldier.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princesses, remain at Buckingham Palace,
and are in excellent health. On Saturday Prince Albert
went to the East India Docks to inspect the " Victoria
and Albert " yacht; and in the evening the Queen and
Prince honoured the Italian Opera with their presence.
On Monday the Prince presided at a meeting of the Fine
Arts Commission, and dined with the Duke of Welling-
ton at the banquet given by his Grace in commemoration
of the battle of Waterloo. On Tuesday the Queen held a
Court, at which the Prince and Princess of Oldenburgh
were presented to her Majesty, and several noblemen and
gentlemen had audiences to deliver the Insignia of differ-
ent orders of knighthood worn by deceased members of
the respective orders. The Queen and Prince Albert
attended the Italian Opera in the evening. On Wednes-
day the Prince held a levee by desire of her Majesty,
which was very numerously attended, and in the evening
the Queen and the Prince honoured the French plays with
their presence. On Thursday Prince Albert attended the
ceremony of opening the Museum of George the Third
at King's College. Her Majesty will hold her first draw-
ing-room for the season on Thursday next, at St. James's
Palace.—The King of Hanover went to Kew on Saturday,
and returned to town on Monday, on which day he gave a
dinner party at his residence in St. James's Palace. On
Monday evening the King honoured the Lord Chancellor
with his company; on Tuesday dined with the Earl of
Wilton

; on Wednesday attended Lady Peel's assembly,
and on Thursday dined with the Duke and Duchess of
Buccleugh.—The King of the Belgians arrived in town
yesterday, to be present at the marriage of the Princess
Augusta, which will take place on Wednesday next.

—

Viscount Hawarden and Capt. the Hon. A. Duncombe, R.N.,
have succeeded the Earl of Warwick and the Hon. Capt.
Hood, as the Lord and Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.

France.—The Paris papers are still occupied with
the debate on the Budget. The estimates of the Minis 1 ry
of Foreign Affairs gave rise, during its discussion, to some
mention of the treaty of commerce between England
and France. M. Guizot said that the project of the
treaty with England dated before his Ministry. It went
as far back as 1839, and therefore the distress of the last
few months could not be attributed to it. Government
would always negotiate with a due care for French
interests. The Budget of the Minister of Public Instruc-
tion gave rise to little discussion. The Commission and
the Chamber curtailed the Minister's list of two inspectors
and one professor. They allowed him, however, the new
professorship of Chinese, with which he professed himself
much pleased. The administration of the royal library
gave rise to a variety of censures and remarks ; but on
the whole the Budget passed without much debate or
reduction. On Saturday the Chamber refused its sub-
vention to the Italian Opera, and transferred it to the
Odeon, where the successful tragedy of Lucrece has been
lately brought out. On Monday the Commission refused
to rescind its recommendation to reduce 14,000 men in
the Army Estimates. All the efforts of the king and the
Minister*, and all their argument* about the state of

Spain, failed to make an impression on the deputies.

The Commission proposed a reduction of 14,000 men,
and nearly eleven million and a half francs, on Marshal

Soult's demands. The Cabinet procured a meeting of

the Commission on Saturday, and four of its members
who attended it earnestly entreated them to relinquish

the reduction. The Commission met again next day, and

almost unanimously persevered in their proposal. The
discussion on this portion of the budget was to commence
on Wednesday or Thursday, and there was every reason

to anticipate that it would prove a very animated one.—

A

serious panic was produced in the Bourse last week by

the alleged arrival of unfavourable news from Spain, and

the Opposition papers insinuate that it was produced by

the connivance of the subordinate officers of the Govern-

ment. The Journal des De.bats admits that several

Spanish refugees have just re-entered Spain, including

Gen. Carsy, one of the ringleaders in the insurrection of

Barcelona in 1842. Some of the other papers supply

additional information on this point. La Patrie announces
that General Narv3ez left Paris on Monday week, after

receiving instructions from Queen Christina, and that he

is repairing to Andalusia.
Spain.—We have accounts from Madrid to the 13th

instM at which date the capital remained perfectly tranquil.

The news from the South was, that Grenada had asked
twenty-four hours to arrange a capitulation. General
Alvarez, however, would, grant no terms, and the Revo-
lutionary party in Grenada then determined on resistance,

and General Alvarez was preparing to attack the town.
The junta of Malaga was dissolved, and another junta
favourable to Government appointed, which had sent for

the assistance of troops. The news of the events of

Valencia, announcing the breaking out of the insurrection

and the flight of Generals Valdez, Villalonga, and Llegar

with the wife of Gen. Zurbano, on board an English brig-

of-war, had reached Madrid on the night of the 12th. It

had created considerable sensation, and the Regent had
been much affected by the defection of General Zabala,

whom he had long considered as one of his most attached

friends. It was said, that after declaring in favour of the

movement, he had resigned his command. The Regent
has determined to put himself at the head of troops, and
march without loss of time on Valencia. The 7,000 men
left there by Zabala had joined the movement, to avoid

bloodshed, but were averse to it, from its being of a

Carlist and Absolutist character. Senor Camacho, the

political chief, had been enticed to a parley by the con-

spirators, and treacherously murdered. This was the

signal for disorder, and the means of its succeeding. The
body of the unfortunate chief was dragged through the
streets by a rope. A letter from Reus states that after a

bombardment of six hours, which had much damaged the

town, it had surrendered at discretion. Gen. Zurbano
had refused any parley or communication with Col. Prim,
who was obliged to quit the town. Zurbano remained
master of it the entire day of the 12th, and had disarmed
the inhabitants. Reus was perfectly tranquil and in his

power on the evening of the 12th. Lerida had sent away
the movement party, and remained true to the Regent.
The son of Zurbano was master of Gerona, and stood
firm; the garrison of Figueras remained in its fort;

and the Commander of the fortress of Montjouic has posi-

tively refused to give it up, or receive the Catalonian
officers named by the Barcelonese Junta to command it.

The Captain-General Cortinez had previously issued a

proclamation announcing his allegiance to the principles

of the Junta. The Regent has issued a decree appointing

General Seaone General-in-Chief of the united armies of
Valencia, Arragon, and Catalonia, and directing the

Captains-General of those districts to obey his orders, as

respected military operations. The Captain-General and
M. Mendizabel had a long conversation on the morning of

the 13th with the Regent. Nothing had transpired as to

what passed on that occasion, but it was reported that,

immediately after the arrival of the unfavourable news
from Valencia, the Regent was advised to yield to the
movement which was becoming general, and to request
the assistance of M. Cortina or M. Olozaga to extricate
him from his present difficulties. But all this advice was
offered in vain, and it is positively asserted that Espartero
replied, "No, gentlemen, I never will yield. I know that
my fate is to die like a soldier on the field of battle, sword
in hand." Notwithstanding these untoward events, it is

generally believed that the appearance of the Regent at

the head of his troops will again be attended with success,
and that he will effectually suppress the movement. The
National Guard of Madrid are still unshaken in their
attachment to him, and are fully expected to justify the
confidence he will repose in them by committing the
young Queen to their charge during his absence in the
disturbed provinces. These impressions are confirmed by
a manifesto just issued by the Regent, in the form of an
address to the people of Spain. In this important docu-
ment he declares his determination to fulfil his duties as

first magistrate of the nation, and to defend them as

becomes a soldier.

Portugal.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 12th
inst. Tranquillity prevailed at Lisbon, and the Spanish
disturbances had not had any corresponding effect there.
The Cortes had been occupied with various Government
projects. An address to the Queen, praying her to con-
sent to a diminution of income in consideration of a
necessitous state of the country, was met by the Ministers
declaring that her Majesty had again given up 50 contos
this year, and the King Consort 40, and was rejected by
89 votes against 4. An address of thanks both to the

Queen and King Consort on the occasion of this conces-
sion was carried by 72 against 21 votes. The Court was
to remain in Lisbon till after the great annual procession

of Corpus Christi, when it would proceed to Cintra. The
Duchess of Braganzalefton the 8th for Rotterdam, in the

Duke of Cornwall British steamer, and was paid the

usual honours in going down the river. The proceedings

of Dr. Kaley, an English physician at Madeira, had

excited much animadversion by the high Catholic party,

and great efforts were made to induce the Government to

remove him from the island, but it was not considered

that a measure of the kind was either justifiable or pro-

bable. Dr. Kaley, it appears, has been in the habit of

giving the poor people of Madeira gratuitous advice and
medicine, and has acquired great influence there. He has

held Scripture readings twice a week, at which everybody

who chose attended, and about twenty persons have, it

appears, declared themselves Protestants. This has given

umbrage to the priests ; and great efforts have been made
to get Dr. Kaley removed. It is asserted that he preached

against images, and, in fact, against the religion of the

state ; and although the late Catholic bishop attended his

lecures, he has been commanded by the Governor to

desist, and guards have been placed at his doors, by
command of the authorities at Lisbon, to prevent any
Portuguese from attending his religious meetings. His

conversions were considered to be due, in a great mea-

sure, to his benevolence and personal influence.

Germany.—Letters from Berlin state that motions

have lately been made in several Masonic lodges to receive

Jews a3 brethren, and not to inquire into the religious

faith of persons who wish to become Freemasons. These
motions, however, found much resistance, and were the

cause of serious disputes, which have now been settled by
a final decision of the Grand Master, the Prince of

Prussia, that neither Jews, nor Jews converted to

Christianity, can henceforth be received, but that persons

of the latter class who previously have been received into

the order are to continue therein.

Italy.—We learn from Genoa that a treaty has been
concluded between the Sardinian Government and the

Republic of Geneva, for the purpose of constructing a

railway from Chambery to Geneva, at the expense of the

two Governments. The neglected state of the navigation

on the Rhone making direct communication between
Switzerland and the Mediterranean very difficult and slow,

this will be of the utmost importance for Swiss commerce.
Turkey.—Accounts from Constantinople of the 31st

ult. inform us that Redschid Pasha had an attack of

apoplexy of a decided character, on the evening of the

28th. The principal medical men had been called in,

but he still continued in a most unsatisfactory condition,

with extreme prostration of strength and faculties. The
Sultan being informed of this melancholy event immedi-
ately despatched his private physician, with orders to

neglect no means which might be conducive to the resto-

ration of his health. Under all circumstances, it is

thought the idea of sending him away from Constanti-

nople will now be abandoned. Involuntary respect is

paid to him, even by his enemies, notwithstanding the

intrigues to which they have sacrificed the ablest Minister

in the empire. The Sultan has issued a firman to Hafiz

Pacha, announcing that Prince Alexander Georgewitsh
has sent in his abdication, dated May 16, and that in con-

sequence a new election should take place as soon as pos-

sible, under the joint superintendence of Hafiz Pacha, as

Turkish Commissioner, and the Emperor's Consul-
General, as Russian Commissioner, from which election,

however, Prince Michael is excluded on the ground that

during his regency his administration was not conducted
in conformity with the wishes of the Porte. A general

amnesty is also granted to all Servians except Prince

Michael and his three Ministers.

Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria of the 27th ult.

announce the intention of the Pasha to proceed with the

execution of the long-proposed work of joining the Red
Sea with the Mediterranean, by means of a canal to be cut

from Suez to Palusium. The epidemic among the oxen

still continued in Egypt ; more than 5000, lately pur-

chased for Ibrahim Pasha, had died of this distemper. A
cloud of locusts appeared in the province of Sharkie on
the 13th ult., and spread over the country to Alexandria.

The corn having been reaped, they destroyed the cotton

crop. It was hoped that the approaching inundation of

the Nile would destroy them.
West Indies.—The mail steamer Trent arrived at

Falmouth on Sunday, with a valuable amount of specie

on freight. Her dates are from St. Thomas's, 24th, and

from Bermuda, 31st May. The accounts from Jamaica

report favourably of the prospects of the ensuing harvest,

while the heat in Barbadoes had been so oppressive, that

the young crops were suffering in consequence. A vessel

called the Glen Huntly had arrived at Kingston, on the

11th May, from Sierra" Leone, with 85 emigrants, which

was regarded as a small supply only for the demand occa-

sioned by the Jamaica negroes continuing to settle on

their own lands, and which caused a want of field-labourers.

Much difficulty had been experienced in inducing the

poor Africans to volunteer their labour upon the free

principle, but it was expected in due progress of time that

their prejudices would be overcome.

$arlinmem.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—The Millbank Penitentiary BUI was read a third time

and passed. The Apprehension of Offenders Bill and the Assessed

Taxes Bill was read a second time. The Charitable Loan arid

Deposit Offices Regulation Bill was read a second time, and ordered

to be referred to a select committee.
Thursday.—Lord Montkaolk expressed his satisfaction at the

intention or the Government to retrace its steps with respect to the

additional dutv on Irish spirits. He hoped they would take the

bold step of reverting to a duty which would at once check smug-
gling, and benefit the revenue. Under the operation of a 2*. 4d.

duty in 1834, these results seemed to be combined, and he pressed

*
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its adoption.—Some other routine business passed, including the
second reading of the Canadian Corn Bill, the discussion of which is

postponed till Monday week,
Friday.—Lord Dbnman called attention to the proposed

"winter circuit." He thought it a matter too important to be
nndcrtaken without the serious deliberation of Parliament, and
thought that some measure In the shape of a local commission,
acting: similarly to the Central Criminal Court, would suffice.

The judges were already overburdened, and it was impossible
that a third gaol delivery could take place in the year without in-
creasing the number of judges.—Lord Camphkm, suggested that
the Irish Judges should be called upon to assist.—The Assessed
Taxes Bill was read a third time and passed.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—-In reply to a question from Mr. S. O'Bfukv, asking

the reason why soldiers in Ireland went armed to church, Sir H.
Hardisgk said it was the practice of the service for the troops to go
to church armed in disturbed districts, as it was not considered dis-

creet to leave the arms in the barracks.
In answer to Mr. Wysr, Sir R. Peal stated that he was not pre-

pared to say that Government would ask for a supplementary vote in

addition to the annual grant for the purposes of education. If,

however, in consequence of what had recently passed, and of the
failure of the plan of the Government, the" result should lead to

increased demand upon the Privy Council, he should then not hesi-

tate to apply fur an additional vote. The Right Hon. Baronet fur-

ther stated that he had no intention of extending the principle on
which the Privy Council now acted. To a question from Mr. Hiiro

-

ley, Sir II. PttBL announced that, whatever might be the difficulties

attending the Regent of Spain, he would not shrink from observing,
with the most scrupulous good faith, the obligations which the Bri-
tish Government were bound to hold towards Esparterd. He paid a
high compliment to the Regent, whom he described as actuated by
the sincerest desire to administerthe Government of Spain on consti-
tutional principles.

Sir J. Graham made his promised statement with regard to the
Factories Bill. It was not the intention of the Government to aban-
don any portion of the Bill except the education clauses. But in

consequence of the omission of those clauses, it was necessary to
make alterations in that portion which was to be retained. He
therefore moved the committal of the bill pro formd, in order to
have it printed in its amended form.—Lord Ashlky expressed regret
at the abandonment of the educational clauses. The Church had made
many concessions for the sake of conciliation and peace, which,
however, had proved fruitless. The Government had no doubt done
what it conceived to be its duty: but though Church and Dissent
seemed equally pleased at the abandonment of the educational
clauses, the only parties who had no reason to be satisfied were the
neglected objects of ignorance. For his part, unless a great change
took place in the temper of the two parties, he would never again be
a participator in any scheme for bringing antagonistic bodies to act
in harmony.—Mr. M. Gibsov protested against the word conces-
sion at all.— Sir R. Inglis urged on the Government the neces-
sity of not abandoning the general subject of education. He assured
them that if they had taken a more decided tone, and acted in a
more determined manner, they would have received greater support
from one crass of the community, and by no means such virulent
opposition from any other. — Alter remarks from Mr. Hivdley,
Sir G. Grey, Mr. Colquhoun, Mr. Wysk, Mr. Darby, and Mr.
S. Wort ley, Sir J. Graham, in his reply, announced that the
Government had no intention to introduce any other measure on the
subject of National Education : at the same time that they would
oiler no^ impediments to the success of any such measure if proposed
by an individual Member. — The bill passed, pro forma, through
committee.

t

Mr. Blkwitt then asked if it were consistent with the constitu-
tion, and the conflicting duties of the King of Hanover that he should
take his seat in the House of Lords, and exercise the rights of a
Peer of the realm and a Privy Councillor? — The Attorney-
General declined to answer the question.
The adjourned debate on the Arms Bill was resumed by Mr. Gis-

bornb, who opposed the bill.—The speakers against the bill were
Mr. Williams, Sir H. W. Barron, Mr. E. Ei.lice, SirC.NAriBR,
Mr, M. J. O'Connkll, and Mr. Muntz. It was supported by Mr.
Colquiiou.v, Lord J. Manners, Mr. Hardy, Mr. M. Milne,
and Mr. Lane Fox.—Mr. E. Ellick said his original intention to
vote for the bill had been changed by Sir J. Graham's declaration that
concessions to the Roman Catholics of Ireland had been pushed to
their limits.—Lord J. Manners urged the proprietj1, of establishing
diplomatic relations with the Court of Rome, and gave credit to Mr.
O'Connell for sincerity and honesty in his motives. He called on the
Government to do something to improve the physical condition of
the Irish people.—Mr. Milnes expressed his opinion that the one
great error of the government of Ireland was, a total disregard of
the feelings of the Roman Catholic population.— Mr. L. Fox quoted
several Scriptural passages, and declared his determination to prove
that the late Emperor of the French was the seventh apocalyptic
head of the Beast, or Roman power. Rome in these days was about
to become more terrible than she had ever been since the old she-
Wolf was wet-nurse to Romulus. He then referred to the scene of
the Transfiguration, and to Moses, Elias, and St. John the Baptist,
and expressed his conviction that Elias was not far off. God would
stand by his true British Church in these latter days ; and though
her sun was eclipsed by the passing of Catholic Emancipation, still

she would shine out more brightly than ever. — On a division, the
numberswere—fortheamendment, 122; againstit, 276 : majority 154.

After a discussion the House went into committee on the bill.

Lord Eliot promising to give notice before Friday next of the clauses
he proposes to withdraw.—To a question by Mr. Hutt. Sir J. Gra-
ham repeated that it was his intention to introduce a Poor-law Bill

during the present session.—The Ecclesiastical Courts and other
Bills were postponed sine die, the Government stating that, in con-
sequence of the practice of adjourning debates, it was impossible to
fix with certainty the public business.

Tuesday.—Mr. J. Wortlky moved the second reading of the
Townshend Peerage Bill.— Mr. C. Bullish moved that the bill be
read a second time that day six months; the principal ground on
which he opposed the bill being, that it regulated for a particular
case instead of on a general principle. No other member having
spoken on the question, the House divided at once, when there were
r-For the second reading, 153 ;

against it, 49 : Majority, 104. The
bill was read a second time.
Mr. Hawks moved for a committee of the whole House, on Wed-

nesday next, to take into consideration the propriety of an address
to her Majesty, in order to the indemnification of the sufferers whose
Vessels and cargoes were confiscated by the Danish Government in
I807.—The Chancellor of the ExCHBatrBB made a statement of
the circumstances of the case, so familiar to the public, and declared
his determination to adhere to the example of his official predecessors,
°y resisting the claims.—Mr. Hawks expressed his disappointment at
the speech and determination of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
The Solicitor-General had given a decided opinion as to the equity
and justice of the claims, but he now remained silent.—The Solici-
tor-Gbneral explained that, on more fully learning the facts of the
case, his opinion as to the justice of the claims had been entirely
altered. He was now satisfied that they were such as no Govern-
ment ought to sanction.—Mr. Hutt, Mr. Aglionby, andColonel
Sibthorp added some observations in favour of the claims. A
^vision then took place, when the motion was rejected by 57 to 42.
Mr. S. Crawford brought on a motion for the repeal of the Sep-

tennial Act. He briefly referred to the history of the enactment of
that measure, which was passed in the first year of George I., and
?uperseded the Triennial Act, which he would now restore, his object
ln doing so being to render the House more responsible to the people.

Jjr^r- Bowking seconded the motion, which was briefly opposed by
^lr J. Graham, and on a division rejected, by 46 to 23.

Captain Bkrkblky called the attention of the House to the inex-
pediency and danger of employing the old class of ten-gun brigs
£nder commanders, and re-establishing them as sloops of war in her
*J*fiyesty's navy. These vessels, which the highest naval authorities
**4 concurred ia representing as being not fit to fight, to sail, or

even to swim, were about to be sent out to the coast of Africa, to co-
operate with a superior class of American ships of war in repressing
the slave-trade, and would thus be exposed to a rivalry disheartening
to the officers and discreditable to the service.— Captain Pkchkll
seconded the motion.— Captain Gordon did not view this class of
vessels with so much alarm : and seeing they had been so long em-
ployed in the service, the Board of Admiralty would not be justified
in declining to use them on any important occasion where they might
be considered available. Their present destination, on the coast of
Africa, between the tropics, where calms and light breezes prevailed,
was the best adapted for their capabilities ; and as they were to be
employed on a difficult and delicate duty, it was requisite that they
should be well manned and competently officered.— Captain Plum-
RlDGK said a few words in confirmation of the fact of the worthless-
ness and danger of these ten-gun brigs. - Mr. S. Hkrbkrt defended
the Board of Admiralty, who were not doing what they were charged

p with, but rather the contrary. A new class of gun-brigs were intro-
ducing into the service, superseding the old vessels, not because they
were dangerous, but because of their bad sailing qualities, and he
therefore hoped the House would not adopt a motion, declaratory of
an abstract proposition, based on a misconception, and wh'ch would
not do justice to the conduct of the Admiralty respecting details
which were purely of an executive nature.— Sir C. Napier attributed
the defects of our naval architecture, and the mismanagement of our
naval service, to the constitution of the Board of Admiralty, which
was radically detective, and kept us half a century behind the rest of
the world in a department essentially connected with our national
safety.— After some additional observations from Captains Pbchell
and Bkrkkley, the motion was rejected by 75 to 41.

Captain Pkchkll moved the printing of the returns of appeal
cases on the assessed taxes for the years 1841 and 1842, which, being
opposed as unnecessary by Sir G. Clerk, was rejected by 79 to 16.

—Lord Clements renewed his motion for the production of the
correspondence connected with the disbanding of the yeomanry corps
in Ireland, to which Lord Eliot gave the same reply as on a former
occasion, namely, that he was willing to furnish copies of all orders
for the disbanding of the yeomanry, with some selections, omitting
from the correspondence whatever was of a personal or superfluous
nature.—Lord Clements assented, and the returns were ordered.

Wednesday.—The Princess Augusta's Annuity Bill was read a
third time and passed.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer
stated that he intended to move that the House should on Friday
resolve itself into a committee on the Excise Acts. The year's

experiment that had been made of the additional duty of 1.9. a gallon
on Irish spirits had shown a progressive increase of offences against
the Excise laws, while the revenue had not been increased to the
extent anticipated. He felt so strongly with regard to the moral
effect of the change in the Irish spirit duty that he could not consent
to the continuance of the evil.—Lord Worsley moved the committal
of the Coroners Hill.—On the suggestion of Lord G. Somerset, the
bill was committed pro formd, in order to have the amendments,
which were numerous, made, and the bill reprinted.

Lord Wonsr.EY moved the second reading of the Commons Inclo-
sure Bill.—Colonel Sibthorp moved, as an amendment, that the
second reading be given that day six months.—Lord Worsley felt

strongly the importance of carrying forward the bill during the pre-
sent session. There were nearly two million acres of waste land in
the country, which could be reclaimed at an expense of 12/. an acre,

by which great employment would be afforded to the labouring popu-
lation. There was a strong disposition to carry out inclosures, but
parties were deterred by the great expense of separate inclosure
bills. He proposed to carry out his measure by the aid of the tithe

commissioners ; who, on the application of two-thirds of those inte-

rested in an inclosure, should send assistant commissioners to

examine and report ; the commissioners to report the progress of all

inclosures twice a year to the Home-office, and the House of Com-
mons to have a veto on any inclosure, should one-fourth of those
interested object to it. He had endeavoured to ascertain the pro-
bable expense of the working of hi3 measure, and was satisfied that
unopposed inclosures, the expense of which, under the present sys-
tem, amounts to from 400/. to 6l)07., would not, by the present bill,

exceed 40/. Considering the capital which would be invested in
reclaiming land, and the employment which would be afforded, he
was satisfied that the bill, if passed, would prove an important boon
to the interests of agriculture and the country.—Mr. Ferrand,
though objecting to the bill, on the ground that it would forever
after deprive the poor of Enpland of their free commonage right, was
nevertheless satisfied that some measure for the reclamation and allot-

ment of wftste land was essential to save us from a revolution. The
measures of Sir Kobert Peel had proved failures ; food was still

beyond the means of the working classes
; machinery was still ad-

vancing, and throwing multitudes out of employment; and the state
of the working classes in the manufacturing districts was appalling-

Lord Worsley's bill would be a boon, so far as employment was con-
cerned ; but he could not vote for it, on the ground of the deprivation

of the right of the poor ; his objection, however, would be obviated,
were the principle of the allotment ofwaste lands to labourers incor-

porated with it, as proposed oy his own Allotment of Waste Lands
Bill.— Sir C. Burrisll and Mr. Miles approved of the bill.—Mr.
Kokbuck objected to the bill that its tendency was to create a pau-
per population connected with the land. Depend upon it, an allot-

ment, system would raise a pauper agrarian population in this

country. Itwas better that the working classes should be dependent

on wages. He did not wish to see such commons as those adjacent

to London appropriated; their benefit to the health and enjoyment
of the population, especially the working classes, was immense.
Moreover, he saw in the bill the seeds of many a lawsuit. Let Lord
Worsley, and those who thought with him, repeal the Corn-laws, and
they would provide surer and more abundant employment for the
population than anything this bill could do for them.—Lord J. Man-
ners also wished to see the working classes dependent on wages ;

but an allotment system would enable them to eke out their sub-
sistence. But he wished Lord Worsley's bill to be postponed until

the report of the committee of inquiry on the subject of allotment
was made.—Mr. C. Bullbr paid a compliment to Lord J. Manners
for his generous sympathies with the poor and working classes. But
he could see no reason for the postponement of the bill, as it esta-

blished no new principle, and the operation of which, he conceived,
would be exceedingly beneficial. Mr. Uocouck's objection to the
inclosure of commons, on the ground of the health and enjoyment
of the population, was met by an express provision of the bill ; and
he could not possibly understand why the cultivation of waste lands
should notbe undertaken forarcason like this.—After some observa-

tions from Lord Sandon, Mr. S. Crawford expressed his deter-

mination to oppose the bill, because it interfered with the rights of

the poor. It proposed, indeed, to give them "playgrounds; 1 ' but

the best playground for the working man was the land from which

he might derive an independent income. He also totally dissented

from Mr. Roebuck's position, that the working classes should be de-

pendent on wages. Though himself a staunch advocate of the repeal

of the Corn-laws, he, nevertheless, thought it essential for the best

interests of the working classes that they should have some depend-

ence on land.-Mr. Pivktt, looking to the deficiency of employ-

ment, and the importance of extending it, for the sake of the security

of the country, would support the bill.—Mr. Aglionby also declared

his support of the bill, on similar grounds.- On a division, the

second reading of the bill was carried by o"4 to 4.

Thursday.—Mr. Ward gave notice, that on the third reading of

the Irish Arms Bill he will move an amendment, which will open the,

question of the Irish Established Church, with a view to the redis-

tribution of its revenues, having due regard to existing proprietary

rights, and the maintenance of spiritual instruction on a scale

adapted to the Protestant Episcopal population of Ireland.-bir J.

Graham, replying on several points to Mr. Fox Maulk having

relation to Scotland, stated that the Government did not intend to

provide endowments for the quoad sacra parishes of that country.

On the order of the day for considering the Sugar Duties, the Karl

of Lkickstkr made a statement commenting on the facts adduced

in the case of the Townshend Peerage Bill, and contradicted the

assertion that no property was involved. The contrary was the case,

inasmuch as the property entailed on the marquisate ox Townshend

depended on the issue, and the decision of the House would thereby
materially affect him.
On the motion for going into committee on the Sugar Duties, Mr.

Cobdkn moved "That in the opinion of this House it is not expe-
dient that, in addition to the great expense to which the people of
this country are subjected for the civil, military, and naval establish-
ments of the colonies, they should be compelled to pay a higher price
for the productions of those colonies than that at which similar
commodities could be procured from other countries, and that
therefore all protective duties in favour of colonial produce ought to
be abolished ;" and was proceeding to speak on the subject, when he
was informed by the Speaker, that as the resolution had reference to
import duties generally, and not to the sugar duties, it could not be
put.—The amendment having fallen to the ground, the House went
into committee. -The Chancellor of the Exciif.ciukr moved a
continuation of the sugar duties of last year. He said it would have
given him the greatest pleasure to have been enabled to propose a
reduction, whether as regarded foreign or colonial sugar, but the
state of the revenue prevented him Jrom so doing. Any experiment
in the present financial position of the country could not be attempted
by any one in his situation.—Mr. Ewart moved, as an amendment,
a resolution recommending an equalisation of the foreign and colo-
nial sugar duties, imposing indiscriminately on sugars 2j.t.. ard on
molasses 9*-—The amendment was opposed by Mr. James, Mr,
BKRNAL, Mr. Scarlktt, and Mr. G. Berkeley; and was sup.
ported by Mr. Brothkrtov, Mr. Villikrs, Mr. Ward, Dr.
Bowring, and Mr. M. Gibson. The committee having divided,

there were— For the amendment, 50; against it, 135: Majority, 85.

Mr. Hawes then moved his amendment, recommending ihe reduc-
tion of the duty on foreign sugar to 34s.—Mr. Gladstone regretted
that it was not practicable to deal with sugar on the same principle
as had been applied to other articles of consumption in the tariff of
last year. But the proposed reduction would not have such an effect

on price as materially to stimulate consumption ; and the state of
the revenue forbade all experiment the result of which was not clear.

He had no objection to the proposed reduction on commercial
grounds, but he thought it insufficient for the purpose of revenue

;

and he objected principally to it as an encouragement of slavery.

—

Mr. Labouchere supported the amendment.— Sir R. Pekl in-

sisted that any reduction in the duties imposed on foreign sugars
would operate as a direct encouragement to slavery, and explained
the negotiations that had taken place with Brazil, and said that,

under present circumstances, it would be impossible to admit slave-
grown sugar into our markets. The committee divided, and there
were—For the amendment, 122; against it, 203 : Majority, 81.—The
bill tHen passed through committee, and was reported.

Friday.—On the motion for going into Committee on the Irish
Arms Bill, Sir H. W. Barron moved as an amendment that its

provisions be extended to England.—Lord Palmerston addressed
the House at great length on the grievances of Ireland, to
which Sir Robert Peel replied. A long debate ensued, in
which Lord John Russell and several Members took part, when
Sir H. W. Barron withdrew his amendment. Sir J. Graham
stated that the Irish Chancellor had acted on the arlvice of Ministers
with respect to the dismissal of magistrates. The House then went
into Committee on the Bill, when a postponement was moved and
negatived by 177 to 74. The Committee, however, adjourned to

Monday. The House then went into Committee on the Excise
Acts, and adopted the Government resolutions in regard to the
reduction of duties on Irish spirits.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 93 J to 4 for

the opening ; Bank Stock, 179£ ; Three per Cent. Re-
duced, !M|-to|; Three-and-half per Cent. Reduced, 101-J ;

Exchequer Bills, 55s. to 57s. prem.

J^tetropods anU tts WitMto.
The Waterloo Banquet.—The Duke of Wellington,

in consequence of the anniversary of the battle of Waterloo
occurring this year on a Sunday, gave his annual banquet
on Monday night at Apsley House to those officers who
shared the dangers and honours of the field. A great

number of persons congregated at the entrance-gates of

Apsley House and on the opposite side of Piccadilly, so

that, what with the arrival of the carriages and the vast

concourse of people collected, it was with the utmost

difficulty that a passage could be obtained for the different

vehicles. Many noblemen and gentlemen and several ladies

on horseback took up their position on the western side of

the eastern entrance gate, a position which commanded
the recognition of those distinguished officers en tilled to

join the party. His Royal Highness Prince Albert ar-

rived shortly before eight o'clock, and the presence of the

Prince was the occasion of the most enthusiastic cheering.

Colonel Buckley (a Waterloo officer,) and the Marquess
of Exeter, groom of the stole to bis Royal Highness,

were in the same carriage, in attendance on the Prince.

The Duke of Wellington received his Royal Highness

immediately on alighting from the carriage. The crowd

consequently had an opportunity of seeing his Grace, and

a burst of applause from without was the result. It was

about a quarter to eight when the Duke and his guests,

amounting in number to 81, took their seats at the table.

The Duke of Wellington of course presided, supported

on the right by Prince Albert, and on the left by General

Washington, who had never before attended this annual

festival, from his residence nearly 22 years in Prussia. The

Marquess of Anglesey sat on Prince Albert s right. The

Duke of Wellington first gave the health of the Queen, and

then that of Prince Albert, who proposed the Duke's

health. "The heroes who fell at Waterloo was next

given by the Duke, and drunk as usual, with solemn

silence. "The British Guards," "The Artillery at

Waterloo," » Sir Henry Hardinge," i€ Prussian Army,"
coupled with the name of General Washington, and
several other toasts succeeded.

Public Testimonials.—At the anniversary dinner of

the 7th Hussars, which took place on Friday last at the

Clarendon, being the first of the three days commemora-
tive of the battle of Waterloo, Lieut.-General Sir E.
Kerrison, in the chair, a piece of plate of the value of

1,000 guineas was presented to their late Colonel the
Marquess of Anglesea, as the commander of the regiment
for nearly half a century. The memorial represented a
corporal of the 7th Hussars engaged with a French Dra-
goon, and was the work of Messrs. Mortimer and Hunt.
—On Wednesday week a number of gentlemen assembled
at dinner at the London Tavern, and presented a service

of plate, which had been voted to Sir John and Lady

Pirie, in December last, in testimony of the courteous,

exemplary, and distinguished manner in which they dis-

charged their duties as Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress
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of the City of London. Mr. Cotton, the Governor of the

Bank of England, was in the chair, and was supported by

between sixty and seventy gentlemen.— On Monda? a

meeting of the friends of Mr. Macready assembled at

"Willis's Rooms, for the purpose of presenting to that gen-

tleman a piece of plate, as a tribute of their approbation

of his exertions in reviving the legitimate Drama. The

Duke of Cambridge presided, and in a speech of some

length presented the memorial to Mr. Macready. His

Royal Highness concluded by saying, "You have suc-

ceeded in reviving a taste for the Drama, which, for the

last twenty years, has been gradually declining, and I

believe that the result of your exertions has had

a very favourable effect on public morality. It has been

stated that you are about to leave England. Wheresoever,

Sir, you may direct your steps, rest assured that you bear

with you the best wishes and sincere esteem of your coun-

trymen, who earnestly hope that, on your return, they

may again see you in the unimpaired possession of those

powers which have afforded them such high gratification.

I feel convinced that every honest man and lover of the

Drama will heartily concur with me in this wish." Mr.

Macready then came forward, and was received with a

burst of applause which lasted for several minutes. At

length he addressed his friends as follows :
—" May it

please your Royal Highness— I find myself labouring

under more than ordinary emotion when I attempt to

reply to the too partial terms in which you have thought

fit to address me. I stand indebted in a large amount of

gratitude, and must still lameut my inability to discharge

it. I thank you most cordially and earnesily, both for

myself and the whole of the theatrical profession who
have registered their names as friends and patrons of the

drama in this splendid testimonial. There are some per-

sons whose thoughts are like ' the eyes of Mammon,
always downward bent;' these persons considered my
tenure of Covent-garden Theatre as from sordid motives.

Did I merit this reproach the disappointment would have

been most bitter ; but although I have sustained some

personal loss, I trust that the experiment to revive the

taste for the legitimate drama was not wholly unsuccess-

ful. I have been accused of having left too much to the

mechanic's art, but I have merely endeavoured to furnish

the stage worthily for the great poet, whom we all honour."

Mr. Macready was here completely overcome by his emo-

tion, and had evidently been for some time making great

efforts to suppress his feelings ; at length he recovered

himself, and concluded an eloquent address with the

renewed expression of his thanks to the assembled com-

pany. M r. T. D'Eyncourt then proposed a vote of thanks

to the Duke of Cambridge, which was unanimously carried.

AnU-Slavery Convention.—The Convention held its

last meeting on Tuesday, being the seventh day of its

protracted sitting. The proceedings have run to a great

length, and the various questions connected with the pro-

gress and suppression of slavery in all parts of the world

have been so fully discussed, that it would be impossible,

in our brief limits, to give an abstract of the speeches.

On Friday a discussion on free trade incidentally took

place on a motion by the Rev. T. Spencer, of Bath, who
proposed the following resolution :— (t That in the judg-

ment of this Convention, the introduction of the slave-

grown produce of Brazil and Cuba, into competition with

the Iree-grown produce of the British West India colonies

and British India, is rendered necessary, as an act of jus-

tice to all parties interested, and is in consistency with

the principles on which the Convention is constituted."

Mr. E. N. Buxton proposed as an amendment, " That it

is the opinion of this Convention that the introduction of

the slave-grown produce of Cuba and Brazil into the

British markets is calculated to encourage the systems of

slavery which exist in the former countries, and of sti-

mulating the African slave-trade." A iong discussion

followed, in which Mr. Cobden, Dr. Lushington, and other

gentlemen addressed the meeting ; but it was considered

desirable that the Convention should not commit itself

by any decision on the subject, and the previous question

was ultimately moved, and carried by a large majority.

On Saturday the state of the slaves in Cuba and other

Spanish colonies was brought forward, and led to a long

debate. At the evening silting, a report was adopted on

the condition of the free people of colour in the United

States, and an address was voted to the Bey of Tunis, for

his co-operation in abolishing slavery in his dominions.

On Monday a series of resolutions in favour of voluntary

emigration from Africa to the West Indies was proposed,

and after a long sitting negatived by a large majority, only

three hands being held up in their favour. On Tuesday,

a report was read on the state of slavery in Texas, from

which it appeared that several of the delegates had been

honoured with an interview by Lord Aberdeen on Mon-
day : when his Lordship, who listened with great atten-

tion to the information given him by the deputation, pro-

mised that no legitimate means should be spared to effect

the great object of abolishing slavery in the republic of

Texas. His Lordship assured the deputation that no

underhand or sinister policy would be adopted, but that

the British Government were determined to proceed by

the fair and open interchange of diplomatic intercourse

with Texas or its accredited representatives. The fol-

lowing resolution was then carried unanimously:

—

" That, in the deliberate judgment of this Convention,

the annexation of Texas to the United States is sought,

and would be used by the slaveholders of the southern

states, for the purpose of promoting the slave-trade and

of perpetuating slavery in the American continent, and it

is therefore deprecated by this Convention as one of the

greatest calamities that could befall the human race."

Lord Morpeth moved a resolution expressive of the sym-

pathy and respect of the Convention for the venerable

John Quincy Adams, late President of the United States.

At the afternoon sitting, the Rev. Dr. Ritchie, of Edin-

burgh, brought up the report of the Committee appointed

to consider the effect of the 10th article of the Ashburton

treaty, in reference to the fugitive slaves in Canada. The
report and the resolutions consequent thereupon gave

rise to considerable remark, and several resolutions were

ultimately adopted having reference to the escape into

the English territories of fugitive slaves from the United

States, declaratory of the injustice of delivering them up

on the demand of the American authorities, under the

sanction of the 10th article of the Ashburton treaty. It

was then resolved,—" That it is the opinion of this Con-

vention that the anti-slavery cause would be much pro-

moted and strengthened by the formation of anti-slavery

societies, founded on the principle of the fundamental

guilt of slavery, and of the moral duty of immediate,

thorough, and universal emancipation. That, in order

to carry into practical operation the above resolution, the

delegates and friends of this Convention be requested to

assist such societies in their respective cities and neigh-

bourhoods. That, in conformity with the precedent

of the Convention in 1840, it be referred to ihe Com-
mittee of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society to

call another Convention, similar in character and objects

to the present, whenever the cause would be promoted

by it." The Convention was then dissolved.

British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society.—On Wed-
nesday the anniversary meeting of this Society was cele-

brated in Exeter Hall, Lord Morpeth in the chair. His
Lordship was supported by Lord Ebrington, the Bishop
of Norwich, Hon. R. Howard, Sir G. Strickland, and a

numerous assemblage. Amongst the ladies present were

the Duchess of Sutherland and daughters, and Lady Noel
Byron. A large number of the Society's delegates from
America and other quarters of the world were present.

The Chairman opened the proceedings in an eloquent

address, congratulating the Society on its objects and
warmly wishing it success. The report of the Conven-
tion was then read. It gave details of the objects of the

Society, and of its operations in America, British India,

Africa, and Asia. It touched upon the present state of

the abolition question, the state of the African slave-

trade, the results of emancipation in the Indies, and on a

multitude of other topics. The general question of slavery

as at present existing throughout the world was then

discussed by the several speakers at great length.

Peace Convention.—On Thursday "The Friends of

Universal Peace" commenced their sittings at Free-

masons 7
Hall, when Mr. Hindley, M.P., presided, sup-

ported by a numerous body of the Society of Friends, and

various delegates from Paris, New York, Birmingham,
Norwich, Liverpool, Bristol, Gloucester, and other places.

The chairman stated that the object at which the Society

aimed was briefly that of devising the best means for

arresting the evil practices of war, and for promoting
universal peace. According to the programme of topics

which will occupy the consideration of the convention,

the sittings are likely to last-through the week.

Temperance Conference.—On Monday evening a con-

ference between the members of the National Temperance
Society and the delegates from America to .the Anti-

Slavery Convention was held at the Crown and Anchor.

Mr. Samuel Bowley took the chair, and stated that the ob-

ject of the conference was to assist in the propagation of

temperance principles throughout the world. The Rev. Dr.

Ritchie then moved a resolution to the effect, that, while

many philanthropists were now in London attending the

Anti-Slavery Convention, and about to attend the meet-

ings of the Peace Society, the present conference could

not separate without calling their attention to the evils of

intemperance, and soliciting their assistance in its sup-

pression. The Rev. Mr. Clarke, a missionary, seconded

the resolution, and stated that, whilst recently travelling

through the State of New York, he visited many families,

and at none of their tables did he see wine or spirituous

liquors in any form. The resolution having been carried,

Mr. S. P. Andrews, from Texas, moved, " That while the

use of spirits continues, intoxication must to some extent

prevail." The resolution was passed. Mr. Buckingham,

Mr. Sturge, and several gentlemen from America, India,

Africa, and other parts, addressed the meeting, after

which another resolution was passed, that the conference

agreed with Sir R. Peel, that, while the use of opium

abroad was condemned, an equally destructive poison was

tolerated at home.
St. Marylebone.—The special Poor-law Commissioners,

Dr. Farre and Mr. Hancock, recently appointed to

inquire into the alleged neglect, ill-treatment, and mor-

tality amongst the infant pauper children in Maryle-

bone workhouse, having made their official report, it has

Deen transmitted by the Poor-law Commissioners to the

directors and guardians of the poor of that parish. The

report is of a voluminous character, occupying nearly 300

pages. It was accompanied by a letter containing certain

orders from the Poor-law Commissioners, founded on the

report which possessed, in fact, its entire substance. This

letter, which was of considerable length, having been read,

some discussion followed, after which a committee was

appointed to take the subject into consideration, and

report thereon at the next weekly meeting. Mr. Bushel

then intimated his intention to move a resolution In

answer to the Poor-law Commissioners, referring them to

the protest made by Mr. Young on behalf of the parish-

ioners at the outset of the inquiry, which denied the right

of the Commissioners to interfere in any way with the

government of the poor in the parish.

Society of Arts.—The annual distribution of prizes by

this Society took place on Monday in the Adclphi. The

President, Prince Albert, was received with great warmth

by those who were present on the occasion. His Royal

Highness was supported by the Duke of Sutherland, the

Marquess of Northampton, and several Vice-Presidents

of the Society. His Royal Highness introduced the pro-

ceedings with a speech, expressive of the great pleasure

which he felt in presiding at the meeting of a society

which had been framed with such excellent objects; and

after his conclusion, the last yeai's report of the proceed-

ings was read. It commenced by a brief recapitulation

of the history of the society, and touched upon the causes

which had led to its decline, but which had happily been

removed since the consent of His Royal Highness to take

upon himself the office of President, more than 120 mem-
bers having, during the present session, been admitted into

the society. From a change also in its discipline, the

range of objects for scientific illustration has been greatly

increased, as patented objects have lately been admitted

for illustration, although not rewarded by the society.

The report also stated that since the establishment of the

society, 100,000/. had been given in the form of rewards,

and mentioned the names of the following emineut

artists as having received the medals of the society :—

•

Messrs. Bacon, Flaxman, Sir Thomas Lawrence, Sir W.
C. Ross, &c. The prizes were then distributed by His

Royal Highness with a few kindly words of congratulation

to each of the recipients.

The Wellington Statue.—On Saturday a meeting of

noblemen and gentlemen interested in the erection of the

statues to the Duke of Wellington, and the column in

memory of Lord Nelson, took place at the Mansion-house.

The Lord Mayor in the chair. It was moved that the

subject of the appropriation of the surplus metal, presented

by Government for the City statue of his Grace, should be

postponed. An amendment was proposed, that the

surplus metal should be handed over to the west-end Wel-

lington statue committee ; and nine hands were held up
for, and nine hands against the amendment ; so that the

question remains undecided.

Syrian Medical Aid Association.—On Tuesday a public

meeting of the supporters of this institution was held at

the Music-hall, Store-street, Lord Ashley in the chair.

His Lordship lauded the association formed lo establish a

British dispensary at Beyrout, for the gratuitous relief of

persons of all nations ; and in doing so said that the insti-

tution not only healed the sick, but what was belter,

imparted spiritual knowledge and consolation. The Rev.

Dr. Colls read the report, by which it appeared that Dr.

Kerns had been appointed chief medical agent, and had,

with his family, reached Beyrout last year, having obtained

a free passage from the Lords of the Admiralty, at the

instance of Sir R. Stopford. The Edinburgh Foreign

Medical Society had sent the committee a donation of

35/. After defraying the expenses of the past year there

remained in the treasurer's hands a balance of 217/. 195. Id.

During the six months, ending March 1st, that Dr. Kerns

had been established at Beyrout he performed several im-

portant surgical operations, and relieved, under every

disadvantage, no fewer than 2,737 patients, previously

destitute of all medical aid. At present, with the excep-

tion of Dr. M'Gowan, located at Jerusalem with Bishop

Alexander, there was no other resident qualified practi-

tioner but Dr. Kerns throughout the whole extent of Pa-

lestine and Syria, containing two millions of inhabitants.

The report was received, after which several gentlemen

addressed the meeting in support of the association.

The New Royal Yacht.—On Saturday Prince Albert,

attended by the Earl of Liverpool, Sir G. Anson, and

Sir E. Bowater, went to the East India Docks, at Black-

wall, to inspect the Victoria and Albert, fitting out there

for the use of her Majesty. The Prince left Somerset

House in the Royal barge about half-past ten in the

forenoon, which enabled him to proceed to Blackwall with

the last quarter ebb, and to return with the flood, giving

him a favourable tide both up and down the river. Some

of the Lords of the Admiralty and other naval authorities

accompanied the Royal party in the Admiralty barge.

Prince Albert remained upwards of an hour on board the

steam-vessel, and having examined the fittings and accom-

modation, expressed himself greatly pleased with the

arrangements, and with the progress which had been made

towards her completion. She will be ready to get her

steam up and try her engines on Thursday, the 29th inst.

By the 6th next month she will be sufficiently forward to

proceed to Chatham, where she will be fitted with her

m
sh

asts, spars, and rigging, and by the 20th of the month

„M will be ready to receive her Majesty. On leaving

the docks, the Prince, with the Lords of the Admiralty,

embarked in the Queen's barge at the Brunswick 1>ier'
a "

returned to Whitehall-stairs. The barge was rowed oy

22 watermen in scarlet liveries, and the Admiral's barge,

which accompanied it, was rowed by 10 men. The on y

boats accompanying the Prince were two under the c -

trol of the harbour-master, to clear the river, should
^

services have been rendered necessary by any obstru *

The Scottish Presbytery.—At a meeting °5
r

t

]

,e

blished
bytery of London in connexion with the E8

•

*

Church of Scotland, held at Woolwich on the «*gjj
several members separated from the body a lU

.

themselves attached to the free Presbyterian waw
^

They appointed a new moderator, and took p°
i*n ...ever

the Presbytery's records. The old m^'J^'^ed the
withdrew from the scene of the tumult, ami ^e
proceedings as the Presbytery in <*>nneV™ .J* and
Church of Scotland.—The Seceders met °'\,

f

- om Scot-
received a deputation of Ministers and Elders n

buin.

land, who stated that they came for the purpose ^^
ing money, and would not be satisfied w» " • the

30,000/. Resolutions were then passed,J*
b

congregation to give their pecuniary assistan .

Court of Aldermen.—The Committee ot awermen
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appointed to inquire into the circumstances of Alderman

T. Wood's connexion with the Talacre Mining Company

held their final meeting at Guildhall on Saturday evening.

The proceedings being deliberative, were conducted with

closed doors, and the result was, that the Committee

agreed to report to the Court the evidence which had been

presented to them, together with a statement framed by

the chairman (Alderman Brown), and designated " a

statement of facts." Alderman Wood strongly insisted

on the propriety of presenting all the evidence to the

Court ; but protested against the " statement of facts,"

as partial, imperfect, and incomplete, and calculated to

leave an unfair and untrue impression on the minds of

those who had neither leisure nor inclination to go through*

the many matters of detail of which the evidence con-

sisted. The result of Alderman Wood's objections wag,

that the Committee agreed to present the whole of the

evidence to the Court ; but the Committee declined giving

an opinion upon the inquiry, in consequence of Alderman

Wood being a magistrate.

City Improvements.— At a meeting of the Common
Council on Tuesday, Mr. R. L. Jones presented the

report of the Select Committee on the proposed improve-

ments in the City. He submitted a motion declaring that

the Court agreed with the report, which stated that a

favourable opportunity existed for drawing the attention

of the Government and the improvement Commissioners,

as to the best means to be adopted for securing the

requisite funds for those purposes, and recommended that

the Committee should be empowered to confer with them.

After some discussion, Watling-street and Newgate-street

were added to the list of suggested improvements, and the

motion was adopted.

Illness of Earl Grey.—The daily papers announce that

Earl Grey, who is now in his 80th year, is seriously India-

posed. It is, however, understood that the illness from

which the noble Earl is suffering is rather debility conse-

quent upon advanced age than disease, and is not of

a character calculated to give grounds for any immediate

apprehension. One of the consequences of this debility is

that his Lordship's sight is seriously affected.

East-India Company.—The Quarterly Court of Pro-

prietors was held on Wednesday. The business was

mostly of a routine character. Mr. Poynder deferred

till September his motion respecting the Temple of Jug-

gernaut, but submitted a memorial on the subject from

the Baptist Missionary Society, praying that the idols of

India may no longer receive support and honour from the

public funds. A conversation ensued on the reported

massacre of Col. Stoddart and Capt. Conolly, but the

chairman said the Directors had received no information

except through the newspapers. Major-Gen. Sir J. Bryant

made a statement, proving that the accounts of cruelties

said to have been practised by the Indian Army in Affghan-

istan were entirely without foundation. The chairman con-

firmed this statement, which was received with applause.

Institution of Civil Engineers. —The annual con-

versazione given by Mr. Walker, the president of this

institution, has been hitherto so fully attended, that,

willing to afford his guests ample opportunity for examining

all the works of art and science prepared for their enter-

tainment, he this year issued invitations for Friday, the

16th, and Saturday, the 17th hist. On the former even-

ing about 300 visitors were present, and on the latter

occasion a large company assembled, comprising many
distinguished persons in science or the arts, and including

Prince Albert, the Duke of Wellington, &c &c.

Wood Pavement.—On Saturday there was a very full

attendance of the members of the Marylebone Vestry, for

the purpose of considering a motion for rescinding a

resolution of the vestry with respect to no more wood
paving being laid down in the parish for a period of three

years. Sir P. Laurie presented a petition, signed by 59

omnibus proprietors and job-masters, against any further

extension of wood paving, and praying the vestry not to

disturb the resolution they had come to. Mr. Joseph

moved that the resolution come to by the vestry on the

4th of March, declaring its determination not to carry out

any more wood paving for a period of three years be

rescinded. The resolution having been seconded, Sir P.

Laurie said it was outrageous to make such a proposal as

rescinding a resolution passed three months since. Wood
paving was a decided failure, and all those who were

formerly in its favour were now against it. He would

tell them that all the carriage folks were leaving Regent-

street, and were going into Bond-street, on account of the

danger of the wood paving. Earl Manvers said he was

formerly in favour of wood paving, but his views were

changed ; and such was the degree of danger he felt con-

nected with it, that if he voted that day in favour of

wood paving, and broke his neck in driving over it,

he believed no conscientious jury sitting on his body

could return any other verdict than felo de se. After a

long discussion the question was put, when there ap-

peared—for rescinding the resolution, 20 ; against it, 35 ;

majority against wood paving, 15.

Inquests.—On Saturday afternoon an inquest was held

at Woolwich, on the body of Captain W. S. Blount, R.N.,

who committed suicide under very distressing circum-

stances. Two pistols were produced, one of them still

loaded. Lieutenant Clavel, of the Royal Marines, deposed

that the deceased was his brother-in-law. He saw him

for the last time alive at his father's house in Greenwich

Hospital on Tuesday evening, when he alluded to a cer-

tain circumstance which appeared to be affecting his mind.

He had been acting as Commander of the royal yacht

Victoria and Albert, and from some cause was informed

by the Admiralty that he could not have his commission

laid before her ISIajesty. He had been to the Admiralty

that day, and was told so, and during the evening, he said

that he should demand a Court-Martial or Court of

Inquiry to clear his character. Witness had heard the

result of an application to that effect, and the reply was,

the Board could not grant it. He had no doubt the

deceased was quite deranged. The evening he spoke of,

the deceased would not listen to any reason; he walked

about in a state of the greatest excitement. He had no

doubt that the disappointment was the exciting cause ;

deceased had from the first announcement fallen off from

a stout man to a mere skeleton. Mr. Payne, of Green-

wich Hospital, said he had known the deceased for

years, and he had successively held many appointments

with credit to himself and the Service. He was a most

amiable and honourable man, greatly attached to his

family, and a strict observer of his religious duties. He
was borne on the ship's book until the vessel was com-

missioned. Witness had no doubt the imagination that

his character had been aspersed, had overcome the balance

of his mind. A more excellent or amiable father, hus-

band, or man, could be rarely found. The appointment,

if obtained, would lead to certain promotion, and he would

not have been chosen at all except for his knowledge of

steam and his high character. The Jury immediately

returned a verdict of temporary insanity.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of Deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, June 10, was as

follows:—West districts, 122; North districts, 163;

Central districts, 189; East districts, 199; South dis-

tricts, 175—Total, 848. Males 417— Females 431.

Weekly average for the last five years, 903. (461 males,

442 females) ; and for the last five springs, 854.

Vrobtnrial ttfetos.

Aylesbury.—We lately noticed the erection of a monu-

ment to John Hampden on Chalworth field, the spot on

which he received his death wound, June 18, 1643. The

ceremony of throwing open the monument to the public

took place on Monday, in the presence of a great con-

course of spectators. After the ceremony a dinner was

given near the spot, at which Lord Nugent presided, sup-

ported by Sir John Easthope, M.P., Mr. Tancred, M.P.,

Rev. Dr. Hampden, Sir S. Hancock, and several members

of the University of Oxford and gentlemen from the adjacent

towns. A considerable number of ladies were also present.

Carmarthen.—The lawless depredators known by the

name of Rebecca and her Daughters appear to increase in

power and influence in Carmarthenshire, and if they con-

tinue in the same ratio as they have done during the last

few weeks, civil power, as far as local authority goes, will be

completely subjugated. Their proceedings during the past

week affords a striking instance of their success in setting

the civil authority at defiance. On the day following the

destruction of the Water-street gate at Carmarthen three

men passed through the aperture where the gate had

previously been, refusing to pay toll. The toll-collector

summoned them before the magistrates, to whom they

said that Rebecca had given them notice not to pay.

They were fined in the penalty of 405. each, and costs,

which not having been paid, a distress warrant agaiuet

their goods was issued. Some bailiffs and constables

were sent to execute the distress warrant, but the officers

were summarily ordered by Rebecca's disciples to return,

which they readily did. The magistrates, determined to

enforce the law, swore in about thirty pensioners as special

constables, who, together with a number of policemen,

bailiffs, &c, proceeded on Monday week to execute the

warrant. They succeeded in making the distraint with

little or no molestation, but before they had proceeded

a quarter of a mile with their booty, the sound of a trum-

pet assembled an immense concourse, amounting to several

hundreds of Rebecca's Daughters, some of whom had

their faces blackened. They immediately compelled the

constable to deliver up the goods, together with all the

fire-arms and other weapons of defence in their possession.

They then proceeded to demolish a wall belonging to Mr.

Davies, of Trawsmwr, a magistrate for the county, who

had offended them, and they gave the special constables

and police their choice, either to assist them in demolish-

the wall, or run the risk of being stripped and sent to town

naked. The officers made choice of the former alternative,

and destroyed the wall, upon which Rebecca allowed them

to go home.—The above accounts, however, are far sur-

passed by the following particulars of a more recent out-

rage, in which the rioters were dispersed by the troops.

At about mid-day on Monday, reports were brought into

the town by persons from the Pembroke-road, that the

Rebeccaites were assembling in great numbers, horse and

foot, and shortlv after they were seen marching in due

array, headed by Rebecca herself, followed by about 900

horsemen and 8,000 or 9,000 on foot, marching 14 or 15

abreast. They entered the town by Sir Thomas Picton's

monument; but previous to entering they divided them-

selves into two bodies, one portion passing down Lammas-

street, and the other " down Water-street, shouting and

yelling. They carried banners, and were most of them

armed with a short kind of pike, such as is used by

miners, and many had fire-arms. The inscriptions on the

banners were in Welsh ; one had " Liberty of toll,"

44 Freedom," " Liberty and better food." On arriving at

the Guildhall-square the two bodies again united, and

proceeded to the Union workhouse, and immediately

commenced a fierce attack upon the gates of the outer

court; having carried these by storm, they broke
i

into

the workhouse and demolished the furniture, www
engaged in this work, a troop of the 14th Dragoons

opportunely arrived at full gallop from Neath —two or

their horses dropped dead from fatigue as they entered

the town. One man was cut down whilst attempting to

seize the bridle of one of the dragoons. On the appear-

ance of the soldiers the mob began to fly, and on their

arriving at the workhouse the magistrates assembled, and

read the Riot Act, but on seeing the preparations to fire,

the mob dispersed, leaving their brethren who were within

the workhouse in the custody of the authorities, the

troop, aided by another which had in the meantime

arrived, having surrounded the workhouse. About 250

were captured, together with 60 horses. The magistrates

committed the greater number to the county gaol the

same night, to which they were escorted by the military.

Crewkerne.—A remarkable case of infanticide has just

come to light in this town. For some time past it has

been rumoured that a girl named Martha Clark, who lived

as servant to a Mr. Alven, a person of independent pro-

perty, and the son of a former banker of the town, had

given birth to a child, of which he was the father, that he

acted as accoucheur, and destroyed it. At an adjourned

inquiry on Thursday week the girl made a full confession,

from which it appeared that Mr. Alven was the father of

her child ; that he had acted as accoucheur ; that he had

twisted a hayband round the infant's neck, and then had

thrown it amongst some reeds ; that she had never seen the

child, but heard it cry; that Mr. Alven had never told

her what he had done with it, but her suspicions were

that he had buried the body in the garden. The magis-

trates committed both prisoners for trial at the next

Assizes, Alven as principal and Clarke as accessary after

the fact. Application was made by Mr. Alven's solicitors

to the magistrates to take bail for his appearance, and bail

to a large amount was offered, but the magistrates refused it.

Huntingdon—A public meeting was held on Saturday

last in this town, in consequence of an invitation from

Mr. Cobden and the Anti-Corn Law League to the

farmers and inhabitants of the county, to have an open

discussion on the causes and remedy of the existing agri-

cultural distress. The meeting was appointed to take

place in the large room of the Mechanics' Institution, but

in consequence of the numbers brought together by the

market held on that day, and the strong excitement pre-

vailing on the subject, the assembly adjourned to the

common in the neighbourhood of the town. Mr. George

Rust was called to the chair, and was supported by the

Earl of Sandwich and the leading landowners and farmers

in the county. He opened the business of the meeting

by reading aloud a note from Mr. Cobden, stating that a

severe cold, which totally precluded the possibility of his

addressing any public audience, prevented his presence,

and deputed to Mr. Bright the duties which would other-

wise have fallen on himself. After the disappointment

produced by this communication had subsided, and some

preliminary discussion had taken place as to the person

who ought first to speak, Mr. Bright addressed the

meeting at great length. He was followed by Mr. Moore

on the side of the League, and by Mr. James Rush, Mr.

Bower, and Mr. Day, in favour of the Corn-laws. A
motion in favour of protection was carried by a large

majority. It is stated that about 3,000 persons were on

the ground, two-thirds of whom voted for the motion. On
the previous market-day a meeting of farmers had taken

place, when a committee was appointed to ascertain the

feeling of the whole county upon the subject. A form of

declaration was accordingly drawn up for distribution in

every parish throughout the county, and in the course of

a week the names of upwards of 1,100 tenant farmers were

attached to it, expressing their opinion that, while the

present charges upon the landed interest remain they

cannot compete with the foreign grower of corn without

a protecting duty. This declaration was signed by tenant

farmers, occupying upwards of 300,000 acres in the county.

Live/pool.—There is no longer any doubt that the

frequent fires which hare recently occurred in this town,

were the work of incendiaries. On Tuesday morning a

piece of cotton and lucifer matches were found inside the

cat-hole of a warehouse, in Dundee-street, and some

lucifer matches have also been discovered in a warehouse

in Great Howard-street, in this town, which had evidently

been placed there with the intention of producing another

conflagration. Happily, in both instances the attempt

proved unsuccessful, in consequence of ignition not having

taken place. Every effort is making by the authorities

to discover the incendiaries by whom the town is infested,

but as yet without success.

Lynn.—On Wednesday the 14th tost., a young man of

the name of Sangar, a clerk in the Lynn Bank, absconded

with a large sum of money, the property of the proprietors

of that establishment. He also contrived to plunder a

neighbouring banking concern. Upon investigation it

was ascertained that he must have taken away with him

between4,000/. and 5,000/. Intelligence was speedily com-

municated to the Committee of Bankers in London, and to

the City Police, who have announced that the greater

part of the missing property has been recovered.

Manchester —The following are said to be the verdicts

and sentences of the courts-martial held last week, for the

purpose of trying the soldiers ot the 15th Reg., accused of

improper conduct in connexion with the late attack upon

the Manchester Police :—Sergeant Nolan, against whom
there were three charges, was acquitted on the first and

third, and found rl Guilty" on the second ; and was sen-

tenced to be reduced to the rank and pay of a private

soldier. Two privates were found Guilty, and each sen-

tenced to four months' imprisonment ; and three Privates

were acquitted.

Nottinyham.—Qn Wednesday the 14th a public dinner

was given by the Liberal electors of this borough to Mr.
Gisborne, their new representative. It took place in the

Exchange Hall, Mr. T. Wakefield in the chair. The room

was completely filled; and Mr. Gisborne and other gen-

tlemen addressed the company at great length, on the cir-

cumstances of the late election.
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Oxford.— The case of M'Mullen v. Hampden was
brought before the Vice-Chancellor's Court in this Uni-
versity a few days since, on a motion for the admission of
the libel. Mr. Hope appeared as counsel for the plaintiff.

Dr. Twiss, for the defendant, opposed the admission of
the libel, first, on several technical objections appearing
on the surface of the libel, such as the wrong title given
to the court, and to the description of the party propo-
nent, &c. After a long argument the Assessor ordered
the libel to be amended in regard to the first objections,
and took time to look into the numerous cases cited in

regard to the substance of the libel and mode of proceeding.
Plymouth.— tier Majesty's frigate Warspire, Captain

Lord John Hay, arrived on Monday in the Sound, 18 days
from New York. She brought the body of Sir C. Bagot, the
late Governor of Canada, which has been conveyed to Liver-
pool.—The Breakwater Lighthouse, which will prove an
important addition to the public works in this port is fast
approaching to completion. During the past week the
third story of the building was completed, including the
oil-room, the store-room, and the living-room. The fourth
room, which will be the sleeping apartment, is in a for-
ward state, nearly the whole of it being dry set at the
Breakwater quarries at Oreston.

Stafford.—The local papers mention the severe losses
which the malignant influenza has produced in this
county and in Shropshire. Mr. Taylor, of Thibberton,
near Newport, occupying a farm under the Duke of
Sutherland, has lost or been obliged to kill, since July
last, upwards of 50 head of cattle, suffering from this
complaint, exclusive of the loss he has sustained by
forcing others into the market from fear of contagion. The
skill of the most experienced veterinary surgeons is said
to be completely baffled by this destructive disease.
Warwick.—Earl Spencer, at his estate at Worm-

leighton, for some time past, has kept all the poor in the
parish, so that the inhabitants are not troubled with
poor-rates. His lordship allows his labourers in the
winter 9.0. a week if out of employment. The men are
employed on his Lordship's estate hedging and ditching,
&c, with a house, for which each pays a nominal rent
of l.v. per annum.

Windsor.—Capt. Thomas Fernyhough, formerly of the
Staffordshire Militia, and now on half-pay in the 40th
Regiment, has been appointed Governor of the Military
Knights, in the room of the late Capt. dimming. Captain
Fernyhough entered the army in 1799, and was appointed
one of the Military Knights of Windsor in 1837.

"

Railways.—The following are the receipts of the prin-
cipal lines for the past week :—Birmingham and Derby
1,277/.; Eastern Counties, 2,607/. ; Edinburgh and Glas-
gow, 2,098/.

; Grand Junction, 7,297/. ; Great North of
England, 1,-119/.; Great Western, 15,179/.; Hull and
Selby, 1,262/.; Liverpool and Manchester, 4,846/ * Bir-
mingham, 17.252/.

; Brighton, 3,480/. ; Croydon, 305/.;
Greenwich, 1,706/. ; Blackwall, 1,220/.; South- Western,
6,562/. ; Manchester and Birmingham, 3,588/. ; Man-
chester and Leeds, 5,44,9/.; Midland Counties, 2,7767 •

North Midland, 4,311/. ; South Eastern, 2.282/.—A special
general meeting of the Brighton Company was held on
Friday at the London Tavern, Mr. J. Harman in the chair,
for the purpose of electing ten persons as the future Di-
rectors of the company. The meeting was one of the
largest of the season, and appeared to excite considerable
interest. Mr. Bennett, of Brighton, moved that in the
opinion of the meeting the appointment of the new direc-
tors should be well considered prior to (heir appointment,
and that the names, addresses, and number of shares held
by each of the candidates, should be sent to every share-
holder previous to the election, and the meeting be
adjourned to some future day. After some discussion on
this motion several gentlemen were put in nomination, and
a proposal for proceeding to the poll was taken as an
amendment, when the latter was carried by a majority,
Mr. Earle, the representative of the Liverpool share-
holders, making use of a large number of proxies. Con-
siderable discussion, of a noisy and desultory nature
ensued ; until at length, while the poll was proceeding,
exception was taken to the Liverpool proxies, on account
of their not being stamped. It was then agreed upon that
the meeting be adjourned and the objection referred to
the decision of counsel. The adjourned meeting was
held on Monday, when the chairman laid before the
meeting the opinion of Sir William Follett, Sir Frederick
Pollock, and of Mr. Waddington. It stated "that
proxies were instruments of procuration, and, as such,
required to be stamped

; that the chairman ought to
reject these proxies, and declare the result of the poll
according to the majority of the votes of the proprietors
who were actually present, and who voted on the occasion

;and that it was now too late to adjourn for the purpose
of having the proxies stamped; and that nothing now
remained but to declare the result of the scrutiny." The
chairman, then, in conformity with the advice of counsel,
gave the result of the votes which had been polled on
behalf of the candidates who had been put in nomination
on Tuesday last. They were as follow :—For Mr. Parsons,

Htl
V

^
e8; M r

;
Gilbert Henderson, 2513 ; Mr. Nash

1,935; Mr. Rowland Hill, 1,939 ; Captain Kelly, 1,995-
Sir J«hn Simeon 1,210; Mr. Crowley, 1,844; Mr!W igan, l

5
oo2 ;

Mr. Entwistle, 1,339 ; Mr. Watson, 1,213 :

Mr. Ellis, 1,200; Mr. Cooper, 1,028; Mr. Lee. 991;
Mr. W. Smith, 983; Mr. Thompson, 849; Captain
Heaviside, G66 ;

Captain Hotham, 104 ; Mr. Flood,
374; Mr. Mansfield, 86. The Chairman then declared
the ten gentlemen at the head of the list duly elected all of
whom, with the exception of Mr. Watson, were nomi-
nated by the northern deputation—At the special meeting
of the Taff Vale Company, a committee was appointed to
inquire into the serious allegations made both against the

general conduct of the directors and the jobbing carried
on by several of them connected with the contracts of the
Company for coke and other articles necessary in the
working of the line.—The annual general meeting of the
Dundee and Arbroath Railway Company was held at
Dundee, on the 7th inst., at which, after some discussion,
a resolution was passed declaring a dividend at the rate of
2-J per cent, per annum for the last two years. The directors
regret, in their report, to be obliged to state that, in
common with almost every railway in the kingdom, this

Company had suffered severely in consequence of the
depressed state of trade and commerce. The deficiency
in the revenue derived from passengers this year, when
compared with last, amounts to no less a sum than 1,219/.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—A meeting of the Irish Conservative Peers

and Members of Parliament was held at the Earl of Wick-
low's on the 17th inst., at which it was unanimously
resolved—" That this meeting deeply deplores the present
alarming state of Ireland. That they consider the multi-
tudinous assemblages now taking place in various parts of
Ireland to be dangerous to the public peace, and calculated
to create well-founded terror in the minds of her Majesty's
well-disposed subjects of all classes in that country. That
in consequence the ordinary occupations of the population
are suspended, and the public mind kept in a state of painful
and dangerous excitement. That under these circumstances
the undersigned noblemen and gentlemen feel it to be
their duty to declare, individually and collectively, their
anxious desire and firm determination to use their best
exertions, in co-operation with her Majesty's Government
for the purpose of upholding the law, preserving the public
peace in that part of the United Kingdom, and allaying
that dangerous excitement to which they have referred."
Signed by the Marquesses of Downshire, Thomond, and
Ely

; the Earls of Devon, Wicklow, Clare
; and 44 other

noblemen and Members of Parliament.—A great meeting
of Conservatives and Protestant Loyalists, convened by
the Metropolitan Conservative Society for the purpose of
entering their protest against the existing Repeal agita-
tion, was held last week in Dublin, at which numerous
resolutions condemning the agitation, and pledging the
meeting to co-operate with the Government in suppressing
it, were unanimously passed.—The weekly meeting of the
Repeal Association took place on Monday. An American
clergyman addressed the meeting, and suggested an appeal
to force. Mr. O'Connell said he could not too strongly
repudiate anything in the shape of an incentive to force.
In the great popular struggle the people relied upon the
legal and peaceahle assertion of their demands for justice.
They contemplated no other means ; and it was his con-
viction that they would succeed by those means. He
totally repudiated the contemplation of any other. At the
close he announced the rent for the week to be
3,103/. 7*. 6|<£, amidst protracted cheering.—The Lord
Chancellor has suddenly left for England, and a number
of rumours are afloat as to the cause, the most current of
which is, that his Lordship leaves for the purpose of
resigning the Great Seal of Ireland.—At the Commission
on Tuesday, Robert Lindsay Crawford was indicted for
having returned from transportation. The original
record of conviction of Lindsay Crawford, in London-
derry, 1827, for horse-stealing, was proved. The case
turned on a question of identity. It was admitted that
the father of the prisoner had been transported; but he
had been subsequently pardoned and brought back, and
died in Scotland, after he had commenced the prosecution
of his claim to the Crawford peerage. It was admitted
that the prisoner had been in New South Wales, where it

was alleged he had gone voluntarily, and whence he had
returned to advance his claim to the peerage on hearing
the death of his father. After a long trial the prisoner
was acquitted.

Cork.—On Thursday week the Lightning, Government
steamer, with Rear-Admiral Bowles, arrived, and soon
afterwards his flag was hoisted on board her Majesty's
ship Malabar, under a salute from the other vessels of
war in the harbour. The Cyclops steamer has also
arrived, and the following vessels, it is stated, are ordered
to that station :—Caledonia, 120 ; St. Vincent, 120 ; Van-
guard, 80 ; Inconstant, 36; Tyne, 28 guns. The Dublin
papers add—" The official order for the assembling of the
squadron states that it is for special service."

Clare.—The great Repeal meeting of this county took
place on Thursday week on the race-course of Ballycoree.
Mr. Cornelius O'Brien, M.P., presided, and no less than
700,000 persons are said to have been present. At the
dinner in the evening Mr. O'Connell spoke at great length.
He said, "The Queen made no such declaration as Sir
E. Sugden attributed to her. As to the Queen's declara-
tion, somebody had the kindness to communicate to me—
although, mind, I do not say she knew it would be done—that her Majesty made no such declaration, and for
which I am truly grateful. He had it from her own
lips, and I have it from him, who heard her declare in
his presence, that she never authorized Peel to make such
a declaration. I want to know now who is the loyal man—Peel, who calumniated his amiable and lovely Sove-
reign, or the agitator, Daniel O'Connell, who would die
for her? It is utterly impossible that the Irish people-
so determined—so animated—so well instructed in poli-
tical knowledge—so schooled in adversity—so taught by
misfortune— a people who know what an Irish Parliament
achieved before—can be conquered by their enemies."
Dr. Kennedy, the Catholic Bishop, then addressed the
meeting. He said, " Mr. O'Connell's only crime is, that
loving his unhappy country more than he loves himself,
his family, and his kindred, he has fearlessly exposed to
her, and to the execration of the world, the true causes of

her unparalleled misery, points to its only remedy, and
dares to lead the way to its peaceful attainment. As to
the practicability of the Repeal of the Legislative Union,
and of the re-establishment of a national Parliament in
Ireland, I will only say, gentlemen, that if I did not firmly
believe that, under the guidance of Mr. O'Connell, they
can be achieved without blood, without crime, and with-
out the slightest prejudice to our allegiance to our beloved
Sovereign, you may rely on it I would not be a party to
the present agitation, for their attainment."

House ok Lords.—Appeals and Writs of Error.—The Mono-
mania Question.—The Judges, consisting of Lord Chief Justice
Tindal, Justices Pattison, Williams, Coleridge, Wightman,
Erskine, Maule, Coltman, and Barons Parke, Gurncy, and Rolfe,
attended the House of Lords on Monday, to answer certain ques-
tions which had been put to them respecting the law in cases of
monomania. The questions were in the following form:—u 1.
What- Sc flmUui »#»*..ns.t;»«. -.11 . i „..: ;t.__i i

commission of the alleged crime, the accused knew lie was acting
contrary to law, but did the act complained of with a view, under
the influence of insane delusion, of redressing orrevengingsome
supposed grievance or injury, or of producing some supposed
public benefit? 2. What are ihc proper questions to be submitted
to the Jury when a person, alleged to he affected with insane delu-
sions, respecting one or more particular subjects, or persons, is
charged with the commission of a crime (murder for example),
and insanity is set upas a defence? 3. In what terms ought
the question to be left to the Jury, as to the prisoner?8 state of
mind at the time when the act was committed ? 4. If a person
under an insane delusion as to existing facts commits an offence
in consequence thereof, is he thereof excused ? 5. Can a
medical man, conversant with the disease of insanity, who never
saw the prisoner previously to the trial, but who was present
during the whole trial and the examination of all the witnesses,
be asked his opinion as to the state of the prisoner's mind at the
time of the commission of the alleged crime, or his opinion whe-
ther the prisoner was conscious, at the time of doing the act,
that he was acting contrary to Jaw, or whether he was labouring
under any, and what, delusion at the time ?" Mr. Justice Maule,
who differed from the rest of the Judges, first delivered his opi-
nion ; but the extremely low lone in which he spoke, rendered
it impossible to hear more than a few broken phrases of his
speech. He was understood to say, that he regretted being called
on to deliver his opinion, without having the advantage of hear-
ing the case argued by counsel. The unsoundness which was to
excuse any man for the commission of a crime ought to be that
which had long rendered him incapable of knowing right from
wrong. The question put to the Jury in such a case was simply
that of guilty, or not guilty; but in asking how that question
was to be presented to the minds of the Jurymen, it was neces-
sary to know the state of facts in respect of which that question
arose, and these facts must be presented to the Jurymen, and
they must be asked whether on those particular facts they be-
lieved him, before the commission of the act for which he was
indicted, and at the momenf. of its commission, to have been
incapable of distinguishing between right and wrong. There
were not any particular terms in which this question ought to
be put to the Jury, As to receiving the evidence of medical men
who had not known the inculpated party before the trial, but
who had heard all the evidence on that trial, and who gave their
scientific opinion on such evidence, he was understood to be of
opinion that such evidence was properly admissible, and that he
looked upon that course as having been properly taken by the
Lord Chief Justice Tindal, and Justices Williams and Coleridge,
at the Central Criminal Court, in the case of M'Naughten.
—Lord Chief Justice Tindal then read the opinions of the other
Judges. He said that their Lordships would have preferred not
to enter it to a discussion of this kind, when they considered the
extreme difficulty of applying to cases, of which the facts were
not judicially before them, the abstract principles of the law.
There must be every possible shade of difference of facts in each
case, and as it was the ordinary duty of the Judges to go upon
the facts, and after hearing the arguments of counsel, they could
not but feel that it was dangerous to the administration of justice
to make, without these aids, any minute application of the
general principles of the law. They therefore confined them-
selves here to giving an answer to the abstract questions pro-
posed to them by the House ; and as all but his learned brother
Maule were agreed in the answer they intended to give the
House, they deemed it unnecessary to give their opinions
seriatim, and they had therefore desired him (Lord Chief Justice
Tindal) to express their opinions to their Lordships. The first
question which the House had called on them to answer was—
what was the law lespectingan alleged crime committed by a
person affected with an insane delusion, in respect of making
him liable for his acts where he knew that he was acting con-
trary to law, but where he did the act complained of with the
view of redressing some grievance or injury, or of producing
some public benefit? In answering that question, the Judges
assumed that the inquiry was confined to those persons who
laboured under a partial delusion ; and they were of opinion
that, notwithstanding the party did so act with the view of re-
dressing some injury, or producing some public benefit, he was
punishable according to the nature of the crime committed, if he
knew that he was acting contrary to the law.—by which expres-
sion they understood to mean the law of the land. The second
question was—what was the proper question to be left to the
Jury, in respect of a person labouring under an insane delusion,
and such delusion was set up as a defence to the indictment?
The third question was—in what terms ought the question to be
left io the Jury, where the unsoundness of mind appeared in the
course of the trial ? The Judges thought that these two ques-
tions ought to be answered together, and their opinion was that
the Jury ought to be told that every man was presumed to be of
sane mind, and in possession oi sufficient reason to be responsible
for his acts, till the contrary was proved; and that to establish
a defence on the ground of insanity, it must be proved that the
party was labouring under the defect from such a disease of the
mind as not to be in a state to know the nature of the act, or,
if he knew the nature of the act, then not to know whether he
was right or wrong in the doing of it. The ordinary mode of
putting this question had been—whether the party had been
capable of understanding the difference between right and wrong.
This was certainly not so accurate a mode of putting the ques-
tion, as if the jurymen were asked whether the party knew the
difference between right and wrong in the very act with which
he was charged by the indictment. If the question was put
with the expression, knew whether what he was doing was right
or wrong according to the law of the land, the Judges thought
that such mode of expressing the question might confound the
Jury, who might think that the party must be shown actually to
know the law. But such an impression would be erroneous, for
thelaw was necessarily administered upon the principle that every
man must be taken to know the law. If the party was conscious
that the act he was engaged in performing was one which he
ought not to do,hcoughtto bepunishedfor doingit. Thesolecourse
to be adopted, therefore, was to settle the question whether, at the

time of doing the act, he knew that what he was so doing was
wrong. This mode of putting the question would be correctly ac-

companied with such observations as the particular case required.
The fourth question was, if the person was under an insane delu-

sion only as to tho existing case, what consequence ought to

fellow—ought he to be thereby excused i THe answer to that
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question must depend on the nature of the delusion. But making
the same assumption as before, that he was labouring under a
partial delusion, and was not in other respects insane, he must
be considered the same, with respect to his responsibility, as if

the fact on which he entertained the delusion was a reality.

Thus, if he thought that another man was about to take away
his life, and he killed that man in what he believed to be self-

defence, he would be free from liability to punishment. If, on
the other hand, he killed a man in revenge for an injury which
he believed that man to have committed towards him, he would
be liable to it. The fifth question put to the Judges was. whether
medical men conversant with the subject of insanity, who never
saw the person till the time of the trial, could be asked their

opinion upon the facts they heard deposed to in evidence, as to

the state of the mind of the prisoner at the time of committing
the crime, so as to say whether at that time he was in a sta^e to

know whether he was acting contrary to law, knew the difference

between right and wrong, or whether he was labouring under
any delusion which prevented him from knowing it? The Judges
were of opinion that a medical man could not, in strictness, be

asked a question in the terms above stated j for each of those

questions invobed the determination of the questions of fact

deposed to by the witnesses, and which were therefore fit only

for the decision of the Jury, and could not be made a question of

science. But whenever a question of science could be put with-

out involving the decision of questions of fact, it might be con-
venient to put the question in that form, though it could not be

so done as a matter of right.—Lord Brougham said that the opi-

nions of the learned Judges, and the very able manner in which
they had been presented to the House, deserved the thanks of

their Lordships. Mr. Justice Maule had expressed his regret at

not having heard these questions argued by counsel. Generally
speaking, it was most important that, in questions put for the

consideration of the Judges, they should have the great assist-

ance afforded them by an argument by counsel. But it was plain

that the House had authority to oil on the Judges to answer in

this way abstract questions of law, the answers to which might
assist their Lordships in their legislative duties. This had been
done in the memorable instance of Mr. Fox's bill on the Law of

Libel, where, before passing that bill, the House had called on
the Judges to give their opinions on the matter of the existing

law. In the present instance he observed that ten of the

learned Judges agreed, and one of them differed. It seemed
to be understood that when they all agreed, their joint opi-

nion should be delivered by one of their number j but he trusted

that that was net always to be the case, for the House then
lost the advantage of knowing the individual reasons which
influenced each learned Judge to form a particular opinion.

—

Lord Campbell expressed his satisfaction that the noble and
learned Lord on the woolsack had carried into effect his desire to

ask the Judges to answer these questions. These questions
indeed, though apparently mere abstract questions, resolved
themselves into the pure law of England, and it was fit that the
opinions of the Judges should be asked upon them, for the settling

of them was not a mere mat er of speculation to their Lordships,
who might be called on in their legislative capacity to change
the law. It would be desirable to have such questions argued at

the bar, but that course could not always be pursued where the

House required the assistance of the Judges to determine what
was the law. His noble and learned friend had stated one instance
where the opinions of the Judges were taken in this manner;
but there was even a more recent instance, the Judges having
been summoned in the case of the Canada reserves, to express
their opinion on what was then the law on that subject. He
rejoiced in the course which had been pursued. The answers
given by their Lordship* were most highly satisfactory, and
would be of the greatest use in the administration of justice —
Lord Cottenham concurred in the expression of their Lordships9

thanks now given to the Judges. It was true that the Judges
could not be required to say what would be the construction of
the biil not in existence as a law, but they ought to be caded on
to assist their Lordships in declaring their opinions upon abstract
questions of existing law.—Lord V\ ynford had never doubted that
their Lordships possessed the power to call on the Judges to give
their opinions upon questions of existing law, proposed to them
as these questions had been. He had himself, win n Lord Chief
Justice ol the Common Pleas, communicated to the House the
opinions of the Judges on questions of this sort, framed with
reference to the usury laws. Upon the opinion ol the Judges
thus delivered to the House by him, a bill had been Umnded,and
had afterwards been passed into a law.—The Lord Chancellor
entirely concurred in the opinion given by other noble and learned
Lords, and for himself thanked the Judges for the attention and
learning with which they had answered the questions.

Vick-Chancki.lok's Couut.— (Beloie Sir L. Shadwell.)—
Astill and Others v. Mitchell and Others.—Mr. Stuart moved, on
behalf of the defendants, who were certain freemen of the
borough of Leiceoter, to dissolve an injunction granted against
them on the 24th of April last, by which they were restrained
from digging or breaking up, or parcelling out in plots of garden
ground, a certain allotment of land in the parish of St. Mary,
near the town of Leicester, which had been allotted under an
inclosure act, passed in the 44th year of George III., to the free-

men and widows of freemen (during their widowhood), in respect
of their rights of common ot pasturage for horses and oxen, after

the inning of the crops, upon certain open common fields called

the South-fields and Burgess-meadows, or from otherwise deal-

ing with the allotment in such a manner as to interfere with the
occupation thereof as a common ot pasture. The inclosure act,

after reciting that it would be a great public utility and a general
advantage to the persons entitled to the right of common in

the open fields and meadows, if a plot or parcel of land were
allotted to them in the fields in lieu of their common rights of

pasturage thereon, respectively appointed commissioners, who
were lo make an allotment to the freemen and freemen's widows
resident in the borough, of so much of the South-fields as in the
judgment of the commissioners should be a full equivalent and
satisfaction for their rights of commen, whereupon their rights

of common respectively over the South-fields and Burgess-mea-
dows were to cease for ever and be extinguished, except upon
the allotment made to them by the commissioners. The act next
provided, tnat if any part of the allotment made to the freemen
and widows should consist of land capable of improvement in

thejudgment of the commissioners,under sloughingand draining,

that it should be properly drained and sloughed, and afterwards
fenced out with good oak rails, and protected with a ditch of

proper depth and width, and a quickset hedge. The manage-
ment of this allotment was entrusted by the act to a body of

deputies who were to be annually elected from the freemen and
freemen's widows, and were empowered to make rules and
orders, "as well for the draining, .Toughing, culture, and dispo-

sition of the crop, and laying down and sowing ot grass, or other

teeds," upon the allotment, as for limiting the number ot cattle

to be kept therein, and the prevention of any improper kind of

cattle being admitted, and for regulating the times in each year
that the allotment should be stocked, and the general manage-
ment of the common plot, as should appear to them most proper
for the advantage of the persons occupying it. Under the pro-

visions of thi* act the commissioners made their award in the

year 1821, allotting to the ireeinen and widows a plot of land

containing about 124 acres, which was immediately laid down
in grass, and hail been ever since enjoyed by the freemen as a
common of pasture, subject to the management of the depu-
ties annually elected. This mode of occupation continued with-

out interruption until January last, when a scheme which had
been entertained for some time among the freemen was matured
at a meeting of the freemen and widows held at the Townhall,
for breaking up the greater part of the allotment into plots of

about 500 yards each in length, one of which was to be assigned
to each freeman, or freeman's widow, for a garden, and a rent of

Is. paid for every- 100 yards, to create a fund to be applied to the

advancement of loans to the freemen and widows without inte-

rest the purchase of more land when convenient, and the accu-
mulation of a tund to be directed to the foundation of an educa-
tional or charitable institution for the benefit of freemen and
freemen's widows of the borough and their children. The affida-

vits represented that there were about 1,600 freemen and widows
of freemen resident in the borough, but that the right of depas-
turing cattle on the allotment had been rarely exercised by reason
ot a vast majority being too poor to keep commonable cattle.

The scheme therefore of parcelling out the allotment in gardens
was warmly advocated by 1,429 of the resident freemen and
widows, and a plan so benevolent in its object, and so generally
beneficial to the body of freemen, was opposed only by about 170,

who insisted that whatever the object might be it was contrary
to the strict letter of the act of Parliament; and therefore they
instituted the present suit to restrain the proceedings by injunc-
tion. The argument turned entirely upon the construction of

the various clauses of the enclosure act; the learned counsel
contending that the deputies were sufficiently authorized under
the terms employed in tne act, with regard to " culture," M laying
down and sowing," and " sowing with grass and other seeds ;

"

and especially under the provision which entrusted them with
'* the general management of the common plot as should appear
to them most proper for the advantage of the persons occupying
the same j

" to cultivate the allotment in gardens in conformity
with the wishes of nearly the whole body of resident freemen and
widows having rights upon it.— Mr. Bethel and Mr. Phillips sup-
ported the injunction, but were not called on to address the
Court.—The Vice- Chancellor said, he entertained no doubt upon
the legal question, and therefore it was the duty of the Court
to interfere by injunction to preserve the property until the
hearing of the cause. His Honour then read the recital of
the act with regard to the rights of the freemen on the com-
mon fields, and the declaration that after the allotment by
the commissioners in lieu thereof the right should cease; and
observed that the obvious meaning of the Legislature was to

take away certain pieces of land from the freemen and free-

men*s widows over which they formerly enjoyed rights of
common, and to give them a piece of land in lieu thereof", over
which they should continue to exercise a right of pasture. The
clause relating to the oak-rails and ditch, with which the allot-

ment was to be surrounded, sufficiently showed an intention to

fence it in such a way as to secure to the freemen and widows
the right of pasturage. And looking at the other parts of the
Act, His Honour thought, that generally speaking, it had by
words, which were incidentally as well as expressly used, suffi-

ciently shown what was the view the Legislature took of the
matter, and especially in the powers given to the deputies, to
consider the allotment as a piece of land given to secure to every
freeman his right of pasture which he had given up. The only
question was, whether this allotment of land could be legally
used lor garden-ground. The Act of Parliament enabled the
deputies to make rules and regulations for draining, sloughing,
culture, sowing, cropping, and disposition of the crop, and laying
down and sowing with grass and other seeds the allotment to be
made. But the whole of the Act must be taken together; and
the latter section meant, that if there should be a cropping or
disposition of the crop, the land was to be so laid down as to be
fit thereafter for pasturage. The M sowing with grass and other
seeds" might be applicable to sowing with clover and barley,

but it did not mean to apply to such sowing as would render the
ground unfit for pasture; and if the deputies would point ouL
some certain mode of garden-culture, by means of which, if a
crop were taken off the land, it would still be fit for pasture, the
Court would listen to their case. Attending to what the right
was, as defined by incidental and express word 6 of the Act, he
was of opinion the Legislature never intended the land to be
used as gardei -ground. If any new method of culture could b«
suggested from the reading o( the Georgics at Leicester, to show
that the land would not be destroyed for pasturage, he should
be glad to hear it; but at present he felt it his duty to continue
the injunction, with some slight alteration, and refuse the present
application with costs.

Court of Exchequer.—(Custom House Frauds).—The At-
torney-General v. Venn..—This was an information filed at the
instance of the Customs Department against the defendant, who
is one of the firm of Dean, Candy, and Co., foreign :>ilk mer-
chants, carrying on an extensive business in Watling-street.
The proceeding was founded on the same transaction which
formed the subject of an information against Mr. Candy, which
was tried at the sittings after Easter Term, and then reported in

this Paper. The evidence in the present case occupied two days,
but the facts differed little from those of the former trial. The
Jury returned a verdict for the Crown, damages 2,000/.

Court of Common Plkas.— Gregory v. the Duke <if Brunswick
and Another.—It will be remembered that in February last the
lulls of Covent Garden Theatre announced the appearance of
Mr. Gregory, the proprietor and editor of the Satirist newspaper,
in the character of Hamlet. Mr. Gregory accordingly appeared
in that character on the 13th February, and in consequence of the
uproar of dissatisfaction which greeted his appearance, the
curtain was dropped at the end of the second act. Mr. Gregory
subsequently alleged that the uproar had been caused by hired
persons, who had been sent into the theatre by the Duke of
Brunswick and other parties, for the purpose of hissing him, on
account of feelings of anger they entertained towards him for

certain articles published in the Satirist, and he subsequently in-

stituted this action against his Highness and Mr. Vallance, his

solicitor, to recover damages against them for the injury he
had sustained in consequence of being deprived of the oppor-
tunity of realising the profits which he expected to obtain from
the calling of an actor. The cause came on for trial on Tuesday,
and occupied the whole of that and the following day. Several
witnesses were examined on the part of the plaintiff, among
whom were Lord Gardiner, the Earl of Belfast, Lord Adolphus
Fitzclarence, Lord Beaumont, Count Balhyany, the Earl of

Erroll, Mr. Bonn, &c. The chief object of their evidence was to
substantiate the fact that the plaintiff was a good actor; in addi-
tion to which, Lords Gardiner, Belfast, Fitzclarence, and Beau-
mont, declared their belief that the wives and daughters of the
audience have nothing to do with the private character of an
actor. Mr. Serjeant Talfourd replied in a powerful speech,
addressing himself particularly to this doctrine, and declaring
that the opposition to Mr. Gregory's appearance arose not from
conspiracy, but from a strong public feeling against him as a
libeller for hire. The Lord Chief Justice summed up, and the

Jury returned a verdict for the defendants. The result was
received with loud cheers by a crowded Court, which the Chief

Justice suppressed, desiring the parties to recollect that they

were not then in a theatre.

Ckntral Criminal Court.— Giuseppe Azzopardi, convicted

at the last session, under the commission, of the wilful murder of

Rosa Sluyk, a Dutchwoman, at Smyrna, was placed at the bar.

An interpreter having been sworn, the clerk of the arraigns in-

formed the prisoner that he had been found guilty of the crime

of wilful murder, and asked him if he had anythiug to say
before sentence of death was passed on him. The prisoner said

that there were witnesses at Smyrna who could have disproved the

charge against him, but they were not allowed to come. Mr.
Baron Gurney said that no such intimation had been made upon
his trial ; had there been, it would have been attended to. His
counsel had upon his trial taken an objection, on the ground that

his case did not fall within the provisions of the act of Parlia-

ment under which he had been tried, he, a British subject,

having committed a murder in a foreign country, on a person

who was not a British subject. He (Baron Gurney) had reserved

the case for the consideration of the learned Judges. The Judges

had met and had considered itfully, and they were all of opinion

that it fell within the statute; the objection was therefore over-

ruled. He (the prisoner), a British subject, living under the pro-

tection of the British Government, was subject to the laws of

Great Britain, and he had offended against those laws by the murder
he had committed. Sentence of death was then passed.
James George House and W. Cornelius Fuller were indicted

with having feloniously stolen a plate-chest, value 21. , con-
taining 54 silver dishes, value 354?., a dozen plated plates, value
12/., a quantity of silver forks, a silver box, and other articles,

the property of the late Lord Fitzgerald. There were nine other
counts in the indictment, laying the property in other parties.

The particulars of the case have already been given in this

Paper. The only additional evidence w<js that of a man named
Dignum, who was well known as an attorney defending persons
charged with what are called " put up" felonies, who was now-
confined in prison for debt, and on whom Howse had called in
his Lordship's gig at the prison, and asked him if he could recom-
mend any one who could dispose of some plate for him. Dignum
had answered that he knew no one who could be trusted in such
a matter, and advised Howse not to attempt it. Howse, however,
had persisted, as he wanted to make some provision for himself.

The Jury returned a verdict of Guilty against Howse, and
acquitted Fuller. Mr. Baron Gurney then proceeded to pass
sentence. He said, that after a long and patient investigation*

the Jury had been compelled to find him guilty, and tie must say,

that of all tne ca alogue of crimes of a similar nature which he
had ever met with, lie considered this the worst. The sentence
of the Court upon him was, that he be transported for 15 years.

Police.—A case nearly parallel with that of the Steinberg
tragedy, which took place some years apo, was brought under
the consideration of the magistrate at Queen-square, on Monday.
—James Abberdine, a man between thirty and lorty years of a^e,

having his head bound up with piaister, and his hands covered
with blood, was placed at the bar, charged with having, on that

morning, attempted to murder his son, a boy eight years old,

and his daughter, an infant of two years of age, and also to

destroy himself. It appears that he has for years past been
labouring under an impression that he would, sooner or laf.er,

come to poverty, and has, under that dread, twice before

attempted self-destruction. About five years since he wao
observed to be in a desponding state of mind, but apparently
harmless. One morning he was discovered in the water-butt,

which was nearly full, his head downwards; and when got out,

it was with difficulty he was brought to a sense of consciousness

•

He has from time to time declared to his wife his determination

of destroying himself and children, and thus prevent the pos-

sibility of their ever coming to want. On Monday, he attacked

his wife and children with an axe, fractured the skull of the boy,

and severely injuring the others. They were removed to West-
minster Hospital, and are likely to recover. The prisoner has

been remanded for further inquiry.—Another case of the same
kind, but attended with fatal results, occurred at Greenwich on
Thursday. A man named Mee, a fisherman, murdered his wife,

and afterwards destroyed himself by cutting his throat with a
razor. He had for some time been considered to be insane,

SPORTING.
Ascot Hkatii Racks, Friday,—The Dinner Stakes, of 400

sovs. each, h ft, for three-year-olds. 12 subs. Mr. Wreford's c

by Bay Middleton out of Margellina, walked over.

The Wokingham Stakes (second class), of 5 sovs. each. Three
quarters of tne New Mile. 15 subs. Lord Chesterfield's Dilbar,

4 yrs, 8st, beat. Lord Exeter's Albion, 4yrs, 7st 51bs, Mr. King's

Dahlia, 6 yrs, 6st Gibs, and six others.

.4 Plate of 50/., given by the members for Windsor, added to a
sweepstakes of 5 sovs. each: two-years, 7st; three, Qst 21bs;

fillies and geldings allowed 3lbs; the winner to be sold for 200/.,

&c. Three quarters of a mile. 7 subs. Mr. Braithwaite's f

Gaiety by Touchstone, 2 yrs, beat Lord Exeter's Antidote (Galata

colti, 3 yrs, Mr. Booth's bonnybrook, 3 yrs, and three others.

The Wokingham Stakes (first class} of 5 sovs each. 15 subs.

Mr. J. Garrard's Dromedary, b* yrs, 7st lib, beat Lord Exeter's

Wee Pet, 3 yrs, 6st l2lbs, Mr. M. Dill) 's Temerity, and 6 others.

Sweepstakes of 10 sovs each, with 50 added : for three-year-old

colts, 8.-t 71 bs j fillies, Sstslbs. The winner to be sold for 500/., &c*
Old mile. 5 subs. Mr. Stephenson's f by Gladiator, out of

Elegance, boat Mr. J. Megson's Vitellius, and three others.

The Selling Stakes of 5 sovs e,ach, with 50 added: three-year-

olds, 7st; four, 8st 41bs ; five, 8st lOibs; six and aged, Qst. Winners
once, this year, 31bs ; twice, 51b extra. The second to receive 10

guineas out of the stakes. The winner to be sold for 150 sovs.

Oid mile. 9 subs. Mr. S. Scott's Windsor, 5 yrs, beat Mr. Pettit's

Ends and Odds, Mr. StanborougrTs c by Glaucus, and 4 others.

MARK LANE, Friday, June 23.—There have been but few
arrivals of English Wheat since Monday, and in consequence of fine

weather, our prices have declined Is. from that day. In Foreign
the business has been very limited, and in some instances Is. less

has been taken ; the fresh arrivals of bonded are down 2s. per qr.

Barley, Peas, and Beans remain as on Monday. The Oat-trade is

firm in prices, but not much business doing.

BRITISH, PER 1MVEKIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Barley Malting and dUtillinjr

Oau, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Poland!
Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed— Irifch Feed

live ..*••••***••*** •

Beans, Mazagan, old and new . £2 to £6* Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland . . £8 to 34 Winds.

Peas, White i £8 to Si Maple

S. S. s. s.
44 to 68 Red 40 to48
41 to 61 White — to—

-

25 t(>3£ Grind. 19 to 26*

13 to £3 Feed 14 to £8
— to — Potato 15 to 24
9 to 18 Potato 14 to £2
— to —
22 to 27 Harrow £3 to 31
— to- Lonjcpod — to-
ss to 31 Grey £7 to 30

WKKKI.Y IMPKRML AVKRAGES.

May

June

1£

19
26*

3
!>

1G

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver,

Duties

Wheat. Barley. Oats Kye.

46 2 28 1 17 3 29 B

_47 2 27 9 17 5 29 2

47 9 • £7 5 17 11 £9 2>

47 11 27 3 18 30 3"

48 4 £7 3 18 5 30 5"

48 11 27 3

27

18 6 30 7

47 9 17 11 £9 10

20
1 9 8 11 6 1

Beans. Peas
28 926 8

26 10 £8 2
27 4 29 10
£7 10 29 1

28 3 29 7
28 4 29 7

27 7 £9 2

INSOLVEN
BANKK.UP

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
s'T—W. Townley, 5, Church-row, AJdgate, carriage-broker.

PTS.— J. Watkins, 65, Exmnuth-atreet, ClerkenweJl draper—C.
amnion, hotel-keeper—F. Markby, Peterborough, Northampton,

Bart., or Kilconquhar, of a son,MARRIED—On the 20th i

ol Sir.T. Burke, Bart-, of Ma..
y°"n

£
e
t

8t daughter of the late R. Creyk

ion.

inst., at Rawcliffe, C G. Burke, Esq., second son
arble Hill, in the county of Gal way, 10 Emma Jane,
e R. Creyke, Esq . "* Bawciiffe Hall, Yorkshire.
k.i < IlL. r.mnr Mil l\f unit rmM ll« ._*. I_ ' -- ~.£

------ utavca— «-"« UlB IOI

Kngland, in the 72d yeai
the 16th inst., J. Hazard,
—On the 17th inst., at hia

urcr of Highbury College, aged 70.
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In one small volume, price 15s.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-
sion of a preat variety of information into one volume, in order to

bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally
sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-
nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated as other
classes in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior
to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once
apparent ; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical
Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.
besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by carrying
it in his pock'-t, examine all the plants that are at any time submitted
to his inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence respect-
ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species which could
reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only be
sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such an
assistant; and to all such individuals, as well as to every agent or
friend of Horticulture, the Pocket Botanical Dictionary is decidedly
indispensable.
London: J. Andrbws, Bond-street; Orr & Co., Paternostcr-row.

'THE
-* resi

SUBSCRIBERS to ART-UNIONS are
spcctfully r-minded that the ROYAL POLYTECHNIC

UNION of LONDON cann »t receive SUBSCRIPTIONS after the
1st of JULY next, to which period The SEVENTEEN FINE
ETCHINGS, illustrative of the SONGS of SHAKSPEARE, on
India paper, in an elegant wrapper may be obtained. The
Prizes will be allotted oo tue 8th of July, at Eight o'Clock in the
Evening:, at No. 5, Cavendish-square, in the presence of the
subscribers.

In consequence of the Legality of this Union being: questioned,
a consultation has been held by eminent Counsel, who affirmed
its Legality, and have themselves become subscribers. The
President and other Members of the Royal Academy are al-o on
the subscription list. R. J. Longbottom, Hon. Sec.

AERIAL NAVIGATION—ROYAL POLYTECH-
NIC INSTITUTION.-A LECTURE on this subject, illus-

trated by MODELS of several kinds, which elevate themselves
by MECHANICAL FORCE alone, is delivered at Two o'clock
daily, and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Evenings, at
Eight crClock. The Exhibition of the COLOSSAL ELECTRICAL
MACHINE, the DIVEK, DIVING-BELL, NEW DISSOLVING
VIEWS, and the other varied and instructive Objects of the
Institution, continues as usual. The i>riginal CRAYON DRAW-
INGS, from the CAli'lOONS at HAMPTON COURT, by the late
Mr. Holloway, with numerous other WORKS of ART, have
recently been placed in the Gallery. Admission, One Shilling;
Schools, Half-price. Open Mornings and Evenings, except
Saturday Evening.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every
description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years'
standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-
tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,
cancerous humours, &c., and is a specific for those afflicting
eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at
Is. l£d, and 2*. 9d. each. Also his

PILULiE ANTISCROPHUL^E,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-
ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all her operations •

hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints glandular
swellings, p irticularly those or the neck , &c. They are efficacious
also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient
that may be taken at all times without confinement or change oi
diet. Sold in boxes, at la. \%d., 25.fj.tf., *s.6d.

t
m., and 22*. each.

lo those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would stronjrlv
recommend Dr. Roberts's fa

ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,
for the cure of the scurvy, scroiula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-
plaiuts; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-
mote a circulation of the fluids; are gentle in their operation, and
do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2s. Qd. each.
By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Bkach & Barnicott

(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his
medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of the

Poor Man's Friend," "Pilulse Antiscrophulaj," "Larwell's
Pills, 1 "M dicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic
Drops," wirh the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare
and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from all

ranks, is the best and must substanti, 1 proof of their utility.
Observe. -Nome*liciue sold under the above names can possibly

be genuine, unless " Beach and Bamicptt, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-
port." is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to such

ckage.

TO GARDENERS and Others, in want of Most
-A D.sirahle and Advantageous PREMISES, containing a con-
venient DWELLING-HOUSE, VINhRV, EXTENSIVE PITS,
en ! about TWO ACRES of LAND STOCKED WITH FRUIT-
TREKS in the highest state of Perfection; the south aspect is
bounded by a Wall 15 feet high, exceedingly eligible for Horti-
cultural erections. N.B. A Lease may be had if required.—Apply
to Elizabkth and John Wilson, Coach Proprietors, Holloway-
road, Islington.

A LJL, DISEASES of the KIDNEYS and BLADDER
-£*- speedily and effectually cured by DR. YOUNG'S MIXTURE.
Tne efficacy of this Medicine in the above Complaints has been
long proved by its unparalleled success In a practice of many
years 1 standing, and has induced the present proprietor to make
it more generally known.

Sold in Bottles, 2.v. Qd. each, by the Proprietor's Agent,
J. SANGER, 150, Oxford-street, London; also by Johnson, 68,
Cornhill; Prout, 22& Strand

5
Mr. King, 232, Blackfriars ttoadj

and all Medicine Vendors throughout the country.

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.Q 13. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the

V_J • kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry to liberally
bestowed upon him last season, begs respectfully to announce
hat inat encouragement has induced him to bestow more atten-
tion to this department of Ornamental and Useful Work. He
haS

l?twf
<

\
1

Sw^ae,lce PrcPared several Novel Designs in FANCYWIREWORK, suited to the Flower-Garden and Greenhouse, and
again submits for inspection his Extensive Stock of Flower-
Baskets, Trainers, Borders, and Stands, with Garden-Arches,
Seats, Vases, and lempleS; improved Garden and Hothouse En-
gines, Syringes, Famfeatmg iicllows, and other Horticultural

great vanety.

L \ NOON'S PATENT Sl'ADES.-Th ese superior
Spades, noticed in the Gardeners Chronicle, Feh. 18, maybe

obtain* d by addressing a line to John Shewkn, Ironmonger
Sevtnoaks. Prices 36s., 405., and 44s. per dozen, delivered m
London, a Post-office order is expectec- from unknown cor-
respondents,

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

€L^

PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING. — The above
material has been used and highly approved by the Nobility,

Gentry, and Agriculturists generally, as a ROOFING and COVER-
ING TO SIDE* of Farm Buildings. Its advantages are—

LIGHTNESS, DURABILITY, AND ECONOMY.
BEING A NON-CONDUCTOR. IT HAS BEEN PROVED AN
EFFICIENT "PROTECTIVE MATERIAL" TO PLANTS,

AM) IS NOW IV USK AT TIIK
" ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GAR-

DENS, CHISWICK."
Made in Sheets.— 32 inches by 32 inches ; 32 do. by 6-1 do. ; and

32 do. by Q6 do.

Trios. John" Chocgon, 8, Ingram- court, Fenchurch-street,
London; N. Ti/ckktt, iC3, Fore-street, Exeter; W. R. Lloyd,
12, Cherry-street, Birmingham; J. Armstrong & Co., Leithj
David Boyd & Co., Glasgow; and Samuel Boord, Bristol.

DESIRABLE RESIDENCE for an HORTICUL-
TURIST.—A Mansion-house, fit for the residence of a

genteel family; Coach-house and Three-stall Stable; situated

in the village of Fulford, one mile and a half from York. The
House is surrounded by Three Acres of Garden Ground, soil deep
and very productive: Orchard in full bearing; Wall-fruit, Hot-
house, Melon-pits, and Tanks (well supplied with water); nearly
Four Acres of Meadow-Land, with a stream running through it.

To be Sold, or Let by the Year or on Lease ; Rent, 80/. per annum*
A good Cottage adjacent may be had for the additional rent of 6/.

per annum. The premises may be seen by application to Joshua
Gray, Esq., solicitor, High Petergate, York.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES.
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lkvves,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in lo or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the
facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. I 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. S6 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid i „. „. , „
to London. / 25s ' 3os '

42s <

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., 6s. , and 7s. Larger
sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Prints
supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmon-
ger in town or country, and frorruthe Manufacturers, Lewes.
To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument j Rigby's Brush Warehouse,
No 80, Gracechurch street; Livbrmouk and So.v, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford- street; Bkmiam, 19, Wigmore street, Cavendish-

square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchurch-street.

BULB CUCUMBER-GLASSES, for Watering by
Evaporation during the growth of the Fruit, 2.5. 67/. to 3s. 6d.

each; GRAPE-GLASSES, with holes, 15. gd. to 2,s\ 6d. each;
BKE-GLASSES, 1*. to 2.9. 6d. each. Cylindrical CUCUMBER-
TUBES, from 6d. to 4s. each; PROPAGATING - GLASSES,
Green, \s. per lb.; white, Is. 2d. por lb.; or 2s. Gd. to 24s. per
dozen; FISFI BOWLS, from Is. 6d. each; ditto, with hole in

bottom for Fountains, 2s. 6d. per lb., at Apslky PellatT'S Falcon

Glass Works, Holland-street. Blackfriars. Orders from the
country, accompanied with a Post-office order, will meet with
prompt attention.

LITHIC ANTI- CORROSION PAINT, from its

Strength and Durability, forms an excellent coating for
Greenhouses, Conservatories, and Outbuildings. Its antiseptic
qualities particularly adapt it for the preservation of Wood and
Iron Fences; and it may be advantageously employed upon good
Brickwork, in place of stucco or other covering. Manufactured
in stone and slate colours by John Bazlkv Whitk & Sons,
Roman and Keene's Cement Manufacturers, Millbank-street,
Westminster.

CORNS, BUNIONS, Sec.

rpHE PROPRIETOR of the ANTI-CALLOSITY, or
A RUSSIAN CORN AND BUNION PLAISTER, feels great

confidence m recommending it as the most certain cure for all

Callous Swellings on the Feet that has ever yet been invented.

By the use of this Plaistcr immediate benefit will be found, and in

a short time a Radical Cure will be effected by gradually dis-

persing the Hard or Soft Corn, and entirely removing those
painful tbrobbinga so severely felt at every change of weather.

Sold, with full directions for use, in boxes, IS. \%d. and 2s. 9 at

Sanorr's Medicine Warehouse, 150, Oxford-street; and all

Medicine Vendors throughout the country.
Remember—"The Russian Corn and Bunion Plaister."

HPONIC MILK of ORANGE, a Delicious Cordial
JL and Swbktenbr of the Breath.— It warms and cheers the

Stomach, creates an Appetite, digests the Food, strengthens the

Lungs, clears and improves the Voice for Singing, enlivens the
Spirits, dispels Nervous Debility, clears the Blood, and thus
removes Pimples and Eruptions, while it combines with these
admirable properties the inestimable advantage of being the most
efficacious agent offered to the Public for beautifying and per-

fuming the Breath. It should he taken in the proportion of a
wine-glass full twice a day, and is particularly recommended to

Gentlemen on leaving home in the morning, or after smoking a
Cigar, &c. ; while to Ladies it will be equally grateful on going
to a party or a ball, for its invigorating influence on the mind and
spirits, and its purifying effect on the organs of the health.

Mrs. Gully respectfully announces to the Nobility, Gentry,

and Public at large, that she has disposed of the Right, Title, and
Recipe of the Tonic Mii.k of Orange to Messrs. A. ROWLAND
and SONS, No. 20, Hatton Garden, London; who have ap-

pointed Messrs. Barclays, Medicine Vendors, 95, Farriogdon-
street: Mr. Sanger, 150, Oxford-street; Mr. Johnson, 68, Corn-
hill ; Mr. Prout, near Temple Bar; and Mr. Butler, 4, Chcapside,
as Agents.— Half-pints, 2*. Qd. ; Pints, 45. 6d. ; Quarts, 9s,, Stamp
Duty included.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I am desirous of

gaining the Patronage of the Readers of this Journal, and
trust that the system upon which I conduct my business, and
the moderate prices, will gain a greater portion of confidence

and support. The Improved Stamped Postage Envelopes, 1*. per

doz. (without advertisements), to purchasers of other articles;

Kino Hath Post, 3d. per qr., 5s. ream ; do. Note, '2d. per qr , 35. ream ;

Small do., \s. per haif-ream; Superfine Foolscap, Sd. per qr.,

\2s. 6d. per ream; and every article at corresponding juices

10 per cent, off Books and Music. On ti>e receipt of two postage

stamps. Samples and List of Prices forwarded postage-free.

Purchasers of 21. value sent free of carriage 100 miles, of 10*.

5 miles, and any amount in London free.—From Slofer's
Stationery Warehouse, 20, George-st., Portman- square, London,

pOO KING UTENSILS with SILVER
v-^ LININGS—At a cost of about one-third more than those
lined with tin, the chief advantages of the former being greater
durability and cleanliness, and the impossibility of burning—viz.

„

giving a burnt flavour to milk or any gelatinous or farinaceous
article of food, the SILVER, by a recent improvement in the
ELECTRO PROCESS, adheres so tenaciously to the copper, that

no heat in cooking can remove it or any acids injure it. With
moderate care it will last for years, and can be renewed at a
moderate charge when necessary. J. L. Bknham considers this

particularly important to the Army and Navy, and to families

residing abroad, where the difficulty of getting coppers properly
tinned is often very great. Old articles can have the tin removed
and be lined with pure silver by this process.— 19, Wigmorc-
slreet, Cavendish sq uare. London.

(CAUTION.—Several Perfumers of apparent Respect-
J ability, for the sake of gaining a trifle more profit, basely at-

tempt to impose their pernicious compounds upon the public as the
real "MACASSAR OIL" for the Hair, and " KALYDOR" for

the Complexion They copy the bills and labels of the original arti-

cles, substituting either a fictitious name, orthe word " GENUINE"
in the place of '*ROWLAND'S." To frustrate such imposition,

it is necessary, on purchasing either article, to see thaf
. the word

ROWLAND'S is on the wrapper, as follows, without wMflh none
are genuine. Rowland's Macassar Ol u, for the growth, and for

Beautifying the Human Hair. Price 3a*. (id., 7s., or Family Bottles
(containing four small) las. Qd. ; and double that size, 2ls. per
bottle Rowland's Kalydor, for the Skin and Complexion.
Price 45. f)d and 8.5. 6rf. per bottle. A. ROWLAND AND SON,
20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, is written in red on the
wrappers of the Macassar Oil and Kalydor, and engraven on
the Government Stamp affixed on the Kalydor. Be sure to ask for
" kowimni/s" Articles, Sold by them and by respectable Chemists
and Perfumers.

PIANOFORTES.
LUFF AND CO.'S BOUDOIR PIANOFORTE,

2.1/., package included.
LUFF & CO.'S COTTAGE PIANOFORTE, 271., package included.

For tone, touch, style, durability, and cheapness, these Piano-
fortes arc unequalled. Warranted to keep well in tune, and
prepared for extreme climates. Luff and Co.'s Patent Piano-
fortes equally cheap. Pianofortes from hire from 24/. Instru-
ments taken in exchange.

Luff & Co., 103, Great Russe!l-st, Bloomsbury.

A REAL LUXURY for WARM WEATHER.—
Gentlemen who feel the inconvenience and inconsistency of

wearing the same clothing in the HOTTEST as in the COLDEST
weather, are invited to inspect a new and much-approved
material for SUMMER-COATS, resembling the finest Saxony
cloth, incomparably lighter, equally durable, and about half the
price. BisnnoR*s SUMMER VENTILATING WATERPROOF
FROCK will also prove well deserving the attention of all who
regard a respectable and gentlemanly appearance in opposition

to slang, vulgarity, and meanness. — Made only by W. Bkrdok,
Tailor, Waterproofer, &c, 6o, Cornhill (eight doors from Bishops-
gate- street.)

^cTnURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.
J- —To he LET or SOLI), with immediate possession, all that
well-known NURSERY GROUND and GARDENS situate in the
Albion-road, Stoke Newington, with the Stock and Houses, and
the Valuable Business and Connexion attached to the same,
belonging to the late Mr. John Mii.ne, recently deceased. For
further particulars, apply at the office of Mr. Wm. Bromlkv,
Solicitor, 3, Grays-Inn-square.

\\TANTED.—A steady, active man to superintend aNur-
V * sery; he must be a good PROPAGATOR of Hardy Trees,

Shrubs, and Herbaceous Plants. A married man upwards of 30

years of age would be preferred. Testimonials as to ciiaracter

and ability will be expected from respectable Nurserymen. Direct

to W. 11. Pim.p, bookseller, Launceston. _

WANTED.—A steady active young Man as WORK-
ING FOREMAN in a Market Garden, and who will have

occasionally to attend the Market. Unexceptionable testi-

monials as to honesty and sobriety will be required. Application,

stating the amount of wages expected, to be made to S. Liveskv,
Gardener, Burnley, Lancashire. __^___

WANTED, on reasonable terms, for the Grounds of a
Charitable Instituiion, a Second-hand BUDDING'S

PATENT MOWING MACHINE.—Direct, post-paid, to W., Post-
ofrice, Kirkby Lonsdale.

WANT PLACES. -All Letters to be post-paid.

AS HEAD GARDENER.—J. Rodgeus, of middle
-^-*- age, married, and now residing with Francis Hurt, Esq.*

Of Alderwasley Hall, Derbyshire, is ready to make an engagement
as above. Can have an unexceptionable character, of 10 years'

standing. Direct, till the 2bth of June, to J. Kodgers, Alder-

wasley Hall; after that date, at Mr. Smith's, Nurseryman, Tanslcy
Nursery, near Matlock.—June 8, 1843.

AS GARDENER, in a Nobleman's or "Gentleman's
Family.—A married Man, aged 42; can be highly recom-

mended by his present and former employers, with whom he has

lived nearly six years ; has a perfect knowledge of exotic plants,

and of his profession in every department.—Direct to Piste ft

Wood, Gardener, Loftman House, near Rochford, Essex.

S GARDENER.—A single Man, aged 28, who has a

thorough practical knowledge of the Kitchen and Flower-

Garden, Greenhouse, Vinery, &c. Can be highly recommended
by the Gentleman with whom he is now living.—Direct to A. B. t

at Messrs. Chandler's Nursery grounds, Wandsworth-road^^__

S GARDENER A single Man, aged 25, who tho-

roughly understands early forcing, hot-houses, greenhouse,

flower and kitchen-garden, and has gained several prizes from

the Floricultural Society. Can have a good character from nis

-*• place.— Direct to W. S., at Mr. SAnoster'Sj Florist, Cowley-

ico, Cowley-roacl, North Brixton, Surrey.

S GARDENER.—A respectable married Man, aged

30, who is a Superior Grape-grower; thoroughly uj'««-

stands Pines and Forcing in general, and has a perfect knowie h

of his business in all its various departments. Can have an rasa*

years' character- from his last Situation, which he has just leito

account of the death of his late employer.— Direct to A. 6., w>

Britannia-row, Isliiu:' on, —

-

AS UNDEK-GARDENER, or single-handed. —A
young Man, aged 20, who understands the management oi

Cows and Poultry. A single-handed place would be
E£?r?5S«''

Can have a long-experienced character from his last bituanui .

No objection to make himself generally useful.- Direct to v*. i>.,

at Mr. English's, Baker, B l issett-st reet. Greenwicn. ^^
A a UNDIilt GARDENER.—A young Man, aged 21,

/I who has been Six ve^ in

;^
Conservatories, Covent-garden.
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Microscopes, be*t kind for bo-jsa cAmateur's Hardon, No. XXV.
Annual^, hints on sowing them

in the autumn .

Asparagus, hints concerning .— cultivation of
Bees, remarks upon their habits— tin' management of
-Tlinls, excavation of trees by .

Books, advice about
Calendar of Operations for the
ensuing week .

Ceylon, Professor Gnrdner ap-
pointed Director of the Bo-
tanic Garden at

Covent-garden market,reporton 432 c

Crocus seeds, how to sow
Cymbidium Devonianum, de-
scription and treatment of .

florists' flowers, opinions on
seedling

Fowls, how to keep their nests
clean ....

Grass-land, how to manage
Heating; apparatus, description

ot a very simple
Horticultural Society, account

ot the garden exhibition of
t»o . . . 4B7 a>

Insects, effects of pas-tar on .— general observations
about ....

Lily, the common white one,
not found in Syria

Manure, hints about
^lcriinilIaerythrophylIa,aecount
and culture of . . . 481

Melons, distance at which they
..should be grown from the^lass V2\)

490 b

483 a
489 c

433 b
420 a
429 a
433 a

432 6

432/1
432
433 a

431 c

433 b

42!)

4S7

tanical purposes
.7. Moss, Esq., near Liverpool,

notice of his place

Mowlng-machinej properties oxa
Mulberry-trees, infertility in .

Narcissus seeds, how to treat .

Orchidacoa.',remarks on the cul-

ture of terrestrial •

Packing fruit, principal point in

Pelargoniums, somewhat in-

ferior sorts of • •

Pines, great heat brings them
premature!; into fruit

Potato crop, reason of failure

in the .

Pot. Hoc::, whole sets not to be
USed in planting . •

8alt, how to use it as a manure
Sea kale, effect of sail upon .

Seedling Cacti, new varieties ot

42R c

430 a
433

433

429
438

Tree IVony, new kind of

Trellis for climbers
randahs, cVerandahs, climbers lit for

Victoria regina, new importa-
tion of the seeds of

Vines, on rendering them pro-
ductive .— disease in the leaves of

Water-oresses, cultivation of •

Wetherby Agricultural Asso-
ciation, its prize essay re-

viewed ....
Wheelbarrows, guard for the

handles of • ' «

Worms, chloride of lime useful
for destroying them -

Wrens, habits of

IN

433 a

432 a
438 a
420 b

433 a

I
A2iXa

433 a

433 a

433 a

427 a

433 a
433 a
433 a
432 a
'i:t2 a
428 b
433 a

428 a

4?Ii/»

433 a
431 c

432 b

429 a

429 b
420 c

M/F|
ARNOCK & MANLEY having a Stock of the
following Plants, can offer them as under:—

s.

5
1

1

Acliimcnes peduticulata .

„ rosea (stronp)

, f
longifloratdo.

Correa alba, for slocks,

per dozen . . .8
Gesneria zebrina . . l

Fuchsia Brockmanii . 3

Britannia,Smith's 3

Cormackii . . 3
Champion, Smith's 3
Defiance, Do. 3
Deansii . . 5

Eclipse, Smith's 3
Fppsii . . 5

Gem, lvcryVs . 2

Majestica,Smith's 3

Nobilis, Dean's - 2
Paragon, Smith's 3
Robosta, Do. 3

St. Clare . - 5

1, Toddiana . . 5

Fifty varieties of Fuchsia,

>»

»*

ft

»»

»»

>>

d.

\\

6

G
6

6

6
6
6

6

6
6
6
6

in-

s.

3

2
1

3

3

3

It

tt

It

eluding- any of the above, GOs.j

A remittance or reference to some house in London will be
required from unknown correspondents.
Nursery, Hackney, June, 1813.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

V NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
OUELL & Co. have much pleasure in referring the

-*- readers of the Gardeners9 ( 'hronicle to their select. List of the
above elegant tribe of plants, which appeared on the front adver-
tising page of this Paper of the 27th ult. They are now ready to
he sent out per post, free, (on the receipt of a post-office order,)
to any part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms:

12 fine show varieties,
12 extra line ditto . . .365.

The selection being left to Youki,l & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, June 2f), 1843.

1 2*. 12 extra fine and very supe-
rior . . 215.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
"FUCHSIA EXONIENSIS."

T UCOMBE, P1NCE, & Co., beg leave to call theJ-^ attention of the Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which
has been raised from seed in (be Exeter Nursery, and which they
have no hesitation in saying is decidedly the finest variety ever
Produced

; indeed, it is at once admitted to be so by all who sec
*t, who are struck with admiration of its noble appearance. The
flowers arc exceedingly large, being longer as well as broader
than those of any other Fuchsia, and are of a very firm, thick,
waxy substance, with the corolla of a fine violet blue colour.

Plants will be ready for delivery on the 10th of August next, at
10*. od. each, and will be sent by post, carefully packed in tin
cases. The usual discount to the trade if six plants arc taken.
J'orafull description of this Fuchsia, sec Advertisement in the
hardeners' Chronicle of the 17th ult.

TV/TANCIIESTER 150TANICAL and HORTICUL-
-A-'X TURAL SOCIETY,
Patrons:—The Right Honourable the Earl of Stamford and

Warrington,
The Right Honourable the Earl of Wilton,

Sir Thomas de Trafforb, Baronet.
President .-—The Right Iionble. Loan Francis K<;krton, M.P.
THE SECOND FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL EXHI-

BITION for the Year 1843, will take place at the Society's
Gardens, Old Trafford, onWednesday^ the 5th of July, at Two
o'clock, when Prizes will be awarded for the Best Specimens of
Florists' Flowers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ornamental
Plants, Hardy Shrubs, Herbaceous Plants, Fruits, and Vegetables.

Productions may be exhibited from any part of the kingdom,
either for sale or competition,— Non-subscribers exhibiting to
pay 2s. Gd. each ; and each Exhibitor will be allowed one ticket,
admitting him at five o'clock.
Specimens for exhibition or competition, forwarded from the

country, addressed to the Secretary, with instructions, will be
duly attended to ; and he will see that they are properly staged,
without charge, and returned to the contributor.
Specimens intended for exhibition must be at the Gardens, and

a list given to the Secretary, containing the names of the Plants,
aiowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, not later than half-past nine
o clock; and all productions must be placed in the several
classes, and all labelled with their proper names, not later than
eleven o'clock j after which time none will be allowed to be
Btaged. The specimens must remain staged until six o'clock,
When they will be delivered to the Exhibitors.

S. E. Cottam, Secretary.

25 varieties, including G of the
above, 32*. (id.; 12 do., in-
cluding ;j, iss.

Ixora coccinea
Mancttia bicolor

Maurandia alba
Passiflora fragrans .

Siphocampylus betulse-
folius ....

Statice Dickinsoni .

Verbena formosaelcgans,
fine scarlet, white eye 2

,, Prince of Wales,
Wood's.... 2

,, Princess Royal,
Youcll's . . ,2

Orange Perfection 1

Cacrulcsccns . 1

I econii, per doz. 3
Howardiana . 1

Fifty varieties of Verbena, in-
cluding any of the above, 25s.

3

25 do., 12s.; 12 do., ;«. Gd.

d.

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6
6
6
6

.

T3 0YAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK.
-*-*' List of Awards made by the Judges at the Exhi-
bition on the 28th of Junk, 1843:—
For Collections of 50 Stove and Greenhouse Plants— 1, Mr.
Barnes, Gardener to G. Norman, Esq., Bromley, 15/.; 2, Mr.
Pauley, White Hart, Bromley, 5/.

For Collections of 25 Stove and Greenhouse Plants—1, Mr.
Hunt, Gardener to Miss Traill, Bromley, 7'- ; 2, Mr. Green,
Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Cheam, 5/. - 3, Mr. Frazer, Nur-
seryman, Lea-bridge-road, 2/. 10s. j 4, Mr. Cockburn, Gardener
to the Earl of Mansfield, Caen Wood, 1/.

For Collections of distinct kinds of Stove and Greenhouse
Plants— 1st, Mr. G. Clarke, Gardener to M. T. Smith, Esq.,
Shirley Park, 3/.

; 2, Mr. May, Gardener to Emanuel Goodhart,
Esq., Bcckenham, 21.

For a Collection of G Stove and Greenhouse Climbers—3, Mr.
Pawley, \L

For Collections of distinct kinds of Fuchsia— 1, Messrs. Lane
and Son, Nurserymen, Bcrkliampstead, l/. 10.S. ; 2, Mr. Gaines,
Nurseryman, Battersca, 1/. Extra: Mr. Catleugh, Nursery-
man, Chelsea, 10s.

For a Collection of Scarlet Pelargoniums— 1, Mr. Baile, Florist,

Hammersmith, 1/. 105. Extra: Mr. Baile, 1/. I0.s\

For Collections of 6 Roses in Pots— (Equal Prizes), Messrs. Paul
and Son, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, 1/. ; Messrs. Lane and Son, 1/.

For Cut Collections of 12 varieties of Moss Roses— 1, Mr. Rivers,

Nurseryman, Sawbridgeworth, 1/. lO.s*. ; 2, Messrs. Lane and
Son, \L 3, Extra : Messrs. Paul and Son, lo.v.

For Collections of 150 Varieties of Roses— l, Messrs. Lane and
Son, 3/. ; 2, Mr. Rivers, 2/. 10s. ; 3, Messrs. Paul and Son, 2/. ;

4, Mr. Hooker, Nurseryman, Brenchlcy, 1/. 10s.

For Collections of 50 Varieties of Roses (Amateur's Class)— 1, Mr.
Betteridge, Abingdon, \L 10s.; 2, Mr. Kcir, Gardener to \V.

Conlthnrst, Esq., Streatham, \L
For Seedlings Fuchsias— 1, Mr. Smith, Nurseryman, Dalston, for

Queen Victoria, ]/.; 2, Mr. Smith, Nurseryman, for Incar-
nata, 10s.

For Seedling Roses—1, Mr. Hooker, \l.

For a Collection of British Ferns— 1. Mr. Wood, Nurseryman,
Norwood, 2/. 10s.

For named Collections of Agricultural Grasses— I, Mr. T. Moore,
Albany-street, 1/. ; Extra, Mr. Coatcs, Norwood, 10s.

For Collections of 12 Pelargoniums, grown in No. 24 pots— 1, Mr.
Gaines,//.; 2, Mr. Catleugh, 4/.

For Collections of 6 Pelargoniums, grown in No. 24 pots— 1, Mr.
Dobson, Gardener to Mr. Beck, Islcworth, 3/. ; 2, Mr. Stains,

Hoxton, l/. 5s.

For Collections of 12 Pelargoniums, grown in No. 12 pots—1, Mr.
Catleugh, 41.; 2, Mr. Gaines, 1/. 15s.

For Collections of G Pelargoniums, grown in No. 12 pots— I, Mr.
Bell, Chelsea, 31.; 2, Mr. Bourne, Gardener to Sir E. Paget,

Chelsea Hospital, 1/. 5s. ; Extra, Mr. Hunt, U.
For Collections of 4 Pelargoniums, grown in No. 8 pots— 1, Mr.
Hunt, 2/. 10s. ; 2, Mr. Bourne, \L 10s.

For 6 Varieties of Herbaceous Calceolarias, grown in No. 12 pots
—1, Mr. Barnes, 2/.; 2, Mr. Catleugh, XI.

For fi Varieties of Shiubby Calceolarias, grown in No. 12 pots—
l,Mr. Barnes, 2/. ; 2, Mr. Gaines, l/.

For seedling Calceolarias, equal Prizes, Mr. Standish, Nursery-
man, Bagshot, for Illuminator, 10s. ; Mr. Green, for Majes-
tica, I'.-.

For a seedling Cineraria.— 1, Mr. Piper, Blackheath, for Princess
Royal, 10s.

For single specimens of new or rare Ornamental Plants.— l, Mr.
Mylam, Gardener to S. Ruckher, Esq., Wandsworth, for

Nepenthes distillatoria, 3/. 10s.; 2, Mr. Barnes, for Erica Mas-
sonii, 2/. 10s.; 3, Mr. Green, for Stigmaphyllum ciliatum,
1/. IO5.3 4, Mr. Hunt, for Mancttia bicolor, 1/.

For Miscellaneous Ornamental Specimen Plants.—1, Mr. G.
Clarke, for Pimelea decussata, M. 10s.; 2, Mr. Appleby, gardener
to — Brocklehurst, Esq., Macclesfield, \L; 3, Mr. Mountjoy,
Nurseryman, Ealing, for Gloxinia maxima alba, lcs.

For Collections of Orchidaceous Plants.— 1, Mr. Mylam, 71* J 2,

Mr. Goode, Gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, Ealing Park, 5/.
;

extra, Mr. Appleby, 2/. lOs.; extra, George Cox, Esq., Stock-
well, 2/. 10S.

For single Specimens of Orchidaceous Plants.— I, Mr, Appleby,
for Saccolabium guttalum, 3/. 10s.; 2, Mr. Mylam, for JE rides

nfliuc, 2/.

For a Collection of 20 Cape Heaths.— 2, Mr. Jackson, Nursery-
man, Kingston, 3/.

For Collections of 15 Cape Heaths.— 1, Mr. May, ji.; 2, Mr.
Brazier, Gardener to W. H. Storey, Esq., Islcworth, 3/. 10s.

For Collections of 6 Cape Heaths.— 1, Mr. Barnes, 3/. 10s.; 2,

Mr. George Clarke, 2/.

For a Collection of 12 Species of Statice.—2, Mr. Wood, Nursery-
man, Norwood, 1/.

Extra Pkizks given for subjkcts not included in the
scii bdulh.

For a Collection of English Iris.— Messrs. Lockhart and Duncan,
Seedsmen, Chcapside, 1/.

For Collections of Ranunculus.— 1, Mr. Aust, Hoxton, 1/.; 2,

Mr. Alexander, Florist, Kingsland, 15s.

For Collections o( Pinks.—
1 , Messrs. N. and B. Norman, Florists,

Woolwich, 1/.; 2, Mr. T. Browne, Nurseryman, Slough, 15s.

N.B. The above awards arc ready for payments, as arc also
those unclaimed lor the previous Exhibition, upon application to
the Secretary, at the Onice in the Gardens.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA PLANTS.
^y/TESSRS. "VE1TCH & SON having raised a consi-
1>X dcrablc number of this Splendid Hardy Ornamental Tree,
are enabled to offer fine healthy plants, from 4 to 6 inches in
height, at the following moderate prices, viz. :

—
10/. per 100 ;—5/. 10s. for 50 ;—and 30s. per dozen.

For the convenience of some purchasers, Messrs. V. & Son
have appointed, as their London agent, Messrs. Hurst and
M'Mui'»'EN> Seedsmen, No. (5, Leadenhall-strcet. N.B.—A remit-

tance or reference required from unknown correspondents.

—

Exeter, June 19, .1343.

MR. LYNE'S NEW SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS.

WM. E. RENDLE has procured the Stock of Seed-
ling PELARGONIUMS raised by P. E. Lyne, Esq., and

informs Amateurs and others who took notes of them at the
a (jhiswick Fete" on Saturday, June 17, that Lists and Descrip-

tions of the Seedlings coming out this season will be shortly

nublished, and will be sent by post on application.

Tinion-road Nursery, Plymouth, June 20.

ROSES.

EDENYER begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,

• and his Friends in general, that his superb collection of

ROS! r S rre now in full bloom, the Standard and Dwarf ROSES

nro ulantcd on each side of a walk, 6G0 feet long, and consist of

r no vvv'ties. Orders taken for the plants when in bloom, and

delivered in November next. Admittance Grans. No Admittance

on Sundays. Nursery within three miles of London, Lough-

borough-road, North Brixton.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER

V

Belladonna
Carapestroni
Chancellor
Changeable yellow
Clustered ditto

Colonel Combes
Conspicuum
Defiance
Due de Caglioni
Elegans
Fletchier
Formosa
Gem
Golden Lotus

Mirabilis

Perspicuum
Princess Marie
Queen
Rosalind
Starry purple
Sultana
Surprise
Tasselled Lilac
Do. yellow
Triumphant
Vesta
Wheeleriana

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
OUELL & Co., in submitting the following List of

-*- Chrysanthkmums to the notice of Amateurs, and those
who intend competing atthe Autumnal Exhibitions of the present
season, l5eg to observe, they have taken such precautions for
excluding varieties merely nominal, that they feel assured the
list will be found highly satisfactory to those who may not only
have the above object in view, but also to those who are desir-
ous of decorating their green-house and garden with this unsur-
passed Autumn Flower. They also feel much pleasure in
announcing they have obtained the entire stock of an extremely
beautiful Seedling Chrysanthemum, from Mr. Wells, gardener to
the Rev. J. Burroughes, of Linsrwood Lodge, Norfolk. Thissplen-
did variety, named "THE DUKE," was exhibited atthe Nor-
wich aud Norfolk Hort. Society's Exhibition, where it obtained

the First Prize «s the Best Seedling ; it also obtained First Prizes
shewn in the best Stand of 25 ; ditto, ditto, 15; ditto, ditto, 20 ;

and the Judges pronounced it to be the best Chrysanthemum ever
exhibited. The colour, French White, changing to pure white

;

petals broad, and beautifully incurved, forming a perfect ball of
from four to four and a half'inches in diameter. It is now ready
for sending out at 7s. 6d. per plant, free of postage, to any part of

the United Kingdom.
The List.

Goliath
Gouvain St. Cyr
Hero
Imperial
Incurved Pink
Iusignis
King
Louis Philipe
Lucidum
Madam Pompadour
Magnet
Magnis
Marchioness
Memnon

The above are now ready to be sent, free of postage, (on the
receipt of a Post-office order) to any part of the United King-
dorn, at 12s. per tloKen.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Jone 29, 1843.

ORCHIDACE^: and CACTI.—Any Nobleman or
Gentleman desirous of possessing a collection of either of

the above tribes of Plants, has now an opportunity of obtaining

them upon such terms as have never yet been offered, upon
application, by letter, to Mr. Holmes, Newspaper Agent, 2,

Ham pstcad-road

.

ROSES.

A PAUL and SON beg to announce to their Cus-
• tomers and admirers of Rosks in general, that their

ROSES are now in FULL BLOOM. The Collection, which last

season consisted of upwards cf One Thousand Varieties, has

received considerable additions from the Continent, and com-
prises all the newest and most interesting varieties in cultiva-

tion. The present is a favourable opportunity to such as wish to

form or add to their collection, as the varieties they approve of

can be selected, and the Plants will be delivered in November.
The Nurseries are near the Waltham Cross Station on the

Northern and Eastern Railway, which distance from London is

accomplished in the short space of half-an-hour ; trains leaving

Shorcditch—morning, at 8, half-past 9, and half-past 11 o'clock ;

atternoon, half-past 1, half-past 3, and ha!f-past 4 o'clock.—

Cheshunt Nurseries, near Waltham Cn.ss, Herts.

YBL.LOW RIIOLODKNDRON.

I UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., have now a few plants
--* for sale of this rare and beautiful RHODODENDRON: and

as they purchased from Mr. Smith, who raised it, the original

Plant, which was exhibited in Flower by him at Chiswick, and
gained the Lar^e Silver Medal, and have propagated stock from
it, their plants may be depended upon as being the true " RHO-
DODENDRON AUREUM," or Smith's Yellow Rhododendron.—
Exeter Nursery. Juuc 12.

VICTORIA KEG I A.—Those Parties who purchased

Seeds of the above line Aquatic Plant, in the spring of 1841,

many of which failed to germinate, will now receive an equal

number of fresh Seeds, gratis. These Seeds were collected so

recently as the month of March, 1843 ; it is therefore confidently

hoped that the purchasers will not be subjected to the same dis-

appointment as before. There remain yet a few more of the Seeds

for
a

S
Soho-square, London.

I/UCHSIA bT. CLARE.—A Specimen of this Magm-
t/ ficent FUCHSIA has been again submitted to Dr. Lindlbv.

Yoi7ElT& Co. have therefore much pleasure m refernngthe

iVrlleV^offhe Gardeners' Chroniclejo^e remarks made, and

B
in

ci

variety T^c "have never seen the colour so

grown near Loudon. 119

June 29, 1843.
,

.

TMIOMAS CRIPI'S, Florist, Tunbridge Wells, has a
-L few Plants of that singularly beautiful Annual, Nemophila,

11 Djscojdai.'s," (which was figured m the " Floricultural Cabi-

net " for the present month,) to offer. The flowers of this fine

variety arc a beautiful rich velvety black, margined with white.

Plants 26-. 6V. each, or, if requested, will be sent p«r post, without
additionalexpense, on the receipt, of 36 postagestamps.
~~SuPEr"bSEEDL1NG STKAWBEIUIY-^PRHSCESS ALICE

MAUDE.

GD. FISHER begs to call the attention of the Nofci-
• lity, Gentry, and the Public to the above splendid STRAW-

BERRY (raised by Mr. Jas. Trollot, ofLimpley Stoke, Wilts). It

is a Hardy Strong Grower, a great benrcr, with large-sized Scarlet

Fruit, good shape, and fine f.avour, and invaluable as an early kind,

being ripe at least ten days before any Other Strawberry grown in

the same situation ; took an Extra Pri/x at the Bristol Horticultural

Show on June 20, 1843, and First Pri/.c at Bath on the 22d. Strong

well-rooted Plants will be ready to send out the second week in Sep-

tember, at :-;/. per 100, with the usual allowance to the Trade.

N.B.-Sec " Notices to Correspondents" in the Gardeners

Chronicle, June 11, 1842.—Limpley Stoke, near Bath, June 23, 1943.
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CHOBHAM AND HORSILE NURSERIES.

HCOBBETT & SONS respectfully inform their

• Friends and the Public that their extensive collection of

Rosks are now in full bloom. The Horsilk Nursery is within

Ten Minutes' walk of the Woking Station, South-Western Rail-

way, where all the trains stop.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to submit to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bar-

tholomew-lane, about the middle of July, 1843, at Twelve o'clock,

A VKRY RARE COLLECTION OF STOVE AND GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, the property of a Lady changing her residence,

comprising fine specimens of Euphorbia spi.endens, Com-
BRKTUM FURPURKIM, JASMINUM, SAMBAC, GlOXINIUAI PAN-
CRATIUM, Amaryllis, Oncidium crispum, flkxuosum, and
luridum; Cattleya canthda, Sopiironitis violack^b, and a

variety of Miscellaneous Plants. May be viewed the Morning of

Sale ; Catalogues may oe had at the Mart, andof the Auctioneers,

American Nursery, Leytonstonc-

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to sell by Public Auction, on the premises, at Colvill's
Nursery, King's-road, Chelsea, on Monday, 24th July, 1843, and

following days, at Twelve o'clock (by order of the Proprietor, retir-

ing from business), the whole of the valuable GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, consisting of fine Camellias, of various sizes, Ertcas,
Azalkas, Pklargoniums, Hybrid Rhododendron Arbo-
rkum, and other Miscellaneous Plants. May be viewed one week
prior to sale. Catalogues may be had on the premises, of the

principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,

Levtonstonc.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, & Others.

TWO THOUSAND CAMELLIAS, FINE VARIETIES OF
AZALEA INDICA, GREENHOUSE AND OTHER EXOTIC
PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to submit to public competition, by Auction, on the

premises, Kin^land Nursery, Ball's- Pond-road, about the middle

of July, by order of the Proprietor, in consequence of removing
to Stratford, about 2,000 DOUBLE & SINGLE CAMELLIAS,
consisting of all the approved kinds, in a high state of cultiva-

tion, A choice assortment of Azalka indica ; also a collection

of Stove and Greenhousk Plants, consisting of Araucaria
EXCEI.SA, Cmvka Nonn.K, UoNAPAiiTiA juncea, &c. Maybe
viewed a week prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

premises; of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers,

American Nursery, Leytonstone.

DUNSTABLE, BEDFORDSHIRE.
TO AMATEUR HORTICULTURISTS, AND SPORTING

GENTLEMEN.

MR. W. W. SIMPSON has received instructions

from Edward Burr, Esq., to sell by Auction at the Crown
Inn, on Wednesday, July the 26th, 1843, a superior detached

Family Residence, situate in the pleasantcst part of the town, in

excellent repair, and possessing every convenience. Communi-
cating with the house is a beautiful Conservatory, with Fountain

therein, a large Forcing House, containing Vines in full bearing,

(both heated by one cast-iron Hot-water Apparatus) ; together
with a large Pleasure Garden, very tastefully laid out, and
abundantly stocked with choice Shrubs and Flowers; a Kitchen-

Garden in the rear, divided by a lofty brick wall, with Pine-pits

and Melon-frames therein. The House contains capital Cellarage,

a set of excellent Rooms on the ground Moor, and large Hall,

Bedrooms, Dressing-rooms, and Water-closets. The Out-Build-

ings consist of double and single Coach-houses, Stalled Stablings

for four Horses, with Harness-room attached and Loft over,

Laundry, Coal-house, Piggeries, and Dung-pit. On the opposite

side of the street, lying in front of the house, will be included a
piece of Pleasure-ground, inclosed by an ornamental Iron-fence,

and held on lease for an unexpired term of 4" years from
Michaelmas next. On the same day will also be sold 290 acres

of Pasture and Arable Land adjoining. The above property is

well situated lor any Gentleman fond of hunting, being within

reach of four packs of hounds.—For further particulars apply to

Mr. W. W. Simpson, No. 18, Bucklersbury, London.

"VTATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
-L\ ANNUITY, and DEFEKRKD ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Comhill, London.
Capital, ^OO.OOif/.—Empowered by Parliament.

DIRECTORS.
T. Lamic Murray, Esq., Chairman.

(;eorge Lungley, Esq.

John Rawson, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq.

John Elliotson, M.D., F.R.S.

John Griffith Frith, Esq.

H. Gordon, Esq.
Joseph Thompson, Esq.

AuniToas.— Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.

Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.

Actuary.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., K.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society

will be best understood by a comparison of" its principles and a

inference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five

years' standing, viz. :

—

Entry

1S37

1'olicy

No,

39
114

Age.

59
&6

Sum.

1,000

3,000

Annual
Premium.

£ 8. d.

67 8 4

175 15 1206 9

Bonus
added.

& s. d.

132 !4 0*

Cash
Bonus.

£ s. d.

58 19 9
123 6

Prem
reduced-

£ s. d.

8 19 4

16 o 7

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next
Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be

borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F. FERGUSON CAMROUX, Skcrktary.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY,
1, PRINCES STREET, BANK, LONDON.

This Institution is empowered by Special Act of Parliament,

(4 Vict. cap. 9), and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of

Life Assurance in their fullest extent to Folicy-Holders, and to

present greater facilities and accommodation than are usually

offered by other Companies. The decided superiority of its plan,

and its claim to public preference and support, have been proved
incontestanly, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Assurances may either be effected by Parties on their own
Lives, or by Parties interested therein on the Lives of others.

The effect of an Assurance on a person's own life is to create

at once a propcity in reversion, which can by no other means be

realized. Take, for instance, the case of a person at the age

of 30, who by the payment of 5/. 3*. '\d. to the Britannia Life

Assurance Company, can become at once possessed of a bequeath-

able property, amounting to lOOOJ., subject only to the condition

of his continuing the same payment quarterly during the remain-

der of his life,— a condition which may be fulfilled by the mere
saving of eight SEU&fclNGS weekly in his expenditure. Thus, by
the exertion of a very slight degree of economy— such, indeed, as

can scarcely be felt as an inconvenience, he may at once realize

a capital of 1000/., which he can bequeath or dispose of in any
way he may think proper.

. .. , „

Detailed Prospectuses, and every requisite information as to the

mode of effecting Assurances, may be obtained at the Office.

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A Board of Directors attend daily at 2 o'clock, for the despatch
of business.

C^OTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
J FOUNDERS, &C, &C., No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, OXFORD

Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 345.; 20,44s.; 22, 50s.;

24 inches, 60s.; 2ri, 75s.; 28, 84.?.; 30, 105s. each.

CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. Qd. each.

Garden Engines, Blowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural

Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery ; Dr. Amott's Stoves,

Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low

prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are

subject to future alterations.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,

which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low

prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,

&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15

years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence

undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-

sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own
Apparatus, thev have affixed the following low prices

:

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . . -£7 0s. Or/.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)
Roger's Boiler, small size . • • . 3 15

Ditto do. large do 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, is. Srf.per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3s. 6d. each.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4s. Or/, each.

Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high. do. 60 lbs. at 5 6 „
BESTWIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at 8s. per bundle

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto. Id. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire work, &c.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,

3s. M. ; 20 inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. M. each.

CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet longout of the ground,

7s. ; 4 feet 6, 9s.
; 5 feet, l Is. ; 6 feet, 15s.

; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley Street,
where every information may be obtained.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechuroh-stxeet,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having; been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected

by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus

affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of

employing this much approved method of heating without the

assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rkndle,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

G u SALEA N O ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

GUANO ON SALE, as Imported,

of first quality, and In any quantity, direct from the bonded

stores, either in Liverpool or London. Also, NITRATE of SODA,
Apply to II. Rountiiwaite & Co., Merchants, 6, Cable-street,

Liverpool.

T B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
O • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-

creek, London, price As. 6d. per bushel. These substances can

be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-

mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor, Sec. Price 4s. 6d. per bushel.

|

M'lntosh'sNew Edition of the

PRACTICAL GARDENER, in One Volume, con-

taininjr the latest and most approved modes of Management
of Kitchen, Fruit, and Fj.owkr-Garokns, Gri;kn-hoitsk,

HOTHOUSE, Conservatory, &c. ; comprising numerous explana-

tory Woodcuts and Steel Engravings. In one large 8vo. vol.

(9/6 pages), 21*. cloth letter ; coloured plates, 26s. ; and may be had

ill 10 Parts, at 2*. plain, or 2.v. M. coloured. By Charlks
M'Intosh, C.M.C.H.S., Head Gardener to the Duke of Buc-

cleuch, Dalkeith. "The labour and experience of a life devoted

to the science of Horticulture we now present to the public."—

Author's Preface.

London: Thomas KbllT, Paternoster- Row ; Simpkin and
Marshall ; and all Hooksellers.

._

This day, price One Shilling, Part II. of

rpHE SENTIMENT OF FLOWERS; or, LAN-
JL cuagb of Flora. By Hobert Tyas, Fellow of the Royal

Botanic Society. This Edition is beautifully printed in crown 8vo.,

and will be completed in Twenty Parts ; each Part will contain a

Group of Flowers, Drawn and Coloured with fidelity to Nature;

the whole forming one thick handsome Volume, with Twenty

Coloured Groups of Flowers, for Twenty Shillings.

"The aptness of its poetical quotations, its interesting botani-

cal intoxmation, and the eloquence and refinement which pervade

its pages, are admirably sustained."—Floricultural Magazine.
R. Tyas, 8, Paternoster-row.

This day, price Sixpence,

Coloured
which is added, a List of Select Varieties.

Also, new editions of the following, price Sixpence each, The

Pelargonium, Pansy, Carnation, Fuchsia, Dahlia, Rosb,

Camellia, and Cactus.
R. Tya», 8, Paternoster-row ; and all Booksellers.

I.

On the 1st of July will be published, No. I., price Three Shillings,

of the New Series of

THE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE,
AND TRANSACTIONS

OF TUB

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND.

Contents:
I. What may now be done for Scottish Agriculture ?

By James F. W. Johnston, F.R.S.L. & E.—II. Agricul-

ture and Political Economv

—

III. The Farmers' Note-

Book, No. 1. A Calculation showing why Agriculture

should be Protected—Emigration and Home Coloniza-

tion—How to afford the necessary Supply of Air to the

Roots of Plants—On Canker and Gum in Fruit-Trees

—

On Waste Pieces of Land in cultivated Fields—A Gigan-

tic German Green—A Mode of destroying the Goose-

berry Caterpillar—On the Advantage of proper Smearing,

and Observations on New Salves—On Manures—IV.

Report of the State of the Poor in Fifeshire—V. Quar-

terly Agricultural Report—VI. Table of the Revenue,

Prices of Grain, Butcher's-Meat, and Wool—VII. Preli-

minary Notice—VIII. Experiments and Observations on

the Production of Butter. By Professor Traill. IX.
Experiments made with various Substances as Manures
in the Summer of 1842—X. On Protection for Sheep

—

XI. Improved Turnip-Sowing Machine.

Subscribers 7 Names received by all Booksellers and
Newsmen.

LECTURES ON AGRICULTURAL CHEM-
ISTRY AND GEOLOGY.

BY JAMES F. W. JOHNSTON, M.A., F.R.SS.L. & E.,

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society, Reader in

Chemistry and Mineralogy in the University of Durham.

Part I.

—

On the Organic Constituents of Plants,

is completed, price 6s.

Part II On the Inorganic Constituents of
Plants, price is. Gd.

Tart III.

—

On the Improvement of the Soil by
Mechanical Means and by Manures,
price 7s. 6d.

Part IV In course of publication— On Feeding
of Stock, &c.

f
4 Unquestionably the most important contribution that has

recently been made to popular science, and destined to exert an

extensively beneficial influence in this country/'— Siltiman's Anier.

Jour, of Science (Rev. of the Amer. Ed.)

" When finished, this hook will form the only complete treatise on

the whole subject to be found inany language."—BlacfowoocPaMag.

" The most complete account of Agricultural Chemistry we pos-

sess."—Royal Agr. Jotir.

"A valuable and interesting course of Lectures."— Quarterly

Review.

III.

The Second Edition* price 5s ,

ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEM-
ISTRY AND GEOLOGY.

This little work is intended to give a familiar and con-

densed outline of the subjects treated of more fully in

the Lectures.
" Nothing hitherto published has at all equalled it, both as regards

true science and sound common sense."- Quar.Jour. of Agr.

" Of all the different works which have lately been published on

the Chemistry of Agriculture, that now before us appears to be most

likely to be o*f real service to the practical man."—Loudon's Gar-

(letters
9 Magazine.

" Bv their easy style are likely to prove interesting to the least

instructed."—Blackwood's Mag.

IV.

SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPERIMENTS IN
PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE.

No. I.—Suggestions for. Experiments with Un-
mixed Manures, price 3d.

No. ii,

—

Results of Experiments in Practical

Agriculture, made in 1841, price lid.

No. III.

—

Results of Experiments in Practical

Agriculture, made in 1842, with Remarks

and Additional Suggestions, price 10rf.

" Competitors are strongly recommended to peruse Mr. Johnston s

Suggestions and Account of Experiments received in COMequene

thereof, and published by Messrs. Blackwood, Edinburgh. -W"-
land and Agricultural Society's Directions to Competitors jut

Premiums.
V.

In royal octavo, price 30s., Vol. I. of

THE BOOK OF THE FARM:
DETAILING THE LABOURS OF

THE FARMER, FARM-STEWARD, PLOUGHMAN,
;

s
"fS

HERD, HEDGER„CATTLE-MAN, FIELD-WORKER, aiw
DAIRYMAID.

By Henry Stephens, F.R.S.A.,

Editor of Ihe Journal of Agriculture.

Illustrated with Portraits of Animals painted from the

life, beautifully Engraved on Steel by T. Landsbi.R ,

and numerous Woodcuts and Plates of Agnosia
Implements, with detailed Descriptions and bpecinca

tions, by James Slight.

The WorkLn finished mill containmm* «g»J*
***»»*

on Steel, and Four Hundred Woodcuts.

Of thC SECOND VOLUME, which «WJffiffl
Va*^^

price 4s. each, are published.

WM. BLACKWOOD & SON,

45, George-street, Edinburgh; and 22, Pall Mall, London.
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TJORTICULTURA.L SOCIETY OF LONDON.
-*--*- EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.—The LAST Exhibi-
tion will take place on WEDNESDAY, July 12, on which occasion
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, the President of the
Society, has kindly directed the doors of his Gardens and Pleasure-
Grounds to be opened, for the reception of all persons who shall
have been admitted into the Society's Garden by tickets.

®Ije UKatitmxtvs' ffifirotticle*

SATURDAY, JULY 1, 1843

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, July 4 . . . J Horticultural

. . .•'
I FloruMiltural . . •

Friday, July 7 Botanical

3 p.m.
fl p. M-

8 p.m.

Country Shows, Monday, July 3.
Tuesday, July 11

Slough Pink and Heartsease.
Royal Cornwall Horticultural

( 1 .) If all the leaves which a tree will naturally form
are exposed to favourable [influences, and receive the
light of a brilliant sun, all the fruit which such a
plant may produce will ripen perfectly in a summer
that is long enough.

(2.) If all the leaves of a tree are exposed to such
influences, all its fruit will advance as far towards ripe-

ness as the length of thesummer will admit of; it may
he sour and colourless, but that condition will be per-

fect of its kind.

(3.) But if all the fruit which a healthy tree will

show is allowed to set, and a large part of its leaves is

abstracted, such fruit, be the summer what it may,
will never ripen.

(4.) Therefore if a necessity exists for taking off a
part of the leaves of a tree, a part of its fruit should
also be destroyed.

(5.) But although a tree may be able to ripen all the
fruit which it shows, yet such fruit will neither be so
large nor so sweet, under equal circumstances, as if a
part of it is removed ; because a tree only forms a cer-
tain amount of secretions, and if those secretions are
divided among twenty fruits instead often, each fruit
will in the former case have but half the amount of
nutrition which it would have received in the latter case.

(6.) The period of ripening in fruit will be accele-
rated by an abundant foliage, and retarded by a
scanty foliage.

VV e submit these propositions to Horticulturists as
the expression of general truths, which are applicable
to all cases, and especially to the Vine ; and we would
Deg them to ascertain experimentally whether they
can be infringed with impunity. We do not believe
that any quite unobjectionable investigation of this
point has ever been made; on the contrary, as far
as our experience, or reading, or correspondence
goes, no evidence exists to contradict these state-

ments, which are founded on apparently well-ascer-
tained laws. If this be so, the system of rigorous
summer pruning of the Vine must be wrong; on the
contrary, its leaves should be allowed to form in

abundance, and that destruction of laterals at an early
period, which is so much recommended, must be
injurious ; because all those laterals, if allowed to
grow, would by the end of the season have contributed
somewhat to the matter stored in the stem for the
nutrition of the fruit; because the preparation of
sweh matter would have been more rapid ; and because
the ripening of the fruit, which depends on the pre-
sence of such matter, would have been in proportion
to the rapidity of its formation. If we are not greatly
jnistaken, the early maturity and excellence of the
grapes obtained out-of-doors by Dr. Maclean, of Col-
chester, a veteran horticulturist, well-known for his
s^ll, is entirely owing to the large quantity of wood
Which he lays in during the summer, as early as he
can possibly persuade his Vines to produce it.

It is a mistake to imagine that the sun must shine

°J*
the bunches of Grapes in order to ripen them.

Nature intended no such thing when heavy clusters

yere caused to grow on slender stalks, and to hang
below the foliage of branches attached to trees by their
strong and numerous tendrils. On the contrary, it is
eyulent that Vines naturally bear their fruit in such a
way as to screen it from the sun; and man is most
vjjwise when he rashly interferes with this intention,
y^hat is wanted is the full exposure of the leaves to

JV
e sun ; they will prepare the nutriment of the
raPe—they will feed it, and nurse it, and eventually

J.

ear it up into succulence and lusciousness. We there-
0re submit to our Horticultural readers that rigorous
suymer-pruningis wrong.

^ct us not, however, be misunderstood. We do
j.?

1 suggest that a Vine should form all the wood it
lkes

; that should be provided against by good winter
Pruning, and by rubbing off such buds as are not to
grow with shoots. What we contend for is, that
10se shoots which are selected to remain should be

an
r

i

m
i

ttecl t0 Pro(luce as much foliage as possible;

j?
d *at, as the destruction of laterals is the diminu-

°\Vh
foliaSe' that destruction should be discontinued.

When, however, branches have grown for many
eeKS) and are in the autumn beginning to slacken in
eir P°wer of lengthening, theory says it is then right

to stop the shoots by pinching off their ends, because
after that season newly-formed leaves have little time
to do more than organize themselves, which must
take place at the expense of matter forming in the
other leaves. Autumn-stopping of the Vine-shoots
should therefore be not only unobjectionable, but
advantageous ; for the leaves which remain after that
operation will then direct all their energy to the per-
fection of the Grapes.

This is, in fact, returning to the practice of the
Romans:

—

I

At dum prima novis adolescit frondibus retas,

Parcendum teneris ; et dum se lcetus ad auras
Palmes ngit, laxis per pururn immissus habenis,
Ipsa acies nonditm falcis tentanda, sed uncis

Carpendte manibus frondes, interque legends.
Inde ubi jam validis amplexa stirpibus ulmos
Exierint, turn stringe comas, turn brachia tonde.
Ante reformidant ferrvin ; turn denique dura
Exerce imperia, et ramos compesce ttuentes.

Which we venture thus to translate :

—

But when the shoots with new-born leaves are gay,
And scrambling Vines are struggling into day,
O mar not then their first sweet taste of life

With the rude edges of the cruel knife ;

But if the crowding shoots more room demand,
Just pinch them gently with judicious hand

;

Then when with powerful grasp the full-grown Vine
Shall round the Elm its vigorous arms entwine,
The steel no longer dreaded, trim the spray,

Stop the weak shoots, and bend the strong away.*

Having shown the foundation of all the operations
of manuring land, we will now say something of the
management of the grass land. This must vary with
the nature of the soil. Although feeding cows entirely

in the stable, winter and summer, be the most profit-

able, on the whole it may not be so well suited to a
family which has few out-door servants, perhaps only
one gardener and an occasional labourer. Two cows
are essential to the comfort of a family. They should
be of a small breed, and selected for the richness more
than the quantity [of their milk: a well-bred Jersey
or Alderney cow is a treasure. The Suffolk polled
cow and the Ayrshire are also excellent, when well
chosen ; and a cross between either of these breeds
and an Alderney often produces very good cows. There
is one rule which should never be lost sight of : if a
cow does not give a reasonable quantity of milk, and
this produce a fair quantity of butter weekly, get rid

of her, whatever you may lose on the price. Eight
or ten quarts of the milk of a good Alderney cow will
make a pound of butter, while it will often take fifteen
or sixteen quarts of the milk of a large Yorkshire or
Durham cow to do the same. An Alderney cow will
give from eight to fourteen pounds of butter every
week, for three months after calving, if she have rich
pasture, and will average half that quantity after-

wards. The difference between one cow and another
is so great, that no difference in price can compensate
for the keeping an inferior one; but a cow must not

only be well fed when she gives milk, but also when
she is dry and near calving, which will be for two or

three months in the year. If she go dry three months
before calving she is of less value; but if, on the other

hand, she should continue to give milk too long, she
should be dried up, if possible, six weeks before calv-

ing. This is done by leaving some milk in her udder
at each milking, and then milking her only once
a day, she will soon be dry in this way ; at the

same time she may have some hay and less grass

till she is quite dry. Many an excellent cow has been
spoilt by the carelessness of the person who milks her,

in not extracting every remaining drop of milk every
time she is milked. It is often useful, when the pas-
ture is very fresh and the cow very full of milk, to

milk her three times a day—at five in the morning, at

twelve, and at seven in the evening, in summer ; in
winter this is not necessary.

To have good butter in winter the cows should eat
nothing but the sweetest hay. This is not the most
economical plan, but good butter is such a luxury that

economy in this case may be dispensed with. These
particulars are well known to every person conversant

with the dairy ; but they are not always sufficiently

attended to in private families, and our observations

are intended more as memoranda than as instructions.

If the grass-land is rich, three acres will be sufficient

to keep two cows in summer; the remainder may be

made into hay, and if the after-grass is abundant some
sheep may be fatted on it before winter, if they are in

good condition when put in. The cows should always

have the first bite of the grass and the sheep after. A
pony turned out with the cows will not hurt their

feed, provided there is sufficient grass ; for horses will

eat what cows refuse, and vice versa. In very hot

weather, especially when the flies sting, the cows

should be in the stable ; they will not feed if they are

out and the flies make them run about, to the great

* Altered from the Rev. J. M. King's new and spirited version

of the " Georgics," which we trust to be able soon to examine

critically.

injury of their milk. They should be in the house
from eleven in the forenoon till four in the afternoon,
or as long as the sun is very hot: they may have a
lock of hay to amuse them, but they do not absolutely
require it. The best food, next to grass, is a few
beans soaked in water for twenty-four hours ; this

increases and enriches the milk without giving a bad
taste to the butter. When the land is extremely rich

and highly manured, a second crop of hay may often

be mown the same year ; and if the weather is fine in

October, and this lattermath hay be well got up, it

will be excellent for the cows in winter; it should not

be given to horses, as it is apt to affect their wind,
especially those which are driven fast.

The making of hay is an important operation where
there is only grass-land, and its success, especially in
showery weather, depends much on the management
of the grass. No minute directions can be given on
this subject ; but a few general cautions may be useful.

Rain will not hurt the grass while it is fresh cut and
green ; decomposition will not take place till the vital

energy is destroyed ; or, as [one would say, till the

grass is dead: so that in showery weather it is not

advisable to be in too great a hurry to spread the

grass out from the swarth ; it is as well to let it lie,

and when the outside is dry to turn it over, without

much dividing it, then to put it in very small cocks,

laid somewhat hollow, that the wind may blow through
them : thus it will bear much wet without being ma-
terially damaged. Never hurry the stacking in wet
weather, the iiay will get more harm in the stack, when
not quite dry, than it will even lying flat on the ground.
If it is discoloured let it lie till quite dry, or you only
make bad worse ; for spoilt hay put up dry may still

be palatable to cattle, only they will waste more of it;

but if it comes out musty from the stack nothing will

eat it, except when pressed by hunger. If the weather
is very fine and the glass steady, grass may be made
into hay, and secured in a stack in three or four days.

The only danger is from over-heating, and it requires

some experience to know when the hay is sufficiently

made, and will not heat too much ; the larger the stack

the greater caution is necessary. These hints may be
useful to many who are not conversant with the sub-

ject. We shall in another article give some directions

about the proper attention to the quality and quantity

of the grass.

—

M.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF COMMELINA
CCELESTIS.

This is a half-hardy perennial of considerable beauty,
and well worth a place in the borders of the flower-garden,
where it will produce a succession of its beautiful ephe-
meral azure blossoms from July to September.

It is easily cultivated if treated in the following
manner:.—About the end of February sow the seeds in
pans or pots filled with a mixture of sandy loam and leaf-

mould, and place tnem in a warm pit or dung-frame.
The seeds will soon vegetate ; and when the young plants
are large enough to handle, pot them off singly into sixty-

sized pots, and return them to the warm frame or pit for

a week or ten days ; afterwards admit air, and finally

remove them to a cold frame or pit to harden, ready for

planting out in the open border, which should be done
about the end of May or beginning of June, when the
danger from late frost and cold nights is over.

^
In planting, they must not be put in a dry or shaded

situation, but in a warm and rather damp one ; and in a
rich loamy soil. They will then flower freely all the

summer and autumn ;
but, like the Dahlia, their beauty

is destroyed by the first frost in the autumn.
The plants flower freely the first season from seed, but

they display their delicate azure blossoms in the greatest

perfection the second season, if the roots are taken up
and preserved like those of the Dahlia over the winter,

which is best done in the following way :—When the

plants have done flowering, and there is danger of the

roots getting injured by severe frost, they must be taken

up and placed to dry for a few days ; then procure a box

or some large flower-pots, and place a little dry soil at

the bottom—(the best substance for packing all kinds of

roots in during winter is dry sandy peat) ;—then place a

layer of roots, filling in between with soil—and so on
until you have disposed of all the roots, when the whole

should be covered over with a thick layer of any dry sub-

stance. Place the plants either under the stage in the

green-house or in a dry cellar for the winter, out of the
reach of damp or frost: they will then require no more
trouble until the following March, when they should be
taken out, potted, and placed either in a warm pit or
dung-frame, to forward them again for planting out.
The roots will survive the winter in the open border if

slightly protected and kept dry, but then they are late in
starting, and never so fine as when the roots are taken up
and preserved through the winter, like those of the Dahlia.
The old roots may be divided, like those of the Garden
Ranunculus.— George Gordon.

ENTOMOLOGY.-No.XLV.
1 he Black Turtle-scale. Coccus testudo (Curtis).— I he Scales, as they are termed by gardeners, are per-

haps the most troublesome of all the insect tribes in the
greenhouse and hothouse, and there are few conservatories,
I believe, entirely free from them 5 it will, therefore, be
of service to give figures and descriptions of the different

species. The scale insects vary so considerably in their
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habits, that they may with great propriety be divided

into three sections, which will form as many genera : 1st,

there is the true or typical Coccus, the female of which is

covered with a scale, inseparable from the animal; fa-

miliar examples are the C. hesperidum and C. vitis of

Linnceus ; 2dly, a large number is distinguished by Bouche

under the name of Aspidiotus, of which C. Nerii of that

author and C. Bromcliie* are examples. In this group

the females are covered with a scale, which does not adhere

to the animal ; 3dly, those species, comparatively few in

number, I believe, whose females are not furnished with

scales, but are merely powdered over ; they are very dif-

ferent, also, in not being stationary, but run about when

full grown, as well as when young ; I propose calling them

Trechocorys (Running-bugs), of which the Coccus

adonidum of Linneeus will be the type.

I have seen several species of Turtle-scales which belong

to the 1st section ; they generally live upon the leaves

and stems of plants, requiring great heat ; the species

sent to me as the Black Turtle-scale (fig. 1) infests both

beneath at the tail. On removing them there were a few

small young ones of an orange colour, and an immense

quantity of dirty white skins, leaving the egg-shells from

whence the young had escaped, which at once proved that

this was a very prolific species.

—

Ruricola.

sides of the leaves, preferring the undersides, to which

the females adhere, generally lying in lines along the mid-

rib. On lifting up one of these female scales several

hundreds of eggs and young ones were lying upon the

leaf, and in the cavity of the mother : they were of a pale

orange colour; the former were oval, cylindrical, and

shining ; the latter were flat, oval, and like little wood-

lice ; they were furnished with two fine antennas, hairy at

the apex, two little black eyes, six legs, and a notch at the

apex of the abdomen, which produces two long hairs or

setae ; the back is transversely striated with the lines

formed by the numerous abdominal segments. They ran

fast, and kept pushing about the eggs, which were only

partially and sparingly supplied with the cottony substance

so abundant in some species ; they were also intermixed

with the pale, empty shells of the hatched eggs. Fig. 1

represents part of a leaf of Brexia spinosa, with two of the

adult females and a younger one between them ; they are

oval, very convex, dark-brown, and from their similarity to a

tortoise, I have named this scale Coccus testudo ; there

is an elevated ridge along the back, with two transverse

ones, the first being nearest the middle, the second

towards the tail ; the whole surface is finely shagreened

with small white tufts scattered over the whole. Fig. 3,

highly magnified, the upper end being the tail. I have

never seen it remarked that the scales are invariably fixed

with their heads downward, so that as soon as the young

hatch they are ready to ascend the plant, and consequently

spread over the fresh and more tender portions. The

underside of the scale has a broadish margin, which is

ciliated, and there is a long cleft at the tail ; the skin of

the body is concave, dark, with a purplish tinge^with six

minute legs, and a largish lobe towards the anterior por-

tion, which is furnished with a fine proboscis. Fig 4

shows a multitude of eggs, the young, and
t
the whitish

exuviae adhering to the female ; and fig, 2 the impression

from a scale which has been removed.
In Feb., 1841, 1 received a twig of a Mexican plant, upon

the stalk of which were about 30 specimens of a similar

Coccus, but the leaves were free from them; they were of

a chocolate colour, somewhat oval, very gibbose, and had a

fleshy appearance, resembling rather aphides that had

been punctured by parasites than scale insects ; the out-

side was shining chesnut-brown, with irregular punctures,

and minute tubercles scattered over the surface; in pro-

file it was very gibbose, being pyramidal truncate, the

anterior surface nearly vertical, with a lobe over the apex ;

the hinder extremity was more sloped off, and when
removed from the stem the slender siphon of the rostrum

was visible ; I could also see six minute legs, the anterior

pair moved about whilst I was examining the scale, and
was the only evidence of vitality it exhibited ; the four

hinder legs were closer together, but obscured by the

eggs, which amounted to 50 or more ; they were larger

than usual, oval, dull, ochreous, and shining. I could not
detect either eyes or antennae, neither have I ever seen
the males of these scale insects. It is difficult to imagine
how these immovable females contrive to get the eggs so

completely under their bodies, unless there is an oviduct

which is protruded from the anal suture, and directs the

eggs to that position.

"the
had

„„<*..Mwv. w.w.
m 7 -^..ig or a aark-

brown colour were very visible ; they were either round
and hemispherical or oval, with a smooth and rather

shining surface, but, under a powerful lens, appeared

covered with minute tubercles ;
the entire margin was a

little reflexed, with a Ion* cleft or suture very visible
*

i
i

—
-

—

* Viae GarcL Chron,, vol. h, p. 131 ;
tigs. 1 to 6.

ON POTTING AND SHIFTING PLANTS.
Much, if not the greater part of the success in culti-

vating plants in pots depends upon a proper method of

potting and shifting them, and this as much in the state

of the materials emploved as in the manner of employing

them. But in vain may soil, situation, and treatment be

consonant to their natures if care and attention have not

been paramount in this branch of their treatment. When
plants are in open borders they are in a great measure

attended to by Nature herself. But when we place them

in pots, we give them an artificial habitation, and they

then require of us artificial treatment to reconcile them to

an abode foreign to their natures. First, the soil will, of

course, be a composition suitable to the particular plant

or plants to be potted ; but of whatever it may be com-

posed, particular care should be taken that it be not too

wet nor too dry. If the former, it becomes, during the

process of potting, a compact mass, which, contracting as

it gets drier, leaves a vacuum between the exterior of the

pod and the ball of the plant ; thus allowing the free

admission of light and air, which is, of course, anything

but beneficial to the plant. If, on the other hand, it be

too dry, it prevents for a considerable time the free pas-

sage of moisture to the roots ; and it will often be found,

especially if the plant itself is dry at the time of potting,

that it will suffer greatly ere it receive sufficient moisture

to recruit the evaporation of its juices. Secondly, the

pots, if not new ones, should be scrupulously clean ; for

if the advantage were nothing more than the facility

obtained in turning out the plant to examine or re-shift

it, it would amply repay the trouble. But independent

of this, a plant enjoys better health in a clean than in a

dirty pot; and if no other consideration would urge to

cleanliness, appearance would, I presume, decide in its

favour. Thirdly, drainage should combine two proper-

ties, to allow free exit to the superabundant moisture, and

to prevent the entrance of worms ; and although the latter

object is somewhat difficult of attainment, we should

seldom have to complain, if plants, when placed in situa-

tions where worms are likely to abound, were set upon a

sufficiently thick layer of cinder-ashes, or some similar

material ; cinder-ashes, I think, claiming the preference,

as we seldom see worms attempt to penetrate them, if two

inches in thickness. To allow a free passage to the super-

abundant moisture, let the crock covering the drain-hole

be placed so as to form an arch, with a few smaller ones

placed round it, covering the whole with a slight quantity

of moss, sufficient to prevent the finer particles of soil

being washed round the larger crock, which would effec-

tually obstruct the drainage, when the soil would become

sour and unhealthy ; and, as a natural consequence, the

plant would follow its example. Fourthly, the depth of

potting should be regulated by the mark which nature

points out, and which is always conspicuous in plants

raised from seed ; at all events, let it not be placed deeper

than when it receives its first remove from the cutting or

seed-pod. To bury an inch or two of the stem of a plant

is very injurious, although a practice of common occur-

rence with careless potting. Fifthly, in leaving a suffi-

cient space in the pots to receive water, on no account let

it form a kind of basin ; that is, a hollow round the stem;

but let the soil round the stem be as high as the rim of

the pot, receding gradually to a depth round the rim,

agreeably to the size of the pot, the nature of the plant,

or the situation in which it is to be placed.

I feel confident if these few simple rules were followed,

many plants which we now sec dying, or at best, barely

vegetating, would be vice versa— Tyro.

attached to the flower-stalk,—of a Fuchsia, for illustra-

tion—a small pin-like substance, which is called the pis-

tillum, or female organ, and surrounding it a number of

shorter pins of various lengths, with rather large heads,

which are called stamens, or male organs. A slight

examination of various flowers will show how beautifully

nature has provided for the multiplication of the different

species of plants ; as, in some cases, the farina falls from

the anther upon the stigma, while, in others, it is depo-

sited there by an elastic force in the filament, as is exem-

plified in the flowers of the Kalmia. The pistillum con-

sists of three parts, viz., the ovary, the style, and the

stigma, and has been likened to a column, as the first will

represent the pedestal, the second the shaft, and the

third the capital. The stamen also consists of three parts,

which are called the filament, anther, and pollen or farina,

a sort of mealy powder which the anther throws out, and

which, when it falls upon the stigma, or top of the pistillum,

fructifies it, and a production of seed is the consequence.

Now, when gardeners wish to produce hybrid or cross-

bred plants, they divest the flowers which it is intended

to produce seed from of their stamens, and proceed to

fertilize the stigma with farina taken from some other

plant : thus, if I wished for a family of plants between

Fuchsia globosa and F. Venus victrix, I should take the

stamens from the flowers of the latter directly the flowers

were open, and fertilise the stigma with farina taken from

F. globosa, and the result would probably be plants

resembling F. globosa in habit, and partaking of the

colours of /Venus victrix in the flowers, as the habit of

the plant generally resembles the male parent, and the

flowers those of the female ; and for this reason particular

attention should be paid to the choice of parents, if we wish

to make decided improvements in the habits of our plants.

After the stigma is fertilized, it should be guarded

from the contact of honey-seeking insects by a muslin

bag placed over the flower, or by keeping the plants in a

pit or frame covered with strong gauze or fine canvas.

The best instrument to convey farina from one plant to

another is a camel-hair pencil, and the best time to apply

it is early iu the morning, when the flower is full grown,

and the stigma is covered with its own mucus; but to

make assurance doubly sure, it is well to apply the pollen

for several days successively.

As it is reasonable to suppose an highly-organised seed

will produce a stronger plant than an improperly ripened

one, no plant should be allowed to produce more than six

pods of seed, and no flowers after the seed-pods begin to

swell, but should be encouraged, by proper attention, to

grow as healthily as possible.

Where it is inconvenient to fertilize the flowers, as

in Heartsease, and many other plants, none but the very

best kinds should be allowed to produce seed, as it is

probable that the seed from the six best Heartsease known

would produce more good flowers than the seed from six

hundred indifferent kinds.— W. P. Ayres.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXVII.
The greatest triumph which gardeners have achieved

in the management of plants is that by which almost

innumerable and very beautiful varieties of flowers have

been raised from the weeds of our fields, as in the Hearts-

ease and Tulip ; and what, in exotics, arc comparatively

little better,the single Dahlia, the Dianthus, Pelargonium,

and several other genera. This is effected by what is

technically designated hybridizing and cross-breeding, by

which process the properties of dissimilar but allied

species (and in some cases genera) are so intermixed,

that the seedling produce will partake of the character of

both parents, and the flowers be frequently superior

to either.

Nature, unaided by art, has accomplished much, and

has produced the Golden Pippin Apple from the Wild

Crab, and the Damson and other Plums from the common
Sloe ;

yet it must be confessed that art, properly directed,

has effected and will effect more in a few years, than

nature, dependent upon accidental circumstances, would

do in a long lifetime. As an operation to fill up the

leisure hours of the lady gardener and amateur, I do not

know anything more pleasing ; for there is something

akin to creative power in it, as we are bringing new forms

into existence ; and though all the offspring may not be

equally interesting, some may be very pretty, and others

superlatively beautiful. ' No one but a parent can have a

parent's feeling' is a trite saying, and certainly the

pleasure of an enthusiastic florist in viewing a first-rate

flower of his own raising, amounts almost in some cases

to a species of idolatry.

To explain the method of artificial fertilization, it will

be necessary to offer a few remarks on the formation of

flowers. In all flowers, when divested of the petals or

corolla, there will be found standing in the centre, and

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Manures: Guano.— I have used Guano on strong

brick-earth at the rate of 30 cwt. per acre, with consider-

able advantage, as you will see by the accompanying Pea?

and they are all much of a size in the row. It was applied

after they had grown about 12 inches. I mention tins

fact, as there appears amongst your correspondents con-

siderable doubt as to the maximum of quantity in Guano.

Less than the above would kill grass, and no doubt would

be dangerous on hot gravelly soils, or even on undrained

clays thatjwould cake near the surface. I have applied

more than a ton and a half per acre on my flower-garden,

in addition to considerable quantities of Bone-dust, Soot,

Salt, and Nitrate of Soda ; and the extraordinary luxuri-

ance of their growth and the size of the flowers in a cold

aspect bear testimony to its utility. Care should be taken to

apply it before or during rain, and not to allow it to touch

the foliage. My Potatoes and other vegetables appear to

like the Guano. On 8 acres of Oats, on recently-drained

strong land, I have used 4 cwt. of Guano per acre on o

acres ; 4 cwt. of Guano and 1 sack of Common Salt on o

acres. In both cases the crops look well, although on

poor exhausted soil after Wheat ; but where the Salt is

added, there is a vast superiority, although that part or

the field was sown at least a month later than the other.

The difference is perceptible a quarter of a mile off. ^n

another field of Oats, 6 acres sown same time as the o

acres, with one Back of Salt and no Guano, the Com

looks healthy, but far inferior to that manured vvita

Guano. Two stetches, on which were neither Salt n

Guano, look yellow, miserable, and thin.

—

F. J- •

[The Pea sent was in a state of wonderful strength an

luxuriance, and appears to be commencing to bear freel^J

Asparagus.— I followed your advice, and gave my

Asparagus plenty of salt much to their advantage

quantity and size ; but previously mine were quite gi

all through. This year there was very little green,

the white was quite tender and good to eat. Did tlie

affect it thus?—/. B. H. [We apprehend not
:
ana w

the- want of colour was owing to the cold dark spring.

J

Cultivation of Water- cresses.- 1 observed a parag
r F

in your last Number upon the -Cultivation ofAV^

the last ten years, a p..u which every one has the
«J»

of adopting who possesses ever so small a garden.
J

no kitchen-gar^^ bf
a^ ,or

f S^E n do as well as
„ u -mil and as I could not get these to clo as w<-

I cou wtsb, occurred to me that Water-cresses n,gh

ucceed About the beginning of May IP"W»^
Of ground, 8 feet by 3, with rather rich soil J

I then pro

^
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cure two-pennyworth of Cresses, make them into cuttings

about 2| inches long, caring little about their having roots,

plant them about 5 inches apart, water them to set them
fast, and repeat the watering once a day if the weather be
dry. They very soon cover the ground. When they

have grown a few inches, the shoots want a little pegging

down at first ; they take root at every joint which touches

the ground'; and in this small space I can gather a good
dish every day for about five months, with leaves as large

as any of those which appear in the markets, and I think

if there is any difference, with a better flavour.— TV. P.
Hawthorns.—One of your correspondents complains

that his scarlet-blooming Thorns have produced white

flowers this year. This is rather a common occurrence.*

I was charmed with the first pink-flowering Thorns I

saw, and gathered the berries. More than half the plants

from this seed proved to be the common Whitethorn.

One of the finest of the others, in a few years, produced a

very abundant bloom of perfectly white flowers, without

any leaves. I removed it to an opposite aspect, and it

recovered its foliage, but the blossoms have never resumed
even a tinge of their former beauty. This year one of my
scarlets had a small branch with eight bunches of flowers,

one half the number were pink, and the others a vivid

scarlet.

—

J. B.
Bees.— I have observed the controversy between "A.

Pettigrew," and "J.Wightoh" relative to Bees. The former

asks who first put the question which led to the various

things in dispute,—" Whether we have or have not proved

that Bees' eggs are transmutable ?" What I have gathered

from both is little more than what is related by Hubcr
and others. «W.," however, don't believe like "P."
and others, that the grubs which ought to produce work-

ing-Bees, are metamorphosed by " Bee-pap M (Royal

jelly). " P." mentions a change in the geuder,— a thing

foreign to the subject, for working-Bees are considered to

be Queens in an undeveloped state. Like " W.," I doubt
the accuracy of " 110 lbs. of run-honey from a hive in one

season
;

" and would rather prefer knowing the size of the

hive from which such great produce was obtained, than
" the address of the person that squeezed the honey out
of the combs before he weighed it." Here is a little con-

Iradiction; run and squeezed honey are not the same.

Perhaps u P." will explain this ; also how to make Bees
fill a large hive as soon as a small one. u W." goes too

far when he says that " IV " got his knowledge of the

Queen Bee's age as some get their accounts, from a Ready
Reckoner." If Bee-books are meant, I cannot find one
author that mentions it. Indeed, the fact of her repeat-
edly removing renders it difficult to find out. However,
I have read or heard of one that lived several years ; she
was known by her lame leg. "P." finds fault with "W.'s"
version how Bees' eggs are hatched, and observes, that

( none are hatched except they are set upon." In cold
weather, Bees cluster most upon the part of their combs
where their eggs and brood are ; but when otherwise,
their eggs are hatched by what " W." calls " the heat in

" P." mentions that "almost all Queens arenve.thel
bred in June and July ; and if they were to die later in

the year than August, the Bees would be nonplussed, for

they have no eggs to be metamorphosed into Queens." In
general, Queen Bees appear from about the 1st of May
to the end of June, and strong colonies contain eggs at

all times, except, perhaps, in winter.

—

Apis.

Asparagus.—In your Leader of June 10, you quote
from some papers of Mr. Beaton, who says that the

Asparagus is as hardy as the Oak. I think, Sir, this

must be received with some modification. That there is

fio occasion to cover it down during winter with manure
to protect it, is most true ; but if the heads come in con-

_
tact with frost, death will be the certain result. My beds
of Asparagus have suffered very severely this last winter
from being too bare of soil. One-fourth of the very finest

roots were quite killed by the frost. The rains must have
hashed the soil from off the heads, and the frost killed
them. I must also state, that early in the spring some
heads pushed a few nice shoots, and that during a frosty

*^ght they were quite killed. Are my remarks likely to

prevent disappointment to those who might too venturously
treat the Asparagus as a hardy Oak ? If so, you will

Perhaps state what I have experienced.

—

Discipulus.—
[As Asparagus is a native of England, it is not likely to
he very impatient of cold. When growing it is no doubt
tender, and so is an Oak ; for who has not seen that tree
w>th all its young shoots killed back by late frosts ? We
Understand Mr. Beaton to mean that it is hardy in the
whiter, and does not require much protection at that
time. We are, however, much obliged to our cor-

espondent for producing this explanation, as it is by no
Cleans improbable that the* observations of Mr. Beaton
ni **y have been misunderstood.]
How lolKill Grubs.—As insects of all kinds are likely

to be very troublesome this year, I think it may be worth
*hile to mention that, finding my Cabbages very much
ea ten last year by the Grub, I scattered a small quantity
of coarsely-powdered nitrate of soda over them by hand

;

^»jch entirely destroyed all those that were hatched.
This I repeated two or three times during the season with
t«e most perfect success E. Trunin,

wi$ht-$cented Flowers. — I have frequently observed
*»at certain evening-scented flowers—specify, for instance,
•daphne Laureolaand Habenaria bifolia, which ordinarily
*re not fragrant in the day-time, if gathered and laid aside
1lJ l Ihey are flaccid from want of moisture, become so. We
cannot suppose they acquire the quality of diurnal fragrance
Of we may use the word) under these circumstances.
V* ould it not be a more probable inference that they lose

y this treatment their natural power and property of
retaining it ? Does the scent of the flowers in question
a*'*se from the dispersion of their volatile essential oil ?

Does not essential oil usually volatilise by heat ? If so,

then either the essential oil of these night-scented flowers

forms an exception, or else it volatilises as soon as formed,

and that under some peculiar conditions, perhaps of light,

electricity, or atmospheric influence, which evening alone

presents. These are crude suggestions ; but the facts

stated appear to indicate that %i the exhalation of car-

bonic acid" is not likely to offer a satisfactory solution

of the problem.— G. TV. S.

Bees. — I find that Mr. Golding has noticed my
remarks on Mr. Rochet's observations on the fortifica-

tions of Bees h la Huber, which appeared in the Chronicle
of April 22d. To convince me that I am wrong, he refers

me to p. 379 of the " Honey Bee." In the volume pub-
lished in 1827 I find nothing satisfactory relating to the

subject in dispute, but was a little surprised to see, at

p. 372, that " Bees may frequently be observed to roll their

bodies on the flowers, and then with their feet form ir.

into two masses, which they dispose of in the usual way."
This happens to be one of the things which I noticed in

Mr. Rochet's observations. It is useless for me to repeat

what I said respecting it. But as Mr. Golding says

he "gave the author of the ' Honey Bee ' his unwearied

assistance," he probably knows something concerning this

mealy Bee story which led to Mr. Rochet's version of it.

Mr. G. adverts to his Bees once closing, or " making a

curtain atone of the entrances of his Polish hive." I

suspect that that was one which the Bees did not enter at.

I have a Polish hive myself, having G feet of comb ; and
the Bees endeavoured to make fortifications, or, to be
plain, to close the holes they do not enter at. But this

only accords with their habits of blocking up all draught
holes, especially in the top of their dwelling. I admit
that the common entrance to a hive is at times reduced,

and, to appearance, like that mentioned by Mr. G. ; but
that only happens when a part of the combs, or rather

propolis, falls down, and the Bees form ways through it.

The same may be seen on the floor of a hive. I am aware
that much might be brought against what I have said,

even the authority of " the ever-amusing Mr. Jessie."

But I ask, if such a power [resides in Bees to close their

door against their enemies,—howis'it they seldom do it ?

and why do they strive to enlarge their door when it hap-
pens to be reduced, if their enemies are about ? These
facts do not argue much in favour of great instinct in

Bees regarding self-preservation. J now notice Mr. G.'s

statement, viz.,
—"Among the many apiarians, corre-

spondents of the Gardeners' Chronicle,' some of them, if

they persevere in their apiarian researches, will see cause

to modify certain premature opinions;" and he farther

observes,—"There is no oue whose general views so

nearly accord with my own as those of Mr. Wighton."
By this, it is to be inferred that I am not included in the

formerremarks ; be that as it may, whatever opinions I have
advanced relative to Bees are from careful observations at

the apiary. Huber is wrong ; there are not two kinds of

working Bees—wax-workers and sculptors. I may observe,
whatever I have said respecting Huber is solely with the
view of noticing what I consider to be wrong, and not
with any view of finding fault with one to whom we are
much indebted for our Bee-knowledge. By-the-by, I

question if such would have been the case if it had not
been for Burnens, who was Huber's servant and friend,

and assisted him in his unwearied researches respecting

Bees. In short, he was everything. Huber himself says

of him, " I must share the honour with him;" and an
able writer mentions, " It is only right that this faithful

and intelligent man should share whatever of earthly

immortality belongs to the name of his master." Perhaps

some are not aware that Huber died at the age of 81, so

late as December, 1831.—J. Wighton.
Hot-tvater Apparatus—I think it is very little known

that a Hot-water Apparatus should be filled with hard

water, not rain-water
; the former deposits a thin coating

of carbonate or sulphate of lime, which prevents oxida-

tion of the iron pipes,— the latter, on the contrary, rapidly

oxidates the iron, producing a sediment of rust of a quar-

ter to half an inch thick.

—

Flora. [But, then, some hard
water will throw down such large quantities of sediment as

will prevent the action of the fire altogether.]

Bees—Permit me to thank Mr. Wighton for his kind
notice of my recent inquiry respecting two stocks of

Bees, which I purchased last autumn, and described as

one strong, and one weak
; and that I had discovered, as

the spring advanced, the weak one had become the
strongest, and swarmed three times, namely, on the 1/th,

24th, and 29th June; while the strong one had become
weak and not swarmed at all. Respecting this latter

stock, I wish now to add the following, and to ask Mr.
Wighton's (or any other skilled in Bee management) kind

attention. About a fortnight since, I perceived in the

morning early there had been a slaughter of the

drones during the night, which were lying dead about the

entrance and under the front of the hive, in great num-
bers ; and it appeared to me, too, that there were very

few of the other Bees left, and these in a very weak,

almost torpid state. On Saturday evening last, I

turned up the hive, and found the colony either deserted

or defunct—at any rate, there were no live Bees, and not

more than a dozen or a score dead ones. What can have

occasioned this? I have described those two stocks

as strong and weak ;
now strong and weak are vague

indefinite terms, and it occurs to me that I may have

been deceived. That which I supposed was strong has

nine regular well-formed combs, full to the bottom—

I

mean that the hive is filled with these combs, but not a

dron of Honey. I am inclined to think that this hive

full of comb?, with a numerous family of Bees, and

perhaps a small quantity of honey, may have induced the

belief that the stock was a good one at the time of pur-

chase, and that the other—the weak one—might have
had a smaller quantity of comb, but tolerably filled with
honey, which might have led me to the conclusion that it

was a poor stock; but having been, as I before stated,

more liberally fed, has become vigorous, swarmed three
times, and is vigorous still ; while the other, for the
reasons I have given, has died, or flown away, from mere
want. Would Mr. W. advise me, supposing I should
have another swarm, to take out every other comb, and
house them in the deserted hive ? It appears quite sweet
and clean, and it has occurred to me that this would save

the young and late colony the time and labour of building

combs for themselves-

—

A.J.S.

Potatoes.—In your last Number, page 413, (< R. R. R."
mentions the fact of his Potatoes, to the amount of one-
third of his crop, producing tubers without foliage, but
does not say when he planted them, nor the kinds. I

planted, by way of trial, last November, a few rows of
the Ash-leaf Kidney, and a few of the Walnut-leaf Kidney,

as I suppose it to be. Of the Ash-leaf perhaps one-fourth

failed, as mentioned above; of the Walnut-leaf not above

one in forty. I planted the Ash-leaf again in March, and
not one has failed : thus it might be the weather, or it

might be the kind. Is the Ash-leaf getting to be an old

variety and therefore subject to disease? Some future day

I hope to send you the results of planting Potatoes in

November; for though no new practice, it may be new to

many, as it was to me. I have reaped from the Gardeners*

Chronicle much instruction and amusement ; it adds to

the incessant interest of a garden ; in summer it guides

practice, and in winter it gives hope and matter for thought

as to all coming crops. Through it I obtained from the

exemplary liberality of Dr. Bevan, the yellow Kidney-

Potato of Mr. Knight, which grows beautifully and has

plenty of leaves, as I hope it may have of tubers. This

led me to read Dr. Bevan's " Honey Bee," a capital book,

and anything but common-place. I should like to know
the fates and merits of two or three seedling Potatoes of

Mr. Knight's, which were growing in the Society's gar-

den at Chiswick about a year since.

—

S. 77. , Norwich*
[Which seedlings ?]

Black Neinophila.—Mr. Ayres, in his weekly instruc-

tions for the "Amateur's Garden," makes mention, amongst
other annuals for sowing at the present season, of a new
black Nemophila, stated to have been raised from N.
atomaria, by Mr. Pawley, of Bromley. This I beg to say

is incorrect, as it first originated from N. insignis, in the

garden of a Clergyman, a short distance from this place,

about four years since. Shortly after it flowered, a draw-

ing of this singular freak of nature was commenced by
the lady of this clergyman, for the purpose of transmitting it

to Mr. Harrison, conductor of the "Floricultural Cabinet/'

but in consequence of the indisposition of the artist, it was
never finished. Thi6 spring, however, I forwarded a

flower of this valuable variety to Mr. Harrison, who has
figured it in the Cabinet for the present month.— Thomas
Cripps, Tunbridge Wells.

Vines.— In my opinion the failure in Mr. Querill's

Vines may be attributed to the difference of temperature
between the house and border; the same circumstance
having happened, though in a less degree, to myself. I have
some young Vines planted in front of a Pine Stove, and
every year since they were planted the leaves have at first

shrivelled in a similar manner to those of Mr. Querill's

Vines
; but this year they have been much worse, and as

the border is a new one and ^vell drained I cannot assign

any cause, for it but the one I have mentioned ; for as soon
as the sun becomes powerful enough to warm the border the

plants have quite recovered. In my own case I have little

hope of effectually overcoming the evil, but would suggest

to Mr. Qucrill keeping his house lower in temperature,

covering the border during winter, but particularly from
the time he commences forcing, and not forcing so early.
—A Subscriber.

Ancient Price of Agricultural Labour.—In the year

1352, twenty-fifth of Edward III., wages paid to hay-

makers were but \d. a day ; a mower of meadows Zd. a

day, or hd. an acre; reapers of corn, in the first week in

August 2d., in the second id., per day—ami so on until

the end of. the month,—without meat, drink, or other

allowance, 'finding their own tools. For threshing a

quarter of wheat or rye 2-^-rf. ; a quarter of beans, peas,

barley, or oats, l|d. By the thirteenth of Richard II„

A. d. "1380, the wages of a bailiff of husbandry 135. 4d.

a year, and his clothing once during that time, at most

;

a carter, 10s.; shepherd, 10s. ;
oxherd, 6s. Bd.

; cow-

herd, 6s. 3d.; swineherd, 6s. ; a woman^labourer, bs.;

a day-labourer, 6s. ; a driver of ploughs, /s. *rom this

time' up to the twenty-third of Henry IV., the price of

labour was fixed by the justices by proclamation. In 1444,

twenty-third Henry IV., the wages of a bailiff of hus-

bandry were 23s. id. per annum, and clothing of the

price of 55., with meat and drink; chief hind-carter, or

shepherd, 20*., and clothing, 4s.; common servant of
husbandry, 15*., clothing, 3s. id. ; woman servant, 10*.,

clothing, 4s. In time of harvest, a mower Ad. a day—
without meat and drink, 6d. ; reaper or carter, 3rf. a day
—without meat and drink, 5d. ; a woman labourer, and
other labourers, 2d. a day—without meat and drink, 4-Jtf.

a day. By the eleventh Henry VII., 1496, there wasalikc
rate of wages,only with alittle advance.—A Quiet Observer.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
Cfiiswick Show.—By an accidental inadvertence, it was not

stated in our Report of last week, that Messrs. Lockliartand Co.,
ot (Jhcapsidc, obtained the Krrichtian Medal fur an excellent col-
lection of Ranunculuses.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.
June 28.—The second exhibition of this Society took place at

their gardens in the Inner Circle, Regent's Park. The day was
rather unfavourable, thcie being: a somewhat cold northerly
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wind, and a heavy shower of rain in the afternoon. The visitors I

were more numerous than on the last occasion. In conformity with

our previous practice, we shall merely specify those plants which
were not at the Chiswick exhibition ; observing that there were
a good many specimens present which had been at Chiswick on
the l"th. The things which struck us as most remarkable were
some of the Heaths, which were splendidly grown ; a very noble

flowering specimen of Nepenthes distillatoria (the common Pit-

cher plant), from Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., "Wands-
worth; two new Pelargoniums, named Shepherd's Queen Vic-

toria and Unique, from Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-Apple Place,

the character of which is described in another column ; and a

very fine new Fuchsia, called Queen Victoria, from Mr. Smith,

of Dalston. The last-named plant has very large pale pinkish

flowers, with a rich purplish corolla, and appears to be one of the

best and most distinct kinds yet made known. Among the col-

lections of plants, there was one from Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W,
Norman, Esq., of Bromley, containing some excellent plants,

viz. : a Gesnera splendens, exceedingly fine, and both richly cul-

tivated and flowered; Pol}'gala cordifolia, in a healthy dwarf
state; Elichrysum proliferum, singularly luxuriant, bushy, and
full of flowers; Ixora coccinea, particularly tall and gorgeous,
with two or three good smaller plants ; a beautiful specimen of

Bor6nia denticulata, and a fine one of B. serrulata, which was
not, however, very thickly clothed with foliage; a handsome low
specimen of Stephanotis floribundus; a good dwarf Pimelea de-

cussata ; Leschenaultia formosa, particularly dwarf and beau-
tiful ; Pimelea rosea, fine; an unusually low and well-flowered

Achimenes longiflora ; and some good specimens of Erica
perspicua nana, gemmifera, tricolor superba, vestita coccinea,

(quite a little tree,) translucens, vaseeflora, elegans, Bowieana,
and odorata rosea. A large collection was sent by Mr. Green,

gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., but we perceived nothing noticeable

in it that was not at Chiswick, save a capital specimen of Achi-

menes longiflora. Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, supplied a col-

lection in which were a first-rate plant of Crdwea saligna, which
ranks with the best of greenhouse species ; Cattleya Forbesii, an
excellent specimen ; Cattleya crispa, a very good plant, with one
spike of its charming flowers ; and some magnificent Heaths, the

finest of which were tricolor elegans, tricolor superba, gemmifera,
perspicua mana, densa, Massonii, translucens rosea, and West-
phalingia. In a collection furnished by Mr. Cockburn, gr. to

the Earl of Mansfield, Caen-Wood, were a very showy plant of

Cassia corymbosa, finely grown; the white-flowered variety of

Swainsonia galegifolia; a tall Brugmansia suaveolens; Sipho-

cdmpylus bicolor, admirably cultivated, but only just beginning
to flower; and a good specimen of the singular Anigozanthos
coccineus. Mr. Clarke, gr. to T. Smith, Esq., Shirley-Park,
produced, in his collection, a superb plant of Erica tricolor;

a very superior specimen of Diplacus puniceus ; Pimelea
decussata, in a dwarf and rich state; and Dracocephalumgra-
cile, beautifully managed. In a group contributed by Mr.
Pawley, of Bromley, there were some excellently-cultivated

Fuchsias, of various kinds, with one called a seedling, which is

very like Eppsii ; Ixora coccinea, peculiarly dwarf and splendid

;

Maherniapinnata, a cone of pretty red flowers; and Alstrcemeria

pelegrina, very handsome. A collection by Mr. May, gr. toE.
Goodhart, Esq., Bcckenham, had in it a beautiful plant of Gard6-
quia Hookerii; Cr6wea saligna, superlatively good ; with very
exquisite specimens of Sprengelia incarnata and Epacris hetero-
nema. The collection from Mr. Frazer, Leyton, contained a
charming little Pimelea rosea, the pot of which had been placed
in a larger one, and the space filled up with something to protect
the roots; Erica Bergiana, a delightful specimen, though with
rather dull-coloured flowers; Euthales macrophylla, and some
extremely handsome plants of Kalmia latifolia. Messrs. Hender-
son, of Pine- Apple-Place, sent (not for competition) a fine plant of
the elegaut Marianthus casruleo-punctatus, a large and beauti-
fully-flowered Siphocampylus bicolor, and Erica ventricosa coc-
cinea minor, the specimen of which was one of the loveliest

things imaginable. Several persons exhibited groups of Heaths.
Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. H. Storey, Esq., Isleworth, sent a collec-

tion of hybrid vestitas, to which two other pretty hybrids were
added ; and very magnificent flowering-plants of Cavendishiana,
Halicacaba, tricolor coronata, grandiftora, Jasminiflora nana,
splendens, and ventricosa purpurea. From Mr. May, gr. to E.
Goodhart, Esq., there were specimens, likewise magnificent, of
Humei, odorata rosea, grandiftora, tricolor, Westphalingia, ves-
tita coccinea, Massoni, and elegans. Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W.
Norman, Esq., had splendid plants of Erica depressa, gemmifera,
Westphalingia, perspicua, and Humei. Mr. Clark, gr. to T.
Smith, Shirley-park, showed E. densiflora translucens, and Juli-

ana, all exceedingly fine. From Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, there
were admirable plants of E. Jasminiflora alba, aristella, tricolor

speciosa (an elegant variety), Savilleana, and a specimen of odo-

rata, four feet in height, awonderful plant. Mr. Barnes exhi-

bited, as a single specimen, Erica Massoni, which was in the

very highest state of excellence. The Orchidaceous plants were
better than those at the last show, and in greater numbers.
Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq., Wandsworth, exhibited,

besides some that were at Chiswick, a very fine plant of Cyc-
noches Loddigesii, with Cirrhcea tristis, C. fuscolutea, Epiden-
drum pastoris, Peristeria pendula, Oncidium Lanceanum, Cory-
anthes maculata, Cycnoches ventricosum, and a separate speci-

men of Aerides afflne. Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, Ealing
Park, produced a very pale and small-flowered Barkeria specta-
bilis, a large Dendr6bium moschatum, Stanhopea grandiflora,

and Huntleya violacea. From Mr. Appleby, gr. to T. Brockle-
hurst, Esq., the Fence, near Macclesfield, there were Vanda
teres, Oncidium divaricatum, Brassia verrucosa, the deliciously-
scented Epidendrum ionosmum, and Oncidium roseum, with
a fine specimen of Saccolabium guttatum. From — Cox,
Esq., were Cirrhcea viridi- purpurea, Cattleya Harrisonise,
Stanhopea tigrina, and Oncidium luridum guttatum. From
Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., there was a good
specimen of Oncidium Lanceanum, and another of Cypri-
p^dium spectabile. In Fuchsias, there was little that dif-

fered from those shown at Chiswick by Messrs. Lane and
Mr. Catleugh. A collection by Mr. Gaines, however, con-
tained F. princeps, a short-flowered variety, with good colours,
and blooming freely ; ilicifolia, an elegant old-fashioned
kind, with deeply cut leaves; aurantia, a light-coloured sort,

having an indistinct tinge of pale orange in its flowers; and
excelsa, which has a good habit. Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. H.
Storey, .Esq., produced a fine trained specimen of formosa
elegans ; Mr. Tucker, gr. to A. Crofton, Esq., Hampstead, a
beautiful tree-like plant of globosa major ; and Mr. Smith, of
Dalston, a new variety, called incarnata, the flowers of which
are pale pinkish, with a light red corolla. It is pretty, and
rather distinct. The collections of cut Roses, by various exhi-
bitors, were more splendid than usual. Those in pots were in no
degree remarkable. Of climbing plants, there was a good Phili-
bertia grandiftora, Lophospermum scandens, an immense speci-
men of Hardenbcrgia monophylla, Batatas bonariensis, and
Tweedia cscrulea, from Mr. Clarke, gr. to T. Smith, Esq.,
Shirley Park. The specimens of various plants, exhibited by
themselves, were Statice sinuata, a very handsome specimen,
from Mr. Jackson, of Kingston; a large Gloxinia maxima, from
Mr. Mountjoy, Ealing 5 Mimulus Frazeri, a dark-flowered
variety of M. cardinalis, from Mr. Frazer, of Leyton ; Pim&ea
decussata, of a great size, and well-grown, from Mr. M'Arthur ;

Epiphyllum speciosum elegans, a variety with large, deep,
crimsony pink, and very full flowers; and Verbena striata, a
red-flowered kind, with small indistinct white stripes in the
blossoms. The exhibitions of Shrubby Calceolarias contained
some good plants by Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., of
Valentine, Standishii, Incomparable, Shrubby perfection, Land-
mark, Virgin Queen; and by Mr. Gaines, of Celeste, Incompa-
rable, Lavis superb, Attila, and Favourite. The herbaceous
kinds, which were very good, by Mr. Barnes, were Princess
Boyai, Glow-worm., Model f perfection, JLatfy gale, Gazelle

and Delicatissima ; and by Mr. Catleugh, Commodore, Solomon,
Isabclle, Magna, Surprise, and Claudia.
The following collection of Pklaugontums was exhibited by

Mr. Cock
t
not for competition :—Maui of Honour, Erectum,

Plash, Marcella, Madclina, Mr. Garth, Victory, Selina, Evadne,
Khoda, Joan of Arc, Flamingo, Grand Monarch, Mabel, Master
Humphrey, Lord Mayor, Corona. Mr. Henderson showed also,

not for competition,—Erectum, Shepherd's Queen Victoria,
Priory Queen, Wilson's Superba, Madonna, Beauty, Coronation,
Enchantress. Pelargoniums in collections of 6 varieties, in

24-sized pots :— 1st prize, Mr. Dobson, gr. to Mr. E. Beck, Isle-

worth, for Luna, Leonora, Evening Star, Meteor, Erectum, Cleo-
patra. 2d prize, Mr, Stains, Middlesex Place, for Coronation,
Orange Bovcn, Priory Queen, Madclina, Prince of Wales,
Superba. The number of specimens exhibited in this class by
Nurserymen was doubled, and the 1st prize was awarded to Mr.
Gaines for Gigantic, Commodore, Lady Cotton Shepherd, Orange
Perfection, Madelina, Euterpe, Royal Adelaide, Lady Prudhoe,
Rising Sun, Augusta, Cothcrstone, and Jubilee. 2d prize, Mr.
Catleugh, for Queen of the Fairies, Juliet, Angelina, Unit, Mul-
berry, Symmetry, Jubilee, Luna, Tournament, Amina, Enchant-
ress, and Queen of Beauties. Pelargoniums in collections of 6

varieties in 12-sized pots :— 1st prize, Mr. Bell, Chelsea Hospital,
for Coronation, Erectum, Comte de Paris, Florence, Climax, and
Sylph. 2d prize, Mr. Bourne, gr. to Sir E. Paget, for Chelsea
Pensioner, Erectum, Sylph, Speculum, Mabel, Nymph. 3d prize,
Mr. Hunt, gr. to Miss Traill, for Prince of Wales, Jubilee, Louis
Quartorze, Corona, Mrs. Stirling, Matilda. The number exhibited
by Nurserymen in this class was doubled:

—

1st prize, Mr. Cat-
leugh, for Hebe, Unit, Una, Comte de Paris, Lord Mayor,
Duchess of Sutherland, Witch, Selina, Priory Queen, Jubilee,
Victory, Matilda. 2d prize, Mr. Gaines, for Matilda, Juba, Alba
Perfecta, Exquisite, Captivation, Sylph, Joan of Arc, Rosea Per-
fecta, Rienzi, Lady Isabella Douglas, Victory, Nymph. Pelar-
goniums in collections of 4 varieties, in No. 8-sized pots:

—

1st

prize, Mr. Hunt, for Erectum, Sylph, Lelia, Jehu. 2d prize, Mr.
Bourne, for Victory, Fanny Garth, Horace, and Erectum.
Several specimens by different exhibitors were placed in this part
of the tent, not for competition.
Ranunculuses were exhibited by Mr. Ansh, and by Mr. Alex-

ander. The 1st pHze was awarded to Mr- Ansh, for Prince
Albert, Hester, Catalani, Charlotte, Herald, Skiddaw, Rob Roy,
andAust; Milo, Nonesuch, Henriette, Carmine Superb, Mountain
Sylph, Adeline, Wonder, Prince of Wales, Nelson, Victoria, Pre-
tiosa, British Queen, Mirabelle, Sir R. Peel, Othello, and Clarissa.
2d prize, Mr. Alexander, for Mrs. Nielson, Bartlett's Charlotte,
Questor, Adm. Napier, Maggie, Princess Royal, Tyso, Edgar,
Veder, Queen of the Isles, Don Roderick, Mary, Henning,
Elvira, Minos, Robert Burns, Horace, Lady Peel, Demosthenes,
Ninus, Alexander's Rienzi, Princess, Annette, Scout, Aurora,
Ensign, Mr. Wyse, Romeo, Tricolor, Emancipator, St. Paul,
Nonpareil, Felix, Pactolus, Triton, and Sir Wm, Wallace. In
Pinks, the 1st prize was obtained by Mr. Norman, for BunkelPs
Queen, Hodge's 166, Lord Brougham, Garrat's Alpha, Dean
Swift, Little Wonder, Collins's Majestic, NevhTs Hope, Norman's
Henry, Prince of Wales, Ibbet's Triumphant, Hero of Kent,
Prince Albert, Queen of Roses, Dawson's Gauntlet, Lady Flora
Hastings, Cray's Beauty, Willmer's Queen, Bunkcll's Eclipse,
Church's Rowena, Omega seedling, and Marianne. 2d prize, to
Mr. Brown, for Willmer's Victory, Cousen's Little Wonder, Lady
Auckland, Omega, Norman's Defiance, Earl of Uxbridge, Lady
Flora Hastings, Majestic, Barret's Conqueror, Ibbet's Little

Wonder, Rainbow, White's Warrior, Rosanna, Keynes's Alpha,
Diamond, Garrat's Alpha, Gauntlet, Eclipse, Model, Creed's
President, Ne plus Ultra, Seedling, Coronation, Countess Stan-
hope. A collection of very fine Irises was sent from Mr. Lock-
hart, embracing all the variations from delicate white to deep
purple, many of them beautifully variegated.
Sekdlxngs :—There were several seedling Pelargoniums, most

of which would have taken prizes two or three years since; but
owing to the improved varieties lately exhibited, these specimens
were not considered sufficiently good to have prizes awarded to
them. A seedling Calceolaria named Illuminator, from Mr.
Standish, of Bagshot, was selected for a prize, and one from Mr.
Green, called Majestic. A sweet-scented seedling Cineraria came
from Mr. Piper, and a flower of good properties was also noticed,
named Princess Royal.
There were interesting collections of dried and named Agri-

cultural Grasses from Mr. Moore, Albany-st., Mr. G. Turner,
and Mr. Coates, Norwood. Those of the first-named exhibitor
had been pressed, and were fastened to paper, while the other
were free, and stood erectly. Specimens of the Chevalier Barley
were sent by Mr.T. P. Heme. A group of the species of Statice
was furnished by Mr. Wood, nurseryman, of Norwood; and
British Ferns, in pots, by Mr. Wood and Mr. G. Turner.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
At a Weekly Council, held at the Society's house in Hanover

Square, P. Pusey, Esq., in the chair, C. Arkwright, Esq., of Dun-
stall Lodge, near Burton-upon-Trent, Staffordshire, was elected a
Governor, and 45 gentlemen Members of the Society. R. Creed,
Esq., Secretary of the London and Birmingham Railway Company,
informed the Council that the Directors had passed a resolution
by which, during the Society's ensuing meeting at Derby, no
increase is guaranteed on the usual fares for passengers, while
on the already reduced charges for the conveyance of cattle and
agricultural implements, a further reduction would on that occa-
sion be made of one-third. Mr. Colvilc, M.P., stated that an
office for the registration of furnished houses or apartments,
similar to the one established at the Bristol Meeting last year,
had been opened at No. 14, Market-place, Derby, where
Mr. Moody, the Registrar, would receive and duly attend to all

the wishes of parties applying to him on that subject. Mr. Miles,
M.P., having read letters received from Mr. Handley and Mr.
Graburn, on the character of the soil adopted for the trial of
implements and the exhibition of their peculiar principles of
action, hoped that satisfactory arrangements would be made for
this purpose j when Mr. Pusey stated, that, in order to test the
implements on a soil with which the Derbyshire farmers were
most familiar, the Council had ordered that every attempt which
the weather would allow should be made to effect that trial on
the strong land at Mickleover originally selected for the purpose,
and which would be brought by the requisite processes of plough-
ing, harrowing, &c, into as favourable a state as the soil would
admit of. The Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P., gave notice that, on the
28th inst., he should propose that prizes be given for long and
short Down sheep ; Mr. Cherry that an alteration be made in the
prizes for horses, and in the mode of their designation; and Mr.
E. David, that prizes be given for Dairy cattle. Mr. Clive also
proposed that a prize should on some future occasion be given
for the best mode of keeping farming accounts and taking stock.
Mr. Cherry submitted the model of his new Land Roller in
sections, having changeable points of traction; whereby com-
paratively uniform pressure may be given to uneven surfaces.
Mr. Cherry at the same time explained the advantages ofa smith's
forge, of simple construction and light weight, which he had
also presented on a former occasion, and which, being easily
transferable from place to place, became suitable for jobbing
purposes on extensive farms. Mr. Jiarton read an interesting
case of self advancement in agricultural industry, which he had
met with in passing through Norfolk; Mr. Pusey communicated
an account of a new variety of Rye from Mr. Taunton, and a
statement of Count de Lichtenburg, of Vienna, on some new
seeds he had sent him, which he intended to try, and would
report the result to the Council; Mr. Kirberry, of Oxfordshire,
communicated the results of his experience in the use of his
Dibbling machine; and the Rev. W. D. Bromley, of Derbyshire,
the account of his mode of shedding ewes on mountain farms.
A Weekly Council was held at the Society's house, Hanover-

square, on Wednesday, the 2ist of June, the Right Hon. Lord
Portman, Vice-President, in the chair. A. J. Robertson, Esq., of

lushes, near Inverness, Scotland, was elected a Governor, and 30

gentlemen Members of the Society. Mr. Henry Colman, Agri-
cultural Commissioner from the United States, presented a model
and sectional drawing of Atwater's Steam Generator, for

domestic use, for cooking food for cattle, and for several other
purposes to which steam may be applied. Mr. Colman stated that

the principal advantages of the invention were the rapidity with
which steam might be produced, the little cost of the machine,
the small amount of fuel it required, and its portableness. Mr.
Colman likewise presented a sample of sugar made from the
stalks of Indian Corn, or Maize {Zea Mays). This was a fair sugar,
and in the state in which it was taken from the pans after the
evaporation of the juice. Mr. Colman considered that this sugar
might be made a most valuable product wherever the Indian
Corn could be grown, and stated that the plant, when sugar is to
be made from it, is not allowed to ripen, or even to form its seed,
and that the stalk only is used. The leaves or blades and the top
of the stalk, commonly called the spindle, may be saved for
fodder, and the stalks, after they have been pressed, will furnish
feed for cattle. Mr. Colman remarked that it had been already
ascertained that more than 1000 lbs. of sugar can be obtained
from a single acre, and he bad no doubt that probably double that
amount would eventually be obtained by proper cultivation and
management, the manufacture being yet in its infancy ; but that
in respect to cost, quality, and the facility with which farmers
may supply themselves with this important article of domestic
consumption, the best results might confidently be anticipated.

The sample then submitted to the notice of the Council was
derived from a first attempt at the production of the Indian Corn
sugar in America, but there was no reason why similar success
should not attend the trials made in this country. Mr. Colman
also presented several specimens of Flax, prepared by steam, with
a view to its being spun on common Cotton machinery ; namely

—

Specimen No. 1, Green Flax, broken, and the fibres separated
entirely by the action of machinery, and called the " Stem Flax

;

No. 2, Green Flax, broken, the fibres separated, and the glutinous
matter washed out entirely by the action of machinery and pure
cold water. No. 3, Flax which had gone through the same pro-

cesses as the two former specimens; with the addition of hot
water, and a small quantity of alkali in the last water; also
shortened and equalized for spinning. No. 4, Yarn spun from
Flax in specimen No. 3, on a Cotton throstle, with the preparation
and carding altered. Mr. Colman at the same time presented a
specimen of Perennial Flax, from a plant growing wild in Cal-
houn County, Michigan, U.S., and transmitted to him by Mr. T.
I. Walker, Eckford. The following specimens of Silk and Cotton
were also presented by Mr. Colman : 1, a specimen of wild silk

found upon the forest tree in the interior of Mexico, produced by
an insect, said to be of the spider family ; 2, a specimen of Silk

Cotton, from a tree of the Bahama Islands, and resembling floss-

silk; 3, a specimen of native Cotton, found growing in a wild
state in the interior of Mexico, the produce of a large tree. Mr.
Davenport submitted and explained a machine invented by his

bailiff, Thomas Scragg, for making pressed tiles, at 155. per 1000,

the coal being calculated atl2.v. per ton, carriage included. Mr.
Davenport stated that this machine would work clay containing
stones, and allow the hand to penetrate into it for their extrac-

tion. Mr. Pusey, M.P., informed the Council that in his paper
on thorough draining in the last Journal (page 48), in referring

to the tile machine of Mr. Etheredgc, of the Woodlands, near
Southampton, he had stated that he understood the inventor
to have disposed of his patent to Messrs. Ransome, and to make
his tiles without the construction of " sheds !" He had, however,
"Ijeen recently informed by Mr. Etheredgethat he had not disposed
of his patent, and that he makes his tiles without " shelves," but
not without sheds. Mr. Pusey then read an interesting com-
munication he had received on the manufacture and application

of pipe-tiles, from Mr. H. Dixon, of Witham, in Essex, whose
experience in the use of that system of tile-draining had con-
vinced him of its beinerthe most permanentand economical. Mr.
Hobbs stated that he could vouch for the correctness of the details

then laid before the Council, and for the goodness of the tiles in

question; Mr. Dixon having done more for land-draining and
care in the manipulation of tile-making than any other person in

the county. Mr. Warnes obtained leave to submit various
specimens of Norfolk Flax, and explain the circumstances of their

growth and management.

LINN^EAN SOCIETY.
June 20.—Edward Forster, Esq., in the chair. Robert Brown,

Esq., Edward Forster, Esq., Sir W. J. Hooker, and Dr. Horsfield,

were nominated Vice-presidents. A list of the names of Fellows
was read over, whom the Council proposed should be expelled
the Society for non-payment of arrears. A paper was read from
Mr. Suttor of New South Wales on the Forest-trees of Australia.
The author described most of the trees according_to their colonial
names, and gave some details of the economical and medical uses
to which they were applied. The black-butted Gum tree is re-
markable for its gigantic height, and is one of the largest trees in
the colony. The Eucalyptus mannifera, is called Manna tree
by the colonists, and yields a saccharine secretion, closely resem-
bling manna. The colonists use this secretion for the same pur-
poses as sugar, and it is said also to have the same medical pro-
perties as manna. An account was also given of various trees

known by the name of Stringy Barks, also of the Mahogany and
Cedar-trees of the colonists. These trees belong to very different

families from those known by the name of Mahogany and Cedar
in Europe, but there is a resemblance in the character of their

woods, and they are applied to the same purposes by the colo-

nists. Mr. Varley exhibited anew microscope with an improved
stage phial-holder, and graphic cyc-piece. Mr. Powell also exhi-

bited one of his powerful instruments.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The Floricultural Society held their annual exhibition for seed-

ling Pinks, Pansics, and Pelargoniums, on Tuesday, 20th, and for

Class-showing in the two first-mentioned flowers. Upon the tables

was a very fine collection of Roses, from Messrs. Paul and Son, of

Cheshunt ; they were in the most perfect condition. From Messrs.

Chandler and Son, Vauxhall, specimens of Pimelea hispida, Spirea

japonica, Fuchsia St. Clare, and an extensive collection of cut bloom

of Verbenas, Petunias, and Pelargoniums. A very beautiful seed-

ling Moss-llose was brought to tl»e meeting by Mr. Hooker, named
Hooker's Moss; it bears a resemblance to the Due de Luxembourg,

but appears a finer variety ; its superiority consists in the flower being

fuller of petals, rather deeper in colour, with a tinge of crimson,

which takes off the dulness which is apparent in the older flower.

The Moss is rich in colour, and abundant. Mr. Hooker also exhi-

bited fine specimens of the double Yellow Persian. Mr. Rendlc

placed on the table cut bloom of Lync's Apollo, a Pelargonium ot

great clearness and brilliancy of colour ; the flower is well formed, oi

good substance, with rosy vermilion undcr-pctals, scarlet vermu' "

upper petals, with a small spot. Lt/ne's Sappho: the beauty of this

variety lies in the lower petals, the centre being pure white, and tn

remainder of the petals of a deep bright pink; the flower is of goo

substance, but opens too flat; and the white centre appears t

encroach upon the upper petals, which give them a coarse aPP^,J
ance. Pklargoniums.—A 2nd class prize was awarded to ^ne

Princess Alice, a clear and brilliant flower; under-petals saline
>

-

pink, dark upper petals, with a margin of bright rosy vermilion.

Pansibs.— Cook's Delight, 1st class: this flower was again cxm-

bited ; in form this flower is perfect, in colour and marking it is n

same as when before shown. Cook's Prince Albert SuP%£>™3
rich Mulberry-coloured self; fine form. 2nd Class.-;* mm*>h

Welch, a very peculiar deep blue, a very desirable colour tex 1"

good, flower rather crumpled. Piwks.-Is*.Classi
prizes were

awarded to Mr. Willmer, of Sunbury, for Klizaheth
;
and to jur.

Norman, for Flora. 2d Class prizes, to Mr. Gaines s ^rPns«;>
;

fc

Norman's William, and Sir George Oust, all seedlings
i

ofthe Vrcsc

year. Willmer's Elizabeth is a very chaste flower
;
the w lte *

good, the lacing dark, and (with the exception ot the
,

guard per,
in which there was a little deficiency) good and well defi™^ ™™I
other seedlings were also shown, but not placed. Oa**-*

f

™^*^
PiWH^taa««r«' ; Best Red I*ce, i, Mr, Trevor* »««»
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Glory; 2, Mr. Bragg;, Countess Stanhope. Best Purple, I, Mr.
Trevors, President ; 2, Mr. Bragg, Self's Mary Ann. Best Dark, 1,

Mr. Trevors, Navigator; 2, Mr. Trevors, Little Wonder. JVur-

serymen's; Red Lace, 1, Mr. Norman, Hodge's 166; 2, Mr. Will-
mer, HardstoneN Beauty of Cray. Purple, 1, Mr. Norman, Duke of

Northumberland ; Dark, 1, Mr. Norman, Majestic. A collection

was also exhibited by Mr. Norman, consisting of Bragg's Duchess of

Cornwall, Hardstone's Prince Albert, Hardstonc's Beauty of Cray,

Willmcr's Queen, and Prince of Wales; Lady Flora Hastings, Bur-
chett's Little John, Hodge's Malona, Hopkins's One in the Ring,
Holmes's Coronation, Norman's William, Henry Creed, and a seed-

ling
; Hodge's 166 (a very good flower), Bunklci's Lady Berners,and

Queen Victoria (a novel and striking variety), WalhVs Beauty,

Stevens's Sir G. Cook, and Cousin's Coronation.

SURREY FLORISTS' SOCIETY.
The Pink Show of this respectable Society took place on Morv

day last, when the following Prizes were awarded:—Nursk rv-
mkn— Mr. Back, Hornscy-road, best 12 : Omega, Diamond, Will-

mer's Queen, Holmes's Coronation, Joe Miller, Unique, Seedling,

Bunkler's Queen Victoria, Navigator, Gem, Iris, and Admiral
Stopford. Mr. Back was also awarded an extra prize offered by a

Member, for a Collection of Twelve, which consisted of nearly
the same flowers as the above. Amatkurs—Best 12: 1, Mr.
Meade, Lewisham, Navigator, Earl of Uxbridge, Bunkler's Queen
Victoria, Coronation, Diamond, Gem, Ibbett's Triumphant, Little

Wonder, Unique, Legg's Prince Albert, Barrett's Conqueror, and
Earl Stafford. 2, Mr. Trevors, Walworth; Bunkler's Queen
Victoria, Lady F. Hastings, Coronation, Omega, Regulator, Miss
Jeanes, Sir R. Peel, Little Wonder, Lady Allowell, Hodges's 166,

President, and Gem. The flowers were much better than might
have been anticipated from the weather and the limited extent
of this Society, the principal object in its formation having been
for the encouragement of the more humble class of Florists in

the neighbourhood, who feel that they would in vain compete
with more powerful rivals. We hope they will be patronised by
their neighbours,

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The last general meeting of this Society was rendered un-

usually interesting, by the reading of several communications
on horticultural subjects, and the discussions to which they gave
rise. The first was by Mr. James M'Nab, the able curator of the
Society's Experimental Gaulen, on the speedy and certain pro-

pagation of Victoria Rhubarb by seed. In the middle of March,
1842, he sowed a well trenched and manured break with seed
saved by himself in autumn, 1841. During the summer the
seedlings were thinned out and kept clear of weeds, and on the

approach of winter the break was covered with a layer, four
inches thick, of old hotbed manure. Towards the end of February
last, diluted liquid manure was poured over the litter, just as
the plants were pushing through it. By the middle of March
this year, or exactly a year after sowing, some of the leaf-stalks

were quite fit for culinary use, and by the 1st of June they
approached in size those of the parent plants, as shown by speci-

mens produced to the meeting, and were as crisp and tender as
any in cultivation. The next communication consisted of an
account of the numerous species and varieties of Rhododendron,
cultivated at Dysart House garden, by Mr. John Blair. Of this
paper it is scarcely possible to give an abstract j but this is of
less consequence, as we have reason to believe that it will

speedily appear at full length in Mr. Loudon's "Gardener's
Magazine." A communication from an English gardener, Mr.
John Hankin, of Hunmanby, on the raising of large Mushrooms,
and on preventing the damping off of the young crop, excited a
good deal of notice. The bed being formed in the usual way,
and well beaten down, spawn which had lain at rest for a year
is introduced into holes at regular short distances. The whole
is finished off with a layer of small coal, about an inch thick,
riddled through a sieve having meshes a quarter of an inch wide.
This layer is slightly beaten down with the back of a spade, and
is found effectually to prevent the damping off of the Mushrooms
as they appear; and the crop comes clean and of large size.

A short but important paper by Mr. James M'Nab followed, on
the production of damask Rhododendrons. He first briefly ex-
plained the mode of hybridizing, and then stated the results
which had been obtained by crossing various species, from dif-

ferent countries and climates. For example, when the pollen of
the Nepaul Rhododendron arboreum, a tender scarlet sort, was
used to fertilize the hardier purple species, R. caucasicum, from
the heights of the Caucasus, or R. catawbiense from North
America, they being previously forced into bloom, the progeny
was found to flower considerably earlier than either of the parents
employed, and the male generally prevails in determining the
colour of the blossom. Mr. James Drummond, gardener at

Blairdrummond, gave an account of his mode of cultivating the
varieties of Celosia cristata, in the production of which, with
crests of very large size, he has been eminently successful. lie

nourishes copiously, employing twice a week a strong liquid

manure, consisting of an infusion of sheens' droppings, pigeon-
house cleanings, soot, and black soap. A communication from
Mr. Wm. Findlay, gardener at Largo House, on the culture of
Onions, was likewise read. In preparing the ground, and to

prevent the attack of the maggot or wireworm, he employs a
sprinkling of soot, a somewhat larger proportion of slacked lime,
and a thin layer of dove-cot cleanings. He sows in drills, and is

an advocate for early sowing ; by the middle of January at latest.

He thins very sparingly, rinding that the Onions bulb more
readily when they are touching or pressing upon each other in
the lines. He prefers the white Spanish Onion, as coming
earlier, and seldom failing to yield a crop. Lastly, a paper by Mr.
James M'Nab was read, giving an account of experiments tried
with guano, both in powder and in a liquid form, during the
year 1842. From the results of these experiments, he cautioned
amateur cultivators against the use of this strong manure for
young, soft-wooded plants, grown in pots, such as Pelargoniums,
Calceolarias, Cinerarias, or Verbenas, a number of which had
suffered greatly from its application. With hard-wooded or suf-

fruticose plants more freedom may be used; but no decided
advantage accrued from the employment of guano. Several
experiments were also detailed of its effects on a grass lawn, and
on crops of kitchen vegetables. The results were not more satis-
factory; hut this, he thought, might partly be ascribed to the
unusual drought of last summer, and to the sandy nature of the
soil of the Society's garden.

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Scutellaria splkndens. Splendid-flowered Skullcap. (Stove
Herbaceous Plant.) Labiatse. Didynamia Gymnospermia.—At
the nursery of Messrs. Henderson, Pine Apple-place, this pretty
species flowered, apparently for the first time in England, during
the autumn of 1841, and continued blooming throughout the
whole of the winter, and the entire season of 1842. It is said to

J»e a native of Mexico, and is one of the tew examples of plants
m the genus bearing scarlet flowers. It is a dwarf and compact-
growing plant, apparently of an evergreen herbaceous or sub-
shrubby habit, and sending up numerous stems, from the tops of
which the spikes of flowers proceed. These are of a rather loose
elegant character, and the individual blossoms, though somewhat
small, are of so splendid a deep scarlet tint that the plant is ren-
dered attractive from this circumstance. Further experience
concerning its nature may show the propriety of keeping it in a
greenhouse ; and if so, it will become a more valuable plant. It
js at least desirable that iis capabilities of thriving in a lower
temperature should be tried. It is propagated by cuttings, which,
n taken off in early spring, will strike ireely in a warm, moist,
and shaded place. Their removal will induce the plant to form a
greater quantity of laterals, and thus the amount of blossom will
oe increased ; for a spike of flowers is produced by each of the
shoots that is tolerably strong. The plant may be grown in the
common mixture of loam and heath-mould > and should be

watered pretty freely while it is growing. It does not need a

large pot, and is well suited for placing on a shelf or stage among
Gloxinias and other low-growing plants.—Pavton's Magazine of
Botany,
H6vea splkndens. Splendid-flowered Hovea. (Greenhouse

Evergreen Shrub.) Leguminosrc. Monadelphia Decandria.—
Raised in the nursery of Mr. Knight, King's-road, Chelsea, from
seeds collected in the Swan River colony, and presented to Mr.
Knight by Captain Mangles, R.N. It flowered about two months
ago in a warm greenhouse. In its general characteristics, par-
ticularly in the flowers, it bears a considerable resemblance to the
best of all Hoveas, H. Celsii. On a more attentive inspection,

however, and a comparison of the two plants, they arc materially
different. The leaves of H. Celsii are distant, rather oval than
ovate, pale green, and retuse at the extremity. Those of H.
splendens are closer, more thoroughly ovate, a little inclined to
be cordate at the base, stipulate, having a strong mucrone at the
end, and deep green, even in a stove, on the upper side. The
flowers appear always to come in pairs, and the branches seem
altogether weaker than those of H. Celsii. In regard to the
blossoms, they are nearly equal in size, and quite as rich in

colour, as those of the species with which we are now comparing
them. Unless the roots of these plants are carefully watered,
and the soil kept well drained, there is no tribe more likely to die

off in a sudden manner when they have attained any size. They
should be potted high in the centre of the pot, so as to have the
junction of the roots with the stem almost bare ; and we would
piei'er a soil with more of light open loam in it than one contain-
ing so much heath-mould as is commonly used. But whatever
soil be chosen, it should be well mixed with pieces of broken
stone or potsherds for drainage. The species is increased by
cuttings.

—

Pa.vton's Magazine of Botajii/.

Dendr6bium taurinum. Bull-headed Dendrobium. (Stove

Epiphyte.) Orchidaceee. Gynandria Monandria.—Among the
sections of the genus no one is better marked than that called
the spatulate, which consists of species with a stiff erect habit,

racemes of flowers placed on a long peduncle opposite the leaves,

large showy flowers, and the petals remarkably longer than the
sepals. But beyond tins there is nothing that differs from Den-
drobium ; and as the three first characters are merely of habit,

the last can hardly be regarded of enough importance to autho-
rize the establishment of a genus. The present plant is a native
of Manilla, whence Mr. Cuming sent it to Messrs. Loddiges. It

has large flowers, with yellowish-green sepals, rolled back at the
points, very long, deep purple, twisted petals, and a paler purple lip,

with three elevated lines along the middle, and a few small tuber-
cles near the apex. The column is short and somewhat pouched
at the base, in consequence of the lip being adherent to it at that
place. The plant is five feet high. It flowered at Hackney in

October last. Dr. Lindley has wild specimens from Mr. Cuming

;

but they are not nearly so handsome as that now figured from
Messrs. Loddiges.

—

Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Strawberry.—Mr. Myatt, of Deptford,has this year

produced another fine variety of this fruit, which he pro-

poses to call the Deptford Pine. The foliage is some-
thing like that of the Downton, and is very hairy

underneath. The fruit which has been submitted to us

is magnificent, with the clear rich scarlet colour of the

Downton and Elton when nearly ripe. Many of the

berries are 5 and 5-J inches round, a little inclined to

Cockscomb, and, when not so, having the appearance of an
enormous Elton, The flesh is firm and heavy, and well

suited to stand travelling. When quite ripe the flavour

is very good ; not so rich as the old Pine, but most
agreeably acid. In warmer and brighter seasons it will

probably be first-rate.

Weill Testimonial.—A testimonial of respect has been
presented by the Scottish Practical Gardeners to Dr. Neill,

in the form of a handsome silver vase, supported on a
triangular pedestal, and standing|on an appropriate plateau.

On one side of the vase is placed a medallion likeness of
Dr. Neill, surrounded with a wreath of flowers composed
of Nierembergia calycina, Philibertia grandiflora, and
Tweedia cserulea ; originally introduced by that gentle-

man. On the opposite side is the following inscription :

—

"Presented to Patrick Neill, LL.D., F.li.S.E. #cM
Secretary of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society,

by Six Hundred Practical Gardeners, Natives of Scot-

land, in testimony of their high esteem for his personal
character, and gratitude for the zealous and long-continued
devotion of his time and talents to the cause of Horticul-
ture, and the interests of its Cultivators. Edinburgh, 22d
June, 1843." We regret that our limited space prevents
our giving a report of the dinner which took place on this

interesting occasion. Few men have deserved better of
gardeners than Dr. Neill.

Arrowroot Pudding {Souffle).—Three table- spoonsful
of Arrowroot to half a pint of milk, and one ounce of
butter mixed in with it. To be boiled till thick, stirring

it all the time. Two ounces of loaf sugar, half a dozen
Bitter Almonds, four eggs, the yolks and whites beat sepa-
rate. Mix the sugar, Almonds, yolks of eggs, with the
milk, &c, and add lastly the whites of eggs beat to a
froth. Twenty minutes, or half an hour, to bake it.—

—

Jrrotvroot Mange.—Take three table-spoonsful of Arrow-
root, with a little milk to mix it. A pint of milk put on
the fire, with eight Bitter Almonds chopped fine, or
bruised, and two Laurel leaves, and three to four ounces
of loaf sugar. Pour the boiling milk on the Arrowroot,
stirring it well, and give the whole aboil up till it thickens.

It must be turned into a mould. To be made the night

before required. It should look like Blanc Mange. [We
wonder the West Indian cultivators do not turn their

attention more to the production of Arrowroot. If it

could be had genuine, at a moderate price, it would be

largely consumed in England. But 3s. or 4s. a pound is

a prohibitory price.]

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple Place.—As is usual at this

nursery, all the show-houses are very beautifully decorated with

flowering-plants, which in the principal one, are always pre-

served much longer in flower by a moderately thick shading of

canvas during bright sunshine. There is a house full of Pelar-

goniums in splendid bloom, which are trained rather in a half

hemispherical manner, or to one side, than in that more regular

and spreading manner which is common with the plants prepared

for exhibitions, and from being thus managed, they are well ritted

for standing on taller stages, where they make a gorgeous dis-

play. Among them we observed a new variety called Shepherd's

Queen Victoria. It has by no means a fine flower, but the habit is

go dwarf and compact, the blossoms so very abundant, and there

is such a pleasing mixture of white and crimson in the flowers
that it is likely to be quite a favourite. The plant to which we
refer was admirably grown. There was another new variety,
too, named Unique, a small flower, altogether wanting in form,
but of a most novel colour, this being a dark sanguine purple.
The great merit of these two plants is that they differ so strikingly
from the ordinary kinds, as to be likely by hybridization with
others, to introduce a fresh race, and thus maintain the novelty
of character, without which all florists' flowers must pass into
oblivion. In a border, fronting a wall with an eastern aspect, is
a good collection of the newest Verbenas. The plants are very
carefully pegged down, and are growing beautifully. The hand-
somest varieties we noticed were Hendersonii, which is in the
way of a large Chamzedrifoha, with deep velvety purple flowers.
and Princess Royal, which greatly resembles one named Queen,
and which has close heads of large whitish flowers, of a
very perfect form. This last is the finest Verbena, in regard to the
size, arrangement, and shape of its flowers, we have yet seen.
A variety of Phlox Drummondii, raised by Mr. Wood, of Mares-
field, and known by his name, is blooming in one of the borders
and, besides being of a very superior habit, has superb dark
crimson scarlet flowers. The pretty Sedum caeruleum is placed
about in pots, in the open air, and is covered with inflorescence.
Calla ^Ethiopica, planted in the bottom of a large exposed cistern
or reservoir, has lately blossomed, and thrives exceedingly well
there without protection. Spreading over several of the borders,
and presenting broad trusses of delicate lilac bloom, is the elegant
Malva campanulata, which is a most desirable plant for summer
ornament. A variety of Antirrhinum, too, bearing the name of
quadricolor, is exceedingly curious and showy. In greenhouses
there is a very large and handsome collection of Calceolarias, all

extremely gay with their varied blossoms; Scyphanthus elegans,
a very delightful plant ; Marianthus cxruleo-punctatus, a beauti-
ful little climber, loaded with neat blue flowers j the fine old
Lambertia formosa, which is so rarely seen in bloom ; S611ya
linearis, superior to S. heterophylla, because having such deep-
coloured blossoms; Leschenaultia biloba and Euthales macro-
phylla, which contrast well in point of colour ; the large variety
of Lobelia heterophylla, and also of Lobelia erinus.the latter just
showing flower; and many beautiful Heaths. Some of the Lobe-
lias are treated on the large-shift system, and are growing with
surprising vigour and regularity. The plan is likewise applied to
many other plants, of which the species of Zichya and Boronia ser-
rulataexhibitremarkably pleasing examples. In the stove, too,it is

adopted with Gloxinias, and there is a noble plant of G. rubra,
thus managed. Also in a stove, there are numerous plants of
yEschynanthus ramosissimus, which, by varying its time of rest,

is made to bloom now, and at almost all seasons of the year j

Angelonia grandiflora, a good species ; Betleria pulchella, a very
ornamental old herbaceous plant j Gloxinia macrophyila varie-
gata, novel and handsome; Brugmansia floribunda, now finely
in flower; an excellent plant of Hoya carnosa, in a pot, and
trained on a low conical trellis, flowering most abundantly; a
variety of Gesnera, like verticillata, though with much darker
flowers; Columnea Schiediana, bearing a great number of its

pretty white berries, which are almost as pleasing as the blos-
soms; Allamanda cathartica, one of the best of stove-climbers

;

and the lovely Stephanotis floribunda, planted out in a bed,
extending over a large portion of the roof, and adorned with
hundreds of its sweet-scented blossoms. The Orchidacese here
are looking extremely well, and there is a fine specimen of Cyc-
noches chiorochilon and others in the richest bloom.—E. K.

9

June 27.

Sir Charles Lemon's, Carclew.—There is at present blooming
here a specimen of Callistemon salignum, raised from New Hol-
land seeds. It forms an elegant shrub for the open border,
where it has stood for the last four years without protection, and
attained the height of seven feet.— W. B. Booth, June 19-

An Inaugural Lecture on Botany; considered as a
Science, arid a Branch of Medical Education. By
Edward Forbes, F.L.S. 8vo. Van Voorst.

This discourse, delivered by Professor Forbes, on first

meeting his Class in King's College, London, cannot fail

to be read with interest by all who are either lovers of

Natural History or concerned in the great work of educa-*

tion. It will be found a most skilful exposition of the

connexion between Botany and general science, and by
far the best plea we have yet seen for its universal

adoption as a branch of education.

A few extracts will show the skilful manner in which

Professor Forbes has handled his subject

"Of all the Natural History sciences Botany is the

most advanced and the most pursued. From an early

period in man's history the attention of the observing had
been directed towards the vegetable kingdom, partly from

the facilities for the study of plants—assembled as they

are in their various kinds abundantly around us—and

partly on account of their virtues, real or imaginary. In

the olden time the herborist and the physician were one :

in nations as yet unemerged from their infant or barba-

rous state they are one still. The objects of the study

were at first purely utilitarian. Fanciful resemblances to

the forms or symptoms of disease furnished the principles

of botanical arrangement. But continued inquiry, even

when conducted upon false principles, led at length from

empiricism to science, and the herborist ripened into the

botanist. A new light broke upon him. Plants were no

longer to be regarded as mere depositaries of decoctions

and elixirs, but were to be examined for their own sakes.

The wonders of their structure were exposed ; the variety

of their forms compared and classified. Their lives were

written. The vital processes, continually going on within

their bodies, were explored ; their affinities with each

other and with the animal kingdom investigated ; and
their history became a store, from whence could be drawn
at pleasure numberless admirable examples of the per-

fection of design in creation, and of the benevolence and
omniscience of the Creator.

" This change in the object and manner of the studies

of the botanist did not, however, divorce the science from
its union with medicine. On the contrary, it bound their
ties firmer together. The true knowledge gained by
studying the vegetable kingdom scientifically yielded more
benefit to medicine than all the fancies and dreamy
theories of the herborist. We learned that the properties
of plants were correspondent to their natural affinities ;

and the discovery of the botanical relations of a species

gave us the true clue to its useful qualities. Reason
banished fancy from the selection of vegetable remedies,

and the gain to medical science was great indeed.

" The teaching of Botany in its relations to Medicine

is not one of the least important duties of this chain

\But I should be deceiving my pupils and myself if I

»\
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encouraged for a moment the supposition that such

object is to be gained by the mingling of herboristic

notions with the more scientific parts of the subject.

That the medical student acquires but little by his attend-

ance at botanical lectures, is not an uncommon fancy

among the senior members of the profession. Some
eminent men have gone so far as to denounce it as lost

time. The utmost the student is supposed to carry away
is a knowledge of the names, classes, and orders of such

plants as furnish products used in medicine. It seems
to me that the true object of the connexion of Natural
History studies with more professional pursuits is, as in

this case, too generally lost sight of, and I gladly avail

myself of this opportunity to urge their claims on your
attention, and to plead for them on grounds which have

not been put forward sufficiently prominent hitherto,

though by no means novel, seeing that the positions I am
about to maintain are avowedly acknowledged in private

by most scientific teachers, though rarely advanced in the

class-room. The plea which I wish to advance is, that

the main use of the Natural History sciences to the

student is not merely the teaching him a certain number
of facts, the recollection of which may be serviceable to

him in after-life, but the training his mind, by means of

the peculiar forms of research which characterise those

sciences, to that tone and vigour which must be of the
utmost consequence in giving him power for future pro-

fessional avocations of a different nature, especially such
as are to form the after-occupations of the student of

medicine.
" The two qualities most essential to the physician are

correct observation and accurate discrimination. The
first depends mainly on the power of seizing all the features

of an object or case with clearness and facility, detecting

adventitious characters at sight, and excluding such from
all influence on our conclusions. The second implies

powers of just comparison, of perceiving the mutual
relations of parts or facts, and of testing the possible
agreement of statements with the circumstances which
accompany them. Now though all men are endowed
with the elements of these qualities, all are not born
correct observers or accurate discriminators. Men must
be educated into such. The mind must be trained to

reason justly, the instruments of the mind to observe
correctly. The classical and mathematical studies of our
youth are not intended merely to teach classics and
mathematics, but to train us to the business of life, and
to right judgment in the higher pursuits of men. The
bodily exercises of our youth have not for their object
merely those pleasures which such exercises afford, but
the strengthening of our physical powers in order to

ensure us a healthy and vigorous manhood. The training
of the mind makes the intellectual man, the training of

the body the physical man. The end is gained in both
cases by means essentially distinct from that end. Now I

hold that Natural History should be regarded in a similar
light among the studies of the young physician.

"The first lesson of Natural History is observation.

The study of an animal or vegetable species is the per-
fection of observation as far as that species is concerned.
The form, the substance, the qualities, the phenomena
of existence, the influence of surrounding objects, are all

observed with the greatest precision, and defined so as to

be capable of expression in words. No point affecting

that species is left untouched. The study of a group or

genus of animals or vegetables is in like manner the

perfection of discrimination. All the members of the

group are compared in all their parts with each other, the

relations which they have in common are summed up, and
their differences recorded in every possible point of view.

The causes of those relations and differences are anxiously

inquired into, and a survey is taken of the bearings of the

whole group to its proximate allies, and, finally, to all

equivalent assemblages in organized nature.

"Who can rise up from such a study and not feel

mentally strengthened? The mind through such an
exercise must gain in both its analytic and synthetic
powers. Such an investigation calls into action all the
faculties, the perfectionizing of which is essential to the
formation of a sound physician. The mental process is

the same at the bed-side of the patient and in the cabinet
of the naturalist : its first element, correct observation,
leading to correct diagnosis ; the second, accurate discri-

mination, leading to sound methods of treatment in the

one case, and philosophical views of affinity in the other."

The following is Professor Forbes's view of the value
of the Linniean system of Botany, long so universally fol-

lowed, and now as universally abandoned—"Those who
slightingly think of the Linnsean system, as it is termed,
forget in the present to look back fully and fairly on the
past. They should remind themselves of the state in which
Botany was when Linnzeus undertook to make its trea-
sures consumable. The understanding of things depends
greatly on the perception of .their order and relations.

When that order and those relations require deep study
ere we can comprehend them clearly, the man who gives

4^ us a clue, however insignificant it may be in its own
nature, is not only conferring on us an invaluable benefit,

but endowing the despised instrument with golden value.
Such a clue did Linnseus give when he put forth the
aexual system. The scientific systematist, surrounded by
the stores of his herbarium, should not forget that those
treasures were often amassed in the first instance by ad-
venturous and earnest men, rendering good service by
their hands and energy, as good in its humble way as that
which he gives by his head and philosophy. It was not
to be expected of such men that in the field they should
occupy themselves with thoughts of arrangement or affi-
nity 5 their part was to observe and select, and the guide
to their observation and selection was in most cases no

other than the Linnsean system. In the scientific hive,

as in the apiary, there must be working-bees and neuters

as well as queens and drones : it is necessary for the eco-

nomy of the commonwealth. An easy means of acquiring

and arranging information is a great help to the workmen
of science, and no department has gained more thereby

than Botany, which, through the facilities afforded by the

artificial method devised by Linnaeus, has had its facts

amassed in enormous quantity for the use of its more phi-

losophic votaries, and owes its present advanced state in a

great measure to such humble means.
" The clue to the labyrinth then having served such

noble purpose becomes a consecrated object, and should
rather be hung up in the temple than thrown aside with
ignominy. The traveller returning from his adventurous
and perilous journey of discovery, hangs up his knapsack
with affection on the wall of his study. But travellers

must return to the fields, if more is to be done ; and so

must Botanists, and each must have recourse again and
again to those helps which aided them so well in their

earliest journeys/'

In this we entirely agree. The merits of the Linnsean
system were transcendent for Us time, but that time has
long passed away. We regard it with all veneration as an
object of antiquarian interest, but only as such. Like the
armour that defended our ancestors, its place is among
the relics of bygone times.

The Lecture is terminated with the following excellent

remarks :
—

u In conclusion, whatever the ultimate view of the

student respecting the intention of his Botanical studies

may be,—whether to enter upon them as exercises for the

training of those faculties which are afterwards to be
applied to professional purposes ; or to engage in them
with a determination of pursuing Botany as a science, and
in the end developing its laws—or to gain an acquaintance
with its facts in order to lay up an intellectual treasure

for future hours of recreation or study in a life of business
or leisure,—I would remind him earnestly to bear in

mind, at the same time, the more serious benefits which
may accrue from the study of Botany. That which Lord
Bacon said of all knowledge is especially true of this

department, that it "is not a couch whereupon to rest a

searching and restless spirit ; or a terrace for a wandering
and variable mind to walk up and down with a fair pros-

pect ; or a tower of state for a proud mind to raise itself

upon ; or a fort or commanding ground for strife and
contention ; or a shop for profit or sale, but a rich store-

house for the glory of the Creator and the relief of man's
estate."

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

From the beginning to the middle of July is the best time of the

year to increase Roses from layers. The shoots are less brittle now,
and on that account easier to handle than when they are ripe- There
is much time saved also by summer layering, as the layers will be
rooted, and fit to be bedded out in nursing row3 next November.
Besides, there need be no cold fingers about the business, as when
done in February or March. Those who intend to grow Roses in

pots for exhibition, or for private use, and for early forcing also, should
have their plants worked on some free-growing variety of the Chinese
breed. These are now throwing up strong suckers or shoots from
near the bottom, which may be layered for stocks, and budded
immediately, as recommended by other correspondents in earlier

parts of this volume. The proper height at which these should be
budded is a matter of taste; for private use you had better follow

the common herd, and have yours from nine inches above the pot up
to five feet or more. A few standard Roses arc very useful in the
conservatory in early spring ; and you can always hide their ugly
stems with other plants. For exhibition, on the other hand,
standards will not do at all, unless they are exceedingly well

managed, and rather dwarf than otherwise. For mere pot culture,

stocks of the common China Rose are as good as any; the Bour-
saults, however, possessing the softness and excitability of the Chinas,

with the hardiness of the Ayrshire*, are considered by all growers to

be the best stocks for general purposes. Any variety of this section will

answer; Drummond's Thornless is one of them ; so is the "Rose
without a Thorn," as country people call it, and Rose de PIslc.

Either of these, that arc readiest at hand, will do equally well with
the crimson and common Roursault for stocks. In preparing the
shoots for layering be very particular in picking out all the buds
below where you intend working in the new ones; this will keep
your stocks always free from suckers and side-shoots ; not, however,
unless the shoots are of this year's growth, as we have no power of

this sort over older shoots, which are already coated over with a layer

of organisable matter, that can throw out buds at every pore.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—If you keep up a very moist atmosphere, you can hardly
give too much top-heat to healthy vigorous young plants about this

time ; and if they stand the sun without shading so much the better
;

but a slight shade for a few hours will do no harm these long days.

The chief attention required by the fruiting plants is to continue
their season as long as possible.

Vinery.—The late Vines require the most attention now, except
that they are kept more close, and w ith a greater degree of heat than
the eai'lier ones at the same stage. The usual routine of thinningand
tying up the shoulders, with an eye to the leading shoots, and
stopping laterals, will do for them.
Peach-house.—No fly, spider, or any other enemy, should get a

footing in this house till the last leaf of the season is down ; and the
longer you can keep on the leaves in a healthy state the better will

it be. for the next crop.
Melons ripened from this time till the middle of August are

more wholesome than the early or late ones, and as this is the
warmest period of our summers, you may give the plants abundance
of airjbut never omita gentle bottom-heat to thcirroots, and plenty
of soft pond-water till they are swelled out to their full size; and if

the shoots have not got too crowded you ought to have them in per-
fection, according to the merits of the sorts you grow.

Out-door Department.
Symptoms of summer weather have come at last ; but gardening

summers seldom come in in our climate before the turn of the
season, by the middle of June. A week or two over, and all our
troubles about chilling rains, cutting cold winds, and slow growths,
will be forgotten.

Crops in Rows.—The surface of the soil has been battered with
the late rains, and baked with the moi'e recent chilling winds,like a pie-

crust, and the necessity of deep stirring between rows, and, indeed,

all over the garden, was never more apparent than at the present

season. Scratching the surface with hoes and rakes does little good.
You must break the crust somehow, and allow an inter-communica-
tion between the atmosphere and the roots of plants.
CoLiswoftTs,—Seeds tor supplying these should be got in soon.

Broccoli.—Large breadths of the winter and spring sorts should
now be got out as vacant pieces of ground fall in.

Caumflowriis, Endive, and other autumnal succession crops,
you will also plant out at regular intervals, and see that there are no
plants left to run to seed among the beds of Carrots, Salsafy, Scor-
zonera, -Skirrett, and Chiccory, all of which are liable to throw up
seed-stalks. The remedy is to pull them out at once, and wheel
them away.
Orchard.—The common routine of thinning and tying in the

summer growth, and the destruction of insects, must still be con-
tinued. All the stone-fruit may now be budded, the spring-
grafts looked over, the clay broken off, and the bandages loosened.
The grafts must have stakes put to them, or away they go the first

windy day. The blackbirds and the Strawberries require your next
attention. If you did not mark your sterile Hautbois while in

blossom, you can do so now, as they have no fruit; and unless you
root them up their runners will spread all over the beds, and in place

of one sterile plant this year you will have 500 next season.

II,—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stovb.—By this time the growth of Cyrtopodiums is nearly

finished ; but they arc so excitable that a second growth is followed
immediately, unless you stint them a little by withholding water,

and by removing (hem nearer the door. A nice point in their culture

is to keep them for the next six weeks just as they arc at present, or,

indeed, as long as their foliage remains green ; but you must keep a
constant watch over the buds on the lower parts of the recent

snoots, for if these are allowed to push, or even to become very pro-
minent, the plants will not flower next spring; or if they do, they
will not be good for much. These few simple rules affect at least 400
species of Orchidacese.
Grkkmiiousk Plants will now do well enough with the usual

routine of watering, syringing in the evenings, tying, staking, and
training, as the different sorts indicate such wants.
CONSERVATORY.—If you are in possession of any of the grand

secrets, of which most gardeners had a goodly stock 30 years ago,
here is room for their application, to keep plants from being drawn,
and to retain their blossoms much longer than they generally last in

the dog-days, &c. In the absence of such helps, pour large portions

of water over every spare corner, borders, paths, and all ; keep light

screens between them and the sun through the clay, and all the
doors, &c. open at night.

Pits and Frames.—These arc the best places, after all, to grow
the choicest kinds of greenhouse plants in summer. Heaths here,

that have not yet flowered, should not have any shade over the glass,

as they set their flower-buds much better in the full sun. Syringe
all the plants here every evening, which keeps a cool refreshing tem-
perature about the plants all night.

Dry Bulbs.—Perhaps it may be as well to remind you that the
early Tulips, Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c, may now be taken up,
dried, and cleaned in a dry shed, and be put up in the seed-room
till planting-out time.

Ciirysantiikmums.—To have beautiful little plants of these,

with immensely large heads of flowers, you must begin now by
selecting the strongest shoots on the plants growing in the open
ground ; draw these out along the ground, and at three or four inches
from the top, peg them down. They will soon turn up their points

again, and in about a fortnight or three weeks you may sink pots
under the bends, full of rich mould, and layer these shoots, letting

the bend down near the bottom of the pot. The pots will soon get
full of roots, and on a clamp evening you can cut off the shoots, and
remove your plants to a close frame.

—

D. Beaton, Shrubland Park
Gardens.

£ State of the Weather near London for the Week ending June 29, 1843* as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, ('hiswirk.

•Tune. I

Friday 23
Saturday 21

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
W*ednesday20
Thursday 2!)

25
'26

27

Avera/re

Bakomktkk.

Max.
30.051
30.011
29.002

20888
29.770

20.693
20.707

21). 11112

Min.
30-027
•2<) 987
29.900
29.845
89.676
29.629
2*). 75-1

29.833

TllKHMOMKTKR.

Max. Min.
72 49
66 48
65 41

73 43
76 49
63 40
65 43

6'A,6 45.4

Mean.
GO.5

57.0

58.0
53.0
0'2.5

5l.fi

50.5

57.0

Wind.

'E.
N.E.
N.
E.

N.E.
N.

N.W. |

Rain,

11.01

0-1

Junej£3. Clear and very fine with Uriah t sun ; clear at night.
24. Slight dry haze ; fine, with lijfht clouds ; clear.
25. Densely overcast; cloudy and line; clear at night.
20. Fine throughout.
27- Uot and sultry, with exceedingly dry air; numerous masses of

dusky white clouds ; fine.
28. Cloudy and line; air very dry ; slight shower in afternoon; clear

and cold at night.
29. Overcast ; cloudy and fine throughout.

Mean temperature of the week, 3-3Q boloow the average-.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the cnstiineWeek ending July 3, 1343.
a

July- Aver.
Highest
.Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

Sun. 2
Mon. 3
Tues. 4
Wed. f5
Thurs. 6
Kri. 7
Sat. 8

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Pfevailin« Windii.

* -

quantity
,

;

otltain. p
*

C/3

o.7» in. ij 2 ^^ 4 A 5 1

0.73 — 2 2. 1 5 6 i

0.24 — 1 3 - 2 5 a —
0.59 _ 2—8 1 i.5 5 1

0-45 -^ - l l 3
(

G 4 2

0.23 _ 2 12 2 7 8 —
0.40 3 — _J 6 5 3

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 5th»

in 183<i—thermometer 94.°; and thejowest on the 6thjin 1842, thermometer 40p.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending June 30, 1843.

The Cherries and Strawberries which we spoke of last week as

coming in so abundantly are still more common now, and may be

had of an improved quality. There arc no good Cherries, however,

to be had for less than o77. a pound; nor Strawberries lower than

9,d. per pottle. In addition to the common kinds of Strawberry,

there are nowMyatt's British Queen, and one which appears to

be the Deptford Pine, a new variety, noticed elsewhere. There

are some splendid Pine-apples, and very extraordinary Peaches,

with excellent Nectarines and Melons in the Market. Some
Gooseberries and Currants arc shown in a perfectly ripe state ;

and large quantities that are partially coloured. The Grapes are

not remarkable .this week. Peas are exceedingly abundant,

though not particularly good ;
Carrots, Turnips, Onions, Sec. are

in an excellent condition, and Asparagus is beginning to get

smaller and scarcer. Besides the usual supply of ordinary cut

flowers, of which the various kinds of Roses constitute a large

proportion, there arc Orange-blossoms, Crassula coccinca, J.es-

chenaultia formosa, Alstrccmeria pelegrina, varieties ot J&nc»

tricolor, Honeysuckle, Sweet Peas, Delphinium Barlown, ami wie

Venus victrix Fuchsia; with Thunbergia anrantiaca aim aidi«*»

and Metrosideros lloribundus In pots.

PRICES, Saturday, J

Pine Apple, per lb. 4* to 7*

Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2.? to 5f

Peaches, per dozen, 6s to 24*

Nectarines, per dozen, 6s to 24*

Melons,! J to B* each
Apples, Kitchen, per bush. 6s to 12s
Strawberries, perpnttle, 6d to 2*
Gooseberries, p^hf-sieve, \s6d to 3* 6d
Currants, per half-sieve, 2s 6d to 4*
Raspberries, per gallon, iQd to is 3d
Oranges, per doz., 1* to :i?— per 100, 9s to 24*

Cherries, Prench^cr ** ^b., 4* to to

uly 1,184:1.—FRUITS :—

Cherries, Kiiplisb. 1* w/»*

Lemons, per Jot.:I* to w
__ per 100,o* to 14*

Cncumber*, Vf' b™cc > U U> -s

Walnuts, per bush., lb*

Almonds, perpeek, «*

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. 6

Cob Nuts, per 100 lbs. 00*

Nuts, per bushel —
— Brazil, 10*

— Barcelona, 23* to 84*

~ Cob, 12*

CO* to 55*

\
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VEGET
^ahbairo. plants, per doz. ban., I# to 2s
Cabbages, per doz., ihl to 2s
^auhflowers, per dozen, la Gd to 5«
Beans, Kidney, forced, p. 100,2a to 3$
Potatoes, per ton, no* tol(H)a_— per cwt. 4j to Gt

-- per bushel, 2* to 3i, Gd—
j Kidney, p. bush., 2# to 8t— Scotch, per bushel, 2j

— New, per cwt., 8s (W to 8aArtichokes, Rreen, per doz., la to 4a
Turnips, Spring, per bunch, 3d to lid
Hed lteet, per dozen, Od to la
Horse Radish,per bundle, la toG*
Kadish, spring, p. doz. hands, (id to la— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, Gd to la
Carrots,Youn£ Horn., p. bunch ,-U/ to Od— Spring per bunch, 4d to Qd
Uariic, peril.. Gd to 3d
Shallots, per lb., la to la Gd— green, per bunch, 3d to fir/

ABLES.
Peas, per sieve, 2.? to 4s— per sack, 5a Gd to 7a
Asparagus, large, per ion, 2s to 5a
— Sprue, or Small, p. bun. la to 2a
t.ettuce, Cabb., p. sieve. Gd to la

— Cos, per score, 4d to la

Celery, p.bd., (12 tol5) lato 3a
Rhubarb Stalks, per bdle, 4d to 1.?]

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Green Basil, per bunch, 4d to Gd
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to Gd
Parsley, perils hunches, la Gd to 3a

Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2s to 3a
Kennel, per doz. bun., 2a CO 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, )s Gd to 3a
Marjarom, green, per hunch 4d t» Gd
Mushrooms, per pottle, la 3d to 2a
Spinach, per sieve, la to la 6d
Leehs, per doz- bun., 5* to Gs
Onions, Spring per bunch, 2d to 4d— Large, per bun , Gd to la

Notices to Correspondents.
Insects-.—It would be very desirable if our Correspondents
would take some little pains In forwarding; the various grubs
and insects which they wish to gain information about. More
than half we receive are in such a state that were they not well
known it would be impossible to determine them. Those for-
warded in a quill generally come to hand quite safely, and that
seems to be the only jrood plan of inclosuic for the post.

Manures.—Dianthus.—We cannot give you further information.
The nitric acid is only a speculation, and may not succeed. It

Would be much better for you to try it on a small scale first.

Why cannot you take a square foot of the earth, and in
about a week after watering it with nitric acid, sow some
Mustard or Cress on it ? You would soon see the result, and
way save yourself two-thirds of the expense, or the whole of
it, should the experiment fail. Cloke.—The only directions
that we need give you about your dung-pit is that the floor
should be high enough to be thoroughly drained, and that all

the fluid that soaks or runs from it should be caught in a hole
and poured back continually over the heap. If a dung-pit is

much below the level of the ground, it is apt to be filled with
water

; and manure will not rot in water. The rule is to keep
the dung-hill wet and well-drained.

—

X. Z.—Bleaching powder
mixed with water will remove the smell. Probably it would
he greatly diminished if a large pan of sawdust moistened with
oil of vitriol were placed in the closet.

Bottom-heat.—B.—We must refer you to the chapter on this
subject in the "Theory of Horticulture." Jn such a climate
as this, where we have so little light, it is never desirable to
elevate the temperature of a Pine-bed permanently above 84°
or 85°. M'Phail's practice is bad.

Ventilation.—Flora.—It is advantageous to plants to give them
constant supplies of fresh air, if it is moist; it is said to be
advantageous to keep the air round plants in motion ; but that
is doubtful. Many schemes have been devised to accomplish
this end; but they seldom succeed, owing to the difficulty of
avoiding a great loss of heat. The simplest plan and the best
is to direct the ends of drains or pipes communicating with the
external air to the surface of tanks of warm water, or pipes
heated by hot water. Nolhingwill ever be found to answerthe
purpose which can get out of order ; and all schemes connected
with fanners, &c. are therefore objectionable.

WBATiNG.— Guichenet.—You may either pull down your cross-
walls or connect tanks by short pipes four inches in diameter;
put the former is better, because you cannot make a good
joint between metal and brickwork. The tanks should be four
niches deep. We believe l£ inch enough for the diameter of
trie now and reiurn-pipes. Unless you are very much pressed
ioi ymc, you had better wait a little till we can pive you the
results of some experiments now in progress. P. Watson.—
J nanks. The plans are in the wood-engraver 's hands, and will
appear shortly.

Datks.—A Subsci*iber.—Th\s plant is a native of the borders of
the African desert, and requires an excessively hot, dry atmo.
sphere, with access, on the part of its roots, to an abundant
supply of moisture, in soil with a mean temperature of 85°.
Dates bear fruit in about 20 years from the seed, or rather
sooner, and when full grown are from 6o to DO feet high.

Fruits.—Diosma.—Your Grapes have been chilled by a rush of
cold air suddenly admitted when your small Vinery has been
very hot. If you find it so again be not alarmed hecause of the
heat, but dread the cold. 1

] IT. L. F.— Such of the fruits of
your Bullace-tree as are now dying off, arc those which have
heen injured, in an embryo state, by cold. The outside has
Kept alive till the commencement of stoning; hut the centre is
hollow with the exception of the mere rudiments of the kernel,
uead two months ago.H

*erns._Erinus.—"The trade" signifies Nurserymen, who trade
in plants. Surely no Nurseryman would venture to say that
J crns cannot be bought in the regular course of business. A
^urseryman may not keep Ferns himself, but he can alwaysuy them of those who do. Why at Messrs. Loddiges there
**e thousands on sale, as all Nurserymen know.

*<'bkrosks.—L. P.-Your Tuberose roots will probably flower ifyou keep them warm, well watered, and fully exposed to light,
Provided their roots are thoroughly drained, and in good soil.
jJon t turn them out of doors. When the leaves arc quite

J

,c art take up the roots; put them in a dry place, and force

p
ncm n ext year in a good bottom-heat.
'Casus. — Inquiries arc made as to the probability of the
fuchsias described under the signature "Mowbray," in last
week's paper, becoming purchasable. In reply, we have to
state that we are not in a position to give any further informa-
tion about them than that they were sent under the signature

* Mowbray, and described as of good habit, vigorous growth
^ fid tlowering profusely in large clusters upon small plants.

sks.— cioke.— It you wish your Roses to force well next year,you must get them very strong this year, and ripen their wood
uoroughly as early as you can, so as to give them a good long
est before the forcing commences. J.B.—-Almost all Roses
«*n be propagated by cuttings; but the practice is principally

<-°nnned to the China varieties. The cuttings are taken off in
* "ninin, planted at the foot of a wall with a south aspect, andavmg a hand-glass placed over them, are kept there all the

iJo101*' vvncn some of them are generally found to have struck
AtV,

1 the spring.

((

ri^uus.-yl Subscriber.—There is an excellent Paper on the

vni
ure oi tllc Auricula," by Dr. Horner, at p. 396 of the

S\vi"
lmcfor 184K

frn
KT~'SAIKI 'MNG Fr'OAVERs.— /?.— The following are a few

<lu<f
r
?
nt stove aild greenhouse plants:— Stephanotis floribun-

Pov
asminurn niultillorum, Franciscea Hopeana and latifolia,

sin
ria 0<i°ratissinia, Gardenia radicans, and Cymbidium

odn
s?—for the stove; with Luculia gratissima, Trymalium

m ,atissunum, Erica odorata, Aloysia citriodora, Mimulus

siinni
US

'
I)aphne i,ldica rosea, the Tree Violet, and Gnidia

Mv?n
PK Jasmink.—/f. C—This plant is not so hardy as the

wiiA
auucar»"ot he kept in health without some warmth in

a riW
r
\ The M y rt*e will bear several degrees of frost if kept in

Book atrnosl'here and soil.

*Uform +: °» ,a Lilv west vvu Know 01. -" ""^c—;is cue

can hi you want is {nUy Biven in the u Penny Cyclopaedia,"

Soar! t\
Vongllt oy you for one penny, and will occupy a

that \l 1

0I rooni
> >'ou must excuse our again referring you to

^inks 1?
wl»ch any bookseller can procure for you if he

-. a J?

ro
l)er

;
Your other question will be answered next week.

Bet **««£?*,l?
r^tt you are dissatisfied with Roberts's book,yearns "On the Vine." The two together, and the

articles in this Paper, will give you all the information you
want. For a penny you may get an excellent article, Grate,
In the " Penny Cyclopaedia." No Vote.—We cannot meddle
with matters out of our sphere. All we can say about Mr. Cox's
Edition of the Act to amend the Law for the Registration of
Voters is that it is what you appear to want. There is a new
edition of the book containing an incorporation of the Reform
Act and other Election Statutes, with the recent act, as directed
by sec. 2 of the latter.

British Wines.— Toby.—The bestmode of making: these cannot
be told in a short answer in a Newspaper. You should consult
"Macculloch on Wines;" a little duodecimo book.

Insects.— R. R.—We do not know whether corrosive sublimate
will kill wire-worms or other troublesome insects without
injuring the plants. Your best way will be to try it on some-
thing you do not value. All we can say is that a strong
solution of corrosive sublimate may be poured on grass without
doing injury to anything except worms. Remember, however,
that if you syringe fruit trees with this material you may
poison yourself afterwards. It is certainly worth a trial on
plants like Roses infested with green, fly, but do not add it to
lime-water. T. P.—The usual way of destroying green-fly,
or, as you call it, blight, is by smoking plants with Tobacco;
and you will hardly find a better plan. For this purpose you
must drive the smoke on the branches by means of a pair of
bellows. W. IK.—There are various modes of attacking the
Pine-bug. Steaming the house will kill it, if the temperature
is raised high enough ; or allowing the ammonia of fermenting
horse. litter to fill the house ; probably the vapour of ammonia
itself, mixed with steam, only you must take care that the
former does not kill your plants as well. All the washes that
have been used disfigure the plants so much that it is a rity to
employ them. HorMcota.—The large fly which you dis-
covered making a "murderous attack upon a smaller one" is
called Empis tes.sellata. Its victim is also an Empis, with the
specific appellation of livicia. Most, if not all the species of the
genus Empis, live by sucking other insects, in the way you
have observed E. tessellata feast upon E. livida. The latter is
a rioted murderer of a small green moth, common on the Oak,— the Tortrix viridana. S. D.T.—Your; Myrtle-leaves are
attacked by a scale insect, belonging to the genus Coccus of
Entomologists. The best method for removing these scale
insects is by brushing them off with a sufficiently-stiff brush,
or by washing the leaves with a mixture of lime, sulphur, and
"water, as recommended in the Gardeners 1 Chronicle for 1841,
V- 131, under the head of Mealy Bug, or Scale Insect. To
destroy the green-fly, we recommend you, as you find the
Hellebore-powder a failure, to try fumigation with tobacco, or
syringing with tobacco-water. A brush similar to the brush
commonly used in shaving, has also been found of much use
in removing the green-fly, particularly from Roses, by brushing
the insects off the leaves and buds into a pan of water; but
this is a laborious operation, and only applicable to the protec-
tion of a few choice plants. The "Worm, and two small
insects from the joints of the woodwork of your stable "
reached us in such a state, from being merely placed between
folds of paper, that we scarcely like to pass an opinion on
them. They should have been sent in the tubular portion of a
quill. We can, however, state that the u small insects" are of
the bug tribe, Cimicida? f and very similar to the common
house-bug in a young state. You may get rid of them by
washing the joints of the woodwork with gas-liquor, or rilling
the crevices with gas-tar. Washing with strong tobacco-
water might also be found useful. 5.

Miscellaneous.— R. 31.— Stigmaphyllon jatrophrefolium,
P. R. W.-Onopordon acanthium. 71/. A. G\—Mimulus glu-
linosus, Andr6meda pulverulenta. Oaon.— Cyclogyne canes-
cens, or a new species of that genus. Russe/liana.—Tro-
bably your FasciolusisPhaseolus caracalla, a beautiful but old-
fashioned annual, requiring an Italian climate. It is often
called the Snail-flower. If it is not this we can offer no
information upon the subject- Observer.—Your plant issomeumes cultivated in flower-gardens as the White Myosotis
ar\ensis; and a very pretty thing it is. Forget-me-not isapplicable to all the blue species of Mvosotis, but principally
to M. palustris, because it is the most beautiful. Holmta ~~
AIL varieties of R. canina; No. 1 is that called R. dumetorum
A. TumbutL-Mr. Fortune having left England for China, asyou know, the seeds were overlooked till inquiry was made
They have been found and are sown. r£a*?<*.-Bras<ia
verrucosa, Dendrobium moschatum. R. P.—"Your galls on
the Rhododendron hirsutum are new to us. They are caused
by the puncture of some insect allied to Cynips. W W—Your flower is a fruit, and apparently of Acer rubrum.

'

J. B<~--Ex^CB. sativa. Diosma.—Gomphocarpus fruticosus.
6.—We have an article in contemplation on the new

manures, as applicable to gardens; hut we shall wait the
result of tins year's experience. Phitobotantcus^l and 3,
varieties ot Rosa canina; 2, Rosa mollis. J. B. K. L.—
Apparently a small state of Carex pendula. A Constant Sub-
scriber.-} on mistake Mr. Peter. He did not mention the
protection ot wheelbarrow-handles bv iron as anything new •

what we understand him to say is, that the particular mode of
guarding them by a shu>/d of iron is new. You know that the

Linaria repcns.fr

SEEDIJKG FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pansier!.-J. i?^.-Your Pansies are too small; they are
suitable only for border varieties. W. Hall —No. 7 is de
cidedly the ^s seedling in your collection, and will? 4 do bi
not, prove a first-rate show flower. It is of a good size,
round the Petals

:large and well-formed, clean creamv white
ground ;

the eye dark, compact, and clean
; upper petals pur-

ple, with a_broad^margin round the lower petals of a deeper
colour, with more blue in it ; the side petals meet well above
the eye ;

thepetals are smooth on the ^c t of good substance,
and flat. It is a bright and attractive flower. 2, 3, -1, g are
fine and showy flowers, rough on the edges; 4 and 5 withdis-
coloured grounds; they have all bold and fine eyes, and will
make excellent border varieties; we consider them second-
rate ; 2 is the best ; 6 we consider of no value.

Pki-ar^oniums.—J. Baillie.—The seedlings you have sent up do
not possess the properties of the sorts which are now cultivated
The petals are pointed; they are long, narrow, flimsy in sub-
stance and deficient in colour, having small spots, with lines
extending beyond, and with an abundance of feathering-

J. H. 7i.—The large seedling is a very showy variety; the
flowers are large ; it trusses finely, and it will form a fine object
in the greenhouse. The faults of the flower consist in the
edges of the upper petals being thin and puckered; the same
defect is observable, but in a less degree, in the lower petals,
which gives the flower a rough Appearance: the upper petals
curl back, and the flower is too flat when fully expanded. The
colour is clear; the upper petals are well covered, with but
little feathering visible; the under petals are broad and round,
and the flower altogether of a good shape. The smaller flower
is very like the larger one

;
brighter in colour, having smooth

under petals.— G. W. IJoyle.— On_ opening your box it ap-
emaining
om the

reared a complete mass of petals ; the only flower rex
perfect was Mulberry; the others had heen shaken fr

better form, anu pure wnite unaer petals. The upper petals ot

Rosalie are very beautiful ; dark, with a bright rose-coloured
margin ; and the feathering in this flower must be quite oblite-

rated when perfect. The petals are broad and clear in several

of the flowers, for instance, The Duchess of Inverness, Floar,
and Gen, W, Napier, but from their form they appear to curl

back too much. General Pollock is high-coloured, but too
crumpled. Unique, bright and clear, but the petals apnear to
be too long.^ We are sorry they did not arrive in better con-
dition. IF. J. K.—Your seedling Fairy Queen is so like, that
it may be called a repetition of, Foster's Matilda ; the difference
is very slight, and consists in the bottom petals being a little
longer, and rather more feathering seen at the base of the
upper petals ; it is a fine flower, and with the difference in the
foliage which you mention (that of Erectum), it must be a
striking object. J. XV.—\t is not necessary to notice vour
seedlings individually, as they are all of the same character ; they
are deficient in form, the lower petals being too narrow; the
flowers are also too small, and wanting substance. The uresent
race of Pelargoniums are much in advance of your seedlings.
C. D.—The size of your flower is its only recoinmerulation

; it
is coarse and wants compactness ; the petals all curl back, and
what should be a dark spot in.the upper petals consists entirely
of feathering. Anonymous (no letter received).— The petals
of No. 1 had been shaken from the calyx, so that we cannot
tell what the form cf the flower is; the lower petals appear to
be too long for a well-proportioned flower, and the upper ones
area little pointed ; the petals are very even and clean on their
edges; the Centre is white, the lower petals terminating in a
clear and beautiful pink, with a large dark blotch in the upper
petals gradually becoming lighter to the edges of the petals

;

2, a flower of gocd form, common in colcur, and wanting the
refinement of No. 1. The petals of No. 3 had fallen ; this is a
flower of a high and desirable colour, with good top petals,
having the spot finely gradated to the edge, butthelower petals
appear rather small and pointed, and the colour rather dull

;

1, a flower of good colour and substance; cupped in form, but
appears to have the defect technically called burning; 5 is

rather small, and too much crumpled; it does not appear to
open well. Fouquett's Surprise.—The upper petals of this
flower are too thin at the edge, and rather pointed, and the
lower petals narrow and long, which destroys the circular and
compact form it ought to possess. J. Armstrong.—No. 1,

had form; lower petals long, narrow, and loose; 3, Clean
flower, of a good form, but it opens quite flat, and the edges of
the petals arc a little rumpled ; 4, of no use, the ground-colour
impure; 2, under petals narrow and thin; all jour flowers are
deficient in substance.- J. r.—None of your seedlings are
good; they want substance of petal; they are very deficient in
form, having long, narrow petals, and they are also very com-
mon in colour. W. C—Your seedling wants substance; it

is very common in appearance. James Cnrlis— Prince Arthur
is a Pelargonium with gocd upper petals of a rich and even
colour; the lower petals are too long and narrow; it is a
second, not a first-rate flower. R. Miller.—The under petals
of your flower {Duchess of Sutherland) are very pretty, and
well fi-rmed

; the white centre is pure and the pink bright, but
the upper petals arc small, and the spot does not ttrminate
well; the flower also wants substance. J. H. B.—AW your
seedlings appear to want substance; yet there is a quality in
the upper petals of your flowers that should encourage you to
persevere; the colour generally is fine and evenly distributed,
excepting in Emma, which is poor and the flower ill-formed.

Formosa, Princess Mary, Duke ofBrunswick, Nos. 1 and 2
are good in colour, but the flowers want subbtancc, and are
generally thin at the edge in the upper petals; a large purple-
crimson flower, with broad undcr-pctals and light centre, is the
best in your collection. W. E. R.— Rosebud is furnished with
better upper petals than the Nymph ; but the lower petals are
neither so well formed, nor do they possess the firmness of the
petals of that variety.

Fuchsias.— .7. w.—Fuchsia Browneii is a pretty little bright-
coloured flower, having violet-purple petals; but the only
novelty we can perceive is in the peculiar form of the tube.
G. S.—Your seedling No. 26 is a showy variety, having the
tube, sepals, and petals of a uniform bright rosy vermilion
colour, with large foliage ; it is a good flower, but not equal to
the best sorts that are out. G. hums.—The flower of your
seedling is shorter and brighter than corymbiflora, but the
sepals reflex in corymbiflora in the same way as ye>ur seedling;
it depends upon its habit whether it is worth possessing.——
F. B.~~The seedling you propose naming Lvndleyana is a large
and stout flower, with long sepals, very much expanded ; the
flower is altogether of a rich crimson vermilion, with dark
foliage.

Pansies.—M. A. G.—Yout Pansy is not a flower of good pro-
portions; it wants roundness in its general form; the lower
petals are too small, and instead of meeting above the eye they
separate; the eye is very poor, and deficient in marking.
-P. B.—The yellow tinge which emanates from the blotch in
the bottom petal destroys the purity of the ground-colour of
your flower.

Calceolarias.—Robert Miller.— Pirate; large bronzy self, not
good in form, and the outline too indented. Mrs. Bently

:

yellow, with large brown blotches; good and distinct.—*

—

Jehu; bad ground-colour; very poor. Incomparable; buff
ground, wTith large and small spots ; we have larger flowers
superior to this variety of the same character. A. Godwin.—
Champion; a pleasing variety, of good form

; front of the flower
covered with spots. T. in the same way, but smaller and not
so good as Champion. F. ; small, and the outline too much
indented. X., G., and V. ; bad and indistinct gn und-colour.
M,

5
clear yellow ground-colour, with a few spots; a good

variety. Z. L. ; small and not sufficiently distinct from others.
A Subscriber, Dull.—Jso. 200 is the only desirable flower in

your collection; all the others are very inferior in size and
quality to the varieties grown near London, lmjo is a rich

yellow flower, curiously marked vuth dark-brown blotches and
spots in front. Fairy Queen is the best of your seedlings,

and the only one worth preserving; 2, is common in colour,

and too indented at the bottom; 3, is small, and bad in colour;

4, is small, and of a bad form. J. Plant.—Mice Maud Mary
is singular in colour, and covered entirely with very minute
spots, it is too small.

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

The debate in the French Chambers on the proposed

reduction of the army' terminated on Friday, in a large

majority for Ministers. Marshal Soult strongly resisted

the reduction, and hinted that he would resign rather than
carry into execution so dangerous a measure. This threat,

added to a favourable statement from the Finance
Minister on the finances of the country, produced a strong
effect upon the Chamber, and upwards of 200 out of 380
members rose against the reduction. Notwithstanding
this triumph, the Ministers have found it necessary to
give way on some other malters of expenditure, and have
consented to reductions to the amount of 7 000,000 francs.
The spirit of economy, however, is so predominant in the
Chambers that they have refused to entertain for another
year the Paris and Belgian Railway Law, though urged to
do so by the Cabinet.--The accounts from Spain, though
in some respects satisfactory, are calculated to give rise

to apprehension. The Regent left Madrid for Valencia
on the 21st ult., amidst the warmest manifestations of

enthusiasm and attachment from the National Guard and
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He was accompanied by 6,000 through St. James's Park into various parts of West- 1 the morning till seven in the wening)|to visitors paying
liewdsdauuiptinicuu^^v 6

_ ..i_. AAj n r iif ft„*M;„.,^ uji ,^ (i An » eUiil ncr • afterwards, for a nenod hereafter to bepopulation of the Capital.

infantry, 2 regiments of cavalry, and 15 pieces of cannon ;

and with this force there is no doubt that he will speedily

reduce Valencia. If, however, the French telegraph may

be relied on, a fresh complication has arisen at Barcelona,

in consequence of the precipitate march of Gen. Zur-

bano upon that city before he had obtained the support of

Gen. SeoaDe. He is said to have been cut off and

attacked by Col. Prim, the insurgent leader, and his posi-

tion is represented as so perilous, from the refusal of his

troops to fire upon the insurgents, that a surrender at dis-

cretion is considered unavoidable.—From the United

States we have accounts of numerous meetings of Irish

emigrants in different parts of the Union for the purpose

of expressing their sympathy with the Repeal movement

in Ireland. At some of these meetings the question

appears to have been discussed with much violence of lan-

guage, and threats of an invasion of Canada, in the event

of any attempt being made to coerce Ireland,were thrown

out by some of the speakers ; but the most respectable

journals of New York disavow all participation in these

sentiments, and declare that the people of the United

States have no right or desire to interfere.

At home, the marriage of the Princess Augusta of

Cambridge to the Hereditary Grand Duke of Mechlen-

burg Strelitz, which took place on Wednesday, is the

chief topic of interest. In the House of Lords on

Monday the Princess Augusta's Annuity Bill was passed,

and on Tuesday the Royal assent was given to it by com-

mission. On Monday Lord Cottenham's motion for the

appointment of a select committee to inquire into the

Bankruptcy Act of last session was negatived without a

division ; and the House went into Committee on Lord

Aberdeen's Bill relative to the Scotch Church. A division

took place on the principle of the Bill, several of the Law
Lords contending that the Bill was made to declare what

was not the law of Scotland, and was entirely at variance

with the judgment of the House in the Auchterarder case ;

but the disputed clause was ultimately retained by a

majority of 22, and the further discussion of the Bill was

adjourned to Monday. The long protracted debate on

the Irish Arms Bill is not yet concluded. Every clause

has given rise to repeated divisions, in which Ministers

have had the advantage, although a succession of adjourn-

ments has been the result. On Tuesday Sir T. Wilde

brought forward his motion for a select Committee on the

Management of the Post Office, which led to a long and

interesting debate. The motion was agreed to by

Ministers with a slight verbal alteration, confining the

inquiry to the manner in which the Penny Postage has

been carried out. In the course of the discussion Sir R.

Peel said, on behalf of the present Government, that they

were fully aware of the advantages of the Penny Postage,

and that as long as they continued in office, they would

exert all their influence to secure the fair working of this

great social and commercial experiment.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert, the Prince

of Wales, and the Princesses are quite well, and are still

at Buckingham Palace. Prince Albert was indisposed in

the early part of the week from an attack of influenza, but
we are happy to say that he has now perfectly recovered.

The Queen and Prince Albert, the Queen Dowager, the

King of the Belgians, and the Duchess of Kent, honoured
the Italian Opera House with their presence on Saturday.

The Queen, the King of the Belgians, and the Duchess
of Kent, attended divine service on Sunday morning, in

the Chapel Royal, Buckingham Palace. On Monday the
Queen had an evening party, which was attended by the

King of Hanover, the King and Queen of the Belgians,

the Queen Dowager, the Prince and Princess of Olden-
burg, the Crown Prince of Wurtemburg, the Prince Reuss
Loben&tein, and several members of the Royal Family.

On Wednesday the marriage of the Princess Augusta
of Cambridge, an account of which will be found
below, was solemnized in the Chapel Royal, of Buck-
ingham Palace in the presence of Her Majesty and
the whole Court. On Thursday the Queen held her
first Drawing-room for the season, which was very

numerously attended. Her Majesty and Prince Albert
inspected the Cartoons yesterday in Westminster Hall.

It is rumoured that Her Majesty will visit Ply-

mouth in the middle of August, and that Prince Albert
will probably attend the meeting of the British Associa-
tion at Cork, in the same month. It is also said that

her Majesty contemplates a visit in the course of

the summer to Warwick Castle* which is undergoing
extensive embellishments. The King of Hanover on
Saturday honoured Sir R. Peel with his company at

dinner, and afterwards left town for Kew. His Majesty
returned on Monday, dined with the Duke and Duchess
of Cambridge, and afterwards attended the Queen's evening
party at Buckingham Palace. On Tuesday the King
honoured the Duke of Northumberland with his company
at the public breakfast given by his Grace at Sion House.
His Majesty dined with the Catch Club at the Thatched
House Tavern, and in the evening honoured the French
Ambassador with his company. On Wednesday the
King was present at the marriage of his niece the

Princess^Augusta. The King of the Belgians during hig

stay has frequently walked out alone and unattended

minster, in the neighbourhood of Westminster Hall and

the Abbey, Parliament- street, Cnaring-cross, the Hay-

market, Pall-mall, &c. His Majesty on Tuesday held a

levee at Buckingham Palace for the reception of the

Foreign Diplomatic corps, and on Wednesday presided at

the ceremony of opening the new Infant Orphan Asylum

at Wanstead.—From the above epitome of the Court

movements during the week, it will be seen that there are

at present three Queens, two Kings, and four foreign

Princes in London—the Queen of England, the Queen

Dowager, and the Queen of the Belgians ; the King of

Hanover, and the King of the Belgians ; the Crown Prince

of Wurtemburg, the Hereditary Grand Duke of Mecklen-

burg, the Prince of Oldenburg, and the Prince of Reuss

Lobenstein.

Marriage of the Princess Augusta of Cambridge.—
The marriage of H.R.H. the Princess Augusta,eldest daugh-

ter of the Duke of Cambridge, with H.R.H.Frederick, He-

reditary .Grand Duke of Mecklenburg Strelitz, was solem-

nized on Wednesday evening, with great splendour, in the

Chapel Royal, Buckingham Palace. Her Majesty and

Prince Albert, the Duke and Duchess and Prince George

of Cambridge, the Duchesses of Kent and Gloucester, the

King of Hanover, the King and Queen of the Belgians, the

Crown Prince of Wurtemberg, the Prince and Princess of

Oldenburg, the Prince Reuss Lobenstein Ebersdorf, the

Foreign Ministers, Cabinet Ministers, and a large number

of the principal members of the Nobility, were present at

the ceremony. The Hereditary Grand Duke of Mecklen-

berg Strelitz arrived soon after eight o'clock, attended by

Baron Bernstorff. His Royal Highness was habited in a

cavalry uniform of dark blue faced with crimson, and

wore the ribband and jewel, and also the star of a Knight

Grand Cross of the Guelphic Order, and the star of the

Black Eagle. The Princess Augusta arrived at a quarter

before nine, accompanied by the Duke and Duchess of

Cambridge, Prince George and the Princess Mary. The

bride and bridegroom, with their supporters and attend-

ants, remained in the Queen's apartments till her

Majesty's procession reached the chapel. The Vice-

Chamberlain of the Household and the Master of the

Ceremonies were in attendance at the chapel, and on the

entrance of the Queen's procession, the Officers of Arms
and Officers of the Household arranged themselves on

either side, when the Vice-Chamberlain, assisted by the

Master of the Ceremonies, conducted the royal and

illustrious personages to the seats provided for them.

The Lord Chamberlain accompanied by the Groom of

the Stole to Prince Albert, and the Lord and Groom in

Waiting to her Majesty, then returned to the royal closet,

and conducted the Bridegroom to the chapel, supported

by the Dukes of Beaufort and Devonshire. His Royal

Highness having taken his seat, the Lord Chamberlain,

accompanied as before, returned to the royal apartments,

and conducted the Bride to the chapel, supported by the

King of Hanover and the Duke of Cambridge ; the train

of her Royal Highness being borne by Lady Alexandrina

Vane, Lady Elizabeth Leveson Gower, Lady Mary
Campbell, and Lady Clementina Villiers. The Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, having the Archbishop of York and

the Bishop of Norwich on his left-hand, and the Bishop

of London on his right, then performed the ceremony.

At its conclusion, the Bride approached the Queen, and

was saluted by her Majesty, as also by the Duchesses of

Kent, Gloucester, and Cambridge. The Grand Duke
received the congratulations of all those about the altar.

The Royal Bride and Bridegroom then left the chapel,

attended by their suite, and were soon followed by her

Majesty and the rest of her relatives and visitors to the

great dining-room, where the registration of the marriage

was made, and attested by the relatives, and by the

ministers and officers of state. The Bride and Bride-

groom left immediately afterwards for Kew, where they

intend to pass the honeymoon. In the evening her

Majesty had an evening party in honour of the occasion.

The Prince of Wales 9 Tutor.—Various speculations

have been hazarded as to the name of the Rev. Divine

who has been selected by her Majesty to become the early

tutor of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. It is now under-

stood that the individual who has been chosen by her

Majesty and Prince Albert to fill this responsible appoint-

ment is the Venerable Archdeacon Wilberforce.

The Army.—The Marquis of Londonderry has suc-

ceeded the late Earl Cathcart as Colonel of the 2d Regi-

ment of Life Guards, and General F. S. Rebow, from the

1st Life Guards, is to succeed the Marquis of London-

derry in the Colonelcy of the 10th Hussars.—Government

have determined upon adding to the military force in

Ireland six experienced field-officers, who are to be selected

from the unattached half-pay, and employed on special

service in that country, where they will form part of its staff.

Earl Grey.—We have much pleasure in being able to

state that Earl Grey still continues to improve. The
attack under which his lordship has been suffering for the

last few days is one of paralysis, the more severe symptoms
of which have now subsided. The last bulletin stated that

his lordship has had a good night and is going on well.

The EarlofRipon.—We regret to hear that the Noble

President of the Board of Control was taken unwell

whilst attending the Cabinet Council at the Foreign Office

on Saturday afternoon, and obliged to leave before the

Ministers separated. His Lordship has not since been

able to attend his official duties, but is getting better daily.

Royal Commission of the Fine Arts.—The Commis-
sioners have given notice that the exhibition of the Car-

toons sent in pursuant to the notices published in April

and July, 1842, and March, 1843, will open in Westmins-
ter Hall on Monday next, July 3, During the first fort-

night the exhibition will be open (from nine o'clock in

one shilling ; afterwards, for a period hereafter to be

fixed, the public will be admitted gratis, except on Satur-

days, on which day the exhibition will be closed till two

o'clock, and then opened to visitors paying one shilling.

The commissioners have also given notice that carved

work in wood will be required for various parts of the

New Houses, and in the first instance for the doors of the

House of Lords, and that various windows in the building

will be decorated with stained glass ; they therefore invite

artists to send specimens in these departments of art, to

be exhibited for the purpose of assisting the commissioners

in the selection of persons to be employed. The speci-

mens are to be sent in the course of the first week in

March, 1844, to a place of exhibition hereafter to be ap-

pointed. In the designs for the carved work, the objects

forming the details of decoration are left to the choice of

each artist, but the material of the carved specimen is to

be oak. In the designs for the windows the objects form-

ing the details of decoration may be either figures or

heraldic devices relating to the Royal Families of

England, or a union of the two, and may be accompanied

by borders, diapered grounds, legends, and similar enrich-

ments. The invitation to send specimens for the proposed

exhibition is confined, as in the case of the cartoons, to

British artists, including foreigners who may have resided

ten years or upwards in the United Kingdom. Artists

who propose to exhibit are required to signify their inten-

tion to the secretary on or before the 1st Jan., 1844.

Official Appointme?its.—The Queen has been pleased

to appoint Commander H. F. Seagram, R.N., Lieutenant

Governor of the settlements in the Gambia, to be Governor

and Commander-in-Chief of the said settlements ;
Lieut.

R. C. Moody, R.E., Lieutenant-Governor of the Falkland

Islands, to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the

said islands ; and Matthew Forster, Esq., to be Comp-
troller General of Convicts in Van Diemen's Land.

Winter Gaol Delivery.—Our readers will no doubt have

perceived from our Parliamentary report last week, that

Government has determined to establish a winter gaol

delivery, to obviate the inconvenience and frequent injus-

tice of keeping prisoners confined during the long interval

between the Summer and Spring Assizes. It is generally

understood that the duty of going the circuits at the pro-

posed new assizes will be assigned to the Judges of the

Common Pleas.

foreign.
France.—The debate on the reduction proposed by

the Budget Committee of the Chamber of Deputies on

the effective force of the army demanded by the Govern-

ment for 1844, ended on Friday, and the result proved

favourable to the Cabinet. On the previous day Mar-

shal Soult warmly opposed the reduction, and hinted that

he would resign if it were carried. He urged that the

reduction would "bore through the vital forces of the

country, shorten the sword of France, and impose upon

her a suicide;" he next exhibited its detrimental effects

on the army, and concluded by declaring that he would

betray his country and be wanting to his duty if he con-

sented to it, and that he considered it so dangerous a

measure that he never could carry it into execution.

Thereupon, M. Guizot demanded that so serious a dis-

cussion should be adjourned to the following day, which

was carried. The Minister of Finance at this adjourned

sitting drew so bright a picture of the finances of the

country, that it produced a favourable effect on the

Chamber, and more than 200 out of 380 members pre-

sent rose against the reduction. This majority included

all the Ministers who are Deputies, M. Mauguin, and the

friends of M. Thiers, who openly voted for Ministers,

but carefully abstained from participating in the debate.

Upon this triumph the organs of the Cabinet com-

ment with great exultation, considering that it is a

fresh proof of confidence given to the Administra-

tion, and that it will consolidate it until next session-

Although, however, the Cabinet successfully resisted

the reduction of the numerical force of the army, they

found it necessary to consent to a reduction in its expen*

diture ; and it is admitted that the triumph would have

been a much more decisive one had not the Marshall

on the very eve of the debate, striven to conciliate the

committee by yielding them reductions to the amount o*

7,000,000 francs, which is about half of the whole saving

they proposed to effect by reducing his estimates. T*e

discussion on these details has since occupied the

Chamber, and several reductions have been effected. On6

of 320,000 francs, proposed by the committee, has like*

wise been adopted, after a protracted discussion, a»<j

notwithstanding the resistance of Marshal Soult. T»

Chamber, after disposing of these matters, refused to

discuss this year the Paris and Belgian Railway la*£

though pressed to do so by Ministers—One of the m
^

celebrated public characters of France during the la *

half-century—Mademoiselle Lenormand, the fortune

teller,—died in that city on Monday, the 26th inst.,

the age of 72 years, leaving a fortune of 500,000 fraoj
•'

She reckoned, it is said, among her clients all the eel

brated characters of the age—all the soldiers, gamble* >

and other adventurers of both sexes, from the Emper°

Napoleon and Alexander down to the suttler and kitcbe

maid,—all of whom professed their surprise at the Pr

fundity of her knowledge of events, past and future. .

Spain.—We have accounts from Madrid of the £*

ult. The Regent took his departure for Valencia in

evening of that day. On his passage, on the Prado, K

the Palace of Buena Vista to the gate of Atocha, he

welcomed with hearty vivas by the National Guard, w
^

had been called out for the occasion. The ban*er*
<1

each battalion were preiented to him as he passed, *»
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he embraced them with a degree of feeling which excited

through the ranks an enthusiasm impossible to describe.

The troops preceded him on the 20th to the number of

0,000 infantry, two regiments of cavalry, and 15 pieces of

artillery. It was believed that the Regent, after reducing
Valencia, would establish his head-quarters in the village

of Roda, on the road to that city. This position would
enable him to communicate with the right wing of his

army operating in Andalusia, under the orders of Generals
Van Halen and Infante, and with the left wing com-
manded by Generals Seoane and Zurbano, the former of

whom had left Saragossa and reached Lerida. The Regent
could not have left Madrid at a more favourable moment.
The attachment and enthusiasm of the National Guards
could not be greater, and is marked by an admirable
address to their brother National Guards of the kingdom,
advocating the Constitution of 1837, Isabella II., the

Regency of Espartero during the Queen's minority, and
public order. All the officers met on the 18th, and
took upon them to watch over the tranquillity of
the capital and the safety of the Queen. The Alcal-

des, or municipal chiefs, were to exercise in turn the

duties of political chief, whilst Evariste San Miguel, as

captain-general, and Colonel Lemeri, as governor, were
to exercise the military command. It was reported that

the Regent had conferred the title of Count of Montjuich
and the rank of Major-General on Colonel Echalecu, to

recompense him for his loyalty to the Government. This
gallant officer has resisted all attempts to seduce him from
his allegiance, and has made the Barcelona fortress a

second time the key of the destinies of Spain. The in-

surgent leader offered him 100,000 dueros if he would
surrender. In reply to this, he threatened to bombard
the town, if troops inarched from it to attack those of the

Regent. Colonel Prim is said to have 50,000 men, of all

kinds, under his command, which he has mustered at

Molina del Rey, six miles from Barcelona, where there is

a bridge over the Llobregat. The two roads, that from
Madrid and Valencia, unite as they cross this bridge, which
is thus an important position. It is said by the last

accounts that he has succeeded in giving a check to

General Zurbano, in this position, and has captured 60
prisoners in a charge. Zurbano is also reported to have
ordered the Governor of Montjuich to bombard Barce-
lona the moment hostilities commence in the city ; but, if

the recent advices be true, Zurbano has placed himself in

great peril by an injudicious advance upon Barcelona
without the support of General Seoane, and has even
ottered to capitulate. His troops are said to have refused
to fire on the insurgents* and it is supposed that he must
surrender at discretion. We learn also that General Van
Halen arrived before Granada, and began the bombard-
ment on the 16th; but the result is not yet known.
The Espectador of the 21st states, that on the 14th ult.
General Alvarez had entered Malaga, and that the insur-
rectionary Junta had fled, carrying with them 80,000
piastres, extorted from the citizens. Corunna and Burgos
are said to have declared for the insurrection.
Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 19th ult.

The committee of the Chamber of Deputies appointed to
examine the Budget, had declared the ways and means
recommended by the Finance Minister to be insufficient
to meet the charges on the Treasury ; and having come to
the conclusion that it was impossible to carry retrench-
ment to much further length, without detriment to the
public service, it had adopted the only other alternative,
that of additional taxation ; and had, in consequence,
recommended new taxes on salt, butchers' meat, and new
^vine for consumption in the country, independently of
the new taxes proposed by Ministers, all of which the
committee adopts. By these additional taxes, and by
cutting down pensions and half-pay to 60 per cent, of
their present amount, the committee calculates that the
0r<Hnary deficit of the Treasury will have been provided for.

Germany.—We learn from Berlin that several rehearsals
have been held under the direction of the poet Tieck, for
tbe performance of theMedea of Euripides, in the original.
The music to the choruses are composed by Tauber, and are
said to be conceived in his happiest style. Baron de Bour-
Soing,the French minister atMunich, has transmitted to his
Government a statistical account of the progress made in
tlie formation of railroads in Germany during the last year,
beh»g the complement of a work on the same subject
Published by him last year. Of this the following is a
general table of the results given in kilometres, each kilo-

metre being equal to a quarter of a French post league ;

j^ues completed within the year :
From Heidelberg to

^arlsruhe, 62 kilometres ; Wolfenbuttel to Harzburgh,
*3

5 Berlin to Frankfort-sur-POder, 54 ; Breslau to
^Ppeln, 88; Prerau to Leipnick, 16; Vienna to Raab,

°J|
5 Presbourg to Tirnau, 48 ;

Leipsic to Altenburg, 40
;

Jienna to Stockerau, 26; Berlin to Stettin, 80
; Berge-

«orf to Hamburgh, i6 ; Prague to Pilsen, 100. Total, 634.
7"-Lmes nearly terminated : From Nuremberg to Bamberg,

?J
; Aix-la-Chapelle to Liege, 80 ;

Hanover to Brunswick,
**

5 Vienna to Raab, 208 ; Vienna to Presburg, 36

;

jUtenburg to Crimmitz, 16; Cologne to Bonn, 32;
wocknitz to Graetz, 100 ; Karlsruhe to Friburgh, 160.
lotal, 746.— Lines commenced : From Augsburg to

inft
remberg

> 200; Bamberg to Hof, 120 ; Cassel to Halle,

^J°;
Werdau to Zwickau, 20; Altcna to Kiel, 104;

^ollenbuttel to Magdeburg, 104 ; Frankfort to Breslau,

r ,,

; °Ppeln to Troppau, 112 ;
Breslau to Freiburg, 68

;

J^lle to Hildesheim, 72; Leipnick to Troppau, 104
;^imutz to Trebau, 48 ; Brunn to Trebau, 64 ; Milan to

enic£ 400. Total 1,980.—Lines positively determined

rf
:

.
From Ulna to Friedichshafen, 120 ; Fribourg to

*>asie, 80; Bessbach to Rhemchauze, 72 ; Frankfort to

taSbe
/g'

65
; ^ankfort to Cassel, 200 ; Cologne

™den, 300; Minden to Hanover, 88; Celle

to Harburg, 160; Hanover to Bremen, 170; Ham-
burg to Berlin, 250 ; Posen to Frankfort, 240 ; Vienna to

Linz, 144 ; Budweis to Pilsen, 160 ; Budweis to Prague,
144; Graetz to Trieste, 300 ; Stuttgard to Ulm, 100;
Stuttgard to Heilbronn, 180 ; Stuttgard to Pforzheim, 40 :

Total, 2,713.

Russia.— It is now announced that the Emperor's visit

to Warsaw will take place late in July, or early in August,
and that his Majesty intends to stay several weeks in that
city, for the purpose of making himself thoroughly ac-
quainted with the state of the administration.—The medical
commission sent by the Russian Government to Egypt
has just announced that the experiments made to purify
by heat objects impregnated with the contagion of the
plague have perfectly succeeded. They promise to show,
by further trials, the efficacy of caloric as a specific means
of destroying the pestilential miasma.—Letters from
Bessarabia state that for several months past nothing of
importance had occurred in the line of the Caucasus.
The Circassians had made several attacks on the Russians,
but had not obtained any decisive success. Sometimes
one party, sometimes the other had the advantage, but it

may be assumed that on the whole, the loss of the Rus-
sians is the greatest. They have very severe duty, as
they are not secure by day or by night from the attacks of
the mountaineers. Those corps suffer the most which are
sent out to reconnoitre. Scarcely a day passes without
one or more men being shot by the enemy, who lie in
ambush. Meantime the Russians have erected several
forts, and it is believed that as soon as they have com-
pleted a line of fortresses and entrenchments, as a basis
for their operations, they will proceed to act on the
offensive.—The Emperor has appointed M. Boutenieff
special Ambassador to Rome, to settle the long-pending
disputes with the Holy See.—The Augsburg Gazette of
the 23d announces the arrest of Prince Dolgorouki, and
the seizure of all his papers, immediately on his arrival at

Cronstadt, where he landed on his passage to St. Peters-
burgh from Paris, where he had published a book which
had given offence to the Emperor, and to many powerful
families in Russia.

Greece.—Accounts from Athens of the 10th ult. state

that great excitement prevails among all classes, as it is

well known that a protocol on Greek affairs has been
issued by a conference of the plenipotentiaries of the three
Powers now sitting in London. The object of this

protocol is to demand payment of the interest due on the
Greek loan, but it is evident that King Otho is resolved
to obey no wishes but his own, as he has just named Col.
Hesse Grand Master of the Ceremonies, the most impor-
tant place at Court, in the room of Col. Soutzo, a Greek,
and has also appointed another Bavarian officer to be one
of his aides-de-camp. An additional cause of discontent
is mentioned in the fact that the Greek corvette Amelia
is arrived from Marseilles, with a cargo of lamps and
chandeliers only, for the new palace, and that 14 new state

horses have also arrived in another Greek man-of-war,
from Trieste.

United States.—The steam-ship Acadia arrived at

Liverpool on Wednesday evening from Boston and Hali-
fax, having sailed from the first-named place on the 16th,

and from the latter on the 18th ult., thus performing the
trip in ten and twelve days respectively from the points

of her departure. The papers by this arrival are filled

with an account of the President's visit to the cities of

Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and other places, on
his way to Boston, for the purpose of attending the
Bunker Hill celebration on the 17th. His reception appears
to have been cordial, but by no means enthusiastic, at least

in New York. A great Repeal meeting of the Irish inha-

bitants had been held in the Park, New York, to declare

their sympathy with their countrymen in Ireland, and their

determination to assist them in obtaining that measure.
There were about 5,000 persons present, and some of the

speakers threatened to invade Canada, and produce a
revolution in that colony, in the event of Ireland being

coerced. Another meeting, called for the same purpose,

had been held at Buffalo ; but it appears to have been a

failure compared with the New York display. The seizure

of the Sandwich Islands by Lord Paulet is severely com-
mented on in connexion with this sympathy for

Repeal, the parties knowing nothing at the time of the

explanation which has since been given in the House of

Commons by Sir R. Peel.—Important advices have been

received from Cuba, announcing that a dreadful negro
insurrection has broken out near St. Jago de Cuba, in

which a great number of whites have been slaughtered,

and many plantations ravaged, and buildings burned. The
region of the island which is now supposed to be the prey

of civil war, is exactly opposite St. Domingo, and many
suppose that the movement is connected in some way
with the negro republic of Hayti. Troops have been sent

from Havannah, and although the particulars of the revolt

have not fully transpired, it is believed to be very formid-

able. It is now ascertained that the missing Texan
schooner-of-war, San Antonio, has become a pirate, and
is cruising in the West India seas. She has been recog-

nised by two sailors off the coast of Florida. It is

known that, on sailing a year ago, she shipped some very
suspicious characters at New Orleans, and it is believed

that a majority of the crew rose and murdered the officers,

and then turned sea-rovers.

Egypt.—Accounts from Alexandria of the 6th ult.

announce the arrival of a special messenger from Constan-

tinople, sent expressly by the Sultan to arrange the

payment of the arrear of tribute due by Mehemet Ali,

amounting, it was said, to 3,000,000 talaris. The plague

still continued to extend at Alexandria. Three new cases

had been declared on the 6th ult. A letter from Cairo,

in the Augsburg Gazette, May 22d, states that the British
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mission to Abyssinia to open negotiations with the princes
of that country, had returned to Cairo without having
succeeded in their object.
Cape of Good Hope.—Letters from the Cape of the

18th April mention the capture of three slavers. The
first of these, the brigantine Esperanza, under Portuguese
colours, was chased ashore and destroyed off Quillimaine
on the 4th March ; the Portuguese barque Desengano
was captured on the 14th ; and the Brazilian barque
Confidencia, on the 1/th of the same month, off Quilli
maine, and sent into Simon's Bay by H.M. ship Lily.

parliament
HOUSPJ OF LORDS.

Monday.—The Princess Augusta's Annuity Bill was read a
third time and passed.—Lord Brougham, in answer to the
assertion made in the House of Commons by Lord Leicester,
that Lady Townshend had given no authority for saying that
she approved of the Townshend Peerage Bill, read a Letter from
Mr. Ridgway, the Marquis of Townshend's agent, which stated
that Lady Townshend had waited on him, and requested him to
disabuse Lord Brougham of the impression that she had been a
willing party to the attempt to impose her children on the
Townshend family.—The Peterborough and Northampton Rail-
way Bill was read a third time and passed.—On the motion of
the Earl of Aberdeen, two Bills for giving effect to the treaties
lately concluded by this country with France and America
respecting the apprehension of offenders, were read a first time.
Lord Cottknham moved for the appointment of a select Com-

mittee to inquire into the operation of the Bankruptcy Act of
last session. He argued that the law operated injuriously, and
aggravated the evils of the system ; that it gave a preference to
the larger creditors, at the expense of the smaller; and that it
frequently compelled, not only creditors, but the officers of the
Bankruptcy Court, to travel from seventy to a hundred miles, in
order to prove debts, or to take possession of effects—thus in
everyway leading to loss and expense.—The Lord Chancellor
admitted that in individual cases there might have been an
increase in the attending expenses, but contended that in the
average of cases there was a great diminution. It was not
fair to attempt to take the working of the Act out of the
hands of the Government, who were watching it with great
attention, with the view of remedying whatever defects expe-
rience might point out.— Lord Brougham concurred in this opi-
nion.—Lord Campbell, on the contrary, was surprised that the
Lord Chancellor did not at once admit the Bill to be entirely
wrong, and abandon it, as the Government had done with the
additional duty on Irish spirits.—Lord Cottenham, in replying,
expressed himself satisfied that the evils of which he complained
would not long be permitted to exist.—The motion was then
negatived without a division.
On the motion of the Earl of Aberdeen, the House went into

committee on the Scotch Church Bill.—Lord Campbell said that
the bill, in its present shape, was far more objectionable than
when first presented to the House, and declared that if it passed
it would prove the ruin of the Church of Scotland. He moved,
as an amendment, the omission of the words "declared and."

—

The Earl of Aberdeen denied that the bill revived the veto, as a
proof of which he expressed his belief that there were many
members of the Church of Scotland who would not be satisfied
with it. He contended that the bill merely declared what wTas
always the law of the Church, and he altogether denied the in-
tention of making any new law upon the subject. The obstacles
he had met with in Scotland arose from the strong feeling on the
subject, and the opinion that the bill did not go far enough.

—

The Duke oi"Wklmnoton supported the bill, as being consonant
with the legal decisions in the Auchterarder case, and as not
recognising the principles of the veto.—Lord Cottknham chal-
lenged Lord Aberdeen to name a single lawyer who would affirm
that the provisions of the bill were based upon the existing law
of Scotland. He entered at length into the nature of the ecclesi-
astical law of Scotland, contending that the bill gave power to
the Church which it did not previously possess.—The Lord
Chancellor said that the question was one of Scotch law,
relating to the Scotch Church, on which the opinion of
Scotch lawyers was entitled to great weight. The bill had
been submitted to the Lord Justice Clerk, who staled his
own decided opinion, as well as that of the Judge Advocate
and the Solicitor-General, that the bill was only declaratory of
the actual law of Scotland. He also read a letter from the Lord
President, who, in contradiction of what were affirmed to be his
opinions, said that the bill was consonant to the constitution of
the Church, as well as the law of Scotland, and did not impeach
the decision in the Auchterarder case. These high authorities
were an ample justification of Lord Aberdeen, in bringing for-
ward this bill, and he mainly relied on them, for he confessed
that he was not sufficiently familiar with the subject himself to
speak authoritatively.—Lord Dknman also admitted his incom-
petence to speak authoritatively on a question of Scotch law.
But he had been impressed with the reasons which had been
assigned for the appellate decision of the House of Lords
in the Auchterarder case ; and when he found the noble and
learned Lords who had pronounced that judgment still adhering
to the reasons on which it had been given, he was alarmed by
any legislation which would have the effect of fettering the
Court of Session. The Lord Chancellor did not proceed on his
own judgment, but relied on the privately given opinion of Scotch
Judges. Now, he strongly objected to this private canvassing of
Judges, and he did not think it was safe for them to legislate on a
legal subject on which the Lord Chancellor— the highest judicial

authority of the land— could not make up his mind. If the law
were such as the bill affirmed it to be, it was unnecessary to

"declare" it; if otherwise, dangerous.— Lord Campbell re-

affirmed his opinion, that the powers declared by the bill to
belong to the Church were not to be found in the law of Scot-
land

; and the Lord Chancellor, having coucurred in the decision
in the Auchterarder case, had been of the same opinion, uniil

his judgment was altered by two private letters.—On a division

there appeared, Contents 30; Non-Contents 8. Majority 22.

Tuesday.—The Royal Assent was given, by commission, to
the Princess Augusta's Annuity Bill, and to several private liiils.

The second reading of the Church Endowment Bill was moved
by the Bishop of London, who expressed his gratitude for the
support he had received in his diocese m aid of church exten-
sion. One proof of this was, that ten churches had been required
for the parish of Bethnal-green, and nine were already erected.

—Lords Monteagle and Brougham supported the Bill; after

which it was read a second time.

Lord Brougham, in very angry terms, complained of the Earl
of Aberdeen for hurrying on the Scotch Church Bill when he was
absent from illness. As a declaratory bill, it was an insult to
those judges who had given the judgment in the Auchterarder
case ; and he was therefore determined, on Thursday, to attempt
to prove that the decision was sound law.—The Earl of Had-
dington, in the absence of the Earl of Aberdeen, made a few
observations in reply; after which the House adjourned on the
motion of Lord Brougham.
Thursday.—On the motion of the Bishop of Lo.vno.v the Church

Endowment Bill passed through committee pro/""/ a —The Earl
of Aberdeen postponed the committee on the Church of Scot-
land Bill to Monday next, in order to afford Lord Brougham the
opportunity of speaking upon it. He apologised to the Noble and
Learned Lord for having proceeded with it on Monday last, in
his absence, and disclaimed any intentional discourtesy towards
him.—Lord Brougham received the explanation, and declared
that it was clear both had laboured under a mistake.—Sir Thomas
Wilson's Hampstead Ioclosuxe Bill, towards which the attention
of the metropolitan public has been strongly directed, was with-
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drawn for the present session, by the Earl of Egremoxt, who, in
doing: so, shortly vindicated the motives of ils promoter.

Friday,— Lord Wharxclifkr laid upon the table copies of the
correspondence with the Lord Chancellor of Ireland, respecting"
the dismissal oflrish magistrates.—The Earl of Abhrdkkn' moved
the second reading of the Apprehension of Offenders Bill, the
object of which is to give the sanction of this country to an
international system of surrendering offenders, to be established
between this country and America. Lords Brougham and
Campbbll made some observations on the Bill, which was read
a second time.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.— On the motion for the House to resolve itself into com-

mittee on the Irish Arms Bill, Lord Clkmknts made a speech com-
plaining of the non-production of some returns, but moved no
amendment; and Mr. Wallace declared himself, though not a
Repealer, an approver of the objects which the Repealers advocated
— threatening to become a Repealer unless those objects were con-
ceded.—The House went into committee on the bill.— Lord J. Rus-
s km. said he had supported the bill because he felt that an Arms
Bill was required for Ireland. But he considered the existing Act
sufficiently stringent ; and unless the present bill, which partook of

the nature of a coercive measure, were materially altered in commit-
tee, he would oppose it on the third reading.—Lord Eliot charged
Lord J. Russell with a want of his usual candour in now opposing
a bill which he had hitherto supported, and which, instead of being
coercive, was much milder than the Arms Act which he had sup-
ported when himself in power.—Mr. Homb expressed his satisfaction

that Lord J. Russell was now going to oppose the bill, and regretted

that he had not done so when the late Government was in ollice.

—

The House then proceeded with the hill, or rather attempted to pro-

ceed with it, for the first six clauses produced lively discussion and
several divisions. The third and fourth clauses were postponed ; the

fifth clause wus agreed to, but the sixth was opposed, and Mr. R.
York is moved that the Chairman report progress. On this division

there were— For the motion, 24; Against it, 229; Majority, 205.

The committee then divided on the clause— For the clause, Ki7

'

Against it, o(i ; Majority for the clause, 71. Another discussion
ensued on clause 7, the result of which was that progress was
reported, and the Chairman obtained leave to sit again on Thursday.
Tuesday—SirT. Wii.dk moved for a select committee to inquire

into the subject of Post-office improvement, with reference both to

what had been and to what might yet be done. He said that

Mr. Rowland Hill, who had first suggested the penny postage and
other improvements, partially adopted by the late Ministers, had for

three years been retained by Government at a salary, but that his
employment had now been discontinued, chiefly in consequence, as
appeared from a printed official correspondence, of an opinion enter-
tained by the Treasury, that the retention of an independent officer

to advance improvements which it properly belonged to the regular
officers of the department to institute wouid be an inconvenient and
dangerous precedent. The public had not yet had the full force of
Mr. Hill's plan; they had obtained the benefit of a reduction in
postage, but the other projected benefits, those of increased accom-
modation in the delivery of letters, and economical arrangements for

compensating the first loss of revenue, had not been yet afforded.
There were 400 rural districts, containing each '1,000 souls and
upwards, without one Post-office among them all. This defect had
been repeatedly brought under the notice of Government, but the
answers had been only that the matter was under consideration.
Various mistakes committed by the Post-office had been represented
to the Treasury ; the Post-office had been referred to, but the Post-
office authorities had in each instance evaded the questions, or
returned incorrect answers to them. His object was to secure the
presence of an officer whose duty it should be to prevent such errors.
Ministers had doubtless received explanations from the Post-office,
to which they themselves gave credit ; but the question was whether
after the past experience of such explanations they deserved that
credit ; and this was a question most properly to he determined by a
committee. The motion for a committee must not be resisted on
the ground of revenue, for the state of the revenue was the very
ground of the motion. Of Mr. Hill's proposal, that part only had
been adopted which had tended to diminish revenue; his sugges-
tions for compensating that diminution had not been carried into
effect. Mr. Hill was willing rather to serve the public gratuitously
than not to serve it at all.

The Chancellor of the EXCHEQUER referred to the terms of
the Treasury minute under which Mr. Hill had originally been
engaged, and contended that it clearly showed he was engaged, tem-
porarily, in order to carry out the " Penny Postage," and not for any
farther or enlarged plan which he might have contemplated. On
coming into office he found that Mr. Hill had been engaged for only

another year, which was the result of the scrupulous care andean-
dour of "Mr. F. Baring, the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, not to

fetter his successors ;
and for this, and many similar instances, he (the

Chancellor of the Kxchcqucr) publicly thanked his predecessor. If

in the dismissal of Mr. Hill he had mistaken Mr. Baring's
views, he assured him and the House that it was not intended ; but
it had been found inconvenient to have Mr. Hill superintending such
a department as the Post-office, virtually superseding the Chancellor
of the Exchequer; a similar principlemight be applied to every other
department, the Stampsand Taxes, and so forth, cntailinggreat expense
on the country, and interfering with the duties of the responsible func-
tionaries. Efforts were making to increase facilities of communica-
tion by an arrangement to establish rural posts wherever the number
of letters justified it. But Mr. Hill's plan for giving additional
facilities of delivery was not universally applicable ; as in London,
where its operation would involve the employment of a great
additional number of postmen, at an expense not counterbalanced by
any advantage. The system of transmitting money through the
" money order "department of the Post-office was superior to the
plan of registration ; and the public were now availing themselves
largely of it, for if the amounts sent during tiie first three months
of the present year were to be taken as data for the entire year, it

would appear that no less than 8,000,000/. was transmitted annually
by means of money orders. This was a proof that the present
Government were not indifferent to improvements. Another proof
of this was the selection of Lord Lowther for the office of Postmaster-
General—a nobleman whom Mr. Hill had eulogised in his first

pamphlet as one of those enlightened individuals who were zealous
for Post-office reform and improvement. They had not, indeed,
rushed into multifarious plans of improvement, involving great
expense, which most be defrayed out of the general taxes, and be a
boon to the letter-writing portion of the community, at the expense
of those not so much interested in epistolary correspondence ; but
they were gradually introducing whatever alterations might be
thought advisable. Great expectations were held out as likely to
result from the adoption of Mr. Hill's views; Sir Thomas Wilde
talked of savings to the extent of " hundreds of thousands." But
Mr. Hill's original calculations had not been verified, and that
experience should make them cautious of exaggeration. J3y the recent
Post-office treaty with France not r>nly had there been obtained a great
reduction of the rates, but other advantages of great importance to
the commerce of this country. On this and other grounds he vin-
dicated the Government; hut not being afraid of the results of any
investigation into the working of the Post-office, he agreed to the
motion for inquiry, merely making a verbal amendment, confining
the investigation to the manner in which the penny postage had been
carried out.—Mr. F. Baring said that though the Treasury minute
engaging Mr. Hill referred only to the penny postage, yet both he
and the late Government certainly comprehended under that expres-
sion the entire of Mr. Hills plan, in order to its gradual adoption.
He paid a very high compliment to Mr. Hill, who had evinced
qualities, not only of invention, but of administration of the first

order ; he had seen his retirement from the public service with very
great regret; and though the Government had certainly broken no
bargain with him, yet they might have found a situation for him in
which his abilities could have been employed to the public advantage.
It was utterly impossible for the Treasury to control the details of
the Post-office; and though in his own official intercourse with it he
had given its authorities much trouble, and had received from
them ready and valuable information, it was still not to be denied

that they had been hostile to the plan of Mr. Hill, and could not,
therefore, be left entirely to their own control in carrying it out. In
stating that sums to the extent of 8,000,0002. passed annually
through the money order department the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer probably spoke from information furnished by the Post-
office ; but there was a material error here ; the sums were multiplied
by two : they had reckoned not only the money paid in, but the
money paid out, which was like calculating the quantity of water
passing through a pipe by what was poured in at one end and out at
the other. He was glad that the committee of inquiry had been
agreed to, as it would test the hostile and contradictory allegations
and calculations. -The Chancellor of the Exchequer admitted
that in stating the amount passing through the money-order office

he had cast his eye on the wrong column of figures ; but it did not
affect his argument whether the amount were 4,000,000/. or
8,000,000/.—Mr. WALfcACE remarked on the obstructive S3^stcm
formerly pursued in the Post-office, and highly lauded the present
Postmaster-General, Lord Jjowther.— Sir Robert Pkel had never
doubted the great social advantages which would result from the
adoption of the penny postage; he had only hesitated about
its immediate application, on considerations of revenue. He
gave the fullest credit to the motives and qualities of Mr. Hill.
It the Post-office functionaries were as adverse as Mr. Baring had
represented them to the plan of Mr. Hill, the proper course for Mr.
Baring would have been, not to keep Mr. Hill as a yearly servant of
the Treasury, but to make bim Secretary of the Post-office, so as to
give him the means of overruling all these official obstructions. Lord
Lowther being known to approve Mr. Hill's plan, it was not likely
to meet with discouragements under that nobleman. For himself
and Mr. Goulburn he would Bay, that while they should continue in
office they would exert all their influence to secure the fair working of
this greatsocial and commercial experiment.—Mr. Agmon ry pressed
upon the consideration of Ministers the subject of the rural dis-
tricts

; and announced his intention of asking hereafter for some
information about the security of money-letters, and the effect of the
late enactment respecting the transmission by post of notices of
objection under the Voters' Registration Act.— Mr. (toclburn gave
some explanation.—Mr. Hume did not think Mr. Hill's calculations
so extravagant as they had been represented ; for while all the other
branches of public income were falling off, the Post-office revenue
was still increasing. He disapproved of the principle which placed
the Post-office under the Treasury, but bore his testimony to Lord
Lowther's able administration. He rejoiced in this committee,
which he hoped would show how the Post-office might best be made
useful to the public—Mr. Hutt spoke in praise of Mr. Hill.—Sir
T. Wildk, in reply, said that all the purposes of his motion would
be answeredbyt.be committee which Mr. Goulburn proposed to sub-
stitute. It had been intimated that Mr. Hill was blameable for
having thus published the information obtained by him at the Trea-
sury

; but it was not of a confidential nature, for it related only to his
own plan. Nor had it been brought forward with any hostile feeling
to the present Board of Treasury ; the only objection was, that the
Post-office authorities were allowed to exercise too strong an influence
against all reforms.—The amended motion was then agreed to.
Mr. Mackinnon moved for aselect committee to inquire into the

means and expediency of preventing the nuisance of smoke arising
from fires or furnaces, which was agreed to.—Captain Pkchkll
brought on the next motion, which related to the claims of indivi-
duals on the Admiralty, to which Capt. Gordon ar d Mr. Corry
replied. After a short discussion, the motion was rejected on a
division. The rest of the evening was occupied by a brief discussion
on a motion of Mr. Sergeant Murphy, relative to "Ministers'
money" in Ireland, which was withdrawn.

Thursday.--The first order of the day was the adjourned commit-
tee on the Irish Arms Bill, which was moved to be resumed before
five o'clock. Mr. Smith O'Brikn asked for a short delay on the
ground that several Irish Members interested in it had not yet
comedown to the House. The delay, after a short conversation, was
granted: and after some matters of routine the House went into
committee on the bill, commencing with the seventh clause, to
which there were several amendments. The first division took place
on a proviso, that pending the granting of a license the arms shall
be deposited with the police, or some licensed person. This was
proposed to be omitted by Mr. Wysk, who moved accordingly, but
his amendment was rejected. The eighth clause, technically termed
the "branding clause," raised a long discussion. Lord J. Russell
opposed it, on the ground of its unconstitutionality, and cited the
returns to show that crime in Ireland was diminishing. He moved
its omission, which was seconded by Lord Clements, and after a
debate, the amendment was rejected and the clause was carried by
178 to 101. The construction of the ninth clause raised a lively dis-
cussion. It professes to regulate the mode in which persons not
keeping arms at the time of passing the Act, but who may afterwards
wish to do so, may apply for a license twenty-one days before the
then next session.

Sir R. Ferguson moved an amendment; and as the Attorney.
General for Ireland did not seem clear on the subject, and Sir J.
Graham proposed to remedy the clause by a proviso the effect of
which was not understood, several other amendments were proposed,
to postpone the clause, and also that the chairman report progress.
—Sir J. Graham refused to postpone the clause, which provoked a
retort from Mr. M. J. O'Connell.-LouI j. Russell declared his
intention of supporting the postponement of the clause, on account
of the unsatisfactory conduct of the Government.— Sir R. Pkkl
endeavoured to soothe the House, and said that if the course were
pursued of debating every clause on the merits, it would be fatal,
not merely to this bill, but to all legislation whatever.—Lord Pal-
MBESTOW, Mr. Watson, and other members, exposed the ab-
surdity of pressing a clause, the meaning of which was doubtful to
the Government itself.—Lord Eliot made some explanations, but
Mr. More O'Ferkall remarked that with nine lawyers, two Secre-
taries of State, and an hour and a half's discussion, they were more
distant than ever from understanding the clause, which was a very
sufficient reason for postponement.—A division took place on the
question of reporting progress, which was rejected by 262 to 92.—
Lord Clements persisted in moving that the chairman do leave the
chair, and Sir It. Peel ultimately consented.

Friday.--Mr* Qisbornb moved for a committee to inquire into
the allegationsof the late Nottingham petition, which gave rise to
observations from Lord Lincoln, Sir It. Pkkl, Mr. T. Dun-
combe, and Mr. P. Baring. The latter moved an amendment
limiting the inquiry to the allepcd tampering with the witnesses, but
the original motion and the amendment were ultimately withdrawn.
On the motion for going into a committee of supply, Mr. HUME
brought forward a motion for discontinuing the grant of 21,000/.
a-year to the King of Hanover, as a waste of public money, and
unjust to the people of England. Mr. Williams seconded the
motion, which was opposed by Sir K. Peel, Lord Wousley,&c,
on the ground that it would violate public faith. On a division,
the motion was rejected by 107 to 91-

CITY.
Money Market, Friday—Consols closed at 93| to % for

the opening; Bank Stock, 180^ ;] Three per Cent. 'Re-
duced, 94% to } ;

Three-and-half per Cent. Reduced, 101£ ;

Exchequer Bills, 545. to 56$. prem.

JWetropoH* nnij its Ficmftg.
Her Majesty's Coronation.—Wednesday being the

anniversary of her Majesty's coronation in 1838, the
morning was ushered in by the ringing of a merry peal
at the different churches throughout the metropolis. The
Royal Standard was hoisted at the Tower, Somerset-
house, the Opera-house, and the usual public buildings.
At 1 o'clock the Park and Tower guns fired a royal salute,

and the vessels in the docks and river, English as well as
foreign, hoisted their colours, in honour of the occasion.

Accident to the Duke of Wellington.—His Grace met
with a slight accident on Thursday afternoon. He was
mounting his horse at the corner of Waterloo-place and
Jermyn-street, when a carriage drew rapidly up, and the

pole caught his right leg, and very nearly precipitated him
between the horses, who reared and plunged violently.

His Grace, however, recovered his seat, and rode off.

Sale of the Duke of Sussex's Properly.—The sale of
H.R.H.'s property commenced last week, and will con-
tinue until Wednesday week. The portion sold on Satur-

day comprised a collection of royal and noble portraits in

oil, historical and royal miniatures and enamels, and en-

gravings, mostly proofs. The buyers were chiefly dealers,

nor was there much anxiety manifested by the public to

become possessors of any of the lots. The whole day's

sale did not realise more than 770/. The engravings were
sold for about 73/., the enamels for 42/., the paintings for

2-11/. 9s. (id,, and the miniatures for 412/. 5.5. The sale

of the plate took place in the early part of the week ; the

trinkets and orders were sold on Wednesday, the rings

and seals on Thursday, and the snuff-boxes yesterday.
Many of the articles realised high prices.

Court of Aldermen.—On Saturday Alderman Drown
brought up the report of the committee appointed to
inquire into the connection of Alderman Thomas Wood
with the Talacre Mining Company. The report stated

that the committee had examined with care the docu-
mentary matter submitted to them, which they agreed to

lay before the Court, together with a statement of facts

drawn up from the papers supplied to them ; and they
found that Alderman T. Wood's connection with that

Company, which appeared to have been formed without
any pecuniary foundation, was established. The com-
mittee offered no opinion on the conduct of Alderman T.

Wood, that being a duty which they considered to apper-
tain to the individual members of the court. Alderman
T. Wood considered that the statement which had been
read, although professing to be fair and candid, omitted
the answers which the evidence contained, at the same
time that it detailed the imputations against him. He
quoted several of the imputations, and spoke at consider-
able length to show that the documents were garbled ;

and that in all his transactions with the Talacre Company
he had acted with the greatest probity. Alderman Cope-
land denounced the Talacre Company as a fraudulent
concern, and asserted that the committee had acted with
remarkable forbearance. Alderman Brown expressed sur-
prise at the tone in which Alderman T. Wood had met a
report so indulgently drawn up. He would call upon the
Court to examine the statement which had been drawn up
from the documentary matter submitted to that committee,
and then say whether there was any want of candour, or

fairness, or indulgent feeling to be attributed to him who
drew it up, or those who agreed to it ? After an angry
discussion the Court came to a resolution that, if any
member intended to bring forward any motion on the
subject of the report, a regular notice should be given,
so that a full deliberation might take place.

Election of Sheriffs.—On Saturday Alderman Musgrove
and Mr. F. G. Moon, the printseller, were in a Common
Hall unanimously elected Sheriffs of London and Middle-
sex for the year ensuing.

Entertainment at the Mansion-House.—On Wednes-
day the Lord Mayor gave an entertainment to the Judges
and members of the bar. The guests were more numerous
than on any similar occasion at the Mansion House,
upwards of 150 individuals being seated at table in the
Egyptian-hall. Several ladies were among the company.

Diocese of London.— The Bishop of London has
addressed a pastoral letter to the clergy of his diocese,
explaining his remarks on the subject of the offertory at
his late confirmations. His Lordship states that ho only
recommended his views to the clergy, leaving it to them
to adopt his wishes or not, according to their own dis-

cretion. He states that on occasions when charity sermons
are preached for specific objects, and when there is no
communion, the practice of collecting from pew to pew
has very generally prevailed in various parts of the

country, and that when the collection is so made it is more
proper to make it while the offertory sentences are read
than during the singing of a hymn. " I believe/' he

says, " that in almost all cases where this method of col-

lecting has been resorted to, its advantages, in respect of

propriety and solemnity, have caused it, after no very long
time, to be generally approved of. At all events, my
recommendation of this method, which, after all, is nothing
more than occasionally applying to the whole congrega-
tion a form to which those who communicate submit
without question or demur, ought not in fairness to be

regarded as indicating a disposition to favour any peculiar

theological opinions, least of all those against which I may
venture to say few persons have protested more distinctly

or emphatically than myself."

The Gresham Lectures—A new building, in t,ie

enriched Roman style of architecture, with a theatre

capable of accommodating 800 persons, has just been

completed at the corner of Basinghall-street, at a cost ot

7,000/., for the delivery of the Gresham Lectures.

t

Peace Convention.—This Convention held its last sit-

ting on Saturday, and passed several resolutions,
the'

main objects of which were declaratory of the principle

that war is inconsistent with the spirit of Christianity
and

the true interests of mankind. The meeting was addressed

by the Marquis de la Rochefoucault Liancourt in French,

and by Mr. Tappan of New York, Mr. Buffon, of Oni°t

Mr. Bindley, M.P., Mr. Hume, M.l\, and: other gentle-

men. An address to the Governments of the civi»se(*

world was adopted, together with a resolution in fa*°"
fof a congress of nations to settle and perfect the code

international law, and a high court of nations to foterp*

and apply that law for the settlement of all national tf»

*
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putes, as one of the best practical modes of settling such

disputes peaceably and satisfactorily. It was also resolved—" That since intemperance is in various ways one of

the principal causes of the violation of peace, this Con-

vention earnestly presses upon all classes the necessity of

promoting, to the extent of their power and influence, the

principles and practice of temperance," and " That the

Peace Society of London be authorized by this Conven-
tion to announce to the world the time and place for

holding a second convention, when it shall be satisfied as

to the right time and place, after communicating with its

corresponding associations in Europe and America.''

Universal Suffrage Society—A meeting in favour of

this object took place on Tuesday evening at "White Con-

duit House, Mr. Joseph Sturge in the chair, supported by

Col. Thompson, Mr. Sharman Crawford, Dr. Bowring,

Mr. Hindley, Dr. Ritchie, of Edinburgh, and most of the

American delegates to the Anti- slavery Convention.

Resolutions were passed in favour of Universal Suffrage,

and declaratory of the opinion that the people have a

right to a full and free representation in their own branch

of the Legislature. Mr. S. Crawford, Col. Thompson,
and Mr. Hindley spoke in favour of these views, and were

followed by Dr. Bowring, who wished to carry the prin-

ciple farther than any of his predecessors, as he would

give the right of voting to women. The Rev. J. Levitt,

Mr. Pennington, Dr. Ritchie, and Mr. .Vincent the

Chartist, also spoke, the latter with much vehemence and

at considerable length.

University College The Council of University Col-

lege, at their meeting on Saturday week, received another

present of a 500/. Exchequer Bill from their former bene-

factor, " Patriot." This donation was transmitted to

Lord Brougham, to be applied as his lordship may think

best for the benefit of the institution. The fund for

which the College is indebted to this munificent friend

now amounts to 3,844/. A portion of the annual income
arising from this sum has been appropriated by Lord
Brougham to procure for masters of unendowed schools

and ushers courses of lectures on mathematics, natural

philosophy, Greek and Latin, by the Professors in the

College. These lectures have been well attended, and
many have availed themselves of them to obtain a quali-

fication for degrees at the University of London. Another
portion of the fund, 500/., Lord Brougham has directed

to be applied towards the testimonial to Dr. Birkbeck,as
soon as the contributions derived from other sources shall

amount to 1,000/., and towards the founding in University
College a Professorship of Machinery and Manufactures,
to be called the " Birkbeck Professorship/'

Opening of a Catholic Chapel.— On Monday was
opened the new Catholic Chapel of St. John the Evan-
gelist, on Duncan-terrace, Islington. The Right Rev. Dr.
Griffith was the officiating priest, assisted by the Right
Rev. Bishops Dr. Morris, Dr. Wilson, and Dr. Wiseman,
the last of whom preached to a numerous congregation,
and referred to the great progress Catholicism was making
throughout the country. He said that when the congre-
gation saw such attention paid to the outward observances
of worship, they had reason to believe that their doctrines
were growing popular with the people. After centuries
of persecution and oppression, during which their temples
had been destroyed, it was gratifying to discover that they
were now rebuilding; that great additions were made to

their number—and that converts were daily joining them.
A subscription was then made to complete the building.

The Free Church of Scotland.—On Wednesday a
public meeting was held at Exeter Hall, for the purpose
of receiving a deputation of ministers and ciders, and in
order to adopt measures for aiding the Free Presbyterian
Church. The Marquess of Breadalbane was called to the
chair, and opened the proceedings by stating that the
event which had called them together was the most impor-
tant which had occurred in the Presbyterian Church of
Scotland since the Reformation. The voluntary secession
of 500 ministers of that Church, with nearly a million of

persons composing their congregations, was eminently
calculated to solemnize the thoughts and to excite the
sympathy of all thinking men. All present were aware
that the Church of Scotland had, for some years back,
»een contending for two great cardinal principles, com-
mencing by endeavouring to secure to the constitution of
tbe Presbyterian Church certain rights and privileges
*hich they maintained it was entitled to by the conditions
° l* which the Church was founded—particularly that
fundamental principle that no minister should be intruded
upon a parish contrary to the expressed wish of the
People. Xu endeavouring to attain this great object an
Unfortunate collision arose between the Civil and Eccle-
siastical Courts of Scotland—a collision which was aggra-
vated by contending for another principle of Church
government, viz., that it recognises no other rule in the
conduct of its spiritual affairs than the Bible—that it

*ooks to no other head than the Lord Jesus. These princi-
ples had been boldly disputed by the Civil Courts, and the
legislature of the country had most unconstitutionally
confirmed that iniquitous decision. Fortunately for
«je Presbyterian Church— fortunately for the great cause
ot religion itself—fortunately for the people of Scotland—

U
great body of ministers, true to their principles, and

determined on supporting them irrespective of consc-
iences, resolved to leave that Church, thereby sacri-
Ucmg every worldly benefit they had formerly derived
0ni ^e connexion. To support these men in their pre-

sent pain and trouble, to call forth Christian sympathy,

Jjey were that day assembled. The Rev. Mr, Grey, and
uie Rev. Dr. Cunningham then addressed the meeting.

. ,

latter entered upon a lengthened statement of the
position and plans of the non-intrusion party. It would,M said, be necessary to erect churches for 700 congrega-

tions, to found a college for the education of their future

ministers, and to establish a theological library for their

use. He would have the meeting distinctly to understand

that whatever might be done for the promotion of religion

in Scotland must be done through the Free Church. The
idea that "the residuary establishment" would do any-

thing valuable was perfectly ridiculous. All would depend

on the Evangelical Dissenters who had gone out before,

and the Free Church which had separated now. Mr.
Beechman, a Wesleyan Minister, moved a resolution

expressive of the hope that, by friendly co-operation with

other bodies of Evangelical Christians, the Free Church
of Scotland might regain the religious eminence which in

,.other days she occupied. He assured the meeting the

Wesleyans were friendly to the course of proceeding the

Secessionists had adopted, and read a letter from Dr.

Bunting, in which he expressed his approval of the step

they had taken. The Hon. Fox Maule seconded the

resolution, which was carried unanimously. Resolutions

expressive of sympathy were then moved and agreed to.

Canada Comjjany.—The half-yearly ^meeting of pro-

prietors of stock in the Canada Company was held on

Thursday, for the purpose of declaring a dividend, and on
other business. The report stated that the receipts from

Canada for the five months were 6,911/., exhibiting a

considerable deficiency as compared with the correspond-

ing period of last year, when they were 15,000/. This

was in consequence of the difficulty of collecting money,

but as there was every reason to suppose that it would

not be permanent, the directors recommended the conti-

nuance of the dividend of six per cent., which was agreed

to- The thanks of the meeting were then voted to the

directors and to Mr. Widder, the Company's Commis-
sioner in Canada.

Metropolitan Improvements.—Orders have been issued

by the Commissioners of Woods and Forests to take

down forthwith the houses on the west side of Upper St.

Martin's-lane, between Long-acre and Great St. Andrew's-

street, Seven-dials. This street will be part of the new
line of street from Coventry-street to Long-Acre, which

will form a direct line from Piccadilly to the west of

Holborn. In consequence of the rapid increase of houses

on the Marquis of Westminster's estate at Chelsea, it is

proposed that two additional churches shall be erected,

one in Belgrave-road, for St. George's district, the other

upon a site contiguous to the river. The chief portion of

the expense will be defrayed by voluntary contributions,

and the residue made up by grants from the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners and Church Building Society.

Marylebone and Paddington Hospital—A meeting in

behalf of the foundation of this hospital was held last

week, Mr. Bond Cabbell in the chair. The report

stated that the Committee had received 4,448/. and 200

annual subscribers. Their expenses had been 184/. Earl

Manvcrs said he should cordially support the undertaking,

provided the resolution he held in his hand were approved

of by the meeting. The resolution was to the effect :

—

" That the erection of the proposed hospital should not

be commenced until there was 15,000/. in the trustees'

hands." Mr. R. Currie, M.P., seconded the resolution,

and felt sure that the sum required, and even more, would

be speedily subscribed. On the motion of Sir A. Murray,

seconded by Mr. Hector Rose, the meeting agreed to aid

the acting committee to collect the 15,000/. required.

Infant Orphan Asylum.—The ceremony of opening the

new asylum at Wanstead for the reception of infant

orphans was celebrated on Tuesday by his Majesty the

King of the Belgians, on behalf of Prince Albert, who was

prevented by indisposition from attending. The proceed-

ings of the day commenced with divine service in the

Asylum Chapel, and at two o'clock the West Essex

Yeomanry Cavalry received his Majesty on his entering

the county of Essex, at Lea-bridge, whence they escorted

him to the asylum. The City Marshals received his

Majesty at Whip's-cross, and on the arrival of the pro-

cessionat the lodge he was met by the Lord Major, Sheriffs,

and Clergy. After the ceremony of opening the asylum

his Majesty presided at a dejeuner, and announced that

the Prince had sent a donation of 100 guineas, to which

the King added a similar sum in his own name. The
amount of subscriptions announced was nearly 5,000/.

Death of Mr. Murray, the Publisher.—We regret to

announce the death of Mr. Murray, the eminent pub-

lisher, which took place on Tuesday morning at his house

in Albemarle-street. Mr. Murray had been for some time

unwell, but the symptoms did not assume an alarming

character until Friday last. As a publisher, Mr. Murray's

name is associated with those of the most eminent men
who have adorned the literature of the present century

;

and as long as English literature shall last, the names of

Byron, Scott, Southey, Moore, and a host of others

almost as illustrious, will not fail to excite the remem-

brance of the publisher who first gave their productions

to the world, and lived with them on terms of intimacy

and friendship. Mr. Murray was in his 65th year, and

had been in business as a publisher, first in Fleet-street

and then in Albemarle-street, for upwards of 40 years.

Messrs. Ackermann's Bankruptcy.—At a meeting of

the creditors of Messrs. Ackermann on Monday last, a

statement of their affairs was read, showing liabilities

amounting to 30,664/. 9s. 6d., and assets amounting to

28,314/. 18s. M, A proposition was then made on behalf

of Messrs. Ackermann to pay a composition of 15s. in

the pound, in six instalments of 25. 6d. each, at intervals

of six months' date from the 1st August next—the first

instalment to be paid on the 1st September next. There

were present upwards of 100 creditors, who unanimously

agreed to accept the proposition.

The Tower Moat.~On Monday, while workmen were

digging in the moat for the formation of a sewer, they

discovered some coins of Queen Elizabeth. The sewer is

intended to be carried all round the Tower, passing through
the centre of the moat, and communicating with the houses
within the fortress. The moat will be filled, and formed
into a terrace, on which trees and shrubs will be planted.

Victoria Park.—Although the act of Parliament for

the formation of this park at Bethnal-green has been
passed for some time, few steps have been taken in its

progress. The surveyors, however, have now recom-

menced their labours in making estimates of the value of

property which in some instances the proprietors are dis-

posed to litigate. The last act, empowering the com-
missioners with full authority, received the Royal assent

on the 13th May, 1842, when five years were assigned for

the full completion of the park. The tenants occupying

the tenements and lands have received notice to quit by

the 10th October. Amongst these are 11 persons occu-

pying fields as market-gardeners, who have lately cropped

their grounds for the winter months, for which they have
expressed their intention to apply for remuneration. A
valuation has, duringthe last week, been made of six houses,

the remnants of the palace of Bishop Bonner, known as

"Bonner's-hall," the inhabitants of which have all re-

ceived notice to quit, and preparations are making for

leasing the fields adjacent and in front of the chief

entrance, for the erection of a handsome square of houses.

A great deal of the land required for the park is the pro-

perty of Guy's Hospital and Sir John Cass's Charity, who
have shown every disposition to forward the views of the

Commissioners. In anticipation of the completion of the

park, several new houses have recently been erected of

superior description in Wick-lane, which have been let to

respectable tenants, whilst building land has attained a

premium in the vicinity. A new road, undertaken by

private speculators, but supported by the different parishes

through which it passes, will be shortly commenced from

Limehouse to the southern entrance of the park. It has

been decided by the Commissioners that the principal

entrance shall be through Bonner's-hall-fields, opposite

the Greyhound Inn, in Old Ford-lane.

Marylebone.—At a meeting of the Marylebone vestry,

on Saturday, at which Earl Manvers, Lord Strafford, Mr.
Tufnell, Sir J. M. Taggart, Lord Barrington, and Sir

R. P. Jodrell, were present, Mr. Potter brought forward

a motion for adopting a petition to the Legislature and to

the Queen against the grant of 3,000/. a-year to the

Princess Augusta, and also against continuing the grant

of 21,000/. per annum to the King of Hanover. In the

distressed state of the country, he asked, was it honest or

just on the part of her Majesty's ministers to impose fresh

burdens upon the labouring population? Mr. Gibson

seconded the motion ; Earl Manvers opposed it ; but it

was ultimately carried by a large majority, only six hands

being held up against it.

Kensington.—A meeting of the rate-payers was held

last week, for the purpose of further considering the

instructions given by a vestry on the 2d ult. to the church-

wardens, to take measures to obtain the reinstatement of

the Addison-road to the same condition as it was before its

diversion bv Colonel Fox. The churchwarden being called

to the chair, Mr. Hawkes moved " That a committee be

appointed to co-operate with the churchwardens in carry-

ing out the resolution of the vestry regarding the diversion

of the Addison-road." Several amendments were subse-

quently proposed by the friends to a compromise, but the

motion was carried'by a majority of ten, and a committee

of six inhabitants, with the parish officers, was appointed

to assist the churchwardens to carry out the resolution.

Steam above Bridge.—-There were landed on Sunday,

the 25th of June, from the steamers—at Chelsea, 5,432

passengers; Putney, 3,701 ; Kew, 3,234; Richmond,

4,621 ; independent of those who landed at Hammer-
smith, Brentford, and Wandsworth.

River Medway.—A fine sturgeon, between five and six

feet in length, was captured on Wednesday week in the

Medway, at a place about four miles from Rochester, called

Horn's Place. The fish was sent to London, but the

corporation of Rochester have claimed it back as their right.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of Deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, June 17, was as

follows:—West districts, 130; North districts, 192;

Central districts, 185; East districts, 245; South dis-

tricts, 203—Total, 955. Males 476—Females 479,

Weekly average for the last five years, 903. (461 males,

442 females) ; and for the last five spriugs, 854.

^robnufai Ncfcs.

Aylesbury.—On Monday evening, Dr. Sleigh, the con-

servative candidate for this town, according to previous

announcement, addressed the electors and inhabitants m
the County-hall. His speech occupied upwards of two

hours, and was listened to by an auditory amounting to

about a thousand. He attributed the distress to want of

wages, inadequate remuneration, and to the grasping spirit

of avarice and covetousness among employers. He de-

nounced foreign competition, machinery and joint-stock

banks as other grand causes of national distress, and said

that the true remedy for distress was to increase protec-

tion. Mr. J. Gibbs, in reply, proposed a resolution declar-

ing that the removal of all restrictions on trade would be

the best way of lessening the amount of national distress,

and promoting the interests of all classes. On a show
of hands this resolution was carried almost unanimously.

Bath.—A fatal accident occurred last week in the

neighbourhood of Dunkerlon, whereby the lives of six

individuals were sacrificed. The scene of the calamity

was the coal-pit known as Bray's Down-pit, about seven

miles from Bath, and three from Dunkerton. From the

evidence at the inquest it appeared that the men having

.
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attached themselves to the chain by means of a hook and

a piece of rope forming a noose for one leg, they were

lifted off the platform by the engine, and were then let

down ; but, after descending about 100 feet, the drum-
wheel was observed to be revolving rapidly, having by

some unaccountable means become disconnected with the

wheel which should have regulated their descent; and in

consequence of the velocity with which they descended,

the unfortunate men were dashed to pieces upon a pro-

jecting stage erected some few fathoms from the bottom.

The jury returned a verdict of "Accidental Death."

Bristol.—The remains of Rajah Rammohun Roy, who
died at Stapleton-grove, near this town, about eleven

years since, and was buried in the grounds adjoining the

house, were removed last week to the cemetery at Arno's-

vale, and interred in that portion appropriated to the use

of Dissenters. A sum of money has been forwarded

from India for the purpose of erecting a stately monu-
ment on the spot. It will be in the Hindu style of archi-

tecture, and upwards of 30ft. in height.

Carmarthen.—Since our last account of the Rebecca

riots everything has remained quiet in this town. The troop

of the 4th Dragoons marched from hence on Sunday,

for Newcastle Emlyn. Colonel Love, the Commandant
of the district, has ordered the marines and Castle Martin

Yeomanry from Pembroke, and other troops of cavalry

are on the way to this district, it being the determination

of the authorities to cover the country with military,

so as to prevent any further depredations. There seems

to be no doubt that the exciting cause of the recent out-

rages was the oppressive tax of the toll-gates on the by-

roads, and the dislike of the people to the working of the

New Poor-law. A meeting was held on Friday last at

Newcastle Emlyn, when a conference took place between

the county magistrates and delegates from the several

parishes. The Vice-Lieut., the Hon. Col. Trevor, pre-

sided, and Mr. Lloyd Hall, the barrister, who* has been

retained by some of the parishes, was present. The fol-

lowing document was submitted at the proposal of the

magistrates :
—" We are willing that every grievance that

can be proved to exist, and which can he remedied, should

be removed, either in the administration of the funds of

the trusts, or by the erection of new gates, or by increase

of tolls. For that purpose we will name a committee of

trustees and tally-holders to go into all the accounts of

the trust, and at that committee Mr. Hall shall attend, if

he wishes it, on your behalf. If any point of law should

arise, counsel's opinion shall be taken, by which the

trustees must abide until set aside by a court of law. The
magistrates have had a force of troops put at their dis-

posal by the Government, and though they are willing to

redress all that is amiss, they cannot give way to force,

and must put down also all disturbances, the Government
being ready to increase the number of troops, if neces-

sary." After some discussion these terms were agreed

to, and the committee was appointed. Subsequent
accounts state that no less than five gates have been
destroyed since Saturday last—three in the immediate
neighbourhood of Narbeth, one on the Brecon road, and
another at Penygarn, about six miles from Carmarthen,

on the London high road. A notice has also been posted

on the Holyland gate in the neighbourhood of Pembroke,

signed by Rebecca, announcing a speedy visit to the

Union workhouse of that town.
(heshunL—The Poor Law Commissioners have pub-

lished their report on the case of James Harvey, a pauper

of this parish, who was said to have died of want, occa-

sioned by the neglect of the relieving officer. The
Commissioners state that the man was not in want of

food lor several weeks previous to his death ; and that

there is no ground for charging the relieving officer with

material neglect in the case. But they detail various

erroneous entries in the books and returns of the medical

officer Mr. Smith, and consider that he neglected his

duty in this instance. Under all the circumstances of the

case, they think it would be inconsistent with their duty

to allow Mr. Smith to continue to hold the office of

medical officer, and they have accordingly directed an
order to issue for his removal.

Exeter.—The law reports announced last week that the

Rev. Henry Erskine Head, rector of Feniton, in this

county, had been sentenced by the Arches Court, at the

suit of the Bishop of Exeter, to three years' suspension

from the office of the ministry, the loss of his living, and
the costs of the action, for having published a letter, in

which he maintained that the Church Catechism, the

Order of Baptism, and the Order of Confirmation, in the

Book of Common Prayer, contained erroneous doctrines.

Mr. Head, who is a brother of Sir Francis Head, is an
evangelical clergyman, and the living is worth 500/. a

year, so that the sentence is equivalent to the imposition

of a fine of 1,500/. in addition to the costs of the action,

which are supposed to amount to 1,500/. Mr. Head
preached his farewell sermon last Sunday to a crowded
congregation.

Glazenivood.—'We find that a floral fete was given by
Mr. Curtis in his beautiful grounds on the 16th ult., which
was attended by upwards of 3,000 persons. The band of

the Coldstream Guards was present, and greatly contri-

buted to enliven the scene, which appears to have been
one of unusual beauty and gaiety.

Maidstone.— It will be recollected that a few weeks
since, in pursuance of a requisition to the High Sheriff of

Kent, a meeting of farmers and others connected with
agriculture was held on Penenden-heath, when resolutions
in favour of protection to agriculture, and expressive of

dissatisfaction at the recent changes made in the Corn-law
by the introduction of the Canada bill, were carried by a
large majority. As a set-off to this result, the friends of
a total repeal invited Mr. Cobden to attend a meeting at

the same place on Thursday last, in order, if they ap-

proved of his explanations, to pass resolutions in favour

of a total abolition of the Corn-laws, and thus nullify the

proceedings of the former meeting. The meeting was

addressed by Mr. Cobden, Mr. Villiers, and others on

the part of the League ; and by Mr. O:borne, a local

landowner, on the other side; after which, resolutions

were carried in favour of a total and immediate repeal of

the Corn-laws.

Norwich.—The exhibition of the West Norfolk Agri-

cultural Association took place on Wednesday week, and

was very numerously attended. The members dined

together after the show, the Marquess of Hastings in the

chair. The speeches were confined chiefly to agricultural

topics, a general objection being manifested to any allu-

sion to political matters. A piece of plate was presented

to Mr. J, L. Milnes, the honorary secretary, as an
acknowledgment of his zeal in originating and promoting
the objects of the Society. The Hon. Mr. Wilson, in

returning thanks for those gentlemen who had offered

extra premiums, suggested the formation of a society for

the encouragement of industrious labourers; and the

meeting was afterwards addressed at some length by Mr.
Hamond, Mr. Lugar, and other well-known agriculturists.

Oxford.—A remarkable scene took place on Wednesday
in the Sheldonian Theatre, which has been rarely equalled

in the annals of the University. It has occasioned the

abrupt termination of the commemorative festival, without

the oration of the Professor of Poetry, or the prize essays

and poems of the year being delivered. It is usual at the

annual commemoration, which always takes place at this

time, to propose some distinguished persons to Convoca-
tion for a D.C.L. degree. Late on Tuesday evening it

became known in the University that Mr. Everett, the

American Minister, formerly an Unitarian preacher in the

United States, would be proposed for this honour. The
news created considerable sensation on the ground of that

gentleman's religious opinions, especially among members
of that body in which the right of bestowing degrees rests.

Accordingly when the convocation assembled, the proceed-
ings were interrupted by a body of Masters, who had
filled the area of the theatre, and resisted with loud non-
placets the degree of the American Minister, which was,

however, after some confusion conferred, with a protest on
the part of theTractarians,and amidst loud shouts from the

undergraduates, who imitated the parties below, by a

successful attempt to terminate the proceedings, unless

the junior proctor, who has rendered himself unpopular,

would quit the room. The Vice-Chancellor, in conse-

quence of this outrage, dissolved the assembly. A depu-
tation of the protesting members of convocation immedi-
ately waited on Mr. Everett, to express their sorrow at

being compelled conscientiously to take the course they

had, and remove any impression of personal oppo-
sition. His Excellency received them with the utmost
courtesy.—An accident of a distressing nature occurred

hereon Thursday, the 22d ult. The youngest son of the

Dean of Christchurch, and a son of Dr. Phillimore, both

students of Christchurch, lost their lives on that day whilst

bathing in the Isis. Mr. Gaisford was seized with the

cramp; Mr. Phillimore was dressing himself in the skiff,

when, seeing that his young friend was in danger, he

jumped in, and was himself carried away by the stream

and lost. The jury at the inquest returned a verdict of

"Accidental death."

Stafford,—On Monday evening, at one of the pits

belonging to the Fenton Park Company, situate at the

back of the china manufactory of Messrs. Green and

Richards, of Fenton, an explosion of fire-damp occurred,

which was attended with the loss of nine lives. The cause

of the accident is ascribed to the imprudence of one of

the sufferers, who shut a door in the pit, which, when
reopened, caused a rush of foul air towards the shaft,

which ignited by the candles by which the men were light-

ing themselves. Two of the sufferers lost their lives by
going to the assistance of those who fell victims to the

explosion, and four others who were assisting them nearly

perished by suffocation. An accident of this nature has
not happened in the Potteries for many years.

Jiailways.—The following are the receipts of the prin-

cipal Lines for the past week:—Greenwich, 875/.;

Brighton, 3,791/.; Paris and Orleans, 3,964/.; Eastern

Counties, 2,7167. ; Paris and Rouen, 3,038/.; Croydon,

329/.; Blackwall, 1,132/.; Great North of England,
1,335/.; Liverpool and Manchester, 5,092/.; Hull and
Selby, 1,236/. ; Manchester and Leeds, 4,812/. ; York
and North Midland, 1,642/. ; Manchester and .Birming-

ham, 3,024/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,133/.; Bir-

mingham and Derby, 1,220/.; Birmingham and Gloucester,

1,831/.; Midland Counties, 2,518/.; Grand Junction,

8,252/. ; North Midland, 4, 16(i/. ; South Western, 6,996/.;

South Eastern and Dover, 2,503/. ; Great Western,
17,039/.; Birmingham, 17,448/.—On Saturday last the

chairman and directors of the South Eastern and Dover
Railway, with Mr. Cubitt the engineer, and a party of
friends, made a trial trip over the line, preparatory to its

being opened to the public on Wednesday, which will be

before the period at which the engineer promised that it

should be ready. The train left London-bridge at 6, a.m.,

stopped at 5 stations, and arrived at Folkestone, a distance

of 81 miles, at 40 minutes past 8 o'clock, the average

speed being 30 miles per hour. The party then embarked
in a steamer and proceeded to Boulogne, where they

arrived in 3 hours, and were entertained by the Sous-

Prefet and the French authorities at a public dejeuner.

The steamer left Folkestone harbour at 19 minutes past

9, and arrived at Boulogne at 25 minutes past 12 o'clock.

It started homewards at 38 minutes past 2, and
reached Folkestone at 23 minutes past 6 o'clock ; the

railway train started at 7 minutes past 7, and landed its

freight at London-bridge, after seven stoppages, at 6

minutes past 10 o'clock, p.m. ; the party having thus

travelled, by land and sea, 225 miles in sixteen hours and
six minutes. Thus the entire journey from London to

Boulogne and back, was accomplished easily in one day,

and there is no doubt tfiat the time is not far distant when
a regular communication between London and Paris will be
effected in 24 hours.—At a general meeting of the share-

holders of the Lancaster and Preston Company the fact

of the leasing of the line to the canal proprietors at a

clear rental of 4 per cent, per annum for 21 years was
officially announced ; as also the first half-year's payment
of the money, out of which it was proposed to empower
the directors, now the actual income of the undertaking

is ascertained, to declare half-yearly a dividend of 16s.

per share on the whole shares, and of 10s. Id. on the

three-quarter shares. This was unanimously agreedJo,
and the debt of 15,000/. owing will be liquidatecrby

8,000/. in shares, and the remainder in land and cottage

property, sufficient to cover it, now in possession of the

company.—The committee of inquiry, appointed by the

shareholders in the Brandling Junction Company, have
given in their report. It embraces a history of the

management of the affairs of the company from its com-
mencement. It then notices the appointment of engineers,

secretary, &c, and sets forth that injury has been sus-

tained by the non-residence and divided attention of these

parties. The directors are also blamed lor going into

great expense "without plans or estimates/' and for

allowing a portion of their number " to transact much
of the important business of the company, keeping the

others ignorant of their proceedings." The report con-

cludes by a severe condemnation of the directors on a

variety of charges, which are said to have increased the

capital to four times the amount first announced.—An
alarming accident occurred on Wednesday, at noon, in

the centre of the Summit Tunnel, by the mail train

running into a luggage train. The mail train leaves Man-
chester at ten minutes before 11 o'clock, and travels at

great speed. No intimation had been given to the driver

on entering the tunnel that a baggage-train was only just

in advance, and the steam prevented him from seeing the

light at the end of the train. The consequence was, that

when about half-way through the tunnel it overtook and
dashed into the luggage- train, smashing two or three

carriages, but fortunately not hurting any individual.

IRELAND.
t)ublin>—A. report was current in the beginning of the

week, that Mr. Lucas, the Under-Secretary, had resigned

his office in consequence of some disagreement with Lord
Eliot, on the dismissal of a clerk in the Secretary's

office ; but it has since been announced that there is no

foundation for tbe rumour. The Protestant nobility and
gentry of Cavan, Fermanagh, &c. have issued addresses

calling upon the people to avoid all processions and assem-

blies of large bodies, at the ensuing Protestant Anniver-

saries. The Archbishop of Dublin delivered his customary

charge on Thursday last, at St. Patrick's Cathedral, at

the annual visitation of his clergy. Mr. Joyce, of Mer-
view, and Sir R. Musgrave, Bart., have resigned the Com-
mission of the peace since our last report. The weekly
meeting of the Repeal Association took place on Monday,
when Mr. John O'Connell, in the absence of his father,

addressed tbe meeting at great length. The amount of

rent for the week was 1,2587. 3s. 9d—The Malabar line-

of-battle ship has left Cork for the coast of Spain.
Skibbereen.—One of the largest Repeal demonstrations

which has yet occurred, took place in this remote portion

of the island, on Thursday the 22d ult. It is said that

600,000 persons were assembled on the occasion, many
of whom came a distance of 30 or 40 miles. Mr.
McCarthy, of Loughine Lodge, presided. Mr. Shea

Lalor opened the proceedings, and was followed by Mr.

E. B. Roche, M.P., and other gentlemen. Mr. O'Connell

spoke both at the meeting and at the dinner afterwards at

great length on the usual topics connected with Repeal.

Galway.—A Repeal meeting took place on Sunday at

Oranmore, about four miles and a half from this town,

which was attended by Mr. O'Connell, the Roman
Catholic bishop of Galway, and an immense concourse of

spectators. Lord Ffrench presided, and Mr. O'Connell

spoke at considerable length on the prospects of the

Repeal agitation. He concluded by advising the people

to organise, and said that all he wanted was that they

should pay Is. each, and enroll themselves as associates,

and that they should let him have 3,000,000 Repealers

before he proceeded to take his next step.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The pastoral address by the General

Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland has just been

issued, and has excited a good deal of interest, the prin-

cipal topic being, of course, the late secession from the

Established Church. After some introductory matter*

the address proceeds to describe the circumstances of the

secession, which differ in no respects from the statements

which are already familiar to our readers. After express-

ing their gratitude to the Giver of all good for the unity

that had attended them from the beginning of the struggle*

and that, especially as it approached its crisis, the way

the Church's duty was made so plain and clear,

address alludes at some length to the particular state
^

society at such an important period, and thus continue -

—" Be not deceived by the word schism, which has been,

and which will often be, employed by adversaries. Schis

is a sinful because an unnecessary separation from

Church; but there is not here, properly speaking, a sep

ration from the Church at all. Whatever in the eye

the law may henceforth constitute the Church of bcotian ,

i
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assuredly that church in the eye of conscience and of the

law of conscience—that Church, while yet acting freely,

and without coercion of the civil power, pledged itself

before God and the world in its claim of right to renounce
the Establishment rather than submit to those conditions

which have since been imposed. It has now only redeemed
its pledge. It is the Church, properly speaking, which has

separated from the State. Assuredly this is not schism ;

and those are the true and only schismatics, who by refusing

to take the same step when duty required it, have thus, and
thus only, caused the disruption of the Church- In like

manner you will not be deluded by the supplicating cry,
* How can you quit the Church of your fathers ?' The
Church of your fathers is that Church which holds the

principles that they held, which bears the testimony that

they bore, and which is now suffering in the cause of that

great truth for which they suffered. Where was the Church
of your fathers during the 28 years of persecution which
desolated the land two centuries ago ? Was it where
prelacy held sway, and where curates occupied the pulpits

from which the martyr ministers had been expelled ? Or
Was it with the persecuted Covenanters on the waste heaths
or moorlands among the wild glens and mountain soli-

tudes, with Welsh and Blackadder—with Cameron and
Peden—with Cargill and Renwick ? You cannot other-

wise quit the Church of your fathers than by cleaving to

the present establishment, which no longer retains the

principles for which your fathers bore their testimony,
even unto death. You cannot otherwise remain members
of the Church of your fathers than by adhering to those

who are following their footsteps, renewing their testi-

mony, and preparing like them, to encounter every kind
and degree of suffering and danger in defence of the Re-
deemer's crown. One other plausible argument with

which you may be addressed is the assertion that we
ought to follow the example of our fathers, who in all

former struggles never left the Church till they were
forcibly ejected. In answer to this, let it be observed,
that they were in circumstances totally different from
those in which we are placed. During their days religious

toleration, such as we enjoy, was unknown. There was
no such thing then as leaving the establishment, and
having freedom to preach the gospel out of it. The claim
of the civil power was that of a universal supremacy over
the Church of Christ—supremacy in all causes, civil and
ecclesiastical. Between such a claim and the leaving of
the Establishment, had that been possible, there was no
connexion. The one only step left to our forefathers was
to resist the civil power in its interference with conscience,
and take the consequences. It is otherwise with us, who
have a ground of freedom still left in the constitution
without the pale of the Establishment. If still we remain
in it, acquiescing in the unlawful conditions, of course we
betray the sole sovereignty of Christ in His Church. If
we remain in it resisting ihem, we not only, to all practical
purposes, betray that sovereignty, but we dishonourably
cling to the emoluments of the State, while we refuse
compliance with the express conditions on which they are
bestowed." The address then goes on to remark upon
matters more peculiarly of a doctrinal character, and con-
cludes by exhorting their people in their religious duties,
and calls upon them to labour zealously in rebuilding the
Walls of their prostrate Zion.

iifltscellancous.
The Heart of St. Louis.—A. few weeks ago, the work-

men employed on the restoration of the Sainte Chapelle,
adjoining the Palais de Justice, in Paris, having discovered
jehind the high altar dedicated to St. Louis a leaden box,
M. Duban, the architect, on being informed of the dis-
covery, made it known to the Archbishop of Paris, who
J^nt his grand vicars to inspect what had been found.
*«e box contained a heart, and with it a writing on parch*
^ent, on which it was recorded that the contents having
during some repairs made in J 802 been found in another
°x completely decayed by rust, it was again enveloped in
ead, and re-deposited in the same spot. This document
18 signed by M. Camus, Archivist General of the king-
om, M. Terasse, Keeper of the Archives, and the Secre-

cy of that office. As Moreri, the historian of France,
**rms that the heart of St. Louis was carried to the Sainte

lapelle, and placed behind the high altar, it was expected
fc& t the investigation ordered by the Minister of Public
°rks would establish the remains thus found to be that

acred relic. M. Letronne, however, the Keeper-General
* the Archives of France, addressed on the 20th ult. a

j*
emorial to the Minister in which, after citing and com-
enting on all the authorities who had written on the sub-

let, he comes to the conclusion that the heart of St. Louis,
° died at Tunis, was not brought back to France, but

ust form part of the relics deposited in the church of Mott-

le

> near Palermo ; and that even supposing it to have been

^ °ught back to France, it had not been deposited in the
•j_

0Iy Chapel. Since the publication of this opinion,
*• Leprevost, a deputy of the department of the Eure,
* addressed along letter to the Moniteur in reply to

had
ronne '

s argument, that the heart of that monarch

it w *¥
been removed to France, and that if it had been,

would certainly have been inclosed in a box made of a

the
1
*!? P recious metal than tin. M. Leprevost considers
former assertion as extremely hazardous, and resting

drat° ^
ell ' established fact. » As respects the argument

a
n from

- the paltry value of the box," he says, » an

bv
S"?lent

.

wllicb has gained many partisans, we will begin

t
/ oDservmg that the box in question was neither made of

it a*
10,1 d

'
kUt of tinned copper, and we will oppose to

hear*
S

T
gle fact which appears to us conclusive. The

rt ot a prince nearly coeval with the French monarch,

RirU /^ertain'y as Sreat a kinS as st - Louis-1 mean
aara Coe^ de Lion—was also inclosed in a metal box,

which box, so fortunately discovered by my learned friend,

M. Deville, and so shamefully abandoned ever since, in a
corner of the Cathedral of Rouen, is not made of gold,
gilt-silver, or silver, nor even of tinned copper ; it is made
of the vilest of metals—lead." A correspondent of a
daily paper suggests that the English Government should
have claimed this relic in return for the body of Napoleon.

Another Shakspere Autograph.—Dr. S. Mackenzie
has addressed a letter to the Morning Chronicle

}
stating

that '• within the last few weeks there has turned up what,
if authentic, must be by far the most valuable of all the
Shakspere autographs. This is no less than the identical
black letter copy of Holinshed's Chronicles which was
used by Shakspere, enriched with his manuscript notes,
and$ above all, by his own autograph signature in full."
It was purchased some weeks ago by Mr. Thomas Powell
from Mr. Elkins, a bookseller in Lombard-street.

Antiquities of France.— The Paris papers state that
there has just been discovered in the ground excavated
for the Northern Railroad, between St. Leu d'Essevens
and Montalaire, a girdle of solid gold, wrought to imitate
a cord, having a hook at each end. The weight of this

object is 342 grammes, and the gold is valued at 880f.
It was found within two feet and a-half of the surface, and
no other article was discovered near it. M. Haubigant,
member of the Council-General of the Oise, paid the
workmen handsomely for giving it up to him, with a view
to having it deposited either in the Museum of Beauvaise
or the Bibliothcque Royale of Paris. It is supposed to
belong to the Gaulish period, about the time of Csesar.

Housk of Lords.—(Commit teefor Privilrgcs.)—The Committee
on Tuesday last, after hearing Sir Harris Nicolas for the claimant,
unanimously resolved, on the motion of the Lord Chancellor,
that the claim of Washington Shirley Ferrers to sit in the House
of Peers as Earl Ferrers had been fully established. At a previous
sitting the Committee resolved that Mr. Tracy, the claimant of
the Tracy Peerage, which has been in abeyance since 1/97, had
not made out his case.

Vice-chancellor's Court. — (Before Sir L. Shadwcll.)

—

{Burchnall and Others v. Mitchell and Others.)—Mr. Bethel and
Mr. Phillips applied to the Court on behalf of the plaintiffs for an
injunction to restrain the defendants, their agents, and work-
men, from mowing down, selling, or in any way interfering with
or disposing of the crop of hay now standing Upon a certain
piece of land, situate amidst certain other pieces or parcels of
land known as Southficld and Burgess's Meadows, in the parish
of St. Mary's, in the borough of Leicester, and which piece of
land had been allotted by the commissioners appointed under the
provisions of a private and local act of Parliament (the 44th
George III.), for the benefit of the resident freemen and free-
men's widows of the borough of Leicester, in lieu of their former
rights of common of pasture over all these said pieces and parcels
ot land which they had previously enjoyed immemorially. The
piece of land in question in this suit is identical with that winch
constituted the subject-matter in dispute in the case of 4I Astell
and Others v. Mitchell and Others," a full statement of the details
of which, together with the Vice-Chancellor's judgment upon
the construction to be given to the act in question, so far as it

governed the respective rights of the litigant parties, was given
in our Paper of last Saturday. The defendants in this suit are
the same as those in the former suit, being a majority of the
deputies appointed under the act of Parliament in question, to
manage and regulate the enjoyment by the freemen and their
widows of this piece of land so allotted to them. In the former
suit the chief question at issue between the parties was, whether
the defendants in the suit, the deputies, had power under the act
to divide this allotment into garden-plots among the freemen
and their widows, an object much desired and warmly supported
by the suffrages of the great majority of the freemen and their
widows. The Vice-Chancellor, on that occasion, was of opinion,
upon a minute, critical, and legal construction of the act, that
the deputies had not the power to turn this land into garden-
plots, or to make use of it for any purpose which would render it

unfit for pasturage. The plaintiffs in the present suit were not
parties to the iormer suit ; but, as they claimed to have an interest

in the enjoyment of this piece of allotted land, they filed this bill,

and now applied for this injunction, to restrain the defendants
from mowing down or selling the crop of hay now standing on
the piece of land in question, notwithstanding that it was con-
ceded to the defendants, at the period of the former decision,
that they might be at liberty to cut down the standing crop of
hay now on the land, without infringing the terms of the injunc-
tion granted and continued by the Court against them in that
case. The Vice-Chancellor, in the present instance, without
calling on counsel for the defendants to make a single observa-
tion in opposition to this application, at once refused the motion
with costs.

Court of Queen's Bremen.—The Queen v. StowclL—This was
another of the many cases that have recently come before the
Court on the question of venue. It was an indictment found in

the Central Criminal Court, and charged the defendant with
having endeavoured to dissuade one Esther Harleyfrom giving
evidence on another indictment against two persons, named
John Williams and John Wakeling. The indictment had the
words "Central Criminal Court" in the margin, as the venue
given by the statute which created the jurisdiction of that Court;
hut it did not contain any statement of the offence having been
committed within anyone of the five counties over which, or
parts of which, this jurisdiction extended. The case had been
removed into this court on certiorari, and the defendant had been
tried by a Middlesex jury, and had been convicted. A rule had
since been obtained to arrest the judgment, on the ground that
the general allegation of "Central Criminal Court" as a venue,
without the statement of any particular county, was defective.
The case was subsequently argued by Mr. Chambers for the
defendant, and by Mr. Richards for the Crown. Lord Denman now
delivered judgment. Having stated the nature of the objection,
his Lordship referred to the statute 4 and 5 W. 4, c. 36, the third
section of which provided that the district situated within the
limits of the jurisdiction created by that act should be deemed
one county for all purposes of venue, local description, &c. It
was not denied that the venue, as it stood in this indictment,
would have been sufficient for any case tried at the Central
Criminal Court; but the objection arose in consequence of the
case being removed into this court. The venue was material as
showing the place from which the jurymen were to be summoned.
Here the case, m consequence of the certiorari, was tried in this

court by a Middlesex jury ; but it did not appear on the face of

the indictment, that that jury had been properly summoned, or

that the court had jurisdiction in the matter. Even in the indict-

ments preferred in the Central Criminal Court, it would be pro-

per to insert a place applicable to the allegation of the act which
constituted the offence, alleging that place to be within the juris-

diction of that court; but it was absolutely necessary that such

an allegation of venue should exist in cases of indictments

removed into this court. In future, where such an allegation of

venue was not made, this court would not grant a rule for a cer-

tiorari, unless the defendant consented to waive his objection to

the jurisdiction arising from such want of a special venue. Here
the want of it was fatal to the proceeding, and the judgment
must therefore be arrested

Colburn v. Whiting and Brown.—This was an action of libel,
to which the defendants pleaded Not Guilty. The Solicitor-
General stated the case. The plaintiff in this ^ase carried on for
years the business of a publisher. The defendants were the pub-
lishers of the Atlas newspaper, and the attack which the plaintiff
complained of appeared in their paper. The plaintiff was in the
habit of inserting advertisements in the Atlas newspaper, and in
the course of a single year they had amounted to yot. He had
reason to think that his advertisements there were not pro-
ductive to him, and they descended, therefore, to 40/. The pro-
prietors of the Atlas had a communication with the plaintiff on
the subject, and said they came to offer the olive-branch or the
tomahawk. In an article in the paper of the 4th of March, 1843,
AinsworWs Magazine and Golburris New Monthly Magazine were
contrasted with each other. The article began by reterring to
the opinion of Swift, that there was no honour among book-
sellers, though there might be among thieves. This the writers
said they did not believe, though the following might furnish an
instance of the truth of the opinion. They then referred to the
publication by the plaintiff in Colburn's New Monthly Magazine,
of certain articles on the subject of the life of tne Jaie Mr.
Elliston. They were the production of Mr. MoncriefT, and were
called Ellistoniana;" and the defendant's paper referring to
them, represented that they were but imitations of some articles

on the same subject, published in Ainsworth's Magazine, under
the title of the " Elliston Papers." The writer in the Atlas said
he did not know which was the real Simon Pure, but that the
"Ellistoniana" ought at all events not to have been pub-
lished, in proof of which he inserted a letter, purporting to

come from Mr. Charles Elliston, a son of the deceased, in

which it was said that many of the anecdotes were false, and
some of them were of a gross character, and that he and
his family protested against their publication. In another

article in the Atlas, the editors of that paper, affecting to

ridicule a system of puffing, which they described as re-

sorted to by some unworthy persons, charged the plaintiff

with practising it, and distinctly alleged that he used the

arts which in their article they denounced. They added, that

they, as guardians of literature, were determined to put a stop to

this practice. These were the libels of which the plaintiff com-
plained. The case of Sir John Carr had established that criticism

on publications might be made, and however severe they were,
the writers of them would not be responsible. But, at the sam^
time, that case decided that such writers must not step out of
their way to assail the character of the writer of the book criti-

cised, or the publisher of it ; for if he did the persons so attacked
would have the same legal rightto protection as any other person.
The learned Counsel then called Mr. Shoberl, as a witness, who
said, I am on the establishment of Mr. Colburn, as one of his

literary assistants. [ remember Mr. S. Whiting coming to Mr.
Colburn's. In the middle of his visit he applied lor Mr. Column's
advertisements in the Atlas. He mentioned that they had been
withdrawn, and he applied for books for review, to be sent as
before. I told him that J would make known to Mr. Colburn his
application. I did so. Plaintiff refused it.—Cross-examined

—

The "Life and Times of Frederick the Great" was published
wilh Mr. Campbell's name as editor. My father was the author
of it. I deny that there was any deception practised on the

public by that description. I do not know what you mean by a
puffer. I know there is something technically called puffer.

There is a person kept who sometimes writes fair paragraphs,

but there is nothing deceptive in them. Mr. Hurst has not that

department. I do not see tnat any lair little announcement ot a
book should be called a puffer.— The Solicitor-General objected

to this style of question.—Mr. Tbesiger contended that the

question was most important. The inquiry here was, whether
there was not a system of puffing, and whether the article

complained of was more than a criticism on a practice which,
for the benefit of the public, ought to be put down.—Lord
Denman thought that the 'question was, whether there was
a libel or not, but not whether it was so in respect of any
particular party connected with any particular person. Mr.
Moncritff was then called, and proved that he was the writer of
the "Elli*toniana" in Colburn's Magazine, Mr. Thesiger then
addressed the Jury for the deiendants. He denied that theie
was anything here that could properly be called an attack upon
private character. The defendants had no private motive influ-

encing their conduct. If persons assumed the office of public

journalists— if they affected to guide public taste, and to afford

to the public the proper means of forming a correct judgment,
—they were not merely entitled, they were bound to show in

what way that judgment was covertly endeavoured to be influ-

enced. He had himself been wholly ignorant of the manner of

puffing— so ingenious but so deceptive—which this article in the
defendant's paper had denounced; he had always believed that

the recommendations of a work, which he saw first in one peri-

odical and then in another, were so many expressions of dif-

ferent voices honestly and faithfully expressing the opinions of

various individuals. It seemed that he was in this quite mis-
taken—that, in fact, they all proceeded from the same person,

were puffed from one publication to another, till they had com-
pleted what was called the round of the papers, and had suc-
ceeded in inducing simple-minded persons, like himself, to believe
that the voices of all the critics were unanimous in tavour of
the work which appeared to be criticised. No one could doubt
that the system was a most improper one—no one could doubt
that, if it deceived persons for a time, it musx bring discredit on
literature itself, and was therefore a system which deserved
reprobation. The defendants had done no mire than reprobate
it, and in doing so they had only pointed out an instance in

which, as it seemed to them, the system haa been unfairly

carried into practice. In what they had done they had not

transgressed the bounds within which, lor the public benefit,

the law allowed them to write without restraint. It was to be

regretted that such strictures as theirs wereneccssar;— it was to

be regretted that when these puffing paragraphs wen presented

to publications, they were not always inserted, as the; were in-

serted in what he might call the leading journal ot thecounlry,

with the word "advertisement" prefixed to them. Suchamodeof
printing them would be distasteful to some persons, and vas, no
doubt, the cause why so lew of them appeared in that journal,

but would be serviceable to the country. A publisher or aooks

and of magazines, was, to a certain extent, public property The
case of Sir John Carr authorised rair criticism on his pubtca-

tions, and if he puffed them by insidious means, justified 'he

exposure of the puffing. The public character of such a persm
was not a public property on which every one might prey ; btr.

it was something on which every critrc might, for public reasons,

and in a fair way, freely animadvert, i hese defendants haa
done no more; they had not touched the private character of the
plaintiff; they had done no more than they were warranted in

doing, and they looked to the jury with confidence lor a verdict

in their favour. Lord Denman summed up the case. He said
that in the inculpated article, the subject of puffing had been
iniroducedwith a good deal of humour ; and if the Editors of the
Atlas had been able to show any paragraphs of the sort they had
humorously described had proceeded from the office of the
plaintiffs, and had been sent the round of the papers, the jury
would probably think that the defendant had resorted to a fair
and proper mode of criticism, and would think that they ought
to be allowed great liberty in exercising it. But that had not
been done here. The jurors would, under these circumstances,
say whether the defendant's articles did or not contain a libel-
lous attack on the personal character and the honour of the
plaintiff, if they thought they did, they would find for the plain-
tiff, and then say to what damages he was entitled. But if they
thought that no such libellous attack had been made upon him,
they would then find their verdict for the defeudants. As to the
expression supposed to have been used by Mr. S. Whiting, on
which comment had been made, he (Lord Denman) should only
observe that that gentleman had no authority to use it so as to
cast any responsibility on the defendants ; but, at the same tim?
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the jurors could not shut their eyes to the fact that the adver-
J

tisements had been diminished, and had therefore become the

subject of discussion between the parties. The jurors would
give this and ail the other facts in the case their due weight, and
would return such a verdict on the whole as they might think

the case required. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff.

Damages 40*.

Bail Court.—The Queen v. Gregory.—Upon this indictment

beiriK called on for trial, Mr. Sergeant Shee (counsel for the

defendant, Mr. Gregory, proprietor and editor of the Satirist)

said—My Lord, in this case, in which the Duke of Brunswick is

prosecutor, I am instructed to apply to your Lordship for permis-

sion to withdraw the plea of not guilty, and to plead guilty. I

think it right to inform your Lordship, in so doing, that the

defendant has acted under the advice of myself and my learned

friend, Mr. Chambers; but he desires me distinctly to state, and
in the most unreserved terms, his regret for the annoyance and
pain that may have been occasioned to his Highness the Duke
of Brunswick and friends, by a scries of libels which, although
imputing no crime, Mr. Gregory is now sensible were calculated

to bring his Highness into contempt and ridicule. My Lord, I

am anxious also to state to your Lordship that, in taking this

course, and in accepting our advice, Mr. Gregory has had no
communication, negotiations, advice, or understanding, directly

or indirectly, with his Highness the Duke of Brunswick, or with

any of his advisers. His Highness will have no further cause of

complaint against the defendant ; but his Highness is perfectly

free to take such steps necessary in this matter as he and his

advisers may consider becoming his princely rank and his illus-

trious station. Mr. Sergeant Talfourd— I apprehend I cannot at

all, on my part, having the honour to appear here on behalf of

his Highness the Duke of Brunswick, make any objection to the

course my learned friend has pursued, if your Lordship thinks

he is entitled to take that course ; but I am anxious to have it

distinctly understood that the course my learned friend intended

to pursue was unknown to me till a minute or two ago, when I

heard what course my learned friend had thought fit to take. On
the part of his Highness I am not instructed to offer the least

expectation to the defendant, that any other course than that

which is the natural result of this prosecution should be followed;

and it will be for your Lordship to say whether, under the cir-

cumstances, you will give judgment now upon this indictment,

or whether you will not do soj that is a matter entirely for your

Lordship's consideration. All I can say is, his Highness the

Duke of Brunswick has instituted this prosecution from a strong

sense of duty both to himself and to the public; and that it is

utterly impossible he can for a moment come to anything in the

shape of a compromise. Mr. Justice Wightman— It is not sug-

gested. Mr. Sergeant Shee—The reverse is distinctly stated.

Mr. Justice Wightman —I do not purpose to pass sentence now ;

it will be better, for more reasons than one, that it should remain

for judgment till next term. Mr. Sergeant Talfourd— So far from

anything like compromise, 1 am instructed on the part of his

Highness, to ask your Lordship, if you thought itfit, to pass sen-

tence at once; but 1 do not for a moment press that. Mr. Jus-

tice Wightman— It will be more satisfactory if the defendant's

future conduct is some extenuation. Mr. Sergeant Talfourd—
All I can say is, that I have not the slightest authority in the

least degree, to hold out any hopes to^thedefendant.

SPORTING.
Tattisrsau.'s.— Thursday.—The room was thinly attended,

and business confined to offers of 4 to l agst Colonel Charrilie's

Gorhambury, and 7 to 1 agst Mr. Johnstone's Charles the Twelfth,

for the Goodwood Cup.

MARK LANE, Friday, Junk 30.—There was scarcely any
English Wheat at Market, ami Monday's prices are fully sup-

ported : wc had an indifferent tittendance of buyers, and
although Foreign was held at the same lerms, hut few sales were
made; some parcels of Polish Odessa have been sold for expor-

tation to Belgium. Our currency is Hilly maintained for Karlcy,

Peas, and Beans ; and Oats are M. dearer.

imiT/SH, PKlt IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Poland*

Northumberland and Scutch ... - Feed
IrUh F«ed

Kve * *

Beans, Mnzairan, old and new - 22 to £6' Tick

Fiteon, Heligoland . . SR to 34 Winds.

Peas, White I 28 to 81 Maple
WEKKLY IMI'KIUAI. AVERAGES.

s. s. S. S.

44 to fi2 Red 40 to-18

41 to 51 White — to—
25 to 32 Grind. 19 to 20
13 to 98 Keed 1 1 to 22
— to — l'otato 16 to 21

9 to i8 1'otatoM to 22
— to —
22 to 27 Harrow 23 to 31_ to — I'Onjfpod — to—
20 to 31 Grey 27 to 30

May in
_ 26
June 2

• *

• *

•

_ 9
— 16

* — S3

• •

* •

G weeks* AgRivgn te Avtir-

Duties * •

Wheat. 1 4

47 S

41 9
47 H
43 >

4!1 11

49 8

48 4

20

Barley. Oats Kye. Bean*. Peas
27 9 17 .

r
> 29 2 26 10 23 2

27 5 17 U 29 2 27 4 29 10

£7 3 !8 80 3 £7 10 29 1

27 3 18 5 30 28 3 29 7
27 ;s 13 6 30 7 23 4 29 7
27 7 18 9 31. 2 29. 30 11

27 6 13 2 80 2 27 11 29 G

!) 8 11 6 11 6
J

11 ti

PRICES OF MANURES.
Agricultural Salt, per tan, 32*— — tin?, per ton, 36>
Alexander's Compost, ?er hush , is i',d

Bleaching Powder, per cwt., 30*

lione-dust and half-inch hone, per
quarter, lit*

lorij ]\lBrimstone, per
Clarke'tdesiccaW* Compost, per hhd.,

:;/ 124 >)d

Daniell'a Brief** Manure, according

to quantity, *er bushel* 10rf

Guano (fbreijr>)> per ton, 10/ 10* to 12/

Potter* English, according to

quantity, p*r '<"'•> L3i 10 11/ lev

Gyp.-uim, awarding to quantity, per

tafi,S2f(? te>40*

Hunt's Nev Fertiliser, per bush., \s6d
Muriatetf'Ammonia, per cwt., 24*

Lime, per cwt., 10*

Nitrateof Soda, according to quantity,

duty paid, per cwt., IGa to 17a

Petre> Salt, per ton, 4/

phosphate of A mmonia, per lb-, 2s 3d
— of Soda
— of Lime, per lb., 12*

Super Phosphate of Lime, per lb-, 20*

1'oittevin's disinfected Manure, per

quarter, 13* <»/

concentrated do., perqr., 30*

Rape dust, according to quantity, per

ton, « 15* to 6/ 10*

Rock Salt, per ton, 8/

Saltpetrei per cwt-, (duty paid) 24* 6d
Silicate of Potash (pure); pur cwt-, 60*

Soda Ash, per cwt., 13*

Sulphate or Ammonia, per cwt., IBs

— of Iron, per ton,

of Soda, per ton, 6/ 10*

Sulphur, per cwt., 13*

Sulphuric acid, according to strength,

peril)., iJrftoW
Trimmer's Composition for Clover,

per cwt., 0*

I>o. Do. foi Wheat, with Silicate of

Potash, per cwt., 32*

Do. Compost ior Turnips, perewt., It*

Urate, per ton, 5/

Watson's Compost for Turnips, per
cwt., 10*.

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENTS W. Mackenzie, Limerick, builder—T. Thompson, Har-

wich, chemist*
BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED— F. Sandon. Kutfeley, Staffordshire,

cabinet-maker— VV. Shaw, llJealhgill, Westmoreland, cattle-dealer.

BANKRUPTS.—C. Young-, Shirley, Southampton, carpenter and builder—
W. Wareing, Moulton, Northampton, baker—G. T. Whitlngton, Great St-

Helen's, City, merchant—R. Boll, Sydney-street, Cambridge, saddler and
harness-maker—B. B. Kilpin, Union-street, Hyde, watchmaker—J. Hoar,
Oxford, ironmonger—J. Hell, Besr'ord, Nottingham, hosier—H. Francis. Feock,
Cornwall, agent—J. Hartley, Height, Lancaster, shopkeeper—T- Shenton,
Humbemone-road, Leicester, slater— T. Bull, Blythe Marsh, Dilhorn, Staf-

fordshire, farmer- R. Greg.son, Liverpool, tailor—S. J. Manning, Camormlc-
Btreet, City, bitters-manufacturer—T. V. Chalk, Linton, Cambridgeshire,
draper— I). (;, Gordon, Mm timer-street, Caveodish-sqnare, mcichant—J.
Jenkins, Cwmbran, Lanvrechva Upper, Monmouthire, a*iopkeeper—-P. Pro-

theroe and M. D. Protheroe, Bristol, West India merchants—A. Allen and
W. Allen, South Shields, drapers.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—R. Sutherland, Dochcarty, hanker—A.

Miller, Louisburjj, Wick, miller— A. M'Donald, Inverness, innkeeper—J.

Foyer, South-bridge, Edinburgh, hatter.

BIRTHS.-~On the 27th ult., at Sudbury, Derbyshire, the Hon. Mrs. Charles

Dundas, of a son—On the S8th ult., at Charlton, Kent, the lady of Vy\ Buxton,
„i the He Temple, Esq, oi a son—On the 20th ult-,, at SO, Turrington-

.
:

.., Hon. Mrs. Richard Denman, of n daughter.

3s. 6d. ,This Day, in small 8vo., price

PRODUCTIVE FARMING; or a Familiar Digest
JL of the Recent Discoveries of LIEBIG, DAVY, and other cele-

brated writers on VEGETABLE CHEMISTRY; showing: how
the results of English Tillage might he greatly augmented.

ByJosisFii A. Smith.
London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.; W. Tait, Edinburgh.

'PHE ZOOLOGIST ; a Journal for recording Facts
~i- and Anecdotes relating to Quadrupeds, Birds, Reptiles,

Fishes, and Insects: their Habits, Food, Retreats, Occasional
Appearance, Migrations, Nests, and Young. This Journal is con-
ducted on the plan of the earlier volumes of Loudon's ' Magazine
of Natural History,' and is published on the 1st of every month,
price Is.

*** No. VII. is nowready, and contains communications from the
Rev. W. T. Bree, Charles Waterton, Esq., J. E. Gray, Esq., Henry
Doubleday, Esq., Edward Doubleday, Esq., and other popular
writers on Natural History.

Opinions of the Press.
"The contributions are illustrated with well-executed wood-

cuts when needful; the typography is good, and the price cheap."
Spectator. " When we contrast the cheapness of this Magazine
with the severe taxations of price on the general run of works
on Natural Science, we may say that, if prosecuted as ably as it

is begun, 'The Zoologist' will be a boon to naturalists and to

knowledge."— Kelso Warden. u A comprehensive periodical,
which, like this, embraces all branches of Natural History, and
is, besides being very cheap, very well done, is certain to com-
mand success."

—

Court Journal. " Good engravings illustrate

the articles, which latter are highly interesting,"—Derbyshire
Courier. "A very useful publication as a repertory of the thou-
sand interesting facts which are too frequentlylost."—Hampshire
Advertiser. "The illustrations are very superior."—-Liverpool
Journal. "Pleasant and instructive reading for man and boy."
Gateshead Observer.
London: John Van Voorst, Paternoster-row, and to be had

of all Booksellers.

Just Published, by Smith & Eldrr, 65, Cornhill, price 6s. ,

a Work on the

f 1ULTURE OF THE GRAPE-VINE IN AUSTRA.-
"^ LIA and NEW ZEALAND; with remarks on the Vineyards
of Europe, Asia, &c. by Geobge Suttor, F. L.S.

TO BOTANISTS.—Just Published, price 2s. M., cloth,

THE BOTANY OF THE MALVERN HILLS ;i with the Stations of the Rarer Plants, and Observations on
the Geology and Natural History of the District.

Iiy Edwin Lrbs, F.L.S., &C, &c.

London: David JJoguk, (late Tilt and Bogue), Fleet-street;

and H. Lamb, Malvern.

DESTRUCTIVE ANIMALCULE — As summer
approaches the larvse of destructive insects are propagated

in infinite multitudes with amazing rapidity, and impregnate with
millions of insects the very air we breathe, to the great injury of
the young shoots of trees, vines, plants, and every species of

vegetation put into motion and growth by the genial influence of

the season. J. READ begs to inform Ladies, amateur and prac-
tical Gardeners, &c., that he has made considerable improvements
in his MACHINES and SYRINGES (which surpass anything of

the kind ever offered to the Public), for the purpose of destroying
those animalculas which make such deadly havoc on all fruit trees

and plants at this season of the year. These Machines may be
worked with half the usual labour required for any other now in

use, which affords ladies the pleasure ofwatering their own plants

and dowers without the least fatigue. The valves being solid

metoJ can never get out of repair, and are the best adapted for

all Horticultural purposes, which the Patentee, from thirty-one

years' experience in the above science, can safely warrant. May
be seen and proved at the Patentee's, 35, Regent-circus, Picca-

dilly.-*-N. U. None are genuine except stamped with the words,
"Read's Patent."

PICOTEE, PINK, and CARNATION TRAYS and
GLASSES, of a New and Improved description, used by

many first-rate Amateurs. Dahlia, Pansy, and Picotee Trays for

Exhibitors of the most approved kinds, with every article con-
nected with Horticulture, at Hkwktson's Zinc Manufactory, 5/,

Cannon- street, near London Bridge.

A ERIAL NAVIGATION.—ROYAL POLYTECH-
-£jL NIC INSTITUTION.—A LECTURE on this subject, illus-

trated by MODELS of several kinds, which elevate themselves

by MECHANICAL FORCE alone, is delivered at Two o'clock

dailv, and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Evenings, at

Eight o'clock. The exhibition of the COLOSSAL ELECTRICAL
MACHINE, the DIVER, DIVING-HELL, NEW DISSOLVING
VIEWS, and the other varied and instructive objects of the

Institution, continues as usual. The original CRAYON DRAW.
INGS, from the CARTOONS at HAMPTON COURT, by the late

Mr. Hou,oway, with numerous other WORKS of ART, have

recently been placed in the Gallery. Admission, One Shilling;

Schools, Half-price. Open Mornings and Evenings, except

Saturday Evening.

IMPORTANT TO LADIES.
KEARSLEY'S ORIGINAL WIDOW WELCH'S

FEMALE PILLS, so long and justly celebrated for their
peculiar virtues, are strongly recommended to the notice of every
lady, having obtained the sanction and approbation of most gen-
tlemen of the Medical Profession, as a safe and valuable Medi-
cine in effectually removing obstructions, and relieving all other
inconveniences to which the female frame is liable, especially
those which, at an early period of life, frequently arise from want
of exercise and general debility of the system : they create an
appetite, correct indigestion, remove giddiness and nervous hcad-
ach, and are eminently useful in windy disorders, pains in the
stomach, shortness of breath, and palpitation of the heart : being
perfectly innocent, maybe safely used in all seasons and climates.
**# It, is necessary, owing to the numerous imitations, to inform

the Public that KEARSLEY'S is the only ORIGINAL and GE-
NUINE MEDICINE of this description ever made, and has been
prepared by them for more than Fifty Years ! ! Purchasers arc
particularly requested to remark, that as a testimony of authen-
ticity, each Bill of Directions contains an affidavit, and bears the
signature of "C. KEARSLEY," in writing, and each box is

wrapped in white paper. Price 2,9. ()d.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by J. Sanger, 150, Ox ford- street,

London; and all respectable Medicine Vendors throughout the
country.

T ADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I am desirous of
-fi--^ gaining the Patronage of the Readers of this Journal, and
trust that the system upon which I conduct my business, and
the moderate prices, will gain a greater portion of confidence
and support. The Improved Stamped Postage Envelopes, Is. per

doz. (without advertisements), to pui chasers of other articles;

Fine Bath Post, '3d. per qr., C>s. ream ; do. Note, 2d. per qr., 3s. ream ;

Small do., is. per half-ream; Superfine Foolscap, Sd. per qr.,

12.S. 6rf. per ream ; and every article at corresponding prices*

10 per cent, off Books and Music. On the recciptof two postage
stamps, Samples and List of Prices forwarded postage-free.
Purchasers of SH. value sent free of carriage 100 miles, of 105.

5 miles, and any amount in London free.—From Slopbr'S
Stationery Warehouse, 20, Gcorgc-st., Portman- square, London.

*|7 DWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-
»--i turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worto.v Cottage, Isms-
wortit, upon application to the Gardener

—

Sundays excepted.

T~1THIC ANTI- CORROSION PAINT, from its

JL-^ Strength and Durability, forms an excellent coating for

Greenhouses, Conservatories, and Outbuildings. Its antiseptic

qualities particularly adapt it for the preservation of Wood and
Iron Fences; and it maybe advantageously employed upon good
Brickwork, in place of stucco or other covering. Manufactured
in stone and slate colours by John Bazlev Wiutk & Sons,
Roman and Keene's Cement Manufacturers, Miilbank- street,

Westminster.

T^O OKING UTENSILS with SILVER
Vy LININGS—At a cost of about one-third more than those

lined with tin, the chief advantages of the former being greater

durability and cleanliness, and the impossibility of burning—viz-»

giving a burnt flavour to milk or any gelatinous or farinaceous

article of food, the SILVER, by a recent improvement in the

ELECTRO PROCESS, adheres so tenaciously to the copper, the*

no heat in cooking can remove it or any acids injure it. With

moderate care it will last for years, and can be renewed at a

moderate charge when necessary. J. L. BhnhAM considers tins

particularly important to the Army and Navy, and to families

residing abroad, where the difficulty of getting coppers properly

tinned is often very great. Old articles can have the tin removed

and he lined with pure silver by this process.— 19, Wigmore-
street, Cavendish-square, London.

T

I
FUMIGATION.—At a season when Fumigation is of
- the utmost importance to Flowers, Trees, Plants, &c, Messrs.

CLARK Si CO. beg to call the attention of all persons engaged in

in Horticultural Pursuits to their PATENT FUMIGATING
BLOWER, which, having been in use for upwards of nine years

by the first houses in the kingdom, is found to he much cheaper

and infinitely superior to the best fumigating bellows hitherto

tried. Prices, g.v., lis., 15s., J/s., and 20s. each. May be had of

all Ironmongers, and of Messrs. Cl&RK & Co., Engineers, Nelson-

terrace, City-road, London.
N. 1$.—Hothouses heated on the most Improved Principles.

rpHE"'SUBSCRIBERS to the ROYAL POLYTECH-
J- NIC UNION of LONDON are respectfully requested to

attend the GENERAL MEETING for the DISTRIBUTION of

PRIZES, on Saturday Evening, the 8th of July next, at

8 o'clock precisely, at No. 5, Cavendish- square. The report of

the Committee will be introduced at the Meeting.
R. I. LONGBOTTOM, Hon. SeC.

A. 1, t, vidal, R.N-, and eldest daughter of H. YeHch, Esq, of Madeira,

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-

cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Qukhn,

the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil

is universally acknowledged to be the only article that will

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it from falling off or

turning greyt free it from scwr/and dandrijf, and will render it de-

lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in

the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.
Much pernicious Lrash is now offered for sale as "MACASSAR
OIL;" it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see

that the words " ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" arc engraven

on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions." Ihe

Proprietors' Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, * lms i~-

A. ROWLAND §• SON, 20, HATTON GAJIDKN, LONDON;
Countersigned "ALEX. ROWLAND." Price 3s. 6d.~7s- Family

Bottles (equal to four small), 10,9. 6d., and double that size 2ls.

per bottle. Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by Uicm,

and by Chemists and Perfumers.

TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.
nO be LET or SOLD, \vir.li immediate possession, a11

that well-known NURSERY-GROUND and GARDENS,
situate in Albion-road, Stoke Newington, with the stock ana

houses, and the valuable business and connexion attached to the

same, belonging to the late Mr. John Milne, recently deceased.

For further particulars apply at the Office of Mr. WlfcUAM
Bromi.ky, Solicitor, 3, Gray's-Jnn-Square.

WANTED, in a Market Town, near to, or any dis-

tance South or West of, London, or in a Midland county^

A COMFORTABLE DWELLING-HOUSE, containing not;le*»

than Six Principal and Four Servants' Bed Rooms, with Goo

Sitting Rooms on the Ground Floor, Stable, Chaise-house, ana

Out-oliicesj Good Garden, with or without a few Acres of **ra&

Land.—Direct, stating particulars, to R. II., at Mr. Witty's, 1Wi

Bolt-court, Fleet-street, London.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

TO GARDENERS. .

AS FOREMAN.-W. Wren, late Foreman to A-

Crawley, Esq., Luton, for 2^ years; and also to B. G. h^^
Esq., Ware, for 3 years, wishes for a similar situation.—Direct

VV. Wren, at Mr. Barratt's, Builder, Luton, Bedfordshire^ ^

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 36, who per-

fectly understands his business, and can have a good
I

CD
f

ractcr from his present Situation, where he has been upwaru»

three years, and which he is about to leave in consequence v
.

family going abroad. His Wife would have no objection to aw

to a Dairy, if required.— Direct to C. G.G., at Mr. GaR«nsx

No. 9, Edward's-place, Ball's-pond, Stoke Newington •_______---

AS GARDENER or BAILIFF.— A midcUe-ageJ

il married Man, without incumbrance, of very exte' *

practice, whose ability and character will bear the strictest ,g

titration. Wages no object.—Direct to A. 1L, at No. 2, btiw b

Cottages, Brook-green, Hammersmith. ^_____^—

S GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 80, jJ^JJ
*•-»- encumbrance, who perfectly understands early iw ars

»

Forcing, Fruit and Flower Gardens, and can have threi- y^^
good character from his late employer. Direct to a.j»-»

Cilice, Henden, Middlesex.

A

A
Of

, S GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAgjg^
L A middle-aged married Man, who has a general *n

A ,,ric ul-

his business, having passed the whole of his lite m *
inn0 -

tural and Horticultural business. Can produce F:
' )

.?, bc Vivcn
nlals from his last employer; satisfactory reasons vvm

for leaving.- Direct to A. Z., Woodland-place, H»ybgato. __.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS. jg

A Respectable young Man, about 20 years or J*^^a desirous of placing himself under the instructions ^e aU
seryman and Gardener for two or three years

;^
ne > ^ t0 bc

active part in the business. Particulars as to teim ,

directed to A. B., Albion Hotel, Gloucester.

Printed by Messrs. BbadbUR* and Kvan*, ^^^"^5"'ubli^d ^ Vjit^
the Precinct of Whitcfriaw, in the Oily of -ondon, and

J t t M
at the Okk.™, a. CHA^KS-snu^r, Covk>t ,^^^ t0 be *****
dlcsex, where all Advertisements and Commumwuow*
to the Editor—Saturday, July 1, 1843. (-

bardlet, Fl^ftSe?
>
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"pOUND,in the Gardeners' Chronicle Office, a BANK
-1- NOTE. Any party giving- the particulars of the amount
and number of the Note will have it returned on payment of
the expenses of this Advertisement.

rT1 LET, in Regent-street, Three Rooms on the Second
-*- Floor, unfurnished, with the use of a large Meeting Room.
They are suited for the purposes of a Society, and have lor some
years past been so occupied. Apply to the Porter, 21, Regcnt-st.

TTLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON

—

;*• The ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF CARNATIONS AND
PICOTEES will take place at the Crown & Anchor Tavern,
Strand, on Tuesday, the 20th inst., at 3 o'clock, when First and
Second Prizes will be awarded in all the classes. The Prizes for
Seedlings are unlimited, and will be given to all that may deserve
them, according to their merits, as first or second class Flowers.
Of Seedlings of the present year one Bloom will be sufficient; but
of those of previous years three Blooms will be required,—which
rnay be forwarded with the names intended to be given to them,
to the Secretary on the day of Exhibition.

T. C. Wildman, Hon. Sec.
wove Place, Southampton-street, Cambcrwell.—July 5, 1843.

"[EXHIBITION OF ROSES.—An Exhibition of^ ROSES will take place at the ATHENAEUM, Temple Row,
Birmingham, on Thursday NEXT, July 13. Tickets of Admis-
sion from 12 to 2 o'clock, Is. j and from 2 to 7 o'clock, 6d. each,
may be had of Mr. F. Dickinson, Bristol-road; Mr. Earl,
.Bristol-road

; Mr. Mellon, New-street; Messrs. Pope and Sons,
Handsworth; and at the Journal Qffiee, ancTJKfAUMl Counties 9

Herald Office, Birmingham. F. B. S. Fundeh., Secretary.
N.B.—Persons wishing to enter must apply to the Secretary,

ftt 38, New-street, Birmingham. All specimens must he cor-
rectly named and staged by 10 o'clock on the morning of the
day of Exhibition.

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
""V7*OUELL & Co., in offering their List of Chrysan-
-*- thrmums (for Which see their advertisement in this Paper

of the 1st inst.), to the notice of Amateurs and those who intend
competing at the autumnal exhibitions of the present season,
beg to observe, they have taken such precautions for
excluding varieties merely nominal, that they feci assured the
List will be found highly satisfactory to those who may not only
have the above object in view, but also to those who are desirous
of decorating their greenhouse and garden with this unsurpassed
Autumnal Flower. The plants are strong and healthy, and sent
l**ee of postage (on the receipt of a Post-ofrice order) to any part
o* the United Kingdom, at the rate of ls.s. per dozen.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 6, 1843.

L
MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,

"FUCHSIA EXONIENSIS."
UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
attention of the Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which

Has been raised from seed in the Exeter Nursery, and which they
have no hesitation in saying is decidedly the finest variety ever
Produced

; indeed, it is at once admitted to be so by all who see
**> who are struck with admiration of its noble appearance. The
powers are exceedingly large, being longer as well as broader
tu an those or' any other Fuchsia, and are of a very firm, thick,
w*xy substance, with the corolla of a fine violet blue colour.
Plants will be ready for delivery on the 10th of August next, at

*0*. 6rf. each, and will be sent by post, carefully packed in tin
eases. The usual discount to the trade if six plants are taken.
*°f afull description of this Fuchsia, see Advertisement in the
fr(irdcnersJ Chronicle of the l/th tilt.

d a consi-

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA PLANTS,

IVjESSRS. "VEITCH & SON having raise
J derable number of this Splendid Hardy Ornamental Tree,

*re enabled to offer fine healthy plants, from 4 to 6 inches in
nejght, at the following moderate prices, viz. :—

10/. per 100;— 5/. 105. for 50 ;—and 30s. per dozen.

,
For the convenience of some purchasers, Messrs. V. & Son

*JJ*ve appointed, as their London agent, Messrs. Hurst and
JK'Mullkn, Seedsmen, No. 6, Leadcnhall-street. N.B.—a remit-
tance or reference required from unknown correspondents.—
Exeter, June 19, 1843.

SATURDAY, JULY 8.

ANAGALLIS (BREWER!), AND SUPERB BLUE CINERARIAMSEED.
ICHAEL BREWER, Sen., Nurseryman, London

ru.4 _,
Uoad

> Cambridge, begs to offer strong plants of his Splen-

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER.

**$te

< NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
~\7"OUELL & Co. have much pleasure in referring the
-*- readers of the Gardeners 9 Chronicle to their select List of the

above elegant tribe of plants, which appeared on the front adver-
tising page of this Paper of the 2/th ult. They are now ready to
be sent out per post, free, (on the receipt of a post-office order,)
to any part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms

:

12 fine show varieties, , 12s. 12 extra fine and very supe-
rior 21$.12 extra fine ditto . . . iGs.

The selection being left to Youelt. & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, July 6, 1843.

ROSES.
EDENYER begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,

• and his Friends in general, that his superb collection of
ROSES are now in full bloom. The Standard and Dwarf ROSES
are planted on each side of a walk, 660 feet long, and consist of
500 varieties. Orders taken for the plants when in bloom, and
delivered in November next. Admittance Gratis. No Admittance
on Sundays. Nursery within three miles of London, Lough-
borough- road, North Brixton.

YELLOW RHODODENDRON.

I UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., have now a few plants
-* for sale of this rare and beautiful RHODODENDRON : and

as they purchased from Mr. Smith, who raised it, the original

Plant, which was exhibited in Flower by him at Chiswick, and
gained the Large Silver Medal, and have propagated stock fr<»m

it, their plants may he depended upon as being the true " RHO-
DODENDRON AUREUM," or Smith's Yellow Rhododendron.—
Exeter Nursery, June 12.

FUCHSIA. ST. CLARE.—A Specimen of this Magni-
ficent FUCHSIA has been again submitted to Dr. Lindlkt.

Youkll & Co. have therefore much pleasure in referring the

readers of the Gardeners9 Chronicle to the remarks made, and
which will be found amongst the "Notices to Correspondents"
in last week's Paper, as follows.—" Youkll & Co.—From the spe-

cimen received, St. Clare appears to be a prolific bloomer and fine

variety ; we have never seen the colour so fine in any specimen
grown near London."
Youkll & Co. can supply alimited number of fine strong Plants,

15 inches high, in 48- sized pots, at 10s. Qd. each; or one small
St. Clare, with 11 other fine show varieties at 20s., per po$t, free,

on the receipt of a post-office order.— Great Yarmouth Nursery,
July (5, 1343. ^-***C

TO THE ADMIRERS OF NATURAL PRODUCTIONS.

F LEI BOLD, Naturalist, begs to inform the Nobi-
• lity, Gentry, and his Friends, that he has just arrived, via

New Orleans, from Mexico and Arkansas, with a large collection

of Plants, viz. :

—

PALM, from three different climates.
CACTI, from do. do.
ORCHIDACEOUS Plants from do., &c. See.

Also SEEDS of rare CACTI, FERNS, and other choice Plants;
Insects from Mexico; Amphibia from Alabama and Louisiana,

and Dry Plants from Arkansas, Mexico, &c. Direct to Mr. B.
PALMAR, 29, Botolph Lane, and 112, Lower Thames-street.
July 6, 1843.

1

2
I

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Florist to the King, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to offer:

—

£ s.

phlox Van Houttei (see " Botanical Register "), theG plants 2
Habrothamnus fasciculatus, Endlr. (in the sole possession

of all the stock), flowers like those of the Burchellia

capensis, each . . . • . . .1
Musa zebrina, black striped leaves, red below . . 2

Canna indica, with yellow striped leaves . . .1
Achimenes grandiriora (see " Botanical Register " and

«• Botanical Magazine*'), deep pink flowers, the half-doz. 15

Ditto, strong plants, the half-dozen . . . . 1 10

Achimenes pedunculata, the half-dozen . . .11
Rhododendron barbatum

. . . . .11
All English letters directed to Belgium must be prepaid.

THUNBERGIA FRYERII.

J
FRYER has the satisfaction to inform his Friends

• and the Public that he will be able to send out in the first

week ofNovember next (at 7s. 6rf. each, with the usual allowance

to the trade), the above delicate and beautiful new variety of

Thunheroia, raised from seed this season. It is noticed by Dr.

Lindley, in the Gardeners 9 Chronicle of June 17, where he

describes it as " having the colour of T. durantiaca, but with a

whitish centre instead of a dark one, which feature renders it

distinct." The seedling plant may now be seen in full bloom,

and orders taken, which will be executed strictly in the rotation

thev are received.

Also a large stock of T. alata and T. aurantiaca, fine

strong plants, from Qs. to 12s. per doz.

J. F. can likewise supply healthy plants in pots of most of the

leading varieties of Pansiks, all the new Fuchsias, Verbenas,
and an extensive collection of Hkriiackous Plants, at moderate
prices.—Clarendon Nursery, Camberwell New Road, July 7, 1843.

M
SALE BY AUCTION OF VALUABLE AUSTRALIAN AND

NEW ZEALAND PLANTS.
.ESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to announce that

they will sell by Auction, at their Great Room, 38,

K :.,p. street, Covent-Gardcn, on Tuksday, 18th July, at Twelve

o'clock, a COLLECTION of VERY RARE PLANTS, just arrived

fLm New Zealand and Australia, in a most healthy state, and

Undine: a New Species of ARAUCARIA, ACROSTICHUM
r-w akdE a New Species of DACRYD1UM, a New JASM1NUM
^o,v beautiful), a new CARINA, 4 New DENDROBIUMS,
linvv Species of CLEMATIS, DACRYDIUM MAI, and other

VVarc Plants. May be viewed the day prior and morning of

S le and Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 38, King-street,

Covent-Gardcn.

TTvRE ORCHIDACE^E FROM CENTRAL AMERICA.

FSSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to annouunce

Price 6d.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed
to submit to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bar-

tholomew-laiic, on Friday, July 21st, 1843, at Twelve o'clock,
A VH.RY RARE COLLECTION OF STOVE AND GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, the property of a Lady changing her residence,
comprising fine specimens of Euphorbia splkndens, Com-
BRBTUM FURPURMTJM, JASMINUM, SAMBAC, GlOXINIUM PAN-
CRATIUM, Amaryllis, Oxcidium crisfum, flexuosum, and
i.uridum; Cattlbya CANDIDA, SoniROMTis violackje, and a
variety of Miscellaneous Plants. May be viewed the Morning of
Pale; Catalogues may ne had at the Mart, andof the Auctioneers,
American Nursery, Leytonstone*

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others.

]\/J
ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

1V_1 to sell by Public Auction, on the premises, at Colvxll's
Nursery, King's-road, Chelsea, on Monday, 24th July, 1843, and
following days, at Twelve o'Clock (by order of the Proprietor, retir-

ing from business), the whole of the valuable GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, consisting of fine Camellias, of various sizes, Ericas,

Azaleas, Pblargoniums, Hybrid Rhododendron Arbo-
rkdm, arid other Miscellaneous Plants. May be viewed one week
prior to sale. Catalogues may be had on the premises, of the

principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,

Leytonstone.

ryo BE SOLD BY AUCTION, by Mr. WARREN,
J.- on the Premises, Kneller Hall, Whitton, (between Twicken-
ham and Hounslow,) the residence of the late Chari.es Calvert,
Esq., M.P., on Tuesday next, July 11, at One, 8 peculiarly

fine and handsome Alderney, Suffolk, and other Milch Cows,
40 Sheep and Lambs, a fine young Ram, 2 capital Cart Mares,

a

Bay Horse. 4-year-old Black Horse, 13 Store Pigs, 2 Sows,
Poultry,Market Cart, Dung Cart, Dairy Utensils, 1/5 valuable Con-
servatory Plants, comprising; splendid specimens of Double White
Warratah and Red Camellias, Orange and Lemon Trees in fruit

and blossom, very fine Myrtles, an Iron Garden- roller, &c.

The Auctioneer respectfully invites the attention of the Public

to the very superior description of the Cows and the Conservatory
Plants, which he has thus the pleasure of submitting to them for

sale. May be viewed the day preceding and morning of sale, on
application to the Gardener on the Premises, of whom Catalogues

may be had ; at the Inns in the neighbourhood ; of H. Nesbitt,

Esq., Solicitor, 6, Gray's Inn Place, and of Mr. Warren, Land
and Timber Surveyor, Islcworth.

i?:SVjR The principal attraction will be found m the very rate
D

. ^oendid "SOBRAWA Macrantiia," in fine order, and an

t" t vvv in their native soil. May be viewed the day prior and

momi»£ of sale, and Catalogues had,

PJNE PLANTS.
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND THE TRADE.

TO BE SOLD, a Growth of PINE PLANTS of the

finest quality, alPin a healthy and good condition, Fruiting

and Succeeding Plants, among which are several New Sorts,

which arc worth the notice of any party growing them; they

will be sold a Bargain, in consequence of the Owner giving up
that part of the business. Application to be made to Mr.
Trindkr, Forest-Hill, near Sydenham, Kent; or, of Mr. Wm.
Clarke, Fruit Salesman, Covent Garden Market.

H^O BE SOLD, Price 255. each, MUSA CAVEN-
-1 d '11 and SATIENTUM. Several healthy plants of the

above Valuable Fruit. Apply to Mr. Melville, Wrelcombe
Gardens, near Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire. Also some
large ORANGE TREES, thirteen feet in height, and 100 years
old, in hcart-of-oak tubs.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
1 PRINCES STREET, BANK, LONDON.

This Institution is empowered by Special Art of Parliament,

(4 Vict cap o) and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of

Life Assurance in their fullest extent to Poltcy-Holders, and to

present greater facilities and accommodation than are usually

ottered bv other Companies. The decided superiority of its plan,

and its claim to public preference and support, have been proved

incontestably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Assurances may either be effected by Parties 011 their own
Lives or by Parties interested therein on the Lives of others.

The effect of an Assurance on a person's own life is to create

at once a property in reversion, which can by no other means be

realized. Take, for instance, the case of a person at the age
of 30, who by the payment of 5/. 3s. 4rf. to the Britannia Life

Assurance Company, can become at once possessed of a bequeath-

able property, amounting to 1000J , subject only to the condition

of his continuing the same payment quarterly during the remain-

der of his life,—a condition which may be fulfilled by the mere

saving of eight shillings weekly in his expenditure. Thus, by
the exertion ot a very slight degree of economy—such, indeed, as

can scarcely be felt as an inconvenience, he may at once realize

a capital of 1000/., which he can bequeath or dispose of in any

way he may think proper.
*A «.i

Detailed Prospectuses, and every requisite information as to cue

mode of effecting Assurances, may be obtained at the Office.

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A Board of Directors attend daily at 2 o'clock, for the despatcn

of business.

VTATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
iN ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.

Capital, 500,000/.-Empowered by Parliament.

DIRECTORS.
T. Lamie Murray, Esq.. Chairman

George Lungley, Esq.
John Rawson, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq,

JohnElliorson, M.D., F.R.S.

John Griffith Frith, Esq.

H. Gordon, Esq.
Joseph Thompson, Esq.

Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.
Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.

Actuary.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society
will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a
reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five

years' standing, viz. :—

Entry

1837
13ii8

Policy
No. Age.

39
114

50

Sum.

£

Annual Bonus
Premium added.

£ s. d £ s. d.

1,000 67 8 4 132 14 6*

3,000 175 15

Cash
Bonus.

£ S, d.

prem

.

reduced

£ s.

58 19 9\ 8 19

296 9 7 l 2ii ° 6
'

16 9

d.

4

7

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next
Annual Division. Two-third* of all premiums paid can be
borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F FERGUSON CAMROUX, Secretary.
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THE FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' HAIL-
STORM INSURANCE COMPANY.—Offices, 4, Wellington-

street North, Strand, London.
This is a subject which deeply affects the interests of both land-

lord and tenant, the destruction by Hail-storms being equally
fearful and frequently more extensive than damage by fire.

Wheat, Barley, Oats, Beans, Peas, andTares, insured at 4s. per
cent., inclusive of the stamp, subject to the conditions containedm the policy* The Stamp on the Policy is paid by the Office.

All claims settled in the month of November in each year, and
should any disputes arise, to be referred to arbitration.
Glass in hothouses, greenhouses, &c, insured at 155. per cent.,

subject to certain conditions.
Prospectuses containing every information may be obtained of

the Agents of the " Farmkrs' Fike and Life Insurance
Institution," who are appointed in all the principal towns in
the kingdom, or by letter, pre-paid, forwarded to W. Shaw, Esq.,
at the Offices, Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

rTHE FARMERS' CLUB HOUSE.
-*- House was opened on Wednesday last,

-This Club
the 28th June,

at the YORK HOTEL, BRIDGE-STREET, BLACKFRTARS,
when upwards of Seventy of the Members dineu together. The
Subscription is One Guinea per annum. The Entrance Fee will
be one Guinea to the 3lst December next, and afterwards Two
Guineas.

Prospectuses may be obtained at the Club House, or at the
Office of the Farmers' Fire and Life Insurance Institution, 346,
Strand. WILLIAM SHAW, Honorary Secretary.

TTOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATINGAA HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely complcteand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many-
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery •

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

nOTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
V-/ FOUNDERS, &C, &C, No. 2, WlNSLKY STREET, OXFORD
Street, London, and at Cornwall Hoad, Lambeth.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER. ! G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON:
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34s.; 20,44*.; 22, 50s.;

24 inches, 60.9.; 26, 75.9.; 28, 84.9.; 30, 105s. each.

CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. Qd. each.
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural
Implements, and Furnishing- Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's Stoves,
Anglo-Belgian Cooking; Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are
subject to future alterations.

b
HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,made upon the most

improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low
prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,
&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15
years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for
the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-
sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own
Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices :

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . • . j£7 05. Qd.
(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler, small size . . . . 3 15
Ditto do. large do. . . . . 4 10
Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter. Is. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3s. 6d. each.
Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4s. Orf. each.
Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high. do. 60 lbs. at 5 6 ,,

B EST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at 8s. per bundle
of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, Jd. each. The Improved
continued, and everv other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire work, &c.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumber*, &C, 18 inches square,

3s. Or/. • 20 inches, 4.s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5*. 6rf. each.
CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet long out of tbe ground,

7s. ; 4 feet 6, 9s. ; 5 feet, 11.9.
; 6 feet, ]5.v,

; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.
Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley Street,

where every information may be obtained.

rr<HE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented
J- by J. Rogers, Esq., may beobtained of any size fromJOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.
J. Shkwen having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall- Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney: Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place

; Messrs. Veitch
and Son's, Exeter; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth; the Royal Botanical
Society's Gardens, Regent's Park ; and at the Gardens of the Hor-
ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have
been effected since last season ; particulars ofwhich are in course
o* preparation.

T WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-v • place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Builders, and Hot-
water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility
ana Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive

I!l

ro
S?

h<
J
at the conntrv for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

?
u™es bnt a small quantity of fuel, only requiring; attention once

in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means
01 an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

Keferences may be had, and their works seen at most of the

fVh t
and Gentlemen '

8 seats in the country, nearly the whole
ot the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
sections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
«c., at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

S
RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.

TEPHUNSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,
London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL andDOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged

in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts ofemploying this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
a
'\i ?

ipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
willbefoond cheaper than of any other material. Ma. Rkndlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
anysize will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

IMPROVED SYSTEM OF HEATING GREENHOUSES,

C
MELON, PINE, AND CUCUMBER-BEDS, &c.

ALDWELL, PARKER, & Co., Iron-foundkrs,
Scotland Road, Warrington, Lancashire, most respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Seedsmen, Gar-
deners, &c. to the improvement which they have made in the
system of Heating Hothouses by Water— a system which
supersedes all others in producing the most healthy Plants in the
shortest time, for which they can produce the most undeniable
reference.

The improved system prevents the scorching of plants, so
common to flues, and keeps Hie house in one regular tempera-
ture, with a saving of fuel and labour; and the Improvers war-
rant their system to be superior to any other, and ultimately, far
less expensive. references.

POTTER'S ARTIFICIAL GUANO. — Turnips,
J- Mangel Wurzel, &c. By the use of the above Manure,
the enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained
of Orange Globe Mangel Wurzel, by Mr. A. Cotton, of tJil*
dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-
land got an increase of Hay of IS cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by
the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under
similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of the
Artificial Guano.
** * Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 155. per ton :

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,
Lambeth.

1)
UNCH'S CARTOON S.—

The Exhibition of these Exquisite Designs will be com-
menced in the Number for Saturday next, July 15.—Price 3d.
The Fourth Volume of " Punch," containing nearly 1000 Illus-

trations, is now ready, Price 8s., bound in cloth. Volumes I.,
II., and III., are always kept on sale.

Office, 194, Strand ; and sold by all Booksellers.

Just Published, by Smith & Elder, 65, Cornhill, price 6s.,
a Work on the

(CULTURE OF THE GRAPE-VINE IN AUSTRA-
V^ LIA and NEW ZEALAND; with remarks on the Vineyards
of Europe, Asia, &c. by George Suttor, F.L.S.

In one small volume, price 15s.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-
sion of a great variety of information into one volume, in order to
bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally
sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-
nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated as Other
classes in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior
to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once
apparent ; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical
Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.
Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by carrying
itin his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time submitted
to his inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence respect-
ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species which could
reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only be
sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such an
assistant ; and to all such individuals, as well as to every agent or
iriend of Horticulture, the Pocket Botanical Dictionary is decidedly
indispensable.

London: J. Andrews, Bond-street; Orr & Co., Paternostcr-row.
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FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE!!
Bound in cloth, price 5s.6d.

tOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.
A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alterations only having been made as were required by the
greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ; but, that the
volume might have some substance, and be a good table or tra-
velling book, copious additions have been made from other old
volumes of Facetiae.

Extract from the Preface.
" Another strange circumstance connected with this work is, that

everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are perfectly
familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader will ask his
acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred ever set eyes
on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions that this edition is
published." London: Whittaker and Co.

J^AMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darlev,
-*- A.B., Author of a System of Popular Geometry,—Companion
to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebra,—and a
System of Popular Trigonometry. 12mo, with Engravings, 5s. cloth
lettered.

"There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in a
most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little volume,
which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent of its in-
telligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents of its pro-
jector and editor, Mr. Darley."—Sun.
Taylor and Wai.to.v, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, U pper Gower-street.

T ADIES AND GENTLEMEN, I am desirous of
A-i gaining the Patronage of the Readers of this Journal, and
trust that tlie system upon which I conduct my business, and
the moderate prices, will gain a greater portion of confidence
and support. The Improved Stamped Postage Envelopes, Is. per
doz. (without advertisements), to purchasers of other articles;
Fine Bath Post, 3d. per qr., 5s. ream ; do. Note, -2d. per qr. , 3s. ream

;

Small do., is. per half-ream ; Superfine Foolscap, ad. per qr.,
12.?. rjrf. per ream; and every article at corresponding prices.
10 per cent, off Books and Music. On the receiptof two postage
stamps, Samples and List of Prices forwarded postage-free.
Purchasers of 21. value sent free of carriage 100 miles, of 10*.

5 miles, and any amount in London free.—From Slopkr's
Stationery Warehouse, 20, George-st., Portman-square, London.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.
/ IROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which
V-/ received the Honorary Reward of the Roy. Agricul. Society.

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-Iron, and holds about
200 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the
horse, the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon
the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cannot
possibly choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible Leather
Pipe, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.— Price, delivered
in Hull, 25/.

CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling
any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c—will contain 8 bushels of
manure—price 12/. 125.

BOOKING UTENSILS with SILVER
y*' LININGS—At a cost of about one-third more than those
lined with tin, the chief advantages of the former being greater
durability and cleanliness, and the impossibility of burning—viz-,

giving a burnt flavour to milk or any gelatinous or farinaceous
article of food, the SILVER, by a recent improvement in the
ELECTRO PROCESS, adheres so tenaciously to the copper, that
no heat in cooking can remove it or any acids injure it. With
moderate care it will last for years, and can be renewed at a
moderate charge when necessary. J. L. Bknham considers GH*
particularly important to the Army and Navy, and to families
residing abroad, where the difficulty of getting coppers properly
tinned is often very great. Old articles can have the tin removed
and be lined with pure silver by this process.—19, Wigm°re "

street, Cavendish-square, London.

A LL DISEASES of the KIDNEYS and BLADDERx -*- speedily and effectually cured by DR. YOUNG'S MIXTURE-
The efficacy of this Medicine in the above Complaints has been
long proved by its unparalleled success in a practice of many
years' standing, and has induced the present proprietor to maKe
it more generally known. f

Sold in Bottles, 2s. Qd. each, by the Proprietor's
-Agent,

J. SANGER, 150, Oxford-street, London; also by Johnson, o»»

Cornhill; Prout, 229, Strand ; Mr. King, 232, Blackfriars Roaa,
and all Medicine Vendors throughout the country.

T B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composedO • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-
creek, London, price 4.5. Qd. per bushel. These substances can
be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor, &c. Price 4*. 6d. per bushel.

T
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FETE.

PRESLEY, late Gardener at Plaistovr Lodge,
• Bromley, Kent, begs to inform his gardening Friends a

the Public generally that he has taken the GEORGE i»
FOURTH INN, near the Horticultural Gardens, at Turnnani

green, where he will be glad to see any old Wends or acqu»«

ances who may think proper to call upon him.—Well-airea j>«« *

choice Wines and Spirits.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITIONS AT THE GARDEN.—The LAST Exhibi-

tion will take place on WEDNESDAY, July 12, on which occasion

His Grace the Dukk op Devonshire, the President of the

Society, has kindly directed the doors of his Gardens and Plcasure-

Grounds to be opened, for the reception of all persons who shall

have been admitted into the Society's Garden by tickets.

SUBJECTS FOR EXHIBITION must be at this office on
TUESDAY, July II, or at the Garden before half-past Eight

o'clock, a.m., on the day of Exhibition. The gates will be opened

at One, p.m. Tickets are issued to Fellows at this office, price

5s. each ; or at the Garden in the afternoon of the days of Exhi-

bition at 7s. 6<l. each, but only to Orders from Fellows oi tne

Society. N.B.—No Tickets will be issued in Rvgknt-strkkt
on the day of Exhiiution.—21, Regent-street

SATURDAY, JULY 8, 1843

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Wednesday, Julv 12 . . . Horticultural, Chiswick.
Tuesday, July 18 . . - Floricuitural , . - 8 p-m-

Wednesday, July 19 V Royal Botanic, Regent's Park.
'
I Floricuitural, Crown and Anchor, 3 p.m.

H
Country Shows—Tuesday, Julv 11

Thursday, July 20

Royal Cornwall Horticultural.

Hoddesdon Cottagers'.

At the last meeting of the Horticultural Society in

Regent-street, some most beautiful specimens of the

application of the Electrotype process to vegetation

were exhibited by Messrs. Elkington, of Regent-

street- Upon the surface of leaves a deposit of cop-

per was thrown down, so as to form a perfect repre-

sentation in metal of the surface of the foliage.

Since that time we have been favoured by Messrs.

Elkington with a sight of other leaves coated with

gold and silver as well as copper. Among these were
a Pelargonium-leaf, having all its glandular hairs pre-

served with admirable precision ; an ear of Wheat ; a

leaf of Fennel ; a Fern, with its fructification ; a shoot

of the Furze-bush, and an insect, (a Carabus,) with

every part of it encrusted with the metallic deposit.

In our opinion this opens quite a new and most

interesting field to the application of the Electrotype

process. The ornaments required for the decoration

of plate may thus be furnished by the unerring hand
of nature herself instead of the unskilful tools of a

"Workman ; flowers and leaves for the hair or the

dress may be prepared with all the lightness and
finish of reality ; and we see no reason why ladies

should not to-day send their favourite flowers to the

silversmith to be silvered or gilt for the evening, and
then return them on the morrow, in order that

the metal may be reduced, and again employed in

encrusting other things. But it would lead "us too
far from our subject if we were to speculate upon
the possible application of this most curious process.

Some weeks ago we called the attention of our

readers to the importance, or rather the necessity, of

keeping down the temperature of their Vineries at

night ; and our correspondence tells us that the warn-
ing was not given too soon. As Grapes are now
generally ripening in forcing-houses we resume the

subject.

It will be remembered that our reasoning on the

former occasion was partly founded on physiological

considerations, and partly on an examination of the

climate of those countries where Grapes are finest.

Both those sources of evidence may now be employed
to show that when Grapes are ripening, the night

temperature should be nearly as high as that of the day.

In its favourite regions the Grape ripens its fruit at

the hottest and driest period of the year. In Corfu
the Grapes are ripe in September; now it appears
from Dr. Davy's observations that the range of the

thermometer in that island, day and night, is in August
from 77° to 84° ; andinSeptemberfrom 74° to82° ;that
fe to say, it is never colder at night than 74° in

September, or than 77° in August. At Malta the

fywest temperature observed in August was 74° ; and
^ September 69°. In Candahar, Mr. Atkinson found
drapes ripe in June, and at that time his paper
curled up and became perfectly crisp while he was
Writing on it. The night temperature of Candahar in

^ay and June is not given ; but we may be very sure
that in a country like that, where aburningsunhas been
shining for three months, and the ground is excessively

heated, there must of necessity be a very high tem-

perature at night. In fact, in Persia, which is nearly
the climate of Candahar, the midnight temperature of

August has been known to be as high as 108°
; and it

Js certain that in all such countries the difference

between the temperature of the day and night, at the
hot season of the year, when Grapes ripen, is incon-

siderable. We may, therefore, assume that a night

temperature of from 70° to 80° ought to be secured
"when Grapes are ripening, and that the temperature
of the day should be something higher.

At that period of their existence much atmospheric
Moisture is unnecessary, or rather injurious to Grapes,
for it will inevitably cause the Vine to break into a
multitude of little branches to the impoverishment of
the fruit. In the Vine countries the air is parching

;

•Mr. Atkinson's paper curled up in Candahar while he
™as writing on it ; and the Vine will bear such a

climate well, if it is gradually inured to it, provided

the roots are in a moist soil, and there is a free circu-

lation of air.

It is to be recollected that when a tree is ripening

its fruit, it is in quite a different condition from what

occurs when it is flowering. At the latter period its

energies are all directed to organizing itself, and con-

solidating the parts that may have been formed; it is

growing, and hardening its growth.
^
But at a later

period organization and consolidation are accom-

plished, and it is the elaboration of the fluids, stored

up within the plant, that has to be provided for. The
fruit of such a plant as the Vine is incessantly sucking

fluids out of the branches ; but that fluid is little more
than water and mucilage ; insipid, thin, and worthless.

But after reaching the fruit it thickens by evaporation

;

it changes by the chemical combinations brought

about in consequence of a variety of phenomena that

need not be here explained; the result of which is

the conversion of acid into sugar, and the creation of

the delicate flavours which give the Grape its value as

a fruit. Now the evaporation that is indispensable to

the conversion of watery sap into Grape juice cannot

take place unless the air is dry and warm ; and it will

take place in proportion to the dryness and heat to

which, within natural limits, it is exposed ; for light

and heat quicken all the chemical changes that occur

in plants, while dryness renders the juices viscid, and

concentrates flavour.

No further argument,then, seems necessary to show

that the condition of the atmosphere in which Grapes

are to ripen is the reverse of that which is required

when the Vines are making their growth, flowering,

and setting their fruit. In the latter case, they should

have high temperature by day, and be cooled down con-

siderably at night, while a moist atmosphere is care-

fully preserved at all times. In the former, a high

temperature night and day, and a dry atmosphere

should be substituted. So says the climate which the

Vine loves best,—so says theory,—so saysthepracticeof

those who know how to ripen Grapes as well as grow

them (and there are not too many gardeners of that

sort) ; and what nature, theory, and practice, alike

point out, the gardener may be sure he ought to believe

implicitly.

There is only one cause which can render a very

high temperature and dry air injurious while Grapes

are ripening, and that is dryness at the roots. Of

course, under a high temperature and dry air there

will be a great loss of water from the surface of both

leaves and fruit; that loss must be abundantly sup-

plied by the soil ; and to that end water must be

ensured at the roots. Perhaps in such a climate as

England there is not much to fear under this head,

for we are upt to have too much rather than too little

water in our soil. Nevertheless, now that the import-

ance of draining Vine-borders is so well understood, it

is by no means impossible that they may become too

dry, if incessantly acted on by the numerous roots of

a strong Vine, loaded with fruit, in a hot and dry air.

In such a case water must be applied abundantly to

the border. In the dry climate of Persia Vines are

regularly irrigated; so they are in the Ionian islands,

and in all the best vineyards of Europe the roots of

the Vines have free access to moist and cool strata.

The famous Vine at Hampton Court probably owes

its vigour to the proximity of the Thames, and we

shall always find that the finest and best-flavoured

Grapes are obtained under similar circumstances.

On a future occasion we shall endeavour to show

at what time, and for what reason, a free circulation of

air is necessary to Grapes.

driven by hunger, and then they will neither give

much milk nor butter. It is sufficient that it is a

useless weed, and takes up the room of good grasses*.

The weeding of meadows and pastures cannot be too

strongly recommended ; and "where the extent is only

a few acres, and plenty of poor women and children

can be found who will gladly work for a mere trifle,

the grass may be much improved, and consequently

the milk and butter. An acre of good grass, where

the weeds are as much as possible eradicated, and

where the growth of the best grasses is encouraged by

an occasional sprinkling of their seed over the ground

after it has been well scarified or harrowed, will give

more wood feed for cows than two acres of the same

kind of soil which has been neglected in everything

but manuring. Some of the richest land we ever

saw, which might fatten a bullock and five sheep per

acre, (this is the mode of valuing land in Ireland as

well as in Lincolnshire,) was so overrun with weeds,

that it looked like a wilderness of Thistles and Docks,

while there were scores of men and women perfectly

idle for want of employment; buttheidea of weeding

grass land never entered their heads.^ The butter

was very fine, for the cows avoided eating the weeds

;

but there would have been twice as much if the weeds

had been kept down. This was in Ireland, and we

have seen the same in England, although not to so great

an extent.

When grass-land is so infested with weeds

and inferior grasses that weeding is out of the ques-

tion ; the best way to have a clean pasture is to pare

and burn the surface, plough and pulverize the soil—
the deeper the better ; take one crop of Oats, which

will be luxuriant, and therefore would smother all

Clover or grass-seeds sown in it ; then let it lie rough

from the plough the winter after the crop has beer*

harvested, and in the spring pulverize well, and sow

the best picked grass seeds, with some white Clover

and Trefoil ; weed carefully, and you will soon have a

nasture worth double of the old. The manure in the

It is a very common notion that nothing is required

but good land and regular manuring to ensuregood pas-

ture and fine hay ; but this is a great error. The richer

the pasture or meadow, and the more it is manured,

the more weeds will be mixed with the grass : we

do not mean Nettles, Docks, and Thistles, or the Wild
Carrot, which grows under trees ; these are so

obvious that they are generally noticed and pulled up;

but there are weeds which have the character of being

excellent food, and to which names are given, indica-

ting good qualities; such are the Buttercups, which

are various kinds of Ranunculus, the juices of which

are acrid, and which no cattle will eat if they can get

better food. When a meadow looks green, with

plenty of the yellow flowers of the Buttercup, it is by

many thought to be a very rich pasture. It is true

that these Ranunculi are only found in good moist

meadows, and seldom or never in poor pastures. The

vellow flowers found there are Potentillas, and other

ulants which thrive in poor soils. But observe a cow

feeding : she will eat all around a plant of Buttercup,

and leave it standing alone; or if by accident -she

has cot it into her mouth, and it is not too much

entangled in the other grasses, she will drop it out.

Thus instinct as well as taste teaches her to avoid it.

Some fanciful men have ascribed to the Buttercups

many of the diseases of cattle, and even of men, from

using the milk and butter of cows fed on them. This

is absurd ;

pastiu

tank and the compost-heap are not to lie useless, but

to be carried on with judgment as a top-dressing.

Should your soil not be mellow and rich, the same

plan may be followed— only in spring it must be

well manured, and then inoculated with tufts of good

grass cut into small pieces and scattered over the sur-

face ; a heavy roller and a few rainy days will secure

the rooting of the grass. When you have a good rich

pasture filled with the most nutritious grasses, keep it

so by careful weeding and a frequent application of

liquid manure.

We say nothing of the artificial manures which

are offered for sale everywhere, because we have

not yet a sufficient experience of their value 5

besides, those for whom we are now writing

ought to be entirely independent of extraneous

help in this respect— that is", if they have followed

our instructions. Experiments, however, may be

made with various substances ; and, provided we come

to no hasty conclusions, but patiently observe and

calculate the cost and produce, and repeat our experi-

ments year after year, we may throw some light on

the expediency of substituting these manures for our

tanks and compost-heaps, which, at all events, are

much less expensive.

When we have got our grass in a perfect state, the

hay will be better in proportion. It may be as well to

warn voung hay-makers that the richer the grass, the

more it must be made—that is, not only freed from

moisture, but the juices dried up and reduced to a

solid extract ; or it will heat in the stack, and either

burst out into flame, or at least be so carbonized as to

be unfit for horses. The finer the weather the more

danger there is of carrying the hay too soon. Every

occupier of 20 acres of grass has a rickcloth as a

matter of course; if not, the sooner he buys one the

better. There is no better outlay in our changeable

climate than the price of a rickcloth.—31.

We trust that the last Meeting in the Horticultural

Society's Garden on Wednesday next will include a

display of fruit worthy of English Gardeners We
cannot say much in favour of the previous Exhibitions

this year/which, although they contained some fine

things, were, vpon the whole, strikingly inferior to the

produce of the flower-gardeners. I lie fine weather

of the last three weeks has been favourable to the

ripening of fruit, and it is to be hoped that the repu-

tation of forcing-gardeners will now be upheld without

blemish. We may as well add that the Society-

returns all fruitto the growers without expense to them.

We learn with great pleasure that his Royal High-
ness the Duke of Cambridge has presented Ten
Guineas to the funds of the Gardeners' Benevolent
Institution. May we be permitted to suggest once

more to our numerous wealthy readers that this is a

good charity, well administered, for good purposes

;

and that contributions to it would be the means of

substantially benefitting old Gardeners of respectabi-

lity, now worn out in the service. On former ocea-

for the cows will not eat them unless I sions we haye appealed to Gardeners rather than to
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their masters ; but we would now entreat the latter
to follow the example of the Royal Duke, whose kind
heart would, we are well persuaded, be in no way more
gratified than by finding that he had succeeded in
awakening the sympathies of those who can so well
afford to part with a part of their abundance for the
relief of the old and destitute Gardener.

THE TANK SYSTEM.
I have lately altered the mode of heating my hothouse,

by introducing Mr. Rendle's tank system ; and as I have
differed from the plan proposed by him in some material
points, I think that many of your readers may be inte-
rested by an account of it, and may possibly be induced
to follow the mode which I have adopted, which appears
to me to be an improvement in some respects on that of
Mr. Rendle. I send you a drawing of the house, with the
tanks, as now at work. It is drawn to a scale of \ inch
to a foot, so that a pair of compasses will at once give the
dimensions. A is the boiler, the top of which is level
with the floor of the house, the fireplace being in a back
shed. The boiler is a small conical one, made by Messrs.
Hood, ironfounders, Earl-street, Blackfriars. B 1 and

B 2 are the tanks ; C is a trap-door, opening into the
tank, which I can lift up at pleasure, and fill the house
"with steam. The arrows indicate the course of the water
through the tanks and pipes. The two pipes, though
drawn side by side (to show themselves) are really one
above the other— the return-pipe being, of course, the
lower

; above these pipes is a stone shelf. Tank B 1 is
made of Oak, the other (B 2) of Elm ; the wood of each
is 2£ inches in thickness, and they stand on Oak blocks
3 inches thick, to raise them from the floor ; this not
only tends to prevent their decay, but promotes at the
same time a freer circulation of the hot air. The bottom-
boards are placed the lengthway of the tank, and not
41 across the bed," as recommended by Mr. Rendle. All
the carpenters to whom I have spoken on the subject
agree in saying that they should not be placed across but
lengthwise, and as the tank ought invariably to stand on
blocks about two or three feet asunder, it is impossible
that the boards can be strained by the weight of water,
inasmuch as each board receives a support from every
block. The bottom as well as the sides of the tanks are
bolted together by iron bars, five-eighths of an inch in

thickness, passed through the wood, and screwed up as
tightly as possible. Each tank is divided by an inch-and-
half Elm board, and is covered with common roofing

slate, those that are generally called li Princesses;" being
24 inches long and 14 wide. Mr. Rendle recommends
(p. 15) that " these slates should be

1 J inch thick, that
the edges should be cut square, and the joints well stopped
with Roman cement or Aberthaw lime, to prevent a
superfluity of steam from escaping into the house ;" and he
adds (p. 30)—" The slates need be of the best quality, to
withstand the heat of the water, and care should be taken
that their edges be made evenly ; the slates for this pur-
pose cost me (at Plymouth), 3|d. per foot." I found on
inquiry that I could not have got slates of such a thick-
ness, of the best quality, and carefully cut square at the
edges, under lOrf. or Is. per foot, which would much have
increased the cost of the work. I therefore tried the
common Welsh roofing-slates, which cost me not quite a
penny per foot, and I find that they answer the purpose
remarkably well. I did not cut the edges square, but I
used them just as I purchased them, and stopped the
joints merely with wetted clay. There is no fear of too
much steam escaping into the house. I am constantly
forced to syringe and open the trap-door, to let out more
steam. As the divisions of tank B 1 were 15 inches wide,
I had a small strip of Oak nailed on the inside of the
tank, of sufficient thickness to allow the slates (which were
14 inches wide, to reach across. Round the edges of the
tanks I placed (as Mr. R. recommends) an inch board
II inches deep, and the plunging materialwhich 1 use
is fine sand. The slates carry the weight of this sand,

ifV
1 inches deeP» with ease> not one of them having

cracked as yet
; indeed, they would bear a much greater

weight, lor I saw one of the masons stand with his whole
weight on one of them, and it did not give way. In a
considers!: part of tank B 1 I have put rich mould
instead of tile sand, m which I have planted Pines without

half; and I find that my boiler, though a small one, is
fully able to heat this quantity ; indeed, I conceive that
I could heat with the same boiler another house equally
large

; I have some idea of trying this soon, and should I
do so I will, if you wish it, communicate the result to
you. If I carry out my proposed plan, the boiler will
have to heat nearly 60 hogsheads of water. I have no
fears in my mind as to the result, judging from the
apparent ease with which 22 are heated. I have a ther-
mometer fixed in the tank, the bulb being immersed in
the water, and the upper part being inclosed in a small
box at the side of the tank, by which means I can at any
time see the heat of the water, and I find 114° or 115°
of Fahrenheit is high enough to keep the house at a tem-
perature of 70o at night. I also find that a moderate
fire kept up for five or six hours in the 24 is abundantly
sufficient. The hothouse was heated before by four-inch
iron pipes, besides having a large bed of tanner's bark
(eight large waggon-loads), in the centre, and I could not
produce the same heat as that now given by the tanks
without keeping up an incessant fire night and day, added
to which the temperature of the house was then dry,
instead of being moist, as at present. The difference in
the colour of the leaves of all the plants, and the rapidiry
of their growth is surprising already, though the system
has not been at work more than six weeks. Every lover
of horticulture ought to feel much indebted to Mr.
Rendle for his system ; for, though there may be nothing
new in the principle, to him is justly due the merit of
bringing it, in its present form, before the public. The
saving in fuel is immense— at least one-half; but the
greatest advantage is the equability of temperature which
it produces ; so large a body of water, when once warm,
retains its heat for a very considerable period, rendering
the temperature of the house more uniform and regular.
To illustrate this I give the following fact : I desired my
servant one day not to light the fire (which he generally
did about six o'clock in the evening), in order that I
might see how much such a body of water (22 hogsheads)
would cool in 12 hours. At night, when I last saw it, the
thermometer stood at 113°; the next morning, at about
eight o'clock, it was 109°, having sunk only 4° in that
time. When the water was perfectly cold it took a good
brisk fire for 24 hours before it had attained the tem-
perature of 120°; but this I found to be too hot, and I
now keep it at from 112° to 116°, and this is easily
effected by lighting the fire about five or six o'clock in
the evening, making it up the last thing, to burn during
the night as long as it will. No fire need be applied at
any time in the morning or midday. In short, I am
delighted with the system, and strongly urge all to adopt
it, even if it be for economy's sake alone; keeping this
fact in view, that the body of water can never be too
large, provided only that the fire applied be able to heat
it

;
and I feel quite confident that 50 hogsheads would not

be too much for any of the common-sized conical boilers.—John Huyshe, Clisthydon Rectory.

any pots, aft^ the French mode; how this may answer
remains to be proved, but they appear to be doing well.
The most material point in which I differ from Mr. Rendle
is the dejj^Jtfthe tanks ;

instead of being 4 inches deep
(as he.^*i|«, p. 15), mine are 18 inches deep in the
clear, ilwrH^/ This much increases the bulk of water, the
tanks holding 22 hogsheads instead of about four and ano

ON THE CULTIVATION OF CYCLAMENS.
In few plants are so much combined, for the admirer

of either' curious, gay, or fragrant flowers, as in the dif-

ferent species and varieties of Cyclamen; yet they are
hardly to be found in cultivation, and any one acquainted
with their pretty appearance might well be surprised to
find such beautiful objects so much neglected. Flowering,
too, as they do, at various seasons, but particularly during
the winter and spring months, and lasting in flower for a
considerable time, the greenhouse or even the windows of
the amateur's sitting-room may be made attractive with
such plants during all the spring months, by growing a
few of the early flowering kinds.

In cultivating the different sorts of Cyclamen, it must
be observed that some are much hardier than others, and
may remain in the open border all the winter ; while some
are destroyed by a few degrees of frost. But it must also
be remembered, that all suffer alike from excess of
moisture during winter; they are, therefore, best cal-
culated for growing in pots, as the summer and autumn-
flowering kinds may then be plunged in the open borders
through the flowering season in their pots, and taken up
again before winter, and placed in some dry situation
until the following season.

The Cyclamen is increased in two ways : first, by cut-
ting the largest roots into pieces, which is a bad practice,
as they are very liable to rot during the first season after
cutting, or while in a dormant state, unless the parts are
kept very dry, a thing very injurious to the early-
flowering kinds ; secondly, by seeds, which should be
sown when ripe, whether it be autumn or spring, in pans
or pots well drained, and filled with a mixture of equal
parts of sandy loam and leaf-mould, to which should be
added a small portion of well-rotted dung. Then place
the pans or pots in a cold frame or pit, kept close if sown
in the spring ; but if sown in the autumn, they should be
placed on the back shelf of the greenhouse, and kept
rather dry during the winter, and gradually watered more
as the spring advances.
The autumn-sown plants will be fit for transplanting

about the end of May, or beginning of June following, if

properly treated, while those sown in the spring should
not be removed from the seed-pans before the following
spring ; they will by that time have formed roots about the
size of a Hazel-nut. Prepare then some largejpots or
pans, well drain and fill them with the same kind' of soil

as that in which the seeds were sown, and transplant the
young roots from the seed-pans into these, placing them
about three or four inches apart, according to the size of
the roots. Return them to the cold pit or frame, and
keep them close until they begin to grow ; afterwards,
admit air freely by day, but keep the pit close at night till
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the beginning of July, when the pots or pans should be
plunged, and the plants fully exposed both day and night,
taking care, however, that the soil in the pots does not
get sodden with too much rain or become too dry. They
will require no more trouble, except keeping free from
weeds and slugs, till the middle of September, when they
should be potted singly into small 48-sized or 60 pots,
(according to the size of the roots,);filled with the same
kind of soil as that previously used.

In potting, the bulbs should never be entirely covered
with the soil, but about one-third left exposed. When
potted they should be placed on the back shelf of the
greenhouse, or in a cold pit, where they can be kept dry
and free from frost until they begin to grow.

If they are the early flowering kinds, a few may be
placed in the window of the sitting-room, and but
sparingly watered until they commence growing, when
they should have a more liberal supply.
The roots will begin to bloom the second season, and

may be placed on the shelves of the greenhouse; or if
they are of those hardy kinds which flower in summer or
autumn, the pots may be plunged in the open border.
When done flowering, they should be returned to the

cold pit or frame, where the lights must be kept on
during the night in cold or wet weather, but where they
can have plenty of air at all times; observing, as they
cease growing, that water should be withheld, and, finally,
the roots gradually dried. The roots, when dry, should
be allowed to remain in the pots, and not be shaken out,
as is frequently done; for, when taken out of the soil,
they are almost sure to get too much dried before they
are again potted. This is particularly the case with the
early flowering sorts.

The proper time of the year for resting the flowering
roots entirely depends on the sorts. C. persicum will be
at rest when the C. Europseum and C. Neapolitanum will
be in full bloom, and vice versd.
The roots should be shaken from the soil and repotted

directly the least sign of vegetation is observable. But
the early spring-flowering kinds may be forced earlier into
bloom by potting a few of the strongest roots sooner,
and placing them in a warm dry place. They must not
be excited too rapidly, or watered freely ; for, if they are,
the leaves are almost sure to damp off during the dull
winter months, and particularly those of the beautiful
C. persicum and its varieties.— George Gordon.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXVII.
In continuation of the hybridrising and cross-breeding

of plants, as noticed last week, it is not only necessary
where fertilization is impracticable, that seed be gathered
from those flowers only which possess the finest qualities,
but that they, as far as possible, be kept from the vicinity
of inferior flowers. Nor is this practice to be confined to
florists' flowers only, but it also applies with equal force
to every kind of flower whatever, and to every plant which
is commonly propagated by seed. Thus the careful growers
of Turnip and Onion-seed plant none but perfectly-formed
bulbs, for if they were to do otherwise the kind would
degenerate, and after a few years be unworthy of cultiva-
tion. Now, if so much care is necessary in saving the
seed of plants which are cultivated by the acre, and where
a few degenerate plants would be scarcely noticed, how
much more so is it requisite in gathering seeds for the
flower-garden, where nothing of inferior description should
be allowed to grow ? For this reason it is necessary, when
it is desired to keep seed true to its kind, much more to
improve the kind, that all inferior flowers be removed
from the garden as fast as they show bloom, and before
there is any possibility of their pollen being conveyed to
other and better varieties by insects and other means,
lo raise seeds properly they require to be grown in a
garden to themselves, where the removal of inferior kinds
and making gaps in the beds would be of little conse-
quence. The most successful raiser of annual seeds
was Mr. Weeks, gardener to J. Sheepshanks, Esq., who
used |to reside in Blackheath Park. There the ground
was prepared with as much care as for the choicest plants ;

and a single row of Nemophila insignis, the seeds one foot
apart in the row, would generally cover a bed four feet
wide. The finest seeds ever seen in London were grown at
that place, and no expense was spared to attain perfection.
The amateur, if he has not already commenced, must

lose no time in getting in his pipings of Pinks ; for, if
the plants are not strong in the autumn, no after treat-
ment in the spring will make the flower strong in the
summer. The best way to proceed is to make up a bed
of spent dung, which you are sure will not heat violently J

over that place an old door, plastering the sides securely,
'

to prevent the escape of heat ; and on the door place the
compost in which the pipings are to be planted. The best
compost is two parts perfectly decomposed leaf-mould,
with one part of loam and one part of silver sand ; these
should be well incorporated together, sifted through a
rather coarse sieve, and placed on the door to the depth
of three inches.

In preparing the cuttings or pipings, all that is neces-
sary is to remove the lowermost pair of healthy leaves,
and cut close under the joint with a sharp knife. The
pipingsmust then be pressed into the mould to the depth
of one inch, taking care to make the soil firm round their

bases, and after they have received a liberal watering, the

frame or hand-light must be placed over them, and they
will require little more care, except keeping the frame
close, shading from the sun, and sprinkling occasionally
in an evening with clean water. It is also a good plan to

remove the glass on warm dewy evenings ; but it must be

replaced before the pipings are dry in the morning.
The same treatment applies to the propagation of Car-

nations and Picotees, which may be increased with equal

•

*
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facility and with as great certainty as by layering. In
J

truth, in my opinion, the trouble of layering Carnations
is a mere waste of time.

I perceive Mr. Cripps, of Tunbridge Wells, has been
putting me right about the origin of the black Nemo-
phila. His statement may be correct; but though nature

certainly does perform " strange freaks," I think it far

more probable that this variety should have originated

from N. atomaria, which combines the two colours, than

that it should sport from N. insignia, which does not

possess either colour.— W. JP. Ayres.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Hybrid Plants.—Having noticed in the Gardeners 1

Chronicle of the 8th of last October, that you intend

shortly giving to the public a Taper on the Muling of

Plants, I think it may be rather an interesting fact
^
for

you to know that my late much-lamented father practised

it upwards of 50 years ago; lie confined himself princi-

pally to Ericas, with a few exceptions, which I shall notice

hereafter. I have heard him many times remark, that the

first plant he operated upon was Erica grandiflora, which
he set with the pollen of Erica vestita coccinea. The
variety the admixture produced was called by him, " Erica

fulgida, or vestita fulgida- From the period he com-
menced, viz., 1790, until 1841, he succeeded in obtaining

nearly 90 varieties, comprised in the following list :

—

Erica acuminata Erica ostrina

91 „ longiflora ii
pcrsplcua

»» Ampullacea rubra a pinea

»» ,, vittata tt ,,
purpurea

tt Ampullaceoides tt
Princeps^

tt Andrewsiana ii ,, carnca

if Archcriana tt
pulchemma

it aristata minor tt
punicea

it aristella tt tortuliflora

II Batemania ft rctorta major
»* Beaum6ntia it Rollissoni

ft blanda tt rubrocalla

tt bucciniflora tt Russel liana

>» carinata tt Sprcngclii

n Cavendishiana tt spuria

» CelsianFi tt suaveolens

n Clowesiana tt Swainsoniana
it curviflora rubra tt Puubariana
>! cylindrica tt Webbiana
M densa tt Tdmplea
>» depressa rubra tt translucens
tt echiiflora c&rnea tt tricolor

ft eximia tt „ elegans
ft exsurgens coccinea tt „ impressa
it Favoides tt „ major
ft „ Slogans tt „ supcrba
f> t , purpurea tt tubirlora
»9 formosa

tt turgiola
ft gra-.uHfiora hamilis tt undulata
M Hartnillii

tt ventricosa alba
II hybrida it ,. carnea
It impulsa

t$
nana

ft Innata
tt lf

purpurea
tt > f rubra \ % „ stcllifera

vcrnix rubra1) Jasniiniflora nana
fi

II ,, rubra it vestita blanda
ft Lawrcnceana

w r

ft „ elegans
*t Linnasana supcrba

ft „ (ulgida
ft M curviflora tt „ incarnata
>t magnifica tt „ rosea
11 metulaiilora tt pinii*61ia tilegans

tt ,, bicolor It „ discolor

tt mutdbilis tt „ coccinea

I may mention now a few other plants upon which he tried

the same experiment. From Azalea nudiflora alba, crossed

with the pollen of Azalea nudiflora speciosa, he obtained
a variety called the "New Pink}" from Rhododendron
ponticum and punctatum, a very curious dwarf variety ; a

*ew plants of which, 40 yrs. old, are not more than 30 inches
high, and in habit like Kalmia latifolia. I believe also he
succeeded in crossing several kinds of Ixia, Sparaxis, and
lntOnia, but having no memorandum relating to them I

cannot give the names of the varieties so obtained. I must
not forget to mention that lie raised several varieties of

Pelargonium as far back as 1-796, one of them was called
1 Pelargonium quinquevulncrum," a distinct and pretty

Variety : I believe it to have been obtained between Pelar-
gonium ardens and Pelargonium triste.— George Rollis-

•W*t F.H.S., Nursery, Tooting. [Our readers will with
us regard this letter as one of great interest. It fixes a
"'ate to the first considerable production of hybrid plants
**l this country, and is in many respects a valuable docu-
ment for reference. Next week, or the week after-, we
s hall offer some observations upon the great question of
Procuring hybrid plants; of the first importance not only
fo gardening, but in husbandry.]
Gold Fish.—In the Gardeners' Chronicle x>f 29th AprilW are some observations on Gold Fish, by the writer of

lr, is note. In the following No. are some remarks
thereon, signed" J. M." Absence has been the cause of my
n ot sooner replying to those remarks, and to some queries
{)*t « J. M." has put. He asks, " Where did I get the

Nuphar minima?'' I answer— that I am not sure that

**y broad-leafed Yellow Water- Lily is the Nuphar minima.
Our running and stagnant waters, rivulets, and meres, in
'his neighbourhood of Woodbridge have abundance of it.

l]he Murtlesham, Great Healings and Little Healings
*iv ers, Rushmere, Loudham (or Ash) mere, and others.
My Yellow Lily has been some weeks in bloom. Several
of the blossoms have passed away, others are now out

;

jfcore are coming. There are seldom more than two in

[
UU bloom at a time. In my tank I have also a very
dutiful White Water-Lily. It has been there 1 think
two years in a pot. It has now for the first time a single
b

.

!ossom. This plant is not very rare in the above situa-
tions

; but it is not so common as the yellow, nor are the
leaves so broad. It has five iloating leaves, and others
are visible under water ; the blossom is going off. It was
*3 large, when fully expanded, in the two or three warm
days of last week, as a tea-cup. Its milk-white, waxy-
Jooking flower, with the yellow centre, was and is very
beautiful; so is a yellow blossom, now out, My spreading

th

T

Buck-bean has had many beautiful flowers ; they are gone.

The sweet-scented Rushes have, perhaps, a dozen or more
blossoms; they are three or four inches long, prettily

tapering, nearly as large as one's little finger. I shall

gladly assist in furnishing "J. M." with any of these plants.

He next asks—"Does not the stagnant water that for

four or five years has been in the basin get putrid or dis-

coloured V f I answer—no ; I am not aware that it does.

It is at times more or less discoloured ; that is, not

altogether clear or transparent; dead leaves are removed.
As 1 have said, we occasionally start five or six casks of

fresher water into the tank. None has been put in since

last autumn ; the copious rains of this spring and summer
have kept the tank nearly full. "Will the Gold Fish/'
" J. M."next asks, " live in the water after it is saturated

with vegetable substances that have been carried into it ?"

To this I answer—what the fish may do after such satu-

ration I cannot say ; mine live and do well, and seem
very lively and happy under the circumstances that

I have described, and while they continue to do so I shall

make little alteration in my way of treating them. I am
not aware that I have lost any since my communication
of April. In warm days the young fishes seem to enjoy
concealment under the broad leaves of the Yellow Lily ;

gently moving a leaf will show four or five or more. To
the last question of "J. M." I can give no further

reply. The white-blossomed Lily appears healthy, and,

as I have said, its fully-expanded flower is very beauti-

ful.— Sf/^b/A.
Salvia patens.—I observe in a late Chronicle that Mr.

J. Ross is again carping at a statement made by Mr. W.
Proctor, maintaining that Salvia patens is not hardy
enough to withstand without injury, nor to outlive indeed
the generality of, our British winters in the open ground.
Mr. P. adduced an instance confirmatory of such state-

ment, and in instance and affirmation he was quite right.

Let Mr. R. try the efficacy of his coal-ash and sawdust
covering to Salvia patens' roots left over winter in a bed
of heavy retentive clayey loam, and in spring he will find

instead of " bursting buds" a " beggarly account of

rotten roots." But let him leave others in a wTell-drained

bed of light porous soil, and he will find that a very

slight covering indeed will sufficiently preserve them. It

is the humidity and changeableness, not the intense cold

of our winters, that destroy Salvia patens and many
plants besides. Several plants of Salvia patens planted in

well-drained pots of light soil, and placed in a situation

so as to be shaded from the sunshine, but not from the

weather, have outlived the last winter well with me ; and
others left in the open ground in the situation alluded

to by Mr. P. have perished, notwithstanding they were,

what the potted ones were not, well covered.

—

John
M*Donald.

The Onion Maggot.—Some few days ago I observed

that the grub was making sad havoc in my Onion-beds,

in patches. I directed my man to strew a little nitrate

of soda on the places which were affected ; the result is,

we lost no more Onions, and those parts of the beds
dressed with the soda are of a brilliant green, and much
finer than any other part,—in fact you can trace to an
inch where the nitrate of soda had been scattered.

—

Radford.
Pits for Melons, §c.—Having several years ago at

the instance of my master got up a range of pits, &c. for

growing Melons and Cucumbers, and having had the

whole construction of them committed to my trust, I

immediately turned my attention to having them con-

structed in as satisfactory a manner as I could ; and being

too well aware that pits of which the walls are composed
of brick or other materials, and having only dung and
leaves or such like things to constitute the bed on which

to grow the plants, invariably fall too far away from the

glass, I thought that I might remedy (at least in some
degree) that evil, and have made an experiment which

has given me such entire satisfaction that I feel induced

to send you the particulars of my plan. There may not,

however, be anything new in it. I shall just describe my
progress in it, from the beginning to the end, in order that

your readers may more fully understand me. Having first

fixed on the situation and extent of the pits, I had an ex-

cavation made to a certain depth, and then a foundation

of flat stones laid all round, on which to build my walls,

which were of brick. At the same time, Triad the whole
range divided into two light compartments; this done,
the bricks were laid on the old pigeon-hole system, keep-
ing each brick of the first courses inches from the other,

carrying on the division-walls in the same manner and at

the same time as the other; the second course had 2
inches at each end of the brick to rest on the under course,

and so on until I arrived at within 15 inches of the in-

tended height of my walls, when I had the bricks bedded
close together with lime, in order to prevent the ingress

of foul air from the linings outside. On the top of the

brick wall I had a wooden wall-plate fixed firmly down
with iron rods, from the bottom of the wall, which proves

a great support to the walls. The rafters for the sashes

to slide on were fitted into the wall-plate, having every

second one portable. The remaining ones were all fixed

immediately on the top of the division wall, which keeps

the whole firmly bound together. I then had a groove

cut out of the centre and top of the wall-plate, one inch

deep and as wide, in which I placed what I have termed

shifting sides. Having previously prepared them of such

lengths as exactly to correspond with the length of each

compartment, these shifting sides, when placed in the

(rroove in the wall-plate, were all fixed at the ends by a

small notch, which kept the whole range, with the assist-

ance of the upper rafters, in a firm position ; the two ends

of course were made to correspond with the sides in re-

gard to shifting. My reason for having the shifting sides

of short lengths, that is, to correspond with the exact
length of my divisions, was (if necessary) to have 1, 2, or
3 parts in operation at one time, when I could put on or
take off, more or less, as wanted. The depth of my shift-

ing sides are from 8 to 12 inches ; and into the top of
them I have slight rafters fitted, which I can put in or
take out of their places at pleasure. These last-men-
tioned rafters are independent of those mentioned for the
wall-plate, as part of them are there permanently for the
better strengthening of the walls, and consequently would
not answer both purposes. Then, before 1 make up my
beds, which are of dung and leaves, I have the portable
rafters, which run exactly across the centre of the bed,
removed, in order to let me have the beds made up as
high as the rafters on the top of the shifting sides will ad-
mit, leaving as much room as is necessary for the soil and
plants, as soon as the beds are in a fit state to receive
them. Now, the advantage of the shifting sides are, that
as soon as the beds subside enough to admit of the sashes
running on the under rafters without touching the leaves

of the plants, I have the shifting sides, with their rafters

all removed, and stored by for the season. Then the

sashes are let down to the under rafter, after which my
plants never fall too far away from the glass. The pits

also present a good effect, both with and without the

shifting sides. The space I have outside the beds, for lin-

ings, is 2£ feet wide, inclosed by a narrow stone wall, not
quite so high as the brick wall. The space between the
exterior and interior walls is covered all over with mov-
able wooden shutters, made of convenient sizes for retain-

ing the heat in the linings.—A Reader of the Gardeners9

Chronicle. [We insert this letter ; but we do trust that

hot dung will be consigned hereafter to the farming
steward, and that the reign of linings and all their clumsy
adjuncts is at an end.]

Rust on Grapes.—Having sometimes seen remarks in

your Paper respecting the rust on Grapes, it will probably
confirm the supposition of some, when I state that I am
quite satisfied that one cause is greasy matter having come
in contact with them. I found in* thinning some this

spring;, that those berries that had unavoidably touched
the hair of my head were the next day covered with rust,

and appear as though they would never get clear of it.

—F.Y.
Ferns.—It may be useful to inform your correspondent

" Gallicus'' that several of the London nurserymen are,

through collectors abroad, paying attention to exotic

Ferns ; also that two or three well-engraved figures of

Ferns, most of them late introductions, have appeared
every month of late in the " Floral Register," attached to
11 Maund's Botanic Garden." If worth notice, I could

send you some particulars respecting a few of the newly-
introduced species of this tribe—one,by-the-bye, which is

rapidly gaining on the affections of the more scientific

cultivators. " Gallicus" should remember that dried

specimens generally afford the means of propagation.

—

Crgplus. [Pray send them.]
New Anagallis.—Observing a blue Anagallis adver-

tised by Mr. Brewer at bs. each, and as large as half-a-

crown, I send you two flowers of the now old A. grandiflora

which, as florists measure, are as large as a five-shilling

piece. This being the case, people may buy for 5s. a less

flower than they can get for 6d.—Flora. [Quite right,

A crown-piece exactly covers the flattened flowers.]

Gas- Water upon Grass.—In the beginning of April I

watered half a clay-land meadow of 5 acres with arumoni-

acal liquor, diluted with 5 times the quantity of clear

pond water. In three days I perceived that all the moss
and many of the finer blades of grass close to the ground
were destroyed. The bulk of the herbage, however,

appeared to be unaffected ; but in a week's time there was
a decided improvement on the portion manured, and from
that time to this there has been an increased quantity and
a very improved quality of grass. Its colour is darker
than the other, and my stock prefer grazing on that side

of the meadow. In the last week in May, I mixed one

part ammoniacal liquor with ten of liquid manure from
an open cesspool,—which receives all the rainwater and
drainage from my fold and dwelling-house,—and watered

the half of a second meadow. The effect is extraordinary :

the herbage is much improved and thickened, the colour

a healthy dark-green, and the growth materially acceler-

ated. There is double the quantity as compared with

the unmanured portion. The cattle, sheep, and horses,

prefer the former. Had my cesspool been a covered one

I think 1 part to 10 would have been too strong ; but I

am this week building an inclosed tank, and intend making

other experiments.

—

Monmouth.
VineSt— I think "A Subscriber" is quite wrong ia

attributing the failure of Mr. Queriil's and his own Vines
to the difference of temperature between the house and
border ; for, if this be true, there would be very few
grapes grown in the north of England.^ I have for many
years began forcing my Vines early in January, and I
generally cut ripe fruit about the latter end of May, with
very little covering on the border. Knowing from expe-
rience that there are more bad-coloured grapes from
covered borders than from any other source, I am fully
persuaded they have both planted their Vines too deep,
and began forcing them before they had fully established
them in the borders. I think, if they will each of thcru
take one of their Vines up, they will find them decayed
at bottom, and nearly without roots. I have seen Vines
more than once in this state.—A Subscriber from the
beginning.

Hedge Sparrows.—I have this year, for the first time,
observed a Hedge Sparrow busily engaged among the
Rose-bushes, and collecting the small green aphis for its

young in her nest close to the spot. The above fact proves

that such a useful and harmless little bird should be pro-
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tected instead of being so persecuted as it always is by
Gardeners ; there is a strong feeling against it, as being
destructive to seeds ; whereas it is a soft-billed bird.

—

A
Subscriber.

Asparagus,—u J.B-H."—In the Gardeners* Chronicle',

July 1, p. 444, this correspondent says, " I followed your
advice, and gave my Asparagus plenty of salt, much to their

advantage in quality and size." How much more obliged

would your readers (and of course you, Mr. Editor,) be,

if "J. B. H." and other correspondents would be a little

more particular, and state when, how much, and under
what circumstances—of wet, drought, or other prevailing
points,—salt or other fertilisers may have under their
direction been applied.

—

A.B.
London Vineries.—About eighteen months since, I took

the liberty of asking your opinion upon the following :

—

I stated that I was about to build a small conservatory on
the leads of a projecting room at the back of a house in

the Edgware-road—that it should have a span-roof, and
that I should plant Vines therein; and you were kind
enough to say you thought my plan would answer- I am
now about to tell you the result. I did not build the con-
servatory in time to do much good last year ; the plants

I brought from the country becoming weak before the

house was finished, and the summer being extremely hot,

everything was against me. This year I have done much
better. I did not plant the Vines till April last, but I

then planted them in slate-boxes (made by Mr. Beck),
about two feet every way. The Vines have broken ex-

tremely well, and are quite strong and healthy ; the boxes
are so formed that the front can be removed, and the roots

pruned, or fresh earth put to them, or an additional length
may be made to the boxes, as the Vines grow. All my
plants (many of which are of last year), are quite healthy
and flowering freely, which I attribute to this—every
evening I give them a watering. The Vines and plants
that are not in flower I water all over, and I also water
over the flooring, and keep pans of water in the house,
and I then shut it up entirely ; in a few minutes the glass
is covered with steam, and in the morning everything is as
fresh and healthy as if the place was twenty miles from
London ; the plants scarely flag in the day, as I have an
awning over the roof when the sun shines : this differs

from the plan recommended in a recent paper, of throwing
open all the windows at night. I generally find that when
there is a draft of air upon wet leaves, they shrivel up ; by
my method this is avoided. I send you a flower of a
seedling Pelargonium, raised by one of my daughters, which
has been in the house all the winter, and has now flow-
ered for the first time. I do not send it as being any-
thing extraordinary, except to show that plants may thus
be kept in a fair healthy state in such a locality as this,
and I send you a Vine-leaf to show the same. The Pe-
largonium flower is very like its parent, which is a very
free flowerer (I don't know its name), except that it seems
of a more compact habit, which again shows, as I think,
its healthy state. Will you be so good as to inform me what
proportions of nitrate of soda and water should be used,
and whether you think it would be beneficial ; the great
difficulty I have to contend with is the extreme heat (the
aspect being due west), and being obliged to keep the
plants always in the house. My object in this address is

to show that even in such a situation plants may be kept
healthy, and much rational amusement afforded, particu-

larly to the female part of a family. Instead of the
top glasses being let down they are hung upon hinges,

and the ends put up to a height sufficient to let in enough
of air ; whereby the chimney-blacks, instead of falling

upon the plants, are entirely kept out, and the whole
kept perfectly clean.

—

D. X, [Nothing can possibly be
more healthy than the foliage sent us by our correspond-
ent ; completely proving the justness of the views we have
always taken about the atmosphere of London. It is bad
gardening only that has to be blamed for the bad state of
London greenhouses. We do not see the necessity for
nitrate of soda ; but if it is employed, there should not be
more than a piece as large as a nutmeg to a common
water-pot of water.]

Potato Starch.—Will one of your correspondents
inform me of the best mode of manufacturing Potato
Starch—the machinery used—and particularly the man-
ner of drying it, whether in kilns or otherwise, and if in
kilns, the construction of them ?

—

M. K.
Wild Plums.—In the last Number of the Chronicle,

under the head " Amateur's Garden," we have the follow-
ing passage :—" Nature, unaided by Art, has accomplished
much, and has produced the Golden Pippin Apple from
the wild Crab, and Damson and other Plums from the
common Sloe." I have seen the same asserted in different
publications with regard to the Sloe being the parent of
all our Plums. If it is so, I should be glad to have your
opinion of the origin of the Plums found in North
America. One species which is plentiful in Upper Canada
has a handsome fruit of the same shape but larger than
the Damson; when ripe, it is finely shaded with yellow
and red, which gives it a transparent appearance ; the tree
has the habit of the Damson. I do not find it described
an ^ursh's Flora—is it grown in this country ? Pursh
describes the Chicasa Plum, the tree of which I have seen,
but not the fruit; the tree has very much the appearance
of an Apricot. Now with regard to the Sloe, I believe it
has not been found in North America, except in some of
the older States about settlements, evidently introduced
from Europe.—-B.lWe have not much faith in the
statement that the Sloe produced the domestic Plum * on
the contrary, we believe that it and the cultivated Cherry
really originated in the East, from a different race from
our Sloe and wild Cherry. We are unacquainted with the
jvild American Plums ; but there are several, considered
by Botanists distinct from those of Europe.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

July 4.— R. W. Barchard, Esq., in the chair. Capt. Da Cane,
R.N.j T.Twisden Hodges, Esq., and Marmaduke Salvin, Esq.,
were elected Fellows of the Society. There were exhibited from
D. D. Alves, Esq., two specimens of Sugar Canes, showing- the
effect of the application of farm. yard manure and crushed bones
to the land m which they were growing. It is now being found
out by planters that some kind of manure is necessary to the
Sugar Cane, and experiments are being made on the relative
benefits of the different sorts in use. From Messrs. Elkington &
Co., there were some specimens of leaves, covered with copper
by the electrotype process, showing that the natural leaves of
plants may now be plated over with silver or other metals for
personal ornament, or for house decoration. C. B. "Warner, Esq.,
sent an ornamental basket, made of strong iron-wire, and coated
over with copper by the electro process. Jt is considered prefer-
able, in point of appearance, to that covered with zinc, in a similar
manner, which was presented at the last meeting. The exhibi-
tion of plants was not extensive, most of the suburban growers
probably reserving their specimens for the Chiswick fUe. From
Mr. Paxton, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Devonshire, Chatswoith,
there was a fine plant of Dendrobium formosum, a rare Indian
species, with very large and lovely white flowers, that have a
blotch of orange in the lip. This specimen received a Knightian
medal. Mr. Appleby, gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq., the Fence,
Macclesfield, brought a very excellent specimen of a dense-
flowered variety of Saccolabium guttatum,for which a Banksian
medal was given ; with good healthy plants of the pretty Onci-
dium pulvinatum, and a variety of Epidendrum variegatum. Mr.
Meld, gr. to S. W. Silver, Esq., contributed a seedling Passion-
flower, between P. Loudoni and P. princcps, partaking of the
character of each, yet distinct from both, and being somewhat of
a botanical curiosity, from having part of the nectarial fringe
attached to the base of the stamens, and the rest forming quite
a bunch in the bottom of the flower, instead of issuing in a regu-
larly rayed circle. A certificate of merit was adjudged to this.
Mr. Field also had two seedling Pelargoniums, which were rather
pretty, but small. Mr. Hugh Low, of the Clapton Nursery,
brought a nice and unique specimen of Drosera macrophylla, one
of the most interesting, as well as the finest, of the Sun-dews,
from Swan River. It has broad leaves, which arc covered with
glandular hairs, and the plant is used for dyeing purposes.A Chilian bulb, which is a yellow variety of the old but
scarce Amaryllis advena, was also from Mr. Low. From
Mr. Mountjoy, of Ealing, was a plant of the showy crim-
son-flowered Achimenes grandiflora, the blossoms of which
appear to be borne almost in clusters. It is a good com-
panion to A. longiflora. Mr. Stephen Hooker, F.H.S., sent
a box of seedling Roses, in which were a few pretty good
flowers, but nothing extraordinary ; and Mr. Rivers, of Saw-
bridgeworth, furnished a stand of Moss Roses, among which we
noticed Princess Royal and Celine, as two new and very dark
varieties, the latter particularly good; Unique de Provence, the
old Rose Unique, mossed ; Louis Colet, with curious foliaceous
sepals; French Crimson (the Mousseuse pourpre of the French),
very bright and pretty ; E'clatante, also very brilliant, and a
most vigorous grower; the Miniature Moss, a singular and
unique variety ; Panachee pleine, the double-striped Moss j the
old or Shailer's White Moss, not so pure a white nor so mossy as
the White Bath, which was also in the collection. From the
gardens of the Society there were plants of Campanula garga-
nica, In a very beautiful state; Cycnocheschlorochilon, remark-
able for its large and aromatic flowers; an Asteraceous shrub
from Cabul, which is hardy, bushy, and has numerous heads of
lilac flowers; a fine Clematis Sieboldii, which is proved to be
perfectly hardy; Achimenes longiflora, rosea, and grandiflora;
Statice mucronata; a dark variety of Acropera Loddigesii, Onci-
dium Wentworthianum, and Lanceanum, Galeandra Baueri,
and cut flowers of Pjeonia albiflora fragrans and Humeii, two
excellent varieties; with Stranvaesia glaucescens, a handsome,
though slightly tender, evergreen shrub. Mr. Myatt, of Dept-
ford, sent a punnet of his new Deptford Pine Strawberry, to
which a Banksian medal was awarded. It was stated that the
next meeting of the Society in Regent- street would be held on
the 1st of August.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
A special Council was held at the Society's House, in Han-

over-square, on the 23th of June, the Earl of Hardwicke, Pre-
sident, in the chair, when 30* gentlemen were elected Members of
the Society. The Council agreed to the following new classes
of prizes to be given specially at the Southampton meeting;
namely, 50 guineas for " Short-woollcd Sheep not qualified to
compete as Southdowns," 50 guineas for " Cattle of the Channel
Islands Breed," and 20/. for the " Best Sample of Seed Barley,

»

making the prizes alone, for stock, implements, Essays, &c, to
be awarded next year out of the funds of the Society, amount to
no less a sum than 1,6*90/. It was decided that the prizes of 30/.
and 20/. for the " Best Stallions for Agricultural Purposes," and
those of 20/. and 10/. for the "Best Mare and Foal for Agricul-
tural Purposes," should not, as heretofore, be limited to those of
the "cart" breed; that the exhibitors of Seed-Wheat and
Barley should next year be required to send along with the
grain specimens fairly taken of the Wheat or Barley in
the ear, with the whole of the straw, in a bundle not less
;han one foot in diameter, and with the roots attached; and that
the last day for receiving certificates for the Southampton meet.
ing should be the 1st of June, 1844. The Council then selected
the judges required for the various departments of the show at
Derby. Mr. Thompson gave notice that he should present, at
the next monthly Council, a tile made by Lord James Hay, and
move "that a select committee be appointed to conduct a model
experiment with tiles made on that principle, and to report to
the Council on their efficiency." Mr, Clifford Cherry, principal
veterinary surgeon to the army, presented a paper on the best
mode of improving the breed of horses, which was referred to
the next Council.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
May.—This Society held its seventh meeting for the season at

..e Botanic Gardens, Dr. Neil], the President, in the chair.
John Kirk, Esq., was elected a Resident Fellow. Mr. Brand read
a communication from Dr. Joseph Dickson of St. Helier's,
Jersey, respecting some recent discoveries in the Flora of that
island. Dr. Neill communicated an interesting letter from Mr.
Brackenridge, who was at one time a journeyman in the
Experimental Garden here, and now holds the post of Botanical
Curator at Washington. We insert full excerpts from his letter,
the more readily, that his successful career may encourage
others of his profession to similar exertions. Mr. Brackenridge
writes, " I spent the first fourteen months in the United States
very much to my satisfaction, as foreman to Mr. Buist, who has
one of the largest plant establishments in America. When the
South Sea expedition was organised, I was induced by Mr.
Poinsette, the secretary of war, to accompany it in the capacity
of Assistant-Botanist and Horticulturist. The voyage lasted
nearly four years, and my compensation during the last three
years was 1200 dollars per annum. The squadron (under the
command of Lieutenant Wilkes) on its way out touched at
Madeira, the whole of which we scoured. I ascended the peak
of Ruivo (6246 feet high) almost to its very summit. It is covered
With dense forests of Erica arborea and Mediterranca (which
some travellers have called Pine trees). Several of these Heath
trees are forty feet high, and at eighteen inches from the ground,
their stems are two feet in diameter,—E. Mediterranea, always
the largest. At the very summit is a small species (perhaps
new) in habit like Mr. M'Nab's E. ramulosa. The Madeira
mahogany (Laurus Indica, and fcetens) is in great abundance,
and as large as the English Oak. In five days we collected 460
species of plants on the island. At the Cape de Verds, Rubiaceous
annuals and grasses were the principal plants found. But Brazil,
at which we next touched, may be denominated the head

the

quarters of Flora. I went about 150 miles inland, in a N.E.
direction, from Rio de Janeiro, travelling most of the way
through forests of flowering-trees, fantastically adorned with
innumerable parasitical and epiphytical plants. These trees
were often propped up by aerial roots, which reminded one of
the rigging or stays of a ship. The undergrowth in such places
consists of Palms, arborescent and many other Ferns, with a
goodly number of Solanaceous and Rubiaceous shrubs. The
Organ Mountains, seventy miles from Rio, after all that Mr.
Gardner and others have done, abound in thousands of fine
plants not yet known. I spent about eight days on these moun-
tains, and found plants so varied and attractive that I did not
know well which to select. On rocks there are Gesnerias,
Gloxinias, Cacti, Tillandsias, and Orchideas, in the greatest
profusion. I calculate that more than one-half of the plants of
Brazil are still unknown to botanists. Insects, birds, and
quadrupeds are as varied, in proportion, as the vegetable kingdom.
We spent about two months on Tierra del Fuego. Here was a
contrast to Brazilian vegetation : stunted Birches, with Misoden-
drums in tufts like birds' nests on their tops—scrubby Berberries
—Winter Bark—and Embothrium (a splendid protcaceous shrub),
were the characteristic features. The face of the hills is covered
with spongy, mossy turf, in which we found a Primula (like
Scotica), Drosera, Pinguicula, several species of Pernettyas,
a Myrtus, and the charming Callixene — with many nice
things which I thought well adapted for your alpine frame.
We reached Chili in the dry season, so that we did not find much
in flower till we arrived at the mountains. Behind Santiago, on
the Andes, in the region of perpetual snow, we found an immense
number of Alpine plants belonging to genera and tribes new to
us. Figure to yourself 10 or 12 kinds of umbelliferous plants,
with Heath-like leaves, and fruit as large as that of Heracleum,
and yet none of them over one inch in height. In Peru, behind
Lima, we crossed the Andes at the height of 16,000 feet, and
descended a considerable way on the opposite side, along one of
the branches of the Amazon.' This was a rich journey for us in
plants,—fine Rhododendrons (?; at the height of 13,000 feet. At the
base of the snow was a dense sward of plants, none of them over
an inch high, principally composed of Saxifragas, Composite,
Gentianas, and curious Calceolarias. At 14,000 feet we found
vast patches of an Echinocactus, so wrapt up in its own wool,
that at a distance we took the patches for sheep. The scenery
here was of the grandest kind. We saw some splendid Cacti,
Alstrcemcrias, and Tropceolums, and on our way down, fields of
T. tuberosum and Oxalis crenata. Very little rain falls in the
vicinity of Lima ; so that to raise fruit and vegetables recourse
must be had to irrigation. The Cherimolia (Annona tripetala),
is here the finest of all fruits I ever tasted. You will, no doubt,
have heard of our discovering an Antarctic continent (Ross says
it is only a batch of islands). Of this I cannot speak, having
been left at Sydney, with the other scientific gentlemen. Here
we chartered a schooner, and went to New Zealand, where we
spent eight weeks. This same New Zealand is not the fine
country that the English Government and land speculators crack
it up to be. The climate is very wet, and the soil cold and poor
—consisting principally of a stiff yellow loam, on great part
of which nothing grows but a species of Pteris, whose roots form
the principal food of the natives. The surface of the country
round the Bay of Islands is very irregular— high ridges and valleys
succeeding each other in rapid succession. In some of these
valleys, from eight to ten species of Coniferous trees are found
i- among them the Conrie Pine (Agathis Australis), 120 Jeet high.
Leaving New Zealand, we touched at Tongataboo on our way
down to the Fiji Islands— 260 in number— all which we surveyed.
In doing this, two of our officers were brutally murdered by the
natives. We had also a proof of these islanders being cannibals,
as they brought in a canoe, alongside of our ship, part of a

human body, which they were eating. We discovered several
new islands on the line in passing to the Sandwich Isles. The
grandest sight seen during our cruise was the volcano on the
Island of Hawaii. After spending six months on the north-west
coast of America, our voyage lay again by the Sandwich Isles ;

and searching for a near passage to the China Sea, we were led

among the Sooloo Isles and Straits of Balabac, then down to

Singapore, which is a very flourishing place. Here I met a
cousin of Sir Walter Scott's, who looks very much like what the

old man was. During this voyage we collected and dried
upwards of 10,000 (?) species of plants ; sending also a greatmany
live ones and seeds to the National Institute at Washington, to

which I am at present attached. To me the moat interesting of

these plants is a species of Nepenthes from Singapore, bearing
pitchers much larger every way than Ihose of the distillatoria,
and, when perfect, capable of holding a pint of water. There
are other two species at Singapore, one with many small pitchers
in bunches, on a woody stem, found in pools of water, while the
other covers a low sandy island in the Strait, about three miles
off the roadsiead. At Manilla there is a species distinct from
any I have seen elsewhere." Professor Graham exhibited some
very beautiful and interesting exotics, recently brought into
flower in the greenhouses and stoves; and afterwards accom-
panied the members over the garden, which presented a most
charming appearance. Every season it is becoming more and
more developed, and the late alterations reflect much credit on
the learned Professor and his able coadjutor, Mr. M'Nab.
June.—This Society held its eighth meeting for the season, at

the Botanic Gardens, Prolessor Graham in the chair. Donations
were presented to the Library, from C. C. tfabington, Esq., Cam-
bridge, (his Manual of British Botany) j from Dr. J. K. Maly of

Gratz; L. W. Dillwyn, Esq., and others. 1. Mr. James M'Nab
cxbibited specimens of Laburnum, presenting some remarkable
anomalies. He stated that several years ago, a tree was sent
from the Epsom Nursery to the Royal Botanic Garden here, as a

curiosity, bearing three distinct varieties of Laburnum on the
same root, without any further engrafting than that of working
the red Laburnum on the yellow. This tree is now to be seen in

flower, the yellow and red flowers being predominant. Last spring
he observed a tree of the red Laburnum in the Horticultural Gar-

den, bearing several large tufts of Cytisus purpureus, with one

small shoot of the yellow. The same tree this year has ten dis-

tinct shoots of the yellow, and a quantity of those of C. purpu-
reus. On Monday last, at Dysart house, he observed two trees,

one bearing Cytisus purpureus and Cytisus Laburnum coccineum,
the other Cytisus Laburnum and C. Laburnum coccineumj but

neither of them having more than two varieties. This afternoon
he examined the plants of the red Laburnum in Messrs. Lawson s

Nursery, three years grafted, and found several of them pro-

ducing shoots of the yellow, but only one of them having C. pur-

pureus ; and in the nursery of Messrs. J. Dickson and Sons,

several of the plants, two years grafted, have shoots ol the yellow,

but none of the purple. The red Laburnum first appeared at

Paris in 1828, in the nursery of Mr. Adam, and was a hybria

between the common Laburnum and Cytisus purpureus. *j|'

Graham observed that it was difficult to explain the cause of tnis

phenomenon, viz., of mules reproducing the different forms oi

one plant. It had occurred also in plants of the Cactus trioe,

but had no parallel in the animal kingdom—there the ff?"
er

*Jform and habit merely are affected by crossing. He considereu

the subject to be one of much interest, as the phenomenon w*® *

variance with existing theories. 2. Mr. M'Nab exhibited i*ece"

specimens, in flower, of Orchis ustulata, and Ophrys fucifera iron*

Kent, which had been kindly procured by Lady Harvey tor t»

meeting. 3. Dr. Douglas Maclagan presented to the Sociclj,

from Mr. John Scott, F.B.S., Greenock, a series of specimens
o

the more important kinds of timber in use for the Pur^f
r,w-

ship-building. The author mentioned, among others, the 101 l

mg kinds of timber :—Yellow Pine (Pinus variabilis), fr^m f«£.
America; Pitch Pine (Pinus rigida), from Carolina; Rear
(Pinus resinosa), from Quebec. These kinds are chiefly app

ble to making deck planks, or for light spars. The A mericwi,

Rock Elm (Ulmus Americana), the Black Birch (BetulalenW,

were likewise noticea along; with Becchwvod, as beUJS w« *"*

I
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best adapted for keels, bottom planks, and other parts of ships
]
on agriculture, the stables were m the first instance freely ' ^Pg^*"**?Zl£^J?&£!& Z28**!*2!!&

which are constantly in waten British and American Oak, and strewn w jtjx th is sait CO arsely powdered ; but though the

)

J

East Indian or Malabar Teak (Tectonagrandis), were remarked as

being of very general applicability to the purposes of the ship-

wright, as also the African teak, or, as it is often called, African

Oak—the tree yielding which is still unknown to botanists. Two
varieties of hard and heavy woods were pointed out as being

occasionally imported among African teak, and having similar

qualities, but which are unknown to botanists or wood-merchants.
Of timbers imported from the West Indies, two deserve remark.

The first is the Mora, or Morra timber, (Mora excclsa, Benth.),

which is a large and valuable timber, now introduced in consider-

able quantity from British Guiana. It has a fcetid odour when
scraped. The other is the Greenheart timber (produced by an
unknown tree of British Guiana), a heavy, hard, and valuable

timber, well adapted for ship-building, and now extensively used

in the Clyde. Dr. Maclagan had sent specimens of the fruit of

this tree to Dr. Lindley and Sir W. Hooker, both of whom consi-

dered it as Lauraceous, but had been unable to refer it to any
known genus. He stated to the Society that this tree was known
in Demerara by the Indian name of Bcbeeru, and also by the

Dutch name Sipeeri ; and that the bark of it had been found, by
Mr. Rodie, to contain a vegetable alkaline matter, which pos-

sessed the power of curing agues. Recent experiments of his

own had shown that there were two distinct alkalies present in

the bark and seeds of this tree. 4. Previous to the reading of

these papers. Professor Graham, accompanied by a large party,

visited the Greenhouses, where he pointed out some of the more
rare and interesting plants with which they are now literally

crowded. It was pleasing to see so many specimens, brought

together from every climate and region, in the most thriving and
luxuriant state, with scarcely an exception.

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Barnade'sia rosba. Rose-coloured Barnadesia. (Stove

Shrub.) Composite. Syngenesia Polygamia.—The singular

genus Barnadesia consists of South American spiny bushes, with

so very similar a foliage that they can hardly be distinguished
j

but differing in the size, and form, and number of their flower-

heads. This, obtained through the kindness of his Grace the

Duke of Northumberland, is of the greatest rarity. It is a warm
greenhouse plant, and should be kept during winter in an inter-

mediate house, between a stove and greenhouse, where the tem-
perature averages 47°, or as near as possible. It may be grown
in a compost consisting of peat, loam, and sand, in equal propor-

tions. Water should be liberally given in summer, but sparingly

in winter, otherwise the plant would naturally suffer from damp,
being a native of elevated situations. It is propagated by cuttiugs,

or seeds, in the usual manner.

—

Botanical Register.

Coma rostaph vms arbutoidks. Arbutus-like Gritberry.

{Half hard// Shrub.) Ericaceae. Decandria Monogynia.—A native

of Quezaltenango, in Guatemala, this plant has been raised in

the garden of the Horticultural Society from seeds received from
Mr. Hartweg. It produced its flowers for the first time in

October, 1842; and is now (May, 1843) again in blossom. In

some respects it is much like Comarostaphylis polifolia, but its

leaves are much broader and larger and thinner, and they are

covered beneath with ferruginous down ; the flowers are in

panicles, standing high above the leaves, are four times as large,

and are white, not crimson. In appearance it is much like an
Arbutus, but it has a drupaceous fruit, covered with the tubercles
of that genus. It differs from Arctostaphylis in the fruit not
being smooth, and in having a five-celled drupe, and from
Arbutus in the fruit not being many-seeded. It appears, with
some other plants, to form a perfectly well marked genus, and is

a pretty shrub, which proves rather tender for the climate of
London. It grows five or six feet high* and like the common
kinds of Arbutus, thrives well in a light sandy loam, mixed with
a small portion of leaf-mould. It is increased either by seeds or
by budding. The seeds should be sown directly they are ripe, in
pans rilled with light sandy loam, and kept rather dry, until
vegetation commences.—Botanical Register.
Marck'tia kxcoriata. Loose-barked Marcetia. (Stove

Shrub.) Melastomacese. Octandria Monogynia.— This genus
consists of a group of curious little Melastomaceous plants,
having almost the habit of Heaths. They are all found in tropi-
cal America, in mountainous places, or in elevated sandy deserts,
and give a peculiar feature to the places where they grow. In
our gardens they are almost unknown ; that which is now repre-
sented, from the collection of his Grace the Duke of Northum-
berland, at Sion, being the first that we have met with in culti-

vation. It will succeed best in a stove, potted in one-half leaf-

mould, mixed with loam and sand in equal parts. A good drain-
age is necessary, and plenty of water at the roots at all times.
While in flower, syringing should be dispensed with altogether,
for the moist atmosphere in a stove is quite sufficient. After the
flowering season is over the plant should be cut back, at least all

slender branches should be removed, in order to produce a
supply of young wood for flowering the following year. It is

propagated by cuttings in the usual way.—Botanical Register*

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Respiration of Leaves.—At a late meeting of the

Royal Society, Mr, Haseldine Pepys gave an account of a

series of experiments on the products of the respiration of

plants, and more particularly of the leaves ; selecting with
this view specimens of plants which had been previously

habituated to respire constantly under an inclosure of

glass; and employing for that purpose the apparatus
vhich he had formerly used in experimenting on the com-
bustion of the diamond, and consisting of two mercurial

gasometers, with the addition of two hemispheres of glass

closely joined together at their bases, so as to form an air-

tight globular receptacle for the plant subjected to experi-
ment. The general conclusions he deduced from his

numerous experiments, conducted during several years,

were, first, that in leaves which are in a state of vigorous
health, vegetation is always operating to restore the sur-

rounding atmospheric air to its naturbl condition, by the

absorption of carbonic acid and the disengagement of

oxygen : that this action is promoted by the influence of

light, but that it continues to be exerted, although more
slowly, even in the dark. Secondly, that carbonic acid
is never disengaged during the healthy condition of the
leaf. Thirdly, that the fluid so abundantly exhaled by
plauts in their vegetation is pure water, and contains no
trace of carbonic acid. Fourthly, that the first portions
of carbonic acid gas contained in an artificial atmosphere,
are taken up with more avidity by plants than the re-

maining portions ; as if their appetite for that pabulum
had diminished by satiety.—.Frew the Athenamm.

Purifying the Air ofStables.—Having been invited by
Mr. Evans, of Dean House, Enstone, to make some expe-
riments on his excellently-conducted farm and stables, I

trust the results of those upon the absorption of ammonia
^ay prove of sufficient interest to entitle them to publica-
tion. As gypsum (crystallised sulphate of lime) had been
™gMy recommended for this purpose in some recent works

ammonia was evolved during the removal of the wetted

straw in sufficient quantity to affect even the eyes of the

grooms, I could not, after two days' exposure, detect the

slightest trace of it in the gypsum when I examined it

with slaked lime. This result was the more surprising, as

it is known to every chemist that solutions of carbonate of

ammonia and of gypsum are incompatible ; the carbonic

acid leaving the ammonia to form the precipitate carbonic

of lime, the sulphuric acid passing to the ammonia ; and
I had previously ascertained that in an atmosphere so

highly charged with ammonia as to be destructive to ani-

mal or vegetable life, a very appreciable proportion was

taken up by wetted gypsum. The following experiments

appeared conclusive upon the point, that under less favour-

able circumstances not an atom was absorbed :—200 grs.

wetted with distilled water were exposed in a close stable

for three days, precautions having been taken to avoid any

error from evaporation ; it was again weighed, no increase

could be perceived, nor was any ammonia evolved on the

application of the usual tests ; while 200 grs. wetted with

diluted sulphuric acid, and exposed the same time, were

found to have gained 36 grs. of ammonia. The stables

were then strewn with the gypsum moistened with sul-

phuric acid, and examined the next morning ; every por-

tion was found to have absorbed sufficient ammonia to

evolve its peculiar pungent odour when brought in con-

tact with slaked lime ; the stables had also lost their close,

unhealthy smell. To use the words of the grooms, they

anpeared sweetened. As it was evident the gypsum acted

merely mechanically, affording a convenient absorbent

surface for the acid, experiments were made, substituting

sawdust for gypsum with even more favourable results.

That the proportion of free ammonia in stables is very

large, may be shown by the simple experiment of placing

a moistened piece of litmus-paper reddeued with weak
acid in a stable. In one badly cleaned or ill ventilated,

the effect is instantaneous ; but even in those of Mr. Evans,

where the greatest attention was paid to these points, the

paper was observed in a few minutes to become blue ; even

the water kept in the stable the over-night as is the habit,

to take off the chill, becomes sufficiently impregnated with

ammonia to affect tests. As this alkali is justly ranked

among the most powerful stimulants, the continual

breathing of an atmosphere vitiated by it can hardly fail

to have a prejudicial effect. Grooms are observed to be

short-lived ; and the rapid course of inflammatory diseases

in horses, and their distressing predisposition to colds and

affections of the chest, are no doubt greatly aggravated by

this cause. The increased salubrity and sweetness of the

stable, if pointed out to the grooms, would therefore soon

reconcile them to the slight additional trouble the adoption

of this remedy would incur. At Dean House the acid

gypsum was first strewn amidst the straw ; but as this was
considered likely to injure the feet and clothing of the

hunters, it was afterwards spread on trays. One part of

sawdust will be found to absorb readily three times its

weight of acid solution, which I made witli one part, by
measure, of sulphuric acid to 15 of water. If intended

to be tried as a manure, it should be mixed with the straw
when removed from the stable. During the process of

rotting, the ammonia is evolved so freely that, at the end
of two or three weeks, the acid powder, which should not
remain more than three days in the stable without chang-
ing, will be found completely neutralized

; and as the
greatest benefit was derived from covering up and salting

dungheaps, by which I believe an additional absorption of
ammonia could only have been gained, it may be reason-

ably hoped that an increased value would result from a

manure thus surcharged with ammoniacal salts.

—

Journal
of the Roy. Agricul. Soc. of England, vol. iv. p. 278,

Saucepans silvered by the Electrotype Process.—Mr.
Warrington, of Apothecaries' Hall, in a recent Number of
the Chemical Gazette, directs attention to the fact which
has come under his notice, that copper vessels, such as

saucepans, extract pans, &c. silvered by the electrotype
process, are acted upon by weak acids, as lemon-juice or
vinegar, if allowed to remain in them for a short time.
This, he says, must arise from the deposited silver being
so porous as to allow the acids to permeate its substance,
and the action is most likely assisted by the formation of
a galvanic circuit.

—

From the Pharmaceutical Journal.

all the best sorts in every class; and there is another portion of
the nursery, rather more than two miles Irom this, containing:
four acres of standard Roses, and two acres of stools. The
whole of these, except some of the Bourbons, Chinas, and the
autumn-flowering varieties, are now finely in bloom, and give a
most glowing* idea of how a place may be enriched by this
" queen of flowers." Indeed, it is a matter of question whether
any tribe can be so suitable for a small place ; while no one will
doubt that they are essential to the enrichment and decoration of
a large one. Glancing over the various groups, we marked a
few varieties of the principal classes, which are of a decidedly
fine description, and which we here specify, referring the reader
for their characters, prices, &c. to Messrs. Lane's well-arranged
catalogue, which we believe, anyone can obtain on application.

Mosses :—Celina, Crested Damask, Eclatante, French Crimson,
Luxembourg, Mottled, Mousseuse Partout, Perpetual White,
Splendens, Single Crims' n, White Bath, some of which are rather
remarkable for being curious than as handsomely-rorroed flowers.

Provence, or Cabbage -.—Blush, Illustre Beaute, Reine de
Provence, Unique Striped. Gallxca, or French :—Agrippa,
Belle Donaisienne, Belle Hermione, Belle Helene, Boula de Nan-
teuil, Colbert, Comte Foy (very fine), Cynthie, D'Aguesseau, Due
de Trevise, Due d'Orleans ponctue (remarkably good). Duchess
of Buccleugh, Duchessed'Arembourg,Duchesse d'Orleans, Fanny
Parissot, Francklin, General Foy, Guillaume Tell, Grandissima,
Horace Vernet, Heureuse Surprise, Kean, La Calaisienne, Louis
Philippe, Letilie, Mathieu Mole, Nelly, Pomone, Reboul, Sobieski,

Tenebreuse, Tricolore, Triomphe de Beaute, Triomphe de Rennes,
Triomphe du Brabant, New Village Maid, Violet Cremer. Alba :

Achille, Blanchfleur, Felicite Parmentier, Madame Campan, Prin-

cesse de Lamballe (excellent), Queen of Denmark, Sophie de
Marsilly. Hybrid Provencb and French : — Aspasie,

Duchess of Kent, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Emeraud, Hip, White
Globe, L'Admiration, L'lngenne, La Voluptd, La Ville de
Londres, Melanie Walder, Micacla, New Globe Hip. Hybrid
China :—Belle de St. Cyr, Brennus, Blairii (very fine), Beauty of

Billard, Belle Marie, Belle Parabere, Coronation, Chenedolle,

Coup d'Amour, Charles Duval, Comtesse de Lacep£de, Coup
d'Hebe, Dombrowski, Duke of Devonshire, Duchesse de Monte-
bello, Eynard, Emperor, Probus, fulgens, fimbriata, General

Kleber, Great Western, Hortensia, Hortense Leroy, La Grandeur,

La Dauphine, Lady Stuart, Las Casas, Lord John Russell, Magna
Rosea (extremely good), Madame Plantier, Ne plus Ultra, Prince

Albeit (Hooker's), Princess Augusta, Richelieu (Duval), Stadt-

holder's Triomphe de la Queue, Velours Episcopal. Damask:—
Arlinde, Calypso, Duke of Cambridge, La Ville de Bruxelles,

Madame Hardy, Painted Damask. Hybrid Perpbtuals :
—

Aubernon, Clementine Seringe, Due d'Aumale, Duchess of

Sutherland, Earl Talbot, General Allard, Lady Sefton, Madame
LafTay, Miss Elliott, Prudence, Rceser, Reine de la Guillotiere,

Robin Hood, William Jesse (an admirable flower). Tea-scknted
China :— Delphine Gaudot, Eliza Sauvage, Goubalt (splendid),

General Valle, Hardy Jeanie Deans, Josephine Malton, M'Carthy.
The following are new or scarce. Moss :— Malvina, delicate

pink, cupped, large and double. Gallica:—Elodie, pink, ex-

panded, very large, and double; CEillet Parfait, white, beauti-

fully striped with red, compact and double; Cosimo Ridolfi,

lilac rose, compact, large, and double; Desire Parmentier, pink,

shaded, compact, and very double ; Donna Sol, mottled pink,

large, and double; Monthyon, lilac blush, globular, large and
double. Hybrid Provence :—N£ron, rose, tinged with peach,

cupped, large, and double. Hybrid China: Marjolin, black

crimson, cupped, large, and double ; Madame Rameau, Velvety

lake, cupped, and double; Eliza Mercceur, pink, globe, large, and.

double. Hybrid Perpetual :—Docteur Marjolin, pale lilac

crimson, cupped, large, and double; Lady Alice Peel, rosy

crimson, cupped, large, and double; Prince of Wales, rosy crim-

son, globular, large, and double.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Messrs. Lane and Son, Berkhampstead.—The nursery of these

gentlemen is situated just on the outskirts of the town, a few
minutes' walk from the Birmingham Railway Station. The
principal part of it lies in a valley, through which a canal and a
small stream run

; and apparently on this account, chiefly, the
majority of the plants are later than those about London. For
example, some Ghent Azaleas, and one or two hybrid Rhodo-
dendrons, are still in bloom. There are several greenhouses and
frames scattered about the place, in which are a quantity of
Roses in pots, an astonishing number of Rose-cuttings lor pro-
pagation, an excellent collection of the best Fuchsias, among
which F. Lanei makes a very conspicuous figure, some admirably-
grown Gloxinias and Achimenes, especially A. longirlora, and A.
grandiflora, the last of which is just coming into flower, and the
usual miscellaneous tribes. We observed particularly a showy
kind of Nerium Oleander, called Rayanot, having five semi-
doubie crimson flowers, streaked with white ; a variety of

petunia, named Moore's splendens, with exceedingly large deep
purplish crimson flowers ; and, in the open ground, a very splendid

double Senecio elegans, the size and closeness of the flowers of

which aie unusual, with a remarkably fine drooping purple

Beech, which has very deep-coloured leaves. The Roses that

are increased by cuttings here are placed singly in very small

thumb-pots, from which it is considered easier and safer to re-

move them than from pots containing several cuttings. They

are plunged in sawdust, over a covered chamber, in a pit heated

by an open gutter of hot-water, which is connected with an appa-

ratus that heats a long house and several pits, and was put up

many years ago. It is worth noticing, too, that Rhododendrons

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. XIV.
(Continuedfrom page 415.)

52. Caoutchouc, now in such common use in various

branches of our manufactures, was first brought to Europe
about the beginning of the last century ; but nothing was
known concerning its history till 1736, when, in a memoir
presented to the French Academy, it was stated that there

is found in Brazil a tree, from the bark of which, when
wounded, a milky juice flows, which hardens in the air,

and is then called by the natives Cahuchu ; whence our
word Caoutchouc. The natives use this liquid to render

cloth impervious to rain ; and, when hardened, flambeaux

are made of it. The same tree has been found in Cayenne,
Guiana, and other parts of South America, where it is

called Hheve. The latest name given to it by botanists

is that of SiphoJiia elaslica, and it is placed in the natural

order Euphorbiacece. Besides the American Caoutchouc,

a substance has been discovered in the East Indian
Islands, and more particularly in Pulo Penang. It is pro-

cured from the juice of a climbing plant, called in Java
Bendud, and by our botanists Urceola elaslica* The
East Indian Caoutchouc is dark-coloured on the outside,

but light within ; that from America, having been more
completely dried by the air, is of a dusky grey throughout.

Besides these plants, the species of Indian Fig trees fur-

nish Indian rubber of the best quality, especially Ficus

elastica.

53. The genus Kydia.—Dr. Roxburgh, in establishing

the genus of trees called Kydia, found in the hilly parts

both of Peninsular and Central India, as well as all along

the foot of the Himalayan Mountains, says—" I have

ventured to give it this name in memory of the late Colonel

Robert Kyd, of Bengal, whose attachment to botany and

horticulture induced him to retire from the high rank he

held in the Army, to have more leisure to attend to his

favourite study, to the advancement of every object which

had the good of his fellow-creatures in view, and to the

establishment of the Honourable East India Company's
Botanic Garden at Calcutta, where he was particularly

attentive to the introduction of useful plants, and to their
being dispersed over every part of the world for the benefit
of mankind."

54. The Baobab Tree.—Cape de Verd is said to owe
its name in part to the foliage of the Adansonia digitata
of Linnaeus, which adorns the whole of Senegambia and
Guinea with its green elliptic arches, a full-grown tree
presenting almost at a distance, the appearance of a forest.
According to Adanson, trunks are met with having a
diameter of 30 feet, although the height of the tree is

moderate, varying from 50 to GO feet. The lower branches,
however, shoot out to an incredible length, at first in a
horizontal direction. These are covered with a dense
foliage, which, from its weight, causes them to bend
towards the ground ; and thus there is presented angrown here in pure loam, flourish quite as well as they generally

do in moor- soil; andhave even a more luxuriant appearance. The immense hemispherical mass of verdure, 120, 140, oreveu
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The Culture of the Grape Vine and Orange in Australia
and New Zealand. By Geo. Suttor, F.L.S. Smith
and Elder. 12mo.

This little book consists, in part, of extracts from
Jullien's work on Vineyard Cultivation, and in part, of

observations on the subject made by the author during his

residence in New Holland, or tours through some of the
Vine districts of Europe. He strenuously advocates the
application of capital to the formation of Vineyards, both
in New Holland and New Zealand, and appeals to expe-
rience as to the possibility of making good wines, at least

in the former colony. To this we ourselves can testify,

the quality of some samples of Sydney wines which we
have tasted being such as leaves no doubt that at least

good marketable wine, far better than that of the Cape of

Good Hope, if not of high excellence, may be made in

New Holland. "With regard to New Zealand, we were
not before aware that its climate had been proved to be
favourable to the Vine. But Mr. Suttor states that—
u The gentle slopes of sheltered valleys, generally
speaking,—the land which produces the famous bulbous
Fern roots, in New Zealand,— will be found, when well

trenched, and the Fern eradicated, very favourable for the

planting of the Vine. Peaches have long been grown
there, and are very fine; also Melons, at and near the

Bay of Islands ; and Grapes were there in abundance,
when one of my sons visited that place in 1836-38. The
summers are in general very fine and temperate in New
Zealand, but the winters, though mild, are often wet:
this would be in favour of planting the Vine there."
The work is not adapted to the purposes of those who

cultivate the Vine in England; but it may be recom-
mended to emigrants as a useful guide to the proceedings
of persons who are inclined to direct their attention to
Vineyard management.

150 feet in diameter, and perhaps 60 feet in height. A them slowly to colour at their leisure, but this stage will not be

very full account of this wonder of the vegetable kingdom ar^ved at for several weeks yet.

u„ a j •
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PisAcu-jrousii.—As soon as the fruit is gathered let this house
is given by Adanson, in the Memoirs of the Royal Academy bekept in a moist 8tate , with p]cnty of air da

*
and night and ifg

of Sciences, at Pans, in the year 1/61. glass is intended to he taken off, see that the leaves are first inured
properly for the change j but taking off the glass often does more
harm than good.

Figs.—A good supply of air and moisture, the young shoots
stopped at every third or fourth joint, and an occasional dose of liquid
manure to the roots, ought to keep these in a healthy, bearing state.
Mklons and Cucumbers.— For late autumn Melons, plant out

firm, strong, stocky plants in the frames now being emptied of their
first crop ; this is always a safer and less troublesome plan than
trying to get a second crop from the same plants

;
good, experienced

gardeners can only manage to get a second crop, and such men, of
course, never want Calendars. The ridged Cucumbers are now in
danger of getting so entangled with shoots that little fruit need be
expected from them. See to these ; they are very useful.

Out-door Department.
The principal sowings and transplantings will now soon be over

for this season
5 and as the nights lengthen a more vigorous growth

will come on. Everything lately planted ought to be watered
occasionally till the plants begin to grow freely. Birds are very
troublesome to the early fruits, and must be watched ; and although
the garden has been kept free from weeds all the season, thee arc
thousands of seeds of weeds now floating on every breeze, and those
which fall on good ground will soon become troublesome if not
looked after.

Cabbagks and Cauliflower Plants for autumn use, should
be transplanted at regular intervals ; those last planted out should
have the ground well stirred about them and a little mould drawn
round their stems.
Kidney Beans.—After this time your sowings of these must be

made in warm, sheltered places, as they come in late in the autumn,
when cold weather prevails.
Celery.—The main crop might now be got out, and the rows for-

merly planted should have a little mould drawn to them ; first taking
the precaution to stir the soil on each side the row which has been
battered into a crust with the watering. If the earliest row docs not
throw up seed-stalks, you may assist it very much by a good dose of
liquid manure.
Peas and Beans.—Few people think of sowing Peas after this

week
; and this is about the time we are so much troubled with

mildew on our Peas. A liberal supply of water is the best remedy
against this evil.

Succession Crops.—These are now reduced to salad plants,
which arc always sown according to the demand and the state of the
last sowing.
Orchard.—The principal orchard work now is to guard the fruit

from birds, &c, to gather and preserve Strawberries, and to procure
plants of these for next forcing time. Get a quantity of 60-sized
pots, full of rich compost; take a Potato-dibber and make a row of
holes alongside of a row of Strawberries

;
push a pot into each

hole down to the rim; then single out the runners, and pinch off the
tops just beyond the newly-formed plant; double the runner on the
other side of the plant, and with your forefinger push the doubling
down to the bottom of the pot, and by this time the bottom of the
young plant is just brought within the soil, and is firmly pegged
down by its own runner or string in half the time you could do it
with a peg, or with a stone or lump of soil.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.— In the morning or forenoon throw water on the paths
and under the stages, to keep up a moist atmosphere, and allow
large portions of air in the house. See also that the plants do not
stand too near to each other. Now is the time to get this season's
growth formed, so as to ripen slowly, before the long, cool nights
set in.

Greenhouse.—Keep the plants here thin also, and sprinkle them
well in the afternoon with the engine; this is, perhaps, the worst
time in the year to allow plants of any kind to flag for want of water,
as, in a few hours, the leaves, being in a very active state, will suck
away the juices which ought to go to nourish the plant.
Conservatory. — A cool, refreshing air, loaded with the perfumes

in this house, is always agreeable in summer; and the only way of
obtaining this is by large portions of air, by slight shading, and by
pouring large quantities of water over all spare places round the
house. Stove plants brought in here for flowering do not require
half the quantity of water which greenhouse plant3 do in the same
place. All the climbers planted out in the borders require a liberal
supply of water in the height of summer.
Cold Pits are warm enough now to allow of the glass or canvass

to be taken off at night, to give the plants the benefit of the night
dews, which seem to suit them better than any sort of artificial

moistening. When the sun is cut strong; that is, if he shines at all

brilliantly this season, throw a slight shade over the Camellias,
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, and similar plants.

Flower-garden.—The routine business of a well-kept flower-
garden is so simple and uniform at this time that few words will
suffice on this head. The Grass and gravel are as smooth as carpets

;

all the flowers staked or trained in some shape or other ; no plant or
bed stands in need of water for many hours at a time; every flower
and leaf is picked off as soon as it begins to decay ; and as to weeds,
they arc not allowed near such a scene.

—

1). Beaton, Shrubland
Park Gardens*

David's Temperature of the Soil is a sheet of figures
explaining the temperature of the soil at one foot below
the surface, in latitude 50° to 56° during each month from
February to August inclusive, at different elevations above
the sea as high as 160 feet. The intention is praise-
worthy, and the tables, if to be relied upon for accuracy,
useful; but upon the latter point we have not sufficient

data to form an opinion. Our readers may, however,
test the truth at once, when we mention that, according to
Mr. David, at 80 feet of elevation the temperature of the
soil on July 10, at one foot below the surface, should be
65° in lat. 50 ;

64° in lat. 51 ; 63° in lat. 52 ; and 61° in
lat. 54° : 60° in lat. 55 and 56.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS.for the ensuing week.
I was at Kew Gardens the other day, and among other things I

saw a number of men at work painting and reglazing all the old
lights that could be spared off the houses. Nothing could be more
economical or substantial than the way these men were set to work,
and the manner in which the work was finished. Now, when we see
such forethought and economy in the arrangements of the officials at
Kew, where the public purse bears the burden, we cannot help
blushing at the very extravagant manner in which these things are

conducted in nine cases out of every ten in private establishments. In
our private establishments all sorts of alterations, additions, and
improvements in houses, pits, fire-places, &c. &c. are put off till

the beginning of winter, and before the last stroke of the hammer,
trowel, or paint-brush is heard, the frost sets in to harden the work,

and thus a fair foundation is laid for future expense and annoyance.

But to return to Kew; as work in actual progress or just finished

is better for drawing instruction from than any imaginative opera-

tions. All gardeners know that the best painted hothouses, with the
best kinds of glazing, will begin to want repairs alter a series of
years. Now, instead of endeavouring to stop this decay by paint,
the people at Kew went to work in the right way. They ordered all

the glass to be taken out of the old lights, all the putty and paint to

be rubbed off, the glass to be cleaned, and the lights to be " primed"
as if new, and the whole to be glazed afresh (using the best putty
and paint), and all the laps to be puttied, and not more than one-
eighth of an inch over each other. All the broken panes arc of
course put by for other uses, such as mending handglasses and
making Ward's cases, to carry and fetch plants to and from distant
parts of the globe. All this work will be well seasoned long before
the winter sets in, and will remain good for many years, with a coat
of paint every other season. I wa3 rather amused to find from one
of the painters at Kew that they intended to finish off the glazing
after a manner which I myself adopted for some time, but which has
never appeared in print in any work on gardening or hothouse
building, as far as my reading: goes. It is this: when the glass is

bedded in the putty along the astragals, the usual way is to " front
putty' the whole at once ; but at Kew the lights are put by after

the glass is bedded till the bedding putty is dry. The astragal then
gets a coat of paint, and also a strip of the glass the depth of the
bedding on the astragal ; and when this is dry the front putty is put
on. The coat of paint on the glass will cause the front putty to
adhere to the glass, and it will remain sound many years longer than
when it is put on without this precaution. This is a capital con-
trivance for lights that slide up and down; but for lights that are
fixed, the best way is to have no front putty at all, as recommended
by Mr. May, of the Hope Nursery, in vol. i., p. 53.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD;
In-door Department.

Pinery.—When it becomes necessary to withhold water from a
fruiting-house, owing to the fruit being nearly all full swelled or
ripe, the suckers on the plants receive a severe check : the best plan,
therefore, is to pull off the best of the suckers at this stage and set

them growing m a place by themselves. The succession plants you
will of course keep growing rapidly by plenty of heat and moisture

j

and also indulge them once or twice a week with liquid manure.
Vinery.—The loading article of the Chronicle of last week has

thrown our old notions ot stopping laterals overboard ; here practice
and theory are at issue. Practice says, stop up every channel which
diverts the current of sap from the main leaders, as one leaf on a
leader is worth four on a lateral

;
ani theory says, touch not a leaf

that can freely be exposed to the light
; but if it can be proved that

stopping laterals will increase the size of the leaves on the main shoots,
theory must give way. I would earnestly entreat old practitioners
to forward their opinions, accompanied with all facts relating to this
most interesting question. Continue to force the late Grapes till

you get them full swelled, when you may give more air and allow
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Albert Strawberries are present in unusual abundance, and of
fine quality. Grapes are plentiful, but hardly so good as they
have been, except in a few instances. Peaches and Nectarines,
too, are scarcely so fine as in previous weeks; though there is a
large supply of them. Among the many Pine-Apples, there are
two or three of a splendid description; and Melons are both
numerous and good. Plenty of Gooseberries and both red and
white Currants may now be had in a ripe state. There is a
quantity of Chili Capsicums now in the market. The French
Beans and Artichokes are particularly fine, as are the Cauli-
flowers; but the Cucumbers are neither long nor straight.
Asparagus is entirely gone; there is only a very little Rhubarb;
and the common vegetables are, from the late genial weather, in
the finest order. Among the potted plants may be noted a dwarf
orange-flowered variety of Tropseolum majus, Tuberoses, vari-
eties of Pentstemon gentianoides, Balsams, Sweet Peas, and
some particularly handsome Pinks; while, of rarer cut flowers,
there are Erica Aitonii, Hibiscus sinensis plena, and Eucomus
punctatus.

PRICES, Saturday, July r, 1343 FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb.,4# to7*
GrapeH, hothouse, per lb., 2s to 5*
Peaches, per dozen, (is to 24s
Nectarines, per dozen, 6s to 24s
Melons, 4s to fi* each
Strawberries, per pottle, 6d to 2s
Gooseberries, Green, p hf-av, 2s to 3* Gd— ripe, p hf-av, 3* to 5s
Currants, per half-sieve, 2s to 3* 6d

__ Black. Ss'fid to 3s 6d— Red, for wine, 3* to 3s 6d— for dessert, f>< to 6s
Raspberries, per gallon, lod to Is
Cherries, English, p 12lba.,2s to 4a 6d

*)r anges, per doz., 1* 6d to 3*
— per ion, )0j to 20s

Lemons, per doz. Is to 2s Vd— per 1(1(1, 6* to 16s
Cucumbers, per brace, 1* to 2s

Walnuts, per bush ., 12s to 16*

Almonds, per peck, 6s

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3s
Filberts, English, per 100 lbs. 50s to 65#
Ci-b Nuts, per 100 lbs. CO*
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, 16*—
'
Barcelona, 24s

— Cob, 12*

VEGETABLES.
Cabbage-plants, per doz. bun., 1* to 2* Peas, per sieve, 2* to 3*'
Cabbages, per doz., Qd to I* 6d
Cauliflowers, per dozen, U 6d to 4s
Beans, Kidney, forced, p. 100,3* to3s6d
Potatoes, per ton, 70* to 100*— per cwt. 3i 6d to fi*— per bushel, 2» 6d to 4*— Kidney, p. bush., 1* (Ul

— Scotch, per bushel, 1* Cd— New, per uwc, 3* to 7*
Artichokes, green, per doz., 1* 10 4*
Turnips, Spring, per bunch, 4d to 6d
Red Beet, per dozen. Oil to 1*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* to 6*
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, 6d to 1*— Turnip, p. doz. bunch. 6d to 1*

Carrots,Young Horn., p. bunch, 4d to9rf— Spring per bunch, 4d to Qd
Garlic, peril). 6d to 3d
Shallots, per lb., J*

— green, per bunch, 3d to 4d

— per sack, fi* 6d 10 7*
Beans, long-pod, p sieve, 1* Gil to 2s 6d
Asparagus, large, per 100, 2* to 5*— Sprue, or Small, p. bun.lt to 2*
Lettuce, Cabb., p. sieve. 6d to 1*— Cos, per score, 9d to 1* 3d
Celery, p. bd., (12 to 15) 1* to 2*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Green Basil, per bunch, 4d to (id

Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 4d to 6d
Parsley, per 12 bunches, 1* 6d to 3*
Tarragon, per doz- bunches, 2* to 3*
Kennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 1* 6d to 3*
Marjarom, green, per bunch, 4rf to
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* 3d to 2*
Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* 6d
Leeks, per doz. bun., 3* to 4*
Onions, Springier bunch, 2d to~4d— Large, per bun., 6d to 9d

fld

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 11th,

in 1336—thermometer H3° ; and the lowest on the 13th in 1840, thermometer 41°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDKN MARKET,
For the Week ending July 7, 1343.

STiiAWRTsitniKS and (lurries are daily becoming* more abun-
dant in the market, and Raspberries are now added in pretty

considerable quantities. Myatt's British Queen and Prince

Notices to Correspondents.
Manures.-R. L,-We are inclined to think that Potter's Arti-

ficial Guano and Mr. Lane's Super-phosphate of Lime are among
the most powerful and manageable agents yet-known.

—

J. H. S.
—The term weak is not applied in a very strict sense in direc-
tions for the use of liquid manures ; but cultivators must trust
to their own experience in determining its meaning. Suppose,
however, it were desired to give a plant an ounce of nitrate of
soda, it is better to dissolve a 4 oz. in a watering pot of water
and apply it at four different times, than to dissolve the whole
ounce in the same quantity of water. There is no object in
observing great precision in these operations, which are rather
a question of labour than ofanything else. If such matters are
administered in strength tliey are apt to kill plants ; and it will
be years before we shall know what the exact limits arc between
beneficial and deleterious effects. Jf salts are given all at once
they will be washed out of the soil before they can have been
absorbed by the plant. You are right in supposing that plants
should not have liquid manure after being pricked out, until

they have made new roots. Flora.—Liquid manures maybe
used to all herbaceous plants; but care must be taken not to

over-stimulate them, or they will run to leaf. Try super-
phosphate of lime or Potter's guano, both excellent.

Smnti-'oin.— J. B. H.—Saiiitfoin may be used with great advan-
tage for soiling cattle. It is the mode in which it is principally
consumed in the south of Europe. The time of sowing is in

Spring, in a crop of corn, as Clover is sown; but it may be
sown in July or August, and, unless the season be very dry, it

will be sufficiently strong to stand the frost. If sown too late
it might be injured, as it is rather tender when young. It is

the most profitable green crop, next to Lucern, and will grow
on much poorer soil, provided it contain a considerable portion
of calcareous earth. Be sure to have good seed of the kind
called in French Eaparsette a deux coupes. M.

Vines.—A Subscriber.—Patting manure on the borders in which
your Vines are planted will cause the roots to rise towards it,
if they be not too deep.

Fig-treks.—J?. K.— Some of these days we will give a paper on
the management of Figs; but you do not say whether yours
are out-of-doors or forced.

Cucumbers.—J. 5.—The Cucumbers which obtained the prizes
at the last Ipswich Cucumber Show were Hamilton's Black
Spine, Hamilton's White Spine, Walker's Pea Green, and
Roman Emperor.

Strawheiiribs.— A Lady.— Give your Strawberries common
stable manure; form new beds in August or September j and
place the plants about four inches apart in every way. Never
mow off the leaves: it is the worst of all practices, and can-
not be too much condemned. 67. D. F.—We do not think your
" Princess Alice Maun " equal to Keen's seedling, which it is

a great deal like. The "Emperor" Strawberry, conccrnirg
which inquiry was lately made, is, we hear, in no respect better
than Keen's seedling, irom which indeed it is said to be undB-
tinguishable. A Constant Subscriber.—In a week or two > ou
shall have a paper on forcing these fruits. H. M.—lt may 3e

that your Hautbois arc blind from over-forcing; or it may also
be owing to the cold, wet spring. We would take the gardener*!
advice, and wait till next year. If the Hautbois he gave yoi
was really a prolific variety it ought not to produce many male
flowers. At the same time, if you have certainly ascertained
that some of your plants are absolutely barren, there can fce

no use in preserving them.
Asparagus.- R. S. V. P.— While the Asparagus is growing you
cannot do better than water it with a fluid as strong as sea-
water

; and if decayed animal matter is added, so much the
better; but only while it is in full growth. Once a week in

dry weather will be often enough. It is, however, impracticable
to give empirical rules for these things ; much will always de-
pend on circumstances that can only be determined on the spot.
' A Subscriber.— Late in the autumn (October or November)
is the proper time for planting beds of Asparagus. Chalk will

not be of much use to clayey soil, though it will certainly help
a little to render it porous. But you cannot make a bed in clay.

The soil must be light.
Crots.—Bumpkin.- It is not advisable to plant out Broccoli
between standing crops without manuring the ground.

Potatoes.—Bus.—The late Mr. Knight was of opinion that a

thousand bushels an acre might be obtained ; this would be 25

tons. Mr. Fleming, of Barochan, has obtained 22£ tons (see

p. 227 of this volume.) Ignoramus.—The word tuber is the

same as the miscalled Potato-root, which is not a root at all.

The term is necessary in exact language. -
Grbbnhousks.—T#*rd4fnc.—The angle of your greenhouse
root may be anywhere between 35° and 45°. The height of tne

front should be just enough to get head-room in 1 he front waiK.

We should try hot-water covered gutters, as described by J»r.

Huishe in to-day's Paper. Your propagating-bed may be 1

front or in the middle; but, if the latter, you cannot nave *

stage. The best stages are stone or slate, or solid carta hcm*

:
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together by stone or slate-facings. Wood will, however, do
very well with good management.

Cellaring Plants.— Flora.—The main point to attend to in
this operation is to keep plants dry— not to drv them up—but
away from a moist atmosphere. Take them out of the ground
after the first frost; cut back any injured shoots, keep them
dry and cold, but not exposed to frost, and either dark or with
little light. If they are hung up they will probably become too
dry. There is a mean in this respect, for which experience
must be consulted.

Lawns.—J. J. G.—For your lawn, sow per acre 5 lbs. of Crested
Dog's-tail, 5 lbs. of hard Fescue, 20 lbs. of Rye-grass, 5 lbs. of
TMeadow Poa, 7 lbs. of White Clover, 2 lbs. of Yellow Clover,
or Black Nonesuch. For American borders, any Nurseryman
will supply you with the proper plants.

Feeding.—Monmouth.—You can never be much at a loss how to
stock your Grass when you have a good store of hay for the
Winter, The most profitable use of rich Grass would be to
keep Milch-cows, and make butter, if you have a good dairy-
woman

; or you may buy in heifers in calf, and sell them when
they have calved. Having a good stock of hay you need
never sell to a disadvantage. Or else you may buy sheep, as
many as your after-Grass will feed, and in winter give them oil-

cake or mcnl, and fold them on your Grass-land till they are
fat, which will much increase your next crop. It must depend
on local circumstances which of these plans is preferable. M.

Roses.—Rural Chemistry should put in cuttings of Roses that are
not Chinas at the present time; and if allowed a very trifling

bottom -heat, they will form rooted plants before winter com-
mences.

Pelargoniums.—Rural Chemistry,—As soon as your plants have
ceased to flower, they should be cut down, leaving only two or
three joints to each shoot. The primings may then at once be
made into cuttings, and will readily strike under a hand-glass
in the front of a south wall, if shaded while the sun can reach
them. Paul Peter.— Your collection would be improved by
rejecting Joan of Arc, Perfection, and Proserpine, and filling

their places by Foster's Favourite, Sir R. Peel, and Lync's
Duke of Cornwall, or Gaines' Rising Sun.*

Chrysanthemums.—Paul Peter.— In the Gardeners* Chronicle
for 1842, p. 221, in the article "Amateur's Garden," you will
find a list of the best Chrysanthemums*

Araucaria.— X. Z.—We see nothing materially wrong in your
management of Araucaria-seeds ; there was no advantage,
however, in sticking them upright in the soil. If they were all

fresh, the probability is, that you have given them too much
water before they were able to make use of it. The history
of the Thrips has been already given at p. 228 of 1841.

The Lily ok the Fjeld.—R. S. V. P. complains that under
this head we lately (page 429) spoke of our conjecture about
the white Lily not being the one intended in the Sermon
on the Mount being confirmed by a letter from a gentleman at
Aleppo; and he says that he first called our attention to the
fact some months ago when he remarked upon the extract
from Lady Callcott's book upon that subject, and afterwards
sent us a copy of a letter from Dr. Bowring that confirmed the
fact that the white Lily was not indigenous to the Holy Land.
We trust that our correspondent will, upon consideration, per-
ceive that his complaint is unfounded. We, at p. 744 of vol. ii.,

pointed out the absence of evidence to show that the white
Lily inhabited Palestine; and at a subsequent period Dr. Bow-
ring showed, for the first time, that Our Saviour's plant was
probably the scarlet Martagon Lily. Our conjecture as to what
it might be was overthrown by this important evidence; which,
however, left untouched our original assertion that be it what
it might, it could not be the white Lily. Will R. S. V. P. do
us the favour to repcruse the article at p. 744?

Seedling Cacti.—/?;. Af.—Your mule between Cereus grandi-
florus and speciosissimus is much like several others, with the
same origin, which wehave latelyreceived, but itis rather paler.
These are all fine flowers, but not equal to either C. grandi-
florus or speciosissimus. H. Kenny.—Your Cereus May-
nardisc, between C. grandiflorus and speciosissimus, is one of
the finest we have seen of this new race. Its colour is nearly
that of c. Ackermanni.

Drawing.— yl Constant Reader.—There is no single work by
which a man could instruct himself in architecture as con-
nected with gardening. He must first learn to sketch freely
by hand, by copying from a few numbers of " Hnllmandel's
Sketch Book," is. each. Then procure "Smith's Elements of
Classic Architecture," published in Edinburgh at 2«. 6d. For
garden structures, he may copy from Austin's work on
artificial stone ornaments; and for plans, &c., from Loudon's
"Suburban Gardener." The price of the whole would be under
30s. If he wished to attain great proficiency a teacher would
be indispensable. J. P.

Books.—P«/ma.-There is no book in English or French with
the generic characters of plants. Endlicher's " Genera Planta-
*'unV in Latin, is the present standard work.

Wooim.ice.—Miss A. G.—The only effectual way of removing the
Woodlice which eat your Melons is to catch them, and this may
be done by laying pieces of any tubular material, such as Bean-
stalks, about the frames, and blowing out the Woodlice which
congregate there into hot water, as is done with earwigs. Or
pieces of Turnip or Carrot may be scattered about, which will
attract them. Or, as they collect round the sidesof the frames,
boiling water may be poured down these occasionally, if the
foots are not too near them.

Grubs.—E. D.S.—We cannot give any certain mode of destroy

-

lr»g these amongst Carnations. Nitrate of soda has been lately
^commended, and may possibly be effectual. You may pre-
Pare your soil in autumn with a dressing of soot and lime.

'Nsects.— H. M. and others.— Put a pint of gas-water to 10 pints
°f pump-water, and syringe your Roses ; this will remove the
£reen-ily. Is not your insect enemy the thrips? Try gas-
vvater for it also.- -Ruth.— Of the insects you forwarded to
"s. No. i is the grub or larva, and Nos. 2 and 3 the sexes of a
^ater-beetle called Dytiscus marginalia. The female is distin-
guished from the male by the elytra or wing-ca^es being
deeply furrowed longitudinally. We are not aware that the
ll|sect is injurious to gold-fish, either in the larvaa or perfect
state. 5.

Miscellaneous.—A Rustic—Ailanthus glandulosus has no
English name. Itis a very common hardy tree, and maybe
had of anv respectable nurseryman. You will find it in every
Sood catalogue of plants. CartmeL—Fungi cannot be
Earned from a pen and ink sketch and slight description. It is
Probably some Agaricus allied to A. comatus. N. M.—TheL% appeared a distinct variety of Lilium bulbifcrum

; but we
cannot say anything further about it. Its value and novelty
Can only be ascertained by those who have the opportunity of
comparing it with L. bulbifcrum in the same soil. Your other
question should be addressed to a nurseryman. .A Country
Yicar.^A terrace bank will stand very well in stiff soil at aii
^gle of 45°. It is better to turf its face than to sow it with
JrTass-seeds. Nothing further is required than to make the
jace of the slope firm. Julius.- A\n ly to Mr. Newman,
Pmlosophical instrument-maker, Regent-street, London.
£ *'emale.—Your plant is Euphorbia lathyris, a weed in many
Parts of the country. It is called English Caper, or Caper-

rtft.
very dangerous to use it hi w«> ou*«ic nay, m me

jays of the monks it was cultivated for the same purposes as
pastor Oil is now employed for. § Z.—Your plant seems to«e sOIrie P.-rthenium, but we cannot name such a little bit.

^ /'7" Ecl,inm vu'ftare. P. A'. W.—Phlomis fruticosa.

Vo • ' Pomiant Reader.—Lupinus rivularis, Ver6nica spicata,
lonica leucamha, Aconitum camniarum. § Milcy.—

tn\
)fn

o
miserabte specimen sent, your Salvia patens appears

rj02a «!

*

lvi* chan aedryoides
. § J. W. F.-l t

Sanicula Euro-
a

* 2, Symphytum officinale; 3, Astri-utia intermedia,j^_

H, M. J.—-i, Cryptogramma crispum ; 2, Aspleriium tricho-
manes; 3, Scolopendrium vulgare ; 4, Genista linif61ia; 5,
Polygonum amphibium.§ C. D. B.— Countess of Leven
Rose, and Pelargonium melananthum.§ B.—Acer negundo.
Mr. Lawrence's pamphlet is out of print. Bumpkin.— As-
trantia carniolica. H. M.—The plant you have sent is not
recognised

; it was not raised from the seed-pod sent, which is
that of some Crotalaria. A Descendant of i%m.~Dielytra
formosa. An Amateur.— In all probability the air of your
nouses is much too dry for either Fuchsias or Pelargoniums.
A dry atmosphere is the ruin of greenhouse plants. Rural
Chemistry.—The cultivation of Cacti is mentioned at p. 146 of
1841. Mowbray.—If the party under this signature amongst
the " Notices to Correspondents," in this Paper of the l"th nit,
will favour Messrs. Youell & Co., Great Yarmouth Nursery,
with his address, they will feel obliged. W. R.—We are
unable to name your Rhododendrons. The garden varieties of
that genus have no settled names. Climax.—Your Del-
phinium seems to be grandinorum ; but whether finer than the
single of that species cannot be told without comparing thctwo,
which we have not just now the opportunity of doing. You
should have sent some leaves with the flowers. W. Gardner,
Sandgate.—'We have never received your Hoya. J. P.
Listera ovata. There is no doubt about its being indigenous to
this country. § A Subscriber.— Astragalus glycyphyllus.§
An Old Subscriber.— 1, Bromus mollis ; 2, firidphornm augusti-
f61ium

5 3, Carex vesicaria; 4, C. stellulata; 5, C. pancitiora;
6, C. ca3spitosa (a starved specimen). § A Reader.—], Phlox
suaveolens; 2, P. ovata; 3, P. maculata.§ C. E. G.—Ervum
hirsutum.§ Zephyrus.—VsTe do not know what the Madeira
Silk Plantis. Soapsuds are very proper as a manure for all sorts
of plants, especially if mixed with urine and aliowed to become
putrid. B. K.—Ervum tetraspcrmum and Lotus angustissi-
mus. A. B.—Your varieties of Schizanthus Hookcri are very
pretty; but will they be permanent? J. II. Wanklyn.— Stau-
hopea graveolens, a variety of S. venusta. J. B.— Your Schi-
zanthus is quite new, and is worth showing at the next Horti-
cultural Exhibition at Chiswick. It will be called Schizanthus
candidus, and published in the u Botanical Register." Many
thanks for the specimen, and more for the promised plant. The
annual is Gilia tricolor.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pklargoniums.— G. /'.—Your seedling is not so good as you
imagine it to be. There is a great want of substance in the
flower altogether; the bottom petals are not pure white, and
the colour in the upper petals very ragged and uneven near the
edge, which is thin ; we have several flowers already out very
superior to it. C. W. Fox.—Cwur de Lion is a fine high-
coloured variety, of a bright rosy vermilion, with a light
centre ; the flower is too long in form. Patroness is too small
and thin in the bottom petals; and Marquis has the same
faults. E. Burr.— Neither of your seedlings are worth pre-
serving ; the pink variety is bad in form, the petals being too
long, and the flower altogether loose, and not preserving the
form with which it opens; the top petals are also too veiny
beyond the snot, and too feathery at the base. The same
observations apply to the white seedling. G. W. Hoyte.—It
was very mortifying on opening your box to find it such amass
of confusion that it was impossible to tell to which flowers the
different petals belonged. Had you placed over them a thin
layer of cotton wool, or screwed up each flower separately in
paper, fastening it tight about the stalk, and leaving it open at
the opposite end, this disaster might have been avoided. Many
of the petals have a promising appearance, particularly a high-
coloured flower; generally the under petals seem to want
substance, and some of the top petals are" too thin at the edge.
i Mr* Keat.— It is not necessary to report upon your flowers
singly, as the same character, variously modified, runs through
them all: take, for instance, *'J0, bad form, lower petals too
long, upper petals high and pointed, with jagged edges;" this
description would suit most of them : they want the form, sub-
stance, and compactness of good flowers—No. 6" is the best
flower among them. John Davis.—Nos. ], 3, 4, 5, 6, Q, are
coarse, loose, and badly-formed liowers ; 2 is a pretty good
form, but the petals curl back too much ; 7, broad under-petals,
top ones cloudy, liney, and uncertain ; the best flower is No. 8,
both in form, substance, and smoothness on the edge of the
petal ; 10 has good colour and substance, but the lower petals
are too narrow : generally, your flowers are loose in form, and
when fully expanded there is a large and deep division between
the upper and lower petals, and the laiter are commonly too
long—they want compactness and substance. J. J). P.
Trentfield iY/misapretty little well-formed flower, but wanting
purity in the lower petals. In Cerberus the upperpetalsaretoo
veiny. King of the Gipsies, upper petals thin at the edge.
Cupid, singular variety, hut not, we think, worth keeping. The
upper petals of the three first-mentioned flowers have a tendency
to curl back, but the lower petals are sh<=rt and well formed.

E.M.—Your seedling is too rough for a show-flower, as all
the petals curl back and show a puckering at the edges; but in
the border it will be very ornamental, as it appears to be a very
prolific bloomer. //. b.~~Your seedling is no improvement

P
)en
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cia
andm°St delicate ed£in£> and others partaking of richer

Verbbnas.-J. d. Parks.-Your Verbenas did not arrive in
gooa condition, but from what was left of them, we cannot
discover any novelty or improvement upon the sorts already in
cultivation.

f

'

Fuchsias.—J. and C. Whalley.-Yoxxr seedlings are small. No. 1we think no improvement upon several small varieties that we
already have

;
the sepals having a faded appearance. No. 2 is

decidedly better, and for a small variety a very good one; if
the foliage is small, and it proves an abundant bloomer, it will
make a pretty variety. w. Barratt.—Your seedlingis a very
graceful variety, flowers long and slender, tube and sepals
scarlet crimson, corolla violet purple, pistils and stamens long,
foliage small, and blooming freely. //. i?._Your best seed-
ling is No. 4; this is a beautiful variety; seed vessel bright
green, tube and sepals bright rosy scarlet, corolla large, of a
bright violet purple; it is a well- proportioned flower. We
object to 2 on account of the tube being so slender, and prefer
No. l, which is similar to 2 in colour, and having a'stouttube-
this is a fine flower with less blue in the corolla. 3 is a stout

,
flower, of good colour, with long sepals, which expand
freely and expose the corolla, which is of a rosy purple
colour. No. 4 is decidedly your best variety. #. £j #—Your seedling is not equal to many of the varieties out. 1

A. B.—The smallest of your seedlings is not worth keeping,
nor is there sufficient novelty in No. 3 to make it very desii able,
—the light variety with the scarlet corolla is the best; and if a
free blooming plant, it will make a desirable addition to this
beautiful class. Lucombe, Pince, and Co.—The blooms sent
of Fuchsia exonie?isis prove it to be a very splendid variety; it
is a flower of great substance throughout, seed-vessel dark,
tube and sepals of a rich crimson carmine, the sepals are long,
they expand freely, and disclose the rich crimson purple
corolla, which is very large, and of a peculiar denseness of
texture.

t

Pansies.—Polly.—Princess Alice is a large, round, flat, and fine
flower of great substance ; the top petals are of a deep mulberry,
purple, having a very broad band of the same colour round
the lower petals, and meeting well above the eye, which is
large and bold; the ground-colour is yellow, and there is a
very slight difference between the bottom and side petals , it is
a fine variety. W. C. T.- Our impression was that Browne's
Eliza would prove a very useful flower; and having pointed out
its good qualities it was proper to point out a defect, which
you admit.— -Missey.—Nos. 1 and 3 are the best of your flowers,
but they are but miniatures of the Pansies now grown. W.
Hutchings.—Darh Perfection, a good colour, but rather small,
and the under petals are not in good proportion to the upper
ones; itis much inferior to the selfs we already possess.
A Lover of Pansies.—Purity in the ground-colour of the Pansy
is an essential qualification, therefore Nos. 1 and 6 being defi-
cient in this respect, must be consigned to the border; 2 and 3
must share the same fate, from the ground-colour of the lip
differing from that of the side petals. The serrated edges of
the petals to No. 4 is a disqualification, at the same time the
general form and proportion of the petals are very good. No.
5 is the best, having a clear bright yellow ground, with a fine
dark eye, upper petals of a blue purple, with a very decided
band of the same round the lower petals; this appears to be
novel in colour, and we should like to see it again. A Con-
stunt Reader.—Your flower is round, flat, and well-formed,
with a good eye ; the yellow ground-colour is not even, being
deepest in the bottom petal, and it melts so much into the blue
of the top petals, and the broad band of the bottom ones, as to
change half the colour into a bronzy hue, which gives it an
indistinct appearance. We should like to see it again. G,
Leather, Esq., Knowsthorpe.— Mrs. Meynell Ingram is an
extremely delicate and pretty flower, primrose ground, com-
pact eye, of a dark blue purple ; the upper petals have a few
spots of delicate blue away from the edge; the flower in its
present state is rather too small. A. B.—Your seedlings
were too much shrivelled up to judge fairly of, they are small,
and there does not appear to be anything particularly worthy
of notice. //. A".— It is impossible to form an opinion upon
a flower sent in so dried and shiivelled a state; it is surely too
small. M. - The creamy white is a pretty flower, round, with
a good eye, but it appears to be rather deficient in substance.
The dark variety wants purity of ground-colour for a show-
flowcr, and the edge of the belting wants to be more clearly
defined.*

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

the colour is common and poor, particularly in the upper petals
about the edges W. H. M.— Shylock is a very poor specimen,
pointed petals with rough edges. Llczvclyn is much better, the
petals are broader, o( a better form, and smooth on the eiige

;

both ot them are small.- Juvenis, Cork.—Your flowers arrived
in a dry and bad state, so that no satisfactory opinion can be
given. 1 is evidently too small; 2 is a good form, but the
colour was quite gone ; 3 is a bad form, the under petals being
too long; the under petals of 4 are rather thin, but of a good
form, short and round, the upper petals were too far gone; 5 is
pretty, but not equal to some we have in the same style.
A Devonian.— lyfiiiQ and clear colour, with the lower petals
disproportionately long. 2, good general form, the edges of the
petals jagged and uneven

; the irregular veining in the lower
petals is also a defect. 3, good colour, white centre, rich upper
petal; this, if it retains a cupped form when open, is a pretty
variety. 4, edges of the upper petal rather thin, colour finely
spread, leaving a light margin

; lower petals short, of a delicate
salmon colour, with a light crimson spot in the centre of each—
a very Pretty flower; from the petals having all fallen, itis
impossible to tell the form of the flower. 5, petals too long
G {}) uneven and watery edge, lower peals too long. 7, bad
form, lower petals too long. 8, upper petals uncertain : flower
altogether rather rough; fine colour. 9, good clear colour,
upper petals pointed and uneven, bottom ones too long. io
wants form, an the petals turn back. n,good spot, which
terminates badly

; edges to petals rough ; 12, lower petals thin
and long. 13, bad form, u, coarse and veiny, upper petals
pointed. 15, uneven edge to upper petals, good spot, and
pretty colour, lb, uneven and watery edge, spot burns, lower
petals too long, and the flower altogether wants substance
j. C. —No. 5 is a showy flower, but veiny, coarse, and very
uneven; puckered both in the upper and lower petals. No. 6

is the best of your seedlings, the colour is clear and good, the

spot dark and well defined, the lower petals are broad, but they

ere, however, rather too long; the flower is altogether of good
substance, the petals thick, and even on the edges ; itis large,

and will make a showy greenhouse variety. No. 7, bad form,

all the petals too long. A. B.—The petals of your seedling

are all too long and loose, the flower wants substance, and the

ground-colour is not sufficiently pure.*

CaVckoi-akias.—A Constant Reader, Kendal.—No. 5 is a curi-

oiWy-iuarkcd seedling; they are all small, and common com-

pared to the varieties grown about London.f

Ranunci/i-l'Ses.— G. Lightbndy, Falkirk.—From the stems of the

flowers having bt en cut very short, they had by the journey

been shaken from the paper, so that we cannot refer to th« m
by name; we can only state that they are some of the most

beautiful varieties we have seen, perfect in form, some with

The Overland Mail from India has arrived this week
with news from Bombay to the 20th May, and from China
to the 28th March. The proceedings in Scinde are the

chief points of interest in the Indian news. Sir C.
Napier's conquest is not likely to be held without another

struggle; Shere Mahommed, who was defeated at the

battle of Fullalie, has rallied the mountaineers of the

Beloocbee tribes, and has advanced to within six miles

of Hyderabad with a force of about 30,000 men. Sir

C. Napier had sent for reinforcements, and it was expected

that another battle would take place in the middle of

May. All communication by sea will shortly be cut off,

and the country will very soon be flooded by the period-

ical rise in the Indus, so that it was doubted whether

any continued military operations could be carried on

until the close of the season. Under these circumstances,

the result of the anticipated battle is looked for with some

anxiety. Akhbar Khan is at Jellalabad, negotiating

with the mountaineers for the safe passage of his father

through the Khyber Pass; the Kuzzilbashes are in

power at Cabul, and a Persian Chief is said to have

established his authority at Candahar. The state of the

Punjaub was beginning to attract attention
; Shere Singh

had suffered from a paralytic stroke, which was likely to

prove fatal, and thus render British intervention necessary

to control the rebellious portions of his kingdom. The
affair at Khytul has terminated in the suppression of the
disturbance, and our troops are now in secure possession
of the place. From China we learn that Colonel Mal-
colm arrived there on the 16th March with her Majesty's
ratification of the treaty, but no arrangement had been
made for the exchange with the Chinese Plenipotentiary.

Sir H. Pottinger had declared his intention of proceeding

to some northern port in order to carry on the tariff nego-

tiations, but every means was put into practice by the

authorities around Canton to induce him to remain—
The accounts from Spain are extremely unfavourable to

the cause of the Regent. Tbe insurrection now com*

prises two-thirds of the kingdom; and since our last,
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Pampeluna and its garrison, and other important towns,

have joined the movement. The Royal Army is sepa-

rated into three bodies, each acting at a distance from the

others, and neither of them sufficiently strong to attack

the insurgents or to effect a junction with one of the

other divisions. In the meantime, the insurrection has

spread in a circle around the Regent, and great doubts are

entertained whether he will be able to make head against

the powerful and well-organized conspiracy which now
surrounds him.

At home, the revenue returns for the year and quarter

ending the 5th inst. are the chief topic of interest. The
general balance for the year shows an increase in the

total revenue of the country to the amount of 2,442,942/.,

as compared with the corresponding period of last year.

The increase of the quarter amounts to 1,700,532/. ; but

as this includes the produce of the silver received from

China and the Income-tax, it does not give the absolute

increase upon the ordinary branches of revenue, which

amounts to about 50,000/. for the quarter. The Customs
|

and Excise show a steady and satisfactory improvement
on the accounts for the quarter, the increase on the one

being 135,015/., and upon the other 140,013/.; but the

decrease on the year, as compared with the year 1842, is

514,926/. on the Customs, and 1,013,868/. on the Excise.

In the Stamps and Taxes, there is a decrease both on the

year and quarter ; in the Stamps, the decrease on the year is

203,717/., and on the quarter 39,369/. ; and in the Taxes,

the decrease on the year is 249,033/., and on the quarter

74,408/. There is a small decrease in the revenue of the

Post-office for the quarter to the amount of 9,000/. ; but

on the year the increase is 59,000/.—The proceedings of

Parliament present few subjects which call for special

observation. The adjourned debate on the Irish Arms
Bill is not yet terminated, and every clause and sentence

of the measure continues to give rise to amendments and

divisions. On Tuesday Mr. Smith O'Brien moved that

the House resolve itself into a committee for the purpose

of taking into consideration the causes of the discontent

at present prevailing in Ireland, with a view to the esta-

blishment of a system of just and impartial government
in that part of the United Kingdom. A long debate

ensued, for the details of which we must refer our readers

to our Parliamentary Report.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princesses are quite well, and still con-
tinue at Buckingham

t
Palace. On Monday the Queen

and Prince Albert took an airing in an open carriage ; and
the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal were taken
an airing, accompanied by the Dowager Lady Lyttelton.
On the same day the Queen had a dinner and evening
party. On Tuesday morning Prince Albert reviewed the

Scots Fusilier Guards in Hyde Park, and in the evening
Her Majesty and the Prince, and the King and Queen of

the Belgians, honoured the Italian Opera-house with their

presence- On Wednesday the Queen had an evening
party, and on Thursday Her Majesty held a drawing-
room in honour of her birthday, which was very nume-
rously attended. Viscount Sydney and Captain Meynell
have succeeded Viscount Hawarden and Captain the Hon.
A. Buncombe, as the Lord and Groom in Waiting on the

Queen. Major-General Wemyss has relieved Colonel
Buckley in the duties of Equerry in Waiting on the Queen,
and Colonel Bouverie has relieved Major-General Sir E.
Bowater as the Equerry in Waiting on Prince Albert.—The
King of Hanover met with an accident on Friday afternoon
at Kew, by stumbling over a stone step. In the fall his

Majesty bruised his arm and side, but is now recovered.
His Majesty came to town in the evening, and took an
airing in an open carriage on Monday and Tuesday. On
Wednesday his Majesty went to the Temple in the even-
ing, to honour Sir Charles Wetherell and the benchers of
the Inner Temple with his company at dinner. The
Lord Chancellor, Duke of Buckingham, Duke of Beaufort,
Marquess of Londonderry, the Earls of Eldon, Delawarr,
and Digby, Viscount Strangford, Bishop of Rochester,
Lords Brougham, Denman, Kenyon, and Lowther, the
Attorney and Solicitor-General, &c. were invited to meet
his Majesty. After dinner the King returned to Kew.—On
Monday the Grand Duke and Duchess of Mecklenburg
Strelitz took their departure from Kew for the Continent,
and embarked at Dover on Tuesday morning for Calais,
under the usual salutes. Her Majesty the Queen Dowager
has for the last few days been labouring under the effects

of a slight cold, but we are happy to state that she is daily
recovering.

^
It is understood that Witley Court, near

Worcester, is in a state of preparation for the reception
of her Majesty, who is expected to arrive at the end of
the month from Marlborough House. It is expected that
his Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge will be present
at the annual meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society
at Derby. His Royal Highness leaves town on Monday
next, and will be the guest of the Duke of Devonshire.
On Tuesday his Serene Highness the Prince Reuss Loben-
stein Ebersdorf went by railroad to Windsor, to view the
Castle, Virginia Water, &c. His Serene Highness left
town on Tuesday, and proceeded by water to Woolwich to
inspect the Dock-yard and Arsenal. The Governor, Lord
Bloomfield, gave orders for the garrison to go through
their evolutions on Woolwich-common, and in the evening
his Serene Highness dined with her Majesty at Bucking-
ham Palace. H,R,H. the Princess Clementine of Orleans,

now Princess of Coburg, is expected to leave Lisbon so as

to reach London on the 15th of this month.

The Army.—The following promotions in consequence

of the recent successes in Scinde were gazetted on

Friday: — To be Lieutenant-Colonels in the Army:
Majors Poole, 22d Foot, and M vPherson, 17th Foot- To
be Majors in the Army : Captains George, 22d Foot, and

Conway, 22d Foot. To be Aide-de-Camp to the Queen,

with the rank of Colonel in the Army in the East Indies :

Lieutenant-Colonel Pattie, 9th Bengal Cavalry. To be

Lieutenant-Colonels in the Army in the East Indies :

Majors Reid, 12th B.N.L ; Waddington, B.E. ; Stack,

3d, B.C. ; Wyllie, 21st B.N.L; Browne, 8th B.N.L
;

Story, 9th B.C.; Woodburn, 25th B.N.L; Lloyd,

B.A.; Outram, 23d B.N.L; Leslie, B.A. To be

Majors in the Army in the East Indies : Captains Dela-

main, 3d B.C.; Willoughby, B.A. ; "Whitlie, B.A.

;

Fisher, 12th B.N.L; Tucker, 2d B.E.I. ; Jackson,

25th B.N.L; Tucker, 9th B.C.; Stevens, 21st B.N.L;
Green, 2 1st B.N.L ; Blenkins, 6th B.N.L

The Navy.—The Lords of the Admiralty have given

notice of a change in the Naval uniform. The following

are the general directions, subject to the usual modifica-

tions applicable to the different ranks of Officers : The
coats of all Officers, now having scarlet collars and cuffs,

to have white collars and blue cuffs; and the slash in the

sleeve, which is now blue, to be white. The bullions of

dress epaulettes to be loose, instead of fixed, as at pre-

sent. All cocked hats to be of the same dimensions as

that to be worn by the Admiral of the Fleet, and with the

same distinctions heretofore used, except that the bind-

ing, which was formerly of black silk lace, 2\ inches, is

to be 2 inches in width, and of the oak-leaf pattern.

Order of the Bath.—The Queen has been pleased to

appoint Major-General Sir Charles J. Napier, Knight
Commander of the Order of the Bath, to be a Knight
Grand Cross of the said Order. Her Majesty has also

been pleased to appoint the following officers, in Her
Majesty's service, to be Companions of the Order, viz. :

—

Lieutenant Colonels Pennefather and Poole, 22d Foot ; and
M'Pherson, 17th Foot; and Majors George and Conway,
22d Foot. Her Majesty has further been pleased to

appoint the following officers, in the East India Company's
Service, to be Companions of the Order, viz. :—Colonel
Pattie; Lieutenant-Colonels Reid, Waddington, Stack,

Wyllie, Browne, Story, Woodburn, Lloyd, Outram, and
Leslie. Majors Delamain, Willoughby, Whitlie, Fisher,

Jackson, Tucker, Stevens, Green, and Blenkins.

The Revenue.—The Revenue accounts for the year and
quarter ending the 5th in6t. were published on Wednesday,
and are satisfactory, as showing a small increase in some of

the more important sources of revenue, and an indication

of reviving trade. The total revenue for the year was
47,780,342/., and that of the corresponding year ending

July 5, 1842, was 45,337,400/., showing an increase of

2,442,942/. in favour of the present ; but this must not be
considered an absolute increase, as it includes the Income
Tax and the money received from China, without which
there would be a deficiency of nearly 1,900,000/. The
accounts for the year show an increase on the Post-office

of 59,000/. ; Miscellaneous, 1,080,214/., to which must be
added Property Tax, 3,317,997/.; Repayment of Advances,

142,257/., making a total of 4,599,468/. They show a
decrease on the Customs of 514,926/.; Excise, 1,013,868/. ;

Stamps,203,717/.;Taxes,249,033/.;CrownLands, 60,000/.,

to which must be added, Imprest and other moneys,
114,982/., making a total of 2,156,526/. ; which being de-
ducted from the amount of increase 4,599,468/., as stated

above, gives 2,442,942/., as the increase on the year. The
accounts for the quarter show an increase on the Customs
of 135,015/. ; Excise, 140,013/. ; Property Tax, 861,709/.

;

Crown Lands, 2,500/.; Miscellaneous (including the money
received from China), 849,767/. ; to which must be added,
Repayments of Advances, 35,655/., making a total of
2,024,659/. They show a decrease on the Stamps of 39,369/.;

Taxes, 74,408/. ; Post-office, 9,000/. ; Imprest and other

Moneys, 200,350/., making a total of 323,127/., which being
deducted from the amount of 2,024,659/., as stated above,
gives 1,701,532/. as the increase on the quarter.

Earl Grey.—Last evening the answer to inquiries res-

pecting the health of the venerable peer was that his

Lordship had a comfortable night, and still continues
improving satisfactorily. His Lordship is now able, with
assistance, to leave his bed-room, and sit up during a con-
siderable part of the day in an ante-chamber.

Post Office.—Lord Lowther, the post-master general,

has for some time been making arrangements with the
Post-office authorities of Belgium, Holland, Prussia,

Austria, Saxony, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Russia,

for the transmission of letters and newspapers to and from
England and those countries, on the same terms as the
recent postal convention with France, which came into

operation on the 1st of June, either by paying the postage
or not. These negotiations are nearly concluded.

Sycee Silver.—By the statement of the account between
the Master of the Mint and the Lords of the Treasury,
relative to the Sycee silver remitted from China, it

appears that the total value is 1,334,480/. 7s. 7d., the
freight and other expenses connected with which is

19,291/. 18$. 2d., leaving a balance of 1,315,188/. 95. Bd. ;

the above-named sum being equal in Chinese value to

6,000,000 dollars, the first instalment under the treaty of
Nankin. Of this amount, 1,281,406/. 13s. \Qd. has been
paid into the Exchequer, and 53,073/. 13s. 9d. reserved for

freight, charges of preparation, contingent expenses, allow-

ances, &c. subject to the approbation of the Treasury.

JFowigiu
France.—The news from Paris is chiefly connected

with the details of the Budget, And with matters of domes*

tic interest. On Saturday the Bill for opening a credit of

527,241 francs for the Minister of Finance, in order to

enable the Government to pay, should King Otho's

Government not do so, the half-year's interest due on the

portion of the Greek loan guaranteed by France, passed

the Chamber of Deputies by a majority of 221 to 13. In

the brief discussion which preceded the vote, M. Guizot

said that there was every reason to hope that the financial

difficulties of Greece would not be of long duration, and

that the present Bill would probably be the last of such

a nature the Chamber would have to give their assent to.

The Chambers were but thinly attended on Monday, in con-

sequence of the funeral of Mdlle. Barrot, the only daughter

of M. Odillon Barrot, whose early death is deplored by

the Journals of all parties- The greater portion of the

Members of both Houses were present at the funeral.

The Chamber of Deputies commenced on that day the

discussion on the project of a railway from Avignon to

Marseilles. One of the Opposition papers having stated

that when the King came from Neuilly to the Tuileries,

on Friday, he alighted at the Perron de la Reine, and that

he appeared to be suffering, and was compelled to lean

forcibly on the arms of the two officers who accompanied

him, in order to be able to reach his apartments, the

Ministerial paper says, that nothing can be more false

than these details, and that the King was never in better

health. The Due d'Aumale landed at Marseilles from

Algiers on the 29th ult. In the beginning of August, his

brother, the Duke de Nemours, is to proceed with his

consort to the camp formed at Plelan, near Rennes. The
Prince and Princess de Joinville arrived at Brest on

Saturday last, from Rio Janeiro. Dr. Hahnemaun, the

founder of Homoeopathy, died in Paris on Sunday, aged

88. Summer tourists may be interested to know that a

new line of packets has been established on the Loire, by

means of which a traveller, leaving Paris at six in the

morning for Orleans by the railroad, can arrive at Tours

at half-past six in the evening, a distance of 60 leagues.

Spain.—The accounts received this week by the French

telegraph are of considerable interest, and the state of

affairs in the provinces has assumed an aspect of very

grave importance to the Regent. Two-thirds of the king-

dom have joined the insurrection, which is becoming so

general in Andalusia, that Gen. Carratala, the Governor of

Seville, who had retired to Cadiz after the outbreak at

Seville, has declared Cadiz and its province in a state of

siege. Pampeluna and its garrison, all the military posts

on the frontier except Irun and Fontarabia, have made

tlieir pronunciamento for the insurrection. In Galicia

the example of Corunna has spread with great rapidity.

Vigo, Pontevedra, Orense, Lugo, and Betanzos, have fol-

lowed the movement ; but at Ferrol the population was

still kept down by the Captain-General. Burgos is the

seat of a very active and energetic junta, which was

organising the insurrection throughout the entire of Old

Castile. The General commanding the city was compelled

to capitulate for want of provisions, but the Governor of

Valladolid still maintained himself in an old convent,

converted by the French into a citadel during the Penin-

sular war. All these circumstances prove that the Burgos

insurgents are not yet ready to march upon Madrid with

those of Galicia, as they boasted they would in their

proclamation. The people of the valley of Aran and of

the upper mountains, as well as Huesca and Daroca, in

Aragon, had declared against the Regent. Palma, in the

Balearic Islands, Ceuta, Algesiras, and the camp of

San Roquez, had likewise " pronounced." The Regent
reached La Ronda on the 24th, and proceeded the next

day to Albaceta, where he was received with the greatest

enthusiasm by the people and the National Militia. He
had found it necessary, however, to wait until he could

be reinforced by Gen. Van Ralen, who had found the

troops of Alvarez so disorganised before Granada, that he

was obliged to withdraw them. Gen. Van Halen was still

at Jaen on the 25th ult., awaiting the arrival of the

Governor of Cordova, with a reinforcement of 1,500 men,

to cross the Sierra Morena, and effect a junction with the

Regent. By the latest news from Valencia, it appears

that the u Junta of Salvation," as they style themselves,

commanding in that city, had issued orders to all the

country within their reach to pay up within six days the

taxes due for the entire year. All bachelors and widowers

without children, from the ages of 18 to 40, are ordered

to take up arms, and a strong temptation is held out to the

Regent's troops to desert by an offer of one real a-daV

additional pay, and a reduction of a year in the period of

their service. The Junta of Barcelona had called upo°

the members of the Lopez Administration to meet i*

that city. General Serrano had, in virtue of the powers

vested in him by the Junta, pronounced the terming

tion of the Regency of Espartero, and relieved

all Spaniards of their allegiance to him. The reporj

of several of battalions of Zurbano's army having joine

the insurgents was untrue ; but he has found it necessary

to enter into an arrangement with General Castro, tn

insurgent General, by which he has been allowed to fa-

back upon Cervera without coming to a battle. Tb® l
lg

ror of a bombardment had subsided at Barcelona, and tn

population was beginning to re-enter the city. Since t

retreat of Zurbano, the Governor announced, that b *VI
^

no instructions to persist in his menaces, he would n

open the fire, unless acts of hostility were comnH"*

against the place. So long as a superior army shai
I

»

compel the insurgents to shut themselves up in Barceioi.

the fort of Montjuich will be of little use, since it wo

now merely batter empty houses. It is in the counj

round Lerida that the fate of the insurrection may oe

cided. Castro and Prim are now manoeuvring to ou

Seoane and Zurbano, and oblige them to retire m
fortress and open a communication with we rnuiu*

. »
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the upper valleys marching upon Balnguer. The Madrid
journals contain no news from the South, but state that
the capital continues tranquil. The officers of the National
Guard had assembled, and made an offer of their services

to the Government to defend Madrid, without the aid of
the troops of the line, until order should be completely
restored. Private letters announce that the leaders of the
insurrection, despairing of subduing Espartero in the field,

had hired a notorious spy, formerly employed by Ferdi-
nand VII., to assassinate the Regent, and he is positively

asserted to have left Madrid for that purpose.
Portugal.—We have Lisbon news to the 26th ult.

The news of the Spanish insurrection had produced
considerable sensation in that city. The revolutionary
press of Lisbon published the accounts with avidity, in

the hopes of getting up a movement in Portugal, which,
from various circumstances, it appeared somewhat diffi-

cult to effect. The Chambers, about to close their long
session, were occupied with the ways and means of the
Finance Minister. The budget had been voted by the
Chamber of Deputies, and also the authority to collect

the taxes for the ensuing economical year. A mixed
commission of both Chambers was about to decide on the
fate of the Road Bill.

Germany.—Accounts from the Rhenish provinces of
Prussia state that the rejection of the Prussian penal code,
by the Legislative Assembly of the provinces on the 22d,
had been the occasion ofjoyous demonstrations at Cologne,
Dusseldorf, and other towns. The houses of Cologne
were illuminated at night, bonfires were lighted on the
surrounding heights, bands of musicians traversed the
streets, and the National Hymn was sung in all the public

Squares. In the evening the deputation of the Diet
embarked on board two steamers, which were dressed with
flags and illuminated with lamps of different colours to
their masts' ends. Everywhere along the road and at

Dusseldorf, where the intelligence had reached by express,
the deputies were saluted with lively acclamations. At
Dusseldorf they were received with the greatest solemnity,
the principal inhabitants came to meet them, and con-
ducted them in procession to the Palace of the Marshal of
the Diet, to whom they communicated the unanimous
resolution of the Assembly. The Marshal replied
that the Government, whose good faith could not be
questioned, had conceived it advantageous for the
country generally to establish an uniform legislation
throughout all the Prussian dominions, but the Diet hav-
ing determined to maintain in its integrity the judiciary
constitution of the Rhenish provinces, he had no objection
to oppose to that resolution. The Deputies then retired,
and after partaking of a banquet to which they were
invited by the citizens, they again returned to Cologne.

t\!t—
me accounts 8tate witl1 much satisfaction that, by

a Ministerial rescript of the 14th May, the 50,000 rix-
dollars granted by his Majesty towards the completion of
Cologne Cathedral for the year 1843, are placed at the
disposal of the committee. Letters from Berlin state that
the Rev. Mr. Gerlach, who has been in England for some
time for the purpose of making himself acquainted with
the Liturgy of the English Episcopal Church, has now
introduced in the Elizabeth Church in that city a new
Liturgy, for which, however, he has not taken that of the
English Church as a pattern. His principal object appears
to be to forward good sacred music in the Prussian
churches, and by these means to impress religion more
upon the mind of the congregation.
Malta.—The new cathedral will, it is expected, be

consecrated by the end of the year ; its internal fittings
are already commenced, and benches are to be supplied
to all instead of pews. It is confidently anticipated that
her Majesty the Queen Dowager will be here to honour
with her presence the consecration of the building which
she has so generously endowed. A singular phenomenon
had appeared in the harbour of Valletta, the water suddenly
nsing to the height of three feet, overflowing the works of
the new dry dock ; it almost immediately fell five feet and
a_half

: during this period a very strong current was run-
nir>g out of the harbour, which the boatmen could scarcely
8tem. It is supposed this circumstance must have
°ccurred through some earthquake at a remote distance,
and it was reported that at Tripoly in Barbary several
severe shocks had been felt.

Italy.—Letters from Rome state that the Pope is

Jjtoxious to revive the ancient ceremony (so graphically
described by Madame de Stael in her Corinne) of
solemnly crowning the greatest poet at the Capitol, and
j*
hat he has offered this distinguished honour to Chateau-

j£
la
? d - The venerable author, however, has declined

|

he intended honour, declaring that he did not believe he
^ad done sufficient to deserve it.

Turkey.—Accounts from Constantinople state that the
^ervian people met on the 17th on the plain of Topsidere.
I here was no election, because it was feared that the
Presence of Wucsitsch and Petroniewitsch would invali-
£*teit in the eyes of Russia. But every voice was for
*nnce Alexander Georgewitsch. It was arranged that^e election should take place on the 3d inst. ; the Prince
Alexander should go to the convent of Ragowitz, and his
blisters to Kragugewatch, thereto await the now certain
Jesuit, Redschid Pacha had recovered in some measure«om his recent illness, and had been ordered to hold him-
e« m readiness to proceed to his pachalic at Adrianople,
journey which, in the precarious state of his health, it

8
£pnsidered probable would be his last.

i^GYPT.—The intelligence from Alexandria is of consi-
derable interest. The Pacha had publicly declared that
orn advancing years and infirmities he found himself

to vro t0 al1 the cares and necessai7 application incident

an?
18 ?°vernment> and that his successor Ibrahim being
™™wi ^ is his intention to associate with himself his

grandson as wakeel, or assistant, with full powers to act
]

on his behalf. This arrangement, though not looked
upon as immediately mischievous, is pregnant with danger
in the event of the Pacha's death, because there has ex-
isted between Ibrahim and Abbas a long-cherished and
deadly hatred, and both parties have numerous and
powerful partizans. The plague of locusts still continues

;

in abatement of the evil the Pacha pays liberally for their
collection, giving for them, to the Zellahs who collect,
two piastres, or about 5rf., for every two pound and three
quarters, English weight, which they bring in. Depots
for the issue of this reward are established all over the
Country

; in one depot alone there have been seen in one
day 120 lbs. English weight of these destructive insects
brought in and paid for.

India.—The Overland Mail arrived on Monday with
accounts from Bombay to the 20th May. It started ten
days before the usual time, in consequence of the approach
of the monsoon rendering the navigation difficult from
Bombay to Aden. The chief points of interest are con-
nected with the proceedings of Sir C. Napier, in Scinde.
It appears that Shere Mahommed, who was defeated at
the battle of Fullalie, on the 24th March, had got over
the river and incited some of the mountaineers of the
Beloochee tribes to join his standard, and approach the
banks of the Indus to within five or six miles of Hydera-
bad, with an army amounting, it is said, to between 30,000
and 40,000 men, with about 20 pieces of cannon. The
motive which has induced him to adopt this rash step
seems to be that of desperation, since he is said to have
written Sir C. Napier to the effect, " that having fought
two battles for his country, he must have one more for his
religion !

" Another chief, Ali Mourad, who had joined
the British, was no longer to be depended on. Sir C.
Napier had given notice to the former to give up his
useless resistance, or he would proceed to rout him. The
15th of May was publicly mentioned as the date of the
expected battle. Her Majesty's 28th Regiment had left

Kurrachee early in May, and were expected to reach
Hyderabad before the 15th. The great portion of the
other troops were concentrated around Hyderabad, with
the exception of one native regiment, which was stationed
on the right bank. The season of the periodical rise in
the Indus had begun, and it was much doubted if any
continued operations could be carried on for some time,
as the country is intersected with overflowing canals. The
Bombay Government was most active in sending rein-
forcements to strengthen Sir C. Napier's position. The
22d Regiment having been much weakened by the two
victories of the 17th February and 24th March, had come
to Bombay, from which station one wing of the 78th
Highlanders had been dispatched to take their station at

Kurrachee- The greatest efforts were made to open a
communication from Bhooj to Oomercote, whence there
is one maintained to Hyderabad. The rush of water at
the mouths of the Indus, and the blowing weather, will

prevent all communications by that means for two or
three months. A considerable British force was collected
at Sukkur, from which place some troops were proceeding
to Sehwan. The ex-Ameers of Scinde, who had arrived
at Bombay in April, have been located in different places.
Shahdad, who is accused of being implicated in the
murder of Capt. Ennis, has been sent to Surat, in order
to be safely guarded in the castle. The other ex-Ameers
have been sent to Sassoor, a fort formerly belonging to
the Peishwar. The state of the Punjab was beginning to
attract attention. Shere Singh, the third in succession
to Runjeet Singh, who died about three years ago, had
had a stroke of the palsy, and the sovereignty of his

family was looked upon as likely to terminate with his
life, as the British would have to interfere to keep down
the rebellious portions of his kingdom. In Candahar
there was, according to report, a new ruler in a Persian
Chief :

the Kuzzilbashes were also said to be all powerful
in Cabul. Akhbar Khan was at Jellalabad, endeavouring
to make arrangements with the Khyberrees for the passage
of his father through their defiles from Peshawur. The
Khytul disturbance was completely settled. The disturb-
ances in Bundelkund have been nearly put down, notwith-
standing the difficulties that attend mountain warfare.
Lord Ellenborough, who is at Agra, expected to be enabled
by other arrangements to bring about its complete pacifi-

cation. The Somnauth gates have turned out to be made
of pine, and not of sandal-wood.
China—The accounts from China come down to the

28th March, but they contain little news of importance.
Colonel Malcolm had arrived with her Majesty's ratifi-

cation of the Treaty; but ratifications could not be
exchanged until Elepoo's successor reached Canton,
which it was hardly expected he would do in less than
two months. It was said Sir H. Pottinger was about to
publish the result of his negotiations. The new Tariff
had been inspected by the principal merchants, and
approved of. The Plenipotentiary had abandoned the
idea of proceeding to the northward ; and it was reported
that he had again urgently requested permission to retire.

Colonel Malcolm was about to start again for England,
to arrange some details which required a reference to the

home authorities. The feeling of enmity against the

English, ,so long prevalent at Canton, appeared to be

gradually subsiding. The opium trade continued to

flourish, and some clippers had even proceeded with their

cargoes to the northward of Chusan. Several daring acts

of robbery, murder, and piracy had been committed near

Singapore ; fourteen Cochin Chinese had been committed

for trial, for kidnapping women in Cochin China, and

bringing them to Singapore for sale. Commercial trans-

actions were much in the same state, but little else can

be expected until the conclusion of the negotiations.

CaiMf—From the Valparaiso Gazette of the 16th,

17th, and 18th of March, received this week,- we learn that
that city has been the scene of a calamity such as has never
before been equalled in Chili. At a quarter past 8 p.m.,
on the 1 5th March, flames were first seen breaking through
the roof of one of the naval stores. An attempt to break
down the connexion between the burning edifice and c
newly-built house having failed, the fire spread with the
utmost rapidity, embracing a wide range, threatening to
extend over the whole circumference, which it brilliantly
illuminated. Great efforts were made to save the Custom-
house, one of the finest buildings in the New World, by
pulling down houses in its vicinity, and, fortunately, with
success. On the other side of the place, however, where
the fire originated, its progress was not arrested till it bad
destroyed the whole range of houses reaching to the sea.
An attempt was made to arrest the conflagration by blow-
ing up a store with gunpowder, but, the quantity of
powder being insufficient, no result was produced but a
slight earthquake, which increased the terror of the enor-
mous crowd of spectators who occupied the pier, every
street, the neighbouring heights, &c, the boats and ships
in the bay, whose masts and rigging were crowded with
human beings. The crews of the vessels, both French
and British, gave the most valuable aid by their courage,
promptitude, and discipline. Prompt measures had been
taken to repair the consequences of this calamity ; to
collect in one place all goods rescued from the flames,
and to make arrangements for the resumption of business,
which had been wholly interrupted. The damage is esti-

mated at 400,000/.

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—The House went into committee on the Scotch
Church Bill, when Lord Campbell moved an amendment for
the purpose of limiting- objections to ministers to spiritual or
physical allegations of defect.—The Earl of Aberdeen opposed
the amendment, and Lord Brougham made his promised state-
ment. He hoped that for the sake of the bar, the law, and the
administration of justice in this country, they would listen to
his reasons for opposing- the bill, both in form and substance.
The judgment delivered by himself and Lord Cottenham, in the
Anchterarder case, was impugned by this bill, and he felt that he
would be unworthy of the position which he held if he did not
defend the reasons on which that judgment was founded. As a
declaratory bill, its practical effect would be to make the judgment
good, but the reasons on which it was founded worthless—

a

position at once insulting to the Judges, and the most dangerous
in its consequences that could possibly be conceived. The bill

might give a triumph to the Scotch judges, and even aid the
Court of Session in rescinding the appellate jurisdiction of the
House of Lords ; but at least one evil consequence was likely to
happen— the Judges, in delivering their judgments on appeal
cases, would refrain from giving the reasons on which they pro-
ceeded, if they found that they were exposed to declaratory acts,
which set aside their law as bad. In fact a clause ought to
be inserted in this bill permitting the Auchterarder case to be
re-heard. There was little probability that the bill would pass
the House of Commons 5 but he was anxious that the House of
Lords should pursue the right course, and not leave it to the
Lower House to correct its errors. If the Church was to be
endowed with a power so enormous as this bill proposed to con-
fer, it ought to be given by enactment and not by a declaratory
Jaw.-—The Lord Chancellor felt the importance of maintaining
the judgments of the House of Lords unimpeached. The bill,
however, was not at variance with the decision in the Auchter-
arder case—a judgment in the reasons of which he entirely con-
curred. It was only declaratory on one point—the right to
object, not the right to decide, a point which had not been at
issue in the Auchterarder case. Besides, it was not declaratory,
but enacting on the right of the presbytery to decide, and there-
fore, altogether, the bill was not opposed to the Auchterarder
judgment.—Lord Cottenham remarked that the Lord Chancellor
and the Earl of Aberdeen materially differed in the arguments with
which they supported the bill—the one expressinghis concurrence
in the judgment in the Auchterarder case, and the other abandon-
ing it as bad in law. After repeating at considerable length his
former arguments against the bill, he pointed out the inconsistency
of making one portion of it declaratory, and the rest enacting.

—

The Earl of Galloway, in supporting the bill, cited opinions
formerly expressed by Dr. Chalmers, as sanctioning its principle!.
—The Earl of Haddington opposed the amendment of Lord
Campbell as too restrictive. Some such measure as the present
bill was requisite after all that had happened in Scotland, to
allay the unhappy ferment which had distracted the Church.—
Lord Dknaian strongly deprecated the course which a majority
of the House seemed disposed to pursue with respect to this bill.

The reasons on which the Auchterarderjudgment proceeded were
the lights by which future decisions might be guided ; and yet,
because it suited some persons to say that these reasons were
wrong, they were hurrying a declaratory bill through the House,
the effect of which would undoubtedly be to diminish the weight
and authority of the law. By the bill, they were about to trans-
fer property and rights from one set of individuals to another,
without the decency or justice of hearing the patrons in their

own defence at the bar of the House. Should the bill proceed
any further with these declaratory words retained in it, he would
move that the opinions of the Scotch judges should be delibe-

rately and solemnly taken upon certain questions to be submitted
to them—for he highly disapproved of the irregular course of
obtaining private opinions. There was nothing more calculated

to bring the law into contempt, than a declaration that what
was laid down by the highest court in the kingdom was not the
law of the land.—The Earl of Abkrdben earnestly affirmed that
if the bill were not passed, it would be the cause of the disesta-

blishment of the Church of Scotland. There was nothing ofwhich
he was more convinced than the imperative necessity of this
measure, which had been, substantially, before the public for
three years, inasmuch as it was similar to his former bill.—Lord
Campbell, in reply, reaffirmed that the passing of this bill was
a virtual reversal of the Auchterarder judgment.— On a division
the amendment was rejected by 42 to 12. Another discussion
took place, on an amendment proposed by Lord Bkougham to
convert the bill from a declaratory into an enacting measure,
which ™?*W*^*J** to 10. After some remarks from
the Earl of Minto, the chairman reported progress

Tuesday.-in reply to the Earl of Minto, the Earl of Aberdeen™ iliSS frPP
e
T ter,Uon of tbe Government to apply what
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IMta t0 the en<*™™nts of new JivingS._The

Archbishop of Dublin presented a petition, praying the House to

SSiKvES U> remedy the eviircccarioned'by^the want of a
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eri™e >>t for the United Church of England and

rw i
Called attention to the anomalous position of the

i.nurcn in relation with the civil legislature. His object was to
urge the necessity of constituting some legislative body which
snouid have the power of settling those points on which mem-
bers of the Church differed in opinion, but without altering the
established litanies or formularies. He recommended the sub-
ject to the especial notice of the English Prelates who were per-
manent members of their Lordships 1 House.—The Bishop of
Salisbury also expressed his opinion that some power of self-

v regulation should be possessed by the Church, to suable it to
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accommodate itself to those changes which take place in society.

He felt satisfied that there could he no permanent security for

the Church unless it were permitted to adapt itself to the

changing circumstances of the times, and to make those altera-

tions which should be found necessary.
The Earl of Dai.housik moved the Committee on the Canadian

Wheat and Flour Bill, and, in so doing, explained the grounds on
which it rests.— Lord Brougham, in seconding the motion, ex-

pressed his opinion that the measure was in accordance with the

other commercial reforms of the Government.— Earl STV*HOP8
denounced the bill as calculated to injure the agricultural inte-

rest, by leading to the admission of a large quantity of American
corn. The Government had admitted the principles of free trade

to be those of common sense, and all their measures were
covertly directed to their practical operation in legislation.

He moved, as an amendment, that the bill go into

committee that day three months.—The Duke of Richmond
opposed the bill. The agricultural interest had already

been reduced low enough, without superadding another measure,
which would either be injurious, or, if not, was a change for the

mere sake of change. Millions were invested in Agricultural

property, and it could not afford to be tampered with continually.

—The Earl of Radnor opposed Ihe bill, but upon very different

grounds. Jf it would lead to free trade, he would support the

bill; but, as he believed it created a new protection, he opposed
it.—Lord Beaumont also opposed the bill, on the ground tuat it

would raise up a milling interest in Canada, destructive of our
home interests.— Lord Wharncliffb declared his conscientious

belief that the measures of the Government would prove the

salvation of the Agricultural interest. Every reasonable Agricul-

turist was convinced that a reduction of the protection given to

Agriculture was inevitable, and had acquiesced in the Govern-
ment propositions as calculated to effect that object without
injury to any interest. He defended the bill at some length, and
declared that Government had no intention of withdrawing the

protection which they felt that the Agricultural interests of

England required.— Lord Montbacle supported the bill, because
it admitted the principle of a fixed duty, and expressed his con-
viction that it would lead to a large importation.—Lord Asiibcr-
ton, on the contrary, while regarding it as a measure of favour
and concession to the Canadians, was satisfied that it would not
injure the Agricultural interests of this country.— Lord Tkvnham
and the Duke of Buckingham each opposed the bill ; the one on
the principles of Iree trade, the other on that of protection.—On a
division, there were 57 to 25 for g-Aog into committee on the bill.

Friday.—The Canadian Wheat and Flour Importation Bill

was read a third time and passed. On the motion of Lord
Brougham, his billfor the more effectual prevention of the traffic

in slaves, was read a second time. He stated the provisions
of the bill, entering at some length into the subject; his

object is to render it penal for any British subject to hold property
In slaves, unless they come into their possession by heirship, or

other involuntary means. The Limitation of Actions Bill was
opposed by the Marquess of Clanricaroe, but supported by the
Lord Chancellor; on a division, the bill was supported by 30

to 4, and passed through committee.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—The first public business was the committee on the

Irish Arms Bill. Before the House went into committee Lord
Clements vindicated his motives in resisting the progress of the
bill. It was a penal measure, and every hour, nay, every minute,
in obstructing its passage, was so much additional liberty to Ire-

land. The House then went into committee, beginning with the
9th clause, which had been postponed on Thursday night last,

on account of the ambiguity of its phraseology. The Govern-
ment now proposed what was practically a new clause, as the

phraseology was entirely reconstructed.—Lord J. Russell, Mr.
M, O'Ferrall, and Mr. Pigott dwelt on the fact that, notwith-
standing the anger which?had been manifested on the part of the
Government and its supporters on Thursday night, they had now
substantially admitted that they had been in the wrong, and prac-
tical! y confessed that the bill was clumsily constructed, thereby
justifying the pertinacious opposition which had been given to it.

—Mr. Roebuck objected that, according to the forms of the
House, the clause must be postponed to the end of the bill, as it

was substantially a new one.
—

'Die Chairman decided that it

was not substantially a new clause, but an amendment of the

existing one.— Mr. Roebuck said that this was a point not for

the decision of the chairman, but of the committee—Lord J.

Ruesell said it was a matter of convenience, on which strict rule

need nor. bescrupulously adhered to.— After considerable discus-

sion there was a division, when the clause was carried by 128 to 69.

The 10th clause was agreed to ; but the 1 1th clause provoked a

long discussion, with several divisions. Mr. M. J. O'Coxnbll, Sir

D. Norreys, and other Members, assailed the Attorn ky-

GknbraL for Ireland, and said he seemed incapable of explaining

the meaning of a bill, for which, on the part of the Government,

he was responsible. At last, after a struggle through every sen-

tence, and the introduction of several amendments, the llth

clause was ordered to stand part of the bill. The ! 2th clause,

which enacts the penalty for keeping arms without license, after

an amendment, to which the Government acceded, was carried;

after which the further progress of the bill was suspended, and
the chairman reported progress.

Tuesday.—In answer to a question from Mr. Hume, Sir R. Peel
stated that the representations made by the guaranteeing Powers to

the Greek Government had produced a good effect, and that an

assurance had been given that a considerable reduction in the civil

and military expenditure of Greece should be made. He promised
to lay the correspondence, when closed, upon the table.—Mr.
Blewitt made inquiries as to the political position of the Duke of

"Wellington, and whether or not he is a responsible Minister of the

Crown ? He explained his question by a reference to the language
used by his Grace on different occasions, especially in Ids recent cor-

respondence with a Mr. Mulock, stating that he never interfered

with matters over which he had no control.—Sir ft- Peel thought
the hon. Member had put himself to a great deal of superfluous

trouble in order to ascertain the actual position of his Grace. The
Duke of Wellington was Commander-in-Chief of the Army, he was
a Member of the Cabinet, and as such responsible with the other
Members of it for any advice which it might give to the Crown ; and
his control over public affairs arose from the very great deference

paid to his opinion by his colleagues. The Duke was over-burdened
with correspondence, and he was very naturally in the habit of refer-

ring applicants to the heads of the department to which their busi-

ness might relate.

Mr. Hutt moved an address to the Queen, praying her Majesty
to direct that there be laid before the House copies of any corres-

pondence that might have taken place between her Majesty's

Government and that of Hanover, relative to the taxes levied on Bri-

tish commerce and navigation in the river Elbe, under the name of

Stade tolls.— Mr. Hume and Sir J. Hanmeu supported themotion.
—Mr. Gladstone urged the objections applicable to the premature
disclosure of negotiations in progress against the motion, which, if

not withdrawn/ he expressed his intention of opposing. Progress

had been made in this matter, although the negotiations had been
broken off, as the parties had arrived at a point on which they dis-

agreed.— After a discussion, in which Mr. Labouciiere, Sir R.
Pkel, and Lord Palmerston took part, themotion was withdrawn.
Mr. W. S. O'Brien moved that the House resolve itself into a

committee for the purpose of taking into consideration the causes of
the discontent at present prevailing in Ireland, with a view to the
redress of grievances, and to the establishment of a system of just

and impartial government in that part of the United Kingdom.
The hon. Member, in a speech which occupied about three hours,
went through a long catalogue of Irish grievances from the time of
Cromwell to the present. The motion, he said, was justified by the
extraordinary organisation now carrying on in Ireland, by which the
u Kepeal rent" had been raised from the weekly collection of 500/.

to 3,000/., and all ranks and classes \v»ere combining to
express their deep-rooted conviction that he Parliament of

this country did not do its duty to, (heir country, and that

nothing but a domestic legislature would remedy their grievances.

Sensible of the inconveniences which would attend a repeal of the

Union, he felt, nevertheless, that Ireland might have been happier

and more prosperous if that Union had not been accomplished ; his

own experience as a member of the imperial legislature for 12 years

had shown him how much Irish interests were neglected ; and if the

Union were not productive of benefit to his native land, he saw not
why he should be afraid of adopting the other alternative. He con-

cluded by warning Ministers that in the actual condition of Europe,
and our relations with other states, Ireland, in its present condition,

was a source of vital weakness to Britain.—Mr.WYsis seconded the

motion. He glanced at the church, defended the Catholic clergy,

expatiated on the grievances of the country, and traced the operation

of the gradual relaxation of the penal laws, from the first permission

to allow Catholics to hold land, down to their admission into the

Legislature. Catholic emancipation was the last of one series of

concessions, and the first of another; they asked to be governed by
the same laws as England, and would continue to ask until they

obtained it.—Lord Eliot complained of the extensive range and
variety of the topics embraced in the speeches of Mr. O'Brien and

Mr. Wyse. The complaint of the great proportion of Protestants to

Catholics in office, was answered by the fact that no Government
could promote its political opponents, and the greater portion of the
Catholics of Ireland were opposed to the Government. He was
astonished that any class of men could be led away with the idea
that the repeal of the Union would prove a panacea for the evils of

the country. He, for one, was prepared to resist the repeal, as a
dismemberment of the empire. The condition of Ireland was not so
deplorable as might be inferred; its trade had shared in the general
depression of that of the empire ; but there had been an increase in

its shipping, and in the amounts of the deposits in the savings' banks,
all which were evidence of an improved condition. The Government
were not open to the charge of neglecting the affairs of Ireland ; last

session he had introduced 23 bills, on which not a single division

took place; and during the present session, out of the 105 Irish

members, only about 10 or 12 were attending their duties in the
House. Fixity of tenure was a delicate point, which had been
rather avoided by Mr. O'Brien. He freely admitted that " Property
had its duties as well as its rights ;" but they were moral duties, not
easily to be made legally cognizable. The Established Church must
be considered as the establishment not only of Ireland but of
England ; and the land which contributed the tithe mainly belonged
to the Protestant landowners ; Mr. O'Connell had himself admitted
that not a tenth of the land belonged to Catholics. He resisted the
motion, as calculated to impeach the conduct of Government, and to
hold them up as not governing Ireland impartially.—Mr. C. Wood
said that the speech of Lord Eliot left them precisely where they
were; and in the present appalling state of Ireland, and at the close
of the session, they did not know what the Government meant to do.
Great and good men had opposed the Union, and it had been carried
by infamous means ; but after it had lasted so long he felt that to

repeal it would be a dismemberment of the empire. But then it was
the duty of Government to answer the appeal which had been made
to them, and say what they proposed to do for that country.—On the
motion of Mr. B. Cochrane the debate was then adjourned.
Wednesday.— Sir G. Grky withdrew the Charitable Trusts Bill

for the present session.— Sir J. Graham stated that the bill which
he had formerly mentioned as in preparation on this subject, would
belaid before the House in a few days.—Mr. Duncombe then
called attention to what he conceived to be a gross breach of privi-

lege on the part of the Standard newspaper, which, in allusion to

the recent discussion upon the Nottingham election, had repre-
sented that Messrs. Gisborne and Duncombe had talked in Parlia-

ment of having hired others to the potential sin, at least, of perjury,
with as much levity as if they had been mentioning the most indif-

ferent, or even laudable actions; adding, that such men, who were
confessed corruptors, confessed suborners of fraud and perjury, were
unfit to sit in that assembly. He concluded by moving that Mr.
Baldwin, the printer of the Standard, should be called to the bar.

—

Mr. Gisborne briefly supported the motion.— Sir It. Peel expressed
his opinion, that if calumnious charges in newspapers were to be
made matter of privilege, the House would have ample work on its

hands. He entirely acquitted Mr. Duncombe of having said any-
thing which could justify the expressions of the Standard, but
thought the editor was confounding the speech of last Friday with
the ample confessions which Mr. Duncombe had made on a former
occasion.—Mr. Aglionby thought the House was far more con-
cerned in the matter than the individual Member who made the
complaint, and condemned as monstrous the misrepresentation of

the editor.— Lord J. Russell expressed his decided opinion that
the expressions in the Standard, of which complaint was made, con-
stituted a gross and malignant libel. Statements of that kind did
more injury to the press which uttered them than to those against
whom they were directed ; and he thought it better, after the oppor-
tunity which Mr. Duncombe had had of vindicating himself, that no
farther notice should betaken of the matter.—After some additional
remarks, Mr.Duncombe adopted this advice and withdrew his motion.
Lord Worsley moved the re-committal of the Coroners Bill.

—

Mr. Pakington moved its re-committal that day six months. The
House divided— For going into committee, 134; Against it, 41:
Majority, 93. The House went into committee, and after many
amendments and five divisions, all the clauses were agreed to. On
the consideration of the schedules, after a division on a motion for
postponement, progress was reported.
On the order of the day for the committal of the Commons Inclo-

sure Bill, Lord Worslky moved that the Bill be referred to a select

committee.—Mr. Buothkrton, as an amendment to themotion,
moved the adjournment of the House. On a division there were

—

For the adjournment, 12; Against it, 37: Majority, 25.—Lord
Worsley again moved that the bill be referred to a select commit-
tee. Another motion for adjournment and a division followed, when
the debate was adjourned to Monday.
Friday.—The adjourned debate on Mr. O'Brien's motion was

resumed by Mr. A. B. Cochiiank, who was followed ny Mr. Ward,
Mr. E. Tkn.vant, Sir D. Norkkys, Mr. Lasckllks, Mr. M.
O'Fkrrall, and Mr. Shaw. Mr. Macaulay remarked how in-
efficiently the Government was defended, supporters and opponents
alike censuring its policy. He would not destroy the Irish Church
Establishment, but would reduce it to the wants of the Protestants,
and place the two religions on a footing of perfect equality. The
secret why there had been no agitation for Itepeal of the Union with
Scotland, lay in the fact that Queen Anne's Ministers had recog-
nised the national religion of Scotland. Sir J.Graham replied
and said the Government were determined to maintain the Church
Establishment, and suppress the Itepeal Agitation. The debate was
then adjourned.

CITY.
Money Marhet, Friday—Consols closed at 94 to ^ for

the account; Bank Stock, 180; Three per Cent. Re-
duced, 94| to % ; Three-and-half per Cent. Reduced, 1014 ;

Exchequer Bills, his. to 56$. prem.

Jffletropoffe anto ft* Ftcfnftth
Her Majesty's Birthday.—Thursday being appointed

for the celebration of her Majesty's Birthday, it was ob-

served as a day of rejoicing throughout the metropolis.

The morning was ushered in by the ringing of bells ; the

Park and Tower guns fired royal salutes, and the illumi-

nations in the evening were on a most extensive scale. A
review in honour of the day took place on the parade in

St. James's park, in the presence of Prince Albert, the

Duke of Cambridge, and the Duke of Wellington ;
and the

troops in Woolwich garrison were brigaded on the Com-
mon. The Duke of Wellington gave a grand ball in the

vening at Apsley House, in honour of the day, and by

order of the Duke of Cambridge, the gates of the Park
were kept open all night for the egress and ingress of car-

riages. All the other Cabinet Ministers, with the excep-

tion of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who is suffering

from a domestic affliction, gave state dinners to the Am-
bassadors and other official personages.

Tribute to the Duke of Sussex.—A public meeting was
held on Saturday at Willis's Rooms, for the purpose of
entering into resolutions for a memorial to his late Royal
Highness the Duke of Sussex. The Marquis of North-
ampton took the chair, and opened the business of the

meeting by remarking that it was to show their affection

and regard to the memory of one of the Princes of the

house of Brunswick. His late Royal Highness was the

patron of literature and arts, and the devoted friend and
supporter of all charitable institutions. The Duke of
Sutherland expressed his great satisfaction that the noble
President of the Royal Society, the successor in that dis-

tinguished office to the late Duke of Sussex, had consented

to take the chair that day. After paying a high erio-

gium to the merits of his late Royal Highness, his Grace
read extracts from the speeches of the Duke of Welling-

ton, Sir R. Peel, Lord J. Russell, &c. in Parliament as

to the ability and kind-heartedness of the illustrious

Prince, and observed that happy must the memory of

that man be whose character was so honoured by such
men. They had now met to give an opportunity for offer-

ing a public tribute of respect to the memory of his

Royal Highness, and he therefore moved a resolution

expressive of regret for the loss of the Royal Duke. The
resolution was seconded by the Marquis of Breadalbane,

and carried unanimously. The Earl of Roseberry moved
the second resolution, "That a memorial be erected by
public subscription to the memory of the late Duke of

Sussex." The Bishop of Durham seconded the resolu-

tion, which was agreed to. Other resolutions in confor-

mity with the objects of the meeting were adopted, on
the motion of the Earl of Arundel and Surrey, the Bishop
of Norwich, the Earls of Zetland and Fortescue, and sub-

scriptions to the amount of about 600/. were announced.
Sale of the Duke of Sussex's Properly.—The sale of

the late Duke's property during the last three days has,

from its interesting character, attracted a very numerous
assemblage of fashionable company at Messrs. Christie's

rooms, independently of the parties usually attending

similar auctions. The catalogue included a collection of

interesting historical curiosities, many of which realised

extraordinary prices. The trinkets were sold on Monday;
the regulators, clocks, and watches, on Tuesday ; the

ornamental furniture and china on Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday. On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday next,

the pipes, tobacco, and cigars, will be sold.

Duel at Camden Town.—On Saturday a duel, which
has terminated fatally, took place at Camden-town. It

appears that about a quarter past five on Saturday morn-
ing, a police constable, who was on duty near the Camden-
road Villas, and the keeper of the toll-gate facing the

Brecknock Arms, observed two cabs, the first containing

two gentlemen, and the second three gentlemen, pass down
Maiden-lane, in the direction of Highgate. In about
ten minutes after they were alarmed by hearing a single

shot fired, and presently after the two cabs returned at a
rapid rate with but three out of the five gentlemen, and
drove in the direction of Regent's Park. This circum-
stance excited great suspicion, and immediately after several

labourers, who had come to commence their haymaking
in the adjoining field, gave information that a gentleman
was lying in the field adjoining, who had been shot. On
hastening to the spot the police found a gentleman, who
gave his name as Lieut-Colonel Fawcett, and his address
188, Sloane-street, lying on the grass, bleeding from a

wound in the right side, and another gentleman, who gave
his name as George Gulliver, and who stated himself to

be the surgeon of the Royal Horse Guards Blue, standing

by his side. On the police inquiring what had happened,
Col. Fawcett replied " What is that to you ? It is an
accident."

u
Under the direction of Mr. Gulliver a shutter

was procured, and the unfortunate gentleman was in the

first instance conveyed to the Brecknock Arms' Tavern,
but was refused admittance. He was then conveyed to the

Camden Arms, Randolph-street, where accommodation
was afforded. At the request of Colonel Fawcett his wife

was at once sent for, and on her arrival the Colouel con-
fessed that he had been fighting a duel with his brother-
in-law, Lieut. Munroe, of the Royal Horse Guards Blue.

Mr. Sandys, surgeon of Kentish Town, was then sent fori

who deemed it advisable, from [the dangerous state of the

wound, to call in Sir Benjamin Brodie and Mr. Liston,

who arrived about eight o'clock. The result of their con-

sultation was that they discovered the ball had entered the

body on the right side, passed through the right lung, and
had apparently dropped into the intestines, in a similar

manner to that in the case of the late Mr.Drummond. On&
consultation it was the opinion of both medical gentlemen
that to extract the ball was impossible, but there was some
difference as to the nature of the wound, Sir Benjamin
Brodie pronouncing it fatal, and Mr. Liston expressing a

belief that he might recover. During the whole of Satur-

day, Col. Fawcett remained in a very precarious state,

but on Sunday there was a marked improvement in the

symptoms, which continued to give hopes of a favourable

result up to 11 o'clock at night. Soon after midnight
however, Mr. Sandys, observing a marked change ior>

the worse, and that the Colonel exhibited symptoms 01

delirium, lost no time in despatching a messenger

for Mr. Liston, who promptly arrived. Medicines were

then administered, after which the Colonel became some-

what more rational for a short period. He, however,

again relapsed into an insensible state, in which he

remained until 6 a.m. on Monday, when death put a

period to his sufferings. About an hour prior to the
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death of Colonel Fawcett, Mr. Sandys deemed it advisable
to acquaint his wife with his approaching dissolution, and
also sent for Major Daubeney, of the 55th Regiment, his
personal friend. Mr. Sandys describes the death-bed
scene as truly heartrending. From the moment that
Mrs. Fawcett became acquainted with the fact of her
husband's approaching death, she was perfectly frantic,
and after the event had taken place it was with the
utmost difficulty that Major Daubeney and Mr. Sandys
could remove her from the body. She was then conveyed
by Major Daubeney in his carnage to her own residence,
in Sloane-street. Throughout Sunday Colonel Fawcett
was exceedingly cheerful, and once or twice referred to
the rencontre which had taken place between himself and
Lieut. Mnnroe. He stated that Lieut. Munroe had been
his agent during his absence in China, and that on Friday
night, whilst Lieut. Munroe was on a visit at his house, he
expressed his dissatisfaction at the way his affairs had
been managed. This drew a reply from Lieut. Munroe,
who, Colonel Fawcett stated, insulted him three times
in such a manner that he rang the bell, and gave direc-
tions to his servant to order the Lieutenant's carriage,
which was done ; and that shortly after Lieut. Munroe
sent him the challenge. Mr. Sandys remarked, that the
high character of the Colonel in the Army he thought
would have justified him in refusing to accept it; to which
observation Colonel Fawcett replied ihat perhaps it might,
but he did not think it would ever have come to that. He
thought Lieut. Munroe wanted to bully him, and although
he told him that he (Colonel Fawcett.) did not wish to
insult him, he would not submit to be insulted in his own
house. He added, that he never intended to shoot Lieu-
tenant Munroe ; but that the moment he had taken his
position in the field he received his fire, was instantly
4t doubled up," and fell; and he positively asserted that
he did not fire himself at all, although he had raised his
right arm with the intention of firing in the air. In the
course of the evening Mr. Wakley, the coroner, held an
inquest on the body, which was attended by a very large
number of military officers and personal friends of the
deceased and his antagonist. Mr. Sandys, the surgeon,
stated the particulars of the case as related above,
and said that on a post morion examination, in
conjunction with Mr. Listen

f he had ascertained that
the wound in the side was about one-quarter of an
inch in diameter, the ball having entered the integuments
covering the seventh rib, which it fractured, penetrating
through the back of the right lung to the spine, and lodg-
ing m the ninth dorsal vertebra. The wound was at least
six inches in depth. The immediate cause of death was
*n effusion of blood from the lung into the right cavity of
the chest. He had no doubt whatever that the deceased
JJied from injuries consequent on the wound. The ball
Aad become imbedded in the body of the vertebra, but had
not injured the spinal marrow. Mr. Liston, the surgeon
or University College, confirmed this testimony in every
Particular. He said that the facts were so clear that there
yas no possibility of doubting the cause of deceased's
death; and that, supposing it to have been possible to
have fully understood the nature of the injury, and toHave known the course of the bullet, he did not think itwould have been possible to save the life of the deceased
The policeman and the toll-collector were then ex-
amined, after which the inquest was adjourned to Thurs-
day. So great was the interest felt in the inquiry, that
no less than 14 coroners from various parts of the country
*ho happen to be in London respecting the Coroners'
-Bill now before the House of Commons, were present to
^atch the proceedings. At this adjourned inquest, Mr
Isidore Blake, Assistant-Surgeon in the 8th Hussars, a
n«lf-brother of the deceased, attended, and identified thebody

; but there was still a want of material evidence on^any important points. Mr. Gulliver, the Surgeon, also
attended, but as he had previously appeared before the
Police magistrates and bailed, another difficulty occurred
ll

J

regard to the jurisdiction of the Coroner. I t was
^Itimately arranged that the police should be answerable
*or the safe custody of Mr. Gulliver, and the inquest was
then adjourned for a week. The proceedings at the police-
^°urt are also adjourned to next week, Mr. Gulliver beine-
]| eld to bail, himself in 1,000/., and four sureties of 250/
**<&, the latter being the Earl of March, Sir \vf W*.
Wynne, Colonel Richardson, and Captain Oliver. it
appears that Colonel Fawcett had been stationed in India
0r some years past with his regiment, and on bein«-°rdered to China about two years since, Mrs. Fawcett

T
eturned to England, with her two children, one of which

]s only recently dead. After serving through the prin-
cipal events of the late war in China, Colonel Fawcett
*fiose health had become seriously affected by an attack
i

fev er, obtained leave of absence, and arrived in Eng-
an d, in company with Major Daubeney, of the 55th Ren-
.^
ent, on the 18th of last month, taking up his residence

n Private lodgings, at 188, Sloane-street.
Exhibition of Cartoons.—We announced last week in

,

Ur Court news that her Majesty and Prince Albert
°n °n

,

recl the exhibition of Cartoons with their presence
In Friday, preparatory to the private view which took

Puhv
°n Saturday- Tlie exhibition was thrown open to the

an if °-n Monday> on Payment of a shilling for admission,
a duringthewholeweek it has been numerously attended!
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6 dimensions
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aDd a large screea placed down the division of the

U are completely covered by them. Their general ap-
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ranCe 8k°ws an advance in good drawing of outline
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a £ood knowledge of the principles of composition
;
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f t'iem Possess Sreat merit, and are generally C0UI

havA
t0 Pr°Ve that the Fine Arts in England, if they

have^ if
yet ailvanced so "Pidly as might be desired,

>
at all events, within these few years, made consider-

able progress ; and that in historical pictures the artists
of this country may be expected to compete successfully
with the artists of any other modern school. The follow-
ing is the award of the judges as to the subjects entitled
to the several prizes offered by the commissioners. It
will be seen that, although several Academicians have
competed, none are included among the fortunate compe-
titors. The undermentioned classes constitute the only
gradations of merit upon which the judges have been
called on to determine.— Prizes of 300/. Czesar's first
Invasion of Britain, Mr. E. Armitage, 13, George-street,
Adelphi, and Prestbury Mansion, Cheltenham

; Caracta-
cus led in triumph through the streets of Rome, Mr. G.
T. Watts, Robert-street, Hampstead-road ; First Trial
by Jury, Mr. C. W. Cope, Hyde Park-gardens. Prizes
of 2001. St. Augustine preaching to Ethelbert and Bertha,
his Christian Queen, Mr. J. C. Horsley, High-row, Ken-
sington Gravel -pits; Cardinal Bouchier, urging the
Dowager Queen of Edward IV. to give up from sanctuary
the Duke of York, Mr. J. T. Bell, School of Design,
Manchester ; The Fight for the Beacon, Mr. H. J. Towns-
end, Blandford-cottage, Brompton. Prizes of 100/. Una
alarmed by the Fairies and Satyrs, Mr. W. E. Frost,
Poland-street

; Joseph of Arimathea converting the Bri-
tons, Mr. E. T. Parris, Grafton - street ; Boadicea
haranguing the Iceni, Mr. H. C. Selons, Camden-street
North; Alfred submitting his Code of Laws for the
approval of the Witan

; Mr. J. Bridges, Charles-street,
Berners-street ; Eleanor saves the life of her husband,
afterwards Edward I., by sucking the poison from the
wound in his arm, Mr. Joseph Severn, 21, James-street,
Buckingham-gate. Of the other cartoons it will be suffi-
cient to state that 11 are illustrative of Spenser, 33 of
Milton, and 17 of Shakespeare. One represents" David,"
and is illustrative of the 1st Book of Samuel, c. xvii. v.
57, and c. xviii., v. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 28. All' the" rest of
the cartoons, with three exceptions, are illustrative of
passages in the earlier records of the History of England •

indeed, with a very few exceptions, there is nothing lower
than the 15th century. One of these has for its subject
"A Witch led to Execution, about the year 1481." ft
will be seen from this summary that there are at least as
many subjects taken from Shakespeare and Milton as
from the whole range of English history, and that there
is but one subject from Holy Writ. The arrangement of
the drawings in the Hall is the subject of general com-
mendation, and it is only to be regretted that in the
performance of their duty the commissioners have been
compelled to find room for some very imperfect specimens
sent in for competition, which, in some slight degree mar
the effect of the more finished productions. Both sides
of the hall are covered by three tiers of drawings, which in
some places reach nearly to the roof from the ground.
The centre of the hall is occupied by a lofty frame-work,
on each side of which two tiers of subjects are arranged.
Great difficulty has been experienced in securing a proper
light for the various drawings, but the result evidences
much care and labour bestowed in a satisfactory manner.
Mr. Armitage, who has obtained the first prize, was a pupil
of the well-known French painter Paul Delaroche, and it
is said that he is only 22 years of age. Mr. Parris, who
has obtained one of the 100/. prizes is known by his
drawings for the Book of Beauty, and as the painter of
the figures and groups in Mr. Burford's Panoramas.
Mr. Cope is also known as connected with art, and Mr.
Severn during a long residence at Rome acquired consi-
derable reputation among the English visitors by his
historical paintings. With these exceptions all the other
fortunate competitors are comparatively unknown. The
exhibition will continue up to the close of next week at
the charge of one shilling ; it will then be thrown open to
the public, gratis, with the exception of a few hours on
the Saturday in each week, reserved at the price of a
shilling for those who wish to examine the drawings more
at leisure. The money derived from the exhibition will be
applied to the promotion of the Fine Arts, in some way
hereafter to be determined on.
Sudden Deafh of Colonel Ellison.—This melancholy

event occurred on Monday morning, about 9 o'clock, under
the following distressing circumstances:—The Colonel was
commander of the 1st Battalion of the Grenadier Guards,
which had but a short time previously entered Hyde-park
for field duty.

B

The men had deployed into line, and the
Colonel, seemingly m the possession of health and spirits,
had just given the word to " Present arms," as a general
salute, when he fell from his horse in a fit. Numbers of
the officers hastened to render aid, while several galloped
to obtainmedical assistance. Therewas, however, a surgeon
on the spot, but all efforts were useless, and in the course of
a few minutes he was a corpse, and was borne to his residencem Norfolk-street, Park-lane, on a stretcher, attended by
a double file of his men. To increase the melancholv
character of the scene, his wife, who was talking with her
husband but a few minutes before, witnessed the occur-
rence; at the next moment she was at his side upon her
knees, endeavouring to render every assistance in her
power, but overcome by deep emotion, she fainted, and
was conveyed from the Park by some of her friends.

Colonel Ellison was nearly CO years of age, and entered the
army in 1807, and served throughout the Peninsular war,

under the Duke of Wellington
; at Quatre Bras and at

Waterloo, his bravery and gallantry gained the notice of

the Commander-in-Chief, and he received the brevet rank

of Major. He was at the taking of Peronne in 1815
;

served in command of the 2d battalion in Canada, 1840
;

and returned home in 1841, when he took the command
of the 1st battalion as its first Major. In 1820, he mar-
ried the Hon. Mary Montagu, sister of Lord Rokeby, by
whom he leaves a family of one son and two daughters.

An inquest was held on Tuesday, at which the jury
returned a verdict of died by the visitation of God.

Atng's College.—On Friday the annual distribution of
prizes to the students took place in the theatre of the
college. In the absence of the Archbishop of Canterbury
who was prevented from attending from indisposition, the
chair was taken by the Bishop of London, the President,
supported by the Bishop of LlandafF, Lords Radstock,
Normanton, and Calthorpe, Sir R. Inglis, Dr. D'Oyley,
and numerous other patrons and friends. The Chairman
briefly stated the object of the meeting, regretting the
occasion which prevented the Archbishop from presiding,
and briefly referred to the principles on which the college
was founded, designating the institution as eminently and
purely a Church of England institution. Archdeacon
Lonsdale, the Principal of the college, and the several Pro-
fessors, addressed the meeting, and announced the names
of the prizemen in their respective classes

; after which the
Bishop delivered the prizes as follows, accompanied by an
appropriate address to each:—Department of General
Literature and Science—Divinity : First-year's Men, A.
Barry, J. F. Hardy; Second ditto, J. F. Vinter, Thomp-
son

; Third ditto, S. Trueman, Thrupp. English Verse :

J. F. Hardy. Latin Essay : W. Ince. Classical Litera-
ture

:
Prize 1, W. Ince; 2, A. Barry; 3, W.F. Edwards;

4, A. P. Lovekin. Latin Essay—Junior : E. Field. Mathe-
matics : 1, F. W. Vinter ; 2, A. Barry, Dunn ; 3, Rowe ;

4, Edwards; 5, Wiglesworth. English Literature: A.
Barry. English History: 1, A. Barry; 2, A. Povah.
Hebrew: 1, J. L. Capper; 2, Dickinson. German: A.
Barry. French: A. Barry. Stephen Prize: A. Povah.
Department of Engineering, cScc—Divinity : First-year's
Men, J. P. Wormeley ; Second ditto, Edward Chance.
Mathematics

: 1, E. Chance ; 2, W. R. James. Natural
Philosophy and Mechanics : 1, J. F. Twisden ; 2, A. W.
Makinson; 3, Edward Chance ; 4, W. R. James. Che-
mistry: 1, W. Clark; 2, J. F. Twisden. Geology: H.
Hayter. Arts of Construction : H. Hayter. Architecture :

G. Snell. Mineralogy : T. C. H. Deacon. Manu-
facturing Art : Prize 1, H. Hayter ; 2, Haynes ; 3, Twis-
den

; 4, Thompson; 5, Henchman. Geometrical Draw-
ing : Prize 1, W. Clark ; 2, Makinson. Surveying: Prize
1, W. Clark; 2, J. P. Wormeley. Workroom— 1, J. K.
Peile; 2, J. Morgan. Associates—F. W. Moody; F.
Spurrell; A. J. Biddle

; J. S. Lavies ; H. J. Clarke; G.
Snell. Certificates of Honour in Engineering— Snell,
Nichols, Hayter. At the conclusion, the Bishop of
Llandaff proposed a vote of thanks to the Bishop of
London for his kindness in presiding, which was seconded
by Lord Radstock, and carried unanimously. His Lord-
ship returned thanks at some length, and paid a high com-
pliment to the talents of the professors and the general
proficiency and conduct of the students. It will be seen
from the above list that Mr. Barry, a son of the architect
of the new Houses of Parliament, is a successful competitor
in several of the most important classes.

University College. — On Saturday afternoon the
annual distribution of prizes in the Faculty of Arts and
Laws took place in the theatre of the college, W. D.
Christie, Esq., M.P., in the Chair. Professor Long, Dean
of Faculty, read the report, which gave a satisfactory
account of the proficiency attained by the pupils in litera-
ture, science, and other departments of study not within
the range of an ordinary scholastic course. The number
of students in the Faculty of Arts and Laws is now 163,
being a considerable increase upon that of the preceding
year, and many of those who were last year in the junior
classes had become competitors for the highest honours
on the present occasion. The Chairman then proceeded
to award the prizes to the successful competitors. Latin— Professor Long.—Senior Class : Prize 1, W. F. Durant

:

2, C. Somerton, of Bristol. Junior Class : 1, C. A. Bow-
ring, of London ; 2, J. R. Gibson, of Liverpool. Greek— Professor Maiden.—Extra Senior Class: 1, B. Lewis
of London. Senior Class : 1, C. Somerton, of Bristol ; 2,W. F. Durant. Junior Class : 1, C. A. Bowring.
Hebrew — Professor Hurwitz. — Senior Class : 1, J.
Brown, of Coward College. Junior Class : 1, J. Edkins,
of Coward College. English—Professor Latham.— 1,WC Roscoe, of Liverpool. French—Professor Merlet
1, A. Crowley, of Alton, Hants; 2, C. F. Kingdon.
Italian—Professor Count Pepoli.— 1, A. Crowley, of
Alton, Hants ; 2, A. Mott, of London. German—Pro-
fessor Wittich.—Senior Class: 1, C. Beevor, Haigham
Hall. Junior Class: 1, J. Forster, of Brampton, Car-
lisle. History—Professor Creasy.— I, A. Crowley, of
Alton, Hants. Philosophy of Mind and Logic—Pro-
fessor Hoppus.— 1, J. Brighton, of Coward College; 2,
A. Crowley, of Alton, Hants. Mathematics—Professor
De Morgan Senior Class, Higher Division: 1, W. R #

Wills, of Birmingham. Lower Division: 1, W. H.
Hutton, of London. Junior Class, Higher Division: 1,

S. W. Waley, of London. Natural Philosophy and
Astronomy.—Senior Class: J, W. 11. Wills. Junior Class
Equal; 1, 2, A. Warren and J. Edkins; 3, C. A. Bow'
riug, of London ; 4, J. Rees, of London. Experimental
Class : 1, R. II. Hutton, of London. Draiving—Teacher
Mr. Moore.— 1, H, Bankart, of Camberwell. Architec-
ture— Professor Donaldson. — 1, E. Dob«on • 2 J
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-1, W. Marshall, of Norwich. English Law-Professor
Carey-First Course: 1, J. B . Hoskins, of London.
Second Course: 1, p. W. Morris/ cf London. Third
Course: 1, W. Morris, of London. Jurisprudence—
1 rofessor Graves.—

1, p. J. Parkes, of London. Equity™rse :/* J - B- Hoskins, of London. Mr. Christie then
addressed the meeting at some length on the increasing
prosperity of the college.

Peace Convention A deputation, consisting of French,
American, Belgian, and English gentlemen, waittd on
Sir R, Peel, on Saturday, to present to him an '« address
to the civilised Governments of the world," agreed to by
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the recent sittings of the Peace Convention in this

Mfetropolis. The deputation was introduced by Dr.

Bowring, who briefly stated their object, to present an

address from the Peace Convention urging the introduc-

tion df a clause in all international treaties, binding the

parties to refer all disputes that may arise to the arbitra-

tion of one or more friendly Powers. The address was

read by the secretary, and very courteously received by

the Prime Minister, who promised to phice it before the

other members of Government, and stated that the principle

of arbitration had been frequently and successfully acted

Upon during the last twenty years.

Meetings of Coinparties.—On Monday the half-yearly

tneeting of the proprietors of the Colonial Bank was held,

J. Irving, Esq., M.P., in the chair. From the report it

appeared that the profit for the past half-year was

14,907/- 9*. 10rf. The total assets was stated to be

1,505,030/. 8s. I0d. The directors recommended a

dividend of 1/. 10s. for the half-year, which was at the

rate of three per cent, per annum. The directors hoped,

as a more favourable state of things had arisen in the

West Indies, that the losses would not amount to more

than was estimated at the last meeting. On the chairman

moving the adoption of the report a long discussion arose

in respect to the losses incurred by the bank, in which

Mr. "Wood, M.P., Mr. Gurney, Mr. P. Stewart, M.P.,

&c. took part. Mr. Wood proposed a committee of

inquiry, but it was afterwards withdrawn, and the report

adopted The half-yearly meeting of the London Dock

Company was held on Tuesday. From the report it

appeared that the number of loaded ships which entered

the docks from foreign ports, during the six months

ending the 31st M*y, was 434, measuring 96,486 tons-

being 7,833 tons less than in the corresponding period of

1842. Notwithstanding the decrease in tonnage there

^as ah increase in revenue, compared with the corre-

sponding period of last year, of 3,226/. The stock of

goods in the warehouses was 94,879 tons ; at the

corresponding date in last year, 94,469 tons; A dividend

was declared for the half-year of two per cent, on the

company's stock, besides paying the Income-tax.—On
Wednesday the quarterly court of proprietors of South

Sea Stock was held at the Company's House, in Thread-

needle-street. Mr. Franks, the sub-governor, in the chair.

After some routine business had been disposed of, the

half-yearly accounts having been read, and the usual

dividend declared, Mr. Mocatta brought forward a motion

for the surrender of the Company's charter to the Crown

oh equitable terfris. Mr. Capel seconded the motion,

and after a long discussion on the propriety of enter-

taining a motion affecting the interests of so large a body

without notice, the Chairman put the resolution, when

only the mover and seconder held up their hands in favour

of it. Nearly all the rest of the proprietors voted against it.

The New Steam Frigate.—The Penelope steam-frigate

was commissioned last week by Captain Jones, who

fbrtnerly commanded the Vestal, and was inspected on

Saturday by the Lords of the Admiralty, for the purpose of

trying her engines and rate of speed. The attention of the

naval world has of late been directed to this vessel, recently

converted from a sailing frigate of a useless class to a power-

ful war steamer, 245 feet long, and fitted with engines of a

power surpassing any hitherto made, either for land or^sea

purposes, the cylinder being 92 inches in diameter. The

Penelope is one of the old class 46 gun ships, built on the

lines of the French Hebe, at Chatham, in 1830. There

are nearly 40 of this class of vessels lying in ordinary

at the several ports, none of which are from their com-

parative dimensions, suited to cope with the frigates of

foreign navies, cither in size, capability of armament, or

equipment, and have therefore become nothing more than

blanks in the list of the British navy, although they could

not have been built at a less cost to the nation than two

millions sterling. The Lords of the Admiralty, with the

view of rendering these vessels serviceable to the country,

have caused the Penelope to be converted, as an experi-

ment, into a steam frigate, in order to ascertain if they

can be made available to the service as war steamers. If

the experiment should prove successful, and of that there

is now hardly a doubt, these otherwise useless ships can

be converted into a steam fleet of such enormous power as

may bid defiance to the navies of the whole world, and at

a cost of less than one quarter of the amount it would

require to build them. The Penelope can stow fuel to

last her 16 days with full steaming power, and by husband-

ing the consumption of coals by working at the full, half,

or quarter stroke in cutting off the steam, the capabilities

can be increased to 24 days' steaming, which, with the aid

of sail, will take the ship to the Cape of Good Hope in

about a month from England, with a regiment of 800

soldiers, in addition to her crew of 300 men, giving ample

accommodation to all. She will be furnished with an

armament that is astounding to all who are acquainted

with the power of naval gunnery: namely, two 10-inch

pivot guns of 84 cwt. each ; eight 68-pounders, all shell

guns ; a^d fourteen 3"2-pounders on the spar and main

decks, making, in all, 24" guns of a description that will

enable her, having the power from her steam of taking a

commanding position, to bid defiance to any two ships of

the line. In the trial on Saturday she proved herself to

be a vessel of extraordinary velocity, her maximum rate

of steaming, with the tide in her favour, being 13 8-10ihs

miles per hour, and her minimum speed 10 3-10ths miles

per hour. On her return to Blackwall, she was off Erith

at 4 37 p.m., and reached her moorings at 5 37, having

performed the distance, 11 miles exactly, in the hour, with

the tide against her.

Light Gold.—It has been discovered that a consider-

able number of light sovereigns and half-sovereigns have

been making their appearance in the metropolis for the

last few months, and it is ascertained that the bullion-

dealers and Jews in Paris, Rotterdam, Hamburgh, and

other parts of the Continent, have been re-exporting to

this country all the light gold they have had in exchange

during and since the panic.

Hammersmith.—The business of the Kensington Police

Court will, after the 12th inst., be transferred to more

commodious premises at Brook-green, Hammersmith,

and the Court will be called the Hammersmith Court.

Chelsea Hospital.—The governors of Chelsea Hospital

have purchased, at the cost of 12,000/., a piece of ground

adjoining the College, for the erection of a church for the

pensioners, which will be also free to the public. A Bill

is before Parliament empowering the governors to apply

a portion of the property bequeathed to the College by

Colonel Drouly towards the erection of the proposed

church. The building will be almost sufficiently capacious

for the accommodation of matiy of the inhabitants of

Chelsea, who are at present without church room.

Millbank Prison.—The Penitentiary at Millbank has

been changed into "The Millbank Prison," and placed

under the superintendence of inspectors. The practice

of visiting justices has been discontinued, and magistrates

have now no power over its internal management. The

inspectors are to make rules to enforce proper discipline,

which are to be sanctioned by Government, and laid

before Parliament. These alterations have been effected

by an act which came into operation on the 27th ult.

Middle Temple Gardens.—The Benchers of the Middle

Temple have issued an order against the gardens being

opened to the public in future on Sundays.

Thames Tunnel.—The number of persons who passed

through the Tunnel last week was 48,628, making the

grand total, since it was opened on the 25th Mar., 92»/)00.

Mortality of the Metropolis. — The following is the

number of Deaths registered in the week ending Satur-

day, June 24:—West districts, 139; North districts,

175 ; Central districts, 190 ; East districts, 182; South

districts, 1.00—Total, 885. Males, 450—Females, 435-

Weekly average for the last five years, 903. (461 males,

442 females); and for the last five springs, 854.

^Brobnutal 3<etos.

Bath.—The Rev. Dr. Baines, "Vicar Apostolic of the

Western District, was found dead in his bed at Prior-

park on Thursday morning. The deceased prelate, who

was in his 59th year, assisted at the opening of the

Roman Catholic Chapel in Bristol, recently purchased

from the Irvingites, on the previous day ; and his decease

is attributed to an attack of apoplexy, to which he had

formerly been subject. Dr. Baines was consecrated

Bishop of Siga on the 1st May, 1823.

Bristol.—The liabilities of Messrs. Harford and Co.,

whose failure was recently announced, amount to about

341,200/., of which security is held for 24,986/.; the

assets are estimated at 93,000/., besides the surplus of the

price realized by the works above the mortgages. The

works were valued, in 1841, at 270,000/., and the mort-

gages are stated at from 40,000/. to 60,000/.

Carmarthen.— Precautionary measures to prevent the

possibility of breach of the peace continue to be adopted

by the magistracy. The marines have gone from Pater

to Cardigan, and two troops of the Castlemartin Yeo-

manry have arrived at Narberth from Pembroke. About

30 Dragoons which had left this town for Newcastle,

returned on Tuesday night. Other troops are to be sta-

tioned here; and, in fact, the whole country is to be

studded with soldiers, who are to be kept continually

shifting their quarters, so that Rebecca may be quite

unable to calculate at any time upon their presence at any

particular place. The magazine on Picton-terrace is to

be formed into a barrack for troops, and it is said that

200 or more will be permanently stationed in this town.

The gate-levellers have continued their nocturnal depre-

dations as usual. The papers report the demolition of

three gates near Lampeter, of two or three near Cardigan,

of Penygarn-gate and toll-house, which is a heap of

ruins ; of a gate called New Inn Gate, on the road from

Llandilo to Talley ; of Trevach Gate, and several others

in different parts of the county. At Cardigan they were

scarcely less bold than in their attack on the Carmarthen

workhouse. About twelve o'clock on Friday night, the

23d, they commenced an attack on the gate and tollhouse

erected on the main road leading from that town to Abe-

rayron. " Rebecca" appeared on foot, dressed in white,

with a large feather on her cap ; one of the daughters,

assuming the name of Phoebe, had considerable interest

in the command, &nd she was often called upon, with a

loud cry of " More hands, Phoebe !»' About ten minutes

past one, the toll-house, with about eight perches of well-

built stone fence, erected on both sides of the gate, was a

mass of ruin. The gate-posts and the timber forming

the roof of the tollhouse were smashed to pieces. They

next gave a loud cheer, hundreds clapping their hands,

followed with cries of " Rebecca for ever !" Then the

mob, headed by their leaders, marched in procession

through the principal streets of Cardigan, firing now and

then as they went towards the Rhydyfuwch turnpike-

gates, standing about three-quarters of a mile off, the

first on the road leading from Cardigan to Newcastle

Emlyn. There are two gates, with the toll-house between

them. The northern gate was the object of their visit,

and it was destroyed in a few minutes, when the depreda-

tors disappeared, and none of them have yet been detected.

Devizes.—A meeting has been held in this town for

the purpose of establishing an agricultural college for a

district comprising Wilts and the adjoining counties of

Gloucester, Oxford, and Berks.

Durham.—The local papers mention as a fact, that the

trophies won by Mr. Bowes's horse " Cotherstone, the

last winner of the Derby, have actually caused the fame

of Cotherstone cheeses to be spread to such an extent,

that their price has risen from 9r/. to 18d. per pound
;

and at this moment, they are not to be had for money, so

great has been the demand

!

Guildford.—At the Surrey Sessions last »veek t the

Grand Jury, prior to their discharge from attendance,

made the following presentment. It should be stated,

that when the chairman delivered his charge to them on

the first day of the sessions, he expatiated at considerable

length on the importance of persons engaged in agricul-

tural pursuits exerting themselves to the utmost to give

employment to the labouring population. "The Grand

Jury, whose names are subscribed, in consequence of the

remarks of the chairman, in his address to the Jury, beg

leave to observe, that they fully coincide with him in his

opinion, that idleness is one great cause of crime, and

that if labourers had constant employment, with adequate

wages, there would be a great diminution of offences ; but

from the depression in the value of agricultural produce, we

cannot expect, neither is it possible with the present

rents, taxes, and burthens on the land, that the farmers

can improve their cultivation, or employ more labourers

than is absolutely necessary."—Mr. Cobden paid a visit

to this town on Saturday, for the purpose of being present

at a public meeting and explaining his views as to the

manner in which the Corn-laws operate upon tenant-

farmers and farm-labourers. The meeting was to take

place in the Town-hall; but it was soon found that the

place was not large enough to accommodate the number

of persons anxious to be present, and it was therefore •

agreed to adjourn to the barrack-field, where some wag-

gons had been placed for the accommodation of the

speakers. Nearly two thousand persons assembled, but

whether from a want of interest in the proceedings, or

from being engaged in the harvest, very few of the number

consisted of farmers, the great proportion of the auditory

being labourers and inhabitants of Guildford. Mr.

Mangles, one of the members for the borough, took the

chair. Mr. Cobden then addressed the meeting at great

length on the Repeal of the Corn-laws, and was followed

by Mr. Maydwell, who opposed Mr. Cobden's arguments,

and stated his opinion that steam had been the cause of

all the distress, by destroying the demand for labour.

Mr. Moore next addressed the meeting at considerable

length, after which Mr. Best moved a resolution that, in

the opinion of the meeting, all laws intended to give

protection to any class of the community, at the expense

of the others, ought to be immediately and unconditionally

abolished. The motion was seconded, and carried by

a majority of about two-thirds of the meeting.

Knutsford.—At the Quarter Sessions on Monday week

the Rev. J. Mitchell, assistant-curate of Haberghano

Eaves, was appointed chaplain of the county gaol. The

chairman, Mr. Trafford, complained of a misrepresentation

which had appeared in the report respecting the discussion

upon Sir J. Graham's letter. He denied that he had put

it to the Court whether the letter " deserved " an answer,

and held out something like a threat to exclude the press,

if misrepresentations were persevered in. He did not,

however, state what he had really said. Mr. France stated

that the words used were these :—" It is my duty to ask

you if this letter requires an answer V\ Mr. G. Wilbraham

subsequently rose to move, that an answer be given to the

letter; but finding the meeting against him, he abandoned

his intention, declaring, amid the laughter of the other

magistrates, that "it was never too late to repent." A
motion was then agreed to, appointing five fresh visiting

magistrates. Mr. H. Marsland stated that at the next

meeting he should submit a motion on the subject of the

dismissal of the gaoler.

Lancaster.—The late Mr. Joseph Ridgway, of Ridg-

mont, made bequests to public institutions connected

with this county of 8,600/., to take effect after the decease

of his widow. He also directed investments in the 3 per

Cents, to produce annuities, to be applied to churches and

schools, amounting to 482/. All this is said to be free

of legacy-tax, and the entire sum is not less than 20,000/.

Lynn.—We lately noticed the robbery of the Lynn

Bank by a clerk named Sanger, who absconded on the 15th

ult. It now appears that he was taken at Pooley Bridge,

Ullswater, on Monday last, and the whole of the property,

except 20/. spent on his tour to the Lakes, amounting to

4,300/., was recovered. He was sent immediately to

Norfolk in custody to take his trial at the assizes.

Liverpool.—A meeting of the subscribers to the monu-

ment to Mr. Canning was held last week, when it was

decided that the balance of the funds collected, amounting

to 872/., should be divided equally amongst the Collegiate,

Mechanics', and the Royal Institutions.

Newcastle On Saturday night, about eleven o'clock,

the timber-yard of Mr. Todd, on the Dean Bank, in this

town, close by the terminus of the Newcastle and North

Shields Railway, was discovered to be on fire. By mid-

night nearly the whole of the timber in the yard, valued

at between 5,000/. and 6,000/., was enveloped in flames,

and before the fire could be subdued, twelve dwelling*

houses, inhabited by poor people, were consumed.
**J

value of the property destroyed is estimated at 20,000*-f

and the fire is supposed to be the work of an incendiary-

Portsmouth.—The Waterwitch, 10, Lieutenant Matson?

arrived in this port on Thursday, the 28th. She sailj

from the Cape on the 7th March for a short cruize on t

coast of Africa, where she arrived on the 12th, and on w^

3d April captured a vessel with 390 slaves on board,

the 27th April she boarded a brig, which was run on s

n

in chase and deserted by her crew, and hove her °"'
e

slaver's men keeping up a fire of musketry from s

high cliffs immediately over head, by which °j?°
m
2Jater .

wounded. This last prize made the number of the w
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witch s captures during the period of her service on the

fcoast amount to forty, and from these vessels she released
4922 slaves. During the whole of her service on the coast
of Africa only four of her men have died on board, of
Whom two were of coast fever and two casualties.
Southampton.—It has been officially announced that

this port is finally fixed upon as the starting-point of the
steamers carrying the mails to the West Indies and South
America, to the East Indies, Egypt, Malta, ahd all parts
of Spam and Portugal, without calling at Falmouth to take
in the mails, or on the homeward voyage to deliver them.
In future, all the steam mails, with the passengers, aire
to be dispatched and landed at this port.

Railway!,.—The following are the returns of the under-
mentioned Railways for the past week :—London and
Birmingham, 17,698^.; Great Western, 15,651/.; South
Western, 7,098/.; South Eastern, 2,485/.; Eastern
Counties, 2,715/. • North Midland, 4,427/. ; York and
North Midland, 1,774/.; Greenwich, 855/.; Croydon,
384/.

; Brighton, 4,011/. ; Blackwall, 1,0(J9/. ; Hull and
&e!by, 1,228/. ; Midland Counties, 2,701/. ; Paris and
Rouen, 3,195/—At a special general meeting of the
shareholders in the London Grand Junction Railway
held last week, for the purpose of dividing the remaining
funds of the company, the directors recommended a return
to the shareholders of 8s. <?rf. per share, after paying
which, the surplus in habd would amount, it is stated, to
154/. 14s. 4rffc , which was ordered to be invested for a
time in the hands of trustees prior to a final distribution,
This Company obtained an act of Parliament some years
ago for the purpose of forming a brand) line from Camden
Town, on the London and Birmingham Railway, to
Skinner-street, Snow-hill, bo as to bring the northern
lines into the city.—The remaining portion of the Bolton
and Preston Railway, after having been inspected and
approved by General Pasley, the Government Inspector,
was opened to the public last week, thus completing an
important link of Railway communication between the
towns of Manchester, Bolton, and Preston.—At the
annual general meeting of the Duffryn and Lynn Company,
held at Glamorgan, the report anticipated an augmenta-
tion of traffic, and a dividend of four per cent, to the

p «^,

5

oIders
' The receiPts for the year amounted to

f o on' l

eav,n
ff a baIance

>
after the payment of expenses,

ot 2,200/.—At the annual general meeting of the Arbroath
and Forfar company at Dundee, the accounts showed a

f I ^n
VenUe f°r the year of 8

.
500 '-> ^d an expenditure

ot b,4y2/., leaving a surplus profit for the year of 2,068/.
I He directors recommended that this should remain as a
sinking fund, which gave rise to considerable discussion,
and ultimately a committee of inquiry was appointed to
investigate the whole of the company's affairs.
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IRELAND.
Dublin.—The following magistrates have been super-

seded since our last :-Mr. Denis McCarthy, magistrate

Sol i\?'
r 7alentine Blake, Bart., M.P., Mr. P.P.Day and Mr. M. A. Lynch, for Galway ; Messrs. Dunne

and Lyons, for Queen's County ; Mr. Sherlock and Mr.
Ducket,for Waterford. The Lord Chancellor has appointed
the following magistrates :—Mr. R. W. White, of SprW-
ttiount, for the county of Tipperary; Mr. J. S. Barry Mr
Orpen, and Mr.Reid,for the county of Cork : Sir R. Paul for
Waterford

; Mr.C. M'Garel for Antrim ; Capt. J. Johnston
for Cavan ; Mr. J. Johnston for Fermanagh ; Mr. J. John-
ston tor Donegal; and Mr. H. O'Reilly for Wicklow.
"-One of the most extraordinary popular demonstrations
ever witnessed in this city took place on Monday, on the
occasion of the meeting of the tradesmen of Dublin to
Petition for a repeal of the union. From eight o'clock the
streets were thronged by multitudes, anxious to witness
Jbe various trades proceeding to the place of rendezvous,
the village of Phibsborough, in the northern suburbs!
kach of the trades, headed by its temperance band
^arched two and two, and, in some instances, four abreast'
With the utmost precision and regularity. In the mean
,!
me tn_e city was all bustle and animation, especially inthe various streets through which the procession was to

Pass, on the route from Phibsborough to Donnvbrook
^long the quays towards the North-wall the shipping intoe river Liffey were dressed in colours. In passing
through Dublin, the procession halted in front of theresidence of Mr. O'Connell, who stood on the balcony to
Receive them, accompanied by several members of histamily, and by Dr. Hughes, theRoman Catholic bishop ofNew York. The first of the trades having passed the
Remainder, in regular order, proceeded by Mr. O'Connell's
"°Use, and thence passed on to the Donnybrook road
®^«» ultimately, into the Fair-green, in the centre of"hich a platform was erected for the accommodation of
*»e speakers. The Evening Mail estimates the numbers
g * considerably over 100,000 persons ;" but other calcu-a«ons make it double that number. There were a greatUmber of horsemen, farmers, and others from the neigh-
bouring counties. The Fair-green, containing about 15^es, was crowded, as well as the road adjacent, and part

^
r the village. The multitude, notwithstanding its im _
ense extent, was perfectly tranquil and orderly through-

anri
the P roceedir>gs- Mr. J. O'Connell took the chair

an l

Fe— a letter ,rom Dr
'
Blake

-
bishoP of Dromore'

Pologising for his absence, but expressing his hearty
PProbation of the objects of the meeting. Similar letters

3>h
e r^ad from the Bishop of Ardagh and Lord Ffrench.

**»41 Tk
W'D& resolution was then carried unanimously:

the
l^e mal 'gnitv evinced towards Ireland by

and
Pre

,

Sent cabin et, who direct our august Sovereign,

against
haVe C0UP,ed her r°y aI name with threats

shake
°Ur be

I°,
ved C0Untl7, "as not, nor shall not,

and v ,
confidence in our beloved Queen Victoria-and «i,.r i » ,

cuue m our oeiovea wieen victoria:

her Iri.iT i?
at R°yal lady re9uire the 8ervi<*s of«na subjects on any emergency whatever, none

amongst that loyal people would be found more ready to
shed the last drop of their blood, if necessary, in defence
of her Royal person and throne, than the tradesmen of
the ancient and loyal city of Dublin. 4 ' The next resolu-
tion was to the effect that, up to the period of the union,
Ireland enjoyed the benefit of domestic legislation ; that
it is preposterous to suppose that foreign legislation
could promote the interests of the country ; and that,
therefore, this meeting demanded a restoration of the
Irish Parliament. The third resolution embodied the firm
conviction of the meeting that a jealousy of Irish pros-
perity was the originating cause of the union. Both these
resolutions were carried unanimously. Mr. O'Connell
then addressed the meeting, congratulating them on the
approaching accomplishment of their object, and detailing
the progress of the movement. Several other persons
followed on the same topics

; after which, the immense
multitude quietly dispersed—The weekly meeting of the
Repeal Association took place on Tuesday. Mr. O'Con-
nell handed in 1,079/. 3s. Gd. from Boston, New York,
Philadelphia* ahd Brooklyn, in the United States, and
20/. from Halifax. At the close of the proceedings Mr.
O'Connell announced that the repeal rent, up to Mon-
day, was 2,495/. 14s. 0§&, independent of 300/. received
on Tuesday, which should gb to the next week's account.
—The accounts received from the provinces show that the
general order of Lord Roden has been obeyed throughout
Ulster, and, for the first time during many years, there
had been, as far as the intelligence extends, no OraDge
procession on the 1st of July.—Mr. Gypson, the aero-
naut, ascended in his balloon on Thursday, the 29th, for
the Portobello gardens, and in his descent fell into the sea
near Bray Head. He was fortunately rescued by the
Coast Guard and fishermen, after being 20 minutes in the
water, and the balloon was also saved. It is rumoured
that the Right Hon. A. E. Blake, Chief Remembrancer
of the Exchequer, has resigtted, " his state of health
requiring that he should remove to a more genial cli-
mate;" and that the Solicitor-General, Mr. Greene, is to
be his successor.

Dutulalk.—A. repeal meeting, attended, it is said, by
300,000 persons, took place in the neighbourhood of this
town on Thursday week. Mr. De Vernon presided, and
several resolutions, including a petition for repeal, were
adopted. Mr. O'Connell then addressed the people at
considerable length, and said he had three provinces with
him, and the greater part of the fourth province with him •

and he defied all the Wellingtons thateVer gained battles',
and all the Peels that ever exercised dexterity, to prevent
him from having repeal. At the dinner in the evening,
Mr, O Connell explained his plan for the new Irish par-
liament, and said, the towns that ought to send members
to the new Irish parliament will be ascertained by taking
up the population of 1831 ; so that no favour is given to
anybody. "Every town having 9,000 inhabitants is
entitled to representation

; and that, with county mem-
bers will make up 300 members. . In order to carry
out this plan, I will propose that each town so entitled
to representation do lay down 100/., and with the aid of
the individuals whom they select, we will meet in Dublin
to consider the plan I have suggested. Any town that
refuses to make that sacrifice, I don't think it would de-
serve to have a member in the Irish House of Commons.
Ir the individuals chosen are not ready to make that
sacrifice for the towns, they don't deserve to he returned
for tnose towns afterwards. I would thus have 300 gen-
tlemen assembled in Dublin by accident. A treasury will
be formed by the inpouring of the sums I have specified,
and they can dissolve themselves the next day, if the law
requires it. And what is to prevent my asking those
three hundred gentlemen to a public banquet, at which
nobody else shall attend but themselves and me ? I don't
see why we should not have our conciliation board-not
s. ting as deputies, but merely happening to have the con-

TZ 1 11 tt T\ \
h
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Ve made »yVn-I «ave ex-amined well the Act of Parliament, and will drive 300
gentlemen through every clause of it. There is no legaltthlwft^ WiU be 30° men with a na-
tion to their back. There remains only the assent of the
Sovereign; and I tell you distinctly Vcan aton° e^
revived, legally and constitutionally, by the mere exercise
of the prerogative of the Crown—revived >w ti!a f
of writs, without going to the Briti.TpIrS.Sent at

T""
Scotland:

Edinburgh—The Professorship of Divinity in this
University having become vacant by the resignation of
Dr. Chalmers, the Provost and Council have resolved on
proceeding to the election of a successor on September 5

Glasgow—According to announcement the Repealers
of Glasgow held a demonstration in favour of their views
in the City Hall, Candleriggs, last week. The hall was
filled in every part, and the proceedings, which did not
terminate until about two o'clock in the morning, were of
the most enthusiastic description. It is calculated that
nearly 3,000 persons drank tea on the occasion.
Dumfries—M. Kiikwood, of Holywood, who signed

the Convocation list, and who left the Presbytery of Dum-
fries along with the other Convocationists in April last
returned to the bosom of the Church last week, and
having made a statement of his views, it was moved that
his name be entered upon the roll, which was agreed to.

f

llato.

House of Lords—Appeals.— Irish Presbyterian Marriages—
The Queen v Mellis. - Lord Chief Justice Tindal, Justices
Williams, Coleridge, Erskine, and Cresswell, and Barons Parke,
Alderson, and Rolfe, attended the House to give their answers
on the subject of the validity of the Irish marriages. Lord
Chief Justice Tindal, in a very long and elaborate argument,
declared that the opinions of the consulted judges were against the
validity of any marriage, by the old law of England, when such
marriage was not celebrated by a priest in holy orders. The con-

Sl£T r
teprrtsenti was looked upon by the judges as &

SKS?4£ nonage, not as a marriage itself. The law of mar-

S Ml 1
co" ntry was

'
no doubt

'
funded upon the principleof the canon law, but it was not the canon law; it was the

U^kr^^!^91 laW
'
and bad itS 0Wn Peculiarities;

It differed from the canon law in several respects, and hi
that among the rest The learned Judge went into a full examina-
tion of all the authorities, of all the statutes, and ofagre.t variety
of opinions expressed by Judges and by text writers, and referred
the opinion that marriage in England prr verba de pr^-nti had
been valid to what he described as a miscon-epti.-n of a dictum
of Lord Holts. As to the case of " Ualrvmple v. Dalrymple "
the Judges thought that the expression of Lord Stowell in tl at
case, as to what the learnel Judge there declared to be the
law of England, was mere obiter dictum, not being required for
the decision of the case, and either without warrant of previous
authority, or founded, like those of Lord EJlenborough and some
other very learned persons, on a misconception of the opinion of
Lord Holt. On the whole, therefore, the judges pronounced their
opinion that the marriage which in this case had taken place be-
tween two persons pvr verba de prtrse?ifi, in the presence of a
Presbyterian minister at Bainbridge, in the county of Down, was
illegal. On the motion of the Lord Chancellor] the Lorri'a de-
ferred their judgment.
Vice-chancellor's Court.— (Before Sir J. Wigram.)—Lewis

v. Adams.— Mr. Purvis and Mr. Bagshawe, for the defendant, the
occupier of titheable lands in this case, contended that the lease
under which the plaintiff claimed was void, for want of the con-
firmation of the bishop or chapter; and that to a lease of two-
thirds of the tithe of the parish, the vicar, who was entitled to
the other third, ought to be a party. Mr; Boteler, in replv, com-
mented on the authorities produced for the defence. The diver-
sities which were found with reference to the necessity of
confirmation were explained by the state of the law at different
periods. The leases of the bishop did not formerly require any
confirmation, although those of all other ecclesiastical persons
did. The title of the bishop was considered to be a higher and
more absolute character. The law in this respect was altered by
the Third Council of Nice. By the decree of that council bishops
were restrained from alienating their lands without the confirma-
tion of their chapters. From that time, Until the enabling statute
of Henry VIII., the lease of the bishop required the confirmation"
of the chapter; that of a prebendary the confirmation of the
bishop; and that of a parson or vicar, of the ordinary and
patron. By the statute of Henry VHI., all ecclesiastical parsons;
with the sole exception of the rector and vicar, were enabled tcJ
make leases, under certain qualifications. The lessor of the
plaintiff, the Prebendary of Lianarthney, was not within the
exception, and his lease was therefore valid without any con-
firmation. His Honour, in giving judgment, adverted 'to the
various points of evidence which had been argued. An objec-
tion had been made to the admission of a document, proved to
be in the writing of one of the bishops of St. David's, only by thti
comparison of documents in the hand of the same person by th*
keeper of manuscripts in the British Museum. This was not
allowed With respect to modern documents, as it was open to
the objection that unfair selections might be made for com-
parison; but with regard to ancient writings, there was no other
means of proving handwriting but by comparison. The title of
the plaintiff had in this case been established, and the decrefe
must be made according to the prayer of the bill.

CMfTRAL Criminal Court.— Francis William Knight and
Sarah Knight were indicted for unlawfully obtaining by false
pretences the sum of 25/. from Thomas Machin. Mr. Payne
having stated the circumstances of the case to the Jury, which
he said were of a very singular nature, called Thomas Machin.
who stated that on the nth May last he saw an advertisement in
The Times, signed "Liber," stating that any respectable person
having the command of 100/., and who wanted a situation, could
be recommended to the situation of librarian to a public body*
The salary was to be 150/. per annum, and the perquisites
amounted to 50/. more. The party was also to have a house rent
free, and be supplied with coals and candles gratis. The appoint-
ment was tor life. Candidates were directed to apply to T. W.
Knight, National Address-office, 282, Strand. Witness went
there, and found that all parties were referred to the private resi-
dence oi Mr. Knight, at 57, Great Union. street, Borough. He
went as directed, and produced the note and copy of the adver-
tisement. Mr. Knight said that he was agent to the secretary
of the institution, who had power to appoint anyone to the office
of librarian, and who wanted a premium of 100/. torso doing. At
a subsequent interview witness saw the prisoner, *\ ho asked him
for the money. Witness asked for a reference, ai.d was directed
to apply to Mr. J. Smith, Lambeth- walk. He want there, and
saw the female prisoner, who said that her name was Smith,
that Mr. Smith, her husband, was gone out on business, and that
she could give him any information he wanted, Witness said
that he wanted to inquire as to the character of a Mr. Knigl t*and to assure himself of his respectability, as he was transaction
some important business with him. The self-styled Mrs Smith
spoke of Mr. Knight in a very satisfactory manner, and said that
he bore a highly-honourable Character. Witness then went back
to Knight, and said that he should like to have some other refer-
ence, as Smith was from home. Knight mentioned the names
of two parties whom witness knew to be respectable, but said
that it would be a waste of time to go to them, as the business
must necessarily be finished that day. Witness then paid him
25/., and left him to prepare the agreement, which he received
the same day. It merely stated that he had received 25/. as part
of the sum of 100/. for the situation as a security for his good
faith. The prisoner bound himself to return the money in case
of his not obtaining for him the required situation. Along with
this agreement he received a note appointing to meet witness on
a certain evening in Berner's Hotel, Oxford-street, when he
promised to introduce him to the secretary of the institution.
Witness went as directed, and after waiting three hours, he
received a note from the prisoner expressing his regret that
an unexpected engagement had prevented Mr. Montague, the
secretary, from keeping his appointment, but said that if he
would be at Berner's Hotel at 4 the next day, he would introduce
him to the secretary, when they would all dine together. Witness
went, and after waiting several hours, he went to Great Union-
street to see the prisoner, but, to his utter astonishment, he found
that he had left the day before. He then went to Mrs. Smith's
house in Lambeth-walk, and found that she also had decamped
the day before. Witness never saw either of the prisoners until
the loth June, when they were taken into custody. Other wit-
nesses were examined to prove that the two prisoners were manand wife. Mr. Commissioner Bullock having summed up theJurv
returned a verdict of Guilty against Knight, and ucouittfri hie
wife. Knight was then indicted for obtaining io*. from Henrv
Jenkins under false pretences. The circumstances of th"casewere similar to those of the preced ng one ThP i„*„ I * 5
a verdict of Guilty, and the Commissi ? 8eSenS7hiS

U

to bltransported for seven years.
awnencea nim to be

George Marks was charged with m&nolanA.i *. • , *«- «
W. Kirty Abbott. The deceased a la^ S i

S ^ m
,

klU,n* S *

standing upon the quay under WatLin^r? years °f age, ~as
soner imprudently threw a la?Lf

l00^ndge ' ^S? xhe.^u
three pounds, over the h-3. «?

e P avln S-"!l
* e

-
weighing sixty.

,,„ the head fral. 1 »
palustrades, and it struck the deceased

e dfed affi
h,S 8kull

>
a ',d infiicted soch injuries l,iat

fitted thit}l
y afterw"ds. Mr. Ballantine for the prisoner sub-

sli^hf«^*i ,
&S purely an act of inadvertence, without the

that «1M ? ?
,he con stquences that might result from it; and

nnt,. / g he wt) »ld not attempt to rescue the prisoner from a
pair l

"' yethe trusted that it wouid not be considered a casecaiung for severe punishment. The Jury returned a verdict of

l£y*
Sentence deterred.

t
Mark Marks, a gold and silver refiner, of the Hebrew persua-

sion, and said to be a person of considerable wealth, was indicted
for feloniously receiving of some evil-disposed persons nine cold
rings, and other property, belonging to W, T. Middleton, well
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knowing the same to have been recently stolen. The prisoner

was tried in the Old Ourt, before the Recorder, about a fortnight

ago, for stealing the articles; but the Judge said that the evi-

dence was insufficient to sustain the charge of theft, and the pri-

soner ought to have been charged as a guilty receiver, or acces-

sory after the fact; U>e prisoner was, on ihat ground, acquitted

and discharged, but was captured the next day on the present

charge. The Common Serjeant said the only question for the

Jurv to consider was, did the prisoner receive the property with

a guilty knowledge? The Jury instantly returned a verdict of

Guilty, and the Judge sentenced the prisoner to be transported

for ten years.

r Edward Stewart, alias James Sievright, formerly a lieutenant in

the service of the Queen of Spain, was charged upon two indictments

with feloniously forging and uttering checks for h'l. and 137*.* with

intent to defraud Messrs. Gosling and Sharpe, the bankers. The
prisoner had been known to Lord W. Hervey while his lordship was
Charge d' Affaires at Madrid, and by bis lordship's interest received

a lieutenant's commission in the Spanish service. How he lost that

appointment did not appear; but it would seem that the prisoner

applied to his lordship, on his arrival in England, and represented

himself to be in great distress. This induced him to give the

prisoner a check for 13/.; and the prisoner being thus enabled to

ascertain where his lordship banked, and to become acquainted with

his signature, took the means thus afforded him of effecting the

forgeries in question. The prisoner having pleaded guilty, Baron
Gum ey said that the case was one of very great aggravation, and
that it did not possess a single feature of mitigation. The prisoner

had applie I for relief, which had been liberally given to him, and he

took advantage of the opportunity afforded him by receiving a genuine

check to lorge the name of his benefactor. I5ut a short time ago the

offence of which he had been convicted would have rendered him
liable to the penalty of death, and that sentence would undoubtedly

have been passed, and he might probably have suffered. The sen-

tence now, therefore, necessarily was, that he be transported for life.

SPORTING.
Thames Regatta.—This regatta, which has recently been esta-

blished under the patronage of Prince Albert, commenced on Monday,
and lasted until Wednesday. On each day the company began to

assemble on the river sides at an early hour, and by one o'clock an

immense number of boats of all sorts and shapes were in requisition,

and were to be seen making their way towards Putney-bridge. By
two o'clock the river presented a most animated appearance;
steamers, skiffs, wherries, and all sorts of river craft, were to be seen

on their way to the scene of action, freighted with thousands of

people of all grades and classes. Putney was all animation, a flag

was hoisted on the tower of the old church, and the bells rang out a

merry peal. The taverns were titled with company, and along both

sides of the river, but more particularly on the north side, stands

were erected for the accommodation of thousands. The river was
kept in the best order by 12 galleys of the Thames police. No
steamers were allowed to move up or down during the races, nor were

any boats permitted to cross and recross, or in any way to interrupt

the proceedings. The events of the heats or races of Monday did

not decide to what boats the cups or money should be given ;
the

first and second boats being merely, by their position, entitled to

contend for the prizes on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Monday.—The races of this day were— 1, a pair-oarcd race, by

gentlemen, for two silver cups, value 20/. each ; 2, a scullers' race,

by watermen, for 30/.; 3, a four-oared race, by gentlemen, for a

challenge cup, value 80 guineas ; 4, a pair-oared race, for watermen,

for 50/. ; 5, an eight-oared race, for a gold cup, of 150 guineas;

Tuesday.—There were 11 races on the list, all trial heats, amongst
which were a four-oared race, by gentlemen; a scullers' race, by

watermen; a pair-oared race, by gentlemen; a four-oared race, by
landsmen; a pair-oared race, by watermen; the double sculls, by
watermen; and the final heat with the eight-oared crews. In the

final heat of the four-oared race by gentlemen the Leander club beat

Guy's club and the Royal Academy club. In the final heat of the

pair-oarcd race, by gentlemen, Messrs. Chapman and Earnshaw beat

Messrs. Julius and Humpstead, and Messrs. Dalgleish and Wallace.

In the grand heat of the eight-oared race, by gentlemen, the Oxford

University club beat the Oxford Aquatic club by about 100 yards.

Wednesday.—The proceedings of the regatta closed with this day's

sport. As usual with races, both upon land and water, the third day

did not attract such an assemblage, or excite so much interest as did

the first and second. The crowd of people present, although con-

siderable, fell very far short of the immense turn-out of Monday and

Tuesday ; and there was a corresponding faUing-offin the number of

boats and steamers upon the river. The matches were— I, appren-

tices' match, for a coat and badge, three heats; 2, an amateur

scullers' match, in four heats; a four-oared match, by watermen;

and an eight-oared match for silver medals, by gentlemen, for which

six boats started.

ORNAMENTAL WIREWORK FOR THE GARDEN,
390, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

GB. THOMPSON, in gratefully acknowledging the
• kind patronage which the Nobility and Gentry so liberally

bestowed upon him last season, begs respectfully to announce
that that encouragement has induced him to bestow more atten-

tion to this department of Ornamental and Useful Work. He
has in consequence prepared several Novel Designs in FANCY
WIREWORK, suited to the FIowcr-Garden and Greenhouse, and

again submits for inspection his Extensive Stock of Flower-

Baskets, Trainers, Borders, and Stands, with Garden-Arches,

Seats, Vases, and Temples ; improved Garden and Hothouse En-

gines, Syringes, Fumigating Bellows, and other Horticultural

Implements. G. B.Thompson's Improved Waterpots, which
possess considerable advantage over all others, the smaller size

being peculiarly adapted for Ladies. Game and Cattle Fence in

great variety.

T
CORNS, BUNIONS, &c.

HE PROPRIETOR of the ANTI-CALLOSITY, or

RUSSIAN CORN AND BUN'ION PLAISTER, feels great

confidence in recommending it as the most certain cure for all

Callous Swellings on the Feet that has ever yet been invented.

By the use of this Plaister immediate benefit will be found, and in

a short time a Radical Cure will be effected by gradually dis-

persing the Hard or Soft Corn, and entirely removing those

painful throbbings so severely felt at every change of weather.

Sold, with foil directions for use, in boxes, 1*. Ijrf. and 2s., at

Sanger's Medicine Warehouse, 150, Oxford-street; and all

Medicine Vendors throughout, the country.

Remember—"The Russian Corn and Bunion Plaister.

MARK LANE, Friday, July 7-Of English Wheat we(have

very little at Market, and Monday's currency is folly supported

There is a retail trade in old free Foreign at the same rates and

several purchases have been made of Wheat in bond for Holland

and Belgium where the prices have risen considerably. Barley,

Peas, and Beans are quite as dear, and Oats are a fair sale at

Monday's quotations.
BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . - White
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Barley • • Waiting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . I'olands

_ __ Northumberland and Scotch . . . . Feed
—_ Irish *>ed
Rve *

Beans, Maxagan, old and new . 22 to 2(5 Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland . . 28 to 34 Winds.

Peas, White J 20 to 34

S. S.

44 to 54
41 to 52
25 t"32
13 to 23
— i.( 1 —

to 18

S. S.

Red 40 to 50
White — to—
Grind. 19 to 26
Feed 14 to 22
Potato 15 to24
PotaioH to 22

_ to —
22 to 27 Harrow 23 to 31

to — Longpod — to—
Maple 28 to 32 Grey 27 to 30

WEKKf.Y IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

May 26
June 2
^
__ 16
mm 23
^^ 30

6 weeki* Aggregate Aver

Duties

Wheat. Iiarley. Oats, Ry.B* Beans. Peas

47 9 * 27 5 17 11 29 2 27 4 29 10

47 H £7 3 18 30 3 27 10 21) 1

4R 4 27 3 18 S 30 6 28 3 29 7
48 '1 27 3 18 6 80 7 28 4 29 7

49 8 27 7 18 9 31 2 29 30 11

49 8 27 10 19 7 31 6 29 1 32 3

48 9 27 5 18 6 30 G 28 4 30 2

20 9 8 10 6
1

11 6 10 6

1*

PRICES OF MANURES.
Errata.—By an accidental error last week, Super-phosphate

of lime should have been 205. per cwt. instead of per lb. ;
and

phosphate of lin.e 125. per cwt., instead of per lb.

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.

ings. Tower-hill, slop-seller— N. Garvie, 1, Habere street, .

H- Mourn*, now of Wolsingham, Durham, and late ot Witfton, Cumberland,
brewer— j. Hodges, Wolverhampton, stouk-loek-inaker-G. Clevcrley, Oalne,

Wiltshire, builder—J. Britton, Darlington, Durham, innkeeper—O. hnai latt,

Walsall, Staffordshire, saddle—J. young. Shirley, Southampton, bmlder-J.

W- Slatter, Oxford, bootmaker—W- F. Mills, Hart-Btreet, Mark-lane, <,ity,

merchant— R. Stevens, Stewkley, Buckinghamshire, farmer— J- Kicnaras,

Wnoler, T. Pullan, J. SIimv, anrl (_; Kastburn, tt'oodhouse Carr, \ork>inre,

dyers—J. Hartley, Hight* Lancashire, shopkeeper.

Theater, Esq, M.P-, one of her Majesty^ Counsel.

DIlS.LAt Kingstown, near Dublin, nn the naiiut., Olivia, wife of M. W.
Sava«er Esq._On^c4thinst., at Brighton, Ladj'

^eorgina EH^be.h Bnd
;;

-

mnn, e.dest daughter of the Karl of BrHoW-On the 4th in
, the Rev < ,.

GOOD NEWS FOR THE AFFLICTED.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
called the POOH MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every

description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years'

standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-

tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,

cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting

eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at

15. \hd. and 2s. Qd. each. Also his

PILUL/E ANTISCROPHUL^E,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-

ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying the blood and assisting; nature in all her operations

;

hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular

swellings, particularly those of the neck, &c. They are efficacious

also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,

that may be taken at all times without confinement or change oi

diet. Sold in boxes, at l.s. lifcrf., 2sAJd. t 4S.67/., lis., and 22s. each.

To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's
ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,

for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-
plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-

mote a circulation of the fluids ; are gentle in their operation, and

do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2s. Qd. each.

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Bkach & Barnicott
(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his

medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of the
" Poor Man's Friend," " Pilulse AntiscrophulaV " Larwell's

Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic

Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare

and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from all

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.

Observe.—No ffieaiciue sold under the above names can possibly

be genuine, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-

port f

" is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to such

package. _______^_

QUN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN, and other disfigure-

O merits of the Skin, are pleasingly eradicated by that unique

preparation ROWLAND'S KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous

liquid, and now universally admired for its sovereign virtues in

completely removing all cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the

complexion delicately clear and fair. It is invaluable as a reno-

vating and refreshing wash during travelling, or exposure to the

sun, dust, or harsh winds, and after the heated atmosphere of

crowded assemblies. Gentlemen will find it peculiarly grateful

after shaving, in allaying the smarting pain.

CAUTION.—Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as

*« KALYDOR:"—it is therefore imperative on Purchasers to see

that the words "ROWLAND'S KALYDOR" arc printed on the

wrapper, and "A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, IIATTON-GARDEN,"
engraved on the Government stamp affixed to each bottle. Price

45. 6d. and 8s. 6r/. per bottle, duty included.

Ask for Rowland's Kalyjjor. — Sold by them, and by

Chemists and Perfumers.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
IiY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewks,

This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

decree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming

in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. l 2 *nd3
lfc

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28lbs.

Price, carriage paid
j 2gfi 35s> 42s.

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., 6s., and 7s. Larger

sizes made to order. N.B.-Thermometers and Butter Prints

supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmon-

ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument? Right's BrusttJW^ehouee,

No. 80

No. 30
square

THONIC MILK of ORANGE, a Dklicious Coadiait
J- and Sweetener of the Breath.— It warms and cheers the

Stomach, creates an Appetite, digests the Food, strengthens the

Lungs, clears and improves the Voice for Singing, enlivens the

Spirits, dispels Nervous Debility, clears the Blood, and thus

removes Pimples and Eruptions, while it combines with these

admirable properties the inestimable advantage of being the most

efficacious agent offered to the Public for beautifying and per-

fuming the Breath. It should be taken in the proportion of a

Wine-glass full twice a day, and is particularly recommended

to Gentlemen on leaving home in the morning, or after smoking

a Cigar, &c; while to Ladies it will be equally grateful on

going to a party or a ball, for its invigorating influence on the

mind and spirits, and its purifying effect on the organs of the

Mrs. Gully respectfully announces to the Nobility, Gentry,

and Public at large, that she has disposed of the Right, Title, and

Recipe of the Tonic Milk of Orangk to Messrs. A. ROWLAND
and SONS, No. 20, Hatton Garden. London-; who have ap-

pointed Messrs. Barclays, Medicine Vendors, 95, Farnnirdon-

strcet: Mr. Sanger, 150, Oxford-street ; Mr. Johnson, 68, Corn-

hill- Mr. Prour, near Temple Bar ; and Mr. Butler, 4,Cheapsidc,

as Agents.- Half-pints, 2s.Qd.} Pints, 4s. 6d.; Quarts, 9.9., Stamp

Duty included.

rpo GARDENERS in want of most Desirable and
X Advantageous PREMISES, containing a CONVENIENT
DWELLING-HOUSE, VINERY in FULL BEARING, EXTEN-
SIVE PITS, and about TWO ACRES of LAND stocked with

FRUIT TREES in the highest state of Perfection. The south

aspect is bounded by a Wall 15 feet high, exceedingly eligible for

Horticultural erections, likewise a south wall 150 feet long ana

20 feet high, covered with Peaches and Nectarines, bearing at

this time a crop unprecedented ; with every extent of Ground

that may reasonably be required. The whole may be held on a

Lease of 7, 14, 21, or 28 years, if required.— Direct to Eliza-

beth and John Wilson, Coach Proprietors, Holloway-road,

Islington.

ESIRABLE RESIDENCE for an HORTICUL-
TURIST.—a Mansion-house, fit for the residence of a

genteel family; Coach-house and Three-stall Stable; situated

in the village of Fulford, one mile and a half from York. The
• House is surrounded by Three Acres of Garden Ground, soil deep

and very productive : Orchard in full bearing; Wall-fruit, Hot-

house, Melon- pits, and Tanks (well supplied with water) ;
nearly

Four Acres of Meadow-land, with a stream running through it.

To be Sold, or Let by the Year or on Lease ; Rent, 80/. per annum.

A good Cottage adjacent may he had for the additional rent of 6/.

per annum. The premises may be seen by application to —
Lawton, Esq., Proctor, York.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made
and fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One

two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon- Boxes and Lights of

all sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all

parts of the Kingdom; warranted best material. Two-light

Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. 8.s. Garden-Lights made
and glazed from Is. per foot, at Jas. Watts, Sash Manufactory,

Claremont-place, Old Kent- road.
> *** Reference given.

A ERIAL NAVIGATION.—ROYAL POLYTECH-
jl\. NIC INSTITUTION.—A LECTURE on this subject, illus-

trated by MODELS of several kinds, which elevate themselves by
MECHANICAL FORCE alone, is delivered at Two o'clock daily,

and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Evenings, at Eight

o'clock, in addition to the POPULAR LECTURES usually

delivered. The Exhibition of the COLOS-AL ELECTRICAL
MACHINE, the DIVER, DIVING BELL, NEW DISSOLVING
VIEWS, and the other varied and instructive Objects of the

Institution, continues as usual. The original CRAION DRAW-
INGS, from the CARTOONS at Hampton Court, by the late

Mr. HOU.OY/AY, with numerous other WORKS of ART. have

recently been placed in the Gallery. Admission, One Shilling; j

Schools, Half-price, Open Mornings and Evenings, except

Saturday Evening.

WANTED, in the Nursery, at Bath, a FOREMAN
for the Houses. None need apply who cannot have a

respectable recommendation as a good Propagator and Culti-

vator of Plants; also for integrity, and good address for business.

He would be required to attend company in the Plant Depart-

ment only. Application to be made (by letter) to J. Salter,

Nursery Grounds, Bath.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid. *

AS GARDENER.—A single Man, aged 27, who has

been regularly brought up to the business, and has been

Foreman in large establishments, under first-rate Gardeners :
con-

sequently hehashadthe management ofboth Kitchen and Flower-

Garden ; he now wishes for a Situation on his own account.

No single-handed place will be accepted. His testimonials as to

character and ability are unexceptionable. Direct to T. C, a*

Mr. Brownlke's Nursery, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

AS GARDENER, in or out of the house.—A single

young Man from the country, nged 26, who can have a gooa

character from his last Situation. No objection to town or

country. Direct to W. B., at Mb. Marshall's, Mill lane,

Brixton-hill, Surrey.

T 1TIIIC ANTI- CORROSION PAINT, from its

JLj Strength and Durability, forms an excellent coating for

Greenhouses, Conservatories, and Outbuildings. Its antiseptic
and

nualitics particularly adapt it for the preservation of Wood and

iron Fences; and it may be advantageously employed upon good

Brickwork, in place of stucco or other ^ovenng. Manufactured

in stone and slate colours by John Ba/.lky Whitb &&«*«»

Roman and Keene's Cement Manufacturers, Millbank-street,

Westminster.

A S GARDENER.—A young Man, 35 years of age,

-^3l who understands h ; s business in all its branches. Has no

objection to the superintendence of a small pasture or Aram*

Farm, having been accustomed to the same in his last and preset

Situation: in the former he lived seven years, and his preseu

Situation four years. Can have a good and satisfactory charactw

from his present employer. No single-handed place will "

accepted.- Direct toA. B., at Mr. Carter's, Seedsman, 238, HUP

Holborn.

AS GARDENER.—A respectable single Man, who

has been brought up to the whole routine of gardening oy

a Gardener of upwards of 40 years' first-rate practice. Can g;

unexceptionable reference. — Direct to James Syred,

Mailing, Kent.

T7UMIGAT10N.—At a season when Fumigation is of

tried. Prices, Qs. t 11*., 158., 17*., and 20*. each. Ma
''^"?

all Ironmongers, and of Messrs. Clark & Co., Engineers, wexson

terrace, City-mad, London, Prineinles
N. B.-Hothouses heated on the most Improved 1 nnciples.

Peasantry/' «< Practical Economy," &c.

AS GARDENER, either in or out of doors, a roarrie

Man, without encumbrance, with a good tnreeJ^en t

character from his last situation. Understands the manage

of cows, and would make himself useful.—Direct to B. C, »"-

Prick's, 7, Park-row, Greenwich, Kent. ___^~--

AS UNDER-GARDENER, or single-handed.^.^
-£*- young Man, aged '26, who understands the mana^.''

fcrred.

Cows and Poultry. A single-handed place would be V
tion-

Can have a lonff-experienced character from his last »n.
^ Cf

No objection to make bin self generally useful.—piiecxw

at Mr English's, Baker, Blissctt-street, Greenwich.

to the aditor.-Sftturdny, M* 8> m3 '

Printed by Messrs. RuAnmiRY
tho Precinct of Whltetriars, in

I

*
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a

461) a
n

461

461

465
463
468

a
a
a
c

c

IN

4«5fl
463 a
465 a
464 c

464 c

468 a

manuring
Melons, description of a pit for
Onion maggot, destroyed by

nitrate ot soda
Pelargoniums, their treatment
Plums, origin of the cultivated
kinds

Potatoes,weight of crop per acre
Potato starch, query respecting
I

: ust on Grapes, cause of . •

Saintfoin, its treatment
Salvia patem, its hardiness
S tucepans silvered by the clec-

trotype process
Stables, experiments on puri-
fying the air of

Strawberries, remarks on
Suitor's Culture of the Grape
Vine and Orange inAustralia,
rev

Vineries attached to houses
near London ....

Vines, cause of their losing their
leaves .....
— remarks on the treatment
or. when ripening their fruits

Woodiice, to destroy .

458 b
b

4fil ft

465 a

462 a
4fi4 c
462 a

c

c

b

461

464

4S1

463 ft

464 c

461 a

462 a

461 c

459 a
465 a

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S-PARK.
—The LAST EX I1U3ITION of Plants, Flowers, and Micro-

scopes for 1S43 will take place on Wednesday, the 19th inst., at
*Wo o'clock. Fellows, Members, and Bearers of Ivory Tickets

'''l be admitted upon entering- their names in the gate-book,
visitors may obtain Tickets by Orders from Fellows and Mem-
oera (until Two o'clock on the loth) from Ten till Four o'clock,
a t No. 28, Regent-street, and at the Gardens, price 6s. each; or
*t the Gardens only alter Two o'clock on the 19th, price 10.9.

—

Schedules of Prizes and all particulars may be had at the Gar-
dens or at No. 28, Regent- street, as above.

"

JuIy 12. J. De C. Sowerby, Secretary.

OYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL
"^-\ SOCIETY.—The Second Summer Exhibition of Flowers,
* ruits, and Vegetables for 1 843, will take place at the Royal Surrey
zoological Gardens, on Tuesday, July 25. Upwards of 80 Prizes,
consisting of a Silver Vase, Gold and Silver Medals, the Lin-
naean Medal, Plate, &c, will be awarded for Heartsease, Roses,
cotees, Carnations, Ericas, Fuchsias, Hardy Annuals, Miscel-

s !?!
s Co*l«cttons

f Cut Flowers, Pelargoniums, Succulents,

VpcSt 1 ?
ai

'I
0rc»H ,accous Plants, various Fruits, Pines, Grapes,

xvMfol!'?' 5°??*> &c -» and extra Prizes offered by Members for

1
P
Str

JLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON—
fO^c 5AL EXHIBITION OF CARNATIONS AND
'^Uiii.l'.b will take place at the Crown & Anchor Tavkrn,

wand, on Tuesday, the 20th inst., at 3 o'clock, when First and
!*ccmd Prizes will be awarded in all the classes. The Prizes for
gwUlngs are imliin;(-rd, and will be given to all that may deserve

J;

tloni, according to their merits, as first or second class Flowers?.
1Jr Seedlings of Die present year one Bloom will be sufficient; but™ those of previous years three Blooms will be required,—which
n ay be forwarded with the names intended to be given to them,
l° the Secretary on the day of Exhibition.

P T. C. Wildmaw, Hon. Se;.
j>rove Place, Southampton-street, Camberwcll.—July 5, 1843.

Q-IUND FLORICULTURAL AND HORTICUI^
;v

TURAL EXHIBITION. OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.-On
^ kdnbsdav, the 2d of August next (being the Grand Suovr.

f
Y °f the Yorkshire Agricultural Sochty), an Exhibl
*w will be held at Doncaster, for the display of Dahlia-;,

s(ri
AXI0MS

»
U(,SKS

» Plants, Flowers, and Fruit.—A con.
L stable sum of money has been voted by the Committee of the

c
nca^ter Horticultural Society, as premiums to the successful

Sri
lc* ^ t:

a .

I(

:
(, iilcs of the Prizes to be awarded will be forwarded, upon

on H
Cation

» °y thc Secretary. The Show is also to be kept open
W !

e day following- The Plants, &c, must all be in thc Room
' 10 a.m. on Wednesday Morning.

Saml. Arpi.EBV, Secretary.

&INGSTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL EX-
HIBITION, September 14, 1843.

For particulars apply to J. Jackson, Hon. Sec.

-^ ROSES.K DENYER begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,

fto<ar.
an^ his Friends in general, that his superb collection of

are 1
are now in fuI1 Woom. The Standard and Dwarf Roses

5oo
P antc<i on each side of a walk, 660 feet long, and consist of

<lcih
Vaneties

- Orders taken for thc plants when in bloom, and
on s

red in November next. Admittance Gratis. No Admittance

hotn- *Rys ' Nurserv within three mil
"eb-road, North Brixton.

lilcs of London, Lough.

LTT _ yellow rhododendron.
^COMBE, PINCE, & Co., have now a few plants

as
tl

r 'Sale of this rare aTlri beautiful RHODODENDRON: and

ftani
y

P
urc*»ased from Mr. Smith, who raised it, the original

Sained

-

clfcl was cxbibited in i,,,(,wcr °y 1,im atChiswick, and
it,

tlie Large Silver Medal, and have propagated stock from

Dor>pxT plants lliay be depended upon as being the true " RHO-
£.\cVm^

DR0N AIIREUM," or Smith's Yellow Rhododendron.^
^J^ns^rsery, June 12.

Y) ^Tr
PELARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS, &c.

JX. WHITE & Co., Nurserymen, Poole, Dorset,

*ELAi?n
er stronS Plants of the following beautiful collection of

the Kin 1

NIUMS, which they will forward free to any part of

^J'tie'c: ,1
°m

» on receipt of :>/., or separately at the prices affixed.

£l>rir,^f;r
Ukc of Cornwall, 21^ Do. Sunrise, 2U.

; Do. Lord
"0. Princess Royal,
Bassett's Glory of

Queen of the Fairies,

2s-Gd . J^ *;Xf»nensis, lO.v. Gd.z Lancii, 2.9. 6d. ; Brockmannia,

VkVbpv. £> I
s

' Mt
'
Vcnus victrix, 2s. 6d.

l5
*5 Laconii To «5

Ta
i)UrP»rea, 2.?.

; Queen, 15.; Ne plus Ultra,
XU1

>
^6

* w*. ) Spcciosa, 2s. Gd,

SATURDAY, JULY 15. Price 6d.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OP LONDON.—
AWARD OF THE JUDGES AT THE EXHIBITION AT

THE GARDEN OF THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
July 12, 1843.

Gold Knigittian Mebal.— 1 To Mr. Goode, Gardener to Mrs.
Lawrence, F.H.S., for a collection of 40 Stove and Greenhouse
Plant*. 2 To Mr. Mylam, Gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., jr., F.H.S.,
for a collection of Exotic Orchidaccee. 3 To Mr. J. Spencer,
Gardener to the Marquess of Lansdowne, F.H.S., for a miscel-
laneous collection of Fruit.

Gold Baxksian Medal.— 1 To Mr. Goode, Gr. to Mrs. Law-
rence, for 6 Exotic Orchidaceee. 2 To Mr. R. Staines, 10, Middle-
sex-place, New-road, for Pelargoniums in pots of 24 to the cast.
3 To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, for 20 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. ^4 To Mr. Goode, Gardener to Mrs. Lawrence,
for 20 Cape Heaths. 5 To Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, for the same.
Silver Gilt Medal.—1 To Mr. W. Cock, Chiswick,for 12 new

varieties of Pelargoniums, in pots of 24 to the cast. 2 To Mr,
Catleugh, Sloane-street, for the same. 3 To Mr. W. Cock, Chis-
wick, for 12 old varieties of Pelargoniums, in pots of 12 to the
cast. 4 To Mr. Gair.es, Battersea, for the same. 5 To Mr.
Eraser, Nurseryman, Leyton, Essex, for a collection of 6 species
of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. 6 To Mr. G.Clarke, Gardener
toM. T. Smith, Esq., F.H.S., of Shirley-park, Croydon, for the
same. 7 To Mr. Goode, Gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, F.H.S.,for
Medinilla erythrophylla. 8 To Mr. G. Clarke, for 6 varieties of
Cape Heaths. 9 To I\:r. J. W. Dawson, of Brixton, for the same.
10 To Messrs. Rollisson, for a collection of Exotic Orchidacea*.
11 To Mr. Falconer, Gardener to Archdale Palmer, Esq., F.H.S.,
for Renanthera coccirea. 12 To Mr. Roberts, Gardener to M.
Wilson, Esq., of Eshton-hall, Yorkshire, for Grapes. 13 To Mr.
M. Henderson, Gardener to Sir George Beaumont, Bart., for the
same. 14 To Mr. John Bell, of Norwich, for the same. 15 To
Mr. John Spencer, Gardener to the Marquess of Lansdowne, for
Pineapples. 16 To Mr. B. Fielder, Gardener to William Linwood,
Esq., F.H.S., for the same.
Large Silver Medal.— 1 To Mr. J. Dobson, Gardener to Mr.

Beck, of Isleworth, for 12 new varieties of Pelargonium, in pots
of 24 to the cast. 2 To Mr. Gaines, for the same. 3 To Mr,
Catleugh, for 12 old varieties of Pelargonium, in pots of 12 to the
cast. 4 To Mr. Smith, of Walworth, for a collection of 24 varieties
of Carnations. 4* To Mr. Norman, Woolwich, for the same.
5 To Messrs. Norman, of Woolwich, for a collection of 24 varieties
of Picotees. 6ToG. Edmonds, Esq., Wandsworth-rd., for the same.
7 To Mr. Gaines, for 12 varieties of Fuchsia. 8 To Mr. Pawley,
White Hart Hotel, Bromley, Kent, for a collection of 6 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. 9 To Mr. Bruce, Gardener to Boyd Miller,
Esq., for the same. 10 To Mr. J. Goode, for Lemonia spectabilis.
11 To Messrs. Veitch and Co., of Exeter, for Rondeletia lonjri-

flora. 12 To Mr. J. Green, for 6 varieties of Cape Heaths. 13 To
Mr. Pawley, for the same. 14 To Alexander Rowland, Esq.,
F.H.S., for a collection of 25 Roses in pots. 15 To Mr. R. H.
Betteridge, Milton-hill, Abingdon, for a collection of Roses in 50
varieties. 16 To Messrs. Lane and Son, for the same. 17 To
Mr. S. Carson, Gardener to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S., for a
collection of Exotic Orchidaccee. 18 To Mr. Mylam, Gardener
to S. Rucker, Esq., F.H.S., for Miltonia spectabilis. ig To Mr.
M. Henderson, Gardener to Sir George Beaumont, Bart., for a
miscellaneous collection of Fruit. 20 To Mr. E. Davis, Gardener
to Abel Smith, Esq., F.H.S., for Grapes. 21 To Mr. J. Hardie,
Gardener to J. B. Daabuz, Esq., P.H.S., for Grapes. 22 To Mr.
K.Mitchell, of Kemp-town, Brighton, for Grapes. 23 To Mr.
M'Ewen, Gardener to Col. Wyndham, of Petworth, tor Pine-
apples. 24 To Mr. A. Parsons, Gardener to A. George, Esq., ol
Enfield, Middlesex, for the same. 25 To Mr. Brewin, Gardener
to R, Gunter, Esq., F.H.S., for the same.
Silver KnightiAN Medal.— l To Mr. J. Parker, Gardener to

J. H. Ough ton, Esq., of Roehampton, for 12 old varieties of Pe-
largoniums, in pots of 12 to the cast. 2 To Mr. J. T. Willmer
King's Road, Chelsea, for 24 varieties of Carnations. 3 To the
same, for 24 varieties of Picotees. 4 To T. Barnard, Esq., of the
Terrace, Brixton, for the same. 5 To Mr. Brown, of Slough, for
24 varieties of Pinks. 6 To Messrs. Lane & Son. of Great Berk-
hampstead, for 12 varieties of Fuchsias. 7 To Messrs. P. and A.
Smith, of Dalston, for the same. 8 To Mr. Fraser, for the same.
g To Messrs. Veitch & Co., of Exeter, for a new Canavalia. 10 To
the same, for Echitesatropurpurea. 11 To Mr. Mountjoy, F.H.S.,
for Lilium excelsum. 12 To Mr. J. Goode, for Nematanthus
longipes. 13 To Mr. A. Milne, Gardener to C. S. Chaunccv, Esq.,
F.H.S., for Moss Roses in 12 varieties. 14 To Mr. T. Rivers,
F.H.S., for the same. 15 To Messrs. Lane & Son, for the same.
16 To Mr. A. Milne, for a collection of Roses, in 50 varieties. 1/

To Mr. Rivers, for the same, is To Mr. Hooker, of Brenchley,
for the same. 19 To Mr. W. T. Buttery, Gardener to F. R.
Symons, Esq., of Norbiton Park, Kingston, for a collection of
Roses, in 25 varieties. 20 To Mr. Edmonds, Gardener to his Grace
the Duke of Devonshire, K.G., for a collection of Orchidaceie.
21 To Mr. Mountjoy, F.H.S., for 12 plants of Lilium eximium.
22 To Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, for Erica pulverulenta. 23
To Mr. Fraser, for Crowea saligna. 24 To Mr. G. Clarke, for
Leschenaultiaformosa. 25 To Mr. Roberts, Gardener to Matthew
Wilson, Esq., for Grapes 26 To Mr. Sellers, Gardener to L. V.
Watkins, Esq., ¥Jz£l™ the

Tf
ame. 27 To Mr. R. Jones,

Gardener to Sir Moore Disney, Bart., F.H.S., for the same. 28
To Mr. Chapman, of South Lambeth, for the same. 20 To Messrs
Gunter & Co., Berkeley Square, for Pine-apples. 30 To Mr' J*
Murray, Gardener to the Marquess of Bath, for the same 31*To
Mr. Stewart, Gardener at Stradsett Park, near Downham for
Nectarines. 32To J.Castell,Esq.,of Shepherd's Bush, for Cherries
33 To Mr. H. Meyers, Market Gardener, Brentford, for the same'
Silver Banksian Medal.— 1 To Mr. J. Dobson, Gardener to

Mr. Beck, for 6 Herbaceous Calceolarias. 2 To Mr. Gaines, for G
Slmihby Calceolarias. 3ToMr.Catlengh, for i2varietiesof Fuchsia
4 To Messrs. Brown and Attwell, of Uxbridge, for 24 varieties of
Pinks. 5 To Messrs. Veitch and Co., for Alstrcemeria nemorosa
6 To the same, for Gcsnera polyantha. 7 To Mr. Dodd, Gardener
to Col. Baker, F.H.S., for Barringtonia speciosa. 8 To Messrs,
Lucombe and Pince, of Exeter, for Boronia viminea. 9 To Mr.
J Best, Gardener to A. Parker, Esq., of Mcrton, for Schizanthus

candidus. 10 To Alexander Rowland, Esq., F.H.S., for Moss
Roses in 12 varieties. 11 To Mr. Hooker, for the same. 12 To
Mr. Keir, Gardener to W. M. Coulthurst, Esq., F.H.S., for a

collection of Roses in 50 varieties. 13 To Messrs. Paul and Co.,

for thc same. 14 To Mr. H. Cobbett, Nurseryman, of Chobham,

formosa IS To Mr. J. Goode, for Clerodendron squamatum. 19

To Messrs. Black and Co., for Scypanthus elegans. 20 To Mr.
/-« ninTVe for Pimelea decussatu. 21 To Richard Thomnson.G. Clarke, for Pimelea

23 To Mr" 1

the same. 24 To Mr. R. Rcid, Gardener to — Clarke, Esq., of

Noblcthorpe, Yorkshire, for a Pine-apple. 25 To Mr. Collins,

Gardener to E. H. Chapman, Esq., for Peaches. 26 To Mr. J.

Elliot Gardener to J. B. Boothby, Esq., F.H.S., for Cherries. 27

To Mr. C. Barker, Gardener to the Rev. T.Thurlow, F.H.S., for

Thb Certificate of Meiut,~1 To Mr, Whomes, Gardeuer

to E. Foster, Esq., of Clewer, near Windsor, for a-Seedling Pelar-
gonium (Psyche). 2 To Messrs. Lucombe and Pince for a Seed-
ling Fuchsia (Exoniensis). 3 To G. Edmonds, Esq., of the Wands-
worth Road, for a Seedling Picottee (Ada). 4 To Messrs. Black
and Gower, of Bayswater, fo; a new variety of Clintonia. 5 To
Mr. Pawley for Scypanthus elegans. 6 To Mr. J. Dobson, for
Achimenes rosea. 7 To Mr. Cobbett, of FJorsHl, near Woking,
for Moss Roses, in twelve vaiieties. 8 To Mr. T. Cripps, of Tun-
bridge Wells, for a collection of Roses, in fifty varieties. 9 To
Mr. S. Burnett, of High-street, Bath, for a collection of Roses,
in twenty-five varieties. 10 To Mr. T. Jackson, F.H.S., for a
collection of twelve Gloxinias Jl To Mr. Hayes, of High Beech,
for Sollya linearis. 12 To Mr. Bruce, Gardener to Boyd Miller,

Esq., for Erica viridiflora. 13 To Mr. James Lane, Gardener to
J. H, Palmer, Esq., F.H.S., fcr Gloxinia Menziesii.

pRAND EXHIBITION of CARNATIONS and
VT PICOTEES, now in full bloom, at Messrs. N. & B. Norman's,
Bull Fields, Woolwich, will continue the whole of this month.—
Admittance, Gratis.—July li, 1843.

FLORISTS TO H£R MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER,
if

12 extra fine and very supe-
rior .... 2ls.

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.

YOUELL & Co. respectfully refer the readers of the
Gardeners 9 Chronicle to their select List of the above

elegant tribe of plants, which appeared on the front adver-
tising page of this Paper of the 27th ult. They are now ready to

be sent out per post, free, (on the receipt of a post-office order,)

to any part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms :

12 fine show varieties, . 125.

12 extra fine ditto . . . lGs.

The selection being left to Yot/ell & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, July 6, 1843.

T^UCHSIA ST. CLARE.—A Specimen of this Magni-
-L ficent FUCHSIA has been again submitted to Dr. Lindley.
Youkll & Co. have therefore much pleasure in referring the
readers of the Gardener? Chronicle to the remarks made, and
which will be found amongst the i( Notices to Correspondents"
in this Paper of the 24th alt., as follows.—" Youell & Co.—From
the specimen received, St. Clare appears to be a prtilific bloomer
and fine variety ; we have never seen the colour so fine in any
specimen grown near London."
Youell & Co. can supply a limited number of fine strong Plants,

15 inches high, in 48-sized pots, at I0.v."6rf, each; or one smaller

St. Clare, with 11 other fine show varieties at 21s. ( per post, free,

on thc receipt of a post-office order.— Great Yarmouth Nursery,

July 13, 1813.

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
"\7"OUELL & Co., in offering their List of Chrtsan-
Jl xhbmuws (for which see their advertisement in this Paper
of the 1st inst.), to the notice of Amateurs and those who intend
competing at the autumnal exhibitions of the present season,
beg to observe, they have taken such precautions for

excluding varieties merely nominal, that they feel assured the
List will be found highly satisfactory to those who may not only

tve the above object in view, but also tot are desiroaa
of decorating their greenhouse and garden with this unsurpassed
Autumnal Flower. The plants are strong and healthy, and sent

free of postage (on the receipt of a Post-office order) to any part
of i Kingdom, at therate of 12s. per dozen.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 12, 1843.

BSAUN DE RS, Nurseryman, Florist, &c,
• Island of Jersey, begs to inform Amateurs of Cape and

oilier Bulbs that he has the following varieties to dispose of in

August and September next, many of which are for the first time
offered to the public. Orders will be executed in rotation as
received, and cash or reference required from unknown corre-

spondents ; and as the stock of many of the varieties is very
limited, early orders are requested.

List of Bulbs.
SPARAX IS.

Grandiflora
hybrida
purpurea
splendida
nova

Tricolor

J9

it

••

i t

St

lutea
nova .

alba .

superba
elegans

perdoz.
s. d.

. 3

. 4
. 6

. 6

. 5

. S

. 4

. 4

nova
Versicolor

»»

Bicolor

„ nova .

Formosa .

,, nova

.

Sanguinea
Stellata .

Pavonia .

Lilacina .

„ vasiegata

,, pnllida
Coccinea lutea .

Purpurea .

Barbettii .

Quadricolor
Dobreeii .

Elegans .

Decora
Splendida .

Superba .

Pulchella .

Pulchcrrinms .

Pheasant's-eye
1XIAS.

Viridiflora
Lilacina .

Longiflora
,, rosea

Capillaris .

Lilacina maculata
Luifii

Crateroides
Bulbifera .

Leucantha
Polystachia nigra

5
5

5
2

5

4
5

5

5
6
6
6

6

7
4

7

6

7
5

6
5

5

5

5

6

4

3
3

2

2

4
4

7
5
3
4
6

6

6

6

6

IXIAS.
Polystachia alba
Rubra grandiflora
Kacemosa
Cristata .

Flexuosa .

Tricolor capitata

GLADIOLUS.
Hybrida Colvillii .

pulcherrimus
pulchellus
rubioides .

Saundersii
pallidus .

hastatus
belladonna
venustus
compacta
ramosus
lilacina p.

crispiflora

p. doz. 6

5
5

5

4
4

tt

»j

tt

it

»t

tt

it

91

tt

tt

tt

it

tt

n
tt

tt

it

tt

it

»»

6

9
9

tt 12

each 7
1

l

l

1

1

5

12

9

99

99

JP

9*

99

9 9

doz-

* •

Insig^nis^

.

Cardinalis
Communis alba

Psittacinus

each 5

p. doz. 3
3

2
99

99

99

?>

99

99

it

>9

M

JJ

99

each

Antholyza electroides, each 1— ethiopica „ 1

Bobartia aurantiaca, p. doz. 3
Iris pavonia
Oxalis grandiflora

Boweana
rosea .

rosacea

„ spectabilis
.

Watsonia cyanea ,

u angustifolia „
m Mariana p. doz. 3

Fnhllaria pyramidalis „ 3
Scilla peruviana . ,, 5

Eulbocodium floribundum 6

Lachenaliaquadricolor,doz.5
Sternbergia lutea .,.20
Best mixed Ranunculus,

per 100 . - • .60
Best Scarlet Turban do.,

per 100 . • • -40
Best Yellow do. do., p. 100 6

3

3

3

3
3

4
1

1

d.

6
6

6
6

6
6

<0

P.S.—As many as from four to six dozen of Ixias or Sparaxis
can be sent by post, at the moderate charge of from Is. 4rf.

15. 6rf.—Cesarean Nursery, Island of Jersey, July 10.
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ANAGALLIS EREWERII AND SUPERB BLUE CINERARIA
SEED.

MICHAEL BREWER, Sen., Nurseryman, &c. f

London Road, Cambridge, begs to offer strong plants of

his Splendid deep blue, full and complete round-petaled Seedling

ANAGALLIS {BKEWERII),beingof a strong: green and vigorous'

habit, and remarkably well-adapted for bedding. It is now ready
for sending out, at 5a*. per plant, postage free, to any part of the

Kingdom. Flowers have been mbmitted for the inspection of

Dr. LlNDLBy, of which he gives tie following description in the

Notices to Correspondents in the Gardeners' Chronicle, June 10 :

—

"Anagallis(Brewerii). M.Brewer.Sen.— The flowers ofyourAna-
gallis are very large, and of a brilliant deep blue tint. If, as you
say, it is of a green and vigorous iabit, it will be a very desirable

plant." The Messrs. Hendkrsou, Nurserymen, &c, Pineapple
Place, Edgeware Road, London, with several other eminent
Florists, gave orders for it, on the ground of seeing the flower

previous. Flowers will be forwaided to any applicant on receipt

of two postage stamps.
Also, packets of his Brilliant CINERARIA SEED, comprising

every shade of Dark and Light Que tint; and as the present is

the best time for sowing for Winter, and early Spring flowering,

he is induced to offer Seed, we.rra.ntcd as newly gathered, in

packets at $s, 6d. y 7s., and 10s. Applications, inclosing post-office

orders, will be immediately executed.

ARAUCARIA IMBP.ICATA PLANTS.

MESSRS. VEITCH & SON having raised a consi-

derable number of this Splendid Hardy Ornamental Tree,

are enabled to offer line healthy ilants, from 4 to 6 inches in

height, at the following moderate prices, viz. :

—

10*. per 100 ;— 5/. 10s. for 50 ;—and 30s. per dozen.

For the convenience of some purchasers, Messrs. V- & Son
have appointed, as their London agent, Messrs. Hurst and
M'Mui-lkx, Seedsmen, No. 6, Leadenhall-street. N.B.—A remit-

tance or reference required from unknown correspondents.

—

Exeter, June 19, )843. __^
MAGNIFICENT NSW FUCHSIA,

"FUCHSIA EXONIENSIS."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the

attention of the Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which
has been raised from seed in the Exeter Nursery, and which they

have no hesitation in saying is decidedly the finest variety ever

produced ; indeed, it is at once admitted to be so by all who see

it, who are struck with admiration )f its noble appearance. The
flowers are exceedingly large, being longer as well as broader

than those of any other Fuchsia, and are of a very firm, thick,

waxy substance, with the corolla of a fine violet blue colour.

Plants will be ready for delivery on the 10th of August next, at

10*. 6d* each, and will be sent by post, carefully packed in tin

cases. The usual discount to the trade if six plants are taken.

For a full description of this Fuchsia, see Advertisement in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of the 17th ult.

TO~TIIE ADMIRERS OF NATtRAL PRODUCTIONS.
FLEIBOLD, Naturalist, begs to inform the Nobi-

• lity, Gentry, and his Friends, t'uat he has just arrived, via

New Orleans, from Mexico and Arkansas, with a large collection

of Plants, viz. :

—

PALMyE, from three differed; climates.

CACTI, from do. do.

ORCHIDACEOUS Plants from do., &c. Sec.

Also SEEDS of rare CACTI, FERNS, and other choice Plants;

Instcts from Mexico; Amphibia from Alabama and Louisiana,

and Dry Plants from Arkansas, Mexico, &c. Direct to Mr. B.

Palmer, 29, Botolph Lane, and 112, Lower Thames-street.
July b\ 1843. „_________ .

AM ARYLLIDACE^E.—An Amateur having a number
of Bulbs of Hippeastrum aulicum, bulbulosum, and seed-

ling hybrids ; Crinum scabrum, africanum, &c, would be glad to

exchange some of them for either bulbs of a similar class or other

desirable and ornamental Plants. The Bulbs are all fine and
healthy, and H. aulicum will flower next winter.—Direct to Mr.
R. Whitk, Mid- Lavant, near Chichester.

THE QUEEN CABBAGE.

J& S. SHILLING beg to acquaint the Public gene-
• rally that they will do well to possess themselves of the

aboveCABBAGK for sowing at this season of the year, which will

be found superior for earliness and certainty ofCabbaging to any

other. Packets, containing half-ari-ounce of seed, will be for-

warded by post free, on tlje receipt of£ 6rf. m letter-stamps, or a

Post-office order. From the great dimculty in get ing this sort

to bear seed, it will be always scarce, and should be taken care

of- it is also vory superior in every other respcct.-Nursery,

North Warnbro*, near Odiham, Hants.—July, 1843.

HARK ORCHlDACBiE FROM CENTRAL AMERICA."

MESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to announce

they have received instructions to Sell by Auction, at their

Great Room, 38, King-street, Covent-Garden, on Tubsday, July

18, at half-past 1 o'clock, precisely, A VALUABLE CONSIGN-
MENT OF ORCHIDACE/E, including specimens of the very rare

and Splendid "Sobrama Macrantha," in fine order, and an

Evki-vv v, both in their native soil, and other rare plants in the

finest state of health. On View the day prior and morning of

sale, and Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 38, King-street,

Covent (harden.

VALUABLE AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND PLANTS.

MESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to announce that

they will sell by Auction, at their Great Room, 38,

King-street, Covent-Garden, on Tuesday, isth July, at Twelve

o'clock, a COLLECTION of VERY RARE PLANTS, just arrived

from New Zealand and Australia, in a most healthy state, and

comprising a New Species of ARAUCARIA, ACROST1CHUM
GRANDSL a New Species of DACRYDIUM, a New JASMINUM
(very beautiful), a new EARINA, 4 New DENDROBIUMS,
3 New Species of CLEMATIS, DACRYDIUM MAI, and other

very rare Plants. May be viewed the day prior and morning of

Sale, and Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 38, King-street,

Covent-Garden.
" DUNSTABLE, BEDFORDSHIRE,

TO AMATEUR HORTICULTURISTS, AND SPORTING
GENTLEMEN.

MR. W. W. SIMPSON has received instructions

from Edward Burr, Esq., to sell by Auction at the Crown

Inn on Wki.nesdav, July the 26th, 1843, a superior detached

amily Residence, situate in the pleasantest part of the town, in

scellent repair, and possessing every convenience. Communi-
cating with the house is a beautiful Conservatory, with Fountain

therein, a large Forcing House, containing Vines in full bearing,

(both heated by one cast-iron Hot-water Apparatus); together

with a large Pleasure Garden, very tastefully laid out, and
abundantly stocked with choice Shrubs and Flowers; a Kitchen-

Garden in the rear, divided by a lofty brick wall, with Pine-pits

and Melon-frames therein. The House contains capital Cellarage,

a set of excellent Rooms on the ground-floor, and large Hall,

o Bedrooms, Dressing-rooms, and Water-closets. The Out-Build-

ings consist of double and single Coach-houses, Stalled Stablings

for four Horses, with Harness-room attached and Loft over,

Laundry, Coal-house, Piggeries, and Dung-pit. On the opposite

side of the street, lyi»& in front of the house, will be included a

niece of Pleasure-ground, inclosed by an ornamental Iron-fence,

and held on lease for an unexpired term of 47 years from

Mit-haelmas next. On the same day will also be sold 290 acres

of Pasture and Arable Land adjoining. 1 he above property is

well situated for any Gentleman fond of hunting, being within

reach of four packs of hounds.—For further particulars apply to

Mr. W. W. Simpson, No. 18, Bucklersbuxy, London,

To NOBLEMEN,GENTLEMEN,NURSERYMEN, BUILDERS,
and Others,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to sell by Public Auction, on the premises, at Colvim.'s
Nursery, King's-road, Chelsea, on Monday, 24th July, 1843, and
following days, at Twelve o'clock (by order of the Proprietor, retir-

ing from business), the whole of the valuable GREENHOUSE
i'LANTS, consisting of fine Camellias, of various sizes, Ericas,
Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Hybrid Rhododendrons abso-
rbum, Gardenia Florida and" radicans, and other Miscella-

neous Plants, Also, the Conservatories, Greenhouses, Glass, Hot-
water Apparatus, a large quantity of Brickwork, several Nests of

Seed-drawers, Horse, an excellent Van, rotten Dung, &c. &c. May
be viewed a week prior to sale. Catalogues may be had on the
premises, of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, Ameri-
can Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to submit to Public Competition, at the Auction Mart, Bar-
tholomew-lane, on Friday, July 21st, 1843, at Twelve o'Clock,

A VERY RARE COLLECTION OF STOVE AND GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, the property of a Lady changing her residence,

comprising fine specimens of Euphorbia splendens, COM-
BRETUM TURPUREUM, JASMINUM, SAMBAC, GlOXINIUM PAN-
CRATIUM, Amaryllis, Oncidium crisfum, flexuosum, and
LURIDUM; CaTTLEYA CANDIDA, SOPHRONITIS VIOLACE/R, and a

variety of Miscellaneous Plants. May be viewed the Morning of

Sale; Catalogues may oe had at the Mart, andof the Auctioneers,

American Nursery, Leytonstone,

ESTATE and MANSION, Herts.—To Be SOLD, by
Private Contract, a FREEHOLD MANSION and ESTATE,

in a highly picturesque situation, and within 20 miles of London.
The Estate consists of a Park and Farm surrounding the Mansion,
and containing about 600 acres, chiefly rich pasture land, with
woods and plantations. The Mansion is suitable for a family of

distinction, and has lately been put into complete and ornamental
repair at a very considerable expense. There is a well-built

Farmhouse, with convenient buildings. The property is in the

occupation of the proprietor, and possession will be given to a
purchaser on the completion of the purchase. For particulars

and cards to view apply to Messrs. Olivhr & Raven, Solicitors,

New Bridge-street, London.

NATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.
Capital, 500,000/.—Empowered by Parliament.

DIRECTORS.
T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman.

George Lungley, Esq.
John Rawsou, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq,

JohnElliotson, M.D., F.R.S.

John Griffith Frith, Esq.

H. Gordon, Esq.
Joseph Thompson, Esq.

Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.
Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.

Actuary.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society
will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a
reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five

years' standing, viz. :

—

Entry
Policy
No. Age. Sum.

Annual
Premium.

Bonus
added.

£ s. d.

132 14 6

296 9 7

Cash
Bonus.

Prem.
reduced

1837
1838

39
ill

59
56

£
1,000

3,000

£ s. d.

6*7 8 4

175 15

£ s. d.

58 19 9

123 6*

£ s. d.

8 19 4
16 9 7

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next
Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be

borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F. FERGUSON CAMROUX, Skcretarv.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
1, PRINCES STREET, BANK, LONDON.

This Institution is empowered by Special Act of Parliament,

(4 Vict. cap. 9), and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of

Life Assurance in their fullest extent to Policy-Holdcrs, and to

present greater facilities and accommodation than arc usually
offered by other Companies. The decided superiority of its plan,

and its claim to public preference and support, have been proved
incontestably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Assurances may either be effected by Parties on their own
Lives, or by Parties interested therein on the Lives of others.

The effect of an Assurance on a person's own life is to create

at once a property in reversion, which can by no other means be

realized. Take, for instance, the case of a person at the age

of 30, who by the payment of bL 3.?. 4rf. to the Britannia Life

Assurance Company, can become at once possessed of a bequeath -

able property, amounting to 1000/., subject only to the condition

of his continuing the same payment quarterly during the remain-

der of his life,—a condition which may be fulfilled by the mere
saving of eight shillings weekly in his expenditure. Thus, by
the exertion of a very slight degree of economy— such, indeed, as

can scarcely be felt as an inconvenience, he may at once realize

a capital of 1000/., which he can bequeath or dispose of in any

way he may think proper.

Detailed Prospectuses, and every requisite information as to the

mode of effecting Assurances, may be obtained at the Office.

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A Board of Directors attend daily at 2 o'clock, for the despatch

of business.

/"IOTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
V^* FOUNDERS, &C, &C, No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, OXFORD
Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

SJ

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34*.; 20,445.; 22, 505. J

24 inches, 60.9.; 26, 75.?.; 28, 84.?.; 30, 105*. each.

CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches hiph, 5*. Qd. cacti.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves ; Broiling Stoves. The above lo\V

prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, an?

subject to future alterations.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c.,made upon the most

improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,

which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low

prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade-

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,

&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 1*

years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses tor

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements whictt

they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence

undertake the erection" of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-

sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to tx their own

Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices

:

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch • . £7 0*. Orf.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler, small size . . • . 3 15

Ditto do. large do 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, 1*. 3rf.per Foot.
ft

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, ob-

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3*. Qd. cactt-

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4s. Qel. eac&-

Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 »

Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 6 »

.

BEST WIRE for STRAINEDWIRE FENCING at 8*. per bund'

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, Id. each. The Improve

continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, ^

HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches squaw

3*. 6d. ; 20 inches, 4*. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5*. 6d. each. j

CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet long out of the grpun f

7*. ; 4 feet 6, 9-9. ; 5 feet, 11*. ; 6 feet, 15*.
; 7 feet, 20*. per do*;'

'

Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley St^* '

where every information may be obtained. ^^^.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
QTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-streej
^ London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL »»

DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much enga^
in heating buildings upon the above system with TanKS

^

various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Hortic

turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, wn

offers most decided advantages over every other article hitnci

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are oxiw

mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long «*

of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnec

by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, w
rf

affording the opportunity to persons in remote Msmcw^
employing this much approved method of heating withoi" ^
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Js«j

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low Pnc® OI
T1,lSf

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. RJ'JJliji

of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders anatw"
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices*

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and c°\_^^~

OTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, lojj

and fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom. ^ f

two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon-Boxes and Lign^^
all sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent t

.

parts of the Itingdomj warranted best material. TvV0"^
(ie

Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. 8s. Garden-Lights J»

and glazed from is. per foot, at Jas. Watts, Sash Manufaci^

Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.
*** Reference given.

j B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, comp^
• of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, ,

cate of Potass, &c, arc now for sale at his Factory, W\* ^
creek, London, price 4s. 6rf. per bushel. These substance

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Baii,ky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely complete and
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been broaght before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili.

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.andE. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery
5

thev beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone isr« &s
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspool

Liquor, &c Price 4*. 6d. per bushel. _____^-<^

'BOTTER^ GUANO. - TURNIPS, MAN^
X WURZEL, &c. By the use of the above Manured
enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was od^,
of OaANc: Globh Mangkl WunzBL.by Mr. A. Cotton. zet.

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Han „y

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, w ^Aei

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8
:

cwt..4 V •

ity
of

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the supers

Potter's Guano.
***

from 6
Lambeth.

Pottkr's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 1J;*Aore -st.i

to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper r

G U A N O 0~ N SALE, as Wfi
of first quality, and in any quantity, direct from ^ g0pA r

stores, either in Liverpool or London. Also,NllKA_streei,

Apply to H. Rounthwaite & Co., Merchants, o, v

Liverpool. -flS 'UANO ON SAG BY THE IMPORTERS, xTTinN .

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONI>""'sTol^^
GIBBS, BRIGHT^&Co., LIVERPOOL aN» «*-T^t

-POPULARFLOWERS ; Price Sixpence:

eac^, ^ ^
Propagation, Cultivation, and General

Seasons. There are already published :—
f
a Wonae**

THE PELARGONIUM, with a Coloured IW ia.» .

ditto <( Grand Dukc u* „

ditto " Fuchsia Chanui

J « Ansell's Unique.

ditto "Moss Provence.

d£o " A White Variety. 8issim
as.

Tutu*™* «'ayj Bs£8&ff

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM, ditto, JmPrc ,

And on the Slat inst., w '^We'S-ChamP10

THE**tt*IV&^

THE PANSY,
THE CARNATION,
THE FUCHSIA,
THE DAHLIA,
THE ROSE,
THE CAMELLIA,
THE CACTUS,

>

ton;

•
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t-v TT ^ Now ready, price 4*. 6rf„J?URAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S.,

E *P°ri™ental
f
Chcmist t0 the Horticultural Society of London,Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry, at the Royal Institution.
&c. &c. &c.

u
Extracts from the Introduction ;-~

A knowledge of the chemical composition of soils and thevanous substances employed as manures enables us to compre-
hend the mode in which the latter act; and a knowledge of thenature of those substances which plants require, points out thenest and most economical methods of restoring to the soil by
manures, those substances which plants remove from it." *

"If the farmer knows what it is that gives the fertilizing- powers*> manure, and is aware of the nature of those substances he willsoon learn the best method of preserving and using them he willuien understand how to make the most of the various sow-eel nfmanure at his disposal, and he will be enabled readily to save

tost"' '
f°r thG want °f SUCh knowledee» would otherwise be

Acclimatizing
Acid, benzoic
Acid, carbonic
Acid, humic
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Acid, muriatic
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Acids
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Acids, tests for
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Active principles of
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Air, bad
Air. good
A|r, inflammable
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Ammonia, fixing by
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Cherry-tree gum
Chloride of sodium
Chlorine
Cider
Citric acid
Clay
Clay, burnt
Climate, effects of
Clover, analysis of
Coal, ashes of
Coal £as
Cocoa-nut oil

Cohesion
Coke
Colour
Colour of soil

Colours, changing of
Colours of plants
Colouring matter
Combination
Combining numbers
Combining weights
Combustion
Combustion, results
of

Common salt
Composition of bodies
Composition of soils

Composition of water
Compounds, binary
Compounds, all defi-

nite

Compounds, saline
Compounds, ternary
and quaternary

Contagion
Contagious matters
Copperas
Corn
Crops, rotation of
Cubic nitre

Cultivated lands
Decay
Decay of humus
Decomposition
Decomposition of
stony particles

Deliquescent
Dew
Diamond
Division, mechanical
Draining
Dung
Dutch rushes

Earths
Earthy substances
Earthy substances in
plants

Effervescence
Elements
Embryo
Embryo of a seed
Epsom salts

Equivalent weights
Excrements
Excrements of sea-
fowl

Experiments
Fallowing
Farm -yard manure
Pat

Patty substances
Fermentation
Fertility

. „

Fibre, woody
Fibrin

Fire-damp
Fire, lighting a
Fixed oil

Fixing ammonia
Flax
Flesh of animals
Flint

Flowers, use of
Food of animals
Food of plants
Food, too great a sup-

ply- of
Formation of soils

Formalii. n of seed
Foul smells
Fruit, ripening of
Fruit and seeds
Fruit, unripe
Fungi
Fumigation

Gas
Gas, inflammable
Os-Iiquor
Gas-works
Gas-works, ammoni-
acal liquor of

^as- works, refuse oi
Gelatine
Germination

ranination in oxy-
gen

Glass
Glauber's salts
Glue
Gluten
rood air
Grass
Green bones
Green manures
Green vitriol '

Growth of plants
Guano
Gum
Gum arabic
Gum, cherry-tree
Gum, resin
Gunpowder
Gypsum
Hair
Hard water
Hartshorn
Heat
Heat, latent
Hoofs
Horns
Humates
Humic acid
Humus
Humus, decay of
Hydrogen gas
Hydrogen, carburet-
ted

Hydrogen, sulphur-
etted

Ice

Inflammable air
Inflammable gas
Inorganic manures
Iodides
Iodine
Iron
Iron, carbonate of
Iron, oxide of
Iron, peroxide of
Iron, protoxide of
Iron-stoves
Iron, sulphate of
Iron, sulphuret of
Isinglass
Ivory
K elp

Latent heat
Lead, red
Lead, white
Lead, oxides of
Leaves
Leaves, use of the
Lctfuminu
Lettuce
Light
Light, effects of
Lighting a fire

Litfnin

Lime
Lime, carbonate of
Lime, caustic
Lime, when useful
Lime, whennottobe
used

Lime, muriate of
Lime, nitrate of
Lime, phosphate of
Lime, quick
Limej sulphate of
Limestone
Limestone, magne-

sian
Linseed
Liquid manure
Litharge
Loss of manure
Lucerne, analysis of
Magnesia
Magnesia, carbonate
of

Magnesia, caustic
Magnesia, muriate of
Magnesia, phosphate
of

Magnesia, sulphate of
Magnesia, salts of
Magnesian limestone
Magnesium
Malting
Malic acid
Manganese
Manganese, oxide of
Manure
Manures, animal
Manures, inorganic
Manure, farm-yard
Manures, green
Manure, loss of
Manure, liquid
Manures, organic
Manures, saline
Manures, strong
Manures, vegetable
M arble
Meat
Mechanical division
Metallic oxides
Metals
Minium
Mixture
Mould
Mouldiness
Mucilage'
Muriates
Muriatic acid

Muriate of ammonia
Muriate of lime
Muriate of magnesia
(Muriate of soda
Muscle of animals
Mustard
Natural vegetation

Nature of the soil
Nitrates
Nitrate of lime
Nitrate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Nitre
Nitre, cubic
Nitric acid
Nitrogen
Nutrition of plants
Oats, analysis of
Oil

Oil-cake
Oil, castor
Oil, Cocoa-nut
Oil, fixed
Oil, Olive
Oil of vitriol
Oil of Poppy
Oil of Rape
Oil of Linseed
Oil of Mustard
Oil of Lavender
Oil of Cloves
Oil of Lemons
Oily matters
Olive oil

Organic acids
Organic manures
Organic substances in

soils

Organic substances
Organised matters
Oxalic acid
Oxide, carbonic
Oxide of manganese
Oxide of iron
Oxides, metallic
Oxygen
Paring
Parsnep, analysis of
Pearlash
Peas, analysis of
Peat
Peroxide of iron
Petre

Phosphate of ammo-
nia

Phosphate of lime
Phosphate of mag-
nesia

Phosphoric acid
Phosphorus
Pickling
Plants, burning of
Plants, action of on

the aii-

Plants, death of
Plants, food of
Plants, growth of
Plants, nutrition of
Plaster- stone
Ploughing, subsoil
Poppy
Potash
Potash, carbonate of
Potash, caustic
Potash, nitrate of
Potash, salts of
Potash, silicate of
Potassium
Potassium, chloride
Potato-flour
Potatoes
Pottery
Protoxide of iron
Proximate animal

principles

Principles, active
Proportions

Index of Contents—continued.
Pruning
Putrefaction, results
of

Putrcfiablc matter
Putrefying animal
matter

Putrid urine
Pyrites

Quartz
Quicklime
Rain-water
Rape
Raw bones
Red Cabbage
Red lead
Refuse of gas-works
Resins
Respiration
Results of combus-
tion

Results of putrefac-
tion

Rhubarb
Ripening of fruit

River-water
Rock-salt
Rotation of crops
Rust
Rusting
Rye, analysis of
Saccharine matter
Sago
Saintfoin, analysis of
Sal ammoniac
Saline compounds
Saline manures
Salts

Salt, bay i

Salts, Cheltenham
!

Salt, common
Salts, Epsom
Salts, Glauber's
Salts of hartshorn
Salts of magnesia
Salts of potash
Saltpetre
Salts of soda
Salts of iron
Salts, metallic
Salt, rock
Sand
Sawdust
Sea-fowl, excrements
of

Sea-shore
Sea-water
Sea-weed
Seeds and fruit

Seed, formation of
Selection by theroott
Shells

Shell-sand
Silica

Silicates

Silicate of potash
Silicic acid
Silex

Skin
Slag
Smell
Smells/ foul

Sodium
Sodium, chloride of
Soft-water
Soils, analysis of
Soil, colour of
Soils, composition of
Soils, formation of
Soil, nature of
Soot
Sorrel
Spirit

Spirit of salt
Spirit of wine
Spring-water
Starch
Steam
Stoves
Straw
Strong manures
Subsoil
Subsoil-ploughing
Substances, in soils,
organic

L^xtt-, ~
For Sa*e—very Cheap.

OUDON'S MAGAZINE OF GARDENING : with
*/b£UV°! Wood

,
EnSTavings, 10 thick vols., 8vo. Newin bds. the Series complete, only 2/. io.s., (pub. at 91.) 1827-1834

The great mass of Information brought together by Mr"
I nl

V
r aSiWi^T^Sf lt

m° be re&arded as an ENCYCLOPAEDIAOF GARDENING; the Treatises by the first men of Eminence
on Horticulture, floriculture, Aboriculture, Landscape Garden-
ing, and Garden Architecture, render it as a work of reference
indispensable,
DON'S GARDENER'S and BOTANIST'S DICTIONARY orGENERAL HISTORY of PLANTS, mw^ted^^mnnS

and preceded by an Introduction to the Linmcan and Natural
Systems, and a Glossary of the Terms used - the whole arranged
according to the Natural System, 4 large vols. 4to. new in bds.
21. 10s. (published at 14/. 85.) 1831-1838.

G. Wilms, Bookseller, Great Piazza, Covcnt Garden ; ofwhom
also may be had a Catalogue, gratis, of Ancient and Modern
books, priced extremely low.

Smelting
Soap
Soap-making
Soap-boiling
Soda
Soda, car bona of
Soda, muriate of
Soda, nitrate of
Soda, sulphate of , * VW3W

London: 3, Charles-street, Co vent-Garden • and mav be
ordered of all Booksellers.

Substances, volatile
Substratum
Sugar
Sulphates
Sulphate of alumine
Sulphate of iron
Sulphate of lime
Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of soda
Sulphur
Sulphuret of iron
Sulphuric acid
Sulphurous acid
Sulphuretted hydro-
gen

Sunflower
Tapioca
Tartaric acid
Teeth
Ternary and quater-
nary compounds

The Tropics
Tobacco
Treacle
Turf
Unripe fruit
Urea
Urine
Urine, putrid
Use of the leaves
Use of plants
Vapour in the air
Vegetable alkalies
Vegetable manures
Vinegar
Vitriol, green
Vitriol, oil of
Volatile alkali

Volatile oil

Volatile substances
Water
Water, composition of
Water, hard
Water, rain
Water, river
Wa^er, sea
Water, soft
Water, spring
Wheat, analysis of
Weeds
Weed-ash
White of egg
White lead
Wood-ashes
Woody fibre
Wool
Yeast

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE 1!

J
Bound in cloth, price 5s.6d.,OE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.

A Reprint from the first md genuine edition, such omissions
and alterations only having been made as were required by the
greater dencacy observed in modern conversation; but, that the
volume might have some substance, and be a good table or tra-
velling book, copious additions have been made from other old
volumes of Facetiae.

Extract from the Preface.
' Another strange circumstmce connected with this work is, that

everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are perfectly
familiar with its contents and yet, if the reader will ask his
acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred ever set eyes
on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions that this edition is
published. London: Vhittaker and Co.

OCURVY^ and IMPURE BLOOD.—Another most^ EXTRAORDINARY CURE, by means of HALSE'S SCOR-
BUTIC DROPS.—The following case has excited so much inte-
rest, that the Guardians cf the Parish of Brent, Devon, have
considered it their duty to sign their names to the accompanying
important declaration. It is well worthy the notice of the
public—"We, the undersigned, solemnly declare, that before
Thomas Robins Rolins, cue of our parishioners, commenced
taking Halse's Scorbutic Drops, he was literally covered with
large running wounds (same of them so large that a person
might have laid his fist in :hem) : that before he had finished the
first bottle he noticed an improvement, and that by continuing
them lor some time, he got completely restored to health after
everything else had failed. He had tried vaiious sorts of medi-
cines before taking Halse's Scorbutic Drops, and had prescrip-
tions from the most eeleb-ated physicians in this county without
deriving the least beueft. Halse's Scorbutic Drops have com-
pletely cured him, and he is now enabled to attend

-

to his labour
as well as any man in oar parish. From other cmes also made
in this part, we strongly recommend Halse's Scorbutic Drops to
the notice of the public. Signed by JOHN ELLIOTT, Sen.
(Lord of the Manor;, John Manning, Henry Goodman, Wil-
liam Fcarse, Arthur Laagworthy.—June 21, 1843."
Any Medicine Vendor will procure it on application. Whole,

sale Agents for London:—Barclay and Sons, Farringdon-street i

Hallett, 83, High Hclborn; Front, 229, Strand; King, 232,
Blackfriaiv-road

; Sckulzc, 58, King Wiltiam-street ; and Sanger'
150, Oxford-street.

*

Now Ready, in a small Volume, Fcap. Svo. price 6s. 6d.

Tn-rr^SS AND USEFUL WORK FOR FARMERS.
Hh MUCK MANUAL : a Practical Treatise
on the Naturk and Vai.uk of Manurks, founded from

Experiments on various Crops. With a brief Scientific Account

nf«lSU^Kh^iSt
,7' By F

"
^kxkk, Esq., the Author

° "Biitish Husbandry.'' London: John Mimiray, Albemarle-S^w'^^^ 1^ Agricultural Society of England-
and sold by all Booksellers in Town or country.

*

nnvmSSi B
|?^t T

0N NATURAL HISTORY.QOWLRBVS ENGLISH BOTANY 3G Vols in

CURTJS'S BOTANICAL MAGAZINE «*«, rw«
Sims and HoaKBft 64 Vols.,,£S*^^ ^^t^t,0

"V^

I |Vftiioziv/iiwi»u wu ilia LUNIN.^AN SOPIRTV \T^T.- T *
XVIIL, Part II,, 4to; fhe first 15 Vols Hah i nLL'

V° ls
' L *°

the rest unbound-lO/. \6s.
HaluRUW,ia, very neat;

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIFTV *
Vols. 4to, First Series complete; Half- Calf, very neat -/ - '

7

MURCHISON'S SILURIAN SYSTEM, 2 Vols. 4£~[(&&teaand 5 Maps— 5/. 15s. hd. '
u ™«ts

PERSOON, SYNOPSIS PLANTARUM, 2 Volumes l2mo
sewed, ISs. »

J. R. Smith, 4, Old Compton-street, Soho, London, who has
just published a Catalogue of 1,300 interesting Second-hand
Books, gratis on application, or sent by post on receipt of two
penny stamps to frank it.

In one small volume, price 15s.

AXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the compres-
sion of a great variety of information into one volume, in order to
bring it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so universally
sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener, and those con-
nected with his profession, should be as well accommodated as other
classes in this particular. No such work existing, however, prior
to the issue of the present publication, its value will be at once
apparent ; since it combines the more essential features of a Botanical
Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a Technical Glossary.

Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist ; who may, by carrying
it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time submitted
to his inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence respect-

.

ing the peculiarities or affinities of particular species which could
reasonably be wished for. This is an advantage that can only be
sufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such an
assistant; and to all Buch individuals, as well as to every agent or
friend of Horticulture, the Pocket Botanical Dictionary is decidedly
indispensable.

London; J. Andiuws, Bond-street; Orr & Co., Paternoster-row.

CORNS AND BUNIONS.
Patronised by the Royal Family and Nobility.

PAUL'S EVERY MAN'S FRIEND is a sure andJ- speetljreare for those* severe annoyances, without causing-
the least pain or inconvenience. Unlike all other remedies for
Corns, its operation is such as to render the cutting of Corns un-
necessary, (indeed, we may say the practice of cutting Corns is
at all times highly dangerous, and has been frequently attended
with lamentable consequences, besides its liability to increase
their growth)

;
and being prepared on the softest kid leather, it

adheres with the most gentle pressure, producing an instant and
delightful relief from torture, and, with perseverance in its ap-
plication, entirely eradicates the most inveterate Corns and
Bunions.
Prepared only by John Fox, in boxes at is. }$d. each, or three

small boxes in one for 25. 9^. ; and to be had, with full directions
for use, of C. King, 232, Blackfriars Road, directly facing Christ
Church, London; and of all respectable Chemists and Medicine
Vendors throughout the United Kingdom. A 2*. gd. box cures
the most obdurate Corns.

*** Ask for "Paul's Every Man's Friend."

IMPORTANT TO LADIES.
TTEARSLEY'S ORIGINAL WIDOW WELCH'SA* FEMALE PILLS, so long and justly celebrated for their
peculiar virtues, are strongly recommended to the notice of every
lady, having obtained the sanction and approbation of most gen-
tlemen of the Medical Profession, as a safe and valuable Medi-
cine in effectually removing obstructions, and relieving all other
inconveniences to which the female frame is liable, especially
those which, at an early period of life, frequently arise from want
ol exercise and general debility of the system : they create an
appetite, correct indigestion, remove giddiness and nervous head-
ach, and are eminently useful in windy disorders, pains in the
stomach, shortness of breath, and palpitation of the heart • being
perfectly innocent, may be safely used in all seasons and ciimates.
*** It is necessary, owing to the numerous imitations, to inform

the Public that KEARSLEY'S is the only ORIGINAL and GE-
KUINE MEDICINE of this description ever made, and has been
prepared by them for more than Fifty Tsars !

! Purchasers are
particularly requested to remark, that as a testimony of authen-
ticity, each Bill of Directions contains an affidavit, and bears the
signature of "C. KEARSLEY," in writing, and each box is

wrapped in white paper. Price 25. Qd.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by J. Sanger, 150, Oxford -street,
London j and all respectable Medicine Vendors throughout the
country

.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-a-*' cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Quekn
the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil
is universally acknowledged to be the only article that will
effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it fromfalling n/rir
turm fl t,gmiy free it from^/r/and dnndriff, and will renderK
light/ally soft and flexible It will also preserve the cofffuJc £the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION

-

l&xich permctms trash is now offered for sale as "mapassar

ofthe^er.
R
jg?J£S

S^ACASSAR OIL" are graven
GROSS IMPOSITIONS The

A. 1XUHL.AND 6{ bON, 20, HAT?ON.- GARDEN, LONDON;SSS fEL ROWLAND." Price ,s. p£f*. Ftaul*

v?Pr wh qUd
f

t, four small) , io*. 6d., and double that iize 2i«.w ?! rl'
Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by th.m,

and by Chemists and Perfumers.

E
SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH^pjDLISJlT ~

DWARD BECK informs Hor£iculturi«t« f«aertlly,
that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelvess Staje», Con»«rratorr

Tubs, Flower. Boxes, Edging for Garden-flalhs, *c., miumi&ctur«4
by him in Slate, ;may be seen in use at^W"©Bton Cott4je, opo»

©
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NEW AND IMPROVED CHURCH AND CHAMBER ORGAN,

.
MANUFACTURED BY H. C. LINCOLN,

Organ Builder to Her Majesty The Queen,

And to their late Majesties George the Fourth and William the Fourth ;

AND BUILDER OF THE ORGANS IN

HER MAJESTY'S CHAPEL ROYAL, BRIGHTON.

HER MAJESTY'S PALACE, THE PAVILION, BRIGHTON.

HER MAJESTY'S CHAPEL, DEVONPORT.

Mr. LINCOLN has jus; had the honour to receive the following testimonial from the Rev. W. F. H. Hooper,

Incumbent of Withington :—
" Withington, Manchester, March 27, 1813.

« Mil Lincoln has just completed an Organ for my Church, which was opened by Dr. Gauhtlbtt on Friday the 17th
,
and

Sundav the 19th, of this month. The Instrument has given the most complete satisfaction to me and to all who have felt an

in erest in its erection. The bestjudges both amongst my own people and of persons unconnected with the Church have

pronounced it perfect-unsurpassei in its softness, richness, and variety of tone. I have pleasure In adding that Mr. Lincoln has

treated us with considerable liberality, has acted with openness and uprightness, and as becomes a tradesman of the highest

respectability-has spared neither labour nor (T may add) expense in fulfilling his contract to the utmost, and has devoted himself

strenuously, not to say enthusiastically, to the work of turning out an Instrument that should give perfect satisfaction to the

Committee of gentlemen concernec in its erection. In this he has completely succeeded ; and I shall be happy if my recommend-

ation secures him further patronage W. F. II. HOOPER, Incumbent of Withington.

T? LECTRO-PIATED and GILT ARTICLES.—
JLj ELKINGTON & Co., Patentees, beg to announce that, to

meet the increasing demand for this manufacture, they have

opened an Establishment at No. 22, REGENT-STREET,
{CORNER of JERMYN-STREET,) where every variety of articles

for the Side-board, Dinner, Dessert, and Breakfast Tables maybe

They have also a similar assortment at their City Establishment,

No 45, MOORGATE-STREET, where they have a MANUFAC-
TORY for PLATING and GILDING; RE-PLATING and RE-

GILDING ARTICLES of every description, and of ALL METALS.
With reference to articles of their manufacture, the Patentees

beg to state that they differ from all goods hitherto offered as

" Plated Goods" or " Substitutes for Silver," being made in the

same manner as SOLID SILVER, from which they cannot he

known, and being also composed of a hard white metal, strongly

coated with silver by the Electro process.

Silver Articles of every kind or pattern exactly copied.

Every article made by the Patentees bears their stamp (E. &U>.

beneath a Crown.) ', —
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.—The Proprietor

of a respectable Academy, some distance from town, who is

also connected with Farming, has a VACANCY for two Pupils

between the ages of 8 and 15, who will devote a part ol the day to

Scholastic pursuits, and the other to those of Agriculture, the

practice of which is conducted upon the improved system.

English, French, Latin, Greek, Drawing, and the Mathematics,

are the principal branches of literature that will be taught.—For

terms, &c, apply by letter to X. Y., 0, Old Cavendish-street,

Oxford- street.

Organ Manufactory, 196, High Hoi-born.

Mr. LINCOLN solicits the attention of the Nobility, Clergy,

and the Professors and Amateurs of Church Vocal and Instru-

mental Music, to the peculiarities mil advantages of the great

and numerous improvements he has recently adopted in the con-

struction of the Church and Chamber Organ. These alterations

have been made with a view of affoiding an increased enicacy to

the Organ, in rendering its support to a large congregation, and

in the performance of Church Instmmental Music. The effect

gained is such as to combine the breadth and variety which dis-

tinguish the Continental Organ, witt the universally recognised

sweet and silvery tones produced by;he English mode of voicing

and finishing the pipes.

The advantages gained by the adoption of the new mode of

construction are unquestionable :—

1st. The Organ has a more weighty and solemn character of

tone, which is gained by the introduction of the new Stops,

called the Bourdon, Tenoroon, and Quint.

2d. It has a more brilliant and silvery character, from the new

mode of arranging the Sesquialteras, Mixtures, and by the use

of a new Stop, called the Doublette.

3d. It has a more soft and varied character, from the circum-

stance that instead of the Instrument only possessing one Flute,

it has three, four, or even six, all of which combine with the new

Stops in producing an entirely new quality of tone to the Organ,

and which is admirably adapted to the purposes of Psalmody.

These Flutes are called the Claribel-Flute, the Oboe-Flute, the

WaW-Flute, the Suabe-Flute, the Piccolo, and the Flageolet.

4th! It has more breadth and body of tone, from the adoption

of a new method of manufacturing the Reed Stops. These are

made to speak, so as to combine the weight of a Diapason with

the fullest tone which it is possible to givj to a Reed Pipe. The

new Reed Stops are called the Posaunc, the Trombone, the Cor-

nopean, the Soft Horn, the Corno-Flute, the Clarionet, the

Trumpet, the Clarion, the Oboe, and the Octave Clarion.

5th. A distant, subdued, and piano effect, combined with bril-

liancy sufficiently prominent to keep up the voices, is gained by

the Tenoroon Dulciana, a new Reedy-toned Dulciana,and theEcho

Dulciana Cornet, a Stop of Five Ranks of Pipes, which has been

copied from one in the celebrated Organ of Cologne Cathedral.

6th. More Pipes are obtained to each Key than has yet been

attained, and at a less expense; and it must be evident the

greater number of Pipes of differing qualities of tone that can

be brought to bear upon each Key the greater must be the

musical resources of the Instrument.

7th. The Sound-boards are made to contain nearly double the

work of the ordinary sound-boards, and the wind-chests nearly

double the quantity of wind.

8th. No money is thrown away upon useless mechanism, but

the greatest attention is paid to create music in every possible

variety and combination.

9th. Although the compass of the Keys is apparently con-

tracted to CC, in effect the Organ extends to CCC, as every Key

on the Manual has it with its Unisons, the Octave below ; thus,

in fact, the Instrument has the same compass as the Organ in St.

Paul's Cathedral, without the disadvantages attending the old

compass.

Mr. Lincoln begs to refer to the following Organs, as examples of the new manner of combining great power
and variety at a small expense.

THE NEW ORGAN IN THE CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS, THE ROLLS, CHANCERY-LANE,
(Opened in November) ;

THE NEW ORGAN IN CROSBY-HALL, BISHOPSGATE-STREET (Opened in December) ;

THE ORGAN AT THE NEW CHURCH, WITHINGTON, MANCHESTER (Opened in March)

;

THE NEW GRAND ORGAN NOW ERECTING AT THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF ST. DAVID.

Mr. Lincoln submits the following Testimonials from the late Dr. Clarice Whitfield, Mr. Attwood, Mr. Thomas

Adams, Dr. Gauntlett, and Mr. Purkis, as to the Character of his style of Organ Building :

—

Testimonial from the New Cnuncn Committee, Camberwell,

and Mr. Thomas Adams, Organist:

The undersigned deem it only common justice to Mr. Lincoln
to express the very high and general satisfaction which he has

given in the erection of an Organ in such new Church : without

any written contract, he completed, within the time stipulated,

allj and even more than in his tender he had engaged to perform,

without claiming a single extra. Of the appearance of the

Organ, of its internal mechanism and workmanship, and above

all, of its powerful yet mellow and most beautiful tone, it is

scarcely possible to convey a just idea of the praise which has

been bestowed upon it by all who have seen and heard it.

John George Storie, Vicar.

(Signed) John Vane, Minister.
Thos. Adams, Organist.

(And all the Committee.)

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewbs,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing n

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming

in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and tno

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsideraoio

advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid-. g5^ 42s .

to London. J _ -
cy

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. G(L, 6.9., and 7*. J£r&
sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Prii'

supplied. May be obtained through any respectable iromw -

ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No.
JJ

Arthur-street, near the Monument: Rigby's Brush Warenouu '

No. 80, Gracechurch- street; Livermork andSoN, Ironmon^

No. 30, Oxford-street; Benham, 10, Wigmore- street, Cavena*

square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchurclvstr^
-- — —

r
e

FUMIGATION.—At a season when Fumigation »s °_

the utmost importance to Flowers, Trees, Plants, &c., Me_

CLARK & CO. beg to call the attention of all persons J»»£
*
G

in Horticultural Pursuits to their PATENT FUMlGAi 1

BLOWER, -which, having been in use for upwards ot nm» r

by the first houses in the kingdom, is found to be mucin- k

and infinitely superior to the best fumigating bellows:aw
q(

tried. Prices, Qs., lis., 15s., 17*., and 20*. each. May »c

all Ironmongers, and of Messrs. Clark & Co., Engineers, neis

terrace, City-road, London. -nrr*A Prtnfiinles.
N. B.-Hothouses hcatedjmtfie mostJ^prov^l/rm̂ Pie

!^.

T^dIeS^^GENTLEMEN, I am desirous of

1-J gaining the Patronage of the Readers of this Journal,^
trust that the system upon which I conduct my busin®^eDce

the moderate prices, will gain a greater portion of conn

and support. The Improved Stamped Postage Envelopes, .

doz. (without advertisements), to purchasers of ot" er a
ream;

Fine Bath Post, Cut. per qr., 6s. ream ; do. Note, 2d. per qr-.->'
• qT„

Small do., Is. per half-ream; Superfine Foolscap, 8rt. P.
ceS .

12.9. M. per ream; and every article at corresponds V ga

10 per cent, off Books and Music. On the receiptof two P
fteC .

stamps, Samples and List of Prices forwarded postage
,„,.

Purchasers of 11. value sent free of carriage 100 mile*. ,s

5 miles, and any amount in London free.—From »'•
(l0n.

Stationery Warehouse, 20, Georgc-st., Portman-square^ —_-

OOK IN G UTENSILS with S I JiJ^seC

From Dr. J. Clarke Whitfield, Professor of Music to the

University, Cambridge.

I have employed Mr. Lincoln at Trinity and St. John's Col-

leges during my residence at Cambridge, and therefore can

vouch for the superiority and durability of his work, as well as

for his moderate charges. It is my opinion that the Diapasons

of Mr. Lincoln possess more of the sweetness of the celebrated

« Father Schmidt " than those of any other Organ Builder of the

present day.

From Mr. Attwood, Organist of St, Paul's Cathedral, and
Composer to the King.

I have the pleasure to inform you that I think the Organ built

by Mr. Lincoln an instrument possessing a fine quality of tone,

great power, and very complete in all its parts.

LININGS—At a cost of about one-third more than
r

.... .- .l_ _ _%_- .... ., *_ C »U A fn^mnv hollUT g* .^
lined with tin, the chief advantages of the former being b

viZf|

durability and cleanliness, and the impossibility of huriii"f»
cCOtlS

giving a burnt flavour to milk or any gelatinous or fan*
ti , e

article of food, the SILVER, by a recent improvement tUat

ELECTRO PROCESS, adheres so tenaciously to the cow ^ it li

no heat in cooking can remove it or any acids injure\i» at a

moderate care it will last for years, and can be rent thlS

Testimonial from the New Church Committee, Newington, mid
Mr. Purkis, Organist.

The undersigned feel highly gratified in expressing their

opinion upon the Organ built by Mr. Lincoln for the said

Church j and testifying to the great satisfaction he has given

therein, not only with respect to its internal construction, me-

chanism, and powers, but also to the very fine and superior

quality of tone it so eminently possesses, and of which it is

scarcely possible to convey a sufficiently just and adequate idea.

A. Cyril Onslow, Rector.

(Signed) Gilbert Elliott, Minister.

John Purkis, Organist.

(And all the Committee.)

Testimonial from Dr. Gauntlett, Organist of Christ Church,

Newgate-street, London, and of St. Olavc's, Southwark.

Mr. Henry C. Lincoln has erected two Organs on my new
plan, and has two others in progress. I have much pleasure in

recording my opinion of his merits. In the contracts which he
has executed under my superintendence, I have ever found him,

although exceedingly moderate in his price, yet very desirous to

give his employers every advantage. The internal mechanism
and the outward decoration of his work have been finished in

the best style. The metal and manufacture of his pipes have
been of high excellence; and every portion of his instrument

has been completed with the same uniform attention to its

durability and due effect.

Mr. Lincoln has the honour to announce

A NEW AND IMPROVED CHURCH BARREL-ORGAN

;

ALSO,

THE CONCERT-ORGAN FOR THE SALOON OR DRAWING-ROOM

;

residing abroad, where the difficulty oi getting ™»»
fcmove«

tinned is often very great; Old articles can have u
\
c
A
u\yjgmore-

and be lined with pure silver by this process.— iy>

street, Cavendish-square, London. _^_____ —

r

M'ECHI'S TABLECUTLERY has longJJJ* J, tfs

for its admirable qualities, combined with cne^om Corn-

Manufactory is No. 4, Leadenhall-strect, four doora ^ ana

hill. Balanced Handles, in sets of 50 pieces, 21. 10&'^
S m„ «**

41. 10.?. Common Kitchen, per doz., 7$. Off., 12*\' V^essC

and 26*. Table Steels, Patent Sharpeners, Jg^^dSpojJJJ
Knives, Sheffield Plated Goods, German Silver Fojks

pcllUlll ve3

Tea Trays, Tea-caddies, Dish-covers, &c. M,,'*;"
ds .

are excellent and economical, being from ls^rpw^^ ___^

rpENTS for CRICKET CLUBS, RlpK r̂oand ,
A

JL GARDEN NETS.-100 Second-hand Tents,* in lowe3

BBS, to 2/. each. Large Tents, 57 feet round, G
i

tec ^^j. 10*

part, quite new, 8/. each; 42 feet round, 0/. j -^ ' umbrellaJ

'

New Expanding Tents, (put up and ^o^^ compos*!"

feet round, 61. Rick Cloths, dressed.vPith^Pj^^ *reaffectea

of tar and boiled oil,

by mildew, at prices

30 tons, 5/. ; 40 tons, 6/. 10*. All kinds ^.^^at "reduced V*%Z
and Sheep-folding Nets, made by mariner), ^ Tonbna

Rombkt Richardson, Net and Tent Ma*ei,
^

place, New Road, near Euston-square^^____

-OOYAiTbOTANIC SOCIBTYOFj^gg!
XX Regent's Park.-The LAST FLORAL ^^e-street Sou

July lcj.-BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, VO. h»nrmSt the NoWfti

AM)

THE APOLLONICON, OR SELF-ACTING ORGAN

;

For the Mechanical Performance of Symphonies, Overtures, Choruses, &c.

Mr. Lincoln continues to manufacture the OLD ENGLISH UNISON and GG CHURCH-ORGAN, to which

he gives some new Characteristics, by means of his newly-invented Flute, Reed, and Diapason. Stops. He also

reconstructs the Old Instruments upon the New Plan.

July 19.-BENJAMIN EDGING uin,-

-"'
y informs tn"

'"ncil 40

wark, and No. 203, Piccadilly, W«2SJn8 from the Council
-

and Gentry that he has received tos^ctwn ^ f^ t m
erect a noble CIRCULAR TENT, >0 feetg^, of the vibi

cumference, with walls in (ecth.Kh. TJJ bei of a no^e a

is most respectfully solicited to tln. tent,
o/,

W ill.totg^

racter, and as it will be found&&*** a

T(.Js and Marquee

convenient shelter in the event otian^ ^ second-

great variety ready for SfggffiEow, al,n elegjffat two

©5£HSw=»ss»cat—
Southwark.
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ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or SIR JOSEPH BANKS'S PINE.

Y^^LL & Co., possessing the most extensive stock

Tr I"
the C01intr>r of the above- Splendid Hardy Ornamental

irec, beg to offer them on the following- advantageous terms:—
i'ine robust, 3-year-old plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10/. per 100, or
•jus. per dozen.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 12, 1843.

SATURDAY, JULY 15, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, July 1R ... Ploricultnral .... 3 p.m-
» ednesday, July ID . . Royal Hotanic, Regent's Park.

Tuesday, July 25 ... . South London . . . . Ii,«,

Countk? Shows— Thursday, July 20 . lloddesdon Cottagers'.
Friday, July 21 . Northallerton.

A

Every day seems now to produce evidence that
Ammonia— that long-neglected but almost omnipre-
sent substance—is one of the most important of all
*»e elementary matters provided for the use of man.
rormed instantaneously, wherever hydrogen and
nitrogen can come in contact in a nascent state,

—

floating in the atmosphere,—hiding in the impercep-
tible cavities of all porous bodies, or dissolving in
water, it necessarily mingles with the food and breath
°fanimals andplants,—entering into their composition,
°r furnishing them with some of the indispensable
elements of nutrition. Reiterated experiments show
that the strength of manure is in proportion to its
abundance ; that the vigour of plants is intimately
connected with its presence, as their debility is with
Jts absence ; and that, if employed in a proper form
and fitting condition, it promises, almost alone, to
give a new arm to the arts of cultivation.

But it is not in all or any state that it is found to
oe thus beneficial ; when caustic, it seems to carry
"eath instead of vigour in its train. Even when in
s«ch combination with other forms of matter as to
*ose a part of its natural causticitv, it requires to be
administered with great caution, for it still approaches
tnepure^ state in its tendency to do mischief. No
«oubt it is the neglect of attention to these circum-
stances winch has led some observers to believe thatammo-ma is deleterious instead of beneficial to plants.

sufita nn?
0r

?i

es
PecialIy the animal kingdom which

suffeis under the influence of ammonia hi the caustic

tlit
«' u

Ure ammoniacal gas, water of ammonia, andthe carbonates of this substance, including even thecommon sal volatile of the shops, are al irritating

cinST' ??re T less energetic. Although used medf-
uany, lt is only m small doses, and under particular

crcumstances. l

From some experiments that have lately been
jnade, ammonia, in the caustic state, appears likely to

jj

e of considerable importance to Gardeners, on account
its fatal action upon animal life. It has lately been

pertained by Mr. George Gordon, the Superinten-
ent of the Hardy Department in the Garden of the

horticultural Society, that the ammoniacal liquor of

ft)

6
?as

"wor^s
' fluted with water, is a certain remedy

ant f
8reen-fly> which has been so unusually abund-

alth
U
J
inS the present year. He has found that

foli
8 gas-water in its undiluted state burns

Sufi?
6 whenever it touches it, yet that plants do not

w. er from it when considerably weakened with

is

e
.

v
- !t appears that when the London gas-liquor

annr i

witn ten times its measure of water, and

Will h
With a svrinSe t0 the Parts of Plants infected

tho
8'reen "fly' 1C causes so speedy a destruction of

first

6
i

lnsects tllat the greater part disappear after the

clea ' ant^ a seconcl application is sufficient to

(jj

r aWay all the remainder. Upon mentioning this

gin
0Very to a person whose garden was four days

»re
e

*n the most deplorable state from swarms of

i-jj^

n*%,he ordered his gardener to repeat the expe-

rts
nt w'tn gas-liquor weakened with twelve times

over
n
?f
asure °* water; this morning, upon looking

incj: .

le bushes, it is scarcely possible to detect a living

the o
'.' the leaves are green, and much refreshed by

peration : the syringing was only used twice.

I>rov 1
aTnmon iacal liquor of the gas-works being thus

ing
to

.

De ffltal to aphides, it becomes an interest-

eropl^
UeSt ^on

,
wnetner or not ammonia cannot be

it js
p^ec^ with equal success in other cases, either as

Hate a°

U
i

nt* in gas_water, or in the state of the carbo-

we co
subcarbonate ; and this is an inquiry that

at pre
mrnen{l to experimental gardeners. All we can

oth er j

nt state upon the subject is, that if flies and

tube
c

r'Sect
.

s
'. including beetles, are put into a dry

(Sl*bcai-i
ntainins a sma11 quantity of smelling-salts

a fe^
onate °f ammonia), they fall to the bottom in

Vapour
Dllnutes after having been exposed to the

becomeV
an

n
th

^
U Peri*h; that green-fly thus treated

as if j t

.yellowish in a short time, and then dies, just

eventhpn been Washed with gas-water; and that

i-esists the
00s

.

eberry caterpillar, which for a long time

tne green fl

Ctl°n °f Sas-water strong enough to kill

6rnelling.sai t
y'

Cannot exist in a tube containing a little

n tilese instances we apprehend that the effect is

due to the volatile vapour of the ammonia, and to
nothing else; for when aphides are plunged into
weak gas-liquor, their death does not appear to be has-
tened by that operation ; on the contrary, when
exposed in a tube to the vapour of carbonate of
ammonia, they died even faster; and caterpillars
floating in the weak gas-liquor lived longer than when
compelled to inhale its vapour. In all cases the
insects make vehement efforts to escape, so that no
doubt can exist of the ammonia producing immediate
inconvenience and a sense of danger. If a saucer is
only moistened with weak gas-liquor, and the Goose-
berry caterpillar is thrown on it, the creature
becomes immediately convulsed, and throws itself
violently backwards and forwards, after which it
becomes half torpid. The caterpillars do not, how-
ever, die, unless exposed to the influence of the
ammonia for some time.
As we foresee that many inquiries will be made as

to the proper proportions of gas-liquor and water that
ought to be employed, it is as well to anticipate them
by saying that it is impossible for us to answer such
inquiries except in general terms. Everybody must
ascertain the fact for himself, by mixing gas-liquor and
water in various proportions, and trying their effect in
a small way in the first instance. The fact is, that
the quantity of ammonia contained in gas-liquor is
extremely variable, the gas-works making it of no
uniform strength. That used by Mr. Gordon, and by
the gentleman above alluded to, was very strong; effer-
vescence not ceasing in an ounce of it until 50 drops
of the sulphuric acid of the apothecaries had been
added. Those who wish to determine the relative
strength of that which they employ can do so by a
very simple process : take one fluid ounce of the gas-
hquor to be employed, and add to it, drop by drop,
such sulphuric acid as may be bought in the apothe-
caries' shops, until effervescence ceases ; then, suppos-
ing they find this to occur after 25 drops have been
added, they will know that their gas-liquor is only
half as strong as that used by the Horticultural
Society; and consequently, instead of adding ten
parts of water to one part of gas-liquor, they must
only add five parts to obtain the [same strength, and
so on. It is true that this is not a very exact pro-
ceeding, because the sulphuric acid of the apothe-
caries itself varies in strength ; but we conceive it to
be quite sufficiently exact for gardening purposes.

There is one important advantage that is obtained
by this process—namely, that, independently of killing
the green-fly, the plants are well manured by rthe
same operation ; so that nothing is lost.
When gas-liquor cannot be had, or where its offen-

sive odour is inconvenient, we should try the effect of
carbonate of ammonia dissolved in water, in the pro-
portion of one ounce of the carbonate to a pint of
water. This would form a solution of about the
strength of London gas-liquor, and might then be
lowered with ten proportions, or, as none of the
ammonia is un combined, with 7 proportions, of water.

Although this has been a season unprecedented of
late years for its coldness and wetness, and therefore
as unfavourable as can well be imagined to meetings
in the open air, yet the exhibitions in the Garden of
the Horticultural Society have been always crowded,
and have afforded undiminished enjoyment to the
lovers of Horticulture ; for, in the midst of almost
incessant ram and cold, three fine and thoroughly
English days have enabled twenty-three thousand
three hundred and thirty-five persons to visit the
Society's establishment. On Wednesday the beautiul
gardens of the Duke of Devonshire, so kindly opened
to the throng, were, as they always must be in
fine weather, a great object of attraction. Nothing
could well be more picturesque than the groups or'

well-dressed people seated on the soft turf, or wander-
ing among the fine old trees, while the charm of the
scene was greatly increased by the admirable music of
the band of the Royal Horse Guards. We have said

so much elsewhere, and on former occasions, con-

cerning the exhibitors and their productions, that

nothing remains to be mentioned, except that thirty-

three gold, fifty-three silver-gilt, and two hundred and
fifty-eight^silver medals, have rewarded the successful

competitors during the present season.

There is a very common idea that arable land is

troublesome to manage, and leads to expense and loss,

when it is not in the hands of a very experienced

farmer ; and so it is, when there is such an extent of

it as may be called a farm. Very few gentlemen who
occupy arable land find that they have a profit at the end

of the year, allowing for rent, taxes, labour, &c. But a

very few acres of a moderately good soil, occupied

with a greater extent of grass land, may be very valu-

able pto a man who keeps horses for his pleasure, and

cows, sheep, and pigs, for the use of his family. In

the country a horse and cart is extremely convenient,

if not an essential part of an establishment. This

horse way be used in a four-wheeled carriage, alone

or with a companion, and it will be no detriment to
him, whether it be a degradation or not, to draw
green food for the cows and to transport manure into
a field. He may now and then draw a light plough
or harrow, or a horse-hoe ; and if he is not wanted
every day for transporting his master or some of the
family from place to place, he is better occupied in
light farm-work than in standing idle in a stable. In
a larger establishment, where a regular carriage is kept,
an odd horse is very useful, such a horse as may be
substituted for one of the carriage horses, in case of his
being lame or wanting a dose of physic ; at all other
times he is a cart-horse.

The quantity of arable land we would suggest as
useful and profitable, in addition to twenty or thirty
acres of grass, should not "exceed ten or twelve acres,
and be chiefly cultivated for green crops—that is, roots,

Cabbages, and artificial grasses for green fodder. If
Corn is ever sown it must be under peculiar circum-
stances, for the Wheat raised by gentlemen is often
dearer than that which is bought in the market ; but
crops of roots to feed cattle are a great saving of Hay
and Corn in winter, and greatly increase the manure

:

whereas they cannot be readily purchased, and are
heavy to carry to a distance ; they require more fre-

quent manuring, but they thus gradually improve the
fertility of the soil. Suppose, then, ten acres of a
good mellow loam, worth 21. an acre to let to a
farmer, at a distance from a great town, and the
other burdens amounting to 10s. more per acre:
here is a rent of -21. 10$. per acre. It may be
judicious, at first, to get some neighbouring farmer to
plough the whole as deep as possible, and to pulverize
it with harrows and scarifiers, after which the whole
of the work should be finished with forks, spades, and
hoes. It is presumed to lie on a porous subsoil ; if not
it must be thoroughly underdrained with stones or
tiles before any other operation. This necessity will

make its original value less than we supposed above

;

but the result will be the same, if we add the interest

on the expense of draining to the original rent. The
field should be divided and cropped as follows :—1 acre

planted with Potatoes, 1 acre sown with Beet or
Mangel Wurzel, 1 wi:h Swedish Turnips, 3 with Eye
and Tares, sown at different times; if the ground is

not too heavy, I acre may be in Carrots, 1 planted
with Cabbages, and 2 acres with Lucerne. This last

will continue for many years if the soil is deep and
mellow, and if the crop is weeded every time it is cut.

As fast as the Tares are cut green for cattle, the ground
is hoed by hand, and White Turnips are sown in rows.
The winter Tares and Rye will be ready to cut in
May, and the ground may be hoed over and raked,
and liquid manure may be poured over it, before the
Turnips are sown, which will be by the end of the
month or early in June. Swedish Turnips may yet
be sown to advantage, or the Globe, or Red Round
Turnips. Later in the season a smaller and quicker-
growing sort may be sown as late as the end of August.
Ry a little attention to the succession of the different

crops the ground may be kept continually in a pro-
ductive state ; and as all the produce can be consumed
at home, the land will always have returned to it. in

the shape of manure, ail that is drawn from it: no
plants ripening their seeds in it, there will be very
little exhaustion, and the fertility will be continually

increasing.

If it be asked what is to be done with all this

produce for cattle,—for, except Potatoes, no food is

raised for man,—we will readily answer, there is no
fear of any difficulty: if the stock is not sufficient

to consume the produce, it is easy to increase it.

We suppose a considerable quantity of pasture land ;

this will keep sheep and young cattle in summer, and
the roots, Cabbages, &.C. will keep and fatten them in

winter. To have a fat sheep or a lamb now and then

to kill for the family is a great economy, as you have the

butcher's profit as well as the grazier's; a cow or

Scotch ox may also be fatted off; and will find its

value in the market. The Lucerne must be kept for

the horses and milch cows ; the Carrots stored for the
horses and pigs in winter. It is difficult to calculate

the value of this produce when consumed at home,
and not sold ; but the crops may be valued as they
are carried off; and by putting only two-thirds of the
market value it will be found, that where these crops
are well managed they are far more profitable, on an
average of years, than crops of Corn, even if these
could be raised every year without intermission
350 bushels of Potatoes per acre is a very common
crop—but say 300, at Is. per bushel, which they are
well worth to feed pigs-here is 1 5/. The Carrots, if
he white Belgian Carrot is S0Wn, will produce from
15 to 25 tons; we will take the lowest average, 15
tons, at 1/ per ton

: they would sell for twice that in
a town, for horses-here is 15/. more. Tares for
horses are readily sold at U. the square perch, the
buyer cutting and carrying them ; this is 81. per
acre—say only 5/., or 15/. for three acres. Lucerne
is worth fully as much, or rather more, as it may be
cut three or four times ; to the consumer they are
worth double; set the two acres at 15/. The Cab-
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bages and Swedes first sown will be worth bl. per

acre, and the Beet as much. The Turnips, after the

Tares, we will set only at 5/. the three acres. We
shall thus have an average produce of 70/., besides

all the manure which is made from its consumption,

and which is more than the land requires for the

subsequent crops. The rent and taxes were 25/.,

which leaves 45/. for labour. We have set down

nothing for the occupier's profit, because we sup-

pose that the convenience and saving in the feed-

ing of his horses, the milk and butter, pigs, poultry,

eggs, &c, which he has at a much lower price than

he could purchase them, will amply repay him. In

the averages, we have made ample allowances for

risk from failures, for our experience holds us out

in warranting the average produce to be fully what

we have stated for any number of years. In some

years it might be nearly doubled, but from the variety

of produce, a general failure or extraordinary success

in all the crops is not to be expected. All the work,

as far as is practicable, should be done by the task,

except the taking off the crops and carting the

manure.

—

M.

We perceive by the advertisements that another of

Mr. Skinner's importations from Guatemala is about

to be brought to the hammer. Among the plants,

is the rare Sobralia macrantha, of which a very large

specimen, in its native soil, is mentioned ; and the

very curious genus, Evelyna, of which one specimen

flowered some years since at Kew, but which has

never since been seen in flowei in Europe. At the

same time some very interesting New Zealand

living plants will be sold. Of the latter, the most

remarkable are— 1, a new species of Araucaria,

which, with the habit of the South American

species, has, mirabilc dictu, qute another sort of

cone ; 2, a noble specimen of a Fern, called Acros-

tichum grande ; 3, some very curious species of

Clematis, Jasmine, and Rubus, entirely new, and

possibly hardy ; 4, a new Dacrydium ; 5, the hitherto

unknown Dacrydium Mai, a tree about whose hardi-

ness there is little doubt ; and, fir.ally, a new species

of Orchidacerc , of the curious genus Earina, which is

not in Europe elsewhere, and is so fragrant, that it

was originally discovered in consequence of a passer-

by being attracted by its sweet smell to the tree on

which it grew ; it is the Earina suaveolens of Profes-

sor Lindley. In the same collection are some most

curious New Holland Dendrobia. We re8ar<1 tlie

last as one of the most curious collections of plants

lately imported. ^_^

PROCESS OF MAKING CHARCOAL.
Where iron cylinders are not employed for the pur-

pose, charcoal is usually made by setting fire to a pile of

wood, so covered that the free access of air is prevented
;

for if this were admitted freely, the charcoal ot the wood

would be driven off in the state of carbonic acid, and

only some ashes would remain-

The wood should be cut in lengths of two or three feet,

and so as it can be packed pretty closely together. The

pile may be either placed on the level ground or in a pit

;

but in the latter case three or four openings should be cut

in the sides, from the bottom of the pit outwards, in order

to admit a little draught for the ignition of the wood in

the first instance. In the centre of the area several long

pieces of wood must be fixed so as to leave an opening

for introducing the kindling ; or an opening may be formed

by pieces 12 or 15 inches in length, two of which are laid

horizontally, six inches apart; two others are then laid at

the same distance from each other across the two first,

and so on; thus forming an opening six inches square

from the bottom to the summit of the pile. Round this

the billets or faggots are closely packed in a nearly upright

position. When completed, the pile should be of a

rounded conical form. The wood may, however, be dis-

posed in the form of a ridge, several openings being left

for ignition. When the pile is completed it must be

covered with turf, which may be farther closed by earth

or sand, as is found necessary during the process. Where

turf cannot be easily procured, old mats or any rubbish

that will prevent the earth from mixing with the wood,

will afford a tolerably good substitute. When all is covered

except the opening at top, and some holes for air near

the bottom, fire is introduced down the central opening.

As soon as the pile is fairly ignited, the top must be well

closed, and the smoke, but not flame, encouraged to issue

as equally as possible from every other portion of the

surface, by making holes with a pointed stick where

smoke does not appear. Some portion of the wood must

be consumed before sufficient heat can be obtained to

expel the water composing, as regards quantity, the prin-

cipal portion of the sap. After the wood becomes

thoroughly heated to 212°, the water is given off in the

form of steam, and the whole mass takes fire readily

throughout. Great care is then necessary to prevent flame

bursting out ; and as the heat increases the openings in

the covering must be reduced, and finally closed when the

charring is found to be complete. ||

In a late Number of the Gardeners Chronicle a Cor-

respondent inquired how charcoal could most readily be

prepared in a state of powder. So many useml hints are

derived from the suggestions of your correspondents, that

1 be of use to other readers. For the purpose of mixing

with potting-earth for striking cuttings or growing seeds,

&c, charcoal may be readily prepared from saw-dust. A
fire of dry sticks, &c. being lighted on the ground, upon

a circular space, when it is well alight begin to heap on

saw-dust with a shovel, allowing plenty of air at first for

a few hours, till the fire has got well hold, then cover the

whole over with saw-dust, and pat it down with the shovel,

leaving three or four stout sticks projecting to the outside,

which can be raised now and then to admit a little air.

When such a heap is once well alight, it may be kept so

for months, or indeed, for any length of time, taking care

always to have a load or two of saw-dust at hand, which

is to be thrown on as the fire breaks out at any spot : the

heap should be sheltered from strong winds, and never

allowed to burn out in the open air. A part of the char-

coal thus made may be taken away every month or so

from one side of the heap, leaving the rest to keep the

fire burning. Any one within reach of a saw-mill can

get saw-dust for the trouble of carting it, and may thus

make a useful manure of it.

—

Carbon. Nearly all the

charcoal is prepared in France by a process which is

known bv the name of process of carbonization in heaps

(meules)l The wood is arranged in conical heaps of

variable size, which are covered over with a thick layer of

earth and of coal-ash ; the heap is kindled from the centre,

where a cavity has been kept open for that purpose, and

which descends to the base. In this cavity burning char-

coal is placed and some small pieces of wood, and the air

is admitted by holes formed at the base and over the

whole circumference of the heap. After some hours,

during which the central cavity or chimney is allowed to

remain open in order to determine a more active combus-

tion, the superior orifice is shut, and the carbonization is

directed from above downwards, by piercing holes in the

covering nearer and nearer to the base of the heap, as the

operation advances.— Chemical Gazette.

\ temperature beyond surrounding objects, either from

evaporation or radiation of heat.—J". L. Newburgh.

ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
{Continued from page 2/2.)

3. Cranberries (Vaccinium oxycoccos).—In moun-

tainous and woody countries the herbage of Cranberries

is often used as litter. It contains much powerful

manuring mineral substances, and probably an equal

amount of nitrogen, so that it deserves every attention.

It is, however, necessary that the manure thus obtained

should be well rotted in the stable or on the dunghill;

for it decays with difficulty in the fields, its texture being

very woody, and its tannin and wax of considerable amount.

100,000 parts of the green air-dried herbage contain of

mineral substances:

—

475 parts of silica

957
178
1288
* 87

' 10

14

958
:

149

"l86
20

31

11

11

11

9>

5)

99

lime
magnesia
potash
soda
alumina
oxide of iron

oxide of manganese
sulphuric acid

,

phosphoric acid
t

chlorine ,

WATERING OUT-DOOtt PLANTS.
As one of the objects of the Gardeners 9 Chronicle is

not merely to recommend sound practice in the details

of gardening, but to inquire into the reasons of that

practice, I beg to offer a few observations on watering

out-door plants in dry weather, and to point out the most

suitable time at which this operation should be per-

formed. In this neighbourhood I find the practice varies ;

the watering sometimes takes place in the morning,

sometimes in the evening,—the main design being to give

water, although evidently a matter of inditFerence when it

is applied. In other parts of the country it may be

different; but as the Chronicle reaches all parts, I would

beg to recommend through its medium the morning as

the most proper time in generator watering out-door

plants. Two acknowledged agents in vigorous growth

are heat and moisture; plants out of doors must take the

heat as they find it, and as we cannot increase, our object

should be not to diminish it : moisture is under our con-

trol, but if we exercise that control, and water our plants

in the evening during dry weather, we do so at the expense

of a great portion of the heat we desire to preserve. Two

influences are at that time brought into operation in

cooling down the plants, and retarding their growth,

which we thus vainly endeavour to urge forward by

moisture : these are evaporation and radiation. Evapor-

ation is the more rapid in proportion to the dryness of the

air ; and hence it is most energetic, when the necessity

for watering is most urgent : but evaporation cannot take

place without producing cold, and that cold is propor-

tionate to the rapidity of the process. Chemistry points

out the reason of this, vapour having a greater capacity

for heat than water, the heat sensible in the water becomes

latent^in its vapour, and the sensible temperature falls ;

additional heat to keep up "the temperature not being

quickly enough supplied by the surrounding media. Let

us look at the effect of this evening's supply of water to

plants: the air is dry, evaporation goes on briskly; the

temperature sinks, the plants are chilled, there are no

sun's rays to communicate fresh warmth, and their growth

is sometimes even more unsatisfactory than that of such

plants as are growing in the apparently arid soil, which

have been allowed to take their chance. The other source

of diminished temperature I noticed was radiation : every

warm body tends continually to throw off its heat to all

others of lower temperature, near or remote : but radiation

in meteorology is more particularly confined to "the

radiation of heat from the surface of the earth and objects

on it into a clear sky." All objects do not radiate heat

with equal rapidity : rough surfaces do it more readily

than smooth, and dark surfaces than those of a lighter

shade of colour. Apply the latter remark to the process

of evening watering : almost all soils are darkened in their

colour by moisture, and hence soil by this practice is

reduced to the best possible condition for getting cooled

down during the night. It is thus that the combined

influence of evaporation and radiation, by evening watering,

exerts itself in thwarting the desire of such as heedlessly

practise it. The best time for watering exposed plants I

consider to be about or soon after sunrise. Evaporation,

no doubt, will then also go on freely, but the atmosphere

is beginning to get warmer, and the sun's rays to exert

their counteracting influence. The darkened surface

3,319 parts of mineral substances.

It contains 4 per cent, tannin, and 3 per cent. wax.

It is to be supposed that its greater amount of lime,

potash, sulphuric and phosphoric acid, will render it a

betterjmanure than Heath, even if its amount of nitrogen

were less. Previous to using it as litter, it should be

packed in large heaps, by which it will be heated and

rendered softer, while its great amount of tannin will be

decomposed.
4. Bilberry-Leaves ( Vaccinium inyrtillus).—This herD-

age is also used as litter in mountainous forest countries.

Having a very woody texture and much tannin and wax,

it should be treated like the herbage of Cranberries, and

well rotted, either under the cattle or on the dunghill.

100,000 parts of the green gathered air-dried herbage

contain of mineral substances :—
169 parts of silica

1,036
224
324
188
36
207
131
179

H
??

11

It

99

99

ft

99

it

lime

magnesia
potash

soda
alumina and oxide of iron

oxide of manganese
sulphuric acid

phosphoric acid

chlorine

2,528 parts of mineral substances*
( ,

The amount of nitrogen the Bilberry leaves contain is

not ascertained ; it is, however, probable that it contains

more than Cranberries, and being also richer in lime, ma*

nesia,- potash, soda, and chlorine, it deserves to be useu

in preference where it can be obtained. There are n

experiments on this point, but analogy is a pretty sure

guide, _ ••-

5. Ferns. (Polypodmm Phegopteris, Osmunda regal s,

Pteris aquilina, Aspidium Filix mas., and Aspidmm KM*

fesmina.) c

Ferns form a most desirable litter, not merely because o*

their containing powerful manuring matter, but on ac-

count of their nitrogen. In mountainous and fores^

countries they are always carefully collected, more espe-

cially because they afford a very soft litter for cattle.

They are generally cut green, and thein dried and used a*

litter during winter. Mixed with dung, they decompo 6

very fast. I have subjected the common Brakes (iteu

aquilina,) which is much used, to chemical analysis.

100,000 parts of the fresh-gathered, air-dned her^fe

contain of mineral substances: —
1,040 parts of silica

that very condition which made the soil throw off its heat

more readily during the night—causes it to imbibe the

heat of the sun's rays by day with increased facility, so

that you thus have the greatest amount of the fostering

agencies of heat and moisture for the growth ot plants,

oenved trom the suggestions or your^wp^o, «, When evening again comes round, *h®^
the least return which can be made is to impart any sug- has

L
been dried up, and its colour again rendered of a

gestion wh ch may have occurred to oneself, likely to lighter shade; there i*. consequently httle dmuautum of

433
152

1,050

370
52
150
36
95
60

258

tt

11

11

9}

»>

91

19

11

11

11

lime

magnesia
potash

soda
alumina
oxide of iron

oxide of manganese

sulphuric acid

phosphoric acid

chlorine

3,6!)G parts of mineral substances.
_ OTmre, if

Common Brakes must be a very superior rnan ^
only on account of their abundance of potash, e ' by
chlorine ; but tbey are rendered still more va i

^ ^
their richness in nitrogen, for I find that iw*

„itr0gen,

dry herbage contain 16-100ths of a pound ot i
{[0ta

and consequently 3,0001b* =451bs. Its *°otspener_ ^
5 to 6 feet into the ground, and finding there mv

£ffic?oW

soda, and chlorine than on the surface, M
£ bles0me

plant to extirpate. It is one of the most w ^g

weeds, and every forester will approve

gathered and destroyed.
(To be. continued.)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-No. g^^etfe*
The Calceolarias, especially the finer hgng^

rf m
are a family of plants which are veiy

are oUt

treatment, and rather difficult to manage afte t

J ^
of bloom; indeed it is no uncommon occur ^ b

are neglected at this season to see>
them p

exbaUgtl0n of

This is caused in a great measure mj

)
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the plant, consequent upon profuse flowering, aided no
doubt by the attack of insects, the want of nourishment
in the soil, and the season being rather warmer than is
altogether conducive to their well-being. Many amateurs
experience considerable difficulty in managing their plants

^ this season, and therefore a few remarks on their
treatment may not be unacceptable.

After the plants have done blooming, or rather after they
have become^ shabby—for they should not be allowed to
perfect all their bloom—remove them from the greenhouse,
and divest them of all the flower-stems, and such of the
eaves as may have an unhealthy appearance ; examine
ie roots to see that the drainage is free ; remove the sur-
ace-soji to the depth of one inch, and replace it with
ich light sandy compost, taking care to place it well up

rj>und the base of the plant, so as to allow the young
Shoots to strike root into it, and if they are at all filthy,
umigate them slightly for several nights in succession
^th tobacco. When they are clean, they must be
P aced in a warm shadyjeorner, on a north-west aspect,
fld if a frame and sash can be spared to cover them in
tormy or cold weather, it will be to their advantage ;

*t they must be fully exposed at all other times. In
le course of a month or six weeks after they are thus

an?
tec1, tliey wil* beS'n to Pr°duce shoots pretty liberally,

a when these are about an inch long they must be
*nned out, leaving sufficient to form a specimen-plant

°r another season, and using the remainder for propaga-
*• At the same time the plant should be cut in to
ake it form an uniform head in the following season

;

t the knife must be used cautiously, as the plants are
rather impatient of its influence.
In a week after the above operations are performed, the

P ants will require shaking out of their old pots, and
"P?*-^ 11? into smaller ones. In doing this, proceed

t,

tiously
; that is, damage the old healthy roots no more

f
J*an can be avoided, but get as much of the old soil away

J*
01

** them as possible. The compost for autumn potting

tu"f
1

1

rather Poor than otherwise
;
and should consist of

winf
m

'
peat

'
and sand

>
in about e(

l
ual Proportions,

j" a sprinkling of leaf-mould for the strongest-growing

iiUh -u

Be careful t0 drain y°ur pots thoroughly, which
* be best secured by using the inverted pot, and adding

earrl r.
uuow cone tnrougn trie centre ot the ball ot

and i

secures it against any stagnation of moisture,W vf° ^ml ts of afree inSress of air to «w roots. I

VpJ«
P
«
aC
? \

his mode of draininS Calceolarias for some

When ff i

an
?

fmd ifc the best tllat can be adopted.

thev wil ,?
" tS are P0tted and reP'aced in the frame,

thevbein t

qUlre
i

t0 be keP fc close and rather cool until

freeVadmitted
*** growth, after which air must be

L!fi-L
arf 1

l
an

1

dsonie specimens are desired, the plantsuse ne kept slowly growing throughout the whole winter,
"<« ot course without being forced in the dull months. A™g plant, however, vigorously grown from this time
J«txl next March, will generally make the finest specimen
j* exhibition, as for that purpose it is not large plants
Katare required so much as clean, neat, compact, and
^xuriant specimens. During winter, Calceolarias do not

fl^
lr
? muclx water (but should not at any timebe allowed to

j!V ! in summer, however, they can scarcely have too much

ol
*•'* .^e ^est so ** fc^ af: can ^e usec* ^or growing Calce-

^'las in is equal parts of turfy loam, peat, and leaf-mould,

*ho i

one "sixth of white sand mixed with ifc- This

is

U,d be used as rough as possible, and if the leaf-mould

pi

l ly half decomposed, it will be all the better for the

^ e only secret in growing Calceolarias_is to get the

plent-
s
}
roPS _*

n autumn; grow them gently, with
pinnt

bl0o
y

.

of air> through the winter; put them into their

in j/*?
ln£ P ots on the one-shift system in the first week

ke .
ruary, and then push them along in a gentle heat,

Ann^ t'iem free from insects, until they show bloom in

Plac
a^teT w^ c^ t^ey Inust ke grown in a cool, airy

dm*
6

' t0 Prevent t'ie flower-stems from being too much
Wn— W. P. Ayres. _____

n HOME~CORRESPO^
opj

**e*.—-I was pleased to find you expressing it as your

he P
°U ^lflt ** *s wrong to imagine that grapes require to

Conf
XP°Sed to the sun to bring them to maturity, as it

tl^/l^
8 a statement which I made on a former occasion,

gi'Ow
frequently seen them of a better colour when

*hen*
Under tlie shade of leaves or beneath a rafter than

ofTj
Ta °YQ exposed, and that they are less liable to shank

doctr
-

SUcl1 a situation - I cannot, however, subscribe to the

extern
e

' ^R* the longer the shoots are permitted to

the lo

tlle Sreater the benefit to the growing crop, even if

in a i

av
^
s could be exposed to light, which is impossible

spac
°thouse, where a bunch of grapes is expected in the

doubtf
i

°k eveiT half-dozen leaves would require. I am
the fr

•
whether the leaves, instead of secreting juices for

ftiatte^f''
Woul(1 not rather be employed in appropriating

the foil -

Wood
» or sfcorinS i fc for renewed energy during

Co^fes«°
Wln

? season - Theory may be against me, (and I

on ^ ^y ignorance,) but experience and observation are

exPerie ^l
6

* In a converpalion wiich I had with an

Such
i

gardener, he assured me that he never saw

Villes
S°0c* hunches of grapes on the leading shoots of

and I 1

rermit
.

te(i to ramble, as on those that were stopped,

Proofs
aVe

1

1
"

,ine or ten instances this year of the same

sak e of ri
my own eyes ' Indeed, were it not for the

sWe iof ^i
extra shade, I would stop every shoot at the

discem tl £
Uit

'
)roceeds froTn

>
and ™ soon as l could

at least • ^ihyy° hunch, because I perceive the berries,

thinning 1 I
early staSe » swe11 the ^ster for it. In

S some bunches lately, I observed two shoots that

had proceeded from a double eye ; both had a bunch of
grapes,—that from the small or hind eye not having even a
leaf beyond the fruit, yet the berries are larger than on the
other shoot, which has leaves, and is, moreover, much
stronger. I am aware that this is a dangerous field for an
uninitiated writer to enter upon, when Mr. Knight and
others have demonstrated that, unless there are leaves to
draw and prepare the juice of a fruit, it will neither swell
freely [nor have flavour ; but I have seen both Peaches
and Plums without that auxilliary, as large as others, and
have tasted them when ripe, and found them not flavour-
less.—

J"
# Murdoch. [It should be observed, that we do

"ot pbject to "stopping" in order to make bunches
swell. What we doubt the expediency of is the prac-
tice of cutting away or destroying all laterals., Sec.]
~ letting aside your judicious observations at p. 4 13,
I have this year stopped at the bunch those Vines
which produce fruit in pots, and judging from the
quality of the fruit, I see no cause to abolish this
practice. In Spring, when every foot of glass is to be
made the most of, it is to be recommended with the pot
system

: more rods may be admitted with less fear of
crowding them; the foliage grows to an immense size,-and
is so full of sap that if the mid-rib is broken, it soon
heals over and appears as capable of producing a plant as
a cutting of the Salvia or a Gloxinia leaf. A Black
Hamburgh Vine has been subjected to this treatment for
many years, and annually [.bears from 30 to 40 bunches,
which are ripe in May. The branches are always kept in
heat, and the roots are always warm from the bark-bed in
front of them.— W* Brown, Merevale. [We trust it will
be observed that the roots here are kept warm.]

Vines.—I feel greatly obliged to " A Subscriber," as
well as to " A Subscriber from the beginning," for favour-
ing me with their opinion respecting the failure of my
Vines, (mentioned at p. 414,) although I do not agree with
either of them as to the supposed cause. The failure of
ray Vines cannot be attributed to the difference of tempe-
rature between the house and border, since I do not lose
one leaf before the sun attains sufficient power to warm
both the house and border. As "A Subscriber" states
that hisVines recovered as soon as the sun became powerful
enough to warm the border, that is sufficient evidence
that his Vines are not affected in the same manner as mine.
" A Subscriber from the beginning " says, atj>. 461, he is

persuaded that I have planted my Vines too deep, but
upon examining their roots the other day, I found them
ten feet from the front of the house, within an inch of the
surface, and quite healthy. In an adjoining house, I have
five Vines which were planted a year earlier than the
others, and were treated in the same manner ; in the third
year each bore seven bunches "of fine grapes ; and this
year they have each ten bunches upon them, as fine as a
gardener would wish to see.—S. Querill, Park Villa.
Guano was applied to Cauliflowers, and it has been

found that those to which it was applied were not injured
by the Wire-worm ; it was sufficiently tested, the plants
having been watered alternately in the rows, and every
plant not watered was more or less infested Zcphyrus.

Asparagus—" Perhaps," says Mr. Wallace, of Kelly, in
your Number of June 24, "perhaps at this time of day you
will scarcely believe that the great proportion of practical
gardeners disbelieve the method which you recommend for
raising Asparagus, chiefly because it does not accord with

the practice they have been used to, and therefore they

cling to the old lazy fashion of trusting to covering them
up with manure before winter, and cutting only a shoot

here and there in spring." Now, for the life of me, I

cannot understand why the champion of reform should
condescend to make such an attack upon the majority of

gardeners, and take upon himself to say that the majority

of gardeners disbelieve your method of raising Asparagus,

and I venture to think that they would be equally the

same in everything else, could Mr. Wallace's statement

be proved ; but I stoutly deny the charge, and say that

the greater proportion of practical gardeners do believe

your method to be very excellent, because they have both

seen and heard of the good effects of a top-dressing of

guano, and during the summer to apply liquid manure and
common salt. The § cutting of the Asparagus com-
pletely over in spring is not so new in Kelly as Mr. Wal-
lace would have us to believe, for I can prove that the

same plan was adopted there by a good gardener some 20
years ago, who has practised it ever since, though not at

Kelly- ' How is it then at all possible that the majority

would condemn that which many of their number prac-

tise annually. The honourable M.P. calls upon you to
44 fortify your recommendation from authority." Does he

for one'moment suppose that the majority of gardeners

would question your authority ? or does he think that we
have not men in the profession who have as much brain,

and a vast deal more sound judgment in garden affairs,

who would very soon prove the method to be right or

wrong? But gardeners are fully aware that you would

Verily Mr- Editor, we must be a very stiff-necked, con-

tumacious, and rebellious race in the west of Scotland, (at

least Mr. Wallace would have you believe so,) to be so

easily gulled into anything that we' may suggest- I am

not acquainted with the honourable Gentleman's gardener,

,

j'f ]ie is a gardener at all,—but I should like Mr. W. to

inform me whether he is at all acquainted with a person

who offered, not long since, the very handsome sum of

271. tier annum to a gardener. Where, in the name of

wonder that person expected to find a man that would or

could conduct his garden affairs for such a sum I know

not ; but I apprehend neither gardeners nor their masters

ought to be astonished if such a gentleman were to com-

plain of men too often distinguished by their obstinate
resistance to everything new whic]l they themselves do
not suggest."—^. Mathison, Clydesdale.

Nitrate of Soda.—Sorne persons assert that, although
a good crop may be obtained by the use of this salt—the
following year, if the salt is not again applied, the pro-
duce is poor and the soil is deteriorated. Will some of
your readers who have experimented durin* two years be
kind enough to state the fact?

—

G. S.
Potting.—In a late Paper, when treating of potting

plants, you say, " to bury an inch or two of the stem of
a plant is very injurious/' Now, as a general rule I
dare say it is correct ; but, had I observed it, my small
collection of plants would have been less by six. In
August, 1841, 1 sowed some Pelargonium seeds, saved that
summer. They came up, and I kept them so warm that
they became, when about two inches high, too weak to
support themselves—all died excepting one, and that I
plunged up to the first leaf in a rich compost; it grew,
and is now, as far as form is concerned, a singularly
beautiful plant—it is about 3ft. 2in. in circumference,
17 inches in height, and is supported on a single stem
half-an-inch thick ; it is one mass of leaves, in which the
shoots are hidden, for not one is visible. It has been
raised in a room without fire, and, excepting in very
severe weather, has never, since re-potting, been in a
warm place. I have raised six more this spring, and
they bid fair to rival "my pet" in robustness. It has
flowered this summer, and I send two of the petals for
your opinion.—^. C. [We regret to say that the Pelar-
gonium here alluded to was so much shrivelled as to be
unrecognisable. It did not appear of any value in a
ftoristical point of view.]

Salvia patens— As "Mr. Ross, Holme Gardens,"
asserts that Salvia patens [is hardy, I beg to inform him
that a plant was left out last winter in the garden here, by
mistake, the soil and situation, however, being as favour-
able as in most places at Holme. While digging the
border, the tubers were turned up. I inspected them
minutely, in order that if any vegetation remained, some
cuttings might be got from them. However, it proved
otherwise; for although the tubers were fresh, the crown
of the plant was completely decayed, so that it was utterly
useless and good for nothing. Possibly Mr. Ross's plant
may be hardier than those grown in the neighbourhood
of " Avoch." — Cromdale. Considerable doubt
seems to be entertained by your subscribers as to the
above plant being able to stand the winter unprotected.
I was determined last winter to try for myself, and sorry
I am that I did so. I give jou the result. I had a fine
Salvia on a south and very dry border, and when it had
ceased flowering and the stems had partly died down I
covered it over with what we call pea gravel, and placed
a flag-stone on the top to protect it from the heavy rains.
In the spring. I found, to my regret, that it was dead.
Not wishing to risk my other plants, I took them up in
the autumn, and potted them in soil ; kept them in the
window of my cottage, and allowed them occasionally a
little water. The consequence was, they started to make
shoots early, and I have a fine collection, all being
alive. As the latter mode is so simple, and not attended
with much trouble, I would advise your correspondents,
at all events, not to try the experiment of leaving out all

their plants during winter.— Chemical Jack. [We think
enough has now been said about Salvia patens.]
.

Silk Plant of Madeira.—The beautiful plant in Ma-
deira, called by the natives Arrore de Seda, or Silk Tree,
is the " Gomphocarpus fruticosus." Perhaps this may be
the u Madeira Silk Plant" mentioned in your answer to
" Zephyrus," at p. 465.—E. J. M.

Arrowroot.—You state at p. 447 your wonder that "the
West Indian cultivators do not turn their attention more
to the production of Arrowroot," and that U if it could be
had genuine, at a moderate price, it would be largely

consumed in England. But 3s. or 4s. a pound is'Xpro-
hibitory price." Allow me to say that I have imported
for my own use, and for the purpose of giving away
amongst my poorer neighbours, whatever quantity I have
required for many years past, direct and genuine from the

West Indies ; and that the reason why it is not more
cultivated, is, that the price at which it is sold (genuine)
there for will not sufficiently repay the producer for

trouble—i.e. U 12s. 6d. per cwt. ! Add to this the
present rate of duty, Is. per cwt. ; freight, 4s. ; sundry
expenses, say 2s. (5rf. ;

= 21. per cwt. As I have stated,

I obtain my Arrowroot genuine, and at the above price
;

so that if sold even at Is. per pound, there would be a
clear gain of 150 per cent, to the retailer, and at the price
you state some 400 or 500 per cent. The fault, then
lies not with the West Indian cultivators, but with the
English retailer.

—

A West Indian.

Gladiolus communis.—In the heart of the New Forest
I gathered, about a week since, the inclosed Gladiolus
evidently a small variety of G. communis. It was gro

*'
*

with many others in the midst of long orass h e K^
never that I am aware of, been noticed as havW beenfound :m a wild state.

—

Punts. h

Chamomile—Two years ago I nlsmtoJ +i i 3 e
double Chamomile behind a norVSlI f
soil. The following year I « ° '

,
*
U
j
n very

f
tr

,°
n
g

the blossoms, with the « ception 7l *? "* ' mrxmo „„;*-« J i t
fcCCP tl0n ot one or two patches,

dug up and replanted, after receiving plenty of manure
and cmder-ashes. With good double-flowering plants from a
neighbouring garden, and this year, I think, everyone is
single.

_
\\ ill any of your correspondents have the kind-

ness to inform me whether it is the aspect or the soil that
does not suit them ?—j, fjr ^
Tank System of Healing.—In the drawing given of my

tanks at p. dGO, the dimensions are so much reduced
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that it may lead to error. It is also not drawn by any

scale, so that no measurement could be taken from it

To prevent mistake, I may as well state that lank 13 I

is sixteen feet long, and seven feet eight inches wide at

the largest end ; the two sides of it being each two feet

eight inches wide-the walk up the middle being twenty

inches wide. Tank B 2 is twenty-two feet long and two

feet wide, inside. Both tanks are eighteen inches deep in

the clear.—John Iluyshe, Clisthydon Rectory.

Strawberries.—-In answer to a " Subscriber, who in-

quires at p. 464 respecting the method of treatment pur-

sued in preparing Strawberries for forcing, I beg to say,

that after having tried at various times all the plans recom-

mended bv the best authorities, I consider the following

one the ultimatum, and have therefore continued to

practise it for several years with unvaried success. Strong

runners are taken up in September, and planted about six

inches apart, in manured and well-prepared beds tour feet

wide, in 'a somewhat sheltered situation; here they are

allowed to remain until the following July, during winch

-neriod they must be kept very clean from weeds, have the

flowers and runners regularly pinched off, and be watered

•whenever likely to suffer from drought.
_

About the

middle of July, they are potted in small 32-sized pots, two

plants in a pot, taking the greatest care, that neither

roots nor leaves are damaged in the operation, and an 11m -

roots —
portant part of it is to press the earth firmly about them .

the soil used is two parts loam, to one of well-rotted

dung. Beds which will hold five or six rows of pots, are

then formed in the following manner -.—level the surface of

the ground, and spread upon it a layer ofcoal-ashes ;
drive

down a sufficient number of stakes to form the bed, to

which must be nailed firmly slabs, or any rough boards,

as wide as the depth of the pots, which are then to be

plunged to the rim in spent bark or ashes. All that they

will here require, is attention to watering when necessary,

and a slight protection with fern or other light covering

during severe frosty weather. I always preserve from 300

to 400 of the latest-forced plants of the above description,

and after having carefully reduced their balls, repot them

in large 32-sized pots in July, treating them afterwards

preciselv as the others. I find these, by having then-

buds formed early (through the slight forcing they have

received,) and becoming very strong, are admirably

adapted for the first crop, and always repay me for the

extra trouble.—Joseph Paxton.

Ipswich Cucumber Society.—At p. 464, you state in

answer to "S. S.," " that the Cucumbers which obtained

the prizes at the last Ipswich Cucumber Show were

Hamilton's Black Spine, Hamilton's White Spine,

Walker's Pea-green, and Roman Emperor." That state-

ment is not, however, correct, as the following were the

sorts which then received prizes:— 1, Latter's Hyond,

Black Spine ; 2, Ringleader, ditto ; 3 and 4, Latter s

Hybrid, ditto; 5, Masterpiece, ditto ; 6, Standard, ditto ;

7. New Manchester, White Spine; 8, Gordon's Black

Spine— Thos. Wild, lion. Sec. [It seems that we re-

ferred to the account of some other meeting, and not to

the last one, for evidence about the sorts of Cucumbers.]

Gooseberry Caterpillars.—1 have this season found

white Hellebore powder completely successful in prevent-

ing caterpillars from eating the leaves of Gooseberry

trees. I find young trees are more in danger than old

ones, and one ounce is sufficient for about 30 or 40 trees.

A small quantity dusted over the leaves prevents the work

of destruction.—Omega.
Bees.—Believing that your readers will fail to recog-

nise in Mr. Wighton's reply to my communication on the

fortifications of Bees a la Huber the friendly spirit observ-

able in mine, 1 shall not further take up your space than

by observing that I took it for granted he was conversant

with the 2nd Edition of the " Honey Bee," published in

1838 ; which, to quote the " Quarterly Review,' " may be

considered the standard work on our domestic Bee," and,

if I may be allowed to use the words of the same autho-

rity applied to myself, I appeal to your apiarian readers,

•whether they think it likely that "so practised a Bee

master" would take a fallen comb for an intended fortifi-

cation, or be easily led away by any " mealy Bee story ?"

—Robert Golding, Ilunlon, Maidstone.

The Sparrow.—A." Subscriber" observes at p. 461, that

he for the first time saw the common Hedge-sparrow

busily engaged collecting Aphides from his Rose-bushes,

to feed their young. I can bear testimony to the House-

sparrow doing so, because, a pair having built their nest

in the spout beneath the roof of my house, I was about to

shoot them, when I saw the cockbird flying repeatedly

backwards and forwards to a standard Rose, which induced

me to watch him ; when I discovered that he was search-

ing the branches for Aphides, carrying away each time as

many as he could. On looking at the branch afterwards,

I found that it was clean, although the surrounding ones

were covered with the Aphis. I need not say that this dis-

covery saved their lives.—James Hooper, 7, Park Villas,

Hollow ay.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

July 1 '2.—The weather on this occasion was signally propitious J

for, besides the wind being northerly, the sky was a good (leal

clouded during the afternoon, which prevented the heat, being so

oppressive as it often is in July. Everything in the gardens, too,

had a fresh and vigorous appearance, such as is seldom seen at this

season- neither the Grass nor any of the shrubs and flowers being

at "all parched. In consequence of the Duke of Devonshire having

kindly thrown open his beautiful grounds to the company, there was

a much larger attendance of visitors than usual about 7560 having

been admitted at the gates. Both (.h.swiek Gardens and those of

the Horticultural Society were promenaded to a late hour; and His

Grace's liberality seemed to be largely appreciated.

Like the displays of former years, the show of flowers was deficient

as compared with those of May and June ;
but this was principally

observable in regard to the larger collections of plants, which are now
so difficult to make up without an almost unlimited establishment to

draw upon, Only one group of forty, and one of twenty plants

were exhibited; and the absence of more in this class necessarily left

a vacancy, which was, however, appropriately, filled up by plants

from the "Society's garden. A group of the Mexican species of Abies

and Pinus was particularly admirable among these, presenting a

great variety of the most elegant forms, with some excellently-cul-

tivatcd specimens. The chief collection of plants was contributed by

Mr. Goode, gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, Ealing Park; and contained two

splendid specimens of the old Crassula (Kalosanthes) coccinea

between two and three feet high, and bearing large heaps of the most

brilliant (lowers, the hue of which was quite dazzling; btcn

maculata, a singular old plant, withprettdyspott^^^^^

the fine speci

sia rotundifol

snowy Mossou
which has been proved, by the shows of the P™«r.tyear, to be one

of the most ornamental of greenhouse plants, and to be capable oi a

high degree of c.l tivation ; Mirbelia dilatata laden with rich tcrmina

racemes of deep pink flowers, and a very handsome object; a.pot

of Achimenes longiflora, in an excellent flowering condition a very

tall Stephanotis floribundus, nicely in bloom
; *™*J"*™h£

large plant, richly bloomed; Hibiscus Cameroni, sheeted over with

blossoms, which would not open beneath the canvas
;
one of the

old species of Cassia, admirably grown and bearing numbers

of dark yellow flowers in clusters at the ends of the branches; a very

high Plant of Rondeletia speciosa, with the branches trained so as to

KfeSy bushy ; Clerodendron squamatum, P«g**ft. *"**
with noble heads of its superb flowers ; another species of Cleroden-

dron, with deeply cut leaves, and white flowers which resemble some

.Tasn, nes and are nearly as fragrant ; Cuphca Mclv.lla, handsome,

but not so fine as it has been produced here ; Begonia sanguinea,

rcmarkaMc for the deep sanguine tint of the backs of its curious

leaves, anil well studded with blossoms; Erythrma crista-galli,

in a well - cultivated and well-flowered state; Ixora bandhuca, a

noble plant, with few flowers; Poly gala oppositifoha, grown into

a tree and having a fine expansive, though dense head covered

th inflorescence ;
Begonia V*^**** »*&J2™*

of the better kinds in the pseudo-bulbous section ; a

the delightful

new

species, with a charmingly fringed lip ; ,
the delignttui old

BrouehWnia sanguinea; Phaius albus, in a singularly strong ana

healthy state ; Brassia brachiata, a species with a very broad floral

Up- the strane;c-flowcred O.tasetum luridum, beautifully healthy ,

Mo'rmodcs citrinum, a showy plant ; Zygopetalum rostratum, a fine

old species ; two varieties of Stanhopca tigrina, the one with very

deep purplish sanguine blotches in its flowers, and the other having

paler stains, the blossoms of the latter being immensely large
;
a

snecies of Cvmbidium, with leaves like those of C. aloitohum, and

merit was the contribution ot Air. ixooue, gr. to iur».^w«c.n.. .»

it were a small Barkcria spectabilis, deficient in the size oi its flower-

spikes and flowers, and also in their colour; C&ttleya violacca. a

most glorious specimen, with a great number of its gorgeous deep

crimson blossoms ; a nice little plant of Penstena cerina; a line

num, a magnificent object; O. pulvinatuin, very pretty ;
a very grand

specimen of a variety of Gongora maculata ; Stanhopea Wardii, good,

8. grandiflora, with its delicious odour, and S. ocul.ata, with its still

more peculiar scent ; with a good plant of S. quadncornis. Messrs.

Hollisson, of Tooting, whose collection came next, brought Stan-

hopea Wardii pallida, a fine specimen ; S. tigrina pallida, like that

described in Mr. Mylam's collection; a seeming variety ot S.

Wardii with pale yellowish flowers, but several spots in the sepals

and petals, and all these plants growing between the arms ot a three-

forked log of wood, so as to admit of their flower-scapes being sent

downwards without interruption; the curious twining-stemmed

Oncidium volubile ; O. leucochilum, WcnUYort.hiar.um and luridum

guttatum, the first of them trained on a flat trellis which made it

appear rather formal ; Lycaste macrophylla, finely bloomed
;

asma

plant -two globular trellises, beautifully adorned with Manett.a cor-

a folia • and an unusually fine specimen of Stat.ce arborea, bearing I

sue did panicle of flowers. The smaller collection of twenty was

contributed by Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart. It was

composed, besides other things, of Calanthc veratrifoha, in the

richest health ; the new and specious Achimenes grandiflora
;
Choro-

ze,5a ovatum, trained on a trellis, and flowering.extremely well; a

similarly good dwarf spreading plant of Gardenia radicans; a very

capital specimen of Crowsa salignaj Stephanotis floribundus, on a

t funnel-shaped trellis, and blooming we 1 ; a large plant of

LeTchenanltia biloba; Siphocampvlus betulffifohus still in the

Greatest perfection • Pimelca hispida, fine; a healthy plant of the

E^£2& longipes, With thick shining leaves, and scarlet

blossoms on long drooping peduncles ; St.gmaphyllum cihatum

a

Jetty new climber ; an excellent dwarf plant of Boroma serrulatei

:

and a most luxuriant specimen of Ardisia crenulata its clusters of

rich red berries forming a good relief to its neat white flowers. In

the collections of six there were four competitors and as before

these plants were probably the most noticeable in the exhibition for

favourable culture. Mr. Clarke, gr. to M. T. Smith, Esq., Shirley

Park, produced the lovely Lilium speciosum punctatum, in a richly-

grown state, with a great number of blossoms ; Dracophynum grac le,

an admirably-managed plant, loaded with neat white flowers
;
Phil -

bertia grandiflora, having unusually large bio soms
;

Roella

ciliata, a fine plant, though not thoroughly in flower
;

an un-,

commonly handsome specimen of. Pimelca decussate ; and a

noble plant of Poly gala oppositifoha. From Mr. Frazer, nur-

seryman, of Leytdn, Essex, there were a superb specimen

of Epacris grandiflora ;
Crassula nitida, something like C. coccinea,

and nearly as good, finely grown; a good Euthales macrophylla;

a handsome jplant of Statice arborea; and Vinca rosea and alba,

the latter remarkably beautiful for its cultivation. The collection by

Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., of Mitcham contained a first-rate

Plant of Geranium tricolor; Achimenes longiflora, in a good bloom,

ng state; Clerodendron speciosissimum particularly good and
"

,7,-ndid ; a atunted plant of some Burchelha, apparently different

from capensis ; an excellent Gcsnera, which appeared to teftnadai

and El chrysum prolifcrum, conspicuous for is bright crimson

everlasting flowers, and its moss-like foliage. There was further,

a collection from Mr. Pawlcy, of Bromley, comprising a superlatively

-rood plant of Stephanotis floribundus, fastened to a flat trellis,

and flowering well" Ixora coccinea, dwarf and excellent
;
Mahurma

incisa, Euphorbia splcndens, and Oncidium flexuosum.

Heaths were about as abundant as usual ;
and, in some of the

collections, there were magnificent specimens. Those furnished by

Mr Goode, &. to Mrs. Lawrence, were of the very first excellence.

The group included E. cerinthoides, exhibiting a dwarfness close-

ness. and luxuriance, which arc by no means common to it, and

showing twenty or thirty young shoots at the base just springing up

to render the plant still more bushy; E. metulseflora bicolor, an

admirable plant of a very elegant kind ; E. tricolor elegans, with flowers

of the most delicate tints, and the specimen dense to an astonishing

decree; E. inflata, an immense plant, superbly filled up with

branches, and studded with flowers ; E. Juliana in a most excellent

condition ; E. perspicua, a beautiful plant, but the flowers lading ;

E. Cavendishiana, extraordinarily good; E. Westphahngia dwarf

and pretty; E. radiate, exquisite; E. eximia, fine; E. tricolor

superba, admirable; E. jasminiflora alba, splendid; E. ampullacea

vittata superba, remarkably fine ; E. inflata, very large, magnificent

;

E. viridis four feet high, extraordinary ; E. Bowicana, very bushy ;

E. ventricosa tenuiflora, lovely ; and E. ventneosa coccinea minor,

a most charming little object. The compactness and healthiness ot

all these plants were truly surprising, and highly meritorious.

Another extensive collection was shown by Mr. Jackson, nursery-

man, of Kingston, Surrey; and the plants in it were conspicuous

rather for age and size than for a very verdant or magnificent appear-

ance • though there were several of the latter description. Many of

them' were*likewise much encumbered with stakes, each of the

branches having a strong support, which gave a constrained and

unnatural aspect. The best specimens were E. tricolor, a plant of

flowered Acropera Loddigesii; Rodriguczia planifoha, and a plant

allied to Saccolabium, with numerous minute yellow flowers 1 litre

was a single specimen of Miltdnia spectabilis, large and full °f nower,

from Mr.Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq. ; a remarkably noble plant

ofRenanthera coccinea, with an immense raceme of flow us Horn

Mr. Falconer, gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., Cheam; and a dccp-colourcd

variety of Acropera Loddigesii, called entente, from Mr. Pawlcy.

Of miscellaneous objects, or detached .specimens, there was a

moderately good exhibition. A dozen plants of the noble Lihiiin

eximium, conspicuous for the length ot its pure whiteJowej,
and for the* statelincss of the plant's general habit, as well as for

its adaptation to pot culture, were sent by Mr. Mountjoy, oi

Ealing. A collection of Gloxinias, including G. rubra, Candida,

maxima, violacea, caulescens major, and some rather pretty

seedlings, was supplied by Mr. Jackson, nurseryman of King

ston. Six large and finely-grown plants of the elegan Itloda..th«

Manglcsii were exhibited by Mr. K.er, gr. to M Coulthurst 1^1-'

Streatham. A neat little shrubby plant, with bright pink flowers

and pinnated foliage, bearing the name of Lyp^ria (a CapegenW

pinnatifida, was shown, we believe, byJfr^J*^^2S,iS£i
bridge Station. A
were Clerodendron

r-enccfSro^vi^^
distillatoria, very tall, and covered with its interesting

^J^JaSJ »
Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., rf Exeter ;

Pimdea ^cussata,^

;in

beautiful, in a slate tub, from Mr Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck, dW*
worth; Scypanthus elegans, from Messrs Black and Gower,.«JJL
water, and Mr. Pawley, of Bromley the first trained ona J^ttttfJ*

and the last on a conical- shaped one, and each WpK*&

ing ; Lcschenaultia formosa, a specimen remarkable for sue aim
^

dure, from Mr. Clarke, gr. to M. T. Smith Esq Shirley
r
Park, W

one of less dimensions, but literally sheeted with brilliant flowed

from Mr. Falconer, gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., of Chcam, ^r

saligna, a most admirable object, from Mr. Frazer, of Leyton ,
o > i

r : , : ..nf/lonnliliiPtlnwers. from J- '
la

.
v

.

variety of E. princeps, good E. jasminiflora alba, close and fine

E ventricosa breviflora, curious as well as showy ; E..inflate rubra,

excellent; a ibeautiful seedling from E. Shannon! ;
E. Jacksoni, a

delightful little plant ; a very delicate-coloured seedling variety of

E: tricolor; with E. gemmifcra and ar.stel a. Mr. Dawson of

Brixton Hill, furnished a beautiful small collection, as did Mr.

larke, gr. to M.T.Smith, Esq., Shirley Park Mr. Green, gr. to

Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., and Mr. Pawlcy, of Bromley. The principal

plants in Mr. Dawson's group were E. Massoni, very good
;
L.

Cabilis, excellent; E. Irbyana, a remarkably large ^and*ome
specimen; a fine E. ampullacea, and E. Bergiana. xle finest of

Mr. Clarke's plants were :-E. tricolor, particularly good
;
E. per-

spicua, splendid; E. Juliana, capital; and some superb WMtaJ
E. ventricosa. Mr. Green's best specimens were a dwarf and

jxcellent E. mctulieflora bicolor ; and

[ trellis, from Mr. (ioodc, gr. to lurs. t^wreuue. --

that were beautifully cultivated, though not equally so with w
of

just specified, were Sollya heterophylla, shown by Mr. Lucaa. ^
Woodford, Essex; the pretty Niphiaa oulonga, by Mr. woac,*,^

Mrs. Lawrence; GloxiniaMenzicsn, a pale blue and spotted.flow
B#

variety, and Achimenes pedunculata, by Mr. Lane gr. W. J *

iB,e

Palmer, Esq., and also a tall and fine. Ixora coccinea, fromitM>

-

d

grower; Achimenes longiflora, by Messrs. Rollisson, Tootint,. .

Mr. Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq. ;
a species of^jo*

vivum, allied to S. tortuosum, and covered with yellow Wos la

from Mr. Wilson, gr. to W. Piggott, Esq., Newmarket
;

wc
rjcl.,

erythrophylla, by Messrs. Rollisson : Gloxinia maxima alba, v J
J[r>

by Mr. Mountjoy, of Ealing; a small Rondeletia speciosa, uy ^
Pawley, of Bromley ; and Fuchsia Chandlern, in a slate tun, j

elty

Dobson, gr. to Mr. Beck. The specimens noticeable for the
d hy

rarity of the species, were Achimenes grandiflora, contrio
f

. Mountjoy, of Ealing ; Lilium testaccum, a ''antls
°Vountjoy J

and Gesncra rutila very showy, also from Mr. m gr .

Ncmatanthus longipes, excellently grown, by Mr> V jyiessrs-

to Mrs. Lawrence, and a smaller plant of the same, oy
ink

Rollisson : Lem6nia spectabilis, and a Gloxinia with uc i

Mr>

flowers, and JLoasa luciua, iiuvmH i«.b- »"'
Snntre, by *""

white blossoms, which have a dark red and yellow centr^
. ^a,

Best, gr. to A. Park, Esq., Merton; a charming littic,. an(l

having deep lilac flowers, paler in the centre, by Messrs Gcsncra

or ran
Mr

purea, a small plant, yet bearing many flowers ;
and.a

rf CoJn-

ing-plant, with rich scarlet flowers, looking like a.spec Soll) ot

bretum, from South America, all rom Messrs. Vu en
be8„n|

»

Exeter. A Cut Flower of the Barrington.a specios ^ the ftrst

large bunch of pink stamens, and probably piotiuc
Sa)isbury

»

compact E. Massoni; a very ext—
a well-managed E. Westphahngia; Mr. Pawley's were ampullacea

rubra, Bowicana, and Cavendishiana, all superlatively rich.

Under the head of Orchidaccie, there was a noble exhibition, and

While it did not equal that of June in point of numbers, it was

composed of exquisite objects, and may be considered to have been

the best-supplied class at the show in the flower department, ihc

plants from Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq .,
WM

J»*°
r 'h ' *°^

and were of the highest order. i hey were .

a richly-

Pl

ttSSt^SelioWes," beautifully flowered : M yitdlin., a ricWy-

coloured species in the flowers, and of a dwarf habitude ;
M.^macro

phylla, (now called Lycaste macrophylla,) a capital g™i
Oncidium leucochilum, with the long flowcr-sp.ke W^J^*
taper conical trellis, and looking very well under such tr«Jment
P
ampliatum, the large-flowered variety ; O. luridum guttatorn m

splendid condition ; Cirrha-a squalens, obtusata, Wa «a,a and

t -istis all graceful, pretty, and laden with blossoms
,

Atnaes

Sfine very
5

handsomely in bloom; A. qu nquevulncrum
,
a rare

SSies flowering I
finely ; Epidendrum aloitohum, a pleasing

zcri, like a very decp-coloureu variety ot iu. <-»'"" ' Mr ,
Bai""',:

of Leyton, Essex. A stand of Sweet Wflham^ftom^ 8emidottb£

ofTurnham Green, contained some showy «o
were shown /'{,

varieties. Roses in pots, principally **££%?%!, ***£$£
Rowland, Esq., of Lewisham, but they^^jyexteog
The exhibition of Cut Roses was, however

,

pai ^ s0r

and splendid ; the flowers being, for the mOstP
, ,8 .

u

^4^^^±s^ r^i!^cv^ bJe=aUed. J-
*

prize-hst, amon^;c
r>0 Bos^the whole, they liavc not perhaps

exhibitors' names will be found in

tisements. The following were in— Gali-ica:
ost conspicuous among

r , wi

bng

th

rlltiVilie blush* e(lg

exhibited by Mr. llivers:- ^^(^>^t (iCcprose; K^'^ct
purple ; U brilliant^;^^^^d r0Se, BUggJ j«

more
colour

WWWWfaYW
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very large and double ; Madame Hardy, still one of the finest White
Roses. Provence: Sylvain. a very pretty bright pink rose; Rcine
de Provence, blush, most perfect and beautiful ; Unique, this fine
old White Rose was in a most perfect and beautiful state. Hybrid
Provence : Em' ranee, pale straw, quite Unique'; Rlanchcfleur, pale
flesh, one of the most perfect and beautiful of Hoses; Colonel Combes,
a new and fine bright rose-coloured Rose; Hypacia, deep red, spotted
with flesh-colour, perfect and beautiful. Hybrid China: Chen<$-
dole, brilliant crimson, very large and most beautiful; Comtesse d<;

Laccpedc, delicate blush, almost white; Double-margined Hip, flesh-
colour, edged with red, very distinct and pretty. HYBRID Per-
*etual : Madame LafFav, most decidedly one of the finest in this
class

; William Jesse, purplish red, a very large and most remarkable
£Y>sc, constantly and beautifully cupped. Duchess of Sutherland,
blush, very large and perfect; Aubemon, brilliant crimson; Due
<* Ainnalc, very bright rosy purple. Hybrid Bourbon: Coupe
<*Heb6, delicate pink, large, remarkably distinct and beautiful;
wcat Western, red, very large, foliage enormous; Charles Duval,
°Nght rose, a very fine and perfect Rose; Paul Perrns, rose, very
iargc, and remarkably robust in habit. Bourbon : Splendens, deep
*ose, with line foliage ;

Queen, fawn-coloured rose, distinct and fine;
*'-d Double Yellow (Kosasulphurea), from the open border. CniNA

:

Uara Sylvain, pure white, the largest and finest in this class. Tea-
sCented

: Elise Sauvage, saffron yellow, this Rose is always
Xeniarkablc and beautiful ; Mansais, lawn-colour, very striking.

1'he following were the names of 12 Moss Roses exhibited :

—

feline, Princess Royal (Rivers'), Single Crimson (Rivers 1
), White

o
a

.

tn
> White Pompone, Unique de Provence, French Crimson,

^Pendens, Blush, Crimson Pompone, Grandiflora.
lne number of the collections of Fuchsias brought to this show

was very noticeable, for nothing approaching to it was ever before
observed. There were six exhibitors of collections, besides several

^parate plants. Messrs. Lane, of Great Berkhampstcad ; Messrs.
^Uh, of Hackney; Mr. Frazer, of Lcyton ; Mr. Catleugh, Chelsea;
*nd M r , Gaines, of Battcrsea, were those who showed in collections

;

ail« Mr. Catleugh had two groups, one ofwhich contained only new
sorts. In the last-named there were F. robusta, a variety of dwarf
and compact habitude, with flowers of a good size, and very deep
0I JIbant scarlet and purple colours; Eclipse, with very splendidly-
coloured flowers ; Britannia, good ;

Cormackii, a short and broad,
*n

<j peculiarly rich-flowered variation from fulgens; with Champion
and Victory, both tolerably good, though not conspicuous for dis-

inctness. In Mr. Catleugh' s other group there were Una, a singu-
ariy small-flowered, though rather elegant variety; conspicua arbo-

a£ac
0od; M°nypennii, rather pretty; Omega, of a fine colour;

J11

} Salter's splendens, which does not seem to o|oen well. Mr.
^aines's collection, in which all the plants were very nicely grown,
omprised grandis, a variety with singularly dark and novel-coloured
?\yers, and leaves ribbed like those of F. corymbiflora ; excelsa and
"cifolia, both good ; and aurantia, pretty. Messrs. Lane's contri-
tion had in it F. pulchcrrima, a very pretty variety ; Grenvilli, good

;

jj'gnntic grandiflora, a large -flowered kind ; Dalstonii, pale, and
aving a diseased look; tricolor, beautiful; Ivcryana, fine colour;
agnifica, handsome ; a capital dwarf plant of F. fulgens ; and a fine

a n-

C

|

men °f F * coryml)iflora - In Mr - Frazer's there were Salmonia,

](i^

U
i

fl.°wered variety, of good habit; multiflora, a free-blooming

ele •

W*^ *ar£e ^cemes at the ends of the shoots; Curtisii, very
?ant and good colour; racemiflora, not striking ; excelsa, pretty

j^° ;and a well-grown low standard plant of F. globosa. Brock-
» % a ^ne variety

; Standishii racemiflora, and the curious

the tt

WGre in Messrs - Smith's collection, though in this and all

nop y
cascs

» we have merely enumerated the best and most

of n v
A

,

varicty called F. elcgans was shown by Mr. Standish,
* mgshot

;
but it is somewhat in the old style, and not very unlike

nnm^rt^ p
T

a"„s^_.
Fr

J?.
m Mr. femith, of Hornscy-road^ there was one

»h in the way of

a kind called

free bloomer,

m-Ai

°

oa
.
co 'our

;
and Messrs. Lucombc, Pince, and Co., of Exeter,

a
™u7 t

hcir F - exoniensis, some cut flowers of which, inserted ina vase, looked very brilliant.

tonr*£
5p

J
endour of the Pelargoniums formed no inconsiderable

i »uon of the attractions of the exhibition, and in point of colour
• *U perfection of bloom, they were finer than at the previous

D p
tlnos - In large specimens, the collection from Mr. Cock was

i^nect with the exception of one plant, the Queen of the Fairies,

-JUch was rather on the decline. The large collections also from
w r

* .Catleugh and Mr. Gaines contained magnificent specimens.
a^lda, in the collection of the latter grower, was, from its fine head

Perf
°0m

»
comPactncss >

and symmetry of form, one of the most
^

ect specimens we have seen. There has been an evident improve-

in r
t tn 's season in the general appearance of the large collections,

dj
°nsequence of several of the old and worthless sorts having been

i8 ^V^* > this nas given a superiority to this class of flowers, which

fUr(.,
lost upon the public, and we trust to see this reform carried

\v e \!

Qr another year. In the collections of smaller Pelargoniums,

noti c°H
e

.

to see a much greater improvement next year. We have
iced have also

movementWrvd tIlis class some new aml finc varieties
>
and wc

toWarl f
0mc wnicn > unfortunately, indicate no forward

**°t h , a^tainment of perfection ; those who have complained of

as8ie
avni

.
c necn prepared for this class will not have this cause to

the exh^?-
0t^cr season

5 an^ we therefore hope to sec this portion of

Wro •

on wnat ifc was inten(lecl St should be, a record of the

spec
'

vcn*ents that are going on in this beautiful tribe, as well as

Ine u
S

°.
f su Pcrior cultivation.

Cast fi°
cc^°ns of 12 new and first-rate varieties, in pots of 24 to the

^asavv ?
WCre tnree coliecti°ns from Amateurs. The Gold Banksian

eom !

art'cd to Mr. Staines, Middlesex-place, New-road ; his collection

'We,
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tlle f°U°winjr sorts :—Assassin, Enchantress, Rising Sun,
JUbilo

mau1
' Victor-V. Hhoda, Priory King, Witch, Madeleine, Gipsy,

grown
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\

Ut* * Jlir Maid °* ^GVOn >
tncse P Iants werc exceedingly well

covert]
l

?rt shruDDy specimens in fine bloom, and the plants well

i° finel
n

-

Gs
?nd Mr- Catleugh, but neither of these collections werc

been evI\
n

-
bloom

' nor the plants in such fine condition as they had
Mr. Cnn d at former shows, and the Silver Gilt was awarder

Peel ]>u
C
V
Klv' for Shepherdess, Rosetta superb, Julia, Unit, Sir R.

J ubi!e,, ,' Mulberry, Symmetry, Fair Maid of Devon, Favourite,

Urn J
>
and Marcella. Mr. Gaines's flowers, for which he received

?
l
°yal At }

Ivep
> consisted of Commodore, Arabella, Gipsy, Princess

RisW 4 elcine
* Hermione, I.adv Sale, Duchess of Sutherland,

lu cQ?i
Un

'. Countess of Zetland, Great Mopul, and Elegans nova.
tw° coll

ns of 12 varieties, in pots of 12 to the cast,' there were

*a« aw^S i

ns from Amateurs. The first to which the Silver Gilt

?la$nific',

ed Was from Mr. Cock, of Chiswick, and consisted of 12

k ]oom .

f

c

1

nt P^nts, in fine health and condition, and covered with

t
itcli'phiS0rt8 were Selina, Kvelvn, Evadnc, Erectum, l'lamingo,

?Ul«Dhr«t ' Grand Monarch, Madeleine, Queen of Fairies, Master
parker ly,

t
aBd Rhoda. The other collection was from Mr. J. t

l
hese Plimt. ...'I*

H* O»shton, Esq., Roehamptonj the^conditionof

of Arc, Vnf
"s iuvarded t0 them; they were, Lady Mayoress, .loan

*annia , v , f
aiV!cauty> Alcxandrina, Lady E. Bulteel, Sinus, Kri-

SatleURh i ?enn«s's Prince Albert, Simile, and Florence. Mr.
thesc colloot-

Ir" Gftines contended in the Nurserymen's Class
;

Vei7 si

ect,nn" -- ~ - - - 1 :

flowers
sunerh wcre verv finelv R»*own, many of the specimens were

^rsLJ:' , rhe Silver Gilt was awarded to Mr. Gaines
;
his

wereNvinph B.ltl
dy J ' Do»g»as, Grand Duke, Black-Eyed Susan,

Arabella G»S5 crectum
t
Erectum, Victorv,Gem of theWest, Mabel,

**»»« ;Silve> f
M°narch, and Matilda. Mr. Catleugh received the

Sapphire
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Grand Monarch, Leila, Coronation, Madeleine,

tuin. Josephine lrhnSs Tasso> Dido> Wonder, Parson's Queen, Erec

la*ias; the hPv\}
XG season 5s» there wcre two collections of Calceo-

"sroaceouj} kinds were from Mr* J. JDobson, gr, to »lr.

K. Beck, of Isleworth ; they consisted of Prince Albert, Admiral,
Golden Drop, Majestic, Mandarin, and Purpurea. The shrubby
collection was sent by Mr. Gaines, and comprised Mafrnifiora,

Grandiflora, Celeste, Favourite, Rising Sun, Attila, and Taglioni.

The Carnations. Picotees, and Pinks received their due share of

attention. The Picotees were very good, and superior to the Car-

nations
; but Mr. Norman's stand of the latter flowers were exceed-

ingly good, considering the backwardness of the season. The
Picotee appears to he a general favourite, and the beauty of edging
and the variety in the colour appeared to give great satisfaction. In

Carnations, Mr. Smith, of Walworth, sent the only collection con-
tributed by an amateur, for which he received the Large Silver medal,

Amato, Strong's Esther, Smith's No. IS, No. 16", Hale's Lord
Nelsonf Holmes' Lord Nelson, Rainbow, No. 13, Davey's Tower,
No. 12, and 'our seedlings. Mr. Norman obtained the Large Silver

in the nurserymen's class; his flowers were, Strong's Duke of York,
Jaques' Gloriana, Ely's Col. Wainman, Wallis' Bonny Bess,

Wood's William 1V-, Hogg's Colonel of the Blues, Mansley's Shak-
speare, NbcVLady Chetweyed, Holmes' Count Paulina. Mrs. Divan,

Wildman's Napoleon. Milwood's Premier, Chetwood's Excellent,

Fletcher's Duke of Devonshire, Cartwright's Rainbow, Mansley's
Beauty of Woodhouse, Calcott's Brutus, Wood's Rosabella, Pucelle
la Grande, Alfred the Great, Puxley's Prince Albert, Willmer's

Hale's Prince Albert, Bates' Wellington, Lady of the Lake, Wood-
land's Queen Victoria, Holmes' Count Paulina, Kndymion, Ely's

Mungo, Pearson's Sir G. Crewe, Porter's Sophia, and Knott's Alfred

the Great. The Picotees exhibited by amateurs were clean, and the
colour full and high. In this class, G. Edmonds, Esq., of Wands-
worth-road, obtained the Large Silver medal; his flowers were,

Willmer's Bifrons, Barnaul's Blazon, Eclipse, Rosetta, Willmer's
Mary Ann, Peter the Great, Prince Royal, Queen Victoria, Dickson's
Trip to Cambridge, Kirtland's Wellington, Princess Augusta, Sharp's
Cleopatra, Fairy Queen, Seedling, Gem, and Delicata; Gidden's Sir
R. Peel, Brinkler's Conductor, Wildman's Isabella, Lady Chester-
field, Gidden's Teaser, Willson's Harry. Mr. Barnard's collection

consisted of the following sorts : Anncsley's Sansparcil, Brink-
ler's Masterpiece, Annesley's Plenipo, Holmes' Queen, Dick-
son's Trip to Cambridge, Kirtland's Mrs. Annesley, Willmer's
Mary Anne, Bifrons, Emma, and Admiral, Brinkler's Lady
Chesterfield and Rising Sun, Gidden's Sir R. Peel, Lj'dia,

and Teaser; Cornfield's Duchess of Bedford, Brook's Duke of

Cambridge, Ely's Marchioness of Waterford, Wells' Lady Mac-
lean, Paul's Seedling 4"2, Brinkler's Rising Sun, and four seed-
lings. In the nurserymen's class, the Large Silver was obtained by
Mr. Norman, of Woolwich, for Pullen's Fair Flora, Wood's Duke
of Manchester, Kirtland's Victoria, Princess Augusta, Seedling,
Luff's Seedling, Brinkler's Masterpiece, Hogg's Queen of England,
Sharp's Cleopatra and Gem, Willmer's Peter the Great, Elizabeth,

Dickso
Teaser
Jersey,
road, Chelsea/received the .Silver Knightian, for Sharp's Cleopatra,

Hector, and Cocked Hat, Jccne's Moonraker, Annesley's Plenipo,

Gidden's Bleda, Wood's Lord Hitchinbrook, Aggripina, and Lady
Waterford, Soan's Prince Albert, Willmer's Queen, Queen Victoria,

Queen of England, Orion, Wcslonian, Orestes, and 83, 31, 39, 5;),

183, and two others.

In Pinks, Mr. Brown's collection was a very fine one, the flowers

large and well-laced; the collection to which the second prize was
awarded was inferior in growth, and not shown in such fine condi-
tion. Sir. Brown received the Silver Knightian for his stand,

which contained the following flowers :—Dawson's Gauntlet, CoJ.

Baker, White's Warden, Duchess of Kent, Willmer's Victoria, Ons-
worth's Omega, Norman's Defiance, Smith's Dr. Coke, Wells' Bril-

liant, Miss Blackstonc, Norman's Henry, Weedon's Victoria,
Brown's Eclipse, Lady Flora Hastings, Captain Dundas, Alpha,
Church's Roseana, and Tower, Bexley Hero, Dean Swift, Brown's
Garland, Neplus Ultra, Earl of uxbridge, Brown's Seedling. Messrs.

Brown and Atwell obtained the Silver Banksian for their collection.

Seedlings.—There wcre but few Seedling Pelargoniums exhi-

bited, and one only was selected by the judges; to this a certificate

was awarded, as in this case it will be eligible another season,

should it continue true to its present fine qualities. It will be a most
desirable alteration in this department of the exhibition to ofTer

prizes for seedling Pelargoniums the second season of their blooming,

as it frequently happens that seedlings do not remain true to the

characteis which they in the first season exhibit. The seedling

selected for the certificate was from Mr. Whoines, gr to E. Foster,

Esq., Clewer Manor, and was named Psyche ; the flower is large, of

a good form, dark upper petals, with a margin of bright rose, white

centre, lower petals pink, and rather veiny ; the other seedlings from

the same place were not fine specimens of form, but from their sub-

stance, high and extraordinary colour, superior quality of the petals

and clearness on the edges, we can anticipate from them a class of

verv superior flowers, of which these are the forerunners. A seedling

Picotee from T. Edmonds, Esq., received a certificate ; this is a large

and bold flower, vvith good guard petals ; the white at present is not

good, and there is a slight disposition to bar. A certificate was

awarded to Fuchsia Exoniensis.

Exhibitors of Fruit always muster strongly, and bring superior

productions at the July show ; and the present exhibition was by no

means an exception to the ordinary rule, the fruit-tent being well

filled with productions that werc, generally, highly creditable to

British Gardeners. We remarked, however, that some of the objects,

especially Peaches and Grapes, had beer, more or less injured by
(ravelling, and that comparatively few of the black Grapes were what

miffht be correctly described as being thoroughly ripe ; the early red

tint i" many cases, showing through the purple or black. In regard

to the packing, it is so easy to avoid any damage from that cause, by

adopting the expedients that have been recommended in this Paper,

that there is a carelessness or indifference about the neglect of them

which is the very reverse of praiseworthy. And as to the unripeness

of some of the fruit, exhibitors seem hardly conscious enough that

mil coloured Grapes, of moderate size in the berries and bunches,

ire "more meritorious than larger ones which have not that rich

viurnlc tint so conducive to effect. In short, as has before been said,

it rather a perfect fitness for the table, than any extraordinary

annpnrincc which is most deserving of commendation. The Pinc-

AmflM were mostly of a very excellent character, especially the

ni ;!«« nf Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquess of Lansdowne, Messrs.

Gunter and Co., and Mr. Fielder, gr. to W. Linwood. ;Esq. Hand-

some
duals,

by ^^^j^^ey^ere associated with two very indifferent Pines*,
spienma , « j j

{ weye shown al(me

b

Mr. Henderson. There

TqnS«SrEsq., Stansty Hall, and Mr. Chapman, of Vanxhall

;

vi*tl 3ones from Mr. Godfrey, gr. to the Earl of Limerick, and

nr r ulll of Norwich. The Cannon Hall Muscat was sent, in

very fine condition, by Mr. Roberts, gr. to M. Wilson Esq.; the

f^hrSd. Cavendishii, though unripe, was sent by Mr. Baker,

or to the Hev. T. Thurlow. Peaches and Nectarines were more

ic-intv than usual- There were prime dishes of both from Mr.

Collins er to E. H. Chapman, Esq.; with excellent Nectarines

from Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquess of Lansdowne. Melons of

good quality were brought by Mr, Spencer and others, A dish of

Figs was contributed by Mr. Roberts, gr. to M. Wilson. Esq.
Splendid Bigarreau Cherries were furnished bv Mr. Castell, of Shep-
herd's Hush, and Mr Meyers, of Brentford ; with eood May Dukes bv
Mr. Jones, gr. to Sir M. Disney, Hart. Fine Elton Pine Straw-
berries came from Mr. Davis, gr. to A. Smith, Esq., Ware: with
British Queen, do., from Mr. Brewin, ^i*. to K. Gunter, Esq., and
others from different growers. Well-preserved French Crab Apples,
which had acquired a deep yellow tint, wcre supplied by Mr. C.

Diplock, gr. to M. Emanuel, Esq., Twickenham ; and the Conqueror
Cucumber, twenty-seven inches long, not for competition, by Mr.
Mills, of Gunnersbury.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
July 5.—The Duke of Richmond in the chair. Lord Calthorpe

and R. Arkwright, Esq., were elected Governors, and 52 gentle-

men Members of the Society.

THE MEETING of the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
at DERBY.

Tuesday, July ll.—There seems to be much more bustle on
occasion of the meeting of the R.A.S.E. in this town, than there

has been in any of those in which it was held before. The arrange-

ments appear to have been made with judgment. The yard in which

the implements and the cattle arc exhibited is about | of a mile from

the Railway Station towards the south. The pavilion for the great

dinner on "Thursday is very near the Station, between it and the

Town. The Council-room and other offices adjoin the pavilion
j go

that the whole is very conveniently situated. The ground all around

these is covered with booths, with flags flying in front of them, where

refreshments are offered to the public suited to the taste of all clashes.

There are shows, a grand theatre, and various extraordinary Bighta to

satisfy the curiosity of country visitors. The whole has very much
the appearance of a fair or a race-course. The implements have

been on show this day to those who thought it worth while to pay 55.

to examine them leisurely, without having their attention taken off

by the cattle show, which will be open to-morrow, The dinner

given- by the Mayor will be at 7 to-day, at the Royal Hotel; 80

guests are invited, including all the members of the Council, who
have accepted the invitation.

Wednesday, July 12.—The dinner at the Royal Hotel, given to the

Council by Mr. Crompton, Mayor of Derby, was in the usual style of

civic hospitality ; and the honours were done by him with much cor-

diality. On his right sat the Duke of Richmond, and on his left

the Duke of Devonshire. The Earl of Hardwickc, the President of

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, was detained by a delay

in the train in which he was coming from London, and only arrived

when the dessert was put on. Lord Morpeth, Lord Stoverdale,

Lord Scarborough, and Lord Yarborough, were next in order; Sir

M. Morgan, Sir Charles Lemon, Sir John Johnstone, &c. &c. After

the usual public toasts, the health of the President of the Royal

Agricultural Society of England was proposed, and ably responded

to by Lord Hardwicke, who alluded to the inseparable connexion

between Agriculture, manufacture, and commerce, and hoped that

the meeting of the Society at Derby would excite the mechanical

talents of the manufacturers, and make them contribute to the

improvement of Agricultural implements. The health of the Duke
of Wellington and the Army was responded to by the Duke of Rich-

mond, and that of the Navy by the Earl of Hardwicke, who stated

the advantage of a naval education in teaching habits of obedience

and self-control. The Duke of Devonshire rose, after his health, as

High Steward of Derby, had been given and drank. In a very

appropriate and neat speech he alluded to his early connexion with

the town and neighbourhood, and particularly with his friend the

Mayor, who had followed the example of many others, and turned his

attention to the draining and improving of land. His Grace was

listened to with great attention, and sat down amidst considerable

applause. The last speech, and not the least amusme, was that of

Mr. Clark Hillyard, President of the Northampton Grazing and

Farmers 1 Club. He was called upon as a veteran Agriculturist, on

the toast being given of "Practical and Scientific Farming." He
spoke with great spirit and energy, although, as he observed in

rising, in his 77th year. He compared science to the lamp which

guided the path of "practice. The party did not disperse till after 1 \

o'clock, every one apparently much delighted with the hospitable

reception they had met with. To-day the implements were again

on show, some few having been selected for trial; but the ground

was so unfavourable, although the weather was fine, and the crowd

of lookers-on so great, that we came away without being able to form

any decided opinion of the comparative value of the objects of trial.

The arrangements in the Implement-yard were excellent; each

exhibitor had a number affixed to his stand, and in the catalogue

every separate object exhibited was numbered in order under the

number of the stand, so that there was no difficulty in finding anyone

of them, as you would a book in a well-arranged library. The imple-

ments improve every year ; many new ones appear, and the best ot

the old ones are more perfectly manufactured. As usual, Messrs.

Ransome, of Ipswich : Cottam and Hallen ;
Wedlake ;

knnth,

of Peasenhall ; Barnett, Exall, and Andrews, Reading, exhibited

their ploughs, drills, chaff-cutters, &c To-day is the Council-

dinner. There are manv foreigners from France, Belgium, Ger-

many, and America ; and 'the committee have done everything m
their power to enable them to see everything, and to fuifil the object

of thcir coming. , . . r - lt_

[We copy from theMorfdngPost the following account of some of the

implements exhibited. Upon proceeding to the trial-fields the company

were obliged to pass through Mr. White's farm-yard, where several of

the implements driven bv steam power were in thecourse ot trial. I he

engine used for the purpose was a 4-horse power manufactured by Mr.

A. Dean, of Birmingham, and attracted a good deal of noUcefrom the

simplicity of its construction, the protection it a forded irom fire or

sparks, and for the facility with which it could be drawn from one

farm to another, two horses only being required for the purpose. The

engine is also fitted up as a complete steam irrigator, by means of a

hose from a distant tank, river, or pond. By the same contrivance

it can be made serviceable in draining or flooding lands, &c, serving

as a fire-engine of immense power. JThe display of **^U^
ever, w
f-cuttii

h^^S
t
^De^7

m̂

is Perfect for thrashing" every kind of

corn, pulse, or seed, without injury to the corn or straw. Another

implement in the farm-yard was acorn-crusher invented and manu-

factured by Richard Clybume, ot Uley, nearDursley. It is a machine

differing from all others of its kind, as they have generally been fluted

either in a line with the axis or spirally, consequently are liable to

clog, or, having plane surfaces, could not crush any ham or minute

gram. It has a large and small roller, with a scries of grooves turned

in each in the form of a V, and fitting each other, the sharp edge of

the V penetrating the grain, while the velocity of the grooves are
varying, produciiur a grinding motion ; the grooves are kept clean bv
scrapers, so that the work is quite uniform, and the most minute
grain will be crushed. The following is a list of the ploughs:-A
patent iron swing plough, invented by W. Armstrong of Hawnes,
and J. Howard of Bedford. This plough is made entirely of iron
(principally wrought). The peculiarity consists in the formation of
the cutting and moving parts. It is stated to be upon the same
principle as a patent iron plough manufactured by the same persons,
who state they have paid great attention to the share and furrow
turner, not only with a view to reduce the draught, but to make it

suitable to as great a variety of soil as possible. The share of the
patent iron plough is fastened by a screw rod .running down inside
the frame and turning into the share, so that it may be removed or
rendered fast with the greatest ease and despatch The coulter has a
peculiar kind of fastening, which gives all the various positions neces-
sary in a simple and secure manner. It has an improved regulating
draught chain, and other improvements in the frame, ban dies, wheels,
&c. Ransomc's Patent Plough, invented and manufactured by them-
selves. This plough has a movable nosepiece. The plough admits
of adjusting the pitch of the share cither to take more or less hold of
the ground, or laterally to give it an inclination more or less

towards the lands. Two-horse swing-plough, invented by Edward
Brayton, and manufactured by himself. This plough is of a new
construction, having a rod attached to the beam immediately in

front of the coulter, and all communicating thence to the bridle,
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taking the draught and strain off the beam, which is therefore
allowed to be much lighter, whilst, by means of a screw, alterations
for land or hold are instantaneously effected without the necessity of

J

breaking the horses. A plough adapted forheavv* land, invented by
Wilkie, of Scotland. This has been improved by William Wood,
of Knutsford, in the beam for regulating the depth. The draft has
been diminished by Mr. Wood's improvements. A ploutr!;,
invented by W. H. Hyett, Esq., and manufactured by R. P. Chew, of
Painswick. A movable apparatus, with three lines, for the purpose
of loosening and pulverising the soil in the bottom of the furrow, is
attached to the right side of the beam. A one-wheel plough,
invented and manufactured by Messrs. Barrett, Exall, and Andrews,
of Reading. This is a very light plough, with a divided turn-fur-
row. A boat plough, manufactured by Mr. B. Mellington, of
Asgarby, near Sleaford. It is for making a watercourse in the fur-
rows after sown. A harrow, invented by Mr. Robert Hobkin, of
Hartington, near Ashbourn, which follows a carriage in a circular
motion. A plough and drill, by Mr. John Meakin. The plough is
of the ordinary description, to which a drill is attached, the drill
being worked by the action of the plough- wheel. It is also accom-
panied by a harrow and roller for covering the seed. A set of iron
seed or lallow harrows, by Mr. Charles Wright, of Idridgchay, the
teeth of which can be gauged to any depth, and can be completely
cleansed without stopping the horses. A crusher, by Hall and Co.,
the weight of which, without the frame, is ten-and-a-half hundred
weight. Its peculiarities are, that moveable knives, on the prin-
ciple of a screw, are placed obliquely on vertical wheels.
A winnowing machine, invented and manufactured by Messrs.
vSamuel and Richard Jackson of Nottingham. This machine will
answer for a blower to separate the li-^ht corn. There are also
improvements in the rising and falling riddles, the shakers, and the
connecting rod. Wayte's improved pressor drill, for sowing corn,
turnips, &c. This implement presents a perfect, simple, and cheap
mode of formmg regularly, at any distance from each other, six
grooves sufficiently deep to receive any description of seed; and
scrapers arc fixed so as to keep the pressers clean while they arc in
operation. The apparatus for drilling bones, or other small manure,
is fixed in the front of the pressers, so that the manure is forced
down by the pressers into the grooves, and mixed with a portion of
soil. An agitator is fixed in the management-box. which is con-
stantly kept in motion^and prevents the manure from setting fast.
The seed and manure can be seen in the grooves and if either is not
regularly deposited it is detected. These pressers will act upon
every kind ot land after it has been ploughed ; they break the clo.ls,
and pulverise the soil, and in many cases there is no necessity for
bavins the land harrowed. Upon clover ley, the pressers are set to
go m the same seams as the plough, and they will be quite as effec-
tive, if they are used alter the field has been ploughed some time,

civ t j ., r; ,7« --»—
- *«o picMCfiiriii turns ar. cue enas

of the lands without difficulty, and is not obliged to be lifted out of
the ground. Ir a wheat crop shoulrl fail, or be very thin, the
improved prcsser drills will be found of great value in the spring, to
sow spring wheat or other grain amongst the wheat without injuring
it, but on the contrary, will do it good by pressing it down, which
fastens the roots. Six renovators may be applied to this machine in
the place of pressers, so that it mav be used for drilling seed* lentils
manure, &c, upon old or new turf. Wayte's clod and soil crusher'
or h.nd cultivator. This implement will, in a verv short time, con-
vert the roughest land into small particles, and for fallows it is
invaluable. It contains fifteen pressers for crushing land, and by
taking part of the pressers off, will make grooves to receive seed as
follows :—Twelve grooves at six inches asunder, eleven grooves at
seven inches asunder, nine grooves at eight inches asunder, nine
grooves at nine inches asunder. When it is wanted to be used as a
prcsser, take some of the pressers off the shaft, and put a collar and
screw on each side of the remaining pressers, so as to keep them at
any distance the seams or grooves arc required to be made. The

ments improves beyond belief; not onlv are there very numerous
new contrivances and improvements in old implements, but the
competition between different manufacturers has caused a great
improvement m the workmanship. It would be impossible to
enumerate the various implements which are deserving of notice.
Many inventors and manufacturers are naturally disappointed if their
inventions are notnoticed by the Judges, even ifthey obtain no prize.
Amongst many improvements, there is one on the thrashing-

machine, by which the s'raw comes out unbroken and fit for thatching-
I did not see it work, but it was explained to me by Mr. Mav, the
partner of Ransome's, who have taken out a patent for it. A 'great
improvement has also been made by Wenlake on his hay-making
machine, by which the motion is readily reversed, and the grass
which has been tedded out is speedily turned over. Lord Ducie had
many improvements on his scarifiers, and his chaff-cutter.
[Among the prize-implements, the following may be selected as

those most deserving notice. We take them from the excellent
report in the columns of the Morning Post :~
The highest money prize of 30/. to the Messrs. Richard Garret, of

Saxmundham, tor a drill lor general purposes. The general utility of
this implement is to perform in one process, manuring, Corn and
Grass seeding, which is accomplished as follows :—Corn and manure
may be deposited together down the same conductors, or through
separate coulters, rakes being provided to cover the manure with the
mould upon which the seed is deposited. The seed-engine accom-
panying this drill, is adapted to sow at the same time with spring-
Corn and manure, or may be used as a separate implement for Grass-
seeds. Broad-cast, orTurmpsand Mangel-wurzel, in rows, either with
or without manure. It possesses the following important additions
in the constriction ot their improved drill, viz., a double-actioned
stirrer is introduced into the manure-department, having a perpen-
dicular, and also a revolving movement, by means of which the
manure (which in the drills hitherto in use has frequently clogged
and hung bade in the manure-box, so much so, as to require the

difir ult, coarse, or badly-prepared manures. In the working of the
seed-sowing engine, as before constructed, the difficulty which has
hitherto presented itself, of mixing together the heavier with the
lighter seeds, the heavier has, by the motion of the engine, been
shaken to the bottom of the box, being thereby sown in veryunequa)
proportions. To remedy this, the small heavy .seeds, such as Clov.r,
Trefoil, &c. are delivered from the cups, while the lighter Graa -

seeds, such as Kye, Grass, &c. are, by the same operation, brushed
out ot a separate apartment of the box, down the same conductors
with the other seeds. This easy and simple method, whereby t

required quantities of each seed are nicely mixed, and evenly sown
over the land, deserves particular attention, and is regulated,
merely turning the screw at the end of the box for Rye, Gn,ss,4ml
changing wheels on the cup-barrel for Clover, &c. In addition to
the above improvements, there is a simple and effectual method of
depositing the manure and seed at intervals. The manure is first
dropped in any required quantity and covered with the soil, and the
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f^rnin? in^ be ^Ptp^allelwiththeprccedingi"ows.A prize ot 10/. 1 o Mr David Barker, of Mere, for a new implement
for draining, invented by himself. This implement consists of a

poi

hrow-
movable

wheel fixed upon the same axle as the cranks, the cuttingand t
ing out part swings in the centre of the frame, with a mo*<w*omould board upon a castor-wheel, that rises or falls according tothedepth to throw the soil a little off the side of the drain. Two smallwheels are fixed on the front, the one running horizontal, and the<nuer vertical, to guide in the same cut again, so that going or return-

ing it cuts and throws it out so that it requires no spade work at all,

at less expense than a penny per rod, about two feet deep ; two mould
hoards are attached to fill it in again. It can cut from one inch to
two feet, according to the power. By removing the cutting part,
the frame answers the purpose of a cultivator or scarifier, by fixing
a tine to it of any description. It is all made of malleable iron. A
prize of 10/. for a patent chafF-cuttcr, invented by the Earl of Ducie.
This machine -will cut twelve inches wide, and can be driven by any
sort of power ; if worked by men it requires two to turn and one to
feed. This machine is upon an entirely new principle. The cutters
consist of thin blades or knives with serrated edges, coiled spirally
round a cylinder, which gives a drawing cut, and requires a much
less power to cut a given quantity of material than the oh! machines.
From the peculiar arrangement of the cutters, the inconvenience and
delay attendant upon removing them for the purpose of sharpening
is avoided

; this is done by turning the cylinder the back wav round,
and advancing the emery grinder towards the cutters

; carc'must be
taken not to press the emery grinder very hard against the edges :

from ten to twenty revolutions of the cylinder is quite sufficient to
sharpen the machine. A much more simple metho'd is also adopted
for changing the length of the cut, which is done bv shifting the
strap from one pair of pulleys to another; there are three pair,
thus—when the strap is upon the large pully on the axis of the
cutting cylinder, and the small one on the shaft that drives
the feeding rollers, it will cut three-quarters of an inch long,
and shorter by a quarter of an inch in every other pair of pulleys.
The quantity is in proportion to the speed. A silver medal
to Mr. Jonathan Gillett, of Brailes, for a patent rick ventilator,
which consists of an iron frame, about two feet in length, and
cylinder attached, with a small knife on each side at the lower end,
and an iron bar through the centre of the frame and cylinder, with a
screw at the bottom, making an aperture of about seven inches in
diameter (for ventilation) through hay and corn ricks when too
much heated. A silver medal for a corn meter, invented by
Mr. John Norton, of Chester. This machine is used for measuring
corn for cattle, instead of the man going into the granary. It con-
sists of a cylinder divided into two compartments, each homing a
quarter of a peck

; the dials are three in number : the first is divided
into ifi, go that each division represents a quarter of a peck, and each
revolution of the dial one bushel ; the second is divided into 10, each
division being one bushel, consequently one revolution of the dial will
indicate 10 bushels ; the other dial is divided into 8, each division
representing 10 bushels, and one revolution of the dial will be 80
bushels : so that if so bushels of corn be put into a granary, it can be
known when it is out by inspecting the dials. A silver medal for an
improved drain-level, invented by Andrew Notman, of Painswick.
It is used for the purpose of draining land in a dry season ; its frame-
work are three horizontal bars of wood and two upright legs, with a
spirit-level fixed in the uppermost bar ; it also has a sight attached
to it for taking levels at a distance ; one of the legs is movable, and
has a vernier scale, so that if the fall be ever so small, the level can be
set to it and locked : it can then be put into the hands of the work-
man, and used the same as a common level. A silver medal for a
soil-pulverizer, invented by the Hon. M. W. R. Nugent. This is
made of wrought iron, and has five tines and eight mortices, so that
the tines can be put to follow the common plough, at nine or
eighteen inches, to stir the land between the rows of Turnips.
A prize of 10/. to Mr. Alex. Dean, of Birmingham, for a four-horse
steam-engine on wheels, with shafts complete, for travellers. This
engine is recommended for remarkable simplicity of construction,
for absence of all danger from fire or sparks, and for portability and
facility, with which two horses will convey it from one farm to another*,
working in the fields or other convenient place without fixing, and
its superior metallic piston and valves, insuring its fitness at all times
for immediate use. Itis fitted up as a complete steam irrigator, and
will he found adapted for irrigating land bv means of the hose, from
a distant tank, river, or pond, also for draining or flooding lands,
emptying ponds, &«., discharging a great bodv of water at a required
higher or lower point, and serving as a fire-engine of immense power,
and as a most useful agricultural steam-engine, driving a thrashing-
machine, etc., with a power equal to six or seven horses. A Silver
Medal to Mr. J. 15. Denton, of Southampton, for a map in relief of a
district, with instruments. The model is constructed of plaster, or
eleetrotyped in copper, to a true scale ; and by means of the instru-
ment accompanying it, any height or distance may be obtained. Its
use as a complete guide to draining economically is evident, while
the properties of an undulatory surface are made apparent bv pouring
water upon it, which, flowing to the lowest levels, exhibit how the
waters of the higher lands may be profitably applied.]
The exhibition of live stock was good; 'but except the collecting

together more good animals, no great improvement could be per-
ceived in any one breed;—in fact, all the breeds have been long
brought to such perfection, that little improvement can be expected

;

and the great object of the breeders is to keep up the quality of their
stock. On the whole, the exhibition of stock was not superior to
that at Bristol, while that of implements greatly surpassed it.

A great number of prizes, varying in value from 30/. to %l. were
awarded to the most successful exhibitors of stock ; but our limited
space obliges us to omit any enumeration of them.

on his right the Duke of Devonshire, Mr. Everett the American
Minister, the Marquis of Northampton, Prof. Lyon Playfair, Mr.
Coleman, an American gentleman, sent by his Government to examine
the Agriculture of various countries in Europe, Prof. Owen of the
College of Surgeons, Mr. C. Price, Sir R. Heron, and Sir C. Lemon.
On the left sat the Mayor of Derby, the Marquis of Downshire, Lord
Yarborough, Lord Scarborough, Lord Morpeth, and several other
gentlemen. After the usual public toasts, which were shortly pre-
faced by Lord llardwicke, whose fine-toned voice filled the whole
room, Dr. Bueklnnd was called upon to respond to that of the
"Science of Agriculture," which he did in his usual manner, showing
the great advantage of the application of science to Agriculture, and
eulogising the scientific men present.
The award of the Judges of implements not having arrived, the

President gave the healthf of all the exhibitors, and observed that
this department was improving every year, both in the number of
new inventions, and in the perfection of old, at prices which were
astonishing, considering the perfection of the work and materials. Mr.
A. Kansomc, whose name was joined to the toast, made a very good
speech on the subject of Mechanical Improvements in Agricultural
Implements and their importance, while he complained of the little
attention paid to this part; of exhibitions in the comparison with that
bestowed on stock. -Lord Spencer proposed the health of the Judges,
alter which Prof. Owen proposed " Success to Agriculture all over
the World," prefaced by a neat speech, in which he showed that the
Sciences of Anatomy and Physiology sprang from Agriculture,
lie observed that the disposition to extreme fatness in some animals
was not a state of disease, as some imagine, but one of high health;
that in tropical climates it was a wise provision of Nature, intended
to support the animal during the hot season, when vegetation was
parched up, and without which they must perish.—Mr. Coleman rose
in answer to this toast, and made a good speech, which was a specimen
of the discursive and fiowery style, and had evidently been prepared
for the occasion. He remarked that Agriculture, besides being the
source of all wealth, was the most important in a political and moral
point of view, its tendency being to produce peace and harmonv,
and all its pursuits being eminently calculated to form a religious
and innocent character.— Mr. Colvillegavc " The LocalCommitt.ee,"
in a good speech.—The last toast of the evening was that of "The
President, " given by Lord Yarborough, which produced a most excel-
lent and forcible speech from Lord Hardwicke. He strongly recom-
mended the practical farmers to avail themselves of the experience
and knowledge they already possessed, and to apply the principles
which have been known for ages to the improvement of their farms

;

to cultivate the soil assiduously—to make all the straw into rich
manure, by feeding cattle -and to select the best s*:eds, by which
means he himself had improved a farm in 15 years so as to double its

average produce. He read a quotation from a book published above
a century ago (TulPs works, I believe), to show that these means
were then fully appreciated; and by a most eloquent speech closed
the proceedings of the day.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Caledonian Horticultural Society, June 23.—The third exhi-

bition for the season took place in the Experimental Gardens,
Inverleith Row, when the usual promenade tO'ik Jplace. The
weather was delightful, and in consequence there was a brilliant

and fashionable assemblage of visitors. The grounds were in.

the highest state of order, and, notwithstanding the late ungenial
weather, presented many attractions. The exhibition of flowers

was rich and varied. In the profusion of blossom which the

plants exhibited, no one would have detected the traces of the

late ungenial weather j and few exhibitions, at the same season
of the year, have equalled the present. The principal feature of

the exhibition was the Heaths, of which several varieties were
shown, all rich and beautiful. Next in order came the Pelargo-

niums, which, though rather early for them, were very splendid,

particularly a large collection of them from Messrs. Dickson and
Co. The Pansies were also much admired, especially several

specimens of new varieties raised by Mr. Symington, Newington.
One of these, certainly the finest in the collection, has been
named in compliment to the Lady of the Lord President, it being
her Ladyship's own selection. The testimonial presented to

Dr. Neill was exhibited in the new hall, and attracted many ad-

mirers. The band of the 66th Regiment was present during the

day, and played many lino airs. The following were the prizes

awarded : Fort tii e POub finest Shrubby Exotics, silver medal,

Mr. G. Stirling, gr to Lord Melville; the plants being Aphclcxis
hi'imilis, Chorozema varium, Potygala oppositif61ia, and Pimelea
sylvestris; 2, Mr. J. Young, *gr to T. Oliver, Esq., Newington
Lodge, for Epacris grandiflora, Diplacus puuiceus, Lesche-
naultia btloba, and Pimelea hispida. Fori tub four BBST
flovperbd Cape Hbaths, silver medal, to Mr. D. Foulis, gr to Jas.

Tytler, Esq., of Woodhouselee, for Erica Beaumontiana, vestita

coccinea, odora rosea, and ventricosa : 2, Mr. Stirling, Melville
Castle, for E. elegans, perspicua, ventricosa coccinea minor, and
Coventriana. For Fuchsias there was no proper competition;
but one collection of considerable merit having: been sent in,

consisting of F. Venus victrix, magnffica, and Invincible, a pre-

mium was awarded to Mr. Young for the same. For tub two
FINBST TROPICAL ORCHIDACEOUS Plants, silver medal, Mr. K-

Middleton, gr to Dr. Neill, Canonmills; the kinds being- Epi-
dendrum aromaticum and Dendr6bium dcnsiflorum. The prize

of two guineas, offered to practical gardeners, by Messrs. J-

Dickson and Sons (and placed at the disposal of the Society), for

the Six newbst and finkst Stage Pelargoniums, was
assigned to Mr. Young, for Catleugh's Comte de Paris, Garth's
Comtede Paris, Gaines's Prince Albert, Garth's Queen of Beatifies,

Lane's Lady Cotton Shepherd, and Garth's Queen of Fairies*

For another collection, consisting of'Bridesmaid, Duenna, Flash,

Fair Maid of Devon, Florence, and Comte de Paris, the Com-
mittee awarded the Society's silver medal to Mr. P. Thomson, gT»

Craigichall. For the finest specimen of any tendku Exottc
Shrub, silver medal, Mr. P. Crocket, gr to Col. Fergusson, of

Raith, for a magnificent plant of Pimelea clecussata, densely
clothed with flowers. And for the finest- grown specimen of any
RBCENTLY-INTROBtfCBn PlCItBNNIAr, HERBACEOUS PiiANT, th<?

prize was also assigned to Mr. Crocket, for Mandttia cordif61ia>

trained to a light trellis, four feet high, with foliage and flower3

in the greatest perfection. For the four most curious o&

uncommon Nativk British Plants in pots, Mr. Stirling, for

A'ceras anthrop6phora, Linn sea borealis, Aspl&riuni viride, and

"W6odsia hyperborea. And a smaller award was made to M»**

Alex. Forrester, gr to Capt. Falconar, of Carlourie, for Paris

quadrifolia, Cypripedium calceolus, Gymnadenia conrtpsea, a llCl

Orchis maculata. A premium was awarded to Mr. Middleton*

Canonmills Cottage, for Mesembryanthemum tricolor, as the best

recently-introducedannual flower exhibited. From the Leitb-walK

Nurseries of Messrs. Dickson and Co., there was an extensive col-

lection of showy plants, principally Pelargoniums, and also a tra}

containing forty choice sorts, a truss of the flower being plnceu

in front of a leaf of the respective kinds. An extra medal was

awarded. From the Inverleith Nurseries of Messrs. J. Dickson

and Sons there was also an excellent display of plants, including

many fine Pelargoniums and Calceolarias. A medal was awarded

to Messrs. Purdie and Mernlees, of the Stanwcll Nurseries, for a

beautiful collection of Cape Heaths, Pimeleas, and Boronias, witJJ

their fine seedling Fuchsia Stanwi lliana. Several good seedling

Pelargoniums were sent from various quarters; butnone o( tn
^

!"

being superior to esteemed kinds now in general cultivation, tn

Committee abstained from making any award. It is needless

enumerate the fine plants which occupied the tables of the Ha i

and of the tent on the lawn. They were gracefully arrange^*

some noble specimens from the Royal Botanic Garden towen»S
above the humbler beauties. Among these may be imntione »

as remarkable for their great size and splendour. Grevlllea ac

Dunbar, Rose-Park, were much admired, particularly Erica V|!
tita r6sea and carnca, and Thunbcrgii. A number of beau*

u

seedling Calceolarias, raised by Mr. Anderson, of Maryrield, J
Mr. Sleigh, at Lauriston Castle, and by Mr. Thymic, Glasg ^
with some choice seedling Pansies, raised by Mr. Symingt011'^
Newington, proved interesting to florist cultivators. So#e s

.

^

gular-looking Epiphytes, particularly Oncidium Papili°> °r
, ^

Butterfly plant, were sent by Mrs. I-Jaig, of View Park, ^injg,
tracted general notice. A large Musk plant, Aster argophV -j

in full (lower, from the greenhouse at Denholm Green,
.

sCt
:!. cre

the Hall. From the garden of Capt. Falconar, of Carlonrie. tn
ft

was a rich display of Poconies and Irises, genera in whic" ere
garden excels. Various fine specimens of flowering plants

. cregf

contributed from the nurseries of Mr. Lawsoil, Golden > .j^

including Labichea Lanceolata from Swan River, and a ?' l

.|. ;X i (|y
cose Aster from the Himalayan Alps. Messrs. Sang, ofthe^Rir^.^g

Nurseries, furnished beautiful specimens of the doublc-fl°^
{

scarlet Thorn. Other fine plants were sent from the garc
' gy^

Mr. Wauchope, of Edmonstone; Mr. Keith, Corstorph?*1® d

among Which Oncidium divaricatum, O. luridum, O. Wen
c0n-

ianum, Erica elegans, and E. florida campanula, we
spicuous.

COUNTRY SHOWS. seCond

Aberdeenshire Horticultural Society, June 21.—1^ Ruo* 1 ' 5 '

competition for the season took place in the Asseiv

;

D
'y nefii]0^

The attendance of visitors was very numerous, and the
^ t^e

of flowers, and fruit that on every hand met the ey ^ji atl iitt'

greatest gratification. Prizes were awarded as l'ol] °w
^.;. Klmhil]'

CUlUi

A.

M
Fi

Macki
gr, Union Grove; 4, G. 'Cardno, gr, OornbiU. «g?S %vc\\f*%>

D. Gairns, Glenbtrvie; 2, G.Canlno, CornhilU
^IrSSie ArWt»-

gr to Lady Grant, Woodhill. Heartsease, t, A.»h
^rnadford-

not, 2, J.Simpson, ElmhilL Irises, J- Borne, gr,
Woodside

;
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G. Cardno, Cornhill. BorderMower, J.Mathewson, Links. This
Extra Prize (for flowers), was awarded to K. Farquhar, jrr,

Millbank, lor a beautiful specimen of Tropaolum pentaphyllum,
Thk First Extra Prizk (for fruits and vegetables), was ad-

judged to C. Runcy, Esq., for a bush of Ripe Gooseberries, of the

Langley-green variety ; and the second to A. Maekie, Arbuth-
r»ot, for six gigantic Stalks of MyatVs Victoria Rhubarb.

Alnwick Horticultural Society, June. HO.—The Summer Exhibi-
tion of this Society was held in the Townhall, when, notwith-
standing the unfavourablencss of the season, most of the articles

exhibited were in fine perfection. The following is the award of

the Judges :— <i Tulips, Marianne, Wade's King-, Wood's Trafalgar,

Hosina, Lady Balcarras, and Platoff. Mr. T. Allan. Rose Tulip,

Dick, Viper, and Wonder of the World, Mr. J. Burnett ; 2, Great

Western, Earl's Mountain Maid, England's Defiance, Tizzard's
Jewess,' Westminster Abbey, and May's Defender. Mr. Burnett.

Seedling Heartsease, named Lyeurgus, Mr. W. Richardson. 6

Pelargoniums, Gardeners' Class, 1, Gaines's King, Sylph, Adela,

Dennis's Perfection, Masterpiece, and Duchess of Sutherland,
Mr. A. Oliver, gr to the Hon. H. T. Liddell, Islington ; 2, Lady
Denbigh, Jewess, Globe Scarlet, Prince Albert, Catharine Parr,

and Imogene, Mr. G. Douglas, grtoG. Selby, Esq., Belle Vue.
6 Calceolarias, Gardeners' class, Mr. A. Oliver. 3 Pelargoniums,
Amateurs' Class, 1, Garth's Perfection, Sylph, Dennis's Periee-

tion, Mr. T. Allan ; 2, Conservative, Alicia, and Eliza Superb,
Mr. Allan. 3 Calceolarias, I, mirabilis, speciosissimus. and Leila.

Mr. Allan; 2, Lady of the Lake, Modesty, and speciosissimus,
Mr. Allan. 1 Pelargonium* Amateurs. Jewess, Mr. (;. Cockburn,
1 Fuchsia, insignis, Mr. J. Burnett. Skkdungs, First Class,—
Calceolarias, very tine, named Fairy Queen, and The Duke; and
Pelargonium, named Maid of Al», Mr. T. Allan. 2 Cactuses, spe-

ciosissimus and Jenkinsonii, Mr. Allan, l Cactus, Jenkinsonii,
Miss Leithead. Gladiolus, Mr. Allan. Erica, Mr. Oliver. Schi-

zanthns, Mr. Allan. Cinerarias, I, Mr. Oliver; 2, Mr. Allam
Green/muse Plant, 1, Mr. Oliver; 2, Miss Leithead. Bouquet, Mr..

Oliver. Brace of Cucumbers, 1, Mr. Macfarlane; 2, Mr. Barron,
gr to W. BurreH, Esq., Broome Park. Potatoes, 1 and 2, Mr.
Barron. Cauliflowers, Mr. J. Cleugh, gr to the Rev. J. Wood,
Beadnell Hall. Cabbage, I, Mr. Macfarlane ; 2, Mr. Reay, grto
the Rev. G. Rooke, Embleton Vicarage. Lettuce, 1, Mr. Oliver;

2, Mr. Barron. Rhubarb, 1, Mr. J. Newton; 2, Mr. Reay.
Turnips, 1 !. Moises, Esq., Croft House. Asparagus, \ , Mr. Cleugh

;

2, Mr. Barron. Extra Prizes were also awarded to Mr. Oliver,
for Oranges, for Apples in a fine state of preservation, and a
Seedling Cineraria; to Miss Leithead, for Dianthusaggregata;
toMr, Stotr, for Ribes speciosnm ; to Mr. Barron, for a bouquet of

beautiful Stocks ; and to Mr. Allan, for Schizanthus and a seed-
ling Cineraria.

in the New School-house, lately erected by Lady Burnett. The
specimens, notwithstanding the unfavourable season, exceeded
the expectation of the numerous visitors. The Judges awarded

<-" ( cwuiuse riant S, i, ft. i.amfi , ai m-iuac vyuiiagc
; z, w.JDUriu",

3, J. Hurry; 4, W. Mackenzie, Jnvery. Heartsease, 1,W. Hurry,
Feugh Cottage

; 2, W. Walker; 3, R. Calrier. Cabbages, 1 and
2, W.Barron; 2, W. Elacklaws, Mavisbank. Asparagus, 1, W.
Barron; 2, G. Spalding, Ballogie. Leeks, l, W. Barron: 2, G.
Middle-ton, Doebunk. Rhubarb, 1, D. Mellon, Durris; 2 and 3, W.
Walker, Bihston Pippins, 1, J. Chisholm, Finzean; 2, W. Mac-
kenzie. Dessert Apples, i, 2, and :?, J. Hurry. Potatoes, 1, D.
Gellen; 2 and 3, W. Barron. Cucumbers, I, D. Gellen; 2, W.

gOniums, W. Barron. Acacia armata, W. Mackenzie. Bouquet
of Flowers, I, W. Walker ; 2, W. Barron ; 3, W. Walker. Second
Clash,— Cabbages, A. West land. Potatoes, 1, A. Westland ; 2, A.
Wilson. Pansies, A. Walker. Greenhouse Plant, I, Mr. Grant,
Burnett Arms ; 2, A. Wil&on.

Bensham Florists 9 Society, June. 5.—The Tulip show was held
^tthe Borough Arms, and the prizes were awarded to the follow-
ing gentlemen ;—W. Wylam, Esq., 1st, with Triomphe Royale,
^nd 5th, with Prince Murettas ; Mr. Hobkirk, 2d, with Comte de
Vergenncs, 3d, with Grande du Monde, and 4th, with My Fa-
vourite. The Long Room was tastefully decorated with ever-
greens, flowers, &c, and, in addition to the Tulip show, there
^ere upwards of 300 Cacti, Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Fuch-
si«s, and other greenhouse plants, exhibited. A brass-band
staged for the occasion performed several select pieces, and
Notwithstanding the unfavourable state of the weather, the show
Wf*s numerously attended by the ladies and gentlemen in the
Vicinity.

Birmingham. Horticultural Society, June 8.—The second exhi-
bition for' the season, of Plants, Fruits, and Vegetables, was held
Hl the Town Hall. The tables were crowded with specimens

{j
m the different exhibitors, and a number cf plants from the

Society's Gardens at Edgbaston. G. Barker, Esq. sent as usual
a,Io-ge collection of fine--flowered Orchidaceous plants, amongst

tine Ericas, Calceolarias, and greenhouse plants; and J. Will-
Wlore, Esq., Calceolarias, Ericas, stove and greenhouse plants,

J
n(

* a fine stand of Pansies. Messrs. J. Pope and Sons, besides
Tllcir usual contribution of plants and florists' flowers, exhibited
a very extensiveeollcction of cut flowers, shrubs, and herbaceous
^Iar>ts, containing manv rare species; and Mr. F. Dickinson
\orne large well grown "Ericas and other plants, not for compe-
tition. Mr. .loin Moore contributed largely in plants and
v^etahles. The day was unfavourable, but there was a good
jtttendance of company. The following is a list of the prizes
^warded by thejudges >-.£.> >/<V' Orchidacem, i,Stanhopeatigrina,

r

1
' i'lsleay, gr to^G. Barker, Esq.; 2, Phalcenopsis amabilis,

i: ^'s^eav; 3, Cyrtochilum fiavescens, T. Insleay; 4, Cattleya
WOssiae, t. Insleay. Do. sir plants, 1, Stanhopea ocnlata,
i;Gl>totes bicolor, Oncidium puivinatum, Mormodes citrina,

l^i-y 3, Gcsnera Cooperi. T. Williams, gr to J. Willmore. Esq.
;

V ^eropegia elegans, T. Williams. Greenhouse Plants, l,Pimelea
^ecussata, J. Gough, Esq.; 2, Boronia serrulata, J. Clift, gr to
vv

•
C. Alston, Esq. ; 3, Eriostemon buxifolium, J. Willmore, Esq.;

» Gastrolobium bilobum, W. C. Alston, Esq. Do. six plants, 1,

£
'

Willmore. Esq.; 2, W. C. Alston, Esq. Am.anjllidacem
9 \ t

!^"rghia, W. C. Alston, Esq.; 2, Pancratium maritimum,
g?essrs, J. Pope and Sons. Cactuses, 1 , flagellifonms, J. Gough,

stq '. ; 2/splendens
f T. Harrison, gr to J. W. Whatelcy Esq.; 3,

S°S
i
8simu8

' J - Kenrick, gr to J. F. Ledsam, Esq. Melocacti,

Alstni VG ' Ba^er, Esq. Ericas, 1, Vestita coccinea, W. c.

liana W Sq,J 2
» suaveolens, J. Willmore, Esq. ; 3, perspicua

A tstrw n -

0, A1ston, Esq.; 4, odorata rosea, J. Willmore, Esq.

6. PiSr^' oc"'aia, J. AVillmore, Esq. Mimuluses, 1, King,

Esq. Do. si.v plants, A. Kenrick, Esq. Pelargoniums, 1, Sylph,
A. Kenrick, Esq.; 2, Priory Queen, A. Kenrick, Esq.; 3, Victory,

A. Kenrick, Esq.; 4, Prince Albert, F. Brewer, grtoT. W. Belles,

Esq. Do, six plants, 1, A. Kenrick, Esq. ; 2, T. W. Belles, Esq.
Pwo?iies, 1, papaveracea, Messrs. J. Pope and Sun's; 2, rubescens
Mr. J. Moore; 3, Anemonasflora, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons.
Six Alpine Plants in pots, I, 2, and 3, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons.
Six Herbaceous Plants, in pots, 1, Mr. J. Moore; 2, Messrs. J.

Pope and Sons. Six Hardy Annuals, in pots, I, Mr. J. Moore; 2,

W. Antlerton, Esq. Tulips, l. Catafalque imperial, Messrs. J.

Pope and Sons; 2, Roi de Britain, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons; 3,

Magnum Bonum, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons ; 4, Triomphe Royale,
Messrs. J. Pope and Sons. Six Ferns, 1, Mr. J. Moore ; 2, Messrs.
J. Pope and Sons. Orange Trees, in fruit, ), Mr. J. Moore; 2,

J. F. Lerisam, Esq. Twentif-four Pansies (GAitnEN'ERS A\'i>

Amateurs), 1, J. Willmore, Esq. ; 2, Mr. W. Fiuuemore. Roses,
1, Devoniensis, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons; 2, Yellow Noisette,
W. Ande-ton, Esq.; 3, Tuscany, S. Harrison, gr to J.X- Bedford,
Esq. Rhododendrons, in pots, 1, Lowii, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons

;

2, seedling, Messrs. J. Pope and Sons ; 3, Nivaticurn, Messrs. J.

Pope and Sons. Azaleas, in pots, l, Gledstanesii, W.C.Alston,
Esq.; 2, Variegata, W. Lewis, gr to Mrs. W. Mathews; 3, Calen-
dulacea flammea, Mr. J. Moore. Collection of British Plants,
Mr. J. Cole. Coffee Tree in fruit, T. Bartlett, gr to D. Houghton,
Esq. Pines, 1, Sugar Loaf, \V. Carpenter, gr to J. Taylor, Esq. :

2, Queen, W. Carpenter, gr to J. Taylor, Esq. Strawberries. 1,

C. Upstone, gr to S. Dawes, Esq. ; 2, J. Gough, Esq. ; 3, S. Dawes,
Esq. Apples, Winter Redstreake, J. Jasper, gr to W. H. Rogers,
Esq. Brace of Cucumbers, 1, Roman Emperor, A. Kenrick, Esq.

;

2, Manchester, J. W. Whateley, Esq.; 3, Improved Manchester,
Jr Roberts, gr. to W. H. Dawes, Esq. Cauliflowers, J. Roberts;
Kidney Beans, B. Usherwood, gr to G. R. Elkington, Esq.
Potatoes, 1, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.; 2, Samuel Dawes, Esq.; 3.G.R.
Elkington, Esq. Turnips, 1, not awarded ; 2, W. H. Dawes, Esq.
0?iions

J
Tripoli, Mrs. W.Mathews. Mushrooms, Messrs. J. Pope

and Sons. Cabbage, 1, Nonpareil, J. Gough, Esq.; 2, W. H.
Rogers, Esq.; 3, West Ham, J. Gough, Esq. Lettuce, l,Cove
Cos, J. W. Whateley, Esq.; 2, Bath Cos, S. Dawes, Esq.; 3,

Siberian Cos, J. Gough, Esq. Dish of Salad, J. F. Ledsam, Esq.
E,rtra Prizes, Calceolaria, seedling, W. C. Alston, Esq; ditto.

A. Kenrick, Esq.; ditto Cypripedium spectabile, W. C. Alston,
Esq. Cottagers, J. Barton, six prizes; C. Lees, one prize.

Botanical and Horticultural Societi/ of Exeter, June 9.—The
spring exhibition of this Society took place at the Subscription
Rooms. The show of plants was the largest ever seen in the
room, and for beauty and perfection they could not be surpassed.
The show of fruit was small, but amongst it were some very
fine Citrons from the gardens of Mrs. Wells, of Cowley, and J.

W. Buller, Esq., of Downes; Strawberries from the gardens of
Sir J. Kennaway, and various fine fruits from Killerton, the seat
of Sir T. D.Acland, Bart. The show of Vegetables was large, and
remarkably excellent. The Asparagus, Cucumbers, Artichokes,

Cauliflowers, Spinach, French Beans, Peas, Carrots, Turnips,

Cabbages, Rhubarb, &c, were of immense size and of the finest

quality. Mr. Gritim, gr. to Mrs. Wells, exhibited Saccolabium
guttatum ; Oncidium altissimum, with seven long flower-spikes,

having about. 950 flowers open, and many more not expanded;
Brassia maculata, with fourteen flower-spikes; Dendrobium Cal-

ccolarc, Pavetta CarTra, Ardisia crenulata, Achimenes longi-

ilora, a mass of blue flowers ; fine specimens of Pimclea
spectabilis, Acrophyllum venosum, Statice Dicksoni, Boronia
vim'mea, Azalea variegeta, A. indica alba, A. Danielsiana, Epacris
pulchella; some fine varieties of Erica ventricosa, fine specimens
of E. Boweii, E. tricolor, E. ampullacea vittata ; Pelargoniums
Duke of Cornwall, Claude Lorraine, Rosalind, Sunrise, Triumph,
Caroline, Jubilee, Wonder, Gipsy, Enchantress, Wilson's Superb,
Fair Maid of Devon, Priory King. The groups of plants shown by
Mr. Booth, gr. to J. W. Buller, Esq., of Downes, were very fine,

particularly specimens of Oncidium divaricalum, and Cattleya
Forbesii. There were also specimens of Oncidium flexuosuni,

and O. Carthagincnse, Maxillaria Harrisonii, and M.tetragona,
Gomeza planitolia, Ixora coccinea, Pavetta catfra, Clerodendron
splendens, ColumneaSchiediana, Clcrodendron roseum, Sinningia
purpurea, and Rondeletia speciosa

; Tropseolum tricolorum,
Gompholobium polymorphum, Acacia microphylla, Chorozema
varium nanum, Kennedya coccinea, Boronia crenulata, Polygala
latifolia superba (a beautiful specimen), Polygala grandiflora,
Jasminuna odoratissimuro, Pimeiea decussata, and Leschenaultia
formosa. P. E. Lyne, Esq., of Lipson, exhibited Pelargoniums
Lyne's Celestial and Redworth ; Lyne's Princess and Cotherstone

;

Lyne's Sunrise, Lyne's Duke of Cornwall, which was very much
admired, as also was Lyne's Loyalist and Hamlet, Princess Royal,
Lord Ebrington, Cynthia, &C. Mr. Craggs, gr. to Sir T. D, Acland,
exhibited Aconitum paniculatum, Campanula speciosa, Doro-
nicum pardalienchus, Hemerocallis flava, Hesperis matronais.
Iris >Jphium, Lupinus grandifolius, L. Marshalliana, Mirnulus
seedling, Valeriana rubra, V. montana, Veronica latifolia, Ver-
bascum phcenicemn, Oncidium sp. Mr. Clark, of Paris-street,

showed Chorozema varium, Pimeiea hispida, Polygala oppositi-

folia, Pimeiea decussata, Acrophyllum venosum, Boronia serru-

lata, Gompholobium ericoides, Epacris grandidoia, E. hetero-

nema, Acacia pulchella, Erica prouenriens, E. gelida, E. ven-

tricosa, E. v. superba, E. vestita coccinea, E. v. alba, E.
nioschata. Messrs. Lucombe and Pince had a very splendid
collection, including Orchidaceous, stove, and greenhouse
plants. Messrs. Veitch and Son exhibited Aeridcs odoratum,
two plants of Oncidium Lnnccr.num, one with nine spikes of
flowers; O. crispum, O. divaricatum, O. papilio, O. fiexuosum,
several Cattleyas, Epidendrums, S:c.

; Eriostemon buxifolium ; a
fine collection of Ericas, including E. ventricosa and its varieties,

K. depressa, odorata rosea, gemmifera, suaveolens, eximia,

Sec. ;
Leschenaultia biloba, and a fine collection of Calceolarias.

Messrs. Sclater and Son, of Summcrlands, exhibited Euphorbia
splendens, Epacris pulchella and grandiflora, Amaryllis vittata

superba, and psittacina, Cactus fulgidus. Rhododendron

Cross, Erq.; do., Mr. H. Elms. Cauliflowers, Mr. J. Griffin.
Cabbnge, J. Huxham, Esq. Artichokes, Mr.W. Craggs. Tar/rips,
Mr. W. Craggs. Leeks, Mr. Mason. Flowers and Plants:
Orchidaceous Plants, i. Mr. J. Grifnn; 2, Mr. C. Booth ; Specimen
do.. Mr. J. Griffin. Stove Plants, Mr. J. Grirnn. 3 Xrwest and
best Amaryllidacee, Mr. Mason. 32 Greenhouse Plants, l, Mr. J.
Griflin; 2. Mr. J. Clark; Specimen do, Mr. H. Elms. 32 Cape
Heaths, Mr. J. Grrfiin; G do.

f 1, Mr. J Clark; 2, Mr. Masan.
12 Pelargoniums, 1. Mr. J. Griffin; 2, J. Huxham. Esq.; 3, J.
B. Swede. Ksq. ; Newest and best (j da , Mr. J. Grifnn. Cacti, 1,

Mr. C. Booth
; 2, Mr. Mason. 12 Hardy Herbaceous Plants, ), Mr.

Craggs : 2, F. Cross. Esq. Collection of Jioses, L. Ponsiord, Esq.
Collection of Climbers, 1, Mr. H. Elms; 2, L. Ponsford, Esq.
6 Roses in pots, Mr. J. Griflin. 12 Turkey Ranunculuses, Mr. J.

Clark. 12 Calceolarias, 1, Mr. J. Griflin; 2, Mr. C. Booth.
6 Cinerarias, 1. Mr. J. Griffin; 2, Mr. Mason. 12 Heartsease,
1, W. Couche, Esq. ; 2, F. Cross, Esq. Extra Plants : Orchida-
ceous, Mr. J. Griflin. Pelargonium, Mr. Kemp; Seedling do , P.

l vne, Esq. Groun of Stove Plants, Mr. Booth- do., H. Elms.
Orchidaceous, Mr. W. Craggs. Seedling Amaryllis, Mr. C. Booth ;

Collection of Amaryllises, Mr. C. Booth. Greenhouse Plants, Mr.
C. Booth ; do., Mr. H. Elms. 12 Pelargonimns, Mr. H. Elms;
do., Mr. J. Clark. Cacti, Mr. C. Booth. Greenhouse Specimen,
Mr. F. Lane. Stove Specimen, Mr. C. Booth. Fuchsia, Mr. H.
Elms. Gladiolus, Mr. H. Elms. Fuchsia, Mr. C. Booth. Extra
Flowers: Roses, F. Cross, Esq. Turban Ranunculus, F. Cross,

Esq. Cinerarias, Mr. C. Booth. Pansies, F. Cross, Esq. Cot-
tagkrs' Pkizks: Leeks, T. Underbill. Cabbages, T. Underbill.

Lettuces, B. Havill. Gnums of 1843, T. Underhill. Potatoes of
1S43, 1, T. Underbill; 2. B. Havill. New Carrots, T. Under-
bill. Best Collection of Vegetables, I, T. Underhill; 2, B. Havill.

Bouquet, T. Underhill.

Cheltenham Horticultural Society, June 2/.—The third exhibi-

tion of the season took place in tbe Montpelier Rotunda. The
show of fruits, flowers, and vegetables was one of the best the

Society has yet witnessed; everything was excellent, and in

great profusion. The company also was more than usually

numerous. A new variety of Pea was exhibited by Mr. Hurlston,
and called the " Young Prince of Wales." Below is the official

list of the Prizes :—Amateurs : Ranunculuses, 1,W. Barnes, Esq.;

2, Mrs. Eystons. Pinks, (12 blooms,) 1, VV. Barnes, Esq. ; 2, Mr.
Wintle;iio., (5 blooms,; W.Barnes, Esq. Roses, (12 blooms,) 1, Lady
Sandys; 2, Miss Tunno ; Bo., (5 blooms,) 1, J. Taylor, Esq.; 2,

Mrs. Eystons
; 3, Rev. Sir R. Wolseley, Bart. Stove or Greenhouse

Plants, 1, Fuchsia I ulgens, Dr. Irving; 2, Orange tree, Miss Tunno.
Ericas, Miss Tunno. Pelargoniums, 1, Bridesmaid, Miss Tunno;
2, Dr. Irving; Bo., (collection of 6,) 1, Nymph, Comte de Paris,

Corunna, Hodges' Commodore, Coronation, Florence, Dr. Irving;

2, Masterpiece, Alexandria, Vivid, Joan of Arc, Victory, Gilbert's

Priory Queen, A. R. M'Donell, Esq. Hardy Plunts, 1, MissM.
Phillips; 2, A. R. M'Donell, Esq. Hurdy Annuals, Miss M.
Phillips. Tender Annuals, 1, Lady Sandys; 2, Dr. Irving. Plants,

(collection of 6,) l. Cactus hybridus, Fuchsia Monypenni, Pimeiea
decussata, Fuchsia fnlgens muluflora, Achimenes longirlora,

Dr. Irving; 2, A. R. M'Donell, Esq. Plants, (ornamental basket

of,) l,Dr. Irving; 2, Miss Tunno. Basket of Cut Flowers, (single,)

Rev. Sir R. Wolseley, Bait. Wild Flowers, (single,) Miss Rowe.
Melons, Canteloupe, J. Taylor, Esq. Grapes, (D*rk,) I, Black,

Hambro, J. Taylor, Esq. ; 2, Black Quito, Rev. Sir R. Wolseley,

Bart.; Bo., (Light,) 1, Dutch Sweetwater, Rev. Sir R. Wolseley,

Bi

Nt
J.

J

Churchill.
'

Carrots, Mr. J. B. Churchill. Artichokes, J. Taylor,

Esq. Extra Prizes: Potatoes, Ashleaf Kidney, Lady Cromie.

Apples, Lady Sandvs. Fuchsias, (2,) Racemiflora, ditto, Miss

Tunno; Bo., (6 varieties,) A. R. M'Donell, Esq. Basket of
Flowers, Miss M. Phillips. Nurserymen anj> Commercial
Gardbnbrs: Rarmnculuses, (12 blooms,) Mr. Ryder; Bo., (5

blooms,) Mr. Ryder. Pinks, (12 blooms,) Mr. Hodges ; Bo., (5

blooms,) 1, Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Ryder. Roses, (12 blooms,) I,

Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Hopwood; Bo., (5 blooms,) 1, Mr. Hodges;
2, Mr. Pipe. Pansies, 1, Mr. Hopwood; 2, Mr. Hodges. Plants,

(collection of 6,) 1, Achimenes longirlora, Seedling Gloxinia,

Gloxinia rubra, Pimeiea decussata, Seedling Pimeiea, Clematis

Sicboldii, Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Pipe; 3, Mr. Hurlston. Petargo-

niums, (collection of 6.) l, Mr. Hurlston ; 2, Mr. Hodges. Ornu-

mental Basket of Plants, 1, Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Pipe. Single

Plants, l, Mr. Hodges ; 2, Mr. Hurlston; 3, Mr. Pipe. Melons,

Mr. Middlemiss. Crapes, (Dark,) Mr. Meggs; Bo., (Light,) Mr.

Meggs. Strawberries, ), Mr. Doyey; 2, Mr. Hurlston; Bo.,

(heaviest,) 1, Mr. Hurlston; 2, Mr. Dovey. Cherries, l, Mr.

Hurlston , 2, Mr. Coull. Currants, 3, Mr. Dovey; 2, Mr. Coull.

Raspberries, 1, Mr. Middlemiss; 2, Mr. Hurlston. Caidtflowers,

1, Mr. Coull ; 2, Mr. Middlemiss. Early Beans, \, Mr. Hunston

;

2, Mr. Coull. Kidney Beans, 1, Mr. Ryder; 2, Mr. Coull. Peas,

1, Mr. Hurlston: 2, Mr.Dovey. Turnips. 1, Mr.Middlemiss ; 2,

Mr. Hurlston. Carrots, 1, Mr. Coull; 2, Mr. Middlemiss. Celery,

1, Mr. Middlemiss; 2, Mr. Coull. Extra Prizes
:
Achimenes

longiftoru, (collection of,) Mr. Hodges. Ornmnculal Basket of

Plants, Mr. Hopwood. Ornamental Basket of Cut Flowers, Mr
Hurlston. Collection of Fuchstas, Mr. Clarke. Collection of

hyacinthifiorum, several fine Oranges and Citrons, Magnolia
fuscata, Chorozema vari

beautiful), Kennedya im
fuscata, Chorozema varium nanum, Alstroemeria tricolor (very

lophylia, Zichya villosa, Anagnllis bicolor

H L Toll, Esq. Citrus, Mr. C. Booth, gr. to J. VY. Buller, Esq.

Pears Mr. F. Lane, gr. to Mrs. Granger. Apples, P. Cross, Esq.

;

Dessert do.. T. Kiugdon, Esq. ; Kitchen rfo.^Ir. Mason. Straw-

berr\

Or
Ve-
Asparagus.

New Car

w
CrossVEsqr Bleached Rhubarb, L. Ponsford, Esq. Onions, F.

n'les Mr. W. Craggs. Cos Lettuce, Mr. Mason. Cabbage Lettuce,

Jr. F. Lane. Spinach, F. Cross, Esq. Extra: Collection, F.

Puize^X and Potatoes, J. Mumford.

Cork Horticultural Society, June 20.-The display at this

Exhibition surpassed anything of the kind yet seen in the

South and the competition amongst trie growers of Pelar-

goniums was a remarkable contrast to former ones. The great

room of the Corn Exchange was crowded with its usual gay

company, and the excellent band of the 56th Regiment attended.

The collection of Plants and Iruits from the Earl of Kingston's

^-aniens was particuhirly fine. There were large specimens of

Fuchsia, Diplacus, Polygala, and Cape Heaths, with Grapes,

ardens, at Cattle Mahon, there was a collection of Roses,
inks, hardy Annuals, and Greenhouse Ptants; a large Bouquet

tastefully arranged, and a variety of fine Vegetables. Captain
HilPa collection of Pelargoniums was remarkably fine, and com-
prised many varieties ot the more rare and beautitul sorts; also
Fuchsias, Ranunculus, Roses, and a collection ot Vegetables.
There was a beantind Bouquet from J. Lindsay, Esq., or Marv-
villc, a lew good i

J ini;s, aim au assortment of Vegetables Mrs.
Morrogh's beautitul collection formed a prominent feature: it

sort-

tbe
ally

Mr. Murray (gr. at Vosterberg) exhibited avervcurious Fungus,
named Clavaria acuta, growing our. of the body of a caterpillar,

and a collection of raie native plants. There was a splendid
assortment of Patsies from W. Parker, Esq., of Sunday's-well,
and ;-\ lew good Ro^es and Ranunculus. A h>t of Apples of the
variety called the Kail Pippin, from the Kev. Mr. England, of

Passage, 'were in a fine state of preservation. He also contributed
some large New Potatoes from the open garden, and an enormous
stalk of Asparagus, From M. H. Conway, Esq., a large collec-
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tion of Greenhouse Plants, including some fine Fuchsias, Pelar-
goniums, and Calceolarias. From Maj. Beamish's garden, at

Beaumont, there were Roses, Pinks, Apples of 1842, and a col-

lection of Vegetables. Miss Lyons's plants were very showy,
comprising many fine Pelargoniums ; and a iarge plant of
Maurandya Barclayana, on a balloon-shaped trellis, had a very
good effect. From J. S. Barry, Esq., of Lota, there was a beauti-

ful plant of Gloxinia rubra, Greenhouse Plants in great variety,

and a collection of Vegetables. There were Roses, Pinks, Pelar-

goniums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, and Herbaceous Plants, from S.

Lane, Esq., of Frankfield. The Rev. Dr. Hodder, of Lee Bank,
sent a pretty collection of Pansies and Pinks. T. Hewitt, Esq.,

contributed some fine Fuchsias, a variety of Greenhouse Plants,

and a small collection of Roses. From J. M. Travers, Esq., of
Clifton, there were Melons, Cucumbers, and a large collection of
Vegetables, with some Pinks and Roses. The collection of
Plants from W. G. Bradford, Esq., was decidedly the finest in
the room, and bespoke the highest cultivation, consisting of
many of the best new Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Heaths,
Pansies, and Roses, with one or two fine Amaryllis and Gla-
diolus ; also new Peas and Strawberries. From the Victoria
Nursery there were above one hundred Greenhouse Plants in

blossom, comprising many of the newest Pelargoniums, amongst
which the " Queen of the Fairies M was very remarkable; also a
variety of new Fuchsias, Petunias, Calceolarias, Verbenas, Cape
Heaths, and Pimelcas. Mr. Cutter's collection consisted of Pelar-

goniums, Calceolarias, Cape Heaths, and some varieties of
Cactus.— Cork Advertiser.

Cramlington and Sea ton Delaval Florists' Society, June 10.—
The show ot Tulips was held at the house of Mr. John Forman,
Astley Arms Inn, Seaton Delaval, when the prizes were awarded
as follows:—Whitk Grouni>>— Mr. J. Lynn, jun., 1st, 2d, and
4th, with Globertine, Triomphe Royale, and Triomphe de l'lsle

;

Mr. J. Robinson, 3d, with Madame Pompadour; Mr. W. Gray,
5th, with Bienfaite Incomparable. YellowGbounds-Mr. J.

Mood, 1st and 3d, with La Cantique, and Castrum Doloris ; Mr.
W.Gray, 2d, 4th, and 5th, with Pearl d'Ornamcnt, Trafalgar,
and Grandeur du Monde. The flowers exhibited were very much
admired, and allowed to be of first-rate quality, and much supe-
rior lo any exhibited during the season.

Dorking Horticultural Society, June 10.—The second meeting
of this Society was held at the White Hart Inn, Reigate. For
the purpose of the exhibition, tents were erected on a com-
modious lawn connected with the house, previous experience
having proved such an arrangement to be vastly superior—both
with regard to an advantageous exhibition of the flowers, and to
the facilities afforded to the visitors for minutely inspecting
them— than the usual method adopted at local flower-shows of
exhibiting the plants in a confined and imperfectly-lighted room.
Unfortunately, however, the wetness of the afternoon prevented
these advantages from being appreciated on the present occasion ;

neither was the exhibition itself by any means so attractive as it

has been in other years, owing to the unfavourableness of the
season, and to the absence of some of the principal exhibitors.
The following prizes were awarded by the judges. Calceolarias
(4 plan's), ], Mr. Goodhew, gr. to J. B. Hankey, Esq.; 2, J.

Gadd. market-gr., &c, Betchworth Castle. Pelargoniums in
large pots (4 plants), ], Mr. J. Gadd; 2, Mr. Ivcry, market-gr.,
&c, Wonham ; 3, Mr. Croucher.gr. to W. Price, Esq. Pelar-
goniums in small pots (4 plants), 1, Mr. Ivcry ; 2, Mr. Croucher;
3. Mr. J. Gadd. Cut Roses (12 distinct sorts), 1, Mr. Ivcry; 2,

Mr. Haben, gr. to the Duke of Norfolk; 3, Mr. Broadhridge, gr.
to the Countess of Rothes. Roses in pots (4 plants), Mr. Ivery.
Cut Flowers, 1, Mr. Broadbridge; 2, Mr. Truelove, gr. to the
Misses Carbonell. Specimen Plant, 1, Mr. Goodhew, for Lesche-
naultia formosa; 2, Mr. Whiting, gr. to H. T. Hope, Esq., for
Campanula grandis ; 3, Mr. J. Gadd, for Erica tricolor? 4, Mr.
Ivery, for Primula sinensis, double white. Collection of 6 Plants,
1, Mr. Goodhew, for Pimelea sylvestris, P. decussata, Polygala
cordifolia, Erica hybrida, E. Linnseana superba, Euphorbia
splendens; 2, Mr. Whiting, for Campanula grandis, Fuchsia
splendens, Azalea indica alba, Oncidium flexuosum, Achimenes
longiflora, Chorozema varium ; 3, Mr. J. Gadd

; 4, Mr. Ivery
; 5,

Mrs. Wood. Seedling Calceolaria, 1, Mr. Whiting; 2, Mr. Good-
hew. Seedling Pelargonium, 1, Mr. Scott, gr. to M. Clayton,
Esq.; 2. Mr. Ivery. Cauliflowers, 1, Mr. Truelove; 2, Mr. Haben;
3, Mr. Ivery; 4, Mr. Briggs, gr. to C. C. Deacon, Esq.; 6, Mr.
Croucher. Lettuces, I, Mr. Johnson, gr. to Mrs. Charrington ; 2,

Mr. Truelove ; 3, Mr. J. Gadd. Extra Prizes were^awarded to Mr.
Truelove, for a collection of vegetables; Mr. Briggs, for do.;

Mr. Whiting, for Cabbage Lettuces; Mr. Ivery, for Roses in

pots; Mr. Ivery, for a collection of Fuchsias; Mr. Johnson, for

a collection of Cut Roses ; Mr. Chandler, gr. to J. W. Freshfield,

Esq., for Rhubarb; Mr. Broadbridge and Mr. Ivery, for Pansies.

Durham Floral and Horticultural Society, June 21. — This

Society held their second Show at the Exhibition-rooms, Sad-
dler-street, Durham, when the Judges awarded the following
prizes: Fi.owkrs.— (Nurserymkx's Class.) — Best 24 Pelargo-
niums, Messrs. Hancock and Son, Durham, for Masterpiece,
Hancock's Pride of the Moor, Effulgence, Queen of Beauty,
Una, Exquisite, Victory, Flash, Comte de Paris, Annette, Brides-
maid, Juba, Vulcan, Indian Chief, Decorum, Gem of the West,
Splendidum, Firebrand, Duenna, Grand Monarque, Zenobia,
Orange Boven, Joan of Arc, and Coronna. Best L2 do., Messrs.
Hancock and Son, for Vulcan, Fulgens, Jewess, Masterpiece,
Simile, Acme of Perfection, Rosetta, Cyrus, Bridesmaid, Queen
Dowager, Florence, and Coronation. Amateurs' and Gar-
deners' Class.— Best 18 Pelargoniums, Mr. F. Nichol, gr to H.
J. Spearman, Esq., Newton-hall. Best 12 do., Mr. G. Lowery,
gr to Mrs. Fawcett, Durham. Best 6 do., 1, H.J. Marshall,
Ej-q., Durham ; 2, Mr. G. Lowery. Best 3 do., Mr. R. Dodds,
gr to the Rev. G. Townsend, Durham. Best Seedling do., 1 and
2, Mr. F. Nichol. Best 12 Calceolarias, H.J- Marshall, Esq., for

Douglas, Magorina Superb, Neilli. Dusty Miller, Rising Sun,
Favourite, Cyrus. Sunbeam, Delicata, Reform, Van Amburgh,
Queen Victoria, Argos, and Gem. Best 6 do., 1, H. J. Marshall,
Esq., for Miss Antrobus, Lady Constable, Lady of the Lake,
Venus, Isabella, and King; 2, Mr. G. Lowery. Best Seedling
Fuchsia, Mr. F. Nichol. Best 3 Fuchsias, I, Mr. F. Nichol ; 2,

Mr. G. Lowery. Best single do., Mr. F. Nichol. Best 3 Cacti, l,

Mr F. Nichol ; 2, Mr. G. Lowery. Best Cactus, Mr. F. Nichol.
Best 12 Exotics, Mr. G. Lowery. B st 6 Exotics, Mr. F. Nichol.
Best Exotic, Mr. G. Lowery. Best 6 Roses in Pots, Mr. F. Nichol.
Best 24 Pansies, H. J. Marshall, Esq., for Hinda, Sobieski,
Curion, Prince Albert, Mulberry .superb, Exquisite, Black Prince,
Miss Crossling, Bridegroom, Beauty of Knosthorpe, Attila,
Beauty of Bucks, Cyclops, Fiincess Royal, Coronna, Venus,
Jehu, Warrior. Nymph, Kufus, Regulator, Alicia, and Queen of
the Whites. Best 12 do., 1, Mr. P. Caldcleugh, Durham, for
Miss Nugent, Peter Dick, Man of Kent, Bathonia, Prince of
WalfS, Jewess, Superb, Eclipse, Miss Stain, Imogene, Duchess
of Richmond. Black Bess, and Mulberry Superb ; 2, Mr. J. Hall,

Durham. Best 6 do., 1, Mr. G. Lowery; 2, Mr. H. Caldcleugh,
Best 12 Ranunculuses, H. J. Marshall, Esq. Best 6 do., 1, H. J.
Marshall, Esq.; 2, Mr. J.Simms, Durham. Best 6 Roses (exit

flowers), Mr. F. Mchol. Best Bouquet of Flowers, Mr. G. Hind-
march, gr to W. L. Wharton, Esq., Dryburn/ ,. Fruits.—Itestf

Grapes, X and 2- Mr. J. Thompson, Durham. Vkoetables.—
Best Brace of Cucumbers, I, Mr. Anderson, gr to H.Taylor, Esq.

;

2, Mr. J. Thompson. Best Potatoes, 1, Mr. G. Hinclmarch; 2, Mr.
J.Thompson. Cauliflowers, Mr. G. Hindmarch. Cabbages, Mr.
T. Robinson, Durham. Turnips, Mr. W. Thompson, Jan., Dur-
ham. Lettuce, Mr. J.Thompson. Cottagkrs' Class.—Best 6
Pansies, Mr. J. Greathead, Durham. Best Collection of Plants in
Pots (window culture), Mr. J. Greathead. Extra Prizes were
awarded to Edward Shipperdson, Esq., for a collection of
raomes and Rhododendrons ; to the Rev. G. Townsend, for
fcenecio elegans

; to H. J, Marshall, Esq., for Harrison/6 seedling

Pansy, the Beauty of Kepier ; to Messrs. Hancock and Son, for

a splendid collection of Greenhouse Plants 3 to Mr. J. Herbert,
for a collection of seedling: Pelargoniums; and to Mr. F. Nichol,
for the best specimen. The Show was well attended ; and besides
the productions for which extra prizes were awarded, a variety of
beautiful plants were exhibited belonging: to the neighbouring:
gentry. In thestand of Greenhouse Plants shown by Messrs. Han-
cock and Son, for which an extra prize was awarded, were some
very handsome specimens; amongst the most, conspicuous in the
collection was the new Rose Bosanquet, Fuchsia Rogersiana,
Cineraria Wear Rival, Verbena Ruby, Ardisia crcnulata, Petunia
Beauty, Dillwynia clavata, and a great variety of Heaths.

Earls Colne Horticultural Society, June 15.—The first show by
this Society for this season, the weather being most propitious,

was extremely well attended; a general feeling of satisfaction
prevailing at the successful efforts of the producers. The prizes
were adjudged as follows:—GARDENERS' Class.—Mr. Nichols,
gr to R. Hills, Esq., of Colne Park, for the best dish of fruit, brace
of Cucumbers, 2nd best Peas, best new Potatoes, 2nd best Car-
rots, 2nd best Lettuce, 2nd best Cabbages, best and 2nd best
Rhubarb, best 12 Roses, 2nd best Pansies, do. Greenhouse plants^
cut flowers, and extra prize for best design forcottag;c and garden.
Mr. Holden, sen., for the best Pens, extra prize for Gooseberries,
and 2nd best 12 Roses. Mr. Holden, jun., gr to Mr. Unwin, Cog-
geshall, for 2nd best new Potatoes, best Carrots, best Lettuces,
best Cabbages, extra prize for Turnips, best Pansies, and best
Greenhouse plants. Mr. E. Fairhead, extra prize for Radishes.
Mr. Smee, gr to E. G. Barnard, Esq. M.P., of Gosficld Hall,
showed (not for a prize) some very fine Gooseberries and Cur-
rants. Amateurs' Class.— Mr. G. Clark, for the best Rhubarb,
Pinks, Roses, Greenhouse plants, and an extra prize for design,
crown and cushion. Mr. F. Cawston, for 2nd best Potatoes, best
Cabbages, Lettuce, and 2nd best Carrots. Mr. 1). King, for 2nd best
Cabbages, best Carrots, Cucumbers, and Peas, and an extra prize
for Gooseberries. Mr. T. Wenden, for the best new Potatoes.

Felton Floral and Horticultural Society. —This Society held
their second show of Flowers and Vegetables at Mrs. Melrose's,
Widdrington Arms Inn. The meeting was well attended, and,
notwithstanding the late unfavourable state of the weather, the
flowers and vegetables were in a higher state of perfection than
could have been expected. The prizes were awarded to the fol-

lowing competitors:—Tulips— ls^ and 2d best three Rose, 1st and
2d best three Yellows, 2d best three Violet, and best one of any
colour, to Mr. Pitt, Felton ; 1st best three Violet, and Ind best one
of any colour, to Mr. Dawson, Acklington. Cucumhers, I, Mr.
Riddell, gr, Acton House; 2, Mr. Crossling, Felton Park.
Potatoes, 1 and 2, Mr. T. Jeffrey, Felton. Cabbagks, i, Mr.
Melrose, Felton ; 2, Mr. Dawson, Acklington. LETTUCES, 1, Mr.
T. Jeffrey, Felton; 2, Mr. Melrose, Felton. Radishes, i, Mr.
Mark, Felton; 2, Mr. J. Rochester, Felton. EXTRA Prizes
were awarded to the following gentlemen :—Mr. Crossling,

Felton Park, for two very superior stands of Pansies, and a
splendid Perlargonium, called Sylph; Mr. Riddell. Acton House,
for a very fine specimen of a White Moss Rose, rare to bloom in

the open air at tins season of the year; and Mr. Melrose, Felton,

for very fine spring-grown Onions.

Felton Florists' Society, June 12.—The florists of Felton and
its vicinity held their annual Show of Tulips, being their second
exhibition for the season, in the dining-room of the Widdrington
Arms Inn, when the prizes were awarded as under :

— Rosks—
The 1st. 3d, 4th, and 6th prizes, to Mr. W.Scott, Felton, tor

Cerise Primo, Amadis, Triomphe Royale, and Ceres Triomphante

;

the 2d to Mr. R. Richardson, for Comte de Vergennes; and the
6th to Mr. B. Burn, gr. to C. W. Bigge, Esq., Linden, for

Duchess of Clarence. Bybmemkns—The 1st prize to Mr. Burn,
for Violet Jmperiale ; and the 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th, to Mr.
W.Scott, for Madame de Pompadour, Grand Prior, Alexander
Magnus, Triomphe de l'lsle, and Hugobert. Bizaiui ks—The 1st

and 5th to Mr. Burn, for Demetrius and Unknown ; the 2d and
3d to Mr. G.Pitt, for Old Dutch Catafalque and Surpasse Cata-

falque ; the 4th to Mr. R. Richardson, for Platoff; and the 6th

to Mr. Scott, for D- vcy's Trafalgar. Owing to the late unfa-
vourable weather, the table of flowers was not so large as on
some former occasions, but many of the flowers were in a good
state of preservation, and attracted general admiration.

Hampstead Florists'* Society, June 8.—At the first exhibition for

1843 the following prizes were awarded:— Calceolarias, 1, R. B.
Foreman, Esq., for Beauty, Britannia, Nonpareil, Captain Ross,
Goldfinder, Hector ; 2, Mr. Tucker, gr. to A. Crofton, Esq., for
Lady of the Lake, Indescribable, Cristanthus, Phillis, and two
seedlings; 3, Mr. Goulding;, gr. T. Turner, Esq., for Lady of the
Lake, Emperor, Pendula, Orange Perfection, Polyphemus, and a
seedling. Pelargoniums, best Q, R. B. Foreman, Esq., for Dennis's
Perfection, Jewess, Coronation, Joan of Arc, Grand Duke, Rienzi,
Climax, Lady Denbigh, and Garth's Victory; 2, Mr. Goulding,
for Jewess, Beauty of Hampstead, Beauty of Ware, Rienzi,
Dennis's Perfection, Diadematum, Garth's Victory, Joan of Arc,
Louis Quatorze; 3, Mr. Cockburn, gr. to Earl Mansfield, for

Sylph, Alicia, Foster's Rosea, Lavinia Superb, Garth's Perfection,

Miss Wild, Prima Donna, Lady Murray's Gem. Do., best 6, l,Mr.
Franklin, gr. to Mrs. Pryor, for Fair Eleanor, Jewess, Beauty of

Hampstead, Garrod's Pearl, Dennis's Perfection, Eliza Superb;
2, Mr. Wren, gr. to — Neville, Esq., for Bridesmaid, Priory

Queen, Una, Alicia, Dennis's Perfection, Sylph; 3, Mr. Tucker,
for Jewess, Speculum mundi, a seedling, Pearl, Garth's Perfec-

tion, Garth's Victory; 4, Mr. Calver, gr. to J. C. Melvill, Esq.,

for Grand Duke, Sylph, Beauty of Hampstead, Frankliniana,

Garth's Victory, Jewess. 6 Miscellaneous Plants, 1, Mr. Wren,
for Achimenes longiflora, Cactus speciosus, Polygala cordifolia,

Gloxinia speciosa, G. rubra, Calceolaria Mabel ; -2, Mr. Cockburn,
for Polygala cordifolia, Cactus fulgidus, Lcschenaultia formosa,
Gompholobium ericoides, Azalea indica alba, Epacris grandiflora;

3, R. B. Foreman, Esq., for Fuchsia fulgens, Polygala Oppositi-

folia, Clematis sp., Epacris grandiflora. Pimelea hispida, Euraxia
pungens ; 4, Mr. Tucker, for Pimelea hispida, Polygala grandi-
flora, Fuchsia Atkinsoni, F. corymbirlora, Chorozema Hcnch-
manni, Eutaxia pungens. Specimen Plant, 1, Mr. Cockburn, for

Cactus Vandisii; 2, Mr. Wren, forHoya carnosa; 3, Mr. Elliott,

for Mimosa prostrata; 4, Mr. Tucker, for Polygala grandiflora.

Coxcombs, 1, Mr. Puryer, gr. to — Ferguson, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Wren.
Device in Flowers, 1, Mr. Abercrombie, gr. to G, Hoare, Esq.; 2,

Mr. Franklin. 24 Heartsease, 1, Mr. Pipe, gr. to G. Herring, Esq.,

for Victory, Grand Duke of Russia, Imogene, Vindictive, Miss
Stainsforth, Pipe's Black Prince, Queen of Whites, Prince Albert,

Thompson's Coronation, Venus, Brown's Curion, Delicata, Grand
Turk, Thompson's Ec'ipse, Jewess, Bridesmaid, Captain Cook,
Sultan, Sonier John, Tarn O'Shanter, Nabob, Jehu, Vivid, and a
seedling. Extra J'rizes were awarded— to Mr. Cockburn, for

blue Hydrangea, and collection of Plants; R. B. Foreman, Esq.,

for a collection of Plants ; Mr. Elliott, gr. to J. M. Jones, Esq.,

for a collection of Fuchsias; Mr. Goulding, for a collection of

Plants; Mr. Calver, for Coxcombs; Mr. Tucker, for acolleciion

of Plants; Mr. Cockburn, lor Coxcombs; R. B. Foreman, Esq.,

for Fuchsia lulgens.

Hoisted amLlSforth Essex Horticultural Society, June ifiT—This

Society held its 'first show in a spacious marquee, erected for the

purpose, in a pasture near the George Hotel. The attendance

was both numerous and highly respect able, and in point of

number far exceeded that of any show in the previous year.

Prizes were awarded to E. G. Barnard, Esq., for the best Melon,

second best Potatoes, do. Cucumbers, Bouquet, Roses, and second

best greenhouse plants. J. T. P. Ash, Esq., for best Potatoes, extra

prize for Rhubarb, best Pelargoniums, and best single plant. E.

May, Esq., for best Cauliflowers, Cucumbers, and Lettuce.

— Vigors, Esq., for second best Pelargoniums, Greenhouse plants,

and for an elegant design—model of a church. Rev. •— Hume,

for Peas. R. J. Day, Esq., for Heartsease. R. S, Edwards, Esq..

for Cacti, and an extra prize for a splendid Fuchsia coryrnbiftora.

as specimen plant. J. N. Brewster, Esq., for best Strawberries-

Mr. Cant, for second best Strawberries, and best Calceolarias.

Mr. W. Root, for Grapes and Ranunculuses. Mr. J. Bentall, for

British Phenogamous plants, comprising 108 species, many of

thorn rare plants. Several prizes were also given to cottagers.

An excellent collection of Ranunculuses, Anemones, Pelargo-

niums, Roses, &c. was exhibited by Messrs. Bass and Brown,
of Sudbury, but was not entered fur competition. Some beautiful

Pansies, shown by R. Marriott, Esq.; superb Fuchsias, by Arch-

deacon Buruey ; very fine Pelargoniums, by the Rev. C. W. Loyd;

and Roses, by G. P. Arden, Esq., were much admired. A display

of Vegetables, by Mrs. Griffiths, attracted much attention.

Kent and Canterbury Floral and Horticultural Society,

June 8.—The summer show was held in the Old Palace

Gardens, and although the morning was most unpropitious, there

was a large attendance of the clergy and gentry of the neigh-

bourhood. The present exhibition was not so brilliant as the

one that took place in April last; yet as a summer show, it

far exceeded any other since the establishment of the Society.

The exhibitors were much more numerous than usual, and

many of the specimens were admirable examples of good growth,

as well as being of nut: kinds. The collection of fruit exhi-

bited was of course small. Among the plants most deserving

of notice were two collections of succulents from J. G.

Shepherd, Esq. Many of the specimens had bloom-buds upon

them, and one, Echinocactus sulcatum, had four or five lovely

white flowers expanded. The same gentleman also sent some
beautiful red, purple, and white Gloxinia;,, and a new Achimenes,

imported front Belgium, A. Gesbrightii, with rosy purple flowers,

spotted in the throat; the leaves are also red beneath, and

very rough above, much more so than in A. pedunculata, to

which species it seems nearly related. The Rev. W. Brockman
sent the new Campanula grandis; a beautiful Calceolaria, with

crimson spots on a yellow ground, called Curiosa; and a finely-

grown plant of Fuchsia corymbiflora. From Mrs. Webb tnere

was a very extensive collection, including- Amaryllis vittata,

some good Heaths, and a large assortment of Pelargoniums. D.

Denne. Esq., exhibited some splendidly-grown Fuchsias, and also

some beautiful cat American plants, including several varieties

of Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and Kalmias. From (i. Buckley,

Esq., there was a very well-grown Elichrysum spectabile, covered

with flowers; a small Ertca odora rosea; and a fine basket ot cut

flowers. The Rev. C. Oxenden sent some excellentPelargoniums,

covered with bloom ; the plants were but a few inches high, and

were no doubt placed almost close to the glass of the greenhouse

or frame in which they have been grown. The Rev, G. P.

Marsh exhibited some good Roses, and a floral device like a

garden-chair. F. Sankey, Esq., contributed a number of green-

house plants, some Cacti, and a good stand of Ranunculus. In

addition to the collection ot indigenous plants sent for competition,

Mrs. Grayling exhibited an interesting collection ofnamed Grasses

and Carices found growing in this vicinity. From Air. Aid.

Masters there was a large collection of plants, among which was

his new seedling Pelargonium, the Archbishop of Canterbury.

There was also a* large assortment of Fuchsias grown on the

" one-shift system;" among them were Brockmannii, Money-
pennii, and Magniflca. Among the Orchidacese there was a fine

Oncidium flexuosum, with flowers much darker than in the corn-

were of a superior kind; the vegetables in many instances being

much better than those offered for compethion by the subscribers.

The following is a list of the prizes:—Subscribkrs' Prizes*

FKVIT.—Best Pine, W. H. Carter, Esq. White Grapes Mrs.

Ramsav. Strawberries, 1, the Earl of Winchelsea ; 2, Keen s

Seedling, lady Montresor. Dessert Apples, 1 and 2, K. tiancis,

Esq. Kitchen Apples, 1 and 2, Mr. Kilmer. Pears, 1, R. Francis,

Ei q. ; 2, Ucurre Ranee, T. Dorman, Esq. Extra.—White Crapes,

Mrs. Ramsav. VEGETABLES.—Peas, D. Denne, Esq. Cucum-

bers, Mrs. Ramsay. Potatoes, 1843, not forced, Mrs. Ramsay.

Potatoes, 1843, forced, D. Denne, Esq. Asparagus, Mr. Film***

French Beans. W. H. Carter, Esq. Rhubarb, F. Sankey, fcsq.

Lettuces, F. Sankey, Esq. Carrots, the Rev. W. Brockman.

Cauliflower, l and 2, the Rev. W. Brockman. Basket of balaa,

Lady Montresor. Basket of Vegetables, Lady Montresor.

Fuvwbrs.— Cacti and Echinocacti, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Suc-

culents, not Cacti or Echinocacti, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Ameri-

can Plants, G. Buckley, Esq. Rose in Pot, 1, Malton, Mr. Par-

rinton, 2, Yellow China, D. Denne, Esq. Stove Plants, Cero-

pegia elegans, Passitlora pheenicea, Euphorbia splendens, J. ^*
Shepherd, Esq.; single plant, Thunbcrgia alata, J. G. Shepherd,

Esq. Collection of Greenhouse Plants, 1, Pimelea decussata,

Metrosideros floribunda, Diosma capitata, Polygala grandiflora,

Clematis bicolor, Greviilea Manglesi, J. Godfrey, Esq.; 2, Solly"

heterophylla, Pimelea decussata, Metrosideros floribunaa, P0, y*

gala cordifolia, Bouvardia triphylla, Suthcrlandia frutcscens, !'•

Sankey, Esq. Collection of Greenhouse Plants, four species, l,

Elichrvsum spectabile, Metrosideros floribunda, Diosma ericoides,

Elichrysum tascicnlare album, G. Buckley, Esq. ; 2, D. Denne,

Esq. Two Greenhouse Plants, 1, Campanula grandis, Achimene

longiflora, the Rev. W. Brockman ; 2, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. A'*

Pelargo?na, 1, Matilda, Beauty, Alicia, Victory, Corona, Gain
.

e£L
Prince Albert, the Rev. C. Oxenden; 2, Mr. Parrinton. 1

f
n

Pelargonia, 1, King, Jewess, Alexandria, the Rev. C. Oxenden

,

2, D. Denne, Esq. Two Pelargonia, 1, Jewess, Chef d'CEuvre, tJ£

Rev. C. Oxenden; 2, Foster's Alicia, J. Rutter, Esq. Seedlinb

Pelargonium, J. Rutter, Esq. Two Fuchsias, 1, F. corymbinora>

and F. Youcllii, the Rev. W. Brockman; 2, J. Godfrey, 1^
';

maid, The Bride, Rev. W. Brockman; 2, T. Dorman, Esq__

Calceolarias, 1, Chancellor, Antiquary, Green's King, J. Y° an(i
Esq.; 2, T. Dorman,Esq. Two Cacti, I, Ackcrmanii "i^/J,

1^ __
niinoi

Bh
mi
Esq.

GrecfirtuUAC X' tvwvi a, \j. jjuv.ix.ic/, j^ovj. *»wocgi*y yj ~- •« ...l/fV
W. Brockman; 2, J. Rutter, Esq. Hunun cuius, 1, F- bw

Cu l

Esq.; 2, J. Cates, Esq. Double Anemones, J. (sites, Esq. ^
Roses, 1 and 2, Mrs. Webb. Tea scented China RoseSf

Jjj ftrfiat
G . P. Marsh. Twelve Pan
Western, Dark Perfection
rea elegans, Delicata, Uv» « ....^...w.., .,..

Curion, Eclipse, Imogene, Amulet, Royal fetan<lart
J; C (;i lator,

Duchess of Richmond, Peter Dick, Sulphurea ^S^onden. Iris,

Triumph, Duke of Cornwall, Paul Pry, the Rev. C. Oa ^^ (]lfm

of three varieties, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. ^"^''*' 6, ', "'
,

'V
/

'i a%vbiense,
six varieties. Rhododendron maximum, R. alburn*

^oCciliea , A.
R. punctatum, Azalea calendulacea, A. nudiflo1!*

,, n gUsti(olia
tomentosa, A. glauca scabra, Kalmia latifoha,^t

|'

a catesb£ci,

jviomresor. cottagers' J/rizks.—I' Jujij • V rker
2, J. Tucker. Vkgktabj.iss.— Cabbages, J* *" « 1
i

, j. xucKer. VKGKTABi.Rs.— Lanoages, •>. --
T Go0(jwm.

and 2, J. Hooker. Potatoes, 1843, I, J. TuCylA;;' j Tucker.
Salad, l, J. Tucker; 2, J. Hooker. B«^-gl£2 Rhubarb, J.
Basket of Vegetables, i, J. Hooper; 2, J. lucuc l -

Pot or

Hooper. Nos»gau of Flowers, 1, J- Tucker; 2, J -
l*

WaX> j^

Glass oj Honey, 1 and 2, J. Goodwin. 1 lb. of w

Jiural Society June ^U-^hia

>

\

i

i

f

Goodwin.

Inverness and Northern Horticu
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meeting 'here was a decided improvement on previous shows,

though the fruit was not so good. The list of prizes is subjoined.

Twelve varieties of Pelargonium, 1, Mr. W. Dallas, gr to t..

Mackintosh, Esq., of Raigmore, for Life Guardsman, Sylph, Queen

of Beauty, Alexandrina Victoria, Bridegroom, Alicia, Joan oi

Arc, Annetta, Progene, Garth's Perfection, Rienzi, Rosette
;

2,

Mr. A. Eraser, gr to J. Thomson, Esq., Springfield Cottage,

for Joan of Arc, Alexandrina, Lord Mayor, Life Guardsman,

Ruby, Corona, Comtedc Paris, Vulcan, Prince Albert (.BasKeus;,

Matilda, Sultan, Garrick. Six varieties of Calceolarias, 1,
,

Mr.

J. Stephen, gr to Lady Saltoun, at Ness Castle ; 2, Mr. W .
Dallas,

gr, Raigmore. St* Exotic plants, 1 , Mr, Dallas, Ba«mora,

lor Epacris grandifiora, Chorozema Jacksonu, E .chrysum.super-

bum, Leschcnaultia formosa, Alstrcemeria pulchella aggcra.

pylus bicolor: 2, Mr. Stephen, Ness Castle,^^™>^ •

JSwotiC, 1, Mr. A. Fraser, lor japauia 6.»»-««-« i -i »- -----:

gr to Lady Rose, of Holme, for Siphocampylus bicolor &i:
feet

high. Eighteen Pansies, 1, Mr. J. Ross, gr, Holms 2, Mr. J. Law-

rence, gr, Inverness. Four varieties of Heaths, i, Mr. Fraser,

for Erica Wilmoreana, E. odorata rosea, E. Westphahngia, E.

Rosea. Four Balsams, 1, Mr. Dallas, gr, Raigmore ; 2, Mr. Bain,

gr to Lord Lovat, at Beaufort Castle. Four varieties of Fuc/mas,

1, Mr. Stephen, Ness Castle, for P. corymbiflora fulgens, «ick-

sonii, and Thomsonii ; 2, Mr. Ross, gr, Holme, for F. corymbiflora,

Youelli, globosa major, and Mr. Gillan's seedling. By-jE8""

Fuchsia of any description, 1, Mr. Ross, Holme, for F. NelUi;

M

fine and well-bloomed Ericas and Calceolarias, with so^me excel-

lent Fuchsias. The Cottagers' things were not very a""™*
of them-more particularly Gooseberries, Po™"*8

'

eoreeous masses of flowers on the Cacti were almost too

SuSff for the eye to hear with ease. The Fuchsias were well

grown though tomost individuals the good old sorts^are more

attractive than the pale beauties of the recent hybrids of these

n ants There were some fine collections of Pansies, and the

winning tray contained manv choice and large specimens. The

Prconies were more numerous than usual. The collections of

Sta7e \ and 2, W CaVtj 3 L. B. Barker, gr to W. Smith Esq.

mUoCoTof three, 1, L.'b. Barker; 2. L. Barker._ Greenhouse,

«,

ravock Castle; 2, Mr. Tolmie, gr, Mountgerald. Eight vu >'ieti™
of Hardy Herbaceous plants, 1, Mr. Taylor, Kilravock ; 2, Mr. a.

Gauld, irr, Geddes. Four varieties of Iris, 1, Mr. Lawrence,

gr, Inverness ; 2, Mr. Taylor, Kilravock. Four Cinerarias in

pots, 1, Mr. Pain, Beaufort Castle; 2, Mr. Stephen, Ness Castle.

Six varieties ofMimulus, 1, Mr. Fraser, Springfield Cottage

;

2, Mr.

1 and
*
!. H. Major ; 3, J. Kearsley. Verbenas, 1, J. Kearsley

;
2,

and 3"IB Barker. Collection, l and 2, J. Whitley. Petunias,

J Whitl y Herbaceous, inflower, i and 2, L-B- Barker. Rose,

in pot, l, H. Major; 2 and 3, J. Kearsley. Designs «*&«*».
W. Watson, Jun., Esq. Hardy Bouquet, J.

Exotics contained a great number of^eU-giown specimens, and

added much to the beauty of the room ; besides that to which

n e priTe was awarded, there were excellent collections from

Mrss Cuthbert's and Mrs. Surtees' gardens, and another contain-

Kwo very fine specimens of the beautiful and sweet-scented

1 ifium exfmium The bouquets of flowers were as splendid as

nSaU ThTSrizes were allotted as follows -.-Pine Apple^i and

2 Mr* G Foreman, gr to J. Lamb, Esq., Axwell Park. Grapes,

Mr J CharUom gr to J. Strakcr, Esq., Point Pleasant. Potatoes

, ViVi-nnnn P-round Mr. G. Foreman. Peas from the open

Snd MrGS Fo ^nan. M White-ground Tulip (Rose

rnr «e Premier? Mr. I. Scott, florist, Newcastle. Best do.,

fnffi RosTl the florists' silver medal to Mr. R. Bawling, florist,

^^°^eZ%und TuHp (Surpasse CatafaHue, Mr F
&, ..; V -Kra-a-na^tlc. Best do the florists' silver

MltSn

to° Mr
fi

F
n

b

MitelSS: 12 WMte-ground Tulips, Mr. J
lai «>_«£•*,• "^^^ Wsn _ jesmond. 12 Yellow-groundmer

Schofield. 2»«U* JJenn*, W. Carr. Cabbage white, 1, J. Wal-

ton ; 2, G. Hamlin, gr to G. Smith, Esq. ; 3, W. Carr Lettuce,

1. T. Peacock, gr to Mr. Parnaby ; 2 and 3, E. Ward. Mush-

rooms, 1, J. Kearsley , 2, T, Peacock. P***!/?• J
pi_VU

Castle. CAiww. .Hews, 1, Mr. Fraser, Springfield Cottage, for Caro-

line, Marisuis, The* Hymenee, The Bougere ; 2, Mr. Stephen, Ness

Castle. Ornamental Basket of Exotics in Flower, 1, Mr. Eraser,

Springfield Cottage, for, among other plants, Boronia denticu-

late, Boronia alata, Pimelea hispida, Leschenaultia formosa,

Siphocampylus bicolor, Elichrysum elcgans, Spireea japomca,

Crassnlas, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Heaths, Fabiana imbneata,

Calceolarias, Verbenas, &c. ; 2, Mr. Stephen, Ness Castle. Boii-

quet of Flowers from hardy plants, 1, Mr. 1). Mackenzie, gr to

Lady Mackenzie, of Avoch ; 2, Mr. J. Lawrence, Inverness.

Stocks, 1, Mr. Stephen, Ness Castle ; 2, Mr. Ross, Holm. BOCfiets,

1, Mr. Taylor, Kilravock. Apples : 1, Mr. Ross, Holm, lor UiO-

ston Pippins and Nonpareil Russets $ 2, Mr. Bain, Beaufort Castle.

Cucumbers, 1, Mr. Bain, Beaufort Castle ; 2, Mr. Taylor, Kilravock.

Cauliflower, 1, Mr. Ross, Holme; 2, Mr. Gauld, gr, Geocles.

Dutch Turnips, 1, Mr. Donald Mackenzie, gr, Avoch; 2, Mr,

Stephen, Ness Castle. For the best Twelve Early Potatoes, l^Mr.

Watson, gr tc
\

M'^%^'^' Dark-ground Pelargonium

Mabel, Acme of Perfec«• Mj: J^
J??S Mrs. Atkinson, Long

ienT% ISS.^'SrS kewSstle. 6^ of CaXceo-

Radish. J. Broughton. Onions, spnng, l, unknown ; 2 and 3
,
J.

Schofield. L.f^ce, 1 and 2, W. Carr. C«66«ffC 1, -'-^1^
2, G. Hamlin; 8, W. Carr. Extra for Potatoes, T. Peacock.

For™ CASS.-FLOWKUs.-PANsiEs.-I^r Twentyjour, Mr.

H. Major, for Rival yellow, Hector, Surprise, John, Maid of Milan,

Prince Albert, Princess Royal, Waltham Abbey, lrn°pene, In-

vernon, Lovely Bride, Premier, Terry, Miss E. Crossland Coun-

tess of Orkney, Cnrion, Desideratum, Bridegroom Perfection

Sir Sidnev Smith. 'Feathered Byblamens, 1,23, B. Ely for Black

it Noir, and Light Baguet. FlamedBybs, I,

Emmant. Feathered

Kelly, Jesmond. Singte*8*^^^££ "
^flou-ers of Viola

Lambton, Esq. Verbenas. Mr. T. Chariton. 24
I
^"'

f

'*
% Sand .

tricolor, Mr. Ranson, Sunderland. Paornes, Mr. J.
^
cott^ Sa'^-

boe! ««rftePtori» Mr. W. Kelly.gr to A..Donkiri, Esq., Jes-

mond. Single Specimen of a new or rare Exotic *J^'P'£"™*
Newcastle Seedling Florists' Flower, Mr. J. Wdson,

wood, Jssq., Uissiugton. rotum^, »>->. - ~
nntp „hpal[

Plants. Messrs. I. Anson and Finney, nurserymen, Gateshead

Fuchsia, conspicua arborea, Mr. J. Cook.

Norwich Horticultural So~de~ty~^In imitation of the^ grand

exSibitions at Chiswick, this Society held its July *£%*£*£
extensive grounds of Mr. Bell, of Bracondale. 1 he visitors

i

on

Sis occasion amounted to nearly 4,000, and I«K. were i^akenat

t » p-atp The subiects of exhibition were remarkably fine, par-

Sfarly^he VegeSL? which were stated to be sapenor to

Sse exhibited It the meetingof the South London Society. The

Salix herbacea, Cornus suecica, Saxifraga stellaris, and Rubus
chamscmorus. An extra prize was awarded to Mr. Stephen,

Ness Castle, for a large and varied assortment of seedling Cal-

ceolarias, sown in 1842.

Cerise, ^^f^-^^i^. Prb„ibr Piio^M

Isle ofMan Floral and Horticultural Society, June 7.—The fol-

lowing is a list of the prizes awarded to the competitors, ftiter the

exhibition, at the Kirk Onchan Nursery Grounds : Mr. H. Alex-

ander, best Asparagus. Miss Dutton, Moss Rose (extra prize).

Mr. Cottier, gr to the Rev. Principal Dixon, 2d best Brompton
Stocks, best Tulips, 2d best Ranunculus, best 12 Paiisies,

best Asparagus. Mr. Moffatt, gr to G. W. Dumbell, Esq.,

—2d best Tulips, 2d best Annuals, 2d best Bouquet, 2d best

Rhubarb, best Cabbages, 2d best Leeks, 2d best Onions,

best Salad. Mr. R. Taylor, gr to General Goldie—2d best

Verbenas, 2d best Pelargoniums, best Brompton Stocks, best 12

Pansies, third do., 2d best device in Pansies, 2d best Herbaceous

Plants, best rare Native Plant (Primula farinosa), best Bouquet,

2d best Mushrooms, best Cauliflowers, best Potatoes, best Tur-

nips, 2d best do., 2d best Salad. Mr. W. Quine, gr to Captain

Hay — 3d best Cactus (Jenkinsonii), best Greenhouse Plant

(Polygala oppositifolia), 3d best Greenhouse Plants, 2d

best Cucumbers, 2d best Cauliflowers, best Carrots, best

blanched Rhubarb, best Scakale, 2d best Cabbage. Mr. Clarke,

gr to Mrs. Hoddar— best Mushrooms, best Leeks. Mr. R. Edgar,

gr to his Honour 1). Heywood—best Cactus (Ackermannii), 2d

best do. (Jenkinsonii), best Chinese Azalea (indica alba), best

Cape Heath (Erica ventricosa), 3d best do. (Boweiana), 2d best

Calceolarias, 2d best China Roses (odorata, indica alba, semper-

rlorens), 2d best Fuchsias (globosa, fulgens, gracilis), best

Annuals (Nemophila insignis, Schizanthus pinnatus, Eutoca

"Wrangeliana), 2d best Greenhouse Plants, 3d best Bouquet,

3d best Decoration Plants, 2d best Grapes (Black Hamburgh),
2d best Dessert Apples, best Kitchen do., best Onions, 2d best

Blanched Rhubarb, best Kidney Beans. Mr. Lyle—best Decora-

tion Plants, extra prize for Selago Gilliesii, and six seedling

Fuchsias. Captain Martin— best Stove Plant (Euphorbia splen-

itis), 2d best do. (Russelliajuncea), 3d best Greenhouse Plant

(Swainsoniagalegifolia alba), 2d best Pelargoniums (Nymph,
Sylph, Matilda, Conservative, Annette, Alexandrina, Phosphorus,
^ ictory, Alicia, Fosteria rosea, Lady Nithsdale, Priory Queen),

best three do. (Miller's Adonis, Bleda, Sir John Broughton),
best seedling do. (Martin's Mary), extra prize for Fuchsia corymbi-
flora. E. Moore, Esq.-best seedling Pansies, best Cucumbers,
ucst Rhubarb, 2d best Kidney Beans. J. E. Moslcy, Esq.—best
device in Pansies, composed of a suspension-bridge, with rock

and sea scenery, vessels, &c. lying in the foreground ami dis-

tance
; best Cut Flowers, best Dessert Apples, extra prize

(Bouquet). Mr. P. Clarke, gr to Major Pollock — 3d best

Stove Plant (Gloxinia speciosa), 2d best Greenhouse Plant

(Pimelea decussata), best four Calceolarias (Indescribable, Pluto,

Regans, Nerene), best China Roses, 3d best do., best Garden
Roses, 2d best do., best Verbenas (Hendersom, Charlwoodn,
Iveryana), best Pelargoniums (Matilda, Coronation, Sylph,

Nymph, Vivid, Alicia, Priory Queen, Vulcan, Jewess, Fosteria

rosea, Gaines's King, Gaines's Grand Duke), best six do.

(Bridesmaid, Lady Nithsdale, Lileguardsman, Victory, Comte de

Paris, Alexandrina), 2d best three do. (Firebrand, Bridegroom,
Vesta), best new and rare do. (Janus), second best do. (Wildfire),

best three Fuchsias (fulgens, cordifolia, pendula terminalis), 3d

best do. (Youellii, grandifiora maxima, raccmiflora), best new
and rare Fuchsia (Harrison's Enchantress;, 2d best do. (Blanch),

best Ranunculus, best Herbaceous Plants, best Greenhouse
Plants in Pots, 2d best Cut Flowers, 2d best Decoration Plants,

best Grapes, 2d best Carrots, 2d best Scakale. J. Putnam, Esq.,

p„^s given to Cottage.^S^lf^^^^
LnS

flEEESS£Snht:'fo^,
;

te

S;;;;;

e Gene-

Walworth, Lord
B. Ely, for Polyphemus, Albion, Washington

JBarstow ; 2 and 3, J. Robinson. Onions, Winter. J. Barstow.

QniZs, Swing, J. Robinson. Cabbage, J. Barstow. Potatoes,

J.Tamow. Parsley, J. Robinson , 2, J Barstow; 8,,- Jackson.

Radishes, - Jackson. Currants, i and 2, J. Robinson. G'oose-

berries, 1 and 2, J. Robinson ; 3, -Jackson. Rhubarb, J. Barstow.

Morningside Practical Gardeners' Society, June 13.—The

second General Meeting was held in the School-room, Morning-

side when prizes were awarded as follows:—Pelargoniums, 1,

J Downie, gr to Gen. Robertson, for Prince of Waterloo, Sylph,

Erectum, Gem of the West, Bridesmaid, Prince Albert; 2, to

T Young, gr to T. Oliver. Pansies, 1, J. Dowme, for Black-eyed

Susan (llnlayson's,) Daniel Defoe, do., Gipsy, do., Flora Mac-

d-

Prince„«,3SES3K. Capi^e Si ol£ Duchess
?

Suther

land, General Coutard, Rachael Ruysch, River
,
SoPn « «

General Allard, Princesse ^^ff^^SSef^SSSi
Triomphe d'Angers. Laura, Fcheste, La faranatu ,

Donna Maria, l.a Ville de Bruxelles Devomens's At
Glory of France. Attelan de Bourbon, Beaut

,
of BdUara, k ,

Unique de Provence, Cclina Madame
*

Dc^prcz. (^

™

Victoria, Reine de WjJWr- VeSTSd Lawes, Beccles, for

^^; o SEZH? M^ame
SS
NeJS "ph^ix, I- Ville de

Madame Desprez,

for Herbert, Queen Victoria, Felix, Luna, Prince Albert, liiyin

cible; 2, J. Young. Anemones, 1, J. Ypungj 2, H. GM>. JIardy

Shrub;
imbricata
Plants
Ramonda

1,

A

fflUa i.eker. Madame Laffay, Cnm-
Bruxelles PrmcessHel^, *™*™e

££,homme, Portlandica
L
Ta

S)

Ml me SSS£S*. White Moss Mottled, De
. .La Mienne, xj nub 9^^.„^A u^nnnt- bmift fiene-

son (

earne

a

Meaux, Ferruginiere Crested, Coutard, Becquet, Bonne_ Gene

vieve, General Allarc

of Devonshire, Hybrid Blanc, Mad

ne,
des

Mr. D. Parker—ExTriA Prizes, Tulips and Rhubarb
1

Leeds Floral and Horticultural Society, June 7-—The first

exhibition of this Society for the present season took place in the
Music-Hall, Albion-street. The collection was scarcely equal in

amount to what it has been on former occasions ; but there were
some very fine specimens of flowers of various kinds, and also of
\egetab es, especially those for culinary purposes. There was a
spiendid show of Pelargoniums, and various hothouse and green-
house, plants. Of -culinary vegetables there was a good exhibi-
tion, both in point 'of quality and quantity. There were several

J. Douglas, gr to Sir T. D. Lauder, Bart.; 2, T. Wood, gr to

... Falconer, Esq. Carrots, T. Ovens. Potatoes, 1, H. Gibb; 2,

W. Denholm, gr to Sir J. Forrest, Bart. Cuirumbers, 1 ,
T. Ovens

;

2 H. Gibb; Pansies, 1, J. Robertson, for Robertson, Shakspeare,

Milton, Fair Maid. A prize was awarded by Miss Brown for the

best site Anemones, to J. Young. There were exhibited from G.

Ritchie, Esq., a very fine specimen of Hydrangea arborea, and

Crassula coccinea. A collection of Seedling Pansies from Grange

Bank, which were much and deservedly admired, also some

Pansies from J. Robertson, Morningside, and fine collections of

Pelargoniums and Ranunculuses, from Newington Lodge, and

two good pans of Turban Ranunculus, from Falcon Hall and

Salisbury Green..

Newcastle Botanical and Horticultural Society, June 13.—The

o-roat Summer Exhibition of this Society, which had been deferred

n-om the 2d inst., on account of the weather, was held in the

Music Hall, and from the splendid display of fruit and flowers, it

5S -evident that the delay had been attended with great advan-

ce both to the exhibitors and the visitors. The day was fair,

Sen cool and cloudy; circumstances rather lavourable than

nfr hi-rwise for the display of cut flowers. There were eight or nine
otherwise loru.p

Rinley Queens, and the flavour of the

^iKffiwS?5S «"«oS « could be wished. Several very
prize specimens was g

The potatoes were
fine ( ',sh

,^ .

of
47aUV qualky! and the Peas better than could

ot excellent size and <l
l«

the Pelarg niums were the

SKiSSSwS great, and the specimens so compact, that one
] '

,ns^ rSctted there was not more of the green leaves visible
almost regieucu i

gardens of John Cookson, Esq., of
Another coilefon Jom ™f' th h not so fuUy in bloom
IjcnweU House was also very n, |

collection of (i

^eSe^-SaiS^m^nof beautiful plants, with more of

the See visible than in another collection

MatUiew Anderson, Esq., which ranked very

XneT In the collection of three to wh,

VirrinH the nlants were also remarkably
awarded, the piamsw

received the prizes were an tnat
j

SSd" blwiaSd. S heauiy and symmetry. The Tulips and Cal-

p rrSvery fine. The Petunias comprised some of the

best 1 ndsTand were nicely trained to flat trellises, and the Ver-

nenas were well and closely grown. The Alstrffimenas exhi-

SS the usual gay maxkings of this pretty genus, whilst the

V e
~i Aiinrd Attelane de Bourbon. Coronation. Duke

'
GC
chS HvbrW Blanc, Madame Goursac, Wellington,

Snted or
P
Leda, Coralie, Eclatante Common MgjWjg,^

Champs divers, Princesse Lamballe ^
r'Ped ^' "? Augustine

Fleur-Queen, Auribie Lamare. La
i

Biche, J^»
8
g jfesfet Cla-

Margot. Crimson Mad. Desprez. G«S^ "
e

c
5|'Laffay, Grande

risse, Gonsalve Cardon, Blush Hip, T" ™%C
'

ot , Omement
Marie. Requiem, \ elours Episcopal Helene M t .

jc d
.An

du Parade. Six Juin, Princesse "^"^f^iard, Oriflamme.
Catel, Miralba, Tonrturella, Moscow, Gene, ai a

cl fa

Waratah, Brutus Eclat ^ Rose Madanie He»' •

CounteM
Duval, Duchesse d'Angouleme C?mtc aer

. ^^
Lacepede, Fulgor.e Boulogne^ «»o« en

> >
Rev. C. Fel-

rata. Best 60 varieties, Rev. J.^rrou
| p/ Denniss. The Best

^l: r^tlo'A Kroughes, Esq, Best 36, the
48 Roses, C. Short, gr

Rev. T. J. Blofield. Best 24, i. Short, to Mrs. Blofield.

S onJbts't M, Wm. Warren, Esq. Bmf 12.

Muskett, Esq. Picotees.testU.X.ev. J. *
E. Kemp, gr to J. S-
urroughes. Best 36

Stracey Esq. Fuchsia, R. Emms, gr. to H. Gurney, Esq. Glox-

(nia rubra, Mr. Archbell, gr to Lord Sondes. Cut Fiowkh s—50

of 18, ditto o/12, and best Seedling, C. Middleton, Esq. Device

hi Flowers, H. S. Patteson, Esq., and Mr. \V. Reynolds. Best

Seedling Calceolaria, C. Short. Collection of Greenhouse Plants,

W. Rippingale, gr. to G. Morse, Esq. ; 2, C. Short. Orchida-

ceous Pi-a nts—Acropcra Loddigtsii. Atrides odoratum,wm*qfa
Forb&sii, Mr. Archbell. f*nU**Knm. nf Gloxinias, C. boorc.

r q raW WM o ^tk Scarlet. S. Short; 3, Keen's Seedling,

Sli^^'AftS Wm. Gale,gr to H. N. Bur-
C. Aldboroughj \^J^Zs^eehive9

Mr. J. Potter. Cur.
roughes Esq Rasmbbb«s ,
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M'ttinz/unn Floral and Horticultural Society, Man 24 -Th
SSemWv £2! abre

tf
°iet

J:

f,,r this 8^son took place at™Assembly Rooms, for the ex . hir.imi of Tt.i<«. n.J .11.

e

e

Shry,K-
C;n 'C

l

nhOUxe ' aiUi Herba«ous Plants, Ericas and Hardy

S^SJSigrSTfJj aU
H
Uit ^Vegetables in season j

!«,/„* .".' ate weather, and more esDeeiallv the

5SSM,«Sn Pre
,!,

I0US I"'" ht
' the collection was good? Th!Tuhps, that we could scarcely expect in these sunless davs,

J. Robinson for Aggravation, two blooms, George the Fourth|no^^ 1( twc. See (,,in,s
. Best dark pair,'A^^fm. J.

[July 15,

^ R '

"

e^WC\
1

,V
E'q " Walthamstow; 3, Mr. S. Gadd. (i do. Gar-

ESrUS^gTiSS! sf* coUection of Grcen -

more especially the Orange tree«,

was greatly admired,
a bearing state. Thefollowing; is the award of prizes :-Toxirs, l ,Mr. Spencer for RovalSovereign, Captain White, Seedling, Grand So, LaK22

Scott, Rosalind. Best Amateur's'pan of 20 JTSiH. Nevm orJehu, Jewess, Delicata, Eclipse, Rival Yellow, toogene BlackPnnce, Coronation, Dr. Johnson, Canary, ten seed! n,s » £
tEffbPSSSZ1 ™«»1*«^ J««4 Sylph, JeSufcJrona:rion, Mrs. liiesiger. seedling

Selfs. one a claret, with purple and white eye; the other a

»
y

,-
J

.w',i

'

• o
,al "ler

f •
An^teurs- Class, 1, Mr. R. Poole j 2, Mr.

R. Colledge, Stratford. Also 1st. prize for a Seedling Calceolaria
to Mr. tolledge

; 2. Mr. Kyle. Ericas (Nurserymen's Class;, l,Mr. Frasei
; 2, Mr. Pamplin. Gardeners' do., Mr. Kyle. 3 Cacti,

Amie, Triomphe Royal e
Gascoigne, for I
Queen Charlotte
bam, for

BovSf «
C (flamer"' Seedling (Nymph)

, 2, Mr.
r Royal Sovereign, Captain White, Black Bagot,

:er

SSL P*?J« * Tt ^ °™,g* ey
?'

to Mr. S.'r. P. shilton.
;' F,« ^H'/SJ

'
Black Prince

> Mr. Pearson.

Peirso.n 7,
/;''""'' "f n"rdl> Flowering Shrubs, MrPearson. Do. Miscellaneous Flowering Shrubs, Mr PearsonjtetBomg Mr Frettingh.m y>,v 6 &nS^« »;

Sbiiton hr r. l \ w*^ 6 Hfl^ /'""""/s
.
Mr

- S. R. P
atomari'a Pir ,

a
,

pUl<* e11* and alha
> Nemophila aurita and

?SfLft °r ^Chrysanthemum amelloides. Bra<

Walkcri pm
An
T'

/s
-
Mr

- ? R- ?• Shilton. for Schizopetalum

^e,ti LI,
;,"l

]) ''ummond
'.'.

Schizanthus Grahami, Eaulfussia

„' L,,, ;

S

'V. *!f\.
J

"
K?J"nson. PLAMmr.-4mafe«n' 6 Peter-

3 ditto, Amateurs Mr. R. Poole. Single do., Mr. S. Gad. Cut
Flowers, i, Mr. Kyle; 2, Mr. s. Gad. Stocks, Mr. Forster. 12

owe,

Walker, Esq.; 2,

oriosasuperba,
Walker, Esq.

._. Greenhouse, ),
Esq.; 2, Azalea Daniel-

t~KS-~M JXf/'£lrnif'oits 1'towering Plants Mr Pearson »r«

PCn
c (£$£*£ "'•"w

;
/ '/""'"' G - WaU«r. Esq. Sweet-water

Mr Peato7 n' Fiq ' ^'"T- A
-
L°We

«
Es<l- ^^'"»-"

Plants Tr vrSF'SF"
pa
t*lJt- Walker

»
Es(3- y'w "-'v'

iumt.1, xi. I'retnngham. Si-rdlhn' /',/«„;„ a in. u.

I, W. Cartledge, Esq., for Victor'

a
')

Rienzi,

Jewess ' Av/f/)j;
W

M
e
« L

1"?*1110
?

Laci^ Murray, Discount,

2
f
Mi. J. Kyle. White do 1, Mr. J. Black; 2, Mr. J. KyleUrawbernes Mr. Kyle. 67u.m^, Mr. S. Wilkinson. Dewertanct

A7/r/^;/ ^?pto Mr R. Porster. Green Fleshed Melon, Mr. W.
House. Scarlet do Mr. L. Murray, gr. to C. Tebbutt, Esq., Ley-
tonstone. ^race oy Cucumbers, 1, Mr. S. Wilkinson: 2, Mr. G.
Hatcher, gr to R F Reynolds, Esq., Upton; 3, Mr. W. West,

?/
en

i
W
™-,

-

,

Baskf 't()J Vegetables, Gardeners', l, Mr. L. Frost: 2 f

«
r

' ?' o JJ™*
00

-
J***! Amateurs', 1, Mr. J. Duck; 2 t Mr.

Brock ; 3, Mr. Lovegrove. A number of prizes were awarded to
growers of vegetables from the garden allotments of cottagers.

Sunderland Floricultural and Horticultural Show, June 27.—
The Summer show was held in the large hall of the Athenaeum,
when there was an afternoon exhibition, and an evening pro-

—[Do-
nor culture; yet there were plenty of fine-grown plants. The
general show was very splendid, considering the season, and the

Mr. S. R. P. Shiiton. Turnips, I, Col7\vTjdman
£sq. Eschalots, German, l, Mr.

2, G. Walker,

cus, Dodeca-
cbestenensis, Mr. J. Pearson.
Esq

; 2. Epiphyllum Edcsii,
eopard; 2, do.

; Mr. J. Pearson.

Houghton, for Incomparable, Lady Constable, Princess Royal,
Polyphemus, Atro-anrantia, Argus, Majorana, magnitica, Mag-
num Bonum, Adelaide. Twelve Pelargoniums, a gold medal,
given by Messrs. !l. Gibson and Son, nurserymen, liishopwear-
mouth, to Mr. LMallin, Southwick, for Victory, Erectum, Cyrus,
Florence, Eliza Superb, Garth's Perfection, Bridesmaid, Alexan-
dria, Conservative, Foster! Rosea, Masterpiece, Amethyst.

1
prize there was another splendid stand which the judgesF01

PcrI(;ction. Coronari RIZES BY TIIK »OClKTY: PclargO-

^S^^g^wL%aI ™* H<?*to<to™* Society, June 20.-The

Da. t o? f'0n U
:t ]>Uce in thc S

'
,a SaJo°"- The latterpa. t ot the day was most beautiful - and the show of plants was

™£?|Cd bG the bGSt CVCr «MW« ijl Scarborough. 'Kvegetables were excellent; and the fruit, although small i

SS^{^^J!2«^- S? tendance, too, was high]

c

n

mums, 1, Mr. T. Harper, of Southwick, for Conservative, Joan of
Arc, Alexandria, Jewess, Victory, and Masterpiece; 2, Mr. J.
Ross, of Barnes, for Jewess, Decorum, Alexandrine, Coronation,
Sylph, and Alicia. Three ditto, Mr. T. Pattison. of lloujrhton, for

respectehle. Thc following Prizes were awarded :-Fi.owi.;hs -fSf™'™ Of Ranunculus, 1, 2, and .'!, Mr. J. Horslev,

^ M t

;

f"
r/ '''; /"-, 1. 2, and 3, Mr. Horsley, si* do., I, 2, arid

?-';™i '^ rsl
7;,

J)" rk l"rrd Phlk
-

1 and 2
'
Mr. Binks, er to Mrs.

m^ A?' ,' w^?" ; 3
'
Mr

-
J

'

" 0rsle >'- RedM Fink, 1,2

a h ,'• J
"
I!ol

'

s ' r >'- J»»* Hose, I, Mr. J. Binks: 2, and sMrj£,k^J?_t0 J - Woodall, Esq". Bed Rose, 1, Mr! iVorsley
|

MalZf* li
e'* l

!
m °; Vrcenhouse Plants, Mr. J. Pearson. Bhodavtlu:

iiZ*Z '
G
;,u

VVall<er
'
Es(l- Co/^«o» /c«toco/«rfa«..i,Fair.field, Prince Albert.p^m™ m.h,,,,^ *,..;,..„, macul

'

a^i

the Lake, Mr.

a collection of miscellaneons G7eenhZ^'n^fT7ZnJ

'r

Z''

Pool^ Mr j^ Pears^ T '^'^' ,
',
NorniMtn" Woil(1^ ; 2, Bessh, «r. j. Pearson. Pears, Warden, Col. Wildmnn. Vjbobta-

Grnmddo., l, Mr. Worsno
op. iierf

Klierke, Pink or Hose Gro^fZ!, I & w!l!!arn"on '
*' M ''-

Sowerbjrj;3, Mr. Elle.ker. Clouded do..
8, Mr. Williamson. X>,

2, Mr.
1. Mr. Ellerker; 2 and

Nottingham Floral and Horticultural Society, June 21.-The

y-, ^co.gejn^Fointh, Voctonox, Purpurea striata, and
|jse, MunRo Park, Bienfait,
elsh, Thracia, Socrates; 3,

irp «, ;"""'^cct
'
Scedll "S-. Socrates, Orissa, I.a Sinsru-J»ire, Snlphurea, La Temerairo, Unknown. Best Self, AuroraS^*Wra Mr. S. Moore, Striped. Sr.ft

Mr. Williamson. afo«/ed Calceolaria, m,-W,lh.,mson. 7^- ;>„, ,, 2, and 3, Mr. Williamson. 6V,^«. 1 MrLk-rker; 2 T.Weddell.Lsr,.; 3 Mr. H.Scott, gr toO. KwlSsEsq. FcrtoM, I, Mr. Sowerby; 2 and 3, Mr. WilliamsonPeW, 1, Dr. Cockcroft; 2 and 3, Mr. Ellerker. Fuchs^,KW^ 1
?
1
;

Ei,erl<7 ; 3
'
Mr.Jobson. Stove Want,

l and 2, Mr. G. Hanlein, gr to Capt. Mitford, Hnnmat.by
j 3, MrEllerker; 4, Mr. Hanlein ; C, Mr. A. Garsidc. Greenhouse Plant,

1, Mr. J. Horslcy; 2, Mr. Williamson; 3, Mr. Garside • 4 Mr
£r ffiJ' fV' ^°r8lT fB^ herbaceous PlZ%p\™\\
Mr. Dippiej 2, Mr. Sowerby; 3, Mr.Jobson. JfrtfM Herbaceoul

-;"««/», ^ec.rge tne Fourth, Voct.-mNomare; 2,Mr. S.Moore, for Eclips

Mr •?" T°" ,
LitB> Seedling, Mr. WeiMr. iaylor, for Condorcet. Seedlino- a

Mr. S. M
Spot, i Snl erv ,;,,,« x,^

0<Hl

;

2
'
Tcn -r»'"nder, Mr. S.Moore :

Purp le,' VaJ a Mr F W^n 5

n'
Ln" y No,'rej'

s
-

'%ir
'

! ' Wood
^m. <>' ,

v
.
ar,a<

-
Mr. t. Wood; Collection, i. Mr. Frettingham ; 2,Mf

- *1.¥™*> SeedHng7e"dgeT'M1';'s: Moore. Rosxs.-BestZ^'L*01!****** of Summer Roses, Mr. Pearson/ bo:Autumnal
Best Amateur*

-1, Brennus, A
SS^Si&^^SOrta, Lilac Queen, Aspasia, Catel. Berlise

;

uo„„ D f D.;..:
v"_8c,.'Pa1 ' Brennus, Armosa, Duke of Devonshire,

of theBourbons Ninon dlnr
D

,

ev°nshire, Hybrid China: Queen

L'Honneur de
Mr. J. Taylor,

pS^^encrBerl^^
Damask, Marguerite; Sweet Briar, pift^SriSteHarrisoniij Boursanlt, Gracilis; Damask Perpetual a,ntifi '

E '
C™nif Superieure; China, Tea-8cento«i- Ucine '^

p'f
°,a

= Miniature, De Meaux ; Noisette, Ne plus Ultra Mr I

£SSSSrtHf2!?crs-,< ^aM °^ 6 - ! » Mr - J
-
Taylor

' for D"i<e oinire
> two blooms, two seedlings, Prudens, Tyrian ; 2, Mr.

FKmTS.-Gooscfiemes, 1, Mr. Sowerby; 2, Mr. Giavcs; 3, MrGarside. YvGBTAShKs.-Cucumber8, i. Mr. Sowerby, s| MrGars.de; 3, Mr. Sowerby. Cauliflowers, I, 2, and 3, Mr. BinksCMbhages. 1, 2 and 3 Mr. Garside. Rhubarb, 1, Mr. J. Binks, 2Miss Wormald ; 3, Mr. Sowerby. Peas. ., 2, and 8, Mr. A. GarSide. Beans, 1, Mr. Garside. Kidney Potato™, l.Mr. Jobso •

2 and 3, Mr. Garside. Round Potatoes, l, and 2, Mr. B ks
'

Mr Sowerby. Turnips, l, Mr. J. Hick 2, Mrs. F. Sykes {'

? m
H,

?v',.-
"'''""•

'' Mr
-
GarS,

'

fle
- ^'""^ '• Mr. I anlc'i,

'

2, Mr. Wriliamson
; 3, Mr. Garsidc. Extra Patzjcs.- ColkcHon

ofAnnuals, M r. Gars dc
;
Collection of Schiznnthu,, Mr. Wors,,Om»g-e 2

,

w,;« Fruit, Mr. Garside ; Denerf Apples, Mr. SISExtra Cottage PRiz^-KidnevPotatoe^Milb&vkon.

South Esse* Horticultural Society, June 15—The second exhi-bition tor this season took place in Wanstead Park
; and "be dayproved remarkably fine; which, with the attractions of the exhi.bit.on, orew a-considerable number of the subscribers and their

friends toview the productions. The exhibition, though not con-taining so many rare and curious greenhouse plants as at lastshow, was considered the best that had ever taken place for thesame period of the year. Thc large collections were numerousand much admn-ed. The prizes were thus distributed :~A collcc-twnoj 12 Plants, 1, Mr. Forster, gr. to the Rev. W. Wilson,Walthamstowj 2, Mr. Chalmers, gr. to A. Janson, Esq., Wal

Queen "Victoria, Brilliant, and Lady Constable. For the best three,
Mr. T. Pattison, for Lady of the Lake, Polyphemus, and Loudo-
niana. For the best specimen, Mr. J. Mallm, for Incomparable.
Fuchsias: Best single specimen, Mr. T. Harper, of Southwick,
for Fulgens. Cacti: For the best three, 1, Mr. T. Harper, for
Ackermanni, flag-elliformis, and Jenkinsonij 2, Mr. J. Ross, for
speciosissimus, Ackermanni, and Jenkinsoni. Single specimen of
ditto, Mr. J. Ross, for Jenkinsoni. Exotics : For the best sue, 1, Mr.
J.Ros8,forGesneraelongata,CallaEthiopica,Criiiumlongiflorum,
Salunea Egyptica, Erythrinacristagalli, and another ; 2, Mr. T.
Pattison, for two Cinerarias, King and splcndida, Erica Lijonce-
oides, and three superb Gladioli. For the best single specimen,
Mr. J. Ross, for Erythrina crista galli. For the best three, Mr. T.
Pattison, for Gladiolus Loddigesi, Erica coccinea, Anomatheca
cruenta. Roses : For the best Pots, Mr. T. Pattison, for Yellow
Noisette, White Chinese, Boursault, Stroinbio,and others. Mis-
CEi.LANEOUS Fi.owkrs : Greenhouse Creeper, Mr. T. Pattison,
forlvenncdyalongcracemosa. For six Verbenas, Mr.T. Pattison,
for Barnesii, teucrioides, incisa superba, Ne plus Ultra, Ant-
werpensis, and Princess Royal. Herbaceous Flowers, Mr. T. Pat-
tison. Irises, Mr. T. Pattison. Scarlet Brampton Stocks, Mr. T.
Pattison. Punsies, 1, Mr. T. Hull, Sunderland, ior Admiral Nel-
son, Lovegrove's Coronation, Colonel Dundas, Imogene, Earl of
Durham, Miss Nugent, Major, Gibson's Maria, Eliza, Dr. Brown,
Royal Purple, Jewess, Eclipse, Grace Darling, Zillah, Grand
\iz:er, Ward's Amulet, Page's Duke of Wellington, Astendes,
Aconitus, Seedling Victoria, Meg Merrilies, Flora, and Van Am-
burgh

; <j, Mr. T. Pattison, lor Vivid, Beauty, Pilot, Carlo Doici,
Prince Albert, Seedling Victoria, Eliza, King of the Yellows, Zil-
lah, Imogene, Page's Duke oi Wellington, Thompson's Duke of
Wellington, Rolla, Peter Dick, Rival Yellow, Epping Forest,
Beauty, Maria, Giraffe, Julius, Earl of Durham, Ne plus Ultra,
Victoria, and Mungo. For the best twelve, I, Mr. T. Hull, (or
Imogene, Earl of Durham, Maid of the Mill, Jewess, Asterides,
Eclipse, Admiral Nelson, Zillah, Ward's Amulet, Belzoni, Victo-
ria, and Fawcett's Seedling; 2, Mr. G. Allen, lor Maria, Zillah,
Joan, Rembrandt, Peter Dick, Eliza, Page's Duke of Wellington,
Rival Yellow, Betsy, Dr. Lindley, Mungo, and Vivid. Boc^ukts.
Hard// Flowers, l, Mr.G. Allen ; 2, Mr. R. Gibson. Flowersfrom
the Greenhouse and Stove, 1, Mr. T. Harper ; 2, Mr. J. Ross. Bou-
quet ofPansies, Mr. T. Pattison. Ranunculus, 1, Mr. J. Malun,
for Rebecca, La Singulaire, Beauty of Fin, Naxard, Blush, Fa-
vourite Mignonnej a, Mr. T. Hull. AMATEURS' Class : Pelargo-
nium, Mr. J. Mallin, for Masterpiece. Three, Mr. 'J'. Harper, for

Sylph, Joan of Arc, and Masterpiece; 2, Mr. J. Mallin, f* r S)li-h»
Malic], Decorum. Herbaceous Flowers, Mr. T. Hull. Calceola-
ria, Mr. J. Mallin, for Charlotte. Three ditto, Mr. T. Harper, for

Harrisoni, Adelaide, and Incomparable j 2, Mr. J. Mallin* tor

Charlotte, Polyphemus, and Aurantia. Fruits: Pine-Apptei
Mr. J. Ross. Black Grapes, Mr. J. Ross, for Black Ilanuhro'.
Melon, Mr. J. Ross, for an Egyptian Gieeu Flesh. Vegetables :

Potatoes, Mr. J. Ross, for Egyptian Kidney. Turnips, Mr. J.

Koss, tor the Early Dutch. Lettuce, Mr. J. Ross, ior the Drum-
head. Cucumbers, I, Mr. G.Allan, tor Walker's Long Green ; 2,

Mr. R. Gibson, for Manchester Prize. Cabbages, Mr. G. Allan,

for Imperial. Kxtha Prizes were also awarded to Mr. G.Allan,
for a bouquet of Pelargoniums; to M r. T. H oil, for a Floral Device i

to Mr. J. Macqueen, for seedling Pelargoniums; and to Mr. G.

Allan, tor ditto; to Messrs. H. Gibson and aon,-for ^seedling

Pansy, named " Pione('r," and also another ftrst-cjass prize for a

very splendid collection of Greenhouse^. plants, none of winch

were exhibited for competition.
\ t

Vale of Evesham Horticultural and Floral Society.—Th ;
.$ exhi-

bition was very well attended. Subjoined is a list of/.the prizes

awarded:—'Ranunculuses.—Dark or Purple, l, Vulcan, Mr. it.

whit lord ;2, Polydorus, Mr. E. Haines. Scarlet or Cf-imson, I t
Co^

ik 1, W. Barnes, Esq. . y, Unknown, Mrs. Ashwin. Striped, tpotten,

or Edged, 1, Agesilaus, Mr. R. Whittord ; 2, Concordia, W. »aine»,

Esq. ; 3, Scotch Seedling, Mr. Clarke; 4, Unknown, Mr. CJar"^
Orange or Yellow, l, Brabancon, Mr. R. Whitford ; 2, Can ary, V\ .

Barnes, Esq. Sulphur, Unknown, Mr- R. Whitford. White,

v
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Unknown, Mr. E. Haines. Pink, Reine do France. Mr. E. Haines.
Pinks.—Purple-laced, I, Brinkler's Queen Victoria, W. Barnes,
Esq.; 2. Cousen's Somersetshire Hero, Mr. Clarke. Red-laced,
1, Barnes's Princess Alice. W. Barnes, Esq.; 2, Horii>es's

Gem, W, Barnes, Esq. Pinks.—Star, 1. Wcstlake's Hero,
ine, Miss Huntley; 2, Seedling, Miss Huntley, Best Bou-
qvjct, J. Clarke, Esq. Pansiks.— Tivelve varieties, I, Rev. J.

Marshall; 2, Rev. J. Harling, Roses.— 1, Unknown, General
Marriott; 2, Due deThyombe, Mr. Clarke; 3, Rose d'ltalie, Mr.
Clarke ; 4, Unknown,* R. Ashwin, Esq. ; 5, La belle Gabrielle, Mr.
Clarke; (J, Gloire de Pourpre, Mr. Clarke. Stove or Greenhouse
plants, l, Fuchsia corymbiflora, J. Clarke, Esq.; 2, Gesnera
Douglassii, Mr. Clarke; 3. Agapantbus striata, Mr. Clarke.

Pelargoniums, i, Foster's Alicia. J. Clarke, Esq.; 2, Garth's Per-
fection, J. Clarke, Esq. Hardy Annuals. Rev. J. Marling ; Straw.
berries, 1 and 2, Mr. Moore. Melon, Mr. R. Gibbs. Cherries, \,

G. Eades, Esq.; 2, Mr. R. Gibbs. Cauliflowers* Miss Cooper.
Garden Beans, B. Workman, Esq.; Peas, 1, B Workman, Esq.

j

2, Mr. Randel I. Extra Prizes.—Collection of Fuchsias, Mr.
Clarke. Collection of Pelargoniums, Rev. J. Marshall. Cut Spe-
Cimens of American plants, Mr. Clarke. Perennials, Rev. J.

B arKngr.— Worcester Herald.

Worcestershire Horticultural Society, June 20.—This thriving:

Society gave its third show for the season in the Guildhall. Ti e
fineness of the weather drew great crowds to the exhibition, and
though, owing to peculiar circumstances, it rather lacked some-
what Of tiic usual variety of these shows, still there was enough
to satisfy the most fastidious. The following is a list of the
prizes: —RANUNCULUSES.

—

Dark and Dark Purple: 1, Storeni,

Mr. Bond; 2, Mr. Stanton; 3, Mr. Smith. White Ground, Striped,

Spotted, and Edged: I, Mr. Biddell; 2 and 3
f
Mr. Bond. Yellow

Ground: 1 and 2, Mr. Bond; 3, Mr. Smith. Orange and Yellow
Selfs: 1, Mr. Bond; 2, Mr. Wood. Scarlet and Crimson Sclfs: \

and 2, Mr. Smith. Light: \, Mr. Bond; 2, J.Brampton, Esq.

Pinks.—Stands of Six Blooms: i, W. Barnes, Esq.; 2, Mr. Bid-
dell, Single Purple-laced: J, Mr. T. Burlingham, jun. ; 2, Mr.
Biddell. Bed-laced: 1, Mr. V/ood ; 2, Seedling, W. Barnes, Esq.
Plain: land 2, Mr. Biddell. Hoses, \, Duchess DVAngonleme,
Mr. Brown; 2, Mr. Biddell; 3, Mr. Stanton; 4, Mr. Smith; 5,
none; 6, Mr. Stanton ; 7, Dcvoniensis, Mr. T. Burlingham, jun.;
8, Bourbon Queen, Mr. Perry; 9 and 10, Mr. Brown; 11, la
Grandeur, Mr. Wood* 12, Adele Ancelin, Mr. Smith. Pansies,
1, Mr. Smith; 2, Mr. Biddell. Collections, 1, Mr. Tyler; 2, Mr,
Smith. Stove- Plants, I, Euphorbia splendens, Mr. Smith; 2.
Gloxinia speciosa, Mr. Wood; 3, Mr. Smith. Greenhouse-Plants,
1, Fuchsia corymbiflora, Mr. Cook; 2, Pimelea hispida, Mr.
Smith; 3, Colconema rubra, Mr. Wood; 4, Fuchsia Enchantress,
Mr. Tyler. Pelargoniums, 1, Sylph, Mr. Tyler; 2, Joan of Arc,
Mr. Cook; 3. Jewess, Mr. 'J'. Burlingham, jun. Hardy Shrubs,
1 , Kalmia latifoiia, Mr. Smith ; 2. Mr. Tyler. Herbaceous Plants,
3, Mr. Keclcy; 2, Mimulus Maclainianus, Mr. Smith. Cut
Specimens, 1, Poivrea coecinea, Mr. Smith. Heaths, 1, Erica
Vestita fulgida, Mr. Smith ; 2, Erica vestita (salmon), Mr. Smith

;

3, Erica ovata, Mr. Smith. Pines, 1, Earl Coventry. Grapes,
Black, l and 2, Earl Coventry. White, 1, Mrs. Morton. J'raches,
1, Earl Coventry. Nectarines, 1, Earl Coventry. Cherries, 1,
Mr. Francis: 2, Mr. W. Till. Strawberries, 1, Mr. Cook; 2, Earl
Coventry. Cauliflowers, 1 and 2, Mr. Francis. Peas, 1, Mr.
Francis; 2, Earl Coventry. Beans, I, Mr. Francis; 2, Earl Coven-
try. Lettuce, 1, Mr. Francis ; 2. Mr. Tyler. Extra Prizes.—
Collection of Fuchsias, Mr. T. Burlingham, jun, Collection, Mr.
Smith. Cineraria grandissima, Mr. T\ Burlingham, jun. Cam-
panula garganica, Mr. T. Burlingham, jun. Cucumbers, Ear]
Coventry. Asparagus, Mr. Francis. Erythrina Lautifolia, Mr,
Tyl'H-. stand of Ranunculuses, J. Brampton, Esq. Cottagers'
Prizes.—Potatoes, I, J. Lies; 2, J. Broomfield; 3 and 4, J.
Clarke. peaSi \ f j. Clarke; 2, J. Broomficid. Collection of Ve-
getables, 1, Mrs. Campbell; 2, J. Clarke. Extra Prizes: Collec-
tion, J. Clarke, J. Lies.

GARDEN Mi;rut)RANDA.

the grounds and the happy situation of the mansion ; command-
ing the beautiful meadows about Eton, with its college, &c, and
the distance, crowned by the picturesque and magnificent resi-
dence of our monarchs, Windsor Castle. But the lover of that
beautiful class 01 (lowers, the Pelargonium, cannot fail to regard
this spot with feelings of gratitude on account of the many splen-
did varieties that have had their origin here, and the progressive
improvements here achieved in this favourite flower, arid it is

gratifying to know that their further improvement is still pursued
with an ardour and singleness ofpurpose thatnever fails to ensure
success. In looking over the principal house where the esta-
blished sorts are cultivated, such as the Favourite, Sir R. Peel.
Sultana, and other first-rate varieties, what most excited surprise
was the astonishing- development of colour, alotig with size, form,
and substance of the flower. In these qualities, we must acknow-
ledge the plants were superior to any we had previously seen.
Colour is evidently a favourite quality; the cultivation of those
sorts in which it prevails, and the gorgeous display of it, which
arrests the attention of the visitor on first entering the house, is

very remarkable, and produces a superiority in its general appear-
ance over those in which white, pink, rose, and the lighter kinds
predominate. The seedlings are daily disclosing their peculiar
qualities, and some very finely-coloured flowers which indicate
decided improvements, already enrich the collection, and show
an evident: progress towards a realization of Mr. Foster's views,
Whose aim is not colour alone, but to unite this fascinating qua-
lily with perfect form and great substance ; and with petals
found, even, and perfectly smooth on the edge. The progress
already made towards the attainment of these objects, gives con-
fidence of ultimate success, and Mr. Whomes, to whom the ma-
nagement of the garden is intrusted, brings to the task both zeal
and skill, as the fine condition of the plants abundantly testifies.
June 30.

Woodville, near Salcombe, South Devon.—At this place there are
now in bloom several specimens of Ph6rmium tenax, or the New
Zealand Flax. On one of the largest there arc live flower-stalks, the
strongest of which is notlcss than 12 feet high, bearing 17 panicles
of its curious dull Orange-blossoms. The flowers are by no means
strikingly showy, but from their tall stems rising from the huge mass
°f green, sword-shaped leaves., at least seven or eight feet high

; the
plants at, this season are very conspicuous, andean scarcely Jail of
arresting the attention of the most ordinary observer. Some of the
P'ants have once bloomed before, but not in their present abundant
and luxuriant manner.
Mr. Denyer's Nursery, Loughborough Bond, Brixton.—Thi*

nursery occupies, we believe, about seven or eight acres, which are
principally devoted to Hoses, but which contain, likewise, the usual
ornamental shrubs, trees, &c., besides a quantity of fruit-trees;
a*id among the latter, the Peaches were in excellent order. The
great object of the proprietor appears to he to ascertain and show
What kinds of plants (especially Hoses) will flourish best around the
"metropolis

; for, from the nearness of the place to London, it is

°hVious that whatever will thrive there is likely to succeed as well in
a"y part of the suburbs. The Hoses are arranged in borders along
*ach side of a long central walk ; and, not being planted according
to their affinities, but in reference to effect, visitors may see some-
^'"ng of how rich a display can he produced by a proper intermixture
°t varieties. In conformity with nursery rule, however, all the
standards are placed at the hack of the borders, while only here and
were is the fine diversity of bringing prominently forward one or two
ot the tallest or best standard kinds attained. Much taste is, never-
theless, exhibited in budding some of the less diffuse and more
KJ27

,

climl)ing sorts on standard Stocks, and thus obtaining
iegantly pendant and flowing specimens, which, in many positions,

The
Utely Preferable t0 the ™<nx formal standards generally seen.

uc recent heaviness of the rains, and the comparative earlihess of

London flowers, have caused the Bourbon and French varieties to

3e some of their perfection, and they arc beginning to fade. But
the Pcrpctuals, of all descriptions, are coming finely into flower, and
there is altogether a very handsome display. " As the best sorts were
noticed in this paper last year, it is unnecessary to enumerate them
again. We need only observe that, with a judicious preparation
of the soil, it is evident from this collection that Hoses may be
grown about large towns to a richness only little inferior to
what they gain in the country; and, from their extreme beauty
and fragrance, there cannot be more desirable plants for suburban
gardens. Perhaps, too, as the Perpetuals affi rd such a lengthened
production of bloom, they are the most desirable class for such a
purpose. In respect to the preparation of the soil, the chief points
requiring attention arc, that it be a good substantial loam, not too
light and open, and that it be enriched with decayed manure. In
another part of the nursery there is a bed of exceedingly line Irises,
with very large and variously-coloured (lowers, and a patch of the
splendid Delphinium Barlowii, which is particularly suitable for
suburban localities. Several greenhouses and pits contain a large
stock of Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, &c, tor decorating
the windows or small greenhouses of the neighbouring residents; and
in a house with Fuchsias (of which there is an unusual number), we
singled out a variety named F. Stanvilleana, which!;; singularly good
and distinct on account of its long crimsony-seatlet flowers havi
such particularly broad, spreading, and cup-shaped corollas. This
characteristic is both novel and attractive.-1-.©. A"., July JO.

3RcI)fclus.

Thcovie der Gartnerei, von John Lindley. {IAndtey's
Theory of Horticulture.) 8vo. Vienna. 1842.

I {Continuedfrom page 416.)

Page 108.—"The cultivation of the Vine in England
is spoken of here, but this Opportunity may be taken of
staling tbat the degree of sweetness of Grapes is well

known to depend on external circumstances, which will be
spoken of further on, and that it is useless to introduce
Vines from southern countries because the Grapes possess
more sweetness.

Page 111.—" We regard warmth not only as a stimulus
of vegetation, but it is also extremely necessary for the

solution of various substances with which the water comes
in contact, it also sets free certain gases which the le.-iv. s

take up, and through these sources of nourishment pro-
motes the growth of plants.

Page 112.—" If by 'influence upon vegetation ' is

meant the growth of the herbaceous parts of the plant,
and the development of the leaves and shoots, then it is

right ; but we believe the time is past when any one would
be satisfied with tins kind of culture, which often con-
templates nothing more than the preservation of life in

the plant. The perfect vegetation of a plant consists in

its bearing blossoms and fruit, and this, in the case of
most plants, only takes place when the soil possesses a
particular mineralogicai constitution. In mere clay or in

peat, "Wheat would produce no ears, and many other plants

neither blossoms nor fruit.

Page 112. — "This experiment of our celebrated
countryman Fintelman, only proves what is of great
importance, that the leaves of plants which are forced

require constantly a due degree of moisture, which does
not stand in contrast with the temperature of the air of
the place where it is employed. It proves also that the
leaves and green parts of plants contribute especially to
their nutrition.

Page 112.—" The connection between bottom-heat and
the goodness of Dutch salad is not denied ; but it should
also be remembered that the Netherlander^ employ great
care in the production of good seeds, and that the soil

contains all those ingredients which the most perfect
vegetation requires for the production of the most perfect
seeds. The great attention also which they pay to the
airing their beds in the cultivation of salad-plants should
not be forgotten.

Page 114.—"The bark-bed is injurious, inasmuch as
(he temperature of the surface is liable to very consider-
able change, and the regulating the same through turning
over, often becomes too burdensome to the individual who
lias the care of it. We prefer running through the bed-
tubes of hot-water, as we are convinced of the utility of
bottom-heat as well as the author, but we attribute to it

no exclusive value.

Page 119.— '* Care should be taken that plants in pots
have not too great a quantity of moisture when they first
begin to vegetate.

Page 119—« The necessity of a greater or less degree
of moisture of the soil at the period when plants first begin
to grow, depends upon their organization. To those
vegetables in which the leaves provide the greatest portion
of the nutrition, a moist atmosphere will be found more
useful at the above-mentioned period than a moist soil.

Page 122.—" Since we know that the rain-water of our
own climate carries with it carbonate of Ammonia, and/
that that of tropical climates contains nitrate of Ammoni
and that through the carbonic acid which is contained i

rain-water, plants derive a considerable quantity of carbon.

we can easily imagine how it. is that vegetation in tropical

lauds makes such extraordinary progress after a ram
;

and if we add to this the other especial climatic circum-

stances, we shall find that the result will be similar td the

effect on vegetation with us, of rain during a tempest fol-

lowed by a high temperature ; the rain-water then always

containing nitrate of Ammonia.
Page 123.—"In France, in the Vine districts, where

frequently water collects in great quantities at a certain

depth in the earth, the standard fruit-trees are planted

upon an .
under-layer of stories, which are covered with

earth, and in this manner the roots of the plants are kept

from too much moisture, and the water is drained away.

Page 127.—"Justus Liebig says that certain diseases

of trees, as the so-called honey-dew, are evidently pro-

duced by a disproportion in the azotised and non-azotised

matters which act as the food of plants. It would reward
the labour to put both views to the test of experiment,

aud we believe the result would be in favour of the latter.

{To be continued.)

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.
No sooner is a crop of plants estal ed in the beds and borders

of the flower-garden than preparations must be made for nest year's
supply; and the first to begin with are the Scarlet and Variegated
Pelargoniums. In planting I^eds with this tribe we go on the old
principle of sowing seeds.

"
li Sow thick, and thin in time ;" or plant

thickly in May, and prune ea in July. There is another plan
adopted in large e aments, which furnishes a large supply of
cuttings thus early—that is, the same plants are planted out 'two
yeans running, the old plants bein -r the centre of the beds,
or for large ; s; and as soon as these old plants h in to stow away
freely, ( get so crowded with shoots and foliage that the knifemust
be used to thin and regulal

, properly, and thus the first crop of
cuttings is obtained. Again, where y plants only are planted
out, they ought to be in such numbers as to cover nearly the whole
of the beds at once, as nothing; in the g g way looks more
: iserable than a bed half filled with plants $ : ifthe beds arema
up of poor soil the chain- a hat the best part of the season is

:* : efore the plants cover the bed. Now this is bad gardening : it

is better to have only half-a-dozen beds well filled up at the first

g, than to have a score half filled with half-starved plants.
sid s the superior appearance, the thickly-planted beds of last

May will now afford to .- every other plant pruned cl ,Sely in—
and tins is another great source for an early supply of cuttings, at a
time when there is no trouble in striking them. The simplest and
best way isthai recommended lately by a correspondent :— to plant
them in a : lation, behind a wall or some other fence, to use
light sandy soil* and to give them a good watering over head to settle

the soil, and to see they do not afterwards get too dry. Very little

watering will, however, serve them till they get roots; and at this

stage the danger is that they may grow too freely, which would he
a great misfortune for a man who had to store away from twenty
to thirty thousand ot them in winter. Of course, to take them up
and transplant them elsewhere, or pot them in store pots at once, is

the way to give them a seasonable check.
L—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Department.
PiNBRY.—After another month or six weeks neither Pines nor any

other plants can be supplied with much liquid manure ; see, therefore,
that you give the succession ones all they can digest while the sun
favours the process. Those who have been cutting fruit for the last

six weeks will now have a good stock of suckers ready to be set

growing in a bed by them s, and the sooner the better. As the
time for potting succession Pines is at hand, it may be remarked that

y ung beginners commit great mistakes at this stage by potting all

their succession-plants at once—rfothing in their whole treatment
can be more injudicious for private growers; this work should, at
least, run over six weeks, beginning with the Black Pines, which
require their pots to be well filled with roots before winter. This is

the first sure step to have a long succession of fruit.

Vinery.—If all the bunches in the late vinery or greenhouse have
been well thinned, the rest of the management is mere routine,
bearing in mind that the sooner the berries are swelled the longer
the time allowed for the colouring and ripening process, which is a
great advantage for fruit expected to hang through the winter.
Peach-house.— In good old times, as soon as the fruit was

gathered in this house, the trees were thought to be hardy enough
to shift for themselves for the rest of the season,—a grand mistake,
which is sot over in these days by paying as much attention to the
welfare of the trees till the hist leaf falls off, as was done in the early
stages of forcing. Wash the trees well down in the evening, anil
see that none of ihc shoots arc out of place or in any danger.
Melons.—Few Melons will ripen this season with us in cold

frames, ami when they have been once forced with a smart bottom-
heat, it is bad management to allow the beds to cool down altogether
and depend on the top heat alone; this brings on a stagnation at
the roots, with canker, and a host of insects all over the branches
and leaves.

Out-door Department.
The market-gardeners round London have now large beds of early

Cabbages sown tor winter ; ad spring Coleworts ; and as there is no
saying what so?t of weather we may have shortly, an early sowing of
these for the same purpose, or for early Cabbages in spring, should
now be got in. In private gardens another sowing might be made a
lortnighr. or three weeks hence, Salads and all other sowings for
autumn use must now be made oftener, to guard against the uncer-
tainty of our climate.

Bkoccoli.—After your main crops are in, if you have a spare
piece of good ground, you may ivy some of the small plants left, and
these you may plant till the end of the month, or even later, planting
them thicker on the ground, as if they mow too strong, you can thin
them out when you have more ground to spare in the autumn. This
will give you a chance for a longer succession next spring; I have
sometimes seen these late plantings stand the winter better than the
main crops.

Cauliflowers.—A good breadth of these may now be put in, as
they neither button nor run to seed late in the autumn.
Spinach will not run much to seed in autumn ; and you may

therefore sow now' twice the quantity that you used to do earlier in
the season. Recollect that Spinach will grow best on a dunghill,
and that you cannot manure the ground too much for this sowing,
as it is not to stand over the winter, and late autumn weather is

against it.

Turnips.— Exceptfor the earliest crops, the kitchen-garden is too
rich for producing good-flavoured Turnips ; and unless you have a
poor light piece of ground to sow a large breadth of these upon, you
must make friends with the farm-steward or the nearest farmer.

Orchard.—-Have bunting or mats ready to put over Currants,

Gooseberries, and Cherries that you wish to keep late; bud all the

stone-fruit of which you want an increase. Sprinkle a few barrow

-

loads of leaf-mould, old tan, or rotten dung and soil on the outside of

your Strawberry-beds, to encourage a stock of young plants to root,

for making a new plantation with by-and-by; and when these are

ready to plant out, take three or tour inches of the wires with each

plant; these pieces of the runners or wires you make firm in the

soil with the dibber, which is better than planting the young half-

formed plants deep in the soil.

U*-FLOWJSK-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

STOVE.—This season has been so deficient of sunshine that house
plants, and more especially stove-plants, are far from being in such
a forward state as they usually are at this time; their nun meat

however, be made suddenly.

Grbbnho*7SB.—All the regular greenhouse plants are, or ought
to he, out of the house by this time; even Heaths and the finer
specimen plants of the more delicate sorts ought now to be in cold
frames, where they are ten times better off than in the best-con-
structed greenhouse. The treatment of the cruenhouse must thcrc-

Pits.— Cuttings and plants divided for increase now find their way
into these very useiul structures, ^eeds of Calceolarias, Pelargo-

care to shade them well from the sun. In short, all the houses may
be relieved by thinning out the plants in summer, but plant pits and
names should never be eiuptv at any time.

% % t

Flower-garden.—Edgings of Alyssum, Virginian Stocks, or

Sanvitalia procumbens are apt to overrun their space after this time,
but they stand clipping as well as Box, and by a little attention to

this they may he kept neat till the frost comes. All the Petunias
and Verbenas must also be clipped as soon as they begin to get over

the sides of the beds. The Dahlias should be pruned regularly

through the seasou, a3 also all kinds of plants which straggle or are

liable to grow out of bounds.—^, Beaton, ShrubUmi Park Gardens.
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State of the Weather near London for the Week ending July 13, HM3, as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

July.
Friday 7
Saturday 8
Sunday
Monday 10
Tuesday 11

Wednesday 12
Thursday 13

Average

Babow KTKR.

Max. Min.
29.JJ46 29.013
'29.911 29 ii'li

39.977 BD.964
:-'!'. !>.

pj4 29.935
.10.160 30.009

30.h; 80.085
30-040 30.022

30.033 29..070

TlIKIlHOMKTRR.

Max.
68
<>2

69
62

77

67

68.3

Min.
63
45
47
fl5

52
fin

64

-.1.7

Mean.
60.5
53.5

60.0

62.0

57.0

60.fi

60.5

60.0

Wind.

S.W.
S.E.
N.

N.W.
N.

N. W.
S. W.

Kain,

.14

.24

.02

.07

.4^

July 7. Fine; cloudy and very fine; rain at night.
8. Cloudy; rain; clear and fine.
9. F°wry; exceedingly fine; cloudy at nieht.

10. Cloudy and fine; brisk wind ; cioudv-
11- Overcast and fine11. wvercast and fine ; rather cold north wind and cloudy at niaht-
,2- «azy; slightly overcast and excepdinjrly fine throughout.
IS. densely overcast; rain; cloudy snd fine ; showers.

Mean temperature of the week 1.7 . below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswiek during the last 17 years, ior the ensuing
Week ending July 22, 18-13.

J
July-

Sun. 16

Mon. 17
Tues. 18
Wed. 19
Thurs.20
Fri. 21
Sat. 22

Aver. Aver.
Highest Lowest
Temp. ; Temp.

76,4

77.4

73 5

71.il

70 6
713
70.7

49-9

: B

58.9
52.2

5 1.6

50.9

51.8

Mean
Temp

63.

1

8<M
63.4

62.0
61.1

61.0

61.3

No. of
Years in
which It

Rained.

4
4

8
9

11

8
11

Greatest
quantity
ot Rain.

0.12 in.

0.46
1.22

0.60

0.47
0.54

1 37

Prevailing Winds.

W
X

IS

1

2 —
li 2

3 2 1 —

(A

2
4
5
8

1

2

en

6
4
4
3;

I

4

5
4

5

5

8
4

4

1

a
2

3
1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 17th»
in 1834—thermometer 94°

; and the lowest on the 19th in 1832, thermometer 4lp

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending July 14, 3843.

The late fine weather has greatly increased the supply of all

out-door fruits, and forced fruit of every description is daily

becoming more abundant. Pines of good quality, consisting of

Envilles and Queens, are well supplied. Both Black and White
Grapes are abundant, and very fine. The quality of Peaches
and Nectarines has greatly improved, and a few Apricots have
made their appearance. Melons are becoming more plentiful.
There are some excellent samples of Myatt's British Queen and
Elton Strawberries. Cherries consist of Black and White Cir-

cassian, Bigarreau, and Mayduke, the two latter being very
abundant. Gooseberries and Currants are exceedingly plenti-
ful. In consequence of the late warm weather, Cauliflowers
are unusually abundant, and, as well as most other Vege-
tables, are of good quality. Lettuces are on the decline.
A small quantity of Asparagus is still to be met with,
but it is inferior. Celery has marie its appearance, and, with
Onions, promises to be very good. French Beans still continue
scarce; but the Windsor and Longpod are plentiful. Toler-
ably good Vegetable Marrows are also offered. Flowers in pots
consist of Sweet Peas, Hydrangeas, Ericas, Polianthes tuberosa,
Heliotropes, &c. The Cut- Flowers are very numerous, comprising
Gladioli, Alstrcemerias, Stocks, Pinks, Roses (many varieties),
Lilies, Gardenias, Picotees, and Carnations, with Bigndnia
venusta, Aconitum versicolor, Combretum purpureum, and the
Bee Orchis.

PRICES, Saturday, July 15, 1843—FRUITS :—
Pine Applp, per lb., 4* to 7*
Grappa, hothouse, per lb., 9s to 5*
Peacht*a, per dozen, 6* to 84*
Nectarines, per do?en, <5s to 24*
Melon**, 4* to 8* each
Straw borries, per pottle, Gd to 2s
Gooseberries, Green, p hf-sv, 2s to3i 6d— ripe, p ht'-.-v, 2s to 4*
Currants, per half-sieve, 2s to 3.? Gd— Black, 2t6d to 3s Gd— Red, for wine, 2s to 3s— for dessert, 3* to is
Ra.spberrips, per gallon, 5d to 8/1

Cherries, English, p 121ns., 2s to Zs Gd

< 'berries, Wall, 1* to 5*

Oranges, per doz,, U Gd to 3s Gd
— per 100,10* to 24* ,'

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2s
— pp.r 100.6* to 16*

Cucumbers, per brace, 1* to 2*

Walnuts, per bush ., J£f to 16*

Almonds, per peck, 6s
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Nutu, per bushel —

_ Brazil, 16*

_ Barcelona, 24*
— Cob, 12*

VEGETABLES.
Cabbage-plants, per doz. bun., 1* to 2*
Cabbages, per do/., Qd to 1* Gd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 1* Gd to As
Beans, Kidney, fed-, p. 100, 1* Gd to.1i 07Z— Windsor, per bush, 1*6'' to 2s— long-pod, p sieve, 1* Gd to 2a Gd
Potatoes, per ton, 60* to 70*— per cwt, 3* Gd to 5*

-— per bushel, 2* Gd to 4*
— Kidney, p- bush., 2* to 2* Gd
— Scotch, per bush., 2* to 2* Gd
— New, per cwt., 4* to 7*

Artichokes, green, per doz., 1* to As

Vegetable Marrows, per doz-, 1* to 2*

Turnips, Spring, per bunch, Ad to Gd
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* to 6*

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd to 1*
— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, Gd to 1*

Carrots,Young Horn., p. bunch, Ad to 9d
— Spring per bunch. Ad to 8tt

Shallots, per lb., J*

— green, per bunch, 3d to Ad

(rarlicj perlb. Gd to Qd
Chilis, per 100, 1*

Peas, per sieve, 1* to 2* Gd
— per sack, 3* to 6*

Asparagus, large, per 100, 2* to 5*

Sprue, or Small, p.bun.l* to 2*

Lettuce, Cabb., p. sieve. Gd to 1*

— Cos, per score, Or/ to 1* 3d
Celery. p. bd., (12 to 15) l*to 2*

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3rf

Green Basil, per bunch, Ad to Gd
Watercress, ppr doz. sm. bun. Ad to
Parsley, per.12 bunches, 1* Gd to 3*

Tarragon, per doz- bunches, 2* to 3*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2s to 3*

Mint, per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 3*
Marjarom, green, per bunch, Ad to

Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* 3d to 2*

Spinach, per sieve, 1* to 1* Gd
Leeks, per doz- bun., 3* to As Gd
Onions, Spring per bunch, 2d to Ad
— Large, per bun., Ad to Id

Gd

Gd

Notices to Correspondents.

One Shilling each will be given for Nos. 2 and 8 for the present
year.

Manures.—A Devonian.—Tanner's bark is a bad manure unless

thoroughly decomposed, and owing to the difficulty which there

is in ascertaining when this is the case, it is a dangerous mate-
rial to employ arrongst flowering shrubs.

t

Draining Tiles.—Junius.— We can furnish you with no in-

formation respecting the cylindrical draining tiles in addition

to the statement which has been already given in a former
Number of this Paper, t

Bottom- heat.— Z»—We cannot say what is the greatest amount
of bottom-heat that a plant will bear without injury to the

roots:— probably 120° in some cases. t

Vinks.— Quichenet.—The advantage, in planting young Vines,

of removing all the buds from that portion of the stem which
is laid under ground is this: it prevents any suckers irom
forming upon that part of the stem, and causes the latter to

emit roots more readily than would otherwise be the case.t
Grapes.—A Subscriber.—From the account you give of your
Grapes, we should suppose that the Vines are infested by a
species of Coccus, the excrements of which fall on the Grapes
and present the appearance of what you call "HonoyDew."
If such is the case, your best remedy is, after the Vines have
received their winter pruning to remove the rough bark from
the stems, and scrape off all the insects which you may meet
with. The Vines should then be coated over with a mixture of

clay, lime, soft soap, sulphur, and urine, made into the consist-

ence of thick paint. When Grapes begin to change colour, they
should be allowed plenty of air, and the house should be kept
dry,* Francis.—From your statement we suppose that your
Grapes are a fleeted with what is commonly termed "rust," the

cause of which has not been satisfactorily ascertained. The
most probable reason yet assigned is, that the Grapes are

in an early stage of their growth injured by tbrips. The fact

that gold fish are kept in a tank in the same house can have no
connexion with the disease.t

Melons.— Guichenet.— It is better to allow Melons to remain
upon the mother plant until thoroughly ripe, unless they arc
required to be sent to any distance ; in which case the better
plan is to gather them two or three days before they are ripe,

and alter, they have reached their journey's end, to place them

in a warm house or frame to mature them perfectly. t Wilts
will be obliged if "Cummins," who stated at page 429 that he
invariably ripens eight Melons in each light, will be kind
enough to inform him of the size of his two-light frames, and
the sort of compost which he uses to grow them in ; also,

whether all the fruit, or only a portion of them, attain the size

mentioned?
Firs.—Pintis.—The best time for topping Scotch Firs, which are
intended for a sheltering fence, is, when they arc beginning to

make young shoots. X

Diseased Larches.—A Subscriber.-'Weregret to hear that your
Larches are suffering from the " heart-rot'* which has already
done much mischief elsewhere. The causeisunknown ; itsecms
most probable that it is connected with water at the roots. Are
you quite sure that your land is not wet below the surface?
Dig down 3 or 4 feet and see. We should not replant the wood
with Larches, but with some other kind of tree.

American Borders.—A Devonian.— In your mild climate Japan
Lilies and hybrid Gladioli would probably succeed in the open
border amongst American plants, t *

Night Violet.—M. S. R.—There is no such plant as the Night
Violet. From your description of the plant it is evident that
you allude to the Night-scented Stock.

i

Anacallis.—We have read a letter from Mr. Brewer, who seems
to doubt whether Flora's flowers are as large as a crown-piece.
We can only pay in reply, that we measured them ourselves.

He says that he does not wish any one to buy his Anagallis,

without first seeing the flowers : this seems very fair.

Hibiscus Wray^e.—A Devonian —Not having seen this plant for

a considerable time, we cannot state whether it remains a fa-

vourite among conservatory plants, t

Rqsks.—A Subscriber.—The leaves of ycur Roses are attacked by
parasitical fungi; the disease is very common, but we know
of no remedy for it. t

Cvrtanthus.—Z.— Since your bulb continues in such excellent

health, you cannot do better than keep it near the glass and in

a state of gentle growth during winter. Your question respect-

ing Cyclamens was answered last week at page 460. t

Asparagus.—E. W.S —The best strength at which to employ
salt water, is nearly that of the ocean ; weaker rather than
stronger, and once a week. The addition of the liquid from
shores will increase its activity : but we should not apply this

so often if it is very strong. It is impossible to give precise

directions ; much depends on circumstances only to be judged
of on the spot.

Insects.— thnega will find it a good plan to syringe the shoots of

his Gooseberry bushes, which are infested with the fly, with gas-

water, as directed in a leading article to-day. A Constant

Reader.—Your insect is the Macroglossa stellatarum, or Hum-
ming-bird Hawkmoth. It does not extract honey from flowers to

lay up against winter as Bees do,but merely to nourish it during

the short period of its existence, which seldom exceeds 2 or 3

weeks.J: #• Smith.-The "blight" which has attacked your
Poplars, causing large excrescences on the leaf-stalks, is called

Eriosoma populi, and is not at all uncommon, having been
observed in many parts of England. X. Z.—We can discover

nothing in your quill but some specimens of an Aphis in an

immature state— so dried up, however, that we cannot make
out the species with certainty; they are probably the Aphis

Dahlias. The other insect you mention must have escaped

from the quill before it reached us. Jacobus.—The chrysalises

which you sent us are those of the common yellow Rose Tor-

trix, the Argyrotoza Bergmanniana. This has been made evi-

dent by the moth having come out from one of them. The

green caterpillar had turned into a chrysalis before we examined

it, and in its present state we decline passing an opinion upon
it. If we can rear the moth from it you shall be informed of

the name. Hand-picking, as recommended In the Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1841, page 313, and the same volume, page 328, under

the head of "Entomological Notices," is the best means that

we know of getting rid of the nuisance you complain of.

J, W. .S'.— The name of your insect is the Common Golden-eye,

Chrysops perla. The various kinds of Golden-eye arc remark-

able for the very offensive smell they give out when touched.

Este —The insect which you describe, laying "its eggs in

the bark of the young shoot, in a row, puncturing the bark,"

and which, you say, is making great ravages among the Rose-

trees at Kensington, is the Hylotoma rosse, one of the Saw-
flies. You will find much difficulty in getting rid of this

troublesome insect.; but you should do your best to exterminate

it by hand-picking and destroying the eggs and larvae, as well

as by destroying as many of the perfect insects as you can catch

by shaking the Rose-trees over a cloth spread upon the ground
in the cool of the evening, when the insect is at rest, or by any
other means that you can devise. S.

Books.— J. M tPherso?i.—'We can give you no further information
respecting the book you mention than is contained in the adver-

tisements : it may be obtained of the booksellers, j Pfiilan-

thus.—" Lindley's Elements of Botany," and t( Introduction to

Botany," (ed. 3) will furnish you with the information you seek4
Monsters.— L,—Your Rose has the sepals, or divisions of the

calyx, entirely changed into leaves. What can show more
plainly that these parts are really leaves, although so different

from their usual state > It has also one division of the calyx, half

leaf and half petal. Is not that evidence of these two organs

being of the same nature, and therefore, as the sepal is a leaf,

of the petal being a leaf also ? We think it is, and good evi-

dence too. An Observer.—Tour common Marigold, whose
flower-heads are like those of the Hen and Chicken Daisy, is

quite a curiosity, and we should save its seed, in the hope that

some of the seedlings may have the same peculiarity. Should

this prove to be the case, and the seed of the seedling is again

saved, the habit may perhaps be fixed. It cannot be perpetu-

ated in any other way. J. C. X.— Salix aquatica, apparently.

You may well be puzzled with Willows; who is not? Pelargo-

nium Rohertianum, with white flowers, is not vera uncommon.
The fungus is Uredo caprearum. Este's Strawberry is a

great curiosity, and we are much obliged to him for it. We
shall advert to it soon.

Drying Plants.—j! Young Botanist.—The simplest of all presses

is formed by two stiff pieces of mill-boaid drawn together by

cords or straps passed round them. If you want a wooden
press, then make a napkin press very strong, and substitute

strong wedges for the screw.
Asphaltk Felt.—Zeta.—This material is the bettor for being

painted. We do not apprehend that salt would injure it ; but

we arc not certain.

Glazing.— R. G. L.—The plan recommended by Mr. May, at p. 53,

vol. i., for giazinghothouse lights is this: When the framework

is prepared for receiving the glass, a good bed of prepared putty

is laid in the rebate, and the glass is firmly placed upon it, the

laps of each square being left as narrow as possible to be safe;

after which a little white paint is run with a small brush, almost

a quarter of an inch wide, down each side of the square. This,

when dry, is said to fix the glass securely, t

SOFTENING Putty.—Kent.—The best agent for softening putty

is strong caustic Poiash, dissolved in as little water as possible.

If the putty is well moistened with this solution over night, it

will he found quite soft the next morning, and may be removed
without fear of breaking the glass. %

MisCKLi.ANKors.-TF.jD.jF.-VOur plants are Francoa nppendi-

cuiata, Stachys lanata, and Polcmeaiium casrulenm : the Pelar-

gonium sent without leaves appears to be P.collinum.t

W. S.-Erigeron canadcnse.J II. W.—Your Petunia bloom

(packed in dry moss) arrived in such a wretched condition that

it was impossible to form any opinion respecting its merits.t—
j,J5.— From the appearance of the miserable specimens sent,

we should judge your plants to be Bartonia aurea and Draco-

cephalum Moldavica.t R.G. L.—The plant meant as Ana-
gallis grandiflorais the old blue one, probably a variety of A.

Monelli,—-Dundee*—l, Melaleuca ericitflia ; 2, Erica depressaj

3, E. perspicua; 4, E. Walkeriana; 5, E. Humeana; 6, E. pro-

pendens: 7, E. triceps. 5 C.A.B.—l and 2,;Craspedia Richeaj

3, Leptorhynchus squamatus; 4, Brachycome stricta; 5, Ileli-

chrysum bicolor; 6, a species of"Lomatia.§ Jacobus.—To-

bacco, Stramonium, Hemp, Blue Melilor, Lilacs when in

flower, are plants cultivated in cottage gardens which are not

suited to he kept in-doors, on account of the unhealthy odour

they emit. Sarah.—Clematis Hendersonii, Geranium pra-

tense, and Dianthus atrorubens.t A Devonian.—There is

no duty upon plants imported from Ghent:.; J. L. t
New-

burgh.—V?e should be much obliged.——R. Martin,.—Your

plant is Ipomoca pes tigridis,and is scarcely worth cultivating. J

Flora.—We cannot say anything respecting your Cactus

unless we see a flower of it. t W. B. II.-Your Strawbei nes

are Keen's Seedling. The beds will doubtless produce finer

fruit next season if you give them a good top-dressing. ||

Zephyrus.—We cannot undertake to conduct exchanges.

w% 6/._We do not consideryour plant Hoya crassifolia, whose

leaves should not be spotted, and have a different form
5

it

is a well-marked variety of H. carnosa. T. B. J?.—We are

obliged by all suggestions, but as they do not require an an-

swer, we see no necessity of noticing them. Indeed, it would

be occupying time to no purpose, if we can, we adopt them,

which is the best of all answers. W. M. L.—Poljrgala vul-

garis. You must apply to your booksellers for the information

you request. Mr. Paxton's " Botanical Dictionary " gives the

accentuation of Botanical words, but nothing further ; nor does

any other book. J.M. -You have forgotten to put the Post

Town, we therefore cannot answer your question.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Pelargoniums.— IT. E., Dunstable.—Y our seedling is a very

coarse and loose flower; the upper petals have watery and

puckered edges, and are very uneven; the lower petals are too

narrow: and, when fully expanded, all the petals turn back.

Juvenis, 6. 7.8.—Your seedlings are thin, and show a great

want of substance, and the petals are all too long. C. H.-~-

A pretty flower in colour, but very deficient in substance, and

the upper petals are uneven at the edge.* One of the Old

School.—The seedling tinged with lilac is a flower of consider-

able substance, the petals even, and it retains a good form

when tully expanded ; the top petals are rather too high, and

all the petals are rough on their edges; it is the best of its

class we have seen, but flowers of this colour are considered

of little value. The lower petals of the other variety arc too

long and narrow, and the flower is altogether of a bad form,

and with rough edges to the top petals. G. W .
Hoyle—Alice

is a prettily-formed flower, having broad, round and short

under petals ; the top petals are very faulty, having a thin

and watery edge. Queen of England, delicate under petals,

rich colour in the top petals, running to the base and edges of

the petals, which in this flower arc also thin and uneven. The

lower petals of Unique are too long and narrow ;
they are

veiny and also deficient in substance ; the top petals are dark

and rich, bordered with a margin of rose-colour, and running

to the bottom of the petals. Rosalie, petals too long and

narrow; top petals rich in colour, but thin and rough on the

edge Lad// Peel, good colour, with the same imperfections,

want of substance in the lower petals, and thin edges to the

upper ones. Dost Mahomed, under petals well formed and

clean on the edge, and of good substance ; top petals again too

thin on the edge. The crimson seedling African is too small,

thin, and of a bad form. BriUiant, under petals rather narrow,

top ones fine and rich in colour, with a brilliant crimson edge,

in which there is not that deficiency in substance noticed in

most of your seedlings, but well carried out to the edge.—-J*

Gready, Jun.—The petals had fallen from Marie ann the Duhc

of Cornwall, that we could not tell to which of the flowers the

petals belonged; the larger flower of the two »|JJMbjul
form from the length of the petals: they »« |Jwrvery thin

and not of a pure white ; the upper ones arc high and bad m
colour. The smaller flower, with a distinct spot in the top

petals, is better in form and colour, but appears to be deficient

in substance. Elizabeth is a pi etty flower, well formed, top

petals are rather thin at the edge, but it appears to retain lib

form well; this is decidedly your best flower. Sophia, bad 101 m,

and the flower altogether very deficient in substance. JNo. o P

the same defects as the last. X. Y. Z.-Yonr seedling is a

pretty flower, with broad and round under petals; from ite.

having been pressed we cannot tell its form when expanded;

there is too much feathering in the spot, and a dulness in its

general appearance, from its wanting a white centre; it is

pretty, but quite a second-rate flower. J. Deane Waile, Esq.

—On opening your box it appeared a mass ol confusion ;
there

should have been a thin layer of cotton wool placed over the

flowers which would have prevented the petals from being

shaken about; we cannot tell to which of the flowers by name

the petals belong. The dark lilac variety must be bad inform;

the lower petals are long, narrow, and deficient in substance

and the upper petals are too fringed at the edge; flowers ' 1

this colour are considered of no value. We can recognise

Minna from its resemblance to the Nymph ; the petals ot >
ou?

variety appear to turn back; it wants the Jinnnrss ot tli :

Nymph, and the upper petals appear to be thin and watery at

the edge, and the colour too much mottled beyond the spot.

The largest of the flowers sent, with very delicate pink under

petals, has the same faults in the upper petals, the colour bem£
mottled, and the edges of the petals rough, with too musft

feathering near the centre ; the bottom petals are too long ant-

narrow. The high-coloured seedling appears to be the best in

form, colour, and substance ; the spot terminates more

abruptly, and the colour is clean up to the edge, which is

smoother than in the other varieties; the under petals are also

broader.* f
Pansiks.— J. B.—None of the specimens you have sent are 01

any value : better varieties are now cultivated m the borders.

J. K., Liverpool.-Your seedling is a flower of good sou-

stance; the eye is rather poor; we have finer flowers in tne

same way. J. Gready, jtai.—Jso. I, ground-colour very im-

perfect; edges of the petals thin and rough; 2, the ground-

colour is rather imperfect, but this may come better, ana n

appears to promise well; 3, wants clearness and substance,

4 was curled up, but it promises well; 5, 6, 7, are at present

deficient in size only ; they arc well-formed flowers, with gouu*

eyes ; 8, we have several in this way larger and finer. No. /

aupcars a very promising seedling, but the specimen sent 1-

small and seems to want better cultivation, m order to expan

the flower well.* - ,.nTlT
-

Pinks.-B. J. C—Prince Albert is decidedly the best of you*

seedling Pinks: it is perfectly and beautifully laced, an« <•"

edges of the petals are tolerably smooth-smoother w«bw
generally see them; the white is pure, and the pod we

formed. The specimen you have sent is rather small. * _

R. Peel.—We would recommend you to try another h^
'

the form of the petal is good, thelacing pel feet, the win re
1 ^

and the edges are but slightly serrated. This has u ^c
most unfavourable season for these flowers. 353 ana

consider not worth keeping as show flowers.* clishtbr
Vkrbknas.-J. W.—Your seedling "Venus,' ™ntc^

^£ison
tinged with purple on its first opening, and having '

centre, with the habit of the oldteucrioides, is a pretty

It is also slightly fragrant. % arpvrrv eood'
Fuchsias.— JosejhW'ood.—Your seedling Fuchsias are ^u y to^^

varieties, bright in their colours ;
they are H"! 1® e(lu

*J K theux
they do not possess any peculiar quality to distinguish

». We prefer No. 2, on account
;

o
Mgfrom, many we have seen,

having a brighter corolla.* Mowbnri/.
'__ Your seedling

Having a brighter corolla.* moworny. — *"-;
te almost

(Enchantress), with deep vermilion tube and wpw-
floweiv

closing over the violet purple petals, is rather JJ^^ M._
but we have already many in the same atTie. +

t

Your seedling No, I is a stout flower, but we nave
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varieties which your seedling resembles'; the sepals are short,

dull in colour, and do not expand sufficiently. No. 2 is a much
finer variety; the flower is larger, of a bright, rich, rosy ver-

milion ; corolla the same colour, rather deeper; sepals very

long, and expand freely; the flower is stout, large, and is a

fine and showy variety.*

Back Numbers of the Gardrnrus' CnuoNicr.H.—We are so

often applied to for particular Numbers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, to complete sets, and so many are now out of print,

that we think it will save all parties trouble ifwe publish a list

of the Numbers which may still be had. Any Subscriber who
will forward to our publisher Post-office stamps, equivalent in

value to as many Numbers as are required, shall have them
sent. Those Subscribers who are very anxious to complete

their sets should write at once, as we have very few copies of

some of the Numbers.
1841: — 1,4, 6,8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,22,23,24,26,2/,

28,29, 30, 31,32, 33,34.

1842 : 4, 6. 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 18, 30, 42, 50, 51, 52.

1843 : I, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1/, IS, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24,

25 , 26, 27-

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The long-pending debate on Mr. O'Brien's motion for

a committee to inquire into the grievances of Ireland

terminated on Wednesday, when the House negatived the

motion by a majority of 79. Sir R. Peel on the previous

night made his anxiously-expected declaration on the

policy of Ministers. He said they were prepared to admi-

nister the affairs of Ireland on the principles of impartial

justice—to recognise the equality of civil privileges—to
give a substantial and not a fictitious right of suffrage

—

and to consider the relations of landlord and tenant ; but

with respect to the Established Church, they were not

prepared to make one alteration in the law by whicli that

church and its revenues shall be impaired. The Irish

Arms Bill has made but little progress ; on Thursday the

motion for going into committee for the consideration of

the remaining clauses was met by an amendment for

throwing out the bill altogether, but the original motion

was carried on a division by a majority of 77. Two of the

CO clauses remaining for discussion were then agreed to,

and the Bill has consequently advanced as far as the 14th

clause. Lord Worsley has withdrawn the Commons
Inclosure Bill for the present session, in the hope that

Government will originate a measure on the subject next

year. In the Lords, the Church Endowment Bill has

passed, with modifications; and Lord Aberdeen's Bill on

the Scotch Church, after having been re-constructed in

order to remove the difficulty with regard to its declara-

tory portion, has been agreed to.

From France, we learn that the session of the Chamber
of Deputies virtually terminated on Friday, after a debate

on the Budget, which was voted by a majority of 218 to

53. The closing proceedings of the Chamber present no
topics of general interest, with the exception of the deci-

sion on the Avignon and Marseilles Railroad Bill, and

on the Orleans and Tours Railroad Bill, both of which

were passed. Some changes in the Cabinet are antici-

pated during the recess, among which the retirement of

Marshal Soult is mentioned as probable.—The news from

Spain is still extremely unfavourable to the Regent.

Badajos, Bilbao, and other important towns, have declared

for the insurgents, and an engagement has taken place

between Gen. Narvaez, the revolutionary commander, and

one of the Regent's brigadiers, in which the latter was

compelled to retire, after the defection of some of his

most distinguished troops. The Regent still continues at

Albacete, apparently unable to effect any movement on

the offensive ; but it is generally expected that the next

telegraphic despatch will bring some decisive result, and

announce either the abdication of the Regent or a com-
plete victory over the insurgents.—In Portugal there has

been some apprehension of a movement in consequence

of the events now passing in the Spanish provinces ; but

the Ministers appear to have been prepared for such a

contingency/and the tranquillity of the country has not

been disturbed.—From the Levant we learn that the

Servian election took place on the 27th ult., when the

unanimous choice of the people fell on Prince Alexander

Georgewitsch, the lately-deposed Sovereign.

ome T$m%.
Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princesses, are quite well, and continue
at Buckingham Palace. The Queen held a Court on
Saturday for the reception of an Address on the Throne
from the corporation of the City of London, on the birth

of the Princess Alice. Her Majesty and Prince Albert
attended divine service on Sunday morning, in the Chapel
Royal of Buckingham Palace. The sermon was preached
by the Bishop of Bangor. On Monday the Queen and
Prince took an airing in an open carriage, and in

the evening honoured the performance of the Philhar-

monic Concert with their presence, accompanied by
the King of the Belgians. On Tuesday her Majesty
held a Court, at which the Grecian Minister had an
audience to take leave. On Wednesday the Queen and
Prince Albert took an airing in an open carriage and
four, and rode out on horseback on Thursday. Her
Majesty and Prince Albert are expected to take their
departure for Claremont this day, accompanied by the
Prince of Wales and the Princesses. The Court is not
expected to prolong its stay ia Surrey teyond Wednesday

or Thursday in the ensuing week, when her Majesty will

return to Buckingham Palace for about ten days or a

fortnight, previous to proceeding to Windsor Castle. The
Court will remain at Windsor until her Majesty's antici-

pated marine excursion to the Kentish coast, and upon

the return of her Majesty it is believed the Court will

remain at Windsor for four or five months. Her

Majesty has given notice of her intention to visit the

Italian Opera in state, for the first time since her

accession, on Thursday next, the 20th inst.—The King
and Queen of the Belgians, attended by their suite, left

Buckingham Palace on Wednesday morning for Woolwich,

where they embarked for Ostend.—The King of Hanover
dn Sunday was visited by the King of the Belgians at

Kew, and came to town on Monday. In the evening of

that day his Majesty honoured the Earl of Aberdeen with

his company at dinner. On Tuesday the King dined at

the Duke of Cleveland's, and attended Lady Barrington's

party in the evening. On Wednesday his Majesty was

present at the marriage of Lady F. Vane, daughter of the

Marquess of Londonderry, with the Marquess of Bland-

ford, and in the evening dined with the Marquess of

Salisbury. On Thursday the King had a dinner party,

and honoured Mrs. Beckett's party with his company in

the evening. His Majesty will this day dine with the

Earl of Chesterfield.—The health of the Queen Dowager

has sufficiently improved as to admit of her departure

from the metropolis; and her Majesty, accompanied by

her Court, has left Marlborough House for Bushy-park

for a few weeks.—The Duchess of Kent attended divine

service on Sunday at the Temple Church.

The Army.—Her Majesty has been pleased to appoint

Major-General Sir G. H. F. Berkeley, at present employed

upon the Staff of the Ionian Islands, to serve upon the

Staffof the Army in Ireland, vice Major-General D'Aguilar,

appointed to the command of the troops in China, in suc-

cession to Lord Saltoun. The late Lord Robert Kerr is

to be succeeded in his staff appointment of Assistant-

Adjutant-Generai at Edinburgh, by Lieutenant-Colonel

Eden, now Deputy Adjutant-General in Canada.

Pensions.—The following is a list of all pensions granted

between the 20th June, 1842, and the 20th June, 1843,

and charged upon the Civil List :—Sept. 24, 1842—Baro-

ness Lehzen (in consideration of the faithful services ren-

dered by her to her Majesty during a period of eighteen

years), 400/. Nov. 17, 1842—The Misses Kennedy,

sisters of Sir R. Kennedy, late Commissary-General,

(Additional pension, in testimony of the public services

of their late brother), 200/. Nov. 17, 1842—William
Wordsworth, Esq. (in consideration of his distinguished

literary attainments), 300/. Nov. 25, 1842—John Curtis,

Esq. (in consideration of his zealous devotion to science),

100/. Nov. 25, 1842—Richard Owen, Esq., Hunterian

Professor, and one of the Conservators of the Museum of

the College of Surgeons, (in consideration of his distin-

guished exertions in the improvement of science), 200/.?

Total, 1200/.

foreign.

Fhance.—The session of the French Chamber for

1843 virtually terminated on Friday last. There was

another sitting on Saturday for hearing petitions, and to

adjourn till the day fixed for prorogation ; but the business

of the session is over. The Avignon and Marseilles Rail-

road Rill was passed on Wednesday, but with considerable

modifications. The discussion of the Orleans and Tours

Railroad Bill was commenced, and closed on Thursday by

the adoption of the measure. On Friday the virtual

closing of the session took place by the passing of the

Budget. The debate that preceded the vote was totally

devoid of interest, the principal items having been voted

without any discussion. The Budget was carried by a

majority of 218 to 53. The Chamber was occupied on

Saturdayjin hearing the report of the committee of petitions,

none of which wei'e, however, of public interest. The Cham-
ber then adjourned sine die, with an understanding that

when the attendance of the members should be required,

notice should be given at their places of residence. A
rumour had prevailed in Paris, which was said to have
originated at Toulon, that General Lamoriciere had been
taken prisoner by the Arab troops of Abd-el-Kader ; but

the Monileur contradicts the truth of it, and none of the

other papers mentiou it at all. The Courrier Francais
states that a modification of the Cabinet would take place

immediately after the close of the session. It was rumoured

in the Chamber of Deputies on Thursday, that Messrs.

Martin du Nord and Teste and Admiral Roussin would

then positively retire from office, and be replaced respect-

ively by Messrs. Hebert, Dumon, and Salvandy. It was

also rumoured that Marshal Soult had also expressed an

intention to retire, but thatyielding to " august influence/'

he had refrained from compromising the existence of the

Guizot Cabinet by his retreat. A pamphlet on the

marriage of the Queen of Spain, said to be from the pen

of Baron Billing, formerly Charge d'Affaires of France at

Naples and Madrid, and who had been for some years

attached to the French Embassy in London, has just been

published. The object of the work is to show that the

idea of marrying Her Majesty out of the house of Bourbon

is not to be entertained; that a son of Don Carlos, the

son of Don Francisco de Paula, the Prince of Lucca, and

a Prince of Naples, are all equally objectionable ; and that

a son of His Majesty the King of the French ought alone

to receive the hand of Queen Isabella. In the domestic

intelligence in the Paris papers there is nothing worth

mentioning, unless it be the promotion of [the young Due

d'Aumale to the rank of Lieutenant-General. Horace

Vernet is, moreover, stated to have been ordered to paint

a large picture of hi? late capture of Abd-el-Kader's

K smala," for the Versailles galltry. The heat of the sun

on Wednesday last was so intense/hatsome of the asphalte

pavement of the squares and boutwards exposed to its

almost perpendicular rays, became nuch softened. The
Courrier Franqais* alluding to this hct, goes so far as to

relate that a lady on passing, about twoo'clock, before the

Cafe de Paris, was unable to extract her shoes, and was
obliged to leave them behind her. The umouncement of

the arrival of the Prince de Joinville and his young bride

at Brest was premature, and they are not expected before

the 15th or 20th of this month- On Tuesday, the

inauguration of the chapel of St. Ferdinand, consecrated

to the memory of the late Duke of Orleans, took place.

The ceremony, which is described as extreme^ affecting,

was attended by the King and Queen, the Duchess of

Orleans, the Dukes d'Aumale and Montpensier.

Spain.—The accounts received this week are still very

unfavourable for the cause of the Regent, whose difficul-

ties appear every day to become more serious. In Paris,

according to the daily papers, it is generally expected that

the next telegraphic despatch will announce something

decisive respecting the insurrection, the abdication of the

Regent, or a complete victory over his foes. Defection is

so general in the provinces, that except a few of desperate

fidelity, everybody looks for the desertion from the

Regent's cause of the whole army. A few still cling,

however, to the hope that he will yet make a successful

effort. Madrid was tranquil on the 8th, but some towns

of the environs had pronounced, among whicli was Alcala

de Henares, but the National Guard had marched upon

it to restore order. Badajos pronounced on the 1st, as

also Jaen, lately occupied by General Van Halen. The
Captain-General and Political Chief of Badajos remained

firm to the Regent, and had withdrawn. General Zurbano

had evacuated Balaguer, and on the 3rd the first serious

engagement of the insurgents with the Regent's forces

took place in the neighbourhood of Teruel, when General

Narvaez attacked Brigadier Erma, the Regent's com-

mander, and relieved the town. The 1st and 3d battalions

of the Princesa regiment, a battalion of that of Isabella

II., and a* squadron of cavalry of the Infante regiment

immediately went over to Narvaez; who on the 4th

repaired to Daroca, which has effected its pronunciamento;
but as this movement menaced Saragossa, General Seoane

has marched upon it. The tidings of the .landing and

reception of Generals Narvaez and Concha in Valencia

has excited much sensation in the capital, and had some-

what alarmed the Ministers, for an order had been given

to Van Halen to fall back on Seville and Cadiz ; they had

also ordered the formation of a free corps of 800 men and

GO horse at Madrid, and had likewise forbidden the cir-

culation of the Opposition Journals through the Post

Office, in consequence of which they have ceased to

appear. The Regent was still at Albacete on the 5th

inst. General Narvaez, instead of marching against him,

had marched first to Teruel, to relieve it, and cut off the

communication between the Regent and his Generals in

Arragon. General Concha had gone to take the command
in Carthagena and Alicante, and from thence menace the

Regent. Bilboa pronounced on the 4th. There was no

collision, buta Junta was immediately formed. Letters from

San Sebastian of the 3d inst. state, that, at 11 o'clock on

the previous night, a courier had arrived with despatches

from the Junta of Vittoria, apprising the inhabitants

of the pronunciamento in Alava, and inviting them

to follow the example. General Hoyos, the Captain-

General, immediately called a Meeting of the muni-

cipal and military authorities, who remained assembled

until a very late hour. On the following evening, two

trincadores, or coast-guard boats, carrying one 20,000

douros, and the other 30,000, entered the harbour of San

Sebastian, and having joined five others stationed there,

soon afterwards sailed out, the crews crying, u Long live

the Queen, the Constitution of 1837, and the Lopez

Cabinet." They then summoned the city to declare

against the] Regent. This demand created the greatest

agitation, the shops and houses were closed, as well as the

city gates, the drums beat to arms, and in less than ten

minutes the 500 National Guards of the town were drawn

up on the great square. The General, tbe Chief of the

Staff, and their Aides-de-Camp, and the members of the

Municipality likewise repaired thither, and it was unani-

mously agreed not to yield until orders to that effect

should be received from the Government. The National

Guards then took possession of the military posts and the

citadel, and at 11 p.m., the Avuntamiento having again

assembled, sent an officer to order the trincadores to put

out to sea, or otherwise the Castle would fire upon them.

The Supreme Junta of Barcelona had issued a bando

declaring public property the ditches, glacis, and other

fortifications of the city about to be demolished. They
were to be forthwith sold, and the proceeds applied to pay
the workmen employed in their demolition. The governor
of the fortress of Montjuich continues faithful to the
Regent. The Imparcial of the 4th states, that the
Minister of the Interior had gone to prepare for the
retreat of the Regent upon Cadiz, where it asserts that he
intends to remove the Queen, and convoke the Cortes, his

plan of operations being modified by events. The forces
of the Regent are described as greatly reduced by the
fatigue of the march, disease, and desertioD, and it is said

that he has little more than one half of the troops which
he brought from Madrid.
Portugal.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 29th

ult. The Ministers had been actively engaged, in conse-

quence of information that it was intended to get up some
insurrection in the provinces. Oporto, it is said, was the

point fixed upon, the Spanish pronunciamentos having

given an impulse, as might be expected, to the revolu-

tionists Qi this country. TJiere was no doubt, slwuW
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anything occur, that vigorous measures of repression would
J

at once be resorted to, s*ch as the suspension of habeas

corpus, the calling ovt of the volunteer battalions, &c.

The Queen had been summoned from Cintra to attend a

council of state on tfe subject. The Cortes are about to

close, after a long session, in which some important mea-
sures have been passed. Among these is, contrary to

general expectation, the Road Bill, in which the Peers had
made so many amendments, that it was generally expected

the bill would have to lie over till the next session. The
Mixed Commission of the two chambers, however, have

decided the question, by rejecting the amendments of the

upper house ; so the bill will become law in the shape in

which it passed the Chamber of Deputies. The peers

have joined with the Deputies in a vote of confidence,

under which the Government is empowered to collect the

taxes for the ensuing year, and to raise money upon them
in the best way it can, by issuing exchequer-bills, &c.

Germany.—Letters from Vienna state that the English

and French ambassadors have followed Prince Metternich

to Ischel, whence the latter will go to Marienbad, a

watering-place in the immediate neighbourhood of Konigs-

marks, the Prince's principal estate in Bohemia; but the

French ambassador will go to England, on leave of

absence ; and it is rumoured that Sir R. Gordon will not

return toVienna until a new ambassador has been appointed

by the Austrian court to that of St. James's. The sudden
rise in the price of grain in many parts of Germany, and
more particularly in Bavaria and in the countries on the

Maine, has caused a good deal of alarm, and most of the

local governments have taken measures to check the inju-

rious effects, apparently caused more from mercantile

speculation than from actual deficiency. The merchants

of Trieste intend to send, at the end of August, commis-
sioners, by way of Egypt and Suez, to Southern Asia, and
especially to India, in order to ascertain the possibility of

opening an active trade between those countries and the

Austrian empire. We noticed in our last the rejoicings in

the Rhenish provinces on the rejection of the Prussian

Penal Code by the Diet. The following incident, in con-

nection with the same subject, is mentioned in the papers.

During the representation of Mozart's u Don Juan " at

the Coblentz Theatre, on the evening of the 24th ult.,

in the scene where Don Juan compels Leporello lo invite

the statue to sup with him, the terrified valet, according

to the text of the German opera, ought to have said,
<c

I

would rather suffer the bastinado than invite such a

guest ;" but M. Seraucturitz, who performed the part of

Leporello, substituted for "bastinado" the words " Penal

Code of Prussia." This allusion was received with almost

frantic applause by the audience. The Commissary of

Police, however, construed it into an offence against the

Government/and had M. Seraucturitz arrested, and stopped

the continuance of the opera. The ill-judged joke of the

actor will cause his appearance in a different character

before an audience of the Correctional Tribunal.

Russia.—The French Ministerial papers publish a
letter from St. Petersburgh of the 20th ult., stating that

Prince Dolgorouki, the author of a pamphlet on the

Russian nobility, which we noticed at the time, and which

gave offence to the Emperor, had been arrested imme-
diately on his arrival at Cronstadt, and placed in solitary

confinement. After a month's detention in the house

of the chief of police, the Prince having said nothing in

his book nor in his interrogatories to justify a prosecution

for libel, the Emperor offered him permission to enter the

military service. The Prince having declined to accept

an employment contrary to his taste and literary occupa-

tions, the Emperor caused him to be transported to

Wiatka, on the confines of Siberia, where he is to remain

under the surveillance of the police.—According to the

last census of the Russian empire, the total number of

inhabitants who can write and read was 4,167,995, or the

proportion to the whole population as one to twelve.

Turkey.— Advices have reached Vienna from the

Servian frontier, bringing the news of there-election of the

Prince Alexander Kara Georgewitsch as Sovereign of

Servia, on the 27th ult. The only difference between this

election and that of last September consists in the presence

of Baron Lieven, the Russian Commissioner, the Russian

Consul, and Hafiz Pasha, at the election now concluded.

United Stater.—By the arrival of the Rochester and

England packet ships, we have accounts from New York

to the 20th ult. The annual celebration at Bunker's Hill,

which took place this year with more than ordinary splen-

dour, is recorded in the papers at great length. The
presence of President Tyler gave it a very imposing cha-

racter. The papers contain the report of a speech

delivered by Mr. Webster at the demonstration, in which

the ex-Secretary of State treats largely of the state of

public affairs. The topics touched upon are chiefly of a

domestic character, and the address altogether, possesses,

comparatively, little interest for English readers. The
Canada papers contain an account of an outrage committed

by the labourers on the Beauharnois Canal, who had

struck for higher wages. They entered the house of the

contractor, and while he was in bed attacked him and

fractured his skull. A detachment of soldiers was soon

on the spot, the Riot Act was read, the soldiers fired,

several of the mob were killed, and the remainder dis-

persed. The malcontents had fled in great numbers

into the wood, where the soldiers were preparing to

attack them.

the second reading, by which patrons and incumbents would be
deprived of their vested right, and the effect of which would be
to repeal the Statute of Mortmain.—Lords Brougham andCAMP-
bki,l also made objections to these provisions in the Rill, though
assenting to it generally.—The Bill was read a third time, but
the question that it pass was postponed for a day, in order to give
time for some amendments calculated to remove the objections.

Tuesday*—Lord Brougham's Slave Trade Suppression Bill was
committed for the purpose of having* amendments made in it

and printed.—The Church Endowment Bill, with amendments
obviating the objections made to it by Lords Brougham, Camp-
bell, and Cottenham, was read a third time and passed.—The
Earl of Abkrdken moved the re-commitment of the Scotch
Church Benefices Bill, and stated his intention to accede to Lord
Brougham's suggestion, by transferring the last portion of the
first clause to the second clause, by which means the difficulty

with respect to the declaratory part of the Bill would be removed.
—Lord Camfbrm,, notwithstanding this concession, considered
the Bill as amended more absurd than before, and moved an
amendment to the second clause, which was negatived by 31 to

14.—Another amendment proposed by Lord Caiupbkm. on clause

5, to the effect that if the Presbytery exceeded their jurisdiction

in deciding on objections personal to the presentee, a remedy
should be given to the presentee in the Civil Courts, was nega-
tived without a division, and the remaining clauses with the
preamble were agreed to.

Wednesday.—The Royal Assent was given by commission to
the Canadian Corn Bill, the Pound Breach and Rescue Bill, the
Chelsea Hospital Bill, the Grand Jury Presentments (Ireland)

Bill, the Maryport and Carlisle Railway Act Amendment Bill, the
Neath Harbour Bill, the Aberdeen Harbour Bill, the Kingston-
upon-Hull Waterworks Bill, Lord Grey's Estate Bill, the Ross
Inclosure Bill, the Townshend Peerage Bill, and Todhunter's
Divorce Bill.

Thursday.—The Episcopal Functions Bill was read a second
time. The Church of Scotland Benefices Bill was advanced a
stage, and ordered to be read a third time on Monday.

Friday.—The Marquis of Claniucardk brought forward a
series of resolutions, referring to the recent dismissal of Jrish

Magistrates. He disclaimed being actuated by party motives,
but condemned the letters of dismissal as a hasty and ill-con-

sidered act, for which the House could find no precedent even in

the worst days of the Stuarts.

patifammt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—The law of Libel Bill was, on the motion of Lord
Campbkll, read a second time, and the Limitations of Actions
(Ireland) Bill was read a third time and passed.—The Bishop of
London moved the third reading of the Church Endowment Bill.

*Huot4 Cottbnham objected to certain clauses introduced since

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—The Chartist " Remonstrance " offered for presentation

by Mr. Duncombe, on Friday night, was withdrawn, the Speakkr
having stated his inability to find a precedent for the reception by the

House of Commons of aRemonstrance unaccompanied by a petition.

—

In reply to questions, the Chancellor of the ExciiKauEit said he
would propose a vote of money as compensation to the holders of
opium delivered up to the Chinese authorities, on the first night on
which the House should resolve itself into committee of supply :—that

arrangement had been made by which parties who had the same
amount of stock that they held last year, the interest being less than
150£., would have no deduction made upon it under the Income-tax

;

and that the report on the Custom-house frauds, with the exception

of that portion affecting charges still pending, would be laid on the

table very shortly.—To a question from Mr. Turner, asking if the

Government were prepared to advise her Majesty to visit with her

signal displeasure all persons who might hereafter become engaged
either as principals or as seconds in any duel ; or if the Government
would, in the next session of Parliament, bring in a bill for the entire

prevention of duelling, Sir R. Peel replied that he was not prepared

to give any assurance on the subject. He was not indifferent to the

importance of the subject, but he considered that any declarations

respecting it should be'made only after the most mature deliberation,

and that it would not add to the weight and effect of those declara-

tions if they were made suddenly and on the spur of the moment, and

in consequence of some particular occurrence; He therefore left the

subject altogether in the hands of Mr. Turner.— Sir J. Graham
stated that the Government attached great importance to the Eccle-

siastical Courts and Local Courts Bills, and that they were deter-

mined to press them forward this session.

The adjourned debate on the grievances of Ireland was resumed
by Capt.BERNAL,who recommended the construction of railways by
the Government, the abolition of the vice-regal court, an increase to

the Maynooth grant, and the placing of that college on an equal

footing with the Protestant universities.—Sir H.Douglas denounced

the agitation, and moved, as an amendment, that the House, depre-

cating the agitation that prevailed in Ireland, would suspend any
measures for the redress of any grievances, real or fanciful, of Ire-

land, until by the cessation of agitation that country showed itself

in a condition to receive as a favour any measures of redress or

improvement which the House would never concede to agitation;

but the amendment, not finding a seconder, fell to the ground.

—

Mr. Villiers Stuart proposed that the whole ecclesiastical reve-

nues of that country should be appropriated to the support of the

Roman Catholic Church, and that another tenth should be levied

upon the Protestants to support the Protestant Church.— Captain
Rous said that Catholic emancipation was but an instalment—the

rest must be paid sooner or later. The state of the Protestant

Church was monstrous—a revenue of half a million for 700,000 Pro-

testants, and which was paid for the support of clergymen, many of

whom had l,r>00/. a year for taking care of twenty-five parishioners.

Let us change places with the Roman Catholics, and then see what
would be our feelings. Strongly denouncing religious war-cries,

Protestant ascendancy or Roman Catholic supremacy, he argued that

the only way to govern Ireland was by consulting the feelings of the

people.—Sir W. Somerville supported, and Mr. T. B. Smith
opposed the motion.—Lord Howicitrecommendcd an expenditure

of ten millions sterling upon Irish railways; a large sum to educate

the industrial and mechanical talents of the people; the abolition of

the oath taken by members of parliament ; and a confirmation to

the Roman Catholic prelates of the titles which they chose to assume.

He counselled the sending of some distinguished Roman Catholic

nobleman as ambassador to the court of Rome, and considered the

soothing of the irritated feelings of the Irish people as the mostindis-

pensable point. Hcwasalsoof opinion that the lord-lieutenancy might
be abolished, for power and responsibility were now inconveniently

and unequally divided between the Lord Lieutenant and the Home
Secretary. There was also another inconvenience : that the Lord
Lieutenant's household comprised a number of idle officers, whose
only business was to fetch and carry tittle-tattle and party news.

Dublin was now nearer London than many parts of England were a

few years ago ; abolish the lord-lieutenancy, applying the expense of

it to* public worlcs, and, if necessary, have a fourth Secretary of State

in London. In looking back to the past, he exempted no Govern-

ment from error; he supported the motion in no party spirit, though

he feared it was too late in the present session to enter on the com-
prehensive and statesman-like plan required for the pacification of

Ireland. Let the Government apply themselves to the subject

during the recess, and call Parliament together early in winter, in

order to consider it; an awful responsibility rested on them; and
Sir R. Peel, with the great power in his hands, must adopt a more
manly policy, or else he swept along the current down which he is

rapidly floating.— Mr. G. Knight said he was willing to give the

Cathoiics all he could get for them; but be it bigotry or not, the

people of England and Scotland had made up their minds, and any
attempt to subvert the Established Church in Ireland would not only

cost any minister his place, but even the Sovereign the crown. Pie

hoped Sir R. Peel would keep the middle course in his policy, avoid-

ing extremes.—Sir B. Hall considered that the Government did not

dare to put down the agitation in Ireland for two reasons— fear of

the Orangemen, and fear of Mr. O'Conncll. He exhorted to con-

ciliation, and considered the Opposition was justified in obstructing

the Arms Bill, until they ascertained what the intentions of Govern-

ment were.— Lord Jocelyn condemned the agitation, felt that

something must be done to abate the alarm which it created, and to

E
reserve the peace, and declared that he had too good an opinion of

is Roman Catholic countrymen to think that they would be parties

to any measure for the spoliation of the church* He concurred with

the opinions which had been expressed about public works and the

promotion of industry ; but the agitation, by disturbing tranquillity,

drove capital from the country. The objects of the Repeal Associa-

tion were revolutionary, and sufficiently warranted the resistance of

the motion.—The debate was then adjourned.

Lord Worslky withdrew the Commons Inclosure Bill for the

present session, hoping the Government would originate a measure
on the subject next year.—On the motion of Lord Lincoln, the

Holyrood-park Bill passed through committee.
Tuesday.—The adjourned debate on Ireland was resumed by Mr.

M. J. O'Connell, who urged the necessity of the motion, and com-
plained of the abstinence of Ministers in refraining from indicating

their policy with respect to Ireland. He reviewed the policy pursued

in past times, and the present position of the Conservative party with
respect to tliafc country, reminded them of the obstructive spirit

which they had evinced on municipal corporation reform, and the

extension of the franchise; and referred to the circumstance when
they went the length of threatening the Sovereign with the fate of

James II., because Mr. Shcil had been made a privy counsellor.

Concessions must be made; letthem be made in that generous spirit

which would unite the two countries, not by the parchment bonds of

the union, but with the more lasting ties of equality and brothcrly

]0VCi_Mr. Smythk said the difficulty lay not so much in the
" Popery " of Ireland, as in the "No Popery " ofEngland-—thatbittcr
spirit which still lingered in the precincts of Exeter-hall. This session,

there had been thirty-nine petitions against Maynooth : the number
seemed sacred in the annals of ecclesiastical bigotry Catholic Eman-
cipation had been clogged with unfair conditions, and it would have

been generous and becoming had Sir R. Peel, on coming into power
in 1S41, removed them. He had visited Maynooth, in company with
Lord J. Manners, and they were particularly struck with the air of

decent poverty and humility by which it was characterised. If, in-

stead of treating Ireland with the grudging parsimony of a step-

mother, they had governed her with justice, she would at this moment
have been a nursery of loyalty. Come forward with large measures

of conciliation—do not stand halting on Emancipation— govern Ire-

land in the spirit of Chesterfield or Pitt; that latter Minister, who,

fifty years ago, began with 9,0007. to Maynooth, would not now mcec
the present crisis with an Arms Bill.—Mr. Hawks, Mr. Cuawi-'oud,

and Mr. ltoss, supported Mr. O'Brien's motion, and Mr. Coi.au-
HOUN,Mr.BATEsoN,andMr. M.Milnks opposed it.—Blr.KoKiiuciv

did not think that the debate reflected much credit on those in whose
hands the governmentof this great country is placed. The only lead-

ing Minister who had spoken was Sir J. Graham; and the conclusions

of his speech seemed to indicate that the Government could neither

retreat nor advance without danger. Ireland must be governed as a

but 800,000 men against 8,000,000. If the country had been well

governed, one-tenth of the people could not have engrossed its whole

wealth and land. What he now complained of was, not that Sir R.
Peel had clone worse than his predecessors, but that he had not

grappled with the state of the country. Mr. O'ConnclI, he must
admit, was alternately dupe and impostor, and certainly could never

have really believed that a repeal of the union would bring the golden

days he was accustomed to represent to the people as its results.

Now with respect to that badge of conquest, the Irish church. If

something were not done upon that subject, the Irish church would
destroy itself; let Mr. O'ConnclI only suggest the nonpayment of tithe

and rent, and the Irish church was gone. When 7,000,000 or

8,000,\)00 of Irishmen were writhing under a sense of insult and
injury, it would not do to say that the Protestant feeling of Kngland
was opposed to all redress. 'The tithe was not the property of tho

land-owner, but of the nation. It was created by Roman Catholics

for Roman Catholic purposes, which purposes were changed by the

nation's will, and might, therefore, by that will, be changed hack

again. I-Ic recommended Government to look to the interests of the

poor, and throwofF what hadbecn until then the dominant party.

Sir E. Peel then rose. He was anxious, in the first place, to

obliterate all personal or party recollections. He would vindicate his

own course, but he would not recriminate. The question was ot too

deep an interest for that. The real object of this motion Mas not an

inquiry into possible remedies, but an expression of opinion adverse,

to the Government. If the Government did appear to tin; Mouse
unfit, from party connexions, or from other reasons, to govern Ireland,

this vote ought'to be against him ; for certainly the tenure of office

by any party was a consideration of no value in comparison with the

welfare of a kingdom, lie then addressed himself to the speech of

the mover, and defended the Government from his charge of parsi-

monious treatment to Ireland, referring to documentary evidence;,,

and observing that Ireland pays no assessed taxes, no income-tax*

no soap duty, no duty on spirits. He adverted, with some indigna-

tion, to the charge that official appointments, particularly judicial

and ecclesiastical ones, had been made unfairly, and read the letter

containing his instructions to the Lord-Lieutenant on the subject of

patronage. He justified the proceeding on the mail coach contract,

observing that it was a disparagement to Ireland to treat that trifle-

as a grievance. Perhaps the most ungenerous charge of all was on
the subject of education. It would have been highly gratifying to

the supporters of Government, and consequently conducive to its

interest, if on this point a different course had been resolved on by
the Cabinet. The general intention of the Government had becm

bona fide to fulfil the principle of the Relief Bill, which established

equality between Protestant and Catholic. He showed the absurdity

of the allegation that Irishmen had not had their fair share of Irish,

patronage, and cited several instances where Irishmen had beem
appointed to employments in Phigland. The attention of the House
had been called to three sorts of Irish grievances, the social, the

political, and the religious. The social, or agrarian, were not

new grievances, nor was it possible for the Government to devise:

any immediate remedy for them; but if a committee had been

proposed for inquiring into the law of landlord and tcuant, he-

would gladly have agreed to that. As to Lord Howiek's plan of

advances for railways, he maintained the inexpediency of lending the

public money for any public works which did not hold out a reason*

able prospect of such a return as would repay the capital
; for else:

the Government would have to come upon the country lor repayment.,

which it would be difficult to adjust and invidious to demand. K ext>

as to political grievances. He fully admitted, and had admitted long

ago, that religion ought not to operate as a disquahhcation for office.

As to oaths, he had long siuce expressed himscll favourable to the

modification of them. After stating the reasons why his Govern-
ment had not yet brought in a registration bill, he proceeded to the

question of the church. On this head he would not consent to give:

the pledge required of him by the Opposition ;
he would much rathe-

choose the other alternative suggested,—of leaving otfiee, and (akin

tho chance of what some other Minister might do. The proposition-

was, that as the Protestants arc not a sixth ot the population, they

ought to possess but a sixth of the church endowments. Must they

also retain but a sixth of the churches? Must the Koman Catholic

bishops sit equally with the Protestants m the House ot Lords? This,

was a somewhat larger change than had yet been contemplated,

Aixain, what was to be the state of the Koman Catholic religion in

England? 'Jims, there was much beside revenue to be considered r

in order to produce perfect equality,
_

He knew that such contracts.

as that of the union could not be maintained in case of an adverse.-

necessity ; but they were not to be departed from unless that neccs-

aJty were really paramount: any such departure tended to shake
public confidence, most injuriously to national welfare. How strong

were the assurances given at the time of the llelief Jiilltothe reluctant

people of Kngland, that it would not impair but increase the security

of the Protestant church ! The subject of a provision for the priests,

from any other source was one upon which he was not disposed to

make any declaration of opinion thus Incidentally in the course of a

general debate. He now approached the question of repeal, as to-

which he had said that he was prepared to use all the powers of
Government for the maintenance of the union, and in that sentiment
he believed there was a very general cmc-un-em .• . n the other side of
the House. He was sorry to have heard it argued that the repeal of

the union stood upon the same footing with the repeal of any other

act< On no other act would the Crown have made the declarations
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which it had made on this, in the times both of the late and of the
present Ministry. He pointed out the practical absurdities and incon-
sistencies which must follow a severance of Ireland from England, with
separate Parliaments, revenues, armies, and navies. Such a severance*

could not last a single year without a conflict. To prevent this evil

the Government had", without asking: for any new measure,
resolved to rest upon the existing powers of the law and consti-
tution. "I am asked," said the Right Hon. Baronet, "what
course I intend to pursue. "Declare your course," is the
demand. I am prepared to pursue that course which I consider
I have pursued; namely, to administer the Government of
Ireland upon the principles of justice and impartiality. I am
prepared to recognise the principle established by law, that there
shall be equality of civil privileges. I am prepared In respect of
the franchise, to give a substantial and not a fictitious right of
suffrage. In respect to the social condition of Ireland we arc
prepared also—but that is a matter for legislation, and we all feel
that no partial legislation will be proper or effective—we are pre-
pared to consider the relations of landlord and tenant deliber-
ately, and all the important questions involved therein. "With

respect to the Established Church, I have already stated that we
arc not prepared to make one alteration in the law by which that
church and its revenues shall be impaired. It is said, on the
other hand, why do you nothing? "Why stand with folded arms ?

Why don't you bring in measures at once ? I know what a ten-
dency there is, particularly in some quarters, to press for mea-
sures of coercion. But we must have regard to the real circum-
stances before us, and to the means in the possession of the
Government. Demands may be made for new measures, upon
which to rely for the suppression of disturbance. Sir, I claim for

the Government the entire right to judge with regard to the

discretion to be exercised, either as to the application of the
existing laws, or as to an appeal to Parliament for new ones.

^
I

am not ashamed of acting with forbearance and moderation in
matters of this kind. I believe that whatever be the clamours
for new restrictions and new powers, a hasty and precipitant

demand for them does not add to the strength of the Execu-
tive. I think that the agitation which exists in Ireland cannot
proceed without ranging on the side of the Government many
who must be alarmed at the consequences which mustinevitably
flow from that agitation." He then proceeded to say, that he
relied on their abstinence for attaching to the Government all who
foresaw the consequences of assembling a new Parliament for

Ireland alone; and then, if at length necessity should arise, the
claim for new powers would be the stronger for the past forbear-
ance. In his reliance on the loyalty of the Irish people, he made
no distinction between Protestant and Catholic. The Catholics
could not want motives for rallying round the Union ; the events
and enactments of the last fourteen or fifteen years had made a
great social and political change in their favour, and the favour-
able feeling to them still subsisted in the Imperial Parliament.
He appealed to these considerations, to the lon^ connexion of the
two countries, to their common interests and common dangers.
Lord John Russbli. had nothcard with satisfaction the speech

of Sir R. Peel. It was more like the speech of a member finding
fault with the proposals of a Government, than like the speech of
one who was the head of a Government himself. After enlarging
upon the magnitude of the present danger, he acknowledged that
he approved of the forbearance to ask for any new law of
coercion. But the course on which the Government seemed to
rely was that of doing nothing at all—of waitingto hear the pro-
posals of other members, and then commenting on the insuf-
ficiency of one suggestion and the doubtfulness of another. To
f>im this appeared to indicate a want of capacity and of energy
*n the Ministers. If they had been afraid to propose measures,
it was not because there had been any violence on the part of the
insh members to deter them. He denied that equality of civil
rights existed between England and Ireland; in proof of which
denial he referred to the numbers of the Parliamentary con-
stituencies, and to the difference between the English and the
Irish Municipal Act. He then came to the question of the Church.
On this subject he desired to explain the opinions expressed by
him on a former evening, by which he had meant to intimate,
that though favourable to the principle of an establishment, he
thought it a principle much misapplied to a Church like that of
Ireland, which had no connexion with nor influence over the
bulk of the people ; and it was requisite, in order to make such a
principle available to its real purpose, that it should be extended
in a manner which might put the religion of the majority on the
same footing with the religion established in favour of the
minority. How that was to be accomplished might require much
consideration : at present he did enough In asserting the prin-
ciple. There remained the question of Ministerial patronage, as
to which he considered that the old system of appointing your
own partisans ought now to cease, and that the majority opposed
to you ought to partake. It might be a curious question by what
means Ireland was governed just now ? The ranks of repeal were
daiVy swelled by men who joined them partly from disgust at what
had teen done, and partly from despair of what ought to be done.
He called on Ministers to follow the example of concession set
by Mr. F^x's Government in the days of the Irish volunteers;
and he appealed to the celebrated declaration of the Duke of
"Wellington in deprecating civil war with Ireland. Let not, then,
the present Government think it necessary to be more dignified
than Mr. Fox in 1/82, and the Duke of Wellington in 1R2Q. The
noble Lord concluded as follows:—" The arguments of the
Government—the temper of the Government—the fear, which I

must say a Secretary of State has exhibited—perhaps I may be
allowed to call it a magnanimous fear, will make people reflect
on the present condition of Ireland; and they must—they will
be forced to take into consideration the state of Ireland with
regard to this country. Who knows what will be the effect pro-
duced in our foreign affairs ? Who knows how soon the attempt
of Louis XIV. and of Napoleon to place a member of the French
dynasty on the throne of Ireland may be again attempted ? We
are now on friendly terms with the United States. I hope and
Relieve that those friendly terms will be continued and will be
increased. But see! there again the Irish Repealers have pro-
Posed to disturb your Canadian frontier for the purpose of
weakening your strength in Ireland—and if the people ponder,
as they will, they must come to the conclusion that if you

Sergeant Murphy moved another adjournment of the debate, on
which a division took place. For the adjournment, 82; against
it, 218 : majority, 13(5. Notwithstanding this result, Sir 11. Pkkt,
consented to the adjournment of the debate, and the House
sojourned at a quarter past 3.

Wednesday*--The adjourned debate on the grievances of
Ireland was resumed by Mr. Sergeant Mi/nr 11 v, who spoke in
favour of Mr. OMirien's motion,— Sir H. W. Barhow, Sir W.
CfcAY, and Mr. Hume, followed onthesamesido ; ami Lord Ber.
^ahi), Mr. G. A. HAMILTON, and Mr. Stafford O'Biusn, sup-
pottedthe Government.—Mr. Rocnrc declared, as a Repealer,
that if the grievances of Ireland were not redressed by the Im-
perial Parliament, the Irish people—and he for one of them—
were determined to redress them >-omehow.—Mr. Bullish desig-
nated Sir R. Peers speech as a declaration of his own want of
confidence in his own Government.—Lord John Manners,
looking on the motion as a bond fide one of inquiry, and not as
one of confidence in the Government, was prepared to vote for
the motion.—Mr. Muntz wished that England and Scotland had
been included m the inquiry, for all were alike in astate of diffi-
culty, and the Government was alike doing: nothing for each.—
Mr. Fbrrawd required some member of the Government to state
distinctly whether or not this was a vote of want of confidence,
as, if so, he could not vote for them, because he believed Sir
Rchcrt Peel had deceived every party in the country.
Uovi Falmerston observed, uuuthis was a debate remarkable

for what had been said, and for what had been left unsaid, for
the moderation of the speakers on his own side, and for the
course taken against Ministers by many of their own supporters.
What were the views of Government he defied any man to infer
from their speeches. They were, no doubt, distracted and para-
lysed by contrary impulses—not only from their friends out of
doors, but even in the Cabinet itself. He had said a little while
ago that if Ministers should resign their places, the country
would call upon them to return 5 but he had lately seen ground
to change that opinion, and he felt hound as a gentleman, and a
man of honour, to say so, that he might not mislead them into a
resignation, lie did not think Repeal was a question which
Ministers would have to consider ; he rather thought that Repeal
was a cry conventionally adopted by the people to express their
grievances. The only point upon which Ministers had held out
the chance of a remedy, was the law of landlord and tenant 5 and
mbsthappy should he be to co-operate with them on such a sub-
ject. On the greatest evil of all, the relative position of the
Protestants and Roman Catholics, not the slightest alleviation
was intimated. The present amount of Establishment was capa-
ble of being considerably reduced; and as Lord Stanley had been
the author of the Church Temporalities Bill, there could be no
objection by him, or his colleague, Sir J. Graham, to the prin-
ciple of reduction. In point of justice, perhaps, the Catholics
could not complain of the Protestant Kstablishment; but, con-
sidering the state of their own Church, could you expect that
they would not ? He would say, therefore, suspend those livings
in which there is no duty to be performed. But if you would
not abate the Protestant Church, put that of the Catholics upon
a level with it; authorize the possession of glebe houses, by
voluntary gift, perhaps with some aid from the State. The
amount of the establishment at Maynooth, too, was far below its

proper line. Austria, Bavaria, Belgium, Prussia—each made
provision from the funds of the State for more than one denomi-
nation of clergy. He condemned the scanty allotment of the
Parliamentary, and the too high amount of the Municipal fran-
chise. Under all these difficulties, here was a Government
unprepared with any remedy. They were content in office, as
out of it, to obstruct. It was the duty of a Government to dis-
tinguish the difficult from the impossible ; and it was impossible
for a Government to go on long as the present Ministers were
going on now. The party who supported and withheld them
were an inert mass, moored in the tide, and serving only to show
how rapidly thejeurrent was leaving them behind. To quit that
party and retire from office would be far more glorious to high-
minded Ministers than to persist in their present course. He
hoped, at all events, that nothing would be said from the Trea-
sury benches to strike the Irish people with despair, and (hat,
before another session, measures would be matured for satisfying
the just expectations of that nation.
Lord Stanley declined to adopt the suggestions of Mr. Muntz

and Mr. Ferrand, who had required the Government not only to
make declarations respecting Ireland, but to point out remedies
for all the evils in all the British dominions. He had read
this motion as charging the Government with insensibility
to the grievances of Ireland, and with indisposition to do her
justice; but the speech which had introduced it was a speech
upon the general state of Ireland, and against past as well as
present Administrations; so that the precise drift of the motion
itselfwas not now very easy to be defined. Some gentlemen called
on the Government to exercise the energy of Stratford, others
forbade them to take any strong measures at all. The Govern-
ment had been charged with intending nothing on the subject of
the Parliamentary tranchise; whereas, at an earlier period of
this very session, they had announced their intention to enlarge
that franchise, upon the basis of the new valuation contemplated
in the Irish Poor Law Amendment Bill ; but the working of that
valuation must be seen before such .an enlargement of franchise
could be prudently enacted. Then, on the subject of the Irish
Church, what was desired? No five of the members opposite
could agree; but some had said boldly, "Abolish the intrusive
church of the minority;" and Lord Palmerston had asked how
Lord Stanley could object to the principle of a farther reduction
in its revenues ? Why, it was the very point upon which he had
resigned his seat in the Whig Cabinet. He admitted that a high-
minded man would abandon office rather than sacrifice an im-
portant principle; but he did not think it would become such aman to abandon his office and his principle together. What the
proposal of equalising the two religions meant, he did not under-
stand. Did it mean an equal, or did it mean a proportionate
division of the Protestant revenues between the Protestant and
thejCatholic clergy? And to what result would your equality
lead ? Why, to place in the House of Lords a Roman Catholic
prelacy, net nominated by the Crown of England, but by the
Court of* Rome; for Mr. More O'Fcrral himself had de-
clared in this debate that the Roman Catholic clergy would
not accept a stipend from the nation, on the terms of permitting
any interference with their civil state. The law of landlord and
tenant was a difficult subject; and he acknowledged that
if the Irish landlords, as a class, dealt with their tenants other-
wise than the landlords of England, a case was made out for the
interference of the Legislature. He admitted Mr. C. Bullet's
distinction about the poor's rate; but, on the other hand, the
Irish landlord had difficulties in removing a tenant which did not
obstruct the landlord in England. To shift a bankrupt tenant
from a large farm which he could not manage, to asmaller which
Ins means might compass, was a change which in Ireland would
involve the danger of bloodshed. To a committee, howeve? ofmere inquiry into the law of landlord and tenant, the Govern-

was chairman, had recommended lo' different measures? iTnf
them had since been actually passed into law * and if thVhnncn
would contin"" 44,° ««««^«««« i

bearance

a careful mux vigiium. puuuy, uic wuvernment would
conduct the country through its dangers; but if, through the
course taken by certain gentlemen who sat on his own tide of
the house, and who had some of them hinted, and some of them
avo\ved their want of confidence, the Government were to be
additionally embarrassed and impeded, the question of confidence
or no confidence could not too soon be brought to issue, in order
that the Ministers, if distrusted by Parliament, might at once
make way for others more fit to direct the councils of the country.
—Mr. S. O'Brien having replied, the House divided. For the
committee, 164 \ against it, 243 \ majority against it, 70.

Thursday.—Lord Ei.iot having moved that the Speaker leave
the chair on the Irish Arms Bill, Lord Clements again protested
against the bill ; and Mr. Wallace moved, as an amendment,
that the committee be postponed until that day six months.
The amendment was seconded by Mr. S. Crawfoiw>, but re-

jected by a majority of 77. The House then went into committee,
and the Several clauses up to the 14th were agreed to, after
several hours' discussion.

Friday.—Lord Ashley, as Chairman of the Durham Election
Committee, reported the resolution of the Commit! ee, that Lord
Dungannon had not been duly elected Member for Durham, that
the last election was a void election, and that Lord Dungannon
had, by his agents, been guilty of bribery, but it did not appear
that he had himself any personal knowledge of the transactions.

The motion for a new writ was postponed to Monday.—The
House then resumed the consideration of the Irish Arms Bill.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday—Consols closed at 97-2- for

the account ; Bank Stock, 180 ; Three per Cent.* Re-
duced, 94|; Three-and-half per Cent. Reduced, 1Q1J

;

Exchequer Bills, 54** to 56*. prem<
j

JtfUtropofts anfc its Ftrim'tt?.

Meeting o?i the stale of Ireland.—On Monday a meet-
ing of influential electors of the borough of Marylebone,
convened by its Parliamentary representatives, took place

at the residence of Sir B. Hall, in Portman-square, for

the purpose of considering the propriety of making a
public demonstration, with reference to the present state

and future prospects of Ireland. Sir B. Hall was called

on to preside, and was surrounded by a large number of
Irish Members of Parliament of all shades of political

opinion. Mr. S. Crawford, Lord Clements, and Mr.
Wyse addressed the meeting at some length in favour of

the proposed appeal to the public ; but Gen. Evans sug-
gested the propriety of calling upon the Queen, by a con-
stitutional petition to her Majesty, to dismiss the pre-

sent Parliament and Ministry from power. Sir B. Hall
concurred, that to petition the Queen would be a most
proper and dignified course, to direct her Ministers to

adopt some measures of justice to Ireland ; and if they
did not, to dismiss not onlyHhem, but even Parliament.

He then read a memorial expressive of alarm at the state

and indignation of the policy of the present Ministry
towards Ireland, and appealing to her Majesty, in the

event of their refusal to do justice to the people of that

country, at once to dismiss them from her counsels. This

was adopted unanimously, as was also a resolution deter-

mining to hold a public meeting of the borough, over

which Sir B. Hall was requested to preside, on Monday
next. A committee was then appointed," with. Sir De
Lacy Evans as chairman, to arrange the preliminaries for

the demonstration.

Sale^ of the Duke of Sussex's Property.—The sale of

the miscellaneous articles closed on Saturday, with the
decorativejifurniture, oriental and Dresden china, and other
valuables. The amount of the day's sale was nearly
1,900/., and the sum realised by the auction up to that
time was stated to exceed 40,000/. The sale of the Duke's
tobacco and cigars, which commenced on Monday, excited
considerable interest, and attracted a very numerous
attendance. The meerschaum bowls realised extraordinary
prices, some of them fetching upwards of 30/. The cigars
varied from 20/. to 25/. a thousand, and the tobacco
ranged from 10s. to 21. 2s. per lb. At these high prices,
the articles were purchased either as curiosities, or by
wealthy smokers. Most of the tobacco and cigars con-
sisted of presents to the Duke from personal friends. The
sale closed on Wednesday, when the remaining portions
of the tobacco and cigars were sold. Some of the rare
cigars sold for more than 2s. 6d. each ; and it is a remark-
able fact, that three small parcels of them realised a sum
exceeding that fetched by the whole of the carriages
belonging to the late Dukej.'sold on Monday last, by
Messrs. Tattersall. The principal purchases made during
the day were by gentlemen—the prices ranging far too
high for the brokers. 500 Woodvilles fetched' 1 8/. 17*. Gtf.

;

another lot of the same amount, 22/. lis. Gd. ; a box of
49 Havannahs, 5/. 10s. ; 1000 Havannahs, 43/. 1*. ; 2125
cigars, presented to his Royal Highness in 1841 by Che-
valier Hebeler, were purchased by Colonel Garwood for
148/. ; and three lots of 1000 each, presented by Lord
J. Churchill, by the same gentleman, for 137/. It was
generally remarked that on no previous occasion were
similar prices known to have been realised by articles

of the like description. The proceeds of the day's sale
amounted to upwards of 2,000/.

Lecture on Drainage.—A very large meeting of noble-
men and gentlemen connected with the Agricultural interest
took place on Friday morning, at Willis's Rooms, the
Duke of Richmond in the chair, for the purnose of hear-
ing a lecture from Mr. Smith, of Deanston, inconsequence
of a requisition presented to that gentleman, signed by the
Dukes of Richmond and Buckingham, the Earls of Hard-
wicke and Zetland, the Marquis of Northampton, &c.
The lecturer, who was aided by a number of diagrams
and drawings of soils and farming implements, commenced
his address by remarking on the great importance to the
agriculturist of a proper system of drainage, whereby
loaming wet land, which, in its natural state, wouid yield
nothing but peat or moss, might be rendered fertile. He
remarked, that lands in general suffered very little from
water rising from springs, but it was that which fell upon
it in the shape of rain, that had to be guarded against and
carried off. To effect this with advantage, it was neces-
sary to sink drains in the subsoil, at distances of from
about sixteen to twenty-one or twenty-two feet apart.
In proportion as these drains were sunk, the subsoil would
crack, and becomes interspersed with fissures, whereby the
water would the more readily percolate through the upper
or active soil down to the drains and thence be carried off
The fissures thus caused in the subsoil allowed the atmo-
spheric air to enter, which also acted very beneficially on
the native soil, which soon became converted into mouldand was then capable of retaining with advantage a ereat
deal more moisture than when in its natural state It was
of the greatest importance that the active soil should be
of considerable depth He had seen several instance, in
Scotland, where there had not nrimnnii \ «.i

fi ,. „ ;««L^ e ^ originally been more than
three inches or active « il, bv- :* °- a *

subsoi

.orally constructed were not nearly
deep enough; they should be, to be effectual, two feet and
anaitdeep, and might be easily formed by means of a
plough going over the ground twice, the second time in
the turrow occasioned by the first going over. The cost
ot this operation would be about l\d. per English chain.
Many methods of filling up the drains had been adopted,
the usual substance employed being turf, but that was not
found to act well, and though perhaps at the same time it
might not cost more than half as much as a stone or tile

drain, it would not be nearly %o desirable, and would be
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found the more expensive in the end. A stone or tile

drain would last for twenty years, and be in as good condi-

tion at the end of that time as when first constructed. He
had examined many which had been constructed that time,

and he had found them in a perfect condition, and not in
the least silted up. The peat drains, on the contrary,
would scarcely endure as many months. The stones
should be about the size ofcommon road metalling. When
the land was properly drained, and the active soil had
become dry and friable, it was necessary that the subsoil

should be stirred up by means of a subsoil-plough, so as

not to be mixed with the active soil. The cost of this

subsoil-ploughing, which was most essential in all soils

where the land was properly drained, but was otherwise
most dangerous, as it only created greater cavities for
retaining the water, was from 30s. to 40$. per acre, a sum
which, though apparently large, would be found to be
amply repaid by the increasing crops. Until land was
properly drained it would be much better that the furrows
should be shallow instead of deep. Mr. Smith was
listened to throughout with profound attention, and con-
cluded an excellent practical lecture by a few general

remarks on the advantages which must accrue to all

classes of the community from an improved system of
agriculture, to be effected by means of efficient drainage

and subsoiling. At the close of the lecture, the Duke of

Richmond observed that he—and he doubted not all con-
curred with him—had derived much gratification from the

remarks which they had heard, proceeding as they did

from a gentleman who had gained his knowledge from
lengthened experience. He would therefore suggest that

a vote of thanks should be passed to Mr. Smith. The
Duke of Cleveland seconded the resolution, which was
carried unanimouslv.

The late Duel.—On Saturday morning the remains of

Col. Fawcett were buried in the Kensal-green Cemetery.

The funeral was conducted with the strictest privacy, and
was attended by Mr. Blake, assistant-surgeon to the 8th

Hussars, half-brother, and Lieutenant Tuthill, of the

Queen's Bays, as chief mourners ; Major Daubeney, of

the 55th ; Lieutenant Robertson, of the 15th Hussars,

and Captain Barrett, late of the 55th, all of whom were

particular friends of the deceased. Captain Jackson, of

the 57th, was the only other person present. On Saturday

last Mr. Gulliver was liberated from the custody of the

police by a writ of habeas corpus, granted on the previous

day by Mr. Justice Coleridge. On Wednesday he attended

with his securities at the adjourned inquiry at Mary-
lebone Police Court, when additional witnesses were

examined, and the bail was enlarged to Monday, the 24th

inst.,with the understanding that, should anyfresh evidence

of importance be forthcoming, Mr. Gulliver should attend.

The adjourned inquest took place on Thursday, but as

there was no additional evidence it was again adjourned to

next week.

Peace Convention—Last week a deputation had an

interview with King Leopold, to present the address

adopted at the late Convention u to the Governments of

the civilized world," on the importance of inserting a

clause in international treaties binding the parties to refer

disputes to the arbitration of one or more friendly powers.

The deputation was introduced by Dr. Bowring, and gra-

ciously received by his Majesty. The King expressed in

strong terms his approval of the principle of arbitration,

and referred to the satisfaction he had experienced in

being employed as mediator in some cases where the

danger of war had appeared. He spoke of a continental

war as above all things to be deprecated, and regarded it

as all but impossible, so long as Austria, France, and

England were united in favour of peace. His Majesty

also referred to the threatened war in the east of Europe,

and to the dispute between France and the United States

respecting the payment of a sum of money, as instances

in which the remonstrance and friendly interference of

other powers had led to satisfactory results.

University College.—In the account we gave last week

of the distribution of prizes, we rind that we omitted to

give the names of those to whom certificates had been

granted. We therefore repeat the list, with the addition

of the speech delivered by Mr. Christie, M.P., who pre-

sided on the occasion. The proceedings of the day having

been opened in the usual manner, Mr. Christie alluded to

the fact of his having been formerly a student in the

College, as one of the circumstances which had led to his

being selected " to dispense those honours which in former

years he had himself received on the same spot from the

hands of others, but by the award of some of the same

Professors. '* This circumstance, he considered, as so far

important—that "to an institution, whose beginning

was fresh in men's memories, and which was still very

generally considered as in its infancy, it was of consequence

to show the world (and this, perhaps, could not be done

more forcibly than by putting forward one who is now in

some degree before the world, who left it ten years ago,

and had then 6pent four years within its walls), that it has

lived and prospered long enough to feel no further appre-

hension from the efforts of its enemies, although the first

zeal and excitement attendant upon its foundation have

long since subsided—long enough, indeed, to render its

continued prosperity a certain proof of extrinsic strength.
1 '

He mentioned other Members of the Legislature whom
the College claims as her sons, and among them noticed

especially Mr. Aldam the Member for Leeds, " who
having gained at Cambridge all but the very highest

honour which that University bestows, was afterwards

unable to take a degree, being a Dissenter ; who, however,

though he was thus denied a degree in the University of

Cambridge, and would have been refused even admission to

reside in the University of Oxford, finds free admission

to the legislature tf the Nation/' Referring to the pre-

sent condition of the Institution, he said

—

Ci There are not
wanting other proud marks of the progress of this College.

When I left it in 1833, it was an institution standing
altogether by itself, unrecognised by the State. It

has now been some years in possession of a charter,

and placed in connexion with another chartered Institu-

tion, which has the power of conferring degrees, to which
it ungrudgingly gave over the name of University of Lon-
don before held by itself ; and if it then made any
sacrifice, it has been amply compensated by the satisfac-

tion while it sees many other Colleges, and among them
one which began in at least unfriendly rivalry, sharinginthe
privileges which it was itself mainly instrumental in pro-

curing, and by the vast superiority of success which has
attended its own students in the contests for degrees and
honours. Hitherto, with but one trifling exception, no
substantial privileges have been attached to the degrees of
the University of London. . The struggle for these privi-

leges has now begun. There is every reason to hope that

in a very short time, perhaps in a few days, one of the

Inns of Court in the Metropolis will place the degree of

the University of London on the same footing with those

of Oxford and Cambridge, as regards privileges for admis-
sion to the bar. I cannot believe but that the Govern-
ment will avail itself of the opportunity afforded by the

bill now pending for the reform of the Courts of Doctors'
Commons, to remove the great grievance on Dissenters
from the established faith of entire exclusion from
practising in these Courts, and will do this by investing

with privileges the law degrees of the University of
London. Again, the medical reform which has been under-
taken by the Governmentwill also give it an opportunity of
attaching privileges to its medical degrees. I cannot help
mentioning that there is one member of the Government
for whose zealous co-operation in every effort to extend
her usefulness or promote her welfare, this College has a

special right to hope—who was one among its first pro-
prietors,—who is one of its proprietors still,—who once
filled this chair, and whom on that occasion I remember
to have heard (I was then a boy sitting there), with that

chaste and perspicuous eloquence which ever finds even in

the warmest political opponent a willing listener, declare

his deep conviction of the importance of this College, and
his earnest desire for her prosperity and fame. I trust

that Sir James Graham, now that as the Secretary of
State for the Home Department he is the official head of
the University of London, and must have a principal voice

in all questions of legal and medical reform, will not

forget his former declarations of zeal for the University

College, but will rather be solicitous to show that he has

not lost the will on acquiring the power to benefit us;

and thus vindicate alike the sincerity of his past profes-

sions to this College, and his continued attachment in

an altered political position to a cause which is not the

cause of party. I venture to think there cannot be a

more striking instance of the extent and variety of
the advantages which this Institution has conferred

and is capable of conferring, than that supplied by the

courses of lectures for schoolmasters, mentioned in the

report read by Professor Long, the Dean of the Faculty.

The want of suitable means for the education of school-

masters of small unendowed schools, and of ushers in all

private schools, is known to every one. The Universities

of Oxford and Cambridge are in no way suited, and make
no attempt to supply the want. The position of this

College in the metropolis makes its efforts in this way, of

course, available to a very large number of persons who
are either engaged in teaching in the numberless schools

around London, or who, being in London, and being

anxious, with sufficient inducement and opportunity, to

prepare themselves to he schoolmasters, can come to

attend lectures in this College, but could not afford to go
and reside at a distance to receive instruction. I trust if

any legislative attempt be made (and such an attempt is

not improbable,) to improve the education and condition

of schoolmasters, the past efforts and the great capabilities

of usefulness in this respect of this College will not be
overlooked. The fees paid by schoolmasters and ushers
attending these lectures are 1/. 10s . for the four classes

of Latin, Greek, Mathematics, and Natural Philosophy,

and 1/. for each class singly. The College has been able

to make the fees thus moderate by devoting to the object

the interest of 3,000^., which has been given to the College

at different times, in sums of 1,000/. and 500/., by an
unknown benefactor, who calls himself (and none certainly

can dispute the fitness of the name which he has chosen)

a Patriot ; and this leads me to a gratifying announcement
which I am able to make. "Within the last fortnight the

Council of the College have received an additional sum of

500/. from the same unknown benefactor. This is, indeed,

a rare example of doing good for its own sake ; and there

are those perhaps, who, given to mourn over the selfish-

ness and ostentation of our age, might wish that it should
remain unknown as it is, and even grieve if the veil in

which this munificence has shrouded itself were to be
withdrawn. But I think you will say with me that this

College has not yet been able so far to forget the viru-

lence of its enemies, or to become so accustomed and
indifferent to generous sympathy, as to acquiesce without
reluctance in ignorance of its friends ; and I will hope,

—

and though I who speak it am the humblest member of

the Council of the College, all will echo the hope ; and I

trust the hope so echoed may reach our unknown bene-

factor,—it is not impossible but that even now it may fall

upon his ear ; that, if so long, not longer at least than he

can himself enjoy the satisfaction of doing good by stealth,

or than fame makes him blush, will be withheld from us a

name which we are all so well prepared to love and honour,

and which, associated with so much munificence, will itself

be a strong support to n^aad serve to lis and strengthen bis

example for others who might wish to imitate his bounty."

The address was concluded with a few words of congratu-

lation to the students who had obtained prizes. " It was
an illustrious array of names/' said Mr. Christie, " which
heralded the College into existence ; unremitting has been
the assiduity of those to whom from time to time the

government of the College has been entrusted ; it has
gained and kept the assistance of a body of Professors to

whose zeal, character and learning the world will admit
no superior. The munificence of its founders has raised

around us this splendid building replete with every
accommodation for instruction, and destined in all future

ages to be admired. But no splendour of external means
and appearances, no array of fine names, no zeal or repu-
tation of Professors, can carry beyond a certain point the

success of a place of education, or do for it that which
may be done by a body of devoted students, mindful of
the benefits they have received, and eager as far as it may
be in their power to repay them — jealous of their

Alma Mater's reputation, as of their own—jealous of
their own because their honour and disgrace must be
always shared by the College which has educated
them." The following is an authentic list of the
students who obtained prizes and certificates of honour.
Latin.— Professor Long, A.M. Senior Class—

1st Prize, W. F. Durant. 2d Prize, C. Somerton.
Certificates of Honour : 3, P. A. Smith ; 4, J. E. Wallis;

5, F. F. Bankart ; 6, A. Warren ; 7, C. F. Kingdom
Junior Class

—

1st Prize, Chas. A. Bowring. 2d Prize,

John R. Gibson. Certificates ofHonour : 3, Wm. Colfox;

4, W. Bagehot; 5, eq., M. Prendergast and G. Long; 7,

John Kearney ; 8, H. Koenig; 9, N. Turnbull.
Greek—Professor Maiden, A.M. Extra Senior Class—Prize, Bunnell Lewis. Certificates of Honour :—2,

eq., Chas. Somerton and R. H. Hutton ; 4, P. A. Smith
;

5, J. L. Sanford.

Senior Class

—

1st Prize, C Somerton. 2d Prize, W.
F. Durant. Certificates of Honour : 3, J. Edkins ; 4,

A. Crowley ; 5, P. A. Smith ; 6, Thos. Beevor ; 7, J. L.
Sanford.

Junior Class

—

Prize, C. A. Bowring. Certificates of
Honour : 2, H. Pratt; 3, W. Bagehot ; 4, J.R. Gibson;
5, J. Forster; 6, H. Koenig.

Hebrew.—Professor Hurwitz. Senior Class

—

Prize,
J. Browne. Junior Class

—

Prize, Jos. Edkins.
English.—Professor Latham, A.M. Prize, W. C.

Roscoe. Certificates of Honour : 2, W. Bagehot; 3, A.
Armytage.
French.—Professor Merlet. 1st Prize, A. Crowley.

2d Prize, C. F. Kingdon. Certificates of Honour : 3,
F. F. Bankart ; 4, J. Smith ; 5, T. O. Donaldson.

Italian.—-Professor Count Pepoli. 1st Prize, A.
Crowley. 2d Prize, A. Mott.
German,—Teacher, M. W. Wittich. Senior Class

—

Prize, T. Beevor. Certificates of Honour ; 2, J. Paget

;

3, J. Croucher.
Junior Class— Prize, J. Forster. Certificates of

Honour: 2, J. H. Reynolds ; 3, W. Colfox; 4, C. N.
Wornum ; 5, H. Bankart ; 6, H. H. Marling.

History.—Professor Creasy, A.M. Prize, A. Crowley.
Philosophy of Mind and Logic.— Professor

Hoppua, Ph.D. 1st Prize, John Beighton. 2d Prize,
A. Crowley. Certificates of Honour : 3, S. B. Sutton

;

4, J. Browne; 5, A. Mott.
Mathematics. — Professor De Morgan. Higher

Senior Class— 1st Prize, W. R. Wills. 2d Prize, H. R.
Reynolds. Certificates of Honour : 3, eq. J. Kearney
and H. Field ; 4, eq. A. Warren and C. A. Bowring.
Lower Senior Class

—

Prize, R. H. Hutton. Certifi-

cates of Honour: 2, W. Bagehot; 3, eq. J. Rees,
J. Morris, and F. W. Brady.

Higher Junior Class

—

Prize, S.W.Waley. Certificates

of Honour ; 2, eq. J. Smith and B. Lewis ; 3, eq. S. B.
Sutton and II. Bankart ; 4, eq. J. Bishop and T. Bird ;

5, W. Colfox; 6, eq. T. O. Donaldson and C. Sylvester.

Natural Philosophy.—Professor Kelland. Senior

Class

—

Prize, W. R. Wills. Certificate of Honour : 2,

H. Field ; 3, J. Browne.
Junior Class — 1st Prize equal, A. Warren and J.

Edkins. 3d Prize, C. A. Bowring. 4th Prize, Joseph
Rees. Certificate of Honour ; 5, W. Bagehot ; 6, F.

Crowley ; 7, B. Lewis ; 8, S. W. Waley ; 9, F, W.
Brady ; 10, J. Croucher.

Experimental Class

—

Prize, R. H. Hutton. Certificate

ofHonour : 2, S. B. Sutton ; 3, J. Paget; 4, J. White.

Drawing Class.—Teacher, Mr. G. B. Moore. Prize,

H. Bankart. Certificate of Honour : 2, T. O. Donald-
son ; 3, E. Paxon ; 4, E. C. Ireland.

Architecture.—Professor Donaldson, (asa Fine Art.)

Prize, E. Dobson. Certificate of Honour : F. Lett,

(as a Science.) Prize, J. Croucher. Certificate of

Honour : 2, E. Dobson ; 3, G. Judge.
Botany.—Professor Lindley, Ph.D. Junior Class- -

Prize, S. C. Griffith. Certificate of Honour: 2 eq.,

W. Clapp and C. R. Matthew ; 3, A Mote ; 4, W. Fil-

ter ; 5,E. Way.
Zoology.— Professor Grant, M.D. Prize, *. w.

Marshall. Certificate ofHonour : 2, W.J. Macdougall

;

3, John Forster.

Geology.—Professor Webster, F.G.S. Prize, A.

Crowley. Certificate of Honour : 2, H* Field; 3, Fre-

derick Crowley.

English Law.—Professor Carey, A.M. 1st Course.

Prize, J. B. Hoskins. Certificate of Honour :
W.

Morris. 2d Course—Prize, W. Morris. 3d Course—

Prize, W. Morris. Certificate of Honour : 2, L. *ntn ,

3, S. Goodbehere. ^
Jurisprudence. — Professor Graves, A.JVU

Course.* Prize, F. J. Parkes. Certificate of Honour-

2d e<j., J.> Sauford and N. W. BxomUjt Jun. 5 «> *•

•

1st
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Townley. 2d Course (Equity) Prize, J. B. Hoskins.

Certificate of Honour ; 2, N. W. Bromley ; 3, C.

Frith ; 4,W. Thornthwaite.

The Church of Scotland.—On Tuesday the anniversary

meeting of the ministers and members of the Scottish

Presbytery in London was held at the Scotch Church, in

Crown Court. The Rev. Dr. Brown, Moderator, presided,

and addressed the meeting in a speech of considerable

length, in which he alluded to the recent secession of so

many ministers from the Scottish Church, and regretted

that those who had so long worked together as brothers

in the same vineyard, should now have thought fit to

separate upon mere points of etiquette and law, and on

comparatively non-essential matters, and intimated that in

the course ofa short time a deputation from the Established

Church of Scotland would visit the metropolis, in order to

set the case in its proper light before the public.

Meetings of Companies.—-The meeting of the London

Joint-Stock Bank Company took place on Wednesday,

when the directors declared a dividend at the rate of 6 per

cent., deducting 5,000/. from their guarantee fund, now

standing at 90,003/. 155. <W., to regulate this payment to

the shareholders, the balance of profit and loss applicable

to a dividend being 12,183/. 17s. 5rf. f
and therefore insuf-

ficient to this extent for meeting the dividend the directors

wish to continue. The depression of trade and the

abundance of unemployed capital, with the low rate of

interest, are mentioned by the report as sufficient causes

to account for this temporary decrease of profits.—At the

Union of London Bank, on the same day, the dividend

was at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, adding 2,000/.

to the reserved fund, which now amounts to 8,297/. 35. 4tf.,

and is invested in Government securities. The balance of

unappropriated profits was stated at 29,962/. 6s. 2d.
;
and

this would leave, after the payment of the dividend, clear

of income-tax, the addition to the reserved fund, and the

deduction of 500/. in liquidation of the preliminary ex-

penses, a surplus of 6,317/. 65. 2d.

Canada Loan.— The bidding for the second portion of

the Canada loan, amounting to 300,000/., took, place on

Friday at the Treasury, and excited considerable interest

in the monied circles. The biddings were as follows ;

—

Mr. Maubert, for the whole amount, 108/. 7s. 9d. ; The
Bank of England, for the whole amount, 109/.; Smith,

Payne, and Co., for 50,000/., 109/. Is. It is understood that

there were other biddings, but all below the two last

named, and the consequence was that Messrs. Smith and
Co. obtained the amount for which they tendered—namely,

50,000/., and that the remaining amount— namely, 250,000/.,

•was adjudged to the Bank of England at the price offered

for the whole. The rate at which the former issue was
negotiated was 108 per cent., and the improvement in the

terms obtained by Government on Friday is owing to the

prevailing abundance of unemployed capital and the

increased value of Consols.

^
Metropolitan Improvements.—On Saturday an inqui-

sition was held before the Under-Sheriff of Middlesex, to

decide whether the Crown, the public, or others, would
suffer any damage or prejudice, by the Duke of Bridge-
water's [trustees stopping up and inclosing a high street

or thoroughfare, known by the name of Catherine Wheel-
yard, which leads from Cleveland-row into Little St.

James's-street. It was proposed by the trustees of the

Duke of Bridgewater that, in compensation for what was
thus meant to be taken away, they should give greater

benefits to the public. They proposed to make a road
from Little St. James's-street into the park, which would
be a much greater boon to the public than that of which
they meant to deprive it. The road they meant to make
would be wider, more uniform, and much nearer. The
TJnder-SherifF summed up, and the Jury ultimately

returned a verdict, that there would be no damage or

prejudice sustained by the Crown or any other person.

Launch of the Chichester On Wednesday the fine

weather induced a great number of persons to visit Wool-
wich, to witness the launch of this first-class frigate. The
gates of the churchyard, commanding a full view, were
opened to the public at an early hour ; and at the time of the

launch there could not have been fewer than ten thousand
persons present, besides those in the numerous steara-

. vessels on the river. Miss Stopford, daughter of the

Admiral, named the vessel, and she glided off the stocks

amidst the cheers of the spectators. The frigate is up-
wards of 1,002 tons, new measurement.

Fires.—On Monday night, shortly after ten o'clock, a

fire, which for several hours illuminated a great portion
of the metropolis, took place at Greenwich, and in its

consequences proved the most calamitous that has hap-

pened in that neighbourhood for many years. It originated

in the warehouses and stores belonging to Mr. Marks,
niarine-store dealer, the whole of which were destroyed,

together with several cottages inhabited by shipwrights
and dockyard labourers.—On Tuesday morning, about
four o'clock, a fire broke out among a pile of buildings

situate between St. DunstanVhili and Idol-lane, belong-
ing to Mr. Ryder, builder, and. consisting of his manu-
factory, workshops, and timber-yard, as well as the

Manufactories of other parties. The whole of these pre-
mises were destroyed, but the fire was prevented spreading

beyond the spot. The loss of property is said to amount
to several thousand pounds.—On Tuesday night, about
half-past ten, a fire broke out on the premises of Messrs.
Palmer and Co., patent candle manufacturers* near St.

John-street, Clerkenwell. It was not got under before
the entire stock was consumed, which consisted of the
Machinery, tallow, palm oil, &c, amounting, it is said,
to the sum of 5,000/. A large portion of the oil and
Melted tallow flowed from the premises into the streets,
and all the central parts of the town were illuminated by
the flames.—About a quarter past ten on Wednesday

night the town and neighbourhood of Kensington was

thrown into a state of alarm by a report that Kensington

Palace was in flames. Hundreds of persons instantly

hurried to the Palace avenue, when the report received

confirmation by the appearance of a dense body of smoke

and flame above'the stables on the north side of the Palace

;

and on reaching the spot, a large rick of hay, containing

from seventy to eighty loads, which was stacked nearly

adjoining the stables, was in flames. There was a great

deficiency of water, and the rick was entirely destroyed.

When discovered, only a portion of the end was on fire,

which leaves no doubt that it was the work of an incendiary.

I
Harrow School.—On Wednesday, July 5, the second

annual speech-day took place, and attracted a numerous

assemblage of visitors to Harrow. Together with the

speeches, three prize compositions were recited by the

successful candidates— the Greek Iambics (Governors)

and the Greek Prose (Hope) by the Hon. P. P. Smythe,

and the Latin Essay for the Peel Medal by Mr. A. Grant.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,

July l.—West districts, 133; North districts, 173:

Central districts, 159 ; East districts, 184 ; South dis-

tricts, 190. Total, 848—(411 males, 437 females.)

Weekly average for the last five years, 903—(461 males,

442 females,) and for the last five springs, 854.

probfittial ttfefos.

Bridport.—On Tuesday week, at a late hour in the

evening, the quiet village of Burton Bradstock, situate a

few miles from this town, was visited by one of the most

disastrous fires that has occurred in this part of the coun-

try for a considerable period. It raged with great violence

nearly the whole night, occasioning in its progress the

destruction of no fewer than 22 houses, besides other

buildings and much property. The families burnt out of

their houses have been ascertained to be 28, not one of

whom is insured. The origin of the fire is involved in

suspicious circumstances, and there is every reason to

believe that it is the work of an incendiary. The build-

ings are the property of Lord Rivers, by whom they were

insured ; and fortunately there were no lives lost.

Bristol.—It is now announced as certain that the

Great Britain steamer is to be launched on the 19th,

and that Prince Albert has consented to be present on the

occasion. His Royal Highness will leave town by a

special train at an early hour in the morning, and will be

accompanied by many of the high officers of state,

ambassadors, and others. After the launch, a banquet

will be given to his Royal Highness and the visitors.

The room, erected for the occasion on the company's

premises, is fully equal to the accommodation of about

3,000 guests. After the banquet, the Prince will return

to Buckingham Palace.

Colchester.—On Saturday last Mr. Cobden, accom-
panied by the Hon. C. P. ViUiers, and Mr. R. R. Moore,
paid a visit to this town, for the purpose of meeting the

calling a meeting of the farming interest, for the purpoie

of taking into consideration the present unprecedented

depressed state of agriculture, and the means best adapted

to procure that protection to its labour and capital which,

their great importance demands." Lord Dungannon, Mr.
George Griffith, and other proprietors were present, but

the meeting was very thinly attended. Mr. Proby, Mayor
of Denbigh, was called upon to preside. Letters

were read from Mr. Townsend, Mr. Mainwaring, Mr.
Biddulph, the High Sheriff, and other gentlemen, on the

object of the Meeting. Mr. Biddulph in his letter

adverted to a moderate fixed duty more as a source of

revenue than as a measure of protection. The Mayor
then called upon the requisitionists, or some one of them,

to address the meeting, but in vain, for no one responded

to the call ; and this continued for nearly a quarter of an

hour. At length some members of the Anti-Corn-Law

League were allowed to address the Meeting, upon which

Lord Dungannon and others left the Hall, on the ground

that such a proceeding was a departure from the requisi-

ton. Several resolutions and amendments in favour of

Free Trade and protection were moved, but ultimately an

amendment in favour of a fixed duty was carried, and

petitions embodying the resolutions were adopted for pre-

sentation to Parliament. -

Derby.—The friends and admirers of the late Earl of

Leicester, in Derbyshire, are about to raise a monument

to bis memory in Longford Church ; and the ladies of his

family have also subscribed for a marble bust of his lord-

ship, which is in course of execution by Mr. Francis.

The whole of the past week has been occupied by the

various shows, meetings, dinners, &c. which form the

customary routine of celebrating the anniversary meetings

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England. A great

number of persons were present, among whom were the

Dukes of Richmond and Devonshire, the Marquesses of

Northampton and Downshire, and most of the members
of the council. Friday was the latest day for receiving

implements, which were on Saturday arranged by the

stewards for the inspection of the judges, which took

place on Monday. The implement-yard was opened to

the members on Tuesday, and on Wednesday to the

public. Tuesday was also the last day for receiving

cattle and stock of various descriptions, which had arrived

from all parts of the kingdom. Wednesday the stock

was inspected, and the prizes awarded. Thursday the

cattle and implement-yards were opened to the public,

and Friday was the day of sale. Besides ploughing

matches, lectures, and incidental matters, there have been

three dinners : one given by the mayor to the council of

the Society on Tuesday, the council dinner on Wednesday

at the County Hall, and the general dinner of the Society

in the great pavilion on Thursday, which was followed by

a meeting yesterday morning. At the mayor's dinner on

Tuesday, the Earl of Hardwicke returned thanks as

President of the Society, and the Duke of Richmond
acknowledged the toast of the army. The Duke of

Devonshire's health was drank as Lord Lieutenant of the

farmers of Essex on the market day, to discuss with them county, and in returning thanks his Grace said that had

the influence of the corn-laws upon tenant-farmers and the objects of the present Society been the promotion of,

farm-labourers. Considerable interest was excited by the

event, as it was known that Sir John Tyrrell, Mr. Round,

and other agriculturists, would be present to oppose the

doctrines of Mr. Cobden. The hustings were erected in

field near the East Bridge. The appearance of thea

town during the day resembled that usually caused by a

contested election; and the oldest inhabitants scarcely

remembered having seen the town so full. About 6,000

persons were present on the ground at the commencement

of the proceedings. On the motion of Mr. G. Rebow,

Mr. Bawtree, banker in the town, and president of the

East Essex Agricultural Association, was called to the

chair. .The chairman having briefly opened the meeting, Mr.
Cobden, in a speech which occupied two hours, proceeded

to recapitulate the arguments in favour of free trade, and
dwelt on the injurious influence of the protective system

of the corn-laws upon the interest of all classes, more
especially those of the tenant-farmer. Mr. Cobden con-

cluded, at the request of Sir J. Tyrrell, by proposing the

following resolution:—"That in the opinion of this

meeting the corn-law and every other law which favours

one class at the expense of other classes, is injurious and
unjust to the community at large." Sir J. Tyrrell then

presented himself, and after a few preliminary remarks,

moved the following amendment :

—

lt That in the opinion

of this meeting, while the present charges on land remain,

the home-grower of corn cannot compete with the foreign

grower without a protective duty." Sir J. Tyrrell then
proceeded to take the sense of the meeting upon his

amendment, when somewhat less than one-third held up
their hands for it, the remainder of the meeting being in

favour of free trade. This proceeding, however, was con-
sidered irregular, the amendment having neither been
seconded nor put from the chair, and after some discussion

it was withdrawn. The meeting was then addressed by
Sir John Tyrrell, Mr. Moore, Hon. Mr. ViUiers, Mr.
Ferrand, M.P. for Knaresborough, and other gentlemen,
whose speeches were not concluded till 9 o'clock at night.

The chairman then put Mr. Cobden's resolution to the

meeting, which at that late hour had been reduced to

about 2,000 persons, when it was carried almost unani-

mously, twenty-seven hands only being held up against it.

Denbigh.—On Wednesday week a meeting was held in

the County Hall, convened on the requisition of _ about

fifty tenant-farmers, principally occupying farms in the

Vale of Clwyd. The requisition stated, that, "observing

the progressive and almost daily depreciation in the value

of all Agricultural stock and produce, the tenants by

whom the document was signed beg to suggest to their

brother tenants of the county the urgent necessity of

not. Agriculture, but its twin sister, Horticulture, he might,

as President of the Horticultural Society, have been able

to descant more in detail on the various interesting

objects which the exertions of those he saw around him

had collected this year in Derby and its neighbour-

hood ; but when he saw near him his Noble Friend

the Duke of Richmond, himself a practical farmer, and

better qualified than most men to give an opinion on

Agricultural subjects, he felt that any regret on the matter

was unnecessary. He begged to express his high approba-

tion of the objects and exertions of the Royal Agricultu-

ral Society of England, and his satisfaction at being one

of its governors. He had perused with the greatest

interest the last volume of their proceedings, especially

that portion of it which described the improvements

effected by Lord Lovelace, and the interesting and valu-

able history which it contained of the process of thorough

draining. The speech of the evening was that of Mr.

Hillvard President of the Northamptonshire Farmers*

Society, and one of the oldest practical Agricultur-

ists in 'the country. " The Royal Agricultural Society
,"

he 'said, " had fully answered general expectations ; for,

although its establishment could only be called of recent

date, there were seen, in many parts of the country, im-

provements in the cultivation of the land. It had created'

a desire of improvement in the generality of practical

farmers : it had been the means of dissipating many long-

standing farming prejudices, and it had opened the eyes of

the slovenly and parsimonious, and convinced them they

had lost money, by loss of produce, from their niggardly

expenditure in manual labour. From improvement of

education had arisen expansion of liberal !deas in the

rising generation of farmers, and there would, he trusted,

be annually a less number of those most unserviceable

members of the community. In regard to the union of

Science with Agriculture, he professed himself a practical

man. He did not mean to say that the present best

farming in the country had arrived at such a state of perfec-

tion that it could not be improved. On the contrary, he

believed that, from mechanical science, which had brought

about such great improvements in Agricultural implements,

and, combined with chemical and geological aid, some of the

mysteries of nature might possibly be so developed as to

enable the cultivators of the soil to obtain a larger produce

from it than they hitherto had; expressing, at the same
time, his firm conviction, drawn from his own practical

experience, that, although by potent manure an almost

unbounded quantity of stems may be obtained, yet there

was a boundary beyond which nature and the soil could

not be forced to produce corn. There were many new,
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and some he believed to be valuable manures, but it was
much to be doubted whether any of them would, by ap-
plication, be the means of causing such an increase of
produce as would repay their great cost with the hence-
forth expected low price of grain. The national agricul-

tural machine was propelled by the practical farmers.
Science was the lamp, useful in the dark ; but although
there were still clouds hanging over the Agricultural
atmosphere, it was not in that complete state of darkness
which the theoretical farmers imagined. The opinions he
had formed as to the useful connexion of science with
practical Agriculture were these : Science, without practice,

could do but little, but science joined with practice could
do a vast deal. Science and practice now went hand-in-
hand; sciencenowtookitsproperandusefulposition. Itdid
not stand forward as instructor to the experienced practical

farmer, but as his able assistant. With this union of
science and practice, joined by the best exertions of tenant
farmers, effectually supported by liberal landlords, and all

engaged in Agriculture—with all this in prospective, such
general improvement in British Agriculture might reason-
ably be expected, as to place the country in that most de-

sirable situation for every country— that of not being
dependent on foreign nations for any part of its supply
offood.' ,

Eton.—On Saturday week, between one and two o'clock
in the morning the pupils who were sleeping in the Long
Chamber of the College were alarmed by the cracking of
the ceiling, extending nearly the whole length of the
chamber, which is 70 yards long ; they rang the alarm
bell, and the servants of Dr. Hawtrey were instantly in

attendance, when it was discovered that the rafters had
given way, in consequence of their ends having decayed
from excessive age. The ceiling is now shored up, and
will undergo repair during the Midsummer vacation.

Halifax*—The little village of Mount Tabor, about
three miles from this town, was thrown into a state of
consternation on Tuesday week, by one of the most un-
natural murders ever committed in this county. The
victim is a poor man, named John Dobson, aged 52, a
weaver by trade, who had only lived a short time at Mount
Tabor. His son, Joseph Dobson, his son's wife, and two
children, came lately to live with him. They were on bad
terms, and frequently quarrelled. On Tuesday morning
the old man and his son's wife had several quarrels, during
which the father declared that she and her children should
no longer live with him. The son on hearing this borrowed
a gun and shot his father through the heart. It at first

missed fire, but he replaced the cap, and fired with fatal

effect. The old man died instantly, but the son managed
to escape to the woods. The jury returned a verdict of

"Wilful Murder."
Liverpool.—Dr. Duncan has just established the fact,

that mortality is greater in this town than in any other in
Great Britain. One in 54 dies in the country, one in 37
in London, but one in 28 in Liverpool, while in Man-
chester it is one in 294 i^r. Duncan has shown in expla-
nation of this, that the cellars, 7,000 in number, may be
regarded as preparatory graves, for in these damp dens
there reside about 21,000 of the labouring population of
the town, of whom there die annually of invited diseases
not less than 1,000, Between 500 and fiOO of the popu-
lation die annually of fever, while the number attacked
by fever is stated to be 7,000, showing that, although
originating in courts and cellars, its ravages extend to
higher places. In the metropolis, the mortality to females
from consumption is one in 464, but in Liverpool it is

one in 298. In Manchester the number is less than it is

in Liverpool, while in Birmingham it is only one in 404.
Infancy, too, suffers in Liverpool by comparison more
than in any other place, for whilst the deaths among
infants in Manchester, from convulsions and teething,
were in two years 1,765; in Liverpool, in three years,
they were 4,081. The cause of this high rate of mortality
is attributed to want of cleanliness and atmospheric
impurity.

Llanrwrst.—A murder has just come to light in this
remote and secluded part of the principality. About two
months ago, a middle-aged widow, named Margaret
Davies, acting as servant to one Evan Jones, a husbandry
labourer, holding a petty tenement on the mountain Moel
Trefrie, within a mi!e

#
of Capel Gannon, in this parish,

was suddenly missed, and various conjectures were formed
as to the cause of her absence. Weeks passed away, but
still there were no signs of her return. On Friday, how-
ever, her body was discovered in a ditch near a dingle,

about 300 yards from the cottage in which she had dwelt
with her presumed murderer. It was much mangled by
dogs, and was discovered accidentally by tracing a dog to

the spot. Nothing as yet has transpired to throw light

upon the cause which led to the perpetration of the deed.
The supposed murderer was immediately taken into cus-
tody, and the jury, at the inquest, brought in a verdict of
" Wilful Murder " against him,
Manchester.—On Monday morning the neighbourhood

of Granby-row was the scene of considerable alarm, in

consequence of a fire which broke out in the extensive
warehouses of Messrs. Nightingale and Co., and which
spread with such rapidity that in the course of an hour
and a half the whole building was a heap of ruins. The
building was five stories high, twenty yards in length, and
nineteen in breadth. It contained upwards of 1,000 bales
of cotton and 300 sacks of flour, most of which had been
recently removed from Liverpool to Manchester, the
latter town being deemed less liable to risk from fires.

The entire loss sustained, the building included, is esti-

mated at about 10,000/., which is covered by insurances
»a several offices. It is not known how the fire originated.

Taken in connexion with the late fires of cotton at Liver-
pool, the matter has excited the utmost alarm here ; and

an idea is becoming prevalent that some of the materials

used in America for cleaning cotton may be the mean,s of

causing spontaneous combustion when it comes to be
closely packed in warehouses. Certain it is that fires were
not formerly so prevalent in cotton warehouses ; but, what-
ever may be the cause for their recent frequency, the subject
is one of such importance to the manufacturing interest, that

a searching investigation is demanded, and is likely to be
instituted.—Another fire broke out on Tuesday morning,
in the extensive print-works of Messrs. Gisburn'and Wilson,
Salford. The building was fire-proof, so that the flames
were confined to one room, otherwise the damage must
have been very extensive, the works being situate in the
midst of several dye-works and cotton-mills ? As it is, the

loss is estimated at from 7,000/. to 8,000/. There were
about thirty persons in the room when the fire was first

discovered, and such was the rapidity with which it raged,

that it was with considerable difficulty they escaped with

their lives.— The well-known Father Mathew, the

apostle of temperance, arrived in this town on Saturday
week, and put up at the Temperance Hotel, and on Sun-
day celebrated mass at St. /Patrick's, Livesey-street, at

which about 2,500 children from the Catholic day and
Sunday schools of the district attended. He left Man-
chester on Monday week for York, where he attended the

annual conference of the British Temperance Society. He
spent a week in Yorkshire, administering the pledge; and
then proceeded to Liverpool for a week for the same pur-
pose ; and will thence return to Manchester for a similar

period, to preach at the opening of the organ at St.

Patrick's, on Wednesday, the 19th July, and subsequently
to administer the pledge. He will then quit Manchester
for London, where it is expected he will remain 3 weeks.

Oxford.—The local papers mention that the religious

party in the University, of which Dr. Pusey is the head,

have determined on starting a newspaper, to come out
early in next term, the management, editorship, &c. to be

completely under their control. Dr. Pusey's sermon
was published last week, and so great has been the

demand for it, that the printer could not work them off

fast enough ; and Mr. Parker, the publisher, was obliged

to avail himself of the services of another printer to assist.

Upwards of 3,000 copies have been sent to Ireland. Two
editions, of 6,000 each, have been printed ; and a third

edition, it is expected, will be published next week. It is

said that Mr. Marriott and Mr. Sewell, with other

dissentients, are determined, if possible, to have the

degree of Mr. Everett, the American minister, rescinded.

They have been induced to do this, from the opinion

expressed by Counsel, that the proceedings at the com-
memoration, as far as relates to Mr. Everett, were void.

Sheerness.—On Wednesday afternoon, whilst a salute

was firing on board the Camperdown flag-ship in honour
of the King of the Belgians passing down Sea-reach, one of

the portable magazines blew up, forced up the upper deck
on the starboard side from the mizenmast as far forward

as the mainmast, and knocking down nearly all the cabin

bulkheads, fore and aft, on the upper gun deck ; scarcely

a whole pane of glass is left in the ports on that deck.

So great was the force, that the iron horn-knee on the

beam-end, at the break of the bulkhead, where the maga-
zine "exploded, was broken asunder. Lieut. Blackmore
and three seamen were seriously hurt, and two young
ladies, who were visiting the ship with their friends,

were wounded and burnt. Nearly all the officers

received slight injuries by splinters, and were more
or less burnt in rescuing the ladies from their burning

clothes and the bulkhead boards which were blown upon
them. «

Sheffield.—During the afternoon and evening of Wed-
nesday week, the district to the northward and eastward

of this town was visited by a thunder-storm of unusual
severity, which appears to have passed from south to north

— the most common direction of the heaviest thunder-

storms experienced in this part of the country. The most
southerly points at which it seems to have appeared are

Nottingham and Derby, where the storm commencedabout
four o'clock, though distant thunder had been previously

heard in the south-west. The storm appears to have
passed in a line almost due south and north over Derby,
Chesterfield, and this town, visiting the latter about half-

past six in the evening ; and, to have been experienced at

Doncaster at an earlier hour. It was experienced at

Bradford in the evening; through the whole range of

country from the East Riding of York, to North-
amptonshire, in various parts of the Lake districts, and
even in Scotland. It was also felt at Ashton-under-Lyne,
and other parts of Staffordshire, where the large masses of

hail did considerable damage ; but from all accounts its

centre appears to have been Sheffield.

Stafford.—A meeting of the Staffordshire ironmasters

was held last week, at which a deputation was appointed
to wait upon Sir R. Peel, and bring before him the depressed
condition of the iron trade in this district. The local

papers state, that not only is the state of the trade most
disastrous and unsatisfactory, but its prospects are still

darker ; and nothing but an increased consumption of iron

can prevent ruin from falling upon thousands.

Wakefield.—A few days since, according to the York
Herald, Mr. Brierly, son of the chief constable, with his

assistant, in searching a notorious lodging-house in Wren-
gate, Wakefield, found concealed there an immense quan-

tity of documents, which tend to show the means by
which the begging-letters, petitions, and memorials, have
been manufactured, with which not only Yorkshire, but
the whole kingdom has been supplied by a gang of

swindlers. The most remarkable of the manuscripts are

many hundreds of genuine signatures of the nobility,

clergy, and gentry, residing in different counties in

England and Ireland, cut from letters and other papers,

and stuck in rows upon pasteboard, for the purpose of
being imitated in duplicate sham petitions. Amongst
these signatures are those of many respectable inhabitants
at Wakefield, Heath, York, Halifax, Leeds, besides those
of persons in the counties of Lincoln, Norfolk, Notting-
hamshire, Lancashire, Cumberland, &c. Another set of
documents consists of models of petitions and memorials
for persons pretending to want funds to emigrate to New
Zealand ; to make up losses by fires and shipwrecks ; to

raise funds for those pretending to be afflicted with blind-

ness, lameness, &c. A third set of documents were
routes in England and Ireland, for persons travelling with
the petitions, giving the names and residences of persons
on the roads likely to be called upon, and pointing out
where the petitioners should not call, for fear of being
detected. Some of the descriptions of parties are curious

—such a person is described as " a giver to all callers ;'
?

another will give if "stuck to and talked well to ;" a

third is " drunken, and the dodge may be well played ;"

a fourth " must be seen at breakfast-time ;" a fifth must
be avoided "any time just before or after dinner;" and so on
through an amazingly long list of the nobility and gentry.

From these details, there seems to be no doubt that the

police ofWakefield have broken into the main manufacture
of the begging-petitions.

York—The committee appointed to report on the
affairs of the Yorkshire District Bank have published a
lengthy document on the subject, in which they recom-
mend a dissolution of the old concern, with the formation
of a new establishment for the conduct of that part of the
business hitherto found profitable. A free accommodation
to persons in trade who had not sufficient capital or credit

to meet the advances they obtained, and the want of suffi-

cient discretion by the general managers of the concern,
are mentioned as the causes which have led to the dissolu-

tion of the bank. It appears from the details of the
report that the losses were found to have been very heavy
prior to 1840, and to have considerably exceeded one-
fourth of the paid-up capital, no losses of any magnitude
having, however, been incurred subsequently to that year.

The company had 40,000 shares, the amount paid up on
which is, at 17/. per share, (580,000/. Of this large

capital the sum of about 544,000/- is said to have been
lost, leaving only 136,000/. in available assets, with which
to prosecute the operations of the new company. The
principal losses of the District Bank are believed to be
distributed in about these proportions :—Leeds 397,000/.,

Hutf 7,580/., Wakefield 10,067/., Barnsley 52,586/., and
Pontefract 11,038/. ; the localities of the minor branches
dividing the residue of the estimated total.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past
week:—Greenwich, 861/.; Eastern Counties, 2,725/.;
Paris and Orleans, 3,987/. ; Paris and Rouen, 2,998/.

;

Brighton, 3,825/.; Croydon, 379/.; Blackwall, 1,075/.;
Sheffield and Manchester, 444/.; Great North of England,
1,436/.; Hull and Selby, 1,315/. ; Liverpool and Man-
chester, 4,910/. ; Midland Counties, 2,657/.; Edinburgh
and Glasgow, 2,182/.; Birmingham, 16,978/.; Northern
and Eastern, 1,967/. ; South-Eastern and Dover, 2,485/. ;

Great Western, 15,689/. ; South-Western, 7,474/. ; North
Midland, 4,357/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester, 1,989/. ;

Grand Junction, 8,000/. ; Birmingham and Derby, 1,192/.

—The Liverpool Times states that Government has at

present under consideration plans for quickening the inter-

course between England and Ireland, by forming a railway
from Chester to Holyhead, on the plan proposed by Mr.
Stephenson. The line, according to this plan, will cross the

Dee just below Chester race-ground, and will keep the

sea-coast along nearly the whole of its course, winding
round the base of Penmaeumawr and others of the Welsh
mountains, crossing the Menai Straits by the present
bridge, and terminating at Holyhead, which Mr. Stephen-
son considers the best point of embarkation for Ireland.

Should the determination to carry out this great work be
persevered in, it will have to be executed, either in whole
or in part, at the public expense, as the traffic along the

line is not expected to pay the cost of so expensive a

construction.—A railway between Salisbury and the South
Western Railway is now in contemplation, and is expected
to form a connecting link between the latter line and the

Great Western, and the ports of Bristol and Southampton.
—The Birminghamjjand Gloucester Committee have issued

their report, and on the whole it presents a favourable

aspect A reduction in the working staff of about 4,000/-

per annum is recommended, but it appears to be a question

whether some of the higher salaries might not be cut

down, instead of making the weight of this saving fall

upon the lowest class of servants in the company. The
opening of the Bristol and Gloucester Railway is expected
to increase the traffic of the line.—The first excursion for

the present season on the South Western Railway took

place on Monday. A special train left town at 8, a.m.,

arrived at Southampton at -\ past 10, where the Monarch
steamer was waiting to take the party round the Isle of

Wight. The day and the tide were extremely favourable,

and the trip was performed in seven hours and a half- Some
of the party preferred going to the New Forest, others to

Netley Abbey, and omnibuses were ready to convey those

who preferred land travelling. The special train W*
Southampton again at 7 in the evening, and arrived m
town at $ past 9, the whole journey, 230 miles, having

been performed in 13 hours and a half. This is the first

excursion that has taken place this season on the South-

ampton Railway, and it is expected that several more will

be given by the Directors before the close of the summer.

\

IRELAND.
Dublin Mr. Bindon, the oldest magistrate ot tne

county of Clare, who had been, as a leading Conservative

iu that county, in the full confidence of Sir R. Peel, when
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the right honourable gentleman was Chief Secretary for

Ireland, has been dismissed since our last report, for

joining the Repeal agitation.—The Right Hon. Charles

Kendal Bushe, at one time a distinguished political cha-

racter in Ireland, when opposed to the legislative union,

•died on Monday afternoon, rather suddenly, at Furry Park,

near this city, the residence of his son. Mr. Bushe took

office under the Liverpool administration, as Solicitor-

General, and upon the death of Lord Downes, became
Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench. Soon after the

formation of the present Ministry, he retired upon a

superannuation, and was succeeded by the present Chief

Justice Pennefather. Mr. Bushe had been half a

century at the bar, having been called in 1793, and had
reached his 76th year. The weekly Repeal meeting took

place as usual on Monday. A great number of subscrip-

tions and communications were received. Amongst others

was an address to Mr. O'Connell signed by thirty Orange-

men of Stewartstown, and professing to have the sanction

of one hundred associates—giving in their adhesion to

repeal. This address was read by Mr. Clements, with the

names at full. It was received with great cheering, and

Mr. O'Connell expressed his delight at the event. The
proceedings continued till near six o'clock, when Mr.
O'Connell announced the week's rent to be 1,690/. 56*. $~d.

it was announced in the course of the sitting that the

corporation had elected Sir Coleman O'Loughlin their

junior counsel, solely on the ground of his being a Re-
pealer.

Belfast—The sittings of the General Assembly of the

Irish Presbyterian Church commenced in this town on
Tuesday week, when the Rev. Dr. Stewart was chosen

Moderator. On Wednesday the English Presbyterian

deputation, consisting of the Rev. Messrs. Welsh and
Gardner, were introduced, and both addressed the

assembly. The deputation from the Free Church of

Scotland; consisting of the Rev. Dr. Smith, of Glasgow,

and Mr. Gray, of Perth, were also introduced. Dr. Smith
addressed the assembly in the forenoon. At the evening

sederunt, after some preliminary business, Mr. Gray, of

Perth, commenced by saying, that it was impossible not
to feel that the Free Church of Scotland had been placed
in a position to give testimony to the other churches.

He then proceeded, at great length, to indicate the cha-

racter of that testimony. Lord Aberdeen, he said, had
introduced a bill, but it would be well if he would tell

them what he intended by it. He would tell Lord Aber-
deen, that he knew as little of the ministers of the Church
°f Scotland after as before the disruption ; and he also

lagged to tell him, that he knew nothing about the matter,
if he said a hundred and fifty ministers would be kept in
by this bill. If he had said that a tithing of that number
"would be influenced by it, he would have exceeded the
mark by at least fifteen/ It could not be intended for the
moderates either, for the more stringent the law is, so
much the better for them ; their ministers had been left
without houses of worship, and their flocks served God
under tents or in the open air, but he was thankful to say
that they were not without congregations. No bill that
Sir II. Peel could have passed would have done so much
to extend their principles as had been done by the disrup-
tion of the church. Dr. Edgar stated, that the Irish
Assembly had resolved to place, forja montli, two of the
most hard-working young men connected with their body
at the disposal of their brethren in Scotland. At the next
sitting of the Assembly the Moderator said it was his
painful duty to inform them that intelligence had arrived
siuce they were last in that house, of the decision of the
twelve Judges of England, which was, that^the marriages
performed by Presbyterian ministers, where one of the
Potties belonged to the Established church, are illegal.

Contrary to all expectation this was the result, and the
decision came to this, that they were not duly qualified to
perform the functions and discharge the duties of their
sacred office. It remained with them to consider what
course was bes^t to be adopted. Dr. Brown said that it

^v*as a useless waste of the time of the house to enter into
a *iy discussion upon the decision of the judges at that time.
He would only remark, however, that it was but the com-
mencement of coming wars—the shadow of what was yet
tc> come. Dr. Cooke agreed perfectly with Dr. Brown
that the present was but the fore-shadowing of what was
yet to come. He thought it his duty to the country, to
the government, and to the church, to say what was not a
newly.formed opinion, but one which he had long enter-
tained, that the present was but the commencement of a
series of persecutions similar to those which afflicted their
fathers in the reign of Charles the Second. A committee
"Was then appointed to draw up resolutions and addresses
to both Houses of Parliament, declaratory of their feelings
upon the decision of the Judges.

Waterford.—A repeal meeting was held on Sunday in
this city, which is said to have surpassed any of the pre-

vious demonstrations. Mr. O'Conneli's progress from
Kilkenny to Waterford is described as one continued
scene of enthusiastic acclamation, the peasantry collecting
ln great numbers on the road-sides, at various points, to
cheer as he passed along. At Carrick-on-Suir the inha-
bitants made a sort of grove of the town with trees and
^ge branches, triumphal arches and banners being erected
lr* conspicuous places. Kilmacthomas being fixed upon
as the rendezvous, it was thronged to overflowing at an
early hour in the morning with persons who had travelled

!pJ.
n*Skfc from remote distances to join in the procession.

*• his was the grand centre of attraction, the point towards
Wiich all the western arrivals necessarily tended, and
hundreds of thousands are said to have assembled ihere.
When the first part of the immense multitude that accom-
panied Mr. O'Connell from Kilmacthomas reached
waterford—nearly six hours had been occupied in getting
over twelve miles. As the procession passed along, the

numbers increased ; about thirty temperance bands

accompanied them, and the scene is described as one of

the most extraordinary and animating exhibitions ever

beheld. The shipping in the river, along the quay of

"Waterford, displayed their flags ; triumphal arches were
erected, and altogether the city wore all

ft
the appearances

of a day of great public rejoicing. As the procession pro-

ceeded to the place of meeting—the hill of Ballybricken

—the most enthusiastic cheering was heard upon all sides;

whilst ladies, who crowded the windows along the line,

waved their handkerchiefs as long as Mr. O'Connell

remained in view. As to the numbers, the papers state

that it is impossible to speak with any degree of accuracy;

tad the calculations vary from 100,000 to 300,000, whilst

some assert that the multitudes upon the hill of Bally-

bricken, and all around, exceed even the latter number.
The enormous platform upon the hill is capable of accom-
modating 3,000 persons, and it was quite crowded. Sir

R. Musgrave, Bart., was called to the chair. Dr. Foran,
Roman Catholic Bishop of Waterford, sat beside him,
accompanied by Mr. Meagher, mayor of Waterford, a
number of gentlemen from the county and city of Water-
ford, from^Clonmel, Wexford, Kilkenny, &c, and nearly
one hundred Roman Catholic clergymen*

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—A number of agriculturists in the Lothians

recently formed themselves into a society for the purpose
of endeavouring to apply the discoveries of modern che-
mistry to agriculture. A committee, consisting of six

members of this society and three from the Highland
Society, was formed, and subscriptions taken for carrying

the views of the society into effect. At a meeting held

on Monday week, in Edinburgh, this committee reported
to the society that 6-15/. had been collected, and that can-
didates for the situation of agricultural chemist had pre-

sented themselves. The result was, that ten chemists
offered themselves for the situation, all distinguished for

their attainmentsin chemistry, and two of them foreigners

;

but thecommittee recommended that the subscribers should
make choice of Professor Johnston, of Durham, who had
offered, for a salary of 500/. a year, secured to him for

five years, to attend in Edinburgh for eight months in the

year, and to provide, on his own responsibility, a properly-

qualified substitute for the other four. Mr. Johnston's
terms were to give two analyses in the year to every sub-
scriber, at rates varying from 35. to 5s., and as many more
as they pleased at one-half the price of these two. On
the motion of Mr. Alexander, of Southbar, seconded by
Lord Murray, the report was approved of, and Professor
Johnston elected to the office on the terms specified.

The duties of the Professor will be to analyse soils,

and also manures ; to ascertain what element has been
taken from the soil by the previous crop, and the manure
which fought to be applied in the circumstances, and
according to the nature of the plant to be grown.—An
arrangement has been effected with the Earl of Hadding-
ton, whereby, for a certain sum of money, his lordship is

to divest himself of the office of Hereditary Ranger of
the Royal Park of Holyrood, and the whole profits, claims
of property, and other rights legally annexed or apper-
taining to the office, to be vested in her Majesty. A bill

will immediately be introduced into Parliament for rati-

fying and confirming the sale and surrender of the office.

i^tsallaneous.
The Regent of Spain.—There is no man upon whom

at the present moment the eyes of all Europe are more
intently fixed than upon the Spanish Regent ; and the
journals of all shades of politics, both in Paris and in
London, are constrained to do justice to the firmness and
political honesty with which he has met the perils of the
recent insurrection. " We rejoice to find," says the
Times, " that, in the midst of the dangers and tempta-
tions of the present crisis, Espartero adheres with in-
flexible energy and good faith to those constitutional
principles to which he owes his power, and by which
alone his power can be defended. It is in the highest
degree creditable to the Regent that he should renew in
the most emphatic manner, his engagement to defend the
Constitution and the Throne at the very time when not
only his own interests, but the public safety, might furnish
a ready and almost a sufficient pretext for stronger
measures than the Constitution itself has provided. But
his own interests, rightly understood, and the safety of
the State, prescribe the wiser and nobler course, to which
the Regent appears to be determined to adhere. Within
the limits of the law, Espartero is invested with the
highest trust that a subject can enjoy, and with that trust
he wields in his own defence the royal prerogative, which
he is bound to maintain. One step beyond them, he
would sink to the level of a soldier of fortune, raised onlv
by the accident of success, the audacity of his followers

-

,

or his own desperation, above those military adventurers
who are remembered in the dismal annals of the Spanish
revolution by a miserable death, inflicted on them by that
populace which they professed to serve. We are well aware
that it is the fashion in certain circles and in certain
countries to depreciate the character of Espartero, and
to grudge him, not only those honours which fortune

has so lavishly showered upon him, but' even those

qualities which he owes to nature—an upright mind and
a sound heart. ' But, if we are not greatly mistaken, his

merit will outlive the calumnies which have been dis-

charged against him ; and we are entirely at a loss to

comprehend the tactics of those who profess to respect

his character and his qualities, whilst they predict his

full. Those qualities will, as we trust, be vindicated by
success. ' It has already been his fate to affront the

greatest perils which can shake an empire, and for the

most part to subdue them. In the utmost penury of the
State, he reorganized the army; in a civil war, he not
only expelled the enemy, but he pacified the country ; in
civil government, although he rose to power by the

|
influence of his military achievements, and had before him
the tempting path of military power, he alone, of all the
men, except Washington, who have occupied a similar
position, enlarged the political liberties of the nation ; at
a moment of unbounded corruption, rapine, and cruelty,
he has maintained the dignity of poverty, honesty, and
justice ; in various emergencies he has invariably displayed
more aptitude than those who knew him best had given
him credit for ; and in spite of the pangs of physical
disease and the listlessness of rather a sluggish nature,

he has maintained his authority and defended the Queen's
prerogative in Spain for several years, without having
committed a single action which history will blush to
record.'

'

Artesian Wells.—We understand that it is intended to

carry the bore for the Artesian well in the Garden of
Plants to the depth of 800 or 900 metres, whereas that at

Grenelle is only 550 metres deep. The object of piercing

so low is to find water of a high temperature. The expec-

tation of doing so is founded on observations made by M.
Arago and M. Walferdin, at Grenelle, that the tempera-
ture of the water increased in warmth one degree at every

32 metres' depth, and consequently at that of 800 or
900 metres must be at from 36 to 39 degrees centigrade

(about from 97 to 104° Fahrenheit), with which the hot-

houses of the equatorial plants, and also the lodges of the
animals in the menagerie, and even the hospitals in that
quarter, may be warmed in winter.

—

Paris paper.
The Census.—By the returns just presented to the

House of Commons relative to the population of the
United Kingdom, as ascertained by the last census, it

appears that the total population of England and Wales
amounts to 15,911,646, and of Scotland to 2,620,207 ; the
number of persons travelling by railways and canals on
the night of the 6th of June, 1841, being 4,896. It fur-
ther appears that the total population of Ireland amounts
to 8,175,238, of whom 852,064 were ascertained to be
members of the Established Church, 6,427,712 to be
Catholics, 642,356 Presbyterians, and 21,808 Protestant
Dissenters.

Subterranean Forest.—The Belgian papers contain the
following extract of a letter from Bruges :

" Nearly 500
workmen are employed in digging the canal of Zelsaete.

The work, therefore, proceeds rapidly, and has already
been commenced on a line of 5,000 yards. These exca-
vations have laid bare on the whole extent of the work,
and nearly on the same level, a bed of turf. Near the
village of Oostkerke, for above 2,000 yards below the bed
of turf, there are the remains of a vast forest of oaks, firs,

and other trees. In several places the trunks of the trees
have disappeared, but in others they are found lying full

well. We must therefore : allow that the level of the
country to the north of Bruges? was one, two, or three
yards lower than it is at present, but that vegetation was
very flourishing, for in the subterraneous forest just disco-
veredthere are trunks of trees 8 or 9 ft. in circumference."

Antiquities.—The Bath Journal last week announced
the discovery of a stone coffin in the vale of Lyncombe.
On Monday last a second coffin was found, about fourteen
inches beneath the turf. This relic was about six feet

and a half in length, formed of one block of oolite, and,
excepting its weighty lid, unbroken. The skeleton it

contained was much more perfect than the one in that

previously found, and the coffin had been sculptured with
more care than the other. These interesting relics are
for a time left in the vestibule of the Literary and Philo-

sophical Institution. Not far from the coffins were found
two copper coins struck by the Emperors Constantine
and Carausiual.

Isthmus of Panama.—At a meeting of the Academy of
Sciences at Paris on Wednesday week, M. Arago made a
communication of the steps that had been taken towards
the great work of the cutting through the Isthmus of
Panama, which has been so long talked of, but which
many persons have regarded as chimerical. According to
this communication, a contract has been entered into by
Messrs. Baring and Co., of London, with the Republic of
New Grenada, in virtue of which the republic is to cede
to them the line required for the projected canal, with
80,000 acres of land on the two banks, and 400,000 acres
in the interior of the country. Messrs. Baring and Co.
had, it is i said, in the first instance, fixed the amount of
toll for the navigation of the canal at the price of 18f. per
ton, but they have reduced it to 8f. The work, upon
which from 4,000 to 5,000 men are to be engaged, is to be
completed in five years.

New Water Pipes.—The Courrier de Lyon states that

water-pipes made of thick glass, covered with a coating
of bitumen, and made to insert into each other with bitu-
men joints, are manufacturing at Rive-de-Gier. These
pipes, will, it is asserted, bear a higher degree of pressure
than those of cast-iron, and are 30 per cent, cheaper.

International Communicatiojis.— In reviewing the
evidence of the progress of mind and development of
civilization, the watchful observer may note the inter-
change of feelings and sentiments between nations not
long since estranged and hostile, between distant races
connected by origin and languages, but till lately too far
removed to exercise much influence on mutual relations
and interests. The extension and simplification of post-
office communication has almost reunited families whose
members were widely separated. For all purposes of
business, for exchange of tokens of friendship, the settler
ia India, or even China, is now nearer than his father
might have been if located in Austria or Italy. The class
of travellers who paid an autumnal visit to a point on the
sea-coast of their native isle uow spread over the more
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genial clime of southern France, or traverse the bosom of

the majestic Rhine ; while the richer and more enterpris-

ing visit Italy or Greece, and are likely to be led by
curiosity and thirst for novelty to the regions laid open by
the discoveries of a Tasman or a Cook. What thoughts
are suggested by facts indicative of such mighty changes

in society as are shown by the public offer for hire of

summer residences on the banks of the Arno or the Tiber,

or the approaching sale of a territory in Wisconsin, on the

banks of the mighty Mississippi ! What in the last gene-

ration could have availed an offer of 20,000 acres of land,

or the additional seignory of inexhaustible mineral riches ?

Occupation of such a property westward of Lake Michigan
would once have been an exile ; now it will merely afford

the purchaser an agreeable change of residence. These
investments of wealth and exchange of interests are the

great guarantees for the friendship of nations, and will do
more to render war likely to be superseded, than all the

quackeries of peace conventions existing or prospective.
•— Times,

: Court of Chancery.—Curtis v. Mason.—An appeal from an
order of the Vice-Chancellor, directing the defendant to be charged
with a sum of 8067., lost to the estate of the testator by the insolvency
of his co-executor. The question is whether an executor has com-
mitted a wilful default by allowing his co-executor to retain posses-
sion of a sum of money tor the payment of a legatee, when he had
notice that the money was not paid at the time the co-executor had
promised to pay it, and when he suffered it to remain in the hands
of the co-executor for six months, without demanding its reinvest-
ment.—The Vice-Chancellor thought that, under such circumstances,
an executor was answerable for the loss of the money. It was argued
in support of this decision, that nothing but a case of the strongest
necessity would form any justification for an executor permitting
the estate of a testator to remain under the sole control of his

co-executor, and that in the present case there had been neither
necessity nor any justification. To the executor it was argued
at some length that the cases of wilful default cited by the
other side were not applicable to the circumstances of the present
one. Here the executor had parted with money to his co-executor,
in order that it might be paid to the legatee, in the same manner as
the testator himself would have parted with it to a man in whom he
had confidence, because he named him as executor. It was sub-
mitted, therefore, that the executor was not liable, as there was no
breach of trust, and that the loss must be considered the same as if

it had been a loss by the testator.—The Lord Chancellor observed
that the case was a painful one ; the money had been lost to the
legatee l>y the insolvency of one of the executors, and the only ques-
tion was, on whom the loss must fall. It appeared that the execu-
tors, Mason and Marshall, concurred in selling out the stock, for the
order to the broker was in their joint names; both, therefore, were
liable. They afterwards met at the house of one of the legatees, and
having divided the money in six portions, they paid five to the
persons then present, and Mason allowed Marshall to carry away
the sixth, in order to pay it to the legatee, who resided at Ply-
mouth. Marshall went to Bath in order to obtain that legatee's
assent to the withholding from her trustees at Plymouth a sum
which he had previously advanced to her. That consent was not
obtained, and a period of six months elapsed, during which Mason
made no inquiry about the money, or sought for its reimbursement,
although Marshallhad pledged himself, on leaving London, to invest
it in their joint names within a week if the dispute with the legatee
was not brought to a termination. No reason had been .assigned
for this delay, or for the neglect on the part of Mason to have the
money reinvested, six months after, Marshal] died insolvent. The
case was one of wilful default ; nnd^ however hard it might be,
Mason must now replace that portion which had been lost by his

negligence a:* an executor. His Lordship, therefore, affirmed the
order ofthe Vice-Chancellor.
Court ok ExcHEQirEn.—Pznniger and Another v. Clark—The

same v. Dawes.—Mr. Thcsiger stated that these were actions by
Messrs. Pinnigcr and Wcstmacott, eminent solicitors, to recover
from the defendants compensation for professional services, which
resulted in the defendants becoming entitled, as next of kin, to a
large proportion of the immense wealth left by the late Baroness de
Feucheres. In order to give the jury some idea of the nature and
extent of the services rendered by the plaintiffs, or more properly, by
Mr. Westmacott (for the business was almost exclusively managed
by him), it would be necessary to advert shortly to the singular and
eventful history of the Baroness de Feucheres, the details of which,
by the exertions of Mr. Wcstmacott, were now clearly ascertained.
The Baroness de Feucheres was of the humblest origin : she was one
of ten children ; her father's name was John Daw, and she was born
at St. Helen's, in the Isle of Wight, in the year 1 790. There was no
register of her baptism, but it appeared that her parents were in the
most destitute circumstances, for Sophia Daw, afterwards the Baro-
ness de Feucheres, was an inmate of the parish workhouse of New-
port, in the Isle of Wight, from 1796 to 1S05, when she was put out
as a parish apprentice. Shortly afterwardsshewenttolivcwitha gentle-
man, who settled on her a small annuity, which she afterwards sold,

and the produce of which enabled her, in 1809, to apprentice herself

at a school in Chelsea, where she acquired the rudiments of that
education which afterwards enabled her to make so conspicuous a
figure. From 1809 till 1815, Sophia Daw resided in Gloucester-
street, Queen's-squarc. Here she educated herself, acquired a know-
ledge of languages, and made herself mistress of many accomplish-
ments. During this period she also became acquainted with the Due
de Bourbon, and in the year 1815, after the peace, went over to

France, and became acquainted with a nobleman who resided in the
establishment of the Due de Bourbon, and who afterwards became
her husband, Adrian Victor, Baron de Feucheres. In 1817, Sophia
Daw, or as she called herself, Dawes, returned to England, and was
living in Poplar-street, New Kent-road. For some purpose she
thought it necessary or expedient, whilst living there, to have herself

baptised as an adult. In the particulars there registered, she stated
that she was born at Southampton, in l/ (J2, and that her parents
resided there. In 1818, Sophia Dawes wns married to the Baron de
Feucheres. She was then possessed of 214,000 francs, which she had
derived from the bounty of the Due de Bourbon. At the time of the
marriage, a contract was entered into, under which the parties
marrying stipulated that the survivor was to have the property pos-
sessed at the time of the marriacre, but after-acquired property was
to be subject to the control of the parties. On the occasion of this

marriage, the baroness got her father, who was then living, to make
an affidavit, in which he stated that she was born in 179 J. From the
time of the marriage until the year 1824, the Baron and Baroness de
Feucheres resided together without any remarkable occurrence. The
lady's talents and accomplishments enabled her tomakeaconspicuous
figure at the French Court, where it seems she enjoyed considerable
influence. It appeared, however, that the Baron de Feucheres enter-

tained some suspicion as to the nature of the intimacy which existed

between the baroness and the Doe de Bourbon. To allay his suspi-
cions, the baroness induced the Due dc Bourbon to make a declaration
that she was his natural daughter. This served the purpose for

which it was intended only a short time, and in 1829 the Baron de
Feucheres obtained a regular decree of separation, or what we should
call divorce, from the French courts. After this the baroness resided
with the Due de Bourbon until 1 830, when he died, leaving her by his
will property to the amount of 500,000/. There were suspicions that
he had eometo his death unfairly and by violence. The Baroness de
Feuch was tried for this in the Criminal Court, in France, and
acquitted, and it was only just to her memory to add, that from all
that had since transpired, and though all the particulars had been
thoroughly investigated, there did not appear to be any tbundatign

for this imputation on her character. Some time after her trial and
acquittal, the baroness formed the determination to return and reside

in England. She purchased a place near Christchurch for about
20,000/. She purchased a house in Hydc-park-square, and trans-
mitted about 100, ooo/. in money to England. She came over her-
self in 1840, being then in very bad health, and on the 15ih December,
1840, she died, leaving no will, but leaving a testamentary paper, by
which she left several legacies ; amongst others one to the celebrated
Odillon Barrot, and the bulk of her property to a niece, Charlotte
Taillennand, the daughter of a sister who had married a French-
man, Monsieur Taillennand. The validity of the testamentary
paper was contested by the next of kin, and amongst those were the
defendants, Mary Ann Clark, a sister of the Baroness de Feucheres,
who had married an attorney's clerk, and became a widow in 1820,
and James Dawes, the brother of the Baroness de Feucheres, who
was the defendant in the second action. Mr. Wcstmacott was their

attorney and adviser. The testamentary paper left by the baroness
was ultimately set aside, but still there were great difficulties in esta-

blishing the claims of the next of kin. It was necessary, in the
outset, to identify the Baroness de Feucheres, and prove her legiti-

macy. This was extremely difficult, under the circumstances. She
was born in 1790 ; at her baptism she declared she was born in 1702;
in the marriage contract she stated herself to be born in 1793 ;

and her father, in his affidavit, stated that she was born in 171)1.

Again, her mother had turned Catholic, and died in a convent at

Hammersmith; and, in the register of her death, she was described
as a spinster. To render the difficulty of tracing the pedigree
greater, this obscure family had, several years before, changed the
name from Daw to Dawes. The Baron de Feucheres was still living,

and claimed to be entitled as survivor under the marriage contract.
M. Taillennand and the executors claimed under the testamentary
papers. Litigation of the most extensive and complicated kind was
carried on, both in France and England. Mr. Westmacott conducted
all the voluminous correspondence, and incurred an actual outlay of
5,6*00/., for which he never could have been compensated if he had
not succeeded, as the defendant was poor. It was impossible to

describe the labour and anxiety he had undergone for two years.

His efforts, however, were at length crowned with success. He
entered into an arrangement which would give the defendant, Mrs.
Clark, as a minimum share, 70,000/. There was a decree of the Court
of Premier Instance in favour of the next of kin, but from this there
was an appeal to the Cour Royale. The Baron Feucheres had trans-

ferred his rights to a corporation, which was entrusted with the
management of the hospitals in Paris. A long negotiation took
place with respect to the claims of the hospital administration.
The president of the Cour Itoyale was an active member of the
hospital administration, and it was thought advisable to compromise
the claims of the hospitals for a sum of about 13,000/., an arrange-
ment which, he was sorry to soy, could not be completed until the
counsel for the hospitals got 2p,00O francs for his private share ; an
arrangement to which Mr. Westmacott was no party, but at which
he expressed his indignation in the strongest manner. When the
business was completed, great gratitude was expressed ; but, in the
end, Mr. Westmacott met with nothing but ingratitude for his ser-

vices. Those services were of such 'a nature as made it impossible
to charge in the usual manner. The claims of Mr. Westmacott
were referred to Mr. Amory, a most respectable member of the legal

profession, who awarded that Mr. Westmacott should receive 7,000/.

beyond his outlay for his services. The defendants refused to sub-
mit to this award, but since the action commenced Mrs. Clark had
paid into court 1,6007., and the other defendant 1,400/., which did
not cover the outlay, so that it would be for the jury to say what Mr.
Wcstmacott was entitled to for his services.—Before any witnesses

were examined, Lord Abinger interposed, and observed that there

was no doubt Mr. Westmacott's services were of a most meritorious

description, but he did not know how a jury could estimate them.
He thought the matter ought to be referred to some gentleman in

the profession, by whose award the parties would be bound.—Mr.
Kelly, for the defendants, asked leave to state that his clients were
never disposed to underrate the claims of Mr. Westmacott ; they
wished him to be rewarded liberally. But there were other persons
who claimed as next of kin of the Baroness dc Feucheres, and it was
difficult to obtain their concurrence, and unfair that the defendants
should pay the whole expense.—After some further communication
between the court and counsel, the cause was referred to a barrister,

to ascertain the amount to which the plaintiffs were entitled.

Prerogative Coukt.-—i// rt William Martin.—The testator

employed a friend to prepare a will for him, by which he bequeathed
the whole of his small property to his children. The friend drew it

on a printed form, and the testator and the two witnesses, appearing

to misunderstand the form, signed their names in the margin, at the

side of the conclusion. ISy doing so the name of the deceased was
placed in the middle of the appointment of the executors. Sir H. J.

Fust held that this was not in compliance with the wording of the

act of Victoria, which required the signature to be " at the foot or

end $t of the paper, and consequently rejected the motion for probate.

CENTRAL Criminal Court.— Sentence Respited.— On Mon-
day se'nnight a respite of the sentence of death pronounced
against Giuseppe Azzop'ardi was received by the Governor of

Newgate. The prisoner was convicted at the last sessions of

the Central Criminal Court of the murder of a female named
Rosa Sluyk, residing at Smyrna, who took him into her house
as a protection against thieves, and the extreme sentence of the
law was pronounced against him, which, at the time, was
believed would not be carried into effect. The sentence will ulti-

mately be transportation for life.

Summkii Assizes.—Oxford Circuit.—Aiukodow—Hubert
Alfred and William Aldridga, James Aberdeen* and 26 other
persons, were placed at the bar upon an indictment charging them
with a conspiracy to cut down the fences, gates, and trees of

Robert Fuller Graham, and with having afterwards unlawfully
assembled in a tumultuous manner to carry into effect the
destruction of the said property. There were other counts in the
indictment, charging the defendants with a riot; with assaulting
certain constables in the execution of their duty; and with the
rescue of James Aberdeen, while in the custody of the constables.
It appeared that prior to the year 1 8:i6, there were in the borough
of Newbury two open fields, called the East-field and the West-
field, which were what is generally known as Lammas land ; and
that from time immemorial the householders of the borough of
Newbury had exercised the right, whether a strictly legal right
or not, of turning their cattle into these open fields after the corn
had been cleared away. This mode, however, of enjoying the
property being found by experience to be not free from incon-
venience, a public meeting was called in 1836 of the landowners
and other parties interested in those open fields, and at that
meeting a resolution was adopted by which it was declared that
it would be expedient to avail themselves of the provisions of
the General Inclosure Act, 6 and 7 William IV., c. 115. A
majority of the signatures to the agreement, which was drawn
up in order to carry this resolution into effect, consisted of the
signatures of householders who were induced to sign the agree-
ment upon a distinct representation made to them by the land-
owners, on whose behalf Mr. Graham canvassed for signatures,
that a compensation cither in land or money should be made to
them in lieu of the privilege which they had formerly enjoyed.
Some doubts, however, were raised about the legality of the
claim which the householders made, and a case wassubmitted to
Sir W. Follctt, and Mr. Bellenden Ker, who delivered an opinion
that the householders had no commonable right upon this Lam-
mas land. At a second public meeting, held in January, 183/, the
opinion was produced, and the householders were informed that

those who wished might erase their signatures from the agree-
ment. The lands, however, were inclosed, and were held in

severalty from the year 1887 to the year 1842, when Mr. Graham
had planted his allotment with some ornamental plantations.

On the 21st of September in the last-named year, a considerable
number of persons, above 100, came to Mr. Graham's residence,

and sent in to say that they wanted to speak to him. Upon
his coming out Robert Aldridgc, who acted throughout as the

ringleader, said "You unhang these gates, and let us in, in

order to save these fences," pointing at the same time to Mr.

Graham's inclosures. Mr. Graham refused, and said that if they
wished to try their right, he would enter into a written agree-
ment to pay the costs of both parties, let the result of the trial

be what it might. This, however, did not satisfy the mob ; they
stated they were determined to have the fields open, and that
they would go to Dr. Binney to hear the truth. They then went
away, but about 5 o'clock Mr. Graham was informed that some
boys and men were trespassing in his home ground, part of the
inclosed land, and upon his going out a-nd remonstrating with
the men, he was attacked by a large number of persons, knocked
down twice, and escaped into his house again with difficulty.

Aberdeen and another man were taken into custody, but the
violence of the mob was so great, that the magistrates thought
it most prudent to release him upon his undertaking to appear
before them the next day. This concession, for as such it. was
regarded by the rioters, incited them to further acts of violence.

A bugle was sounded, a large body of people again collected,

Mr. Graham's fences, gates, and trees, were pulled down and
destroyed, and other portions of his property much damaged.
This is an outline of the case, and it is hardly necessary to enter
into fuller details, as all the defendants, except three, who were
afterwards acquitted, accepted the offer made to them on the
part of the prosecutor after the case for the prosecution had
closed, and withdrew their plea of Not Guilty, and pleaded
Guilty, upon undertaking upon their own recognizances to
appear and receive the judgment of the Court when called upon.
It was intimated that judgment would not be prayed for unless
they were again guilty of breaking the peace.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL*St Thursday.—There was so little business done

that no quotation can be given, but the following is the betting
at Liverpool for the Derby :—4 to 1 agst Scott's lot ; 16 to 1 agst
Ugly Buck ; 1000 to 20 agst Wadastra c, (t) j 1000 to 20 agst Foig
h. Ballagh, (t); 1500 to 50 agst John Day's lot, bar the favourite,

(t), St. Leger— 7 to 4 on Scott's lot.

Yacht Race.—The match between Lord A. Paget's Mystery and
the Enigma, the property of Mr. Reed, of Ipswich, both iron
yachts of 25 tons, belonging to the Royal Thames Yacht Club,
took place on Monday from Blackwall to Holyhaven and back
for 100/. aside. The Enigma won the challenge cup a short time
since, and the builders of the Mystery, in order to fully test the
merits of that vessel against the powers of the Enigma, sent forth

a challenge to sail her for the above-named sum, which was
accepted, and they started at a quarter past 12 on Monday; the
Mystery taking the lead, which she maintained throughout,
rounding a vessel at Holyhaven, about five minutes in advance
of the Enigma, and ultimately winning by eighteen minutes.

MARK LANE, Friday, July 14.—There were several parcels
of English Wheat at market this morning, which sold readily at
2.9. advance since Monday. Free Foreign was a good sale at a
similar improvement, and bonded is 2s. higher. Barley is rather
dearer, which is also the case with Peas and Beans. The Oat-
trade is improving, and rather more money has been made since
Monday.

BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER. S. S.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 4G to 66
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and YorKshire^ . . 41 to 69

Barley Malting and distilling 25 to 32
O^ts, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . folands IKto 23
_— Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed — to —

Irish Feed to 18
Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 22 to 26 Tick

Pigeon, Heligoland . . 28 to 34 Winds. — to—
Peas, White 28to34 Maple 28 to 32

X. s.
Red 40 to 62
White — to—
Grind. 19 to yn
Feed 14 to £2
Potato 14 to 22
Potatolfl to 24

— to —
22 to 27 Harrow 23 to 31

to—Lnngpod
Grey 27 to 30

WBBKr.Y IMPERIAL AVKRAGKS.
[".. Wheat.

June 2 47 11

— 9 ... 48 4— 16 . 4» U— 28 - . . 4!) 8— 30 - . - 41) »
July 7 -IN - 49 10

Q weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Dutiei

40 1

20

Barley. Oats- Rye. Beans. Peas
% 27 3 18 30 3 27 10 29 1

27 3 i8 a 30 6 28 8 2!) 7
27 3 18 6 30 7 28 4 20 7
27 7 18 31 2 20 80 11
27 lo 19 7 31 e, 29 1 32 :i

23 8 19' 7

18

32 8 29 9 8J 7

27 8 81 1 28 9 30 «

8 10 6 11 6 10 (>

-ARHrVAl,S IN" THE JUVKR LAST WEEK-
Flour.

English . 4403 Ska. — Brls.
I rish •

Foreign 9* 1050

Wht. Bari. Malt. Oats. Rye. Bns.
.1017 281 «W07 1628 M* ;;:ii!

;— 774 12 29896 MM —,
3«."i0 .110 __ —

64

ARRIVALS THIS WKKK.

Knplish
Irish •

Scotch .

Foreign

When*.
:mmo

10040

ltarley
CO

2020
m

Oats
1170
4110

1810

Flour
53.10

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
' BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED.—J. Hopkins, Sotithwnrk, currier—V.
(Ireatbauh, jun., Nevvcastle-under-Lyme, cabinet-maker—J. W. Sumner, Kead-

BANKRUPTS—C. II. Griffiths, Enfield, Middlesex, draper—G. Gandell
and J. B. IliffffS, City, bill-brokers—T. Coleman, St. Alban's, licensed victualler

— S. Hillinjrsley, .jun., Harwich, merchant—T. Slagg, Manchester, merchant-—
J. Wood, Manchester, baker—B. Pornil, Irnnbridge, Salop, mercer—W. Eh*51 '

Spalding, Lincolnshire, builder— J. Percival, jun., AVhitechapel-road, 80BP"

maker— J. Mills, jun., Acton, Suffolk, carpenter—J. Watts, Holborn, licensed-

victualler—F. Kennedy, Kew Bond-street, stationer— W. J. Koome, Grille -

church-street, cutlery ajrent— H. A. Hobbs, Isle of Thanet, Kent, carpenter-—
H. Jones, Canterbury, wine-merchant—J. A. Stirton, Chandos-street, Covent-
^jarden, grocer.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.—J. Heg#ie, Dechmont, Linlithgow,wright-

roflvenor,
ot

,»tW of Mi'J';r

lady oi T. »-

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

A S GARDENER—A single Man, who has a good

^JL practical knowledge of forcing: in Fruits, &c.j Stove aw
Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden, Fruit /I rcj-jvi

and Orchard, Draining;, &c. Can have an unexceptional

character from the family he has left.—Direct to J. M., 8, i^w

Road. Chelsea.

AS GARDENER.—A young Man, 28 years of age. He

can be highly recommended for strict integrity and a^»<*

knowledge Of Gardening in all its various departments, io)

of the Noblemen's Gardeners he has lived with.—-Direct to u. "

2, Henry-street, Upper John. street, Liverpool-road, Isling^^

A S GARDENER.—A respectable single young Man,

.-JL who has a good practical knowledge of bis Boffl»e«»t

cultivation of Pines, Grapes, &C. Can have a good
I

cha ract ^
integrity, industry, and sobriety. Direct, A. B., 4, ueorfe

Camberwell, Surrey. ^ _
—

Fleet-street. > n

.my of Itf» d -

bo address

•d by Messrs. Bradbury and Evans, /^K»f-**J3
e
ISn&lBbed by then!

Precinct of Whi.ciriar.s, in the City * **£* i'^bc County of *>f;
Printed

the

dlcsex, where all Advertisements and CwwnuiucaUWrt are

to the Editor—Saturday, Ju'y ™> !*«•
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T>OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S PARK.
TmxrAWARDS OF THE PR'ZES GIVEN AT THE EXHIBI-**UN HELD ON WEDNESDAY, July 19, 1843.

Mrn Collcctions °f 35 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, 1st prize to

art i Xne8
' Gapd «icr to G. W. Norman, Esq., Bromley Common

;

and
G< Clarke

>
Gardener to M. T. Smith, Esq., Shirley Park ;

rnv TO FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN, and Others.
rrHE WEST LONDON FLORI CULTURAL EX-
_f~

HIBITION will take place in the Grounds of the Alms'
Houses of the Butchers' Charitable Institution, at Wainam
Green, Fulham, on Tuesday the 8th, and Wednesday the 9th of
August, 1843 ; when Prizes of Silver Cups and Medals will be
awarded. A List of the Prizes and the Regulations of the Show
maybe obtained of Mr. J. T. Neville, Ebenezer House, Peckham.

T)OYAL SURREY ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
^ l SUPERB SUMMER FLOWER SHOW, on Tuesday,
July 25.—The Royal South London Floricultural Society,
will hold their Second Grand Miscellaneous Exhibition of Flowers!
Fruits, and Vegetables, for 1843—upwards of 80 Prizes, consisting
of a Silver Vase, Gold and Silver Medals, Ornamental Plate, &c.
will be awarded for Picotees, Roses, Heartsease, Carnations,
Ericas, Cut Flowers, Specimen and Orchidaceous Plants, various
British-grown Fruits, and Vegetables, Honey, Indigenous
Plants, and other Floral products of the season, which will be
exhibited in splendid Pavilions and Marquees, from 1 o'clock till
7. All the attractive Entertainments of the Gardens will be
added, on a scale of extraordinary splendour.
Admission, One Shilling.— Gates open at 1 o'clock.—Firing tocommence at half-past 9 precisely.

INGSTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL EX-
HJBITION, September 14, 1843.

For particulars apply to J Jackson , Hon. Sec.

FLORISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER,

B SAUNDERS, Nurseryman, Florist, &c.
• Island of Jersey, begs to inform Amateurs of Cape and

other Bulbs that he has the following varieties to dispose of in
August and September next, many of which are for the first time
offered to the public. Orders will be executed in rotation s»s
received, and cash or reference required from unknown corre-
spondents ; and as the stock of many of the varieties is very
limited, early orders are requested.

List of Bulbs.

fOr (fill *.'
•» * —-«««*.« -w - wv... n,»i ,,j JL^iJKIij Uttfttll""""

lev • £{ * S
ns of 6 Stovc and Greenhouse Climbers, 2d to Mr. Paw-

Utnr- G# clarke
- For Collections of 9 distinct Fuchsias,

Game*™ t0 Mr
' Lain S> Nurseryman, Twickenham ; 2d to Mr.

man l),u
rSeryman

'
Battcrsea; 3d (Extra) to Mr. Smith, Nursery-

Bcrkhniii ?
n
"j Kxtra Drizcs t0 Messrs - Lar»e and Son, Nurserymen,NuSS^; ?

Ir
' Smith '

Nurseryman, Hackney ; Mr. Catleugh,

prize to Mr p m
ea " For CoIIections of Scarlet Pelargoniums, 1st

For Collcrti ' Florist, Hammersmith ; Extra Prize, Mr. Baile.

and Son ana"/ °rf*
Roses in Pots

»
equal (1st) prizes to Messrs. Lane

Cut Collection. /?
ssrs

-
Paul and Son

>
Nurserymen, Cheshunt. For

Lane and Son V^ vaneties of Moss Boses, 1st prize, to Messrs.

15i» Hoses uV •

t0 Me8srs
-
Paul and y°n - For Cut Collections of

and Son • 'ii J'iL
20

,'?
Wcssrs

- Lane and Son
; 2d to Messrs. Paul

Mr. Hooker, Nurseryman, Brenchley. For Collcc-

NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
TTOUELL & Co. respectfully refer the readers of the

•*- Gardeners* Chronicle to their select List of the above
elegant tribe of plants, which appeared on the front adver-
tising page of this Paper of the 27th ult. They are now ready to
be sent out per post, free, (on the receipt of a post-office order,)
to any part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms :

12 extra fine and very supe-
rior .... 21s.

12 fine show varieties, • 12s.

12 extra fine ditto . . . 165.

The selection being left to Youkll & Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, July 19, 1843.

"PUCHSIA ST. CLARE.—A Specimen of this Magni-
ficent FUCHSIA has been again submitted to Dr. Lindlky.

v «, iv,i ^uccmca vera. jt*'or Seedling Verbenas, 1st
iuu, nurserjman, Hornsey-road, lor Excclsa. Extra prize to Mr

M.
Cl&h

-
a
F
°L

a Cwllcc*on of British Ferns in Pots, 2d prize to
of a •

od
»

Nurseryman, Norwood. For named Collectionsw &ncuItural Grasses
»
C(lual Prizes to Mr. Moore, Albany-stre^r

JJd Mr. G. Turner, Portland Town. Extra Prizes to Mr. Coated^omood, Mr. Webb, Clapbam, and Mr. Bevis. For a collection of
g
pelargoniums, in No. 24 pots (Amateurs* Class). 1st prize to Mr

Noo8
'
Widdiesex-Piace - For Collections of 12 Pelargoniums in

Gain
pots

( Nurserymen )» 1st prize to Mr. Catleugh; 2d, M r

se-v
For Collectionf* of 12 Pelargoniums, in No. 12 pots (Nur-

'tt>« 1st prize, Mr. Catleugh : 2d, Mr. Gaines. For a Seedlino-
im uA »,*;«„.« tvt- n.».i:. tvt . iir^itu.- .

o

Erica"
2
^ t0 IVlr

" Barnes » for Blandfordia, sp.
;
2d to Mr. May, for

haill p
ar,stata major ; 3d to Mr. Glendinning, Nurseryman, Turn-

Gott-prM ' for Achimencs multiflora; 4th to Messrs. Black and
]Vlr . Si* Nor^and Nursery, for Scyphar.thus clegans. Extra Prizes to
a hvhr^w^ ^' Nurseryman, Ealing, for Achimenes grandiflora and
For si ,

oxtnia
» a^d to BIr. Glendinning, for Triptilion spinosum.

f°r Ixo
Ornamental Specimen Plants, 1st prize to Mr. Barnes

Erica coccinea
5 2d to Mr. Dawson, Nurseryman, Brixton, for

^tra
a

,

m
.

pullacea
J 3d to Mr. Catleugh, for Erythrina crista*galli

:

lection
T
*f

d t0 Mr
* ^' ^^ar^e > ^or Lcschenaultia formosa. For Col-'

to s n ,
0rcn^accous Plauts, 1st prize to Mr. Mylam, Gardener

top;^u^r
>v
Esq., Wandswo: "

'
' " ~

, Stockwell.
prize to I\Ir. Mylam, for Miltonia spectabilis

; 2d

Youkll 8c Co. have therefore much pleasure in referring the
readers of the Gardeners* Chronicle to the remarks made, and
which will be found amongst the " Notices to Correspondents u
in this Paper of the 24th ult., as follows.—" Youell & Co.—From
the specimen received, St. Clare appears to be a prolific bloomer
and fine variety ; we have never seen the colour so fine in any
specimen grown near London."
Youkll & Co. can supply a limited number of fine strong Plants,

15 inches high, in 48-sized pots, at 10s. 6d. each ; or one smaller
St. Clare, with 11 other fine show varieties at 2ls., per post, free,
on the receipt of a post-office order.— Great Yarmouth Nursery,
July 19, 1843.

SUPERB CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
YOUELL & Co-, in offering their List of Chrysan-

themums (for which see their advertisement in this Paper
of the 1st inst.), to the notice of Amateurs and those who intend
competing at the autumnal exhibitions of the present season,
beg to observe, they have token such precautions for
excluding vaneties merely nominal, that they feel assured the
List will be found highly satisfactory to those who may not only
have the above object in view, but also to those who are desirous
of decorating their greenhouse and garden with this unsurpassed
Autumnal Flower. The plants are strong and healthy, and sent
free of postage (on the receipt of a Post-office order) to any part
of the United Kingdom, at the rate of 125. per dozen.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 19, 1843.

SPARAXIS. perdoz. IXIAS. s. d.
s, d. Polystachia alba p.doz. 6

Grandiflora . 3 Rubra grandiflora . ,, 5

„ hybrida . 4 Racemosa . . ,, 5

„ purpurea . 6 Cristata . - „ 5

„ splendida . 6 Flexuosa . . „ 4

„ nova . . 5 Tricolor capitata . „ 4
Tricolor . . 3 GLADIOLUS.

„ lutea . 4 Hybrida Colvillii . „ 6
„ nova

.

. 4 „ pulcherrimus „ 9
„ alba . . h „ pulchellus „ 9
,, superba . . 5 „ rubioides . ,,12
„ elegans . . 5 , f

Saundersii each 7 6
Versicolor

. 2 „ pallidus . „ 1 6
„ nova

. 5 „ hastatus „ 1

Bicolor .
. 4 „ belladonna ,, 1

„ nova . . 5 „ venustus „ 1 6
Formosa .

. 5 „ compacta „ 1 6
„ nova

.

. 5 „ ramosus ,, 5
Sanguinea

. 6 „ lilacina p.doz. 12
Stellata .

. 6 „ crispiflora „ 9
Pavonia . . 6 Insignis . . . each 5
Lilacina .

. 6 Cardinalis . p. doz. 3
„ variegata . - 7 6 Communis alba . „ 3
„ pallida

. 4 Psittacinus . ... 2
Coccinea lutea . . 7 6

. 5

WW ^ ^^

Purpurea .
m - j j t t

Antholyza electroides, each 1

Barbettn .
. 6 — ethiopica „ 1

Quadricolor
1

—

m (t
. 7 6 Bobartiaaurantiaca, p.doz. 3

Dobreen .
. 5 Iris pavonia . . „ 3

Elegans .
. 6 Oxalis grandiflora . „ 3

Decora
. 5 „ Boweana . „ 3

Splendida .
- 5 ,, rosea . . ,, 3

Superba . . 5 ,, rosacea . ,, 3
Pulchella .

. 5 ,, spectabilis . ,, 4
Pulcherrimus .

. 6 Watsonia cyanea . each 1 6
Pheasant's- eye

. 4 „ angustifolia „ 1 6
1XIAS. „ Mariana p. doz. 3

Viridiflora
. 3 Fritillaria pyramidalis ,, 3

Lilacina . . 3 SciHa peruviana . „ 5
Longifiora . 2 Bulbocodium floribundum 6

„ rosea . 2 Lachenalia quadricolor,doz. 5
Capillaris . . 4 Sternbergia lutea . ,, 2
Lilacina maculata . . 4 Best mixed Ranunculus,
Luflii - 7 6 per 100 . . . .6
Crateroides . 5 Best Scarlet Turban do.,
Bulbifera . ... . 3 per 100 . . . .4
Leucantha . 4 Best Yellow do. do., p. 100 6
Polystachia nigra . . 6

* ™

P.S.—As many as from four to six dozen of Ixias or Sparaxis
cau be sent by post, at the moderate charge of from Is. 4d. to
Is. 6d.~~ Cesarean Nursery, Island of Jersey, July 10.

«i^ -? —04., v» undsworth ; 2d to Mr. Barnes : Extra Prize
ceous Pi

0X
' Esq., Stockwell. For Single Specimens of Orchida-

to Mr Mi 18
' lst P^ze to Mr. Mylam, for Miltonia spectabilis; 2d

**caths . j
anV'or Aerides quinquevulncrum. For Collections of 20

lu>. fJij! .

P

r'ze t0 Mr. Jackson, Nurseryman, Kingston; 3d to

Heaths w 11*"
1 Nurseryman, Clapbam. For a Collection of 15

to Mr h ^rize to Mr. May. For Collections of 6 Heaths, 1st prize
de

r»er'tnT\^
t; 2d

»
eoual prizes to Mr. Barnes and Mr. Brazier, Gar-

Coliecti
" V

" H - Storey, Esq., Islcworth; 3d to Mr. Dawson. For
Wood. j?

of Statice in pots, lst prize to Mr. Jackson; 2d to Mr.

H UGH LOW and Co. have the following PLANTSj
for SALE:— x-

Trop^eolum azurcum, fine flowering roots, in a dry state . 3
s.

3
5

7
3

d.

lection ofo
; 2d

hy the inrt
1>elarPoniums, exhibited by Mr. Staines, was considered

to Mr nl
ges

,

as highly meritorious. Extra prizes were also given
^ountjoy, for " ?

a
£> Hanover- tcr

Election J
° f Chis ^

tio
»i of Jl felargonium?, of extraordinary beauty and perfec-

a,So
» not fn

'Mr ' Henderson, of Pine-Apple Place, exhibited

?
f 0rchida

ComPetition > a new species of Hibiscus, a collection

S?auUfui ^
ceo

.

us plants, containing Maxillaria Steelii, a rare and
1
rk

Hill r?
ci

!
s

' asalso °ther rare plants. By Mr. Webb, of
ied PeriT

p m » was exhibited a complete collection of the

? 0(ie ls off
° f the is,an(i of Madeira. Mr. Toward exhibited

«ower-bam!°f
Ur of tne rustic covered scats, and some models of

GlouCesrr;r
e

*;
s which now adorn the grounds of the Duchess of

^T*e sl;?aeshotPark
-

h
'

lH year t
y is directed at the close of the Exhibitions for

to?
llt

>"ibutorV
convey the thanks of the Society to the numerous

y a,,ts not 1

es^ec,a|ly to those who have generously sent in
n°ted the Q,T

Conipetition
- The extent to which they have pro-

jects of this Society is truly gratifying.

J. D. C. Sowkrby, Secretary.

\\7lLn??(.

DL^NDS ' misery, maresfield!

iJ
V

their p
M W00D and SON heg leave to inform

^iooms of »hi-!
n
o f,

nd the Public that they intend to exhibit
messrs. WARvi» q °,

1

,
1

r
ecti011 of ROSES, during the season, at

WfiR & Warnkr's, Seedsmen, 28, Coruhill, London.

Do. vo. strong 5

Do.
§

Do. a few; very large .... 7
Hydrangea japonica 1/. 55. to 3
Habrothamnus fasciculatus (sec description in the "Botani-

cal Register" for the present month) . . . .110
Paulovnia imperialis, strong 7 6

Salix japonica, new hardy tree 7 6

Podostylus sphserica 1 I

Chorozema ericoides 2 2

Fuchsia Stanwclliana, very fine 5

Phlox Van Houttii . . 7 6

A remittance or reference required from unknown correspondents.

No allowance on the Tropteolum unless more than one is ordered,

Clapton Nursery. London, July 20, 1 843.

ARAUCARIA 1MBRICATA PLANTS. .

MESSRS. VEITCH & SON having raised a consi-
. derable number of this Splendid Hardy Ornamental Tree,

are enabled to offer fine healthy plants, from 4 to 6 inches in

height, at the following moderate prices, viz. :—
10/. per 100;—5/. 105. for 50;—and 30s. per dozen.

For the convenience of some purchasers, Messrs. V. & Son
have appointed, as their London agent, Messrs. Hurst and
M'Mui'LKN, Seedsmen, No. 6, Leadenhall-street. N.B.—A remit-

tance or reference required from unknown correspondents.—
Exeter, June 10, JS43.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
"FUCHSIA EXONIENSIS."

T UCOMBE, P1NCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
-*—

^ attention of the Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which
has been raised in the Exeter Nursery, and which is decidedly
the finest variety ever produced. Flowers of it were submitted
to Dr. Lindlky, who, in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 8th inst.

f

thus expresses himself:—
M Lvcombc, Pince, and Co.—The blooms sent of Fuchsia Exoni-

ensis prove it to be a very splendid variety; it is a flower of
great substance throughout, seed-vessels dark, tube and sepals
of a rich crimson carmine; the sepals are long, they expand
freely, and disclose the rich crimson purple corolla, which is very
large, and of a peculiar denseness of texture."

The Plant was also exhibited at the last great meeting of the
London Horticultural Society on the 12th inst., and obtained the
Society's Certificate of Merit.
Strong Plants will be ready for delivery on the 10th of August

next, at 105. 6d. each, and will be sent, free of all other charge,
°y the post, carefully packed in stout tin cases. The usual dis-
count to the trade if six plants are ordered. For a full descrip-
tion, see Advertisement in the Gardeners* Chronicle ofthe 17th ult.

N.B—This Seedling Fuchsia has been fully proved, and will
give satisfaction to those who purchase it.

HpHOMAS CRIPPS, Florist, &c, Tunbridge Wells,
-*- respectfully begs to offer the following entirely new
FUCHSIAS, viz.—St. Clare, 35. 6d. ; Eppsii, 35. 6d.; Brockmanii,
35. 6rf. ; Stanwclliana, (very fine) 55.; Gem, 35. 6d. ; Iveryana,
35. 6rf.; Toddiana, (extra fine) 35. 6rf. ; Enchantress, 3s. 6d.;
Rogcrsiana, 35. 6d. ; or the set, 255. Twelve Superb and Distinct

varieties, the selection being left to T. C, 125. On the receipt of a

Post-office order, for any quantity not less than three, the above
will \ -i forwarded Post-free.

PELARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS, &c.

R WHITE & Co., Nurserymen, Poole, Dorset,
• offer strong Plants of the following beautiful collection of

PELARGONIUMS, which they will forward free to any part of
the Kingdom, on receipt of 5/., or separately at the prices affixed.

Lynes' Duke of Cornwall, 215.; Do. Sunrise, 215. j Do. Lord
Ebrington, 7s. M. \

Do. Circassian, 75. 6rf.
5 Do. Princess Royal,

2ls.; Leitch's Fair Maid of Devon, 105. fjtf. ; Bassett's Glory of

the West, 215. : Grand Monarch, 105. 6rf.
5 Queen of the Fairies,

105. 6V. ; Flush, ?$. 6'rf.; Gipsy, 7,5. Qd.

Fuchsia Exonlensis, 10$. Qd. ; Laneii, 25. 6d. ; Brockmannia,
25. utf. ; St. Clare, 2s. 6d. ; Venus victrix, 25. Qd.

Vkrbkkas—Ruma purpurea, 2.9.
; Queen, 15.; Ne plus Ultra,

15. ; Laconii, 25. 6d. ; Speciosa, 2s. 6d.

ARAUCARIA 1MBRICATA, or SIR JOSEPH BANKS'S PINE.

YOUELL & Co., possessing the most extensive stock

in the country of the above Splendid Hardy Ornamental

Tree beg to offtr them on the following advantageous terms :—

Fine'robust, 3 year-old plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10/. per 100, or

305 per dozen,—Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 19, 1843.

MYATTS NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.
T and W. MYATT intend sending out, by the middle
" • of August, their NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD
PINE, fruit of which has been exhibited at the London Horticul-

tural
subi

Chi*

at the same" time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. 10*.; British Queen, U., and
Eliza, 105. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, July 22, 1843.

THE QUEEN CABBAGE.

J& S. SHILLING beg to acquaint the Public gene-
• rally that they will do well to possess themselves of the

above Cabbage for sowing at this season of the year, which will
be found superior for earliness and certainty ol Cabbagine-to any
other. Packets, containing half-an-ounce of seed, will be for-
warded by post free, on the receipt of 25. Brf. in letter-stamps, or a
Post-office order. From the gieat difficulty in getting this sort
to bear seed, it will be always scarce, ami 'should be taken care
of; it is also very superior in every other respect.—Nursery,
North Warnhro'. near Odiham, Hants.—July, 1343.

ALBION ROAD NURSERY, STOKE NEWiNGTON.
TV/ILSfcRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS respectfully
-LyJL announce they are instructed by the Executnx oi the late

Mr. John Milne, to offer for public competition, m August next,
the splendid and choice Stock of Greenhouse, Exotic, and
other Plants, of which Catalogues will be duly published,
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tt} NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

Two Thousand Camellias, fine varieties of Azalea indica,

Large Rhododendrons, Arborkum hybridu^*, Grk&n-
BOusb and Exotic Plants, Cacti from Mexico, &c. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to submit to Public Competition by Auction, on the pre-

mises, Kingsland Nursery, Ball's Pond-road, on Wednesday-,
August 2d, 1543. and following days, at 12 o'clock, by order of

the Proprietor, in consequence of removing to Stratford, about

2,000 Double and Single Camellias, consisting of all the

approved kinds, in a high state of cultivation, a choice assort-

ment of Azalea indica. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, con-

sisting of AraucakVaexcelsa, Cuveanobile, Buonapartia,
Juncka, &c. May be viewed three days prior to Sale, and Cata-

1. gues had on the premises, of the principal Seedsmen, and of

the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

To N08k£M£N,GENTLEMEN,NURSERYMEN, BUILDERS,
and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to sell by Public Auction, on the premises, at Colvill's

N\irsery, King's-road, Chelsea, on Monday, 24th July, 1843, and

following days, at Twelve o'clock (by order of the Proprietor, retir-

ing from business), the whole of the valuable GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, consisting of fine Camellias, of various sizes, Ericas,

Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Hybrid Rhododendrons arbo-
rkuMs Gardenia Florida and radicans, and other Miscella-

neous Plants. Also, the Conservatories, Greenhouses> Glass, Hot-

water Apparatus, a large quantity of Brickwork, several Nests ot

Seed-drawers, Horse, an excellent Van, rotten Dung, &c. &c. May
be viewed a week prior to sale. Catalogues may be had on the

premises, of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers, Ameri-

can Nursery. Leytonstone.

ESTATE and MANSION, Herts.—To Be SOLD, by

Private Contract, a FREEHOLD MANSION and ESTATE,
in a highly picturesque situation, and within 20 miles of London.

Irtie Estate con^sts of a Park and Farm surrounding the Mansion,

fend containing about 600 acres, chiefly rich pasture land, with

woods and plantations. The Mansion is suitable for a family of

distinction-, and has lately been put into complete and ornamental

repair at a very considerable expense. There is a well-built

Ferrohmise, with convenient buildings. The property is in the

Wcn»>atfon of the proprietor, and possession will be given to a

Inifchaser on the completion of the purchase. For pari iculars

».nd cards to view apply to Messrs. Oliver & Raven, Solicitors,

New Bridge-street, London.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

TO LET, in the County of Kent, on a I,ease, (part of

which is expired), a NURSERY GROUND, wiih Trees,

Evergreens, and general Nursery Stock; large Greenhouse, Pit,

Frames, and Plants; with Dwelling-house, Seed-shop, and Fix-

tures; Cottage, Barn, Stable, Sheds, &c. The whole in com-
plete repair, and containing many valuable additions to any per-

son entering into the above business.— For further particulars

apply by leiter, post-paid, to Mr. Masters, Nurseryman,

Strood, Kent.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection ot

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metalworks, an extremely completeand

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted tor the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen atjheir Manufactory,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

I

I HTHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented

i- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size fromJOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall 5 Messrs. Loddiges',

Hackney ; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place ; Messrs. Veitch

and Son's, Exeter; Mr. Ponley's, Plymouth; the Royal Botanical

Society's Gardens, Regent's Park ; and at the Gardens of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have

been effected since last season 5
particulars of which are in course

of preparation. —

N ATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.
Capital, 500,00<i/.—Empowered by Parliament.

directors.
T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman.

George Lungley, Esq.
John Rawson, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq,

John Elliotson. M.D., F.R.S.
John Griffith Frith, Esq.
H. Gordon, Esq.

Joseph Thompson, Esq.

Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.
Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.

Actuary.—W. S, B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society

will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a

reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five

years' standing, viz. ;

—

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-
• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Builders, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility

and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the
Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near S loane-sqnare.

TToTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron"w founders, &c, &c, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford
Street, London, and at Cornwall Koad, Lambeth.

HENRY HUNT'S PATENT GARDEN POTS and

STANDS, for effecting improved Drainage and draught of

Air, of which highly favourable notices have appeared in Paxton's

Magazine for May, Gardeners' Magazine for June, Practical

Florist, No. 23, and Gardeners1 Gazette, May 6. Sold Wholesale

and Retail at No. 29, Queen's-row, Pimlico ; and No. 17. Great

Ryder-street, St. James's. N.B.—Nurserymen wanted as Agents

for the above in many of the provincial towns.

FQUID MANURE PUMPS of a Superior Con-
struction, fixed and portable for Liquid Manure. Garden

Pumps, Hydraulic ditto, and Pumps (or deep wells. Also Pumps
for Ships, Barges, Tanners, Soap Boilers, Brewers, &c. Well-

i
Digging and Boring executed.—Benjamin Fowler, (late George

Turner,) 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
• of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-

creek, London, price 4s. 6rf. per bushel. These substances can

be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-

mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas

Liquor, &c. Price 4s. 6d. per bushel. ^

OTTER'S GUANO. — TURNIPS, MANGEL-
WURZEL, &c. By the use of the above Manure, the

enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orange Globe Mangel WuRZEi.,by Mr. A. £oTTON,of Hil-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of

P0
^J* PottTr's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 15s. per ton ;

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre-Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,

Lambeth. ^

G U A NO ON SALE
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

Entry

1837
1838

Policy

No.
Age. Sum.

£
1,000

3,000
39
114

59
56

Annual
Premium.

Bonus
added.

£ s. d.

132 14 6

[296 9 7

Cash
Bonus.

£ s. d.

67 8 4

1/5 15

£ s. d.

58 19 9
123 6

Prem.
reduced

£ s. d.

8 19 4

16 9 7

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next

Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be

borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F. FERGUSON CAMROUX, Secretary.

BRITANNIA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY.
1, PRINCES STREET, BANK, LONDON.

This Institution is empowered by Special Act of Parliament,

(4 Vict. cap. 9), and is so constituted as to afford the benefits of

Life Assurance in their fullest extent to Policy-Holders, and to

present greater facilities and accommodation than are usually

offered by other Companies. The decided superiority of its plan,

and its claim to public preference and support, have been proved

incontestably, by its extraordinary and unprecedented success.

Assurances may either be effected by Parties on their own
Lives, or by Parties interested therein on the Lives of others.

The effect of an Assurance on a person's own life is to create

at once a propeity in reversion, which can by no other means be

realized. Take, for instance, the case of a person at the age

of 30, who by the payment of 5/. 3s. 4rf. to the Britannia Life

Assurance Company, can become at once possessed of a bequeath-

able property, amounting to 1000* , subject only to the condition

of his continuing the same payment quarterly during the remain-

der of his life,— a condition which may be fulfilled by the mere

saving of eight shillings weekly in his expenditure. Thus, by
the exertion ot a very slight degree of economy— such, indeed, as

can pcarcely be felt as an inconvenience, he may at once realize

a capital of 1000/., which he can bequeath or dispose of in any

way he may think proper.

Detailed Prospectuses, and every requisite information as to the

mode of effecting Assurances, may be obtained at the Office.

PETER MORRISON, Resident Director.

A Board of Directors attend daily at 2 o'clock, for the despatch

of business.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34s.; 20,44s.; 22, 50s.;

24 inches, 60s.; 26, 75*.; 28, 84s.; 30, 105s each.

CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. Qrf. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vasns and Pedestals in great

Now Ready, in a small Volume, Foap. 8vo. price 6s. 6d.

NEW AND USEFUL WORK FOR FARMERS.
vrpHE MUCK MANUAL: a Practical Treatise

X on the Nature and Valor of Manures, founded from

Experiments on various Crops. With a brief Scientific Account

of Agricultural Chemistry. By F. Falknkr, Esq., the^Author

o -British Husbandry." London: JpMN Ml/KRAV, AlbemariJ

street Publisher to the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

and sold by all Booksellers in Town or Country.

Just Published.— I.

rpHE GRASSES of SCOTLAND ;
containing »

X Scientific Description of each Species, wit\ RemRrks on

their Uses in Agriculture. By Richard Parnell, «£.•»£»££,
Illustrated with a Figure of each »Pe

v̂ .^amounting to 130, drawn and engraved oy the Author, in vr

Vol. royal Svo, handsomely bound in cloth, price Ms.

SEVEN LITHOGRAPHED DESIGNS for the

IMPROVEMENT OF FARM COTTAGES AND STOADIN^
with Descriptions, Specifications, and Estimates. pm»rK

Jt
u9 .S Accommodation required under the Modern System of ««

bandry, and the Defects of existing Farm Buildings, By Jam*

Cunningham, Surveyor. P^e 6*. 6d.
ftndon- a»d

William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London,

sold by all Booksellers. -

T30PULAR FLOWERS ; Price Sixpence each
;

tbetf

if Propagation, Cultivation, and General Treatment in

Seasons. There are already published :— „
THE GERANIUM, with a Coloured Plate of "Wonder.

THE PANSY ditto " Grand Duke of Russia.'

THE CARNATION, ditto "Hogg's Hampden;"
ditto " Fuchsia Chandlern."

ditto "Ansell'fc Unique."
ditto " Moss Provence.'

ditto " A White Variety."
8<

ditto " A Seedling, C. speciosis^

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.

STEPHKNSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and

DOU BLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged

in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of

various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-

turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which

offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-

mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and

of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected

by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus

affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of

employing this much approved method of heating without the

assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can he applied to Boilers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Ma. Rendlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

AOfZlo-JiciCian UOOKing otuves ; ^i«w.»^ «wt«- -----

prices being on account of the depression in the Iron lrade, arc

subject to future alterations. -^

. HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most

improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,

which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low

prices, in consequence ofthe present depressed state of the Iron 1 rade.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ;
Churches, Public or Private Buildings

&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. Alter 15

years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which

they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence

undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-

sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own

Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices:

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . *7 0s. Otf.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler, small size . • • •
3

Ditto do. large do. . • • •
4 10 °

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, 1*. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, o it.

lontr with foe horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3s. Gd. each.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. rj in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4*. Orf. each.

Strong do. do. do. « lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, ^Aw^xJKt u Vau
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at 8.9. per bundle

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, Id. each. The Improved

continued, and everv other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, &c.

HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,

3s. 6d. ; 20 inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6<Z. each.

CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,

79. - 4 feet 6, 9s. ; 5 feet, lis. ; 6 feet, 15s. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

Snow-RooMs at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley Street,

where every information maybe obtained. ___—
HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made

and fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One

two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon- Boxes andLiglts

all sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to au

parts of the Kingdom; warranted best material.
r ™2 le

Boxes and Lights complete, from 1/. 8s. Gara^^n ?
made

and glazed from Is. per foot, at Jas. Watts, Sash Manufactory,

Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.
*** Reference given.

THE FUCHSIA,
THE DAHLIA,
THE ROSE,
THE CAMELLIA,
THE CACTUS,
THE CHRYSANTHEMUM, ditto "Empress

And on the 3 1st inst., will appear, ... Qmpion.
THE AURICULA, with a Coloured Plate of " Page s Chan y

R. Tyas, 8, Paternoster-row, London^^

/CUCUMBERS IN POTS.^Only ?f*"?2g£j£,
VJ mainineO-Treatise on the Cultivation of Co™m™lst-i>*&>

pits, and dung-beds by W. P. Avres. price 3s. 6d., or pos

on receipt of a post-office order for 4s. 2d. w.

London: Shkrwoou and Co., Paternoster »«

"HEWITSON'S BRITISH BIRDS' EGGS. ^ q{

On the 1st of July was published, price is. bd., * egGS

pOLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS oftbe^^
\J of BRITISH BIRDS, accompanied with ues" r

Eggs, Nests, &c. By William C Hrwitsow.

John Van Vooest, 1, Paternoster-ro^

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS-.
f tfae Agri-

PIHEMISTRY MADE EASY, for the
y

8

|OPJIAK> M.A-

yj culturists of Great Britain, »y*e *£
ne ;

Pric „ is. Whittaker and Co., Ave^Mwa^*^_ ^
^TDlnJRST HORTICUI^^ J™,Jg

L
o? thij

IVl CULTURAL SOCIETY—The Annoai.
, 0BgT on

Society will be held at the Ohamma.^Bcho.^^ b given f£

Tuesday, the i 2th September ^^"ticulars may be bad

Flowers, Fruit, Vegetables, &c *" £ August next.

FAMILIAR ASTBONOMY^y^^J^Sgi
-T A.B., Author of aSyf^K"opular Alljebni,-^
to the Popular Geometry ,-a System oi

>
>

h Engravings,
5s.c

System of Popular Trigonometry. iamo, ^ a

lettered. wrnnomical information con J
j mCt

" There is a vast deal of »**°™™^ this delightfu 1 little^

CollS as. UPP« Gower-street.

a
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Now ready, price 4s. 6r/.,JJURAL CHEMISTRY-

Pvno .
By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun.. F.R.S.,Mpenmental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,

Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer
on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.

London: 3, Charles-street, Covent Garden.
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gratifying to the patrons of Agriculture was the exhi-

'

ration presented to them at the meeting of the Royal

SATURDAY, JULY 22, 1843.

'MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, July 25 .... South London , . . . 1p.m.

Tuesday, Ang. 1

Friday," Aug. i
Horticultural . . . . 3 p.u.
Botanical 8 p- m-

Couktut Show.- Wednesday, July 2S . Tottenham and Edmonton.

Wf must beg our readers to believe that the article
published last week on watering plants was not written
by us, as some suppose, but by a correspondent, for
"Whose opinions we are therefore not answerable. We
considered it a clever piece of ingenious speculation,
(which is all that its author intended it for,) without in
any way pledging ourselves to defend the writer's
opinions—a task which he will be well able to execute
tor himself, if it should be necessary. As, however, it
relates to a matter of considerable importance at this
season, we shall now offer a few observations upon it.

Our correspondent objects to the common practice
ot watering plants at night, because of the cold pro-
duced by the operation, in consequence of the united
action of evaporation and radiation. And he is, no
ooubt, right in supposing that the temperature is thus
iowered to some extent. But the real questions to be
etermmed are, 1st, Whether such a loss of heat is

oetrimental to plants ? and 2ndly, Whether there may
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1 Inslant, at Chiswick, no less

Agricultural Society of England at Derby, on the
it Ui 12th, and 13th. It was regretted by many of
the latter that they could not enjoy both pleasures ;and we hope that another year such arrangements
will be made by both Societies as not to interfere with
each other.

If Agriculture is of the first importance to the
nation,—because food is of all the necessaries of life
the most indispensable-Horticulture is no less so, in
a state of high civilization, where wealth abounds :and that which ministers to the pleasures and luxu-
ries ol life is next m importance to that which merely
sustains life. It is not the rich alone for whom
exotic fruits and plants are brought to perfection, but
they are gradually disseminated through the gardens
ot the middle classes, and end by adorning those of
the day-labourer. Of all luxuries, that of the varied
colours and perfumes of flowers, and the rich flavour
of domesticated fruits are the simplest, and may be

thfmlnd
S With0Ut any fear of enervating

We would now draw the attention of our readers
to the great importance of the annual meetings of the
Koyal Agricultural Society of England in the coun-
try

; and if we should venture to suggest some
jnjprovementB which may he made in til arrange-
ments we hope that it will be taken by those who
have the management of the details, not as a wish to
criticise and find fault, but to improve and perfect,and render these exhibitions still more conducive to
the advancement of the science and practice of Agri-
culture. We have attended every annual meeting

8
ofbe Society,-from the firat held at Oxford to the last

eld at Derby.-and the impression on our minds is
that of a regular and rapid improvement in every
bianch connected with the shows. The inadverten-ces and inconveniences perceived in one year have
almost invariably been corrected in the next. Cattle-shows had been long familiar to most of the leading
members. Ihe increase in the number of the ani-
mals in each class soon suggested more convenient
a. angements.; and our general impression of the
cattle-show at Derby was that of the greatest order, ifnot perfection. Before the public were admitted into

r fpfH!
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gCS aPP°inted for each class had
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to their judgment. They wereft? 3"116

' T'l f
very P°int by *hich the per-

and in liST"^ °f ?at chlM Could be ascertained
;and in listening ,.to the observations of practical

farmers, we heard 'not the slightest expreisfoi ofdoubt as to the perfect justice with which the prize
were awarded. In short, the cattle-show was the bestwe ever saw, or probably has ever been seen before •

there was a greater number of fine animals to com-
pare ;

and every farmer who paid any attention to
the show must have greatly increased his knowledge
of every kind of stock. If we are asked whether the
individual improvement in the shape and profitable
qualities of the best animals was very conspicuous
when compared with those formerly exhibited, we
must reply in the negative. The breeding of cattle
horses sheep, and even pigs, has been for manv years
brought to great perfection

; and we recollect havin-
seen animals exhibited many years ago that would
probably have gained prizes at Derby. The supe-
riority of that show consisted in the number of fine
animals brought together, affording opportunities of
nice comparison, and consequently rendering the task
of the judges more difficult. To them every praise is
due, and we believe has been generally accorded by
the body of farmers. y

We come now to another part of the exhibition,
which has increased in importance every year • wemean that of Agricultural implements and machi
nery, to make perfect work and economise manual
labour. The most rapid strides have been made in this
department. Ihe show of implements at Oxford was
not very good

;
nothing very new or perfect was exhi-

bited there. At Cambridge it was much better • Liver-
pool and Bristol surpassed the preceding ; anda Derby
there was the greatest collection of every kind ofimplement-from the simple plough to the portablesteam-engine-which had ever been broughtE.one
spot- For three days we spent many hours deliZ-
fully m following the new inventions and the improve-
ments pointed out by the different makers; and many
more day-would have been required to notice all that
was worth the attention ofthe agricultural mechanician.
But alas ! except a tolerably systematic arrangement
of the various machines, and a copious catalogue?, there
was nothing to guide the scientific or unscientific
observer to any invention or improvement of merit.
On the last day Friday, no award of the judges had
yet been published, although certain tickets might be
seen here and there inscribed with the words " Prize
of 10/., 5/., 3/.," &c, and the reporters for the papers
collected from these a list which was obtained by
great labour, and without authority, or certainty of its

k being correct. We will not say where the.fault lay,

because we do not know it; but we may venture to
suggest, how this may be avoided in future

Experience has fully proved that a public trial ofimplements is unsatisfactory, and even impracticable
These trials ought to be first made in private, before
competent judges, by persons fully acquainted with
the ideas of the inventor or improver, in such soils
and situations as they are suited to, and not in a field
chosen at random, without proper preparation, and
where a dense crowd prevents all just appreciation of
the merits of the implement. This should have been
done some time before the meeting ; and where a
public exhibition of an ingenious machine is desirable
it should already have been stamped with the appro-
bation of the judges. Allowance would then be made
by the bystanders for any failure caused by circum-
stances over which the exhibitor had no control, and
on the recommendation of the judges farmers would
purchase such instruments with some confidence, and
their use would soon be proved.
The manufacturers complained that, after all the

trouble and expense they had been at to bring highly-
finished and improved instruments to the show, they
were only gazed upon, but no minute examination
took place by the public ; and few orders were given
for want of that guide which the award of the judges
would have supplied, it is said that, in the next
Number of the Journal, which will probably come
out after Christmas, an elaborate report of the judges
ot implements will appear. Had only a slight outline
of such a report been distributed before the opening
of the Exhibition on Tuesday, all that is now com-
plained ot would have been obviated.

After we had rather minutely gone over the different
stands, not scrupling to ask many questions, which
were invariably answered with the greatest alacrity,
we went away with a strong impression that much of
the mechanical ingenuity and accurate execution of
the makers of nice and delicate machinery, such as is
used in manufactures, was transferred to the makers
of agricultural machinery; and, for a sanguine imagin-
ation, it was not difficult to anticipate improvements
and inventions as great and useful in Agriculture as
machines for making stockings, lace, or bobbin-net
have been in manufactures, and productive of equally
important results;— but we are launching out a little

beyond our province, and we shall be reproved by the
old saying, Ne sutor ultra crepidam.—M.

Considering how very large a part of the expense
of a garden consists in the glass used in the construc-
tion of its buildings, it is a matter of the greatest
moment to know what is the most economical form
of this substance that can be employed. Here we find,
as in so many other cases, that the cheapest material
is the dearest. It is usual to employ crown glass, and
very often a bad description of that kind—thin,
brittle, ill-annealed, and cheap. It looks very
well when new, but after a few weeks' use a sash is
suddenly struck an accidental blow, and smash go a
few panes. Then comes frost, and chip go others in
all directions from the laps; so that in the short space
of a twelvemonth the glazed sashes are full of
broken squares, or of new ones in the room of those
which have dropped out.

What is called sheet-glass is a dearer material at
nrst but so thick, elastic, and well-annealed, that it is
"able to none of the inconveniences just described;
on the contrary, it resists all the ordinary accidents of"
usage; its elasticity prevents its being broken by
trost, and after many years it scarcely demands
repair. We leave our readers to judge for themselves
which it is preferable to employ under such circum-
stances.

At the Garden of the Horticultural Society, the
great iron conservatory is glazed with this material;
and up to the present time not a score of squares has
been broken in the roof by frost or accident. It was,
however, more particularly for the power which this
glass was expected to possess of resisting hail that it
was employed by the Horticultural Society in the
construction of their conservatory ; and although it
has been hitherto exposed to no trial in that place
yet it has proved so thoroughly efficient elsewhere
that we have been desirous of introducing with these
remarks the following important letter from Mr
Paxton, dated Chatsworth, July 19 :_

"A most terrific hail-storm rao-Pfl" K *« i
•

doing great damage to the crops by breaking, in

SEt'iSE*' TK
e" n̂ths 0f the s*ems of Wheat, and

«S?5 ' The Horticultural buildings have also

Jff ?!? Severe1^ At the Sheffield Botanic
uaraens 5,000 squares were broken ; in the Rectory-
gardens, at Darfield, about 1,000 feet were destroyed ;and at Mr. Young's, near Sheffield, and many other
places, the greenhouses were completely riddled, and
the plants in them much damaged. But at Mr
Roberts's, of Queen Mary's Tower, Sheffield, whose
houses are glazed with the German sheet-glass, and
where the storm raged in its utmost fury, only two
squares were broken, and a few starred, and these
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were not in the roof, but in the end where the wind 1

drove the hail-stones from the south-west. At Chats-

worth, not one square in the great conservatory, or in

any of the houses glazed with the sheet-glass, was

injured. This is a most decided proof (if any were

wanting) of the strength and superiority of this

material for Horticultural buildings, skylights, &c.

;

and when we consider the great size of its squares, its

clearness, and comparative cheapness, we may assert

that the day is not far distant when it will be univer-

sally adopted in all Horticultural buildings, or wher-

ever glass is required to be exposed to storms/'

SPRENGEL ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
( Continuedfrom page 478.)

6. Cotton grass. (Eriophorura vaginatum and E.poly-

stachyon.)—This plant is largely used as litter in the

boggy moors of North Germany, where it is called

•* Luck." At the first setting in of frost it is cut, and at

once carted away. It is generally mixed with Reindeer

moss, Sphagnum, and the cross-leaved Heath. The moss

of peaty bogs is one of the worst of litters, for l,0001bs.

contain only 7-101b. potash and soda, 2-101b. of lime and

magnesia, l-101b. sulphuric acid, traces of phosphoric

acid, and 3- 101b. of chlorine. The value which Cotton

grass has as litter is equally trifling, it being nearly as

deficient in potash, soda, lime, &c. 100,000 parts in an

air-dried state contain of mineral substances :

—

1,028 parts of silica

lime
magnesia
potash and soda—(the green plant con-

tains, however, 416 parts of potash

and soda).

alumina
oxide of iron and manganese
sulphuric acid

phosphoric acid

chlorine

254
110

3

ft

t»

tt

36
118
43
27
4

ft

tt

tt

tt

1,603 parts of mineral substances.
* Cotton grass litter is the better the more Reindeer moss

(Lichen rangiferinus) it includes, because the latter

contains much nitrogen; at least it may be presumed so

from its nutritious qualities.

Manure obtained from Cotton grass will decompose
sooner than that obtained from straw ; its effects therefore

are not of long duration. Generally speaking, it is not
much valued by farmers, the correctness of whose opinion

we do not, however, decide upon.
7. Common Broom (Spartium scoparium).—Wherever

Broom grows abundantly it is worth while to gather it for

litter; it must, however, be cut and dried when young,

else it will be too woody. It is chiefly valuable for the

great quantity of nitrogen it contains, which may amount
to 12—15 lbs. in 1000 lbs. of the dry plant.

100,000 parts of green-gathered air-dried Broom contain

of mineral substances :

—

120 parts of silica

296 It lime

52
242
12

tt

ft

it

magnesia
potash

soda
160 ft alumina
70 ft oxide of iron

8
15

it oxide of manganese
sulphuric acid

152
18 it

phosphoric acid

chlorine

1,145 parts of mineral substances.

Common Broom contains much tannin and wax, for

whiclt reason the manure obtained from it must not be
carried on the fields without due preparation. It must be
thoroughly rotted in order to render the woody parts tender.

8. Forest-litter.—Under this name are comprehended
weeds growing in forests, cut off with iron implements,
decayed leaves, the leaves of Firs, Pines, &c, small
branches, Sec. The weeds contained in Forest-litter con-
sist of various plants, especially mosses ; but as the latter
do not constitute valuable manure, the importance of
Forest-litter is chiefly owing to its phsenogamic plants,
leaves, &c. It is somewhat better if, instead of mosses,
an abundance of lichens is contained in it, and better still

if it * idudes fungi, which are always rich in nitrogen.
T' „ value of many plants found copiously in forests, such
as Heath, Blackberries, Wortleberries, Ferns, and
common Broom, has just been spoken of, and as we also
know what value litter composed of different sorts of
leaves possesses, we possess a certain scale for determining
the value of Forest-litter, so far as the different plants
contained in it are concerned.

If Forest-litter contain many of the plants just quoted,
or much leaves^ it is always best to heat it in large heaps
before it 15 used in the stables. If, on the contrary, it

chiefly consists of mosses and lichens;, it may be employed
as Ktter at once ; because in that case a rather too quick
decomposition is to be apprehended. lOOlbs. of the dry
moss, Hypnum, contain Tyb. potash and soda, ^lb. lime',

sfolb. sulphuric acid, and a trace of phosphoric acid and
chlorine. lOOlbs. of the dry moss Polytrichum contain
no potash or soda, some traces of sulphuric acid, phos-
phoric acid and chlorine, and ^lb. of lime and magnesia,
being therefore a material of the very worst description.

9. Flags (Iris pseudacorus, I. germanica, aqd Acorus
calamus)— Flags abound in most powerful manuring
substances, and should therefore be carefully collected.
They, however, decay so speedily that the manure tjius
obtained cannot be buried too quickly.

10. Refuse of the Flax and Hemp-dressers.—Expe-

rience has shown that the above substances have little value

as litter, and that the manure thus produced has no nourish-

ing properties. Flax and hernp refuse afford the surest proof

that thegoodness of litter chiefly depends on certain chemi-

cal constituents. Neither contain potash or soda, very little

lime and magnesia, and merely a trace of sulphuric and

phosphoric acids and chlorine, which are exactly the sub-

stances of which soil is in most cases deficient. Flax and

hemp refuse possesses indeed as much, and even more car-

bon than pea and bean-straw; still it yields a much worse

manure, which is to be attributed to the want of nitrogen.

It yields humic acid very slowly ; and the decomposition

is very difficult, on account of the woody fibre/jof which
it is almost entirely composed. If it is ever to be used

as litter it must be packed wet in large heaps, and heated

for a considerable time.
(To be continued.)

HEATING APPARATUS.
I have for the last five years heated two Pine-pits,

each fifty feet long, belonging to C. Turner, Esq., M.P.,
by means of an apparatus of my own invention, which has

hitherto worked well, and only requires a small quantity

of the refuse of coal to keep up the proper heat As the

apparatus is very simple, andean be easily applied to any
pit, and that at a small cost, I have been induced to sub-
mit to you the inclosed drawings, which I hope will fully

explain the nature of my plan of heating. The boilers are

quite exposed in the inside of the houses, and have merely
as much brick-building in front as is required for conveys
ing the smoke-flue into the wall.

Inside of Home

Pipe ft
,1
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if—rz^f—iSr Water'^

z&zSWnter hz *—
1 —.*-

Fire Place i ;: e» \ B
t*r

Ask ! Pit
f *

' 1.9
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Ash Pit

I

I

I

I

lib

I

t
Section on line B C. Section on line CD*

Elevation of Furnace.

The fire is put into the furnace at B ; from thence the
heat passes up through the under part of the boiler by the
aperture shown in plan B, as indicated by the arrows, and
continues on between the upper and under part of the
boiler till it reaches the flue, whence it proceeds onward
in a horizontal direction along the wall of the house, until

it escapes in a vertical flue at the end of the house. The
hot-water-pipes are four inches in diameter. They drop
down at the extreme ends of the house, and return at the
lower level in the same direction to the boilers. There is

no building over the water-boiler in the inside of the
house. The apertures marked J and K at each side of
furnace- door are for the admission of cold air. The two
bricks over the furnace-door take out for the purpose of

cleaning.

—

Peter Watson
9 Gardener, Slokc Rochford,

Colsterworlh, Lincolnshire.

ON THE CULTURE OF PELARGONIUMS.
My treatment of Pelargoniums having proved suc-

cessful, it has induced me to send you the method which
I have pursued for many years, by which I obtain a
succession of fine blooming plants throughout the year.
In August, cuttings are taken from the old plants, choosing
such as have the young wood tolerably matured. These
are taken off about six inches long, and close beneath a

THE ANTIQUITIES OF GARDENING,
No. I.—-Extracts from Sir Thomas Hanmer's Manuscript on

Gardening. (Continued.)

'• Of Beare's Hares, or Auriculars.—The seed is ripe

in June, and best sowed in October. The best way is

this :—Take good black mold, mix it with rotten cow-

dung, fill pans or boxes with it within a foot or less of the

brimms ; then sift thereon a little sand mixed with salt, to

keepe wormes away ; then sift on that Willow earth, above

an inch thick, or otherwise soe much of thfe finest light old

rotten dung, on whteh sfcatt'er your seed pretty thifclc, and

passe through a Very fine sieve soe much of the same

flower of dung as will but just hide the seed."
i% Of watering Flowers. — River and pond waters

which are constantly exposed to the sun and influence of

the heavens are best for watering all things. That drawn

out of deepe wells or brought farr underground in pipes is

too cold for tender seedes and roots until! it hath stood

gome time in the open warme ayre."
" Of Talipes.—-The Tulip is the queen of bulbous

plants, whose flower is beautiful in its figure, but most

rich and admirable in its colours and wonderfull variety ot

markings. It is also a hardy plant, and constant enough,

if well ordered. Wee had it first out of Turkey, about

fifty years since, where it grows wild in some parts, parti-

cularly about Jerusalem as they write, and is thought to

be that flower translated ill a Lilly, which was said to w
more gloriously arrayed than Solomon.

rtfle
" There are little shaking things standing up like lituo

heads of spears within the flowers of Tulips, which tn

Latins call Stamina, and the French Estamyns, and *e

Chives ; and if these bee yellow, the flowers are seIdcL
valuable, being inconstant commonly, and having \

colours faint and confused ; but if they bee of a u

purple, it is almost a certain sign of a good kind, so ^
such single colours as have purple stamynes are only t

^
chosen to gather good seed from, or to keep in hop

striping well. ,. vfness
» The best propertyes of earth for Tulipes are lignt^

and dryness, yet there must be some ealtness in ' -
re

third part of sand, and two parts of Willow eartl*
. bllt

spoken of, make an excellent composition for 1
1 >^e

because Willow earth is not to be had everyone ,^ ^
instead thereof two parts of fine rich old dry m °

alid

the fields, or such that is made of leaves ana
r

sp
J,

b
u sUmed

found about old wood piles, with a little v y
f

cow-dung and add to them a third j.*rt ot san '

g floWers

"Spanish Jasmyn or GessamJJne '

tlaat we hardly

later than the common sort. It is so "ten
^ in paris,

where

preserve it all winter in potts or tubs ; ?
e

^ave seen a south

the frosts are sharper than in England, , ^^ tbp cornnion

wall planted with this kind enoculated «i
^^ downe on

white, which in October were unnayled an ^^ else you

the earth, and a low wall of horse-diuifr o\ ^^ covering

please, made before them, to keep oft «>© '
irds t0 keep

them well with mosse, and a penthouse ot p* jve them

off the snow and great winds, leaving place*, t*
lye ll?us

some aire in faire wynter weather ;
letting «g* ,m0V1ng

till the ereat frosts of wynter are past, and wpj$ ^ stoCks

In the

e

c
g
ov
e

e

a

rs and pruning them low,™d^ nt*

up against the walls, where they bore flower* *0.W»-

in summer.

joint, each cutting being put into n small 60-sifteA \Vut,

filled with a compost, consisting 'of eVjiud parts of vege-

table mould, goodloarn, wteU-rbtted cow-dung (at least a

year old), and one eighth part of white sand. Previously

to filling the pots, the compost is well mixed together

(but not sifted). The cuttings are inserted by making a
hole in the centre of the soil, and after placing them in,

the hole is filled
(
up with white sand ; the soil is thteb

pressed close to each cutting, and after being watered, the

pots are] plunged in a hot-bed frame, Nt> air is admitted
for several days, but they are shaded when required.

As soon as the cuttings pueh., air is given freely. In
four or five weeks* these Cuttings are shifted into l&rfefcfc

pots, the same kind of compost being used as before. Tne
plants are then placed in a cool frame, 'o^ removed into

the greenhouse, where they Will Cotofe into bloom early in

March following.

About the end 6f September, another succession of
cuttings is p»t in, and treated as the others were ; but
when the plants are about ten inches high, the ends of the

sheets are pinched off. This causes them to throw out; a

number of lateral branches, and makes the plants bushy.
These flower early in May* In January* a third fetbfck t>£

cuttings is put in, which are also stopped &t ten inches

high. The plants &re kept in a 'Cool and airy situation,

from the 1st of May to Jtily* and are then taken into the

houses to bloom-, which they will do until the end of Sep-

tember, these plants are removed towards the end of

April ititd pots eight inches wide by nine in depth. In
Mtrttb. & fourth lot of cuttings is put in ; these, after being

fcWpped, will throw out shoots, which, when they have got

six inches long, are also stopped. These plants are kept

in a cool, airy situation, from the end of May to Sep-
J

tember, and are then taken into the houses, and will

bloom until December or later.

The plants are frequently syringed with a mixture of

soap-suds and tobacco-water, which keeps them perfectly

free from insects of any kind. I also water them often at

the roots, with strong manure-water and soap-suds.

Plants treated in this manner always appear healthy and

vigorous, and the blossoms are much finer than those

produced upon old plants, that have been cut down and

treated in the usual manner. All my spare old plants are

finally turned out into the open borders, and flower ad-

mirably ; and being so dwarf and bushy, they are Very

Suitable for the purpose.

—

A Young Gardener, Raheal,

near Limerick.
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Betimes in the spring, before this Spanish kind begins
to bud, you must every year prune them close down to the
stocks, leaving only one eye above it, unless it bee a branch
ot a finger long of new sprouting for a graft;—and, by the
way, note, that these come better of grafts than enocnla-
tion, or any other way of insition. If they bee not yearly
pruned thus low to force out new branches, they will be
hut short lived.

" The Arabian or Alexandrian Jasmyn prospereth well in
diverse parts of Italy, where they have had it long. It came
first from Egypt, and is called by the Arabians Sambach."

(To be continued.)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXIX.
Among the plants which now require attention pre-

paratory to another season, Pelargoniums, by almost
universal consent, claim the first place, for there are few
persons who do not admire them, and not many plants
which a,e more worthy of admiration. It may be said
there is little skill required in growing a Pelargonium,
and this may be true ; but there is some little art required
to produce them in that style of excellence which is cha-
racteristic of the plants exhibited at Chiswick and other
Horticultural fetes in the neighbourhood of the metropolis.
w Pfrsons in the country can form ,'any idea of the

magnificence of the specimens grown by Messrs. Cock,
~atleugh, Gaines, and others ; and many gardeners of the
c

:
SCQool would pronounce it impossible to produce them

at all. It must be admitted, also, that although there
are plenty of gardeners who can produce luxuriant speci-

?e" a
'
we aave but few cultivators who can [procure a

ead of bloom commensurate with the size of the plants.
"« reason of this is, that in our desire to grow large

Plants, we lose sight of an important physiological law,
namely, that whatever conducts to luxuriant growth is

favourable to the production of flowers, and vice vers&;
n « hence prize cultivators never allow their plants to
ecome what they term "autumn proud," that is, gross

the
.

unant at that season, but keep them by pottingm in poor soil, and supplying them moderately with

6t8 4.

er
'

!i'
a Wealthy but by no means luxuriant growing

a In'
CffeCt ° f SUch ,reatment is the production of

in a

C

1
.
q"ant"y of active roots, and the storing up of sap

ai-ti J i ,

y elabo,ated state, which, being brought into

in 1}
y

,
lncreased lightandheat of spring, is expended

this re
pro<Tction of flowers instead of branches. For

Strom?S" n may be laid down as a ruIe of culture, that

of bloom tW~n
r°Wlng plants wiH not Prod«ce a fine head

the wav n f r ,
,,g sea8on

»
neither can any stimulus in

This i- *i V manure induce them to do so.

a* exempl fiedt'S
°f ** «****? f the Pelargonium,

To annl I
th* man»gement of the best cultivators.

body of water is once heated, it continues so for a consi-
derable time." It is true that Mr. R. proposes to carry
the flue round the interior of the house, and says that,
In cases where the heat from the flue is not sufficient

to warm the atmosphere of the house, it is better, although
not absolutely indispensable, to have carried round the
tank, close by its sides, a two-inch cast-iron pipe, which
could be joined to the tank with white lead, and caulked
in the same manner as the flue-pipe. " Admitting that by
such contrivances a given degree of heat might be pro-
duced around both the roots and leaves of the plants, the
question arises—how is the heat within the house to be
varied to meet the changes of the weather, without dis-
turbing the regularity of the bottom-heat ; seeing that the
heat of the flue cannot be raised without first raising the
heat of the water, and the hot-water pipe can, of course,
receive additional heat only through the tank ? And let
it be remembered, that the time when the roots will be
subjected to an increase of temperature—namely, the
middle of winter—is exactly the time when any change
should, if possible, be avoided. I certainly do think that,
unlessjin horticulturist can obtain a thorough command
of heat for the two purposes to which reference has been
made, independent of each other in their application, Mr.
R. s plan can never be made available for horticultural
purposes to the extent that he anticipates, or anything
like it. I scarcely need to say that the alteration made
in it by the Rev. Mr. Huyshe is more objectionable still

•

and it is, to me, a marvellous thing that Mr. H. should *o
" strongly urge all to adopt it, even if it be for economy's
sake alone," when that gentleman finds it necessary to
raise 22 hogsheads of water to a temperature of 115 dee.,
" to keep the house at a temperature of 70 deg. at night,"
in the middle of summer. If the,' experiment had been
made in January instead of June, I question if we should
have heard of economy as being its chief characteristic.
Unless, therefore, I have misunderstood Mr. Rendle's
treatise, I would still prefer such a plan as Mr. J. Weeks's
by which I could have, from the use of one boiler, any
amount of top or bottom-heat which I might want—vapour
in any quantity—a circulation of warm air if required, and
a perfect control over all

—

W. Sherwood, Gardener )o J
B. Mills, Esq., Stamford Hill.

Bees.—Instead of answering my question, " Apis" says—
" What I gathered from both is little more than is

related by Huber." I do not know what Huber or any
other author says on the subject, for I have not yet
perused a book either on the history or management of
Bees. If Huber makes the thing as plain as we have
done, why not believe him? Mr. Wighton and "Apis"
find fault with me for mentioning " a change of the gen-
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by M is fact is rendered still more

s not foreign to the subject, for Working-Bees are evi-
dently of the neuter gender, and are as fully developed
(l. e. as perfect) as Queens or Drones. Would your cor-
respondents be astonished were I to prove that Queens
lay only one sort of eggs, and that either Queens, Drones
or Bees, may be obtained from them at the option of the
Bee-keeper? Certainly this would astonish them. How
startling soever it may seem, how doubtful soever my
friends may be, I, were I worth a thousand pounds, and
given to betting, would wager it all that I would cause
the Bees to metamorphose all the eggs that a Queen may
lay into Drones, exclusively; nay, I would cause them to
be metamorphosed into Bees in March, and into Drones
in April, and so on alternately

; and a few into Queens at
any given time. Mr. W. and " Apis " must bathe
their minds m the stream of oblivion, and forget the
theories of the undeveloped schools. Bee-keepers seem
to know less of the management than of the history of
Bees. I shall prove this with two quotations from the
letters of Mr. W. and " Apis," who have read many
authors. The former says, " Queens generally perish in
the virgin swarms." Supposing, but not admitting that
this is true, I ask, can it not be prevented ? Yes, and
is by all who know the first principles or A B C of Bee
management. But " Apis" says, " the fact of the
Queen's removing repeatedly renders it difficult to find
out her age." When our Apiaries contained 160 hives
we knew the age of every Queen. " Apis" says, " some
Queen Bees appear in May ;" this is true, but take one
year with another, one part rjf the island with another
we shall find that the greater part of Queens are hatched
in June and July

; but this is a trifling matter. He says
that "run and squeezed honey are not the same. Per-
haps ' P.' will explain-this; also how to make Bees fill a
large hive as soon as a small one." In Lanarkshire,
where the 110 lbs were gathered, all honey out of the
comb is called by the peasantry, run-honey. The differ-
ence is in the act of taking. According to " Apis "
squeezed honey is that which is made to run out of the
comb by the pressure of the hand, previous to its being
put into a bag

;
and run-.honey is put into the bag without

being squeezed. The squeezing system is by far the more
speedy and profitable. On the 3d of May the gardener
here put a small hive into my hand, and requested me to
go to a certain field and bring a swarm which was hanging
on a tree. In order to prove that large hives are as soon
filled as small ones, I shall first tell " Apis" what I have
done with this swarm, which was about the size of a tom-
cat ; and secondly, what would have been done had it

been a large swarm. This small swarm filled a small hive,

and was ready to throw a swarm on the 19th of June. I

took off a swarm on the evening of that day, and a second
swarm on the 30th of the same month. On the 10th
July, I will drum all the Bees out of the old hive, and obtain
from it about a pound's worth of honey. On that day the
three swarms will be worth 30s. Well, if such hives as Ir R 's Rh»r

icuucicu ami more tnree swarms win De wortn ,-jus. Well, H such hives as I
• statement, " that when the large recommend were kept by the person who lost the swarm,

r swamlnnV3 large as a shepherd's dog. Thislarge swarm would have filled a hive three-fourths larger,and thrown two swarms fa the same space of time,Tndproduced fifty shilbngs' worth of honey instead of twenty

.bout"*'/

W
Thi»

;

?i

ld "" three 6Warn,s ™uld be wortf
about 3/.

_

This, then is plain matter. Some of the
Apiarians in this vicinity are in ecstacy with artificial

to??™*' f IvT
t3ken

°,
ff three »"»«" lately

;
one in

the space of thirteen another in fifteen, and another in

S hi" ^T 6S
-
, 1

AP,a"an frm St - Albans, whohad heard the gardener here describe the utility and siraphcity of the system, exclaimed, as I was goin- in at thi»
garden-door, "Well, I have kept Bees for thirty years
and thought I knew something about Bees, but really Iknow nothing. However, a man is never too old to
learn."— A. Pettigrew, Wrolham Park.
Wasps.— I have adopted a plan recommended in your

valuable Journal, in rewarding people who brought Queen
Wasps to me. I have, up to the preseut time, paid for
57 of the above destructive insects.—A Subscriber.
Bees—As the accuracy of the statement made at p.

335, as to the gatherings of our Bees in 1842, has been
doubted by some of the readers of the Gardeners'
Chronicle, I beg leave to state that there is no exaggera-

I'
""1 sPt

lnS that " the produce of one swarm was
110 Jbs. ot honey, and that the best of our top swarms
gathered in the month of August alone 50 lbs. each."
I dare say that they are not more astonished at the
quantity produced by our Bees, than I would be on seeing
the small hives that are stuck on posts 18 inches high in
the environs of London. If attention be paid to what
Mr. A. Pettigrew says on artificial swarming, and the
folly of keeping small hives, it is probable that some of
your readers will make more of their Bees than we do of
ours

;
for this locality is, I think, sometimes overstocked

with them. On the 11th of July, I sold for 17*. a box of
honey, winch I got from one of our top-swarms of this
year. Ihis swarm weighs now above 50 lbs. Our top-
swarms are gathering 2 lbs. every day.— William Pet-
ixyrew Carluke, Lanarkshire. Your columns contain
so much information connected with the habits of Bees that
I feel induced to ask whether you, or any of your Corres-
pondents versed in this subject, have ever observed any
wide diversity in the temper and disposition of these little
animals. I put the question, being quite a novice myself,
because my gardener has several times remarked how spite-
ful the Bees were in my hives, compared with others which
he had met with, adding not long ago an assurance that
we had got a swarm which did not proceed from our own
Bees, because they were so much better tempered. The
fact of a swarm from the hive of one of my neighbours
having settled and been hived in my garden close to the
other Bees, I believe to be placed almost beyond doubt

;

but I own I was somewhat incredulous as to the alleged
diversity of temper, so perceptible to others. Painful
experience, however, stepped in, to shake my doubts, and
perhaps punish my former scepticism, for while convers-
ing with my gardener on the very subject, and standing
quietly at a distance of at least half-a-dozen yards from
the hives, I was furiously attacked and stung by one of the
Bees, and nothing but a hasty retreat saved me from un-
dergoing the same treatment from others of the hive who
came buzzing around me. If this difference of temper be
a common phenomenon among Bees, it is a most import-
ant point to attend to in the selection and propagation of
a stock, to see that they are of a kindly disposition, and
not like the poets, a " genus irritabile."

—

Omicron.
Cats.— I witnessed an unusual sight a few days since iamy garden. A favourite cat of mine was playing with

what I took to be a mouse ; but on a closer inspection,
proved to be a Cockchafer, and after amusing himself
with it for some little time, he devoured the whole of it.—A Subscriber.

Wrens—The principal point of discussion seems to be
the nature and use of the " cocks" or " bachelors'"
nests, as they are familiarly termed. I have examinedmany, and can discover little or no difference in the
external appearance, except, perhaps, a little coarser
workmanship, the material being the same both in those
destined to receive the young family and those which are
not. But look at the interior, and all similitude vanishes

;

not one particle of anything approaching to the nature of
alining can be observed in the " cocks' nests," being
formed of the same materials throughout—moss and tbe
finer portions of the dry fronds of the common Fern, if
the nest be in a bush or affixed to the trunk of a tree ;

and if in the eaves of an outhouse or haystack—straw,
hay, or a similar material, corresponding as much as pos-
sible both in colour and substance with the locality in
which the nest is placed, with the view, I should suppose
of avoiding detection as much as possible. With reference
to the uses of the ", cocks' nests," I should think, as they
are generally built in more exposed situations than the
others, their only object is to draw attention from the
real habitation. The same peculiarity is observable in the
habirs of the Squirrel; for every nest or » trail" as they
are sometimes called in which young are deposited, you
will find them answering pretty much- to the nature of the
"cocks nests of the Wren, the form of the nest, except
when built in he hollow of a tree, being precisely the
same, and probably built with the same view. Now, the
nest in which the eggs of the Wren are deposited con-
jains a very thick lining of hair, feathers, down, ike,
leaving only sufficient room for the mother and her tiny
offspring, and rarely during the time the eggs are being
deposited do the old birds enter without carrying some-
thing to add to the warmth of the interior, so that they
can hardly be said to finish building till the whole of the
eggs are deposited.

—

Tyro.

Botanical Destruction.—It appears to me that those
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persons who call themselves British Botanists might with

great propriety be divided into two classes : Radical

Botanists, who root up every rare or fine plant they come

near; and Conservative Botanists, who are content to

leave plants as they find them, after having provided pretty

liberally for themselves. Unfortunately, however, the

first class is by far the more numerous, and the conse-

quence of their excessive fondness of plants is, that many

of the less common species, especially of Orchidacese, are

in a fair way for being rooted out from the face of the

earth. This, bv the way, is a somewhat Irish method of

showing one's 'love of flowers. An Irishman "meets

vith a friend, and for love knocks him down. 1
' A Radical

botanist meets with a flower he admires, and for love

roots it up. I am told that some of the members of the

Botanical Society of London exhibit this destructive pro-

pensity in a remarkable degree, and one wholesale col-

lector has been named to me, who transmits specimens by

the hundred. Now, if these over-keen investigators

would inflict their science upon Dandelions, Docks, and

Thistles, no harm would result from their enthusiasm ;

but when one sees them doing violence to the fair face of

Nature, by ruthlessly destroying her loveliest and rarest

productions, it is high time to cry out. A word from

you would perhaps show these mistaken persons " the

error of their ways," and would greatly gratify A Nettle.

[It is certainly too bad, but it passes our skill to drive

greediness out of the world.]

Fastolff Raspberry.—We have received, from Messrs.

Youell, of Great Yarmouth, fruit of the Fastolff Rasp-

berry, and we find that it merits all that has been stated

in favour of its excellence. The fruit received is very

large, obtusely conical, and of rich flavour, far exceeding

in this respect some other new and large varieties. The

plants bear abundantly, and in long succession.
||

Strawberries.—In answer to a correspondent at p. 644,

respecting the cultivation of Strawberries, you say that

mowing off the leaves is the worst of all practices, and

cannot be too much condemned. I beg to state that this

remark is contrary to my experience. Four or five years

ago I should have agreed with you, hut since that time I

hate adopted the following system of cultivating this valu-

able fruit, viz., to mow off all the leaves as soon as the

fruit is gathered, and to give the bed a good coat of rotten

manure, so that after it is dressed over it appears nearly

all covered. I began this plan upon a two-year old bed,

and I find by this way of treatment that the old stools

are nearly all cut off, which I consider to be an advantage,

as I never take off any of the runners, but let them all

remain on the bed. I find, by destroying the old stools

in this way, that it gives full vigour to the new runners,

and that my beds, by this plan, produce threefold what

tbey did before. I have not selected any one sort in par-

ticular, but have practised it upon the six different sorts

which I cultivate. My soil is generally of a light tex-

ture.—D. Z. [Our correspondent will, no doubt, get

better Strawberries by mowing off his leaves and adding

dung, than by mowing off his leaves and using no dung.

But it would be better still if he left his leaves to grow

during the autumn, and added his manure in October or

November. ]

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
f List of Prizes.—In the award of the judges at the exhibition

of tde 12th inst. given at p. 473, it is stated that a Silver

Knightian medal was awarded "to Messrs. Smith, ofDalston"

for 12 varieties of Fuchsia, instead of " to Messrs. Smith, of

Hackney."
ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON.

July 19.—The third and last exhibition for the season was held

in the Inner Circle, Regent's-park. The morning: was all that

could be wished; but towards noon the sky became clouded, and
toon after the gates were opened for the admission of visitors

the rain poured in torrents. This, however, was only of short

duration, and the remainder of the afternoon, although threaten-

ing, continued favourable. Many of the specimens exhibited were
present at Chiswick on the 12th inst.; we shall, therefore, as

usual, briefly notice the most remarkable of those which were
not at that exhibition. Among the collections of plants that of

Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. Norman, Esq., Bromley, stood first, and
coi-tained some excellent specimens, comprising a beautiful little

plant of Rondeletia speciosa; Potygala cordifolia, trained to a
wire trellis, and exhibiting one unbroken mass of bloom; Achi-
menes longiflora, in a state of great luxuriance ; Elichrysum hti-

mile, loaded with flowers, which, on account of the dulness of

the weather, did not expand; Bor6nia viminea and denticulata,

in remarkably fine condition and neatly trained to hemispherical
wire trellises ; Ixora coccinea and crocata, dwarf and well
bloomed : and very healthy specimens of Elichrysum proliferum,

Erica Juliana, translucens, and eximia. Mr. Green's collection

contained a most perfect specimen of Erica viridiflora, com-
pletely enveloped in its singular drooping green flowers; E.
Shannoni, in equally good condition ; Gomphol6bium polymor-
phum, trained to a circular trellis and blooming freely ; a fine

plant of ^Eschynanthus parasiticus, not fully in flower ; a strong

specimen of the singular Nematanthus 16ngipes, with dark-red
flowers hanging on long, drooping peduncles; and Achimenes
pedunculata, in excellent health, but injured by the carriage. In

Mr. Pawley's collection were well-cultivated specimens of Ixora
coccinea, Erythrina crista-galli, with a good spike of flowers; a
line plant of Mahernia incisa, and a fair specimen of Erica am-
pollacea. A good collection was supplied by Mr. Hunt, gr. to

Miss Traill, ol Hayes ; this comprised two magnificent plants of
Bor6nia serrulata, trained to hemispherical trellises ; Cattleya
Mtfssiae, blooming well; Cr6wea saligna, particularly fine; Po-
tygala oppositiftlia, exceedingly handsome ; Euphdrbia Bronnii,
In a state of great luxuriance; Rondeletia speciosa, very large;
and Elichrysum proliferum, producing its bright star-like flowers

in profusion. From Mr. Clarke, gr. to M. T. Smith, Esq., of Shir-

ley P»rk, were a lovely plantof Roellaciliata; Erica tricolor, small,

butwell grown ; Leschenatiltia bil6ba
f in good health,but not fully

in flower, and a very large plant of Fuchsia corymbiflora. Mr. Fra-
zier, nurseryman, Lea-bridge- road, exhibited Pergularia odoratis-
aima, in great perfection ; a robust plant of Swains6nia galegif61ia

;

the charming Erica ctibica, loaded with drooping little bells ; a fine

•pecimen of Mahe*rnia pinnata, with Vinca r6sea and alba, in
admirable condition. Among the plants supplied by Mr. May,
*r. to E. Goodheart, Esq., of Beckenham, were Gard6quia
Hookeri, exceedingly well grown; Polygala oppositif61ia, bloom-
ing to the margin of the pot; Erica Juliana, with a good head of
Woom, butnaked below; E.metuJaeflorabicolor, a picture of health;
£. eximia, perfect as a plant, but with the blooms slightly on the

specimen of Erica jasminiflora alba, Calceolaria Willmoreana;

prettily spotted after the manner of Standishii, with good plants

of Statice sinuata, Gardrtquia Hookeri, S611ya linearis, and

Hibiscus Cameroni. Amongst Stove and Greenhouse Climbers

were Philibcrtia grandiflora, blooming profusely ; Hoya carnosa,

tolerably good; a gigantic plant of Ceropegia elegans, and a

large specimen, with few flowers upon it, of Manettia hicolor,

from Mr. Clarke, gr. to M. T. Smith, Esq. ; and from Mr. Pawley,

of Bromley, a vigorous plant of Stephanotis floribundus, and a

small but healthy specimen of Gomphol6bium polymorphum.

A large collection of Scarlet Pelargoniums was sent by Mr.Baile,

of Hammersmith, for which an extra prize was awarded. The
Heaths were singularly fine, particularly those from Mr. Hunt,

gr. to Miss Traill, Mr. Barnes, gr. to G. Norman, Esq., and Mr.

May, gr. to E. Goodheart, Esq. ; in the collection of the former

were Erica tricolor llegans, in the highest state of perfection

;

Massoni, gemmifera, and eximia, scarcely less beautiful: with

a fine variety of princeps, and a handsome little plant of E. Savil-

leana. The collection of the latter exhibitor contained a sur-

passingly beautiful specimen of E. metulseflora bicolor ;
the highly

brilliant E. Parmentieri r6sea; Savilleana, densely clothed with

flowers; and ampullacea, extremely handsome. Mr. Barnes

exhibited E. depressa, in fine condition ; Massoni, excellent, but

with a lew withered blooms; and well-cultivated specimens of E.

Bowieana, ampullacea, splendens, and viridiflora. Mr. Jackson's

collection was good, but consisted principally of the plants

exhibited at Chiswick. We must not pass over a splendid

plant of E. tricolor superba, from Mr. Brazier, gr. to W. H.

Storey, Esq., of Isleworth : this was certainly one of the finest

in the exhibition. Heaths were also shown by Mr. Fanbaim,
of Clapham, Mr. Wilson, of the same place, and Mr. Dawson, of

Brixton-hill. The Orchidaceous plants were good, the prin-

cipal exhibitors being Mr. Mylam, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq.,

Wandsworth; and Mr. Barnes. The collection of the former

comprised Cymbidium pendulum, with a raceme of flowers 2$ ft.

long; the delicately-white Burlingt6nia Candida, growing vigo-

rously on a block ofwood; the lovely Barkeria spectabihs; the

singular Coryanthesmacrantha; Stanh6pea grandiflora, with two
dull white flowers, which quite perfumed the surrounding air;

and the curious Angrsecum caudatum, with the blooms scarcely

expanded. Oncidium Lanceanum, in healthy condition ; O. altis-

simum, very vigorous ; a remarkably strong plant of Gongora

maculata; Acropera Loddigesii, bearing numerous drooping

racemes of its singular flowers; with Catasetum luridum and

Maxillaria tetragona, were contributed by Mr. Barnes. F. G.

Cox, Esq., of Stockwell, exhibited a pretty specimen of Onci-

dium biftlium, with Cycnoches chlorochilum, and Cattleya Har-

risonias. Miltonia spectabilis, exhibited by Mr. Mylam, as a

single specimen, was exquisitely beautiful. Mr. Henderson, of

Pineapple-place, sent (not for competition) an exceedingly fine

Stanh6pea oculata, the lovely Maxillaria Steeln, the richly-

marked Oncidium Lanceanum, two plants of Achimenes grandi-

flora, a species of Hibiscus, said to be new; Costus nepalensis,

finely in bloom; and several other plants. Mr. Mountjoy, of

Ealing, exhibited a well-bloomed collection of Lilium eximium
;

and Mr. Pearson, of Hampstead-road, some fine seedling Petu-

nias. Among the specimen plants most noticeable were Erica

ampullacea, blooming profusely, from Mr. Dawson, of Brixton-

hill. Ixora coccinea, 3 ft. high, from Mr. Barnes; Ceropegia

glegans, covering a flat trellis 4 ft. in diameter, from Mr. Col-

ville, gr. at Ditton House; from Mr. May, a very healthy plant

of Erica aristata major, not in bloom ; from Mr. Dawson, of

Brixton-hill, a well-bloomed specimen of the chaste Erica infun-

dibuliformis; from Mr. Pamplin, of Walthamstow, a white

variety of the Chinese Larkspur; from Messrs. Henderson, a

good plant of Besleria pulchella ; Achimenes multiflnra from Mr.

Glendinning.ofTurnham Green; a pretty seedling Gloxinia, with

flesh-coloured flowers, and Achimenes grandiflora, from Mr.

Mountjoy, of Ealing ; Erythrina crista-galli, very handsome, with

«even spikes of flowers, and Plumbago capensis, neatly tied

down to a hemispherical trellis, from Mr. Catleugh, of Hans-

place. Flowers of the noble Beaum6ntia grandiflora were shown,

but by whom we could not ascertain. Two collections of Sta-

tice were exhibited, one by Mr. Jackson, of Kingston; the

other by Mr. Wood, of Norwood. In that of the former was a

pretty species, named S. pseudo-armeria, with rose-coloured

flowers.
The Roses were particularly fine, especially the cut blooms

sent by Messrs. Lane and Son ; in this collection there were

choice flowers of Villc de Bruxelles, Madame Hardy, and Phcebus

—Damask; Boula de Nanteuil, Richelieu, Beauty of Billiard,

Madame Pisarone, Prince Albert, Chenedole, Richelieu (Duval),

and La Grandeur,—Hybrid China; Bourbon Coquette de Mont-

morency, La Calaisienne, Cynthie, Fanny Penssot, Beranger,

and Due de Trevise,— Gallica; General Allard, William Jesse, and

Madame Laffay—Hybrid Perpetual ; Duchesse d'Angoulfime,

Adele Provost, and Melanie Walder— Hybrid Provence ; LaSedui-

sante (particularly beautiful), Achille, Princesse de Lamballe,

and Queen of Denmark—Alba; with Reine de Provence, Illustre

Beaut6, and La Vestale, Provence. Good collections were also

exhibited by Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt; Mr. Hooker, of firench-

ley ; A. Rowland, Esq., and Mr. Bettendge, of Milton Hill.

Moss Roses were shown in collections by Messrs. Lane and

Messrs. Paul. Roses in pots were also exhibited in good condi-

tion, by Messrs. Lane, to whom an extra prize was awarded; as

well as by A. Rowland, Esq., and Messrs. Paul. Very fine col-

lections of Verbenas were sent by Mr. Catleugh and Mr. Turner,

ofMaidaVale; and numerous Melocacti by Messrs. Hoffman,

6, Hanover Terrace, Regent's Park.
§

The Pelargoniums contributed greatly to the gaiety of the

exhibition. A superb collection was sent by Mr. Cock, of Chis-

wick, which consisted of 12 large and 8 smaller plants, comprising

Rhoda, Evelyn, Evadne, Master Humphrey, Flash, Queen of the

Fairies.Grand Monarch, Prince ofWaterloo,Flamvngo,Witch,Hebe,

Erectum, and Sapphire, Gipsy, Unit, Erectum, Emma, Laura,

Queen of the Fairies, and Madame Taglioni (Catleugh's). Another

collection, not for competition, came from Mr. Staines, Middlesex-

place, New Road; this collection consisted of 24 Pelargoniums,

grown in pots of 24 to the cast; they were remarkable for their

health, dwarf growth, and the fine development of the flowers,

and might be regarded as specimens of this style of growth—the

sorts were as follows : Beauty, Glory of the West, Exquisite,

Ivanhoe, Erectum, Enchantress, Cyrus, Vanguard, Comte de

Paris, Camilla, Gipsy, Priory Queen, Superb, Rhoda, Rising Sun,

Grand Monarch, Enchantress, Jewess, Madeleine, Jubilee, *air

Maid of Devon, Flamingo, Consort, Rienzi; the flowers were
large, in fine colour, and the plants covered with handsome
trusses ; the tops of the pots were not to be seen in any of these

plants, being covered with stiff healthy foliage. In collections

of 6 varieties in pots of 24 to the cast, the only exhibitor in the

Amateurs* Class was Mr. Staines; these consisted of 6 specimens

selected from his stock for their bloom, with which they were

collection of Calceolarias : they were shrubby, consisting of The
Rising Sun, Bride, Magniflora grandiflora, Taglioni, Attila,

and Matchless superb.
Although the number of Fuchsias was considerable, there

was nothing very novel, with the exception of one named
Vesta, from Mr. Smith, of Dalston; this is a handsome full-

sized flower, with flesh-coloured sepals and deep crimson

petals. The remainder exhibited a great sameness; the best

amongst them being one from Mr. Bettendge, of Milton-hill,

Abingdon, Herts, called Great Western, a flower of great length,

with dark vermilion sepals and crimson petals ; and F. globosa

splendens, very large, but wanting in richness of colour, from

F. G. Cox, Esq. Two seedlings were sent by J. Wells, Esq., jun.,

of Bromley, but they are too much in the style of our old

varieties. Some prettily spotted varieties of Digitalis came from

Mr. Cooper, Paragon Nursery. Brixton-Hill.

In Carnations the first prize was awarded to Mr. Norman, for

Prince Albert, Jones's Brilliant, 47, Count Paulina, Calcutta

Queen Victoria, Martin's Vanguard, Mix's Lady Chetwynd,

Flora's Garland, Hogg's Epaminondas, Ely's Lady Gardner, Bar-

nard's Duke of Roxburg, Ely's Earl of Beauty of Wood-
house, Fletcher's Duke of Devonshire, Wood's William IV.,

Wildman's Buonaparte, Seedling, Knot's Alfred the Great,Marquis

of Chandos, Brutus, Ely's Colonel Wainman, Wood's Rosabella,

Ely's Mrs. Brand. The second prize was given to Mr. Ward, of

Woolwich ; his stand consisted of Ely's Duke of Bedford, Wilson's

Harriet, Count Paulina, Strong's King, Mansley's Beauty of

Woodhouse, Franklin's Dr. Franklin, Cartwright's Rainbow,

Wilson's William, Puxley's Prince Albert, Smith's Duke of Wel-

lington, Mansley's Bonny Bess, Willmer's Solander, Addenbroke's

Lydia, Puxley's 'Queen, Smith's Marquis of Chandos, French's

Duke of Kent, Eiy's Lady Ely, Hall's Prince Albert, 84, Queen of

Sheba, Dalton's Lancashire Lass, Willmer's Conquering Hero,

and Beauty of Bradley. The third prize was awarded to Mr.

Willmer, for Smith's Duke of Wellington, Tally-ho, Martin's

High Sheriff, Ely's Mango, Eason's Eclipse, Stud's Alfred the

Great, Wild's Standard, Jaque's Georgiana, Hall's Prince Albert,

Wood's William IV., Toon's Princess Victoria, Ely's Regulus,

Bale's Sir J. Plaston, Wilson's Harriet, Seedling, Ely's Duke of

Bedford, Snook's Defiance, Willmer's Duchess of Kent, Eason's

Elizabeth, Hepworth's Leader, Lady of the Lake, Parker's Sophia,

Maund's Rowton, Willmer's Endymion.
For Picotees, Mr. Ward, of Woolwich, received the first prize

for Giddens's Diana, Crask's Queen Victoria, Sharp's Hector,

Martin's Union, Lady Chesterfield, Willmer's Miss Browning,

Nulli Secundus, Cousins's Seedling, Willmer's Queen, Sharp's

Criterion, Wilson's Fanny Irby, Wain's Queen Victoria, Bunkler's

Hope, Dickson's Trip to Cambridge, Wood's Alicia, Lady Flora,

Garrat's Lady Dacre, Sharp's Duke of Wellington, Miss Wil-

loughby, Lad's St. Maur, Giddens's Teaser, Wood's Agrippina,

Kirtland's Princess Augusta, Giddens's Vespasian. 2d prize,

Mr. Norman, ofWoolwich, for Giddens's Beauty of Hemmingford,
Seedling, Queen of Violets, Duke of Cambridge, Miss Browning,

Stanton's Seedling, Crask's Queen Victoria, Giddens's Diaira,

Lady Chesterfield, Mrs. Brown, Nottingham Hero, Criterion,

Gem, Agrippina, John's Prince Albert, Sykes' Eliza, Belle of the

Village, Harlequin, Luff's Seedling, Lady Dacre, 60, Giddens's

Diana and Vespasian. 3d prize to Mr. Willmer, King's Road,

thelsea, for Giddens's Susan, Isabella, Giddens's Duchess of

Kent, Sharp's Hector, Stella, Giddens's Lovely Ann, Willmer s

Queen Victoria, Moonraker, Giddens's JJleda, Crask's Queen Vic-

literally covered— the sorts were, Enchantress, Gorhambury,

Gipsy, Priory King, Assassin, and Bridesmaid. In the Nursery-

men's Class, Mr. Gaines and Mr. Catleugh doubled their quantity

and each supplied 12 plants—the latter grower received the first

prize for Nestor, Angelica, Luna, Madame Taglioni, Celeste, Fair

Maid of Devon, Marcella, Mrs. Stirling, Sir R. Peel, Symmetry,

Rosetta Superb, and Eclipse. Mr. Gaines's plants were; Pilot,

Hermione, Madeleine, Glory of Jersey, Rising Sun, Lady Sale,

Beauty Supreme, Douglas, Coronation, and Morea. In Collections

of 6 varieties in 12 sized pots, the only exhibitors were Mr.

Catleugh and Mr. Gaines, who in this class also doubled the

quantity, each exhibiting 12 plants. The first prize was awarded

to Mr. Catleugh; his collection was equally and very finely

grown—there appeared the Witch, Duenna, Master Humphrey,
Lord Mayor, Evadne, Enchantress, Selina, Priory Queen, Mrs.

Stirling, Erectum, Queen of the Fairies, and Nestor. Mr. Gaines

had Erectum, Grand Monarch, Mabel, Firebrand, Black-eyed

Susan, Matilda, Lady J. Douglas, Gem of the West, Exquisite,

Hitchenbrook, Willmer's Charon, Agnes, and 35, and Sharp 9

Cocked Hat. .

Skkdlings:—There were but few Seedling Pelargonium 9

exhibited, and one only selected for a prize; this was Pamplin $

Lord Nelson, a variety very much in the way of the Queen of the

Fairies; the flower expands more freely, but the top petals are

not so bright. Seedling Fuchsias from Mr. Smith, of Dalston,

of which reflexa and expansa were selected for prizes, the

former variety having large flowers with the sepals turning »P»

and exposing the whole of the corolla, which is of a rosy purple;

the latter variety has smaller and shorter flowers, with the sepals

standing out horizontally; the corolla is large, and expands

also, of a rosy purple colour. Another variety named coccinea

vera, a slight improvement upon Cormackii, was also recom-

mended for a prize. A seedling Verbena, named excelsa, having

very large and deep rose-coloured flowers, was also selected *°r

a prize. -*r
An interesting collection of British Ferns was shown by w*'

Wood, of Norwood. Dried specimens of the native Ferns o

Madeira, neatly arranged, were exhibited by H. Webb, Esq., °

Clapham, who also contributed an extensive assortment of A&jJ*

cultural Grasses. Collections of the latter were also sent 07

Mr. T. Moore, Mr. Coates, of Norwood, and Mr. Turner, °

Portland Town.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETING AT DE»B£
Wk make the following extracts from speeches reported in u

Derbyshire Chronicle to have been given at the dinners on *

late great occasion, as conveying the sentiments of import*

persons upon important subjects relating to Agriculture

:

ft

"The Duke of Devonshire said — In his opinion, sue

Society was not only useful and calculated to produce then .

beneficial results, but an honour to the country which °J
x%V:* t\.

it. It would advance the knowledge of science, and in <nsi ^
ling ignorance and self-conceit, it had a tendency to uni ,e

classes in harmony and good- will towards each other. It ena ^
the man with little wealth, who may have an ardent desl

.^uin .

improvement, to contend with those in more affluent cirt ^
stances, and conduces to the mutual advantage of all. Fro"

per
principles it inculcates the labourer will learn to set a p ^
value on industry and sobriety, and will have opened ?

c
!

or
nis iot

a career of usefulness in the condition of life in which it i& *
tJie

to be placed. He knew of no means so certain to merea
^

prosperity of Agricultural labourers, while at the sarne ^^
would conduce in an equal degree to the interests of tno

serve. «ipfv on the
"The Duke of Richmond congratulated the &0

.

f
*,

f this

splendid show of implements, and upon the Pr0SPe" *
rted by

great Association. So long as the Society was bupp
Qn itB

men of science and practical farmers, they migil
,'

f,atjtude
increasing in importance and usefulness yearly.

ri

B
jj e ^aS

could never be charged against the farmers of Engl^"°
nected by

persuaded that Agriculture and manufactures were cui
witnoUt

common interest, and that they could not be sever ought
detriment to both. He would venture to s^*^* riety whose
all to feel indebted to the founders of the noble &ot ^ ^^
anniversary they had been that day celebrating, »

forniea

venture also to sav the Society never would tiave
societies

had not the farmers of England establishea 1 - endly and

amongst themselves j these had connected tnemi ^ .

n doin g

social intercourse in the same honourable^*"b
J,

f

embraced
the

so, had cemented that bond of union whic
.

n ""
wn0le country-

owners and occupiers of land throughout tne
ocCasion»

<lecline. Mr. Jackson, of 'Kingston, exliibited a magnificent I Coronation, Victory, and Nymph. Mr- Gainea showed the only

He could assure them that to meet "•*«• ..

f ana i» *rr

afForded him one of the greatest pleasures of msii ^ greateBt

conscience he believed these meetings to
;

°
the rewara

importance to the country at large. 1 n^ !

s nad shown
gra

of meritorious labourers, to whom the ifarme
their coi.d

titude for long services, and th«' dj^e

Js

°
cSion arid exper^

tion. They had done more in
lf
le
»f

l"«^y had removed muc»

ments advantageous to Agriculture, ancTthey na He ed to

local prejudice that was a bar to improvcm" himseli a

propose a toast, and there was no man^no interest as

farmer that would not respond to 1%,
or£ wa „ to

well as their duty to promote the
^

e»a
^la

°
nd . When Agricttl

whom he alluded-the labourers.of
f

11^ d lso prosper,

ture prospered, the Agricultural^^^^e science of Agr*-
-The MARttOBSS Of NORTHAMPTON «ftidf «"* ftW
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culture was connected with every art ; and after all, what was

the breeding of cattle but a branch of animal physiology, ana tne

growth of corn but a branch of the science of botany ? Meetings

like this were calculated to produce the best results ;
they wouin

incite to a jealous rivalry, and thus lead to very benenciai

discoveries. . . h
"The Earl of Hardwickk said the time was come wn en

called imperatively upon them to turn their attention to tne

farm labourer, and he was happv to inform them that the =>ociet >
f

was fully alive to the importance of the subject, and he naa no

doubt the result would be highly satisfactory. Depend upon it

the farm which was the best cultivated diffused the greatest

degree of happiness to the surrounding labourers. He wouia

ask them to accept that as a maxim-to repeat it at home, ana

let the mind absorb that which repetition always produces from

the certainty that it is true. If the Society succeeds in that one

*xiom being believed and maintained, it has done its work it

has peculiarly done it in the state of England. He urged rus

brother farmers to be up and doing. He had succeeded by ennt

of attention and perseverance, in doubling the produce of nis

farm in 15 years. How? By dibbling the ditches, by draining

the land, and by using the straw out of the farm-yard. He

coincided most fully in Mr. Colman's observations relative to tne

necessity of improving the condition of that class of the popu-

lation by which they, as agriculturists, mainly existed — tne

labourers; and he hoped the Society would turn its attention m
that direction. The value of the competitors for cattle could not

be lightly estimated in any country, much less in a country

whose population was increasing year by year— ay, day by flay,

at the ratio of 1000. Such men must be looked up to as patterns

and examples worthy of imitation by the industrious yeomen of

England. He had heard it asserted that the introduction of

machineryintoAgriculturalpursuitsinthismanner was prejudicial

to the labouring classes. Now he utterly denied the truth of

this, and asserted that the very opposite was the fact. 1 he pro-

gress of steam and machinery could not be impeded— it could not

be stayed; and the best way. therefore, to act was, to see how
it can be best made use of in the manner in which it was evidently

designed by the Great Creator of all. Would any one venture to

tell him that the introduction of the drill had injured the labourer

-had it not, on the contrary, vastly increased the amount of his

labour by giving him employment in cleaning the land ? and tne

Bame would be the case with the steam- thrashing machine, which

would do away with the use of horses, and so give increased

manual employment. Had the spinning-jenny, he would ask,

done away with the employment of the working classes? The

existence of such towns as Derby was an answer to the question.

They had heard, alas! of some portions of the working classes

who were out of employment ; but though this was to be lamented,

how small was their number when compared with the vast

numbers who had occupation affoided to them by means of the

steam-engine and spinning-jenny 1 Again he repeated, that such

was the power of the steam-engine and machinery, that their

progress could not be staved ; and, before he sat down, he must
say that every improvement in Agricultural machinery tended to

increase the amount of manual labour. There was not a greater

fallacy than the idea that the employment of machinery threw

Manual labour out of the field. He recollected reading in a report
°f a former meeting of this Society, a speech of Mr. Pusey's,
wherein that gentleman enlightened the company by a statement
relative to agricultural notions in former days. One of the most
ingenious contrivances of the young agriculturists of other days
was the anointing the horns of the young: heifer to increase their
growth

; so that the meritsof the heifer werejudged by the length
and breadth of its horns, and not by the quality of its

nesh. But a great revolution had since taken place in Agri-
culture. The quality and breed of the animal were now the
points on which men's judgment were exercised, and he thought
the thanks of the Society were eminently due to those Yeomen
who gave up their time and attention to the improvement of the
breed of cattle. He was happy to say that by the exertions of
these men. Agriculture was receiving a lasting benefit. He was
persuaded there was a spirit of activity abroad in relation to the
breed of superior stock, and that the ultimate results would be
highly satisfactory. In proposing the health of the successful
Competitors in Implements, he congratulated the meeting on the
show of the present year, which he would unhesitatingly affirm,

had never been surpassed in the world. The number of different

implements was wonderful, and they were offered to the Agri-
culturist at marvellously low prices j and those were surely cir-

cumstances which were deserving of their congratulation. It

Was a matter of congratulation also that this meeting had taken
place in the town of Derby, for it had thus formed a connecting
link between the two great interests in the State, and at once
conveyed to the minds of all, the fact of the close connexion
which existed between the two.
"Mr. E. Strutt, M.P. for Derby, was glad that the meeting

took place in a town which, like Derby, was connected with both
Manufactures and Agriculture, because it gave those who, like
himself, were connected with the Manufactures, an opportunity
of expressing the deep interest they felt in the progress and wel-
fare of Agriculture, and of stating their conviction that whatever
increased the productive industry of any of the great employ-
ments of the country, must have a beneficial influence upon the
welfare of the whole people. No one could have attended the
Present meeting without being struck with the importance of its

Proceedings upon the Agriculture of the country, by bringing
together the practical men from all parts, and making them
return home with a determination to increase their efforts for the
Improvement of the science of Agriculture. Till of late years it

was supposed that Agriculture was wholly unconnected with
science and art : but the contrary was now known to be the case

;

and—were other proof wanting- the magnificent collection of
lrnplemen1s they had witnessed that day was alone sufficient.
" Mr. Colm an, an American gentlemen, said-Persons might do

without lawyers and doctors, and even preachers, if every one
would take proper care of his health, conduct, and conscience;
*nd they could do without soldiers, if every one would act upon
t«e golden rule, ' Do unto others as you would be done by ;' but
** could not conceive how they could do without Agriculture.
While, however, they were making all these improvements in
implements, modes of culture, and the rearing of animals, he
hoped they would not forget the labourers— those by whose
ttieans they were enabled to accumulate wealth, but would
Endeavour to improve their condition as much as possible."

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The Exhibitions of this Society have, for the present season,

heen confined to class-showing, and that for Carnations and
picotees took place on Tuesday last. The blooms were not
generally good, but some few ot decided superiority were pro-
duced, particularly Nix's Lady Chetwynd, Purple flake; Mansley's
Robert Burns, Crimson Bizarre; Sharp's Gem, light-edged Red
pcotee; and John's Prince Albert, Purple. Amongst the Seed-

J^gs there were several very good second-class flowers, but none
that were considered of sufficient excellence to place in the first
class

; the only one, Ward's Henry Ward, a Crimson Bizarre,
°Pon which there could be any doubt, not being sufficiently ex-
panded to judge of its general form.

*ne following prizes were awarded: — Amateurs, Carna-
tions:— Scarlet Bizarre, Mr. Holiday, (Martin's Splend d).

i i?
4YW Bix<*rres, do. (Cartwright's Rainbow). Scarlet Flakes,

*, Mr. Wildman (Maude's Rowton) ; 2, Mr. Hobday, (Chadwick's
^nUiant). Purple Flake, Mr. Holiday, (Milwood's Premier);
*> (Ely s Mango). WvRSKRvtoKS.— Scarlet Bizarre, 1, Mr. Bates,

« .

Uxf°rd, (Colcut's Brutus); 2, Mr. Orson, (Martin's Splendid).

9
l

JJ}
s°n Bizarre, 1, Mr. Norman, (Mansley's Robert Burns)

;

Mr. Orson, (Ely's Duke of Bedford)- Scarlet Flakrs, l, Mr.

Norman, (Nix's Lady Chetwynd) ; 2, Mr. Bates, (Martin s

President).
Picotees: (Amateurs), Light Red, Mr. Holiday, Holiday s,

Henrietta; Light Purple, Mr. Holiday, Holiday's Princess Royal.

Heavy Purple, Mr. Holiday, Dickson's Trip to Cambridge.

(Nurserymen), Light Red, 1, Mr. Norman, Sharp's Gem ; 2, Mr.

Orson, Wood's Queen Victoria; Heavy Red, 1. Mr. Norman,
Burroughs' Mrs. Bevan. Light Purple, I, Mr. Norman, John's

Prince Albert; 2, Mr. Bates, do. Heavy Purple, 1, Mr. Orson,

Dickson's Trip to Cambridge; 2, Mr. Norman, Burroughs' Lady
Douro. Seedling Picotees, 3 blooms each, 2d class prizes: 1,

Mr. Holiday, Henrietta, (1841) ; 2, Mr. Orson, Miss Mary, (1842)

;

3, Mr. Holiday, Princess Royal, (1841). Seedling Carnations, 3

blooms each : Ward's Henry Ward, C.B., (1842) ; Orson's Candi-

date, S.B., (1842.)

MISCELLANEOUS.
Gooseberry Caterpillars.—Mr. D. Baillie, a Scotch

gardener, having observed that this pest was seldom seen

near Whin or Broom plants, chopped and bruised a sheet-

ful of the shoots of the Whin, and boiled them in about

42 gallons of water until the liquor became a strong

decoction. Upon distributing this fluid over 430 Goose-

berry bushes, most of the insects were immediately

destroyed; a few attempted again to ascend the bushes,

but were completely killed by a second dose.

—

From
Blackwood9

s Journal of Agriculture.

ABSTRACT of Meteorological Observations by Joseph Milligan,

Esq., at the Van Diemen's Land Company's Establishment,

Hampshire Hills, V.D.L. Lat. S. 41° 18'; Long. E. 145° 55'.

Elevation above the Sea Level, 1340 feet.
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observed that he is of opinion tbat all true roots of herba-
ceous plants should be dried in their entire state; and
that probably bulbs and corrns might be dried in the same
way, if the rudiments of the new plants with which thej
are furnished be first removed. When roots are thus
dried, their juices are not exposed to the action of the
atmosphere, which is the case when they are previously

sliced ; and, for the same reason, Dr. Houlton employs

the carefully dried and pulverised medicinal leaf in pre-

ference to extracts prepared from it. The leaves should

be kept in a well-stoppered bottle, and secluded from the

light, and only powdered in small quantities at a time,

according to the consumption of the practice.—From th§

Athen<Bum.
Sale of Orchidaceous Plants, $c.—At the recent sale

of plants from Guatemala, Australia, and New Zealand,

which took place at Messrs. Stevens's on the 18th f the

following were the prices of the principal lots :—Den-
drdbium Kingianum, a new species, with pink flowers,

sold for 4/. 10*.; several specimens of Sobralia macrantha,

respectively, for 26/. 5a\, 8/. 10a\, 7/., and fit. 6&\ ; an

Evelyna, for 6/.; and Barkeria spectabilis, for 67. A fine

specimen of Cattleya Skinneri realised 41. ; Epidendrum

macrochilum, 5/. 5*. ; Lycaste Skinneri, 4/.; and Epi-

dendrum Stamfordianum, 41. 10$. A new species of

Araucaria, from New South Wales, was bought in for 20

guineas ; as was also an extraordinary plant of Acrdstichum

grande, for 10 guineas. The new species of Earina sold for

21. 8s., and a new species of Jasminum for 1/. 185. Of
three species of Clematis, from New Zealand, one sold

for 1/. 65., another for 1/. 2j., and a third fetched 1/. 12*.

The highest price given for Dacrydium Mai, the plants

being very small, was 1/. 6s.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Veitch's Nursery, Exeter.—This nursery, which is nearly new,

—

Messrs. Veitch having removed from their old nursery at Killerton,

and formed this one from Grass fields within the last 10 years,

—

comprises 40 acres, seven of which are a good heath soil, peculiarly

adapted for the growth of American plants ; the remainder is a fine

rich loam. It is ornamented with ponds, fountains, rock-work,

rustic seats, &c. ; and in front of the houses is a Pinelum, on Grass,

which includes nearly all the hardy Coniferse at present in the

country. The Plant department comprises separate houses for the

growth of Orchidaceous plants, stove plants, Ericas, New Holland

plants, Camellias, Pelargoniums, Pine plants, &c. &c. One house

is devoted solely to the cultivation of all the new plants raised from

imported seeds, and in it are some beautiful and rare species, many
of which have not yet bloomed. The following, which were sent

from South America by their collector, have already flowered, and

most of them have been figured in the leading Botanical periodicals,

viz. :
—

Alstrcem^ria nemorosa,
Begdnia coccinea,

Echites splendens,

atropurpurea,
hirsuia,

Gesnera polyantha,

»
j?

Man^ttia bfcolor,

Passiflora actinia,

Rondeletia longiflora,

Stigmaphyllon ciliatum,

,,
heterophyllum

Siphocampylus duplo-serratui,

Gloxinia macrophylla variegata, Tropte'olum azureum, &c. &c.

Hypocyrta strigillosa, '

From the same source a large supply of the seeds of Araucaria lmbn-
cata has also been received, from which many thousands of plants

have been raised.

—From the Tasmanian Journal.

Medical Properties of Roots and Leaves.—At a recent

meeting of the Medico-Botanical Society, Dr. Houlton

Lees' Botany of the Malvern Hills is a good specimen

of the manner in which local floras may be rendered

interesting to others than the residents on the spot, for

whom such books are principally intended. It open!

with a few pages of well-written introductory matter

from which we glean the following scrap relating to the

general appearance of the district :

—

" General Appearance and Aspect of thb
Hills. From the period when the vicinity of Malvern

was a wilderness, thick set with trees/ above whose

solemn umbrage the Bald Hill (for such is the deriva-

tion of the conjoined British words Moel Wern) must

have peered with fine effect, charming the Saxon monks
to its peaceful solitudes, down to the present day, these

eminences have never wanted visitants or admirers.

Whether the ancient Britons or the conquering Romans
did more than form and occupy the noble fortress on the

Herefordshire Beacon, it maybe difficult to say ;* but

the monks of the two priories of Great and Little

Malvern at all events sanctified the salubrious waters of

the hills, by giving the name of the Holy Well to one

spring, and dedicating the other to St. Anne. We may
rest assured, therefore, that whatever interest the saints

may have taken in the matter, something was known of

the curative qualities of pure spring-water, even in those

comparatively unpolished times. The monks of Great

Malvern, however, not satisfied with the attractions of the

scenery and the health-restoring spring of St. Anne,

superadded thereto the potent spell of superstition,

having within their Abbey Church a highly venerated

image or shrine, which was so much resorted to, that it

is especially denounced by Bishop Latimer, m his stern

but quaint sermons .f

"Camden remarks, that the Malvern Hills seem to

rise 'like stairs one above another ;

' and this homely

simile is very apt, when the hills are viewed near or

somewhat north of Worcester, when from the lowest

southern hill there appears a gradual rise from south to

north, the apices of the Worcestershire Beacon and North

Hill terminating the view. This stair-like aspect is not,

however, so obvious when the hills are viewed farther

south, as then the broad mass of the Herefordshire Beacon
is brought into view, and this noble hill then appears to

rise in the centre of the chain, its subject heights undu-

lating from it on either band. The best view of the

entire chain is that, perhaps, obtainable from the escarp-

ment of the Cotswo2o^nea£ Chelfenham,or from Bredon

* I have a silver coin of Vespasian, found in a hole excavated

by sheep on the Worcestershire Beacon, where, perhaps, more

^Lattoer^Sermons, preached before King Edward VI. 4to.
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Hill, near Pershore. The entire length of the hills, from

north to south, rather exceeds nine miles ; the breadth is

variable, at the utmost scarcely exceeding a mile, and this

only occurring at the gorge, where the Herefordshire

Beacon boldly falls back to the westward, near Little

Malvern,
M Three transverse and one lateral valley perforate the

hills, and at these points the most craggy aspect of the

chain might be expected to present itself; but this is

scarcely the case, as the gradual slope of the hills even in

these passes, from the friable nature of the rocks, pre-

vents that stern rigidity of feature which would be evident

with less disintegrating materials. The pass of the

Ledbury road, however, between Little Malvern and
4 the Winds 9 Point,' exhibits a fine view of the Hereford-

shire Beacon. Besides these vallies that break entirely

through the chain, numerous ravines stretch up the sides

of the hills, exposing many bare masses of rock, especially

in what is called l the Winding Valley/ between the

Worcestershire Beacon and the North Hill, and the Stony
Glen, between the North and End Hills. These are

some of the best stations to find plants upon the hills.

The only lateral valley between two parallel spurs of the

chain occurs at the smaller camp, south of the Hereford-
shire Beacon, where the westernmost height, called

Midsummer Hill, forms the highest ground of the forti-

fication ; the eastern height, which is included in the

entrenchment, is called Holly-bush Hill. This is a good
locality for cryptogamous plants."

The Muck Manual. By F. Falkner, Esq. Murray. 12mo.
Of all the subjects connected with Farming that of

manure is beyond all comparison the most important next
to draining, which is, indeed, in many cases, even second
to it. As concerns Gardening, it is also the great field in

which the most multiplied and varied experiments are

required. We therefore hail with pleasure all practical,

and most speculative, essays relating to it. It is for that

reason that we have allowed it already to occupy so pro-
minent a place in our columns, and that we have no
intention whatever of letting the subject sleep. For the
present, however, it is desirable to pause awhile, until the

experiments of the season shall have been brought to a

head; and as indicating the present views of observant
persons this book of Mr, Falkner's will be found useful.

It gives a succinct account of the manner in which animal
and vegetable manures are best prepared, preserved, and
applied ; and of the action of the more common mineral
and artificial manures now being so extensively employed.
In addition to which, the introductory matter gives a
brief sketch of the nature and properties of some of the
chemical elements which give manure its value. The
author very properly insists upon the paramount im-
portance of home-made dung, in which we entirely agree
with him, as we have repeatedly stated on former occa-
sions ; and although we cannot concur in all his views as

to the means of rendering that great mine of wealth most
productive—especially when (p. 127) he recommends that
no dung should be allowed to ferment until a few weeks
before it is put into the soil, and then only in a slight

degree—yet the mere fact that the paramount value of
home-made dung is strongly insisted upon is an excellent
feature.

We have no space for a detailed criticism of this work,
and shall therefore only quote a passage relating to the
indiscriminate use of simple manures, to the good sense of
which we would particularly direct the consideration of
our agricultural readers.
M Without knowing of what his (the farmer's) plants are

formed—that many different substances are required for
their nourishment, and that the presence of all those sub-
stances is requisite to thefulfilment of the condition of their
growth—he applies one substance only, an individual salt;
and if it happens to be the very substance that was
wanted to fulfil the conditions of fertility, he gets a crop.
Encouraged by this success, the same salt is applied to
another field, with the full confidence that it will produce
a similar effect. In this instance, however, to the great
surprise and disappointment of the farmer, it proves an
entire failure. Induced by the success of the first appli-
cation, other persons try the same salt, some with entire
success, others with partial benefit; but the greater num-
ber generally without any perceptible advantage. Further
experience of this kind plainly proves that there is no
dependence to be placed upon this particular salt, and it

is ultimately abandoned. Such has been the fate of
several different salts in succession ; and thus common
salt, gypsum, carbonate of soda, nitrate of soda, and
nitrate of potash, have each had their periods of favour
and disrepute. A few successful experiments with a par-
ticular salt have led to an extensive application of it, and
to consequent great loss and disappointment."

The American Agriculturist. New York, Wiley and
Putnam.

This is an American periodical, occupied with Agricul-
tural and Horticultural subjects. As far as we can judge
from the Numbers before us, it appears to contain some
useful information, although, of course, less important
to England than to the United States, in consequence of
the wide difference in their climate. It is illustrated with
wood-cuts of Plants and Cattle, and is worth the having
of those who wish to know what their brother farmers
are about on the other side of the Atlantic.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
r»« luramer climbing Roses, such as Ayrshire, Bouraault,

*>ank»ian, and many of the evergreen and multiflora divisions, are
now fading off for the Beason, leaving blanks in the Rosary, and along

fillrd? *nd pilIar8 of Roaes
>
walIs > banks, &c. which will not be

vu wp agiUn ln ma»y places till next June. Twenty years ago thia

would have been thought of little consequence ; but in these days
we are so accustomed to a rich display of autumnal Roses that from
May to November the " Rosary " is expected to exhibit a perpetual
succession of bloom. How to effect this is the object of my remarks
thi-* week. We cannot possibly do away with our beautiful summer
garlands without losing the best feature of our flower-gardens; we
must therefore endeavour to clothe our summer climbers by budding
on them autumnal flowering Roses, using those only that are of a
dwarfish, compact habit, so that they may not interfere with the
free habits of their foster parents, so to speak. Hybrid Perpetuals
and Chinas are best suited for this work, unless, indeed, your climb-
ing Roses are against walls with favourable aspects, when you may
employ the dwarf Bourbons and a few of the tea-scented kinds,
instead of the Chinas. The prevailing tint in summer climbers is

whitish, and as some of the sorts to be budded on them may be
expected to flower occasionally at the same time with them, it may
be as well to make use of higher-coloured varieties ; but individual
taste will determine this. A few whites would relieve the other
colours in the autumn. Among the Chinas, perhaps the best whites
for this purpose are Clara Sylvain and Infidelity de Lisette, to
which you may add Camellia blanc, or any other white sort you
may already possess. Among the higher colours in the section of
Chinas there is great room for choice, but private gardeners can
hardly be expected to know all the best sorts. Until you find a
better list, take the following : Paris, Saint Pern, Cramoisie supci-
rieure, Henry V., Baron de Laage, Camoens, Abbe' Mioland, and
Fabyier. All these are very fine, and as China Roses are not so
particular about the kind of stock they are on as many of the Per-
petuals, they had better be wrought on the Ayrshire Roses, while
the hybrid Perpetuals should be budded on the Boursault and
Banksian. The dwarf Bourbons should also be worked on the freer
kinds, and being more tender than the Chinas and Perpetuals, should
have the more favourable situations. Any one having a large
Banksian Rose against a house or south wall, may easily establish a
selection of Bourbon and Tea-scented Roses on it, and in hard
winters these could be saved by covering them over with mats. None
of the Tea and few of the dwarf Bourbons do well on their own
roots in our climate. There are few good white Roses among the
Bourbons

; perhaps Julie a Joynes and Acidalie are the two best of
this colour, while there is no want of good sorts with rose, red, and
crimson colours. Among the old Perpetuals the Crimson or La Per-
petuelle is the best ; and William Jesse is perhaps the best among
the newest ones, but in this class the difficulty is to pick out a baa
one ; they are all good.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

PiNERY.—Besides the routine of watering and giving air, the
chief attention must now be turned towards your fine succession
plants

; and those of them that are to fru^t next May cannot now be
too soon potted, taking the strongest and best-rooted plants for the
first day's potting; the smaller plants will come in better by-and-
by. Many good growers use disproportionately large pots for a few
ot their best plants at this time, and do not fill them quite up at first.

Pines of all ages are potted deeper than other plants, as they root
from the collar of the plant, near the surface ; and whenever a new
shift is given them they are kept more close for about three weeks,
to induce them to throw out fresh roots in the new soil.
Vinbry.-—The houses that have now done bearing ought to have

a good syringing morning and night, and to have the atmosphere
kept rather moist about them, as long as the leaves are green ; but
they must not be kept close under this treatment, for fear of in-
ducing another growth. The late Vineries, on the other hand, should
be kept rather close at present; that is, give them air early in the
morning, and shut them up between three and four o'clock in the
afternoon, till all your berries are full swelled ; then the natural heat
of the season ought to be warm enough to colour them slowly, and
if it is not you must use fires early in the autumn ; but this is seldom
wanted when they are properly managed.
PKAcn-HOUSK.— Late houses now in bearing cannot have too

much air given them in the daytime, but the lights should be well
drawn up towards night, to prevent the night dews from affecting
the fruit, as the Peach is sooner spoiled by damp than any other
fruit we grow. The earliest house may have the lights down now
day and night, but the season is too unfavourable to allow the glass
to be entirely removed yet. Give the trees a good sprinkling all

over the leaves every afternoon, but after this they do not require
any water at the roots ; indeed, if the autumn rains could be kept off
the early Peach borders, it would be in favour of the trees, as, alter
this cold summer, if we should pet a dripping, warm autumn it

would induce another growth, which had better be reserved till next
forcing time.
Mblons and Cucumbers.— I do not hear much about the

flavour of Melons being deficient this year, and my own plants, as
well as all I have seen this season, appear in better health than is

usual in the height of summer, from which we might infer that a
slight shade in very hot clear weather is beneficial, as it certainly is

natural to them. Our men have been turning the linings as regular
all this summer as we do in spring ; but whatever the season is, I
believe a constant bottom-heat of about 90° is essential to the well-
being of the Melon in all its stages. The only difficulty we have
with those we grow on the u tank system," is to know how to dis-
pose of their large crops. The ridged Cucumbers and Tomatoes
ought to be kept very thin of shoots, and be well trained out ; this
season they need all the assistance you can give them.

Out-door Department.
In the Kitchen-garden there is less reason to complain this year

than in the Flower-garden. Peas and Beans came up with
enormous length of stalks, but there were immense crops upon them.
Onions are a good crop in most places. Carrots, Beet, and the
lighter crops look as well as one could wish, and the late rains have
come in time (or the late-planted Broccoli and Cauliflowers, &c.
The succession crops are now mostly confined to salad plants, such
as Endive, which should be planted out in succession once about
every three weeks. Lettuces and small salads as usual ; only as the
Lettuces do not run to seed in autumn you may sow more of them
now at a time than could be done for summer supply without waste.
Celkry.— This is a thirsty plant, and like the Asparagus, delights

in the richest liquid manure after it has fairly begun to grow. Never
put off earthing up the earlier rows too long ; rather the other way

—

often and but little at a time— indeed, those who prefer earthing up
their main crops in succession, instead of altogether at once, should
also bear this in mind.
Cabbages.— If your first sowing for the early spring supply is not

yet in the ground, there is no time to spare;—what is nicer than a
young early Cabbage ?

Pkas.— If we should be scarce of rain give regular waterings to the
two last sowings of these ; it will enable them to carry good late ser-
viceable crops.
Orchard.-The principal work here is to guard the crops from

birds and insects, and to keep the trees clean and clear of super-
fluous shoots. As there is little chance of a crop of out-door Grapes
this year, the bunches had better be cut off, except a few on the
strongest branches, but do not neglect to train and regulate the
Vines as usual. °

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—Few stove-plants will require potting after this time,
unless it be newly propagated ones, which must be hastened through
their nursery stages with all possible speed. Any little plants that
are difficult to preserve in winter should be kept rather dry from this
time to harden their growth; and also, if practicable, cuttings of
them should be put in. There are many plants that will stand over
the winter if stinted in the cutting-pots, and placed near the glass on
shelves, when the old plants can hardly be kept by the greatest care.
Give more air and less water to stove-plants in general, after this
time

;
this will harden them and prepare them for another long winter.

Greenhouse.— If you see well to the watering and staking of
those plants in the open air, and that they are not too much crowded
together, nor too much shaded by trees or buildinps, it is all you can

^w1" l^T '' Presumin£ th»t all your best specimens and delicate
piants that are not in flower in the conservatory are luxuriating under
tne cool refreshing shelter of your cold pits, where not a leat or bud
M seen gut of place, and where the slight sprinklings from the hand-

syringe in the evenings supply the place of the absent night dews,
and the thin calico frames ward off the fierceness of the sun when he
occasionally breaks forth in his strength.
Fi-ower-Garhen,-Since I wrote the last Calendar I have had

another opportunity of seeing many of the public and private gardens
round London. A provincial will always see and hear many things
about the culture and propagation of plants, and the introduction of
new ones to improve his knowledge when he goes to London; but
flower-gardening is much better carried out in the provinces. The
foolishness of discarding the finer annuals that flower from the middle
of April to the end of June was never more apparent than in the
London flower-gardens this season. I have in the middle of this
month seen fancy-cut flower-beds on beautiful velvety turf, and large
beds too, with one-half of the plants in them dead and the other
half neither dead nor alive. There will be plenty of time, however,
to discuss this subject hereafter. I will only remark at present that
we must turn over a new leaf in propagating, storing, and planting,
or sowing flower garden plants. This and the two precedh g seasons
have been unfavourable to flower-gardening in three different wavs;
these difficulties, with an extensive field of operations here, have
suggested to me several plans which may be useful to others.—
D.Beaton, Shntbland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the Week ending July 20, 1843, as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswk'k.

July.
Friday 14
Saturday 15

Sunday lb'

Monday 17
Tuesday 18

Wedne*dayl9
Thursday 20

Average
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Max.
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29.766

"297991
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30.143
29 784
2! 1.709
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29-944
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Max.
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77
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68
63

7o-0

IW in.

53
56
68
67
49
44
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63.0~

Mean.
64.5
66.5
69
69.0
62.0
56.0

61.0

64.0

Wind. Rain.

N.K.
s.w.
W-
W.
s w. .50

w. .02

s.w. .01

.53

3 [Mil

July 14. Densely overcast; very fine; cloudy.
15. Very fine throughout
16. Light hazy clouds; exceedingly fine; cloudy.
17- Very fine; hot and dry; cloudy.
18. Very tine, with light clouds; constant rain commenced

heavy towards night.

9n" Varri"'
1 cl

.
oudle*«! densely clouded at noon; clear at night.

20. Very fine; dense dark clouds at 1p.m.; slight shower; overcastdusky sky. "

Mean temperature of the wphR above the average-

State of the Weather at chinyick ouring the last 17 years, for the cniufnjtWeek ending July 29, 1843
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1.03
0.22
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0.32
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4
2
1

1
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 28th»
in 1835—thermometer 91°; and the lowest on the 27th in 1829, and 23d, 1842—
thermometer 42°.

REPORT ON COVKNT-GAKDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending July 21, 1843.

The market has been well supplied with both fruit and vege-
tables during the past week. Pines are plentiful, and a trifle
cheaper ; amongst them are fair specimens of the Montserrat and
Enville. Black Hamburgh Grapes are excellent, and a few Mus-
cats are offered. Peaches and Nectarines are remarkably fine,
and still maintain a high price. Foreign Melons are abundant,
but those of English growth continue scarce. Dessert Plums
have made their appearance, at 2s. per punnet, and a considerable
quantity has been imported from France. Cherries are plentiful
and good. Strawberries and Raspberries continue very fine. Goose-
berries and Currants are now thoroughly ripe, and are offered
in great abundance. Kitchen-Apples are selling at 10s. per
bushel. Cucumbers are plentiful, from 6d. to 3s. per brace.
Cauliflowers of good quality are not scarce, and fetch irom
is. to 6s. per dozen. French Beans have become much more
abundant, and sell from 4s. to 7s. per half.sieve. Turnips,
owing to the wetness of the season, continue good. Excellent
Carrots are selling from 3s. to 8s. per dozen bunches. Vegetable
Marrows are becoming more plentiful, from 6d. to is. 6d. per
dozen. Sal ad i rig of every description is abundantly offered.
Mushrooms fetch from 1a. to 2s. 6d. per pottle. Cut Flowers
consist of Ceanothus azureus, Combretum purpureum, Epiphyl-
lum Ackermanni, Hoya carnosa, Crassula coccinea, Bign6nia
venusta, Gardenias, Sweet Peas, Ericas, Heliotrope. Roses, Pico-
tees, &c.

PRICES, Saturday, July 22, 1843—FRUITS :—
Pine Apple, per lb., 2s toP.i
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2s to Gs]
Peaches, per dozen, 12* to 21*
Nectarines, per dozen, 12* to 21*
Melons, 2* to 8* each
Plums, per punnet, 2/
Strawberries, per pottle, 67/ to 1* Gd
Gooseberries, p ht'-sv, 2s Gd to 5*
Currants, per half-sieve, 2* to 3* Gd— Bl ack , '2s Gd to 3* 6d— Red, for wine, 2* to 2* 6d— for dessert, 3* to 6*
Raspberries, per gallon, 5rf to Rd
Cherries, English, pl2lbs-, l*<Jrfto3iCrf

Cherries, Wall, per lb., 1* to4*
Apples, Kitchen, per bushel, 10*
Oranges, per doven, 1* to 4*— per 100, 10* to 30*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2* ^— per 100, Gs to 14*
Cucumbers, per brace, Gd to 2*
Almonds, per peck, Gs
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, iGs

— Barcelona, 24* j— Cob, 12*

1* to 6*
ve, 4* to 7*

Cabbape-plants, per doz. bun., 1* to 2*
Cabbage*, per doz., Ad to U Gd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 1*
Beans, Kidney, per half-sie— Windsor, per sieve, 1* to 1* 6d
Potatoes, old, per ton, 20# to40#— new, per cwt., 2i to 3* Gd— per bushel, I* to Bi Gd— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 5i— Scotch, per bush., 1* to 1* 6d
Artichokes, green, per doz., li to 4*
Vegetable Marrows, per doz-, Gd to Is Gd
Turnips, per doz. hunches, 2s to 5*
Red Beet, per dozen, 9rf to 1*
Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* to 4*
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd to 1*

— Turnip, p. doz. bunch. )*tol*Grf
Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bunches, 3* to 3*
Shallots, per lb., I*— green, per bunch, Ad

VEGETABLES.
Spinach, per sieve, 1* M to 2*
Leeks, per doz- bun.. 3* to 4* Gd
Onions, Spring p. d«z. bch., 1* Gd to 3*

— t Large, per doz. bch., 4/ to Gs

Garlic, per lb. Gd to 8d
Chilis, per 100, 1j
Peas, per bushel, Is to 3* 6d— per sack, 3* to 5*
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, 9d to 1*
— Cos, per score, Gd to 1**^

Celery, p. bd., (12 to!5)9rfto U Gd
Small Sa'ads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Sweer. Basil, per doz. bunch, 3* to 4*

Watercress, per do/, im. btin. Ad to w*

Parsley, per half sieve, 1*
Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2s to S*

Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 3i
Mint, per doz. bunches, li Gd to 3*

Marjoram, green, per bunch. Ad to «« .

Miitthrnnnift, per pottle, 1* to 2* Gd

NoC/ces to Correspondents.
One shilling: will be given for No. 33 for 1842. ,

Manures.— W. Ward.—Guano is the excrement of sea-fowl, ana

is imported from the coast of Peru. Its action is like that oi

pigeons'-dung:.
f

-

Soils.—Anonymous.—-The plan recommended for preparing lew-

mould in the last Number of " Paxton's Magazine of B
?
ta"£k

is, after the leaves have fallen, to collect them (those of the ua£
and Beech being best), and use them first as a hotbed on www
to raise Annuals, early Potatoes, &c, and afterwards to tnrov»

them into a heap, in any spare corner or the garden. ^ CUI
ringthem over occasionally and drenching them witn vaie

whenever they get too dry, their decomposition win oe
j£

lerated. When they are in a pulverised state, thc'mould »n"wi
use. We will endeavour shortly to answer your other questioil.

Grass-Lani>.-H. i»f.-Add White Clover, Meadow Rescue, a«

crested Dogstail Grasses, ft they are deficient aUeady;"*'
Poa trivialis will be useful ; or, if you have very good hay-see

from a field where there are no weeds, throw t »em
.5

1""
H Qt the

Vines.- J. D. informs us that he has two'Vineries **"*£**££
bottom of a deep descent sloping to the ™*\?*™™ Yhe
weather the superfluous water drains down to th* 3°%'."^
consequence is, that upon all the Vines, the Black Pnnce

excepted , the bunches of Grapes shank off as soon as the colour

ing process commences. Three Jyears since ft wick wau w«
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built in front of the border, and on the outside of this a drain
was formed, to prevent, if possible, the roots from penetrating

beyond the border; but upon examining; them lately, it was
found that they had extended themselves beneath the drain.

J. D, therefore wishes to know, whether we can suggest any-
thing likely to improve his border without making a new one.

[Unless the bottom of the Vine-border had also been well

drained and made to slope from the house towards the drain,

the latter would be of little service. Nothing can be done
towards benefiting the Vines until the leaves have fallen from

them, when the drain should, if practicable, be sunk still

deeper, and all the roots which have found their way into it be

cut away. The surface of the b< rder should be enriched with

bone-dust, or some other good manure, to attract the roots

towards the surface. The reason why the Black Prince did

not suffer so much as the others is owing to its being one of

our hardiest Vines. J] D. Walter and W. Revant,—The
disease which has attacked your Grapes is one to which
Muscats are particularly liable. We can only account for it by
supposing that the powerful rays of the sun, falling directly

upon the berries, induce an excessive perspiration, which the

plant is not able to supply. This is rendered more probable

by the fact that the upper portions of the bunches, and those

parts most exposed to the sun's influence, are the first to suffer,

and goes far towards substantiating the assertion that the

shade of the foliage is necessary to the well-doing of Grapes. %

Anacalus.— Flora.—The larger of your flowers is commonly
known as A. ceev&lea grandirlora. The seedling raised from it

is not equal to it in colour. The fact that one of your plants

has been grown in a pot, while the other luxuriates in the open

border, will account for the disparity in the size ot the blooms.%
Campanula gram>is.—J. B.—This plant may either be culti-

vated in a pot, and kept in a cold pit through the winter, for

turning out in spring against a south wall ; or it may be grown
in the greenhouse and be treated in all respects like C. pyram-
idalis.j

Cotoneaster.— T. B. E. i?.—We cannot state positively that the

berries of Cotoneaster microphylla are not poisonous ;
but in

all probability they are not more injurious than the fruit of the

common Whitethorn. t
Calandrinia discolor.— T.B.E. B.—This plant will grow very

well in any common garden soil.*

Alonsoa obandiflora.— A Subscriber —If seeds of this are

sown early in spring and duly attended to, the young plants

will bloom during the succeeding summer. It requires the

usual protection of half-hardy plants.*
Stocks.— J. J.—The seeds of Brompton Stocks should be sown

in April or May, in moderately rich and light soil, and in a
situation where they are not too much exposed to the sun.

Keep them well wa'ered when they begin to grow, and thin

them out to six inches apart. Early in the following season
they may be planted out in the borders. Ten-week Stocks
should be sown in February, in a slight hot-bed; they will then
be ready for planting out at the same time as other things.*

Evergreen Climbers.—A Weekly Subscriber.—There is no ever-

green climber that will cover a wall in so short a time as Ivy
;

but if you object to that plant, Crataegus pyracantha and the
common Laurel are the most likely to answer your purpose.*

Fins.— G. S. has some young Fir-trees on a gravelly soil south
of London affected with swellings at the foot of the leaf-stalks,
a*id after a year or two they gradually become rusty- brown
coloured and die. Are the cause and remedy for this disease
known to any of our readers ?

vacti. -Flora,—Your seedling with rich violet-coloured flowers,
navingarosy centre, and partaking of the form and size of
Jenkinsoni, which the plant resembles in habit, is quite new
to us, and is certainly a beautiful variety. The flesh-coloured
seedling is pretty, but not equal to the above.* F. T.- These
will be benefited by being turned into the open air during
Bummer, provided they are fully exposed to the sun and do not
receive too much moisture.*

Scarlet Pelargoniums.— J. Scarlet.— If you have plenty of
room for stowing these away In winter, and are desirous of
obtaining large plants, it is better to leave them unpruned

;

but where room is scarce, it is better to head them down to
some of the lower shoots. They will not damp off, provided
they are moderately watered and supplied with abundance
of air.*

Rosks.— W. A. S.—We cannot assign any reason why your stand-
ard Rose, which is very flourishing, has never borne a single
flower, while its neighbours are equally flourishing, and of
about the same age, and have numberless flowers every year.

•Double Pansy.—Came of Cowrie.—Your double Pansy is a very
curious production : it is about an inch in diameter, and eon-
Gists of lour flowers placed above each other with tolerable
regularity, having a few additional purple petals to form a
crown. It is a curiosity only : we arc not aware of its being
of any value.*

Hybrid Gladioli.— J. P.—These seedlings are poor and weak in
colour, and cannot be regarded as improvements in this class
of flowers.*

Pine-applf.s.— yl Well-wisher says that at a Horticultural show
last year, a discussion arose as follows :—There was a fine,
grown Enville Pine, with what is generally termed a Cockscomb
Crown, which was considered a deformity, but as far as the
fruit was concerned, it was evidently very superior to the rest.
However, the deformity prevailed so much, that no prize was
awarded to it. He asks whether there are such Pines as
Cockscomb Envilles ; or, if such chance to occur, whether they
ou8:ht to be altogether condemned if the fruit is good. [In our
°Pin ion, the cockscombing of Pines, to which, by the way, the
Enville is peculiarly subject, is a deformity; and if two speci-
mens, nearly equallv swelled, heavy, and otherwise good, are
Placed for competition, the prize must be given against the
Cockscomb. But if the Cockscomb is decidedly better grown
than others, not cockscombed, to which it is opposed, then
this deformity ought not to be a bar to its winning

; because

J*
>s not caused by bad gardening, nor capable of being pre-

vented by good gardening, but is an accident that no care can
fiaard against, and one that does not at all interfere with that
quality- flavour, for which Pine-apples are cultivated.]
t" Awbkrriks.— Jl. H.—We are unacquainted with Napier's
»eedlin& Strawberry. t W- W. J.—The British Queen forces
well. We are unacquainted with the Victoria Strawberry

4

^umbbrs.—A. B.—To check the mildew upon these, remove
u»e worst of the leaves, dust the remainder with sulphur, and
*e*p the frames warmer at night than you have been accus-

J
orned to do. Mildew upon this tribe appears to proceed from

v
™e plants suffering at night from cold.I
*°btabi,ks.—A. Baumgartner.-The foUow'mg are amongst the
Jwdiest varieties of the kinds of vegetables you mention, and
W,H stand the winter, if the situation is not too much exposed :—
b:
ao<>agc

f Vanack; Lettuce, Hardy Hammersmith, lirown

£
utch . Broccoli, Knight's Protecting, Danish ; Onion, Brown

*°<tugal. We are not at present in possession of sufficient
formation respecting the "New Brown Hampton Court Cab-

,

baee Lettuce."
\\

*

sects.— t. S—Your singular caterpillar is the larva of the

kin I
aVimila

» or Puss Moth.* B. H.—We presume you

ani i

y<mr Pansies by using too much Tobacco. Plants, like

mil? '
are easi, y killed by doses of medicine which in

"derate quantity will be beneficial. Gas-water is a much
Wept

remcit >' for green-fly, as is stated in our Leader of last

Yon o°
nly take care to ^t it of the right strength. W.—

treeRr
r " tree is infested with the Tinea Clerckella, or Pear-

for if h
er Motn

> and ibe only means which we can suggest

aufi
destrnc*ion are, to collect and burn all the leaves in

wiiw h fal1 at the base of the wall, to wash the trees

when trf
PMld* lowards the end of May or beginning of June,

PartiAiiV,
C
??oths are pairing

> and when valuable trees are onlyauy attacked, to gather and burn the blistered leaves as

soon as the spots appear, t Inquirer.—The insects which you
find in such numbers on the floors and walls of your cottage
have probably come out from the reed thatching which covers
your dwelling. What you take to be two different insects are

the larvee and perfect states of the same. The insect is

of the family Cimicidae, or Bug-tribe, and belongs to the
genus Cymus. H. H.—Your small Coleopterous insect is

Anobium striatum, or the common Death-watch. It abounds
in old houses, and does much mischief by perforating the wood-
work of wainscotting, chairs, tables, Ike. A Subscriber.—
Your insect is one of the Click, or Spring-beetles, Elater
(Lepidotus) murinus. In its larva state it is one of the wire-
worms. 67. 5.—The excrescences which you have observed
&;t the '* bottom of young shoots of the Fir, causing the leaves
to turn rusty," seem to be occasioned by a Plant-louse belong-
ing to the genus Eriosoma. Syringing with gas-liquor and
water in the proportions mentioned in the Gardeners' Chronicle
for 1843, page 465, would, we expect, effect a cure. 5. S.—
The grubs which you forwarded to us are those of the Cock-
chafer, Melolontha vulgaris, in a young state. We recommend
you to turn over and expose the compost you are making to the
frost, when the winter comes on. The frost and birds will do
much to destroy the grubs which are in it. A Subscriber,
near Shrewsbury .— The little beetle which accompanied the
Calandragranaria is Silvanus sexdentatus. This is a common
insect in sugar-casks, but we were not before aware that it

was so destructive to Malt. The saccharine nature of the
Malt causes the insect to attack it. The same remedies as we
pointed out for the Calandra will be equally applicable here. S.

Bees.—Apis desires to know if any writer on Bees can inform him
whether, if a swarm were allowed to remain on a branch, the
Bees would construct cells upon it; also, how long it would
be before they contained honey and brood ?

Red ^pinion.

—

A Constant Beader.—Whenever Red-spider makes
its appearance the best remedy for it is a damp atmosphere,
which should always be maintained in Vineries or Pits as
soon as this insect makes its appearance. If your Grapes are
beginning to change colour, you cannot with propriety either
keep your house damp or try the effect of sulphur upon them,
because either remedy will deteriorate the flavour of the fruit.

You must therefore let them remain as they are until the
Grapes are gathered, and then ply the foliage well with water.
Sulphur vivum is generally considered stronger than flowers
of sulphur: either of them will injure the foliage of plants if

used in excess.

J

Cockroaches.—A Subscriber.—To destroy these, mix 1 oz. of
arsenic with 4 oz. of tallow, and melt them together in an
earthen pipkin. When thoroughly incorporated by stirring,

and partially cooled, small pieces of wood should be dipped
in the mixture, which will form a coating over the wood. If

these pieces of wood are placed in those parts of your kitchen
which the cockroaches frequent, they will attack them greedily,
and perish.

t

Books.— Children's books are entirely out of our way; we can
only state that Little Bed Biding Hood and Holbein's Bible
Events, both published by Cundall, in Bond-street, are well
suited, one for the amusement, and the other the instruction,

of children. They are beautifully got up. Alpha.—We are
unacquainted with the art of Short-hand writing ; but we be-
lieve one system is nearly as good as another. The difficulty

is to decipher it after it is written.
ViTs.—Leyton.—The best Pits are of brick; but very good ones
may be made by throwing up earth into bunks sloping outward
at an angle of 45°, and kept upright in the inside by stakes and
a turf facing. They should be not less than 6 feet wide inside

;

their glass sashes should slope at as low an angle as possible,

to secure the wet being well thrown off in winter. We should
heat them with hot-water gutters, as described in late Numbers
of the Chronicle, and a small cheap boiler, like Stephenson's,
which requires no setting. We hardly know how to recommend
you to proceed with your Phallus. Perhaps pouring a solution
of corrosive sublimate over it, as fast as it appears; would
extirpate it.

Nktti.ks.—A Constant Beader.— These, when young, are re-
garded as anti-scorbutics and purifiers of the blood. It can do
no harm to try the effect of Nettle-tea; we have, however, no
great faith.

Country Shows.—A Beader and Admirer.— It is our invariable
practice to publish an account of all the Country Shows,
reports of which are forwarded to us. Where this is not the

case, we of course cannot notice them.t

Prkskrvks.—Mr. Sweet-tooth asks how he is to preserve Rhubarb
stalks during winter. We do not profess to be much in the

secrets of the still-room, but the most probable method for

success seems to be this :— Frepare the stalks as for immediate
use, putthim into a wide-mouthed bottle lightly corked, set

the bottles in a stew-pan filled with cold water, and boil it till

the rhubarb is tender ; take out the bottles, fill them with boil-

ing water, and cork them closely; then rosin them over, as
recommended for Bullaces some time since.

Miscellaneous.—..4. T.— Klseaghus fuscus. It may be propa-

Sinapis tenuif<51ia ; 2, Nasturtium terrcstre.t W. A. 5.

—

Cr^taigus pyrifolia.t J. W.—Myrica Gale, or Candleberry
Myrtle. t A Constant Subscriber.—Any respectable London
Seedsman will supply you with seeds of the different varieties

of Brompton Stock. We cannot recommend one seedsman in

preference to another.^ G. W. Hoyle.— \\\ your last box
every flower was skaken to pieces; when packed as you send
them a thin layer of cotton-wool should be spread over them.*

„]\j, W.—Hedychiums cannot be identified by a single

flower. Thanks for the Fuchsia flowers. Such monsters
are not uncommon. You have sent two sorts of Portulaca—
one P. Thellusonii, the other splendens. (?) //.—The
variety of Rosa tomentosa, calledloctida by Batard, and sub-
globosa by Smith.—J. Plant,— Statice acerosa, a very rare and
curious plant. We presume you are the sole possessor of it

in this country. Your hybrid Gladioli are very interesting;

the fact that vegetable mules are fertile is becoming every year
more certain. E. M. B.—A Cassia, and apparently C. aus-
tralis.- Jas. Backhouse.—Your Algerine annual is a new and
pretty species of Githago. Pray send us a plant. G.—Your
Snapdragon is the old but uncommon Antirrhinum latifolium.

CoL Blunderbuss.— \, Lotus major; 2, Hypericum monta-
num.J W* S. JJ., Coventry.—We shall be obliged by the
communication. B. 12. B.—Lychnis coronata.t J. B.—
We know no more respecting the yellow Rhododendron than
is stated in the advertisement.i F. B.— \

f Clematis fl6rida ;

2, Genista tincttfna, var. hispida ; 3, (without flower) appears
to he Fuchsia tenella; 4, Matricaria chamomilla; 5, Pyrus

' arbutifolia: 6, Escallonia rubra; 7, Geranium pratense; 8,

Clematis integrif6lia.l A Suffolk Subscriber.- 1, Maurandya
semperflorens; 4, Pentbtemon pubescens; 5, Delphinium meso-
leucum ; 15, Pentstemon gentianoides coccinea ; 15, Oenothera
glauca; 17>Mathiolaincana; 18, Coronilla varium ; 19, Clematis

viticella; 20, double var. of ditto; 21,C.fl<5rida; 22, Lysimachia

ciliata; 24, Linaria speciosa; 25, Fuchsia Riccart6nia. We
cannot undertake to name Roses and Verbenas.! P.B.W.—
Tamarix gallica, Genista tinct6ria, and (apparently) Helminthia

echioides.t A. B.—Bugs next week. J. B. B.'s commu-
nications have been received, and his suggestions will betaken

into consideration.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Verbknas.-S. Girling.~Thc best of your seedlings, in our

opinion, is No. 86, the flowers of which are large, of good sub-

stance, and of a bright lavender colour. 84 is also very good ;

and is remarkable for the length of the tube; it is large, of a

bright rosy purple when first expanded, andafterwards changes

to lilac. In 85 the colour is brilliant, but the flowers do not
seem to open well. 87 is pretty, being of a pale flesh colour,
tinged with rose in the centre. 81 appears to be a very rich
scarlet, but it was so injured in travelling, that we can say
nothing further respecting it. The rest are not so good as
some other kinds in cultivation.t

Pelargoniums. -7*. H.—No. 1 .—Under petals small, and top
ones too high; when fully expanded faulty in form, the petals
folding back, and not retaining a regular shape : 2, lower petals
too long and narrow, the colour surrounding the spot poor,
having a faded appearance

j the edges of the upper petals want
smoothness, and the flower when fully open shows a separa-
tion between the upper and lower petals : 3, upper petals want
firmness at the edge; it is a little in the way of Matilda, but
neither so large nor so good. B. Gollidge.—Of your seed-
lings No. 1 is the best; it is the best formed, and retains its

shape well ; all the petals want smoothness at the edge : 2, not
so good as 1, either in form or substance: 3, bad form, too
long, the upper petals thin and imperfect at the edge, having a
watery appearance: 4, poor, thin, and common in colour. .

W. H., Manor House.—Your seedling is no improvement upon
flowers we have similar to it in colour; the upper petals are
too high, thin at the edge, and altogether the flower wants
substance. T. Whitman.—Your seedling has good under
petals, broad, round, pure white, and of good substance; the
upper part of the flower is not so good— the spot is feathery at

the base, striated towards the edge, and deficient in substance.
H.D.-Ko. 1, high-coloured variety; the petals had fallen, but
from the shape of them it cannot be a well-formed flower;
when fully open there must be a wide space between the upper
and lower petals: 2, lower petals too "narrow and flimsy, top
petals thin at the edge ; the flower altogether wants substance :

3, an ill-formed flower; top petals narrow and high, curling
back irregularly, and forming the outline of the petals into
angles ; it is also deficient in substance for a flower of its size.— J. IF.—The faults of your flower consist in the lower
petals being too long and the upper ones having a thin and
watery edf-e; it is a showy variety, and appears to be a very
free trusser.*

Pansies.— Catherine is a pretty flower, of good substance: the
dark purple eye is very fine, and the white ground pure; the
top petals are a little too high ; the azure edging on the lower
petals is rather irregular; this flower, we have no doubt, will
improve, as the bloom is an imperfect one; there is a malforma-
tion in one of the sides and in one of the top petals ; werecom-
mend you to take care of it. Ivanhoe.—'lh'is is a Pansy of
good substance; colour rich and fine, and the belting broad
and perfect; the eye is certainly defective; had it been blotched,
instead of stiiated, it would have proved a very desirable
flower.*

Calceolarias.—^, f. A.—There is nothing particularly worthy
attention in your collection of seedlings; they are inferior in
size and marking to the sorts cultivated in this part of the
kingdom ; the forms of your flowers appear to be very good.

B. Gollidge.—Nob. l and 2 are showy, but they are very
small, compared to the varieties now cultivated.— J. Plant.—
Of your seedlings 73 is too small, and 21, 30, 45, and 40, we
consider not worth keeping, on account of the impurity of the
ground-colour; the other varieties, which are very curiously
blotched and marked, are very beautiful varieties, and deserv-
ing cultivation.*

Pinks.- X. Y. Z.—The petals of your Pink are large and well-
formed, with very little roughness on the edges; the white and
colour are both good, but it appears to be deficient in the num-
ber of its petals j so large a flower requires another row.*

Fuchsias.—W% Haw.—The blooms of> our two seedling Fuchsias
are scarcely distinct from each other. Their colours are
bright, but there is nothing sufficiently marked in them to
render them at all preferable to many others in cultivation.!

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The proceedings in Parliament continue to derive their

main interest from the debates on Ireland. The debate in

the House of Lords on Friday night, on the resolutions of

the Marquess of Clanricarde, was remarkable not only for

the declaration of the Duke of Wellington on the policy of

Government, but also for the opiuions it elicited from

Peers of both political parties on the present state of Irish

affairs. The Opposition condemned the dismissal of magis-

trates and the policy of Ministers, as the chief causes of the

present excitement, while the Duke of Wellington con-

tended that the Repeal agitation is calculated to endanger

the public peace, and therefore to call for unusual precau-

tions from the Government. He argued that it was the

duty of Ministers to be prepared for any outbreak, and

that they could not safely leave the commission of the

peace in the hands of magistrates who might be called

upon to put down what they had aided in bringing about.

After an animated discussion, the House, on a division,

negatived Lord Clanricarde's resolutions by a majority of

62. In the Commons, the Irish Arms Bill still occupies

attention ; every clause continues to be opposed, and the

Bill consequently makes such slow progress, that many

days must elapse before it is finally passed. SirR. Peel on

Thursday explained the determination of Government on

the state of the public business now before the House. He
said that they were prepared to give precedence to the

Irish Arms Bill, to the Scotch Church Bill, to the Irish

Poor-law Bill, and to the Export of Machinery Bill ; but

that they intend to postpone, for the present session, the

Ecclesiastical Courts Bill, the Factories Bill, and the Irish

Law Courts Bill. With respect to the County Courts

Bill, he postponed to seme future day the announcement

of the intentions of Government with respect to that Bill,

as they were very unwilling to abandon the hope of carrying

it in the present session. With respect to the Small Debts

Bill and the Bill for the Regulation of the Superior

Courts of Common Law, their progress will ultimately

depend on the decision to which the House may come
with regard to the County Courts Bill. In the Lords, on
Thursday, the Lord Chancellor brought forward a Bill, the

object of which was to render valid marriages celebrated

by Presbyterian and other Dissenting ministers between

members of the Established Church. In laying this Bill

on the table he said it must not be understood that some

general Act on the subject would not be introduced. It

was thought better to introduce the present measure at
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once, but the committee would proceed with its labours,

and endeavour, as far as possible, to establish some

general system which would meet with the approbation of

the people of Ireland.

From France, we learn that the agitation in Ireland has

excited a lively sympathy among the Republicans of

Paris. At a meeting on the 14th inst. to celebrate the

destruction of the Bastile, a subscription in behalf of

Mr. O'Connell's Repeal Rent was set on foot, and

M. Ledru-Rollin, a Member of the Chamber of

Deputies, was commissioned to visit Ireland and assure

the Repealers of the deep interest which the French

democratic party take in their present struggle. On the

other hand, M. Guizot, in the Chamber of Peers, has

declared that France has no right to interfere, and that in

the opinion of his Government there is nothing to beappre-

hended for the tranquillity of the United Kingdom.—The

news from Spain is contradictory, although it apparently

confirms the unfavourable reports in regard to the prospects

and position of the Regent. Madrid is now besieged by

the insurgents, and three armies, commanded by their

generals, are simultaneously advancing to attack it. Mean-

while the Regent has quitted his former position by

forced marches, and is eirher retiring on Cadiz, or endea-

vouring to effect a junction with General Van Halen, and

then fall upon the insurgents under the walls of Madrid.

For the details of these operations we must refer our

readers to our Foreign article—premising, however, that

all our intelligence is derived from the French telegraphs,

and that, although appearances are extremely unfavour-

able to the Regent, his movements and policy are by no

means known, even to his own adherents.

Court.—The Queen held a Privy Council on Saturday
at Buckingham Palace, after which Her Majesty and
Prince Albert, accompanied by the Prince of Wales and
the Princesses, left town for Claremont, from which they

returned on Monday. On Tuesday the Queen and Prince

Albert took their accustomed walk in the gardens of

Buckingham Palace, and in the morning of the same day,

the Prince presided at a meeting at the office of the Duchy
of Cornwall. On Wednesday the Prince left town for

Bristol, by a special train on the Great Western Railway,
and after witnessing the launch of the Great Britain

steamship, returned to Buckingham Palace in the evening.

On Thursday Her Majesty visited the Italian Opera in

State, for the first time since her accession. It is

announced that Her Majesty intends to give two State

balls on the most ample and magnificent scale, the first

of which will take place on Monday next, and the other

towards the latter end of this month. Lady Portman has
succeeded Viscountess Jocelyn as the Lady in Waiting on
the Queen ; and Lord Byron and Sir F. Stovin have suc-

ceeded Viscount Sydney and Captain Meynell as the Lord
and Groom in Waiting on Her Majesty.—Their Royal
Highnesses the Duke Ferdinand and Prince Augustus
and Princess Clementina of Saxe Coburg Gotha landed
at Southampton on Thursday evening, from Lisbon, and
immediately proceeded by a special train on the South
Western Railway, to Buckingham Palace, on a visit to

Her Majesty.—The King of Hanover honoured the
Baroness North with his company on Saturday at the

public breakfast given by her ladyship at Putney. His
Majesty afterwards went to his residence at Kew, and
returned to town on Monday. In the evening the

King honoured the Earl of Chesterfield with his company
at dinner. His Majesty dined with Baron Brunow, the

Russian Minister, on Tuesday, and with the Marquess of

Abercorn, at Stanmore Priory, on Wednesday, returning

to town on Thursday morning, to be present at Mrs. de
Rothschild's public breakfast, at Gunnersbury Park. His
Majesty afterwards went to Kew, and returned on Friday,

to dine with the Earl of Mount Edgcombe.—Prince George
of Cambridge will forthwith proceed to the Ionian Island?,

and be stationed with his regiment at Corfu. His Royal
Highness, it is expected, will remain abroad about 2 years.

Earl Grey.—The venerable peer during the last week
has rapidly recovered from his late attack of indisposition.

His strength has gradually returned, and on Monday he
was sufficiently convalescent to take an airing in a

carriage for a considerable time. Should his Lordship
continue to improve satisfactorily, the family will shortly

leave town for a short residence in Northumberland.
Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. Purvis, Q.C-, is an-

nounced as a candidate for Durham, on the Conservative
interest, and the Marquis of Blandford and Lord Seaham
have also been mentioned as candidates on the same side.

Mr. Bright, of the Anti-Corn-law League, it is said, will

offer himself on (he Free Trade interest. A vacancy has
occurred in the representation of Ayrshire, by the accession

of the Earl of Glasgow to the peerage. The names of

Col. Macadam Cathcart, of Craigengillan, Colonel Mure,
of Caldwell, Mr. Alex. Oswald, and Sir Charles Fergusson,
have been mentioned on the Conservative side, and Mr.
Rigby Wason on the Whig interest.

Naval Pensions.—The good-service pension of 200/.

per annum, which has reverted to the Admiralty by the
death of Rear-Admiral Sir James Hillyar, has been con-
ferred on Rear-Admiral Sir Charles Bullen, who was
captain of the Britannia at the battle of Trafalgar.

Church Preferment. The Queen has been pleased to

make the following presentations to livings in the Church
of Scotland, void in consequence of the late secession of

the church and parish of Dailly, in the presbytery of Ayr,

in the room of the Rev. William Chalmers ; the Rev.

John Wilson to the church and parish of Forgandenny,

in the presbytery and county of Perth, in the room of the

Rev. James Drummond ; the Rev. David Thompson to

the church and parish of Forgan, or St. Phillans, in the

presbytery of St. Andrew's, Fife, in the room of the Rev.

Charles Nairn; the Rev. Alexander Gardner to the

charge and office of Second Minister of the church and

parish of Brechin, in the presbytery of Brechin, Angus, in

the room of the Rev. A. L. R. Foote ; the Rev. Francis

MacGill to the united churches and parishes of Larbert

and Dunipace, in the presbytery and county of Stirling,

in the room of the Rev. John Bonar ; the Rev. Robert J.

Johnstone to the church and parish of Dunblane, in the

presbytery of Dunblane, Perth, in the room of the Rev.

William M'Kenzie ; the Rev. John Underwood to the

church and parish of Kircudbright, in the room of the

Rev. John M'Millan ; the Rev. Henry Douglas to the

church and parish of Kilsyth, in the presbytery of Glasgow,

in the room of the Rev. William Burns; the Rev. John

M'Donald to the church and parish of Comrie, in the

presbytery of Auchterarder, Perth, in the room of the

Rev. James Carment ; the Rev. John Stewart to the

church and parish of Liberton, in the presbytery and

county of Edinburgh, in the room of the Rev. James
Begg; the Rev. Philip J. Mackietothe church and parish

of Elgin, in the presbytery of Elgin and county of Moray,
in the room of the Rev. Alexander Topp ; the Rev. Wil-
liam Thomson to the church and parish of Belhelvie, in

the presbytery and county of Aberdeen, in the room of

the late Dr. A. J. Forsyth ; the Rev. Maitland Thomson
to the united churches and parishes of Dupplin and Aber-
dalgie, in the presbytery and county of Perth, in the room
of the Rev. C. C. Stewart ; the Rev. John Gilchrist to the

church and parish of Dunbog, in the presbytery of Cupar,

Fife, in the room of the Rev. John Murray ; the Rev.

Lachlan MacLean to the church and parish of Kinfauns,

in the presbytery and county of Perth, in the room of the

Rev. James M'Laggan; and the Rev. Nathaniel Morren
to the chaige and office of First Minister of the church

and parish of Brechin, in the presbytery of Brechin,

Angus, in the room of the Rev. James M'Cosb.

.foreign.
France.—The Paris papers are filled with comments

on the state of Ireland, which appears to create almost as

great a sensation in the French capital as in London. The
National gives a report of the toasts and speeches made at

the banquet held in Paris to celebrate the destruction of

the Bastile, as well as the sympathies for Ireland ex-

pressed as an episode of the banquet. Besides sixty

republican electors of the capital, there were present

sundry officers of the National Guard, magistrates of

Paris, members of the Institute, and the principal writers

of the Press, together with deputations from the repub-

licans of Rouen and Orleans. Among the members of

the Chamber of Deputies were MM. Arago, Carnot,

Ledru-Rollin, de Courtais, Legendre, Viellard, Gamier-
Pages, &c. In short, above one hundred persons sat

down to table, M. Arago in the chair. The first toast

was, "To the 14th July, 1789,"—" to the triumph of

democracy in France and in Europe,"—and to u Our
two Revolutions." The next was " To Ireland and
France, the enemy of all oppressors." This was given

by M. Ledru-Rollin, with a speech of which we can notice

but the principal features. After summing up the woes
of Ireland, he said that the republicans of another hemi-
sphere had appealed to France in her behalf, and that their

appeal must be re-echoed. "Let us, then," exclaimed

M. Ledru-Rollin, a convey to our oppressed brethren

the testimony of our ardent sympathies ; let us convey

to them the tribute of our labours ; let a vast sub-

scription be opened; let it be organized over the

whole surface of France ; let her pour into the Repeal

coffers abundant succour, so long as it shall suit

the great politician and powerful orator of Ireland to

maintain her calm and on the defensive. But let, also,

England know, the moment she shall attempt to prevail

by violence over so many legitimate rights, that France

has been able to supply nations in their decisive struggles

with tried heads, resolute hearts, and valorous arms, and
that the independence of the New World was proclaimed

by private citizens and brave volunteers, who had sailed

from her harbours at their own expense, long before her
Government officially acknowledged it." This oration is

said to have kindled universal sympathy ; and after the

toast of the French Canadians, " long victims, like the

Irish, of English oppression," M. Marrast, a writer in the

National, called upon the assembly to commission
M. Ledru-Rollin to proceed to Ireland, and convey to

the Repealers the assurance of the deep interest demo-
cratic France felt in their struggle. The proposal was
assented to with universal applause, and M. Ledru-Rollin
accepted the mission.—The Chamber of Peers sat on
Monday, and discussed the budget of expenses for 1844.
The debate derived much animation from various questions
of the Marquess de Boissy and other members relative to

Spain, Ireland, &c. M. Guizot, in reply, declared that

the French Government had not in any manner interfered

in the actual affairs of Spain, and that that which had
been written from London, Madrid, and Paris on this

subject was altogether false. With regard to Ireland,

M. Guizot observed that, although he had no right to

meddle with the occurrences in that country, he might
reply that there was nothing to be apprehended for the
tranquillity of the United Kingdom. He was confident
that order would be everywhere restored. In the last

, ^ — fifteen years a great deal had been done for Ireland, and
their respective ministers :—The Rev. David Strong to I the present Cabinet, whilst combining conciliatory views

with firmness, would do all in its power in the interest of

the unity of the British Empire.

Spain.—The unfavourable anticipations in our last in

regard to the prospects and position of the Regent are appa-

rently confirmed by the advices since received. Madrid, de-

clared by the Ministry in a state of siege, is now besieged by

an insurgent army. Gen. Aspiroz, after crossing the Gua-

darrama without difficulty, arrived on the 11th at Pardo,

only two leagues from Madrid, and at the date of the last

advices was on the mountains overlooking the capital,

while his friends were doing their utmost to corrupt the

civil authorities and National Guards, but hitherto in

vain. The Cabinet, however, would seem disposed to

negotiate, for it is affirmed that the Governor of Madrid

repaired in person on the 12th to the head-quarters of

General Aspiroz, in order to try to come to an under-

standing with him. Meanwhile, General Urbina was

marching on the capital with the garrison of Badajoz, and

is probably already co-operating with the former General.

On the other hand, Gen- Narvaez was at Guadalajara on

the 14th, and had incorporated with his army the two

battalions and detachment of Cavalry sent against him
from Saragossa, under the command of Colonel Ella. He
has, moreover, been joined by forty officers, who had

come to meet him from Saragossa. This defection had
produced a deep sensation at Saragossa. The large forces

which the Junta of Catalonia have just displayed, and the

continual defection of the Regent's troops, the moment
they are in presence of the insurrection, seem completely

to paralyze the operations of Seoane and Zurbano. Nar-

vaez is master of the high road from Saragossa to Madrid,

and was expected to reach Madrid on the 15th by forced

marches, and operate there in conjunction with Generals

Aspiroz and Urbina. The Regent, who left Albaceta on

the night of the 7th, with about four thousand men,

was on the 10th at Vai de Penas. All that can be

concluded from that rapid march, through a diffi-

cult country, and after so long and so inexpli-

cable an inaction, is, that the Regent now thinks only

of securing himself a retreat towards Andalusia, and of

reaching the Seville high-road, considering Gen. Van
Halen as his last prop. That General, no doubt comply-

ing with the Regent's instructions, had taken great care

to guard the Seville road, and had posted what remains

of his troops on that grand line of communication. But

the latest news announces that, having arrived by Car-

mona before Seville, he has sustained a check, the city

having refused to open its gates to him, and resumed the

direct road to Cadiz by Alcala de Guadalra, Utrera, and

Xeres. His object is probably to effect his junction with

General Carratala, who still holds out for Espartero at

Cadiz. But by retreating towards Cadiz, Gen. Van Halen

leaves Espartero completely isolated on the other side of

the Sierra-Morena. General Concha arrived on the 2d at

Malaga, where he was organising his army in order to cut

off the retreat of the Regent and Van Halen. The

central Junta of Catalonia, composed of two delegates

from each province, installed itself on the 11th at Barce-

lona, and the Spanish frigate, Cortes, has declared itself

at Algesiras. Public attention, for some days, will, of

course, be fixed upon Madrid, and on the military opera-

tions which may be expected in its neighbourhood. The

enemies of the Regent in the capital continue their

calumnies even in his fall, and repeat the charge

relative to the removal of the Queen, but the Govern-

ment have formally denied that they have any inten-

tion to carry off her Majesty from the capital.

During the stay of General Zurbano at Lerida, a

horrible attempt on his life was made by an Italian named

Luigi Pacherotti, well known as a Lieutenant of a free

corps during the late civil war, and subsequently as one

of the editors of the Archivo Militar. Three species or

poison were found on him and on his servant; one was

prussic acid, another corrosive sublimate, the third has

not yet been analysed. The assassin had gained the

General's confidence, and was admitted freely to his house,

when he mixed poison with his eau sucre, in the Gene-

ral's absence from the room. On Zurbano's return, he

remarked a strange agitation in the manner of the Italian?

which increased as he took up his glass. He could no

keep his eyes off the draught and the drinker ; but Zur-

bano was not going to drink it. He saw that the water

was turbid, and the Italian powerfully excited. He too

his keen eyes from the glass, and fixed them on t^08
^1

°j

Pacherotti. There needed no more, and Zurbano calle

to a sentinel at the door to enter and seize the confuse

and self-detected criminal. He boldly confessed all, an

marched to death with a courage worthy of a better cause.

At the place of execution, when the act of military con-

demnation was read, and the act specified

—

M for the gui J

attempt to poison the General Zurbano"—the Italia

added, "and the other also" (meaning Seoane), the^

threw away the chair they gave him to sit upon, *nd J
j

ceived the fire of the platoon in his back, standing "J.*.
Portugal.—Letters from Lisbon of the 10th ins •

state that the afFairs of Spain are still watched with au*
bt

interest by the democratic party in Lisbon, kittle .

is entertained that the fortunes of Portugal will follow,
^

a great measure, those of Spain, and that in the eve ^
the Regent succumbing, an immediate change m J

expected here. Every telegraphic announcement .^

movement indicating success to the disaffected party

caught up in a moment with avidity by the Pres*'
isb

brought to bear accordingly. The arrival of the bt

packet also with news from Ireland is hailed with n

greatest interest, and invective of every kind is la™*%
against England, which is described by the Lisbon papc

af about to receive its long-merited chastisement. Ibg

hail Mr. O'Connell as " the lightning that is to blight w
oak." They call England the " despot of the world,

{
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the "island tyrant," and rejoice that she is to go down at

last to oblivion ; while Mr. O'Connell is already designated

by them " Lord of the Isles." *««»««
Germany—By letters of the 7th inst., from \>enna,

we learn that Count de Bombelles, the Austrian minister

to the Swiss Confederation, died that morning m the

capital, where he had been for some time on leave o

absence. The Hungarian Diet has voted the usual

address in reply to the speech of the Emperor on opening

the session. The address contains one remarkable
!

pas-

sage. It calls the attention of the Imperial Government

to the undue and extraordinary influence which Russia

has acquired of late years in the provinces bordering on

the Danube, and it prays the Government to take mea

sures to counteract it. They have also passed a law

excluding Latin altogether, as a language to be usea in

public deliberations; and have brought ma motion to

request the Emperor to make a law " that all members ot

the Imperial family learn and speak the Hungarian idiom.

It is stated that a negotiation is about to °e opened

between the Austrian and French Governments relative to

a new arrangement of the postage between the two blares,

and particularly for putting an end to the -necessity of

prepaying letters. n 4 , of *y,„

RuLl-Letters from Konigsberg announce that the

elders of the Jewish community in that city have lately

sent an address to the Emperor, in which -i

Jjy
jequest

him to revoke the ukase of the 2d May bjn*hich the

Jews who live on the frontiers of Kuasia and Austria are

ordered to remove to the interior of the empire.

GREECE.-Accounts from Athens, m the German

papers, state that the Greek Government has requeued

the protecting powers to pay the
J

1' 1^" J
n

*J*
?!!*

loan up to the 1st March, 1844 ; but that theAmbasMr

dors have replied that the Greek Government must pro-

tide the means of meeting even the dividend due on the

1st September next. It is added that Messrs. Tricoupi

and Colletti, the Greek Ambassadors at London and

Paris, hav been recalled. M. Tricoupi will it is said be

Foreign Minister, and M. Colletti Minister of the Intenor

Turkey —The Levant Mail has armed, but the details

it brings add little to the intelligence already known o

our readers. It appears that after the election of Prince

Alexander, Baron Lieven had the good sense to sympathise

with public opinion, and thus rendered himself so mucn

beloved that he is spoken of in terms of enthusiasm ,
and

it may be asserted, without fear of contradiction, that i e

is the most popular man in Servia. The change in the

policy of Russia is considered as surprising, but at tne

same time it has converted all opinions to the interest oi

the Russian Government. j ; ,

United States and Canada.—New York papers to

the 27th ult. have been received by the packet-ship

Garrick, which arrived at Liverpool on Tuesday. Mr.

Legare, the Attorney-General of the United States, who

had accompanied the President on his tour, died at Boston

on the 20th ult., after an illness of three days. The

funeral was attended by the President and the members

of his Cabinet, the authorities of Boston, and crowds of

citizens. The President, owing to indisposition and the

Budden death of Mr. Legare, had stopped in the course of

his tour, and returned to Washington. Mrs. Catherine

Cochrane, alias Gilmour, charged with having murdered

her husband at Paisley, had been arrested at New York,

where she had arrived in a vessel from Liverpool, by a

Scotch police officer, who had arrived by the Columbia

steamer. Having been brought up at the police-office,

a plea of insanity was set up on her behalf, and she was

not to be delivered to the Scotch officer until the Court

should decide the point. This is the first arrest under

the new treaty. The Canadian papers brought by the

Garrick are to the 25th. The village of Boucherville, one

of the most beautiful on the banks of the St. Lawrence,

had been totally destroyed by fire; 52 houses, besides

other buildings, had been burnt. Ihe church, convent,

school-room, and all the principal stores had been

destroyed. A verdict of " justifiable homicide had

been returned by the coroner's inquest held on the bodies

of the five men shot in suppressing the riots among the

labourers at the Beaubarnois Canal. The presence of the

Military had prevented a renewal of the disturbances.

The Oxford Packet arrived in this port on Thurs-

day, after a passage of nineteen days.
"J
he Great

Western reached New York on the 1st inst Much

^xiety has prevailed, both in Liverpool and London,

in consequence of the non-arrival of the Columbia

"earner from Halifax and Boston, which has now been

due a week ; but a vessel arrived on 1 bursday, which

Sports that on the 4th she saw the Columbia on the

rocks close to Seal Islaud ; there were plenty of fishing-

boats assisting, and no doubt the crew and passengers

*onld be safely landed. .

WESTlNDiES—Bythemail-steamerTweed^apershave
teen received from Trinidad and Antigua to June 14th ;

Barbadoes to June 15th ; St. Vincent's and St. Lucia to

June 16th ; Jamaica, St. Christopher s and Demerara, to

June 17th ; and Dominica to June 18th. There are also

Havannah papers to June 21st. The weather at Jamaica

continued favourable for the planters. Although the heat,

as summer approached, was becoming intense, there was

out little sickness. The only check that had been given

to the encouraging prospects of the is and was found in

the melancholy death of Lady Elgin, who died in her con-

finement on the 7th June, after having given birth to a

daughter, who also died soon afterwards. This event

seems to have cast a general gloom over the community,

among whom the Countess had rendered herself extremely

Popular, as, indeed, the public respect paid to her memory
on the day of her funeral abundantly testifies. At Bar-

badoes the first Legislative Assembly has opened under

the operation of the new Franchise Act. The effect of

the change is to increase the number of Members trom

twenty-two to twenty-four, and that of the voters to about

double the former constituencies. The Gomer trench

steamer of war had been on shore near Guadalonpe, but

was got off without receiving damage. Two smart but

momentary shocks of earthquake had been felt at Antigua

on the 9th and 11th June.

garltnnunt.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Fr#^—The resolutions of the Marquess of Ci.an«icakdk,

which we briefly noticed in our last, gave rise to a long and

remarkable discussion on the affairs of l**^,J&&A™"
cabde declared his opinion that the attempt to degrade the ques-

tion of repeal by the impolitic, unwi.se, unjust, and absurd d.s-

Ssal of magistrates, had been followed by consequences^e

very reverse of what its promoters anticipated from it. ine

present state of Ireland he attributed to two causes- the grind-

FnTpovefty and misery of the people, and the polfcy of^Present

Government, which had found the country tranquil and had auled

in placing it in its present condition within the short period that

has elapsed since their accession to office.
. h

The Duke of Wk.-lington fol owed in a characteristic speech,

delivered with considerable animation and vigour. Dismissing

at once the question of legality, he P™eeeded to argue thaVthe

mode in which the Repeal agitation is carried on in Ii eland, is

Snlated to inspire terror in the V*™™™A™";*"^£?
to endaneer the public peace ; and, therefore, to call tor the pre-

cautions of a Government, who are ^ustedwittottepro^ction

of life, individual safety, and property. He admitte that the

peace ot Ireland was in the hands of one man ;
and quoted the

remarks of Mr. O'Connell, about his having at his command and

control^a finer army than Napoleon led into Russia, or the Duke

of Wei met™'had at Waterloo. " Very possibly," exclaimed his

Grace and "hereupon drew the inference that the Government

should be prepared for any outbreak, and could not safely leave

tKommSn of the peace in the hands of men who might be

cafled"Son to put down what they had aided in bring-ng about.

The duke"expressed himself as very sorry to learn that there were

two Sllionsof the people of Ireland in a state of extreme poverty

;

and added that that poverty would not be cured by withdrawing

men from their industrial employments, and sending them 20 or

30 miles a day to attend repeal meetings. After wa.mly defend-

ing every portion of the Irish policy of the Administration he

cafled on their Lordships to give the motion a decided negative.

Lord Ci ancartv and Lord Fortescub followed :
the former

complain ng that more enerEetic measures had not been taken to

sumress the Repeal movement, and deprecating a system of con-

efftion- the latter stigmatising as injudicious the removal of so

San? gentlemen from the commission of the peace, when their

services were especially necessary, and urging the state of the

Protestant Church, and the defective law of landlord and tenant,

as the main grievances of Ireland-Lord Mount Edgecombe

and Lord g"kn gam. concurred generally in the expression of a

w4 that the agitation had been more efficiently repressed and

stated their own views as to the means by which they hoped that

a return to a better state of things might be effected—Lord Wick-

ow "though condemning the conduct of Sir E. Sugden.ap-

proved the Ministerial policy of abstaining from any measures of

coercion, and strenuously opposed the motion—Lord Wharn-

ci iffb followed in justification of Lord Chancellor Sugden, and

v idicated the apparent inaction of the Government, which was

adopted after long and anxious deliberation. They were cen-

Lired he said for doing nothing, but there was a forcible as well

as homely max m-» that they should not bark before they could

Site"™ TheMarquessof Downsh.bk expressed h.s "t.sfact.on at

this defence of the system of non-interference ; bxit Lord e» *• w je. k-

tillb condemned a forbearance which had tolerated the growth

of so formidable a conspiracy—The Marquess of Lansdownk

suoke at some length in support of the resolutions, and was suc-

reeded bv Lord Brougham, who defended the Government, and

25 that'the Lord Chancellor Sugden had, by a chance expression

fu a letter, assigned a bad reason for a good act—Lord Campbell

condemned the whole proceedings of the dismissal of Mag.strates,

«nd after an animated speech from the Lord Chancellor, who

declared belaud to be on the verge of a rebellion, the debate was

Pnncluded by Lord CoTTENHAM.-Upon a division the numbers

w£e-Content. 20 , Not Content, 91 .
Majority for Ministers, 62.

MondS°-Lo'd Brougham gave notice that on next Monday

he3 ;
move that the publisher of the Kendal Gazette be called

to the bar for a breach of privilege, in assigning improper motives

for the introduction of the noble lord's Declaratory Property

nni The Earl of Aberdeen moved the third reading of the

Church of Scotland Benefices Bill—Lord
I

Cottenham moved the

SSsion of certain words, which would change the entire billS a declaratory into an enacting measure—Lord Lyndhurst

Ksed the amendment, and after a discussion shared n by the
opposiQu

Campbell, and the Marquess of

« JahaiJaX who opposed the Bill, Lord Co.tenham's

Amendment was Ejected without a division-Lord Cottenka-m™"
on the question that the bill do pass, moved the adjourn-

ment of the debate for three months, which also was negatived

without a division, and the bill was then passed.

S«V-The Norfolk Island Bill was read a third time and

On the order of the day for resuming the committee on the

Arms Bill, a discussion aro>e on the state of public business.

It was originated by Mr. Wallace, who asked a question rela-

tive to certain Scotch measures; and it was carried on by Mr.

Ewart, who addressed himself to the state of public business

generally.—From the replies of Sir R. Pbbi< and Sir. J. Gra-

ham, it appeared that the Government have the present, inten-

tion of carrying the Irish Arms Biil.the Irish Amendment P.-or-

Law Bill, and Lord Aberdeen's Scotch Church Bill.— Sir J.

r rah am said the Government were not to blame, seeing that

the Canada Corn-Law Bill raised the question of the Corn-Laws

some seventeen or eighteen times, and the Irish Anns Bill had

met with such continued opposition. The Factories Bill, m its

nresent shape, was not an essential measure, though he would

Ike to clrry it if he could. He did not intend to bring in an

English Poor- Law Amendment Dill, nor did he think, after the

measure of last year, continuing the commission and amending

rte law thathe was pledged to do so, though there were some
the law, that ne ***v e-

introduced if he cou'd. Thev
amC

',H ri^Pvere witl the Irish Poor- Law Amendment Bill ;
but

^SSSSSSSSSSi Bill and the County Courts BUI

they ^re not prepared to make any announcement thougl

indfsuosed to abandon all hope of carrying them—Lord J. Ri

s£ I houed1 that the Government would name an early day <

wMchXy would state what hills they really mtended to pro

ceedwith, and what they would abandon. ™® Sccwcn cnurcn

Bill was likely to meet, with determined opposition ;
t eEcck bi-

as ical Courts Bill had been so altered, that compete*.authori-

ties had assured him it would in its present shape
b

Pinduce^only

mischief- the Factories Bill, contrary to general expeeiatJon

and understanding, still contained objectionable
:

educabona!

oiauses : and it was not satisfactory to those who took an
,

iter-

eh
s-
on

that he would do so early mis sebs.mii. *«« «

provoked less discussion than he had ever before known ;
and

as to the want of time and opportunity, the ^**™*&£*™
^eatreasontocomplain-SirR.rEKLadr^

Govem-
otions on

e years

to adjoi
djOUn

u7n debates; morVge'nUem e"n took part in them than for-

and the Govern
bringing: forward their m
mer y ; and the^Government experienced great difficulty in

King forward their measures. They attached great import

ance to the Scotch Church Bill ; but he would take an early

opportunity of mentioning what measures will be abandoned and

^ „„^„^ ,.,;n, _A.tor a fpw observations from Mr. UER-
ness of feeling"

pressed himself

Hiu.gnant at being charged witn a oreacu u. la.yi with relation

to the Factories Bill, and the non-fulfilment of h.s alleged pledge,

as to the introduction of an English Poor-law Amendment.Bill.

Tlie Factories Bill did not retain any compulsory educational

clauses inconsistent with the existing law, or otherwise than

3v"ng due control to the committee of Privy Council on . duca-

tion.-Lord J. Russell explained that he had not accused Sir
^
J.

Praham of a breach of faith—Mr. Hume said that the impres-

Son was very general out of doors that all the educational clauses

had been wit
y
hLawnf°om the Factories Bill He expressed his

rn^-Pt to see the Government in its humbled position, and re-

commended them tHuhdraw the Arms Bill, in order to obtain

tm?e or other measures of greater importance—A ter some fur-

Er s?ffissjr4
TiBs Siisrsaai sra

lls^lL-A'ong'd'ebate and.a division on clause 24 ensued,

"^^SSSX^S^S^k Ways and Means,

Mr C Woo?, moved that the House resolve itself into a comnut-

tee to consder the propriety of reducing the out yon foreign

wool He contended that the increase of the trade depended

uuoiI theI reduction of the duties, and that for the benefit of this

mporVant trade a loss to the revenue of 50,000/. was not too great

a sacr fice.-The Chancellor of the Exchkoler, considering

the reductions that had already been made in duties on various

a tides and considering the state of the finances ot the country,

with regret felt compelled to resist the p.oposiUon of I. \N ood,

and to trive a negative to his motion— Mr. Williams, Mr.

i„ErrAR
S
n Mr. G.'w. Woon, Mr •

A^kcket and "r Jta*.-

PiFin sunuorted the motion— Sir R. Peel could not see how, it

he agreed to abandon the duty on foreign wool, he could refuse

to gfve up the duty on cotton, amounting to about 80.i,000/. a

Sa
S
r-bot

P
h standing on the »»e footing

.
H«.could not concur

nprs Kill -Mr Wallace moved the second reading that day
persBill—Mi. J?* L ' A

edivided_For the second reading, 5o.
three n™**--™*?™" _The Bill was read a second time.
S
rZfday I'Th^i being only 18 members present at four o'clock,

^U'^^^i'dukcombe complained of the conduct of

the^enlment and its supporters, m not assisting to - make a

«„..„.» „« the previous night. Lord J.
House " on

nassed. The House went into committee on the Law of Libel

mil On the seventh clause being read, Lord Campbell dwelt

uuon its importance, and upon the necessity of giving protection

m the publication of bond fide reports of proceedings in the courts

of law and police, and of the two Houses of Parliament. It

could not be denied that it was a great public good to have the

Sphates which took place in the two Houses of Parliament faith-

fnuv reported. It was therefore provided by this clause, that no

wil proceedings should be maintainable against any party for

thepublication of a report of any proceedings in courts of law,

Iniice offices, or Houses of Parliament. He wished to insert, by

Wv of amendment, the words " for publishing, without actual

"lice"—Lord Brougham considered that there was no neces-

TitY for the amendment. He was of the strongest opinion that,

in nrouortion as there should be an absolute privilege within the

walls of Parliament for saying whatever any member might think

nroner to say, restrained only by his sense of duty, so in the
' uroportion was the absolute necessity that there should

Tot be given an unrestrained power to the press to publish every-

thing that was said in Parliament. There was no fear of the

nroceedings of Parliament not. being published, and in the course

of all his experience at the bar, he did not remember a single

prosecution or action for the publication of a speech delivered

hi parliament.—After some further discussion, the amendment

was put to the vote, and; lost by a majority of 11 to 5. The

remaining clauses were severally agreed to, and the report was

rrdprcd to be received on Friday. .......
Thursday.—The Loro Chancellor introduced a bill, which was

read a first time, for the purpose of legalising Presbyterian mamages

in Ireland. It was simply a temporary measure, having "ference to

lueh marriages as had taken place, and was introduced m
i

conw-

cuenceof the great anxiety which existed on the subject in Ireland.

''VanT^^^stages, ana sent uowu tu
wrouiiham's Slave Suppression

Bm^ee^^^^ Lord ^'«
Defamltion and Libel B ill was forwarded a stage,.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Monday.-Ite Durham writ was issued, after a discussion, by

A majority of us to 17-

had important morions, the one on education, the other on prison
iiaa impoitant

e ,imentmust not, therefore, complain of

2h.t^^ °f public easiness, seeing that they

had Zlv °nted thS discussion of these important subjects on the
had prev enteo^uie independent members. If the

r?
,,y

""Lint did not w^Tto become as despicable in public opt-
G-°Ve

H
ni
Tlout EnSiid, as they were already in Ireland, they

must manage the House better. He moved that the -dropped

orders^ should have precedence on Thursday- Sir R. Peel sa.d

he had come down at twenty minutes past 4 o'clock and was

nnitP snrnrised when he found there was no House. The mem-

bers of the Government had the weight of their official duties on

thefr shoulders : and he thought that the other side were equally

respo is ble for making a Book He trusted that Mr.DancomJ

would not press his motion—After a somewhat 1»el>, but ''"e

discussion, during which Sir C Douglas WamedLordJ^Bu^eH

orders- were then taed'orotller days.
Schoo]roasters'

During the present session a bill, tM o
without certain

Widows' Fund Bill, received the Ro) a A.s
, ^ ^

amendments made by the Lords h^g ^ e^ .^^ ^_
Commons. A committee was app

d ^ accordh tQ ft. M _ VVyNN HOW muvcu, uiai, *wiuui 6 iu »

S^^Uedent in 1829, a bill should be brought in to render
similar precedent
J™ ^ amendments valid. The standing orders were therefore

?isuendTd i.^ to permit this confirmatory bill to be earned

thiouehallits stages.- Mr. Grkeknk remarking;, that, though the

original bill which had caused these proceedings was ot a private

nature, the principle involved was very important.

The Attorney-General moved that leave be given to the

Sergeant-at-Armstopleadtothe action commenced ag-nnst him

by Howard, the attorney.-Mr. T. Duncombk regretted that bir

T. Wilde was not present. The country had already paid enougn

for the blunders committed in the progress oi Pr5
v

.

10"®„™I?°i
and now that it was seen that the House wavered ^PPorting
their privileges, they might depend g^^ESJSM
heard the last of it. J^^^S^^^SS^
arrest the progress of the mischief, nt «

sei-eant at-
that the individual -'». ba^v.dthe ^
Arms should attend at the bar. M

. n g were important, not
reminding the House that their pn * _sif {, ?kkl ^
f°-

$
h
5\

r

hP HonseStSe committal of the individual would not
minded the House that tne ^^ ^^ more^ ^^
SS ii'u;S?eiecutTve authorities A the law, as in the case of
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the committal of the sheriffs ; and he hoped, therefore, that the
House would adhere to its former decision, and permit the Ser-
geant to plead to the present action.—After a few words from
other Members, the motion was carried by 105 to 44.
Mr. MacKinnon's "Health of Towns" Bill stood for second

reading; but Sir J. Graham and other members recommended
its withdrawal, as m its present s-hape the measme was calcu-
lated to work prejudicially in many cases.— Mr. Mackinnon
yielded, promising to renew the bill next session, unless the
Government took up the subject.- Lord Woiisi.ey moved that
the Coroners' Bill be committed pro forma in order to introduce
certain amendments.-Sir E. Knatchbull resisted this, and
moved, as an amendment, that the bill be committed that day
three months.—Mr. C. Bkrkki.ey seconded the amendment, con-
demning the bill as a crude attempt at legislation.-After some
discussion, the House divided, when the amendment was rejected
by 60 to 42 ; and the bill was carried through committee, proforma.
On the Irish Medical Charities' Bill, which stood for consider-

ation in committee, Mr. French moved that they should go
into committee, in order to consider certain clauses—While he
was speaking, it was moved that the House be counted

5
but, 40

members being present, he proceeded, charging Lord Eli"t and
the Irish Government with neglect of the interests of Ireland.—
Lord Eliot entered into explanations; but while he was speaking
notice was a second time taken that there were not 40 members
present, which proving to be the case, the House necessarily
stood adjourned.
Thursday.—Sir R. Peel slated what measures the Government

are anxious to carry during the present session, and what they are
disposed to abandon. They are desirous of carryinK the Irish
Arms Bill the Scottish Church Bill, the Irish Poor- Law Amend-
ment Bill, and the Exportation of Machinery Bill. They have
resolved to abandon the Ecclesiastical Courts Bill, the Factories
BUI, and the Law Courts (Ireland) Bill; and every other
measure to which any determined opposition may he offered.
But they are still desirous of carrying the County Courts Bill,
with which are connected two other measures of law reform, the
hmall Debts Bill, and the Superior Courts Common law Bill. On
these he will state the decision of the Government on a future day,
as the hope of carrying them depends on the progress of other busi-
ness.-In answer to Sir G. Grey, it was stated by Sir J. Graham,
that as the Government had determined on withdrawing the Eccle-
siastical Courts Bill, it would be necessary to renew the act for sus-
pending the operation of the act for effecting the new arrangement
ot dioceses which had been renewed from year io year.—Lord Ash-
ley expressed his deep regret at the postponement of the Factories
Bill-a regret which was natural after the period of 10 years he had
devoted to the subject. He hoped the Government would bring it
forward early next session. After some conversation on this and
one or two other subjects the House proceeded to the mam business
of the evening-- the resumption of the committee on the Irish Arms
Bill. Clauses from 24 to 33 were agreed to, though not without
opposition and several divisions.
Friday.—la answer to Mr. V. Smith, Sir R. Inglis stated

that the University of Oxford was engaged in the task of revising
its statutes, in which considerable progress had been made, as
well as in the separate and independent labour of revising the
statutes of the different colleges.— Sir R. Peel, in answer to
Lord Ashley, said that Government would introduce a Factories
Bill early next session—The long-protracted Committee on the
Irish Arms Bill was once more resumed, occupying the House,
as usual, for the main portion of the sitting. On the present
occasion, commencing with clause 35, the committee uroceeded
as far as clause 54.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday—Consols closed at 931;

Exchequer Bills at 1 Id., 53s. to 55s., and 54.9. to 56*
prem. atl*; Bank Stock, 180.1 ; Three per Cent. Re-
duceo\ 94f to | ; Three-and-half per Cents. Reduced, lOlf

;

New Three-and-half per Cents., 100| to 101 «•

^Metropolis anfc us ifitinftp.
The Queen's Visit to the Opera.—Thursday evening

was the first occasion of her Majesty's visiting the Italian
Opera-house in State, the theatre not having been similarly
honoured since the year 1834, when King William IV.
and Queen Adelaide occupied the Royal box. The scene
was a repetition of the royal visit to the other theatres,
upon a greater and more brilliant scale. Her Majesty
and Prince Albert on their appearance were welcomed
with great enthusiasm, and the National Anthem was sung.
The opera was " II Barbiere di Siviglia," and the ballet
was " Ondine," added to which Fanny Ellsler and Cerito
between the acts gave a pas de deux. It is needless to
say that the performances, in every respect, gave general
satisfaction. Her Majesty retired amidst loud cheers,
the National Anthem being again sung previous to her
departure.

Meeting on the State of Ireland On Monday the
public meeting of the Electors of Marylebone, the pre-
parations for which we noticed in our last, took place in
Hall's Riding School, and was attended by about 3,000
persons. Sir B. Hall, one of the Members for the Borough,
presided, and was supported by Sir De Lacy Evans, Sir
C. Napier, Mr. T. Duncombe, Mr. S. Crawford, Mr.
Hume, and Mr. Williams, M.P., Mr. F. O'Connor, Mr.
Owen, of Lanark, &c. The chairman opened the business
of the meeting by stating his desire that the meeting
should be the precursor of others, and that the feelings of
the people of England, as manifested towards Ireland
should be made known, not only to the Ministers and
Parliament, but should go in the shape of a memorial to
the Queen herself. Sir De Lacy Evans moved the first
resolution, That the meeting viewed with the deepest
sorrow and the most serious alarm the present excited
state of public feeling in Ireland, and regard with pain
and indignation the present policy of her Majesty's
Ministers in reference to that country, as indicated in the
stringent and obnoxious provisions of the Arms Bill now
before Parliament, and the unconstitutional dismissal of

'

magistrates from their office, and the absence of all
adequate pans for the just and equitable rule of the Irish
people. Mr. G. Daniell, iQ seconding the resolution,
observed that there was no hope either of sympathy or
justice for England or for Ireland from the present
Government. Mr. t. O Connor then addressed the
meeting, stating that Ireland would never rest satisfied
until it was relieved from provincial legislation. Unless
the meeting were prepared to give them that— if they had
come there with no better stock in trade than mere justice
to Ireland, it was but a poor bundle of sticks to go to the
fire with. Mr. O'Connor at great length proceeded to dwell
upon the wrongs of Ireland, and implored the meeting, if

they wished to do justice to that nation, not to separate'
without supporting them in their attempts to obtain a
repeal of the legislative union. Mr. Ridley, a Chartist,
alter denouncing the present meeting as a Whig feeler,
moved an amendment that " The meeting was further of
opinion that the conduct of the late and present Govern-
ments towards Ireland has been unjust and tyrannical,
and the Irish nation has an undoubted right to take such
legal measures as they may deem best calculated to pro-
cure a repeal of the Union." Mr. Fussell having
seconded the amendment, Mr. T. Duncombe, M.P., said
the resolution and the amendment were both of them so
excellent, that he had no choice between them. Had this
been a mere Whig meeting, they would not have found
him there in support of that old, and, he hoped, defunct
policy. He thought that unity in such a question was
everything, and that under such circumstances it would
be better to amalgamate both the resolution and the
amendment. The latter merely called upon them to
express an opinion as to whether they thought the Irish
people had a right to demand Repeal. It was his opinion
that they had the right to demand the repeal of an Act
which was adopted in fraud, and executed in iniquity.
Mr. M. P. Haynes next addressed the meeting in support
ot adding the amendment as a rider to the original pro-
position

; and Mr. R. Owen, of Lanark, attempted to
address the meeting, but was not heard, from the confu-
sion which prevailed. Sir B. Hall announced that the
amendment had been incorporated with the original reso-

M°n ,

i

Wllich W8S received with the loudest acclamations.
Mr. Baker moved the second resolution—" That the meet-
ing had heard with the deepest regret the opinion avowed
by the principal Secretary of State for the Home Depart-
ment, that concession towards the Irish people had
reached its limit, by which they were led to apprehend
that a further coercive policy is to be persevered in
towards Ireland—a policy which can have no other effect
than to exasperate the feelings, without removing the dis-
content, of our fellow-subjects in that country." Mr.
Savage seconded the resolution. Sir C. Napier said it
was gratifying to him to find that Marylebone was the
first constituency in England to come forward to admit
the principle of doing justice to Ireland. The Govern-
ment looked towards that meeting with a considerable

n\
of dread

' for many would ,ollow [t ; and if theycould but carry it out with unanimity, the dread of the
Government would be increased tenfold. He had stated
in the House of Commons, and he repeated it there, that
the speech of Sir Robert Peel in the Commons,
and Wellington in the Lords, regarding Ireland,
had done more to advance repeal than O'Connell
could have done without those speeches in five years,
lie might differ from some of them, but as a staunch and
determined friend to Ireland, he would yield to no one.
But he would candidly and frankly acknowledge that he
did not approve of repeal. He thought that under its
name a power was given in Ireland to one man, which was
a dangerous power, and which ought not to be permitted.
He called on them to beware ; France was eagerly watch-
ing the movement of the Irish people, and would be
delighted to see a dismemberment of the empire, and to
assist therein, not for the sake of the Irish people, but
for the purpose of breaking the power of England. No
good end would be answered by a Repeal of the Union.
Let justice be done to Ireland, and repeal was not wanted.
Let justice be done to her, and Ireland would add to her
own greatness and the power and strength of the British
Government. Mr. B. H. Smart moved a long resolution
on the grievances of Ireland, and recommended that a
memorial be addressed to her Majesty embodying the
foregoing resolutions, praying that she may be pleased to
take the same into her most gracious consideration, that
a stop may be put to coercive measures, that such a wise,
just, and conciliatory policy may be promoted as will
advance both political and ecclesiastical reform, and that
her Majesty may dismiss her present Ministers, and appeal
to the sense of the people. Mr. Smyth, of Camden-town,
seconded the resolution, which was carried unanimously.
Mr. S. Crawford then addressed the meeting, announcing
his intention to join the Repeal agitation unless justice be
done to Ireland ; after which it was resolved that a me-
morial founded on the resolutions be presented to her
Majesty by the Earls of Charlemont and Leitrim.

The late Duel.—The fourth sitting of the Coroner's
inquest on the body of Lieut.-Col. Fawcett took place
on Tuesday, when Sir B. Brodie, Mr. Blake, and other
witnesses were examined. Mr. Blake, the half-brother
of deceased, produced some papers he had found relative
to the duel. They were in Col. Fawcett's handwriting
and appeared to be rough copies of what took place
between him and Lieut. Munro. They were dated the
30th June, but it could not be ascertained to whom they
were addressed, as the name was torn off. Mr. Blake, at
the desire of the Coroner, produced the documents, and
read them to the Court, as follows :_" June 30, 1843.—My dear (here the name was torn out). The
inclosed gives you the fullest insight to the nature of the
quarrel between Mr. Munro and me that I can offer.
Had he not been the husband of my wife's sister, and his
conduct in flatly contradicting me, and then saying he
would have thrown me down stairs, I should have
demanded a meeting, not giving him the option of waking
an apology. And this demanding an apology seems to
me as absurd as his language and manners were unjusti-
fiable. ]t now rests with you, and on the principle of
fighting my tailor, if challenged, should Mr. Munro wish
it. Oblige me by having the meeting this evening if
possible. Yours faithfully, Lynar Fawcett" Mr. Blake
then proceeded to read the enclosure, which also bore
<Jare the SOtfa of June, but no address. It was as follows :

—"After some conversation with Mr. Munro relative to
Mrs. Smith, I said, 'No matter, it was a blunder I might
have made had I been acting for you, but she has bam-
boozled us or you (I cannot say which)/ Upon which
Mr. Munro in a very loud voice, said, ' This is four times
you have accused me of allowing you to be imposed on/
'No, Munro, I have never said or thought you allowed
me to be imposed on ; on the contrary, I said it was a
blunder which I might have made towards you under
similar circumstances. Mr. Munro in a most bullying
manner saying, 'I say you have, four times/ On
which I said, «A flat contradiction I shall endure
from no man. From this moment, sir, we are strangers,
and

1^
desire you leave my house and never enter it

again, on which I stood up, and ringing the bell desired
the servant to open the door for Mr. Munro.
Mr. Munro said he would not leave the house. I said
'The hall-door remains open until you do/ Mr. Munro
after remaining about five minutes and finishing his tea
left the house. He returned soon after. He said to
apologise to Mrs. Fawcett for having left without wishing
her good night. He then addressed me. ' Do not sup-
pose I left the house because you desired me. I would
stay here all night in spite of vou, and if it was not for
the connection of the family, 1 should on vour ordering
me to leave the house, an insult such as'l have never
before received, I should have thrown vou head over heels
down stairs/ To this ruffianly threat I said, 'Mr.
Munro, that is not the way gentlemen settle their differ-
ences, and as to our family connection I beg you may
cease to think of it/ During this intrusion Mr. Munro
continued to swagger his cane, and kept his hat on. I
pledge my honour to the above being the truth of what
passed between us to the best of my recollection, and when
he had left, my wife was surprised at my forbearance in
not calling in the police.—(Signed) Lynar Fawcett.
June 9, 1843/' The Coroner: Have vou any other
letter !—Mr. Blake ; I have one other. The Coroner : I
do not know whether the Jury have not heard enough.
The Jury had, however, for their own satisfaction, better
hear it. Mr. Blake here read the third letter. "My
dear— (the name was here again torn away from the
letter)—You are fully authorised on my part to assure
Mr. Munro, that I never accused him of allowing me to
be wronged wilfully. That I neither insulted him, nor
hadthe most distant intention of insulting him in any
way ;

but that I turned him out of my house for most
grossly insulting me.—Yours faithfully, Lynar Fawcett.
June 30, 1843/' Evidence was also adduced to show
that the seconds at the duel were Lieut. Grant of the
44th Reg., and Lieut. Cuddy of the 55th Reg. The
Coroner then summed up, and the Jury having consulted
together for about an hour and a half, returned the fol-
lowing as their unanimous verdict :—« We find Alexander
Thompson Munro, Duncan Trevor Grant, William
Holland Leech Daniel Cuddy, guilty of ' Wilful Mur-
der/ as principles in the first degree ; and George
Gulliver guilty of * Wilful Murder' in the second degree,
believing him present only as a medical man." The Jury,
by direction of the Coroner, again retired, and ultimately
it was understood that Mr. Gulliver was to be forthwith
committed on the Coroner's warrant, to Newgate.

The Duke of Sussex's Library.— It is understood that
there are doubts whether the valuable collection of Bibles
and collection of rare manuscripts and books, constituting
the library of the late Duke of Sussex, will be submitted
for public competition or not, as the King of Naples is

stated to have entered into negotiations for the purchase
of the entire collection. It is said the offer of the King
was liberal, but it is hoped that Government will endea-
vour to secure the collection for the British Museum.

The Royal Yacht.—On Wednesday her Majesty's new
sjeam-yacht, the "Victoria and Albert, made her first expe-
rimental trip to try her engines. The trial was very
satisfactory, both as regards the efficiency of the engines
end the capabilities of the yacht herself. The machinery
worked with the greatest ease, and had been so correctly
fixed that it did not require the slightest adjustment. The
official inspection was made by the Lords Commissioners
of the Admiralty yesterday, when the yacht again pro-
ceeded to the Nore, and thence to Chatham, where she
will remain to be fitted with her masts, yards, and rigging.

As soon as she is completed at Chatham, she will be
brought to Deptford to be perfected in her interior de-

corations. Her furniture is all ready, being the same as

was on board the Royal George. In about a fortnight

from the present time the yacht will be completely fitted,

and perfectly ready in every respect for the use of her

Majesty.

Conservancy of the River. The Lord Mayor, attended

by the Recorder, Aldermen, Sheriffs, and other City Offi-

cers, held Courts of Conservancy for the counties of Mid-
dlesex and Surrey, on Friday, for the purpose of receiving

presentments of the Juries appointed to examine the state

of the Thames. The presentment of the Middlesex Jury

called the attention of the Court to the projecting piers—

at Cheyne-row, Chelsea, adjoining the public stairs, or

landing ; at the front of the Swan public-house, Chelsea ;

at Milbank-rnw : adininine: the public-house at Westmin-

opinion, "at a certain state of the tide, occasion an

obstruction to the free and uninterrupted navigation of

the inshore of the river, and lead to the accumulation r*

mud-banks and other nuisances in the bed and shor
. of

mud-banks and other nuisances in the bed and shores

thereof ; and are unsubstantial, inconvenient, ill-con-

structed, and, to a considerable extent, unsafe/' The
Jurors also represented " that an ancient pathway,

i
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formerly open to the public on the banks of the river,

between Vauxhall-bridge and the Chelsea waterworks, has

been closed by the owners or occupiers of the adjoin-

ing land (Messrs. Cubitt) ; and although the $««"*

ftfe advised that such an encroachment upon the rights ot

the public not having been committed oh the river, or the

soil and bed thereof, is hot Within their jurisdiction, they

deem it right to include it ifci their presentment, that the

attention of the 'Conservators may be drawn to the subject,

as they are of opinion that if the diversion of the ancient

footpath on the navigation of the river be permitted to

continue, it may, in the course of time, give to the owners

of the adjoining lands, private rights that will prevent the

making of walks and other improvements on the banks ot

the river, which are so much required for the health, com-

fort, and recreation of the inhabitants of this great

metropolis." The Recorder informed the Jurors that lie

should recommend the Lord Mayor to bring the subject

of so serious an encroachment before the Court of Alder-

tateh, who no doubt would instruct the City Solicitor to

adopt measures of prevention. In the Court ot Con-

servancy for Surrey, the temporary piers were presented

as insecure, and calculated to interrupt the inshore pas-

sage of the river and cause mud-banks. Ihe Jur0"

recommended that they should be removed, and that sale

and convenient structures should be erected in their places

at Battersea, Nine Elms, Lambeth Palace, Westminster-

bridge and London-bridge. They also presented several

timber-rafts, which are floating in the river and tieis of

barges, moored in the middle channel of the river, and

obstructing the navigation of the river.
r „„fAmie

Exhibition of Cartoons—The exhibition of Cartoons

Bent in pursuant to the notice of the Commissioners of

Pine Arts, which has been open since the 3d instant in

Westminster Hall, on payment of one shilling each per-

son, was closed on Saturday last, and reopened on

Monday morning for the gratuitous admission ot the

public. The receipts during the short interva in which

the drawings have been exhibited (only twelve days) have

far exceeded the sum originally anticipated. The visitors

have averaged upwards of 1,800 per day, and on Saturday

(the last day on which payment was taken) they exceeded

5,000. The total sum received at the doors up to Satur-

day evenhie for the admission of the public, and by the

sale of catalogues, exceeded 1,100/. ; and the commis-

sioners have determined on apportioning nearly the whote

of this money, in sums of 100/. each, to the artists or

the ten next best drawings. The following are the sub-

jects which have been selected by the judges as entitled to

100/. each out of the funds in hand. The figures show

the number attached to the cartoon in the catalogue .—

No. 11. « Una coming to seek the assistance of Gloriana.

An Allegory of the Reformed Religion seeking the assist-

ance of England. Spencer's Faery Queene. Mr. Frank

Howard, jun.—13. "The Seven Acts of Mercy. Una

and the Red Cross Knight led by Mercy to the Hospital

of the Seven Virtues." Mr. G. V. Uippingille.— 16. Ihe

Death of King Lear." Mr. F. R. Pickersgill, jun.

—

31. " The Angel Raphael discoursing with Adam."

Milton's Paradise Lost. Sir "William Ross, R.A.— 45.

" Man beset by contending passions." He is represented

*s urged on by pride, ambition, and anger ;
restrained by

love and pity ;
pursued by grief, hate, envy, revenge, and

fear; buoyed up by Hope; chained to the earth by

Despair ; reason overthrown ; horror in the midst. Mr.

Henry Howard, R.A.-60. "The Brothers releasing the

Lady from the enchanted chair." Milton's Comus. Mr.

P. 11. Stephanoff 63. " The Brothers driving out Comus

and his rabble." Mr. J. G. Waller—92. « St. Augustine

preaching to the Britons." Mr. W. C. Thomas.— 103.

" Alfred putting on the habit of a harper, went into the

enemy's camp, where he was everywhere admitted, and

had the honour to play before their Prince. Having thus

acquired a great knowledge of their situation, he returned

in secresy to his nobility." Mr. Marshall Claxton.-122.
41 The Plague of London, A.D. 1349." The bishops and

clergy are represented at St. Paul's Cross, praying tor the

cessation of the Pestilence. Mr. E. Corbould.

German Hospital.—A. morning concert was given on

Tuesday at the Hanover-square Rooms, the proceeds of

*hich are to be appropriated to the funds of a German

Hospital, now establishing in London. Among the instru-

mental performers at this concert, M. Ernst demands

the first notice, since he conferred upon it the distinction

of making it the only occasion on which he will perform

in public during bis present visit to London ;
and he is,

moreover, one of the finest players on the violin that

Europe, alreadv so rich in that respect, can boast.

Nothing could exceed the enthusiastic demonstrations with

*hich each of his performances was received ; shouts

"roke out on all sides, both from the audience and his

fellow-musicians, and he was several times recalled to

receive still further applause. Several other vocal and

instrumental performers gave their gratuitous services on

this occasion and Mrs. Stirling pronounced an address

composed for the occasion, consisting chiefly of a flatter-

ing appeal to the sympathies of the British public, which

•was received with considerable applause. The Concert-

room was completely filled, and was honoured with the

Presence of the King of Hanover, under whose immediate

patronage the Concert was given.

Anti-Puseyite Meeting—A meeting of laymen was

neld at Freemasons '-hall, on Wednesday, for the purpose

°f proposing a memorial to the Duke of Wellington, as

Chancellor of the University of Oxford, directing his

Grace's attention to the rapid progress of tractanan

doctrines in that ancient seat of learning. Lord Ashley

presided, and opened the proceedings of the day by refer-

ring at some length to the prevalence of the tractarian

doctrines, and urgiDg on the assembly the necessity of

adopting immediate measures for their suppression.

Several gentlemen spoke, and expressed their determi-

nation of resisting to the extent of their power the spread
,

of opinions and practices which they declared to be so

dangerous to the peace and security of the church. Alter

some discussion, a memorial was unanimously agreed to,

and will be presented to the Duke of Wellington in the

course of a few days. The Protestant Association has

also prepared a memorial, addressed to the archbishop

and bishops, on the same subject.
_

British and Foreian Institute.-A meeting was held

on Thursday at the Hanover-square Rooms for the pur-

pose of considering a prospectus, submitted by Mr. J; S.

Buckingham, for IBe establishment of "the British and

Foreign Institute," for facilitating personal intercourse

between the educated classes of all countries, and render-

ing the literary circles of the metropolis accessible to

visitors from the Continent, colonies, and provinces, more

readilv, it is said, than is done by the Clubs. The Earl

of Devon presided, and Lord Brougham, Lord D. Stuart,

and others, addressed the meeting in support of the

institution. It was then resolved that a subscription be

raised for the erection of a house at the west-ehd^ and

that Mr. Buckingham^ the proposer of the scheme, be

appointed residerit director. ,*,.,. t>

Westminster School.—It is stated that the Right Rev.

Dr. Carey, Bishop of St. Asaph, has lately placed in the

hands of trustees the sum of 20,000/. for the benefit, after

the death of his Lordship and Mrs. Carey, of students

elected from Westminster to Christ Church, Oxford.

Hackney.—A meeting was held last week in the vestry-

room of thechurch to pass thelate churchwarden's accounts

and make a rate for the ensuing year. The estimate for a

new rate vvas read, from which it appeared, that owing to

extensive repairs contemplated on the church, a sum of

64?/. would be required, which, on a rental of 88,000/.,

would need a rate of 2d. in the pound. It was then

moved and seconded, " That a rate of 2d. in the pound be

granted," to which an amendment was moved, postponing

the question for twelve months. After some discussion,

the chairman took the numbers, when there appeared—

for the amendment, 31 ; for the rate, 54. The chairman

declared the rate carried, but Mr. Powell demanded a poll,

expressing his determination to offer every legitimate

opposition to the imposition of a church-rate. The polling

closed on Saturday, when the chairman declared the num-

bers to be—for the rate, 373 ; against the rate, 43. Within

the last fortnight the church-rate has been made in the

vestries of South and of West Hackney without a poll.

The Greenwich Pier.—The lawsuit between the stone-

pier company and Messrs. Grissell and Peto, the con-

tractors, has been stayed by proceedings in Chancery.

Messrs. Grissell and Co. have obtained an injunction, the

case has been referred to eminent counsel, and an ami-

cable arrangement entered into for both parties to bear

an equal proportion of the expense to be incurred m put-

ting the permanent pier into really substantial condition*

It is stated that to do so at least 17,000/. must be expended.

pires .—On Saturday morning, one of the most serious

explosions that has occurred in the metropolis for some

time took place soon after 5 o'clock, at the extensive oil

and turpentine works belonging to Messrs. Johnson and

Co., in the Back-road, St. George's-in-the-East, which

not'only destroyed the whole factory, which is considered

to be one of the largest in London, and contained several

thousand barrels of turpentine, but injured part of the

Blackwall Railway, and damaged between 30 and 40 houses

in the neighbourhood, including the Roman Catholic

School in the above road. The factory extended in depth

about 50 feet, within a couple of feet of the Blackwall

Railway, three arches of which were rented by the firm,

and used for the deposit of turpentine and other com-

bustible materials to the amount of at least 2,000 barrels.

When the gates of the warehouse were forced open an

explosion took place, causing destruction to the entire

factory ; the roof was blown off, and the walls were forced

outwards into the street. For several minutes the whole

district was enveloped in clouds of dust and smoke and

the burning remnants of the building. The shock

resembled that of an earthquake, and the houses for some

distance round were shaken to their foundation. Eight

subsequent explosions took place, during which it was

necessary to call off the firemen. At one period the

street in the immediate vicinity of the conflagration pre-

sented an extraordinary sight, it being literally on fire

with the burning oil and turpentine. The trains on the

Railway were not started for some time, until the arches

had been examined by Mr. Tite, the architect; but his

investigation having satisfied the directors that they were

quite safe, the trains commenced running in the course of

the morning. After all the danger had subsided, an

inquiry was instituted as to the origin of the fire, it being

at first suspected that, as none of the workmen had

arrived, it was the work of an incendiary. This supposi-

tion, however, gave way, and it appears that the fire was

occasioned by spontaneous combustion.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,

July 8 :—West districts, 124 ; North districts, 1G9 ;

Central districts, 143 ; East districts, 103 ;
South dis-

tricts, 212. Total, 811—(424 males, 387 females.)

Weekly average for the last five years, 903—(4G I
males,

442 females,) and for the last five summers, 846'.

masters took place On Saturday, arid like that held at

Birmingham on Thursday, in consequence of the present

state of the staple trade of this populous manufacturing

district, created more than usual interest among nil classes.

The nominal price of pig and manufactured ircn hiving

been fixed at the meeting on Thursday, the chief, indeed

the absorbing points of interest in the conversation of the

day were the state of the mining population, the proba-

bility of a strike, and the result of the approaching inter-

view with Sir R. Peel. The contemplated strike took

place on Monday at Westbromwich, and is very likely to

become general throughout the district. In that neigh-

bourhood the pits belonging to Mr. Bagnjll, Mr. HaineiJ

Mr. Wood, and others, have stopped work, the men hav-

ing refused to accept the proposed reduction of 6rf a day.

Some of the pits at Hill-top have also struck, and many

at Oldbury, Dudley Port, Bilston, and Other places, are

al,o brought to a stand. The amount of distress prevail-

ing among the miners maybe imagined from a passage m
he Masters' Memorial to Sir R. Peel, in which they ex-

ess their wish to refrain from offering any opinion as

to the remedies, but consider it their duty to declare
:

that

a much longer continuance of this frightful depre^on c

i working classes and productive inter-

IBrobmcinl Wctos.

Birmingham.—The quarterly meeting of the iron-mas-

ters took place in this town on Thursday week, when a

memorial to Sir R. Peel on the depressed state of the

iron trade was adopted. The meeting of the Dudley

the condition of the working classes and pi

estswillbe incompatible with the peace of the district

The deputation mentioned above had an interview with

Sir Robert Peel on Wednesday. They were accompanied

bv Lord Hatherton and Lord Lyttelton, and the

members for South Staffordshire and Wolverhampton.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Secretary tor the

Home Department, and the President of the Board df

Trade, -ere present at the interview Mr. Foster haVmg

stated the facts of the memorial, Sir R. Peel laid h*

should willingly give his best attention to any remedies

that might suggest themselves to the minds ot the Depu-

tation, but that he feared the production of iron had been

forced by the requirements for railroads aud other causes

so much beyond the ordinary demand, that how that these

sources of consumption had been supplied, he could hold

out no prospect of immediate improvement from any

measures within the power of the Government. Ihe de-

putation stated, that they were nearly unanimous ,n the

conviction that the depression under which their trade

was suffering, as well as that affecting most other branches

of productive industry, was attributable to the great

fall ng off in the demand, occasioned by the vicious opera-

ton of our present money laws, and the consequent wan

of a sufficient circulation to maintain a range of price*

adequate to the discharge of the fixed public and Pr vate

burdens which form so large a proportion of the cost of

production in this country ; that without some change of

these laws there was, in their opinion, but little hope of

any improvement in the condition of the working classes

whL would gradually approximate to that of the same

classes in Ireland. Sir R. Peel expressed his dissent fiom

these conclusions, and after thankmg the Deputot on or

the temperate and judicious manner in which hey had

stated their views on the important objects which had

engaged their attention, the conference terminated;

Bristol—The launch of the Great Britain s earner,

and the visit of Prince Albert to this city, for which so

much anxious preparation had been making du"»g the

past week, took place on Wednesday, and passed off n

The most auspicious manner. According to
'
P"™»

arrangement, his Royal Highness, accompanied by the

Marquess of Exeter, Lord Wharncliffe the Earl of

Lincoln, and suite, left the Paddington terminus of the

Great Western Railway at seven in the morn ng. The

Royal party arrived at the Batli station at nine, *her*

they were Let by the Mayor and a deputation from_the

corporation of that city, to present an address. This

ceremony occupied about half an hour, after which the

train again took its departure for Bristol, where, «
;

armed

-,t rpn n'rlock The Mayor and corporation were m
a tendanc to present an address to his Royal Highness,

together wi h a deputation from the Clergy tor the same

purpose. Se Prince and the local authorities then pro-

ceeded to the yard of the Great Western Company, and

a he procesLn passed through the different streets

"ey house throughout the whole line a distance o seven

miles was decorated, and across the street at various

potoi "ere flags, banners, and triumphal arches ;
every

nook and corner were crammed with anxious faces,

while the firing of guns, ringing of bells, and the cheer ng

of the populace, all bore one sound of rejoicing. Ajnyed

at the yard of the company, the chairman and directors

were in attendance to receive the Royal pa ty and con

ducted them over the magnificent ship, withi»b ch his

Royal Highness frequently expressed his admiration.

Mter going over the vessel and works, the
,

Prince and the

visitors sat down to a dejeuner given by the d* ectors,

at which the chairman of the company piesided. Ihe

heaUb of the Prince was of course drank with great

applause, and in reply His Royal Highness said-" I

thank you for the honour you have done me in drinking

mv health, and I assure you it affords me great pleasure

that I have come here to-day, and 1 shall always bear a

lively remembrance of the cordiality with which you have

received me. Allow me now to propose the health of ' 1 he

Mayor, and prosperity to the city and trade of B" st° 1,

Several other toasts were then drunk, during which tne

Prussian and United States Ministers returned thanks on

behalf of the ambassadors. The company then adjourned

to the open air to witness the great ceremony of the day

which can scarcely be termed a launch, as the s earner was

merely floated from the dock in-which she ^" b™lt. A.

she passed slowly into the outer basin, the.Prince broke a

bottle of wine upon her bow, and named her the Greet

Britain." with the usual ceremonies. Ihe Prince immedi-

ately took his departure for.town, and left the terminus at
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Bristol
I

at 4 o clock by a .special train. The burthen of the
Grea Britain, which is built entirely of iron, is 3,600 tons
register For the sake of contrast it may be well to
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n WH1 carr )' double the quantity oftheGreat Western, and he light afterwards. She will be

propelled by engines of 1,000 horse-power combined : the

I, 1 9<foT f
gure 'head t0 taffrel is 322 feet ; length of

keel 2fc9 feet, extreme width 50 feet 6 inches : she has
four decks, he upper deck is flush, and is 308 feet long
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Class 61 feet by 21 feet 9 inches. The whole of the
lalc-cus are b feet 3 inches high, and surrounded byiepng berths, of which there are 26, with single beds"and 113 containing two, giving 252 beiths. This largenumber is exclusive of the accommodation which could be
piepared on the numerous sofas. The fourth deck is
appropriated for the reception of cargo, of which 1,200
tons v ,11 be earned, >n addition to 1,000 tons of coal.The engmes and boilers occupy a space of 80 feet, in the
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; all weeimmediately immersed in the sea, and Captains Drew andJones were drowned. The other seven were saved Thebodies of the deceased were secured, and every meansadopted to restore animation, but all 'proved ineffe" ua ]

Somhwf"''"
111 consequence of the unsettled state ofSou W ales, owing to the determination of Rebecca andher daughter, to destroy the turnpike gates, orders werereceived at Woolwich at an earl/hou^on Sunday mor£ing to have in readiness a six-pounder field-gun and

1 twelvlpounder howitzer, which were sent off on^he samedav

requned for their service in the field. The orders were

r°o!;r;r
ed ?.*$"* by the Great *««*» **a»*i™tfrom Bristol to Carmarthen with the least possible defavn case heir presence might be required to' put a stop £the destruction of property in that quarter* The gates
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about five miles from Carmar-then, In the a ernoon of Friday week (to which the Dra-goon were called out, and, after scouring the country ftabout fourteen miles, returned without even having seen asnspic, us character)

; the New Inn Gate, near Lland Uothe Gwarallt Gate, near Lampeter, and a toll-bar near it*on Monday week; two gates near Cardigan; the Pon

-

wely Gate, between Rhydfach and Llandyssil, on Fridayhe umpsaint Gate near Do.ecothy, on" Thursday a^dhe Bronfelen Gate, five miles from Llandovery, on theload leading to Llandwrtyd, on Saturday. The mad?a rates have caused several persons to be apprehended on
8» picion of destroying this gate, and are bu!ily employedn in vestiganng the affair. Such was the difficulty of obtain-
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7 Grand Jury have foundtue bills against the parties concerned in the recentattack on the workhouse • >mf tu* * i .„
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into the Court of Queen's Bench
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Eton.—Jhe great east window of the Colleee chanpl k.'.just been fully exposed to view by the rin?ovrf

P
f Zwoodwork on either side, which was accomplished 1,the recent repairs and alterations within the interior nfthe edifice. Considerable anxiety has been manifested
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t0 haVC the preSeDt plaiD «las8 of thiawindow, which ranks amongst the finest church windows

m the kingdom, entirely removed, and replaced withstained glass containing Scriptural devices and emblems.
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Mr Eastlake, the Royal Academician, has been applied toon the subject, and has consented to furnish a design.
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,
his visit is also said to have been attendedwith success, and in York he gave the pledge to 2,000C"pMr. Cobden paid a visit to this town 'onl uesday for the purpose of addressing the Sussex farmerson the subject of the Corn-laws. The meeting firstassembled in the County Hall, but afterwards increasedso much that it was necessary to adjourn to the Friars'lield where about 1500 or 1600 persons assembled. MrCurteis MP for Rye, presided. After a long addrei'from Mr. Cobden followed by Mr. Elphinstone, M.P. fortins borough, Mr, H. Brown moved, " That in theopinion of this meeting, protection to one class at theexpense of other classes is injurious to the community atarge, and, therefore, all laws professing to protect either

tneagncultural, colonial, or manufacturing interest, oueht
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T,,e chai^an then spoke^nlavour of a fixed diry, after which he put Mr. Brown's
resoiution to the meeting, and every hand appeared to beiaised m its favour

; he remarked that it became his dutvto declare it carried, only two hands having been held unagainst it, and both of them belonging to one person.
P

Liverpool—A discovery in connexion with the recentnres at this port was made last week, from which there isreason to apprehend that the incendiaries are desirous ofperpetrating additional mischief. Jt seems that as one ofme police was going his rounds about 8 o'clock in theevening he found a large heavy piece of pitch intermixed
witn fresh cotton, lying under the weatherboard of a cellarm Irreenock-street, situated under an immense pile ofwarehouses, extensively filled with cotton and other
valuable property. The pitch and cotton were immedi-
ately removed to the office of the Commissioner of Policewnere it has been inspected and found to be in a highly
combustible state only requiring the slightest application
of a hghted match to set it in a blaze. It was most for-tunate that the discovery was made at so early a period ofhe night or the consequences might have been very
serious. No clue has yet been obtained to lead to theapprehension of the offenders.

Southampton.—A deputation from the council of theRoyal Agricultural Society held their first meeting in thistown on Monday, for the purpose of making preliminary
arrangements as regards site and buildings for the general
annual meeting of 1814. The deputation arrived by rail-
way, and were met by the mayor and corporation, withwhom they proceeded to the Audit-house; and, after par-
taking of a collation provided by the mayor, proceeded to
examine the various plans suggested as fit for the show
pavilion, and ploughing-matches, &c. The committee
expressed themselves pleased with the excellent accom-
modation this town and neighbourhood is capable of
affording them, and will make their report* to the next
general meeting of the council in London. "

*«m.-We regret to state that the accident onboard HM.S. Camperdown last week has proved more
serious than was at first anticipated, and that a seamanand Miss Yerker, one of the ladies who were on board,
have died of the injuries they sustained by the explosion!
Inquests have been held on the bodies, at which it was
proved that, whilst the ship was firing a royal salute asthe King and Queen of the Belgians were passing, a
portable magazine, called the saltbox, was placed on themam deck, about three feet from the after-gun, before the
bulkhead which was used for saluting cartridges, so as to
obviate the frequent opening of the magazine. The box
at the time of the explosion, contained ten cartridges ofthree pounds each. There were also four rockets hung
agaiast the beam over the saltbox, two of them one pound
rockets, and the other two half-pound. After the Royal
sa ute had been fired, another gun went off and then the
saltbox exploded, and a short time afterwards a dis-
charged rocket was found lying about midships. The
saltbox was placed in its proper place, between the two
knees on the side, that being the most secure part of the
side. The box has been in the same place for more than
two years. It is the custom in the Navy to have the
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1Vnd is under the charge of the sentry

on the half-deck who stated that the ammunition andme Jids of the boxes were perfectly secure during the
firing of the Royal salute. It is also customary to
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sh 'P's crew were firing with Finmore's
tubes 'or pruning, and it has been known that the quillpart of the tube, and part of the worsted, have beenthrown from the gun m an ignited state. Several gunnerswere examined, who proved that the salt-box was placed
in the most secure part of the vessel; and Commander
f.nl.ng, of the Camperdown, stated that he and his
Officers had used every means to discover the real causeof the explosion but they had not been able to satisfy
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'
tne jury returneda verdict of Accidental Death, at the same time expressing

tneir opinion that all proper care and diligence had been
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Camnerdow n, but how that explosion oc-curred there is no evidence to show ; but the jury are of
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S' ering the " ^cultural working of

ennrb inn^ ^ thetrue »»« of the preaent depressedcondition of the farm tenantry." The hour fixed for com-
mencing the proceedings was 2 o'clock, but there werethen not more than 100 persons present. Shortly before
3.however, hey increased considerably, the number beingthen estimated at 600 ; and Mr. Cobden, with his friend"!
having taken up their position upon the platform, which
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' ***J never supported the

Sh fk
r fiXCd duty- and had with equal energyopposed the present Ministry with its sliding-scale : thfywould continue their exertions to the last by the mostdetermined opposition to all Ministers, of whatever poli-

tics they might be, or however influential, if they inter-
fered in the Slightest degree with the furtherance of the
principles of free trade. Mr. Cobden next addressed the
meeting, and commented for an hour and a half upon the
evil effects of restrictions of any description upon trade.He reiterated the opinion he had promulgated in Bedford,N
°: ? nrfZ

X%^ aDd elsewhere, thlt the Corn-laws'
as a protection to tenant farmers was a rank delusion.He contended, at great length, that the price of Corn
principally depended upon the home industry of this

T?«r
ry
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I*'

tbe laWS ree uIating the importation
of foreign productions put a fetter upon industry,
and s opped the stream of commerce. He then
referred to the act passed in 1815, and repeated the
arguments winch he urged at Colchester in opposition to
the continuance of the Corn-laws. He said he had spoken
feelingly upon the subject, being a farmer's son, and
knowing the effect of the operation of those enactments
upon the condition of persons in that class. He attributed
the ruin which had come upon the farmers of England for
the last 28 years to nothing else but the Corn-laws. He
then dwelt at great length upon various topics in opposi-
tion to the Corn-laws, and in conclusion observed that he
did not expect any advantage whatever personally from
the part he had taken in the question. He regarded the
principles of free trade as just, and of importance for the
establishment of peace between the people of all parts of
the world. There were so many moral and social ad-
vantages likely to grow from it, he had supported it with
all the power of which he was capable, and the only
reward he expected was that he should be considered a
a.thful and zealous advocate for the accomplishment of
those principles of free and unrestricted trade all over the
world. Mr. R. Owen next presented himself, but in con-
sequence of a row it was impossible for him to proceed.
Mr. Hoskins, M.P., also attempted to address the meet-
ing, but was scarcely audible in consequence of the general
not and confusion which continued among the crowd.
He was understood to deny that the farmers of Dorset
and Somerset were favourable to a repeal of the Corn-
laws. Mr. Jones, a practical farmer, and Mr. Marsh, a
solicitor, then addressed the meeting, the latter expressing
ins dissent from Mr. Cobden's views. Mr. Monday, a
farmer proposed a resolution condemnatory of the Corn-
laws as injurious to all classes of the community, and
stating that the adoption of free-trade principles would be
advantageous to the country in general. The resolution
was seconded, and adopted by a large majority.
Railways.—The following are the receipts for the past

week :- Croydon, 360/. ; Sheffield and Manchester, 4367.

J

Greenwich, 785/.; Birmingham and Derby, 1,220/.;
blackwall, 1,148/.; Great North of England, 1,325/.;
1 ork and North Midland, 1,725/. ; Northern and Eastern,
1,849/.; Birmingham and Gloucester, 2,127/.; Edinburgh
and Glasgow, 2,159/.; Midland Counties, 2,585/.; Man-
chester and Birmingham, 2,654/.; Eastern Counties,
2,937/.

; South Eastern and Dover, 3,298/. ; North Mid-
land, 4,417/.; Manchester and Leeds, 5,1767.; South-
western, 7,137/.; Grand Junction, 8,637/.; Great
Western, 15,268/.; Birmingham, 17,797/.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Mr. Maurice O'Connell has been superseded

since our last, for attending Repeal meetings. The daily

papers statethat the money transmitted to the Repeal Associ-

ation is periodically invested in the Government securities.

Last week the sum of 6,000/. was invested, in the New
Three-and-a-half per Cents., by the broker of the Associ-

ation. A Repeal demonstration took place on Sunday,

at Swords, a village about seven miles from Dublin. The

place was decorated with triumphal arches, and an

immense quantity of green boughs. The attendance was

very numerous, amounting to several thousands, and Mr.
J. O'Connell, M.P., addressed the meeting.—The weekly

meeting of the Repeal Association took place on Mondaj.
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Mr. O'Conneli alluded to the proposed subscription of

the French Republicans, and to tbe promised visit of

M. Odillon Barrot, as noticed in our Foreign News.

He said the French sympathisers "need only write to

Mr. Ray, and the gentleman who proposed to come over

could, instead of taking that trouble, write to him (Mr.

O'Conneli), or to the secretary. But with reference to

any communications with ulterior objects, he would dis-

tinctly say that they would receive no such communica-

tions. When, the other day, they were threatened with

civil war, they declared that they would not strike the first

blow ; and he now could tell them that there would be no

second blow at all. In sympathy for civil and religious

liberty, in sympathy for freedom of conscience, and in

sympathy for those in France who wish to strike down

the iron yoke of monarchical domination, where it pressed

upon popular freedom, they heartily united ; but whatever

would throw the slightest taint on their allegiance, shake

the connexion between these countries, or disturb the

golden link of the Crown by which the empire was united,

had no sympathy whatever from them. Mr. O'Conneli

then announced the rent for the week as 1,464/. M)$* 7£«-

Tullamore.—Th& King's County repeal demonstration

took place in this town on Sunday, and was attended by

hetween 40,000 and 50,000 persons, while some thousands

oaore lined the main avenues of the town, finding it im-

possible to get withi" hearing distance of the platform.

The walls, the windows of all the houses and storehouses

commanding a view of the speakers, their roof-tops, and

even chimney-tops, all found ready and patient spectators
;

hut certainly not listeners, for they could not have heard

anything beyond the cheering, in which they sometimes

assisted. Dr. O'Rafferty, the parish priest of Tullamore,

presided; and after several resolutions had been passed,

Mr. O'Conneli addressed the meeting at great length.

He said "The present Administration had proclaimed,

trumpet-tongued, that the progress of repeal was irre-

sistible
; while they stood with their arms folded, like the

fool who waited at the river's side for the water to pass

by that he might walk across. Notwithstanding their

declared preference of civil war to repeal—supported as

that declaration was, at the time it was made, by

Brougham, the most despicable of statesmen, and by a

creature named Beaumont, who called himself a Catholic,

^-not one of those Ministers, during the recent debate of

»ix nights, dared to talk of coercion, or of civil war,

or, indeed, of any plan whatever for crushing the ques-

tion of repeal they just came to the magnanimous deci-

sion of doing nothing ; thereby admitting the legality ot the

People's conduct and their undoubted right to look for the

^peal of an atrocious act of Parliament. But they ad.

fitted more,—they admitted that the temporalities of the

Irish Church could not long be continued. Under heaven

there was no greater wrong than compelling the people of

Ireland to pay a set of parsons for preaching doctrines to

which they did not subscribe. A greater wrong, both

to Presbyterians and Catholics, was never inflicted

on a country than transferring those temporalities to

the church of the minority—a minority of one in ten of

the population ; and that wrong every one, blessed be

Heaven, was now admitting. The first great benefit of

repeal would be the allocation of those funds to the pur-

poses of charity and education, and the British Parliament

already threatened to give them up without repeal/' The
dinner to Mr. O'Conneli (which was attended by about

500 persons, consisting principally of shopkeepers from

Tullamore, Athlone, Birr, Portarlington, Edenderry, and

other towns, and farmers of the county,) took place in the

evening. The decorations were few, but the inscriptions

"were numerous, and consisted chiefly of quotations from

speeches in favour of and against repeal. Over the chair

(which was filled by Dr. Cantwell, the titular bishop of the

diocese,) was Sir R. Peel's opinion that civil war was pre-

ferable to repeal, followed by Mr. O'Connell's defiance to

him to commence such a strife in Ireland; Dr. HiggW
defiance to all the Ministers of England to put down repeal

in the diocese of Ardagh ; and Mr. Steele's defiance of

" let him try it if he dare." Mr. O'Conneli spoke at length

°n repeal and other topics connected with Ireland. Refer-

ring to the decision of tbe twelve judges in England on

the subject of Presbyterian marriages, he declared that a

niore indefensible or"wicked decision he had never seen in

the annals of judicial folly. He thought that there was an

overweening respect paid in this country to my lords the

judges. When at the bar he fought them, and now that

he was from the bar he would say that a worse set of men
*ere not, he believed, in the community. As a member
°f Parliament he was ready to forego every other pursuit,

a»d repair to the House of Commons the moment ihe

Presbyterians required it, to assist in passing a law to

remedy this grievance, and reverse a decision which went

to say that the ministers of their church were not clergy-

*nen at all. Alluding again to England's weakness, he

said that she dared not hold out a single threat either to

Prance, America, or Spain, until she did justice to Ireland.

But what sort of propositions were made in the British Par-

liament under that pretence ? One said, "Abolish the laws"

—there were no such laws—"which prevent your sendingan

ambassador to the Pope." Another said, "Give the Roman
Catholic bishops, whom the Irish people so much vene-

rate, their titles." Dr. Cantwell here interrupted him
and said, « We should despise them, coming from a British

Parliament." Mr. O'Conneli—" You would, my Lord,
. i. * • » f •

ai*d yet that Parliament denies you the privilege of sign-

ing yourself Bishop of Heath/ or my right rev. friend

°f writing himself down Bishop of Ardagh." Dr.

Biggins.—'* I am the bishop, though." Mr. O'Conneli.

'-"Yes; you are the Bishop of Ardagh, in unbroken
succession from the days of St. Patrick, a succession that

shall last to the second coming of the Redeemer. But

what an absurdity to suppose, that, because the people of

Ireland venerate you, you would allow them to be con-

ciliated if the British Parliament conferred upon you

titles which you already possess I" He then touched

upon the questions of the Irish church, landlord and

tenant, unjust taxation, fiscal robbery, diminished fran-

chise, limited municipal reform bill, &c, and observed

that the British Parliament admitted them to be grievances,

but did not promise to redress them. He, however,

would not take their promise. What cared he, then, for

their admissions? In January next, or, at farthest, in

May. he would have a Parliament in Ireland, as surely as

the rising of the sun, unless the Irish people were untrue

to themselves. The second step towards repeal was

coming. A few more of these meetings* and he should be

ready to proclaim the meeting of 300 gentry in the city

of Dublin. He concluded by proposing the health of

"The Right Rev. Dr. Cantwell, Bishop of Meath;" who
in returning thanks, challenged Lord Eliot to point out a

single appointment by the grand jury of Westmeath, a

county in which the Roman Catholics were 11 to 1, of a

single Roman Catholic to any place, however humble, of

profit, trust, or emolument. The Irish people were

starving in the midst of plenty ; the produce of their

honest industry and toil was made to minister to the

comforts and luxuries of men who resided in another

country, and that was a state of things *bich he could

not suppose it to be the will of Providence to continue.

In conclusion, he gave the "Irish Hierarchy, and one of

its brightest ornaments, the Bishop of Ardagh." Dr.

Higgins, in reply, adverted to the proposed remedies for

Irish grievances. As to the Ambassador to Rome, he

said, he would be regarded and called an English spy.

Let the ambassador be Protestant or Catholic, he cared

not which if the Catholic were an Englishman, it would

become the duty of the Irish bishops to select one from

amongst themselves whom they would send to Rome as

the real ambassador to watch the spy of the intriguers.

He, for one, would look upon it as the first step towards

the downfall of his religion, if any man, selected by

the present Cabinet of England, were to be sent

as ambassador to the court of the holy father, as

his purpose would obviously be to bring the political

weight of that detestable Government to bear upon

the pure and simple character of their sacred reli-

gion. Tbe other proposition was, to give them titles

and revenues. The titles, thank God, they already

had from a higher source—they were of God, not man ;

and as to the revenues, he believed he spoke the senti-

ments of every Roman Catholic bishop iu Ireland, when

he said that the moment those revenues were forced upon

them, they would—he, for one, at least, would—go before

the holy father and say, " Give me some means of escaping

this pollution, or receive from my hands my crosier and

my mitre." They knew what pollution there was in the

connexion of church and state, and the day it was attempted

with the Catholic Church in Ireland would be a day of

agitation more frightful even than the present. He could

not sit down without alluding to the gross ingratitude of

the English nation towards the Catholic bishops of Ireland,

whom they had called a demon priesthood, surpliced

ruffians, and almost rebels, for taking part in the present

peaceful agitation. But did they know that when the

Catholic bishops of Ireland joined for repeal, instead of

the aristocracy asking what they would do with the people,

the people were asking what they would do with the aris-

tocracy ? or that before they joined for repeal nothing was

more familiar amongst the exasperated inhabitants of the

country than the notion of beginning an agitation against

rents, and measuring the rights of landlords by the law of

nature? Instead of encouraging that notion, the Catholic

bishops of Ireland turned the feelings of the people into a

peaceful agitation for repeal ; and if that repeal were long

withheld, he was not the man to prevent an agitation

against rents, which once begun would soon shake the

empire to its very centre. The die was cast ; onward they

would move in peaceful agitation, and he had now only to

hope that the stupidity and cupidity of England would

not drive the people to that other agitation to which he

had adverted." After some other toasts, the company
separated.

Enniscorthy.—A melancholy case of assassination is

just reported from the county of Wexford, a district hitherto

so tranquil. Mr. Fayle, who was postmaster, and also

collector of county cess, has been assassinated. It appeals

that latterly a spirit of resistance to the payment of rates

having arisen in certain quarters, Mr. Fayle was obliged in

his public capacity to make seizures. The result of this

was, that he received some threatening letters, and for his

protection was obliged to carry fire-arms. On Wednesday
he slept at Newtownbarry, driving there in bis gig, and

at five on the following morning, he was found lying in a

ditch, within five miles of his home, and the horse grazing

near him. Mr. Fayle was not dead when discovered, and

he was enabled to state, that on passing a plantation on

the road side, a shot, fired from behind, gave him an

alarm, but the slugs passed through his hat without doing

any injury. Three men then leaped out of the wood, and

be could not say what occurred after. The fatal wound is

from a ball in the front of his forehead, and Mr. Fayle's

pistol was found on the road discharged ; but whether he

fired off, or it had been used by one of his assailants,

cannot be ascertained at present. The object of the

assassins had nothing to do with plunder, for bis money

was found on his person. It is said that there are no
,

hopes of his recovery.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The general education committee of the

Free Protesting Church, at a meeting held in Edinburgh

on Tuesday week, in the exercise of powers conferred

upon it by the Free General Assembly, made the follow-

ing appointments to the chairs of the college established

in connexion with the church : Dr. Chalmers, to be Prin-

cipal and Primarius Professor of Divinity; Dr. Welsh,

Professor of Divinity and Church History ; Dr. Cunning-

ham, Professor of Divinity ; Dr. Duncan, Professor of

Hebrew and Oriental Languages. Dr. Cunningham

does not commence his duties till the session of 1844, and

the committee have requested him to proceed in the

meantime to America, in order to become acquainted with

the system of theological instruction followed in some of

the most eminent American universities; The committee

also agreed that teachers belonging to other evangelical

communions should be eligible to officiate as masters of

schools, aided by or in connexion with the committee.

ILato.

Assize Intelligence,—(Oxford Circuit, Oxford.)--- Crippn

v. fli/fc.-Tbis was an action brought by a confectioner of this city

to recover the amount of a bill for articles supplied to the

defendant during his residence at the University, between Hilary

term, 1840 and 1842, the total amount of which was 4£K- 10a\ 2tf.

To the declaration three pleas had been pleaded,— 1st, except as

to 20*. never indebted ; 2d, except as to the same, infancy ;
3d, as

to the 26/. payment into Court. The fact that the goods were

furnished having: been proved, Mr. Serjeant Talfourd addressed

the jury for defendant, and said, the history of the young man,

the defendant in this action, was the history of too many others

who were sent to this noble University, not so much for the

purposes of advancing the cultivation of their minds, as in order

to acquire habits of right living and just feeling, and to form

acquaintances that should be of advantage to them in tuture life.

The defendant was the only son of a gentleman of fortune, who
granted his son a handsome and most liberal allowance, on

coming to the University, amply sufficient to defray all reason-

able expenses consistent with his staiion in life. His lather, on

one occasion, visited him, with his family, while there; he saw

his mode of living, and found nothing requiring either reproba-

tion or censure ; but to his regret and astonishment discovered

that although at the time little more than 19 years of age, he

had in two years and a half, of which only about 18 months

would be spent in Oxford, incurred debts to the amount of 1,000/.,

besides running through the whole of the money given bun bjr

his father, thus creating, through thoughtlessness and wart of

ordinary prudence, an embarrassment and annoyance which

would in all probability endure for years. It must, therefore, be

a source of deep and painful reflection, that the tradesmen ol

this city should be instrumental in causing the misery and tarn

of which this was by ho means a solitary instance, and heavy

indeed was the responsibility which they incurred in inviting

youths to extravagance, and leading them by mos^ fallacious

promises to incur heavy responsibilities, wholly inconsistent

in many instances with their position in life. In this ca>e

the first question lor consideration was, whether de-

fendant were a minor while resident at college; the second,

whcther.ifbewercso.tbearUcIeshnppliedwerenecessanesornot.

This was not one of those cases where the plaintiff s demand had

been altogether resisted j for 25/. bad already been paid, and he

must say that he highly commended the course pursued by the

defendant; and the moral courage he had shown in setting up

the defence which he had done deserved the praise of every man
similarly situated, and more especially of every father who had

a son either at tins or the sister University, The allowance to

the defendant having been proved, and evidence having been

given of his position in life, &c, Mr. Whateley, Q.C., replied,

observing that he perfectly coincided with his learned friend as

to the degree of courage requisite to put the present delence upon

the record, for the deiendant had by payment of 25/. admitted to

a certain extent his liability; the question, therefore, for the

consideration of the Jury, would revive itself merely into one of

amount, and they would only have to say whether the articles

sent to the deiendant were or were not paid for by the 25/. already

alluded to. The establishment of friendships was not one ot the

least advantages to be derived from a University education ;
and

how, he would ask, were opportunities to be afforded for social

intercourse and the mutual interchange of kindly offices, if young

men at College were debarred from entertaining each other at

their rooms? Could it, therefore, be said that the articles sup-

plied on such occasions were not necessaries, or that any good

end would result from their prohibition ? Ihe learned Counsel

commented at some length upon the topics adverted to by Mr.

Serjeant Talfourd ; after which, Mr. Justice Maule, in summing

up, remarked that he did not think the Jury could draw any in.

ferencefnm the 25/. already paid into Court, but that, unless

they were of ooinion that the goods supplied exceeded in value

25/., their verdict must pass for the defendant. With regard to

the term "necessaries," he would r.ot say that they ought to

construe the word in a strictly metaphysical sense, or say that

nothing was necessary which a man could do without, as a

learned Judge had once observed, that nothing was unnatural

which happened, because if, accurately speaking, it were unna-

tural, it could not occur. Assuming it necessary- that a man
should live, he must have that to subsist upon which accorded

with his condition of lite, and his expenses must be proportioned

to that condition. He could not give his assent to the proposi-

tion laid down by Mr. Whateley , that it was necessaiy for a young

man sent to the University to give entertainments to hisfnends;

nor did he by any means deem it necessary that he should incur

expenses, while at College, exceeding 300/. a year. His Lord-

ship was aware that, to a certain extent, the le^s a man spent the

more he would get at cither University for his money, and any

one who recollected aught of University career, must know this

full well. He did not think, in the present instance, any blame

whatever was attached to the defendant, or his father, who had

supplied his son with a very ample income, and whose conduct

must be considered roost exemplary and praiseworthy. Ihe

learned Judge then explained the state of the law relating to the

infancy and power of infants to hind themselves by contracts,

when the Jury returned a verdict for 24/. |0s. .*„„»„
South Wales CiRCviT.-CAHDirr.-Thc UalestmNurdeis.—

The trial of Edward Thomas and his wife, Mary Thomas for the

double murder of her brother, Mr. William Howells of Pantros-

svla and Jane Harry, his servant, commenced on Wednesday

week and from an early hour every avenue to the court was

densely crowded. The prisoners pleaded "Not Guilty." The

uarctiulars of this case were noticed in this Paper at the time,

and it will therefore be necessary to notice only the evidence of

the principal witnesses, Anne Thomas deposed, that she was
housekeeper to the late Mr. Howells, the brother of the female

prisoner. He was a respectable farmer and freeholder, residing

at Pantrossyla, near Llaleston. She had been in his service tor

some years, and remained in it up-tothe period of his death,

which happened the morning after Good Friday last. Mr. Howells

was a bachelor of about 53 years of age, and had rio other near

relative but the female prisoner, who was his only sister; the

only persons residing in his house were the deceased, two boys,

who were farm servants, and the witness, his housekeeper 1 he

\ family were in the habit of drinking beer occasional!) w£h their

*
dinner, generally homebrewed, but when out of lhat,.Mr.Howells

lifted to tend a rallon iar to Llaleston to a Mrs. Lewis's for beer,

X?bei«^^ Mr "
Howells was on terms of

^MbtI^X^?^ Mrs Lewis, and often declared his

intention of marrying her. In the house they had a stone
>
jar,

which was kept for the purpose of fetching the beer. On Good
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Friday last the deceased and his servants sat down to dinner in
the same room but at different tables ; they had salt beef and
j?brk atld-brocoli for dinner. Her master was then in health,
^nd ate his dinner rather more heartily than usual. After dinner,
&s theywere out nf.bqer, her master took down the jar, which
she had washed out the day previously, and asfced her to goto
Llaleston to fetch some. As, hotFcver, She Tvas ousy about the
farm, and could not well go, he went out to look for a little boy
named John Morgan, the son of one of his tenants, living in a cot-
tage close by, and he sent him to fetch the beer. Witness was pre-
sent when the deceased pave the little boy the jar to fetch the beer,
and when the little boy brought it, and placed the jar with it on
the table. Mr. Howells told the boy to goto Mrs. Lewis's for it,
and to return with it as quickly as he could, and it was about
half-past 4 o'clock when the boy came with it. Witness then
^entoutto milk the cows, and on her return she felt poorly,
and Iter master desired her to take some tea. Mr. Howells took
}he jar with the beer into the dairy, and witness afterwards par-
took of the beer) she took about an eggcup full of it, but had
not drunk it many minutes before she felt a burning senaation
in her mouth and throat, a fulness, and was seized with a vomit-

i'

j

was obliged to crawl up stairs to bed, arid remained there ill

until Sunday afternoon. She never saw the jar afterwards until
she saw it broken in pieces in a field near the house. She also
saw several pieces of broken bottles—the policeman was gather-
ing them op, and witness identified the jar bv the handle, which
she Knew perfectly. Witness was the only woman living in Mr.
Howells' house, and there wfls nothing- locked up from her in the
house except the money. This circumstance enabled her to
state that there was ho poiSoft in the house, nor had there ever
been anything of the kind. Mr. Pritchard, the sufgeon; deposed
to the fact of deceased's illness, and to the poht-murtem examina-
tion of the body, which was exhumed in consequence 6f the
suspicions excited by the conduct of the prisoners. Mr. Herapath*
the chemist, of Bristol, proved that the bodies on being analysed
contained arsenic. The case for the prosecution being closed,
Mr. Chilton addressed the Jury in a speech of three hours' and
upwards duration for the prisoners, in which he threw doubts
iipon various points in the evidence, and concluded by appealing,m powerful language, to the Wcll-Jtncwn religious prejudices of
the Welch people against capital punishments.—Mr. Justice
Maule, in summing tip, arranged the evidence in chronological
order, and commented upon the whole of it. He also took occa-
sion to observe that bethought it exceedingly dangerous that
juries should be addressed as they had been by Mr. Chilton at the
conclusion of his speech; for if the evidence was sufficient to
cause them to entertain no reasonable doubt of the guilt of the
parties upon their trial, they must fearlessly pronounce *uch a
Vetdict, and without looking to ulterior consequences- and if,
having done soj it should afterwards be shown, ;.s had been said
by Mr. Chiiton, that they were innocent, he saw no reason why
the jurors should not sleep tranquilly upon their pillows, because
they had come to their conclusion Upon the evidence offered
them conscientiously and to the best of their Judgments. The
Jury having retired, after being locked ap for an hour and ahalf,
came into court, and pronounced a verdict of Not Guilty, upon
both the prisoners. The verdict appeared to be received with
the utmost astonishrnent, hot only by his Lordship, but by every
one in the court, which Was Crowded almost to suffocation.
The prisoners were on Friday morning arraigned for the murder
of Jane Harry and on the coroner's inquisition. No evidence
was, however, offered, and they were discharged. They were
reconveyed to the gaol for safety, followed by an excited mul-
titude, yelling at them and threatening vengeance.

SPORTING,

Ffrft *0& THE FIRESIDE
Bound in do*>, price 5s.ttd.

9 ,OE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.
A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alteration* only having been made as were required by the
greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ; but, that the
volume might have some substance, and be a good table or t/aw
felling book, copious additions have been made from other old
volumes of Facetice.

Extract from the Pre/ace.
Another strange circumstance connected with this work is, that

everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are perfectly
familiar with its contents.. .... and yet, if the reader will ask his
acquaintance, it will appear that hot one in five hundred ever set eyes
on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions that this edition is
published." London: Whittakkr and Co.

QUN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN, and other disfigr^T-
*^ ments of the Skin, arc pleasingly eradicated by that unique
preparation ROWLAND'S KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous
liquid, and now universally admired for its sovereign virtues m
completely removing all cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the
complexion, delicately clear and fair. It is invaluable as a reno-
vating and refreshing wash during travelling, or exposure to the
sun, dustj or harsh VpindSy and after the heated atmosphere of
crowded assemblies. Gentlemen will find it peculiarly grateful
alter shaving, in allaying litis kniafting pain*
CAUTION.—Much pernicious' trash is now offered for sale as

" KALYDOR:"—it is therefore imperative on Purchasers to see
that the words "ROWLAND'S KALYDOR" are printed on the
wiapper, and "A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON-GAftfifiN,"
engraved on the Government stamp affixed to each bottle. Price
4s. fftf. and 8.s. 6d. per bottle, duty included.
Ask for Rowland's Kalydor.— Sold by them, and by

Chemists and Perfumers. ^__^^
(10UNTRY HOUSE WANTED, Unfurnished, for

7^^^ term of years.—A Gentlemanly Residence, detached, in
perfect order, between 30 and 50 miles of London. The situation
must be elevated arid healthy, free from the neighbourhood of
stagnant water or marsh land, on a light or gravelly soil, with
southern aspect. The house must contain 3 or 4 best bedrooms,
nurseries, 3 servants' rooms ; dining and drawing rooms, not less
than 21 ft. by 16 ft-

; good morning room, usual domestic offices,
well supplied with water; 4-stall stable; good pleasure-grounds,
flower and kitchen gardens, with from 14 to 20 acres of meadow
land ; and within a mile of a church and a village, and 3 or 4 of
a good town. The house must stand in its own grounds, and a
lodge-entrance for the gardener would be preferred. Full parti-
culars to be addressed to Messrs. Hkdoer, Land-Agents, 10, New
Bond-street^ opposite the Clarendon,— at whose Offices Cosmo-
ramic drawings of properties may be seen.

P LECTRO-PLATED and GILT ARTICLES.

H

*~J ELKINGTON & Co., Patentees, beg to announce that, to
meet the increasing demand for this manufacture, they have
opened an Establishment at No. 22. REGfiNT-STREET,
(CORNER of JERMYN-STREET,) where every variety of articles
for the Side-board, Dinner, Dessert, and Breakfast Tables may be
inspected.
They have also a similar assortment at their City Establishment-

No. 45, MOOllGATR-STREET, where they have a MANUFAC-
TORY for PLATING and GILDING, RE-PLATING and RR_
GILDING ARTICLES of every description, and of ALL METALS.
With reference to articles of their manufacture, the Patentees

beg to state that they differ from till goods hitherto offered as

CORNS, BUNIONS, &c.
rpHE PROPRIETOR of the ANTI-CALLOSITY, or
-*- RUSSIAN CORN AND BUNION PLAISTER, feels great
confidence in recommending it as the most certain cure for all
Callous Swellings on the Feet that has ever yet been invented.
By the use of this Plaister immediate benefit will be found, and in
a short time a Radical Cure will be effected by gradually dis-
persing the Hard or Soft Corn, and entirely removing those
painful throbbings so severely felt at every change of weather.

Sold,\£;th full directions for use, in boxes, is. \^d. and 2s. , at
Sanger's Medicine Warehouse, 1&0, Oxford-street; and all
Medicine Vendors throughout the country.
Remember—"Tub X'jssian Corn and Bunion Pi,aister."

FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD.
DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,

called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-
mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every
description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years'
standing, cnts, bums, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-
tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,
cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting
eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at
15. l£d, and 2S. yd. each. Also his

PJLUL./E ANTISCROPHULiE,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-
ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all her operations ;
hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular
swellings, particularly those ot the neck, &c. They are efficacious
also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,
that may be taken at all times without confinement or change of
diet. Sold in boxes, at \s. \^d. t 2s. (Jd., 4s.6d.

t
11*., and 22*. each.

To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly
recommend Dr. Roberts's

ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,
for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-
plaints^ they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-
mote a circulation of the fluids ; are gentle in their operation, and
do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2*. 9d. each.
By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Bkach & Barnicdw

(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his
medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of the
"Poor Man's Friend," " Pilulee Antiscrophulse," " Larwell's
Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic
Drops,' with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare
and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from all

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.
Observe*—No meuiciue sold under the above names can possibly

be genuine, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-
port," is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to eacb
package.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

A S HEAD GARDENER.—A respectable middle-aged
^J-

v
married Man, who perfectly understands the management

of the Hothouse and Greenhouse, likewise Early Foicing, and
every department in general ; and who can have a good character
from the Situation lie has just left.—For particulars apply to
Messrs. Wm. Wood & Son, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

II to l agst Lord Eglinton's Pompey (taken), 15 to 1 airat Mr.
Gully's Baronet, 17 to 1 agst Mr. Johnstone's Charles XII., 20 to
1 agst Mr. Meiklaru's Agreeable colt.

MARR LANE. Friday, Jul? 21.—There have been a few arri-
vals ol English wheat since Monday, which were sold at 2.9. per qr.
beyond that day's currency. Foreign Wheat is also 2s. deare*; but
bonded does not advance in proportion to the free. Barley Peas,
and Beans, are fully as dear, and Oats are6rf. to I*. higher.

BRITISH, I*KR IMPERIAL QUARTJBR.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk White

S. 5.

46 to 68r—— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . . fio to 58
Barley Waiting and distilling 25 tn32
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polanda 14 to 24
-— Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed to~- Irish >- oe<j 15 l0 22
Rye — to —
9ean 8> MftcAgatt, oM and new . fig to 2S Tick 22 to 27 Harrow 23 to 31

ieligoJand . . 23 to 34 Winds. — to ~ Lon Kpod— to—
27 to 30

S. S.

Red 40 to 54
White — to—
Grind. 19 to stt

Peed 15 to 23
Potato lti to 25
Potato 1 5 to 23

eas, White C8to34 Maple 2ii to 32 Grey
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Wheat. liariey. Oate. Rye. Beans.
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1550
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GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS—T. ChappeJI, Sudbury, Suffolk, licensed-victualler—R.

Richardaon, High-srreet, Wapping, shipowner—J. Harwood and F- Harwood,
Fem-hurch-street, London, stationers— R. Armrield, King-street, Cheapside,
London, button-manufacturer— M. Nelms, Rack-hill, Hattnn-garden, hearth-
rug manufacturer—J. B- Cooper, Drury-lane, ironfounder— G- Simons. King's-
square, Goswell-rnad, watch-manufacturer— I. W. H- Brown, Little Bowden,
Northamptonshire, dealer in horses—T. Radclyffe, Birmingham, stationer
Henry Andrews and Charles Twining, Feckham, Surrey, brewers—William
White, Jun., Aldersgate-street. chymist—Thomas Lloyd Jones, Wimborne
Minster* Dorseuhire, surgeon—Henry Ellis, Norwich, diaper—Joseph Star-
ling, Southampton, hatter—John Gray, Jarrow, Durham, timber-merchant

—

John Oiam, Chard, Somersetshire, lace-manufacturer—George Hewitt and
George Hewlett, Manchester, woollen-drapers—William Henderson and Jamea
-lenry vevsey, Moorfieids, Gloucestershire, manufacturing chymists— Edward
Eardley, Exeter, china-dealer.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—J. Pringle, St. Andrew's, merchant-J.

Bell, MaxweJltown, Kirkcudbright, grocer—W. Bowie. Falkirk, merchant—
illy bank Toll-bar, near Dundee,A- Marshall, Li

Edinburgh, grain-merchant-W. Peacock, Little Keithnck, Perthshire, grain-
dealer— I. Hisiop, Alloa, grocer-A. W. Dumhreck, Edin

machine-maker—W. Brakinrig,
k, Perthshire,
burgh, farmer.

BIRTHS—On the 1/th inst.in Momagu-M,uaie, the lady of Major the Hon
J. St. Vincent Bamnaras, of a jon—On Thursday, the 18th inst-, at Wimpole,
the Countess of Hard wick*, of a son—On the i0th inat., at Teaninkk, Ross-
shire, Scotland, the H«.n. Mrs- Spencer, of a son.

M ARIUED-On the 18ih inn., at St. Luke'*, Gloucester, R. B. Grantham,
Esq., of Croydon, Surrey, to France! Harriet, eldest wirviving daughter of
the late Robert Fuge, Ban., of

fl
PW^-On Ur; 4ih inst., at PetersHeld,

Hants, R. II Semple, Esq. M-RCb-, to fcJizabeih Mary, the only daughter of
the latp W. Butterfield, Esq-, Rear-Admiral of the Red.

IHED-On Wednesday, at Dublin, the Right Hon J>r. Raicliffe, Judge of
the Prerogative and Coneiltoriftl Courts ot Ireland —On Thursday, aKed 49, at
Btreatrmm Rectory, the Rev. Heniy Blunt. lector of that parish—On the 0th
»n»t , at 31, Charlotte-square, Edinburgh, the Ri^ht Hon- George Ross Lindsey
Crawford, Earl of Glasgow— On the 14th inst, accidentally drowned, while
*naa,red on a survey in the Bristol Channel, Captain Richard Drew, F-RS-,
an4 Captain Jeukin Jones, R.N., Elder Brethren of the Trinity Houae-

"Plated Goods "Or "Substitutes for Silver," being: made fa the A S GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 42, who has
same manner as SOLID SILVER, from which they cannot be I\ had the general practice of a Kitchen-Garden and Pleasureknown, and being also composed of a hard white metal, strongly
coated with silver by the Electro process.

Silver Articles of every kind or pattern exactly copied.
Every article made by the Patentees hears theirstamp (E. &Co.

beneath a Crown.)

A GRICULTURAL EDUCATION.—The Proprietor
*• ^*- of a respectable Academy, some distance from town, who is

also connected with Farming, has a VACANCY for two Pupils,
between the ages of 8 and 15, who will devote a part of the day to
Scholastic pursuits, and the other to those of Agriculture, the
practice of which is Conducted upon the improved system.
English, French, Latin, Greek, Drawing, and the Mathematics,
are the principal branches of literature that will be taught.—For
terms, &c, apply by letter to X. Y., 6, Old Cavendish-street,
Oxford- street. _^
pHEAP STATIONERY, CUTLERY, WORK-
\y BOX, WRITING-DESK, and DRESSING-CASE MANU-
FACTUliER.- Sloper's Embossed Postage Envelopes, without
Advertisements, Is. per dozen to purchasers of other articles ; fine
Bath-post, 3d. per Quire, 5,5. per Reamj ditto Note, 2d. per Quire,
3s. per Ream; Queen's Size (Note), 2s, per Ream > very superior
Foolscap, 8d. per Quire, I2.V. 6d. per Ream ; Envelopes, 6d. per 100 ;

Copy Books, 4d. each, 3*. 6d. per dozen ; good Pens, Is. 6d. per 100
;

Embossed Blotting Books, 6d. each ; superior Bibles, gilt edges,
is. XOd. each ; ditto Prayer Books, Iff. 6d. each ; good Pen-knives, 6d.
each j Rosewood Work-boxes, 2s. ; Rosewood and Mahogany supe-
rior De»ks, ?s. 6d. ; superior Pocket-books, 6d. each, &c., &c.
Goods exchanged, or Money returned if not approved of. A name-
plate engraved, and 100 best Cards printed for 4s. 6d. Bookbinding,
Printing, and Engraving, at the lowest terms ; 1 per cent, off new
Books and Music. Parcels of 21. value forwarded 100 miles free of
carriage; of 10s., 5 miles from London, and any amount in town.
Lists of Prices, and samples of Paper, sent on the receipt of two
postage-stamps, from Sloper's Stationery Warehouse, 20, George-
street, Portman-square, London.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewes,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the
facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use-

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3
Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. £6to28lbs.

Price, carriage paid 1

to London } 25*' 35 *- 42s '

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., 6s., and 7s. Larger
sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Prints
supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmon-
ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.
To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rigby's Brush Warehouse,
No. 80, Gracechurch- street; LivERiuoRKandSoN, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford- street; Benham, 19, Wigmore-street, Cavendish

-

square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchnrch-street.

ALL DISEASES of the KIDNEYS and BLADDER
speedily and effectually cured by DR. YOUNGS MIXTURE.

The efficacy of this Medicine m the above Complaints has been
long proved by its unparalleled success in a practice of many
years' standing, and has induced the present proprietor to make
it more generally known.

Sold in Botiles, 25. Qd. each, by the Proprietor's Agent,
J. SANGER, 150, Oxford-street, London; also by Johnson, 68,
Cornhill; Prout, 229, Strand ; Mr. King, 232, Blackfriars Road;
and all Medicine Vendors throughout the country.

general pracl
Grounds of a large Establishment. Would not object to take charge
of Pasture Land, if required. Can have a reference from the employer
he is now leaving.—Direct to V. K., Holly-hill Lodge, Erith, Kent-

AS GARDENER, where another is kept, or a single^
h anded place.—A respectable young Man, aged 26, who*

understands the management of cows, and has no objection to>

make himself generally useful. Can have a good character from
his last Situation.— Direct to W. H., at Mr. Uwell's, Tea-dealer
and Grocer, Royal Hill, Greenwich, Kent.

AS ^GARDENER. — A respectable young married
Man, aged 26, without incumbrance ; can have a good

character from his last Situation ; no objection to a single-

handed place,— Direct to W. C.,at Mr. Cuthill's, Florist, No. 4,

Denmark. hill, Camberwell.

AS GARDENER.—A respectable married Man, age

37, who is perfect master of every branch of his Profession. 19

capable of taking the management of Pines, Grapes, Greenhouses/
Hothouses, Wall trees, Kitchen and Flower Garden, and every

variety of Early and Late Forcing, with the care of Meadow-land and

Cattle. His wife is an excellent Laundress, and would take the

entire management of the House in the Family's absence, with

Poultry or small Dairy. Can obtain most trust-worthy character**

No in-door place will "be accepted.—Direct to S.C., 8, PccPs-ph106*

Kensington Gravel Pits.

AS GARDENER A single young Man, aged 28,

who understands the propagation and general management
of Stove and Greenhouse plants, the Kitchen and Flower garden-

Can give satisfactory reference as to character and ability. Salary,

22 guineas with board and lodging, or 1/. a week if out of trie

house.— Direct, E. K., at Messrs. LonDiGKs' Nursery, Hackney.

A S GARDENER.—A young Man, who is perfectly

•^*- conversant with the management of Orchidaceous, Stove, an

Greenhouse Plants, &c. Also has a general knowledge of ^°£cj?'*
and Gardening in all its branches, having lived in some 01 t tt

principal places in the neighbourhood of London. Satisfactory

testimonials can be given by the head Gardener with whom hci

still living.—Direct to A. B., at Mr. Ronald's, Nurscryman »

Brentford,

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, without «£«<"-

brance, 33 years of age, who is well acquainted with Hor -

culture and Floriculture in all their various branches, and can na

a Character of four years and a half from his last Situation. ^
desired, his wife can act as Housekeeper and Cook.—Dvec

A. Z., at Messrs. Ronald's and Sons, New Brentforu,

Messrs. Flanagan and Co., 9, Mansion House Street^onuuj^

A S GARDENER.—A respectable single Man* aged

-£*- 34, who perfectly understands the management ot «°tno
•

Greenhouses, Early Framing, and Kitchen Garden, with «nc w
agement of Meadow-land. Can have four years ^r%^T^l
gentleman he has just left.-Dircct to A. B., Albion Coffee-house,

122, Houndsditch.

TO NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN;. _.
A S FARM BAILIFF, in any county n England.

-Al young Man, a native of 0»^]S?^iSilK " t0

respectable references, and produce snfcciciittestnjonm

J

character, capabilities, &c.-Direct to A. L., Post-office, x>

ton, Cumberland.

Printed by Messrs- taA»« E&^JfSZgM
the Precinct of Whitetrlars, in the City ®* {'"n^"'

i„ the County of Mid*
at the Omen, 3, Chabt-ks-htrekt, Covrni' ^»""^" "

e t0 bo .ddW**
dlesex, where all Adrertisement*.and1

Communication »re w
to the Editor.—Saturday, July 22, 1S-J3.
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_|0 Lhl, ia Regent-street, Three Rooms on the

Me^tt
Floor . Unfurnished, with the use of a Large

andh ?0om " They Iiro suited ,orthc purposes of a Society,

Porto
Bome years past been so occupied. Apply to theww, 2i

^ Regent-street,

TTT-n
T0 FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN, and Others.

^J^EST LONDON FLORICULTURAL EX-
ishouses

Green,
August,

Cups and Medals will ]>c awarded. A
of Mr. .f~V "?** ana t!i( " Regulations of the Show may be obtained

ivillb, Ebenezer House, Peckhara.

-A- h tt
WEST LONDON FLORICULTURAL

() f the if
lTI0N W*N tuli0 P*ace in tnc grounds 0I> the Alms

Fulham
,JTC

r
'!
KRS ' CHAaiTABLB Institution', at Walham-

IS-n • «.i°
n rcK

' :nAY
» the Sth, and Wednesday the Qth of A

iS;f ;V :rMsoft<iIv"
of Mr V^;;imi!h '' Uf

J^INGSTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
For

I!
!
B1TION, September 14, 1843.

r Particulars apply to J. Jackson, He

EX-

Hon. Sec.

(jft FLORICULTURAL and HORTICUL-
HortipiiHn^i EXHIBITION.—The Annual Floricultural and

Plinn^nn ,
Xhibition in the GROUNDS of the YORKSHIRE

26thdavof a
SOCIETY will be held on Saturday, the

Nobilitva .
August next, under the Patronage of the principal

on fm-J Gentry of the County, and unon the same scale as
onformer years.

on application to Mr. Sothkran, Bookseller, Coney-street, York
Secretary to the Committee of Management, or to Mr. Bainrs,
at__thc Museum.—Museum, York , July 27, 184:).

TV/TEETING of the HIGHLAND SOCIETY atX
*J-

DUNDEE, on the Sth, oth, and 10th of August.
Noblemen and Gentlemen who may beat. Dundee at the above

Meeting-, are respectfully invited to inspect the Stock of Seedling-
«na Transplanted Forest Trees, &c., in the Nurseries of William
uaouiiARTand Sons.

gHOW OF FUCHSIAS.—A splendid collection of
the above beautiful tribe of plants may be seen in bloom,

containing all the new varieties of the present season ; also the
°eat of the older sorts,—at William MiLLBa's, Providence Nur-
^•ry, Ramsgatc. Sundays excepted.

pL01lISTS TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN DOWAGER,

Sic:'

Y NEW AND SUPERB FUCHSIAS.
OUELL & Co. respectfully refer the readers of the

eW nr(^',,ri'^ Chronicle to their select List of the above

tisin
Ufc tr *ue °' plants, which appeared on the front adver-

be s| i
)a&e nf this" Paper of the 27th alt. They are now ready to

to at r

° U,:
'
ler I)OSfc

»
free

» f°n tne receipt of a post-office order,)
y part of the United Kingdom, upon the following terms:

:; ™e show varieties,
J -^traf.ne ditto . .

12s.

1 6s-

12 extra fine and very supe-
rior .... 2\s.

eft to Youicll & Co.Grpnf v 'rhc selection being eic r.o ioukll a
ac > armouth Nursery, Norfolk, July 26, 1843.

JH UCHSIA ST. CLARE.—A Specimen of this Magni-

Vouf
Gnt FUciiSl^ has been again submitted to Dr. Lindlkv.

readp^ Co
" ilave therefore much pleasure in referring- the

Whioh
nI t:!u - Gardeners' chronicle to the remarks made, am!

in tl }!

1 ^' Il1 he found amongst the ** Notices to Correspondents*

SATURDAY, JULY 29. Price 6d.

sper-iu,
' ,inetV ; we have nc^

Yo * ffrown "Par London.
15 Jp & Co. can supply a limited number of fine strong Plants,

St CH
3 ffb ' in 48-steed pots, at 10.v. 6d. each ; or one smaller

on the
°' With n other fine show varieties at 21s., per post, free,

July 25
®ce

5?
t of a post-office order.—Great Yarmouth Nursery,

1843,

Ynrmr SUPE^B CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
^^I^LL & Co., in offering their List of Chr

OftttJv*?? irM8 (for which see their advertisement in thi

RYSAN--
s Paperof tho i

comnet" 8t,)
»

to the notice of Amateurs and those who intend

bpK *

V

11 '"' at the autumnal exhibitions of the present season,

exclurHr
observe» they have taken such precautions for

^st win?
V
/rieties merely nominal, that they feel assured the

have tho i

un(l m"ff»ly satisfactory to those who may not only
ofdecoraH m °^ ect in vicw » but also to those who are desirous

Autumn i J?
ir STeenhouse ami garden with this unsurpassed

fr«e of iSJ flower - Tlie plants are strong and healthy, and sent
of the TTn?*!? (°n lhe recei Pt of a Post-office order) to any part

Great vnv
Kl"^om

i ^ the rate of 12*. per dozen.
*<*t Yaxmouth Nursery, July 26, 1843.

EAST NORFOLK GRAND CARNATION AND PICOTEE SHOW.
YOUELL and CO. beg respectfully to inform their Friends that their Annual Exhibition of the above will

commence on the 1st of August, and will continue for three weeks. Their Collection now amounts to

UPWARDS OF NINE HUNDRED OF THE FINEST VARIETIES IN CULTIVATION,
and the present Exhibition will be found to surpass anything of its kind in the kingdom.

THREE THOUSAND POTS WILL BE S T A G E D.—Admittance Gratis.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Norfolk, July 26, 1843.

£ s. <*.

10
1

1 5

1 15

4

7
10

20

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—
LIST cf PRIZES offered at the Exhibitions in the Garden,

in 1844 :
—

Mkdals and REWARDS.—The Society distributes the follow-
ing Medals and Rewards j namely,

value
C. The Certificate "

.

SB. Silver Banksian Medal . . ,

SK. Silver Knightian Do.
LS. Large Silver Do. . , .

SG. Large Silver Gilt Do. .

GB. Gold Banksian Do.
GK. Gold Knightian Do.
LG. Large Gold Do. . . .

Exhibitors to whom any of these shall be awarded can ex-
change them one for another, or may receive their value in
money, or in plate. In case an Exhibitor shall receive a First
Prize in any one Letter, he shall not he entitled to receive any
other Medal in the same Letter, except in CC, DD, and EE.

CLASS I.—FLOWERS; for which Nurserymen and
Private Growers exhibit independently of each other.

A. Pelargoniums, in collectionsof 12 new and first-rate varieties,

cultivated with superior skill, in pots of ii-i to a cast. GB—
SG—LS-SK.

B. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots of 12 to
a cast. SG—LS—SK.

N.B. Persons exhibiting in B cannot also exhibit in C.
C. Pelargoniums, in collections of 6 varieties, in pots of 8 to a

cast. LS—SB.
I). Rhododendrons, in pots; not fewer than 6 plants in 6

varieties. LS—SK— SB.
E. Roses, in pots; Amateurs to show in collections of 12, Nur-

serymen in collections of 23, distinct varieties. GB—
SG—LS.

N.B. It is the wish of the Society, in a future season, to
require Roses to be shown exclusively in pots; and not to
allow cut specimens to be exhibited at all.

F. Moss Roses in loose bunches, so as to exhibit, as far as pos-
sible, the habit of the variety; in 12 varieties. SK—SB— C.

G. Other Roses, exhibited as in the last letter, and in 50 varieties.

LS-SK-SB-C.
N.B. No one who exhibits in this letter can also compete for

the following.
7/. Other Roses, exhibited as in the letter F, and in 25 varieties.

SK—SB—C.

N.B. Higher medals than those here offered for Roses cannot
he given by the Judges. And it' Roses are brought for ex-
hibition without attention to the regulations here explained,
they will not be allowed to be placed on the tables.

J. Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 distinct varieties. GB—SG
—LS*

N.B. It is expected that the same plant shall not be exhibited
on more than one occasion.

A". Cape Heaths, in collections of 6 distinct varieties. SG—
LS—SK.

N.B. No person who shows in I will be allowed to exhibit also

in K.
L. Calceolarias, in sixes ; in pots of 12 to the cast. LS—SK—SB.
M. Carnations, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. LS—SK—SB.
JV, Picotecs, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. LS—SK—SB.
O. Pinks, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. SK—SB.

CLASS II.—FLOWERS; for which all persons are ad-

mitted to equal competition.

P. Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 30 plants. GK
—GB-SG-LS.

N.B. Heaths, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Greenhouse Azaleas, Rho-
dodendrons, Orchidacerc, Cacti, and Pelargoniums, to be ex-
cluded from P, Q, and R.

Q. Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 15 plants. GB
—SG-LS.

N.B. Persons exhibiting in P not to compete in Q also.

R. Stove or Greenhouse plants, in coUections of 6 distinct species.

SG—LS-SK.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in P or Q will not be allowed to com-

pete in K also.

5. Greenhouse Azaleas, in 12 distinct varieties. GB—SG—LS.
T. Greenhouse Azaleas, in 6* distinct varieties. SG—LS.
N.B. No one can show in both classes of Azaleas.

U. Stove or Greenhouse climbers, in collections of 6 species
SG—SK.

V. Exotic OrchidaccEC, in collections of not fewer than 20 species
LG-GK-GB. .

N.B. Exhibitors cannot shew in more than one of the classes,

F, W, and X. #
#

W. Exotic Orchidacea?, in collections of not fewer than 6 species.
GK-GB-SG.

X. Exotic Orchiriaceae, in single specimens. SG—LS—SK.
V. Plants in glass cases, grown on Mr. Ward's plan. SG—LS

-SK.
N.B. It is highly desirable that these cases be made with a
movable door, so as to prevent the condensation of the water
on the inner face of the glass during; the time of exhibition.

Z. Distinct varieties of Tall Cacti in ilower. GB—SG— LS.
N.B. The GB and SG Medals are not to be given if fewer than

six varieties are exhibited.

AA. Fuchsias in collections of 12 distinct varieties. LS—SK.
BB. Cinerarias, in pots, in collections of 12 distinct varieties.

SK-SB.
CC. Single Specimens ofnew or extremely rare ornamental plants.

SG—LS-SK-SB-C.
N.B. These Medals will be awarded by the Society's Officers,

and not by the usual Judges. Exhibitors will particularly
observe that none but new or rare plants can be exhibited

under this letter. Nothing will be rpgarrh'd f/s new which has

been exhibited in the Garden in a previous season.

DD. Miscellaneous subjects. SK—SB— C.

N.B. Cockscombs, Heartsease, Hydrangeas, and cut flowers are

altogether excluded from exhibition. Exhibitors under this

head will not be thereby entitled to a pass ticket.

EE. Seedling Florist's flowers. SK-SB— C.

N.B. Every seedling must be shown singly, and must be marked

with the name it is to bear. The same seedling cannot gain

a prize more than once in the season. Pelargoniums are to

be shown in pots, and not in a cut state. No person will be
allowed to exhibit more than five seedlings at each meeting.
Exhibitors under this head will not be thereby entitled to a
pass ticket.

In AnntTioN to any medals assigned to the classes 7, P, Q, and
W9 the SK and SB medals are offered for the two collections in
those classes which shall be best named by the Exhibitor.

N.B. The Society's officers, who will make this award, will be
guided in their judgment by a consideration not only of the cor-
rectness of the names, but of the accuracy of the spelling, and
the neatness of the writing.

CLASS III.— FRUIT; for which Market Gardeners,
Fruiterers, or persons in the habit of regularly supply-

ing the market, and private growers, exhibit independ-
ently of each other.

N.B. All fruit must be fullv ripe and well-coloueed; if the
contrary it will be disqualified.

FF. Miscellaneous collections of fruit, consisting of at least three
different kinds, Peaches and Nectarines being considered as
only one kind. GK—GB—LS.

N.B. Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar Kitchen Gar-
den produce, are excluded from this letter.

GG. Grapes. SG—LS—SK—SB.
HH. Pine Apples. SG—LS—SK—SB.
II. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens. SK—SB.
A7v. Other kinds of fruit. SK-SB— C.

Judges.—The Judges have the power of increasing or diminishing
the number and value of the Silver Medals offered by the Society for
particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Medals or Certifi-

cates in cases not contemplated in these regulations, if they think it

necessary to do so.

The Judges are also required to bear in mind that the Society's
Medals are offered leas for new and curious objects, than for fine
specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the Council in insti-

tuting these meetings, being not so much to encourage the collector

as to reward the skilful Gardener; they arc also not to make any
award in cases where the objects exhibited do not appear worthy of a
Medal; otherwise a bad single exhibition might obtain a prize,

merely because there is no better exhibition of the same class to
oppose it.

Copies of the above list may be obtained at 21 , Regent-street, upon
application to the Secretary.

OPLENDID NEW CARNATION,— " Appleby's
*3 Prixce of Walks," (Scarlet Bizarre), blooms of which may
be seen at Messrs. Hurst & McMullen's, Seedsmen, 6, Leaden-
hall-strect, London, on the 29th of July. For description see
" Gardeners' Almanac" for 1843. Plants, 10s. 6d. per pair, ready
in October.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
"FUCHSIA EXON1ENSIS."

1" UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
-L* attention of the Public to a very sopei b New Fuchsia, whi:
has been raised in the Exeter Nursery, and which is der iy

the finest variety ever produced. Flowers of it were submitted
to Dr. Lindlky, who, in the G ardeners' Chronicle oi the Sth inst.,

thus expresses himself:—
u Lucombe, Pince, and Co.—The blooms sent of Fuchsia Exoni-

ensis prove it to be a very splendid variety; it is a flower of
great substance throughout, seed-vessels dark, tube and sepals
of a rich crimson carmine ; the sepals are long, they expand
freely, and disclose the rich crimson- purple corolla, which is very
large, and of a peculiar denseness of texture."
The Plant was also exhibited at the last great meeting of the

London Horticultural Society on the 12th inst., and obtained the
Society's Certificate of Merit.
Strong Plants will be ready for delivery on the 10th of August

next, at 10s. 6rf. each, and will be sent, free of all other charge,
by the post, carefully packed in stout tin cases. The usual dis-

count to the trade if six plants are ordered. For a full descrip-
tion, see Advertisement in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 1/th nit.

N.B.— This Seedling Fuchsia has been fully proved, and will
give satisfaction to those who purchase it.

HUGH LOW and Co. have the following PLANTS
for SALE:— £ s. d.

Tropseolum azureum, fine flowering roots, in a dry state . 3

Do. Do. strong 5

Do. Do. a lew ; very large .... 7

Hydrangea japonica 1/. 5s. to 3

Habrothamnus fasciculatus (sec description in the "Botani-
cal Register " for the present month) . i

Paulovnia imperialis, strong

Salix japonica, new hardy tree n

Podostylus sphsenca l

Chorozema ericoides 2

Fuchsia Stanwelliana, very fine

Phlox Van Houttii
A remittance or reference required from unknown correspondents.

No allowance on the Tropteolum unless more than one is ordered.

Clapton Nursery, London, July -20, 1843.

ANAGALUS BREWEK11 AND SUPERB BLUE CINERARIA
SEED.

MICHAEL BREWER, Sex., Nurseryman, ecc,

London Road, Cambridge, begs to offer strong plants of

his Splendid deep blue, full and complete round-petaled Seedling

ANAGALLIS (BRfcWERIl), being of a strong green and vigorous

habit, and remarkably well-adapted for bedding. It is now ready

for sending out, at 5s. per plant, postage free, to any part of the
Kingdom. Flowers have been submitted for the inspection of

Dr. Lixin.EY, of which he gives the following description in the
Notices to Correspondents in the QardeTiers' Chronicle, June 10 :

—

"Anagallis(Brewerii). M. Brewer, Sen.—The llowers ofyourAna-
gallis are very large, and of a brilliant deep blue tint. If, as von
say, it is of a green and vigorous habit, it will be a very desirable
plant." The Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen, &c. t Pineapple
Place, Edgeware Road, London, with several other eminent
Florists, gave orders for it, on the ground of seeing the flower
previous. Flowers will be forwarded to any applicant on receipt
of two postage stamps.
Also, packets of his Brilliant CINERARIA SEED, comprising

every shade of Dark and Light Blue tint; and as the present is

the best time for sowing fur Winter, and early Spring flowering,
he is induced to offer Seed, warranted as newly gathered, in
packets at 35. 6d., 7s.9

and !0s. Applications, inclosing post-office

orders, will be immediately executed.

3
5

3

1

7 6

7 6
I

2

5

1 6
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^THOMAS CRIPPS, Florist, &c, Tunbridge Wells,
J- respectfully begs to offer the following entirely new
FUCHSIAS, viz., St. Clare, 3*. 6d. 5 Eppsii, 3s. 6d. ; Brockmanii,
3s.6d.; Stanwelliana, (very fine,) 5s. ; Gem, 3s. 6d.; Iveryana,
3.5. 6d. ; Toddiana, (extra fine,) 3s. 6d. ; Enchantress, 3a*. M.

;

Ropcrsiana, 3.5. 6d. ; or the set, 25s. Twelve Superb and Distinct
varieties, the selection being: left to T. C, 12*. On the receipt of

Post-office order, for any quantity not less than three, the
bove will be forwarded post-free.

ARAUCARTA IMBRICATA PLANTS.
MESSRS. VEITCH & SON having raised a consi-

derable number of this Splendid Hardy Ornamental Tree,
are enabled to offer fine healthy plants, from 4 to 6 inches in
height, at the following; moderate prices, viz. :

—

10/. per 100;—5/. 10s. for 50 ;—and 30s. per dozen.
For the convenience of some purchasers. Messrs. V. & Son

nave appointed, as their London agent, Messrs. Hurst and
M'Mullbn, Seedsmen, No. 6, Leadenhall-street. N.B.—A remit-
tance or reference required from unknown correspondents.

—

Exeter, June 19, J843.

ie premi-
f

on Thurs-

]\/TR. J. FURBERwill sell by Auction on tl
-L*-*- ses, No. 10, CHURCH STREET, HACKNEY, o..
riAY, August 3, 1843, at 12 o'clock, by order of the ProprietorEXCELLENT HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE of the customary
description, together with the remaining Stock in Trade of

T> SAUNDERS, Nurseryman, Florist, &c,
J-* • Tsland of Jersey, begs to inform Amateurs of Cape and
other Bulbs that he has the following varieties to dispose of in
August and September next, many of which arc for the first time
offered to the public. Orders will be executed in rotation as
received, and cash or reference required from unknown corre-
spondents ; and as the stock of many of the varieties is very
limited, early orders are requested.

List of Bulbs.

5 Bushels of Lynn's Dwarf Superb Wrinkle Marrow Pea, Flower
Stages, Garden Implements, Seeds, &c. Maybe viewed on Wed-
nesday the 2d, and Catalogues had upon the Premises, or of Mr
J. Furber, Auctioneer, &c, No. 18, Duke-street, Manchester-sq.

rnA TO THE NOBILITY, FLORISTS, and Others.

[ ° BE SOLD, a large quantity of PEAT-MOULD,
-1- of very superior quality, well adapted for the Cultivation of
Roses, American Plants, Bulbous Roots, &c. &c. It can be
delivered in London at a very moderate expense. Samples and
Particulars of price may be had at F. Chatwin's Seed Ware-
house, 6, Hnngerford Market, Strand, and the Hulk may be
viewed on applying to Mr. Davis, Powis-strect, Woolwich,

'

SPARAXIS. perdoz. IXIAS. $ d-

-v. d. Polystachia alba p.doz. 6
Grandiflora • . 3 Rubra grandiflora - ,» 5 °

„ hybrida . 4 Racemosa . . M 5

,, purpurea . 6 Cristata . . .,,50
„ splendida . rj Flexuosa . . .,,40
lt nova . 5 Tricolor capitata . „ 4

Tricolor . • . 3 GLADIOLUS.
,, lurea • • 4 Hybrida Colvillii . „ 6

„ nova

.

* . 4 „ pulcherrimus ,.9
„ alba . • . 5 ,, pulchellus „ 9

,, snperba - . 5 „ rubioides . ,, 12

M elegans • . ft „ Saundersii each 7 6
Versicolor • . 2 „ pallidus . ,,16

„ nova - . 5 „ hastatus „ 1

Bicolor m - 4 ,, belladonna ,. 1

,, nova , • . fl ,, venustus „ 1 6
Formosa . • . 5 ,, compacta ,, 10

,, nova

.

• . 5 ,, ramosus „ 5
Sanguinca * . 6 ,, lilacina p.doz. 12
Stellata . • . 6

4

n crispiflora » 9
Pavonia . • . 6 Insignis . . . each 5
Lilacina . - . 6 Cardinalis . p. doz. 3

„ variegata
r 9 . 7 6 Communis alba • » 3 °

,, pallida • . 4 Psittacinus . .,,20
Coccinealutea .

Purpurea .

- 7 6
. 5• Antholyza electroides, each 1

Barbettii . • . 6 — ethiopica ,,10
Quadricolor

* • 7 6, Bobartia aurantiaca, p.doz. 3
Dobreeii . * . 5 Iris pavonia . .,,30
Elegans . . 6 Oxalis grandiflora . ,» 3
Decora * . 5 „ Boweaua • „ 3

Splendida . * . 5 $ 9 rosea . .,,30
Supcrba . , . • . 5 „ rosacea . ,, 3
Pnlchella . • . 5 „ spectabilis .,,40
Pulcherrimus . • . 6 Watsonia cyanea . each 1 6
Pheasant's-eve

. 4 „ angustifolia „ 1 6"

1XIAS
I ,, Mariana p.doz. 3

Viridiflora • . 3 Fritillaria pyramidalis „ 3
Lilacina .

. 3 Scilla peruviana . „ 5
Longiflora a . 2 Hulbocodium floribundum 6

M rosea • . 2 Lachcnaliaquadricolor,doz. 5
Capillaris . • . 4 Sternbergia iutea .,,20
Lilacina maculata . 4 Best mixed Ranunculus,
Luffii

i 7 6 per 100 . - . .60
Crateroides * . 5 Best Scarlet Turban do.,
Bulbifera . * . 3 per 100 . . . .40
Leucantha • . 4 Best Yellow do. do., p. 100 6
Polystachia nigra • . 6

TVTATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
±* ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.
Capital, 500,000/.—Empowered by Parliament.

DIRECTORS.
T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman.

George Lungley, Esq.
John Rawsou, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq,

JohnKlliotson, M.D., F.R.S.
John Griffith Frith, Esq.
H. Gordon, Esq.

Joseph Thompson, Esq.
Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.

Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.
Actuarv.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society
will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a
reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of live
years' standing, viz. :—

Entry

1837
1838

Policy

No.

39
114

Age.

50
56

Sum.

1,000

3,000

Annual
Premium.

(17

175

S.

8
15

d.

4

Bonus
added.

132

s. d.

14 6

Cash
Sonus.

Prem.
reduced

1206 9 7

58

123

s. d.

19 9
<5

£ s.

8 39
16 9

d.

4

7

^m™rRENDLE 'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.QTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,^ London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
afiprding: the opportunity to persons In remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and I ipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. RbndI^,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will he forwarded upon application to s. and Co. _

IMPROVED SYSTEM OF HEATING GREENHOUSES,

C
MELON, PINE, AND CUCUMBER-BEDS, &c.

ALDWKLL, PARKER, & Co., Iron-founders,
Scotland Road, Warrington, Lancashire, most respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Seedsmen, Gar-
deners, ike. to the improvement which they have made in the
system of Hkatino Hothousks by w.atcr— a system which
supersedes all others in producing the most healthy Plants in the
shortest time, for which they can produce the most undeniable
reference.
The improved system prevents the scorching of plants, so

common to flues, and keeps the house in one regular tempera-
ture, with a saving of fuel and labour; and the Improvers war-
rant their system to be superior to any other, and ultimately, fcr

less expensive. rkfbrencbs.
The Right Hon. the Earl or J. S. Leigh, Esq., Childwall
Derby, Knnivsley T. Robinson, Esq., Bootle

'I lie Right Hon. the Earl of Mr. Skirving, Nurseryman afld

Sefton, Croxtetk Seedsman, Liverpool
The Right Hon. Lord F. Egcr- C. Horsfall, Esq., Liverpool

Policies now cnterod upon entitled to participation in next
Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be
borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F. FERGUSON CAMROUX, Secretary,

T
HAIL-STORMS.

HE DEVASTATION caused by the late destructive
HAIL-STORMS proves the necessity of Persons protecting

themselves against such losses. Prospectuses containing the
Rates of Insurance for Crops and Glass may be obtained on ap-
plication to W. Shaw, Esq., at the Hail-Storm Insurance Com-
pany's Office, Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

pHEAP CABIN PASSAGES to NEW ZEA-
V-/ LAND.—The COURT OF DIRECTORS of the NEW

Secre-

proportion
For further information apply personally, or by letter, to the Sec
tary at the New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings, London.

By order of the Court, T. C. HaringtoN, Sec.
New Zealand House, London.

ton, Worsley
Hon. Lord Vernon, Sudbury
Sir Philip Egerton, Bart.,

Oulton
Sir Edw. Cust, Bart., Lcasowe
Sir E. Mostyn, Bart., Talacre
Sir John Williams, Bart., Bodle-
wyddati

Sir R. Brooke, Bart., Norton
Prior//

Rev. J. J. Hornby, A.M., Win.
wick

O. F. Meyrick, Esq., Bodorgan
R. Edwards, Esq., Roby
G. A. Leigh Keck, Esq., Brc~

therton

J. B. Glegg, Esq., Withington
J. Plumpton, Esq., Everton
J. Johnson, Esq., Parr
T.Johnson, Esq., Runcorn
W\ Shand, Esq., Allerton
J. Wool wright, Esq., Wevertree
W. Fielden, Esq., Feniscowlcs
K. Roskcll. Esq., Woolton

T. Grccnall, Esq., Wilderspool
Shipley Conway, Esq., Bo&-
rt/ddan

T. Morris, Esq., Southport
John Greenall, Esq., Middled
John Williams, Esq., Gwersplt

J.Toulmin, Esq., West Derby
W. Dakin, Esq., Warrington
R. Layland, Esq., Walton
P. B. Byne, Esq., Isle ofMan
J. N. Walker, Esq., Calderstofi

C. W. Newman, Esq., Wining* *

T. Brocklehurst, Esq., MaccleS'

field
P. L.Brooke, Esq., Aleve
R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele
C. S. Parker, Esq., Aighurth
J. Feilden, Esq., Witton
J. Stringer, Esq., Aighurth
Alex' Spittle, Esq., KirkchW
A. L. Gower,Esq., Castle $&*"

gwyn .

L. B. Ilesketh, Esq., Gtvp'c*

Castle

P.S.—As many as from four to six dozen of Ixias or Sparaxis
can be sent by post, at the moderate charge of from Is, Ad. to
Is. 6d.— Cesarean Nursery, Island of Jersey, July 10.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.
T and W. MYATT intend sending out, by the middle" • of August, their NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD
PINE, fruit of which has been exhibited at the London Horticul-
tural Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been
submitted to Professor LiNn lev, for whose opinion see Gardeners*
Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting
at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, Hi. 10*. ; British Queen, 1/., and
Eliza, \Qs. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, July 22, 1843.

THE QUEEN CABBAGE.
T & S. SHILLING beg to acquaint the Public gene-
*-* • rally that they will do well to possess themselves of the
aboveCABBAGK for sowing at this season of the year, which will
be found superior for earliness and certainty ofCabbaging to any
other. Packets, containing half-an-ounce of seed, will be for-
warded by post/re* on the receipt of 2s. 6d. in letter-stamps, or a
Post-office order. From the great difficulty in getting this sort
to bear seed, it will be always scarce, and should be taken care
of; it is also very superior in every other respect.—Nursery,
North Warn hro', near Odiham, Hants.—July, 1843.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.
Two Thousand Camellias, tine varieties of Azalka inoica,
Large Rhododendrons, Arborbum hybrxdum, Grkhn-
uouse and Exotic Plants, Cacti from Mexico, &c. &c.

TV/I ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed
-L*J- to submit to Public Competition by Auction, on the pre-
mises, Kingsland Nursery, Ball's Pond-road, on Wkdnksday,
August 2d, 1&43, and following days, at 12 o'clock, by order of
the Proprietor, in consequence of removing to Stratford, about
2,000 Double and Single Camellias, consisting of all the
approved kinds, in a high state of cultivation, a choice assort-
ment of Azalea indioa, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, con-
sisting of Araucaria excelsa, Clivea nobilk, Buonapartia,
Juncea, Sec. May be viewed three days prior to Sale, and Cata-
logues had on the premises, of the principal Seedsmen, and of
the Auctioneers

, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

ALBION ROAD NURSERY, STOKE NEWINGTON.
Tl/f ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS respectfully
-L»J- announce they are instructed by the Executrix of the late
Mr. John Milne, to offer for public competition, in August next,
the splendid and choice Stock of Greenhouse, Exotic, and
other Plants, of which Catalogues will be duly published.

IMPORTATION OF PLANTS FROM MEXICO.
MESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to announce they

will sell by Auction, at their Great Room, 38, King-street,
Covent-Garden, on Tuesday, 1st August, at 12 o'clock, a Collec-
tion of PALM^E, ORCHIDACjEA, and CACTI, from the tem-
perate and cold climates of Mexico; containing many specimens
of great rarity, and some quite new j all in a very fine healthy
state. May be viewed on Monday and morning of sale, and
Catalogues had of the Auctioneers, 33, King-st., Covent- garden.

pOTTAM and HALLEN, Engin/ckus, Iron-^ FOUWDB.RS, &C, &C., No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, O.XFOKD
Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

^g$Hb&m&&

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low
prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,
&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15
years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for
the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-
sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own
Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices

:

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch , . £7 0s. Od.
(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler, small size . . . . 3 15
Ditto do. large do. .... 4 10
Hot- water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, Is, 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 'As. 6d. each.
Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. b* in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4s. Od. each.
Strong do. do. do. 4f> lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 fi

BESTWIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at. $8, per bundle
of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, id. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, &c.
GARDEN HOLLERS 18 inches long, 34s. ; 20,44s.; 22, 50s.;

24 inches, 60,v. ; 26, 75s.; 28, 84*.; 30, 105s. each.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,

3s. 6rf. ; 20 inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6d. each.
CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet longout of the ground,

7s.
; 4 leet 6, o.s\

; 5 feet, 1 Is. ; 6 feet, 15s.
; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No, 2, Winsley Street,
where every information may be obtained.
CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches hioh, 5s. Qd. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing, machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural
Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's Stoves,
.Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are
subject to future alterations. Show-Rooms at the Manufactory,
No. 2, Winsley-street, where every information may be obtained.

XT OT-WATER APPARATUS.-Buildings of every
J--*- kind heated in a superior manner. The trade supplied
with Boilers, Furnace-doors, Bars, Dampers, Pipes, Cisterns,
and every requisite for heating. Benj. Fowler, 63, Dorset-st.,
Fleet-st., London.

O OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATIN6
^A HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL ana

EDWARD BAILEY, 2J2, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Baii-ky having devoted much time to the considera*

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection 01

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of hea -

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combine
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. 2 for
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, *

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing}
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at ChisWi •

D. andE. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, £eiV:
ffgmen, and the public to all inspection of their various drRV!}^ f

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opPortuiy Ld
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complete

:

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the contl"
m-

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more c

plete than has hitherto been broaght before the public. .
irViii--

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic cu

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conserv
ny

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides m
others in this country and on the Continent. ralvanic
D.andE. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the £,.-„.

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate
flew ^

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trougn
£r at

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is c
.

onA*nufactory.
intervals required, and which may be seen ajjj^eirj^ ,

—

-

LI OTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,*^ maj
J-A and fixed Complete in all parts of the KiLPfa^

hts q£
two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon- J:

«*u
and gent to all

all sizes kept ready for immediate use, Pa
terja i Two-light

parts of the Kingdom; warranted best ^rderi_Li£hts made
Boxes and Lights complete, from l'-ff" gash Manufactory,
and glazed from Is. per foot, at Jas.

.

waV Jcren ce given.
Claremonf-placc, Old Kent- road. **- ^^ctvxt pnmo

~ZZa
TTENRY HUNT'S FATKNT G^NIOrh and

STANDS, for effecting: l^Stkredmitete's

Miirservmcn wanted as Agents
Ryder-street, St. James's. N.B.—Nuiberj

for the above in many of the provmwaiwwiw.'.

T B LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
I B. LAWW 6» rAx-y phosphate of Ammonia, fcilx-O . of Super Phosphate of hjmc.

at
'

his Factory, Deptford-
cate of Potass, &p., are now ro

hc ,_ These substances can
creek, London, price 4s.0tf-P

of Lime aIone is recom-
he had separately ,

the bur^r i p
lg .heapS ,

Cesspools, Gas
mended for fixing the An"«u" ,

Liquor, &c. Price ^.Jd^jerh^he^ ^^--

i^oTTFRN "gltanoT^ turnips, mangjel.-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow ^Land u
whn by

land got'an increase of Hay of 18 cwt 2 qra. pe
2 der

the Foreign Guano the increas ^was oj^ superio„ty of

similar circumstances. Inese i.'acts t»»«

Potter's Guano. , MaTmre. at 4/. 15s. per ton ;

*»* Pottbb's Portable Farm-yard Manure,,a
Fore.st..

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.-Chemical Works, 28, uPP ^
Lambeth.

G U A \Y ^S^rS^LONDON

;

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS,

GIBBSJ33SK £'cT\™™°^"i- BBISMI"
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Acclimatizing
Acid, benzoic
Acid, carbonic
Acid, humic
Acid, lactic
Acid, muriatic
Acid, nitric
Acid, phosphoric
Acid, sulphuric
Acid, sulphurous
Acid, uric
Acids
Acids, organic
Acids, tests for
Action of plants on
the air

Active principles of
plants
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Aii-

Air, bad
Air, good
A'r, inflammable
Alabaster
Albumeni animal
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Cherry-tree gum
Chloride of sodium
Chlorine
Cider
Citric acid
Clay
Clay, burnt
Climate, effects of
Clover, analysis of
Coal, ashes of
Coal gas
Cocoa-nut oil

Cohesion
Coke
Colour
Colour of soil

Colours, changing of

Colours of plants
Colouring matter
Combination
Combining numbers
Combining weights
Combustion
Combustion, results

of
Common salt

Com position of bodies
Composition of soils

Composition of water
Compounds, binary
Compounds, all defi-

nite
Compounds, saline
Compounds, ternary
and quaternary

Contagion
Contagious matters
Copperas
Corn
Crops, rotation of
Cubic nitre
Cultivated lands
Decay
Decay of humus
Decomposition
Decomposition of
stony particles

Deliquescent
Dew
Diamond
Division, mechanical
Draining
Dung
Dutch rushes

Earths
Earthy substances
Earthy substances in
plants

Effervescence
Elements
Embryo
Embryo of a seed
Epsom salts
Equivalent weights
Excrements
Excrements of sea-
fowl

Experiments
Fallowing
Farm-yard manure
Fat
Fatty substances

i

Fermentation
Fertility

Fibre, woody
Fibrin
Fire-damp
Fire, lighting a
Fixed oil

Fixing ammonia
Flax
Flesh of animals
Flint

Flowers, use of
Food of animals
Food of plants
Food, too great a sup-
ply of

Formation of soils

Formation of seed
Foul smells
Fruit, ripening of
Fruit and seeds
Fruit, unripe
Fungi
Fumigation

Gas
Gas, inflammable
Gas-liquor
Gas-works
Gas-works, ammoni-
acal liquor of

Gas-works, refuse of
Gelatine *

Germination
Germination in oxy-
gen

Glass
Glauber's salts
Glue
Gluten
Good air
Grass
Green bones
Green manures
Green vitriol

Growth of plants
Guano
Gum
Gum arabic
Gum, cherry-tree
Gum, resin
Gunpowder
Gypsum
Haii-

Hard water
H artshorn
Heat
Heat, latent
H oofs
Horns
Mumates
Humic acid
Humus
Humus, decay of
Hydrogen gas
Hydrogen, carburet-
ted

Hydrogen, sulphur-
etted

Ice

Inflammable air
Inflammable gas
Inorganic manures
Iodides
Iodine
Iron

Iron, carbonate of
Iron, oxide of
Iron, peroxide of
Iron, protoxide of
Iron-stoves
Iron, sulphate of
Iron, sulphurct of
Isinglass

Ivory
Kelp
Latent heat
Lead, red
Lead, white
Lead, oxides of
Leaves
Leaves, use of the
Legumine
Lettuce
Light
Light, effects of
Lighting a fire

Lignin
Lime
Lime, carbonate of
Lime, caustic
Lime, when useful
Lime, when not to be
used

Lime, muriate of
Lime, nitrate of
Lime, phosphate of
Lime, quick
Lime, sulphate of
Limestone
Limestone, magne-

sian
Linseed
Liquid manure
Litharge
Loss of manure
Lucerne, analysis of
Magnesia
Magnesia, carbonate
of

Magnesia, caustic
Magnesia, muriate of
Magnesia, phosphate
of

Magnesia, sulphate of
Magnesia, sails of
Magnesian limestone
Magnesium
Malting
Malic acid
Manganese
Manganese, oxide of
Manure
Manures, animal
Manures, inorganic
Manure, farm -yard
Manures, green
Manure, loss of
Manure, liquid
Manures, organic
Manures, saline
Manures, strong
Manures, vegetable
'Marble
Meat
Mechanical division
Metallic oxides
Metals
Minium
Mixture
Mould
Mouldiness
Mucilage
Muriates
Muriatic acid
Muriate of ammonia
Muriate of lime
Muriate of magnesia
Muriate of soda
Muscle of animals
Mustard
Natural vegetation

Nature of the soil
Nitrates
Nitrate of lime
Nitrate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Nitre
Nitre, cubic
Nitric acid
Nitrogen
Nutrition of plants
Oats, analysis of
Oil

Oil-cake
Oil, castor
Oil, Cocoa-nut
Oil, fixed
Oil, Olive
Oil of vitriol
Oil of Poppy
Oil of Rape
Oil of Linseed
Oil of Mustard
Oil of Lavender
Oil of Cloves
Oil of Lemons
Oily matters
Olive oil

Organic acids
Organic manures
Organic substances in

soils

Organic substances
Organised matters
Oxalic acid
Oxide, carbonic
Oxide of manganese
Oxide of iron
Oxides, metallic
Oxygen
Paring
Parsnep, analysis of
Pearlasn
£eas, analysis of
Peat
Peroxide ofwon
Petre

Phosphate of ammo-
nia

Phosphate of lime
Phosphate of mag-
nesia

Phosphoric acid
Phosphorus
Pickling
Plants, burning of
Plants, action of on
the aii-

Plants, death of
Plants, food of
Plants, growth of
Plants, nutrition of
Plaster- stone
Ploughing, subsoil
Poppy
Potash
Potash, carbonate of
Potash, caustic
Potash, nitrate of
Potash, salts of
Potash, silicate of
Potassium
Potassium, chloride
Potato-flour

Potatoes
Pottery
Protoxide of iron
Proximate animal
principles

Principles, active
Proportions
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Pruning: ,Sodium
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mnni^W in P°st 8vo, price 6s. cloth.rpHE VINE IN AUSTRALIA—THE CULTURE
h ^w G7^u^nVINE and ,he ORANGE in AUSTRALIA

and NEW Z HALAND : comprising Historical Notices, Instruc-
tions lor Planting and Cultivation

; with Accounts, from personal
Observation of the Vineyards of France and the Rhine, and
Extracts concerning all the most celebrated Wines, from theWork of M. Jullikn. By George Suttor, Esq., F.L.S.

London: Smith, Eldkr, and Co., 65, Cornhill.

.] ^SEP?.
"AMII^^^l^r5TICE A New

? Era in the Cultivation of the Pine-apple; showing, in Opposi-
tion to all other Authors, its real Habits. Also, a Recipe, by which
he has destroyed both the Cotton Bug and White Scale by one
application. It is herein proved to demonstration that by his
practice 250 lbs. of fruit can be cut annually out of one Pit
20ft. by 74 ft., independently of any succession-houses. 'TheAuthor claims the discovery entirely to himself. The Work will
be ready whenever a sufficient number of Subscribers come
forward. The manifold advantages accruing from the adootion
of this system are the following:- 1st, No room is wanted for
succession-plants, which have hitherto occupied more room thinthe fruiters; 2dly, The insuring of one and frequently two fn.it*from one plant annually; 3dly, Larger and better- flavoured
fruit; lthly, Any gentleman or Amateur who has hitherto beendeprived of such a luxury may now cultivate Pines at a com
parativcly trilling expcnse.-Thornfield, near Stockport.

No. VIII. will be published on the 1st of August, and will be con-turned, at Sixpence a Month, of the

GARDENERS' EDITION of the BOTANTPVJ GARDEN; with numerous Additions and EnrraWs of PI1.ByB.MADND, F.L.S. It contains Coloured eSCSSmost Ornamental Plants suited to the open GardeKKcrte!
tions, Cultivation, &c, for the assistance of Gardeners nd2
tears. Also a FLORAL REGISTER, with WoXKnft^
tions of handsome Plants, newly introduced frnm pwa!J n . •

p

Also AN AUCTAU1UM, containing WgiZlSSSTSi
Bo4ANTcA^WoV^0r n?n R |

P«°»"«« Slow™J3O1ANI0AL m01iUi\AKY of 5,000 Words nnrl onn rw-
descriptive ol the Vegetable World ; a complete Book of gftSSon Subjects connected with the description of Plants. Thus,Twillbe seen, that this Work, although sold at so very moderate a t,rice
comprehends a greater variety of Botanical and Gardening Informa-
tion than any Publication extant—London: 11. Gboombridge,
Paternoster-row.

A Y T n AT^ 0n
?,
sn

?
an volume, price 15*.AXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL

DICTIONARY
In what may be called an ace of rv«.in,™.v.. i *«

sion of a great variety of inform- tii£
cl

f
P8ed,as '

"*en &? compres-

bring it within the means rfSSSJifB,T^01"™' ln «°er to

sought, it is evidently desirabfe "hat the CnT' 1S s0 "mversally
nected with his profession, should be as wcl??™

r
'^ t

,

h°se c
,

on -

dasses in this particular.' No such work SS? ?*** ** °theT

to the issue of the present publicatio°„' i^S^wa'bTai Inolapparent; since it combines the more essential feat,,J! if , r "
,

Catalogue, a Horticultural Guide, and a TechlS'cio^

?

0taDXCal

Besides being of tins comprehensive description, itis^neeiallvadapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist; who may, b^"arTvinJitm his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time sui n ttedto his inspection, and immediately derive every intelligence resner-tingthepecuhant.es or affinities of particular species which co«Mreasonably be w.shed for. This is an advantage that can only besufficiently estimated by those who have felt the want of such anassistant
;
and to all such individuals, as well as to every a-ent or

incUs jensaWc
tUre

' "^ P°CkCt Botanici11 Penary is decidedly

London: J. Andrews, Bond-street; Oait & Co., Paternoster-row.

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY
to the
System
lettered.

"There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in amost winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little volume,
which, not less tor the novelty of its plan than the extent of fffi
SSsa^rsiysisj?' taste and taients of its pro-

FUN FOB THE FIRESIDE !

~r r\ r? ut t
B
T
°U

T
d 5n cloth

'
price 5sM-<

J ?p
E

• IV L
,

LE R '
S JEST-BOOK.

i ViCI
,

frT ,

the first ^d genuine edition, such omissionsand alterations only hav ng been made as were required by thegreater dci.cacy observed in modern conversation'but that thevoume might have some substance, and be a good table or ,2

. Extract from the Preface.
Another strange circumstance connected with this work is thateverybody presumes that he himself and everybody cl*Ire perfect^famdiar with its contents and vet if

}

the /Jg ^Zkhllacquaint, ce it will appear that not one in five h»dred ever set evesn a copy It is in consequence of like questions that this eTtio/ is
p
ublished." London^WHiTTAKB/tandCo.

W^mt^-^ MANSION AND MANOR TO
» RENT, tunnshed, in a healthful and desirable neighbour-hood, not tar distant from a Railway station, and within 80miles of town If must be adapted for a Family of Fortunev.th a goodand extensive rightofSportingattached^-Particulars

to be forwarded to Messrs. Hkdckr, Land Agents, to, New Bond-street, opposite the Clarendon, at whose Offices Cosmoramicdrawings of propertiesjnay be viewed.
"=>"ioramic

G- R ° W TH O? PLANTS. -HUMPHREYS'
r

INODOROUS SOLUBLE COMPOUND, to Promo^ theGrowth ot Plants D 1SS0 lved in water, this valuable P°cp£Jtio£may be used with great advantage either in the DraW i n?.£omor in the Couservatory. A single Bottle is equal in fenilSlorce to some hundred weight of rich Compost; a ,i by its u?enot only common plants arc improved by increased briUiancy offlower and deeper verdure, but valuable exotics are so stre nrthencd, as to resist thtfusual alternations of temperature and ma vbe preserved without a Greenhouse. Sold 'in BotUes Is o7each, W1th fun Instructions for Use, by the leading Chemists'Druggists, &c in Town and Country. Wholesale aIcuUTdavvMackmi/hdo, & Co., loo, Thames-street, London
S°ms> Davy>

QLD GILDING, LACQUEr77n7b~r6nzE, how-
rZLJSfl '1,rty

-
fadcd

>
or tarnished, rendered equal to New hvUPTON'S PARISIAN DETERGENT. The effect is sadden altonishing, and lasting; trouble-merely sponging the surface • andexpense-only a few pence for the largest Gilt Frame. Flv-

fr
S
.i
ar

^,
at once rcinoved-no necessity, therefore, to cover

„?'."» y " (?OLI> Dbthhgbnt, 2s. 6rf. per bottle; Lacquerand Bronze, is. 6d. s Lamp (imerior). U. *d. All are innoxiousand inoffensive. Sold by Upton & Co., Lamp Manufacturers

Hr* tJS""
8
?8^ H/nover-square, and 66, Basinghall-street

^icy. JN.B.-—A trialjreteof charge. The trade supplied.

A GRICULTURAL EDUCATION—The Proprietor»* of a respectable Academy, some distance from town who isalso connected with Farming, has a VACANCY for two PudUsbetween the ages of 8 and 1 5, who will devote a part of the day tobctioiastic pursuits, and the other to those of Agriculture thepractice of which is conducted upon the improved systemEnglish, French, Latin, Greek, Drawing, and the Mathematics"
are the principal branches of literature that will be taught —For
Oxford. £.re'et

aPljIy ^ ^"^ l° "^ * °ld °*»<B«W>*K
T^LECTRO-PLATED and GILT ARTICLES —
f~^ M'NC-TON & Co., Patentees, beg to announce that tomeet the increasing demand for this manufacture they haveopened an Establishment at No. 22, REGENTmmCORNER of JERMYN-STREET.) where every vaSetySSS
Inspect^

16"" "11
'

Din '1Cr
'
DeSSGrt

'
ind ^^4st Tables maybe

Eldingi^ffig r«
GI

[

jD,NG
- 3™™PSF

ffi:wSKS ofevery description, and of ALL METALS.
hf?K\Ej?£5? ..

art
,'
C
i
eS of their ""»•'"^ct ore, the Patentees

•< v.n^HT ***$,
thCY d,fter from aU ^l)0ds hitherto offered asPlated Goods " or " Substitutes for Silver," being made in thesame manner as SOLID SILVER, from which they cannot beKnown, and being also composed of a hard white metal, strongly

coated with silver by the Electro process.
Silver Articles of every kind or pattern exactly copied.
Every article made by the Patentees bears their stamn fF K-rv,

beneath a Crown.) y K ^ uo '

Handsomely bound in cloth, with Ninety-three Wood-En "ravings.
Price 6s. 6d.

TLLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
•* FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D.
From the British Magazine.—' 1 This is an elegant and well-

executed. little book, on a most interesting subject."
Bogue, Fleet-street,

pHEAP STATIONERY, CUTLERY, WORK"V^ BOX. -WRITING-DESK, and DRESSING-CASF m/mVt"
FACTUUER.-«ftf«fr'a Embossed Postage Fnwlfn

MANU-
Advertisements, is. per dozen to purchasers of other &««°Ut

Bath-post, 3d. per Quire, 5«. per Ream ; ditto Note ^' I ^ ^
3s. per Ream; Queen's She (Note), 2*. per Beam ' ™ PW Qu''e '

Foolscap, 8 rf. per Quire, 12s. (iri. per Ream • EmrtSiT7 SUPfn'n0rCopy Books. 4d. each, 9s. fid. per dozen
:Tood p/n?

P
?!*& P" °° ;

Embossed Blotting Books, 6d. each • \mWjf «i-V
6d
:PT

}
00 i

1«. 10rf. each
;
ditto Prayer Books! iT oVe?S

r

A f' f'-
edg

c
CS

'

each
;
Rosewood Work-boxes, £ / llotZt'^ mZ^''^

5
'
6d -

rior Desks, 7*. fid.
i

superior Pocket hn^ firf « i

B *"y 8Upe"

Goods exchanged, or Money ret£^fAJ±T& *?Z
&C *

plate engraved, and 100 best Card p ri(tZ forT 6 iLd^T*-
Printing, and Engraving, at the West tPrm s • 10 Sr r2S? S R'

Books and Music
g

Parcels of 21.Sforwarded^oo m lielfirZZ
LSfi>°

f 10A'-' 5rileSf
[°m /^don,and any amountt townLists of Prices, and samples of Paper, sent on the receint af7w«postage-stamps, from Slopke's Stationery Warehouse Mr/-

street, Portman-square, London.
7 vvarehouse, 20, George.
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NEW AND IMPROVED CHURCH AND CHAMBER ORGAN,

MANUFACTURED BY H. C. LINCOLN,

Organ Builder to Her Majesty The Queen,

And to their late Majesties George the Fourth and William the Fourth ;

AND BUILDER OF THE ORGANS IN

HER MAJESTY'S CHAPEL ROYAL, BRIGHTON.

HER MAJESTY'S PALACE, THE PAVILION, BRIGHTON.

HER MAJESTY'S CHAPEL, DEVONPORT.

Mr LINCOLN has just had the honour to receive the following testimonial from the Rev. W. F. H. Hooper,

incumbent of Withington :-
%% WMa^^ Manchcster, March 27, 1813.

"Mr Lincoln has just completed an Organ for my Church, which was opened by Dr. Gaukti.ktt on Friday the 17th
,

and

mJJ^SS this month. The Instrument has given the most complete satisfaction to me and to all wohavefe an

fntcei is erection. The best judge, both amongst my own people and of persons unconnected with the Church have

TrancedAt perfect-unsurpassed in its softness, richness, and variety of tone. I have pleasure in adding that M.
.

I»ea» ha,

£ZT,^ acted with openness and uprightness, and as becomes a tradesman of th h ghest

^t^Cbas spared neither labour nor (I may add) expense in fulfilling his contract to the utmost, and as devoted himself

SrXTnot to say enthusiastically, to the work of turning out an Instrument that should give perfect sanction to the

SJi ^ntlemen concerned in its erection . In this he has completely succeeded
5

an<l I shall be happy 1
my recommend.

Committee or ge
mtrnn„p W. F. II. HOOPER, Incumbent of Withington."

ation secures him tin trier patronage.

Organ Manufactory, 196, High Hoi-born.'

Mr. LINCOLN solicits the attention of the Nobility, Clergy,

and the Professors and Amateurs of Church Vocal and Instru-

mental Music, to the peculiarities and advantages of the great

and numerous improvements he has recently adopted in the con-

struction of the Church and Chamber Organ. These alterations

have been made with a view of affording an increased efficacy to

the Organ, in rendering its support to a large congregation, and

in the performance of Church Instrumental Music. The effect

gained is such as to combine the breadth and variety which dis-

tinguish the Continental Organ, with the universally recognised

sweet and silvery tones produced by the English mode of voicing

and finishing the pipes.

The advantages gained by the adoption of the new mode of

construction are unquestionable:—

1st. The Organ has a more weighty and solemn character of

tone," which is gained by the introduction of the new Stops,

called the Bourdon, Tenoroon, and Quint.

2d. It has a more brilliant and silvery character, from the new

mode of arranging the Sesquialteras, Mixtures, and by the use

of a new Stop, called the Doublette.

3d. It has a more soft and varied character, from the circum-

stance that instead of the Instrument only possessing one Flute,

it has three, four, or even six, all of which combine with the new

Stops in producing an entirely new quality of tone to the Organ,

and which is admirably adapted to the purposes of Psalmody.

These Flutes are called the Claribel- Flute, the Oboe- Flute, the

Wald-Flute, the Suabe-Flute, the Piccolo, and the Flageolet.

4th. It has more breadth and body of tone, from the adoption

of a new method of manufacturing the Reed Stops. These are

made to speak, so as to combine the weight of a Diapason with

the fullest tone which it is possible to givj to a Reed Pipe. The

new Reed Stops are called the Posaunc, the Trombone, the Cor-

nopean, the Soft Horn, the Corno-Flute, the Clarionet, the

Trumpet, the Clarion, the Oboe, and the Octave Clarion.

5th. A distant, subdued, and piano effect, combined with bril-

liancy sufficiently prominent to keep up the voices, is gained by

theTenoroon Duiciana, anew Reedy-toned Dulciana,and theEcho

Dulciana Cornet, a Stop of Five Ranks of Pipes, which has been

copied from one in the celebrated Organ of Cologne Cathedral.

6th. More Pipes are obtained to each Key than has yet been

attained, and at a less expense; and it must be evident the

greater number of Pipes of differing qualities of tone that can

be brought to bear upon each Key the greater must be the

musical resources of the Instrument.

7th. The Sound-boards are made to contain nearly double the

work of the ordinary sound-boards, and the wind-chests nearly

double the quantity of wind.

8th. No money is thrown away upon useless mechanism, but

the greatest attention is paid to create music in every possible

variety and combination.

9th. Although the compass of the Keys is apparently con-

tracted to CC f
in effect the Organ extends to CCC, as every Key

on the Manual has it with its Unisons, the Octave below j thus,

in fact, the Instrument has the same compass as the Organ in St.

Paul's Cathedral, without the disadvantages attending the old

compass.

Mr. Lincoln begs to refer to the following Organs, as examples of the new manner of combining great power

and variety at a small expense.

THE NEW ORGAN IN THE CHURCH OF ST. THOMAS, THE ROLLS, CHANCERY-LANE,
(Opened in November) ;

THE NEW ORGAN IN CROSBY. HALL, BISHOPSGATE-STREET (Opened in December);

THE ORGAN AT THE NEW CHURCH, WITHINGTON, MANCHESTER (Opened in March)

;

THE NEW GRAND ORGAN NOW ERECTING AT THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF ST. DAVID.

Mr. Lincoln submits the following Testimonials from the late Dr. Clarke Whitfield, Mr. Attwood, Mr. Thomas

Adams, Dr. Gauntlett, and Mr. Purkis, as to the Character of his style of Organ Building :—

From Dr. J. Clark rc Whitfield, Professor of Music to the

University, Cambridge.

I have employed Mr. Lincoln at Trinity and St. John's Col-

leges during my residence at Camhridge, and therefore can
vouch for the superiority and durability of his work, as well as

for his moderate charges. It is my opinion that the Diapasons

of Mr. Lincoln possess more of the sweetness of the celebrated
" Father Schmidt " than those of any other Organ Builder of the

present day.

From Mr. Attwood, Organist of St. Paul's Cathedral, and
Composer to the King.

I have the pleasure to inform you that I think the Organ built

by Mr. Lincoln an instrument possessing a fine quality of tone,

great power, and very complete in all its parts.

Testimonial from /7ie New Church Committee, Netvingtons
and

Mr. Purkis, Organist.

The undersigned feel highly gratified in expressing their

opinion upon the Organ built by Mr. Lincoln for the said

Church; and testifying to the great satisfaction he has given
therein, not only with respect to its internal construction, me-
chanism, and powers, but also to the very tine and superior

quality of tone it so eminently possesses, and of Which it is

scarcely possible to convey a sufficiently just and adequate idea.

A. Cvuil Onslow, Rector.
(Signed) Gilbert Elliott, Minister.

John Purkis, Organist,
(And all the Committee.)

Testimonial from the New Church Committee, Camberwell,

and Mr. Thomas Adams, Organist.

The undersigned deem it only common justice to Mr. Lincoln

to express the very high and general satisfaction which he has

given in the erection of an Organ in such new Church
:
without

anv written contract, he completed, within the time stipulated,

all] and even more than in his tender he had engaged to perform,

without claiming a single extra. Of the appearance 01 the

Organ, of its internal mechanism and workmanship, ana ahoye

all, of its powerful vet mellow and most beautiiul tone it is

scarcelv possible to convey a just idea of the praise which Has

been bestowed upon it by all who have seen and heard it.

John George Storik, Vicar.

(Signed) John Vane. Minister.

Thos. Adams, Organist.

(And all the Committee.)

IMPORTANT TO LADIES.

KEARSLEY'S ORIGINAL WIDOW WELCH S

FEMALE PILLS, so long and justly celebrated for then-

peculiar virtues, are strongly recommended to the notice of every

lady, having obtained the sanction and approbation of most gen-

tlemen of the Medical Profession, as a safe and valuable Medi-

cine in effectually removing obstructions, and relieving all other

inconveniences to which the female frame is liable, especially

those which, at an early period of life, frequently arise from want

of exercise and general debility of the system : they create an

appetite, correct indigestion, remove giddiness and nervous head-

ach, and are eminently useful in windy disorders, pains m vnc

stomach, shortness of breath, and palpitation of the heart • being

perfectly innocent, may be safely used in all seasons and climates.

V* Itisneccssarv, owing tothe numerous imitations, to inform

the Public that KEARSLEY'S is the only ORIGINAL and GE-

NUINE MEDICINE of this description ever made, and has been

prepared by them for more than Fi fty YVjars ! ! Purchasers arc

particularly requested to remark, that as a testimony of authen-

ticity, each Bill of Directions contains an affidavit, and bears t»e

signature of "C. KEARSLEY,^ in writing, and each box »

wrapped in white paper. Price 2.?. orf.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by J. Sanger, 150, Ox ford- street,

London ; and all respectable Medicine Vendors throughout tB*

country. __^

QCURVY and IMPURE BLOOD.—Another most

O EXTRAORDINARY CURE, by means of HALSE'S SCOR-
BUTIC DROPS.—The following case has excited so much inte-

rest, that the Guardians of the Parish of Brent, Devon, ha*

considered it their duty to sign their names to the accompanying

important declaration. It is well worthy the notice oi u

public—" We, the undersigned, solemnly declare, that dcj<

Thomas Robins Rolins, one of our parishioners, commenc-

taking Halse's Scorbutic Drops, he was literally covered *>
^

large running wound* (some of them so large that a P**£
e

might have laid his fist in them) : that before he had toisbefl 1"

lirst bottle he noticed an improvement, and that by c.mtinii

them lor some time, he got completely restored to heal-in, »»

everything else had felled, he had tried various sorts of ow*

dues before taking Halse's Scorbutic Drops, and had Pre^c '

t

tions from the most celebrated physicians in this county wh»
deriving the least benefit. Halse's Scorbutic Drops have co

pletely cured him, and he is now enabled to attend to his Ja"

as well as any man in our parish. From other cures also n><
^

in this part, we strongly recommend Halse's Scorbutic Drop^^

the notice of the public. Siirned by JOHN ELLIOTT, - .^

(Lord of the Manor), John Manning, Henry Goodman,
liam Fearse, Arthur Langwortliy.—June 21, 1843."

Any Medicine Vendor will procure it on application. w^t;

sale Agents for London:—Barclay and Sons, l-'arrmgdon-su

Hallett, 83, High Hoibornj Pront, 220, Strand; King, »

Blackfrfars-road ; Schulze, 68, King William-street; and &»» *

50, Oxford-street. ___-—-—

CORNT S AND BUNIONS.
Patronised by the Royal Family and Nobility. 3

PAUL'S EVERY MAN'S FRIEND is a ***£&
i- speedy cure for those severe annoyances, withoutc ^f

the least pain or inconvenience. Unlike all other rem?
n3

Corns, its operation is such as to render the cutting or
CornS

unnecessary, (indeed, we may say the practice of cutui *>

n(Ied

is at all times highly dangerous, and has been frequently *
. eaSc

with lamentable consequences, besides its liability'
fi*atlier, it

their growth), and being prepared on the softest Kia'«
jnsra nt

adheres with the most gentle pressure, producing »»
in its

and delightful relief from torture, and, with P crscV.

e
;£orns and

application, entirely eradicates the most inveterate

Bunions.
^ tbl*6

Prepared only by John Fox, in boxes at i**Hf' 1JS <for«ctio**
small boxes in one for 9s. 9*. ; and to be hac wit

,

1 1

j

rfst

for use, of C. King, -232, Blackfriars Road, directly '

J£gedicino

Church, London ; and of all respectable Chemists and w
cureS

Vendors throughout the United Kingdom. A **< -*«"

the most obdurate Corns.
* A.-k lor "Paul's Every Man's Friend.

T> RITISH FERNS and GRASSES to be SOLD .^

JJ> Upwards of 20 varieties of British Ferns, ab°f "jeties °\

Specimens of British Grasses, and l.kewisc about 20
• J^ A)l

the British Orchidaceous Plants Orchis and OpWB^ port-

very fine plants.- Direct to G. S. T., 47, Ccchrane-teria

land Town, Regcnt's-park.

Testimonial from Dr. Gaunti.ktt, Organist of Christ Church,

Newgate-street, London, and of St. Olavc's, Southward.

Mr. Henry C. Lincoln has erected two Organs on my new

plan, and has two others in progress. I have ™****gPP'J™

recording my opinion of his merits. In the contracts whici he

has executed under my superintendence, I have ever found Inm

although exceedingly moderate in his price,T^J^SSm
give his employers every advantage. The internal mecnanism

and the outward decoration of his work have been fi shed^in

the best style. The metal and manufacture of his pipes j»w
been of high excellence -, and every portion of 1iW iBStrumenr

has been completed with the same uniform attention to its

durability and due effect.

"ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or P«A
jJ»£

Bl2S?Sl*
IX a Vegetable White Powder, prepared iron

fr(jm anp

of the most Delicious Odour and Sweetness,^'^ fron1 the

mineral or pernicious ingredient—it eiaaic*
mel> ami fixes

Teeth, removes decayed spots, preserves w*
h beautiful!/

the Teeth firmly in their sockets "iiderinfe ^^ f tl,e

white. Being an antiscorbutic, it
j«*$"£, of a healthy red i »

Gums; strengthens, bracts, a,,d :
rem!ewtjen q „,

removes unpleasant tastes from the mou* •

te a delight/*

alter fevers, taking medicine, &c-. ^' boXi duty included.

fragranccto the breatb.-Pr.ce 2s.^ ,e/// rclieves M
- it is i

smodic Ax

an excellent Stomachic, in ^^."'r^iief"—Price as. Qd., 4s. &*>

tions, fte., and gives instantaneous rene

and 10s.6rf. per bottle. hATTON-GARDEKj
NOTICB.-A. ROWLAND & b"^ernn

'

ient Stamp, which >*

LONDON, is engraved on "'c ,
q ^ Qn the wrapper oi

pasted on each article ;
also \ chemists and Perfumers,

the latter.
Sc^by_th^m^nojjy_^ __--

^T^r^lnvites the attention of Horticul*

Tp DWARD BECK nvites
manufactured by h m

Cj turists to *e different
use ^ WoRTOK CcmASB W»

SLATE. They may he seen^ G&rdmeJ._Sundays excepted.

ROWLAND'S ALSANA 0^*"^^, it is also

ost violent Toothach, Gum-oous,"
FlatulenCy, Spasmodic A/fee-most

u

woftTH.unon application

Mr. Lincoln has the honour to announce

A NEW AND IMPROVED CHURCH BARREL-ORGAN

;

B
n U T £ S

tt'ptFR MADE IN TEN MI
U

BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

nr^TBTFRFD ACCORDING TO ACT OF PABLIAMLN^

A^rwoOD WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufactures, LbW
AUVVU

' Sussex.
. necessary

ThT= CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, tne
it

de^ee of temperature can be given to the cream
^^onlingdegree oi i water, which ensures the butter

5n ioC 12 mimites. The simplicity of its^^ff^S^
facility with which it may be cleaned, are no mcon

advantag-cs over those now in common use.
and 3

Sizes No. 1 2
fi

28 lbs .

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 ]

' Air
THE CONCERT-ORGAN FOR THE SALOON OR DRAWING-ROOM

;

ANDAND
THE APOLLONICON, OR SELF-ACTING ORGAN

;

For the Mechanical Performance o f Symphonies, Overtures, Choruses, &c.

Mr. Lincoln continues to manufacture the OLD ENGLISH UNISON and GG CHURCH-ORGAN, ^^ich
he gives some new Characteristics, by means of his newly-invented Flute, Ee.ed, and Diapason Stop.fr

reconstructs the Old Instruments upon the New PU.n.

35S.
428.

Price, carriage paid \
to London. /

25s '

. t ,, fi
. . and 7s.

Larger

Metal Pans for Churns to stand m, is. 6 d.,,0s-,
ter Vn»ts

sizes made to order. N. B.-i
hermHnv resectable

ironmon-

supplied. May be obtained *r7hSh »"Ju fartarers,
Lewes,

ger in town or country, and from the ManuiaL

p> No . 3,

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range vv^ WarehousJ,

square. Export Agents, Barn

ka

1

1

t

J

t,
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ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or SIR JOSEPH BANKS'S PINE.

Y^OURLL & Co., possessing the most extensive stock
-*- in the country of the above Splendid Hardy "Ornamental

Tree, beg to offer them on the following advantageous terms:—
Fine robust, 3 year-old plants, 8 to [) inches high, 10/. per 100, or
30.9. per dozen.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, July 2G, 1843.

expectation that Ward's cases will become as com-
mon everywhere as bird-cages are noiv.

SATURDAY, JULY 29, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

Tuesday, *»1 . . . {%$^ •.;;.• J*
Friday, Aug. 4 .... Botanical U v-sv

Wrtnelfoy, Aug. <)"

J
West London Floricultural, Walham Green.

Country Snows— Wednesday, Aug. 2. Doneaster.

In another column will he found a statement of the
prizes which the Horticultural Society of London
offers to exhibitors at the Garden for the year 1844.
It seems desirable to mention some of the more
important particulars in which the plan which has
been observed this year is to be departed from.

In the first place, the number required for large
collections of Stove and Greenhouse plants is reduced
from 40 and 20 to SO and 1 5 ; but it is to be observed that
neither Greenhouse Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Cacti,
Orchidacece, Pelargoniums, Heaths, Calceolarias, or
-Fuchsias, will be allowed to form apart of those lame
collections. This will have the effect of mating the
Matter more strictly than they have been, collections of
Miscellaneous plants, and of confining the excluded
Plants to the classes in which they are separately shown.
On the other hand, the medals are increased for

^rcie of the plants belonging to the excluded classes.
*°* example—a new class of Azaleas in sixes is

opened
; the medals for Cacti are increased from a

I^arge Silver to a Gold Banksian, or, in other words,

|

r°m 35*. to It. ; and the number of Rhododendrons
to be shown is reduced from twelve to six. Then a
?evv class of Orchidacece is added to the old ones. It

^ now decided that a large gold medal, value 20/.; a
'b(j>ld Knightian, value 10/. ; and a Gold Banksian,
Yalue7/., shall be given for the best three sets of
^cotic Orchidaceae shown in collections of not fewer
nan 20 species. This will, it is expected, produce
,le important effect of inducing the very great
growers of these wonderful plants to contend with
ej*ch other, and consequently of giving an increased
cnance of success to those whose means are less ample.

-In Hoses, the prizes offered for specimens in pots
Remain as before; but Amateurs are not required to
show more than twelve plants. This will, we trust
secure the appearance of many rivals in what we
Regard as one of the most interesting branches of cul-
tivation. It will be remembered that we last year
°ffered an additional prize of Five Guineas to the
Sentleman's gardener who should first obtain die
Principal medal for Roses in pots. No gentleman's

gardener having succeeded in doing so, we paid it to

j^ssrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, to whom the Gold
,
anksian Medal was assigned by the Judges at the
une meeting. We now offer the same sum, in two

gttea of Three Guineas and Two, to the best and
c°nd best collections of Roses in pots, exhibited by

Q ntlemen's gardeners at the meeting in May next
, j provided they have not been previously exhibited

elii^here.

b
Mong minor changes is the reduction in the num-

an]
^tove and Greenhouse Climbers from 12 to 6

9

j^ ,
a corresponding diminution of the value of

lie h
°^ erec* f°r ^iem 5

the union of Shrubby and

Ion
Ce°us Ctf/c<:WaWa.v in one class, there being no

W^ an^ ^m it between them ; the exclusion of

&nr*
ase from exhibition, and the admission of

maJ*
tflw* as exhibitors of fruit in the same class with

JW gardeners.

*wel*
neW su^J ects ior exhibition, Cinerarias in

Tor *u
S anĉ

P'ants grown in Ward's cases are now,

3fitter
e first time, specifically admitted. Upon the

*n .

su
^Ject we have a few observations to make.

tiva/
6 seems n <> reason to doubt that the plan of cul-

^e
lXi^ P*ants in close-glazed boxes, first proposed bv

^ji^ntleman whose name they hear, is one which

°f fiif
e a^ Pers°ns» whether enjoying the blessing

anj lV
nry a*r or not, to manage plants successfully

;
that

fti
0st

T" w a ready means of indulging in one of the

aff
* P^sant and unfattguing of all recreations is thus

her
J

cleven to the poor invalid who is unable to quit

arjSe
°,?m - Yet Ward's cases are seldom seen. This

the
t

°m certain practical difficulties attendant upon

th at
l
eatment of plants in them, and we now trust

effc
ct

le offer of medals for them will have a twofold

ittenf" * °f caus*nS Wilful gardeners to turn their

^aimf°
n t0 tlle details °f tllcir management, and

kWtoers t0 the art of making them of more
*ccom i Tn

?
than any we havc yet seen

'
lf this is

the
el

Ve may
' vvithout exposing ourselves to

narge of enthusiasm, express our confident

A very sensible letter appeared in the Mark-lane
Express of the 17th on the improvement of waste
lands, or rather on the necessity and advantage of
such improvements. There can be no doubt that
there are at this moment immense tracts of absolutely
waste land in Great Britain or Ireland, or of land
producing so little in scanty pasture as to be nearly
waste; and our attention has been long directed to
the means by which such lands might be rendered
productive, without any great risk or sacrifice. The
suggestion ip the letter alluded to,—to establish Joint
Stock Companies for this purpose,— appears to us to
be made without much reflection o:i the nature of
such companies and the mode of their management.
There is no difficulty in finding capital for any
rational enterprise, provided it be clearly shown that
there is a fair prospect of its being secure and affording
a reasonable interest; but before you can raise money
by mortgage on waste lands, something more than the
mere soil must appear as a security. This is labour,

judiciously .applied, and buildings. The first thing is

to get houses erected for the cultivators, with other
necessary farm-buildings, of such dimensions as may
induce men with slender means to layout their labour
on the land. There is no mode of bringing poor land
into cultivation like a garden-system—the spade must
begin the work. Trenching and clearing of large
stones are essential preliminaries to future production.
This can only be done with the spade and pickaxe:
but when it is done there is already a value added to

the land. If extensive draining, such as that of bogs,
is necessary, the proprietor must do this himself, or
grant such length of lease as will indemnify the
lessee; and there is no want of enterprising men who
would risk 10,000/. or 20,000/., if there was a fair

prospect of profit. This is seen every day in Scotland.
One good directing head, who has a large sum of
money at stake, will be worth a whole board of
directors paid for their services, and only risking- little

of their own compared to the whole capital of a com-
pany. But whatever be the capital of the improver,
he cannot insure success without the help of inferior

agents, who must be stimulated by a similar motive of
self-interest. An industrious man with a family may
undertake ten, fifteen, or twenty acres of waste land,

and will in time bring it into cultivation. The land

in its present state is worth little—little rent, therefore,

must satisfy the proprietor; and a lease of twenty-one
years will appear to the tenant as a kind ofperpetuity.
The expense of the buildings, if built by the proprietor
of the soil, should pay a fair interest, clear of repairs
half of which should be done by the landlord and the
other half by the tenant. If the tenant can build a
house, it should be done according to a regular plan

given by the proprietor, who may furnish materials or
not, according to circumstances. The tenant, in general,

has little except labour to give; but this is exactly

what is most required. No paid labour will ever

equal that which is voluntary, and of which the

immediate profit is the labourer's. Experience fully

proves this. Intelligence, diligence, and sobriety,

which are the fruits of a judicious education, are

essential to success. In Scotland and Prussia, where
the labourers are well educated, great tracts of poor
land have been brought into excellent cultivation by
being let out in small portions on lease ; and when the

term is out the tenant has thriven, and the landlord's

rent is vastly increased. Then several of the small

holdings may be thrown into a farm ; more extensive

buildings erected, and the most industrious and intel-

ligent of the smaller occupiers made regular farmers.

But what is to become of those who are turned out at

the end of the lease? If they have shown sufficient

intelligence and industry, another portion of waste

land may be let to them on advantageous terms, and
i

they will go on improving land with all the advantage

of their former experience. If they have not satisfied

the expectations of the proprietor, and have not been

so successful as others, they had better return to the

condition of day-labourers.

A great part of Flanders has been changed from a

barren sandy heath into fertile fields by the industry

of small occupiers, and land which was of little or no
value in its waste state now pays a rent of from 20s.

toSOs.per acre; while the tenants have, in many
instances, saved as much as to buy the land they had
improved, at 30, and even 40 years purchase.

In Prussia, and different parts of the North of Ger-
many, the same system has had the same result ; ami
we know of a large tract of black peaty soil in the
North of Scotland where Heath alone was seen, and
where stones and rocks of all sizes appeared through
the soil, completely reclaimed by being let on lease in

small portions to industrious labourers, who. having
materials allowed them, built small houses and sheds,

according to a regular plan laid down, and gradually

brought the whole into cultivation. In the lOth Vol.

of the Prize Essays and^Transactions of the High-

and and Agricultural Society of Scotland, there are no
less than 17 Reports en the Improvement of Waste
Lands by the proprietors or lessees, the expense in
each case being accurately stated. In these instances
the waste land was already attached to farms in culti-
vation, and consequently required few additional
buildings; but the results show that ixf roost cases
the capital laid out was amply repaid; and these
reports afford much useful information to those who
would embark in such undertakings.

Why should the strength and sinews of the nation
be expended in distant lands, which scarcely acknow-
ledge a common interest with the mother-country,
while there are yet so many wastes affording ample
scope for industry, even within a few hours' walk

1

of
the metropolis? A foreigner is struck with the light

heaths and commons near London, and is apt to ex-
claim—Where is all the superfluous capital, which can
scarcely find profitable employment, and suggests
uncertain expeditions to the Antipodes in hopes of
profit, when the bosom of the earth is open, and
would gratefully and amply repay what is judi-
ciously confided to it i One great cause of the fear of
embarking in a losing Agricultural speculation is a
want of confidence in the steadiness and sobriety of
the labouring classes in England. They cannot
always be trusted to their own guidance; they are
not sufficiently educated to feel the importance of
industry and sobriety. Whenever they arenot under
the eye of the master the temptations to idleness are
too strong to be resisted. The activity of the mind
having no proper direction—the desire of information
not being satisfied, for want ofearly habits of reading
and reflection—company is the only relaxation, and
the company of idle men leads to idleness and intem-
perance when there is no substance in the thoughts
or conversation. When the waste of the mind shall
have been cultivated, there will be no difficulty in
reclaiming that of the land.

The well-educated labourer is in a far superior
position; he can find relaxation from the toils of the
day in reading and study

; where his own experience
fails, he can have access in books to the experience of
past generations. The examples of those who have
risen to affluence, and even power, from the lowest
ranks in life, stimulate his exertions; he dreams of
advancement, and every nerve is strained to improve
his situation in life, which he knows can only be
secured by honest and persevering industry. How
important, then, to the prosperity of a nation is a pro-
per attention to the education of the people !—M.
We mentioned some time since (p. 003. 1842) that

Count Hompesch, a Belgian gentleman, had ascertained
that the bituminous shale of Portland could be profit-
ably worked as a source of manure, in consequence of
its becoming, when carbonised and deprived of the
bituminous matter, a powerful disinfecting material,
resembling animal charcoal in that respect."
We now find that the facts connected with this

project have been collected into a small pamphlet *,

in which the advantages expected from the preparation
of the shale are explained. For ourselves, we can only
state that it is certainly a most energetic remover of
putrid smells, and express our belief in its being a ma-
terial extremely well worth examination. We have no
personal experience in its manuring quality, but we
understand that when united with decayed animal
matter, it has proved highly valuable in gardens.
Among some papers before us, we find the following
memoranda relating to this matter :

—" Three sick

Orange-trees, in a very bad state, with a few yellow
leaves, and which had not flowered for two years, were
top-dressed two inches deep with the prepared powder
on the loth of March. In two months they were
covered with leaves of a deep green, and flowers were
appearing abundantly. Similar effects on the Camellia
were obtained by similar means,—the flowers became
larger and more double."

Count Hompesch tells us that he has always found
it best to use the material as a top-dressing, and to

water with it frequently in small doses ; and that when
the material has been mixed with the soil, he has not
found the same beneficial effects. " This/' he
observes, " I attribute, to the disinfecting powder of
the bituminous shale having the property of retaining
the carbonate of ammonia in its pores, and to the water
that >assfes through being charged with just the dose
which vegetation requires; so that absorption is slow
and uniform, instead of being unequal and rapid as
happens when the material is mixed with soil."

We may add that an interesting account of the
important fertilising powers of some bituminous shale
at Christian Malford, in Wiltshire, is given by Mr!
Gowenin the last Number of the Royal Agricultural
Society's Journal.

ir> *

ENTOMOLOGY.~No.XLVI.
Coccus PATBUAF0BUI8 (Cunis). The Bromn limJ

pet - seal*.—This hI$o belon tr« to \hr firs i section, ttntl s n
t *

iNueuw on uic ;M*Uc*«.iy auU Means lor I'liuudui
Establishment for
New and I'ow

tor the Manufacture, on an Extensive Scale ut
i-eriul Manure." Brussels : Meline & Co.
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true Coccus. It is nearly allied to the Orange-scale,

called by Linneeus C hesperidum, but it is longer and

larger. From the strong resemblance it bears to some of

the delicate limpets which inhabit our sea-coasts, I have

distinguished it by the specific name of Patellreformis.

The brown limpet-scales, which are the females, are dis-

tributed along the stems and branches of the twigs, with

their heads downward, and vary considerably in size and

form, some being oval (fig. 2), whilst others are more

elliptical and slightly curved (fig. 3). The outline, how-

ever, is apparently never symmetrical ; they are very con-

vex, somewhat semi-cylindrical, shining, and of an

ochreous colour, variegated with bright and dark brown.

The edge is thin and membranous, and at the hinder

extremity is a suture, furcate at the base (fig. 4, greatly

magnified). The under-side is very concave in the adult

females, the skin lying close to the back of the scale, and

the portion towards the tail is blackish. They have six

small legs ; but in the specimens I examined, I observed

neither eyes, proboscis, nor antennas, but no doubt they

exist in an earlier stage of their lives. There are two

white cottony lines on each side of the scale : the first

pair at the middle, and the other pair towards the ante-

rior extremity. These lines are common to the scale

insects, and appear to be the parts of contact which fix

them securely to the plant (fig. 5). On removing the

scales, a cottony substance remained on the stalk with

some young ones, very similar to those of the black scale,

and not larger, but rather broader in proportion, and less

active ; there were but few, and no eggs nor exuvire accom-

panied them. With the large scales were smaller ones

(fig. 6), which I believe to be of the same species at an

earlier stage of growth ; indeed, they had every appear-

ance of the young ones which had settled there imbibing

the sap and forming a scale over themselves, until the

males hatched, when they would become fertile, rapidly

increase in size, lay their eggs, and die without ever

moving from the spot where they first pierced the bark

with their fine syphons. They were yellow and oval ; the

minute black eyes were visible, and the back was rayed

with bright brown streaks.

1 have never seen the brown limpet-scale abound to any

great extent, as many of the other scale insects do, yet

they are sometimes very troublesome, and being the

largest, I believe, of the hothouse scales, they must

greatly weaken the plants which they attack. I regret

that the males of this species are unknown to me, but

they are, no doubt, minute animals and winged ; indeed,

little is known of this very curious tribe of insects, not

less interesting to the gardener from the injury the various

species do to his choicest plants, than to the merchant

to whom many species are of vast importance as articles

of commerce, as will be readily admitted when we state,

that the annual value of the Cochineal alone imported fnto

Great Britain is estimated at not much less than half a

million sterling ; besides which other species of Coccus
furnish shell-hiC, employed in the making of sealing-wax,

of varnishes in japanning, &c It will therefore afford

me infinite pleasure should these sketches of their

economy lead those who have constant access to hot-

houses, and better opportunities than myself, to study their

histories and give the result of their investigations to the

public, with accurate figures of the eggs, larva*, pupee,

and the male and female adult insects. A good example

has been set by Bouchc, who in his " Garten- Insecten/'

and M Naturgeschichte der Insecten," has done a good

-deal towards a better knowledge of the Cocci, injurious to

the gardens at Berlin, by relating their economy and des-

cribing many new species; but unfortunately these works

are written in German, which renders them almost

sealed books to the majority of English readers. I find

from a passage in the latter volume, that a species of ant

attends the scale insect, as many others do the Aphides or

Plant-lice. As it is an interesting fact, I will endeavour to

translate the paragraph. " The Shield-louse," he says,
4i

is very much sought after by ants in hothouses, especially

by the Formica marginata, on account of the sweetness of

its excrement ; they are nourished by it, and the ants fre-

quently squeeze the Shield-lice to obtain their evacuations,

in such a manner, that they die from it. This fate parti-

cularly happens to the weak males, which consequently

^seldom arrive at maturity.'*

To exterminate these insects seems to be very difficult

:

the true Cocci being large and prominent species may be

scraped off the bark with a wooden knife, or a stiff brush

Will .remove them; but as multitudes of the eggs and young

o lea may escape injury from their minuteness, it will be

iiec'?&^y to wash the trunks, &c. immediately with some

naixMl***** so-^p, tobacco, and water; whether the addition

of sulpha* ke useful, I am unable to determine: the great

oK'iect, ho1 *ever>
in extirpating them, must be to ascertain

the period when the young issue from the eggs, and then

nnlv #»* remedies ProPose(U as at that time they are

imdefeii^I. and the slightest application will kill them.

of soap mixed with 4 gallons of soft water, adding half-a-

pound of tobacco and one pound of flour of sulphur;

then boil the whole until it is reduced to 3 gallons ; when

cool, immerse the plants infested after the roots and leaves

are trimmed for potting, and they may in a day or two be

washed clean with pure water : this mixture is said to

be too strong for delicate exotic plants, and if used for

watering, it must be diluted by three parts of water.

—

Ruricola.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE CHERIMOYER.
(Anona Cheeimoua.)

It is a matter of surprise to me that so few tropical

fruits should be cultivated in England, almost the only

one being the Pine-apple, which, if it is to be estimated by

the value set upon it where it has to withstand a com-

parison with other natives of hot climates, is a very poor

fruit indeed. It is perfectly well known that the Pine is

thought one of the poorest of fruits in those countries

where it grows in the open air. There are many tropical

fruits which might be cultivated without much difficulty in

England, if proper means were employed ; but if people

expect to get fruit from any stove plant without bestowing

at least as much pains and money on its cultivation as is

bestowed on that of the Pine, they will most assuredly be

disappointed.

The tropical fruit which I think would be cultivated

most easily in England is the Cherimoyer (Anona Cheri-

molia) ; it is often mentioned as one of the finest fruits in

the world, and is the only one which I have tasted that I

think worthy of comparison with a first-rate Peach, pro-

perly ripened. The Cherimoyer is a fruit of considerable

size, fine specimens often weighing four pounds, or even

more ; it is of an irregular heart-shape, and pale greenish-

yellow colour; the skin is very thin, and covered with

obsolete impressions of scales, which I have observed are

less apparent in the finer varieties of the fruit than in the

common ones. The eatable part is a white pulpy matter

about the consistence of custard, which forms nearly the

entire mass of the fruit. The seeds are conlained in the

cells of the pulp ; they are quite smooth, few in number,

and are separated without difficulty ;
so that, although of

considerable size, their presence is no drawback to the

pleasure of eating.

I have no doubt that the Cherimoyer might be culti-

vated with as great success, and with as small an outlay,

as the Peach (I am not talking of out-door Peaches),

because I have grown it to perfection in a climate where

the Peach thrives perfectly well. The course of treatment

I would advise would be, to build a house like a Peach-

house, and in it to plant the Cherimoyer. The only dif-

ference between the requirements of the two plants would

be in the duration of heat necessary for ripening. The
heat of the Peach-house would be quite sufficient, but it

must be kept up at least two months longer than is

required to ripen Peaches. The winter-heat should be

only just enough to keep the plant from being frozen ; it

will then lose its leaves almost entirely, and when the

spring comes, and heat is applied, the (lowers will appear

abundantly on the old wood. They will require artificial

impregnation, or the fruit will be few, ill-shaped, and

small ; indeed it is more than probable that without great

attention to this part of the cultivation no fruit would ever

be set in this country; although, if pains were taken, the

crop would, I believe, be abundant.

The Cherimoyer is a large, straggling bush ; one of 10

feet high would spread 20 feet, if left to itself, which I

have found to be the best way of getting fruit. A plant

five feet high will bear fruit, if it be not a seedling, and will

bear a succession of its curious, half open, sweet-scented

flowers for about three months ; ao that by a little

management ripe fruit may be obtained during an equal

period of time, or even longer, for I have seen late fruit

hang on the tree during a whole winter, and ripen in the

spring. The Cherimoyer is a native of a very dry climate,

but it likes a good supply of water during the flowering

season, or it will not set fruit. It seems to thrive best

in sandy soil, which need not be rich ; it is altogether a

very hardy plant, not easily injured by heat or drought,

and I hope it may some time procure from English Horti-

culturists the attention which its merits deserve.

—

J. O.B.

As scrubbing the leaves is impracticable, such plants as

have the foliage infested to any extent, ought, if possible, to

w immersed in some medicated liquor, as, for instance, lib.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXX.
Had I not recently become acquainted with Mr.

Beaton, I should almost feel disposed to pick a quarrel

with him for forestalling me with his article on the im-

provement of Rose garlands, in the introductory remarks

to the Calendar of last week; but on a second thought 1

think I ought rather to congratulate myself that so inter-

esting a subject has met with such an able advocate. The
introduction of a number of kinds on one plant on pillars,

garlands, or walls, or even single standards, has long been

a favourite idea of mine; and I have long thought that if

ever I should have the charge of a tolerably good surface of

Rose wall, 1 would try whether an unique and rather novel

feature in flower-garden scenery could not be produced,

by grouping the kinds in masses, according to their com-
plementary colours (as far as these could be obtained), or

at any rate, so that no dark group should be so placed as

not to have a light colour close by, to enhance, by com-
parison, its brilliancy ; but as I shall not have an oppor-
tunity of carrying this idea into execution for a year or

two, I throw it out with the hope that some amateur reader

may be induced to carry it into practice.

Climbing Roses, though very beautiful when viewed

en masse, are in a floristical sense but poor things, as

many of them are little more than semidouble, with thin,

flimsy petals, and therefore but ill suited for that close

examination which is the prevailing fashion of the present

day. It is consequently worth consideration whether

their cultivation ought not to be, to some extent, discon-

tinued, and their places filled up by better things. This

may be readily effected by buddjng the choice sorts at

various heights on the climbing kinds at the present time,

taking care to give the delicate-growing varieties the most

elevated position on the branch, and placing the strong-

growing ones towards the bottom. This method I have

practised for some years past, and I can only say, that a

pillar covered with six or eight kinds of the best of the

French and Hybrid China Roses, has a far more imposing

appearance than when covered with a few flimsy flowers

of the climbing kinds. In the coming season I am about

to plant a number of arches of 30 feet square with Roses,

and I there intend to introduce none but the most rampant

growing Ayrshire kinds, and then bud them as they ad-

vance with a general collection of the more choice varie-

ties. It is surprising with what vigour the French and

Hybrid China varieties grow when budded on the climbing

kinds. The French Aglaia Adanson, Boula de Nanteuil,

Nelly, Franklin, Pharericus, Rouge dblouissante, and

several others I have had make wood from 4 to 8 feet

long the season after budding, when worked on the old

wood of a Banksian Rose, and I have no doubt but that

the Bourbon, China, Tea-scented, and other perpetual

Roses, if worked in the same way, would grow with cor-

responding vigour ; and if so, we have reason to expect

that many of the delicate-growing kinds would bloom

much stronger in consequence. The experiment, however*

is worth trying, and I earnestly recommend it to the con-

sideration of the Amateur.
As the busy season of propagation preparatory to

another year is at hand, the Amateur, if he has still to ge *

his heat by the antiquated and uncertain plan of ferment-

ing material, must lose no time in forming a slight hot-

bed for cuttings of Pelargoniums, Verbenas, and otltff

grouping plants. As only a very slight degree of he*j

will be required, an old lining from the Melon ao 1*

Cucumber frames will be the best material to use ;
t0

which, to excite fermentation afresh, a small quantity

short grass may be added, the whole to be sprinkled as the

bed is formed with ammoniacal liquor, diluted with teo

times its quantity of water. The bed will not be fit f°r

the cuttings tor a fortnight to come, and by that tirof

shall offer some remarks on the plants to which atlent*

is first required.— W. P. Ayres.

now no

HOME CORRESPONDENCE. ,

Bees.—At p,445, I perceive that " Apis" has observe

the controversy between " A. Pettigrew" and mysel '

relating to Bees, and that he has left little for m? t0

notice. However, as " P." says that I do not argue fair £'

I shall offer a few remarks on my own behalf. He spea

of " my disciples;" I know of none ; but supposing tna

I have any, if his charge be true I should soon lose the

"P." founds it on what I called his own words, viZ.^

"putting a queenless swarm into an empty hive to ma

them produce a queen." To clear this up I shall g*

his own version of it at p. 209 more fully.* " When fro

one of the first two swarms we take away the queen, ^
day after they are put into empty hives we find that

queenless swarm, after searching one, two, or three J^

begins to make roval cells, by adding wax to corn _
cells." The term* empty hives renders this sente

rather obscure. I said that " the cell in which it I
of

queen) was reared differed a little from the usual for 111
„

queen-cells, being less pear-shaped, and not so dee"g
e

«' P." denies this, without seeing the cell in question,

says I " erred in saying that they are not so deep^ as 1

y

cells generally are." Does this show that " P- .°
in
*

fairly ? I question if ever he kept Bees on the ^P™^!
plan, otherwise he would not have demurred at my

ment, viz., " how calling it is to have a hive we* „ \

swarming instead of having a bell-glass full or no 3-

)tice "P.V'planof making artificial swarms.

ess to repeat what has been said on t]»s su

^
eC

'

suffice it to say that it is intended, in »^' XJ^eir
obviate the loss by Bees clustering on the ontadeof tK
hive. This being^^J^lt^^l
remarks upon it. why ao J^eca wn «t nf roQfl1

before AeU ,»M*^1"!^
makes them turn outside or «•» »

:„ :^ Th«> fact

case, idleness prevails in a great degree inside. Ihe »

is, that Bees are more bent upon leaving the hwethaoj

queen is willing to lead them off. She will not leave

bad weather, nor before her successors are
,

«*"™«*
„

matured in their cells. The question then is wha

gained by premature separation ? If done in
i

bad we.

there is none-perhaps an injury ;
for wha

*
™8Jatber

Bees be in an empty hive at such a time ? If the

J ^
were good, a few days might sometimes be gamefl^

when the unnatural disturbance of the hive oy ^
and the uncertainty of success are taken into

^ p „

sideration, I think the scheme is best let a'°" '

t taW
mav urge that success is sure, but why does ne ^
the precaution to remove the treasurelea.>Beey ^
tanci and confine them say 24

,

how* ofter ^ ,

might return to their old home .
r. >

iter (I

this, but my experience accords with that
;

.

o

think Riems) who says-" Bees deprived o
J*™JsSw

ought to be confined 24 hours, wit a
fo ,

of air; without this precaution they would soon ^
their queen, and infallibly find her on t.

alleged that this is hardly appl.cal Ie to U e ^
tic*! for the queen is with them n the e»P*

cond j tion *
those in the full one are nearly n the san

tb t

Bees usually are after the first sw mi » g hed ,

is, a few days without a queen,
""^J^i the Bee>

The danger is, lest the W"*™6^^ a »o?
return to their stored home. I may menu

gjf

simple plan than that just noticed, lelatea y

*.
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^.maggot state. How long they might have taken up
e'r abode there I cannot venture to say ; it was then the

th°
nt

-D
°f AuSust-—A Bath Subscriber. [But where were

e Bees ? in. the ground-in a Whitethorn—or in a

v$\
eat%ng

*—T^ ese being the days of moral reform, when
5v, „

rewers will soon be compelled to relinquish our Call-ing, r "*** ^^^ «o i/uni^cncu w ivmi«|«iou uui cau-

to
°r 0ne °^ more innoxious character, the idea occurred

U
me tllat some of the casks might be turned to another

Xi°
8?"~~that °f heatinS Vineries, &c, by having a

*ecf
Gr °^ tllem

P' ace<* enc* to euc*> witl1 sll0rfc P !Pes con-

thei
mS

.

tllem
'

so as to maintain a healthy circulation of

tioa
l

i

UninebriatinS contents * lf this theoretical adapta-

of
ata11 Practicable, it may probably be of use to some

servi°
Ur

K
I

i

eaders-~F - Y- [' n order to render this system

mete? !f'

^

le P^P68 conneetiug the barrels must be of

a uV and of considerable length ; otherwise, wood being

intn ?u
C°n Uctor of h eat, but little warmth will be thrown

Bin ^
Ur"UndinK atmosphere.]

u
rtneine- »

In tlle sP"nS * performed the operation of

grange N^
tW° Plants > a Gooseberry-bush and a Pome-

hibit nn rliff
Whllst the shoots above the ^cision ex-

merence » appearance from the rest on the

W. Jardine. At present I cannot give his own words
;

the following will, however, explain his meaning :

—

When Bees hang in a cluster outside the hive,

sweep them into an empty one containing a bit of brood-
comb, and place it immediately where they stood ; then
carry the full one to another part of the garden ; the
returning Bees will enter and remain, though with

surprise, in the treasureless hive/ There can be no
necessity for either plans after the first swarm, although
Sir W. J. experimented after the first swarm ; but it is a
rare occurrence for Bees to cluster before the second
swarm. When it does happen it is better to give more
room, than to force away part of the Bees ; for as soon as

the queens come forth, repeated swarming may happen,
and the stock will thus be reduced to weakness, or what
Sir W. J. calls M puny stock hives, which give much
trouble, and cost a great deal more than they are worth."
u P." mentions that " Bees have no eggs later than
August." If he were to ask his friend that squeezed the

110 lbs. produce from one hive, perhaps he would tell him
that not only eggs but much brood is often squeezed out
amongst honey in October. As the drones are in general

destroyed before August, he probably believes in the old

notion, that the drones sit upon the eggs ; hence they
are called sitters. But it may be asked, where are the

sitters in the winter, at the time that " P." notices
w Bees drawing together and leaving a semicircle of brood
Uncovered, which dies, notwithstanding the warmth of

the hive, the stench of which compels Bees to forsake
their hive ?" He observes also, " that this back-gone
brood increases all the summer." Without a proper
degree of heat, the brood of course must die, and would
soon become dry and crisp without stench, and cleared out
before other eggs were deposited in the cells, in a way
similar to that by which drones

1
cells are cleared of brood

at the time their slaughter begins.

—

J. Wighton. [Our
readers will agree with us that this is enough of argument.
Mr. Pettigrew intends shortly to state, without argumenta-
tion, his own views of Bee management.]

Bees.—The diversity in the temper of Bees mentioned
"7 " Omicron" at p. 501, is owing simply to traffic in
the apiary. If the most ferocious Bees were placed in a
public thoroughfare for the space of a fortnight, they
^ould become very mild-tempered ; and if peaceable,
"unoffending Bees were not to see men or cattle for the
same space of time in summer, no person could approach
their hives without danger. The most peaceable Bees
*«1 wage war with a person if there be any visible per-
spiration on him. No Bee-keeper ought to attempt to hive
a swarm when he is perspiring. It were better to shade
the swarm, and sit in a cool place for a few minutes. I
knew a man who, after having run a mile,—though he
^as or should have been conscious of the danger,—never-
theless attempted to take a swarm from a hedge or bush,
out was stung so severely that he was carried from the
scene in a highly sick and dangerous state.— A. Pettigrew.

^—I think that "A. J. S." is right in the opinion
that he was deceived in the condition of his two stocks of
Bees at the time of purchasing them. As regards the
weak stock having deserted the hive in June, it is rather
an unusual occurrence. However, I think it might be
owing to scout bees, from a colony about to swarm, having
taken possession and destroyed the rightful owners. The
drones would, of course, share the same fate, or perhaps
the dead ones at the front of the hive were slaughtered
from the other stock. In general, scout bees remain only
during the day, clearing out old or deserted hives. This
*say account for none being found in " A. J. S.V stock,
^jhen it was examined in the evening. It may be alleged
that fresh swarms only enter deserted hives. This, how-
ever, is not always the case. A swarm of mine lately took
Possession of a weak stock's abode, under the leads on a
ower, about a quarter of a mile from their old home. As
u»e combs in « A. J. S.V hive are fresh, they would be
o* great use, especially to a weak swarm, without " taking
out every other comb." If what I have said is wrong
expecting the desertion of the weak hive, I may safely
hserve tl)at poverty was tiie cause of its faQ ure4—ja

kiJ Jon*—

*

n answer to an inquiry from " Apis" at p.
' °\1 beg leave to state that a few years back, as I was
P ssing through a field in which grew a great number of

es
, my attention was attracted by the humming of Bees

ouncj a W]iite (;i)0rn> On examination, I discovered what
nought to be a Fungus, but on closer inspection 1 found

o my astonishment a great number of Bees as busily
^ployed as though they had been in a hive. On cutting
own the combs, I found both honey and young Bees in
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plant, the shoot (in both cases) next below the incision
has grown with astonishing rapidity end vigour ; so much
so, that these shoots, besides being cf very much greater
length are of more than twice the thickness of any other
of the same age. Is this consistent with the notion that
" ringing " confines the sap above the incision by checking
its descent?—!,. B. [No. But the probability is that
the ringing has checked the curren: of sap xipwards; in
what way this has taken place could only be determined
by inspecting the specimens.]

Mulberries.—Among the many edifying articles in the
Chronicle, I have not seen any notice respecting the
growth of Mulberries in pots; and I am surprised that no
gardener has given any information on this subject. I
have five^small plants from 18 to 30 inches high ; and
such a tree in miniature, with a hundred ripe fruit on it,

would, if of no other value, be pretty to set on the table
with the dessert, for the ladies to pice their own fruit from.
A plant may be brought into a bearing state in five or six
years, and will bear forcing in a high temperature, having
fruit nearly ripe by the time that their leaves open in a
natural state out of doors.— W. S. L., Coventry.

Plants for Edgings.—Amongst tie plants which have
been mentioned in the Chronicle as suitable for edgings
m shady situations, Cotyledon umbilicus has not been
mentioned. I never met with this plant abundantly any-
where except in this part of the country. It looks re-
markably well when grown in patches.

—

Thomas Sellers,
Pennoyre. [It will only thrive, we believe, in the damp,
mild climate of the West and South of England.]

Strawberries.—I perceive at p. 502, that you are still
of opinion that mowing off the leaves of Strawberries is a
had practice. I should feel obliged to you, or any prac-
tical reader of the Chronicle, that will inform me of
any new plan that would be likely to succeed better ; until
then I shall yu>t be easily persuaded to forsake my present
system. What I before stated are facts, not easily con-
tradicted. I have found, after the leaves have been taken
off, that, with the assistance of manure, the beds have been
well feathered with foliage, which is, I consider, a great
protection, and the only means of insuring a good crop
the following season. But as I grow six different sorts,
viz., Downton, Keen's Seedling, Royal Sovereign, Myatt's
Pine, Elton, and Alpine,—which last two sorts do not
cease from bearing before the latter end of September or
beginning of October,—you nearly agree with me as to the
time when the manure should be laid on, as I mow off
the leaves as soon as the fruit is gathered.

—

D. Z.
Chamomile.—At p. 479 I observe that " J. W. T." asks

why his Chamomile produces single flowers. If he will
plant it on poor sandy ground, well trodden, so that every
part is as hard as a gravel walk, he will find that his Cha-
momile will bloom double and abundantly.—E. CV, St.
Peter's-slreet, Cambridge.
Improved Garden Pots.—J herewith send you draw-

ings of two garden-pots which I consider will be found
valuable ;— the one
for growing specimen
plants in, the other

for striking cuttiugs

in. When Mr.
Brown's pots were

first announced, I

was much pleased

the invention,

considered that

would be of

great service to plant-

growers in the cultiv-

ation of specimen

plants, Heaths, New
Holland plants, &c,
as affording shelter

to the roots from the

scorching heat of the

sun's rays ; but al-

though it appeared

so desirable an im-

provement to me, I

nevertheless consi-

dered that a pot con-

structed as here re-

presented, would be

of greater import-

ance, and make Mr.

with

and
they

No. 2.

No. 1.
Brown's invention

more perfect, as it would afford a complete drainage as

well as preserve the roots from the sun ; I think it would
be found valuable in forwarding the growth of specimen
plants, as must be obvious to any plant-grower, who will

immediately see the utility of it, as the roots of the plants
would be kept cool, and an excellent drainage secured.
The propagating pot, No. 2, will be found of great value
to nurserymen or others in the propagation of tender
cuttings, &c. This could be made with or without Mr.
Brown's improvement, but I think it would be prefer-
able with it. What I consider the chief superiority of
this plan over the common pot is this : that when the
pot is plunged in heated materials, the barrel of the pot
would form a hot-air chamber, thereby always imparting
a genial glow of warmth to the sides of the pot, and thus
stimulating or quickening the vegetative powers of the

cuttings placed therein.— William E. Rendle, F.H.S.,
Plymouth.
Moss Rose.—I have a standard White Moss Rose on

its own bottom, which grew last year nearly eight feet

high. The top has been foreshortened about 18 inches,

and the standard is now about 6£ feet high, literally covered
with upwards of 30 well-formed buds, and not one yet
expanded. No one can imagine the beautiful appearance

which the plant has, by being supported on its own stem.
Do any of your readers remember to have seen the
AVhite Moss growing similar to the one I have described ?
*—J. E., Rotherham.

Potatoes.-In answer to " S. H.'s " inquiry, p. 445, I
beg to state tnat my Potatoes were planted about the 20th
of March, and are Ash-leaved Kidneys. I procured them,
about four years since, from Nottinghamshire, where they
are known as Aldbury Kidneys.— 7?. R. R,
Nero Budding Knife.—Thinking that any little im -

provement tending to facilitate the operation of budding
would be interesting to some of your readers,—I send you
the pattern of a Budding-knife made after my own shape,
and which, from the rapidity which it allows of beinff
turned in the hand, and its ready application to the bark
enables the operator to insert a bud nearly half as fast
again as he would with the old straight-handled Budding-
knife. The knives are well made by Plum, of Bristol.

Henry Curtis, Moorend and West of England Rose
Nursery, Bristol. [This is the neatest Budding-knife we
have seen. The ivory handle is shaped like the blade of
a curved pen-knife, is sharp and turned up at the point,

and is evidently extremely well contrived for the purpose
it is intended for.]

Composition for Watercourses.—Though -I am very
much pleased with "A.B.'s" remarks, p. 462, that all

who communicate ought to be particular; still, I am
sorry to say I cannot be so. In regard to salt with Aspa-
ragus, I am of opinion, and am not inclined to alter that
opinion, that you cannot err, either in time or quantity.

You say " the best food for cows next to Grass is a few-

Beans soaked in water for 24 hours." Now, a few Beans,
I should say, H A.B." would not think explicit enough,
and it would indeed be valuable to know a little more
about it. Would any of your correspondents answer me
this question ? I have a watercourse laid in bricks and
terrace mortar ; it remains good during the summer
months, but a frost causes great leaking. Is there any com-
position that will resist the frost underwater and between
wind and water ? It would save me pounds, and more
than oblige J. B.H.

Peat Drains—Mr. Smith, at p. 492, states that a stone
or tile-drain would last for twenty years, and would be in
as good a condition at the end of that time as when first

constructed. "Peat-drains," he says, "would, on the
contrary, scarcely endure as many months." I have no
doubt if Mr. Smith had an opportunity of examining some
Peat-drains on the Natebey-hall estate, near Garstang, that
he would find them in nearly as good a condition as they
were when first made, which is now twenty years ago.
The Duke of Hamilton has been adopting this plan to a
very great extent for some years, although he has got
plenty of good stone upon the place ; and I could also
name many other landowners who are adopting Peat in
preference to stone-draining.

—

M. Saul.
Muriate of Ammonia Observing at p. 477 your

remarks on the destructive power of ammonia on animal
life, it reminded me of what I saw practised upwards of
twenty years ago, by a gardener under whom I thea
served, viz., placing muriate of ammonia and sulphur in
shallow pans in the Melon frames exposed to the sun, with
the belief that the effluvia then arising from the pans was
effective in keeping away insects, and he was a very sue*
cessful cultivator. I should be glad to know, supposing
it had the desired effect, of what use the sulphur was ;—

-

did it act in any way on the ammonia?

—

A. C. [We
apprehend that the muriate of ammonia had nothing to do
with the effect. It is not likely that the sulphur had any
action on the muriate ; it is probable that the sulphur
alone was of use in keeping away insects.]

The Cuckoo.—I heard the Cuckoo singing clearly and
distinctly on the last day of June, which I never noticed
before the present season. Does the above circumstance
betoken a fine summer ? I never heard it in full note after

the 15th of the above month. There is a friend of mine
who has in his possession a young Cuckoo, which he took
out of a nest on a down, which nest he thought was a
Whinchat's. He watched the nest constantly, and one
morning he found only one egg left, which proved to be-

the Cuckoo's, all the rest having been ejected, and found
broken immediately under the nest. He hopes to keep
the young Cuckoo through the winter.

—

A Subscriber.

The Titmouse.—In June last the gardener to Mrs.
Chorley, of Bolton-le-Sands, near Lancaster, observed a
pair of these birds frequenting an ornamented bottle which
was standing upon the garden-wall, and he was therefore

induced to examine it. To his great surprise, he found
that they had made their nest and laid eggs in the bottom
of the bottle, and he was at a loss to know how the
young would find their way out, as the passage was only
two inches deep by three quarters of an inch in diameter
—the distance from this passage, or neck, to the bottom of
the bottle, being thirteen inches

; he therefore resolved
to give them a fair chance, by allowing the bottle to* re-
main, and in due time ten young birds were produced and
found their way in and out of the neck of the bottle in
the same manner as the old birds had done. This is a
further proof of the boldness of the Titmouse as described
in p. 429.

—

Facile.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Parts, July, 1843.—The fruit-growers of England will

not have much reason to dread foreign competition this
season, at least not from France, for we have had miser-
able weather for the last two or three months. Such a
summer has scarcely, if ever, been known ; cold winds, hail,
rain, or storms have had complete mastery, and a really
fine day is almost as great a rarity as at Christmas. Paris,
which in general is so gay with flowers in May, and so
well furnished with summer fruits in June, has "been this

year but scantily supplied with either. The flowers in the
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markets looked crippled, the blossoms neither opened
freely nor emitted their usual odour; Strawberries and
Raspberries are without flavour, and later crops present

unfavourable appearances ; a bad season is certain. The
primary cause of all this is, no doubt, the severe weather
which visited us in the middle of April, when for three

successive nights the thermometer stood at 24°, 22°, and
26°, of Fahr. ; this destroyed all the young Vines, just

then coming into full leaf, as well as most of the Peaches,

Apricots, Nectarines, Almonds, Walnuts, and Pears ; and
the subsequent cold and rain have completed the disaster.

Even so late as the 30th of June a white frost was per-

ceptible in many places round Paris. All this will be
severely felt in a country like France, where the Vineyards
are one of the chief sources of wealth, and fruit (together

with bread) almost the sole subsistence of the labouring
classes during the summer and autumn. On the 13th
July, 1842, I cut ripe Grapes from a south wall, to send
to a friend in England ; on the same day this year they
were just coming into blossom. The bunches are large

and numerous, but the greater part of the buds are evi-

dently chilled, and fall off upon the least touch. The
open ground Vines in this neighbourhood are not even in

bloom, and anything like a crop from one or the other is

quite out of the question, except we should be favoured
with a long and hot autumn. The poor fruit-growers of

Montreuil, Bagnolet, Charonne, and the neighbouring

hamlets, will be nearly ruined ; there is not sufficient

fruit to pay the expense of training. You may walk along

entire walls without seeing scarcely a Peach or Nectarine ;

unfortunately, there is not only a season's fruit lost, but

the trees are everywhere in an unhealthy condition, the

branches covered with gum, and appearing as if struck by
lightning. Apricots, Plums, and Pears have not suffered

to the same extent, but there is nothing like an average

crop, and in exposed situations you see no fruit at all.

Walnuts will be very scarce. Cherries are selling at from
3rf. to 6d. per lb. ; English Elackhearts and Montmo-
rencies readily fetch this, or even more; last year they

were from 2d. to 4r/. The Cider crop has also suffered.

I have examined whole rows of trees without seeing a

single Apple ; I speak of those near and within 15 or 20

miles of Paris ; but I understand the same may be said

both of Normandy and Picardy. As to Agricultural

prospects, I cannot pretend to give an opinion : but I

would remark, en passant, that the corn-fields looked in

good condition last month. During the last fortnight,

however, the Wheat has been much laid by the heavy

rains. Haymaking is not yet finished. Most black

clouds have, however, a silver border ; and so, in this

instance, there is a small contra-balance in the unusual

abundance of all kinds of vegetables. New Potatoes

hare never been known so fine, nor Peas so cheap ; 40 to 50
sous (Is. Gd. to 25.) a sack has been the market price, and
this cannot pay the expense of gathering. The retail price

of fine young Marlies (a kind of marrowfat) shelled, is at

this time only threehalfpence a litre, or English quart ;

Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Artichokes, and, in fact, all Vege-
tables, are equally abundant. I may almost say the same
of Currants. I now turn to Floriculture, and while still

upon the bright side, would remark that the Roses have
been splendid. 1 have resided in, or been in the habit of

visiting, France for the last fifteen years, but never remem-
ber to have seen the blooms so large or perfect before.

In ordinary seasons the petals are either burnt or drop in

a day or two. It has not been so this year ; they have

had full time to expand ; and Gallicas, Centfeuilles, Moss,
&c, with their hybrids, have been literally covered with

flowers for two months. The China, Bourbon, and
Hybrids, are also now in great perfection, and remind me
of the noble blooms I have so often admired in England,
when visiting the collections of Messrs. Rivers, Hooker,
"Wood, Lane, or Paul ; for however fragrant the Rose may
be in France, and more southern districts, it is in eight

seasons out of ten larger and more perfect to the eye in

England, Holland, and Belgium. Greenhouse plants have
not done well ; the cold nights in May and June (fre-

quently as low as 42 and 44 deg. Fahr.) seriously checked

the Pelargoniums, which have not been more than two-

thirds of their usual size ; moreover, oftentimes ill-formed

and quite out of character. A kind of thrips has also com-
mitted almost as great havoc as the green-fly ; it has also

attacked Calceolarias and many other plants. Annuals

have been a decided failure, no doubt from the torrents of

rain. The sudden changes have been no less extraor-

dinary ;
yesterday the thermometer was at 82 deg. Fahr.

in the shade, to-day it is at 50 deg. ; and last week the

fluctuations were even greater : in fact, we might almost

suppose ourselves to be in the month of September rather

than July.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

July 5.—At a Monthly Council held at the Society's house in

Hanover-square, Mr. W. Draycote presented a specimen of

English Cotton, with the following account of it:—"The
inclosed Cotton was grown, not in the interior of Mexico, but in

the interior of the county of Nottingham. The tree has long
been very interesting to me, and this is not my first effort to

bring it into notice. I do so now in consequence of having read
the report of the proceedings of the Council of the 21st of June,
in which it is stated that Mr. Colman, the Agricultural Commis-
sioner from the United States, exhibited some specimens of Silk,

Silk-cotton, and Cotton, this last the produce of a large tree.

The specimen I send is also the produce of a large tree, growing
upon the estate of the Earl Manvers, at Edwinstowe. With the
Cotton I send some foot-stalks, and also some leaves. I am much
inclined to think it a pure specimen of the one described by Mr.
Colman. I regret I did not attend to it sooner, as 1 then should
have been enabled to procure some Cotton in abetter state, as
well as finer foot-stalks, with the capsules more perfect. The
seed is about twice the size of the germen in Wheat; some will

be found amongst the wool ; I think they are emitted immediately

on the opening of the capsules. It is desirable that an effort

should be made to grow Cotton in this country, if only for the
purpose of making down pillows." Mr. Cherry's paper on prizes

for horses wa3 referred, with several others, to the Journal Com-
mittee. The Marquess of Downshire presented a specimen of

Irish Flax of the growth of 1843, from a field, averaging 3j feet in

height. Mr. Dean submitted plans prepared by his son, Mr. Alex.

Dean (civil engineer to the Haarlem Drainage Commissioners), of

his proposed drainage of the Metropolis. Mr. Shaw exhibited

paintings of a boar and sow belonging to Mr. Nutt, of York ; and
Mr. Easton transmitted a. specimen of an unknown plant, which
had yielded him aluxuritnt crop.

July 10.—At a Councilheldat Derby, the Dnke of Richmond in

the chair, 36 gentlemen -vere elected Members.
July 10.—The Marquess of Downshire in the chair. 20 gentle-

men were elected Members. Mr. Denison,M.P., stated the great

disappointment he had experienced in attending the Derby
Meeting, at not finding on the Implements exhibited in the show-
yard, such information a* would lead the Members and the public

at large to profit by the decision of the Judges, and be enabled

to draw just conclusions on the comparative merits of imple-

ments belonging to the same clas«. Mr. D. stated that he had
gone to the meeting witi twenty of his tenants, and an imple-

ment-maker of the village, the great object of the party being

to select such implements as appeared best suited to their land.

They found a splendid show of implements, but hardly any
assistance from the Judges to guide them in their purposed se-

lection ; and even in cases where prizes were awarded no expla-

nation was given of th* grounds of the award; and thus the
journey of the party, as far as its main object was concerned,
proved entirely fruitless. Mr. Denison then applied to parties

whom he thought most capable of giving him advice in the
choice of two or three of the most important implements he
wished to purchase, but he found to his further perplexity that
each recommended different implements. Considering that in

such a state of things nothing could be more unsatisfactory to a
member, or less likely to tend to the formation of a just decision,

and that while the Society invites competition and expends its

money in awarding prizes, the members who provide that money
have a right to be put in possession of the results, carefully
examined and deliberately judged, he thought it a great reproach
to the Society that the omission had occurred. He would venture
to suggest that a much larger number of Judges should be ap-
pointed, that their labours should be subdivided—one set of them
for ploughs, another for drills, another for threshing-machines
and chaff-cutters, and so on. He thought that in this way
something really useful might be done, and decisions of some
value obtained. The noble chairman thanked Mr. Denison for
the statement ; and so desirous were the Council to remove every
just cause of complaint, that he would himselfsecond any motion
which Mr. Denison would propose. The latter gentleman then
gave notice that he would move, at the next monthly council,
"That at future country meetings, on or before the morning on
which the show of implements is opened to the public, the award
of the Judges should be .known, with all necessary information
to guide the public in the selection and purchase of implements."
Mr. Shaw gave notice that he should move, "That a committee
of three persons, to consist of one member of the council, one
practical farmer of the district, and one implement manufacturer,
be appointed to take land, get it prepared, and make the neces-
sary arrangements for the trial of implements at the South-
ampton meeting: That the trial of implements shall take place
in the week preceding the meeting, and that an exhibition of
implements at work, and not a trial of their merits, shall take
place on some day during the meeting : That the number
of Judges of implements be increased, and that there be
one or more practical farmers among them : That it be
imperative on every exhibitor of an implement for a prize,

to state to the best of his ability the name of the inventor
Of known), the time when invented, the particular points of
merit or improvement (if the claim be for improvement), and in

what district it has been and is used." Prof. Owen having been
informed that the Council were desirous of transmitting to the
Royal Academy of Sciences at Munich, replies to various inqui-
ries made by that learned body on the subject of the Alpaca,
undertook to obtain the required information ; in the meantime
he inclosed specimens of the four varieties of wool, of the value
of which he had long been impressed with a favourable opinion.

He feared that the humidity of our mountain districts would pre-

vent the growth of wool of the same beautiful quality as that

developed in the Andes, if even the Alpacas could stand the
climate; but he thought the experiment would be worth the
trial . Mr. Beman communicated the mode of his trial of different

varieties of Wheat; Mr. Bennett, his remarks on the advantages
of the Tweeddale tile machine; the Rev. T. J. Powell, his mode
of registering (as an Honorary Distributor), the distribution of

the Society's Journal; and Mr. Baker, a communication on
Friendly Institutions, which were referred to the Journal Com-
mittee. Mr. Pusey, M. P., transmitted specimens of pipe-tiles and
draining tools; and Messrs. Robertson, specimens of their new
grated pipes for drains. A large collection of specimens of

plants and minerals was received from Dr. Daubeny, from Spain,

and was ordered to be reserved for the Monthly Council.

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
July fi5»—The fourth meeting for the present season was held

in the Surrey Zoological Gardens. The weather was favourable
for the occasion, and the exhibition, so far as flowers were con-

cerned, surpassed anything of the kind which we have hitherto

seen in this place. The miscellaneous collections of plants

exhibited by amateurs were deficient; but those brought by
gentlemen's gardeners and nurserymen were highly creditable.

In the former class the first prize, a large Silver Medal, was
awarded to Mr. Townley, whose collection comprised Hoya car-

nosa, flowering in great luxuriance; a fair specimen of Thun-.
bergia alata ; Clethra arb6rea, with neat white bell-shaped flowers,

particularly fine ; Jasminum gracile, and Lantana aculeata. I n the
collection of Mr. Cox, of Stockwell, there was also a fine plant

of Clethra arb6rea ; the delicate Campanula pi'imila alba: a fair

specimen of Achimenes longiflora; a well-bloomed Calceolaria,
like Standishii, and Columnea splendens : for these a Middle
Silver Medal was awarded. Amongst gentlemen's gardeners,
Mr. Bruce, gr. to B. Miller, Esq., obtained the Gold Medal ; his

collection contained particularly handsome specimens of Achi-
menes r6sea and longiflora ; Leschenaultia formosa, quite con-
cealing the pot, and loaded with bloom ; a small plant of Statice

arbtfrea ; Aphelexis hiimilis, in good condition ; Krythrina crista

galli, very vigorous; Erica ampullacea, beautifully bloomed;
a good plant of Phymatanthus tricolor, with several pretty Ericas.

The large Silver Medal was obtained by Mr. G. Young, in whose
collection were Lilium Thunbergianum, in excellent health

;

Mirbelia undulata, with prickly leaves and light purple flowers ;

the dark variety of Achimenes longiflora, blooming freely in a

large pan; A. grandiflora, equally tine; Maurandya Barclayana
alba, trained on a circular horizontal trellis ; Siphocampylus
betnlrefolius, in excellent health ; with Lilium eximium, Erica
Bowciana, &c. The third prize (middle Silver Medal) was awarded
to Mr. Wilson, gr. to — Gilliat, Esq., of Clapham Park, whose
collection contained a lovely plant of Allamanda cathartica,

not more than two feet high, yet having eight branches,

each bearing at the tip several' of its gorgeous trumpet-

shaped flowers ; Erica refiexa and" Massoni, well bloomed,

but slightly on the decline
; a pretty specimen of E. Savil-

leana; one marked M'Nab's seedling, and E. Aitoniana, in

fine health, but not fully in bloom. Mr. Hamp, Sr - t0 Jas '

Thome, Esq., of South Lambeth, received the fourth prize

(small Silver Medal); he exhibited Campanula fragilis, trained

on a small upright trellis, and having a pretty effect ; a fine spe-

cimen of Gesnera splendens •, a small plant of Besleria pulchella,

and several good Fuchsias. Small collections, from Mr. ^ragg
and Mr. Schroder, were also recommended for a prize. Mr.

Jackson, of Kingston, amongst nurserymen, obtained the OiOld

Medal, the principal plants in his collection being Heaths; there

were, nevertheless, well-grown specimens of Achimenes longi-

flora, several Gloxinias, Statice mucronata, sinuata, and pseudo-
armeria. The second prize in this class (large Silver Medal) was
awarded to Mr. Halley, who exhibited fine plants of Fuchsia
Iveryana, Cormackii, formosa clegans, and Moneypennii ; Statice

arb6rea, blooming freely; Erica eximia and tricolor clegans,

beautifully flowered; and Lilium eximium. In Mr. Fairbairn's

collection, which received the middle Silver Medal, were pretty

specimens of Erica eximia. ampullacea, princeps, and Aitoniana;
Primula sinensis, double white and vw\, in great perfection; the
brilliant Crassula coccinea; Lilium eximium, and a dwarf plant

of L. Thunbergianum. For Heaths the large Silver Medal was
awarded to Mr. Jackson, for an extremely large specimen of

Erica jubata, and well-grown plants of E. ampullacea major,
princepsvar.,cruentacurvirlora, a flesh-coloured seedling, Jack-
soni, tricolor clegans, viridiflora, jasminiflora alba, and a seed-

ling from Shannon!. Mr. Fairbairn, of Clapham, received the
middle Silver Medal for small but very compact and well-bloomed
plan's of Erica Savilleana, ampullacea, Irbyana, Hartnelli,

obbata umbcllata, eximia, Massoni, ampullacea rubra, jasmini-

flora alba, and several varieties of tricolor. Mr. Catteugh, of

Chelsea, exhibited the only collection of Pelargoniums; they
were exceedingly well grown, and obtained the large Silver

Medal; consisting of Beauty, Nestor, Queen of the Fairies,

Priory Queen, Selina, Duenna, Erectum, Witch, Mrs. Stirling,

Madonna, Lord Mayor, and Victory. A good collection of the
scarlet Pelargonium compactum was brought by Mr. Bailc, of

Hammersmith. Mr. liragg received the middle Silver Medal for

a collection of Fuchsias; amongst them were fine plants of the

old formosa clegans and globosa major. Mr.Catleugh exhibited F.
arborea, Lanei, splendens, Stewartii, sanguinea, Dalstoni, decora,
Dev6rria, insignis, magniiiea, Una, and Cormackii, beautifully

bloomed ; but a prize was not awarded in this class. Mr. Gaines
also sent a good collection, containingLoudoni,magnifies, grandis,

Gem, aurantia, fulgens, multiflora, ilicifolia (very elegant), Venus
victrix, Couperi, Meteor, conspicua, fulgens globosa, Iveryana,

Sailer's splendens, Lanei, and excelsa. The middle Silver Medal
was awarded to Mr. Conolly, of Acre-lane, Brixton, for a dozen
dwarf and well-grown Cockscombs. Mr. Doran, gr. to W.
Hawes, Esq., exhibited another creditable collection. From the
latter person there were also 12 healthy Balsams, for which the

middle Silver Medal was given. Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt,
obtained the large Silver Medal for a very beautiful collection of

cut Roses. Of the prizes given to gentlemen's Gardeners for

collections of Rose-blooms, the middle Silver Medal was awarded
to Mr. Parsons, of Enfield, and the small Silver to Mr. Mason.
Of the extra prizes given by Mr. Denycr, for the best 12 single

trusses of Rose-blooms, the first was awarded to the Rev.
H. A. Mathews, for Heureuse Surprise, Cabbage Provence,
Bouquet de Flore, Coupe d'Hebc, Boula de Nantenil, Queen of

the Bourbons, "William Jesse, Common Moss, Madame Hardy,
La Scduisante, Great Western, and Due de Bassano—and the
second to Mr. Young. Amongst miscellaneous single spe-

cimens, Mr. Cox received the large and middle Silver Medals
for Oncidium bifolium, and Cycnoches chlorochilum. The
small Silver Medal was awarded to Mr. Jackson, for a beau-
tifully-bloomed plant or" Erica Savilleana. Of Amateurs, Mr.
Bragg received the middle Silver, and Mr. Cox the small Silver

Medal for cut Flowers. A small Silver was likewise awarded to

Mr. Townley, for the same. Mr. Bruce and Mr. Parsons obtained

the first and second prizes, amongst gentlemen's Gardeners; and
Messrs. Fairbairn and R. J. Chapman, the first and second
amongst Nurserymen, for collections of Cut Flowers. Extra

prizes w
v
ere given to W. T. Fliff, Esq., and Mr. Bragg, for the

same. Mr. Garty, of Cambcrwell, likewise received a middle
Silver Medal for Cut Flowers. The first prize for Pansics was
awarded to Mr. Edmonds, and the second to Mr. G. Young. Mr.
Henbrey also obtained a prize for the same. A good collection

of Verbenas was exhibited by Mr. Catleugh, and several fine

Ericas by Mr. Dawson, of Brixton Hill. The Gold Medal was

awarded to Mr. Newhall, amongst Amateurs, for his collection

of Carnations, consisting of Willmer's Conquering Hero, Brook s

Flora's Garland, Franklin's Dr. Franklin, Puxley's Queen and

Prince Albert, Sealey's Princess Royal. Headley'8 William

Cobbet, Smith's Mrs. Bett, Ely's Bright Venus, Martin's Con-

tender, Mansley's Beauty of Woodhouse, and Don John. Mr.

Dowler received the second, and Mr. Wildman the third prize for

the same. For the best 12 white-ground Picotees, the Gold Medal

was awarded to Mr. Edmonds, who exhibited beautiful blooms of

Orson's Adelaide, Annesley's Sanspareil, Wain's Victoria,

Musson's Charlotte, Wilson's Prince Royal, Barraud's Bride,

Heath's Superb, Miss Desborough, Purple Perfection, Nulli

secundus, Barraud's Borderer, and Brinkler's Hope. Mr. New-
hall received the large Silver Medal for Willmer's Miss Brown,

Brook's Miss Brook, Martin's Prince George, Garret's Lady

Dacrc, Hufton's Miss Willoughby, Sharpc's Duke of Wellington,

Wilson's Fanny Kirby, Wilson's Pluperfect, Brinkler's Purple

Perfection, Wain's Queen Victoria, John's Prince Albert, arm

Crask's Queen Victoria. The third prize was awarded to Mr.

Bur-rap, and the fourth to Mr. Alleway. The Extra prize

(middle Silver Medal) given by J. S. Procktor for the bcs^.*
h

Purple Perfection, Nulli secundus, and Ward's Queen.

Silver Cup, value 5 guineas, offered by Messrs. ^ °

Amateurs, for the best 12 white-ground Picotees, w & '

the Rev. H. A. Mathews, with Mathews's Cynthia, Woods M....

Veascy, Mathews
love's Favourii
Peel, Brinkler
Brinkler's I.dy Chesierneld, ^"^^

- J Sard Esq Amongst Nurserymen, Mr. Norman

Lady Dacre, Brinkler's Masterpiece, John's P
Sharpe's Hector. The 2nd prize was awarded to Mr. luanklm,

»f the City Road, and the 3rd to Mr. Hughes. Mr. Norman also

Cartwright's Rainbow, Ely's Lady Ely, and Duke ot Bediora,

Amongst the seedling Carnations, single bloom, (open tc

all classes), the first prize was awarded to Mr. Wildman,

the second to Mr. Franklin, and the third to Mr. Schroder-

For a seedling white ground Picotee, the Rev. H. a-

Mathews obtained the first prize with one called Regina, a" l

the third prize with one called Cynthia, and Mr. E- CIa
,

the second. The extra-prizes of 1 guinea each offered by **.

Edmonds, Esq., for the best bizarre and flake Carnations, were

won by Mr. Norman, with Brook's Flora's Garland and j^an-

sley's Robert Burns. Prizes of the same value offered w *•
icy

Barnard, Esq., for th

won, the former by Mr
with Sharp's Wellington
HirT, Esq., for
awarded to Mr

e best light and heavy-edged P'00*?®,*;"'

Ir. Franklin, and tee latter by Mr. Norman,

ton. The Silver Medal offered by w-*-

t
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Medal. Mr. Parsons, of Enfield, received the first prize for four
varieties of fruit, viz., a Queen Pine, black and white Grapes
exceedingly large Gooseberries, and Elton Pine Strawberries. A
second prize was awarded to Mr. Bruce for a fine Melon, Grapes
Plums, and Apples. Mr. Bushell also received a prize for a col-
lection of fruit. Amongst nurserymen, Mr. Martin's collection
of Vegetables was particularly good, and received the first prize -

the second was awarded to Mr. Gaines, of Battersea. Mr!
Parsons received the first prize tor a collection of vegetables, and
Mr. Allerton the second, amongst gentlemen's gardeners.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
July 20.—This Society held its last meeting for the season, at

the Botanic Garden. The President, Dr. Neill, in the Chair.
After a delightful walk through the Gardens, during which
Prof. Graham pointed out the objects most worthy of notice, the
meeting assembled in the class-room for business. Donations
to the library were presented from E. Lees, Esq., Worcester, and
Prof. Forbes, of London,—and several valuable parcels of British
and foreign plants were announced. The papers read, which
were mostly of a technical character, were:—!. On the Genera
Gomphoncma, and Mcridion. By Mr. J. Ralfs, Penzance. 2.

On four new species of British Jungermannise. By T. Taylor,
M.D., Dunkerron. 3. On a species of Fungus, found imbedded
in peat, near Stirling. Communicated by Mr. P. Mackenzie,
West PIcan. The attention of botanists has recently been
directed to the importance of studying the vegetable remains
imbedded in peat-mosses, as calculated to throw light on the
early vegetation of the country, and the successive changes it has
undergone. For this object, communications like that from Mr.
Mackenzie are much to be desired. A letter was also read from
Dr. J. Dickson, St. Hclier's, Jersey, mentioning some interesting
additions to the Flora of that island, which he had lately dis-
covered

;
and remarking that he felt convinced it contains

many other species still unknown to botanists.

were not for competition, neither were those from Messrs.
Newman, who exhibited some Pelargoniums, Stove Piants. Cal-
ceo arias, a very fine tray of iris Blooms, Roses, &c. Mr. Webb
also exhibited some fine Seedling Calceolarias, and a lar^e col-
lection of Roses. The prizes were awarded as follows :—To Mr.
Webster, 1, for 2 Greenhouse Plants, 6 Stove, 3 Cacti, (> Roses in

Cherries; 2, lor 3 Cacti. Mr. Toogood, l, for a collection of Cut
flowers: 2, for Pelargoniums, Roses in bouquets, 6 Stove Plants

;and a prize for a Seedling Verbena, Mr. Carmicbael, l , for Green
flesh Melon; 2, for 12 Greenhouse Plants. Mr. McEwen, gr to
Col

.
Wynciham, of Petworth House, l. for Pine; 2, for Green

*(esh Melon. Mr. Holmes, gr to the Bishop of Chichester, I, for
a collection of Vegetables; and a prize for Strawberries. Mr.
Ooldnng, gr to G. P. Gruggen, Esq., 2, for a Specimen Plant,
tnchsm corymlnftora. Mr. White, gr to Mrs. Borneo, 2, for a
collection of Vegetables, and a prize for the Oncidinm. Mr. Evans
^' to J. B. Freeland, Esq., ], for 12 cut varieties of Roses,

Mr. E. Phillips. Noisette or Cluster, 1, Carmosette Carnea; Mr.

i" o£S?'
2

>
K""a: Messrs. Pope and *ons. --J, Bourbon; Mr.

E. J-hUlins. 4, 1-u'gens; Mr. J. Courirev. 5, Madame Desprez
Messrs. Pope and Sons. G, Venus; Mr. J. Coudrey.

^npshireHo^
was held at the Corn Exchange, Winchester, at which an excel-
lent display of good flowers was mnde. The Calceolarias were
magnificent, and attracted the attention of every one • the -ar-
dener was rewarded, by desire of the Judges, with an extra medal
ot the first class, in addition to his other medals, for his skilful
treatment of ihem. The Roses were numerous and fine from the
gardens of he Misses farmer, ;he Dean of Winchester, and Sir

Dorset Horticultural Society, July fl.-Thc second exhibition
took plane at the Assembly Rooms, Blandford, and was as well
attended as could be expected from the unfavourable state of the
weather. The various articles produced were excellent, and fully
sustained the character of the former shows The prizes were
awarded as follows: Orchidaceas, 1, Mr. Winsor, gr to K. Pat
fison, Esq., Oattleya Forbesiij 2, Mr. Noble, cr to J.

COUNTRY SHOWS,
Adam's Lodge of Free Gardeners, July 10.—The members of

Adam's Lodge of Ancient Free Gardeners in this town held their
annual show of Ranunculuses on Monday evening;, at the house
of Brother Clonghton, in Crow-tree-lanc. The prizes were
awarded as follows :—For the best, second best, best three, best
six, and best twelve, to Mr. T. Hull, florist, Sunderland. The
2nd best three, Mr. J. Walker; 2nd best six, Mr. R. Clonghton

;2nd best twelve, Mr. E. Thompson. There were also some other
choice florists' flowers shown, for which prizes were given. Best
three, and best sir Pinks, Mr. T. Hull; 2, Mr. R. Thompson.
Best twelve Pamies, Mr. T. Hull. Best six Irises, Mr. R. Clough-
ton.

—

Sunderland Times.

Bebbington Horticultural Society, June 30.—The first meeting
of this interesting Society, of which Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart., is
the president, and the lady of the Rev. R. M. Feilden, the lady
Patroness, was held in the Rock Ferry Hotel Pleasure Grounds,
Jor the exhibition of plants, flowers, fruits, and vegetables, and
was eminently successful, being, in fact, little, if at all inferior
to the recent exhibition at the Liverpool Botanic Gardens. The
exhibition itself had a magnificent appearance: Some Orchi-
(laceEe. sent by Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart., and H. Winch, Esq.,

"til 7>
ery bcautlful

; one, belonging to the latter gentleman,

of r, t

erfly Plant>" attracted great attention. The collection

hoinSJi^ i* !? Pl«nts, comprising Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c.

was«iJ fi
tJ

!

e Rcv ' Mr ' Mainwaringr, was much admired, as

of pJio
the

.

co»cc:tion of T. Winch, Esq., which consisted chiefly

believe t

ff0," un,s
* A Cactus speciosissimus, belonging we

Farquharson, Esq., Clematis Sieboldii, Thunhergia alata, Vallota
purpurea, Poljgala latifolia, Sollya sahcifolia, Thunhergia anran-
faaca, Campanula grandis, Thunb&gia leucantha. Greenhouse

—Rival, Sir Charles Napier, Captain, Snowdrop, and Prince of
Wales, were by Mr. Ingram, nurseryman, Southampton. A dish
of a new Strawberry, to be called the Deptford Pine, of large size
and exquisite flavour, was sent by Mr. Myatt, the grower. Mr.
Sheppard, of Winchester, exhibited a good collection of Pelargo-
niums. The judges on the occasion awarded the prizes as fol-
low:— Orchidaceous plant, 1, Oncidinm flexuosurn, Miss Gamier-
2. J. Fleming, Esq. Stove plant, Rev. G. C. Rashleigh. Collec-
tion of do.. Rev. G. C. Rashleigh. Greenhouse plants. Rev. F.
Beadnn. Climbers, Rev. F. Bearton. Twelve Pelargoniums, ],
Mr. W. Barnes; 2, -not given, the exhibitor, Mr. Barnes, having
gained the first prize in this class ; collection of do.. Col. Wall.
Twelve Ranunculuses, R. Taylor, Esq. Four Shrubby Calceolarias,
\V. J. Campion, Esq. Four Herbaceous do., W. J. Campion,
Esq.; collection of do. mixed, W. J. Campion, Esq. Bo. of Saipi-
glossis, Col. Wall. Twelve Hardy Herbaceous plants. Rev. the

minor; 2, R. Pattison, Esq. Cockscombs, l, Mr.M. Fisher; 2, Mr. Furmidgc, gr to Sir J. Smith, Bart.
Calceolarias, l, R. Pattison, Esq. Annuals, 1 and 2 .Sir
J. W. Smith. Best Ornamental Device, J. J. Farquharson,
Lsq. Best Basket of Cut Flowers, Sir J. W. Smith Bart
Best Nosegay, Rev. G. Seymer. Best Cut Roses, E. Doughty
Esq.; 2. J. J. Farquharson, Esq. Pine, 1, 2, and 3, J. j!

Gott, was an clejrantpovl
"««» ~'i ©wijftui plant. Some beautiful

Rhn™ V*ere exh,bitcd h >
r J - B. Amey, Esq. There was a capitalwiow ot veg-etables, especially of Cauliflowers, Cucumbers, andcaobag-es The show of fruits was not so good, being deficient inquantity, though the quality was superior, especially of Cherries

foltas
6"— Whit

-
Curra"^ &C
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The

l
>ri7-es were awarded

best Raspberries, second best White Grapes, Capt. Garland. Best
Keeping Apples, B> Linthorn, Esq. Best Figs, Mr, Newton, *r to
H. C. Stint, Esq., M.P. Best (-berries, Mr. M. Fisher. The cot-
tagers, as usual, have again earned their well-deserved meed of
praise, their productions still keeping pace with their former exhibi
tions, and gaining for them much approbation.

Exhibition of Roses, Birmingham, July 13.—This took place
at the Athenreum Rooms, Temple Row, Birmingham. There
was a large collection of cut specimens, including a number
of very hue flowers, but the season has evidently been most un-
favourable

5 in fact, some of the collections of the principal
growers were only partially in bloom. The show excited consi-
derable interest among the admirers of this flower, and it will nodoubt have the effect of exciting still greater attention to the
cultivation of the Rose. There were a few specimens in pots

Campion, K>q, collection of do., W. J. Campion, Esq. Four
Fuchsias, 1, Rev. Mr. Henville ; 2, Rev. Mr. Henville. Collection
of Ins, Kev.G.C. Rashleigh. Six Cockscombs, Rev. Mr. Hen-
ville. Six Balsams, Rev. Mr. Henville. Collection of Annuals,
Rev. the Warden. Do. Cut Flowers, Rev. the Dean of Winchester.
Device in da., J. Leigh, Esq. Bouquet, Sir T. Baring, Bart. Col-
lection of plants, C. Seagrim, Esq. Extras.—Pinks, W. J. Cam-
pion, Esq. Achin.er.es longijlora, Rev. F. Bearion. Collection of
Cut Flowers, Sir T. Baring, Bart Ten Herbaceous plants, Cot.
\\*\\. Fruits.—Ph,e Apple, H. Holloway, Esq. Black Grapes,
G. fccagrim, Esq. Best Melon, Rev. Mr. Henville. Best Straw-
berries, 1, vv. j. Campion, Esq.; 2, H. Holloway, Esq. Vege-
tables.—Peas, H. Holloway, Esq. Best Broad Beans, Rev. the
Warden. Best Cauliflowers, Mr. Stride. Best Potatoes, -1, Rev.
Dr. Moberly; 2, H. Holloway, Esq. Best Cucumbers, Mr. Stride.
Best Turnips, Col. Wall. Best Carrots, Rev. the Warden. Cot-
TAGBRS1 Phizes.— Three best Cabbages and second best Nosegay,
E. Bevis. Two best Cabbages, second best Potatoes, and bestNose-
gay, J. Tapliu. Best Potato**, J. Southwell.

Pelargoniums, Alexandrine
Masterpiece, Victory, Lowndes' Perfection, H. "Winch i^n
2, Sylph, Queen Dowager, Joan of Arc, Alexkndrina h'
LittJedale, Esq. Best Pelargonium, Sylph/ H. WtoS *?:
2, Masterpiece

,
H. Litt edale, Esq. Beit Collection of rLs~ bunches of three blooms — not less than *iv varieties.

2

in

conspicua, Magnificence, Donaldsonii, h. Winch, Esq. Th<>w
Fuchsia, I, nuiltiiiora, H. Winch, Esq.; 2

, globosa major RevMr. Jvlaimvaring-. Best Collection of Verbenas, Rev. M r Main
Waring. Best Herbaceous Plant, l, Rev. R. M. Fielden" • <> r
J. Wainwright, Esq. Best Basket of GreenJtouse Plants' i '<a£
^. M. Stanley, Bart. , 2, H. Winch, Esq.

; 3, j. T. Raynes Esn
getf Cut Flowers, 1, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart. ; 2, W. Sharn Fs

"

Best Brace of Cucumbers, 1, H. Hill, Esq.; 2, Mrs. Kinff n3a^ncs and Melons, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart. Best Plate of Bla'eh
Currants, Mrs. King-. Best of White, do., Rev. R. M . Fielden
**est of Red do., Rev. R. M. Fielden. Best of Cherries, Rev. R*
r^- Field'

of Pansies, and a fine collection of seedling Ranunculuses. Thefollowing: is a list of the prizes awarded for Rosfs --o4 R/rtflt«
1, Fulgens, Blush Moss. Violet Bine, Brennns, l)uche"sso h'a »'
S-ouleme, Duke of Wellington, Coupe d'Amour, Coutarrie T a
Tonrterelle, Blush Provence, Venus, Meriora, Queen of henmark, Unique, Morning Star, Titus, Attclaine de Bourbon Car"mine Feu, Village Maid, Catalina, Georpe the Fourth, Mar'ia desDames, Rosa Rujra, Emma; Mr. Coudrev. 2, Roval PumlP
Capitaine Sissolet, Globe White Hip, Tho'rnless Violet Yell w

hpine, Madame Hardy, Fulpens, Madame Dnharry, Neubieuais-
Messrs. Pope and Sons, s, Henri Quatre, Globe Hip, Jaoues'
Great Royal, Prolific Moss, Crimson Damask, Duke of Devon'

Harleston Horticultural Society, July 4.—At the Second Exhi-
bition, notwithstanding: the cold wmn's of the preceding; month,
the Fruits and Flowers did credit to the exhibitors, Mr. Bircham,
of Herienham, exhibited a choice collection of Roses, comprising
most of the new Perpetual and other sorts. Prizes were awarded
as follows -—Best Melons, 2nd do., Roses, best Peas, Chenies, and
Leituees, Mr. J.;wittletnn, gr to the Rev. N. White. 2nd Melons,
I and -2 Kidney Beans, best Cauliflowers, Greenhouse Plants, De-
stgns, and Cut Floivers, Rev. An-hueacon Ulaershaw. :

j
f Straw-

berries, 2 Potatoes, Lettuces, Calceolarias, best 6 Pelargoniums,
R. Priest, Esq. Best Strawberries, 24 Boses, Calceolarias, Cut
Flowers, 12 Pamies, J. JerTes, Esq. 2nd Strawberries, best 12
Roses, T. L. Taylor, Esq. 2nd Cherries, best Potatoes, W. Neman,
Esq. 2nd Cauliflowers, Peas, B. C. Btberidge, Efq. 2nd Green-
house Plants, Mrs. AbeJ. 6 Cut Poses, best 12 Pinks, 2nd stand of
Cut Flowers, 2nd Ranunculuses, Mr. J. Francis. 2nd half-dozen
Cut Poses, G. Carthew, Esq. Best 18 dissimilar Cut Moses, W.

j
Buiin, Esq. 3rd Cut Flowers, C. Etheridg-e, Esq. Best \2Panun-
cnluses, and half dozen Hoses, Rev. W. v. Spencer. 2nd 12 Pun-
sies, best 6 do/, Mr. T. "Adams. 2nd 6 Pelargoniums, Messrs.
Smith and Buck. 3 Pelargoniums, extra prize, Mr. T. Aldons,
Collection of Greenhouse Plants, Rev. W. A. Bouverie.

Kendal Horticultural Society, June 23.— The following: were the
prizes awarded at this show:-—Pelargoniums, SUe Varieties, i f
Miss Wakefield, Sedgwick House, for Gaines's Prince Albert,
Rollisson's Beauty, Grand Monarch, Amethyst, Concert, and
Madeleine; 2, Mr. Ren
Sylph, Ganh'sConserv

nie, gr to J. Gandy, Esq., Bank House, for
ative, Lowndes' Perfection, Gaines's King",

Lord Sandon, andFoster's Alicia -, Single Specimen, \, Mr. Kennie
r ro James Machell, Esc, lor Life-

ior SyJph; 2, Mr. Wilkinson, g-

guardsman. Fuchsias, Six Varieties,

Royal, Ruga, Elegans, Fuhrens, Lady of the Lake'- Mr £
Phillips. 12 Blooms, 1, La Tonrterelle, Unique, Climbing Pro"
vence, Wellington, Globe Hip, Violet Blue, Madame Dubarrv
Provence Moss, Duke of Devonshire, Fulgens, Jacjues, L'Ombre
Agreable; Mr. F. Phillips. 2, La Tonrterelle, Brennns Rosa
Mundi, Venus, Duke of Wellington, Bella Ellen, Dnchcsse d'An

I, Mr, Townley, for

wees and Cabbages, Mrs. King. Curled Parsley, R. W. Barton
£
S<1- Peas, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart. Extra Prizj,;, \y. Sharp'

7f fl- Turnips, ), Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart. ; 2, Rev. R. m. FieldenUxtra Prizt; for Mushrooms, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart. Rhubarb

%t /

ee(lharn
> Es<i- Carrots, Rev. Mr. Mainwaringr.—l4Wer̂ 00}

hJ^€Ston and Chilwell Florists' Society, June 27.—This society»eia its third show at Mr. Flewitt's, Checquers' Inn, Chilweli
following* prizes were awarded tor Ranunculuses :-^

}yhen tlu
Premier
'2nd

the
"VVh

aier prizes—1st class dark selfs, Voslin Ox, Mr. Wheatley
class dark grey, Prittar, Mr. Spray. 2nd class striped, Peter
Great, Mr. Wheatley. 4th class, spotted, Mr

CUh
neatley. 5^ chu$9

mottled, Rose Imperial, Mr. Spray.
ass, edged, Orissa, Mr. Spray. ?th class, dark selfs, Henrietta"

olitip^' .
Sth ela8*> li8ht 8effs> plato

'
Mr.Wheatley. 9th class,w

» Socrates, Mr. Wheatley.

Vrti v, \

ester Horticultural Society, June 24.—The first Exhibition

theni * <llc Council Chamber, and the large room in which
"With

ntR
»
^*c - were arranged was well filled during the afternoon

hooVu°
T

-

1nmny
'
n,ostof the gentry of the town and neighbour

tjGl
aJbemg present. The collections that most excited admira

bitenXV't?ery we»-gTOWn Greenhouse and Stove Plants, exhi-
Woii V! n-

Webster
» ^r to Mrs. Hnskisson, of Eartham

: and a

grto M c
collection (,f 12 varieties, shewn by Mr. Grahfam

Hawkino Tl\
u of Bersted Lodge. Mr. Carmichael, gr to Mrs.

SXCelw' Bignor Park, exhibited some beautiiul Ericas, in

heat m c2"«tio»; they were grown in pits without anv fire

KeshM
1

,Carmichael R £ai" took the first prize for the Green

»ew and striU'ii.o. v^aZ. vC; , ;
x xmnt., xxtrw nu.iauu rerns,

*c., a very goLTcn n^-°
f Fu^^ some veiT ^ne Heartseasevery good collection of Pelargoniums, &c. These plants

alba, Madame Dubarry, Yellow China, Moss. Royal Purple, La
Grande Theiese ; Messrs. Pope and Sons. 6 Blooms, l, La Tour
terellc, Ruga, Thorn] ess Violet, Fulgens, Violet >Jlue, Capitaine
SiSSOlet; Messrs. Pope and Sons. 2, Duchesse d'Angonleme
Madame Hardy, Las Casas, Fulgens, La Tourterellc, Brennns'
Mr. J. Coudrev. 3, George the Fourth, White Globe Hip Las
Gasas, Ruga, Valeur Episcopal, Fulgens; Mr. J. Moore Pot
Poses, 1, White Bath Moss; Mr. F. B. S. Flindell. ' 2, Louis
Philippe d TAngiers : Messrs. Pope and Sons. 3, Fimbiiata (tea
scented; ;

Messrs. Pope and Sons. 4, Princess Helena; Messrs.
Pope and Sons. 5. White China: Mr. F. B.S. Flindell. 6. Yellow
China; Mr. F. B. S. Flindell. Cut Specimens. Premier Cou-
tarde; IUr. J. Moore. Moss, 1, Moss Provence; Mr. J.Moore
2, White Bath; Mr. T. E. Wright. 3, Crimson Moss; Mr l'
Coudrev. 4, Due de Luxembourg j Mr. J. Moore. 5, Moss Fro-
vence

j
Mr. J. Moore. 6, Moss de Meaux ; Mr. J. Moore. 11 hile,

l, White China; Mr. E. Phillips. 2, Rose Unique; Mr. E.Phillips
3, White Globe Hip; Mr. J. Coudrev. 4. White Provence • Mr
J. Coudrey. 5, White Globe Hip Mr. J. Coudrev. 6, Ruga, Mr.
J.Moore. Yellow or Sulphur, 1. Yellow China; Messrs. Pope
end Sons. 2, Queen of bourbons; Mr. F. B. S. Flindell. 3,
Yellow Noisette; Mr. J. Coudrey. <i, Princess Heloise ; Messrs.
Pope and Sons. Blush, l, Duchesse d\An<roulenie ; Mr. J.
Coudrey. 2, La Sedmssnte ; Messrs. Pope and Sons. 3, Starit-
holder; Mr. J. Moore. 4, Cabbage Provence: Mr. J. Moore.
5, Rfiine des Beiges i .Mr. J. Moore. f>, Morning Star; Messrs.
Pope and Sons. Red, 1, Attelaine$ Mr. J. Moore. 2, Coupe
d'Amour; Mr. J. Coudrey. :s, Brennusj Mr. T. B. Wright. 1,

Wellington: Mr. J. Coudrey. 6, Ffllgens; Messrs. Pope and
Sons. 6'. Columhriennc; Mr. T. B. Wright, Purple, 1, Aurora

;

Messrs. Pope and Sons. 2, Procession; Mr. J. Coudrey. 3, La
Tourterellej Mr. E. Phillips. 4, Koval Purple; Mr. J. Moore.
5, Waterloo; Mr. J. Moore. f)

t Wellington j Messrs. Po]>e and
Sons. J>ar/; 1, Fulgens; Mr. J. Moore. 2, Pecquet; Messrs.
Pope and Sons. ;t, George the Fourth ; Mr. J.Moore. 4, Grand
Purple; Mr. E. Phillips. 5, Mottled Velvet; Messrs. Pope and
Sons. 6, Violet Blue

; Mr. J. Moore. Striped or Mottled, 1, Duke
Of Devon; Mr. J. Moore. 2, Ajrlaia Adanson

j Messrs. Pope
and Sons. 3, Village Maid ; Mr. J. Coudrey. 4, Athelin ; Mr. E
Phillips.

(

5, African Black 3 Mr. E. Philhps. 0, Bizarre Mirabeau •

Chandleri, rnvincible, Venus vu-tnx, lnflata fulgida, tricolor
and conspicua j 2, Mr. Rcnnie, for maxima, seedling, Loudonii*
conspicua arborea, Slandishij, and Maenabianaj Single Speci-
men, l, Mr. Reonie, for lulfcens; % Mr. Townley, for Enchantress

;

Cai.ckolarias, 8ia Varieties, Mr. L Whitwell, tor Lady Con-
stable, Sultana, Sir Robert Peel, Plant's Queen, Plant's dclicatis-
sima, and Plant's lormosissimas Three Varieties, Mr. Townley
for Lady Constable, N> niph, and Ar^ns; Seedling, Mr. J. Gold'
for a very pretty seedling named Alice Maud Marv. Cacti'
Three Varieties, Mr. Rennie, for speciosissimus, EpiphylJora
splendens, and Ackermanni. Balsams, Mr. W. Line. Petunias
1, Mr. \\. Hojrir. ^r at Green Bank, for Nixonii, formofa, and
Village Maid; 2, Mr. Rennie, tor Queen Victoria, Bristol Boy
and mag-na rosea. Grbbnhousb Crbkpers, Mr. Rennie, for
Petunia triumphans, Tropaeolum pentaphyllum, and Clematis
Sieboldi ; Single Specimen, h)r. Rennie, lor Hoyacamosa. Basket
of GrbknhouskPi-ants. Miss Wakefield, for a beautiful collection
ofplants, oneol which (GesneraCooperii) was much admired Col-
lection of ditto. Mr. Rennie, containing, among ither plants
worthy of notice, two well-bloomed specimens of Pimelea
hispida, and P. decussata. Ranunculusks, 1, Mr. Remington*
2, Mr. Rennie. pA.vsihS, 1, Mr. R. Cart* r, for Pacha of Egypt*
Queen of the Lakes, MouDtjoy's Victoria. Modesty, Mala of
Orleans, Joseph, Beauty of Kendal, Thompsons Grand Luke
Grace Darling, Grand Duke of Russia, Victoria superba and
Beauty of Westmoreland ; 2, Miss A. Yeates, Mint Cottage tor

Cut Roskk, Twelve Varteti Mr i^
argreaves.

Mr. D. Bailey, gr to J. Brancker,

Kendal, for Calceolarm Standishii and Lady Constable, FuchsiaBroclunannn and Balloonii, and Pelargoninms Enchantress and
(v.psy. Gooseberries, Mr, J. Bateroan, tor Companions, Peas.

Swinburne, Esq., Calgarth, for Myatt's Victoria. Cucumbers.Mr Purvis, for Walkei's newlmprnvcd. Onions, Mr. J. Newby
for White Lisbon. Extra Prizks, Mr. J. Hargreaves, for Ro^a
Devoniensis

5
Mr. Townley, for a finely-grown specimen of Cal.
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eeolaria incomparable; Mr. W. Hogg, for Kalmia rubia
;
Mr. W.

Hope, for Salvia patens. Mr. Bainbndee, lor a Stand ot Plants-

Mr Bainbridge, for a small but beautiful collect ion of Green-

house Plants, among which were specimens of Alstrcemena pelc-

glina, Crassula coccinea, and a Clarkia, which were much

admired. Mr. Airey, for Apples; Mr. Rennic, for Pelaigoniun.,

Desien'rMr.'J7Newby,"foi
: Hardy Bouquet; Mr. J. Newby, for

Pansies; Mrs. Elderton, Mint Hou.se, for Cactus Ackcrnumm.

Lancaster Floral and Horticultural Society, June 30—This
exhibition of Pinks, Roses, and other fiowers.and of triii.s, \ cue-

tables, &c, took place at the National School-room. Green Area,

There was a superb display of Greenhouse Plants, comprising

many of the rarest kinds. The flowers of he season were *,
X

possibly be expected. Of early vegetables there

e specimens, but the show of fruit was not large.
fine as could

were some ine

A most magnificent bouquet was displayed on the centre of

,accd.— \, Duke of St. Albans, J. siouc, jwq.; *. ^''^'-;

<•«. 3, Perfection, J. Stout, Esq.; 4, Unknown, Mr. .1. Warn

v ; 5, Paragon, J. Stout, E^q. Red Laeed.-i, Dreadnought,

Rosk; ; Darkand Dm* P,,>.-1, Tuscan Hose, Mr.Hai;greaves,

P».r,nv street- *> Roval Purple, Mr. Richardson; 3, Miss len.-

ItTur. J Wal.r.lKI 4 Porixit. Mr. Hargreaves, High-street 5
pc
5,

M

Beat
Spencer.

Mold Horticultural Society, June 28.—The first exhibition for

the season took place in the Town Hall. The attendance was

numerous and highly respectable, the day remarkably'toe, ana

the exhibition itself, notwithstanding the unfavourablentss ol the

season, truly excellent. The following prizes were awanieci:—

Greenhouse Plant, I, Sarracenia purpurea, the Rev. u vvyr11iej

'> Eriea ventrieosa s.uperba, the Rev. L. Wynne ;
3, Aiirfgains

Phfiipeii, Rev. W. H. Molineux. Fuchsia, l. formosa elegans,

Mr. C. Parry; 2, corymbillora, Col. Phillips. Six P^go^au,

Ford, Ellel Ball: 6, Roi <ie Rome,
5, Velours Exponrpre, Mrs. Ford, jbiiei »*u; o, '™ - 'T '

Mr. Jonson. CrinLn, Red, u,d Scarlft.-l, George the Fourth,

Princessede Portugal. Mr. Hargreaves, Hign-siree

Mrs. Ford. Yellow, White, and Striped.— 1, Pun
High-street; 6, Unknown,

cesse de Lnm-

nw Ford ; 2, Roi de Siam, Mr. .lonson ; 8, Rosa Od oral a,

Mrs ?or5 , best Grapes, Mrs. Godson ;
Melons, Mrs. Ford ;

Straw-

b,

S ^ ^weet^mTpSge, Co PhmipsT Cactus,-Ackermanni,

tlv. W. H. Molineux. Herbaceous Plant, Phlox setacea Rev.

W. H. Molineux. Four Calceolarias, rosea elegans. Lord ue.oy,

and two of Messrs. Dickson's seedlings, Rev. W. H. ^oimeui.

Herbaceous Calceolaria, 1, Lord Derby, 2, Miss Litt edalc Rev.

W. II. Molineux; 3, seedling, J. W.Eyton, Esq. Twelve Anm Is

(cut specimens.) Clint6nia pulchella, 8ptot^«^«^g»£
Drummondii, Leptoslphon androsaceus, GUia tricolor, PIatyste-

mon californicum, Erysimum Peroiskyanum, Nemophilai tisign is,

N. atomaria, Schizantbns pinnatus, Eutoca viscida, and Esc -

scholtzia crocea, Rev. W. H. Molineux ;
Annual in 1 ot l Clin.

tonia pulchella, Rev. W. H. Molineux ; 2, Tropie'olum peieg"™«m,

Rev. W. H. Molineux. Six Ranunculuses, 1 and 2 Rev L. Yi yline.

Barf /tor*. IWfcrar, While, Rev. L. Wynne- X«ftM,
Rev. W. H.

Molineux; Bed, Omnff*, Pi»7^, Rev. H Jones Ihei mfc

owing to the lateness of the season, were deemed nawratiby of

prizes. Steto Rom, not named, Rev. W. H. Molineux ,
&ixDo.,

Rev. W. H. Molineux; Yellow Rose, Hamsonil, Rev. W. H.

Molineux ; Rose in Pot, Devoniens.s, Rev. W. H. Molineux.

Mr.Meldrum. Pavsies: l, Mr. Carden, Bu.tn ;
2,Mr'•

Waimsicy ,

3, Mrs. Ford. Calceolarias: Mr. Carden, lln.ton ; 2, Mrs. Fertf.

Six Pelargoniums : 1 Mrs. Ford; 2, Mr. Carden. Bouquet o

Hardy Flowers, Mrs. Fold. Bouquet of Exotics Mn-JW-
P*», Mi«. Godson. Beam, J r

Swainson, Esq. Cucwnl^x
Mr. Mcldrnm ; 2. Mrs. Ford. Fuchsias, 1, Mr. Carden; 2, Mrs.

Ford. Dahlias, T. Rawstliorne, Esq.

M
Limerick Practical Horticultural Society, July 1:..— Twenty

embers sent in va'ioir* specimens and productions in Fruits,

•lower-plants, and Vegetables, which were all in good condition,

and which excelled b« th.n quantityand qnalityallovhert-xhib.tmns

of this Society. The following obtained prizes :— 1, Mr. M Donald,

menus, the .

Balsam the Bronze Medal to Mr. T. Charlton, lor the

double Hard'! Garden Rose, Charltorria, the Bronze Medal to Mr.

J Scott For the best 6 Rosea of dissimilar Blooms—Ethereal

Blue George the Fourth, Charltonia, White Provence, Superb,

Tuscan and Moss Rose, the Bronze Medal to Mr. J. Scott.

For the best Collection of double Rose$> of any description, in loose

bunches of three flowers each, as gathered, and of not less than

six distinct varieties, to be exhibited in bottles, the second Silver

Medal to Mr. J. Scott. For the best Petunia (Triumphant), the

Bronze Medal to J. Archbold, Esq. For the best collection oj

Frolic Plants, of not less than three species, the Silver Medal to

Mrs Surtees. For the best single specimen of an Exotic Plant,

Achimenes longiflora, the second Silver Medal to G. Waues,

Esa For the best specimen of a rare or new Exotic Plant, Acro-

nera Loddigesii, the second Silver Medal to G. Wailes, Esq. For

the best seedling of any Florist's Flower, now exhibited tor the

first time Hon. Miss Liddell, Tipped Salmon-coloured Ranun-

culi the Bronze Medal to Mr. A. Craigic. For the best Bouquet

of Flowers, I, the Silver Medal to Mr. T. Charlton 5 2, the Bronze

Medal to Mr. J. Reid, gr to W. Losh, Esq. For the best 12 i elar-

ttmiums, the Silver Medal to Mr. J. Watson, gr to M. Anderson,

Esa For the best 6, the second Silver Medal to Mr. J. Watson.

For the best 3, the Bronze Medal to Mr. T. Charlton. For a col-

lection of Plants from the Nursery of Messrs. PAnson and *mney,

a second Silver Medal. For a collection of 6 Seedling links, a

second honorary Bronze Medal, Mr. I. Scott, named Duke ot

Northumberland, Scott's Cotherstone, Matthew Bell, Esq., John

Hodgson Hinde, Esq., and Dixon Dixon, Esq.

Plymouth Royal Botanical and Horticultural Society, July 20.

—The second exhibition for the present year took place at the

Poval Hotel, Plymouth, and the day being fine, the presence ot

the fashionables from all parts of our neighbourhood, during the

mornimr. folly equalled, if it did not exceed, that of any pre-

vious attendance. The splendid ball-room at the Hotel was that

in which the exhibition took place, and a more beautiful ensem-

ble than it presented we never beheld. The flowers and plants

were admirably arranged, and the utmost taste was displayed m
settiwr everything off to the best advantage. In the centre ot

the room, a variety of beautiful plants were exhibited by Mr.

Rpndle and in other pans of the ball-room were collections

SSffbCTgrounds of Mr. Pontey and Mr. Wood. The fruit was

exhibited in an ante-room, and though the Grapes struck us as

hehnr very fine, we were by no mean* disposed to accord an

eouallv favourable opinion of the rest of the fruit. 1 here were

some large Gooseberries, but as a Dessert-fruit they were infe-

rior The Vegetables were inferior, we think, to those shown at

the "last exhibitions but on this, as on that occasion. Sir d.

Milne carried off several prizes. Fruit.— Pine-Apple, the best-

flavoured, (Queen,) Mr. Griffin, gr to Mrs. Wells ; 2, (Providence,)

Rev W. H. Molineux; Yellow, Mr. W. Jones; White,hyh>h t
Rev.

W. H. Molineux ;
Purple, Mr. W. Jones ;

Dark Black Diamond,

Yellow-ground Pansy, EcJipse, Wkite^<mnd Do., I, ^anr̂ ev.

W.H. Molineux, 2, Mr. W. Jones; Seeding, Rev. W. "Moli-

neux (this flower received an extra mark of approbation from the

'

Green Gooseberries, best 6 Pelargoniums, 2&best Collection of Do.,

tor good Cucumbers, and best Turnips. 3, Mr. Dram, gr. to Sir

H. D. Massev, Bart, 13 prizes; tins gardener had a beautiful

collection of fine Ripe Grapes, in variety, and obtained 5 prizes

in that class alone, Sd best Melons for weight, with a prize for a

eooil Dish of Cherries in variety, 2d best Calceolarias, Dahlias, best

6 Pinks, best Bunch of Hardy Cut Flowers, 2d best Verbenas, and

the best Dish of Nnv Potatoes. 4, Mr. Walsh, jrr to Sir-A.

De Vere, Bart., 4 prizes: for good Punsies,J>est 6 Picotees, 2d best

Coll-

to

J. Jackson. Apples.ripe fruit, the produce of\W, W. Radclije,

Esq.; 2, Mr. C Jeffery. Currants, Black, W. BAdehn. **£ >

While, fewest bunches to the pound, W .

Dickson's,
ws, BlackMolineux, Esq. ; for Collection of Plants, Uam_Messrs.

Nurserymen, Chester. Fuurr: Black and White Qraj

Hamburgh. Rev. L. Wynne. Twelve Apples, Rev. h. Wynne.

GoSebAs, 1, J. W. Kyton, Esq ; 2, Mr. T. Whitley. Vkg.t-

\riks- Bruce of Cucumbers, I, Wilson Jones, Lsq.; 2, L. h- t.
abi.es .

wace j b^ l Wynne . Cauliflowers, W. Jones, Esq.

Lion,) Mr. J. Panlj 2, G. W. Soltan, Esq. WMte,^ ^^

snms,

Fa
White urapei.,

flowers and Cucumbers. 1, Mr. Carm-dy, gr. to W. MouseJl. Esq.,

ute aim JX^"™ "{^
i[t Shallots, Radishes, and Parsley, J. W.

Eyton, lisq. Dish of Herbs, Rev. W. H. Molineux.

Newcastle Horticultural Society, July 18.-The second great

summer exhibition was held within the usual place, and was

superior to any of the July shows of former years. This was

owing to the changes adopted by the committee, whereby the

Griffin, gr. to Mrs. Wells. Green,

of \2 sorts, P. E. Lyne, Esq.; 2, Dr. Budd. Carnations, 12 be;

ceola i

the best aiyl largest

iety oj

Par&nens* 9, Mr. OUlar.lou, gr. to Archd.

Warbu'rtor* aprize for best Onions. 10. Mr. M'Denough, gr. to

W Lloyd. Esq., 17 prizes: for the best Leaf of Strawberries, best

Tender Annuals in variety, ami best Hardy Annuals, 2d best

I-

Seedl
Pots
b
Pot Herbs.
bestMdnn for welghtMstiiEricasJwno^^^^

best G Greenhouse Plants, best Collection qfn in flvwer, best one

largest Collection of Pelargoniums, best Stove £fwfc, * l '";:d

Stocks, best bunch of Ea otic Cut Flowers, SdM Cockscombs,

a prize for the belt Specimen Plant of -he MelTosideros flonbuit-

xim, md s^hoxiomry pr\ze fox sl Bow of^lendid Cut Pelargoniums.

12, Mr. Reimy, gr. to P. Gabbett, Esq., for belt Carnations, best

6 named Fuchsias, 2d best 1 lerbaceous Plants, and best W hxte Celeiy.

13, Mr. Reilv, K r. to J. Russell, Esq.. for the best 6 Dahlias, best

Collection of 36, and 2d best Greenhouse Plants, 1 4, Mr. O Connor,

tr. to C. Mahon, Esq., for best Metonnm\ best Carrots* 15, Mi.

Gardiner, gr. to A. Furlong. Esq., tor best Dish of While Currants

and good Cauliflowers. 16. Mr. M'Mahcm, gr. toM. C. Moore, Esq.;

this gardener sent a Collection of rent finePansies, not for com-

petition, which was admired by the judges. The new Members

admitted at the last Exhibition, were Gen. Lord Dovvnes. Capt.

Croker, G. Bruce, Esq., C. Mahon, Esq., and W. Howley, Esq.

Midland Counties Florists' Society, June 28.—The tlvrd exhibi-

tion for the season was held at :he Swan Inn, Market-place.

fusion and variety. The collection to which tie medal was ad-

iudeed wasmost elegantly exhibited in loose bunches, as gathered

from the bush, and with all the half-open buds and leaves around

them threw into the shade some other collections which might

at a ('-stance have been mistaken for stiff Dahlias, plunged up to

their necks in bottles, conveying no idea either of the habit of

the varieties exhibited, or of the true beauties of this favourite

flower The large collections of exotic plants were beautiful.

The Drize one contained 31 specimens, including many good
The beautiful

also
re

plants, as did also one from Mr. Donkin's garden. The beauti

Achimenes longiQora was exhibited for ibc first time, and all

the curious Acropera Loddigesii, by Mr. Wailes, and medals we

awarded for them. From the same garden were other Orchida-

ceous plants, viz., Maxillaria stapelioides, M. tetragona and

Rod>igu6zia planifolia, the latter growing on a log of wood, ihc

florets' flowers comprised Pinks and Ranunculuses; of the

former there were se\ eral excellent bouquets, and that of Mr. I.

Seottwas composed of most exquisite flowers. There was also a

well-cultivated plant of the blue variety of the old Hydrangea,

from Mr. Archbold'S garden, and a fine specimen ot the rare

English plant, the Bee Orchis, sent by Mr. T. Lawson, which,

from iis being so perfect a copy of the insect, attracted much

attention. Messrs. FAnson & Finney, of the Gateshead Nursery,

sent a large collection of the rarities of the present day, (Orex-

hibitioft, and Mrs. Surtees :i number of Pelargoniums, which

contributed much to the gaiety of the tables. The two bouquets

were of the usual splendid descriptions, and contained many

beautiful (lowers. The following is the list of prizes: —
For the best flavoured Pine-apple, the Silver Medal to Mr. G.

Foreman, gr to J. Lamb, Esq.; for the second Silver Medal, to

Mr. A. Hedley, gr to Sir J. 1 revelyan, Bart. For the best hardy

Yellow Rose (Rosa Harrisonii), the Bronze Medal to Mr. J. OiariCj

er to Mrs. Bewickc. For the best Melon, the second Stiver

Medal to Mr. A. Hedley. For the diBhofbesUflmouredBlac^

Graves the second Silver Medal to Mr. J. Clark. For the dish of

best-flavoured Grapes of other colours, the second Silver Medal to

Mr. J. Charlton, gr to J. Straker, Esq. *«*•;
*ff *gLj

cherries, the second Silver Medal to Mr.W.Kelly, gr to A.Don.

kin, Esq. For the but Bouquet of 12 double ***** n%JX
than 6 varieties -Davy's Ju let. Dj^2«^%
Wellington, Bexley's Beauty, Eltrmgham's Omega, BWEHMO.
Cook's Cupid, andWingham's Duke of^r^^oKS
Silver Medal to Mr. I. Scott. For the belt 6 do., of not less tnan

3 varieties, the Bronze Medal to Mr. Wilson. For the bestBou*

Meaua:, $c, W. C. HodKe, Esq. Calceolarias, ^J^Aminuls,
12, P.E. Lyne, Esq.; 2, W. C. Hodge, Esq. .

T
i"*fcollection,

6 best sorts, P. E. Lyne, Esq. Hardy Annuals, oeg Hardy
W. C. Hodge, Esq. Ten Week Stocks, W'ii^Mr. H,
Perennials, six best sorts, W. C. Hodge, Esq. **?* pr# B udd.
Whiddon. Verbenas, best 12, P. E.

^
}?*?»"*%% Indigenous

Heartsease, best seedling in pot, Mr. F. W« «g J# Enis. Best

Plants, best collection of, (Silver Medal.) ^ • pyizt,
t
(Vanda

specimen rave nlant.no I having bejure oow'

; y((//;M._ Mr. Paul.

Roxburgh
Cock
Vkg
flower,
hers, best brace, R. Robertson, ^%shhaMe* W. Radcliffe, Esq.

Robertson, Esq. Lettuce, 6 best u * ^^ Mrs. Scales;

Peas, J. Briggs, Esq. KidneyJ*."^ lS ir D. Milne. Vege-

Runners, W. Radcliffe, Esq. ^7'.' Vq.; 2, Sir D. Milne; 3,

tables, best basket of, W. c -

,

Hl ' Twfiodtord's Green Marrow,)
J. Briggs, Esq. Extka.— *<'">> K

Robertson, Esq. Basket of

W. Raucliffe, Esq.; (Victoria;,^- Mr. C. Jeffery. Cucunt-

iegetables, Mr. C. Jeffery. Jg^
hers, Mr. Luke.-Devonport D>«<J>___

, a ,; t,fu of Cornwall, July 11.-The second
Jioijal Horticultural Sru.iciy^

cq Jn the p i ytcchnic Hau,

exhibit.on fur the seaso"
oti attendance of company from dif-

^"t^onth. There was a D
ft fair dispJ» Wrt|p *%1,,%1*e ''fl-»"" c

t parts of the county -u^i ^.^ p
,

and vegetables,^s
nur9erymen

srous as "suai.
,

ST>ecimens c

d a tair display of plants and flowers,

lants were not quite so

occupied the spacious
. contributed much to the

gallery, and their bW^i tuC Vxhibiiion. In the group of Stove
splendour and interest ^ firgt prjzej tUcre wa8 a beautiful

plants which obtaioe &Hd fin&jy
-

n flower< There waa
Achimenes 1(,,1^ulo^'

>V.-ir

,

,eii of the same flower in the hall, with
also another fine &

PV. csnera Suttoni, Cattleya Loddigesi, Achi-
beautitul plants™ ncidium pulvinatum. Therewereafine
fnenes peduncuiattt, ^ plants Irom Grove Hill, and a good dis-

collcction ol
.

orec
(]ifl

-
ercilt y^ds, among which was a magnx-

play of Facn»o» frQm £ Thft Fuehsia victoria which
ticcnt F. cor>"»" ,^; ffft «.,«« \u*
obtained' the" second prize was well grown,

were much nv

The Pelargoniums

Rnnnnculnses, l7HMU«i Bartiett's Charlotte, Henning, Qol-

conda, Mason's Nova, Socrates, Temeraire, aird ^ .f^ '^
J.F.Wood; 2, Rosney, Vfcginia, Demosthenes, Quiua ma,
Psyche, Comble de Gioite, Oris* a, and Quintus, Mr. Randall;

Lore numerous than at the first exhibition, an<* Y&&
e season. They comprised some choice seedlings
„ ,4.n.^nmaVD Tim fire* nv^o woe r»tUab\Pll 1>V I'D

a hriirht scarlet crimson with a large spot, 1

rosy crimson : it is a very free bloomer, and

of flowers, from 8 to 1 on a truss.

and the lower pe

v.o... , -...- bears large bunches

With it were exhibitedtwo very

beautiful" seedlings, also raised by^ Mr. Fox ^ one in particular,

called sanguineum, had a

brilliant scarlet. Some pe.ow ,0 ^.. --

Hugh Gough." A group of Roses in pots was good, and

hoautiful seedlings, aiso raiseu uy 1*11. ruA , «»- — r

-

.

eailei'sanguineum, had a very high eolour being o ^r eh^and

u«t]]i.irt* «Psitlftt. Some uersons considered this superior w
in ex-
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cellent flower. The Verbenas in pots were numerous. There

was a good collection of Perennials in boxes, and among the cut

flowers were some very good Pansies, Roses, Stocks, and Pent-

stemons; but of the latter there was only one box shown. The
Cockscombs and Balsams were not remarkable for excellence.

The show of fruit was good, considering that we have had a bad

season for ripening. There were two Pines from one person, of

good flavour and well grown ; the Gooseberries were large and

well ripened, and the dish that obtained the first prize was re-

markably fine. The Strawberries and Raspberries were also

good. There were some good Cherries and several dishes of

white, black, and red Currants. There was one small dish of

seedling Apples, not very tempting to look at, but said to he a

good dessert fruit, and an extra prize was awarded to them.

There were also a single dish of Citrons and a Melon. The vege-

tables exhibited by gentlemen were very good, though in this

department they do not shine so well, perhaps, as the market

gardeners, and the cottagers tread very closely on their steps.

In some cases, the show by the latter very much surpassed 1 hat of

the gentlemen. The first prize was again won by Mr. S. Treseder,

of Truro, whose articles were well grown, and maintained his high

reputation. In the gallery, Messrs. Lucombe, Pince Sz Co., shewed
Achimenes grandiflora, and the beautiful Fuchsia exoniensis, a

new seedling of their own raising : also the Siphocampylus betu-

hefoliuS, which gained a medal hi London, and Manrievilla sna-

veolens. Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, showed drawings of seven

new plants from South America, five of which were climbers;

they were all collected and sent over by Mr. Lobb, their collector.

The climbers were Echitessnlendens, E.utropnrpfirea.Tropje'olnm

azureum, Manettia Mcolor, and Passifiora actinia ;
also the blue

Rondele'tia, a beautiful shrub, and Begonia cocefnea. Messrs.

Veitch also exhibited a splendid seedling Fuchsia, called F.

Rickardii grandiflora. This seedling was raised by Mr. Rickard,

of Probus, who has recently brought into notice some very excel-

lent things. Besides the Fuchsia, Messrs. Veitch showed a choice

collection of Pelargoniums, comprising most of those of esta-

blished beauty ; also a splendid collection of Roses, comprising

about 50 choice varieties, and specimens of hardy Perennials,

Verbenas, &c. Mr. Pontey, of Plymouth, exhibited several plants

of that new and beautiful genus, Achimenes rosea, longiflora,

and grandiflora; also Brugmansia parviilora in flower. Among
the cut-flowers, which were numerous, were Stephnnotus flori-

hundus, Manettia glabra. Ixora rosea, Rondeletia speciosa, &c.

Also a great variety of Pelargoniums, among which were Con-
stellation, Priory King, Beauty, Rising Sun, Wonder, Acme, Sir

Robert. Peel, Blushing Maid, with most of the new and choice

sorts. Roses,— Gloire de la France. Brutus, Village Maid, Jose-

phine Malton, Devoniensis, Bongere, Henri Plantier, Yellow
China, Violet Blue, Fnlgcns, Ancmoneflora, Tuscany, with a

number of other varieties ; many choice Verbenas, Shrubs, and
rare kinds of Perennials, Annuals, &c. Mr. Rendlc, of Plymouth,
exhibited a choice display of floral beauties, which were much
admired. The Pelargoniums were fine, and comprised many of

the newest sorts. Amongst them were Lyne's Lord Ebrington,
dyne's Duke of Cornwall, Princess Royal, Cynthia, Hamlet.
Beauty of Exe vale, Oheron, Constellation, &c. His collection of

Fuchsias was good, comprising several new and rich-coloured
varieties. The selection of English Irises was uncommonly good,
as was also a beautiful collection of Gladioli, comprising many
new sorts. Besides these, Mr. Rendlc had a good collection of

Greenhouse, Stove, and Orchidaceous plants. Mr. Rickard, of
Probus, had a splendid variety of Fuchsias, Roses, Mimuiuses,
Calceolarias, Pansies, Pelargoniums, and Verbenas, and a large
number of other flowers. Mr. Paull, of Gramponnd, had a large
display of Roses, Azaleas, Andromedas, Rhododendrons, and
many other showy ornamental plants and flowers. The premiums
were awarded as follows:— Pest Pino Apple, Black Antigua, G.
C. Fox, Esq. Best flavoured Melon, King's Own, G. C. Fox, Esq.
Best quart of Cherries, May Duke, Mrs. Bull ; 2, May Duke, Mr.
S. Treseder. Best collection of Gooseberries, Red Lion, Bangui),
Highwayman, Brondlat's Atlas, New Seedling. Smelling Beauty,
White Winter, Russan's White, Overall, Regulator, Thean's
Seedling, British Crown, Plain Boy, Greenwood, Queen Anne,
Green-gage, Bog.irt, Kit or Miss, Bunker's Hill, Merryman,
White Bear, White Eagle, Heart of Oak, Whitesmith, Golden
Chain, Trafalgar, Jolly Nailer, Jolly Tartar, Favourite, Ger-
tan's Viper, Lnncashire Lad, Wellington's Glory, Rookwood,
Sovereign, Crown Bob, Necdham's Glory, Golden Yellow,
Roaring Lion, Huntsman, Golden Sovereign, White Rock,
Ashton's Roof Red. Jubilee Red, Glantan's Roof, G. C. Fox,
Esq.; 2, Northern Hero, Heart of Oak, New Golden Drop, Pine
Apple Yellow, Wellington's Glory, Golden Gourd, Jolly Angler,
White Lion, Nelson, Ostrich, Warrington, Teazer, Top Sawver,
Gullet, Blucher. Milk Maid, Slater's Yellow, Rough Robin,
Fuddler, Cheshire Cheese, Red Rose, Elijah, Princess Royal,
Wainman's Ocean, Defiance, London Red, Lancashire Lad,
Nelson's Waves, Laurel Green, Greenwood, Grunday's Powler,
Wentwright's Green Ocean, Roaring Lion, British Crown. Chad-
wick Sportsman, Whitesmith, Layforth, Rookwood, Queen of
Yellows, Viper, Red Champaign, Sir J. Cotgrave, Overall,

Champion. Crawford's Seedling, Radford's Venus, Superior Red,
Bunker's Hill, AVaterloo. Miller's Crown Bob, Old Golden Drop,
Wellington, Trafalgar, Sovereign, Jolly Farmer, Northey's Seed-
ling, Mrs. Sampson. Best Yellow Gooseberries, Mrs. Sampson:
Green or White do., Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P., Carclcw ; Bed do.',

Lancashire, G. C. Fox, Esq. Best White Currants, Mr. J.

Treseder- Red do., Knight's Red, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M. P.;
Black do, Black Naples, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Best White
Raspberries, G. C. Fox, Esq.

;
Red do., Mrs. Sampson. Best

Strawberries Caroline, Mrs. Sampson
; 2, Caroline, Mr. J.

Bishop, Jan. Best Dish of Exotic Fruit, Madras Citron, G. C.
Fox, Esq Kxtka.— Currants, Mr. J. Bishop, jun. Strawberries,

Old Pine, G.'C. Fox, Esq. Apples, Mr. J. Treseder. Best Six
Stove Plants. Maxillaria tetragona. Oncidium papiho, Achimenes
longirlora Calanthe veratrifolia, Rondeletia speciosa, Oncidium
floxuosum, J. P. Magor, Esq. : 2, Achimenes longUlora, Ronde-
tetia speciosa, Catthya Loddiiresi, Ceropegia stapelueformis,

Gesnera Suttoni, TbunbeVgia leucanthn, W. Daubuz, Esq. Best
Collection of Greenhouse Plants, Erica refulgens, E. infundibuli-

farmis, E. cabica major, £. amjuillacea vittata, E. cevinthoides,

E - rariiata, Alstrcemcria psittacina, A. aurea, A. Ilookeri, A.
tricolor, A pelegrina, Nierembfirgia intermedia, Gladiolus
Colvim, Seedling? albidus, Pelargoniums, Prussian King, and
three seedlings, W. Daubuz, Esq.; bestSixnamed Species of do.,

G. C. Fox, Esq. : bestnamed Specimen ofdo.. Kuthales macrophylla,
s 'r C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Best Sir Pelargonmms, Wonder of the

Annuals, Kolana atriplicifolia, Zinnia clcgans coccinea, Z. el.
|

grandiflora, Convolvulus minor, Gilia capitata, Lupinus luteus,

L. Cruickshankii, Phaeetia tanacetifdlia, Antirrhinum speciosum,
Collinsia Mcolor, C. verna, Clarkiu pulchella, Chrysanthemum
Kiteum, Purple Candytuft, White do., New Purple do., Lepto-

siphon androsaceus, L. androsacens albus, Virginian Stock,
Gilia atriplicifolia, Oxyura chrysnnthemoides, Platystemon
cali(6rnicum, two varieties of Antirrhinum venustum, Schi-

zanthus pinnatus, Kemophila insijrnis, N. atomaria, Gilia

tricolor, G. alba, Kaulf&ssia amelloides, Sedum cternieum, 13

varieties of Ten Week Stocks, five varieties of Sweet- Peas,

four varieties of Nasturtiums. (Enotheia tenella, J. P. Magor,
Esq. ; 2. J. S. Enys, Esq. Best Collection of Tender Annuals, G.
C. Fox, Esq. Best 12 Verbenas, Queen, Prince of Wales, Wardii,
picta, teucroides, latifolia, triumphans, arraniana, Pontey ti,

hybrid, teucroides rubra, G. C. Fox, Esq. Best Collection of
Perennials, G. C. Fox, Esq.; 2, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Best
Collection of Roses in Pots, not less than six, Indica carnescens,
Fulgens, Talbott's Bengal, Anna Maria, Seedling from Yellow
China, Caroline, Semperflorens, Highclere Seedling, Indica su-

perba, I. Reevesii, R. W. Fox, Esq.; 2, Indica supcrba, New
China, Belle de Maunge, Semperflorens, Caroline, Anna Maria,

Indica Reevesii, J. centifolia, I. carnescens, Pink odorata, G. C.

Fox, Esq. Best named Collection of Roses, not less than IS dis-

similar blooms— Indica supcrba. Yellow China, Caroline, Crimson
Bonrsault, Anna Maria, Luxembourg.^Moss, White China, Stadt-

holder, Sinensis, Hybrid Lamarque, tricolor, Bonrsault alba,

King of Roses, Scarlet odorata, Triomphe de Guerin, Beauty of

the Plain, Semperflorens, Gaillard, Wellington, Highclere Seed-
ling, Microphvlla, New China, French Yellow Noisette, Asteroid,

Smith's Yellow Noisette, Scarlet Grevillca, Blush Moss, Brown's
Superb Odorata, Indica Reevesii, George IV., De Lisle, Old

Moss, Double Arvensis, Centifolia, York and Lancaster, Burning
Coal, Noisette Charles X., Fulgens, Perpetual China, Pro-

vence invincible, R. W. Fox, Esq.; 2, Victor Hugo, La Mus-
kovie, Marshal Mortier, La Majestueuse, Moss de Luxemhourg,
Village Maid, Triomphe de Bonvilliers, Laurie d'Avout, Beauty,

Due de Choiscul ponctucV, Heine Victoria, Lord Nelson, Fanny
Elsler, Due d'Orleans, Triomphe de Venus, White Provins,

Coutard, Due dc Cambridge, Reine Victorie, Due de Las Casas,

Smith's Yellow Noisette. Triomphe de Rennes, Madame D'Esprcz,

Celestial Blush, Gconrina, Triomphe de Rheims. Seven Sisters,

Charles X., Hymenee, Yellow China, Formosa. Moss, Dark
China, W. M. Tweedy, Esq. Best 6 Roses of named s<,rts,

Hybrid China, French White, Crested Moss, Ruga, General

Andre, Ferrugineuse Moss, R. W. Fox, Esq. ; 2, Sir C. Lemon,

Bart., M.P. Best 6 named Calceolarias, Julius, Queen of East,

rubra aurea, arbnroa, Rembrandt, Mazeppa, G. C. Fox, Esq.

Best Collection ofPhlo.r, floridana, suffruticosa, omnitlora, sub-

ulata, acutifoiia, pvramidalis alba, intermedia, Drnmmondn, J.

P. Magor, Esq. Best Collection of Stocks. R. W. Fox, Esq. Best

Collection of jVimulus in pots, guttatus pictus, cardinahs su-

perbus. Youngii, rosens, moschatus, cardinalis, Smitmi, W heel-

erii, R. YV. Fox, Esq. Best Collection of Larkspurs, graudi-

Best 3 Lettuces, J. S. Enys, Esq. Best 6* Artichokes, Sir C. Lemon,

Bart., M.P. Best brace of Cucumbers, J. S. Enys, Esq.; 2, W.
Daubuz. Esq. Best 12 Carrots, G. C. Fox, Esq. Makkkt Gar-

deners' PRtzfeS.—Best Basket of Vegetables, Mr. S. Treseder;

2, Mr. J. Treseder; 3, Mr. X Bishop. Extra.— Ojuous, Mrs.

Bull.—West Briton and Cornwall Advertiser.

St. Andrew's Horticultural and Floricultural Society, July 12.—

The second meeting lor the season took place in the Town-hall.

The show oi flowers was fine, and the competition, in many in-

stances, close. We mav notice the Pelargoniums in particular, as

magnificent specimens of first-rate varieties, and finely grown.

The Heartsease also were splendid, and closely contested ;
and

the silver medal given by J. Thomson, Esq., for the best thirty

varieties was a difficult subject for the judges todecirie upon. The
show of fruits was small, clearly showing the lateness of the

season. Vegetables were, in general, tine. In short those who
gained prizes, and those who did not, had alike great reason

to be proud of their productions, for they invariably reflected

great credit upon the exhibitors.' Prizes were awarded as follows

:

—J. Hardie, gr to Dr. Cook, for the best thirty pods of Peas,

Cubbazcs, and Lettuces. J. Kasson, gr to J. highs, Esq., for the

best Gladiolus, si.v Vianthuses, second best sir Ran a7iculuses,

three Chinese Roses, sir other kinds of Roses, two Cape Stocks,

sir Pinks, and six hardy Herbaceous Plants. A.Scott, gr to J.

I umsdaine, Esq., for the best two Fuchsias, second best three

Greenhouse Plants, four Petunias, three Verbenas, two hardy

Shrubs, one Plant of Fuchsia fulgens, sir hardy Annuals, one

bunch of White Frontignan Grapes, and one Cucumber. A.

Poustie gr to J. Wyld. Esq., for the best si.v Ranunculuses, three

Verbenas, two Cape Stocks, s ! ,r Pinks, six Apples of 1842, second

best tweh-e Heartsease. W. Connacher, gr toll. Stewart, Esq., for

the best three Greenhouse Plants, four Petunias, three Chinese

Roses four Calceolarias, Iwmlu-four Pelargoniums, one Petargo-

niumCPr'^cc Albert.), two Stocks, sir Roses, two hardy ft/rubs, one

plant of Fuchsia fulgens, three Salvias, six Annuals, six Ilerba-

nivms, l, Annette, Beauty, Leila Jones, Rev. C. Oxenden; 2,

Comte de Paris, Little Wonder, Matilua, Rev. C. Oxenden. One
do., Jewess, Rev. C. Oxenden. Three shrubby Calceolaria-:,

Green's King, Pizarro, Antiquary, J. Godfrey^ Esq. Three
Fuchsias, I . Chandleri, racemifora, conspicua, Rev. C. Baylay

;

-Z, Brewsteri, formosa elcgans, racemiflora, J. P. Plumptre, Esq.,

M.P. One do., racemiliora. Mrs. Han morel. Three Cacti,

speciosus, two Ackermanni, J. P. Plumptre, Esq., M.P. One do.,

speciosissimus, J. Godfrey, Esq. Three Annuals, SHiizunthus
retusus, Phlox Drummondii. Phlox Drummondii snperba, Mr.
Sankey. Three Hardy Plants, Siachys speciosa, Agapanthua
umbellatus. Antirrhinum caryophyllum, Mr. Sankey. Three
Balsams, Mr. Sankey. Bulb, Jacoba?a Lily, Mrs. Pa pill on.
Climber, Clematis Sieboldi, J. Godfrey, Esq. Rose, Fairy, Mr.
Sankey. Six Greenhouse Plants, Abutilon striatum, Gesncra
splendens. Gloxinia rubra, Erica ventricosa, Erica primulina,

Ascleoias curassavica, J. P. Plumptre, Esq., M.P. Three do. f

Abutilon striatum, Siphocampylus bicolor, double Oleander, Mr.
Sankey. One do., Metrosideros iloribnnda, Mrs. E. Gregory.

Twelve Roses, 1, Abbesse, Devoniensis, Bizarre, Marbree, Magna
rosea, Fulgens, Enchantress, Mansais, Triomphe d'Angers,

Brennus, Mienonne, The Caroline, Madame Laffay, J. Godfrey,

Esq.! 2, Crimson Moss, Celestial, Corvisart, Tourterelle, La
Fayette, Village Maid, Globe, White Hip, Victor Hugo, White

Moss, Celine, Crimson Damask, Felicite Perpetnelle, S. M. Hilton,

Esq. Twelve Pinks, I and 2, Mr. G. Denne. Twelve Ranunculus,

l,Mr. Dadds; 2, Mr. Quested. Twelve Pansies, I, Regulator,

Eclipse, Peter Dick, Lord Francis, Imogene, Prince Albert,

Queen of Whites, Haidee, Black Joke, Curion, Paul Pry, Souter

Johnny, Mr. Quested ; 2, the same, with Hamlet and Cnpp's

Ellen, instead of Black Joke and Curion, Mr. Quested. Twelve

Hard// F/oivers, Cheilanthus, two varieties, Gladiolus byzantinus,

double White Rocket, Antinhinum new striped, Antirrhinum

crimson, Pentstemon gentianoides, White Star of Bethlehem,

White Foxglove, Lupinus polyphyllus, Spiraea ulmaria, Monk's

hood, Mr. Dadds. Bit German Stocks, 1, Mr. Quested ; 2, Mr.

G. Denne. Six Pelargoniums, Sylph, Comte de Paris. Conserva-

tive, Bridesmaid,. Beauty, Priory Queen, Rev. C. Baylay. .Six

Irises, Iris Xiphium, Iris Xiphioides, five varieties, Mr. Keeler.

Red Stocks, Mrs. Hudson. Bouquet of Greenhouse Flowers.

J. Godfrey, Esq. Hardy do. t J. P. Plumptre, Esq., M.P. Floral

device, 1, Mrs Hudson; 2, Mr. A. Gardener. Fruit.—Melon,
Scarlet flesh, Rev. J. Monins. Grapes, Black Hamburgh, Sir

B. W. Bridges; 2, White Sweetwater, J. P. Plumptre, Esq., M.P.
Strawberries, i, Downton, Mr. Elgar; 2, Mr. Dadds. Wall

Cherries, May-duke, Rev. E. Gregory. Do.,not Walt, Mr. Sankey.
Gooseberries, J. Elgar. Currants, White Dutch, Mrs. Hudson.
Raspberries. J. Elgar. Dessert Apples, 1, Sharp's Russet, Mr.
Dadd's; 2, Golden Russet, Mr. Dadds. Kitchen Apples, 1, Royal

Russet, Mr. Dadds ; 2, Norfolk Bciiufin, Mr. Dadds. Vegeta-
bles.- Grm? Peas, 1, D. Denne, Esq.; 2, W. O. Hammond,
Esq. Broad Beans, S. M. Hilton, Esq. Cucumbers, 1, and 2,

Weedon'fi frame), Capt. Swann. Cauliflower, D. Denne, Esq.

Cabbage, Wellington, Mr. H. Cart. Lettuce, Paris Cos, Mr.

Sankey. New Round Potatoes, Cockney, Mr. Cousins. New
Kidney do., Ashleaved, Mr. H. Cart. Best Collection of

indigenous jUants, 1). Denne, Esq. Extra. Basket of Vegeta-

bles, Lady Montresor. Cottagers' Piuzics. Flowkur.—Best
Stock, S. Read ; best Pelargonium, T. Davis ; best Plant, T. Davis.

Fruit.—Best Gooseberries, i, t. Davis ; 2, J. Garlinge. Currants,

J. Petley. Raspberries, J. Petley. Rhubarb, 1, J. Brown; 2,

J. Tucker. Vegetables.—Best Cauliflower, J.Tucker. Cabbage,

1, E. Soles; 2, H. Miles. 'New Potatoes, 1, J. Hooker; 2, W.
Cousins. Beans, \, J. Simmons j 2, J. Hooker. Peas, l, J.

Joiner 5 2, C. Matum. Onions, 1, J. Hooker; 2, T. Davis.

Lettuce, 1, J. Hooker; 2, J. Joiner. Basket of Herbs, T. Elgar,

Basket of Vegetables, 1, J. Tucker ; 2, J. Hooper: 3, J. Joiner;

4,\T. Elgar. Extra.—Gooseberries, R. Garlinge. Potatoes, J.

Goodban. Plant, S. Marsh. Potatoes, J. Wimble. Peas, V.

Ellen. Potatoes, G. Pay. Do. S. Ellinor. Plant, A. Young.
Preserved Cherries, T. Read. There were also collections of

ilowers from the neighbouring nurserymen.

Miss Bulteel, Jewess, Mulberry, Imogene, Peter Dick, Jewess,
vivid, Goldsmith, Miss Cholmondelev, Tarn O'Shanter, Lady
Alacbeth, Eclipse, Queen Victoria, Tippoo Sam, Gem, Lady
Macbeth, Mr. W. J. Rawlings: 2, Seedling from Eclipse, Black
Krnsht, Grand Turk, Robin Adair, Mulberry, Express, Golden
Sov CI

.

cisnT M «AdamS| Venice, Lady Flora Hastings, Climax,
Miss Temple, Prince of Wales, Laura, Princess Royal, Silver-
lock's Prince Albert, Admirable, Masterpiece, Tiger, Village
I ride, Incomparable, Delicata, Antonia, Eclipse, and six Seed-
lings, Mr. R. Dunn. Best Collection of Ornamental Plants in
flower, Cattleya Harrisonire, New Asclepias, raised from seed
sent from Mexico, Conquest, Fulgens supcrba, Pelargonium
JMicnantress, Brugmansia suaveolens, six Fuchsias, Gloxinia
luoia, Pimelca decussata, Ceropcgia elegans, Epidendrtim coch-
icatum, 1 etunia grandiflora, Gesnera Suttoni, Ceropcgia stauelijc
lormis, Clerodcndrum paniculatum, Manettia glabra, JnstScia
carnea, Rondeletia speciosa, Thunhergia aurantiaca, Lopho-
spermum scandens, G. C. Fox, Esq. Best Collection of Hardy

Fuchsias, Verbenas, three Pinks, four Ranunculuses, three Calceo-

larias, four Vianthuses. four Antirrhinums, twenf// pods of Pens,
lbs.)

ek,
two Cauliflowers four Turnips, four stalks 0j Rhubarb (8 lbs

wcand best si.r Heartsease ami twelve Potatoes. Mrs. Benvl

best SW Heartsease, two Cabbages, SUC Carrots I welee Potnloes

;

SfCond best three Pinks, three Calceolarias, fuur Antirrhnnnns,

I
ifraSfte^^ "*^"& '^''Wi'fiw, one' Cucumber; second best four

Ranunctduscs, two Cauliflowers, and six Carrots. Mr. J. 15..iu,

-
tWo Cape Slacks. W. Morris, for the best

The silver medal given by J. Thomson,

teenlit pads of Peas, four Turnips, and two Lettuces. Dr. took.

:il
- the best twenty pods of Peas, two Let lures, twenty-four

fcr the second best

Cattacer*8 Cabbage.

Ei n Australia, for the best thirty varieties of Pansy, was gained

bv Mr Connacher. The judges awardejl an extra prize to Mr.

Connacher for a number of beautiful seedling Pelqrgomums.

There were from Mr. Pain, some fine Raminculuses and a Primula

sinensis. From Gilsion—A few apples oi 1842 in line preserva-

tion • from St. Fort—A fine collection of naiscellaneous .flowers
j

from' the Priory—A branch of Clianthus puuiceus, taken from a

larceulant in full flower in the open garden, which has been

out two winters; a plant of Gardtfquia mnltif.ora, and two pots

Of Capsicum, ladeu with fruit: from Mrs. Wemps of D«»J»-
A collection of fine Pelargoniums, and a specimen of WaiKei s

rucumber, 21 inches in length ; from Mrs. Berwick- !•our very

Kae early white Dutch Turnips; from Mr. Cruickshank-Two

a ge stems and loaves of the Victoria Rhubarb J
to J

J Brown—Some fine ea.ly Kidney Potatoes, and early Hom
Can\tts.—Fifeshire Journal.

Winisham Horticultural and Floral Societt', June 2Q.—At the

exhibition of tills Society, the day, although not rainy, was cold

and uninviting, and consequently the visitors were not so nume-

Susasusualfthose who did attend were amply rewarded, for

the display of good flowers was much greater than could have

been expected at this season. The vegetables were also gooa,

and the competition extensive. The prizes were distributed as

follows: -Subscribers' Piuzks. Flowers.—Three Pelargo-

NOTICES o* NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Tr6m.ius acaums. Stemless Globeflower. (g*% B«*£
ccous Perennial.) Ranunculaceie. Polyandna Polygyma.-ihis

is among the most curious plants that have been procured for

our gardens by the liberality of the East btetem It

has, in many respects, the appearance of a little Kranth us, f

which it will probably prove the summer rival, foi it does not

flower till July, ^hetheror not the flowers will always preserve

their dwarf stature, or whether as it becomes stronger this

species will elevate itself a little more, cannot at present be

ascertained, for we know nothing of it in a wild state. 1 his is

remarkable in it, that the flowers arc not globose, as in the old

species of Trollius, but spread open, m a starry mariner, like

those of an Anemone. The petals are deep orange ; the carpels

are 15 in number. It is a neat, hardy herbaceous plant, growing

freely in a mixture of sandy loam and peat, and m rather a darnp

situation It is increased either by seeds or by dividing the

old plants: but the young plants grow but slowly at first, and

will not 1U wer before the second season.- Ji^>,, -at Regwter.

AF'.unrs vnw;vs. Deep-grceii-leavcd Air-plant. (Move Epi-

phyte.) Orchidace*. Gynandria :.H)nandria.-A very fine plant

from Java, with sweet-scented flowers as large as those of A.

odoratnm.white, stained, and spotted wih deep hhc. Its leaves

are remarkable for their bright green colour. Me sr;. Lodd.ges

have recently flowered it. Acrides odoratum qnmquevulnera

crispnm, »ffine, and virens, would form such a cluster of beaut]iful

flowers as it would be very difficult to match for beauty if all the

vegetable kingdom were ransacked.— Botanical Register.

Goncora tRuncata. Truncated-flowered Gongora. (Stove

Evivhutc) Orchidacese. Gynandria Monandria.— A Mexican

s-.ecics quite distinct irom any previously described, introduced

from Mexico bv Mr. Rucker, who received it from Linden, in

1840 The flowers are pale straw colour, with some brownish-

purple speckles and a yellower lip. .Before expansion they

are almost of the form of a bean ; which is owing to their sepals

being so blunt that when flattened they are almost ot the form of

a half oblong. The lip has no speckles at all, and looks as if

varnished* It has a very peculiar scent, and is a really fine

thing.- Botanical Register.

EvinK.vnnuM arbusculum. bnrub-Iike Epidendrum. (Stove

Epiphyte ) Orchidacese. Gynandria Monandria. — For some
yims 'here has been in our gardens, to which it has been intro-

duced by the Horticultural Society from Mexico, a singular Or-
chidaceous plant, with a large branching stem, leathery leaves

three or four inches long, and many pale stout roots, and no one
could tell what it was. It has now i-sowered with the Society,

and proves to be the Epidehdram arbusculum, a species dis-

covered by Mr. Uartweg, flowering in April, near a place called

San Juan Sacatepequez, It is more curious than beautiful,

resembling E. nutans in some respects, and quite destitute of

brilliant colours. The flowers are a dull chocolate, only relieved

by a patch of yellow in the middle of the label! urn. The Utter

organ is so folded back at the sides and front, that, although it is

really almost circular, it has altogether, the form of an old-

fashioned three-cocked hat.—Botanical Register.
CkakoTBITS uivakicatus. Branching Ceanothus. (Hardy

Shrub.) Rharonaccse. Pentandria Monogynia. — Under this

name we are able to announce the introduction of another heau-

tiiul hardy shrub. It is described as a straggling bush, in Cali-

fornia, becoming sptny, and loaded with clmtersof blue flowers.

As yet it has not flowered, but ihe young bushes have beautnuL

deep-green, glossy leaves, *nd it maybe anticipated that in a

country so much damper than California, as England is, it will

preserve that verdure which now makes it so very attractive.

The plant has been raised bv the Horticultural Society, from

seeds presented by R. B. Hinds, Esq., rate surgeon of H.M.'i
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ship the Sulphur, by whom it was found in California in great
abundance, and forming a most conspicuous object.— Botanical
Register.

PitcaIrnia micrantha. Small-flowered Pitcairnia. (Stove
perennial.) Bromeliacea*. Hexandria Monogynia. This singular
little species was found among some Orchidaceous plants imported
from Rio, in December, 1841, by Lieut. Christopher Smith, of H.M's
Packet

« Star," and presented to Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., 3VI.P.
It flowered at Carciew in March, 184:*, and proves to be very distinct
Jrom any other of the genus to which it belongs, as well as the
smallest that has yet come under our notice. It requires the constant
heat ot a damp stove ; and thrives very well cither in loose vegetable
matter, or on the decayed branch of a tree. The leaves are numerous,
flat, undulated at the margin, flaccid, spreading and recurved, linear-
lanceolate acute, from nine inches to a foot long, and about an inch
wide; of a deep green above, and a pale glaucous green beneath,
without any spines at the edges. The scape is erect, nine inches
long, issuing Jrom the centre of the plant, of a brownish green,
remarkably slender, round and downy, with several linear bracts
along the stem, which is half its length, covered with flowers ; while
the flowers are white, not exceeding a quarter of an inch across,
drooping and opening one or two at a time in succession, from the
base upward.

—

Botanical Register,

MISCELLANEOUS.
Hyatt's Pine Strawberry.—It is a very singular fact,

to which we have alluded on a former occasion, that
Myatt's Pine Strawberry, one of the best of all kinds,
should he so entirely uncultivable by most persons, and
yet should flourish with the greatest luxuriance here and
there. We last year mentioned the fact, that in Mrs.
Marryat's garden, at Wimbledon, the sort succeeds abun-
dantly, and proves most prolific. This year it has con-
tinued to preserve all its vigour and fertility; and yet
plants from Wimbledon, transported to the garden of
the Horticultural Society, are just as unmanageable as
ever; scarcely growing, and bearing little or nothing.
We must, then, again beg to inquire among our correspond-
ents whether, since last year, their experience enables
them ro_ point out how this most valuable sort can be
grown with certainty.

The British Association.—We find it announced that
the next meeting of this body will take place at Cork, on
Thursday, the 17th August next. The circulars just
issued state that there will be arranged in the rooms of
the Agricultural Museum, open daily to members and
ladies provided with tickets, an exhibition of philosophical
apparatus, models, machinery, collections of natural
history, and manufactured products ; and that an exhibi-
tion of flowers, fruits, and vegetables, open to members
of the Association and ladies provided with tickets, will

take place, in honour of the Association, on Tuesday, the
22d August, at 2 P.M., in the large room of the Corn
Exchange.
Mr. Hartweg.—Wc have great pleasure in announcing

the safe return of Mr. Hartweg to this country, after his
long travels in equatorial America, in the service of the
Horticultural Society. During nearly seven years he has
been ransacking Mexico, Guatemala, Guayaquil, Popayan,
and New Granada, and the large number of tine plants
obtained during that period bears witness to the zeal with
which his researches have been prosecuted.

Cotton Seed for Cows.—It is stated in the American
Agriculturist, that if cows are fed upon boiled cotton
seed, with a little chopped corn added, it gives the butter
a rich flavour and fine yellow colour, and doubles the
quantity. The cotton seed must be well cooked, which a
few minutes boiling will do.

Disease in Potatoes.—We learn from the local papers
that at a late meeting of the Probus Farmers' Club, the
prevalent disease of the Potato crop was brought under
consideration. It appears that Sir Charles Lemon has
for some time past directed his attention to this subject,
and with a view of eliciting the opinions of the members
of the club, and stimulating them and others to institute
experiments which might determine the very frequent
cause of failure in the Potato crop, he furnished them
with the following paper, confessing at the same time that
he had obtained as yet no satisfactory result. The
symptoms of the disease, says Sir Charles, are as follows:
—The sets appear to sprout as they ought, and as others
which surround them in the same field have done

; but
they are stopped short before they reach the surface, and
no leaves are formed. Large patches in the field are thus
left bare; and when the ridges are dug up, it is found
that these abortive sets have formed each a little button,
about two or three inches from the surface, and, as it

were, gone to rest after the effort. The disease produced
no very sensible effects on the crops till about four or five
years ago ;

but I have been informed by a farmer of this
neighbourhood, that he recollects a few instances in which
these little dwarfs, called by the country people " Bobbin
Joans," were noticed as long ago as 30 years. In the
neighbourhood of Penzance, a great Potato country, the
failure of crops from this cause has been more general and
more destructive than in this part of the county, in
some instances destroying one-third of the produce.
This information I derive from a gentleman residing; there,
on whose accuracy I place great confidence. Without
dwelling on the name, then, let us inquire as to the thing,
unde derivator "Bobbin Joan?" The form in which
the question first presents itself, is, whether the defect is

owing to the soil or the seed? Whether, in fact, some
principle necessary to the growth of perfect Potatoes is

either naturally wanting in the soil, or has been, by exces-
sive culture, extracted ? And, again, whether the Potato
may not have contracted some disease, or perhaps have
exhausted that vitality which we know will last only a
limited time after the creation of a new plant from
blossom seed, though its produce maybe extended over
an unlimited surface by the propagation of its offspring.
And this latter supposition is that adopted by the gentle-
man to whom I have before alluded ; who says that the
Potatoes in his neighbourhood "have degenerated, are
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degenerating, and ought to be regenerated." I shall
presently state reasons why I do not agree with him ; but
first let me give the history of some of his experiments.
He first took some Potato sets from a field which was
much infested with "Bobbin Joans," and planted them
in new ground; in the crop which was produced, there
were some, but not very many of these abortions. He
then planted sets of a fresh sort in the ground previously
supposed to be infected, and the crop was entirely free
from the deformity. At my suggestion, a farmer in this

neighbourhood has made the same experiments ; and
though the result agreed with that obtained near Pen-
zance only in this, that good sets produced perfect
Potatoes in ground which had previously produced
" Bobbin Joans," I think it is enough to prove that the
condition of the soil is not the true cause of the complaint.
The point in which the issue of the experiments made
here differed from that arrived at near Penzance, related
to the reproduction of imperfect Potatoes from diseased
sets. Here none such appeared ; but there was a good
and healthy crop. Moreover, I have planted in garden-
ground, the very " Bobbin Joans" themselves, in which,
if anywhere, the disease must have prevailed ; and in due
time, I dug up an abundant return of Potatoes, every one
of which was sound and of full size. From the foregoing
experiments, it appears to be clear that the condition of
the ground is not the sufficient cause of the effect, and
there is also a reasonable presumption that disease or
constitutional debility in the plant, arising from the
decrepitude of age computed from the original sowing,
does not explain the loss of energy in the plant
which was^ so easily revived by renewed planting.
Then, I think, we must look about for other causes to
account for the stunted growth described ; and the mode
of planting the sets suggests itself as the most natural.
There is some analogy between the effects thus produced
and the habit which may frequently be observed in the
growth of certain bulbous plants. The common autumnal
Colchicum, for instance, if planted too deep, will make a
shoot which stops short of the surface, and then forms a
bulb in the position most favourable for its growth in the
ensuing year ; and I have even seen cases when the plant
has been accidentally buried very deep, where three or
four of these bulbs have been formed at nearly equal dis-
tances from each other—thus, as it were, making its

journey to the surface by stages. Therefore, planting too
deep, I have no doubt, may in some cases be the cause
of the production of " Bobbin Joans." The root may
not have strength to reach the surface ; and so transfers
its substance to a more favourable position. But this is

a very imperfect solution of the difficulty ; for in a field

where the culture has been equal, and apparently there
has been no variation in the depth of the plants in dif-

ferent parts, " Bobbin Joans " have occurred in one place,
and been entirely wanting in every other. This same
remark is applicable to the idea which suggested itself to
me, that insufficiency of nourishment and the absence of
light might account for the imperfect growth of the set

;

as described in the third volume of the Horticultural
Society's Transactions, page 48. It is there stated that
Potatoes covered with sand, and placed in a cellar, will

produce small-'tubers, exactly resembling " Bobbin Joans."
The author thus explains the phenomenon. " The
Potato, from the abundant nourishment which the
tuber affords to the embryo plant, has an extraordinary
disposition to vegetate ; and it seems to be possible to

place it in such a situation that the vegetating power,
being prevented from exerting itself upwards so as

to form stem and leaves, should be employed in throwing
out roots only with their appendages." But I do not
see how this cause can exist in the open field, or what
is to prevent the vegetating power from exerting itself

upwards ; and I believe we must look in another direc-

tion for the natural history of " Bobbin Joans." The
following circumstances seem to point to that direction

;

and I submit them to the growers of Potatoes as leading
to a conjecture to be verified or, contradicted by their
experience :—From a heap of Potatoes lately turned, some
of which had shot out to a considerable length, two or
three examples have been brought to me in which the shoot
had been suddenly stopped by a small tuber. On cutting
open the Potato, I found that the inner substance had
entirely decayed away, and not more than half an inch
remained of the interior substance. This, however, ap-
peared to be perfectly sound. Furthermore, on referring
again to the farmer from whose field I first got the M Bob-
bin Joans," and who had suffered severely in his crop in
the season before last, I learnt that the Potatoes from
which he had taken the sets which produce the defective
crop, had been drawn in very wet weather, and stowed
away without being properly dried. They had remained
in that state ; and 1 have no doubt that incipient decay,
though unperceived when the Potatoes were cut, had
produced some change in the substance unfavourable
to the growth of the set. Heating by fermentation,
or from any other cause, and perhaps frost, may pro-
duce the same sort of disorganization

; and I think it is

not difficult to conceive that the starch of the Potato,
being prematurely changed into sugar, and dissipated
before the young plant is in a condition to absorb it, the
set may be rendered unable to afford the nourishment
requisite for healthy growth. What remains of the ori-

ginal substance may be simply transferred to the little

tuber, as the substance of the cotyledons of a bean are

transferred to the root-leaves, before those leaves have
begun to perform their functions, and attract from the

atmosphere the proper nourishment for the infant shoot.
The reasoning which I have thus indulged in 1 confess is

not conclusive, but it may point the way to some useful

and practical conclusions, and I offer it in the hope that

the subject may be taken up by a more experienced agri-

culturist. In my hands the result pretends to no more
than to be conjectural

; and ray surmises are as follows :

—

1st. That a chemical change may occur in the internal
substance of a Potato which the eye cannot discern ; but
which may render it unfit to afford nourishment to a
young plant in the first season of its growth. 2d. That
this incipient decomposition may be produced by damp-
ness, by heating, or by bruises. 3d. That the utmost
care is requisite to preserve that portion of a crop which
it is intended to plant again in the most perfect state

of health and integrity.— Carciew, April 18, 184.3.

P.S.—Since writing the above, a circumstance has been
related to me, which at first appeared to be entirely inex-
plicable, according to the view which I have taken ; but,
on reconsideration, I think it is not at variance with my
conjecture :—A large quantity of Potatoes were cut for
seed.

_
Some of these were planted in the morning, and

some in the evening of the same day. Those which were
planted in the morning grew well ; those planted in the
evening produced dwarfs, and ended in a failing crop.
Now, I think we have only to suppose that incipient fer-

mentation Dad taken place in the heap of cut Potatoes,
and the result may be thus explained. The sets which
were at the top of the heap were sown first; and these
would be less affected by the exclusion of air and the
pressure of the heap. Those sown in the evening were at
the bottom of the heap, and may have been bruised by the
weight of the mass above them,—at all events, fermenta-
tion would commence there ; and therefore the chemical
change of substance which would end in fermentation,
would commence there also.—At the conclusion of the
paper, a rather long and interesting discussion ensued
between the members of the Club, as to the cause of the
disease in question. Its destructive effects were acknow-
ledged by all. but so completely were the opinions of the
members at variance, as to the cause, that it was recom-
mended that experiments be instituted forthwith, and we
recommend others to do so also, so that we may now hope,
as the subject is fairly brought before the public, that it

will be thoroughly investigated.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Miss Traill's, Hayes, near Bromley, Kent.—Although the season

at which this place is seen to the greatest advantage is somewhat
past, there is, nevertheless, much to engage the attention of
those who take an interest in well-grown plants. The Pelargo-
nium-house, a pretty span-roofed edifice, is filled with good
middle-sized specimens of the best varieties in cultivation,
Which, although slightly on the decline, still exhibit evident
traces of the skilful manner in which they have been bloomed.
This house also contains some choice Heaths; for example, two
remarkably healthy plants of Erica Massoni, each 18 inches high,
one bearing dense trusses of its beautiful light-green and crim-
son flowers; E. ovata, a noble variety with extremely large
waxy, flask-shaped blossoms, and of robust habit; with finely-
formed specimens of E. retorta, ampullacea, SaviHeaim, and the
rare infundibulilormis, each of which will shortly be one mass of
bloom, two feet in diameter and the same in height. Here also
we saw a young plant of Fuchsia Eppsii-a strong- growing
variety, with flowers of a large size, the sepals of which are
bright carmine, the petals, being, however, deficient in that
depth of purple which is so desirable ; it is, moreover, stated to
be a shy bloomer. In the open air, but sheltered from the sun
by one end of the Pelargonium -house, are two magnificent
specimens of BOrdnia serrulata, trained to hemispherical trel-
lises, and literaliy covered with their bright rosy flowers; with a
healthy plant of GompholoMrium polymorph um. Fronting this
house is a small lawn, neatly laid out in beds of various rorms,
planted with Roses, Pinks, and half-hardy border plants ; and on
the right of this, against the north side of a wall, a large collection
of Heaths and other hard-wooded plants are arranged . Those in
flower consist of a very handsome specimen of Erica tricolor
superba, a remarkably large-blooming variety ; tricolor elegans,
at least three feet in diameter, but not more than two in height;
densa, bearing clusters of pretty white flowers throughout the
whole length of the stems; two lovely specimens of the beautiful
E. cximia, and several varieties of E. ventricosa. A well-grown
plant of Potygnla cordifolia, scarcely two feet high, exhibits one
unbroken mass of bright purple flowers, together with Mirbeiia

undulataand several species of Pimclea. In the conservatory,
and planted in the border at one end of the house, which it com-
pletely covers, is a magnificent plant of Brugrminsia sanguinea,
loaded with a profusion of drooping red and orange-coloured
flowers. The showy Clerodendron squamatara, the pretty Ma-
nettia tricolor, Eriostemon buxittlium, with neat star -like

flowers, Crrtwea saligna, and various species of Polyga a and
Pimclea ornament the stages. In the border a fine old plant of

Acacia affinis is growing, having a stem fully nine inches in

diameter; its head has, however, been partly removed, to keep
it within the limits of the house. The plant-stove joins the con-
servatory, and contains excellent specimens of Ixora coccinea,

Clerodendron paniculatum, Rondclctia speciosa, forming quite a
shrub, with here and there a cluster of rich orange and scarlet

flowers, and Euph6rbia Bronnii, so dense that its stems touch
each other. The Orchidaceous house is not; particularly gay, on
account of the plants being required, when in bloom, to decorate
the drawing-room

; it is situated between two Vineries, in one of
which the Grapes have already attained maturity- those in the
other, consisting entirely of Mack Hamburghs, arc rapidly chang-
ing colour, and promise to be extremely fine.—U. A., July 3.

Heligan, near St. Austfe, Cornwall, t/w seat of J. H. Tremaine,
Esq.—Some fine specimens of the Benthamia fragffera are beauti-
fully in blossom here. They are, doubtless, the finest in this
country, as the plant was first introduced by the proprietor of
this extensive and beautiful domain. One of the specimens is

twenty feet in height, and is covered with a mass of delicate
cream-coloured blossoms, many of the blooms measuring as
much as four inches in diameter. This shrub has a magnificent;
appearance, and ought to be generally grown.—W. E. 11.

IRebitfos.

The Journal of Agriculture, arid Transactions of the
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

' New
Series, No. I. .Blackwood.

The appearance of this excellent periodical is always
welcome, and we are glad to find that the commencement
of a new series furnishes those who are only now turning
their attention to the science of Agriculture with the
opportunity of becoming subscribers to it. As usual, the

papers of the Highland Society demand the greatest share
of attention, but in the Journal itself are several articles

well worth perusal.

^In the first article, Professor Johnston takes advantage

Acme, and St. Jerome, Mr. Cadness. Pinks, 1, Kobn.son's Lord [
queo oj Douo* »waw.
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'

of the recent subscription in Scotland for securing the

services of a chemical adviser in the farming interest, to

point out in what way he considers such an officer would

be most useful. Among other things, he recommends

Lectures as an efficient means of diffusing modern views

of agricultural science.

u If, for political purposes, oral addresses are considered

the most effectual means of influencing the popular mind

antl if? for religious and other benevolent ends, a peripa-

tetic agency is found the most effective—why should not

the same means be useful in the dissemination of agricul-

tural knowledge? It is in vain to publish books when

men refuse to read, or to reason upon paper to those who

are unaccustomed to think of what they read ;
but there is

something in the fervour of the living voice which the

dormant spirit cannot withstand, and in personal appeals

to the understanding which even those unaccustomed to

think will scarcely be able to resist. In the proposed peri-

patetic 'character of the chemical officer, I see the ready

means of accomplishing, in part at least, this great good.

Stored with allthe availableknowledge which geol6gy,chem-

istry, physiology, and botany have yet supplied, he will, as a

part of his regular duties, visit now in this and now in that

district of the country. He will lecture in public, and

converse and instruct in private ; and thus, by inoculating

a few here and a few there, will form so many smaller

centres from which knowledge shall gradually circulate

among all. And if much time must elapse before all parts

of Scotland can in this way be visited, yet the volunteers

and deputies I have supposed to accompany him will

lessen in part this unavoidable difficulty, by carrying the

advantages of each address to the more distant parts of the

country. Can it be doubted that by such means sound

knowledge may be diffused among the agricultural classes

more rapidly than by any method ever hitherto tried ? It is

true that lectures upon 'science are occasionally given in

the provinces; but why leave them to the chance of a

stray visitor, or to that of imbibing wrong notions from a

half-instructed lecturer ? Even were such instruction

generally provided in our universities, why should those

be debarred from sharing in it whose circumstances do

not permit them to repair to those distant fountains !

Why, especially, should this be the case in reference to a

subject so important as the culture of the land, and in the

case of a body of men so invaluable to the State as those to

whom this culture is entrusted ? It will not be considered

as an unimportant consequence that the association

itself will be supported and strengthened by it—the objects

it has in view more fully brought out and appreciated

—

and its influence for the benefit of agriculture extended even

beyond the limits of the country in which it has taken its

rise. Is the half of Scotland yet awakened to the connec-

tion between science and agriculture?—to the benefits

which the former already has conferred, and promises in

future still more to confer, upon the latter ? "Will they

soon awaken to it, or will they awaken of themselves ? I

know of nothing so likely to rouse them as the sound of

the living voice."

There are those who believe that the analysis of soils

will lay the foundation of good cultivation. We believe

that the value of this operation has been over-estimated,

and that it is to the analysis of manures and of crops,

rather than of soil, that we must look for chemical assist-

ance. Mr. Johnston states that 30 or 40 rigorous analyses

of soils are as much as a good chemist can perform in a

year, and we believe this to be near the truth ; and if so,

it is more than doubtful whether the advantages to be

derived from such analyses, in practical agriculture, can

be equal to the necessary expense of obtaining them.

We are glad to see that Mr. Johnston looks ac this subject

in the same way as ourselves. We quote his observations

at length :

—

"An apparently very simple method of improving the

soil, and one which at first sight seems strongly to recom-

mend the prosecution of refined analyses, is founded upon

the following mode of reasoning. Take two soils, one

fertile, one more or less unproductive : analyse the former,

and you see what a fertile soil contains ; analyse the latter,

and you see in what it is deficient ;
add these defective

substances to the unfertile soil, and, making the two soils

alike, you will make them equally productive. But sup.

posing that, when thus mixed, the two soils ivoidd prove

equally productive—which is by no means a necessary

consequence—there are so many causes of diversity in

the samples of soils which may be collected, that the

result of an analysis can rarely be trusted to as indicating

^'hat the soil "is actually in want of. In different parts of

the same field samples so different may sometimes be un-

consciously gathered, that a rigorous analysis of any one

will fail to exhibit the general constitution of a whole field,

while, if the expedient be adopted of mixing a variety of

samples, the analysis of the mixture will give the compo-
sition of no part of the field whatever. Soil gathered

from the same spot also is liable to such diversities, that,

if collected at one season, analysis may say it abounds in

a given substance, while at another it may find the same
substance wholly wanting. In summer when the hot sun

draws up the moisture from the soil, it rises from beneath,

bringing with it whatever soluble substances it holds in so-

lution. But when it reaches the surface, it evaporates, and
leaves these behind it; and upon somespots these substances

accumulate so much, in a hot summer, as actually to form
a white saline crust upon the surface of the soil. Collect
the soil at this period, and the chemist will pronounce it

to abound in a remarkable degree with sulphate of soda,
°r sulphate of magnesia, or sulphate of lime, or sulphate
of iron, or sulphate of alumina, or common salt, or
chloride of calcium; and whatever bad qualities the soil

was known to possess, he may ascribe to the excess of
these or other soluble substances he has found it to con-

tain. On the other hand, collect it after a season of

washing rains, and—especially if the soil be light

—

scarcely a trace of the same soluble substances may be

found in it; and thus chemistry might bid the practical

man to add to his land what it already abundantly con-

tained. Such difficulties lying in the way of collecting soils

which can be considered as average samples of a whole

field, and at every season of the year, it is obvious that

much uncertainty must attach to the results of analysis,

both in regard to the constitution of fertile and unfertile

soils ; and that he who founds upon this basis alone his

prescriptions for improving the condition of the land

may often form erroneous opinions himself, and may induce

practical men to incur expense which can lead to no sensi-

ble good, and may actually diminish the amount of his

crops. Yet the analysis of soils, in a certain sense, and with

a view to certain special objects, is neither worthless \\qt

deserving of neglect. One soil, by an easy examination,

is found to be deficient in organic matter, and the advice

maybe—try the ploughing in of a green crop; another

may contain much vegetable matter in what is called an

inert state—try upon that a dressing of hot lime
;^
a third

may contain sulphate of iron or alumina—drain, deep

plough, lime, (or marl,) and summer-fallow such land, and

you take the shortest road towards a cure. Again, one

may ask—Why does lime not benefit my land ? An easy

analysis will reply, because it abounds in lime already, and

must have a season of rest from liming; or because it is

poor in organic matter, and requires more liberal supplies

of manure ; or, if neither of these is the case, because

your land requires draining. So the subsoil may be

yellow and noxious when brought to the surface, or it may
kill the roots of plants when they descend to it. Then a

simple examination may prescribe draining,andsubsoiling,

that the noxious matter may be washed out by the rains,

and the whole mellowed by the admission of the air. Or
it may be rich in lime, which has sunk from the surface,

and, after frequent limings, has produced a real marl bed

beneath, affording a congenial harbour to the pestiferous

coltsfoot ; and here the chemist may say, plough your

land deep, and bring up the marl, and yon will both save

the cost of lime for a season, and will rid yourself of a

troublesome weed."
In another place, in the same paper, the statements of Lie-

big are taken to illustrate the utility, or rather necessity, to

farmers, of some sound chemical adviser, if they are not

to be led into expensive errors by false theoretical views.

" Observe, by one or two examples, into what practical

errors the propagation of a mere theoretical opinion may
lead. It has been long known that the stems of the Corn

crops—their straw—contain much silica ; and it has been

believed, nearly as long, that it is by means of potash or

soda, and chiefly the former, that silica is enabled to enter

into the plant. Upon this opinion, Liebig—whose name
has recently become so familiar in connection with scien-

tific agriculture—based an explanation of the benefit of

naked and green-crop fallows. He broadly announced

that Wheat grows well in this soil because it contains

much potash—refuses to grow in that because potash is

wanting, and that the efficacy of a fallow consists in its

allowing the potash of decaying minerals to accumulate -in

the soil, and thus to provide a sufficiency for an after-

crop of corn. What was this, but to say that, by adding

potash to the soil, you may grow Wheat after Wheat for an

unknown period ? How important, and yet how simple,

a discovery this ! No wonder that it attracted the atten-

tion, and excited the hopes, even of the more instructed,

farmers, and that a kind of potash monomania should

have spread among the distressed agriculturists from one

end of the island to the other. Then was the flood-gate

opened for new varieties of quackery, and every large town

speedily produced its own chemical-manure manufactory.

But a very slight examination showed the unsoundness

of this opinion of Liebig. A green crop favours, he says,

the after-crop of corn, by allowing the potash to accumu-

late : and yet, according to the best analysis we yet

possess, the two green crops in a four years' rotation,

carry off from the soil ten times as much pfctash and soda

as the two corn crops. Where is the possibility, then, of

accumulation ? what becomes of the theory ? what of

the quack manures ? what of the hopes of corn crops in

succession ? It may produce some ultimate benefit thus

to unsettle men's minds; because it will lead some to

think, to inquire, and, at last, to make considerable

approaches towards the truth ; but it causes an immediate

pecuniary loss to many, and disgusts more with the appli-

cations of science, and leads them naturally to distrust

even its best-founded prognostications.

" A°"ain, in another case, Liebig reasons as follows :—
Wheat straw contains about \6 per cent, of inorganic

matter, which it leaves, when burned, in the form of ash :

barley' straw, 8 per cent., and oat straw 4 per cent.—

therefore,
" upon the same field which will yield only one

crop of wheat, two crops of barley and four of oats may be

grown.'' From this- opinion naturally followed the prac-

tical rules—add to the soil those substances contained in

the straw, and, if you wish a crop of barley, add twice,

or of wheat, four times as much as you would add for one

of oats. How simple also these rules and practice! What

an easy thing to farm land upon chemical principles ! Yet

the facts from which Liebig s opinion and the practical

rules are both deduced are incorrect. There is seldom

anv striking difference between the quantity of ash left by

the three kinds of straw in question, when grown upon

the same soil- They all vary, leaving, in general, from 4

to 8 per cent, of their weight. There is nothing then to

reason from. How easy, with a little precise information,

to remove all foundation for such unsound opinions !

'

In an article by Mr. Main, on the Means of supplying

Air to the Roots of Plants, are some observations upon

Draining, which deserve the attention of many practical

men. " It is surprising to those who know but little of the

nature of the various strata of the earth's surface, how

easy it is in some cases to get rid of surface-water. For

instance, if there be wet and dry places on the same field,

the owner may be assured that a bed of clay, or other

kind of earth impervious to water, lies beneath the wet,

and a porous subsoil beneath the dry places. A drain of

sufficient depth opened (and filled nearly to the surface

with stones or loose gravel) from the wet to the dry

places, will certainly render the whole dry. In my own

practice, and acting on this principle, I have been in many

cases very successful in laying arable fields dry. Two
cases I may mention as examples :—A field of eleven

acres, of a fine loam, suitable for wheat, beans, or indeed

any other crop, had a hollow near one of the ends, which

was every winter filled with water, and ruinous to wheat

or grass, very frequently to the extent ofbetween two and

three acres. This I resolved to drain. A neighbouring

farmer predicted that the attempt would be a failure
;

because his father, when tenant, sunk a shaft to the depth

of above seventy feet in the lowest dip of the hollow, and

filled it with stones, excepting that this would form a

swallow for all the rain and melted snow retained by the

hollow. But this expectation was not realised ;
the water

first filled the pit, and thenflowed over the land as before.

The cause was easily comprehended : the pit did not

reach to the chalk-rock, nor did it pierce through any

porous stratum ; its loamy sides and bottom were per-

fectly water-tight, so that little or none could escape.

My plan was different. I saw marks in an adjacent

field of where chalk had been drawn at some former time ;

thither I opened a stone-filled drain below the ploughshare,

from the lowest dip of the hollow; and, when the water

had accumulated, it ran towards the old chalk-pit, but

totally disappeared long before arriving at the place, and

thus was a valuable field laid dry. Another arable field

contained a pond, which very often overflowed its boun-

daries. Lower ground was at the distance of half-a-mile

;

and the expense of forming so long a drain prevented all

attempts to get rid of the annoyance. I advised the

tenant to dig a deep drain from the pond up into a high

bank of gravel, into which the water oozed away immedi-

ately ; and ever after carried off all excess. By this

simple expedient a large piece of excellent land was re-

claimed and brought into a regular course of culture at a

very trifling expense."

Among the papers furnished by the Highland Society

is one by Professor Traill, on the Production of Butter,

which will be read with interest, but of which we can

only give the conclusions, which are as follows :

—

"1. That the addition of some cold water during

churning facilitates the process, or the separation of the

butter, especially when the cream is thick and the

weather hot. 2. That cream alone is more easily churned

than a mixture of cream and milk. 3. That butter produced

from sweet cream has the finest flavour when fresh, and

appears to keep longest without acquiring rancidity
;
but

that the buttermilk so obtained is poor and small in quan-

tity. 4. That scalding of the cream according to the

Devonshire method yields the largest quantity of butter,

which, if intended for immediate use, is agreeable to the

palate and readilv saleable, but if intended to be salted,

is most liable to acquire, by keeping, a rancid flavour.

The process of scalding is troublesome ; and the milk,

after the removal of the cream, is poor, and often would

be unsaleable from the taste it has acquired from the heat-

ing. 5. That churning the milk and cream together, after

they have become slightly acid, seems to be the most

economical process on the whole ;
because it yields a large

quantity of excellent butter, and the buttermilk is of a

good quality a point of some importance when butter-

milk is largely used as an article of diet, as it is in

Lancashire. G. That the keeping of butter in a sound state

appears to depend on its being obtained as free from uncom-

bined albumen, or casseine, and water, as it can be, by

means of washing and tvorking the butter when taken

from the churn."

There is also an instructive report upon the Use of

Manures, by Mr. Maclean, of Braidwood.
" Mr. Maclean states 'that the severe drought of the

season has been rather unfavourable for the full develop-

ment of most of the fertilising qualities of the great pro-

portion of the applications experimented upon. The farm,

however, is situated in a mountainous district of country,

at an elevation of between 800 and 900 feet above the

level of the sea, and, consequently, in a humid climate,

where the copious dews, falling nightly upon the grass,

would, in some degree, assist in rendering the manures

into a more soluble condition than could have been

expected to take place in a climate more genial and dry.

From the great benefit the whole
|
of the applications

derived from the genial showers which fell from the 28th

June to the 10th July, it is evident that the fertilising

qualities of artificial manure are brought more completely

into action in a moist season than in a dry, and all crops

appear to improve in damp weather ; but the seedling

grasses and clover plants seem to receive a stimulus which

no condition the land could "be. put into by the most
liberal application of farm-yard manure could convey to

them. Plants as well as animals are benefited by a change
of food ; they get satiated, as it were, upon r

a continuance

of the same kind, and none more so than the grass and
clover plants, which circumstance often draws from intel-

ligent and experienced agriculturists, the common remark,
c that the land is tired of producing them.' The experi-

menter, therefore, trusts that the following tables will

afford ample illustration of the benefits which grass crops

may derive from surface applications of the various

manures* experimented upon, and as nothing tends more
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to keep up the fertility of the ground than a luxuriant
herbage, the ultimate profit to be derived from the appli-

cation of these manures must not be regarded as limited

to the grass crop alone. It will be observed from the
tables that luxuriance in crops does not always imply a

proportionate degree of weight ; for example, that portion
dressed with salt was always inferior in its appearance,
and yet the weight of the produce is ample/ "
u

* It is also somewhat curious that the weight of dried

hay per acre from the portion dressed with soot is only
200 stone, while with a mixture of sand No. 2, it is 202
stone ; with No. 3, peat-ashes and soot, it is 217 stone

—No. 4, clay-ashes and soot, 220 stone—No. 7, subsoil

and soot, 230 stone ; and with No. 8, compost andsoot,202
stone. These various substances being mixed with the

soot, may, perhaps, give a more full development to the
ammonia, which principally constitutes the fertilising

qualities of soot. The subsoil of No. 7, was of a rather
rich quality, having a marly texture ; the whole of the

substances were in mixture with the soot about forty-eight

hours, and were in a dried state before being mixed. The
great produce and weight of dried hay, and the ultimate

profit per acre, from the application of guano, No. 6 ;

saltpetre, No. 11 ; and nitrate of soda, No. 12, give the

most striking evidence of their value as top-dressing

manures for seedling grass crops.' 9f

Experiments with various Manures, Simple and Compound, as a Top-Dressing upon Grass for Hay, in 1842; the Dressings were
applied 7th May, Grass cut 24th June, and Win Hay weighed 5th July, and Stacked.

No.
1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8

9
10
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Manures
applied.

Nothing-.
Sand and Soot.
Peat-Ashes and Soot.
Clay-Ashes and Soot.
Carbon.
Guano.
Subtoil and Soot.
Compost and Soot,
Soil and Soot.
Gypsum.
Saltpetre.

Nitrate of Soda.
Ashes and Rape-dust.
Ashes and Gypsum.
Ashes and Guano.
Nothing:.

Ammoniacal Liquor.
Sulph. of Magnesia.
Soot.

f Muriate of Am-
1 monia.
Salt.

Quantity
upon One-
twentieth ol

Imperial
Acre,

}

Subsoil and Urine.

Urine.

Moss and Urine.

Carbon Animalised. |44l-5thlbs.
Nij;ht Soil and di-"> ! 11(t ,u-112 lbs.

{

2 Bush. each.
2 Bush. do.
2 Hush. do.
44 4-5thsll)S.

22 lbs.

2 Bush. each.
2 Bush. do.
2 Bush. do.

16J lbs.

8J lbs.

8* lbs.

'4 Bu. 22 lbs.

4IJ.Ulb.Gy.
4B.lilb.Gu.

• a • *

56 lbs.

ft^lbs.

1 iiushels.

i
:r lbs. and 40

Gall. Waier.
22 lbs.

4 Bu. and 80.

Gall. Water.
Urine.
125 Gall.

4Bu. and SO
Gall. Urine.

Expense
per Im-
perial

Acre.

IIS. 8'/.

16.9. erf.

\6s.Sd.

32.9.

78s. 7d.

11.9. Qd.

13.9. 4 d.

12s. 6d.

12S.

40s.

3/S. 6d,

4:tS.Hd,

21S. id,

525. yd.

Weight
when
cut of

1-20U1.

luted Urine.
Rape-dust.

}
27
28 Sulphate of Ammonia. 2 4-5ths lbs.

44 4-5thslbs. 61.9.

40.9.

Sto.

25

44

4/

49
32

74
40
42

43

37
50
52
38
44

56

25

43
53

50

48

50

48

50

36

41

41

45

46

lbs.

7
4

2

7
12

4

7

8

7
o

2

2

2

Weight
when
Win of
l-20th

Acre,

Weight
upon
one

Imperial
Acre,

Value
per
Acre
at Id.

per
Imper,
5tone.

Increase
from

Applica-
tion per
Acre.

Sto.

6
10

10

11

11

19

11

11

10

17

13

II

10

11

6

9
14

10

10

16

12

15

10

8

11

14

10

lbs.

4
2
12

7
13

7
2

12

2

12

4

7

7

Sto.

125
202

217
220
230

398
230

202
200
200

35/
362

220
217
220
125

180
290
2U0

210

320

'240

7

7

7

300

200

,170

280

280
210

lbs.

10

12

2

8

12

2

12

2

10

I. s. d.

3 13 4

18 4

6 8,

8 4

5

6
6

6

II

6
5

6

5

10

10

6
6

6

3
5

8
5

6

9

14 2

12 6

14 2

13

8

16

8

11

8

6

8
13

5

9
16

4

4

8

4

8

4

8
-I

4

2

H

2

6

Sto.

77
91

94
104
•272

104

/ /

91

74
231

237

94
91

94

54
164

74

846

8,194

7 114

8

5

4

6

8

6

15 1/4

16 8 74

19 2! 41

14 2il04

3

2

4

6

154
84

lbs.

4

6
4

4
4

4

4

4
6

2
4

6
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

"Mr. Maclean also transmitted to the Society a Table,
showing the relative weight and value of a Turnip crop
grown with and without artificial manures. This Table is

also appended. The field which formed the subject of
experiment, Mr, Maclean states to be of the poorest
description, " quite proverbial for producing inferior
crops." In the year 1836, he top-dressed it with lime
and earth, and kept it in pasture until 1841, when it was
sown with Oats, and produced a middling crop. The soil

is thin blackish muir— subsoil, a muirband pan,
nearly impenetrable. It was tolerably well drained ;

though by no means furrow-drained ; still he was
enabled to have it ploughed to a depth that had not been
previously practicable. It will be observed, from an in-
spection of the tables, that the varieties of Turnips expe-
rimented on were the Yellow and Globe—thirty cart-loads
of good farm-yard dung being applied alone, and one-half
that quantity, or fifteen cart-loads, being * applied

*"

Value of

Increase
alter de-
ducting
Cost of
Applica-

tion.

/. s. d.

1 13 4
1 16 8

1 18 4

1 8 10
3 18 10

2 9 2

1 11 8

2 2 6
1 11 4

4 15

5 10

19 4

1 12

1 8

3 14 10

1 3 4

5 I 4

1 10 8

2 8 9

2 6 6

1 5 10

2 10

1 6

9 2

Value
of

After-
Math,

l.

o

o

1

1

1

1

s. d

7
15

15

15

14

14

16

15

16

18

2

15

13

7
14

II

6

1)

(I

15

16

14

15

16

12

15

16

15

10

(i

6

6

6

Gain
Total by
Value Appli-
per Im- cation,
perial per Im-
Acre • perial

Acre.

/. s. d. /. s. d.

4 4

6 6 4 2 1 4

7 1 8 2 4 8

7 3 4 2 6 4

7 8 2 1 15 10

12 6 6 < 7 7

7 9 2 2 17 2
6 13 4 i 19 a

7 4 10 2 12
6 14 8J2 2 4

11 8 4,5 8

11 13 8 5 15 10

7 3 4 i 7 4

6 19 8 1 18

7 8 4 14 8

4 4

5 12 00 14
9 14 2 4 12 10

6 11 8 !1 11 4

6

10

9

6

5

7

8

6

19

o

15

11

9

14

10

18

11

00

8

2

2

8

10

8

8 4

\ 13 3

2

I

2

1

17

12

13

10

14

12

10

10

6

Loss
by

Appli-
cation

per
Imp.
Acre.

o

s. d.

15 9

The application . of one-half manure and four cwt. of

Rape-dust produced five tons* weight of Yellow Turnip
more than the full quantity of manure did, producing a
gain of AL 14s. 8d.

9
after deducting 41. 12s., as the expense

of the application, estimating the price at 8d. per cwt.

;

and half manure and 4 cwt. of salt produced five tons
and a-half more weight of Globes than the full quantity of
manure did, thus showing a gain of 51. 3s. per acre, afterde-

ducting ol. 12.v. as the expense of the application, the
value of the Globes being taken at 6d. per cwt.'

"
u Mr. Maclean concludes by stating, with regard to his

Turnip. crop, that it is most excellent; and that while
mildew and other diseases are reported to be destroying
the crops of others, his, particularly those portions dressed
with half manure and certain proportions of the other
substances, show an evident superiority both in size and
foliage, and present such a healthy appearance as is rarely
witnessed in ordinary seasons.or niceen cart-ioaas, ueing

"

r

applied ^in

combination with each of the fertilizing "substances. .

Table showing the Relative Weight and Value of Turnips with and without A rtificial Manures, in 1842

Si

No.
1

2

Quantity of Dung and application
of Manures per Imperial Acre.

1

2

3

4

30 Carts Dung, at 4s, per cart
15 Carts do. and Rape-dust, "i

4 cwt., at 8.9. per cwt. . J

15 Carts do. and sulphate of"»

Magnesia, i£ cwt., at 145./

Expense
of Ma-
nure per
Acre.

Weight of
Yellow Tur-
nips per Im-
perial Acre.

30 Carts Dung, at 4s. per cart
15 Carts do. and Carbon 5 cwt, \

at 4.9. per cwt. . . .
j*

15 Carts do. and salt 4 cwt., at \
3s. per cwt. . . . /

15 Carts do. and Sulphate of
AmrrwTiia, J cwt , at 80

of
|

.9. , J

£ s.

6

4 12

4 1

4

3 12

6

Tons.
24

29

25

Cwts.
1

Weight of

Globe Tur-
nips per Im-
perial Acre.

1

Tons

.

19

21

25

19

Cwts

14

9

4

3

Value of
Yellow per
Acre at Hd.

per cwt.

£ s. d.

16 8

19 6 8

16 14 8

Value of
Globe per
Acre atfirf.

per cwt.

£ s. d.

9 \7

10 14

12 12

9 11

6

6

Total Value
per Acre

after deduct-
ing Manures

Gain by
Applica-
tion.

£ s.

10

d. £ s. d.

14 14 8 4 14 8

12 13 8

1

2 13 8

3 17

C 14 6 2 17 6

9 5 3

3 11 G 6

Loss by
Applica-

tion.

£ s. d.

5

Table showing the Relative Weight and Value of White Globe Turnips per Imperial Acre, with and without Artificial Man—_^^_ in 1842.
ures,

«*- CO

c c
. c

CL

No.
1

2

3

4
5
6

7

Quantity of Farm-yard
Dung applied per Imperial
Acre with and without

Manures.

30 Carts Dung per acre,
at 4s. per cart .

15 Do. do.
15 Do. do.
,J Do. do.
15 Do. do.
15 Do. . do.
15 Do. do.

:}

Value of
Dung

per]Imp.
Acre.

£ s.

6

3 o

3

3

3
3

3

Quantity of Artificial

Manures applied.

Nothing

Sulphate of Magnesia
Carbon
Nitrate of Soda .

Common Salt .

Sulphate of Ammonia
Gypsum

a

Cwt

2
5

li
4

3
3

Value
of

artificial

Manure.

£ s. d.

1 8
1

l 17
12

3

12

(i

6

o

Weight
per Acre.

Cwt.

4

10

9
5

4

3

15

Tons.

19

19
21

20
25

19
13

Valuc
pei Acre
at 6df

per cwt.

£ s. d.

9 12

9 15

10 14 6

10 2 6
12 12 9

9 11 6

9 7 6

Nett Value
after De-

duct^. Value
of Manures

£ 8.

3 12

5 7
6 14
5 fi

9
3 11

5 15

d.

6

6

6

Gain by
Applica-

tion.

£ s. d.

Loss by
Applica-
tion.

£ s. d.

1 15

3 2
1 13

5 8

2 3

6

I)

fi; o

o

6

But we must not allow our readers to suppose that this , perfectly healthy, while their branches suffer by canker in
IM umber is

;
wholly agricultural; on the contrary, we find a all the different soils, and in all the different forms of

paper on the Plantations formed on the Sutherland estates, border. These experiments inclined
and another by Mr. Pearson, of Bewdley, on the Canker

! the root of the disease did not rest in
and bum in Fruit Trees, from the last of which we must
make an extract.

Mr. Pearson says that, « In 1841 the Peach trees here
suffered severely by gum or canker. Some old trees had
to be replaced by young ones. I have tried various soils
here for the Peach, some in shallow borders, others in
deep ones

; some thoroughly drained, others not drained
at all—as the subsoil is dry—in all of which the roots are

of

me to the belief that

the soil, any further
than that a soil for any kind of tree to grow in should bn
of such a composition as to produce a tree sufficiently

vigorous for the purpose intended. No matter whether
it is intended for timber, fruit, or flowers only. I have
stated that, if the Peach trees here were covered with
glass, it would eradicate or prevent the disease. In this

I might, in one sense, have been mistaken to a certain

extent. I have stated, however, in another place, that I

would engage to have two peach-houses, everything as to

soil and situation being the same, and I would almost
destroy the trees in one house by artificial gum or canker,
and the trees in the other house should be nearly, if

not altogether, free from it. This, I admit, is a very bold
assertion ; but the following experiment enables me to

make it with some degree of confidence :—I had a small
Peach tree growing (or rather dying) against a south wall,

which was so affected with disease, that it had only two
living buds on it. I potted it, and set it in the peach-
house, to see if I could restore it to anything like a
healthy state. One of the buds was knocked off by acci-

dent ; the other bud grew, and did pretty well. The second
year I planted it against the west end of the house—its

aspect being east. Having, as I fancied, traced the disease
to external causes, I disbudded, as we gardeners term it,

two buds on the little tree in question. The one bud was
pinched oft', leaving one small leaf to it: the other was
pinched off without leaving a leaf, but leaving the nucleus
or base of the bud ; and, as is well known to practical
cultivators of the Peach, buds treated in the latter mode
never put forth again. Over these denuded buds I fixed

an open vessel of clear rain-water, in which I placed a
wetted worsted thread, one end of it hanging over the
side of the vessel in a perpendicular line with the buds.
By the well-known law of attraction in this case, the
thread dripped its regular supply of water on the denuded
buds, which were allowed to be kept moist, by this means,
for two or three days at a time. Then the thread was
removed, and the buds allowed to be dry for a day or two,
when the water was again applied ; and thus we proceeded
with those alternations for a short time, occasionally

examining the buds. On the first examination I could
not perceive anything remarkable in their appearance ;

but, by and by, I fancied I saw a slight discoloration of
the outward bark, extending about an inch below each
bud. Soon after this, fancy became certainty, by the
bark becoming darker in colour, and small globules of
gum, as clear as drops of rain in the sunbeam, exuding
from the bark, about an inch below each bud. After
keeping them dry for a few days, the water was again
applied, and in a short time the gum took its well-known
daik amber colour, and the bark its' well-known brown.
Thus the disease was fully established artificially ; and
here the branch is on the tree for any person to see

—

many of my neighbours having already seen it. At the
present time there is gum hanging on the said branch ;

and any stranger would take it for the disease in its natural
way, as there is no discernible difference in it. In fact, I

do not think that the branch will live much longer, as the

disease has almost extended round it. I had, for vears,

felt pretty certain that by far the greater number of cases

of the disease made their first appearance at or near the

buds in the Peach tree, but never could decide exactly

how the dawn of its existence took place, till I had the

satisfaction of witnessing it in the above simple ex-

periment.
" In Peach trees, generally speaking, and probably in

many other trees, natives of warmer climates than ours,

there are always more or less of what gardeners term
abortive buds, both of wood buds and blossom buds.

This abortiveness establishes itself earlier or later in the

autumn, or probably from the vicissitudes of a severe

winter, such as the last winter, for instance ; when in the

latter part of January we had here April-like weather,

but on the 15th, 16th, and 17th of February, the thermo-

meter sunk to 17 deg. below freezing, which rendered all

the blossom-buds on four Apricot trees abortive, notwith-

standing their growing against a south wall. The abortive

wood-buds are more numerous in those trees which are

rather declining in vigour, or in those branches of a young

tree which has been robbed of its portion of nourishment

by its more robust neighbours, or, which is often the case,

on branches which have borne too much fruit It matters

little, however, in this case, how these abortive buds are

established ; the fact is, they are established, and there

the disease commences its siient but certain and destruc-

tive operations. When the buds are dead, they, like all

dead vegetable matter, become powerful absorbents of
water, whether of the finely-divided vapours of the atmo-

sphere, or the more condensed form of rain water

—

hence, after rain, they'beeome gorged with water. So
long as these dead buds rest on the trees, there is little or

no cicatrization between the dead buds and the branches

which they rest on ; or, at all events, not before they have

been saturated with moisture, which first saturation, after

death has taken place, enters into the most incipient fer-

mentation witli the sap of the plant, at the connection

between the dead bud and the living branch. 15y the

alternations of wintry weather, from wet to dry, and
wet to frost, and frost to hot sunshine, as spring ap-

proaches, the frost, freezing the water in the dead buds
enlarges their capacity for holding the destructive element,

which assists in carrying on the fermentation between the

alburnum and the bark. In this infant stage of the

disease, it is not discernible by ordinary observation, a«

the bark does not change its colour for some time after

the disease has entered the system of the plant ; and, if

dry weather follow the recent establishment of it, its

ravages are arrested for a time, but which, nevertheless,
progress as the sup attenuates, when the disease mani-
fests itself to the eyes of every beholder, but to none
more than to the eyes of the gardener, who has carefully
prepared his well-drained border, as a preventive or cure
of the pest in question, and who finds, as I have found,
that the whole c root doctrine/ as a cure of canker on the

head of the tree, is next to a fallacy, save, as I have above
stated, that a soil should possess ingredients which will

produce a tree sufficiently vigorous for the purpose in-

tended, avoiding that state of exuberance which pre-

vents it.
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« There are, however, some other features of the disease

met with during the summer which cannot be assigned to

abortive buds for their origin. Such, for instance as a

luxuriant shoot being attacked by it-and at not een
in

time, it soon destroy, the branch ; but it the diseased par

be cut outwith a sharp knife, the economy of the ^pro-
ceeds as though it had not been attacked. I*ijme

instances, some of the smaller young shoots will be

attacked when they are but a few inches in
)™#f; J™

former case may be attributed to the punctures ot msec s

or other accidents, when the water enters ^ *™«J*
tion commences rapidly, hav ng the heat of summer to

assist it in so doing. In the latter case it may eas ly be

traced to buds which have been partially affect d tb

a

is, buds which have not been quite abortive, andm which

the disease has only slightly manifested itself, and, when

the bud shoots out, it carries the disease (only on the

bark) with it, not by absorption, but by extension. 1 hat

the disease may be transmitted after its es ablishmen ,
by

the force of absorption or the rising of the HJJ^J
coloured infusions are taken up by the living

™f**™>
would seem probable. ; but 1 have never been able to trace

it. If ever it is transmitted, it must be m its early stages,

before gum is established, as afterwards its so doing seems

impossible. There are cases of the disease, however, in

old branches of long standing, which, from their lac* of

sap, seldom if ever produce gum ;
m this case ***J™

transmissible by absorption, but even here 1 have not been

able to trace it. It may, and, no doubt, has been sup

posed, that it is the disease which renders the buds ab
-

tive in the first instance ; the above experiment, an

fact that the abortive buds in a peach-bouse frequently

drop out of their receptacle, leaving it completely healed,

go to prove the contrary."

There are also some observations by Mr Pea on on

the doctrine of root excretions poisoning land, but for ms

opinion upon this subject, in the case of the Raspbeny,

Me must refer to the work itself.

The Art of Living- By Dr. Henry Duhnng.

8vo. Longman & Co.

We cannot introduce this work to our readers better than

in the words of the author, who thus explains his plan :—

" Of all the various branches of useful knowledge which

it can be the object of our endeavours to possess and to

promote, none appears to me of greater importance to

every human beipg, than that knowledge which teaches

us in what manner, and by what means, we may hope to

render our existence as pleasant or happy as it possibly

can be. However, as to teach in a few short essays, like

the following, so extensive a knowledge as the art o

living, physically, mentally, and morally considered, could

not be my object, even if I felt myself capable of under-

taking so great a task, I have preferred to single out for

illustration a few of its most important general prin-

ciples, on the due knowledge and skilful application of

which our happiness mainly depends, and which to know

must therefore be of importance to us all. For to expect

much happiness from an existence with the conditions,

laws and capabilities of which we hardly, if at all, are

acquainted, would be expecting to reap where we have

not sown." , . , . , , ., .,

Among the five principles which are taken by the author

for discussion is the following-" thai the study ofNature

and the practice of Horticulture, constitute the surest

foundation of man's happiness." He shows how this is,

in a chapter from which we make the following extrac^-

" As, in order to secure health and cheerfulness it is no

only a condition of our nature that we must labour, but

also that, we labour in such a way as to produce some-

thing useful or agreeable; whatever lives, g.ows, and un-

dergoes changes before our eyes, if produced by our own

labour, must be more productive of enjoyment to us than

mere brute matter. Hence a man who plants, prunes,

and trains trees, strikes plants from cuttings, or sows a

grass-plot in bis garden, lays, as it has been well observed

by Mr Loudon, a more certain foundation for enjoyment

than he who builds a wall, shoots at a mark or plays at

howls. The pleasure which is enjoyed from the

Plation of whit we have planned and executed ourselves,

is also infinitely greater than the pleasure which can be

experienced by seeing the finest works belonging to, and

planned by, another. For our own work is endeared to

us by the difficulties we have met with and conquered at

every step ; and every such step has its history and recalls

a train oi interesting recollections connected with it.

The love of the beauty and subl.m.ty oi nature, is also

an inherent principle in the human soul, though it may

not be equally developed, or of the same strength, in

every individual. And, if we may believe Mr Lepton,

another high authority in these matters, the good and the

vise of all ages have enjoyed their purest and most inno-

cent pleasures in a garden, from the beginning of time,

*hen the father of mankind was created in a garden, till

ti»D *. i c * » „.w„ i?e who often delighted in a
ine fulness of time when /-»<?, wuu " *

garden, was at last buried in it."

These extracts so entirely explain the tone and feeling

of the author in managing his subject, that all comment

on our part is superfluous. We have no doubt that they

will lead many of our readers to become better acquainted

with Dr. Duhring's book, which we can safely recommend

to their perusal.

Elements of Practical Agriculture. By David Low,

Esq., F.R.S.E. 8vo. Longman & Co. 4th edition.

The opinion of the public has been pronounced in favour

of this excellent book in a manner not to be mistaken.

It is the best treatise on Agriculture in the language,

and this is much the best edition of it. A passage in the
^ • 1 " _ 1 1 ^

with so much justice to Agricultural affairs in their pre-

sent state, that we cannot do better than quote it, partij

for its intrinsic value, and partly as an indication o. the

manner in which, in this greatly improved and revised

edition, Professor Low has extended the matter of his

valuable pages. . „_„„-
» In the present edition I have entered somewhat more

than in the previous ones into an explanation ot what

may be termed Principles. Thus, I have treated more in

detail of the soil, of the external-agents which influence

it, and especially of the nature of those substances which,

added to it, increase its productive powers. Public atten-

tion has been particularly directed to the subject, and

this is highly to be approved of and encouraged But we

must be careful that we do not generalise Lister than our

actual knowledge will warrant, and substitute theories tor

the application of known truths, in the vain hope of

instructing the farmer and improving Agriculture we

may be assured that Agriculture will partake of the advan-

tages which science and advancing knowledge are calcu-

lated to afford. But we may retard and not hasten t.ie

result, if we urge our pace too precipitately, and do not

consider truly the nature of the art which we seek to

improve, and the necessary limitations under which our

principles must be applied. There is just reason to hope

that Agriculture will be improved by the cautious apph-

cationto it of the means which other branches of know-

ledge may supply ; but there is little expectation of or

being able suddenly to open up a short road to the culti-

vation and improvement of an art, which, more than any

other, is founded on experience acquired, and which

demands the application of steady labour, economy of

means, and practical skill in all its details. I have in the

body of the Work, under the head Tillage, and elsewhere,

adverted especially to this subject, and endeavoured to

show the mistaken applications which may be made of

principles to the practice of the farm, and the erroi in o

which persons, little conversant with practice are apt to

fall, with respect, to the kinds and degrees of knowledge

required to be possessed by the practice farmer. With

the same view,! have treated somewhat more » dead

than in the former editions of the rarer substances wh ch

may be employed as manures, chiefly the AlkalineJalte,

to the more extended use of which the farmers of the

country have been gradually conducted by the to«^M
cost of production, and the increasing refuse which our

numerous manufactories afford. It is beyond^a questmn

that many of these substances are calculated ^afford

valuable subsidiary manures to the farmer and s
>
to _add

to the general resources of Agriculture. But we must be

careful that we do not lead the farmer into erroia of

"raciceb, presenting to him conclusions «otWranted

by experience. Various interesting expernnents have

been recently recorded with different substances ami

chiefly the Alkaline Salts, and thence their superiority

has been sometimes too hastily inferred over the manures

m ore accessible to the farmer. Now, the knowledge of

,1,1s class of substances, is nothing new to the tanners ot

this and other countries. One of them, Saltpetre, which

is amongst the most powerful of the class, has been known

t„ the farmers of England for more than a century.

When this substance is tried experimentally in competi-

tion with farm-yard dung, with reference to the effects

unon any crop, the balance would seem to be all m favour

otle stronger application. But it is manifest, that in

i , case, an essential element of the experiment is

SU
, 1 nameW the permanence of the effect. Farm-

SS—»"u£ l-duce of the farm itself, and on this

y m alone the most valuable of any manure to the
ollnt a one

calculated to last for at

"sTa'c u-e of crops, while the effects of the Alkaline

St are rarely perceptible beyond the season m which it

f, used When the same substance is t.ied in competi-

mn With Lime, the conclusion would seem to be, thai it

tion Wltn jj
manures, and that the

Hie « * * mp^ively worthless .
Yet, while the salt

;^-s an action so transient, the Lime m ay act or the

period of an entire lease, md add to the permanent ferti-

iif„ nf the soil and farm."

half opened it is the best thing you can get at that season for*djpfog

out the bouquets. The Rose-growers can supply them to any extent

for about 10s. a dozen, and the three best of them are named Woire

des Lawrencias, nigra, and Jenny. There are some bush ot",

butthev are sickly-looking things, compared with the darker ones.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

pTMP1.v -If the strongest plants have been potted, it will be time

»W«r the second-sized ones a fortnight hence; but unfor-
cnough for the scconc

*

P-ne-pits will hardly allow

Tti is mode
r
o = prooeedure. Every plant musE be taken out of the

„ lid at once and the bed is then renewed, or partially so,

SI -to"circumstances; and to save the plants from tang

tf. h,u t often most, growers prefer potting the whole at once-a

25?JSl£££ Ssfwhich the introduction of the tank system

U do away -^ hi a great »e«u«^^ ^ ^ ^.^
ViNKat.-As long as tnere » |d exposure or otherwise; but

see that it gets no i

flS'J*?
™™

mJ expose the trees day and
when the leaves have all fcden < >

oui
. I

j

SSS£^saws
the least stimulus will assist.

ft lanta

Mm.ons and CocoMBEas.-Iri ijttar "*»
aild moist

JSZSSi* in 4ftod P ots, fdicd w^th ggHjj^Jjs;

S

root and be fit to take off in 3 week
8,^^^^ V

s0 much
once ; and if they are from plants growing m the open air

%\e
S«OOMS.-This has not been a favourable season for makhi

g

MnKm spawii but ft .n safely be iiiadc^ and^n-e

Kp^P«"^ the paths of the1^
hot"" to

P
kee P up a moist atm^bere^nfess you« tajdjjdvjj

of clearing them. ^^ ^^^^
About the end of July ami l*g^l^&w3A£

lity of the

PiTFNDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
CA \A^^*Jtvx ..

j l shan c
.ult thesubject tor some

ON* *««
p

m
°w£vc. anTpreicnsions to gardening exist, Roses

tilll(; to coated by themselves, and the Rosary ought to torm a

must be cuiuvatea oy ^ tmg 1S jammcd up m
(Ustinct scene o>to.cn.

uJ C(l , paTt8 of thc Ism, «d
some comer ol l '' c c'°" ,,

'

f turf. Nothing about an establish-

divioecl
byconcen re ;dl o t ^ ^^ ^

'^ iS

^"In K e ' rn^w h a well-managed Rosary. In a season

nothing I?*8
,.

1" 3"
«t walk on Grass for weeks together; and in

like this, lBdie*f ĉê ary operations cannot be performed com-
mild winters the

»f"
ss%°P

, therefore, should form, at least,

fgrtobly on Grass *alfa «**»
, A .,j.n,i„ almost every Rosary

the main If «ll!^"
'1 Csc "re ctod with box or turf-tl.e latter the

with „ raVC l^;^u ,,\ be U se.l, and the most troublesome to the

mnst expensive i'V. .,
.

, remarks, is to do awav

sweet and pot-herbs are 'fit to gather foU-yingj, the£-"£*}

iiilliiii
to be coming into use, to succeed the ow

»

wo,
t llown

as you gather all that are wanting for Ar ichoke^
bottom-

^ ^
the old plants altogether; and if tb«>«««"£

altogether.

grow well. , ..-._ rarrots from Christinas
Car.iots.-To have a supply ofgg*™^ t0 s0W a bed of

till the forced ones come n, it is >'^;
: "

'

J

ulace . This bed
Early Horn on a south hoifdJW^^S^f,

W
"d?& above the

should be formed of J«Thg« heVec^up let them be a^stcd

EZlrSr2&+Z&S U —rmg if necessary,

wee<iin:r, &c. ^c.
f , should he sown along-

They are useful late in the autumn, when the other kmds

bc lllll! -

^ ,- t lid o rhprries Currants, and Gooseberries
ORcnAim.-Pee that all the Chem»,unrnn the voung

that vou wish to prolong arc covered
I
up, see auo

^
. ^

Strawberryplantslaid in P*.^TCi pST^ &*»
well rooted have them up, put them r

^
r * ,;.VUlt tlutm .

I n. door Departm nit.

that the plants hardly.want^ny ™«c 1 «> g ^ m&e ^
soon yet to sow biennial stove P

;

nts
' ''

however, that nothing is

business is to be done »£«2Ss oS plants under a course of
out of place among the chmbe« arW ouic p ^ ^
trammg, and do^not neglect to etm^ 1^^^ ^^
Gkeenno use.— the same ic™

a^o. . towards the autumn this house
CoxsKRVATOit-v .—AS « e "^' .

h fa j , t of sunun er, but
will become ot moret^^%^ *< »•« teeP 1<in" in floWW
not such summers as lep«>un,

be Been oOt-of-doors,
in the conservatory, and there n

house-plants , but we
that people do not puto«»»».

evfllh,<:.s, when a houseful of fine

shall soon have ^.«^|,

tS;SSSfbVc.a.ei a matter of great
flowering planw, w.t am d ten ^^ ^^
mxury, «P««^^2SSS«a the chief autumn-climbers for this
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Sunday 28
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29 818
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.10
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and this is much thc best edition of it. A passage m the may be had in ^^^^i^mwlUah «* wlien tliC bud is

Preface is so full of practical wisdom, and is applicable
|
annually m this way tor

July 21. Cloudy and fine
;
overcast.

cloudy; rain at mglu.-

II; ^StlS!^^^^' densely clouded; cold rain

at night. . ,

24, Clear; cloudy and fine S clear at zught.
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July 85. Overcast and fi„, ; cIear .

Mean temperature of the week

State of the TVcath<
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As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers tins week.

Iaii. i. *u t* i tu.iJM.,1 onH thp Princes Augustus Church Preferment—The Queen has been pleased to
Albert, the Duke Ferdinand, and the Winces Angus

fn1,„w;no, an„„;ntmfintS to benefices vacant by

NEWS OF THE WEE*

and Leopold, accompanied the Queen and Princess on

horseback. Her Majesty and Prince Albert, the Duke

Ferdinand, and Prince Leopold, honoured the Italian

The accounts from Spain announce the surrender of

Madrid to the insurgents, after a brief engagement, in

which the troops of the Regent under Generals Seoane

and Zurbano went over to the insurgent army. Gen.

Narvaez is therefore master of the capital, after a succes-

sion of marches and counter-marches, manoeuvres and

tactics, which have, perhaps, no parallel in military his-

tory. The triumph of the insurrection and the defection

of the troops have been so sudden and complete, that the

most important events have been accomplished by other

means than an appeal to force, and Spain has thereby

been spared from the renewed calamities of civil war.

The movements of the Regent are still involved in uncer-

tainty, and are explained only by the supposition that he

had no confidence in bis troops. According to the last

accounts, he was in the neighbourhood of Cordova, appa-

rently retiring within the frontier of Portugal. The future

policy of the
'

insurgents is of course the object of great

anxiety, more especially in reference to the proceedings of

the Christino party in Paris. Their avowed exultation at

the present crisis of affairs leaves little doubt that the

recent movement originated in the French capital, where

the plan of future operations is already talked of without

reserve. According to these rumours, the restoration^

the Lopez ministry, the declaration of the Queen s majo-

rity, and the choice of the Due d'Aumale as the husband

for her Majesty, are likely to be the first measures of the

party now in power.-From France, we learn that the

Repeal agitation, set on foot by the Republicans of the

capital, has made but little progress, and is indeed dis-

countenanced by the leading papers. Mr. O'Connell s

speech, repudiating the necessity of interference, has had

considerable influence in producing this result; and

there is some doubt whether M. Ledru-Rollin, the Repeal

delegate, will now visit Dublin. The Chamber of Peers

on Saturday voted the Ministerial Budget by a large

majority, but postponed the Government bill for the

Tours and Orleans railroad to next session. The two-

Chambers were formally prorogued on Monday by Royal

ordonnance.—From Italy, we learn that the long-pending

treaty of commerce between Great Britain and Naples

has been signed and forwarded to London for ratification ;

and from Turkey we have the confirmation of the

statement that Prince Alexander Georgewitch has

been unanimously elected Sovereign of Servia.—From the

United States we regret to learn that the Columbia

steamer, which we announced last week as having run on

shore at Seal Island, has been totally lost. The crew and

passengers were all saved, and have arrived at Liverpool
;

and a great deal of the property on board has also been

secured. For the details of the accident, which appears

to have been altogether unavoidable, we refer our readers

to our Foreign news.

At home, however, another steam-boat accident, more

calamitous in its consequences, is reported under our

Provincial intelligence. The Pegasus steamer, from Hull

to Leith, has been lost on the Fern Islands, near the

scene of the well-known wreck of the Forfarshire steamer,

• and all her crew and passengers, with the exception of six

persons, have perished. The particulars are fully given

in another part of our Paper, and will be read with melan-

choly interest. In Parliament, during the week, the

proceedings have been mostly of that routine character

which always indicates the approach of the close of the

Session. The Irish Arms Bill and Lord Lyndhurst's Bill

for legalising Irish Marriages have been passed in the

Commons, and several other measures mentioned in our

Report have been advanced in their respective stages. It

is generally expected that Parliament will be prorogued

early in August. ^^_____________«

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert, the Duke

Ferdinand, Prince Augustus and Princess Clementine, and

Prince Leopold of Saxe Coburg Gotha, honoured the

Italian Opera-house with their presence on Saturday

evening. The Queen and Prince Albert, and the Duke

Ferdinand of Saxe Coburg Gotha, attended divine service

on Sunday morning in the Chapel Royal, Buckingham

Palace. On Monday the Prince Augustus and the Princess

Clementine, the Duke Ferdinand and Prince
?

Leopold,

inspected the suite of state rooms in St. James s Palace ;

after which they went to St. Paul's, the Tower, and the

British Museum, and spent a considerable time in that

institution. Their Roval and Serene Highnesses and

suite also went to the Reform Club, and were conducted

through the establishment. In the evening of the same

day the Queen gave a state ball at Buckingham Palace,

which was attended by the King of Hanover, the other

members of the Royal family, and most of the nobility

and gentry now in town. The Queen opened the ball in a

quadrille with Prince George of Cambridge, having as a

vis-a-vis the Princess Clementine and Prince Albert. On
Tuesday her Majesty and the Princess Clementine visited

the Zoological Gardens in the Regent's-park. Prince

Opera with their presence in the evening. On Wednesday,

Prince Augustus and Princess Clementine, the Duke ler-

dinand and Prince Leopold, visited the British Institution,

the Exhibition of the Society of British Artists in Suffolk-

street, the National Gallery, and Whitehall Chapel; they

afterwards accompanied her Majesty and Prince Albert to

the Thames Tunnel. On Thursday, her Majesty and her

Royal guests visited Claremont and Bushy-house ;
return-

ing to Buckingham Palace in the evening.-lhe King of

Hanover honoured the members ot the Carlton Club with

his company at dinner on Saturday evening, and after-

wards left town for Kew. His Majesty visited the Queen

Dowa-er at Bushy-park on Sunday afternoon, and gave

a dinner-party in the evening. His Majesty came to town

on Monday, and honoured the Marquess and Marchioness

of Ely with his companv at dinner, and afterwards went

to the. Queen's state ball. On Wednesday, his Majesty

honoured his Excellency Count Kielmausegge, his Minis-

ter at this Court, with his company at dinner and re-

mained for the evening party. The Duke of Cambridge

also honoured his Excellency with his company-at dinner.

On Thursday, the King dined with the Duchess of

Gloucester, and in the evening honoured the Countess of

Haddington with bis company.—The Prince and Princess

of Oldenberg and family, and a numerous suite, qu.tt.-a

Brighton on Mondav for Worthing. His Serene Highness

left Worthin* for Goodwood on Tuesday morning, but

returned in the evening. His Highness has visited the

races each day. .

Representative Peer.—The election or a Scottish

Representative Peer, in the room of the late Genera

Lord Forbes, took place on Tuesday week in the Palace of

Holvrood, when Lord Polwarth was unanimously e.ected.

Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. Bright, the member

of the Anti-Corn Law League, has been returned for

Durham by a majority of 78. The numbers at the dose

of the poll were as follows :-Mr. Bright, 488; Mr.

Purvis, 410: majority for Mr. Bright, / 8.

. Duchy of CornwalL-The gross revenues of the Duchy

for the year ending December 31, 1842. were 32, 9.,o/.

13.?. A\d. ; salaries and expenses li,V66h Jos. 4 5 </.,

leaving'20,100/. for the Prince of Wales.

The Royal Navy.—The navy at the present moment

consists of '230 vessels of all descriptions, mounting 3,4/

1

guns, viz. : 3 vachts, 14 sea-going line-of-battle ships, 31

frigates, 35 sloops of war, 34 smaller vessels, 68 steam-

vessels, 25 surveying-vessels (including 9 steamers), J

troop shins, 1 hospital ship, and 10 stationary guard ships.

Our force at home consists of 780 guns; Mediterranean,

653; Brazils. 451; East Indies, 566 ; Cape and Coast ot

Africa, 203 ; North America and West Indies, 315 ;
J ar-

ticular service, 232; Surveying, 120 ;
Troop-ships, :.S ;

Lakes, 3; Total, 3,471 guns. This is an augmentation ot

8 vessels, but a reduction of 384 guns, since the com-

mencement of the year.

Royal Parks.—From a return of the public money

expended" upon each of the Royal parks during the year

1842, and just published by order of the House of Com-

mons, it appears that, upon Hyde, St. James's, and the

Green Parks, there has been expended 16,680/. ; on Re-

gent's Park, 5,150/. ; on Greenwich Park, 1,316; Rich-

mond, 6,155/.: Hampton and Bushy, 4,059 ; Windsor

Great Park, 16,342/. ; Windsor Home Park, H(i3/. ; Ascot

Royal Stand, stables, and kennel for stag-honnds, 2607;

and on the Phoenix Park, Dublin, 8,647/. ;
making a gross

total of 50,478/.

post-Office. — For some time past the Postmaster-

General has been negotiating with the directors of the

different railways for extending the delivery of the Post-

office twice a day by the morning and evening railway-

trains, to many parts where there is only one delivery

daily
'

and even every other day. With respect to the

mails to Scotland, the north and west of England, and

Ireland, arrangements are nearly completed that will be

highly beneficial to the public by an expeditious delivery

of" their letters and newspapers. The following towns

have been added to the list of the morning mails within

the last few days : Andover-road, Bishop's Stortford,

Cambridge, Folkstone, Gateshead, Newcastle, Northum-

berland, North Shields, Ricksmansworth, Ryde, Saffron

Walden, South Shields, Snnderland, and Ware.

British Museum.—The returns just published by order

of the House of Commons relative to the financial condi-

f'on and recent improvements in this establishment, show

that the total receipts during the past year, including the

Government grant of 30,000/., amounted to 37,263/., and

that the total actual expenditure for the same period stood

at 34 032/., leaving a surplus sum in the treasurer's hands

of 3 230/-.
'

The receipts on account of the Bridgewater

and Farnborough funds amounted to 517/., and the esti-

mated amount of Parliamentary grant required lor the

services of the current year was 32,576/., a considerable

portion of which would be required for the new buildings

and improvements. The number of persons admitted to

view the general collections during the past year

amounted to 547,713, being an increase over the previous

year of 228,344, and the number of visits made to the

reading rooms for the purpose of study or research, was

71 706, being an increase over the corresponding year of

2 403. The number of visits by artists and students to

the galleries of sculpture had been 5,627, and the number

of visits to the print-room 8.781. The average number

of readers is 245 a day, the number of deliveries of MS.

to whom, exclusive of illuminated volumes, amounting

during the last year to 19,727. The Parliamentary grant

proposed to be voted for the present year is 32,576/.

make the following appointments to benefices vacant by

the late Secession in the Scotch Church :—The Rev.

Hugh M'Diarmid, M.A., to the church and parish of Cal-

lander, Perth, in the room of the Rev. P. Robertson ; the

Rev. W. Mearns, to the united churches and parishes of

Kineff and Caterline, Kincardine, in the room of the Rev.

T. Brown ; the Rev. R. W. Fraser, to the church and

parish of Burntisland, Fife, in the room of the Rev. D.

Couper ; the Rev. C. Smith Adie, to the church and

parish of Edzel, Kincardine, in the room of the Rev. R.

iuglis; the Rev. G. Ritchie, M.A., to the church and

parish of Jedburgh, Roxburgh, in the room of the Rev.

J. Purves ; the Rev. G. Blair, to the church and parish of

Monzie, Perth, in the room of the Rev. J. R. Omond ;

the Rev. J. G. Wood, to the church and parish of Reu-

frew, in the room of the Rev. D. M'Farlane
;
the Rev.

A R- Bonar, to the church and parish of Fogo, Berwick,

in the room of the Rev. J. Baillie ;
the Rev. D. Martin,

to the church and parish of Duniiicheu, Forfar, in the

room of the Rev. D. Ferguson ; the Rev. A. Cunningham,

to the church and parish of Crailiug, Roxburgh, in the

room of the Rev. A. Milroy ; the Rev. R. W. Watson, to the

church and parish of Logie, File, in the room of the Rev.

A. Melville ; the Rev. W. Carrick, to the church and

parish of East Kilbride, Lanark, in the room ot the Rev.

11. Moncrieff ; the Rev. G. Murray, to the church and

parish of Girthon, Kirkcudbright, in the room of the Rev.

R. Jeffrey ; and the Rev. W. Reid, to the church and

parish of Borgue, Kirkcudbright, in the room of the

Rev. S. Smith.

Colonial Bishoprics.—The second report of the arch-

bishops and bishops forming the committee appointed to

act in concert with Government for the erection and en-

dowment of additional bishoprics in the colonies, gives

the following statement of receipts and expenditure to the

end of June, 1843 :— Special tund : donations and sub-

scriptions for New Brunswick, Ceylon, Cape of Good

Hope, South Australia, China, New Zealand, Tasmania,

and Gibraltar, 4,935/. 145. Id. General fund: 60,249/.

13s. 4d. The expenditure, including 32,500/. invested in

Exchequer Bills and other Government Securities, has

been f>3,590/. 18s. The report states that two of the

bishops consecrated for sees newly founded have now been

for some time on their respective spheres of labour. The

Bishop of New Zealand (Dr. Selwyn) had completed the

first visitation of his diocese, and reports favourably of

the progress of religion in these settlements. The Bishop

of Gibraltar, having resided some weeks at the metropolis

of his see, and for a considerably longer period at Malta,

and, having nominated an archdeacon for the general

superintendence of ecclesiastical affairs in each of those

places, is now engaged in visiting the several cities in

which the English congregations have been gathered

together in the islands and on the coasts of the Mediter-

ranean. Already he has exercised the functions of his

office at Athens, Smyrna, and Constantinople, where,

although there are considerable congregations in com-

munion with the Church, no Anglican bishop had ever

before been seen. The Bishop of Tasmania (Van

Diemen's Land), who sailed for his diocese at the end of

February last, undertook to remain for a few days at the

Cape of Good Hope, in order to administer the rite of

confirmation. The committee have determined on appro-

priating a large portion of the fund remaining at then-

disposal, namely, the sum of 20,000/., towards the endow-

ment of a bishopric in New Brunswick. The contribu-

tions from New Brunswick, in aid of this object, amounted,

at the date of the last despatches, to 2,150/. The Bishop

of Australia, though latelv relieved from the care of New
Zealand and Van Diemen's Land, is still charged with the

administration of a diocese loo large for his
<

Ctual

superintendence, and he has, in a recent communication,

pleaded earnestly for the erection of a distinct bishopric

in the thriving settlement of Port Philip. The Bishop of

Calcutta has also recommended the subdivision of his own

enormous diocese, by the erection of a bishopric for the

northern provinces of India. The committee ^intend, in

the. first place, to recommend to her Majesty's Govern-

ment, as soon as the adequate endowment shall have been

secured the erection of a separate bishopric for the pro-

vince of New Brunswick ; afterwards for the other im-

portant colonial settlements, in the order suggested by the

joint considerations of their intrinsic claims, the offers of

assistance, and the probability of success.

The Chinese Expedition.—A parliamentary return just

published shows that the sums paid or to be paid on

account of the war with China, amount to 2,879,873/., of

which sum 804,964/. are required to be voted in 1843-44, as

balance due to the East India Company. Another return

states that 1,281,211/. 13a-. bd. will be required to make
good to certain holders of opium surrendered in China in

March, 1S39, the amount of compensation due to them
under Art. 4 of the treaty of peace. The above amount,
however, includes a sum of 29,289/. lis. M. as a claim by
two Parsee firms, the settlement of which depends on
further explanation.

French
meeting

foreign.
France.—The great subject of remark in the

papers is Mr. O'Connell's comments on the radical

at which M. Ledru-Rollin was deputed to visit Dublin.

All of them concur in throwing additional ridicule on the

proceedings in Paris (now so decidedly repudiated by the

Repeal Association), and recommend the matter to be al-

lowed to die quietly awav. The National publishes a third

list of subscriptions in Francein favour of the repeal agitation

in Ireland; this list .".mounts to 412f. 50c, making the

total amount subscribed l,137f. 50c—The Chamber of

Peers sat on Fridav, and, despite the efforts of the
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Minister of Public Works, postponed to next session the

ministerial bill for the construction of a railroad between

Tours and Orleans. Immediately after, the bill for

enabling the Government to pay the interest due on the

part of the Greek loan guaranteed by France came under

discussion, and passed by a majority of 96 to 4. On
Saturday the Chamber voted the budget of receipts by a

majority of 98 to 4. The two Chambers were formally

closed on Monday by Royal ordonnance. The attendance

in both houses was exceedingly small, and the whole cere-

mony, which terminated with shouts of Vive le Rot, did

not last five minutes.—As had for some time been ex-

pected, the Monitenr publishes a Royal ordonnance ap-

pointing Vice-Admiral Baron de Mackaw Minister of

the Navy and Colonies, in lieu of Admiral Baron Roussin,

who has resigned.—The domestic intelligence in the

papers presents but few points of interest. A telegraphic

despatch from Brest announced, on Sunday, the arrival

of the Prince de Joinville and his young bride from the

Brazils. They are expected immediately in Paris. The
appeal of the celebrated Viclocq against the sentence of

the Tribunal of Correctional Police, which condemned
him to five years' imprisonment and five years' surveil-

lance, came on before the Cour Royal on Saturday. After

the speech of the Advocate-General, the Court, without

even hearing Vidocq's counsel, reversed the sentence.

Vidocq was immediately set at liberty, and was warmly
congratulated by his friends. General Alava, Aide-dt-

Camp of the Duke of Wellington in the Peninsular war,

and afterwards Spanish Ambassador of Queen Christina

at Paris, has just died at Bareges, aged sixty-four.

—

The Palais Royal, so famous some years back, is now
every day losing favour with the public, and the numerous
passages in the neighbourhood threaten it with complete

decay ; 18 or 20 arcades are now to let ; 22 others are

occupied by the vendors of ready-made clothes ; and some

of the principal cafes and restaurants, the goodwill of

which used to be worth 300,000 f., have been closed

because they did not clear their expenses—At the first

Chamber of the Civil Tribunal of the Seine on Wednesday
week, the cause of " the Marquis of Hertford against

Nicholas Suisse,'' valet de chambre of the late Marquis,

having been called on, M. Philip Dupin stated the case

for the Marquis, who sought to recover the value of

30,000 f. French rentes, which had been placed in the

hands of MM. Cailliez and Debague, bankers in Paris, by

Nicholas Suisse. M. Dupin, in a long pleading, recapi-

tulated all the facts as given in evidence on the trial of

Suisse at the Old Bailey, and dwelt with much severity on

the refusal of M. Cailliez to appear as a witness on that

occasion, in consequence of which refusal he contended

Suisse was acquitted. After an authenticated report of

the trial of Nicholas Suisse before Mr. Justice Williams

at the Old Bailey, had been read to the Court, the cause

was adjourned for eight days to hear the counsel for the

defence.—A Toulon paper publishes the following letter

from Mascara, July 5 :
— "Abd-el-Kader has again escaped

the pursuit of our soldiers by an almost miraculous flight,

thanks to the simplicity of his costume. The Spahis, who
thought only of plunder, abandoned the principal per-

sonage to strip the Emir's physician, a Frenchman, who
was richly dressed, and rode a horse splendidly capar-

isoned, and yet this person pointed with his finger to the

Emir, who was only ten paces off, tightening the girths

of his horse. The day before yesterday the Emir in per-

son was attacking tribes under the cannon of Mascara."

The Journal du Havre states that Messrs. Dean and

Edwards, who have been employed to explore the

cargo of the Telemaque, at Quillebeuf, are proceeding

actively, but hitherto without much success- They have

brought up thirty-one pieces of timber and some frag-

ments of the hull, and have made attempts to raise some
of the barrels, which were found partly imbedded in the

sand, but they came to pieces on applying the tackle to

them. Their contents were merely whale or palm-oil. A
considerable number of casks still remain to be examined,

and it is believed that there are in the vessel several large

cases bound with iron.

Spain.—A telegraphic despatch from Madrid, dated

July 23d, announces that the troops of Gens. Narvaez and

Seoane encountered each other on the previous day, at

Torrejon, and after an engagement of about a quarter of

an hour, the soldiers of both armies fraternised. Gen.

Seoane and the son of Zurbano were taken prisoners.

Zurbano made his escape, and concealed himself in

Madrid. The municipality was going out at the moment
when the telegraph was despatched, to surrender Madrid
unconditionally to the insurgent army. The Militia of

Madrid were returning to their homes, and the troops of

Brigadier Enna, which pronounced themselves, are in

possession of the posts. It was expected that Gen.

Narvaez or Gen. Aspiroz would enter Madrid at 5 o'clock

with his division. This despatch may be regarded as the

close of the first act of the eventful drama, whose result

must now be regarded with the greatest anxiety. The
triumph of military anarchy has been so sudden and com-
plete, that it has effected at least one important object,

in sparing Spain from the renewed calamities of a long

civil war. In the singular contest we have had occasion

to record during the last three weeks, in which, until now,

no battle has been fought, in which an army has been

driven out of Catalonia, and a place like Lerida captured

without a shot being tired, in which everything has been

done by marches and counter-marches, manoeuvres and

tactics, the observer has been astonished at finding im-

portant results accomplished daily by other means than

those of force. What has lately been passing around

Madrid and on the Saragossa road was truly curious.

Several columns of both parties seemed to be closely

following each other, and apparently mingled in I

an inextricable, manner. The marching of these

columns, dovetailed, as it were, one with the other, pre-

sented for some days one of the rarest and most interest-

ing phenomena in the history of modern warfare.

The protracted absence of the Regent from the scene

where his political existence was at stake, is still altoge-

ther unaccountable ; and it is now announced that he is

retiring into Portugal. The army under Zurbano and
Seoane, which appears to have "fraternised" with the

corps under the insurgent generals who are now the mas-
ters of Madrid after a single exchange of shots, are saul

to have doubted of the cause in which they were engaged,

when they learnt that the Regent himself was retiring in

the gorges of the Sierra Morena, at a moment when the

capital, the Queen, his friends, his fame, and the safety

of his supporters, all depended on his presence. His
cause is now irretrievable, and the more because the change
which has been effected in the destinies of the Peninsula

is emphatically a military revolution ; for it has been

accomplished by unbounded corruption in the army, and
by the energy of military adventurers. If there were ever

any doubt that the movement originated in Paris, it would

now be removed, by an announcement in the French

papers of Tuesday, the significancy of which is increased

by the fact that the Due d'Aumale has long been men-
tioned as a candidate for the hand of Queen Isabella.

" Queen Christina, " they state, "held a grand levee in

the Hotel de Courcelles on Monday, on the occasion of

her birthday. The King, Queen, the Due d'Aumale,

the Duke and Duchess of Nemours, and Madame Ade-
laide, successively visited the ex-Regent, and M. Guizot

and Marshal Soult presented their homage to Her Ma-
jesty." " The Due d'Aumale/' observes the Commerce,
"was most gracious to all the Spaniards present in the

salon of the mother of Isabel II., and even spoke to

them in their native language."—The daily papers give

the following account of the manner in which the above
intelligence from Madrid was received in Paris. As soon
as the despatch reached the Government, M. Guizot went
immediately to the Hotel de Courcelles, that he himself

might have the pleasure of announcing the news to Queen
Christina. Immediately afterwards an express was sent

off with the news to King Louis Philippe, who was at the

Chateau de Bizy. In the evening the ex-Regent threw
open her saloons, and all the courtiers of her party, both
French and Sp&nish, pressed forward to offer their con-

gratulations. Next morning a council was held at her

hotel, at which MM. Torenso, Zea, Castillio, Grimaldi,

and several others, assisted. It is said that it was deter-

mined by the council that they should despatch a courier

to Madrid with instructions for General Narvaez and for

M. Martinez de la Rosa, who left Paris a few days ago,

for Spain. Queen Christina and her councillors will

wait the course of events before they leave Paris. It

appears to be their intention to proclaim the Lopez
ministry, with all its members, as a Provisional Govern-
ment, charged to convoke the Cortes, and to cause the

majority of Queen Isabella II. to be proclaimed, although

her Majesty is only 12 years and !) months old.

Portugal.—By the Royal Tar steamer we have news
from Lisbon to the 17th inst., where all was tranquil.

Dissensions still prevail in the Cabinet respecting the

measures to be employed for the prevention of any popu-
lar outbreak, on which subject M. Costa Cabral and the

Duke de Palmella are at issue. The Excise revenues are

to be farmed out by public auction for three years, at the

end of the present month.
Germany.—We learn from Berlin that Prince Au-

gustus of Prussia, uncle of the King, died rather sud-

denly at Brandenburg, on the 19th inst. The Prussian

Government, induced by feelings of interest for the com-
merce and industry within the boundaries of the Customs
Union, intends to send a commissioner to China, for the

purpose of obtaining authentic information upon com-
mercial matters, and also to establish a Prussian Consulate

at Canton for the whole Chinese empire. M. Grube, of

Dusseldorf, who is to be the Consul, was formerly em-
ployed in the office of the Minister of State, the President

of the Government at Dusseldorf. He is to have a salary

of 8,000 dollars per annum, but he must remain three

years at his post. After that, on his leaving, he or his

family are to have a pension of 1,000 rix-dollars.

—

Madame Caroline Pichler, one of the most popular novel

writers of the age, died at Vienna last week, at the ad-

vanced age of 74. Several of her works have successfully

been introduced into our literature.—A letter from Pres-

burg, of July 7, states that the Emperor of Austria, in his

quality of King of Hungary, has just decided the long-

disputed question of the religion of children sprung from

mixed marriages. In answer to a petition from the last

Diet, praying that parents of different religions might be

freed from the obligation of bringing up their children

exclusively in the Catholic religion, his Majesty has

ordered that children may be brought up as Protestants or

Catholics, as may seem fit to the parents ; and, in case

they cannot agree, the children are to follow the religion

of the father. This resolution, the letter states, caused

great satisfaction in the city, and in the evening of the

intelligence the houses were illuminated.—The Grand
Duke Michael of Russia passed through Bamberg on

the 21st inst., on his way to the waters of Kissengen.

He would thence proceed to England.

Italy.—Recent letters from Naples announce that the

Treaty of Commerce between Great Britain and Naples

was signed on the 26th ult., and forwarded to London for

ratification.

Turkey.—Accounts from Constantinople of the 7th

inst. state that a squadron of nine sail-of-the-line were on

the point of putting to sea under the command of the

Capitan Pasha, for the purpose, t was supposed, of

making a demonstration on the coast of Greece and the

European provinces of Turkey. Rifaat Pasha, the new
Minister for Foreign Affairs, and M. de Titoff, the

Minister of Russia, arrived on the 1st, by the Russian
steamer Meteor. Namik Pasha, who had just returned

from Bagdad, had been appointed President of the Council

of War at Adrianople. Redschid Pasha was rapidly

recovering from his recent attack of apoplexy. Accord-
ing to advices from Teheran of the 7th June, the

troops of the Khan of Bokhara had routed those of the

Khan of Khiva, and taken possession of the town.
Through the same channel we have reports similar to

those received from India with respect to the fate of

Colonel Stoddart and Captain Conolly, who, it is con-

fidently asserted, are both alive to this day. The Con-
stantinople news announces the termination of the Servian
question, of which we had previous accounts through
Germany. They confirm (he statement that Prince
Alexander Cara Georgewitch has been re-elected unani-

mously, and that his Ministers, Petroniewitch and
Wutschitch, whose banishment was so emphatically de-
manded by Russia, have been permitted to remain in Servia.

Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria, of the 6th inst, state

that the Pacha is still in that city, and apparently in

better health, riding out every day in the environs, while

Ibrahim Pacha remains apparently taking no interest

whatever in what is going on, allowing Abbas Pacha, who
for the last week has been there, to assume the pomp and
circumstance of first aide-de-camp, or wakeel, to his

Highness. A new light has, however, been thrown upon
this matter, perfectly consonant with the policy of these

countries. Abbas Pacha has been for some time past
intriguing and attaching to himself in Cairo, a large and
influential body, the Oulemas, at once men of the law and
ministers of religion, and consequently a powerful organ
with a fanatic population; before these intrigues reached
a point dangerous to the government and intended line of
succession it was necessary to put a stop to them. It is

said that Mehemet AH and Ibrahim decided in concert

that Abbas, under the immediate surveillance and sur-

rounded by the spies of his grandfather, would be far less

likely to do mischief than if left to himself in Cairo, and
it is for that reason that he is brought to Alexandria, and
will be kept therewith the highest honorary title the Pacha
has to bestow, with far less ability to do mischief than he
had before, and with just as much real power as the Pacha
may think it prudent to allow him.
United States.—We regret to learn by the arrival of

the Margaret steamer; at Liverpool, on Sunday, under
command of Captain Shannon, late of the Columbia, and
bearing th6 mails and passengers of that unfortunate

vessel, that she has been totally lost ; fortunately every

soul was saved, as well as much of the property on board
the vessel. The following are the particulars :—The
Columbia went ashore on the 2d, about one o'clock, upon
the Devil's Limb (a solid rock), a mile and a quarter

from land, and one-and-a-half from the lighthouse on Seal

Island. From the thickness of the fog, nothing at a dis-

tance was discernible, and consequently it was impossible

to form any accurate judgment as to their particular situ-

ation. For three hours, in this perilous predicament,

their ultimate fate was a matter of most anxious solici-

tude, and their impending danger continued to assume a

more hopeless aspect. During all this time every exertion

was making to lighten the vessel by throwing the coal,

&c. into the sea : and with her engines, and every avail-

able means, a continued perseverance was made to get her

off, but without success. Alarm-guns were constantly

fired, but unfortunately—from the ignorance of their posi-

tion—at the side of the ship from the shore. About four

o'clock, to their no little delight, a boat from the island

made its appearance, and very quickly explained to them
their position. The ladies were all immediately sent on

shore ; most of the other passengers remained until the

next morning with the crew on board, for the purpose of

rendering whatever assistance they could toward saving

the ship from destruction. At every flood-tide the engine

was put in operation with a view of backing her, but the

impracticability of moving her may be perceived from the

fact that she was so far up upon the rock as to

draw at her bows five feet of water less than

usual. On the 4th she broke |her back, and when

the Margaret left she was swinging by the bows,

and certain, from the least violent commotion of

the wind and waves, to become utterly destroyed. All

the movables on board have been saved. The crew

of the Columbia have been left at the wreck, and 'hopes

are entertained that they will be able to remove a great

part of the engines before she goes to pieces.—-The Great

Western and Hiberniahave since arrived, the latter after a

passage made within the almost incredible space of nine

days. They bring accounts that the chief portion of Fall

River was burned down on the 1st inst. It is computed
that the loss of property amounts to 250,000 dollars, at

least. Fall River is well known by our coasters, for many
vessels freighted with coal from Pictou and Cape Breton
have disposed of their cargoes there. An angry feeling

between the native and Irish citizens of the Union is arising

from the Repeal cfuestion. Mr. O'Conneirs denunciations

of the slave-holders, and threatened interference with

them, when the opportunity arrives, have so excited the

ire of the anti-abolitionists of Baltimore and Philadelphia,

that they have resolved to suppress, if they can, the

agitation of the complaints of Ireland in the States. At
Charleston the Repeal Association have held a special

meeting, at which several " indignation speeches" were
pronounced against Mr. O'Connell, and then the Asso-
ciation dissolved finally, distributing its funds to two

Catholic charitable societies. The lovers of literature

and admirers of one of its greatest living ^ornaments,
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will be gratified to learn that Mr. Washington Irving

has succeeded to a large fortune, which has been

bequeathed to him by one of the Society of Friends,

to whom the distinguished American author was person-

ally unknown. Mr. Irving, in consequence, intends

immediately to relinquish his appointment as United

States Minister at Madrid, where, it is said, his health

has suffered materially since his recent residence in that

Ca
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STRALASiA.-Sydneypapers to April 2d, and Hobart-

town to April 8th, have arrived this week. In the

Morninq Herald, (a Sydney journal,) the aftairs of the

Bank of Australia are referred to in a manner little calcu-

lated to revive confidence in the administration of those

establishments in the colonies. Alluding to something

which had transpired the day previous, it is observed on

March the 31st :—" The « untoward' disclosures of the

mismanagement of the Bank of Australia have naturally

caused the greatest excitement in the city. In fact,

with the exception of the recent discoveries of the

frauds committed on the Bank of Manchester, we

know of nothing equal to them, and the latter only

exceed the former from the circumstance ot the

cashier, the day before the discovery became inevitable,

having quietly swept out some 1.5,000/., being the balance

in the iron chest, and absconded to America. ll,e

affairs are even blacker than we represented them yes-

terday. The firm that was stated to have obtained

108,0007. is liable for upwards of 50,000/. in addition, or

160 000/. in the whole. The director who was said to

have had 60,000/. has had 80,000/., and another director

has had 40,000/. ; besides which there are various trifling

debts of lf),000/., 20,000/., &c. There is but one opinion of

the conduct of the directors." Things were still very

depressed in Van Diemen's Land, and the colonists were

speculating on the causes and remedies for such a state of

affairs. There is no news from this part of Australasia.

Cape of Good Hope.— Advices from the Cape of

the 6th Mav, contain the copy of a minute laid before the

Le°islative Council of the colony by the Governor, res-

pecting Port Natal, and announcing that her Majesty's

Government had decided upon taking the emigrant farmers

under the protection of the British Crown, of recognising

their district, of adopting it as a British colony, and of

establishing such institutions, under British authority, as

her Majesty may deem necessary. The Governor adds

that, having adverted to the objections he had adduced

against the incorporation of Port Natal with the Cape

colony, her Majesty's Government had felt disposed to

admit their validity, and to consider the best means by

which due provision might be made for establishing a co-

lonial government at Port Natal, distinct from, if not

independent of the government of the Cape of Good Hope.

Meanwhile the Commissioner is to recognise the amnesty

granted by Lieut.-Colonel Cloete. Grants or sales of land

in the district are, however, prohibited till the will of her

Majesty is^known ; and it also appears to be decided that

the Governor of the colony, under whatever denomination,

is to be appointed by her Majesty, and that no laws to

be passed in the colony shall be valid without his consent.

H.M.S. Cleopatra arrived at Port Elizabeth on the 27th

April, having captured off Quillemaine, on the 12th, the

Brazilian brigantine Progresso, with 440 slaves on board.

The crew, with 50 of the negroes, were removed to the

Cleopatra, and the remainder sent forward with a prize-

master to Simon's-bay.

Bill, the Liverpool Improvement Bill, the Paisley Corporation

Bill, the Cockermouth Free Grammar School Bill, the Northamp-

ton Improvement Bill, the Londonderry Bridge Bill, The Great:

North of England Junction Railway Bill, the Walton-on-thc-HiU

Rectory Bill, the Marquis of Abercorn's Estate Bill, the Earl or.

Waldcexave's Estate Bill, Jackson's Divorce Bill, and Severn.WaldcgraVv- „

Road Bills.—On the motion of Lord Wiiarn'ci.iffk, the am
for the Regulation of Cathedral Churches in Wales was read

a second time ; as were also the Loan Societies Bill, the Contro-

verted Elections Bill, the Slave-Trade Suppression Continuance

Bill, the Bills of Exchange Bill, and others.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—The early portion ot" the sitting was occupied with

the remaining- clauses of the Arms Bill. The main discussion

was on the question of the period of the duration of the bill. The

original proposition of the Government was for five years ;

but* alter discussion and two divisions, it was decided that it

should last for two years, and to the end of the then next session

of Parliament, or practically for three years. The whole of the

clauses, including those which had been postponed for farther

consideration, having been gone through, the long-protracted

committee on this bill was terminated, the report to be brought

up on Thursday.
The report of the committee on the Excise duties, recommend

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Monday.—Lord Brougham stated that, having received an

ample apology from the printer of the Kendal Gazette for the

calumnious remarks made in that paper, of which he had lately

corn plained, it was not his intention to persist in his motion to

hive the said printer called to their Lordships' bar.—On the

motion of the Earl of Dkvon, the Scientific Societies Bill was

read a third time and passed.

Tuesday.—Lord Brougham took occasion to caution all

artists who feel disposed to send in plans, drawings, and models,

f r the ornamenting of the new Houses of Parliament, pursuant to

thP advertisement issued by the Fine Arts Commission, that they

rniist do so at their own risk. He thought it an act of charity to

Sinn artists to give them fair notice that it was not certain they

wniilri have employment, for the wisdom of Parliament might

•f se to have their wishes carried out in the manner they would
r

'r two —The Earl of Abkrokkn laid on the table several returns

latinir'to slavery and the slave trade.—The Marquess of Lan-s-

™wx.r moved for the correspondence which took place between

The Government here and that ot France relative to the appre-
ine uu

offenders.—The Earl of Abicrdeisn begged to decline

i I;™ thp correspondence asked for, for the reason that no

Tc , cor?!
Xdence'existed-The motion was withdrawn

on the motion of Lord-MoNTBAom, a return oi the halance-

, „t„i hip income and expenditure of the country up to the

s h Julyw' orS33.-The Earl of Gl.koal,-brought 'forward

the nuestion of the Irish Beep-Sea Fisheries, for the purpose of

Sduc"n B the Government to do something: to carry the Act of

ast year effectually into operation. He suggested the granting

7/.,," 1H 000/. in the shape of loans or bounties, and the
of 15,000*. or^18,000/ m

b ^ ,

Qf
reconslrUCtl0n

tnf n"heries.-Lord Carsbbt, the Marquess of
encouraging
Clanricardk, and Lord Monteaom, also urged on the Govern-

ment the

ffiSKB carethkt the attention^of the Government in the

nent the necessity of BapporttDg^he^ermenJn then- trade.

"ndinVtheir operations.-The Duke of Wellington said

", t-ke care that the attention of the Govr

;:.="i»-5-rMas.• -
-rm ri

exceeding three years on persons guilty of extorting money by

f the mibl.cation of libels-winch he thought nnecessary

these words ?-" If any person shall threaten to publish any

matter or thing, with intent, to extort money, or any security forKi^ things &c -The Lena, CHANCKtLOK

considered some alteration absolutely necessary to render the

clause operative , but he feared the words proposed went toofar.

The debate on the motion was adjourned to Monday to allow of

due consideration, and to obtain the opinion of Lord Denman on

the effect of the words proposed.

Friday.—The Royal Assent was given by commission to the fol-

lowing bills :-The Charities Bill, the Punishment of Offenders Bill,

reduction on the duty on Irish spirits of 4d. a gal.on.—Mi.

Bvring and the Chancellor of the Exchkquhr having spoken

against the amendment, Sir R. Ferguson withdrew it, and the

report was received.—The Admiralty Lands Bill which stood for

committee was objected to by Mr. Uarvaiu) ami Mr. Him::,

defended by Mr. Sidnky Herbert, the Secretary to the Admi-

ralty, and after some discussion, during: which the main objec-

tion' urged against the bill was, that it conferred an arbitrary and

unlimited power on the Admiralty to appropriate land '

'
for naval

purposes." Sir J. Graham explained that sufficient check end

control would still remain to the House, inasmuch as all sums

to be expended on the purchase of lands would have to be

#nclndcd in the estimates, which would he liable to question and

scrutiny.—A division took place, when the bill was passed into

committee bv a majority of 59 to 28. But in committee it

encountered further opposition, though ultimately it was carried

through this stage.

The Marriages (Ireland) Bill was read a second time, and

the standing orders having been suspended, was com-

mitted and reported. — The Public Works (Ireland) Bill, and

the Court of Exchequer (Ireland) Bill were respectively

read a third time and passed.— Lord Ashlev obtained leave to

bring in a bill to establish, regulate, and protect societies for the

improvement of the industrious classes, by extending the allot-

ment or field-garden system, and the more general establishment

of loan funds in England and Wales.
t

Tuesday.—Mr. Christopher complained of the way in which

the Customs Acts Bill had been read, out of course, on Monday
night, and called attention to a clause introduced into that bill

which bore materially on the interests of British agriculture, as

allowing the agricultural produce of the State of Maine to be

admitted into this country at the colonial duty. He asked the

Government if that were "their intention in passing this clause.

—Mr. Gladstone could only give a limited answer. The inten-

tion of the clause was neither more nor less than to give legal

effect in this country to the third article of the treaty of Wash-

ington. With respect to the effect of the clause in admitting

foreign produce, he could not then well explain the matter, but

he would, in a future stage of the bill, take an opportunity of

giving an explanation.—Mr. Williams also complained of the

introduction of a clause into this bill which made a very great

alteration in the watch trade.
,

In reply to a question from Sir H. W. Barrox,—S:r It. Peel
said that he would not make any immediate appointment to the

Judgeship of the Admiralty Court in Ireland, and that it should

be made subject to any arrangement the Government might
hereafter think fit to make respecting the union of the offices of

Judges of the Prerogative and Admiralty Courts.— Sir G. Clerk
gave notice that on Friday he would lay before the House the

remaining estimates; among them those of the expenses of the
war in China, and of the compensation money for the opium.
Mr. Hume moved for leave to bring in a bill for the establish-

ment of schools to promote a sound education for the rising

generation of the United Kingdom at the public expense, without
wounding the feelings or injuring the rights of any sect or class

of the community, hut confiningthe business of the schoolmaster

to the secular and moral training of the children, and leaving all

religious instruction to religious teachers distinct from the school;

to the end that general instruction and a spirit of Christian

brotherhood and good-will may be disseminated amongst all

classes and denominations.—Mr. Ewart followed in support of

the motion, but the House was counted out at a quarter past 8.

Wednesday.—The Controverted Elections Bill was read a third

time and passed.—Lord Ashley withdrew the Industrious Classes

Bill for the present session, giving notice to introduce it again early

in the next-—Mr. Gibsom complained of an interpretation put upon
the excise laws, by which individuals making cash advances on
the consignment of excisable goods, were held liable to have the

goods so consigned seized lor the duty owing by the inanulacturer.

Mr. Gibson instanced the case of Messrs. Truman, who, having

advanced a large sum on the security of malt, were held by the Court

of Exchequer liable to have this malt seized lor duty left unpaid by

the maltster, not on this, but on other malt.—The Chancellor of

the "exchequer did not think it would be just or advisable, with

respect to the collection of the revenue, to permit dealers to put

articles into the hands of a factor, and thereby relieve the articles

from the payment of duty. With respect to the case of the Messrs.

Truman they were only held liable to a sum of money after a trial

and adjudication by a court of law.— In answer to a question from

Capt. liEUKELEY, Mr. Sidney Herbert said an inquiry had been

made into the cause of the late explosion on board the Camperdown,

and that orders had been given to prevent the continuance of the

practice of keeping large quantities of powder on the deck of vessels

during the firing of salutes.—Sir J. Graham, in reply to a question

from Mr. Banneuman, declined to say whether it was the intention

of the Government to remove from the Professorships of the Uni-

versities of Scotland those gentlemen who had adhered to the Free

Presbyterian Church. The memorial received from certain members

of the University of St. Andrews was under the consideration of the

Law Officers of the Crown.

The House went into committee on tne Coroners Bill.—On the

clause allowing travelling expenses to the coroners at the rate of

is 6rf a mile, Mr. Williams moved the substitution of l.s\ a mile.

On a division there were— For the original mileage, 59; for the

amendment, 4S. Majority, 11. The other clauses were agreed to.

The Municipal Corporations (No. 2) Bill was read a third time and

passed.— Sir J. Graham obtained leave to bring in a bill for the

regulation of theatres. He said it was a bill in lieu of one which

had been proposed by Mr. T. Duncombc—On the motion of Mr.

F Maule, a return of the names of the different corps of Yeomanry

Cavalry which have been, or are likely to be, re-established on per-

manent' pay. under the estimate of the present year, was ordered.

read a third time

on the motion
ould move its

both by the Government and members of the Opposition. After

Lord Clements had spoken shortly on the propriety ol proceeding

with some other business, Mr. S. Crawford proposed the following

amendment:—"That the unrestricted power of having, carrying,

and using arms, foi all legal purposes, is a right enjoyed by English-

men and Scotchmen, and is one of the essential safeguards of freedom.

That to limit or withhold this privilege, as regards Irishmen, creates

an anjust, impolitic, and insulting distinction, and is a violation of

that equality of rights which can be the only safe and just basis of

Imperial legislation. That, therefore, it is the duty of this house to

reject any measure which would impose or continue such restriction."

—This was seconded by Mr. Ross ;
and on a division was rejected by

()9 to 44.—Lord J. Russell proposed certain clauses, one of which

had for its object to confine the operation of the more stringent pro-

visions of the bill, especially the search for arms, to such disturbed

districts as had previously been proclaimed by the Lord Lieutenant.,

following in this respect the precedent of the English Arms Bill of

1S1J). He had heard with much pleasure the creditable sentiments

uttered bv Irish Conservative Members, when they expressed their

willingness to share with their humbler fellow countrymen in the

inconveniences to which they would be subjected by the Bill. But it

should be borne in mind that the power to search for arms given to

magistrates would practically be only enforced against the lower

Lord Eliot censured the inconsistency of Lord J. Russell, who
had expressed his willingness to renew a bill which contained these

powers, of search, unaccompanied by the modifications and checks of

the present bill. No search for arms could take place bv night,

without the presence of a magistrate ; nor by day without the pre-

sence either of a magistrate or of a sub-inspector of police. Districts

were onlv proclaimed when in actual insurrection ;
but the present

bill was a preventive measure, to repress outrages, and those agrarian

disturbances which rendered life and property insecure.—Alter a short

discussion, in which Mr. M. J. O'Connki.l, Mr. Ross, Mr. Ewart,

the O' Conor Don. Lord Clements, and Mr. Lefuoy took part,

the House divided, when Lord John Russell's clause was rejected,

by 109 to 65.—Sundrv additional and postponed clauses having been

added, Mr. M. J. O'Co.vnei.l moved the omission of clause 8, the

"branding clause." Lord Eliot maintained its necessity, and on

a division it was retained bv 74 to 87.—The bill having received all

its amendments and alterations, was ordered to be engrossed and

read a third time on Friday. .

The next order of the day was the committee on the Irish Foor-

law Amendment Bill, and eight clauses out of twenty-six, ot which

the Bill is composed, were airreed to, the seventh being postponed.—

The Prison Discipline Bill, the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction Bill, the

West India Islands Relief Bill, the Excise Bill, and the Loan

Societies Bill were read a second time.—The House went into com-

mittee on the Slave-trade Bounties, and, on the motion of the

Chancellor of THB ExCHBatfBR, resolutions were agreed to and

ordered to be reported—The Stamp Acts Bill, the Law cf Eyioence

Bill, and the Episcopal Functions Bdl passed through committee.

Friday.— Mr. Bright made the Quakers' affirmation, and took

his seat as Member for Durham.—On the motion of Mr. V.

Smith the Slave-trade Suppression Bill was read a first time.—

The House then resolved itself into a committee of supply, and

Lord John Russell proceeded to state his views on the present

state of public business, which led to a general discussion on the

Ministerial measures of the present Session.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday—Consols for account closed

at 93£ to -$ ; Three per Cent. Reduced, 94| to | ; Three-

and-half per Cents., 101£ to 2; New Tliree-ancl-half per

Cents. 101|to 1 ; Bank Stock, 180^; Exchequer Bills

555. to 57a-., and 535. to 555. prera.

e
ot

committal that day three months.- Mr. S. Craweoru brought in a

bill to amend the law of landlord and tenant in Ireland, which was

read a first time, and ordered for second reading on the 22d August.

—The further consideration of the report on the Irish Arms Bill

raised another debate, there being clauses pxoposed to be added,

Metropolis antt its Ftrimtm
Royal Visit to the Thames Tunnel—On Wednesday

the Queen, Prince Albert, the Prince of Saxe Gotha, the

Princess Clementine, and other distinguished personages,

now on a visit to her Majesty, honoured the Thames

Tunnel with a visit. From the shortness of the notice

but few preparations could be made. Indeed, most of the

directors were out of town. Even Sir Isambert Brunei, the

engineer under whose auspices the works were commenced

and completed, was too far from town for a communication

to reach him in time to be present. At about half-pa&t 3,

there was a numerous attendance of visitors, the fact

having transpired that her Majesty was about to visit the

works. The flags were hoisted at the TunDel works, and

from various other places in the vicinity, and a scene of

animation presented itself in all quarters. Precisely at

the hour stated, the royal barge arrived off the Tunnel

pier, and her Majesty was received by Mr. B. Hawes,

iun.l M-P.f Sir A. Crichton, and three of the directors.

The'Queen was welcomed by the people who had collected

with great acclamation, and, preceded by the secre-

tary and the assistant-engineer, her Majesty descended

the Rotherhithe shaft, Lord Byron being in immediate

attendance on her Majesty. Having proceeded through

such a work as never a Queen before had traversed, the

royal party returned, and as they re-ascended, u God save

the Queen" was struck up, and loudly joined in by the

assembled multitude. On arriving at the entrance-room,

her Majesty was pleased to express her gratification at

being enabled to witness the completion of the Tunnel,

and her regret that Sir I. Brunei was not present. The
arrangements, though hurried, were well carried out, and

her Majesty entered the royal barge amid the cheers of

thousands, the bells of the churches in the vicinity ring-

ing at the same time a merry peal. Her Majesty, when

Princess Victoria, we believe, once viewed the works,

which were then not half completed.

The Custom-House Frauds.—The report of the Com-

missioners of Revenue inquiry on Custom-house frauds

has just been published; but the evidence on which it is

•| founded has not yet been made public. The report

shows that a well-organised system of fraud has been going

on for several years past ; and the same system of public

plunder might, in all probability, have now been flourish-

ing in full impunity and success, if remorse had not

touched the conscience of Mr. Burnby, one of the delin-

quents, who, in the autumn of 1841, inculpated no less

than '21 landing-waiters, who had been selected for

employment on the silk and baggage import duty, on
account of their supposed zeal in the service of the

Revenue. Mr. Burnby's disclosures were not at first

credited by the Custom-house authorities, who desired, as

a proper measure of precaution, to wait for corrobora-

tion; and this was obtained through the instrumentality

of Mr. Homersham, another criminal, now deceased, and

a landing-waiter of the first class, at a salary of 400Z. per
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ob am an amount of drawback of duty far exceeding what
is legally due or a drawback for an imaginary exportation
of articles. 3. The dummy system, or the substitution of
a package of low duty goods for a package of high duty
goods Passing cigars, for instance, under the denomina-
tion of marble. 4. By the negligent or wilful undervalu-
ation of goods where they are subjected to ad valorem
duties and the dishonest or careless and faulty enumera-te of the goods when their amount is to he stated.
5. By the improper computation of the tares of packages.
6 An under valuation and under account of goods," so
that an under duty is paid, by means of making a proper
entry in the rough book on examining the goods, and
obliterating that entry so soon as they were safe in the
warehouse of the importer, substituting in place of Ihe
proper entry a false and insufficient entry of the goods
denoting a low duty, which was paid instead of the proper
duty to the Crown 7. The fraudulent entries of goods by
the substitution of fresh leaves for the original leaves in
the landing-waiter's 'Blue Books,' with imitations of the
handwriting of the registrar's clerks, with false entries
and w. h false seals. 8. The obliteration of the entrv in
the Blue Book, by a chemical process, and the substitu-
tion of a false for the real account in it." The last six
heads of fraud above enumerated are attributed bv the
Commissioners to the allowance of •• sight entries," and
the delivery of goods to importers on credit, and to the
maintenance of high duties, the evasion of which frequently
places within the reach of the revenue officer, by one
fraudulent transaction, as much money in one day as his
salary amounts to in one year. The Commissioners state
That it is of more importance, even with a view to the

protection of our own manufactures, that duties should be
low, but be fairly and fully levied, than that there should
be nominally high rates of duty acting as an encourage-
ment to the fraudulent, and a discouragement to the
honourable merchant, but which are unequally exacted,
and most irregularly and partially enforced." They refer
particularly to the evidence given by Mr. Porter, of the
Board cf Trade, before the Committee on the Import
Duties respecting the evasion of the silk duties, and
append to their Report the completion of his statement
from that time to the present, taken from a comparison of
the accounts of the French Custom-house of silks exported,
and from those of our Custom-house entries of imports,
by which the fact is established, that less than one-half of
the silk goods exported from France to England pay duty
on their importation in this country.

Sale of (he late Duke of Sussex's Property.—The fol-
lowing is the amount realised by the property of his late

,

°
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e':S at * e recent 8aIe :-P'ate and plated arti-

cles, 4U,7a*{. 15s. 5d.; decorative furniture, 3,984/. Is. 6d.\
trinkets, rings, and seals, 2,473/. 2s. ; snuff-boxes and
bonbonnieres, 2,238/. 12*. Gd.; clocks and watches,\#M. 5s. ; swords, pistols, and sticks, 1.092/. la. Gd. •

P'Pf', 'ohacco, and cigars, 3,G17L 9s. 6d. ; bijouterie,WW* Is Gd.; miniatures and pictures, 759/. Is.; so that
the total exceeds 38,000/. In reference to the statement
that the King of Maples has made an offer for the lute
IJuke s books and manuscripts now in process of valuation,
it appears that the report is entirely destitute of founda-
tion no such offer having been either received or antici-
pated. It is also stated that there is little reason to sup-
pose that the books will be purchased by Government for
the British Museum, as that library already contains du-
plicates and triplicates of some of the most valuable works
in the late Duke's collection.

The late Duel.- At the Marylebone Police-court onMonday Mr. Humphreys, the solicitor of Mr. Gulliver,
informed the magistrate, that since the last examination
he had been before Mr. Justice Coltman, at the Judge's
chambers, Chancery-lane, accompanied by Mr. Fell, "the
chief clerk of the Court, Mr. Mills, the coroner's clerk,
and the police-inspector; and that the Judge had taken
hail for Mr. Gulliver's appearance to answer the charge at
*

i
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8essi?"sof the Central Criminal Court, himself
an 1,000/. and four sureties in 500/. each. The witnesses
were then bound over in 401. for their appearance at the

!u lex
luesdav

'
the coroner's jury reassembled for

the fifth time and signed the inquisition. In consequence
ot the Judge s order admitting Mr. Gulliver to bail, the
coroner did not issue his warrant for his committal to
Mewgate; but after a long conversation with Mr.
Humphreys, he expressed his opinion that the other
accused parties would surrender at the same time with
Mr. Gulliver to take their trial on the verdict of the jury.
Ihe police-inspector was then hound over in 100/. to
prefer a bill of indictment on the part of the coroner
against all the parties implicated by the verdict.

Peace Convention.—A deputation of this Society had
the honour of an audience of the King of the French, at
the Palace ot Neuilly, on Friday, for the purpose of pre-
senting to his Majesty the " Memorial to the Govern-
ments of the Civilized World," adopted by the General
ieace Convention recently held in this metropolis, on
the importance of inserting in treaties between nations a
clause binding the parties to refer their disputes to the
arbitration of one or more friendly Powers mutually
chosen, and thus prevent the necessity of having recourse
to arms. His Majesty gave the deputation a very gracious
reception, assured them of his cordial interest in the
object of their mission, and expressed himself in termshighly gratifying to the deputation.

ktT *Y " Monument. — The construction 'of the
Nelson Monument, in Trafalgar-square, the progress of
which was interrupted in consequence of the Corinthian
capital not being completed, has, after a suspension of
some months, been again proceeded with. On Monday
the workmen began fixing the leaves and volutes of the
capital, which were cast at Woolwich dockyard, and which
have been upon the ground in Trafalgar-square some
days. Some of the leaves and volutes, which have taken
between two and three years for their execution, weigh
two or three tons. The statue is nearly finished and will
shortly he raised

;
and it is expected that the monument

will be completed by the end of the vear.
Victoria Park.—The line of a new road from London

fields, and extending from thence to Dalston, Kingsland
Stoke Newington, &c, called King Edward's Road has
been laid out from a place opposite the Triangle, at
Hackney, continuous with one of the chief carriage en-
trances of the new park. The sewerage of the road, which
is about 50 feet wide, has been completed, and several
eligible building sites, on and near it, were sold at the
Auction Mart last week. It is called King Edward's
Koad, from the circumstance that a great deal of the pro-
perty about there belongs to Christ's Hospital, of which
that monarch was the founder. Nearly opposite there
stood, a few years since, a portion of an ancient building,
which rumour assigned as part of a former palace of John
of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. Great anxiety is felt in
the surrounding vicinities for the commencement of
operations in the park, which is expected to take place
next month. •

x

Mortalit,, of the Metropolis.—The following is the
number ot Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,
July 15:--West districts, 131; North districts, 136;
Central districts, 158; East districts, 160; South dis-
tricts 172. Total, 757-(423 males, 334 females.)
Weekly average for the last five years, <)03-(4Gl males,
442 females,) and lor the last five summers, 846.

3probmctal Hefos.
Carmarthen.—My. Hall, chief magistrate of Bow-

street police-office, left town on Monday by direction of
Government, for the purpose of instituting a rigid and
searching inquiry into all the circumstances connected
with the "Rebecca riots" and disturbances in this part
Of the kingdom. It is understood that Mr. Hall is
accompanied by one or more legal gentlemen to assist
in the inquiry. A body of the Metropolitan Police has also
been sent down to assist the local authorities. Although
the Dragoons are in the saddle every night, scouring the
country here and there, they happen to be always in the
wrong place, and the work of outrage continues not only
undiminished, but with increased and increasing audacity.
In the coal districts near Pontyberem, on Friday night a
scene was perpetrated that has seldom been equalled 'in
any civilized country. The troop of the 4th Light Dra-
goons stationed at Carmarthen, were led out by Colonel
Trevor, Vice-Lieutenant of the county, who, in conse-
quence ot information of an intended meeting, deemed it
advisable to be present to check any tendency to outrage
Accordingly, with Colonel Love, commandant of the dis-
trict and Major Parlby, the Colonel and the troops left
Carmarthen about half-past five in the evening, proceeded
through Porthyrhyd and Llar.ddarog, nearly to Llanon.
and returned to Carmarthen, through Pontyberem and
Llangendeirne. During the whole line of march, not the
slightest indication was manifested of a disposition to
break the peace, although it was evident that the whole
country was m an extremely well organised condition for
mischief. Before the Dragoons had got two miles from
Carmarthen, a shot was fired from a high hill by the road
side, known as Cystanog Wood Hill, which was immediately
answered from other hills, and which plainly proved that a
system ot, signals was successfully established throughout
the whole country. The Dragoons, after their 30 miles
ride, came back to Carmarthen, literally as wise as they
went. The following morning, however, the news reached
Carmarthen, that within an hour after they had passed
through Bethanie gate, situated near the Tumble
on the Llanon road, the Rebeccaites were assembled
by the firing of rockets to the number of about 1000, and
they instantly proceeded to break the gate into pieces,
winch they accomplished in a very short time. During
the progress of their work they testified the fulness of
their triumph by beating drums, firing guns, blowing
horns, &e. They were not disguised as heretofore inwomen s clothes, but being principally colliers, and
their faces being already blackened, they needed no further
disguise than their occupation had already endowed them
with. Bonfires were lighted on all the adjacent hills, and
after destroying two other toll-bars on a by-road, they
disappeared m the same mysterious manner as they had
appeared. On Sunday morning a man named Jones, of
Cefn-bythyn went to Swansea and gave information to the
Mayor Dr. Bird, and the other magistrates, that he was
himself at the destruction of Bolgoed bar, and would in-
form against 40 others. Their names having been taken,
in the course of the night Captain Napier, with the
Superintendent of the Glamorganshire police, took a fly,
and having posted over to the parish of Llanedy, in Car-
marthenshire, succeeded in apprehending two of the
rioters. On Monday morning a company of foot-soldiers

farmer s wife, Mrs. Morgan, threw a saucepan of boilin-
water over Cant. Napier, which scalded his shoulder, and
then attacked him with the saucepan, with which
she heat him about the head ; and her son, John
Morgan, a powerful young man, having seized a sickle,
also attacked Captain Napier with it, and wounded him
on the head; a desperate struggle ensued, and Can-am Napier drew one of his pistols, which, however,
fortunately was not cocked, the hammer being down
for Morgan immediately grasped his wrist, and turning
the muzzle ot the pistol to Capt. Nanier's breast, pulled
the trigger, but without effect. Finding his life in danger,
Capt. Napier immediately drew his other pistol, and fired
and shot the young man, the ball entering the abdomen
after, however, having recoiled and felt the wound, he
immediately renewed the struggle with increased despera-
tion, but the noise of the pistol having alarmed the police-
men outside, they rushed into the house, where they found
Capt. Napier covered with blood, and succeeded in rescu-
ing him and securing the prisoner, who was brought into
•Swansea and conveyed to the infirmary in the gaol, where
he was examined by Dr. Bird, who found that the ball had
lodged in the bnck, from which Dr. Bird succeeded in ex-
tracting it. Upon seeing their companion fall the mob
dispersed, but not before ten prisoners had been secured
among whom are the postmaster of Pontydowlais, and
several farmers. The wounded man was conveyed to
the Swansea Infirmary, where he is doing well The
scene of these depredations, it will be observed, has now
been quite changed; the disturbances having originated in
the rural districts on the borders of Pembrokeshire and
Carmarthenshire, but now having entirely removed from
that quarter, and the state of affairs being clearly more
and more desperate in the southern parts of Carmarthen-
shire, in the mining and manufacturing districts. On
Juesday night, at 12 o'clock, the Rebeccaites assembled
in great numbers, and demolished the Crossllwyd gate
and toll-house, within a mile of Carmarthen, on the high
road to Swansea, and did it in the most daring manner.
Ihe magistrates have since met, and resolved on the
establishment of a rural police.
Croydon.—Pursuant to public advertisement, a meeting

was held on Saturday, at Croydon, for the purpose of
giving Mr. Cobden an opportunity of addressing the
farmers and labourers of that neighbourhood upon the
subject ot the Corn Laws. The meeting assembled at the
lown-hal), and afterwards adjourned to the open air not-
withstanding the inclemency of the weather. Mr. Alcock
presided. After Mr. Cobden had spoken at some lengthm favour of a total repeal, Mr. Fife came forward, and
expressed his opinion that the proposed measure would
be ruinous to the country. He was proceeding to develop
his views in opposition to free trade, but the meeting
would not hear him. Mr. Grace, of Reigate, a farmer*
then moved that it was expedient to have a total repeal of
the Com Laws. Colonel Thompson having spoken upon
the resolution, three persons, whose names appeared to
be unknown, attempted to put forth the doctrines of the
charter, but the meeting refused to listen to thern. An
amendment, however, in favour of the charter was pro-
posed and seconded. The amendment was put, and six
hands only were held up in favour of it ; the original
resolution was then put and carried.
#"//.—-We regret to have occasion this week to record

another addition to those deplorable losses of life and
property, by the wreck of steam-vessels, which have of
late years invested with such melancholy interest the
Farne group of islands on the east coast of Northumber-
land. The present wreck is one of the most painful
events that has occurred on that part of the coast since
the destruction of the Forfarshire steamer, in which
Grace Darling acquired such celebrity. It is, in fact, a
similar catastrophe, and took place within a very short
distance of the spot where that vessel became, a sacrifice
to the storm. On Thursday, the 20ih, the steam-boat
Pegasus struck upon a rock "near Ilolv Island, and in a
short time became a total loss. Nearly the whole of the
unfortunate persons on board met with a watery grave.
The Pegasus, which has plied between Leith and Hull
for several years, left Leith harbour ou Wednesday evening
a little before six o'clock, having on board, it is supposed
nearly 70 individuals, reckoning both passengers and crew.
She was commanded by Captain Miller, formerly well-
known on this coast as the master of one of the Leith
smacks. The evening was calm, the surface of the water
being scarcely even agitated, and ihe vessel bore on its
usual course for some hours, till about 12 o'clock when
it reached the neighbourhood of the Fern Islands. The
tide being almost at ebb, and the water consequently shal-
low, the vessel, when passing the inner Fern Island, struck
upona sunken reef near what is called the Goldstone Rock
with great force. When the vessel struck, the captain was
standing on the bridge, in. the centre of the vessel, and
seeing the danger, he immediately ordered the boats to be
lowered lest the vessel should go down whenever she was
moved from the rock. All the passengers by this time
were on deck, several who had been in bed having, of
course, been instantaneously roused ; and the extreme of
distress and agitation was manifested. The Rev. Mr.M j-^-enzie, from Glasgow, engaged in prayer upon the
deck

; and in a few minutes afterwards the mass of them
were launched into eternity. The captain, having thought
that if the vessel were brought off the rock, he could
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distant, ordered the steam to be let on, for the purpose

of backing her off. This accordingly was done, and the

vessel proceeded heavily in the direction of the shore,

but had not gone above two hundred and fitly yards,

when the water, rushing in at the fissure which the

rock had made in the bow, instantly extinguished the

fires, and, of course, stopped the working of the engme.

A few seconds served to complete the catastrophe. 1 he

passengers, seeing that the vessel was rapidly going down,

and would very soon be submerged, made a rush towards

the boats, which had been previously lowered, the eriect

of which movement was, that both being overloaded, were

swamped ; and those who had thus attempted to escape

were involved in the same destruction, and almost simul-

taneously, with those on board the steamer. The scene

which ensued does not admit of description. The shrieks

of the drowning women are described as terrific, beveral

of them were high upon the masts ; but as the vessel gra-

dually sank, they were either washed into the water, or

perished on the rigging. Six lives, however, were saved,

those of two passengers and four of the crew, who were
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picked up by the Martello steamer, a vessel belonging to

the same company, which was on its way from Hull, and

by the same course. Between 5 and (i o'clock in the

morning, when this vessel passed the Fern Islands, the

wreck of the Pegasus was discovered, the topmast being

.about five feet above water. Immediately before a boat

came drifting past, containing one of the passengers still

living, who was picked up, but being quite unable to utter

a word, they were not bv him made aware ot the catas-

trophe. A dead bodv, however, next floated past, and

this told something of the sad story, which they soon

understood too well, when, looking round, they discovered

at some distance the topmast of the Pegasus, with two

individuals clinging to it. They immediately proceeded

toward them, and having picked them up, tacked about

for some time, and succeeded in picking up other three

individuals, who had been clinging to various supports,

thus saving altogether six persons. The passengers saved

were—a person named Baillie, who belongs to Hull,

whither he was returning along with a gentleman in a weak

state of mind, who was lost ; and a Mr. Hillyard, also

belonging to Hull. Baillie was saved by keeping his place

in one of the boats, which, though all but filled with

water, was quite sufficient to sustain one individual ; and

Hillyard was one of those on the top of the rigging.

Those of the crew saved were, the mate, the engineer,

the carpenter, and a fireman. The Martello remained in

the vicinity of the wreck for about three hours, and

picked up six of the bodies, ' two of which, it is said,

(those of the second engineer and of a young lad named

David Scott, from Paisley,) gave signs of life after being

brought on board, but could not be effectually restored.

Three of the other bodies were those of females ; the

first, that of a middle-aged married lady, since

claimed as a Mrs. Alexander, from Paisley ; the second

an elderly woman, who had evidently been aroused from

her bed," and who still lies unclaimed in South Leith

Church, where all the bodies were carried upon the arrival

of the Martello at Leith. The third has been claimed as

Miss Barton, a young lady who had just left Miss Banks's

boarding-school in Edinburgh to return to her friends i"

Lincolnshire. When found she had firmly clasped in her

arms a little boy, apparently about four years old, the

brother of a young lady on board, also a pupil of the same

school, whom it is supposed she had seized with a hope to

save. Another body claimed is that of Mr. Jas. Martin,

son of Mr. Martin, cabinet-maker, Great Russell-street,

Covent Garden, who is also lost. The names of all the

sufferers, or even of most of them, are as yet unknown ;

and as the steerage passengers were not booked, many

will in all probability, never be ascertained. The cabin

passengers booked at Leith were—Mrs. Edington, from

Edinburgh; Miss Hopetoun, Miss Floors, Miss Briggs,

Mrs. M'Leod, Mr. M'Leod ; Mr. Torry, from Hull; Mr.

Elton the well-known actor, who appeared last week at

the Edinburgh Adelphi Theatre, and has left seven orphan

children; Mr. Hodgson, son of Mr. Hodgson, printer,

Edinburgh, and assistant secretary ot the LeedsMechanics'

Jnstitute°- Rev. Mr. Mackenzie, from Glasgow, tutor in

the Independent Seminary, and editor of the " Congrega-

tional Magazine;" Mr. Banks; Mr. Elliot and son,

thought to be from Dundee; Mr. Moxham, Mr. Milne.

Besides these it is understood that there were on board

the following gentlemen :-Mr. David Whimster, of Edin-

burgh who was on his way to Sheffield to receive

license in connexion with the Wesleyan Methodist body ;

Mr. James Hunter, son of Mr. Hunter, ironmonger, 15,

Howe-street; Mr. Martin, of Great Russell-street, Covent

Garden, London, and son; Mr. George, Aird, son of Mr.
LU

carried overboard. The master, and the rest of the crew,

jumped into the boat at the schooner's stern, which went

down by the head almost at the same moment as the

painter was cut. After rowing for some time, they came

up with the Pluton, which, at the moment after the

collision took place, put her helm hard a-port, and pro-

ceeded on her passage, until she was compelled to bring

to, to clear away her bowsprit and head, which had gone

overboard and impeded her progress. They werc taken

on board, and on being landed yesterday morning at

Woolwich, received 8*. to pay their passage to London.

The pilot states that he saw the schooner, and heard the

shouts of her crew, and called to the engineer to stop her,

and the men at the wheel to put her helm over; but the

crew of the Pluton (120), being foreigners, and not under-

standing English, his commands were not obeyed.

Liverpool—An extraordinary case of robbery has

recently come to light in this town. Tt appears that on

the 3d inst., Mr. Hayter Blackmore, M.P. for Wells, had

three Bank of England notes, each of the value of 1000/.,

stolen from his pocket between the hank of Messrs.

Masterraan and Co.. in London, and his residence in

Regent-street. On Monday week Mr. Taylor Jennings, a

clerk in the branch Bank of England in this town, was

apprehended on a charge of having had one of the 1000/.

notes so stolen in his possession, lie was brought before

Mr. Rushton on Tuesday morning, and discharged for

want of evidence. On the same day John Anderson, a

notorious character was placed at the bar, charged with

having knowingly received the above note. The evidence

ran to a good length, and consisted chiefly of the deposi-

tions of Mr. Jennings. It appeared that the prisoner,

from peculiar and disreputable circumstances, had got

Jennings in his power, and had first induced him to substi-

tute seven 100/. notes stolen at the Preston Guild (the par-

ticulars of which were fully noticed at the time), for seven

other 100/. notes deposited in the bank by several cus-

tomers. For each note so changed Mr. Jennings received

71. 105. as his share of the spoil. On the 7th inst the

prisoner Anderson requested Jennings to get a note for

1000/. changed for him, for which service he promised him

200/. Jennings took the note and delivered it to Mr-

Wood, who keeps a public-house in Windsor-street, in

which street the former lodged. He requested Wood to

get it changed for him, and borrowed from the latter 20/.

Mr. Wood took the note to Messrs. Barnes, and those

gentlemen having heard an honest statement from Mr.

Wood of how he came by it, had suspicions that all

was not right, and stopped it. The circumstances were

subsequently detailed by Mr. Wood to the conductors of

the branch bank, and information having been given to

the police, it was discovered that the 1000/. note was one

of those lost on the 3d inst. by Mr. Hayter Blackmore.

Jennings was immediately apprehended, and this led to

the subsequent apprehension of Anderson, as above stated.

In the course of his evidence Mr. Jennings said that he

asked Anderson how he came by those notes. He told

him that a person brought them down to Liverpool from

London. He said two friends of his in London got them

from a person who was riding in an omnibus. He said

they saw him come from a house, but he had forgotten

whether he said a banking-house or what. They watched

him and saw him get into an omnibus, and they got in

with him, and when he got out at some street they got

out too. While he was in the omnibus they saw him

keep his hand on his right pocket. When they got out

they followed close to him, and one of them took the

notes out of his pocket as he got out. One immediately

set off for Liverpool, and the other watched the gentleman

about where he went to. They saw him go back to the

place where they first saw him, and the people that he told

would not believe him. Anderson said the one who had

started to Liverpool with the money gave him this 1000/.

note. These facts were confirmed by several witnesses,

who, after two examinations, were bound over to prose-

cute at the assizes, and the prisoner was ordered to be

remanded forja week.—Mr. Henderson has been appointed

the new Recorder of Liverpool. The salary is fixed at

500 guineas a year, to be paid out of the borough fund,

although the patronage is in the Secretary of State.

Manchester.—A Chartist, named John Bailey, who

has been regarded as one of the leaders of the party in

this neighbourhood, and who always occupied a conspi-

cuous position in those periodical displays of Chartist

strength and feeling got up in honour of Mr. O'Connor,

on the occasion of his visits to Manchester, was brought

before the borough magistrates on Tuesday, on a serious

charge of felony. It appeared that the prisoner had been

on terms of intimacy with a Mrs. Consterdme, residing in

Portugal-street, Oldham-road, and that, taking advan-

tage of her absence from home, he entered the house by

forcing open the back-door, broke open a box, and took

therefrom a purse containing a considerable amount of

e0ld and silver. He was seen in the house, moving about

in an apparently stealthy manner, by a neighbour, who

stated what she had seen when Bailey was apprehended,

and a crooked sixpence found in his possession was

identified as a part of the stolen money. In the course

of the examination it transpired that the prosecutrix had

been robbed a short time previously of 8/. or 10/ and

tSt on that occasion the prisoner evinced extraordinary

sympathy for her loss. He made minute inquiries as to

See she kept her money, under the pretext of obtaining

Tome clue which might enable him to reach the guilty

parties, but in reality, as it now appears, for the purpose

of following their example. He was committed tor trial

at the next Sessions—The Rev. Father Mathew arrived

in this town on Wednesday last, and since that period has

ing the pledge of total abstinence to the people of Man-
chester. He was assisted by the united efforts of the

Protestant and Catholic teetotallers of Manchester, who
merged, for the occasion, their religious differences, in

the desire to promote the object in which they were

agreed. Many of those who received the pledge at the

hands of the rev. gentleman had previously been total

abstainers; but as some notions of peculiar sanctity are

held respecting the person of Father Mathew, the pledge

was renewed in order to ensure the reception of his bene-

diction. Up to Saturday evening 18,000 persons took

the pledge. On Sunday it was administered to 30,000,

and on Monday and Tuesday to 32,000, making in all a

total of 80,000 pledged teetotallers in Manchester. Of
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Aird, grocer, Hanover-street, Jo was on Ins way t

London to see a little of mercantile lite before setting u.

in business. Some troops belonging to the 56th regiment

were also on board.

Hythe—We have to record another fatal steam-boat

accident,* which occurred on Monday morning, off Dunge-

ness. The following facts have been gathered from the

crews of both vessels. The Pluton, a first-rate war-

steamer, belonging to the French government, after land-

ing at Southampton, the Duke Ferdinand, the Princess

Clementine, and other illustrious personages, now on a

visit to her Majesty, was ordered to proceed round the

coast to Woolwich, to await their return to the continent.

On her passage to the Thames, when off Dungeness, while

going at full speed, she ran into the Jane of Sunderland,

from Newcastle, bound to Rouen, with coals. Such was

the force of the collision, that the steamer tore away the

chains, rigging, and everything withm reach of her bows. uiuu- ~ « -
-•
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-^"of nine hours a-day in administer

The mate of the .schooner was crushed to death between V
been occupied upwaiua v

these there are 4,500 infants, 3,000 of whom belong to

the St. Patrick's district, a part of Manchester princi-

pally inhabited by the Irish.

Portsmouth.—The Lords of the Admiralty have decided

upon building a new class of brigs, of 12 guns, which will

supersede the old 10-gun brigs, so long known as the

"floating coffins;' The new 12-gun brigs are to be

armed with ten 25 cwt. 32-pounders,and two Impounders.

It is stated that Mr. White, of Cowes, is to give a design

for a brig of the new class, and that Mr. Fincham, of

Chatham, is also to give a design. Mr. White is the

builder of the Waterwitch, formerly a yacht belonging to

the Earl of Belfast, and which was brought into the ser-

vice, and since noted for its powers of sailing, and con-

sequent successes on the coast of Africa in the capture of

slaves. Mr. Fincham is the builder at Chatham Dock-

yard. It is also understood that the Surveyor of the Navy,

Sir W. Symonds, will furnish a design.

Sheerness.—On Monday another jury was empanelled

in the Royal Dockyard on the body of Miss Barton, 22

years of age, the daughter of a clergyman residing on the

Isle of Sheppy, another of the unfortunate sufferers who

received such severe injuries from the explosion of the

portable magazine on board H.M.S. Camperdown. that

she died on Saturday evening. The deceased is the third

sufferer who has died from the effects of this occurrence.

The evidence adduced before the jury was similar to that

given at the inquest on the body of Miss Yerker last

week, upon which occasion the jury returned a special

verdict with respect to keeping so large a quantity of

powder out of the magazine, and hoped that the authori-

ties would cause so dangerous a practice to be discon-

tinued. The jury returned a verdict ofAccidental Death,

at the same time expressing their hope that the authori-

ties would act up to the recommendation of the previous

Railways The following are the receipts for the past

week:—Croydon, 372/.; Greenwich, 847/.; Blackwall,

1185/. ; Newcastle and Carlisle, 1475/. ; York and North

Midland, 2023/.; North Eastern, 1757/.; Birmingham

and Glocester, 2163/. ;
Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2515/.;

Eastern Counties, 3008/. ; South-Eastern and Dover,

3153/.; Liverpool and Manchester, 3341/.; Brighton,

41 12/. ;
Midland Counties, 4G69/. ; Manchester and Leeds,

5113/.; North Midland, 5669/. ; South Western, 8033/. ;

Great Western, 15,233/.; Birmingham, 19,10o/.—On

-Monday a special meeting of the London and Dover

company was held for the purpose of taking into consider-

ation the expediency of making a branch railway to Maid-

stone, and another to the Bricklayers' Arms in the Old

Kent-road, and further to consider the propriety of raising

further capital for the purposes of the undertaking. The

chairman stated that the amount required by the directors

was 177 777/-, which they proposed to raise either by

means of loan notes, or by debentures for the Bricklayers'

Arms branch. A resolution to this effect was then pro-

posed and after some discussion as to the terms upon

which the money was to be borrowed, passed with but

three dissentients. The next business was the considera-

tion of the construction of the Maidstone branch, which

underwent much discussion. The chairman stated that

the proposed line had been surveyed by the engineers,

Messrs. Stephenson and Bidder ; that its distance from

the main line would be about ten miles; the total esti-

mated number of passengers 77,000/. per annum, and the

total net income 24,215/. The proposition met with

opposition from a few of the proprietors, but ultimately,

on being put to the vote, was carried by a large majority.

The other requisite resolutions having been agreed to, the

chairman in the course of the discussion stated that within

ten days steamboats would be plying between Folkestone

and Boulogne, which would enable passengers to accom-

plish the distance from London to Boulogne in little more
than six hours and a half. The system of low fares lately

adopted had done much to benefit the railway. He
believed that the whole line would be opened to Dover
before December, and that the branch line to Maidstone

would be completed within twelvemonths after obtaining

possession of the land. This statement was followed by
a resolution that the directors should be empowered to

borrow on loan-notes or mortgage the sum of 266,600/.,

which was carried unanimously.—A special meeting of

the Croydon Company was held this week for the pur-

pose of giving the directors authority to raise 70,000/. by
an issue of new shares, to enable them to complete their

portion of the Bricklayers' Arms extension line, the

shares to be nominally 20/. value, at 10/. each, payable in
four instalments of 21. 10s. An issue of shares was pre-
ferred to an increase of the bonded debt, which already

amounted to 230,000/. Resolutions to this effect were
agreed to.—On Monday a meeting, convened by the high

constable, was held at the Town-hall, Brighton, to receive

the report of the deputation appointed to confer with the

directors of the Brighton Railway. The chief feature in

the report was the communication from the directors, that

after the 1st August the prices of the first, second, and
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third-class passengers by mixed or slow trains would

}
respectively be 12*., SsM and 5s. The report was received.—On Monday-week the two o'cbck mixed train of car-
riages on the Dundee and Arbroath Railway-line took
fire. The carriages started from Dundee ac the usual
hour, and were midway on the line to droughty Ferrv,
when the fire was discovered by some labourers who were
working at the road. Immediately behind the engine
were four waggons loaded with flax, and one of miscella-
neous goods, consisting of flannels, cloths, laces, and
similar articles; and lastly, another tier of flax waggons,
ending with those conveying passengers. The fire origi-
nated in some of the ashes being blown among the flax,
which readily ignited, as the day was very stormy ; and in
the course of a few seconds the first two waggons were in
a blaze, and were rapidly communicating to those behind.
The damage done amounts to 300/. or 400/.—The special
train on Thursday-week from Southampton to London,
engaged for the conveyance of the Duke of Sa.xe Cobur^
and his relatives, performed the journey, 77 miles, in one
hour and 39 minutes.

[July 29,

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Sir Edward Sudden has left town for Eng-

land, to join his family at Boyle Farm. The Master of
the Rolls, Mr. Justice Burton, and Baron Lefroy are
appointed Keepers of the Great Seal in the absence of the
Chancellor. His Lordship, previous to his departure,
appointed three gentlemen to the commission of the
peace— viz., Mr. George Ruxton, for the county of Louth •

Mr. Charles Webber, for the county of Sligo; and Mr.'
Edward Crips Villiers, for the county of Limerick. The
following is Lord Lyndhurst's Act for legalising Presby-
terian Marriages, the whole being comprised in the fol-
lowing words:—" Whereas marriages have in divers in-
stances been had and celebrated in Ireland, by Presby-
terian and other Protestant and Dissenting Ministers or
Teachers, or those who at the time of such marriages had
been such, between persons being of the same or different
religious persuasions, and it is expedient to confirm such
marriages

;
Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most

Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of
the Lords Spiritual and Temporal and Commons in this
present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same, that all marriages heretofore had and celebrated in
Ireland by Presbyterian or other Protestant Dissenting
Ministers or Teachers, or those who at the time of such
marriages had been such, shall be, and shall be aduid<*ed
and taken to have been and to be, of the same force and
effect in law as if such marriages had been had and solemn-
ised by clergymen of the said United Church of England
and Ireland, and of no other force nor effect whatsoever."—The Grand Jury of Armagh have published a declaration
condemning the Repeal agitation, and expressing an
anxious hope "that her Majesty's Government will make
use of those powers which the laws and constitution afford
them, for speedily putting an end to proceedings so fraught
with mischief to the best interests of our country, and of
every individual of its community." This declaration is
signed by the whole of the Grand Jury, and countersigned
by the High Sheriff, the Duke of Manchester, and several
other gentlemen.—A meeting in opposition to Repeal has
also been held at Belfast, and attended by the Duke
of Manchester, the Marquis of Donegall. Earl O'Neill,
Earl of Roden, the Earl of Erne, Sir R. Bateson, &c.
Bishop Hughes, of New York, who recently arrived in
IJublin in company with several of his episcopal brethren
from the far west, on business of a religious nature, has
addressed to a fnend a letter on the wrongs of his native
land, in the course of which he observes :—" Repeal the
Government will not grant till the last extremity, and
nothing short of repeal will satisfy the Irish people But
there is one melancholy consolation, that, until it be
granted Ireland will continue in the eyes of all nations
England s weakness and shame. The Parliament and the
leadingjournals (he writes from London) speak of nothing
else, and yet the question seems to make but little
impression on the iron-hearted people here. But the
truth is, the Irish muse depend upon themselves. It hadbeen my plan to visit Ireland after I had transacted my
business on the Continent; this I may still do ; but my
feelings got so much excited by the poverty and oppression

,

the patriotism the indifference, and the perfidy which
I witnessed m that lovely land, that it is a relief to escape
from the spectacle.''__One of the murderers of the herds-man to Mr James Scully was found guilty at Clonmel
Assizes on Friday -At the meeting of the Repeal Associa-
tion on Monday, Mr. O'Connell gave an account of theTuam demonstration. He said that " all the Bishops of
that proymce had declared themselves repealers. Onethmg only had tarnished this bright prospect : it was the
gross misconduct of the people" of Ahascragh. It was
melancholy that the people should be ignorant of theirparamount duty to keep the peace. The people atAhascragh had erected a triumphal arch-and they wereordered to take it down. Now everybody knew that nomatter what outrage might be committed against them, itwas the duty of the people to obey the authorities. Ifanything illegal be done against them, we can vindicate
the law and punish the aggressors

; but there must be no
assaults, no nots In this instance there were but seven
policemen, and they did no more than obey the orders of
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ple Pelted them wit» atones,and drove them into their barracks, wounding one man
seriously. Such conduct he declared was treason to Ire-
Jand. The persons who were guilty of it were traitors.Ihey would have broken up the Connaught meeting
altogether, but for the profound respect he felt for his
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John Tuam '' Yes, he would havereturned to Dublin, and let the meeting be abortive, to

mark his contempt of the people guilty of such an out-
rage. The poor policemen were but doing their duty, and
it was barbarous to attack them. He now moved that
Ahascragh should be blotted out of the map of Ireland,
and that the name of every one belonging to it should be
struck out of the roll of the association ; nay, more : he
moved that no inhabitant of that town should be admitted
among them." This motion was deliberately moved,
seconded, and carried. A financial statement was read to
the meeting, from which it appeared that in 1842 the
sums received in the quarter ending 4th July amounted to
but .999/. 9s. Id., while the total received in the cor-
responding quarter of this year amounted to 15,798/. lis. ZtL
being an increase on the quarter of 14,799/. Is. 8d. Mr.'
O'Connell announced that he would have 10,000/. invested
in the public hinds to the credit of the association. He
had to acknowledge various sums from the county of
Wexford, ML, 51/., 21/., and other large sums, amount-
ing in the whole to 6211. lis. Next came acknowledg-
ments of money from America— 31/. from New York
100/. from Providence, Rhode Island, 20/. from St. John's'
New Brunswick, from Albany, 100/. From Connaught',
205/., from Ulster, 80/., handed in by Mr. Duffy. From
England, 72/. The total amount of rent for the week was
2,198/. 18s. GUI.

Tuam.—The Repeal demonstration in this district took
place here on Sunday. It was looked to with peculiar
interest, from the circumstance of the requisition con-
vening the meeting having been signed by Dr. M'Hale
titular Archbishop of Tuam, and the entire body of this
division of bis diocese. The procession, in which was Dr.
M'Hale, Mr. Bodkin, M.P., and Mr. R. D. Browne,
M.P., met Mr. O'Connell about five miles from the town!
The place fixed for the proceedings of the day was the
Gurrane racecourse, two miles from the town, on the side
opposite to that by which the procession had to return—
and in consequence of the vast multitude who thronged
the road, it was half-past six before Mr. O'Connell and
his friends reached the platform erected in the middle of
the race- course. The immense number of persons col-
lected it would be impossible accurately to estimate. They
covered an area of about seven acres, besides forming a
continuous line from the place of meeting to the town. In
the outward circle, however, were horsemen and several
cars with females. On the platform they seemed dis-
posed to fix the number present at above 100,000.
There were no military at this meeting, but a large
body of police were in the town, brought in from
the neighbouring stations. Mr. Bodkin presided. Lord
Ffrench moved the first resolution, deprecating the
Legislative Union, and pledging them to persevere in
unremitting exertions to obtain the restitution of their
national parliament. Mr. M. Blake, of Frenchfort
seconded the resolution, which was carried with acclama-
tion. Mr. R. D. Browne moved a resolution of gratitude
to Mr. O'Connell, and pledging them to co-operate with
him in his struggle to obtain complete national regenera-
tion. Mr. T. Bodkin seconded the resolution, which was
carried amidst loud cheering. Mr. O'Connell then
addressed the meeting, and said they would get Repeal if
they would act by him as he desired. They would get
Repeal without a blow. Did they not know the advan-
tages Repeal would give, to induce them to assist him in
the way he requested? By Repeal they would be pro-
tected from English oppression

; they would be freed
from the slavery of paying the clergy of a church in which
they did not believe. If he got Repeal his first step
would be to put an end to the poor-houses ; and with the
800,000/. from the church temporalities, he would build
hospitals and houses of refuge for the poor. They would
next abolish the grand jury cess. The government should
pay for the roads, bridges, and rails, and the land be
relieved from the grand jury cess. Then every house-
holder and every married man should have a vote, and
should be protected in the exercise of that vote by the
ballot. Every year nine millions of pounds sterling were
obtained out of Ireland. Give him Repeal, and next year
these nine millions would be spent in Ireland. There was
another evil. The rack-rent landlords were grinding the
people to powder. The tyranny of the landlords was
worse than all the other evils put together. He proposed
that there should be no shorter lease than twenty-one
years. It might be as much longer as the landlord pleased
but no lease no rent. To prevent the exaction of too high
rent, he would give an appeal to the assistant-barrister
from him to the judge of assize, and from him to a jury'
to ascertain the value of* the land—nay, more, every
tenant who laid out money in the improvement of the
land, might register the amount he expended every year
in the Crown-office

; and, if his lease were not renewed,
ins landlord should repay him what he laid out. He then
alluded to the condition of England, and her points of
weakness, to show that she could no longer resist Repeal.A resolution, expressive of sympathy with the superseded
magistrates, and of a determination to resort to the
arbitrators in all cases of difference, was then proposed,
and earned

; after which the meeting adjourned. The
dinner took place in a large room attached to the Mitre
Hotel, in which two galleries were fitted up which
accommodated three hundred ladies. Mr O'Connell
spoke at great length, and Dr. M'Hale adverted to the
late discussions on the Catholic priesthood. He said,
the object for which they were met might require that
the sentiments of the Catholic clergy, so far he might be
deemed their humble organ, should not be misunderstood.A strange change seemed to be coming over the minds of
some of their rulers. They proposed to throw open to
the Catholic clergy the sanctuary of the British Treasury,
nay, even to open to their hierarchy high places in the
Untish Legislature, if they would but bow down and

worship Saxon ascendancy. But the virtue of the
Catholic clergy was proof against the treacherous ordeal
of their caresses. It would be a dangerous day for the
liberty of Ireland, if the Catholic clergy entered into any
arrangement which would withdraw them from the confi-
dence of a suffering people. And he would tell the
Government that until justice was done to the people,
the clergy were the last persons for whose provision they
ought to feel the least, anxiety. Was it not time that the
Government made the necessary concessions to them ?

The people suffered under many grievances. Was it just
that the accumulated treasures of ancient piety should be
monopolized, in a country entirely Catholic, by a few
persons of another creed ? They were told of the con-
cession of Emancipation. No thanks to them for that
concession

; but what did it amount to ? What boon was
it that the poor people should be grateful for because, out
of some sixty or eighty places, an individual, perhaps a
nominal Catholic was put into one of them as a bribe,
perhaps for political apostacy from his principles. They
must go to the fountain of the evil, and dry up that misery
which was the source of the vengeance of the people.
Why not try the principle of coercion to the heartless
landlords, who were destroying the tenantry of the
country? As the Parliament were unwilling to give a
perpetuity of tenure to the poor, the people of Ireland had
no alternative but a Repeal of the Union. Upon the
principles of jurisprudence, as well as of Catholic theology,
which held that for every wrong atonement would be
made—a wrong having been inflicted upon Ireland by the
Union, they would never rest satisfied until they com-
pelled the English Government, by the institution of the
Irish Parliament, to make full and adequate reparation to
Ireland. The Chairman proposed the health of the Right
Rev. Dr. Browne, titular Bishop of Galway. Dr. Browne
returned thanks, and expressed his strong concurrence in
the efforts made to procure the Repeal of the Union.
Enniscorlhy.—The Repeal demonstration in this town

took place on Thursday, and was attended by thousands of
persons from all parts of the surrounding county. Mr. J.
H. Talbot presided

; and Mr. O'Connell, Dr. Keatinge,
the titular bishop of Ferns, and others, addressed the
meeting at great length on the prospects of Repeal. At
the dinner in the evening, the Rev. Mr. Synnott acknow-
ledged the toast of the Catholic Priesthood of Ireland.
He said that the Catholic clergy rejoice that they have no
hope out in the Repeal of the Union. " If we had other
hopes our minds would be distracted in the pursuit of
those other objects—our minds by that distraction would
be weakened—one set of men would encourage one mea-
sure of relief and another set of men would encourage
another

;
but now all our energies, and hopes, and deter-

mination, are concentrated upon this point, and by that
powerful concentration we must succeed in carrying our
one object—the Repeal of the Legislative Union. The
Catholic clergy have taken that position at your head, and
I am confident that you will not disown their leadership.
They will not do any discredit to the sacred character
they bear, for while they are your leaders the political
triumph will bear likewise a sacred 'character. That sacred
character they do not forget— that sacred character they
are invested with, and it is that character which guarantees
to you that their advice, their exertions in co-operating
with you, must be essentially directed to a legitimate
object, and to attain a national end."

JMtscdlaiuous.
A Nobleman's Country Seat.— "Take a lord now

and visit him to his country seat, and Ell tell you' what
you will find-a sort of Washington State-house place. It
is either a rail old castle of the genuine kind, or a ginger-
bread crmkum-crankum imitation of a thing that only
existed in fancy, but never was seen afore—a thing that's
made modern for use, and in ancient style for show ; or
else it is a great, cold, formal slice of a London terrace,
stuck on a hill m a wood. Well, there is lawn, park,
artificial pond called a lake, deer that's fashionablised and
civilised, and as little natur in 'em as the humans have.
Kennel and hounds for parsicutin' foxes—presarves (not
what we call presarves, quinces and apple sarce, and
greengages done in sugar, but presarves for breedin' tame
partridges and peasants to shoot at), h'aviaries, hive-eries,
h yew-venes, hot-houses, and so on ; for they put an " h"
before every word do these critters, and then tell us
Yankees we don't speak English. "-Sam Slick in England.

Opening of a Roman Tumulus.—A. most interesting
discovery, illustrative of the funeral customs of the Anglo-
Romans, has been made in the parish of Bougham on the
estate of Mr. Philip Bennet. At the corner of the two
roads leading to Hesset and Bradfield Manger, and within
a few feet of the highway, stands the half f a hill called
Eastlow-hill, and a slight distance therefrom we're two
semicircular mounds, about 50 or 60 feet in diameter,
covered with herbage and shrubs. The men belonging to
Mr. Levett s farm were engaged in clearing away one of
these mounds, to lay the soil upon the land, when, on
Friday week having come to the centre, the pick of the
workmen broke into an oven-shaped cist or c-avern, con-
taining sepulchral remains. A hole,' between three and
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square canister-shaped urn of emerald green glass, with a

handle on one side. It was nearly 16 inches high, and
eight inches wide ; and was about half full of burnt bones.

By the side of the urn was a large plain iron lamp, of the

accustomed form in length, from the wick-chamber to the

handle nearly a foot- Unfortunately, from the ignorance

of the man who made the discovery, the cist was opened

so carelessly, that the fine and curious urn was broken.

This part of the country must have been extensively oc-

cupied by the Romans, for paterae, and pieces of pottery,

swords, spurs, and other articles of iron, have been

frequently and for many years discovered within two feet

of the surface in this part of Rougham, and within the

adjoining parish of Whelnetham. The land was common
till within the last 30 years ; and so many human bones

were found, it is said, on removing part of the Eastlow-

hill, that the then owner of the estate (Mr. Kedington)

refused to permit any more of the hill to be cleared.

Adjoining to the tumulus which has been opened is

another, as yet quite undisturbed ; and near to them are

the pits or trenches, whence it is probable the soil was

procured to heap up these simple and long-enduring rest-

ing-places.

—

Suffolk Herald.
A Contrast.—The change of times and manners cannot

be more strikingly illustrated than in contrasting the

account of Prince Albert's visit to Bristol, as inserted by
us last week, with the following curious particulars of a

visit paid to that city in the reign of Queen Anne by her

Royal Consort, Prince George. In " Corry and Evans's

History of Bristol," vol. ii. page 423, is the following:

—

41 Extract from an old Bristol newspaper, relative to Sir

J. Duddlestone.—Prince George of Denmark, consort of

Queen Anne, in passing through this city
T
appeared on the

Exchange, attended only by one gentleman, a military

officer, and remained there till the merchants had pretty

generally withdrawn; not one of them having sufficient

resolution to speak to him, as perhaps they might not be
prepared to ask such a guest to their houses. But this

was not the case with all who saw him ; for a person
whose name was John Duddlestone, a bodice-maker, who
lived in Corn-street (probably the house now occupied by
Norton and Son, booksellers, which is very ancient), went
up to him and asked him ' If he was not the husband of
the Queen ?' who informed him, 'he was/ John Duddle-
stone told him he had observed with a good deal of con-
cern that none of the merchants had invited him home to
dinner, telling him he did not apprehend it was for want
of love to the Queen or to him, but because they did not
consider themselves prepared to entertain so great a man;
but he was ashamed to think of his dining at an inn, and
requested him to go and dine with him, and to brine: the
gentleman along with him, informing him that he had a
piece of good beef and a plum-pudding, and ale of his
dame's own brewing. The Prince admired the loyalty of
the man, and, though he had bespoke a dinner at the
White Lion, went with him. When they got to the house,
Duddlestone called his wife, who was upstairs, desiring her
to put on a clean apron and come down, for the Queen's
husband and another gentleman were come to dine with
them. She accordingly came with a clean blue apron, and
was immediately saluted by the Prince. In the course of
the dinner the Prince asked him if he ever went to London ?

He said, that since the ladies had worn stays, instead of
bodices, he sometimes went to buy whalebone

; 'whereupon
the Prince desired him to take his wife with him when he
went again, at the same time giving him a card to facilitate

his introduction to Court. In the course of a little time he
took his wife behind him to London, and, with the assist-
ance of the card, he found easy admittance to the Prince
and by him they were introduced to the Queen, who in-
vited them to an approaching public dinner, informing
them they must have new .clothes for the occasion. So they
each chose purple velvet, such as the Prince had then on
and in that dress they were introduced by the Queen her-
self as the most loyal persons in the city of Bristol and
the only ones in that city who had invited the Prince her
husband to their house. After the entertainment, the
Queen desiring him to kneel down

r laid a sword on his
head, and (to use Lady Duddlestone's own words) said to
him, i Ston up, Sir Jan.' He was offered money, or a
place under Government ;

but he did not choose to accept
of either, informing the Queen that he had 50/. out at
use, and he apprehended that the number'of people he saw
about her must be very expensive. The Queen, however
made Lady Duddlestone a present of a gold watch, which
toy lady considered as no small ornament when she went
to market, suspended over a blue apron. Sir John Dud-
dlestone, with his lady, lie buried in All Saints' Church,
Bristol, on the right side of the entrance from the north
door."

The Comet.—A letter from Villeneuve-sur-Lot (Lot-et-
Garonne), 17th inst., says :—" Last night, at about ten
p clock, we again saw the famous comet, as it appeared
in the month of March. It occupied an immense space
jn the heavens. In a very elevated position above the
horizon, to the south-east, it had a slight oblique direc-
tion with respect to the Milky-way. Its form has not
Gauged, but it appeared much more brilliant in our
southern sky than it did at Paris. After the' rising of the
^oon the light of the comet became feeble, and at a
quarter past ten it was no longer visible."— Extract from
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We are all exceedingly interested in the course ofa Prodigiously-fine comet which surprised us a few days

<*go. I saw it on Thursday, March 2d, just at sunsetana smce then it has arisen higher every night It in fi-
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tona.-.& Berlin correspondent of the DcOats writes,

on the 11th inst. : " We have received letters from our

fellow-countryman, the missionary Gutzlaff, in China,
stating that he had ascertained that the art of constructing

buildings of cast iron, of which the English pretend to

have lately been the first discoverers, has been practised

for centuries in the Chinese empire, M. Gutzlaff has

found on the top of a hill, near the town ol'Tsing Kiang
Fou, in the province of Kiang Nan, a pagoda entirely

composed of cast iron. It is covered with bas-reliefs and
inscriptions, which, from their forms,"characters,and dates,

show that they are as old as the dynasty of Tang, which was
on the throne as far back as from the 5th to the 10th cen-
tury of the Christian era. It is in the shape of an octagon
pyramid, is 40 ft. in height, and 8 ft. in diameter at the

base. It has seven stories, each containing extremely
curioqs historical pictures. M. Gutzlaff represents this

monument as being strikingly elegant, and surpassing

in this respect everything of the kind he had previously

seen in China-"
Steam i?i France.—On the 1st January, 1842, there

were in France 5,605 steam-boilers and 2,807 steam-
engines, besides 1G9 locomotives. Of these 5,605 boilers,

4,857 were of French manufacture; 1,747 of them fur-

nished steam for various uses, and the remaining 3,858
supplied the 2,807 engines. Of the 2,807 engines, 584
were low pressure, equalling 11,114 horse-power, and
2,223 high pressure, equalling 26,182 horse-power, making
together 37,296 horse-power ; that is, the force of 121,888
draught horses, replacing the strength of 783,000 men of
labour. These amounts, as compared with the year 1840,

present on one side a reduction of 40 boilers, not used for

steam-engines ; and, on the other, an increase of 285
boilers for steam-engines, of which last 216 were fixed

and 27 locomotive- This increase gives an equivalent to

2,946 horse-power, or 8,836 draught horses, or 62,000
men. In 1841 steam-engines in France did the labour of

155,061 draught horses, or 1,085,427 men.
French Finance.—The national debt of France, which

in 1572, under Charles IX., was only 17,000,000f., was
in 1832, 5,417,495,016f. At the present time it is almost

7,000,000, OOOf. France has already been bankrupt six

times, viz. :—Under Sully, who deducted the interest

formerly paid on the capital ; at the end of Louis XIWs
reign, under Desmaret, who paid neither capital nor
interest ; at the fall of the " aysteme Law," under Lepel-
letier ; under the AbbcTerrai, who did not pay the assign-

ments ; during the revolution after the creation of

45,000,000 of mortgages ; lastly in 1799, by the. reduction
of two thirds of the debt.

Kills.—" I shall be off to the highlands this fall ; but
they hante got no woods there ; nothin' but heather, and
that's only high enough to tear your clothes. That's the

reason the Scotch don't wear no breeches, they don't like

to get 'em ragged up that way for everlastinly, they
can't afford it; so they let 'em scratch and tear their

sl<in, for that will grow agin, and trousers won't. ,?—Sam
Slick in England.

ILafo.
Court of Chancery.— (Before Sir J. Wigram.)— Reeve v

Attorney-General.—*The testator, the Rev. Thomas Meyriek'
amongst other charitable legacies, gave 1,000/. to the Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge, to be applied solely in the prin-
cipality of Wales, and he gave the income of the residue of his
personal estate to the same society, being, as the testator stated
probably about 200/. a-year, upon trust, to pay the same annually
to one orthodox learned and popular preacher whom the Lord
Bishops of the society shall license and appoint to preach in
London and in their respective dioceses successively one course
of sermons in towns containing not less than 3,000 souls, which
he, and all succeeding him in this ministry, shall publish for
their own benefit, being dedicated to the Archbishops and
Bishops, and being written in a plain style and solely in defence
and illustration of the liturgy and of the 39 articles ot the Church
of England against the errors of the Church of Rome, of John
Calvin, John Wesley, and all other heresiarchs. The Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge declined to take the legacy on
these trusts. Mr. Wray, for the Attorney-General, said that in
these circumstances the course was to leave the application of
the charitable legacy to the Crown, by sign manual. Mr.
Wetherell, lor the executor, made no objection to this direction.

The legacy was ordered to be applied in such manner as her
Majesty, under her royal sign manual, shall direct.

Vies Chancellor's Court.— (Before Sir J. K. Bruce.)

—

Rich-
ardson v. LarpenU—The bill in this suit was filed by six persons,

alleging themselves to be shareholders of the British Iron Com-
pany on behalf of themselves and all other the Shareholders,
Proprietors, and Members of the company, except the defend-

ants, against the Directors, Trustees, and Secretary, alleging

various acts of irregularity and mismanagement on the part of

the defendants, and praying general accounts of the whole con-

cern, that the management of the affairs might be put an end to,

but no dissolution, in terms, was prayed. It appeared that some
of the shareholders not made parties had paid 751. per share,

while the plaintiffs had only paid 50/. per share, alleging that the

call for the additional 25/. per share ought never to have been
made and was not justified by the resolutions that had been come
to by the great body of the shareholders.—Mr. Russell, Mr.

Witrram, and Mr. Palmer, argued that all the shareholders ought

to have been made parties $ Mr. Simpkinson and Mr. Shapter

contended for the contrary proposition.—His Honour said it was

a very important case relating to a trading company, part of the

partners of which took one view of the point disputed, and an-

other division of the partners a contrary one. The number of

either class was so great as to render it substantially imprac-

ticable to make that class parties to the suit. The bill was filed,

perhaps properly so far as the plaintiffs represented themselves,

and all others who took a similar view to themselves of the ques-

tion in dispute. None, however, of those who dissented from

their views were on the record except the Directors, who were

in the situation of Trustees, as well for the plaintiffs themselves

as the shareholders who dissented from them. They could

not therefore freely, and in an unfettered manner, contest

the point for those who had paid the 751. per share, as those

parties could if they were on the record. These Directors

had duties towards both classes of disputants beyond the mere

duties subsisting between partner and partner. There were two

points involved in the suit—one, the time, manner, and circum-

stances of a dissolution ; the other, whether the capital of the

company had been rightly increased—that is, whether the

plaintiffs could be rightly compelled to pay more than a certain

specified amount of capital. One object of the bill, although not

specified, was a dissolution ; another was to exem pt the plaintiff

from the liability to contribute any further capital,- and the large

body who object to this exemption are those who had contributed
the increased amount of capital. Thev were not before the
Court, and they plainly had an interest that the plaintiff should
pay equally with themselves. It was too much to say that such
a question would be agitated, discussed, and disposed of without
the presence of an adequate number to sustain the argument
over and above the persons who were trustees for both contend-
ing parties. His Honour therefore thought, that assuming, for
the purposes of the argument, and for those purposes alone, that
the answer was true, he must hoid that the suit was defective
for want of parties. His present impression was, that when a
dissolution was prayed, it was not universally necessary that all

parties must be before the Court; no Judge who had decided any
case meant to go that length. Such a rule would render redress
in many cases quite impracticable. The law would never recog-
nise the legality of a partnership, and yet not afford the means
of redress on breach of the contract between the parties. He
must declare that on the present state of the pleadings, and on
the assumption that the answer was true, he must hold that the
suit was defective for want of parties. Witli such a declaration,

he should direct the matter to stand over to the hearing of the
cause, without prejudice to any question, and without prejudice

to the right of the plaintiff to amend his bill, and all costs must
be reserved, and each party to have liberty to apply.

Assize Intblligencb.—(NoaTOtx Circuit, Bkuford.)—The
Wresllingworth Murder.—Sarah Dazletf, aged 28, pleaded not
guilty to an indictment, charging her with the wilful murder of

William Dazley, her husband, by arsenic, on the 29th of October

last- This case, which has for some months excited great interest

in this county and the adjoining parts, was noticed by this Paper

at the time. The avenues leading to the Court and the seats

therein appropriated to the public were densely crowded at an
early hour. The jury having been sworn, the counsel for the

prosecution proceeded to detail the almost unparalleled circum-

stances under which the prisoner became involved in this accu-
sation ; and from this statement, corroborated by the testimony

of various witnesses, it appeared that the prisoner, who pursued

the trade of a milliner and dressmaker among the lower orders

of society, after having buried her first husband, one Henry
Mead, married William Dazley, the subject of the present inquiry,

in October, 1840. For some time Ihcy continued to live together

happily, but it would seem that their domestic circle was latterly

marred by discord, for not many weeks before his death, which
took place on Sunday, the 29th October, 18J2, they were known
to have had a serious quarrel, which ended in the exchange of

blows. Notwithstanding this, the deceased enjoyed among his

neighbours the character of a good husband, and havingfallen sick

about a fortnight before his death, it certainly appeared that his

wife was unremitting in her attention to his wants, though his

mother lived in the house, and that she made a pointof adminis-
tering to him all his medicine and food. On the Tuesday before

his death he became worse, and a profe:-sional gentleman,
Sanriell by name, happening to ride through their village, Mrs.
Dazley called him in to prescribe for her husband. The condition

of his patient not appearing very pressing or serious, Mr. Sandell

told the prisoner to come over to his residence at Polton and
get some medicine. This she did, being accompanied by one
Mary Carver, to whom on their way home she said " she should
not give her husband the pills which she had got from the
doctor, but some others which she had got from a Mrs. Gurry,

a woman who sold drugs in Polton, and knew quite as well as

Mr. Sandell what to order for sick folks." Saying this, she
opened the box, threw away its contents, and inserted in their

place three other pills, which she produced from her pocket in a
piece of newspaper. On her arrival at home she told her husband
to- take the pills which Mr. Sandell had prescribed for him, and
quitted the house. During her absence the deceased took one,

but not without great demur, so much so, indeed, that a girl who
was in attendance was obliged to take one first. This circum-
stance, when made known to the prisoner, appeared greatly to

excite her anger, while both her husband and the girl Mary Bull

became very sick, hot, and thirsty, in about an hour and a half

afterwards. This attack, however, soon subsided, and the sick

man began to mend till the Saturday, when the prisoner said
she was going again to Mr. Sandell for some more medicine.
This she accordingly did, and having returned, in the evening,
she, in the presence of the two brothers of the deceased and
Mary Bull, emptied a white powder into a cup, and gave it to
her husband, after having mixed it with water irom a teapot,

sayiug, that " Mr. Sandell had sent it, and said that if it oper-

ated right it would cure him, and if not, >t would kill hirn."

Although this would to ordinary minds appear to be anything
but a recommendation, yet the man yielded to it, and swallowed
the draught so prescribed to him by his wife. This was about
half-past nine, and at first the mixture seemed to benefic him,
for he was easier than before for about an hour, but at the expi-

ration of that period he became dreadfully sick at the stomach
again, and continued to evince all the symptoms of having taken
some strong irritating drug, till five o'clock in the morning,
when he gradually sunk. The illness of the man being well
known, as well as the attendance of a regular surgeon, no sus-
picion of unfair play was at first excited; and about Christmas
the widow entered into a third matrimonial engagement with a
young man named Waldoch, their banns being once asked in
church. About this time, however, in consequence of the unex-
pected death of the prisoner's first husband, and her son by him,
people began to say openly that she had poisoned all three 5 and
these reports having come to the ears of Waldoch, with an inti-

mation that, if he married her he would incur the scandal of
having been a party to those crimes, he at once declined to go
further in the matter, and himself forbad the banns; after which
the prisoner quitted Wrestlingworth suddenly, under the pre-
tence of going to Baldoch to her lawyer, and took up her resi-
dence in the purlieus of London, where she was discovered by
the police, and taken before the Lord Mayor. An investigation
having been instituted before him, she was handed over to the
provincial authorities, on suspicion of having poisoned all the
individuals above mentioned. The first tlnug done was the
exhumation of the bodies for the purpose of medical inspection •

and though great difficulty interposed by the length of time*
which had occurred since the death of Mr. Mead, even his body-
gave some indications of the presence of arsenic; but in the case
of William Dazley, and the boy Mead, and especially in the
former, the tests to which the intestines were subjected, elicited
unequivocal proof of their death having been caused by arsenic
In consequence of this a Coroner's Jury returned a Verdict of" Wilful Murder" in each case, and the prisoner was finallv
committed to take her trial at these Assizes. The Grand Jurv
however, having thrown out the bill in the case of the son the
prisoner was now arraigned solely on the charge involved in the
death of her husband. In order to bring home this charge a vast
body of evidence, chiefly circumstantial, was adduced • but with
out going into all the minute details, after having given the'above
outline of the main facts, it may suffice to state that Mr Burnhem
a chemist at Polton, and his apprentice, deposed to the fact that
the prisoner bought some arsenic at their shop on some Satur
day between July and Christmas last year, while Mr Sandell
expressly swore that he had never given her any powder at
all for her husband; and it further appeared that she was seen
to make up some pills early in the week, which she put uu into a
piece of newspaper before she went with Mary Carver for the first
medicine irom Polton. Besides this, many declarations of soposed hostility and malice towards her husband were put "forward as indicative and explanatory of her unnatural conduct—
such as, that she was "determined to have seven husbands in
ten years; " "that she never would allow any man to strike her
without doing for him;" and "that though her husband was agood one she wished him dead, and would gladly follow him to
the grave." After she was taken into custody, when sleeping at
Biggleswade, on her way to Polton, she entered into a long con
versation with the women appointed to sit up with her, in which
after inquiring whether " the Judges hanged much now," shs
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said "she should not be hanged, for no one saw her buy the
arsenic, or give it to her hrrsband."— This being the case for the
Crown, Mr. O'Malley addressed the Jury on behalf of the pri-

soner, observing upon the many inconsistencies which presented
themselves at every step in tlu* course of the prosecution, and
calling upon them to acquit tie [prisoner. Mr. Baron Alderson
then proceeded, with great care, "to sum up the evidence to the
Jury, the question for whom vas not whether the death of Wil-
liam Dazlcy had been cau^ca by poison, for that was hardly
denied, but whether the prisoner had wilfully administered that
poison to him. It. was suggested to them on the part of the pro-

ration, that arsenic had been administered either in the pills or

in the tea-cup, or both
; and if the Jury should come to that opi-

nion, that the pills were nado up by ihc prisoner with arsenic,

or
t
thot the powder of wh ;h they had heard was arsenic, they

would then naturally drav an inlercnce hostile to the prisoner.

Tf, however, they should think that the poison was taken by
mistake, or doubt whether any poison at all was contained in

those medicines, it. would be their duty to give the prisoner the
benefit of those doubts, for it was the duty of the prosecution to

make out the charge beyond all reasonable question. The Jury
retired for about a quarter of an hour, and then found the pri-

soner Guilty. The Judge then passed sentence of death, exhort-
ing her not to indulge the hope of mercy orpardon in this world.
The prisoner heard the si rice unmoved.
Whipman v. Hut tor/.—rhis was an action of trespass for enter-

ing a close of the plaintiff and destroying his fences and trees.

The defendant paid 167. into Court, and pleaded that the plaintiff

had not sustained damage beyond that sum. The plaintifr" is a
market- gardener, living at Aspley (iuise, and defendant is one
of the principal farmers in that parish, and it appeared that '.lie

present dispute had arisen out of a notion that the garden of the
plaintiff was an encroachment on the rights of defendant and
other commoners of Aspley. The plaintiff lives in a cottage
built on the common, to which is attached the garden upon
which the trespass was committed, and thesepremises have been
long regarded by the commoners as nuisances which tbey might
lawfully abate. On the 1st of last December, therefore, the
defendant and 14 or 15 otber persons went to the premises of the
plaintiff, provided with pickaxes and spades, with which they
speedily demolished the fences of his garden, which they threw
down. On the Sth of the same month they went again and
rooted up 47 trees, consisting of apple, cherry, plum, and pear-
tree-, and some gooseberry -bashes, the useless trunks of which
they left on the ground. Some of them the plaintiff afterwards
replanted, but They would not grow, and alter lingering for some
weeks they died, and became wholly lost to the plaintiff. His
witnesses estimated his loss at between '201. and 307. The de-
fendants thought from 67, to 10/. was amply sufficient to cover
any loss the plafntiffhad sustained. Lord Denman, in summing
tip, observed that tbe defendant had been well advised in not
justifying the facts to which the witnesses had deposed; for it

was impossible, in point of law, to justify that which he had
done. If he had a risrht of common over the part of the common
on which the plaintiff's garden was made, his r< 1 dy was by an
action for the disturbance of his right by the enclosure, and he
had no right to he the judge in his own cause, and to take the
law into his own hands; and while the jury would take care
that they did not allow their feelings to influence theirjudgment,
and induce them to give vindictive damages, he must say he
thought they ought not to be satisfied with awarding the dry
value of the trees, or the amount of injury sustained. The jury
returned a verdict for the plaintiff, with 24/. damages beyond the
sum paid into Court.

Northern Circuit —Yore.—Annie Peacock,9.u aged lady, in

a highly respectable station in life, and connected with some of the

mostrespectable families in the North Riding, appeared totakeher
trial upon an indictment, which charged hor with having folo-

niously forged the will of one Abigail Mitford. She is upwards
of 70 years of age, and was attended by several members of her
family, who came for the purpose of giving- her that support
which their presence might afford under the serious accusation
made against h> . She had b< tut on bail, and surrendered to

take her trial when called upon. The will which g was accused
of forging was flat* d so far back as the year 180$, and there was
a codicil to it on the same piece of paper dated in 1909. It ap-
peared from the testimony of a witness, named Cooper, who it.

was stated was the person who would he mos*: of all benefited by
the will being set aside, that the whole body of the will was in

the handwriting of the testatrix, Abigail Mitford, and began, " I,

Abigail Mitford,' 1

&C-, which, as the law then was, would have
been deemed a sufficient execution to render it valid. It pur-
ported to be attested by a male and a female named Massa, and
it was alleged that the signatures of the testatrix and also of the
attesting witnesses were forged. To prove this, two persons
named Masser were called, who deposed that they never attested

the will, and that the signatures of the attesting witnesses were
not their handwriting-. The codicil was, however, admitted to

be a genuine document, and the execution and attestation
regular. These circumstances appearing, the learned counsel
for the prosecution declined to proceed further in the case, and
threw aphis brief, stating that it was impossible to sustain the

charge, and he admitted thai 'here was no ground to sustain the
prosecution. The counsel for the accused seemed inclined to

wish that the prosecution might proceed, In order that they might
have a full opportunity to destroy every vestiee of the charge,
and it was said that tbey had tire real attesting witnesses who
actually saw the testatrix execute it, in court, ready to produce,
had occasion required it. It was also stated that, previously to

the trial, the attorney for the prosecution, a person named Har-
disty, had been informed, either by the real witnesses, or by some
other persons who knew them, that he had not got the persons
who had really attested the will, whose name was M,assa, and
not Masser; and that, the difference in the spelling was pointed
out, as well as the residence of the real witnesses, one of whom
was a butcher, and the otber of whom had married a person
named Hcllm;:wcll, and resided in York ; notwithstanding which
he persisted in preferring a bill to the grand Jury. Mr. Justice
Cresswell would not allow the case to proceed further, and
directed an acquittal, observing, with strong emphasis and great
emotion, that he had never, in the whole course of his profes-

sional life, witnessed so infamous and disgraceful a prosecution,
and for which there was not the shadow of a pretei . The
Jury said that they fully concurred in his Lordship's observations,
and a vei iict of Not Guilty was at once recorded.

Pomcb.— At Clerkenwcll Police Court on Monday week, Mr,
Booth, the reporter of scientific meetings for the dB.il} ptfess, was
brought up before Mr. Combe, charged with creating & disturb-

ance in Liquorpond-streel:, Gray's- inn-lane, and refusing to pay
4s. 6d. t cab fare. A police constable deposed that between nine
and ten o'clock, on Saturday evening, lie saw the prisoner
standing in the above-mentioned street, disputing with a cab-
man. There was an immense crowd of people assembled round
them ; the prisoner seemed to he under the influence of liquor,

and witness took him into custody. Mr. Combe (to the prisoner)

—What are you? Prisoner—lam an author of several scientific

works, such as a "Treatise on Water," and "The Intellectual

Guide through London." Mr. Combe—Were they published?
Prisoner—They were, and I am now engaged in a work on the
" Nuisances of London." The constable remarked that the pri-

soner mi^ht have included himself among them, as the public

thoroughfarewas quite obstructed by his means. Mr. Combe

—

"Who is your publisher? Prisoner—Mr. Foal, of.St. Martin 's-

lane. Mr. Combe— Well, 1 think you had better send to him for

the money to pay the cabman, and we will say nothing about
the charge of drunkenness, through taking Booth's coruial. Pri-
soner—But I don't admit owing the cabman what he claims.
John Sandham, driver of cab 1,444, badge 6,010, deposed that
between four and five o'clock on Saturday afternoon, the prisoner
got into his cab in King's-road, Gray's-inn-lane. Witness drove
him first to John-street, Bedford-row, then to Museum-street

j

the prisoner sent him to a house in that street for a lady. Wit-
ness knocked at the floor of the house, and told his message to

the person who opened it; that person questioned him very
minutely as to the appearance of the individual by whom he was
sent, and when witness mentioned it as closely as he could, the

person shut the door, telling him the lady was not there. Wit-
ness next drove the prisoner to Fish-street, Red-Kion-square,
then to Clerkenwell- green, where they had some porter together;

then to Castle-street, Jlolnornj and, finally, to Wellington-street,
Strand. The prisoner went to the Gardeners' Gazette office, at

the door of which witness demanded his fare, 3$. The prisoner

said he would give him 3s. t'd., but gave him nothing. Mr. Booth
went soon alter to a coffeehouse inTavistock-street, where wit-

ness again demanded his fare, 3S. Gd. for lime ; the prisoner pro-

mised him 4s. Mr. Combe—Did he make you no recompense'/
Witness—Not a farthing. He made promises, and gave me a
scrap of paper, on which there was some sort of a scrawl that

could not Ik: deciphered. Sandham proceeded to say that when
he repeated his demand for the fare at the corner of Tavistock-

strcet, and refused to take the scrap of paper as payment, the

prisoner suddenly bolted away, and ran into Clare-court. Wit-
ness pursued him into Clare-street, Clare-market, and along
Portugal-street, and into Chancery-lane, then into Gray's-inn-

square, Gray's-inn-lane, and Liquorponri-street»wberethe chase
at length terminated. Mr. Combe—Well, what have you to say

in answer to the charge ? Prisoner—The fellow (pointing to the

cabman) was very insolent to me. I gave him an order on Mr.

Glenn y, but he would not accept it. Mr. Combe—And in so

doing I think he acted wisely. Authors who are not able to pay
their cab-fare, ought to walk like other men. You most now
pay sc\en shillings, being the fare and loss of time. Prisoner

—

J have not the money. Mr. Combe—Then yon must go to the

Honseof Correction for ten days. The prisoner was then removed
in custody.

SPORTING.
Goodwood Racks, Tuesday.—These popular races commenced

this day, under very favourable circumstances. Every race, of which
then; were no less than nine, gave ample scope for speculation, and
the general satisfaction expressed was the best, evidence of the popu-
larity secured. The events came off in the following order :

—
Graven Stakes, of 10 sovs. each; mile and quarter; 11 subs.

—

Mr. Griffith's Newcourt, by Sir Hercules, 3 yrs, 7st, beat Mr. J.

Day's Jicn-y-Ghlo, 3 yrs, 7st, and five others, Ballona, the Era, Pal-

ladium,Muley Moloch, c, and Discord.
Drawing Room Stakes of 25 sovs. each, with a bonus of 10 sovs.

each, for three-yr-olds ; the second received 100 sovs. out of the

stakes, and the winner paid 2.5 sovs. to the judge. D.R.S. Course.

37 subs, to the stakes, and 26 to the bonus.—Lord Chesterfield's

Parthian, 8st 7lb, beat Mr. Payne's Mania (Dessy Bedlam 0, Sst2lb.

Gen. Pollock, Cornopean, Odessus, and Grcathcart.

Ham Stakes of 100 sovs. each, h ft, for two-year-olds. T.Y.C.,

43 subs.—Colonel Peel's c. by Touchstone, out of Vulture, 8st4lb,

brat Mr. Wreford'a f. by Sultan Junior, out of Monimia, the Elisf.

,

Muff. All-round-my-IIat, Zenobia, Strathspey, and Ninety-One.

Sweepstakes of 300 sovs. each, h ft, for four-year-olds. About 3

miles and 5 furlongs. 10 subs —Duke of Richmond's b c Eagles-

field, 8.st 7lb beat Lord G. Bentinck's b c Misdeal,. 8at 71b, and Duke
of Bedford's Envoy, 8st 7lb.

Goodwood Club Stakes, of 10 sovs. each. Craven Course.—Mr. J.

Day's grh Portrait, 5 yrs list (ill), beat Mr. Hook's Una, 5 yrs, list,

Yorkshire Lady. Currycomb, and Monarch.
Grattoicke Stakes of 100 sovs. each, h ft for three-year-olds.

Mile and half, -u subs.—Mr. Bowes's Cotheretone, Sst /lb, beat

Sir (r. Heathcote's Khorassan, 8st4lh., Mary, and Caper.

Lavant Stakes of 50 sovs. each, 30 ft; for two-year-old colt, 8st

7lb, and fillies, 8st3lb ; the winner of the July or Chesterfield Stakes,

or either of the two-year-old Stakes at Ascot, to carry 511). extra.

The second saves his stake. Ilah'-a-mile. 21 subs.—Mr. V\ reford's

b c by Camel, out of Wadastra, beat Lord Chesterfield's Dog Billy,

by Ratcateher, and 11 others.

Welter Stakes of 20 sovs. each; for three-year-olds, lOat 2lb
;

four, I2st 4lbj five, l2stJ2lb; s:\- and aged, 13st. Craven Stakes

course. Gents, riders. 8 subs.— Mr. John Day's St. Lawrence,

G yrs., walked over.

The Innkeepers9 Plate of 50/.,.added to a Sweepstakes of 5 sovs.

each ; two years, % feather ; three, / st 4 lb ; four, 8st ; five, 8 st 7lb
;

six and aged, 8 st 10 lb. Winner to be sold for 50/., &c. Heats,

T.Y.C.—Mr. Osbaldestone's The Uevil-amongthe-Tailors, 4 yrs,

I eat Mr. Beresford's Henri Quatre, 5 yrs, Mr..Gardnor's Sister to

Ramadan, 3 yrs, and six others.

Matches.—300, h ft, Col. Anson's Napier received forfeit from

Lord Glasgow's Ani.i-Dickens; 8st 711). each. Craven course.—
of; sovs.. h ft. 3') H-S.C— Colonel Feel's Itook's Nest, yst Gib, beat

^ir \V. W, Wynn's Remnant, Sat nib.

Wkdwksdat.—The Queen's Plateof 100 guineas; for three years,

7st4lb.; four, 9 st 2 lb ; five, Ost 13 lb ; six and aged, 10st lib.

About. 3 miles and 5 furlongs.— i\ir. J. Day's Ben-y-ghlo, by Ebxi-

lius, 3 yrs, beat Col. Charade's Gander, 4 yrs, aud Duke of Rich-

mond s Elysium, :s yrs.

The Steward's Cup, added to a Handicap of 5 sovs. each. T.Y.C.

31 subs.— Lord G. Bentinck's Yorkshire Lady, 4 yrs, () st 4 lb, beat

j:nko of Richmond's Baleena,4yrs, 7st, Lord G. Ucnunck's African,

•1 vrs, (i st 12 lb, and 14 others.
77//' Goodwood Stakes of 25 sovs. each, 15 ft, and only 5 if

declared; the winners of the Northumberland Plate, Gloucester-

shire Slakes, or Trade Cup at Liverpool. 5lb extra; of any two of

those stakes, 7 lb extra. The second horse to receive 100 sovs. out

of tbe stakes. Cup course, lo'i sub;;, 113 of whom declared, &c—
Mr. Forth's Lucy Hanks, 4 yrs, 7st 7 lb, beat Lord Miltown's Scal-

teen, 4 yrs, 7 st 7 lb, Mr. Meiklam's Aristotle, 4 yrs, Sst 1 lb, and 7 lb-

extra, and 12 others who were not placed.

The Cowdray stakes of 25 sdvs. each. T.Y.C—Mr. Sadler's eh f

Alice Lowe, by Defence, 2 yrs, dst 4 lb, beat Lord G. Bentinck's

Tripoli, 4 yrs 9 st 7 lb, Tiptoe, Valetta, and I'ortumnus,

The Stand Plate of 501., added to a Sweepstakes of 5/. each.

Mile heats.—M. J. Day's St. Lawrence, fi yrs, Sst 12 lb, beat Duke
of Richmond's Mus, aired, 8 st 12 lb, The Corsair, and Epaulette.

The Members'1 Plateof 5dl. 9 with 50/. added by (he Ladies, and

VI. from the Fund for the second horse; 3-yr-olos, 7«t 4lb; 4 yrs,

fcst 7 lb ; 5 yrs, 9 st ; 6 yrs and aged, 9 st 4 lb ;
the winner to he sold

for 250/.. &c. Heats, once round.—Lord Bglinfon's Jamie Forest,

(i yrs, bent Mr. King's f by Bran, out of Eliza, 8 yrs, Lytham,
Odessus, and the Muley Moloch c.

Thursday.—Sweepstakes of 25 sovs. each, for two-yr.olds.

T.Y.C. (i subs.—Colonel Peel's Sandwich (Vulture colt), 8 st 4 lb,

beat Mr. Lichtwaid's Leander, sst a lb, and Duke of Richmond's
Strathspey, Sst.

Racing stokes of 50 sovs. each, for three-yr-olds. ''"lie New
Nile. :>C) subs.-Col. Anson's Napier, Sst 101b, beat Duke of

Richmond's Cornopean, 8 st 7 lb.

Goodwood ('up, value 300 sovs., the surplus in specie, by subs,

of 20 sovs. each, with 100 added ; the second to receive 100 sovs.

out of the stakes, and the third 50 sovs. Cup Course. 47 subs.—
Mr. Lichtwaid's Hyllus, aged, Ost fib, beat Sir G. Hcathcote's

Sirikol, -'J yrs, 6*st 121b, and 12 others who were not placed.

Golden Rule started with a lead of several lengths, followed by

a ruck, at the head of which were Baronet, Gorhambury, Sirikol,

and Robert de Gorham. They went on in this order round the

clump, and to the top of the hill, where Golden Rule, whose lead

had gradually lessened in the last half mile, shut up, the Puncher
and tbe French bred mare (Dausomnuie) having also had enough
01 it. Robert de Gorham and Gorhambury went on together,

followed by Sirikol, Pompey, Hyllus. Charles the Twelfth, and
Vibration, the lot keepingin compact order till near the distance,

where Hyllus and Sirikol singled themselves out, and the others

were beaten. Hyllus went on with a slight lead at a tremendous
pace, was challenged at the distance, and caught at the stand,

but, after one of the finest races ever seen, won by a head. Vibra-

tion was a bad third, and Charles the Twelfth fourth ; Robert de

Gorham and Gorhambury were next.

Molecomb Stakes, of 50 sovs. each, h ft, for two-yr-olds. T.Y.C.
24 subs.—Mr. J. Day's Ugly Buck beat Mr. Gratwicke's f by Elis

out of Margravine, Loidiixeter's Crosby, and fl others who were
not placed.

Stockwell Stakes of 50 sovs. each, for threc-yr-olds. New Mile.

8 subs.—Duke of Richmond's Lothario beat Mr. Ongley's Queen
of the Gipsies, Lord Chesterfield's Peter the Hermit, and Lord
Eglinton's Pompey.

Sussex Stakes, of 25 sovs. each, for two-yr-old colts, 8 st 71b,

and fillies, 8 st 4 lb; winners extra. J) subs. T.Y.C—Mr. Treen's
Barricade beat Colonel Peel's Zenobia (allowed 3 lbs), Leander
(allowed 3 lbs), Physalis, and Red Deer (allowed 3 lbs).

Duke of Richmond's {Handicap) Plate, oi 100/. New Mile.—
Duke of Richmond's Pastoral, a feather, beat General Wyndham's
Guerdon colt, 5 st 1 lb ; Lord Eglinton's Jamie Forest, 7 st 13 lb ;

and g others.

Anglesey stakes, of 15 sovs. each, for three-yr-olds, &c. New
Mile.—Mr. Hook's Una, fivs-yrs, list 51b, beat Lord G. Bentinck's

Misdeal, four-yrs, I0st7lb.
Chesterfield Cup Stakes, of 15 sovs. each. &c.— Lord Miltoun's

Scalteen,'bcat Lord Exeter's Wee Pet, and Mr. Forth's Policy.

A dead heat for second. 22 ran. Won by a length.
Matches.—dOO, h ft. T.Y.C. Sst 7lb each. Mr. Copeland's f

01, by Prime Warden, beat Lord G. Bentinck's f by Colwick

—

Vacuna.— 200. h ft, Sst 5lb|each. T.Y.C. Lord G. Bentinck^
Ilcrc-I-jro-with-my-eye-out, beat Lord Glasgow's f by Retainer,

out of Purity,—200, h it. T.Y.C. 8st 5 lb each. A dead heat
between Lord Glasgow's b f by Retainer, out of Purity, and Lord
G. Bentinck's f by Bay Middleton.—Craven Course. Lord Ches-
terfield's Beadsman received 50/. forfeit from Sir F. Collier's

Saturday Night, 8 st 7 lb each. 500, h ft. Old Mile.—Mr.
Theobald's Highlander beat Lord G. Bentinck's Farintosh.

MARK LANE, Friday, July 28.—There have been a few arri-

vals of English Wheat from Essex and Suffolk, which were sold at

prices fully equal to Monday.—Foreign is held at the same rates,

but sales are to a limited extent; several samples of Foreign, free on
board, were offering without much business being done, the trade on
the whole was not brisk, owing to the line day. Barley, Peas, and
Beans arc unaltered in value, and Oats are rather a dull sale.

BRITISH, PJBB IMPKKIAL QUAKTKR.
Wheat, Ksscx, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

. Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkphire. . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, nincnhiHhire and Yorkshire . . . PoJhiior

Northumberland and Scotch . . . . Feed
Irish Feed

Rye ' •

Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 22 to 27 Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland . . SB to 84 Winds.

Peas, White 28toS0
(
AiapJe

S. S.

66 to 63
68 to (i'J

28 to88
lfito 25— to —
u; to iM

s. s.

Ked 54 toflO

White — to —
Grind. 24 to 30
Feed 16 to«4
Votato 17 to 9h
Potato 16 to 24

_ to —
SS to 2a Harrow e.'lto 31
— to — I.onypod — to—
30 to .*jy Grey 2a to 31

WKKKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

June 16w 23

80
July 1

_** 14
tmm 21

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat. Barley. Oatn. Rye. Beans.
,

Peas-
4!'. 11 27 13 6 30 7 23 4 29 7
49 8 27 7 13 9 31 2 29 30 11

49 " 27 lo )!> 7 31 6 29 1 32 8
19 10 23 3 III 7 \'.l H 29 31 7

51 2 29 19 3 31 11 29 6 82 I

54 2 29 10 20 37^5 30 6 33 11

50 7 23 4 1!) 4 32 6
|

; 29 4 81

20 9 7 10 6 1
i

11 6 i 10 6

ARRIVALS IN
Flour.

Enplish . 5519 Sks. — Brls.
I rish . » >9 *~ >*

Foreign jf — y>

ARRI
Wheat

English • • 8220
Irish . * —
Scotch . * *

ffWOForeign • +
1

THE JUVER LAST WEEK.
Wht. iBarl. Malt. Oats. Rye. Hns.
:;;:;!> 190 37U 2737 5 60S

31 '1 7 21059 — —
1O0O9 fi08 — — —

•

Teas
54

[VALS THIS WEEK.
Barley

860
Oats
3580

h.:<:io

Flour
4310 Sic

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED*—-A. Brideson, Dublin, Trolantf, pro-

vi*iffti»merchant— W. Wareinjf, IUoulton, Northamptonshire, baker— II. bavage,

Cooley, Oiotioestershirej spane-manufactor^i*.
BANKRUPTS E- lAugliton, late of Wisbech St. Peter's, Cambridgeshire,

brewer—J. Barwi«e, 16, Pall Mall, house-decorator— V- P. Everest, Heading
Berkshire* draper— G-- F. Widnell, Edjrware-road, stationer—J. H. Speno*r«

late of Halstead, Essex, tanner— K. Hipkins, Bgremont, Cheshire, coal-dealer*

and of Liverpool, commission-airent—J* Cowherd, Huffill, VFestmoJ eland*

mUler—\V. Puilen, formerly of Turn-bridge, Wiltshire, brewer, but *0W<J?
Gloucester, licensed victualler

—

T. Hedderly. Nottingham, druggist— *V-

Broomhead, Birmingham and Sheffield, merchant—E. Reynolds, Merton,

Surrey, silk-printer—M» Levy, Great Wlnobestcr-nreet, City, commjssion-

metcham—G. Salter, Davies-street, Middlesex, builder— E. H". Foster, Haihein,

Leicestershire, tanner—J. Siddon, West Bromwicb, Staffordshire, hollow-ware-

manufacturer—J. H. Taylor, Thornes, Yorkshire, joiner—E. Kayner, Miefneui,

merchant— I). Dixon, Wood house Carr, Yorkshire, dyer— J. King, Kingston-

unon-Hull, mercer— II. Chaliromhe, Swansea, Glamorganshire, sail-maker.

scotch SEQUESTRATIONS.—W. May, Edinburgh, carpet-manufac-

turer—>eaton and Macandie, Edinburgh, bootmakers—A. Maci^nnen, West
Lanrieston-pJace, Edinburgh—J. Smith, Glasgow, architect— G. h- l^IJiot,

Larriston, Koxburghshhe, lime-burner.

BIRTHS—On the 26th inn., at Cowes, the lady of Dr. Hoffmeister, swr

jreon, R.Y.S., of a son—On the 9fith, at Little Bounds, Southborough, the Jao>

oi Captain Blunt, of a daughter—On the 26th in»c, at SonningjUear Reaoinff*

the lady of the Rev, Markham Mills, of a BOH and heir. . .

MARRIED—At Plauen, near Dresden, on the 17th inst*, George Rudorpi

deGersdorif, his Saxon Majesty's Minister resident at the Court of St. JameBS*,

to Isidore Elizabeth, widow of the late Count Louis de Zeeh-Burkersrode- «*

second daughter of the late Prussian Lieutenant-General Baron de Bopc
t

. DIED.—On Friday, the22d inst, near Uin^wood, billed by bring thrown

of a fly, Mri.Nayler, wife of the Rev. T. Nayler, of Uncoln-On k'**T
r/-

week, at Bath, Sir Charles Athelsiane Nightingale, Bart-, oi De
yf

n*5
)
ire

terrace, Wells-road, Bath, and formerly of Kueesworih Hall, Cambridge" ag
— Suddenly, on Sunday, the L'rtd inst., in Tunbridge Church, the Kev. I »' f
Knox, I) I)., Hector ot Kunwell and Kamsden Orays, Essex, and M»8t

Tunhrid^e School, aged .'I'.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid*

lgedAS GARDENER.—A respectable single Ma*
30, is desirous of obtaining a Situation where anotl^r ^

are kept. Understands the management of Pines and 7" yicra l

propagation and cultivation of Exotic plants, and ^•jj^f.rate
routine of the Kitchen-Garden. Has served in «

'
" ^^

establishments, and can be well recommended.—Direct

II, Church-street, Stoke Newington.

A S GARDENER in a Family.—A married Man,^agejj

^ 2(i, without incumbrance, who perfectly unclers^ * m
business. Can take charge of a Horse or Cow; his wnc ^ R
make herself useful in the house ; and would not 0DJ t

-^cuse ,

situation as Under-Gardener.—Direct C. W., Grcenstieet ^
East Ham

.

SMALL

both
ing,

street, Portland Town, St. John's-wood.

A S GARDENER.—A single 1

Xjl age. Has a perfect knowledge
recommended, with live years' chai

family which he is now leaving.—Direct

House, Blackheath, Kent.

Man, about 2a years
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MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
"FUCHSIA EXONIENSIS."

UCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
—

' attention of the Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which
has been raised in the Exeter Nursery, and which is decidedly
the finest variety ever produced. Flowers of it were submitted
to Dr. Lindley, who, in the Gardeners* Chronicle of the 8th ult.,
thus expresses himself:—

"Lucotnbe, Pince, and Co.—The blooms sent of Fuchsia Exoni-
ensis prove it to be a very splendid variety; it is a flower of
great substance throughout, seed-vessels dark, tube and sepals
of a rich crimson carmine; the sepals are long, they expand
ireely, and disclose the rich crimson-purple corolla, which is very
large, and of a peculiar denscness of texture."
The Plant was also exhibited at the last great meeting- of the

-London Horticultural Society on the 12th ult., and obtained the
Society's Certificate of Merit.
Strong Plants will be ready for delivery on the 1 0th inst.,

at lo.v. Sd. each, and will be sent, free of all other charge,
by the post, carefully packed in stout tin cases. The usual dis-
count to the trade if six plants are ordered. For a full description
see Advertisement in the Gardeners' Chronicle ofthe 17th June. '

N.B.—This Seedling Fuchsia has been fully proved, and will
give satisfaction to those who purchase it.

1 — -— - 1 -
i b -

1 r - -

^ ^^^^

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or SIR JOSEPH BANKS'S PINE.
YOUELL & Co., possessing the most extensive stock

in the country of the above Splendid Hardy Ornamental
Tree, beg to offer them on the following advantageous terms •—
Fine robust, 3 year-old plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10/. per 100 or
30s. per dozen.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, August 3, 1843.

THUNBERGIA FRYERII.
~

J FRYER has much pleasure in being able to comply
• with the request of his numerous friends, by sending out

at an earlier date than already specified the above delicate and
very desirable new variety of Thunbergia. Strong, healthy plants
Will be sent out the last week in August, by post, prepaid care-
fully packed in tin cases, at 7s- 6d. each, with the usual allowance
to the Trade. Blooms are exhibited daily, and orders received at
Mr. Nutting's, Seedsman, 46, Cheapside; and blooms will be
sent by post, on application, containing two postage stamns
N.B.—A splendid Collection of PANSIES, for autumn blooming"
can now be supplied at moderate prices, and all the new
jjyCHSIAS, &c—Clarendon Nursery, Camberwell, Aug. 3, 1343,

Y
SUPERB FUCHSIAS AND CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
OUELL & Co. beg respectfully to refer the readers
of the Gardeners' Chronicle to their Advertisement of theabove, which appeared in this Paper of last week.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, August 3, 1843.

T YOUNG, Nurseryman, Taunton, begs to offer
• to the lovers of HARDY FERNS collections of 25 varieties°i the better British and Hardy American sorts for \l, io,v.

.
J

- Y. is now taking up a large collection of 1XIAS, which haveecu grown jn tnc open ground,without protection,during the pastwinter, and begs to offer to his Friends and the Public collections

So?7
8Un* of 1(i or morc sorts

»
at4,s'' Per dozen

»
i" Quantities ofot less than six of each; they may be sent by post at a very small*pense. J. y. will furnish names of Ferns and Ixias, if desired

-^^8^1843.

^ ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA PLANTS?
MESSRS. "VEITCII & SON having raised a consi-

a
dcrable number of this Splendid Hardy Ornamental Tree

hei r

e
i"

ablctl to offer fine healthy plants, from 4 to 6 inches iiiKht, at the following moderate prices, viz. :

—

For JL
' - per 10° *""**• 10,9

'
for 50 ;- an<! 30s

- J>er dozen.

havi*
.convenience of some purchasers, Messrs. V. 8c Son

M'lwr
a

l)porn ted, as their London agent, Messrs, Hurst and
tano« t

BN> Seedsmen, No. 6, Lcadenhall-street. N.B.-A remit-

^xpfnv
01

*! leference required from unknown correspondents ——X!fi^^nejo^j843 #

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES?
J .

A* D
A
W

- MY ATT intend sending out, by the middle
PINT? f •

g'" st
'

thcir NJ£W STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD
tunfs

°f which has been exhibited at the London Horticnl
submmea& n

r

d a ]Jimksia» M edal awarded. It has also been

at the s-.unn A;r ' P "
U)

'
U 1S a lll0St Prollfic bearer, exhibiting

truss, PrVo r,
a prolusi(l11 of fine fruit and bloom on the same

Eliza nw ? ' Peptford Pine, 21. 10*. 3 British Queen, u. a„d2a
'
lU6 ' ^cr AOO^Mftnor Farm, Deptford, July 22, ish

9

EAST NORFOLK GRAND CARNATION AND PICOTEE SHOW.

YOUELL and CO. beg respectfully to inform theirJFriends that their Annual Exhibition of the above com-
menced on the 1st of August, and will continue for three weeks. Their Collection now amounts to

UPWARDS of NINE HUNDRED of the FINEST VARIETIES in CULTIVATION,
and the present Exhibition will be found to surpass anything of its kind in the kingdom.

THREE THOUSAND POTS WILL BE ST A G E D .—Admittance Gratis.
Great Yarmouth Nurserj\ Norfolk, August 3, 1843.

THE QUEEN CABBAGE.
T and S. SHILLING beg to acquaint the Public gene-

*-* • rally that they will do well to possess themselves of the
above Cabbage for sowing: at this season of the year, which will
be found superior for earliness and certainty of Cabbaging to any
other. Packets, containing half-an-ounce of seed, will be for-
warded by post free, on the receipt of 2s. dd.in letter stamps, or a
Post-office order. From the great difficulty in getting this sort
to bear seed, it will be always scarce, and should be taken care
of; it is also very superior in every other respect.
Nursery, North Warnbro', near Odiham, Hants.—August, 1813.

ALBION ROAD NURSERY, STOKE NEWINGTON.
/i ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS respectfullyM announce they are instructed by the Executrix of the late

Mr. JJohn Milnk, to offer for public competition, this month,
the splendid and choice Stock of Grkkniiousk, Exotic, and
other Plants, of which Catalogues will be duly published.
Leytonstonc, August 3, 1843.

NATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.
Capital, 500,000/.—Empowered by Parliament.

DIRECTORS.
T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman.

JohnElliotson, M.D., F.R.S.
j

George Lungley, Esq.
John Griffith Frith, Esq,

j
John Rawson, Esq.

H. Gordon, Esq. | Clement Tabor, Esq,

.

Joseph Thompson, Esq.
Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.

Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.
Actuary.—W. S. B. Woolhousc, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society
will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a
reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five
years' standing, viz. :

—

Entry

1837
1838

Policy

No.

39
114

Age. Sum.
Annual
Premium.

£ £ S. d
50 1,000 67 8 4
56 3,000 175 15

Bonus
added.

£• s. d.

132 14 6

296 9 7

Cash
Bonus.

£ s. d.

58 19 9
123 6

Prem
reduced

£ s. d.

8 19 4
16 9 7

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next
Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be
borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F. FERGUSON CAMROUX, Secretary.

A NNUITIES.—In the AUSTRALASIAN COLO-
^rT NIAL and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITYCOMPANY, Annuitants participatk in the Profits of the
Company, and receive a rate of Annuity much morc favourable
than can be granted by any Company making its investments
wholly in England. The Company is enabled securely to grant
these favourable terms from the advantage it possesses" of invest-
ing a portion of its funds at a high rate of interest.

Dirbctors.
Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S. I C. E. Mangles, Esq.
Henry Buckle, Esq.

|
J. B. Montefiore, Esq.

John Henry Capper, Esq.

Gideon Colquhoun, Esq.
Richard Onslow, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

Bankers—The Union Bank of London.
Colonial Bankers—The Bank of Australasia (incorporated by

Royal Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgatc-street.
Physician—P. Fraser, Esq., M.D., No. 62, Guildford-street,

Russell Square.
Solicitors—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, & Co.

Prospectuses, with Tables, Forms of Proposal for the purchase
of an Annuity, or for making an Assurance, and every informa-

tion, may be obtained by application at the Orhee of the Company,
No 126, Bishopsgate-strect, corner of Cornhill.

EDWARD RYLEY, Secretary.
"

" HAIL-STORMS.
" ~

THE DEVASTATION caused by the late destructive
HAIL-STORMS proves the necessity of Persons protecting

themselves against such losses. Prospectuses containing the

Rates of Insurance for Crops and Glass may be obtained on ap-

plication to W. Shaw, Esq., at the Hail- Storm Insurance Com-
pany's Office, Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

rfqi^CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented

X by J- Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size fromJOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

Shevven having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler 8c Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges',

Hackney Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Messrs. Veitch

and Son's, Exeter ; Mr. Ponley's, Plymouth ; the Royal Botanical

Society's Gardens, Regent's Park; and at the Gardens of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have

been effected since last season ;
particulars of which are in course

of preparation

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

E
NEW AND USEFUL INVENTIONS.

DWARD WEEKS, Sen., Horticultural Archi-
_*__- tfct, Hortuhm-place, King's-road, Chelsea, original and

cnle Patentee for HEATING by HOT-WATER, respectfully begs

to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and all Patrons of Horticulture—

amateur as well as practical—that he has invented and brought

tn perfection several essentially-necessary improvements in the

fiVtine- up and construction of Forcing-frames and Hothouses,

rreeuhouses, Conservatories of whatever size or construction,

iTamelv 1 a very powerful and effectual BOILER, at present un-

pntiilled 'instantaneous in action, economical in fuel, and lasting

fn heat not possible to corrode or to be out of order
:
2d, a very

limnle STEAMING APPARATUS, by which the body of air in

the house is kept in constant motion: and lastly, a very simple

pnntrivmcc by which fresh air can be admitted or excluded at

, insure even by the hand of a child, either within or without;

e the' V.*We or double roof. SUNSHADES also on a very simple

nrincil te. E. Wkkks bogs further to state that as his inventions

have been shamefully pirated and unfairly imitated, by winch he

aas suffered seriously, both in purse and reputation, he is now
under the necessity of not allowing the inspection of his new
inventions or his Factory, except by employers or their accredited

agents or gardeners.

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c., Gloucester-
• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Builders, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility
and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in
length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c.j at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chcl-
sea, near Sloane-square.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
CTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,O London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of healing without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can he applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rrvdi.k,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

CIOTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
* FOUNDERS, &C, &C, No. 2, WlXSLEY STREET, OXFORD

Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c., made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low
prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses; Churches, Public or Private Buildings,
&C., with Cottam's Patent, or Roger's Boilers. After 15
years experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for
the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most exten-
sive scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own
Apparatus, they have affixed the following low prices:

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . . s6J 0s. 0d.
(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Roger's Boiler, small size . . . . 3 15

Ditto do. large do 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter. Is, 3rf. per Foot.
STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with fire horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3s. 6rf. each.

"

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. () in. high, weighing 42 lbs. at 4s. Otf. each.
Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. Go lbs. at 5 6
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at 8s. per bundle

continue
GARDEN

24
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square

3s. 67/. ; 20 inches, 4s. Orf. ; 22 inches, 5s. Qd. each
CAST IRON FLOWER STAKES 4 feet longout of the around

7s.- 4 feet 6, 9*-; 5 feet, lis.; 6 feet, I5s. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.Show-rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley Street
where every information may he obtained.
CAST IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches hi? h, 5s. {id. each.

Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery ; Dr. Arnoti's Stoves
Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, arc
subject to future alterations. Show-Rooms at the Manufactory,
No. 2, Winsley-stuekt, wfcerccvery information may he obtained.'
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Baii.ey having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Societyof London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been broaght before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic
Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
i ntervals requi red, and wh ich may be seen at their Manufactory.
AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS,

I

cIROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which
received the^Honorary Reward of the Roy. Agricul. Society.

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-Iron, and holds about
200 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the
horse, the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon
the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cannot
possibly choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible Leather
Pipe, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.— Price, delivered
in Mull, -i:>l.

CROSS-KILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling
any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c.—will contain 8 bushels of
manure—price 121. 12.9.

LjJiNKY HUNTS PATENT GARDEN POTS and
JLX STANDS, tor effecting improved Drainage and draught of
Air, of which highly favourable notices have appeared in Paxton's
Magazine for May, Gardeners3 Magazine for June, Practical
Florist, No. 23, and Gardeners9 Gazette, May 6. Sold Wholesale
and Retail at No, 29, Queen's-row, Pimlico ; and No. l/ t Great
Ryder-street, St. James's. N.B.—Nurserymen wanted as Agents
for the above in many of the provincial towns.

~I B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURliS,~^"mposed
-/ • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-
cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-
creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These substances can
be had separately

; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor, &c. Price 4.v. 67/. per bushel.

G U A S A I. EN O ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS* LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, ft Co., LIVERPOOL AND BRISTOL.

POTTER'S GUANO. — TURNIPS, MANGEL-
WURZEL, &c. By the use of the above Manure, the

enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained
of Oranok Globk Man'oki. Wurzki,, by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-
deraham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-
land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by
the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under
similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of
Potter's Guano.
*** Potter's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 15*. per ton

;from ri to " cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-st.,
Lambeth.

LIQUID MANURE.
PUMPS of a Superior Construction, fixed and port-

able, for Liquid Manure. Garden Pumps, Hydraulic ditto,
and Pumps for deep wells. Also Pumps for Ships, Barges, Tan-
ners, Soap Boilers, Brewers, &c. Well- Digging: and Boring- exe-
cuted.— Hkvjamin Fowler, (late George Turner,) 63, Dorset-
street, Fleet-street,

"PUBL I S HING MONTHLY.
"

'

LaRGB, ls.6d.; Small I*.; Gardeners' Editiov, 6d. THEEOTANIC GARDEN; or, MAGAZINE of
FLOWERING PLANTS.

With manv [important and useful additions.
By B. MAUND, F.L.S.

Each Number contains Bbautipully-colgurkd Figures of
Ornamental Plants, both herbaceous and shrubby; suitable
for the Flower G irdeu or Pleasure Ground. With the derivations
of names; classes; orders; height of the plantsj time of flower-
ing; : native country; history; qualities; most approved modes
of propagation and culture; and other information, interesting to
every lover of a Garden. Annexed to each Number, is theFLORAL REGISTER,
With Wood- cuts of admired Flowering Plants, mostly such as
have been newly imported into this country; with the necessary
information respecting them. Also,

T II E AUCTARIUM,
Inwhich arc given, improved methods of cultivation and preserva-
tion of vegetables, fruits, and flowers; new discoveries con-
nected with gardening- and miscellaneous information. Also,
in each Number, till complete, commencing with the new volume,
on the 1st ot January, 1843, a portion of Professor HensLow's

BOTANICAL DICTIONARY,
Written expressly for the Author, there being so great a want of
such a Work :

thus, the Botanic Garden contains four distinct
Works, proceeding together, at a trifling cost, once a month.
The Volumes already completed of this Standard Botanical

Work, can be had at the following Prices : larob. small,
£ *. d. £ s. d.

Ilf-bd., green mor. backs, gilt edges, e*ch 2 20 1 10
Cloth gilt, beautifully embellished „ 200 000
Drab boards . . . . „ 11/ l .">

The Gardeners' Edition at 6d., with partially coloured plates, com-
menced in January, 1843, with No. I.

The portions -
: the Floral BbgImTKR and Aitctarium. already

published, coi tail near'yTw Flu ired Engravings, forming
>ne handsome volume, which will be dd.vered Gratis to the
purchaser of four volumes of the Botanic Garden.

GaooMBRiDCE, Paternoster-row.

botanical books.
THE FOLLOWING WORKS ARE NOW TO BE HAD OF

WILLIAM PAMPLIN,
BOTANICAL BOOKSELLER, 45, FRITH STREET, SOHO

SQUARE, LONDON.
'"TRANSACTIONS OF THE HORTICULTURAL
-*- SOCIETY OF LONDON. Seven Volumes. 4to. That is—
the First Series complete, half calf, gilt, 71. 7s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE LINN^EAN SOCIETY
OF LONDON. Eighteen Volumes. 4to. That is -all that have
yet been published. Vols. I. to XII. are neatly half-bound, and
the remaining six are in Parts, as published, 17 1. i;&\

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF PRUSSIA. Fourteen Volumes. 4to. A fine
Copy, half-calf, gilt. Berlin, 1824-1840. 12/. 12,v.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE IMPERIAL ACA-
DEMY of natural history OF BONN. 4to. A quantity
of separate Volumes, Parts, and Papers from this and several
other similar Continental Works can always be supplied.

Of the following Books, copies are always to befound at
W. Pamplin's.

DE CANDOLLE.—PRODROMUS SYSTEMATIS
REGNI VEGETABILIS. Seven Volumes. The eighth volume of
this Work will be published in a few weeks ; those persons who
wish to receive it on the day of publication are req uested to forward
their names to the Advertiser at once, in order that they maybe
supplied without disappointment.

BUEK.—GENERA, SPECIES, ET SYNONYMA
CANDOLLEANA, sku INDEX GENERALIS et SPECIALIS
ad DE CANDOLLE PRODROMUM SYSTEMATIS NATU-
RALIS REGNI VEGETABILIS. Pars I. et II. Berlin, 1842. 18s.

WALPERS.—REPERTORIUM BOTANICES SYS-
TEMATICA. Of this Valuable Work, the 8th Part, or Part III.
of the second Volume, has just appeared. Price of each Part, 45.

ENDLICHER.—GENERA PLANTARUM. Vienna,
1840. 41.

;
or handsomely bound in two volumes, half-calf extra,

41, 8s. 6d.

ENDLICHER.—MANTISSA BOTANICA. Vienna.
1842. 6s.

ENDLICHER. — ICONOGRAPHIA GENERUM
PLANTARUM. Handsomely bound, half-calf extra. Vienna.
1838. 3L 10s.

POEPPIG ET ENDLTCHER.—NOVA GENERA
AC SPECIES PLANTARUM QUAS IN REGNO CHILENSI
PERUVIANO ET IN TERRA AMAZONICA, &c. Two Volumes,
fol. "Various copies, bound or unbound, from 41. 14s. 6d. and up-
wards, according- to binding- and condition. The Parts of Volume
the Third which have appeared, as well as most of the former
Parts, can still be had separately.

PERSOON. — SYNOPSIS PLANTARUM. Two
Volumes. Various copies, neatly bound or half-bound, from 18«„
and upwards.

KUNTH.—ENUMEHATIO PLANTARUM OM-
Scveral of theNIUM HUCUSQUE COGNITARUM, &c.

Volumes may be had separately, lis. each.

AUGUSTE ST. HILAIRE.—FLORA BRAZILIjE
MERIDIONALIS, — ADJUT. JUSSIEU ET CAMBESSEDES.
Volumes I, and IT., neatly half-bound, and remainder in Parts'
Paris. 1824, &c. Jt. 7s.

MIKAN.— DELECTUS FLORAE ET FAUNJE
BRAXILIENSIS, &c. Several odd Parts of this Magnificent
Work, each, lbs.

FLORA—ODER ROTANISCIIE ZEITUNG. Com-
pletc from the beginning.

LINN^EA, EIN JOURNAL FUR DIE BOTANIK.
Complete from the beginning.

GERARDE'S HERBAL, or HISTORY OF
PLANTS. Various Copies of both the Editions, fiom 18«. and
upwards, according to condition.

PARKINSON'S HERBAL. Various Copies, from
IS,?, and upwards, according to condition.

LTNN^EI SPECIES PLANTARUM CURA WILL-
DENOW. Various Copies, from One to Three Guineas, accord-
ing to condition.

LTNN7EI SYSTEMA VEGETABILIUM CURA
SPRENGEL. Various Copies, from Two Guineas and a half to
Three Guineas.

EKART SYNOPSIS JUNGERMANNIARUM IN
GERMANIA, ike. Numerous Plates. 4to. Various Copies from
10.9. 6d. to 12*.

WIGHT'S ICONES PLANTARUM INDITE ORI-
ENTALS, or Figures with Descriptions of East Indian Plants.
This is allowed to be the very best and cheapest Work upon
Indian Botany. The Third Part of the Second Volume has just
been received from Madras; the Price of this Part is U. 5s.

WIGHT and ARNOTT.-PRODROMUS FLORAE
TNDJ/E OR1ENTALIS. Volume the First being all that has vet
appeared. l6\s-.

*** N.B.-W. Pampmn has a good collection of British and
Foreign Books upon FERNS.

In small 8vo, price 3.5. 6d.
t

PRODUCTIVE FARMING; or, a Familiar Digest of
-*- the recent Discoveries of Liebio, Daw, and other cele-
brated writers on Vkgktabi.b Chemistry ; showing how the
results of English Tillage might be greatly augmented. By
Joskph A. Smith.
William Tait, Edinburgh; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.,

London.

This day is published, 12mo, Price gs.

A MANUAL OF BRITISH BOTANY. Containing
-£>- the Flowering Plants and Ferns arranged acccording to
the Natural Orders.

now-
By Charles C. Babin'gton, M.A., F.L.S. , F.G.S.,&c.

" Mr. Babington's is a very valuable contribution to ourkn
ledge of British plants ; full of original observations and good
critical remarks."— Gardeners9 Chronicle, June 10.

John Van Voorst, Paternoster-row.

PAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darley,
-*- A.B., Author of A System of Popular Geometry,—Com-
panion to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebra,
—and a System of Popular Trigonometry. !2mo, with Engrav-
ings, Us. cloth lettered.

'•There is avast deal of astronomical information conveyed in
a most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little

volume, which, not lots for the novelty of its plan than the extent
of its intelligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents
of its projector and editor, Mr. Darley."

—

Sun.
Taylor and Wa lton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gowcr-street.

FUN FOR THE FIRESIDE!
Bound in cloth, price 5s. 6d. tTOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.

*J A Reprint from the first and jrcnuine edition, such omissions
and alterations only having been made as were required by the
greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ; but, that the
volume might have some substance, and be a good table or
travelling book, copious additions have been made from other
old volumes of Facetiae.

Extractfrom the Preface.
"Another strange circumstance connected with this work is,

that everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are
perfectly familiar with its contents . . . and yet, if the reader will
ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred
ever set eyes on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions
that this edition is published.

"

London: Whittakkr and Co.

CORNS, BUNIONS, Sec.THE PROPRIETOR of the ANTI-CALLOSITY, or
-L RUSSIAN CORN AND BUNION PLAISTER, feels great

confidence in recommending it as the most certain cure for all

persing the Hard or Soft Corn, and entirely removing those
painful throbbings so severely felt at every change of weather.

Sold, with full directions for use, in boxes, is. lid. and 2,9.,' at
Saxoer's Medicine Warehouse, 150, Oxford-street; and all
Medicine Vendors throughoutthe country.
Remember—"The Russian Corn and Bunion Plaister."

A LL DISEASES of the KIDNEYS and BLADDER
-£>- speedily and effectually cured by DR. YOUNG'S MIXTURE.— Theefficacy of this Medicine in the above Complaints has been
long proved by its unparalleled success in a practice of many
years' standing, and has induced the present proprietor to make
it more generally known.

Sold in Bottles, 2s. Qd. each, by the Proprietor's Agent,
J. SANGER, 150, Oxford-street, London; also by Johnson, 68,
Cornhill; Prout, 229, Strand ; Mr. King, 232, Blackfriars Roadj
and all Medicine Vendors throughout the country.

O UN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN, and other disfigure-
^J ments of the Skin, are pleasingly eradicated by that unique
preparation ROWLAND'S KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous
liquid, and now universally admired for its sovereign virtues in
completely removing all cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the
complexion delicately clear and fair. It is invaluable as a reno-
vating and refreshing wash during travelling, or exposure to the
sun, dust, or harsh winds, and after the healed atmosphere of
crowded assemblies. Gentlemen will find it peculiarly grateful
after shaving, in allaying the smarting pain.
CAUTION.—Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale asu KALYDOR:"— it is therefore imperative on Purchasers to see

thatthe words "ROWLAND'S KALYDOR" arc printed on the
wrapper, and "A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON- GARDEN,"
enjrraved on the Government stamp affixed to each bottle. Price
45. C)d. and 8.9. 6d. per bottle, duty included.
Ask for Rowland's Kalydor. — Sold by them, and by

Chemists and Perfumers,

QNLY TO BE KNOWN TO BE VALUED.
DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,

called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-
mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every
description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, it of 20 years'
standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-
tions and pimplescs in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads
cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific tor those affltotinl
eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at
is. l&d, and 2a*. yd. each. Also his

PlLULiE ANTISCROPHUL/E,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-
ception, one of the b<-st alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all her operations

5

hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular
swellings, particularly those ot the neck, &c. They are efficacious
also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,
that may he taken at all times without confinement or change of
diet. Sold in boxes, at is. \$d., 2.s\ Qd. f 4s. 6d., Ma., and 22«. each.
To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's

ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,
for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-
plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-
mote a circulation of the fluids ; are gentle in their operation, and
do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2s. Qd. each.
By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Bkach & Barnicott

(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his
medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of the
" Poor Man's Friend," "Pilulee Antiscrophulre," "LarweH'S
Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic
Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare
and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from all

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.
Observe*—No medicine sold under the above names can possibly

be genuine, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-
port," is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to each
package.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lkwhs,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3
Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid 1 „_ ntr ,_

to London. } 25*' •«* 42s '

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d. t 6s., and 7s- J
'f

rffL
sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Fnnt

^
supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmo

ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. .*»

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rigby's Brush Warehous^,

ci URTIS'S BUDDING-KNIFE.-' 4 This is the neat-

' est Budding-knife we have seen. The ivory handle is -'ia

^
like the blade of a curved pen-knife, sharp, and turned u »

aI "

point, and is evidently extremely well contrived lor tne
,

it is intuited ."-Opinion of Professor Lindi.bv, m the waraen

Chronicle, July 29, 1843.
. , ,

.,.,„.. No , 3,
Gborob Pmjm. Surgical Instrument Maker arid C >«« ,

,

1 ^
Dolphio-street, Bristol, and at No. 262, Strand, Loricion » ^
call ihe attention of the Public to the above new and o«ra»

article, manufactured solely by him. Sent freeto^^"
the kingdom, on receipt of 38 penny postage stamps, or a pos

office order for 3s. 2rf.

V

t

t
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Now ready, price 4s. 6d.
fRURAL CHEMIS

By Edward Soi.i.v, Esq., Jan. F.R.S.,
Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.

London: 3, Charles-street, Covent Garden.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

Wedne1da^A
g
ug
8
.
9* } We8t X'pndon ^cultural, Walham Green.

V' Tuesday, August 15 . . . Horticultural. . • -• 3 p.m.

r The new aids which recent observers have been

suggesting to gardeners will doubtless prove to them as

beneficial as modern potent medicines have become
to physicians. What mercury and calomel, with all

the poisonous brood of Hellebore, Aconite, and Hen-
bane, are now to the latter, ammonia, with the

nitrates, sulphates, muriates, and phosphates, will soon

he to the gardener. But in both cases, a knowledge
of the true and beneficial application of them will be

arrived at through many accidents and errors. If

this has been the case with medicines for man, it will

be much more so with appliances to plants; for those

"who have to administer the latter are unskilled in

delicate operations, and the death of their patients

involves but little responsibility. Nevertheless, as a

good deal of inconvenience and some serious loss

may attend the unskilful administration to plants of

the most beneficial substances, we cannot do better

than offer some observations upon the manner in

^hich, as a general principle, agents of unknown
force ought to be applied.

The common error of all those who are experiment-
ing is to imagine that because a substance is undoubt-
edly beneficial to one plant, under one set of circum-

stances, it will necessarily be so to all plants, and
under all other circumstances. A man is apt to

believe that he cannot have too much of a good thing ;

and, applying that idea to his plants, to suppose that
if a little of anything is useful to them, a good deal
must be still better. It was some years ago ascertained
that if a lit tie muriatic acid was mixed with a great deal
ol water, the plants in the neighbourhood of the ves-
sel from which this fluid was evaporating became
excessively vigorous; immediately after this disco-
very, a zealous gardener placed pans of pure muri-
atic acid in his greenhouse, and, of course, killed
everything within reach of the fumes. Nitrate of
soda has been proved incontestably to exercise a highly-
beneficial action upon most plants, if used in very
small quantities; yet how many hundred plants have
perished under the infliction of this agent in excess!
Nothing can be more important to healthy vegetation
than ammonia; yet, because we suggested the proba-
bility of its proving advantageous to plants in Vine-
ries, and similar buildings, if allowed to mingle with
the air, a gardener of our acquaintance placed pans
of the strong London gas-liquor among the leaves of
his Melon plants, and, of course, a couple of hours put
an end to the experiment by destroying half his foliage.

The truth is, that all agents of this sort should be
applied in what it is now the fashion to call homoeo-
pathic doses, that is to say, in quantities so small as
to be inappreciable by our senses. It is thus that
nature administers them, and we never can do better
than follow her closely. Naturally, ammonia is con-
veyed to plants in rain-water, but in quantities so
very small at each dose, that chemists could not for a
l°ng time discover its presence at all. In thunder-
storms the quantity may be doubled, and we all

|<now with what beneficial effects ; yet even then it
js undiscoverable by our ordinary senses. Salt is in
hke manner given to plants by the atmosphere, yet
Avbo can taste salt in the air of even the sea-coast,
unless in stormy weather? Now these things are not
{he result of mere chance, but form a most important
Part of the system of unerring Wisdom observable in
the universe. The organs of plants are not capable
ot sudden and violent action ; they have not, like the
stomach of animals, a rapid power of decomposing
*nd assimilating what is presented to them ; but their
cllgestion is sluggish and incapable of being much
quickened withoutdanger to their lives. To.that danger
nature does not expose them—why should man ?

*he more we see of the action of alkaline and other
agents upon plants, the more we are convinced that

* e true "way of administering them is in extremely

r°aU quantities at a time, and that although they
ay sometimes bear larger doses with impunity, yet

tit ^
always attends their administration in quan-

y- For example, suppose that it was desirable to

£
ve garden plants gas-water at the rate of one gallon

dj/? i7*
nsteac* °f applying it all at once, however

diff
lt Would be infinitely better to give it at ten

wm?n
n
u

times
> an <l each time greatly diluted. It

of SS x> instead of niixins ifc with fifty sallonswciter, and applying it all at once, to mix it with

five hundred gallons of water, and to apply it on ten

successive occasions. We are extremely anxious that

this should be clearly understood, because we foresee

that if it is not attended to, all that powerful assistance

which artificial agents are capable of giving to plants

will be lost, and that gardeners, dismayed by the bad

consequences of over-doses, will leave off' using them
at all. And yet their own experience gives them a

better warning than we can of the great importance of

attending to these matters. '

Every gardener knows that when a hot-bed is first

made up, the atmosphere of it is one in which plants

cannot live; although when it "sweetens/' as they

say, it befomes more grateful to plants than any other

which is known. Now what is it that renders the

atmosphere of a hot-bed fatal at first, and salubrious

afterwards? Its temperature?—hardly that, for it is

easily moderated, and rarely is more than plants can

well bear. The quantity of water that is suspended in

it ?— certainly not; for a damp atmosphere is inca-

pable of producing such sudden death as seizes plants

in the vapour of a fresh and rank hot-bed. It is the

ammonia that flies off, which, when abundant, as at

first, is fatal, and which, when in moderate quantity,

as afterwards, is so grateful to plants. We have here

a case of poisoning at first by an over-dose of that

"which afterwards, in proper quantity, is the carrier of

health and vigour.

These are most important considerations, in every

point of view, and more especially now that the tank-

system of furnishing bottom-heat is so rapidly driving

stable-litter out of the field. We fully anticipate dis-

appointment in the effect of the tank-system, as com-
pared with the old hot-beds, unless some means are

taken of throwing a proper quantity of ammonia into

the air. We have no doubt that in using this substance
a good many gardeners will kill their plants outright;

but we are also persuaded that it will be easy to apply,

and that there is not the shadow of a necessity for

any such unfavourable result. The maxim must be,
a A very very little, very very often." We should

begin by pouring a wine-glass- full of gas-liquor for

every ten sashes into the tanks or water-troughs once
a day, when about to steam the pits, and if we found
this a safe quantity we should double it ; and go no
further, except with extreme caution.

Some general directions as to the mode of cultiva-

ting the small portion of arable land which we
recommended to be occupied with the Grass-land

attached to a country-house or villa may be accept-

able even to those who have ample means of inform-
ation, from their own observations, or from Agricul-
tural works. This land must be considered as some-
thing intermediate between a garden and a farm ; it

should be cultivated as a garden, but cropped like part

of a farm. The tillage should be as perfect as pos-

sible ; and the great object, whatever be the nature

of the soil, to bring it to the highest state of fertility

of which it is capable. If the soil be originally poor,

a judicious outlay in labour and manure will gradu-

ally improve it ; but a certain system must be fol-

lowed to avoid a useless expenditure of capital. In

all cases it should be trenched all over at least two
feet deep. If the subsoil is of so barren a nature as

to be unfit for being brought to the surface, and only

a small depth of good soil lies over it, the improve-

ment will be slow. The subsoil must be stirred to a

small depth at first, and earths mixed with it to

improve it. Suppose a very coarse gravel mixed
with sand and yellow oxide of iron within six inches

of the surface, where the soil is a poor light sandy

loam*—we can scarcely suppose a worse soil. We have

chosen it on purpose ; for it is frequently met with

in Surrey and Hampshire, and particularly on Bag-

shot-heath ;
yet such a soil has been improved and

rendered fertile by poor cottagers, who were allowed

to build a hut and inclose a garden on the heath, the

land being of no value. A person with a command of

capital would improve such a spot in much less time.**;

In the first place, the iron is to be neutralized,

which may be done by exposure to the air, when

moist, with the addition of lime, or chalk, and peat-

ashes. The protoxide will graduaHy be washed

out or changed into peroxide. Clay or marl mixed

with the sand and gravel will consolidate it, and

animal or vegetable manure will make it produce

something. Potatoes are often among the first crops.

Buckwheat and Rye are the only kind of grain which

will succeed as yet. Continued tillage and abundant

manuring soon produce an improved top soil, which,

from being of a yellow colour, becomes brown

by the addition of humus. There is often a hard

thin crust at a small depth below the surface of such

a soil, which is known by the name of the pan, or

moor-band. This is formed by the iron deposited

from water which runs through the light soil, and

\ meeting a more impervious loam, crystallizes or forms

a kind of hard cement with the fine siliceous sand.

This is impervious to water, and until it be removed

or broken through, no improvement can take place.

Deep trenching is therefore indispensable, and is

repaid by^ the loam which is found under the pan,
and which, although impregnated with iron,
improves the texture of the loose top sand.
By great expense or indefatigable industry many

acres of such a soil, which the law declares to be suapte
natura sterffist OX absolutely barren, so as to be exempt
from tithes for seven years after cultivation, under the

old laws, have been brought to a comparative state of
productiveness. We would not recommend such
land while better is to be had, but we take an extreme
case as an example.

The other extreme is a wet stiff yellow clay,

which it is impossible to work upon in its wet
state, and which becomes a perfect rock for hard-

ness when dry. Yet this soil is more readily ren-

dered fertile than the last. It must first of all be laid

dry by numerous drains two-and-a-half feet deep, and

verv close to each other, the tiles in the drains being

covered with six inches of small gravel, and the whole

ground trenched two feet deep, laid in ridges before

winter, and not touched again til! moderately dry and
mellowed in spring. Manures chiefly in a longunde-

composed state may be dug in, and Potatoes planted,

laying the ground as loose as possible over them; or

Beans may be dibbled in rows, two feet apart. If

lime or chalk can be obtained, it will greatly improve

the soil, and may be put on to almost any extent.

Twenty cart-loads of chalk, forty bushels each, will

not be too much ; or 300 bushels of lime per acre.

Coal-ashes likewise will greatly improve the land, by
preventing its running into clods. However unpro-

mising this soil may be at first, it will be more easily

improved than the poor sand impregnated with iron.

We do not suppose that many spots will be chosen

for cultivation where the soil is so unpropitious ; but

many partake of the one or the other extreme, and
with a little pains may be converted into very useful

land. Patience and perseverance overcome many dif-

ficulties. This may be considered as a digression, as

few of our readers we hope have such soils to bring

into cultivation ; but by giving extreme examples we
shall better instruct those who have little experience.

Wehaveourselveslandin cultivation, once very nearly

as unpromising, and our description is not taken

from mere imagination.

The spade, the pickaxe, the fork, and the heavy

hoe are the instruments of tillage which alone can

bring ungrateful soils to a productive state. Tillage

is the great improver. The old man in the fable, who
told his sons when he was on his death-bed that a

treasure lay buried in their field, gave the great secret

of fertility. Dig deep, stir it well, expose it to the

air, and the treasure will be found in the crop.

—

M.

TREATMENT OF FUCHSIA COKYMBIFLORA.
Being aware that the robust growth of Fuchsia corym-

biflora had often been complained of, on account of its

attaining to a size altogether unsuited for small buildings,

I was, last summer, induced to endeavour to flower this

plant in as dwarf a state as possible, but having it at the

same time in good health. As I have succeeded beyond
my expectations, and as an account of its treatment may
be of service to others, I communicate it to you, that you
may make it known through the medium of the Chronicle.

The leading shoot of a young plant was last summer
pinched off, so as to leave two healthy joints, to produce
shoots from the axils of the leaves. When these shoots

were about a foot in height, the strongest of them were
bent down and trained horizontally, for the double pur-
pose of allowing the weaker ones to overtake them in

growth, by remaining erect ; and likewise to cause other

young shoots to spring from those parts of the stem that

were growing horizontally : this they will do, upon the

principle, that the sap in general has a tendency to ascend.

From those shoots that pushed, nine of the strongest

were selected, the remainder being rubbed off. Six of
them were arranged to form the outside, the other three

composed the centre. The tops of the shoots were kept
nearly upon a level at first ; but as the central shoots had
the benefit of receiving more of the ascending sap, they
soon took the lead of those forming the circumference,

which brought the plant to the most suitable shape for

rendering its floral beauty attractive. This spring, when
it was scarcely two feet in .diameter, and about the same
in height, it developed its "gaudy corymbs from the sum-
mit of each shoot. The plant has been a very conspicuous
object for a long time, attracting the eye of the visitor

immediately on entering the greenhouse. It was repotted
before the commencement of winter, when, I gave it a
good shift, and used very rich soil. It has not been re-
potted since, being allowed to bloom in the same soil in
which it grew through the winter. As it is a gross feeder
1 occasionally give it liquid manure

—

H. H. Cantiey.

On the TRANSMISSION of CUTTINGS to INDIA.
About the first fortnight in August is the right time

for taking the first steps for preparing grafts or cuttings
of fruit-trees, &c. destined to go by the overland mail, next
November, to India or, China, or to any other of our
distant possessions. For the manner of preparing such
grafts see the remarks at the head of the Calendar to-day,
and others on the same subject, which I made this time
last year, vol. ii., p. 558, which have met the approbation
of a gentleman of high physiological acquirements, who
takes an active interest in all subjects tending to the
general improvement of our East Indian territories ; see
also vol. ii-, p. 539, and Number 14 of the current volume,
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p. 228 ; to which I may add that I have the Banction of my
worthy employers to prepare grafts here after the
manner I suggest, and that I shall be glad to send
them, carriage free, to London next October, in time to

be packed for the November overland mail. I may further
add, that I once unpacked a case of plants that had been
lying seven months in a hot warehouse at Vera Cruz5

and
that some of the woody plants packed in saw-dust were
still alive, after being packed full nine months ; and I

have little doubt but grafts of two years old wood, if

packed after the manner of those sent to India by the

overland route, and placed in a large case of dry saw-dust,
or in a bale of cotton, might be sent to India or China,
round the Cape of Good Hope, in the bottom of a merchant
vessel ; and if care were taken not to excite them too much
at first, there would be little danger of their success.
In Dr. Gibson's letter of the 27th April, 1842, (vol. it.,

p. 53!)), he says, " All the cuttings of the Jargonelle, &c.
have rooted, and till the beginning of the hot season were
flourishing. Since then they have drooped much and I

fear they will die." Now, it was natural enough to sup-
pose that these cuttings were rooted, when they broke
forth into leaf, but the chances are that none of them
formed any roots at all. Indeed, from their arrival till

the date of Dr. Gibson's letter, there was hardly suffi-

cient time for their rooting, even in the climate of Bom-
bay or Calabar, supposing they had arrived in as good a
state as when they were packed in London. We have all

of us seen analogous cases at

home; the Elm and other de-

cidous trees, after being felled

in the spring, break into leaf

on the approach of summer,
and keep green for five or
six weeks, or till the leaves

exhaust all the available sources
of the parent tree, and then fade

away» just as the above cuttings

are reported to have done, after

going through the same process;
and in all probability the fate of
the two Golden Pippin and one
Dnchesse d'Angouleme cuttings,

which reached Calcutta safe, will

be reported by Dr. Griffith to

have been the same, unless better

precautions had been taken to

insure their success than were
used towards those in the nearer
stations of Calabar or Bombay

;

and if so, something further

must be done for the safety of
future trial?*. If one might sug-
gest a gardening hint to our
distant friends in the East, it

would be this:— Plant the cut-

tings 4 inches deep, in very light

soil, and press it about them so

close, that you could not pull

them up without a good effort.

The sun should not shine on
your cuttings at any hour of the
day ; if this shaded situation is

naturally dry so much the better

in your hot climate, but you must
keep the soil always moist by
watering after the rainy season.

As soon as signs of vegetation
begin, place a wooden box over
the cuttings about 15 inches high
with the bottom taken out of

it, and glass or strong white
paper, oiled, used instead; this

will give them light enough at

this stage. In England, we
would place a hand-glass over
them, but the wooden-box is

preferable in your climate, being
a powerfulnon-conductor of heat,

which is just what your cut-

tings require. If you see the
least dampness within the
box, remove it, scrape away
a little of the surface-soil all

round, and sprinkle some dry
earth or wood-ashes in its place,

wipe the box dry, and turn it

over them again. As soon as the

young shoots are from 4 to 6 in.

long, begin to let in air by placing

a piece of wood under one corner
of the box sufficient to raise it up
3 in. : but this is a critical period.
If you see the leaves drop in the
least you must let down the box
again for another week, and after- .

wards begin with opening only
one inch, which you will increase

by degrees, as your tenderlings gain strength ; but I

should think you cannot dispense with the box altogether
for five or six months, although you may take off the glass
or paper top as soon as the leaves will endure a 6-inch
opening under the box. Unless' you have a good gar-
dener, you should never plant your cuttings in pots, as
they are liable to get either toojdry or too moist—the
natural moisture of the soil is more uniform and con-
genial for them.

L That I might speak with more confidence on this sub-

ject I began to make the same experiments here about
this time last year, by preparing cuttings of Apples and
Pears, which I planted in two aspects last November, on an
east and north aspect—those on the north aspect are now
a month in advance of the others. I did not think hand-
glasses would be necessary in our cool moist climate. By
the end of last May they began to leaf, and by the end of
June you would have supposed by their appearance that
they were well furnished with roots, but not a fibre was
made at that time, and now they are only beginning to

put out roots, and I shall send one of them along with
this to show the state they are in. Now, if this summer
had been as hot and dry as the last, all my cuttings would
have perished last June, unless I kept a cool moist
atmosphere round them under a hand-glass.
The English reader will excuse me for going this length

with a subject that might be privately reported to the
parties interested, but as there may be others engaged in

the same pursuit in other distant parts of the world to

whom any suggestions of this nature may be acceptable,
the pages of this widely-circulated Journal seem the best
channel for the purpose.

—

D. Beaton.

PLAN OF THE PROPAGATINC-HOUSE AT
Messrs. VEITCH'S, EXETER.

The accompanying are plans and sections of our new
Propagating House, which has now been erected and in
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Section from Y to Z.

A represents the Boiler, &c.
13 Mow and return-pipes.
C Stoke-hole.
D Plug- holes for Stopping the

circulation of hot water, if

bottom-hcut is required
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full work for several months, during which time it has
more than answered our most sanguine expectations. It

is divided, as will be seen by the plan, into two compart-
ments, which are entered from the back through a lobby
or small potting-room. One division we devote to propa-
gation in general, and the other to the raising of newly-
imported seeds

; and it is at this time completely filled

with supposed novelties from all quarters of the world,
especially from South America, whence we have received
them, through our collector, Mr. William Lobb. The
house is built in the middle of a piece of ground contain-
ing a quarter of an acre, and is inclosed with walls and
hornbeam hedges, being so situated as not to be seen by
visitors. It is surrounded with pits, frames, hand-glasses,
&c., in which the young plants raised and propagated
within the house are hardened off, and in which the
increase of such plants as do not require the aid of a house
or bottom-heat is also carried on, the whole forming a
complete propagating department. The house is heated
on llendle's tank system. The tank is formed of brick
arches worked in cement, with brick sides, the whole
being well coated with cement. The top is of slate,

cemented down. The sides of the bed are also formed of
brick-work. The material used for plunging in is a clean

sharp sand, which wc find retains the heat for a consider-
able time. In one part of the bed we have put soil,

and the cuttings planted out in it have rooted most
rapidly. We would draw your attention particularly

to the simple and yet

efficient manner in

which we regulate the

heated water by means
of the apertures D.
By this contrivance
we can heat only one
division of the house
at a time, or only half

of either or both divi-

sions ; and while all

can be heated at one
time, yet each bed
may be regulated to

a different degree of

heat, thus forming
four distinct beds to

be heated as circum-
stances may require.

These apertures are

formed with short

pieces of 4-inch iron

pipe, cemented into

the brick-work, and
the circulation is regu-

lated by having plugs
to fit the pipes. This
plan, though simple,

we believe to be
new, and the advan-
tages arising from it

must be apparent to

every one. Steam,
if required, may at

any time be obtained

by opening the doors

at which access is

procured to the aper-

tures for increasing

or diminishing the

circulation of the

water. Mr. Rendle
has seen the house,

and joins in the

opinion expressed by
every other person
who has inspected it,

that it is the most
*ie

s

Transverse Section,

only for one house or for
part of one house.

E Doors for getting access to
the plug-holes, and also
available for steaming the
House when required.

II Fotting-bcnches.
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Plan of Construction.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-No. XXXI.
The first step towards ensuring an effective display of

flowers in the coming year is to make the arrangement at
the present time, when it can he determined with the
greatest accuracy what kinds of plants will look best in

certain situations; for, let it be remembered, that, how-
ever well the plants may be known, the exact— I may say
peculiar— tint of the flowery cannot be carried in the eye,
and therefore uo correct arrangement can be made at the

considers his tank

system of heating to

have been here most

fully and efficiently

carried out. From
the trial already gi-

ven, we unhesitat-

ingly say that, aS

a medium for obtain-

ing bottom - heat, rt

is most admirable,

and ere long Will

entirely supersede the

use of
(

Tan, and all

other fermenting Hia-

terials. — J. Veitch

and Son.

time the plants are out of bloom. In making the arrange-

ment, the best way to proceed is to take a quantity of sand

and spread it on a table or potting-bench, of sufficient size

to admit of a correct representation of the flower-garden

being formed upon it. If your garden is on gravel, form

your beds, and proceed to (ill them with flowers of the

most admired colours, and if the first arrangement does

not please you, re-arrange until you get it to your satis-

faction. When the garden is on grass, strew the spaces

between the beds with short grass, as it is indispensable

v
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that you have the colour of the spaces between the beds,

or you cannot determine what colours will look best in

them. After the arrangement is completed the beds must
he numbered on a plan, and the names of the flowers

entered in the " Garden Catalogue/' with the number of

plants requisite to stock the beds properly—always

allowing a few of each kind for deaths, or for giving or

exchanging with any friend that may be disposed to barter

with you. Where there is more than one flower-garden,

the plants for each should be kept separate throughout
the winter, and in spring, when they are potted off, it is

easy to put in a few pots of cuttings to make up any loss

that may have occurred, which, where a great quantity is

required, is almost inevitable.

At this place we have four distinct flower-gardens, which,

*Uh their circumferential borders require, to stock them
Properly, about 10,000 plants, and we require nearly the

Same quantity to fill up the vases, rustic baskets, borders

and beds scattered about the lawn. In the coming sea-

son, 1 intend these four gardens— three of which are on

grass, and the fourth (will be) on gravel— to be represen-

tative of four distinct styles of grouping; while in the

Vases and baskets I shall endeavour to introduce those

flowers of a drooping habit which are best seen on a level,

w *tij, or rather above the level of the eye, as for instance

the whole tribe of Fuchsias and many Pentstemons, &C.

In one garden the flowers will be arranged in masses of

°fie colour in each bed ;— in the second each colour

margined with its complementary one, as blue with orange,

purple with yellow, scarlet with white, and so on,—in the

third three or four colours in each bed, with probably a

specimen greenhouse plant in the centre,—and the fourth,

which will be on gravel, principally with cold colours, as

blue, purple, and their numerous shades, which cannot be

properly shewn on grass, which is a cold colour. In

this way I hope to do away with the sameness which

^ust otherwise exist among the gardens, and afford

visitors something to think about, and an opportunity of

e*funining which is the most effective style of gardening.
'—This is, 1 think, a new idea, and I hope I shall not be

charged with egotism for throwing it out and giving others
an opportunity of applying it to practice.

The layering of Chrysanthemums, if not already com-
menced, should be no longer delayed. The way to pro-

ved is to make an incision in the under side of the shoots,
ahout six inches from the tip, and sink it into the ground,
placing a little fresh sandy compost round it, and either

Pegging the shoot down, or securing it by placing a stone
0r half brick over the compost. The young plants will be
ready to take off towards the end of September, and will

ttiake beautiful dwarf flowering specimens.
The middle of August is the best time to sow Ten-week

Mocks to be preserved through the winter in pots, and
planted out in April for spring blooming. One of the
best growers for the supply of Covent Garden Market
taakes it a rule to sow on the 11th and 16th of August,
ftnd the plants generally commence bloomiug about the

«ud of March.— W. P. At/res*

greater quantity of flowers, and of larger size than such

as are grown on their own roots.

ROSES IN POTS.—No. L
The Rose, which has been justly designated the" Queen

°f Flowers/' has, perhaps, never attained to a higher degree

P'
popularity in England than at the present time. The

improvement in this beautiful genus, by the introduction
°* new varieties, lias been greater within the last few
J e«rs than the most sanguine Rose cultivators could have
^ticipated; and the improvement in the cultivation here
nas been quite equal to the success in originating fine

pieties abroad. The adoption of a class for the exhibi-
tion of " Roses in Pots " by the Horticultural Society of
London appears to have awakened attention to this mode
y culture. Exhibitors during the past season have been
ew

i because there were many misgivings on the point,
*hich want of experience and knowledge of the varieties

p
s t suited for the purpose tended to confirm. Those,

however, who have grown Roses in pots during this
Season, appear convinced that the difficulties advanced

j

l,
*fe imaginary, and are looking forward to another year

^ produce handsome plants, with more perfect flowers.

j*°Ses in p0ts form highly interesting objects among the

fetich ; and why should they not do the same here, since
n is allowed that our general cultivation of Roses in the
°pen ground is quite equal to theirs?

OiU; groat advantage in exhibiting Roses in pots is,

Jlat their true character becomes apparent ; we see the
H>se as it would appear growing in our gardens, and can
efer it to its proper class. On the other hand, the

Seata*t difficulty is to obtain a sufficient number of plants

*J>thed with flowers, and in perfection, at a stated period.
iu «, however, (which only affects exhibitors,) may in a

|
r*W measure be remedied, by growing the freest bloomers

.p shifting the plants to a sunny or cool situation, as

Jeir state may require. Where twelve plants are wanted
j°

r
exhibition at different seasons, not less than one

Quired plants should be grown, and the greater portion
l
J^se should be Autumnal Roses.
t'Ut before adverting to their culture, the question may

.''lse
3 what varieties are best suited for the purpose? It

' Probable that most varieties would succeed, but the

^
"Owing, many f which are established favourites, may
e selected without fear, a great portion having been

I
Oved suitable in the nurseries here during the present

season

j.
J;he varieties from the sections Moss, Provence, Gal-

*o
a

'li
m

?
sk> Perpetual, and a portion of the Hybrids, I

.
u/d advise to be grown as worked plants, on stems from

on I?***8 to tvvo feet in height; the others may be grown

"Ver
own root s, or at the option of the cultivator. In

y many cases, however, worked plants produce a

Among: the PROVENCE wc
may mention—
a Adeline, bright red
a Blush
a Cabbage, rose
a Crested, or Cristata, rose

Angrers, bright rose
a La Fiancee, flesh
a Queen of Roses, blush lilac

a Kmmcrancc, sulphur
Sylvain, brilliant rose
WUberforce, deep crimson

MOSS.
Blush
Celina, rich crimson, spotted
with purple

Eclatante, bright even red
a Gracilis, rose
Pompone leu, bright rosy
crimson

a Unique, pure white
White Bath, pure while
De Metz, blight rosy purple

DAMASK PERPETUAL.
a Rose da Roi, or Crimson
La MiSnne, deep rose

a Josephine Antoinette, blush
a Emilie Duval, pale rose
a Isaure Lablee, bright pink

Bernard, salmon iose
a Antinous, rosy purple
a D*Angers, rosy pink
a Belle Faber, deep rose

Koyale, light rose

HYBRID PERPETUAL.
a Aubernon,bright rose, chang-

ing to red
a Clementine Duval, rose and

lilac

a Comte de Paris, purple and
crimson

Coquette de Montmorency,
fine deep cherry

a Dr. Marx, brilliant carmine
Due d'Aumale, superb deep
crimson

a Duchess of Sutherland, fine

pale rose
Edward Jesse, dark purple,

shaded with crimson
a Fulgorie, rosy carmine
a General Merlin, light rose

shaded
a Lady Alice Peel, deep pink
a Louis Bonaparte, vermilion
a Madame Laffay, brilliant rose
Mrs. Elliot, rose, shaded with

purple
Prince of Wales
Prudence Kceser, pale rose,

with a whitish cast
a Princesse Helene, bright rosy

purple
Queen Victoria, rose, car-
mine centre

a Rivers, bright crimson

HYBRIDS OF CHINESE AND
BOURBON.

Aurora, crimson, shaded with
violet

Camuzet carnee, beautiful

peach
a Charles Duval, superb deep

pink

Col. Combes, bright crimson,
spotted with lilac

a Comtessc Lacepede, clear

flesh

a Coupe d'Amour, bright deep
rose

t

a Coupe d'Hebc, superb deep
pink

a General Allard, large globular
rose

a General Kleber, crimson,
changing to violet

Great Western, crimson and
purple, very large

Henri Barbet,bright deep rose

a Hortense Leroy, bright pale

rose

Lady Stuart, fine clear blush
Legouve, rosy crimson

Lord John Russell, brilliant

rose
Madame Plantier, pure white

a Madame Rameau, purplish

crimson
Madeleine, flesh, edged with

crimson
Marie de Nerrcea, pink blush

Micalea, blush rose

a New Globe Hip, pure white

Princess Augusta, bright

crimson and purple, shot

a Pompone bicolor, purple and
crimson shaded

a Richelieu, rose

a Velours episcopal, violet,

velvety

a Volncy, very bright rose

William Jesse, crimson

;

tinged with lilac

a
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a Boula de Nanteuil, dark
crimsom purple

a Cicero, bright crimson
a Daguessau, deep bright

crimson
a Daubenton, fine bright rose
a Due de Nemours, violet and

crimson, marbled
a Duchesse d'Abranthes, pale

rose
a Docteur Dielthim, dark

shaded rose
a Flour d'Amour, bright crim-

son purple
a Grandpapa, shaded crimson
a Grandissima, purplish crim-

son
a Jeanne d'Urfe, rose and lilac

a Julie d'Etanges, pale rose
a La Calasiennc, finely-shaded

rose
a Louis Philippe, superb dark

rose
a Nero, violet ciimson spotted

a Phariricus, bright rosy crim-
son

NOTSETTE.
Aimce Vibert, pure white
Clara Wcndel, pale yellow
Comtessc de Tolosante,white,
sometimes flesh

Du Luxembourg, lilac rose,

deep red centre
Euphrosyne, pale rose and

yellow, very sweet
Fellcnberg, fine bright crim-
son

a La Victorieuse, white, shaded
with rose

a Madame de Chalonge, yellow
Miss Glegg, pure white

a Yellow, or Sniithii

BOURBON.
a Armosa, bright pink
Augustine Lelieur, vivid even

rose
a Bouquet de Flore, light car-

mine
a Celimene, fine clear blush
a Ceres, deep rose

Cornice de Seine et Maine,
vivid scarlet

Emilie Courtier, fine rosy
crimson

Enfant d'Ajaccio, purplish
crimson.

Julie Dcloynes, white
Le Grand Capitainc, fiery

crimson
a Madame Aude, clear lilac rose
a Madame Ncraid, silvery blush

pink
a Paul Joseph, deep velvety

crimson
a Proserpine, dark crimson
a Queen, buff, rose and salmon

CHINESE.
Augustine Hersent, deep pink

a Belle Isidore, pale rose chang-
ing to crimson

a Lady Warrender, white,
creamy centre

Louis Philippe, carmine purp.
a Madame Br eon, beautiful

light rose
a Madame Bureau, pure white
Madame Desprcz, pale lemon,

very sweet
a Marjolin, dark crimson
a Mrs. Bosanquct, pale flesh

a Napoleon, bright pink
Prince Eugene, crimson purp.

TEA-SCENTED.
a Adam, clear ligbt rose

a ArehduchesseTherese,creamy
white and yellow

a Barbot, yellow, edged with
rose

a Belle Archinto, flesh, shaded
a Bougere, deep rosy bronze

Bride of Abydos, creamy
white, edged with rose

a Caroline, blush pink, centre
rose

a Comte de Paris, flesh-

coloured rose

a Devoniensis, pale yellow
a Don Carlos, pale buff& salmon
a Eliza Sauvage, pale yellow,

orange centre
a Eugene Desguches, fine rose
a Fragolotta, bright rose
a Goubault, rose, buff centre
a Hainan, rose and buff, chang-

ing to crimson
a Julie Mansai

,
pure white

Madame Ilousscll, white, flesh
centre

Josephine Malton, large,
creamy white

a Moiret, yellowish bronze
a Niphetos, large sulphur white
a Nina, clear blush rose

PaCtoIus, fine yellow
Prince d'Esterhazy, large rich

rose
Safranot, buff and yellow
Taglioni, creamy white, cen-

tre buff.

GALLICA.
a Addle Prevost, silvery blush

a Blanchcfleur, flesh and white

Those marked 'a'are large full Roses, the others are desir-

able on account of their line habit, distinct colour, or showy
appearance.

Roses trained as climbers would form very beautiful

objects in pots- If allowed to grow to the height of three

or four feet and then stopped, I imagine they would throw

out lateral shoots, and become covered with foliage and

flowers, from the top to the eda;e of the pot. For this

purpose I should select in preference to the Ayrshire,

Boursault and Seinpervirens, some of the Hybrid China,

Hybrid Perpetual, Noisette, Bourbon, and even some of

the Gallicas that are most vigorous in growth ; the

flowers of the former being mostly small, or semi-double.

Notwithstanding this, they are, perhaps, unequalled when

grown as pillar- Roses in the open ground. Their growth
is rapid and graceful, and their large corymbs of (lowers

render them a mass of beauty. Such plants as are not

kept in pots should be removed from the ground early

iu autumn, as soon as the shoots are sufficiently ripened,

which they generally are by the middle of September.

It potting, the sized pots best adapted are Nos. 12, 16,

24, and 32, according to the size and habit of the plant

;

and these should be well drained. The soil used should

consist of equal parts of turfy loam that has laid by and
become mellow, and manure (the remains of a hotbed)

so far decomposed, as to have the appearance of black

mould. If the loam be of a hard or binding nature, a

mixture of sand will be necessary. Having selected the

plant, cut off close to the stock any wild suckers, and

shorten in the roots tolerably freely. In potting, the soil

should be pressed down firm, and afterwards watered

through a fine rose. The plants may then be removed

to a sheltered situation, and plunged up to the rims of

the pots in old tan or cinder-ashes. Under this treat-

ment, if turned out of the pots iu November, young

fibrous roots will be seen forming in abundance; they

will appear to have quite recovered from their removal,

and will bloom well the following summer.
With regard to such plants as are always kept in pots,

they may be shifted at different seasons of the year, as

their growth may require. Supposing them to be in

small o"0 pots in the spring, they may then be shifted into

48s, keeping all flower-buds nipped off, and afterwards

into 24s, which will generally be found sufficient for their

growth during the first season.— W. Paul, Nurseries,

Cheshunti Herts.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Experiments with Artificial Manures.— I have been

much interested in the Table of the action of Manures
by Mr. Maclean, published in the Chronicle of July 29th,

and I have no doubt butthat most of your numerous readers

will join me in thanking you for bringing before their

notice, from time to time, results fraught with so much
importance to the Agricultural community. If thanks are

due to you for thus noticing the labours of others, of how
much greater praise is he deserving who contrived and

carried through such amass of experimental investigation ?

It is from data such as those afforded by this tabular record,

that we can alone hope to educe principles for our sure

guidance in the scientific improvement of agriculture. In

my opinion, that man is more entitled to our gratitude,

in a national point of view, who carefully compiles such a

table as Mr. Maclean's,—being the result of his own expe-

riments, and guarded as much as possible from sources of

error, than he who writes volumes of speculative theories.

It is by such labours that the practical farmer may render

indispensable service to the man of science, who, without

it, must infallibly grope as it were in the dark in search of

truth, and be liable to be misled by every ignis fatutts
which flings its uncertain ray across his benighted path.

May I indulge a hope that you will, whenever practicable,

present your readers with similar tabulated results ; they

will not prove of passing interest only, but tend to confer

an increased value on your esteemed periodical when bound
up as a book ofreference. But I will not dismiss these re-

marks without pointing out what must surely be an error

in the table referred to, and which must tend to bring into

disrepute a manure which almost every one agrees rn

setting a high value upon—I mean the Sulphate of Ammo-
nia. In the Table, this substance is valued at 80s. per

cwt., while every one knows it may be purchased for 18s. ;

so that in the experiments on Turnips it appears that an
absolute loss was caused by its application, and is the only

instance in which such loss occurs. It seems that § cwt.

of sulphate of Ammonia can, under the circumstances of

the experiment, replace about 15 cart-loads of farm-yard

Manure; the produce being nearly the same with the

mixture as with 30 cart-loads of muck used alone. The
Table gives the expense of the mixture exactly the same
as the unmixed manure, viz., 6/. each per acre. Even in

this point of view it might be useful to know, when farm-

yard muck runs short, that it may be made to do double

duty by the addition of sulphate of Ammonia ; but the

real cost of the mixture is only 3/. 45. 6rf., and not G/. ;

and I submit that this must most materially alter our

opinion, as deduced from the Table, of the economical

application of the salt in question. A similar alteration

requires to be made in the 28th experiment on Grass.

I may also point out that the cost of ^Guano in experi-

ments on Grass, Nos. 6 and 15, is put at nearly double

its present price. This reduction will, of course, very

much enhance its value as an economical Manure, and

will place it at once at the top of the tree. These remarks

may serve to point out how necessary correctness is in

every element of such a Table, and without it nothing-

will be easier than to convert that which should be the

grand test Jof truth into the parent of error.— W. H.
Potter, Upper Fore-street.

Pelargoniums.—-Will you allow me to suggest the

trial of a diluted solution of the nitro-muriatic acid

to Pelargoniums for root-watering, where that peculiar

disease in the leaf exists. I took one out of its pot,

trimmed the roots, and watered it with the acid. It

seems quite recovered
; a second, similarly treated in its

roots, was put into the same soil, but watered only with
pond-water ; it will go off again ; both were cut down to

3 eyes.— T. Ingle, M.D., La Hague, St. Peter's, Jersey.
Alum useful injuring Ammonia.— I named to you the

other day that Alum was overlooked as an agent for fixing

the Ammonia in liquid manures, tkc. and you seemed to

doubt its efficiency. I have since proved it, and you will

find upon trial how completely it acts, and how speedily

it removes from a stable the strong ammoniacal foetor,
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(where there is not free ventilation,) by the using a pail-
ful of water with about half a pound of Alum dissolved in
it. Upon adding the two solutions of Carbonate of
Ammonia and Sulphate of Alum together, immediate
effervescence ensues, the alumina is deposited, and the
ammonia fixed. Now the alumina deposited (if the sul-
phate is used in tanks) can be employed or not, but why
not ?—itwill be in all probability a subsulphate, and in some
cases as good as gypsum ; but a little lime thrown upon
the deposit at the bottom of the tank, where alum is used,
would soon fix any acid which was free there, and I think
the combination of the two earths would have no bad
tendency, but the reverse, in some soils.— Thomas Ingle,
M.D., La Hague, St. Peter's, Jersey.

Watering Out-door Plants.— I quite coincide with
il J. L. M that the two acknowledged agents in the vigorous
growth of plants are heat and moisture ; but I cannot
comprehend how he should wish it to be understood, as a
general rule to go by, that the morning is preferable to
the evening for watering plants out of doors. « J. L."
states that evaporation is in proportion to the dryness of
the air,—might it not have been as well for him to have
said at the same time, that the air is never so dry as when
ice is forming on the surface of the earth ? but 1 dare say
" J. L," saw that this was the turning point in his argu-
ment, and conceived it the wiser plan to leave it out.
However, that is no reason why it should remain so in so
important a discussion. It is a well-known fact that the
sun's rays impart no heat to the air in their transmission
to the earth ; but any sensible effect produced by them is

in proportion to the extent they are reflected or absorbed,
and since the general practice is to give water after the
sun has passed the horizon, very little evaporation takes
place beyond the power which the heat has given to the
air to carry moisture previous to watering, and this mois-
ture so carried up will soon again be deposited in the
form of dew. This last circumstance, with the water
thrown on, will retard radiation—(or why is it that a clear
night is more favourable to radiation than a cloudy one ?)—until both water and dew are capable of rising in the
form of vapour. Now, I think these statements in some
degree remove "J. L.V objections to watering in the
evening, for I have shown that moisture and heat are not
removed so far from the plant as he imagined; and also
that evaporation by evening watering is limited indeed.
"J. L." recommends watering to be done, " about or
soon after sun-rise." Who would disturb the silent dew ?

"J. L." does not say he would ; but how different in its
effects is his system of watering to that calm quiescent
state in which plants delight to dwell, compared with
which ** J. L.V morning watering is a state of atmo-
sphere in motion,—anything but conducive to the growth
of vegetation.

—

C.
Watering Out-door Plants.—Yon require an answer

frae practical men as to whether it is better to water out-
door plants in the morning or at night. I hae had a gude
share of both planting and watering in my life-time, and I
hae come to the conclusion (for I think I hae na been
blind athegether to the effects of water upon plants that
has been applied to them by the hand o' man in the morn-
ing, at midday, and the gloamin), that gardeners in general
are great gowks for watering sae muckle as they do. Such
a statement may not please some o' them, for I ken
that there are some gay full chaps belonging to the pro-
fession, and, according as the advertisements read, have a
perfect knowledge o' their business in every department.
I canna mak ony sic asseverations, 'for I ken fu> weel
there is mony a thing I would need to be instructed in,
and that o' watering amang the rest ; I hae been like mony
more in the world that hae watered and watered and better
watered, and the crops made little progress for it a> ; and
ae day, when I was unco tired at the wark, I sat down on
the edge o' the water-barrow, and looked up to the cluds,
and I may say prayed for rain, but I thought again that
the age o' miracles was gane by, and I remembered that
man had a rational soul within him, and if (he would
just exercise the faculties that his Maker had given him,
he might be a great deal better off, for we often act as if
we were animals o' instinct, and as if we had nae reason
to guide us

; and when I say that I intend to water a great
deaUess than I hae done, you are not to imagine that I
live in, or even in the neighbourhood of the parish of Dreep-
daily, where Andrew Fairservice served his time, and
learned to grow Green Kale beneath glass, and forced
Nettles for early Greens. I will not be able to explain
my meaning perhaps in Natural Philosophy terms, for I
am no sae weel acquainted wi' radiation, absorption, eva-
poration, latant heat, and mony mae words that are used
noo-a-days as I would like to be ; but I get wonderfu' help
frae that wonderfu' book "Brande's Dictionar," whare
ane will get a' the kittly words explained that lie between
Abaciscus and Zygophyllacese, and every gardener should
try and be able to lay his hand upon ane as soon as he
can. And as I was saying before, when I was resting upon
the water-barrow, with my elbow upon my knee and my
head upon my lap, a thought camfc into my head, that
something else might do far better for growing crops than
watering them

; I thought if something like a mack-
intosh could be had for summer crops, it would be a great
benefit to them,—something ye ken that would keep in the
heat and the moisture, and no interfere greatly with the
working o' nature, and after trying various substances that
did not answer so weel as I would like, they ware soon laid
aside, but I mak mysel' believe that I hae succeeded at
last, but the stuff is so common and so cheap, and so
muckle despised, that I maybe shouldna tell ye what it is
untill it be better proved; at ony rate it has been as a
sheet-anchor to some of my crops this season. I am think-

JUS Ti
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l had our share of cold and wet in the 8PrinSmonths ot this year; then came June with hiratering heat,

which rent the earth about the roots of our crops, and
although hoeing and pulverising were practised among
some vegetable crops, and water besides, they appeared to
be dieing in the spring of their days ; then was the time
that I spread the mantle over their roots,—it appeared as
refreshing to them as the shadow of the Gourd was to
Jonah in the land of Assyria. They improved every hour
after it was put on, and those that were left without it have
made but a sorry appearance. What I hae said will per-
haps not please you for an answer to your questions, but
I think you will be ready to admit that it would be a great
improvement in gardening if crops could be made to thrive
weel in hot weather without water being applied to them
by the aid of the gardener ; some may be so wedded to
the water-tub and the watering-pot, that they will not easily
part with them. For my part, I am heartily tired of them,
and intend to use them as seldom as possible—A Moor-
land Gardener.

Maturation of Fruit without being in immediate con-
nexion with Leaves.—In corroboration of Mr. J. Mur-
doch's statement, at p. 479, that Peaches and Plums will
come to maturity without leaves being in immediate con-
nexion with them to draw and mature the sap, allow me
to mention that the same fact has several times come
under my observation. At the present time I have both
Peaches and Plums, without a single leaf in connexion
with them, swelling as fast as those that have all the
appendages necessary to bring them to perfection. Some
years ago I accidentally broke the leader at the same joint
from which a fine Fruit proceeded. Although not expect-
ing the latter to swell any farther, I determined to give it
a fair chance by bringing the leaves of the nearest branches
over it, to shade it from the sun. The Fruit swelled off
and ripened to all appearance in a sound state. In such
cases, does nature make up the deficiency from the leaves
nearest to the fruit ? or, admitting the doctrine that Fruit
originates from metamorphosed leaves or wood, is it not
possible that the whole of the matter necessary for the
formation of Fruit is deposited in the stem or branch
previously to the swelling of the Fruit, and that the leaves
only exercise their proper function with a view to the
formation of more wood, without any peculiar provision
for the Fruit?—Dee. [We apprehend that in those in-
stances the Fruit was not at the end of leafless branches,
but of leafless spurs, which makes a great difference. Jt
is also to be presumed that in the first instance mentioned
the Fruit was already swelling, and able to attract food to
itself, independently of the leader that was broken off. No
doubt, after fruit has acquired a certain size, it becomes
more independent of neighbouring leaves than when it is
younger.]

Strawberries.—Although I agree with you in most
things, I beg to differ with you respecting the cutting off
the leaves of Strawberries at this season ; and although I
do not cut quite so close as " D. Z.,,;

I am sure, from con-
siderable experience, that the principle is good. In point
of neatness there is no comparison ; the beautiful green
and feathered foliage of the mowed beds being pleasant
objects in autumn, and affording quite sufficient covering
for them in winter ; in fact, they may be compared to
birds after moulting. And to observe the fine plump
buds of those which have been cut over when they have
made a few new leaves, the difference is at once manifest;
and if done in time and with judgment, the result will be
a plentiful crop of fine and large fruit the following
season

—

C. IV. T.
Forcing Strawberries.— Perhaps it may be thought in-

vidious to object to anything proceeding from so high an
authority as Mr. Paxton, particularly as the object was to
satisfy the inquiries of " A Subscriber," as to the best
manner of preparing Strawberry-plants for forcing. I have
long known and practised (but it was before the days of
Keen's seedling, when there was more occasion for it)

a similar plan to that recommended at p. 480, viz., to take
runners of the previous season and transplant three of
them into 32-sized pots, at the end of April or the begin-
ning of May, plunging the pots in an open piece of ground,
removing the runners, &c. during the summer, and repot-
ting them into pots a size larger in August or September.
They become fine robust plants ; but I do not think it

commensurate with the extra trouble, though by one cir-
cumstanced as Mr. Paxton, who has merely to say " Do,"
and it is done, it would be worth trying. I generally
strike some runners in small pots and repot them again,
but I am mostly satisfied with the best runners I can find
in the month of August, when I plant three of them in
24 or 32-sized pots, according to the size of the plants. I
prefer wet days to take the runners up, as the mould
adheres best to them ; but I like to cut off the tips of the
roots, as it causes them to produce twice the quantity of
fresh fibres. After I have potted them I place them, if

it should be hot weather, behind a north wall for eight or
ten days, after which I plunge them in an open part of
the garden, in the common soil, up to the rims of the pots.
A friend of mine, long gardener to Sir William Folkes,
a successful forced- Stawberry-grower, used to recom-
mend taking the small runners in the month of
September and potting them, as he frequently found
the earliest ones had a disposition to come into bloom in
the autumn ; and the best crop I ever remember to have
had was on an occasion when the want of pots compelled
me to put off potting the runners till the first week in

October ; when, fearful that they would not have time to
make many roots before the season was over, I filled a
frame with fresh horse-droppings, and plunged the pots
therein, but without covering them with lights. This was
the usual custom of the late Mr. Press, long gardener to
Mr. Gray, of Hornsey, who, besides supplying the wants
of his master's family, (I have heard,) could sead a great
many to market j and the chief place he had for growing

them in was upon some shelves in front of a Peach-house.
I believe the chief cause of failure in forced Strawberries
arises from their being introduced into too warm a place.
I always find those which I place in my vineries when I
begin forcing do a great deal better than those introduced
later.

—

John Murdoch.
Prizes for Seedling Pelargoniums.—In the Chronicle

of July 15 you gave a list of the prizes awarded at the
last exhibition of the Horticultural Society, in which I
observe two Silver Knightian and two Silver Banksian
Medals were given for Cherries, and a Certificate of
Merit for a seedling Pelargonium, named Psyche. It was
the opinion of one of the most experienced growers of
seedling Pelargoniums that Psyche was the best ever exhi-
bited in this or any other year. Of its merit, therefore, I
conclude there can be no doubt It is equally clear that
one of the objects of the Society in offering prizes is to
encourage merit, and to proportion the value of the prizes
to the degree of skill exercised in producing the object
exhibited.

_

I take the liberty, therefore, of asking whe-
ther there is not at least as much merit in producing a
beautiful seedling Pelargonium as in exhibiting a good
dish of Cherries ? A tolerably good soil and favourable
season will produce fine Cherries without exercising the
skill of the gardener, but to raise a seedling Pelargonium
fit for competition in the present day requires consider-
able judgment in selecting the parent plants, and some
experience in the management of them. In this view I
am confirmed by the awards of the judges at the exhibi-
tion at Chiswick in June, when they gave one Silver
Knightian and two Silver Banksian Medals to three seed-
ling Pelargoniums. With the parties who exhibited on
those two occasions I have no connexion, but as a Fellow
of the Horticultural Society of more than 20 years' stand-
ing, I feel most anxious that its character for fairness and
consistency should be maintained.

—

F. U.S. [We have
no doubt that some one of the judges will answer this next
week.]
Rot in Larch.— I observe in your answer lately to a

question on a subject of great importance—the heart-rot
in Larches, that you suggest the probability of its arising
from too much moisture about the roots. My experience
would lead me to a precisely contrary conclusion, namely,
that the disease is caused by a deficiency rather than by
an excess of moisture. At least, I know that the disease
is prevalent in the dry sandy heaths, till lately so common
in Cheshire and the neighbouring counties, and I am
told does not occur among Larches planted on the sides of

slaty mountains, where moisture is very abundant. It is

much tb be regretted that by far the greater part of the
Larch plantations in this part of England have been made
upon thin, dry, sandy soils, which are by no means suit-

able to the tree, so that we are not likely to form a true
notion of its real value as a timber tree in situations where
the soil will allow it to flourish.—[We have stated that
the subject is exceedingly obscure, and we should be very
glad to hear what the experience of others is on the sub-
ject. Our own impression is, that the published evidence
leans towards a wet subsoil being the cause of the mis-
chief; but our correspondent's evidence seems, in this

instance, to point the other way. Is he, however, sure

that the subsoil is dry ?]

^Bees.—In answer to your inquiry at p. 519, I beg to

state that the Bees were in the comb, which hung from
one of the branches of the Whitethorn.—A Bath Sub-
scriber. No one is less anxious to prolong this dis-

cussion than I am ; but as Mr. Wighton seems to say that

my meaning in one place is not clearly understood, I beg
to clear away all ambiguities. Before a first swarm is 24
hours in a hive two or three bits of comb are made,
and eggs are placed therein. Then, if the queen be
taken away, the Bees add wax to one or more cells, which
may be called bent royal cells, for common bee cells

are horizontal, and queen cells vertical. The wax added
to the common cells is put in a vertical form. Mr. W.
saw this part of the cell only, and therefore says that I

argue unfairly, because I was not at Cossey Hall to see it.

I have seen many like it.—I thank Mr. W. for pointing
out a discrepancy in my article : viz., that Bees have no
eggs later than August. Absolutely speaking, this is wrong;
but, generally speaking, it is right. I assure Mr. W. that

when brood goes back before it is ten days' old it never

becomes dry. When speaking of artificial swarming he

stands on very slippery ground; but I forbear to make
another remark.

—

A. Pettigrew.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

R

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
August 1.—R. W. Barchard, Esq., in the chair. G. Banks, C.

.Colville, J. G. Dyne, P. P. Fitzpatrick, T. L. Hodges, R. N -

Hunt, W. Shaw, E. Steer, and J. Tatham, Esqrs., were clcctcu

Fellows. A communication from the Comte Lelieur respecting
Strawberries was read ; it stated, that, in addition to the usual

distinctive characters by which Strawberries are recognisecif

several others might be added, viz., l, the age at which eacn

variety, raised from a runner, bears fruit; 2, The age at wl
{

JC
V.

each kind arrives at the maximum of its production; 3, M° v

many years the same plant will continue in good bearing} a"u
f

4, "What varieties will bear two crops in the same sea?°n
.f

thus, for instance, Keen's Seedling and the British Queen win.

*

planted in the open border after being forced, grow luxun»uuy>
and produce a second crop more abundant than the first; wnu
the Elton, under similar treatment, throws out nothing but run-

ners ; although these three sorts, after being forced, make exw»
ordinary growth towards the end of the season, and bear a V™
gious quantity of fine fruit for several succeeding years, ooi

Lelieur was of opinion that it would be useful to select a cci

.

number of plants of each of the best varieties after forcing,

to plant them in the open border to ascertain which kinds *

produce a second crop ; and that it was a good plan, before u*

ingthem out of the pots, to withhold water entirely lor a«w
time, in order that they might be excited into new SJ°wuw
repeated waterings. The writer also observed that the tempt

ture of Pine-stoves was too warm for Strawberries, when nrs

placed in heat to bring them forword; that the flowers of hese

plants, particularly of those kinds which throw out an abundance

of foliage before blooming, should be brought on gradual^

f

i
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Capesthorne Gardens, near Congleton, Cheshire, upon the
i

tulU-

vaiion of the Pine-Apple, was also read. This was accompan e I oy

the plan of a pit. now in use there, differing but sl.-htly in Cttnu
appearance from M'Phail's. The interior of the pit withinit

e

inner walls is filled up with brick rubbish, so as to lorm a solitt

mass ; and when level, the whole is covered with fiat tUMor
slates, upon which 9-inch draining-tiles are laid across the eu

commencing just above the front Hue. and these areim»«
turn covered with flat tiles. The drain.ng-tilcs convey the heat

over the whole surface of the bed, so that a regular bottom-Heat

of 05 deg. can be maintained. The depth of the pit from tim

glass to the tiles is 4& ft. at the back and 4 ft. in front. In sucn a

construction, and cultivated upon the system «commenrtca at

p. 174 of the Chronicle, the writer states, that, by the aid ot aung-

licaf, every amateur and gardener may grow Pines with asnrm

trouble and expense as Cucun.bersor Melons. A ProvidenceiPinc,

weighing: 7 lbs. l oz., grown under similar treatment, wsoaccom-

panied the communication. Mr. Goode.gr. t»Mfs. Lawrence,

exhibited a collection of plants, containing most beautiful speci-

mens of the flesh-coloured Erica infundibuhformis, ana m
brilliant E. Parmentieri r6sea; Stanh6pea graveolens, hearing

three fine scapes ofJpowerfuUy-scentcd flowers
;
a good specimen

of St. Insignia ; Sophrdnitis pterocarpa, a minute plant

,

,jmxa

several delicate purple flowers, growing on a log ol ™**>>

Oncidium crispum, chocolate and yellow ; Aclnmencs grand

azureus, a pale variety of the same, and C. palhdus.-all capable

of standing the winter, except, in very severe seasons,—witn a

collection of Verbenas, also came from the Society S garden.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
July 26.-Right Hon. Lord Portman in the chair. Five gentle-

men were elected Members. The Hon. W. R. Rous transmitted a

statement of the comparative consumption and expense ot fat-

tening twelve bullocks, half of which were fed on native produce

(a "compound" of linseed, &c), and half on foreign oilcake.

The result was in favour of the former. The Rev. D. Gwilt stated

the injury which his Lucerne and Flax crops had sustained from

the presence of a parasitical weed, a specimen of which was

transmitted to Mr. Paxton, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Devon-

shire, for determination. Mr. Olive recommended the adoption

of his Classification of " short-woolled Sheep, not qualified to

compete as South-downs ;" Mr. Baines, an analysis of milk m
the dairy districts; Mr. Harrison, his manure powder to the

notice of the Council j and Mr. Walsford stated his discovery of

a mode of destroying animal life without, injury to plants.

.

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIE FY.

Err \ta .—The 3rd prize for Picotees was awarded to Mr. Orson,

and not to Mr. Hughes, as stated in our report of last week ;
and

(<>r Carnations, Mr. Orson received the 2nd, and Mr. Hughes

the 3rd prize.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Plants in the Ionian Islands.—Where

cultivated, as in the neighbourhood of the

•' Watering
gardens are

towns of Zante and Corfu, two methods of watering

;u-e employed, viz., by hand and by gutters. The gar-

drooping flowers, of a light vermilion colour,

pale crimson purple; Bruceana, small but an extremely tree-

bloomer, with short tube and sepals of dark vermilion, and

re slightly tinged with crimson: Magnilica, a proline

bloomer, with rellexed sepals of light rosy purple, and only

wanting in contrast of colour: Gem, with a thick,.short tube,

and sepals of a bright rosy vermilion colour; petals OflDWD

purple: and insignis, with rich crimson vermilion tube, and

sepals of good substance; petals purplish crimson, its foliage

bearimr some resemblance to that of F. corymbitlora : the remain-

ing ones exhibited werc-F. princeps, carnea, MoneypennU,

tricolor stvlosa maxima, and Venus victnx. Messrs. Youeli also

sent exceedingly fine specimens of the Fastolff Raspberry, wine:h

were greatly admired, and received a certificate. From Messrs.

Chandler of Vauxhall, were a well-grown plant ol l uciisia

Chandlcri, forming quite a pyramid of bloom ; F. Brewsteri a

highly-coloured and elegant variety, apparently the same as

Bruceana, in Messrs. Youell'8 collection, St. Clare n good

condition, proving this to be. a free-blooming and very fine variety

when properly treated •. Verbena Fowleana, with pretty lavemkr-

Coloured flowers ;
andcuthloomsof Marygoldsand several tine va-

rieties of Verbena: for Fuchsia St. Clare a certificate was awarded.

From Alex. Rowland, Esc,., were two boxes of cut Rose blooms,

comprising some fine varieties. From Mr. Cuthill, of Cambeiwell,

an exceedingly well-grown plant of Lisianthus Rnsselhanus, a

basket of flowers of a clove-scented seedling Carnation, called

the Prince of Denmark, and a Beechwood Melon. From
Mr. Mountiov, of Ealing, a very pretty hybrid Gloxinia, said

to have originated between Sinnlngia guttata and Gloxinia

rubra; the flowers are of a clear ft. sh-colour, having a pal

primrose throat; the foliage is dad; green: a certificate

was awarded for it. Mr. Smith, of Dalston, exhibited four

pretty seedling Fuchsias, one called venusta, with flowers

of the colour of Venus victrix, but of a more globose lorm and

larger, and with curiously dentated leaves; Vesta, with tube and

with dark vermilion tube and rellexed sepals- pctais pnrp

crimson
;
the other variety was somewhat Similar to the last, but

smaller. From Messrs. Goode, of Ponders' End, was a sina

plant, of Erica Massoni. From Mr. Ually, of Blaekheath, a small

plant ol Gaultheria hispida, bearing its conspicuous white berries

in abundance, which contrast well with the dark green foliage,

and render it a valuable plant either for the conservatory or lor

turnirurontin the open air in summer,—a certificate was awarded

for it
' from Mr. Spencer, gr. to 'he Marquess ol l.ansdowne,

was a most handsome Queen Pine Apple, weighing 61bs. 12oz.j

for which a Banksian Medal was awarded. Mr. Jones, gr. to

Baron Dimsdale, brought a fine specimen of the Cayenne Pme

Annie upon the plant, for which a certificate was awarded. Some

tolerably good White Frontignan and Black Hamburgh Giapes

were exhibited by Mr. Jones, gr. to Sir M. Disney; the latter

were however, deficient in colour. An extremely line specimen

of the llousainee Melon, weighing 101bs., came from Mr. Fleming,

Was a Syon
by the adhesion
kind is stated to be

Hybrid Cucumber, exhibiting a natural Kraft, formed

sion of the leaf-stalk to the side of the fruit ; this

ed to be invaluable as a ridge Cucumber in a cold,

weTseasmV like the present, producing abundance of fine clean

fruit whereas the common hardy ridge sort on the same bed,

has been so much affected with canker as to be en ,rey useless.

Mr Hasledine Pepy 9 exhibited two Lupines, one planted on the

26 i, o April, when weighing S-fi grains, in soil composed (in 100

Darts) of silica 75; alumina, 15; and carbonate of lime, 10: it

was then watered with 3oZ.6drs. of distilled water, and afterwards

a dying state, and weighed 42-5 grains, moaw, planted on

the 8th of May, in peat and loam, and we.ghng 2-6 grains, was

watered in the usual way, and weighed, on the SOth of July,

192-5 wains. Both plants were
;

grown ni
i
glass

,vts. 'J he

ade to ascertain how far it is possible to

dener carries a jar with a large mouth under one arm, and

pouring the water from it, with the other hand he scatters

it over the thirsty plants. The gutters are little channels

made in the soil; closed at one end, and supplied with

water from a well by means of a lever and bucket, till the

ground is thoroughly saturated. The time of watering is

evening, usually after sunset. In the process the foot is

often employed, the naked foot, for the purpose of clos-

ing one channel, or breaking down a little embankment

to turn the course of the water into different beds,

—

bringing to recollection the Scripture expression of water-

ing °the seed " with the foot, as in a garden of herbs."

By the villagers, who are fond of flowers—and it is a pre-

valent taste, particularly in Corfu, where they pride them-

selves upon their fine Carnations—another method of

watering is used, which probably has been found by ex-

perience to have a better effect. The florist takes the

water into his mouth and spurts it on his plants. The

slightly raised temperature of the water may be beneficial,

and also the small quantity of saliva mixed with it, which

may act as a manure—Davy'* Notes on the Ionian

Islands.

Nero Mode of employing Creosotefor the Preservation

of Butchers' Meat and Fish.—Creosote, so named from

its great antiseptic power, which exceeds, perhaps, that of

any other substance, has been long employed to preserve

animal matters from decay. The only two ways in which

creosote is usually applied for this purpose, consist either

in exposing the meat which we wish to preserve to the

smoke of burning wood, of which creosote is the effective

constituent, or else in immersing it for a short time in

water containing a few drops of creosote. Articles of food

prepared by either of these methods may, as is well known,

he kept for a long time without spoiling; but both these

modes of using the creosote are attended with the incon-

venience that the food necessarily acquires the taste and

smell peculiar to smoked meat, which is by no means

agreeable to every one. By the method now proposed,

tiiis inconvenience is entirely avoided. During the past

summer, which was so unusually hot, in common with

most persons, I experienced considerable difficulty in

preserving fresh meat even for a few days. It struck me

at length, however, that perhaps the vapours of creosote

might be found useful for this purpose, and the method

adopted was the following very simple one. I placed a

small plate containing a little creosote immediately under

each piece of meat as it hung suspended in the larder, and

covered both over with a cloth. The creosote soon gave

off vapours which formed an antiseptic atmosphere around

the meat, and kept it quite fresh three or four days longer

than it would otherwise have been. If the plate is gently

heated before the creosote is put into it, the vapours rise

more quickly, and if the additional precaution is also

taken of suspending the meat in a wooden box or earthen

jar which can be closed with a lid, the beneficial effect is

still more discernible. I have tried this process during the

greater part of last summer with invariable success, and,

a butcher, who also tried it on a larger scale in his stall,

was equally convinced of its efficacy. The meat, when

cooked, has not the slightest smell or taste of creosote.

There is also another advantage attending the use of

creosote. Its smell is so disagreeable to flies that it

effectually frees a larder from the presence of these noxious

insects. The same quantity of creosote may be used for

several weeks, but on being long exposed to the air it loses

most of its smell, and is partly changed into a species of

resin.

—

Dr. Stenhouse, in Proceedings of the Philoso-

phical Society of Glasgotv.

thrown away. Unless this precaution is taken, it is better to

postpone the work till blooming: time, but then it is compara-
tively late, and less likely to be successful, particularly with

reference to the shorter period allowed for the growth of

the plants after they are established. Complaints have been

made for some time past of the deficiency in Purple and in

Rose flakes; this canno longer be done with justice, as we noticed

several that would vie successfully, as regards properties, with

the best flowers ofany of the other classes: for instance, amongst

the Purples, Mansley's Beauty of Woodhouse, a full-sized flower,

with fine white and good purple, the only defect being an inclin-

ation in the petals to reflex, and also to lie too close together;

Pollard's First-rate, a better shaped flower, though not so

large, nor with white so pure, but highly deserving its name;

Ely's John Wright, a noble flower, as large, and deeper in colour

than Beauty of Woodhouse, but not so constant; also Mansley's

Bonny Bess; Milwood's Premier, though the white is not good;

Nix's'Ladv Chetwynde, large and bold, but the colour not gener-

ally uniform • and Willmer's Solander, distinct, and occasionally

very good, but this season too deficient in colour. In Rose flakes,

Fly's Lady Elv Ely'sMrs. Gardener, Low's Marchioness ot West-

minster (the right one), Wilson's Harriet, and that peculiarly

coloured rose, Brooks's Flora's Garland, are all first-rate, as well

as Ilovle's Beeswing. There is more room for good Scarlet

flakes/the white- in most of them not being pure
;
Chadwick's

Brilliant is probablv as good as any in this respect—the flower,

however, is rather too thin, in which point Jones s Brilliant (a

very desirable flower) has the advantage. One of the finest

Scarlets in point of colour is Ivan's Marchionts.- of Westminster,

the colour not being so red, but light, and unusually bright
\
the

white is. however, not good, and the edge of the petal rough,

with a tendency to curl. Harris's Beauty of Cradley is also good

in colour, but the white is impure, and the flower too thin, in

Ely'sMrs. Granger the white is also inclined to be pinky, but

edge of the petal is remarkably smooth, and the shape ot he

flower good; in Weldon's Earl of Lichfield the white is tine, ma
the petal good. Amongst Scarlet BizarreS the following will he

found to possess the finest colours :—-Hedley's YYdham Cohhett,

Elv's Duke of Mexborough, Ely's Lord Pouington,in which the

colours are brilliant, although the iiower is not so good this

year as last ; Ely's Regular, (with regard to the darker colour, the

scarlet being dull, and the white only tolerable); Ramforth s

Game Boy, Twitchett's Don John, Martin's Splendid (in which the

petal is excellent, but the colours not so bright as in Don John),

and Button's Patriarch, in which the colour is intense; theflower

is, however, much too thin, and the dark stripe not sufficiently deep.

In the class of crimson Bizarres there are many very beautiful

varieties. Cartwright's Rainbow, notwithstanding its soft and

curly petals; Puxley's Prince Albert; Hogg's President, though

deficient in bizarre ; Ely's Lord Milton, and Duke of Bedford, with

their beautiful colours; and Mansley's Robert Burns. Ihc

Picotees were remarkably fine, and notwithstanding the advances

made in this beautiful class, there still remains something to be

accomplished, the edges of the petals being for the most part

not so smooth as the Carnation. One manifest advantage, how-

ever, the Picotee possesses over its rival is in the greater sub-

stance of its petal. Sharp's Duke of Wellington at present stands

unrivalled amongst the heavy red-edged flowers, notwithstand-

ing the smoothness of the petal m6 peculn nty of colour. Wild-

man's Isabella, Sharp's Criterion and Gem are also excellent.

Brinkler's Duchess of Sutherland and Masterpiece (befcttartfaan

Giddens's Teaser), Burroughs Fair Ellen and Miss Osborne,

Willmer's Princess Royal, the best and smoothest of the Rose-
In Purples,

and
Prince

Seedling; Bond's Countess ol Wintertcn, a small but good

flower, with Brinkler's Purple Perfection j and though last men-

tioned not leasT esteemed, we noticed a sn all but very beautiful

flower of Barnard's Mrs. Barnard, fuller ol petals than any bloom

we had previously seen.- Jwty 29.

Yard Home, near Taunton, the seat of the Rev. E. T. Halhday.

—A specimen of the CVreus serpentina has lately bloomed here.

Theflower was four inches in circumference, and possessed a

strong rose-scented perfume. The plant is 12 teet 9 inches m
height, and about four inches in circumference. It swelled

altogether four buds, one el which, as above mentioned, attained

maturity, and the others promise an early .ievelopement.

I

s

rosea 'and multirlora; Pentstemon uw-r«w.t», muu 10 u*V*

originated between P. gentianoides and campanulatus, hut

scarcely differing from the old P. atropurpurens; Isomeris

arborea, a new hardy shrub, from California, having the ovary

projecting in a singular manner from the mouth ot the flowers;

BouvardiS splendens, of a much richer scarlet than the old B. tri-

phylla ; II untleva violacca, bearing two of its curious dull violet-

coloured flowers ; the beautiful Phaius albus
.
and four plants of

the common Hydrangea, each of which had been treated in a

different manner, to find out, if possible, what ingredient it was

in the soil that changed the flowers from pink to blue-No. 1,

treated in the usual way, was by tar the most healthy plant, and

bore pink (lowers; 2, to which J pz. of phosphate of iron had

been administered, was evidently m an unhealthy condition, the

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Messrs. Norman, Woolwich.--Those who have not visited this

little spot during the Carnation and Picotee season (now neaily

over in this neighbourhood) have lost a treat. We never saw
plants in better condition, or the blooms finer, both as regards

size and brilliancy of colour. Too much credit cannot be given

to the Messrs. Norman for their perseverance and skill; their

ordinary occupation abstracting much of their attention Horn

their favourite pursuit, and their garden being so lirmicu i

extent, as to render the complete success which has attentat

their exertions quite astonishing. Their mode °/ P r°P*fc
™""

is principally by piping, which, although attended w:it m ore

uncertainty than that of layering, affords ample repaymentm
the health and soundness of the plants produced. ™*>wa&x
plan is to pipe early, before the grass becomes hard and woody

This may easily be managed with the Pink or Picotee, which are

not so sportive
; but with the Carnation, on account of its d spo-

citinntn run the nroeess is attended with much more tiouble;
produced blue flowers-the dose had, however, been too strong, "S™ from each plant, in order
as was shown by the weak condition of the plant and the small !

it be 15i

n
^
c^f^^T^ which they were taken comes into

size
as shown by the weak condition oi uiepuun. anu tnc su»u - - .. *.

f hich they were taken comes into

alum will produce the desired effect

Dr. Justus Liehig in his Relation to Vegetable Phy

ohms By Dr. Hugo Mohl. (Dr. Justus Liebig's

VeVhaltniss zur Pflanzen-Physiulogie.) Tubingen.

Frues. 1843.

This is the pamphlet of Dr. Mohl to which we referred ma
leading article of May the 20ih, and which consists of a

critique on the work of Dr. Liebig, so well known in this

country under the title of " Chemistry, in its applications

to Agriculture and Physiology." Dr. Mohl says that

woik was auxiously looked for by botanists both on

account of the reputation of Liebig as a chemist, and

from a knowledge of the fact that they had much

to look for from the aid of Chemistry in their investi-

gation of the phenomena of the nutrition of plants.

But Dr. Mohl observes that throughout the whole

work there is a want of original experiment, which is the

more wonderful, since it is written by the greatest experi-

menter of his day, and the possessor of one of the largest

laboratories in Europe. Nevertheless Liebig everywhere

insists on the importance of experiments, and is con-

tinually appealing to those of Theodore De Saussure.

Under these circumstances the work can only be looked

upon as an attempt to construct a theory from data

already known to the world.

The next general remark by Dr. Mohl refers to the

style in which the book is written. II not always correct,

it is energetic and clear ; the thoughts are propounded in

short determinate propositions, and there is not the

Slightest indication of doubt or uncertainty about any-

thing ; the author seems ^to know everything for certain,

and sa'ys it boldly out. This sort of style is apt to mis-

lead the uninitiated, and frequently leads the author him-

self into positive contradictions ; in fact, a thing is stated

to be black or white according as it suits the author's

purpose. For instance, in one place (p. 22)* he says

that leaves do not decompose carbonic acid in the shade,

(in which he is wrong,) and in another place (p. 121) he

says the leaves do decompose carbonic acid in the shade,

(in which he is right). Such contradictions are frequent,

ami prove that the author is neither well-grounded in the

subjects on which he has undertaken to write, nor has

fully considered them. The manner in which Liebig

attributes erroneous views, entertained perhaps by indi-

vidual botanists, to « vegetable physiologists* and

"botanists" in general, is objectionable and liable to mis-

* These numbers reier probablv to one of the German editions

/
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lead. Thus he says (p. C) that " vegetable physiologists"
consider humus as the principal food of plants. Now this
is not true : vegetable physiologists have no sacred books
in which their code of laws is contained, and if any indi-
viduals have maintained such a view, the great body has
not. In fact, Ingenhousz, Senebier, Curt Sprengel,
Link, and De Candolle, have all either denied it or taken
other views. The doctrine of humus is altogether a che-
mical one, and has only been supported by chemists.
Again, Liebig says (p. 24) that "all botanists and vegetable

_
physiologists have doubted the assimilation of the carbon
of the atmosphere by plants." Yet all books on vegetable
physiology contradict such a statement ; and the absorption
of carbonic acid from the atmosphere is so generally
admitted that Adolphe Brongniart, in the 13th volume of
the " Annales des Sciences," has even proposed to account
for the excessive vegetation of the primitive world upon
the supposition, that the atmosphere at the period those
plants were growing contained a larger amount of carbonic
acid in its composition than it now does. This might have
been considered misrepresentation, had not Liebig in many
other instances displayed an equal amount of ignorance of
botanical literature and facts. As, for example, when he
says (p. 91) that the woody fibre of lichens maybe replaced
by oxalate of lime, and that in Equisctum and the Bamboo
silica assumes the form and functions of the woody
bundles, and (p. 36) that a leaf secreting oil of lemons or
oil of turpentine has a different structure from one secreting
oxalic acid.

An instance of Liebig's misrepresentation of facts occurs
in his rejecting the theory of the respiration of plants. It
is well known that plants absorb oxygen in the dark, and
give out carbonic acid ; and this has been attributed by
botanists to a true process of respiration. This, Liebig
thinks, betrays great ignorance on the part of botanists.
He believes the giving out of the carbonic acid to be
merely a mechanical process, and the absorption of oxygen
to be a chemical one. He says all leaves, dead or living,
absorb oxygen, and the more oil or tannic acid they
possess, the more oxygen they absorb. He endeavours to
prove this position by comparing, from tables made by
De Saussure, the quantity of oxygen absorbed by the
leaves of Pinus abies, Quercus robur, and Populus alba,
as compared with the quantity absorbed by the Agave
americana. Mohl remarks on this statement, that, in the
first place, the quantity of oxygen absorbed by the Agave is

put down at 0.3, when it ought to have been at 0.8, so as
to affect the calculations very considerably; and that, in
the second place, those plants in De Saussure's table
which contain neither oil nor tannic acid in any quantity,
as the Triticum testivum and Iiobinia pseudacacia, are
altogether omitted, although they absorbed more oxygen
than those mentioned by Liebig; whilst the oily Juniper
and Rue, which are also omitted, absorbed less.

Again, Liebig states on this point, that the absorption
of oxygen has nothing at all to do with the processes of
life. How is it, then, asks Mohl, that plants begin to be
blighted when oxygen is withdrawn ; that seeds will not
germinate; that leaves lose their irritability; that the
motions of leaves and flowers cease ; that leaf-buds and
flower-buds will not open when brought into an atmosphere
without oxygen ? But the way to settle the question of
respiration would appear to be to determine whether the
asserted relation between the quantity of oxygen absorbed
and the quantity of carbonic acid given out was wrong.
In De Saussure's experiments, there was found to be an
exact relation in all cases. This would not be the case,

were Liebig's theory of the origin of the carbonic acid
correct.

These few general remarks, observes Dr. Mohl, will

serve to indicate the claim of Liebig to become a reformer
of botanical science.

(To be continued.)

duced long before roots, and those leaves might draw off all the
juices before the roots were in existence to supply more, as was the
case with some cuttings lately sent to India, which arrived safe, hutm that warm climate the tops began to grow too soon, and before
roots could be formed the cuttings were exhausted of their scanty
stock of nourishment, and soon died.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—After the beds have been remodelled for the reception
of the fresh-potted plants it will be necessary to watch them closely,
to see that the bottom-heat does not increase too much for the roots.
After the first watering-, to settle the new soil, they will not require
much more for the next three weeks, more especially as the atmo-
sphere about them is kept more moist and close than before, in order
to force them a little, that they may root the sooner in the fresh soil.
Vinkrv.—The Vineries now in bearing have large portions of air

daily, to keep up a dry, sweet atmosphere round the ripe fruit ; and
the late ones, now fast attaining their full size, arc being kept a little
more dry, so as to inure them gradually to the dry state in which
it will be necessary to have them by-and-by. This would be a good
time to give a coat of paint to the inside of all the houses. It will
hardly be necessary to remind you to keep the bunches free from
damp berries, and the shoots clear of such growths as interfere with
the bearing branches for next year; but I ought to say that the
borders ot the late houses should once more receive a good dose of
liquid manure before the final swelling of the fruit, when no more
or such stimulus need be given for the rest of the season.

.
KACii-nousE.— If any of the young trees, not yet subdued to

their ordinary strength, have been threatening to overrun their
space this would be a good time to fork down to their roots, and to
cut on a few or the larger ones. The cut stumps have time enough
yet to make fresh roots to meet the demands of next season, and this
seasonable check would affect the strength of the trees at once; I

otherwise, as they are now cleared of their crop, they will find them-
selves in the condition of Phoebus 1

horses under the guidance of
inaeton, and may run away at a rambling pace, seeing that the
borders are so full of moisture. Keep them cool and clean by all
means. -1

Melons.— Perhaps the frames stand in more need of attention bv
this time '

is c

can
probability, the lights will be'as much needed as atm"esent7*BesVdcs,
winter painting is half the labour lost : and as to Melons, the late
crops should stand thinner on the shoots than the summer ones, and
should have a strong heat, with large portions of air, to keep them in
a healthy, growing state.
Tomatoks.—There is every prospect of these being scarce and

clear this season
;
prune them close, and be content with an under-

crop rather than run the risk of a large one, that will not be half-
ripened at the proper time. Thin out the Capsicums, also, for thesame reason. Lose no time in gathering the leaves of your Tobacco
as soon as they are full-sized, and pull off the flower-stalks on their
nrst appearance, except from those which you want for seed.

_ Out-door Department.
in the kitchen-garden men are now busy potting young Strawberry-

piants tor forcing, clearing the ground of crops and weeds, guarding
tneir rruit from birds and insects, laying down plans for future
operations, and descanting freely on the merits of seeds and seeds-men, borne of the latter are roughly handled, without ceremony •

those who supply packets of new seeds for trial come in for a good
snare ot this while more than the usual average of the new samples
turn out to be discarded old sorts. Among the new Peas, Prince
Albert and the British Queen have found a place; the former is an
early dwarf Pea, not quite so good as the Warwick, and the latter is
ot the Kmghtian Tall Marrow breed, and six weeks later than Prince
Albert, with a very heavy crop of good Peas : only fit for those near
the woods, who can get poles to support them. Packets of the
fcarly Frame Pea, with printed labels marked "true" inclosed the

towards having a fine display in the flower-garden; as, if you have
not winter room, and plenty too, how arc you to expect to shine like
your neighbours who have no lack of these things ?-D. Beaton,
bhrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weath
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!
Weather near London for the week ending Aug. 3, 10-13. asobserved at ,he Horticultural Garden, ChUwuk.
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July 23. Cloudy and fine ; overcast; rain at night.
29. Liffht clouds and fine; rain.
30. Cloudy and fine; clear at nit;ht.
31. Hazy ; cloudy and fine; clear.

Aug..l. Light clouds, and exceedingly fine throughout.
2. Fine; cloudy; clear at night.
3. Cloudy, 10 am.; boisterous, with thunder, heavy showers, narlly

hail
;
2 p.m., thunder; very heavy rain, continuing to fall at nichtMean temperature of the week 3j« bclowthe average-

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years for tinWeek ending August 12, 1843.
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2 7 5 1
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 10th, 1812,
—thermometer 93<*; and the lowest on the Oih

f 1833—thermometer 30°.

true " Scimitar Pea.
C

lool

Onions.—Lose no time in laying down the tops of these; they
)k as if they would grow on till Christmas. Sow a good bed or two

to transplant next spring, and to be pulled before the spring-sown
ones are fit to draw. Sow these next to the Spinach, as the two
crops come off about the same time next May, when you will have a
good breadth of ground at command. It is always a good plan tosow or plant such crops by the side of each other as may be expected
to be ready at the same time, even if this should interfere with the
"rotation."
Endive.—Sow a large bed of this, for the last time this season

;and if you keep them over winter they will help the salads till the
spring-sown Lettuces come in.
Turnips.— If you have no access to field-grown Turnips, which

are a ways preferable to the garden ones, you had better sow a large
breadth of them in some light portion of the garden, for winter use.
Cabbagks.—In late situations it would be advisable to sow a bed

ot the earlier sorts, for transplanting about the beginning of next
March. The 22d of August used to be the appointed day for this
sowing in my younger days, but this is too late for many places. See
that the former-sown beds are not too much crowded with plants.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending August 4, 1843.

Notwithstanding the late heavy rains the supplies are amply
sufficient to meet the demand. Pines of excellent quality are
brought, and amongst them are some good Providences and
Montserrats. Black Hamburgh Grapes are well coloured in
general, and with them are bunches of the Muscat and Sweet-
water. Peaches and Nectarines do not appear to be so abundant.
Apricots, Greengage and Orlcan Plums are becoming more plen-
tiful. A few Figs have been offered during the week, from 3.9. to
6.9. per dozen. Strawberries and Cherries are on the decline ; of
the latter there are a few samples of the Bigarreau, from 5.9. to 10.9.,

and of the Turkey Heart, from 3.9. to 5.9. per doz. lbs. Currants
and Gooseberries abound ; the former from 2.9. 6d. to 4s., the latter
from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per half-sieve. Raspberries are plentiful, but,
as is the case with all tender out-door fruit, they are much
bruised with the heavy rains. Green Walnuts for pickling fetch
about 3.9. Gd. per half-sieve. Amongst Pears, there are the Citron
des Carmes, from 2.9. Gd. to 3s. per half-sieve; the Lammas, at
4.9. per bushel, and a few Jargonelles. Apples consist of June-
atings, from is. Gd. to 2s. Gd. per half-sieve, and a few Hawthorn-
deans. We observed also some New Town Pippins of 1842 in
good preservation, from 25. to 3.9. per dozen. There has been
little variation in the price of Vegetables during the week. The
late rains have favoured the growth of Peas, and they continue
to be well supplied, although not so abundantly as a few weeks
back. Cauliflowers arc particularly fine; Potatoes, Turnips, and
Carrots, are remarkably clean and good. French Beans arc
abundant. Celery is excellent at this early period of the season

;

Salading and Herbs of every description are plentiful. Cut
Flowers comprise Swainstfnia galegifolia, Lilium eximium, Big-
ndnia venusta, Alstrcemeria pelegrina, Ceanothus azurcus.
Orange- (lowers, Gladioli, Pelargoniums, and Gardenias j with
Roses, Pinks, Picotces,and Pansies, in great variety.

PRICES, Satdiiday, August 5, 1848 FRUITS :—
Pine Apple, per lb., 3* to Gs
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2s to Gs
Peaches, per dozen, 12.* to 21s
Nectarines, per dozen, 12.? to 21*
Apricots, per d0Z-, 1* to Is
Figs, per doz., G*
Melons. 2s to Gs each
l'Jnms, per punnet, 2s— Ga^e, per punnet, 2s
Strawberries, per pottle, Gd to 1*
Gooseberries* p lif'-sv, Is erf to 2s Gd
Currants, per half-sieve, 2s to 3s Gd— Black, 2s Gd to 8*— Rod, for wine, per sieve, As toi5s

— for dessert, p. hf-sv.,3* to 4s6d

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
The Hawthornclean and other Codling Apples grow free enough

from cuttings planted under a north wall in November, and no doubt
many Pears will do the same. I have sometimes heard people
express a wish that they could rear sufficient of these cuttings to
plant in a kitchen-garden, to see if they would be more dwarf, and
to ascertain if the flavour of the fruit would be different from that of
grafted trees. There is nothing in particular to recommend in this ex-
periment ; but there arc points connected with it that may be of more
general application which arc not usually acted on, if indeed, they
arc rightly understood. Anyone who intends to put in cuttings in
November of fruit-trees, or indeed of any hardy tree that is difficult

to strike, ought to begin to prepare the cuttings before the middle of
this month, by shortening the shoots to one-half or one-third of
their length. The passage of the ascending sap being thus cut off,

it will so accumulate in the remaining portion of the shoots as to
be ready to burst their buds into another growth. Now, gardeners
know very well that when we get the eyes of any plant in this promi-
nent state in the autumn they will shoot with greater vigour in the
spring: and there is no reason to doubt but the same effect, to a
certain extent, will take place if these shoots are used as cuttings.
It follows, then, that all cuttings of deciduous trees are benefitedhy
being stopped before the growing season is over. When cuttings of
exotic plants that are difficult to strike, or that take a long time
about it, are first put in, they are kept in a close, cool place tiJI they
form a callosity at the bottom, whence the roots issue; they are
then put into bottom-heat, to facilitate the emission of roots. It
seems, therefore, that the most eventful period in the life of a
cutting is that at which the callosity takes place, and, fortunately,
we can assist its progress long before the shoots are separated from
the tree. This is effected cither by taking off a ring of the bark at
the bottom of the shoots, or, what is better, but much more trouble-
some, to separate the shoots partly from the main branch, and
keeping the parts separated with a small wedge, till the end of the
growingflngw^.Art^^^ii^f fo«nd in both cases that the
descendiM^m»|r>|pf*| of granular woody matter on the
upper a>de~oi the illusion a "will be ready to emit roots on the
first stimulus being appIieo^\An>OOUgh there are some who affect
to disbelieve the doctrine oi sap descending, this does not prevent
Nature from furnishing your cuttings just as I have stated, and I
have little doubt but cuttings of Jwy hardy tree might be so pre-
pared as to produce roots; and (his is the time to make such pre-
paration. One thing must be particularly guarded against in this
experiment, and that is, not to mhirrft the cuttings to heat in winter,
or it you should be tempted to do s3 in the spring, to have their tops
secured from the atmosphere as much as possible, as, by the above
process, they are so full 61 ble matter that leaves would be pro-
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crops appear to be much later than usual. Keep a good eye upon tl
Alpine Strawberries, and mark the largest and best bearers. It hi
been the fashion for some years to raise these annually from seeds
but they sport as much as Calceolarias. Now is a good time to
make a new bed of Strawberries, if not already done. If the fly has
attacked any of the fruit-trees or bushes it will not hurt them now to
pinch off the tops of the shoots. See that all Vines and other trees
arc well nailed before the autumn winds set in. Let no crops of
vegetables remain on the fruit-tree borders, and have them well
stirred up with forks. The trees require all the assistance you can
give them tins cold season.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.— If you see any of the woody plants still disposed to grow
freely you ought to check them, but not suddenly, by removing them
to a cooler house, or near the door, giving them less water. On the
other hand, such plants as flower late in autumn should now beencouraged a little. A few plants of Gcsnera elongata might now be
brought to the stove for the first succession, unless you have keptsome there all summer. Graft the delicate and annual Inomcoas on
the hardier sorts, to stand the winter ; also the different varieties of
ihunbergia alata on the roots of T. coccinca or grandiflora. They
will make strong, healthy plants before next spring, and produce agood crop of seeds next June.
Gekbnhouse.—The fading of Pelargoniums, and their removaltrom this house have left a wide blank here in many places : so much

the better if Vines are on the rafters, as you can keep the housemore tor their use and treatment, which should now be a regularforcing, in order to get the fruit ripe in time.
°
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e best China Roses are to be struckwithout loss of time to bed out next May. All sorts of tenderannuals that are usually sown in the autumn must be got in early,
for we can always keep them back if they grow too fast. Seeds of
Calceolarias and Pelargoniums ought also to be sown as gathered
after this time. Cuttings of the bedding Mcsembryanthemums
should be put in among the very first, as they do not flower well or

CabWes, per doz., Qd to \s 3d
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 1* to 5*
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, 2s to 3s Gd— Scarlet, per hf-sv., 1* Gd to 2ft Gd— Windsor, per sieve, \s to Is Gd
Potatoes, old, per ton, 10* to 20*— new, per cwt,, 2s to 5$— per bushel, l* io 3*— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 4s Gd
Artichokes, green, per doz., 1* to 4s
Vegetable Marrows, per doz-, Gd to )s
Turnips, per doz. bunches, 3* to 6s
Red lieot, per dozen, 9d to I*
Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* to 6*
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd tola— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, Jlr/to 1*
Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bunches, 3* to Gs— J«on#, per doz. bunches, 4s to 7*
Shallots, per lb., It— green, per bunch, 4d
Spinach, per sieve, 1* lid to 2s

Raspberries, per gallon, Bd to 1*

Cherries, English, p 12lbs., 1*0'*/ to 3i C(7

Cherries, Wall, per lb., 1.? to 4*
Apples, new, per hf-sv., IffGdtO 2s Gd
Oranges, per dozen, is Gd to 4s a— per MO, 10.* to 30s
Lemons, per doz. Is to 2*
— per loo,7* to 16*

Cucumbers, per brace, Grfto 2s
Almonds, per peuk, Gs
Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, M*— Hareelona, 24*
— Cob, 12*

VEGETABLES.
Leeks, per doz- bun., 3* to 4*
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., 1* Gd to 'As— Large, per doz. bch., 2* to Gs
Garlic, per J b. Gd tn Hd
Chilis, per 100, l*to 2s
Peas, per bushel, is to 3*
— per sack, 2* to 5*

Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, 0r7 to 1* •

— Cos, per score, Gd to Is Gd
Celery, p. bd., (12 tOl6)Drfto 1* Gd
Small Salads, perpunnet, 2d to 3d
Sweet Basil, per doz. bunches, 3* to 4s
Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 4d to Od
Parsley, per half sieve, 1*

Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Kennel, per doz. bun., 2s io 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 3*
Marjoram, green, per bunch, 2d to 4d
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* to 2s

Wallnuts, Green, per bushel, 7s to 9s

till you have a full supply; and recollect in this, as in all the other
tribes tor the flower-garden, that you will require a great many moreplants next May than you had at last planting time.
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a **£ ^ntityof turf pits, to store^tnewmier stock; anil this » the first and most essential step

Notices to Correspondents.
Bottom-heat.—Proteus.—Three inches are sufficient depth of
water for gutters, but we doubt whether four inches in width
will be sufneienttocommnnicate the requisite heat to a Cucum-
ber-bed.

^ We should say that six inches arc the smallest space
which it is safe to employ, especially where the water is shal-
low. In the Horticultural Garden the earih is thrown at once
upon the hot-water gutters in order to save chambering, and
it seems to answerperfectly well. In this system, it will be a
great point to maintain a steady heat rather than a strong one.

M'PhAil's Pits.— C. D. U.— If circumstances render it advisable
to use hot litter as a fermenting material, then M'PhaiPs pits

are as good a contrivance for Melons as any other.
Vines.—An Amateur.—There is no necessity for applying fire-

heat to a Vinery at this time of the year, unless continued
damp weather prevails; nor earlier in the season, when the
Grapes are set, if a temperature of 55 deg. can be maintained
without it. When Grapes are ripened, the young wood is in a

great measure matured also, and it will not injure the Vines
to remove all laterals formed after that period, t

The Holly.—Ilea.—You will find no better account of this

plant than in "Selby's British Forest-trees." Whether or not
it grows fast depends more on the soil than anything else.

Rich loams are what suit it best. It should not be over-

shadowed by other trees, and if the land is manured for it SO

much the better. As to pruning it, with a view to making it

grow fast, the less you do of that the better; all that is neces-

sary is to encourage the leader, if necessary, by stopping any

laterals that try to interfere with it. In the nurseries when

Hollies are stunted and bushy-headed, they arc headed down,

with a view to obtaining a clean, straight shoot; hut they

should not be allowed to become stunted and then there

would be no need to cut them back. In Hollies and kHoU
things, stop where necessary, but prune not at all, if you can

PBEBNNiAL»,--4ii^-i"«A'«».—The following kinds will answer

-
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,°m cuttlllSs after this time. A little bottom-

better SfSp7>
Uie pTd "cti<,n of roots, and establish themouter before the approach of winter, t
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nTfS'^V~ The swcct -scented Persian Cyclamen

%SJ££&Z#&W' "UrsC1 'yma»- ^ can say Nothing

*££?
P,A NTS --<-. i--We conceive it is possible to keep plantsfrom a warmer climate too hot at night in this countrv occas.onally, even though freely exposed to Se rtLSSEw Wedoubt whether morning watering, unless it is a del„KC inquantity, will afford as adequate a supply of moisture as theordinary watering in an evening.

moistuie as tne

«osBs.-Trrf/«Mi* and Others.—It is early yet for mittine incuttings of Roses; the latter end of this month or the bwn"Ding of next will be quite soon enough. Bv «ha time theyoung wood will be properly matured, the want of this is thecause of your present failures, *
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was
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Droved by the specimens exhi-
bited. It is true .hat it is a loose grower, and renuircs (roodSrfib:obt

,

ai,,cd in pcrfcction a
"
dffSc

b5EH& ,

some gardeners may not be able to grow it well;but that only shows their want of skill. Some Tieoule cannotgrow F. corymbiflora, and say that too is a ^d sort
P
but whoattends to such assertions? liom.-Wo recommend yoiTtheto

1lowing Fuchsias, which, for variety and beauty we thinkWill meet your wishes :-Thompson's form™* SS&-. tSSl:

n
v«r!iPH
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Wi'"le
'
Gl""^er.-The Beetles you for-

JKJlto™ are the Autumnal Chafer, Rhizotrogns solstitialis.
parts of this country. We

They are very common in sonic

.....,,. a hi. ijcuuuicai appearar.ee of certair
been frequently noticed, but never satisfactorily accounted for-—j^/s.-The insect which you suppose to have done somuch injury to the leaves of the Oak. trees in Forfarshire, bvcovering them with round brown desiccated spots, is what iscommonly called a Frog-hopper, in the immature state. It

r^nl"™ Sfe^ ?om the form and col^uToTtlthe Queen of Samtv, ;* V . ;
^»jui <>i me petals or

in the top petals: a flower of goodK «llSllJ «h°T*
spots,

s
mottled rosy maroon, softening to thT edgX under-uetadelicate purple rose, good form, edges of the bottom «£Lremarkably even. 4, Maroon spot, mottled andVetoed to thedge, very delicate rosy purple under-petals a fioww of boofnrrn onri en .oinnn. c fi..:.». .
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they will do best if left to their own will. Hence you
SKkfBS ,1,a" IC
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them in their present siJnat on"and take the swarms which they may throw off. Placing a

no eK ite eit
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h or witbout c°mb
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abode .MF

U ent,Cm* tliem from their ^ourite
AP,
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^1;3f
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"'!l
?A;-Wehave nev" observed the Aphis to which

bnii, r 1
"""rawww oquor, annted with twenty times its

m,S« x

WatCr ' 1 --O-.-You will not kill them with gas-water!unless you use the syringe.
6 «««t.j,
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(^ Rose is one of those instances of

aiwf^ .
W

I"
ch eX1>lan ' the true nature of thc "oral organs,

i. lo^l
-'bUte t0 Pro

1

vctl,e ,luth of the doctrines of "MorpnoJogy,' a curious branch of botanical

form and substance. 5, Crimson maroon spot, veined andsoftening to the edge; very delicate pink undeV-petate Theseflowers are all rather small, well formed with short round , , <|erpetals of good substance, clear and bright in colour, and n avbe regarded as very pretty second-class flowers.* x Y Z —\Ve know nothing of your flowers; but this we know', that ifthey have been delivered at our office they have been punctuallynoticed
;
for nobody's questions are neglected. Your insinua.lion is unworthy of you.

PicoTBBS.-ifoan H»Ve*._Your Picotee is a stout flower withwell-formed petals, but tne white is bad, tbe edges of the petals

flE^SS^!?
tlie h

f
avy

?dBiD« ver >' "-Vegular
:

it will not do
foi a^.bow-flovvcr, but will be very ornamental in the border.

thlt the ^iTar iVrincIpal dcfect in y°"r P" rP,e Picotee is,

icxtrovvof not"if
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n0t project snfficienfly beyond the
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the edt:es arc a Uttle serrated. Tbe
colour nnS r,« ?* PCtali aTe well-formcd and fine in texture
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and ""ith no ^Position to bar-i

tleTdlcsofthr^?'"" "^^-Ligl'te.lged rose Picotee
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e Pptals are too serrated. 1 f this defect is iper-

sliili f«««* Vi r~', V:; ".
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w hill,
at the Vvllole subject formally in our columns, for
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H r^ collectin" materials, In the meanwhile
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d for >'0ur sPCcimen, which is, however, common,
conriftinn 7 i'

ere the °arpelS °f the Rose are returning to the

Sower n?f° fc^,,**? "P. that retUr" M6 "SUmil.g t C

Jf°U^^.^!!;^d^- «!^.a^.-. a P^cr which the? lose
Kzlmar-

,. Mfr^o ..uuia come smooth, it would be
flower. I he colour is confined to the ede-ineCalcroiarias^-Seedlings (without a name'.-'

•... .iieec your wisnes :-Tnompson's formosa eleeans VenusVictnx, conspicua arborea, robusta, splendens Curtisii Cor

SRSSJr^ triCOl°r
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PanW°n. P^htr^rSaJB'tS
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,','e absol,1tely in their carpcllarv condition..

noc*«—We quite agree with you, and think that youis sound. The instance you give of the origin ofleaved varieties, so common in nurseries, is quite

fetter ?,, k
6 ^ f
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- Although you do not wish" you";
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'
we trust tnat we n,ay makc «se of it some

4r% t"^e take up tl,e subjcct °' Morphology.
',". ?I~, •

G-
».- -A collection of yellow-ground Picotees would

pretty varieties, spotted and" UotcneT/T.^w'e're^hS besl

y^nc.owivMs.-Jn Economist is recommended to procure thefolow.ng kinds for his collection :-Sir Robert Peel Hodire'sCommodore, Madeleine, Lynes's Duke of Cornwa 1 Gai es'sgMng Sun, Frectum, Sylph, Matilda, Nestor, liK Wonder^pronat Prjnce of Waterloo G mj;-","'
' "'"'-;•

J
ch Queen of the Fairies, Leila, Annette Cyprus SaunhireUnit, Luna, and Wonder. The following Pe.i/r^&S

at

to

vH,S "°r ?o 1( the
.y compete, with white-ground flowers.i
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",IT"ls--^ Subscriber,—All fruit intended for exhibition athe meetings of the Horticultural Society should be sent
•*>. Regent-street.
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10 arboretum at Derby, can be purchased, t

be^ 1™--M"1-"-nood will find the best directions that can

makin
°" JC m Maccu"och's little treatise on Winfc

Copyright.—Anglo-Indian.—VI
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Pansies.-T. Cross.— Conqueror, a dark flower, of srood form and

n he cen re wh h ie
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mulben'>' colour; the shieldin uie centre, winch is generally white or yellow, is itist distin

whfch?*y££* e mr of a blue colou^ thanttJe maS
SS.ce and CLl "7^ "PPearai.ee. r/,„ BoWft, wants sub-stance and Cunovs is deficient in the eye, and in the purity ofthe while ground. J. s. Bolme.-EmUy is : very ret

Sowers SrPmiPS
'

but t0° SmilU to ™'k^Slloweis. 27ie An ujuarV it is impossible to give an opinion ofas it was quite shrivelled up; the colours are good.*
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the sepals is rather pale, but that .nay improve in-brighter sum
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7, *? hab% is g0»d St wi " o" wenworttcultivating.! J. L. Douelas.—Yaur Be«i1fn» P«..«m ,-;..;.•- :„ _

very bright and
Your seedling Pyranddalis is a

ncB or powerful Society. It seems to us improbable that the

l,rt^,i 'h'UT
an il"1ividual

. ». to convert to his private gain

B ta a 'fragment *T\
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°P^7 of the corporate body of which

this It-wKftl'
a,,d T l,rcsume "'^ if the law did permit
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p flours?*
8 W untl1 better flowers appear of their respective
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- 7/-—The following 24 Pinks are flowers of first rite
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fo ,im osiss.ma.-/IW Amateur.—To throw this plant
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would adv,se you t0 fliminish the supply f
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e
t
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adually
' andtokcepit in a warm a"d dry situation

rVasV'f WAnteri ?eP°* i^.i" spring; place it near th"
C,
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Wa,er il frec,y when il beeins t0 Brow, t

^essr ^'1-"- *7, S
-
can Procure tnis of such nurserymen

, finest"
LoddieeSj its cultivation is well worth attempting

"in i ... '

y.— Siitlierlaiulia frutescens- awell-known Cape plant, usually treated as a tender annua f It

SSI^Sm^'tS S
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(IS i " the open ground daring the

r^^-7~W^Tre °Id A?rostemma (now Lychnis) Ccelirosa.—-a. VK. U. S.-Cornus circinata. A'. Y. Z.—The WhiteCurrant, which you may have obtained as a new seedling does
not appear to be efferent from the White Dutch Th^Early
Potato receive,! along with the above cannot be distinguished
from the Early Manly.

|| Snob.-l, Evernia prunaftri; 2Ranialma fastigiata ; s. netr^rio ^i < * „ rr ' V

andBtnf,*
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« pu,|,le vermilion
j pistil, very longand stout a very large and showy variety. 3. w. Tenterden~™™erii, tube long and smooth, of a rosy crimson-"
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' ^^ large flower, of good

bcrs are out of print Marv,~Sutherland^ JZnT SSfSSt
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fastigiata
; 3, Cetniria glauea. §Kubuscajsius; 2 R

. coryliWliusj 3, R.plicatus; 4, B. carpi-

"J'n V« m7« uwf ni
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!
e y°u r^eived under the name

of Duzetta is the Blue Frontignan. It is quite distinct from
the Black Frontignan, with which it has been confused. The
foot-stalks of the hemes become purple as the fruit ripens, and
the juice

s

of this VKgcty is of a deep purple tinge, with only
a weak Muscat flavour. The Fig appears to be thc White
Marseilles. U-—PK. Scorgie.— }, Draba vema; 2. Thymus ser-
pyllumj 3, Sedum villosum

; 4, Asplenium rnta muraria'
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»Kftiu KS.—//. D. has this year had Strawberries in the•ox perfection and of immense size—some of the Downton
tvv° spii

Vlne measurc<i four inches round; the beds were mad,
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I'^e vhi t,lc heds tnis autumn or not, they having up to tin

f^oiu- V d from tlic natural soil, which is a deep rich earth
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culum; 3, Lobelia gracilis
; -i, Ceanothus pallidus; 5, Gode'tiaLmdleyana; 6, Lotus Jacobscus
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called the Small Ermine, Ypone-
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Ga8-»«l»oris to be obtained at g-as-works,

e^,1tlecSd
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'om coal dnrin* thc manufacture of gas
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8ate,thUi"P
" Iars "f,1,e Small Ermine first begin to con-

pillars aw2v°^
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Wa,er woul<1 P'obably kill or drive the
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SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS
Verbknas.-S. Girling.-The best ofmnrS« • m

brilliant scarlet, having a rfg"

J

e°vSLnPo«n^ <?n'^7
tinged With purp.e.and havingM^Sffi^^ffi;
93 something similar to it, with larger Sowers of a rich",
colour, ,s much superior

: S9 resembles one sent on a former
occasion. Ihere is nothing remarkable in your Phlox ; it
differs from P. suaveolens only jn having light purple tubes.*

Pelargoniums.-/. /,. Douglas. — Edith, white, with small
plum-coloured spot, is not good in form ; the lower petals are
too narrow. Hebe, bad form, under petals too narrow, and
the flower altogether thin and flimsy. Rival King had fallen
to pieces, but from the form and substance of the petals it
appeared to be the best which you have sent ; thc colour is
good, but the spot is too feathery, and the upper petals arc a
little too high. Mary Martin altogether wants substance and
form.* L. S. E.—Yoar seedlings from being badly packed

cH^i?M
1,

\-
scpals spreadine. rosy in coiour,' wfth'the pointsMigntiy tipped with green ; corolla, rosy puri.le : a very pretty

nnTf" »" these secdl i"£s are K° 0(l to form, bright in colour,and smooth m texture.* S. J3. D.-Your seedling Fuchsiais rather small, but fine in colour; bright red tube and sepals,with large violet purple corolla; it is an elegant flower, butrattier too much like some of the older varieties.*As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The Overland Mail has arrived this week with news

from Bombay to the 19th June, and from China to the
1 6th April. The details are not of much importance, wilh
the exception of those which relate to Scinde. Sir C.Napier
has made .terms with most of the chiefs of that fertile
country, and there is little doubt that its complete pacifi-
cation will shortly be effected. Dost Mahommed has
leached Cabul and has resumed the government, but the
Affghan chiefs are far from being united in their allegi-
ance to him. Lord Ellenborough left Agra on the 30th
May for Calcutta, to join his council. In China, Sir H.
Pottinger was waiting the arrival of the new Imperial
Commissioner Ke-Ying, who was expected at Canton
about the beginning of June. Smuggling was openly carried
on, in spite of the efforts made to arrest its progress; and
opium and British goods were selling at high prices.
From Spain, we learn that the insurgent Generals entered
Madrid on the 24th, and that the Lopez Cabinet was
reconstituted on that day. The Ministers immediately
proceeded to the Palace, and were received most graci-
ously by the young Queen. The Regent, on the other
hand, has effected a junction with Gen. Van Halen and
commenced the bombardment of Seville

; one of the
suburbs of that fine city is already reduced to ashes
and the last accounts state that the firing is stiil con-
tinued. The new Madrid Government has despatched
a division against the Regent, who is said to be in a con-
dttior, to offer effectual resistance. The bombardment of
Seville is severely censured by the French papers, but it is
stated that the Regent could not have been aware of the
all ot Madrid when he commenced operations.-In France,
the affairs of Spain still occupy attention, and rumours
are current that the Northern Powers have intimated their
determination to oppose a marriage between Queen

[
Isabella and the son of Louis Philippe. Some alarm pre-
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vails in Paris respecting the Turkish expedition against

Tunis, and a squadron has been despatched from Toulon

to watch the movements of the Ottoman fleet. From the

Levant, we learn that this fleet left the Dardanelles on the

16th, under the command of the Capilan Pacha, and there

was little doubt that it was intended to act against Tunis.

The Sultan is also concentrating a large military force at

Adrianople, and in the neighbourhood of the capital
;
and

there is reason to suppose that the Schah of Persia medi-

tates some act of aggression on the Turkish frontier.

In the House of Commons, on Monday, the motion for

the second reading of the Church of Scotland Benefices

Bill, sent down from the House of Lords, gave rise to a

long and animated discussion on the affairs of the Scotch

Church, and the second reading was only carried by a

majority of 18. On Tuesday, Lord John Manners brought

forward a motion for repealing the laws of Mortmain, as

imposing restrictions on private charity, suggesting at the

same time the re-establishment of religious houses and of

monastic institutions. Sir J. Graham opposed the motion,

which was ultimately withdrawn without a division. Mr.

Ward then- brought on his motion for effecting a new

settlement of the revenues of the Irish Church, by dis-

tributing them among the members of the Establishment,

the Roman Catholics, and the Presbyterians, according to

the numbers of each denomination. Lord Eliot opposed

the motion, and after a long sitting the debate was

adjourned to Wednesday, when the House was counted

out, and the motion consequently fell lo the ground.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert, with the

Prince of Wales and the Princesses, accompanied by the

Duke Ferdinand and the Prince and Princess of^ Saxe

Coburg Gotha, left town on Thursday for Windsor Castle,

where they will remain till Tuesday. During the week

the Royal visitors have inspected Hampton Court Palace,

the exhibition of Cartoons, Westminster Abbey, Green-

wich Hospital, the East India House, the West India

Docks, the Athenasum Club, and Guildhall. Her Majesty

and Prince Albert accompanied them to the new Houses

of Parliament on Saturday, to the Exhibition of the Royal

Academy on Monday, and to Stafford-house, the residence

of the Duke of Sutherland, on Tuesday. The Queen had

a state ballon Monday, and a dinner party on Wednesday.

Prince Albert presided at a meeting of the Fine Arts

Commission on Friday, and transacted business at the

office of the Duchy of Cornwall on Tuesday. The

Duchess of Norfolk has succeeded Lady Portman

as the Lady in Waiting on the Queen ; Lord Rivers and

Colonel Drummond have succeeded Lord Byron and Sir

F. Stovin as the Lord and Groom in Waiting on Her

Majesty. Colonel Arbuthnot has relieved Major-Gen.

Wemyss as Equerry in Waiting on the Queen, and Colonel

Wylde has relieved Colonel Bouverie as Equerry in

Waiting on Prince Albert.—The King of Hanover left

town on Saturday for Kew, and gave a dinner on Sunday

to the Duchess of Gloucester, the Duke of Wellington,

and a numerous party. The King came to town on Mon-

day, and was present at Her Majesty's Ball. On Tues-

day His Majesty dined with the Earl of Jersey, and on

Wednesday with the Earl of Shaftesbury, attending the

Duke of Wellington's concert in the evening. On Thurs-

day His Majesty dined with the Duke of Sutherland.—The
Queen Dowager will leave town in a few days for Witley

Court, Worcestershire, which Her Majesty has taken on

lease for three years.—The Crown Prince of Wurtemberg

has arrived in town from a tour of several weeks in Scot-

land, the north of England, and part of Ireland.

Royal Commission of Fine Arts.—The Commissioners

have issued an invitation to artists to send in specimens

of fresco painting, for the decoration of the new houses of

Parliament. They have also issued similar invitations

for arabesque paintings and heraldic decorations for

the enrichment of panels, friezes^ &c. in colour and gold,

as well as for designs for ornamental metal work for

screens, railings, gates, &c, and for ornamental pavement.

The National Society.— The National Society for pro-

moting the Education of the Poor in the principles of the

Established Church has just circulated a paper on the

Bubject of additional schools in the mining and manufac-

turing districts. The object of the circular is to effect

the purpose aimed at by the Educational clauses of the

Factories Bill, by means of private subscriptions, and

in connection with the Established Church. Amongst the

subscribers are the Queen, 1,000/. ; Prince Albert, 500/.

;

the Queen Dowager, 500/. ; the Duke of Northumberland,

1,000/.; the Duke of Portland, 1,000/.; Sir R. Peel,

1,000/. ; the Archbishop of Canterbury, 500/. ; the Arch-

bishop of York, 500/.; the Bishop of London, 500/.; the

Earl of Harrowby, .500/. ; the Dean and Chapter of Dur-

ham, 500/. ; the Duke of Buccleuch, 500/. ; Lord F.

Egerton, 500/. ; the Hon. Sidney Herbert, 500/. ; Mr.

Abel Smith, M.P., 500. ; Mr. Holford, 500/., &c. The

total amount at present subscribed is nearly 33,000/.

foreign.

France.—Considerable alarm prevails in Paris respect-

ing the reported Turkish expedition against Tunis, and
two ships of the line and a steamer sailed from Toulon for

that destination on the 26th. The Marseilles papers of

the 28th announce, that in the evening of the 25th the

maritime prefect was instructed by telegraphic despatch to

end out immediately all the vessels of war which had
their provisions on board, and early in the morning of the

26th two ships of the line and a steamer put to sea, for

Tunis. It was supposed that the Government had re-

ceived some important information from the Regency of

Tunis, and that its last despatches from Constantinople

had apprised it of the intention of the Ottoman Govern-

ment to make another attempt against that Regency.

Some even stated that the Turkish fleet was already before

Tunis. A steamer, returning from Bona on the 19th,

descried a fleet of nine sail off Cape Gattes, apparently

steering towards Gibraltar. This naval force, at first

mistaken for an English fleet, is now believed to be the

Ottoman squadron, which was to have put to sea on the

5th for the Archipelago—The anniversary of the revolu-

tion was not celebrated by fetes this year in Pans. The

King and the Royal Family returned on Saturday evening

to Neuilly from the Chateau of Bizy. The Duke

and Duchess de Nemours are making a tour of Nor-

mandy and Brittany, where they have been enthusias-

tically received. The Toulon papers mention a

report that Admiral Parseval Deschenes has been

called from Smyrna to take the command of the Medi-

terranean squadron, and that Admiral le Ray is to hoist

his flng in the Inflexible, as Commander of the Levant

station.—The National of Tuesday publishes its ninth

list of subscriptions in favour of agitation in Ireland.

It amounts to 230 francs, making the total amount sub-

scribed 2,836 francs.—During the entire week there have

been innumerable conferences at the Hotel de Courcelles

(the Paris residence of the ex-Queen Regent of Spain),

at which assisted the whole of Her Majesty's Council,

the Austrian Ambassador, the Prussian Minister, the

Charge d' Affaires of Russia, and M. Guizot, who came

in from Auteuil express for the purpose. The result has

not transpired, but it is reported that the northern

Courts, at least, are determined to oppose a marriage

between Queen Isabella and the son of Louis I hihppe.—

The Moniteur publishes a Royal ordinance, promoting

the Prince de Joinville to the rank of Rear-Admiral.

This ordinance is followed by the Marriage Act of the

Prince with the Princess of Brazils, which was signed on

the 31st, in the Palace of Neuilly, in presence of the

Royal family, Marshal Soult, M. Guizot, the Minister of

Brazils, Baron Pasquier (Chancellor of France), and the

Dukede Cazes (Grand Referendary of the Chamber of

Peers), acting as the civil officers. The Journal des

Dcbats states that the Princess of Brazils brought to her

husband for her dower :— 1st, l,000,000f. in specie
;
2d, a

revenue of 180,000f. arising from Brazilian 6 per Cent.

Stock; 3d, 25 leagues of territory in the province of

Santa Catharina, at the choice of the Prince ;
4th, the

Princess possesses in her own right, a yearly income of

26,000/., together with diamonds and jewels to an amount

of 200,000f. ; 5th, the Emperor of Brazils made a present

to his sister of 300,000f. for her outfit. Besides these,

" the right of succession to the throne of Brazils is_ ex-

pressly reserved to the Princess de Joinville. She is to

become Empress of Brazils, to the exclusion even of her

eldest sister, the Queen of Portugal, if the Emperor Don

Pedro II. and the Princess Januaria, the presumptive

heiress of the throne, die without issue. This clause has

been inserted in the Marriage Act of the Princess."

Spain.—We learn from Madrid that on the 23d the

barricades were removed from the streets of the capital,

as well as the cannon, which had been stationed in various

quarters, and the National Guard dispersed and returned

to their homes. In the afternoon Gen. Aspiroz made his

entry, his vanguard consisting of the engineers and artil-

lery, who had recently joined them. Aspiroz was escorted

by a numerous staff and followed by the people, who

uttered mingled Vivas! and Mueras ! Gen. Narvaez

entered on the 24th. On that day also Col. Prim entered,

a Catalan battalion forming his vanguard. On the 25th

the people had resumed their good humour and gaiety,

and the National Guard were disarmed without any resist-

ance. The Ayuntamiento and Provincial Deputation

were also dissolved. M. Gomez Becerra, the head of the

fallen cabinet, was said to be seriously ill. M. Mendi-

zabal was believed to have sought refuge at the English

Legation, which was granted, and General Seoane had

retired to France. Madame Mina and M. Arguelles had

tendered their resignations, and the Duke de Baylen had

been appointed temporary guardian of the Queen.

MM. Ayllon and Caballero arrived at Madrid on the

24th, and thus completed the Lopez cabinet, which

was reconstituted on that day. The Ministers im-

mediately proceeded with General Narvaez to the

Palace, where the Queen received them most cordially,

and gave Gen. Narvaez a reception the more gracious, as

he was enabled to afford her tidings of her mother, Queen

Christina. In the evening the young Queen drove out

and was everywhere enthusiastically cheered. It is said

that, previous to his departure from Madrid, Gen. Zur-

bano had an interview with Mr. Aston, who, on being

told by him that he would endeavour to join the Regent,

recommended him to advise the latter to abdicate. We
learn, however, by telegraphic despatch that the Regent

and Gen. Van Halen have effected a junction, and that, at

the moment when all his hopes of success were over, the

Regent commenced the bombardment of Seville, and

reduced one of its suburbs to ashes. The bombardment

was continued to the 22d ult., and the Paris papers state

that on the morning of the 23d, the people having sent

out a deputation to request the Regent to cease firing, a

negotiation was entered into, but without effect, and the

bombardment was renewed on the 25th. The French papers

dwell with great severity on this attack, which they pro-

nounce an act of cruel revenge, or a means of extorting a

large sum from the wealthy capital of Andalusia. As

there is a four days' march from Seville to Cadiz, the

Journal des Dcbuls anticipatesJhat if the Regent should

remain but two days before the former city, and only

leave it on the 24th, in order to be at Cadiz on the 27th,

he will find that the news of the defeat of Seoane and

Zurbano has already arrived thither, when Cadiz may

very possibly have joined in the general movement, and

shut its gates on him. Desperate, however, as his posi-

tion appears to be, there is reason to believe that he has

still the means of protracting the struggle. His junction

with Van Halen and attack on Seville show that he is not

precipitately flying, as was recently supposed. The new

Madrid Government have hastened to despatch a division

against him, and another against his partisan, Gen. Rica-

fort, in Estramadura ; whilst his cause must still be upheld

in Galicia, since a brigade has also been sent to that quar-

ter. La Sie.de affirms, on what it considers excellent

authority, that the united forces of Espartero, Van Halen,

and Ricafort, amount to 12,000 men, and that the soldiers

are beginning to repent their defection. The Municipality

of Saragossa, upon the news of the entrance of Narvaez

into Madrid, sent a deputation to Brigadier Amettler,_ for

the purpose of announcing to him that the city recognised

the new Government. Letters from Perpignan, of the

26th ult., state, that on the previous day the Governor of

Montjuich had written to the foreign consuls to inform

them that he had demanded 25,000 francs from the

authorities of Barcelona, to provide for the wants of the

garrison of the fort, and that if his request was not

attended to, he would fire upon the city. The consuls

had protested against that determination and had suc-

ceeded in prevailing on the Governor not to fire upon the

city, but await the instructions of the new Government

Portugal.—We have advices from Lisbon to the 28th

ult., announcing that on Friday, the 21st instant, the

Queen was safely delivered of a Princess. This event

having taken place rather unexpectedly, the usual prepa-

rations and ceremonies were rendered unnecessary. Salutes

were fired from the batteries and ships at anchor, and a

partial illumination was observed for three nights through-

out the citv. The public mind was occupied with othei

matters, which appear to have withdrawn, in a great

measure, the attention which might otherwise have been

bestowed upon the Sovereign. For the last week several

regiments had been kept under arms, as the greatest

anxiety continues to prevail regarding the fortunes ot

Spain. The infant Princess is the first daughter her

Majesty has yet had, and the probability that, if she lives,

she may become the future Queen of the French, is already

talked of-^the Count of Paris, heir apparent to the Frencii

throne, is now three years old, and the alliance, therefore,

in point of age, will be very suitable. It is considered w

be made more probable by the fact that the heir to tlie

French throne must marry a Roman Catholic Princess oi

the first rank, and the contingency was spoken of at Com

before the Princess Clementine left Lisbon.

Germany.—The Diet of the Rhenish provinces close

its session at Dusseldorf on the 20th ult., prior to whic

it resolved, bv a majority of 46 to 20, to address *»

Majesty to abrogate the laws interfering with the Bper»j

of the press, and to introduce a law to abolish the exisu

censorship. The Gothenburg Gazette states that ti

interview which took place at Straalsund between the u b

of Prussia and the King of Denmark included, Mg"j*

other objects, the marriage of Prince Frederick of ties* ,

nephew of Christian VIII., with a Grand Duchess

Russia. Prince Frederick is presumptive heir or ^
electorate of Hesse and of the kingdom of Denmaii

.

At a recent meeting of the committee charged toSll
tlie

intend the completion of the cathedral of Cologne, •

archbishop stated that he had received two commu
&

tions, which he considered of importance. One
< .

letter from the King of Bavaria, announcing that no

directed his representative at the Germanic Diet top
tQ

a proposition to the other members, calling on e^
engage to pay some certain sum each year until tn ^ hg
was completely finished. Should this proposition, ^
hoped, be acceded to, the King undertook to con

fife<

10,000 florins a year from his privy purse during -

^^
time, and he had no doubt that his successor wo ^
tinue the same contribution. The second dpcuro ^
a copy of the King's address to the GermanicW
same subject. _ , j t# state

Turkey.—Constantinople letters of the i/«
fr0lA

at a Cabinet courier arrived there on the mU.

remain at the head of affairs in tnai ^'"Tfjshedon a

Majesty is of opinion that nothing can be esw
r t0

satisfactory basis ; and if the Porte l*^**^ Measures

render its authority respected, he will uin,B"
tue receipt

for the restoration of order and obedience, em»
or(Jerg

of the above despatches, the Porte has again ^ Th

for armaments on the scale originally^COnx«
. le eacb

camps formed at Adrianople and Co ^< Pe rsia is

consist of (50,000. The latest inteJ »6enc* '
reaSon to

also of a very dubious character, the.e ^ gome act

suppose that the Persian Government med ^ n

of aggression, by way of reprisal for

J.
^^

Kerbela. The Shah left Teheran on &** ^ fieid

a small division of his army, ^°mPa^niJation
to the

pieces. He had made no previous commu The

diplomatic body as to his r0^« a° d
t£fCapitan

Pacha,

Sultan had paid a visit of ceremony to tlie ^ y
juS

ofboardlb!, flag-ship the Mahmoudieh,p^ der

departure for the Mediterranean The fl S^ lm6f

weigh on the 16th. and conBistedoftjosjP ^
four frigates, and some corvettes and cutteis-

1
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little doubt that it was intended to act against Tunis.
Admiral Walker commanded one of the vessels.

India.—The overland mail has arrived with dates
from Calcutta to June 7 ; Bombay, June 19 ; Alexandria,
July 20. The dates from China are of the 16th of April.
The news is not of much interest this month, except that
relative to the state of the newly-acquired province of
Scinde. That fertile district, which under a good govern-
ment and properly cultivated will become a garden, is

now nearly pacified by the measures adopted by Sir C.
Napier. He has made terms with most of the Chiefs, and
even Mecr Shere Mahomed is stated to have offered to

make his submission provided he could have his private
property secured to him. There is no doubt that within
a short time the complete pacification of the country will

be effected. Sickness prevailed very much in the camp
at Hyderabad. Several officers died. Sir C. Napier had
an attack of fever, but had recovered. The ex-Ameers
had been removed from Bombay to Sassoor, near Poonah.
The most dangerous of them was a prisoner in the Castle
of Surat, where he was well guarded. The news from
Lahore is that the alarm caused by the rumoured sick-

ness of Shere Singh had ceased. That monarch was era-

ployed in traversing the north-east part of his dominions,
and in examining his fortresses. The sons and brother
of Shah Soojah were dependents on the bounty of the Sikh
Monarch. Dost Mahommed, who was in very bad health,
had reached Cabul, where he is said to have resumed
the government, but the Affghan Chiefs are represented as
very far from being united in their allegiance to him.
In the interior of India tranquillity prevails. There
were some disturbances at the capital of the late Scin-
diah/s dominions, where the Minister appointed to govern
during the minority of the child chosen to succeed him,
was attacked and dispossessed of his power. The British
had not interfered, but it was generally supposed that they
would soon be obliged to send troops to protect the young
Sovereign himself. Lord Ellenborough left Agra on the
30th May for Cawnpore and Allahabad, en route for Cal-
cutta. Rumour asserts that strict orders had arrived
from home ordering him to join his council. Prior to his
departure from Agra he named Mr. Clark Governor of
the North-western Proviuces. This gentleman was lat-

terly Envoy at the Court of Lahore, which office has been
abolished. The beginning of the monsoon was felt through
India. The mercury fell very much. A gale came on
and expended its fury in the Bay of Bengal. Several
ships were lost on the Coromandel coast. A dreadful
hurricane was felt at the Mauritius towards the end of
April, and caused severe losses. In Bombay, the burning
of teak-ships was resumed on the Gth June, when a fine
ship, the Thomas Grenville, was consumed. The insur-
ance-offices have declined granting heavy policies on
native ships with Lascar crews. The heat in Bombay
was felt very much in the commencement of June, but
the monsoon had broken on the night of the 18th, and
had cooled the atmosphere. The wing of the 78th High-
landers had suffered from a sort of brain fever, which
was attributed to their caps, and exposure to the sun, as

well as to their careless mode of living in the tropics.

China.—The news from China is extremely scanty.
Reports had been circulated of Sir H. Pottinger's sick-
ness, but they were regarded as exaggerations. He was
said, according to the latest news of the beginning of May,
to be waiting for the arrival of the new Imperial Commis-
sioner, Ke-Ying, who was expected at Canton about the
beginning of June. The death of Captain Farmer, of
Her Majesty's ship Driver, was mentioned. A letter
from Hong Kong, dated March 7, states that business was
most active to the north. There were seven ships in the
Yang-Tze Kiang, selling openly, at Woosung, opium and
British goods. They had been warned off by the authori-
ties, but having persisted, they were allowed to continue
their sales. The Americans are busy in smuggling. Sir
H. Pottinger sought to stop that trade, but in vain.
Capt. Hope endeavoured to detain some ships, but they
were subsequently released. Opium and British goods
are selling at high prices at Shanghai, and British goods
are said to be scarce in China ; not a piece to be found
outside for sale. The French frigate Erigone was going
to Nizon, in Cochin China, to demand satisfaction for the
persecution of the French missionaries.

New Zealand.—The New Zealand Company has de-
termined upon the formation of a new settlement upon
its lands in New Zealand, to be called New Edinburgh
the site of which will be selected by the Company, subject
to the approval of the Governor of the colony. It is in-
tended that the site chosen shall be the best that may be
available at the time of the selection being made, and the
Company will select in this settlement such a quantity of
land as to provide that 121,550 acres shall be of the
greatest value in the neighbourhood with respect to fer-
tility and accessibility. The land will be divided into 550
acres for the town, 20,000 for suburban lots, and 100,000
for rural lots. The town-land will be divided into 2,200
lots of a quarter of an acre each ; the suburban land into
2,000 lots of 10 acres each ; and the rural land into 2,000
'ots of 50 acres each. There will be reserved, free of
cWge, as a property for the future municipal corpora-
tion of the town, 200 town-lots. 1 town lot, 1 suburban
*ot, and 1 rural lot will constitute a single property, and
there will be reserved for the company 200 properties. The
^toaining 1,800 properties are to be offered for sale at
the price of 120/. for each property. A deposit of 10
Per cent, on each property to be paid previous to any
^Pplication being registered at the Company's house, and
t^e residue of the purchase-money on a day of which public
£otice will be given. The priority of choice in selecting
fie lands comprised in each property will be determined
7 lot, for the Comuanv's and Corporation's reserves. &«

well as for the properties belonging to purchasers. The
ballot for priority of choice will be so arranged that any
party purchasing two or more properties may, with
respect to rural lots only, take them in a contiguous block
under certain conditions. The purchase-monies to be
received, viz., 216,000/. will be disposed of as follows :—
54,000/. to the Company as the price of the land at 10s.
per acre; 30,000/. for surveys and other expenses of
founding the settlement ; 81,000/. for emigration ; 26

n
000/.

for roads, bridges, and other improvements ; 5,000/. as a
church building fund ; 10,000/. as an endowment for
ministers ; 10,000/. as a school-fund for building and
masters. The Company undertakes to apply the pur-
chase-monies, or so much thereof as shall be received in
the proportions stated, or as nearly so as may be practi-
cable to these several objects. The whole of the emigra-
tion-fund, with the exception of 11,000/.-, will be expended
in conveying from Scotland to the settlement of New
Edinburgh, labouring persons eligible according to the
regulations established by the Government. The 11,000/.
will be reserved as a special fund, out of which, and to
that extent only, allowances will be made to purchasers,
towards the cost of cabin-passages for themselves, their
families, and servants, to the settlement. The amount of
the allowance will, in no case, exceed 25/. per cent, of the
purchase-money paid by the colonists ; and the fund
being limited as above meutioned, preference will be
given to the applicants for the allowance, in the order of
their respective applications for the same.

4|3avlmmcnt-

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Monday.—Lord Caiufbkll laid on the table a bill, the object of

which was to prevent any proceedings being taken to eject from
th- Scotch Universities such professors or principals as had
seceded from the Established Church of Scotland on account of
such secession. Tbe bill was read a first time.

Earl Fortkscuk presented a petition from Lord Oraumore (an
Irish Peer) praying that the revenues of the Established Church
in Ireland might be appropriated to the religious wants of the
Catholic, Presbyterian, and Protestant population. Lord For-
tescue expressed his opinion that the Irish Church Establishment
is a great grievance to the people of Ireland, and his conviction
that, in accordance with the rules of justice and common sense,
the appropriation of the funds of the Church to the endowment
of the Roman Catholic priesthood should be forthwith decreed.
On the motion that the petition of Lord Oranmorc be laid on the
table, the Duke of Wkm.ington rose, and in atone of voice
much louder than usual, said: —"My Lords, I shall not enter
upon the question of the irregularity of presenting such a peti-
tion, nor do I intend to enter into the discussion of the important
question to which it relates, I wish only to warn your Lordships
of one circumstance attending it. The prayer of this petition
goes to nothing more nor less than this—whether your Lordships
are to repeal or to maintain the laws by which the Reformation has
been established in this United Kingdom. That is the question
for your Lordships'/consideration in this petition from a Peer of
Ireland, though not a member of this House—that is the ques-
tion which I beg your Lordships to consider well, and to decide
whether or not you will listen to arguments in support of such a
proposition.-—After a few words from the Earl of Wickj.ow
Lord Broucham, and the Marquess of Clan-iucardk, the petitionwas ordered to lie on the table.-Thc Libel and Defamation Bill
with the amendment on the sixth clause, proposed by Lord
Brougham, and rendering it more effectual, was read a third
time and passed.
Tuesday.—The Royal Assent was given by commission to the

Woollen Manufactures Bill, the Bridges (Ireland) Bill, the Loan
Societies Bill, the Infant Orphan Asylum Bill, and several pri-
vate Bills.—The Duke of Wellington laid on the table the papers
relative to the late transactions in Scinde.—The Pub:ic Works
(Ireland) Bill, the Cathedral Churches (Wales) Bill, the Slave
Treaties Bill, the Controverted Elections Bill, the Bills of Ex-
change Bill, and the Militia Ballot Suspensiou Bill, were read a
third time and passed.

Thursday.—Lord Brougham complained of the publication of
a false and malignant libel in the Examiner, in charging him
with using; corrupt means to procure a judicial appointment. He
would move to commit the author next session, when imprison-
ment would be a more severe punishmentthanat the close of the
session.—The Loan Chancellor bore testimony to the fact that
Lord Brougham had refused the office of judicial chairman of the
Privy Council, when pressed on him.—Lord Campbell remarked
on the unusual nature of the proceeding, of giving notice of a
breach of privilege for next session, when Lord Brougham said
he would set the question at rest, by proceeding against the
author by an action at law.—On the motion of the Earl of Aber-
dkkn, a bill for the better government of her Majesty's subjects
residing in China was read a third time.
Friday.—The Affidavits in Chancery (Scotland and Ireland) Bill

passed through committee.—The Earl of Ron kn gave notice to
present a petition on Tuesday next, on the subject of illegal pro-
cessions in Ireland, and to call attention to an Act of Parliament
relating thereto.—The Excise Duties Bill, the Slave-trade
(Austria, Portugal, Chili, and Mexican Republic) Bills, and the
Stamp Bill, were read a second time.

given to disapproves, except for reason assigned
; 2dly, that the

Presbytery are to act judicially, and not ministerially ; 3dly, that
Jieir judicial discretion is to be exercised upon the identical
reasons assigned by the Church-goers. The statute of Anne,
which took the patronage from the Elders and Kirk Session, and
restored it to the lay portions, did not supersede those principles;
and upon them was founded the act now presented to the House.
The letter which he had addressed to the Moderator in the begin-
ning of this year, though bearing only his own signature, was to
be considered as the letter of the Government, and had been
written after full consultation with the Lord Advocate and
Solicitor-General of Scotland ; and he now stated to the House
the outline of that letter, with a running commentary. The three
general objections to the qualifications of a presentee were to his
life, his learning, and his doctrine; and beside these, there were
other special objections, as to his fitness for the particular parish
to which he was appointed $ but much doubthad existed whether
these special objections were a ground of legal exception to the
presentee's admission. The Government had anxiously considered
the subject; disapproving the "Veto Act, as one which, in trans-
ferring the patronage from the Presbytery to the people, was
really transferring it from a responsible to an irresponsible, from
an educated to an illiterate, body. The General Assembly, in the
present year, after rescinding the Veto Act, had declared their
opinion that it was desirable to remove all doubts upon the law,
with as little delay as possible; and the resolutions they had
passed, which were substantially the adoption of the present hi]],

had been officially transmitted to the Government. This adop-
tion, he would venture to add, had the geneia* sanction of the
Church of Scotland. After some general explanations of the
state of the Scotch law respecting ordination and other ecclesias-
tical points, he concluded, in reiercnce to the objection respect-
ing the lateness of the measure, by expressing his persuasion
that, consistently with the dignity of the Legislature, it would
have been impossible for Parliament to pass such an act,
so long as the Church of Scotland should have continued contu-
macious.—Mi-.Wallace doubted whether the Queen could assent
to this act consistently with her coronation oath; and moved
that the bill be read a second time on that day six months.
Mr„ Rutherford said, that now, instead of being blest with

a Church which commanded the affections of her people, Scot-
land was cursed with a Churchwhich had the attachment only of
a minority. Warmly eulogising the conduct of the seceders,
who had acted from deep conscientious feeling, as evinced by no
less than two hundred licentiates voluntarily abandoning those
prospects which constituted the highest object of their ambition

;he proceeded, in a lengthened argument, to show that the origi-
nal limitations on the rights of lay patronage had not been
effected by subsequent enactments, as (he statute of Queen Anne,
and that therefore the right of the people to object generally to
a presentee, and of the church courts to sustain the objection,
existed m law, of which the Veto Act of the Assembly was an
assertion. The bill professed to be " declaratory," but where
was the law to be found which it professed to " declare" ? Nay,
if it were only declaratory, whence the necessity of announcing
the consent of the Crown to the introduction of the measure*'
The bill was, in fact, "enactive;" it changed the constitution
of the Church of Scotland, as secured by statute; it interfered
with the rights of patrons, and altered the internal government
of the Church, by interfering with its judicatories: and in
handing over the rights of the patrons to the Church—the priest-
hood— it vested them in the worst depositories which could be
devised, for " presbyter was but priest writ large." The people
of Scotland have been long imbued with the desire and determi-
nation to have a voice in the choice of their ministers, of which
the late great secession was but an exponent. But that popular
control over the exercise of patronage which the people asked
for, was not given them by this bill, it was transferred to the
Church, of which the people were as jealous as its most zealous
opponents could be. Instead of confining objections to "life
literature, and doctrine," oc ,o? '1 <**«™ w»^ *«-.*.<

Company's and Corporation's reserves, as
:

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday.—The Sergkant-at-Arms announced that he had

Samuel Potts in custody.—Mr. Chkistopiier moved, in con-
formity with the resolution of the committee on the first Epworth
petition, and in conformity with the precedent of the House that
Samuel Potts be committed to Newgate for a gross breach of
privilege, in having forged certain signatures to a petition pre-
sented to that House. The motion was agreed to.— In reply to a
question from Mr. F. Maulb, Sir J. Graham said that, upon the
inspection which he had been able to make of the several proposed
plans of medical reform, he could not conclude that the charter to
the College of Surgeons ought to be renewed. He thought that
the new charter should be to make that body a local corporation
only-— In answer to a question by Capt. Pi.umiudge, the
CHANOBLLOB of the ExcHKyuER said that the Government,
having sufficiently remunerated Sir Joseph Douglas for his
services in China, while captain of the merchant ship Cambridge,
in giving him 2,000/. for Ins personal services, and 850/. for his
crew, in addition to a knighthood and the regular payment of
700/. a month while his vessel was employed, did not intend to
comply with his demand of 30,000/. for further expenses, con-
sidering that they had already met every just demand which he
could make.

Sir J. Gkaiiam moved the second reading of the Church of
Scotland Benefices Bill, sent down from the House of Lords.
The Bill, be said, was introduced to remove the doubts which
unhappily had arisen upon the question of right as between the
Church-goers and the lay patrons. The Presbyterian religion had
been first adopted by the lower and middle classes ; the gentry
and the aristocracy had been later in their adhesion to it; and
hence had arisen much dispute. Having first sketched the his-

tory of the question down to the Revolution, he came to the act of
1690, which he considered as establishing- 1st, thatng right was

as laid down by the Auchterarder
judgment, with which it affected to conform, the bill gave large
latitude as to " ministerial gifts and capabilities 5" and in endow-
ing the presbyteries with the power of deciding on the nature of
the objections, it armed them with power to inquire into the
particular characters and habits of the objectors; that is, it
invested the church courts with inquisitorial powers over the
people.

. If the bill were fit to be brought forward at all, it should
have been introduced before the secession : but in the present
temper of the people it would only aggravate all its evils, and
drive more of the members of the Establishment from it.

The Soi.icitor-Gknkral differed from Mr. Rutherford, as to
the propriety of introducing the bill before the secession. The
claims of the nnn-intrusionists were such as no government
could sanction or satisfy, seeing they sought the total abrogation
of patronage, and even taught that the church courts could set
at defiance the acts of the imperial Legislature. But the present
measure, whose object was the removing of doubts, was ac-
ceptable to the General Assembly, and those adhering to the
Established Church.
Lord J. Rt/SSEIL protested against the doctrine that a differ-

ence of opinion between an inferior tribunal and the highest
court of appeal was a ground (or treating the law as doubtful.
It alarmed him to hear that the judgment of the House of Lords
was not conclusive of the law. He quoted a protest against this
bill by Lords Cottenham, Campbell, and Langdale, and added
that Lord Denman also would have signed that protest but for
his absence on circuit. The decision which was now to overturn
the judgment of the highest appellate judges was to be the
decision, not of other legal authorities, but of a political
majority, pronounced, he supposed, by way of compliment to
Lord Aberdeen, and as a testimonial to the merits of his admin-
istration in the Foreign-office. So much for the declaratory part
of the bill. Coming now to its new enactments, he particularly
condemned the jurisdiction given to the Presbytery. Here was
a vague rule by which, in a parish where there were 1,000 heads
of families, they might reject a minister disapproved by three of
the number, though approved by the other 997 ; so that they
would possess the complete means of giving effect to all their
own High Church views. But this bill was to settle the Church !

What Church was there now left to settle ? Half had seceded
;

and of the remainder, many were adverse to this bill. But
perhaps the greatest evil of the measure was, that you were
conceding everything to a party which was disposed to carry
High Church principles as far as any Pope had ever pressed
them. After some remarks by Sir G. Clerk and Mr. H. John-
stone, insupnort of the Bill, and by Mr. F. Maulk and Mr A
Campbkll in" favour of the amendment, Sir R. pKEL objected
to many of the arguments used in the debate, as having no bear
ing on the question before the House, and which he criticised
with some verbal minuteness. The offer of the Government
to legislate was officially communicated to the last General
Assembly, and accepted by that body

5 and the object of the bill,
thus sanctioned, was to do that for which the Assembly was
incompetent, tc give a legal definition of the rights of natrons,
people, and Church Courts. The constitution and snirir of
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1'^. leaving details for future discussion. Thfmeasure, he beheved, was acceptable to the great body of thepeople ol Scotland

; and the secession would have been much
larger, but for the prospect of its introduction.—Alter a few
words of explanation from Mr. Campbell, the House divided :

1-or the second reading, 98; against it, 80 : majority, 18,
The Earl of Lincoln withdrew for this session the Metro-

pohtan Buildings Bill.—On the order of the day for going into
committee on the Episcopal Functions Bill, Mr. S. O'Bhikw
opposed the Bill, and Mr. Williams moved the adjournment of
the House,—After a short discussion, the House divided-For the
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amendment, 6; against it, 50: majority, 44. The Bill was
committed pro forma.

Tuesday .—The House had a morning; sitting:, the chief busi-

ness of which consisted in discussing; the London Coal-whippcrs'
Bill.—At the afternoon sitting, Colonel RushbrOOEK moved the

issueof a new writ for the borough of Sudbury.—Mr. Br.ACK-

stonk moved, as an amendment, that leave be given to bring; in

a bill to make an effectual inquiry into the bribery and corrupt
practices alleged to exist in the borough of Sudbury. Consider-
able discussion ensued, but ultimately the House divided, when
the amendment was carried by 13S to 25. Leave was then given
to bring in the bill to make further inquiry.

Lord John Manners then brought on a motion, "That it is

inexpedient in the present condition of the country to continue
the existing restrictions on the exercise of private charity and
munificence." His motion was directed to the propriety and
expediency of repealing the laws of Mortmain, the origin and
history of which he briefly sketched. Restrictions in Mortmain
originated, not in any politico- economical notion, but in jea-

lousy of the exorbitant and accumulating wealth of the monas-
tic establishments. He was not prepared to say that these

restrictions were useless; on the contrary, he thought if the

monastic establishments had been placed under more stringent

regulations wc might have escaped the subversion of the

Reformation. But what might be expedient in the fifteenth

century was absurd and pernicious now, when so great a change
had passed over society, and we had six millions of our popula-

tion beyond the pale of the Church, and out of the reach of

that narrowed and stinted charity still existing amongst our
habits of intense competition and thirst for wealth. In asking

for the repeal of the Mortmain laws, he asked no exclusive bene-
fit for the Church of England ; he was prepared to extend it not
only to Dissenters, but to the Roman Catholic Church, the pro-

fessors of which we had now placed on a political equality with
ourselves; while the state of Ireland, with its numerous and
impoverished peasantry, furnished an additional argument for

it. We could not leave land to endow a college or a cathedral,

but we could do so for a museum or a menagerie of wild beasts.

The law was full of inconsistencies, and he asked them to sweep
them away. We wanted more churches and more schools ; nay
more, we required the establishment of relieious houses, and
monastic institutions. In proof of the disadvantages to which
the restrictions exposed the country, he mentioned the case of

an old lady, who has bequeathed 25,000/. for the erection of

churches in the north of England, and the lawyers are of opi-

nion that the bequest will be void, unless she live over the
corring winter. He hoped they would sweep away those cob-

webs and meshes of legislation which crippled the efforts of

modern times.
Sir J. Graham could not consent, at so late a period of the

session, and in so thin a House, to disturb one of the great
arrangements of the law of real property. Nor could he agree
in the expediency of establishing, in these times, religious houses
or monastic institutions. In such a matter, too, it would have
been more fitting that the noble Lord should have proposed a

bill than a mere abstract resolution. Therefore, with all respect

for the motives and intentions of the mover, he must resist this

proposition.—Mr. C. Bcllbr supported the motion. lie saw no
reason to fear that too profuse a piety would in these days ingulf

any great amount of land. It was much better for religion to

endow a church by private bounty than to make that church
unpopular by a public rate.— Sir R. Inclis could not join in the
views of the mover, least of all hi his wish to revive monastic
institutions. Though there were restrictions as to land, person-
alty was unrestricted ; and this kind of property had grown in

modern times to a bulk undreamt of by the makers of the Mort-
main Acts.— Mr. BhRNAM. recommended it to Lord J. Manners
not to press his motion to a division.—Mr. Borthwick was
favourable to the motion, and Lord Ebrington suggested that

the testatrix whom Lord J. Manners had mentioned might effect

her object by giving the money to a church-building society.

—

Mr. Brothbrton wished to remove restrictions on gifts to cha-

rity.— Lord J. Manners replied, consenting to waive a division,

and the motion was thereupon withdrawn.
Mr. Ward then brought on bis motion for an address to the

Queen, aflirming the Church of Ireland to be among the most
prominent grievances of her people, and pledging the House to

co-operate with her Majesty in a new settlement of the property

of that church. He said he could not wonder that when two
Governments had sunk under the attempt to arrange this question,

the present Ministers were unwilling to grapple with it ; but it

was one which must be arranged. He had said, some weeks ago,

that the whole substance of the Ministerial policy as to Ireland

was summed up in the Arms Bill; and he was now convinced,

that unless his address were carried, Parliament would separate

without having taken any one step toward the relief of Ireland.

The man who should vote for his address could not stop at a mere
temporality or appropriation measure. Appropiiation might have
sufficed ten years ago ; but it would not do now. It was the old

story of the Sybilline books— you would give more, get less,

perhaps endanger all. His own principle was simply this- that

all which had been done in Ireland for 300 years on the subject

of religion had been done wrongly. Every Catholic member, if

he would speak in debate as he spoke in private, would say that

the existence of the Protestant Church in Ireland was the con-
sequence, the type, and the badge of his degradation. In all

other countries the established religion was that of the majority,

but in Ireland this rule was reversed, bacausc there the majority

was a conquered race. The work of the reformation, in its com-
mencement, had been handed over to the very scum and refuse

of the English clergy. He quoted Spenser's testimony ajrainst

those clergymen, and in favour of the Roman Catholics of that

time; and he read an extract from King James's grant of Cole-

rainc to the city of London, containing a condition that the
grantees should extirpate the Roman Catholics. Lord Eliot had
said that the evils of Ireland were referable to the state of society

;

but the state of society was traceable to the Statute-book. The
settlement of every great question in Ireland had been impeded
by the fears of the Protestants for their church. What, then, had
that church done for Ireland? Was it the author of that great

modern revolution which had reclaimed a whole people to tem-

perance? No: that was the work of a humble Roman Catholic

priest. The clear revenue of the Protestant Church was about

552,75:1/., being ot the rate of about 15*. a head for each commu-
nicant of the establishment; while the Regium donum to the
Presbyterians made provision only at the rate ofabout l.v. ahead;
and for the Roman Catholics there was not a farthing. Mr.
Ward then went back to the times of Primate Boulter, to show
that the church in those days was used, not as a means of religion,

but as an engine of State.
*

The same thing was equally true 30
years afterwards. Then what was the pure apostolical period of

the Irish Church? Was it the time of the union? He cited

instances to show that at that time also the church was con-

verted to grossly secular purposes. He admitted that at the

present day there were many bishops on the bench who were
ornaments to it ; but the church had still very great abuses ; for

instance, some of the unions, containing a number of parishes

thrown together, as it should seem, for the purpose of making a
rich provision for some favoured incumbent. The existence of

such a church was regarded by the Irish not only as an injury,

but as an insult. Being men, they must be governed, and they
could not be governed thus. You could not thus govern 8,000,000
of people, living in the midst of you, and knit together by the
bond of a common injustice. On the Continent, in Austria, and
in Prussia, the true principle was well understood; this country
alone was ignorant of it. He would propose altogether to break
up the present establishment of Bishops and Archbishops in Ire-

land,and w^uld look only to the working clergy. lie would legalise

the titles of the Roman Catholic Bishops, andrestore the churches
which had been anciently taken from Roman Catholic congxe.
gations. He would make the clergy, as Mr. Pitt had proposed,

the link between you and the people. Some thought that the

best course would be to transfer the whole establishment to the
Roman Catholics. That might have been done at the Union

;

nay, as late as 1825, the Priests were willing to accept remune-
ration from the State ; but this willingness had ceased. Some
thought a provision should be made for the Catholic clergy from
the consolidated fund; but the objection to that was simply that

it would be impossible; the English and Scotch people would
never consent to it. As to the funds of the Church, he would
place them, subject to existing interests, in the hands of com-
missioners, and distribute them among the Members of the Esta-
blishment, the Presbyterians and the Roman Catholics, according
to the numbers of each denomination. Now as to the objections
which might he made to his plan. It would be said, we must
look to the truth of the religion we establish ; but he contended
that no party or majority had a right to pronounce upon such a
question. If this were justifiable anywhere, it was justifiable

everywhere, and Lord Ellenborough in India ought to parade the
no. articles instead of the gates of Somnauth. Then the Catholic
religion was said to be dangerous. Why, it was the only form
in which Christianity had flourished for many centuries ; it was
the elder type of our own religion. The spirit in which the
House should proceed would have a great effect upon the ques-
tion of union, and he would fain see the two countries made one
in a perfect equality, civil and religious.—Mr. Carrw seconded
the motion. The do-nothing system could not be maintained
much longer in Ireland, nor could the Protestant Church. He
had no personal hostility to that Church, but he disapproved the
system on which it was planted there.—Lord Emot said that
certainly this was no vague proposal; it was definite enough!
But the question now was not what would have been, a priori,

the fittest church establishment for Ireland: the existing esta-

blishment had been fixed as the condition of the Union; and
without that Union, so purchased. Catholic emancipation would
never have been peaceahly carried. Mr. Ward had admitted that
no man who voted for this address could stop there; and it was
therefore for trentlemen to consider whether they were prepared
to vote for the total destruction of the Protestant Church. The
question of a Protestant Establishment was also the question of a
Protestant Sovereign ; certainly until the throne should be
opened to the Catholics, they had not the complete equality
demanded on their behalf. In answer to the imputation on the
Irish Church, that she had used her influence in past times for

political purposes, he would remind Mr. Ward that in those times
the same thing was true of every Church in Europe. The total

revenue of the Irish Church, which Mr. Ward had putat upwards
of 552,000/., was in fact 432,123/. ; and this sum, whendistributed
among 1,396 beneficed clergymen and 744 curates, gave an
average income of little more than 201/. to each. Mr. Ward had
made many quotations from Mr. Grattan, Mr. Plunket, and other
high authorities ; but had omitted to cite their opinions in favour
of the inviolability of the Protestant Establishment. Gentlemen
talked of the Roman Catholics as if they were the whole people
of Ireland—treating the entire body of the Protestant proprietors
as no part of that people. Mr. Ward had said that the English
and Scotch nations would never consent to tax themselves for

the maintenance of the Roman Catholic clergy. Did he suppose
those two nations would ever consent to the abolition of the

Protestant Church ? The language now employed was strangely
at variance with the assurances given when the emancipation
was carried. Mr. O'Conneil now held opinions on the subject
different from what he and other leaders expressed when eman-
cipation was granted ; and without a distinct compact, not all

the influence of the Duke of Wellington and Sir R. Peel would
have sufficed to carry that measure.—On the conclusion of Lord
Eliot's speech the debate was adjourned.

Wednesday.—The adjourned debate on Ireland was resumed by
Mr. Trklawnkv, who advised the House to take into its deliberate

consideration, that they must either abolish the Established

Church in Ireland, or submit to the alternative of civil war.— Sir

R. Inglis maintained the title of the Church to its endowments.
The mover, whatever else might be imputed to him, could not be

accused of having deceived the House ; he had taken away from
Lord J. Russell and his partisans all excuse for voting in favour

of the motion. He had broadly proposed to strip from the Church
in Ireland all the revenue it possessed except /0,0o0/.— that is, to

take away 7-8ths, or 17s. 6rf. in the pound; and yet had gravely

added, that this was no unworthy compromise ! He had left the

Church with scarce a rag to cover her nakedness, and then,

putting a halter round her neck, had handed the other end of the

rope to her bitterest enemies. The manner of the hbn. Member
had, indeed, been courteous ; but the bowstring was not the less

fatal because it might be made of silk. He admitted that in some
respects the Church of Ireland had failed of her duty ; in par-

ticular, the Scriptures ought to have been translated in the lan-

guage of the people. But he denied the validity of the arguments
deduced from former abuses of that Church, and showed the im-

provements of its ministry in recent times. Mr. Ward, however,
grounded his reasoning mainly upon numbers, and was prepared

to establish the creed of Bramah or of Fo, if it were the creed of

the majority. From that principle he dissented ; for he was per-

suaded that it was just as much our public as our private duty to

teach and advance what we believed to be the true religion. The
question, moreover, was not what religion we should establish ;

the motion went not to establish a religion, but to destroy one
already established ; and that, too, by more than any ordinary

law, by a compact of two independent Legislatures. The multi-

tudes, therefore, who were collected to destroy that establishment

were not entitled to plead that they were seeking only the repeal

of a statute. When emancipation was conceded, it was upon the

assurances, given by the leading Catholics themselves, that it

would not be employed to weaken, but would rather avail to

fortify, the Protestant Church. He would maintain that Church,
because he believed its doctrine to be the truth, because it was a

doctrine established by the treaty of two kingdoms, because he
valued it for its works of charity, and because he regarded it as

the great bond of connexion between England and Ireland.—The
Earl of Listowel and Mr. V. Stuart spoke in favour of the

motion, and Lord Bernard and Mr. B. Cochrane opposed it.—

Mr. HARDY was proceeding to speak against it, when it was
moved that the Mouse be counted : 38 members only having been
found present, the motion fell to the ground, and the House
adjourned at eight o'clock.

Thursday.—My. Ward adverted to the "counting out" of the

House on the previous evening. He laid the chief blame on the

Opposition, for not supporting him ; the Government had treated

him fairly, and therefore he could not expect to renew his motion
during the present session.—Mr. Escott, who had made the

motion for M counting out" the House, explained why he did so;
which was, because he considered that no interest was taken in

the question by the Opposition, or the House generally.— After
some conversation on this point, Mr. Shaw corrected the asser-

tion of Mr. Ward, that the Liturgy bad never been printed in

Irish. The very first book ever printed in Dublin was a Prayer-
book in Irish.— Sir J. Graham postponed the committee on the
Scotch Church Bill to Monday, in order to give an opportunity to

the Scotch Church to express their opinion of the bill.—The third

reading of the Irish Arms Bill was fixed for Monday.—The House
went into committee on the Limitations of Actions (Ireland)

Bill, and counsel having been heard at the bar, the clauses were
all agreed to.—The House went into committee on the Poor
Relief (Ireland) Bill, and agreed to the first 15 clauses, after

which progress was reported.—The Mandamus Appeals Bill and
the Bishops Relief (Ireland) Bill passed through committee.—
The Chancellor of the Exchequer obtained leave to bring in

a Bill to Declare and Amend the Law for Auditing and Enrolling
the Accounts of the Land Revenue of the Crown.

Friday.—Mr. T. Duncombk's motion for a select committee to
inquire into the facts connected with a recent meeting at Hull
was negatived by 83 to 29. The House then went into committee

of supply, and Sir G. Clerk moved that the sum of 1,281,211/.

be granted as compensation to the owners of the opium des-

troyed in Canton, in March, 18:*o, being the amount due to them
under the treaty of peace with China.— Mr. Mangles, Mr.
Lindsay, Sir T. Wilde, Mr. Abel Smith, Lord Palmerston, Mr.
Hume, and others objected to the sum as insufficient and
demanding further inquiry. The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
the Attorney-General, Sir Robert l'cel, and Sir R. Inglis sup-
ported the resolution, when the House divided aflirming the
motion by 7* to 47.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols for account closed

at 934 to £ ; Three per Cent. Reduced, 94$ to § ; Three-
and-half per Cents., 102 X | tog; New Three-and-balf per

Cents. 1014 to £ ; Bank Stock, 180$ 5 Exchequer Bills

55$. to 576'., and 53s. to 555. prem.

j?JUttopo(is anb its Witiwiiv.

Visit of the Queen to the New Houses of Parliament.
—On Saturday afternoon the Queen and Prince Albert

paid a visit to the. new houses of Parliament, which are

now in a state of rapid progression. The royal party

were joined at the gates of the works by the Prince and
Princess Augusta of Saxe Coburg Gotha, and his Serene
Highness Prince Leopold, who had but just left the exhi-

bition of cartoons. Her Majesty was received in the

Speaker's court by Mr. Barry, the architect, and Mr.
Grissel, the contractor. The Royal party were first

conducted through the Speaker's court to the river terrace,

and thence to the sculpture and model rooms, where there

were many objects that occupied her Majesty's attention.

A model of the new House of Lords was shown to her
Majesty, with which she was so much pleased that dupli-

cates of the ornamental parts were directed to be taken in

plaster and forwarded to the palace. The Queen also

inspected the various descriptions of stone of which the

new houses are built. The royal party proceeded from

the sculpture and model rooms to the south and north

wings, where the statues of the Saxon Kings and Queens,
in niches, occupied their attention for a considerable

time. From the south wing the Queen and suite were

conducted to the Victoria Tower, and thence through the

cloisters and crypt of St. Stephen's to the present House
of Commons, and the plain appearance of ihe interior

caused her Majesty to remark that it was wholly unbe-

coming the high purposes to which it was appropriated.

The House of Lords was next visited ; and then Dr.

Reid's Experimental Room. Dr. Reid was in attendance,

and minutely explained to the Queen the process pro-

posed to be v adopted in the ventilation and warming of

the new Houses of Parliament. Her Majesty, previous to

leaving the works, expressed her approbation of the

present appearance of the new buildings. This was the

Queen's first visit to the house, and it occupied about an
hour and a half.—In reference to her Majesty's visit to

the Tunnel last week, it is stated that the Royal barge on
its return was in some danger of being swamped by the
lt Syren," a Woolwich steamer. The boat was very near

the barge, when a naval officer, who was outside the house,

between her Majesty and the watermen, stood up on the

cushions, waved his hand, and, unmindful of the presence

of Royalty, sung out, at the top of his voice, " Halloo,

halloo, where are you coming to ? " The rudder of the

barge was put hard over, and fortunately, the collision

was avoided, but some of the royal party were greatly

alarmed. Prince Albert looked sei ious
?

the Princess

Clementine appeared frightened, but the Queen laughed,

and did not exhibit the least symptoms of fear.

Death of the Duke of Dorset —We have to announce
the death of this nobleman on Saturday last, at his resi-

dence in Harley -street, in his 7Gih year. His Grace had
been for some months in feeble health, and his death was,

therefore, not unexpected. He succeeded to the family

honours in 1815, on the death of his cousin, Charles Duke
of Dorset, was was killed by a fall from his horse in

Dublin, whilst on a visit at the vice-regal court, during
the lord-lieutenancy of his father-in-law, Earl Whitworth.
The late dulce was Viscount Sackville previous to his

accession to the dukedom, and as he dies without issue, the

Dukedom of Dorset, Earldom of Middlesex, Barony of

Buckhurst, &c. f
become extinct. His Grace was a per-

sonal favourite of King George IV. and King William IV.,

to both of which monarchs he was Master of the Horse.

By his Grace's death, a vacant ribbon of the Garter is at

the disposal of Ministers.

Excise Seizures.— It having come to the knowledge of

the Commissioners of Excise, that large quantities of

grain, purporting to be high-dried malt, but which was,

in fact, but " scorched barley," having never been sub-

jected to the malting process, were to be found upon the

market, an investigation was instituted, when the officers

discovered that several large maltsters and corn-dealers had

in their possession extensive stocks of this description ot

grain, which was accordingly seized, and deposited in Her

Majesty's warehouses, and now amounts in quantity to

between 400 and 500 quarters. A considerable portion

of it was brought from the neighbourhood of Croydon?

where this illegal article had been disposed of for some

time. The effect of the sale of this article was to pro-

duce beer from it having the high colour and appearance

of real stout, without its strength, and to defraud the

Crown of a large revenue from legally malted grain. 1
^

Custom-house Frauds.*-It will be in the recollection

of our readers that two landing-waiters, named Homer-

sham and Blake, were deeply implicated in the late

Custom-house frauds, and their names have been repeat-

edly mentioned in the legal proceedings against Messrs.

Candy and Deane and other parties. Homersham arid

Blake were dismissed about six months ago, and the

former died shortly after his delinquencies had become
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known. Blake, who possesses an estate near Dublin,
retired to Ireland after his dismissal, and continued to

reside there until within the last few days, when he came
over to the metropolis. In the meantime the Commis-
sioners of Customs, with the law-advisers of the Crown,
had determined upon proceeding against Blake for the
extent to which it had become known he had defrauded
the Crown. For this purpose a warrant was issued at

the suit of the Attorney-General, for upwards of 20,000/.,

and another warrant for a much larger sum was issued

in the City. Mr. Blake was accordingly apprehended, and
is now in the Queen's Prison. A second detainer had
been lodged against him at the instance of the Crown,
and it is said that the claims against him altogether

amount to 80,000/.

Public Meetings.—On Saturday evening a meeting was
held at the Crown and Anchor, to celebrate the return of

Mr. Bright for Durham. The Hon. Mr. Villiers presided,

and was supported by Messrs. Cobden, Bright, Crawford,
Bowring, Brotherton, Gibson, and Moore, all of whom
took a part in the proceedings. Mr. Bright thanked the

meeting for the honour conferred upon Durham, and
pledged himself to be the unflinching enemy of every
species of monopoly to the latest moment of his existence.

lie hoped that the electors of London would follow the

example of the men of Durham and Essex by returning

Members opposed to corruption and monopoly. In con-
elusion, he assured the meeting that the 50,000/. collected

by the League had not been uselessly lavished, but had
been expended on tracts and books in favour of the repeal

of the Corn-laws, and in paying Anti-Corn-law mission-

aries. A resolution of thanks to the 488 electors of Dur-
ham who returned Mr. Bright was carried ; and, in conse-
quence of the crowded state of the great room at the

tavern, another meeting was held contemporaneously with
the above in a smaller room.

Temperance Meetings.—On Monday a vast concourse
of people assembled in the Commercial-road to hear and
Bee the apostle of temperance, the Rev. Theobald Mathew,
who had announced his intention of administering the
total abstinence pledge from all intoxicating drinks in the

ground lately consecrated by the Roman Catholic Bishop.
About 10 o'clock Father Mathew made his appearance
before a Metropolitan auditory for the first time. He
was received with loud cheers, particularly by his country-
men, who assembled in great numbers. He is about 50
years of age, of mild and expressive features. His un-
affected manner and deportment, and the simplicity of his

style when addressing his hearers, appeared to make
a great impression. Father Mathew opened the pro-
ccedings by a short but expressive prayer, and then
delivered an address, which was listened to with great
attention, on the advantages of total abstinence from
all intoxicating drinks, and the evils of intemper-
ance. The first persons who presented themselves
was a Roman Catholic fraternity called the Holy Guild,
who came in procession to the ground bearing crosses.

The brothers and sisters of the fraternity knelt down, and
repeated the words of the pledge after Father Mathew, in

a loud voice. He then descended from the platform, gave
them his blessing, and after touching them all on the
forehead, dismissed thorn. The same ceremony was
repeated about 12 or 14 times during the day. At 12
oYlock, Earl Stanhope arrived, and was loudly cheered
by the people. At this time there were not less than
30,000 persons assembled, and the Commercial-road was
nearly impassable. Earl Stanhope and Father Mathew
shook hands, and the noble Lord addressed the multitude
for nearly an hour, and said he had been a teatotaller for
many years, and invited his hearers to follow his example.
He declared his intention of publicly taking the pledge
from Father Mathew, and warmly eulogised the Rev.
Centleman for his useful and patriotic exertions in Ire-
land, and expressed a fervent hope that his mission in
England would be attended with similar results. Father
Mathew then called upon those who were anxious to take
tlie pledge with Earl Stanhope to come forward and do
s o. A semicircle was formed, and 300 men and women
knelt down and received the pledge. Earl Stanhope, who
laboured under considerable agitation, was direcily after-

wards embraced by Father Mathew, who, in the enthu-
siasm of the moment, kissed his cheek. The noble Earl
^niled, and grasped Father Mathew's hands, exclaiming,
u God bless you, Sir." The delivery of speeches and the
^ministering of the pledge proceeded until dusk, when
Father Mathew left the ground, having previously an-
nounced his intention of attending the same place for the
£ame purpose every day this week. He was treated with
£> reat respect by all persons, and appeared nearly exhausted
°n leaving the* ground. About 3,000 persons took the
Pledge during the day, one half of whom vrere Irish.—Qn
Tuesday Earl Stanhope again attended, and addressed the
feting in praise of Father Mathew's exertions. ln
acknowledging the compliment Father Mathew said that
he had no sectarian objects in view. Though a Catholic

Priest, he had been received in the most cordial manner by

^ rgymen and lay members of the Established Church, by
^esleyans, Dissenters, Quakers, and even Jews, and he
ndministered the pledge to millions of all sects. He wished
lo elevate mankind, and to promote the interests of religion,

?nd the good of the community, by that greatest of all bless-

es, sobriety. The people of Yorkshire, where he had ad-
mistered the pledge to upwards of 100,000 persons,

,&hed to pay him for his services, and presents were

his own countrymen from drunkenness to sobriety. A nearing the third arch from the Surrey side, the deceased
brother he dearly loved was the proprietor of a large dis- suddenly exclaimed that he would throw himself over the*. t ,

parapet, and, darting from his friends, ran towards the

.
,ci"ed to him from persons of wealth and high siandin

in S
1 society, but he refused to accept a farthing. H e had

fended 300/. of his own money since he had been in

Po ?
m1,

'
3Ut lie lIiJ uot re6ret lt
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ancl ^ *ie lia(* keen dis-

ced to favour himself and family, he should not have
ei

* a temperance advocate, and converted millions of

tillery in Ireland, the bare walls of which cost 30,000/.,
and he was compelled to close it, and was almost ruined
by the temperance movement in that country. The hus-
band of his only sister, whom he also dearly loved, was a
distiller, and became a bankrupt from the same cause.
He was sorry to speak of those things, but when he was
accused of being instigated to do what he had done to
enrich himself, he felt compelled to deny the charge."
The proportion of English who took the pledge on Tues-
day was greater than on Monday. Upwards of 50,000
persons visited the ground, and many went down by the
steamers to Wapping, and by the Blackwall Railway, to
witness the proceedings, which appeared to excite great
interest, and have continued daily during the week.

The Church Service.—On Wednesday, a vestry meeting
of the Parishioners of All Hallows Barking, was held in

the parish church, for the purpose of considering the
changes which have been recently introduced during the
performance of divine service, and to adopt such measures
thereupon as might appear expedient. Mr. Howell, the
senior churchwarden, was called to the chair, and read
the requisition addressed to him by a large number of the
resident parishioners, requesting that a meeting might be
convened. After some discussion on the custom of
preaching in the surplice instead of the academical gown,
and on the restoration of the weekly offertory, a series of re-

solutions was proposed representing to the vicar, the Rev.
S. J. Knight, that the recent alterations were regarded
with regret by the vestry, and that the inhabitants were
desirous of returning to the former mode of conducting
divine service. These resolutions were seconded, and
carried with only one dissentient.

Wood Pavement.—A number of labourers have been
engaged for some days in removing the macadamised
stonefon that portion of the Great Western road extending
from the entrance to Kensington Palace to the western
end of Kensington High-street, a distance of nearly a
quarter of a mile, preparatory to the whole being laid

with wood pavement, by order of the Commissioners of
the metropolis roads.

Murder on the High Seas.—Intelligence has been re-

ceived of the blowing up of the Diana, South-Sea whaler,
while on her homeward voyage, and the death of her
commander, under very suspicious circumstances. The
Diana has for several years been engaged in the South-
Sea fishery. She left London about three years ago, her
crew consisting of Captain May (the commander,) chief
and second mates, steward, and about 18 seamen and
two boys. She was on her voyage from Ascension to St.

Helena, when the chief mate and crew on deck were
alarmed by the report of fire-arms from the cabin, where
the captain was found shot, the pistol lying in one corner
of the cabin, about six or seven feet from the body. The
second mate was below, but denied that he had been in
the cabin. On her arrival at St. Helena, a day was fixed
for her departure for England, and a few hours previous
to the time appointed for the starting the powder-magazine
blew up, causing the almost total destruction of the vessel.
Most of the crew at the moment were standing on the
after part of the deck, and the steward, who was seated
on a chair near the companion-ladder, was killed on the
spot. The inquiry instituted by the authorities occupied
five days, and excited great interest. It was clearly shown
that the explosion had been caused by the wilful firing of
the powder-magazine, for on the vessel undergoing an
inspection by the officers attached to her Majesty's ship
Grecian, it was found that a train had been laid from the
magazine to the forecastle, from the latter of which it had
been set fire. It was stated that there were several

hundred-weight of powder, most of which was packed in

barrels lined with copper, clearly showing that the prepara-

tion for the explosion must have taken some time, for it

had all exploded. The jury returned a verdict of " Wilful
murder against some person or persons unknown.'*

Temple Church.—This unique edifice is again to be
closed after to-morrow for two months, during which
time it will be thoroxighly cleansed from a great quantity

of dust which hangs about the grooves of the arches in

the ceiling. The marble pillars are to be polished, and

the entire wood-work is to be stained dark and polished.

The pulpit will also be finished, as well as the new seats

for the choristers, and a building attached to the church

for the choir. Above 20,000 persons must have visited

this building by Benchers' orders since it opened in

November last, including the greater part of the Royal

Family and Nobility, and for some months hundreds were

refused admittance daily, not having orders. The whole

cost of the repairs, it is said, exceeds 70,000/., which has

been paid out of the funds of the societies.

Female Orphan Asylum.—On Thursday, a ballot took

place for the election of Chaplain to this charity, when
the numbers at the close were—for the Rev. Mr. Cattley,

418 ; for the Rev. Mr. Curling, 229 :—majority for Mr.
Cattley, 119. The Duke of Cambridge, President of the

Institution, recorded his votes, forty in number, in favour

of the successful candidate. A great deal of angry feeling

prevailed in consequence of the Committee having recom-
mended Mr. Cattley to the notice of the Guardians

; and
a resolution expressing censure and want of confidence in

the Committee, was carried by a large majority.

Suicide.—On Thursday evening, Mr. Frederick Ancona,
manager of the Patent Elastic Pavement Company, and
brother to the well-known architect, committed suicide

by throwing himself over Waterloo Bridge. It appears

that he had been spending the afternoon with two friends,

Mr. Green, jum, son of the aeronaut, and another gentle-

man, and was returning with them over Waterloo Bridge
towards the Middlesex shore, about 9 o'clock, when, on

next recess. In an instant, before either gentleman could
ascertain the reality of his intention, Mr. Ancona hud
mounted the stone seat in the recess, and precipitated
himself into the river. Two ladies and a gentleman were
close to deceased when he entered the recess, and, had his
manner indicated anything approaching to an intention to
commit suicide, nothing would have been easier than to
have arrested the attempt As it was, the occurrence was
the work of an instant, and as the tide was running down
fast, all attempts to recover the body were fruitless
although several boats put off immediately from the stairs
on both sides of the bridge. The agony of his friends
when the fate of his death became no longer doubtful was
extreme, and it was with the greatest difficulty that Mr.
Green could be prevented from throwing himself over the
parapet. The body has not yet been found.
High Tide.^-On Monday afternoon the tide was more

than usually high. The wharfs along Milbank and the
opposite side of the river were flooded, A great portion
of Battersea Fields was laid under water, as was also the
Lammas Land at Chelsea. In the latter village, Cheync-
walk was for a time impassable. At the Waterside,
Wandsworth, the Thames flowed into the houses. The
Wandle overflowed its banks, and so high was the tide at
Putney, that the Thunder steamboat, in attempting to
pass through the centre arch of the bridge, had the top
of her paddle-boxes carried away by coming in contact with
a cross beam at the very top of the arch.

Southwark.—At the vestry meeting on Monday for the
parish of St. Saviour's, the Warden of the Great Account
moved a rate of 9d. in the pound, to meet the expenses of
the year. An amendment was moved, that the parishioners
should not be trifled with by being called upon to pay
such an amount of rate during the present depressed state
of trade. After some discussion a division took place,
when there were for a rate of 6rf„ 46 ; for the larger ditto,

23; giving a majority of one-half the rate-payers present
in favour of the smaller rate.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the
number of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,
July 22:—West districts, 113; North districts, 167;
Central districts, 153; East districts, 180; South dis-
tricts, 177. Total, 790—(398 males, 392 females.)
Weekly average for the last five years, 903— (461 males,
442 females,) and for the last five summers, 846.

•JBrobmcial Ncfos.
Birmingham.—The state of the iron district continues

to give rise to great apprehension, and the crisis antici-

pated in the masters' memorial, which we lately noticed,
appears to be fast approaching. The furnaces are daily
blown out, the horses drawn out of the pits, the works
closed, and the masters going into the Gazette, while the
men and their wives and children are going to the work-
house, or collecting in groups along the roads and fields,

and, without leaders or organisation, threatening revenge
against all around them. Distress is now reaching all

classes. At a place called Lye, 70 rate-payers were sum-
moned for non-payment of poor-rates a few days ago,
when they produced their rent-books to show that they
could not get a shilling from their tenants, that their pro-
perty was now useless, and that they themselves were on
the verge of pauperism. In Dudley it was found, on the
20th ult., that 200 persons, occupiers of 10/. houses, had
become disqualified for voting from non-payment of their
rates. At Dudley, the bank of Dixon and Dalton is still

open, notwithstanding rumours at a distance to the con-
trary. It is said that they have advanced little short of
300,000/. to iron and coal masters, who are unable to meet
their engagements.

Carmarthen.—The Rebecca riots are still unchecked.
Mr. Maule, solicitor of the Treasury, with Mr. Raven,
have arrived at Swansea, and Mr. Vaughan and the
other parties who destroyed the Bolgoed gate have
been committed for trial. In the course of the inquiry
it appeared that a chest of fire-arms had been found
in the steam-packet office, addressed to Mr. Vaughan

;

suspicion being excited as to its contents, it was broken
open by the authorities, and twelve new muskets,
two new pistols, a quantity of patent ball cartridges,

and some powder, were discovered. The Abergwilly-

gate, upen the road at the entrance to Abergwilly village,

and at about a mile from Swansea, has been demolished.
The bar was situated upon the high road leading from
Abergwilly to Cwmgwillyand Castelpeggin. The number
of Rebeccaites who attended was large, and their conduct
firm and determined. They showed by their proceeding
on this occasion that they had no antipathy to the turn-
pike-gates upon the main lines of road, but only to the
private bars; for although the bar which was destroyed
immediately adjoined a main gate and its toll-house, they
were not injured—the party contenting themselves with
the total demolition of the bar. The Rebeccaites, as if

in utter defiance of the authorities, have also attacked
and destroyed the Sandy-gale, close to the town of
Llanelly. It appears that at 12 o'clock at night there had
been no symptoms of any attack, but shortly afterwards
Rebecca and her daughters arrived, and the gate was
speedily destroyed. Penygarn gate, on the-Llandilo road,
has also been again destroyed. Not a night pas-cs with-
out a sate being destroyed, although a detachment of the
73d Foot is patrolling the roads round Carmarthen
nightly. The plans of iltbecca, however, are so well laid,

that she and her followers invariably escape being caught
in the fact.

Chelmsford.—Qn Thursday week Mr. Cobden paid a
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second visit to this town, for the purpose of propounding
f

his views on the subject of the Corn-laws, and their effect

upon the tenant-farmers and farm-labourers. A hustings
was erected in a field at the back of the Bell Inn, where
the proceedings took place. There were upwards of 1,000
persons present, the great majority of whom were the

mechanics and working classes of the town and neigh-

bourhood, but it being market-day a good many farmers

were also present. Mr. J. Copeland was called to the

chair. Mr. Cobden addressed the meeting at great length

in favour of total repeal, and Mr. Holt "White spoke on
the other side. A resolution in favour of total repeal was
then carried by a large majority.

Chester.—On Friday last, the wife of a labourer in

the employ of Mr. G. Wilbraham, of Delamere-house,
in passing down a lonely lane atCrowton, called Red-hill,

discovered the body of a man lying on his face, and bleed-

ing from the back part of his head. She immediately
gave an alarm, when the body was recognised as that of

Matthias Bailey, the gamekeeper of Mr. AYilbraham. He
was quite dead, and was bleeding from a gun-shot wound
in the top of the neck. It was evident that he had been
shot from behind, and fell suddenly forward without the

slightest struggle. Five men were taken into custody
on suspicion of being concerned in the murder, but there

was no evidence against them, and the jury have returned

a verdict of Wilful Murder against some persons unknown.
Durham.—There are only two instances of Quakers

having been returned to Parliament, and it is remarkable
that one was for the county, and the other for the city, of

Durham. Mr. Joseph Pease, of Darlington, represented

the southern division of the county after the passing of

the Reform Bill, and Mr. John Bright, of Rochdale, has
now been returned for the city.

Eto?i.—The annual celebiation of " election" com-
menced on Saturday, and attracted, as upon all former
occasions, a large assemblage of the nobility and gentry

of the neighbourhood, and many old Etonians and extin-
guished dignitaries of the Church from various parts of

J
the kingdom. After the usual ceremonies of (he first

day, the cloister speech was delivered by Joynes, M.A-,
K.S., and Captain of the school for the succeeding year.

After the delivery of the speeches, the boats left, the Brocas
for Old Surley, and on their return there was a display of

fireworks. On Monday the public delivery of the speeches
took place, after which the Provost and the visitors pro-
ceeded to the long chamber, which was tastefully orna-

mented with boughs and evergreens. The a election"

festival took place in the College-hall, to which upwards
of seventy guests were invited. There are more pupils on
the establishment at this " election" than at any former
period ; a gradual incn e having taken place every year
since 183G, when the number on the books was MI. The
number now is 713—viz., 661 in the Upper and 52 in

the Lower School. In 1745 the aggregate number in

the two schools was only 248. Since the foundation, in

1441, 2,257 have succeeded to King's. It lias been
determined that the examination this vear for Prince
Albert's prize of 50/., is to be in the French and German
languages, and that the prize is to be thus divided :— the
first prize to consist of 10/. in books and 3.')/. in money

;

to be given to the successful candidate on leaving school

;

the second prize to consist of books of the value of 5/.

Hereford.—Mr. Cobden visited this city last week for

the purpose of discussing the question of the Corn-laws
with the tenant-farmers of this district. It had been
concluded that the interior of the Town-hall would not be
large enough to contain the expected assemblage, and a

platform was erected in the open square at the east end
of the building. The meeting, in a short time, reached
in number from two to three thousand. The audience was
composed of agriculturists and inhabitants of the city ;

among the former were many farmers from the neighbour-
hoods of Ross, Ledbury, Bromyard, Ludlow, Leominster,
Kington, and Hay. Sir S. R. Meyrick was unanimously
called to the chair. Mr. Cobden, Mr. Daily, M.P. for

the county, and Colonel Thompson, addressed the meet-
ing at considerable length, and a resolution in favour of
the total repeal of the Corn-laws and all other monopolies
was afterwards proposed to the meeting by Mr. Southall,

of Leominster, and seconded by Mr. Morgan, the banker
at Ross, and when put by the chairman it was carried

almost unanimously—a very few hands only being held
up in opposition.

HnIL—Since our last report, arrangements have been
made for weighing the hull of the Pegasus steamer, and
numerous persons have arrived at Bamburgh and Holy
Island to make inquiries for the bodies of their lost rela-

tives. A considerable portion of the wreck, and various
items of property, have been brought to shore. On Tues-
day the quarter-deck of the vessel, having risen to the
surface, was towed on shore by the fishing-boats. The
cabin staircase and skylight were attached to the deck, as
also the cabin floor. Below the deck was a writing desk
marked " William Banks, 1836." No bodies have as yet
come ashore in addition to those mentioned in our last.

The following is a statement of the number of passengers
and crew of the Pegasus, according to the latest estimate
in the local papers :—Cabin passengers, 18 ; steerage, 23 ;

crew, including firemen, 14. Total, 55 ; of whom there
were saved 6. Drowned, 49.

Ilythe.—lt appears that the English vessel mentioned
in our last as having been run down by a French Govern-
ment steamer, did not founder as was supposed, but was
discovered on the following morning by a brig belonging
to Great Yarmouth, and carried into Dover harbour. The
mate, also, who was reported as killed, was found on board
the wreck, unhurt.

Liverpool—John Anderson was again brought before
Mr. Rushton on Thursday, on the charge of having had

sums of money in his possession, knowing the same to have

been stolen from Mr. Marquis, at the Preston Guild, and

Mr. Blakemore, M.P. Mr. Dowling, commissioner of

police, produced the gentleman whose pocket had been

picked of 1999/. at the Preston Guild, which had become
necessary in consequence of the evidence given last day

by Mr. Jennings, clerk in the Branch Bank, that he had

changed the stolen notes for the prisoner at the bank, by
substituting for them others of a similar amount. Mr.
Marquis accordingly deposed that he lived at Accrington,
and when at the Preston Guild in September, 1842, lost

1999/. in notes. They consisted of two 500/. and nine

100/. notes, which he received from Cunliffe and Co.,

Blackburn. Since the robbery he had ascertained that

the numbers were known to the clerk at the bank, from
whom he had received them. All the notes were of the

Manchester branch of the Bank of England. A woman
had been apprehended in London and convicted of steal-

ing the money from him. There was a 100/. note pro-
duced at her trial, found at Birkenhead the day after the
robbery. Mr. Rushton said it would be necessary to have
the banker's clerk who paid the notes to Mr. Marquis,
and knew the numbers, examined. Two inquiries have
since taken place, and the prisoner is still remanded.

Maidstone.—Some particulars connected with the dis-

covery of the body of a young female in the Medway, at

Maidstone, under very suspicious circumstances, have
appeared in the daily papers. On Fiiday the inquest took
place before the coroner for the borough, and from the
rumours circulated in the town the inquiry created con-
siderable interest. The first witness was a boatman, who
proved that, while he was waiting upon the river bank,
about half-past ten on Wednesday night, he heard a

screaming up the water for about two minutes, which
appeared to come from a woman's voice. He was about
to get into his punt to see what was the matter, when he
heard footsteps, and a woman's voice say, " Oh dear, oh
dear, what shall we do V 9 He plainly saw two men and a

woman, and one of the men said, (< Come along—she's all

right," and they all then walked along very fast. He
went up to them, and gave them into custody, and after-

wards got drags and discovered the body, but life was
quite extinct. The surgeons who examined the body after

it was taken out of the water found no marks of violence

about the deceased. The three persons accused were
examined, but nothing was elicited further than that they
heard a noise as of a person drowning, and that the woman
in their party was greatly frightened. Some other
evidence was adduced, and the jury returned a verdict of
44 Found drowned." The prisoners in custody were after-

wards examined before the mayor, but there being no evi-

dence to implicate ihem in the transaction, they were dis-

charged from custody. The borough police, however,
are still pursuing their inquiries into the affair.

Manchester.—On Tuesday last, while workmen were
employed in strengthening the curbs to exclude the water

from the pits id Mr. Fitzgerald's colliery, at Pendleton,

the whole gave way, and the water rushed into the pits

with such violence that the entire colliery was destroyed.

The loss to Mr. Fitzgerald is stated to be»t least 50,000/.,

and several hundreds of workpeople are thereby thrown
out of employment. The pits supplied nearly 1,000 tons

of coals daily to the Manchester market.
Rochester.— Last week the bodies of a man called

Ilendery, and of a young woman called Hannah Sancto,

daughter of the innkeeper at Stroud, were found drowned
in the Medway, clasped in each other's arms, which were

tied together by a piece of tape. It appeared at the

inquest that the parties were to have been married, but

that some obstacle had been raised by Hendery, who for

some days had been in a desponding way. Subsequently

the young woman went to meet him, but never returned

home again. On Thursday last the bodies were found.

After the jury had retired some time to consider their

verdict, they reported that seven of the number were for a

verdict of " Felo de se,
M and the remainder for that of

11 Temporary insanity." The coroner told them he could

not assist them, as he could not take a verdict unless

agreed upon by twelve of them. The jury were again

locked up, each party continuing to uphold their opinion.

After some hours they all, with the exception of the

foreman, agreed to a verdict of Felo-de-se, and the bodies

were buried at night by the Coroner's warrant.

Shields.—The local papers state that upwards of 200

unemployed workmen of South Shields have thrown
themselves on the parish, and are now employed breaking

stones and covering the churchyard with gravel, at Is.

per day, whilst others have gone into the workhouse,

where they receive the food of the house, and lodgings.

Stafford.—Another dreadful accident has just happened
in the Potteries, and within a short distance of the scene

where only a few weeks ago nine persons were killed by

an explosion of fire-damp. It occurred on Wednesday
morning, as four colliers were descending the shaft of one

of a pair of pits belonging to the Broadfield Company, at

Fenton, and was caused by the breaking of a spur-wheel
connected with the engine used for drawing the coals.

When these four men were going down one pit, a corfe of

coals was ascending the other, and as soon as the spur-

wheel broke, the corfe, which was within 15 yards of the

top, and the men within 15 yards of the bottom, caused,

by its great weight, the men to be thrown out of the pit

with great velocity over the pulley-wheel. The bodies of

the men were thrown a considerable height in the air, and

nearly 70 yards from the mouth of the pit ; they were

greatly mutilated, and death must have been instantaneous.

Ware.—A correspondence has taken place between the

parishioners of Ware and the Bishop of London on the

subject of the services of the church as performed in that

parish. The Churchwardens transmitted a memorial to

the bishop, signed by the whole congregation, with the

exception of about five or six individuals, calling upon his

lordship to recommend the vicar to return to the former
mode of celebrating the Service, and abandon certain

innovations of recent date. The bishop having requested

to know the particular points to which objection is made,
the churchwardens in reply, state that the parishioners

object— " 1st, to the preaching in the surplice instead of

the academical gown. 2. To the entire omission of the

prayer before the sermon in the morning, and to the use

of the long prayer prescribed by the 55th canon, instead of

a simple collect, with the Lord's Prayer, before the

sermon in the afternoon. 3. To the service being con-

cluded at the communion table with the use of the

offertory, instead of dismissing the congregation with the

blessing immediately after the sermon."
Wells.'—The Dean and Chapter of Wells have just

concluded arrangements for the immediate and thorough
repair of their cathedral at an expense of about 70,000/.

Windsor.—In consequence of the crowded state of the

small portion of consecrated ground attached to the Royal
Chapel of St. George, which is appropriated for the in-

terment of the dead, the dean and canons have removed
three houses opposite the west entrance to the chapel,

for the purpose of having extensive vaults excavated,

extending to within a few feet of the west door leading

into the nave. The catacombs are nearly completed, and

will contain between 200 and 300 coffins.

liaihvays.—The following are the returns for the past

week :—London and Birmingham, 18,704/. 5.9. 2d. ; Great

Western, 17,318/. 19s.lltf. ; S. Western, 8,42G/. 0s. lO^rf.

South Eastern, 3,550/. 10s. 8rf. ; Eastern Counties,

3,31U6s.8tf. ; North Midland, 4,G51/. lis. 7d. ; York
and N.Midland, 2,

1
70/. 4s. Id.] Greenwich, 702/. 0s. 5rf.

;

Croydon, 362/. 13,9. 2Jrf, ; Brighton, 4,305/. 6,9. 11 d. ;

BlackwallJ ,103/. \8s.M. ; Hull and Selby, 1,189/. 17-9. 6t/.;

Midland Counties, 2,724/. 5s. 2d. ; Grand Junction,

8,:U9/. 19s; Id. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,817/. ; Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, 2,400/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester,

2,450/.; Birmingham and Derby, 1,280/.; Great North
of England, 1,480/. ; Liverpool and Manchester, 5,230/.;

Manchester and Birmingham, 3,280/. ; Manchester and

Leeds, 5,000/.—The hall-yearly general meeting of the

Liverpool and Manchester Company took place last week.

The report stated that the receipts for the half-year had

amounted to 108.9(»0/., and the dishursement to 51,897/.,

leaving a net profit of 57,002/., out of which a dividend

at the rate of five per cent, for the half-year was declared.

While the receipts in the merchandise department had re-

mained steady, there had been a falling off in the coaching

department to the extent of 5,000/., which was partly attri-

butable to the completion of the Bolton and Preston Railway.

It appears by the report that during the last six months
great progress has been made in the construction of the

Leeds Junction line, and of the Company's new station

at Hutt's-bank.—The Manchester and Bolton Company
have declared a dividend of 1/- 7s. 67/. per share, leaving a

surplus of 1,935/. Is. 2d. The net profit for the^half-

year's working is stated to have been 9,008/. 4s. 1^«'.—

A

public dinner was given last week at Northampton to

celebrate the passing of the Act recently obtained for the

construction of the Northampton and Peterborough Rail-

way, which is intended to join the London and Birming-

ham line at Blisworth. Mr. Barwell, the mayor, pre-

sided, supported by a large number of the principal inha-

bitants. From the remarks of Mr. Bidder, who, jointly

with Mr. R. Stephenson, will act as engineer of the line,

it appeared that its length is nearly 48 miles, and that

the estimated amount of traffic from passengers, mer-

chandise, and cattle, is about 40,000/. per annum. In its

route it will form the principal medium of communication

between the eastern and western districts, connecting the

manufacturing districts of Birmingham and the north on

the one side, with the agricultural counties of Lincoln

and Norfolk on the other. The line will be worked by

the electric telegraph, with one set of rails, and will pass

through Thrapston, Oundle, Boston, and Kettering. I fc

was announced that, under the direction of the Birming-

ham Company, the line would be commenced imme-

diately.—The half-yearly meeting of the Greenwich Com-

pany was held on Tuesday. The report announced tha

the traffic account, as compared with the corresponding

period of last year, showed a falling off of 119,000 pas-

sengers, and of 2,327/. in receipts, and which was attri-

butable, in the opinion of the directors, to the ott»#J
and steamboat competition. The directors thereloi

recommended that the fares of the railway be reduce

from Qd. and 8d. to Ad. and Grf. The net profit for tn

half-year amounted to 1,103/. of which 1,000/. wou!d
o*

appropriated towards the expense incurred in asphaU e

the line. The directors regretted the issue of the i»^

Parliamentary contest with the Croydon Company

prevent the construction of the Bricklayers' Arms bran
•

The adoption of the report having been moved, an an
^ted

mentwas moved and seconded, that acommittee be app^1

to investigate the affairs of the company, and that
J^

apply themselves more particularly towards effecting ^
amicable arrangement with the neighbouring *

n1
.

fgc
London-bridge, report on the great falling off in the _
returns, and suggest the best means for its speec y

toration. The proposition elicited a long and clam ^^
discussion, but was ultimately carried—On lue*^

c

| ne
a regular communication between London and po

&

was established by way of Folkestone; two tr
?
mV. nec-

despatched twice a day on the Dover Railway, in con

tion with steam-vessels between Folkestone and Boulog

working each way, every tide.. The event wscelebi

a

by a public entertainment given at
™***l°™?*r and

Mayor and inhabitants of that town o the^
Corporate Officers of Boulogne. About 120 genuei*

,
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!

were present, and the band of the national guard of

Boulogne played some of the national airs of France and

England during the entertainment.—The directors of the

Brighton Company have issued their new list, reducing

the fares and altering the time table. Six trains will

carry third-class passengers to and fro every day ; the fare

is reduced to 5s., and on Sundays every train will convey

third-class passengers.—The up and down morning mail

trains on the London and Birmingham Railway have

been accelerated this week, the whole distance being

accomplished in four hours and a half. For this increased

speed, and for the superior accommodation which these

trains, composed wholly of first-rate carriages offer, an

additional 2s. Gd. per passenger is charged.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The Commissioners of the Great Seal, in the

absence of Sir E. Sugden, have superseded Mr. Geoffrey

Martin, from the commission of the peace for Mayo, for

having attended a Repeal meeting at Ballinrobe on the

24th ult. The Lords of the Treasury have given notice

that all revenue officers who may attend Repeal meetings
will be dismissed from her Majesty's Service. The
meeting of the Repeal Association took place on Monday,
when Mr. O'Connell announced that he had received

a letter from M. Ledru-Rollin, for which he felt

exceedingly grateful. It was exactly suited to the

temper of the times ; but the letter was written in French,
and he had not had time to have it translated. He
would therefore not read it then, but would move that

the society adjourn to Friday, for the purpose of reading

M. Rollin's letter, and paying it that respectful attention

to which it was entitled. This gentleman, he said, had
tender claims upon Ireland, as he had married an Irish-

woman, who had shown her taste in making so good a

choice. He next spoke of the miserable condition of the

people amongst whom he had recently travelled. Nothing,
he said, could be more dreadful than the increasing fatness
of the beasts of the fields, and the increasing leanness of

the population. They lived in habitations not fit for

swine. The clothing they were ragged—not robed— in,

was disgusting. The brute beast was there everything

—

and man nothing. The soil was abundantly calculated,

under a better system, to support four times its present

population. The rent for the week was announced to be
2,004/. 105. 8Jrf. It was ordered that the Association
bands should play none but Irish tunes, with the excep-
tion of "God s-iv.e the Queen." Great preparations, it

^vas also stated, were making for an extraordinary and
purely Irish meeting on the celebrated hill of Tara, and
new Irish harps were making for the occasion.

Mayo.—The Repeal demonstration of the county of
Mayo took place at Castlebar, on Monday. Mr. Mark
•Blake, M.l\, in the chair. The local papers estimate the
lumbers present from 250,000 to 300,000 souls. The
Meeting presented little novelty, but at the dinner in the
evening, at which Nr. D. Browne, M.P., presided, Mr.
O'Connell and Dr. M'Hale, titular Archbishop of Tuam,
spoke at great length on the affairs of Ireland, Dr.
M/Hale called upon the enemies of Ireland seriously to
aPply themselves to redress her wrongs, to heal her evils,
to restore her to equality by the management of her own
j^oncerns, and by the enactment, with the consent of the
-British Sovereign, of her own laws. Then, and never
Until then, would they see the end of this, or of a similar
agitation. It was well for the Government, for England,
Snd for the empire, that the discontent of the people
"owed through such legitimate and innocuous channels,
*»d grateful ought they to be to their illustrious guest
*}nd the Catholic hierarchy for their lessons of wise
forbearance, compassionate sympathy, and active co-
operation, in forwarding the only measure which could
bring relief to the people on a large national scale. He said
that in reply to a petition for an increased grant to May-
n°oth, the Secretary for Ireland had demanded what quid
Pro quo would the trustees of the college give the Govern-
ment in return ? But he would venture to say that the
Catholics of Ireland were not yet prepared, and never
would be, to hand over, for an additional grant to May-
ll0o th, to the Secretary of the Castle, any further control
Ver the education of their priesthood. The quid pro quo
asat the bottom of everything. This it was which Whigs

tK •
s

* ^or ^'iey were flH equally Saxons, aimed at in
e <r grants for education, and in all their insidious over-

uses for pensioning the Catholic clergy ; and he was con-
lr»ced that if the Government did get the control

j^manded, ifc would soon happen that their books of
nstruction anc* theology would be intrusted to some Saxon
Palate whom habitual revilings of the Irish people and

e, r creed happened to place on one of thearchiepiscopal
ones of Ireland, recommended by the bigotry of his

£
as t life as the fittest instrument silently to work their

^version." The Rev. Prelate then proceeded to con-

C(

et
i ,

a* would be the result of the present movement,
eluding by assuring his auditors that it must end in aePeal f the legislative union.

in. tl̂

perar
.
?/'—Another murder has just been perpetrated

far
lG nor^1 division of this county. A respectable

'P

tner
>
narned Rody Donohoe, who lived at Nicane, near

jn
/*mavara

> was waylaid by four men, who beat his head

klu 1

a mut^a ted and shapeless mass, with stones and

at tl^

e°nS
"

r

^'3e res^'ent magistrate, from Nenagh, was

trate*i
S

v

cene °^ ^ie outrage at midnight, when he concen-

ts su
e P°lice from the adjacent stations, and scoured

s^sni
Urr°Un(Jll 'S COuntryi but without any success. Some

after
C1°US

.

cliaraclers were arrested, but were released

^umbe?
9011113110

"' Tbe murderery
>
who we,e four ">

stranpJr'
Wer

,

e Secn ]}y several persons. They were

conce.1^'
ar

.

nied with sticks 0I1'y ;
they had been lyinghealed m a plt

,
and rushed out of it upon their victim:

This murder, like all others in the same county, with
one or two exceptions, is attributed to the taking of land,

and Rody Donohoe was murdered in mistake for his

brother John, who had lately taken some land in the

neighbourhood of Toom, from which the Shelleys, rela-

tives of his by marriage, had been ejected. The mistaking
of one brother for the other is a further confirmation of
the four men being strangers in the locality.

Ahascragh.—The presiding magistrates, after a patient

investigation into the cases of the different prisoners,

have determined upon a summary conviction of twenty
of them. Different judgments were pronounced, varying
from 10.v. fine (or imprisonment) to 21. 10s., which was
the highest penalty inflicted. Ten of the prisoners have
gone to Galway gaol, the other ten paid the fines. War-
rants have Been issued for the apprehension of ten more
of the rioters,

Cork.—In pursuance of orders received by Admiral
Bowles from the Admiralty, the entire fleet at piesent

stationed at Cove, is said to have received orders to be in

readiness to sail in a day or two. In pursuance of those

orders, the Racer and the Tyne have already sailed.—The
arrangements for the meeting of the British Association

are nearly completed. The sectional meetings are to be
held in the Court Houses and Grand Jury Rooms, the

Chamber of Commerce, and Commercial Building Rooms,
&c, and it is said that besides the two promenades and
soirees given by the association, a ball on an extensive

scale, under the direction of the local committee, will

take place at the Corn Exchange Rooms, which is to be
boarded over for the occasion, and a gallery raised so as

to accommodate 1,200 persons. Prince de Canino,
nephew of Napoleon, is expected to visit this city during
the meeting of the association.—Ballincollig powder-mills,
near this city, exploded on Saturday, and two persons
were killed.

Monaghan.—As Dr. Coote, of Cam Cottage, was re-

turning home on the 20th ult., after driving a friend in

his car to the ferry at Foxshore, Lough Erne, he was fired

at when going down a hill by an assassin whom he did not
see. After having travelled some distance on the road he
got out of the car, and discovered that the ball had per-

forated the step. The only cause that can be assigned for

this outrage is, that Dr. Coote had attended an Anti-
Repeal Meeting in his neighbourhood a few days before.

™ i

SCOTLAND.
Glasgow.—The local papers announce the death of Mr.

Charles Mackintosh, of Dunchattan and Campsie, whose
name is known far and wide as the inventor of the Indian-
rubber cloth. At an early period of life he distinguished

himself as a chemist, and became the friend and corre-

spondent of many of the most celebralcd men of his day.

His successful practical application of scientific principles

to the manufacture of various ingredients used in the pro-

cesses of dyeing, printing, and bleaching, is known to the
whole mercantile world ; and the large works which he
carried on for these purposes at Hurlet, Campsie, and
Dunchattan, have long been objects of interest to

strangers visiting Glasgow. The discovery of a cloth

impervious to wet, with various other ingenious contriv-

ances, for some of which patents were taken, extended his

celebrity, and secured his election as a fellow of the

Royal Society.

THEATRICALS.
Haymarket.—A new comedy, in five acts, called

Moonshine, from the pen of Lady Emmeline Stuart
Wortley, was produced at this theatre on Thursday night.

The authoress has laid her scene in Rome, among a party

of English fashionables -who are staying in that city. An
intriguing mother with a brace of marriageable daughters,

and a wealthy unmarried nobleman and his younger brother,

a titled but penniless French adventurer, and a modern
specimen of a member of Parliament, were the chief

characters of the piece. There was a good deal of applause

at the outset, evidently prompted by something of a
feeling of gallantry ; but as the play went on it became
less frequent and more feeble in its expression. As early

as the close of the first act there were some sounds of dis-

approbation, which were occasionally repeated as the
succeeding acts proceeded. At length coughing and
sneezing succeeded hissing, and had increased so much
before the close of the fourth act that Mr. Webster came
forward and entreated the audience to hear the play to the

close. This appeal had the effect of restoring silence

during the remainder of the performance ; but at its con-
clusion, when Mr. Farren came forward to announce the

piece for repetition, he was greeted with such a volley of

cries of "off, off," amidst some very pertinacious applause,

that he was unable to obtain a hearing. The characters

were strongly cast, and Mr. Farren, Mrs. Glover, Madame
Vestris, &c, did their best to ensure success.—On
Wednesday night, Mr. Webster, the manager, devoted the

entire receipts of a crowded house towards the fund now
raising for the relief of the orphans of the late Mr. Elton.

The Patent Theatres.— It is stated that M. Benedict
has been engaged by Mr. Bunn as conductor of the music in

the forthcoming season at Drury-lane Theatre, which will

open on the 1st Oct. It is presumed that the new lessee

will make opera, ballet, and spectacle, his staple commo-
dities of attraction. Mr. H. Waliack, on the other hand,

is making engagements for Covent-Garden Theatre, which
lead to the conclusion that he will follow in Mr. Mac-
ready 's footsteps to uphold the national drama. The
theatre will open under his management in September.

JifUscdiaiuQus.
New Tank at Windsor Castle.—In consequence of the

difficulties which presented themselves in the attempts to

obtain a supply of water on the premises of the New
Royal Gardens atFrogmore, (which extend over an area

of upwards of twenty acres,) the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests determined upon tbe erection of an enormous
tank in the private gardens at Windsor Castle, to com-
municate by means of iron pipes with Frogm ore- house
and gardens ; the private gardens at Windsor Castle being

upwards of 40 feet above the level of Frogmore. This
tank which is 100 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 7 feet in

depth, has just been completed by Mr. Stacey, bricklayer

to Her Majesty. It is composed of brickwork, of a most
substantial and durable character, and faced with cement.
It will contain 7000 cubic feet of water, or upwards of

42,000 gallons, and will be kept constantly supplied by
the Queen's engine from the Thames, in Datchet-lane ; the

water pumped up by the Royal engine first supplying a

large tank on the top of the George IV. Tower, which
supplies the fountain and reservoir in the private gardens,

and thence it proceeds to the newly-erected bricked tank.

Iron pipes, 6 inches in diameter, are laid down across the

Home-park from the Castle to Frogmore, with 25 branch

pipes from the main carried to various parts of the exten-

sive kitchen-gardens, for the convenient supply of water

at every part of them. Branch pipes also from the main
will communicate with Frogmore-house, for supplying the

whole of the establishment of the Duchess of Kent. Frog-
more-house is now but scantily supplied with water from
some wells in its immediate vicinity, at considerable un-
certainty and inconvenience. The tank in Her Majesty's

private gardens will be covered with ca?t-iron girders and
(stone) landings, and will be completely hidden from view.

It may be observed, that in attempting to obtain a suffi-

cient supply of water for the new gardens at Frogmore,
upon the premises, several borings took place, and some
to the depth of upwards of 200 feet ; but although plenty

of water was obtained, it would not rise in any one in-

stance within 15 or 20 feet of the surface. Under these
circumstances it was deemed necessary either to have a
steam-engine erected over one of these wells to pump up
the water, or to adopt the plan which has now been
perfected. The latter will prove in the end by far the

least expensive, as not one farthing further outlay of

money will be required for a period of many years, and
an immense daily supply of water obtained for all the

purposes for which it will be required. The whole of the

works, which are most substantial and complete, will have
been accomplished within a period of live weeks from their

commencement.— Times.
Egyptian- Antiquities.—A letter from Dr. Le| b, a

member of the scientific expedition sent by the King of

Prussia to Egypt, has just announced that the ruins of the

ancient labyrinth and of the Pyramid of Moeris have been
discovered. The account states that former descriptions,

particularly of Messrs. Jomard and Coutelle, by no means
agree with the real localities, and that the drawing of Mr.
Perring Colonel Wyse's clever architect, gives but a poor
idea of the existing ruins. There are some hundreds
of chambers standing, with walls of from fifteen to twenty
feet high, and the name of Mceris has been frequently
found amongst the inscriptions. Dr. Lepsius says that

the supposition of Manethan that this monarch belonged
to the twelfth dynasty is confirmed. The supposition
that the ancient Lake of Moeris was at Birke-el-Kernn is

found to be incorrect. The immense embankments, 160
feet wide, of the real lake have been discovered by M.
Linant, a French architect in the service of the Pacha.
Its use was as a resevoir for the waters of the Nile in
order to pour them out in times of drought over the
plains of Memphis and the provinces bordering on the

Delta.— Times.

Vicb Chancellor's Court.— (Before Vice-Chancellor Wig-
ram.)— The Corporation of Gloucester v. Wood.—'this was an
application on the part of the Corporation of Gloucester, calling
on the Court to order the executors of the will ot the late James
Wood, of Gloucester, to pay Ihe sum of 200,0002. into the funds
of the Corporation, that amount having: been left to the Corpora-
tion by the will of the deceased. The case, which has been
before his Honour for several days, closed on Friday. It was
expected that the Vice-Chancellor would have given judgment,
but he deferred doing so until next term.
Dupuy v. Innnan,— (Before Vice-Chancellor Knight Bruce.)

—

A motion in this case was made to discharge an order made by
his Honour on the 22d of June last, suspending the decree pro-
nounced on the 15th of that month, by which Dr. Truman, the
physician of the plaintiff, an elderly and Infirm lady, was ordered
to refund certain sums of money which he was alleged to have
applied to his own uses, after they had been intrusted to his care
for the purpose of being invested lor the benefit of the plaintiff,

with whom he was also connected by marriage. In pronouncing
that decree, the Vice-Chancellor regretted that he felt himself
obliged to pronounce judgment against the defendant, on account
of the injury such a result mi^ht be presumed to involve; but;
his Honour expressed his conviction that defendant would lo>sc

no time in appealing against the decision if he felt himself
aggrieved. The docket of enrolment was presented to the Lord
Chancellor on the 30th of June, and the twenty-eight days during
which a petition of appeal might be presented had now expired,
and the defendant had taken no steps to prosecute one. Mr.
Campbell, who appeared fertile defendant, said that it had been
the intention of the defendant to appeal, and in proof of this, he
stated that he had paid the 1000/., and had entered into the other
recognisances required on Ins behalf. The period lor an appeal
to the Lord Chancellor had expired, and the defendant had no
intention of appealing to the House of Lords. He had come to
this resolution on account of the great expense which an appeal
would entail upon him, from the belief that he could not imro-
ducc any new tacts which would alter the judgment, and from
the consolation which he derived from the fact that he was
assured in the opinions of all that knew him, that he was inca-
pable of any dishonest or improper action. In thus bowing to
circumstances, he wished ittcbe clearly understood that nothing
like a compromise had been entered into, Mr. Roupell, who
appeared in support of the motion, sartl that not the slightest
idea ot a compromise had ever been entertained. His Wbnour
made the order. The decree must therefore be executed as if the
order for suspending it had not been made. The defendant
must pay the costs up to the present time.
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Commission of Lunacy.— On Monday a commission de luna-
tico inquirendo was opened before Mr. Harlow, and a special
Jury, to inquire into the state of mind of Mr. David Ochterlony
Dyce Sombre, formerly of Sirhind, in the Upper Provinces of
Bengal, and now of Hanover Lodge, Rcgcnt\s-park. Theallcgcd
lunatic was formerly elected member for the borough of Sudbury,
but was unseated by petition. Mr. Calvert, of the Chancery bar,
appeared in support of the commission, which was unopposed.
The learned Counsel stated to the Jury that the unfortunate
gentleman was a native of Ilinriostan, and the son of General
Sombre and the Begum or Princess Sirhind. At an early age he
came over to England, where he remained until the course of
education laid down tor him was finished, when, at the age of 1J),

he returned to India, and remained at the residence of the Prin-
cess, his mother, uniil her death, which took place in 1836. Some
time before her death she made a will, bequeathing to Mr. Dyce
Sombre the whole of her landed and personal property, and this
will she soon alter confirmed by another document. Upon the
Will of the Princess becoming known, the East India Company
claimed the lands left to Mr. Dyce Sombre, but allowed him to
retain the personal property, which was enormous. He came to
England in 18:iS, and in 18J0 he became acquainted with Miss
Jervis, the daughter of Earl St. Vincent, to whom he paid his
addresses, and to whom he was married in September in the same
year. It was shortly after his marriage that the first symptoms
of mental aberration manifested themselves, and they gradually
increased until an inquiry was rendered imperatively necessary.
The consent of his friends having been obtained, the present com-
mission was instituted. Sir J. Clark, Lord Marcus Hill, and
several witnesses, were examined at great length in the presence
of Mr. Dyce Sombre, when the Jury expressed themselves satis-

tied, and declared him to have been of " unsound mind from the
2/th of October, 1842.'* The room was crowded during the inves-
tigation by distinguished personages.

Assize Intelligence. — Midland Circuit, Leickster.—
Francis Bailey was charged with having, on the 3d April last,

feloniously stolen in the house of the Earl of Wilton, at Melton
Mowbray, a gold watch and purse, bank notes to the value of

320/., and other articles, the property of his Lordship. Thomas
Smith was charged with being an accessory after the fact. It

appeared, from the evidence, that about four o'clock on the
morning of the 3d April, the gardener at Egcrton House (Lord
Wilton's seat at Melton Mowbray) found the back-gate open,
when an alarm was given, and shortly after it was discovered
that his Lordship's dressing-room had been robbed of the articles
above described, and that the thief must have been secreted in
the house, and had let himself out. Information was immediately
sent to the different police stations in the neighbourhood, and a
reward offered for the discovery of the offender, together with a
description of such portions of the property as could be identified.

On the 10th of April the prisoner Bailey was taken into custody
at Kegworth i a little town near Loughborough, at which latter

place the other prisoner was arrested. Several of the notes were
of the Bank of England, and the remainder of some bank in
Grantham ; and a person had been seen a few days before, both
at Loughborough and in Leicester, exhibiting a large amount of

money in notes of the latter bank, and in gold. Bailey had some
time before been in the employ of Lord Wilton as cook, and the
certainty of the robbery having been committed by someone
well acquainted with the premises, together with certain sus-
picious conduct, led to his apprehension, when all the articles
which could be identified were found upon his person, together
With ISO/, in notes. Lord Wilton stated that he had left the
whole of the missing property in his dressing-room, which was
partially detached from the house, when he retired to rest about
twelve o'clock on the night previous to the robbery. His Lord-
ship also identified the articles which were found upon the
prisoner. Several witnesses were examined to prove the facts
alleged in the indictment, and the jury having found the prisoners
Guilty, they were sentenced to be transported, Bailey for life, and
Smith for H years.
Norfolk Circuit, Cambridge.—Considerable sensation was

created in Cambridge on Friday by a rumour, which turned out
to be true, that Henry Burnham, a farmer of Whittlesey, in the
isle of Ely, who was convicted on the preceding day of an assault
upon his wife, with intent to murder her, and sentenced to trans-
portation for fifteen years, had put an end to his existence. The
prisoner, it appears, was locked up in his cell a little before seven
o'clock on Thursday evening, the turnkey, as is usual under the
circumstances, removing his outer clothing. Everything was
removed from his possession which was likely to afford him an
opportunity of doing violence to himself, and he was heard, it

is said, by a lad who was in an adjoining cell, moving about so
late as two o'clock in the morning. Alter that hour nothing was
heard of him, and when the turnkey went to his cell, at eight
o'clock, he found him suspended by the neck from a bar in a
small ventilator, which was fixed in the bar just above the door.
Immediate recourse was had to medical aid, but without any
effect, for, from the state of the body, it was manifest that the
fatal act had been consummated for some hours before the visit
of the turnkey, while the means by which it was accomplished
indicated the most deliberate purpose. It would seem that hav-
ing tied his stockings together, and made one end fast to the bar
in the ventilator, he added to the other his braces, which he placed
round his neck. The length of these must have been such as to
leave him litile or no room to effect his purpose in the ordinary
way, for, when discovered, his legs were nearly on the floor, and
the lacerated condition of his neck and throat showed that stran-
gulation must have been caused by sheer violence on the part
of the deceased. In the course of the day a Coroner's inquest
sat upon the body, and after an attentive investigation both
into the circumstances immediately attendant upon the death,
and the whole history of the man's life, a verdict of (( Temporary
insanity " has been returned, grounded, no doubt, upon the tes-

timony of his relations and friends, who deposed to many acts
of violence attempted both on himself and others, of a character
closely indicative of a mind disordered at intervals.

Homh Circuit, Lewes.— Macintosh v. The Wardens and
Fellows of New College

t Oaford.—This was an issue arising under
the Tithe Commutation Act, which has been already twice
disposed of, and which was now brought forward for the third
time. The plaintiff is the holder of a large quantity of land in the
neighbourhood of Romford, known as Havering Park, and which
was formerly a lioyal demesne ; and it was contended that, in lieu
of tithe in kind, this land was only subject to the rendering of a
fat buck and doe, in the proper season, to the vicar of Horn-
church, in which parish the park is situated. The property in
question was in the hands of the Crown in the reign of Henry II.,
and that Monarch leased or granted the right of tithes to the
monks of St. Bernard and Montjoie, in Savoy, by whom they were
held until, in the reign of Richard II., the property was trans-
ferred by a license of the Crown to William of Wickham, the
founder of New College, Oxford, and it has ever since been in
the hands of that corporation, and they have received the tithes
accruing upon it, and have appointed ministers to the parish
church of Hornchurch. The case on the part ofthe plaintiff was,
that from time immemorial no tithes in kind had ever been paid
for the park, and a variety of ancient documents were put in
to support the claim of exemption, and amongst them was a
parliamentary survey, made in the time of the Commonwealth,
and which, after minutely describing all the land in question,
expressly stated that it was entirely exempted from the payment
of tithe in kind, and that the only rendering in the shape of
tithe was a fat buck and doe, in the proper season, to the parson
of Hornchurch. In the course of his address to the Jury, the
Solicitor-General complained of the litigation that had been
occasioned by the New College authorities, and ho said that,
alter the solemn decision of two Juries, affirming the right of the
plaintiff to the exemption from payment of tithe, they had, upon
a mere technicality, occasioned the necessity of a third trial, and
ne added, that he was convinced he should be able to satisfy the

Jury that the College had no legal ground for claiming tithes,
and he trusted the Jury would defeat their unjust attempt to
increase their revenues at the expense of the plaintiff, who had
purchased this land from the Crown as tithe free, and paid for it

accordingly, and to whom it would be a great injustice if he
were compelled to pay an impost to which he had no idea that he
was liable. The various deeds and documents that were pro-
duced on the former trials were then again put in evidence, and
witnesses were also examined, who proved that within the time
of living memory, no tithe in kind had ever been paid for the
park, and that a modus of a buck and doe had always been
given in lieu of tithe. Sir T. Wilde made a very long address to
the Jury on behalf of the authorities of the college, who he
denied to have been actuated by any desire for litigation, but who,
he said, being placed in the situation of trustees for the benefit
of others, were bound to assert those rights to which they con-
sidered themselves legally entitled. He then proceeded to com-
ment upon the evidence that had been adduced on behalf of the
plaintiff, and contended that it. was by no means conclusive of
the fact of the existence of the modus that was set up. Mr.
Baron Parke having summed up, the Jury, after a short
deliberation, returned a verdict for the plaintiff, thus establish-
ing the right of the land to be held tithe free. The cause
occupied the Court nearly eleven hours, audit is anticipated that
this verdict will set the question for ever at rest.

SPORTING.
' Goonwoon Races.*—Friday.— Chesterfield Cup, by subs, of
15 sovs. each. Craven Course. (32 subs.) Lord Miltown's
Scalteen, 4 yrs, 7st lolb, beat Lord Exeter's Wee Pet, 3 yrs,
fJst 101b; Mr. Forth's Policy, 4 yrs, 8st 111b, and 1Q others who
started, but were not placed.
Nassau Slakes of 50 sovs. each for three yr old fillies. The New

Mile. (16 subs.) Mr. Payne's Maria, 8st I3lb,beat Lord Exeter's
Maria Diaz, 8st/lb; Lord Exeter's Macremma filly, 8st 71b; Lord
Miltown's BIrdeen, 8st 71b, and Lord Eglinton's Egidia, 8st7lb.

First class of the March Stakes of 10 sovs. each, h. ft. Three
quarters of a mile. (6i subs.) Seven in each class, 47 paying
5 sovs. for each to the winner of the challenge. Lord G. Ben-
thick's African, 4 yrs, 10st,(Lord March), beat Lord G. Bentinck's
St. Jean d'Acrc, (Lord Maidstone) ; Mr. Gardnor's Monops, 6 yrs,
list, (Owner); Duke of Richmond's The Currier, aged, (Lord
Paget), and Lord Eglinton's Jamie Forest, 6 yrs, (Capt. Pettat).
Second class of the March Slakes, Lord G. Bentinck's Misdeal,

4 yrs, (Mr. Gardnor), beat Duke of Bedford's Currycomb, 6 yrs,
(Capt. Williams) ; Lord Chesterfield's Rhodanthe, 6 yrs, (Mr. R.
Oliver); Mr. Bigg's Eleus, 4 yrs, list 7lb, (Gen Gilbert), and
Lord G. Bentinck's Yorkshire Lady, 4 yrs, (Lord March),

Challenge for the March Stakes. Lord G. Bentinck's African,
lOst 101b, (Lord Maidstone), beat Mr. Bigg's Eleus, lost 7lb,Gen.
Gilbert)

; Lord G. Bentinck's Misdeal, lost 101b, (Lord March) j

Lord Eglinton's Jamie Forest, list 7lb, (Capt. Pettat); Mr.
Gardnor's Monops, list, (Mr. Gardnor), aud Lord G. Bentinck's
St. Jean d'Acre, (Capt. Williams).
Matches 300 sovs. h ft. Old mile. Mr. Theobald's Highlander,

8st2lb, beat Lord G. Bentinck's Farintosh, 8st 71b.—300, h ft;

8st lolb each. T.Y.C. Col, Peel's c. by Touchstone, out of Vul-
ture, against Mr. Trecn's Barricade. Off by consent.

PRICES OF
Agricultural Salt, clean, per ton, 86*— — foil J, per ton, 3'U— — fine, per ton, 45j
A lexander'* Compost, per bush., is 8rf

lileachinK" Powder, per cwt.,30*
Bone-dust and half-inch Bone, per
quarter, la*

Brimstone, per ton, 10/ 10*
Clarke's desiccated Compost, per lihd.,

3U2s6d
Daniell's Bristol Manure, according

to quantity, per bushel, 8rf to lOrf

Guano (foreign), per cwt., 10* to 12*

— Potter's English^ according to

quantity, per cwt., iy* to 14*

Gypsum, according CO quantity, per
ton, 30* to 42*

Hunt's New Fertiliser, per bush., 1* 8rf

Muriate of .Ammonia, per cwt., 2-1*

— Lime, per cwt-, 6*
Nitrate of Soda, according to quantity,
duty paid, per cwt., 16* to IB*

Phosphate of Ammonia, chrystals, per
lb., 1* <>d

— — pulverised,
ready for use, per cwt., 24*

MANURES.
Phosphate of Snda

— of IAme, per cwt., 12*

Pctre. Salt, per ton, A/

Poittcvin's disinfected Manure, per
quarter, 13* C>d

— concentrated do., per qr., 30*
Rape dust, according to quantity, per
ton, 51 15* to 61

Rock Salt, per ton, 32

Saltpetre, per cwt-, 25* Gd
Silicate of Potash (pure); per cwt., 56*
Slida Ash, per cwt., 14«

Sulphate of Ammonia, per cwt., Iff*— of Iron, per ton,
— of Soda, per ton, 61

Sulphur, per cwt., 15*

Sulphuric acid, according to strength,
per lb., lid to 2^rf

Super Phosphate of Lime, per cwt., 1(1*

Trimmer's Composition for Clover,
per CWt.. R*

Do. Do. fol Wheat, with Silicate of
Potash, per Cwt., 32*

Do. Compost lor Turnips, percwt.,C*
Urate, per ton, 52

MARK LANE, Friday, August 4.—There were several parcels
of Essex Wheat here to-day, which realised an advance of 1*.

from Monday's quotations; in some instances a trifle more was
made of free Foreign, and Is. generally asked; there was also a
better demand for free on board Wheat. Barley, Peas, and Beans,
are fully as clear. The Oat- trade was very flat.

BRITISH, PKIt [.MI'RniALQUARTKn. S. S.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 56 to 63— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . •

Barley Malting and distilling
Oats, fiincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . folands

Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irish Feed

S. S.
Red 51 to 60
White — to—
Grind. 24 to 80
Fred 16 to 24
Potato 17 to 25

Rye
Beans, Ma/a^an, old and new

I'ipeoii, Heligoland .

Peas, White

22 to 20
28 to 34
2B to m

Tick
Winds.
lAIanle

5fl to 62
20 to 33
lft to 25
— to —
16 to 23
— to —
22 to 29 Harrow 25 to 32
— to — Longpod — to—
30 to 33 Grey 23 to 31

Potato 16 to 24

WKKK'.Y IMPERIAL AVKRAflES.

June 23_ 30
July 7— 14
mm 21

mm 20

6 weeks' .Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat. Uarley. Oats, Rye. Beans. Teas.
40 8 27 7 10 9 31 2 29 30 11

40 8 27 10 19 7 31 6 29 1 32 • 3
4!) 10 28 8 19 7 32 29 9 31 7
ftl 2 so o J9 8 31 11 29 6 32 4

M 2 29 10 20 37 fi 30 5 33 11

57 7 31 2

29

21 3tr 2 31 1 33 9

62 19 9 33 6 29.10 32 5

20 9 :

I
7 10 6 11 6

j
10 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS—T. Skinner, Dorking, Surrey, butcher—J. and G. Wilkin-

son, Leadenhall-street, indigo-brokers—A. Laing, Halifax, Yorkshire, draper
—H. M. Godwin and C- Lee, Bishopsgate-Street Within, shipowners— \V.

Hunting and VV. JelTcoat, East Harding-street, bookbinders—J- Martin, Ilex-

ley-heath, Kent, victualler—R- Davies, Abercarne, Monmouthshire, grocer

—

T. and W- S. Bate and J. Helling.*, Hugely, .Staffordshire, brewers—N. Neal
and R. Solly, Rowley Regis, Staffordshire, iron-masters^ J- Wright, Exeter,
builder—John Thomas Blanks, Southminster, Eases, grocer—James Vincent,
Kdinonton, Middlesex, schoolmaster— John Masters, the younger, Witney

»

Oxfordshire, innkeeper—John Woolam, St- Albans, Hertfordshire, silk-

throwster—Philip and Solomon Beyfns, Huindsditch, importers of French
goods—Jeremiah Scott, Manchester, innkeeper—William Blanks, Rochford,
Essex* draper—John Mease, Hutton, Yorkshire, flax-spinner— Robert Jones,
Newborough-house, Carnarvon, draper— George Hall, Birmingham, leather-
seller—Thomas Southern, Gloucester, grocer— John and Thomas Haniman,
Nottingham, drapers— Sarah and Timothy Ross, Leicester, hosiers— Robert
Crosbie, Sutton, Cheshire, tea-dealer—George Allison, Darlington, Durham,
scrivener.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS— D. R. Macgregnr, Leith, auctioneer—J.

CurriOj Lanark, messenger-at-arms— R. Strachan, Kirkliston, maltster—W-
Paterson, New Sauchie, grocer — A. Aitkenhead, Patrick, victualler— A.
Cousland, Glasgow, wireworker.

BIRTHS—On the 27th tilt-, at St. Andrew's, Fifcshire, the wife of Robert
Maidstone Smith, MI)., Oxon, of a daughter—On the 29th ult., at Sandwell, in

Staffordshire, the Countess of Dartmouth, of a daughter—On the 2f)th ult-, at
Kemptown, Brighton, the lady of C. J- v« Hervey, Esq., of a daughter-
MARR11-.D—On Saturday, the 29th ult., at Brighton, the Right Hon- Lord

Erskine, to Miss Ann Rond Travis, daughter of the late John Travis, of Lan-
cashire, and first cousin of the late Lady Erskine—On the 29th t.H , at St.

Mary's Church, Bryanatone-sqttare, Seymour Allen, Esq., to Catherine, daugh-
ter of the Hon- and Lady Catherine Fellowes—At St. George's, Hanover-square*
Mr. <\. Chetwyndo, eldest son of Sir G- Chetwynde, to Lady Chailotto Hill,

eldest daughter of the Martinis of J)ownshire>
DIED.—On the E3d inst., on board her Majesty's ship Howe, W. 0. PhillOtC,

Esq-, CoinniJiiidex— On the S9th iilt.,at his house in liarley-street, his Grace
the Duke of Dorset, K.G-- On the 31st ult-, at Holywell Lodge, Oxford, Char-
lotte, Hrife of the Rev- Vaughan Thomas—On the 22d ult, at his residence,
Cheltenham, Sir K- Synge, Hart.., aged 67—At the seat of Mr. Stewart KeJr,

country Antrim, the Dowager Lady Duffcrin and Cluneboy, in the o'uth year of
her age,

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.—The Proprietor
of a respectable Academy, some distance from town, who is

also connected with Farming, has a VACANCY for two Pupils,
between the ages of 8 and 1 5, who will devote a part of the day to

Scholastic pursuits, and the other to those of Agriculture, the
practice of which is conducted upon the improved system.
English, French, Latin, Greek, Drawing, and the Mathematics,
are the principal branches of literature that will be taught.—For
terms, &c, apply by letter to X. Y., 6, Old Cavendish-street,
Oxford- street.

PLECTRO-PLATED and GILT ARTICLES.—
J-^ ELKINGTON & Co., Patentees, beg to announce that, to
meet the increasing demand for this manufacture, they have
opened an Establishment at No. 22, REGENT- STREET,
(CORNERof JERMYN-STREET.) where cveryvariety of articles

for the Side-board, Dinner, Dessert, and Breakfast Tables maybe
inspected.
They have also a similar assortment at their City Establishment,

No. 45, MOORGATE-STREET, where they have a MANUFAC-
TORY for PLATING and GILDING, RE-PLATING and RE-
GILDING ARTICLES of every description, and of ALL METALS.
With reference to articles of their manufacture, the Patentees

beg to state that they differ from all goods hitherto offered as
11 Plated Goods " or " Substitutes for Silver," being made in the
same manner as SOLID SILVER, from which they cannot be
known, and being also composed of a hard white metal, strongly
coated with silver by the Electro process.

Silver Articles of every kind or pattern exactly copied.
Every article made by the Patentees bears their stamp (E.& Co.

beneath a Crown.)

p HEAP STATIONERY, CUTLERY, WOItK-
VV BOX, WRITING-DESK, and DRESSING-CASE MANU-
FACTURER.— Sloper's Embossed Postage Envelopes, without
Advertisements, Is. per dozen to purchasers of other articles ;

fine

Bath-post, 3d. per Quire, 5s. per Ream; ditto Note, 2rf. per Quire,
3s. per Ream; Queen's Size (Note), 2s. per Ream ; very superior
Foolscap, Sd. per Quire, 12s. 6d. per Ream ; Envelopes, 6d. per 100 ;

Copy Books, 4d. each, 3s. (yd. per dozen ; good Pens, Is. Crf. per 100 ;

Embossed Blotting; Books, 6tf. each; superior Bibles, gilt edges,
Is. lOd. each ; ditto Prayer Books, Is. 6d. each ; good Pen-knives, 6d.

each ; Rosewood Work-boxes, 2s. ; Rosewood and Mahogany supe-
rior Desks, 7s. Crf. ; superior Pocket-books, 6d. each, &c, &c.
Goods exchanged, or Money returned ifnot approved of. A name-
plate engraved, and 100 best Cards printed for 4s. 6d. Bookbinding,
Printing, and Engraving, at the lowest terms ; 10 per cent, oif new
Books and Music. Parcels of 2/. value forwarded 100 miles free of

carriage; of 10s., 5 miles from London, and any amount in town-
Lists of Prices, and samples of Paper, sent on the receipt of two
postage-stamps, from Slopbr's Stationery Warehouse, 20, George-
street, Portman- square, London.

ONOWDROPS.—A quantity of Double and SingleO SNOWDROPS WANTED. Samples, with price, to be sent,
carriage or post- free, to A. B., 156, Cheapside, London.

COUNTRY HOUSE WANTED, Unfurnished, for a

term of years.—A Gentlemanly Residence, detached, in

perfect order, between 30 and 50 miles of London, The situation

must be elevated and healthy, free from the neighbourhood of

stagnant water or marsh land, on alight or gravelly soil, with
southern aspect. The house must contain 3 or 4 best bedrooms,
nurseries, 3 servants' rooms; dining and drawing-rooms, not less

than 21 ft. by 16 ft.
; good morning room, usual domestic offices,

well suppfied with water; 4-stall stable; good pleasure-grounds,
flower and kitchen gardens, with from 14 to 20 acres of meacloW
land ; and within a mile of a church and a village, and 3 or 4 of

a good town. The house must stand in its own grounds, and a

lodge- entrance for the gardener would be preferred. Full parti-

culars to be addressed to Messrs. Hkdgbr, Land-Agents, 10, New
Bond-street, opposite the Clarendon,—at whose offices Cosmo-
ramie drawings of properties may be seen.

OYAL '* POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.—
CARTOONS of RAPHAEL.—The Scries of ORIGINAL

CRAYON DRAWINGS (by Holloway) which were executed for the

well-known ENGRAVINGS of these CARTOONS, arc now exhi-

biting, with other additions to the numerous works, both in Art

aud Science, in this Institution. The LECTURES of Dr. RYAN,
Professor BACHHOFFNER, and Mr. GODDARD, areat Twelve,

Two, a Quarter to Three, and Five daily, and at Eight o'clock m
the Evenings. In these Lectures, AGRICULTURAL CHEMIS-
TRY, and every recent Scientific Discovery is explained in a

popular manner. The COLOSSAL ELECTRICAL MACHINE,
NEW MICROSCOPE (by Carey), DIS30LVING VIEVV&f

DIVER and DIVING-BELL, &c. &c. Open Mornings ana

Evenings, except Saturday Evening. Admission, Is. Schools,

Half-price. ___^

ROWTH of PLANTS.—HUMPHREYS
'

S

INODOROUS SOLUBLE COMPOUND, to promote the

Growth of Plants. Dissolved in water, this valuable Prepaia-

tion may be used with great advantage either in the Dia\yi n
p

Room, or in the Conservatory. A single bottle is equal in;

*cr
«g

lizing force to some hundred weight of rich Compost ; and by

use, not only common plants are improved by increased br -

liancy of flower and deeper verdure, but valuable Exotics arc

strengthened as to resist the usual alternations of tem pcra1

1

j

i
*

and may be preserved without a Greenhouse. Sold in botti
^»

Is. Qd. each, with full Instructions for Use, by F^ana<;a n

Son, Mansion-House-street j Hurst & M'Mum.kn, Leadenw
street; Wm. Clahk, Bishopsgate-Within ; and other 1^"^
Seedsmen, &c. in town and country. Wholesale Agents, DA
Mackmurdo, & Co., 110, Upper Thames-street, London.

.
WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER.— A middle-aged, marriedJ£*J

his business, in Forcing of

of
wi;hout incumbrance, who has a thorough knowledg

w jf Fruits and Flowers, the manage"^
of Pleasure-ground and Kitchen-garden, and can have as
character from the gentleman he is about to leave.—

£

u

R, E., Gunnersbury Lodge, near Acton, Middlesex.

A* GARDENER.—A young Man, 28 years of age.

can be highly recommended for strict integrity and a g mC
knowledge of Gardening in all its various departments, oy

^
of the Noblemen's Gardeners he has lived with.—J i

- linetan
2, Henry-street, Upper John-street, T.ivgrpooLroad, tsungjj

AS GARDENER.—A single Man, aged 30, w
Jjj

f
JJJJ

-*--*- the advantageous circumstances in which ne
ampic

placed, in connexion with Horticulture, has en
.

J"? various
facilities for acquiring a practical knowledge or *

ecn n)Ucli
branches of the profession, to which he has eve

trentle-

attached ; and would, with confidence, refer W7 1")
^ a£QUt to

men to his present employer for character,wno» ^ leave
leave in consequence of that gentleman s in

f
.

'
. Hi u

England—Direct to J. S., No. 9,
Margaret-street, ^tamroxu

Middlesex.

A
his

S GARDENEE. - t^S&SLSZPJSgJ. A. without family, who well am i^_"";" A His wife

his business. He can have an excellent charac^-^ to

is a good plain Cook, if wanted He has no OW
R w>

m-door or out, or to any part of lil^
c"

,

' ' )A
ri

.vn
at Mr. ANSBWs, Camden Nursery, Camden Town.

Fleet-street
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STONEHENGE.-DAHLIAS,
HE GRAND ANNUAL EXHIBITION on SALIS-T-** BURY PLAIN will take place this season atSTONEHENGE,

TOWrdnbsday, August 30th, 1843. Silver Cups, value Ten
viuineas, and other Piizcs on a large scale, will be given-
Full particulars may be had on application to J. Kkynks, Homo-

r&ry Secretary, Salisbury.—August 8:h, 1843.

Y
DUTCH HYACINTHS and othkr BULBS.

OUKLL & Co. beg respectfully to inform the readers
of the Gardeners' Chronicle, that one of their Firm has just

returned from Haarlem, having selected a most extensive Stock
or the finest HYACINTHS, as well as a general assortment of
BULBS for which that city is so justly famed; and flatter them-
selves, from the facility of communication between Yarmouth
a«d Haarlem, the distance net occupying more than 10 or 12
hours, and from the varieties be'-ng chosen for their great beauty
and size of flowers during the blooming season, that the List will
*>e found to contain none but the very best sorts, adapted either
l°r glasses, forcing, or open border culture. Prices, as follows:

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . \ c .

Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . . t
6s

- Per doz '

Extra fine Ditto 9s. to V2s. „
Extra flue, and very superior Ditto . . 185. ,,

The selection being left to Youkll & Co.
Also, Narcissus, Early Single and Double Tulips, Jonquils,

Gladiolus, Iris, Ixias, Ranunculus, Double and Single Anemo-
nes, Cn ens, &c., Cataloguesof which may be had on application.
Bulbs added to compensate for long carriage.—Great Yarmouth
Nursery, Aug. to, 1843.

NEW FUCHSIAS.
lOIIN SMITH, Nurseryman, Dalston, begs leave

'-* to call the attention of the lovers of this beautiful tribe of
Plants, to bis fine new SEEDLINGS of the present year, now in
bloom. They only require to be seen to be admired, nothing
like them having yet appeared. A large Collection of all the
other Varieties may he seen at the same time.
D&lftton, Aug. 11, 1843.

QPLENDID NEW FUCHSIA, BROWN'S « Prince
*y A lbert."— Strong Plants of this new and supeib variety of
Fuchsia are now to be had, at 10.9 6d« each, of Thomas Brown,
Bedford Nursery, Hampstead-road, London.

T. B. begs to inform the admirers of this beautiful genus of
plants, that, owing to the very great number of flowers, in com-
bination with the striking colour and size of each flower, "Prince
Albert" Fuchsia is allowed to stand pre-eminent to any Fuchsia
Vet introduced to the public. Plants of it are yet in flower at the
above Nursery; also to be seen at Messrs. Beck, Henderson,
& Co.»s, Seedsmen, 6y t

Strand ; and at W. J. Nutting's, Seeds-
^an, 46, Cheapside.

»-—

-

**EW, BEAUTIFUL, & CURIOUS " PASSIFLORA FIELDII."
THIS beautiful PASSIFLORA was raised by Mr.
"* Fikm>, Nursbryman, Kcnsal New Town, from P.Lou-
donii, feitiliz. d with Princeps. Description:—" Habit Loudonii •

f * ^ i . , _ _ >i i * * *.

stamens, forming a beautiful botanical curiosity. Pistil long and
crooked; stamens long and crooked, attached to the middle of™e pistil

5 it grows and flowers freely. It was exhibited at the
horticultural society Rooms, Regent-street, where the Ceitifi-
cate of Merit was awarded."—See Dr. LiNdlbv's description in
**«rdeners' Chronicle of July 8lh.
Small plants will be sent out early in November at One Guinea

each. The seed having been sown but twelve months the stock
}? scarce. Orders will be supplied as received. Apply to Mr.
**Ri.D, Nurseryman, Kcnsal New Town.
P.S.- The whole stock may be disposed of.

THE NEW YELLOW AUTUMNAL ROSE, " CLOtITof"
GOLD," NOISETTE.

rP RIVERS, Jtjn., has the pleasure of offering to his

t
r- * Friends a splendidYELLOW NOISETTE HOSE, raised in
ne West of France from Noisette Lamarque. This fine Hose was pur-
J**««d by T. Kvkus, jun., last spring, on condition that he might
Rjve it an English name ; he has therefore named it as above. T.'R.
visited France in July, 1842, to see it in bloom; he can therefore
uhnut the following description as correct in every respect. Colour,

hr rt
nt yelIow > of thc s»nic shade as Kosa Harnsonii; form, globu-

'

j

lkc Noisette Lamarque, flowers of the same size; petals thick
* " u lathery, not liable to fade in the sun ;

habit extremely robust,

nla f£' or niore so than Noisette Jaune Despress. Owing to the

ESS u
emS Cttt in closely for pTopagation, it has not yet bloomed

that
l ia in hud

' aml wil1 blo(,m shortly. T. R. offers it. now,

Pti
purclmsers niav have the opportunity of budding a few plants,

to nf **• each
;

ils tlu ' stock is limited, no allowance can be made

andI nf n NOISETTE SOLFATEERE, from thc same parents,

41?,
u

!
c
,

same robust, habit-colour, pale lemon yellow, fa 6rf. each.
°wbndgcworth, Herts, August 10, 1843.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12.

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.

***** M^^^r^^^^
PATUONTSED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE
QUEEN, HIS GRACE. THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE
EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE LORD BISHOP OF LON-
DON, LORD VISCOUNT LORTON, LORD SONDES, &c.

;

as well asT)y the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
X/OUELL & Co. have much pleasure in announcing
-*- they will be enabled to supply, at the latter end of Oct. next, fine

Canes ot the above highly-valuable and much-esteemed RASPBERRY
— unequalled for thc extraord nary size of its fruit and richness of fla

vour. Those to whom Y. & Co. sent it last season have expressed their

high admiration of its superiority over all other varieties, and it has
been awarded several prizes at various Horticvdtural exhibitions

during the season. As a proof that they have not exaggerated its excel-

lent qualities, Fruit was submitted to Dr. Lindley (see Gardeners 9

Chronicle of thc 22d July, page 502), whose opinion of it is as fol-

lows :—" Fastolvf Raspberry.—Wc have received from Messrs.
You ell, of Great Yarmouth, fruit of the Fastolff Raspberry, and
wc find that it merits all that has been stated in favour of its excel-

lencc. The fruit received is very large, obtusely conical, and of rieh

flavour, far exceeding in this respect some other new and large

varieties. The plants bear abundantly and in long succession."
They also exhibited it, on the 1st of August, before thc London Hor-
ticultural Society, 21 , Regent-street, and a prize was awarded to them.
It would, therefore, be unnecessary for Youell & Co. to recommend
it more full

3

r
, or with greater confidence, to the notice of the public,

merely observing that it continues in high perfection throughout the
autumnal months, and has maintained its superiority in the most
unfavourable soils and situations, and requires no other than thc
ordinary treatment of the old varieties. Fine Canes will be
ready by the latter end of October, and can be sent with safety to

any part of the United Kingdom (on the receipt of a Post-office

order} upon the following terms :

—

£ s. d.

Packages containing 100 Canes . .250
50 „ ..150
25 „ . . 14

1 ackages included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not
less than 200 are ordered.

Extensive orders are already received for the above ; and to prevent
a repetition of the disappointment which many experienced last
reason, by Y. & Co. not being able to meet the demand, they there-
fore respectfully solicit early application.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, August 10, 1843.

I YOUNG, Nurseryman, Taunton, begs to offer

Y • to the lovers of HARDY FERNS collections ot 25 varieties
of the better British and Hardy American sorts for 1/. 10s.

J. Y. is now taking up a large collection of IXIAS, which have
been grown in I he open ground,without protection,during tile last
winter, and begs to offer to Ids Friends and the Public collections
consisting of 16 or more sorts, at 4s, per dozen, in quantities of
not less than six of each; they may be sent by post at a very small
expense. He has also a few bulbs of Calochortus venustus,
splendens, and luteus; a good collection of Gladioli, particularly
seedlings, which latter he offers at IS*, per dozen, in collections,
with many congeners of the L\ia family, Trichonema, Sparaxis,
Tritonia, &c. f &c. at moderate prices. J. Y. will furnish names
of Ferns and Ixias, if desired.—August 2, 1843.

\yiLLlAM BELL, Nurskryman, Thirsk, York-
» * shire, begs leave to direct the attention of thc Public to

his SEEDLING FUCHSIAS, and to inform those who have
already ordered that they will be sent out after the 28th ofAugust,
1843, in rotation as ihe orders are received They were submitted
to the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, and the following is his
decision as to their merits :

—
"We have examined your Seedling Fuchsias, and compared

them with many of the finest varieties at present in cultivation;
your specimens possess more substance in the sepals, and the
tubes arc higher coloured, than any of the large-blossomed
hybrids we have seen.

1. ''PRINCE OF WALES, (10*.)—Tube very long, and rich in
colour ; petals stout, wit h a slight tinge of purple : very tine variety,

2. "PRINCESS ROYAL, (10*.)— Kescmbles Chandlerii, with a
longer tube; sepals not quite so light, but tipped with green

:

this is equal, if not superior, to that fine variety.

S. "ALICE MAUD MARY, (/&-. 6tf.) — Wants colour. We
regard this as a botanical curiosity -, thc petals are long, separated,
quilled, and each is furnished with an anther ; there are four
perfect stamens also; the style is very long; flower, light rosy
vermilion.

4. "FAIRY QUEEN, (10s.)—Long rough rich-coloured tube
and sepals

;
petals stout, without purple : remarkably fine.

5. "RUDOLPHUS, (3s. Gri.)—Red purple petals, deep rosy ver-
milion tube and sepals, stout in substance and rich in colour.

6. " MAGNIFICENT, (3s. 6tf.)—Tuberathcr longer, and flower
higher coloured, than No. 5.

7. "MAGICIAN, (5s.)—Tube rather longer, and flower higher
coloured, than No. 6.

<• These three (5, 6, jt) are remarkably fine, bearing a strong
resemblance to each other."— Sec Gardeners' Chronicle, June 17,

1843, p. 41/, signature "Mowbray."
The above seven Seedling Fuchsias will be sent by post for

2/. 2s., or if ordered singly at the price attached to -ach. Parties
wishing it may have them in pots rieliven d in London at 2s. 6rf.

per set extra.—A remittance will be required from unknown
parties.— Thirsk, Aug. 8, 1843.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
"FUCHSIA EXON1ENSIS."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
attention ofthe Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which

has been raised in the Exeter Nursery, and which is decidedly

the finest variety ever produced. ! lowers of it were submitted

to Dr. Linwley, who, in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 8th ult.,

thus expresses himself:—
" Lttcombe, Pince, and Co.—The blooms sent of Fuchsia Exoni-

ensis prove it to he a very splendid variety ; it is a flower of

oreat substance throughout, seed-vessels dark, tube and sepals I

of a rich crimson carmine; the sepals are long, they expand

freely and disclose the rich crimson purple corolla, which is very

larecland of a peculiar denseness of texture."

The riant was also exhibited at the last great meeting of the

London Horticultural Society on the I2th ult., and obtained the

Society's Certificate of Merit.

Strong Plants will be ready for delivery on the 10th Inst.,

10$. M. each, and will be sent, free of all other charge,

bv the post, carefully packed in stout tin cases. The usual dis-

count to the trade if six plants are ordered. For a full description,

see Advertisement inthe Gardeners' Chronicle o( the 17th June.

N B.— This Seedling Fuchsia has been fully proved, and will

give satisfaction to those who purchase it.

at

Price 6d.

ARAUCARIA IMERICATA, or. SIR JOSEPH BANKS'S PINE.
y'OUELL & Co., possessing the most extensive stock

in the country of the above Splendid Hardy Ornamental
Tree, beg to offer them on the following advantageous terms :

Fine robust, 3 year-old plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10/. per 100 or
30s. per dozen.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, August 10, 1843.

ARAUCARIA 1MBRICATA PLANTS.

MESSRS. VE1TCH & SON having raised a consi-
derable number of this Splendid Hardy Ornamental Tree

are enabled to offer fine healthy plants, from 4 to 6 inches in
height, at the following moderate prices, viz. :

—

10/. per 100;—5/. 10s. for 50 ;—and 30s. per dozen.
For the convenience of some purchasers, Messrs. V. & Son

have appointed, as their London agent, Messrs. Hurst and
M'Mum.kn, Seedsmen, No. 6, Leadenhall-street. N.E.—A remit-
tance or reference required from unknown correspondents.

—

Exeter. June 19. 1 843.

FUCHSIA ST, CLARE.—This magnificent Fuchsia
was exhibited on the 1st inst, before the London Horti-

cultural Society at their room, 21, Regent-street, and was
awarded a Prize. Youkll and Co. are now sending it out
post free, with Eleven other finest Show varieties at 21s. the
dozen ;

also the finest show varieties of Chrysanthemums, perpogt
free, at 12s. per dozen.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, Aug. 10, J843.

NEW SEEDLING PICOTEE.
JOHN JOHNS begs most respectfully to inform bis

Friends and thc Publie generally that he will send out in the en-
suing autumn his New, Splendid, Purple-edged PICOTEE, named
"Princk Albert." Orders taken for Plants by Warner and
Warner, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, and by Wm. Dunning, Ken-
sal New Town, Paddington, where blooms are exhibited. For
opinion, see " Answers to .Correspondents,' ' addressed " W. B." in
the Gardeners' Chronicle of August 5.

UNRIVALLED NEW FUCHSIA, "LOWRYII."
JOHN HANCOCK and SON beg to incite the atten-O tion of their Friends and the Floricultural World in general

to the above SPLENDID NEW FUCHSIA, of which they have
purchased the entire Stock, and they can, without doubt, pro-
nounce it the Finest Variety ever introduced.
The habit of the Plant is dwarf and close, possessing all the

elegance of the older species, and without the large coarse foliage
and dinginess of colour which nearly all the modern varieties
have. It is a great bloomer,— the flowers hang gracefully on long
footstalks, clear of foliage. The Mowers ate very large and dis-
tinct, the tube and sepals are of a bright scarlet crimson, expand-
ing freely, and showing to great advantage the large beautiful
blue corolla, decidedly differing from all other Fuchsias. It also
blooms freely on a small Plant, which is a great ad- antage.

J. H. and Son, in bringing this production to public notice, feel
assured that it cannot fail to give universal satisfaction. It will
be found one of the gems of the year. Strong healthy plants will
be ready for delivery on the 15th of September, at 10s. 6d. each,
and will be sent by'Post, pre-paid, to any part of the Kingdom,
carefully pack, d in tin cases. The usual trade allowance if six
Plants are taken.
Agents in London, Messrs. Hurst and M'Mullkn7

, 6, Leaden-
hall-street, where Plants may be had.
Wear Nurseries, Durham, August 5, 1843.

ANAGALLIS BREWEKII AND SUPERB BLUE CINERARIA
SEED.

MICHAEL BREWER, Sen., Nurseryman, &gm
London Road, Cambridge, begs to offer strong plants of

his Splendid deep blue, full and complete round-petaled Seedling
ANAGALLIS (BRkWERII), being of a stronggrcen and vigorous
habit, and remarkably well-adapted for bedding. It is now ready
for sendbig out, at 5s. per plant, postage free, to any part of the
Kingdom. Flowers have been submitted for the inspection of
Dr. Lindley, of which he gives the following description in the
Notices to Correspondents in the Gardeners' Chronicle, June 10 :—

piant." xne Messrs. njrs«i«fi*evw, l^uiseryinen, «c, Jfineapple
Place, Edgeware Road, London, with several other eminent
Florists, gave orders for it, on the ground of seeing the flower
previous. Flowers will be forwarded to any applicant on receipt
of two postage stamps.

Also, packets of his Brilliant CINERARIA SEED, comprising
every shade of Dark and Light Blue tint; and as the present is
the best time for sowing for Winter, and early Spring flowering,
he is induced to offer Seed, warranted as newly gathered, in
packets at 3s. firf., 7$-> and 10s. Applications, inclosing post-office
orders, will be imm ediately executed.

NEW PLANTS.—The following New and B^tiful
Chilian Plants will be sent out as soon as ready,
Schizanthus candidus, Dr. Lindley, 7s. 6rZ. per plant.
Loasalncida, .... Js. 6rf. f ,

The first is snow-white, somewhat fragrant, and quite distinct
from all others ; the latter is white, with scarlet centre surrounded
by a yellow border, foliage large and glittering; both are hardy.
They were exhibited at the Gaidens of the Horticultural Society,

Chiswick, in July.—James Carter, Seedsman.and Florist, 238,
High Holborn, London.

TV/TORTON'S "Walburton Admirable " PEACH,
-L'J This new and splendid variety was raised at Richard Prime's,
Esq., Walburton House, Sussex, and has received the highest testi-

monials from Dr. Lindley, who had specimens sent him in 1841.

This Peach is a seedling from the Noblesse, but its treat merit
consists in its ripening fully five weeks later

;
it is a very free grower,

thc fruit of a full size, of excellent flavour and melting ; alto-
gether a very desirable variety, and one which no good garden ought
to be without.
From thc very limited supply of plants the orders will be executed

in rotation at One Guinea per plant, early in the autumn. All
orders for thc above to be sent to Alexander Webb, Nursery and
Seedsman, WYslergate Nursery, near Arundel, Sussex.

GROWTH of PLANTS. — HUMPHREYS'S
r

INODOROUS SOLUBLE COMPOUND, to promote the
Growth of Ptents. Dissolved m water, this valuable Prepara-
tion may be used with great advantage, either in the Drawing--
Room, or in the Conservatory. A single botile is equal in ferti-
lising force to some hundredweight of rich Compost j and by its
use, not only common pi ants arc in . provcd by increased bril-
liancy of flower and deeper verdure, but valuable Exotics are so
sucnguiencd as to resist the usual alternations of temperature,
and may be preserved without a Greenhouse. Sold in bottles,
is. 9«. each, with full instructions for Use, by Flanagan &
©ON, Mansion-House-street; Huhst& M'Mwiasw, Leadenhall-
street; Wm. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within; and other leading-
Seedsmen, &c, in town and country. Wholesale Agents, Davy,
Mac-kmurdo, & Co., 110, Upper Thames-street, London.
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MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.

J and W. MYATT intend sending out, by the middle
• of August, their NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD

PINE, fruit of Which has been exhibited at the London Horticul-

tural Society, and a B-mksian Medal awarded. It has also been

submitted to Professor Lindikv, for whose opinion see Gardeners*

\rmtCle\ No. 26, p. 4 17- It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting

atthe s . e time a profusicnof fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, ?L 10a-.; British Queen, 1/., and
Eliza, 10a*. per 100.— Manor Farm, Deptford, July 22, 1843.
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SEEDS for IMMEDIATE SOWING.—The following

Seeds, which are proper for Autumn sowing may be had
daring the present month:— s. d. s. d.

Dwarf German Stocks, 12 varieties, 4

Branching ,, „ 12 ,, 3

Wallflower-leaved „ 12 „ 3

Autumnal „ 12 „ 4
English Ten-week ,, 6

lixed German Stock .... per packet

Nov Scarlet, or Intermediate, extra fine - . „
Schizanthus retusus and Grahami .... each

Ipomopsis elegans and picta ?»

Sftlpiglossis. beautiful, mixed .... per packet

Splendid mixed Cineraria, 20 varieties, (Greenhouse) „

,, ,, Calceolaria . . . „
Chinese Primroses, mixed fringed

Finest mixed Petunia, 6 varieties

IpomcE» rubro casrulea, warr., (Greenhouse Climber)

Ivph sperm urn, 3 varieties . >, »
anrandya, 4 ,, . . ,, »

Thnnbergia, 4 ., ,* »
Aqnilegia, Delphinium, and Antirrhinum, finest mixed, each

Hollyhock, finest mixed. I«r. per packet; 20 vars., separate, 3

Pentstemon, 12 fine varieties l

P< ,tlms, finest mixed each 1

La ur, Dwarf German, mixed . . per ounce 1

30 fine Hardy Annuals, iueluding the Californian . . 6

30 ,, .. Perennials . 6

The first ten require protection ; the next eight (from Cineraria

to Tin. rgia, inclusive) are Greenhouse plants; the remainder

.ire quite hardy. Ai<y of the above will be forward* d free of all

cpeuse.—An extensive Catalogue o* Dutch and Cape Bulbs is in

preparation, and n.av be had, prepaid, on application to Jamks
Cari Kb, Seedsman and Florist, 238, High Holborn, London.

Aug. 12, 1843.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, and NURSERYMEN.
The Collection ol Hare and Valuable KXOTIC PLANTS, the pro-

peity oi Thomas Barkis, Esq., ol Kingsbury, Middlesex.

MESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS respectfully beg to

announce they are instructed by Mr. HARRIS (who is leav-

ing Kinghbury for some years; to offer for unreserved sale by
m on ilie Pr< ttriS4 -. cm Wkd.nk-dw, 30th Aogust, and two

[lowing days, at i2 o'clock, tl e whole of his Valuable Collec-

tioi. ol STOVE AM) GKEENHOUSE PLANTS, comprising nu-

merous fine specimens oi rare Orcbidagkjk, Cacti, Camellias,
Az-ai.kas, KiioiionKMntoNs, Oban r.i-, and Lbmon Trbes, &c. &e.

Catalogues oJ which are now preparing, and may be had one
Week prior to the sale of the Auctioneers, 38, King-street,

O >\
1 1 i- -en. The collection will be on Public View two days

before the Sale.
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TO .NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS,
and Others,

TV/IESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

lVi- structed by the Executrix of the late Mr. JOHN MILNE,
Bubmii to public competition on the premises, Albion-road

Nurserj , Stoke Newir n, on MONDAY, August 21, 1843, and
wing day, atl2o*Clnck each day, the Splendid and Choice

Stock oi brei nhouse. Exotic, and other Plants id pots, consisting

oi Cambi lias of various sizes, Azalka indica, Rhododendron
arrorku.m and HYBRiDUM, fine Specimens of Lantana Bor-
bi>nica, Arauoaria kxcelsa, Bonapartia juncka, Lilium
i.wiipoml.m, &c. A choice assortment oi Gebamiums, New
;

i < msias, Cac i s,EarcAS, Bpacr is, with a selected assortment
of Cap.; Plants. Also a quantity of Hot-water Pipe, U&eiul

Timber, a Capital Set of Chaise Harness, and other effects.

May be viewed one week prior to Sale. Catalogues may be
had on the premises ; o< the principal Seedsmen; and of the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

K ATM L LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
ANNUiTV, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Coi nhili, London.
Capital, 500,00i»/.— Empowered by Parliament.

DIRECTORS.
T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman.

George Lungley, Esq.
John Rawson, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq,

JohnElliotson. M.D., F.R.S.
Jo; o Griffith Frith, Esq.

II. Gordon, Esq.
Joseph Thompson, Esq.

Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.
J-rofessor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.

Actuary.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society

will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a
niference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of rive

years' standing, viz.

Entr
>j No. Age. Sum,

Annual
Premium

Bonus
added.

Cash
Bonus.

Prem
reduced

183/
18.

i

39
114

59
56

£
1.000

,000

£ s. d
6/ 8 4

175 15

+ £ s. d.

132 14 6

96 9 2

£ 8. d.

58 19 9

123 '

£ s. d.

8 19 4

16 9 7

cies now entered upon entitled to participation in next
Annua] Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be

borrowed by the ured without loss of Policy.

F. FF. RGITSON CA MftOUX, S gen ktahv.

HA LI -STORM .

rPHE DEY TA'i H N caused by 'lie late destructive
J- HAIL-STORMS prt ves the necess ty or' Persons protecting

ther- .
1 such losses. Prospectuses containing the

Rates ol Insi Cropsand Grass may We obtained on ap-
plication to vs. Shaw, Esq., at; the Uaii-.Su rm insurauce Com-
pany^ i

1 :e. Wellington-street North, Strand, London.

KENDL kNK SYS'J I M OJ HK. I 11 G.

STEPHl N;-(N and CO., 61, Gracechurch- street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVKD COMCAL and
DOUBLE CYLIJ RI< AL BOILERS, having teen much engaged
in heating build ags upon ti,e above system with Tanks of

various materials, solicit tfte a tention ol scientific Horticul-

turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers n ost de< id< d advants . o\ er every other article hitherto
employed for the >an e pi rpi se. These tanks which areorna-
ental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 teet lonjr and

of an) width and depth, fti dean be connected or disconnected
by i..i\ working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved nu-tbod of heating1 without the
assistance of E eers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of iron
will betoiind cheapei than of an) otb< r material. Mr. Rkndlr,
or Plymouth, it; am erl iken 1 eorders and furnish
in?' rmation to a us in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will be lorwarded upon application to S. and Co.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate chartres, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailkv having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailkv also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted lor the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been broaght before the public.

D. and E. Baii.kv were the first to introduce metallic curvili.

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E. Baii.kv have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

NEW AND USEFUL INVENTIONS.
EDWARD WEEKS, Sen., Horticultural Archi-

tect, Hortulan-place, King's road, Chelsea, original and
sole Patentee for HEATING by HOT-WATER, respectfully begs
to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and all Patrons of Horticulture-
amateur as well as practical— that he has invented and brought
to p rfection several essentially-necessary improvements in the
fitting up and construction of Forcing-frames and Hothouses,
Greenhouses, Conservatories of whatever size or construction,
namely, 1, a very powerful and effectual BOILER, at present un-
equalled; instautaneousin action, economical in fuel, and lasting
in heat; not possible to corrode or to be out of order: 2d, a very
simple STEAMING APPARATUS, by which the body of air in

the house is kept in constant motion : and lastly, a very simple
contrivance by which fresh air can be admitted or excluded at

pleasure, even by the hand of a child, either within or without;
either a single or double root

1

. SUNSHADES also on a very simple
principle, E. Wbbks begs further to state that as his inventions
have been shamefully pirated and unfairly imitated, by which he
has suffered seriously, both in purse and reputation, he is now
under the necessity of not allowing the inspection of his new
Inventions or his Factory, except by employers or their accredited
agents or gardeners.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.—Buildings of every

kind heated in a superior manner. The trade supplied
with Boilers, Furnace-doors, Bars, Dampers, Pipes, Cisterns,

and every requisite for heating. Bknj. Fowler, 63, Dorset-st.,

Fleet-st.
, London.

HENRY HUNT'S PATENT GARDEN POTS and
STANDS, for effecting improved Drainage and draught of

Air, of which highly lavourable notices have appeared in Paaton's
Magazine for May, Gardeners9 Mngazhie for June, Practical

Florist, No. 23, and Gardeners' Gazelle, May 6. Sold Wholesale

and Retail at Hunt's China Warehouse, Queen's-iow, Pimlico;
and No. 1/, Great Rider-Street, St. James's. N.B.—Nurserymen
wanted as Agents for the above in many of the provincial towns.

I 15. LAWBS'S PATENT MANURES, composed
*-/ • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-

creek, London, price 4.s\ 6<2. per bushel. These substances can

be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-

mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor, &c. Price 4s. 6d. per bushel.

"UANO ON SALE,
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

G
POTTER'S GUANO. — TURNIPS, MANGEL-

WURZEL, &c. By the use of the above Manure, the

enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtained

of Orangk Globic Mangel Wurzbl, by Mr. A. Cotton, of Hil-

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of Zet-

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, while by

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. under
similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority of

Potter's Guano.
*** Pottkr's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at M. 150. per ton

;

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-St.,

Lamheth.

No. VIII. was published on the 1st of August, and will be con-

tinued, at Sixpence a Month, of the

GARDENERS' EDITION of the BOTANIC
GARDEN; with numerous Additions and Engravings of Plants.

By B. Maund, F.L.S. It contains Coloured Engravings of the

most Ornamental Plants, suited to the open Garden, with Descrip-

tions, Cultivation, &c, for the assistance of Gardeners and Ama-
teurs. Also, a FLORAL REGISTER, with Woodcuts and Descrip-

tions of handsome Plants, newly introduced from Foreign Countries.

Also, AN AUCTAR1UM, containing Miscellaneous Information on

Gardening Affairs. Also, a portion of Profkssor Hknslow's
BOTANICAL DICTIONARY of .0,000 Words, and 200 Cuts,

descriptive oi the Vegetable World; a complete Hook of Reference

on Subjects connected with the description of Plants.

Thus, it will be seen, that this Work, although sold at so very

moderate a price, comprehends a greater variety of Botanical and

Gardening Information than any Publication extant.

London: R. Gn ooMBRinGR, Paternoster-row.

YARRELL'S BRITISH BIRDS.

A HISTORY of BRITISH BIRDS.
XI By WILLIAM YARRELL, F.L.S. , V.P.Z.S., Sec.

This work contains a History and a Picture Portrait, engraved

expressly for this work, of each species of the Birds found in

Britain The 3 vols, contain 520 illustrations. Price in demy
8vo. 4/. 10.v., Royal 8vo. 9/., ur imperial 8vo. 13/. 10*. To suit

the convenience of purchasers, the work will s'illbc sold in parts

at 2.s. 6d. each, or in vols. Vol. I., price 28,v.. Vol. IL, 35.?.,

Vol. III., 30s.
Johv Van Voorst, 1, Patcrnoster-row.

/CULTURE OF THE RUSE; by G. Glknny, F.H.sT,

V> Editor Of the Gardeners' Gazette; with Lists of a few good

Varieties in each division, and comprising General Culture,

Pruning, Preparation of Stocks, Budding:, Grafting. Dud-grafting,

Root-eraftinfir, Raisingfrom Seed, &e. &c , will appear in No. Li.

of" riJE GARDENER AND PRACTICAL FLORIST," price 3d.

CULTURE OF THE DAHLIA, by G. Glrnnv, appears in No.

XXIX.; and SEEDLING DAHLIAS of 18-1 1 and 1842, inNo.VHI.
Either ol the above Numbers will be sent Iree to any part oi the

kingdom, if lour Postage-stamps are inclosed to the Publisher,

R, Groombuidgk, 5, Paternoster-row, London.

BOTANICAL BOOKS.
THE FOLLOWING WORKS ARE NOW TO BE HAD OF

WILLIAM PAMPLIN,
BOTANICAL BOOKSELLER, 45, FRITH STREET, SOHO

SQUARE, LONDON.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF LONDON. Seven Volumes. 4to. That is—

the First Series complete, half calf, gilt, IL 7s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE LINN^EAN SOCIETY
OF LONDON. Eighteen Volumes. 4to. That is—all that have
yet been published. Vols. I. to XII. are neatly half-bound, and
the remaining six are in Parts, as published, 17/. 17s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF PRUSSIA. Fourteen Volumes. 4to. A fine

Copy, half-calf, gilt. Berlin, 18U4-1840. 12/. 12*.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE IMPERIAL ACA-
DEMY OF NATURAL HISTORY OF BONN. 4to. A quantity
of separate Volumes, Parts, and Papers from this and several
other similar Continental Works can always be supplied.

Of the following Books, copies are always to befound at

W. Pamflin's.

DE CANDOLLE.—PRODROMUS SYSTEMATIS
REGNI VEGETABILIS. Seven Volumes. The eighth volume of

this Work will be published in a few weeks ; those persons who
wish to receive it on the day of publication are requestedto forward
their names to the Advertiser at once, in order that they maybe
supplied without disappointment.

BUEK.—GENERA, SPECIES, ET SYNONYMA
CANDOLLEANA, sku INDEX GENERALIS bt SPEClALIS
AD DE CANDOLLE PRODROiMUM SYSTEMATIS NATU-
RALIS REGNI VEGETABILIS. Pars I. et II. Berlin, 1842. 18s.

WALPERS REPERTOTUUM BOTANICES SYS-
TEMATICAL. Of this Valuable Work, the 8th Part, or Part III.

of the second Volume, has just appeared. Price of each Part, 4s.

ENDL1CHER.—GENERA PLANTARUM. Vienna,
1840. 4/.; or handsomely bound in two volumes, half-calf extra,

4/. 8s. fid.

ENDLICHER.—MANTISSA BOTANICA. Vienna.
1842. 6s.

ENDLICHER. — ICONOGRAPHIA GENERUM
PLANTARUM. Handsomely bound, half-calf extra. Vicuna.
1838. 3/. 10s.

POEPPIG ET ENDLTCHER.—NOVA GENERA
AC SPFCIES PLANTARUM QUAS IN REGNO CHILENSl
PERUVIANO ET IN TERRA AMAZONICA, &c. Two Volumes,
fol. Various copies, bound or unbound, from 4l. 14s. firf. and up-

wards, according to binding and condition. The Parts of Volume
the Third which have appeared, as well as most of the former
Parts, can still he had separately.

PERSOON. — SYNOPSIS PLANTARUM. Two
Volumes. Various copies, neatly bound or hall-bound, from 18*.,

and upwards.

KUNTH.—ENUMERATIO PLANTARUM OM-
NIUM HUCUSQUE COGMTARUM, &c. Several of the

Volumes may be had separately. \4s. each.

AUGUSTE ST. HILAIRE.—FLORA BRAZILTiE
MERIDIONALIS, — ADJUT. JUSSIEU ET CAMBKSSEDKS.
Volumes I, and II., neatly half-bound, and remainder in Parts.

Paris. 1824, Sec. 7/. 7*.

MIKAN.— DELECTUS FLORAE ET FAUNAE
BRAZILIENSIS, &c. Several odd Parts of this Magnificent

Work, each, 15s.

FLORA.—ODER BOTANISCIIE ZE1TUNG. Com-
plete from the beginning.

LINN^iA, EIN JOURNAL FUR DIE BOTANIK.
Complete from the beginning.

GERARD E'S HERBAL, or HISTORY O-F

PLANTS. Various Copies of both the Editions, Horn 18s. and

upwards, according to condition.

PARKINSON'S HERBAL. Various Copies, from

18s. and upwards, according to condition.

LINNiEI SPECIES PLANTARUM CURA WILL-
DENOW. Various Copies, from One to Three Guineas, accord-

ing to condition.

LINN-ZEI SYSTEMA VEGETABILIUM CUBA
SPRENGEL. Various Copies, from Two Guineas and a half to

Three Guineas.

EKART SYNOPSIS JUNGERMANNIARUM IN
GERMANIA, ike. Numerous Plates. 4to. Various Copiesfrom

1 0s. 67/. to 12s.

WIGHT'S ICONES PLANTARUM INDITE ORI-
ENTALIS, or Figures with Descriptions of East Indian Plants.

This is allowed to be the very best and cheapest Work «p°"

Indian Botany. The Third Part of the Second Volume hasjnst

been received from Madras ; the Price of this Part is U. &s.

WIGHT and ARNOTT.-PRODROMUS FLORAE
INDITE OR1ENTALIS. Volume the First being all that has yet

appeared. J (is. .

a good collection of British and

Foreign Books upon FERNS.
*** N.B.-VV. Pampmn has

j
Bound in cloth, price 5s. 6rf. f K-

O E MILLER'S J E S T - B O 0*£
A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such GJj™ the

and alterations only having been made as wpre require" *
the

greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ;
but,

_

Je or
volume might have some Substance, and be a good

otner
travelling book, copious additions have been made iron

old volumes of Facetise.

Extractfrom the Preface. k is?

"Another strange circumstance connected with "iia
are

that everybody presumes that he himself and everyooc, y V. wi]i

perfectly familiar with its contents . . . and yet, it .t* 1

^
1

^ hlllUtred
ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not °»e

.

1 " n
^

"
estions

ever set eyes on a copy. It is in consequence ot liKe 1

that this edition is published/'
London : Whittakbr and Co.

FAMILIAR
A.B., Authoi

panion to the Pop
—and a System of Popular Trig
ings, r>s. cloth lettered.

„«ai.al information conveyed in
" There is a vast deal of •*««»«*J

x

g this delightful little

a most winning and a^wgj&witjr of its plan than the extent

Taylor and Vvai.ton,d

College, 28, Upper Gower-btreet.
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TJORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OP LONDON —
-*--*- Pi Mows of the Society who are desirous of sharing: in the
seeds just brought from Sou'h America by Mr. Ilartweg, are re-

quested to apply immediately to the Secretary, 21, Regent street.

3Mje <fiaiimter$' ffifjromcie*

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1843.

MEETING FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Tuesday, August 15 . . . Horticultural 3 p.m.

Should Strawberry leaves be mowed oft* at this

Season ?—We say, no ; some of our correspondents say,

yes. They appeal to their own practice,—we to

general principles, which cannot be neglected with

impunity. The opinions of the one are empirical

—

of the other theoretical. To which is the public to

give assent ? Let us consider.

The reasons in justification of this practice, assigned

hy the mowers, are the following, viz.: 1. That they

get good crops; 2. That the beds are again covered

"with leaves before the winter, and are thus well

protected at that season ; 3. That a very neat appear-

ance is secured; and 4. That the buds for the next

year are thereby rendered uncommonly plump.
That good crops may be obtained by mowing is

"what we will not dispute, for on good Strawberry land

"vve know that the beds will bear ill treatment to a

great extent; but in such cases it maybe that the

crops are obtained in spite of the mowing and not in

consequence of it. A man who is lame may walk

faster than another who is whole, but no one would
say that the fastness of the former is in consequence
of his lameness, and the slowness of the other because

of his wholeness. The question is not whether good
crops can be obtained with mowing, but whether
better could not have been had without it.

As to the beds being again well covered with

leaves before winter, this is perfectly true; but what
tlien ? Rightly considered, this is one of the worst

consequences oi* the mowing; for if we inquire into

the historv of the formation of these new leaves, we
shall find that they are produced at the expense of
0rganizable matter, previously lodged in the roots of
the Strawberry plant. That matter was lodged there
hy the leaves, which the mower destroyed, and was
intended by nature for the food of the leaves and
fruit of the succeeding year. Being expended in the

production of autumn leaves, the store of food for the
leaves of the next spring is, by so much, diminished.
Doubtless such autumn leaves form a good pro-

tection in winter, but it is a protection bought at a
great price, and not better, if so good, as would have
been furnished by the old leaves had the mower
allowed them to remain.

We are far from denying the neat appearance

obtained by the mowers, and if Strawberry beds are

inade for ornament we should approve of this prac-

tice. Hut the Strawberry is grown, we believe, to

gratify the palate and not the eye. This is not a

question about the manner of making a green edging,
hut of obtaining a crop of fruit. Nevertheless, we
helieve, that the whole history of the practice of the

lowers is traceable to an inconsiderate anxiety to

ttiake their Strawberry beds look pretty.

Finally, we fully admit the fact that when Straw-

berry beds are mowed at this season, the buds do
become very plump and fine looking ; and so much
the worse ; for what is this plumpness, except the

indication of an attempt on the part of the plants to

throw up their flower-buds in the autumn, instead of
^serving their strength till the spring ? Surely it

cannot be advisable to encourage such an attempt,

^hich can only have the effect of rendering the buds
tender and excitable during the winter, when they
°Ught to be perfectly dormant.

Let any one look at the present state of Strawberry

JJ

e(ls. He will find them covered with dark green
healthy vigorous leaves, not exhibiting a trace of
tfecay, if the beds are in good health. Those leaves
arc now collecting the organisable matter which is

Wanted for the crop of next year, and that matter they
are slowly depositing in the roots. Up to the present
tjffie they have not done much in this way ; for at
first they were occupied with their own organisation,
ar*d then were called upon to feed the fruit. It was
0nly after the fruit was gathered that they began to

collect and send down into the roots, in any consider-
ahle quantity, the organisable matter, or true sap,
Wanted for another season. By mowing them off the
gardener stops this essential operation ; and it is physi-
cally impossible for him to do so without detriment
to die future crop. The utmost that he can expect is to
*epair the mischief he has committed : but is that good
gardening which commits mischief for the sake of
^pairing it?
The way in which the evil may be partially

remedied is this. When new Strawberry leaves
aPpear, they feed, as we have before said, upon the

^
aP already in the roots, and thus consume a large
P**t of that which was intended by nature for the

maintenance of the fruit of next year. At first

their action is entirely one of robbing. But if they
j

grow fast enough, and the season is long enough, they

may become organised in sufficient time to restore to

the roots a part of that which they have stolen ; and
in that case the mischief produced by mowing is,

perhaps, repaired. This is the utmost that can be

said—not in favour, but in palliation—of the bad
system we have been considering.

If it were right that the life of a Strawberry leaf

should be put an end to at Midsummer, we may rely

upon it that Providence would have ordained that it

should perish without the assistance of a scythe.

The most obvious mode of increasing the produce
of the land is, no doubt, that of bringing waste lands

into cultivation, and of improving the fertility of those

which are of inferior quality; but there is another,

which is of more general application—we mean the

more perfect cultivation of every kind of soil, from the

richest to the poorest. There was a time when
an opinion was universally adopted by agriculturists,

that in every soil, according to its natural quality,

there was a maximum of production which could

never be exceeded ;— that if by excessive manuring
you attempted to force a crop, you were sure to suffer :

the produce of straw would be increased at the expense
of the grain, or the weight of the ear would be too

great for the straw, and the corn would be laid before

harvest.

At one time, five quarters per acre of Wheat were
thought a maximum for the best lands, and other

grain in proportion : yet we have known eight, and
even ten, quarters per acre in the gardens of cottagers;

and we observe daily that the crops on the allotments

let to labourers, and well managed by them, are much
heavier than those of the farmers around, although
the land is in general cropped harder in the allotments

than in the farmers' fields. No farmer would think

of having Potatoes and Wheat alternately for several

years. His Potatoes would curl, and his Wheat fail

after a few alternations ;—nor would Ave recommend
such a practice on the richest alluvial loams. How
comes it, then, that the labourer does so, and his crops

seem as good as ever ? Perhaps one word will account

for it—this is, Ullage. He stirs his land oftener and

deeper ; he incorporates the manure intimately with

the soil. If you observe his crops growing they

appear less luxuriant in spring; the plants are not so

thick on the ground as they are in a field which was
richly dunged in autumn—but pull one up carefully,

and you will find that the fibres have struck deeper,

and the roots are more numerous ; the strength of the

plant is gone downwards, a broader foundation is laid,

and when the stems rise they are more numerous and
much stronger. The deep roots are not much affected,

by the vicissitudes in the weather; if there is a wTet

season, there is a greater depth of mellow earth to

absorb it ; should it be very dry, and the superficial

roots lack moisture, the deeper-laid fibres will pump it

up. We see how vegetables in a garden which are

drooping for want of rain are invigorated and refreshed

by merely digging or forking the ground around their

roots; the fibres find a readier passage to the moisture

of the earth below, and very soon transmit it to the

stems and leaves by capillary attraction. In a deeply-

pulverised soil, however light in its nature, plants are

seldom burnt by the effects of drought; clays, no

doubt, retain moisture in their solid clods, but the

roots cannot penetrate them until they are pulverised.

If plants are kept alive in very stiff clays they make

no progress, unless they find a well-pulverised soil

below.

Tull, who was a keen observer of nature, saw

so many proofs of this in his clay soil, that he began

to think that dividing and pulverising the soil was all

that the land required for producing great crops ; and

as he could not deny that manure did some good, he

thought it must be by dividing the clay and preventing

its uniting in masses—and he was not entirely wrong.

When fresh long dung is ploughed into a still soil, the

undecomposed fibres of the straw interpose between

the clods and prevent their being cemented together

by the rains ; as they decay they leave a residue of a

black carbonaceous matter, which is imperfect humus,

and which forms excellent channels for the fibres to

spread in, while the moisture which this humus retains

strongly? independently of its own nourishing quality,

greatlv promotes the growth of the roots. Tull pro-

duced'good crops of Wheat for many years in succes-

sion by sowing the seed in rows with wide intervals,

keeping the plough continually working between the

rows ' thus he had a fallow and a crop at the same

time: and if he had known of the chemical consti-

tution of the grain which he carried off the land, and

had found means to restore the required elements to

the soil he might perhaps have realised his vision of a

perpetual fertility. If, while he ploughed the intervals,

he had manured them judiciously,—we will not say that

one species of plant might have been brought to per-

fection for ever in the same ground, but the symptoms

of deficiency in the crop from what farmers call

the land being tired of it, would probably not have
appeared so soon. In fact, the cause of this defect w
not yet well ascertained. Perhaps one great cause is

the increase of those minute insects which are found
to infest and live upon particular plants, and which
increase so rapidly as at last to check the growth of
the plant altogether : another plant, especially of a
different natural family, does not afford them the

nourishment and protection they require; hence this

plant thrives, the insects gradually die off. and the

original plant thrives again. We know that the greater

the variety of produce raised in succession on the same
spot, the more healthy is the growth of each ; but if

we could find out the real cause of the degeneracy of

plants repeatedly raised in the same soil, and also a

remedy for it, there seems no reason to doubt but the

same crop might succeed on the same spot for ever.

In the present state of our knowledge, experience has

taught us, that, by pulverising the soil and exposing it

to the influence of the atmosphere, and by varying the

crops, restoring, in the shape of manure, those elements

which they had extracted from the earth and assimi-

lated to themselves, we can keep up the fertility of

the richest soils; and by giving a little more tillage

and manuring to those which are inferior, we gradu-

ally improve them till they become equally productive

with the best. The soil of very .old gardens is nearly

of the same quality, whatever may have been the

original soil. Stiff clays are converted into a blacft

friable mould, and so are light sands ; so that, without

a very minute analysis, it would be difficult to distin-

guish them, and as to their fertility, they are quite on

a par. The object of the farmer should be, so to crop

and manure his land, and so to till and prepare it, that

every year it may improve in texture and produc-

tive power, tin til his porous sands become c nsoli-

dated and retentive of moisture, and his heavy clays

mellow and crumbling under the fingers. Then he

may hope for increased crops, and reap from the

same extent of land as much corn as he would have

done had he added to it an equal tract of waste, and

brought it into cultivation at a great expense.— 31.

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE WATERING
OF OUT-POOR PLANTS.

As the remarks I made a fortnight since on the watering

of out-door plants were intended chiefly to turn the

tention of practical men to the subject, and embody a

few leading facts in physics hearing on the process, 1

would here, with your permission, enter a little more into

detail. That the cold produced by the combined influence

of evaporation and radiation is considerable, may be tested

by direct experiment ; it is also obvious from many familiar

examples. That given in the experience of the natives of

India is quite apropos. Placed in a climate which does

not naturally produce ice, advantage has been taken o!

the refrigerating powers of evaporation and radiation in

order to procure it. Shallow trenches are dug on the

higher lands, where the temperature is lowest ;
the bottoms

of these are covered over with straw, which is moistened ;

on this straw are placed shallow earthenware vessels with

about half an inch of water, and by the agency referred to,

the whole or a portion of this water is converted into

ice during the nigh'. The object of the shallow trench in

this instance is to guard against a frequent renewal of the

air as it is cooled down, and of the straw and porous

vessels to increase as much as possible the evaporation.

When the vessels used are of a dark colour, and the straw

or other porous material of like complexion, the efFect is

greater. Another example of a similar nature here occurs

to me, which may be worth while noticing. In many
parts of the country, particularly in Scotland, there are

many natural basins where marshes erewhile existed

;

these, by the successive accumulation of vegetable debris 9

have got filled up with peat-earth, and by drainage and

cultivation converted into arable land. On such land it

is, however, found that the crops (green crops in par-

ticular) suffer much from hoar-frost during the early and

latter parts of the season ; that the Potato in particular is

often cut down by frost, while those growing on the

neighbouring acclivities and places more exposed remain

unscathed. °The reason of this is obvious. The dark

porous nature of the soil favours free radiation and

evaporation during the cloudless night, by which the

temperature is depressed : and the shelter of the surround-

ing hills and woods, it may be, prevents a free circulation

of air, by which that depression may be compensated
;

the cold in consequence gets so great, that the plants

growing there are frequently frozen to death, while otners

in the vicinity escape.

There being no question whatever about the fact of cold

thus produced, let us inquire briefly into attendant circum-

stances. The amount of cold is greatest when the air is

very dry ; that is, when the dew-point is farthest removed

from the atmospheric temperature, or, more practically,

when the wet and dry bulbs of the thermometer indicate

the greatest difference of heat ; 2d, When the sky is clear

and cloudless ;
3d, When the atmosphere is still ; and

4th, When the surrounding soil is dry and parched. On
the two first circumstances it is unnecessary to insist ; on
the third I may remark that tender plants are generally

put out in a sheltered situation, being so protected either

by shrubbery or hedges, and that so placed they are thus

the more liable to have their temperature depreciated. On
the concluding attendant circumstance I would observe,

that the surrounding soil and other objects being in a

parched state, tend to imbibe moisture given off from any
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attainable source, and in so doing render the atmosphere a
water-carrier, by which the moisture is brought from the wet
place to the dry, and the evaporation and cold consequently
increased : to render this more familiar, take a small cup
of water, place it in a tray of vitriol or dry muriate of
lime, and invert a bell-glass over the whole

; you will soon
find that the fluid in the cup sinks in temperature sensibly,
from the increased evaporation caused by the absorption
of its vapour by the vitriol or muriate of lime, both of these
substances having a great avidity for moisture, and keep-
ing the air about them constantly dry. The cup of water
here is like the wet pot or patch of soil, and the vitriol or
lime like the dry objects around in their thirst for
moisture. The next subject of inquiry is,—are there no
exceptions to the rule attempted to be hud down in pre-
ferring the morning to the evening supply of moisture to
plants exposed ? undoubtedly there are: in the case of
Ferns, Alpine plants, and such others as you wish to keep
cool during the night, by all means water at night;
or, if the sky is cloudy and promises to continue so, then
little or no harm can accrue from the evening practice, as
no radiation can then take place with its cooling influence

;

or, in fine, if the hygrometric state of the atmosphere is

great, the wet and dry bulbs of the thermometer differing
little from each other, then there will also be compara-
tively less diminution of heat, although evening moisture
be given. In other cases when the air is very dry, the
neighbouring soil parched, and the sky cloudless, and
where you wish your plants protected against excessive
night-chill, then be cautious with your evening irrigations.
It is clear that the early part of the season, when tender
plants are first turned out of doors, is the time when
night-cold is apt to be most prejudicial, for it is then that
we are apt to have the coldest nights, and then also the
susceptibility of the plants to the influence of the cold is

greatest. It was from observations made on plants at this
season and under these circumstances, that led me to
inquire into and draw inferences from the practice
adopted, and to arrive at the conclusions which I have
offered to your readers in the remarks made. I am,
therefore—you will excuse me in observing—no mere
theorist, but would rather wish to wed theory and prac-
tice, or reason and experience, into indissoluble bonds.
I willingly, therefore, leave my hints to the candour and
intelligence of practical men—J". L.

}
Newburgh.

which is scarcely known in the neighbourhood of London.
Ingram's and Cooper's Scarlets are two dwarf kinds, of good
habit, the latter with a slight tinge of black in the upper
petals. These are the cream of the Scarlets at the present
time, but there are several seedlings which will probably
displace some of them next year. There are, moreover,
many pencilled varieties which make good beds, and to
which I shall next week allude.— IV.P.Ayres.Brooklands.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BOILERS USED AT
THE EXETER NURSEKY.

^

The accompanying sketches, a b c, represent different
views of the boiler used in heating the Propagating-house
described at p. 540. It is called here the cylindrical,
horizontal, wrought-iron boiler, and was manufactured
and erected by Messrs. Garton and Jarvis, of Exeter.
We find it equal, if not superior, in power and economy to
any boiler that has come under our notice, both the in-
terior and exterior being presented to the action of the
fire, a shows the perspective, b the end section, and c
the section. We have also in work a boiler of another
shape, and of a very novel description, d e f, called the
double-drum boiler, also of their invention, which we
think equally good, but better adapted for smaller houses

;

d represents the door and frames, ethe perspective, and/
the section; g is a section of the door and frame.—J.
Veitch and Son, Exeter.

3/d

c

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXII.
One of the first things to be attended to now is sowing

Mignonette for blooming in pots through the winter and
spring. It is a plant rather difficult to manage in low
and damp situations, especially if not sown sufficiently
early to allow the plants to become strong before the dull
weather of winter sets in. To insure success, the pots
must be clean, and well drained

; the compost used should
consist of three parts good mellow sandy loam, to which
one part of decomposed leaf-mould may be added. Fill
the pots quite full of soil, and make it rather solid, so as
not to allow much room for subsiding

; for as the young
plants are rather impatient of too much moisture, it

is as well to have them so placed as not to be susceptible
of injury, while very small, from careless watering. The
plants must not be allowed to become crowded in the
pots

; for it is better to thin them several different times,
leaving about six plants to bloom in a 48-sized pot, than
to take too many out at one time. Through the winter
the proper treatment is to secure them against frost— to
keep the soil moderately moist, but not wet—and to give
them all the air possible at all favourable times, but
always to guard them against cold cutting winds or rain.
A few small plants, potted now from the open borders,
will bloom in November

; those sown now will succeed
them in January, and a few more pots sown towards the
end of the month will give a succession as long as bloom
is wanted in pots in the spring.
The plants to which attention is first required in the

way of propagation for another season are those of a de-
hcate habit, and which consequently are difficult to keep
through the winter. Among these may be noticed the
different kinds of Nierembergia, as N. intermedia, caly-
cina, gracilis, and filicaulis. The first is the most delicate,
and is now rarely to be met with in greenhouses, much
less in flower-gardens; but it makes an excellent bed, and
those who possess a plant will do well to propagate from
it. N. calycina is also scarce, but it is not so difficult to
manage as the preceding. Bouv£rdia triphylla and
angustifona or splendens,— for I believe they are both the
same,— are plants which make beautiful beds in ordinary
seasons, though in the present one they have, by no
means, done well. B. angustifdlia is the best both in
constitution and colour of flower, but both will now strike
freely in sand in a little heat, and, if gradually dried off
before the winter, will make nice plants for turning out
next season. Another favourite plant is Lantana Sel-
lowi, which also requires to be propagated early, so as to
get the plants well established in small pots before winter.
Lotus Jacoba3us, with its yellow variety, and the lovely little
^. microphyllus, with its pale orange flowers, are plants
which make excellent beds, but require very kind treat-
merit in the winter

; and, as an old plant which is admi-
rably adapted for drooping over the sides of a basket or
vase, or even for making an excellent bed late in the
season, may be mentioned Myoporum debile ; it blooms
freely m the autumn, and is not readily injured bv cold
weather. These are all good plants, which hitherto" have
not been so cultivated as their merits entitle them to.Of Pelargoniums, a large quantity of the Scarlets shouldo« got out as quickly as possible. The best of these for

IWK^
6

' Jmith'* Emperor, The Shrubiand, Frogmore,

til ^r0
>
Globe Scarlet

'
and a Prostrate-growing

scarlet, which in some places is called the Huntsman bu!

**-

k-«*

THE EXHIBITIONS IN THE GARDEN OF THE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Let no one who reads the following return complain
again of the uncertainty of an English summer, and of its

unfitness for out-door meetings. Here we find that out of
thirty-four days, fixed four or five months beforehand,
only five have been at all rainy, and of those five all but
two were fine in the afternoon. Even the worst of them
did not deter 2,471 persons, chiefly of the higher classes,
from travelling several miles to inspect a Horticultural
exhibition. In other respects also this document is

remarkable, and deserves to be preserved.
State ok thk Wbathbr *in thb Horticultural Socikty's
Gaht>kv on thk Days of Exhibition, with thk numhkr
op visitors on bach occasion.

Date. Morning,

1833
Sat., May 25
Do., June 22
Do., July 20

1834
Sat., May 10

Do., June 7
Do., July 5
Do., Sept. 13

1 835
Sat., May 9:

Do., June 6

Do., July 4
1836

Sat., May 14
Do., June 1

1

Do., July 0'

1837
Sat., May 13
Do., June 10I

Tues. Jul. 11

I8:<8

Sat., May 26
Do., June 16
Wed., Jnlyli

1H39
Sat., May 18
Do., June 15
Do., July 6

1810
Sat, May 16 Cloudy.

Do., June 13 CIdy. & fine

Very fine.

Fine.
Fine.

Fine.

Very fine.

Overcast.
Fine.

Fine.
Fine.

Very fine.

Very fine.

Slight rain.

Overcast.

Fine.

Cloudy.
Very fine.

Overcast.
Drizzly.
Very fine.

Very fine.

Slight haze.
Slight haze.

Noon.

Do., July 4

1841
Rat., May 15

Do., June 12

Do., July 10

1842
Sat., May M

Do., June 11

Do., July 9

Very fine.

Fine.
Overcast—
slight rain

Very fine.

Slight haze.

Very fine.

Overcast.

1843
Sat., May 13! Overcast,—

with cold
hnze.

Do., June 1/, Clear early;
overcast.

Wed.,Julyl2 tlazy.

Very fine.

Cloudy.
Cloudy.

Fine.
Very fine.

Very fine.

Very fine.

Fine.
Fine.

Very fine.

Very fine.

Fine.

Very fine.

Cloudy.
Cldy. & fine

Very fiue.

Fine.

Ovrcst, fine.

Very fine

Fine.
Slight haze.
-Sultry.

fI'rif,—shoiu~

cry

.

Cloudy, and
very fine.

Fine.

Very fine.

Ovcst. &fine

Very fine.

Exceedingly
fine.

Sultry, hot,
and dry.

Cloudy and
fine, slight

rain in af-

ternooon.
Fine, With
light clouds.

Very fine,

with light
clouds,

Lightlyover-
cast, but
very fine.

Max.
Temp.
in slide,

deg.
82

72
70

73
78
81

68

71
81

78

72
73
79

58
68

76

64

76
80

6t
63
76

65

77

72

74
53

71

72

39

72

"Wind. Visiton

Little, S.W. 1700
Brisk, S.W.
Little, \V.

Little, S.W.
Little, S.E.
Little, N.E.
Little, E.

Brisk, S.W.
Brisk, N.E.
Little, W. 5612

2000

1200

1402
2870
30/6

897

1908
5362

Little, N.W.
Brisk, S.

Brisk, W.

Little, S.

Strong, S.

Brisk, E.

Brisk, N.E.
Little, s.

Little, S.W.

Brisk, S.W.
Little, N.E.
Little, S.W.

3480

7764
6088

750
8/85
6 103

2966
6105

6546

3044
8789
5781

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Prizes for Seedling Pelargoniums In reply to your

correspondent " F. 11. S.," who, at p. 542, finds fault
with the decision of the Judges at the last show of the Hor-
ticultural Society, I would, in the first instance, beg leave
to remark that the objects for which prizes are offered for
old and new productions are not similar,—in the one case
they are really for the encouragement of individuals, and
comparatively little wrong is done, even should the speci-
mens exhibited be not sufficiently good to df-serve the
award

;
but in the case of a seedling, the individual should

never be considered, and no higher award made than can
be justified by the intrinsic value of the production itself;
for if to gratify the individual a prize be given dis-
proportionate to that value, the public are misled in their
estimation of its merits. I need not add that such is not
the case with an old and well-known variety. As regards
the prizes offered by the Society for different objects,
the judges have nothing to do therewith

; although with
regard to seedlings they are often placed in some dilemma.
Faults may exist which may or may not be permanent,
and notwithstanding the desire which may 'be felt to
make some allowances for an uncultivated variety, the
opinion of the judges may be compromised by n<>t confining
themselves strictly to the facts before them. It is
therefore not only the opinion of most judges, but of
amateurs and growers generally, that in common with
many other flowers, some alteration should be made
in the plan of exhibiting seedling Pelargoniums,—that the
Large • Silver Knightian and Silver Banksian Medals'
should only be given to seedlings 2 years old ; the Frizes
offered for those of the current years being only consi-
dered probationary and confined to certificates, for it is
a well-known fact that flowers which have been very pro-
mising in their seedling state, have proved quite worthless
the second year. Besides, the plan I have suggested
would afford the twofold advantage of ascertaining the
true habit of the plant, as well as the permanent proper-
ties of the bloom

; the judge should also know wheiher
a flower had been submitted to cultivation. Upon the
flower mentioned by "F. H. S.," a difference of opinion
existed amongst the judges, and upon the very point to
which I have alluded, viz , whether the faults apparent in
it would be permanent or not ; and a certificate of merit
was consequently granted, in order that on account of its

good properties it might not be disqualified from receiving
a medal next year more commensurate with its merits,
should the defects prove to have been transient only. I
have annexed my notes on the flower for the information
of '* F. H. S.

M and of your other readers who take an
interest which I would wish to encourage in these matters.
" Psyche^ deep crimson maroon upper petals, with a
narrow^ margin of bright rose; bases of the petals white,
feathering, scarcely any ; rest of the petal salmony rose-
colour, upon which veins are irregularly marked ; the top
petals rather thin and uneven on the edge." In conclu-
sion, I would take leave to remark, that when a flower ot
really first-rate properties, viz., Phseon, was exhibited by
Mr. Forsterat the preceding show, the judges took the
opportunity of conferring the highest mark ofapprobation
they had the power to bestow, and with the same feeling
they withheld it when it could not be consistently awarded.—One of the Judges.

Prizes for FruiL—I beg to state, in answer to
" F. H. S.,

M
p. 512, that in my opinion, there is as much

skill required in producing good Cherries as in raising a
good seedling Pelargonium. Be that as it may, as one of
the judges of fruit at the Horticultural Society's Exhibi-
tions, lean safely assert that everything in that depart-
ment has been judged with the strictest impartiality and
fairness during the season. •« F. H. S." seems to consider
that the opinion of one of the most experienced growers
of seedling Pelargoniums ought to be taken in preference
to that of the three judges in that department, or that

there was a want of fairness in the judges ;—neither of

which, well knowing them, can I subscribe to F. JLS-9

of more than 25 years 9

standing, and equally anxious
that the high character ofthe Society should be maintained.

Effect of Muriate of Ammonia tipon Cucumbers. —
I have put 3-jointed cuttings of Cucumbers into small

phials filled with water, and hung them near the glas 8 °f

a small house, where they form roots, sometimes in six or

eight days, when I pot them off without flagging. A few
lonia

Brisk, S.W.
; 2471

Little, W.

Brisk, W. 5072

I I5Q4

Little, W.
Little, N.E.

6C>

75

77

5700
9080

Little, S.W. 7194

in a little time faded and seemed dead; showing thaC

the solution was too strong in' that state. I took
. ?

cuttings from the phial and placed them in another phial

of warm rain-water, in which they recovered and rooted ;

they are now potted and growing well. I 1)ad tw0

Cucumber plants in pots sent me by a friend, as an ex-

cellent sort; one plant seemed drooping, and scarcely

worth planting ; however, as thev were a present,1-1 .. a. ~-«... jn a

Little, W.

Little, N.E.

5500

13582

Brisk, W. ' 3500

Little, W.

Brisk, N.E.

Little, N.W.

4818

11064

and
len

ed,

7" 68

for many clays, and appeared to be going off. A mu
one part of the above solution with two parts of water, s

watered all round the bed ; this I continued to do, wl

required, for about four or six times ; the plant recovered,

and is now by far the finest and most healthy of the two,

with leaves of a beautiful green.— IV- S. D.
Wasps.—My methodof destroying Wasps is as follows:

—Having found a nest, I procure a large glass bottle,

and a small portion of turpentine which I put therein, ana

shake it about until the whole of the inside is wet with w.

I then fix the neck of the bottle in the entrance to u»e

nest, and place over it a large flower-pot. By repie-

nishiug the bottle with turpentine once or twice, the lumes

penetrate into the nest and completely destroy tnena.

/

1
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This method I have practised for several years, and never

found it fail.

—

B. C. K. [This is a slight variation from
tlie method recommended by Professor Henslow, at p. C37
of lust year's Chronicle, which is certainly an excellent

way to destroy them.]
On Watering Out-door Plants.—On perusing an arti-

cle at p. 478, on watering out-door plants by " J. L.»

I was struck with the novelty of the subject which he

therein strenuously advocates. The following week you

directed attention to the subject, since which time I have

Waited the appearance of your last Chronicle, to see what

practical experience would say on a point of such great

interest to gardeners ; but there appears to be an apathy on

their part to say anything on the subject. 1 do not object

to watering plants in the morning because it is contraiy

to common practice, but because I conceive it to be unna-

tural, and in many points retarding instead of accelerating

the very processes which u J. L." conceives to be of such

paramount importance—heat and moisture; but he, not

content with plants receiving the heat which nature intends

for them through the day, wishes also to preserve as large

an amount as possible during the night, which is certainly

contrary to nature. But supposing heat at night to le

necessary for out-door plants, night-watering—and not

morning—would be the best means of preserving it, for

these reasons: all bodies absorb heat during the day, part-

ing with it by radiation at night. Heat is preserved in

any body so long as the surrounding atmosphere is at a

higher temperature than the body itself; the body increas-

ing iis amount of heat in an equal ratio with the surround-
ing air. Radiation, therefore, cannot take place from any

substance till the atmosphere that surrounds that sub-

stance is reduced to a temperature lower than the subject

itself. Now, radiation takes place much more rapidly

Under a clear sky than a cloudy one ; in a damp atmo-

sphere slower than in a dry one. If the sky be cloudy

alter a warm summer's day, and the atmosphere conse-

quently damp, the earth, water, &C. will appear to be

Warmer than if the sky were clear and the air dry, which

proves that radiation is retarded by a damp atmosphere ;

Were it not so, bodies in contact with the air would

radiate the heat acquired during the day, and quickly

correspond in temperature with the surrounding medium.
If we water plants in the morning, however damp the

atmosphere may be at the moment, it is constantly

becoming drier, and before night every vestige of the

Moisture communicated to the plants is evaporated,

leaving the soil dry, and affording every facility for

radiation,—the very process intended to be retarded.

"Whereas, if water were given to plants in the evening,

Evaporation would go on but slowly, a damp atmosphere
would surround the plants, and radiation would be retarded,
and not accelerated, as " J. L;" conceives would be the

case. Night watering, also, is not subjected to so rapid an

evaporation as morning watering. As I before observed,
the air after sunrise is becoming every moment drier, and,

consequently, the moisture intended for the benefit of the
plan's has scarcely saturated the soil ere it is evaporated,

leaving them destitute of the agent by which their nutri-

tion is to be carried on. This, I think, will prove that to

preserve by night the heat acquired by the soil during

the day, we must create a damp atmosphere around the

plants instead of a dry one. Another objection to morn-
ing watering is, that the dew renders the surface of the

soil damp ; we cannot discriminate between those

Squiring water and those that do not, rendering the per-

formance more tedious, and causing a waste of time which
otherwise would have been avoided. But laying aside
theory altogether, and appealing to nature for an answer,

—

are warm nights beneficial to the health of vegetable life

0r not ? I think not. Plants store up at night materials

*hich are to support them under the influeuce of heat,

hght, &o. during the day, and nature has so ordered it

that a certain period is assigned for each. Now all animals
require a period of rest to recruit their bodies, and why
ttot vegetables? And as heat is a principal stimulant to

vegetable life, it follows that if, by artificial means, we give
to vegetables more than a natural quantity, we shall over-
work their organs, and consequently weaken them. By
ar* unnatural stimulant plants may certainly for a time

^Ppear to be enjoying good health ; but as their organs

fy such treatment would, in time, become deranged, they
^ould thereby become unable to perform their offices, the

Plants would be unhealthy, and unless timely steps were
kken, death would probably be the result ; at all events, a
total derangement of their whole system would take place.

"^Tyro.
Improved Garden 7^/s.—The Improved Garden Pots

^commended by Mr. Rendle, at p. 519, have been made
bv Mr. Croucher, of Clapham, for the last two or three
5 ears, and answer remarkably well.—A Subscriber.

Fuchsias.— It may, perhaps, be interesting to some per-
sons to know that some varieties of the Fuchsia are more
fcardy than is generally believed. There is in theFlower-
Sarden of Colonel M'Pouall at Logan, Wigtonshire, a
*uchsia about 10 feet high and 40 feet in circumference,
forming a compact bush, which is annually in the months

.
July, &c , r i c hly covered with its elegant flowers, and

opening its seeds in the autumn, from which there are
*»nually raised seedlings without number. Some of these
j?ave nearly attained the size of the parent plant, and grow
jreely in any soil or situation in which they may chance to
be placed, even -under the shade of trees, where few other
Shrubs will grow, and on exposed situations without any
Protection, blooming freely, to the great ornament of the
founds, from July until November. The above parent
plant has been said by several individuals, who have visited
gardens in many parts of Britain, to be the largest
^y have seen. But your widely-circulated Paper may

Possibly be read at some gardens which neither of these

persons have happened to visit, and where there may be

Fuchsias as well acclimatised and larger specimens. If

so, a statement to that effect would, 1 presume, be grati-

fying to many of your readers, as, by bringing them into

more general notice as hardy shrubs, they may become
more universally cultivated, as they undoubtedly deserve

to be. I may also state that there is a considerable variety

among the seedlings, as regards the size of the flower,

habit of the plant, hardiness, &c.

—

G. Williamson, Gar-
dener, Logan. [It is a pity our correspondent does not
say what species of Fuchsia it is that he describes.]

Support for Orchidaceous Plants.— I herewith send

vou a sketch of a simple and efficient method of support-

ing suspended Or-
chidaceous Plants,

whereby they may
be introduced into

the drawing-room
with the same ease

as those under pot-

culture ; and as some
of the most curious

and desirable of the

tribe produce pen-

dulous flower-stems,

their beauty cannot
thoroughly be dis-

played without being

elevated and sub-

jected to this or

some similar mode
of treatment. Florai

admirers know that

to place their sub-

jects in a proper
position, so as to

catch the eye to

mostadvantage, dis-

plays as much art

as their superior

culture ; and in no

class of flowers can this be more apparent than in Orchi-

dacece ; for when so situated, their singular habits, their

curious form, and gaudy colours, cannot fail to attract the

admiration of those who are least interested in floral

beauties ; and as many of them can have no rivals as draw-

ing-room flowers, on account of their delightful fragrance

and their long duration of bloom in such situations, the

following means of making them portable may prove

acceptable to those who wish to see them oftener than by
visiting the Orchidaceous house :—Make choice of a flower-

pot according to the size of the suspender required, and

get a piece of strong wire, (say a quarter of an inch in

diameter ;) place the end of this in the bottom of the pot,

and turn it sharp over the rim ; then proceed to shape it in

the form of the annexed representation. Turn the top down
so as to form a loop, bring it close at the shoulder, and form
the other side to correspond ; this will compose half the

frame. Make two more sides of the same shape, with a turn

at top to meet close to its neck ; make this fast with a piece

of wire, then with a brad-awl perforate two holes below

the lini of the pot, and two at bottom for each side
;
pass

a piece of wire (copper is best) through to the inside, and

twist the ends with plyers tightly over the uprights, which

will complete the suspender. The pot may be filled with

sand to give greater stability to its basis, and as well as

the suspender, may be painted green. It may then be

placed either in a flower-stand or upon the drawing-room

table—/. W.
Artificial Glazing.—As a covering for flowers, &c,

nothing can be better than the varnish or solution of

caoutchouc, spread with a clean brush upon fine holland

—

not calico. When the linen is properly strained upon

frames, it is as tight as a drum-head, and is no contemptible

substitute for glass ;—indeed, its chastened light renders

it sometimes preferable.

—

Proteus.

Shade and Shelter for Plants.—The following is an

account of a contrivance for shading or otherwise protect-

ing various outdoor plants, which answers the purpose so

admirably, that I think it worthy of publicity. It is

simply half a common garden-pot (the pot being bisected

before being submitted to the kiln), twelve inches in dia-

meter, and fourteen inches high (but the dimensions, of

course, may vary according to convenience), of the same

width from lop to bottom. It may be used in various

ways, either erect or longitudinally, so as to afford a

complete shelter to anything newly planted, from scorch-

ing sun, driving winds, or beating rains. In some cases,

where required, it will be found advantageous to place

two with their mouths together, so as to entirely shut up

the plant. Their application is universal, their useful-

ness endless, and their cost so trifling, that no garden

ought to be without them. Whilst I am on this subject,

I may mention a simple, but, I believe, effectual, method

of protecting tender Roses in masses, as practised at Ash

Grove, near Halifax, the residence of E. Rawson, Esq.*

which came under my notice during my visits there in the

winter months. It was done by merely pricking branches

of common Whin between the plants, deep enough to pre-

vent the wind from blowing them about ; these branches

stand very little higher than the Roses, and not so numer-

ously as to crowd them. In this way at that season of

1 he year, the groups presented an improved appearance

rather than otherwise. This simple method of protection

may be applied with advantage to many other tender

plants, after the roots have been covered with decayed

leaves! or tanner's bark. Where the Whin is not very

plentiful, common Heath or spruce Fir-branches will

answer quite as well.—Joshua Major, Knosthorpe.

Forcing Pears,—\ have tried to bring Pears to bear

forcing, but cannot succeed. The red spider took pos-
session so strongly of the leaves, that for the preservation
of the Vines from their ravages, the Pear-plants were taken
out of the Vinery.— W. S. D.

Mulberries.—I beg to state, in answer to « Anonymous,11

at p. 545, that I was reading some years ago of an old
man who was planting a Mulberry-tree being ridiculed by
three young men, who asked him if he thought that he
should ever taste the fruit; his reply was, that his tree

would live when they were rotten : and they all three died
in the same year. Upon turning the subject over in my
own mind, 1 fancied that Mulberries could be reared and
brought to perfection much earlier than by the usual way.
I therefore obtained a branch from a tree, about the end
of December, and laid it on a grass-plat, where it was left

until early in March following, when I cut from the branch
30 small pieces from 6 to 9 inches in length, and planted
them in the garden 8 inches apart. In dry weather I gave a
little water, and watched the progress of growth, which
was slow. At the following Michaelmas I lifted them,
pruned the roots, and planted them again, giving them
more space to grow in. At the end of two years I had
upwards of 20 small but healthy plants ; I selected four

of the best, and again pruned the roots, so as to get them
into a small pot, and placed them in a Vinery, where they

continued to do well all the summer, but did not increase

in size. 1 put them in the open-air all winter, and early

the next season I returned them again to the>Vinery,

where they soon showed blossom, and produced a few

fruit, which ripened well. The following year the plants

grew, and on one of them 1 had 103 very fine fruit, which
ripened by the end of June. I was led into this experi-

ment as well from the story of the old man and his three

visitors, as from having some 3'ears ago grafted a small

seedling Apple-plant only two years old, and put it into a
very small pot under glass; the second year from grafting

it ripened two Apples, which were excellent.— W. S. D.
Ginger,—After the first crop is gathered, which will

be in the space of ten or twelve weeks from the time of

planting, replace the old sets, and they will produce a
crop for seed the following year. I have some now that

are very promising.— W. Brown, JMerevale.

Botanical Destruction.— I was in hopes that the absurd
outcry about M radical Botany " had died a natural death ;

but I observe, at p. 501, that such is not the case. Not-
withstanding your correspondent's formidable signature,

his letter i^> devoid of sting, and is in want of those facta

which should support his conclusions ; indeed it would

not require notice, but that well-meaning people who do

not investigate for themselves might be misled by it,

—

I believe that the only authentic case of " extermination "

is that of Menziesia cserulea (said to have been the work
of an Edinburgh nurseryman); as to the Orchidacese,

although roots of Orchis fusca are hawked about London
in the spring, I found it abundantly near (Jobham this

year. O. hircina, perhaps, is gone ; I do not know of its

having been found since the time mentioned by Mr. Peete,

in a late Number of the ** Fhytologist." Now, I, for one,
would rather that so rare a plant, as it has always been,

should be preserved in the Herbaria of the celebrated

Botanist, whom Mr. Peete names as having found it, than

that it should be left to the mercy of promiscuous passers-

by, who, ignorant of the interest attached to it, would

nevertheless be attracted by the singularity of its appear-

ance. Althaea hirsuta, about the loss of which so much
lament was made last year, is this year as plentiful as ever

in the old locality ; this is the case also with Salvia pra-

tensis. "Nettle" does not appear to understand any
distinction between rare and local plants. I consider

that, if I have a local plant growing abundantly within

my reach, 1 owe it to my brother Botanists to collect

for them as well as for myself, as it is not every one
who can make a pilgrimage to the locality. The imputa-

tion of greediness must certainly rest with those who
think otherwise. " Nettle " says that he has been told

that a member of the Botanical Society of London has

transmitted plants to head-quarters by the hundred. I

must frighten him still more— I know that several have
done so. I have even heard of a member of the Edin-
burgh Society botanizing with a cart. Possibly your cor-

respondent may be a follower of the Botanist(?) who
travelled all over Europe with a sandwich-box and a pair

of scissors, by means of which he obtained a splendid

collection of specimens, each five inches long. For my
part, until we can altogether dispense with roots in our

specific descriptions, I shall stick to the trowel.—Dockleaf

The Cuckoo.— I see, at p. 519, that "A Subscriber'*

is rather astonished at having heard the cuckoo singing on

the last day of June. In this part of Suffolk I have con-

stantly heard him up to the 12th day of July, but never

later than that period. "A Subscriber" also states that

a friend of his has a young one, which he hopes to keep

through the winter, and which I hope he will, as many
more of your readers beside myself would like to be
acquainted with a method of doing this. Many of my
friends, as well as myself, have tried several times to do
so, but have never yet succeeded.

—

Finbroensis, Stow-
market.
Birds.—Many gardeners adopt the motto, and act up

to it to the very letter, of killing every bird that enters
their gardens. Now, leaving humanity out of the question,
such a practice cannot be too highly censured ; and could
they for one moment reflect on the injury they were
indicting on themselves, they would instantly abandon the
practice. To induce such a reflection is Ahe only object
of this essay ; and should it be the means of producing
it in but one individual—should it be the means of saving

the life of but one innocent bird—I shall be more than

amply recompensed. To say that gardeners do not

receive extensive injuries from birds, would be to speak
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falsely; and we are so apt to be led away by prejudice,

that by witnessing the depredations of one or two, we
instantly believe them all to be thieves and enemies, and
persecute them accordingly, when, if we had but examined
their habits, and been less hasty in our decision, we
should have saved many a poor bird's life, aud benefited

ourselves greatly. We should certainly find, i( we would

take the matter into consideration, that by balancing the

accounts of the injuries they inflict against the benefits

they confer, the result would stand very widely from what

we conceive it to be. The injuries we receive are directly,

the benefits indirectly, which certainly leaves us more
chance of deciding against the poor birds. Thus, if we
have a bed of seed or a crop of fruit mutilated or destroyed,

we are immediately sensible of the injury ; but when tens

of thousands of the larvse of destructive insects are exter-

minated, the benefits are indirectly; we are not aware of

it, and consequently we cannot appreciate it. We should

therefore carefully investigate the habits of the garden-

frequenting birds, before we deal death and destruction

among them. There are some we are justified in killing ;

but Man, as lord and master of all inferior animals, of

which he is but the superior one, should not recklessly

destroy. He has an undoubted right to remove those

that are noxious to him, but he should act discriminately ;

and he that wantonly destroys the most minute of God's
creatures, will have more to answer for than he imagines.

A profidentiai power is extended to the ant as well as to

the most mighty of mankind, and through every grade of

animal life ; and that man who acts the tyrant over inferior

animals—he who, without just reasons for his conduct,

can wantonly and cruelly destroy the most trifling animal

—

is unworthy the name, and is destitute of the best feeling

of our nature,— the love of Nature's subjects

—

" I would not enter on my list of (riends
The man who heedless treads upon a worm."

~~Tyro. _^
PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Errata.— It should have been stated in our Report of the

meeting at Regent Street last week, that Mr Cuthill was awarded
a certificate lor Lisianthus Russellianus. The same plant also

received a prize at the South London Exhibition.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
August 2.— W. Miles, Esq., in the Chair. Five gentlemen were

elected Mfinbcrs. Mr. R. Barker presented the Monthly Report
of the accounts, from which it appeared that independently of the
sums deposited at Messrs. Crompton, Newton, & Co., there was
on the 31st July in the hands of Messrs. Drummond, a current
cash b*l;uice of 2,052/. to meet the amount of prizes awarded at

the Derby Meeting:. The names of three Governors and twenty
Membois were ordered to be struck out on account of their unpaid
arrears of subscription. Mr. Ncale, contractor for the Council
Dinner in Derby County Hall, attended to produce his tickets as
vouchers for his claim of payment, and to explain the omissions
complained of as having occurred at that dinner; although the
Council resolved that he had insufficiently executed his contract,
they accepted his offer for payment at a reduced rate on the
original terms. The Rev. C. Hill was reported as the author of
the successful essay on the construction of cottages, for which
the Society had offered their Gold Medal; and Mr. Slaney as the
receiver of an additional premium of lot. The parasitical plant
brought to the last meeting by the Rev. D. Gwilt, and referred to
Mr. Paxton, was stated by him to be the Cuscuta Europsea, or
larger European Dodder.
August 4.—A Special Council was held for the purpose of taking

into consideration the Report of the Judges of Implements and
the arrangements for the Southampton Meeting. Earl Spencer,
President, in the Chair. The award of prizes by the Judges of
Implements at Derby, and their report of the grounds on which
any of the prizes had been withheld, was read and adopted :

—
Mr. Miles, M P., on the part of the Stewards of the implement
department, stated the case of the implement-makers, who at
Derby had appointed Messrs. Ransume and Cottam as their joint
represcmatives in communicating their wishes to the Stewards
during the meeting, and I hat all the implement- makers present
were fully prepared for the lull trial of the merits of their re-
Bpective implements, and were greatly disappointed at the result
In the arrangements for effecting that trial

;
for, with the excep-

tion of the satisfactory trial of thrashing-machines and chaff-
cutters, there was not sufficient time, even had there been pro-
per land, to institute a due trial of the numerous implements for
competition. With regard to the regulations applying to the
exhibition and trial ol implements, there had existed no distinct

collection, the ii struciions referring to them being mixed up
with those affecting the general objects of the show. He had
therefore drawn up, in conjunction with Mr. Shelley, a code of
regulations applying exclusively to implements, and embodying
all that they conceived to be most suitable in previous regula-
tions. Mr. T. J. Marshall having sent the model of a stack-
covering previously to the Derby meeting, which had become
too much injured by the carriage to be exhibited among the
models on that occasion, he called attention at the present
meeting to the value of the plan proposed for effecting the
object in view. The contrivance consists of a framed roof-
ing above the stacks, and the arranging upon this from the
eaves to the ridge, in the mode pursued in the slating of
a house, successive layers of a flat material, of the sub-
stance of hat felting, afterwards coated with coal-tar, &c.
Mr. Marshall remarked, M For large farmers who grow a great
quantity of corn and hay, I strongly recommend the erection of
sheds near every homestead ; indeed they will soon save them-
selves with a person who may grow only for his own consump-
tion. With this imprest-ion, I beg to send you a plan and estimate
for one 1 am about to erect j which, upon blocks and felt rot fing,
will cost about 11/., one twice the size would be less in proportion,
say 18/. : either of these properly made at the first will last from
15 to *^0 years. When once hay or corn is ready to lead, and
safely Milder such ashed, neither stack-cloths or other protection
are require d. Against this outlay, place the expense of thatching
in th usual way, the same quantity for the same successive num-
ber oi \ ei and do more need he said in its favour. The wood-
work I find lighter, and the inclination of the roof not so steep
by one half as slate or tiles require, and the whole cost conse-
quently less. The frost and snow of last winter, and the late
heavy rains, have not made any impression, nor is there any
appearance of cither damp or wet within. This stack-covering
admits of extension or contraction to any extent." Numerous
donations to the Library were reported. The Council then ad-
journed, to meet again on the first Wednesday in November.

WEST LONDON FLORICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
Thk Annual Flower Show, for the benefit of the Butchers'

mvf
r

-
tahle Institution, was hold atWalham Green on the 8th and

9™ mst., and, combined with other sources of amusement,
attracted a large assemblage of spectators. The display of flowers
lar exceedi-.d

- ur expectations, both in extent and quality. The
tents were Well tilled, andappeared to afford general gratification.Ane following is the award of the Judges :—Class L; Floristsand jnurskrymbn^^^ Collection of Twelve Pelargoniums, i,

J

(Gold Medal,) Mr. Gaines ; 2, (Large Silver Medal,) Mr. Catleugh.
Best Collection of Ericas, not /ess than Six, 1, (Large Silver
Medal,) Mr. Pawley, of Bromley; 2, (Middle Silver Medal,)
Mr. Cooper, of Bromley. Best Collection of Cut Roses, not
less than 40 Bunches, l, (MifUIle Silver Medal,) Mr. Pan], of
Cheshunt; 2, (Small Silver Medal,) Mr. Halley, of Blackheath.
Class II. j Gentlemen's Gardeners and Amateurs:—
best Collection ofMiscellaneous Plants (Gold Me<lal), Mr. Hunt.gr.
to Miss Traill, Hayes Place, Kent ; 2, (Large Silver Medal), Mr.
Redding, gr. to Mrs.Marrvatt. Best Collection of \2 Pelargoniums
(Middle Silver Medal), Mr. Hill; 2 (Small Silver Medal), Mr.
Hayes. Class III., jtipen to all.— Best 12 Plants (Large Silver
Medal), Messrs. Lane and Pawley, equal. Best Collection of
Fuchsias (Large Silver Medal), Mr. Gaines ; 2 (Middle Silver
Medal), Mr. Pawley ; 3 (Small Silver Medal), Messrs. F. and A.
Smith. Best Calceolarias, not less than 12 (Middle Silver Medalj,
Mr. Gaines. Best, Collection of Cut Flowers (Middle Silver
Medal), Mr. Redding; 2 (Small Silver Medal), Mr. Doran. Best
12 Hydrangeas (Middle Silver Medal), Mr. Larcomb, of Pimlico

;

2 (Small Silver Medal), Messrs. F. and A. Smith. Best Collection

of Scarlet Pelargoniums (Middle Silver Medal), Mr. Baile; 2
(Small Silver Medal), Mr. Reckets ; 3 (Second Small Silver
Medal), Mr. Gaines. Best Collection of Cacti (Middle Silver
Medal), Mr. Demoyne, of Walworth; 2 (Small Silver Medal), Mr.
Trevers. of Walworth. F.xtra Prizes :

—

Six Ericas. Mr. Hunt,
gr. to Miss Traill (Large Silver Medal). Fifty Miscellaneous
j>tants,[Mr. Catleugh (Large Silver Medal), ho., Messrs. F.
and A. Smith, Hackey (Middle Silver Medal). Collection of
Cacti, Mr. Plant, gr. to— Schroder, Esq., Brixton (Small Silver
Medal). Verbenas, containing many new varieties, Mr. Ivery,
Peckham (Middle Silver Medal). 12 Plants, Messrs. F. and A.
Smith (Small Silver Medal). Picotees and Carnations, Mr. Willmer
(Middle Silver Medal). Do., Mr. Emhleton, gr. to T.Barnard,
Esq., Brixton (Small Silver Medal). Carnations, — Burrup, Esq.
(Small Silver Medal). Named Cut Flowers, Mr. Maxwell (Second
Small Silver Medal). Verbenas, Mr. Gaines (Second Small Silver
Medal). Collection of deaths, Mr. Halley (Second Small Silver
Medal). Fruit, Mr. Larcomb, Pimlico.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Practical Floral and Horticultural Society of Ireland, July 20.—

The above Society held their second Summer Exhibition of

Fruits, Plants, and Flowers, in the Round Room of the Rotunda,
and on no previous occasion has there been a greater display of

finely-cultivated specimens. The contributions from the various
Nurseries were much admired for their beautiful and healthy
appearance, and also for their rarity and value. Amongst these
might be noticed some very fine varieties of Pelargoniums, raised

from seed by Mr. M'Laine, and Miscellaneous Collections of plants
from the following persons, viz., Messrs. Haggarty, Livingston,
and Hodgins. The groups from private contributors displayed
evident skill and admirable management in their cultivation.

The following is a list of the prizes :— Pri vatic Gardens: Stove

Plants, Collection of Six, 1, Mr. Humphreys, gr to the Hon. Col.

Wingfleltf, for Gesnera lateritia, G. hybrid var., Vinca rtfsea,

Barlthia flava, Gloxinia seedling var., G. tricolor; 2, Mr. Ellis,

gr to the Under Secretary. Ericas, Collection of Six, 1, Mr. Hum-
phreys, for Erica Massoni, E. viridiflora, E. ventricosa superba,

E. tricolor, E. reflexa alba, E. inflata. Dark Pelargoniums,

Collection of Six, 1, J. H. Evans, Esq., for Jehu, Yeatmannianum
grandiflorum, Desdemona, Hyder Ali, Black Prince, Negro Boy;
2, Mr. Smith, gr. to Mrs. Putland ;

Light Do., Collection of Six,

1 , Mr. Smith, for MM.aine's Mithridates, Queen, ( i casus, Seleucus,

Consiantine, and Sylph; 2, J. H. Evans, Esq. ; Mixed Do.; Collec-

tion of Six, 1, Mr. B. Kane, gr to E. Clibborn, Esq., Incomparable,

Arabella, Nymph, Lowndes's Perfection, Alexandrina, Fair Maid
of Devon ; 2, Mr. Smith. Single Specimen, Stove Plant infawer,

1 and 2, Mr. Smith. Single Specimen, Greenhouse Plant, inflower,

1, Mr. Ellis, for Aloe breviftSlia. Fuchsias, Collection of Six, 1,

Mr. Ellis, (old varieties, but very large); Single Specimen, l, G.
M. Walthew, Esq., for Enchantress; 2, Mr. Humphrey, for a
splendid specimen of F. Chandletii. Basket of Ornamental Plants,

J, Mr. Humphreys, for Elichrysum proliferum, Fuchsia fnlgens,

Gesnera (seedling var.), Tree Picotee— Julius Caesar (6 ft. high,

finely bloomed), Vinca r6sea and alba, Euphorbia splendens,

Sinningia guttata, Amaryllis (seedling), Erica viridiflora, E. ven-

tricosa superba, Indigofera tinct6ria; 2, Mr. Smith. Mnnulus,
3 varieties, 1, J. H.Evans, Esq., for M- M'Lainianus, Guthriaims,

and another. Hardy Herbaceous Plants, 4 varieties: 1, F.

Pidgeon, Esq.; 2, J. H. Evans, Esq. Device in Hardy Flowers,

1, J. H.Evans, Esq.; Do., in Tender Flowers, 1, J. H.Evans,
Esq. Roses, 24 blooms, 1, Mr. Ellis; 2, Neptune Collier, Esq.;

Do., 12 blooms. l,Mr. Alexander, gr to the Duke of Leinster
;

Dahlias, 24 blooms, 1, J. H. Evans, Esq. 12 blooms, I, Geo.

M. Walthew, Esq., for Conquering Hero, Pickwick, Danecroft

Rival, Ruby, Rosa, Bnrnham Hero, Argo, Lady V."oodhou.-e,

Triumph of Flora, Constantia, Edith Planta^entt, and ihe Bishop

of Winchester. Pansies, 24 blooms, 1, Geo. M. Walthew, Esq.

for Imogene, Robin Adair, Souter Johnny, Captivaiion, Glory of

Enfield, Jewess, Pilot, Diogenes, Amulet, Duke of Cornwall,

Prince Albert, Blue Petre, Coronation, Peter Dick, Charles the

Twelfth, Desirable, Queen of Purple^, Lady Peel, Fail of Claren-

don, Delicata, Giantess, King of Yellows, Mulberry Superb. 1st

prize to the same person for 50 blooms, including the above 24

and Eclipse <Thompson's), Paragon,, Queen (Mountjoy's), Grand
Duke, Eliza, Belzonii, Black Knight, Enfield Glory, Surpasse
Imogene, Yellow Defiance, Goldsmith, Rodney (Waltliew's),

Blue Petre (Walthew's) Dark-eyed Maid (Waltliew's), Pride of

Norfolk (Walthew's), Blue-eyed Maid (Walthew's), Mulberry,

Maid of the Mill (Davey's), Sophia (Henchman's), Success

(Henchman's), Agnes (Henchman's), The Bride (Henchman's),

Princess Royal (Davey's), Miss Kemble, MissStninforth, Sulphu-

rea lutea (Stubb's). Six Annuals, J.H.Evans. Public Gar-
dbns— Stove Plants, Collection of Six, 1, Mr. Haggarty, for

Euphorbia splendens, Begrinia Dreggii, Rondeletia speciosa, Ges-
neriabnlbosa, Gloxinia rubra, maxima alba; 2, Mr. D.Living-
ston. Greenhouse Plants, Collection of Six, l, Mr. Haggarty, for

Statice sinuata, S. mucronata, Burchelha capen si8, Anigozan-
thus Manglesii, Syphocampylus betnlEcf6Iius, Elichrysum pro-

liferum. Orchidacem, I, Mr. Haggarty, for Calanthe veratri-

frtlia, and Oncidium flexuosum. Dark Pelargoniums, Collection of
Six, 1, Mr. Haggarty, for Negro Boy, Mervilleana, Yeatman-
ianum, Yeatmanianum grandiflorum, Jehu, Prince George.
Light Pelargoniums, Collection of Six, J, Mr. Haggarty, for

Keefe's Erin go-Bragh, Masterpiece, Napoleon, Joan of Arc,

Lowndes's Perfection, and Sylph. Mixed do., Collection of Six, 1,

Mr. M'Laine, for M'Laine's Constantine, Medoia, Queen Eliza-

beth, Amelia, Desdemona, and Garth's Conservative; 2, Mr.
Haggarty ; 3, Mr. Livingston. Mimulus, three varieties, 1, Mr.
Livingston. Fuchsias, Collection of Six, 1, Mr. Haggarty, for

Venus victrix, Victoria Regina, magnifica, Fulgens multiflora,

R6sea elegans, splendidissima ; 2, Mr. Livingston. Fuchsia,

Single Specimen, 1, Mr. Robert Hodgins, for Fuchsia Stan-
welliana. Basket of Ornamental Plants, 1, Mr. Haggarty, for

Grevillea sericea, Swains6nia galegif61ia, Pavetta caffra,

Br6wnea ciliata, Pimelealinifolia, Ardisia crcnulata, Siphocam-
pylus bfcolor, Pimelea decussata, Gesneria speciosa, Erica ven-
tricosa breviflora, Fuchsia Greggiana ; 2, Mr. Livingston. Her-
baceous Plants, Collection of Six, l,Mr. Haggarty, for Delphi-

nium Barlowii, Phlox omniflora, and Brownii ; Spiraea japonica.

Statice scoparia, FCinkia Sieboldi ; 2, Mr. J. Gough. Device in

Hardy Flowers, 1, Mr. J. Gough. Moses, 24 blooms, 1, Mr.
Livingston. Open CoMPETfTioN. — Stove Plants, Seedhngs,
Three Specimens, 1, J. C. Humphreys. Light Seedling Pelargo-

nium, 1, Mr. M'Laine; 2, J. C. Humphreys. Three SeedUng
Pelargoniums, Silver Medal, J. C. Humphreys. Six Seedling Do.,

1, J. C. Humphreys. Pansies, Six Seedlings, 1, N. Collier, Esq.

Six Hand-Bouquets of Greenhouse Flowers, 1, J. G. Humphreys
;

2, Mr. Ellis;" 3, Mr. Livingston. Three Hand Bouquets of Stove

Flowers, 1, J. C. Humphreys; 2, Mr. Livingston. An extra prize

was recommended Mr. B. Kane, /or three {greenhouse) Hand

Bouquets. Six varieties of German Stocks, J. Gough. A Seedling

Fuchsia, exhibited by Mr. R. Hodgins, was universally admired;
its colours were, corolla deep vivid purple and calyx very deep
blood colour; form of Mower that of Globosa. J. Welsh, Esq.,
exhibited a Pan of Pinks, (seedlings raised by him,) which were
much admired for distinctness of character and clearness of

colours. G. M. Walthew, Esq., also exhibited a fine specimen of

Fuchsia Enchantress, in good bloom, the first so exhibited in

Ireland; and as usual Mrs. Desmond exhibited her inimitable
wax imitations of Jruit and flowers; one in particular, that of

the beautiful and curious Maxillaria tetragona, attracted general

admiration. Fruit.— Melons, Persian or Green-flesh, 1, Mr.
O'Gilvic, gr to the Earl of Lcitrim ; 2, Mr. Ellis. Do., any variety,

1, Mr. O'Gilvie; 2, Mr. Alexander. Grapes, black, I, Mr. Smith;
2, Mr. Alexander. Do., white, 1, Mr. Alexander. Cherries, 1, Mr.
M. Shaw; 2, Mr. Alexander. Nectarines, 1, Mr. Ellis; 2, Mr.
Alexander. Currants, white, 1, C. S. Spear, Esq. Do. red, 1, N.
Collier, Esq. Dish of Peas, 1, N. Collier, Esq.; 2, Mr. J. C.

Humphreys. Carrots, 1, Mr. Johnston, gr to H. Hanbridge, Esq.

Celery, Mr. J. C. Humphreys. Onions, Mr.B. Kane. Two Orchi-

daceous plants were sent in by Mr. Boyle, gr to the Chief Baron;
but being too late were not entered for competition.

Reigale Cottage Gardeners' Society, July 20.—On Saturday
evening, the second anniversary of this Society was held at the

Town Hall, for the distribution of premiums for the best culti-

vated Cottage Gardens, within the parish j when the members
with their wives and friends attended, and exhibited a very

respectable display of Vegetables, Fruits, and Flowers, the pro-

ducts of their gardens; and a numerous assemblage of ladies and
gentlemen, resident in the parish and neighbourhood, honoured
the meeting with their presence. \V. Price, Esq., having taken
the chair, the Treasurer stated, that by the Report of the

Inspectors of Gardens, the cultivation and keeping of the Cottage

Gardens had been much improved in the course ol the past year,

in proof of which the superiority of the productions of Gardens
then on the table would show; and at the monthly meetings,
the Members were frequently bringing proofs of improved cultiv-

ation. The subscriptions Of the honorary Members were suffi-

cient, not only for the premiums awarded to the ordinary

Members; but the Committee felt themselves justified from the

surplus balance, to distribute young fruit-trees, chiefly Apple-

trees, at the choice of the Members, as additional rewards. The
Members having been supplied with a good assortment of

books relating strictly to gardening and rural economy, the

Committee had recommended the adoption of other books on

subjects likely to interest, agreeably, the minds of the Members
and their families ; and as affording a variety of reading, they ha<J

adopted "White's Seltoorne," "Bloornfield's Farmer's Boy,
"The Cottager's Monthly Visitor," and "The Visitor; " to which
they will add, as they proceed, other books of an instructive and

entertaining nature. A kind friend of the Society, P. Foskett,

Esq., being well aware that Members, in the course of their

reading, would meet wih many words they did not understand,

had presented them with seveial copies of a cheap edition of

"Johnson's Dictionary." Mrs. Price had, as hut year, presented

packets of flower-seeds to the Members' wives. The Treasurer

also stated the case of a farm labourer, who, from a fortunate

combination of circumstances and great activity of mind, waS
enabled, in addition to a skilful knowledge of. all farming opera-

tions, to handle the tools of vaiious trades to excellent purpose;

and although few could equal the number and variety of talents

this man possessed, all might emulate his activity, ingenuity*

and industry. The use of candles made of rushes dipped in

melted faj", with a little wax, of home produce, was recom-

mended, as costing nothing; the man collecting the rushes an"

the wife peeling and preparing them so as to furnish a very good

light for all domestic purposes, of which there is a very pleasing

description in "White's Selborne," Letter 26th, addressed to Mr.

Pennant. From the increasing population of the country, and

the circumstance that individuals of small capital rinding it a

profitable investment for their money to build up tenements*
with very insufficient accommodation for the purposes °l

domestic comfort and decency,' with scarcely any garden

ground, and iu some instances none at all, which from the

great demand for human habitations are immediately occu-

pied, the allotment system so strongly recommended by the

"Labourers' Friend Society " as furnishing useful and profitable

occupation for the labouring man during his spare lime, assisted

by his wife and children, is found to be attended with the bes

advantages. The Report of a Select Committee of the House oi

Commons, appointed to inquire into the results of the allotment

System was adverted to, the favourable nature of the evidenc

pointed out, and the conclusion quoted:—"Your Committee

cannot conclude their Reportwithout pressing upon the attenjj°jj

ol the House, and of every landowner, this method of fulfllh"»

the duty which they have to perform towards a class K'S

fortunately situated than themselves, whose whole property is

their labour, constantly, though unavoidably, interfered witb J

improvements in machinery, changes of fashion, alteration

duties, and various other causes producing distiess and m^ c
^

against which the most prudent cannot, guard, but which v

possession of a garden allotment, your Committee have R^a
ĥey

evidence to prove, tends most materially to alleviate. *
'

would therefore urge upon such landed proprietors as P°sb
t0

property where allotments could he convenienily provi dc« » ^
give every facility for the purpose." From a considerate K 1

ness towards his regular workmen, Mr. Pym, a farmer ot

parish, has always allowed them the use ol small odds ant

i

of his fields, and waste lands, to plant wiib Potatoes cine^
The men have always felt grateful tor this favour, of wh»c

h&s had abundant proof. The fathers and mothers of J»"
d

present were strongly urged to bring up their children
Q'fag

courses; to getthe best education they could for them, con iu
cU-

as much as possible, scholastic instruction and industria
, -n

pation. The Rev. G. A. Webb, in expressing himself war > ^
favour of the objects of the Society, adverted to theeircunns*^^

of the miserable tenements frequently occupied by the P™* wcn
in the course of his ministrations among them, *ie

,

w
otonly

assured that the crowded State of the dwellings tended " ^Jgo
to make the inhabitants uncomfortable in their homes,

gent

to much moral and physical deterioration. He exhorted W F
g ^ ft

to a strict observance of religious, moral, and social c \ e0wectS
religious education of the children, and to persevere in

ol a-
of the Society. The Chairman then coincided in »Y!SmS good

most
and

tion of the objects of the Society, and expressed his cotujw .

wishes for its successful course : that he should be aiw y ^ ^
happy to do everything in his power to promote those

^ _

the good of ali industrious and well- disposed persons.^^^^
miums were then distributed as follows:— J. Kent, 2*.

» ^ 1Q^ .

1/. IOs.j H. Stone, \L; R. Comber, 155.; C ^r

etalH l gloves;
W. Peat, 5s. ; J. Bryant, a woodman's leathern ja kc

£ tools-
Every other Member, 2s. 6rf., and to each two faamw &

according to choice. _^

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER

USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL^ ^
Hartwegia purpurea; var. angwatnon.i. j » GvnniHln*

narrow-leaved variety. (Stove Epiphyte.) °f
cln^cc

>
. v

'

G coree Urc
Monandria.—This plant was gathered in ^

uatem
,t collection at Car-

Skinner, Esq., and added to Sir Charles Lemoii s cu

clew, In August, 1841. Although vcrv f^^5"J
form of this speciea in its leaves and floors,^J*^^e prei,e*i

and appearance ol tl'c two Plant ™ 7 ^ ^ ot„er . I<

m»*> n«n r«nlir 1 ,i» v/.o-nn loA SIS a « < " "*.««*'» j ,_.!<• «yi 1 iH

original

ral habit
ent

s

inch

<

/

leaves are Lm ,!«- to^^cSe S£%5 «f* «fto an inch m bread tn, «'» * h , .. ends; ol a
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long, round and wiry, with many joints, each of which is surrounded
by a pale brown-coloured bract, which closely embraces the stem,

and covers it half way between the joints. The flowers are terminal,

of the same bright pinkish colour as those of the old variety ;
from

which, however, they (lifter in the form and size of the sepals, which

are not obliquely cordate, but ovate oblong, and rather smaller than

in the other. The lip is also very different, being much larger in

every respect, and having a notch at the point; whereas in the

original species it is small, roundish, cordate, and forms a kind of

spur where it joins the column. In this variety there is no appear-

ance of a spur, but it is narrowed round the column, and has a sin-

gular indentation just opposite its point. The column is curved,

and about the same length as the sepals and petals. It is also of a

deeper pink, and is rounded on the upper side; beneath, it is two-

edged, from being slightly hollowed out along the middle. The
anther-case is somewhat reniform, brownish pink, much darker than

any other part of the flower.—Botanical Register.

GladIolus splendkns. Splendid Corn-flag. {Frame Perennial.)

Iridacete. Triandria Monogynia.— Mr. Plant's " Mule Anisanth

calls attention to this plant, which was its female parent. There is no

difference between the two former, except that the flower ofCunonius

has the tube yellow, the lower lip diminished, and yellow tipped with

red, the rest of the flower scarlet, the upper segment being concave

and prolonged, the laterals compressed; splendens has the like

form, the tube and lower lip dull green, the lower edge of the upper

laterals pale straw-colour, which is yellow in Cunonius. On the

same stem, in one flower, the two lower laterals are prolonged 5-Sths

of an inch, of a pale straw-colour, the two upper laterals also pro-

longed, and the upper segment shortened to their usual length.

Another flower has one of the upper laterals prolonged to the length

of the upper segment and entirely red, and one of the lower laterals

prolonged 3-irjths of an inch, and straw-coloured, with a little red.

Plant's mule has the upper segment scarlet, a little speckled,

largest, and concave; upper laterals similar, expanding, and sub-

concave; lower lip 7-8ths of an inch shorter, sub- erect, and con

niving, pale straw-colour, marked within with red, having a straw-

coloured middle stripe. The expansion of the upper lip and the

foliage show that it was bred as Mr. Plant asserts. G. abbreviatus,

"Bor. Reg." 166, or quadrangularis, " Kot. Mag." 5()/, has the

upper segment large and concave, all the rest abbreviated. All the

three natural sorts have the usual seed of the Cape Gladioli with

foliaccous margins. I have had many instances of seedlings amongst

the mixed produce from Cardinalis," blandus, and tristis, with the

lower lip abbreviated, sometimes only during; an unfavourable season.

Cunonius and splendens, which are closely akin, and scarcely separ-

able, are both stoloniferous
;
quadrangularis is not, the latter having

Erecisely the singular leaf of G. tristis, with four angles, the midrib

eing like the blade of the leaf. It is evident that the genera Ani-

santhus and Petamenes cannot be supported, their distinctions

depending upon features which are variable.

—

Hon. and Rev, W,
Herbert, in Botanical Register.

Bifrenaiiia inodoka. Scentless Bifrcnaria. (Stove Epiphyte.)

Orchidacece. Gynandria Monandria. — This plant was imported

from Rio in 1839*, and added to Sir C. Lemon's collection at Carclew,

where it flowered in April, 1843. Inhabit and general appearance

it approaches so near to Maxillaria tetragona, as to have been

mistaken for it, but on flowering it proved to be widely different

from that species, and much handsomer, although the flowers arc

destitute of that peculiar fragrance which M. tetragona is said to

possess. It requires similar treatment, and flourishes in a warm,

moist stove, potted in a mixture of rotten wood and other decayed

Vegetable substances. The pseudo-bulbs arc of a dull, brownish

green, ovate-oblong, four-angled, a good deal hollowed between

them, upwards of three inches long, and nearly the same in circum-

ference at the base, from which they taper to the point, where there

is a black-coloured band, indicating the joint at which the leaf is

united to the pseudo-bulb. The leaves are solitary, oblong lancco-

late acute, on short foot-stalks, spreading and recurved, measuring,

when full-grown, a foot in length, and four inches across. They are

thin and rigid, of a pale green below, rich deep green above, slightly

undulated, or crimped, at the margin, with a prominent vein on
either side of the midrib. The flowers arc large and spreading, of a

brownish green, with a hairy, red labellum ; and the scape is radical,

Very short, scarcely half the length of the pseudo-bulb, round, and
of a pale green, bearing two and sometimes three flowers. The
Species is much the finest yet known, its flowers being as large as

those of Maxillaria Harrisoniie.— Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
On the Nutritive Power of Bread and Flour of dif-

ferent Countries.— It was observed as early as 1742, by

Beccaria of Bologna, in Italy, that Flour consisted of two

parts, differing essentially in their nature ; the starchy

part affording principles similar to those of all vegetables,

and the glutinous part supplying azotized substances simi-

lar to those derived from an animal origin. According to

the present views of chemists, those substances which

contain azote are alone capable of forming blood, or, in

common language, of nourishing the body. It is obvious,

therefore, that the determination of the amount of this

element present in Flour affords us at once an index of

the nutritive power of Flour or Bread ; on this principle

the following important Table has been constructed by
Dr. Robert D. Thomson, of Glasgow. The Naumburg
Bread—a town in the south of Prussia, situated in a fine

corn country,—the Dresden and Berlin Bread, were

obtained in these cities in August, 1842. The Flour was

probably, therefore, grown in 1841. The other specimens
were procured in the early part of (he present year, and
are probably of the growth of 1«42. The last column
gives the relative value ; 100 of Naumburg being equiva-

lent to 115£ of Dresden Bread :

—

Azotized
Principles.

Percent. Equivalents.
100-00
115-31

Naumberg Bread .
l6'49

Dresden do 14-30

Berlin do I4 ' 2 * 116-04

Canada Flour I:*'8> U7"23
Essex do. 3359 121-33

Glasgow unfermented Bread . . - 13*39 123'lfi

Lothian Flour 12-30 134*06
United States Flour ... - l'I*S7 145-03

Ditto, by mechanical analysis - 10'99 1 50-00

The low position of the American Flour, as indicated
by the first experiment in the Table, was so startling, that
it was repeated by means of the mechanical process. The
result of the analysis of three ounces was as follows :

—

Per Cent.
Starch 902'00 63-73
Azotized Principles

:

Gluten 130*40 9-93
Albumen 14*00 j«o6

Gum 60-40 4-60
Sugar 1630 1.24
Water 189'40 1444

3 OZ.= 1312*50 10000
It is from this analysis that the second result is given

in the Table, and it affords a striking confirmation of the
accuracy of the first determination. It is only necessary

to add, that all these specimens were dried at the temper-

ature of 212° before being subjected to experiment.

The Rhododendron a good Thermometer.—The follow-

ing singular statement appears in the American Agricul-

turist. "There are few persons who would see, on first

scrutiny, in the Rhododendron maximum a complete ther-

mometer. There have been for the last five years several

very large specimens of this shrub close by our dining-

room windows, and, by protracted observations by various

members of the family, they have been so infallible in

showing the temperature of the atmosphere, that the

thermometer, which hung without the door, became in

some measure useless, unless we wished to ascertain to a

degree the state of the air. When the weather is cold,

and the thermometer about zero, the leaves are rolled so

tightly together that it seems almost impossible for them
to again ^become unrolled, at the same time they are turned

nearly black ; and the expansion, as the weather moderates,
is so gradual, that, by the degrees of their colour and
shape, a person is enabled to form a pretty accurate

opinion of the weather ; and when mild, the leaves assume
a light and very rich green."

Botanical Prize-men.—The following gentlemen ob-

tained honours at the recent examination in Botany, in

University College, London :—The 1st certificate and
gold medal, Mr. C. Prentice, of Kingston-on-Thames ;

"2nd certificate and silver medal, Mr. W. H. Colborne, of

Chippenham ; 3d certificate, Mr. J. It. Pretty, of London,
and Mr. A. Haviland, of Bridgewater ; 4th ditto, Mr. R.
de Champ Ball, of Plymouth ; 5th, Mr. Alex. Henry, of

Kingsbridge, Devon ; 6t.h, Mr. H. F. Goodrid^e, of Bath
;

7th, Mr. W. R. Randall, of Southampton; 8th, Mr. C.
R. Matthew, of Paddington ; 9th, Mr. J. H. Elliott, of

London.
Cormack's Prince Albert Pea.—This Pea, which has

been cultivated in the garden of the Horticultural Society

during the present season, produced Peas fit for table

ten days earlier than any other variety sown at the same
time. It is a seedling from Cormack's Early Keut, but
is earlier and more hardy ; and it may be recommended as

the best early Pea.
, .—_ , _ 4

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. XV.
(Continnedfrom page 463.)

55. Agarics.—There is this most remarkable fact con-
nected with the qualities of the Agarics, or Mushrooms

;

a fact which seems to show that their properties depend
upon climate and situation and accidental circumstances,

rather than upon specific peculiarities. Those kinds
which are wholesome in one country are not 80 in another;

thus, in Great Britain, the common Mushroom (Agaricus
campestris), the Fairy Ring Agaric (A. pratensis), and
the A. Georgii, are the only sorts that it is quite safe to

eat; while the Fly Agaric (A. muscarius), and A. virosus

are extremely poisonous. But in other countries of

Europe it is different. In France, in Italy, and especially

in Russia, a usual aliment is afforded by a great variety of

species, winch, although very common in this country, it

would be extremely dangerous to eat; and, on the other
hand, even the dangerous A. muscarius is a species of food
in Kamtschatka.

56. Aromal.ics.—The impression made on the organs
of smell and taste, and the peculiar influence exercised
over the digestive powers, by those agents obtained from
the vegetable kingdom are very peculiar. Scarcely any
one is insensible to the odour of particular (lowers, and
some are affected by them to an extraordinary degree.
The approach to Ceylon can be determined by the fra-

grance of the air at the distance of many miles ; the Mag-
nolia glauca diffuses an odour by which it can be recog-

nised at the distance of three miles among the swampy
districts in which it grows. This powerfully affects many
persons while travelling or hunting; and "the Magnolia
tripetala causes sickness, headach, and an aggravation
of fevers or rheumatism, among those near it who are
labouring under these complaints. The odour of the
Jonquils and other fragrant plants raised in Holland, is so
great when brought into a close apartment, as to be
quite overpowering. In such countries or places as have
a very humid atmosphere, the odour of plants is most
readily diffused as well as most potent; of this we may
satisfy ourselves by calling to mind the greater fragrance

of flowers early in the morning, in the evening, or after a
shower. This accounts for the violent action of the
plants in the countries just mentioned ; but even many
plants of Britain affect some individuals, endowed with a
peculiar and excessive sensibility to an extreme degree.
The sweet-scented Violet has such an effect on certain
persons as to occasion headach, convulsions, and apoplexy.

57. Nelumbium speciosum.—Of all the vegetable pro-
ductions of Astrakhan, none is more remarkable than the
great Water-lily. Its leaves are nearly 2 ft. in diameter, and
float upon the surface of the water ; the stalk which bears
them rises perpendicularly between six and eight feet from
the bed of the water, and from between the leaves issue

stout runners, which terminate in a splendid rose-coloured

flower of delicious fragrance. The plant is held in deep
veneration by the Hindoos and natives of Thibet, from

a belief that their divinities reappear after death in the

shape of these richly-scented flowers. The nurs, or cap-

sules, of the plant are also in great request among them
;

and the flowers are distilled at Astrakhan into a water,

which has the taste of amber, and, used as a cosmetic,

gives softness to the skin.

58. The dried leaves of the Sa,vifraga crassifolia are

used in Siberia and other parts of Upper Asia as a sub-

stitute for tea. They are chiefly gathered in the valley of

the Tsharysh, on a mountain, which, on that account is

called by the Russians Tshaynaya Sopka, the Tea Moun-
tain. The leathery spongy leaves of this plant fall off in

the fourth year, when those only are gathered which are
quite black. They require no other preparation to be
used. The infusion is reddish, and of an astringent
taste, similar to that of tea, but the aromatic flavour is

wanting.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
J.Allcard, Esq., Stratford Green.— In the Orchidaceous house

several varieties of Gongora maculate, suspended in baskets over
a small reservoir of water, are flowering in great luxuriance;
while beneath them the delicate Nyrnphzeacaerulea, is expanding
its beautiful light-blue starlike flowers. Passinora Kermcsina
trained, as a shade, above all, and is banging in rich crimson fes-
toons from the rafters of the house. A most lovely plant of Mil-
tonia spectabilis, with 13 flowers open, and many more unex-
pended, makes a rich display; in addition to this, there are in
bloom S*anh6pea ocnlata and tigrina ; Brassia verrucosa, with
singular strap shaped divisions of the perianth; Oucidium
Baueri, with spikes at least eight feet long

; the highly. coloured
On. Lanceanum ; the delicate Epidendrum leucochiitfm ; Crrrhsea
viridi-purpurea, Zygopctalutn rostratum, and numerous others.
The Fernery is exceedingly rich, and contains many highly-
interesting species ; the larger ones being plained amongst rock-
work in the centre of the house, where they seem to thrive with
as much luxuriance as in their native country. Several speci-
mens of the Oyathea arh6rea, or Tree Fern, have lately been
received from Jamaica, but they do not appear likely to recover
from the effects of the voyage. In the greenhouse are excellent
plants ofThunbergia aurantiaca and aFata alba; the pale variety
of Lilium punctatum; a great variety of Fuchsias, magnifica
being the most prolific bloomer, in which respect Venus victrix

also excels, ami, independently of its peculiar colour, is worth
cultivating on that account. A small plant of Fuchsia Eppsii is

(lowering freely, although the blooms are small, compared with
some wheh we have sren elsewhere. The rich blue flowers
Achimenes longitiora form a pleasing contrast with the more
brilliant colours of the Balsams and Fnc Bias. There appi nr to

be two distinct varieties of this plant, one with leaves the onder-
surface of which are light-green, the other having them t * deep
red. as is the case with several Begonias, and bearing flowers of
a *darker colour than the former. Upon the lawn we noticed a
bed of the Froirnvre Kcarlet Pelargonium, winch is admirably-
adapted for planting out in this manner, being a free bloomer,
and or particularly dwarf habit. Another clump was composed
of Campanula Btricta, which answers admirably in such a wet
season as the present, affording a rapid succession of its pale
blue flowers for a considerable length of time. The Vineries
contain a good crop of Grapes, considi ring the short time riurii

which the Vines have been established. Some young ones in
pots are loaded with ripe fruit, several of them bearing as many
as eight or nine bundles each. In these bouses are healthy
plants of Achimenes pedancniata; Erythrina crista-galli, in a
most vigorous condition; Portulaca splendens and i hellusoni,
flowering profusely, and the beautiful Inomcea rubro-cse ulea,
twining round one of the supporters of the raiters. To judge
from the crops of Melons and Cucumbers obtained by Mr.
Crouchrr, the ridge and furrow-pit def ed at p. 208, is well
adapted for their growth. The "single shift system" of potting
has been practised here upon Heaths, Pimeleas, and other hard-
wooded plants, and the healthy state of the specimens mid. r this

treatment bear ample testimony to its superiority, after a plant
Ins once become established, over the nunc ancient plan of a

often.— 72. A , Jut// 2i. HHHl^^^^^^^^H

Vebicfos.
Dr. Justus Liebig, in his Relation to Vegetable Physi-

ology. By Dr. Hugo Mohl. (Dr. Justus Liebi

Verhaltniss zur Pflanzen-Physiologic) Tubingen.
Frues. 1843.

(Continuedfrom page 544.)

The next part of Dr. Mohl's observed ions relates to the
chapters of Professor Liebig's book, inscribed u The Assi-
milation of Carbon." The question at issue is, whether
the plants owe their carbon to the absorption of organic
or inorganic substances, Prof. L. having given his sanction
to the latter opinion. The reasons which seem to have
weighed most with him arc, 1st, Ijjumic acid loses its

soluble character by exsication as well as by freezing
;

2d, Even conceding that all the bases found in the ashes
of plants should have been conveyed to their substance in
the form of humates, yet the amount of humic acid thus
conveyed to plants is not sufficient to explain the amount
of carbon they contain ; moreover, 3d, Even all the rain
which fails on a certain area is not sufficient to explain
the large quantity of carbon they contain: but the chief
argument against the plants deriving carbon from hu-
mus is, 4th, That manured and barren ground will vield
nearly the same amount of carbon in the plant* growing
thereon. It is, in fine, to be observed, that, 5th, Humus
and the carbon of plants must have the same origin, as it

is impossible that there could have existed any primitive
humus, for plants must have existed before humus. Plants
receive,therefore, their carbon from the atmosphere, where it

exists in sufficient quantity to supply all plants with car-

bon. Dr. Mohl says, then, that L. has arrived, in these

remarks, at one or two results correct in the main; but
he also shows that most of it (or at least as much as is

true) has been known to Saussure 40 years ago. As the

above axiom, however, is one of great importance iu bo-
tanical physiology, Dr. Mohl proceeds to examine the

doctrine of Liebig in detail. The argument stated under
No. 1 proves, he says, nothing—because the combination
of humic acid with alkalies, stated under No. 2, is in

direct contradiction to it. These parts of the question
have been, however, already sifted by Schleiden

; and the
utmost which can be conceded is, that plants do not
obtain all their carbon from the soil.

Liebig concludes one of his remarks relating to humus
in the following words :

—
" As plants grown on an acre of

unmanured meadow or forest-land will assimilate an equal
amount of carbon to those grown on manured and culti-
vated fields,— as moreover, the former soil will not become,
by the process of vegetation, poorer in humus but, on the
contrary, richer; there must be a source different from
humus or manure, whence plants receive their carbon, and
this is the atmosphere/' This mistaken argument of
Liebig, (says Dr. Mohl,) arises out of his confounding
the origin of carbon in the whole of vegetation with that
in a single plant, as well as on his placing unmanured soil
on a par with that which is deficient iu humus. A plant
might require a certain amount of humus for its nourish-
ment, and still prepare and yield, by the decay of its foliage
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or herbage, the same quantity, or even more than it has I

absorbed, for the growth of subsequent generations.

The next argument of Liebig discussed by Dr. Mohl
(relating always to the origin of carbon in plants) is,

that in antediluvian times, plants must have existed before

humus ; and so they do now—witness the Lecanoras and
Parmelias growing on the perpendicular cliffs of granitic

mountains. This reminds him of the question, whether
the egg or the hen existed first; and being aware of the

abuse which has of late been made of scientific axioms
being derived from mere algebraic calculations, he says

that all sorts of results may be ex-calculated (heraus-
rechnen) in that way.

To settle the question about the existence of primeval
humus, Dr. Mohl makes the following remark on ante-
diluvian vegetation. "What do we know of the incipient

vegetation of the primeval world—and why, before the

appearance of the highest developed plants, such for

instance as Ferns, should not others which can live with-

out humus, such as Mosses and Lichens, have prepared
the humus necessary for the higher plants?" This, of

course, is the eternal progress of vegetation in all times
and in every place of the globe.

(To be continued.)

British Phcenogamous Botany ; or, Figures and Descrip-
tions of the German and British Flowering Plants. By
W. Baxter, F.H.S. 6 Vols., 8vo. Oxford, Parker.

It is not every year that brings a work like this to its

conclusion ;—begun long since, and continued steadily

and uninterruptedly to the end, with perfect good faith

towards its subscribers, and so absolutely the same in

execution at the beginning and at last, that one would
have thought that the whole must have appeared simul-
taneously. Mr, Baxter deserves gredt credit for having
thus completed his design, with the production of one of

the most useful, if not the most useful, help the young stu-

dent possesses to a knowledge of British Flowering plants.

We must all of us have felt in the beginning that the

great difficulty which is offered to gaining an acquaintance
with plants consists in appreciating correctly the minute
characters by which the genera of plants are distinguished.

It is very puzzling to an unassisted student to ascertain

whether his plant is a Polygonum or a Chenopodium, for

instance ; but it is less difficult, and we will add less impor-
tant, to determine what species of Polygonum or Cheno-
podium he has before him. The former difficulty Mr.
Baxter has removed by his well-conducted work, in which
a figure of each genus of British plants is given, with such
representations of the parts of the flower as it is really

necessary to understand ; and a full explanation of the

differences by which it is known from those to which it is

most like.

For those whose means will not permit them to purchase

the more expensive books of Natural History, this is par-

ticularly well suited, and we can hardly name a more
acceptable present to a young person. We only regret

that the inevitable cost of a work containing upwards of

500 copper plates should necessarily place it beyond the

reach of the multitude.

Chemistry made Easy, for the Use of the Agriculturists

of Great Britain and Ireland. By the Rev. J.* Top-
ham, M.A. 24mo. Whitaker.

Into 44 tiny pages, containing about five of our columns
of ordinary type, is here compressed all that Mr. Topham
considers " necessary for the clear comprehension of the

terms (viz., the things they represent) which chemistry

uses ; to show the manner in which chemical action is per-

formed ; the multifarious objects over which its influence

extends ; and the method by which it explains the qualities

and exposes the constituents of the respective objects on
which a farmer's attention and capital are usually exercised."

We wish that experience would justify our admitting that

these important objects are to be accomplished by such

means. Nevertheless the little work is worth reading, as

an introduction to a serious inquiry into chemical phe-

nomena.

CALENDAR OF OPE RATIONS for the ensuing week.
Ant time after the middle of this month those hardy annuals

that stand our ordinary winters, and that flower from the middle of

April to the middle or end of June, may be sown In very light

sandy soil, on an east border in the kiichen or reserve-garden

—

where there is such a convenience— or indeed in any open places in

the shrubberies. This is about a month earlier than is generally

chosen or recommended for this work; but I am of opinion, and
this opinion is grounded on my own experience, that this is the best

time, especially in this cold season, as the earth has not been warmed
to the usual degree ; and if we should have a cold autumn, a month
hence will be too late. If, otherwise, this should not be the case,

and the plants are found to be too forward by the beginning of

October, they could then be easily transplanted, and the check
would be so far in their favour in enabling them to stand the winter.

When the flower-beds are dug over in February, these annuals
could be transplanted in groups, according to their colours, or the
fancy of the owner, for I would never impose rules against people's
fancies in such matters. At the same time the seeds of other
annuals could be sown, so as to have no blanks in the beds ; even
those beds filled with spring bulbs, such as the dwarf early Tulips,
Hyacinths, Narcissi, &c., should be planted or sown with these
annuals between the rows of bulbs, and by the time the latter would
begin to fade, the annuals would be getting gay, and continue so till

the leaves of the bulbs were ripe. As soon as the bloom began to

fade, the whole could be dug over, the bulbs taken away to be dried,

and the beds planted immediately with strong healthy plants of the
half-hardy sorts, now used for summer and autumn display. As by
this system there would he no want of flowers during May and June,
there need be no harry in et

getting out " the latter class of plants
(as at present), till they are sufficiently hardened in turf pits and
temporary shelters to stand the change with impunity, and be ready
to grow away at once, instead of being watered and otherwise nursed
for weeks together. No one who has travelled through the country
and seen the haggard appearance of nine -tenths of our best flower-

Vgardens at that season, will dispute that something of this kind is

much wanted. Silene jrendula and compacta, with Ncmdphila
£*ignU and atomaria, are among the first to flower in spring; and
here you have at once pink, scarlet, with true blue and white; S.
compacta, at that eswijr season, being a deep reddish pink, and pen-

dula being also deeper in colour at that season, rising not higher
than the Nem6philas, while compacta is rather higher, say from 12

to 15 inches. Moreover, Silenc pcndula, when sown in April, will

flower from June till overtaken by the frost, and yet you can hardly
see it anywhere; it forms the best pink edging, as it bears clipping
like the sweet Alyssum, the Vireinian Stock, and Sanvitalia procum-
bens, all excellent plants for edgings. Indeed, with the exception of
the Leptosiphon densiflorus, when you catch it in its prime, there is

not a plant which makes a neater bed than Sanvitalia, which blooms
from the 1st of June to the end of November. For yellow colours
there are Callichroa platyglossa, Bart6nia aurca, and Oxyurachrysan-
themoides, all three differing little in height (l£ foot); they also

come into flower by the end of April, and although their foliage is

rather weedy, it is well hidden with the profusion of their rich-

coloured flowers, which last six weeks. Then for a taller bed of

yellow, there is Erysimum Peroffskianum, which contrasts beauti-

fully in size and colour with the blue branching Larkspur. I have
not yet tried if Sphenogyne speciosa will stand the winter ; I wish
some one who has would let me know. Whilst it lasts in bloom it is

the finest thing we have, to say nothing of the Clarfcias, Collmsias,
Godetia*, &c., which make such a rich appearance in the latter end
of April, through May and the greater part of June, or in other
words during the dreary season of the English flower-gardens.

I.—KITCHEN GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.— If you are satisfied that the newly-potted plants are in

no danger from bottom-heat, the rest is mere routine: as soon as

they begin to show signs of fresh growth let in more air to them, but
they require little water till they get good hold in the fresh soil.

Vinery.—If all has gone on well with the late Grapes, some of

the black ones will now begin to change colour, and then you may
carry them on slowly, with plenty of air, no moisture, and, except
on very wet days, without fires throughout the autumn. Some people
never think of pushing on late Vines till they see them at a stand-
still by the end of August; then a cour.-e of forcing commences,
deranging the economy of nature and leaving traces of bad manage-
ment for years to come.
Peacii-iiouse.—By this time our Peach-houses ought to be so

far through for this season as to be able to relieve those readers who
take little interest in keeping down red spider in such a place, of
this heading in the Calendar for the next three months; and I fthall

contrive to find something to say about flowers, to fill up the space.
Melons and Cucumbers.— After the present crop —which is

nearly ready to cut, is over— few people care much about late
Melons, except in great families, where Melons arc in request
late in autumn; and as, in these places, fiist-ratc gardeners are
always kept, I may perhaps be excused if I pass over this head
occasionally through the autumn to make room for something else.

Out- door Department

.

It appears that a wet, cold season is unfavourable to the mildew,
which attacks Peas in this country by the end of summer, for I

have not seen any of it this season, and from a good circle of corre-
spondents I hear no complaints about it. Peas of all sorts have
borne remarkably well this season, and the individual crops kept
longer in succession than I ever remember to have seen before. I

had a singular instance of the force of vegetation the other day, in a
small way: two beds of the Silver-skinned Onion, which were sown
about the middle of May, for pickling, being nearly large enough,
the foreman and myself walked step by step all over them, and laid
their tops down quite flat. He is a heavier man than myself, and I

thought he had crushed his bed, bulbs and all. Soon after this a
heavy thunderstorm passed over the garden, and next day all our
Onions were upright again. Once more they acted the same part,
but the third time settled them, and I have no doubt but they will
come in good-sized for pickling.
Cabbages.—After we plant out from the first-sown beds, which

we must do very soon, as the plants are nearly stout enough—and
the same from the Lettuce-beds, with other two sowings of Lettuces,
and one of Cauliflower and Spinach— there will be very little done
in the Cabbage way for a long time to come, with the exception of
the perennial succession crop, or weekly sowings of small salading.
Celery.—This and the Cardoons will want to be earthed up as

soon as they are fit; but I think the latter had better remain till

they are full-grown, and then be earthed up at once ; either way will

do well enough.
OaciiARD.— All that I can think of under this head to-day is, that

the early summer Apples and Pears ought to be gathered a few days
before they are fully ripe, and if they do not ripen fast enough in the
fruit-room, to expose a dish of them everyday in some of the houses,
or in the sun, to bring them up to their right flavour. As to pruning
or regulating the wood on wall-trees. &c, stirring the borders, pro-
tecting the fruit, and such kind of work, so much has been already
said about it that no one will wish me to repeat it over again. How-
ever, you had better walk round, and if you see anything that wants
doing, let no time be lost till all is put in good order again.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—Have you added the Passiflora fragrans or Middletonia
yet to the climbers in this house— or do you prefer an intermediate
stove for it ? Although its general aspect differs little from the old
cseruica, it deserves a place in every collection, on account of its

fragrance, and if you were to graft it on cseruica it would flower in a
warm conservatory. Passiflora racemosa and Loudonii so grafted
flower beautifully in our conservatory, and look as green and healthy
as those in the stove ; but I have not yet succeeded in establishing
P. Kermesina in the conservatory. Almost all woody stove-plants
require to be kept drier in the autumn, after finishing their summer
growth, and to have large portions of air given them.
Greenhouse.— If those thunder-storms which have passed over

this month have really settled the weather at last, we may expect a
fine autumn, and then greenhouse plants out-of-doors will grow
more than will be useful for them next winter. It is the misfortune
of greenhouse plants out-of-doors that they too often are in vigorous
growth at the time they are housed for winter ; and this is another
reason out of many for growing the finer kinds in frames or pits, as

their growth can there be regulated according to their own habits or
the wishes of the grower. All that can be done in autumn for those
out-of-doors is to get them now, or soon, into more exposed situa-

tions—to allow them more room, less water, and to be well secured
with stakes.
Conservatory.—The early spring cuttings of Pelargoniums arc

now nice sizeable plants, ready to turn into the conservatory for the
last successions. If the house is large, four or five of these bushy
plants may be put into a large pot, and great hushes thus formed at
once, to fill up recesses or vacant corners. The leaves and flowers
will soon turn to the light, and by turning the pots round twice
a week, you will have fine specimens without a forest of sticks,

which, although very necessary to show off plants at exhibitions, are
most intolerable in a well-regulated conservatory. As the autumn
advances, the conservatory is again kept more or less close, and much
less water is given to the plants; those from the stoves now in

flower require but very little water, and as they get past their prime
they should be removed back to the stoves.
Pits and Frames.— Let not the observations I have made on

greenhouse plants out-of-doors deceive you here. Every encourage-
ment should now be given to Irame plants to grow.to their utmost ; the
lights during most of the day admitting a portion of air, and, towards
the evening, being taken off altogether, to let them have the night-
dews, which are always heavy in the autumn, and make plants look
so green and healthy at this time. We can always stop the growth
when we think fit, by keeping the plants and frames drier, by having
the lights off through the day and on at night, or reversing our
present system. Is it not curinu* that plants should grow better
in turf pits than in those made with bricks? I suppose bricks
heated with the sun absorb too much of the moisture from the plants
at night.
Flower-Gardkn.— Since the last Calendar I have received a

letter from one of my late pupils, in which the following observations
occur:— "Our flower-garden looks remarkably gay just now

—

unrivalled about (his quarter—but the incessant rains injure its

beauty very much. We have some excellently-furnished beds of

scarlet, variegated, and miscellai eous Pelargoniums, such as, for

instance, Alexandrina, Conservative, Sylph, Coronation, Jewess,
Joan of Arc, &c." The italics are mine, to show how much I relish

this kind of emulation in young men. I should like very much to

have many more of such letters from different parts of the country,
naming all the bedding plants that arc not commonly used, for the
use of this Calendar.

—

D. Beaton, Shrublirnd Park Gardens.

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Ana;. 10, 1B43, as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, ChiBwicl t
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August 4- Rain ; cloudy with showers ; squally at noon; heavy showers
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4—5 p.m., thunder; clear at night,
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and fine at
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Mean temperature of the week lj" below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending August 19, 1843.
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of Rain.
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Sun. 13 73.4 50 02-7 6 1.14 in. 2

Mon. 14 72.7 -19-7 61.2 6 67 ." 4 1 2 4 3 —
Tues. 15 73-1 50.8 61.9 5 0..'i7 1 2 3 1 1 ! 2 3
Wed. 16 71.7 52-2 63.5 4 0.58 — — 2 1 3 4 6 2
Thurs.17 74.2 52.4 63.3 9 0.6* 1 — 1 1 3 3 6 2
Fri. 18 73 2 53.3 63.2 8 0.38 1 4 2 1 3 2 1 —
Sat. 19 73.3 50.7 C2.0 6 0.21 ^* 1 1 1 1 5 5 3

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 17th, 1834,

—thermometer 94»; and the lowest on the 13th, 1839—thermometer 32°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GAUD EN MARKET,
For the Week ending August 11, 1843.

The late hot weather has caused an abundant supply of

Orchard Fruit to he brought into the market. The quantity of

Vegetables is also amply sufficient to meet the demand. Pines

are plentiful, and comprise several varieties. 13oth Black and
White Grapes of good quality are abundant, at last week's prices.

Foreign Melons continue to be well supplied, but those of" home
growth are becoming less numerous. The supply of Peaches
and Nectarines will be rather limited until those are ripe upon
the open walls. Apricots, Greengages, and several kinds of

Plum are now generally offered : the best of the former fetching

from 2s. to 4s. per doz. A few good Bigarreau Cherries may still

be met with; very tolerable Strawberries may also be obtained

at a somewhat advanced price. Gooseberries and Currants con-

tinue plentiful. Apples are brought in abundance, the Red Quar-
renden being added to the dessert ones. Jargonelle Pears arc

becoming general, from 4s. to 8s. per half-sieve; inferior sorts

arc offered in great abundance. Filberts have made their appear-
ance, from is. to Is. Gd. peril). Although the supply of Peas is

somewhat limited, yet it is seldom that they are supplied in such
quantities at th\H season. Broad and French Beans aie abundant.
Artichokes are very inferior. A few Tomatoes have been offered

during the week. Field Mushrooms are selling at Gs. per bushel.

Flowers in pots consist of Balsams, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Hydrangeas, &c; amongst the cut ones are Combretum purpu-

reum, Sollya heterophylla, Agapanthus umbeliatus, Jasmine,
beautiful Heaths, Pinks, Picotees, Roses, &c.

PRICKS, Saturday, August 12, 1848.—FRUITS :—
Cherries, English, pl21bs.,U8rfto8«6d
— Wall, per 11) , 1* to4s
_ Morello, per 121ba.,3i tolas

Apples, new, per ht-BV-, 1*6'/ to 2s Gd
Pears, per half-sieve, 2s Od to Us

Oranges, per doyen, l* Rrf to 8s
— per 100, 104 io 24*

J

Lemons, per do/.. 1* to BsCJd

— per 10". 6' to 14*

Cucumbers, per brace, Odin 2s

A iiiH'ii-is, per peek, 6*

Sweet Almonds, per pound, 3*

Nuts, per bushel —
— Brazil, \0m

— Barcelona, 2*s
— Cob. 12*

Filberts, English, p lOOlbs., 100* to 110*

Pine Apple, per lb., 3* to 6*

Grapes, hothoune, per lb-, 2* to 6*
Peaches, per dozen, \2s to 215

Nectarines, per dozen, 12* tu 21*
Apricots, per doz-, 1* to 4*
Figs, per doz., 0s
Melons, each 2* to Gs

„ Dutch, each, 1* Od to 3*
Plums, per punnet, 1* to 2*
— violet, per half-sieve, 0s to Is— Ga^e, per punnet, 2s

Strawberries, per pottle, Gd to 1*
(Jnogeberries, p hr'-sv, 1* Gd to 9s Gd
Currants, per half-sieve, 2s to a* Gd

— IJlack, per ht-sv., 2sGd to 3*
— Red, tor wine, per sieve, 4* to 5s
— for dessert, p. hr'-svr .,3* to AsGd

Raspberries, per gallon, 5d to 1*

VEGET
Cabbages, pCr doz., Od to 1* 3rf

Cauliflowers, per dozen, 1* to 5s
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, 1* Gd to 3*— Scarlet, per hr'-sv., 1* Od to 2* Od
— Windsor, per sieve, 1* to 1* Od

Potatoes, New, per ton, GO* to 100*

— per cwt., 8* to 5j Gd
— perbushel, u to 3*
— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 4* Gd

Artichokes, preen, per doz., 1* to As

Vegetable Marrows, per doz , Gd to 1*

Turnips, per doz. bunches, 3* to 5*

Red Beet, per dozen, fJd to I*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 1j to '>*

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, 6*/ to I*
— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, Od to 1*

Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bunches, 3* to Gs
— Lous';, per doz. bunches, As to 7*

Shallots, per Jb., \*— preen, per hunch, Ad
Spinach, per sieve, 2s to 2* Gd

ABLES.
Leeks, per'doz. bun., 3* to As
Onions, Kprin&p. doz. bch-, Is Gd to 3* ,

— Large, per doz. bch., 2* to 5s

Garlic, per lb. Gd to «</

Chilis, per 100, l*io 2*

Peas, per bushel, 1* to 3*
— per sack, 2* to 5s

Lettuce, Cubb., p. score. 0d to 1*

— Cos, per score, Od to 1* Gd

Celery, p. bd., (12 u>\5)Qdu\ U 0d

Small Sa'ads, per punnet. 2d to 3d

Sweet Basil, per doz. bunches, 3* to

Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. Ad to

Parsley, per half sieve, 1*

Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2* to as

Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*

Mint, per doz. bunches. Is Gd to 3*

Marjoram, green, per bunch, 2d to Aa

Milfthronms. per pottle* 1* to 2*

VVallnuts, Green, per bushel. Is to J"

Gd

Notices to Correspondents.
Agriculture.— Querist.—The neatest supports for rick-stands

are those of cast-iron, placed on a stone or brick foundatio •

They should have caps 15 ins. in diameter. The shaft shmiia

be 18 ins. This will secure the stack from rats. Whero inco-

stone is cheap, that may be more economical. We nav °

rick-stand all of iron, made by Messrs. Ransmne, of JPs*"c"i
The pillars are cast, but the frame, which is circulai, is

wrought-iron ; we have found these cheaper, and less 1,a "'.„

decay than those made of timber, and supported by ca
^-J .

pillars. M. A Leicestershire Tanner.—When Oats arewww
In a wet state they will come out musty and ^uicli dctermic

•

When stacked too green they will heat and oecoweuw
coloured. In this state they purse and even gnpc >

wcneverheardthisquestioned.il/.
t Tn the iiB-

Improvembnt op La\m>.— A Subscriber db vllt'°-~~\, - ature
provement of a gravelly soil much depends on »

c* " 1

whether loamy or sandy ; the first retail's water "e
JjJ*5*Bub-

should be under-drained; the second forms a vei y £

soil, with a foot or 18 inches of good soil over it. xmu i

- of trenching and exposing to the air for a winter « goou- ^
best thing for converting your peaty soil into goo «_.

horse-dung, well incorporated. Lime may have oeenp* .

added, or chalk, but should not be ^^^gtSSv^^^mean this ground for a garden, you can sca,^^rst CX p (
.nsG will

much good rotten dung with 'V^k will not be too much laid
be the least 20 cart-loads of

*; *>V^ frost may pulverise it,

on the surface before winter, tnar^cue «

'

*
afity of your

and then dig it in ^^JlSi^SS^^S^^
^SlTrecS ?^HWciau cannot prescribe well

MlSl-t^Yot^ot employ a better substance than

*

r)
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Potter's Guano for your little garden. If applied in March, and
two or three times more during the early summer, it will
convert your desert into a paradise. J. W.— If old tan is
thoroughly decomposed it becomes a good soil for p'ants; it

nets like leaf-mould, and is much improved by the addition of
some animal manure, or of gas-water. We, however, doubt
whether it is decomposed, unless it has been violently heated
by being fermented with decaying animal matter. If the
tannin is not destroyed, the tan will poison everything.

LiQi-m Manure.— G.~ A plan of a simple machine for this pur-
pose is given at p. 758 of 1842.

Heating.—C—Water does not circulate well in very small pipes

;

you had better use them of inch bore. It is of no consequence
how small your boiler is ; indeed yon need not have one at all,

but may make your pipe with a bend at the fire end, and put
that in the fire. Amott's stoves may be used to heat water j but
the boiler should be entirely independent of the stove, as you
propose

; your plan will work. There is no danger in it. We
apprehend that if your plumber when he fixed his pipe B to
the lowest point of the syphon, had filled it by means of B,
and then rendered B air tight, the syphon would have con-
tinued to work. Pray be so kind as to give us your experience
about Bees, for which we shall be much obliged.

Bottom-Hkat.—An Amateur.—The greatest heat of water in
cpkn gutters in a pit for Cucumbers will be 100°. It is not
absolutely indispensable that there should be a flow and return
pipe; but it is extremely desirable.'

Pits.— Walthamstow.—You will see a good system of heating in
the garden of the Horticultural Society ; and we advise you to.
inspect it. By and-hy we shall publish the necessary details.

Ci.kmatis.— Discipuhts —C. Henderson!] is a pretty single dark
blue variety, growing rapidly, and attaining the height of ten
or twelve feet, t

Berbkri* aquipolium.-—W. E.— Rub the berries in dry sand, bo
as to separate the pulp, and sow immediately in peat or some
hght humous soil. Ifnot immediately, keep the seed in sand till

February, and sow it then; some of it will be two years
coming up.

Camellias.— R. M.—There is no means of checking the second
growth of your Camellias, but by diminishing their supply of
water, and keeping them cool. As you say, however, that they
are strong and well-rooted plants, it may perhaps be better to
let them continue their growth, as a check now might injure
them. Jf we have a fine autumn they will not be much the
worse

; and in this case you should do all you can to encourage
the ripening of the wood.*

Heaths.—J?, T. S. — There is but one edition of Macnab's
treatise, and that is excellent. We are unacquainted with the
diseases that afflict you, hut will inquire.

victoria rkoia.— Chronicos.—This is a very tender stove-plant,
native of the colony of Demerara.

Hoses.—Slyboots.—A mixture of finely-sifted leaf-mould and
silver-sand is well adapted for striking Roses in. They may
be potted off in a compost consisting of equal parts of loam and
leaf-mould, with a small portion of dung. t

Calceolarias.—J. A.—We recommend you the following twelve
Calceolarias, as being distinct and first-rate varieties :— Stan-
dishii, Green's Royal Standard, Mary, Venusta, Isabella, Miss
Antrobus, and alba coccinea maxima ; Barnes's Perfection,
and Bridesmaid, Well's Brenda and Modish, and Green's
Prince Albert.*

Pkla rgoniums.—A Subscriber, HuddersJ/eld.—'Webeg to refer you
to the list of Pelargoniums in our last week's Paper.* C.—
We are not aware that unhealthy plants produce fine flowers,
and doubt the fact. That the flowers should not be so bad as
the leaves is accounted for by the fact that all flowers are a
sort of diseased leaf, as our proposed articles on Morphology
will show.

Fuchsias.— Amateur.—An account of a good method of treating

£ corymbiflora is given in our Number of last week.*
F. Chandleri is a mule, and like many others of its class, is
destitute of good pollen.

Fruit.- J, li., having a Nectarine tree, trained horizontally in
a small house, which regularly sheds its fruit a few days before
it ripens, (having done this three years successively, although
great attention has been paid to air and watering, and it has
not been forced early,) wishes to be informed if any corres-
pondent can assign a reason for it.

Cucumbers.—B. — The bitterness which you complain of in
Cucumbers is no doubt occasioned by cold, and the consequent
slowness of their growth.%

Facking Fruit.—E. H. L.—A good method of packing fruit is,
first to line the box with cotton-wool, and then to place the
fruit, surrounded with tissue-paper, upon it. Let the whole be
stuffYd up firmly with cotton wool, so that there is no room
or the contents to shake about; then place the box within
another about three inches larger every way, and fill up all
round it with dry moss.*
1u*hrooms.— -Brng-o.— Mushroom spawn may be procured of
any nurseryman. Mushroom beds are prepared by collecting
a sufficient number of horse-droppings, as free from straw as
possible, into a heap, and turning them over repeatedly,
Previously- to the formation of the bed, in order that the violent
Jl^at arising from them at first may be dissipated. In making
tnc bed, the droppings are well beaten down and trodden, and
^'hen after a few days the temperature of the bed has settled
«own to about 70°, the spawn may be put in, barely covering
*t with dung, and afterwards firmly encasing the bed with soil
tc> the depth of l£ or 2 inches. The whole is then lightly
covered with hay several inches thick, t

1 "K Fundkrs' Spinach.—A.—This is smooth- seeded, and if
the seedsmen sell a prickly-seeded kind for it they don't know
**• The Horticultural Society annually import it from Paris,
Wiere it is called Epinard de Flanrires. There is no comparison
oetwecn it and other kinds of Winter Spinach, unless the

p
' Lettuce-leaved " should prove as good.

cabbages.—Bcdhampton.—The circumstance of a large white
Cabbage having grown of a regular form but with fifty com-
pactly cabbaged growths inside, is most probably owing to
Borne accident in the course of cultivation, and not to any
constitutional change in the variety. Still it may be worth
endeavouring to save seed, pure, from the plant;—a very
^'tTicult thing, however, in the case of a single specimen of the
*-abhage tribe. You may plant a few of the sprouts in different
cottage gardens as you propose, but the more you have in a
ojidy the better chance you will have of preserving any
cnuracteristic which the variety may possess. It should be
^'closed with gauze, kept at some distance from the plant,
aiul the top covered with some close substance. A netting
sufficient to prevent the access of bees to the flower is

p "01 sufficient to prevent their crossing the variety.
||

otatoks.—Somerset—We know nothing of the Potato; but it
wonhi require better evidence than the assertion of an adver.
H^ement to make us believe that 40 tons an acre have been
stained. In plain English, we don't believe it. The advertise-
ment is very like a puff. We cannot recommend dealers.
Apply to the nearest respectable nurseryman.
*shcts.-^ Young Gardener. — Your insects are the Mealy
JJJjft Coccus adonidum. We know of no better plan of getting

«v£ °if
8UCn troublesome visitors than gently brushing them

« the p ants on which they abound, and destroying them
; or

resorting to the method which has been successfully tried in

bin i
^ of w**hlng the plants well- with a mixture of iimc

,

r .
ack sulphur, and water, as recommended in the Gardeners 1

Crip
0nicle for 1842

» Page '31. S.

>J£*?
TS'— Verax.~-It is stated that by mixing arsenic with

dnli
apple <)r Potato, and leaving it upon a sheet of paper

''ring the night, the Crhkets will partake of it and be

the ,

yed ' Probably, the method recommended at p. 505, for

£ destruction of Cockroaches, would answer the purpose as

Books.—A Subscriber.—Mr. Lawrence's pamphlet is out of print.

MussK.—"Macculloch on Wine" may be had of all book-
sellers. J. E. M.—No book, that we know of, was taken as
the absolute basis of the work ; but we believe that " Sprengel's
Systema Vegetabilium" was a good deal used, and '• Willde-
now's Species Plantarum." The work was compiled from many
books.

Gardkn Allotments.—An Old Surveyor.—Your idea about an
Arboretum is not a bad one, provided you plant only handsome
species. Those Arboreta, for popular purposes, in which all

manner of things, good, bad. and worse, are planted, are mere
absurdities. It is not possible to advise you as to sorts in a
short answer, and we have not room for a long one. Better
consult some good nurseryman who deals in hardy trees.

Exhibitions.— Surrey.— In exhibiting Roses at the meetings of
the Horticultural Society next season, gentlemen's gardeners
will be clashed amongst amateurs, t

Tan.—A Subscriber.— Vie are not acquainted with any other
method of destroying the fungus which springs up in bark-
beds, than that of constantly removing those portions of the
bark upon which it makes its appearance.!

Flint Pitching.— T. P. inquires what is the best chemical
mixture, or other means, for keeping flint pitching free from
weeds. As we do not know what this is, we refer the inquiry
to some intelligent correspondent.

Brick Labbls.— J. H. B.—Very much obliged j but your letter
is an advertisement.

Lahch Rot.— G. G. S. M.—Many thanks. We hope to find room
next week.

Winks.—Miss K.—We shall be obliged by the receipt for the
home-made wines you name.

Misckllankous.— C W*— Phallus impudicus. B.—Both are
Cattleya Loddigesii, and very beautifully-grown specimens
they are. W. C— Of the Ceylon plants, one is Peliosanthes
Teta ; the other, with yellow flowers, is Microstylis versicolor.

Gwyn.—No. 1, but like all those publications it is principally
useful for the prices of markets. Ipos.— Certainly not Convol-
vulus arvensis, but apparently a striped variety of Pharbitis
hispida. Ignea.—A Gleditschia and Tamus communis. A
Header.— I, Everlasting Pea ; 2, Sedum Telcphioides ; 3, Cory-
dalis glauca.t Oswald.—Mormodes aromaticum.t Insig-
nis.— l, Veronica; 2, V. spicata; 3, Sedum oppositif61ium ; 4,
S. spurium; 5, Potentilla astracanica; 6, P. obscura.§ 0.—
Escall6nia rubra and Berberis aquif61ium.t A. Morton.—
There is no objection to your publishing the letter about the
Walburton Admirable Peach. Veronica,— 1, Eutoca viscida;
2, Schizanthus pinnatus ; 3, Campanula speculum, which are
annuals; 4, Veronica spicata; 5, V. carnea.t Omega.—

f Sophora velutina. The reason why buds at the extremity of a
tree open first is, that they are youngest and most exciiable.
If the terminal bud is allowed to grow, it robs those next
below it of their food, and they cannot grow. If you pinch out
the terminal-bud, then the others will sprout. H. E. J?.—The
rare Delphinium vestitum and a Thalictrum, apparently from
India, which cannot be determined in the absence of nearly ripe
fruit. W. George.—The snake Cucumber is the Cucumis
flexuosus of Botanists, an East Indian Plant, not used as food,
and probably not safe to meddle with. Thos. M.—One Latin
Dictionary is as good for your purpose as another. You may
find one at the bookstalls very cheap ; such as schoolboys use,
and called Ainsworth's, may be inquired for. A. A'.— For
Seaweeds you should study Greville's Alga? Britannicae, a
beautiful book, with plates, and Harvey's Manual of British
Alga*. We are not aware that any other means are employed
in drying them than steeping them in fresh water till the salt

is extracted, and then floating them over sheets of paper till

the parts are all displayed, when the sheets are lifted up care-
fully with the specimens, and dried in the usual way. No care
Mill preserve the colours of some of them. The best speci-

mens are those gathered from the rocks at low water. M.D.
— Ptelea trifoliata is not at all uncommon, and is regularly sold
at the great nurseries as a hardy tree ; we therefore need not
trespass upon your kindness for seeds. We do not know what
the flowering Arrow-root plant is. A. E.— I,A'cinos vul-
garis; 2, Valeriana officinalis; 3, Eryttmeacentaurium; 4,Lysi-
machia nummularia ; s, L. vulgaris ; 6, Chlora perforata, t
F. C.—Your plants are such bad specimens that it is impossible
to name them, with the exception of Epidendrum odoratissi-
mum. Besides, you have not even numbered them. J. Carter.
—Your Alstrcemeria is very handsome, and quite new. We will
again notice it next week.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Fuchsias.—W. J. Epps.—To judge from the specimen sent, your
seedling (Eppsii) flowers freely enough, producing a pair of
blooms from the axil of every leaf. Monarch is a flower of good
substance, with remarkably stout tube and sepals of a purplish
vermilion colour, and petals of crimson purple. The sepals
have, however, a roughness which is not agreeable ; it is never-
theless a fine globular flower, and seems to bloom even more
freely than the preceding. Of your two seedlings ,5 and 6),

there is nothing remarkable in the former, excepting that some
of the stamens are partially metamorphosed in petals; in the
latter, the flowers are borne upon pedicles above three inches
long; the sepals are long and narrow, and with the tube of a
purplish vermilion colour; the petals are large, of a deep
crimson purple. If a free bloomer, the length of the flowers

and footstalk combined will render it an elegant variety.!

ty\ T., Peckham.—Your seedling would be very pretty, were it

not for one great fault, and that is the extreme roughness of

the tube and sepals, which are of a clear flesh-colour, tipped

with green, opening well and showing the bright vermilion
corolla. It appears to be a very free bloomer. t J. Girli7ig.

No. 5 is a handsome seedling, with short crimson vermilion

. tube and sepals of good substance, the latter expanding so as
almost to reflex, after the manner of magnifica; petals pale

rosy purple, stamens and pistil much exserted. 13, although
small, is of pleasing form, having a short, almost globose, tube,

with dark vermilion sepals and violet-coloured petals. !2 has
dark crimson vermilion tube and sepals, and crimson purple
corolla. 14, the sepals are too long and narrow, as well as

rough and ill-formed. II, though a large flower, wants bril-

liancy of colour, t C. B. H., a Subscriber.—Your seedlings
are large and fine varieties ; l, 2, 4, 6, are the best ; 2 the most
novel, from the depth of its colour and the length of its flowers

;

3 and 5 are coarser varieties. There are now so many fine seed-
lings produced of this beautiful flower, that it : s difficult to dis-

tinguish them ; and many that were thought highly of a few
months since, have been equalled and surpassed by more
recent varieties, every week producing many fine ones. Your
seedlings are large, well-formed, of good substance, with large
corollas, and the sepals well expanded; they are as good as

most of those we have seen, but not equal to our finest

varieties.*

p KIiaiigoniums.—A young Nurseryman.—Your seedling is of a

very desirable colour, but the upper petals are defective, from

the weakness of the blotch and the quantity of feathering; it

was badly packed, so that we could not judge of its general

form, but the bottom petals are broad and well rounded.*

Vkkhknas.— J. Piant.—Your seedling is of a prelty dark lavender

colour, but unless its habit is dwarf it will be of little value, in

consequence of the small size of the flowers. The Phl< x is not

different from P. suav<5olens.t T. C.—Your seedling appears

to possess the habit of the old V. Aubletia, with leaves like

those of Drummondi, and flowers of a deep purple. The colour

i* very good, but we are afraid its habit is against it.

Pansiks-- Clericus.—Maria Lister and La plus Superbe are both

flowers of good form and substance, but both very deficient in*

the eye ; the former variety has very rough edges to the

De als. Milania and Blue Beard are very inferior to the dark

flowers already in cultivation. The bloom of Lady Sale was !

| curled up; the yellow appears uncertain, Sir W, Jfollett and

Nov are both flowers of good substance : the latter the best in
the collection, though rather deficient in its outline, the circle
not being well marked at the top. They are none of them
beyond second-class flowers. /. R. P.- Miranda (though
unquestionably too small in its present state ior showing) is
one of the most perfect Pansies we have seen: form and sub-
stance good, fine eye, good ground-colour, and the side petals
meeting well above the eye joins the belting with great pre-
cision-we should like to see it again when larger. Neither
Colbert nor Portia are sufficiently good to send out, the former
on account ot the indistinct ground-colour in the side petals
and deficiency in the eye, and the latter fiom the colours being
weak, and having a washed- out appearance, it wants substance
also. A Lover of Pansies.—The general failure in your
flowers is in the want of substance, ana" very frequently the
smallness of the side petals also, which seldom meet above the
eye; several of the blooms were curled up that we could not
decide upon the general form. No. 1, good general form, with
fine eye ; the belting Is imperfect but uniform, and the yellow
deeper in the bottom than in the side petals, a bright and at-
tractive flower; 2, colour poor; 3, colour weak, edges rough

-

4, yellow not uniiorm ; 5, very tine eye, but deficient in sub-
stance, marking also irregular; 6, yellow, marking imperfect,
petals too thin; 7, run colour; 8, dark rich self, not equal to
the best out, and rather deficient in form ; Q, fine eye, deficient
inform and substance; 10, eye fine, yellow delicate and good,
marking imperfect and wants substance; 11, fine eye, very
pretty and novel, but rather deficient in substance; 12, eye
bad; 13, colour too imperfect; 14, good substance, general
form not good; 15, too thin ; 16, thin, and eye poor; 17, wants
substance, top petals very poor; 18, too thin, and not good in
form ; 67, imperfect in the marking on the upper petals, notch
in the bottom one ; the best ot these flowers are but second
rate, and are surpassed by others in the same way, already out.*

Cai.ckoi.arias.— J. Plant.—Some ofyour seedlings are extremely
pretty, and very curiously marked; there are, however, two or
three that want purity in the ground-colour.*

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
A telegraphic despatch reached town on Monday,

announcing that the Spanish Regent had been driven to

seek protection on board a British ship of war. The
siege of Seville was raised on the 27th ult. The Regent
had heard two. days before of the surrender of Madrid,
and of the march of General Concha to the relief of the

besieged. He perceived, therefore, that his last hope was
gone, and immediately retired in the direction of Cadiz.

The insurgent forces, however, so closely pursued him,
that it was impossible to reach Cadiz ; and he was com-
pelled, almost at the point of the sword, to embark at a
small port on the shores of the bay, and seek protection

on board the Malabar. Thus, the power which at one
time seemed to bid fair to consolidate the interests of

Spain has been overthrown in less than three years after

the abdication of Queen Christina, and only 69 days after

the commencement of the insurrection. In the meantime,

the new Ministers have announced various measures,

more in accordance with the character of a military

commission than of a Constitutional Government. They
have issued a Decree convoking the Cortes for the 15th
October, and have broken up the Supreme Court of Law,
because the Judges would not recognise their authority as

established by the enactments of the Constitution,

Great disunion and jealousy are said to exist among the

Generals themselves, and some apprehensions are enter-

tained that a reaction will take place before the assembly

of the Cortes.— In France, these changes in the affairs of

Spain are received with general satisfaction, and the

Spanish party no longer conceal their anxiety to effect a

marriage between Queeu Isabella and the Due d'Aumale.

The Repeal subscription has ceased to be reported, and
it is rumoured that the French Government have given

orders for its suppression.—From Portugal, we learn that

the tariff negotiations are on the point of being renewed,
the Duke of Palmella having arrived in London, with full

powers to bring the convention to a satisfactory conclu-

sion.—From the United States we have accounts to a

recent date, but they contain few topics of interest. The
Repeal agitation in the States appears to be entirely at

an end, and some of the New York journals describe it as

apolitical farce, got up for electioneering purposes.

At home, in both Houses of Parliament, agreat amount
of routine business has been despatched during the week.

The House of Commons has sat on some days for 13 or

14 hours, and many supplemental votes an* matters of

detail have been disposed of. On Monday Mr. Ewart's

motion in favour of free trade was negatived by 52 to 25,

and on Wednesday, after a long debate, the Irish Arms
Bill was read a third time and passed by a majority of 70.

On Thursday the second reading of the Exportation of

Machinery Bill was carried by a majority of 78, and an

amendment rejecting the Church of Scotland Benefices

Bill was negatived by a majority of 31. Both these Bills

were passed last night. In the House of Lords on
Monday, the Coroners Bill was thrown out in the second
reading, by a majority of 24, and Lord Campbell's Bill

relative to the expulsion of the Scotch Professors who
have joined the Free Church, was thrown out without a
division. On Tuesday a conversation took place on the
Repeal agitation in Ireland, in which the Duke of Welling-
ton expressed his conviction that from the measures adopted
the Government will be able to resist every attempt against
the public peace, and that it would be better to employ no
other precautions until they become absolutely necessary.

Court.—Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princesses, are at Windsor Castle, and ia
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excellent health. On Saturday, her Majesty and Prince

Albert, with their distinguished visitors, walked through

the Home Park, and inspected the new Royal Gardens at

Frogmore. On Sunday her Majesty and the Prince,

accompanied by the Duke Ferdinand of Saxe CoburgGotba,
attended divine service in the ( lhapel Royal in the Park, and

the Prince Augustus, and the Princess Clementine attended

high mass at the Roman Catholic Chapel at Clewer.

In the afternoon her Majesty and his Royal Highness,

with the whole of their visitors and suite, walked out on the

Castle-terrace. The hands of the Guards were in attend-

ance, and the assemblage was very numerous. On Monday
morning her Majesty and Prince Albert took their

usual walk through the slopes, and in the private

enclosures in the Home-park. In the afternoon, her

Majesty, accompanied by the Princess Clementine, took a

carriage-airing through the Great Park to the vicinity of

Virginia Water. Prince Albert, and the Princes Augustus
and Leopold of Saxe Coburg, accompanied the Queen on
horseback. On Tuesday her Majesty and Prince Albert,

accompanied by their visitors, took their departure for

town by a special train, on I he Great Western Railway.

On arriving at Paddington they proceeded to Woolwich,
where the Duke Ferdinand, the Prince and Princess

Augustus, and Prince Leopold of Saxe Coburg Gotha,
embarked for France in the French war-steamer Piuton.

On their departure, her Majesty and Prince Albert pro-

ceeded from Woolwich to Deptford Dockyard, where they

went on board the new Royai steam-yacht Victoria and

Albert. Her Majesty and the Prince on leaving the yacht,

returned to town, and in the evening honoured the per-

formance of the Italian Opera with their presence. On
Wednesday, the Queen and Prince returned to Windsor
Castle by a special train on the Great Western Railway,

and in the course of the day, Prince Alexander of the

Netherlands arrived at the Castle on a visit to Her Ma-
jesty. It is reported that the Queen intends to visit

Brighton in the course of a few weeks, and that the

Royal yacht will be sent round to the coast, in order that

Her Majesty may make excursions in the Channel.—The
King of Hanover, accompanied by the Duchess of Glou-

cester, left town on Saturday by the Birmingham Rail-

way for Stowe, the seat of the Duke of Buckingham, on

a visit to His Grace, and returned to town on Monday.
On Tuesday, the King honoured the Earl of Cardigan
with his company at dinner. On Wednesday His Majesty,

as Duke of Cumberland, gave an assembly at St. James's
Palace, which was numerously attended, and on Thursday
returned to Kew.—The Queen-Dowager left Bushey on
Monday by the Birmingham Railway for Whitley Court,

Worcestershire, and was received along the whole line of

her route with every demonstration of respect.— The
Crown Prince of Wurtemberg left town on Saturday, on
his return to the Continent.—The Ministerial papers
announce that Sir Augustus D'Este has presented a

petition to the Queen, claiming to he entitled to the

titles of his father, the late Duke of Sussex.

Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. Oswald was elected

member for Ayrshire last week without opposition, and
has since taken the oaths and his seat.

Orders of Knighthood.— It is understood that the blue
ribbon of the Order of the Garter, vacant by the death of

the Duke of Dorset, is to be conferred on the Marquess
of Abercorn. The Queen has been pleased to appoint Sir

John S. Richardson, Bart., to be Secretary to the Order
of the Thistle, in the room of Lord Robert Kerr, deceased.

Duchy of Cornwall*—Her Majesty has been pleased to

direct letters patent to be passed under the Privy Seal of

the Prince of Wales, granting to the Duke of Northumber-
land the office of constable of the Ca&tle of Launceston,
Cornwall.
Church Preferment.—The Queen has been pleased to

make the following additional appointments to benefices

vacant in consequence of the late secession in the Scotch
Church :—The Rev. J. Hope to the church and parish of

Dunscore, Dumfries, in the room of the Rev. R. Brydon
;

the Rev. A. M'Nab to the parish of Kilchoman, Argyll,
in the room of the Rev. A. Cameron ; the Rev. A. Web-
ster to the church at QuarfF, Orkney, in the room of the
Rev. J. Gardner ; the Rev. H. Beatson to the parish of
Small Isles, Inverness, in the room of the Rev. J. Swan-
son ; the Rev. D. M'Callum to the church of Trnmisgarry,
Uist, in the room of the Rev. N. M'Leod ; the Rev. J.

Cochraneio the parish of Cupar, Fife, in the room of the
Rev. A. Cairns

; the Rev. T. Mackintosh to the parish
of St. Cyrus, Kincardine, in the room of Dr. A. Keith;
and the Rev. C. M'Culloch to the parish of Denny, Stir-

ling, in the room of the Rev. J. Dempster.
Exhibition of Cartoons.—The Commissioners have

published a declaration respecting a second drawing exe-
cuted by Mr. Edward Armitage, as a proof that the car-

toon representing Csesar's firat invasion of Britain, to

which the first prize was awarded, was really his work.
The Commissioners express themselves quite satisfied by
the second drawing, and the premium of 300/. has conse-
quently been paid. The subject of the drawing, which
was suggested to the artist by the Commissioners, is that
of an ancient Briton defending his wounded son from the
attack of a Roman soldier.

Celebration of Marriages.—By a recent Parliamentary
return, it appears that the number of places of worship in

England registered for the celebration of marriages up to

the 3Uth June, 1842, was 1,922, of which 187 were in

Lancashire, 171 in Yorkshire, and 115 in Middlesex. In
Cheshire there were 38 places registered. The 187 in

this county are thus classified according to their religious

denomination :—Presbyterians—8 Church of Scotland
;

3 United Secession Church; 13 English Presbyterians
and Unitarians ; 11 Presbyterians, not otherwise defined.
Independents—52 Independents or Congregationaiists.

Baptists.— 7 particular or Calvinistic; 1 general or Ar-

minian ; 1 1 Baptists, not otherwise defined. Methodists

(Arminian).—Wesleyan, ; new connexion, 3; Primitive,

; Association, 4
; Independent Methodists, 1. Cal-

vinistic Methodists. — English and Welch, 0; Lady
Huntingdon's connexion, 3. Roman Catholics, 6*3.

Foreign Churches, 0. Miscellaneous.—New Jerusalem
or Swedenborgian, 5 ; Christian Israelites, 1 ; Evangelical

Friends, 1- Undescribed or belonging to no specific de-

nomination, 5.—In England and Wales the places classed

as Presbyterian are 178; Independent, 798; Baptists,

461; Methodist (Arminian), 135; Methodist (Calvinis-

tic), 42 ; Roman Catholics, 263 ; Foreign Churches, 4 ;

and miscellaneous, 41.

Apprehension of Offenders.—An act came into opera-

tion on the 28th ult.,' entitled " An Act for the better

Apprehension of certain Offenders." The object of this

statute is to convey offenders who have escaped from the

colonies back again to be tried, and those who escape from

the United Kingdom into any of the British colonies in

the same manner to the place where the alleged offence

was committed. There are two somewhat similar hills

now before the Legislature with respect to France and

America. This act states, " That it is expedient to make
more effectual provision for the apprehension and trial of

offenders against the laws who may be in other parts of

her Majesty's dominions than those in which their offences

were committed." Offenders may be committed to gaol

until they can be sent back to the place where the offence

was committed; and in order to prove the charge, copies

ot the depositions made to obtain the warrant are to be
received in evidence of the alleged criminality. If a

removal does not take place in two months after the ap-
prehension, the party may be discharged ; and after the

removal, if an indictment is not preferred within six

months, application may be made to be sent back at the

expense of the party making the removal. The expense
of removal, &c. to be allowed. No warrant for the ap-

prehension of a party is to be endorsed, unless the offence

shall be stated, which, to justify such endorsement, must
be for treason or some other felony which appears suffi-

cient to warrant the committal of such person for trial.

The act came into operation on the day it received the

Royal Assent—namely, July 28.
i i _ -_ _ -

. — -

France.—The Paris season is now completely at an
end. The King and all the Royal Family, except the

Duke and Duchess de Nemours, and the Duke de Mont-
pensier, took their departure for Eu on Monday. His
Majesty, it is believed, intends to remain there until

the end of September. The Duke and Duchess de Ne-
mours left St. Lo on Wednesday week, on their return to

Caen. Preparations for departure were likewise observ-

able at the hotels of the Ministers of War and Foreign
Affairs. Marshal Soult will shortly set out for his

chateau of St. Amans, and M. Guizot for Val de Richer.

Gen. Bugeaud, the Commander of the Army in Algiers,

has been made a Marshal of France. The National has

ceased publishing its daily list of subscriptions in favour

of the Repeal movement in Ireland. The Globe states

that a report was current that orders had been given by
the law officers of the Crown to seize such part of the

subscriptions as might be found at the office of the Na-
tional. lt

It is certain," it says, "that there must be
great carelessness on the part of the French Government,
and great tolerance on the part of that of England, to

allow a subscription to be publicly made for the purpose

of aiding and encouraging revolt and civil war in a friendly

country ; unless the two Governments, indeed, as is pro-

bable, have allowed ridicule to do all that is necessary for

a piece of buffoonery which some persons, after too good
•a dinner, took it into their heads to devise/' The France
says:—"A Frenchman lately visited the Hdtel de Bra-
gance, to compliment the Royal occupant on the happy
events which have taken place in Spain. Maria Chris-

tina replied that she received his congratulations with

infinite satisfaction, as she believed that those events would
lead at length to the pacification of Spain, particularly if,

as she most anxiously desired, the Due d'Aumale should

marry her daughter Isabella. We are able to guarantee
this to have been the sense of the words pronounced by
the widow of Ferdinand VII. " It is stated by some of

the journals that M. Salvandy is making preparations to

return immediately to Madrid, as Ambassador at the

Court of Queen Isabella II.

Spain.—A telegraphic despatch reached town on Mon-
day, announcing that the Regent has been driven, at the

point of the sword, to seek protection on board a British

ship of war. According to the terms of the despatch, he
embarked at Cadiz on the 30th ult., at 4 o'clock in the

morning, on board the Malabar, British ship of war, of

72 guns. General Concha had pursued him with 500
horse up to Sta. Maria, where he took a boat. The
Spanish frigate the Constitucion and several small vessels,

which had gone over to the insurgents, blockaded Cadiz
at the time. It appears that the siege of Seville lasted

two days longer than was announced by the telegraph,

having been raised on the night of the 27th, and not on
that of the 25th, as hitherto supposed. The bombard-
ment continued ten days in all, during which time l,o'00

projectiles were thrown into the town. The Political

Chief, in his report to the Provisional Government at

Madrid, writes thus :

—

'* We have great losses to deplore.

The streets are filled with ruins, and more than one edifice,

which had stood the wear of ages l is now levelled to the

ground. But, in the end, we have conquered, and the

standard of liberty floats proudly from the top of our
magnificent cathedral tower, the Giraida," The error

in the telegraphic despatch arose, most probably, from

the fact that the Regent took his departure from Seville

on the morning of the 26th, with 300 or 400 cavalry. He
heard, on the 25th, of the surrender of Madrid, and learn-

ing, at the same time, that the main body of Gen. Concha's

forces were near at hand (part of them having got into the

town on the preceding day), he saw that his last hope was

gone, and that no other alternative wasleft him than to retire.

He, therefore, determined on proceeding to Cadiz; and,

in order to prevent his march from being molested, ordered

the siege to be continued until the evening of the 27th-

Gen. Concha immediately pursued him, and after a vain

attempt to reach Cadiz, he hurried round the bay towards

Sta. Maria to intercept the Regent in that quarter. The
two forces met between Puerto Real and Puerto Sta. Maria,

and a charge was immediately made by Espartero's troops,

which remained devoted to the last. The accounts are not

very communicative as to the details of this engagement.

It appears, however, that ultimately Gen. Concha's troops

had the advantage, and that they succeeded in making; a

number of prisoners, amongst whom were Gen. Juan Van
I
ialen, brother of the Commander-in-Chief, Generals

Alvarez, Osset, Osorio, and others of some rank in the

service, though not of such great notoriety. Whilst the

troops were thus engaged the Regent made for the sea-side*

and embarked at Port-Santa Maria, with Generals Van
Halen and Nogueras (his minister of war), M. Gomez de

la Serra (his minister of the interior), and some other

officers, amongst whom is said to be his friend Linage.

The accounts state that he took him the Military chest.

The boat to which the Regent and his companions had

entrusted their safety put out to sea at once, and pro-

ceeded straight to the M&Iabar. Here he was at first refused

to be received, the officer in command declaring that he

could not admit him on board until he should have con-

sulted the English Consul at Cadiz. The order for his

reception soon arrived, and the Regent had no further

cause for alarm. Once on board he showed some hesita-

tion as to his future course. His companions were of

opinion that he ought to proceed to Cadiz, which still

held out for him, and he seemed almost inclined to listen

to the suggestion ; but in the midst of their deliberation,

a loud discharge of cannon and ringing of bells were

heard in the town, and it was soon after ascertained that

this rejoicing was in celebration of the victory of the other

party, and of the installation of the Junta of the pronun-

cinmento. The account states that the Regent then

wished to proceed to Lisbon, but that lie was pre-

vented doing so by illness. At Madrid m the meantime

the Provisional Government have adopted (he course of &

true military despotism. They have issued a decree con-

voking the General Cortes of the kingdom for the 15th ot

October next, and directing that the Senate he integrally

renewed, contrary to the express letter of the Constitu-

tion. Another decree, equally unconstitutional, has been

published, dissolving the provincial deputation of Madrid,

and appointed other Deputies to replace those whose ser-

vices were dispensed with- By other decrees the tolls levied

at the gates of 31 cities and harbours, and suppressed by M-

Mendizabal, have been re-established. Another decree has

been issued breaking up the supreme Tribunal de Justicia

(the highest court of law in Spain), and dismissing the

President, Don Jose Calatrava, and nine other judges ana

fiscals, because they would not pronounce in favour of the

new Government. The judges in council were called

together, it appears, to reply to an authoritative commu-

nication of Seiior Lopez, as the insurgent Minister °

Grace and Justice. They refused to recognise the L°Pe

^
Ministry, on the ground that it was not regularly exercis-

ing the supreme power, and had not been establish 6

according to the enactments of the Constitution, or b«e

sanctioned by the majority of the people. The judges*

whilst making this protest, expressed their readiness

exercise their functions as usual, if required. To tli

Sefior Lopez replied by dismissing the ten judges w

formed the majority out of fourteen who assisted at

council, and replacing them by so many partisans w

will not be likely to manifest the same scruples. \

councils of the Ministry are also described as S"
,!J.

z.

strong symptoms of disunion among the Generals.
x G

have, however, published a manifesto, addressed to

nation, and signed by all the members of the cab 1 " •

The manifesto contains nothing worthy of notice,
^

XC^L
that it promises the faithful fulfilment of the celeb™

«^
programme, and adds that "justice and concord betv*

all good Spaniards will assure the confidence and streng

the bonds which happily unite us." They bavealso* '

established all the taxes as they existed before the at)

tion by the late Ministry. The Spanish budget for is*^

as is well known, had not been voted, on account o

precipitate dissolution of the Cortes by the R^ 11

:
1

,

the taxes had therefore ceased to be legally demandaD»^
Portugal.—Letters from Lisbon to the 3 Is

'

announce that the Queen and infant Princess are g s

on favourably. The Duke of Palmella has come ^
England by the steamer, for the purpose, it is saJ;,

renewing the tariff" negotiations. The Duke u\»W ^
invested with full powers, and it is confidently believ

'

Lisbon, that the convention will be forthwith conciu ^
Germany.—Great preparations are making a

^
Germany to celebrate the thousandth an"lve

f

sa
* ne ,

the treaty or Act of Verdun, signed by CbarI
f
n

JJ
b
tbe

August f), 843, and by which all Germany east o

Rhine was separated and declared independent^ y
other Carlovingian dominions. The Israelites of VJ ^
in order to express their gratitude to the Die o

Rhenish provinces for the wish manifested by the

n£
bers of that body to emancipate the Jews ot Prussia

h

presented to them a sum of 38,000*., to be
"fif

imhlir securities, the interest to be applied, in equal F

io^ni! to the i^Oitf of the indigent Catholics, Protest

I
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ants, and Israelites of the province. Accounts from
Vienna state that the Austrian Government lias concluded

treaties with three of the small North Italian States, and
in which the Sardinian Government has joined, for the

purpose of abolishing the many different duties to be paid

on merchandise going up or down the Po ; and this, it

is believed, will be the first step towards the introduc-

tion of a uniform tariff all over Italy. The papers con-

tain a letter from Goritz announcing that the health of

the Duke oVAngoulerr.e was seriously impaired, by a long-

standing intestinal irritation, and that he is now reduced

to a state of complete emaciation.

Belgium.—Letters from Ostend state that the Louisa

Maria schooner, which left Saint Thomas, Guatemala, on
the 16th June, has just arrived in that port, bringing

intelligence of the death of Mr. Simons, the director of

the expedition, which took place at sea on the 15th May.
On its arrival at St. Thomas the schooner found the colo-

nists, who had arrived in the Theodore 17 days before,

and were living for the present in huts erected at the end

of the bay by Caribs, in the service of the directors of

the colony. At the time of the departure of the. Louisa

Maria, the colonists were preparing to quit that low and

marshy spot, to settle on the more elevated ground. The
Ville de Bruxelles arrived at St. Thomas on the 8th June.

Greece.—Letters from Athens of the 20th ult.

announce that the Government had transmitted 500,000

francs by the last French packet to pay the interest due

on the loan. The people were much dissatisfied at so

much money leaving the country, particularly as it was
not sufficient for the purpose for which it was intended.

M. Rizos, Minister for Foreign Affairs, had resigned, but

the King had not accepted his resignation.

Turkey.—The Augsburg Gazette publishes a letter

from Belgrade of the 22d ult., stating that Baron Lieven
has demanded formally from the Senate the expulsion of

Wucsitsch and Petroniewich, and has also protested

against the election of Prince Alexander. The Leipsig

papers state from Smyrna, that the Sultan has it in con-

templation to confiscate all property belonging to the

mosques and other religious institutions, for the benefit of
the public Treasury.

United States. — The new packet Montezuma
arrived at Liverpool on Friday, after one of the quickest

voyages for a sailing ship ever known, having been only

fifteen days from New York. An immense gang of coiners

had been arrested at New York, the chief counterfeiter

being a blacksmith of Boston, worth 60,000 dollars. The
village of Warrenton, Mississippi, had been destroyed by
fire. Mrs. Gillmour, of Scotland, claimed by the British

Government, had not succeeded in her insanity plea, as

the doctors and commissioners believed her insanity to be
feigned. She said she was coerced into a marriage with
the unfortunate Gillmour, and denied having murdered
him. The Commissioner deferred giving his decision,
and stated at the termination of the inquiry that he should
require several days to determine whether or not he should
accede to the application for the surrender of the prisoner.

The Repeal agitation in the United States appears to be
entirely at an end. The Neio York Journal of Commerce
speaks of the whole movement as a political farce, got up
for the purpose of securing a few Irish votes in various
districts. The memorial of the Rev. Sydney Smith to

Congress, against the repudiation doctrine, was still

creating a great sensation in the States. Emigration to
the Oiegon territory continued to increase. Two expedi-
tions had recently started the last with 990 persons (male
and female) with 121 waggons, 098 oxen, 29b' horses, and
"'3 loose cattle. Sir W, Drummond Stewart's party had
been spoken to on the prairies, near the Big Sandy River,
a'l well. Sir William and his friends had protected a
party of Pawnee Indians from their bitter foes, the
Kanzas. The troop ship Alert was totally lost on her
passage from Halifax to England, having on board part of
the 64th Regiment, all of whom, together with the crew,
*ere saved. The Alert has since become a total wreck,
and the whole of the baggage belonging to the troops is lost.

H.M.'s ship Rose 1ms been sent to their assistance, and a
8ubscription has been commenced at Halifax to relieve
their sufferings. The loss is said to exceed 20,000/.

.
India- and China.—Among the miscellaneous items

*b the papers received last week, we learn that the Agricul-
tural and Horticultural Society of Calcutta are endeavour-
*"g to call the attention of Parliament to the question of
the introduction of Indian-grown wheat into British mar-
*ets on a principle of equality with home produce. A
^solution was agreed to at the May meeting of the society,
'That a committee be appointed to inquire into the capa-

bilities and advantages of giving encouragement to the
export of wheat from this country; and to report upon
the expediency of our expressing our gratitude, as an
Indian public society, to the Court of Directors for

Pressing on the home government the important measure
of the admission of Indian wheat into British ports, and
at the same time expressing our earnest support to the
Measure, as one calculated to benefit and advance the
lnterests of India."—From China, we learn that the
Gaiety caused by the vague announcement of the Indian
Papers, that Lord Saltoun had met with a dangerous
accident, had been considerably relieved by the last
^counts, stating; that Lord Saltoun was considered out of
aa*ger and likely to do well. The accident, which took
P'ace in the last week of March, occurred at Hong Kong.
** e was riding in the vicinity of his residence, when his
°rse took fright and ran down a precipitous hill, and at
™gth succeeded in kicking his lordship off, who fell with

of V
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1Violenceast:o fra(!ture h! s collar-bone and several
nis ribs. When the letters came away, six weeks after
e accident, the bones had united, and all the symptomsWe
*£favourable.w*st Indies.—The mail-steamer Teviot has arrived

with accounts from Antigua to June 28th; Demerara,
July 4th; St. Christopher's and Jamaica to July 8th.

The Antigua papers notice a curious circumstance as hav-
ing resulted from the late earthquake. It appears that
the water on the bar of St. John's harbour has deepened
to the extent of about three feet, and that at some of the
wharfs, indications of a like effect are perceptible. The
pilots will now, it is understood, be able to carry over
vessels drawing not more than fifteen feet of water. It is

considered probable that the accumulations of soil washed
from the streets which had been gradually depositing in

various parts of the harbour, having been shaken down
by the shock, are now distributed more equally over the
whole basin ; and that, at all events, some benefit has
attended the great convulsion. In Demerara, much poli-
tical dissension continued to exist, and an important Order
in Council had been promulgated, authorizing the Court
of Policy to effect extensive law reforms. The weather
had changed from wet to fair, much to the satisfaction of
the planters, some estates having begun to suffer from an
excess of moisture. The Jamaica accounts are not of
much interest. No change worth noticing, either in com-
mercial or agricultural affairs, had occurred. The weather
had proved very sultry, and in some parts of the colony
the want of rain was severely felt, as well as the want of
labour. Lord Elgin was in good health, though the death
of the Countess caused the Governor and his family to

remain in a state of melancholy seclusion. The island
was exempt from fever and other epidemics.
Australia.—Accounts from Port Philip to March 19

have come to hand. The Governor had issued a procla-
mation, under authority of the Land Sales Acts, dividing
the colony of New South Wales into two separate colonies
for the purposes of those Acts—the middle, or Sidney
district, to be one—and the southern, or Port Philip

district, the other. The separation is not a municipal,
but merely a territorial separation—the various civil insti-

tutions remaining the same, as well as the appropriation
of general revenues.—Zephaniah Williams, the Newport
Chartist, has been hanged for the murder of an old man,
on his own confession. The jury on the inquest had
returned a verdict of " Murdered by some person or per-
sons unknown ;" but Williams afterwards made a volun-
tary confession. He said that he was tired of his life, and
had determined, on the morning that he absconded, to

murder the first man he met.—Western Australia papers
to the 8th Feb., and letters to the 1 2th March, have been
received ; they give evidence of a considerable increase in

the flocks of sheep and horned cattle, and of the steady
progress of the colony. An Insolvent Act passed the
Legislative Council in October last, but up to the dates
of those letters not a single person had petitioned for

relief under the act. Many of the principal settlers are
turning their attention to the cultivation of the Vine.
In the spring of 1842 an association was formed for the
purpose of inclosing and planting 20 acres of land as a
nursery vineyard, for the accommodation of the colonists.
The association have already upwards of 50,000 plants in
a thriving condition.

^atlianifnt.
HOUSE OF .LORDS.

Monday*—The Marquess or Londonukr ay asked if it were true
that the Regent Espartero had deserted the Government of Spain,
and had been taken on board a British man-of-war off Cadiz.—
The Earl of Aberdeen replied, that, he had no official informa-
tion on the subject, but thought it probable that Espartero had
taken refuge on board a British ship, and, if so, that so eminent
a person had been received with all the distinction he merited.
Lord Brougham moved the second reading of the Coroners'

ExpmscsBill.— The Marquis of Salisbury moved that it be read a
second time that day six months.— This amendment was seconded
by the Marquis of Londonderry, and the House having divided,
there were:— Contents, 7; Non-contents, 31 : Majority 24.
The Earl ofAberdeen moved the second reading of the China

Bill, which, he said, was simply intended to the legislation of
Hong-Kong, to provide for the government and protection of
British subjects in China.— After some objections made by Lord
Campbell, the Bill was read a second time.— Lord Campbell
moved the second reading of the Scotch Universities Professors
Bill.— The Earl of Haddington condemned the Bill as an absurd
interference with the existing law, as a breach of the Act. of
Union for no adequate purpose, and as a futile attempt to legis-
late upon an inexpedient, and unacceptable point. He moved
the second reading that day six months. The second reading
was negatived without a division, and the Bill thrown out.—The
Irish Excise Bill was read a third time ami passed.—Lord
Montkagi.k gave notice on an early day to call their Lordships'
attention to the present stateof the finances of the country.
Tuesday.—The Slave Trade Treaties (Austria, Chili, Portugal,

and Mexican Republic) Bills were read a third time and passed!
Lord Brougham laid on the table a bill, containing theunopposed
portions of the Coroners' Bill, which was read a first time.—
Lord Bkaumont presented a petition from Mr. Macready, pray-
ing (or the extension of the license to perform the legitimate
drama to other theatres beside the patent ones; or else for the
confinement of the right of the patent theatres to the perform-
ance of the legitimate drama only.—The Earl of Glengam,
declared his readiness to meet all the allegations of the petition,
which he described as the greatest compound of vanity, self-
sufficiency, and absurdity be had ever heard read.—The Earl of
Rodkn presented a petition, signed by 5,000 Protestants of the
county ot Lown, and complaining, that while processions and
meetings of the Reman Catholics for the repeal of the union were
tolerated, they had been severely punished for celebratingtheanni-
versary of the battle ot the Boyne; and calling upon their Lordships
to take into consideration the dangers to which the Irish Protest-
ants were exposed lrom an agitation which, they feared, would re-
sult m civil war. The noble Lord urged the injustice of carrying
out the law prohibiting party processions in all its rigour against
the Jew Orangemen who had ventured to transgress it, while im-
mense multitudes, assembling with banners bearing mottoes and
emblems of sedition, and marching in array to the sound of
military music, were indulged with complete impunity. Let
the law either be put in force without distinction or not at all.

At any rate let it not be strained to coerce a body of men who,
under circumstances of great irritation, had manifested most
creditable forbearance. With respect to the danger to which
the petitioners believed themselves as Protestants to be exposed,

be was convinced that theirs was no unfounded alarm. They
were at least justified in such an apprehension when
they saw a vast proportion of the population drilled

until they rivalled the regularity of veteran troops, and implicitly

obeying the commands of their leaders, who openly professed I

their determination to carry repeal either by fair means or by '

force, and promised to their followers deliverance from the yoke
of the Saxon. He augured unfavourably, too. from the circum-
stance that a much smaller number of reapers than usual had
come to this country in search of employment, from the presence
of a number of foreigners in Ireland, and (rum the close con-
nexion of the Roman Catholic hierarchy with the Repeal move-
ment, and expressed the general disappointment with which the
Irish Protestants had remarked the absence of activity and
energy in the Government to repress this agitation. He
acknowledged with gratitude the excellent disposition of mili-
tary force to meet any sanguinary out break, but regretted that
no measures had been employed to enlist the support of all who
would associate to preserve tranquillity. The apathy of the
Government had driven many, who were otherwise well in-
clined, to swell the repeal ranks, but be trusted that it would
now endeavour to retrieve its errors. He approved the conduct
of former Viceroys in calling out the yeomt

, and after an
earnest appeal for protection to the loyal Protestants of Ireland
concluded by praying, io accordance with the petition, that the
law relating to processions might either be repealed or brought
into general operation.
The Duke ot Wellington confessed, that the evils and incon-

veniences attendirg the present State ol affairsm Ireland had
been by no means exaggerated; but after paying a general
compliment upen their loyal forbearance to the Orangemen of
the north, proceeded to explain that the act, the operation of
which they were called on to extend, had reference only to
meetings or processions in commemoration of anniversaries to
which either a religious or political character was attached, and
could not consequently be held to include those at which the
repeal of the union was discussed. It might be asked, "Why
not, then, extend its provisions V*—but, although admitting the
evils which the present criminal agitation had inflicted, ami most
anxious to put an end to them—-aware, too, of the responsibility
of Government for its omissions as well as its acts,— he did not
think it desirable to state what were its intentions further than
to explain that in his own department everything that could be
done had been done to enable it "to preserve the peace of the
country, and to meet all misfortunes and C( nsequences which,
may result from the violence of the passions ot those men who
unfortunately guide the multitude in Ireland/' He disputed
neither the extent of the conspiracy, the dangers to be expected
from it, nor the assistance it bad derived from foreigners; but
he was confident that, from the measures adopted, the Govern-
ment would be able to resist every attempt against the public
peace; and he believed it better, therefore, to persevere in its

present course, and to employ no other precautions until they,
should become absolutely necessary.—

l

lie Earl of Winchklsea
censured the Government for not baving punished the leader of
the agitation, who was guilty of treason "and sedition, after they
had dismissed magistrates for attending rcpial meetings.—The
Earl of VVicki.ow approved of the conduct of the Government in
not calling for new measures of coercion, and recommended
the elevation of the character of the Irish priesthood as the best
means of preventing agitation in future.—The Marquess of
Clanricardk suggested a long catalogue of improvements and
amendments; and Lord Brougham condemned the agitators
and their foreign allies— his opinion being that they were all
equally ridiculous, and that the whole affair would quickly blow
over.—The Earl of Glengai.l insisted on the necest ity of taking
some effectual measures to put a stop to the agitatiou. The
petition was then ordered to lie on the table.

Thursday.—The royal assent, was given by commission to the
Excise Duties (Ireland) Bill, the Controverted Elections Bill, the
Militia Ballot Suspension Bill, the Stock in Trade Bill, the liills

of Exchange Bill, the Slave Trade Treaties (Austria, Chili,
Portugal, and Mexican Republic) Bills, and several private
Bills. The Arms (Ireland) Bill, and the West India Relief
Bill, were brought up from the Commons, and read a fir-t t-me.
Lord Brougham moved the first reading of a Bill which

will give to the Judges in Ireland a power to change the vtnue,
ill cases of seditious and riotous proceedings and unlawful
meetings, from one county to the next, or to the county of
Dublin. It was a Bill, he taid, similar to V at by winch lie had
succeeded in 1S33 in putting an effectual stop to the distuibancea
of the peace in Ireland, ami his reason lor now j i esenting it was
that he had seen an atrocious ai tempt nuide upon the loyalty of
the British Army. Lord Brougham called special attention to
the fact, that he had brought forward this rm re without the
sanction or knowledge of the Government.—A brief discussion
arose on the nature of the Bill, which Lord Campbell declared
his intention of opposing, on tiie ground oi its interference with
the ordinary constitutional right of the subject, and being either
unnecessary or unjust.- The Earl ot Lucan raised a discussion
respecting his dismissal from the magistracy, by the Lord Chan-
cellor of Ireland, on account of a dispute with Mr. O'-Malley,
which ended in & fracas at the Castkbar petty sessions. Trie
production of papers on the subject was moved aud agreed to.

Friday.

—

On a motion of Lord Campbell respecting a Bill re-
gulating the succession toproperty in Scotland, Lord Brougham
attacked with great severity the late proceedings of Government
in regard to the Scotch Church, particularly censuring Lord
Aberdeen, Sir J.Graham,and the Lord Advocate. Lord Brougham
then withdrew his Bill for changing the Venue in Ireland. The
Duke of Wkli.ington indignantly condemned the allusion of Mr,
O'Connell to the British army in one oi bisrecent speeches. "To
plunder the public, he said, of money in Ireland for the purposes
oi the rent, or for Repeal contributions, is one thing, and to
excite the common people of that couutiy to approach as near as
possible to the commission of crime, and so do all the mischief
possible to be done to the country, without exposing his
own person, is another tiling- but to corrupt the army is quite a
different thing, which, 1 hope and trust, I may promise your
Lordships will not be fulfilled."

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Saturday*—The House sat for about six hours, the main sub-

ject oi discussion being the Customs' Bill, the object of which is

to effect?ceitain alteiations and amendments of, the Customs*
laws, relating to different articles. Clause 10, which affected the
British Watch-trade,was given up by the Government, and struck
out of the Bill. On the 25th clause, which permits the produce
of the State of Maine to enjoy the same privileges as if it were
still a British Colony, Mr. Bankks objected to the admission of
American agricultural produce, through the State of Maine, into

this country, on equal terms with the produce of Canada. He
proposed the insertion of the words u except the produce of
agriculture."—Mr. Gladstone defended the clause, because it

was conformable to Mr. Webster's proposition to Lord Ash-
burton ; because the permission it gave was a matter of no great
consequence one way or the otherj because the State of Maine
having been a portion of the British territory, was passed under
a foreign power, with all its British privileges unimpaired- and
because the State of Maine did not grow enough com lor itself.

extremely reasonable that, when we passed the State of Main
over to America we secured tothe produce of Maine the same
privileges as if it had continued to be British produce. He also
thought no other country would have the effrontery to ask to be
equally favoured with Maine.-Mr. Bankks vvithdrew his amend-
ment, and the clause was ordered to stand part oi the Bill.—The
other clauses were agreed to.
Monday,—The House sat from noon till half-past one Tuesday

morning, being 13 hours and a half. They went through the
Irish Poor-law Amendment B:ll in committee, and advanced
other measures. On the motion for going into committee of
supply, Mr. Ewart raised a brief debate on free trade, by moving
that it was expedient that the principles advanced in the cele-
brated Import Duties Committee of 1840 should now be recog-
nised in legislation, and at once applied as a remedy for the
depression of commerce and the distress of the people,—Mr,
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M. Gibson seconded tl e motion.— Mr. Gladstone thought it

altoeeilu r too late in the session to revive the discussion. Any
intimation of tbe intention of Government to touch the duties

on important articles during next session would do mischief

rather than good.— Mr. Hume blamed the Government, and
especially sir It. Peel, for halting, undecided, and even retrograde

policy.—Mr. Bright then made his "maiden speech," support-
ing the mo.ion, which was negatived by 52 to 25.—The next busi-

ness was a motion by Mr. Borthwick, respecting the detention
of Don Carlos in France; his object being to elicit opinions res-

pecting it.— Mr. Cochrank seconded it, and informed the House
that he was personally assured by Don Carlos himself that he was
only allowed .96*1,200 per annum for his establishment, and he
was kept in close restraint. Sir R. Peei. considered that the

treatment of Don Carlos ought to be as lenient as was consis-

tent with the object in view. The British Government had
communicated with the French Government, and was assured
that it had no disposition to subject Don Carlos to any
restraint beyond what was necessary. If he had given any
assurance not again to disturb Spain, or had agreed to take up
his residence in Austria, he would at once have been Mberated.—
Dr. Bowring dwelt on the importance of as little interference

with the affairs of Spain as possible.— Lord J Manners defied

Sir R. Peel or the French Government to justify the detention of

Don Carlos in Spain, or to extract a plea for it, from the most lax

interpretation of the quadruple treaty. The cause for which that

Prince suffered was the cause of religion, of g> od order, and of

legitimacy. This was proved by the result; Don Carlos had been
defeated, and anarchy and infidelity now triumphed over the

ancient Church of Spain.— Lord Palmbrston remarked that

both the French and British Governments had agreed as to the

inexpediency of permitting Don Carlos to return to Spain. When
that Prince was on the point of being captured, he was saved

from his Spanish antagonists by British agents. He was then
perm it ted to take up his residence in England, on the condition

that he was not to rekindle the flames of insurrection in Spain.

In afterwards returning to that country, he was guilty of a breach

of taith. He was not surprised at the motion, asit arose no doubt
from the feeling that in the present distracted condition of Spain,

Don Carlos should have a fair start in the general scramble.—
'1 he documents asked for having been considered both by Sir R.

Peel and Lord Palmerston as not produceable, the motion was
negatived without a division.

The House then went into committee of supply, there being
various supplemental votes to be added to those of the year

already granted. The first was a sum of 821,000/. forthe expenses
of the China war, with several others, one of which was 5,000/.

for the Caledonian Canal, which raised considerable discussion,

and led to a division, in which the Government were supported

by 137 to 13.—The next vote was 1,500/. to defray the cost of

monuments to the memory of the late Sir Sidney Smilh, Lord
Exmouth, and Admiral De Saumarez.— Dr. Bowring suggested
that in all cases of public statues, models should be sent in, and
the work assigned to the ablest modelist.— Sir R. Peel thought
there was great difficulty as far as regarded public competition

in such cases. It by no means followed that the person who
made the best model could execute the best statue.—Mr. Hawes
expressed a hope that the Government would avail themselves
of the Royal Commission of Fine Arts for the purpose of ascer-

taining the best mode of erecting memorials to men distin-

guished in literature and science. lie did not see why the

military and naval profession should engross all the national

monuments.—Sir R. Peek thought it very desirable that in the

case of very eminent scientific men public monuments should

be erected to their memory. He saw no reason why the

country should pay that tribute only to distinguished

naval and military men j on the contrary, it would be a great
incentive to exertion in science if monuments were erected to

the most eminent of her sons. He had given a good deal of con-
sideration to this subject since it had been mentioned last year

by the hon. member for Lambeth. The first difficulty which
struck him was, as to the place where such monuments should

be erected. There was very great objection to placing them in

ecclesiastical edifices, lor unless the public had free access to them,

no great public object would be attained. If they did not erect

them in any edifice— if they erected them out of doors, it was
almost necessary that they should be of bronze -, then the expense
would be enormous, and a statue in bronze was not always a very

great ornament. He always hoped that there might be some
portion of that great building which was now erecting for the
houses of Parliament that might be appropriated to the statues

of eminent men ; not merely of men of political character, but of

persons distinguished in literature and science ; and if he were
assured that there could be any part of that edifice so appro-

priated, he should not have the slightest difficulty in referring

the matter to the commission wiiich had been alluded to, and
which had discharged its duty with the greatest credit to itself.

But it was a commission appointed to consider the properest

method of decorating the houses of Parliament j
and if its duties

were extended beyond the sphere assigned to it, the commission
might be made a general roving commission for the encourage-
ment of the fine arts in this country. This was a matter requiring

consideration, and he was not prepared at once to say that he
was disposed to recommend that the commission should under-

take other duties than those which were originally contemplated

for it. Therefore, unless he saw reason to believe that there

would be some portion of the new edifice erecting for the houses

of Parliament in which statues to men of science could be placed,

he should wish to reserve to himself the right of judging whether
the commission was the body which could be properly consulted

on the matter. Under these circumstances, he was afraid he
could not say anything definite, excepting that he was not adverse

to the principle of the proposition which had been suggested.

The site fur the statues was the chief difficulty. The hall at

Geeenwich was appropriated to naval men, aid nothing could
be more proper than such an appropriation, for it was suitable to

the genius loci. He did not wish that the subject should be
pressed further at present. The Government would be prepared

to consider the question of erecting statues to men so emi-
nent as Newton and Davy, but they would wish to be perfecily

satisfied as to the place where the statues could be put.—
Mr. V. Smith felt that there was a great deal of weight
in the observations which had fallen from the right hon.
baronet, but there was one point which he had omitted to

notice, and that was whether the right hon. baronet might not
reier to the commission to ascertain if there could not be some
portion of the building foi the new houses of Parliament which
might be appropriated for the reception of such statues as had
been alluded to. He understood that Westminster-hall was to

toi m an access to the new houses of Parliament, and if that were
so, he asked why might not thai hall be app< ot riated to the recep-
tion of the e statues ? Without extending the sphere of the duties
of the a mmission, might not that body be also referred to to as-

ccr an whether there might not be some parts of the new houses
themeelv< s in which the statues could be erected? The opinion
which had been expressed by the right hon. baronet as to the
manner in which the commission had performed its duties, solar

as their judgment had been exercised, was, he believed, enter-

taint d by alt parties.—Mr. Coli.ett objected to this vote, on the

ground that the house was c .lied upon to vote one sum, when
anoi her sum was intended to he expended.— Sir R. Peel explained
thhtthe Government enly asked for the particular sum they
wanted for the current > ear. With reference to the suggestion
of Mr, V. Smi h, he said he should be sorry to suggest to the com-
mission to go out of the line of their particular duty, but if the
matter fairly came within the original design of the building, he
should not have the slightest objection to suggest it to the com-
mission.—Mr. Hi'MK trusted that the right hon. baronet would
remove me statics of our naval heroes from the prisons in which
they weic now locked up. He aliudtd to Westminster Abbt y
and st. Paul's, where they could not be seen unless the parties

desirous of beholding them first paid money for admission. He
thought the country would be prepared to have a proper place

fitted up for the reception of all statues for which it voted money.
If, instead of throwing 200,000/. into the Cab donian Canal, tin y
had taken one-half, or even one-fourth of the money, they might
have fitted up an appropriate building for the reception of these
statues. For the want of a suitable building, the statue of one
of our greatest poets, executed by one of the greatest of modern
sculptors, had been lying in the Custom-house for the last ten
years.—Mr. M. Milnks thought it was extremely creditable to

the hon. Member for Montrose that, with all his economical pro-

pensities, he had always shown himself extremely generous with
respect to matters of art. He, however, differed from the hon.

Member on one point, viz., as to the unwillingness on the part of

those who were the guardians of the great public depositories

to meet the views entertained by the country; He believed there

were great difficulties in the way, and from conversation he had
had with those persons, he could state, that they were as anxious
to open all to the public, and in every respect to accomplish the
wishes which, from time to time, had been expressed. He con-

curred in thinking that there was a class of monuments much
better calculated for other buildings than a Christian church, and
he should be glad if the suggestion of Mr. Barry, as to the admis-
sion of such into Westminster-hall, should meetwith every atten-

tion.— Captain Pechell expressed hinu elf perfectly satisfied with

the selection of the naval officers made last year to whom statues

were to be erected ; but if the list was not closed, he urged, as

deserving such an honour, the names of Sir R. Strachan, Sir A.
Cochrane, and Sir J. Duckworth.— Mr. Hume, in allusion to what
had fallen from Mr. Milne, said he was anxious to hear what
objections could be raised against opening the monuments to the

public, especially after the Government had declared its opinion
that they ought to be so opened. The other votes were then
agreed to.

Tuesday.—The House met at noon, and on the bringing up of

the report of the committee of supply, Mr. Huaik raised a short
discussion respecting the Custom-house frauds. He moved for a
copy of the evidence taken before the commissioners of inquiry.

—The Chancellor of the Exchequer resisted this, on the
ground of present inconvenience, promising that the evidence
would, however, be forthcoming as early as possible. The House
was counted out at half- past four in the afternoon.
Wednesday.—The Coalwhippers Bill, after much opposition and

six divisions, passed through committee.— Mr. T. Duncombk
complained of the manner in which the nomination of High
Sheriff of Buckinghamshire for the ensuing year had been
made by the Privy Council.— Sir J. Graham explained the facts

of the case, and stated that the nomination was strictly

conformable to law and usage.—Mr. S. Crawford moved the

second reading of the Landlord and Tenant (Ireland) Bill.— Sir

R. Peel opposed the principle of this bill, at the same time
promised, on the part of Government, to give a fair consideration

to the subject. He had already ordered a careful inquiry to be

made into the laws of England and Ireland, so far as they re-

ferred to the relation between landlord and tenant.— After

remarks by M. O'Fkrrall, Sir A. Brooke, Mr. M. J.O'Con-
nkll, and Sir D. Norreys, the motion was withdrawn.—The
House went into committee of Ways and Means, and 11,000,000/.

for Exchequer Bills for the year 1843, and 500,000/. for the pur-

poses of savings banks were voted.
The third reading of the Irish Arms Bill having been moved,

Lord Clements moved, as an amendment, that it be read a third

time that day six months.— Captain Bernall seconded the
amendment.—Mr. M. Milnks supported the bill, but on the
understanding that the Government would hereafter bring in

laige measures of policy towards Ireland.— Mr. B. Wall opposed
it, and Mr. LVIsrarli, Mr. Smyth k, andMr.C. Buller, censured
both the bill and the Irish policy of Government.—Mr. Sheil
quoted a sentiment of Sir R. Peel's, when he said that his resist-

ance to the Reform Bill might be unavailing, but would not be
fruitless. So would it be with the Arms Bill. He drew a parallel

between the condition of Ireland under the Whigs and its present

aspect, affirming that the country was now more combined,
organized, and excited than even during the agitation for Eman-
cipation. Even while the W; hig majority was diminishing to the

vanishing point, the Irish Executive had the confidence of the

people, and the support of the Catholic priesthood, who were
now, to a man, supporting the national movement of the Repeal

of the Union. The influence of this priesthood Englishmen
seemed incapable of understanding, judging from the style in

which they had been spoken of in the House of Lords on the

previous evening. He described the sources of their influence,

proceeding from thence to the subject of the grant to Maynooth,
scandalous to those who received it, but far more ignominious to

those who doled it out. He warned the House against the delu-

sion of supposing that the Repeal agitation was an ignis fatints,

rising out of the morasses of Derrynane; and defined a parlia-

mentary line, by which the legislation even of an Imperial Par-

liament might be made acceptable to the Irish people, on all

Irish domestic questions, if the votes and feelings of the ma-
jority of Irish members be duly considered j on the plan he
suggested, the old system of the management of the House
must be given up, but with it legislation for Ireland was im-
possible. He concluded with a warm appeal to Sir R. Peel, to

give effect to those "noble aspirations which make ambition
virtue," and, throwing aside all party considerations, enter on a
bold and decided policy for Ireland.

Sir R. Pekl reminded the House that the Arms Bill had been
framed last year, before the present agitation had arisen ; and
proceeded to show that the peculiar state of Ireland was the
justification of this and all preceding Arms Bills. Mr. Shell's

own proposals (made in his speech delivered in a former stage of

the bill) for diminishing the evils of Ireland, strikingly evinced

the diseased condition of the social state of the country, for, in

order to secure convictions at the ordinary assizes, he would
resort to the unconstitutional plan of substituting special for

ordinary juries, and would provide an asylum in a foreign

country for witnesses. Alter criticising the speeches of Mr.
Smythe and Mr. DMsraeli, he passed to a general defence of the

whole policy of the Government. Mr. Sheil talked of the "dis-
ciplined phalanx" of ecclesiastics cr mbincd for the Rercal of the

Union. Did he foresee that in 1829 ? Or would the prospect of

what is now taking place in I84:t have then conciliated English

support to Catholic emancipation ? It was complained that the

Government did not endow the Roman Catholic priesthood, and
yet Mr. M. O'Ferrall distinctly told them that no concordat with

the Pope would be accepted by the Roman Catholics, by which
they would be subjected to the control of the Crown. Roman
Catholics had not only received the benefit of Emancipation, but
since that great measure had been passed, they had received

other substantial additions to their claims for civil equality, as

in admission to municipal corporations. The Government, there-

fore, were justified in expecting that the present agitation would
subside; and they were determined to adopt every alternative

but an appeal to arms, and leave nothing undone which would
tend to preseive the integrity of the empire. -Mr. M. J. O'Con-
Kicx.li remarked that Sir R. Peel was much given to "hope," hut
his expectations of returning tranquillity to Ireland would prove
fallacious, without measures of amelioration.— On a division, the
third reading was carried by a majority of 125 to 55.

Thursday.—The House met at noon, and after passing the
Designs Copyright Bill, entered into consideiation of the Muni-
cipal Corporations Bili in Committee, It underwent a protracted
discussion, but was ultimately carried through this stage.
To a question from Mr. Hume, Lord Stanley said he had

lately received proposals respecting the importation of free
labourers from China to the West Indies, but he was not yet

prepared with any plan on the subject.—To Mr. Hjndlby, Sir H.

Pkbl replie i that the Queen of Tahiti, having signed paperswhich
she did not understand, was now dissatisfied with her position in

regard to France ; but he declined to say further on the matter.—

To a question from Mr. Shkil, Sir R. Peel answered, that the
question of the Oregon Territory remained in statu qxto, but
expressed his expectation that some negotiation would soon be

c mmenced.
Mr. Gladstone moved the second reading of the Exportation

of Machinery Bill.— Mr. Hindlky opposed it as unnecessary, and
moved as an amendment that a select committee be appointed
to inquire into the subject.—Mr. S. Wortley would not
oppose the bill, but Mr. Labouciibre warmly supported it.—
Mr. Brotherton, Mr. Hume, Mr. Cobijen, Mr. Duncan, and
Dr. BowitiNG all expressed their satisfaction with the measure;
while Mr. Ross, who had been called upon by his constituents in

the flax trade to oppose it, admitted that the arguments of Mr.
Gladstone could not be answered.— Mr. Williams, Mr. Darby,
and Sir R. Peel, took part in the debate, and the second reading
was carried by 96 to 18.— On the result of the division, Mr.
Hindlky declared his determination to unite with Mr. Cobden
and Mr. Bright, in seeking for a total repeal of the Corn-laws.
On the motion for going into committee on the Church of

Scotland Benefices Bill, Mr.M. P. Stewart moved its committal
that day three months.—After a discussion, in which Mr. Hume,
Dr. Bovn, Mr. Pringle, Mr. Banneiiman, Sir J. Graham, and
Mr. Coli.ett, took part, the House divided, when the amendment
was rejected by a majority of 31.

Sir H. Haiwjinge moved the second reading of the Chelsea
Hospital Out- Pensioners Bill. The bill proposed that when
these pensioners were called out to help the civil power, they
should be placed under the command of the half-pay officer by
whom they were paid, and that, when necessary, they should be
equipped with fire-arms. They were only to be called out in

cases of emergency, and on the responsibility of the Home Secre-
tary.— Mr. T. Duncoaibe moved the second reading that day
three months.—The House divided, when the second reading was
carried by a majori'y of 4().

Friday.—The Irish Poor Law Bill was read a third time and
passed. The House then went into committee, and the Export
of Machinery Bill, the Fisheries' Bill, and the Hills for the Appre-
hension of Offenders in America and France passed through
committee. The Customs' Bill was read a third time, and the
Church of Scotland Benefices Bill was read a third time and
passed.— Sir R. Peel said that Government knew nothing of
the Bill introduced by Lord Brougham in the House of Lords,
and that they did not consider such a measure necessary, as
otherwise they should have introduced it themselves.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday. —Consols for account closed

at <N£ to £ ; Three per Cent. Reduced, 1)4$ to 5 ; Three-

and-half per Cents., 102£ tof ; New Three-and-half per

Cents., 101f to *
; Bank Stock, 18l£ to 2£ ; Exchequer

Bills, 595. to 61s.

Jiftetropolts nnti its ITumftt).
Loss of II.M.'s Steam-ship Lizard.—Accounts have

been received of the total loss of her Majesty's steam-ship

Lizard, which was run down by the French man-of-war
steamer, Veloce. It appears that before day-break on
Monday, the 24th July, when about 20 miles from Cartha-

gena, a light was reported on the larboard bow of the

Lizard. The officer of the watch, in obedience to the

positive orders of the Admiralty when steamers meet each

other, immediately put his helm a-port, but owing to the

other vessel putting her helm a-starboard, the Lizard was
struck by her on the larboard paddle-box, the shock of

which was so violent as to throw the Lizard over on her

starboard side and carry away the funnel-stays. The
officers and men below immediately rushed on deck, the

engineer in charge blew off the steam, and was proceeding

to pump out, when the rush of water was so "violent, and

the Lizard was apparently sinking so rapidly, that the

men were ordered to save themselves by climbing up the

bowsprit rigging of the other vessel. At the instant the

collision took place the Lizard's boats were ordered to be

lowered, but the passage aft was obstructed by the bow-

sprit and bow of the other vessel, so that the only persons

on the quarter deck were the quartermaster's man at the

wheel, and one or two officers, who had come up from

their cabins, and who, seeing that to all appearance all

others had left, followed their example. .Determined,

however, not to abandon the Lizard whilst there was a

chance of saving her, the boats of the vessel (which proved

to be the French man-of-war steamer Veloce, of l|20y

tons and 220 horse power) were lowered, in which some

of the officers and men of the Lizard returned, and saved

a sick boy and passenger, with some two or three others

who had been left behind in the first confusion. It * a

then discovered that the water had already made so muCl
head as to put out the fires and to float the lower-dec

hatches, and continued pouring in with such violence a

to render it dangerous to remain on board. The last bo

had scarcely left the Lizard when she sunk head forernos .

The night was misty, and the lights of the Veloce, being

placed on her paddle-boxes, could not be seen al?tU

was close on board the Lizard, which carried her hgu

usual at the mast head.
Society for the Discouragement of DuelhtW'-On

Friday, the first public meeting of the members an«
1^

porters of this institution was held at the British A ° ^

civilians.

brief addres

J] military and naval, and a iaigp *

The chairman opened the proceedings 10

IS, explanatory of the objects for which u e

the
society had been established, and cl,a !'

acteri8
i

,"Lurd
practice of duelling as barbarous, unchristian, ana au

"'
'.ordship then drew the attention ot the meeting to

J
rial, which was read by Capt. Hope, embody ng w
lents of the committee on the subject, tor uic f

,

of being presented to her Majesty, Wfc"U

tbJ
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would be formed in connexion with the society, by which
personal disputes and points of honour would be settled,

without an appeal to arms, a measure which he was sure

would greatly tend to diminish duelling.

Anti-Puseyite Meeting. — On Tuesday evening a

crowded public meeting was held in Marylebone, for the

purpose of considering the best means of opposing and
counteracting the progress of Puseyism in the established

church. The secretary read letters from the Earl of Glen-

gall, Mr. Plumptre, M.P., the Rev. C. Day, the Rev. A.
Rose, the Rev. E. Dalton, and other clergymen and gen-

tlemen, apologising for their absence, and expressive of

their cordial concurrence with the object of the meeting.

Several gentlemen addressed the meeting, and resolutions

condemnatory of the Puseyite doctrines were passed.

Temperance Meetings.—On Sunday, after morning
service, Father Mathew administered the pledge to a large

number of persons who had been prevented attending

during the preceding week. Throughout the day there

could not have been less than 50,000 to 60,000 visitors,

and from 5000 to 6000 received the pledge. On Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, Father Mathew administered
the pledge on Kennington-common. On Monday he was
accompanied by a large number of Temperance Societies,

who marched in procession to the Common. On their

way some of the people at the end of the line attacked Mr. C.
Orme, thedistillerin Blackfriars-road,who attempted to pass

them in his gig, and severely beat him. They pulled him
out of his gig, and tore his clothes from his back. One
of the principal assailants was apprehended and fined 10s.

for the assault. Father Mathew and his friends were at

the head of the procession, and were not aware of what
had taken place. In the course of the proceedings on
Tuesday, the platform was attended by Mr. Milnes, M.P.,
Mr. P. H. Howard, M.P., and a large number of ladies

and gentlemen, several of whom accepted the pledge.

Mr. Milnes and Mr. Howard shook hands with

Father Mathew, and expressed themselves highly gra-

tified with his extraordinary exertions. An address

was presented by a numerous deputation of the

Society of Friends, to Father Mathew from the Protest-

ant Temperance Associations of the south of London,
expressive of their gratitude and delight at the suc-

cess of his labours. On Thursday Father Mathew
proceeded to Fulham to administer the pledge in the

western suburbs. Some disturbance took place on the

ground, and the police refused to interfere, but the busi-

ness of the day proceeded after Father Mathew had
assured the meeting that he had the approbation of her

Majesty's Government in holding these meetings. He
had received letters from Sir J. Graham and Sir 11. Peel,

applauding his exertions, and until now, even throughout
Ulster, where the most conflicting political and religious

opinions prevailed, he had never been refused the aid of
the magistrates and police to prevent the proceedings from
being interrupted. From 1000 to 1200 persons took the
pledge during the day ; they were chiefly composed of
Irish labourers, employed by the market gardeners of the
neighbourhood, to whom a vote of thanks was awarded for

having given the men a holiday on the occasion. Yester-
day Father Mathew administered the pledge in the Riding
School, Albany-street, Regent's Park : he will also attend
at the same place this day, and at Cumberland Market
to-morrow. The numbers computed to have taken
the pledge in London is comnuted to be upwards of

32,000 persons—viz., about 22,000 at the East End ; 5000
on Monday, 3000 on Tuesday, and 1000 on Wednesday,
°n Kennington Common, and 1200 at Fulham.— On
Thursday a meeting of the Tower Hamlets Protestant
Association was held for the purpose of opposing Father
Mathew's proceedings, on the ground that their object
^vhs the spread of Popery. Great uproar took place, and
the speakers could hardly obtain a hearing; the police
^ere at length called in, and the meeting broke up in
great confusion.

The New Steam-ship Bentinck.—This fine vessel
arrived in the river from Southampton last week, and is

Jow moored off Blackwall. The Bentinck was built at
Liverpool, and launched in January last. She is 2000
'ons burthen, and 520 horse power, has accommodation
f°r 110 passengers, consisting of 20 single cabins, 22
double cabins, 12 family and general cabins. Twelve of the
cabins are unusually spacious, being from 12 to 15 feet by
9 foet, and in the cabins throughout every possible con-
nivance has been adopted to promote the health and com-
fort of the occupants. Light and ventilation have been
Particularly attended to; the lower cabins are fitted with
gang's patent ports, and the sides and doors of the cabins
throughout are almost entirely Venetians. There are hot,
c°ld, and shower baths on board, and a bath-room on the
*>ain deck. The Bentinck is the property of the Penin-
sular and Oriental Company. She is sister vessel to the
Uindostan, and intended to run on the same station,
j^tween Suez and Calcutta, affording a direct communica-
tor! with Madras and Bengal to passengers by the overland
route. The Bentinck starts from the river this day,
and from Southampton for Calcutta on the 24th August,

^
d from Calcutta on her first trip to Suez on the 15th

j^cember. Her average speed on the voyage round to
London has been little under 13 miles per hour, and she
°ccasionally ran 14 miles per hour.
Fires.—On Saturday and Sunday last, within the short

Period of 24 hours, the metropolis was the scene of four
estructive fires—three of their occurring almost simul-
aneously, and each resulting n * threat sacrifice of pro-

•f
rt
7: The first occurred on the premises of Mr. Mosely,

^chine-ruler and tool-maker, in New-street, Covent-
Mrden. It broke out on Saturday morning, and ended in

tifc

6 t(

f

ta
* ^estruction of bis warehouse, with a large quan-

y of valuable property, and serious injury to several of

the adjoining houses. The next was in Fore-street, Lime-
house, where several dwellings on the banks of the river

were destroyed, and a great sacrifice of property took

place. It occurred at 11 on Saturday night, and was fol-

lowed about 1 on Sunday morning by a third destructive

fire on the premises occupied by Mr. Bird, an extensive

contractor to the various Dork Companies, near the bot-

tom of Old Gravel-lane, Shadwell. Mr. Bird's premises

consisted of saw-mills, worked by steam, said to be the

finest in the kingdom ; besides this, on the same plot of

ground, he carried on the business of a scum-boiler on a

very extensive scale, employing nearly 80 workpeople.

With a comparatively trifling exception, the whole of
these premises, covering nearly one acre, were levelled

with the ground; the whole of which were uninsured, as

the stock was considered so dangerous that no office would
undertake the risk. While this fire was raging, the re-

flection of
- another in the western part of London ren-

dered it necessary to despatch those engines that could be
spared in that direction ; and it was then found that the

fourth outbreak had taken place on the premises occupied
by Mr. Villiers, surgeon, in Great George-street, exactly
facing Westminster Abbey. Here the fire commenced
before 3 o'clock, and burnt with undiminished violence

until nearly G, wholly destroying two houses and seriously

injuring several of those adjoining. Fortunately, no loss

of life resulted in any case. The total loss has been va-

riously estimated, and it would be impossible to give the
amount accurately; it is, however, believed not to exceed
30,000/., a result attributable in a great measure to the
efficiency of the Fire-brigade.

Inquests.—An inquest was held on Thursday on the
body of Mr. F. S. Ancona, whose death by drowning, off

Waterloo-bridge, on the 3d inst., was noticed in our last.

The body was found under the second arch of the bridge
on Tuesday evening. It appeared from the evidence of
Mr. Green and Mr. Rogerson, who were walking with the

deceased at the time of the occurrence, that he was par-
tially ^intoxicated, and jumped on the parapet of the

bridge as a feat of daring and agility, and not with any
purpose of committing suicide. The jury returned a
verdict of Accidental Death.

Thames Tunnel.—The traffic through the Tunnel
continues to increase steadily, independently of the

visitors who pass through from motives of curiosity. The
number of passengers last week was 45,528.

Chiswick.—On Tuesday evening a report was circu-

lated that a young man, named John Blissard, a labourer,

residing in William-street, Chiswick New-town, had been
killed by his own father, who in a violent fit of passion,

had nearly severed his head from his body with a grass-

hook. It appears that the father aimed at his head, but
the son guarding his head with his left arm, received the

weapon just under the elbow-joint, and it inflicted a wound
across the arm upwards of four inches in length, extend-

ing to the bone, and dividing all the principal arteries.

The father was at once taken into custody, and has been
committed to Newgate on the capital charge. Another
attempt at the snme crime was made in the village on
Wednesday, by a female, named Isabella Murray, upon
her own offspring, an infant only nine weeks old, by poison-

ing with laudanum, but the measures taken to counteract

the poison were effectual, and the child is likely to do well.

Tottenham.—We learn from a correspondent that the
Vicar of this parish has placed at the disposal of a

Committee of the inhabitant householders seven acres of

his glebe, very superior land, near the most populous
portion of the village, to be divided by the Committee
into plots averaging about 20 square poles each, to be

let to such of the industrious labouring clashes of the

district as may desire to use it as garden ground only.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The following is the

number of Deaths registered in the week ending Saturday,

July 29:—West districts, 98; North districts, 129;
Central districts, 138; East districts, 182; South dis-

tricts, 202. Total, 749—(378 males, 371 females)

Weekly average for the last five years, 903— (461 males,

442 females,) and for the last five summ ers, 846.
J

^lobnuml Nttos.
The Harvest.—The local papers are filled with reports

of the approaching harvest. From the West of England

we learn that the harvest has commenced in the neigh-

bourhood of Exeter, where a considerable breadth of

wheat and barley has been cut. Wheat has also been cut

in good condition near Bath. In Herefordshire, a large

breadth of wheat and barley presents a most luxuriant

appearance, and although the harvest will be late, still fine

weather will insure a full average crop of excellent quality.

The hop plantations scarcely ever looked worse. In
Hampshire, harvest commenced on the south side of Ports-

down Hill last week. In Buckinghamshire, a sack of new
barley, from the farm of the Rev. J. B. Reade, of Stone,

was exposed for sale in Aylesbury market, on Satuiday.

In Bedfordshire, the harvest commenced last week. Wheat
was to be seen in shock on Wednesday week, about

Caldecote and Biggleswade ; oats were mown at Girt-

ford, and at Bromham a very large field was in process of

reaping. In the neighbourhood of Birmingham the crops

look poor and withered, while in the Vale of Worcester

the wheat crop is much better, and in many places

abundant and fine. In Yorkshire, from the appear-

ance of the crops on the ground, even with fine

weather, the harvest will not commence before Sep-

tember, and will not be more than an average one.

In Lancashire, Westmoreland, and Cumberland, the

oldest individual living does not remember the occurrence

of a fall of snow in the month of July. Such, however,

is the fact, for, on the 17th ult., the celebrated mountain

called the "Old Man," the highest point in Coniston

[
Fell, was partially covered with snow, which, in the
course of a few hours, disappeared. It is feared, that
unless the weather takes up, the late heavy rains will
have materially injured the hay crops already cut, and
that the hay and grain harvests will be very late.
Scarcely one half of the hay is secured in the northern
counties, but the wheat in Lancashire looks well, and
promises an abundant crop if the weather continues fine.

In Norfolk and Suffolk, the wheat with scarcely an excep-
: tion is uncut, and the barley is generally green. The
j

crops are laid to an unusual extent, and in many districts

the winds have twisted the stems in every conceivable
direction, not merely laying the corn flat, but breaking
the straw. The consequence must be, that a great pro-
portion of the grain will not ripen, or if it does, the grain
wall be small and shrivelled. From Scotland we learn
that the markets, particularly for wheat, have advanced
considerably within the month, and, until the harvest is

secured, will fluctuate with the weather. The chances,

however, are, that prices are at their highest, and that

they will decline rather than otherwise, unless the harvest

is more disastrous than there is at present any reason to

anticipate. In the neighbourhood of the metropolis the

operations of harvest have commenced. In Surrey
several fields of rye and oats, at Peckham and Battersea,

have been cut. In the parishes of Tottenham and
Edmonton, also, fields of rye and oats have been cleared,

the produce appearing in good condition. Should the

present warm weather continue the wheat will, in a few
days, be ready for the sickle.

Thunder-storms.—On Wednesday, one of the most
destructive storms which has occurred for some years wag
experienced in different parts of the country, extending,

as far as we have yet learnt from Kent to the Midland
Counties, and from the East coast to Somersetshire and
Wilts. At Rochester and Chatham the damage done by
the hail is said to be incalculable. The skylights in the

Dockyard and public buildings have been demolished,

and the loss in every direction to individuals must be
very great. Mr. G. Masters, nurseryman, estimates his

loss at between 400/. and 500/. The skylights over the
Corn-market at the City Repository are entirely destroyed

;

several greenhouses in the neighbourhood have hundreds
of panes broken, and scarcely a house in the neighbour-
hood has wholly escaped. Many of the pieces of ice

which fell measured an inch and a half in length, and in

the marshes, near the Cattle-market, pieces as large as a

hen's egg were picked up. At Cheltenham the rain fell

in such torrents that the High Street was nearly impass-

able. At Hungerford, a -correspondent states that the

hail-stones were li inch in diameter; they demolished

the glass in four houses 40 feet long, and swept the

fruit from the trees. At Stamford many houses were
damaged, and at Cambridge the hail-stones are said to

have been as large as pullets' eggs ; the University build-

ings and churches lost a great deal of glass in their

windows, and the inhabitants were obliged to pump the

water out of their houses. At Worcester, the lightning

struck several buildings, and m-tny animals were killed,

but no loss of human life occurred.

Bedford.—Sarah Dazeley, who was tried at the last

Assizes for the murder of her two husbands and daughter,

by administering arsenic to them, and sentenced to death,

underwent the last sentence of the law on Saturday in this

city, in the presence of an immense concourse of specta-

tors from various parts of the county.

Bury St. Edmunds.—In pursuance of an invitation

from the inhabitants of this town, and several agricultu-

rists in the vicinity, Mr. Cobden and Mr. Moore attended

a meeting on Monday, for the purpose of addressing the

farmers of Suffolk upon free trade and the Corn-laws.

On the motion of Lord C. Fitzroy, Colonel Addison was
called to the chair. Mr. Cobden in a long speech laid

before the farmers the usual arguments against the Corn-

laws. The Rev. Mr. Maberley then came forward to

expose what he called the well-intentioned delusions of

Mr. Cobden. He wished all classes to live, and was of

opinion that the man who tilled the soil was, both upon
principles of reason and Scripture, entitled before any
one else to a subsistence from it. He was proceeding at

some length, when the people refused to listen to him.

Mr. Hales, a farmer, then came forward, and moved a

resolution in favour of free trade. He had had the honour

of addressing them about three years ago, at a time when
the people were in great distress ; that distress now con-

tinued with unabated force, and imperatively required

some radical remedy. After some remarks from Mr.

Moore, the resolution was carried with only two dissentients.

Hull.— It is stated in the local papers that Government

is about to institute an inquiry as to the loss of the

Pegasus. As the boats belonging to her are saved, proof

can be obtained whether they were capable of taking all

on board at the time of the accident. It is said that they

were unusually large, and with the assistance of the life-

buoy, on the quarter-deck, all might have reached the

shore, had not these been lowered and swamped by the

passengers in the first alarm.—Another of the unfortunate

sufferers was picked up by the steamer Vesta, from New-
castle to Leith, on the 4th inst., and put on shore at Holy
Island. He was in the fatigue dress of the 96th Regiment,
but so disfigured as to render his identification impossible.
Mr. Aird,. a passenger, has also been found, with a piece
of wood across his body, which prevented his rising to
the surface; and it is expected that many other bodies
will soon be found, the diver's impression being that a
number are kept down by the mattresses, &c, which are

strewed about the cabin.
Gloucester.—After several years' litigation, the will and

codicils of Mr. James Wood, the late wealthy banker and
draper of this city, have been, proved in Doctors' Com-
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mons. He gives to the corporation of Gloucester 6*0,000/.,

to Mr. Philpotta 50,000/., to Mr. Council 10,000/., to

Mr. Helps 30.000/., to Mrs. Goodlake 20,000/., to Mr.

Smith 20,000/., to Mr. Cleveland 14,000/., and to the

family of the latter gentleman 6,000/. ; and the residue

of his property, estimated at about 500,000/., to his

executors. The property has been sworn under 900,000/.,

and the probate bears a stamp of 12,000/. The executors

named are Alderman Wood, John Chadburn, Esq., (who

committed suicide some time back under very extraor-

dinary circumstances), Jacob Osborn, Esq., and John

Surnam, Esq. The charges of three proctors engaged in

the suit rel i ive to the will amount to 17,536/, 3s. 2i.

Eton.—The daily papers in noticing the ill-fortune of

the senior King's scholar at Eton last week, who lost his

Fellowship at Kit g's, because there was no vacancy when
the clock struck two, stated their impression that such an

event had never before occurred since the foundation of

the college, in 1441. It appears, however, that this in-

stance of ill-luck is not without a precedent. In 17">8

the Rev. Whitley Heald lost his Fellowship at King's under

similar circumstances. This gentleman died in 178G,

holding the livings of Northrepps and Buston St. Law-
rencej Norfolk. An Eton boy, however, when he leaves

Eton for King's, is first a Scholar and then a Fellow, but

he may lose his Fellowship by misconduct.

Liverpool.—A meeting of the proprietors of the St.

George Steam-packet Company was held last week, for the

purpr.se of considering the propriety of effecting an entiie

dissolution and winding up the concern. It. appears that

during the eight years of the company's existence as much
9 500,000/. have been lost, and that the proprietors on

hearing this, unanimously resolved on an immediate disso-

lution. The English proprietors then agreed to take those

of the Company's steam-packets which had not lately

been to sea, while the Coik proprietors agreed to take

those packets which have for some time past been plying

across the Irish Channel. Thus it seems that two com-

panies are to arise from the dissolution of the one. A
meeting for the purpose of winding up affairs, and of pub-

lishing a final report, will be shortly held.—John Ander-

son, whose case has been so often mentioned, and who is

charged with having received portions of the money stolen

at the Preston Guild, and from Mr. Blakemore, M.P., in

London, was brought up on Saturday for final examina-

tion, when some additional evidence was adduced, with

the view of corroborating several parts of that given upon

the previous days$ and with respect to the different hands

through which the stolen and substituted notes passed.

At the close the several witnesses were bound over to pro-

secute, and the prisoner, who refused to make any state-

ment in his defence, was committed for trial at the ap-

proaching assizes.

Manchester.— It appears that the damage occasioned to

Mr. Fitzgerald's colliery, by the irruption of the water,

and the loss likely to be sustaiued in consequence, are

not so extensive as at first anticipated ; and that the colli-

ery, so far from being destroyed, is no further injured than

by the temporary sixspensron of its trade, until the water

be pumped out, after which the raising of the coal will be

resumed. — Another turn-out of mill hands has taken

place at Ashton-under-Lyne, commencing with the

spinners in Ryecroft Lower mill, but subsequently it

extended to the weavers of one or two mills, and has

since been carried into effect in every mill in the

neighbourhood. It was caused by a notice for the

reduction of wages, and appears to have been free from

all political character.

Norwich.—Mr. Matteaux, of Swaffham, who died on

Saturday week, lias bequeath* d the whole of his extensive

landed property in this county, producing a rental of

20,000/. \
er annum, to the Hon. C. Spencer Cowper, the

third son of Lady Palmerston, by the late Earl. He is

no relation to the testator, and is now Secretary of Lega-

tion at Sweden.
Oxford The long-pending case of Macmullen v. the

Regius Professor of Divinity was brought forward in the

Vice Chancellor's Court last week, when Dr. Kenyon, the

assessor, gave judgment in favour of the admissibility of

the plaintiff's libel in its amended form. The two prin-

cipal exceptions to the libel, taken by Dr. Twiss, counsel

for Dr. Hampden, viz., that the libel did not allege that

the damages affirmed to be sustained by the plaintiff were

consequential, or that the defendant had acted from

malice, were overruled by the assessor. The Court

reserved the question of costs till a further stage of the

proceedings, considering that the question before the

Court was in effect the trial of a right, although in form

an action for damages. Should no appeal be entered by

the defendant's proctor within 15 days, it is supposed

that the proof of the plaintiff's allegations will be pro-

ceeded with early in the ensuing University term. The
case continues to excite intense interest, both from the

theological questi ns involved, and the effect of the ulti-

mate d sion of the Court in determining the privileges

of 'he professorship.

Salisbury,—On Wednesday a meeting was held in this

city for tl-e purpose of hearing Mr! Cobden and Mr.
Blight on the Repeal of the Corn-laws. About 4,000

per-o!i> were present, of whom at least 400 were farmers.

After several sp lies had been delivered it was unani-

tnoutdy resolved " That in the opinion of this meeting, the

principles of free trade are founded on justice, and con-

sistent with the revealed designs of the Creator; and

there ore every act of legislation which interferes with the

freedom of industry, under the pretence of protecting

ntanu'ac mes, agriculture, or the colonies, ought to be
for hw iih abolished."

Swansea*—The toll-houses and bars in this county
(Glamorgan), as well as in Carmarthen, continue to fall

by the hands .of the Welsh Guerillas, who, from their

local knowledge, the precaution of their spies, and the

sympathy of the great body of the people, are still enabled

to laugh at the mustering of the military. On Thursday

morning the Rebeccaites assembled at Ty Coch, within

half a mile of Swansea, and in less than a quarter of an

hour demolished Ty Coch and two adjoining toll-gates.

The Furnace toll-house and gate, together with all the

side bars near Llanelly, were also destroyed on the same

night, and the wood-work burned. Mr. Maule, of the

Treasury, and Mr. Raven, who are present to conduct

and watch the proceedings before the magistrates, are

said to be convinced of the necessity of some other

measures than those previously adopted to put down this

career. On Friday, the men employed in the great

copper works near this town struck work, in consequence

of the intended reduction of wages to the amount of 12£

per cent. They assembled on Saturday to the number of

from 1400 to 1500, and proceeded to perambulate the

streets, marching four abreast. They were met by the

mayor, Mr. Vivian, M.P., and other gentlemen connected

with the works. The Mayor informed them that he had

instructions from government to prevent large assem-

blages of persons from marching or congregating in the

streets ; and he trusted that their good sense would

induce them to obey his instructions. Mr. Vivian

then addressed them, exhorting them to listen to

the advice of those who really wished to guide and

direct them for their benefit, assuring them that

necessity alone compelled himself and their other

employers to make the reduction in their wages ;
and that

when any improvement in the trade and price of copper

took place, their wages would be advanced again in pro-

portion. Several of the men attempted to show that by

the reduction they would not be able to support them-

selves and families ; but upon being questioned as to the

amount of their earnings, they were compelled to admit

that at the reduced price it would average above a pound

per week, more or less.* according to the several branches

of their employment. Since this meeting took place

several have returned to their work. Mr. Hall, the Com-
missioner appointed to inquire into the cause of the dis-

turbances, has concluded his inquiry at Carmarthen,

after hearing privately the communications of every

person who went before him relative to the state of the

country. Mr. Ellis the barrister also formed part of the

commission, and directed his attention solely to the ac-

counts and management of the turnpike trusts. It is said

that he has expressed a strong opinion against the

numerous side bars, and that he has drawn a bill, now
before Parliament, having for its object the consolidation

of the trusts, and the gradual paying off of the tallies. It

appears that these outrages, by reducing the incomes of

the trusts, will, in many cases, inflict much hardship and

suffering in rendering the trustees unable to pay the

interest on the tallies, great numbers of the small tally

holders being old people, who have invested the little

savings of a life in these securities, and are now living on

the interest of their investments.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week :—Croydon, 405/.; Greenwich, 749/. ; Blackwall,

1,190/.; Brighton, 4,926/. ; Birmingham, 18,402/. ; South-

Eastern, 4,022/.; Great Western, 16,050/.; South-

western, 9,133/.; North Midland, 4,658/.; Grand

Junction, 8,849/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester, 2,114/. ;

Manchester and Leeds, 5,074/. ; Edinburgh and Glasgow,

2415/. ; Midland Counties, 2,667/. ; "York and North

Midland, 1.983/. ; Manchester and Birmingham, 2,802/. ;

Birmingham and Derby, 1,298/. ; Hull and Selby, 1,135/

;

Liverpool and Manchester, 4,739/. ; Eastern Counties,

3,092/.—The half-yearly meetings of the different com-

panies occupy just now a considerable portion of public

attention. The Grand Junction continues to pay a divi-

dend at the rate of 10 per cent., which, however, has been

maintained at the expense of the guarantee fund, no pro-

vision being made to increase it out of the half-year's

return, and also by adding the surplus of the preceding

half-year. The traffic has declined, but with rigid economy

the expenditure has been proportionately reduced. The

sum divided among the shareholders is 110,781/., but the

net profits appear to be barely 105,000/.—The Leeds and

Selby Company have declared a dividend of 21. 10$. per

share, or at the rate of 5 per cent, on their capital. This

line is leased to the York and North Midland Company.

—

The North Union Company pays a dividend of 21. 5s.

per share. Retrenchments have been made in several

department?, and the interest upon the bonded debt

reduced from 5 to 4 per cent.—The Chester and Birken-

head Company's accounts for the last half-year show

receipts at 13,007/. 15*. 3d., and the expenses at 10,170/.

14s. id. The directors exhibit a reduction of expenditure,

and declare a dividend of 7s, Sd. on the original 50/.

shares, and of 3*. 7M. on the halves, or 25/. shares.

—

The Manchester, Bolton, and Bury Canal Navigation and

Railway Company declare a dividend of 1/. 7.v. 6rfM re-

serving a large surplus to equalize future dividends, should

any decline take place in the traffic. The profits were

sufficient to pay a dividend of 1/. 12s., but the share-

holders acquiescing in the views of the directors contained

in their report, consented to forego a division of the net

returns.—The York and North Midland Company at their

recent meeting reported that there had been a falling off

in the receipts, during the last half-year, as compared with

1842, of upwards of 2,200/. The receipts for merchan-

dise, however, exceeded the corresponding half-year of

1842 by 2682/., and as the working expenses had also

been reduced to the extent of upwards of 1000/. on the

half-year, the dividend of ten per cent, would be main-

tained. The prospects of a considerable increase of traffic,

from the early completion of the Newcastle and Darling-

ton Railway, were represented as extremely encouraging*

Resolutions declaring the expediency of undertaking the

formation of a railway to Scarborough, thus uniting the

York and North Midland with Filey, Bridlington, Whitby,

Pickering, &c, were unanimously agreed to, it being

stated that the whole of the proposed line would be com-

pleted for 260,000/., or about 6000/. or 7000/. per mile.

—At the meeting of the Newcastle and Darlington Com-
pany last week, the directors reported that all the land

for the line is, with a trifling exception, purchased, and

that the works for the whole line are under contract an<$

in active operation, so that no doubt can be entertained:

that the railway will be completed for opening on the 1st

July. With regard to the completion of the railway chain

to Scotland, there was no movement on the part of the

promoters of the West coast (Lancaster and Carlisle) line

at present, and the government commissioners had giveft

a preference to the Eastern (Rugby, Leeds, and Berwick)

line, if the Midland railways were continued i*> Newcastle,

which communication the Newcastle and Darlington

would effect. Resolutions, authorizing the directors to

open negotiations with the Durham Junction, and to as-

certain whether it would be practicable to purchase the

line, were then agreed to At the meeting of the Brighton,

Company on Tuesday, the report of the directors an-

nounced that by a recent valuation of the locomotive

stock, that portion of the company's property was found

to amount to 99,370/. The land and buildings had been,

disposed of at 21,755/., and the residue of unsold pro-

perty was estimated at 28,177/. A further sum of 11,611/.

would be required for the purpose of re-ballasting the line,,

and the total cost of the railway had been ascertained to

stand at 2,707,872/. The revenue account showed the

expenses for the past half-year to have amounted to

38,985/., and the receipts to 74,394/., leaving a deficit of

3,304/. The directors would have to iaise 120,000/. to*

meet the current demands upon the company. Wharfs-

were now erecting at Shoreham Harbour for the reception

of steam-vessels, and arrangements had been made with

the General Steam Navigation Company for enabling pas-

sengers to book through from London to Rouen, an ad-

vantage which would soon be extended to Paris. A long

discussion ensued with reference to the election of a direc-

tor, when Mr. Joseph Thompson was elected in the

room of Mr. Entwistle, resigned—The North Midland

Company met on Wednesday, when the directors reported

that considerable progress had been made since the last

meeting in reforming the management, and in reducing

the expenditure, but the receipts, as compared with the

corresponding half-year, were nearly stationary, though

there had been a diminution in the working expenses of

11,500/. Au estimate had been made of the liabilities of

the company, their claims, and disposable property, which

led the directors to conclude that a surplus would remain

after discharging all debts, and paying off the loan notes.

The amount received for the conveyance of passengers

during the past half-year was 56,511/. The total receipts

being 98,554/., and the expenses 57,960/., leaving a dis-

posable balance of 44,0*54/. A dividend of 1/. 10«. per

share for the half-year was declared, and resolutions were

carried for extending the line to Bradford, and for award-

ing 600/. to the members of the investigation committee

as an acknowledgment of their services.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The Lords Commissioners of the Great Seal

have ordered that Christopher Blake, Esq., of the county

Meath, be superseded in the commission of the peace.

The papers publish a correspondence between Mr. Lucas,

Mr. John Bodkin, M.P., and Mr. Sugden, containing the

usual questions and answers relative to the attendance ot

Mr. Bodkin at the Tuam repeal meeting. The replies

being deemed unsatisfactory by the Lord-Lieutenant and

the Commissioners of the Great Seal, Mr. Bodkin h aS

been informed that he is dismissed from the office

of Deputy-Lieutenant and Justice of the Peace. Mr-

J. H. Talbot has also had a correspondence with Mr-

Lucas, who intimates to the ex-member for New Ross tna

having attended a repeal banquet at Enniscorthy, he is n^

longer a Deputy-Lieutenant of the county of Wexford.

Mr. Ross Cox, who was despatched some weeks^ aS°

search of Mr. Finn, the fugitive treasurer of the Corpor

tion, returned to Dublin by the last packet. 1
f f to

treasurer had escaped into Texas, whither it was useleB
ot

pursue him, as the southern states of America do>

recognise British jurisdiction.— After one or two J

ponements, owing, it is said, to the inclemency o
^

weather, Mr. Gypson, the aeronaut, made an ascen

balloon from the Portobello Gardens on Monday. Aiw b

the evening was highly favourable for a more ex ^
excursion, Mr, Gypson descended in a field clos

city. Here the balloon was taken possession otoy I ^
of quay porters, who demanded remuneration by J ^
salvage ; but Mr. Gypson, not feeling incim

comply with their demands, and, moreover, waKWJ

some remarks derogatory to Irishmen, the Co Aj^^
vented their indignation by closing the vent-ot the

. .^

and having cut the cords, suffered it to Proce*
bere d,

solitary voyage. The balloon being left thus «»™™£™nA J

shot with inconceivable velocity towards the ciou
,

brisk gale blowing at the time, it was soon lost *,
with little prospect of its ever more beingJjearu ^ ^
adjourned meeting of the ^Pea

\
Ass^,aTrrnSon of a

Saturday, for the purpose of reading: the ^^on
q{

letter from M. LeSru Rollin."^^jfS week.

Deputies in Paris, received by Mr. O Con e la ^
After reading this lew had at

SSSSSt **. «—,.whW» * would .., It «» '»
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possible to disturb, as the Repealers were in reality the
true friends of the Sovereign ; therefore, the object
attributed to M. Ledru Rollin was false—that he
wished to draw the people of Ireland from their alle-

giance. He was not surprised that they should speak
of the alliance between the Irish troops and French
Warriors in bygone times, because the violation of the
treaty of Limerick alone (independent of any similar case)
sent no less than 50,000 men into the French service;
and on the record in Paris it was to be seen that
144,000 Irishmen died in the French service, and most
of that number on the field of battle. A letter of acknow-
lodgment was then adopted, from which the following is

«n extract:—" We understand each other perfectly.
*our present countenance and sympathy is bestowed upon
*nen who are struggling within the limits of local law and
Constitutional principle for the rights and liberties of
their native land—of men who desire to use no other
weans than those which are peaceable— means which have

*J°
other efficacy than that which arises from their moral

torce and power. You, indeed, allude to another contin-
gency, in which you may be disposed to be more active
*n our support. But that is a contingency which we de-

fine to discuss, because we now deem it impossible
that it should arise 3 the British Government having
retracted every menace of illegal force and unjust
"Violence, and confining its resistance to our claims
""~~il it shall continue to resist those claims—within
Jhe ordinary channels of legalised administration."
The week's rent was announced to be 1,354/. 11a. Ad.

Baltingtass.—TheWicklow Repeal demonstration took
place in this town on Sunday. Nearly 150,000 persons
fttwftaid to have been present, collected from the five or
six adjoining counties. At the banquet winch followed,
Mr. O'Connell said, " I trust that before Christmas comes
M? e will have the Preservative Society silting in Dublin,
^nd drawing uphills which they will call on the British
Parliament to pass: if they will refuse, then respectfully
c»ll on her Majesty to convene a Parliament in Ireland
again. I, therefore, call upon all of you to become
a postles of my facet— to promulgate my doctrines far and
near— to talk amongst yourselves and to convey amongst
J'our neighbours the plan 1 propose, which will have the
effect of putting an end to absenteeism— to the clearance
system-—to the extermination of tenants—-to the over-
burdening with taxation—to the miserable limit of our
franchises— to the giving to our corporate towns the full
dominion of their local affairs, and to Ireland generally
the regulation of all that concerns her welfare." The
Kev. Mr, Lalor, (parish priest of Baltinglass), said, in

acknowledging the toast of the Clergy, "that rumours
^'fre abroad pf an intention on the part of Government

th

r
^'ew *'ie aJteunpt of pensioning the Irish priesthood on

™e Crown; bur, he would tell England, that wealthy though
*fie was, the was too poor to bribe the Catholic clergy of
Ireland, There was "no project that could find less favour
*" his eyes than that which was said to be in contemplation,
*Or the history of all countries abounded in evidence to
show that the interests of true religion had invariably been
^paired in every land where church and state were ailied*'*

SCOTLAND,
Edinburgh.—The local papers state that since the late

Jyal before the High Court of Justiciary, for the tale of
asl>hemous publications, which was delayed in conse-

9 ence of a technical flaw in the indictment, a man named

oft
erson

'aas come down from London, and opened an-

*utf
r

•
°^ for *'K * 1 sa*e

*
w ' t ' 1 more °Pen defiao-ea t0 the

^ Unties than before. Our readers may recollect that

tj.

c°ndttct of this man in Holywell-street was frequently

trai
J,ect °^ ' egal proceedings before the police magis-

tjj

es ol fche metropolis.—It is said that there is no doubt

aut
J-^fce of Wellington will visit Scotland in the

th
u
A
in

' aml tluit lie wil1 lor a few da y s ^ e tiie guest of
ie Ouke of Hamilton,

J

Steam Draining Machine.—On Saturday last, the

commissioners for superintending the works for the drain-

ing of the Lake of Haarlem laid the first stone of the
building of the steam-engine called the u Leeghwater,"
from Mr. Leeghwater Ryp, mill-builder and engineer,
who published, in 1643, his book on the Lake of Haarlem,
in which there is a complete plan for draining that great,

lake. The Leeghwater is the first machine for draining
of water by steam instead of wind, and is the greatest

attempt at draining in the Netherlands—a work unpa-
ralleled among us, and which will do honour as well to

the Princes in whose reign it was projected, as to
the King under whom it will be completed. The cavity
in which the first stone will be placed is about six and a
half yards below the lowest of the water ; 1,400 piles have
been driven iuto the ground, to serve as the foundation
of this heaver building. The result of these preliminary
operations has proved that the soil is perfectly good and
solid, and there is every reason to hope that the founda-
tion will be fully equal to bear the immense weight.

—

Mark Lane JSawr&s.

Th
Jifltscdlaiuous.

ha ")? ®u&€ of Marlborough's Despatches.—A discovery

Po > n recent 'y made, the interest of which it is not
^sible to overrate, although the extent of its historical

hou
6

•
on, y hitherto been partially ascertained. In a

w Se *n the town of Woodstock there had been lying for

J>a7*
y ^ears J *^ boxes, supposed to contain deeds and

•bu*
;

'l
,

5
,tltaining t0 the Marlborough estates, whose

Cx j .

n °ho<|y had ever thought of disturbing, and the

(] ey ^
nce of which was probably unknown to Arch-

doCu°
a *" <Xr' uiuU ** e had the ransacking of all the

been f
ntary 8t0Fes °' Blenheim. These boxes have

f0u |

ate*y opened and examined, an* they have been

de
'* to Contain the v. hole of the correspondence and

evehtf !
168 of Uk ' great ^uke ot' Marlborough, during the

of ti Period of the war of succession. A large portion

SoVe
le

.'
,l~~ fi

'' 'ettera Io l|i'' ce Eugene and all the foreign

gUa
' ei
^!'

^'inw
' ; "» aml Generals— are in the French lan-

coiwi ?hey f
'
nr ' ;i co^ ( ,;,m very muc^ resembling the

atioi \
UlU °f Cdlonel Garwood, and the partial examir*-

beei
u

.

liol » there has been time to bestow on them has

n»att •'T'
enouS !l to prove the very great interest of the

and j
eJ contain. We understand that these precious

presen?
Pn

rtant documenta liaxe ljeeu confided, by the

ti0n f f o
!<e of Marlborough, to the custody and inspec-

Gi 7 Geor«« Murray.— Times.

were \°f Wood.—A few days ago, as some workmen

Th0ni
(

J
UluS up a log of cedar, at the High Mill, in

W
t

lU;, ite, they di covered, nearly in the heart of the

inches
°

,

1,U(C:S °f- beautiful china. There were several

detect
i

SUiul UtH(i ou a11 feicles °^ tlie china, and no

Pieces*
vcr to h * seen in the login which the two

were ti0 closely embedded,—Cumberland Packet.

Haps.
House of Loans.—The Athlone Peerage.—A Committee for

privileges assembled on Monday to hfear i lie evidence in support
of the claim of William, fifth son of the last Earl but one, and
uncle to the last Eail, to vole as Karl of Athlone for representa-
tive Peers of Ireland. The documentary evidence was not quite
satisfactory to their Lordships, who required the originals instead
of examined copies of certificates or birth and burial and enrol-
ments of peerages, but having been satisfied that such copies had
before been admitted as evidence* and having the state of the
family and the relationship of the different members clearly
proved, the Committee resolved that the claim had been made nut.

Appeals.—The Queen v. Millis.—This was one of two cases
brought up to the House of Lords on a writ of error, from the
Court of Queen's Bench in Ireland, the alleged error being that
the Court had held that a marriage not celebrated in any church
0\ the Establishment, but by a Presbyterian minister, was not
such a valid marriage as to make a subsequent) marriage in the
Church of England invalid, and to render the parties contracting
the same liable to the penalties of bigamy. The defendant had
been convicted of the crime, but thejudgment had been arrested
by the Court of Queen's Bench in Ireland. On that decision the
present w rit of error had been brought. The case was argued in
March last before several of the English Judges, and in July
last, Upon the motion of Lord Brougham, they gave an opinion
delivered on their behalf by Lord Chief Justice Tindal, to (he
effect that the judgment of the Court below was correct* The
judgment of the House had been postponed, ahd the Lords now
assembled "further to Consider" the case. Lord Brougham
proceeded to give hie opinion on the case, dissenting from
the opinion of the Judges, and concluding by moving, that
the judgment of their Lordships should be given tor the plain-
tiff in error; but il they did not think proper to take that
siep now, then he begged them not to give Judgment for the
defendant in error, but to delay the award of their judgment till

'hey had had ihe opportunity of obtaining the assistance of ihe
Judges of the Consistorial Courts, to Which it was admitted the
cognizance of these matters most peculiarly belonged. Lord
Abu ger upheld the decision of the Judges as delivered by Lord
Chief Justice Tindal ; but Lord Campbell declared that, he was
totally unable to concur with thatdecision. The Lord Chancellor
doubted whether the Ecclesiastical Judges coukl be summoned
in any way to assist their Lordships; but perhaps their Lorc&hips
might think fit to have the case again argued, but only by the
Ecclesiastical Court advocates. The Uirther hearing- was
postponed.
Rolls' Coprt.—Rope v. flope.—Thiz suit related to a cabinet

of jewels which were collected by the late Hehiy ihilip Hope,
Esq., and are estimated to be of the value of 100,000/. That
gentleman lett three nephews, sons of his brother, Thomas
Hope— namely, Henry Thomas Hope, Adrian John Hope, and
Alexander James Heresford Hope. Adrian John Hope, as one
of the residuary legatees of his uncle, instituted one of the three
suits now before the Court, for the administration of his uncle's
estate and effects. In consequence of this, Alexander J. B.
Hope was compelled to institute another suit, asking the Court
to declare that he was entitled to the cabinet in question, by
virtue of the deeds giving them to him, the one dated the lyth
ot May, 1K32, and the other dated the lOth of April, 1833. This
suit wa> followed by a third, instituted by Henry Tnomas Hope,
claiming the jewels in question under a deed alleged to have
been executed in 1821. No such deed, however, could be found,
neither were the contents of the deed, or the property intended
to pass, proved. From the case, as stated, it appeared that the
late Henry Philip Hope had for many years been collecting the
cabinet in question, which now consists of many rare speci-
mens ; and in 1821 it was alleged that he executed a deed, by
which, after his decease, he gave sixteen of the most valuable,

if not all, the jewels in quest ion, -together with his gallery of
pictures in Duchess-street, to Henry Thomas Hope; no trace,

however, of this deed can be found, other than a paper writing,

alleged to be a copy, but containing nothing lrom which it

could be ascertained that any deed had been executed. In

1831, Henry Thomas Hope died, and appointed his brother,

H. P- Hope, the guardian of his son, Alexander James Beresford

Hope, who was then about eleven years ot age. tin the
loth of May, 1832, Henry P. Hope assigned his collection

of diamonds and precious stones, jewels, gems, and minerals,

contained in a mahogany cabinet, about I8ij inches long,

12 inches wine, and 12 inches high, with silver cornices and
a circular silver plate, engraved with the armorial bearings

of the said II. P. Hope, to John Raphael, since deceased, upon
trust for him for life, ami after his decease upon trust for his

nephew, Alexander James Beresford Hcpe. This deed contained
a power to sell or exchange ihe jewels; so that those disposed
of were replaced hy others of equal value. It also contained
a covenant lor further assurance, and a clause iudemnif) ing the
trustees in case of any loss. This i\eei\ was duly executed and
delivered. It subsequently, however, came into -the possession

of Henry P- Hope. Between tie date ot this deed and 1638, the

cabinet was changed for aJarger one, into which thejewels were
tri listened, parti) because the cabinet was too small, alrrd partly

because it would not admit of a scientific arrangement. For a

time the old cabinet was allowed a space in the lumber-room of

the o*wh< r, bui ultimately it was sold to a gentleman in Sussex,

in whose possession it now is. in i «:ta Henry Philip Hope, for

some purpose, considered it requisite to make another deed of

t* (ft ot the samejewels to his nephew, Alexander James Beresford

Hope, and accordingly he sent the deed of 1832 back to John

Raphael, who prepared another deed, to which lie, as trustee of

the former deed, was no party. By this deed* which was executed

on the lOlh of April, 1838, H. P. Hope assigned his collection of

ieweis, by the description in the former deed, to A. J. 13. Hope
absolutely ;

this deed was duly executed and delivered, and was

afterwards delivered to H. P. Hope, in July, 1838, as H. P.Hope
was going to Holland, which he occasionally did, he delivered

three sealed parcels to Louisa Viscountess Beresford, the mother

of his three nephews, at the same time saying,— •* Dear Mamma,
I rely upon you, alter my death, to deliver these sealed parcels

to the" parlies to whom they are respectively addressed." One
of these packets was addressed to herself, one to H f T. Hope,

and the other to Alexander J. B.Hope. II. P. Hope subsequently
left England for Holland, but returned in the autumn, and at his
request the packets were returned to him unopened. In the fol-
lowing year he again went to Holland, and he then in like man-
ncrandwitha like request, delivered three similar paekets to
Lady Beresford; he again returned to England in the autumn,
sick and unwell, and took up his residence at Be&bury Park, in
the county of Kent, the seat of Lady Beresford. When spoken
to respecting the packets, he said he recollected what he had
done; he, however, never reclaimed them, but died on the 8th
December, 1839, having by his will appointed II. Thomas Hope,
Jeremiah Harman, Edward Harman, Henry Harman, and Wil-
liam Belton Crealnck, his < utors in England. Three days
afterwards Lady Beresford went t i Loi a caused the
packet directed to Alex. J. B. Hope to he delivered to him: Thid
upon opening was found to contain the key of the new cabinet,
and also the deed of gift dated the 10th of April, isas. At the
meeting of the family this deed was read immediately a'ter the
v\ill of the- testator, but nothing was said; but shortly after-
wards Adrian J. Hope filed his bill in this court for an adminis-
tration < f the estate, upon which Hie present suit was instituted
by A. J. B. Hope, calling upon the executors to give up the
cabinet and the collection of jewels, &c. to him. II was argued
on behalf of A. J. B, Hope, that there was no doubt of theintcn*
tion of the donor. He contemplated making a legal gift, and
had never swerved from that intuition from 1832; A deed had
accordingly been prepared, and theie was no doubt but that the
property passed without its actual d< livery. There Were some
alterations on tie /ace of the deed of 183S, but they were in this

handwriting of Ihe donor, and related chiefly to the altered siie

of the cabinet. These, in the absence of any proof, must be con-
sidered to have been made before the deed was executed ; but,

assuming that the alterations were made afterwards, they could
not be considered as of any moment, and did not vitiate the deed,
as the collection would pass by that term, notwithstanding the
cabinet was misdescribed. This collection was fully identified,

and it was submitted passed to A. J. li. Hope, either by the deed
of the 10th April. lt:;s.or that of ihe Ifith ofMay, i832. It was con-
tended /or Henry Ti.omas Hope, that the validity of the deeds must
be determined by a court ot law. The case of H. T. Hope, there-
fore, must stand over until A. J.B Hope had established his title

under the two deeds; if he succeeded, H.T. Hope would then
insist upon the validity of the deal executed in his favour; if he
tailed, then Mr. H.T. Hope would give up his claim under the
deed. On the other side, it was submittal that this court could
not decide the question 5 the validity of the deeds must be sub-
stantiated before the court could make any declaration. After
some discussion, it Was ultimately arranged that the suit should
stand over, and that A. J.B. Hope should be at liberty to bring
one or more action or actions, *ith liberty to use the name of
Mary Raphael as plaintiff, against the executoi s. for the recovery
of some or one of the articles in the cabinet; and upon the
application of the executors, Adrian John Hope was to be at
liberty to defend the action or actions in the name of ihe eXe*
cutors of Henry Philip Hope. Unity Thomas Hope was also to
be at liberty to bring an action against the executors ol his
uncle, in the name ot his father, Thomas Hope, who was alleged
to have been the trustee in the deed under which he claimed.
Assize Intelmgknce.—Midland i ircdit, Warwick.— Jon«

Smith, only 13 years of agej w as indicted for having, at Learnings
ton Priors, on the 7th July, feloniously set fire to a dwelling;*.

house in the occupation ot Mai tha vs right, it appt ared from ihe
evidence that the prisoner was living in the service of Mrs.
Wright, and possessed a very sullen tei

,
r. Her mistress had

scolded her for some offence, and threatened to turn her away.
Shortly afterwards, an. 1 when the piisonerwas a] me in the house,
one ol the upper rooms was discoi en d to be in a blaze, but by
prompt exertions the fire was happily extinguished. 'Ihe pri-

ner, when charged with being the cause of it, laughed, ami at
once admitted that she had taken a candle upstairs and Net fire to
some clothes in the room. The Jur\, without hesitation, found
her guilty* Mr. Justice Patteson; in passing sentence, said that
he could hardly suppose the pi is. nor knt w that, by the act she had
committed, she had fotfeitt d hex life. At that moment he might
pass seiitenpe of deauh upon her, and leave her lor execution*
He should, however, recommend her Majesty, v*ho alone had
the power, to spare her life 5 but upon what terms he was not
prepared to say. lie had litile doubt, however, that she would
be sent out of the country. Whatever her future destiny might
be, care would be taken to impress upon her mind the em rmity
of the offence which the had committed, and to teach her the duty
she owed towards God and man. Judgment of death recorded.

Norfolk Circuit, Noiiwi.cn.— William Sanger pleaded Guilty
to two indictments charging him with having iorged the name of
a customer of the East of England Bank to two checks for the
payment of between 200U/. and 3000/., which he received upon
presenting such forgeries to the London agents of the bank.
The facts of this case did not transpire, but this paper at the
time gave a brief account of the circumstances attending the
forgery. The prisoner was a clerk in the hank at Lynn. The
prosecutors recommended the pri- oner to the merciful considera-
tion of the Court, became he had only spent 30/. of the stolen
money when he was apprehended. Mr. Baron Alderson saidtoat
was no reason whatever for the passing of a lenient senreuce
upon liim. The offence was a very bad one, and if he had not
been apprehended he would no doubt have spent the whole of the
money. The learned Judge enlarged upon the enormity of his
crime, and sentenced him to be transported /or life.

litrney, Esqv v. Head, Esq.—This was an action of trespasser
stubbing up and cutting down furze and whins, and carrying
away gravel, soil, and earth ir- m a close of the plaintiff, called

Easton Heath. Ihe defendant justified taking the travel as the

occupier of the manor farm, under a right to take it for the repa-

ration of the roadsthereon ; and as to the furze and whin, hejus-
tified under a right to take them for the purposes ot fuel", of un-

cterdraining, of making "bottoms to ricks," and of fencing-ins

yards. Issues were joined on these clain s, ahd the plaintiff also

*' new assigned" that the defendant took more than was neces-

sary, even if he possessed the rigntj and as to that part the de-

fendant paid 10/. into court. The plaii tifl is owner in fee of the

heath mentioned in the pleadings (wlich were of enormous
length, measuring between 15 and 20 feet), and the defendant is

the occupier of the farm in respect of which he justified the tres-

pass< s compiainrd of. The cause lasted from an early hour till

nearly H o'clock at night;numerous witnesses be-ngexaminedon
each side The jun found a ver< ict tor the defendant on all the

issues, establishing tl e rights set up, and adding that the excess

he had commuted in the exercise ol those rights amounted only
t the sum of 19*., and that, the differ nee between it and the
amount paid into court (10J ) ought to be returned to defendant.
Oxford Cj rcuit, Sta 1 fob i». - Charles HigginmmifM arraigned

for the wilful murder of his son, William Higginson, at Eccles-
ball, on the 2d A.ril last. The prisoner pleaded Guilty and
begged for mercy; but -upon ther* pr< sentation • I the judge that
upon such a plea he had no other alternative than to leave him
for execution, he retracted his plea and pleaded not guilty. The
prisoner was a widower, the deceased was his only child, a boy of
five years old. Eaily in the present year, the oris* at t. who vas
then an in-door servant to a gentleman named James, made an
agreement with the wite of a cottager named Breeze, of lipsley-
heath, 111 this county, that she should take care of the child at
her cottage lor eighteenpence a week. He w as in air. ars of pay.
ment, however, and had received notice fco rind some other ( r-
son to take charge of the child. On the 2d April, having borrowed
a spade from the cottager, he left with the boy, stating that he
was then going to take him to bis brother's. Mrs. Breeze, who
had dressed the child, handed over the remainder of his
clothes to the prisoner, and stated that at that time she
observed no peculiarity in the prisoner's manner or appearance.
The child was then in good health, with the exception of a
slight inflammation in one eye. The prisoner was seen by a
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woman who knew htm to enter a large wood, called Bishop's

Wood, with the child, about a quarter of an hour after

leaving Breeze's cottnge. The child was never seen alive again.

Suspicions were aroused, and search was made in Bishop's Wood
on the 10th of May, and about 300 yards from the entrance to the

wood marks of the ground having been recently disturbed were
discovered, and upon further search the body of the child was
found about a foot beneath the surface, dressed in the clothes in

which he had been seen on the morning on which he left Breeze's

cottage. There was a bandage tightly drawn round his eyes, and
the surgeon who examined the body, Mr.Greatrex, of Eccleshall,

stated that he found an extensive contusion on the right side of

the head, by which the skull was fractured. He gave it as his

opinion, however, from the state in which the lungs were found,

that suffocation, and not the fracture, was the cause of death,

and this would appear to have been the case, for the prisoner,

when asked whether he would put any question to Mr. Greatrex,
said, while a thrill of horror through the court followed the
avowal,—' 4 There was no hurt on the head: the child was alive

when I put it into the grave !" The prisoner was apprehended
in Derbyshire, nearly fifty miles from ihe scene of his crime.
When called on for his defence, he merely said he did it from want,
for at that time he was only earning half-a-crown a week. An
attempt was made to show that the prisoner was a person of weak
intellect, but the Jury considered hirn perfectly capable of the

distinction between right and wrong, and returned a verdict of

Guilty. Mr. Justice Manle then passed sentence of death upon
the prisoner in the usual manner, holding out not the smallest
hope of mercy.
Nokthkhn Circuit, Durham.— Joseph Atkinson pleaded

Guilty to illegally solemnizing a marriage, at Berwick upon-
Tweed, between William Brown and Catherine Cosser. The pri-

soner, it appeared, resided at Lamberton toll-bar, which is

within the Scottish border, and about four miles north from
Berwick. He has been in the habit of officiating there as
u priest " for those parties coming over the border who wish to

take advantage of the greater facilities offered them by the

Scotch law for contracting matrimony. In the case in question

the parties had made a runaway match, but on arriving at Lam-
berton found the M priest" was absent, having gone to Berwick.
The parties followed him thither, and finally found him in a

public-house, called the Old Hen and Chickens, in Old Bridge-

street. They asked him to perform the ceremony, but this he at

first refused to do, unless they would return to Lamberton.
They, however, declined, having reason to think that their rela-

tions were on the alert, and that there was some danger of their

being intercepted. As the evening, however, wore on, the pri-

soner became somewhat intoxicated, and in that state finally

performed the ceremony. He suosequently recorded it, however,
in his register at Lamberton as having been performed there.

He was sentenced to be transported for seven years.
North Wales Cihcuit, Denbigh.—Evan Evatis was charged

with having caused the wilful muider of Margaret Davis by suf-

focating or strangling her, at Llanrwst, on or about the 3d of

May last. The Attorney-General, ar.d Mr. Jervis, Queers
Counsel, stated the case, the details of which were given in this

Paper at the time. The body of the deceased was found in a

ditch near the prisoner's residence, and apparently part of it had

been eaten by dogs. It appealed also that the body had been

removed trom a peat bank about 70 yards from the residence of

the prisoner, and it had evidently been Teuiovcd in a putrified

state, for the ground retained the smell, and some fragments of

the body still remained in the place. One circumstance pressed

materially on the prisoner, that notwithstanding his denial that

lie knew to what place the deceased had gone, he had caused a

letter to be sent to her sister stating a time when she would pro-

bably return, mentioning Allsaints, and also that there was
money due from her to him. Upon being taxed with this letter

he denied it; 5 et it appeared by the evidence that he had em-
ployed a person to write it, and that alter he had so employed
that person he repented of the act, and turned pale whenever it

was mentioned. There was, however, no evidence of quarrel
between the parties, and nothing to unfold the motive which
could have led to tie comn is:-ion of t..c crime. Alter an ab-

sence of hah an hour, the Jury returned a veruict of Acquittal.

SPORTING.
TATTEPSALL'S, Thursday.—The room was very thinly

attended, and betting so flat, as almost to put a quotation out of

the question. The following brief list contains all the business
done :

—

St. Leger.— 6 to 4 « fYered on Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone. 40

to 1 agst Mr. Holmes' Gorhambury. Criterion
S
'takes.—2 to 1 offered

on Rattan agst the Ugly Buck. Derby.— 9 to 2 agst Scott's lot.

1000 even between Imaum and Valerian.

MARK LANE, Friday, August 11.—The weather continuing
very fine, has produced a great dulness in our Market this

morning ; several parcels of Wheat were left over from Monday,
and there is also some quantity of fresh arrived; in consequence
of the above, prices are tully 2.5. per qr. lower for all descriptions.
Barley, Peas, and Beans are in short supply and support our
quotations. The Oat-trade is exceedingly dull, and 6d. to is.

lower.
BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER,

Wheat, Ksitcx, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White
— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Voikohire. . .

Barley Waking and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire , . . Colands
_— Northumberland and Scotch ...» Feed

Irish Feed
Rye
Beans, Ma/a^an, old and new . 2fi to £8 Tick
_____ Pigeon, Heligoland . . S?8 to 34 Winds.
Peas, White ........ £8 to 36 :JWap)e

S. S.
66* to fi3

6Q to fiO

28 to.'i.'t

If to 25
— to —
16 to 23

8. 8.
Ri'd 51 to 60
White — to—
Grind. 24 to 30
Feed 16 to 24
Potato 17 to 25
Potato 16 to 24— to —

22 to 20 Harrow 25 to 32— to— Longpod— to—
30 to 33 Grey 28 to 31

WEKKI.Y IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Jnne
July

August

30

7
14
21

28
4

Putiei

Wheat. Barley. Oats, Kye. Beans. Peas-
• 40 8 27 10 19 7 31 6 29 1 88 3
# 49 10 28 8 19 7 39 8 29 9 31 7
V 51 2 £9 19 8 31 U 29 6 32 4*

61 2 29 10 20 37 5 30 5 33 11
* 57 7 31 2 21 36 2 81 1 33 9
• 60 -9 8fl 4 21 5 37 1 31 9 34 4

>r. 68 10 29 10 20 2 34 5 30 8 33

18 1 DO 6 8 6 10 c 9 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCIES SUPERSEDED.- H. L- Becker and J. L. Becker, Man-

chester, caHco-printors—

«

T
. Johnston, Manchester, bunker*

BANKRUPTS— K. Wills and R.Davy, Oxford-street, drapers—C. Beck,
{mi, Leadenhall-street, ship and insurance-broker—H-W- Brand, J.ittle Stan-
ope-stnet. Mayfair, cook—W. Grayling, jun., (ireenbank, Wapping, tallow-

chandler- W. Smithson, Thirsk, Yorkshire, linen and woollen-draper— G.
Savage, Sheffield, razor-manufacturer—J- R- Ueer and W- H- Kaatick, Saint
rhomaa the Apostle, Devon, coal-merchr.nts—T. Parry, Mold, Flintshire,
draper—T. Huxley, S. Boulton, W. Greenbnnk, T. Roulton, and J, Dunralf,
Tunstnl], Staffordshire, china-manufacturers—Joseph Marriage, jun., Chelms-

_L
r

_-..
mi

V cr~ Chri8fo
.Pher Johnson Spencer, Carlisle, upholder—William Hum-

~t Brighton, wine-merchant:—Alfred Harris, Chit h'Ster, hotel-keeper—
m Barker Appleby, Boston, Lincolnshire, coach-builder— George Burton,
)-under-I,ine, hrick-maker— John Broadhead, Almondbury, Yorkshire,

woollen cloth manufacturer—Hannah IVfaria Newton, Kirkburton, Yorkshire,
victualler— Hislop Warner, Edward Marsack, Thomas Manning, and James
Manning, Liverpool, brandy dealers— Robert Watson, York, silk mercer.
SCOTCH M^QUhtSTRATIONS —J. Cochran. Lciih. mastmakcr-.T. Svme,

Edinburgh, #ardener_R. Wyllie, Auchenleck, Ayrshire— H- MM'hedrnn,
Ronton, Dumbartonshire, carter— M. Hutchinson, Leith, flesher—A. Willison,
Dundee, writer-

_

BIRTHS—On the 6th Sn«
, at Ludlow, the lady of T. Lloyd, Esq-, M-D-. of

Rome, of a son—On the !»th inst.,i n Blandford-square, Mrs. P. B. BdGvor, of a
son-On the 9th inst., at South-row, liiackheath, the lady ot J. S. Newbon,

phreyn
\\ iliia

A^hton

Now ready, price 4s. 6d. f

"13 URAL CHEMISTRY.
-iAi By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun. F.R.S.,
Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.

London: 3, Charles- street, Covent Garden.

pHEAP STATIONERY, CUTLERY, WORK-
vV BOX, WRITING-DESK, and DRESSING-CASE MANU-
FACTURER.— Sloper's Embossed Postage Envelopes, without
Advertisements, Is. per dozen to purchasers of other articles ; fine

Bath-post, 3d. per Quire, 5.9. per Ream; ditto Note, 2d. per Quire,

3s. per Ream; Queen's Size (Note), 2s. per Ream ; very superior

Foolscap, 8rf. per Quire, 12s. 6d. per Ream ; Envelopes, fid. per 100 ;

Copy Books, 4d. each, 3s. 6d. per dozen ;
good Pens, Is. 6d. per 100 ;

Embossed Blotting Books, M. each; superior Bibles, gilt edges,

Is. \0d. each ; ditto Prayer Books, Is. fid. each ;
good Pen-knives, 6d.

each; Rosewood Work-boxes, 2s. ; Rosewood and Mahogany supe-
rior Desks, 7*« 6d. ; superior Pocket-books, 6d. each, &c, &c.
Goods exchanged, or Money returned if not approved of. A name-
plate engraved, and 100 best Cards printed for as. 6d. Bookbinding,
Printing, and Engraving, at the lowest terms ; 10 per cent, off new
Books and Music. Parcels of 2/. value forwarded 100 miles free of

carriage; of 10s., 5 miles from London, and any amount in town.
Lists of Prices, and samples of Paper, sent on the receipt of two
postage-stamps, from Sloper's Stationery Warehouse, 20, George-
street, Portman-square, London.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewes,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the
facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3
Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid X ORe ^
to London. J 25s.

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. Gd. f 6s., and 7s. Larger
sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Prints
supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmon-
ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rigby's Brush Warehouse,
No. 80, Gracechurch- street ; Liverimork and Son, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford- street; Benham, 19, Wigmore-street, Cavendish-
square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchurch-street,

IMPORTANT TO LADIES.
KEARSLEY'S ORIGINAL WIDOW WELCH'S

FEMALE PILLS, so long and justly celebrated for their
peculiar virtues, are strongly recommended to the notice of every
lady, having obtained the sanction and approbation of most gen-
tlemen of the Medical Profession, as a safe and valuable Medi-
cine in effectually removing obstructions, and relieving all other
inconveniences to which the female frame is liable, especially

those which, at an early period of life, frequently arise from want
of exercise and general debility of the system : they create an
appetite, correct indigestion, remove giddiness and nervous head-
ach, and are eminently useful in windy disorders, pains in the
stomach, shortness of breath, and palpitation of the heart; being
perfectly innocent, may be safely used in all seasons and ciimates.

*#* It is necessary, owing to the numerous imitations, to inform
the Public that KEARSLEY'S is the only ORIGINAL and GE-
> UINE MEDICINE of this description ever made, and has been
prepared by them for more than Fifty Years ! ! Purchasers are

particularly requested to remark, that as a testimony of authen-
ticity, each Bill of Directions contains an affidavit, and bears the
signature ot "C. KEARSLEY," in writing, and each box is

wrapped in white paper. Price 2s. Qd.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by J. Sanger. 150, Oxford- street,

London ; and all respectable Medicine Vendors throughout the
country.

CORNS AND BUNIONS.
Patronised by the Royal Family and Nobility.

PAUL'S EVERY MAN'S FRIEND is a sure and
sp< edy cure for those severe annoyances, without causing

the least pain or inconvenience. Unlike all other remedies for

Corns, its operation is such as to render the cutting of Corns
unnecessary, (indeed, we may say the practice of cutting Corns

is at all times highly dangerous, and has been frequently attended

with lamentable consequences, besides its liability to increase

their growth), and being prepared on the softest kid leather, it

adheres with the most gentle pressure, producing an instant

and delightful relief from torture, and, with perseverance in its

application, entirely eradicates the most inveterate Corns and
Bunions.
Prepared only by John Fox, in boxes at l.s. )$d. each, or three

small boxes in one for 2s. Qd. ; and to be had, with full directions

for use, of C. Kino, 232, Blackfriars Road, directly facing Christ

Church, London; and of all respectable Chemists and Medicine
Vendors throughout the United Kingdom. A 25. Qd. box cures

the most obdurate Corns.
*** A?k for "Paul's Every Man's Friend.''

OLD GILDING, LACQUER, and BRONZE, how-
ever dirty or tarnished, can be rendered equal to new, by

UPTON'S PARISIAN DETERGENTS. The effect is sudden,
astonishing, and lasting; trouble— merely sponging the surface;

expense— only a few pence for the largest gilt frame. Fly spots

are at once removed j there is no necessity therefore to cover

from the fly. Gold detergent, 2s. 6d. per bottle; lacquer and
bronze, Is. 6d. ; lamp, is. Ad. All are innoxious and inoffensive.

Sold by Upton and Co., lamp manufacturers, 33, George-street,

Hanover. square, ar.d 66, Basinghall-street, City. N.B.—A trial

free of charge. The trade supplied.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX,
EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,

that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory
Tubs, Flower* Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c, manufactured
by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener, (Sundays excepted.)

SCURVY and IMPURE BLOOD.—Another most
EXTRAORDINARY CURE, by means of HALSE'S SCOR-

BUTIC DROPS.—The following case has excited so much inte-

rest, that the Guardians of the Parish of Brent, Devon, have
considered it their duty to sign their names to the accompanying
important declaration. It is well worthy the notice of the
public:—"We, the undersigned, solemnly declare, that before
Thomas Robins Rolins, one of our parishioners, commenced
taking Halsc's Scorbutic Drops, he was literally covered with
large running wounds (some of them so large that a person
might have laid his fist in them) : that before he had finished the
first bottle he noticed an improvement, and that by continuing;
them for some time, he got completely restored to health, after

everything else had failed. Pie had tried vaiious sorts of medi-
cines before taking ilalsc's Scorbutic Drops, and had prescrip-

tions from the most celebrated physiciars in this county without
deriving the least benefit. Halse's Scorbutic Drops have com-
pletely cured him, and he is now enabled to attend to his labour

as well as any man in our parish. From other cu< es also made
in this part, we strongly recommend Halse's Scorbutic Drops to

the notice of the public. Signed by JOHN ELLIOTT, Sen.
(Lord of the Manor), John Manning, Henry Goodman, Wil-
liam Fearsc, Arthur Langworthy.—June 21, 1843."

Any Medicine Vendor will procure it on application. Whole-
sale Agents for London:—Barclay and Sons, Farringdon-sireet ;

Halletr, 83, High Holhorn; 1'rout, 22Q, Strand j King, 232,
Black friars, road ; Schulzc, 58, King William-street j and Sanger,
50, Oxford-street.

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON, Marquee, Tent, Flag,
and Rick-cloth Manufacturer, No. 2, Duke- street, London-

bridge, and 208, Piccadilly, respectfully informs the Nobility and
Gentry that the temporary rooms, so much admired and approved,
as erected at Major Waymouth's, Lady Susan Reeve's, and Miss
Bccket's, even with the Drawing-room on the first floor, can be
erected at two days' notice 5 are perfectly safe, and elegantly
lined. A warehouse at 208, Piccadilly. Marquees, Tents, and
Rick-cloth, complete, for Sale or Hire.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-
cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Qu%w^»

the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil

is universally acknowledged to be the only artiClk that will

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it fromfalling off'ot

turning grey, free it from .vct/r/and dandriff, and will render it rftf-

lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in

the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.—
Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as "MACASSAR
OIL ;

M it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see

that the words •• ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven
on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions.m The
Proprietors' Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:—
A. ROWLAND § SON, 20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON;
Countersigned "ALEX. ROWLAND." Price 3s, 6d.—7s. Family
Bottles (equal to four small), 10a\ (Srf., and double that size 2l*«

per bottle. Ask lor " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them,
and by Chemists and Perfumers.

GARDEN, FISHING, SHEEP AND RABBIT
NETS.—New Garden Net \^d. per yard, mended Sea Fish-

ing Nets 2^- per yard, woollen, worsted, and other warp and
Fly Nets, All kinds of Nets for Fishing. Sheepfolding Net 4$d.

per yard, 3£ feet high. Long Hare and Rabbit Nets on cords

f>0, SO, and 100 yards each. Net for Fences against Rabbits,

Cats, Dogs, &c, 2d. per yard. Also on Sale, POLICEMEN'S
CAPES, and TARl'AULING COATS, for Gardeners, Game-
keepers, Watchers, and Farm Servants ; the Capes at 25. and
2,9. (id. each. Also large Capes like Cloaks. Upwards of 100

New and Second-hand Tents and Marquees for sale. Robkrt
Richardson, Net and Tent maker, No. 21, Tunbridge-place,

New-road, near Euston-square.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, 100 FRUITING P1NE-
JL PLANTS, at 66". each; 2i>0 Strong Succession Do., at 35.

each ; 300 Smaller Do., at Is. each. Any person taking the stock

will have the whole at 2s. each, as the Proprietor is about to re -

move.—For particulars, apply to Mr. Dungatk, Tiverton, Bath-
* * Warranted clean.

fj^ARM wanted, at Michaelmas next, consisting °^

from 50 to 100 acres, with convenient House and suitable

Out-buildings, within 10 miles of London : three-fourths Arabic

Land would be preferred —Direct, post paid, to H. M., at M*-

Nkwland's, No. 3, Air-street, Piccadilly.

r rO LIST, near Royal Leamington Spa, SIX ACRBS

JL ot GARDEN GROUND, With a substantial and roomy
DWELLINO-HOUttK, Stabling, ai<d Dove-house attached. I' 1

^
ground is in the highest state of cultivation, of which Fou*

Acres is planted with a variety of Fruit- 1 ices. Two Acres

Asparagus and Seakale. Also, Four and a halt Acres of ric*

Greensward. Possession to be had at Michaelmas or bt.Th"nias-

For pait.culars inquire ot Mr. B. Law, the Proprietor {who

retiring from business), Long Itchington, near Southam, an

Royal Leamington Spa.

NURSERY FOREMAN.
WANTED, an active, industrious, sober Man, to

undertake the management of a London Nursery. A»£

one answering the above description, and possessing the rcq
b

» s

site qualifications, may address, prepaid, to A. B., Lani

Cottage, Sydenham, Kent, N.B.—No personal applications

the first instance can be attended to.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER.-A married Man, 33 years of ag
without incumbrance, who perfectly understands every ' r

^|C-

of his profession, and can have an excellent charact< r from a
cre jiis

man with whom he lived four years and a half. A Situation
Y>irect

to

wife could act as Housekeeper would not be objected t0# M CSsrs.

W. M., at Messrs. Hugh Ronalds' Nursery, Brentford, or i»

Flanagan & Co., Seedsmen. 0, Mansion-house-btrect^C^y^^—

-

A S GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 38, V^ry
-^a. incumbrance, who has had very extensive practice a

.^.^^^ ig

branch of his profession, in families of the iirst respe^ ent of

desirous of a Situation. He also understands the mana
;v .w0man,

Land, Woods, Sec. ; and his wile is an excellent
^*"jtisfaction

which situation she would undertake, if required. Eveiy
1)

: rc
- '« •*•

with regard to ability, character, &c, can be Blvcn '*I* a
Johnson, 14, Great James-street, Lisson-grove, New-ro^

A S GARDENER-—A married Man, »«cd„^' or to

would not object to the charge of a Horse or ° f

ds i»is

1
himself generally useful. He peifectly

,

un°vf en nation-make himself generally useful. He jieifectiy ."^"g'/gituation-
business, and can be well recommended from his

Tjnncr Hol-
— Direct to G. C, care of Mrs. Knight, Post-office, u^f

loway, Islington. _—

-

AS GARDENER.- A married Man, who ^^Ster
-^- his business, and can have upwards of fo"r .?p' atiaKcmen*
from the gentleman he has left. No objection to tne &

road .

of a Farmf- Direct to T. B.
f
15, Park-street, BaaMroad^—

_

TO NURSERYMEN. , j th tbe

A RESPECTABLE young Man, well acquai^ seve .

X^L Home and Foreign Trade, and able tO_corre8poP
itufttion

-n

ral languages, is desirous of obtain
-tl Home and Foreign Trade, and able to conespo

'

-

tuation m
ral languages, is desirous of obtaining a wjyw

Foreman
and

the Nursery business ; he has been cm ployca _«*

tn iS country
Propagator in several respectable eslablishmc ^nsforabihty,
from all of which highly satisfactoryw^»"{JS «** *"
Rm r*^ k« AfctAtoffri —Direct to A. LOKIA, Ul iUta&trom all of which Highly saust^wi/ .—
&c. can be obtained.— Direct to A. LOR

Sons', Nurserymen, Exeter.
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\XHNDSOR and ETON ROYAL HORTICULTU-
* v RAL SOCIETY.—The Annual Grand Snow of this Soci-

ety, for the Exhibition ofDAHLIAS and other Fiowers^Fruits, and
Vegetables, will be held at Windsor, on Tuesday, Sept, 12, 1843.
Printed Particulars may be had on application to Mr. J. ClEAVJS,
Windsor,

1
I M-1E HULL BOTANIC GARDEN. — GRAND
-*- ANNUAL FLORICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.—This great Floral Fete, on the most comprehen-
sive scale, will he held in the Grounds of the Botanic Garden, on
Wednesday, the 6th of September next. The Schedules of
Prizes may be had Gratis, at the Gardens, on application to Mr.
D. Saimi, the Curator. F. R. Horner, President.

I
EXHIBITION OF LIL1UM LANCIFOLIUM.

F GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (removed
•* from Walworth,) by appointment, Florist to Her Majesty,

begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public, that his
Extensive Collection of this most beautiful LI LY is in flower,
and may be viewed every day from Q o'clock until 6, Sundays
excepted.—Admittance gratis.

NOTICE of FUCHSIA SHOW.—All the lovers
of that beautiful tribe of Plants the FUCHSIA, would be

amply rewarded by a visit to Providence Nursery, Ramsgate,
Where there still may be seen in bloom nearly 200 large and
splendid specimens of all the newest varieties. -Wili-iaai
^n.MiR, Providence Nursery, Ramsgate.

"pUCHSIA ST. CLARE.—This magnificent Fuchsia
"*- was exhibited on the 1st inst., before the London Horti-
cultural Society at their room, 21, Regent-street, and was
awarded a Prize. Youbi.Ii and Co. are now sending it out
post free, with Eleven other finest Show varieties at 21$. the
uozea

; also the finest show varieties of Chrysanthemums, per post
re®> at 12s. per dozen.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Aug. 17, 1S43.

r^ Mr. LYNE'S NEW SEEDLING PELARGONIUM.
WILLIAM E. RENDLE has the pleasure of inform-

}

* ing the Nobility, Gentry, Amateurs, and the Trade, that he
has been successful in procuring the stock of Mr. Lyne's new
* elurgoniums, and offers them at the following Prices :

—

Lyne's Modesty
Rose-bud ,

dyne's Princess Alice . 3/. 35.

» Celestial . .22
Redworth
Apollo

2
2

1

2
2
10

Dk. of Cornwall.
Sunrise •

U.
1

l

1

have

FASTOLFF RASLMIERR Y.

PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE
QUEEN, HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE
EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE LORD BISHOP OK LON-
DON, LORD VISCOUNT LORTON, LORD SONDES, &c. ;

as well as by the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

YOUELL & Co. have much pleasure in announcing
they will be enabled to supply, at the latter end of Oct. next, fine

Canes of the above highly-valuable and much-estccmcd RASPBERRY
—unequalled for the extraordinary size of its fruit and richness of fla-

vour. Those to whom Y. & Co. sentitlast season have expressed their

high admiration of its superiority over all other varieties, and it has

been awarded several prizes at various Horticultural exhibitions

during the season. As a proof that they have not exaggerated its excel-

lent qualities, Fruit was submitted to Dr. Lindlky (sec Gardeners 1

Chronicle of the 22d July, page 502), whose opinion of it is as fol-

lows :—" Fastolif Raspberry.—We have received from Messrs.

Youkll, of Great Yarmouth, fruit of the Fastolff Raspberry, and
we find that it merits all that has been stated in favour of its excel-

lence. The fruit received is very large, obtusely conical, and of rich

flavour, far exceeding in this respect some other new and large

varieties. The plants bear abundantly and in long succession."

They also exhibited it, on the 1st of August, before the London Hor-
ticultural Society, 21 , Regent-street, and a prize was awarded to them.
It would, therefore, be unnecessary for Youkll & Co. to recommend
it more fully, or with greater confidence, to the notice of the public,

merely observing that it continues in high perfection throughout the

autumnal months, and has maintained its superiority in the most
unfavourable soils and situations, and requires no other than the

ordinary treatment of the old varieties. Fine Canes will be

ready by the latter end of October, and can be sent with safety to

any part of the United Kingdom (on the receipt of a Post-office

order; upon the following terms :— & s. d.

Packages containing 100 Canes - .250
50 „ ..150
25 „ . .0110

Packages included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 arc ordered.
Extensive orders are already received for the above ; and to prevent

a repetition of the disappointment which many experienced kvt
season, by Y. & Co. not being able to meet the demand, they there-

fore respectfully solicit early application.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, August 1/, 1843.

is.

1

1

1

Princcps • • * *"
the above-mentioned sorts can be warranted as first-rate, and

''"vc won many Seedling Prizes this season, in London, Exeter,
^yniouth, Torquay, Barnstaple, Truro, and Falmouth.
Orders will be executed in strict precedence. The first plantsW »U be ready after the 6th of November.
t noted descriptions and engravings can be obtained at the

^"ion-road Nursery, Plymouth, or of Mr. W. Bristow, Seeds-
Sj«rj| Knightsbridge; of Mr. Gkoiick Chari.wood, Seedsman,
b'OvcM-g^rucn; or of Messrs. Hurst aiKlM'MuLusw, Seedsmen,
^Aerihall-street, London.
Miie's White Perfection, Imogcnc, Enchantress, Superb, and

A
aPpho

f cannot possibly be sent out this season.—Plymouth,
^Zvstn, 1843 .

v r DUTCH HYACINTHS and othkr BULBS.

Y OUELL & Co. beg respectfully to inform the readers
"T of the Gardeners' Chronicle, that one of their Firm has just
ciurnedfrom Haarlem, having selected a most extensive Stock

Tun? flIlC5t HYACINTHS, as well as a general assortment of

rpV
S » for which that city is so justly famed ;

and flatter them-
..,

,

c
:
5

» *n>m the facility of communication between Yarmouth
»u Haarlem, the distance not occupying more than io or 12
"uirs, and from the varieties being chosen lor their great beauty
ji u size of flowers during the blooming season, that the Listwifi

for 1

Kl to contain none but the very best sorts, adapted either
r S™ses, forcing, or open border culture. Prices, as follows

:

1'inc Single or Double Show Hyacinths . > * npr H

r ,

Hed, Blue, White, or Yellow .
I
°&

"
per doz '

Extra fine Ditto 9s. to I2.v.

**Xtra fine, and very superior Ditto . • I 8a-.

M The selection being left to Youkll & Co.

Glftrii!
Narciss«S, Early Single and Double Tulips, Jonquils,

bos r '
Iris

' lxias ' Rwxunculus, Double and Single Anemo-

Bnlh*^\us ' ^c -> Catalogues ofwhich may be had on application.

Nurc„
uleU t0 compensate for long carriage.— Great Yarmouth

^stry, Aug. 17, 1S43.

i\

THE NEW YELLOW AUTUMNAL ROSE, "CLOTH OF
COLD," NOISETTE.

T RIVERS, Jun., has the pleasure of offering to his
• Friends a splendid YELLOW NOISETTE ROSE, raised in

the West of France from Noisette Lamarquc. This fine Kosc was pur-

chased byT. 11. jun., in the spring of 1842, on condition that he might
give it an English name ; he has therefore named it as above. T. K.

visited France in July, 1842, to see it in bloom ; he can therefore

submit the following description as correct in every respect. Colour,

brilliant yellow, of the same shade as Rosa Harrisonii; form, globu-

lar, like Noisette Lamarque, flowers of the same size; petals thick

and leathery, not liable to fade in the sun 5 habit extremely robust,

as much, or more so than Noisette Jaime Desprez. Owing to the

plants being cut in closely for propagation, it hits not yet bloomed
here, but is in bud, and will bloom shortly. T. R. oilers it now,
that purchasers may have the opportunity of budding a few plants.

Price 216*. each, package included, carriage paid to London ; as the

stock is limited, no allowance can be made to the trade.

NOISETTE SOLFATERKE, from the same parents, and of the

same robust habit— colour, pale lemon yellow, 7s. Gd. each.

Sawbridgcworth, Herts, August 1/, 1843.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, or SIR JOSEPH BANKS'S PINE.

YOUELL & Co., possessing the most extensive stock
in the country of the above Splendid Hardy Ornamental

Tree, beg to offer them on the following advantageous terms:—
Fine robust, 3 year-old plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10/. per 100, or

30s. per dozen.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, August 17, 1843.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
" FUCHSIA EXON1ENSIS."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to call the
attention of the Public to a very superb New Fuchsia, which

has been raised in the Exeter Nursery, and which is decidedly

the finest variety ever produced. Flowers of it were submitted

to Dr. Lindi-ky, who, in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 8th ult.,

thus expresses himself:—
*' Lucomhc, Pince, and Co.—The blooms sent of Fuchsia Exoni-

ensis prove .it to be a very splendid variety
; it is a flower of

great substance throughout, seed-vessels dark, tube and sepals

of a rich crimson carmine; the sepals are long, they expand

freely, and disclose the rich crimson- purple corolla, which isvery

large, and of a peculiar deoseness of texture."

The Plant was also exhibited at the last great meeting of the

London Horticultural Society on the 12th ult., and obtained the

Society's Certificate of Merit.

Strong Plants will be ready for delivery on the 10th inst.,

at 10*. oV. each, and will be sent, free of all other charge,

by the post, carefully packed in stout tin cases. The usual dis-

count to the trade if six plants are ordered. For a full description,

see Advertisement in the Gardeners' Chronicle ofthe 17th Jane.

N.B.—This Seedling Fuchsia has been fully proved, and will

give satisfaction to those who purchase it.

""""

FIRST-RATE SEEDLING PANSY, "UNIQUE."
TOHN SCHOFIELD begs respectfully to inform

•J the Public and his Friends that he has Plants in good con-

dition, now ready, at 7^'- 6<Z. each, of the above beautiful PANSY,
jlc would also draw attention to the following opinion of the Editor of

the Gard. Citron, and others, on the above ; see p. 409, No. 25, Gard.

Chron., 1842:
—"J. Schofield.—No. 10 is a first-rate Pansy j inside

white and small, in consequence of the band of deep, rich, bluish

purple, which surrounds the lower petals being very broad ; the eye

is bold*and rich, the upper petals are mulberry-purple, the flower is

excellent one, possessing every requisite .

Tbc -above was also in the winning stanos at the Leeds Horticultural

and Floral Society's Show, viz., in 1st 24 1st 12, and 1st 6 Seed-

liners The above tests have stamped the above Pansy as one of the

very best in cultivation, A Select List, now ready, may be had on

nvemid application ; also, a stock of Healthy \oung Plants ot most

X 1 cw FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, &C.&C., on the lowest term,.

Plants and Seed sent per post free of charge. The usual discount

when six or more are taken. A remittance or reference required.

A few packets of choice Pansy Seed selected from named Flowers,

*>s (k/. and 5&\ per packet.

Knowstrop, near Leeds, Yorkshire, Aug. 15, 1843.

NEW PELARGONIUMS.
TIT E. RENDLE respectfully informs Amateurs who
VV • are in want of aTcw good Pelargoniums to improve their

collections, that he will supply a selection from the following sorts

at FIVE POUNDS PER DOZEN : — Lyne's Lord Ebrington,

Princess Royal, Cynthia, Hamlet, and Glory of the West; Rendle's

Cornish Gein, Fanny, Aurora, Pride of Exe Vale, Circassian,

Constellation, Count d'Orsay, Creole, Dido, Pair Maid of Devon,
Grand Monarch, Lavioia, Oberon, Queen of the Fairies, Sapphire,

Favourite, and Sir Robert Peel; with a Plant of

LYNE'S DUKE op CORNWALL, or SUNRISE.
Catalogues of Pelargoniums can be obtained—Plants willjbe de-

livered in October next—Orders will be executed in strict prece-

dence—Plants will be sent over to compensate for carriage—

Refcrerence or remittance required from unknown correspond-

ents.—Union-ioad Nursery, Plymouth, August 15, 1843.

fEW PLANTS.—The following New and Beautiful

Chilian Plants will be sent out as soon as ready,

Schizanthus candidus, Dr. Lindley, 7«- 6tf. per plant.

Loasalucida, .... 7^. Gd. »
The first is snow-white, somewhat fragrant, and quite distinct

from all others ; the latter is white, with scarlet centre surrounded

by a yellow border, foliage large and glittering; both are hardy.

They were exhibited at the Gardens of the Horticultural Society,

Chiswick, in July.—Jambs Carter, Seedsman and Florist, 238,

Ui«rh Holborn, London.

7TROWTH OF .PLANTS.— HUMPHREYS'S
VT INODOROUS SOLUBLE COMPOUND, to promote the

Growth of Plants. Dissolved in water, this valuable Prepara-

tion maybe used with great advantage, cither in the Drawing-

Room or in the Conservatory. A single bottle is equal in ferti-

lising force to some hundred weight of rich Compost; and by its

use, not only common plants arc improved by increased bril-

liancy of flower and deeper verdure, but valuable Exotics are so

strengthened as to resist the usual alternations of temperature,

and may be preserved without a Greenhouse. Sold in bottles,

l.v. Or/, each, with full instructions for Use, by Flanagan 8c Son,

Mansion House-street; Hurst &M'Mullkn, Leadeuhall street;

VVm. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within 5 and other leading Seedsmen,
&c. in town and country. Wholesale Agents, Davy, Mack-
murdo, & Co., 110, Upper Thames- street, London.

ORION'S "Walburton Admirable " PEACH.
—This new and splendid variety was raised at Richard Prime's,

Esq., Walburton House, Sussex, and has received the highest testi-

monials from Dr. Lindley, who had specimens sent him in 1841.

This reach is a seedling from the Noblesse, but its great merit

consists in its ripening fully five weeks later ; it is a very free grower,

the fruit of a full size, of excellent flavour and melting j alto-

gether a very desirable variety, and one which no good garden ought

to be without.

From the very limited supply of plants the orders will be executed

in rotation at One Guinea per plant, early in the autumn. All

orders for the above to be sent to Alexander Wkbb, Nursery and

Seedsman, "Wester-gate Nursery, near Arundel, Sussex.
_^

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.
T and W. MYATT intend sending out, by the middle
tf • of August, their NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD
PINE, fruit of which has been exhibited at the London Horticul-

tural Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been

submitted to Professor Lindley, for whose opinion see Gardeners9

Chronicle, No. 26, p. 4 17. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting

at'.hc same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, ?/. 10*. j British Queen, \L t and
Eliza, lO.v. per 100.— Manor Farm, Deptford, July 22, 1843.

"CEEDS for IMMEDIATE SOWING.—The following

& Seeds, which are proper for Autumn sowing may be had
until September :— 5. d. s.

Dwarf German Stocks, 12 varieties, 4 0,—smaller packets 2

Branching ,, „ 12 „ 06
Wallflower- leaved „ 12 „ 36
Autumnal » 12 ,, 4

German Giant, or Brompton Stock, 5 varieties

English Ten-week ,, 6 . . . -

Fine mixed German Stock ....
New Scarlet, or Intermediate, extra fine

Schizanthus retusus and Grahami .

Ipomopsis elegans and picta

Salpiglossis, beautiful, mixed
Splendid mixed Cineraria, 20 varieties, (Greenhouse

,, „ Calceolaria

Chinese Primrose, mixed fringed

Finest mixed Petunia, G varieties

Ipomoea rubro-cicrulea, warr., (Greenhouse Climber)

Lophospcrmum, 3 varieties, mixed „ »t

Maurandya, 4 „ ,, » "
Thunbcrgia, 4 ,, ». » "

^Ji^ 1
^:-::^::;^ t* .rrmdet: 20 vars.. separate. 3

Pentste*
Pc
Larkspur, a

30 fine Hardy Annuals, including the California!!

30. ,, „ Perennials . • • • •

The first ten require protection 5 the next eight (from Cineraria

to Thunbcrgia, inclusive) arc Greenhouse plants; the.remainder

are unite hardy. Any of the above will be forwarded free of all

Sm^S&nJm Catalogue of Dutch and Cape Bulbs is in

preparation, and may be had, prepaid, on application to Jambs

Cartjsr, Seedsman and Florist, 238, High Holborn, London.

Aug. 19, 1843.

SALE OF OHCHIDACE^E.

MESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to announce

they have just received Notice of the arrival of Eight

Boxes of GRCHIDACE/E, from St. Marcos and high lands in

Central America, which they will Sell by Auction, at their Great

Room 38, King-street, Covent-garden, due notice of which
will be shortly given. Catalogues will be immediately prepared

and forwarded to Collectors.

38, King-street, Co vent-garden, Aug. 18, 1S43.

TO iNOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN.—The
Collection of rare and valuable EXOTIC PLANTS, the property
of Thomas Harris, Esq., of Kingsbury, Middlesex.

T\/TESSltS. J. C. and S. STEVENS respectfully beg
lvX t0 announce, they arc instructed by Mr. Harris (who is

leaving Kingsbury for some years) to offer for unreserved Sale
by Auction, on the premises, on Wednesday, 30th August, and
Two following Days, at 12 O'Clock.the whole of bis VALUABLE
COLLECTION OF STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
comprising numerous fine Specimens of ran- Orchidacew, Cacti,

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Orange and Lemon Trees,

&c. &C, Catalogues of which arc now preparing, and may be had
one week prior to the Sale, of the Auctioneers, 3S, King-street,

Covcut-gaidcn. The Collection will be on public view two days
before the Sale. Kingsbury is situate about G£ Miles from London,

j
on the Edgewarc Roadr

9*

9f

per packet

each
1?

per packet
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99

99

99

99

99
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MR. WARREN will sell by Auction, at the King's
Head Inn, Twickenham, on Tithsday, Aue\20, at 2 o'clock,

in Twenty-four Lots, TWICKENHAM NEW PARK, in the most
delightful part of the county of Middlesex, being a portion of

the celebrated POPE'S VILLA ESTATE, comprising upwards of

twenty acres of land, of excellent quality, divided into plots of

building land, giving votesfor the county,most desirably situate,

and ad >ly adapted for the erection of gentlemen's resi-

dences, possessing extensive frontages to the high road leading

from Loudon and Twickenham to Hampton, Chertsey, &c,
and to the new road branching out of the same, and uniting with
the road leading to the Southampton Railway at Kingston.
Hampton Court, &c. These lots are in the immediate vicinity of

the elegant new Church and the river Thames, and within a

short distance of Richmond-bridge, Hampton Court, and Bushy
Palace, the residence of her Majesty the Queen Dowager, eleven

miles of Hyde Park Corner, and three of Hounslow and the
Southampton Railway at Kingston. The situation is particularly

airy and healthy, and the neighbourhood distinguished for its

beautiful scenery and contiguity to the numerous Parks arid

Grounds of Noblemen and Gentlemen of the first distinction.

The quality of the land is excellent, and a portion thereof freehold,
and 1 he remainder copyhold, held of his Grace the Duke of North-
umberland, as Lord of the Manor of Isleworth Syon, and is equal

value to freehold. A Station upon the proposed Middlesex and
Snrrry Grand Junction Railway will be erected within a few
minu walk of these lots. Purchasers may be accommodated
with other valuable portions of this Estate, in quantities varying
from two acres to 100 acres.

he lots are marked out, and may be viewed upon application

to Mr. Pendry, at the Prince Albert Inn, opposite the lots, of

whom printed Particulars and Conditions of Sale, with plans, can
be obtained any day prior to the Sale ; of William Laslett, Esq.,

Solicitor, Worcester ; Messrs. Burgoynes, Thrupp, and Clark,

Solicitors, lGO, Oxford-street; F. W. Dolman, Esq., Solicitor, 27,

Carey-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields ; Messrs. Allen and Holmes,
Solicitors, Bedford-row; the place of Sale; Greyhound, Rich-

mond; ' un, Kingston; and of Mr. Warren, Land and
Timber Surveyor, Isleworth.

AUSTRALASIAN, COLONIAL, and GENERAL
LIFE ASSURANCE and ANNUITY COMPANY.

Capital, ^6*200,000— in 2,000 Shares.
Directors.

Edward Barnard, Esq., F.R.S.
Henry Buckle, Esq.
John Henry Capper, Esq.
Gideon Colquhoun, Esq.

C. E. Mangles, Esq.

J. B. Montefiore, Esq.
Richard Onslow, Esq.
William Walker, Esq.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS,
and Others,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

structed by the Executrix of the late Mr. JOHN MILNE,
to submit to public competition on the premises, Albion-road

Nursery, Stoke Newington, on MONDAY, August 21, 1843, and
following day, at 12 o'clock each day, the Splendid and Choice
Stock of Greenhouse, Exotic, and other Plants in pots, consisting

of Camellias of various sizes, Azalea indica,Rhodoi>bndbon
arboreum and HYiiiUDUM, fine Specimens of Lantana Bor-
bonica, Araucaria kxcelsa, Bounapartia juncea, Lilium
IiANCIFolium, &c. A choice assortment of Pelargoniums, New
Fuchsias, Cactus, Ericas, Epacris, with a selected assortment

of Cape Plants. Also a quantity of Hot-water Pipe, Usetul

Timber, a Capital Set of Chaise Harness, and other effects.

May be viewed one week prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the premises ; of the principal Seedsmen; and of the

Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

CROOME, WORCESTERSHIRE.
To NOBLEMEN. GENTLEMEN,NURSERYMKN, GARDENERS,
and Others.—Very Important and Unreserved Sale of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, of the Rarest description, the Collection

of nearly a Century, at Croomc, the seat of the late Right Hon.

the Karl of Coventry.

MR. R. C. HERBERT has the honour to announce
that he has received instructions from the Executors of the

late Right Hon. the Earl of Coventry, to submit to Public Auction,

at CROOME, on Wi-dvhsday and Thursday, Aug. 30 and 31,

1843, without the least reservation, the whole of the extensive

and rare Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in

the Conservatories and Greenhouses in the Gardens adjacent to

the Mansion.
The Auctioneer respectfully invites the attention of Noble-

men and Gentlemen, as well as Nurserymen and others, to this

superb Collection of Plants and Exotics, as it will be found

tliat the present will afford them such an opportunity as very

seldom occurs of enriching their Conservatories with some
of the Choicest Plants in the Kingdom. They include East

and West Indian Plants, Cape and Botany Plants, Cape Jas-

mines, &c, in endless variety, some of which are of an amazing
growth, and were selected by the late Earl's Grandfather,

more than 80 years since. To enumerate the whole in the com-
pass of an advertisement would be impossible; Catalogues are

consequently already prepared, and may be had at the principal

Hotels in Cheltenham, Bath, Leamington, Warwick, Birmingham,
Hereford, Gloucester, Malvern, and Worcester, or will be for-

warded by the Auctioneer to any pre-paid application addressed

to him, Foregate-street, Worcester.
The Plants may be viewed on application to Mr. Clarke, Bo-

tanical Gardener, at Croomc, two days previous to the Sale.

The Sale will commence on Wednesday at 12 o'clock, and on
Thursday at 11 o'clock precisely. Defford Station, on the Bir-

mingham and Gloucester Railway, is within Two Miles of Croome
Mansion.

XTATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
J-^l ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.
Capital, 500,000/.—Empowered by Parliament.

directors.
T. Lamic Murray, Esq., Chairman.

JohnElliotson, M.D., F.R.S. George Lungley, Esq.

John Rawson, Esq.

Clement Tabor, Esq,
John Griffith Frith, Esq.
H. Gordon, Esq.

Joseph Thompson, Esq.
Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.

Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.

Actuary.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society

will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a

reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five

years' standing, viz. :

—

Entry
Policy
No.

Age. Sum. Annual
Premium.

Bonus
added.

Cash
Bonus.

Prem.
reduced.

1837
1838

39 59
56

£
1,000

:J,000

£ s. d.

67 8 4

175 15

£ s. d.

132 14 6

296 9 7

£ s. d.

58 19 9

123 6

£ s. d.

8 19 4
16 9 7

rriHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented
JL by J- Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c ., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. SheWBN having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson s,Pine Apple-place 5 Messrs. Veitch
and Son' \ctcr; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth; the Royal Botanical

eicty's Gardens, Regent's Park
j
and at the Gardens of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have
been effected since last season ;

particulars ofwhich are in course
of preparation.

Bankers—The Union Bank of London.
Colonial Bankers—The Bank of Australasia (incorporated by

Royal Charter, 1835), No. 2, Moorgate-street.
Physician—Dr. Fraser, 62, Guildford-street, Russell-square.

Solicitors—Messrs. Swain, Stevens, and Co.
Secretary—Edw. Ryley, Esq.

The Advantages offered to EMIGRANTS to the Australasian
Colonics by this Company, are,—First, That no extra Premium
is charged for Residence in any of the Australasian Colonies,

excepting New Zealand. Second, That no extra Premium is

charged to those who Assure for the whole term of life, for one
voyage out to the Australasian Colonies, and for one return

voyage; and that Premiums may be paid and Claims settled in

those Colonies. And to all persons who wish to Assure their

Lives, the Company offers unusually favourable Rates of Pre-
mium, participation in Profits, and the guarantee of an ample
subscribed Capital.

Prospectuses and full Particulars may be obtained at the Offices
of the Company, No. 126, Bishopsgatc-street.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEJVTOF HEATING.
STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of

employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Ma. Rendlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

COTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
founders, &c. &c, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next
Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be
borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F, FERGUSON CAMROUX, Secretary.

>*

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-
• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hot-housc-Builders, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility

and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to-
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the-whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, UOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metalworks, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may he seen at their Manufactory.

NEW AND USEFUL INVENTIONS.
EDWARD WEEKS, Sen., Horticultural Archi-

tect, Hortulan-place, King's-road, Chelsea, original and
sole Patentee for HEATING by HOT-WATER, respectfully begs

to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and all Patrons of Horticulture-
amateur as well as practical—that he has invented and brought

to perfection several essentially-necessary improvements in the

fitting up and construction of Forcing-frames and Hothouses,
Greenhouses, Conservatories of whatever size or construction,

namely, l, a very powerful and effectual BOILER, at present un-
equalled ; instantaneous in action, economical in fuel, and lasting

in heat; not possible to corrode or to be out of order: 2d, a very

simple STEAMING APPARATUS, by which the body of air in

the house is kept in constant motion : and lastly, a very simple
contrivance by which fresh air can be admitted or excluded at

pleasure, even by the hand of a child, cither within or without;
either a single or double roof. SUNSHADES also on a very simple

principle. E. Weeks begs further to state that as his inventions

have been shamefully pirated and unfairly imitated, by which he
has suffered seriously, both in purse and reputation, he is now
under the necessity of not allowing the inspection of his new
Inventions or his Factory, except by employers or their accredited

agents or gardeners.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34*.; 20, 44s.; 22, 50s.»

24 inches, 60,9. ; $6, 75.V. ; 28, Sift. ; 30, 105s. each.
CAST-IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 55. Orf. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural
Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's Stoves,
Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are
subject to future alterations.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low
prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public, or Private Buildings,

&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Rogers' Boilers. After 15

years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most extensive
scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own Appa-
ratus, they have affixed the following low prices :

—

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . .£7 0s. Orf.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)
Rogers' Boiler, small size . . . • 3 15
Do. do. large do 4 10
Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, 15. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft-

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 3(5 lbs., 3s. Od. each.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3ft. Gin. high
l
weighing42lbs. at 4s. Od. each.

Strong do. do. do. 4 5 lbs. at 4 4 ,,

Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 6 „
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at 8s. per bundle

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, 7d. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire- work, &c.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,

3s. 6d.', 20 inches, 4s. f)d.; 22 inches, 5$, 6d. each.
CAST-IRON FLOWER-STAKES 'l feet long out of the ground,

7s. ; 4 feet 6, Qs. ; 5 feet, 1 Is. ; 6 feet, 1 5s. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.
Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley Street,

where every information may he obtained. • ___

HENRY HUNT'S PATENT GARDEN POTifand
STANDS, for effecting improved Drainage and draught 01

Air, of which highly favourable notices have appeared in J'a.rton's

Magazine for .'May, Gardeners' Magazine for June, Practical

Florist, No. 23, and Gardeners 1 Gazette, May 6. Sold Wholesale
and Retail vat Hunt's China Warehouse, Queen's-row, Pimlico;

and No. 17, Great Rider-Street, St. James's. N.B.—Nurserymen
wanted as Agents for the above in many of the provincial to\v»_/

"j B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
«-J • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c., are now for sale at his Factory, Doptford-

creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These substances can

be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-

mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas

Liquor, &c. Price 4s. (id. per bushel. __^_,

G U A SALNO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL. _

"pcTffER'S GUANO. — TURNIPS, MANGEL;
-CT WURZEL, &c. By the use of the above Manure, tne

enormous yield at the rate of 86 tons per acre was obtaine

of Oranok GfcOBB Mangkl WunzKi,, by Mr. A. Cotton, of « l -

dersham, near Cambridge. On Meadow Land, the Earl of *e '

land got an increase of Hay of 18 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre, wnilc
dcr

the Foreign Guano the increase was only 8 cwt. 2 qrs. un

a

similar circumstances. These Facts prove the superiority

Potter's Guano. .

*** Pottkr's Portable Farm-yard Manure, at 41. 15s. per to

from 6 to 7 cwt. per acre.—Chemical Works, 28, Upper Fore-sw

Lambeth. -

LIQUID MANURE. .

PUMPS of a Superior Construction, fixed and port

able, for Liquid Manure. Garden Pumps, Hydraulic a* '

and Pumps for deep wells. Also Pumps for Ships, Barges, ^

ners, Soap Boilers, Brewers, &c. Well-Digging and BorinArset-
cuted.—Bknjamin Fowler, (late George Turner,) 63, Dor

street, Fleet-street. —

RENDLE'S TANK-SYSTEM OF HEATING.
Second Edition, just published. , tt>t IT'S

A TREATISE (with Engravings), on Mr.RENU^
SYSTEM of HEATING HORTICULTURAL BUILUu ^

can now be obtained of the Author, or through all B00K&

at 5s. each copy.
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longman.

Union-road Nurseries, Plymouth, Aug. 15, 1

8__^________----------*'

Bound in cloth, price 5s. 6d. f ^ jr

TOE MILLER'S JEST-B O U.^
*J A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, sucii o

t
_

iC

and alterations only having been made as werc rc(
\

'

* tnat the
greater delicacy observed in modern conversation j

'* !

j' tal)le or

volume might have some substance, and be a goof - ^CJ
.

travelling book, copious additions have been made 1™

old volumes of Facetiae.

Extractfrom the Preface. work is,

"Another strange circumstance connected vvirni
afe

that everybody presumes that he himself and everyooay ^ ^
perfectly familiar with its contents . . . and yet, 11 w

nUI1clred

ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not one in »
tions

ever set eyes on a copy. It is in consequence ol iikc q

that this edition is published."
London : Wtuttakkr and LQ^

T A.B., Author of A System of *W£*
f%^Alg**

panion to the Popular Geometry.-a System^opug b

-and a System of Popular Trigonometry. i2mo, wun

ings, 5s. cloth lettered. *
. - :„f«v™ntinn conveyed in

« There is a vast deal of «rtW"2S£fa?SteSfiW litU
?

College, 28, Upper Gower-street.

1

•
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TRY.
Now ready, price 45. 6d.,"DURAL CIIEMIS

*•*' By Edward Soi.i,v, Esq., Jun. F.R.S.,
Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.

London : 3, Charles-street, Covent Garden.

'©fie etovtmxttfi' ©fjromcie

SATURDAY, AUGUST* 19, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Friday, September 1 • • . Botanical . . . • . . fl p.m.

Country Snow—August 26 . • Yorkshire Philosophical-

When the late Sir Alexander Burnes returned
from his adventurous visit to Bokhara, he mentioned,
as one of the more remarkable products of that

country, its magnificent Melons,—large, juicy, and
rich, beyond anything he had seen in the East. This
fruit appears to have not less attracted attention among
those who visited Cabul ; and seeds have been sent

home in abundance by officers employed in the

Affghan expedition. These seeds are now bearing
fruit, and delicious they prove : not hard-fleshed, with
a thick rind, like Oak bark, forming their larger part,

ar»d almost as indigestible as that substance,—but noble

fruits, thin-skinned, delicate, and almost wholly eat-

able. Such a one was produced at a late meeting of
the Horticultural Society by Mr. Fleming, the Duke
°f Sutherland's gardener at Trentham ; and we
have since seen a specimen of the famous Sirdar kind,

grown in the Isle of Wight, which weighed nearly
n*ne pounds, and would not have been inaptly named
(as some actually are, in the poetical language of the

East) " a mountain of sugar."

Few things more plainly show the great progress

that has been silently made in gardening, than the

skill with which this delicate fruit has been thus

readily brought to perfection in a most unfavourable
summer. When Sir Joseph Banks first introduced
these Persian Melons into notice, scarcely any one
could find that they were better than Gourds; and
f°r a long time the late lamented President of the

Horticultural Society stood almost alone in his success
ju obtaining them of their native excellence. Now,
however,—thanks to the admirable precepts of Mr.
Knight, and to the general diffusion among gardeners
°f a knowledge of the principles, as well as practice, of
gardening,—nobody seems to find any difficulty in the
matter ; and nothing would more surely mark a gar-
dener as a bad one, than his clinging to his favourite
old Rock Melons, in preference to the delicate varieties

of Cabul and Candahar, becausehe cannotgrow the latter.

"In our opinion, a Melon is an infinitely better fruit than
a Pine-apple, provided it is like the Ispahan, the

Hoosainee, or, above all, the Sirdar ; it has the great

merit of being much more easily grown, and we
strongly recommend everybody who values his dessert,

fiot only in future to procure seeds of the Melons of
the East, or of those which have been raised from
them, such as the Beechwood, but in future to expel
the whole race of Cantaloupes and Rocks as entirely

Unworthy of a modern garden.

.
The reason why the soil of old gardens is so fertile

ls
> that there has been an accumulation of animal and

Vegetable matter, beyond what was necessary to raise
the plants cultivated. The only inconvenience arising
from this is, that the soil has too little cohesion for

those plants which, like Wheat, require a firm bottom
;

aM hence the produce of these is not in proportion to
the richness of the garden mould: besides this, so
m«iy insects are bred in this superfluity of organic

fatter which is undergoing spontaneous decomposition,
that many good gardeners, where there is a consider-

ate extent of old garden ground, fallow a portion of
lt

> adding lime or lime-rubbish, and raise green crops,
such as Tares, or Lucern, which always grow
,uxuriantly in such soils. After a year or two, during
^hich all the superfluous animal and vegetable matter
ls converted into humus, and becomes a constituent
Part of the soil, it is trenched deep and mixed with
llle soil below, which is free from insects, and tempers,
as it were^ tj)e t00 great ricim ess of the black mould.
I he vegetables which grow in this renewed soil, if
theyare not so large, are much more healthy, and have a
tfesher taste ; and if Corn were sown, it would produce

J
ftmch greater crop, and one less liable to be lodged,

rhan in the richer mould. In a field there is never

JJy
danger of there being too much organic matter in

Jhe soil—but it may not be regularly diffused and
Incorporated. There may be a rich layer of manure
Jjjst under the surface, as the plough has turned it in.
*he seed, being in contact with this, germinates
apKlly, and the shoots spring up vigorously. The

*°°ts, finding plenty of food at hand, do not spread
<*°vmwards, but horizontally. Suppose that there be
* clry spring, so as to dry up the soil as far as the
manure lies,—this becomes inactive, and, instead of
nourishing the roots, dries them up. The whole plant

suffers, and its growth is stopped ; and when the ear

comes at last out of its sheath and begins to swell, the

straw is too weak 10 bear it, the root has no hold of

the ground, and the least wind lays the whole plant

prostrate. If the same manure had been well mixed
with the soil, and this stirred to a good depth, the

fibres of the young roots would have struck down-
wards and taken a good hold of the ground. No frost

could then raise the whole plant out of the ground,
nor any length of dry weather parch all the roots.

When the seed is forming, and the greatest quantity

of nourishment is required, it will be gathered by a

much greater extent of root, and nothing will check
the formation and swelling of the seed, as is often the

case in very dry weather, and where the roots have no
depth of sal-

There is another circumstance which materially

affects the weight of the crop : this is the distance

between the plants. What would some farmers say,

if we proposed to hoe out the Wheat plants to ten

inches or more apart, as we do Turnips ? and yet

whoever has examined a crop of Wheat of seven or

eight quarters per acre, will have seen that it consisted

of tufts of ten or fifteen stems, each proceeding from
one coronal root, and that such plants required nearly

a square foot of ground to grow in. If they are

crowded, the side stems are weak, and bear but small

ears ; but if they have sufficient room, all the stems
are ofequal height, and all the ears equally large : this,

besides a heavy crop, produces an equal sample, which
is more valuable in the market. The practice of dib-

bling the Wheat, which is found so useful in Norfolk

and Suffolk, leaves proper intervals between the plants,

which can be hoed; and depositing the seed at a

proper depth insures the formation of roots beyond
the influence of a hot and dry sun. The great fault

of the dibblers is, that they put too many seeds in each

dibble-hole : if the seed is good, three or four grains,

at most, are sufficient; of these, one or two only will

take the lead and form the tuft, the others will be

overpowered by the more vigorous. When land is

well prepared, half a bushel of seed is an ample allow-

ance for an acre, the rows being at nine inches from
each other, and the dibble-holes at the same distance

in the rows. This allows of perfect stirring and
hoeing of the intervals, and the complete destruc-

tion of weeds. Whenever a simple and effective

machine shall have been invented to make holes

and deposit the seed with certainty and expedition

;

or a perfect drop drill, which will answer the same
purpose, and the land shall have been carefully pre-

pared to receive the seed, we may expect to see

the average produce of Corn in Great Britain and
Ireland so increased, as to supply a continually in-

creasing population ; while the mechanic will have
his bread at a cheap rate, the farmers and the land-

lords will be prosperous from the more abundant
return of their land. Let all wet lands be well drained,

all loose soils clayed or marled, if possible ; the first

rendered light by repeated stirring and long fresh

dung, the latter consolidated by pressure and enriched

with well-decomposed animal and vegetable manure.

Let the crops be varied as much as possible, alternating

the culmiferous and leguminous plants, and always

having abundant green crops and roots to feed cattle

and sheep in winter, increasing and economising every

kind of manure, and blending it intimately with the soil

by deep stirring. Whatever may have been the

original soil, it will, in time, become fertile ; the only

difference being, that the rich alluvial soils require

much less tillage and manuring to keep up their

fertility ; but if they are overcropped and neglected,

they will soon be deteriorated and produce less than

much inferior soils, which are properly managed.

With great care and industry good crops may be

raised on very indifferent soils, but the additional

labour and expense should be fully compensated by

the difference of the price or rent. Few men are

aware of the value of rich land, which is cultivated

at little expense, compared to that of the poorer,

until they reckon the expense at which the crops are

raised in either ; the difference is far greater than is

usually made in valuations of rents. It may some-

times be advantageous to buy poor land, but it is

seldom so to rent it ; and our advice to all young
farmers is, to seek for farms in the richest districts,

and to exercise their skill and industry in keeping up

fertility, rather than in producing it where it did not

exist before, although the last is by far the more

patriotic plan. Let this be done by rich proprietors,

or by those who have accumulated a capital by the

cultivation of the soil and have ample experience.—M.

Vulgar errors are, of all things, the most difficult to

deal with, not because of any want of argument or

evidence to refute them, but because the persons who

entertain the errors are incapable of understanding

argument or weighing evidence. Accordingly, we find

people still maintaining that the Berberry blights their

Corn, and that one kind of plant changes into another.

We are reminded of this by a correspondent, who

writes thus :

—

u You will, perhaps, be astonished when
I tell you that the majority of agriculturists in the

eastern division of Kent assert, and most confidently

too, that the plant they call Droke, (to botanists known
as Lolium arvense,) is produced—they do not,—perhaps,

entre ?wtis, they cannot, tell how and why—from
Wheat ; that is, to use their own expression, Wheat
runs out into Droke. I conclude this would be better

expressed by the word i€ degenerates" into Droke. I

was told by a gentleman and his bailiff last week—and
they are no mean judges in agricultural affairs—that

twenty years' experience had convinced them of the

truth of this matter, and that Droke and Wheat had
been found both growing on the same root. I could

not persuade them that they had sown the Droke with

the Wheat, which seems to me self-evident, as this

plant rarely appears in any other than a Wheat field.

I could not refrain from remarking to the bailiff, that

some morning I should hear of his honey Bees being

changed into Wasps. Facts are stubborn things, but

I often think vulgar prejudice (I do not use the term

offensively) equally stubborn. My scanty knowledge

of botany and fondness for natural history in general

tells me that the All-wise Creator allows of no devia-

tion in his harmonious laws of nature, and that how-
ever frequently we may find what is termed lusus

naturts, (or a sport of nature,) we do not find, either in

the animal or vegetable worlds, that one body or plant,

from any cause or effect, can be transformed into

another. I therefore assert, Wheat can never turn

into Droke, or Droke into Wheat. In the latter

opinion my opponents agree."

This strange fancy is as "old as the hills." The
ancients, says Linnseus, fancied that Corn degenerated

by degrees in bad land ; that Wheat changed into Rye,

Rye into Barley, Barley into Rye-grass, Rye-grass into

Brome grass, Brome-grass into Oats, and so on ; and

they even believed that Brome-grass and Barley might,

on the other hand, improve into Rye. It was not so

very unnatural that these fancies should be entertained,

when people believed that Bees sprung spontaneously

out of a dead bullock, or that the varied forms of

creation are all the result of chance and accident; but

it is astounding that any others than atheists should

hold such doctrines now-a-days. They might as well

believe that a man degenerates into a monkey, a mon-

key into a squirrel, a squirrel into a rabbit, a rabbit

into a rat, a rat into a bat, a bat into a sparrow, and so

on.
" Such absurdities hardly deserve refutation.

We would here ask these persons to watch the growth

of an Acorn ; to see how its shell is burst—how the

young root grows downwards—how the seed-leaves

(cotyledons) hold together—how the little branch

comes up, and clothes itself with leaves, not of an

Almond or a Fir-tree, but of the Oak ; and to try

whether, by starving or feeding it, he can persuade it

to become anything else. And then, when he is satis-

fied about that, to consider whether, if he cannot

change the nature of the Oak, he can alter that of

Wheat or Droke. Should he still remain in doubt,

we would refer him to Linnseus's ingenious essay on
the Transmutation of Corn (Transmutalio jrumen-

torum), written to put an end (as it did) to this sort of

folly in Sweden. If he is still proof to all such argu-

ments, we can only conclude him to be one of those

" quifungum habent pro cerebroP

SCUTELLARIA SPLENDENS; ITS INTEREST
AND NEGLECT.

This showy species appears to be receiving far less

attention at the hands of cultivators than its real merits

deserve. Though less gorgeous than the Salvia, and much
less capricious in its flowering than the Leonotis (Lion's-

tail), it is, nevertheless, equally beautiful, and much more

subservient to the limited convenience of small collections.

With the exception of the instance of its cultivation in

the establishment from whence its published figure is de-

rived, I have not met with any other where its intrinsic

value appears to have been equally appreciated. This

apparent neglect may probably be traced to its habit of

growth, wherein it so much resembles many of our com-

mon half-hardy herbaceous plants, and offers one more

instance wherein exists a striking disparity between the

general habits and the splendid floral developments of

mature growth in many of our fine autumnal plants.

From this has arisen a partial, and in some instances a

total neglect of the means requisite for renovating their

constitutional vigour ; thus leaving their latent beauties to

"blush unseen," except to the few who have discovered

their appropriate treatment. The natural result of this

has-been, in many instances, an exposure of the plants

to a temperature unequal to their required growth ; in

some cases consigned to the ungenial position of a north

aspect, and in others wholly exposed to the open ground,

where, in both instances, their stunted and collapsed

appearance bore ample testimony to the chilling influences

around them.
Scutellaria splendens is a half-shrubby plant, requiring,

during its season of growth, a warm greenhouse, or one

intermediate with the stove. Its period of flowering is

from June to November, but well adapted, by being

excited at different times, to bloom earlier or later, at the

discretion of the grower, when subjected to a suitable

temperature. To attain a maturity of growth it should
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be regarded as an herbaceous perennial plant, requiring

an annual accumulated excitement, consequently should

be kept throughout the wmter months in a partial state of

rest, until March or April, when, after being again excited

by a partial development of its buds, its previous season's

growth should be partly cut back, to test its amount of

vitality, and when this is proved by a vigorous flow of sap,

it may then be disrooted and reshifted back to a pot com-
mensurate in size to the vigour of the plant or to the

ability of the cultivator in this department of his profes-

sion. When thus established in its first pot or shift the

whole of its remaining stems of last season's growth should

be removed. Its ultimate vigour and fertility will be pro-
portionate to the accumulated development of its growth
from the root or base of the stem. Paxton, in the
" Magazine of Botany," speaks of its bloom being in-

creased in ratio to its lateral shoots or branches ; but
thus treating it as a semi-shrubby plant, either by retain-

ing a portion of its previously-matured growth, or by
causing axillary or side-shoots, would result eventually in

the production of inferior flower-stems, as the only legiti-

mate substitute for the amplitude and splendour of per-

fected growth. The principle upon which the practice of

obtaining the greatest number of axillary or side-shoots

is founded, as the only legitimate mode of obtaining the

greatest amount of bloom, is more strictly applicable to

plants of a shrubby and branching habit than to those

which incline to be perennial and herbaceous, or of luxu-

riant and spare development ; the latter requiring, gene-

rally, an accumulated vigour at the root, to insure an

ultimate bloom.
The present species, being rigid in its growth, and

latent in the foliation of its buds, excepting under the

most favourable circumstances, requires a tolerable bottom
drainage, and the dried sittings of heath-mould, divested

of its strong, fibrous portion, may be advantageously used

as a substratum, or intermediate drainage, upon the

potsherds. The most suitable compost is equal portions

of yellow loam and dried leaf-mould, adding a sixth part

of white sand. The application of heath-mould as a com-
ponent part of the compost, should, in this, as in most
others for plants of soft- wooded growth, be entirely regu-

lated by its open and well-pulverised quality ; without

such a preparation, heath-mould is generally too retentive

of moisture for those plants requiring a rapid circulation.

By the foregoing management, S. splendens will amply
repay the attention bestowed upon it by its terminal spikes

of brilliant scarlet flowers, from nine to twelve inches in

length, which, whether regarded for their long continuance

in bloom or gracefulness of habit, will not fail to recom-
mend it as one of the most elegant and interesting of our

autumnal flowering house-plants.

—

Sarrejanus*

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXIII.
Since I wrote my last week's article, I have seen two

other scarlet Pelargoniums, which are very deserving of
notice, viz., Pullen's Scarlet and Smith's Superb. The
first is rather a shy flowerer, but is very large and of

robust habit; and of Smith's Superb it is sufficient to say,

it is an improvement upon the same person's Emperor,
and therefore perhaps the finest variety in cultivation.

The prevailing opinion that these scarlets are too strong

for beds is an error, for if they are occasionally pegged
down, the height of the plant will not exceed the length

of the flower-stem, which is the case with many plants

here, and which produce flowers as large as small

Hydrangeas. For my own part, could I procure a

sufficient stock of the large, I would never grow another

plant of the dwarf kinds ; and, at any rate, a great

majority of them will be discarded by me this season.

Of the finer varieties of Pelargonium (a name awarded
to them, by the way, more by courtesy than any superior

merit), some very good ones for bedding out were noticed

by Mr. Beaton last week ; and the truth is, that so many
of these kinds flower freely when planted out, that it would
be more difficult to [name those that are not adapted for

bedding out, than those that are. Of the old dwarf
kinds, there is a beautiful little variety called Moore's
Victory, which makes an elegant bed ; and there is

also another of the same habit, with a light flower,

but which I have not seen for a long time, and
which we used to call Fair Ellen ; and there are

also many more old varieties in this way which I

should much like to see again in cultivation for the
flower-garden. From France we have some singular

and free-flowering kinds—of these Sidonia is perhaps
the finest, being of a rich velvety texture, and very deli-

cately pencilled. Diadematum, and Diadematum rube-
scens, are also good kinds, as is, likewise, a very dark
variety called Mulatto. Jehu is curious, and blooms
profusely, and the Jew and Jewess make beautiful beds.

Oliver Twist is an orange scarlet, of profuse habit, and
"Wildfire, Fire Fly, Orange Boven, Rival Queen, and
Queen Superb, may be classed with it. Gauntlet is a dis-

tinct colour, which is only surpassed by Rising Sun and
Sun-rise; these with Priory Queen, would make a lovely
-roup. Lady Carlisle, Emily, Firebrand, Florence, Sylph,
Vulcan, Chef d'oeuvre, Lady Murfay, Lady Denbigh,
Alcxaudrina, Erectum, Matilda, and Fosteri Roseum, are

all distinct kinds, which make most excellent beds. The
great advantage of bedding these kinds out is the pro-

longation of the Pelargonium season, as they are just be-

ginning to bloom when the house plants are over. The
treatment which these varieties require for turning out,

is to store them, four or five plants, in a 48-sized pot
through the winter, in poor soil; pot them off into 60s in

February or the beginning of March, and take great care

to keep them well stopped up to the middle of April, to

make them dwarf and bushy, and likewise to prevent them
blooming until they are well established after being

itH
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planted out. As a general rule, the ground should be

rather poor than otherwise for Pelargoniums, and if it is

of rather a gravelly nature, it will be all the better.

I am obliged to " Omega" for his hint relative to the

pairing of Hoses ; but I was aware that strong-growing

kinds would starve the weaker ones, if budded on the same
branch, and it was for that reason that I recommended
the weak-growing varieties to be placed in the most ele-

vated positions on the branch, as the difference of eleva-

tion places the weak and strong-growing varieties almost

on an equilibrium ; at least, so I have found it. I am
gratified to find that "'Omega* is, from experiment, so

convinced of the excellency of my plan, that he is about

to bud a wall of the Sempervirens, 214 feet long, with

Bourbon and Noisette Roses," and I hope next year to

hear of his complete success.— W* P. Ayres, Bvookhuicls.

RENDLE'S SYSTEM OF TANK-HEATING.
I find in reference to the Chronicle, that the new

system of heating lately brought into notice by myself is

attracting the attention of Horticulturists, and it is my
firm opinion that as soon as it gets properly understood,
it will be universally adopted wherever bottom-heat is

required. At p. 501, Mr. Sherwood has written a long
letter on the subject, and endeavours to throw cold water
on my plan, by stating that u

it can never be made available

for Horticultural purposes to the extent that I anticipate,

nor anything like it ;" and his reason for so doing, is

because he does not see how the atmosphere is to he
heated, irrespective of the bottom-heat. This will be
readily explained by the annexed drawing :

—

—r-~. .-.- ..-.. --- - - — .- j

The water enters the tank at a, and by means of plugs

or valves (at the apertures n) can be made to circulate

round the tank and pipes, or be made to pass through the

tank or pipes separately. This is easily explained, and I

trust, therefore, that Mr. S. will not he prejudiced against'

my plan, but will forthwith adopt the " tank system."

He may be assured that he will be more than pleased with

it in the time and trouble saved, and his employer will be
still more pleased in the saving of expense that would be

effected. The accompanying drawing represents the

section and perspective view of the interior of a propa-

gating-house, heated on the tank system :

—
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At p. 460 there is a letter from the Rev. J. Huyshe

on the " Tank-system," which I should have answered

before, but have been too busily engaged. Mr. H. seems,

from the tenor of his letter, to claim for himself an im-

provement on my plan, and, to use his own words, states,

that i{ the most material point in which I differ from Mr.

Rendleis in the depth of the tanks ; instead of being four

inches in depth (as he advises, p. 15), mine arc 18 ins. in

depth." On referring to my treatise (p. 32), he will find

the following advice :
—" I would recommend the tank to

be at least 12 ins. in depth, so as to contain a very large

body of water, for the larger the body of water the larger

the continuance of heat." What Mr. H. alludes to at

p. 15 is the depth of the'tank I erected for the purpose of

experiment, and not advice to others. This, " the material

point," is explained ; the other differences, as to the thick-

ness of the slate, or the exact position in which the boards

ought to be placed, do not seem to call for observation,

further than to state that I recommend the best articles to

be used in the best possible manner. If a superior slate

cannot be procured, an inferior quality must be used ; but

still it must be acknowledged that the firmer the quality

of the slate the more capable it is of enduring the heat

of the water.— IK. E. liendle, F.If.S., Plymouth.

as to determine their mineral substances, as will be seen

by the following Table:

—

100,000 parts of red Beech contain of mineral sub-

stances :

—

19 parts of silica

100 V lime
24 M magnesia
91

4 v
tt potash

9 » soda
50 •9 iron, manganese, and alumina
26 it sulphuric acid

25 it phosphoric acid

G 91 chlorine

350 parts of mineral substances.

100,000 parts of Oak sawdust contain of mineral

substances :

—

56 parts of silica

36 tt lime

3 ft magnesia
66 99 potash

14 It soda

17 11 iron, manganese, and alumina

7 11 sulphuric acid

4 99 phosphoric acid

5 19

• •

chlorine

208 parts of mineral Carlin.

Oak sawdust contains much tannin.

100,000 parts of Fir sawdust contain of mineral

substances :—
13 parts of silica

130 tt lime
15 tt magnesia
13 tt potash
12

1 1
soda

53
t 1

iron, manganese, and alumina
3 tt sulphuric acid

7 1

M phosphoric acid

4 11 chlorine

0,250 parts of mineral substances.

100,000 parts of Scotch Pine(?) (Kiefem) contain of

mineral substances :

—

18 parts of silica

lime (carbonate o()

magnesia (carbonate of)

potash
suda

iron, manganese, and alumina

sulphuric acid

phosphoric acid

chlorine

110 tt

31 19

G tt

7 tt

48 99

7 99

8 l»

8 91

0,270 parts of mineral substances.

100,000 parts of Elm sawdust contain of mine

substances :

—

14 parts of silica

ral

561)

36
791

370
47
9

41

5

M
19

M
99

11

tt

It

tt

lime

magnesia
potash

soda
iron, manganese, and alumina

sulphuric acid

phosphoric acid

chlorine

1,882 parts of mineral substances. .

100,000 parts of Ash sawdust contain of mineral si

stances :

—

18 parts of silica.

127
32
121
189
29
17

8

11

tt

it

tt

U
M
ft

tt

it

lime.

magnesia.

potash.

soda.

iron, manganese, and alcmin 8 *

sulphuric acid.

phosphoric acid,

chlorine.

SPRENGEL ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
{Continuedfrom page boo.)

11. Saw-dust.— It is known that saw-dust is one of tlie

worst litters, being almost entirely composed of woody
fibre. Like the different kinds of straw, sawdust varies in

value according to the sorts of timber which produce it.

The value of sawdust depends—like all other litter, on its

mineral contents and its nitrogen ; the amount of the

latter is not known ; but I have analyzed certain kinds so

552 parts of mineral substances.
gaW.

From these fads, it results that if even 5000Ibs °

dust (mixed with excrements) be applied to a Mag '

acre, the soil will not derive from it more, on an aV
' ;,%

than 201bs. of mineral matter, which is not eno b^
produce any great effect. Manuring with sawn

^ ^ e

only be beneficial by supplying humic acid ;
',u

t be
decomposition of sawdust is very slow, art m

he
brought in aid of that process. It should tnei e

Vf

left (mixed with excrements) till it is thoroughly

or be, previous to being used as litter, thrown int ^^
heaps, till it is entirely decomposed ;

this will
' ure

erated by its being occasionally wetted with liq" 11

and stirred up.
, norcli Ash»

It is probable that the sawdust of Oak, JJeec
^^

and Elm, will contain somewhat more ^yogen
fer.

of Pines and Firs, on which account the torn*» *1 and

able ; but in either case its amount is insigy ^ ^m

not equal even to that of Rye-straw Yet, o
{ plaX

dust may be as litter, it is preferable to the leiu
{

and Hemp, for the latter not only f**"Oj***
matter, but are altogether destitute of nitrogen.

(To be continued.)

Decay in 1[arches.-^ p.542 I ob£»"«« rem i

upon the rot incident to Larches, in to ie*
h

wood of the tree and wlncl i yo a trrbute to ^
moisture in the soil upon which the Larch is g

y
the experience of a correspondent leads to »

sio>m
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opinion, viz., that Larches are most liable to this disease

vhen grown upon a sandy soil. I believe that I am the

first person who observed the decay of the red wood in

the Larch-tree, now more than thirty years ago ; having

planted many thousand Larches on the estate of Close-

burn, in the county of Dumfries, upon a sandy soil, with

a subsoil of gravel or red sandstone, and also upon a

slaty rock. I have found a great proportion of the Larch-

trees upon the sandy soil begin to decay at the root in

the course of ten or twelve years ; and at the age of thirty

or forty years the decay is found to extend three or four

fret up the stem of the tree. The Larch-tree, planted

Upon the sides of hills composed of Greywaclce, or slaty

rock, so common in the south of Scotland, 1 have always

found to succeed best, and not at all liable to the disease

which affects it when grown upon a sandy soil, which I

consider too dry for the healthy state of this tree. The

opinion I entertained, that a sandy soil was not congenial

to the Larch, was completely confirmed by observations

winch I made in a tour through Switzerland (the country

from which the Larch-tree was imported into Great

Britain) about twenty-five years since. In the valleys of

Switzerland not a Larch-tree is to be seen; the Spruce

Fir is the prevailing tree upon the limestone or sandstone,

which are the common subsoils in the lower parts of that

country
; and it was not until I came to the Slaty moun-

tains that I observed the Larch-tree growing upon the

sides of the hills. The Larch is not found to thrive well

when grown upon limestone or chalky soils. In a planta-

tion, near Ferrybridge, in Yorkshire, upon a magnesian

subsoil, I found the Larch-tree liable to a similar disease

ir
» the heart wood of the tree: in this soil the Oak also

suffers from premature decay. From my own experience,

I should say that Larch-trees, when grown upon sandy

soils, should be cut down by the time they have arrived at

forty years of a^e ; and though the Larch is found not to

arrive to a great age in a healthy thriving state, yet I con-

sider it a profitable tree to plant in a sandy soil, as it

becomes useful when 12 or 14 years old for many agri-

Cultural purposes, such as the division of fields by a

temporary paling, and hurdles for feeding sheep upon

turnips
; and if allowed to stand till forty years old, it

becomes very good timber for roofing and flooring farm-

houses, for boat-building, &c. It is known to be a very

durable wood for all purposes in which it may be employed,

containing much more heart wood than any other Fir

grown in this country. I have found the Scotch Fir, at

a considerable age, in a much more thriving slate in a

sandy soil than the Larch-tree, but much worse upon a

slaty subsoil ; it is much less compact and hard when
gi'own upon a slaty than upon a sandy soil. The wood
of the Scotch Fir is made much more durable by soaking
it in lime-water, when cut up for boards or the roofing of

houses. This I can attest by having employed this plan

for more than forty years, and 1 find the wood of roofs

erected with Scotch Fir treated in this way at that period,

to be perfectly sound ; whereas roofs which had not been

subjected to this process, require to be renewed in little

more than' thirty years. The effect produced by submit-

ting Scotch Fir to a soaking in lime-water, is to destroy

the e°*gs of the worms which destroy the white or sap

"wood of Scotch Fir by feeding upon the saccharine matter

contained in it. This the lime-water is found to neutra-

lize or absorb, and it thus renders our home-grown Fir a

valuable substitute for the more expensive Baltic timber.

-"-C. G. Stuart Monteath.
Rot in Larch.—Seeing in your Paper some remarks

°n the Larch, where the opinion seemed to incline to the

belief that a wet subsoil was the cause of this tree rotting

* tt the heart, I beg to state what I know of the tree in

tll! « quarter. 1st. When planted on very dry and very
sandy land, it begins to rot after fifteen or twenty years,

an,l to the extent of one half or more of the number.
2nd. When on the sides of steep hills, although wet at

?°*»e seasons, we rarely find any of them rotten—say one
in a hundred. 3d. When growing on low situations, by
l^e sides of rivulets, a rotten one is rare indeed. But if

tll ere be any stagnant water it kills them in the course of

& very few years. 4th. If we wish the trees to become
tfttvbef, then we* give them as much room as we would
Sive to any hard-wood tree ; we allow the branches to

Muriate on every side, just as they please. 5th. If they
a|,e wanted for poles, &c, then we plant thickly, never

faking out any but those that are killed by their neigh-

bours overtopping them.—Doolly, Stonehaven.

•Diseases of Tares The crops of Tares in this neigh-

bourhood have suffered much from the united attacks of an
in«ect and a fungus, the latter probably the consequence

<?f a weak and depraved state of the plant induced by the

former. You will observe in the specimens which accom-
pany this note, that the development of the shoots has
been suddenly arrested, their extremities presenting a

^ss of abortive flowers and deformed leaves. The peti-

oles of the leaves at the lower part of the mass are thick-

Cncd and incurved, and in their axillee you will find a few

JWte grubs, probably belonging to some Curculio. Of
thls, however, 1 am not competent to give an opinion. In
J*°st cases, after a time, these masses wither, and are

^vested with liotrytis vulgaris ;
sometimes, however, one

j* more shoots are developed, which flower, and are again
"able to be attacked, and even if this be not the case, the

Produce is not only injured by the destruction of the first

J
roP of terminal flowers; but in case the others proceed

towards maturity, the pods in the upper part of the plant
ar© immature, while those below are ready for the scythe,

J[

h*eh is at ieasfc an inconvenience. This is not, however,

J« whole of the injury, for the portions of the plant
.elow the parts attacked by the grub, not excepting even

Til e pods, are invested with a little red fungus, which is

evidently very injurious. I have not at present found speci-

mens of the parasite in a perfect state, so as to enable me

to ascertain the species. It is, I believe, a form either of

Ascochyta Viciie or Pisi, of Madam Libert, the latter of

which—pointed out to me, many years ago, by Captain Car-

michael— in damp seasons destroys many a crop of Peas ;

but without the inspection of the reproductive bodies, it

is impossible to ascertain this. The parenchyma beneath

the red spots, is gorged with a gummy substance, of a

beautiful red or lilac, in which all trace of chlorophyll is

lost. The hairs with the coloured bases afford sometimes

a pretty object under the microscope. The main strength

of vegetation is evidently diverted in great measure from

the seeds towards the coloured spots, and 1 have little

doubt that the produce will be very much diminished in

consequence, and probably few of the grains will be well

developed. , It is not un frequent for parasitic fungi to be

imperfectly developed. The red fungus, which is often so

conspicuous on the leaves of the Sloe, is abundant in

America, but, I believe, never perfect; and this is by no

means a solitary instance, and is analogous to the fact,

that in certain countries many species of Mosses and

Lichens never fructify. I do not find any special mention

of the disease either in Wiegman's or Meyen's Work* on

the diseases of plants.—M. </. Berkley.

Disease in Pansies.—Oav Pansies here are dying

with almost incalculable rapidity. The disease is by no

means uncommon, but having never met with any person

who could satisfactorily assign a reason, I purpose to lay

the case before your practical readers, in order that they

may assist me in finding out the cause. If a reason for

their decay cannot be assigned, perhaps some one may be

able to name a preventive,—as a remedy is out of the

question, because the first symptom of disarrangement is

the sudden drooping of the leaves and young shoots, as if*

from want of moisture. Some of them have completely

failed in wet weather, when we daily experienced falls of

rain, averaging £ of an inch for a whole week, so that it

is evident it does not proceed from drought. The first

appearance of it this season was observable during the

dry tract of weather, which preceded the wet months of

May and June; at that period weak plants appeared to

be the first to suffer, but now weak and strong are alike

subject to these ravages. The plants, when examined

after death, generally present a mass of dead roots, partly

decomposed ; but on examination, we find that those parts

of the stem below ground are Hie first attacked. Some-

times (but seldom) the infection attacks the stem imme-

diately above ground, and the happy consequences are,

that a fresh supply of young shoots fills up the vacancy ;

we have only to regret the rare occurrence of the latter

circumstance. Our plants have been procured from

Cambridge, Edmonton, and elsewhere ; some of them pro-

pagated hundreds of miles from these places, but all are

alike susceptible of the disease. The whole of our plants

are already half dead, and only those plants which have

been stationary for two years are healthy; that is, the

disease is wholly confined to those plants which have been

kept in small pots through the winter, and planted but in

spring. In all our investigations we can observe no in-

sect, unless in one solitary instance, which turned out to

be a small maggot—but was this the cause or effect? It

may further be necessary to mention, that we have plants

in two separate parts of the ground, growing in different

soils, but the disease is alike in both places ; when there

are two of a sort, if one dies, the other immediately

follows. Thus, two plants of Countess of Orkney both

died together ; of three plants of Major's Bridegroom^two

are dead, and the third is sickly; two plants of Ultra

flora Superb, growing at least four yards apart, died

during the last fortnight.

—

R. L.

Tropaolum canarivnse.— In the new long garden-walk

in Kensington Gardens the zeal and ingenuity of Mr.

George Davidson, one of the gardeners, have prompted

him to train five plants of Tropseolutn canariense or pere-

crrinum upon dead skeleton trees, about seven feet high,

the foliage and bloom being equally disposed and dis-

tributed in a graceful shape, by twine attached from the

extremities of the boughs, the whole being justnow literally

covered with a profusion of beautifulyellow trusses,emanat-

ing from the refreshing pale green of the foliage, doubly

agreeable in the autumn, when the leaves of the shrubs and

trees assume so dark a hue, as by contrast to display the

v ivid tints of this valuable creeper to the greatest advan-

tage, reminding the beholder of the Laburnums with which

ffe part with such reluctance in spring, and for which we

have now presented to us a very cheap and efficient sub-

stitute—six pennyworth of seed being enough to procure

100 artificial trees, covered with flowers of incessant

renewal throughout the entire months of July, August,

and September. Two plants to each skeleton tree will

pnsure a most profuse mass of bloom, and the stems at

the bottom being trained behind the tree, will diminish the

artificial appearance of the treatment of the plant. As

the seed ripens freely in the open air, this plan, once com-

Inenced may be annually continued by the poorest cottager

free of all expense. The seed also makes an excellent pickle,

and I have met one gardener who daily improves his bread

and butter at tea-time by the young leaves, which have a
t
very

agreeable flavour. Profuse watering has stimulated the

plants, which literally surround the lodge of Mr. feapp the

keeper of the Kensington Gore bate, Hyde Park.—

Ja
pri#es jfo? Seedling Pelargoniums.—I feel obliged to

" One Of the Judges" for his courteous reply to the

observations I made at page 542 of the Chronicle, and for

his explanation of the principles upon which the certificate

of merit was awarded to the Pelargonium named Psyche.

"TBiTK^hcitcii tier PflunzenTvou m, A. ¥. Wiegman.

Bra^nfflo5ie, von F. I. F, Meyen, Berlin, 1841.

That Seedling Pelargoniums excite much interest, is

proved by the crowded state of the tent in which they are

exhibited at Chiswick, and it is for the Horticultural

Society to determine whether the public taste shall be

gratified by encouraging the exhibition of them. Cut if

they are to be ranked below the common out-door fruits

of the season, or if it be necessary to exhibit the same

seedling two successive years before a medal can be

awarded to it, few gentlemen will, I think, take the

trouble of sending their seedlings for competition. To

your correspondent " F.H.S. of more than 25 years'

standing," I will now offer two or three observations. In

the first place, I did not impugn the decision of the judges

in the fruit department ; they could not be responsible for

the awards to flowers. In the next place, my remarks

amounted to this : if there be as much merit in raising a

good Seedling Pelargonium as iu producing a dish of good

Cherries, is there not an apparent inconsistency if the

Horticultural Society should reward theua with different

prizes ? With regard to the degree of skill required to

produce good Cherries, I will observe his admission, that

there " is as much skill required" in the production of

one as the other, is quite sufficient for my argument.

Should, however, his life be spared to the Society another

year, and should he cast his eye into the fruiterers' shops

in the month of July, he will see such an abundance of

fine Cherries, as may make him doubt the correctness of

the opinion which the experience of an F.H.S. of more

than a quarter of a century has led him to adopt, that

the skill necessary for the production of that excellent

fruit is such as to require the Horticultural Society to

encourage it by giving two silver Knightian and two

Banksian medals.—F.H.S.—[Now that each party has

matle its statement, we may be allowed to remark, 1st.

That the Society does not offer medals for Cherries, and

that such as have been awarded have been conferred by

the judges, by virtue of that authority which enables them
" to confer additional silver medals if they think it 7ieas-

wry to do so.
19

2d. That silver Knightian and Banksian

medals are specifically offered for seedling florists' flowers ;

and, therefore, if the judges do not award them, it h
by virtue of that other authority, which enables them
w to diminish the number and value of medals," if (hey

think it necessary to do so. It will be obvious to

" F.H.S." that the Society has done all that he desires,

and that blame, if there is any, lies with the judges. All

that the Society can do is to offer prizes ; it is impossible

for them to confrol the judges in (heir decisions. It has

been alleged, indeed, that they have done^so; but that

statement was destitute of the smallest foundation.]

Vines.—In a leading article, at p. 443, you have ad-

vanced a doctrine which se^ms to startle many Grape-

growers, and to many it will be impracticable on account

of having Pines growing beneath the Vines. For my part,

I think your doctrine is wrong, and my reason for think-

iug so is this. In thexvth chap, of John, ver. 2, we find,

"Every branch in me that beareth not fruit, he taketh

away ; and every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it,

that it mav bring forth more fruit." This is my system,

which I have acted upon for many years ; my Grapes are

good, and the fruit is full-sized. I take away all barren

shoots, and I purge all fruitful branches; that is, I remove

all laterals, and stop the shoot at the eye next the fruit,

or one above it. Now if the Saviour cultivates his church

upon this principle, I don't think we can follow a better

example in the cultivation of the Vine, whatever philoso-

phers may say to the contrary.—A Subscriber.

Pities.— 1 have planted my Vinery four years, and have

since had three full crops of Grapes. The first year, the

plants were turned out of 48-sized pots, in February, and

made rods of strong, good wood, 20 feet long. The second

year 200 large bunches ripened, and I cut off 150. The

third year there was a greater crop. This year there is

a still larger quantity, and excellent wood for the next

year. I am persuaded this success may always be ex-

peeted with proper management and a proper situation.

Verax. [Will you state your management, for the benefit

of those who are less successful ?]
_

Pines,—I have just taken up a quantity of Pines from

a bark pit and planted them in a bed of virgin soil, with

a bottom-heat obtained from a flue (not water). They

were in a wretched state when in the bark, but they are

now looking well and growing fast. They are planted in

the soil and I expect to have full-grown Pines with much

less expense and trouble than by the old method, than

which I can conceive nothing worse or more unscientific.

— Verax.
Mulberries.—I am no great gardener, but I will tell

you something about a Mulberry plant. I got a top

shoot from a Mulberry-tree carried through the bottom
hole of a garden-pot, and filled the pot with mould,

leaving the shoot a few inches above the surface. This

was cut off when it had struck in the pot. It was put in

the vinery, and next year bore two fruit :— what bee mre of

it afterwards I don't know. Mr. Knight, of Downton,
once told me that by striking cuttings or taking plants

from the upper instead of the lower branches of the

Mulberry, the period of fruiting was hastened seven or
eight years.—Seward. [We are aware of this practice,

which is a very good one.]

The Shaddock.—In the vicinity of Ingleton, Yorkshire,

a beautiful specimen of the Citrus deeumana, or Shad-
dock, has this year borne flowers. It is only three years

since it was raided from seed ; it does not usua^y bloom,

even in the genial climate of Italy, before the seventh or

eighth year. The above-named plant was raised in a sit-

ting-room.

—

Facile.

Treatment of Strawberry Plants fur Forcing.—Mr*

Murdoch's paper, at p. 542, on preparing Strawberries for

forcing, is good, and many excellent crops I have seen
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grown on the system recommended by him,—but I cor.-

sider'the following to be an improvement on that method.
I proceed as follows:—any convenient time from the
last week in July to the middle of August, (but the earlier
the better,) I take 60-sized pots, and having filled them
with good loam and a third well-decomposed manure, I

place them along the rows of Strawberries, and lay one of
the finest runners in each pot (taking care not to break
the wire). I let them remain in that situation for six

weeks, and should the weather prove dry, they are care-
fully watered. I then remove them to a shady situation,
and about the beginning of October I shift them into
32s, singly ; as'I find one plant, thus treated, to produce
more and much finer fruit than three, with a certainty
that none of them will go blind : and such plants will

be found stronger and in a better bearing condition than
those of two or three years' standing. The advantages of
this system are, in the first place, that the plants make the
best roots, and being supported by their parents until
they can shift for themselves, or rather until they are
shifted by the gardener, who, with Mr. Murdock, I
recommend to be gentle in forcing until the fruit is fairly

set. Nothing, in my opinion, repays the gardener better
for his trouble, or affords greater satisfaction to his
employer, than a good dish of Strawberries, from the 1st
of February until the 1st of September.—C. W. T.

Apples.—In the last Saturday in July, at Preston
market, Apples were sold by Mr. H. Hornby, of Catforth-
"within-Woodplumptonj some of the past and some of the
present year's growth. The Apples of 1842 were re-
markably fresh and sound, and fetched 2d. per pound.

—

Facile.

New Peas.—A neighbour ofmine has grown Cormack's
Prince Albert Pea, (sold last spring at 5s. per quart) side
by side with the Early May, and he believes them to be
the same variety. At any rate, the reputed new sort is not
a single day earlier than the old one, nor better in any
respect. I have myself proved that the Early May comes
into use nearly a week sooner than Farnes's First Early,
which also was advertised as a new sort, or at all events
with a new name.—J". B. Whiting.

Large Mushrooms.—Two prodigious Mushrooms were
gathered on the 1st of August last ; one in a field near
Fort Green Cottage, Garstang, the residence of Mr. Saul,
which measured 42 inches in circumference, and had a
stem 6 inches long and 2 inches in diameter, the height of
the whole being 9 inches. This immense Mushroom must
have grown within 24 hours, as I had looked over the
ground the previous evening, when there was no such
thing to be found. The above was perfect in colour and
well formed in all its parts. The other was gathered in
Witinton Hall Park, near Kirby Lonsdale, the residence
of T. Green, Esq., and measured 23£ inches in circum-
ference; it was"well Turiuea, »ud in a state of growth when
gathered.

—

Facile.

Extraordinary Discovery ofpreserving Vegetables for
an unlimited Period.—Our energies and exertions of late
years have been directed to the improvement inj the
growth of fruits and vegetables ; but we have never yet
been able to discover how to grow them at every season
of the year ; but, thanks to the talent and research of a
French gentleman, we are enabled, by a singular process,
to enjoy not only fruits and vegetables, but poultry, game,
meat, and even milk, at all times, and all seasons. We
would strongly recommend the curious in such matters to
pay a visit to the manufactory, 137, Houndsditch, where
we have seen the whole process, and where we were
treated with the utmost politeness and attention.—-J.R.B.

Ward's Cases.—I am truly glad to see the Horticul-
tural Society of London have taken Ward's Cases under
their fostering protection, as I am convinced they will
come more and more into general use, the better their
capabilities are developed. The best guide to find out
what may be done by them is to know what has already
been done, and I am, therefore, induced to send you some
account of mine ; reserving a more particular description
to some future time. I have, at present, in bud and in
blossom, Cattleya Forbesii, C. Loddigesii, Gloxinia maxima
alba, G. speciosa two plants, Achimenes coccinea, A. longi-
flora, Thunbergia alata, and the white and pink double
Oleanders (growing freely, but from improper season or
being too small, not flowering), Cattleya crispa, Cypri-
pedium insigne, Dendrobium cucullatum, Leptotes bicolor,
Brassia Lanceana, Oncidium flexuosum, O. papilio, Max-
illaria stapelioides, Stanhopea grandiflora, Coelogyne fim-
briata, Oncidium viperinum, Dendrobium speciosum, D.
cupreum, D. fimbriatum, D. pulchellum, Maxillaria
Harrisonise, Crinum longifolium, Gloxinia rubra, Ges-
neria elongata, Lselia anceps, Stephanotis floribundus,
Hoya carnosa, and Gossypium herbaceum (alive, but
making no progress), Cypripedium venustum, iEceoclades
maculata and a (supposed) Galeandra ; the latter has never
started since its arrival from Rio, last autumn. So con-
genial does the atmosphere appear to be, that Brassia,
which, when I received it last winter, consisted of one
pseudo bulb, with one arrested shoot upon it, has now not

?
nlZ P^shed two other shoots, but vegetation is proceeding

in the heart of the arrested shoot, a most unusual occur-
rence. 1 believe Dendrobium speciosum consisted only of
two very shrivelled bulbs, without root, and appearing quite
rotten about the rhizoma

; it has pushed a very healthy
shoot, and is rooting freely. Cattleya Loddigesii, C. crispa,
Oncidium papilio, and O. viperinum, though small plants,
have each two growing shoots; and Leptotes bicolor,
which arrived with the Galeandra, and ^consisted of five
bulbs, has pushed in no fewer than nine points, and is
rooting in proportion. Hymenophyllum Tunbridgense (I
think, for it is too small as yet for me to be quite certain)
has come up spontaneously in some of the Devonshire
peat, in which C. Loddigesii was potted. Gloxinia leaves

take root in three weeks, and form tubers as large as a full-

sized Pea in six. Portulaca Thellusonii, and Petunia magna
rosea rooted in a fortnight. You will see by the above
list that my box is none of the little elegant drawing-room
ornaments, in which a few plants are kept alive, looking
like crows in a mist ; it stands six feet high, is four feet
broad, and two feet wide, has a door at one end, two shelves
inside, and as many hooks at top as possible for suspend-
inglogs of wood. During the coldest nightlast winter, when
the thermometer was at 6° F. in the fields, the thermometer
in the box fell to 38° F. ; during the summer it has never
been below 65°, and two hours' sunshine raises it to 90°.

The window in which it stands looks S.S.W. In conclu-
sion, I would recommend boxes to be made two feet and
a half wide, with a door at each end, large enough to
admit the whole person freely ; and if it is wished to grow
Dendrobia well it should be not less than eight or nine
feet high. There is in mine a difference of from three to
eight degrees between the thermometer at the top and that
at the bottom of the box ; but the lower situation answers
quite well for Cattleyas, Lielias, &c. Allosorus crispus is
growing very luxuriantly.—//. B. Harris, M.D., Dumfries.

Cuckoo.—I see in your last Paper that a correspondent
appears to think it very difficult to keep a Cuckoo through
a winter. I should think warmth was very important to
their well-doing. The only bird I ever heard of surviving
a winter was one kept in a laundry in a country-house,
and I believe that Cuckoo lived two winters ; and in the
spring, when the family went to London, the bird went
too.—Rural Chemistry.

Rats.—A drain runs down the centre of my garden,
and discharges itself into the sea ; and I am surrounded
on the one hand by a malt-house, and on the other by a
slaughter-house, both affording shelter and food to
these destructive vermin ; the consequence is that my
garden is completely honeycombed, and looking as much
like a rabbit-warren as a garden ; and to make matters
worse, I find to-day that the continual excavations have
at last stopped the drain, so that the water now runs
about the beds of the garden instead of following its

natural channel. What can I do to rid myself of these
pests ? Poison has been tried, but without any diminu-
tion of numbers, as a fresh colony takes possession imme-
diately the former one is destroyed.

—

Devoniensis. [We
must refer this case to some clever correspondent ; for
we cannot suggest a remedy,— unless chlorine gas or sul-

phuretted hydrogen can be driven into the galleries.]

Fecundity of Bees.—A hive of Bees belonging to Mr.
T. Dobson, of Great Plurapton, near Preston, swarmed
on the 12th and on the 26th of June, and again on the
1st of July. The young progeny of the 12th of June put
forth a large swarm on the 4th of July.

—

Facile.

Refuse of Paper-making—A paper-maker wishes to
be informed of the best manner of disposing of the refuse
of the materials used in bleaching his rags. These are
salt, sulphuric acid, and manganese. After the distilla-

tion of the chlorine gas from these substances, it is

supposed that the residue consists of sulphate of soda and
oxyde or sulphate of manganese,—in what proportions
may this saline matter be used, diluted with water, for

pasture land, or for arable or growing crops ? and would
it fix the ammonia in dung, and be more serviceable in

that way as a manure for arable land ? or, in other words,
would it be best to use it as a direct stimulant to vegeta-
tion, or as a chemical agent to assist in the decomposition
of other materials before it is brought into use ? The
Paper-maker who asks these questions knows it to be the

practice of most of his brethren to empty their retorts

into the stream, and he has a strong misgiving that they
throw away a very useful manure. Strewed on pavements
and paths, the above-mentioned refuse kills the weeds for

the entire summer.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Aug. 15.—R. H. Solly, Esq., in the chair. Sir II. Willoughby,
Bart., the Hon. G. F. Hamilton, Gen.Caulfield, Jas. Ackers, Esq.,
M.P., John Broadhurst, Esq., P. Rolt, Esq., and R. J.T. Tompson,
Esq., were elected Fellows. It was announced that the seeds
lately brought over by Mr. Hartwcg might be obtained by Fellows,
upon application being* made to the Secretary. Mr. Dean, gr to

J. Bateman, Esq., exhibited a collection of handsome Orchida-
ceous flowers, comprising a superb variety of Oncidium Lancea-
numj the richly-coloured Vanda Roxburghii; a fine spike of
Cycnoches Egertonianum, which attracted great attention from
its having been produced by the selfsame pseudo-bulb which last
year bore a spike of C. ventricosum ; the latter having large pale
green flowers, while those of the former are small, and of a dark
purplish brown j the same plant this year produced only blooms
of C. Egertonianum. Cut flowers of Phaius albus,and a small spe-
cies of a Camarotis, were also exhibited byMr. Dean, who received
a Banksian Medal for Oncidium Lanceanum and Vanda Rox-
burghii. From Mr. Errington, gr to Sir P. G. Egerton, were
most beautiful cut specimens of Cattleya crispa and intermedia,
for which, particularly the former, a Certificate was awarded

:

from the same personwere leaves of Rhododendron ferrugineum,
the undersides of which were covered with galls similar to the
Oak-apple, a disease not at all uncommon upon this species, and
produced by the puncture of some insect, Mr. J. Robertson, gr
to Mrs. Lawrence, brought exceedingly well-grown plants of
Erica Hendersoniij the curious Brassia brachiata; Peristena
Bdrkeri, with a long drooping scape of rich yellow flowers ; and
Galeandra Baueri ; both the latter having been received from
Oaxaca three months since, at which time the scape of the Peris-
teria was 9 inches long and quite blanched, but by being placed
for a time in the shade it arrived at perfection : a Banksian Medal
was awarded for the Brassia and Galeandra. From Mr. Groom,
of Clapham Rise, were several exceedingly vigorous plants of the
highly beautiful Lilium lancif61ium punctatum. Mr. Standish,
of Bagshot, exhibited four seedling Fuchsias, which he stated to
have been obtained in the following manner : Having raised in
1842, from F.formosaelegans, fertilized with thepollen ofF.corym-
biflora, some pretty seedlings, these again seeded freely without
assistance, and gave rise to the present plants, which showed
that this tribe, instead of degenerating like Calceolarias, and many
florists' flowers, if not crossed, improved considerably : the seed-
lings were named Attractor and Colossus, which resemble each
other in colour, but differ in size and character, having smooth
waxy crimson carmine tubes and sepals, with long, large, and

stout corollas, of a purple crimson colour; President, with rose-
coloured tube and sepals, has a large and stout rich-coloured
corolla, with but little blue in it; and Candidate has a carmine
tube and sepals, with a stout and long corolla of a deep-bluish car-
mine

;
the flowers are large, the two latter long, and large also,

and the habit of all promises to be good. From Messrs.
Lucombe and Pince were blooms of their beautiful Fuchsia
Exoniensis. From Mr. Epps, of Tunbridge Wells, was a plant of
his seedling Fuchsia, called Monarch, bearing the greatest
resemblance in form and habit to the old globosa major.
Mr. R. Cooper, of Croydon, exhibited a white variety of Mesem-
bryanthemum tricolor, the blooms of which would not expand
in the shade of the room. Mr. Cuthill, of Camberwell, brought
four very fine plants of Lisianthus Russellianus, grown in hard
earthenware pots ; and a specimen of the Beechwood Melon.
From Mr. Mountjoy, of Ealing, were cut flowers of a new beau-
tiful vermilion and yellow Gladiolus, called the Glory of Ghent,
and apparently raised between G. cardinalis, crossed with psitta-
cinus; Gloxinia carnea, and a sample of "Improved" Taylor's
Windsor Beans: a certificate was awarded for the Gladiolus.
Six well-swelled Queen Pine-apples, weighing respectively, 3 lbs.
4oz., 31bs. 6oz., 31bs. 7oz., 3 lbs. 11 oz., 4 lbs., and 4lbs. 5 oz.,
were sent by Mr. M. Henderson, gr to Sir G. Beaumont; they
were stated to have been cut indiscriminately, as they ripened.
From Mr. Eyre, gr to R. W. Barchard, Esq., were two Moscow
Queen Pine-Apples, weighing 3 lbs. 3oz. and 3lbs.5oz.

; one was
particularly well swelled : a certificate awarded. From Mr. C.
Barker, gr to the Rev. T. Thurlow, two Candahar Melons, for

the larger of which a certificate was awarded; also alarge brace
of Barker's White Spine Cucumber, from plants grown in pots.
From Mr. Wortley, gr to F. Maubert, Esq., an exceedingly fine-
looking scarlet netted Cantaloupe Melon. Mr. R. Fish, gr to
Col. Sowerby, sent half-a-dozen very fine Peaches, from standard
trees, grown in the centre of a house upon the rafters of which
Vines are trained ; one of the specimens had been produced upon
the end of a shoot devoid of a terminal bud : a Banksian medal
awarded. H. Webb, Esq., 22, Sackville-street, Piccadilly, sent a
handsome collection of the dried Ferns of Madeira, beautifully
prepared and arranged. From the garden of the Society were
fine plants of Gongora maculata; Oncidium microchilum, a dingy
brown species from Guatemala; Angel6nia Gardneriana, a
pretty stove plant from Brazil; Achimenes multiflora and coc-
cinea, Salvia hians, and Zephyranthes grandiflora; with cut
flowers of Gladiolus psittacinus, Acanthus mollis, and a variety
of Verbenas.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
June 2.—J. Reynolds, Esq., Treasurer, in the chair, Mrs. M.

Stovin presented specimens of Anemone ranunculoides, found
wild in a wood near Worksop, Notts. Various donations to the
Library, Herbarium, and Museum were announced. The conclu-
sion of a Paper « On the Groups into which the British Fruticosc
Rubi are divisible," by Mr. E.Lees, was read. It was there stated
that the barren stems offer the best, if not the only plan, of dis-

crimination in subdividing Rubi into groups, especially if the

erect or arched mode of growth, and continuance of vitality, be

also taken into consideration. And in this view the differences
resolve themselves almost entirely into the perfect smoothness,
the glaucosity, or greater or less degree of hairiness, and the

glandulosity of the barren stems. Commencing then with R-

csesius, and ending with R. idosus, itwill appear that seven groups
are easily separable from each other, passing from one into the

other in a very natural manner. These, at all events, may be

considered the smallest number of species into which our Rubi

can be classed without confounding really different things.

l . CcesiL—Having the barren stem round, bloomy, covered with

unequal prickles, trailing, rooting. R. cossius and its various de-

rivatives. 2. GlandidoscB

.

—Barren stem angular, hairy and
prickly, setose, very glandular, arched or trailing, rooting' &'

radula of Weihe and Nees, Kcehleri, fusco ater, &c. 3. Villi*

caula.—Barren stem angular, very hairy, but without glands,

prickly, arched, or decumbent, rooting. R. villicaulis, W. and N.»

R. leucostachys, Smith, &c. 4. FruticosL—Barren stem angular,

glaucous, prickly, arching, rooting. R. fruticosus and discolor.

5. Nitidis—Barren stem angular, almost smooth, with a fetf

prickles, rooting rarely. R. aflinis, nitidus, rhamnifolius, &c.

6. Suberecti.—Barren stem angular, very smooth, nearly erect,

not rooting. R. suberectus, Anderson and Smith, R. plicatus,

W.and N.,andR.fissus, Lindley. 7. Idai.—Barren stem round,

downy, covered with innumerable small dilated prickles, erect.

R. idseus and varieties. The Paper was accompanied by numerous
specimens, which are deposited in the Society's Herbarium.

July 7.—J. E. Gray, Esq., President, in the chair. Dr. G. Wat-

son and Mr. R. Kilvington, of Philadelphia, presented a very la r&

collection of North American Plants, comprising numerous Pup* "

catesj and the President presented some plants from Singapore-
" Observations on Dicranum Dillenii," (M.SS. Taylor) by !"•

Thomas Taylor, were read.

HIGHLAND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. ,

Tiik Annual Show of this important Association has jy _

taken place at Dundee, and is fully reported in Xh* DundeeMM '

User, from which we glean a few paragraphs. " There is sometlu*
g

extremely curious in the rapid growth of this Association* a

in the enthusiasm which has taken possession of many ol
.

noble Members. It was no wonder that farmers, and thos

e

the daily exercise of Agricultural pursuits, should have ^r<
l
m
n0f

first seen the advantages to be derived from this condensatio

experience and discoveries, into a systematic and aI
>l>re

?
1

sfg

.

form, made patent to every one connected with land intere^but the interest and industry have not been confined to ^
farmer. Many of the first names among our nobility aP|)ea

,and
the exhibition list, and many of the first breeders in En

f;tes
have sent stock, hundreds of miles from their farms and e^m t

to compete for the prizes of the Highland Society. The w ^
country for hundreds of miles round seems to have Pou7e alld
its Agricultural treasures—the mountains of Aberdecnslni

e

the plains of the Lothians—the pastures of Northumberland »

the wild shores of Loch Rannach. And it was a graUfyi"ff P" -^

to see noble and peasant, duke, earl, lord, gentleman, and &u v

farmer, all uniting in one great patriotic object—the impr

ment of the land and the produce thereof. Nothing was ^t^zr f
on the part of the Local Committee for the accommodatio^
Members, and for the exhibition of implements anustocK. ^
great place of interest was, of course, the Show Yard, it

fine grass-field in the form of an oblong-paralellogram, pei i '

sufficient as regards size, and situated in the immediatevic.* /

of the town. The stalls for containing the different animai*

In parallel lines, with sufficient room in front and rear iw
' e

passing and repassing of spectators. In the different nn&»

arranged the different kinds of stock, each kind form"'k
, ^as

rate and distinct family from another : and many a »»«ny
a9

there, both of high and low degree-their Ped
r
\?.

r
^.nueh West

keenly scrutinized as those of the human race. inciouy

Highland bull, from the hills of Breadalbane, and the wee ^
shire and Teeswater from every fat pasture in *«.™?™iy *

nd in
short-horned breed was the finest part of the exhibition, a^

at
the opinion of the Judges, the best that has yet.been snow^
the Society's Meetings. The work-horses and s^°„n^res . It

good, and there were in particular some
:

very fine m
lon

may show the interest taken in ^e «hibibon, wh^we n

that the famous breeder, Jonas Webb, sen]^^^Sdie^B
a distance of four hundred miles,Jo compete ^n

con-
prizes. The crowd round the ShowJar^ ^

asX"^^dergo
sisting of all ranks and ages and many a.lady gay had to ui

rather rough treatment in the way fJ .
st^
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in 1833. It was not equal to the aggregate exhibition at Edin-
burgh last year, but that was the most extensive ever held in

Europe. There were 29 exhibitors of dairy produce, and a new
feature in the Show was some fine poultry, 17 lots in all." Our
space prevents our giving a list of the prizes for Cattle, &c,
which were extremely numerous.
For Implements, which are more generally interesting to those

not present on these occasions, we must, find a little room,
although they are described as having been less numerous than
m former years. Among the more important seem to have
been the following :

" Thrashing Mill and Steam Engine attached
to it, exhibited by Mr. Bridges of North Berwick ; the simplicity
of the arrangement, and the low price atwhich it can be furnished,

commend it to the agriculturist; and as the principle of connec-
tion and method of acquiring speed to the drum are exactly the

same as those in our locomotive engines, there can be no doubt
of its efficiency. Amongst the Implements exhibited by James
Slight and Co., of Edinburgh, was a working model of Ainshe's
Patent Drain Tile Machine, which is said to be capable of pro-
ducing 40 tiles per minute for any length of time each 16 inches

Jong, and from the nature of the process by which the tiles are

framed, they are perfect in form and in texture.—Weighing Ma-
chines, exhibited by Mr. Craig, of 163, Trongate, Glasgow,
attracted considerable notice. They are of foreign invention,
on the parallel motion principle, are peculiarly delicate in

their indications, and mathematically correct. — A very neat
model of a Machine adapted for the double purpose of weighing
carts or oxen. It is calculated to stand the roughest usage
without injury—the centres or pivots, the great source of inac-

curacies of the common machines, being always at rest except
jn the actual operation of weighing.—A Hydraulic Ram, also exhi-
bited by Mr. Craig, is a self-acting machine, so simply contrived
that, by the alternate action of air and water, a continual stream
*s procured from any distance three hundred feet above the
course of any convenient stream or rivulet. This machine is

not liable to get disordered; and is said to be an excellent and
cheap method for securing water, for house or engine purposes, in

situations where the want of it has hitherto prevailed. The Ram
was certified by H. J. Bums, Esq., who has had one erected at

Cuttlehill, which has given entire satisfaction; the water, in
this instance, was brought 600 yards and raised 135 feet."
Amongst the various specimens of " Seeds, Roots, Plants, &c,

the collection of Messrs. Lawson and Son, of Edinburgh, held a
conspicuous place. It consisted of dried specimens and seeds of
grasses

; several varieties of wheat, barley, and rye— crop, 1843,
from Tuscany and France ; and a large specimen of Trifolinm
ciegans of the French, and cultivated by them on inferior soils ;

pchrader's brome grass (Bromus Schraderi), a large rapid-grow-
ing species, with soft, sweet, and succulent foliage, was for the
nrst time recommended to be given as food for cattle; also a
good specimen of meadow brome grass (Bromus pratensis),
cultivated in France, for permanent pasture, on the poorest
descriptions of soils. Another collection of useful plants and
roots was that of Messrs. Dickson and Co., of Edinburgh. The
yommiitee remarked 24 specimens of hybrid Turnips as very
interesting. Some of these in shape and size appeared very fine,

particularly that of Skirving's purple top yellow. Messrs. Dick-
son also exhibited several specimens of Grasses, Bokhara Clover,
and ITeracleum elegans; also some excellent specimens of
Arthur's Alsike Clover, a new variety, which, from its abundant
herbage, promises to be desirable for cultivation. Where it has
been tried in Scotland, it has thriven well, and ripened seed
freely. Some interesting specimens of natural Grasses, from
Mr. Bishop, land-steward at Methven Castle, attracted atten-
tion, particularly four distinct varieties of the Alopecurus
pratensis (Meadow Foxtail Grass), selected from the seeds
of hay imported into Dundee from Holland in 1826. These
specimens are illustrative of the improvements that may
be made in the various species of cultivated Grasses, by
a judicious selection of seeds from natural plants. Mr.
Bishop had also a specimen of his succedaneum, to be sown in
place of tares, and consisting of Italian rye grass, Trifolium
incarnatum, a little timothy grass, and red clover. The succe-
daneum should be sown in April, and makes an excellent substi-
tute for tares. There was a sample of Potatoes, raised from seed
by Mr. George Sibbald, gardener, Crescent, Dundee, which
promises to he a good addition to early garden varieties, and a
specimen of a very early three-grained Oat, in habit similar to
the naked oat, exhibited by Mr. John Stewart, Carolina Port,
Dundee. There was also a specimen of early Siberian Oats,
crop 1843, received from Messrs. Scott, Brothers, at Belfast, who
introduced it in that district four years ago, and where it is now
held in high estimation, being by far the earliest sort known,
while its produce, both in straw and grain, is large in quantity,
and the quality first rate. One of the most extraordinary exhi-
bitions in the Catalogue, was that of Mr. James Campbell, of the
Dundee Public Seminaries. It consists of magnificent plants of
Oats and Barley, grown from seed, which had undergone a
certain chemical preparation, and without the aid of any manure
Whatever. Such a mode of culture is at variance with all prac-
tical experience ; but Mr, Campbell asserted that his prepared
seeds, which have produced these strong healthy plants, were
sown by him on land which, to his certain knowledge, had no
Manure of any kind for 11 years; and he declared himself quite
ready to verify his statement by experiment, and said that he
was willing, at any time, to impregnate with his chemical prepa-
rations, the seed which any member of the Society should send
to him for that purpose, so as to enable gentlemen to satisfy
themselves fully as to the efficacy of this wonderful mode of
culture."

erect in the centre of the flower, is bent over to one side, just as

if it had been subjected to violence. There is also a great irre-

gularity of direction and proportion in the parts that surround
the column. Nowhere are these singularities so strongly marked
as in the plant now before us, whose sepals and petals, instead

of standing in an obviously alternate position with respect to

each other, are so completely broken up and twisted out of their

places that they can hardly be recognised, and the whole floral

apparatus is, as it were, dislocated. For example, of the three

sepals, the back one is placed almost opposite one of the petals ;

the other petal is shifted to one side, so as to stand half behind
the first; and the lip, instead of being stationed exactly between
the two petals and two lateral sepals, turns its back to the left-

hand sepal, and its face to the right-hand petal. And then the
column is bent to the left as well as the lip, but not in the same
degree* so that even these two organs are not, as they usually
are, opposite each other. In mentioning the existence of this

singular plant we some time since spoke of it thus:—"When
Mr. Ross, the collector to G. Barker, Esq., was in the neighbour-
hood of Vailadolid, in Mexico, there was brought to him some
masses of a plant reported to be of great beauty. They arrived
safely in England, and one of them has at last flowered, proving
to be this species; a most extraordinary plant, of large size, of a
stately habit, with a very delicious fragrance, although powerful,
but with no brilliant colours to render it what we call handsome.
Its flowers are three inches in diameter, pale lemon-colour,
lleshy, rather globular, but so distorted by the complete disloca-
tion of all the parts, that it would be difficult to ascertain their
real nature, if it were not for the token given by the labellum.
The latter has a deep brown streak drawn down its middle, and
covers over the column like a hood. The leaves of this plant are
about three feet long, narrow, deep green, with a very fine glaucous
bloom upon their underside. It is worthy to be associated with
even Sobralia macrantha in the choicest of all collections of
these plants." It is a stove-plant, which should be potted in a
compost of turfy heath-mould, mixed with a portion of small
potsherds. Water should be liberally given in fine weather,
during the summer, and the temperature kept as high as 80° by
day, and 70° by night.— Botanical Register,

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Oxyi.o'bium obovatum. Wedge-leaved Oxylobium. {Green-
house evergreen Shrub.) Leguminosa?. Decandria Monogynia.—
As an addition to the hardwooded Australian shrubs with yellow
Pea-flowers this is acceptable, for it forms a pretty greenhouse
Plant, which lasts in blossom for some time. It is best cultivated
*n a soil which is rather poor, composed of very sandy loam and
Peat, and should be kept in a cold pit where it is quite secure
"om frost during winter. The pot must be well drained, and the
Plant should be seldom shifted after it is once established

j when
lhe shifting does take place, it should be a liberal one. Great
eare must also be taken that the plant never suffers for want of
water

; if this happens it hardly ever recovers ; moreover, it
s '*ould never be placed out of doors during the summer, but
always be kept in a cold pit where the lights can be put on in
wet or windy weather. It is increased freely by seeds or by cut-
xinSs, put in sand and placed on a gentle heat in the usual way.
—Botanical Register.
ukni)r6bium cucumkrinum. Cucumber Dendrobium.—

Wove Epiphyte.) Orchidacesc. Gynandna Monandria.—

A

native of New Holland, whence it was sent to Messrs. Loddiges,
om Mr. Wm. MacLeay. Of the locality font in that country we

* l e uninformed. It very much resembles a heap of little Cucum-
ers, whence the name has been derived. Those bodies are

apparently leaves, terminating the short articulated stems ; but
^"ey require further examination, for they may be of the nature

c
P**cudo-bulbs. The flowers appear from the base of the Cu-

Jr5rers in threes. They are dirty white, with long narrow

miM ?
and Petals striped with pink, and a three-lobed lip, whose

»uuie division is crisped very much, with five wavy elevated

m aIong: its middle.—Botanical Register.

*»A«/
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W0,)KS '-uxatum. Dislocated Mormodes. (Stove Epi-

irirut
";

v
°rc»idacea3. Gynandria Monandria.—The genus Mor-

mea
has so e»tirely the habit of Catasetum that we have no

At th-Y**
dist »'

|guishing those two genera exceptwhen in flower,

a na?
time Morrn°d'es presents some peculiarities of so strange

SDecip
re tllat

» if they were not founu constant in several distinct

In '*;?? we should be tempted to regard them as monstrosities,
vauicuiar, the column, instead of being straight and standing

MISCELLANEOUS.
TO THE ROSE DE L'ISLE DE BOURBON.

Hath sorrow paled thy bloom, fair emblem of the mind
Of her whose mourning wreath the Cypress sad hath twined ?

Where's fled the brighter glow that sparkled in thy smile,
Before thou bad'st adieu to Bourbon's sunny isle?
We know the rich red tints did mantle o'er thy brow,
As by the Woodbine's arms encircled thou did'st grow,
Beneath the clime that gain'd a fragrance from thy birth,
And double value drew from beauty and from worth

;

Then whence this fainter shade, consumption's cheek might wear,
Increasing love by dreams of mingled hope and fear?
Dost fade with vain regret, and for thy birth-place mourn,
Like AfriC's bonded sons, from home and kindred torn ?

Or dost thou share the grief the widowM bosom feels?
Is sympathy the pang that from thy lustre steals?

Affection then will cleave with fonder zeal to thee,
i

If mem'ry thus may clothe thee with her witchery.
Imagination paints the husband's look of love,

As thee he first beheld in Bourbon's spicy grove;
Distinctly as the voice, it tells the thoughts of home.
That clust'ring to his heart, in crowding myriads come.
"The fttvor'd Rose that forms the virgin's bridal wreath,
Imbibing half its charm from innocence' sweet breath !

I'll covet none beside ; fit offering wilt thou prove,
To her who, next to God, ranks husband, home, and love."
Thus, thus, his glance did speak, as thee he homeward bore,
When hasting back to love, from India's fatal shore.
Alas ! he ne'er again that dear one e'er beheld,
The visions hope had raised, death's icy hand dispcll'd;
Mis feverM veins but drank a momentary life,

From balmy airs that seem'd with healthful vigour rife.

He died—but friendly hands this tribute of the heart
In safety bore to her, to dull grief's venom'd dart:
She placed thee where thou stand'st, fit soil for gem. like thee,
For what shall beauty prize, if not fidelity ?

Upon the grave of him whose heart was virtue's throne,
Thy graceful head reclines beside the sculptured stone,
Asthough thou fain would'st point to where the world should read,
That " Faith is proved by works," profession by the deed.

W. H. P., Aug. 2, 184 3.

Notk.—The introduction of this Rose into France is ascribed

by some writers to the wish of a lady, that her husband, on his
return from a long sojourn in the east, shonld bring her the most
beautiful Rose that thejourney homeward presented to his observ-
ation. Touching at the Isle of Bourbon, he selected this from
among the ** glittering throng," but lived not to enjoy the pre-
sentation. Dying soon after his departure from the Isle, a friend
who took charge of them, landed both the Rose and the corpse of
his friend in France, when the widow planted the flower upon
her husband's grave,—a memento of his affection, and her regret.

Pine Apples from the West Indies.—Many thousands

of this fruit imported from the West Indies, and as it is

said from Nassau in New Providence, have been sold by
auction this week, and now crowd the fruiterers' stalls,

where they fetch from Is. to 6s. each. They are small,

and mostly ill-grown, many not weighing more than

half a pound, and none that we have seen exceeding two
pounds. Some are in good condition, but many are rotten,

and must have heated on the passage. To what variety

they belong it is impossible to say, as they are quite un-

like the specimens that ripen in this country. It is, how-
ever, not improbable that they are small Providences.

What we have seen cut had a white flesh, and a tolerable

flavour. It is understood that much larger numbers may be

expected. English Pine-growers need not, however, be

alarmed at present, for unless future importations improve

in quality, those accustomed to English Pine Apples would

not place them on their tables. They will, however, be

acceptable to those who cannot afford the price of home-

grown fruit.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Horticultural Society's Garden, Turnham Green.—The period at

which this garden is seen in the greatest beauty is in the latter

months of spring, when the Leguminous plants decorate the
conservatory, and the Arboretum is enlivened with Rhododen-
drons, the numerous species of Crategus, Philadelphus, &c, and

the magnificent Glycine sinensis. Although far from being so

gay at the present time, there is, nevertheless, much to interest

those who may be induced to visit it. Great improvements have

been effected within the last twelvemonths, and many more are

contemplated. The tank system of heating lias been applied to

a range of pits fronting the curvilinear stove, which was for-

merly taken up with Bulbs and Camellias. This has been effected

bv raising the walls of the pit about three bricks in height, and by

building a small furnace-house at the west end, separated from

the curvilinear stove, and partly concealed by a mass of rock-

work which has greatly improved the appearance of the whole.

The hot-water gutters, covered with slates, are about seven inches

wide and the same in depth, rounded at the bottom, and carried

round the pit within a few inches of the exterior walls ; the space

in the centre being filled with brick-rubbish, upon which a layer

of small cinders is afterwards placed. The pits are at present
occupied with South American plants and seeds latelfbrought
over by Mr. Hartweg. The apparatus answers admirably in this
case, and another upon a smaller scale has given equal satisfaction
in heating a range of Melon pits. In the latter, however, the
gutter is carried along and returns down the centre of the pits •

the circulation of the water being kept up by one of Stephenson's
small cylindrical boilers, which is found very efficient. The ex-
periments with different manures, carried on in front of the
Vineries, and briefly alluded to at page 101, are particularly
interesting. The subjects of the principal experiments are Wheat,
Potatoes, Peas, Turnips, and Beet ; and the substances with
which they are treated consist of phosphate of ammonia, phos-
phate of lime, the sulphates of soda, lime, ammonia, mag-
nesia and potash ; muriates of ammonia and potash ; salt and
nitrate of soda; one division in each series of experiments re-
ceiving no artificial aid of any kind. Those rows of Potatoes upon
which the three compounds of ammonia and nitrate of soda
have been applied, are easily distinguishable by the greater
vigour and the darkness of their foliage. A few weeks back this
difference was even more apparent ; but whether their produce
will be equally remarkable, remains yet to be proved. Wheat
treated with phosphate of ammonia and muriate of potash, appears
to be much stronger than the rest ; that to which nitrate of soda
has been applied is scarcely superior to that which has received
nothing: but the most striking difference is observable in that
dressed with sulphate of lime, more particularly at the end where
silicate of potash has also been applied. A breadth of four feet

across the northern ends of all the beds of Wheat was dressed

with the latter substance, and it has caused the plants so treated

to grow more vigorously, and to produce finer ears. Turnips
have succeeded best upon land dressed with the phosphates of
ammonia and lime, nitrate of soda, and the sulphates of ammonia
and lime ; the former and the latter exhibiting a striking supe-

riority. Scarcely any difference is manifest upon the Peas and
Beet, but a better judgment may be formed of the latter when
taken up. But perhaps none of the experiments have
produced a more curious result than a few which have been
carried on with the White Paris Cove Cos Lettuce. Each ex-
periment occupied abouthalf a rod of ground, receiving respec-

tively, when the ground was dry, two barrowfuls of rotten dung,
four pounds of sulphate of ammonia, and the same quantity
of superphosphate of lime. The Lettuces upon the former
piece are good, but in many instances rather open in the
centre; upon the second they are of a dark green, very open,

and promise to be of little value ; while those dressed with
superphosphate are excellent, regular, and well turned in. This
substance has also proved of service to Asparagus ; eight worn-
out beds having been treated with as many different compounds,
and two having been left untouched; 1, to which 20 lbs. of salt

were applied at once, is weak and yellow, showing that the dose
was too great ; 2, the same quantity of nitrate of soda is rather
stronger; this substance pulverises the soil, and renders it

lighter; 3, 20 lbs. of sulphate of magnesia, is scarcely] different

from the preceding; 4, watered every week with guano and salt,

at the rate of a handful of each to every four gallons of water, i3

exceedingly strong— showing that weak doses, applied often,

produce a much better effect than when a great quantity is given

at once; 5, watered once a fortnight with 2 lbs. of sulphate of

magnesia, dissolved in water, is very good ; 6, with an equal

quantity of Potter's guano, dissolved in water, is of a dark green,

and particularly vigorous; 7, superphosphate of lime, 2 lbs.

applied in the same manner, is strong, but of a much lighter

colour; 8, guano, 2lbs., not so strong as the four preceding ; the

whole of the beds thus operated upon are, however, far superior

to those which received nothing. Onions, with the seed of

which charcoal-dust and wood-ashes were sown, do not exhibit

any marked difference from the rest, farther than an inclination

to grow stronger and later. Some experiments are also going
forward upon Celery ; but as the manures have only been
applied a fortnight, their effect is not yet discernible. Super-
phosphate of lime appears to suit flowering: plants uncommonly
well, three Chrysanthemums treated with it growing vigorously,

and becoming of a dark green under its application ; and a scarlet

Pelargonium which had received it exhibiting a great superiority

over one to which phosphate of lime had been applied. In the

destruction of Aphides, ammoniacal liquor has been of essential

service, the Roses being perfectly free irom them ; and Plum,
trees, whose growth had been quite stopped by their numbers
for several preceding years, having this season made abundance
of wood, by being occasionally syringed with it, diluted in about
10 times its bulk of water. It is of no less use m converting the

sweepings of Grass lawns into manure, in the manner recom-

mended at p. ipi s it is necessary that the heaps should be small.,

and that they should be frequently turned; otherwise the exte-

rior of the heap only will decay. The plants in flower in the con-
servatory consist of the magnificent Hibiscus splendens; the

beautiful Tecoma jasminoides, with light pink corolla and dark
purple throat 5 the sweet-scented Mandevilla Leschenaultia

biloba planted' out in the border; with a variety of Fuchsias,

Hydrangeas Sec. The Tea-Roses planted in the centre have
made vigorous growth, and are now blooming delightfully. The
Araucarias have advanced rapidly, A. excelsa and Cunninghami
having reached within five or six feet of the top of the house.

Alterations are going forward in the house usually known as the
M Pine stove •" the roof is to be raised, and the front is to be
glazed" instead of being a dead-wall, as at present. The Orchi-

daceous plants are therefore removed to the greenhouse until

these operations are completed. The plants in the curvilinear

stove have improved greatly since the late alterations were com-
pleted the curious Aristolochia gigas, the various species of

Achimenes Euphorbia splendens, Niphsea oblonga, and Angel6-

nia Gardneriana, are blooming here in full perfection. The
aquatic plants exhibit great vigour, particularly Nelumbium spe-

ciosum and Caladium esculentum. In the Orchidaceous house,

the singular Nepenthes distillattfria is producing its spike of dull

brown flowers ; the gorgeous Sobralia macranthais makingrapid

growth- and Stanhopea Wardii, var., Gongora maculata, Hunt-
leya violacea, Galeandra Baueri, Phaius albus, and the lovely

Peristcria elata—the Dove or Holy Ghost Plant (so named from
the striking resemblance to a dove contained in the interior of

the flower), are in bloom. Several species of Yucca, in the

arboretum, have thrown up flower-stems of great height; those
of Y recurva and crenulata being 10 feet high. It may, per-

haps be interesting to know that Fuchsia discolor, which
appears to be cither identical with, or differs but very slightly

from P. Riccarttfnia—is perfectly hardy ; a cutting of it, which
was planted last autumn against a north wall, having stood
through the winter, forms now a stately bush, four feet
high, with its branches bending beneath the weight of their
highly beautiful flowers, the colours of which far surpass
in richness those of more novel kinds. Three or four new
Vines have fruited in the curvilinear Vinery, and amongst.
them is a particularly fine white Grape, called the Raisin de
Calabre; the bunches are long, not unlike those of the White
Frontignan, with berries as large as those of a full-sized Sweet,
water. The Orthebscher is a small, white Grape, bearing com-
pact bunches, only tit for wine ; Rother gulabe has large bunches,
bearing considerable resemblance to those of the Black Morocco.
The Aramon proves to be the White Frontignan ; the Zibibbo of

?M
Cll

r7t
the ^ hlt

i?
Muscat of Alexandria; and the Admiral-the

Black Hamburgh. Of Melons, a new one called the Pine-apple,
with dark- green mottled fruit, about the size and shape of a
small Green-flesh, is very high-flavoured. Amidst the dearth of
Pluma, which is so general this season, the Nectarine and Wash-
ington promise abundant crops.—The British Queen Pea, sent out
last spring by Messrs. Cormack, proves here to be nothing more
than Knight's Tall Marrow.—R. A., August 7«

Ockham Park, the seat of Lord Lovelace.—At this place, there is

a noble specimen of the Douglas Pine, 18 or 20 feet in height,
which is producing rive or six of its remarkable cones. It is to
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be hoped that these will come to perfection, in order that this
handsome species may be increased from native seed.

ftt&itfog.
Dr. Justus Liebig, in his Relation to Vegetable Physi-

/* ology. By Dr. Hugo Mohl. (Dr. Justus Liebig's

Verhaltniss zur Pflanzen-Physiologie.) Tubingen.
Frues. 1843.

(Continuedfrom page 5C0.)

^ It is, therefore, dear (continues Dr. M.) that L. has
completely failed to prove that plants do not use humus
for their food. Besides, the question whether plants feed

on organic or inorganic substances, was mooted long be-

fore the publication of L.'s work. Although it is certain

that the chief portion of plants is formed by the assimila-
tion of inorganic substances, yet, the collateral questions,
whether they receive organic as well as inorganic matter;
whether all or only some plants require organic substances
for their existence,—these questions are far from an ulti-

mate and scientifically-corroborated solution. Conclu-
sions, moreover, merely based on uncertain observations,
or made merely at random, cannot be of value, and ought
to have been replaced by minute and well-devised expe-
riments. In this manner, L. might have become emi-
nently useful to science. He professes (it is true,) to

despise minute experiments ; nevertheless, the Appendix
to his Work contains the reprint of some made by Hartig,
which he adduced in corroboration of his doctrine. But
it is unworthy of a great chemist (concludes Dr. M.) to

mix up experiments of men like Davy or Saussure, with
those of a gentleman like Hartig, who, we are sure, does
not aim at the distinction to be considered a chemist,—

a

science foreign to his pursuits.

The experiments which have been hitherto made relat-

ing to the question of the organic or inorganic nourish-
ment of plants, may be divided into three classes. 1st,

Plants were reared in soil destitute of humus, either with
distilled water or such as contained carbonic acid. Under
both these circumstances they do not prosper; still, this

does not prove the necessity of organic food, because they
are here equally deprived of other inorganic substances,
which they are in contact with, under common circum-
stances. 2d, Or, plants have been reared in powdered
charcoal. L. says, (p. 58,) that they will attain in this ma-
terial the most luxuriant growth, (lower, and bear fruit

;

but he merely quotes in evidence the experiments of
Lucas, reprinted in his Appendix. But the reasoning of
L., under this head, is illusory. Lucas speaks of vigorous
vegetation of plants reared in a mixture of charcoal
powder and decayed leaves ; of such as are grown in char-
coal powder alone, he merely says that they speedily become
rooted. Of their further vegetation he says nothing ; and
it has been proved by the experiments of Zuccarini that
plants will not grow at all, or very badly, in this substratum.
The same is stated by Saussure (Bibl.univ. xxxvi., p. 332),
who relates, that Peas reared in charcoal did not grow
much better than those planted in mere sand. The third

class of experiments relates to the question, whether plants
will absorb organic substances dissolved in water, and
especially humates ; and whether they will prosper under
these circumstances. The experiments of Saussure, Davy,
and Sprengel are affirmative ; but L. has reprinted (as
stated before) those of Hartig, which are negative. The
whole question, therefore, is, to say the most of it, one yet
undecided. At any rate, it cannot be solved by experi-

ments upon a single species of plants ; and it is begging
the question to state (p. 122) that, " All plants are the

same in the chemical nature of their nutritive process."

Dr. Mohl then proceeds, at some length, to refute this

unqualified assertion of Liebig. There is a considerable

number, he says, of true parasites, which require for their

food the juices of living plants. It cannot be doubted
that such plants require substances of a peculiar chemical

combination and quality for their food. Many such para-
sites are not green, and therefore cannot decompose car-

bonic acid, so that their food must necessarily consist of

substances already assimilated by other plants, and stand

in the same relation to the mother plant as the flower and
fruit of other vegetables to their respective branches. Now
this sort of nutrition from substances derived from living

plants is also proper to a very large number of parasites

(Loranthacce) which are quite green, and therefore

provided with organs for decomposing carbonic acid. Such
plants are entirely similar in structure to those which grow
in soil ; but they must, of necessity, possess the capacity of

feeding on substances already assimilated by other plants.

To these true parasites are to be added the spurious para-

sites, which feed on decaying organic matter, amongst
which some have green leaves, and others are destitute of

that colour. The latter can have no capacity for decom-
posing carbonic acid, forming organic matter from it and
water. The same is also the case with many other plants

of a green colour, which, although they decompose
carbonic acid, still are proved by their place of abode to be
dependent for their food on organic matter in a state of
decomposition. From this series of plants there is but a
step toward those growing in peat and heath-soil, &c. I

do not mean, concludes Dr. Mohl, to prove by these state-

ments that all plants feed on organic substances ; my
object is rather to explain that the introduction of organic

matter into the system of vegetation is not, as Liebig

asserts, necessarily detrimental to the economy of plants
;

and to show that it is by far preferable to have recourse to

positive and precise experiments, than to indulge in

groundless and general remarks and theories.

(To be continued.)

culture, which has been long a subject of discussion among
practical farmers, each appealing to experience in support
of his own opinion. It is well known that the late Lord
Leicester, a very high authority, strongly recommended
sowing plenty of seed, and maintained that Wheat should
not be allowed to tiller, but that a single strong stem from
each seed would produce a more abundant crop and a much
more regular sample.

Notwithstanding this, we are inclined to side with Mr.
Hewitt Davis. With some exceptions, which may be very
good subjects of experiments, where the tillage is perfect,
the land^ clean, and the soil mellow, even less seed than
Mr. Davis recommends will produce a plentiful crop ; but
careful hoeing is essential, just when the Wheat tillers,

that the stems may all be equally vigorous. With respect to
spring crops, there may still be some doubt, but careful
experiments on various soils would soon settle that point.
Agriculturists are much indebted to Mr. Davis for draw-
ing their attention to this subject ; and we recommend his

Tract to their notice, hoping that he will more fully com-
municate to the public any further information lie may
obtain, especially the result of experiments made on
different soils.

—

M.
Erratum.—In our review of JSaxtcr's British Phamogamous
Botany, at p. 560, the continuation of the title should have
been—"or Figures and Descriptions of the Genera of British
Flowering Plants," and not "of the German and British
Flowering Plants."

The Injury and Waste of Corn, from the present Prac-
tice of too thick Sowing. By Hewitt Davis, Farmer and
Land-agent. London. Waller.

This little Tract treats of a very important point in AgrL

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
I am reminded by the advertisement of "Dutch Hyacinths," in

the last Chronicle, that to do proper justice to forced Hyacinths,
expected to bloom by Christmas, they ought to be potted not later
than the middle of August, it is true wc manage to flower them as
early as Christmas, after potting them as late as the end of Septem-
ber and beginning of October ; but this is too much for the bulbs

—

the flowers arc not as fine as from early potting, and it takes two
seasons' good nursing to bring them round again, so that they will
make their appearance among the early spring bulbs in the beds and
borders of the flower-garden. They manage differently in Holland,
where they know the nature of the plant so much better than we
do, especially as exemplified in our practice. There, from time out
of mind, the first crop of forcing Hyacinths is potted about the
first week in August. They provide against exciting the foliage till

the pots are full of roots, by a thick covering of tan, leaf-mould, or
something of the kind. In about six weeks the pots are full of
roots

; they arc then taken to cold frames and kept close to the glass,
with plenty of air ; and the natural warmth of the latter part of Sep-
tember and the whole of October is sufficient to bring up the foliage
and flower-buds very gradually, with the least possible injury to the
bulbs; indeed, as compared with our practice, their bulbs can hardly
be said to be forced at all ; and after one season's nursing, the same
bulbs are fit to be again forced or exported in the usual course of
business. If one party can procure these bulbs thus early, there is no
reason why the whole trade should not be as early in the market,
and save themselves and their customers much trouble. There will
be no want of circulars through the Post-office six weeks after the
regular planting season in the open ground is over. It would be
better, however, for all parties if they could be issued six weeks in
advance of the planting season. Speaking of bulbs, it is high time
that the Narcis.suses which were taken up last June, to make room
for other plants, were now planted where they are to flower next
April and May ; and as they do not push up till after the present
crops are over or killed by frost, they will be no eyesore in that
respect. Meantime their roots will push deep into the soil, and be
better able to supply the requisite nourishment at the proper time
than if left out of the ground till October. Narcissi that arc left in

the ground from year to year are now making fresh roots actively,

though no signs of vegetation are apparent in the bulbs. This
tells us plainly enough that wc should not put oft" planting them till

the time of planting Tulips.
I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.

In-door Department.
Pinery.—After the August shifting, young Pines generally make

more growth in the next three months than during the rest of the
year; as soon, therefore, as the pots get full of roots, if the weather
is at all fine, give the plants a good dose of liquid manure about
once a week, till near the end of September, and let the pits have
plenty of air in the morning, shutting them up early in the after-
noon, in a moist atmosphere.
Vinery.— If a man had no more to do now than to attend to the

Vineries he might make a tour on the Continent, to sec their vine-
yards. Give the ripe and ripening fruit plenty of air as long as the
weather is fine; shut up close in dull weather, use a little fire when
dampness threatens, and guard against insects, birds, and other
animals* •

Out-door Department.
I do not recollect anything in particular that requires to be done

now in the kitchen-garden, except the usual routine of keeping the
ground clean, and trenching vacant pieces as their crops are cleared
off. I fear I have done injustice to the Prince Albert Pea, in saying
it was not so good as the Warwick, as I see they have found it the
best early kind at the Horticultural Society's garden, where they
pay more attention to these things than we do in the country. The
British Queen Pea, on our light soils, is the best of all kinds, and
will drive Knight's Tall Marrow (is it not the same ?) out of the
garden ; it is fully as tall, is in flower when part of the crop is quite
ripe for seed, and the Pea is larger and heavier than the Knightian

;

but who can find stakes for these, or props to keep up the rows after
the stakes arc covered ? The most profitable for a private family is

Knight's Dwarf Green Marrow, if the soil suits it, but all Peas are
fastidious in this respect.
Cauliflowers.—Before the end of the week sow a bed of these;

and at the same time a pinch of Red Cabbage seeds, for planting
out a row or two next March.
Spinach.—Winter Spinach is always sown at the same time as

Cauliflowers for spring planting. Onions, Savoys, Red, and two or
three sorts of Cabbage, are, or used to be, sown also at the same time.
Orchard.—We now wait patiently for the crops, and very little

work is now required in the Orchard but watching and preserving
the crops. Grafts may still be prepared for exportation to distant
parts. I have just prepared some for Bengal, to go in sawdust, via
the Cape of Good Hope. Intending emigrants to New Zealand, or
the Directors of the New Zealand Company, should try this mode also.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—There is a large class of stove-plants that might now be
propagated from, and the old plants thrown away, after they have
done flowering, between this and Christmas; such, for instance, as
Clerodcndrons, Justicias, Rocllias, Vincas, Sic. Young plants of
these might easily be nursed through the winter in 60-sizcd pots,
and as aoon as they begin to grow freely in spring, you may pot them
into pots one size larger, and as soon as the roots arc fairly through
the fresh soil, they will be in a condition to stand the one-shift or
any other system. This would give more room for woody plants in

winter, and the younger the plants of soft-wooded kinds are the
better they always flower. If any of these arc too small for your
ideas of a fine specimen, propagate more of them, and plant half-a-

dozen of them in a pot at the final shifting for bloom.
Grkeniiousk.—No two greenhouses arc managed alike anywhere

in summer. Where Vines are on the rafters the house should now
be kept more close, to ripen the fruit early, before the time of
housing the plants for winter; and where plants in flower arc the

l chief study, a drier atmosphere, more air, and attention to cleanli-
ness, arc requisites to be attended tof

Conservatory.— One of the best autumn-plants for the con-
servatory is Lisianthus Russellianus. Last year's seedlings of it

are now in their prime, and will continue in bloom till November.
I have known an individual flower of it; keep open for 23 days. It
does best when treated as a stove biennial, and sown about this
time. The varieties of Thunbcrgia alata sown last February are
now, and will be for a long time, creat beauties trained on trellis-
work in this house. The Vinca rosea and albamake admirable plants
for the conservatory in autumn ; Allamanda cathaitica, in a pot, is

also well suited for this purpose; but, being of a succulent nature, it
should not be kept here late in autumn, but should be removed to
the coolest part of the stove. All these plants require now less air
and water, and the house is kept somewhat drier.
Pits and Frames.— One might now fill a Calendar under this

head, and yet not do justice to the subject. If Acacias intended for
forcing next January arc huddled together in some out-of-the-way
corner they will not flower well next spring. Other useful plants
would now be better along with them in the open sun. If your old
plants of Coronilla glauca arc planted out in a border, to make them
fine specimens, the sooner you take them up and pot them the better,
as they go on making young wood till overtaken by frost, without
ripening wood for producing bloom. If they are full-grown speci-
mens, cramped in pots, give them plenty of water and expose them
to the sun in the open air. See, also, to all plants intended for forcing
next winter and spring, and attend to them according to their habits.
Acacia armata always succeeds best when planted out in a border
from May to October, while the plants arc young. There is no more
room to name individual plants to-day.
Flowrr-Garden.—One would have thought that flower-garden-

ing was an easy matter in the autumn, the plants having all filled
the spaces allotted to them, and needing little or no water, save the
passing showers and the heavy dews ; but in a large flower-garden,
filled with a great variety of plants, there is more delicate work
required than at any other time of the year. Take abed of Petunias,
for example

;
as soon as the plants begin to run over the sides of the

bed a man must begin to cut out all the leading shoots just inside
the edges of the bed. In three days more the same work must be
repeated, and in three weeks the sides of the bed forms a regular
bank five or six inches high, while the plants in the middle of the
bed arc from a foot to 18 inches high, with a surface as even as any
part of the surrounding Grass, and yet no one can sec that a shoot
has ever been touched. Every time the sides of the bed were cut the
man had an eye all over the bed, and when a top shoot appeared
higher than the rest he cut it off. This brings up the top of evcrv shoot
in the bed, equally, to the height you want the bed to be. The bed
is kept nearly at that level through the season by close pruning, so
that by the autumn you might almost walk over the bed on the top
of the stamp, and as to the wind or rain beating down the plants, the
thing is impossible. Now, how different this is from the old system
of cutting the sides of the bed with shears, and allowing the strongest
plants to tower here and there all over the bed, which the first heavy
rain will perhaps level to the ground. Managed properly, all the
Petunias make the best of rows for circular beds or along a walk.
The following Pelargoniums arc well suited for autumn beds:—
Queen Victoria, light, and a dwarf close habit; Unique, purple, and
a rambling habit

; Jehu and Yeatmannianum grandiflorum, party-
coloured, close growers, standing the rain without injury ; Ne plus
Ultra, dark scarlet, with a loose, free habit—also a capital forcer;
Lord Paget, with tolerably large white flowers; and Prince of
Orange, a smaller flower, in the way of Lord Paget; its leaves are
Lemon-scented

; it is the hardiest of the genus, and the best forcer;
it flowers all the year round.—D. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens,
Ipswich,

State of the.Weather near T,ondon for the week ending Aug. 17, IMS, as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswidc.

Aug.
ItAnOMKTKR TnKRMOMICTBR. Wind. Rain.

Max.
30.237
30.237
30.21

1
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Friday 11

Saturday 12
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Thursday 17
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.CI
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Average 30. 1 1

7

30.0G5 77-4 51.6 GO m_
3August' 11. Very fine throughout.

12. Very fine ; cloudless and exceedingly fine; clear at night.
13. Very fine throughout; overcast and warm.
14. Hazy; light clouds and fine; cloudy and mild.
15. Hazy; sultry at noon; light clouds, becoming ducky: 4}p.rri'»

large drops of rain; at 5 thunder and lightning, continuing a*
night*

16. Densely overcast; 7—3 a.m. thunder and lightning with very
heavy rain ; 2—3 p.m., heavy showers ; clear at night.

17- Foggy; very fine; sultry; clear at night.
Mean temperature of the week 3.)° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending August 20, 1843.
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The highest temperature during the above peiiod.'occurred on the 21st,

—thermometer 88p ; and the lowest on the 26th, ia'$7—thermometer 39°*
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REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending August 18, 1843.

Itf consequence of tbe continued hot weather, late out-do

fruit is now becoming more plentiful, and many kinds of vC&R
~

ables inferior. Pines are excellent and abundant. Amongst tn

Grapes arc very fine bunches of the White Muscat and ly^,
Hamburgh. Peaches and Nectarines from the open wall fete

from 3s. to 8s. per doz. Apricots arc plentiful, and sell from
1

•

to 4s. per doz. Greengage, Orlean, Violet, and Morocc
Plums arc abundantly offered. Jargonelle Pears arc ripening

fast, and fetch from 4s. to 8s. 6d. per half-sieve. Morello Cncriit»

sell from 6d. to Is. 6d. per lb. Gooseberries and Currants arc
s

Jew

plentiful. Filberts arc brought in great quantities, and fetch nor

40s. to 55s. per 100 lbs. Cucumbers are inferior. The supply

Cauliflowers is sufficient for the demand; but, with Caboa^
and Turnips, they begin to show the effects of the hot weatnci-

French Beans are excellent, and Windsor Beans arc SU PP I,C"
nt

abundance. Celery is improving: ; the solid Red selling; at act

IBs. per dozen bundles. Onions arc exceedingly pleiuiiu
.

The supply of Peas is becoming; limited. Carrots are very n» •

Shallots are abundant, and a large quantity of American o

has already been imported. Cut Flowers consist of 1 r°P~~y '

v
pelegrinum, Eccremocarpus scabcr, Bignonia venusta, >

and perpetual Roses, Sweet Peas, Calceolarias, Acorn* *

Picotccs, and Carnations.

PRICES, Saturday, August 19, 1843—FRUITS—
Pine Apple, per lb., 3* to 6* Raspberries, pet-gallon, VI to i*

Grapd*. hothouse, per lb-, 2* to 6* Cherries, Morello, standards, 1

Peaches, per dozen, 12* to 21*
Nectarines, per dozen, 12* to 2U
Apricots, per doz., la to 4*
Figs, per doz., C*
Melons, each 2* to G*

,1 Dutch, each, 1* Gd to 3*
Plums, per punnet, 1* to 2s— violet, per hf-sicve, 2s Gd to3* Gd

— ( '«««-, per punnet, 2s— Gages, Green, per hf-sv., 10s

to 12*
Gooseberries, p hf-sv, 2a to 3*

Currants, per half-sieve, 3* » #, *
5s- black, per ht-av., -i*G ' ^

«

_ Red, for wine, per •**£"£ 6*

_ forde fl
sert,p.hf-8Y.,4*tvC*

per

sieve, Gs fl

— Wall, per lb-, Is to 2*

A Pple 3,new,perhf-
Sv.,2.;G;to^6''

Pear*, per half -*,eve, ft« to 9s

Oram's, P<*
r dozen. 1* 6rf to J*

_- per 100,10* to 24*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2s Gd
— per 100,5* to 14*

Oucumberfl, per brace, Gr/to 2*

Gherkins, per 1,000, 6* to 7*
.

Almonds, per peck, 0*

Nuts, pernueheJ —
— Brazil, 10*
— Barcelona, 22*

Fllb7rt«?Kngb8h* P l°°lb8 ->m to7°*

hf.-

\

j+
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Cnh >nges, per doz., Qd to \s 3d
J-auliHovvprs, per dozen, 2* to Us
*ean S , Kidney, por hf-aiove, U to 3.s U

"" wfr
i
et| p, ' r ht'-

3v-t lj <»' to ** <W

prt
»~". w,| 'dsor

» P^r sieve, U to 1* (><*
Potatoes, New, per ton, 60* to 80*— per ewe, 3* to 5* Gd— ppvhiishe], UBd to 2* Gd
a „4rr ,
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tares having hiding-places. 'Yon should also expose the interior
of your cupboards to the strong gaseous exhalation arising
from chloride of lime, which is found to be very destructive

to
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to Cockroaches, and will probably be equally obnoxious
Ants. You may also try the plan of poisoning them wi
arsenic mixed with something sweet, and placed where the
Ants most abound. A Subscriber, Macclesfield.—The insect
which you suppose to bc a Butterfly is a Moth, belonging to
the family Phatenidge. It is called Hipparchus Papilio Sarius,
and is of rather uncommon occurrence in this country.

Cockroaches.—F. H, J.—We can assure you that the plan re-
commended by Mr. Loddiges docs most completely answer the
purpose of killing these pests ; only you mast persenere* By
following his advice the hothouses in the Garden of the Horti-
cultural Society have been cleared of them.

Ekks.—E. H. L.—You had better consult some neighbour ex-
penenced in Bees for his manner of handling them and their
comb. You can stnpify them with the fungus which is col-
lected fo^r that purpose. When small portions of honey are often
wanted, glasses or movable boxes are usually employed.

Books.—Mr, Loivder.—We are unable to give you any informa-
tion respecting the pamphlet alluded to.*

Sekds.—A Constant Reader.—The seed of Heaths and Epacrises
should be sown as soon as ripe in shallow pots or pans, half
filled with broken crocks and small lumps of peat, then a layer
of somewhat finer peat and silver sand, and lastly, an inch of
finely-sifted peat and sand in equal proportions. Mix the seed
with sand, and scatter it evenly over the surface, after which
a little sand may be sprinkled over it. Water the pans
through a very fine rose, and place them on a greenhouse shelf,
Where the soil will not be liable to be dried up by the
sun. When the plants arc large enough, pot them off
three together into a GO-sized pot. In sowing Ferns, prepare the
pots in the same manner, water them previously to sowing
through a very fine rose, dust the seed or spores over
the surface of the pot, and cover the latter with a hand-
glass. Let the pots be placed in a shady part of the green-
house or stove, according to the temperature of the country of
which the plants arc natives, and let them remain undisturbed
until the spores germinate.

J

Wkkds.—A Correspondent tells us that "flint-pitching" is the
paving of stable-yards, and other places with round flint-stones.
Grass may be prevented growing in such places by the plentiful
use of sulphate of copper, or any other poisonous salt. All
such appliances will, however, require renewal.

Mui.ks.—A Young Gardener.—-The subject of cross-breeding in
plants is far from being fully understood, and we hardly know
what is possible. You may, however, bc sure that a Fuchsia will
not mix with a Pcntstemon. The rule is that plants must be
nearly related ; the difficulty is to know the degree of relation-
ship, and this can only bc determined by experiment. Sow
Fuchsia seed as soon as ripe in peat, loam, and sand; or if
ripened late keep it till the spring, for the seedlings may damp
off in winter.

Colours of Flowkrs.—J, B. ill. II.— Little is known of the
means of changing the colours of flowers artificially. Alum
renders the Hydrangea blue, and some saline substances, such
as phosphate of iron and muriate of ammonia, appear to
heighten the tint if red; but there experiment has stopped.
If, however, you cause your Balsam to grow in some red infu-
sion, especially that of Phytolacca, the Virginian Poke, it is
not improbable that you may stain the veins purple. If also you
grow the cuttings, when in flower, in a weak solution of prus-
siate of potash, and two days afterwards shift them into a weak
solution of sulphate of iron, you will stain the veins blue.

Complaints.— Omega.—U you will look at the Notices in last
week's paper, you will find your questions duly answered.

Miscellaneous.—Horn Bo.v.— Peiiploca grseca.t G. I).— I,

must of course exist different degrees of merit- altogetherthey form a very creditable collection :-the eyes' a S
tneS ; income in hxneesthe combination of colours is very curious -7 T—Mn 1wants substance, and there is a deep notch In the" bottom
petal; 4, do., and too small ; 2 and 3 are deficient in roundnessthey are also, m their present state, too small and deficient hisubstance.* UWBUl U1

Pelargoniums.—J. Brock.—None of your seedlings are of anv
use, they want both form and substance. G. B., An Amateur
Florist.—The upper petals of your flower want substance par
ticularly at the edge, and they appear too high, but we cannot
very well judge of the form, from the petals having fa'len ; the
colour is peculiar; the lower petals, which are broad and' well
grounded, are of a delicate lavender; the top petals are veiny,
with a deep blotch, surrounded by a dull crimson upon a deep
lavender ground-colour. The flower is thin for its size, but it
is the best of its colour we have seen.*

Fuchsias.—An Observer.—The colours of your seedling are not
sufficiently brilliant to render it worth cultivation.* G. S.—
London Rival is a handsome variety, with dark purplish ver-
niilion tube and sepals, the latter opening so as almost to
reflex, showing the large crimson-purple corolla to great
advantage. The other is nothing more than the female bloom
of Fuchsia cylindrical 11. F,—42-65 is one of your best
seedlings, the contrast between the sepals and corolla being
very decided ; for the same reason we like SG, the dense ver~
milion corolla of which looks well with the long, delicate tube
and sepals tipped with green ; 6, 8, b6, 53, 65, 121, 143, for the
reason stated above, we should reject—the colours in these
varieties are too faint and weak; 2,56, 81, are but little better

;

8-70 is pretty in colour, and forms a good contrast with your
globosa longiflora; but these, with 1,50, and 58, are not im-
provements upon the varieties we daily see. J, Brock.—
Your seedling Fuchsia is very pretty in colour, but though a
good flower, it is surpassed by many already out. A. B.—
Your seedlings are, most of them, large and showy varieties;
we prefer your smaller specimens, as the form of the flowers is
more perfect than in the larger sorts, which have the divisions
on the corolla narrow and pointed, and when the flowers are
fully expanded these divisions separate. The best and the
most novel among your seedlings is one entirely of a bright
vermilion colour

; the other varieties arc not equal to the fine
sorts in cultivation. Every week produces new and beautiful
hybrids.-—-IF. Rogers and Son.—We cannot undertake to
name seedlings. in the one sent the tube is stout, with sepals
of a rosy carmine, broad, and tipped with green; they expand
freely, showing the corolla, which is ofa rosy purple. This is a
large and bold flower.—JIM Todd.—Your seedling is not so fine,
on account of the extraordinary length of the sepals, which are
more than two inches long, and disfigure the flower, by
destroying its neat and elegant appearance, and by partially
concealing the corolla, which is of a beautiful purple. W.
Deans.—Your seedlings bear rather too much resemblance to
each other, and from the deep, rich crimson carmine of the
tube and sepals, appear to require more purple in the corol-
las. Nobilis is the best, being the largest and richest-coloured
variety; next to this we place Deansia. Semperflorens is a
most prolific bloomer, and appears an excellent variety for out-
door cultivation. Hecurva is also very pretty. They all appear
to be of good habit, and very fine bloomers; the flowers are
small, compared to many of the varieties now in cultivation.*

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

Alonsoa lncisifoUa; 2, Ageratum Mexicanum; 3, aCistus; 4,
Veronica spicata ; 5, Campanula speculum; 7, a Lobelia; 8,Hehanrhcmum roscum

; 9, Lobelia begonieefdlia; 10, Genista
triquetral 11, Spartium junceum.t U. R. H.—Lithosper-
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lifolius; 3, K. carpinifolius; 4, It. rhamnifolius.t M. L. H,
—Messrs. Bailey, ironmongers, Holborn, will give you the in-
formation you desire. W. H. P.—Thanks.—Sally.—We can
form no opinion concerning your blotched Alonsoa, for its
flowers were crushed to pieces in the post-bags. A. E.
Strawberry blossoms are blind from one of the following causes

:

—1, They arc naturally barren, as in the Hautbois; 2, they are
injured by cold when young, as sometimes happens in forced
plants ; or 3, they are wet when flowering, as occurs in such
seasons as the last, or in bad forcing. E. E.—Thcy arc
private marks. Myatt's Victoria Rhubarb is an excellent early-
sort. Plant at the end of October. G. D.—Your Poplars are
attacked by a parasitical fungus of the genus Uredo. There is
no known cure. As the disease only appears now, when the
growth of the plant is finished, it is probably unimportant.
Speedwell,— l, apparently Dracocephalum speciosum ; 2, Cytisus
nigricans; 3, Lysimachia nemorum. Such wretched morsels
are scarcely determinable t iTtsignis.—Veronica exaltata,
Lnpinus polyphyllus, Kitaibelia vitiftflia, and an Aster of some
kind.! A. E.—Eucomis punctata, t A. H.—The yellow
Ixia is apparently T. bulbifera; the white is erecta albi flora.

J. B. O.—Stanh6pea saccata.t An Old Subscriber.—Your
small green-fleshed Melon, which you say is very prolific
proves to be of rich flavour. Jt has a thin, but remarkably
hard rind. || -A Subscriber.— If Messrs. Youcll's advertise-
ments do not give you the information, a penny will procure it

from them by post. D. Beaton.—Leucoc6ryne ixioides. .

J. S.— Campanula alliariasfolia. John Smith.— Tourretia
lappacea, an old and long lost plant. A Reader.—Lycium
barbarum.t Scrogie.—l, Aira rristata; 2, Festuca rubra;
3, Melica nutans; 4, Melilotus officinalis; 5, Stellaria uligi-
nosa; 6, Juncusbuf6nius; 8, Poa annua; 0, Scirpus setaceus

;

10, Polytrichutn alpinum ; 11, Silene pyrcnaica; 12, Sisym-
brium Sophia; 13, Cistoptcris dentata; 14, C. fragilis ; 15, a
Galium; 16, apparently ;a morsel of Browallia. S. G.— 1,

Carpinus betulreftflius ; 1, some Dcsm6dium. M. W.—Appa-
rently Erica refulgens.t Carl.—Stipa pennata.t

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Vkrbexas.—J, iV.—Your seedlings reached us in such a crippled

condition, in consequence of the bad manner in which they
were packed, that it is impossible to form any just estimate of
their qualities. The Phlox is only one of the many varieties
of P. suaveolens, and is not at all handsome.

Dahlias.— W. Deans.—The bloom of your seedling Duchess of
Buccleugh was rather too much shaken in the journey. The
flower appears to bc good in form, round, with the crown well
up; the petal does not appear to open freely, and the white is

not sufficiently pure, it is very regularly tipped of an agreeable
lilac. We should like to sec another bloom.*

Picotkrs.- D. D.—Your flower can only be regarded as a border
variety; the petals are too small, jagged at the edges, and the
colour is too much distributed over the petals. Youell §• Co.
—The bloom now sent is a decided improvement upon the one
previously received

:
the edges of the petals arc smoother, the

guard leaves are large and well formed, and the next tier arc
large and good also,— but, like Mrs. Barnard, (which flower it

somewhat resembles,) it wants two or three more petals to

complete the crown; the rose edge is very perfect, neat, and
delicate.*

Carnations.—W. Lodge.—Your seedling, Lodge's True Briton

(scarlet bizarre,) has large guard leaves, of a good form, with

very smooth edges, the colours and striping distinct ; but the

next row of petals, and all the other petals, are disproportion-

ately small—a defect fatal to it as a show flower.*

PansikSi— A, -B.—Among so many specimens of Pansies, there

Both Houses of Parliament have been actively engaged
this week in working up those details of business which are

always crowded into the last days of the Session ; and
from the preparations in progress, it is supposed that the

Queen will prorogue Parliament in person in the course

of another week. In the Lords, on Monday, Lord Mont-
eagle brought forward his resolutions on the finances of
the country, which led to an animated discussion on the

state and prospects of the Revenue ; the resolutions were
opposed by Government, and negatived without a divi-

sion. On Tuesday, the second reading of the Irish Arms
Bill gave rise to a discussion on the nature of the Roman
Catholic Oath, Lord Camoys and the Earl of Shrews-
bury contending that the oath was not binding on
Catholic Peers in their legislative capacity; while Lords
Beaumont, Brougham, and others insisted that it was to

be taken in its literal sense, as prohibiting a vote contrary

to the interests of the Established Church. After some
discussion on this point, the second reading was carried.

On Thursday the Bill went through Committee, and
was last night rcad a third time and passed, without

alteration. In the Commons, the principal topics of

discussion have been the Bill for organising the Chelsea

Pensioners as a military force at the disposal of the

civil authorities, and Lord Campbell's Bill for altering the

law of libel. Considerable opposition was shown to the

Chelsea Pensioners Bill, and numerous divisions took

place on its several stage*, but it ultimately passed through

committee after a^vain attempt to limit its duration to

five years. For the particulars of the debate on the

Defamation and Libel Bill, and for the routine business

transacted, we must refer to our Parliamentary Report.

From France, we learn that Mr. O'Connell's reply to

the offer of assistance from the Republicans of Paris has
given no satisfaction to that party. The Conservative
press treats the whole affair with ridicule, and the Radical
papers declare that Mr. O'Connell does not go far enough,
and that French democracy has pitched its tent far beyond
the line he has laid down.—In Spain, the new Ministry
have adopted the decided course of communicating to
Queen Isabella the national wish that she should be
declared of age after the meeting of the Cortes. The
address embodying this resolution was presented in the
presence of the nobility, ambassadors and authorities of
Madrid

;
and the Queen, in reply, signified her assent to

the proposal. The adoption of this measure is attributed
to the anxiety of the new Government to divest Espartero
of all official character, to prevent the Infante Don
Francisco from intriguing for the Regency, and, finally,

to enable Queen Christina to return to Spain, which can
only be effected by declaring the majority of her daughter.
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In the meantime, Espartero has published a manifesto

declaring that he has not infringed the fundamental law,

and showing that he is not disposed to resign his office as

chief magistrate. His arrival at Lisbon, of which our

Portuguese news has brought advices, was at first sup-

posed to have reference to some ulterior views for the re-

establishment of his power ; but it is now known that

the Portuguese Government have not permitted him

to land, and that he is on his way to England.

—

From the Levant we learn that the two deposed Ministers

have at length determined to leave Servia, and take up

their residence within the Turkish frontier. This result,

it is supposed, will satisfy the demands of Russia, and lead

to a final settlement of the Servian question.—From the

United States we have accounts of a revival of the

Oregon movement by Gen. Cass, late Minister in France,

who is avowedly hostile to England. The opinion now
expressed is in favour of the seizure of the disputed terri-

tory by the United States, without assenting to any nego-

tiation, treaty, or reference.

Court.— Her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Prince of

Wales, and the Princesses, are quite well, and continue at

Windsor Castle. On Saturday, the Queen and Prince

took horse exercise in the Great Park. On Sunday, they

attended divine service in the Chapel Royal of Cumber-
land Lodge, and in the afternoon promenaded on the Castle

terrace, which was crowded with visitors. On Monday
and Tuesday her Majesty and Prince Albert took their

early morning walk, and in the afternoon rode out in the

Park on horseback. The Prince of Wales, the Princess

Royal, and the Princess Alice, were also taken for an air-

ing iu the shrubberies and private {plantations in the

Home Park, attended by the Dowager Lady Lyttelton.

Wednesday being the birthday of the Duchess of Kent,
her Majesty and Prince Albert dined with her Royal
Highness at Frogmore. The Earl of Haddington, First

Lord of the Admiralty, and Lord Adolphus Fitzclarence,

Commander of the Royal yacht, have visited Windsor this

week for the purpose of making all the necessary arrange-

ments connected with the marine excursion of the Queen
during the sojourn of the Court in Sussex. Her Majesty
is expected to proceed from Windsor to Brighton, on
Monday the 28th inst. There is now very little doubt that

her Majesty will honour Plymouth, and probably Pem-
broke, with a visit during the trip. It is likewise expected

that the Queen will honour the Earl and Countess Cawdor
with a short visit at Stackpoole Court, Pembrokeshire.
The Earl of Morton has succeeded Lord Rivers as Lord
in Waiting, and Admiral Sir Robert Otway has succeeded

Colonel Drummond, as Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.

The Duchess of Norfolk has resigned her appointment as

Lady of the Bedchamber, and has been succeeded by the

Marchioness of Douro.—The Queen Dowagerjeft Witley
Hall on Monday morning on a visit to Worcester, return-

ing the same day. Her Majesty was received with every
demonstration of respect, but in consequence of the

stormy weather the illuminations were postponed to

Tuesday.—The King of Hanover came to town from
Kew on Saturday, and dined with the Duke of Wellington,

returning to Kew in the evening. His Majesty had a
dinner-party at Kew on Sunday, on Monday dined with

the Marquess of Londonderry at Rose-bank, Fulham, and
on Tuesday came to town and attended Viscountess

Dungannon's evening party. His Majesty dined with

the Earl of Lonsdale on Wednesday, and with the Duchess
of Gloucester on Thursday.—The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge left town on Monday for Germany.

Post-Office.—The negotiations between the Postmaster-

General and the Post-office authorities of Belgium, Hol-
land, Austria, Saxony, Prussia, Sweden and Norway, and
Russia, are, it is stated, finally concluded for the trans-

mission of letters and newspapers to and from the above
countries, similar to those between England and France,

by pre-paying the postage or not, at the option of the

parties. The Prussian and Austrian Governments have
reduced the postage on letters to a uniform price through-
out their territories on the English system. The French
Government is making arrangements with the Post-office

departments of Switzerland, Turin, Rome, Naples, Sardi-

nia, and the Two Sicilies ; so that all letters and journals

to and from this country, via France, will be placed under
the same regulations as the Post-office Convention entered
into with this country in June last.

Gazette Announcements.—The Queen has been pleased

to grant unto John Townshend, Esq., of Lower Grosvenor-
street, and of Chatteris, in the Isle of Ely, formerly known
as the Earl of Leicester, and one of the members for Bod-
min, her Royal license and authority, that he and his issue

may discontinue the surname of Townshend, and hence-
forth use the surnames and arms of Dunn Gardner. The
Queen has also been pleased to grant unto Sir Thomas
Gage, Bart., of Hengrave-hall, and of Coldham-hall, Suf-

folk, her Royal license and authority, that he and his

issue, in compliance with, the will of his late uncle, John
Gage Rokewode, Esq., may use the surname of Roke-
wode, in addition to and before that of Gage, and bear the
arms of Rokewode quarterly with those of Gage.

The Cathedrals.—From the Parliamentary returns of
the fees charged for admitting individuals to see monu-
ments at Westminster Abbey, it appears that for several

years up to Midsummer, 1841, a fee of threepence was
paid by each individual for admission to Poet's-corner and

the nave, and one shilling more for admission to the

transepts and the chapelg; but from Midsummer, 1841,

up to the present time there has been a free admission to

Poet's-corner, and but sixpence for admission to the re-

mainder of the abbey. From Midsummer, 1841, to the end

of the year, upwards of 30,470 persons paid this admis-

sion. In the year 1842, 51,444 paid the admission, and

from January to Midsummer in the present year about

23,500 paid it. During the year 1842, about 1,290/. was

received from this source, and during the past half-year

542/., the whole of which, as stated in the return, has

been appropriated to the "Ornamental fund," and for

cleaning the monuments and tombs. The payment by

each person for admission to St. Paul's is twopence, the

fees arising from which are received by the four vergers,

and which during the year 1842, amounted to 425/. ; but

in consequence of the death of two of these vergers the

accurate amount cannot be ascertained.

Foreign Wines and Spirits. — By a Parliamentary

return of the quantity of foreign wines and spirits im-

ported into the United Kingdom during the past year, it

appears that the total quantity of wine imported from the

Cape, Portugal, France, Spain, Madeira, Germany, and

other places, was 7,210,113 gallons ; the quantity of rum
4,619,804 gallons ; the quantity of brandy 1,074,436, with

several thousand gallons of spirits, sweetened and not

sweetened, mixed, in bond, imported from the before-

mentioned countries, America, and other parts.

Window Duty.—The returns of window duty for the

twelve towns in England paying <the largest amount, and

just published by order of the House of Commons, gives

the several amounts as follows :—For Bath 21,81)8/. ; Bir-

mingham 11,093/. ; Brighton 15,216/. ; Bristol 15,056/.

;

Cheltenham 6,755/.; Clifton 7,850/.; Laeds 7,514/. ; Liver-

pool 30,790/. ; Manchester 19,157/. ; Newcastle 5,710/.

;

Norwich 7,141/. ; Plymouth 11,391/.
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France The domestic news from Paris is of secon-

iry importance: The papers in general refer to Mr.
'Connell's mention of M. Ledru-Rollin's communica-

tion relative to the late demonstration of sympathy with

the Repealers. The Debate sneers at the whole proceed-

ing, and declares that if M. Ledru-Rollin and the Radical

journals are satisfied with Mr. O'Connell's letter, they

are easily pleased. " It is impossible," it says, " to find

a more cutting satire upon the letter of the deputy of the

Sarthe, than Mr. O'Connell's answer. Mr. O'Connell is

like a polite man who has received a mark of politeness

which he did not seek or expect, and which he knows not

what to do with. M. Ledru-Rollin says—' Sir, you have

perfectly understood our intentions,' and Mr. O'Connell

replies— ' Sir, we perfectly understand one another.' But
how do they understand each other ? If the Tory Govern-
ment, says M. Ledru-Rollin, should profane the sanctuary

of the law, France will give you active assistance. Mr.
O'Connell reduces to its just value this offer of reinforce-

ment, for he declares it to be useless to discuss this con-

tingency, because it can never happen; and he adds, in

his speech, that if France, or America, or any other power
should attempt to shake the devoted attachment of the

Irish to their Sovereign, such attempts would be repelled

with contempt. See, therefore, what the understanding

is to which these gentlemen have come ! Poor Mr.
O'Connell is decidedly incurable ! He will never be
relieved from that malady with which the National the

other day reproached him in such burlesque terms—the

Maladie Monarchique l" The National also alludes to

the subject, and declares that Mr. O'Connell does not go

near far enough for its friends and supporters. "We have

not time/' it says, " to decide whether his mode of pro-

ceeding is best. We receive it as a fact merely, and have

to declare that French democracy has pitched its tent far

beyond the line thus laid down."—The tour of the Duke
and Duchess de Nemours through the western departments

had been attended with nostriking incidentuntil their arrival

at Mans, the chief town of the department of the Sarthe.

His Royal Highness was there met at the gates of the

city by M. Trouve Chauvel, the Mayor, who, instead of

addressing the usual felicitations to him, recapitulated the

grievances of the department against the central Govern-

ment, spoke of the attachment of the people to the dogma
of national sovereignty proclaimed by the revolution of

July, of the advantages of conciliation, of the necessity of

the Orleans dynasty accepting with sincerity the repre-

sentative institutions, and upholding abroad the dignity

of France ; and concluded by reminding the Prince of the

cruel trials his family had already undergone, of the vicis-

situdes of royalty, and of the gratitude of nations for the

great citizens who have given glowing proofs of their

devotedness to the glory and prosperity of France. The
reply of the Prince was remarkable for firmness and
dignity ; but, although M. Basse, the Deputy of the

department, who waited upon him at the head of the

elite of the population, made up in adulation for the

uncourteous harangue of the Mayor, he did not

think proper to prolong his stay in the town beyond
three hours ; and the Mayor, the adjoints, and the

librarian, have since been dismissed by a royal ordinance.

The tribunal of the first chamber of the Royal Court of
Paris pronounced its judgment in the case of the executors
of the Marquis of Hertford against Nicholas Suisse at

great length last week, and concluded by stating that a

donation of 30,000f. French rentes, made by the late

Marquis to an old servant, was neither out of proportion

with his immense fortune, nor unlikely, when the liberal

habits of the master were considered. The Court conse-

quently adjudged that the inscriptions should be handed
over to Nicholas Suisse, the executors to pay the costs.

—

The raising of the timbers of the Tdlemaque, at Quille-
bceuf, is still going on. The new company has saved

42 pieces, besides the caboose stove, and three casks of

raacid tallow. Every piece of timber, as it is brought up.

is carefully sounded, in order to ascertain whether it may
not have been hollowed out, and made a place of conceal-

ment for the diamonds and gold, which some persons per-

sist in saying were embarked in the Tel6maque. In a few

days the whole of the cargo will be landed, and then the

hull will be taken up.—Accounts from Algeria of the 29th

ult. announce that, early in the morning of the 25th,

Abd-el-Kader attacked in person the camp on the Oued-

Aman, at the head of 800 cavalry and 200 infantry.

This camp, which was intended to protect the works of

the bridge in progress of construction on the Mascara-

road, was only garrisoned by 250 infantry. The assail-

ants were nevertheless repulsed with the loss of 8 killed.

On the side of the French, Colonel Leblond, commander

of the camp, and one soldier, were killed, and the surgeon

and several others wounded.
Spain.—We have accounts from Madrid to the 9th

inst. Their contents relate principally to the proceedings

at the Palace on the previous day, when the Ministry

communicated to her Majesty the wish of the nation that

she should be declared of age. This ceremony took place

in the presence of the Infante Don Francisco and his

family, the whole of the foreign ambassadors, the grandees

of Spain, the general officers, and all the authorities of

the capital. The manifesto read on this occasion was

rather long. After alluding to the termination of the

Regency by the flight of Espartero, it proceeds as fol-

lows :
—" The will and want of the nation are, that your

Majesty in person govern it ; but your Majesty wishes to

hear the national will expressed in the Cortes, which are

shortly to meet, and to take before them the oath required

by the Constitution, which none but the Cortes can re-

ceive from a Constitutional Monarch." To this address,

which bore the signatures of all the Ministers, the Queen
replied :— ** I have heard with the greatest satisfaction the

loyal -sentiments which the Provisional Government of

the nation has just expressed to me ; and from the day I

shall make oath, before the Cortes, to the Constitution

of the State, I shall endeavour to secure the happiness of

Spaniards." On the conclusion of the ceremony the

troops assembled before the Palace retired, uttering loud

vivas in honour of Queen Isabella. It appears that the

Ministry was induced to adopt this important measure by

several considerations. It had been stated by Espartero[s

friends that he did not renounce all hope of recovering his

authority, that he had positively declared that he would

not abdicate, and that once in Lisbon, he would concert

measures with his partisans in Estramadura and Gallicia,

to revive the 'struggle. Although little importance was

attached to these menaces, the Ministry deemed it expe-

dient to divest Espartero of all official character. On the

other hand, the friends of the ex-Queen Christina were

anxious to enable her to return immediately to Spain, and

this could only be effected by the declaration of the

majority of her daughter. General Narvaez, on being

asked by a distinguished foreigner if the ex- Queen

intended to visit Madrid shortly, replied, " Certainly; i fc

is but fair that her misfortunes should end with the

minority of her daughter." Don Francisco de Paula, or

rather Donna Carlota,and their partisans were not idle ;
the

latter loudly talked of investing the Prince with the

Regency until the month of October, 1844. Several

meetings had already been held for the purpose, under tue

presidency of Count Parsent. The Ministry, however,

was watching their proceedings, and to defeat their plan

it resolved at once to proclaim the Queen of age. 1"^

Gazette publishes several decrees, pronouncing the d
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lution of the corps of operation, the staff, and battalion

of volunteers, organised during the insurrection, and a

address from General Narvaez to the army, exhorting tne

to union, discipline, and obedience to the laws. Esparte r>

who arrived at Lisbon on the 7th, has also issued a m a ~

festo to the nation, dated on board the steamer Bet,sVr
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Council sat for three hours, and resolved to refuse per-
mission. Espartero therefore repaired on board the
Prometheus on his way to London, and touched atBayonne for the purpose of taking with him the Duchess,
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The Wnt did not disembark from thePrometheus, but set sail for England on the 16th. The
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M fc apPears fro,» the last official returns

that the finances of Belgium are not in a flourishing con-
dition

;
the deficiency between the actual receipts and thebudget of expenditure amounting to 4,714,911 francs.
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GERMANY.-The celebration of the Thousand Years'
Jubilee, in commemoration of the settlement by which the
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Russia.—Accounts from St. Petersburg state that theDuchess of Leuchtenberg, the eldest daughter of theEmperor has been safely delivered of a Prince, who wasbaptized by the name of Nicholas ; and that the Duke ofNassau is betrothed to her Imperial Highness Princess
Maria Michaelowna, eldest daughter of the GrandI Diil-e
Michael. The Swabian Mercury contradicts the state-ment that Prince Peter Dolgorucki has been exilP.l to
Siberia by the Emperor of Russia, in consequence £work on the Russian nobility. This journal adds that tlEmperor suggested the propriety of his keeping himself
for a time at a distance from the nobility, lest lfe Zuldinvolve himself in serious disputes, and that the Pdnce
chose Wiatka, where he has estates, as his place of residentTurkey.—Letters from Belgrade in the At •

papers state that Wutzitch and Petroniewitch havea't
length determined on quitting Servia, and that an assemblv
of three hundred of the principal persons and elders of the
country had been convoked at Belgrade for the 8th i tTo that assembly will be submitted, in the presence"^
Hafiz-Pacha, M. de Lieven, and M. Wanchenko the
reasons which have rendered the departure of those two
Primates necessary. On the same day, Wutzitch and
Petroniewitch will proceed to Widdin, where the Porte
has desired them to fix their residence.—Accounts from
Tunis state that the Turkish fleet has not yet made its
appearance off the coast, the ships which were seen on the
13th being the Brazilian and Neapolitan squadron which
is conducting the new Empress of Brazil to Rio.

Egypt.—Letters from Alexandria, of the 26th ult.
state that Captain Harris, lately employed on a

1

mission
to the Sovereign of Abyssinia, has succeeded in establish-
lng the preliminaries of a commercial treaty, which mav
eventually lead to a useful commerce with that country
*n which there are so many natural resources hitherto
totally neglected. Captain Harris has left for England
*ith presents to the Queen, consisting of a mule of theroyal stud, with magnificent accoutrements, and 25 chests
of curiosities and objects of natural history. The lock atAtfeh is now finished, and being open to boats of all sizes
affords a direct communication with Cairo, obviatine the
necessity of changing boats at Atfeh, with the tax upon
merchandise and the attendant expenses. The first boats

Pass through the lock were those of the Transit Com-pany with the Indian passengers. The Nile has begun to«se early this year, and .very favourably ; and as theountry is now again tolerably well stocked with cattlenere is every reason to look forward to increased agri-cultural prosperity. s

ni„
N"ED States.—The Royal Mail steam-ship Caledo-«a, winch sailed from Boston on the 1st, and Halifax on

n£ht
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ff
g °f thC 3d inBt

'
arrived at LiverP°o1 °n Sunday

other' ™v f
pas8age of 12 day8' In tfae absence of°tuer subjects of excitement, the sections of the Protest-

ant Episcopal Church in the United States are in hot
controversy respecting the doctrines of Dr. Pusey. With
this subject the newspapers have been filled for some time
past, and some of the editors declare that their tables are
weighed down by correspondence on the topic. They
appear generally to agree that there is no resting-place for
JJr. 1 usey but the bosom of the Roman Catholic church,
and they anticipate a large accession of numbers to that
body by his influence and example. The Oregon
question ls once more before the public, having been
introduced by General Cass, late Minister to France,
and avowedly hostile in his sentiments towards Eng-
land. He describes England as " boldly aiming at uni-
versal dominion," and declares his belief that "a war
will not long be avoided, unless prevented by intestine
divisions in the British Empire." The opinion enter-
tained by the leaders in the Oregon movement is, that the
territory shall be taken possession of by the United
Mates, and that no negotiation, treaty, or reference shall
be deemed necessary. These opinions of General Cass
attract more than ordinary' attention, as he is known to

MPI
TO

t0 the Presidency in opposition to Mr. Clay and
Mr. Webster, both of whom are mentioned as candidates.
the Columbia has been abandoned. A considerable por-
tion of the light machinery has been saved ; but the heavy
materials, including the engines, it was found impossible
to save. The Acadia, which sailed from Liverpool on the
lyth, was entering Boston as the Caledonia left. Mrs.
t"ilImour, charged with murder in Scotland, has been
pronounced sane by the court in New York, but her case
is adjourned on different pleas, and her counsel is gone to
Washington to confer with the Attorney-General. It is
very doubtful whether she will be given up.—The last
chapters of " Martin Chuzzlewit," by Boz, have given
great offence, and even Mr. N. P. Willis, the admirer and
advocate of Mr. Dickens, has found it necessary to denounce
these chapters. Accounts from Otaheite affirm that the
English commander, Sir T. Thompson, has taken the
Uueen under his protection, that the French commander
is exasperated, and that the respective vessels are prepared
tor action. There is, no doubt, exaggeration in this
statement. Another disturbance took place at Kingston,
in Canada, on the anniversary of the battle of the Boyne|
in which one person was killed. A collision has taken
place in Newfoundland between H.M.S. Electra and the
French fishermen, who had began to take bait on British
ground in spite of repeated warnings. One man was
killed and several wounded, and a French frigate had
arrived to demand explanation.

parliament.
_, HOUSE OF LORDS.
Saturday.—The House met at 12 o'clock.—The Coroners' Duties
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time and Passed.-Lord Montbaci.b stated

nn m™ the resolutions to which he meant to ask their assent
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""* the ex»ectati™s held oirtof asin plus revenue, exceeding aoo.ooof. for the year endine- the sth
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2. That the charge for the permanent debt has been inc ease iduring: the last two years, the Exchequer balances have heoreduced, and upwards of 1,000,000/. of Exchequer-bills held hv
the trustees of the Savings-banks converted into stock 3 That
under these circumstances it is most peculiarly the duty of tho
Legislature and of Her Majesty's Government, to enforce tho
strictest economy which is consistent with the public service
and to attempt all such measures as may increase the oniinarv
revenue by insuring to British industry, whether agricultural
manufacturing, or commercial, its widest and freest extension'
and its largest reward, thus averting from the country the calV
mityof the re-enactment of a tax upon property in a time of
peace, and promoting the well-being and prosperity of all classp«?
of Her Majesty's subjects."

*

Monday.—The Admiralty Lands Bill was read a third time and
passed.—Lord Monteagi,e brought on his motion relative to the
financial condition of the country. The late Ministry had been
taunted with a decaying revenue, ruinous wtfrs, and their inabi-
lity to resuscitate the national finances. The present Ministry
had undertaken the task, backed by a Parliamentary confidence
almost unbounded and unparalleled. From the imposition of the
Property and Income-tax, it was estimated that there would be
a surplus of 520,000/., but, instead of this, there was a deficiency
of 2,421,000/., which made an error in the estimate of no less
than 2,940,000/. !

and this without reckoning the Chinese money
and the 1,300,000/. from the corn duties, which was not calcu-
lated on, and which, if added, would present a deficiency in the
revenue, as compared with the expenditure, which was perfectly
frightful. The Government were entitled to take credit for the
unpaid portion of the Property-tax, amounting to upwards of
129,000/., but still the deficiency was to be counted by millions,

and was by far the greatest that had ever been known to occur
in any former estimate. The deficiency ran through every item
^on coals, Irish spirits, &c. ; and on timber, an unwise sacrifice

had been made of 680,000/., besides inflicting an injury on
Sweden, which was entitled to the advantages of the most
favoured nation, and had a right to claim being placed in the

same position as the United States. In one instance had the
expectations of the Government been realised, which was
on the article of coffee, in the duties on which they had made
the nearest approach to free-trade principles. The loss on coffee

had been estimated at 170,000/., and it amounted only to 43,000/.,

and even that loss was to be attributed to the extraordinary

depression of the period. The anticipated income of the present

year was 50,150,000/., and a surplus was anticipated of

700 000/. But though the Government had made considerable

reductions, he feared that this anticipated surplus would be as

illusory as that of the preceding year. Under the circumstances of

the country, he had little hope of the repeal of the Income-tax,

which the Government had pledged themselves would be taken

off in three years, if its produce realised their expectations. This
j

it had more than done, for it was estimated that it would only

vield 3,300,000/., while its actual produce was 5,100,000/. A sub-

stitute'might be discovered for it without much difficulty, which

would be found in economy and free trade. It must be admitted

that Adam Smith had no more promising pupils than the present I

the Minister of the day nmsfaSrays £ undo? MlT?7 3^5applying to Parliament. There wis no KtioJ J «r
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the Income-tax one day longer thanZ VW^ of contln"'nS
Customs nor the Excise^la^produced what had
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malt duty, and the produce fro^^Xwa? aKut"what mShave been received in an average year. The falling off i? t\hidut,eson Wlnes ?n(1 ^^its was attributable to increased hab=-

i of the Proper
, but it had j

consequence of the forgery of Exchequer bills, ^ountid
P
£rtl^difference between the estimates and the result, so as to render

the case much more favourable than it had been represented b

v

Lord Monteagle. The balances in the Exchequer were ruldiminished, as stated in the noble Lord's resolution, nor had thlfunded debt been increased. Having every confidence in hi
future resources of the country, he trusted the House would ioinhim in rejecting the motion.—Lord Brougham and the Marquess
of Clanricarde followed, in speeches of some length afterwhich Lord Monteaolk replied, and offered to withdraw hisresolutions, provided the documents were produced which woulddecide between his figures and those of the Duke of Wellington—1 he Duke of Wellington said that the resolutions stated thatwnich was not correct respecting the balances in the Excheciuer
and he called on the House to negative them.—Lord Brougham
then stated that he had been set free from all allegiance to theparty with which he was once connected. He had it under thehand of Lord Melbourne, who admitted that the late Govern
ment had no further claim upon him; and he therefore heldhimseu entirely free to support the present one, if he thought
proper. The resolutions were then negatived without a division.

Tuesdtij/.-- rhe Theatres Regulation Bill, with an amendment
°Vh n i

clause
» was reacl a tfctod time and passed.

Ihe Dukeof Wellington moved the second reading of the
Irish Arms Bill, and briefly stated the points in which this bill
differed from preceding Arms Bills.-Lord Camoys, opposed the
Bill, ana ideclared himself almost a Repealer, and entirely an ad-

r^atiniMnl^iS?
11^ He advised the Irish people never to cease

JSmLSSS1 the Esta°lislied Church was destroyed, and Pro-

LrsuasTnn ^f /i
1C *)rormse made bY Lords and Gentlemen of his

SSHSbw • en*
Vising of the Emancipation Act, that the Pro-

t£ Marn«
hshed

,
Church was to be held stric«r inviolate.

t7rPTatffiSS of.LANsnowNK, considering the Bill, as al-

££££f proved by the opposition in the Commons, to be

rP,Pn?Ifa
government, though not precisely adapted to the

SKdSdflJS
Irelan

i

d
'.

C0Uld n0t j0iu in °PP<Kinsit. but he
ro?hX Jhal a reai indePendence conferred on the Roman
Catholic priesthood would do more than anything else toamrrn the Act of Union; but then that provision should not
be maoe at the expense of the Established Church. — LordBrougham participated in the astonishment with which Lord
Wincneisea had heard Lord Camoys discuss the subversion of
the Irish Protestant Church, and repelled with indignation the
charge that the Government of the last 40 years had acted
on a policy of irritation. He defended the Coercion Bills of
1833 and 1831, and contrasting the almost tranquillity of those
years with the present organised insurrection, with its sedi-
tious publications and addresses, demanded whether the modi-
fied measure of security now proposed was not at least neces-
sary. He read extracts from the oath prescribed for Roman
Catholic Peers, and contended that no subtle distinction which
could be devised would avail Lord Camoys in reconciling its
averments with the opinions he had professed. The Noble
Lord's insensibility to the obligation of his oath was but another
proof of the evil character of the influence wielded by the Catho-
lie priesthood, and another reason for attending more strictly
than hitherto to the nature of the instruction given atMaynoorh.—Lord Camoys explained that he did not concur in this inter-
pretation of the oath.—The Earl of Shrewsbury also protested
against it, and said that upon such terms he would not have con-
descended to sit in Parliament. He complained of the depressed
position of the Roman Catholic Church, and maintained that if
all just grounds of irritation were removed, Arms Bills and all
such measures would be unnecessary.—Lord Wicklow earnestly
supported the project for a provision—and a liberal and sufficient
one—for the Roman Catholic Clergy.—Lord Beaumont empha-
tically disclaimed the opinions professed both by Lord Camoys
and Lord Shrewsbury- He understood the oath he had taken in
its literal sense, and would feel himself deeply dishonoured and
disgraced if he ventured to give a vote contrary to the interests
of the Established Church. The progress of the debate, more
than anything else, had convinced him of the necessity of some
means which would put an instant stop to the present treason-
able agitation; and although regretting that the Arms Bill had
been accompanied by no remedial measure, he would give it his
support.—Lord Campbell quoted Mr. Lynch's opinion to prove
that the oath taken by Roman Catholic Members of Parliament
did not affect them in their legislative capacity.—The Marquess
of Headfori> opposed the Bill, because no measures of concilia
tion went along with it.—The Marquess of Londonderry and
the Marquess of Clanricarde supported the Bill, which was
read a second time.

Thursday.—The Royal Assent was given by commission to the
Church of Scotland Benefices Bill, the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction
Bill, the Admiralty Lands Bill, the Court of Exchequer (Ireland?
Bill, the Fines and Recoveries (Ireland) Bill, the Liverpool Docks
and Harbour Bill, the Glasgow Police Bill, and several other
Bills.—Lord Brougham presented a petition from a person of
the name of Revelli, who had given evidence before the Athlone
Committee, and who in consequence had been denounced from
the altar by a Mr. O'Reilly, a Catholic priest. He stated that he
had been burned in effigy, and had in fact been driven entirely
away from his native town, and he therefore claimed the protec
tionof their Lordships.—Lord Wharncliffk laid on the tam>
the papers relative to the dismissal of Lord Lucan and Mr
O'Malley from the magistracy.—After a conference with th\>*
Commons, the amendments made by their Lordships in thl
Theatres Regulation Bill were not insisted on. G

On the motion to go into committee on the Irish Arms Bin
Earl Fortescue opposed it, and called on Government to anm-n
priate a part of the (ecclesiastical revenues of Ireland ton
elevation of the Roman Catholic priests, &c— After a si ?
defence by Lord Brougham of the late Marquess Welleslev'« •

partiality in the distribution of patronage in Ireland iliirir,«.
1£"

administration in 1834, the House went into rnm»«;« e ftiaaaministration in ib.s4, tne House went into commit-^ ,

clauses up to 23 (inclusive) were agreed to, and nr™™
ported.-The Holyrood-park Bill and the Design*^L°5^s re-

were read a third time and passed.
esigns Copyright BUI

Bill

-Friday.—The Coalwhippers Bill and the Sudburv Pommw
ill were read a third time and passed. The DiikTnf^miSBIOn

ton moved the committal of the Irish Poor LawAm^ment Bsn"upon which the Marquis of Clanricarde moved ?nS-!!'
Pledging the House to consider a new ^^et^Poi^^next season. After some discussing the aiUriS ™»« +?
drawn, and the Bill passed throiight^^^^^^ ™th"

Bill was read a third time and passed
nsh Arms

HOUSE OP COMMONS.
Saturday.—'Rie House met at noon, and went into commit*

*

a
l the Consolidated Fund Bill. The Sudburv Cnmmi«£«VE?

the couutry. After advocating the doctrines of free trade, he
concluded by proposing his resolutions.—The Duke of Wel-
lington regretted the absence of the Earl of Ripon, whose
illness threw upon him, who was but imperfectly acquainted with

financial details! the task of replying, The budget of the past

Reports on several Bills were then brought up, and varion*
measures were advanced a stage.

u*

Monday.—The House met at noon, and disposed of a lar^amount of routine business.—On the motion for going into com
mittee on the Charitable Loan Societies (Ireland) Bill Lord

I
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Clements made a very long speech, complaining of the inequa-
lity of the legislation for the' two countries, and objecting: In

particular to the operation of these Loan Fund Societies in Ire-

land. No discussion followed, and the bill went through com-
mittee, with the exception of two clauses, which were reserved

for further consideration.—Lord J. Manners presented a petition

from members of the United Church of England and Ireland,

praying for the establishment of an efficient system of ecclesias-

tical government, to which he called the attention of the House.
—To a question from Sir C. Napikr, Sir R. Peel replied, that
as the expense of the Chinese war had not yet been fully ascer-
tained, he could not as yet say what the army and navy engaged
in that war were entitled to as prize-money.—Mr. Cobdkn asked
if the report was correct that the Duke of Palmella had arrived

in this country, in order to renew the negotiations for a com-
mercial treaty with Portugal?— Sir R. Pbkl intimated that he
was not officially aware of the f-ict; and, so far as this

country was concerned, the negotiations were closed; but he
had some reason to believe the report to be correctly founded.
On the motion to go into committee on the Chelsea Out-pension-
ers Bill, Mr. T. Dcncombk moved as an amendment that it be
committed that day three months, and with great vehemence
denounced the Bill as on attempt on the part of Government to

establish a military despotism over the people.—Mr. Williams
seconded the motion.—Sir H. HARittvrov vindicated the army,
composed as it was of men as brave as they were incorruptible,

and as obedient to the civil power in time of peace, as they were
great and energetic in time of war. He repudiated the strong
expressions used by Mr. Duncombe, when applied to troops as

open to a sense of humanity, as they were ready to perform their

duty. The Chelsea pensioners had been repeatedly called out,

as in 1830, when a distribution of arms took place, of which a

large proportion were sent down to Stockport. But he objected

to this mode of arming these men, without the intervention of

an Act of Parliament. The metropolitan police force could be

accoutred and embodied as a military force, at the discretion of

the authorities. The Chelsea pensioners were under the control

of the executive, and were liable to be deprived of their pensions
for disobedience of orders. By the present measure, a portion of

them would be organized in a way agreeable to the feelings of

the great body, their age and experience would render them
more valuable to the civil authorities in any case of disturbance
than younger and rawer troops, who, when excited, were apt to

act with ferocity ; and as the power of the Crown was undoubted,
the object of the Bill was at once constitutional and safe.—Mr.
E. B RocfiK, Mr. Bright, Mr. Humk, Mr. Cobdkn, Mr. Hawks,
and other Members supported the amendment.—Lord Palmer-
ston, Mr. Newdtgate, and Colonel Sibthorp supported the

original motion.—Mr. Brothwbton would not make up his mind
whether to vote for the Bill or not.— The House having divided,

there were — For going into committee, 92; against it, 10:

majority, 76.— On the question, that the Speaker leave the chair,

Mr. Hume moved that he should leave the chair that day six

months. On this amendment another division took place. For
the Speaker leaving the chair, 92; against it, 13: majority, 79-

A course of obstruction, similar to what was pursued in the

case of the Irish Arms Bill, followed, the result of which was,
that after seven hours' debate, the House went into committee,
and reported progress, but without agreeing to the first clause.

Tuesday.—The House met at noon, and disposed of some
routine business, but on the motion for going into committee on
the Chelsea Out-pensioners Bill, the Opposition was again

renewed. After two divisions on questions of adjournment, and
four hours' debate, the question that the Speaker leave the
chair was left undecided, and consequently no progress was
made. The Fisheries Bill, and the Sessions of the Peace (Dublin)
Bill, were read a third time and passed.—Lord J. Manners
called attention to the fact that some boys had been fined by
magistrates in Bucks for playing cricket on a Sunday after divine
service, and asked the Attorney-General if the laws of England
prevented people from practising cricket or any other manly
exercise on the Sunday after divine service.—The Attorney-
Genera li replied that if the boys were within their own parish

they were not violating the law 5 if they were not he believed

that they were acting contrary to an Act of Parliament.—Mr.
C. BULLET* brought forward his views on colonisation, and, in a
long speech, urged the necessity of encouraging a simultaneous
emigration of capital and labour to our colonies, especially to

Canada. Me called on the Government to co-operate during

the recess with the Legislature of Canada for the effectual

colonisation of that province, and concluded by moving for a
copy of an Act passed by the Canadian Parliament, entitled " an
Act for the disposal of Public Lauds."-Mr. Horn: said the
difficulties of the Government in the question of general coloni-

sation arose principally from the want of power to carry out an
efficient scheme. He assured Mr. Bullcr that the Government
were disposed to treat his plan with the fullest consideration.

—The motion was agreed to.

Mr. IS. Cochrane brought the affairs of Greece before the

House, and moved for papers relating to our diplomatic inter-

course with the kingdom of Greece ; among others, for copies of

those protocols which are supposed to have been signed since

1833, when the last was communicated to Parliament; also,

copies of instructions transmitted to our Minister at Athens, in

consequence of those meetings of the representatives of the three

Powers, at which, from any particular cause, no protocol was
signed; also, copies of those communications from Sir Edmund
Lyons which convey any information relating to the financial

state of Greece.—Lord Palmerston hoped something had been
done to impress the Greek Government with the necessity of ful-

filling the obligations contracted with the European Govern-
ments.— Sir R. PEBr. consented to the first part of Mr. Cochrane's
motion, but refused those papers relating to arrangements now
in progress. With reference to King Otho's conduct personally,

the three Powers had offered, very earnestly and pressingly, their

advice upon points of great importance, which friendly counsel,

he trusted, mightbe productive of beneficial effects for the people.

—Mr. Corn 11 a Nic said, in reply, that if these representations were
not attended to by the King, it would be the duty of the three
Powers to insist more strongly.—The motion was then agreed to.

Lord Pat.merston moved for copies or extracts of communi-
cations between the Government and the ambassadors at Vienna,
Paris, St. Petersburg:, and Constantinople, and the Consul-
General in Servia, in regard to the transactions connected with
the lute changes in the Government of Servia. He contended
that the independence of the Turkish empire had been infringed,
and that Government here had stood idly by while Russia had
compelled the Sultan to accede to unreasonable demands, to the
detriment of the balance of power in Europe.— Sir R. Pkel
explained the transactions that have taken place in Servia, at
gome length. The Russian Government had demanded nothing
of the Porte, except that a new election by the authority
constituted in Serviashould be made. That new election having
been had, Russia would, doubtless, abide by the decision. These
transactions being still incomplete, Sir R. Peel did not feel him-
self justified in granting the papers asked for.—Mr. Disba km
condemned the policy of Government on this subject, as founded
upon an ignorance of which there was no precedent. The House
had not devoted any part of the present session to foreign policy;
it had confined itself to domestic questions ; and yet now, when
it was about to separate, no man pretended that the country was
left in any other than a most perilous stateathome. lie would
therefore vole for Lord PalmersWnVs motion.— Mr. Milnes,
though he did not altogether approve the course taken by Minis-
ters, was inclined to give them some credit. He was understood
to oppose the motion.— Dr. Bovvaivo lamented the inadequate
education and imperfect information of most of our Consuls.—
Lord Sakdon adopted the views of Sir R. Peel, with some little

qualification. Me censured Mr. Disraeli for treating Sir R. Peel

a (1 the Government with contumely in a speech delivered from
behind the Treasury bench,— Mr, Disraeli denied that he had

used any contumelious expressions.— Lord Sandon referred to

the phrases "gross ignorance" and "disgraceful conduct," as

having been used by Mr. Disraeli.—Mr. Humk, after defending

Mr. Disraeli, inveighed against the ignorance and incompetency
of our foreign Consuls. He, however, was favourable to Sir R.

Peel's policy of non-interference.—Mr. S.uythr complained cf

Lord Sandon's attack.—Mr. Curtbis thought with Mr. Smythe,
and was not sorry to seea split in the Tory party.— Lord Palmer-
ston replied. lie justified the policy of making timely and strong

remonstrances in foreign affairs. It was true that war wasa great

evil to England, but other powers were just as much afraid of war as

she could be ; and if a nation forbore to interpose in time, she was
drawn into hostilities at last with greater disadvantage. As Sir

R. Peel had stated that the papers could not be produced without

prejudice to the public interest, he would not press his motion.

Wednesday.— The Episcopal Functions Bill passed through

committee.— On the motion for going into committee on the

Chelsea Hospital Out-Pensioners Bill much opposition was
shown to its permanent character. After four divisions and
seven hours' discussion, principally on the attempt to limit its

duration to five years, or five years and a half, the bill passed

through committee, with a protest from Mr. Hume, who declared

his opinion of the measure to be unchanged, though he would
give no further opposition.

To a question from Mr. Ewart, Sir J. Gratiam stated that it

was not the intention of the Government to ask for any addi-

tional vote for increasing the existing means of educating the

people, as there was already a sum of 40,000/. placed at their dis-

posal for that purpose. He assured Mr. Ewart that, though the

Education Bill had failed, it was yet the intention of the Govern-

ment to direct attention to the subject of education, and to afford

every assistance that could be given to the Orders in Council

found in force when they had succeeded to power. It was also

their intention to adhere to the principle of those Orders in

Council, not in the letter:, but in the spirit.

Some routine business was passed ; one portion of which was
agreeing to the Lords' amendments on the Theatres Regulation

Bill.— Sir J. Ghaiiam remarked that the Lords had struck out

the clause limiting the representation of the plays of Shaks-
peare to the patent theatres.— Mr. Hume thought that the

Lords had done a very good thing. He was for free trade in

theatres as well as everything else.

The Defamation and Libel Bill stood next for consideration

in committee. On the question being put, Mr. Christie gave a
sketch of the origin of the bill, and mentioned the high con-
curring authorities who, in the House of Lords, had examined
its nature, and given it their approbation. The bill extended the

remedy by civil action from written to spoken defamatory words,

thereby removing an inconsistency in the law ; it permitted

truth to he pleaded in justification, under certain restrictions, as

leaving it to the decision of the jury whether or not it was for

the public advantage that the alleged libel should be published;

and it amended the present state of the law with respect to crimi-

nal informations for libel, by the introduction of provisions

which were calculated to give protection to the honest and
respectable portion of the press, while it reached the worthless

individuals who used the press as a means of extorting money.

—

The Attornev-General was not disposed to bring up the law
of slander to the stringency of the law of libel; he was rather

disposed to bring down the law of libel to the level of that of

slander. In the course of his own long professional experience,

he had never advised the bringing of an action for abuse; and he

was disposed to consider the law as inoperative. It was un-

doubtedly the opprobrium of the law that the refusal to serve the

office of overseer, and so forth, was placed in the same class as

serious crimes, as misprision of treason, procedure by indictment

being equally applicable to both. But the bill before them con-

tained objectionable clauses; he was averse to going back to

severities of punishment, which have fallen into disuse since

public opinion had ameliorated the practical operation of the

law; he was unwilling to take cognizance of mere oral slander
;

and he thought thattruth should be alone pleaded in justification,

without leaving the validity of the plea to the discretion of a

jury. But he cordially approved of all the provisions of the bill

which really amended the law, as permitting the plea of truth in

cases of criminal information.— After a few observations from
Mr. Macaui.ay and Mr. Bernal, who expressed their satisfac-

tion that the Attorney-General had adopted the main principle of

the bill, the House went into committee. In its progress, Mr. C
Buller took the opportunity of speaking generally on the
measure, urging its adoption, not on the ground of its perfection,

but because it was a decided improvement of the law—was cal-

culated to protect private character from the professional

libeller, and drew a broad line between the honest public writer

and the mere trading slanderer.—The question of leaving to a
jury a discretionary power of judging of the validity of the plea

of truth, by reference to considerations of public advantage and
private motives, raised a discussion, the Attorney-General
thinking it unnecessary to make any change in the law at present

in this respect. The clause containing the disputed provision

was lost on a division, by 38 to 30.—The bill, having been further

discussed and amended, was carried through committee.
The China Government Bill and the Coroners Duties Bill

passed through committee. The Charitable Loans Societies

(Ireland) Bill was recommitted and all the clauses agreed to,

despite the opposition of Lord Clements, who walked out of the

House, saying that there was no use in his attempting to do
anything ; and he would therefore go home to Ireland and say so.

T/nirsduy.—TUe China Government Bill, the Court of Exche-
quer (Ireland) Officers Bill, and the Coroners Duties Bill were
read a third time and passed.—The Law of Evidence Bill was
read a third time and passed.

In reply to Mr. Bannbrman, Sir J. Graham said that he had
not yet received the opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown
with respect to the memorial, as to the inability of Sir David
Brewster to discharge his duties as Principal of the College of

St. Andrews, in consequence of his secession from the Scottish

Church; and no steps had been taken by the Government with
respect to that memorial.

Sir J. Graham having stated that he had no confidence in any
law for regulating the price of bread, Captain Polhill gave
notice, for next session, to move for a select committee to ascer-

tain the best mode of regulating the price of bread in the metro-
polis.— Sir il. Pekl, on this notice, remarked that though legis-

lation could not remedy the impositions of the bakers, yet he
thought that, if Gentlemen were not ashamed of exerting them-
selves in that manner, and of dealing with those bakers only

who charged a fair price, a check might be put to their exorbi-

tant demands. That was the legitimate mode of putting down
the evil; and if his hon. Friend and other gentlemen would exert

themselves in encouraging those tradesmen only who asked a

fair price, the public would not he subjected to the injustice.

Mr. Wyse postponed his motion on the subject of legal educa-

tion in Ireland till next session.

Friday.—The Chelsea Pensioners Bill, the Episcopal Functions
Bill, and the Irish Charitable Loan Societies Bill, and the
Defamation and Libel Bill were read a third time and passed. On
the order of the day for going into committee on the Slave Trade
Suppression Bill, Mr. Duncombe, Mr. Forstbr, Lord Sandon,
Mr. Bright, and Sir J. Mildmay, strongly condemned it, and
severely censured Lord Brougham with whom it originated.—Sir

R. Peel, Sir T. Wilde, and Lord Palmerston, supported it.

—

The House went into committee, and after a long discussion it

was agreed that the bill should pass through committee, with the
understanding that the discussion upon the amendments to be
proposed should take place on Monday.

early-

deeds

I; Three-and-half per Cents, reduced, 102£ to£; New
Three-and-half per Cents., 101£ to 2 ; Exchequer Bills

at litf.f 5Gs. to 58.s\, and at 1 !}'/., 58s. to 60s.

JWtttopolts nnti its WhUxiin.
Destructive Fire.—A fire of a most destructive cha-

racter broke out this morning, at a few minutes before

2 a.m., in Cotton's Wharf, close to London-bridge. The
flames were discovered by a policeman, but so rapid was
their progress, that the entire building in which the fire

originated was destroyed before any engines could be got

to work. The wharf and warehouses on the east,

filled with combustible articles, followed the destruc-

tion of Cotton's-wharf, in their turn extending the fire

to those next eastward, well known as Topping's-wharf.

This wharf closely adjoins the church of St. Olave's,

Toolcy-street, the tower of which having first become
a prey to the flames, was directly followed by the

roof and body of the church, not any portion of which
is expected to be saved. The damage on the western

side at present extends only to the premises of Mr.
Goodchild, these next adjoining being Fenning's Wharf,
which have been burnt down on two former occasions.

Three schooners lying off Cotton's Wharf are partially

burnt, although both of the floating engines were brought

to the spot. A large quantity of gunpowder in one of

the wharfs exploded shortly before three o'clock. The
shock was sensibly felt on the bridge, and at other distant

points. The Lord Mayor was on the spot from an

period, directing the labours of the firemen. The
of St. Olave's parish were got out shortly before the body
of the church took fire. It is impossible to estimate the

damage done, but no fire of the like extent has happened
in London for many years.

Will of the Duke of Sussex. —The will of his Royal
Highness has just passed the seal of the Prerogative Court

of Canterbury. The executors named in the will are Lord
Dinorben, O.K.; K. Tynte, Esq.; and Mr.Walker (Comp-
troller of the Duke's household). His Royal Highness

directs that a bond held by his daughter for 10,000/. be
discharged; and that the whole of his property go to his

wife, the Duchess of Inverness. He also directs the

sale of his plate, jewels, and other articles, which have

since realised the sum of 37,713/. 9s. lltf., and provides

that if Government does not purchase his library within a

year, it is also to be sold by auction. The will is very

short, and written on a small sheet of paper. The pro-

perty has been sworn under GO, 000/.

Custom-House Frauds The result of the late trials

connected with tne Custom-house frauds has caused the

heads of the various departments to issue circulars to those

in a subordinate capacity, with the view of ascertaining if

their securities for the faithful performance of their duties

are alive and solvent. It is understood that in future

similar returns will be made annually by all employed in

the Customs department.
Taking the Veil.—On Thursday, four young ladies,

named Beauchamn, Pallett, Dawson, and Savage, took

the veil at the Roman Catholic Chapel, Eermondsey,
preparatory to their becoming " Sisters of Our Lady ot

Mercy, M in the convent of that order attached to the

Chanel. The ceremony was performed by Dr. Griffiths.

Temperance Meetings.— On Saturday Father Mathew
administered the pledge in Hall's Riding School, Albany-

street, Regent's Park. About 15,000 persons visited the

building during the dav, but out of that number only fro,n

1,200 to 1,400 accepted the pledge. On Sunday he

administered it in Cumberland Market, Regent?s-pai'lc '

which presented the appearance of a fair throughout tne

afternoon. At an early hour, a number of persons

decorated with green scarfs and bearing wands with bras

crosses, arrived with a banner, which they erected at ti

back of the platform. It was of very large dimensions

composed of green silk, and bore the words M Sovo& _-

town Roman Catholic Total Abstinence Association-

the centre were full-length portraits of St. Patrick an

Father Mathew, the latter attired in the robes of » Rofl0

j g
Catholic priest, and under them were inscribed the wor

«*The two Apostles of Ireland." On the obverse was

" St. Aloysius," the instructor of youth, kneeling to w^
bleeding hearts, with a cross through them.

•

car-
Mathew then addressed the people and said, that m

^teV
rying out this work of temperance on a Sonj?*^*nga
attending divine service, he believed he was perro

. |j

holy work. These temperance meetings vreie \nuiv wuik. xiiese temperance mcci.i»b~
. no dese-

religious ones, and therefore he was com nutting

«-«H%*„ ~F *U- C.U,.^ J«« TU^r l,nr! assembled tO plO
r

mote the observance of that great cardinal virtue ternjier-

iuc them all shades of religious and

oration of the Sabbath-day. They had assent

mote the observance of
"

ance ; they had amon

Father Mathew to state why professing as J»
ghoulJ jnsu , t

fere with the religious feelings ofanyj^ banner placed
Protestants by having that Roman L* ^ .

fc wa§ ]iig

above his head ? ***w
.*'E?!jt be taken down ; some

flag, and requested that it m 8 ^ the removal of t iie

confusion ensued, which e
dings j t was calculated

banner. At the close of the pi

CITY.
Money Market, Friday Consols closed at 94 \ to f,

for time and transfer ; Three per Cents. Reduced, U5£ to

procession or telJ ived that the majority of the pro
Father Mathew pe^^ crosseS) and WQre sashes n
cession cariiea

Catho | ic emblems, when he at once
wlwfcwere °£

e

hould be dispensed with, in order that

Sdnot Sear a purely Roman Catholic movement

Hp said he had no religious or political object in view,

and he begged that on the present, and all future occa-

"ow, H9 such distiuctions should be made. The emblems

\

k

*
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having been removed, the procession proceeded to the
place of meeting, where about 2.3G0 persons received the
pledge* On Tuesday he attended at the same place, but
the number who took the pledge was not so great as on
the previous day. On Wednesday, after breakfasting at
the Hon. Mr. Jerhinghana's, to meet Lord Brougham and
other persons of rank, Father Mathew administered the
pledge at Paddington to about 2,000 persons. On Thurs-
day he visited Enfield, where about 350 persons took the
pledge

;
and yesterday he commenced his labours in St.

Giles s, winch he will continue to-day and to-morrow.
On Monday next he will administer the pledge at Black-
heath, on Wednesday and Thursday at Millbank, and on
Friday and Saturday at Bermondsey.

Balloon Ascent.—On Saturday morning Mr. Charles
toiwn, jun., made an ascent in bis new balloon, called the
AiDion, on an experimental trip to the Continent, from
t»e grounds of the commercial gas-works at Stepney,
accompanied by Mr. Alfred Bradley. The balloon
ascended steadily to a considerable height, where it
remained apparently stationary for some minutes. It
then crossed the Thames and took a direction towards the
Sussex coast, and the wind blowing gently, it was wafted
slowly along until lost to view. In the course of the after-
noon the wind suddenly shifted, and they were obliged to
descend at Cuckfield, Sussex, which they effected in safety,
at half-past 3 p.m. of the same clay, after a voyage of four
hours and a half. On Thursday morning Mr. Green
resumed his attempt, and ascended from Brighton, accom-
panied by Mr. Bradley, as before. It was his intention to
make for the French coast; and, in order to avoid the
danger arising from the dilation of hydrogen gas when
exposed to the sun at a great altitude, measures had been
devised for keeping the balloon at a short distance from
vne water, by means of a rope pendent from the car, and
having.attached to it, at regular intervals, about a dozen
inflated bladders to create a resistance on the surface of
be water I be balloon having been filled at Hove, by
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having been re. conveyed to the gas-works, a fresh sunnlv
of gas was taken, and the wind an hour afterwards be n£nearly soutl^ the balloon again started in the direction ofLondon. Both ascents were viewed by thousands of
spectators, who thronged the line of cliff from one rat**,
miry of the town to the other. The balloon was inflXd
with 27,000 cubic feet of carburetted hydrogenLShhad been diminished in density nearly one-half by bSncdecarbonised, or deprived of its illuminating oroiirE;

Welsh Church-It is announced that the' coml^eappointed some time since under the presidency or thefori of Powis, ior the purpose of oneninrr n r\Z , <
Welsh residents ta Loi, , h„eS^*"*Srangements

;
and that the chapel in Elv-ulare wTnl

hill, has been engaged by thm, and UllftoSSE
divine service in the Welsh language at the end of „eSmonth. l ueJtl
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tricts, 199. Total, 81G-(453 males, " 363l3awiWeekly average for the last five years, 903— (4gj
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442 females,) and for the last fWsummers, 845. " '

SJBrobfncial Ntfo*.
The Late Storm.— The provincial papers are filled

*ith details of the injury done by the thunderstorm ofWednesday week. It appears to have been particularly
severe in Kent; the damage done to property in Roches-
ter, Chatham, Strood, and Brompton, is said to be aboutM00J. The land between the lulls on each side of theMedway is torn up for some distance, and acres of cornare damaged, the ears being cut off by the ice as clean as« done with a pair of scissors. The hop-grounds in the
immediate neighbourhood have seriously suffered the
P'ants being totally destroyed. At Chatham Barracks thewater poured down the parade ground from the terrace be-longing to the officers in such quantity and with such velo-cu

y» that upwards of 100 cartloads of sand were washed

]

lown ^ front of the men's barracks. In the Dockyard noJess than 1-1,000 panes of glass were destroyed. The mailcart, on its way to Rochester, from Maidstone with theettersj was overturned, and the driver and horses wereseverely cut by the ice that fell ; the driver's hands, hold-
J"ff the reins, were cut in stripes and covered with blood
* "S accounts from almost every village in the vale of

hSi
(

l
etaiI the da^»ge inflicted either by the violent

JJJ
or by the electric fluid. In many places the "lain

-
ops are described as having been completely beatenw**, and the grain thrashed from the ears as cleanly as

if Under the ordinary process in the barn. The trees in
those places in which the storm descended with its full

fury, are said to have been stripped of their leaves, the

windows were broken, and the ground in a few moments
covered with pieces of ice, measuring, in some instances,
from five to six inches in circumference. Iti Gloucester-
shire, and particularly in the neighbourhood of the city,

the storm raged with destructive fury for two hours and
a-half. A correspondent of the Gloucester Chronicle says,
11 The storm visited the neighbourhood of Stow-on-the-
Wold, and the adjacent villages, with great violence; the
lightning was terrific; the thunder continual, like one
constant peal of artillery. The ice fell in large lumps, and
proved destructive alike to the crops and the glass windows

:

pieces office were picked up weighing from two to three
pounds, pointed and jagged. It commenced about twelve
o clock on Wednesday morning for about an hour, and
recommenced with increased fury for three hours in the
evening of the same day." On the estate of Upper Up-
ham, in the parish of Aldbourn, Wilts, the property of Mr.
Round, M.P. for Maldon, the crops were damaged by the
hailstones to the extent of nearly 1,000/. 90 acres of
wheat, 54 acres of barley, 35 acres of oats, and 20 acres of
peas and vetches, were literally'thrashed ; such a scene of
devastation has been rarely witnessed. In Bedfordshire
and Cambridgeshire the most serious losses have been
sustained in the fertile part of the country, comprised
within the Bedford level, and particularly within the
neighbourhoods of Wisbeach and Peterborough. In the
fens alone upwards of 2,000 acres of hay, valued at 10,000/.,
have been totally destroyed, and the pasturage for 1,000
head of cattle entirely inundated. In consequence of this
upwards of 1,000 persons have been thrown out of employ-
ment. A letter from Norwich describes the storm as the
most extraordinary ever known in that city. The glaziers
say that all the glass in the city will not suffice to mend
the windows broken; hothouses and greenhouses have
been smashed in every direction. The storm commenced
at 9 on Wednesday night, and lasted till 3 in the morning.
All the cellars and passages were immediately flooded, and
it is not yet possible to calculate the damage. Mr. Bell,
ofBracondale, the horticulturist, is a great sufferer; almost
everything in his establishment was destroyed, to the
amount of at least 3,000/. Walls were washed down and
carried away, and the damage has been equally extensive
in the county generally.

—

In addition to the above, we
learn that the midland counties have been visited during
the last few days by storms, which, in severity, have not
been much less than those of Wednesday week. At Bir-
mingham, on Tuesday night, the lightning was most vivid,
and the rain descended for some hours in torrents. Along
the Derby line of railway the rivers were much flooded.
In most places the wheat was again beaten down, and
where it was fit for the sickle was much damaged. Such
a succession of storms is said to have been almost unpre-
cedented. On Wednesday morning at 7 o'clock, the me-
ropol.s was covered with a dense oppressive atmosphere,
threatening thunder and rain, which continued till near
1 o clock, when a light shower fell, after which the sunshone out. At Richmond, Clnpharo, Wandsworth, Ken-
sington, and Brompton at 8 o'clock, the rain came down
in torrents, flooding the commons and lowlands, and
accompanied with violent peals of thunder and flashes of
lightning, passing over to the Surrey hills ; whilst in town
there was scarcely a breath of air ; and at Greenwich and
down the river the atmosphere was quite clear with a
fine breeze.

Alnwick.—Sufficient funds have been obtained to erect
a monument to Grace Darling, the late heroine of the
Fern Islands, in the church or churchyard of Bambureh
where she was buried—The bodies of the unfortunate
passengers in the Pegasus steamer are found daily, float-
ing in the neighbourhood of the wreck, and on the coast
of Berwick, Bamburgh, &c. Those of the Rev. Mr.
M'Kenzie, Mr. Brown, i)ainter, Master Flowers, Miss
Hopetown, Mr. W. Milne, of Edinburgh, and of several
steerage passengers, have been found. It is reported
along the coast that the crews of some French fishing-boats
in the offing had picked up some bodies, and after stripping
them, had recommitted them to the sea. The divers are
daily in operation, and have recovered a great deal of
property and luggage,

Birmingham.—On Wednesday, in pursuance of a reso-
lution adopted by the Chamber of Commerce on the 2nd
inst., in consequence of the declaration of Ministers that

the distressed state of the manufacturing districts arises

from over-production, and that there are no measures
within their power to relieve the present alarming embar-
rassments, a meeting of the bankers, merchants, manu-
facturers, and traders of this town and neighbourhood
was held, to take into consideration the long-continued

difficulties of trade, and to adopt such measures as the

1

present crisis may require. Mr. It. Spooner presided.

After a long discussion, it was resolved that a general

meeting of the inhabitants be convened for the full con-

sideration of the subject.

Canterbury.—On Saturday Mr. Cobden and Mr. Bright

visited this city for the purpose of addressing the farmers

on the subject of the Corn Laws. About an hour before

the meeting, the East Kent Agricultural Association

assembled in order to determine what course should be

pursued by the farmers at the Anti-Corn Law Meeting.

Sir Brooke Brydges presided. It was then proposed by

Mr. Boys, of Waldershaw, and seconded by Mr. James,

the Novelist, " that the farmers of East Kent do not con-

sider it expedient to enter upon the discussion of the

Corn Laws at a meeting called by, or at the request of,

any person unconnected with the county." The resolu-

tion was carried by a large majority. Shortly afterwards,

the meeting in favour of a repeal of the Corn Laws took

ii n ui
John

1

TJ lden in the chair. Mr. Bright and
Mr. Cobden spoke at great length, and resolutions id
favour of free trade were unanimously carried.Carmanl^^ Andrew Sco tt has been appointed
Chief-constable of the new Rural-Police in this county,
and it is understood that her Majesty has been pleased to
appoint Colonel Love on the staff of the army, and to
place under Jus command the districts of Monmouthshire
and South Wales. Mr. Hall, the chief-magistrate of
Bow-street, returned to town on Sunday morning from
Wales and shortly afterwards proceeded to the Home-
office to submit the evidence and the result of his inquiries
to Sir J. Graham. At Swansea, on Friday, the copper-
miners had another interview with Mr. Vivian. The men
stated that it was absolutely impossible for them to sub-
sist on the reduced wages, in consequence of the physical
exertion required in their work being prejudicial to health
from excessive perspiration, and their inhaling so much
sulphur generated in the furnaces ; in consequence of
which, they required more and better food than persons
employed in other manufactures ; and that their expenses
were consequently much greater than those of other work-
men. Mr. Vivian stated that the mines were worked at a
loss, and that the reduction was caused by necessity not
by choice, and that unless the men made up their minds
to submit, the masters would come to a determination of
putting out their furnaces altogether'.

Chester.—Through the activity of Mr. Baker, speciat
high-constable of the Tarporley district, a clue has been
obtained to the murderers of Matthias Bailey, gamekeeper
to Mr. Wilbraham, who was found dead from a gun-shot
wound, on the morning of the 28th ult., in a by-lane near
Delamere house. The parties accused are John and
Samuel Maddocks, both of them notorious poachers. They
have both been committed for trial at the next assizes.
Falmouth.—The local papers state that several boat*

belonging to St. Ives, which have arrived from the Irish
coast, shot for pilchards last week, and took from 2,000
to 15,000 per boat, which sold from Is. G7. per hundred
of six score. They were taken about two or three leagues
from land. The coasting vessels and boats 'rom the Irish
coast report that there is abundance of pilchards on the
north coast of Cornwall.

Isle
i
of Wight.—A short time since a meeting of the

inhabitants ofVentnorwas called to consider the propriety
of adopting some means to ascertain the practicability of
creating a harbour of refuge, and erecting a pier at that
place.

^
In consequence of resolutions then entered into,

a considerable sum has been raised by public subscription,
and a large body of workmen are at this time actively
employed, when the tide allows, in clearing away the
rocks from the entrance and site of the proposed harbour,
and piling them carefully so as to form a breakwater on
the south and western sides.

Manchester—The turn-out at Ashton-under-Line still

continues, and every mill is deserted, the men refusing to

resume work at the reduced prices. No disturbance has
taken place, and neither the police nor military have been
called upon to interfere. On Monday and Wednesday
meetings were held on Thacker's ground, the usual ren-

dezvous of the turn-outs. Upwards of 10,000 were
present, and several persons addressed the meeting in
favour of the strike.

Stafford.—The Birmingham papers mention that the
iron-trade of South Staffordshire has shown symptoms of
improvement during the past week. They state that Mr.
Foster, of Stourbridge, has put four puddling furnaces in
blast, which had been previously closed, and that an
extensive order for castings has been received at Gospel
Oak Works.

Stockport.—Some of the power-loom weavers of this
town have turned out for an advance of wages; and the
hat-dyers of Oldham have also had a partial turn out in
consequence of a threatened reduction of wages. The
masters allege that this branch of the trade are paid
higher rates than any other, as they have suffered no re-
duction for the last twenty years. The London Relief
Committee have refused to send any more money to the
aid of the Stockport unemployed manufacturing hands on
the ground that business has improved, and employment
is to be had. The local committee have in consequence
discharged all the labourers whom they had employed in
improving the town for some time past.

Sheffield.—Two cases of great importance to Sheffield
manufacturers, and to the cutlery trade throughout the
kingdom, came before the magistrates last weekVor adju-
dication. It seems that for some time past a practice has
prevailed in the trade of putting the marks of superior
articles on things of inferior quality. In the cases before
the court, the knives, which were made of cast iron were
marked " cast steel" and "sheer steel," in direct violation
of the 59th Geo. III., c. 7, passed in 1 (J 1 9, for the purpose
of putting a stop to such practices, and to protect mam,
facturers who marked their articles with the real n«^1 I-
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Windsor.—The early trains from Pacldin-ton nn S„n,imormng brought an immense numberS^ o£SSgbeing freighted with not less than between 700 «S 80?It is computed that upwards of 4,000 persons from townand the neighbourhood visited Windsor daring the d- •

Her Majesty and Prince Albert attended dWioa wJtSffim the morning at the Royal Chapel in the Great Vrand long before their arrival the edifice was so erowdnl
with strangers, who had reached Windsor by the early
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trains, that the resident families who regularly attend the

chapel were unable to find room at the usual hour of service.

Railways.—The following are the receipts for the past

week:—Croydon, 56 1/. ; Greenwich, 792/. ; Blackwall,

1,205/. ; Great North of England, 1,669*. ; Northern and
Eastern, 1,817/. ; Birmingham and Gloucester, 2,132/.;

Eastern Counties, 3,038/.; South-Eastern and Dover,
4,022/. ; Manchester and Leeds, 5,074/. ; North Midland,
5,307/.; Brighton, 5,717/. ; South-Western, 8,124/.;

Grand Junction, 9,785/. ; Great Western, 16,670/. ; Bir-

mingham, 20,193/.—The London and Birmingham
Company met last week at Birmingham. The report

announced the receipts for the half-year as 389,058/.;

expenses, 165,734/., leaving a net profit of 223,924/.

The passenger traffic, as compared with the correspond-
ing half-year of 1842, was less by 13,113/., while the

goods and cattle traffic was more by 10,019/.j making a

decrease in traffic of 3,094/., which, with other items,

make a total decrease of 3,537/. The reduction in ex-

penses, on the other hand, was 3,767/., the total decrease

in charge being 20,430/. The balance of profit exceeded

the amount for the corresponding half-year, by 16,982 ;

the net profit, with former balances, to be divided being

241,855/. The receipts from passengers had been
254,180/., mails, 7,195/., horses and carriages, 15,956/.,

parcels, 23,125/. The number of passengers during the

half-year, was 360
;
784, travelling a distance of 23,395,261

miles, the number of passengers per day amounting to

nearly 2000. The works of the Warwick and Leaming-
ton line are in active progress, and arrangements had
been made for the execution of the proposed Northamp-
ton and Peterborough line. For the purpose of construct-

ing these two lines an additional capital of 1,375,000/.

would be raised, in addition to the existing capital of

5,500,000/. The report was adopted, and a dividend at the

rate of 10 percent, was declared.—At the meeting of the

Midland Counties Company last week, the directors re-

ported that the receipts for the half-year had amounted to

62,324/. ; the disbursements to 44,987/., leaving a balance

of 17,366/. which would have enabled the directors to de-

clare a dividend of 1/. 6s. for the half-year, but that they

had to deduct abalancedue to the North Midland Company,
amounting to 1,500/., which would leave an available surplus

of 15,'0 '()/. applicable to a dividend at the rate of 1/. 45.

per share. The competition between the Midland Counties
and the Birmingham and Derby Companies still con-
tinued unabated. The loss upon passenger-receipts to the

former company had been 1,472/., and to the latter,

2,086/. A discussion ensued on a proposal to amalga-
mate the Midland Counties, North Midland, and Bir-
mingham and Derby Companies, which it was contended
would increase the joint profits to upwards of 35,000/. per
annum, reduce the present scale of expenses, and tend to

the convenience of the public. Although met by a

strenuous opposition on the part of the directors a reso-
lution was passed for the appointment of a committee to

confer with the several companies on the subject, and re-

port the result to a special meeting.—By the proceedings
of theYork and North Midland meeting, it appears the total

receipts for the half-year were 40,020/., and the expenditure
17,562/., the balance of which, with a slight addition from
the reserve fund, enabled the directors to declare a divi-

dend of 2/. 105. per share on the old shares, and of 1/.

per share on the half-shares. An extension-line to

Scarborough is to be carried out.—The Northern and
Eastern Company on its half-year's profits pay a dividend
of 12$. Gd. per share, and the returns present a consider-
able increase in passenger and goods traffic. A corre-
spondence between the directors of the Eastern Counties
and the Northern and Eastern Companies was read
at the meeting relative to an offer on the part of the
former for leasing the Northern and Eastern line at
a rate based on the present receipts and expenditure, to
which, however, the latter were not inclined to submit,
considering the traffic as yet far from developed, or yield-
ing the reasonable return that might shortly be expected
from the sources of revenue with which the line is said to
abound. The balance for the dividend was 6,199/. lis. lOd.—A project is in contemplation for extending the Eastern
Counties Railway to Norwich, Harwich, and Bury St.
Edmunds, by means of a line to be called the Eastern
Union Extension. Plans and sections have been pre-
pared, by which it would appear that the line and branches
are well adapted to give Ipswich and Harwich, and the
surrounding districts, the benefit of railway communica-
tion with the metropolis, as well as with the inland
districts. The expected traffic is large, and the earth-
works easy

; and in furtherance of the object a meeting
was held last week at Ipswich, when the High Sheriff,

the Mayors of Norwich, Harwich, Bury, Ipswich, and
Eye, with influential landowners, were appointed a com-
mittee for carrying the project into effect.—An adjourned
meeting of the London and Greenwich Company took
place on Tuesday, when the committee of investigation
made their report on the points referred to for considera-
tion. They recommended that there be three classes of
carriages, that the fares be eightpence for the first class,
sixpence for the second, and fourpence for the third, and
that annual tickets for the first class be 12 guineas, and
for the second 10 guineas. After some discussion the
report was received, and the committee requested to

continue their services with a view to some arrangement
with the Croydon and other companies.—At the meeting
of the Great North of England Company, at Darlington,
the report showed a total receipt for the half-year of
40,179/., leaving, after the payment of exnenses

;
a dispo-

sable balance of 13,622/., out of which a dividend, at the
rate of 1/. 5s. for the half-year, was declared. The num-
ber of passengers during the half-year was 64,173.—At
the annual meeting of the Sheffield and Rotherham Com-

pany, the accounts showed a falling off in the receipts of

900/., which was met by a decrease to the same extent in

the cost of the working charges. The local passengers,

during the half-year, had amounted to 137,124, and the
general passengers to 48,110. A dividend at the rate of

5 per cent, was declared.—The half-yearly meeting of the

Great Western Company took place on Thursday at

Bristol. The report states that the half-year's income has
been 330,847/. 19$., of which the separate earnings on the

Great Western Railway are 275,300/. Is. Id. Compared
with the first six months of 1812 there is an increase on
the goods of 5,910/. lis. 5d. f but the passenger receipts

have diminished. The Bristol and Exeter railway has
been extended twenty miles and a quarter (to Beam
Bridge) since June, 1842. The expenses of working the
line have been diminished during the past half-year

(omitting Government duty, and rates and taxes) by
5,359/. 2s. §d., notwithstanding the greater length of line

worked. The directors regret that the dividend is less

than that of last year, arising from peculiar circumstances,
which are thus explained. The balance left undivided in

January, 1842, was 18,437/. 5s. Irf., and in January,
1843, 2,070/. 5$. lie/., making more than the difference.

The interest paid within the last six months exceeds that

of 1842, by 13,900/. The increased rent of the Bristol
and Exeter railway is nearly balanced by the saving of

expenditure. The total sum now available is 82,886/.
Gs. 9d., which gives a dividend of two-and-a-half per cent,

for the present half-year, amounting to 81,815/., leaving

a balance of 1,071/. (is. 0d. A portion of the permanent
way between London and Maidenhead has been recon-
structed at a cost, on reference to the accounts, of

] 7,783/. 7s. lid. The timber and rails taken up have been
made available for the Cheltenham and Oxford lines. The
directors conclude by calling the attention of the proprie-
tors to a projected plan for the continuation of the line to
Plymouth, or some other western port. The business of
the general meeting having been disposed of, a special

meeting was held for the purpose of empowering the
directors to complete the purchase of the Cheltenham and
Great Western Union, the Oxford Junction Line, and to

negotiate with the Bristol and Exeter, and the promoters
of a projected railway between Exeter and Plymouth, for

the purpose of extending the line to that place. The
directors were duly empowered to take the necessary
steps in these matters.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The Great Seal of Ireland (in the absence of

Sir E. Sugden) has been transferred from the Master of
the Rolls to Mr. Justice Burton. The Master of the
Rolls is about to visit Germany during the vacation. The
Commission have dismissed Mr. C. Nangle from the
commission of the peace for Meath, Mr. Pettit from the
commission of Wexford county, Mr. V. O'Connor
Blake, and Mr. Lynch, of the county Mayo, and Mr. G.
Walmsley, of the county Dublin, for having attended
repeal meetings. The weekly meeting of the Repeal
Association took place on Monday, when Mr. Reilly, a
town-councillor, moved that the Irish sculptor, Mr.
Hogan, be employed to execute a statue of Mr. O'Con-
nell. In the course of his speech he said, "Though
Queen Victoria commands our most stedfast loyalty, yet
O'Connell rules our hearts, and is the king of our affec-
tions, and never did any sovereign sit on so glorious a
throne. I hope he may live long, and see this statue in
the Irish House of Commons when he sits there himself
as Speaker." The motion was carried by acclamation.
The rent for the week was 913/. 10s. Id.

Cork.—The business of the meeting of the British
Association commenced on Monday, when a committee of
reception whs appointed to attend at the Commercial-
buildings in sets, at different hours, in order to be prepared
to receive strangers as they arrive. The number of visitors
is said to be very great, and a satisfactory meeting is

anticipated.

King's County—The Irish papers state that the Adju-
tant of the 5th Fusiliers, Lieut. Robertson Mackay,
stationed at Birr, King's County, was shot upon parade
on the evening of the 1 1th inst. by one of his men. He
fired when about five yards from the unfortunate officer,

and the shot passed through his body. He died instantly.
The man gave himself up, and there is no reason to suppose
that the crime was committed with the knowledge of any
other person. A coroner's inquest sat on the body on
Saturday, when the jury, after some deliberation, brought
in a verdict of i4 Wilful Murder " against the prisoner,
accompanied with the observation, " that discipline had
for some time been carried on with unnecessary severity
in the 5th Regiment of Fusiliers. 1 ' The evidence and
finding were by order immediately forwarded to the
Horse-Guards.

Tara.—The long-expected Repeal demonstration on
the hill of Tara took place on Tuesday. About 500,000
persons are said to have been present, and so general was
the holiday in Dublin that on Monday, at the commission
in Green-street, the counsel for the prosecutions in three
cases made application for the postponement of the trials
which were fixed for Tuesday, on the ground that public
justice would be defeated, as it was impossible by any fear
of penalty to prevent the witnesses from attending the
meeting. Every description of public conveyance was
pressed into the service

; and one postmaster, anxious to
accommodate his customers, took the roofs off four
hearses, and converted them into a sort of omnibus. Mr.
O'Connell addressed the meeting on the usual topics,

declaring his confident belief that before another year
expires he will address an Irish Parliament in College-
green. A series of resolutions condemnatory of the

Union, and adopting a petition to both Houses of Parlia-
ment for its repeal, was then carried, and the immense

multitude quietly dispersed. At the dinner in the even-
ing, Mr. Grattan said that, the Prime Minister speculated
upon four contingencies—firstly, upon an outbreak of the
Irish people, in which he would be disappointed

;

secondly, on the demise of Mr. O'Connell ; thirdly, on
the intention to buy the Catholic clergy; and fourthly,

on the attempt to sell the Protestant clergy. Upon this,

Dr. Cantwel], titular bishop of Meath, said, " They may,
perhaps, sell your clergy, but they never will purchase
mine. As to the project of making a state provision for

the Catholic clergy, it was a thing to which they would
never submit; and he would take upon him to declare, on
the part of all the bishops in Ireland, that they would
receive such a proposition with horror and indignation. 3 '

Clogher.— The Belfast papers state that a singular
opening in the ground has taken place at Clogher, which
lias caused great sensation, and done injury to the market,
as the people are really afraid that the town will also sink.

The bottom of the pit is hard, yet there is at present about
nine feet of water and dirt in it, caused by springs and
gravel from the sides of the pit. As yet no cause can be
assigned for the chasm.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Commission of the Church of Scot-

land met last week in the aisle of the High Church,
and it being expected that Lord Aberdeen's Bill would
be brought under consideration, there was a very full

attendance of members. On the motion of Dr. Lee,
Principal Macfarlan, Moderator of last Assembly, took
the chair. Dr. Cook in a speech of great length moved
a resolution, expressing hostility to various clauses of the

Bill, "as conferring on Presbyteries an extent of power
which no judicatory, bound to decide judicially upon what
is brought before it, ought to possess, and as at variance
with the professed object of the Bill, and calculated to

defeat that object, but nevertheless approving of the gene-
ral tenor of the Bill." Principal Haldane moved as an
amendment, that " The Commission having deliberately

considered Lord Aberdeen's Bill, cordially approve of the

same, and confidently hope that it will fulfil the patriotic

intentions of the Government, by securing the peace and
prosperity of the Church." A long discussion ensued
which ended in a division, when there appeared—for Dr.
Cook's motion, 33 ; for Principal Haldane's amendment,
61. The amendment was then adopted.

"iLato.
Court of Quern's Bknch.—In the course of last term the

Duke of Brunswick preferred a series of indictments against Mr.
B. Gregory for libelous articles published in the Satirist. One
Of these was removed on writ of certiorari into this Court,
when the defendant pleaded guilty, and judgment was deterred
until Michaelmas term. Subsequently to this other indictments
were preferred at the instance oi the Duke, and of Mr. Vallancc,
solicitor to his Serene Highness, which the defendant unsuccess-
fully attempted to remove by certiorari. In order, therefore, to
avoid the execution of the warrants issued upon these indict-
ments, the defendant has been for sometime keeping himself out
of the way. In consequence of this, a reward of 10/. was offered
for his apprehension. On Saturday last information was received
by the police that he was living: under a feigned name at South-
end, where he was captured on the next day. He was taken
beiore the magistrates, and remanded until he procures the

necessary bail.

Northern Circuit, Attlfaw.—Brougham- IIall Estates.--
Robinson v. Bird and Others.—In this case Mr. Knowlcs applied

to have the case postponed, but it was ultimately decided to pro-

ceed with it. Sir T. Wilde, with whom were the Hon. Mr. Stuart

Wortley and Mr. Roebuck, stated that the present action was
brought to recover compensation for a trespass by the defendants,
and an illegal seizure of the goods oi the plaintiff. The plaintiffW»*
a tenant to Lord Brougham, of the farm of Weatherriggs in tins

county, and the seizure was made under an alleged claim for

arrears of rent due to the defendants. <The defendants had P,ea^
that they were not guilty of the trespass; and secondly, that tne

horse in question was seized for arrears of rent due to the iiefer?£'
ants. To support the latter plea, it would be necessary for _tn

defendants to establish their title to the property, but this tney

did not even attempt to do, and, independently of the 'ailur
f.

t
?e

their proof, he would show conclusively that they had no uj

whatever, and that they could have none, inasmuch as the 1
-

perty in question had been in the possession of the anc*s
„* by

Lord Brougham from so early a period that there could no
^

possibility be any legal title in any other party. /;_?,- tnat it
indeed, go back as far as the reign of Henry II., and snow

liam>
had been in the family of Bergham, Burgham, °Lljved even
from which the name of the parish and manor were a ^^ th&t
from that early period j but it would be necessary ^ interest
the Birds, at least, had no title to this Pr°VvTtT*y-we been con-
of the James Bird, under whom they claim, j»* But even if

veyed to the Brougham family so long ago a* ''
lan ts of James

there was any title still existing in the dcsc
^ vvl)()lly unable to

Bird, the defendants in the present action^ „ themselves and
show any relationship to establish a title l

J*JJ-er for theassump-
him. There was no reasonable ground wna ^ james Bird in
tion that they were the representatives , own that the James
question; but, at all events, it would be

perty in question,

until the present defendants, wy" urged on, probably, by the
proof whatever of a title i" V ers

'

ns, had ventured to molest
advice of ignorant or of wicke

aIlti occupiers. When the distress
and annoy the rightful own1er

act
-

on was made, the regular
complained of in the prese -

d t )ie defendant, Adam Bird,
officer had refused to aS5nCef named Irving, had himself
accompanied by an aue

^ respaSs an action was brought,
made the levy. For tn

f nowcd up as the defendants had
but not being so J'

1
*

/"!! appeared, in a body to Brougham-hall,
anticipated, they wenV|

t evidently misinterpreting the delay
and took possession oi

q puDishingthem for their conduct. The
which had takeni^cc j^ calleti as a witness, and proved the

seizure at the i»n»
tne auctioneer, were the acting parties.

Adam Bird, and try h „ the marG| whicn they said was sufli-

son of the plaintiff wa Weatherriffgs n the 21st March last,

seizure at the farm <

Adam Bird, and lev}

They came, and
. ^S'ihey'made a schedule "ofThe "property

cient. Before iea * h(mse of the plaintiff stating that unless
seized, and efUtM^ -mn five d th

*
{ return anu

35
m
me wbiole was put in, .ettintforth that a mare had been

Strained for <)/. arrears of rent due to Thomas Bird, and a

ioS^SJiovily left by Adam Bird, not to pay any rent except

?o John uVrdTbis agents. A number of deeds were then put in

in evidence to trace the title of Lord Brougham to the property in

i

,

i
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question. The first of these was a conveyance by indentures of
lease and release, dated the 9th and 10th of November, 1726,
whereby Thomas Carleton and Isabella his wife, a daughter of
James Brougham, in consideration of 3, 1 507., and Atkinson Carle-
ton, and Dorothy his wife, and Margaret Bird, granddaughters of
James Bird, in consideration of 1,8501. to them paid, did convey
to John Brougham, of Scaleby, the mansion of Brougham-hall,
and other premises, including the farm of Wcatherriggs, formerly
the property of James Bird, to the use of the said John Brougham,
his heirs and assigns, for ever. There were the usual covenants
for title and to levy a fine. There was also put in in evidence
the chirograph of a fine levied in pursuance of the former deed,

-r ,

George
h» 1 ' 27- The next deed was dated 28th November,

J703,
and was a conveyance enrolled in the Common Pleas, from

Henry Brougham, the elder, son of James Brougham, and Henry
Brougham, j,he younger, to II. Bains, his heirs and assigns, to
make a tenant to the praecipe, for the purpose of suffering a com-
mon recovery of the premises in question, the uses of which were
declared to be to Henry Brougham, the elder, for life; remainder

J°
trustees, to preserve contingent remainders, with remainder

f k-
use °^ Henry Brougham, the younger, and the heirs male

or his body, with remainder to the right heirs of Henry Brougham,
tne elder. There was also an exemplification of a recovery suf-
fered Michaelmas term, 4th George III., pursuant to the deed.
J here was then a lease and release from Henry Brougham to
ueprge Pearson, to make a tenant to the prcecipe to suffer a reco-
*?|*y, the uses of which were declared to be to Henry Brougham,
»13 heirs and assigns, for ever; and a recovery suffered in pur-
suance of this deed Trinity term, 23d George III. A number of
witnesses were then examined to show the undisturbed possession
or Lord Brougham and his predecessors under these deeds, ex-
tending back within living memory for neerly70 years. Mr. Jus-
tice Wightman, in summing up, said that the present action had
been brought to recover damages for a trespass and illegal dis-
traint. No defence had been set up by the defendants. The
P'ca, so far as it was material, was that the property belonged to
t»c defendants, but no evidence had been given to support that
Plea, and of course it fell to the ground. It was not, under these
circumstances, incumbent on the plaintiff to prove more than the
rorcibta entry and distress; but he had further gone into his own
"tie, and shown sufficient to satisfy every person that the defend-
ants could have no defence, legal or equitable, to offer. Whatever
claims some parties of the name of Bird might have had, they had
parted with them 1111726, 1)7 years ago. It was for the Jury to say
whether the trespass was proved to their satisfaction, and if
Proved, what; damages they would award. The action did not
appear to have been brought for the sake of damages, but merely
tt} get rid of the danger of annoyance for the future. A very
moderate sum would, therefore, probably be sufficient to satisfy
uie requirements of the case. Verdict for plaintiff—Damages 40*.
Thomas Bird, Isaac Bird, Peter Bird, Thomas Bird (nephew

Jj*

T. Bird, the elder), and Adam Bird, stood charged in
tne Grown Court with having, along with John Bird, on
Juesday, May 23, unlawfully entered the mansion-house of
£ord Brougham, called Brougham-hall, in the parish of
isrougham, and from the peaceable possession of the same, with
*wcc and arms, unlawfully expelled and put him out.

' The
several defendants, who had been admitted to bail, surrendered
to take their trial. They had the air of respectable mechanics,
and with the exception of Thomas Bird (the nephew) describedm the calendar as able to read and write but imperfectly. They
an, especially the elder Bird, seemed to be sensible of the diffi-
culty into which they had brought themselves by their illegal
conduct. On their being placed at the bar, Mr. Matthews, who
appeared for them, stated that, on an examination of the case,
he was satisfied that they had no sufficient defence to this indict-
ment, and that by his advice the defendants would plead guilty.
Sir T. Wilde said that an action had that morning been tried in
tuc other Court, in which a tenant of Lord Brougham sought
compensation for a trespass, on the part of the present defend-
ants, arising out of the same claim, which suggested the course
of conduct on their part which had given rise to the present
indictment

5 and there had then been laid before the jury a series
or evidence which must have satisfied even the present defend-
ants that they had no shadow of title to the property which they
claimed. It would, however, be open to them even now to sup-
port, by legal means, any claim which they might fancy they
possessed ; but it was necessary they should be made aware, that
it was not to be permitted that parties should take the law into
their own hands, and take possession by force and violence of
property in the peaceable possession of others, to which they
might suppose they had some claim of right. As the defendants,
however, seemed to be sensible that their conduct was unjustifi-
able, he for his part was willing, should it meet his lordship's
approbation, that sentence should not be passed, but that the
judgment should be postponed, and carried into effect only in
case of their being guilty of any further violation of the law.
lhe defendants were then, with some words of admonition
f»'om Mr. Justice Cresswell, discharged on their own recogniz-
ees to appear to receive judgment when called on.
North k 11 ,v Circuit, Ch kstkr.— Worthington v. Grimsditch,

,

V~~This was an action brought by Mr. T. Worthington, the
administrator of Miss Duncalf, against Mr. Thomas Grimsditch,
p-P. for Macclesfield, for the recovery of a sum of 380p/. upon
bonds passed at various times, with the interest. The defendant
Pleaded payment and the statute of limitations. The facts of the
case were few and simple. It appeared that the late Miss Dun-
calf was the survivor of three sisters, and a member of a wealthy
ana respectable family, and that the defendant was a distant re-

tw
n of liers ' IIe ha(i formerly been an articled clerk, and after-

wards became the law agent of the Adlington property, on which
^iss Duncalf resided. He was appointed collector of her rents,
and while acting in this capacity, commenced raising money
yom her on bond, so far back as 1810. He continued to borrow
*°r years after, until at length it amounted to the considerable
sum claimed. Verdict for plaintiff.
cpal Mines, BagilU—Hanmer v. Eyton and Others.—This case

excited considerable interest throughout the country, in

onA
SOfluencc of the property at stake, the damage being laid at

jJ'Moo/. The Solicitor-General stated that the plaintiff, Mr. AV.
pannier, •was the trustee of Sir J. Hanmer, under the will
°/ the Jatc Sir Thomas Hanmer, who was possessed of

J^
n&iderable estates in the county of Flint including the

°TOe in the parish of Flint, known as the Dee Bank Colliery,
^'d which it was complained had been destroyed by the negligent
r\ ^dful wrong acts of the defendants, the Messrs. Eyton, large
jnining proprietors in the same county. The property borders lhe
river Dee, and consisted of several valuable veins of coal; the

J
"P was from the uplands down towards the river

;
the veins were

"c three and five yards, which were very valuable, and dipped
""tier the river. In JS2() it was leased to parties named Howells,
°/ twenty-five years, reserving a royalty of one-seventh. It
« as since worked by the Dec Hank Colliery Company. Adjacent

ttri
colliery was one worked by the defendants, leased from

/}- Richardson. About 45 years ago the late Mr. Ellis, of Cornist,
forked Sir J. Haiimer's mines, and several also of the adjacent

tJ2r?
e;- He worked through two faults, and opened into one,

^ueh let in an immense body of water, supposed to be tapped
»°m the river Dee, which filled a large space underground, and
"rmed a sort of subterranean lake, known as the Boot-water,

con
1 c Bnf,t Colliery, and which was kept out of the rest of the

tho
nes hy a fault

-
Tllis b0(l >

r of water was vveli kn°wn to all

tnw
CoU,ers

» and it was also known, that if the fault was dis-
""ed, it would have disastrous effects upon all the adjacent col-

ahrT?' Thc defendants began to work their mine at Bagillt

w
"ut ei8*t or nine years ago, and had nearly exhausted it. It

enS
S° situ*tcd that water flowed from it into the pits, whose

nit i
nes llaa to remove it. About three years since they sunk a

watn ?
rds the fauIt which was the barrier a£aiust the »oot-

in *h?
'• Notice wa» given to their agent that they were proceeding

not£ elevels which would destroy all the collieries, and which
wce was repeated. He should prove by their own workmen

that this notice was given, and that they continued to work
towards the fault in question. The accident happened on Sunday,
the 2d July last, and it was providential that it happened on that
day, as 100 lives might have been lost; the Boot-water burst in,
and first destroyed defendants' pits, and then plaintiff's pits. In
the first instance defendants offered to pay the expense of drain-
ing the plaintiff's pits ; but the learned counsel said he was in-
structed that that could not he done, but that the colliery was
totally destroyed. With respect to the question of damage, he
entered into a variety of calculations, by which it appeared that
for some years the royalty had averaged annually about 1,547/.

;

and that there were about 91 acres of the three and five yard
veins, which gave a gross tonnage of 2,344,427, but, deducting
the usual per-centage, the net tonnage would be about 1,687,938
tons. It would take 90 years to exhaust these beds. lie entered
into two calculations founded upon different scales; one came
to 20,194/., the other to 30,944/. After some further observations,
he stated that he should sustain his statements by evidence; and
as Sir J. Hanmer had lost his property by the default of the
defendants, he was entitled to full compensation at their hands.
A number of witnesses were then called to prove the case as stated
by the learned counsel, and, at the rising of the Court, there
remained two witnesses to examine on behalf of the plaintiff.

—

The trial was resumed on Tuesday, when the additional witnesses
were examined, and the case for the plaintiff closed. Mr. Jervis
then addressed the jury in favour of the defendants. He said that
the enormous damages claimed by the plantiff would amount to
an annuity of 1,500/. a year for ever; and that the allegation
really was that the defendant had not attended to the idle and
gossiping conversation with the people of the neighbourhood
respecting the water, called the Boot*water, in his mines, and
that he had recklessly destroyed not only his own property, but
that of others. He admitted that damage had been done, but he
contended that it was caused by the ordinary working of the
concern, and that his client, who was a considerable loserthere-
by, sincerely regretted it. No witnesses having been called for
the defence, Baron Gurney charged the jury, who returned a
verdict for the plaintiff, damages 6,227/., with power to move for
a reduction of damages to 1,600/.

Wkstkrn Circuit, Bristo 1..—Isaac, Thomas, and Robert Wat-
kins, were indicted for burglariously breaking and entering the
dwelling-house of Mary Hunt, and stealing divers articles, and
for assaulting her with intent to murder her. The prosecutrix
was a poor old woman living alone in a house at Brislington,
near Bristol, and the circumstances of the outrage attracted con-
siderable attention at the time. Her house was broken into, and
the bed was thrown upon her, with a heavy box upon it to pre-
vent her giving an alarm. Two of the prisoners attempted to
prove an alibi, but the Jury found them all Guilty of the burglary
and the wounding, but not with intent to murder. Mr. Justice
Coleridge ordered judgment of death to be recorded, but told
them the only condition upon which their lives would be spared,
would be upon that of their being transported for life.

Wkstkr.nCik.cuit, Briugkwater.—Richard Aluin was indicted
for the murder of an illegitimate child, name and sex unknown,
by tyeing a hayband round its neck, and producing suffocation.
The case excited the most intense interest. The prisoner is a
person of considerable property, residing, at the time this offence
was said to have been committed, upon his own estate, at
Crewkerne, where his father lived, and acquired considerable
property as a banker. The particulars of the case having been
noticed at the time, it is sufficient to state that the child was the
offspring of a servant girl, who swore that her master took the
child from the hay-loft in which she was confined, that she never
saw it alter, and that he also made up a hayband, but she did
not see him do anything with it. Other witnesses deposed that
the body of a child was found in the prisoner's garden, on the
11th June, with a hayband round it. Mr. Cockburn, for the
prisoner, pointed out various inconsistencies in the evidence,
and Mr. Justice Coleridge put it to the Jury whether they could
see their way clear to find that the prisoner had killed the child
by suffocation. There being no evidence whatever that could
satisfy them on this particular, the Jury immediately Acquitted
the prisoner.
Oxford Circuit, Stafford.- The Queen v. Arthur O'Neil.—

In this case, the Chartist lecturer was charged with having
uttered certain seditious words to a large public meeting of
workmen, at Rowley Regis, on the 26th August, 1842, intending
to bring the laws and constitution, and the House of Commons
into contempt, to obstruct the collection of the revenue, to
induce the subjects of this realm to refuse and resist the pay-
ment of taxes, and to persuade large bodies of workmen in the
coal and iron mines unlawfully to conspire and combine for the
purpose of obtaining an increase of their wages, by abstaining
from work, and to cause them to hold unlawful assemblies, to
create disturbances, break the public peace, and resist the execu-
tion of the laws. The Jury found him Guilty. The defendant,
upon being asked what he had to urge against judgment, said
that he had many and weighty reasons to urge. " If," he said,
« ( you value your own cause, and do not desire that my princi-

ples should spread, there is no more certain means of so doing
than by my imprisonment, by which I shall obtain greater influ-

ence than I now possess. Moreover, I am not desirous of leav-

ing all the institutions with which I am connected in Stafford-

shire—the schools 1 have formed and taught, the congregations I

have preached to, the sick I have visited. Nor do I wish to leave

the excited population of Staffordshire without the control I have
hitherto been able to exercise over them. But for myself I have
not the slightest objection to imprisonment. I shallin gaol have
better opportunityofstudying the Scriptures diligently, and learn-

ing from its pages new lessons against the despotism and evil I

have ever struggled against." Mr. Justice Williams, addressing

the defendant, said—Arthur O'Neil, you have been convicted of

uttering a seditious speech ; and when the situation of the

country at the time that speech was uttered, and the conduct of

the parties to whom it was addressed, suffering, as I fear they

were, under great and real distress, are taken into consideration,

it seems to me that the Jury could have come to no other con-
clusion. Having no connexion with the trade of those whom
you addressed, though you state you were connected with them
or some of them as their minister, you chose to select that par-

ticular time of excitement and distress for your visit and address

to them. One would have expected that if in that address any
other topic than patience and submission to the law had been
dwelt on by you, your address would, at least, have been cautious

and guarded. Instead of so doing, you exhorted them to throw
off allegiance to the Government, and to refuse the payment of

taxes. How far you are sincere in the opinions you yesterday

at such length expressed, is best known to yourself. How far

you can believe that the peaceful millennium which you profess

to anticipate as the result of modern enlightenment, and the
accomplishment of ancient prophecy, can be brought about
without oceans of blood, of which you so strongly express your
abhorrence, it is for you to say. No reasonable man can think
that the change you deem so much to be desired can be brought
about without a fearful burst of the volcano, to which you yester-

day referred with so much apparent pleasure. Be that as it may,
bear in mind that you are not prosecuted or convicted tor your
opinions, but for the tendency of the address which you then
delivered. Taking into consideration all the circumstances of

the case, the sentence of the Court is, that you be imprisoned for

twelve calendar months.

Foley v. Botjield.—-The questions which gave rise to the pre-

sent case are of an extremely intricate character, and involve

many points of law originating from the construction put upon

the clauses of a certain lease made as long ago as the year 1801.

That lease operated as a demise for sixty years of an estate of

about 100 acres, situated in the centre of the mining district of

Tipton supposed at the time and eventually proving to contain

valuable mines of coal and iron, which was then held by different

individuals in four undivided shares. The proprietors of these

shares concurred in granting to Thomas Botfield a lease of the

land, covenanting at the same time that he should keep the sur-
face as much as possible unbroken, but that he should have free
leave to work the mines beneath, to erect such engines; whim*
5?fc hi™ .? ..
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i
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ery should, on the expiration df the

term, be left on the land in good condition and repair. Some
years after the date already named, Mr. Botfield made an under-
lease of the same estate, demising it with all its appurtenances
to Mr. Turton, who afterwards accepted Messrs. Dixon and Co'
as his under tenants. The mines were worked to 1837 then on
the expiration of the under-lease, Mr. Botfield left the mines unworked till 1842. The original lease being determinable on one
year's notice being given by cither party, the lessee gave that
notice, and thus the lease granted in 1801 expired in consequence
on Lady-day, 1842. The main object for which the picsent
action was brought by Mr. Foley was, to recover his propor-
tionate share of the dilapidations alleged to have been caused by
the defendants. The covenants of the lease being of a peculiar
construction, rendered the determination of this point a matter
of no ordinary difficulty, and in all probability the subsequent
proceedings will not be brought to a close for a very consider-
able length of time, as it is scarcely possible, from the nature of
the case, that a satisfactory determination of the numerous
issues between the parties can be attained by the present trial,
The examination of plaintiff »s witnesses lasted s£ hours. At the
sitting of the Court on Monday, it was again resumed, and con-
cluded at two o'clock, when Mr. Richards addressed the jury on
behalf of defendant, and at four o'clock the judge summed up
the lengthy evidence with much minuteness. The jury remained
some time in deliberation, returning the following special ver.
diet:—We find that the mines were not finished ; that they were
not left in working condition; and we award accordingly no
damages for the broken surface, regarding the whole as still a
mining property. But for removing the engines, &c, we give
1,200/.; for non-repair of the shafts and levels, 500/.; for remov-
ing buildings, 250/.; for dilapidations of the furnaces, 364/.; for
basons, bridges, &C-| 212/.: total, 2,526/. One-fourth of which
will be the share of the plaintiff.
Homb Circuit, Croydon.- Doe, on the Demise of Angell v.

Angell.—-The circumstances under which the action was brought
are, in many respects, peculiar. Sergeant Slice, in his address
to the Jury, said, that the plaintiff was an aged man, a market-
gardener, and defendant was a gentleman named John Benedict
Angell Angell, whose family name was Brown, but who, in 17*5,
assumed the name of Angell, under circumstances that would
afterwards be detailed. The action was brought to recover about
20 acres of land, in the parish of Stock well, and the title of
plaintiff was founded upou the will of a Mr. John Angell, who
died at Stockwell, in 1/84. By that will the testator gave to the
male heirs of William Angell, the first purchaser of Crowhurst,
the father of his great grandfather, and their male heirs for ever,
all his lands and estates real and personal in Surrey, Kent, and
Sussex; and in default of such male heirs being in existence,
then the estates to go to the male heirs of William Angell, of
Northamptonshire, who should make themselves out to he
Angells, and their heirs for ever, and in default of that branch,
to William Brown, who was an Angell. The will also directed
that if the party making out his descent of his name should happen
not to be Angell, that he should assume the name, and use the
Angell arms, or, in default, should be excluded from the enjoy-
ment of the properly; and that the estates should only go to lhe
heirs male, and excluded the females altogether. This Mr. John
Angell died in 1781, and the present defendant then came into
the possession of the whole property under this will, but he
should show that at this time the real heir was John Angell,
father of plaintiff, who died in 1802, in total ignorance ot his
rights. The Learned Counsel then proceeded to adduce the evi-
dence to make out the pedigree of plaintiff. It consisted of wills,
inquisitions, records of the Herald's College, and a variety of
other documentary testimony. Mr. Thesiger, for the defeudant,
proceeded to the facts of the case; after which much evidence
was adduced in opposition to ihc plaintiff's claim. Considerable
stress was laid upon certain alterations made in a parish register.
The Jury retired, taking all the documents with them, and re-
turned a verdict for plaintiff.
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TATTERSALL'S, Thursi>av.-St. Lbgbr.—7 to 4 offered on

Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone; 8 to 1 agst Scott's lot, bar Cotherstone
;

20 to 1 agst Mr. Yarburgh's Dumpling (taken) ; 20 to 1 agst Lord
Exeter's Lucetta colt (taken).
Dkrbv.—Offersto take 1,000 to 30 each about Voltri and Saddle

Bow
; 1,000 to 20 agst Mr. Saddler's Johnny Broome (taken).

MARK LANE, Friday, August 18.—The Wheat Market is
very inanimate, a few samples of fine old Wheat have been dis-
posed of at about the rates paid on Monday.—New Wheat has
been sold at lower prices, and in Foreign or Bonded scarcely
anything doing. Barley is is. lower. Beans and Peas a dull
sale, and Oats are unaltered in value.

BRITISH. PfiR IMPERIAL QUARTER, S. S. S. 8.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 62 lo 58 Red 50toW

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and ^oianhire. . . 50 to 56 White— to—
parley ^ . Malting and distilling 28 to 38 Grind. 24 to so
Oats, Lincolnshire'and Yorkshire

. . . Polands 15to 25 Feed 36 to £4—— Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed — to — Potatol7toS6—— Irish Feed 16 to S3 rotate J G to 24.Rye . — to —
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 22 to 27 „TJck 22 to 20 Harrow 25 to 32

Pigeon, Heligoland . . 28 to 34 Winds. — to —
Peas, White 28 to 35 Maple 30 to 33

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

Longpod
Gr

July

August

7
14

21

28
4

11

6 weeks* Aggregate Aver.

Duties

1 Wheat.
49 10

|
Barley. Oats. Kye. Beans.
£8 8 19 7 32 8 29 9

51 2 29 19 8 31 11 29 6
54 2 29 10 20 37 5 30 5
57 7 31 2 21 36 2 31 1

60 9 32 4 21 5 37 1 31 9
61 2 32 11

30 8

8

21

20

9

7

38 7 Hi 1

55 9 35 8 BO

10 617 6 7 6

to—
ey 28 to 31

Teas.
31 7
;*» 4

B3 11

33 9
31 4
33 7

o3 3

6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
r BANKRUPTCY '.SUPERSEDED— I. Smallcombe, Bradford, Wiltshire,
coal-dealer.
BANKRUPTS—J. F. Armstrong, Tranquil-vale, Blackheath, china-dealer

—J-Wooltorton, Lynn, Norfolk, furnishing ironmonger— 1^. «°Tg^ *£???

manufacturer-R. Watson, Yorkshire, Uk-mercer—W. Whueheld, Bridpe-
water, Somersetshire, grocer—J. Hai bottle. Amble, rXnrthumberland, grocer
H. Buggein, Preatatyn, Flintshire, alkali-mani«tacturer-S. Barker, Wrock-

Joshtia Horton, Harfs-hill,Dudiey, Worcestershire, and Joseph Norton,!

WJ
A:
Sh<

BIRTHS—On the 13th inst., the Hon. Mrs- E. Pa*ouverie, of a daughter—

ri«fwM
the

f Tl^Vt11 ^^ver/^sq. of Ma<leVra and Liverpool, to Har-
net

,
widow of Dr-.J.A. Mason, M.D., of Don.aster. . „

the 18th mat., the Lady Louisa, wile ol the Rev. W- Marsh, D-D., and sister of
the iiarl Cadogan.
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PUBLISHING MONTHLY.
Largis, 15- M. ; Small \s. j Gardenkrs' Edition, dd. THE
BOTANIC GARDEN; or, MAGAZINE of

FLOWERING PLANTS.
With many important and usicful additions.

By B. MAUND, F.L.S.
Each Number contains Beautifully-coloured Figures of

Ornamental Plants, both herbaceous and shrubby; suitable

for the Flower Garden or Pleasure Ground. With the derivations
of names; classes; orders; height of the plants j time of flower-

ings native country; history; qualities; most approved modes
of propagation and culture; and other information, interesting to

every lover of a Garden. Annexed to each Number, is the

FLORAL REGISTER,
With Wood-cuts of admired Flowering Plants, mostly such as

have been newly imported into this country 5 with the necessary
information respecting them. Also,

THE AUCTARIUM,
In which arc given, improved methods of cultivation and preserva-

tion of vegetables, fruits, and flowers; new discoveries con-

nected with gardening ; and miscellaneous information. Also,

in each Number, till complete, commencing with thenew volume,
on the 1st of January, 1843, a portion of Professor Henslow's

BOTANICAL DICTIONARY,
Written expressly for the Author, there being so great a want of

such a Work : thus, the Botanic Garden contains four distinct

Works, proceeding together, at a trifling cost, once a month.
'Hie Volumes already completed of this Standard Botanical

Work, can be had at the following Prices : large. small,
£ jr. d. £ s. d.

Hf-bd., green mor. backs, gilt edges, each 2 2 110
Cloth gilt, beautifully embellished „ 2

Drab boards . . . . ,, 1 17 15
The Gardeners' Edition at 07/., with partially coloured plates, com-

menced in January, 1843, with No. I,

The portions of the Floral Register and Auctaiuusx, already
published, contain nearly Twelve Hundred Engravings, forming
one handsome volume, which will be delivered Gratis to the

purchaser of four volumes of the Botanic Garden.
G room bridge, Paternoster-row.

BOTANICAL BOOKS?
"

THE FOLLOWING WORKS ARE NOW TO BE HAD OF

WILLIAM PAMPLIN,
BOTANICAL BOOKSELLER, 45, FRITH STREET, SOHO

SQUARE, LONDON.
TRANSACTIONS OF THE HORTICULTURAL
-1 SOCIETY OF LONDON". Seven Volumes. 4to. That is—
the First Series complete, half calf, gilt, 71. /,s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE LINNiEAN SOCIETY
OF LONDON. Eighteen Volumes. 4ro. That is -all that have
yet been published. Vols. I. to XII. arc neatly half- bound, and
the remaining six are in Parts, as published, 17/. l/.s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF PRUSSIA. Fourteen Volumes. 4to. A fine

Copy, half-calf, gilt. Berlin, 1824-1840. 12/. 12*.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE IMPERIAL ACA-
DEMY OF NATURAL HISTORY OF BONN. 4to. A quantity

of separate Volumes, Parts, and Papers from this and several

other similar Continental Works can always be supplied.

Of the following Books, copies are always to be found at

DE CANDOLLE,—PRODROMUS SYSTEMATIS
REGNI VEGETA13ILIS, Seven Volumes. The eighth volume of

tliis Work will be published in a few weeks ; those persons who
wish to receive it on the day ofpublication are requestedtoforward
their names to the Advertiser at once, in order that they may be
supplied without disappointment.

BUEK.—GENERA, SPECIES, ET SYNONYMA
CANDOLLEANA, skit INDFX GENERA 1,1S kt SPECIALIS
An DE CANDOLLE PKODROMUM SYSTEMATIS NATU-
RALIS REGNI VEGETABILIS. Pars I. et II. Berlin, 1812. 18s.

WALPERS—REPERTORIUM BOTAN1CES SYS-
TEMATICA. Of this Valuable Work, the 8th Part, or Part III.

ofthe second Volume, has just appeared. Price of each Part, 4s.

ENDLICHER.—GENERA PLANTARUM. Vienna,
1840. 41. \ or handsomely bound in two volumes, half-calf extra,

41. 8s. fid.

ENDLICHER.—MANTISSA BOTANICA. Vienna.
1

ENDLICHER. — ICONOGRAPHIA GENERUM
PLANTARUM. Handsomely bound, half-calf extra. Vienna.
1838. 3/. 10s.

POEPPIG ET ENDLICHER.—NOVA GENERA
AC SPECIES PLANTARUM QUAS IN REGNO CHILENSJ
PERUVIANO ET IN TERRA AMAZONICA, &c. Two Volumes,
fol. Various copies, bound or unbound, from 41. lis. 6d. and up-

wards, according to bindingand condition. The Parts of Volume
the Third which have appeared, as well as most of the former
Parts, can still be had separately.

PERSOON. — SYNOPSIS PLANTARUM. Two
Volumes. Various copies, neatly bound or half-bound, from 18s.,

and upwards.

KUNTIL—ENUMERATIO PLANTARUM OM-
NIUM HUCTJSQTJE COGNITARUM, &c. Several of the
Volumes may be had separately. 14s. each.

AUGUSTE ST. HI LA1RE.—FLORA BRAZILIiE
MERIDIONALIS, — ADJUT. JUSSIEU ET CAMBESSEDES.
Volumes I, and II., neatly half-bound, and remainder in Parts.

Paris. 1821, Sec. 71. 7s.

MIKAN.— DELECTUS FLORAE ET FAUNAE
BRAZILIENSTS, &c. Several odd Parts of this Magnificent

Work, each, 15s.

FLORA—ODER BOTANISCHE ZEITUNG. Com-
plete from the beginning.

L1NK/EA, EIN JOURNAL FUR DIE BOTANIK.
Complete from the beginning.

GE HARDENS HERBAL, or HISTORY OF
PLANTS. Various Copies of both the Editions, from 18s. and
upwards, according to condition.

PARKINSON'S HERBAL. Various Copies, from
16s. and upwards, according to condition.

LINN^EI SPECIES PLANTARUM CURA WILL-
DENOW. Various Copies, from One to Three Guineas, accord-
ing to condition.

LINN^EI SYSTEMA VEGETABILIUM CURA
SPRENGBL. Various Copies, from Two Guineas and a half to

Three Guineas.

EKART SYNOPSIS JUNGERMANNIARUM IN
GEKMANIA, &c. Numerous Plales. 4lo. Various Copies from
Wis. 6d. to J2s.

WIGHT'S ICONES PLANTARUM INDITE ORI-
N'TALIS, or Figures with Descriptions of East Indian Plants.

This ia allowed to be the very best and cheapest Work upon
Indian Botany. The Thud Part of the Second Volume has just

been received from Madras ;
the Price of this Part is 1/. 6s.

WIGHT and ARNOTT.— PROmiOMUS FLORAE
INDLE OR1ENTALIS. Volume the First being all that has yet
appeared. 16s. , ,. -.

*»* N.B.-W. Pampun has a good collection of British and
Foreign Books upon 1U-RNS*

TREASURES MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every
description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years'
standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-
tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,
cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting

eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at

is. l£/i. and 2s. Qd. each. Also his

PILUL/E ANTISCROPHUL^G,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-

ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all her operations

;

hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular
swellings, particularly those of the neck, &c. They arc efficacious

also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,

that may be taken at oil times without confinement or change of

diet. Sold in boxes, at is. ]^d. f <2s.9d.,4s.6d. f lis., and 22s. each.
To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's

ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,
for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-
plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-
mote a circulation of the fluids ; are gentle in their operation, and
do not require cessation from business. Jn bottles at 2s. Qd. each.

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Beach & Barnicott
(who have been Confidently entrusted with the preparation of his
medicine for many years past), arc left joint proprietors of the
"Poor Man's Friend," "PilulflB Antiscrophulsc," " Larwell's
Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic
Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare
and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from all

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.

Observe.—T$o medicine sold under the above names can possibly
be genuine, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-
port," is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to each
package.

ALL DISEASES of the KIDNEYS and BLADDER
speedily and effectually cured by DR. YOUNG'S MIXTURE.

—The efficacy of this Medicine in the above Complaints lias been
long proved by its unparalleled success in a practice of many
years' standing, and has induced the present proprietor to make
it more generally known.

Sold in Bottles, 2s. Qd. each, by the Proprietor's Agent,
J. SANGER, 150, Oxford-street, London; also by Johnson, 68,

Cornhiilj Prout, 229, Strand ; Mr. King, 232, Blackfriars Road;
and all Medicine Vendors throughout the country.

CORNS, BUNIONS, Sec.

rpiIE PROPRIETOR of the ANTI-CALLOSITY, or
J- RUSSIAN CORN AND BUNION PLAISTER, feels great
confidence in recommending it as the most certain cure for all

Callous Swellings on the Feet that has ever yet been invented.

By the use of this Plaisterimmediate benefit will be found, and in

a short time a Radical Cure will be effected by gradually dis-

persing the Hard or Soft Corn, and entirely removing those
painful throbbings so severely felt at every change of weather.

Sold, with full directions for use, in boxes, \s. \%d. and 2s., at

Sanger's Medicine Warehouse, 150, Oxford-street ; and all

Medicine Vendors throughout the country.
Remember—"Tub Russian Corn and Bunion Pi.aistkr."

BRITISH SHEET-GLASS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

DRAKE & BROMLEY have received Mr. Paxton's
kind permission to publish the following extract from his

Letter, dated Chatsworth, July 18, 1843.
" The terrific hailstorm which visited this locality did not injure

a square in the Great Conservatory, butiuthc Sheffield Botanical

Gardens about 5000 squares were broken, and the houses of a
gentleman near Sheffield were completely riddled, and the plants

in them much injured; but at Queen's Tower, the residence of a
gentleman whose houses were glazed with the Sheet Glass, and
where the storm raged in its utmost fury, only two squares were
broken, and even these were not in the roof, but at the end,

where the hailstones struck them obliquely; this is is a most gra-

tifying proof of the strength and superiority ofthe Sheet Glass."

the glazing of the large Conservatory at Chatsworth was begun
by J. Drake in June, 1839, and finished in July, 1840; during the

subsequent period no casualty has happened to render necessary

the slightest repair for breakage, and of the superiority of the

Sheet Glass in resisting Hail, no proof more conclusive or satis-

factory could be given, than the above extract affords.

A return to Parliament of the duties and drawbacks on Glass,

from the 5th Jan. 1813, to the 5th Jan. 1843, exhibits the consump-
tion in Great Britain of British Sheet Glass since 1833, in which
year J. Drake had the honour to receive the following Letter of

Thanks for its introduction to the notice of the Horticultural

Society of London. " March 20, 1838.
" Sir,— I have the honour to return you the thanks ofthe Hor-

ticultural Society of London, for your exhibition of specimens of

New Sheet Glass, which have been duly received, and exhibited

to the Members who have met this day.
" I am, Sir, your very obedient Servant,

"To Mr. Drake. (Signed) Gjsorgb Bbntham, Secretary."

By this return, it appears that the quantity of British Sheet
Glass returned for home use was

—

In the year ending Jan. 7, 1838 . • 707 cwt.
1839 - . 2262
1840 . .5170
1841 . . 7914
1842 . . 11298
1843 . . 17H7

An increase so rapid, as sufficiently to manifest that it is fast-

superseding, for all purposes to which it is suitable, every other
kind of Glass.
Drakk and Bromley beg respectfully to a'dd that they shall

be always happy to furnish Lists of Prices of the Glass, or any
other particulars which it may be desirable to obtain, upon appli-

cation by letter, addressed to them at their Warehouse, No. 325,

Oxford-street, London.
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GGARDEN, FISHING, SHEEP AND RABBIT
NETS.—New Garden Net \^d. per yard, mended Sea Pish-

ing Nets $d. per yard, woollen, worsted, arid other warp and
Fly Nets. All kinds of Nets for Fishing. Shcepfolding Net 4&1.

per yard, 3^ feet high. Long Hare and Rabbit Net on cords

50,80, and 100 yards each. Net for Fences against Rabbits,

Cats, Dogs, &c. 2rf. per yard. Also on Sale, POLICEMEN'S
CAPES, and TARPAULING COATS, for Gardeners, Game-
keepers, Watchers, and Farm Servants; the Capes at 25. and
2s. Gd. each. Also large Capes like Cloaks. Upwards of 100

New and Second-hand Tents and Marquees for sale. Robert
Richardson, Net and Tent maker, No, 21, Tunbridge-placc,

New-road, near Euston-square.

r VO LET, near Royal Leamington Spa, SIX ACRES
-»- of GARDEN GROUND, with a substantial and roomy
DWELLING-HOUSE, Stabling and Dove-house attached. The
ground Is in the highest state of cultivation, of which Four Acres
is planted with a variety of Fruit-trees, Two Acres Asparagus and
Seakale. Also, Four and a half Acres of rich Greensward. Pos-

session to be had at Michaelmas or St. Thomas.
For Particulars, inquire of Mr. B. Law, the Proprietor (who is

retiring from business), Long itchington, near Southam, and

at Royal Leamington Spa.

pHEAP STATIONERY, CUTLERY, WORK-
Vy BOX, WHITING-DESK, ANB DRESSING-CASE MANU-
FACTURER.—Bloper'S Embossed Postage Envelopes, without
Advertisements, Is. per dozen to purchasers of other articles ; fine

Bath-post, 3d. per Quire, 5s. per Ream ; ditto Note, 2rf. per Quire,
?,s. per Ream; Queen's Size (Note), 2.5. per Ream ; very superior
Foolscap, 8d. per Quire, 12*. 6d. per Ream ; Envelopes, C)d. per 100 ;

Copy Books, 4d. each, 3s. Qd. per dozen ;
good Pens, is. 6d. per IOtf;

Embossed Blotting Books, Sd, each; superior Bibles, gilt edges,
Is. \0d. each ; ditto Prayer Books, is. ()d. each; good Pen-knives, 6d*
each ; Rosewood Work-boxes, 2s. ; Rosewood and Mahogany supe-
rior Desks, 7s. 6d.; superior Pocket-books, 6d. each, &c., &c.
Goods exchanged, or Money returned if not approved of. A name-
plate engraved, and 100 best Cards printed for 4s. 6d. Bookbinding,
Printing, and Engraving, at the lowest terms ; 10 per cent, off new
Books and Music. Parcels of 2/. value forwarded 100 miles free of
carriage; of 10s., 5 miles from London, and any amount in town.
Lists of Prices, and samples of Paper, sent on the receipt of two
postage-stamps, from SlopkVs Stationery Warehouse, 20, George-
street, Portman-square, London.

UTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lkwe3,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which It may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3
Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. $6 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid
}

to London. / 25s ' B5s' 42Sm

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., 6s. , and 7s. Larger
sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Printis

supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmon-
ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.
To be seen In London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No- 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Ricky's Brush Warehouse,
No. 80, Graccchurch- street ; LiVKKMonisandSoN, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford-street; Bknitam, 10, Wigmore- street, Cavendish-'
square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchurch-strect*

b UN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN, and other disfigure-

O ments of the Skin, arc pleasingly eradicated by that unique
preparation ROWLAND'S KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous

liquid, and now universally admired for its sovereign virtues iu

complete/// removing alt cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering the

complexion delicately clear and fair. It is invaluable as a reno-

vating and refreshing wash during travelling, or exposure to the

sun, dust, or harsh winds, and after the heated atmosphere of

crowded assemblies. Gentlemen will find it peculiarly grateful

after shaving, in allaying the smarting pain,
CAUTION.—Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as

<( KALYDOR:"— it is therefore imperative on Purchasers to see

that the words "ROWLAND'S KALYDOR" arc printed on the

wrapper, and « A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON-GARDJSN,
engraved on the Government stamp affixed to each bottle. Price

4s. 6d. and 8js. 6d. per bottle, duty included.
Ask for Rowland's Kalyook.— Sold by them, and oy

Chemists and Perfumers.

want of »
x TO PROPAGATORS.

MESSRS. VE1TCU and SON are in
Piiopagator who thoroughly understands his Busing

and can bring unexceptionable references as to ability Mi&B
moral character. Letters, with Terms, Reference, &c. to B

addressed to Messrs. Veitch and Son, Exeter.—Aug. 17, l 84J '

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

A S FOREMAN.— W. Wren, late Foreman to |.

^1. Crawj-ky, Esq., Luton, for 24 years, and Previously to

G. Kino, Esq., Ware, for 3 years, wishes for a similar S«wj*

Direct to W. Wren, care oi Mr.Wood, Butcher, Luton^Btoa^

A THOROUGH PRACTICAL GARDENER, »8jJ
34, having just left a Nobleman's service, (from w><^"

,

can have a good recommendation) is desirous of obtaining »
ed:

ation in his profession, with any gentleman. He is nn
fc|je

without family ; and his wife would have no objection to ^
situation of Housekeeper. AH Letters addressed as un

e .

meet with prompt attention :—Mr. Frost, Gardener, 1^ '

ftJl(1

Mr. Brown, Nurseryman, Slough j or to Messrs. MAu*-

Co., Nurserymen, Bristol. ____——-—~"—

'

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 4%Jer-
jCX understands the management of Kitchen ana

objec-

garden, Greenhouse, Cucumbers, Melons, fte.f
and I,(l

: thinffs»

tion to make himself useful, for which, as well as oi»
Jljg w ,fC

he can be well recommended by his late employer. ^ at Mr.
could also Officiate as Cook if required.—Direct to J- '

Barry's, Charlton, Kent. —-—

S GARDENER, or GARDENER »nd^ knowledge
IX A middle-aged married Man, who has a ScnC

|. aVing
passed

ofthe Horticultural and Agricultural Profcss?°I'Vimonials from

the whole of his life in them ; can have good T
;^ tory reasons

his late employer, whom he has just left ;
sat.s

odJan(l-pia
cc,

can also be given for his leaving.— Direct to A./"i

Highgate, Middlesex. __^~— ~~7~~ZI
7n vears ot age »

A S GARDENER.—A married Man,
f." 7 experience mi

Xl. without family, who has had great prau
&u(I England-

the different branches of his business, In sc *'
. and has Uvea

He understands the management of pWgSis of distinct!on.—

Head-Gurdener with a bishop and other famn ^^ 1Uchmona,

Direct to H. M., Post-office, Ham Corn*

Surrey.

A

-~~~T^oang Man, aged 30,

A S GARDENER, an experienced .> cter from his last

-£*- who can have an unexceptional^ t0 i ok after a horse,

Situation. He would have no oWctiW T> Hj 5> Gloucester-
situation, lie wouiu nave uu ",'.,.cC t
nor to any part of the country.- -•uu

street, Hackney- road.

^TTTtFF.—A steady, middle-

A S GARDENER and BAl^ 1* wh0 has had extensive

-ti. aged Man, without encumbranc^ (q q ^ &t Messrs .

practice in the above capaciti •

urscrv . __—
FORREST and Co.'s, Kensington .-

5 ^S5S2!f5fll acquainted with

A RESPECTABLE yo«»g
a^

d
a ;ul able t0

H
correspond in

tof»LStable eVtabiishments in this counrr,,

Propagator in several resp
^ toryrecommendations

tor
d

from ill of which highly
sat^

A _^^ Qt MpsBrs .
yeitcii

&c. can be obtained.-^
Sons', NnrseryrneiL'

Printed l.y Mess"; »'

a?%h
P.«rf&SfMS ^^;;^«tiouS are to

.

-

,

V
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S0.CIETY'S GRAND EXHIBITION
Tubsda* the £h L? 8S,on

*
"'' the Ux,,ri <'se Nursery, on

for the best 24 n.h,;^ r 7' 1
'
glve a Tow" Cup, value 5/. »#.,

Gentlemen's GardSi«' w f.

com *,eted for by Amateurs and^Jln^ had of Mr.

^^wa^eaw S^SSSJft °Pe" t0 a» E"S,and '
wil1 be

5» ?oJS5? SkptpmI
'ANET FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,

Entrance, 10, • thnwinfJ ~ m
Bcst 24 blooms

- ™3 2d do., 4/.
» s a Thild Prize Pill'

6
°/ ",c

u
mo»ey so collected will be given

iter's, near Margate
E^ibiKon, Ranelagh Gardens, St.

Aster's Vicarage. Am.m. im. •

G< HoDGSON
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Secretary.
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?
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?
r feet hie» and six

Florist, Denmark Hill, Camberwell
each-JAMEs Cuthiix,™^^ Cucumber Seeds
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"XT-OUFT T
RS °F CARNATIONsTMCO^iis, and PINKSyOUELL and CO. beg respectfully to announce that* their extensive stock of the above plants are rhU L

SSfi *?*' and}™inS Spared »° expenSy gettingS™
comn 5

s °f CVery kuown variety worthy of cultivation ami £SP
t

,tl°" at a,,y Horticultural Exhibition througho t he kL"
orTers'KfS^^f65 that the>' are in a Potion to exeS
"atisgctorv tn thn» ^J,

uPon
,
8Uch advantageous terms as to b|

Tl>ey wmi,d ^Z who may favour them with their command,
*«»o\,2i to «

beg 'eav
^
to remark that their stock of the abo7e'

eultiva ion win
P
ir

r

a
dS
cl 4° ,0

l!

pairS °f the very best sorts Jj
he»Uhy,TanT,i?ni.

a snf
^
cient guarantee that none but strcnj

Want is destrov^ i°
"?* 2?*'

and as everv run or "egcneraied
receivin?n0n7b ,

W
^en

?
blo

?
m

«
parties mavbe ful,v assureciof"'g none but those true to name and colour.

12m:„ f
Prices as follows :—

pairs of good show varieties, l pair of each
"blc ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto .

kxtra fine and very superior ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto Pinks ditto
ditto ditto ditto

< -waiop-iJi
16
^\ecti0un beinB left to Youkli. 'and Co.

fer-S2?vCS «
h
xT

tly ready
'
and may be had on aPPbcaJfje^t Yarmouth Nursery, Aug. 26 , 1843.

^"'*-a-

WU^iT?FS NEW SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS";

, fahh ^ E
'
RENDLE has the P^asure of inform-

?,
as been «,,. ^J11 ' 1'^ Gentry, Amateurs, and the Trade, that ho
f^eoSium.

688
? 1 in Proc,,rin 8- thc stock of Mr. Lyne's new

dyne's p.?
s> and offcrs them at the following Prices :— W

"mcessAUce
. 3J. 3s. Lyne's Modesty . . u .

Celestial ..22 * ' U -

*edworth . .22
„ p5

0lI° • .22
1
The aw°eps

• •>»
ii
ave Wnt,^"

1" 611110" 6'1 sorts can be warranted as first-rate, ami
^•"outh a>

any Seedliner Prizes this season, in London, Exeter
. ,Oraers 4.,PFluay» Barnstaple, Truro, and Falmouth. '

I1 be renn
1

. ,
executed in strict precedence. The first plant*

Tt
tinted2 a

•

er the 6th of November.
ma

ft,

n
'°n-roari

S
v?
riptlons an(l engravings can be obtained at the

£?> KnilShv
S
H
ry

'
Plyroouth

; of Mr. W. Bristow, Seeds?
t
°Vent.Kn ?, i

sbndee ; of Mr. Gborob Charlwood, Seedsman
T^enhall ef

n
; or °f Messrs. Hokst andM'MoLLEN, Seedsmen

tj trie's WhV '
London. '

A
appho, car,i t

PerfectioD . Imogene, Enchantress, Superb, and
?^25t22,T843 possibl>

r be sent out this season.—Plymouth,

i • t,S^~^CKHART and DUNCAN, Flor^
thi,

ea their

1

-H?
9"/"' 156

> Cheapside, London, have just pub-
or y will foi^

,

of Flower-roots for the present season, which
ami ^bratedr p?st-free on application. They have purchased
ahia'stbict nn,t,,

rist at Haarlem, the entire stock of three new
e for Glassy «

E HYACINTHS of great beauty, and suit-

On^SS
?^«BI HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE

V R. rlr
H ;VGRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE

^nw in
P
i,nvRRINGT0N'

THK L0RD BISHOP OF LON-
^Zh L°.RD VISCOUNT LORTON, LORD SONDES, &c.

;

Xrrnmfr horticultural society of london.
X Vi m

& C °* liave rauch PIeasure in announcing

Pnnn. nS I
be c"aWcd to suPPly, at the latter end of Oct. next, fine

-impn, ii

e
2
b
r
0ve

l

11*11^-^ 11^^ and much-c»tecmcd RASPBERRY
ro
„"e^aUcd

/
or

1

t,lc «traordinary8ize of its fruitand richness of fla-

iiffh nrw'V° Wh?™ Y '
& Co

'
8Cnt h last scason have expressed their

Won
a"Iniratl

i
,n of ,ts superiority over all other varieties, and it has

cuWtl several Prizes at various Horticultural exhibitions

Tnn.T^"
F
r
A
^
T0

V'T.
Ka"spberrv.—We have received Vrom Messrs.

vo find « °f
G rca^armouth, fruit of the Fastolff Raspberry, and

ImrL -in \
"1CntS a11 that has bccn stated in favour of its excel-

tW«
a

M i
fc r

^
ccived is vcry Iargc, obtusely conical, and of rich

wrf?5£
J ar exceeding in this respect some other new and large

?u;7' TH .Plants bcar abundantly and in long succession."

tfSL^rfo^'M lf
^
on thc Ist of Au -^ust ' before ,he Lontion Hor-u3 ff

01^ 2I
' Regent-street, and a prize was awarded to them,

i ; mni« f ^erefor
?> be unnecessary for Youell & Co. to recommend

neroK 1
y ' ?

r W
\
th &rcatcr confidence, to the notice of the public,

ttfm?i£i*K that
l
C continues tahteh perfection throughout therS nrth

f'
nn(

)
h
-

as »?aintained its superiority in the most
oHin\^ L i

1C
l°
lh and

,
Sltuatl0n^ a"d requires no other than the

r3 fl

trcatment
°/ V,e old varicties

- Fine Canes will be

anv^VVC
!
attc

T
r
T
e

.

nd of 0ctol)er
»
and can be sent with safety to

TrLl^
of Ahc r

I
J1
mt

?d Kingdom (on the receipt of a Post-officewcter, upon the following terms:— & Si d.
Packages containing 100 Canes . . 2 5

» »J 50 n ..150
SSafftS?^ ^e usual diŝ ount t-° th(

^
1?rad4c

>
v̂hcn not*css man 200 arc ordered.

a SpHf

-

iVe °r
f
Cr

*i
are

J
aIrcadv received for the above ; and to prevent

season v *n hc d
i
s?PPoint

1

n
J
cn t which many experienced last

for/ ?: y
?r" ^ C°;.n.

ot bc,ng ablc t0 mect the demand, they there-lore respectfully solicit early application.
J

__j^eat Yarmouth Nursery, August 26, 1843.

J HENCHMAN begs to offer the following fine Green-«". ,lou8e Planl«t which are peculiarly suitable to be grown asSpec mens for Exhibition; and, at the same time, begs to statl

*E*2 has
r,
succ

^
eded in ra»sing 15 species of Banksia, and 12ft °f Dryflndra '

"early all of which are quite new, or ex-tremely rare, together with many other new and tateresttoff

Jtt.JK from * e \wan Riv^ ^hich may be purchased

?3Jn^^S^^m8-~Bracby8-fr?a vill08a- 21*., fine foliage and
t"!, '! 1 flowers-one of the finest Plants yet introduced :Hoyea ilhcifoha, Its.; Hovea illicifolia major, ns. : Hovea

-Edmon^rrS fr°m Unkn°Wn ^respondents.

SPLENDID SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, AT GRFATrvREDUCED PRICES. KMTLY

L^C
m
M
?
E

'
PINCE

'
& Co" beS Ieave to wform the-y Public that they have obtained the entire stock of those

di stinct and beautiful SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS raised bvMr. E. Beck, of Isleworth, and exhibited bv him with such vervgreat success at the Chiswick and Regent's Park Exhibitions
They gained the Gold Banksian Medal (the highest prize awarded
to Pelargoniums) twice this summer at Chiswick, and the hicWt
prize at the Royal Botanic Society of London, in June last
Several of them have also gained Silver Medals, Certificates, and
other prizes, as Seedlings. These facts will convince the public
that a more distinguished lot of Flowers has never before been
offered for sale; and L., P., & Co. hope that their having deter-mined upon letting them out at prices reduced greatly belowhose which Seedling Pelargoniums, of the highest character!
have hitherto been let out at, will ensure for them an extensive
sale. Strong, healthy Plants will be ready for deli very in October
next, at the following prices, viz. :—

s, tf.

*Leonora
British Queen
Susanna
Meteor .

Cleopatra
Admiral
Stella .

Beck's
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

21

21

21

21
21

10

10
6

G

Martha . . Beck's 10 6
Lucy . . do. 10 6
Geraldine .do. 7 Q
Evening Star do. 7 6
Black Prince do. 7 6
Bride do. 5
The Purple .do. 5

rPo
6
; Thn^

ClIle^n of u disti » ct s°rt*. Package included,

» r ;ni™n??Cd thus * all gained prizes at the LondonS£v ey aDd the Royal botanical Society of London.Exeter Nursery, Aug. 24, 1843.

-XTmi/T

U
r

T^HYACINTHS and other BULBS.

X of ther«?/
Co

\
b«S respectfully to inform the readers

-A- of the Gardeners' Chronicle, that one of their Firm has iust

"X^^^T^^r^ SdeCted a™st ^tens!ve1t
J

ock

Stt RSi for whJh ,L
N
J
HS

' -

as wo11 as a £eneral assortment of

2£S fromThn r«?i>
C,t

,
y 1S S° jUStly famed

-: and flattcr the«-
SSnSanM*J «ffl

° f c°mmunicariOn between Yai mouthand Haarlem, the distance net occupying more than 10 or 12hours, and trom the varieties being chosen for their great beau y

Slfid L coS dU,tog the Woomingseason, thatthe ListwS
be found to contain none but the very best sorts, adapted either
for glasses, forcing, or open border culture. Prices, as follows

:

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . \ ARed, Bine, White, or Yellow . . i
6s

' Per doz -

Extra fine Ditto o*. to 12*. „
Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 18s.

The selection being left to Youki.l & Co.
Also, Narcissus, Early Single and Double Tulips, Jonquils,

Gladiolus, Ins, Ixias, Ranunculus, Double and Single Anemo-
nes, Crocus, &c, Catalogues of which may be had on application.
Bulbs added to compensate for long carriage.—Great Yarmouth
Nursery, Aug. 2-i, 1843.

THUNBERGIA FRYERII.

99

99

99

Rose-bud .

Dk. of Cornwall.
Sunrise

I 1

1 1

1 l

?ari*

or Glass*T ^ A**ACINTHS of great beaut
Ad^irH i

1?* Pots - They have named them—

•F «
R
?*?

R
,

beg
l

t0 inform his Frienc' s and t]^e Public•J • that the above beautiful and much-admired newviv-pvlfTHUNBERGIA will be sent out on the 30th St, ?ree byS a
7s. 6d. each, with allowance to the Trade 1

'

I' u'
ean, with the greatest confidence, recommend the abovewhich has been seen and highly approved of by many of t h ehighest authorities; it is noticed by Dn. Lrow in the Gar.

denerf Chronicle of June 17th, where he pronounces it a distinct
variety

;
and Mr W. P.Avrbs, the writer of the "abSSSGarden" in this Paper, observes,-" I am favoured with theblooms of your Seedling 'ThunbergiaFryerii,' which I consider a

distinct and very beautiful variety, and indispensable in every
collection of plants. I shall be glad to have two plants when you
send it out.''-Blooms will be sent free by post, on application
containing two postage-stamps. i ^"ua"ou

.
NJ

?;r
A
c?£f

ndid
S?

llec
? Vf PANSIES can be supplied from

a healthy Stock, good sorts, 6s. per doz.
5

fine show varieties
12s. per doz.

;
and new and scarce do., 2s. M. to 3s. 6d each'

which will be sent post free.-A remittance or reference required
from unknown correspondents. H

Clarendon Nursery, Camberwell, Aug. 25, 1843.

^TfOODLANDS NURSERY, Maresfield, nea7~Ud^
T T field,Sussex.—In consequence of the great disappointment pt^p

rionced with the NEW CHINA ROSE, "PRINCE of WALES ''"

William Wood & Son consider it their duty to express their most
sincere regret to those Friends and Customers who kindly favoured
them with orders for it; and thus publicly to assure them that thev
received the stock from Mons. Miellcz, of Lille, accompanied with
the strongest assurance of its being decidedly the very best Rose of its
class ever introduced ;

and under this impression W. W. & Son sent
it forth to the public; and it is with much pain that they now find
themselves to have been grossly deceived, and their customers griev-
ously disappointed. Under these circumstances, they beg leave to
give notice that they are quite willing to refund the money to those
parties who have purchased it; or they will supply goods to double
the value, cither m Roses or other Plants.

E

In consequence ot the above vexatious failure, W. W. 8c Son have
come to the determination of never sending out any new Roses in
future until they have actually been flowered and proved by them-
selves.—WoodlandsLAugust23 ;^_^^

J

"FUCHSIA EXONIENSIS."
THIS FUCHSIA is admitted to be the finest variety

that has yet been sent out; it has three times been exhibi-
ted at the Meetings of the London Horticultural Society, and has
n-oinPri their Certificate 01 Merit: floworc 1™™ ai«* ~„kL7. l .. .

"R i
¥HITE & C0 -> Nurserymen, Parade, Poole,

-a-**. Dorsetshire, have to offer strong plants of the following
beautiful varieties of Geranium, and confidently recommend thecollection 93 containing the finest sorts in cultivation. Goodstrong plants v.i -is sized pots will be sent free to any part at the
?/*

amxcu1
' or smaller plants in tin cases by post at one-third

less. Lync's Sunrise, colour, bright rosy orange; the petals
are perfectly round, forming a complete circle. The beautiful
urnuancy of thc colours of tiiis variety added to its perfect sym-metry of form, renders it the best flower in cultivation, 21s.Lyne's "Duke of Cornwall is well known for its pure and splcn-
a,u colours."— Ed. Gard. Chronicle, June 24, 1843. It is a bright
cnrr.son scarlet, clear in its grain

; petals fine and full sized, spot
"J

ree and black, and a very fine bloomer, 21s. Lyne's Lord
•
"Jj'Ston is a vcry delicate pink, with large black spot, margined

with pink, quite round and compact, aud a very true bloomer
i°5

- orf. Lyne's Princess Royal is a most attractive flower. Theunder petals are a delicate rose with a clean white centre ; theupper petals are intensely rich, having a bright velvety moroonspot verging off to a delicate pink, 2 is. Lyne's Circassian
remarks of the Editor of the Chronicle :—" The form of the flower
*s ffood, the bottom petals are a bright pink, with a white centrean(

» an intensely dark spot in thc top petals," lOs. Veitch's FairMaid of Devon, delicate pink under-petals, white centre andonght crimson spot. This is in every respect a first-rate flower,
10*. 6e*. s. d.

8m da
lash 76
Witch
Princess Sophia Matilda

7
7

6
6

Rarrett's Glory of the West 10 6
Queen of the Fairies ..76
wand Monarch .... 5

The collection, large plants, 51.
9
smaller, 63s. ; 25 fine sorts of

Geranium, 42s.; Fuchsia Exoniensis, 10s. 6d.; Laneii, 2s. Qdhue sorts per doz., 10s. M. t
including Laneii. Verbena LiconiV

an exceedingly beautiful variety, 2s. 6d. R. W. & Co. have also
ready for delivery new seeds of their own saving of nearly every
kind usually sown at this scason of thc year both of vegetable
and flower.

Geranium seed saved from finest kinds, 2s. 6d. per 20 seeds.

TT m „ »» m very bcst sorts, ss. per 20 seeds!
Housiana Persian Melon, exhibited by Mr. Fleming, and so

much praised in the leading article of the Gardeners' Chronicle of
the 19th Aug., bs. per packet of 6 seeds. Black seeded Bath
Cos Lettuce, an excellent kind either for summer or winter
Is. per packet. Prince Albert Strawberry, 21s. per 100, British
Queen, do. 21s. per 100.
N.B. Two Newfoundland Dog Pups for sale, at 63s. each

; thev
are of the vcry finest Breed. The parent stands 2 feet 8 inches
high, and measures 4 feet 5 inches from nose to tail.

each

and^c?L°ftheWhite

2s. 6d.
2 6
2 6

thal^^veitipe D
' beff t0 cal1 Particular attention to the

tWo U fte rootQ f
011tained in their List

>
and are happy to add

* Sol*cit early
<!ry

e arrivca" "* excellent condition, for which

gained their Certificate 01 Merit; flowers were also submitted to
Dr. Linplky, who, m the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 8th ult
thus expresses himself:— *•'

"Lucombb, Pinck, and Co.—The blooms sent of Fuchsia
Exoniensis prove it to be a very splendid variety, it is a flower of
great substance throughout: seed-vessels dark, tube and sepals
ofa rich crimson carmine; the sepals are long, they expand freely
and disclose the rich crimson purple corolla, which is very large,
and of a peculiar densencss of texture."

Strong plants are now ready to be sent by post, at 10s. 6d. each,
free of all other charge, carefully packed in stout tin cases, on
application to Lucombb, Pincic, and Co., Exeter Nursery.

L. P. and Co. beg leave to say that this Fuchsia has been fully

proved, and will give satisfaction to all who cultivate it,—Exeter
Nursery, Aug, 24, 1843,

(GROWTH OF PLANTS. — HUMPHREYS'S^ INODOROUS SOLUBLE COMPOUND, to promote Hm
Growth of Plants. Dissolved in water, this valuable Prenara
tion may be used with great advantage, either in thc Draw hi

^"

&c, in to
MURDO, &

ana may be preserved wunouu a Greenhouse Sruvi
is. Qd. each, with full instructions for Use bv F» a
Mansion House-street; Hurst &M'MuliVv tL ,

G
,

A „ SoN'

Wm. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within and nthm.*
~ea
^enhall -strect ;

^> paid, and package included^ ?^ %°H'a ^I??8?Messrs. Sutton and Soms es ,,e££\?
chargc of l

?J*-.T dOZ"

JSsSrSSSS^SSff*^ if by onIy one C0Ilveyance -
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MESSRS. BENJAMIN ELY and SONS, Florists
and Seedsmen, Rothwell Haigh, near Leeds, Yorkshire,

be? to inform the Nobility, Florists, and the Public in general,

that they will sell out this autumn the following Splendid PICO-
TEES, with which they have won Prizes at most of the principal

Exhibitions in Yorkshire in 1842 and 1843. s. d.

avourite, Purple-edged Picotee per pair— 10

„ Fair Helen, Rose-edged ditto . ,» ,50
,, King ot Roses, ditto ditto . „ .70

B. E. and Son have also an extensive collection, consisting of

upwards of 2500 pots, including all the best varieties, Catalogues

of which are now ready and may be had on application.

N.B.—From unknown correspondents a remittance or reference

will be required.

SALE OF orchidace^. rpHE LATE DREADFUL HAILSTORM.—Some
MESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to announce _1_ friends of Mr. John Bell, Nurseryman, of Norwich, who

they will Sell by Auction, at their Great Room , 38, King- reside in the neighbourhood of London, being desirous of render-

street, Covent-Garden, on Saturday, Sept. 2, at 12 o'Clock, an ing. ^im assistance in consequence of the severe loss he has sus-

Importation of ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS which have just tained, through the destruction of the glass and the utter loss

UNRIVALLED NEW FUCHSIA, "LOWRYII."

JOHN HANCOCK and SON beg to invite the atten-

tion of their Friends and the Floricultural World in general

to the above SPLENDID NEW FUCHSIA, of which they have

purchased the entire Stock, and they can, without doubt, pro-

nounce it the Finest Variety ever introduced.

The habit of the Plant is dwarf and close, possessing all tne

elegance of the older species, and without the large coarse foliage

and dlneincss of colour which nearly all the modern varieties

have. It is a great bloomer,—the flowers hang gracefully on long

footstalks, clear of foliage. The flowers are very large and dis-

tinct, the tube and sepals are of a bright scarlet crimson, expand-

ing freely, and showing to great advantage the large beautiful

bine corolla, decidedly differing from all other Fuchsias, it also

ms freely on a small Plant, which is a great advantage.

J. H. and Son, in bringing this production to public notice, feel

assured that it cannot fail to give universal satisfaction. It will

bo found one of the gems of the year. Strong healthy PlanAs

will be ready for delivery on the 15th of September, at 10s. oa.

each, and will be sent by Post, pre-paid, to any part of the King-

dom, carefully packed in tin cases. The usual trade allowance

if six Plants are taken.
J. H. and Son can also supply good Plants of all the New ^TA '

niums, Fuchsias, Verbenas, and Camellias, &c, with other New
Plants. Catalogues of which are now published, and may

_
be

had on application, by inclosing two postage-stamps. All tne

varieties are accurately described in the above list.

Agents in London, Messrs. Hurst and M'Mullen, 6, Leaaen-

hali-street, where Plants may be had.

Wear Nurseries, Durham, August 24, 1843.

ALBION ROAD NURSERY, STOKE NEWINGTON,
MIDDLESEX.

JOHN BROWN (Late Curator of the Botanic Garden,

Colchester), takes this opportunity to inform the Nobility

and Public generally, that he has, in partnership with his brother

Henrv, taken the superior Stock-in-Trade and Nursery, of the

late Mr. John Milne, and hopes by perseverance and attention,

to merit the same liberal patronage as was bestowed on their

predecessor.

J. and H. B. beg to invite attention to their excellent Collec-

tion of Camellias, Fuchsias, Roses, Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and

American Plants, new hardy Shrubs, and ornamental Trees of

all kinds, of which printed lists may be had on application, at the

Nursery. The Seed Business also will be conducted with every

attention to new and true Articles.

The splendid new Lilium punctatum, Album speciosum, &c,

arc now in flower, Plants of which may be had. Also the new
Achimenes, Angelonia grandinora, Viola arborea, with many
other choice Plants, carefully packed, and sent to any part.

Allowance made for carriage. Post-office Orders made payable

at the General Post-office, St. Martin's-le-Grand, London.
Flower Seeds for present sowing. ^_

"*
ALBION ROAD NURSERY, STOKE NEWINGTON,

MIDDLESEX.

MRS. MILNE begs to return her sincere thanks to

the numerous Customers and Friends of her late Husband
for all past favours, and takes this opportunity of soliciting a

continuance of the same patronage and support for Messrs. J. and

H. Brown, who have taken the premises, and purpose carrying

on the business of the Albion Nursery, in all its various

bra nches as heretofore.
,

T\/T ORTON'S " Walburton Admirable " PEACH.
i\JL —This new and splendid variety was raised at Richard Prime's,

Esq., Walburton House, Sussex, and has received the highest testi-

monials from Dr. Lindley, who had specimens sent him in 184;.

This Poach is a seedling from the Noblesse, but its great merit

consists in its ripening fully five weeks later ; it is a very free grower,

the fruit of a full size, of excellent flavour and melting; alto-

gether a very desirable variety, and one which no good garden ought

to be without.

From the very limited supply of plants the orders will he executed

in rotation at One Guinea per plant, early in the autumn. All

<lers for the above to be sent to Alexander Were, Nursery and
Seedsman, Westcrgate Nursery, near Arundel, Sussex.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.
T and W. MYATT intend sending out, by the middle
rf • of August, their NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD
PINE, fruit of which has been exhibited at the London Horticul-

tural Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been

submitted to Professor Lindley, forwhose opinion see Gardeners'

Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447- It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting

at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2L 10.5. ; British Queen, 1/., and

Eliza, 10s. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, July 22, 1843.

VARIEGATED AMERICAN ALOES.

FOR SALE, Six Large Specimens of this beautiful

Plant, three of which are from 4 to 5 feet high, and from 20

to 25 feet In circumference, and with proper treatment will bloom

next year. The smaller ones are 2 feet 6 high, and 4 feet in dia-

meter. They are aU in strong oak tubs, in the most robust health,

and will be sold a bargain. For particulars and cards to view,

apply to Messrs. Osbornk, Nurserymen, Fulham.

CHOICE PiCI.VRGONIUM SEED.

WILLIAM MILLER, having just gathered some
Extra Fine Hybridized Pelargonium Seed from the best

varieties in cultivation, and having more than he requires, offers

it at 10s. 6V. per packet,—a remittance required.—Providence

Nursery, Ramsgate.

TO '« M.EM~Eir"GENTLEMEN, AND NURSERYMEN.-The
Collection of rare and valuable EXOTIC PLAN IS, the property

of Thomas Harris, Esq., of Kingsbury, Middlesex.

MESSRS. J. C. and S. STEVENS respectfully beg

to announce, they are instructed by Mr. Harris (who S

leaving Kingabary for some years) to offer for unreserved bale

by Auction, on the premises, on w iodvksday, 30th Angusr ana

Two following; Days, at 12 o'Clock, the whole of his VALUAULfc
COLLI* TION OP STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
comprising numerous fine Specimens of rare Orchidacese, Cacti,

Camellias, Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Orange and Lemon Trees,

&c. &c, Catalogues of which are now preparing, and may be had

one week prior to the Sale, of the Auctioneers, 38, King-street,

Covent-garden. The Collection will be on public view two days

before the Sale. Kingsbury is situate about 64 Miles from London,

on the Edgeware Ro'ad.

aratjcaria IMBRICATA.

ESSRS. J. C. & S. STEVENS beg to state that

arrived in the finest possible order from St. Marcos and high lands

in Central America. It comprises a few new specimens, likewise

large and fine masses of Lcelia superbiens, Barkeria spectabilis,

Epidendrum Skinneri, &c. The attention of growers is particu-

larly invited to this Sale, which will be the last of the present

season. Catalogues are now ready, and may be had of the Auc-

tioneers, 38, King-street, Covent-Garden. On View the day prior

and morning of Sale.

CROOME, WORCESTERSHIRE.
ToNOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN,NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS,
and Others.—Very Important and Unreserved Sale of Stove anc

Greenhouse Plants, of the Rarest description, the Collectior

of nearly a Century, at Croome, the seat of the late Right Hon
the Earl of Coventry.

MR. R. C. HERBERT has the honour to announce
that he has received instructions from the Executors of tht

late Right Hon. the Earl of Coventry, to submit to Public Auction

at CROOME, on Wednksday and Thursday, Aug. 30 and 31

1843, without the least reservation, the whole of the extensive

and rare Collection of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, it

the Conservatories and Greenhouses in the Gardens adjacent to

the Mansion.
The Auctioneer respectfully invites the attention of Noble-

men and Gentlemen, as well as Nurserymen and others, to th.s

superb Collection of Plants and Exotics, as it will be found

that the present will afford them such an opportunity as very

seldom occurs of enriching their Conservatories with soire

of the Choicest Plants in the Kingdom. They include East aid

West Indian Plants, Cape and Botany Bay Plants, Cape Jaj-

mines, &c, in endless variety, some of which are of an amazirg
growth, and were selected by the late Earl's Grandfather,

more than 80 years since. To enumerate the whole in the con-
pass of an advertisement would be impossible ; Catalogues are

consequently already prepared, and may be had at the principal

Hotels in Cheltenham, Bath, Leamington, Warwick, Birmingham,

Hereford, Gloucester, Malvern, and Worcester, or will be for-

warded by the Auctioneer to any pre-paid application addressed

to him, Foregate- street, Worcester.

The Plants may be viewed on application to Mr. Clarke, Bo-

tanical Gardener, at Croome, two days previous to the Sale.

The Sale will commence on Wednesday at 12 o'clock, and en

Thursday at 11 o'clock precisely. Defford Station, on the Bir-

mingham and Gloucester Railway, is within Two Miles of Croome

Mansion.

of the crops in his houses, by the late violent Hailstorm which

passed over that city, have resolved to do so by commencing a

subscription; and they earnestly invite his friends and all who
can estimate so dreadful a calamity, to assist them. Mr. Bell's

loss is estimated to be above 2000/. The Gentlemen and Tradesmen

of Norwich have already commenced a subscription in his favour,

and a Committee has been formed to carry out their views. It

is intended to transmit all that may be subscribed to this Com-
mittee, and as it is desirable that no time be lost in collecting and

forwarding the amount subscribed, the subscription will be

closed on Saturday the 9th of Sept., and the amount transmitted

to Norwich on the Monday following. The following Gentlemen

have kindly offered to receive subscriptions :—Mr. W. Catleugh,

Florist, Hans-Place, Chelsea; Mr. M. J. Webber, Fruiterer,

Centre-row, Govent Garden Market j
Messrs. J. A. Henderson

and Co., Nurserymen, Pine Apple Place j Mr. G. Charlwood,

Seedsman, Tavistock-row, Covent Garden.

The following subscriptions have already been received.

Mr. W. Catleugh, Nurseryman, Chelsea ....
Mr. M. J. Webber, Fruiterer, Centre-Row, Govent Garden .

Messrs. J. A. Henderson and Co., Nurserymen, Pine Apple

Place, Edgeware-road
A Friend • • •

Mr. G. Charlwood, Seedsman, Tavistock-row, Covent Garden, bt

Mr. John Smith, Nurservman, Dalston 3i -

A correct List of Subscriptions will be inserted in this Paper.

OT-WATER APPARATUS.— Buildings of every

kind heated in a superior manner. The trade supplied

with Boilers, Furnace-doors, Bars, Dampers, Pipes, Cisterns,

and every requisite for heating. Benj. Fowler, 63, Dorset-st.,

Fleet-st., London.
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5l.
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COTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-

founders, &c. &c, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Strket, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

MR. WARREN will sell by Auction, at the King's

Head Inn, Twickenham, on Tuesday, Aug. 29, at 2 o'clock,

in Twenty-four Lots, TWICKENHAM NEW PARK, in the most
delightful part of the county of Middlesex, being a portion of

the celebrated POPE'S VILLA ESTATE, comprising upwards of

twenty acres of land, of excellent quality, divided into plots of

building land, giving votes for the county, most desirably situate,

and admirably adapted for the erection of gentlemen's resi-

dences possessing extensive frontages to the high road leading

from London and Twickenham to Hampton, Chertsey, &c,

and to the new road branching out of the same, and uniting with

the road leading to the Southampton Railway at Kingston.

Hampton Court, &c. These lots are in the immediate vicinity of

the relegant new Church and the river Thames, and within a

short distance of Richmond-bridge, Hampton Court, and Bushy

Palace the residence of her Majesty the Queen Dowager, eleven

miles of Hyde Park Corner, and three of Hounslow and the

Southampton Railway at Kingston. The situation is particularly

airv and healthy, and the neighbourhood distinguished for its

beautiful scenery and contiguity to the numerous Parks and

Grounds of Noblemen and Gentlemen of the first distinction.

The quality of the laud is excellent, and a portion thereof freehold,

and the remainder copyhold, held of his Grace the Duke of North-

umberland, as Lord of the Manor of Isleworth Syon, and is equal

in value to freehold. A Station upon the proposed Middlesex and

Surrey Grand Junction Railway will he erected within a few

minutes9 walk of these lots. Purchasers may be accommodated

with other valuable portions of this Estate, in quantities varying

from two acres to 100 acres.

The lots are marked out, and may be viewed upon application

to Mr Pendry, at the Prince Albert Inn, opposite the lots, of

whom printed Particulars and Conditions of Sale, with plans, can

be obtained any day prior to the Sale ; of William Laslett, Esq.,

Solicitor, Worcester; Messrs. Burgoynes, Thrupp, and Clark,

Solicitors, 160, Oxford-street; F. W. Dolman, Esq., Solicitor, 27,

Carey-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields ;
Messrs. Allen and Holmes,

Solicitors, Bedford-row; the place of Sale ; Greyhound, Rich-

mond; Griffin, Kingston; and of Mr. Warren, Land and

Timber Surveyor, Isleworth.

ATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE
ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.

Capital, 500,000/.—Empowered by Parliament.

DIRECTORS*
T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman.

JohnElliotson, M.D., F.R.S.

John Griffith Frith, Esq.

H. Gordon, Esq.
Joseph Thompson, Esq.

Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.
Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.

Actuarv.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society

will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a

reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five

years' standing, viz. :—

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, Ms.; 20, 44s.; 22,
50*.»

24 inches, 609. ; 26, 7bs. ; 28, 84s. ; 30, 1055. each. .

CAST-IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. 9&. «g»

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, *?
UP;

eBt

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in S
y

variety, and every description -' «~*~.u—
i
*-*--«- a«i«iK«*Horticultural Articles, Agricu

subject to future alterations. , m0St

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the n

vatorics
T
and Greenhouses; Churches, Public, or Private ^ul

£ j5

&c, with Cottam's Patknt, or Rooms" Boilers- *'
s for

years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatusw

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various ™ProX
e™c"„

fi
dcOce

the/ have made during that time, C. and H. can with c°"
n8ive

undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most ca
ft-

rtftifi. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their ow
sca.c.

N

George Lungley, Esq.

John Rawson, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq,

£7

3
4

OS.

15

10

0^-ratis, they have affixed the following low prices :

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch .

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Rogers' Boiler, small size . . •

Do. do. large do. .

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, Is. 3d. per Foot. , 6 ft.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the grou^^
long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 30iH»., **>-

. eaCn.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. Iiigh,wciglnng42 lbs. at 4*
^

Strong do. do. do. 45 bs. at 4

Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, ^n?wr^«fcP**Bl,lS
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at8* proved

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, 7d. eac\J* v0rk>
&c

l

continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy wg*^ square,

HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, is »ni-

3-s-. Gd. : 20 inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6d. each. . c grouna,

CAST-IRON FLOWER-STAKES 4 feet long out °*
dp^».

7a. ;
4 feet 6, 9*. ; 5 feet, 11*. ; 6 feet, 15*. ; 7 ^*m** StrS^T,

Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Wi^ h

where everv information may be obtained. _
HEA-

Entry

1837
1838

Policy

No.
Age. Sum.

39
114

59
56

£
1,000

3,000

Annual
Premium.

£
67 8

15

d.

4

Bonus
added.

£
132

s. d.

14 6

Cash
Bonus.

£ s. d.

58 19 9
296 9 7 123 6

Frem

.

reduced.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS *°*
IN̂ HOUS»J'

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLI^ved pruv

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon m
£ANl^

anG

triples, and at very moderate charges, erecteu j

EOYVARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN. the convex*
D. and E. Baif.kv having devoted much time z erection

tion of this subject, and had much experience^1 by ,mpro£
amiaratua for the above-mentioned purposes, de ot^fapparatui

£
8

1(1

s.

19

9

d.

4

7

JVJL^ftpr'VhP Sale of Orchidaceas, on the 2d September, they

street Pnvpnt n-arrlen 100 Plants 01 AKAUOAKIA *MiSKICATA,

finllpJcre^three" year; old, from 8 to 10 inches in height

,

in Lots of One Dozen each. May be viewed the day prior, and
morning of sale.

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next

Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be

borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F. FERGUSON CAMROUX, Secretary.
~

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London. Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and

DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged

in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of

various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-

turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which

offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-

mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and

of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected

by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus

affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of

employing this much approved method of heating without the

assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of iron

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. HB*n»*4

of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and
f

U
'°J»"

information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices iur

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. ana «-o.

ments suggested in their practice, rendei-ed the
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ing not only very efficient, but very ««$'
n
B
tbe ^J^FiGt

durability in the apparatus with economy^ d Ireland

have erected apparatus in England, Scotia^ the honour to

many noblemen and gentlemen, a»d„^L ndon,inexecut i.g

employed by the Horticultural Society o* i-° erected at Clnswi

works of their splendid Conservatory^^l all descriptors

D. and E. Baii-bv also construct )» ite aoWtatn.b ^
HorticulturalBuiWlingBandSaahes^^^
men, and the public to an inspection hftye the opportum

^
and models, at 272, Holborn, ^f^ilinexUemelyctm^^
exhibiting, amongst other rnetalwor^- dapted for the^°?U£,m.

convenient kitchen apparatus, or '»"^ent of the oven more

supply of hot water, and an fj^lt before the pag*:.
curvili-

plcte than has hitherto been
hroaRi introduce metallic^"

tory
D. and E. Baii.ky were the fi£

d can refer to the C°i scrv ^
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Now ready, price 4s. 6d. 9P.URAL CHEMISTRY.

fevnMfe. * ?LEl)WARD Solly, Esq., Jun. F.R.S.,

w«
im™tal Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,won. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.
London: 3, Charles-street, Covent Garden.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Friday, September 1 . . . Botanical B p.m.

Tuesday, September 5 . . J-Hprtlcultura] .... 3 p.m.
(.Hoiicultural . ... 7 p. m.

Country Snow—September 2 . . Limerick Practical.

In consequence of a statement which we made alew weeks since, directing the attention of our corres-
pondents to the difficulty experienced in the cultiva-
tion of Myatt's most excellent Pine Strawberry, we
nave been favoured with numerous communications
upon the subject, the substance of which we now
proceed to place before our readers.
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aS Upon most other questions of a similar

"ature, the statements are very conflicting, some per-
sons asserting that the variety is only indifferent, or
not superior to the Old Pine,—others contending that

sratfn \ m0St valuable of al* kinds; some writers
idung that it is a most uncertain, others that it is
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Relies, and afterwards spreading it on the surfWfour or five inches thick and digging it to about a^s depth Ms four feet widf afe lien t°Tjwuh alleys between them two feet in width an,it

small one (though last year they bore most abund-
antly), I am disposed to think that plants of Myatt's
1 me will only bear two crops of fine fruit, and that
they ought to be destroyed after the second crop. By
adopting this kind of biennial treatment, I have
cultivated this kind very successfully. My crops last
year, as well as those of the present, have been most
abundant, and the fruit very large. It will not
succeed in a low, damp situation."
Mr. Reid, the intelligent gardener at Noblethorpe,

recommends that a fresh bed should be made every
season, and the old ones destroyed. After mentioning
that he always obtains excellent crops by the method
recommended at p. 491 of last year's Chronicle, viz.,
by allowing the runners to strike into an inch or two
of rotten manure slightly covered with soil, and making
a new bed every season, he continues—" Whoever
adopted this plan last autumn will not be able to see
the result before next summer, as the runners are only
now growing for next year's crop. I am still of
opinion that failure is owing more to the treatment
than the soil, because if the soil in this garden suited
them, why should I not have a crop from them, under

ingthis sort great care is required : if turned red on
one side, the fruit is ripe, and if left longer-like its
namesake the Fine-apple-it loses that tan and musky
flavour which so distinguishes it."
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Vie .same man ag< went as oilier sorts ? This I have never
been able to obtain. Being convinced that Myatt's
line will not produce a crop under the ordinary
method of transplanting, I adopted the following plan
for moving them : 1 filled a number of pots (large 60s)
with good rich soil, without putting anything over
the hole at the bottom, and these I placed round the
bed laying a runner or two on each pot, with a
small stone above them to keep them down till they
rooted in the soil. I watered them regularly, and in
less than three weeks they were fit for removal, which
was done carefully by keeping the balls entire. I thus
obtained sufficient to plant six rows across a border
12 feet wide, the plants being a foot apart, and four
feet between the rows. They grew very strong before
winter, and many of them threw out fresh runners
I nese rows are now producing as heavy a crop as can
be desired, and finer fruit than I ever saw before
'I he runners have nearly covered the four-feet space
betwixt each row, and will make complete four-feet
beds for next summer's crop. As there is still plenty
of time to try this method, I hope many of your
readers will do so, as I have no doubt of their success
I ought to mention, that, as soon as the rows have
done bearing, or at least some time before winter, I
cut them clean out ; the space where they grew will
serve for alleys for the young beds. The soil in this
garden is a very stiff heavy loam, cracking j„ all
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states that
with him this kind succeeds as well as any otherunder ordinary treatment. The soil is naturally
strong, and he covers down with manure in spring
for the double purpose of keeping the soil moist and
rich, and the fruit clean. Last year he parted the old
roots, because he could not procure runners in conse-
quence of the ravages of the Crane-fly ; and these
plants have borne fruit this season as well as the rest
He states in conclusion that "as far as his experience
goes he finds Myatts Pine easy enough to cultivate,
and by far the easiest to separate, as there are always
an abundance ofyoung roots at the upper part of the old
plants, and the offsets thus taken off make very vigor-
ous plants. A rich border, dry in winter, is certainly
preferable for it." •>

Jt may be as well to observe that the dryness of the
beds in winter appears to be of essential consequence •

and this may probably be the reason why Myatt's
Pine succeeds so well with some persons when grown
on a gentle slope. This is particularly observable
at Mrs. Marry att's, of Wimbledon, where it is
cultivated in loam, and dressed over in spring w ith
dung, to keep the roots moist.—«D. Z.," upon this
point, writes thus :-» I, last year, had occasion to
make a new bed of this kind, and I selected for the
purpose a south-east border, 6 feet wide with a wall
2£ feet high at the back. As my soil is light, I first

Prom the first appearance of the manure called
1 otters Guano, we have expressed an opinion that it
would necessarily prove one of the most useful of
fertilizing agents

; and experience proves us to have
been right. In addition to the published accounts of
last year we are now able to state that on Asparagus
and other Kitchen Garden produce its action has
been most beneficial during this summer. Little
worn-out suburban gardens, where, for obvious reasons,
manure cannot be applied, have been restored to
fertility by two or three dressings; and have been
crowded with flowers where plants could scarcely
grow at all before. It has, also, like the superphos-
phate of lime, the great merit of not doing mischief
in unskilful hands. In short, we regard "these two
substances as the best materials that have yet been
provided as substitutes for manure; and 'we are
therefore glad to find that Potter's Guano has expe-
rienced such a reduction in price as will induce both
farmers and gardeners to avail themselves of it.
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covered the border about two inches thick with a
tender loam, and upon that I laid pigeon's dung, four
inches thick. I trenched the border two feet deep
carefully mixing in the flung, and I also took care to
have the border elevated towards the back at an angle
of seven degrees. On the 26th of October, I planted
the border with second runners, a foot apart, and the
same distance from row to row. I believe it is rarely
that such runners bring any fruit to perfection the
following season; but to my surprise they have
matured some very good fruit, and at this time, the
plants are growing freely." We would therefore
suggest that in retentive soils the bottom of the
trenches, when the ground is being prepared, should
be covered several inches thick with brick rubbish, and
that the surface of the beds should slope gently
towards the south-east ; this would keep the subsoil

dry in winter, and partially secure the surface from
the parching rays of the mid-day sun in summer.

It may be as well, in conclusion, to mention a
remark made by Mr. R. Saunderson, that " in gather-

When we have got a piece of good loamy land
lying on a dry subsoil, or well drained, it is our own
fault if we.have not good crops, or if the vicissitudes
of the seasons affect us to any great extent. The two
last years have been trying years for bad farmers;
and we may look upon it as a warning to keep Otef
land dry in winter. Whoever has observed the
difference between the produce of two fields, both of
nearly the same quality, but the one drained and
subsoil-ploughed, and the other merely ploughed up in
high and narrow stetches, must be fully convinced
that the capital laid out in thorough-draining often
pays a better interest, without risk, than the most
usurious discounter of short bills could have the
conscience to desire. This year it has been 100 per
cent, and more, in some heavy wet soils, now laid dry.
Draining, in the best manner, seldom costs more than
61. per acre, and it can be done effectually for half
that sum. Without being drained the cold" wet lands
which abound in England will not average 16 bushels
of Wheat per acre, taking into the account the great
many fields which failed entirely. The same soil
properly drained, with the same labour and manure,
will average 80 bushels, with double the quantity of
straw, and more than a bushel per acre of seed may
be saved. Here, then, is a difference of 15 bushels
per acre, which, at six shillings, amounts to 41. 10*.,
and allowing a load of straw more than on the
undrainedland, worth 11. 10s., we have just the cost
of the draining, or cent, upon cent., on the capital.
We have ourselves realised this difference ; and Ave
bave 10 acres of Wheat in a drained field, and eight
acres in another of equal quality, but not drainedfof
which the first will average by estimate 36 bushels
per acre, while we do not expect more than -20 or 22
from the other. The poorer crop has been the most
expensive, owing to the constant hoeing and weeding
required to keep it clean. After this, can any pro-
prietor or tenant hesitate to have his heavy and wet
lands drained ? If neither the one nor the other have
nioiiey to spare, let them borrow it, if they can, at five
or six or more per cent. They will soon be enabled
to pay off the debt; but every prudent landlord should
urge his tenants to drain, and offer to find tiles on
receiving 5 per cent, additional rent for the cost of
them. He should erect a tile-kiln on his estate, if it
is of any extent. Where the land requires draining,
there is always brick-earth at hand, or clay, which can
be readily tempered. Machines are invented every day
by the use of which the expense of tiles is gradually

i

reduced, so that half the sum formerly required to lay
a field dry may be saved. For the last Number or
half-volume of the " Journal of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England," Mx. Pusey has collected a
variety of useful information on thorough-draining
not new plans or theories, but the practice of genera-
tions gone by, reaching to 150 years back,— so true is
it that in Agriculture there is nothing new,except those
things which rest on late discoveries in the arts and
sciences; and in these there is not yet that certainty
which would produce universal adoption

: time alone
proves all things. Giving due credit to those who
have brought the subject ol draining more generally
before the farmers we must not suppose that it is Inew discovery. Can any traveller observe the pains
taken in warm climates to distriW* *

P
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It is txue, that the first attempts to ky the land drywere by means of ditches and sluices, and by lowering
the general level of the waters in a flat country : but
ditches take up much ground, and hollow drains will
carry off the water equally well. Once arrived at this
point, it is only a step to the increase of hollow drains
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to any extent. But as the drains increase, they may
be made less and less, until a space two inches wide
and four inches deep is sufficient to collect the super-
fluous moisture. Such drains may be made in a
retentive subsoil at a trifling expense, and spread over
the land— like the veins and arteries of the animal
body, increasing in dimensions as they collect more
small streams, and ending in a capacious tile-drain,

which pours out the water of many acres into the open
ditches. We will explain our meaning in the next
Paper, and we shall not be surprised if many of our
readers have already anticipated* our plan.

—

M.

A

ON CONSERVATORY CLIMBERS, &c.

At this period, when people are busily engaged in

planning out new modes of heating, and re-arranging
houses, pits, &cM or in contemplating new ones, let me
suggest a simple, cheap, and efficient mode of rendering
the conservatory superior and more interesting than any-
thing that has hitherto been done, with the exception of

a few instances, which proved highly successful. It is to

clothe the rafters with the best stove and half-stove

climbers, for seven or eight months in the year, and thus
to impart to it all the character and importance of an
exotic stove, with the cool, refreshing atmosphere suitable

for conservatory plants, where those who cannot endure
the broiling heat of the former may enjoy this luxury in

a more congenial climate.

Something of this kind seems now to be wanted, seeing
that the better and more delicate greenhouse climbers are

being encouraged as dwarf plants on trellis-work— a plan
very suitable to tender and small flowering-plants, but
which does away altogether with our ideas °of the bold,

unrestrained freedom of a fine climber—and also that the

stronger greenhouse climbers are now turned out against
conservatory walls, so that we are left in the dilemma of
having the same kinds of climbers in the conservatory as

against the hot walls in the open air, or we must contrive
to grow others in-doors more suitable to our tastes and
ideas ; or, at all events, more in accordance with the higher
branches of gardening.
The plan which I propose for effecting this change is

exceedingly simple, and not at all expensive, having had
a less economical mode for the same purpose in operation
for some years, and I can speak confidently as to the result.
This plan is, simply, to build a narrow pit along the back
of the conservatory, or along one end of it, if that is not
in sight of the main walks ; to keep up a constant stove-
heat in this pit; to plant out stove-climbers in it, and
when they are of sufficient length, to introduce them
through holes pierced in the back wall of the conserva-
tory : or, more in detail, to build a pit, six feet wide and four
feet high, the whole length or breadth of the conservatory,
as the case may be, with glass sashes, in the usual way,
at an angle sufficient to leave you head-room along a
path next the back wall of the conservatory. This path
may be two feet wide, leaving room for a bed four feet

wide, excepting the four-inch wall along the path to keep
up the soil. This bed is to be made after the manner of
a Vine-border, well drained, with a layer of rough bones
over the drainage, and a good portion of them mixed with
fresh turfy loam and a little peat and leaf-mould, to the
depth of three feet. If you wish to try the effect of
bottom-heat, nothing is easier than to run a trough under
the drainage, with a two-inch pipe, to heat the water
after the manner of Mr. Green's pits. Mr. Rendle's plan
will not answer this purpose. A common flue may be the
mode of heating, if you want to go the cheapest way to
work, and the heat may be from 75° to 85° in summer, and
from 50° to 55° in winter.
About the end of November prune all the side-shoots

from the climbers to one eye, leaving the leading shoots,
the first year, their full length, and draw them back to the
pit, to be wintered there. For the first few weeks let the
temperature of the pit be about what that in the top of the
conservatory was for the last month, say 45° ; this is to
induce the plants to rest, because if the temperature here
were kept higher at this time it might cause the plants to
make a fresh growth at that dull season, after being so
closely pruned, which would derange their economy, and
probably defeat your expectations for two or three years.
It may appear strange to some that the tops of plants
will thus grow in a much lower temperature than that
necessary for their roots, but such is the case, and my
attention was first drawn to it on seeing it so well ex-
plained by the Honourable and Very Rev. the Dean of
Manchester, in his work on the Amarylliddceze, p. 402

;

but we have a case far more curious bearing on the point,
recorded in vol. i. of the Chronicle, p. 150, by Mr. Fox,
of Bridport, who states that a shoot of a tender Passion-
flower escaped into the open air in summer, " through a
small hole in the glass," and remained outside all the
hard winter of 1840-41, li without being much injured."
Could anyone have believed such a thing possible, unless
well authenticated? I am almost satisfied, although I
have not yet proved it, that the tops of many of the stove-
climbers mentioned below would live well enough in the
conservatory all winter, and be the means of making
others that are shy flowerers bloom freely.
Where a stove joins a conservatory, this experiment

might be tried at once
; and in the case of a new con-

servatory, an intermediate house would suit better for
some of the plants chosen for this purpose. If the
conservatory stands in an open part of the flower-garden
this is impracticable, without planting screens to hide
the pit ; and if the conservatory is built with glass
all round, like the great Chatsworth conservatory, or the
one in the Chiswick gardens, the difficulty might be over-

come by painting the outside of the glass the length and
height of the pit. The gardener would find such a pit

as useful as any other on the establishment; it would be
the best place for many kinds of propagalion, for storing

away bulbs, &c, for smoking the conservatory plants in,

and for cleaning their leaves in wet days ; it would also be
a good place for many Orchidacezo : in short, there is no
end to the uses to which it might be applied, as well as

for furnishing the conservatory with the most gorgeous of

the stove climbers.

—

D. Beaton.

{To be continued.)

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XLVII.
The Small White- Scale, or Oleander Shield-bearer-

Aspidiotus Nerii. (Bouchc.)—This insect belongs to the
2d section of Cocci, in which the scale is not fastened to
the animal, but is left sticking to the leaf when the scale
is removed ; whereas, in the 1st section the animal cannot
be removed from it. This group Bouche has distinguished
as a genus, under the appellation of Aspidiotus, or Shield-
bearers ; the males differ also from Coccus in having two
little processes issuing from the mesothorax, analogous to
the balancers in the Diptera.
The small White-scale is a most abundant species upon

various hothouse and greenhouse plants, and I have seen
it in multitudes upon the Olive and Oleander in conser-
vatories in England. They are generally scattered all over
the undersides of the leaves, but first attach themselves to

the midrib. The larger ones (Fig. 1 ) are females, the scales
being dirty-whitish or bufF-colour, very thin, slightly con-
vex, more or less orbicular, and are very much like Oyster-
shells in miniature, even to the impression on the inner
surface (Fig. 2, greatly magnified) ; on removing the scale,

a fleshy yellowish animal is disclosed (Fig. 3), which is

fastened to the leaf by an exceedingly fine proboscis, that
proceeds from a nipple in the breast, about one-third from
the anterior margin. I could not discover either legs or

horns, but there is often a little cottony substance beneath
the scale,' especially at the tail of the female, where the

eggs and the recently-disclosed young are often grouped
together (Fig. 4) ; the former are oval, and yellow or

brownish, and the latter are pale green, oval, with two
short antennas, and six small legs. The lesser scales

(Fig. 5), of which there is always an abundance, are per-

fectly white and generally oval ; on lifting these up, a little

brown pupa is found beneath, which produces the male
insect; this sex differs so astonishingly in all the Coccidse

that have come under my observation from the female,

that nothing but a perfect knowledge of the economy of

this family could satisfy any one that they were even rela-

ted to each other ; for whilst the females are either horny
scales, or fleshy masses concealed beneath a scale, which
are constantly drinking deep of the sap, and never move
from the spot where they are once located ; the males, on
the contrary, are little flies, which appear never to require

any sustenance, and whose only object is to fulfil the great
law of Nature. The male of the small White-scale is infi-

nitely smaller than the female, slender, and reddish brown
;

the little head has two distinct black eyes, the antennse
are hairy and said to be 8-jointed—they appeared to be only
6-jointed in my specimen, which was dead and injured

;

the abdomen is furnished with two longish setae, or bristles,

at the apex ; the six legs are moderately long and hairy at

the extremity ; the tarsi apparently consist of one joint

only, which is terminated by a single claw : the two wings
are dirty-white and irridescent, and are more than twice

the length of the animal, rounded, and lying flat on the

back in repose (Fig. 6, magnified). With the small White-
scales are sometimes found clusters of elliptical white
powdery cases (Fig. 7), not adhering very closely to the

leaf ; they contain a long cylindric greenish pupa, with
two black eyes, and a stout process at the tail ; these I

suppose are the pupse of the males : but since I have found
under the scale, Fig. 5, the male represented, I am now
doubtful regarding them, and think they must belong to

another species, possibly to the Aspidiotus IiromeUce,

(Gard. Chron., vol. i., p. 131, fig. 2); the thoracic scale

has two elevated lines forming a cross, the sides of the

abdominal margin are raised, and there is a stout elevated

ridge down the back (Fig. 8, magnified). Obs. : all the

small outlines denote the natural sizes of the different

objects, as they are shown upon the leaf.

The small White-scale is, I believe, more difficult to

eradicate than any of the others. It is supposed to have
been introduced from America, and docs not require the
heat that most of the exotic species do ; it is therefore
found in myriads on a variety of plants besides the

Oleander,; jx$ Acacias, Arbutuses, Aloes, Palms, and

similar plants. The Olive, as we have observed, is infested

by it : but this is a very different species to the Coccus
Olesc, which inhabits the Olives in their native soils in the

South of France, Italy, &c, where those valuable trees

suffer considerably from the immense quantities of the

Scale-insects which are produced, as many as 2,000 eggs
having been found under one female, and as the sap of the

Olives is always in circulation, no interruption is offered

to their increase, and consequently they are breeding the
whole summer, if not in the winter, sometimes spreading

to the Myrtles and Phillyreas also. I find that the peasants

call them lice, and believe that they are produced by the

ants, from those insects traversing the Olive-trees in

search of the scales to obtain the sweet fluid secreted by
the Cocci, as already stated in a former communication.

—

Ruricola.

SPRENGEL ON VEGETABLE MANURES.
{Concludedfrom page 572.)

12. Peat-earth.— Peat is a substance composed of
vegetable remains, which are more or less decomposed
and deposited in boggy or wet soil. When used as litter

it is necessary to throw it in large heaps, that it may lose

its superfluous humidity. At times, the vegetable remains

of which peat is composed are of a very filmy texture, in

which case the heaps must he well cut through several

times, else, when placed under cattle, it will not properly

mix with the animal excrements. Where, however, peat
moors are under cultivation, this is not required; in that

case it is sufficient to shovel up the earth from the surface

of the fields, which, by burning, ploughing, and harrow-
ing, have already become soft and dry, and this earth may
be used at once for litter.

It has been proved by long experience, that peat-earth

yields a superior manure, especially if it contain mineral

substances, required for the growth of plants. As, how-
ever, the different sorts of peat-earth contain different

quantities of mineral substances, their manuring value can

only be ascertained by the chemical analysis of their ashes.

The upper stratum of peaty moor generally consists of half

decomposed mosses, which, as has been already stated,

possess little value as litter, being deficient in the mineral

substances important to vegetation. Hence, it follows that

moss-peat cannot be a very good litter, as indeed is proved

by experiments on a large scale. The brown fibrous-peat

which lies under the moss-peat is much bettor, because

its ashes contain much gypsum, phosphate of lime, mag-

nesia, an\l common salt; but even this sort of peat does

not yield a very superior manure, being (in almost all cases)

deficient in potash, and generally in nitrogen also. W»

therefore, manure obtained from littering with peat-earth

is to supply the crops with all necessary substances, the

cattle must be fed with substances containing much potash

and nitrogen, so that what is deficient in the litter may

be supplied by the animals.
#

Peat-earth litter will be most advantageous in localities

which are very dry and sandy, for the soil will then W
supplied with plenty of humus, which (on account °\l

hygrometrical quality) will keep the soil sufficiently mO'S -

One of the chief advantages of littering with peat-eartDj

however, is, that not the smallest particle of nitrogen from

the animals will be lost, because all the ammonia that

given off from the urine or otherwise, or which the ca

may perspire, will be at once chemically combined v?i

the humic acid of the peat-earth ; at the same time W
part of the superabundant humic acid which would i*U l

vegetation will be neutralised.
^
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result of another analysis of mine, made with another sort
ot peat- earth.

100,000 parts of dry peat contained :—
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ing-powder) manufactory; and have been brought to
consider what might be done most advantageously with
the chlorine refuse. This refuse is of the same nature as
that from the bleaching of rags, and produced, like it,
from salt, manganese oxide, and sulphuric acid (oil of
vitriol). The chemical nature of this refuse will depend
upon the proportions of the articles used. There is almost
always a large excess of manganese, but this is, or should
be, separated by washing &c, to be used over again.
1 he salt is generally in excess in relation to the sulphuric
acid, it being the cheaper material. Such being the case,
and the oxide of manganese almost constantly containing
carbonate of lime and oxide of iron, the residuum must
consist ot the sulphates of manganese, of soda, of lime
(Gypsum) and of iron, and a portion of common salt. As
all these substances (although in proportion infinitely
varied) enter into the composition of almost every plant,
there is good reason, a priori, to suppose that the judi-
cious application of such a compound can hardly fail to
be beneficial, if your reiterated and excellent rules be duly
observed,-" little and often." I do not know, that, with
respect to the sulphate of manganese, any exact experi-
ments have been recorded ; and it may happen that form-
ing a principal part of the refuse, it might exert a poisonous
influence, if used only so strong as to give the other
ingredients a chance of acting. Nothing, however, can be
easier than to try it, and vary the experiments as to
quantity, and, above all, carefully to record the results
lhere is no doubt about this refuse being most excellent
tor fixing ammoniacal matters, if the ammonia be in the
state of carbonate of hydro-sulphate, (vide my letter in
the Chronicle, page 117 of this year's vol.) or even if free
should the oil of vitriol have been used in excess. The
modus operandi will undoubtedly be partly as a stimulant
and partly as a conveyer of nutriment, and the probability
is, that, being referrible to the class of " Saline Manures,"
its best effect will be produced as a top-dressing, and
dissolved in water. I hope that your Correspondent
will have nerve enough to make the experiments I have
mentioned, and philanthropy enough to communicate his
results when obtained. Most of the sulphate of manga-
nese might be separated from the other salts by a managed
crystallization, and will fetch a good price with the calico-
printer TV. II. Poller.

Peas.—In Berroio's Worcester Journal, of the 17th
mst., is a receipt for preserving Green-Peas, &c, which
runs thus :—" Gather Peas (varieties that are green when
ripe) when fit for the table, lay them to dry in the pods
over the hothouse flue, or on any place where they can
have a continual warmth. When perfectly dry, put them
away in a dry drawer till wanted ; and whether at Christ-
mas, or even the following spring, if steeped for 24 30,
or 36 hours before boiling, they will be found nearly equal
in every respect to Peas fresh gathered." Now, barring
the boiling, the Editor might have added within his edi-
tor.al brackets,—fine substitute these would make for small
shot for tne gamekeepers to kill young rabbits with in the
garden This would be better than pirating paragraphs
from the Gardeners Chronicle, editorial remarks and all.—D. B. LWe really are surprised that so respectable a
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hedge, having a small comb containing eggs and a little
pollen but no honey. The cold, and shortness of the
time they had been in their airy abode, may account for
the latter. Such occurrences do not bespeak much for
the notion that Bees will not work, I mean construct
their cells, except in the dark.—J. IV.
Fruit without Leaves.—ShouW there remain any doubt

as to the maturation of fruit without leaves, I be°- to state
that last year I had a shoot sixteen inches long, which
never showed a single leaf, but bloomed and set its
fruit well

;
one-of which I allowed to remain as near the

middle ot the shoot as possible. I, together with two of
my young men, determined to watch its progress The
Peach ripened and coloured beautifully, and was as'fine as
those exhibited before the Horticultural Society. The
shoot gradually died back to the fruit, which it reached
when the latter was about half swelled ; but the disease
went no further until the fruit was plucked, when it went
on to the main branch, which, I think, fully testifies that
the Peach had the power of drawing the matter necessary
for its support.—M. Henderson, Coleorton Gardens
Melons.— I agree with you generally in your remarks

at p. 571, "pon the Melon, but not with respect to an
unceremonious dismissal of the "whole race of Canta-
loupes," for I think many of the Cantaloupes are good.
My object in writing to you is, to mention that I have*
this year succeeded in growing one of the most magnificent
Melons I ever saw

;
the seed was sent to me from Syria

but I only succeeded in rearing one plant. The fruit was
most exquisite, and melted in the mouth like the most
delicious Peach

;
there was not much pulp in it, and the

fruit was eatable close to the rind, but this was rather
hard,—however, not near so hard as in the old cultivated
Melons. The shape was a fine oblong, and it was beauti-
fully covered with net-work, and when ripe was quite
golden. It requires a smart bottom-heat, and is inclined
to be woody ;

this season—which, by-the-by, is no crite-

rion—it was shy in fruiting. The finest Melon weighed
about seven pounds. I am also growing the Candahar,
sent to me by a friend, but from the lateness of the spring
when I received the seed, I am afraid I shall not bring
the fruit to perfection ; for they evidently, like the
Syrian, require plenty of sun. The fruit upon the

growing about nine varieties of Melon, and m
'"

lene_has no difficulty with any of them. I also kJep a
"'j

eye on the new ones.—F. P. p a S00d

Disease in Pansies.—Seeing, at c. 573 nn »,.;„!
"a Disease in Pansies," I be| to &fiS you "ba la^year I lost nearly all my best varieties in a simUarmanner. This year I tried the following plan, which hasbeen perfectly successful, for I have not lost a sind eplant this season. About the beginning of June I had abarrowful of soil, finely sifted, consisting of loam, rich
soil, river sand, and one shovelful of lime : this was wellmixed together, about a trowelful was worked in andabout the heart of each plant, and the result has been
as stated W.
Asparagus.—The extent of scientific information which

has been elicited through the pages of the Gardeners'
L/nomcle is doing much to amend former practices in the
cultivation of Asparagus. It is, however, a matter of
considerable doubt if it ever can be produced in Britain
equal in size to that grown in Austria. We have a state-
ment m Keysler's Travels, published in 17G0, in which
he says, that « the goodness of the soil may be inferred
from the largeness of the Asparagus that grew last vear atDarmstadt lor one head of u wej hfid^ & ;

„

SSlrtfVv* the AuStriaU gardeners SeneralIy Iaysome light sticks over the Asparagus when it appear!

S tie we
e

ntl

UrfaCe
!,

thCSe shelte^t from the inclemency
of he weather, and cause it to shoot up apace. Besides

tlT:ZT
lV&nC

l
U iS ke P fc S0ft

'
for * is aPt to be omehard when exposed to cold winds. I should be glad toknow, through the medium of the Chronicle, whether theAustrian gardeners continue to produce such monstrosit esas to me it appears altogether incredible that one belL ofAsparagus should weigh half a pound. I have experienced

Sre'cl l^f
deHvabIe fr°m Sprin* P r0tecti0"> and

f
the e,

fore can bear testimony to its efficacy. In a garden ofwhich I once had the management we were annually
more or less, deprived of an early crop till the adoption of
such a procedure. By some it may be argued that Aspa-
ragus is as hardy as any other marine plant, which inha-
bits our sea-coast. To this I readily assent ; but when
subjected to artificial cultivation, its primitive character
ischanged^by the application of manure, which enlarges
the vegetable tissue, and it is consequently less able to
resist the effects of cold.—Alexander Cramb, Gardener
*5: G- G - SuMow, Esq., Heywood House, JVestbury,
Wtlts. J '

Strawberries.— The Strawberry deservedly occupies
attention m the Chronicle, and it is to be hoped that your
just remarks at p 555 will speedily explode that almostworn oiit system of annually mowing off the leaves, which
cannot be too strongly condemned as unnatural and mis-
chievous. My present purpose is to draw the attention
or your correspondent « D. Z." to my method of manage-m ent, differing as it dees from the practice of other
gardeners lately recorded in the Chronicle. To obtain
"pe fruit as early as possible out of doors, I plant Keen's
Needling 18 inches apart, in a row close to the bottom of
a south wall, at a point where the perpendicular of thewall forms an angle with the horizontal line of the
garden soil, thereby giving the plants the benefit of
exposure to the sun during the day. For the general
ciop, I trench, clean, and well manure the ground

; when
the whole subsides, I draw the soil with a hoe into ridges
SIX inches high and two feet apart : early in the season
when the first runners are in a fit state, the best plants
are planted out on these ridges, two in a patch, 12 or 18
inches apart in the rows, according to the richness of the
sou and the vigour of the varieties, Pines requiring more
space than Scarlets. By December, I take the opportu-
nity of frosty weather to wheel on a quantity of half-
decayed leaves-scrapings from the wood yard, long dung&c., to fill the space between the ridges ; and early in
May, the prunings of fruit-trees and other small loppings
strewn between the plants, to support the fruit and
runners a few inches above the soil ; by this method the
fruit is large, well flavoured, preserved perfectly clean,
and the ground is not impoverished by the growth of
useless plants on the runners

; the wood-supports prevent
this. Early in autumn, I remove all useless growth, fork
up the soil between the rows, and repeat the mulching in
the winter. By this system of culture, Strawberry plan-
tations may be kept in the highest state of productiveness
for several years. To obtain plants for forcing, 48-sized
pots, filled with rich mould, are placed in the brambles
between the rows. When (he strong runners show signsof rooting, place two apart in each pot, and to secure
them, place a few pebbles on the surface, which will al~
prevent the soil from drying quickly. As soon as iff
pots are filled with roots, the plants are shifted i«f If
usual size for fruiting. In this way I have never f- il A
to secure in one season healthy vigorous nlnntof /

highly stored with organisable matter, and fit 1„
D&

every respect to answer the purpose — 77 n
evei y

Nursery, Hammersmith.
l **• divers, Lee's
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in Potatoes, brought the subject again to my mind. I

have observed on various occasions, when the seed Potatoes

are of a dry and floury texture, or what is commonly

known by the designation of " mealy Potatoes," they are

very apt to produce, what, in the west country, seem to

be designated " Bobbin Joans
;

M and I have also noticed

similar results and much absolute failure when the seed

Potatoes had been exhausted of their natural moisture, by

improper modes of keeping, by fermentation in the

Potato-house, and by being suffered to exhaust their

strength by premature growths, &c. Whether any of these

causes operate to the production of " Bobbin Joans" in

Cornwall, I cannot say; but I beg to state what was re-

lated to me by an old Potato-grower, who lived a series

of years in the west coast of Argyleshire, respecting the

application—not, indeed, of salt—but of saline matter.

My friend's statement was this :—That the west High-

landers set apart whatever portion of their Potato-ground

was intended to produce the following year's seed, and

dressed that with Fucus, or sea-wrack ; the effect was that

the Potatoes, which grew upon that portion were so
4 * squashy" (watery), that they were quite unfit for the

table. They were grown so intentionally for seed. I have

never been located near enough the sea to put the above

practice to the test ; but if some of the Cornish men near

the coast would try it, they might possibly get relieved

of the undesirable company of" Bobbin Joans."— Quercus.

Watering Out-door Plants—I, like your correspond-

ent " Moorland Willie" (p. 542), am heartily tired of

water-tubs and watering-pots, and have frequently expe-

rienced something like his disappointment in the use of

them. I hope he will tell us of what his " Macintosh"

is composed, that others may profit by its application as

well as himself.—Q.
Extraordinary Tenacity of Life in the Potato.—In

March last I planted a piece of land with the Regent Po-

tato, but having occasion to raise the ground, I had a

heap of mould about 25 feet deep laid on it, intending to

level it in the autumn. Two or three days ago I sent a

man to clean the ground, and was astonished at seeing the

Potatoes, which had been buried fully 25 feet ; and what

was very surprising, considering the weakness of the stems,

I found that tubers had been formed near the surface.—

G. T. 9
Woolwich.

Climbing Roses.—I have a strong climbing Rose,

growing 16 or 18 feet high, in front of my house, which

has a south aspect, but, as Mr. Ayres observes, "the
flowers are only semi-double, with flimsy petals/' that I

have felt so much dissatisfied with it, as to have had some
intention of rooting it up. I shall, however, immediately

bud some China and other Roses upon it, and hope to

make it a more interesting specimen. I trust I am not

too late for the operation. I beg to observe, en passant,

that last year I put in a bud of a red Rose (name un-

known), and another bud of
,

"red Moss Provence, upon a

common white garden Rose-stock, five feet high, leaving

one shoot of the latter upon it, and this year I have had

all the three sorts in bloom at the same time. This may
not be new to practical men, but was quite so to me, who
am an amateur.

—

E. B.
The Mulberry.—The observations in a late Number

respecting the propagation of the Mulberry, induce me to

mention a fact which passed under my own immediate

observation, and which appeared to me extraordinary. A
large branch was torn from a Mulberry tree, in the garden

belonging to the Widows' Hospital, at Bromley, in Kent.

The Rev. — Scott, chaplain to the institution, planted it

without any particular attention, and two years afterwards

I saw it a large Mulberry-tree, in full production of fruit.

—M. R.
Ginger.—Mr. Brown, of Merevale, at p. 557, says,

14 After the first
r
crop of Ginger is gathered replace the

old sets, and they will produce a crop for seed the follow-

ing year." Now, it appears that he excites his Ginger to

a second growth. May I ask, When he first plants his

Ginger—when he gathers his "firstM crop—and how he

matures his replaced " seed" for the following season?

Ginger being a great favourite of mine as a preserve, I am
very anxious to obtain all information regarding it. I

have been accustomed to opposite culture these last six

years with the greatest success, but still stoop to "live

and learn."

—

J. Af. Dytch.
Potting Plants.—At p. 479, " E.C.," when speaking of

the treatment he pursued towards some seedling Pelar-

goniums, seems to have misunderstood a passage in a late

article " on Potting, &c." by me, and I would therefore

beg to say a few words by way of explanation. If he
takes the passage in question, which runs thus—" to

bury an inch or two of the stem of a plant is very

injurious," in an isolated point of view, I grant him
some ground for his remark ; but, if taken in connection

with some passages preceding it, I confess I cannot see

the slightest foundation for his objection. I said, * at

all events, let it not be placed deeper than when it received

its first remove from the cutting or seed-pot f by which I

mean, when a plant requires to be removed from the

minute pot it was placed in—when taken from the cutting

or seed-pot—when the stem has acquired a somewhat
woody texture—when it has adapted itself to the external

action of light and air, to bury it in the soil, and subject

it to darkness and moisture is anything but natural, any-

thing but wise. We know it is very often desirable, when
seeds by some ill-treatment become " drawn," in potting

them off to bury the weak and fibrous stem to a consider-

able depth, to enable it to support itself; but this has
nothing to do with the potting of the plant, when its

stem and branches assume a more solid and woody texture

—in a word, when it has assumed the true character of

the substance peculiar to the nature of its several parts.

When a seedling it could scarcely be termed a plant, being

T
in fact nothing but an embryo, and had nothing, or partook

very slightly, of the character of a true plant. The several

organs by which it was to absorb the nourishment from
the soil, and adapt it to the constitution of the plant were
certainly formed, but had not as yet become of such a
nature as to be affected by treatment, which, if the plant

were subjected to it in a later stage of growth, would prove
fatal, or at least materially affect it.— Tyro.

Wrens.—On the summit of an arch covered with the

Laura de Voorst Rose, and within six feet of my door, is

a Wren's nest, termed the "cock's nest." I could but

notice with what astonishing rapidity,those little creatures

constructed this nest, as it was only from three to four

days from their commencing before the work was com-
pleted, although a large nest for such small birds. The
outside is roughly built of old thatch from a building hard

by, and the inside is lined with coarse moss from the shed.

The cock is the only one that appears to visit this nest,

although the pair assisted each other in building it. There

is another nest close by, which seems to claim the attention

of the cock during the greater part of the day. Visitors

have often been shown the peculiar situation of this sin-

gular nest, and not altogether without its advantages, as

it has ofttimes been the means of selling plants of the

above lovely Rose.

—

S. Dillistone, Nursery, Sturmer.

Pelargoniums.—" C." blooms a few hundred Pelargo-

niums annually, from cuttings struck the year before in the

open air, on the plan detailed by Catleugh. These are kept

in small pots in a small Greenhouse throughout the winter,

with as little artificial heat and water as possible. In
spring they are re-potted and removed into frames. As
the plants begin to bloom, they are returned to the Green-

house, affording, from their irregular period of blooming,

a continued succession of unbroken gaiety for three

months. The appearance of the leaves is singularly

healthy, but the flowers are inferior in intensity of colour

and substance of petal to others so treated as to bear only a

few and yellowish leaves. " C/' states this fact in relation

to Pelargoniums only. " C." must not omit to mention that

he does not use either bone-dust or liquid manure in the

management of his Pelargoniums. The soil employed con-

sists of fresh loamy turf, leaf-mould, peat from a moor,

and about a sixth part of very old stable manure.

—

August 13, 1843.

Bees.—In reply to Mr. Golding, in the Chronicle of

July 1, I mentioned two things concerning Bees, which I

find he has noticed in the Chronicle of July 11, viz. :

—

The supposed instinct in Bees to close their door-ways

against their enemies, founded on what is related by Huber
;

likewise the manner in which Bees collect their pollen,

mentionedby Dr. Bevan, in hisWork on the " Honey Bee."

Mr. Golding is silent respecting the principal or leading

point,—fortification a la Huber. For the manner in which

Bees collect pollen, Mr. G. refers me to the Editor of the
41 Quarterly Review," (vol. lxxi.), who says, "that the
' Honey Bee ' may be considered as a standard work on
our domestic Bee," and observes, " he would not be easily

led away by a ' mealy Bee story/ " I did not say he
would. However, be that as it may, it is a pity when
errors creep into standard works, for they are more likely

to mislead than otherwise; for example—the writer in the
11 Quarterly Review " seems to have been led away by a
11 mealy Bee story." He says, at p, 16, " Bees will at times

roll and revel in a flower, like a donkey in a dusty road."

One thing brings on another. I find that the same autho-

rity mentions some things at variance with Bee knowledge
;

for instance, u Bees store away more pollen than they can

use, which, in its decomposition, becomes to them a sore

trouble and annoyance." At one time I thought so too
;

but now I think otherwise, and consider that a store of

pollen is as needful to the prosperity of a colony as that

of honey, for without the former the brood could not be

reared. The desire of Bees in storing up pollen is only

in accordance with that of storing up honey, for it can

only be collected at certain times, and becomes to them no
trouble or annoyance, when the real use of it is generally

known. If pollen was as valuable as honey, I question if

we should hear of the unthriftiness of Bees collecting more
of it than they really want, for honey mixed with pollen

makes it into brood bread. Bees are good chemists, and

of course know how to preserve it from decomposition.

At p. 18, the writer in the " Quarterly Review " relates

thestory of the snail, that intruded into a hive which the

Bees sealed down, only round the edge of his shell. This,

of course, appears very funny; but, after all, it only agrees

with the instinct of Bees sealing anything loose inside their

dwelling. I may remark that this writer recommends

giving straw hives three good coats of paint inside, a thing

which no good Apiarian would countenance, for the Bees

know best what to do in this respect. Of that powerful

enemy the Wasp, with which the Honey-bee has to con-

tend, the writer remarks, " these brazen-mailed invaders

take good care never to attack any but weak hives ; here

they very soon make themselves at home, walking in and
out in the most cool, amusing manner possible. As an
instance of the extent to which these intrusions may be
carried, there was sent to the Entomological Society in

July last, a very complete Wasp's nest, found in the inte-

rior of a Bee-hive, the lawful inhabitants of which had

been put to flight by the burglars." A slight reflection

may show that the last sentence is not correct, for only

one Queen Wasp begins a nest, and of course cannot

attack a hive however weak—nay, a hornet dare not attempt

it. The truth is, Wasps never form their nests in Bee-

hives unless they are tenantless. Again the u Quarterly "

observes, " Bees, like men, have their different dispositions,

so that even their loyalty will sometimes fail them." He
says so, because he "knew of " a hive, which having early

exhausted its store, was found, on being examined one
morning, to be utterly deserted ; the comb was empty,

and the only symptom of life was the poor queen her-

self, ' unfriended, melancholy, slow,' crawling over the

honeyless cells, a sad spectacle of the fall of Bee great-

ness." Loyalty sounds well, though it has nothing to do
with this event ; death put an end to the Bees because of

their weakness, which also led to numbness and barrenness

in the queen ; her being the longer-lived accounts for her

surviving all the rest. This same writer mentions that

Dr . Bevan "cuts the life of the worker Bee too short,"

that is, to six months, and he says, "if his account were

correct, the sacrifice of their lives by stifling would not be

so great a loss as it would at first appear." And he fur-

ther observes, " their use in the second year is not so much
for gathering honey, as for tending and nursing the young."

Supposing Dr. Bevan to be correct, (and I think he is,)

that would not affect the plea of destroying Bees anymore

than keeping them on the depriving system, for their

places are filled up by the quick succession of brood.

Respecting old or nurse Bees, though they may be seen

with tarnished wings, yet I never could discover any that

were not able to quit the hive in search of food. In fact,

Bees have too much enmity to their aged or sick to allow

them room in the hive. The writer in the " Quarterly,"

like most of our Apiarians, follows Huber's belief, that

the impregnation of the Queen Bee takes place in the air ;

this most hidden thing in the economy of Bees, however,

we have yet to learn. Perhaps those who think other-

wise will hardly believe Huber's statement to Bonnet,

viz., that M he constructed the entrance of a hive so as to

prevent the Queen making her exit, but allowed free pas-

sage to the workers." If that could be accomplished,

why not adopt the plan to prevent the Queen entering side

boxes in hives to deposit eggs? it would be the means of

superseding all attempts at ventilation. But the fact is,

there is hardly a pin to choose between the hole that would

let out a worker and keep in a Queen Bee. The l< Quar-

terly" also observes, that " we are indebted to Huber for

the knowledge that wax is produced from honey." This,

I believe, is doubtful, and I consider that Bees collect wax

from plants ; however, if I am wrong, it is excusable, for

this writer himself admits, that it is done by a chemistry

beyond the u ken of either a Farady or Liebig to discover.

Speaking of hives, he likewise remarks, "that the one

recommended by Mr. Payne is too flat at top ;" the com-

mon shaped hive, in my opinion, is more suitable for

Bees ; but it ought to be remembered, that the hive in

question is constructed to hold another, or at least a

small one upon it. I question what some Apiarians win

think of the observations in the "Quarterly" respecting

Mr. Bagster's " Ladies' Safety Hive," where he says-p

"yet for aught we see, it is just as reasonable for a lady

to clean her own shoes, as to take her own honey." **•

Wiqhton.

Truffles.—You noticed some time since the occurrence

of a new Truffle (Tuber ferrugineum, or rather, Tuber

rufum,) in Essex. This has been sent me lately from the

neighbourhood of Corsham, from whence I have several

new underground Fungi. The Tuber moschatum °

Sowerby occurs in that neighbourhood in abundance, a£

is used at Bath in preference to the common Truffl >

under the name of Red Truffle, though it has so l°n&

been lost to botanists. It has, however, little in co

mon with the Truffle in appearance or qualities. A

^
surface is quite smooth, and the scent very like that

^
decaying pears. The flesh is black, with fine wlntisft

^
yellowish veins, and instead of being dry and br

J. are
in some states very juicy. The reproductive bod,

.

e

gr on
not contained in sacs, but are arranged four togetn

g

the tips of certain cells. It does not belong to the S
^

Tuber at all, but to Melanogaster. I have named it
fc

lanogaster Broomeianus, after C. E. Broome, Esq-* a
j]arlie

successful investigator of the underground Fungi *
om x

which has been adopted by Messrs. Tulasne (to * ^ ^
had communicated specimens) in the last ^um

f your
Annates des Sciences Naturelles. I wish ®°m

^ie large,

Sussex or Hampshire readers could meet with ^n
smooth, white Truffle of Sowerby, which I kav

for

sought for, and which, like the Musk Truffle

(gts;
and

many years been overlooked, at least by bo "
u nicate

if so, that they would have the kindness to coi R -

%ng
^

s

specimens addressed as below.—M. J.BerM&J*

Cliffy Wansford, Northamptonshire.

PROCEEDINGS oT^OCIETIES.
BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF ^ONI^i ^ Various

Aug. 4.-J. E. Gray, Esq., President, in the
ann0unced,

and

donations to the Library and Herbarium ^read:—' 'Noticeoi

Members elected. The following: Papers
were

by Mr. Clarke,

a variety of Rosa sarmentacea, (Wood's) tou
of th e Mosses

near Bridgewater," by Mr. E. Lees; No
q h K.Thwaitcs.

found in the neighbourhood of Bristol, ?/.^nous to this locality.

The author enumerated 133 species a
.f

'"a,
£l0ra. The President

some of which were new to tbe Br^s
£ nrys apifera, which haa

drew attention to an abnormal form or f
,fhe two lower flowers

been sent to him by a lady from.Dork"a*^ the upper normal

of the spike had two distinct unI*e* cr-lappin£ the other. I ne

one being rather the longest and °[
tcd into a single triangular

upper flowers had three columns "%oWers were rather reducui^

mass; the upper petals of each of tn n an d retained in par

the lips of the two lower flowers wer ^ ^ Qf^ top^eT was

the usual character of the *°™e
J' pais in form and colour, a

lilac, and exactly resemb ed
;

the sep
together nffily ^

three sepals of the middle flower w ^ the teirninai

the tip, as was the case w 1

ge*f were of the:

norma stru

flower. The ovaries of£11

w

\ Q E Smlth h?d figr

ture. The President.^$$e column, but his «P«c'"l
c
^^th

an Ophrys witlii
.^^She observed that it

;

migbt be*^

monstrosity of this plant ^"^Kferous columns.

to J. Oughton, Esq., and not to J»r. »
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COUNTRY SHOWS.

Berrvick Horticultural Society, July 15.—The Second Show for
the season was held in the Red Lion Assembly Room, when
premiums were awarded as follow :--For the best six varieties of

h Mr. P. Henderson ; 2, Mr. J. Hood, gr to H. Gregson, Esq.
vest twelve Ranunculuses, 1, Mr. Alex. Aitken ; 2, Mr. J. Hond.
vest si.r Pelargoniums, I, Mr. G. Laidler; 2, Mr. J. Hood. Best

gfw Gooseberries (for weight), l, Mr. W. Affleck; 2, Mr. J.
"ooci. Best Btsh of Strawberries, 1, Mr. M. Smith; 2, Mr. T.

va- A
(^lffa1, %r t0 A ' Dickson > Esq. Best Dish of Cherries, 1, Mr.

w. Affleck
; 2, Mr. M'Dougal. Best Brace of Cucumbers, 1. Mr.

Alex. Aitken j 2, Mr. G. Blair, gr to J. C. Renton, Esq. Best two
^aulfjiowers, 1, Mr. T. M'Dougal ; 2, Mr. A. Aitken. Best three

Vn ,"S*
J

'
Mr

' P '
Hcn(lerson

S
2 i Mr. G. Laidler. Best twenty,sow-Gooseberries, Mr. R. Moffat. Best Quart of Green Peas {in

M7V' Mr
- J-M'Doiiffalj 2 t Mr. R. Moffat. Best Bouquet, 1,

f \ ,
duller; 2, Mr. G. Blair. Sweepstakes for the greatest

u^ •/ °f Roses
>
Mr- J - Hood. Besides those above, a prize was

J7deit0 Mr - J - Bell, for a collection of Pansies, Mimuluses,
*"«es

f Trumpet Honeysuckle, and six Seedling Pansies which
promise to be superior flowers.— Kelso Chronicle.

C<i7nbridges7iire Horticultural Society, July 10.—The following:

ton
C
n
Werc awarded on this occasion ' Melon for flavour, Hamp-

IToLu ,

rt
' Messrs - Hudson. Bunch of Black Grapes ,

Black

PrnnK '
Mr

'
Stewart

*
2

'
Mr - Catling. Bunch of While Grapes,

i rontignan Mr. Stewart. Peaches, 6 best. Noblesse, and

Mr n-V
1

,?
8

'
est

'
Mr ' Stewart - Cherriesfor flavour, May Duke,Mr n-jjl ~**^"°"i" ^ticrnesjor jiavnur, iviay jjukc,

*r. biddings
; 2, Bigarreau, Messrs. Hudson. Raspberries, Mr.

wVitSf ,A 2
'
A"twerP» Mr

- Widnall. itoi Gooseberries, forK ^
2
o°t

th
?1

lb '

I^r
-
Giddin *s; 2, i3to the lb. Mr. J. Taylor;

Ih m £ 3 t0 the lb
*
Mr

*
Gildings; 2, White Eagle, l4tothe

thP n'^WTn

;

rdte* do -> 13 t0 tne lb > Mr. Giddings
; 2, 15 to

hL£, ^' Ne
,

Wman; Crcett rf0 - 15 to the ">. Mr. Giddings.

Weilh/L^
0a^erri/

'
wei£ht 25 dwts 12 grs, Mr. Giddings ; 2,

far *
24flwts, 3 grs, Companion, Mr. H. Green. Gooseberries,

Rrtl r
0ttr

> Cll»mpag;ne
f Messrs. Hudson; 2, Mr. H. Green.

25 h„« u
mwfe

'
for wei£nt» 22 bunches to the lb, Mr. Wood; 2,

lb Mr r.
?2l°

the lb
'
Mr

'
Giddin£SJ White do., 18 bunches to the

tioni tiJt
l

A ir
gs

; 2
*

3 bunches t0 the lb, Mr. H. Green. Carta-

Mo'
Me£a

>' Garratt's Queen of Roses, William IV., Wood's

Wonri o w mer,s Solander. and Fletcher's Red Rover, Mr.

ceWn' Wood's William IV., Walmesley's William IV., Las-

3, TwitrWfV
ofJheh*> Sir G - Crewe, Prince Albert, Mr. Giddings

;

Quepn^f J
:t8

1

Don John f Holmes' Count Paulina, Twitchett's

lev's iw Scarlets, Lowe's Marchioness of Westminster, Mans-

Mr Wnnn y
%>

Woodhouse, Mr. Twitchett. Seedling Carnation,

Gidd^nc? n-« £lC0
*/!

e8
> J°hn's Prince Albert, Martin's Victoria,

2, Sharp's
Brinkler's
Twitchett;

Seed-

on ; 2, Mr. Newman
Messrs. Hudson. Cockscomb, Messrs.lluusPlant \napot x AchimonoQ iA««.;«l *i •

^^•^cwu.a..,
Green. «CX L ?/ / ^ ** r

' Wi<lnall
J 2, Mr. H.

Green. Best small colf^i?lfA\a^ Mr
' Widnall ; 2, Mr. H.

«on o/ Cuimwers Vb^A**^' Me8sra
' Hudson. CoKm-

Mr. / Taylor?* Mr^S y
WSl^'^ Green

'
T™^/w^

<aWw
, Mr. Newman l£ £ 7/ Priz^---B«^ of Vege-

Pine, Mr. Newman' ^P^F0-?"- Strawhe^iei, Elton

widnaii..a33Sa^S: Mr - J - Tayl
"

caerulea, and Clematis Sieboldi. By Mr. Weir, a large collection
of cut Pelargoniums, specimens of Alstrcemcria pelegrina, Poly-
gala oppositifolia, Swainsonia alba and purpurea. By Mr.
Deans, 12 Seedling Pelargoniums, some of which were very
attractive; cut Roses, Seedling Calceolarias, a card of Fuchsias,
including Deansia, nobilis, La Grande, corymbiflora, Victoria
regina, effusa, fascicnlata, recurva, &c. Also, from the garden
of Mr. W. Veitch, two cards of fine Pinks.— Kelso Chronicle.

Vale of Evesham Horticultural and Floral Society, July 28.—At
the Fourth Exhibition the following prizes were awarded i—Car-
nations.—Scarlet Bizarre: 1, Walmsley's William IV.,— 2,
Fletcher's Duke of Devonshire, W. Barnes, Esq.; 3, Hepworth's
Leader, Mr. Holmes. Crimson Bizarre; 1, Holmes's Count
Paulina,—2, Cartwright's Rainbow,—3, Jarrett's Lucretia, W.
Barnes, Est] . Purple Flakes: 1, Holmes's Mary Ann,—2, Brab-
bin's Squire Magneil,—3, Elliott's British Queen, Mr. Holmes.
Scarlet Flakes; 1, Gummery's Brilliant,—2, Orson's Rob Roy,
W. Barnes, Esq. ; 3, Simpson's Marquess of Granby, Mr. Holmes.
Rose Flakes; I, Brown's Duchess of Gloucester, W. Barnes, Esq.

;

2, Smith's Coronation, Mr. Holmes; 3, Malpas's Lady Grey, W.
Barnes, Esq. Red Picotecs: 1, Heart's Admiral Southam, Mr.
Holmes; 2, Unknown, Mr. Clark; 3, Graham's Duke of Leeds,
Mr. Holmes. Purple Picotees ; 1, Ketland's Queen Victoria, Mr.
Holmes; 2, Major Kealy, W. Barnes, ;Esq.; 3, Unknown, Mr.
Clark. Best Dkvice in Flowers, a Pheasant, Miss Huntley.
Pansies, Rev. J. Marshall. Dahlias, I, rosea, Mr. R. Francis;
2, Metella,— 3, Egyptian Prince, Mr. Clark; 4, Sussex Rival, Miss
Huntley; 5, Seedling, Mr. R. Francis; 6, Phenomenon, Mr.
Clark. Balsams, Purple Flake, J. Clarke, Esq.; Scarlet Flake,
Mr. Clark. Stove or Greenhouse Plants, 1, 2, and 3, Mr.
Clark, Hardy Annuals, Mr. Moore. Perennials, 1, Miss
Huntley; 2, Mr.Clark. Cockscombs, Miss Huntley. Heaviest
Six Gooseberries, Bed, I and 2, Mr. Pinnell; Green, I, Mr.
Randell; 2, J. B. Haynes, Esq.; Yellow, 1 and 2, Mr. Pinnell;
White, l, Mrs. Ashwin ; 2, R. Ashwin, Esq. Grapes, Black,
E. Rudgc, Esq.; White, Mr. Pinnell. Melon, E. Rudge, Esq.
Cucumbers, Miss Huntley. Desert Apples, 1, Mr. Z. Hughes;
2, T. White, Esq. Pear3, 1, Mr. H. Drury; 2, Mrs. Ashwin.
Raspbkrrirs, i2<?<Z, Mr. E. Haines ; White, Mr.H. Drury. Cher-
ries, Black, Miss Huntley; White, Rev. W. Digby. Extra
Prizes—Collection of Fuchsias, Mr. Clark; Purple Hydrangea^
Mrs. Ashwin; Dish of Marygolds, Mr. R. Francis

; Peas, Mr.
Randell; Carnation, l, Mr. Holmes; 2 W. Barnes, Esq.; New
White Verbena, Princess Royal, Mr. Clark.— Worcester Herald.

t
Wexford Horticultural Society, July 29.—The Summer Exhibi-

tion took place in the Assembly Rooms. The specimens were
beautifully prepared by the Proprietors, and in the arrangements
also a refined taste Was displayed, a manifest improvement on
former exhibitions. The following prizes were awarded
Flowers :— Exotics, W. Bolton, Esq. Ericas, G. LeHunte, Esq.
Hardy Herbaceous Plants, W. Bolton, Esq. Calceolarias, w! Bol-
ton, Esq. Pelargoniums, 1, J. Rowe, Esq.; 2, W. Bolton

*

Esq.
Seedling, H. Cooper, Esq. Pansies, R. Donovan, Esq. Seedling
B. Allen, Esq. Annual Flowers, W, Bolton, Esq. Picotees, J. w!
Goff, Esq. Ornamental Bouquet, W. Bolton, Esq. Ornamental
Exotic Plant, G. LeHunte, Esq. Fuchsias, G. LeHunte, Esq.
Ornamental Plants, J. Rowe, Esq. Veoetables '.—Cauliflowers'
Peas, Kidney Beans, Turnips, Celery, White and Red, A. F. Mea-*
dows, Esq. Beans, J. Nunn, Esq. Lettuce, W. Bolton, Esq.
Carrots, J. W. GotT, Esq. Cabbage, J. Rowe, Esq. Fruits:

it, and it should be raised from c, nines Shk-1SI A P
T?W*mS

to start them.-Pa*tm'8M£eS3>i$My7 need bottom-^

lor. Pansies, Mr.

dt^Z^l'UuraJ **M* J^l 27.-The Third Shquite so ow was not

was snn r-
Umerousl

? attended as' tlie last. The display of plants

Karri«« \
°r.some beautiful specimens of them being from the

WU so I" pi.
S,wJ - T

l0W
?
r

'
the

4

Rev
- B -

Penning, and G. St. V.
shnm« V ;l; ^i\

a,so observe<1 som e fine Grapes and Nectarinesanown by the latter gentleman. The following is a list of the

5£Z£?3!f
d
l
d '^BeS

i
4 CoeksCmbS, G. St. V. Wilson, Esq. BestgW** Re£ T. Frere. Best tender and Hardy Bouquet

lL!» • ^',SOnU Es("- Best Perennials, Rev. T. Frere J) i

W U p
°Wne

5
I'
Mr

'
B"kway. Best Greenhouse Pints'

Barker Q i
- i%'

Mr
" B»rkway. Best Seedlings, Mr.

Rev o h ^i
HaTison. 36 WM-fiowers, 1. Mr. A. Cockcll • 2

SSS&jTTft; ^^G,v,;,,,, G. St. V. Wi.son, Esq. »,;;

Sir J. Plowlv r^R '
C
?J
>b0 d

;

2
-
Rev

-
T

-
FrcrG

- ?est Celery, 1,

G. St. V Wi\?'
M

r
S Harriso»- Best Nectarine, Cherries. *c.,^it M ^ Best Currants, Rev. T. Frere. 'jL

plower . u'Dw^'dsnfan™
5-- Co^''/ '', »' "/ Vegetables, Sir J.

^^SdSEi?±^ f«^17.-The florists of Felton and its
at Mr

y
Anlflel •% STw S

«
OW of Ra»""c l.lnses and Pansies

**arrted ta
P
So

J

f„i*i„ -

e N°rth
,

Bliton 1" 11
' when prizes £B

a«d MehSif h « ,'
t0 M

!"-
W

-
Harris"». with La SinguEe

^thVcariT.
d
f

B
P
aut

f

e?' 3d
i

4th
<
an" Btl, to Mr. A. Gowen 3

6th, to «! J ? ~ «
pe

' .

Sl,Pren,a
-
a,"» Grand Berger am-'

Hand 4 f J
1
™" J

-
0rrc11

'

with Louis XVI
- Selfs: thl 1st "d

a»d VarlS' ^ r> A
u
Gowe"s

'
With Nabat. Brabanpon, CIeopat?a

«ne«K' ?" r
th

.

and 6th> to Mr
"
R

"
Ri^ard86n, with Tbeo'

*«* ofR % ' akei
;
La('y- **W«j 1st to Mr. Riddell. with WeS°»W«»M/ar J3/oom*, consisting of Black Diamond Grand

Melons (Green Flesh), J. Rowe, Esq. DiVro [Scarlet Flesh), G.
LeHunte, Esq. Grapes {Black), W. Bolton, Esq. Peaches, W.
Bolton, Esq. Nectarines, W. Bolton, Esq. Cherries, W. Bolton,
Esq. Gooseberries (Green), R. Donovan, Esq. (72 erf)

f H. Cooper,
Esq. (WVit'te), H. Cooper, Esq. Currants (White), H.Cooper,
Esq. {Red), J. W. Goff, Esq. Raspberries, R. Allen, Esq. Stoaw-
berries, J. W. Goff, Esq. Cucumbers, W. Bolton, Esq. Second
\Vr

tto
X 9- LeHunte, Esq. j&rolic* Fruit, G, LeHunte, Esq.—

TKe^/V>rd Conserva tive.

Zl 5:°eefi
able t0 makC UP aU °Ur arrears of ConntrrShows

•zicr.

Seedling »i-u«uing; 4cn, to mr. jerrrey, with Mulberry and
f°ursee„u ; 5th

'
t0 Mr. Jeffrey, with Wellington, Oberon, an

cible. H .

ng*

'

and 6th
.
t0 Mr - Riddell, With Eclipse, Pilot, I„£

„

Warded roM
S
J 'V't

two Seedlings. The Seedling prize Z
*a« nam- , ri- Jeffrev, for the best single Seedling Pans,,, which> a w r

dh^rey '
s San, l«"»- A number of beautiful stock'

there
*Sj,

3

L
h,b,ted ^ Mr - Burn - & to c - W- B«W, Esq., but as

1° the rninP ^["'Petition, no prize could be awarded, according
Ra"Unon\„ he table nf flowers was full and fine ; many of t-ho*ere almr,t^

S wcrc in fine condition, while the Pansies as US|]
'

,

most innumerable, and attracted general admiration.

^I^ y harden'Bose',
'
Mr. W.Deana.'for cTifton

/*„» "— » « nuuu|)c, ami x t»rK. ami uainjasLcr. Jt*'ar thr

i\
erfection pTmi

"

MW *» Mr. W. Deans, for Joan of Arc, Garth's
ii^s's WnVi

ax
' tennis's Perfection, Speculum Muncii, and^ -Ruthir?

ID
i

a idling of 1842; 2, Mr. T. Weir, ^r r^S^SfS* F^- fo?Coronation, Masterpiece, GaTneV
f0rt«ebes /A?

ua'dsman. Foster's roseum, and Grand Duke
L? ^ SSSL**1^ to***™** Mr. G.Taylor, jffg
R„

a
l
0n

» there ii?^' Mr
' Crichton. From the lateness f the

a«-
h as Strawh.. -

no COI«Petition for several of the articles

5?°/?? P'iS?tedTlf?|
i

.

Mel0,I
?• &c

'
There were a number oJ^ Crtchton, 3 iS*l^^ting, the principal of which were by

*
wi Mxntoi some fine blooms of Cactus, Passiflora

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Scutellaria jap6vica. Japan Skullcap. (Frame Herbaceous
Plant.) Labiatje. Didynanna Gymnospermia.-This is one of
those pleasing little plants which grow only four or five inches in
height, are of a partially trailing character, and bear a profusion of
showy blossoms throughout the whole summer. The blossom* are
produced in comparatively large spikes, at the end of the principal
or lateral branches, and besides being of a handsome blue tint are
prettily spotted m the throat. They are somewhat like those of a
delightful little plant which is so common on our hedije-banks and
is therefore scarcely noticed-the Ground Ivy; only they have a
much longer tube, and are arranged with greater effect. As its
name asserts, it is a Japan plant, and has been in the nursery of
Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for three or four years. It is probably
one of the many plants brought to light by Dr. Siebold, during his
travels in Japan. From its native country the probability is, that it
will be found hardy enough to endure our winters. At Messrs. Rol-
lisson's it has been treated as a frame plant, and grown in a pot
amongst Alpines and such-like species, being exposed through the
summer months, and merely placed in a cold pit during winter. It
is an excellent plant for mixing with a potted collection of Alpines
being of small dimensions, great beauty, a most liberal bloomer'
lasting in flower a great length of time, and having blue blossoms'
which arc not very common in that class. It may also be cultivated
with extreme ease, not being at all delicate, and simply requiring
the commonest soil. As a border plant, however, it will attain to
a higher perfection than in a pot, and may possibly prove useful for
planting in beds or patches. These it would cover with bloom
throughout the summer. It can be increased by cuttings or by
division ;

or, if a small portion of earth is drawn up around the par-
tially trailing shoots, so as almost or wholly to cover them at the
bottom, these will most likely root in the manner of Verbenas and
may afterwards be taken off. It will he desirable to test its hardi-
ness by leaving a plant or two exposed in the following winter —
Paxton'8 Magazine of Botany.
Bign6nia picta. Streaky-blossomed Trumpet-flower. (Green-

house Climber.) Bignoniaceje. Didynamia Angiospermia.—This
handsome species has, we find, been in British collections since the
year 1823; but, like many of its allies, it is so shy in developing
its flowers, that several who have cultivated it for some years
have never seen a blossom. Plants at Messrs. Rollisson's, however
perfected some blossoms last year in a stove; and the same specimens
have flowered again in the present season. The plant is by no
means of a rambling habit, for, although its branches extend 'to a
considerable length, it is so well clothed with evergreen foliage as to
present, at all times, an agreeable appearance. The flowers seem to
come out in pairs, towards the upper ends of the shoots, and are
individually of a large size, being almost three inches in breadth.
They are of a deep lilac or purplish colour, with a whitish throat,
and many streaks of a darker tint throughout. Although, when
improperly managed, it is next to impossible to get B. picta to
bloom ; yet if rightly grown, and suffered to reach maturity before

it is expected to flower, it blossoms freely enough. Either a warm
greenhouse or a cool stove will suit it. Still, it is perhaps the best
plan to keep it in an intermediate house, or a kind of close conserva-

tory. In such a situation, it only needs to be placed in soil that is

not shaded, or liable to be saturated with moisture, or too far from
the glass, or very deep, or imperfectly drained, and it will speedily

arrive at a flowering condition. But, when it has grown sufficiently

large to be capable of bearing flowers, the great point with it, as

with others of the genus, is to refrain from pruning it, and let the
branches take their natural course, unless theybecome too straggling.
Under such management it will not fail to flower ; and it matters
little whether it be planted in a pot or in a bed of earth. The com>

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mushrooms.—We have lately received the 6th Number

of "The Transactions of the Gardeners' and Stewards'
Provident and Mutual Instruction Society of Ireland-"
from which we extract the following useful remarks by-
Mr. E. Owens, upon the cultivation of the Mushroom.
"I have grown Mushrooms in the open ground, in the
following way :—Having opened trenches twelve inches
deep and twenty-four wide, and filled them with half
rotten dung, previously prepared by frequent turning, I
cut from a pasture-field sods four inches deep, and six
inches broad, placing the spawn about the size of a
walnut, twelve inches by six inches apart in the dung in
the trenches, and the sods over the dung on their sides,
covering all with maiden mould, about four inches in
depth. I had most abundant crops of Mushrooms—at
the season they naturally appear in the pasture-fields—
and even for this period the plan is well worth a trial.
These beds may be made in March and August, and, if
dry weather, they should have occasional waterings. In
very wet weather I placed hoops over the beds, and covered
them with dry litter or mats. If the spawn grows, there
will be Mushrooms in about six weeks from the time of
planting. From the uncertainty of obtaining good crops
of Mushrooms in the open air, I give the preference to
house culture, and have found the following mode of cul-
tivating most certain :—stable dung being one of the
most necessary agents, should be prepared for that pur-
pose by frequent turning, so as to let off what we term
the steam heat, and should never be allowed to get
what is termed a burning heat ; in fact the frequent
turnings prevent and counteract this. An open shed
is the most proper place to prepare the dung. The
Mushroom-house should be 14 feet wide and 30 feet
long, constructed with slide windows, a door at each end,
and a boarded passage 4 feet high running along the whole
length of the house. The space from the boarded passage
to the wall is to contain the prepared dung for the beds,
with three divisions in them from the wall to the boards,
so that when correctly formed, there will be six beds,
three at each side, each 10 feet long and 6 feet wide. The
beds are to have a sloping direction/ so as to be only 2
feet deep at the walls of the house. The best seasons for
forming the beds are spring and autumn, and then in
succession every month—not all at the same period. We
commence with the first bed, and after the violent heating
has subsided, place the Mushroom spawn in it, just under
the surface, about the size of a walnut, in rows 1 foot
asunder and 6 inches apart ; after which, the bed is
struck down by the back of a spade, and covered with
3 inches of fresh maiden mould. Dry hay is then placed
over all, about 12 inches deep, and left so "for one month

j
at which time the spawn will have sufficiently run through
the surface of the bed. We then strip off the hay, and
g^e a copious watering from the fine rose of a water-pot.
In a few days after, the Mushrooms will appear in abun-
dance, and should be taken off while young, as, if left
they are liable to be infected by insects. The beds we
have been describing will continue to bear from one month
from the time the Mushrooms first appear; at which time
the second bed will be coming into bearing

; and so on
for the six beds. As each bed ceases to bear, the earth
°n the surface should be removed, by which operation the
thread-like substances that bore the crop will be cut down
to the crowns of the spawn in the dung. When the beds
ar

p dry, a layer of the same sort of material that they were
originally formed of, should be laid on them four inches
deep, and over this maiden mould must be placed as
before described. This done, alining of fresh horse-dung
is placed in the passsge, so as to cause the plants to grow
and the beds again to bear. By this mode of house cul-
ture, and from beds so constructed, a constant supply of
Mushrooms may be had during the year.

More Orchidacece for Sale—A further sale of Guate-
mala epiphytes is announced, and we are able to state
that it will include some extraordinarily fine specimens of
the rarer Guatemala species. In addition to Barkeria
spectabilis, there are large masses of Lselia superbiens,
Odontoglossums, Epidendrums, a Cattleya-like plant, and
Oncidium sphacelatum ; all in perfectly good order.

3fUtmfos.
Dr. Justus Liebig, in his Relation to Vegetable Physu

ology. By Dr. Hugo Mohl. (Dr. Justus Liebi
Verhaltniss zur Pflanzen-Physiologie.) Tubin
Frues. 1843.

(Continuedfrom page 576.)

In the second chapter ( Origin and Nature of Humus \
Liebig states, that vegetable matter is successively changed
by decomposition into humus, and that it constantly
forms carbonic acid with the oxygen of the atmospheric
air

;
all which forms a constant source of nourishment for

!w?l J !Sf fnH°7?\
b0t

.

h the carb°nic «cid taken up
by the roots, and that obtained by the leaves from the
air. This, says Dr. Mohl, was known long ago. New,
however most certainly, is the argumentation by which
^intends to prove (p. 56) that humus is unnecessary,
ana tnat plants derive their food exclusively from the at-
mosphere. In corroboration thereof, he adduces the
antediluvian and tropical vegetation, and says of the former,
that its gigantic Palms, Graminese (sic !), and Ferns, could
dispense altogether with soil, on account of the immense
development of their foliage, as they are also distinguished
from those of the present world by their scanty roots.
L. says further, that in hot climates the succulent plants

ig's

gen,
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require but a slight connexion with the soil, and develop

themselves without its co-operation, in proof of which

he adduces the slender roots of Sedum, Cactus, and Sem-
pervivum. L. believes, in fine, that in lactescent plants

the humidity absorbed from the air, and indispensable to

their growth, is protected from evaporation by the

very nature of their sap, as humidity is surrounded

by caoutchouc and is protected by a sort of impermea-

ble integument ! liisum teneatis, amici—exclaims Mohl,

in allusion to these opinions. The assertion that an-

tediluvian plants lived on a soil devoid of humus is so

extraordinary, that M. refutes it at some length. We
know, he says, that monocotyledonous and cryptogamic

plants possess no tap-roots, but merely fibres, which, al-

though they are slender, still are very numerous. The as-

sertion, therefore, that plants withthick,branchy roots (like

our trees) obtain their food from the soil, and those plants

which possess fibrous ones are nourished by the air—is

untenable. L. himself " considers the absorption of inor-

ganic substances to be necessary for the nourishment of

plants; those, however, can only be absorbed by the roots."

"The reader"—concludes M.—"will, I trust, not expect

from me a refutation of Liebig's assertions on tropical

vegetation, which are really beneath criticism. If the

luxuriant vegetation of the tropics, with their virgin forests,

Palms, and arborescent Grasses, is to be typified by a

few Sedums, Cacti, or Sempervivums, and if lactescent

plants are to be looked upon as surrounded by a coat of

Indian-rubber; then, certainly, anything may be proved

—and, not least, the ignorance of the propounder."

Professor Liebig's third chapter, inscribed " The Assi-

milation of Hydrogen?' proves pretty well that all which

Chemistry has made out about chemical processes in the

interior of plants amounts to almost nothing. L. states,

in the first instance, that woody fibre consists of carbon

and the component parts of water, or of carbon plus a

certain quantity of hydrogen. Here, therefore, the very

first proposition in the progress of assimilation contains

an either and an or. L. thinks (p. CO) that decomposition

of water is the more likely to take place, because water is

the easier of decomposition ; and this is plausible enough.

But what shall we think of the consistency of Liebig, if

in all other parts of his work the decomposition of carbonic

acid is considered as a self-evident fact (p. 121) J
and

leaves are said to possess powers of decomposition stronger

than that of the most powerful chemical agencies, because

they can decompose carbonic acid, which resists the

strongest galvanic battery ! L. states further, that the

formation of acids, of ethereal oils, (having no oxygen,)

and of caoutchouc, may be considered as combinations of

carbonic acid with water ; all, or the greater part, of the

oxygen having been eliminated. This may be true in a

chemical point of view, but it remains to be proved that

these combinations are really formed by water and car-

bonic acid, and are not the result of other organic com-
binations. But if the latter be the case,—if ethereal oils

are formed by the ;mutual combination of organic sub-

stances,—if they exhibit certain determined stages of

vegetable metamorphosis, then the decomposition of water

and carbonic acid cannot be taken into account, because

these do not exist as such in organic combinations ;
" and

then " (concludes Dr. M.) " the process to which the above

substances owe their origin is a far different one, and the

explanation of Liebig is anything but a formula explain-

ing their origin," but is quite as erroneous as the

assertion would be that sugar consists of carbonic acid

and spirits of wine.

In the fourth chapter, " On the Origin and the Assi-

milation of Nitrogen ," L. starts from the correct asser-

tion, that even in a soil richest in humus, no vegetation

can take place without the co-operation of some nitrogen-

ous substances ; and that (as it has been proved by

Boussingault) their nitrogen is derived from the atmo-

sphere. But L. subsequently rejects the opinion (p. 65)

that plants assimilate the nitrogen of the air in a direct

manner, and derive their nitrogen from the ammonia
contained in the rain-water (a discovery made by himself),

adducing in proof that nitrogen is conveyed to plants

in the form of ammonia, the analysis of the sap of
Acorns, Birches, &cM in which ammoniacal salts have been
found. This idea is certainly the most valuable in the

whole of L.'s work. But here, as elsewhere, he has been

satisfied with generalities, without looking to details of

great importance in vegetable physiology. Considering

the ammonia of rain-water sufficient for explaining the

amount of nitrogen contained in plants, he has entirely

neglected the nitric salts, and asserts (without adducing

any proof) that Borage, the Chenopodia, and the Jerusa-

lem Artichoke, owe their nitric salts merely to ammonia

—

an assertion by no means confirmed by the experiments

of John.
{To be continued.)

CALENDAR OF OPE RATIONS for the ensuing week.

Flower-Gardening Plants, and especially the new Pelargo-

niums, have attracted more attention than I anticipated. I have
received several letters lately on this subject, of which 1 shall

make use by-and-by
; meantime, let us not forget the other

families required for the flower-beds. There arc many bad \ cr-

benas and Petunias which require to be purged from the lists.

Among Verbenas, take the best variety of the creeping1 Scarlets,

or Melindres breed; then the best of the more upright sorts of the

same colour, and these two will give you the cream of the
scarlet Verbenas. Then come the Purples; there is scarcely a
creeping one among them ; but you may take the best coloured
dwarf, and the tallest among them; this is sufficient for the
purple colour. After that, take the pink ones in the same manner,
and then the Whites— 1 wish I could say the same of blue ones.
The so-called blue Verbena is like the scarlet Laburnum. Now,
after seeing all about London, and collecting nearly 50 varieties of
the Verbena, I reduced them in this way to 12 sorts, and three or
four of these are for neutral beds; that is, beds with no decided
colour. Instead of giving the names, I shall wait to hear the
merits of the different varieties discussed by others. Petunias
must be dealt with after the same manner. But I must hasten to

explain one point in the culture of those dwarf Pelargoniums
which I named at the end of the last Calendar, and which are not
well understood. These plants are mere weeds in the eyes of the
florist, but like many old sorts, they make far better beds than the
large new ones. They are the Hybrid Perpetuals among the

Pelargoniums ; some of them are among the best for winter and
early spring forcing; others have their foliage so sweet, that they
are regularly forced with Sweet Briar, the Lemon-plant (Aloysia),

and others of that stamp, to furnish bouquets. Hundreds of

the Prince of Orange are thus annually forced for the London
markets; this one is also the hardiest of the family. It will stand
10 [degrees of frost in dry light soil. They are, moreover, an
anomalous race, differing widely from their fellows ; their habit

is more woody, and while they are in bloom you cannot get a
shoot out of 500 that will do for a cutting, or that will strike

root if you choose to try it; all their shoots are analogous to

the flowering portion on the top of the other sorts. This race is

capable of hybridization only to a very limited extent, but an
occasional one, with some improvement, comes out now and
then. Queen Victoria is the latest and best of them I have
seen, and as they promise to drive the larger ones out of the

flower-garden in a few years, just as the hybrid Perpetual Roses
are doing now with the older sorts, I shall be excused for

dwelling so long on the subject. Now, as they cannot be propa-

gated to any extent while they are in bloom, and as they flower

from April to November, and produce no wood for cuttings until

early in spring, they must be taken at that time, or, what is

better, a few plants must be put into forcing early in January,
from which a very large stock may be got before the flowering

season arrives. Then, at planting-out time, a few dozens of the

smallest plants should be reserved, along with as many Helio-

tropes, kept through the summer cramped in their spring pots,

and only allowed water enough to keep them alive. About the

end of this month the first succession of these should be potted,

and put into cold frames, or some warm corner; and by a little

attention they will be ready to bloom as soon as the frost cuts

down those out-of-doors. As many of the large Pelargoniums
lately mentioned are scarce in remote parts of the country, it

may be as well to mention that in soring these plants are easily

multiplied by cuttings of the roots two or three inches long, with
the tops a quarter of an inch out of the soil. The pots should be

kept rather dry in a close hotbed or stove.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—Shut them up in a moist heat of 90° in the afternoon,

and as long as you keep them above 60° in the morning, all is

right; but as the autumn is the best growing season, let the

heat be up to 60° as a minimum, until frost and snow, with short

days, will lower it down to 50°, which may be stated as the mini-

mum temperature through the winter.

Vinery.—About this time there are four good signs which
never fail to show the practical gardener how matters have been
managed in this house for the last year or two. I mean in those

houses that are forced in March. The black Grapes are now of a

jet-like colour, with a fine bluish bloom ; the white ones of a fine

soft amber tint. Then the young wood is darkish brown, and
the leaves perfectly green, but firmer and drier than formerly,

and the laterals in a vigorous growth. These signs show that

the roots are all right, that the Vine has not been over-cropped,

and that there is a fair prospect for the next crop. Reverse all

this, and your Black Hambmghs are turned into red ones, the

wood is pale green, passing into white streaks; the foliage is

blotched with all colours, and dry enough to be made into pow-

der, and the laterals are only thread-like shoots. There are

many Vineries in the country showing both signs. I once suc-

ceeded in redeeming old plants which had the latter symptoms,

and the means I used I shall state ere long.
Out-door Department.

The late-sown Peas and Kidney-Beans have little time to

spread their roots, and their foliage often throw off the passing

shower, so that they stand in need of occasional watering.

Rows of Alpine Strawberries are similarly situated, and ought to

be well watered j they should not be allowed to form runners at

any time, their growth being different from other Strawberries.

The best sorts from the seed-beds or old rows are best increased

by dividing the plants; a few of the old plants will furnish a

great number of young ones, and this is as good a time as any

for this work, planting out the offsets in Nursery beds till next

March, when they may be finally planted out to fruit.

Taking up Onions, and harvesting them, earthing up Celery,
tying up a few Lettuces occasionally, and moulding up some of

the Cardoons, with the watering of newly-planted out things,

form the principal work in the Kitchen-garden about this time

;

in addition to the usual routine of clearing the ground of weeds

and exhausted crops. It is a never-failing rule to keep the ground

well-stirred between rows of young crops. Spinach, Peas, Dwarf
Beans, and late-planted Cauliflowers are the only young crops

now to be looked to in this way.
Asparagus.—This is now swelling off a heavy crop of seeds,

which cannot fail to exhaust the plants very much. If attempts

were made to clear off the fruit, the chances are that more harm
than good would be done by breaking and bruising the young
shoots and leaves. The next best plan therefore appears to be

to soak the beds well with rich liquid manure three or four times

before their growth is over.
Orchard.—Peach trees, now ripening a heavy crop, stand as

much in need of water as Asparagus; but pond-water is strong

enough for them. Fork the border as far as you expect the roots

to reach; pour a dozen or so of large water-pots'-full all round

according to the size of the trees, and then put over them a thin

layer of short grass. The old wood of the Raspberry may be cut

out as soon as the fruit is off, and also a few of the weakest of the

young shoots; this will strengthen the roots, and let the air have

free access to the next year's canes. From this time to the mid-

dle of September is the best to prune trees of all sorts that arc

anyways unhealthy, or of a tender constitution ; it is also a good

preventive against canker. The reason is that late autumn

growths are avoided, and then no unripe wood remains to be

injured by frost ; the buds on the remaining branches will be more
prominent by the force of the ascending sap being thus checked,

and the edges of the wounds made by the pruning-knife are healed

over before winter. For these reasons, and others that might be

adduced, September is the best, and perhaps spring the worst,

time to cut hedges.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.
Stove.—" What have you to say about the bulbous section of the

Epidcndrumsto which macrochilum belongs?" asks a correspon-

dent. They dislike much water at the roots, and should not have
much shade! seeing that they grow on trees fully exposed. Most
people keep them too much shaded. Another good reason is that

notwithstanding the number included in this section, few of them
are really fine plants. This reminds me that this is a good time

to pot such Orchidacece as require it. Odontoglossum grande

will be in flower with me three weeks earlier than last year; it

was kept last winter along with others from the highlands of

Mexico, in a temperature not exceeding 45°. Any woody stove-

plant now in growth should be checked a little, unless it be a

climber.
Conservatory.—The different species of Begonia arc well

suited for flowering in this house, and in rooms through the

summer: they are enabled to resist the dry atmosphere in such

places, compared with that of the stove, by the succulency of

their stems and foliage. The Stephanotus I mentioned some time

since, is now nearly done flowering, and is growing away as

freely as a Passion-flower ; it was only planted out 111 the end 01

last May, but I was preparing it since this time last year, by

keeping it in the same house with the Pelargoniums, bucuien

changes never suit any plant. ...

Pits.— Early Chrysanthemums and Salvia splendens, wicn

some of the Heliotropes and forcing Pelargoniums, should now

be put under cover in pits, to bring them on slowly. Many of

the dwarf China, Bourbon, and Tea Roses, treated in this way,
would bloom through November till Christmas, when forced
Cabbage and Moss Roses will be coming in; there is nothing
like looking early to these things,—one day lost now is as much
as a week in spring.

Flower-Garden.—After so much about Pelargoniums, the
next step will be to make a selection of the best, and most dis-

tinctly coloured of the autumn flowering Cape Heaths, for fur-

nishing the flower-garden in the latter part of the season. I have
been collecting materials for this scheme for the last 12 months,
and shall put them into form in due time. Meanwhile accounts
of bedding Pelargoniums &c. are coming in from distant parts of

the country. A correspondent from St. Andrews says he has
planted out his best Pelargoniums in the flower-garden; but such
an account without names is of little value. It is true we have
planted out this class for years in England, but we find some run
too much to leaf ; others flower by fits and starts, or flower three
weeks, then grow away as long and then flower again ; while the
beauty of others is washed off by a slight shower, or fades away
under a strong sun. Selections, therefore, and not collections,

are wanted. Beds of Lupinus Hartwegii and nanus, with Salvia

patens, Mignonette, Alonsoa, and similar plants, will now require

constant attention, to cut off the flower-spikes as they begin to

seed at the bottom ; with care they may be kept in flower to the

end of the season.

—

D. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the week en cling; Aug- 24, 1843, as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, iChiswiek

RR.

.*
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Baromktkr. TllKUMOMRT Wind. Rain.Aug. M,JV • i Max.

81

Min.
59

Mean.
71.5Friday 18

i'l (IX.

30.004 £9,968 K.
- - '". '

Saturday l
u 20 .820 29.670 84 61 72.5 E. .01

Sunday 20 30.171 29.647 72 47 59.5 s.

Monday 21 29 077 29885 71 49 60.0 N.W. .02

Tuesday 22 20.040 29.477 62 45 53.5 S. .32

Wednesday 23 29.010 29.412 69 53 61.0 s. .95

Thursday 24 29.787 29.599 74 46 60.0 w.

Average 29.871 29,664 1 73-7 51.4 62.5 .130

August
ight dry haze; clear and

18. Koggy ; sultry, with dusky clouds ; clear at night.
19. Very line; cloudless and hot, with slight dry ha

fine.

Cloudy; very fine ; overcast.
Clear and fine ; verv fine, with few clouds ; overcast.
Overcast; rather boisterous ; rain, heavy rain at 4 p.m. ; overcast.
Fine: overcast: 7 p.m. rain commenced, continuing constant

20.

21.

22.

23.

and heavy all night; wind sometimes boisterous.
24. Cloudy; fine, with clouds ; very fine; clear at night.
Mean temperature of the week 4° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending September 2, 1843.

_

Aug. A ver.
Highestand Sept.
Temp.

Sun. 27 72.8

Mon. 28 72.2

Tucs. 29 71.1

Wed. 30 71.8

Thurs.31 69.1

Fri. 1 69.2

Sat. 2 70.1

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

50.1
51.0

50.4
60-2
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49.0
49.0
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59.6
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2
2
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3
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4
1
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3
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3
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 30th of

August, 1826—thermometer 83u ; and the lowest on the 1st of September, iv*

—thermometer 36°.
_

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending August 25, 1843.

The continuance of the late hot weather has caused an aouw

dant supply of Fruits of every description to be brought intc

t

market, and Vegetables are rather improving. Pines »/® v/re
plentiful. Amongst the Grapes are excellent bunches ofW«"

c
Muscat; and Black Hamburghs, in particular, are good. * eac

and Nectarines, from the open wall, fetch nearly the same pn

as last week. Apricots are plentiful, and bring from '*•
J
u

per doz. Greengage, Orlean, Violet, and Morocco Plums

very abundant. Jargonelle Pears bring from 4s. to »»-
tQ

per half-sieve. Morello Cherries are offered at Irom
™J£ful#

15. 6d. per lb. Gooseberries and Currants are not so pi en *

Filberts are rather on the increase, and fetch from * os:.i"wers

per JOOlbs. Cucumbers are everywhere inferior. Cauimu ^
are sufficient for the demand. Cabbages and Turnips

beginning to improve a little. French Beans are good an"
#

abundant; there is also an excellent supply of WindsoiJ

Celery continues to improve; the Red Solid is selling "V '

less

doz. bundles. Onions are plentiful. Peas are pe<;?in» e
Cut

abundant. Carrots are good, and Shallots Plent ^^onia
Flowers are chieHy composed of Tropacolumperegrinuni,x>b

J
,caS|

venusta, Yellow and Perpetual Roses, China Asters, »£<-

Verbenas, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Picotees, and Carnal
PRICES, Saturday, August ;g. 1B43.—FRUITS

:

Pine Apple, per lb., 3* to 6*

Grapes, hothouse, per lb-, 2* to G*-r -. *e. ,.-

Peaches, per dozen, 12* to 21*

Nectarines, per dozen, 12* to 21*
Apricots, per doz., 1* to 4s

F>KS » P" doz., 6*
Melons, each 2* to Gs

„ Dutch, each, 1* Gd to 3*
Plums, per punnet, 1* to 2*— violet, per hf-sieve, 2* Gd to 3s Gd

— Gage, per punnet, 2s
— Gages, Green, per hf-flV-, 10*

to 12*

Gooseberries, p hf-sv, 2* to 3*
Currants, per half-sieve, 3* to 4s Gd— Black, p«r hf-sv. t :u6d to 5*

— Red, for wine, per sv.,4sGd to 5*

— for dessert, p. hf-sv., 4* to Gs

VEGETABLES.
Cabbages, per doz., 9<Z to U 3«Z

Cauliflowers, per dozen, 2* to 5*

Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, 1* to 2* Gd
— Scarlet, per hf-sv., 1* Gd to 2* Gd
— Windsor, per sieve, U to 1* Gd

Potatoes, New, per ton, GO* to 80*
— per cwt.,3* to 5i Gd
— perbushel, 1*3(/ to 2* Gd
— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 4» Gd

Artichokes, green, per doz., 1* to 4*

Vegetable Marrows, per doz., Gd to 1*

Turnips, per doz. bunches, 3* to 6*

Red Beet, per dozen, 9rf to I*

Horse Radish, per bundle, 1* to Gs

Hadish, spring, p. do/.- hands, Gd to 1*

— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, l)d to 1*

Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bunches, 3* too**

— Long, per doz. bunches, 4& to /*

Shallots, per lb., '•*

— green, per bunch, 4d
Spinach, per sieve, 2* to 2* Gd

Raspberries, per gallon,?*'
J' eI hf-p

Cherries, Morello, standard*, P

sieve. 6* p#_ Wall,porlb.,^to ô45(, (,

Apples, new, per nt-py-. 9*

Pears, per halt-sieve, W«g 3,
Oranges, per dozen. 1* " '

(_ per 100,10* -t"- 1

^
Lemons, per doz. 1* l"

— per 100,5* to ij to 2*
Cucumbers, per brace, u

Gherkins, per 1,000, 6s w <

Almonds, per peoKi u*

Nuts, perbushel —
- Brazil, 1G'

— Barcelona, ***

" CSM?'fc olOOlbs.,flOJto70*
Filberts, Englwh'P

|UU

Leeks, pernor, tagj &£ "**«>*

Chilis, per 100,1^ to3s

Celery, P- W-'iVVrnnJt, *!»«, u
Small S»l»«{«. P

.
/o*.bunch«,|j ^

Sweet Ba«il, P''
d()Z . „m. bun. «o

graMflWM*
e
alf Sieve, 1*

8,

K£& fdV b'un"h-, U £«» td
Mint, P« ^cn, per bunch, ft* w
Marjoram, ({'"'pottle, g«tp «

Alices 'oCo^r^^ta, ggg&ft
ORiiBsroNDiWTS.-D. B., gvj'^e really»«*?g«, and
quirer. An Irishman, and othet*

d some tune
t (

the following notice, winch was.?Wemust ^ain mm g q(

seems to have been ^gotten .

for nan, g^ wewould
it is not in oar power tc>*P?T oA worse P*c«J*'tl the expense
common (lowers, ill select*i,*

°J t
themselves*, tne i

be* our correspondent not w *
neg,ccU..st «£'^e^ina-

of sending, or us to the I valuable t,me to ^^ t]

sonablc to expect us to b mm011 Planfi,^eiel,bourhood
tion of little ftjgS^a firstp^^^S points to a

inquirer can obtain or ^formation on s^ inquiries.
Wc are most ready to ano

))C a limlt to sue'. 1
caJ1

reasonable extent, »«* «*S*W0 plants are as many*
We should say that one or two P ^^ In future,

^
generally be necessary to senfl be excised

heaps of Plants ^^f^Vod-nature has of

J***
ur

noticing them at all.' " l" <?. i e h ere laid tl0W
J'{ n t0 it,

us to deviate somewhat ttomgj
t

r^mse . ve8 if we return

correspondents must now blame

I

1
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scrupulously. Little bits of weeds, shrivelled and broken,

crowded together in Post-office covers, and florists' flowers,

actually load our table. We have repeatedly declined naming
florists' flowers, which are always sold with their names, and

the latter should be taken care of.

Guano.—Lapis.—Both the imported and Potter's Guano are

excellent manures for meadow-land ; but the first can only be

employed in wet weather. Why not dress half your land wrtn

one and half with the other? There is no great difference in

the price. One great advantage of Potter's over Peruvian

Guano is that it is of uniform quality, which the latter cannot

very well be.
.

.,,

Soot.—Herbert.*- This is a very good ingredient for mixing wan
compost heaps in moderate proportions. t

BoNH-DirsT.—A Subscriber win find information by consulting

our columns of Advertisements. .
-

Hkating.—An Inquirer.— It matters little what the size or a

boiler is ; the smaller it is the faster the water will hcat-tne

larger it is the longer will the heat be retained when procured.

A boiler with two or three gallons of water will be ample lor

the houses you describe. N. N.—You wiil find the meaning

of hot-water gutters explained in the papers on the tarnc

system of heating. They may be formed of old Hues wen

rendered with cement inside, or of semi-cylindrical draniing'-

tiles, covered with slates or flue- tiles; in both cases connected

with a boiler. We shall soon explain the matter more nmy.

Vines succeed perfectly under curvilinear iron roofs.
:

Cr - °-

—The quantity of pipe you will require depends on the size or

your room, and other circumstances; about that we cannot

very well advise you. Pipes are much used in the form oi

coils where local circumstances render straight pipes inconve-

nient. A whole house may be heated by a kitchen fire, it tne

apparatus is well managed. It is impossible to give prices;

everybody must ascertain that for himself. There are plenty

of advertisements showing where to apply. J.J?. H.—We do

riot remember to what you allude. Water-gutters for bottom-

heat are now making very generally near London, by rendering

the inside of old flues, reduced to half their depth, with gooa

cement; and this seems to stand. Perhaps, if you do not unci

to-day what you want, you will repeat your question eauy

next week. -

Boilers.—A. B.—We have no personal experience in the use oi

the boiler you mention, but we understand it to be a good one,

and, In fact, one is about to be applied to some tank heating in

the garden of the Horticultural Society.

Beech-Trees.—W. 12.— It is very difficult to form an opinion

respecting your trees ; but if some do well and others do m in

the same ground, there must be some mischief at the roots oi

those which suffer. We would suggest to you to examine tne

roots of those which are sickly, and ascertain whether tney

have not got into some place where water cannot reach them
in sufficient quantity. All the symptoms mentioned by you are

those of drought. .

Nelumuium.—Khan.—We do not know where seeds of Nelum-
bium speciosum can be procured.t

7
» .,

Seedling Cacti.— Gerard*.—If your Cactus has really the habit

of Jenkinsonii it must be a good thing; for the flowers are

like those of a large and handsome speciosus. Much of its value

will depend on its habit ; so far as the flowers go, they arc very

fine. We should be thankful for a cutting, addressed to 21,

Regent- street, London.

t

Heaths.—H. T. S. writes that his « Heaths are much infested
with the Scab and Mildew; that some of the varieties of
E. ventricosa and vestita are covered with what looks very
like grains of sand, and of an adhesive nature; and that his

Epacrises, which had been potted for two months and never
suffered to get dry, frequently droop as if they wanted water,
which makes his spirits droop, as he expects every time will be
their last. For this catalogue of ills he very naturally wishes
to know the causes, so that in future he may guard against
them." From what can be gleaned from H. T. S.'s note, I

should say his management of Heaths is radically bad, and the

fact of his being guided in his management by Mr. Macnab s

treatise confirms mc in this opinion, for however excellent the

treatment recommended in that work may be for the locality

in which it was written or other places similarly situated, it is

well known to practical men that for a guide-book in the

management of Heaths it is calculated to do more harm than
good. 1 have not time to state the why and wherefore of this

assertion at present, but at some more leisure opportunity

I may state my reasons in full. Now the preventive for these

diseases may be stated in one sentence, viz., keep your plants

clean, water regularly and ventilate freely, for diseases in

Heaths are more frequently induced by neglecting to do these
things properly than by any other cause ; as if they are not
freely ventilated, they are sure to become mildewed, and if you
allow them to be covered with dead flowers, heavy dew and
dust, you place them under the most favourable circumstances
possible for the generation and propagation of all the insects
that plants are subject to. The Scale which H. T.S. speaks ot

is no doubt some species of scale insect, which has been very
troublesome in many collections this season, probably owing
to the unusually cold spring, diminished light, and slow growth
consequent upon it, and the substance which looks like adhe-
sive 'sand is, 1 suspect, the young brood of insects before they
have formed their covering scale. If the plants are not much
infested, they may be cleaned by washing them repeatedly
with warm soap-suds, but if they are very bad throw them
away, as the probability is you will kill the plants before you
clear them of the scale. Mildew is engendered by a damp
atmosphere and bad ventilation, and may be radicated by spriuk-

}

lne the plants and dusting them with sulphur once a week as

J°ng as there is a speck of mildew upon them. You must,
however, persevere or you will not conquer. The drooping of
epacrises under a bright sun, when growing freely, is not an
Unusual occurrence, and the remedy is a slight shade at those
times. W. P. A.

roses.—H, W. B.—Choose your scions in February and graft
*n March. A Subscriber may bud her white Banksian with
the following :—Bennet's Seedling, Laure Davoust, Banksise-
nora, Donna Maria, and Rampant?

^^KQamvus.— Herbert.— It is most advantageous to sow the
seed of Pelargoniums as soon as it is ripe.t

*«chsia.—j. B.—The flower sent is merely two blooms growing
together; it is not unfrcquent on the variety called Mnjestica,
°i which sort your flower is a specimen.*

*J*H«As.--

D

# />.—The following 12 Dahlias, for variety and
nrst-rate properties, will form an excellent stand, if you can
JJjanage to have them all in line condition on the day of exhi-
bition :—Essex Triumph, Mrs. Shelley, Maria, Dodd's Prince of
Wales, Bragg's Antagonist, Bedford Surprise, Hudson's
Princess Royal, Dowager T-ady Cowper, Phenomenon, Wid-
walPa Queen, Springfield Rival, Indispensable, and Lee's
liloomsbury.*
*0pi^ties of tub Dahlia.—J.B. Jlf. JT.-Have the goodness
«> refer to p. 87 of the present vol. of the Gardeners'1

Chronicle ;

you will there And the properties of the Dahlia laid down by

fr
- Wiidman, and sanctioned by the Floricultural Society of

p
^ondon. Your suggestion will be attended to.*

p
vc" Trbes.— Rambler.—Y<m may root-prune your rampant

;.
eac « tree now with advantage; taking off the ends of the

strong roots which run in a downward direction, where you

£
a» reach them, and interfering but little with those which lie

^WBKuniBs.-tonte would be obliged if any corres-
pondent who has the 2d edition of " Haynesonthc Strawberry,"

£
c

- Would give H.'s plan of growing Currants, as to soil, prun-

Wi ? of Planting, distance, &c. He has H.'s 1st edition,

ariti i

been unable to procure the 2d, to which the Currant is

'SJSfw Dm z--One of the first duties of a gardener is
muty-of a discusser is to be fair-of a writer is to be intel-

ligible. When you have become aware of the importance of

these little regulations we shall be happy to insert your corre-

spondence; but till then you must excuse us. J. M. P.—
All runners may fruit in the autumn of the year they are

planted, and Alpine Strawberries will fruit the first year they

are sown.
Figs.—Freston.—For the back wall of a vinery, you cannot have

a better variety than the Brown Turkey. If Fig-trees are kept

in a healthy state they will not be subject to red spider. Should

this pest, however, commence an attack, it may be subdued by

syringing and sponging the foliage, and by frequently diffusing

flowers of sulphur with a bellows throughout the air of the

house.
||

Potatoes.—Rambler.—The best way of preserving seed Potatoes

of early kinds is to store them away in pits surrounded with

straw and earth. We think that greening would be no ad-

vantage.J*—— OuSivos.— If you now plant sets of the Early

Manlv, or any other good early Potato grown in 1842, and lay

a sufficient thickness of litter between the rows before the

approach of frost, they will afford you young Potatoes early in

winter. You may try a succession of the same sorts from tubers

of this year's growth exposed to the
v
sun and air, and planted

next month; but your success will greatly depend on the

mildness of the season. Were you to plant the sets in pots,

you could move the plants under shelter when such is

rcqulsitcy
Lettuces.— T. G. Crediton.—'Now is the time to sow, for stand-

ing the winter, the Hardy Hammersmith and Brown Dutch

Cabbage Lettuce; also some of the Brown Cos, if good shelter

can be afforded. ||

Tobacco.—Herbert.—There is no law to prevent anyone from
growing Tobacco for his own use in England. t

Insects.— In the last week's Chronicle, u Answers to Correspon-

dents— Insects,"— Papilio sarins was printed for Papilionarius.

W. H. Rogers, Shirley.—We are obliged to you for forward-

ing the moths, the species of which we cannot, however, posi-

tively determine, as every specimen was so rubbed that not a

scale remained upon the wings. We presume the species is

Tinea vestianella. The moths deposit their eggs soon after they

leave the chrysalis, on substances upon which the larvae feed;

and you should do all you can to destroy the insect in the larva

or chrysalis state, to prevent a deposit of eggs. If you follow

up the suggestions we gave you some time since, we expect

yon will not be much troubled with these moths another season.

The small black beetle which you mention, something the shape

and size of a large flea, we suppose to be a Haltica. To prevent

the injury it causes to the buds of the Peach and Pear trees,

when they are just shooting, we recommend you to syringe the

trees with a mixture of 1-lOth gas-liquor and 9-loths water.

This should be done at the time the attacks take place.

Books. R. L. The books you inquire about are not translated

into English. J. JLT. P.—The books you name are useful;

but Vegetable Physiology has advanced a good deal since their

publication. . . , -

Garden Walks.—A Subscriber.—The mode recommended for

" forming garden-walks, at p. 379 of last year's Chronicle, is as

""follows—Procure a quantity of road-sand, or similar pow-
dery material; let it be thoroughly dried, so as to feel like

dust when handled. Sift out of the cinders from the dwelling-

house or the stoke-hole, the finer parts, and let that, too, be

made perfectly dry. Then mix the materials carefully, in the

proporlion of two parts of road-sand to one part of cinder,

sittings. Next provide an iron cauldron in which coal-tar can

be made boiling hot. In a dry place, on a dry day, spread a

quantity of the sand and cinder-ashes on the ground, as a

bricklayer spreads his lime, making it hollow in the middle,

and into that hollow pour the hot tar ; then, with a shovel,

incorporate the whole, as in the operation of making mortar.

When a stiff paste has been thus formed, let it be spread over

the ground with a spade, to the thickness of three or four

inches, which must be beaten firm and made as Jevel as pos-

sible. Then powder it all over with dry and rather coarse

sand, after which a few passages of the roller will press it level,

and the work is finished.

Protections.—H. C— If your light, six feet by three, with
quarter-inch laps, is merely to be used for the purpose of win-
tering half-hardy things, such as Fuchsias, in large pots, Ver-

benas, Carnations, &e., and in the summer to be placed in

front of a Vine against a south wall, a sufficient slope for the

glass to avoid drip in the winter will be 9 inches in front and
18 inches at back, t. e.

t
one deal in front and two at back.

The frame will be of use to the hardy Vine, if it is put on in

the month of March. You ought to water the ground inside

the frame of an evening, so as to raise a dew on the foliage

when the plant is leafing; but you should diminish it while the

flowers arc setting, and discontinue it when the fruit is ripen-

ing. Ventilation must be provided by some means of raising

the frame from below, so as to admit a free circulation of air.

Iceuousk.—A Subscriber will find a plan, with directions, at p. 6

of last year's Chronicle. A Subscriber.—-We are not aware
that we can add anything to the information on tins subject

contained in our volume for 1842. The Index of it will refer

you to the passages we mean. If, after looking them through,

you will be so good as to say on what point you want further

information, we will endeavour to supply it.

Ward's Cases.—J. //.-We must refer you, for the information

advantage in watering plants

that state it will not act; when it becomes putrid it wiil be

useful in the same way as other decaying animal matter.

Picture-Cleaning.— C. C. A. has a flower-painting which re-

quires cleaning; the following process can be recommended as

a perfectly safe one :—Moisten a portion of the surface of your

painting, about the size of the palm of the hand, with saliva or

tepid water : rub this about with your fingers a short time, then

with a piece of fine flannel or wash-leather rub the place till it

is quite dry. This process you must repeat while you perceive

the flannel or leather gets discoloured by the operation. If it

be your intention to varnish the picture, after cleaning its

surface as above described, get some whiting, put a portion of

it in the palm of your hand, and moisten it well with water
;

rub it about with your fingers, to ascertain if it be free from

particles of grit, that might injure the surface of the picture

;

when assured of this, apply it to the painting, and cover its

entire surface, rubbing it gently about ; remove it with a sponge

or soft cloth, and let it remain till next day ; by this process

every particle of a greasy nature will be displaced, and the

picture will be in an excellent state for a coat of varnish. This

should be done on a dry day, using mastick varnish, with a

few drops of drying oil. This is a harmless process, whereas

alkalies or other strong liquids, frequently used for the purpose,

destroy the integrity of a picture, by removing or injuring the

delicate glazings, which can never be restored. F.

qjivrvs.—A.B.—Although we have one of Atwood, Wimble, and

Warners' Churns, we have not had sufficient experience of it

to give a decided opinion. The principle is good : to heat the

cream in winter to 60°, and to cool it in summer to 55°. By the

help of a little ice this may be done in the warmest weather ; but

not having an ice-house we could not get it sufficiently cool

this hot weather. Thev are not expensive, and for a small

d-iiiv may probably do well: on the whole, we prefer the old

plunge churns, and think the butter comes more readily in

M^cTli!vneous.-H. C.-We cannot assist you with adver-

tUr-Ts It is for those who have articles for sale to make the

fact known, and to state their prices; not for us. If they do

not thev must be content to lose the sale of their commodities.

We think what you inquire about has been advertised.— it

feAiarifer -1, Lysimachia auadrifolia; 2, Mehlotus leucantha.

^W. F.-Serissa fatida.t~S«>'«/< »ad totter apply for rare

African Gladioli, &c. to M. Villet, Nurseryman, Cape Tovm,
Cape of Good Hope. H. W. B.—Any Fellow of the Horticul-
tural Society can give you an order of admission to the Garden.

The Wife of a Subscriber's letter is forwarded to our corres-
pondent, M M." P. R.W.—The Botanical name of Chicory is

Cichorium Intybus. J. J. G.—Acacia dealbata.t Eliza-
beth.— 1, Solanum pseudo capsicum ; 2, Acacia melanoxylon;
3, Acacia, not yet published, f

—

Hatfield.— Diplotaxis tenuifolia
and a Melissa, near M. grandiflora, but apparently different in

its smaller flowers. T. B.—l , Abroma augustum ; 2, Ptero-
spermum lancesfolium ; 3, Cleome rosea. A Gipsy.—l, sta-
tice Limonium ; 2, S. latifolia. E. S.—A. Solanum, allied to

S. carolinianum. F.M. P.— Galeopsis Ladanum. Circasalu-

tetiana has white flowers. Dianthus armeria. Hieracium syl-

vaticum. Manettia coccinea is a Cinchonaceous plant from
Brazil. Fiorin.—No. 4 seems the real A. vulgaris, or Fiorin;

the others are certainly A. vulgaris. None are worth cultiva-

tion where better grasses will grow. .4 Striver.—Vv'e are
sorry to hear of your ill-success ;

you had better, the next
time, desire your notice to be placed clear of the stamp, when
you send it to our publisher. Your plant is Urtica penduliflora,

or some species nearly allied to it. J. M. K.—\, Narthecium
ossifragum; 2, Anagallis tenella; 3, Empetrum nigrum.t

E. J.—Give your seeds a good bottom-heat.t—

—

Ryall Hill.—
Thanks.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CALCEOr.AniAs.— RobL Bright. — Your Seedling is a beautiful

variety, of moderate size, good in form, and bright in colour.*

Fuchsias.—T. B.—The sepals are too narrow in No. 1, and the

corolla is not only too short, but the divisions are pointed; 2
appears a disproportioned flower, from the tube being so slen-

der, but it is a good-coloured and rather showy variety ; 3,

tube and sepals smooth, of a rosy vermilion ; the latter turn

up and expose the whole of the corolla, which is stout, of a
purple crimson—very good variety; 4, tube smooth and stout,

corolla rosy purple; this is surpassed by 9, which it resembles,

the latter flower having a longer tube, being in better propor-

tion, and altogether larger; 5, tube and sepals li^ht vermilion,

the latter short, expanding well, and showinir a long, bright,

rosy purple corolla; G is the best of your Seedlings, tube and
sepals smooth, of a bright vermilion, corolla stout, long, of a
purple rose-colour, forming a good contrast in colour, texture

fine; 8 is a flower of good qualities, but the sepals do not
appear to expand sufficiently; 10, smooth tube and sepals, of

a rosy vermilion, which expand well, corolla purple crimson ;

11, tube red, sepals become rosy, and terminate in a decided
green, corolla purple crimson. The best varieties in this

collection are Nos. 6, 10,5, 9, 3; there is rather too much simi-

larity between some of the sorts ; they are generally very good
in colour, texture, and size.*

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The Prorogation of Parliament, after a long and busy

session, took place on Thursday with the usual ceremonies.

The Queen's speech, delivered by Her Majesty in

person, makes but a brief allusion to the subjects which

have occupied attention during the recent session. It

merely refers to the Bill for making a portion of the

church revenues available for the endowment of additional

Ministers in populous parishes, and mentions with satis-

faction the passing of the Act regulating the jurisdiction

of the Church of Scotland. It also contains the usual para-

graph, announcing that all Foreign Powers continue to give

assurances of their friendly disposition, and of their earnest

desire for the maintenance of peace. The speech then

alludes to the disturbances in Wales, to the adoption of

measures calculated to repress outrage, and to the inquiry

instituted into the circumstances which have led to insu-

bordination and violence in a part of the country usually

distinguished for good order and willing obedience to the law.

It then proceeds to the main topic—the Repeal Agitation

in Ireland. The speech declares that it has been, and

ever will be Her Majesty's earnest desire to administer

the government of that country in a spirit of strict justice

and impartiality, and that from a sincere conviction that

the legislative union is essential to the strength and sta-

bility of the Empire* it is her firm determination to main-

tain inviolate that great bond of connexion between the

two countries. In conclusion, It states that a demand

for additional powers has not been made, from an

unwillingness to distrust the efficacy of the ordinary

law and from a belief that those who have influence

and authority in Ireland will discourage to the utmost

of their power a system of pernicious agitation, which

disturbs the industry and retards the improvement

of that country.— The business transacted during the

week in both Houses of Parliament, prior to the proro-

gation was mostly of a routine character. The Chelsea

Pensioners Bill, the Customs Bill, the Slave Trade Sup-

pression Bill, and the Bills for the Apprehension of

Offenders in France and the United States, have become

law together with many others noticed in our Parliament-

ary Report. In the Lords, on Tuesday, a petition from

Sir Augustus D'Este, claiming the tities of the late Duke

of Sussex, was presented to the House by her Majesty's

command, and referred to the committee for privileges ;

so that in the next session the Sussex Dukedom will no

doubt become the subject of discussion. In the Commons,
on Monday, Sir R. Peel said that the Government of this

country regarded Espartero as de jure Regent of Spain,

and that he would be received with the respect and sym-

pathy due to his high character and unmerited misfor-

tunes. The Regent has since arrived/ having landed at

Woolwich on Thursday, with his wife and several of his

Ministers. The Duke of Wellington, Sir R. Peel, and

other Members of the Cabinet, were among his earliest

visitors. A Court of Common Council has been sum-

moned by the Lord Mayor, for the purpose of welcoming

the Regent to this country.

lu France, the Opposition papers bave availed them-
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selves of some exaggerated accounts of aggressions com-
mitted by British ships of war at Newfoundland and
Tahiti, to renew their expressions of hostility to England.

—In Spain, the proceedings of the new Government have

caused a reaction at Barcelona, Valencia, and Cadiz, and

the establishment of a Central Junta is loudly demanded
by the republicans of Barcelona. The Regent has issued

a protest against all the acts of the new Government, and

expressing regret that he was compelled to leave the

kingdom without the consent of the Cortes, from whom he
derived the powers of his Regency.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert, attended by
their suite, arrived in town on Wednesday from Windsor
Castle. The Queen held a Privy Council in the afternoon
of the same day, at which her Majesty's speech on closing
the sessions of Parliament was arranged and agreed upon.
After the Council, her Majesty held a Court,

"

t
and gave

audience to several ministers and official personages. On
Thursday the Queen prorogued Parliament in person with
a speech from the throne, which will be found under our
Parliamentary news. The Queen and Prince Albert re-

turned to Windsor in the'afternoon. On Monday their

Royal Highnesses the Prince de Joinville and the Due
d'Aumale arrived at Windsor Castle from Prance, on a
visit to her Majesty, and accompanied the Queen and
Prince Albert on an excursion in the Park. On Tuesday
morning her Majesty and Prince Albert took their usual
walking exercise, and in the evening visited St. George's
Chapel, accompanied by the French Princes. Their
Royal Highnesses took leave of her Majesty in the
evening, and left the Castle at an early hour on
Wednesday morning, on their return to France. Mon-
day

^
next is the day at present fixed upon for her

Majesty to leave the Castle, upon the long contemplated
marine excursion in the Victoria and Albert yacht. It is

not expected that her Majesty and the Prince, with the
infant Prince and Princesses, will be absent from Windsor
for a longer period than ten days or a fortnight. This,
however, will depend, in a great measure, upon the state
of the weather during her Majesty's visit to the coast. It
is understood that her Majesty will embark at Southamp-
ton, and that the Royal infants will remain at Brighton
until her Majesty's return. It is also rumoured that the
Queen, in this preliminary excursion, will cross over to
Eu, near Dieppe, so as either to visit King Louis Philippe
or let him visit her Majesty on board the yacht.—The
King of Hanover left town on Saturday for Kew, where
his Majesty had a dinner party on Sunday, at which the
Duchess of Gloucester, Prince George, &c., were present.
His Majesty came to town on Tuesday, and was visited by
the French Princes at St. James's Palace. In the evening
the King dined with Viscount Lowther, and on Thursday
returned to Kew.

Church Preferment—The Queen has made the follow-
ing appointments to benefices in the Church of Scotland,
vacant by the late secession :—The Rev. W. C. Rose to
the parish of Cargill, Perth, in the room of the Rev. M.
Stirling; the Rev. W. Elder to the parish ofTealling,
Forfar, in the room of the Rev. D. B. Mellis ; the Rev. J.
Mann to the parish of Kiltearn, Ross, in the room of the
Rev. D. Campbell ; the Rev. P. M'Kenzie to the parish of
Tongue, Sutherland, in the room of the Rev. H. M.
M'Kenzie

; the Rev. T. M'Kie to the parish of Monikie,
Forfar, in the room of the Rev. J. Millar; the Rev.T. David-
son to the parish of Abbey St. Bathans, Berwick, in the
room of the Rev. J. Wallace; the Rev. A. Hall to the
parish of Cromarty, in the room of the Rev. A. Stewart

;

the Rev. M. J. Bryden to the parish of Kirkaldy, Fife,
in the room of the Rev. J. Alexander.—The Queen has
also been pleased to nominate the Rev. George Pocock
to the perpetual curacy of St. Paul's Chapel, Marylebone,
void by the resignation of the Rev. J. H. Gaunter.

The Army.—Hex Majesty having been pleased to
appoint H.R.H. Prince George of Cambridge to the staffm the Ionian Islands, Major-General Brotherton has
issued a district order at York, expressing the sense he
entertains of the services of His Royal Highness during
the time he has been in the north-eastern district. The
Major-General states that His Royal Highness was in
command of the troops at the breaking out of the disturb-
ances last year, and performed this difficult duty with
judgment and discretion. Since that period the Major-
General has always found His Royal Highness most
zealous and attentive, and he considers it a particular
advantage to the service that an officer of the exalted
station of His Royal Highness should have shown so
laudable an example. The Major-General regrets that
His Royal Highness is leaving the district under his
command, but states that" wherever his services maybe
required he will be followed by the good wishes of all who
have had the honour to serve with him.

France.—The Par
JForetp.
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he' *• «i™l of the Regent'of Spain," and" to 'therefusal oforce respect tor her rights than by having the Portuguese Government to allow him to land. No

recourse to the 'argument of fire-arms. He could have
seized on the delinquents, and have had them tried
instead of firing upon them. According to the first story
from Tahiti, the English Captain had enticed Queen
Pomare on board, seduced her from French alliance,
made her hoist her national flag, saluted it, and when the
French threatened to bombard, the English threatened to
cannonade the French. A different version has since
appeared, which states that " Queen Pomare having
hoisted her national flag, the British Commandersaluted it,

when the French Captain of the BoussoIe,a French corvette,
placing his vessel between the island and the British frigate,

signified to Queen Pomare that she must hoist the
flag, or he would fire upon her. The French captain, at
the same time, determined to fire on both sides, that is,

on the English frigate at the same time, if he was not
listened to. But Queen Pomare obeyed the French
captain's injunctions, and hoisted the flag." The Journal
des Debats protests against the needless venom which its

brother journalists infuse into these events. "The mis-
sion of the press," it says, " is to enlighten the public mind,
to correct prejudices, and calm old enmities ; on the con-
trary, it does mostly but revive, foster, and envenom both.
We complain of having no sincere allies in the whole
world, and how can we obtain any and keep them when
our first care is to treat them as enemies, to construe all
their acts into insults, and to view every accidental mis-
fortune as a premeditated insult? Let it be well under-
stood ; nothing injures us so much in the regard of
Europe and of the world as that quarrelsome, discon-
tented, and jealous tone which we seem to assume on every
occasion and to seek every opportunity of exhibiting. If
the voice of the Radical press were to be taken for the
voice of the country, there would henceforth be no possible
treaties, alliances, peace, or security,"—The Tribunal
Correctional of Valenciennes was occupied onthelJth
and 12th inst. with the trial of M. Petiaux, the architect
of the town, for neglect ofduty in not having taken proper
measures to prop up the bell-tower, so as to prevent its

falling down on the 7th of April, by which accident seven
persons were killed. The principal witnesses were four
architects, who had been specially appointed to examine
the matter as a question of art. They all gave it as their
opinion that M. Petiaux ought to have foreseen the fall
of the monument, and the Court condemned him to lOOf.
fine and costs. M. Petiaux immediately lodged an appeal.

Spain.—From Madrid we learn that Espartero,
besides his manifesto already known, had drawn up, on
the 30th ult., on board the Betis, a protest, signed by
him and those who accompanied him, against all that had
been done and might be done contrary to the constitu-
tion, and expressing regret that he could not obtain
the permission of the Cortes to leave the kingdom.
By a decree of the 16th, the Government declared Don
Baldomero Espartero, and those who signed his pro-
test, deprived of their titles, ranks, employments, and
decorations. The elections are now the great source of
interest. The convocations are already made, and a
numerous body will very soon assemble. The Govern-
ment has sent orders into the provinces that the National
Guard should be everywhere and forthwith organised. A
grand electoral meeting has been held, at which various
political personages inculcated reconciliation and union.
A directing committee was appointed, and the representa-
tives of several provinces, such as Alicante, Murcia,
Valencia, &c, who happened to be at Madrid, had also
assembled for the same purpose. Several public dinners
had likewise been given in celebration of the fall of Espar-
tero. The banquet on the 11th, at the Pardo, concluded
with a dance, in which General Serrano danced with the
young Queen, and General Narvaez with the Infanta,
her sister. On the 15th, high mass was celebrated,
and a " Te Deum" sung in the Royal Chapel, in honour
of the triumph of the "national cause." The Queen
sat on the throne which had not been occupied since
the days of Isabella the Catholic, no Princess having
reigned over Spain since that period. At this solemnity
all the high dignitaries of the State, a number of Generals
and the elite of the society of Madrid, were present. The
last accounts from Barcelona represent that city as being
still in a very agitated state. Although the Junta had
resigned its powers as a supreme Junta, it was still

striving to retain much more authority than the Govern-
ment of Madrid was willing to leave it. It had not, how-
ever, succeeded in arming above 200 National Guards.
The emigration of the inhabitants is stated to be consi-
derable. General Arbuthnot, the new Captain-General,
had refused to recognise the Junta, and had shut himself
up in the citadel, waiting till the column marching from
Madrid to Barcelona should arrive before that town. The
Union, a democratic paper, founded to overthrow Espar-
tero, has turned its opposition as furiously against the
new Chief, Narvaez. On the evening of the 13th, it
says, the Liberals mustered on the Rambla, and paraded
a banner, to the cry of "Long live the Central Junta,
Death to the Moderados, and down with the Queen's
majority." The fortress of Monjuich, so long and
gallantly held for Espartero, by Brigadier Echaleca, has at
length submitted to the new Government, finding it
hopeless to hold out further, but it does not appear that
the Government troops have yet taken possession. The
Junta of Saragossa, following the example of that of Bar-
celona, have addressed a representation to the Govern-
ment for the purpose of demanding the re-union of a Central
Junta. Some of the Regent's friends have made a demon-
stration at Cadiz, which has been declared in a state of
siege.

Portugal.—The only news from Lisbon relates to

new facts are stated, except that the Spanish Minister at
Lisbon, Senor Aguilar, who owed his elevation to Espar-
tero, protested against his reception by the Portuguese
Cabinet. The conduct of the Government is generally
condemned at Lisbon as weak and irresolute. On the
]0th, the Regent dined on board the Formidable with
Commander Sir C. Sullivan. His departure from the one
ship, and arrival at the other, were attended with the
usual honours from the English ships ; but the French
brig-of-war, anchored abreast, took no notice. The
Bishop of Gibraltar had arrived at Lisbon, on a visit to his
diocese, and consecrated the British Chapel of St. George,
and the adjoining burial-ground. The Queen is now
perfectly restored in health, and drives out daily. The
health of the young Princess is proceeding favourably.
Her baptism took place on Thursday ; the sponsors being
the Emperor and Empress of Austria ; the former repre-
sented by the resident Austrian Minister, the latter by the
Infanta Donna Isabel Maria. The name of the Infant
Princess is Maria Anna.
Germany.—Considerable importance is attached by

the German papers to the journey of the agent of Don
Carlos at Vienna, to Ischel, for the purpose of conferring
with Prince Metternich. M. de Flaber, who, it is said, is

his most confidential councillor, has at the same time
left Frankfort for Baden Baden, where the Grand Duke
Michael of Russia resides at present. A letter from the
Italian frontiers asserts also that Don Carlos had sent
his abdication to Vienna, on condition that Queen Isabella
should be married to either of his sons. Sir R. Gordon,
the British ambassador at the court of Vienna, had also
proceeded to Ischel, to confer with Prince Metternich on
the affairs of Spain, and on the unfavourable condition
imposed on British manufactures by the tariff about to be
published.—From Berlin we learn that Prince Albert of

Prussia returned on the 9th, in perfect health, from his
remarkable journey in the East, and that the Princess
his wife left Berlin for Italy on the next day. The
Minister from the city of Hamburgh had arrived for the
purpose of presenting to his Majesty the address of
thanks, which has been unanimously voted by the Senate
of that ancient city for the timely and generous assistance
which the King yielded on occasion of the late conflagra-

tion. The address, written, or rather painted on parch-
ment in ancient Gothic letters highly coloured with gold,

azure, and red, is set in a richly carved, Gothic double,
or winged frame, made of the scorched oak timber of the

destroyed Town-hall, and ornamented with castings out

of the bells of the different churches, which fell a sacrifice

to the fire. The Opera-house at Berlin was destroyed
by fire, on the 18th, after having stood exactly 100
years.—The commission appointed by the King of Han-
over for the purpose of examining the expediency of

Hanover joining the Customs Union has unanimously
declared against such a step, and at the same time the

Bavarian Diet has passed a resolution to petition the

King to use his efforts for the purpose of persuading the

King of Hanover and the Hanse towns to join the Union.

Italy.—The Inquisition of Ancona and the neighbour-

ing districts along the shores of the Adriatic, have issued

an Edict against the Jews in that portion of the Papal

States. The terms of this decree are so severe that they

have attracted great attention on the Continent. T/16

following provisions are enjoined under the penalties

prescribed in the Edicts of the Supreme Inquisition ot

Rome :—M 1. From the interval of two months after the

date of this day (24th June), all Gipsy and Christian

domestics, male and female, whether employed by day
°Jby night, must be dismissed from service in the 9 •

n
(Jewries) ; and all Jews residing within our jurisdjct|°

are expressly prohibited from employing any Cfr^ffV
nurse, or availing themselves of the service of any .

rl

Qf
tian in any domestic occupation whatever, under Pa.'?

cai

being immediately punished according to the P
ontl *

ay
decrees and constitutions. 2. That all Jews who »w
possess property, either in town or country, P^^^Nring
movable, or rents or interest, or any right 'nV°

uSt
shares in funded property or leased landed prope^y*

of
within the term of three months from this day d,s

*£j or
it by a positive and real, and not by any preten e

^g
factitious, contract. Should this not be done wlt " by
time specified, the Holy Office is to sell the sa

public auction, on proof of the annual harvest be

H|brev7
in. 3. That no Hebrew nurses, and still less aDy

thej r

family, shall inhabit the city, or reside in, or rem
Ghett0

property into any town or district where there is ^ ^y
(place of residence for Jews) ; and that suc^

^turn t0
actually be there in contumacy to the laws inus .^ Q f

their respective Ghetto within the Verem ILd against
six months, otherwise they will be

PJ* ?
6

esnecially in
according to the tenor of the law. 4. That, I me
any city where there is a Ghetto, no Hebrew must V ^
to associate at table with Christians,

eitnei
^ ^ &

houses or ordinaries, out of the Ghetto. »•
^ f tfae

city which has a Ghetto no Hebrew shall sieej
fami ,iar

Israelite quarter, nor make free to *ntZ** n0 Hebrew
conversation in a Christian house, o. l

hatever, to

shall take the liberty, under any P re£*
ale christians,

induce male Christians, and still Jes*
tQ 7. That no

to sleep within the boundaries of tlie ij • ^ day ^ to

Hebrew shall hire Christians, even °n
^h/tn0 Hebrew,

work in their houses in the Ghetto. • ^ ]10USes of

either male or female, shall *
re
£J* ith Christian

Christians, or maintain friendly relations "™
{n {orce

men and women. 9. That the laws slf^^Hebrews
respecting the decorum to be observed by t ^^

I

who may absent themselves from their -^ HebreWS are
fetate. J-v. xi .^.nmpnfs.
om trafficking in sacre

or'books of"any kind, and from purchasing

in otner parts ot the otace. *</. * »* -
, ornaments,

expressly prohibited from trafficking insacied ona ,

nJun^: J:* __- w„j an * fmm nurchasing, reading, «
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keeping possession of prohibited books of any sort, under

the penalty of 100 scudi and seven years' imprisonment ;

and they who have such articles in their possession must

surrender them to the Tribunal of the Holy Inquisition ;

and in case of failing to do so, they will be subject to the

above-mentioned penalty. 11. That the Hebrews, in

conveying their dead to the place of burial, shall not

observe any pomp or ceremony, and must especially

abstain from singing psalms, or carrying torches or lighted

tapers through the streets without the boundaries of the

Ghetto, under pain of forfeiting the torches and tapers,

and suffering other punishments, to which the nearest

relatives of the deceased will be condemned.M It is

stated from Rome, that the Pope is determined to put an

end to the ct nefarious transactions M of his Jewish subjects,

and that the Ancona ordinance is only a precursor of

more severe measures. There are some fears of political

disturbance in South and Central Italy. Neapolitan

officers have been recalled to their duties, and the Prince

of Palermo has gone on a mission to Paris. Every pre-

caution has been taken at Bologna and along the Po.

These, with other (circumstances, indicate rather a con-

spiracy which has failed, than one likely to break forth.

Turkey and Persia.—Constantinople letters of the 2d

inst. state that the conduct of Wuscitsch and Petroniewitsch

had caused considerable embarrassment to theGovernment,
as they pretended that their departure would be the signal

for disturbances, and that the people would oppose their

departure. Baron Lieven proposed to proceed to Krago-

Jewatz, where preparations were making to convoke an

assembly of the people on the 8th inst.—A long statement

has appeared in the daily papers containing a narrative of

Saaleh Mahomed, one of a family at Herat which has been

employed on various services by the British political

agents. Saaleh Mahomed states that Major Todd directed

him to join Capt. Conolly, and that he accordingly accom-

panied that officer and Col. Stoddart to Bokhara. After

recounting the seizure and confinement of the whole party

about December, J 841 , he states that he and other servants

were led out to execution, that his own life was spared,

hut that the others were murdered on the 10th June last

year. " The next morning," he says, " a secret message
came from Capt. Conolly, saying he had heard that I and

Allahdad Khan had been killed, and that he was fall of

anxiety. The same day another message came, ordering

me to remain in Bokhara, that an English gentlemen (Mr.
Thomson) had gone to Khiva, and that he (Capt. Conolly)
had contrived to send Hoossein Leng, the Heratee, to

Khiva.
^
When I afterwards went to Khiva, I found that

Hoossein had actually gone to Khiva, but had arrived

after the departure of Mr. Thomson. On Sunday or

Monday the Ameer sent to Colonel Stoddart and Capt.
Conolly certain letters from Cabul, which had got into the
Ameer's possession seven or nine months before, the con-
tents of which the Ameer desired to know. This I heard

from Syed Hoossein, the brother of the Topchi Bashi, who
had charge of the two officers. The Ameer sent at the

same time a message that he would free them in a few

days, and told them to be of good heart. On Tuesday, at

night, their quarters were entered by several men, who
Stripped them, and carried them off to prison ; but I do
not know whether it was to the Black Well, or some
other. In stripping Colonel Stoddart a lead pencil was
found in the lining of his coat, and some papers in his

waist. These were taken to the Ameer, who gave orders

that Colonel Stoddart should be beaten with heavy sticks

until he disclosed who brought the papers, and to whom
he wrote. He was most violently beaten, but he revealed

nothing
; he was beaten repeatedly for two or three days.

On Friday, the 8th or 9th (the 7th) of Jemmadee-ool-
Eovel (17th of June) the Ameer gave orders that Colonel
Stoddart should be killed in the presence of Capt. Conolly,
who was to be offered life if he would become aMaho-
*uedan. In the afternoon they were taken outside the

Prison into the street, which is a kind of small square.

Their hands were tied across in front. Many people
assembled to behold the spectacle. Their graves were
d«g before their eyes. Col. Stoddart exclaimed aloud at
the cruelty and tyranny of the Ameer. His head was
lhen cut off with a knife. The chief executioner then
turned to Capt. Conolly and said— The Ameer spares
your life if you will become a Mussulman.' Capt. Conolly
answered, < Col. Stoddart has been a Mussulman for
lhree years, and you have killed him. You killed Yoo-
*°of, too. I will not be a Mussulman, and I am ready
to die.' Saying which he stretched forth his neck. His
head was then cut off. Their bodies were interred in the

Slaves which had been dug, and I myself have seen the
sP°t and the small hillocks which mark the place. One
of the executioners gave me the foregoing relation, and,

J^oreover, he offered to bring me the heads, if I chose,

JJ
at I might take them witll me , but I refused this offer."

** e then concludes with an account of his own escape.

|° this narrative, Col. Sheil, the British Minister at

^heran, has added the following testimony under his own
feature, dated Teheran, Nov. 23, 1842. "Besides the
Vernal evidence of truth contained in the foregoing

JJ
rrative, I wish to add that the appearance and manners

J*
the Akhoondzadeb, who is a most intelligent and pre-

possessing young man, contribute highly in strengthening
*»e impression in favour of his veracity."
united States.—The packet-ship Europe arrived at

J^erpool on Tuesday, bringing news from New York one
j*
ay'later than the Caledonia ; and the Independence arrived

JJ Wednesday with news 6 days later than the Europe. The
o^mercial accounts are in substance the same as the last

[

rival, and the papers contain little which was not pre-
°u% known. The case of Mrs. Gilmour, charged with
ordering her husband in Scotland, is still undecided.
*r

- *ox, the British Minister, has formally demanded

her from the United States Government. Her counsel

'

repaired to Washington immediately, for the purpose of

meeting the demand by objections in the highest quarters
;

and the result thus far is, that the whole case is referred

to the Attorney-General of the United States. No order,

therefore, for a delivery of the prisoner to the British

authorities will be signed until the Attorney-General
gives his opinion in favour of such a course. In Canada,
a Mr. Thomas Kinnear, a Scotch gentleman of good family

and fortune, had been shot by his servant, M'Dermot,
in his own house, about 16 miles from Toronto. The
housekeeper was also murdered. The murderer fled, but

was captured near the Falls.

parliament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Saturday.—The Chelsea Pensioners Bill and the Irish Charita-
ble Loan Societies Bill were read a second time. The Irish

Exchequer Offices Bill the Irish Poor Law and Municipal Corpo-
rations Bill were reported ; and the Dublin Sessions of the Peace
Bill, and the Fisheries Bill, were read a third time and passed.

Monday.—The Marquess ofClanricardk withdrew his motion
relative to Scinde, promising to draw attention to the subject
next session.—Lord Brougham, in making a formal motion rela-

tive to the appeal business before the House of Lords, and the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, took occasion to praise

the labours of the Commissioners for inquiring; into the criminal
law, pointed out the necessity for a complete digest of an index
to the criminal law, and expressed his satisfaction with the mea-
sures for improving: the law which had been passed during the

present session.—The Lord Chancellor joined in the eulogium
on the Criminal Law Commissioners, and added a compliment
to Lord Brougham for his labours on the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council.—Lord Campbell joined his testimony with
that of the two preceding speakers, and made some humorous com-
ments on Lord Brougham's" satisfaction" with the amount of the
law reforms of the session.—Lord Brougham retorted, vindi-

cated himself from the charge of ignorance brought against him
for his Slave Suppression Bill, the authorship of which he assigned
to Dr. Lushington, and charged the failure of the Ecclesiastical

Courts Bill, the County Courts Bill, and the Factories Bill, mainly
on the protracted discussion of the Irish Arms Bill.—Lord Camp-
bell reminded the House that the opposition to the Irish Arms
Bill had been the cause of its being very materially amended and
improved.—Lord Monteagle also remarked that the Factories

Bill would have failed if the Arms Bill had never been heard of.

The educational clauses fell before the opposition of the masses
out of doors.—Lord Brougham said it was the opposition not of

masses, but of sects; to which Lord Monteagle replied, that

there were at least two millions of signatures against them.

Lord Wharncliffe, in laying a pile of papers on the table,

part of which related to the case of the Earl of Lucan, gave his

opinion that the Lord Chancellor of Ireland had acted perfectly

right in dismissing the noble Earl from the commission of the

peace. The Lord Chancellor concurred in this opinion, which
he said he had derived from a perusal of the documents.—The
Marquess of Clanricarde suspected that the Lord Chancellor

had been impelled by some other force than a perusal of papers

into this tardy vindication of his colleague, the Irish Lord Chan-
cellor.—The Earl of Lucan complained of the conduct of the

Government towards him, and charged Lord Wharncliffe with

trickery or evasion in delaying the production of the papers,

with the view of defeating the chance of a fair discussion of his

case before the session closed.—Lord Wharncliffe indignantly
denied the accusation.—The Earl of Ciiari.kvu.lb and Lord
Brougham strongly censured the conduct of Lord Chancellor
Sugden, which was defended by the Duke of Wellington, and
after some general conversation the subject dropped.
The rest of the evening was spent in disposing of the business

before the House, various bills being carried through certain

stages, or passed. The Customs Bill, which stood for third

reading, raised some discussion.—Earl Stanhope animadverted
on the manner in which this Bill had been hurried through
Parliament at a late period of the session, and censured those
Conservatives who supported measures which they did not
approve of. He opposed the grounds on which the unrestricted

exportation of machinery was defended, and showed the results

that would flow from this free-trade measure, as well as from the

admission of the corn of Maine into this country as colonial pro-

duce. The noble Earl moved that the Bill be read a third time

that day three months.—Lord Monteagle supported the exporta-

tion of machinery as a measure which gave an additional argu-

ment for demanding a free trade in corn. He pointed out the

difficulty there will be in refusing to Sweden and other countries,

with which we have reciprocity treaties, the same commercial
advantages which this Bill gives to the United States through

the territory of Maine.—After some remarks from Lord Beau-
mont, the amendment of Lord Stanhope was negatived without

a division, and the Bill was read a third time and passed.—The
Charitable Loan Societies Bill passed through committee; the

Irish Poor Law Bill, the Irish Exchequer and Municipal Corpora-

tions Bills, were read a third time and passed.

Tuesday.—The Royal Assent was given by commission to the

Customs Duties Bill, the Cathedral Churches (Wales) Bill, West
India Islands Relief Bill, Episcopal Functions Bill, Militia Pay

Bill Apprehension of Offenders (France) Bill, the Apprehension

of Offenders (America) Bill, China Government Bill, Law of

Evidence Bill, Attorneys and Solicitors Bill, Writs of Error Bill,

Warrant of Attorneys Bill, Hackney and Stage Carriage Bill,

Copyright °* Designs Bill, Coroners' Duties Bill, Theatres Regu-

lation Bill, Turnpike Acts Bill, Coalwhippers Bill, Affidavits, &c,
(Scotland and Ireland) Bill, Arms (Ireland) Bill, Grand Jury Pre-

sentments (Ireland) Bill, Allotment of Rates (Dublin) Bill, Court

of Exchequer (Ireland) Bill, and several private Bills. The

Foreign Jurisdiction Bill, the Chelsea Hospital Out-pensioners

Bill, the Municipal Corporations Bill, and the British Iron Com-
pany Bill, were read a third time and passed.—A petition was

read from Sir Augustus d'Este to her Majesty, " claiming to be

Duke of Sussex, Earl of Inverness, and Baron of Arklow, and

praying that her Majesty will be graciously pleased to order a

writ of summons to pass the Great Seal, to summon the petitioner

to sit in Parliament, and there to enjoy the rank and privileges

to the said titles, dignities, and honours belonging." This peti-

tion was presented to their Lordships by her Majesty's command,

together with the report of the Attorney-General thereon. It was

read and referred to the committee for privileges " to consider

and report,"

Lord Campbkll, in moving that their Lordships agree to the

amendments made by the Commons on the Defamation and Libel

Bill while regretting some of those amendments, expressed his

hone that the Bill would still have the effect of putting a stop to

certain disreputable newspapers which now only existed by pub-

lishing or threatening to publish, libels on individuals. The old

v^Yim of " the greater the truth the greater the libel," was now

mt an end to. The truth would now be admitted, and the Jury

Ilnnid have to say whether it was for the public good that the

Jmniltation was cast on the plaintiff. If it were proved to be

wanton and malicious, the Jury would find in his favour but if

> were proved to be for the public benefit, then they would say

fhftt the defendant was not guilty.-The Loan Chancellor

.nnorted the Bill, and the Commons' amendments were agreed

fn --The Loan Societies (Ireland) Bill was read at hird time and

wvwed after an ineffectual attempt by the^arquess of Clanri-

E anWto omit the 47th clause. The Commons' amendments to

the Slave Trade Suppression BUI were agreed to.-Lord Tbtnham

moved for returns relating to the operations of the Poor Laws,

and stated his object to be, to suggest whether the Government
might not, among themselves, agree to exert their influence in
procuring some extension of out-door relief ; and next to suggest
the propriety of Government calling on the House to grant, next
session, a select committee to inquire generally into its opera-
tion.—Earl Stanhope supported the motion, which was agreed
to, and their Lordships adjourned until Thursday.
Thursday.—About 2 o'clock this day her Majesty arrived at the

House in State to prorogue Parliament. The House was crowded
in every part; nearly all the foreign ministers were present.

The sound of trumpets indicated her Majesty's arrival, and,
preceded by heralds, and surrounded by her court, her Majesty
entered the House, led by Prince Albert, and was conducted by
him to the throne. The Duke of Buccleugh carried the Crown,
the Duke of Wellington bore the sword of state, and Lord
Wharncliffe carried the cap of maintenance. The Duchess of

Buccleugh and Lady Dunmore attended her Majesty. On her
Majesty's entrance, every person rose, and after she had taken

her seat even Prince Albert continued standing till her Majesty,

in alow voice, .bade the lords and gentlemen be seated. Her
Majesty looked well. Prince Albert, who was dressed as a field-

marshal, also appeared in good health.

The chair of the Prince of Wales was placed on the right of that

of her Majesty, and at an equal distance on the left, and on the

same platform as the Prince of Wales's chair, but lower than the

throne, was the chair of Prince Albert.

The Commons were summoned to attend her Majesty, and in a

few minutes the Speaker, accompanied by a considerable

number of members, came to the bar. The right honourable
gentleman immediately addressed her Majesty on the usual

topics of detail and finance. The royal assent was then given in

the usual form to the bill for granting 11,132,000/. of Exchequer
Bills for the service of 1843, and for granting relief to the West
Indies; the Appropriation and Consolidated Fund Bill, the
Defamation and Libel Law Amendment Bill, the Foreign Juris,

diction Bill, the Bill for more effectually Suppressing the Slave

Trade, the Municipal Corporations Bill for England and Wales,

the Bill for Appointing Commissioners to inquire into Bribery at

Sudbury, the Public Notaries Bill, the Chelsea Pensioners Bill,

the Poor Relief (Ireland) Bill, the Charitable Loan Societies

(Ireland) Bill, the Municipal Corporation (Ireland) Bill, the

Liverpool Fire Bill, the British Iron Company's Bill, and Westen's

Estate Bill.

Her Majesty then read, in a clear firm voice, the following

speech, laying a very marked emphasis on the passages relating

to Ireland:—
" My Lords and Gentlemen,

" The state of public business enables me to close this protracted

session, and to release you from further attendance on your Parlia-

mentary duties.
" I thank you for the measures you have adopted for enabling me

to give full effect to the several treaties which I have concluded with

Foreign Powers.
< l I have given my cordial assent to the bill which you presented

to me for increasing the means of spiritual instruction in populous

parishes, by making a portion of the revenues of the church available

for the endowment of additional ministers. I confidently trust that

the wise and benevolent intentions of the Legislature will be aided

by the zeal and liberality of my subjects-and that better provision

will thus be made for public worship, and for pastoral superintend-

ence, in many districts of the country.

"I view with satisfaction the passing of the act for removing

doubts respecting the jurisdiction of the Church of Scotland in the

admission of ministers, and for securing to the people and to the

courts of the Church the full exercise of their respective rights. It

is my earnest hope that this measure will tend to restore religious

peace in Scotland, and to avert the dangers which have threatened a

sacred institution of the utmost importance to the happiness and

welfare of that part of my dominions.
.

11 I continue to receive from all Foreign Powers assurances of their

friendly disposition, and of their earnest_desire for the maintenance

of peace.
k

" Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
" I thank you for the readiness and liberality with which you have

voted the supplies for the current year. It will be my constant

object to combine a strict regard to economy with the consideration

which is due to the exigencies of the public service.

" My Lord* and Gentlemen,
u In some districts of Wales the public peace has been inter-

rupted by lawless combinations and disturbances, unconnected with

political causes. I have adopted the measures which I deemed best

calculated for the repression of outrage, and for the detection and

punishment of the offenders. I have at the same time directed an

inquiry to be made into the circumstances which have led to insub-

ordination and violence in a part of the country usually distinguished

for good order and willing obedience to the law.
" I have observed with the deepest concern the persevering efforts

which are made to stir up discontent and disaffection among my
subjects in Ireland, and to excite them to demand a Repeal of the

Legislative Union. It has been, and ever will be, my earnest desire

fco administer the Government of that country in a spirit of strict

justice and impartiality, and to co-operate with Parliament in effect-

ing such amendments in the existing laws as may tend to ™Pr0
^
e

the social condition and to develop the natural resources of Ireland.

From a deep conviction that the Legislative Union is not less

essential to the attainment of these objects than to the strength and

stability of the empire, it is my firm determination, with your sup-

port, and under the blessing of Divine Providence, to maintain invio-

late that great bond of connexion between the two countries. I

have forborne from requiring any additional powers for the counter-

action of designs hostile to the concord and welfare of my dominions,

as well from my unwillingness to distrust the efficacy of the ordi-

narv hw is from my reliance on the good sense and patriotism of

mv oeonle and on the solemn declarations of Parliament in support

of\lf^\Sive Union. I feel assured that those of my faithful

subjects who have influence and authority in Ireland will discourage

to the utmost of their power, a system of pernicious agitation, which

disturbs the industry and retards the improvement ot that country,

and excites feelings of mutual distrust and animosity between diU

f6

Atthe
a^ Lord Chancellor, by her

Majesty's command, then declared the Parliament prorogued to

Thursday October 19th, to which time it accordingly stands pro-

rogued The Speaker and the Commons retired, and the ladies and

gentlemen who had crowded the House soon separated
; and thus

concluded the session of 1843.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Monday —A new writ was ordered for the election of a member

for Argyllshire, in the room of Mr. A. Campbell, who has accepted

the Cliiltem Hundreds ;
and some additional discussion took place

on the Slave Trade Suppression Bill.—Mr. Hindley withdrew his

notice for papers relative to the occupation of Tahiti by the French,

on an assurance given by Sir R. Peel that a communication was in

progress which could not be produced.

In answer to a question put by Mr. Borthwick, relative to the

reception the Government would give to Espartero, Sir R. Pekl
stated that he regarded Espartero as dejure Regent of Spain, though
he had ceased to exercise the functions of that office de facto ; and
that he should be received in this country with the respect due to his

high character, and with the sympathy due to his unmerited misfor-
tune. He would take that opportunity of stating that no disposition

whatever had been shown in the transactions between Spain and
this country to depart from that high tone which the Spanish
Government ought to adopt in its intercourse with other nations.

There had been no one single act done by Espartero in conducting the

diplomatic relations of Spain with this conntry at variance with that

paramount duty which he owed to his own. He did not believe the

reins of power had ever been placed in the hands of one who enter-

tained a more sincere desire for the independence of his country.

The accusations against this country of having interfered with the
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domestic government of Spain were alike without foundation. The
charges and accusations against this country, and against Espartero,
had been made use of for the purpose of promoting insurrection in the
army, and the infidelity of those military authorities upon whom
Espartero had a right to depend for fidelity, was the main cause of
the misfortune in which he was at present involved. Having stated
that he was de jure Regent of Spain, although de facto power had
passed from his hands, he was sure the honourable gentleman'would
not call upon him to state what course the Government would con-
sider it proper to take with reference to his reception in this country.
—Mr. Hixdlky asked whether it was true that the Government of
this country had demanded a conference with the other four Powers
relative to the affairs of Spain, and that that conference had been
refused ?—Sir R. Peel replied—No.
Tuesday.—After the House returned from the Lords, where they

had been summoned to hear the Royal assent given to various bills,
Mr. T. Duncombe presented a petition from certain merchants and
traders of the City of London, praying for an inquiry into the
management of railroads, and the adoption of a uniform rate of
charges.—The amendments of the Lords in the Irish Poor-law Bill
were read and agreed to, as were also the amendments made by their
Lordships in the Irish Municipal Corporations Bill.

Colonel Sibtiiorp asked the Secretary for the Home Department
whether he was aware of the proceedings that were going on con-nected with the importation of an individual into this country under
the head of Father Mathew. It appeared to him singular, when
there was so great a cry made against Orange processions in Ireland,
that this individua should be allowed, in a Protestant country, to
carry on his plans through the instrumentality of Popish priests. Hetherefore asked whether Government was aware of what was goingon m this respect, and hoped they would prevent the individual inquestion from being the precursor of any future steps on the part ofthose who wrre disturbing the peace of Ireland.-Sir J. Graham
^rrJf tfJ ?uX7%™T ^^ father Mathew had visited this
part of the United Kingdom, and that in several large cities thepledge of temperance had been taken by large numbers of the working
classes. I his did not m the slightest degree excite his jealousy, as
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obs<*vancc of such a pledge byevery class of society, and nothing had particular^ excited "his atten-
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M .81W encouragement to a traffic in slavesfreed Irom the restrictions imposed upon it by the 5th Geo. IV Hewould not obstruct its passing, but, with the apprehension" he enter!
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h°ruld not «*eP* ifc °" «» Part of
those who had been the uniform advocates of the abolition of slaveryand the slavc-tradc.and as the amendments made in the original bill byGovernment gave to the measure its present unsatisfactory character,he protested against those amendments, although without the meansof giving effect to his protest further than by throwing upon theGovernment the entire responsibility for the bill they had thusadopted.- Mr. Mildmay said, that as he knew that the bill would
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«"» country, he should move that itbe read a third time that day three months—Sir J. R. RKID said heshould second the amendment with all his heart, and hoped theGovernment would take time, and reconsider the subject.- Sir T.Wilde contended that sufficient notice had heen given of this bill,
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understand the opposition

that was given by those who professed themselves opposed to the
slave-trade The object of the bill was to give effect to the second

«hLf .? .V
ubjCCte resuln S, ,n fore'gn dominions. The main

object was not to encourage the slave-trade, and not to injure Britishcommerce. The mam clause would throw impediments in the wayof the slave-trade
; the other clauses would not affect prejudiciallythe trade of the country. The bill did not meddle with Fhe proper y
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til;"/
Attorney-General, m supporting the bill, observed

£ v IZOTSS ^SP* Pr
,",
,C'pIe that this ^ountr3- -ould make

every sacrifice that it fairly could to put down slavery. The bill wasnot a Government bill. It had been introduced into the House of

rt£?«Z22
member °f *h e Government, and having come downthere the Government had endeavoured to give it every fair considera-tion.-Mr. Hindley observed that Government ought not to shrinkfrom supporting his bill. He supported the bill, because it was

calculated to put down slavery. -Capt. Berval would wish a more
perfect measure than the present. As to the author of it, he thought
he had been rather unfairly treated

; because, however honourableentlemen might differ on other points, yet thev could not forget

Government was inclined to recognise it as a Government de consequently iJure.—Sir R. Peel said, that, in declining to answer the question, eohn^r n f 17he would only say he was quite certain it was the duty of the I, ^, • ' „„,
Government of this country—where other Governments were
administering the powers of a foreign country—without express-
ing any opinion—to take care that British interests were not
prejudiced.—In reply to Mr. Hawks, in reference to the pro-
priety of decorating the new Houses of Parliament with sta-
tues of distinguished persons, Sir Robert Peel, said the house
would probably recollect that there had been some discussion
on the subject a few nights ago, and the hon. gentleman had
proposed that commissioners, appointed to the particular duty of
inquiring into the best mode of encouraging the arts in connec-
tion with the building of the new Houses of Parliament, should
be empowered to consider whether it would be advisable that
statues, or other records of public gratitude to persons who had
distinguished themselves in literature, science, and the arts, should
be placed in them. He (Sir R. Peel) rather objected to giving a
general power to the commissioners, but said at the time that he
had no objection to authorize them to ascertain whether there
was any part of the edifice now being constructed for the two
houses of Parliament which could with propriety be appro-
priated to the reception of such statues or memorials, and if they
were of opinion that any part could be so appropriated, that they
should have full powers to consider what would be the best mode
of attaining the double object of raising a lasting record of public
gratitude to distinguished persons, and, at the same time, encou-
rage the arts

:
and he fulfilled his pledge in a few days after it was

made, by giving to the commissioners full power to consider

express his own strong opinion in reference to it. He could only
state that, for the purpose of protecting property from any injury
which might arise from the admission of the public, the govern-
ment would lend the assistance of the police, and every aid in
their power, to obviate the objections that had been made to the
suggestions on the subject; and he should have thought, after
the example of throwing open the cartoons without charge, from
which not the slightest injury had arisen, it would be considered
that free access might be allowed without the apprehension of
any mischievous consequences, and that where the admission was
unrestricted, the public would themselves act as a police, as was
exemplified in the cases of the British Museum and the Cartoons.
The usher of the black rod then appeared at the table and deli-

vered the Queen's command for the immediate attendance of the
House in the House of Peers. The Speaker, attended by the
members present, forthwith proceeded to the House of Lords, and
on their return the right hon. gentleman read at the table, the
speech delivered by ,her Majesty from the throne, immediately
after which the members withdrew.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday—Bank Stock closed at 182 ;

Three per Cent. Reduced, 95 ; Three per Cent. Consols,
91£ ; Three-and-half per Cent. Reduced, 102| ; New
Three-and-half per Cent. 101 J; Exchequer Bills, 58s. to
60s. prem. ; do. at Hd., 56s. to 58s. prem.
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that for many years of his life the noble Lord had "devoted himsel?tothe suppression of slavery.-The bill was then read a third time andpasscd.-S.r J. Graham said he had intended to introduce a bill on

w/wlt?/,^ and -settlementSi grounded on the report justlaid before Parliament. He did not, however, think himself justified
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od ' and merely wi,hed to z[ve notice «5he should introduce a bill next session on the subject. He shouldbe happy to receive any suggestions that might be considered useful

u» framing so
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important a measure—Mr. Hawes hoped the reportwould be printed in an octavo form.-Sir J. Graham acceded to
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n"cswere conflicting, and the sum disposed

of by local rates very large, amounting to 11,000,000/.—Mr. PBoRTnwicK gave notice that he should call the attention of theHouse to the principle of the Poor-laws next session.-The Housethen adjourned to Thursday.
Thursday -l„ answer to Mr. Cochrane, Sir R. Peel said that
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ot truth; and a letter from St. Petersbureh of thelsr Julv stated
that inquiries had been made of the Envoy ram H^tfSta!S^^ Nesselrode in a report, that'aeeounts had iS&Khiva from Bokhara, and entered into details which left no doubtas o the truth of the story. That letter w2lSKdf on Seloth July, and therefore it confirmed the original statement iio
believed aU the civilized world, to whom the matt?^
communicated participated in our feelings on the occasionThe Emperor of Russia had behaved in a manner worthy of aSovereign allied to this country. He had refused to entertainany communication with the Khan of Bokhara, and when anenvoy was sent by the Khan to the Russian Government, the
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KinSde SS °di^tion at so atrocious a crime; and

,p r^Prl '"! ?ome way°r ntn er, punishment wouldreach the Government which had caused it.
Captain FlCBUt asked the hon. member for Bedford whether
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Prorogation ofParliament—On Thursday, St. Jameo a

Park and all the avenues along which the royal procession
passed for the prorogation of Parliament, was crowded
with persons from an early hour. Her Majesty and
suite left the Palace at a £ before 2. The cortege con-
sisted of five royal carnages and six, which preceded the
state carriage, drawn by eight cream-coloured horses.
The Queen sat with Prince Albert on her left, having the
Duchess of Buccleugh and the Master of the Horse oppo-
site. The escort consisted of Life Guards, under the
command of Colonel Reid. Upon the state carriage
issuing from the marble arch, the band of the Blues
struck up the tune of " God save the Queen," which was
responded to by the cheers of the populace. As the
procession moved on, this demonstration of loyalty was
renewed along the whole line to the House of Lords.
Her Majesty on her return was also loudly cheered.

Seizure of a French Merchant Vessel by an English
War Steamer.—On Thursday afternoon intelligence was
received at Sheerness that the Cyclops war steam-vessel
had captured at Cork a French merchantman having a
quantity of fire-arms on board, and proceeding to the coast
of Ireland.

The late Destructive Fires.—In addition to the des-
tructive fire noticed in our last, several others occurred
within the space of a few hours, in the very heart of the
metropolis. One of them was attended with the loss of
five lives, and altogether there has not been such a series
of disastrous calamities for many years. The fire in
Tooley-street, briefly mentioned last week, was the most
extensive. It broke out in the premises of Messrs. Ward,
oilmen, near the entrance to Topping's Wharf. Before
the engines could be got into play it had extended to the
buildings of the wharf, and to the tower now used as
Watson's telegraph. The latter took fire about 3 o'clock,
and about the same time the roof of the church of St.
Olave's, Southwark, which joined the east end of Topping's
Wharf, took fire, at which time the excitement in the
neighbourhood was beyond description, all persons
being most anxious that the church should, if pos-
sible, be preserved. The hose of the County engine
was speedily conveyed into the body of the church,
which the flames had penetrated near the organ. Other
branches of the brigade engines were also taken into the
building

; but, notwithstanding the exertions of the fire-
men and the parochial ojficers, they failed in attaining that
object, and in a very short time the fire readied the belfry
and clock room, from both of which immense bodies of
flame burst forth. By 6 o'clock no portion of the building
but the bare walls was left standing, and the attention of
the firemen was mainly directed to prevent the flames
extending to the adjacent wharfs and warehouses, several
of which were in imminent danger; but their efforts were
ultimately successful, the ravages of the destructive
element being confined within the limits already described.
When the fire broke out there were several coasting-vessels
lying alongside, some loaded and ready to sail at daybreak

;

and it was with some difficulty that the crews could be made
sensible of the danger in which they and their vessels were
placed. Many of them, however, managed to haul their
craft into the centre of the river, beyond the reach of the
fire

; but four were aground, and, it being low water, were

mmovable. These were the Fleece,
xeter ; the schooner Cornwall, of Truro

;

theTheisa, of Weymouth
; and the Dublin Lass, of Dublin.

The crews mounted the rigging, and for a length of time
prevented, by great exertion, the ships from taking fire

;

but the flames rapidly increasing soon forced them to quit
their situations, the heat being so oppressive that their
lives were in jeopardy. Three of the vessels were ultimately
towed away, but one, which was lying alongside the wharf,
was burnt to the water's edge. By this time the concourse
of persons attracted by the extraordinary light in
the^ atmosphere was immense, and the duty the
police had to perform in keeping the pressure back
was arduous in the extreme. From all the bridges, which
were for hours lined with spectators, the whole action of
the fire could be distinctly traced. The numerous towers
and steeples in the metropolis and the houses and wharfs
which lined the river side were perceived with even more
distinctness than in the noonday sun ; St. Paul's aud the
Monument had a most beautiful appearance, their sum-
mits seemed as if sheathed with the brightest copper. The
flames at intervals rose to an immense height, and there
was not a portion of the metropolis which was not brightly
illuminated, while the whole scene along the Thames, as
far as the eye could reach, assumed, from the intensity of
the illumination, an appearance brilliant beyond descrip-
tion. The extent of the damage is as follows :—The
premises of Messrs. Ward, in Tooley-street, totally
destroyed, with the contents, consisting of a stock of oil,
turpentine, and other inflammable articles. Insured in
the Sun Fire Office. Loss said to amount to 10,000/.
Messrs. Scovell's premises, Topping's Wharf, totally
destroyed. This wharf, which was very extensive, con-
sisted of numerous warehouses, filled from the basement
to the roof with valuable property of various descriptions
from all parts of the country, no portion of which has
been saved. Amongst other property destroyed were 200
tons of paper belonging to a west country manufacturer

;
and a large quantity of alum and ammonia belonging to
Sir R- Dundas, of the Lowestoff alum-works, all of which
is burned. Messrs. Scovell estimate their loss at 20,000/.,
a great portion of which is covered by policies in the
Sun, Union, and Atlas Fire Offices, in nearly equal pro-
portions. St. Olave's Church is almost totally destroyed,
no portion of the edifice remaining but the walls and the
pews m the body of the Church, which are all greatly
damaged, as well as burned, by the falling of the roof.
The interior of the tower has been entirely consumed, and
the remains bf the bells are now lying in the porch of the
church underneath in broken pieces. The church is
insured to the extent of 6,000/.in the Phoenix Fire Office.
All the sacramental plate, and other parochial muniments
and records, have been preserved. In addition to the
above, the Telegraph Tower, and several other buildings of
minor importance are destroyed, which, with the damage
done to the shipping, will swell the total amount of
damage to nearly 50,000/. Among the incidents of
the fire it is mentioned that while the galleries were
still burning, on Saturday morning, the rite of matri-
mony was solemnised by the Rev. Mr. Kenney, the vicar,
in St. Olave's church, and two couples were married
under the cupola of the chancel, which was still standing.
The bridegroom, in the first instance, was a gentleman
about sixty years of age, and the bride about thirty, while
the second couple were both about twenty years of age.
After the fire, Mr. Braidwood stated that he thoughHie
might have saved the church, but, at that trying moment,
being a public servant, it was a matter of pounds, shillings,
and pence with him. If he had attempted to have brought
his whole force to save the church, the warehouses and
Fenning's-wharf must have been destroved; he therefore
abandoned the church, which is insured for 6,000/., for
the purpose of saving premises worth at least between
300

;
000/. and 400,000/. There were, however, several

engines playing on it up to the very last moment, and,
under all circumstances, he and his men did all they could
to save it from destruction. The property destroyed and
damaged is insured, and the amount of insurances are
stated to be as follows :—Sun Fire-office, 9,000/. ; Union,
5,000/. ; Phcenix, 6,000/. ; Atlas, 5,000/. Total, 25,000/-—At about 4 o'clock on Saturday morning, whilst the fire

was raging at Topping's Wharf, at its greatest height, an-
other fire, attended with a melancholy loss of life, took
place on the premises of Mr. Newberry, Fetter-lane, ope-
rative chemist and firework-manufacturer. The first alarm
given to the neighbourhood was the report of a loud explo-
sion, and on the police running up the lane they found the

shop front and all its contents completely thrown into the

street, and flames bursting forth with extreme fury. After
the lapse of a few moments they discovered Mr. Newberry
getting out of the second-floor window, who cried out to

the constables below to render him some assistance, in

order to save his life ; scarcely, however, had they con-

sidered the most available means to do so, before he

suddenly precipitated himself into the street, and fell

on his back in the road. The police instantly picked

up the unfortunate man, when it was found that he

had received such severe injuries that he was evidently in

his dying moments. He was conveyed to Bartholomew's
Hospital ; but on his arrival he had ceased to exist:

Within a few minutes after Mr. Newberry had jumped
from the window, several females made their appearance

at the upper part of the house. By this time a large

number of persons had assembled, who state that the

cries of the females for help were painful in the extreme

;

but explosions of a destructive character constantly taking

place, coupled with fire-works shooting from the burning

building in all directions, and other combustibles blazing

forth, kept the police from rendering any assistance at

this trying moment, at the risk of losing their own lives.

A few moments afterwards the poor creatures had dis-
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appeared, and were not afterwards seen, the whole of them

perishing in the flames. A short time before the engines

could be got to the spot a large quantity of gunpowder

exploded, and blew the back part of the premises on the

houses in Bartlett's passage, occasioning great destruction

of property, and throwing the inhabitants into a state of

the greatest confusion. The house in Fetter-lane was

speedily consumed and the following persons perished:—

Mr. Newberry, Mr. and Mrs. Rose, Miss M'Crindell, and

Miss Eliza M'Crindell. This party were to have embarked

for llamsgate in the morning, and had made preparations

accordingly. Mr. Rose was for many years a clerk in the

Law Institution, Chancery-lane; he had from a previous

accident suffered amputation. Miss E. M'Crindell left

her lodgings in Gough-square, on the previous evening,

and slept in Fetter-lane, in order to be in time to see her

sister off to Ramsgate, and thus fell a victim to the

common calamity. An inquest was held in the evening,

but only two of the bodies could be identified. After a

long inquiry the jury returned a verdict of *' Accidental

death," at the same time expressing a hope that the fire

ladders in future would be placed in such a situation that

they could be more readily brought into operation, it

being clearly proved that the fire-escapes could not

be made available, as the keys were not to be found.

Prom the evidence at the inquest, there appears to

be no doubt that the explosion was caused by the fall

of some bottles of fulminating mercury, which are

supposed to have been thrown down by the cats in the

premises ; and it will be recollected, that a fatal accident

occurred a short time since at Apothecaries' Hall, from an

explosion of the same material.—Whilst the fire was

raging inTooley-street, and the blazing embers were liter-

ally falling in showers upon the High-street, a consider-

able piece of ignited timber fell into the chimney of the

house of Mr. Jones, grocer and tea-dealer, High-street.

The engines were speedily on the spot, but the flames

were not extinguished before considerable damage had

been done The first fire on Friday night broke out in

the rope warehouse of Mr. Seymour, in Pudding-lane, at

the rear of the Monument. The damage done was very

great, but the flames were prevented from extending to

the adjoining houses.—On Saturday night, while an expe-

riment was making with Robinson's night signals for ship-

ping, from a skiff on the river off St. Katharine's-docks,

some of the combustible materials of which the signal

lights are made, accidentally ignited, and instantly set the

skiff in ablaze. The persons in it, to save themselves

from the flames, leaped overboard into the water, and
were with great difficulty saved from drowning, with the

exception of one young lad who was carried away by the

tide. The skiff was almost wholly destroyed.—On Sun-
day night a fire broke out at No. 14, Cambridge-square, a
new and unoccupied house filled with planks and flooring.

The flames communicated to the adjoining house at the
corner of Norfolk-crescent, but were ultimately subdued.
There is some suspicion that this fire was not the result

of accident, and a reward of 100/. is offered for the appre-

hension of the incendiary.—On Tuesday morning a de-

structive fire broke out in the oil and varnish manufac-
tory belonging to Messrs. Wentworth, floor-cloth manu-
facturers, at Old Ford West, within a short distance of

Bow. From the inflammable nature of the stock, the

flames made rapid progress, and in the space of ten

minutes after the discovery, every part of the building,

which was composed principally of wood, and about fifty

feet long by thirty wide, was one burning mass. The
whole was, of course, destroyed, but no jives were lost.

On Thursday morning a destructive fire broke out in the

extensive warehouses of Mr. Mandeville, hemp and cane
merchant, Kent-street, Borough. The warehouses are

130 yards in length, and from the combustible nature of

the materials they were almost entirely destroyed. On
the same morning a fire broke out in the premises of Mr.
Bourne, a cooper, in the Cornwall-road, Lambeth. It

spread so rapidly that Mr. Bourne and his wife threw
themselves out of the window, and were severely injured.

The premises were consumed.

Visit of the French Princes—On Monday morning
the Pluton French war-steamer arrived at Woolwich with
the Prince de Joinville, and his brother, the Due d'Aumale,

attended by the Archimede and Napoleon war-steamers
in the French service. Their Royal Highnesses, on
leaving the Chateau d'Eu, near Dieppe, proceeded in the

Pluton to Boulogne on Friday, and the next day sailed

for Calais, to review the troops and National Guard. On
leaving Calais, they sailed for Dunkirk, and arrived there

on Sunday, making but a brief visit. On the departure
of their Royal Highnesses from that port, they sailed

direct for this country. The Pluton was detained nearly
two hours in the Downs before a pilot came on board, and
it was determined that the steamers should anchor for the

*»ght off Chatham. Their Royal Highnesses consequently

remained on board at Chatham until Monday morning,
and arrived at Woolwich about 9 o'clock, under a royal

salute from the Artillery. The Princes landed shortly

afterwards, and were received with the usual honours by
the Dock-yard authorities and the officers of the garrison.

They left Woolwich immediately for Windsor Castle on a

visit to her Majesty, escorted by Lord Hawarden and Capt.

Seymour. On Wednesday morning their Royal High-
nesses left Windsor Castle and arrived at the terminus of
lIj e Great Western Railway, at Paddington, at ten

minutes before eight, with their suite. They entered two
of the Queen's carriages, which were in readiness at the
station, and proceeded to the French Embassy, in Man-
chester-square. Their Royal Highnesses then visited St.

Paul's Cathedral, and afterwards paid a visit to the

JJuchess of Gloucester, and Prince George of Cambridge.
The Princes then proceeded to Buckingham Palace,

where they took leave of Her Majesty and Prince Albert,

returning to the residence of the French Embassy,

attended by their suite. In the evening their Royal

Highnesses dined with the French Charge d'Affaires.

On Thursday at an early hour they left town in one of

the Watermen Company's steamers for Woolwich, and

breakfasted on board the Pluton. They then landed

under a royal salute, and minutely inspected the dock-

yard and arsenal. They partook of a luncheon at the

house of Sir F. Collier, and embarked about 3 o'clock ;

soon after which the steamers took their departure for

Havre under the customary salutes.

Arrival of the Regent of Spain.—On Wednesday,

II.M.'s sttamer Prometheus arrived at Woolwich, having

on board Gen. Espartero and his suite. Sir F. Collier,

Superintendent of the Dock-yard, immediately went on

board, and on the part of the Government assured the

Regent that every accommodation, both to himself and

his suite, would be most gladly rendered. Sir F. Collier

also informed his Excellency that carriages for the con-

veyance of himself and suite to town were in readiness.

His Excellency, however, declined the offer, having pre-

viously arranged to embark in a small steamer for Hunger-

ford Wharf, where the carriages of the Embassy would be

in attendance to receive him. He added, that he wished

his visit to be as private as possible. His Excellency

conversed in the French language for some time with Sir

F. Collier, and took occasion to express in the most un-

measured terms his gratitude for the extreme kindness he

had experienced from the British authorities from the

moment he placed his foot on board the Malabar ship-of-war.

The Duchess of Victory and Donna Eledia Espartero,

the Regent's niece, also expressed their acknowledg-

ments. Despatches were immediately forwarded to town,

announcing the Regent's arrival at Woolwich. Lord

Bloomfield, Commandant of the Royal Arsenal, arrived at

the dockyard shortly after twelve o'clock, and went off to

pay his respects to" his Excellency. Shortly before two,

a steamer belonging to the Watermen's Company went

alongside the Prometheus, for the purpose of receiving his

Excellency and suite, and having taken the whole of them

on board, proceeded to Hungerford Wharf, where car-

riages were in waiting to convey the noble exiles to

Mivart's hotel. The Prometheus left Lisbon on the 12th

for Bayonne, and finding on arrival there that the

Duchess had previously left for Havre, the Regent pro-

ceeded direct to Falmouth, where he arrived on Saturday,

under a royal salute from the Astrea guard-ship in that

port. He merely landed for a short time near the Qua-

rantine station at the East-end of the harbour, and ex-

pressed his desire of proceeding at once to Havre for the

Duchess. Captain Ellice, however, could not grant per-

mission for the Prometheus to go to a port in France, but

ordered the Commander to sail for Portsmouth to confer

with the Admiral, who at once acceded to the Regent's

request. The steamer accordingly embarked the Duchess
at Havre, and returned direct to Woolwich. Among the

Regent's suite are General Van Halen ; General Augustin

Nogueras, Minister of War ; Seiior Gomez de la

Serra, Minister of the Interior ; Brigadier-General

Lacarte ; several Aides-de-Camps, and Secretaries. Im-

mediately after the arrival of the Regent at Mivart's, on

Wednesday, Colonel Wylde, equerry to Prince Albert,

had a long interview with his Excellency, and subsequently

with the members of the staff who accompanied the Regent

to this country. Throughout Thursday the hotel was

literally besieged with visitors of all ranks. The Duke of

Wellington was among the early calls, and subscribed his

name as follows in the visitors' book :—" Field Marshal

the Duke of Wellington et Capitan-General Duque de

Ciudad Roderigo." The Earl of Aberdeen and Sir R.

Peel also visited the Regent. In the course of the day a

deputation of the Common Council presented a requisition

to the Lord Mayor requesting him to " convene an early

court, to welcome the arrival of General Espartero in this

country, on his being driven into exile by the nation to

whose services he has devoted his great talents and best

energies, and to assure his Excellency (in the words of

the Prime Minister of England) 'that he will be received

by all classes in this country with that respect which is

due to his character, and with the sympathy for his mis-

fortunes which his merits deserve.' " The Lord Mayor
appointed Friday next for entertaining the subject.

Temperance Meetings.—On Monday Father Mathew
administered the pledge to the inhabitants of Greenwich,

at Whitfield's Mount, Blackheath. Some delay in the

commencement of the proceedings took place in conse-

quence of his having attended a breakfast given by Colo-

nel Dawson Darner, at which he was to have met the

Duke of Wellington, Sir R. Peel, and a large number of

nobility and gentry. Neither His Grace nor Sir Robert

was present, but the latter sent a letter of apology,

expressing regret that the commands of her Majesty

detained him at Windsor. There were, however, upwards

of seventy of the nobility present to meet Father Mathew,

and among them Lord and Lady Palmerston, the Mar-
quess and Marchioness of Clanricarde, Lords Camoys,
Clifford, Lovat, &c. Father Mathew, on reaching the

Broadway at Deptford, was met by a teetotal procession,

headed by horsemen, and accompanied by a temperance

band. Father Mathew rode in a carriage and four, and

was followed by twelve other carriages, each crowded

with temperance advocates. His carriage was preceded

by about a hundred and fifty young women and children,

carrying a banner, on which was inscribed, "Welcome,

Father Mathew, to Greenwich." On his arrival within

the barrier, the scene which ensued almost exceeds

description. There were at this moment at least from

twenty to twenty-five thousand peonle assembled, and

immediately opposite the hustings a publican had erected

a capacious booth, and provided himself with an entire

dray, containing not less than ten barrels of ale and

porter. Soon after Father Mathew commenced speaking,

a large body of persons, who had evidently got intoxi-

cated at the beer booth opposite, aided by a number of

Marines, made a desperate rush in the direction of the

hustings, knocking down the barrier, and sweeping the

people before ,
them with such violence that even the

hustings were in danger. The police appeared paralyzed,

but subsequently some of the ringleaders were taken into

custody. Many of them wore papers in their hats, on

which was written, "Member of the Malt and Hops
Society/' and had pint pots suspended round their

necks as a badge of distinction. Father Mathew said

it was impossible for him to proceed, and therefore

he would at once relinquish the task, and proceed

with administering the pledge to all who liked to

take it. The Hon. Capt. Jerningham was the first who
took the pledge on the platform, and was followed by small

batches, including several Greenwich pensioners. As

far as the administration of the pledge went the affair was

a failure; not more than 500 having received it during

the day, but the number who visited the spot is believed

to be not less than from 50,000 to 60,000 persons. On
Monday Father Mathew breakfasted at the .Hon. Mrs.

Howard's, where upwards of 50 persons of distinction

were assembled to meet him, among wnora were .Lords

Dinorben, Effingham, and Monteagle, the Earl of Arundel

and Surrey, Lord and Lady Manners, Lady Stepney,

Lady Murray, &c. He then proceeded to administer the

pledge at Deptford, but in consequence of the interrup-

tions at Blackheath on the previous day, the meeting took

place on a piece of ground which was private property, in

order to keep in check not only the members of the " Malt

and Hops Society," but any others who might venture to

interrupt them. The proceedings were continued through-

out the day, and about 200 men belonging to the Dept-

ford dockyard took the pledge. There were several small

batches in addition, and all passed off quietly, with the

exception of a brief contest between the opposing parties

during a heavy shower which had compelled them both to

take shelter under the arches of the railway. On Wed-
nesday Father Mathew administered the pledge at West-

minster, in the neighbourhood of the Penitentiary, to

about 1200 persons. On Thursday he attended at the

same place, and soon after his arrival considerable sensa-

tion was created amongst the teatotallers by the appearance

of the Duke of Wellington, on horseback, in the road

facing the hustings, leading to Vauxhall-bridge. The
Duke, who was attended by his groom, pulled up for a

moment, evidently for the purpose of witnessing the pro-

ceedings. He was at once recognised by those on the

platform. Father Mathew came forward, and took off his

hat to him, and some one having proposed three cheers

for his Grace, the call was responded to in a most enthu-

siastic manner, which the duke acknowledged by taking

off his hat and bowing several times. He then proceeded

down the road towards the House of Lords, amidst the

renewed cheers of the people.

Messrs. Hammersley's Bankruptcy.—It appears that

a dividend of 2s. lid. on the estate of Messrs. Hammersley

is now in course of payment at the office of the Account-

ant-General in Chancery. The announcement is said to

be a relief to the creditors after the long suspense under

which they have laboured, but the amount is to most of

them a source of disappointment. Nothing is known as

to any further dividend to be looked for under the estate.

Balloon Ascent.—In our account of Mr. Green's

attempt to cross the Channel last week, it was mentioned

that, finding no chance of their being able to reach the

Continent, Mr. Green and his companion, Mr. Bradley,

determined on taking an excursion inland, and started

from Brighton for that purpose on Thursday morning. It

appears that they effected their descent in a field at

Patcham a village a short distance from Brighton, on the

line of the railway. A number of men, busily employed

in reaping immediately ran to their assistance, and at the

same moment the train from London, which reaches

Brighton at half-past 12, passed the balloon. The guard,

on his arrival at Brighton, reported the circumstance to

the superintendent of the line, who despatched an express

engine to the assistance of the aeronauts. The gas being

emptied from the balloon, it was packed with the apparatus

in the car, and with Mr. Green and his companion con-

veyed to Brighton, where they intend awaiting a change of

wind, in the hope of being able to cross the Channel.

From an account since published by Mr. Bradley, it

appears that in all long voyages hitherto, the greatest

difficulty has been occasioned by the loss of gas when

the balloon has risen to a considerable altitude. Owing

to the atmosphere being there much less dense than at the

surface of the earth, the gas expands and rushes from

the neck of the balloon, thereby occasioning not only a

loss of the sustaining power, but in some cases personal

danger to the aeronauts, instances being known where

suffocation has nearly resulted in this manner. Mr. Green

now uses a line, called a guide-line, of the length of 2,000

feet, which he shortens to any requisite degree, and the

end' trailing on the ground, creates a friction, which the

levity of the balloon cannot entirely overcome. The
balloon is thus kept in the air at a height (within the

length of the guide-line), at the pleasure of the voyager,

who, when there are currents of air varying both in direc-

tion and strength at varying heights, as is generally the

case, is enabled to select that current which best suits his

object. For effecting the same end when over the sea,

about a dozen bladders, partly filled with water, and then

inflated with hydrogen gas, are attached to the end of the

guide-line; and the ascent at Brighton was for the pur-

pose of trying whether the plan would succeed on the
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Water equally well as it had proved to do on lahd. The
process of decarbonising the gas also appears to have been
successful. By the means adopted at Brighton, the levity
of the coal gas approximated to that of pure hydrogen,
and some idea may be formed of the great ascending
power which the balloon (a small one), containing 24,000
cubic feet, possessed when they left the shore, by staling
that the disposable ballast amounted at least to 6 cwt.
New Zealand Company,—A special Court of Directors

and members of the New Zealand Company was held on
Monday. The Governor, Joseph Soames, Esq., in the
chair. After a few words from the Governor, to the
effect that the meeting had been convened for Hie purpose
of raising a loan of 50,000/. to carry out the establishment
of two new colonies ; the one to be called New Edinburgh,
the other the Church of England Colony, the secretary
read the report. From this it would appear that the
company desires to increase their capital by way of loan,
instead of calling upon the shareholders to pay the remain-
ing moiety of their liabilities. The three distinct settle-
ments already established are going on satisfactorily, and
comprise a population of at least 10,000 souls. These
settlements have been placed in this position upon a
capital of 200,000/., through which the company have
acquired a property of about a million of acres of fertile
land in favourable portions of a colony in which the
minimum price of waste land is fixed by the Legislature
at 1/. per acre. "While our capital," says the report,
M has been only 200,000/., our actual outlay for colonizing
purposes has been nearly half a million ; the difference,
your directors must repeat, was supplied by the confi-
dence of the public." The report concludes by stating
that the directors are on the best terms with Government,
and that the settlement of New Edinburgh is a favourite
one in Scotland. Mr. Soames, and Sir I. L. Goldsmid
then expressed their determination to lend the money
required at 4} per cent., should the subscribers and the
public fail in making up the amount.

Metropolitan Improvements.—The Marquess of Exeter
is about to restore the building once familiar to the public
by the title of Exeter 'Change. The erection of a new
arcade from the lower end of Catherine-street, in the
Strand, to Wellington-street North, is already com-
menced, from the design of Mr. Sydney Smirke, and will
be called "Exeter 'Change/' The architecture of the
principal entrances is of the Elizabethan style, with red
brick and stone, and the interior, having a curvilinear roof
of glass, the entire length of the building, will he fitted
up with shops, exclusively appropriated to the sale of
hardware, as in the former building.

Metropolitan Antiquities The portion of London
Wall, on Tower Hill, which was surrendered in April last
by the Common Council to the Society for building
churches, in order that it might be pulled down, and a
church erected on its sile, is yet to be preserved. The
threatened removal of the wall, as one of the few remaining
monuments of Roman London, was much regretted by
antiquaries, aud Sir R. Inglis at length used his influence
to save it from destruction. The result is, that the archi-
tect has been instructed to re- arrange his plan for the
proposed church, so that the wall may be preserved entire.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of Deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, Aug. 12, was as
follows :—West districts. 118; North districts, 139 ; Cen-
tral districts, 151

;
East districts, 196; South districts,

197. Total, 801. Weekly average for the last five years,
903— (461 males, 442 females,) and for the last five sum-
mers, 845.

VJrobmcfal Kttus.
Alnwick.—The Jury, in the case of the two bodies

recovered last week from the wreck of the Pegasus steamer,
have returned a verdict of " Accidental death, occasioned
by the gross carelessness of the Master and those on the
look out

;
" and have added a deodand of 100/. against the

Company on each body. The divers are still recovering
cargo and luggage from the wreck, and several more
bodies have come on shore along the coast, the friends of
whom have been written to when they could be identified.
Birmingham—The ceremony of laying the foundation-

stone of the Queen's College of Medicine in this town
took place on Friday last, in the presence of a numerous
assemblage of the inhabitants, professors, and students.
The ceremony was opened by the Rev. C. Craven, in-
cumbent of St. Peter's, offering up a prayer for the success
of the undertaking, after which the High Bailiff depositedm the cavity of the stone a case containing copies of the
charter of incorporation, of the Warneford prize trust-
deed, of the various addresses delivered by the Rev.
Chancellor Law, Mr. Sands Cox, the Rev. Vaughan
Thomas, and Dr. Johnstone ; the prospectus of the col-
lege, with the list of professors and the laws of the Queen's
Hospital, together with coins of her Majesty. The Prin-
cipal, Dr. Johnstone, then affixed a brass plate, bearing an
appropriate inscription, and addressed the assembly at
some length upon the benefits of the institution, and
announced that a gentleman had placed in the hands of
the trustees the sum of 1,000/. for the foundation of four
scholarships of 10/., to be held for two years, to be con-
ferred upon students who shall have resided in the college
twelve months, and have been distinguished for their good
conduct, and availed themselves of the moral and religious
instruction of the warden—The local papers state that,
from all appearances, Birmingham, at no very distant
Penod, is again likely to be the scene of a great political
agitation. The present movement originated with theChamber of Commerce, which has adopted Mr. Attwood's
*iews on the currency; and that gentleman has been
requested to place himself at its head. The whole manage-
ment of the agitation, it appears, will be transferred to the

leading members of the Political Union of 1829. Ward
meetings are held almost every night, at which the
burgesses congratulate themselves upon the return of
Mr. Attwood to public life, and pledge themselves to use
every exertion in their power to support him in any
measures he may propose. No public announcement of
the mode of procedure has yet taken place, but it may be
expected in the course of a short time.

Carmarthen.—A meeting of the parishioners of Llanedy,
near Pontardulais, in this county, was held last week, to
take into consideration the various grievances which
operate prejudicially upon the interests of the country
generally, and more especially upon the agricultural
interest in Wales. The first subject discussed was the
establishment of the police force, when several farmers
addressed the meeting, contending that there was no
necessity for a rural police, and the sense of the meeting
being taken, every hand was held up against it. On the
subject of tithes, they were equally unanimous, and it was
resolved that the chairman on behalf of the meeting,
should sign a letter to the titheowner of the pariah, apply-
ing for a reduction in tithe. The meeting then discussed
the free-trade question, and the effect of the importation
of cattle under the new tariff. Several farmers stated that
they had been deluded by the notion that the Corn-law
was a protection, and that the Corn-laws did them no good
whatever, while it did them much injury. If there were
free-trade, their Corn could not be lowered much in price,
as it was all consumed by themselves, and sold to the
neighbouring towns. If they hhould not have free-trade,
the iron-works and copper-works in the neighbourhood
would fail, and the farmers would lose their customers.
The chairman then took the sense of the meeting on the
question of free-trade in Corn and all other articles of
food, when all hands were held up in its favour. The
new Poor-law was then discussed. It was stated that the
amount of Poor-rate for the parish was nearly double what
it was under the old law, while the number of poor re-
lieved was less. There are about seven parishes in the
Union, and several farmers complained of the unfairness of
compelling their small parish to pay towards the support of
the poor of the populous parish of Llanelly, which, they
contended, was the effect of the new Poor-law. They also
complained of the large sums of money paid out of the
poor-rate to officials under the new Poor-law, which
operated very heavily on their parishes, and deprived the
poor of what would otherwise be expended for them. It
was then put to the vote, which, in the opinion of the
meeting, was the best law for the rate-payers and the
poor—the new Poor-law or the old, when the poor of each
parish was relieved by the overseers. All hands were held
up against the new, and in favour of the old law. A long
discussion then ensued upon the gate grievance, when all
complained of the great number of gates, bars, &c, so
that a man could scarcely go to his own farm without
paying toll. They were willing to pay reasonable tolls,
but thought that three or four gates within ten or twelve
miles was intolerable. They also maintained that land-
lords and magistrates ought to see the reasonableness of
the proposition that lime and all kinds of manure should
be exempted from toll. The question of church rates
was also discussed, but they were more objected to from
principle, than because of the amount, which they said
was very trifling in their parish. After discussing these
subjects they agreed to an address to the titheowners and
landlords for redress. A similar meeting of the parishioners
of Llanon was held on the 9th inst., which was crowded to
excess. After several persons had spoken, a series of reso-
lutions were agreed to— copies of which were to be forward-
ed to the titheowner and landlords of the parish, and which
embodied the topics of the Llanedy meeting. They also
expressed the regret of the parishioners at the late out-
rages, but at the same time stated their firm conviction
that unless the landlords and tithe proprietors make a
reduction in proportion to that in the agricultural market,
the depredations will not terminate. The resolutions
likewise stated the intention of the parishioners to have a
stipendiary overseer to receive and pay all moneys relating
to the poor, so that the services of union officers may be
dispensed with, " as that would tend materially to restore
the country to peace and quietness once more."
Exeter.—The Western Times states that Sir W. Follett,

the Solicitor-General, netted, in special retainers at the
recent assizes, 4,000/. in fees.

Trie of Man,—The Isle of Man Joint Stock Bank
stopped payment last week. The local papers state that
its liabilities amount to about 30,000/., and that many of
the shareholders, of whom there are a large number, are
persons in moderate circumstances, on whom the loss will
fall with peculiar hardship. They also state that so great
a shock as that produced by the unexpected stoppage of
the bank, has not been experienced in the island within the
memory of the oldest inhabitant.

Jersey.—The local papers state that Mr. Aymer, the
American vaulter, who became well known in the metro-
polis a short time since by his performances at the Eng-
lish Opera-house, met his death on Thursday week, at
the Circus of Mr. Batty, in this island, where he was ful-
filling an engagement. The performance for which Mr.
Aymer was announced, concluded with a double summer-
set, in throwing which, instead of alighting on his feet, he
fell on his neck, and death was the immediate result. Mr.
Smith, a well-known trampoline and vaulter, met his
death in a similar manner, during the management of
Messrs. Ducrow and West, at Astley's, some seasons back.
Liverpool—-On Tuesday evening an attempt of a

serious character was made in Dick's Coffee-house in this
city, occupied by Mr. Newton. During the temporary
absence of the landlady from the bar, some person unknown
teft upon the table two small parcels, one addressed to
Mr. Newton, and the other to a friend of his. The land-

lord was upstairs, the house being full of company, so that
he did not open the one for himself; but the gentleman
to whom the other was sent proceeded to unwrap it, when
a box was seen, from which particles of gunpowder fell.

An inspector of police was called in, and having cut the
side of the box open, he found it to be full of the finest
gunpowder, and a lucifer match wrapped round with sand-
paper in the centre of the powder, one end being fastened
to the lid of the box with wax, so as to ignite and explode
when the lid was moved. The boxes were taken to the
magistrate, together with an anonymous letter, which was
received the day before, and the affair is now undergoing
investigation. The circumstance has caused great excite-
ment in the town, there being at the time nearly 200 per-
sons in the house.
Manchester.—The turn-out at Ashton and Dukinfield

may now be considered at an end, and the different esta-
blishments have resumed their employment. Someofthe
mills have availed themselves of the opportunity which
the turn-out has afforded to put their engines and
machinery in thorough working order.

Oxford—A correspondence has appeared in the daily
papers between Mr. Badeley, of the Temple, and the Vice
Chancellor of the University, on the subject of an address
respecting the late proceedings in the case of Dr. Pusey.
The address was signed by Lord Dungannon, Lord Cour-
tenay, the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Mr. Justice
Coleridge, Mr. Acland, and a large number of non-resident
members

_

of convocation,who begged respectfully to express
their serious regret at the course which Dr. Wynter had
adopted with reference to Dr. Pusey's sermon. " We
deprecate," they said, "that construction of the statute
under which Dr. Pusey has been condemned, which, con-
trary to the general principles of justice, subjects a person
to penalties without affording him the means of ex-
planation or defence ; and we think that the interests of
the church and of the university require, that when
a sermon is adjudged unsound, the points in which
its unsoundness consists should be distinctly stated,
if the condemnation of it is intended to operate either
as a caution to other preachers, or as a check to the recep-
tion of doctrines supposed to be erroneous." Mr. Badeley
who was commissioned to present this address, was re-
quested by the Vice Chancellor to submit it for his
inspection

; and ultimately the Vice Chancellor refused
to receive it, and returned it by the hands of his bedel.
In the letter announcing this decision, the Vice Chan-
cellor says, " In whatever point of view I feel myself at
liberty to regard it, whether as addressed to me in my
individual or my official capacity, it is deserving of the
strongest censure. In the former case, it imputes to me,
by implication, that, in a matter wherein every thoughtful
man occupying my position would most deeply feel its
painful responsibilities, I have acted without due delibera-
tion, and am capable of being influenced by many to
concede that which I have already denied to a few.
Assuming it to be addressed to me in my public capacity,
a graver character attaches to it. If it be not altogether
nugatory, then is it an unbecoming and unstatutable
attempt to overawe the Resident Governor of the Univer-
sity in the execution of his office. In either case I refuse
to receive it, and I hold it to be my duty to admonish those
who may have hastily signed it, while" I warn others who
may have been active in promoting it, to have a more
careful regard to the oaths by which they bound them-
selves upon admission to their several degrees ; this act of
theirs having a direct tendency to foment, if not create,
divisions in the University, to disturb its peace, and
interfere with its orderly government." The Oxford
journals state that a paper containing the signatures of
nearly 1,000 of the clergy, to a protest against Tractari-
anism, has been withdrawn from circulation, in conse-
quence of the earnest remonstrances of several bishops.

Portsmouth.—The Lords of the Admiralty arrived at
this port this week on a tour of inspection, having pre-
viously visited Chatham and Sheerness. After transact-
ing the usual business, they will proceed to Plymouth.
A court-martial was held on Thursday on board Her
Majesty's ship St. Vincent, for the trial of Lieut. E. C
Jenkins, late of the Ferret, on a charge of drunkenness
and insubordination. The Court found him Guilty, and
he was dismissed the service.

Reading.—On Saturday last, Mr. Cobden and Mr.
Bright paid a visit to this town for the purpose of address-
ing the farmers on the repeal of the Corn Laws. Very
few agriculturists were present, the Berks Agricultural
Association having previously recommended them to take

no part in the proceedings, and the number of the meet-
ing is said to have been under 350. Mr. Sleeman took
the chair, and Mr. Cobden, Mr. Bright, Mr. Moore, and
Dr. Perry, addressed the meeting, and a resolution in

favour of free trade was carried unanimously.
Windsor—On Thursday week Prince Albert visited

the Ordnance Survey Office in this town, for the purpose

of inspecting the plans which, by command of her Majesty,

have been taken of the Home Park, the Castle, and Town
of Windsor, including Frogmore and the Royal Gardens.

The survey is drawn on a scale of five feet to a mile by a

party of Sappers and Miners, under the command of

Capt. Tucker. The plan preparing for the office of

Woods and Forests, for the improvement of the drainage,

is on a large sheet of eleven feet square. In looking over

this plan, his Royal Highness suggested various improve-

ments, among which may be mentioned the formation ot

an ornamental canal in the Lower Park, commencing by

the Maestricht Gardens, and terminating at the extremity

of the Park, about balf-a-mile below Datchet-bridge, the

fall of which being six feet, will insure a constant running

stream. His Royal Highness gave directions for a re-

duced copy to be drawn on a scale of two feet to a mile,

for the purpose of being placed ia the library of the

J

1
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Castle, and then inspected the Ordnance plans, which are

drawn on a similar scale for the office of Woods and

Forests. The whole of the work is executed with great

minuteness, and when finished will show the contour

levels which have been struck out at every four vertical

feet above, and two vertical feet below the flood-line of

184L Several sectional lines have also been executed by

the party of Sappers and Miners appointed to assist Sir

H. de La Beche in the contemplated drainage of the

Castle and town of Windsor, which has long been con-

sidered of an infectious character. His Royal Highness

expressed his approbation of the progress of the works.

Itaihvays.—The following are the returns for the past

week:—London and Birmingham,19,04K; GreatWestern,

16,687/.; South-Western, 8,428/. ; South-Eastern, 4,51oZ
;

Eastern Counties, 3,085Z. ; North Midland, 5,225/. ;
i ork

and North Midland, 1,9«0/. ; Greenwich, 805/.; Croydon,

483/.; Brighton, 5,251/.; Blackwall, 1,408/.; Hull *n«

Selby, 1,210/. ; Midland Counties, 2,865/. ; Grand Junc-

tion, 9,420/.—At the annual general meeting of the Can-

terbury and Whitstable Company the accounts showed a

total receipt for the year of 7,785/., and the expenditure

of 4,935/., leaving a balance of 2,849/. The report stated

that great improvements had been effected at the Canter-

bury station, and that, in addition to the saving that

would accrue to the company, the distance between Can-

terbury and Whitstable might henceforth be performed in

the space of thirty minutes. The railway does not yet

return sufficient profit for the declaration of a dividend,

but the report gives hope of such announcement at the

next meeting.—The profits of the Great North of England

Company for the last half-year have amounted to 13,G22/.,

from which the Directors have declared a dividend of

1/. 5s. per share, carrying to a reserve fund the balance

of 5,259/. ; thinking it advisable to apportion this sum to

equalize dividends in future. The interest on a greater

part of the bonded debt of the company has been reduced

from five to four per cent The Sheffield and Rotherham

Company continues to pay five per cent., the amount de-

clared at the meeting of last week on the half-year's net

profit of 3,578/.—The half-yearly meeting of the London
and Blackwall Company was held on Tuesday, and was

well attended. From the report it appeared that the

number of passengers carried in the six months end-

ing June, 1842, was 1,063,015, and the amount 20,409/.

195. 4rf., and those in the corresponding period of 1843

were 999,683, and the amount 17,351/. 19s. 10<Z.
;

showing a decrease of 03,332 in the number of passengers,

and 3,057/. 19s. 6d. in amount. In the receipts for

wharfage there is an increase, and the goods traffic was
double that of the last half-year. The total revenue for

the half-year was 23,937/. 125. Id., and left a balance of

3,010/., 195. M., which would be reduced by 1,433/. 95. 9t/.,

for repairs of engines. The total capital up to the 30th
June was 1 ,289,080/. Tlie committee of investigation had
concurred in the recommendation of the directors for

extending the steam-boat traffic, as the only means of

insuring a dividend. It was stated that if a good Wool-
wich traffic could be supported, the present prospects of

the railway warranted the conclusion that with industry

and perseverance a dividend at the rate of 7£ per cent,

upon the present prices of the shares might shortly be

expected. The whole of the Directors having resigned

their seats, five of them who had expressed their willing-

ness to serve again if required, were re-elected, with five

other large shareholders, who were members of the

late committee, and for their services they are to

receive collectively 1000/. per annum.—At a meeting
lately held at Redruth, subscriptions to the extent of

25,000/. were offered for the purpose of constructing the

proposed Cornwall Railway, including 5000/. from Lady
Bassett, and 5000/. from Mr. Pendarves, M.P. It was
also announced that Lord Wodehouse and others had
taken the value of their land in shares.—The half-yearly

meeting of the Pontop and South Shields Company took

place on Monday. The report showed that, notwithstand-

ing the depression in the coal trade, on which the income
of the railway mainly depended, the total receipts for the

half-year amounted to 33,264/., the expenditure being

23,047/., leaving a balance of 10,216/., out of which the

directors recommended a dividend of 30s. per share, being

at the rate of five per cent, on the paid-up capital. The
total amount of tonnage for the half-year was 324,826,

being an increase of 9,000 tons.—A new line is now in con-

templation to join the Brighton Railway at Croydon. It is

proposed to issue from the Greenwich line, near Deptford,
and from thence to pass through Lewisham, Southend,
Eltham, Addiscombe, and Bromley, ultimately falling into

the Brighton line at its junction with the Croydon. The
estimated cost is 300,000/.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The Lord Lieutenant and the Countess de

Grey left Corrig-na-Greena, Killiney, where they have
been enjoying the sea-breeze during the summer, on
Tuesday, for the Vice-regal Lodge, and they were expected
to embark yesterday for England.—Circumstances have

occurred which have enabled the authorities to place the

mysterious murder of Lord Norbury in a train of judicial

investigation. It is now about five years since his Lord-
ship was assassinated, in open day, in a plantation on his

own demesne, and within view of his house. All that

could be ascertained at or subsequent to the inquest was,

that the murder was committed by a single individual,

who was seen to cross the country after the deed had been

perpetrated. An immense reward was offered, but no
clue could be discovered to reach the murderer. It

appears that a man named Peter Dolan is now in custody,

charged, upon sworn informations, as the actual murderer.
He was apprehended in England, and is committed to

take his trial at the next assizes for King's County.—The

weekly meeting of the Repeal Association took place on

Monday, when Mr. J. O'Connell, Jin consequence of the

absence of his father, moved its adjournment to the next

day. The rent for the week was announced to be

1,138/. 8s. Id. At this adjourned meeting, Mr. O'Con-

nell laid before them his " Plan for the renewed action of

the Irish Parliament." This document is arranged in

nine clauses. 1. The first declares that the people of

Ireland recognise, acknowledge, and will maintain the

rights of Queen Victoria and her heirs for ever. 2. In

this they also acknowledge the privileges of the Peers of

Ireland. 3. They insist on the restoration of the Irish

House of Commons, consisting of 300 members, and

solemnly 'declare that they will resist the Union by all

legal, peaceful, and constitutional means. 4. The plan

for the'restoration of the Irish Parliament is as follows :

The county members to be increased to 173; and 127

members to be returned from cities and towns. The

county of Carlow, being the only county in Ireland with

less than 100,000 inhabitants, to have an increase of one

member ; every other county having above 100,000 inha-

bitants, to have an increase of two members ;
those above

150,000, an increase of three members; those above

250,000 inhabitants, an increase of four members;

Tipperary, having more than 400,000 inhabitants, but

less than 500,000, an increase of eight members ;
and

Cork, having more than 700,000 inhabitants, an increase

of ten members. 5. With respect to towns and cities,

Dublin, having more than 200,000 inhabitants, to have

eight members. The University of Dublin, two.
^
Cork,

five, having more than 100,000 inhabitants. Limerick and

Belfast, four, having more than 500,000 inhabitants. Gal-

way, Waterford, and Kilkenny, three, having more than

200,000 inhabitants. Other towns, having about 7000

inhabitants, to have two members, and 49 other towns, next

highest in the ratio of population, one member each. A
schedule of the different places to return members to the

Irish Parliament is here added, to show their relative

population according to the returns of 1831, and the num-

ber of members assigned to each. The report then pro-

ceeds as follows :— 6. The right of voting to be what is

called 'household suffrage/ requiring six months 5

resi-

dence in the counties ; with the addition in the towns of

married men resident for twelve months, whether house-

holders or not. 7- The mode of voting for members of

Parliament to be by ballot. 8. The monarch de facto of

England, at all tim'es hereafter, whoever he may be, to be

monarch de jure in Ireland. And so in case of a future

regency, the Regent de facto in England to be Regent de

jure in Ireland. 9. The connection between Great Bri-

tain and Ireland by means of the power, authority, and

prerogatives of the Crown, to be perpetual, and incapable

of change, or any severance or separation. The foregoing

plan to be carried into effect according to recognised law

and strict constitutional principle." Mr. O'Connell then

proceeded to address the meeting on the subject of the

Catholic oath. After animadverting upon the recent

speeches of Lords Brougham and Beaumont, in the Honse
of Lords, he concluded by moving that the Repeal Asso-

ciation prepare a petition for the abolition af all oaths

affecting Roman Catholics, with the exception of the one

specified—the Oath of Allegiance—in the second article

of the treaty of Limerick. Mr. O'Neill Daunt seconded

the motion, which passed unanimously.

Dalkey.—A preliminary experiment of the principle

upon which the atmospheric railway is to act was made

on Saturday, and answered in every respect the expecta-

tions of the patentees, as well as of all those concerned

in the introduction of this important project into Ireland.

The experiment was one made solely for the satisfaction

of the engineers, the works being as yet in a very crude

and imperfect state. Some carriages being placed on the

line with the engine, and all the necessary arrangements

being made, the train started from Glasthule, a little

below Kingstown, and proceeded at a very rapid rate,

travelling over a mile and a quarter in three minutes and

a half. The arrival of this train, the first ever moved

upon any regular railway by atmospheric pressure, was

hailed by loud cheering at Dalkey. The result of the

experiment was considered to establish satisfactorily the

success of the atmospheric system. A few data of the

line of railway and the machinery may not be uninterest-

ing. "When finished there will be in length 9200 feet of

open pipe. The close pipe forming the connection with

the air-pipe is upwards of 400 yards. The engine is 100

horse-power— to be worked on the expansive condensation

principle. The air-pump is double stroke, its diameter

67 inches ; the diameter of the tube or open pipe 15

inches. The station at Dalkey is 76 feet higher than that

at Kingstown. The elevation varies—one in 57 being the

greatest, one in 240 being the least, and the main ascent

being one in 115. It is computed that the train will

descend from Dalkey by its own gravity, at the rate of

from 30 to 35 miles an hour. The sharpest curve is only

547 feet radius. Another trial took place on Tuesday
afternoon, in the presence of the Lord-Lieutenant, with

still more success than the first experiment. Two carriages

ascended at the rate of 25 miles an hour, in three minutes,

and returned down the inclined plane, by their own mo-
mentum, in five minutes, so that a rate of 50 miles an

hour may be easily obtained with perfect safety.

Cork.—The business of the British Association is the

chief topic in the Cork papers, and the proceedings are

reported at too great length for us to enter into the details.

The Earl of Rosse was chosen president of the meeting.

The report of the council stated that the Lords of the

Treasury had granted 1000/. to defray the expenses of the

publication of the reduction of the catalogue of stars in

the IJistoire Celeste, and of the catalogue of stars in the

Southern Hemisphere made by Lalande, which had beeit

effected at the expense of the Association. The report of

accounts shows that the receipts for last year were
3,271/. 45. 4rf., and that the expenditure consisted of
payments for various grants for scientific purposes,

1567. 5s. ll^d. ; printing reports, &c, 446/. ; salaries,

435/. ; and expenditure at Manchester, 328/. 85. lOd. ; leav-

ing a balance in hand of 496/. 4s. Id. The property of

the Association consisted of funded property, 5,500/.,

which, with other assets, made a total of 6,705/.—At the

meeting on Monday the general committee resolved that

the next meeting should be held at York, under the pre-

sidency of Dr. Peacock, the Dean of Ely.
Roscommon The Repeal demonstration in this town

took place on Tuesday, and was attended by as great a
number of persons as any previous meeting in the pro-

vince. The Hon. Mr. Ffrench presided. Mr. O'Connell

spoke at great length, and said he " would place the tee-

totallers in the first rank of the Repealers* Napoleon

boasted of his Body-guard'—his Imperial Guard—but he

boasted of a more than Imperial Guard—he boasted of a

guard of Christian teetotallers. He adduced the fact as a

precursor to Irish liberty, that they had five millions of

pledged teetotallers— for that mighty moral miracle had

not emanated from the hands of the Almighty for nothing.

It was it that gave them all the security they had in their

present movement. How could he have assembled such

masses—how could he have brought a million and a half

of people together if he were not backed by the teeto-

tallers ? They were the first preservers of the liberty of

Ireland, and it was for that Father Mathew was sent.

Before the expiration of the week he would publish his

plan for the restoration of the Irish Parliament. They of

course acknowledged Victoria as their Queen, God bless

her. And they would maintain all her prerogative. The
Irish House of Lords would be acknowledged with all its

privileges, and they would insist upon the Irish House of

Commons having the number of three hundred members.

He would submit to the public the number of counties,

and tlie towns which should have representatives in the

Irish Parliament. The machinery of his plan for proceed-

ing for the repeal would be laid before the people, and he

had no doubt they would seriously read it. Their success

was at hand. He read in the signs of the times and in the

actions of men, that the hour was come when Ireland

should have her own Parliament, and when her virtuous,

faithful, and religious people, would be free, prosperous*

and happy." At the dinner in the evening, Mr. O'Con-
nell adverted to the late discussion in the House of Lords

on the Catholic oath. He said he had " intended to propose

to them a resolution that day, agreeing to petition for the

abrogation of the thing called a Catholic oath. If the meet-

ing had been a smaller one, he would have done so, but

he promised them that he would let no other meeting

pass without proposing a petition to abolish that oath.

For it was without example, and it was not to be endured

that scoundrels and hypocrites should insult them, and

that they should be taunted and insulted every other day

by Broughams and Beaumonts. He never would have

consented to any arrangement including that oath, if he

did not conceive that they would have put the same con-

struction upon it as they did upon the coronation oath.

Nothing but the most prejudiced malignity could have

dared to attach the imputation of perjury to a body of

Christians who were not emancipated for years because

they would not consent to perjure themselves. Than be

subject to such insults they ought rather not to take the

oath any more, and fling the emancipation in their teeth
;

for that which he had wrung from them before, he could

get from them a second time."

Central Criminal Court.— The late Duel.—At the sitting: of

the Court yesterday morning*, George GiiUiver, Surgeon in the

Royal Horse Guards Blue, and Holland Ltckie Daniel Cuddy, a

Lieutenant in the same regiment, surrendered to take their trial

on an indictment charging them with being concerned in the

death of David Lynar Fawcett. At a few minutes after 10 the

Judges (Williams and Rolfe) took their seats upon the bench, and

the names of Alexander Thompson Munro, Duncan Trevor
Grant, William Holland Leckie Daniel Cuddy, and George
Gulliver, were called; only Mr. Cuddy and Mr. Gulliver answered,

and they were immediately placed in the dock. The Attorney-

General then said that, having carefully perused the depositions

in the case oi Mr. Gulliver, he was of opinion that the charge

against him could not. be sustained, and he, therefore, wished to

enter <x nolle prosequi us far as related to that gentleman. Mr.

Clarkson expressed his grateful feelings to her Majesty's

Attorney-General for the course he had taken, and wished

to know whether it was his intention to enter a nolle prosequi

on the Coroner's inquisition as well as on the indictment?

The Attorney-General replied in the affirmative. Mr. Gulliver

then left the dock, and Mr. Cuddy was called upon to plead to

the indictment and the Coroner's inq<nsition, to both of which

he, in a firm tone of voice, pleaded " Not guilty Both charged

him with the wilful murder of the deceased David Lynar *awcett.

The Attorney-General then stated the case for the prosecution,

and recapitulated the facts which are already known to our

readers. Mr. Gulliver was called as a witness to the main facts,

and the other parties who had already given their evidence before

the Coroner, were also brought forward as witnesses; but their

evidence was given |at such great length that we cannot now
trive itin detail. Serjeant Shee addressed the Jury for the prisoner.

He said that the only thing that was proved against Lieut. Cuddy
was that he was present; but there was no proof that he was
thus aiding, assisting, and abetting Lieut. Munro in taking the

life of the deceased ; and to find him guilty of the offence charged,

they must be satisfied that he had gone thereto assist him in the
murder of Colonel Fawcett. But so far from there being any
proof of such being the case, there was everything to show that
Mr. Cuddy was, until the very last moment before the fatal shot,
doing all in his power to prevent the calamity which took
place. Whatever might have been the conduct of the prin-
cipals in the case, it seemed probable that the seconds had
done all in their power to prevent the fatal proceedings. He
therefore called upon them seriously to deliberate before they
consented to affix the stigma of " Wilful Murder" to the name of
this young man in the commencement of his career in life. He
left the case with confidence in their hands, and if they could
not come to the conclusion that the prisoner had gone out by
previous contract, criminally to act in the matter, they could not
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connect him with the death of Colonel Fawcett, and he thought
they would agree with him in thinking that there was not suffi-
cient evidence in the case to induce them to come to the conclu-
sion that he was guilty of the charge which by the indictment
was imputed to him. The learned counsel then called General
Sir W. Clinton, who deposed that the prisoner, independently of
his conduct in the field of battle, was a person of quiet habits,
and had always borne an excellent character.—Mr. Justice Wil-
liams then proceeded to sum up. He told the Jury that there
was no doubt that all persons aiding, assisting, and abetting in
a duel were unquestionably implicated in the charge of murder
which might arise out of the transaction, and that the only ques-
tion further was purely and entirely whether the evidence did or
did not satisfy them that the prisoner at the bar was present
at the death of Col. Fawcett, and was there " aiding, assisting, and
abetting on the occasion. The learned Judge then read the prin-
cipal portions of the evidence, and commented upon such portions
of it as he wished to call to the more particular attention of the
jury. The jury did not at first leave the box, but turned round
to consult together; but after a deliberation of twenty minntes,
the Foreman addressing the Judge said, "Some of the jurorswere not satisfied that the prisoner was himself charged with
wilful murder in the indictment." Mr. Justice Williams said
the allegation in the indictment was, that Col. Fawcett was
murdered, and that the prisoner aided, assisted, and abetted in
theoffence. Mr. Sergeant Shce.-That is a charge of murder
for which the punishment is death. Several other jurors having
put questions to the Judge, the jury then, at a few minutes
before two, ret.rcd to a private room, in which they remained in
deliberation for nearly two hours and a half, when they returned
into Court with a verdict of Not Guilty.
George Blizard, gardener, was placed at the bar, charged

w,,h feloniously cutting and wounding his son, John Blizard,with intent to do him some grievous bodily harm, at Chiswick.The particulars of this case appeared in our Paper of the
12th inst. The prosecutor called at his father's house, and
questioned him angrily respecting some expressions which
he had heard were applied by the prisoner to his son's wife. It
appeared that much ill feeling existed on both sides, and the
language used by all parties was very violent. The prisoner
snatched up a reaping or grass hook, and threatened to cut thesons head off if he did not leave the house at once. The evidence
for the prosecution showed that the father then struck at the son,who in putting up his arm to ward off the blow, received a gash

r^!?M aU th^ nin
?
cles and vei^ of the fore arm, cutting

quite to the bone For the prisoner the version was, that the
son had knocked his mother's head against the wall : that he was
going to strike her again, and that the father held the hook
between them to save her, when the son accidentally cut himself.
The jury returned a verdict of Guilty, with a strong recommen-
dation to mercy. The prisoner asserted his innocence again, and
s..id that his son had frequently before beaten both him and his
mother. Mr. Just.ee Williams said that the use of those danger-
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> ^ possible, by punishment suit-ale to the atrocity of their use. In the present instance, how-
ei er, the punishment, in consequence of the recommendation of
the jury, would be comparatively slight. It was that he should
be imprisoned, with hard labour, for eight calendar months
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Ttodert Taylor was-indicted for having feloniously married oneDeborah Foster, at WJgan, his former wife being then and still
alive. It appeared that the prisoner was in the habit of holding
himself out as a son of Lord Kennedy, stating that he was en-
titled to a fortune of Go. 000/. a year, in evidence of which heproduced a paper purporting to be a copy of a will to that effect,and in this way he had gone about the country, and had unfor-tunately succeeded at Durham, Birmingham, and other places,
in inducing young women to marry him. The formal proof of
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011 ^ 116 thro»Sn,and the ease having beensummed up, the Jurv returned a verdict of Guilty. Mr. JusticeW.ghtman, in sentencing him, said, "I find that in 1839 vouwere married to a woman named Skidmorc, and in IS30 toanother woman named Wilson.of which you were convicted, and
sentenced to IS months' imprisonment. Again 1 nml that in
1840 you were convicted of marrying a woman named JDcnison,
for which you were sentenced to he imprisoned for 12 calendarmonths; and in 1842, you married a fourth person, and there is
reason to believe, that these are not *heon!y unfortunate persons
you have deceived in that manner." Fie was then sentenced tobe transported (or seven years.

MARK LANE, Friday, August 25. — The arrivals of newWheat have not been large since Monday, and the dry parcelshave realized an advance of 2*. per qr.-There is more confidence
In the tr-ade, and a few buyers of foreign at market, which has
given it more firmness. Barley is the same as on Mondav, which
is also the case with Peas and Beans. Oats arc unaltered in value.

RIWTISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Efftex, Kent, ana Suffolk . . . White— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

jj
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WHEAT-SOWING.
pOTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-
J- ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only
necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been
made in the price, and that it may be obtained cither at the
Works or of Mr. Pottkr's Agents, who have testimonials of its
efficacy.—28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, London.

U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON:
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

RENDLE'S TANK-SYSTEM OF HEATING.
Second Edition, just published.

A TREATISE (with Engravings), on Mr. RENDLE'S
-*--»- SYSTEM op HEATING HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
can now be obtained of the Author, or through all Booksellers,
at 55. each copy.

Longman, Brown, Green, and Longman.
Union-road Nurseries, Plymouth, Aug. 22, 1843.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
rriIE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly
J- intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating a
Garden of moderate size. Price 25. cloth, a New and Enlarged
Edition.

THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;
Or Lmnsean Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden
Practice. Price 2s.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.
Price u. 3d.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE
;

Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of Per-
son. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who " wash at home." Price Is. Qd.

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional Aid
cannot readily be procured. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price Is. Qd.

London: w.S.Orr &Co. ; andW.&R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

No. VIII. was published on the 1st of August, and will be con-
tinued, at Sixpence a Month, of theQ ARDENERS' EDITION of the BOTANIC

j— GARDEN
j with numerous Additions and Engravings of Plants.

«y B. Madnd, F.L.S. It contains Coloured Engravings of the
most Ornamental Plants, suited to the open Garden, with Descrip-
tions, Cultivation, &c, for the assistance of Gardeners and Ama-
teurs. Also, a FLORAL REGISTER, with Woodcuts and Descrip-
tions of handsome Plants, newly introduced from Foreign Countries.
Also, AN AUCTARIUM, containing Miscellaneous Information on
Gardening Affairs. Also, a portion of Pkokkssor Hkvslow's
BOTANICAL DICTIONARY of 5,000 Words, and 200 Cuts,
descriptive of the Vegetable World; a complete Book of Reference
on Subjects connected with the description of Plants.

Thus, it will be seen, that this Work, although sold at so very
moderate a price, comprehends a greater variety of Botanical and
Gardening Information than any Publication extant.

London: R. Gkoombridge, Patcrnoster-row.

"pDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-
*--* turists to the different articles manufactured by him in
SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isle-
wortii, upon application to the Gardener—Sundays excepted.

pHEAP STATIONERY, CUTLERY, WORK^
Vy BOX, WRITING-DESK, and DRESSING-CASE MANU-
FACTURER.— Stoker's Embossed Postage Envelopes, without
Advertisements, Is. per dozen to purchasers of other articles; fine
Bath-post, 3ri. per Quire, os. per Beam ; ditto Note, '2d. per Quire,
3*. per Ream; Queen's Size (Note), 2.5. per Ream ; very superior
Foolscap, Sd. per Quire, 12*. M. per Ream ; Envelopes, 6d. per 100

;

Copy Books, Ad. each, 3.s\ (id. per dozen
; good Pens, Is. 6d. per 100

;

Embossed Blotting Books, 6d. each; superior Bibles, gilt edges,
15. \0d. each ; ditto Prayer Books, Is. 6d. each; good Pen-knives, 6d.
each; Rosewood Work-boxes, 2s. ; Rosewood and Mahogany supe-
rior Desks, 7s. Gd. ; superior Pocket-books, 6d. each, &c, &c.
Goods exchanged, or Money returned if not approved of. A name-
plate engraved, and 100 best Cards printed for 4s. Qd. Bookbinding,
Printing, and Engraving, at the lowest terms ; 10 per cent, off new
Books and Music. Parcels of 2/. value forwarded 100 miles free of
carriage; of 10s., 5 miles from London, and any amount in town.
Lists of Prices, and samples of Paper, sent on the receipt of two
postage-stamps, from SlopkVs Stationery Warehouse, 20, George-
street, Portman-squarc, London.
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GAZETTE OP THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS—J, C.

Kingsbury, near Hyde, c
Charing-eross, printseller

Or.l, late of Waterloo-place, Pall-mall, but now of
loaJ-factor—M. H. L. G. Cnlnaghi, 23, Cockspiir-street
ir—B. Melmoth, Yeovil, Somersetshire, victualler—

s'

r. rarsons, Pontardavve, (ilamorf-anshire, iron-founder—R. Caldecott and J*
?„ _*:?!.', Mani*e«er, sUk-merners-J. W. Davis and F. Davis, Liverpool',

IMPORTANT TO LADIES.
T7~EARSLEY'S ORIGINAL WIDOW WELCH'S
-*-*- FEMALE PILLS, so long: and justly celebrated for their
peculiar virtues, are strongly recommended to the notice of every
lady, having* obtained the sanction and approbation of most gen-
tlemen of the Medical Profession, as a safe and valuable Medi-
cine in effectually removing obstructions, and relieving all other
inconveniences to which the female frame is liable, especially
those which, at an early period of life, frequently arise from want
of exercise and general debility of the system : they create an
appetite, correct indigestion, remove giddiness and nervous head-
ach, and are eminently useful In windy disorders, pains in the
stomach, shortness of breath, and palpitation of the heart; being
perfectly innocent, maybe safely used in all seasons and climates.
V* It is necessary, owing to the numerous imitations, to inform

the Public that KEARSLEY'S is the only ORIGINAL and GE-
NUINE MEDICINE of this description ever made, and has been
prepared by them for more than Fifty Years ! ! Purchasers are
particularly requested to remark, that as a testimony of authen-
ticity, each Bill of Directions contains an affidavit, and bears the
signature of "C. KEARSLEY," in writing, and each box is
wrapped in white paper. Price 2s. Qd.

Sold, Wholesale and Retail, by J. Sanger. 150, Oxford-street,
London; and all respectable Medicine Vendors throughout the
country.

S. Colp.us, Newcr.stlr.npnn-Tyne, Rrocer—J. B. Pow, Newcastlo.-npon-
iyne, siiip «ina insurance broker—W. Cheswafh, NVwtnn, Cheshire, brewer—
A. Cunningham, Bolton, provision-denler-C. B. Buchanan and \V. Cunning-
ham, Liverpool, men b.-mtR.
SCOTCH SBQUBSTRATION.-J. Allan, Glasgow, ironmonger.

Ti^vS^n^^hJ}1^ V"';:'"
:" A ">w>o» * few rfavs irince, the Princess

he r I; w/nrfmr C v [, ™W^ 1"'
?
ml C"»"^» "f Shrewsbury, of a son and

MARRIED—On the inth inst.. W.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice.—XL A Vegetable White Powder, prepared from Oriental Herds
most Delicious Odour And Sweetness, and free from any

'I or pernicious ingredient—it eradicates Tartar from themi iter U\

*w),ii„l\
r "

•
a>'G- xn the Pvrcnees, from an accidental explosion of his ffunwhile shootm^ uarlow lloyj^ la(e M#P- for Southampton, ,

" fcun

lee/h, removes decayed spots, preserves the Enamel, and fixes
the Teeth firmly in their sockets, rendering them beautifully
white. Being an anti-scorbutic, it eradicates Scurvy from theGums; strengthens, braces, and renders them of a healihy red : itremoves unpleasant tastes from the moulh, which often remain
after fevers, taking medicine, &c, and imparts a delightful
fragrance to the breath.— Price 2s. Qd. per box, duty included.
ROWLAND'S ALSANA EXTRACT immediately relieves the

most violent Toothach, Gum-boils, Swelled Face, fyc.s it is also
an excellent Stomachic, in cases of Flatulency, Spasmodic Affec-
tions, §c, and gives instantaneous relief.—Price 2s. Qd., 4s. 6d.
and 10*. Qd. per bottle.

Notice.—a. Rowland & son, 20, hatton-garden,
LONDON, is engraved on the Government Stamp, which is
pasted on each article ; also printed, in red, on the wrapper of
the latter. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers,

RUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
„t™ BYTHE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

tnSn'i! l) ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.A1TWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewes,

This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary
degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it
in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the
faculty with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3Chum from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. s6to28lbs.
Price, carnage paidi

to London. / 25s' 355 - 42$.

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4.5. 6d.
t
6s. f and 7s. Larger

sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Prints
supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmon-
ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.
To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Right's Brush Warehouse,
No. 80, Oracechnrch- street; Livisrmokk and Son, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford-street; Bknham, IQ, Wigmorc- street, Cavendish-
square. Lxport Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fcnchurch-street.

14 BNRY HUNT'S PATENT GARDEN POTS and
.
ST

.

AN'
I)

l

s
» for effecting improved Drainage and draught of

Air, of which highly favourable notices have appeared in Pa,rto7i's
Magazine for May, Gardeners' Magazine for June, Practical
Florists No. 23, and Gardeners9 Gazette, May 6. Sold Wholesale
and Retail at Hunt's China Warehouse, Queen's-row, Pimlicoj
and No. 17, Great Rider- street, St. James's. N.B.—Nurserymen
wanted asAgents for the above in many of the provincial towns.

A LMOST INCREDIBLE—GILDING.—The instant
J.X revival of the original lustre of Gilding-, by merely sponging
the surface with Upton's Gold Detergent, and the entire re-

solicitation to purchase. Upton and Co., Lamp Manufacturers,
33, George-street, Hanover-square; and 66, Basinghall-slrcet,
City. N.Ji.— Gold Detergent, 2s. 6d. per bottle. Lacquer and
Bronze, i&*. orf. Lamp (interior; is. 4d. The trade supplied on
liberal terms. ll

GARDEN, FISHING, SHEEP AND RABBITV^ NETS.--New Garden Net, \^d. per yard, mended Sea Fish-
ing Nets, c,a. per yard, woollen, worsted, and other warp and
Fly Nets. All kinds of Nets for Fishing. Shcepfolding Net,
4%d. per yard, 3^ feet high. Long Hare and Rabbit Net on cords
50, 80, and 100 yards each. Net for Fences against Rabbits,
Cats, Dogs, &c, 2d. per yard. Also on Sale. POLICEMEN'S
CAPES, AN© TARPAULING COATS, for Gardeners, Game-
keepers, Watchers, and Farm Servants; the Capes at 2s. and
2s. 6d. each. Also large Capes like Cloaks. Upwards of 100
New and Second-hand Tents and Marquees for sale. Robert
Richardson, Net and Tent maker, No. 21, Tunbridge-placc,
New-road, near Euston-square.

TO LET* near Royal Leamington Spa, SIX ACRES
-X. of GARDEN GROUND, with a substantial and roomy
DWELLING-HOUSE, Stabling and Dove-house attached. The
ground is in the highest state of cultivation, of which Four Acres
is planted with a variety of Fruit-trees, Two Acres Asparagus and
Seakale. Also, Four and a half Acres of rich Greensward. Pos-
session to be had at Michaelmas or St. Thomas.
For Particulars, inquire of Mr. B. Law, the Proprietor (who is

retiring from business), Long Itchington, near Southam, and
at Royal Leamington Spa.

TO NURSERYMEN, Sec.
ryO BE LET, half a mile from Staines, Middlesex, a
-»- Six- roomed Cottage, in excellent repair, and suitable Out-
houses, Piggery, &c, with Garden, Small Meadow, right of com-
mon and moor ; also, if required, a Kitchen-garden, 300 feet bv 90,
surrounded by walls 9 feet high, well stocked with wall Fruit-
trees and Espaliers, Tanks, Pumps, &c.; the Graperv is in good
repair, and has excellent Vines. Rent, 35 guineas per annum
for the whole, or 20 guineas without the Kitchen-garden and
Grapery.—Apply to Mr. Taylor, Builder, Staines.

TO GARDENERS, FLORISTS, &c.TO BE SOLD, the LEASE, &c. of about half an acre
-*- of Garden-ground, with Cottage, and large Greenhouse,
most desirably situate, about three miles from Covent-garden. For
particulars, apply at the Rosemary Branch Nursery, Shcpperton
Cottages, New Noith-road, Islington.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

A S FOREMAN, in a Small Nursery or Private Gar-
-£-**den.~A steady middle-aged Man, who has passed the greatest
part of his life in the various departments of 1 he Nursery business,
would have no objection to a Situation as Forester and Gardener.
—Direct to Mr. J. Russell, No. 47, Cochrane-terrace, St. John's-
wood, Regent's-park.

A S GARDENER.—A married Man, free from encum-
-^*- brance, who possesses a Practical experience in every
department of the Profession, would have no objection to the
management of a few acres of land, new ground work, and Im-
provements in general; can have a most unexceptionable cha-
racter from the family he last lived with.—Direct to M. P., No. t$

Durham-place, NottingHill, Kensington.

A S GARDENER.—A middle-aged married Man, with-
-^*~ out family, who practically understands his business, and
also the Management of Land ; can have an excellent character
from his last Situation. His Wife is a good Cook and Dairymaid.
No objection to in-doors, or out or any part of the country.—
Direct to 11. W., care of Mr. Cutbusij, Nurseryman, Highgatc,
Middlesex,

AS GARDENER.—A middle-aged Man, having a tho-

rough practical knowledge of his profession in all its various

branches, being about to leave a Gentleman, a F. H.S., from
causes which can be satisfactorily explained, and from whom he

can have a six years' character, is desirous of obtaining a Situation.

No single-handed place will be taken.—Direct to E. P., Post-oflicc,

Croydon.

AS GARDENER, at Home or in any of the Colonies.

—A respectable middle-aged Man, who perfectly understands

his business and the Suffolk system of Farming, the Breeding or

Cattle, &c. Every satisfaction as to character and quahficatums

can be obtained by applying to P. G., at Mr. Kkoan's, Seeds-

man, Great Russell-street, Covent-garden.

Printed by Mussrs. HnAimunY
the Precl

and Evan*, Lomhard-sl.rept, Fleet-street, "»

w„ , . Jlnc of VhStelrinra, in the City of London, and Published by them

at the Owio*, 8, CHA»i*;-*^»f£ Covbht Gardbk, in the County£* *f^
d

dlesex, where all Advertisements and Communications are to be auureseo*

to the iSditor.-Saturd&y, Augusta©, 1843.
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TTLORICULTURA.L SOCIETY OF LONDON.
~ The Evening Meetings will beheld every Tuesday during
the month of September for the judgment of Seedling Dahlias.
AH flowers must be named and forwarded to the Secretary at

the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand, carriage free. Six

blooms are required of Seedlings of 1842, and one of those oi

the present year.—Aug. 31, 1843. T. C. Wildman, Hon. Sec.

WYCOMBE DAHLIA SHOW.-Open to all England

—The Autumnal Show of the High Wycombe Horticul-
tural and Floral Society will be held in Mr. Langstonk's garden,
°n Wednesday the 6th September inst. Open to the admission
of the public at One o'clock, by Members' tickets, or by payment
°f One Shilling. J. G. Tatkm and T. Wheelbe, Secretaries,

Ofwhom further particulars may be had.

TO GROWERS OF CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS.
~V"OUELL & CO. beg respectfully to announce that
*• their extensive stock of the above plants are this season
unusually fine, and having spared no expense, by getting in large

quantities of every known variety worthy of cultivation and for

competition at any Horticultural Exhibition throughout the king-
dom, they flatter themselves that they are in a position to execute
orders to any extent and upon such advantageous terms as to be
satisfactory to those who may favour them with their commands.
They would also beg leave to remark that their stock of the above,
amounting to upwards of 40,000 pairs of the very best sorts in

cultivation, will be a sufficient guarantee that none but strong
healthy plants will be sent out, and as every run or degenerated
plant is destroyed when in bloom, parties may be fully assured of
receiving none but those true to name and colour.

Prices as follows:— £ *. <*.

12 pairs of good show varieties, 1 pair of each .14
12 „ fine ditto ditto . . l 10

25 „ ditto ditto ditto . .300
12 „ Extra fine and very superior ditto . 2 10 o

25 „ ditto ditto ditto . .500
12 ,, ditto Pinks ditto . . 12 o

25 „ ditto ditto ditto . . 1 o
The. selection being left to You km, and Co.

Catalogues will be shortly ready, and may be had on applies-

tion.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Aug. 31, 1843.

SPLENDID SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co. beg leave to inform the

Public, that they have obtained the entire stock of the fol-

lowing very Splendid PELARGONIUMS, raised by Capt. Thtjr-
*Ell, R.N., which possess tho3e qualities now indispensably
requisite in a first-rate flower—good habit, round shape, and firm
Petal ; and they feel convinced that such novelties cannot fail to
Please those who purchase them, and will greatly improve all

select collections.
Pluto (ThurtelTs) 2is

Horatio Nelson do. 21.?

Phosphorus do. 1*

Princess Royal (ThurtelTs) 2U
Fairy Queen do. 21,9

Ceres do. %{s
The whole collection of six distinct varieties for 5/., package

^eluded.
A description of ' Pluto" is given m the Gardeners* Chronicle

°f June 17 1843. " Horatio Nelson" was exhibited at the Chia-
^ick Show in June last, and was greatly admired. A iX\\\

descriptive character of all these is contained in L., P., & Qo/s
Catalogue of Pelargoniums, which may be had on application.
Strong piants will be ready for delivery in October next.

., L., P., & Co. beg leave further to say, that, having in this, as in
the case of Mr. Beck's Seedlings, determined upon making a
peat reduction in the prices which Seedling Pelargoniums of the
h'Shest character are usually let out at, they hopem consequence
to meet with an extensive sale.-Exctcr Nursery, Aug. 30, 1343.

10

5

15

J
DUTCH FLOWER BULBS.

CARTER begs leave to inform the Nobility, Gentry,
• and his Customers in general, that his new CATALOGUE

UF GENUINE DUTCH BULBS is now ready. Should any of
Jus correspondents not receive a copy in the course of a few days,
nc will immediately forward one on application.

238, High Holborn, London.

J
PINE CAPE ERICAS (HEATHS), EPACRISES, &c.

& J. FAIRBAIRN beg leave most respectfully to
• solicit the attention of Gentlemen desirous of forming new,

J*
of extending their present Collections of these much-admired

wibes of Plants, to their Stock, which arc in the finest health and
v'gour possible, and from its extent they are enabled to offer any
quantity upon the following advantageous terms :— ^ s. d.
100 fiue flowering plants, including SO Ericas and 20 Epa-
^crises, of the best and most esteemed kinds . • . • 7

11 do. do., including 60 Ericas and 15 Epacmes 6

•?° do. do. „ 40 Ericas and 10 Epacnscs 5

f do. do. „ • 20 Ericas and 5 Epacrises 3
12 do. do. „ Choice Ericas . .-220

,
J. & J. F. take leave to acquaint Cultivators of Fuchsias and Vcr-

Denas that their collections contain the best and most esteemed
Pieties. All orders they may be favoured with packed with the
greatest care, and delivered free in Loudon.

P,s -~"-A remittance or reference required from unknown corre-
spQuclents.-Nurscries, Claphwn, near London, August 28, 1843.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.-
LIST OF PRIZES

offered at the Exhibitions in the Gardens, in 1S44.
' MEDALS AND REWARDS.

The Society distributes the following Medals and Rewards; viz

value—£ s. d.

C. The Certificate

SB. SilvcrtBanksian Medal ... 1

SK. Silver Knightian Do 1

LS. Large Silver Do 1

SG. Large Silver Gilt Do 4

GB. Gold Banksian Do 7

GK. Gold Knightian Do 10

LG. Large Gold Do. .... 20

Exhibitors to whom any of these shall be awarded can ex-

change them one for another, or may receive their value in

money, or in plate. In case an Exhibitor shall receive a First

Prise in any one Letter, he shall not be entitled to receive any

other Medal in the same Letter, except in CC
t
DD, and EE.

CLASS L—FLOWERS; for which Nurserymen and

Private Growers exhibit independently of each other.

A. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 new and first-rate varieties,

cultivated with superior skill, in pots of 2-1 to a cast. GB—
SG-LS—SK.

, ,

B. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots of 12 to a

cast. SG—LS—SK.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in B cannot also exhibit in C.

C. Pelargoniums, in collections of 6* varieties, in pots of 8 to a

cast. LS— SB.
#• Rhododendrons, in pots; not fewer than 6 plants in varie-

ties. LS—SK-SB.
E. Roses, in pots; Amateurs to show in collections of 12, Nur-

serymen in collections of 25, distinct varieties. GB—
SG—LS.
N.B. It is the wish of the Society in a future season, to

require Roses to be shown exclusively in pots ; and not to

allow cut specimens to be exhibited at all.

F. Moss Roses in loose bunches, so as to exhibit, as far as pos-

sible, the habit of the variety; in 12 varieties. SK—SB—C.

G. Other Roses, exhibited as in the last letter, and in 50 varieties.

LS—SK—SB-C.
N.B. No one who exhibits in this letter can also compete for

the following.
H. Other Roses, exhibited as in the letter F, and in 25 varieties,

SK—SB—C.

N.B. Higher medals than those here offered for Roses cannot

be given by the Judges. And if Roses are brought for ex-

hibition without attention to the regulations here explained,

they will not be allowed to be placed on the tables.

I. Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 distinct varieties. GB—SG
— LS.
N.B. It is expected that the same plant shall not be exhibited

on more than one occasion.
K. Cape Heaths, in collections of 6 distinct varieties. SG— LS
—SK.
N.B. No person who shows in I will be allowed to exhibit

also in A".

L. Calceolarias, in sixes ; in pots of 12 to the cast. LS—SK—SB.

i
M. Carnations, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. LS-SK—SB.

N. Picotees, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. LS—SK—SB.
0, Pinks, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. SK— SB.

CLASS II.—FLOWERS ; for which all persons are ad-

mitted to equal competition.

P. Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of 30 plants. GK
-GB—SG— LS.
N.B. Heaths, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Greenhouse Azaleas,

Rhododendrons, Orchidacete, Cacti, and Pelargoniums, to

ZZT~ be excluded from P, Q, and R.

Q. Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 15 plants. GB
—SG—LS.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in P not to compete in Q also.

B. Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 6 distinct species,

SG-LS-SK. „, , „
N.B. Persons exhibiting in P or Q will not be allowed to com-

pete in /i also.
, ,

S. Greenhouse Azaleas, in 12 distinct varieties. C,L—SG—LS.

T. Greenhouse Azaleas, in 6 distinct varieties. SG—LS.
N.B. No one can show in both classes of Azaleas.

U. Stove or Greenhouse climbers, in collections of 6 species.

SG—SK.
V. Exotic OrchiriaccKS, in collections of not fewer than 20 species.

LG—GK—GB. .

N.B . Exhibitors cannot show in more than one of the classes,

Vt W, and X.
W. Exotic Orchidacese, in collections of not fewer than species.

GK-GB—SG.
X. Exotic Orchidacese in single specimens. SG—LS—SK.
Y, Plants in glass cases, grown on Mr. Ward's plan. SG—LS

-SK.
N.B. It is highly desirable that these cases be made with a

movable door, so as to prevent the condensation of the

water on the inner face of the glass during the time of ex-

hibition.

Z. Distinct varieties of Tall Cacti in flower. GB—SG—LS-

N.B. The GBandSG Medals are not to be given if fewer than
six varieties are exhibited.

AA. Fuchsias in collections of 12 distinct varieties. LS—SK.
jiB. Cinerarias, in pots, in collections of 12 distinct varieties.

SK—SBi
CC. Single .'Specimens of new or extremely rare ornamental

plants. bG—LS—SK—SB— C.
N.B. These Medals will be awarded by the Society's Officers,

and not by the usual Judges. Exhibitors will particularly

observe that none but new or rare plants can be exhibited
under this letter. Nothing will be regarded asnew which has
beon exhibited in the Gardens in a previous season.

DD. Miscellaneous subjects. SK—SB-C.
N.B'. Cockscombs, Heartsease, Hydrangeas, and cut flowers,

are altogether excluded from exhibition. Exhibitors under
this head will not be thereby entitled to a pass ticket.

EE. Seedling Florist's flowers. SK—SB—C.

N.B. Every seedling must be shown singly, and must be
marked with the name it is to bear. The same seedling
cannot gain a prize more than once in the season. Pelar-
goniums are to be shown in pots, and not in a cut state.

No person will he allowed to exhibit more than rive seed-

lings at each meeting. Exhibitors under this head will not

be thereby entitled to a pass ticket.

In' addition to any medals assigned to the classes /, P, Q, and

W the SK and SB medals are offered for the two collections in

those classes which shall be best named by the Exhibitor.

N-B. The Society's officers, who will make this award, will be

cuided' in their judgment by a consideration not only of

correctness of the names, but of the accuracy of the spelh

and the neatness of the writing.

CLASS III.—FRUIT ; for which Market Gardeners,

Fruiterers or persons in the habit of regularly supply-

ing the market, and private growers, exhibit independ-

ently of each other.

N.B. All fruit must be fumy ripe and wbll-colourbd; if the
contrary it vill be disqualified.

FF. Miscellaneous collection! of fruit, consisting of at least three

different kinds, Peaches aid Nectarines being considered as

only one kind. GK—GB— LS.

N.B. Cucumbers, TomaUes, Gourds, and similar Kitchen

Garden produce, are exduded from this letter.

GG. Grapes. SG—LS—SK-fcB.
HIL Pine-Apples. SG-LS-SK-SB.

m
.

II. Peaches or Nectarines, in (ishes of six specimens. SK—SB.
KK. Other kinds of fruit. SI—SB-C.

% ...
Judges.—The Judges have the power of increasing or dimimsh-

hr* the number and value o.' the Silver Medals offered by the

Society for particular objects, md also of conferring Silver Medals

or Certificates in cases not ccntemplated in these regulations, if

they think it necessary to do so. .

The Judges are also required to bear in mind that the Society s

Medals are offered less for new and curious objects, than for fine

specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the Council in in-

stituting these meetings being not so much to encourage the

collector as to reward the skilful Gardener ; they are also not to

make any award in cases where the objects exhibited do not

appear worthy of a Medal ; otherwise a bad single exhibition

might obtain a prize, merely because there is no better exhibition

of the same class to oppose it.

Copies of the above list may be obtained at 21, Regent-street,

upon application to the Secretary.
,

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.

the
nig,

PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE
QUEEN, HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, 1HJ5.

EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE LORD BISHOP OF LON-
DON, LORD VISCOUNT LORTON, LORD SONDES, hcc. ;

as well as by the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

YOUELL & Co. have much pleasure in announcing

they will be enabled to supply, at the latter end of Oct. next, fine

Canes of theabovehighlv- valuable and much-esteemed RASPBERKir
—unequalled for the extraordinary size of its fruit and richness offa-

vour. Those to whom Y. & Co. scntitlast season have expressed their

Inch admiration of its superiority over all other varieties, and it nas

been awarded several prizes at various Horticultural exhibitions

during the season. As aproof that they have not exaggerated its excel-

lent qualities, Fruit was submitted to Dr. Lindlby (see Gardener

Chronicle of the 22d Julv. page 502), whose opinion ol it is as 101-

lows :-" Fastolff Rasp^erry.-Wc have received from Messrs.

Youkll, of Great Yarmouth, trait of the Fastolff Raspberry and

we find that it merits all that has been stated in favour of its excel-

lence. The fruit received is very large, obtusely conical, and oi rich

flavour, far exceeding in this respect some other new and large

varieties. The plants bear abundantly and m long succession.

Thev also exhibited it, on the 1st of August, beiore the London Hor-

ticuftural Soeiety,21, Regent-street, and a prize was awarded to them.

It would, therefore, be unnecessary for Youell & Co. to recommend

it more fully, or with greater confidence, to the notice of the public,

merely observing that it continues in high perfection throughout the

autumnal months, and has maintained its superiority w the most

unfavourable soils and situations, and requires no other than the

ordinary treatment of the old varieties. Fine Canes will be

ready by the latter end of October, and can be sent with safety to

any part of the United Kingdom (on the receipt ot a 1 ost-omce

order; upon the following terms :— * *• d'

Packages containing 100 Canes . • 2 5 u

50 ,, - .15
25 I,

. -OHO
Packages included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 arc ordered. , - .

Extensive orders are already received for the above
;
and to prevent

a repetition of the disappointment which many experienced last

season, by Y. & Co. not being able to meet the demand, they there-

fore respeetfullv solicit earlv application.

Myatt's "British Queen" Strawberry, 20s. per 100.

„ "Eliza" » l0s -

_Great Yarmouth Nursery^Angnst 31, 1843.

NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES,
Raised by the Rev. J. Burrolxhs, of Norwich. Mrs. Beavon,
red edge, 10s. 6d. ;

Miss Jane, fine purple edge, 10s. Gtf.j and
Miss Osborne, scar:et edge, 7s. 6</.

T\/| EfeSRS. NORMAN being appointed to send these
-*-*-*- out, feel confident the first two will give great satisfaction,

having gi own two pairs of each, and have exhibited them in their

winning pans ; also first prize for Mrs. Beavon, in class-shewing;

they possess beautiful long pods, petals large with a good wire-

edging round each, making a noble back tier flower. The stock

being limited, early application will be necessary. They have

also fine plants of John's Prince Albert, purple edge, 7s- Gd- per

pair. N. & B. Norman beg to state that their Catalogues can be

had, on prepaid application, of their select and useful Show
varieties, with winch they have gained 29 prizes at the principal

exhibitions near London.—Bull Field s, Woolwich.

TO GROWERS OF PANSiES.

JAMES MAY begs to return his most sincere thanks

to his numerous Customers and Friends for all past favours,

and at the same time begs to apologise to many ££
"oc oemg

able to comply with inanv orders which l»e was favoured with

last spring, 111 consequence of being short of P™1 ^, nis stock

having suffered so much by his removal from»™™£ *;«
is now happy to inform the Public that he to

"g^StoSeT8out fine healthy plants, con^Jng Z^^Sl^*
moderate prices, a list ol which may "^ ,,rt

^ rtrt ii«V*-Qa < *i

cation. Exirn fine Pansy Seed, all warranted collected Irom the

best named varieties, 2*. 6d.. 5«. to i°s:}>CIJ>
*
ff«;

May's Crimson Superb Sweet William, plants, 4s. per doz.

;

Bee

p
d
anS jggftglg*?-. "ear London.

i^KW PELARGONIUMS.

WE. RENDLE respectfully informs Amateurs who
• arc in want of a few good Pelargoniums to improve their

collections, that he will supply a selection from the following

it

v Peel ; with a Plant of

LYNE'S DUKE of CORNWALL, or SUNRTSE.
Catalogues of Pelargoniums can be obtained— Plants will be de-

livered in October next—Orders w.Jl be executed in strict prece-

dence—Plants will be added to compensate for carriage—

Reference or remittance required from unknown correspondents.

—Uniou-road Nursery, Plymouth, August 31, 1843.
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VARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACNTHS and other BULBS.

OUELL & Co. beg respectfully to inform the readers
-*- of the Gardeners' Chronicle that one of their Firm has just

returned from Haarlem, having elected a most extensive Stock
of the finest HYACINTHS, as veil as a general assortment of
BULBS, for which that city is scjustly famed; and flatter them-
selves, from the facility of comnunication between Yarmouth
and Haarlem, the distance net Dccupying more than 10 or 12
hours, and from the varieties beirg chosen for their great beauty
and size of flowers during the blo>ming season, that the Listwifl
be found to contain none but the very best sorts, adapted either
for glasses, forcing, or open borde? culture. Prices, as follows

:

Fine Single or Double Show Fyacinths . 1 e ,

Red, Blue, White, or Yelbw . . ; &*. per doz.

Extra fine Ditto g*. to 12*.
Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 18s.

The selection being let to Youell & Co.
Also, Narcissus, Early Single and Double Tulips, Jonquils,

Gladiolus, Iris, Ixias, Ranuncuhs, Double and Single Anemo-
nes, Crocus, &c, Catalogues of wiich may be had on application.
Bulbs added to compensate for l»ng carriage. A few plants of
Hydrangea japonica, 155. each.—^reat Yarmouth Nursery, Aug.
31, 1843.

> f

it

^
SEEDLING VERBENAS.

Q GIRLING, of Danecrcft Nursery, Stowmarket,
KJ . begs to offer the under-mentioned SEEDLINGS, as superior
and distinct from any others in cultivation, and refers his Friends,
and Purchasers generally, to the opinions given in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of J uly 22, and following weeks j independent of which
they have been seen by several extensive growers and first-rate
judges, professional and amateur, who have ordered them liberally.
They will be ready to sen] out on the 1st of October, and can be
had on forwarding a Post-office order for the amount, by unknown
correspondents, or some respectable reference.
Ametrystina—A beautiful bright lavender ; large pips ; forming
an immense truss of fragrtnt flowers. 5.9.

BKAUTv-Fine lively cherry -coloured pink ; excellent shape and
habit

; immense bloomer
: one of the most distinct and beauti-

ful of all the Verbenas in cuit.vation. 55.
Bridesmaid-A beautiful pale blush, tinted with blue; verv

fine. 9s. 67/.

Boule db Feu—This is of the most dazzling scarlet, making all
other scarlets appear as pink or pale crimson. 3s. 6d.

Fortune-teller—Blush pink
; immense trnsser, some ofwhich

measure 10 inches in circumference. 3s. 6d.
Longiflora—Violet purple ; very large, and remarkable for the

length of its tube : fine. 3s. 6d.
Renown— rich maroon, fine shape, and very compact, extra

fine, 3.s. Qd.

Minstrel Hoy—lilac and white, with a bright pink Eye, a
pleasing and good variety, 3.9. 6d.

White Perfection—a beautiful pure white, with bright blue
centre, excellent shape, and habit fine, 3.s. 67/.N-B.—The above can be had separately, at the prices quoted,

or the set of Nine for 25s. A double set for 45s. 3 or treble, forML
inclosed in tin-boxes, where a set are taken, and forwarded, post
free, to any part of the kingdom.

c-
S^' a

i?° ,

be
.

gs t0 statc that he wiU have two fine distinct
ocedlmgl-uchsias to send out early next spring, at which time
Plants of all the leading kinds in cultivation can be had at
moderate prices. To Dahlia Growers, S. G. takes this opportu-
nity of saying, his extensive Collections are nearly in full bloom :—by rail communication from the Eastern Counties' Railway to
Colchester, and thence by Criterion coach you reach Stowmarket
tne same evening, and the same coach leaves Stowmarket everymorning (Sundays excepted), quarter before eight, and reaches
-London by one o'clock the same day ; fare from London to Stow-
market, io*.

"T\R. HORNER is about to part with his Fine Col-J-' lection op RANUNCULUSES
; hence thev are now

offered for sale. They consist only of the rarest and finest varie-
ties, being chiefly a selection from the best of Tyso's, Lightboddy's.
and Weterstone's, with a few others. There are about 1300 or
1400 roots, and nearly 200 sorts ; they will be parted with very
much below their cost and value. Parties may be referred towho
have seen them in bloom.—

H

ullf Aug. 28, 1843.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.T and W. MYATT are now ready to send out their" • NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit
of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural
Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been
submitted to Professor Lindlev, for whose opinion see Gardners'
Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting
at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the iame
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. 10.s\; British Queen, 1/., and
Eliza, 10s. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, July 22, 1843.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEASW J. CORMACK & CO., beg to announce to
* " * their Friends and the Public that they have harvestedthe

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as
the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring,' in
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3s. 6d. per quart.
The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—" Cormack's Early Kent Pea," 14,?. per bushel.
Newcross, Aug. 30. 1843.

STONE'S SUPERB EARLY CABBAGE SEED.
T\7 STENT, Nursery and Seedsman, Stock-
» » • with, Gainsborough, begs to inform the trade, that he

has about JOOlbs. of the above Seed (of this year's growth), which
he can recommend as genuine, at 12.?. per lb., having received
the Stock direct from Mr. Stone's, as his very best kind. Orders,
with remittances, will receive immediate attention.
Stockwith , Aug. 30, 1843.

GEORGE MILLS having this season saved SEEDS
of his EARLY FORCING CUCUMBER with great care,

offers it with confidence to the public, as the best kind known to
him, at 5s. per packet, containing six Seeds, which will be sent free
on the receipt of a Post-office order payable at Brentford.

G. M. begs to observe, that however good the kind of Cucumber,
good fruit cannot be obtained at an early season unless the seed has
good substance and is well organised, a point often unthought of.

It is generally supposed that if it will grow it is sufficient ; it is not

—

more particularly when sown in the autumn.
Gunnersbury Park, Acton, Middlesex, August J8, 1843.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
CTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,
*-7 London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr.Rkndlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

NATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE.
ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.
Capital, 500,000/.—Empowered by Parliament.

DIRECTORS.
T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman

George Lungley, Esq.
John Rawson, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq,

J
UNRIVALLED NEW FUCHSIA, "LOWRYIL"

OHN HANCOCK & SON beg to invite the atten-
tion of the Floricultural World to the above SPLENDIDNEW FUCHSIA, of which they have purchased the entire stock,

and can with the greatest confidence pronounce it the best variety
yet out. It possesses all the qualities now so much aimed at ; it
as of large size and substance, peculiarly brilliant in colour, and
with that necessary appendage, a beautiful blue corolla and truly
elegant habit. It cannot fail to give satisfaction to ail who
purchase it.

Plants will be ready on the 15th September next, at 10s. 6d.
each, and will be sent by post (prepaid) carefully packed in tin
cases. For a full description of this Fuchsia see Advertisement
in the Gardeners' Chronicle and Gazette of the 26th ult.

J. H. & Son can supply good plants of all the New Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Verbenas, &c, sent out this season, with many othernew plants; catalogues of which may now be had on application
by inclosing two postage stamps. All the varieties are accurately
described in the above List.—Wear Nurseries, Durham, &ng. 80.

WOODLAND'S NURSERY, MARESFIELD,NEAR UCKFIELD
SUSSEX.

TT7*ILL1AM WOOD and SON have the pleasure ofT » informing their Friends and the Floricultural Public, that
Specimens of their AUTUMNAL ROSES are still exhibited at
Messrs. War.ver and Warner's, Seedsmen, 28, Cornhill, and
will continue to be shown there during the season.
Woodlands, Aug. 31.

John Elliotson, M.D., F.R.S.'

John Griffith Frith, Esq.
H. Gordon, Esq.

Joseph Thompson, Esq.
Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.

Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.
Actuary.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society
will be best understood by a comparison of ils principles and a
reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five
years* standing, viz. :

—
Entry

1837

1838

Policy
No.

39
114

Age.

50
56

Sum.

£
1,000

3.000

Annual
Premium.

£
67

175

s.

8

15

d.

4

Bonus
added.

£ s. d.

132 14 6

296 9 7

Cash
Bonus.

£ s. d.

58 19 9
123 6

Prem.
reduced.

£ s. d.

8 19 4

16 9 7

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next
Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be
borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F. FERGUSON CAMROUX, Secretary.

p OTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-^ FOUNDERS, &C. &C, No. 2, WlNSI.KY STREET, OXFORD
Steekt, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

Y\ CORSTEN, Florist to Her Majesty the Queen,
~t! .

I9 a » Davies-street, Berkeley-square, has for Sale, Boxes
containing the undernamed DUTCH ROOTS, at 11. each box, or
half the quantity, at l/:-One dozen double Hvacinths, named:
one dozen single ditto j one dozen double Due Van Tholl Tulips
one dozen single ditto; one dozen Tournesol ditto, one dozen
Irish Angelica, one dozen ditto Hyspanica,one dozen Narcissus,
one dozen double Jonquils, one dozen Ranunculus, one dozen
Anemones, and 100 Crocus, in all colours.—Remittance required.

SPLENDID SCARLET GERANIUMS.
HPHE Lovers of the above general favourite Flower are
J- respectfully invited to visit Conway's Nursery, where theymay see Specimens grown upon a new principle, in the open
borders and in pots, that will be worthy of their notice.
N.B.— A few fine specimens of the best large growing varieties

well adapted for training against the walls, &c of Conservatories'
to be disposed of ; they are from two feet to six feet in height, and
bushy in proportion.

Conway's new and handsome Forcing Geranium LANEII,
unquestionably the best yet raised for that purpose; strong
Plants, fit for forcing next winter, at3s. 6d. each ; or 6 plants, 18.?.

Old Brompton Road, Earl's-court, near the West of London
Cemetery. -Sept. l, 1843.

rp and C. LOCKHART & DUNCAN, Florists
J- • and Seedsmen, 156, Cheapside, London, have just pub-
lished their List of Flower-roots for the present season, which
they will forward post-free on application. They have purchased
of a celebrated Florist at Hanrlcm, the entire stock of three new
and distinct DOUBLE HYACINTHS of great beauty, and suit-
able tor Glasses or Pots. They have named them—

Admiral of the Red .... each 25. 6d.
Admiral of the Blue - . . • », . 2 6
Admiral of the White . . . .,,.26

T. and C. L. and D. beg to call particular attention to thevarious novelties contained in their List, and are happy to add
that all the roots have arrived in excellent condition, for which
they solicit early orders.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34s.; 20, 445.; 22, 50s.,
24 inches, 60s.

; 96, 755. ; 28, 845. ; 30, 1055. each.
CAST-IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 55. Qd. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural
Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's Stoves,
Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are
subject to future alterations.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low
prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public, or Private Buildings,
&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Hogkrs' Boilbrs. After 15
years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for
the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most extensive
scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own Appa-
ratus, they have affixed the following low prices :—

0011301' s Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . .£7 05. Qd.
(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Rogers' Boiler, small size . . . . 3 15
Do. do. large do 4 10
Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, \s. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.
long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3s. (id. each.
Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing42lbs. at 4s. Od. each.
Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 6 ,,

BEST WIRE forSTRAINED WIRE FENCING at 85. per bundle
of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, 7d. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, &c.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,

35. 6d. j 20 inches, 4s. firf. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6rf. each.
CAST-IRON FLOWER-STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,

7s. ; 4 feet 6, 0s. ; 5 feet, l is. ; 6 feet, 15s.
; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

Snow-RopMS at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winslky Strket,
where every information may be obtained.

I

\

T WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-
*s • place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Builders, and Hot-
water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility
and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in
length.

Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means
of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the
Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c. f at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

rrHE QONICAL HOT.WATER BOILERS~ invented
J- by J. Rogers, Esq., may beobtaineti of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c„ Sevenoaks, Kent.

J, Shewbn having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall -, Messrs. Loddtges',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place; Messrs. Veitoh
and Son's, Exeter; Mr. Policy's, Plymouth; the Royal Botanical
Society's Gardens, Regent's Park ; and at the Gardens of the Hor-
ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have
been effected since last season

j
particulars ofwhich are in course

of preparation.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2J2, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Baiucy having devoted much lime to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
err-ployed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
wcrks of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. andE. Bailby also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstothermetalworks, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

J), and E. Baii.ky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.andE. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery;
they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, tot

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

i
ntervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory;

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKff-
pROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which
V> received the Honorary Reward of the Roy. Agricul. Society.

.

Z^'i^%v

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-iron, and holds about

200 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping: "
horse, the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid up

the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which can

possibly choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible *;?£" d
Pipe, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.—Price, deny

in Hull, 25/. , ,1-uiinP
CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, f?

r l"' Jf
any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c—will contain 8 tousncia

manure—price 12/. 12,9. \, —

-

I B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURE^ ^?^O • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammoma,^
cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Depu
creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These substances

be had separately
;
the Super Phosphate of Lime alone isw

mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspool*,

Liquor, &c. Price 4s. 6rf. per bushel.
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WHEAT-SOWING.
POTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-

ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only
necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been
marie in the price, and that it may be obtained either at the
"Works or of Mr. Potter's Agents, who have testimonials of its

efficacy.—28, Upper Fore- street, Lambeth, London.
*** Nurserymen required as Agents in all the principal towns.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS.

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON:
CMBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL Amy BRISTOL.

MESMERIC SLEEP.
Just published, in small Svo, price 5s.,

JEURYPNOLOGY; or, The Rationale of Nervous
Sleep, considered in relation with Animal Magnetism;

Illustrated by numerous Cases of its Successful Application in the
Relief and Cure of Disease.

By JAMES Braid, M.R.C.S. Edin., C.M.W.S., &c.
. "Unlimited scepticism is equally the child of imbecility as
implicit credulity."—Dugald Stewart.
"It deserves to be studied and carefully examined by every

member of the medical profession, and by every man having the
slightest pretensions to a knowledge of natural science, or the
laws by which mind and matter reciprocally act and react on each
other. He has conferred an incalculable benefit on the public by
explaining so clearly the ' Rationale of Nervous Sleep.' "—Edin-
burgh Evening Post.

11 Here is a splendid benefit opened up to the view of mankind.
We recommend Mr. Braid's book to the public."—Scotsman*

John Churchill, London; A. and C. Black, Edinburgh.

Just published, 8vo, price 2.s\ 6d. t

pATARACT and its TREATMENT; comprising an^ easy mode of dividing the Cornea for its extraction, and
appropriate means for removing the different forms of that affec-
tion. Bv John Scott, Senior Surgeon to the Royal London
Ophthalmic Hospital, Surgeon to the London Hospital, &c.

London: John Churchill, Princes-street, Soho.

HJust published, 8vo, cloth, price 4s.,

ASTINGS, considered as a RESORT for IN-
VALIDS; with Tables, illustrative of its Temperature,

Salubrity, and Climate, showing its suitability in Pulmonary and
.other Diseases j also Directions for the choice of a Residence,
and Hints as to Diet, Regimen, Bathing, &c. By James Mack-
N£ss, M.D., Physician to the Hastings Dispensary.

London : John Churchill, Princes-street, Soho.

Just published, 8vo., cloth, price 5a*.

(OBSERVATIONS on ULCERS of the LEGS and^ other Parts; showing that the most obstinate Sores may
»e safely and speedily cured by mild Methods of Treatment. To
which are added some Remarks on Scrofulous Disorders' Bv
ARCHIBALD MAXF1ELD, Surgeon to the South Hants
infirmary.

London : Jonw Churchill, Princes-street, Soho.

Just published, Third Edition, 870., cloth, 5s.

OSp:

n ,
By the same Author,U* Ittrenw of the Head affecting the Brain

5 4to. boards, 6s—___ Jj° n(1o»: John- Churchill, Princes-street, Soho.

. PUBLISHING MONTHLY.
~

Buna, is. 6d.; Small U.; Gakoenkhs 1 Edition, 6d. THEOTANIC GARDEN; ok, MAGAZINE of
FLOWERING PLANTS. '

With manv important and useful additions.
By B. MAUND, F.L.S.

Eah Number contains Beaotifullt-colourkd Figures ok
JJknaikntal Plants, both herbaceous and shrubby; suitable
ror tjb Flower Garden or Pleasure Ground. With the "derivations
of nines j classes; orders; height of the plants; time of flower-
«« native country; history; qualities; most approved modes
Of typagation and culture; and other information, interesting to
eve- lover of a Garden. Annexed to each Number, is theFLORAL REGISTB R,
JWl Wood-cuts of admired Flowering Plants, mostly such as
V*} been newly imported into this country; with the necessary
^filiation respecting them. Also,

THE AUCTARIUM,
Which are given, improved methods of cultivation and preserva-
«< of vegetables, fruits, and flowers; new discoveries con-
'ted witli gardening ;

and miscellaneous information. Also
Daeh Number, till complete, commencing with the new volume'
'fhe 1st of January, 1843, a portion of Professor Henslow's

BOTANICAL DICTIONARY,
M

er
> expressly for the Author, there being so great a want of

fJ* !l Work : thus, the Botanic Gardkn contains four distinct

Mi

Vks
Ph

• Proceeding together, at a trifling cost, once a month.

brk
VoIurnes already completed of this Standard Botanical

K
> (-'an be had at the following Prices: large. small.

iTf » ij S 9 d9

Ulnn
"' ffreen mor - °acks, gilt edges, each 2 2 o

nraii\
ei,t

' bcautifully embellished „ 2

,eib
l

°a,,,s l } 7 °
"doners' Edition at 6d., with partially coloured plates, com-

The n *••

menced in January, 1843, with No. I.

iblishftrt
nS of tne Flora lRboistkr and Auctaiuum, already

& s. d.

1 10

1 5

>e \\-\t\*
contain "early Twelve Hundred Engravings, forming

archa?
mc volume

» which will be delivered Grai
«er of four volumes of the Botanic Gardkn.

G room r ridgb, Paternoster-row.

ratis to the

RENDLE'S TANK-SYSTEM OF HEATING.
Tto-n Second Edition, just published.
TREATISE (with Engravings), on Mr. RENDLE'S

«« now h
1
?
°P HEATING HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,

* 5s - each-- .
tauied of tlie Author, or through all Booksellers,

\
an

copy.

u"ion r«??MAN» Brown, Green, and Longman.
^^dNurseries, Plymouth, Aug. 22, 1843.

r
PUTT t?a ii

Uiit ^"hlished, price Eighteenpence,

^ ofth J .
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This work
'
Which f0FmS one
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.

of " Gu^es to Service," contains an outline of

^st »,*..__.
D

.

uties of Kami -Bailiffs, with exemplifications of the
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Sgist.

London : Ciia

Milliner—Shoemaker—Chemist and

J^KNrflHT and Co., 22, Ludgate-strcet

Just

.
HE HAND-i$om- he^ice 6s- cloth -

£ complete index of *\ OF CHEMISTRY; with a
^don

: W. S. O r & Cn
Re,er

!,
uce

- W G- H. Cau™, Esq.& Co
' ' Rn« W. & R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

Now ready, price 4s. 6d. t

T}.U R A L CHEMISTRY.
-^-^ By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun., F.R.S.,

Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry, at the Royal Institution.

&c. &c. &c.

Extracts from the Introduction:—
<( A knowledge of the chemical composition of soils and the

various substances employed as manures enables us to compre-
hend the mode in which the latter act ; and a knowledge of the
nature of those substances which plants require, points out the
best and most economical methods of restoring to the soil, by
manures, those substances which plants remove from it."

" If the farmer knows what it is that gives the fertilizing powers
to manure, and is aware of the nature of those substances, he will
soon learn the best method of preserving and using them : he will
then understand how to make the most of the various sources ofmanure at his disposal, and he will be enabled readily to savemuch, that, for the want of such knowledge, would otherwise be
lost.

Acclimatizing
Acid, benzoic
Acid, carbonic
Acid, humic
Acid, laciic

Acid, muriatic
Acid, nitric

Acid, phosphoric
Acid, sulphuric
Acid, sulphurous
Acid, uric
Acids
Acids, organic
Acids, tests for
Action of plants on
the air

Active principles of
plants

Affinity

Air
Air, bad
Air, good
Air, inflammable
Alabaster
Albumen, animal
Albumen, vegetable
Ale, bottled
Alkali, volatile
Alkalies

Alkalies, vegetable
Alum
Alumine, sulphate of
Ammonia
Ammonia, fixing
Ammonia, fixing by
acids

Ammonia, fixing by
gypsum

Ammonia, fixing by. Corn
copperas

Ammonia, carbonate
of

Amrafnia, muriate of
Ammuiia, phosphate

of
Ammonia, sulphate of
Ammonia, urate of
Ammftniacal liquor of

the gas-works
Animal manures
Animal principles,

proximate
Animal substances

Aquafortis
Arrow-root
Attraction

Ashes
Ashes, wood
Ashes of plants

Ashes of coal

Ashes of sea-weed
Atoms

Bad air

Barilla

Barley
Uarley, analysis of

Rases
Bay salt

Beans, analysis of

Beet, analysis of

Binary compounds
Bleaching
Blood
Bone
Bones, boiled

Bones, green
Bottled ale

Bran
Breathing of Animals

Brimstone
Bromides
Bromine
Buckwheat, analysis

of
Bubbling, or efferves^

cence
Burning
Burning of plants

Burnt clay

Carbon
Carbon in plants

Carbonate of ammo-
nia

Carbonate of iron

Carbonate of lime

Carbonate of magne-
sia

Carbonate of potash

Carbonate of soda
Carbonic acid

Carbonic oxide

Carburetted hydro-

gen
Carcases
Carrot, analysis of

Casein
Castor oil

Caustic lime
Caustic potash
Caustic substances

Chalk
Changes, chemical

Charcoal
Charring
Cheltenham salts

Chemical changes

Index of Contents.

Cherry-tree gum
Chloride of sodium
Chlorine
Cider
Citric acid
Clay
Clay, burnt
Climate, effects of
Clover, analysis of
Coal, ashes of
Coal gas
Cocoa-nut oil

Cohesion
Coke
Colour
Colour of soil

Colours, changing of
Colours of plants
Colouring matter
Combination
Combining numbers
Combining weights
Combustion
Combustion, results
of

Common salt

Composition ofbodies
Composition of soils

Composition of water
Compounds, binary
Compounds, all defi-

nite

Compounds, saline
Compounds, ternary
and quaternary

Contagion
Contagious matters
Copperas

Crops, rotation of
Cubic nitre
Cultivated lands

Decay
Decay of humus
Decomposition
Decomposition of
stony particles

Deliquescent
Dew
Diamond
Division, mechanical
Draining
Dung
Dutch rushes

Earths
Earthy substances
Earthy substances in
plants

Effervescence
Elements
Embryo
Embryo of a seed
Epsom salts

Equivalent weights
Excrements
Excrements of sea-
fowl

Experiments
Fallowing
Farm-yard manure
Fat
Fatty substances
Fermentation
Fertility

Fibre, woody
Fibrin

Fire-damp
Fire, lighting a
Fixed oil

Fixing ammonia
Flax
Flesh of animals
Flint

Flowers, use of

Food of animals
Food of plants
Food, too great a sup-

ply of
Formation of soils

Formation of seed
Foul smells

Fruit, ripening of

Fruit and seeds

Fruit, unripe
Fungi
Fumigation

Gas
Gas, inflammable
Gas-liquor
Gas-works
Gas-works, ammoni-

acal liquor of
Gas-works, refuse of

Gelatine
Germination
Germination in oxy-
gen

Glass
Glauber's salts

Glue
Gluten
Good air

Grass
Green bones
Green manures^
Green vitriol

Growth of plants
G uano
Gum
Gum arabic
Gum, cherry-tree
Gum, resin
Gunpowder
Gypsum
Hair
H ard water
Hartshorn
Heat
Heat, latent
Hoofs
Horns
Humates
Humic acid
Humus
Humus, decay of
Hydrogen gas
Hydrogen, carburet-
ted

Hydrogen, sulphur-
etted

Ice

Inflammable air
Inflammable gas
Inorganic manures
Iodides
Iodine
Iron

Iron, carbonate of
Iron, oxide of
Iron, peroxide of
Iron, protoxide of
Iron-stoves
Iron, sulphate of
Iron, sulphuret of
Isinglass

Ivory
Kelp
Latent heat
Lead, red
Lead, white
Lead, oxides of
Leaves
Leaves, use of the
Legumine
Lettuce
Light
Light, effects of
Lighting a fire
Lignin
Lime
Lime, carbonate of
Lime, caustic
Lime, when useful
Lime, when not to be
used

Lime, muriate of
Lime, nitrate of
Lime, phosphate of
Lime, quick
Lime, sulphate of
Limestone
Limestone, magnc-
sian

Linseed
Liquid manure
Litharge
Loss of manure
Lucerne, analysis of
Magnesia
Magnesia, carbonate
of

Magnesia, caustic
Magnesia, muriate of
Magnesia, phosphate
of

Magnesia, sulphate of
Magnesia, salts of
Magnesian limestone
Magnesium
Malting
Malic acid
Manganese
Manganese, oxide of
Manure
Manures, animal
Manures, inorganic
Manure, farm-yard
Manures, green
Manure, loss of
Manure, liquid

Manures, organic
Manures, saline

Manures, strong
Manures, vegetable
Marble
Meat
Mechanical division

Metallic oxides
Metals
Minium
Mixture
Mould
Mouldiness
Mucilage
Muriates
Muriatic acid
Muriate of ammonia
Muriate of lime
Muriate of magnesia
Muriate of soda
Muscle of animals
Mustard
Natural vegetation

Index of Contents—continued.
Nature of the soil

Nitrates

Nitrate of lime
Nitrate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Nitre
Nitre, cubic
Nitric acid
Nitrogen
Nutrition of plants

Oats, analysis of

Oil
Oil-cake
Oil, castor
Oil, Cocoa-nut
Oil, fixed

Oil, Olive
Oil of vitriol

Oil of Poppy
Oil of Rape
Oil of Linseed
Oil of Mustard
Oil of Lavender
Oil of Cloves
Oil of Lemons
Oily matters
Olive oil

Organic acids

Organic manures
Organic substances in

soils

Organic substances
Organised matters
Oxalic acid
Oxide, carbonic
Oxide of manganese
Oxide of iron
Oxides, metallic
Oxygen
Paring
Parsnep, analysis of

Pearlash
Peas, analysis of
Peat
Peroxide of iron
Petre
Phosphate of ammo-
nia

Phosphate of lime
Phosphate of mag-
nesia

Phosphoric acid
Phosphorus
Pickling
Plants, burning of
Plants, action of on
the air

Plants, death of
Plants, food of
Plants, growth of
Plants, nutrition of
Plaster- stone
Ploughing, subsoil
Poppy
Potash
Potash, carbonate of
Potash, caustic
Potash, nitrate of
Potash, salts of
Potash, silicate of
Potassium
Potassium, chloride
Potato-llour
Potatoes
Pottery
Protoxide of iron
Proximate animal
principles

Principles, active
Proportions

Pruning iSodium
Putrefaction, results Sodium, chloride of

Soft-water
Soils, analysis of
Soil, colour of
Soils, composition of
Soils, formation of
Soil, nature of
Soot
Sorrel
Spirit

Spirit of salt
Spirit of wine
Spring-water
Starch
Steam
Stoves
Straw
Strong manures
Subsoil

Subsoil-ploughing
Substances, in soils
organic

Substances, volatile
Substratum
Sugar
Sulphates
Sulphate of alumine
Sulphate of iron
Sulphate of lime
Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of soda
Sulphur
Sulphuret of iron
Sulphuric acid
Sulphurous acid

'

Sulphuretted hydro-
gen

Sunflower
Tapioca
Tartaric acid
Teeth
Ternary and quater
nary compounds

The Tropics
Tobacco
Treacle
Turf
Unripe fruit

Urea
Urine
Urine, putrid
Use of the leaves
Use ot plants
Vapour in the air

Vegetable alkalies

Vegetable manures
Vinegar
Vitriol, green
Vitriol, oil of
Volatile alkali

Volatile oil

Volatile substances
W ater
Water, composition of
Water, hard
Water, rain
Water, river
Water, sea
Water, soft

Water, spring
Wheat, analysis of
Weeds
Weed-ash
White of egg
White lead
Wood-ashes
Woody fibre

Wool
Feast

of
Putrcfiable matter
Putrefying animal
matter

Putrid urine
Pyrites

Quartz
Quicklime
Rain-water
Rape
Raw bones
Red Cabbage
Red lead
Refuse of gas-works
Resins
Respiration
Results of combus-
tion

Results of putrefac-
tion

Rhubarb
Ripening of fruit

River-water
Rock-salt
Rotation of crops
Rust
Rusting
Rye, analysis of
Saccharine matter
Sago
Saintfoin, analysis of
Sal ammoniac'
Saline compounds
Saline manures
Salts

Salt, bay
Salts, Cheltenham
Salt, common
Salts, Epsom
Salts, Glauber's
Salts of hartshorn
Salts of magnesia
Salts of potash
Saltpetre
Salts of soda
Salts of iron
Salts, metallic
Salt, rock
Sand
Sawdust
Sea-fowl, excrements
of

Sea-shore
Sea-water
Sea-weed
Seeds and fruit

Seed, formation of
Selection by the roots
Shells

Shell-sand
Silica

Silicates

Silicate of potash
Silicic acid
Silex

Skin
Slag
Smell
Smells, foul

Smelting
Soap
Soap-making
Soap-boiling
Soda
Soda, caibonate of
Soda, muriate of
Soda, nitrate of
Soda, sulphate of

London:
3, Charles-street, Co vent- Garden; and may be

ordered of all Booksellers.

Price 7s.
, Illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.

-fc-r ArrTTt, A NEW EDITION OF THE
-N m AL HlSTORY OF CAGE BIRDS; their

. a fV

Ma"a ffen »ent, Habits, Food, Diseases, Treatment, Breeding,
ana tne Methods of Catching Them. By J. M. Bkchsteijv. JV1.D.

A very delightful book or its kind It seems to us
an nuiispensabie book for the biid-fancier."—Spectator.

it will be Welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-
room table. It is superbly got up, with an immense number of
vignettes, and, in fact, rivals the beauty of the Annuals."—
Weekly Dispatch.
London: W. s. Orr and Co.; and W. R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

One Volume, price 7s. 6d.

HPHE LIFE AND TIMES OF RIENZI.
-*- " Not less interesting than Sir E. Lytton Buiwer's eloquent
Romance, and scarcely less romantic, is this historical record of
the Conspiracy of Gabriiri."—Monthly Repository.
"To all who have read Sir E. Lytton Buiwer's « Rienzi,' its

perusal is, in a measure, a duty."— Spectator.
" A curious and pleasingvolume, and full of matter of historical

character and illustration."—Literary Gazette.
"The publication of this work is well timed .... The Life

of Rienzi is to us lull of interest."

—

Athenceum.
"Those that wish to become acquainted with the true history

of a man who was, in some sort, the Napoleon of his own aireand country, would do well to consult the extraordinary nana
tive of the 'Life and Times of Rienzi.' "—TuWs Magazine

Whittakkr and Co., Ave-Maria-lane, London.

ADAPTED FOR SCHOOLS, PRIVATE TEACHKhTTStT
STUDENTS. '

pOOLEY'S ELEMENTS of EUCLID
bound™

Explanatory Api)endix and ^ercises. Price 4s. 6d.

~;;;^ *» ** ap^.
•' Cannot be easily surpassed."—Dublin Th,;„ nrCOO LEY'S GEOMETRICAL PROPOsife? *"

ir . «.Exercises appended to the Elemems. PriS 2 fJ k ^l l° the

COOLEY'S FIGURES of EUCLID «h ft Sw^ „ •

is. Qd.
^wva.lu, with Enunciations. Price

^^i-^II^^ Booksellers.
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TR°NOMY. By Geokgk ^klev,
Dininntn'thP p„ > ~

A System of Popular Geometry.-Com-

-SiS a SvSem
P
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L
ar Geo»»etry,-a System of Popular Algebra,

ings^.^o;Me?t
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1S
? Vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in ^a most warning and unassuming manner in this delfefttl'ul little

volume, winch, not Jess for the novelty of its plan than the extent
ot its intelligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents
ot its projector and editor, Mr. Darley."—Sun.
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University ^,

College, 28, Upper Gower-street.
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T\A.RLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use
JL/ of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics.— It is

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary

Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private

schools, to persons whose education has been neglected, or

whose attention has not been directed in early life to such

studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will

be found particularly suited. The principles of the various

Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our

commonest ideas as possible; the demonstrations of proposi-

tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory;

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to their

simplest, but to their shortest form. . .

1. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in

a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary

and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and bcience

in its leading Truths and general Principles. By George Par-

ley, A.B. Fourth Edition, 4s. 6d. cloth. ^„m_m„ , .

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY , in which

the* Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated,

and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life,

with numerous Cuts. (Second Edition.) 4s. 6d. cloth.

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section on
Proportions and Progressions. Third Edition. 4s. 6d. cloth.

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the

application of Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 3s. 6d. cl.

11 For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these

sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with

more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebra."
—Library of Useful Knowledge, Article " Mechanics."

Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 2$, Upper Gower-strcct.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
rpHE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING ; expressly

J- intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating a

Garden of moderate size. Price 2s. cloth, a New and Enlarged

Edition.
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;

Or Linnsean Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden
Practice. Price 2s.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.

Price Is. 3d.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of Per-

son. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who "wash at home." Price \s.Qd.

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional Aid
cannot readily be procured. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price Is. Qd.

London : W. S. Orr & Co. ; and W. & R. Chamber s, Edinburgh.

Bound in cioth, price 5s. bd.,

JOE MILLER' S JEST-BOOK.
A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alterations only having been made as were required by the

greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ; but, that the

volume might have some substance, and be a good table or

travelling book, copious additions have been made from other

old volumes of Facetiae.
Extractfrom the Preface.

" Another strange circumstance connected with this work is,

that everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are

perfectly familiar with its contents . . . and yet, if the reader will

ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred

ever set eyes on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions

that this edition is published."
London: Whittaker and Co.

kandsomely~bound in c1o7hT"with Ninety-three Wood Engrav-

ings. Price 6s. 6d.

T ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BIBLE, AND CON-
-L FIRMATIONS OF SACRED HISTORY, from the Monu-
ments of Egypt. By W. C. Taylor, LL.D.
From the British Magazine.—" This is an elegant and well-

executed little book, on a most interesting subject."

From the Birmingham Herald.— 44 A valuable and indispensable

accession to the library of every Biblical student."

From the Rev. Thomas Hartwell Home's Introduction to the

Critical Study of the Scriptures.— 41 Nearly three hundred texts

of Scripture are more or less explained in this elegantly-executed

volume, and in a manner equally curious and interesting."

London: Bool*k, Fleet-street.

In ore small volume, price 15s.

PAXTON'S POCKET BOTANICAL
DICTIONARY.

In what may be called an age of Cyclopaedias, when the com-
pression of a great variety of information into one volume, in

order to brinjr it within the means of persons of all ranks, is so

universally sought, it is evidently desirable that the Gardener,

and those connected with his profession, should be as well ac-

commodated as other classes in this particular. No such work
•xisting, however, prior to the issue of the present publication,

its value will be at once apparent; since it combines the more
essential features of a Botanical Catalogue, a Horticultural

Guide, and a Technical Glossary.
Besides being of this comprehensive description, it is especially

adapted for the Amateur and Floriculturist; who may, by car-

rying it in his pocket, examine all the plants that are at any time
submitted to his inspection, and immediately derive every intel-

ligence respecting the peculiarities or affinities of particular

species which could reasonably be wished for. This is an ad-
vantage that can only be sufficiently estimated by those who
have lelt the want of such an assistant; and to all such indivi-

duals, as well as to every agent or lriend of Horticulture, the
Pocket Botanical Dictionary is decidedly indispensable.

London: J. Andrews, Bond street; S. Orr and Co., Pater-
nost er- row.

/ 1HEAP STATION KRY, CUTLERY, WORK-
Vy BOX, WRITING-DESK, and DRESSING-CASE MANU-
FACTURER.— Sloper's Embossed Postage Envelopes, without
Advertisements, Is. per dozen to purchasers of other articles ; fine

Bath-post, 3rf. per Quire, 5*. per Beam ;
ditto Note, 2d. per Quire,

3s. per Ream; Queen's Size (Note), 2s. per Ream ; very superior
Foolscap, 8rf. per Quire, 12s. 6d. per Ream ;

Envelopes, oV/.per 100 ;

Copy Books, 4rf. each, 3s. 6d. per dozen ;
good Pens, Is. i5d. per 100 ;

Embossed Blotting Books, Grf. each ; superior Bibles,, gilt edges,

Is. IQd. each ; ditto Prayer Books, Is. 6d. each ; good Pc.n-knive3, Qd.

each; Rosewood Work-boxes, 2s. ; Rosewood and Mahogany supe-

rior Desks, 7s. M. ; superior Pocket-books, Gd. each, &c., &c.
Goods exchanged, or Money returned if not approved of. A name-
plate engraved, and loo beat Cards printed for 4s. 6d. Bookbinding,

Printing, and Engraving, at the lowest terms ; 1 per cent, off new
Books and Music. Parcels of 2/. value forwarded 100 miles free of

carriage; of 10s., 5 miles from London, and any amount in town.
Lists of Prices, and samples of Paper, sent on the receipt of two
postage-stamps, from Sloper's Stationery Warehouse, 20, George-
atreet, Portman-square, London.

GJ_ARDENEUS' CHRONICLE and GARDENERS'
r GAZETTE.—To be Sold, for Six Guineas, the two first

volumes of the Chronicle, and the first four of the Gazette, (three

of the latter half bound) commencing in 183/,, Apply, post-paid3 to

A, Z., Post-office, Vauxhall.

SomerpHE LATE DREADFUL HAILSTORM.-
X friends of Mr. John Bei.l, Nurseryman, of Norwich, who
reside in the neighbourhood of London, being desirous of render-

ing him assistance in consequence of the severe loss he has sus-

tained, through the destruction of the glass and the utter loss

of the crops in his houses, by the late violent Hailstorm which
passed over that city, have resolved to do so by commencing a
subscription; and they earnestly invite his friends and all who
can estimate so dreadful a calamity, to assist them. Mr. Bell's
loss is estimated to be above 2000/. The Gentlemen and Tradesmen
of Norwich have already commenced a subscription in his favour,

and a Committee has been formed to carry out their views. It

is intended to transmit all that may be subscribed to this Com-
mittee, and as it is desirable that no time be lost in collecting and
forwarding the amount subscribed, the subscription will be
closed on Saturday the 9th of Sept., and the amount transmitted

to Norwich on the Monday following. The following Gentlemen
have kindly offered to receive subscriptions :—Mr. W. Catleugh,

Florist, Hans-Place, Chelsea; Mr. M. J. Webber, Fruiterer,

Centre-row, Govent Garden Market; Messrs. J. A. Henderson

and Co., Nurserymen, Pine Apple Place; Mr. G. Charlwood,

Seedsman, Tavistock-row, Covent Garden.

The following subscriptions have already been received.

Amount of subscriptions received to Aug. 26, upwards of 6/0

Mr. W. Catleugh, Nurseryman, Chelsea . . . 5

Mr. M. J. Webber, Fruiterer, Centre- Row, Covt-Garden. 5

Messrs. J. A. Henderson arid Co., Nurserymen, Pine

Apple Place, Edgewarc-road 5

A Friend *

Mr. G. ;Charlwood, Seedsman, Tavistock-row, Covent
Garden 5

Proprietors of " Gardeners' Ciiron-icj.e." . , 3

Mr. John Smith, Nurseryman, Dalston .... 3

John Hendle, Esq., Stoke Newington . 2

Mr. Krescoe, Seedsman, Brompton . 2

Mr. Pamplin, Nurseryman, Walthamstow . .2
Mr. W. Breffit, Barnes' Terrace, Barnes ... 1

Mr. G. Breffit, do. do. ... 1

Mr. Gibbs, Nurseryman, St. John's Wood ...
A Friend °

s.

2

2

10

10

d.

HENRY HUNT'S PATENT GARDEN POTS and

STANDS, for effecting improved Drainage and draught of

Air, of which highly favourable notices have appeared in Paxton's

Magazine for May, Gardeners' Magazine for June, Practical

Florist, No. 23, and Gardeners' Gazette, May 6. Sold Wholesale

and Retail at Hunt's China Warehouse, Queen's-row, Pimlico;

and No. 17, Great Rider-street, St. James's. N.B.—Nurserymen
wanted as Agents for the above in many of the provincial towns.

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

QT.TIIOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-O PLACE, KING'S-ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of INVI-

SIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered

Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,

Bordering, Eiower-stands, Pheasantries.&c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The

same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and

economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and

Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

Ward's Cases, or Domestic Greenhouses.

BRITISH SHEET-GLASS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
DRAKE & BROMLEY have received Mr. Paxton's

kind permission to publish the following extract from his.

Letter, dated Chatsworth, July 18, 1843.
" The terrific hailstorm which visited this locality did not injure a.

square in the Great Conservatory, but in the Sheffield Botanical Gar-

dens about 5,000 squares were broken, and the houses of a gentleman;

near Sheffield were completely riddled, and the plants in them much
injured ; but at Queen's Tower, the residence of a gentleman whose

houses were glazed with the Sheet Glass, and where the storm raged

in its utmost fury, only two squares were broken, and even these

were not in the roof, but at the end, where the hailstones struck

them obliquely ; this is a most gratifying proof of the strength and
superiority of the Sheet Glass."
The glazing of the large Conservatory at Chatsworth was- begum

by J. DRAKE in June, 1830, and finished in July, 1840; during the
subsequcnt period no casualty has happened to render necessary the
slightest repair for breakage

; and of the superiority of the Sheet.

Glass in resisting Hail, no proof more conclusive or satisfactory could!

be given than the above extract affords.

A return to Parliament of the duties and drawbacks on Glass,,

from the 5th Jan. 181 :* to the 5th Jan. 1843, exhibits the consumption-

in Great JJritain of British Sheet Glass since 1838, in which year

J. DRAKE had the honour to. receive the following Letter of Thanks.

for its introduction to the notice of the Horticultural Society of
London. " March 20, 1838.
" Sir,— I have the honour to return you the thanks of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London, for your exhibition of specimens of

New Sheet Glass, which have been duly received, and exhibited to

the Members who have met this day.
" I am, Sir, your very obedient Servant,

" To Mr. Drake. (Signed) Gkorge BBNTHAM, Secretary."

By this return, it appears that the quantity of British Shssfc Glass,

retained for home use was

—

In the year ending Jan. 7, 1838 . - 707 cwt.

1839 - • 2262
1840 . . 5170

1841 • . 791*

1842 . 11,298

1843 . 17,117

J»
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if

ft

99

ft

99

99

99

9$

39

99

ft

ft

J*

An increase so rapid, as sufficiently to manifest that it is fast super-

seding, for all purposes to which it is suitable, every other kind of

Glass.moo.
Drakk and Bromley beg respectfully to add that they shall be

always happy to furnish Lists of Prices of the Glass, or any other

particulars which it may be desirable to obtain, upon application fey

letter, addressed to them at their Warehouse, No. 315, Oxford-street,.

London.

to'

VALUABLE REMEDIES FOR THE AFFLICTED.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of eery

description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years'

standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic emp-

tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heals,

cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting

eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at

Is. \&d. and 2s. Qd. each. Also his

PILUL/E ANTISCROPHULiE,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-

ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded

for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all heroperatioiis;

hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular

swellings, particularly those of the neck, &c. They are efficacious

also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,

that may be taken at all times without confinement or change of

diet. Sold in boxes, at Is. 1&<2., %s.9d., 4sA)d.,\)s., and 22*.each,

To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's
ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,

for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-

plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purity the blood, and pro-

mote a circulation of the fluids j are gentle in their operation, ana

do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2s. Qd. cacu.

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Bbach & Barnicott

(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation or nis

medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors or the

"Poor Man's Friend," " Pilulae Antiscrophuleie," "Larwens

Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic

Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare

and vend the same.
. . u

The still increasing demand for the above medicines, trom au

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.

Observe.—No medicine sold under the above names can possioiy

be genuine, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Bnd

port," is engraved and printed on the stamp alhxed to eacu

package.

EXCHANGE OF PLANTS.—Amateurs and others

having Ericas, New Holland or other Greenhouse or Stove

Plants to dispose of in exchange, may sec a List, embracing many

desirable objects, by addressing a Letter, together with tneix ca-

talogue, to A. B., care of the Librarian, Literary Institution, 47 ,

Leicester-square, London.
t

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lkw*.s,

Sussex.

This CHURN being: made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream byjpUjtag.it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter com ng

n in or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

Scility iitil which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use.

si 7no No. 1 * ana a
..

ChuSi from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paidj 25s> 355 , 425.

MSaXSor Chums to stand in, 4s. U,SMnjjS
sizes made to order. N.B.-Therrnometers ™%***et^™
supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmuu

gerin town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes

To be seen in London, at Wriomt's Range Warehouse No. 3

Arthur-street, near the Monument.: R.cbv
„
B
n
r "sh

r^onKers
No. 80, Gracechurch- street; LlWMOMWdLSON, n*g£2g£
No. 30 Oxford-street; Bknham, 19, W.gmore-stieet=.

Cavcndisn

square. Export Agents, Baknbs & Co., 109, Fenchurcu-sueet.

H

TO THE PUBLIC.

HEALTH being paramount to all earthly blessings

Mankind are ever anxious to recover it when lost, and t(

preserve it when restored. The Stomach and Enema Pumps1

originally invented by J. READ, were sanctioned by the highest

Medical Authorities in this Kingdom, as well as on the Conti-

nents of Europe, India, and America (vide the Life of Sir Astley

Cooper). J- R. begs to inform the Public that he has now made

such improvements in the above, which surpass anything of the

kind ever offered, inasmuch as they are more simple, profitable,

and durable, and are fitted with tubes that will stand the hottest

climate, and are not liable to be out of repair. Manufactured

only by the Patentee, 35, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADIJ-LY-

N.B.—None are genuine except stamped with the words u RK-fcP>*

Patent." ^^^^__
GROWTH OF PLANTS.

UMPHREYS'S COMPOUND to Promote tto

Beauty and Preservation of Plants, may be used either ii»

the Drawing-room or in the Conservatory, and from its con-

densed fertilizing power a few grains dissolved m water at

intervals is effective. Applicable to all Greenhouse plants to

Hyacinths, and other bulbs* and to promote the growUiot

cuttings, and the germination of seeds. Sold in bottles UJd~
each, by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Hurst »
McMullkn ,

Leadenhall-street ; W. Ci.ark, Bwhopsgate-Wittnn,

and other leading Seedsmen, &c. in town and country, re-
sale Agents, Davy,Mackmurdo& Co., 100, Upper-Thanes

street, London. •

___,

' TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

npo BE LET on Lease, a NURSERY-GROUFD,
J- containing about nine acres of land, a part of which on-

Sists of a valuable stock of Plants, Trees, and Shrubs; l*g&

Greenhouse, Pits, Frames, &c. Added to which is a convcnwiift

Dwelling-house and Seed-shop, Cottage, large Barn, Stable, »)tt

spacious underground Tanks, with numerous other additions «(&

improvements. . . waft,4
N.B. Immediate possession may be had on advantageous,

terms.—Apply personally or by letter to the Office of this Papeu

in want of a

i

TO PROPAGATORS.

MESSRS. VEITCH and SON are

PnoPAOATon who thoroughly understands lus Business,

and can bring unexceptionable references as to ability and gooa

moral character. Letters, with Terms, Reference, &c, to oe

addressed to Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter.—Aug. 17^1843.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, from 5 to 15 Acres of

Plantation, Orchard, and Meadow Land, with a good Cottag«,

of five or six rooms, in or near a market-town, and in a healW

situation.-Direct to U., 2 1, Upper Market-t., Woolwich,_Kenfc

T3URE StTvINCENT ARROW-ROOT—fhuV
JL tritious article is warranted equal in quality to the W"
Bermuda Arrow-Root, as certified by Dr. Ure, and being sol *

a mice considerably under that usually charged, cannot fail

»

be
P
aP

C

p

e
rc

C

cia.ed by families as a great fesWerat mfox it* Nurse >
;

as also for culinary purposes. To-be had in tin cases, oi o

and 18 lbs. at 1.. 8rl per lb., of C.J Soprssti, 199, PiccadilV

Sole Agent to the Importer at the West End. ^
QUN-BURNS, FRECKLES TAN and other^tojgjj

O ments of the Skin, are pleasingly eradicated by that unw

nreoTra" on ROWLAND'S KALYDOR, a balmy odor.fero

Uquid and now universally admired for its sovereign vtttaes »

completely removing all cutaneous eruptions, and in renaei

the complexion delicately clear and fair. It is invaluable «»*$,,
vatinu' and refreshing wash during travelling, or exposure to l

f

sS« dust, or harsh winds, and alter the heated atmosphere

crowded assemblies. Gentlemen will find it peculiarly grate*

after shaving, in allaying the smarting pain. as

CAUTION.—Much pernicious trash is now offered tor sai ^
" KALYDOR :"-it is therefore imperative on Purch

;X ,

'
tf,e

that the words « ROWLAND'S MLJMB"^eprinted on
,

wrapper, and " A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HA1 J ON-C.AKJJ

engraved on the Government stamp affixed to each bottle.

4s. U. and 8s. 6rf. per bottle, duty include" .
bf

Ask for Rowland's KAMDoa.-feold by them, an

Chemists and Perfumers. .

---''

A™r7er7~TcTbE DISPOSED OF—Containijg

N betwe'en Three and Four Acres of Land, well «gj*ft$ft
N^.irs«v Stock, a good DWELLING-HOUSE and SEED-SB ^
See Grouses, One Forcing-House, ****£*

ngV
Sheds Stable, and every convenience necessary '«r

""J £ lot

fhB husiness A Lease on the Premises-in a
^°<>jf

ua
,£.°> r,

business" about Four Miles from the Royal Exchange. For V

titulars, apply to Mr. Kino, Hackney-road.

>
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TXJ ANTED, the following Numbers of the Gardeners
9

* V Chronicle, for 1841. Nos. 7. 10, 21, 35, 36, 37, 50, and 51 ;

six shillings will be given for the above eight Nos.—Apply at No.

4, Ave Maria-lane, London.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1843.

(MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Tuesday, September 5

.

{Horticultural
Kloiicultur&l

. 3 p. si.

, 7 V. M.

Coukth? SHOwa—September 8

—. 12

— 14
— If.

Liverpool,
r Koyal Hort- Soc, Cornwall-
(.Atidhurst.

, Kingston.
South Spilsby.

From; the first establishment of this Journal we

have thought it a duty to give our support to those

who advocate the claims of New Zealand as an agri-

cultural colony, because we have always considered

that the evidence in the possession of Botanists as to

its climate and products was such as to leave no

reasonable doubt as to its fertility and salubrity. We
stated long since, that, so far as it was possible to

judge from the information that had been received in

Europe, New Zealand is the colony where of all

others there is most to hope and least to fear; and
that, in fact, with the single drawback of the possi-

bility of collisions with the natives, everything gave

promise of its being the most advantageous settlement

for farmers under the British crown. We were led

to do this partly from a desire to point out to agricul-

tural emigrants the place where of all others their

energies could be best directed, and partly for the

sake of contradicting the false reports, which,

—

invented by the disappointed in New Zealand, and

the interested in Australia and Van Diem en's Land,

were largely propagated in this country by the daily

press. According to those stories, the country is either

uncultivable from its ruggedness, or absolutely sterile,

or storm-bound, or flooded, or so overrun with bush
and fern, as to cost more for clearing than it is worth,
or, finally, exposed to the constant inroads of ferocious
savages, who refuse to recognise the validity of the

sales which they have made, and perpetually threaten
to resume by force the land of which they have been
deprived by fraud.

Public opinion has now taken a direction so
decidedly favourable to New Zealand, and the vast
importance of it is at last so fully recognised by the
Colonial Government, that it may almost seem super-
fluous to combat any longer the misrepresentations
tha have been made upon the subject. But its

conization is still only in the bud,—thousands are
stil wavering as to the place where their little capital

wil be best invested, and it is of such vital importance
to hem to know exactly what they have to expect as
enrgrants, that we think we cannot do better than
diuct our readers' attention to a rich supply of facts

wlch have been furnished by the settlers themselves,

int collection of their letters which has lately been
polished.* For here we have no suspicious testi-

mny,— no highly-coloured representations by land
agnts and speculators, but plain and simple state*

rants from men actually in the islands to their friends
adome.
In the first place, it is highly gratifying to see that

or fears of quarrels with the natives were groundless

ad that their character had either not been at all

iderstood, or that the judicious regulations of the
jew Zealand Company have effectually removed all

<use for serious complaints. Disputes, indeed, have
icurred here and there, but so far as we are
•quainted with them, they have arisen from causes
isily arranged, and with the worst of the natives,

hose acts their own countrymen openly discounte-

ance. We may add, too, that where they have led to

npleasant consequences, this has been mainly caused

y the cowardice or wrongheadedness of the settlers

hem selves.

"The New Zealanders are a fine race of people," says
. settler at Nelson (p. 78), " stout and well made. Much
las been said in England about their fierceness, but a
•nilder, kinder people, I believe, does not exist. Our
ladies of the Fifeshire, that almost dreaded the idea of
seeing an ugly tattooed New Zealander, would no more
be afraid of one of them, or I believe not so much, as
they would of one of their country of the lower orders

at least they are perfectly harmless, and I believe that
nothing would induce them to meddle with, or injure a
white man. Some say they in some cases steal

; I

believe in no case have they been known or proved
to do so; I a little suspected it, but I now believe no
such thing; the lost things I have (bund, and I have
trusted them anywhere, and lost nothing by them."—w Some dress in English clothes/' says Mr. Gillingham,
a yeoman, (p. 154), " the others wear blankets, which is a
good article to barter with them. They are a tine race of
people. I like them much, and am not afraid to go ten
miles inland to live amongst them ; they seem to be very
harmless and strictly honest ; they come into the tents, sit

* " Letters from Settlers and Labouring Emigrants in the New
Zealand Company's Settlements," izmo, Smith ana Elder, 1843,

down, laugh, and are very entertaining with their gibber-

ish."—" The natives," says another witness (p. 158),
w are a

good-humoured, good-for-nothing set of vagabonds ; ex-

tremely well-disposed to Europeans ; and when inclined

to work, which is but seldom, they are of great assistance

in constructing houses ; at first they took tobacco for

every trifling service they rendered ; but now nothing will

do but clothing or money. There is not much fear of

their quarrelling with us ; they are too much alive to their

interests for that. As long as they continue as well

treated as they are at present, there is no chance of any
interruption in the amicable intercourse between the two
races."

So that, instead of the fierce and bloodthirsty ogres

which they have been represented to be, they are

really above the average of European peasants. Indeed,
it is quite evident that they are amicable and kind-

hearted. The greater part of the population in Cook's
Straits originally came from Taranaki. This name
alone has a magical effect upon them. Whenever
Mr. Cook mentioned Taranaki to them, they began to

cry like children, and made a thousand inquiries about
old friends, old pahs, gardens, rivers, &c. &c. (p. 156.)

And when a destructive fire broke out at Wellington,
destroying fifty-nine of the best houses in the town,
the natives actually collected five pounds among
themselves for the sufferers (p. 57).

The calumnies relating to the natives being thus
disposed of, let us see what the settlers say of the
land, which we have been told is all cut up into gullies

and precipices, utterly unfit for agricultural purposes,
and incapable of improvement by the plough :

—

11 Here," says Mr. W. Bayly, a yeoman of Devonshire,
" are thousands and tens of thousands of acres as level as
can be found in England ; I would say, when the land is

cleared, all that I have seen, that the plough shall go over
nineteen acres out of twenty. The soil is very deep in

high land as well as low. I believe for climate and soil

not better to be found in the known world. I know a
man that has tilled the third crop of Potatoes in the same
piece of ground, and I am expecting a crop within twelve
months."—" There is plenty of land that is fit for agri-

culture
; it is a beautiful soil and a beautiful climate ; all

kinds of Corn will grow well. You may grow Pease all

the year. That small portion of Wheat which I brought
with me yielded after the rate of seven quarters to the
acre. I saved the whole of the seed, and made myself a
hat with the straw, which I believe to be the first that has
been made of straw grown in the colony. J have sown
the seed on twelve rods of ground, and it is growing
beautifully. I have got half an acre of land in cultivation.

We sow the Wheat in July, and reap in January. I am
soiry to say, there are but few who support cultivation

;

they seem to be afraid of the bush, which is not half so
fieice as it is represented."

—

Extract of a Letter from a
Producer, p. 35.—" There is no doubt about its being
go:>d, very good ; and much superior to any land at home.
We can produce two good crops in one year, which can't
be done in England: Wheat, averaging sixty bushels an
acre, and Potatoes sixteen tons ditto."

—

A small Devon-
shire Farmer, p. 61.—"The farmer, the labourer, and
the independent colonist, have assumed a healthy and
vigorous bearing, full of well-grounded hop.es, and
determination to do their utmost by a soil which barely

asks for their powers to clear and cultivate it."—./. C,
Esq., P- 67.—" The soil is a black vegetable mould,
about four feet or from four to six feet deep

; generally

speaking, the subsoil is a yellow clay."—Mr. Charles
Palmer, p. 177.

—

w New Zealand looks more like an
English nobleman's domain ;— rich valleys with gentle

slopes, and woody knolls, dark groves of Pine, apparently

sloped by art, rivers and mountain streams, and every

bush filled with songsters,— nay, everything that can

charm the eye or captivate the senses."

—

From a Settler,

p. 113.—" I can truly say, ' Here one can live in ease,

without care or trouble, in one of the most genial and

healthy climates in the world, and where it onlyrequires the

hand ofman to make a Paradise.' "

—

Dr. Geo.Rees, p. 52.

" There is also plenty of clear land suitable for grazing

in the immediate neighbourhood, within two hours' sail of

the heads. There is a large valley extending for forty miles

inland, clear of trees, and covered with the finest grass,

capable of maintaining large herds of cattle, if once it was

opened up. The country is only becoming known ; no

sooner is one valley explored and surveyed than another is

discovered contiguous to it. They seem mostly to turn up

from the sea, and to be sheltered at their entrance by high

bare hills from the winds which blow with such violence on

the coast, which three-fourths of those who come out here

only see, and have no idea of the luxuriant evergreen

verdure with which the country in the interior is covered."

—Alexander Perry, Esq., p. 20.—" The valley of the

Hutt is much mor§ extended, more level, and is, perhaps,

one of the most even and the finest districts for agri-

cultural purposes in all New Zealand. In fact, there is

plenty of room in this one place for the exertion and

capital of at least one hundred thousand Englishmen. At
Taranaki, where new Plymouth is situated, there is an

opening for ac least a million of people ; and the country

there is open, so that you may have a clear view upon

almost any of the rising grounds for at least thirty miles,

and in some cases you can see land fifty miles off."

—

John Wallace, p. 12.—" This is the finest Wheat and

Barley country that ever was seen, and that you would

say if you were to see it."

—

8. and W. Curtis, p. 133.

If from this we turn to the accounts of the produce

obtained, the evidence is not only satisfactory, but

even beyond all expectation :—

" I don't believe any country in the world will beat
this for breeding

; sheep, I have little doubt, will breed
twice in the year. Some of my goats have kidded three
times in less than fifteen months. I landed four females
and one male, and in less time considerably than two
years, counted 25 in number. Our bush or rich land is

too strong for Wheat.^ I put some into my garden, and
had to cut it down twice before I could get it to stand up,
so luxuriantly did it grow. I have some Oats growing in
my garden, on rich soil, seven feet high ; and some of the
stems measure one inch in circumference; and a large

sort of English Pea growing so high, that I could not
reach some of the upper pods. You will think I am
romancing, but I give you my honour that I am not.

Some Cabbages (the Flat Pole) growing on a piece of
bush-land on our farm, measure five feet across, and have
only been planted out eight weeks. We have planted
15,000 of the Flat Pole, Jersey Cow, and 100 Headed
Cabbage for our milch cows. Cabbage plants are 2s. (jdm

per hundred, but I grew all we required, and more. At
this present moment my garden is groaning under a pro-
fusion of most excellent vegetables; it is most of it bush-
land, near an acre in extent, but not all cleared, although
fenced in. Some Mangel Wurzel now in seed is seven
feet and eight feet high ; in fact, I am quite at a loss to

say what the land will not produce when under a proper
system of cultivation and manured: this arises as much
from the climate as the soil. Cattle do remarkably well."

—p. 205.—" Wheat is calculated to pay 25/. an acre,

which is about the average price here, and not likely to go
much lower."—-A Private Letter, p. 29.—" This is a
most splendid country for farming, when the land is

cleared. You know I brought some Wheat out with me ;

it was two quarts. I had a small spot of land, and I

sowed it, and I have reaped and thrashed ten gallons from
it ; mine was the first harvest in the country. I had ten
men and boys to cut it for me one evening."

—

William
Henwood, p. 149.

Captain Smith has a large garden, with Cabbages
12 feet round, Onions 20 inches round, Roses, Pelar-

goniums, Sweethriars, fruit-trees, and all kinds of
vegetables.

—

H. S. Tiffin, to his father, p. 11. And
another person, (p. 117,) speaks of his Turnip Radishes
1G inches in circumference.

K Mr. Molesworth raised last year at the rate of eighteen

tons of Potatoes (Kidneys) to the acre, and ninety bushels

of Wheat to the acre.* This is in the Valley of the Hutt,

on land newly reclaimed from the forest, and flooded two
or three times in the year."—A Settler, p. 33.

It should here be remarked that this flooding is one
of the evils which people have been told render New
Zealand unfit for cultivation. But Mr. Stokes shows
most distinctly that the floods of New Zealand are—as

those of the Nile—a source of fruitfulness, and not of
injury.

" In my last visit to the Hutt, I ascertained a very inter-

esting fact relative to this point. I should state that this win-

ter we have had more rain than in the two previous ones, and
the Hutt has several times overflowed its banks. I saw
Wheat that had been four times covered with water, and
yet was in beautiful order. But the point to which I

wished to direct your attention was in the instance of
Mr. ——

'

s Barley; that which has been flooded is, I

understand, in first-rate order, that which has not been
flooded has been attacked by the grub. Now, a flood in
New Zealand seems to produce an opposite effect to what
it does in England, or a colder climate to ours ; it pro-
duces a fertilizing effect in the deposit which it leaves,

and, as it would appear, a salutary effect in destroying
the grub, while the frosts which usually succeed floods
in England, and nip the young blade, are unknown here.
This is important to be known, because in the district of
the Manewatu, more to the north, and still warmer than
Port Nicholson, on either side the river there are at least

100,000 acres of good land, easily drained, and still more
easily brought under cultivation, but which must be occa-

sionally subject to overflows from the river. Now, if

these overflows fas are proved by our experience in the
Hutt) are beneficial, they must remove any apprehension
or doubt from the mind of the cultivator."

The only well-founded complaint concerning the
soil applies to what is called fern land, extensive

districts of which have fallen to the lot of some
settlers. This is represented to be a strip of land
along the coast, about 200 yards wide; behind which
is a belt of bush land, as it is called, composed of the
most beautiful shrubs from five to twenty feet high*
filled up with fern of the same height, which is about
three miles wide.

It is said by one person (p. 204) that this sort of
soil •' will not grow a heavy crop the first year, the land
having been run out by the fern ; and there is such
an immense quantity of fibrous root left, that, after
rain, it puffs up, and you walk over it like walking
over a Turkey carpet.

^
This lets in the air, the ground

dries

day to

.^ ™ r-~ -—.^(.oiu me air, tne ground
too quickly, and you require rain every third
3 make things grow." And another witness

declares that it is all humbug what has been .said

about fern land being so good (p. 156). But as
Mr. Jollie observes (p. 126) the very fact of the
fern being so rank shows that the land has in it the
power of vigorous production. And such is evidently
the fact, for a writer at p. 204, says, that a great

* This must be considered an exceptional case ; the average
production per acre being estimated at 60 bushels for Wheat, and
10 tons for Potatoes.
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improvement takes place in its quality after the first

year, and that he does not desire to see finer Potatoes
than he has on that land. The great question for the
settler is how to deal economically with this sort of
land. The fern grows 6 and 7 to 15 and 20 feet

high, and to clear it is a serious undertaking. No
doubt the wiser course is to leave it in the first instance,

and to scatter the ashes on the land ; by this means
the saline matter which the fern has been robbing the
Jand of is all restored, and will immediately give the

peaty soil a tendency to decompose and consolidate.

That the fern will again spring up is certain ; but once
down it is easy enough to keep it down. The continual

destruction of its young leaves will speedily put an
end to the roots; and we are told, what is quite to be

expected, that any smothering crop will answer the

purpose. The Rev. C. Saxton (p. 105) found that a
crop of Vetches killed the fern which grew up among
them. And then, when the fern is gone, the settler

has the richest land in the colony. There are in-

stances, says Mr. Jollie (p. 126), of prolific crops of

nearly everything on land of this description ; and
• in general one may observe over the place, as a pretty

certain rule, that the finer the crop the higher had
been the fern which previously grew. This must
necessarily be the case, and if we were to settle we
should be much inclined to try our luck with the
unpopular fern land. Let us add, that, to remove the

fern, and not to burn it where it grows, will infallibly

deteriorate the land excessively.

Can any sensible person, after such evidence as this,

say that the reports unfavourable to the land of New
Zealand are other than mere calumnies ? If we next
look to the condition of the agricultural settlers every-

thing bears the face of prosperity.

11 At present there is not a single good workman left

on the hands of the Company; all but the stupid, lazy,

or feeble folk, having been hired by settlers going upon
their land, or they are working for themselves. Of abso-

lutely idle people we have none, and the settlement has
every appearance of a thriving and industrious commu-
nity. It will be a beautiful villagy sort of a country,

wherein the population will be principally farmers and
well-doing peasants, with a sprinkling of large land-

owners, professional men, and shopkeepers."

—

Letters
received by Thomas Woollcomc, Esq., p. 188.

No country seems to offer such advantages to the
industrious labourer.

w The agriculturist (farm servant), earning 8s. or 8s. 6d.

per week at home, out here would save more than he
could earn at home. I am persuaded that all classes of

honest and industrious persons will do well."

—

James
Thomas Shaw, p. 135.—" We can save ourselves about
6/. in a month; our trade is a very good one, I assure

you ; single men are getting from 21. to 3/. a week, and

they can live and lodge on the best of everything for 20s."
— George Beavan, p. 28.

Let it not, however, be imagined that New Zealand

is a country for the lazy or the apathetic; or that inde-

pendence is to be gained there by walking about with

the hands in one's pockets. Idlers enough have tried

the experiment,—of course they have failed ; and,

attributing their ill-success to anything rather than

their own misconduct, have raised the outcry which
has found an echo in Europe. Let us see what the

settlers say on this head :

—

11 All the complaints that I have heard, arise only from
the drunken, the idle, and worthless portion of the com-
munity—fellows who would do good nowhere."

—

John
George Cook, Esq., p. 166.—" It is really lamentable to

witness the want of courage and industry in a large

number of young men who come here. They arrive with the

idea that they are to have no difficulties or discomforts to

contend with, yet most of them have fled from home in

despair at the dismal prospect they were abandoning.

All the prudent and the industrious who have arrived here

are well to do. I should not mind landing in this place

without a shilling, confident that I could make myself a

pursuit in three months."

—

A Resident, p. 23.

—

M Very
many of the young gentlemen which come out, walk the

beach and smoke their cigars, and spend their money in

the grog-shops, which are very plentiful."

—

William Dew,
p. 37.—"I would not go back to England again if I

could have a free passage back again, for I know I could

not do so well in England as I can here, nor no labouring

man besides ; but I can tell you a drunken man is not

much good here; a good steady man is sure to do well

here."

—

John and Ann French, working Emigrants.

But the idle and dissipated are not the only discon-

tented persons. There is another class, who, with
good intentions and some means, are equally unsuccess-

ful: these are the gentlemen who, knowing nothing
of cultivation at home, undertake the management of

land abroad, and, incapable of farming in England,

think that the antipodes will teach them. New Zea-

land is not the country for them. The men who should

adventure thither are good farmers with a capital of

1000/., good labourers with no capital, and country

gentlemen with abundant wealth. All these may
render the country a blessing to themselves, or become
themselves a blessing to the country. It is, however,
to the first class, more than to any other, that the
colony must look ; and we trust that the New Zea-
land Company will take measures to encourage their

emigration beyond all others. A system of cheap I soil where the upper soil is nine or ten inches deep-
cabin passages will be a powerful attraction ; and
that, we have reason to believe, is already promised.
But we must conclude. Our space is exhausted

without even an allusion to the important scheme of
establishing a Scotch colony on Banks' Peninsula.
That may form .the subject of further observations
hereafter.

A Correspondent asks us whether we recommend
an open tank as a source of bottom-heat, for he says
that many persons are using such a contrivance.
We hear this with regret, because the plan is sure to

fail. Where an open tank is used three things
happen : the steam condenses among the soil and
renders it mere mud; the tanks become foul with
soil that drains into them ; and by degrees the boilers

themselves are choked up. All such contrivances as

placing hurdles, faggots, or other open materials over
tanks have everywhere failed, or will do so. The
tanks must be closed with some kind of solid, though
porous, material. We prefer soft pan-tiles ; but slate

answers the purpose very well.

There are various systems of draining, according
to the circumstances in which the water lies in the
ground. However beneficial draining may be in

some cases, in others it may do more harm than good
to remove the moisture under the soil. In grass land
—provided the water does not stagnate in hollows
which have no outlet, or remains to soak the ground
too near the roots of the grass, so as to rot those of the

finer qualities—a moist bottom is an advantage; it is

a reservoir for dry weather, when it rises by capillary

attraction and refreshes the roots. We read of floating
islands in great lakes and rivers, naturally formed by
trees and branches, and covered with vegetable earth,

which rest entirely on the water, and are covered with
the finest verdure.

The first question to be asked, therefore, is, whether
the land is too wet ? and whether the crops are injured
in wet seasons by the water rising and remaining too

near the surface?—to what extent the drains should
carry offthe superfluous water?—whether it is regularly

distributed through the soil, or lies directly over an
impervious subsoil?—whether the water is merely accu-
mulated by the rains exceeding the evaporation, or
rises from springs, or runs down from higher grounds ?

Each of these circumstances may require a different

mode of draining ; and whoever should think of
applying the same remedies to all cases, must be con-
sidered as one of those quacks who, having a nostrum
to sell, insists" on its curing all disorders, whether
dropsy, consumption, or any other.

The following directions on draining are intended
for one kind of land only ; that is, where a thin

stratum of earth, mellowed more or less by the
influence of the contact of the atmosphere, and
enriched by cultivation and occasional manuring, lies

over a stratum, more or less deep, of a compact loam
or clay, through which the water cannot percolate ; so

that, in wet weather, the lower portion of the soil

becomes like mud, or, at least, quite saturated with
water, and the roots and delicate fibres of plants are

injured, if not destroyed, by excessive moisture, unless

they be coarse aquatic plants, suited to such a soil. If

the surface is nearly level, the whole of the soil, at a

certain depth, will be found equally soaked with water

;

but if it be irregular, with risings and hollows, the

water will slowly run over the subsoil, and render the

hollows still wetter, so that it may there rise up over

the surface, producing temporary pools. The effect

of water standing long on one spot is to kill vegetation,

and also so to dilute and wash out the soluble portions

of the soil as to render it much less capable of bearing
a crop, even when the water has been carried off.

These circumstances must be well studied by the

scientific drainer before he lays down his plan. The
straight line, being the shortest, is always to be pre-

ferred for carrying off water speedily ; but a straight

line may not suit the variations in the surface: you
may have to go round the foot of a hillock, to collect

what filters down between the soil and subsoil ; and
you may have to go round a hollow, to prevent the

water from running into it, and so save the trouble of

very deep drains to draw it from the bottom when it

is once lodged there.

A section of the land, which causalways be obtained

by digging holes and boring, is essential to lay down the

best plan for the drains. The drains must be suffi-

cient to carry off all the superfluous water; but it is a

useless expense to have them larger or deeper than is

necessary. They should consist of three distinct sizes

at the least: very small, where they merely collect the

dripping of the upper soil; somewhat larger, where
many smaller drains pour in their contents ; and the

main drains, which carry all the water of many acres

to the ditches where they empty themselves, should

be proportioned to the quantity of water. The depth

must also be regulated by the size of the drain—the

larger it is the deeper it should lie, and better pro-

that is, where the plough has gone to that depth—and
the hard impervious subsoil is found a few inches
lower, a drain should be dug first so deep as to reach
the solid clay, which comes out in spits without any
crumbling, as if cut out of soap or cheese ; and in this

solid mass the main drains and the secondary drains
should be cut to the exact width of the tiles to be
used, if this be the mode of draining: if they are to

be filled up with broken stones, such as are used for

macadamising roads—an excellent material—they
must be made wider and deeper. On an average, the
main drains should be three feet below the surface, if
they are five or six inches wide at bottom. They
should be filled up with solid clay or loam, rammed
down over them ; for it must be recollected that
they are mere subterraneous channels, and do not
at all dry the land around them,—they merely
carry off the water collected by the secondary
drains. The main drains should cross the greatest
declivity of the field

_
at the bottom, and have

a sufficient fall into a river or deep ditch. In most
cases one main drain may suffice; but in fields of
great extent several main drains will be found neces-
sary, that they may never be so full as to burst
upwards, which would be a continual source of trouble
and expense. The secondary drains may run down
the declivity of the land ; if this be not too steep
they may in general be laid in the direction in which
the land has been usually ploughed. Two feet six
inches will in general be sufficient depth, and this

will bring the tiles directly over those in the main
drain,—much the most advantageous mode of union.
Immediately over the tiles or stones in the secondary
drains it may be useful to press down some strong
heath, if it can be readily procured, or any porous
material which will not rot soon ; and the earth thrown
over the heath may be a mixture of the soil and sub-
soil, trod in well, but not quite impervious to water.
Thus these secondary drains will act as collectors of
water, as well as conductors, and keep the soil dry
from 10 to 15 feet on each side. We are well aware
that we have hitherto only described the common
mode of thorough draining, such as has been so ably
advocated by Mr. Smith, of Deanston, and applied
with much success by many proprietors and practical

farmers. This is the mode we adopted ourselves.
The secondary drains, as we now call them, according
to the present mode of draining, require to be at

no greater distance from each other than 12, or at

most 15, feet; the tiles being four or five inches in

diameter outside, and two or three inside, with a flat

tile to rest on. This is expensive ; and by the sug-
gestion of a friend we are about to try an experiment,

which, if it appears likely to succeed, may perhaps be
also tried by some of our Agricultural readers. It is to

have the secondary drains in parallel lines down the
declivity, as before, but 50 or 60 feet apart, and convert

them into conductors ; and to form smaller and
shallower drains to collect the water from every spot
in the field and pour it into the conductors. We shall

explain the plan by a diagram.

Main dram.

tected from accidents which mteht choke it. In a

The collectors are small drains, about 20 inches

deep, made in the solid clay, as is the practice in

Suffolk and Essex with a shoulder, as described in

the last Number of the " Journal of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England," and a sod of grass, or a peat,

or any porous substance pressed into it to support the

earth thrown over it. These drains are very cheaply

executed by men who have the practice. They are

only two inches wide at bottom, and a horse happen-
ing to step over them, will not have room for his foot

to make any serious impression. The subsoil-plough

may work to the depth of 14 or 16 inches without

fear of injuring them. If one should be choked, it

will cause no stoppage in the others, and can readily

be repaired; or, which is safer, another maybe dug
by the side of it. Thus the expensive and regular

tile-draining is united with the shoulder-draining, and
at a great saving of expense. The collectors may be

25 feet long,—the portion of the drain which carries

the water four inches deep and two wide, and the

adhesive subsoil will not allow this to fill up. The
distance between the collectors must depend on the

nature of the climate, and the average quantity of

evaporation, but in very wet soils 12 feet will be quite

near enough. The conductors can be made and

finished by a practised workman for 2d. per pole ox

16- feet. The expense is easily calculated. The

main drains will cost altogether 8d. a pole, the

A

1
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secondaries 6d. We will hereafter give more exact

results when we have drained some fields in this

way.—M.

The fearful storm which devastated some of our

midland counties the other day has fallen with sad

violence upon a most respectable market-gardener at

Norwich. The large forcing establishment of Mr.

Bell, of Braconclale, has been almost annihilated, his

loss being estimated at 3000/., against which it was

impossible to insure; at least, the Hailstone Insurance

Office, which is now beginning to make itself known,

had not become so established in public opinion as to

call upon individuals to avail themselves of the secu-

rity it professes to offer. A calamity of this sort is

overwhelming. Mr. Bell, a substantial yeoman, one

of that class which forms the main-stay of the country,

is ruined—by no errors of his own, but notwith-

standing his honest well-directed industry, by a

terrible visitation of the elements, unless those who
can feel for such disasters will assist him. His

friends and neighbours who know him best, have, as

the Norwich papers tell us, subscribed already 750/.

towards the restoration of his establishment. His

London friends have also set on foot a subscription, as

our advertisements explain ; and we hope that the

liberality of Norwich will not be greater than that of

the country generally.

flowers are deliciously fragrant, which will give it a place

everywhere.

There are many others which might be mentioned, but
I have run to too great a length already. I may, however,

be allowed a word or two about greenhouse climbers.

Bignonia Cherere has long been kept in the stove, but it is

a true greenhouse plant, and, like all the Bigndnias, does

not bear much pruning, xinless indeed you prune them like

a Gooseberry bush, without spurring, so that what you
take away is cut close to the old wood, and what you leave

is trained at full length. Tacsdnia pinnatistipula does not
bear the heat of a light greenhouse in summer : the only

way to do good with it is to take it out through the front

glass and train jt outside, where it may remain till Christ-

mas
; then it may be closely pruned and wintered inside.

This is the way I propose, and have practised with the rest

of the conservatory climbers, after introducing the stove
ones as above : the principle is the same in both cases.

It is true I have not yet flowered all the plants which I

recommend for this system, but I am so well acquainted
with their habits that I have no fears as to the result.

—

-D* Beaton.

ON CONSERVATORY CLIMBERS, &c.
(Concludedfrom page 588.)

The first plant that I would turn out into the bed in

this pit would be Bigndnia venusta, the best of all the old

stove climbers- I am aware of the prevalent opinion that

this plant requires a strong bottom-heat to flower it ;
but

this opinion is altogether untenable, and a mere delusion.

In the hard winter of 1829-30, I had a young one planted

out in a front border, and trained up within three inches of

the glass. Through a temporary defect in the heating

apparatus we could not keep the house warmer than from

40° to 45° for several weeks, and the inside of the glass

was often encrusted with ice in the morning. The Big-

nonia did not seem to be much affected by this treatment;

it grew away freely next 'summer, and by the following

February every joint of the last year's wood was covered

with bloom, and the plant continued to flower annually

early in the spring, with no better treatment than being

warmer in winter.

The next climber would be Echites suberecta, from

Janaica. This lovely climber flowers profusely in the

stove on the current year's growth- Like the Vine, it

requires a great deal of room, and to be spur-pruned in

vinter. "When in flower, it is a fair representation of that

geat desideratum, a" brilliant yellow Convolvulus, or Ipo-
roea,—what a beautiful contrast it would make with the

lomosa Learii on the rafters of the conservatory ! Then
te Allamanda cathartica, more hardy than the last, also

bwers on the current year's wood from June to October,

ad requires therefore to be very closely pruned, and kept

Dmewhat dry in winter. After that, Stephanotus flori-

undus, the easiest of all the recent introductions to

mnage, as sweet as the Cape Jasmine, and, like it, pure

rhite. The delicious fragrance of the old Pergularia odo-

atissima claims for it a place in this selection. It does

lot require much room ; its flowers are of no beauty, and

t should be trained on the same rafter as the Stephanotus.

After these comes the Combretum purpiireum, which

lowers from April to November, if the shoots are occa-

sonally stopped through the growing season ; and as it

looms on the current year's growth, it requires to be

osely pruned in winter. The Honorable and very Reve-

tid the Dean of Manchester, who has adopted this sys-

m for some time, leaves the head of the Combretum in

e conservatory all the winter. By this system only can

e beautiful Beaumontia grandiflora be successfully

.wered. Mr. Brewster, gardener to Mrs. Wray, Chel-

nham, is the most successful cultivator of this fine

ant, flowering it on the side spurs and on the young

ood also. Attempts are now being made in some
f the Metropolitan establishments to flower the Beau-

dntia in the stoves, but this will not be. For ten

ears I tried all conceivable means to bring it to flower in

ie stove without effect ; but by the above system it

owers as freely and regularly as a Pelargonium.

Next come the stove and half-stove Passion-flowers, a
ribe, of all others, the easiest to manage. One or two of

bese will be enough to plant permanently in the pit, as

he less strong kinds may be grafted or inarched on them :

ay, Passiflora quadrangularis, a magnificent, free bloom-
ng plant, on which kermesina, Loudonii, and race-

aosa, might be worked. P. alata also might be tried
; in

-he pit it is a most shy bloomer, very much like the quad-

rangularis in general appearance,but with larger and deeper

coloured flowers. These two species are often confounded
With each other. I have grown them both for the last 15
years, and the only clue 1 can give for their identity when
&ot in flower, is the glands on the foot-stalks of the leaves

;

quadrangularis having invariably four greenish uniform
glands, while alata has only two of a yellowish tint : this

will be a sure guide to purchasers. Anyone fond of rich

foliage may plant P. ligularis, but its flowers are no better

than those of the common one. P. holosericea is rather

pretty, and there are others more curious than ornamental,
such as vespertilio, with its bat-wing-like leaves ; foetida,

with its curious fringe-work inclosing the flower, &c. The
Dew Passiflora fragrans, or Middletonia, belongs to the
same section as the common blue Passion-flower, which it

much resembles ; but it is a half-stove tplant, and the

AGRICULTURAL PESTS—Dodder, Broomrape.

I send you some specimens in flower of Cuscuta
epilinum, which appears to have thoroughly established

itself in our Flax-fields. Your readers will find a notice
of it (by Babington) in the " Journal of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society," Vol. ii., p. 63. I have lately seen it

referred to in some journals, as our old Cuscuta Europzea
;

but this is a mistake. I have wrapped up these specimens
in the stems of another species of Cuscuta, to which I beg
to direct the attention of agriculturists. It is now two or

three years since I first received a dried bundle of this

Cuscuta, which had then flowered ; it was sent to me from
the neighbourhood of Bury St. Edmund's, and described
as a pest hitherto unknown to agriculturists, and which
was doing considerable injury to the Clover. I observed
that it closely resembled our Cuscuta epithymum ; but
not having seen it in its fresh state, I felt uncertain

whether it might not be some newly-imported and distinct

species. I showed it to Babington, who has noticed it in

his lately-published ** Flola" as a possible variety of

C. epithymum, which he has called B. trifolii, at the same
time expressing a doubt of ;its identity with this species.

About a fortnight or three weeks ago, one of my neigh-

bours invited my attention to what he considered to be a

novelty in this parish. Upon accompanying him to a

Clovei'-field, he pointed out to me several circular patches,

about two yards in diameter, covered with the stems of

this very Cuscuta. The appearance was as if a quantity

of fine, closely-tangled wet catgut had been carelessly

thrown down upon the Clover. The Clover plants below
it were either dead or much injured, and it was evidently

spreading itself rapidly in all directions. I see no ap-

pearance of flowers on it as yet ; but I have transplanted
some to my own lawn, where it has taken possession, and
I hope soon to be able to give a better account of what
species it may really be. I find (as might, a priori, have
been expected) that it attacks Lucerne also. My object

in directing the attention of your agricultural readers to

this parasite is, to advise them; of the propriety of eradi-

cating it as speedily as possible wherever it may happen
to make its appearance. It has certainly been introduced

into this country with foreign seed ; and unless some care

be taken to check its progress, we shall soon have it as

thoroughly established amon^ our Clover, as the too-much-
neglected pest, the Orobanche minor, has already become.
A simple means of checking this Cuscuta is, to mow the

spots where it has attached itself to the Clover, and carry

the mown plants entirely away. I see that the farmer in

whose field it has here shown itself, has been content with
merely raking it off; he has Consequently left a con-
siderable number of fragments^ behind, which are still

attached to the Clover, and are again spreading in all

directions.

Having alluded to the Orobanche minor, I may men-
tion that this plant has also been slightly noticed in the
" Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society," Vol. i., p.

173. Upon finding it in our fields when I first came to

reside here, I asked the farmers whether they attempted

to keep it under. I found that some of them had never

noticed it, whilst others who had observed it were not

aware of what it was. As I knew that its seeds are

extremely minute and abundant, and that on some parts

of the Continent it prevails so much that Clover cannot

be grown there, I recommended them always to have it

pulled whilst in flower, such a process requiring very

little time or trouble. I was glad to find that the neigh-

bour who took me to see the Cuscuta had ever since

adopted this practice, and no longer allows the Oro-

banche to perfect its seed in his fields. May I venture

to extend my recommendation to all farmers to fol-

low so prudent an example ? I would also recommend

those who are unacquainted with the singular habits of

this description of parasite, to dig up a plant or two

which may happen to be attacked by it. They will be

able, with a little care, to find the swollen base of the stem of

the Orobanche attached to some one of the wiry fibres of

the root of the Clover ; and if they will allow a Botanist to

explain, they will understand that, as the Orobanche has

no healthy leaves of its own capable of supplying it with

nourishment, it borrows, or rather steals, the proper juice

which has been prepared in the leaves and has descended

into the roots of the Clover. It is thus that it is enabled

to perfect its strange and lurid-looking flowers, to ripen

its own seed at the expense of the valuable forage which

is destined to fill the stomachs of his cattle, in order that

the farmer may afterwards be able to fill his own fcockets.

The Cuscuta has a like bad habit, only with this difference*

that it attacks the stems and not the roots of the Clover.

As both plants are readily propagated by seed, they should
be watched and never allowed to perfect their seed. It is

very possible that their seed may lie dormant in the land
for a long period, until a fitting opportunity shall arise for

its germinating ; and at all events it may be widely dis-

seminated with the seed of the Clover itself wherever the

two are housed together.

—

Jm S. Henslow, Hitcham
9

Suffolk, 2bth August, 1843.
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THE KILLOGIE

;

A SUBSTITUTE FOR FERMENTING MATERIALS IN HOT-
BEDS, AND FOR PIPES, FLUES, &C IN HOTHOUSES.

Some time ago I sent Mr. Loudon a plan for a hotbed

adapted to the very poorest class of country cottagers
;

built without an iron nail or a brick, and calculated to

generate "bottom-heat" and "top heat/' moist or dry,

without pipes, flues, hot-water, or steam—and in the

absence, too, of all fermenting materials ; by the agency

of fire only, and that in its simplest and cheapest form
;

on the open hearth, a grate or " ingle " in the centre of

a chamber, or killogie—or, in other words, by radiant heat,

as it hath from time immemorial been used in the parching

of corn, &c. The readers of the " Gardeners' Magazine "

in general gave Mr. Loudon little praise for this communi-

cation, and in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Dr. Lindley

passed it over by saying " in our simplicity we took it for

a hoax." I will now beg leave to trespass on your valu-

able columns a little, whilst I attempt to show that this

system of heating, so far from being a hoax, will be found

the simplest, cheapest, and the most efficient, and more-

over the oldest ; for thousands of reasonable men have

borne testimony to its merits for ages past as well as at

the pre&ent day ; and if I were to ask the miller or malt-

man how it happened that whilst he eagerly adopted every

improvement in the machinery connected with the grinding

and dressing of the corn, &c, he still continued to dry the

grain in the old way on the kiln over an open fire ; or, in his

own words, over the " ingle " in the " killogie," notwith-

standing all the heating apparatus, new and old, approved,

improved, and re-proved in hot water and steam, I think

the miller or maltman could easily show that the perfect

manner in which the ingle and killogie maintain an

intense heat at a small expense, leaves little room for

improvement in the parching of corn or malt ; and where,.

I would ask, in the whole round of gardening is there

required a temperature so high as would be sufficient to

parch corn in a few hours ? Here, then, is a simple fire-

grate in the centre of a cubic room, set up for a few

shillings and managed by the man that feeds the miller's

swine, or some equally unscientific hand, doing the work
of heating the kiln-room or hothouse, and the corn

or hotbed to an extent that a hot-water apparatus worth

100 guineas would not be equal to ; and I question

whether the powers of hot water could in any reasonable

space of time prepare grist for the millhopper, and if it

could, the intricacy of many hot-water apparatus, and

the cost of all, would very likely exclude them from the

kiln of the maltman or miller.

Therefore, instead of condemning the miller for not
heating his kiln or hothouse by hot water or steam, as

gardeners do, let us see whether he has not a better system
than they, and if this can be proved we are come to the
point, namely, to consider the propriety of borrowing it

;

for gardening now-a-days embraces such a host of men, so

differently situated as regards their means and their wants,

and in such various localities, that whilst many will be

found glad enough to try a cheap and ready way of

obtaining heat for the culture of exotics, others more

highly favoured will no doubt say, and that truly, that

there is nothing like plenty of strong cast-iron pipes and

hot-water for heating all sorts of hothouses; but I could

name many very respectable men, who, though they know

the better way right well, have a strong reason for not

trying it, namely, the want of funds for that purpose, and

where this is not the case, short leases prevent many from

building permanent structures, in the same way as they

pitch a tent where they would not rear a castle. To such

the ingle and killogie are well adapted, and for such I write.

I am quite surprised that fire for bottom-heat, as well as

for top-heat, is not more generally in use wherever heat is

wanted. I should first try fire, as the most likely agent

to raise it effectually, and whoever has experienced the

cleanliness and constancy of that mode of obtaining it for

horticultural purposes will not be easily persuaded to return

to the litter, with the labour and uncertainty of raising it

from fermenting materials—not to speak of the cost, which
in most cases is double that of fuel ; yet, strange as it is,

there seems a general notion that linings of litter and large
beds of dung are cheaper and better for hotbeds than flues
and fuel ; these ideas, however, are fast wearing out, and I
hope the day is not far distant when it will be as rare to
see a man injuring good manure by making hotbeds and
linings of it, as it is now-a-days to see a roan winnowing
corn between the opposite open doors of the barn, as our
fathers did ; and though this wind was free of cost in the
first instance, yet the process became expensive in labour
and loss of time, whilst the supply of wind was always
capricious and uncertain, and such is precisely the case
in obtaining heat from fermentation ; it is equally uncon-
trollable, and uncertain as the wind.
But mark the change in a few years' experience: artificial

wind from the fanner, impelled by machinery, can now be
regulated in its duration and force to the greatest nicety

;

and, moreover, is at command by day or night, within

doors
; at a moment's notice it begins, and the director

of the work can suspend its services by a word. The

\ same may be said of heat, when supplied by fire ; kindle
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the fire over-night, and your hotbed is warm and sweet in
the morning, ready for culture of any kind, and its dura-
tion and intensity will be as much under control as the
pinions of the fanner ; and in our variable climate, where
a few hours will raise or depress the thermometer thirty
degrees, a perfect control over the supplies of heat is

invaluable. On the other hand, observe, in " Mills's
Treatise on the Cucumber " (pages 11 and 12),—which,
by-the-by, may be taken as a fair, indeed a refined, sample
of the system of dung hotbed making; he turns dung
eight weeks to sweeten it, and after he allows its body to

rest in the bed he shakes the face of it for another fort-

night, thus making ten weeks' preparation before the
instrument is tuned to play its part, during which time in

"Niven's Stove for various purposes," of which every-

body has heard, Mr. Niven would, from all accounts, have
reared Cucumbers from seed and ripened their seeds to

sow again, in less time than Mr. Mills takes to tune his

Strings. But, mark well, Mr. Mills owns that steam from
dung thus prepared is not superior, after all, to the steam
obtained from heated bricks for growing Cucumbers; and
his improved pit is neither more nor less than a hothouse
flued and buried in a dung-heap, the heat being dry as

that obtained from hot iron. Surely such statements
need no comment to show that heat obtained from
sweetened filth comes slowly, and costs foul handling, and
heavy unreasonable labour to come at all ; witness Mills,
shutting his lights to keep the heat in, at three o'clock in
the morning of 13th Nov., 1840 (see page 29).

But I should not complain of the filth and labour of
fermenting materials so much, if, after all, we could control
the heat; but, unfortunately, it is always in the inverse ratio
to the out-door cold; for in frosty weather, when, as a
matter of coarse, we want heat most, that is just the time,
and in windy weather, when linings are the coldest. See,
then, the necessity of trying some simple fire apparatus to
generate heat for horticulture just when it is wanted ; and
here it may be as well to remark, for the sake of those
who wish for hot moist air in motion in. their hothouses,
that it is just as easy for ignited gunpowder to stand still

as for heated air to stand still—by whatever system heated

;

arid as for moisture, I should rather prefer heat by itself,

and then I could easily add moisture as I might see occa-
sion, for the continual damp or vapour arising from heated
water in an open tank or gutter must seriously injure the
pollen of flowers, and the colour and flavour of fruits
while ripening off. I prefer, therefore, a close apparatus,
containing a column of water three or four inches in
diameter, with the simple saddle boiler of malleable iron,
containing little water and without bricks, forming both
sides of the fireplace, such as Fowler, of Temple-bar, and
others, have been so successful with, combining strength
and simplicity, and such a control over the heat as enables
the cultivator to increase or diminish it with the great-
est nicety, and make it moist or dry by merely turning a
cock. I must, therefore, not be misunderstood as crying
up the "killogie," in preference to these inimitable and
truly practical systems of heating, which leave nothing to
be desired, except that they were cheaper for horticulture.

I only wish to throw in my mite towards substituting some-
thing in place of the decaying masses of filth for hotbeds in

British gardens, and to enable the moorland cotter and the
American backwoodsman to nurse, force, and cultivate
exotic luxuries with three-light Melon-frames and the use
of his own good axe and spade : where he can find
fuel, however coarse, there he can always have a good hot-
bed without dung or any other fermenting material.
The walls of the fire-room, or killogie, must be isolated, as
it were, from the outer walls of the house, by a cavity,
such as is common in Cucumber pits, built after Mills's
plan. This cavity admits the heat from the side walls of
the fire-room into the atmosphere, where the Vines, Pines,
&c. &c. are growing in the hothouse, and as there never
can be any difficulty in finding space for a fire-room in
any Grape or Pine house, since the killogie will occupy
that usually useless space in the body of the house where
the tan-bed generally lies, for it is well known that the
first four feet immediately under the glass roof is the only
atmosphere in which fine fruits can be produced, and the
empty space beyond that is highly injurious and wasteful,
as it has to be heated to no purpose, and there being no
surface near the glass for the reaction of the rays of the
sun, the amount of vapour that sun heat would raise is
lessened, and all the light that would be reflected is lost.
The filling up of this empty space in Vineries, therefore,
cannot fail to be beneficial; and in the case of Pines, the
killogie will be invaluable as supplying bottom-heat
cheaper, and more at command, than any other way that
I am acquainted with. The roof of the killogie may be
made with iron sleepers and-flue tiles ; or, instead of tiles,

iron castings, the same as for a kiln, only not with holes, as
kiln coverers are made. I need not say how many other
forms it may take, and of what various materials it may
he made, as bricks and mortar in the farm of arches, stone
or brick walls roofed with flag-stones, either flat like a .

kiln, or in shelving tiers like an amphitheatre—the force
!

ot the ingle or fire being always directed towards the
!

sunny front, to make amends for the sloping rise in the i

glass, as the higher level will ever be the hottest. The
j

depth of the killogie should be 9 feet; the grate shaped
like a punchbowl, with a circular plate of iron, rather
larger than the surface of the grate, hung right over the
fire, at a distance of 3 feet from the surface of the grate,
thus making 3 feet from the ground to the top of the
grate, and again 3 feet to the reflector, which will hang
3 feet from the roof. A fire-room 16 feet long, 9 feet
**de, and 9 high, will heat a Pine stove or Vinery of the
ordinary size, say 25 feet long and 12 wide-—A. Forsyth,
Alton Towers, August 8, 1843.

{To be continued.)

THE GARDENER'S LAMENT,
FOR THE MIDDLE OF AUGUST, 1843.

The chilly west begins to blow again,

His rotten breath infects my garden round,
A thousand mildews follow in his train,

And leaves and blighted fruits bestrew the ground.

The clouds " tuck up their petticoats" * in haste,
And wade and welter through the murky air,

Shower upon shower come pelting thick and fast,
And desolation rules the broad parterre.

My tender Poppies off in whirlwinds fly

—

My knots of Tigers, Larkspurs- all are gone;
Headless my noblest Dahlias prostrate lie,

And there—my fairest brightest Pcntstemon I

No setting sun pale Oenothera cheers,
No merry morn the bright Convolvulus calls ;

The much-loved Pansy hides her face in tears,

—

Oppressed with moisture, too, the Lily falls.

My dwindling Balsams, pranked with many a dye;
My Pelargoniums and my Oaks called Holy,

Begrim'd and prostrate in disorder lie;

Ah ! naught remains to soothe my melancholy.

My orchard, too, no better tale relates;

There Apples rot beneath a sunless sky;

The trees themselves a withering fate awaits,

Foliage and fruit alike all black'ning die.

No savoury juice my well-dressed Peaches own,
Nectarines, once luscious, all insipid seem ;

Melons are naught, and hard as nether stone,

And Grapes but nil, or nothing worth the name.

My bursten Gages drop from off the trees,

The same sad fate awaits my ripe Morells;
Mildew'd arc all my ra'h-ripe Cocagees,
And blctted all my best bright Jargonclls.

Whip me the fools who prate of western breezes,
Of balmy zephyrs and eternal springs

;

Give mc the subtle east, tho* oft it freezes,

In summer months it warmth and summer brings.

But still the west and north-west winds prevailing,
Atlantic vapours, rushing to and fro,

O'ercast our skies, our hard-won sunlight veiling,
Spoil all our year, and work my present woe. P. P.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXV.
In my desire to bring the various kinds of Scarlet and

other Pelargoniums adapted for bedding out prominently
under notice, I find I have forgotten to mention two
other classes equally worthy of cultivation, viz.," the
variegated and Ivy-leaved varieties of the variegated.
Captain Mangles' variety,_or what in some parts of the
country is called " Pullen's variegated,"—is perhaps the
best, as the markings are very distinct and the white
particularly good. The flower however is very small, of
a pale pink colour, and not profusely produced, so that in

grouping a garden I generally regard it more for the
colours of the foliage than the flowers. Among the
common and golden variegated, there are several kinds
with rich scarlet flowers, but as they have no established
names the amateur must examine the gardens in his
neighbourhood, and choose for himself. There is in
cultivation a new variegated variety, with flowers equal to

the Shrubland, or Smith's Emperor, but unfortunately it

is an exceedingly shy grower, and therefore, being in few
hands, is more likely to be lost altogether than extensively
disseminated. The Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums being of a
trailing habit are plants indispensable for furnishing vases
and baskets, or running over Rockwork or Rootwork.
Among these, one which has been named in compliment
to Captain Mangles, and which has peculiarly wrinkled
leaves, is the best, as the white is clear,—indeed, has a
silvery appearance. Sometimes whole (branches in this

variety are produced with leaves entirely white, but
variegation being a diseased state of the leaf, it is found
impossible to perpetuate these white varieties. There are
also several kinds with plain leaves, and others with
golden and plain white markings, all of which, as they
produce white or pale-pink flowers in large corymbs,
are very deserving of cultivation. Both these classes will

root freely now in any sandy soil under glass, and if they
are placed a dozen or eighteen plants in a 32-sized pot,

they may be stored in it until they require to be potted
oft' next March.
Another very interesting tribe of plants which now

require to be increased for another season are the Petunias.
My spring list contains a tolerable array of names, but
now that they are in bloom I do not find many distinct

varieties, and among them the following are all I consider
worth preserving. Gem, or, as it is called in some places,

Triumphans, is the largest flower that I have seen, but it

is a shabby grower, and is of a pale rosy purple colour.

Rosea alba (Wood's), is nearly or quite as large as the
preceding, and ofa purplish rose colour, with a dingy white
centre. Lady Peel is the darkest variety in cultivation, is

of a very dark purple, or rather rich velvety maroon
colour ; it blooms freely in beds, and is of compact habit
Standishii is synonymous with this variety. Next in

colour may be mentioned a variety which originated in

the Clapton Nursery, called Duncan's Seedling; the

colour is rich crimsonish purple, with a dark centre, and
elegans is a smaller flower of the same colour, with a

white centre. Medora is a very rich rosy purple, and
remarkably beautiful. These are all distinct varieties, and
well worth cultivation. Of the pale-flowered kinds
Beauty is very properly the most beautiful ; the colour is

white, with dark centre, and the petals shaded with rosy
lilac, very much like Dodd's Mary Dahlia. Erubescens
is French-white, tinged with pink, and being a dwarf
grower and profuse flowerer, is well adapted for beds. Of
white flowers we have not a really good variety ; the old

Nyctaginiflora is dirty, and Climax and Bristol Boy are
tinged with rose. All these varieties may be propagated
readily by cuttings at the present time, in light sandy com-
post in a gentle heat, and, like the Pelargoniums before

mentioned, may be stored a dozen or a score in a pot

through the winter.

The next fortnight is the best time in the whole year

^
* A familiar expression for the festooning which sometimes shows

itself in the cwwultcs-cloui about to dissolve in nimbus*

1

for propagating Chinese, Noisette, and Bourbon Roses by
cuttings. With a sandy soil, gentle heat, and a close
frame, they will strike as freely as Couch-grass. Have
you got the "Cloth of Gold Noisette Rose?" is the
earnest inquiry of all Rose-fanciers at the present time,
and many and loud are the forebodings that it will not
come up to the description. Be that as it may, it is a very
nice-looking plant, and a good grower.— W. P. dyres,
Brooklands.

WEIGHT of FINE HORTICULTURAL PRO-
DUCTIONS.

PlNE-apple, Queen.—Weight, 5 lbs. 14 oz. ; length,
10,} in. ; breadth, 6> in. ; number of pips in height, 9.
A well-swelled and remarkably handsome fruit, grown
by Mr. Spencer, gr. to the Marquess of Lansdowne.

Pine-apple, Queen.—Weight, 5 lbs. 3oz.; length, 10
in. ; breadth, 5£ in. ; number of pips in height 10 ;

crown small. A well-formed fruit, grown by Mr. Spen-
cer, gr. to the Marquess of Lansdowne.

Melon, Beechwood.—Weight, 5£ lbs.
; grown on a bed

of fermented dung and leaves made up in the usual man-
ner, by Mr. Carmichael, gr. to Mrs. Hawkins, Bignor
Park, Petworth. Quality, first-rate.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Testa di Quaglia.—No answer having been given to an

inquiry made some time ago by a " Constant Reader"
from Dorchester, relating to a curious plant called in

Malta the Testa di Quaglia, I beg to inform you that the
plant has been known in England ever since the year
1738, under the name of Martynia Proboscidea, that it is

mentioned by Miller in his M Gardeners' Dictionary," as

cultivated under that name in England in 1759, and
belongs to the class Didynamia Angiospermia. It requires

shelter in the winter, but can be raised as other half-hardy

plants. Miller recommends sowing the seed in tan bark ;

but, as he says they frequently failed to vegetate, may not

a more hardy treatment suit them better? It was im-
ported to England from the banks of the Ohio, where it

still flourishes as well as in the Island of Malta.

—

Coturnix.

Ginger.—Your correspondent " J. M. Dytch," at p.

590, is anxious to gain all the information he can with

respect to growing Ginger. My method is as follows :

—

About the end of March or beginning of April, two good-

sized tubers are placed in a 24-sized pot, and plunged

into a bark-bed at the hottest end of a Pine-pit, using

very rich compost, consisting of half loam and half

manure, previously incorporated at least twelve months ;

the bottom-heat should be 80°, or 85°. As soon as the

roots will hold the soil together, they are re-potted into

a No. 12-sized pot, and plunged again $ they now require

a powerful heat, and proper attention to watering. Py
the end of June or the beginning of July the crop is

gathered. If the old tubers be replaced in July, tley

will have plenty of time to mature a second crop beftre

Christmas. They will, however, do best planted out in

rich soil, with a good bottom-heat, and gathered as tley

grow, up to a certain time, similar to plundering an
Asparagus-bed. I hope your correspondent will make

known his practice for my benefit, as well as for that of

others. I must add, that this is my first attempt of

planting the tubers twice in one year. Ours have yet to

possess that transparency which is conspicuous in that

we get from the West India Islands. — W. Brown,

Merevale.

Standard Roses.—Whoever is desirous of forming lines

of these, well-organised under the shortest notice, should

bud early in June; cut all away, to force the inserted

bud : ic will grow a foot and more the same year, and

frequently produce a head of flowers. Most sorts (perhaps

all of them) will yield to this practice.— W. Brotens

Merevale.
Maggot in Onions.—The ravages of this pest to the

Onion tribe have become very serious. Last year I totally

lost a crop by them, and this year I have seen many crcps

seriously injured, and in some instances quite destroyed;

and as I have tried an experiment or two, and have Suc-

ceeded in obtaining a promising crop, I beg leave, through

your pages, to detail the means I have used. A plot of

ground intended for Onions was well manured with rotten

stable-dung, and thrown up in ridges to be mellowed by
the winter frosts. At the proper season for sowing the

seed I had the ridges levelled, and the plot divided into

three parts : one part was covered with wood-ashes,

another with soot, and the third was left as it was. The

seed was then sown in drills; it came up very well, and for

a time they all appeared to thrive alike; that part sown

with soot, however, soon took the lead; the wood-ashes

were next; but the part that was dunged only begun to

show symptoms of maggots, and is now a failure. There

were a few maggots amongst the wood-ashes, but not on©

amongst the soot. Now as soot can be more easily-

obtained than wood-ashes, and as I have proved its efficacy,

I trust that many of 'your readers who may have suffered

from this .insect will be induced to give it a trial.— ?\

Appleby.
Hyatt's Pine Strawberry.—After your notice of this

Pine Strawberry, the culture appears so clear that I aft*

reluctant to again throw over this variety any mystery as

to its cultivation. Deep trenching and manure (with early

planting) will go very far to ensure success with any

Strawberry, if the plants are not crowded ; but as many
persons may not have the dry situation recommended for

their preservation in winter, I can inform them that the

very finest unfailing crops, in my experience, are grown

in a marsh that, after heavy rains or floods from an ad*

joining stream, will scarcely bear the weight of a man, and

I have seen them produce their finest crop after lying

f
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•under water for days or weeks, during a very wet winter.

This occurs in Mr. Sheppard's market-grounds at Dept-

ford, where they grow in the wildest luxuriance, and pro-

duce most prolific crops ; the plants are renewed annually,

and judging from these results I have hitherto deemed a

moist bottom to be essential for this variety of my favourite

fruit.—M.
Hydraulic Cement.—I have a water-work that costs me

yearly a large sum. The course is made of ridge tile and

brick,—the sides are worked with Roman cement; the

Roman cement will not standj the frost ;—what I wish is

that some of your correspondents would inform me if I

could use any other cement for the purpose ;—whether

the asphalte would answer ?

—

J. B. II.

Rust on Grapes.—Having the thinning of Grapes in a

late Vinery, and having frequently seen it mentioned in

the Chronicle that allowing the hair of the head to come
in contact with the berries, and unskilful handling in

thinning, would cause rust, I beg to say I purposely

caused several bunches to come in contact with my hair,

and likewise carelessly handled them during the operation

of thinning, on all of which there is not a single berry

showing symptoms of rust ; while on the surrounding

bunches, some of the berries are almost totally covered

with it ; and I should mention that they are now about to

change their colour.

—

C. It.

Rendle 7

s Tank System.—I am sorry that my letter on
this subject should have been considered by Mr. Rendle

as nothing more than an attempt to throw cold water on
his plan of heating ; if such were the tendency of my
remarks, I most earnestly wish those of your readers who
have not read Mr. R.'s treatise to understand that those

remarks were made on the instruction given in that

treatise, and not on what the author now offers, which is

entirely supplementary to it. The suggestion, however,
at p. 572 of the Chronicle, I consider excellent. And if

by diverting the current of water in its course from the

flow-pipe into other pipes the circulation in the tank is

not arrested, I am convinced that a great deal is done

towards rendering the plan useful in Pine culture. But
there is one thing which should not be overlooked,
namely, it does not admit of the pipes being fixed one
inch higher in the house than the tank, be that where it

may. Whether that is a disadvantage as compared with

other tank systems which do, I leave other persons to

determine. Respecting the saving of expense that would
be effected by the adoption of this plan, I am willing to

defer to Mr. R.'s opinion, but I cannot see so clearly as he
seems to do, that the saving of fire is attributable to the use
of a large body of water ; because whether the quantity of
water is great or small, it merely transmits the heat given
oiT in the combustion of the fuel to the air in the house.
As this air is constantly being cooled, a continual demand of
hea; is made on the radiating surface to maintain the
desred degree of temperature. Now, through whatever
medum this heat may be imparted to the house, the
quattity of fuel necessary to produce it will always be
prety much the same. If a large body of water yields

twie as much heat as a smaller quantity, it is because it

hasfirst received twice as much as the other. My opinion
is, .hat the most economical qualities of a heating appa-
rats consist in its having as much surface of boiler

prsented to the fire as possible, and the most effectual

prrention of loss of heat through flues, &c. ; and in its

haing an equal distribution of heat throughout the house,
byneansof a quick circulation of water, whether through
pies, gutters, or tanks : these advantages once secured,
th cuestion as to quantity of water I regard as one of con-
vince rather than one of expense. Mr. Rendle tells us
thitit is his " opinion that as soon as it (his plan of
heatig) gets properly understood, it will be universally
ado-.ed/' which implies that it is not properly under-
stoc;—in that I quito agree with him, and would
go step farther by giving my opinion, that no other
plaiof heating is properly understood

; and the reason
is, 3 don't properly understand what it is that we want;
in ct, we are only just beginning to learn. Some
"welvritten letters which have recently appeared in the

Gdeners f Chronicle on out-door watering, tell us in

lanage not to be misunderstood that we are very far

fro knowing in what state the elements are most con-

geil to the growth of plants in our own climate, and it

wed be strange indeed if our knowledge of every other

cliite from which we bring plants was more accurate.

N«
f
although the subtilty of the working of nature may

foiver elude the sagacity of human research, yet it is my
huble opinion that the only unerring rule by which we
caxdapt places to plants, is to be deduced from a greater

knWedge than we already possess of the laws which adapt

pits to places. When we can duly appreciate the neces-

sitof subjecting a plant, at certain periods of its exist-

en, to a series of changes in the surrounding elements,

siilar to what the Almighty Creator had determined its

chatal vicissitudes to effect, in order to its perfect deve-

lcnent ; I say, when we can do this, it will be with more
ce than we have ever yet evinced that we shall make
clce of a heating apparatus. And, considering the faci-

liia which practical men now enjoy for making known to
e& other their ideas, and receiving every species of
sontific information relative to Horticulture, I regard no
leger the idea as Utopian that the opinions of gardeners,
w.ch have too long been treated with derision, will not
ory te heard, but that they will become the inventors of
e\rything necessary for carrying on their own operations.

-4T- Sherwood.
Talk System of Heating I have put up a small

bojer (Rogers') with a wooden tank, under a Melon pit,

asqnjxperiment. The result is so entirely satisfactory

"intend to apply it to all the houses. I never saw
crop of Melons, or plants so healthy. I should

m ' " " *"

say that I added an open gutter, fixed along the front of
the pit, which I think an improvement.-— T. P.

Aromatics.—Under this word, in the*Gardeners' Chro-
nicle of 12th Aug., 1843, p. 559, middle column, is this

passage :

—

" The approach to Ceylon can be determined
by the fragrance of the air, at the distance of many miles."
If this has been given by one who has actually perceived
the fragrance of Ceylon at the distance of many miles, the
writer of this note has nothing farther to say. But if it

belittle else than what may have been heard or ready I
must take the liberty of doubting the statement. I have
several times approached Ceylon, and anchored pear the
island; 1 and having read and heard similar statements, was
on the alert to sniff the said fragrance,—but none could
be perceived. Many of my shipmates had also heard the
like

; but neither then nor on earlier occasions, found any
confirmation of the rumour; therefore I cannot help
setting the notion down as a popular error, believing
that the Miltonic authority of " Sabean odours" being
wafted from the spicy -shores of Araby the Blest," is mere
poetry

—

" Many a league,
Cheered with the grateful smell, old Ocean smiles—"

the same. And again, as to the "spicy shores of Araby
the Blest," or unblest, it may be set down to the like

account—mere poetry. Arabia produces no spice. " The
perfumes of Arabia " is a common household phrase, and
as erroneous as common. Scores of quotations, poetical
and prosaic, might be given in addition to Pope's

—

" And all Arabia breathes from yonder box."

But this may suffice.— Oriental.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT CORK.

We are indebted to the columns of the " Athemeum" for the
following: reports of such part of the proceedings of the Associa-
tion as relate to Botany or Vegetable Physiology. The most re-
markable circumstance is the re-discovery of the very rare Spiran-
tlius gemmipara, concerning whose supposed identity with S.
Romanzoviana we hope now to have some means of deciding.
On the Influence of Light on the Growth of Plants, by Mr. R.

Hunt.—The peculiar influence exerted upon the germination of
seeds and the growth of the young plants by coloured light, has
been for some years the subject of the author's investigations.
The results show the surprising powers exerted by the more
lumious rays in preventing germination, and in destroying the
healthful vigour of the young plant. Plants, when made to grow
under the influence of the red rays, bend from the light as some-
thing to be avoided ; while the blue or chemical rays are effica-
cious in quickening the growth of plants. Since the publication
of the last Report, the author has tried plants of a great variety
of kinds, and the same effects have been produced. It has, how-
ever, been found, that although blue light accelerates germina-
tion, and gives a healthful vigour to the young plant, its stimu-
lating influences are too great to ensure a perfect growth. The
strength of the plant appears to be expended in the production of
a beautiful deep green foliage ; and it is only by checking this
tendency, by the substitution of a yellow for a blue light, that the
plant can be brought into its flowering and seeding state. The
etiolating influence of the green rays was observed upon, as well
as the power which plants possessed of sending out shoots of a
great length in search of that light which is essential to their
vigour. I

Monstrous Violets.—A paper from Mr. R. Milliken, on a sup-
posed anomaly in the Fructification of the Violet. Mr. Babington
said that the author of the paper had described the appearances
correctly, but had come to a wrong conclusion. The fact was,
that in Viola some flowers were later than others in appearing,
and that the later ones were generally imperfect, not having anv
corolla. The later flowers appearing without petals had misled
Mr. Milliken to the supposition that these produced their fruit as
the result of the flowering of the first flowers.—Prof. E. Forbes
stated that the absence of petals was a permanent state of some
of the species of the Violet.

On the Decomposition of Carbonic Acid Gas, and the Alkaline
Carbonates, by the light of the Sun, By Prof. Draper, New York.
—The decomposition of carbonic acid gas, by the leaves of plants
under the influence of the light of the sun, is one of the most
remarkable facts in chemistry. Dr. Daubeny, in a very able paper
in the Transactions of the Royal Society for 1836, came to the
conclusion that the decomposition in question was due to the
rays of light, a result obtained by the agency of coloured glasses,

but which does not appear to have been accepted by later authors,

who have attiibuted it to the chemical rays. There is but one
way by which the question can be finally settled, and that is by
conducting the experiment in the prismatic spectrum itself.

When we consider the feebleness of effect which takes place, by
reason of the dispersion of the incident beam through the action
of the prism, and the great loss of light through reflection from
its surface, it would appear a difficult operation to effect the
determination in this way. Encouraged, how:ever, by the purity
of the skies in America, I made the trial, and met with complete
success. The plan followed was that already described for deter-
mining the active ray, in the case of chlorine and hydrogen. A
series of tubes, half an inch in diameter and six inches long, were
arranged so that the coloured spaces of the spectrum fell on
them. In these tubes, water, impregnated with carbonic acid
gas, and containing a few green leaves (Poa annua), was placed,
it was expected, that if the decomposition be due to the radiant
neat, the tube occupying the red space, or even the one in the
extra-spectral red space, would, at the close of the experiment,
contain most gas. If it were the « chemical rays," in the common
acceptation of the term, we might look for the effect in the blue,
violet, or indigo spaces; but if it were the light, the gas should
make its appearance in the yellow, with some in the green, and
some in the orange. Imade the trial several times, and found it

much more easy to accomplish than I had expected. The results
•were briefly as follows .—In the tube that was in the red space a
minute bubble was sometimes found, but sometimes none at all.

That in the orange contained a more considerable quantity; in
the yellow ray a very large amount, comparatively speaking; in

the green a much smaller quantity ; in the blue, the indigo, the
violet, and the extra-spectral space at that end, not a solitary

bubble. From these facts, in connexion with some results

obtained by the use of bichromate of potash, as an absorptive

medium, I conclude that it is the rays of light which effect the

decomposition, and that the rays of heat and the tithonic rays

have nothing to do with the phenomenon. The alkaline bicar-

bonates arc easily decomposed by elevation of temperature, yield-

ing a portion of their acid at the boiling point of water. Instead

of using a solution of carbonic acid, I endeavoured to effect the

decomposition of these salts by leaves in the sunlight, and found

that it took place with facility. Nor is the effect limited to the

removal and decomposition of the second atom of the acid* It

passes onto the first ; the neutral carbonate of soda itself decom-

posing and yielding oxygen gas. In like manner the sesqui-car-

bonate of ammonia may be made to yield a very pure oxygen
gas.— Prof. Apjohn made a few remarks on this communication,
which announced results so different from our received ideas on
this subject, it being generally agreed that the chemical rays
were the most active in producing the decomposition t>f the
carbonic acid absorbed by the plant,—Mr. Hunt said, that he had

listened with great surprise to Dr. Draper's paper, as, from his

own experiments with coloured glasses and transparent media,
carefully analyzed so as to determine what rays were absorbed
and what rays passed through them, he had arrived at conclusions

;
diametrically opposed to those now put forth. He acknowledged
-that he had never tried the experiment with the pure rays of the
prismatic spectrum, but he should certainly lose no time in doing
so on his return to England. Mr. Hunt then noticed some pecu-
liarities which had been observed in the light of southern climes,

to which he was at present inclined to attribute this difference in

the result of experiments.
Saxifrages.— Mr. Mackay exhibited specimens of the Irish

Saxifrages. He called attention to the species resembling the

London Pride (Saxifraga umbrosa), and with the specimens of

the species he also exhibited several varieties of S. geum, S.

hirsuta, S. h. polita, &c—Mr. Babington remarked, that Saxi-

fraga was a difficult genus to study. There were many specimens
on the table, which, if they came from different countries, would
be naturally described as species, but which, as they were all

gathered in Ireland, he had no hesitation in calling varieties. It

was no proof that a plant was a species because it remained the

same in cultivation for a great length of time, for many varieties

did that. He had paid great attention to the Saxifrages, and of

those belonging to the London Pride tribe, he believed that only

S. umbrosa elegans, geum, and hirsuta, were species. The
variety S. u. of Mr. Mackay, was not the London Pride of the

English Gardens, which was identical with the London Pride of

the Pyrenees. Prof. Forbes said, that the difference between
botanists with regard to species and varieties, could only be
reconciled by ascertaining from each writer an estimate of the

value he attached to particular characters. For the want of this

there was much confusion even in Botany, but the evilwas much
greater in Zoology. The vague manner in which the characters

of animals were drawn up by British zoologists, was a constant

cause of complaint among continental naturalists.

Spiranthesgemmipara.—The Rev. W. Hincks called attention to

two living specimens of the Neottia gemmipara of Smith. This

very rare plant had been discovered by Mr. J. Drummond in a

salt marsh near Castleton Beai haven, in the county of Cork, in

1810. From an imperfect specimen, Sir J. S. Smith had de-

scribed and figured it, and it bad not been seen again till 1 84
1

, when
it was re-foniid by Dr. Sharkey. Only one specimen was again

obtained, and it was with difficulty identified with the original

specimen in the Linnean Hei barium in London. Dr. Wood and
Dr. Harvey had, during the past week, both gathered living

specimens, which weie now on the table. The original plant was
not a Neottia, as had been supposed by Smith, but was now
referred to Spiranthes. Mr. Babington stated, that he had care-

fully exan.ined the plant on the table, and believ*d that it was a

genuine Spiranthes. It was a matter of great interest, as pro-

bably this plant was one ot the larest in the worlo. There was
no record of its having been found anywhere but in the locality

from whence these specimens were brought. Mr. Hincks stated

that amongsome Californian plants received in London had been
found what appeared to be a Spiranthes gemmipara [not Cali-

fornian, but Unaaschkan].
Linaria Italica.— Dr. Allman exhibited specimens of a Linaria

which he had gathered in Ireland. He believed it be a new
species, and had described it at a meeting of the Royal Irish

Academy. It had been supposed to be the Linaria Italica of

Tieviranus, which had also been found in England, but this plant

differed in many respects from L. Italica. Mr. Babington thought

the plant of Dr. Allman differed from the English L. Italica.

Should this Linaria be a new species, it will probably be new to

the European Flora. Dr. Allman stated, that Botanists in London
had pronounced his plant a hybrid, and Mr. Mackay concurred

with this opinion.
Trichomanes speciosum.— Dr. Allman exhibited specimens of

the very rare Trichomanes speciosum, and also of one discovered

by Mr. Andrews of Dublin, which differed from it in many points,

and which might probably turn out a new species. The principal

features of difference that this Fern presented were, the posses-

sion of bipinnate fronds, long bristles, and the triangular form of

its fronds: in all these points it differed from T. speciosum. Mr.
Mackay had cultivated the plant in question since Mr. Andrews
discovered it, and it was his conviction that it was a new species.

Vitality of Seeds.—Mr. H. G. Strickland then read the Report

of the Committee appointed to investigate the length of time
during which seeds would retain their vitality. Several experi-

ments were making, and the committee still invited the attention

of the Members to this subject, as they would be glad to receive

from any source, seeds of which the great age could be clearly

ascertained.

COUNTRY SHOWS,
Bath Royal United Horticultural Society , August 19.—The fifth

show for the season took place in the Horticultural Gardens,
Victoria Park. It was distinguished as a Hollyhock Show; and
was stiikingly characterised as such by the introduction of a
marquee expressly contrived for the purpose, and erected at the

expense of A. Lawrence, Esq., who gave a richly-chased silver

goblet as a prize for the best cut Hollyhocks. The front entrance
of the tentwas rendered attractive by an external orbicular embel-

lishment, surmounted by a gold eagle, alternated with HoIlyhpcKS

and wreathed Laurel, and bearing an inscription in theinner cjrCJ e

indicative of the purpose of the tent. On the curtain o ^tne

tent, behind the stand, was fixed a beautiful Hollyhock star.

The principal competitors for the prize were Messrs. &«»">
Emerson, and Kitley. It was awarded to the ^**™*'
Among the exhibitors were H. Davis, Esq., and

r£;„ V^v«*'
Esq. List op Phizks.-^w W^JBjf^['7,"ft"

M. Yeeles, Esq,; 2, Miss Bayly. Scabious, twenty-four, 1, A.
Lawrence, Esq. Boses, collection, I, Mr. Bennett ; 2, A. Law-
rence, Esq. Ornamental Collection of Cut Flowers, 1, Mr. Shaw •

2, T. Emerson, Esq. Flowering Plants in Pots in the growing
state.— Class 1—Nurserymen.— Stove Plants, five, 1, Mr. Drum-
mond. Greenhouse Plants, nine, Mr. Salter. Do.

"

six 1,
Mr. Drummond. Balsams, eight, l, Mr. Salter. Cockscombs, 1,
Mr. Salter. Fuchsias, twelve, 1, Mr. Drummond; 2, Mr. Salter.
Collection of Plants, 1, Mr. Salter; 2, Mr. Carpenter. Ornamental
Basket of Plants, l, Mr. Salter; 2, Mr. Carpenter. Class i/-—
Amateurs.-Grchidea>, three, 1, J. Jariett, Esq. Single Specimen,
1,J. Jarrett, Esq. Stove Plants, rive, 1, J. Jarrett, E><\- Do.,
three, 1, J. Jarrett, Esq. Greenhouse Plants, eight. 3, J. M. Yeeles,
Esq.; 2, J. Jarrett, Esq. Cockscombs, six, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq.; 2,
Y. Sturge Esq. Balsams, 1, J . Jarrett, Esq. ; 2, JJM. Yeeles, Esq.
Jzrtcas, three, 1, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Fuchsias, nine, I, J. M.
Yeeles, Esq. Ornamental basket of Plants, I, Mr. Shaw. A.
Lawrence, Esq.'s Prise {a Silver Goblet) for the best Eighteen
Hollyhocks, Mr. Salter. Honorary Prize for Wax Flowers, Mrs.
Price. J. M. Yeeles, Esq.'s Prize for the best Collection of Hardy
Annuals n>»rt rc»*««»'«/«» t>— *- pmii. Fruit:—Pine Apples,
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i~G Yeeles, Esq.; 2, T. Emerson, Esq. ; 3, G. C. Tugwell, Esq.

U«73* 1, Mr. Merry; sand 3, Mr. J Cook ^,
eisrht l, Mr. Merry; 2, G. Yeeles, Esq. Apricots, 1, Mr. W.

Salter. Ptew*. 1, Mr. Lidiard ; 2, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Cherries,

l^Vy^tTi^.Sh^. Poland 2, Mr. J. Cook. Apples,

tot* 1. Mr. Lidiard , 2, Mr. J. Cook. OHMf* ^r. M&ty 5

2, Mr Lidiard. Raspberries, 1, Mr. Lidiard; 2 Mr. Cooper.

Gooseberries, 1, Mr. Ropers. Currants, I. Mr. Salter Vkgk-

TaTbI7^C0/^0« of Tomatoes, Artichokes Vegetable Marrow

Scarlet Runners, l, Mr. J. Cook ; 2, Rev. C Paul; 3, G. C. rag-

well, Esq. Collection of Celery, Lettuces, Garden Turnips, Lai-

rotZonians, I. Mr. Cooper; 2, Mr. J. Cook. Best Salad, l, Mr.

Cook; 2, Mr. Cooper. Extra Prizks :-*<««, Mr. Cole, Mr.

Carpenter. Collection of Verbenas, Mr. Walters. Collection of

Cut Flowers, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. Collection of Cut Roses,
J.

Emerson, Esq. S*wtff*AT XtaMlff, J. M. Yeeles, Esq. 12 ^*«J
T. Emerson, Esq. Amaryllis, Mr. Targett. ffnea, J- M- Y*ei?!>

Esq. Achimenes. Mr. Merry. Sfc* Greenhouse Plants, J. M.

Yeeles, Esq. Hollyhocks, T. Emerson, Esq. Seedling fuchsia,

Miss Baviy. Starts Puberula, Miss Bayly. Grapes, G. U
,

tag-

well, Esq., Mr. Minty. Apricots, W. Miles, Esq., M.P. Cau/t-

Jtower*, Mr. J. Cook. SAa/fofe, Mr. Cooper.-£«*/* H*wK.

Cambridge Florists' Society, July 24.—The show of Carnations

and Picotees, which was held at the Red Lion Hotel, was much

better than might have been anticipated, considering- the remark-

able coldness of the season. The prize stands of these flowers

exhibited respectively an agreeable variety of the choicest sorts,

and appeared to .give much satisfaction to the connoisseurs in

such matters. It will be seen from the list subjoined, that Don

John (against which some of the northern florists have been

making such an outcry) maintains its position as a first-rate

scarlet bizarre; it occupied, on this occasion, the dozen places

assigned to its class. We must not omit to notice a beautiful

seedling Picotee exhibited by Mr. Wood, of Huntingdon, and

named Wood's Princess Alice ; this flower obtained the first seed-

ling prize, and also took the first prize in its class, beating all the

older varieties. Carnations: Mr. R. Haylock, Premier prize,

Dalton's Lancashire Lass. Scarlet Bizarres: 1,2,3, and 4, Mr.
Twitchett, with Twitchett's Don John; 5, Mr. Rickard; 6, J and

8, Mr. Twitchett; 9, Mr. Marshall; 10, Mr. Rickard; 11, Mr.
Haylock, all with Twitchett's Don John. Crimson Bizarres: 1

and 2, Mr. Wood, with Wood's William the Fourth and Ely's

Lord Milton; 3, Mr. Twitchett, Count Paulina; 4, Mr. Wood,
Paul Pry; 5, Mr. Ready, Paul Pry ; 6, 7, 8, and 9, Mr. Twitchett,

with Puxley's Prince Albert, Paul Pry, Jaques's Gloriana, and
Count Paulina; Nos. 10 and 11, not claimed; 12, Mr. Marshall,
Hufton's Duke of Wellington. Scarlet Flakes: I and 2, Mr.
Haylock, Addenbrooke's Lydia, and 3, with Steam's Dr. Barnes

;

4, Mr. Wood, Addenbrooke's Lydia; 5 and 6, Mr. Haylock, with
Addenbrooke's Lydia and Dr. Barnes; 7, Mr. Wood, Wilson's
William the Fourth ; 8 and 9. Mr. Twitchett, with Marquess of

Granby and Lowe's Grand Sultan ; 10, Mr. Wood, Addenbrooke's
Lydia; 11, Mr. Twitchett, Marquess of Granby; 12, Mr. Wood,
Wilson's William the Fourth. Purple Flakes: 1, Mr. Twitchett,
Mansley's Beauty of Woodhouse; 2, Mr. Ready, Lascelles' Queen
of Sheba ; 3, Mr. Wood, ditto ; 4, Mr. Wood, Millwood's Premier

;

h, Mr. Green, Queen of Sheba; 6, Mr. Marshall, Headly's Seed-
ling; 7, Mr. Haylock, Queen of Sheba; 8, Mr. Haylock, Hufton's
Bellerophon. Rose Flakes: 1 and 2, Mr. Haylock, Dalton's Lan-
cashire Lass; 3 and 4, Mr. Wood, Sir George Crewe; 5, Mr.
Haylock, Duchess of Devonshire; 6, Mr. Rickard, Lancashire
Lass; 7, Mr. Dickerson, Duchess of Devonshire ; 8, Mr. Twitchett,
Tasker's Princess Royal ; 9, Mr. Wood, Yates' Supreme; 10, Mr.
Wood, Pullen's Queen of England; II, Mr. Marshall, Duchess
of Devonshire; 12, Mr. Wood, Yates's Supreme. Seedling Car-
nations: 1, Mr. Twitchett, not named

; 2 and 3, Mr. Wood, ditto.

Picotees:—Mr. Twitchett, Premier Prize, Sharp's Elegante.
Jied [heavy edged), 1, Mr. Haylock, Sharp's Duke of Wellington;
2, Mr. Wood, do.; 3, Mr. Twitchett, Brinkler's Masterpiece; 4,

Mr. Wood, Wood's Marshal Soult; 5, Mr. Ready, Giddens's Sir

R. Peel; 6 and 7, Mr. Haylock, with Sharp's Wellington and
Sharp's Hector; 8, Mr. Rickard, Sharp'sWellington ; 9. Mr. Ready,
Hector; 10, Mr. Haylock, do.; 11, Mr. Wood, Seedling; 12, Mr.
Haylock, Sharp's Wellington. Red {light edged), 1, Mr. Twitchett,
Sharp's Gem ; 2 and 3, Mr. Rickard, Sharp's Gem ; 4, Mr. Wood,
Wood's Victoria ; 5, Mr. Rickard, Sharp's La Delicate; 6, Mr.
Wood, Wood's Lady Paget

; 7 and 8, Mr. Dickerson, La Delicate
and Sharp's Cleopatra; 9. Mr. J.Taylor, Russell's Incomparable;
10, Mr. Dickerson, Sharp's Cleopatra; II, Mr. Twitchett, La
Delicate; 12, Mr. Rickard, Sharp's Gem. Purple (heavy edged),

1, Mr. Wood (Seedling), Wood's Princess Alice; 2, Mr. Twitchett,
Sharp's Defender; 3, Mr. J. Taylor, Hufton's Drusilla; 4, Mr.
Wood, Seedling; 5, Mr. Marshall, Crask's Queen Victoria; 6,

Mr. Ready, Drusilla ; 7 and 8, Mr. Wood, Seedling ; 9, Mr. Green,
Drusilla; 10, Mr. Marshall, Queen of England; 11 and 12, Mr.
Twitchett, Crask's Victoria and Queen of England. Purple (light
tdged), 1 and 2, Mr. Twitchett, Sharp's La Elegante ; 3, Mr. Ready,
Gidden's Vespasian; 4, Mr. Wood, Unknown; 5, Mr. Ready,
Vespasian; 6, 7, 8, and 9, Mr. Twitchett, with Brinkler's Lady
Emily, Brinkler's Lady Chesterfield, and Brinkler's Lady Emily;
10, Mr. Wood, Wood's Lord Hinchinbrooke ; 11, Mr. Twit-
chett, Lady Chesterfield; 12, Mr. Ready, Vespasian. Rose
(heavy edged), Mr. Crisp, 5 prizes, with Green's Queen Victoria.
Rose (light edged) : 1 and 2, Mr. Wood, with Gidden's No. 122 and
Favourite; 3 and 4, Mr. Twitchett, Brinkler's Beauty of Cran-
field ; 5, Mr. Twitchett, Purchas's Granta ; 6, Mr. Wood, Pur-
chas's Matilda. Yellow Picotees: l, Mr. Wood, Martin's Victoria;
2, Mr. Haylock, do. ; 3, Mr. Marshall, do. ; 4 and 5, Mr. Rickard,
Howlett's Paragraph; b\ Mr. Wood, Reinede Francais. Seedling
Picotees: 1 and 2, Mr. Wood, Wood's Princess Alice. Dahlias
grown in a pot, 1, Messrs. Hudson, Argo; 2, Messrs. Hudson,
Ruby. Balsams, 1 and 2, Mr. Green. Cockscombs, 1 and 2,
Messrs. Hudson. Specimen Plant in a pot: 1, Mr. Green, Mau-
xandya Barclayana alba; 2, Messrs. Hudson, Hoyacarnosa; 3,
Mr. Gumming, Pelargonium (Smith's Emperor). Cut Flowers,
J.Messrs. Hudson; 2, Mr. Ready. Society's Bouquets: 1, Mr.
Green, with 5s. added by Mr. J. Crouch; 2, Messrs. Hudson.
Amateur«' Bouquets: (Mr. Green's Prizes) : I, Mr. W.Crisp; 2,
Mr. J. Edis. Extra Prizes: Mr, Green * Collection ofPlants;
Messrs. Hudson, do.,- Mr. Catling, Ivy-leaf Pelargonium; Mr. J.
Sparrow, Hollyhocks} Mr. Ready, Dahlias; Mr. Edis, Pansies.

Cork Horticultural Society, July 26.—The exhibition of Flowers,
Fruits, and Vegetables, took place at the Corn Exchange. The
varied contributions from the Flower Garden were not so
numerous as on former occasions. The Fruits were fine and in

great variety, and the Vegetables were never finer. From Sir
W. Chatterton's garden there was a collection of Roses, Picotees,
and Carnations ; a large Bouquet, and a varied collection of Fruits
and Vegetables. From Mrs. B. Fitzgerald, a collection of Fruits,
comprising Grapes and Melons, and well-grown Greenhouse and
Stove Plants ; amongst the latter we noticed the beautiful Ron-
dele'tia speciosa, and Ixora grandiflora, covered with flower : the
Balsams in this collection were remarkably fine. From J. S.

Barry, Esq., a large assortment of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Melons, Grapes, and Cherries, and a collection of Vegetables,
amongst which we noticed a brace of immense Cucumbers.
From A. Newman, Esq., a collection of Roses, Fuchsias, and
Dahlias, and a variety of Vegetables. From the Rev. J. Stopford,
a collection of Roses, Pansies, and Herbaceous Plants. From J.

Lindsey, Esq., a tastefully-arranged Bouquet and a collection of
Fruits and Vegetables; we noticed in this lot some ripe Eve
Apples. From Col. Hodder, a collection of Carnations, Picotees,
and Dahlias, also some Fruits and Vegetables. From J. M.
Travers, Esq., a large collection of Fruits and Vegetables;
amongst which were some fine Grapes, Melons, and Peaches.
From Sir G. Goold there was also a collection of Fruits and
Vegetables. From Mrs. Morrogh there was a beautiful collection
of Greenhouse and Herbaceous plants, comprising: some Seedling

Fuchsias of rare beauty. From Capt. Hill there was a splendid

collection of Pelargoniums, amongst which were some fine Seed-

lings a*so a variety of Fuchsias, Roses, Pinks, and Dahlias. From

W. G. Bradford, Esq., there was a beautiful collection of Cape

Heaths, Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, and other Green-

house Plants. From Miss Lyons there was a collection of Green-

house Plants, also Picotees and Carnations. From Col. Piper, a

large Bouquet, and a collection of Fruits and Vegetables. From

M. H. Conway, Esq., a collection of Carnations and Picotees,

and a large assortment of Greenhouse Plants, comprising some

fine Pelargoniums and Fuchsias. T. H. Hewitt, Esq., sent a

splendid specimen of Fuchsia corymbiflora. From W. Beamish,

E*q., a collection of Carnations and Picotees, and a variety of

Fruits Md Vegetables. From W. M. Reeves, Esq., there was a

large collection of Pansies, Dahlias, and Annual Flowers ; also a

collection of Vegetables. From R. J- Coppingcr, Esq., a collec-

tion of Fruits and Vegetables. W. Parker, Esq., sent a beautiful

collection of Pansies. The botanical prize was awarded to D.

Sullivan, of Blackrock, for the best " Hortus siccus" of fifty

named Native- Plants. From Messrs. Haycroft, of the Victoria

Nursery, there was, as usual, a brilliant display of Greenhouse

Plants, amongst which we noticed many novelties in Pelargo-

niums and Fuchsias. There were also some beautiful Cape

Heaths, Pimeleas, Gloxinias, Petunias, Achimenes, and other

Greenhouse Plants, and a large variety of Roses, Picotees, and

Carnations.—Cork Advertiser.

Cork Horticultural Show, Aug. 22.—The Horticultural Society

had a numerous and fashionable attendance in the room of the

Corn Exchange. The principal contributor was the Earl of

Kingston, in whose collection We noticed Cycas rcvoluta (the

Sago Palm), a large plant of Bromelia j abeautiful assortment of

Greenhouse and Stove-plants, amongst which was Clerodendron

speciosissimum; there were also Fruits, Pines, Grapes, Melons,

Guavas, &c. in great perfection. From Viscount Doneraile's gar-

dens wasa plant of Musa Cavendishii,and abeautiful specimen of

Cypripedium insigne; also a collection of Dahlias and Green-

house plants; the Fruits were Grapes, Peaches, and Melons.

From Sir W. Chatterton were Fruits, Vegetables, Hollyhocks,

Roses, Dahlias, and Annual Flowers. Captain Hill contributed

a collection of Fuchsias and other Greenhouse plants, a taste-

fully-arranged basket of Flowers, and a collection of Vegetables.

From W. Beamish, Esq., was a collection of Greenhouse plants,

Fruits, and Vegetables. Colonel Hodder contributed a collection

of Picotees, Carnations, Dahlias, and German Stocks. From
Mrs. Blakeney Fitzgerald was a collection of Fruits, amongst

which we noticed some excellent Grapes, also a fine Melon and

Pine Apple, a specimen of the curious Pitcher Plant, and a fine

variety of Balsams. From J. S. Barry, Esq., were Grapes, Me-
lons, and Cucumbers; and a collection of Greenhouse plants,

Dahlias, and other flowers. From Col. Piper was a nicely-

arranged large Bouquet, some well-grown Grapes, and a col-

lection of Vegetables. From Mrs. Morrogh was a collection

of Greenhouse plants; amongst which was Silene laciniata, a
variety of Fuchsias, and Herbaceous plants. From W. Craw-
ford, Esq., were well-grown Grapes, Peaches, Melons, and Plums.

From A. Newman, Esq., was a collection of Roses, Dahlias, and

Greenhouse plants. Miss Lyons contributed some good Picotees

and Carnations, a variety of Hollyhocks, German Asters, and
Hardy Annual Flowers. From S. Lane, Esq., was a collection

of Fruits and Vegetables. From J.Lindsay, Esq., was a Bou-

quet and a large assortment of Fruits and Vegetables. From J. M.
Travers, Esq., was a collection of Fruits and Vegetables ; amongst

the former wc noticed some fine Peaches, Melons, Grapes, and

Gooseberries. Counsellor Hewitt contributed beautiful plants of

Oleander, the Scarlet Datura and Fuchsia corymbiflora; also a
fine specimen of Vallota purpurea. From W. M. Reeves, Esq.,

were Dahlias and Vegetables. From R. S. Coppinger, Esq., were
Vegetables, and a large Melon. From J. Bennett, Esq., was a

collection of Dahlias, Roses, Pansies, Vegetables. From Rev. J.

Stopford, was a collection of Herbaceous plants and Vegetables.

C. Terry, Esq., sent a large specimen of the Oak-leaved Hydran-

gea. From M. Conway, Esq., was a collection of Picotees,

Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and other Greenhouse plants. From
W. Parker, Esq., was a collection of Pansies, Carnations, Pico-

tees, and a variety of Annual Flowers. Dr. Bull contributed

some very large Tripoli fjnions, weighing on an average aboot

l£lb. each. J. Halloran, Esq., exhibited a miscellaneous collec-

tion of cut Flowers. From W. G. Bradford, Esq., were some
finely-grown Calceolarias, and Cape Heaths; also a collection of

Roses, Dahlias, and Pansies. There was a large collection of

Native plants contributed by D. Murray and D. Sullivan. The
collection from Messrs. Haycroft comprised upwards of one

hundred specimens of Greenhouse and Stove-plants in Flower;

amongst these the Fuchsias were remarkably beautiful. We alsp

noticed some fine plants of different varieties of Gesneria, Achi-

menes, Statice, Pimelia, Thunbergia, Chironia, and Cape Heaths

;

there were also fine plants of Lisianthus Russellianus, and lots

of the beautiful Brachycome iberidifolia, Dahlias in great variety,

with cut specimens of Herbaceous plants and Roses. Mr. Cutter

contributed a collection of Greenhouse plants, and different

varieties of Cacti.

—

Cork Advertiser,

Devon and Exeter Botanical and Horticultural Society, July 28.

—The 44th Exhibition took place at Congdon's Royal Subscription

Rooms in this city, and was surpassingly fine. Foremost among
the contributors was Mrs.Wells, who had a quantity of well-grown

specimen Plants. The Orchidacere were very grand, particularly

Cattleya crispa, having 10 flowers open on it; C. Harrisonia:, with

24 flowers ; Oncidium Lanceanum, with two spikes, each having

1 6 flowers on it; Stanhopea insignis, with 9 pendulous flower-

spikes : S. Wardii, &c. The Stove or Hothouse Plants were very

good; amongst them were Achimenes grandiflora; A. longiflora,

an immense mass of blue flowers; Clerodendron squamatum,
Golphemia spiendens, Gesnera splendens, &c. The Greenhouse
Plants consisted of Borcmiaviminea, Tecoma jasminoides; a very

line specimen of Elichrysum proliferum, Leschenaultia for-

mosa, Siphocampylus bctuia;f<51nis, &c. The Ericas or Heaths

were exceedingly fine. The Fuchsias contained many new and

choice sorts well grown. There was also a fine specimen of

Lilium lancifolium punctatum. The Carnations and Picotees

were very good. On the fruit-table we observed a fine Queen
Pine, some good Grapes, and a choice collection of fruit, also

exhibited by Mrs. Wells. From J. W. Buller, Esq., Sir T. Acland,

Sir J. Kcnnaway, J. B. Swete, Esq., IT. Porter, T. Porter, E.

Lousada, Esqrs., and F. Cross, Esq., were collections of plants,

flowers, fruit, and vegetables, of the most splendid description.

Mr. J. Clark exhibited a beautiful collection of flowers, Mr. R.

Webber, a stand of superior Carnations and Picotees; amongst
which we noticed in Carnations, Parker's Sophia, Earl Grey, Prince

Albert, Festival, Jacques' Gcorgiana, Queen Bess, &c. Picotees,

Heath's Superb, Mary Ann, Gidden's Diana, Webber's Dcvonia,

Duchess of Kent, and Crask's Duke of Wellington. The
contributions of the Nurserymen and Florists were as liberal as

magnificent; Messrs. Lucombe, Pince.and Co., having beauteous

specimens of Achimenes grandiflora, multiflora, pedunculata,

rosea and longiflora, Brugmansia floribuncla, Ixora grandi-

flora, &c.j also that beautiful Stove-plant Cyrtoceras reflexa.

We likewise noticed a magnificent specimen of Cattleya

violacea, with its large rich violet-coloured flowers; Borrinia

viminca, Siphocampylus betulsefdlius, Banksia speciosa, &c.

Also two fine specimens of Yucca gloriosa, which attracted

great attention: but we must particularly notice their new
Seedling Fuchsia Exoniensis ? this is peculiarly rich and de-

serving the cultivation of every admirer Qf the tribe, A fiuc

collection of Cape Heaths, and a choice display of named
Fuchsias, including all thenewest kinds, with cut flowers of Rosa
Devoniensis, Calceolaria Standishii, &c. Messrs. Veitch & Son had

a glorious display, occupying one side of the room, and comprising

most valuable and rare Orchidaceous and Stove-plants, Ericas, &c.

Messrs, C. Sclater and Son exhibited a &ixq collection of Stoye

and Greenhouse Plants, Carnations, Picotees, Fuchsias, &c. ;

among which the following were very fine:—Angckmia grandi-

flora, Gloxinia rubra, Sinningia guttata and violacea, Lophos-
permum Henders6nii, Stephanotus rloribundus, Achimenes longi-

flora and cocclnea; a beautiful Seedling Pelargonium, named
Ariel; a quantity of remarkably fine Balsams and Cockscombs.

The collection of Fuchsias were of first-rate character, and
among other fine kinds, the following were particularly noticed

:

— Rogersonia, Cormackii, speciosa, Lanei, Towardi, Venus
victrix, globosa rosea elegans, Gem, Iveryana, Grenvilli, Brock-

mannii, formosa elegans, pulcherrima, and a kind with variegated

foliage, namely globosa variegata. The collection of Petunias

were beautiful, many of them quite new, and of brilliant colours.

There were also a fine box of Verbenas ; a Seedling Pentstemon
from gentianoides, of distinct character; a fine collection of

Carnations and Picotees, in pots; Carnations,—Rainbow, Gem,
Prince Albert, Achilles, Coronation, Fire-fly, Lady Morgan,
Amato, Endymion, Duke of Devonshire; Picotees — Queen
Victoria (yellow), Mary Anne, Plenipotentiary, Erin-go-bragh,
Crask's Victoria, Trade's Victoria; Calceolaria oculata—a Seed-

ling of Messrs. S. and Son of the present year — one of the
most unique and beautiful kinds ever seen, dotted with almost
black on a light ground, of beautiful form and symmetry : a fine

collection of Roses, containing Due de Trevise, Emerance, La
Fontaine, Madame Laffarge, Micalea, Edward Jesse, Triumphant,
Adonis, Charles Duval, Achiile, Kean, Felicite* Parmentier,
Aspasie, La Grandeur, also came from the same. Prizes were
awarded as follows :—Fruit.—Best collection. Silver Medal, l,

H. Porter, Esq. ; 2, Sir J. Kennaway, Bart.; best Pine-apple, l,Mrs.
Wells; 2, E. Lousada. Esq.; best dish of mixed Grapes, Sir J,

Kennaway, Bart.; best dish of black, Major Toll; best dish of
white, Mrs. Wells ; bestflavoured Melon, I, Sir J. Kennaway, Bart.

;

2, R.T. Head, Esq.; best dish of six Peaches, H. Porter, Esq.;
best dish of six Nectarines, J. B. 3; best dish of white Cherries,

Sir J. Kennaway, Bart; best dish of black, Mrs. Long; best dish

of red Gooseberries, H. Porter, Esq.; best dish of yellow, Sir

T. D. Acland, Bart. ; best dish of green, H. Porter, Esq.
;

best dish of red Currants, F. Cross, Esq. ; best dish of white, H.
Porter, Esq. ; best dish of black, Sir T. D. Acland, Bart. ; best

dish of Raspberries, red, J. W. Buller, Esq.: best dish of Straw*
berries, J. W. Buller, Esq.; best dish of ripe dessert Apples, the

growth of the present year, F. Cross, Esq. Vkgktablks.—Best
collection, Silver Medal, and best brace of Cucumbers, Major Toll-

best dish of Peas, J. W. Buller, Esq. ; 2, Sir J. Kennaway, Bart.;
best dish ofdwarfKidney Beans, and best dish of Scarlet Runners,

J. W. Buller, Esq.; best dish of Broad Beans, F. Cross, Esq.;
best dish of Artichokes, Sir T. D. Acland, Bart.; best three

Cabbages, J. W. Buller, Esq. ; best three Caul/flowers, Sir J. Kenna-
way, Bart. ; best six Cos Lettuces, H. Porter, Esq. ; best six

Cabbage, do., S. T. Kekewich, Esq. ; best dish of Spinach, H.
Porter, Esq.; best dish of red Potatoes, Sir T. D. Acland, Bart.;

best dish of white, Sir J. Kennaway, Bart.; best dish of Kidney,
H. Porter, Esq.; best dish of Seedling, raised by the exhibitor,

J. W. Buller, Esq.; best dish of Onions, growth of 1843, H.
Porter, Esq.; best dish of Shallots, S. T. Kekewich, Esq.; best

bunch of twelve Turnips, J. W. Buller, Esq.; best bunch of twelve

Carrots, Mrs. Wyatt; 2, best Collection of Vegetables, H. Porter,

Esq.; 3, E. Lousada, Esq. Extra Fruit.—Collection of fruit and
mixed Grapes, Mrs. Wells ; black Grapes, J. New, Esq., and J. B.; 3,

Pine Apple, E. Lousada, Esq. ; Melon, L. Ponsford, Esq. ; Apples,

1842, Sir J. Kennaway. Extra Vkgktablks.— Collection of
Vegetables, P. Cross, Esq.; Beans, Sir J. Kennaway. Flowers
and Plants.—Orchidack/b.—Best group of six Plants, Mrs.
Wells; 2, J. W. Buller, Esq.; newest and best specimen, Mrs*
Wells. Stove Plants.— Six best specimens. Silver Medal, J. W.
Buller, Esq.; six second bent, n&west avkti lust, do., Mrs. Wells.

Grkknhousk Plants.—Best group of twelve plants, (exclusive

of Heaths, Pelargoniums, and Fuclisias,) Mrs. Wells; 2, X W.
Buller, Esq.; three newest and best sorts, Mr. J. Clark; tvelve

best Cape Heaths, Mrs. Wells; six best do., Mr. J. Clark ; su best

new Fuchsias, J. W. Buller, Esq.; 2, six newest and best lelar-

goniums, Mrs. Wells. Herbaceous Plants.—Best twelve tardy
Plants, Mrs. Granger ; 2, Sir T. D. Acland ; newest and best tingle

specimen, and best collection of Phlox, Mr. Jas. Clark ; best

collection of Verbenas, J. W. Buller, Esq. Roses.—Best collection

of any kind, H. Porter, Esq.; 2, F. Cross, Esq. Carnations
and Picotees.—Best twelve Carnations, Mr. Colson ; 2nd ambest
twelve white ground Picotees, Mrs. Wells; 2, Mr. Colson ;best

six yellow Picotees, Mrs. Wells. Heartsease.— Best eigHeen
sorts, F. Cross, Esq.; best twelve, Mrs. Granger. TeTobr
Annuals.—Six best Cockscombs, in pots, H. Porter, Esq.; 2 Sir

J. Kennaway ; six second best Balsams, H. Porter, Esq. E^ra
Flowers and Plants.— Collections of Stove Plants, H. Poter,

Esq.; Fuchsias, Mrs. Granger; Ericas, Mrs. Wells; Picoees,

W. Kingdon, Esq. ; new Annual, Sir T. D. Acland; Designfor
flower-basket, F. Cross, Esq. ; Seedli?7g Pelargonium, J. B.
Swete, Esq.

East Norfolk and Suffolk Horticultural Show, Aug. 25.—?othe
spirit and enterprise of a private individual alone is the to,vn of

Yarmouth indebted for the only Horticultural Exhibition n the

year with which we have the pleasure to be gratified, lriday

broke forthwith unclouded brightness, and foreboded a 'ay ^f

unalloyed enjoyment. By 12 o'clock, the hour at whi<li the

gardens open, the tables literally groaned beneath their beatteoas

loads. The exhibition exceeded that of former years, andsome
of them deserve particular attention. A Peach Tree, belonging

to Joseph Bayley, Esq., not less than three feet high, andbear-
ing 20 Peaches of beautiful form, good size, and fully ripe. gorfte

black Hamburgh Grapes, exhibited by the Rev. R. Forster,\vere

declared by the judges to be the finest they had seen thisyear.

Lady Lacon's Fuchsias, and the Rev. G.Lucas's CoxcombSrfvere
very fine, while a large collection of %ichsias, &c. &c, frohthe
nursery grounds of Messrs. W. and II. Youell, exhibited (nnfor
a prize), added greatly to the beauty of the whole. The at.end-

ancc was altogether the largest and most respectable wcever
saw there, while the entertainments provided by the liberalty of

mine host were far beyond mediocrity. The judges awirdcd
prizes to the amount of nearly SQL—Norwich Mercury.

The East Lothian Horticultural Society, July 27.—The Slcond
exhibition for the season was held in the Assembly Rooms, Had-
dington,when the followingprizes wereawarded -.—Seedli tgl\lar-

gonium, 1, Mr. Alex. Kinghom, gr. to Gen. SirR. Houstoi»i; 2,

Mr. J. Addison, gr. to the Earl of Wemyss. 3 Seedling Paw iesX Mr,
M. Dawson; 2, Mr. W. Martin. 6" Pelargoniums, 1, Mr. A. King-
horn j 2, Mr. Rcntoul, gr. to J. Balfour, Esq. 6 Piriks, l>.Mr.

Addison; 2, Mr. A. Kinj;horn. 6 China Bases, 1, Mr. Thopi gr.

to D. Anderson, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Street, gr. to Mrs. II. N. Ferguson.
12 British Roses, I, Mr. Thorn; 2, Mr. Street. 24 Pansies, l>Mr.
Martin; 2, Mr. M. Dawson. 3 Petunias, Mr. A. KinffWn.
6 Verbenas, 1, Mr. A. Kinghom

; 2, Mr. A. Shearer, gr. to the
Marquess of Tvveeddalc. 1 2 Hardy Herbaceous Plants, l»Mr.
Addison ; 2, Mr. Thorn. 6 Hart!/, Annuals, 1, Mr. Street; 2, Mr-
Thorn. 12 Varieties of Stocks,'}, Mr. W. Henderson, gr. t(, J.

Aitchison, Esq.; 2, Mr. Kinghom. Balsam, l,Mr. R. Hamilton,
gr. to Sir D. Kinloch, Bart.; 2, Mr. D. Mitchell, gr. to the Right

Hon. Lord Elcho. 3 Cape Heaths, Mr. Rcntoul; 2, Mr. Addison-
2 Tender Exotics, 1, Mr. Addison; 2, Mr. Rcntoul. Bunch of
Hamburgh Grapes, l, Mr. C. Anderson, gr. to Sir T. B. Hepburn*
Bart.; 2, Mr. W. Henderson, Gardener. Bunch of Grapes, t&P
other variety, 1, Mr. J. White; 2, Mr. C. Anderson. 3 Peaches*

I, Mr. T. Fleming; 2, Mr. W. Rentoul. 3 Nectarines, Mr. P-
Mitchell; 2, Mr. T. Fleming. 25 Cherries, 1, Mr. J. Street; 2,

Mr. C. Anderson. Melon, Mr. R. Hamilton. Quart of Straw-
berries, l, Mr. J. Lawrie, gr. to J. Wedderburn, Esq. ; 2, Mr. »•

Hamilton. 2 Quarts of Gooseberries, 1 Red and 1 any other colour*

I, Mr. W. Thom; 2, Mr. R. Hamilton. Quart of Raspbories,

1, Mr. W. Thom
; .2, Mr. A. Kinghom. Quart of Red Currants, 1,

Mr. J. Addison; 2, Mr. P. Allan; Quart of White, 1, Mj^>-
Mitchell j 2

f Mr. jp, Allan; 50 iSladc, l, Mr. C, Attdwsoj

{
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1, Mr. J. Vidamour
; l,m^ P°7uff-~f

C

f^ ye/"

named, Mr. J. Vidamour. ColiecUoVof^fefinpZ^^6-

Vidamour. Cut Flowers, Mr, H. Dobree iun nt/S! ' Mr> J -

2
Mr
rLw A

Hone
- ** ^^^^rMr.^i£teLi,*»«.

2. Capt. Appleton. Pesif sAow / CreenAoaw pw »,' Jun -

Seed/m^. Pelargonium, Mr. R. Luff. S/J > w?-^, •»»>.

£»«'«»»«, Mr. G. W. Hoyle. Pesi Heath beft n,f,
mg Pelar-

Aunt/''
Mn R

-
Luff

' Best ^Istrwmeria and Tlstnf r g
J

on
5 2. Mr. C. Gosselin. Best sirHardy Annual p

ap*'

«Sj- „^ f/,encA *«»«W», Mr. J. Vidamour! P^T-
2. 25k a»d Others. Mr. H. Dobrde. jun. Best BouquetT^i
*>« Jersev

PPl
|
t0n^ Besi shoW "f Salpiglossis md Petu^aV,U, P

benas, Mr 5"' c«""«» «<"?*», Mr. J. Vidamour. BestVer
*est Bunch'of wTF- «?^« /»«««", Capt. Appleton. pBW *:

^«mcA of »°{ Wtte or Ydlow GraPes>
Mr- J - S. Brock. n„i

Mr. c. dp „1
'' -Pm?7,/6

'' Mn J - S - Brock
-

Melon (ereen-fleshem
^Wte o}- ,S«

8e
3r-

^°- (not ereen-fleshed), and best plate of

flavoured oU^rfa.,7«x
U

ItlToaoeToZ
I So *?"K' X

Mr. R. Duncan, 2nd Strawberries. I, Mr P llS^tf ?"?-
Ranunculuses: 2, six potato Onions.four" &,iTn7\!*.

8VIX
Letttices. l, Mr. H. Meldrum best hln^v

* urn
'Pf, and two

««fa»toi 2
'

flavoured G^LlerrSan?^^*' "j111 t
e8t

Currants. The following sweepstakes^r.^?. - •
White

s« Pelargoniums, Mr. Jf Thomson".Bert , P
d6

-

ided :~Best
and fourTen Weeks' Sioe/rs, Mr J Wish t b ?M'

,2 ***k
J/otoere, best variety of sinjrfe SwZt? w-//?

e8t 12 -««-*«« «s
aerraes, two CaM^„4rs, four earlyiSnSfe^ pint of
best flavoured CooeeAerrtee, and 24 md.Zf'lom4*1". Pint of
12 heaviest Potatoes, Mr. J. Methven %*Tj?U- ?' Mas0D -

Ont-on«, pint of best white Currants, 'and « w 8p
?? 8r sown

Cwronfa, Mr. J. Fisher. A sweepstakes for ?9 p°. i

be? red

Dewar. Besides the articles brought for comneHHnn ^' Mr - J -

some good Dahlias from Crawfurd PHor?.J^u'V Were
Sweet Williams, Herbaceous Flowers, double PnlJ

U°£ of

Roses, and some large stalks ofRhubarb, from DuS i&i- ' -
a variety of beautiful S^eei Williams, from Mr j ?w i

eeardenj

fine black Cwrrarztt, from Mr. J. Thomson tJr7?B'
SOme

Coetoomds. two large Cucumbers, three fine Cfllffl,
eaUUfn

i
good Le««CeS> Onions, Turnips, Carrots, and early^'£^0^
Mr, Haig's garden

;
a fine variety of seedling HmrseaZ' frnmMr. Kilgour; a Pelargonium, and a beautiful HudmnZI' ?""

Windygates Inn
; Cauliflowers, and some well-kent Z£f ' ?

Durie 5
a beautiful collection of Roses, IZTt wZialT&l'r™

Pinks, Cauliflowers, Turnips, and a handsome Bmwue nf^u '

from Kingsdale garden.; also a collection of£S tfeZZlZ'

Sou RnwFlakP* i r ~,i £,' '
lvluwooa s Premier, 13. Ely and

Frora1lTstingt E E?yt,d
,y

Son
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^^S

r
°pSut
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herla,,d
•
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'
Lad >

1, Mark Antony J. Ripley" o
S
s«dlmT«f S?*^ he'^-^ed,

and Son. Purple pfe,'^ e& '

1^uinT^',*-
Ely

Field Marshal; 3, Seedline- R !£, = '
I

Secundus; 2

/*«.«fre«f, .. Mrs. Horoef/W Clirk * Mrs TaThof 5^^
3

m
|m

B
prS'

a

B
nd

1,? an?ffc
' jS?A%2Sffi4S

w ri.Jv
J

' ii //'
ey

; -?
an ^*to *«*««^. 1. J- SchofieId

/£? t
oftuenty.four Pansies, 1, J. Schofield, viz Mai,of Milan. Imogene, Surprise (Schofield), 'princess Ro yll, p%™

Albert, Peter Dick, Glory of Knostrope, Hector, Jewess, Seed1-ng (unique) Eclipse, Earl of Clarendale, Defiance, Se4diinJ

?c
nd.T?H!"t

Se
u
edlln 8-. Warrior, William Tell. Curion, v "hSIeld)'^"n

R
beam

'
L°vely Bride, Epping Forest, Queen of th,Whites; 2, H. Major, viz.. Prince of Wales, Conservative, BlaclBess, Marchioness of A>,glesea, Bridegroom, Miss E. Crosslai.d

( vi

riDCe
»
SLROyaJ 1

'.
Hector

'
Jehu

-
Curion

'
Gl°ry of Knostrope, Waltham Abbey, Phny, Alicia, Elizabeth, Oliver Moonshine, EclipseFair Rosamond, the Prince, Desideratum, Surpasse ImogeneSunbeam, Perfection, Lictor ; 3, L. B. Barker.-Leede Times '

"PPles of l al, \Y A K
'i,L S'een-ucsucu;, ana oest plate of

,8«3. and / /
Mr

- C ' De Jersey. Best Plate of Apples (rin^Y
CherriS*Ifu

Pl',te "f P*«»". Mr. J. Vidamour": BestP^R
berries, a '"J

le
f
s ««* t&; Mr. T. Andros. Best Plate of Straw

Mr
- J- Vidim

Ppleton
-

Best Flate °f Gooseberries, for flaVoZ~
Currants m^^'u J

Smooth d0; Mr. J. Vidamour. Red DutchA PPleton t ,

a/l do- Mr- J- Vidamour. Large White, Cant
°f Vegetal,!"

1" 1
!
do

-> Mr. J. Vidamour. Vegetables -.-Basket
Cucumbers C l

X sorts ). Mr. C. De Jersey; 2, Capt. Appleton
Beans, Mr

' 7^- Appleton. Green Peas (100 pods), and BroadMcGrath "

ai* Vdamour. Best three Cabbage Lettuces, nr

1 e bestsnPoil
OU 10° Prizes were also awarded to Cottagers for

Star.
sPecimens of Flowers, Fruit, and Vegetables.-GLrM*J

^hi^tiono7pf,
i

-t
ral

,

and Horticultural Society, July 26.~At the
the

Cattle \rV ? f '
Plowers, and Vegetables, which took place i„

awarded -_p ket
' Minden Place, the following prizes were

;r 6 Flake fv,!:

ow
^ RS:—(Open for competition to all Subscribers

)

«
Ureis

- I sZln
m

>
Mr

- E - Turgis. 6 Yellow Picotees, Mr. ESaunders
. ff

inl lios<>, Mr. J. Newberry. 12 Cut Roses, Mr
spi

C
,?'ean«. SiohnnT'

Cn
\'ms,! Plants

>
Mr

-
Saunders-Mimulus

S",'.
a Juncea 5?ff

ampylua blcolor
'
Melaleuca thymifolia, Rus.

Crol 'ferum ^-,,
utlce arborea, Crassula splendens, Helichrysum

feu: ar«ia' sp& sa'icifolia,' Erica Boweana, Pimelea rose?
ffohe Plant, m^' Ndrium splendens. Newly-introduced
« *"• Mr. b. Sbii«h

annder8
' Achimenes grandiflora. Bm>«c

h» f Cut Ann"??
IS
S Li,i,lm lancifolium punctatum. Collec-%oUyhocks, Mr s»n -
(l2 so''^' Mr - Saunders. Collection of

Dhorht
Mr

" Sa»"de
U
r

nd
^s

/
fl

«MB?». Mr. Saunders. 3 flottot^

marl- t
Jacq»iniflora

Ca*t,eya crisPa, Oncidium flexuosum, Eu-

2
a
,™

nat
2 ven"sta ei,/

f

Wc B 'Ms
<
Mr

-
Saunders, Amaryllis

S-n. ,

6 Pvchsias Mr ,

lu
f
ramosus, Lilium lancif61ium punc

R^«Ultiflora
. Chandlenf'^ Dupre

'
&"»diflora maxima, ful-

Mr * ' m
3 ^ttoawSMoneypennii, Venus victrix. Extra

*W. E. Turgis. TickPf. f'
Mr

- G " FaIle - Stand of Picotees,
^ets of commendation were affixed to the

Leeds Horticultural and Floral Society, August p.-The second
show for this season took place in the Assembly Rooms Crown
street. The display of plants and flowers was beautiful Am™?
those which attracted most attention, we may notice two pnehsiaf
being part of a collection, for wh.ch Mr. Kearsley received the
first prize ;

and a collection of Balsams, from the gardens of w
Smith, Esq. The prizes were awarded as follows :-Fruit* fw
Class-Pme, 1, L. Hutchinson

; 2 and 3, R. Hopps. Grapes fblack"
1 and 2, R. Fletcher; 3, W.Carr; ditto (white), i, R. Honrt .

'

R. Fletcher; 3, W. Carr; ditto (Tokay), W. Carr
; ditto (IrfzzM

G. Watson. Apricots, L. B. Barker. Oranges, 1 and 2, G Watton
Lemows, R. Fletcher. Melons, l and 2, J. Broughton ; 3 J kJZ*
ley. Cherries (red), l, J. Schofield ; 2, G. Watson ; 3, W Turner
Strawberries, half-pint, 1, J. Walton

; 2, W. Clark: 3, J Kear^w"
Raspberries, half-pint, 1 and 3, G. Watson ; 2, W. Carr. GoosebZ'
ries (red), 1 and 2, W. Clark; 3, D. Meldrum; ditto (white) l and
2, W. Clark; 3, J. Kearsley; ditto (yellow), i, w. Clark • 2 W
Carr

;
3, G.Watson. Currants, (red), i,w. Carr; 2 and 3 J 'Rears'

ley
;
ditto (white), 1 and 2, W. Carr ; 3, G. Watson ; ditto (black)"

1 , W. Clark ; 2, G. Watson ; 3, E. Ward. Peurs, W. Clark Win
ter Apples (dessert), J, W. Clark; 2, J.Walton; ditto, bakinir l"

and 2, J. Walton ; 3, W. Clark. Summer ditto (dessert) i W
Clark ; 2, J. Walton. Plants, Second Class—Stove, l, w' Carr

•'

2 and 3, L. B. Barker. Collection of three, L. B. Barker. Climber
i, 2 and 3, L. B. Barker. Greenhouse, collection of three, 1 and 2'

L. B. Barker. Succulent ditto, 1 and 2, L. B. Barker. Erica 1'

L. B. Barker; 3, J. Ripley. Collection of three, W. Carr. Pelar'.
gonium, L. B. Barker. Collection of three, 1, J. Ripley; 2, D
Meldrum. Calceolaria, l, 2, and 3, H. Major. Collection of three'
1 and 2, H. Major; 3, J. Kearsley. Fuchsia, 2, H. Major; 3, j.'

Kearsley; ditto, 1, H. Major. Collection of three, 1, J. Kearsley •

3, J. Schofield. Balsam, 1 and 3, L. B. Barker; 2, J. Kearsley!
Collection of three, L. B. Barker. Coxcomb, l and 2, L. B. Bar-
ker. Collection of three, I, L. B. Barker; 2 and 3, J. Schofield.
Salvia, J. Kearsley. Verbena,!, j. Schofield; 3, D. Meldrum.
Lobelia, L. B. Barker. Petunia, l and 2, J. Kearsley; 3, L. B.
Barker. British Plant inflower, J. Kearsley. Rose in pot, L. B.
Barker. Roses, pan of twelve, T. Deuxbury ; ditto six, l and 3,
J. Morrel; 2, G. Hamlin. Stocks {cut flowers), six, 1, J. Kears-
ley; 2, J. Broughton. Marygolds {a tray), 1, G. Hamlin; 2, J.
Morrel ; 3, E. Ward. Desi^wm flowers, 1, J. Morrel ; 2, J. Kears-
ley. Tewrfer Bouquet, L. B. Barker. Hardy ditto, 1 and 2 J.
Kearsley. Annuals, collection of six, 1, L. B. Barker ; 2, J. Mor-
rel. Extra Prizefor Roses, C. Cable. Vegetables, Third Class
—Cucumbers (a brace), 1, G. Watson ; 2 and 3, E. Ward. Cauli-
flower, two heads, 1, J, Kearsley ; 2, G. Hamlin ; 3, E. Ward. Cab-

Manchester Carnation and Picotee Meeting, August 1 o._Thi«Exhibition was held at the Bird i'th' Hand Inn, Cneetham HillManchester. The Prizes were awarded as follows :-&£/«'
Btzarres: 1, Rainforth's Gameboy, Col. Lee

;
2, Kaye's OmniumPnmus.Mr R J Kaye; 3, Ely's Earl of Mexborough, Mr W

fi H?n' \?,
oyle s Dnke of Leeds

'
5

-
Walmsley's WUiam IV

'

6, Hepworth's Leader, Col. Lee; 7, True Briton (Seedling Mr'W
.
Lodge

; 8. Hufton's Patriarch, Mr. R. J. Kave (>™
SSSTi E.v^

a
i

k

o
efi

d
e
MH

pau
L
Prd Co1 - Lee

' 2 Elv
*'

s ^'=
A?fred Mr i* ? k ^ Mr

',
W - Lodge i 4, Gregory's Kinj

6. Elv's n,;i
J
<\alV ^ Soorne s B'oomsbury, Mr. W. Lodge

Kay?. 8 r»t
of

. ^edfo„rd .'
7, Waile's British Queen. Mr. R J.

Wilson.. «?
W

,

nght s Ra'"bow. Mr. J. Holland. Scarlet Flakes

:

Beantv r?f n ']
'am 1Vl

'
2

'
Lowe 's Lord Palmerston, 3, Wallis't

J Sonni«
Cradley' Mr - R- J- Knye; 4, Ely's Bright Venus, Mr.

s;,«r,,? 1
; ,

5 ' Chadwick's Brilliant, Mr. R. J. Kaye; 6, Maud'f

PmHwLi »,
Mr

- J - Scholes
; 7, Potter's Champion, Col. Lee ; 8

Devn
V

k-
r> J> Knott- Bose Flakes: 1, Fletcher's Duchess o

d,..„™ nire
> 2, Lady Scott, Mr. W. Lodge; 3, Elliott's Duchess 01

5 Fl!.
a
,
nd

'
Mr- R> J- Kaye ; 4

- Ely's Lady Ely, Mr. J. Scholes

;

.' r" '' s Lovely Ann, 6, Lowe's Marchioness of Westminster, 7
/vsnworth's Miss Walker, Mr. R.J. Kaye; 8, Ely's Lady Gardner'Mr. j Holland. Purple Flakes : l, Hudson's Miss Thornton 2MailSlev'o » ... ~e i»r n •»_ it™ - _'

,

'

es; 5,

•..,»';
-»-«•«.« m-iiMKi, ""• **• "• ""/v., «, <-<i.i .- lYiajor Cart-wright, Col. Lee; 7, Marsden's Jolly Angler, Mr. W. Lodge- 8

1
"^-er

's Pri»cess Charlotte, Col. Lee. Picotees -Purple Edged'-
'•Mitchell's Nulli secundus, Mr. W.Lodge; 2, Mitchell's Beauty

va 5 ' »i Dickson's Trip to cam linage, Mr. j. Scholes. Scarletgaged:
1, Pearson's Nonpareil, 2, Benn's Marc Antony, Mr JScholes; 3. Sharp's Duke of Wellington, Mr. W. Lodge; 4 Ely'sMrs. Horner, Mr. R. J. Kaye; 5, Mrs. Maynall, Mr. J. Holland •

0, Chadwick's William the Conqueror, 7. Wood's Marshal Sonlr'Mr. R. j. Kaye . gj EaSom's Crispin, Mr. J. Scholes. '

Middleton Carnation Show, Aug. 21.—The above annual show
A*
aS

j at tne house of Mr. Harrison, the Masons' Arms innMiddleton. The following prizes were awarded -.—Scarlet Hi'

"V. "•• •>• ft-aye; 7, «mce ueorge, Mr. J. Scholes ; 8. ColonoWainman, Mr. J. Holland. Crimson Bizarres :— 1, CartwnVhi?Rainbow, 2, Cartwright's Travelling Queen, Mr. J. Walmfiev
3, E y's William Caxton, Mr. J. Heap , 4, Ely's Lord MiltZ*lton,

tioiiaiifi - *>

2ft *«& iCradley, Mr. J. Scholes; 4, Simpson's Marquess of r?,ty ol
Lowe's Lord Palmerston, Mr. J. Walmsley Orw?S.

ai
l.

by
» 6-

Mr. R. j. Kaye; 7, Ely's Bright Venus, Mr I kH^ S Rob R°y.
Belmount, Mr. J. Holland. Rose Flakes -1' S°,

le
V 8

' Potter
'

s
Mr. R. J. Kaye; 2, Ely's Lady Ely, Mr T Hnliil

8 Love'y Ann,
Lady Grey, Mr. J. Holland ; 4, Lowe's MnV«i

d; 3
' Malpas's

ster, Mr. R. J. Kaye
; 5, Barri'nger? iSn T^8 °f Westmin "

Mr. J. Holland; 7, Duchess of Sutherland m Rauden '-S Luna
'

Dobbin's Mountaineer, Mr. J TaZ l '
Mr

- R- J- Kaye; 8,

son's Miss Thornton, Mr. J. Tavinl «,

PurP'e Flakes :-!, Hud-
lotte, Mr. J. Walmsley; 3, Leitrhtnn'i I' ,|

urner's Princess Char-

Victoria, Mr. R. j.^'V.'^^sBellerophon, 4, Ely's Queen
Mansley's Beaut* of Wo'nni

*eDI
l Huilt

. ¥'- J
-
Sc"°l«; 6,

Holl i k. ar'
J
-J&yrl> 2

> task's Queen

J Kave- frS'
M

fc t ^alm sley , 4, Kaye's Monarch, Mr. R.

Mr is t' .
Dlck8

S
n s

,

Tr, P to Cambridge, 6, Hufton's Isabella,M
,nrf.« £ 1

?
8,o£tt

r
pte Light Edged :-l, Mitchell's Nulli Se!cundus.Mr. J. Scholes; 2, Mrs. Muggleston, 3, John's Prince

Albert, Mr. J. Holland; 4, Jackson's Delight, Mr. J. Scholes- 5
Field Marshal, Mr. J. Holland; 6, Lee's Bonny Bet, Mr. r' j'
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Kaye. Scarlet Heavy Edged : -1, Pearson's Nonpareil, Mr. R. J.

Kaye; 2, Marchant's Milkmaid, Mr. J- Schoks; 3, Wollard's

Little' Wonder, Mr. R. J. Kaye; 4, Easoro's Crispin, Mr. J.

Scholes; 5, Walmsley's Pilot, Mr. J.Clegg; 6, Prince George,

Mr. J. Holland. Scarlet Light Edged:— l, Mrs. May nail, Mr. J.

Holland; 2, Benn's Marc Antony, Mr. J. Walmsley; 3, Ely's

Mrs. Horner, Mr. J. Holland; 4, Ely's Lady Howden, Mr. J.

Scholes ; 5, Chadwick's William the Conqueror, Mr. J. Holland;

6, Sharp's Duke of Wellington, Mr, R.J. Kaye.

Morningside Practical Gardeners* Society, August 1.—The third

meeting lor the season was held in the School-room, Morning-

side, when the following Prizes were awarded:— Best seedling

Pelargoniun, l,Mr. H. Gibbs, gr to Mrs. Stark ; 2, Mr. J. Young,

grto T. Oliver, Esq. Best seedling Pansy, I, Mr. Wm. Dennolm,

que; 2, Mr. Jas.Douglas.gr to Sir T. D.Lauder, Bart Best

Pinks, 1, Mr. J.Downie, gr to Gen. Robertson, Duchess of

Rutland, Lord Nelson, Low's Tasso, Earl of Roseberry, Miss

Brnndland. Duchess of Oldenburgh; 2, J. Douglas. Best

Verbenas. 1, J. Downie, ignea, Princess Royal, incisa coccinea;

2, Mr. Jas. Fargie, gr to Mrs. Gregory. Best Calceolarias, 1, J.

Downie tor Argo, Lass of Richmond Hill, and a Seedling; 2,

H Gibbs. Best Salvias, J. Downie. Best Picotees, 1 , J. Fargie ;

2 J Young. Best Hardy Herbaceous Plants, 1, J. Downie, for

Delphinium Barlow:, Phlox omniflora, Chelone barbata, Scarlet

Lychnis, Pentstemongentianoidescoccineus, Campanula pyrami-

dalis; 2, J. Douglas. Btst Strawberries, 1, J.Douglas; 2,

J. Fargie. Best Cherries, l, Mr. Archd. Walker, gr, Duncan

Street House-, 2, J. Douglas. Best White Currants, l, J.

Douglas; 2, J. Downie. Red, 1, Mr. J. Johnstone, gr to

A. Smellie, E?q. ; 2, J. Douglas. Black, l,Wm. Dennolm ; 2,

H. Anderson. Best Raspberries, 1, J. Douglas ; 2, Wm. Dennolm.

Best Gooseberries, 1, Thos. Owens, gr to Alex. Russell, Esq. : 2,

J. Downie. Best Cauliflower, I, J. Fargie; 2, J. Douglas. Best

Lettuce, 1, J. Douglas; 3, H. Gibbs.—Amatkurs' Prizk, Best

Cabbage, gained by J. Robertson. The Prize offered by Messrs. J.

Dickson and Sons, Nurserymen, Inverleith, for the best six Cal-

ceolarias, was gained, l.by J. Downie ; 2, J.Young. Amongst the

various articles for exhibition, particular notice was taken of the

following :—from Canaan Bank, a beautiful collection of Pelar-

goniums; from Grange Bank, twenty varieties of seedling Pansies,

and a brace of very large Cucumbers,— also, from Mr. Robertson

some pretty seedling Pansies, and from Duncan Street House

Gardens a basket of fine Cherries.

Neepsend Gooseberry Show, near Sheffield, July 31.—This was
held at the house of Mr. B. Sykes, Tanner's Arms. The following

Prizes were awarded;

—

Young Growers. dwts. grs.

1st Kettle . C. Sorby . . London . 20 15

2d „ . R. Marshall . - Companion .18 6

3d „ . T. Oxley . • Eagle . . 17 22

4th „ . S. Barton . . Thumper . 17 9
Stewards' Prizes.

1st Cup . J. Slack . . Wonderful . 27 2

2d „ . J. Wilson . . London . 23 20

3d „ . H.Vessey . . Drill . . 23 2

4th „ . M.Blackhurst . Launcelot . 21 13

5th „ . M. Gould . . Tally-ho . 21 3

1st Red . W. Ward - . Companion . 21 22

2d Yellow . J. Fletcher . . Leader . . 21 10

3d Green . W. Driver . . Morning Star 20 9

4th White . J.Wilson . . Qn.ofTrumps 20 16

Reds.

l t , . M.Blackhurst . London .23 13

2 . . M. Gould . . Companion . 22 6

3, . . H. Bellamy . . Wonderful . 21 23

4 t . . H.Radford . . Conqrng.Hero21 14

5, . . M. Blackhurst . Cannon Ball 21 8

6, . . J. Slack . . Lion's Provider20 11

7, . . Z.Norton . . Twiggerin . 20 7

8, . .J. Wilson . . Guido . 20 2

9, . . J.Wilson • . Echo . . 18 23

10, . - H.Radford . . Lion . . 18 22
Yellows.

1, . . M. Blackhurst . Catharine . 20 18

2, . • J. Slack - . Leader • 19 22

3, . . W. Ward . - Gunner . 19 5

4, . . Z.Norton . • Teazer .19 3

5, , . J. Slack - . Broom Girl. 18 17

6, . . M.Blackhurst . Birdlime . 18 16

7, . . G. Barlow . . Marygold . 18 15

8, . . T.Ward . . Dublin .18 5

9, . . M.Gould . . Pilot . . 17 11

10, . . Ditto . . . Two to one. \6 18

Greens.

1, . . B. Tingle . . Invincible . 19 16

3, . . J.Wilson . . Weathercock 18 21

3t . . M.Blackhurst . Qn. Victoria. 18 17

4, , . Ditto . . . Thumper . 18 1

6

5, . . Ditto . . , Turn-out . 18 12

6, . . J.Wilson . . Peacock . 18 12

7, . . J.Barton . . Royal Blade. 18 16

8f . , T.Ward . . Keepsake . 17 16

9, . . M.Blackhurst . Providence . 17 15

10, . . Ditto . . . General . 17 5

Whites.

l f . .J. Slack . . Qn. of Trumps 20 1

2, . . M. Gould . . Freedom . 19 20

3, . . H. Vessey . . Lady Leicester 19 17

4, . . M.Gould . . HonorofTickilll9 16

5, . . C. Sorby . . Philip I. .18
6, . . B. Sykes . . Miss Walton 17 23

7, . . T. Oxley . . Eagle . .1/22
8, . . J. Slack . . Cossack . 17 21

9, . .J. Fletcher . . Fleur-de-lis . 17 20

10, . . G. Muscroft . Tally-ho . 17 3

Premiums.—W. Ward's Miss Sarah . . 14 IS

J. Wilson Ditto . . . . 13 16
it

North British Professional Gardeners' Society, July 12.—The
summer meeting took place in the Calton Convening-rooms.

Besides the usual prizes given at this period of the year, Messrs.

Dickson and Sons placed at the disposal of the Committee one

guinea, to be awarded in two prizes for Pelargoniums and Cal-

ceolarias ; and Messrs. Eagle and Henderson also contributed

half a guinea as a prize for the 12 best Pansies ; so that the arti-

cles sent for competition were both numerous and select. The
Judges awarded as follows :—Messrs. Dickson and Sons' Prize of

10s. 6d. for the six best Pelargoniums, Mr. J. Young.gr to T.

Oliver, Esq.,—Glory of Jersey, Fairy Queen, Rising Sun, Prince

Albert, Caroline, and Mabel; 2, Mr. P. Thomson, gr to J. H.
Vere, Esq. Messrs. Dickson and Sons' Prize of 10s. 6d. for the

Mia best Calceolarias, Mr. J. Young,— Standishi, Lady Constable,

Lass of Richmond Hill, Queen Victoria, Enchantress, and Kentish

Beauty; 2, Mr. J.Douglas, grto SirT.D. Lauder, Bart. Messrs.

Eagle and Henderson's Prize of 10s. 6d. for the twelve best Pan-

sies, Mr. J. Downie, gr to Gen. Robertson,— Gipsy, Daniel Defoe,

Black-eyed Susan, Flora M'Donald, Prince Charlie, Lass of Bre-

chin, Jeanie Deans, Duke of Northumberland, Meg Merrilies,

Curion, Miss Russell, and Jessie; 2, Mr. J. Gilmour. For the

six best Bulbous Irises, Mr. G. Stirling, gr to Viscount Melville.

% Mr. Alex. Forrester, gr to Capt. Falconer. For the best Seed'

ling Pelargonium, Mr. J. Thomson, gr to Wm. Keith, Esq.,

named Thomson's Lovely Ann; 2, Mr. J. Addison, gr to the

Right Hon. the Earl of Wemyss. For the six best Pinks, M. J.

Gilmour,—Countess of Roseberry, Earl of Roseberry, Queen Vic-

toria (Pattison'sJ.King (Paten's), Robert Burns, and George IV.;

1, Mr. W. Cuthbertson, gr to the Right Hon. the Earl of Rose-

berry. For the six best China Roses, Mr. J. Douglas,—Sweet-
scented, Yellow China, Yellow Noisette, Swan-neck, Magnificent,

and La Belle; 2, Mr. W. Cuthbertson. For the six best Dutch
Roses, Mr. Alex. Forrester,—Brutus, Perolla, Mary Stuart, White
Bath Moss, La Nubienne,and Madame Laffay; 2, Mr. George Stir-

ling, Melville Castle. Fortheste best Hardy Annuals, Mr.H. Gibb,

gr to Mrs. Stark,—Phlox Drummonriii, Schizanthus Hookeri,

Eutoca viscida, Rhodanthe Manglcsii, Collinsia bicolor. and Eu-
toca Wrangleana; 2, Mr/ J. Goodall, gr to the Marquess of

Lothian. For the best Seedling Pansy, Mr. D. White, gr at White-

hill ; 2, Mr. J. Downie. For the six best Stocks, Mr. P. Thomson ;

2, Mr. J- Young. For the six best Hardy Shrubs, Mr. G. Stirling,

— Lonicerapubescens, Rhododendron maximum, Kalmia latif61ia,

K. angustifrilia, Defitzia scabra, and Genista sericea; 2, Mr.

Alex. Forrester. For the six best Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Mr.

Alex. Forrester,—Cyprip^dium spectabile. Orchis foliosa, Delphi-

nium velutinum, Gladiolus byzantinus, Pse6nia Potsii, Dictamnus
fraxinella alba; 2, Mr. J. Addison. For the best bunch of Ham-
burgh Grapes, Mr. J. Goodall ; 2, Mr. W. Cuthbertson. For the

best bunch of Graves of any sort—Muscat of Alexandria—Mr. W.
Cuthbertson ; 2, Mr. J. Goodall. For the best Cauliflower, Mr. J.

Goodall; 2, Mr. G. Stirling, For the best three Carrots, Mr. J.

Downie ; 2, Mr. J. Thomson. For the best quart of Strawberries,

Mr. J. Douglas. The following were sent for exhibition:—From

Mr. W. Cuthbertson, several first-rate trusses of Nurium splen-

dens. From Messrs. Handasyde, a collection of 24 mixed Roses

of great beauty, a collection of 30 fine Pansies, and a fine plant

of Siphocampylusbetnlsefolins. From Messrs. Dickson and Sons, a

collection of 24 superior Pelargoniums. From Messrs. Lawson

and Son, a box of 24 distinct varieties of Pansies.—The plants

and flowers sent for exhibition were superb, and were of course

greatly admired, both by professionals and amateurs.

Norwich Horticultural Society, August 3.—The August show
was held at the Corn Exchange, and attracted a great many
visitors, the spacious hall being, at times, crowded, so that there

was scarcely room to move. Although not presenting so many
striking features as the July show, held in Mr. Bell's grounds, at

Bracondale, this exhibition, nevertheless, offered several points

of attraction in the excellence of the fruits, plants, flowers, and

vegetables. There were some excellent specimens in every de-

partment. The fruits were fine, particularly the Grapes, Currants,

Gooseberries and Strawberries. Lord Stafford, H. Cooke, H. N.

Burroughes, R. Foster, and C. H. Tompson, Esqrs., exhibited

some splendid Grapes. Nothing could be finer than the Currants,

the several dishes of which were most seductive objects. Fine

Strawberries were exhibited by J. T. Mott, Esq., the Rev. O.

Mathias, and Mrs. F. Noverre; a dish of Elton Pine, sent by the

latter, were very large, and of exquisite flavour. The Bigarreau

and black Tartarian Cherries, and the Gooseberries were also

unusually fine. The vegetables were of a superior description.

The Rev. J. Burroughes had a number of excellent specimens of

plants and flowers in the room ; and he was a successful compe-

titor for prizes, as the list shews. The Picotees exhibited by him

were beautiful specimens of this charming flower, with its delicate

white petals, and their rich dark edging. The Carnations shewn

by Mr. Burroughes were also extremely choice ones. There was

a considerable variety of Fuchsias from his greenhouse; one of

these was the celebrated St. Clare, the flowers of which arc

elegantlv formed, and the colour a bright crimson. A large col-

lection of Roses were exhibited by Mr. Bircham, from the He-

denham Rosery, but not tor a prize. The Picotees and Carna-

tions of the Hon. and Rev. R. Wilson ;
those of Messrs. Norman,

Nurserymen, of Woolwich, (not exhibited for a prize) ; and of

Mr. G. Dover, were much admired. J. N.Waite, Esq. 5 C. Middle-

ton, Esq. ; Mr. J. Barkway ; and J. Stracey, Esq., exhibited some

excellent specimens of the Fuchsia. A table in the centre of the

room excited much attention. It was covered with magnificent

specimens of Erica and Greenhouse plants from the Bracondale

Nursery, sent by Mr. Bell. On the table were Erica Juliana,

Westphalingia, infundibuliformis, Irbyana, cubica minor, eximia,

Lawsonia, Aitonia, viridiflora, Hartnelli, and Boweiana ; the

first five being large specimens, the other six smaller ones.

Amongst the Greenhouse Plants were Cytisus racemosus,

Achimenes longiflora, two very large plants of Achimenes

coccinea, Gloxinia caulescens and violocea, Cleome pur-

purea, a very curious stove plant; 12 Fuchsias, amongst

which was a very fine variety, named Eppsii. Another table

possessed equal interest to the admirers of nature. It was
covered with a fine collection of Foreign and British Ferns. Every

shew exhibits an improvement in the cottagers' specimens.

About 50 of this useful class exhibited, and the Onions, Cabbages,

Parsneps, Beans, Peas, &c, exhibited by them, were scarcely ex-

ceeded by any in the room. There were 1500 visitors during the

day ; and about 20J. were taken at the doors. We subjoin a

List of the Prizes.—Membkrs' Flowers:—Picotees.—Best Col-

lection of 30, the Rev. J. Burroughes? Modesta, Quiz, Joan of

Arc, Wood's Agrippina, Lady of the Lake, Sir W. Middleton,

Constable, Country Girl, Donna Maria, Kirtland's Wellington,

Mrs. Bevan, Lady Douro, Miss Osborn, Madonna, Proserpine,

Gidden's Diana, Deborah, Hero, Zenobia, Julia, Sylph, Unique,

Emily, Jenny Jones, Princess Royal, Ellen Tree, Princess Helen,,

Hebe Red Rover, and Maid of Orleans. Best Do. of 24, the

Rev. J. Burroughes; Do. of 18, the Hon. and Rev. R. Wilson;

best Seedling, the Rev. J. Burroughes. Carnations, best Collec-

tion of is, the Hon. and Rev. R. Wilson; Do. of 12, the Rev. J.

Burroughes, Balsams, Mr. J. Wighton, gr. to Lord Stafford.

Hybrid Fuchsias, the prize of one guinea, for the best single

specimen, was awarded to the Rev. J. Burroughes, for St. Clare,

as was the prize of two guineas for the best Collection of 12.

Both prizes were given by Messrs. Youell, of Yarmouth.

Fuchsias, best Collection of 18, C. Short, gr. to H. N. Burroughes,

Esq.; Do. of 12, S. Short, gr. to J. Stracey, Esq.; 2, the Rev.

J. Burroughes, and C. Middleton, Esq., were equal: 3, J. N.

Waitejun., Esq. Calceolarias, best Collection, Rev. J. Burroughes.

Greenhouse Climbers, best Collection of Thunbei'gias, S. Short.

Achimenes, Collection of C. Middleton, Esq., and C. Short.

Cockscombs, J. Gordon, Esq. Picotees in pots, Mrs. F. Noverre.

Carnations in pots, Mr. G. Dover. Achimenes, C. Short. Ixora

coccinea, Single specimen, C. K. Tompson, Esq. Dahlias, Collec-

tion of 24, C. Short; Do. of 12, T. J. Kemp, Esq. Roses, large

Collection, Mr. R. B. Bircham; Collection of 48, C. Short.

Gladiolus ramosns, Collection of, C. Middleton, Esq. German

Stocks, Mr. George Dover; 2, E. Kemp, gr. to J. s. Muskett,

Esq. Cut Flowers, T. Steward, Esq.; 2, J. N. Waitejun., Esq.

Annuals and French Marygolds, 3. N. Waitejun., Esq. Fuchsias

andCalceolarias,Mr.J. Barkway. Rocheafalcata,C. Short. Salpi-

glossis, J. N. Waitejun. , Esq. Floral Device, Mr. W. Reynolds.

Fruits: Grapes, I, Black Hamburgh, Mr. J. Wighton; % Black

Prince, Rev. R. Foster. Melons, I, Best Egyptian Green Flesh,

Mr. G. Stacey; 2, R. N. Bacon, Esq. Apricots, Brussels, Mr.

Wighton. Gooseberries, 1, Regent, 2, New Champagne, Mr. W.
Scarlett. Red Currants, Warrington; W. Gale, gr. to H. N. Bur-

roughes, Esq. ; White Dutch, W. Gale and S. Short were equal

;

Black Naples, C. Aldborough, gr. to G. S. Rett, Esq. Raspberries,

Flegg Seedling, W. Gale. Cherries, Black Tartarian, Mr. CpCk-

burn, gr. to J. T. Mott, Esq. ; Bigarreau, C. Aldborough; Black

Tartarian, Mr. J- Wighton ; Florence, Mr. Cockhnrn. Straw-

berries, 1, Elton, Mr. Cockburn ; 2. J. Scott, Esq. Vkoktabmvs :

Cucumbers, White Turkey, J. Carter, Esq., and Edwards' White

Spine, Mr. W. Reynolds, were equal. Lettuces, S. Short. Peas,

Victoria and Auvergne, S. Short. Beans, Long Pod, E. Kemp;
Kidney, Mr. Cockburn and J. Scott, Esq., were equal. Potato

Onions, W.Scarlett, S. Short, and Mr. G. Dover, were equal.

Potatoes, King Noble, S. Short. Cabbages, J. T. Kemp, Esq. Car-

rots, Dutch, C. Short, and Altringham, J. Kitson, Esq., were

equal. Salad, W. Gale and S. Short were equal.— Norfolk

Chronicle. -— —.

Nottingham Floral and Horticultural Society.—Aug. 2.—ine

third meeting was held at the Assembly Rooms for the exhibition

of Carnations—Stove, Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants, Ericas

and Hardy Shrubs, &c.; and considering the late unpropitious

weather, the display of plants and flowers was admirable. The
Prizes were as follow:—Carnations.— 1, Mr. Pearson: Game-
boy, Lord Brougham, Marquess of Granby, Lady Flora, Beauty

of Woodhouse, Mrs. Horner, Victoria, Nulli Secundus, Lady
Hinchinbrook ; 2, Mr. U. G. Pickering : Clark's London, Hep-

worth's Hector, Toone's Ringleader, Ely's Lady Ely, Princess

Charlotte, Derby Willow, Brown's Lovely Ann, Jackson's Delight,

Ely's Grace Darling; 3, Mr. F.Wood: Hepworth's Brilliant,

Puxley's Prince Albert, Hufton's Foxhunter, Mansley's Euclid,

Elliott's Duchess of Sutherland, Kirkland's Duchess of Glouces-

ter, Robinson's Duke of Wellington, John's Prince Albert,

Wilmer's Elizabeth. Scarlet Bizarres, 1, Martin's Splendid,

Pickering; 2, Ely's Jolly Dragoon, Taylor. Crimson Btzarres,

I, Wood's William IV., Taylor j 2, Cartwright's Rainbow, Pick-

ering ; 3, E. Mundy, Esq., Pearson. Scarlet Flakes, 1, Simpson's

Marquess of Granny, Pickering; 2, Rob Roy, Taylor; 3, Ring.-

leader, Pearson. Purple Flakes, 1, Mango, Taylor; 2, Knott's

Alfred the Great, Pickering; 3, Beauty of Woodhouse, Pearson.

Rose Flakes, \, Unknown, Taylor; 2, Barringer's Apollo,

Pickering. Heavy-edged Red Picotee, 1, Derby Willow, Picker-

ing; 2, Robinson's Will Scarlet, Robinson; 3, Derby Willow,

Taylor. Light-edged Red Picotee, 1, Robinson's Duke of Wel-
lington, Robinson; 2, Wheeler's Queen Victoria, Pickering;

3, Sharp's Wellington, Pearson. Heavy-edged Purple Picotee9

1, Boothman's Victoria, Taylor; 2, Hufton's Nehemiuh, Picker-

ing; 3, Monarch, Pearson. Light-edged Purple Picotee, 1,

Nulli Secundus, Pearson; 2, Jobn's Prince Albert, Wood; 3,

Robinson's Nottingham Hero, Robinson,— Best collection, Mr.

Pickering; 2, Mr. Pearson. Seedling {first-class flower; Scarlet

Bizarre, Mr. Robinson. Pansiks.— \st Dealer'span of'20 blooms,

Mr. Pearson, Milton, Elizabeth, Zelica, Agnes, Magraith, Aris-

tides, Black Prince, Sir W. Scott, Comet, Sobieski (all Pearson's

seedlings), King's sulphurca elegans, find nine seedlings. 1st

Amateur's pan of 20 blooms, Mr. Neville, Jewess, Jehu, Miss

Stainforth. Emily (Neville's; Cream, Rival Yellow, Anne, Larpent,

Delicata. Dr. Johnson, Black Diamond, and nine seedlings. \st

do. 15 blooms, Mr. S. R. P. Shilton, BlaHc Prince, and fourteen

seedlings. 1st do. of 10 blooms, A. Lowe, Esq., Clara, Black

Prince, Milton, Mulberry, Miss Hoare, Lady of the Lake, White's

Ann, Mrs. Walter, Yellow Perfection, Diana (Lowe's). Seedlings,

Yellow-edged, Mr. Pearson; White-ed^ed, Mr. Pearson; Self

(puce, with purple and white eye), Mr. S. R. P. Shilton.— ites*

Miscellaneous Collection of Cut Flowers, Mr. Pearson. Best Collec-

tion of Annuals, Mr. S. R. P. Shilton : Calliopsis Drummondi,
Hibiscus Richardsonius, Kaulfussia amelloides, French Mary-

golds, Phlox Drummondi, Rhodanthe Manglesii, Schizanthus

venustus and Hookerii, Schizopetalon Walked, Clarkia alba and

grandiflora, Erysimum Peroffskianum, Gilia splendens and tri-

color alba, Lupinus nanus, Iberis umbellata, Platystemon

Califomicum. Best dealer's collection of Roses, Mr. Pearson.

Best Amateur's do., F.Wright, Esq.; 2, G.Walker, Esq. Best

pan of 20, Mr. S. R. P. Shilton. Best six Herbaceous blooms, Mr.

S. R. P. Shilton : Phlox omniflora alba, Potentilla Hopwoodiana

andpedata,Pentstemon gentianoides coccinea, and two seedlings.

Best six Stocks, Mr. S. R. P. Shilton. Best collection of Dia?dhus r

Mr. S. R. P. Shilton. Bestpan of Dahlias, Mr. Spencer: Brides-

maid,* Prince Albert, Countess of Pembroke, Pickwick, Frederick

the Great, Lewisham Rival, Oriental Pearl, Seedling, Conserva-

tive, Beauty of the Plain, Westbury Rival, Miss Abbot. Plants.
—Best Stove Plant, Gloriosa superba, F. Wright, Esq.; 2, Rus-

sellia juncea, G. Walker, Esq. Orchidaceous Stove Plant, Gon-

gora maculata, G. Walker, Esq. ; 2, Zygopetalon maxillare,

G. Walker, Esq. Greenhouse Plant, Philibertia grandiflora, fc.

Walker, Esq.; 2, Alstrcemeria aurea, F. Wright, Esq. Cactus

speciosissimus, G. Walker, Esq. Calceolaria lugooa., wr. b.

Wright. Erica eximia, F. Wright, Esq. ; 2, tricolor, F. Wngnt,

Esq. Herbaceous Plants, F. Wright, Esq.; 2, ^. Pearson.

Balsam, Bizarre, G. Walker, Esq. ; 2, A. Lowe. Esq. Colleton

of Verbenas, Mr. Pearson. Miscellaneous collection, JVir. ft.

Wright: 2, Mr. Spencer. Collection of Fuchsias, A. Lowe, Usq.

Venus victrix, tricolor, formosa elegans, Riccartonia.BrewsLen;

Devonia, racemiflora, sanguinea, grandis, lyvawtot *"f^7

Walker, Esq. Lilium lancifolmm punctalvm, Mr. Fearso

n

stale, Mr. S. Wright. Globe Anmrantnns, u. vvaiKtr, ijsy. *

-

larganium tricolor, F. Wright, Esq. Campanula Barleni,^

Pearson . Collection of Greenhouse Plants, A .
Lowe, Ksq.

:

Thuii.

bergia alata, speciosa.and alba.Lantana aculcata Balsams Bizarre

and double-flaked, Achimeiiesloi.giflora,Rocheafalcata,r>iar.tlim

superbus,Verbenas, Alicia.Queen of May, Herne, and birefly.wox.

inias alba and speciosa, Geura sptciosum.and Swainsoma asti aga.

lifolia. Fruit :- Pine, Queen, 1 , G.Walker, Esq. ; 2, J . Milncs, Esq.

Black Grapes, Hamburgh, t, J. Milnes, Esq. ; 2, G. Walker, Esq.

Companion, Mr. J. Robinson ; 2, Warrington, * .Wright, Esq.

Yellow Do., Leader, 1, Mr. J. Robinson; 2, Whitesmith K
Wright, Esq. Green Do., Thumper, Mr. J. Robinson. BlaCK

Currants, Hugden, 1, Mr. S. R. P. Shilton : Grape, 2, Mr. Edwards,

Extra Prize, Mr. S. R. P. Shilton. White Currants, Grape, 1,

P. Wright, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Edwards. Red Do., Grape, F. Wright,

Esq.- 2, Mr. Edwards. Vkgktabi.es -.—Peas, Matchless, l, Rev.

S. Creswell ; 2, Scymetar, F. Wright, Esq. Beam, Windsor, l,

F. Wright, Esq. i 2, Long Pod, Rev. S. Cresswcll. trench Beana,

G. Walker, Esq. Brace of Cauliflowers, G. Walker, Esq Brace of

Creswell. Turnips, Stone, 1, F. Wright, Esq.; 2. Stone, G.

Walker Esq Parsneps, G. Walker, Esq. Autumn-sown

Onions, Tripoli. 1, F. Wright, Esq. ; 2 Brown Spanish. A. Lowe,

Spring-sown. Do., Deptford, 1, G. Walker, Esq.; %V- Wright,

Ksq
S
Eschallots, I, Mr. S. R. P. Shilton; 2, Mr. J. Robinson.

Rhubarb, Mr. S. R. P. Shilion. Potatoes, Aldborough Kidney, 1,

Mr. S. R. P. Shilton; 2, Do., L. Rolleston, Esq. Red. Kidney,

Rev. S. Creswell. Round, Early (ilobe, Mr. S. R. P. Shilton.

Artichokes, L. Rolleston, Esq., M.P. Honorary Prizes :-

Brace of Cucumbers, Walker's, G. Bacon, Esq. A Miscellaneous

Collection, Mr. Lee.

P
goniutns™»m .„ one ditto in pot; 2 six Pinks, four border gMMijg
sWle Sweet William,,. 1, Mr. J. Wlshart, best six PmA-s.oiu-

ditto three Calceolarias, six Antirrhinums, three seedling dit«>»

four Stocks, six seedling Pansies, four double Sweet Williams, on

Fuchsia in pot, two Campanulas; 2, six Annuals. I,™*-,'

'

*

six

Currants, dish at Raspberries, six ihircsl ioouuics, u»r- --- -

one German Green, three Potato Onions; 2, three C/»«"
f
os

u
one Pelargonium in pot, three Mimuhm-s, Greenhouse r11™'.
Verbenas, three ditto, two Pentstemons, Early Cabbage, JggV
in pot. 1 , Mr. J . Robertson, best three Mimuluses. th ecPI '«« •

six Verbenas, six Annuals, six Herbaceous Flower* tWO
' ggJJ

collection of Cut Flowers; 2, three Calceolarias** ^*SSS
four Stocks, Herbaceous Plant, twoW f°u' dfi%«£'
Williams, 24 Pansies. 1, Mr. D. Galloway, best four Doraer

.

I
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Bases, three China ditto, 24 Pansies, 12 ditto, six ditto, Herbaceous
Plant in pot, Greenhouse Plant, three Verbenas, two Pe?itstemons-

t
2, four Pelargoniums, six Herbaceous Flowers, three Phloxes. I,

5

Mr. J. Stuart, best 12 Cherries, six largest Strawberries, two Le*.
ford,

Carripa-

12
best

of
x

P™s
- Mr

- T - Feinie, 2nd three pVf^o"'o?i^?w7™Mr.' Cassels
exhibited a beautiful collection of Pfegfr* and Bom. From Ra-
rnornie was an assortment of Roses; Mr. Ireland, a collection
ot Annuals; Mr. Galloway, a fine collection of Pelargoniums;
from Ferrybank, two large Cucumbers: from Mr. William Ander-
son, some fine black Currants.— Fife Herald.

Practical Floral and Horticultural Socittu of Ireland, Aug. 25.
—Ihis Society held their Annual Show of Fruits and Flowers in
the Rotunda, which was numerously attended. The following
arc the awards, viz;— Six Stove Plants, I, J. C. Humphreys, gr
to the Hon. Colonel Wingfield, for Vinca rosea and alba, Gloxinia
rubrp, Gesneria hybrid, Syningia guttata, Angelonia hybrid; 2,
Mr. Ellis, gr to E. Lucas, Esq. Six mixed Pelargoniums, Mr. P.
fcmith, gr to Mrs. Putland, for M'Laine's Othello, M'Laine's Anti-
pator, Jewess, Coronation, Lit'eguardsman, and Prince George.
Six Ericas, J. C. Humphreys, for Erica Aitonii, ampullacea rubra,
ampullacea, tricolor eiegans, Hartnellii. Six Climbers, Mr.Ellis,
Passirlora Loudonii and litula, Ceropcegia eiegans, Thunbergia
aurantia, elata, and alba. Greenhouse Exotic in Flower, 1, J. C.
Humphreys, lor Erica jasminiilora; 2, Mr. P. Smith. Three
Mimuhtses, J. H. Evans, Esq., for rosea, M'Lainii, and Evansii.
Six Fuchsias, Mr. B. Kane, gr to E. Clibborn, Esq., for Venus
victrix, Thyneana, eximea, rosea eiegans, Standishii, Chandleni.
Single Specimen Fuchsia, J. C. Humphreys, for Chandlerii; Mr.
Evans exhibited a beautiful specimen of cordata in flower, for
which an extra prize was awarded. Ornamental Plants, 1, J. C

^ww^,*.. ^.ku6^u, udMiuquiH niuiunora, ttymngia guttata:
2, Mr. P. Smith. Six Herbaceous Plants, 1, T. Pidgeon, Esq., for
Pentstemon splendens, Gladiolus fiorihundus, Lilium tigrinum

Scholcs Purple Heavy Edged: 1, Mitchell's Beauty of Warley,

q m«ifl f 1 ,7* 1
^u

*i™-
*lY s Mrs. Horner, Mr. J. Holland:

a mL \;
ady

n°^deiV ¥/\
J

' Sch0,es; 3, Sir William MiddletoniM '
Maynall, Mr. J. Holland. Scarlet Heavy Edged: i,M^

T. Smith
5 3, Wollard's Little Wonder, Mr. R. J. Rave - 4 Bean's

a bloom of Twitchett's Don John.

iil^ffiS!
G°0S

.

eb
*Zy

Sh0^%*- l '"This was held at Mr.Wilson'ssign oi the Haigh Tree, Sheffield Park:—

1st Cup
2d „
Kettle
Do. .

Do. .

Do. .

Kettle

. of six Stove Plants.
Mr. Livingston, for Clcrocicndron fragrans, Gesneria Zebrina.
Euphorbia splendens. Achimenes rosea. and longiflora, Lantana
rosea. Stx Light Pelargoniums, Mr. Livingston, for Lady
Murray, Witch, Victory, Rising-sun, Bridesmaid, Lady Oouro.
«m> Mixed Pelargoniums, Mr. Livingston, for Mirabile. Master-
Piece, Lifeguardsman, Mervilleanum, Conservative, Yetmania-mim grandiflorum. Six Ericas, Mr. Livingston, for eximia,
Awereana

,
Hartnellii, Irbyana, ampullacea, ampullacea vittata.S E'rot *c ™ Z

lou
l?> **** M'^ine, for a beautiful Cape Bulb.

Greenhoitse Exotic, Mr. Michael Shaw. 6 Fuchsias, Mr. T. Far-

StiS /
C
f

,*>?' f VC
'\
*obnsta

' Paragon, Marquis, Defiance.
Omamevtal Plant^,Ur. Livingston, for Erica ampullacea and

LlTl'l
l

l
D
e
aIstoni

V/
ul
f
ida, ^d superba, Verbena Bur-&^^^ Begoniasanguinea, Ver-

StoJSIf»T<i
SSS ,°'"'N c»«"«™o«.-D«rt <MHw

1.

2,

3,

r>,

G,

7,

10,

2,

3,

6,

7*

8,

9,

10,

1.

2,

3,

4.

5,

6,

7,

8,

9,

10,

3,

4,

5,

6\

7*

8,

9,

10,

Stkwards' Prizks.
J.Wilson

, London
'M. Blackhurst
J. Wilson
J. Fletcher
J. Staneland
M. Gould .

Youno Growers.
H.Nutt . . Companion

Beds.
H. Radford

Weathercock
.

London
Leader . . 22
Morning Star . 20
Queen of Trumps 19

19

dwts. grs.

. 26 11

. 23
. 24

Ditto .

M. Blackhurst .

J. Cook
Dittp .

J. Staneland
M.Gould .

J. Fletcher
J. Wilson
J. Cook

Yellows*

London . . 21
Conquering Hero 21
Companion
Wonderful
Lion's Provider
Slaughterman .

Guido
Freeholder
Echo
Captain Ward ,

21

21

21

20
19

17

17

17

11

6

8
3
16

1

18

17
11

6

4
6

7
19
18

18

S'bS 3
> Mr - T. Groves, El-

n «L5 1: » « ..'
Groves, Seeding, 27, Vireo- 3 Mr TGroves, Low's Marchioness of Westminster- 4 Mr t 'rw ^

-

Rosina. Purple Picotees, 1, Mr T Graved1 Ort^n»« pTk
GrOTe8

'

Mr.T.s wJ,i A/rif^.nL k.^-. 1
- ^?.ves '.

Ursons Rebecca: 2,

•8,

such
, 3, Mr. E. Kelly, WoClard's iSle Wonde" ftSS3fiSK"Seedling; 5, Mr. E. Kelly, Hufton's Will Stukeley Dahiia«

'

Itaf P«« o/Da /
:

/,-„s> Mr. T. S. Wood. consLS^r the foilowi^flowers :-Wood's Seedling. Vanquisher, Grace Darling. WW-nall's Argo widnall's Eclipse, Essex Rival, and Girling?s indispensable. Best Self, (S.P.), Mr. T. S. Wood, Seedling Van.
T^frA -

t

Be^ Tlp
'
(S -P -^' Mn T

" S - Wood ' Beauty of the Plain

f^S'W*,?," K
.
eUy

'
Le^ham Rival. *«' Vetf^, mS;

S. Wood, Widnall's Argo. £e«« Tip, Mr. E. Kelly, Phenomenon
Best Orange, Mr. T. S. Wood, Bloomsbury. Best Rose, Mr TS. Wood Grace Darling. B«rf Li^« P«,j7^, Mr. T. S.Wood

Be5^ Apples, Mr. Grainger. £*s* Gooseberries,
Preserving ditto,

LKS.-

^WTMV ««0, Mr. Newns. Best Cucumbers, D^Crawford. Esqbesthtdnw Hems, (runners), Mr. Grainger. Best ditto, (dwarf)

?
r

ir ?°°n ***** Cauliflowers, Mrs. Wood. Best CabbageMrs Wood 5Crf Potetow, Mr. Grainger. Best Tripoli Onions
D. Crawford, Esq. Best Spring Onions, Mr. Newns.ii^S

J. Slack .

M. lilackhurst .

J. Wilson
J. Cook
M. Blackhur&t .

T. Ward .

Ditto
. .

H. Radford
J. Fletcher
R. Wilson

Greens.

Leader
Broom Girl
Marygold .

Pilot

Birdlime .

Catherine .

Gunner
Goldtinder
Two-to-One
Teazer

20 17
19 1

18 4
17 23
17 14

17 12
17 1

16 12
16 9
16 4

held m the green-room of the George Inn. The

•

Turn-out
Thumper
Overall
Weathercock
Launcelot

.

Peacock .

Queen Victoria
Invincible
Keepsake .

Providence

G. Gills

J. Cooks :

J. Staneland
S. Evans .

M. Blackhurst
J. Wilson
M. Blackhurst
W. Ward .

J. Staneland
M. Blackhurst

Whites.
M. Blackhurst . Freedom
H. Radford
M. Blackhurst

,

J. Slacks .

B. Sykes .

M. Gould .

H. Radford
W. Driver, Sen.

.

T. Ward i

J. Slack .

19

W

18

17

17

17

\7

17

17

13
Queen of Trumps 17
Lady Leicester . 17
Honour of Tickill 17
Miss Walton . 16
Tallyho . . 16
Philip the First )6
Snowball . .16
Cossack . . 16
Ardsley Beauty 16

15

14
20
14
IS

15

11

9
6

4

18

21

20
2
20

19

19

18

17
14

Elizabeth Mr I u*
S W

?.
lker

'
Mr

'
J> Haines

i 4, Easom'sJilizabetn, Mr. J Haines. Picoteks.—Premier Prize Nnlli

S££SJ?j
j,

iS£S /¥"-«*- ^^ E wo^qSSS
qinHoi mV t r-'

C
.

0udrey
:
2> Anacreon, Mr. S. Bunn j 3, LordSandes, Mr. J. Coudrey. Heavy-edged Red.-i, Mrs. Homer Mr

Mr. J. Haines. Light-edged Purple, I, Lord Sandes. Mr

RivBi Mr H i«
"ee

,v ,
°?re '

Mr
-
J

"
Coudrey

;
2, Springfield

P
R ^' m, t ^ PC '

3
'
Pickwick

' Mr ' Purcock ; 4, Beauty of theWain, Air. J. Coudrey; 5, Lewisham Rival, Mr. H. Pope; 6 Yel-low Defiance, Mr. H. Pope. GoosEB.RRiKs.-JVe^ii- Prize.

^of.,,., ;Vi '
lj P " Pl(,Scon, Esq.; 2, Mr. M. Shaw. 24

o 'l!itr :
,

,9
,g
?

,D ' Esq
V

2
'
Mr

' °^ilve >'' - r tf> the Earlor J.eitnm. 12 Asters, 1, Mr. J. Gough: 2, T. Pidgeon EsnFauiT-iJY^ws
: Green Pkwh. i Mr r „.„,',»,T.: . I .?5

e
^?,„.

S
?

rio.

£?iJt
88

f' t
r/
n • « H,

!
mPhreys 5 2, Mr. Ellis^o./doubleMon-

ta.gne, l ( J. C. Humphreys^ 2, Mr. Smith; do., any variety l"

heMift^tt^iS^^-^^ -*«*• 3-This Society
nations aS pS »", »!n*

Sh,re
?.
a11

-,
The specimens of Car-

satisfaction to th»nf1

, "l
WeI1 as .exotic plants, gave the greatest

award*U-bV(pan^/rT $£?*£ Th e following prizes were
Leader, CartwrLhHs^,?'"''?'' ¥r

- T" Groves.—Hepworth's
Lady StanleyTcorsaL'sTariZ' cZX*

Lor
5

Pa)mers*o»- Hogg's
Wharley. Best Pan of pfr , £' *l

d Mitchell 's Beauty of

of Birmingham. Best White Ground SrfSlL^'^™^Mans ey's Nulli Secundus. Scarlet BiSSS."
Mansley's Charles XII • 2, Wm. Bayley, Esq., IWh -

Crimson Bizarres, \, Mr. T. Groves r»rtwrrio-i,f> r>„-
Wm. Bayley, Esq., j'arretfs Lucretta • Z%&&% Rainb°w

? %
3, Mr. T. Groves, Wake-field's Paul Pry. Scarlet Flakes, 1 WW Bayley EscW"

Premier; 2, Mr
R

T. Groves, T^ylortlS^7^.^^Groves's Red Rover. Purple Flakes \ Mr? nArhif wr *Z
.'

British Queen ; 2. Mr, T,G^vesiiSsiaSxcSS;™Wm?

J. Britten

,

Audesley Beauty,
J.

Mr.

Esq.; do., Yellow-edged, I, Mr. B. Kane; 2, N boiler
1°"'

24 P«w,ies
,
different varieties, 1, N. Collier, Esq.

; 2 G M '

to*?'jhew, Esq. PtVo/fes, Rose-edged. I.Mr. B. Kane : s k^B" BestPanofla/Uas-Mr.T. S. Wood:-Andrew Hofer, Widnall's
Argo, Pampm's Bloomsbury, Dodd's Grace Darling, Beauty of
the Plain. Wood's Seedling, Pegasus. Best pan 0/2 !H«
Mr. J. Milman. Collection of Greenhouse plants, and Heaths Mr
Potts. Pelargonium, Mrs. Corbet. BM{ <Ar« ritUb, P. Harris'
Esq. JYtcAWo, F. Harris, Esq. Best three ditto, F. Harris Esn'
Cockscombs, H. Lyster, Esq. Balsams, Mrs. E. Haycock Heaviest
Gooseberry, (2*4 dwts.) A. W. Hill, Esq. Heaviest 4 Gooseberries
(83$ dwts.), Mrs. Corbet. Pine, Mrs. Corbet, il/e/ow, Mrs. Corbet

Mr
' M. Shaw.

^ th?v?if
Ca™ati™ Meeting, Aug, 22.-This meeting was held

*Warded.
C

e
laGBnlens

»
Rochdalc. The following prizes were

J - Kayp *7 ^'wl'-'* Bizarres: l t Kaye's Omnium Primus, Mr RM ^. J iv
' seedli

»e:. Mr. F. Marchant; 3, Hepworth's Leader'
fcainfom »

slcy
* 4

'
w ^Pwortirs Albion, Mr. R. J. Kaye- r

Le«ds M r
8
T
Gameboy

»
6

'
EIy ,s JolI >' Erag-oon, 7. Hoylc's Duke of

^Irnslov Cheetham; 8, Elliott's Duke of Sutherland, Mr T

Cheeth-Tm* Crhnsan Bizarres: I, Wakefield's Paul Pry, Mr' V
Lord Mil?

'' 2
'
EIy 's Wil,ian» Caxton, Mr. F. Marchant; 3, EJy»a

Duke
Schol

"ill:an ««"*6i ,ivn. j,

Villain tho
F
L?irth

' Mr- J-_Scholes. Scarlet Flakes:
Sim
Ro*
Kay _

Cradle

? aye
*}?oVp p

" 0Uan <l; 8, Pearson's Madam Mara, Mr. R. j*

»mitr . 9 pi,,7«- ), Fletcher's Duchess of Devonshire, Mr T
^ r

- I- Smith-
" Lo

T

vely Ann, Mr. R. J. Kaye; 3, Ely's Lady Ely'
neei»s A nnii« i»

Lowes Marchioness of Westminster, 5, Bar

isley; s,
l# Wilson's

a
"n

» 5
. ManKWv '

iV4r
- -'. Standring:

$?«e,, m^r&H*eauty of Woodhous
^ICo^»:-jw!. r

??* 7> Halrs Major Cartwright

gj' J
« Caeethamjtj jjjJJ

^ed

:

l > Mitchell's Nulli Secundus

6, Marsden's Jolly
Col. Lee,

leeA V.ctori« fa' f^f

d Marshal, Mr. F. Marchant; 3, Crask's
' *

,J-M*adnng
i 4, Jackson's Delight, Mr. J.

Beans in pods, F. Harris, Esq. Cauliflowers, H. Lyster ' Esn
Cabbage, Mr. Smout. Lettuce, H. Lyster, Esq. Artichokes
Mrs. Corbet. Turnips, Mr. Smout. Onions, H. Lyster Esn'
Carrots, Col. F. Hill. Potatoes, Mrs. T. S. Wood. Extras --
Grapes, black Hamburgh, Mrs. Corbet, Cauliflower, Col. F Hill
Nosegay, Mrs. Corbet. J7g*

f
H. Lyster, Esq. Rhubarb, Victoria

Mrs. Corbet.—Eddowe's Journal. *

Shrewsbury Union Florist's Society,Angust 1 1 .—This Society held
an exhibition of Carnations, Picotees, Dahlias, Vegetables, &c
at Mr. T. S. Wood's, the White Horse Inn, Abbey Foregate!
After a careful examination, the following prizes were awarded •

—Carnations and Picotees. Best Pan of Carnations, Mr. T\
Groves, consisting of the following flowers; viz., Hepworth's
Leader, Ely's Lord Wilton, Low's Lord Palmerston, Corsair's
Squire Clarke, Hogg's Lady Stanley, and Mitchell's Beauty of
Wharley. Best Pan of Picotees, Mr. T. Groves, consisting of the
following flowers ; viz., Orson's Rebecca, Dixon's Trip to Cam-
bridge, Seedling Alpha, Mitchell's Beauty of Wharley, Jessop's
Sir William Middleton, and Orson's Queen Adelaide. Best Bi-
zarre, (S.P.), Mr. T. Groves, Hepworth's Leader. Best Flake,
(S.P.), Mr. T. Groves, Lord Palmerston. Best Picotee, (S.P.),'

(white ground), Mr. T. Groves, Manshy's Nulli Secundus. Best
Picotee, (S.P.). (yellow ground}, Mr. T. Groves, Victoria. Scar-
let Bizarre, I, Mr. T. Groves, Mansley's Charles XII.; 2, Mr. T.
Groves, Hepworth's Leader; 3, Mr. T. Groves, Groves's Sir Robert
Peel ; 4, Mr. T. S. Wood, No. 6 ; 5, Mr. T. Groves, Woolridge's King.
Crimson Bizarre, 1, Mr. Newns, Sir R. Hill; 2, Mr. T. Groves,
Wakefield's Paul Pry; 3, Mr. T. Groves, Cartwright's Rainbow.
Scarlet Flakes, 1, Mr. T. Groves, Lord Palmerston; 2, Mr. Newns
Red Rover ; 3, Mr. T. Groves, Taylor's Festival ; 4, Mr. T. Groves'
Simpson's Marquess of Granby ; 5, Mr. T. Groves, Wilson's Wil'
liana IV, Purple Flakes, l, Mr. T, Groves, Mansley's Euclid $ 2,

ISdwt-Q a7 **, ' .
Ji Lb

" ^eT8 '' mr
- J - carton; 4

I 6, Ostrirh \'td'
Bart0"i 5

> Competitor, J7dwts., Mr.

\hdXZ ,« ,Mwts
- 23grs„ Mr. J. Barton; 7, Audesiey

Fnirfi m 12gTS - Mr - w - J3ett s. Best Collection of Fruit, Mr.

W.B k
Collectiom °f Vegetables* 1« Mr. Molincauxj 2,1

Uttoxeter Royal Horticultural and Floral Society, Aug 15.—Thesecond exhibition for the present year took place at the Red Lion
Jin

j
^hen the following prizes were awarded :—Carnations :

Jfest Pan of Carnations, consisting of Colonel Wainraan, Blooms
M a

l

?!7
lob Roy< Seedlinff (Monarch), Enchantress, Drusilla, and^atiiua; Mr. Bagshaw. Second Pan of Do., consisting of EarlMexborough, Bloomsbury, Rob Roy, Elizabeth, Enchantress

^ntenon, and Miss Hunter; Mr. Bagshaw. Scarlet Bizarres.^h Jolly Dragoon, Mr. Holmes; 2, Hepworth's Leader, T. Hart
f;

sQ-; 3, Earl Mexborough, Sir T. C. Sheppard; 4. Jolly Dragoon'
J

- Hart, Esq.; 5 and 6, Colonel Wainman, Mr. Bagshaw, Crim'
sonBizarres.-i, Lord Milton, T. Hart, E*q. ; 2, ditto, Mr. Holmes"
3 and 4, Bloomsbury, Sir T. C. Sheppard; 5, ditto, Mr, Rotrer* -

o> ditto, SirT. C. Sheppard. Scarlet Flakes, I, Potter's Champion
2, Rob Roy, Mr. Holmes; 3, Invincible, T. Hart, Esq.; 4, MadamMara Sir T. C. Sheppard; 6, Ringleader, T. Hart, Esq. - 6 S
Key, T. Hart, Esq. Rose Flakes, 1, Lady Scott, Mr. Holmes 2Elizabeth, 3, Victoria, Mr. Rogers; 4, Coronation, T. Hart Esq -

5
> Elizabeth Mr "Rao-chaw- fi_ I.nvelv Ann IM*. ur«i '« H '»

Picotees, i and 2, Matilda," Mr. Bagshawj'T,' Maw's"Wtilo^M?Holmes; 4 and 5, Matilda, Mr. Bagshaw; 6, Povey's Glorv i"

!

'

parable. 5, Bloomsbury, 6, Amelia; T. Hart, Esq. Purr/e^Yedged Picotees, l, Crask's Queen Victoria, Mr Holm™ I g*'"
Nulli Secundus.'Mr. Rogers; 4, 5, and 6.mtto^"%*«« ^
Seeding Carnations, 1, Scarlet Bizarre, 2, Rose Plak'p q n q '

Jlake, 4, Rose Flake, 5. ditto, 6. ditto, Mr. Baeshaw
3 '

D
Pur P 1e

Pan 0112, ditto of 6. Mr. Holmes. Fuchsias, Best Plant Mr
*ansie»>

Collection of 6 plants, R. Philips, Esq • dirrn « ™ ^ewj
•me-, Mr. Rogers. Calceolarias, Best Plant m »i

Best Seed-
Collection of 6 Plants, Sir T. C. Sheppard • m f»L «

0lmes

;

Best
hug (Beauty of Heybridge) R. Philinc Wn dl"

' 6- Best Seed-
HOOSE, AND OTHER PLANTS — 1 Q*Z^', bTOVKi GREEN,
longiflora, 2, Achimenes grandiflnro ^.

ve
,
Plant

> Achimenes
house Plant, Salvia patens, Plant nf n

Ro&ers
; 1, Green-

Lord Vernon ; Annuals, Sir T r iu
Commerce, Lemon Tree,

Hart, Esq. • Ericas, and Collection n,

h
D
ePl)ard !

Cockscombs, T.

6 Plants or different varieties, Lord Ve/n™
S
p',

8^ T"
C

'
Sh
^pP

ard
;Violacea, 12 ditto 2 ditto fi !,«

vefnon
; Pelargonium, Hodges'

FRurx a'no VE KTAB LS'-Btfp
2 ditt

?' Tv°-
Shep

irtGrapes, 1. Sir T P ShP nr>Q,H Ptne
>

Lord Vernon; Black
Lord Vernon. wSiSSS^ \ do" Lord Vern0D; Reddo-
Vemon p1' , /Z" }' Slr T - C. Sheppard; 2, do., Lord
and G*ee„ «±*f ^^rines, Sir T. C. Sheppard. Apricots

Lord vl™;

P

/"m«.^ord Vernon. Bed Plums and Blue Gaze
MrLl™Tr 3H°n

'
Slf T

« C'
Sheppard. Raspberries ani

Red do ,Tiv0rd Yem°£- Btack Cherries, Sir T. C. Sheppard;

ferJrvXtv^11
- ^^t Apples, Mr. Rogers. QreJlooVe.fcrnw, K, Philips, ESq , j Eea- & sirTt cgheppwaj Yellow 7o
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R~PhiliDS, Esq.; White do., Mr. Rogers. White and Red

CurrS%irT
q
C. Sheppard; Black do R..Philips^^ £««

of Cucumbers, Mr. Baershaw ; 2, do., T. Hart, Esq. ^ttuces,

Cabbages, and Red Cabbages, Sir T. C. Sheppard Cabbage Mr.

Ashlev Peas, 1, T. Hart, Esq.; 2, do., Mr. Foster. Garden

i~eans 1, Mr Rogers; 2,' do., Mr. Foster. pfej<y B«, I,

R PhiliDS Esq.; 2, do./ Lord Vernon; Dtc-atf do., Lord Vernon.

?«rmS R PhUips, Esq. Carrots, Mr. Foster Catdtfo^M,.

R PhflipsV Esq. Red Celery, T. Hart, Esq. Parsley, Mr^ogAs.-

I;S and V«w 0»«o^, Sir T. C. Sheppard. W%ite and

Red Kidney Potatoes, Mr. Foster; J<0«r.<* WAto do., Mr. Foster;

rtTd do U. Philips, Esq. Rhubarb, Mr. Rogers.—Dahlias :-

Ett'LordTvlr'non; 2, do., Mr. Holmes W/o,,, I, 2, 8, M*.

Hdmes D«rfr, l, Lord Vernon, 2, R. Philips, Esq.; 3, Mr.

SoSS |3U'&C., 1, Lord Vernon; 2, Mr. Holmes: 3 Lord

Vernon. Scarlet, 1, Lord Vernon; 2, R. Philips, Esq., 3

™W*?Kmt' Floral and HorJicZll^al Society Aug. 2.-This.well-

conducted Exhibition took place as usual in the grounds attached

S VanburRh House, Blackhcath, and was not so numerously

attended as we have seen it. Prizes were awarded as under:-

For 24 Stove and Greenhouse Plants, 1, Mr. Hunt gr to Miss

Traill Hayes ;
2, Mr. Pawley. For 12 Stove and GreenhoweE 1 I Perm, Esq.; 2, Mr. Basket, gr to H.R.H. Princess

Soph a of Gloucester.
* For 6 SfoM and Greenhouse Plants, ,

1 Brandrom, Esq.; 2, H. Harman. Esq. For 12 HeafAs, 1,

Mr Hunt? gr to "Miss Traill; 2, Mr. Pawley For 1*/«''*««.

1 Mr Pawley • 2 - Brandrom, Esq. ; 3, H. Harman, Esq. Iwo

&«a Pa.«s were awarded to Mr Hally and th *
s
Rev A.

Drummond. 12 Prfar*oni«Jiw, 1 , Jas. Bruce, Esq. ; 2 Mr. Smith.Sw 1, Mr. Norman ; 2. Mr. Hardstone ; 3, Mr Bnrchett.

Sxtrat«. H. Harman. Esq. Pfcotee., 1, Mr Norman
;
2

Mr Hardstone; 3, Mr. Meade. Extra Prize to Mr. Neville, for

fee'dHngPicotees. Extra Prizks were awarded to the following :

1 Mr Hunt for a very fine specimen of Brugmansia; 2,

Mr Basket for a splendid specimen of Clethra arbm-ea; 3, J. Penn,

Esq for a collection of Cockscombs; 4, A. Rowland Esq.. for

fulRoses ; 5. Mr. Randell, for Seedling Dahhas. For Collections of

v£.it 1 las Bruce. Esq. ; 2, H. Stainton, Esq. Extra Prize to

£ Rev! R Greenlaw. I'elo'ns, Mr. Steadman. Grapes Mr. BI nnt.

For Vegetables, 1, Jas. Bruce, Esq.; 2,- Brandrom, Esq.
; 3, H.

Stainton, Esq.

Wortt^rte^rtHnnt HouieTsucceeds so eminently in its

J

MISCELLANEOUS.
?Ting /rom i/te common Bramble.--Five measures of

the ripe fruit with one of honey and six of water, boiled

and strained, and left to ferment—then boiled again and

put in casks to ferment, are said to produce an excellent

Wine. The colour of Wine is often rendered darker by a

mixture of Blackberries with the Grapes.— Loudon s

Gardeners' Magazine.

To make Raisin Wine.—Half Smyrnas and halt

Malagas are best, seven pounds to the gallon—wine

measure. Boil the water and det it stand to get cold ;

pick out thel argest stalks, and wash out the barrel with a

little brandy ;
put the fruit in whole, and let it stand six

or seven months, according to the quantity made. If the

fruit be good and new it will require rather a large cask

to give it room to swell, and should not be stopped down

until it has done working, but stir it every two or three

days. If it be made all of Malagas, and not high-coloured

enough, draw a jugful the night before bottling mix some

burnt sugar in it, and put a little into every bottle,—a cwt

will require a barrel sufficiently large to hold 22 or li

gallons.

—

Anonymous.
Dock-Mud.--This is probably a most valuable fertiliser.

It contains the whole wash of the city ; and after a rain-

storm/the most valuable portion of the street dirt settles

wormy earuener «v. nuui "u»^v «- --- -----

-

. .

cultivation, I will briefly describe his system of culture, although

Kay not differ materially from that by which many gardeners

are accustomed to grow it. In the autumn, after the plant has

done flowedng, it is removed first to the greenhouse to harden

ft a Iit5e7thenf if there be no fear of frost, it is set out of doors

for a time. During winter it is accommodated in a back-shed,

where "cannot be injured by frost, nor be excited into growth

Ty too much heat; it is kept entirely without water at this season,

slme time in February a great part of the soil is shaken from

the rootsV and the plant is repotted in light, rich, sandy loam and

ear-mould. The strong shoots are cut back to two or three inches

in length 5 all the small sprays are entirely removed, so that the

whotevigour of the plant may be concentrated "'the few buds

which are left at the base of the last year's shoots
;
the pot is

then plunged in a smart bottom-heat in the stove. The plant.

Sows rapidly for a time, when it appears to receive a sudden

chedc, and remains in a partially dormant state for a few weeks.

It is at this time that persons unacquainted with the nature of

the plant turn it out into the greenhouse or open air, supposing

that there is no chance of its flowering for that year
;
hut tf the

nlant ba still kept in the stove it soon commences a second

growth and ultimately flowers in profusion. A white Maurandya

called alba fallin- gracefully over an ornamental vase, looked

very preS, and opposite, in a similar vase, a fine variety of Phlox

Dn.mn.ondi was blooming beautifully ;
Kalosanthes coccinea

with its bright starry corymbs, showed how beautiful it can be

when it receives a little good treatment; a fine old plant ot

Plumbago capensis, profusely producing its beautiful blue

flowers?and a noble plant of Clethra arborea are equally worthy

of notice. The Orangery, a noble structure, standing in the

cen re of a long range of stoves, contains the principal collection

of the Citrus tribe. The centre of the house is dmded intc.long

narrow pits, about two feet in width ; between each pit is a path

about three feet in width. The Oranges, &c. are planted m the

nit° and are trained to perpendicular trellises, and present, as it

were a ser?es of espaliers, the one behind the other ;
the branches

of the tree" in front are kept so thin that they do not intercept

too much of the light from those behind, thus the greatest pos-

sible quantity of fruit is obtained from the space allowed and the

house has at the same time a very neat appearance. 1 he trees

are loaded with fruit in every stage of maturation ;
thelarg

e

Shaduocks. &c. having a beautiful appearance when contrasted

with the fine dark-green luxuriant foliage. Several plants of

Passiflora quadrangularis are trained along wires near the glass

andare producing numerous fine fruit. The beautiful Mandevilla

ISaveotens. planted in a border, and running the whole length

ofI rafter, is growing and flowering as well as if it were in its wild

native woods, and the no less beautiful Petrea volubilis is flour.sh-

?ne blSuliy, in a similar situation; Jasminum aZ6ncum and

simuSmHum, Beanmdntia grandiflora, Thunbergia pandiflora,

a,S several other climbing plants, all contribute to beautify the

house A strong plant of Bignonia srandiflora (?) is just putting

forth a fine spikf of flowers. Thunbergia Hawtayneana is in far

better health than it is usually seen, though not at present in

Sower a handsome plant of Luculia gratissima, a plant of

ArdiSa' crenulata, about two feet in height, and almost as much

hi d.^nctcr formS a beautiful object, being loaded with myriads

o 1 slittle 'red berries a handsome plant of the Cinnamon-tree

?Cinnam6mum verum bearing hundreds of spikes of flowers, and

anothw o?"he same species bearing a quantity of ripe fruit
;
a

Setty ipomoacalled ficifolia, trained over a barrel-shaped trellis

and a neat little plant of Gardenia amcena. At one end of the

house and reaching from the floor to the glass, eighteen feet in

neight, is a very singular-looking plant from the Organ Moun

Kin South America, supposed to be a Lobelia ;
its long, naked

lender stem is crowned by a bunch of lanceolate leaves, about

two feet in length, which "give it a very palm-like appearance.

—J. W. Jones.

1^Z*» <*<**! "«. 1? "5£££iJSESS

hJj

in the docks. Soap-suds, soap-lees, fish-offal, blood,
-^^raeSp !843.

~~ 3KUt»*fo8.

Dr. Justus Liebig, in his Relation to Vegetable Physi-

l oloqv. By Dr. Hugo Mohl. (Dr. Justus Liebig s

• Verhaltniss zur Pflanzen-Pliysiologie.) Tubingen.

in me uuuns. ^wo.^-.,—.., .,~-r , -

pot-liquor, &c, are the greater portion of them collected

in the dock-mud. The very smell from the docks, when

foul, or the tide is low, is a pungent proof of its fertilising

power. This material should be collected in some con-

venient spot where it can be landed, put into heaps under

open sheds, mixed with lime, plaster, or charcoal, and let

lie until a thorough decomposition takes place, and then

applied to the land. There can be no doubt that one cart-

load from such a compost-heap would be more valuable

to the farmer than three loads of the best street-dirt. It

has been objected by some that dock-mud contains salt.

This, instead of being an objection, will be found to be

one of its most valuable properties. The celebrated guano-

manure contains more than 30 per cent, of sea- salt, a

larger portion probably than would be found in dock-mud.

I should consider that a compost made from dock-mud

would be very little, if any, inferior to the guano-manure.

—American Agriculturist. [We trust the Editor is

more correct in his other statements than in this concern-

ing the per centage of sea-salt in guano, which contains

little more than a trace of it.]

Mushrooms.—Some people assert that the Mushroom,

or that part which springs from, or appears above the

earth, is the stem, or principal part of the plant, and those

parts under the earth, its roots. If this be the case, the

rules which regulate vegetable growth are totally departed

from ; for, as a stem, or principal part, with its append-

ages, advance from the earth, its roots spread in the earth

in proportion and at the same time ; but to aver that the

roots will extend of themselves in the earth, without the

stems, or its buds expanding, or advancing in growth with

them, is nothing less than nonsense ; and in this case the

Mushroom, being the last part produced, after the plant m
the earth extends in all directions, and goes through the

various stages of growth, is evidently the fruit and flower

combined ; and as the plant is subterraneous, it pushes its

fructifying part into the air to perfect its seminal organs,

and resembles in this respect aquatic plants at the time of

flowering, as they send their flowers above water for the

same purpose.— E. Owens, in the Transactions of the

Gardeners' Society of Ireland. [This is very true, and

the observation does credit to the acuteness of Mr. Owens,

who does not seem to be aware of the views of modern

Botanists on the subject.]

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Mrs. Sherbonrne, Hurs^ House, near Prescot, Lancashire.—On

entering a glazed passage leading to the principal range of stoves,

the first object that attracted attention was a noble plant ot La-

rerstrcemia indica, bearing myriads of its pretty pink blossoms.

Those who have never seen this plant grown to perfection can

have but a very faint idea of its beauty, and as Mr. Durden (the

1

(Continuedfrom page 576.)
,

In a chapter like that " On the Origin and Assimila-

tion of Nitrogen," it was to be presumed that Liebig

would have examined the form under which ammonia is

conveyed to the plants. As almost all plants grow in

black mould, the relation existing between the atmo-

spheric ammonia and the humus was to be exammed-a

topic interesting not only in a theoretical but practical

point of view. But L. treats the matter very slightly,

merely stating (p. 83) that humus stands in the same

relation to ammonia as powdered charcoal, viz., con-

densing the ammonia. But we have seen already that

humus can not be supplied by charcoal, and although the

latter substance absorbs ammonia even more forcibly than

humus, yet plants will not prosper in it. This, therefore,

does not corroborate L.'s assertion. The province of a

true chemist, in this case, instead of being satisfied with

the trivial fact that rotten wood absorbs ammonia, would

have been rather to inquire whether these two substances

will combine, and what combinations they will form. C.

Snrengel and Mulder have lately asserted that humus and

ammonia will form combinations soluble in water
;

baus-

sure also found, in all sorts of humus, a soluble nitro-

genous extract, by which he explains the conveyance o

nitrogen to plants. Instead of making experiments, and

without even taking notice of those of such men as the

above, Liebig despatches the whole question with the

assertion that |the humic substances contained in black

mould (Damm Ere) are entirely insoluble in water.

The explanation of the action of gypsum on plants is

connected by L. with the existence of carbonate of ammo-

nia in the atmosphere. He assumes that gypsum is

decomposed by the carbonate of ammonia of the air
;
and

he considers it, therefore, a means of fixing ammonia,

and conveying it to plants ; and he adds that— ' 1 his is

obvious from the evident action of gypsum on the growth

of grasses, and by the increased luxuriance and fertility ot

meadows manured with gypsum." This explanation

(replies Dr. Mohl) is only true in a chemical, but not in

a physiological point of view ; because it is well known

tbat gypsum is most beneficial to leguminous plants. But

if its action consisted in fixing ammonia, there is no reason

why it should not act beneficially on all plants, especially

on Corn. And although L. asserts the latter to be the

fact, (Am. d. Chem. u. Pharm. xli. p. 369), yet the

farmers, who are pretty good judges in these matters, will

not agree with the Professor. If L. explains in a farther

part of his work the manuring influence of burnt clay and

oxydeof iron by their attraction of ammonia,—an influ-

ence which, (he says) could not have been previously un-

•

t0

b„ to Sorengl who in h .? Doctrine of Manures

hTalso'l^ of such substances by

^rScha^r^ded «^*fi*x&
f „n\* nf Plants " Dr. Mohl says, that Liebig justly

reiects the p eva Hng opinion, that the salts absorbed by

Xts act merlly as stimulants, and is right in considering

he bases absorbed from the soil as necessary constituen s

veitation Liebig says, that all plants contain vege-

tebSds which become combined with inorganic bases

oroianfc fomed by the plants themselves) into neutral

or ac d salt's -?hat, considering the constant presence o

Sese adds we have to infer that they serve some vital

these acids we n
formation constituteS some neces-

L
U
r

r

y

P
pa?t fthe vital^cess. Hence, Liebig arrives at

the conclusion, that several earthy or alkaline bases can

be subst tuted for each other in the vital process, and that

the quanSy of the saline bases absorbed by plants depends

on the saturating capacity of the acids they contain. Thi ,

?savs D M. ) is the second new and important principle
(says ui .

m.,i
fc bg conS idered as

contained in L. s work. bU
,

d b the analysi3
per ectly ev dent for t is ™V "^ which 8tiU shrouds

I'TbsSon oTVnorganic subftances has been thus

SUb

Sr?M. thinks.dolbtful ^^^th"^
p-ropSofea^iaiJ^^ti^
Sn of tne specific proportion, which appertain^-o such

substances in a lesser or greater degree. Many acts shew

that the replacing of one base by another is only possible

to a certam extent , that, moreover, the same quantity of a

^tein base

X
Seii may be absolutely «£**££

nrosneritv of one plant, may act as a poison to another,

STIn this respect, lime more especially » c^JP^ "'

^s the flora of th'e calcareous Alps, ™^~££%£
primitive rocks, clearly proves. In

}J»
r
"P*f ^

plants are very fastidious, and will only bear one certam

sort of soil, whilst others grow in both. In he^species

which may be called fas^ous of sotl, the "^itubon

of one base for another cannot be supposed to take place

In a subsequent part of his book Dr. Mohl examines

what Liebig has stated or retracted in hw late work,

"Organic Chemistry in its Relation to the Doctrines of

Dr. Grebes and Sprengel." Dr. M. confers the

explanations of L. in that place onlyX^nl^l
of his inconsistency, and another sample f the ^certain

style of his writings, « which leaves the reader^ on a most

feasts*s*«
rf^
like one of those particles of a solution on winch the

.

firrt

crystals are formed, and that in Equisetum^andAhe Bamboo

silica assumes the form and functions of the wood Tins

theory Dr. M. calls a physiological blunder, (as it certainly

is,) proving Prof. Liebig's absolute gnorance of everything

connected with the physiology of plants.

Another important point, says Prof. Mohl, (p..6i ,)

which L.'s theory does not explain, is that the saline bases

rborhed by plants are not only absorbed ,«*e shape o

carbonates, (which are easily decomposed by the mere vege

tble acids but often also in ^e shape of phospba

sulphates, &c. According to all experience, these saUS

are
P
not less essential to vegetation than those base*^

bined with organic acids. Silica also is an ingred^

equally essential to the growth of most, if not all, plant

Which part these substances take in the vital process, »

(savs M ) almost unknown, unless, indeed we may p«-

2 thai the sulphates yield plants the sulphur required

for some of their organs. Of the phosphates we knoj

still less ; we are ignorant why they chiefly occur in young

plants, andia^^^J^^^^^^plants, and in tneir seeu, aim ™„ -~ r 1,7 fm- analysis

the quantity required for vegetable growth-for anaiy

shows that the amount of phosphates vanes
.^J^il-.

even in the same organ in plants grown on different sons,

as is best seen in the different sorts of gram.

{To be continued.;

Anapiytosis ; or, the«5^^^P?^w^
Key to explaining their Growth ^we^,andUu

/ti/caHon, with ^"1 Ap^aKon ^^j.
„/ Plants By Dr. C. H.

^"fXnapbytose oder

Hirschwald. 8vo, pp. 214. (Die .fl-nay j

Verjungung der Maiuffl.]
ProfeSSor Schulte, of

This is the title of a book of I row** the

Berlin, who,^^^^U^^mt^ fRejuvenescence of H°m«i Life, fas
app ^

the regeneration of all nature. It lb
aCfi ;

ideas of the author into a compass adequate to our
.

v

we will, however, endeavour to state their leading

racters ' • i.u„f «Tt i<j nftpnnot enougb

Dr. S. begins by stating, that It is
.

ten no ^
merely to refute scientific error, bu a fu11 resuIt

refutation will be only achieved when ^in lieu
osed."

and mistakes, something better and true
'

» Pr
fo

J

ltowing

The main object of the author appeal s from the

passage-"The recent progress of science
f

prompts us strongly 'to reform the "orphotog^ F^.
ft

Botany in accordance with the laws otn
LijnJEUS ,

must be acknowledged that since the tun ^ &^^
it has not much progressed beyond the 11 ^^ mQt,

nical terminology, which still forms the w
anewsystem

phological knowledge. This work,m »c
,^ ^.^ fea-

of Vegetable Physiology or at least
q( ^^

tures. The author, in the ^Xmatism of German
face, proceeds to censure the 6

ion of theoretical

Botanists, and to complain that the aversiu

I
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Botanists for practical application has caused a de facto

separation of theory and practice, theoretical Botany,

however, having often "sat upon addled eggs "(!').

He recommends therefore that Botanists should earnestly

look to horticultural, agricultural, and forest operations ;

investigate the processes of vegetation in all sorts of

plants on a large and comprehensive scale." The re-

mainder of the preface (pp. 20) is a dissertation on the

morphological meaning of the different organs of plants,

—

into which theoretical disquisition we are not inclined to

follow Dr. S., but rather refer those interested to the

work itself.

The new term, Anaphytosis, is thus explained to be

that which lies at the bottom of all vegetation, as well as

the foundation of all vegetable metamorphosis; namely,

a continual repetition in the development of organs, which,

although they are similar to each other, appear always

novel, sprouting constantly out of the substance of the

individual plant, and repeating in different forms the old

type of vegetation. Thence, it follows, that those parts

cannot only be divided and dissevered by art (without

losing their vitality), but will divide spontaneously, and

by the mere impulse of nature, which explains the prodi-

gious increase of plants, especially in the tropics. This

may take place by root-spawn, as in the Gramineous,

Liliaceous, and Orchidaceous plants, or by branch-spawn,

as is the case in the exotic Figs and Mangroves, whose
lateral branches again form roots and twigs, by whose
continuation, almost ad infinitum, a forest of plants is

formed out of one plant, which, although yet connected

together, still lead each its individual life. This infinite

regeneration may take place, moreover, by leaf-spawn, as

is the case with Ferns, many Sedums, and LiliaceK* and

more especially with Algse ; or by trunk-spawn, as in

Cacteous, Stapeliaceous, and Euphorbiaceous plants.

Everywhere we find the same repetition of the same exte-

rior organs of plants, similar to each other, and to the

whole from which they are derived ; and it is this law of

repetition (Wiederhalung), which governs all vegetation.

In order to give a precise name to these phenomena, the

vegetation of individual plants is called "their Anaphy-
tosis;" by which name is meant the living reproduction

of the same organs during the growth of plants, as well as

their constant regeneration. It is this Anaphytosis which
enables a plant to continue itself (sic !), to extend itself,

to branch off, and multiply, ad infinitum, every part being

always equal to that whence it is derived. This, how-
ever, takes place with relation to certain partitions, or
separations, by which longitudinal growth is divided into
articulations, where Anaphytosis continually begins anew.
The parts produced from this process of articulation, are
called Anaphyta, or vegetative articulations. We have
considered it right to attempt an explanation of that idea
of the author, which he regards as important enough to

be placed on the title of his book ; but we must refer again
to the work itself for his views concerning what he calls

Metanaphytosis, Enanaphytosis, Exanaphytosis, &c.
In a subsequent page Dr. S/dilates on the conditions of

flowering. Instating the difference between a mere general
growth and the art of flowering, he says :

—" On this head
a common mistake requires to be rectified, viz., that
plants can be forced into flowering and fruiting by bein^
deprived of nourishment, and especially by any such checks
to their growth as pruning, transplanting," &c. It was
Linnseus who, in his doctrine of Metamorphosis, first in-

troduced this error. A really stunted growth, however,
(brought on in any way whatever), can never lead to

vigorous fructification or flowering. We. know that it is

the flowering and fructifying of crops which most exhaust
the soil, whilst mere herbage may be grown on worn out
ground. Hence it follows, that it is flowering and fructi-

fying which demands the strongest nourishment, and that
the known results of pruning trees or exposing bulbs rest

on other grounds than those generally received. Even
where mere flowering without fructification is desired, land
must be well manured, for we find everywhere that the
floral organs require quite as much support as the mere
individual plants.

The chapter " On the Relation of Chemistry to Botani-
cal Physiology" is one of great importance. The pheno-
mena connected with 'the transformation of chemical
substances into organic forms, lead to some general
remarks on the relation of Chemistry to Botanical Phy-
siology, which the author thinks has been hitherto entirely

Mistaken. The recent improvements in (so called) organic
Chemistry, relating to the transformation of substances
au to the organisation of plants (and animals) has threat-
Gn^d the entire absorption of Vegetable Physiology in
chemistry, and seems likely to bring us back to the worst
?
ays of the alchymists, when it was thought that even life

ltself could be analysed by their coarse methods. Physio-
Iogy, under these circumstances, has done little more than
Potest against a mere chemical explanation of vital pro-
cesses.

The physiology of plants has a great practical bearing
°n medicine, rural economy, and all the practical opera-
tions of social life ; and this importance is in consequence

°j the formation of useful substances in the interior of
P'ants. Conceding every importance to chemical explana-
u°ns of vegetative processes, yet, after all, the grand
operations of organic life in plants overrule all chemical
Phenomena

; and although the physician, the agriculturist,
and the gardener may constantly refer to the chemical
Part of Botany, they must always fall back on Physiology,
-because the vital principle is the bank where all chemical

Payment mu st be ultimately made." The real relation

betw y t0 Ph y siol°gy is founded on the contrast

The Vf* °pganised f°rm and formless chemical elements.

OTKani f°
PlantS With ifcs power manifests itself only in

fi *uc t°nu
; and mere chemical substances can never

become the exponents of life, without having first acquired

organic forms. Vegetable life, in as far as substances

enter into its forms, is the vanquishing of the chemical

qualities of these very substances, and they obtain their

proper forms (their organisation) by the mysterious pro-

cess of assimilation. This process has never yet been

properly understood, and this is the reason of all the

mistakes of organic chemistry. Every one conceives the

assimilating process of nutrition to consist in a mere
chemical change of substances ; but, on the contrary, we
have to grapple with the entire annihilation of the mere
qualities of substances, in their utter transformation into

organic forms. If the process of assimilation were one
merely chemical, chemistry would have to displace physi-

ology, and the latter would be superfluous, or, at most,
but a subordinate chapter of the science of chemistry.
But we see, on the contrary, that it is botanical chemistry
that has intruded on the province of physiology, and has
carried there, like death, its ravages amongst the living,

sweeping away with its fatal scythe all traces of sublime
organic life.

Dr. Schultz himself answers the question as to assimi-

lation. The very name (he says) is so closely connected
with the inmost nature of the process, that we cannot but
admire the greatness of the human mind that, by mere
instinct, has expressed, in one word, the pure and entire

truth. The Latin word (and still more the version of it

into German

—

verahnlichung) tells us that we have here to
do with the rendering dissimilar substances similar—with
the conversion of shapeless nutritive substances into

definite forms. It is this changing of chemical matter
(chemismus) into organic life, which is the culminating
point of all assimilation. These considerations, however,
still lead us to the fact, that the substances to be assimi-

lated by plants (their food) are of a chemical nature, and
that it belongs to chemistry to elucidate their qualities.

On the other hand, the organism of plants is, by their

death, again resolved into chemical substances, and it is

another of the provinces of chemistry to analyse and
examine them in that state.

But we have stated enough of the speculative part of

Dr. S/s book, and must devote the remainder of our
space to matters of a more tangible and practical charac-
ter. In the chapter inscribed—" Formation of Sub-
stances in Different Parts of the Plant," the author says

—

11 The difference in the formation of different substances in

different parts of a plant is dependent, in the main, on a
difference in their vital processes." On this account,

the parts of a plant above and below ground are often in

as different a position as animals living in different

climates. Nourishment and water, although they are

absorbed by all parts of the plant, still arrive at the
interior under different modifications of soil and air; and
by an equally different reaction on the part of the organs,
different substances are generated. It is, moreover, light

to which the above-ground parts owe their peculiar and
little oxydised substances, whilst the root and other sub-
terraneous parts contain, in many cases, oxydised and
sweet ingredients. All the modifications of vegetation
are not brought on'by a quantitative but by a qualitative

difference of the vegetative process, which, again, depends
on the condition of the vital sap and the vital vessels

;

by which, in fine, the condition of the sap formed in the

parenchyma of the leaves, stems, tubers, and the roots, is

determined, which are again reabsorbed and consumed in

the formation of flowers. The concentration and organi-

sation of the substances employed in forming the vital

sap go always hand in hand. The sap of the woody fibre

usually contains only 2 to 3 parts in a thousand (rarely

2 to 4 per cent.) of solid substances. The vital sap,

on the other hand, contains in plants near the period of

flowering, 15, 20, nay 40 per cent, of solid substance

The saline contents in the vital sap of a Mimosa pudica

are so considerable, that a drop placed on a glass plate

will instantly crystallise into the finest dendritic forms.

This great amount of saline matter in the vital sap is con-

nected with the fact, that the bark (the focus of the vital-

sap vessels in most plants) contains a greater amount of

ashes than the wood. The tables published by Mr. Wer-
neck show that the amount of ashes in the bark of the

Willow is 3,1 per cent., whilst the wood yields only 2,79

per cent. ; in Pinus silvestris the proportions between

bark and wood is 1.9= 1.6 per cent. This great amount

of saline matter in the sap is, however, only apparent

towards the period of flowering, and again decreases during

and after that period, when those peculiar substances

which are developed at that period are again absorbed.

Mollerat has observed, that the herbage of Potatoes dried

shortly [before blossoming, yielded 9'20 per cent, of its

weight of ashes, but a month later only 5'12 per cent.

The general supply of food is the same for all plants, and

will suffice for their mere growth ; but flowering and

fructifying demand, in different plants, a certain amount

of salts, different in each individual case. Thus we find

that the toughness and hardness of timber depend on the

mineral constituents of the soil. It is well known, that

Oak grown in the most fertile humus of American

virgin forests is \iseless for ship-building ; whilst that

grown on the calcareous soil of Germany is of a superior

quality.
t( The chief effect, however, which salts would exercise on

the flowering of plants, consists in stimulating (Reitzung)

and contracting the vessels and cellular tissue, so as to in-

crease evaporation and concentrate the sap which unites

them. But it is essential that the saline stimuli should be

kept in a due proportion to the amount of general food ;

otherwise the sap will easily be decomposed; and I believe

that the brand in wheat and other grain is generally

caused by such a disproportion between general food and

saline stimuli." The author's remarks upon that subject

occupy considerable space ; we can only afford room for

the following extracts. Besides the general stimulating
and exciting properties of salts, the phosphates and sul-

phates appear to contribute towards the formation of

peculiar substances,—such as albumen and gluten, as is

apparent in fruits and seeds ; whilst ammoniacal salts

cause the development of pollen, which is nitrogenous-
Phosphoric and sulphuric acid, and ammonia, may there-

fore be considered both nourishing and stimulating sub-
stances, and equally beneficial in flowering and fruiting.

As to other salts, the acid of which they consist seems to

exercise less influence than their base, for vegetable acids

are apt to be much changed and transformed by the
vegetative process. We know that many composite plants,

such as Wormwood, Calendula, and Carduus benedictus,
contain considerable quantities of saltpetre ; whence I

suspected that the Jerusalem Artichoke, which only
flowers about Berlin late, and badly, might be brought to

flower early by manuring it with a solution of saltpetre

in water. By watering it during several summer months
with a weak solution, my Artichoke flowered in August
and bore fruit. Further experiments made with beech-

ashes gave the same result, and convinced me that it was
merely the alkali which acted in this case, the vegetative

process of the plant supplying the rest. I believe, there-

fore, that plants are able to prepare nitric acid from the
ammonia of dung and rain, if assisted by the calcareous

contents of soil.

Common salt and chloride of lime (continues Dr. S.),

seem to be very advantageous in the flowering of most plants,

which, however, can only endure a small quantity of them*
Salts of lime seem to have so much the same effect as those

of potash and soda, that it is only necessary to place lime

in their way, provided there is no deficiency of manure in

the shape of general food. Lime will, in the main, pro-
mote the flowering and fruiting of most plants to an
astonishing degree, because calcareous salts promote eva-

poration and* the concentration of the sap. Silica, how-
ever, seems to act differently.on plants, as in the family of

Grasses, which absorb the greatest amount of it, in the

form of a soluble silicate, especially that of potash. From
a soil composed of sand without potash, even Grasses
will absorb no silica; they will always grow badjy in it,

and it is only from decomposed feldspar that they will

absorb the silicate of potash. Soil mixed with the detritus

of feldspar is]therefore the best for Grasses and Grain,

—

whence the beneficial effect produced by manuring Corn
with the sweepings of high roads macadamized with

granite. But it is clear that plants can decompose the

silicate of potash, and form therefrom silica, as appears

I from the crystals of silica found in the stems of Grasses.

The phosphates, sulphates, nitrates, and ammoniacal salts-

do not act merely as saline stimuli, but their constituent

parts enter into the organic composition of flower and
fruit in the shape of food ; for the plant assimilates the

phosphorus, sulphur, and ammonia of these salts, and
uses it in the formation of albumen, gluten, and pollen.

The following observation completes the series of Dr.

Schultz's arguments :
—"The influence of the above and

other salts, as well as of manures in general on vegetation,

has been hitherto considered too generally ; whilst there

is a difference in their influence on growth, and on flowering

and, fruiting. Hence a great many erroneous notions have

originated, for mere growth requires so different a nourish-

ment from flowering, that one sort of food will advance

growth but not flowering, and vice versd ; whilst many
circumstances must combine to produce growth, flowerings

and fruiting in the most perfect state/'

Although we have occupied so much space with a notice

of a book whose title cannot fail to excite curiosity, we
must confess that we find much less novelty in the matter-

than in the manner of it.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week-

That the autumn is the best time to bud Roses no one who ham

tried it will dispute. A correspondent writes—" I shall begin to bud.

my Roses this week (second week in August), and continue to do so-

occasionally to the end of September, as I find dormant buds are

more safe to stand the winter." From some experiments I have
been engaged in for the last two years, I am led to infer that the

autumn°in many cases, is abetter time to graft and bud many kinds

of trees' and shrubs than the spring or early in summer, especially

those trees that are difficult to propagate by these modes. The con-

clusion at which I have arrived is this: the office of every leaf.'

having a bud at its axil is to prepare proper nourishment for the-

full development or organisation of that bud ; that the leaves of:

some trees possess the property of furnishing the buds in a few daya^
that others take some weeks to effect this, while a third will require

a month or two to furnish the buds, as independent members of tha
system. Now, if I bud from a shoot in May whose buds are not
fully organised before June, the shield or rind of the bud may unite
with the stock; but the eye not yet fully developed dies, and after
repeated failures I set down the tree as " difficult to propagate " by
budding, whereas my own ignorance of its economy was the true
cause. If, on the other hand, I bud from this shoot in July, August
or September, or any time after the maturation of the buds, and find
they all live and unite with the stock, am I not warranted in my con-
clusion that this is the proper explanation? Certain it is that
autumn is the safest time to bud those trees and shrubs that are sup-
posed difficult to increase m this way, and that such trees mav be
grafted in the autumn, and unite in less time, and with greater-
safety, than at any other season, is a very important point to attend,
to. During this inquiry I have met with some singular and interest-
ing facts, one of which wi 1 be welcome news to many, and with it I
shall conclude my remarks this week. The Rhododendron in the-
autumn will bud as freely as the Hose, and graft in the open air as.
easily as the Apple or Pear. The only precaution that is necessary
in this operation is to take prominent buds from the first .growth of
this season, as many of the family have made a second growth this-
month. -Variegated- Hollies may now be grafted and budded wiA
the greatest freedom. The Rhododendron being thin rinded it does
best by side-grafting, and buds of it also had better be inserted 1 after
the manner of side- grafting, with a portion of the soft wood. retained
behind the bud

;
all autumn buds may thus be inserted. I; scarcely

ever used clay in the first instance for excluding the airfrom these
experimental buds and grafts, so that with this useful, precaution
there will be no fear of success. The following observations maybe
useful to those little versed in these matters :—Insert autumn-grafts-
as you would] buds, leave about an inch of the graft out, at the top
of the incision, and use the firm part of this summer's growth for the
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stock. If the bark of the stock be very thin, or if it do not part 1

freely from the wood, you had better put in the grafts and buds as

in side- grafting, cutting out a thin slice, and preparing the grafts so

as to fit the place, and tie rather gently, as the stock is soft, for fear

of bruising the bark. If the graft be put in on the north side of the

stock, it will be an additional security from the heat of the sun. The
best grafting clay is made by putting a lump of soft clay in the

bottom of a small pot, with a little water over it ; then stir it with a

stick until it is rather thicker than paint, and with a small brush

made with stripes of matting tied to a little stick, paint over the

tying, and while the paint is wet, dust a little dry sand or mould

over it, and when it becomes dry no rain will wash it off, and the sand

will keep it from cracking.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinks.—After they are firmly rooted, about this time, some good

growers whom I know, make up a heap of fresh horse-dung at the

outside of the succession-pits, to supply moist top-heat through two

or three holes in the end wall. Others leave a space of one light

empty, and introduce the dung inside, there to steam away more
slowly, and cover it over with a wooden shutter. Any other plantwe
cultivate except the Pine would soon be destroyed by the rank ammo-
niacal vapour thus created ; but Pines delight in it for three months

in the autumn, or at any time when they are growing freely ; and this

is a better contrivance than letting in the steam from the linings,

which is more or less irregular. This is, moreover, the simplest

way to clean Pines from scale, bugs, &c.
Vines.—The Black St. Peters should be fully coloured by this

time, and Muscats beginning to assume their amber hue, so that

the only attention they require is to keep them dry until the frost or

very cold nights set in. These Grapes, in a good house, may be

kept to February, and so may the White Nice, which is not at all

such a bad Grape as it is often represented ; but it should never be

touched till six weeks after it is fit for table ; its flavour will much
improve during this time in a dry atmosphere, and there is no Grape

in this country that can produce such fine clusters with equal ease

;

at thinning time any bunch that is not likely to weigh three pounds

should be cut out.

French Beans.—The thinnings from those sown at the end of

July should now be transplanted into turf pits, where they could be

covered from early frost, and would succeed the last ones from the

open air; others should now be sown in boxes twice or three times

during this month, according to the wants of the family, and after-

wards transplanted into pots or beds covered with glass.

Out-door Department.

About the beginning of May we planted out a few hundreds of the

forced Keen's Seedling Strawberries, and by the time the Eltons were

over these were coming in for a second crop, which lasted to the

end of August. But a good gardener tells me he gets three full

crops off the same plants within twelve months. Thus, those forced

last spring and planted out in May, being now done bearing, he

will take up and pot in next October, and cut away the main portion

of the old roots, as by that time there will be plenty of strong young
ones produced immediately under the surface of the ground ;

these

he puts into a cold Vinery, for forcing by the end of January, and a

third crop will be gathered by the end of the twelvemonth. Cutting

off the leaves of Strawberries at this time is not a worse practice

than digging the beds in winter, as you cut off all those fine roots

formed late in the autumn near the surface of the ground. The old

plan of covering the beds with a rich compost, leaving only the tops

of the leaves above it, is the best winter management after all.

Artichokes.—If any of your rows or beds are seven years old,

lose no time in cutting them down, and trench the ground as deep as

you find it good, while it is yet dry ; not but what the plants might
go on for another seven years, and still bear well enough, but it is bad
management to let ground lie out of rotation so long. Gooseberry,

Currant, and Raspberry bushes are often left on the ground until the

plants cease producing through sheer exhaustion of the soil.

Thyme, Sage, Mint, and Tarragon that were cut over last

month are now getting quite bushy again, and in fine condition to be
taken up for potting, or to be put in boxes for forcing gently in

winter.
Orchard.—Fruit is scarce in many places this year as I am

informed ; but here we have abundance on our light soils. Haw-
thornden and other Codlings for the kitchen should be gathered
before they are fully ripe.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—There will be little variation in the treatment of stove

plants for a long time to come ; the great point is to get them well

ripened before winter, to harden them gradually by exposure to free

currents of air, and b.y giving less water. Another most essential part
of their management is to have them perfectly cleaned from insects

before winter; thousands of plants are ruined by rubbing off insects

in the dead of winter.

Greenhouse.—The best kinds of greenhouse plants are very
impatient of wet and drip in winter ; see, therefore, that nothing is

wanted about the roof of this house, to render them uncomfortable
when they are comparatively crowded.
Conservatory.—No plants look more gay here in the autumn

than large specimens of the different varieties of Thunbergia elata,

or Black-eyed Susan, as we call it. I have seen Mr. Fryer's seed-

ling, with the light eye, and a very pretty contrast it makes with the
rest ; large specimens of Galphimia glauca, a half-stove plant from
Mexico, make a gay appearance also at this time, and is one of the
easiest to manage. The old Lagerstrcemia indica comes in beau-
tifully at this time, when properly managed.
Pits and Frames.—At this stage of the Calendar I received a

catalogue of Dutch bulbs, which contains the following directions,

printed at the bottom :
—" Hyacinths, when intended to flower early,

should be planted the last week in September ; and for flowering at a
later period, the third week in October." Hyacinths planted the last

week in September will flower at their usual time in the spring, if in

the open ground; and if intended for flowering early, by forcing the
last week in September, is just six weeks too late. These directions

of the old catalogues deceive thousands, and nothing but the force of
custom can be pleaded in excuse.

^
Flower-Garden.—The beds here will require particular atten-

tion through the autumn ; the fingers and knife must be constantly
at work—thinning, pruning, stopping, and regulating plants and
the outlines of the beds. Every flower should be cut away which
offers to seed as soon it begins to fade. Dahlias and Hollyhocks,
with other tall growers, require to he kept well trimmed, and tied up
regularly to stakes. The hybrid Phloxes are particularly gay at this
season. Fuchsia corymbiflora in rows or single standards will have
a fine effect from this time until frost comes. Will " Delta " allow
me to publish her criticism ?—!>. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens,
Jpswich.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending September 0, 1848.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds.

Sept.

1

•

Z

3

|

H
en

1

vi

3 3

>

5
1Sun. 3 69.0 48.1 58.6 8 0.48 in. 1

Mon. ? 4 09.6 49.4 59.5 10 0.58 3 3 — — 4 3 3
A

1

Tuea. 5 69.4 48.4 58.9 8 0.30 II 4 1 — 3 3 4

5
2
2

1

Wed. 6 71.1 49.2 60.2 8 0.70 _ 2 2 __ 1 7 —
Thurs. 7 68.1 48.8 58.5 11 0.55 1 2 — 2 3 6 1

Fri. 8 67.8 49.4 58 6 9 0.63 1
2 — 1 4 6 1

Sat. 9 65.8 50.4 58.1 10 1.09

1

1 ~ 1 5 4 8 2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 3d, in

1836—thermometer 83°; and the lowest on the 8th, 1838—thermometer 35°.

State of the'.Weather near London for the week ending; Aug. 31, 1843, aa
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

T-Aug.
Haromrtkr. Thrrhomrtrr. Wind. Rain

Max.
29.089

Min.
20.835

Max. \ 1 % 11 TLT An i\

Friday 25 72
i*j 1 II *

56 64.0 S.

Saturday 26 30.068 29.92!) 75 46 60.5 s.w. .01

Sunday 27 30.139 30.080 75 47 61.0 N.W.
Monday 28 29.994 20.916 71 59 65.0 S. .05
Tuesday

| 29 39.037 29.961 74 59 66.5 s.w.
Wednesday 30 30.138 an.o92 77 61 69.0 s. w.
Thursday 31 30.195 30.158 82

75.1

56 69.0 S.E.

Average 30.065 29,996 54.8 65.0 .60

Aufiust 25. Fine; very fine; cloudy; much lightning at night.
26. Overcaat; very fine ; clear and fine at night.
27' Foggy; exceeding fine ; clear.
28- Overcast; rain; cloudy at night.
*J9. Cloudy; closely overcast and warm.
30. Overcast; light, haze; hotsun; exceedingly fine.
31. Hazy

; hot, with bright sun ; clear and warm at night.
Mean temperature of the week 4,2*? above the average.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Sept. 1, 1843.

In consequence of the steady state of the weather, the market

has been well supplied with both fruits and vegetables during: the

past week, which are offered at nearly the same prices. Pines

still continue plentiful, and Grapes are excellent, and quite suffi-

cient to meet the demand. Peaches and Nectarines are very

abundant, and are of good quality. Good Apricots bring: from

2.9. to 45. per doz. The Green Gage, Orleans, Violet, Muscle,

and Morocco Plums, hare considerably increased in the market

during the past week. Jargonelle Pears bring from 45. to 9.9. per

half-sieve. Morello Cherries are selling at from 6d. to 1*. 6rf. per

lb. Gooseberries are now nearly over for this season ; a few,

however, are still to be met with in the market; and Currants,

likewise, are on the decrease. Filberts are very plentiful, and

bring from 30.9. to 455. per 100 lbs. Raspberries are selling at from

9d. to is. 6rf. per gallon. Cucumbers are offered at from Qd. to 2,9.

per doz. Cauliflowers arc good and plentiful. Cabbages and

Turnips, of good quality, are abundant. French and Windsor

Beans are exceedingly plentiful. Peas are becoming rather

scarce. Tomatoes are from is. to 2s. per punnet. Carrots are

good, and Shallots very abundant. Cut Flowers consist of Big-

nonia venusta, Gardenia radicans and florida, Erica Aitomana,

and retorta, Coreopsis tinctoria, Plumbago capensis, Calceo-

larias, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Verbenas, and Pansies.

PRICES, Saturday. September 2,1843.—FRUITS:—
Raspberries, per gallon, 7d to 1*

Cherries, Morello, standards, per hf.

sieve, Gs

Pine Applp. per lb, 3/ to Gs
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 9* to 6*
Peaches, per dozen, 12s to 21*
Nectarines, per dozen, 12* to 21*
Apricots, per doz., 1* to 4s
Fiirs, per doz., 6*
Melons, each 2s Gd to 7*

„ Dutch, each, 1* to 2* Gd
Plums, per punnet, 1* to 2s
^_- violet.per hf-sieve, 2*6dto3«6d
— Gage, per punnet, 2*~— Gages, Green, per hf-sv-, 10*

to 12s

Gooseberries, p hf-sv, 2*to3*
Currantsi per half-sieve, 3* to As Gd

— Black, per hf-sv., 3a Gd to 6*

Red, for wine, per sv., 8*1to 4*

— for dessert, p. hf-sv., 4* to 6s

_ Wall, per lb., 1* to 2*

Apples, new, per hf-sv., 2*6Vto 4sGd

Pears, per half-sieve, 3* to Is

Oranges, per dozen, 1* Gd to 3*

— per 100,10* to 24*

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*

_ per 100.6* to 12*

Cucumbers, per brace, 6dto 2*

Gherkins, per 1,000, 5* to 7*
Almonds, per peck, 6*

Nuts, per bushel —
— Brazil, [Gs

— Barcelona, 22*
— Cob. 12*

Filberts, English, p lOOlbs., 30* to 45*

Tomatoes 1* to 2s per punnet

VEGETABLES.
Cabbages, per doz., 9d to 1* Zd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 2* to 5*

Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, 1* to 2* Gd
— Scarlet, per hf-sv., I* Gd to 2* Gd
— Windwor, per sieve, 1* to 1* 6''

Potatoes, New, per ton, 80*
_ per cwt.,4*

_ perbushel,2*
Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 4s Gd

Artichokes, green, per doz., 1* to 4*

Vegetable Marrows, per doz., Gd to 1*

Turnips, per doz. bunches, 3* to 6*

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Horse Radish,per bundle, 1* to B*

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd to 1*

— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, 9d to I*

Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bunches, 3* to Gs

— Long, per doz- bunches, 4* to 7*

Shallots, per lb., '*

— green, per bunch , 4d
Spinach, per sieve, 2* to 2* Gd

|I*eeks,per doz- bun., 2* to 4*

Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., 1* Gd to 3*

— Large, per doz. bch., 2* to 6*

— Spanish, per doz., 1* to 3*
Garlic, per lb. 6rfto8rf

Chilis, per 100, l*to2*
Peas, per bushel, 2* to 3*
— per sack, 3* to 6*

Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, 9rf to 1*
— Cos, per score, Gd to 1* Gd

Celery, p. bd., (12 to 15)9(/to 1* Gd
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Sweet Basil, per doz. bunches, 3* to 4*
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 4d to Gd
Parsley, per half- sieve, 1*

Tarragon, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2* to 3*
Mint, per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 3*
Marjoram, green, per bunch, 2d to 4d
Mushrooms, per pottle, 2* to 4*

Wallnuts, Green, per bushel, 7* to 9*

Notices to Correspondents.
Back Numbers of the Gardeners* Chronicle.—We are so

often applied to for particular Numbers of the Gardeners 9

Chronicle, to complete sets, and so many are now out of print,

that we think it will save all parties trouble if we publish a list

of the Numbers which may still be had. Any subscriber who
will forward to our publisher Post-office stamps, equivalent in

value to as many Numbers as are required, shall have them
sent. Those Subscribers who are very anxious to complete
their sets should write at once, as we have very few copies of

some of the Numbers.
1841 :— 1, 6, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 20,

30 31 32 34 40t

1842:—4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, l6, 18, 30, 38, 39, 40,41, 42, 43, 44, 48.

50, 51, 52.

1843 :— 1, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, l6, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23,

24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34.

One shilling each will be Riven for Nos. 13 and 14, for 1842.

Correspondents,—H. W. Humphreys, Lacon,A. G. 9 C. Thomas,
and several more, received with thanks.

Manures.—S. C— Paper-shavings cannot be used as manure
unless they are thoroughly rotted, which is difficult. One way
is to throw them into a cesspool, the contents of which are to

be employed on your land. Or, which is perhaps quite as well,

you may burn them, and take care of their ashes. C. B.—
Water in which charcoal has been thrown, to keep the water
sweet, has no effect either good or bad on plants. %

Heating.—J. AT.—Jt is not necessary for the return-pipe to enter
the boiler under the flow-pipe. All that is required is that the
return-pipe should enter the boiler as near the bottom as pos-

sible. We recommend the tank-system to you by all means.—

—

Amateur.—Some of the troughs in the Horticultural Garden
are old flues, with the inside rendered water-tight by means of

cementj others arc composed of hard-burnt semi-cylindrical

drain-bricks, covered with flue-tiles. Ashes are thrown on the
top of the tiles.—Ignoramus.—An Arnott stove may be used
for heating so small a house as you speak of. All you have to

do is to keep a large open pan of water on it, to moisten the
atmosphere, and to wet the ashes before they are raked out, so
as to destroy the dust which renders such stoves a nuisance.
You may conduct the pipe through the house, but in that case
you must see that its joints are quite tight, so that no gas can
escape ; we however doubt whether it will be necessary in so
small a house.

Curvilinear Roofs.—A Subscriber.—The glazing ribs of the

large conservatory in the Horticultural Gardens are of rolled

iron. The expansion and contraction are so trifling as to cause
no breakage. It is glazed with sheet glass. In a conservatory
36 feet long and l6 feet wide, the height of the back wall may
be 13 or 14 feet. Of course this is regulated by the height of

the front wall.

Lawns.—An Irish Subscriber's lawn may be laid down with 1 lb.

Avena rlavescens, 5 lbs. Cynosurus cristatus, 3 lbs. Festuca duri-

uscula, 2 lbs. Festuca tenuifolia, 18 lbs. Lolium perenne tenue,

3 lbs. Poa nemoralis, 6 lbs. White Clover, 2 lbs. Small Yellow
Clover, per acre, if his land is light; if heavy, he must leave
out Avena flavescens, and increase his Cynosurus cristatus.

This will give the finest of all turf ; to be kept constantly mowed.
Pine-tlants.—A Young Pine Grower.—Jn a bark bed, 26 feet by

8, you may keep up a succession, and fruit 30 Pine-Apple plants,

the sorts being chiefly Queens, with some Black Jamaicas.||

Vines.— T. M.—That your Vines are bearing very large bunches
is owing to that abundance of foliage the look of which you
dislike. We should do nothing but stop the shoots till the

fruit is gathered. We, however,, send you the answer of a

practical Grape-grower, for your better guidance. "All the

shoots on the Vines in question should now be stopped; but

as there is a good crop of fruit it will not be safe to meddle

much with cutting out or shortening the laterals, for by so

doing the flow of sap is liable to be deranged, and the bunches,

in consequence, either shrivel or colour badly. If the foliage is

in any place too much crowded, a little regularity may be

effected by means of the knife; but so as not to deprive the

Vines of much foliage at any one time or place." ||

Strawbkrriks.— W. S. D. asks—"Does the Elton Pine Straw-

berry covet shade?" and states that he had some runners put

in the shade of Apple-trees, about September, 1841, and this

year they bear most abundantly ; he gathered some measuring

two inches and a half, and some two inches and three quarters.

Some runners he planted last autumn under a south wall, about

four inches apart, and this year they bore a full crop. The

Elton Pine grows vigorously, and bears abundantly in almost

any situation; but as it contains a good deal of acidity, it is

advisable to plant it where it will be fully exposed to the sun.||

Ipomcea Lkarii.-TF. C.-This plant will not succeed well m a

temperature much lower than 6o°. It requires a soil consisting

of loam and dung, with the addition of a little peat. It will

not flower freely, however, except when planted out in the open

border.?
Rosks.— W. C—The following will answer your purpose, viz.—

Amie Vibert, Noisette, Corymbiflora, Juan Desprez, Tnomphe
dePlantier, Madame Desprez, Bourbon, Phcemx. We know of

no yellow Rose sufficiently hardy.J

Pelargoniums.—C.E.T.—The bottom leaves of your Pelargo-

niums, becoming brown and dropping off, seem to indicate au
inefficient supply of water ; although they may not be allowed

to flag, we would advise you to ascertain carefully whether

the roots of the plants be thoroughly wet. The spotting of the

leaves may be caused from exposure to the sun's rays in a wet

state, or from the use of any crude stimulating manure.*

Picotrbs.—H. S.-We recommend you to procure the following

sorts:—Sharp's Hector, Gidden's Lady Surrey, Ward's Queen
Victoria, Agrippina, Barraud's Cornelius and Bride, Dickson's

Trip to Cambridge, Sharpe's Duke of Wellington, Hector, and

Criterion, Gidden's Teaser, Mrs. Hennell, and Vespasian,

Wilson's Plunerfect, Purple perfection, and Fanny Irby;

Sykes' Eliza,' Gidden's Diana, Wildman's Isabella, Nnlh

secundus, Green's Queen Victoria, Kirtland's Mrs. Annesley,

and Queen Victoria, Orson's Queen Adelaide. *

Fuchsias.—Ignoramus may select for cuttings young shoots

containing a sufficient quantity of orgarusable substances : cut

them across immediately below a joint, put them into silver

sand, and place them in a shady situation until they strike root.*

j), n.-Wc are not acquainted with the variety you have

sent a bloom of. *

Violets.—J. Z).— The Neapolitan, Russian, Tree Violet, and

Double Blue, with a white variety, are those usually cultivated

about London. We are not aware of any other good kinds.*

Plants.— C. B.— For autumnal Greenhouse Roses, take

Boucere, Triomphe de Luxembourg, Noisette Lamarque, Jaune

Desprez, Mirande, Caroline. For trailing evergreen plants on
rockwork, Daphnecneorum, BeVberis empetnf61ia, Vinca minor,

Arbutus uva ursi, Cotoneaster microphylla, loeris sempervirens,

Genista triquetra, Juniperus prostrata. For Aquatics in a

Greenhouse, Limnrtcharis Humboldtii, Aponogeton distachyon,

Caladium bfcolor* Nymphsea ceerulea, Pontedena azurea. %
Lettuces.—Ignoramus.—It is more likely to be the cold wet

ground that produces the rot among your Silesian Lettuces

than Guano; unless, indeed, the latter has been making them

grow too fast, and then any other manure would have produced

the same effect. _

Weeds.—S. C—You may keep down weeds on a gravel walk by

strong doses of common salt: but it becomes necessary to

repeat the salt from time to time. Much the best remedy,

however, is to pick them out as they spring up.

Labourers.—A Gardener's Friend.-lt is impossible to state

what labour any given space of ground or number of hot-houses

may require, unless one is acquainted in detail with the

quantity and kinds of vegetables required, the number of per-

sons to be supplied, and the time when such supplies are

required,—whether for the whole year, or only part of it ; also,

whether the hot-houses are used for growing Pines, Grapes, or

for forcing such things as Strawberries and French Beans;

what quantity of flowers are required to be forced early in the

spring; if the hot-houses are for entirely growing plants, the

quantity of wall-trees, &c. AU these things must be taken

into account before any correct idea can be formed of the exact

quantity of labour required. As far as we can make out from

your letter, about two men and a boy constantly (besides the

gardener), and at very busy times, such as getting in the

vegetable crops in spring, some extra assistance would be

wanted. The time for meals is half an hour for breakfast, and
one hour for dinner ; the time for working is from six to six in

summer, and from daylight until dark in winter, and generally

there is some remuneration given to the person who looks after

the fires during the winter-time, at night. % We have answered

this question thus fully, in order that people may see how much
more is to be considered than they often imagine, when the

amount of labour in a garden is to be determined on, and there

are still other matters for calculation. We cannot, however,

answer further inquiries on this head, because all cases require

to be considered singly, and after actual inspection of the place

in question.
Farm Labourers.—The subject of the letter of the Wife of a

Subscriber h*& not escaped our attention, when we were con-

sidering the means of improving the condition of the agricul-

tural labourer. We will take an early opportunity of giving

our opinion on early and improvident marriages at some length,

in a leading article. M.
Insects.— T. P.— Of all the means proposed for killing the scale

on Pines, the most effectual is exposing them to steam at a

high temperature. The only difficulty is to regulate the heat

so as to avoid killing the plants. Ifsteam is applied it is better

to invert the plants. If the latter are very foul they arc hardly

worth keeping. S. !>.— ScEeva basteata is the fly which you

find so abundant in the conservatory. It is common every-

where at this season of the year. We cannot recommend you
to destroy it, as we never heard that it did any serious mischief

in the winged state j and in the larva state it is one of your

best friends, being a noted devourer of plant-lice, or aphides.

The larva is a green slug-like grub, about three-quarters of an
inch long when full grown. M. B.—The curiously-formed

roll of leaves, which you discovered in the wooden frame of a

door, is the work of a very interesting Bee, called Megachile

centuncularis. It cuts small oval pieces out of the leaves

of the Rose, or annual Mercury, in a very ingenious manner,
and lines its nest with them, dividing it into compartments;

each compartment the Bee stores with a substance resembling

Bee- bread, and into this she lays an eg^;, which shortly turns

into a grub, and feeds upon the good things laid up for it until

it be full grown. If you refer to page 59 of a little work caliea

" Insect Architecture," you will find a detailed account of this

Bee, which will interest you. We recommend you to leave the

Bees in the roof of your Anplc-house alone ; if you attempt to

inclose them in the way you suggest, we should fear you wonw
disturb and do much injury. Z.—The brown grub which ypu

describe about an inch long and of the thickness of a quui>

we suppose to be that of Tipula oleracea, the common Daddy-

long-legs, wh?ch is now so abundant in every direction. «
brine (not salt-water of the strength of sea-water, which you

have been using) or lime-water have no effect "\debt^Z
flf

this destructive grub, we think you may do much towarusiia-

minishing the nuisance by turningyour soil up as wmtercurota

on, and then by hand-picking secure as many as you can,

letting the birds and frosthelp you also, and they iwU ao muco.
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Pure jcas-liquor would undoubtedly kill these grubs if it reached
them in the soil, but at the same time we fear it would kill any
plants you might have in the ground. It would not be above
a month before you would be able to use the soil again.
T. P.—Your grubs are those of the common Cockchafer, about
one-third full size. You had better try watering your turf with
brine or lime-water, which we expect, as the grubs will not be
very deep under the surface, w:ll destroy them. 5.

Books.—N. J. S.—No such work as you inquire about is in course
of publication.

Exportation.—C. W. B.— In sending your seeds to India, do not
use a box at all, but put them as loosely as you can into a
canvass bag. You will find the reason for this stated at length
some time since in our columns. Take care that thev are per-
fectly dry.

MiscbilanhO08.--A Subscriber.—The tufts of wool on the end
of your Cactus are imperfect fruits, which have swelled up
after the flowers disappeared. A. C—Spiranthes aestivalis.

R. Reid.^The Horticultural Society does award medals at
their meetings in Regent-street to non-subscribers. Fanny.
—We are sorry to say we do not understand your question.—

—

C.E. Y.—Your plants are, 1, Eupatorium cannabinum ; 2, Puli-
canadysenterica; 3, Pedicularis palustris; 4, Epilobium hirsu-
tum; 5, Lythrum salicaria; 6, Polygonum persicaria; 7, Sta-
chys sylvatica

; 8, Lysimachia vulgaris ; 9, Chelone glabra.'
Clcricus.— Crataegus Crus Galli. Ignoramus.— I, Linaria
cymbalaria; 2, Sedum aurantiacum; 3, Sedum spurium; 4,
Sedum telephium. J W. D.—Send six Post-office labels, and
the numbers shall be forwarded toyou.J A Reader, Swansea.

The plan you have suggested for the lists of Pansies is a
very good one; it will be useful to many, and shall be adopted.*—

—

Miles.— Lilium lanceolatum speciosum is not precisely a
hardy plant, and will not disqualify a collection of stove and
greenhouse plants. W. S.—Your Apple appears to be the
Cornish Aromatic, well kept.y Sarah.—Mr. Villet has no
agent in England ; five pounds will buy a great many. An
order should be sent direct. An Essex Subscriber.—Your
Plum appears to be the Drap d'Or. This sort is earlier than
the Green Gage ; and it may be further distinguished by having
downy shoots. The Green Gage is frequently substituted for
the Drap d*Or.||

—

A Constant Header.—" Martin Doyle's Flower
Garden," &c. J.Wood's letter is an advertisement. R. C.
—Linaria triphylla ; Monarda oblongata. An Amateur.—
Striped Pharbitis, nil or hispida ; it is a pretty half-hardy
annual. H.—You may sow your seed about the end of this
month. Milne's Early and Walker's Black Spine do well for
early forcing;.* J. 1). Parks.—We have received no Petunias
that have not been noticed. * H. W. B.—Your Pear from a
north wall, ripe and very good, is the English Caillot Rosat;
a sort recommendable for such situation. The Apple is
the Hawthornden.H M. !>.— Lonicera alpigena: fruit not
known to be poisonous.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Fuchsias.-J. Brock.-Your seedling Fuchsia is unquestionably

a double flower, and a very pretty one, the number of stamens,
the divisions in the corolla, and the sepals, being doubled in
quantity : it is neatly formed, colour good, tube smooth, sepals
expanding of a rosy carmine, corolla violet purple T Jones
"Your seecll mgs, ifabundant bloomers, will form pretty border-
flowers

;
but they exhibit no improvement upon varieties long

since familiar with cultivators. J. & pflrks —The small
variety you sent is like many raised by every one who grows

Sndu f"S; i
«* I***™

S°rt
'
Wbich blo8*om8 profusely at theend of the branches, is a much better flower • tube lie-lit uinkS*d ^th green, corolla U&S^S&\^

W^^S*^* A"^be and sePals smooth, very stout,

< v.o
StVe

,
rmill0n rose

'
^Pals expand well, showing a stout

coiolla of a deep vermilion, slightly tinged with purple; thebuds are handsome, and the foliage stout, and of a moderate
size; it is a bright, handsome, and showy variety. W. C—
1 wo very large and showy Fuchsias ; the light variety has thetube and sepals of a very delicate pink, corolla rosy vermilion :

This part of the flower wants stoutness and size, as the divi-
sions are small and puckered; the darker variety has stout
tube, and sepals of a bright rose, corolla large, of a ro«vpurple; the light seedling measures four inches to the end ofthe pistil ; the other is rather larger and longer *

Calckolarias.-Y.J2. 0.—In packing up your blooms you madethe division in the paper through which you passed the head ofthe flower too large, so that several of them had slipped outand it is impossible to tell to which names the flowers h*
longed; there were, Plato, Vesta, Gipsy Maid, Clandh,'
Donaldii, and Hamilton Hill; among these was one with n
bright brown blotch upon a bright yellow ground- a verv
attractive flower. With the exception of one called Cream
and the Lass of Richmond, they are flowers of good form • the
former of these is too small, and the latter is too indented it
the bottom. Defiance and Negro Boy are both pretty in colour •

Village Maid, with the clear yellow margin, and Moheru Vail
are both good ; they are generally flowers of the same charac
ter, good in form, with blotches of colour nearly covering the
front of the flower, and leaving a narrow margin of ground
colour; some are clear, others Jess distinct; they are deficient
in size, being considerably smaller than the Calceolarias cult!vated about London.* Nichols.—Your seedling is a well"
formed and pleasing flower, but it is too like many lone- sinr^
*» cultivation.

"w— '"*" -™- r'" 1—'--*-

papers, with few exceptions, admit the compliment, but
regard it as an unforeseen and mysterious episode of British
policy, the result ofwhich will probably be a treaty of com-
merce, or some other consummation intended to undermine
the interests of the French manufacturers. The people,how-
ever, are represented by all parties as delighted at the
prospect of the Queen's visit, and there is no doubt that
Her Majesty will meet with a cordial reception from all

classes in France. The Queen's speech at the prorogation
of Parliament, and the simultaneous manifesto of Mr.
O'Connell, are noticed with dissatisfaction by the French
papers, which have found a fresh cause of grievance in the
hospitable reception given to the Regent of Spain by the
British Government.—In Spain, notwithstanding nume-
rous party meetings, the new Government appears to have
established its position

; and it is rumoured that it has
already been acknowledged by the British Cabinet. Bar-
celona and other provincial cities continue in an excited
state, and a Central Junta is still demanded as the only
means of pacifying thej country.—The reception of the
Regent by the Portuguese Government is the chief item
of our news from Lisbon, where the conduct of the Exe-
cutive is generally condemned as unworthy and in-
hospitable.—From Italy we have particulars of the
recent troubles in the Papal States. It appears
that a general insurrection had been organised in the
States of Central and Southern Italy; but that a prema-
ture outbreak in the Bolognese disclosed the nature of
the conspiracy, and led to the apprehension or flight of
the principal insurgents.—Accounts from the Levant
mention that the Servian chiefs have consented to the
demands of the Emperor of Russia, and have withdrawn
to the Bulgarian territory.—From the United States we
learn that the law authorities at Washington have decided
on the surrender of Mrs. Gilmour to the British Govern-
ment, under the 10th article of the Ashburton Treaty,
and that she is now on her way to England, to take her
trial. This decision recognises the 10th article of the
treaty as a subsisting law of the land, and consequently
as binding on the judicial authorities of the United States

;

so that in all future occurrences of the same kind this
case will act as a precedent for the guidance of both
countries.

[Erratum.—The Calceolaria noticed lastweek was raised by Mr. Spreight, not Bright, as printed.]*
^b^argoniums.—Rogers t3* Son.—The colour of your seedling* is* e*\v good, it being of a clear rosy salmon, with a small and
decided spot ; it is a pleasing- flower. The substance, however
's rather delicate, and the upper petals are too pointed.* !

*• Jo?ies.—The petals of your seedling: are too crumpled and
uneven. Andate.—Your seedling is a bright, clear, andP^tty flower, rather undersized; white centre, with brightrose terminations to the lower petals, which are broad andsniooth on the edge; in the upper petals the spot is intense
surrounded with rosy crimson colour.*

l£
BENA s.—W. G.—We have examined your collection of seed-

'»& Verbenas, and compared them with the sorts cultivated •

orne of them are inferior, and some equal, to the named
*"*ieties. The only one that appeared novel and distinct was

tia
°\j7 > a dark velvety maroon with small flowers; this appealed

Pan* than anv variety we had seen.*

$uh
h
l
s '~~G- l'nms.—0( your seedlings, No. 1 is deficient in

in n
nce

» and the ground-colour, which is poor, is not even
A8 u ,

ljP : 2 and 3 are very undersized.*
SUiu, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
he event of the week is the promised, visit of her

T
laJesty to the King of the French at the Chateau d'Eu.

ex >
aPProac'" ng interview of the two Sovereigns hasci ed a great sensation on the Continent; and as no

1 >sh Monarch has visited France since the memorable

th e

e

(M
S °f Henry VIIL and Francis L

'
on the Field of

-•

f

tla of Gold, the event is doubtless one of peculiar

abs h 'a

* renc n- papers are almost exclusively

journ 1
^ discussions on ^e subject. The Ministerial

plime f-

S

*
t'le V*s ' fc of ^ie Queen as a s»gmficant com-

tion
°

j

*° Prance, and as a symbol of that pacific civiliza .

OUr 'tim
tends every dfly more and more to the glory ofme and the welfare of nations. The Opposition

Court.—-Her Majesty and Prince Albert left Windsor
Castle on Monday morning for Southampton, and there
embarked on their long- contemplated marine excursion,
he details of which will be found in another part of our
laper. On the same day, the Prince of Wales and the
1 rincesses left the Castle for Brighton, under the care of

nnniVn h
g
V-

dy L^lt0D
- «« Majesty was accom-

panied by V.scountess Canning (Lady in Waiting), the
Hon. Miss Liddell (Maid of Honour), Lord Chas.Wel-
lesley, Colonel Wy de and Mr. G. E. Anson. The
Marquis of Ormonde, Earl Hardwicke, the Hon C A
Murray, and Colonel Arbuthnot, are in attendance on the
Prince of Wales and the Princesses, at Brighton On
Saturday, being the birthday of Prince Albert her
Majesty gave a fSte at Virginia Water in honour of the
day. The Royal party dined in the Fishing Temple, at
Virginia Water, and afterwards promenaded the grounds
while a display of fireworks was discharged from the
frigate the Belvidere, and the pleasure-grounds in front of
the lake. The frigate and Royal barges were illuminated
with variegated lamps, and the military bands of the Life
and Foot Guards were in attendance. The event was also
observed in town by the usual illuminations. In the
afternoon of the same day his Highness the Duke de
la Victoria, Regent of Spain, accompanied by the Earl of
Aberdeen and Colonel Gurrea, arrived at the Castle, and
after an audience of her Majesty, returned to town. On
Sunday morning her Majesty and Prince Albert took their
usual walking exercise, and afterwards attended divine
service in the chapel of the Castle. The Queen Dowager
continues in the enjoyment of improved health, at Wittey
Court, and daily takes drives in the neighbourhood. The
King of Hanover has resided at Kew during the greater
part of the week, where the Duchess of Gloucester has
been on a visit to his Majesty. The Duchess of Kent left

Frogmore Lodge on Monday, for the Watford station of
the Birmingham railway, and proceeded thence to Witley
Court on a visit to the Queen Dowager. Prince George
of Cambridge took his departure on Sunday for Antwerp,
on his way to assume the command of the troops in the
Ionian Islands. Prince Alexander of the Netherlands is

still visiting the Duke and Duchess of Leeds at Mar Lodge,
Braemar. His Royal Highness has had excellent sport,
and is much pleased with his visit to Scotland.

Parliamentary Business.—A. parliamentary return has
been published, from which it appears that from the 2d
February to the 17th August the House sat 119 days, and
three Saturdays ;

the hours of sittings were 986-*, and it

sat 105$ after midnight, making the average "time of
sitting on each occasion 8 hours and 17 minutes. It

also appears that the number of petitions for private

bills during the past session was 193. Of these 29 origi-

nated in the Lords, and 164 in the Commons. Upon
these petitions 181 bills were introduced, of which number
thirteen were only read a first time, seven a second, six a

third, 150 received the Royal assent, and five were with-

drawn at various stages during their progress. Of the

various purposes for which these bills were applied

—

fifteen were for the formation and improvement of roads

-13 for harbours-35 for railwajs_13 for inclosures-U for improvements in towns an* cities-3 for ceme-
teries-16 for the regulation ani improvement of
estates; and the remainder consist of bills for peerages,
divorces police canals, docks, piers, g-s and other com'
pan.es &c. Upon a comparison with k-rmer years, the
amount of private business in both houses is shown to
be much less dunng the present session than for some
time past.

Church Preferment—The Queen has been pleased to
make he following appointments to benefices inthe Scotch
Church, void by the late secession :—The Rev W Reid
to the parish of Marytown, Forfar, in the room of the
Rev. A. Ferguson

; Rev. J M'Master to the parish of
Barr, Ayr, in the room of the Rev. E. B. Wallace • Rev
A. M. Ferguson to the parish of Muck hart, Perth in theroom of the Rev. J. Thomson ; Rev. W. Ritchie' to the
parish ot Longforgan, Perth, in the room of the Rev R
J. Walker; and the Rev. G. Arklay to the parish of Inver-
keilor, lorfar, in the room of the Rev. J. Laird.

The Army.—\t is understood that the Rev. Dr. Dalcins
Principal Chaplain of the Forces, is about to retire, after a
period of more than 33 years' service, and that he is to be
succeeded by the Rev. G. R. Gleig, the present chaplain
to Chelsea College.

Consular Appointments.—The Queen has been pleased
to appoint John Rice Crowe, E.:q., late Consul at Ham-
merfest, to be Consul-General in Norway ; William Miller,
Esq., to be Consul-General in the Sandwich, Friendly,
Society, and other islands in the Pacific Ocean ; William
Mure, Esq., to be Consul at New Orleans ; James Baker,
Esq., late Consul at Riga to be Consul at Corunna ; and

,,

rge
iw' Wvnvard

'
Esq-> to be Consul at Riga.

t

Post-Office.— It is stated with reference to Post-officesm rural districts, that the Post-Master- General, with the
concurrence of the Treasury, has issued a regulation under
which any place whatever within the United Kingdom
may have a Post-office, with a free delivery of letters
therefrom, provided that one hundred letters weekly may
be expected to reach the Post-office ; and that when one
or more places shall be contiguous, or in the route which
a postman would take in his course of delivering letters,
these places taken together shall be reckoned as one, if
they can amongst them show that one hundred letters
weekly may fairly be expected to arrive for the inhabit-
ants of them conjointly. The Postmaster-General having
concluded the arrangements that have been pending for
some time with the directors of the different Railway
Companies, for the transmission of the morning mails by
the early trains, the following notice, which came into
operation yesterday, will, no doubt, be interesting to the
public, being the official list of the different post-towns to
which letters and newspapers can be forwarded by the
morning mails :—" Abingdon, Accrington, Andover-road,
Appleby, Banbury, Bangor, Bath, Basingstoke, Beauma-
ris, Berwick, Berkhampstead, Birmingham, Bishop's
Stortford, Blackburn, Bradford (Yorkshire -

), Brarkley,
Brampton, Brough, Bristol, Brighton, Buckingham, Burn-
ley, Burton, Cambridge, Canterbury, Carlisle, Carnarvon,
Chatham, Chepstow, Chelmsford, Cheltenham, Chester,
Chippenham, Cirencester, Clitheroe, Cockermouth, Col-
Chester, Conway, Coventry, Cowes, Cuckfield, Dartford,
Daventry, Dover, Fareham, Fairford, Farringdon, Fenny
Stratford, Feversham, Folkstone, Gateshead, Godalming,
Worcester, Gosport, Gravesend, Guildford, Halifax,
jiaydon Bridge, Hemel Hampstead, Hertford, Hexham,
Highworth, Hoddesden, Holyhead, Holywell, Hudders-
neld, Hull, Ipswich, Kendal, Lancaster, Leamington,
Lechlade, Leighton Buzzard, Lewes, Liverpool, Maiden-
head, Maidstone, Manchester, Margate, Maryport, Miln-
thorp, Mold, Monmouth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Newport
(Isle of Wight), Newport Pagnel, Northampton, North
Shields, Oxford, Penkridge, Penrith, Portsmouth, Pres-
ton, Preston Brook, Ramsgate, Reading, Rickmansworth,
Rochdale, Rochester, Rugby, Ryde, Saffron Walden,
Sittingbourne, Shoreham, Slough, South Shields, Salis-
bury, Southampton, St. Asaph, St. Albans, Stockbridge,
Stafford, Stockport, Stone, Stroud, Stoney Stratford,'

Stratford-on-Avon, Sunderland, Swindon, Towcester
Tring, Ulverstone, Uxbridge, Wallingford, Walsall, Ware^
Warrington, Warwick, Watford, Weedon, Whitehaven
Wigan, Wigton, Winchester, Windsor, Wolverhampton'
Workington, Worthing, Yarmouth. All Ireland and
Scotland."

Houses in the United Kingdom—By a parliamentary
return just issued, the number of inhabited houses in
England is stated to be 2,753,295 ; the number unin-

houses building throughout the United Kino-dom TrP'l 'a
excepted, which is not included in the return '

a

Fine Arts Commission -.The^ommhsioners have sentm their second report to her Majesty SHHn/tw *T
competition of artists at the Cartoon ev ,ihV £
satisLd them respecting the attainment" o m^yXSt^^
i: u „ « „ „- *• i . ^A i-cuence in those qualitieswhich are essential ln historical . ^ t

they now propose, _m pursuance of the plan before
announced, to invite artists to exhibit specimens in
fresco-painting of a moderate size, which may enable
them to proceed to the selection of artists for the deco-
rations in fresco of certain portions of the Palace,
lhey report their announcement relative to sculpture
and decorative arts of various kinds, inviting artists to
submit specimens ; and state that the order in which the
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several branches of ar> and decoration applicable to the

embellishment of th* Palace have been considered has

been, and must cortinue to be, determined by the time

requisite for the preparation of the works, the study

required by the artists in modes of execution which are

new to them, aid by the progress of particular portions

of the building They conclude by stating, with reference

to the architect's report, that they are not yet prepared

to lay any ^ecific recommendation before her Majesty,

both in corsequence of the building not being sufficiently

advanced, and because the result of the inquiries and

experiments made and making by and under their direc-

tions is not sufficiently ascertained to justify them in

coming to any final conclusion in this respect. And with

reference to that part of the architect's report which

relates to local improvements in the neighbourhood of the

Palace, the commissioners consider that, however deserv-

ing of attention the improvements in question may be,

they do not come within the inquiry with which they are

entrusted.

Religious Worship.—A Parliamentary return has just

been printed, entitled "A return of the amount applied by

Parliament during each year since 1800, in aid of the reli-

gious worship of the Church of England, of the Church of

Scotland, of the Church of Rome,andof theProtestant Dis-

senters in England, Scotland, and Ireland respectively,

whether by way of augmentation of the income of the minis-

ters of each religious persuasion, or for the erection and

endowment of churches and chapels, or for any other pur-

poses connected with the religious instruction of each such

section of the population of the United Kingdom, with a

summary of the whole amount applied during the above

period in aid of the religious worship of each of the above

classes." The abstract of sums paid to the Established

Church shows that the total was 5,207,546/., which is

divided in the following manner:—Church of England,

2,935,646/. ; Church of Scotland, 522,082/. ; Church of

Ireland, 1,749,818/. The total sum paid to the Church of

Rome is set forth at 365,607/. U. 2d., comprised in the

following two items :—Augmentation of incomes (including

Maynooth College), 362,893/. 8s. Id. ; erection and repairs

of chapels, 2,113/. 135. Id. The total sum paid to Pro-

testant Dissenters is 1,019,647/. 13s. lie/, in England and

Ireland. The recapitulation shows the following three

sums :—Established Church, 5,207,546/. ; Church of

Rome, 365,607/.; and Protestant Dissenters, 1,019,647/.

The sums were advanced from 1800 to 1842.

foreign.
France.—The promised visit of Queen Victoria to the

French Court, at Eu, excites the attention of the whole
French press, and is the theme of many a grave leading

article. The ministerial Journal des Dcbats confines

itself to the expression of a sincere desire that u so noble

a spectacle maybe given to Europe," and affirms that the

immense majority of the French nation would associate

itself on this occasion with the feelings of the King, and
would be happy and proud to receive the Sovereign of
Great Britain in the territory of France. The Presse
declares its satisfaction at the event as a compliment to

the monarchy, but does not intend to forget the many
grievances which the English Navy has inflicted upon
France. The Constitutionnel adopts the same tone, but
accepts the visit as a proof of the good understanding
between the two Governments. Another Opposition print,

Le Steele, expresses great distrust about the interview

between the Queen and Louis Philippe, and dreads its

result, because the English Cabinet can authorise such a

step only for some interested purpose. The republican
National declares that when Henry VIII. shook hands
with Francis I. on the Field of the Cloth of Gold, he was
already meditating that perfidious aggression which so

greatly injured France, and that though Queen Victoria is

not of the blood of Henry, and Louis Philippe resembles
Francis little enough, the character of the English
Government is unchanged. Yet it is not a declaration of

war that the National apprehends ; what it dreads most
is the possibility that the Queen has a treaty of commerce
in her pocket, by which all the cotton-spinners, and
iron-founders, and silk-weavers, and artisans of France
are to be sacrificed. The French people, however, are

delighted at the prospect of the Queen's visit, and even
the Paris Bourse has partaken of the general feeling on
the occasion. The impression is so strong that her
Majesty will also visit Paris, and that the British Embassy
is preparing in great haste for her reception, that a number
of boxes have been hired at the Grand Opera for several

days to come, in hopes of the Queen honouring that

theatre with her presence. It is also said that M. Paul
Delaroche has been directed to proceed to Eu, to make a

drawing of the interview, for the Royal Palace at

Versailles.—After this exciting topic the speech of

her Majesty on closing the Session of Parliament,

and the simultaneous manifesto of Mr. O'Connell, are

the principal matters referred to in the Paris journals.

Each paper finds great fault with the party which it pecu-
liarly favours. Thus the Dibats finds Sir R. Peel want-
ing in decision, whilst the loyalty expressed by Mr.
O'Connell for the Queen is an abomination to the

National. The Debuts would have the Government
adopt measures forthwith against the Irish agitation, and
the National would have Mr. O'Connell fling off all

allegiance at once to a Saxon Queen. The hospitable

reception given to the Regent of Spain, and particularly

the visit of the Duke of Wellington, who, in addition to

the compliment of the call, has committed the grave

offence in the eyes of our Paris contemporaries of leaving

a card on which one of his Spanish titles was inscribed,

has produced a tirade against the English Government,

which they suppose to have no other motive in the kind

reception of Espartero than a determination to oppose the

new government in Spain, and insult that of France. The

visit of Marshal Sebastiani to England is also commented

upon with much gravity. All the Opposition journals

concur in stating that this visit is of a political character,

and of a nature to compromise the dignity of France, but

they are not at all agreed as to the precise object of the

mission. According to some, he is gone to apologise for

the energetic conduct of the Captain of the Boussole, at

Otaheite ; others say that he is charged to fish out the

designs of England as to Spain ; and some suppose that his

mission has for its object to prevent Sir R. Peel from

taking offence at the violent language of French journals

respecting the affair at Newfoundland ; so that in the

midst of these surmises, M. Guizot and his colleagues

have again to sustain the imputation of sacrificing the

dignity and honour of France to the pleasure of this

country.—A serious accident happened to the King and

Royal family on Monday. His Majesty, the Queen, the

Queen of the Belgians, the Comte de Paris, and other

members of the Royal family, left Eu in a char-a-bane,

drawn by six horses, on an excursion to Treport by the

new road of Mers. On arriving at the bridge of the Lock

of Assas, at the head of the canal, which goes from thence

to the sea, four of the horses, when entering on the bridge,

took fright, either at the noise of the cannon, which were

firing at the fort of Treport, or from that of the water

rushing into the lock ; one of the leaders threw himself on

the slender chains which were placed to protect foot-

passengers, which instantly broke, and he fell into the

canal, dragging with him in his descent two of the other

horses. Fortunately the traces snapped, and the postilion

who was riding one of the wheelers, with great presence of

mind and strength of arm, turned his horses' heads, so as

to bring the pole of the carriage against one of the posts at

the entrance of the bridge, and thus checked its progress.

The King and Queen, and Queen of the Belgians alighted,

and their Majesties, having satisfied themselves that no

one was hurt, went on foot to Treport, amidst cries of

" Vive le Roi," from the crowd assembled. The alarm of

the whole party in such fearful circumstances was very

great. The Queen was much affected, and wept bitterly

after the danger was over. The King himself acted with

great presence of mind ; he held the young Count of Paris

in his arms, and refused to leave the carriage till every

member of his family was safe.

Spain The Madrid papers have at length published

the protest of Espartero, noticed in our last, in which he

solemnly protests against all that has been done or should

be done by the new Government contrary to the consti-

tution of the monarchy ; and also the decree issued not in

the Queen's name, but by the new Government in its own

name, depriving the Regent of the title of Duke of

Victory and of all grades and emoluments. The journals

of the 21st ult. state, that a numerous meeting of the

friends of Espartero was held in the hall of the Spanish

Institute on the previous day. The President, the former

deputy, M. Rodriguez Leal, opened the discussion by

reading the programme adopted by the committee, which

he accompanied by a speech on the present situation of

affairs, which the 'Coalition denounced as most insolent.

The basis of the programme was,— 1. The faithful execu-

tion of the Constitution of 1837 ; 2. The Queen's

minority, until the 10th October, 1844; and, 3. National

independence. A letter has been published by the Pay-

master-General of the army, completely disproving the

assertion that the Regent carried off with him from the

Puerto de Santa Maria the military chest of the army.

The Members of the Juntas who have arrived at

Madrid have come to an understanding with the

Government, and it is probable that the submission

to the present rulers of the nation will soon be general.

The Queen and her sister arrived at Segovia in the morn-

ing of the IBth, and were to visit on the next day the

citadel, the Mint, and the Alcazar, an old historical edifice,

in which Isabel I. was crowned Queen of Castile. It

having been reported that the excursion of her Majesty

was the commencement of a system adopted by the mili-

tary party to keep her in their own hands, and that they

would eventually carry her to Pampeluna, the Ministry

had been obliged to contradict the report in the Gazette

of the 19th, declaring it calumnious and unfounded.

Letters from Barcelona of the 20th and 21st ult., describe

that city, and indeed the whole of the province, as in a

state of complete anarchy. It would appear that Col.

Prim, had, to a certain extent, acquiesced in the wishes

of the Supreme Junta, with regard to the formation of a

Central Junta, and accepted the post of Captain-General

of Catalonia, held by General Arbuthnot, in the name of

the Madrid Government. The latter had no means of

enforcing respect for his authority, and still continued in

the citadel with a few battalions, on whose devotedness he

could not rely. Brigadier Echalecu had been confirmed

in the command of Montjuich by the Junta, which had

appointed Gen. Pajol governor of the citadel, and Col.

Milans, who had been the first to raise the standard at

Reuss with Brigadier Prim, governor of the Attarazanas,

which was still occupied by the volunteers. The Captain-

General of Seville had issued a decree, appointing Courts-

martial at Cadiz, and condemning to death all who

j

should have any relation with the partisans of General

Espartero.

Portugal.—The Lisbon papers are filled with discus-

sions on the late conduct of the Portuguese Government

towards Espartero. During the stay of the Malabar in

the river, the Duke of Terceira sent on board one of his

Adjutants to offer his services to the Regent. This act of

courtesy was severely censured in Council, and when it

was expected that the Duchess of Victory would pass the

frontier in order to arrive at Lisbon, an escort of honour

was proposed, but refused, when it is well known that this

lady experienced every possible attention and respect from

the conquerors of her husband. An extraordinary courier

was despatched to Madrid with every particular relative to

the impediments placed in the way of the Regent's land-

ing. This express was accompanied with the most posi-

tive orders that the Portuguese Minister at that Court

should follow precisely the conduct adopted by Mr. Aston.

The recognition, therefore, of the Provisional Government

has not yet taken place in Lisbon.

Germany.—The Berlin papers give long details of the

alarming fire which took pUce on the 19th ult., which

reduced the Opera-house to aheap of ashes. It was one

of the most magnificent theatres in the world, and one of

the greatest ornaments of the Prussian capital, built under

Frederick the Great. The two buildings on one side, the

invaluable Royal library, and the palace of the Hereditary

Prince of Prussia, were alarmingly threatened—so much

so that the most valuable manuscripts and works in the

library had alreadybeen packed up for removal, but through

the exertions of the fire brigade, both buildings escaped

with only slight injury. The Hereditary Prince has

addressed an autograph letter to the magistrates of the

city, requesting them to express his gratitude to all the

citizens who had assisted in preserving his palace from

the threatened conflagration. The investigation into the

origin of another fire, which a few months ago reduced to

ashes one of the largest and most frequented places of

amusement—the Colosseum—has assumed a very serious

appearance. The owner of the establishment, who was

known as a very enterprising and wealthy man, has been

arrested in consequence of these investigations.— The

Duke of Cambridge arrived at Cologne on the 18th ult.,

and after having inspected the Cathedral, proceeded by

land to Coblentz.—The papers announce that the Duke of

Bordeaux is on the point of resuming his project of tra-

velling abroad, which he had been obliged to postpone in

consequence of the accident that he experienced two years

ago. The Prince will travel under the name of Comte

de Chambord, and will first visit England and the north

of Germany.—Professor Ranke, of Berlin, one of the most

celebrated historians of the age, has arrived in London for

the purpose of extending his learned researches to the

State-Paper Office, and various important archives, for

which every facility has been granted him.—According to

a circular just published, the new sect of the Jews formed

at Frankfort has agreed to the following points :—" We
recognise in Mosaism the possibility of an unbounded

progressive improvement. The collection called the

' Talmud/ and all Rabbinical writings and assumptions

founded on it, have no binding power for us, either dog-

matically or practically. A Messiah, who shall conduct

the Israelites back to this land, Palestine, is neither ex-

pected nor wished for by us ; we recognise as our native

land that alone to which we belong by birth and civil rela-

tions." The members of the reform association are to

sign the declaration which expresses those principles.

The Universal Gazette of Judaism declares energetically

against these proceedings.—A joyful excitement prevails

at Baden, among the inhabitants as well as visitors, because

the pharao-bank has suffered immense losses, and has

actually been broke twice within two days. "When it took

place the second time a universal "bravo" sounded

through the saloon, and the musicians were called from

their beds to celebrate the misfortune of the professional

gamblers.

Italy.—We have accounts from the Roman States of

the agitation and troubles which have arisen there. It

seems that an insurrection was prepared for the month of

August, in Sicily and Naples, as well as in the legations.

The King of Naples had, however, taken every precaution.

He had sent a number of troops to Sicily, and taken steps

to fortify Messina and Syracuse. It was on the rumour

of some troubles in Naples that the Liberals of Ravenna

thought the time was come to make a demonstration.

Accordingly an engagement took place on the 15tb, at

Savigno, between a detachment of carabineers and the

insurgents of Bologna, who had made an irruption into

the rural districts. The latter were in number between

40 and 50, the carabineers and the volunteers were from

25 to 30. The captain of the carabineers and four of his

soldiers were killed ; the remainder, having no ammuni-

tion, made their escape. The insurgents then entered

Savigno and caused the Secretary of the Commune, and

two volunteers who were carrying despatches, to be shot.

The Cardinal Legate of Bologna adopted precautionary

measures, recalled the troops from Ferrara and Romagna*

and despatched against the insurgents several detachment*

ho were familiar with the country about the mountains.
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St. Petersburgh, Moscow, Poltawa, Kiew, &cM that is from
the Euxine to the Baltic.

Grkece.—Accounts from Athens of the 10th ult. state

that their Majesties have just removed to the new palace,
the furnishing of which is now almost entirely completed.
This structure is of immense magnitude, built of marble
from Pentelicus, after designs by a Bavarian architect,

but in the estimation of most people, it is devoid of ex-

ternal grandeur and internal comfort, although the total

cost amounts to such an immense sum, that the King has
contrived to prevent any exact estimate thereof being made
public. The Government had suspended twenty-five Pro-
fessors of the University, in comnliance, it is said, with
the desire of the protecting Powers, who insisted on the

Strictest system of economy being introduced into the

finances. The crops had suffered severely in most of the
provinces, and the greatest misery pervaded the whole
conntry.
Turkey.—The Vienna papers announce officially the

result of the assembly of the notables and people of Servia

at Kraguzevatz, which is, that the two leaders, Wutsitsch
and Petronowitsch had consented to submit to the demands
of the Emperor of Russia for their withdrawal, and that the

assembly had not made the slightest demonstration against

this measure. Later accounts state that they had arrived

at Belgrade on the 14th, and were to embark on the

day following for Widdin. Accounts from Constanti-

nople of the 7th ult. state that the Turkish fleet still con-

tinued to hover about the Dardanelles, followed by a

French man-of-war steamer. Large bodies of Turkish
troops were concentrated at Adrianople, which, at a

period when the Divan professed themselves anxious for

retrenchment, caused some surprise. Nothing satisfactory

had been concluded by the commissioners appointed to

arrange the difficulties between Persia and the Porte.

United States.—The Royal mail steam-ship Acadia
arrived at Liverpool from Boston and Halifax on Tuesday.
She left Boston on the 16th, and Halifax on the 18th,

and has consequently made the passage in twelve days.

The dates from the United States are from the 8th to the

16th ult., inclusive. The authorities at Washington have
decided to deliver Mrs- Christina Gilmour to the officer

^•ho went in pursuit of her from this country, and a
warrant to that effect has accordingly been issued. The
counsel of the prisoner had made another attempt to save
her, by an application to Judge Betts for a writ of habeas
corpus, but without success. The Judge, in reply, gave
the following as his opinion on the law of the case :

—

u In the matter of Christina Cochrane, otherwise Gilmour,
on application for the allowance of a writ of habeas
corpus ;—I am of opinion that the 10th article of the
Treaty of Washington, concluded August 9th, 1842, is,

under the 2d subdivision of the 6th article of the Con-
stitution of the United States, ir force as a subsisting
law of the land, and is accordingly to be observed and
executed by the judicial authorities of the country. I am
of opinion that a commissioner appointed by a Circuit
Court of the United States, pursuant to the acts of
Congress in that behalf, is, by force, of the act of Congress
of August 23, 1842, empowered to perform the functions
pointed out by the 10th article of the said treaty. I am
of opinion that it is not competent for a Judge of the
United States, in vacation, to revise, on habeas corpus
the adjudication of such commissioner as to the efficiency
of the proof of criminality of a party chargedjjefore him.
I am of opinion that a writ of habeas corpus cannot be
rightfully allowed for the purpose of inquiring into the
legality of a warrant emanating from the executive branch
of the Government, intended to surrender a person duly
committed to a marshal of the United States, to the autho-
rities of Great Britain, under the provisions of the 10th
article of the said treaty, before the party shall be thereby
actually transferred to and detained in such British cus-
tody within the United States. I accordingly refuse to
allow the habeas corpus prayed for in this case." This de-
cision will form a precedent for the guidance of both
countries in all similar cases, and is therefore of consider-
able importance.—Mr. Wickliffe, the Postmaster-General
°f the United States, had been stabbed, but not mortally,
or* board a steamer between Portsmouth and Baltimore, by
a Mr. Gardiner, who it is stated took this mode of re-
Vei»ging himself on Mr. Wickliffe, because that gentleman
refused to interfere to secure him an office. The Philadel-
phia papers contain accounts of a fearful hurricane which
Passed over that city and the surrounding country on the
J2th ult. Many parts of the city, and some of the adja-
cent lands were deluged. Several bridges, houses, trees,

j

eQces, and hay-stacks were swept away, and 27 lives were
l08t

- A Boston paper states that an American sloop of
^ar brings intelligence respecting the discovery of a beau-

Vtu l island in the Pacific, extending 40 miles, not laid
a°wn in the charts ; it is situated in south latitude, 11.05,*es t latitude, 165.05. It was called Eadie's Island, after

J
e man who first discovered it. Mr. Cushing, the

-^merican Ambassador to China, had sailed in a war-
ate«mer for Alexandria, thence to proceed to India by the
0verland route. On the 19th, off the coast of Newfound-

Mv
tlle Acadia steamer ran down the barque Merchant,

? ^ e wport, and sustained by the collision the loss of her
Head u«/4 „.... *.._. nni . i 1 .-»„« !>„* 4.U _

men. Two parties are at the north end of the line, two
f
and Prince Albert by the Earl of Aberdeen. The inter-

parties are at the south end, and the other two near Fort view of his Highness with the Queen lasted about half-an*
Fairfield. The distance is about 78 miies, and all the

.
hour. On leaving Windsor the Recent came direct to

parties together advance about one mile each day. They town. The Duchess of Victory and Donna' Eladia went
clear out a passage 15 feet upon each side of the line, cut- out in an open carriage in the afternoon of the same day
ting down the trees smooth with the ground. The line- and took airings in the Parks. The Duchess and her niece
trees are cut upon the spot, and the stumps left standing, walked in Kensington-gardens about an hour. On Mon-
It is said that this line is a very crooked one. In one day the Earl of Minto, Lord Monteagle, and numerous
place there is a square offset of about 40 rods. The whole other visitors, called upon the Recent. "Viscount Pal-
Iine appears to be a succession of curves, with a general merston also waited upon his Highness and was entered
inclination to the westward.

" "

Tahiti.—A copy of the following curious letter, in
which Queen Pomare, of Tahiti, solicits the protection of
the English Government against France, has been re-
ceived in the City :—" Tahiti, Jan. 23, 1843.—My dear
Friend and Sistef Queen Victoria, Queen of Great Britain,— Health and Peace to you, and saved may you be by
Jehovah, the foundation of our power as Queens of our
respective countries. We dwell in peace from the arrange-
ments made by our predecessors. This is my speech to
you, my sister friend. Commiserate me in my affliction,
in my helplessness, and in the difficulties in which my
nation is involved with France. The existing Protec-
torate Government of France in my dominions I do not
acknowledge. I knew nothing of what my Chiefs and
the French Consul had done, before I wrote to you by
Captain Jones, I being absent at Raiate. On the arrival
of

#

the French Admiral, A Du Petit Thouars, the same
chiefs who formerly signed the document requesting
French protection assembled, viz., the three governors
and Paraita, the person who was left in charge at Papeete
(Paraita is the root of this great evil), the French Admi-
ral and the French Consul, after having completed their
design in signing the document, sent it over to me at
Moorea, through the medium of my messengers, Tairapa
and Mr. Simpson, for my signature. Tairapa said to me,
1 Pomare, write your name under this document. If you
do not write your name, you must pay a fine of 10,000
dollars; 5000 to-morrow, and 5000 the following day;
and should the first payment be delayed beyond 2 o'clock
the first day, hostilities will be commenced, and your
land taken.' On account of this threat, against my will I
signed my name. I was compelled to sign it, and be-
cause I was afraid, for the British and American subjects
residing on my land (in case of hostilities) would have
been indiscriminately massacred ; no regard would have
been paid to parties. This is the way my Government
has been taken from me and constituted into a French
Government. My Government is taken from me by my
enemies, Paraita, Hitate, Tati, and others connected with
them

; it was they who combined and entered into agreement
with the French. They have banished me that I should
not be Sovereign of Tahiti; that they should be Kings
and also their children. And now, my friend, think of
me, have compassion on me, and assist me ; let it be pow-
erful, let it be timely and saving, that I may be reinstated
in my Government ; let it be prompted by the feeling
which caused the Messiah to come into our world to save
you and me. Have compassion on me in my present
trouble, in my affliction, and great helplessness. Do not
cast me away, assist me quickly, my friend. I run to you
for refuge, to be covered under your great shadow, the
same as afforded to my fathers by your fathers, who are
now dead, and whose kingdoms have descended to us, the
weaker vessels. I renew that agreement ; let it be lasting
and for ever. Let its continuance extend not only to
ourselves and children, but to our children's children.
My friend, do not by any means separate our friendship.'

This is my true wish. I now deliver up to you, my
friend, my last effort; my only hope of being restored is

in you. Be quick to help me, for I am nearly dead ; I

am like a captive pursued by a warrior and nearly taken
whose spear is close to me. The time is very nigh when
I fear I shall lose my Government and my land. My
friend, send quickly a large ship of war to assist me. A
French ship of war is daiiy expected here—speedily send
a ship of war to protect me, and I shall be saved. It is

my wish that the Admiral may speedily come to Tahiti.

If he cannot speedily come, I wish a large ship of war
may come just at this present time. Continually send
here your ships of war ; let not one month pass away
without one, until all my present difficulties are over. I

have also at this time written a letter to your Admiral on
the Spanish coast to come to Tahiti and assist me. Health
and peace to you, may you be blessed, my sister friend,

Queen of Great Britain, &c—Pomare, Queen of Tahiti."

some time in conversation with him. The Regent visited
the Duke of Wellington and the Earl of Aberdeen, and
also called upon Sir R. Peel, but had not an interview,
the right bon. Baronet not having then arrived in town
from Windsor Castle. The Regent subsequently visited
Lord Stanley and the Earl of Clarendon. In the latter
part of the afternoon the Regent and Duchess, and Donna
Eladia took airings in ; Hyde-park and Kensington-
gardens. On Tuesday the Regent went with the Duchess
and Donna Eladia to visit some of the public building's in
the metropolis, and afterwards took a carriage-drive in
Hyde-park. His Highness saw several friends at his
apartments, and among the calls were the Duke and
Duchess of Somerset, Lieut.-Gen. Sir John Macdonald
and several Members of Parliament. In the evening the
Regent dined with Lord Palmerston, to meet the Earl of
Clarendon, Lords Ponsonby, Monteagle, Glenelg,
Seaford, &c. On Wednesday his Highness removed from
Mivart's to a villa in the Regent's Park, which he has
taken as his residence. Yesterday, according to previous
notice, the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Common Council,
assembled at Guildhall, for the purpose of considering
the propriety of welcoming General Espartero's arrival
in this country as an exile from Spain. The court was
exceedingly crowded, not only with members, but with
strangers. After a long and desultory discussion, reso-
lutions were adopted expressing sympathy with his mis-
fortunes and hopes for his speedy recal. The Lord
Mayor then announced that he would invite his Highness
to;meet the Corporation at a banquet at the Mansion-
House, where the resolutions should be presented.

Temperance Meetings.—On Sunday Father Mathew
administered the pledge in the village of Stratford, Essex.
In commencing his address the rev. gentleman said he
t€ had often spoken on the subject of holding a temperance
meeting on the Sabbath-day. He believed that a meet-
ing held under the canopy of heaven for the purpose of
forwarding the reformation of mankind, was as pleasing
to Almighty God as if they were assembled under the roof
of a cathedral. If an ox or an ass fell into a pit on the
Sabbath, they were commanded by Scripture to pull it

out. Was it not, then, incumbent on them to attempt
to rescue from the vortex of dissipation, on the same holy
day, that being who had a soul to be saved ? Why pro-
fessors and ministers of the church should oppose them
he could not understand. If they could not concur in the
views of the teetotallers, surely they might leave them
alone. The fact of his being a Roman Catholic priest did
not at all interfere with his agency in the movement—it
could have no effect on the goodness of the cause. He
adhered strictly to the tenets of the Roman Catholic
Church, and would lay down his life for any one of them •

still he allowed the same liberty of opinion to others which
he claimed for himself." Several other persons addressed
the meeting, and in the course of the day about 600 per-
sons took the pledge. On Monday Father Mathew
administered the pledge at Hackney, and on Tuesday
at Rag Fair, where about 8000 persons were assembled

him-
to welcome him. Father Mathew, on presenting
self, was loudly cheered. He expressed regret aat the

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 95 for

the Account ; Three-per-Cents. Reduced, 95f tof ; Three-
and-a-Half per Cents., 102| to 3 ; New Three-and-a-
Half ;per Cents. 102J to £; Bank Stock, 182£; India

Stock, 265*.

ead and cutwater. The vessel was lost, but the crew
j^e all saved, and brought by the steamer to England.

n commissioners upon the demarcation of the boundary
line are progressing rapidly in their business, and are
along up for their delay in the spring. The survey of

cne River Sf TnK« i« ««..».!«««—i~f«,j f^m tlia n j*e Kiver St. John is nearly completed from the Grand
aUs to the mouth of the St. Francis. A party of survey-

narf
1S

i.

at W0rk near Lake Pohenagunook, and another

Six •

ascended
;
t0 the head waters of the St. John.

parties are at work upon the line between the monu-

JWetropofa anb its Ficinfty.

General Espartero.—The Earl of Aberdeen, as Secre-

tary for Foreign Affairs, wrote to the Regent on Friday
evening, to signify her Majesty's pleasure that his High-
ness should have an audience with the Queen on Saturday

afternoon at Windsor Castle. In consequence of this

command, the Regent proceeded by a special train to

Windsor on Saturday, accompanied by Col. Gurrea, his

private secretary. The Regent wore the full uniform of a

General in the Spanish Army, his left breast being orna-

mented with various decorations of Knighthood, the Star

of the Order of the Bath placed conspicuously in the

centre. Colonel Wylde conducted his Highness to the

calumnies which were sought to be heaped upon him, and
denied the allegation that his mission to London was a
total failure. Considering all the circumstances of opposi-
tion, he contended that the total abstinence movement in
London had made more progress than in any other part
of the United Kingdom. He had given the pledge to
upwards of 50,000 persons, and he believed that before
he had done as many more would take it. In order to
prove he was not mistaken, he called on the people to
come forward and follow the example of the people of
St. Giles's. This invitation was fully responded to, and
before the close of the proceedings, nearly 2,000 persons
had taken the pledge. In one of his speeches, Father
Mathew alluded to the encouragement given him by the
Bishop of Norwich in a recent letter, from which the fol-
lowing is an extract:—M I regret that I cannot attend at
Cambridge on the occasion of the Rev. T. Mathew's
visit. If, however, he comes to Norwich, I shall think it
my duty to sanction a meeting, and pay every respect to
an individual to whose zealous exertions in recovering so
large a portion of the community from the degrading and
ruinous effects of intemperance, men of all religious
persuasions and parties owe a debt of gratitude." Father
Mathew administered the pledge at Somers Town to
about 1000 persons, on Wednesday, and to the same
number on Thursday, in the JBunhill-fields burial-ground
in the City. Yesterday he paid a visit to Chelsea Hp
said that upwards of 00,000 persons in London alone had
already taken the pledge at his hands. When cTrcum
stances should again permit him to come to England, he
hoped he should pledge double the number. It bad been
his intention to stop a fortnight longer, but having an
engagement in Dublin on the 17th, he should be obliged
to leave town in the early part of next week. He should,
however before he left England, have the honour of visit-
ing the Bishop of Norwich, and thence he should go to
Birmingham and Liverpool, and on to Dublin.

Metropolitan Improvements.—Mr. Barry has completed
the internal decorations of the Travellers' Club, the ara-ttlent onri 4-x, ci L -r r r V JT , it - i j * i twi i

-filial ucwiauuus or tiie .travelers i^iud, tne ara-w aad *he St. John, amounting in all to about 100 Royal presence, when he was introduced to her Majesty besques of which are executed by Herr Sang, a German
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and possess considerable merit. The erection of the new

attic gives a very picturesque effect to the exterior, and to

the group of clubs in which the Travellers' seemed, until

this alteration, to be sunk. The new Conservative Club

in St. James's-street is also progressing, and is likely to

be a magnificent feature in that neighbourhood. Pater-

noster-row is to be invaded by architectural magnificence,

the Religious Tract Society having authorized the con-

struction of a new establishment, which is now far advanced,

and shows a great array of stone columns and pilasters.

Prior to the prorogation of Parliament the select com-

mittee appointed to inquire into the means and expediency

of preventing the nuisance arising from the smoke of fur-

naces and fires in the metropolis and elsewhere presented

their report to the House of Commons. The committee,

consisting of Lord F. Egerton, Viscount Sandon, the Lord

Mayor, Sir W. Clay, Capt. Plumridge, Mr. Mackinnon,

Mr. Ewart, Mr. Brotherton, Mr. Borthwick, Mr. Hindley,

and others, report that, from the evidence received from the

most eminent men in chemistry, from practical engineers of

high reputation, from leading masters, manufacturers, and

proprietors of steam-engines, and from persons who have

taken out patents for the prevention of the evil, it appears that

smoke, which is the result of imperfect combustion, may
in all cases be much diminished, if not entirely prevented,

by means of a proper admission of atmospheric air, and

other precautions, so as to insure perfect combustion. It

appears to them that the expense of putting up the various

apparatuses and patents which had been laid before them,

and which answered the two-fold purpose, not only of

preventing smoke, but of lessening the quantity of fuel

required, was not only very trilling, but that the outlay

might be repaid within the year by the diminished con-

sumption of fuel. There was no doubt that the preven-

tion of smoke might be accomplished in all steam-vessels

by a similar process, and by the use of anthracite and

coke, and that the black smoke proceeding from fires in

private dwelling-houses might be entirely prevented by

the same means, or by the use of stoves or grates formed

for the more perfect combustion of coal. The committee

looking at the measure as one of a sanatory nature, and

as essential to the comfort and well-being of the popula-

tion, conclude their report by recommending that a bill

should be brought into Parliament at an early period in

the next session to prohibit the production of smoke from

furnaces and steam-engines.

College of Sitryeoyis.—The regulations of the College

have just been altered in the following points :—1. Students

were formerly required to bring proof •' of having studied

anatomy and physiology, by attendance on lectures and

demonstrations, and by dissections, during three anatomical

seasons or sessions, extending from October to April

inclusive.'" The latter part of the rule now runs thus :

—

" during three winter sessions, of not less than six months

each." 2. Each course of the practice of surgery, physic,

chemistry, materia medica, and midwifery, was formerly

of the obligatory length of 70 lectures ; this is now left

undefined. A circular has also been sent round to medical

teachers, expressing the opinion of the Council that it is

highly inexpedient that the pursuitsof students should be

interrupted by a vacation at Christmas, or at any other

period of the winter, and strongly recommending that the

vacation hitherto allowed should be discontinued.

Strike of the Type-founders.—On Tuesday, a meeting

of journeymen type-founders was held, to resist the reduc-

tion of wages proposed by the London firms of Messrs.

Figgins, Thorogood, andCaslon. From the statements of

the speakers it appeared that in July they reduced the

wages 10 to 25 per cent., which they further reduced

to 75 per cent., without making any proportionate

reduction to printers. It was also stated that Messrs.

Sharwood and Wood were resolved to make no reduction,

that Mr. Wilson would not reduce the wages beyond the

diminution that took place last July, and that Mr. Miller

of Glasgow not only continued the old prices, but also

allowed his men certain privileges. All the speakers

expressed their willingness to submit to the reduction that

took place in July, but declared that they would not sub-

mit to any further reduction. Resolutions were adopted

to that effect. The secretary stated that the funds

amounted to 100/. only, and that there were 120 men
dependent upon it.

British Museum.—On Tuesday, the west end of the

centre building of the old Museum was disposed of, for

the purpose of being taken down, in consequence of the

improvements in progress. The wing is that part of the

old building called the Gallery of Antiquities. The site

to be cleared will be built upon to form the new frontage.

The new west wing, which is several hundred feet beyond

the old wing, is in course of erection, and exhibits a solid

mass of brickwork. The entire re-erection of the build-

ing, it is expected, will not be completed for some years.

River Steamers.—On Sunday there landed from the

steamers at Chelsea, 6,421 ;
Putney, 4,863 ; Kew, 8,709 ;

Richmond, 5,669; Teddington, 3,147, passengers
; inde-

pendent of those who landed at the Red House, Battersea,

Wandsworth, Hammersmith, and Brentford.

Fires.—On Thursday night a large unfinished mansion

in Westbourne-terrace, Bayswater, was discovered to be

on fire. On entering it the police found that a large pUe

of tlooring-boards stacked together in the place were in

flames, but by prompt assistance, the fire was confined to

that part of "the premises in which it commenced. The

proprietor, Mr. Ponsford, believes that it was the work of

some incendiary, as no light had been on the premises

during the day. About a week since, a brother of the

same gentleman offered a large reward for the apprehen-

sion of the party who fired another unfinished mansion

in Cambridge-square, but as yet the incendiary has

escaped detection.—Yesterday morning) shortly before

one o'clock, a fire, which was not extinguished until pro-

perty to the amount of some thousand pounds was con-

sumed, broke out in the spacious premises well known as

the Stingo Brewery, in the New- road. The flames were

not subdued for some hours, and at one time it was

feared that the adjoining Tavern, and also the Lying-in

Hospital would be consumed. They were, however,

arrested on the south side of the brewery, beyond which

they did not spread.

St. Stephen's, Walhroolc.—k vestry meeting was held

in this parish last week for the purpose of taking into

consideration the necessity of cleansing the interior of the

parish church, one of the finest designs of Sir Christopher

Wren. A long discussion ensued ; many parishioners

objecting to a rate on the ground that the church was

endowed with considerable funds of which they knew

nothing, as Alderman Gibbs, the perpetual churchwar-

den, had long refused to submit any accounts to their

notice. The Alderman at length intimated, " that, if not

pressed, he might show the accounts demanded." The

vestry were not, however, induced by this promise to

vote the required sum for repairs, and the meeting was

adjourned sine die.

Shoredilch.—The churchwardens of this parish have

had an interview with the Bishop of London, on the

subject of the Puseyite innovations in the mode of per-

forming divine service. The opposition to these forms

has become so inveterate, that the parish church, formerly

one of the most numerously attended at the east end of

the metropolis, has been for some time almost wholly

deserted. The circumstances in which the parish is

placed are of a singular character, The vicar has been

absent upwards of 12 months at Malta, by license of his

diocesan, on a plea of mental aberration. The ministerial

duties, therefore, devolve on two curates, appointed by

the vicar, and who are charged with making those innova-

tions against which the parishioners protest. The Bishop,

after reading the memorial, put several questions to the

churchwardens as to the way in which the ministerial

duties of the church were performed. Upon points of

discipline represented to have been either evaded or

neglected the Bishop made copious memoranda, and pro-

mised that a strict investigation as to these matters should

take place. But with regard to the memorial, his Lord-

ship stated that he had no authority to remove the curates

upon the grounds set forth by the memorialists. ^ The

allegation was much too vague, general, and indefinite, to

justify a summary course of procedure. Besides which,

the curates were removable only by the vicar, who had

originally appointed them. So long as the vicar was the

incumbent of the parish, he could not be divested of the

right to nominate his assistants. The Bishop then ad-

veited to the great increase of population in the district

of Shoreditch, and said it was more than ever essential to

keep up a cordial union between ministers and their flocks,

more especially those who were charged with official duties

nppertaining to charity and education. These were matters

that should engage the attention of all men, and in which

all could safely unite, without violation to conscience.

Richmond.—On Saturday the first stone of a new

building for the Mechanics' Institution at Richmond was

laid by Mr. Selwyn, Q.C., amidst a numerous assem-

blage of the gentry of the town and neighbourhood.

^probtuctai Netos
Jler Majesty's Marine Excursion. -On Monday

morning her Majesty left Windsor Castle on her long-

promised excursion in the Channel. The Royal party

left the Castle about half-past seven, and joined the

South Western Railway at the Farnborough station, where

a carriage specially fitted up for the occasion had been

provided by the directors. The various stations on the

line between Farnborough and Southampton were deco-

rated with flags and laurel, and the inhabitants of ^the

adjacent country and villages were assembled in great

numbers to show their loyalty and gratify their curiosity.

All of them expressed their gratification by loud cheers,

and her Majesty and Prince Albert bowed repeatedly as

the train passed at a very rapid rate. Shortly before

11, a.m., the train reached the terminus at Southampton,

where every preparation had been made to do honour to

the Royal visitors. Unfortunately the morning was not

propitious for the occasion. The rain was descending in

drizzling showers of sleet, and the wind was blowing cold

and comfortless; nevertheless, thousands of people were

assembled, both sides of the railroad were crowded, and

the platform at the terminus was covered. The Queen on

alighting was received by the Duke of Wellington, the

Earls of Aberdeen and Liverpool, the chairman, and

several directors of the railroad, &c. Her Majesty was

loudly cheered as she entered the Royal carriage, which

was drawn up close to the platform. The band struck up
" God save the Queen," and thecannons thundered forth

a Royal salute, whilst from the towers and steeples of

the churches the bells rang out peal after peal of wel-

come. The Duke of Wellington and Lord Liverpool

proceeded at once to the pier, whilst the Royal cortege

took its course through Marsh-lane, St. Mary-street, into

Northam-road, then to Marland-place, down the High-

street to the Royal pier. There was hardly a house that

was not ornamented with flags ;
triumphal arches of

laurel and flowers were erected across several parts of the

road ; all the shops were shut, but the windows of every

house were filled with spectators, who cheered the Royal

visitors incessantly. On reaching the pier the rain had

fallen so heavily that the mayor and aldermen spread

their cloaks on the ground in order that the Queen might

walk dry-footed to the admiral's barge, which conveyed

her to the Victoria and Albert yacht j where her Majesty

was received by Lord Haddington, and other Lords of the

Admiralty, Admiral Sir C. Rowley, Lord Adolphus Fitz-

clarence, Sir H. Pakenham, and other officers. Lords

Aberdeen and Liverpool were on board the yacht, and

accompanied her Majesty on the excursion. The Duke
of Wellington was on the pier, but did not go on board the

yacht ; his Grace left for London at 1 o'clock by a special

train. Immediately on her Majesty ascending the deck

of the yacht another Royal salute was fired. Her Majesty

did not long remain on deck, the incessant rain compel-

ling her to retreat to the cabin. Shortly after 12 o'clock

the yacht got under weigh, and proceeded down Southamp-

ton water, amidst the cheers of the thousands who had

assembled to witness her departure. The steam-squadron

manned their yards as she got under weigh, and followed

in her wake. A number of the Royal Yacht Squadron

who were lying ofF also made sail. The Queen's yacht

went only at half speed for some time after she left the

pier, by which they were able to keep up with her, but as

soon as she put a little more steam on they all dropped

astern, with the exception of a new iron steamer, the South

Western, which, with some difficulty, contrived to keep in

her wake. All the others, including even the men-of-war

steamers, could not keep up with the yacht, and were left

more than two miles astern in little more than half an hour.

After passing Calshot Castle the yacht directed her course

to Cowes. The Warspite, 50, the Modeste, 18, and the

Grecian, 18, were lying in Cowes roads, and as soon as

the Royal Standard was descried they each fired a R-oyal

salute and manned their yards. The battery at Cowes

Castle, and the Royal Yacht Squadron Club-housealso fired.

From Cowes the Royal yacht steered towards the Mother-

bank and Ryde, and again went at less than half speed,

in order to enable the steamers astern to come up with

her, and to give the immense fleet of sailing yachts, which

were now trying to keep her company, the opportunity of

doing so. This was a beautiful sight, and would have

been even more splendid had the weather been fine. The
Commodore's yacht, the Kestrel, kept alongside the

Royal yacht for some time, but at length dropped astern.

After passing Ryde the yacht proceeded towards Spithead,

and passed round the St. Vincent, 120, which fired a

Royal salute and manned her yards. Her Majesty, after

leaving.; Spithead, returned to Ryde, where the Royal

yacht was brought to an anchor, and Her Majesty and

Prince Albert landed in the admiral's barge at the

Ryde pier, and walked to the town, the parties on

the pier forming a line on either side to enable her

Majesty to pass. Her Majesty and the Prince proceeded

in a carriage* to St. Clare, formerly the residence of

the late Lady Vernon and now the property of Col.

Vernon Harcourt. After staying there a short time, the

Royal party returned on board the yacht, which imme-
diately got under weigh, and returned with the rest of the

squadron to Cowes roads and anchored there. Her

Majesty dined and slept on board the yacht, and early on

Tuesday morning, accompanied by the Prince, went on

board the Earl of Yarborough's yacht the Kestrel, and

were conducted by him over the vessel. The Queen and

Prince afterwards landed at West Cowes, where the

carnage of Earl Delawarr was in waiting to convey them

to Norris Castle, where her Majesty formerly resided when
Princess Victoria. Upon landing a salute was fired from

Cowes Castle, and another from the Royal Yacht Squat! roa

Clubhouse, and the yards of the Modeste were manned.

I As soon as her Majesty returned on board theyacht from

Norris Castle, the vessel immediately got under weigh,

and went to the eastward round St. Helens, and to the

back of the island. She was accompanied by the Cyclops,

Prometheus, Lightning, and other steamers, and by Com-
modore the Earl of Yarborough, and a numerous fleet of

yachts. The royal yacht went at a quarter speed, to enable

the sailing vessels to keep up with her, which, however,

they could not do ; and when off St. Helens they fired a

royal salute, and the Victoria and Albert proceeded towards

Ventnor, the royal yacht squadron following in the rear.

After having visited Ventnor, Shanklin Chine, Blackgang

Chine, Freshwater, and other places at the back of the

Isle of Wight, her Majesty proceeded to the westward

along the coast, and about six in the evening, the yacht

anchored in Portland Roads, about 3 miles from Wey-

mouth. The mayor and corporation of that town went

off in a boat to receive her Majesty's commands, and to

know if it was her pleasure to land. The hopes which

had been entertained that the Queen and Prince would

go on shore were disappointed, for the intelligence brought

by the mayor was, that her Majesty did not intend

to land. At six o'clock on Wednesday morning, the

yacht and the other steamers got under weigh, and pro*

ceeded down the Channel. Jt was a beautifully D"e

morning, and notwithstanding the early hour at whic i

the Queen proceeded on her course, numbers of^oatfc

had put off from the shore, tided with persons hoping to

obtain a glimpse of her Majesty and Prince Albert arf

they took their departure. About five o'clock in ^ g
evening, a signal announcing her Majesty's aPPr°aC

i ortly
made from the breakwater at Plymouth, and *^m(j

afterwards, the Caledonia flag-ship anchored in the
,

u(jjn
«

and the several men-of-war in the harbour, * .

frigate.
the Inconstant, Formidable, and a Neapolit ;irl

ie(j an<j
fired a Royal salute. The yards were then *»*n

'The
the ships decorated with flags of all descriptl0̂ '

" yj-.

Royal yacht entered at the eastern channel* a ^ ^^
passed through the Sound to BarnpooU *

en-of-war,
moored. Royal salutes were fired from the m »

the Citadel, Mount Wise, and Mount-Kdgecumbe, as ne

Majesty approached. The numerous workmen <->
l

breakwater were drawn up at the eastern end,^^
as her Majesty passed that great national ™f"**^
A landing-place had been constructed at Mount-Edge
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cumbe in anticipation of her Majesty's landing there, and

another was erected under the Hoe, under the directions

of the Town-Council, in the event of the Queen's landing

at Plymouth. Shortly after the arrival of the Royal yacht,

the other steamers and vessels in attendance and three

of the Lords of the Admiralty also arrived. The day

was throughout exceedingly fine, and there was scarcely a

breath of wind blowing when her Majesty reached the port.

On Thursday morning her Majesty landed at Mount Edge-

cumbe, and walked through its beautiful grounds, while

Prince Albert visited the Dockyard, attended by the Lords

of the Admiralty. The Prince returned to the yacht about

12.; It was expected that her Majesty would then visit

the Caledonia, and hold a levee in the course of the after-

noon, and after going over the dockyard with the Prince,

make a tour through the three towns of Plymouth, Devon-

port, and Stonehouse. Her Majesty is not expected to

arrive at the Chateau d'Eu, on her promised visit to the

King of the French, before Sunday morning.
1 Brighton.—On Tuesday morning as early as 10 o'clock,

a great number of persons assembled at the northern

entrance of the Palace-grounds, and for several hours

awaited with patience the arrival of the Prince of Wales

and the Princesses. Shortly after three o'clock, a salute

from the battery announced the approach of the Royal

visitors, and a carriage and four, containing the Prince

and Princesses, and the Dowager Lady Lyttelton, entered

the Palace-grounds, amidst the cheers of the assembled

multitude. The Grenadier Guards were drawn up and

saluted the Royal visitors, who arrived without any escort.

They were followed immediately by two other carriages,

containing the Marquess of Ormonde, Lord Hardwicke,

and other members of the Royal household.

Bristol—On Sunday morning the extensive Logwood

Mills of Messrs. Lediard and Mortimer, at Chewton

Keynsham, about six miles from this city, were destroyed

by lire. As the mills are situated at a short distance from

the Avon, a plentiful supply of water was obtained, and

the engines were enabled to play, after their arrival, with-

out interruption ; but they were only enabled to prevent

the fire from reaching the house connected with the

establishment. The mills were completely destroyed.

Carmarthen.—The proceedings of Rebecca and her

daughters assumed last week a more daring character

than usual. On Tuesday they proceeded, in three bodies,

to Gellywernen, near Llanon, the house of Mr. Edwards,

agent to Mr. R. G. Thomas, the lay impropriator of the

tithes of the parish. Mr. Edwards was ill in bed at the

time, but the Rebeccaites fired into his windows, broke
52 panes of glass, and destroyed the extensive greenhouses
and gardens adjoining. Miss Edwards appealed to their

humanity, and told them that her father was exceedingly
ill, and confined to his bed, but that they might see him
on any future day. After letting off a few additional charges
they left the house, but attacked and plundered the cot-
tage of the gamekeeper in their retreat. On Thursday
evening, information having been received by the magis-
trates that the Rebeccaites intended besetting Prender-
gast gate, a messenger was despatched to Narberth for a
detachment of cavalry, and another to Pembroke for a
company of marines, both of which arrived at Haverford-
west at eleven o'clock. The magistrates determined that
the special constables should defend the gate, and in case
of need the cavalry and marines should come to their
assistance. Very soon after their arrival, Rebecca
and her daughters, consisting of about two hundred
horse and foot, made their appearance, when the special
constables about 25 in number, assisted by several towns-
men, attacked Rebecca, who was mounted upon a charger
and carried a double-barrelled percussion-gun, loaded with
ball-cartridge, when in the scuffle one of the barrels went
off and lodged the contents in the loins of the horse, and
the constable succeeded in securing the gun. The second
barrel was loaded with ball. Rebecca finding herself dis-
armed, gallopped off, the horse, however, fell dead at the
distance of a hundred yards. Unfortunately the rider
escaped. In the meantime a fierce contest took place
between the constables and the rioters, when two of the
latter were captured. Their faces were blackened, and
tt>ey were otherwise disguised. Finding themselves
vigorously attacked by the constabulary, the rioters fled in
all directions. On Friday the prisoners captured the pre-
vious night were brought before the magistrates. They
v^ere both farm-servants. Various witnesses were ex-
amined, and the prisoners were fully committed for trial.
A large meeting of farmers and operatives was held on
Friday on Mynydd-Selen to consider their grievances.
*rom 3,000 to 4,000 persons were present. A petition
to her Majesty was adopted, submitting the grievances of
the turnpike-gates, the new Poor-law, the tithe-commu-
tation, the increased amount of county-rates, the magis-
terial costs and fines, &c, and praying her Majesty "to
dissolve the present and to convoke a new Parliament, with
directions to consider the various grievances of the country,
ar»d to ameliorate the same ; and also to devise measures
to restore the commercial prosperity of the country gene-
ral'y, whereby the demand may be commensurate to the
supply—a course which would conduce to the prosperity
of the whole country, and the petitioners amongst the
dumber."

Carlisle—The colliery proprietors of West Cumber-
land, understanding that a general strike had been agreed
upon by their workmen, to take place on the 1st October,
last week held a meeting, and came to the resolution not
to admit any one into their pits until he had renounced
uie union This brought on the strike at once, and at
present the pits in the whole district are standing still.Meetings are held daily in different places, and several
esseis in the ports along the coast are waiting for coals,
* "Present there is no prospect of a reconciliation.

Chatham On Tuesday afternoon a fine display of

siege operations took place at Chatham, under the direc-

tion of Lieut.-Col. Sir F. Smith, Commandant of the

Engineer department. They included the various man-
oeuvres incidental to the siege and capture of a fortress,

the blowing up of bridges, &c, concluding with a general

assault, which carried the enemy's position by storm. A
large number of persons assembled to witness them.

Derby.—A singular case has occupied the attention of
the magistrates this week, a youth named Growcock, the

son of a confectioner at Leicester, who lately removed to

Nottingham, having surrendered himself to the police as

a murderer. It appears that he had endeavoured to

decoy a young? child into a cave for the purpose of

destroying it, but was interrupted by the father of the

child, when he made off, and went to Beeston. He there

met with another child, whom he induced to accompany
him to Derby, and attempted to murder her on the way.
The youth stated that he had an irresistible desire to

commit murder, and it is supposed that he is insane.

Farington. — A meeting of farmers and others con-
nected with agriculture took place at Farington last week,
for the purpose of considering the propriety of adopting
measures for the suppression of the practice of smoking
by their labourers on their farms. It was represented to

the meeting that a short time ago a hay-rick, at Lodge
Farm, in this parish, was entirely consumed, owing to the

negligence of a man who was employed to hoe turnips

having laid himself down under the hay-rick to take his

dinner, and afterwards smoked a pipe of tobacco ; several

hours alter he had returned to his work it was discovered

that the tobacco, which was not extinguished in the pipe,

had set fire to the man's coat, which communicated it to

the rick, and thus the rick was destroyed. Resolutions
for the suppression of smoking on the premises were then
put, and carried unanimously.

Gravesend.—On Tuesday morning, the vicinity of the

seat of Earl Darnley, at Cobham Park, near this town,
was thrown into a most painful state of excitement, by
the perpetration of an act of parricide, the victim having
perished by the hand of his son. The body was found in

the park about 30 yards from the road, covered with
blood. At first it was surmised that it was a case of

suicide; but on attentively examining the corpse, and
that part of Cobham-park where it lay, circumstances

presented themselves which clearly proved that the unfor-

tunate man had been murdered. Ihere were several

severe gashes in the throat, and a large knife 8 inches

long covered with blood, was found lying on the grass,

between 12 and 14 yards from the corpse. The body was
removed to the inn at Cobham, where it was identified as

that of Mr. 3. Dodd, who had taken tea with his son at

the house on the previous evening, and after hiring two
beds for the night had gone out for a walk, but had not
returned. An inquest was held, and the jury returned
a verdict of " Wilful Murder against some person
unknown." It has since been ascertained beyond a
doubt that the murderer of the unfortunate gentleman
was no other than his third son, Richard Dodd, 24 years
of age, and that he committed the act whilst labouring
under the aberration of intellect. He was an artist, and
has gained several prizes at the Royal Academy. A year
or two ago he accompanied Sir Thomas Phillips, the late

Mayor of Newport, en a tour through Italy, Switzerland,

Germany, &c, for the purpose of improving himself in

his art. Owing to his arduous studies and exposure to

the sun, his brain became affected to such an extent as to

produce insanity. He returned to England three months
since, and he was visited by several physicians, and only

as late as Saturday Dr. Sutherland was called in and re-

commended the strictest caution in watching his move-
ments, as he did not consider him to be safe at large. A
change of scene being considered necessary, Mr. Dodd
took his son into Kent, and reached the Ship Tavern at

Cobham, on Monday evening. There they had tea, and

Mr. Dodd requested that beds should be provided for

them both. The son was noticed to behave in a very

sullen manner, and took a pint of porter in preference to

tea, and at about half-past nine o'clock they left the house,

as they stated, for a'walk. No intelligence has yet been

received as to the flight of the son. The police have

scoured the country round for miles, but not the slightest

trace of him could be discovered. It is generally supposed

that he has destroyed himself.

Leicester.—A young man named James Garner, the

son of a small farmer residing at Rearsley, was found

murdered last week on the farm of Mr. Messenger, of

Gaddesby Lodge, whose service he had entered about 17

weeks previously. It appears that deceased had excited

the jealousy of his master, by the partiality shown to him

by the housekeeper, and that Messenger had often

threatened to " do for him." The young man had been

missing for some days, when some Irishmen agreed to

reap a field of wheat about 500 yards from the residence

of Messenger, and the latter went to show them, but as

soon as he got to the corner of the field he turned round

by the hedge and went away. The Irishmen then went

amongst the wheat, and had not proceeded far before

they discovered a human body with the head separated

from it, and in a state of decomposition. On the left side

was an axe, the handle of which was about two feet and a

half long. The body was identified, and the axe was

proved to belong to a man in Messenger's employ. At the

coroner's inquest the jury returned a verdict of Wilful

Murder against some person or persons unknown, but Mes-

senger was immediately apprehended on a magistrate's war-

rant, and conveyed to Leicester, on the charge of murder.

Marlborough.—The school for the sons of clergymen

and others, recently established at this place, wfis opened

on Friday last. The Bishop of Salisbury officiated,

assisted by the Marquess of Aylesbury, the Mayor and
Corporation of Marlborough, and a large number of the
local clergy and gentry.

Oxford—The Poor-law Commissioners have sent down
their rules for the governance of the Oxford union work-
house,and announced theirintention of sending an assistant-
commissioner to see them carried out. The board of
guardians (who are elected under a local act), have ap-
pointed a committee to consider the same, and have
expressed their intention of opposing the commissioners
by every method in their power.

Stafford.—-The execution of Charles Higginson, who
has been lying under sentence of death in the county
prison, for the murder of his child by burying him alive,

took place on Saturday last. He had been, for several
days after his condemnation, in a very hardened and
incorrigible state of mind; but the chaplain succeeded at
length in making some impression upon him. He ac-
knowledged the justice of his sentence, and was sensible of
his condition.

Railways.—The traffic for the week has been as follows :

—London and Birmingham, 18,648/. ; Northern and
Eastern, 1,690/. ; Great Western, 15,992/.; South
Western, 7,920/. ; North Midland, 4,738/.; Grand Junc-
tion, 9,101/. ; Midland Counties, 2,868/. ; Manchester and
Leeds, 5,209/. ; York and North Midland, 1,794/. ; Bir-
mingham and Gloucester, 2,050/. ; Birmingham and
Derby, 1,368/. ; Great North of England, 1,510/. ; Hull
and Selby, 1,151/. ; Liverpool and Manchester, 5,136/. ;

Sheffield and Manchester, 528/. ; Eastern Counties,

2,907/. ; London and Brighton, 5,044/. ; Croydon, 447/.;

Blackwall, 1,276/. ; Greenwich, 757/ At the meeting of
the Eastern Counties Company last week, a dividend of

hs. per share on the new shares, and a dividend of
45. per share on the old shares, deducting Is. per share
from the latter in respect of the 2/. per share uncalled,

was declared payable, less the income-tax ; and the report
presented by the directors on the occasion made it appear
that the traffic on the line is steadily increasing. The
cost of the line throughout is stated to be 2,800,000/., and
between that date and the 16th August, there has been an
additional expenditure of 30,970/. 13s. 8d., but against

these amounts, 48,833/. was received from sales ofsurplus

property. The traffic had much increased since the

entire opening of the line, and when the extensions of the

line to Harwich, and eastward into Suffolk and Norfolk,

are made, a threefold increase was anticipated. Upon the

traffic account it was stated that after reserving 1,003/.

for the depreciation of stock, there remained a balance of

net profit amounting to 22,998/., out of which the direc-

tors made the above dividend, leaving the sum of 881/. to be
carried to the next account. The application for the branch
line, from Stratford to the Thames, was to be renewed in

the next session ; and the directors sought to be empowered
to lease any extension lines at rentals that would pay a
moderate interest. The gross receipts for the half-year

were 43,182/. A long discussion ensued in respect

to the litigation with Lord Petre, and the necessity of

coming to an arrangement so as to avoid expense, when it

was stated that Lord Petre had assented to a station

within a quarter of a mile of his residence, but had now
objected to one within one mile of it.—The Committee
of Investigation, appointed by the Greenwich Company
to consider the long-disputed toll question, recommended
at the adjourned meeting last week, that the proprietors

should adopt a proportionate mileage toil, instead of the

now existing toll of A\d. ; but that, should it fall short of

11,500/. per annum, the other Companies should make
up the deficiency to the Greenwich proprietary. A
desultory discussion of nearly four hours' duration ensued

upon this proposition. Resolutions and counter reso-

lutions were proposed and withdrawn, till at length the

recommendation of the committee was carried in a

modified form, the amount of the mileage toll being fixed

at 13,500/. instead of 11,500/. A resolution was then

passed, authorizing the committee to offer to the Croydon,

-Brighton, and Dover Companies, jointly, the sale of that

portion of the Greenwich Railway used by them, for the

sum of 240,000/., or a lease to them of the same at a per-

manent net rental of 12,500/. The committee on Thurs-
day reported to another adjourned meeting that the other

Companies had declined this offer, unless the Greenwich
Company would give up a certain portion of their land

;

this condition was at once rejected, and the committee

resigned. The old tollage of A\d. per passenger will

therefore continue until the other Companies shall engage
to bring, at moderate fares, passengers to London-bridge,

when the directors of the Greenwich Company will be
prepared to modify the toll, particularly for third-class

passengers, and for short distances.—At the Bristol and
Exeter and Bristol and Gloucester meetings, the extension

of railway communication with Devon and Cornwall was
discussed, and so well is the project supported by these

companies and the Great Western, that there is appa-
rently every probability of the work being forthwith

commenced. The understanding is, so far as present
arrangements are concluded, that the Bristol and Exeter
Company shall subscribe 200,000/., the Great Western
Company 150,000/., and the Bristol and Gloucester
Company 50

;
000/. The dividend declared at the Bristol

and Exeter meeting was at the rate of 1/. 8s. per share,
free of income-tax, payable on the 30th of October!
The balance of receipts and expenditure up to the 30th
June was 360,004/. 6s. 2d.—The report ofthe Birmingham
and Gloucester Company for the last half-year shows that

divisible balance of about 5,500/., sufficient to;declare a
dividend of 12$, per share, deductingincome-tax. The traffic
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both of passengers and goods has slightly increased. After I

considerable discussion with reference to negotiations with

neighbouring lines, upon which a quantity of correspon-

dence was read, a resolution was passed empowering the

directors to raise the sum of 41,000/., and three new direc-

tors, some of whom had taken a leading part on the recent

committee of inquiry, were elected to fill vacancies.—The

Pontop and South Shields Company declare a dividend of

30$. per share, or at the rate of 5 per cent, on their paid-up

capital. The total receipts for the half-year were

33,264/. 3s. 4rf., while the expenditure was 23, 047/. 135. Ad.,

leaving a net balance of 10,216/. 10s. The traffic accounts

show a considerable decline in the quantity of coal shipped

for foreign destination, owing to the high duty ontheexport,

but a proportionate increase in the delivery for home con-

sumption made up for the deficiency. The Newcastle and

Darlington Junction is announced to be steadily progress-

ing to a completion ; and the debt of the late Stanhope

and Tyne Company has been reduced to 79,700/.—The

Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway meeting was occupied, in

a great measure, with the discussion of the question of

Sunday travelling, but Sir A. Agnew was defeated by an

enormous majority. The dividend declared was at the

rate of 1/. 2s. 6tf. per share on the original shares, and

35. \\d. per share on the new shares. Of the divisible

fund of 25,474/. 195. 5d., from which this amount will be

paid, there will remain 1,699/. 195. 5rf- to be carried to the

reserve fund, now amounting to 7,699/. 195. fid. Reso-

lutions were passed to enable the directors to extend the

line to North-bridge, Edinburgh, and to take powers to

raise an additional sum of 150,000/.—la consequence of

the facilities afforded by the London and Dover Railway

to Folkstone, in three hours from London-bridge, and by

the steamers twice a day to Boulogne, in three hours from

Folkstone, and vice versa, the directors of the Paris dili-

gences are having new light coaches constructed that will

run from Paris to Boulogne in 16 hours, instead of 22, as

heretofore ; so that the whole distance will be performed

within 22 hours from Paris to London, which will be nearly

as rapid as the Post-office estafette.—At the meeting of

the South Western Company on Wednesday, the report

of the revenue accounts showed a gross increase of

1,893/. 25. 11<Z. The branches of expenditure under the

directors' control had been considerably reduced ; but the

increase of parochial rates, and the maintenance of the

Gosport line, in a great measure counteracted the bene-

ficial influence of this saving. The directors were, how-

ever, enabled to recommend a dividend of 305., subject to

the income-tax. This would require 68,812/. 35. lQd.9

leaving 573/. 18$. Id. as a balance in hand. The report

stated that the docks; at Southampton were now open ;

that Government contemplated removing the mail-packets

from Falmouth to the former port; and that the council

of the Royal Agricultural Society had selected it as their

place of meeting in July next. The report concluded by

stating that a new pier had been constructed on the Gos-

port side of Portsmouth harbour, at which passengers may

land and embark at all periods of the tide. The report

having been unanimously adopted, the chairman addressed

the meeting in a speech of some length, incidentally

alluding to the patronage which had recently been bestowed

upon the railway by her Majesty, Prince Albert, and the

Duke of Wellington, who had expressed their satisfaction

at the company's mode of conveyance. A discussion

ensued with reference to the establishment of a more

efficient system of steam communication in connexion

with the railway between Southampton, Havre, and the

Channel Islands, and a resolution was passed recommend-

ing that applicationbe made to the proprietors for subscrip-

tions in promotion of the measure.— By a Parliamentary

return just issued some information is afforded respect-

ing the number of railway bills brought into the

House of Commons, with the number of acts which have

been passed since the close of the year 1839 :—In 1840,

the number of bills was 27 ; in 1841, 24 ; in 1842, 23 ; in

1843, 31 : total, 105. It appears from the return, that of

the bills introduced in 1840, 23 became acts of Parliament;

in 1841, 19 ; in 1842, 21 ; and in the present sessions, 25.

The return further shows that the number of plans

deposited for the three last sessions of Parliament at the

Private Bill office was 62.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Lieut-Gen. Sir E. Blakeney has been sworn

ill one of the Lords Justices.' The Lord Lieutenant

sailed for England on Saturday. The Lords Commis-

sioners of the Great Seal have superseded Mr. C. Lynch,

of Cong, Galway, and Mr. P. Lynch, of Mayo, for having

attended a Repeal meeting at Cong-bridge ; and Mr. VV.

Lalor of Queen's county, for having attended a Repeal

meeting at Maryborough.—Twenty-nine of the Irish

liberal members of Parliament have published an address

to the people of Great Britain on the grievances of Ireland.

They state that they have in vain appealed to the Legis-

lature for address, and they accordingly appeal to the

higher tribunal of public opinion. They demand the

recognition of perfect equality in regard to ecclesiastical

and educational arrangements, between the several reli-

gious communities into which the population of Ireland

is divided ; a more ample representation in the Legisla-

ture ; franchises adequate to give full expression to

public opinion ; the assimilation of municipal rights in

both kingdoms ; that Ireland shall participate more largely

in the benefits of the public expenditure ; that the pro-

fession of the Roman Catholic Faith shall no longer be

made a ground of virtual, as it has ceased to be one of

legal, exclusion from official station ; that in the general

administration of the affairs of the empire, Irishmen shall

be called to take part, in a proportion commensurate with

the extent to which Ireland contributes to its greatness
j

that the management of local affairs shall be confided as

much as possible to those who are identified and acquainted

with the interests of the country ; and that the principle of

self-government, subject to popular control, shall be

applied, wherever practicable, in the organization of local

institutions. " Should this remonstrance be success-

ful/' they say, " we cannot, indeed, promise the restora-

tion of those feelings of attachment which a few years

since had begun to expel from the national breast

sentiments engendered by centuries of oppression. We
can only express our conviction that those who con-

fide in the influence of justice will not have misplaced

their trust. It may still be in the power of a govern-

ment which shall merit the confidence of the Irish

people to win back their forfeited affections ; but we warn

you that every day's delay increases the difficulty of the

task, and gives additional strength to those who maintain

that there is no hope of good government for Ireland

except in the restoration of her national Parliament."

The meeting of the Repeal Association took place on

Monday. Mr. Steele said, that as it had been determined

by a vote of this association to give an order to Mr.

liogan forthwith to execute a statue of O'Connell, " the

only question that remained was whether the great father

of his country should be represented presiding at Tara, or

as he appeared at Mallow, when uttering a fiery defiance

at Peel and Wellington in reply to their threat to attack

the people of Ireland. The Irish people despised the

threats of that puppy Peel, and that old Indian Seapoy

—

Wellington. Mr. Hogan preferred to execute the statue

in the latter attitude, and therefore he would move that

this association give its approval to the suggestion. On
the base of the statue should be the memorable words

uttered by the liberator on that occasion—' They may

trample upon me, but it shall not be on ray living body,

but on my corpse.' " The motion, having been seconded

by Mr. Scott, of Edinburgh, passed with acclamation.

An allusion having been made to the Queen's speech, Mr.

J. O'Connell said that they distinctly recognised the

fact that the Queen was in a position of coercion—that

the speech in question was her Ministers' and not her

own. She was under the constitutional coercion of her

ministry, supported by a majority of the present houses

of Parliament, and was obliged to make that speech. It

was worthy of remark, however, that Peel could not

induce her to use any stronger phrase than the milk-and-

water one of " deep concern." Mr. O'Connell then gave

some further details of his plan for the restoration of the

Irish Parliament, and concluded by moving that district

repeal wardens should be appointed for the two first

towns on his list which are to return members to the Irish

Parliament, namely, Arklow and Ardee. This point

being disposed of, he informed the meeting that he would

postpone his speech in reply to the Queen to Tuesday.

All he would say at present was, that the speech attri-

buted to her Majesty was no more hers than it was his.

The sentiments were those of her Ministers, and it was

daring profligacy on their part to endeavour to make the

Irish people believe that the Queen did not possess every

claim to their love and affection. The rent for the week

was 1,380/. 7s. id.—At the adjourned meeting on Tues-

day Mr. O'Connell moved, that it be referred to the com-

mittee to prepareanaddress.directed totheirfellow-subjects

resident in every part of the universe obedient to the British

throne, stating the grievances under which the people of

Ireland are suffering. He then proceeded to the Queen's

speech. He said they might throw Queen's speeches in

his teeth—they might taunt him from high places—but

they never could drive him from the position he had taken

—that of restoring his country to the rank of a nation.

He had another bill of indictment against the British
. - „„ - * • * , i ,. ,. Ui

Government-the declaration of the Irish members, 30 of Hamilton. These birds, which were caught ah ve with

whom, and more than two-thirds of them not Repealers, great difficulty were secured on the estate of the Duke

her Ministers to deprive her of such sympathy ?—to take

that grace from her which is the very surest prop of the

throne? But was there anything in this to retard them

in their career? No ; but something to stimulate them.

As to the Tories, he would not think the Queen's life safe

in their hands but for her children. They were a security

to them against the worst evil that could happen. He
next went through the several clauses in her Majesty's

speech seriatim, and commented at great length and with

much vivacity on each. He declared his conviction that

if the union were not repealed in his lifetime, the result

would be a sanguinary struggle and a perpetual separation.

While he lived, he would keep away the danger of despair

—be would endeavour to protect the connection, by

placing it upon the only just footing on which it could

exist. Ministers boasted of not having sought for

coercive measures, whereas they had not even tried the

ordinary law, because there was no crime to prosecute.

Mr. O'Connell concluded a speech of more than two

hours' duration by moving that it be referred to the

committee to prepare an address to be placed before her

Majesty and all her subjects, setting forth the grievances

under which Ireland laboured. The motion passed

unanimously.

Cork.—The meeting of the British Association termi-

nated on Saturday, when grants of money to the amount of

1,887/- were awarded for different scientific purposes.

—

The Mayor of Cork presided at a meeting on Wednesday,

when a committee was appointed, who nominated Prof.

M'Neill to prepare the necessary plans and report the best

line of railway from the terminus of Cashel to Cork, so as

to form a general line of communication from that city to

Dublin ; and he is required to express his opinion in his

report on the application of the atmospheric principle, as

well as the locomotive power.

Mayo.—-The address to her Majesty from the high

sheriff, grand jurors, magistrates, &c, of this county,

condemning the Repeal agitation, has been forwarded for

presentation. It has been signed by. sixty of the gentle-

men who form the grand panel of the county, by seventy-

nine magistrates, twenty of them being deputy lieutenants,

and by twenty of the last grand jury. But four or five of

those to whom circulars were sent refused to add their

names to the address.

Birr.—Since the late murder of Adjutant Mackay, and

the finding of the jury, Major-Gen. Sir Guy Campbell has

been here on an official visit. He made a minute and

searching inquiry into the state of the corps, its interior

economy, its .management in the field, and every other

circumstance that could in any way throw light on the

cause of the recent complaints. He has expressed

himself most favourably, states that in his opinion

the regiment is in the highest state of discipline, and not

overdrilled by the Colonel.

SCOTLAND.
I

Edinburgh.—The local papers state that the labours of

the committee appointed by the public meeting of the

inhabitants of Edinburgh, to manage and apply the funds

for the relief of the unemployed tradesmen and labourers,

have been brought to a close. The last works under-

taken by the committee were the walks formed through

the Links, which are considered of the most essential

service to the inhabitants of Edinburgh ; and taken in

connection with the Meadow-walks, the public now enjoy

a promenade not surpassed by any city in the kingdom.

Prince Albert, during the visit of the Court to Scotland

last year, having expressed a desire to try the experiment

of rearing the Black Cock in the southern parts of the

kingdom, several cocks and hens were sent to Windsor

last week, as a present to the Prince from the Duke of

had signed that document—they were the grand jury that

found the bill of indictment against the British Govern-

ment. There was not, he said, a single honest man in

Ireland who would not find a verdict of Guilty against

the British Government on this indictment. Looking to

the enormous grievances described in that declaration,

which he had himself a thousand times exhibited, he held

it was a sacred duty to be discontented with British mis-

rule, and he would continue discontented so long as his

country suffered under such a weight of evil. These 30

Irish gentlemen had published this code of charges against

the British Government, unequalled by anything the

Christian Greeks could have brought against the Grand

Seignor. At the commencement of the late session of

Parliament this was the condition of Ireland. What
had been done during that session ? Nothing—no,

worse than nothing ; for all the existing evils had

been aggravated. The grievances of the Poor-law had

been rendered more intolerable, and they gave Ireland

an Arms Bill. But that was not enough, Ministers

should close the session with a speech insulting to Ireland.

He agreed with the Morning Chronicle that the speech

was a compound of impudence and stupidity ; but, mark,

he was not speaking of the Queen. Kings, indeed,

condescended to scold him, and Queens also would say

something harsh concerning him. Of William the Fourth's

speech he had said at once that it was base, brutal, and

bloodv ; of the present he said that it was insolence and

stupid'ity combined. The Tories hold her Majesty in

chains. They have the Parliament at their back, and she

cannot escape from them. But, oh ! he wished she had

spoken that speech by commission, and that she had not

delivered it in person. He regretted that they made her

do this thing herself. This is their worst crime. He
entertained for her Majesty a sort of parental feeling. She

had the hearts of the Irish people at her command.

in the Isle of Arran, where they are bred in the highest

state of perfection, and are prized for their extraordinary

size, many of them weighing from 12 to 14 lbs.

Aberdeen.—The Bishop of Aberdeen, Dr. Skinner, has

published a pastoral letter, announcing that the Rev. Sir

William Dunbar, Bart., late minister of St. Paul's Chapel

in that town, has renounced his canonical obedience, and

withdrawn himself from the jurisdiction of the Scottish

Episcopal Church, contrary to his ordination vows. The
Bishop, therefore, acting under the provisions of Canon

XLL, declares that the said Sir W. Dunbar has ceased to

be a Presbyter of the Church, and that all his ministerial

acts are without authority ; and solemnly warns all faithful

people to avoid all communion with the said Sir William

Dunbar in prayers and sacraments, or in any way giving

countenance to him in his present course.

Dalmarnock.—The Glasgow papers state that George

Wilson, the steeple-climber, who had acquired some
celebrity by his repairs of Carrickfergus steeple in Ireland,

and of several tall chimneys in the manufacturing towns,

met his death on Thursday week, in the inside of a pipe

at the Springfield dye-works, Dalmarnock. The pipe, it

appears, which is 18 inches in diameter, had been recently

laid down between the works and the river, but previous

to bringing it into use, it was necessary to clear it of the

mud and rubbish which had gathered within it. Wilson

applied to clean it, but his offer was declined, because he

was much intoxicated at the time. The unfortunate man,

however, entered the pipe when those in charge were

temporarily away from its mouth, and for the course o

an hour and a half he was heard shouting for help* ^very

effort was made to get him out, but life was extinct before

he could be extricated. He used to make his ascents on

chimneys and steeples without scaffolding, by merely

fixing amongst the bricks little sharp pieces of wooa lor

the hands and feet, and thus he made a pathway to the

-j. i._ _i • u - -i*. .*iA mnw-filv venture to ascend.

V

They would have died for her. Was it not treasonable in [
summit by which a cat would scarcely venture
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Inverness.—The number of strangers at present in the
Highlands is greater than has been witnessed for many
years. Steam-boats, coaches, carriages, and inns are
crowded, and every scene and object of interest is daily
visited by large parties. Prince Alexander of the Nether-
lands, the Dukes of Marlborough and Leeds, and
numerous visitors, have arrived for the sporting season.
The reports from the Moors show that the grouse are
plentiful though not equal to last season for numbers or
quality. Mr. A. Campbell, M.P., of Monzie, bagged to
his own gun on the 12th, 184£ brace of full-grown grouse,
6 mountain hares, and 5 snipes.

very important experiments. The result has been, that human being could make his manonas^Trw^not one single nerson of the. sixtv.si* W hot>n *^„i- a „*„„„., ~i„J„ I, / ,

ake nis/nano passages. Onecircum-

THEATRICALS.
Haymarket.-At this theatre last week Mr. Planche

presented the public with a picturesque and agreeable
little piece under the title of Who's your Friend; or, the
Queensberry FUe. The period is fixed in the year 1728,
and the scene of the first act is in the grounds of the
Duchess of Queensberry, where a file champelre is held
under the patronage of royalty. Throughout the piece,
royalty, nobility, and gentry agree for once to throw off
their fine titles and court dresses, and play the parts of
shepherds and shepherdesses, millers and milkmaids, under
the assumed names of Chloe, Daphnis, Amaryllis, Lubin,
&c. The shepherds and shepherdesses, however, do not
affect to live in the golden age of the poets, but in the
region of Dresden china, recorded to us by the chimney-
pieces of our grandmothers, when every shepherd wore
his hair nicely frizzed and powdered, played on a gold
flute, and wore a waistcoat spotted with gold flowers,
while every shepherdess had a hat with a gilt edge, and
fondled a lamb with gilt feet. The main feature of the
plot is the appearance of a real countryman among this
artificial creation, in one Giles Fairland (Mr. C. Mathews)
who comes raw from Somersetshire in search of some
lady to whom he has an introduction, with a view to his
obtaining a situation. The opportunity for playing off a
practical joke upon his fellow masqueraders is too good
to be neglected by a lively baronet who personates a
miller

;
and he at once determines upon introducing Giles

to the festivities, representing him to be a Russian Baron,
with an unpronounceable name, who has created an
immense sensation in Paris. The only instructions he
gives to Giles are to dance and make free with every
body, and if any lady should call him " Baron," to kiss
ner. These instructions he obeys with an alacrity truly
astonishing to the weak nerves of the polite assembly.He kisses the Countess, he kisses Lady Bab Blazon
{M™. G lover), he kisses the Duchess of Queensberryher-
self

;
in fact, he kisses all the ladies, young and old, run-

ning after them like a wild colt, and knocking down any-
uunaMn the shape of a man who dares to interpose. But
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he is her foster-brother. She therefore concealflt^a while in a summer-house, where he puts on a courtdress (not the pastoral dress) belonging to a Vis™.-
shepherd, and then escapes from the place with ti"Countess. Of course, there is a good deal of jealousy 1the part of Sir Felix, the recognised suitor of the Coun
tess, and loud complaints from the Viscount at the loss?f his velvet suit, which occasion some amusing scenesm the course of which the latter are ingeniously returned'and the former appeased ; and then all ends merrilv -is

'

Carriage bell. The part of Giles was excellently sustain,.JD
y Mr. C. Mathews. He gave the country dialect with greateffect, and by his heartiness and bluntness really madea '' character." The piece was most warmly receivedand

I
was announced for repetition every evening by Mr'

jathews, amid loud applause. The two scenes in whichle action takes place are remarkable specimens of ennAl»ste, fully reviving the best days of the Olympic.
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not one single person of the sixty-six has been attacked
by plague, or his health affected in the slightest degree by
the experiments to which he has been subjected. The
Commissioners state that the quality of the materials has
not been in any way deteriorated by the action of the
neat

; that the colours of the various manufactured articles
nave not been dimmed or changed

; that the experiments
have been attended with scarcely any cost ; and that
securities may thus be obtained against the communica-
tion of plague at an exceedingly small expense.

si MonsterBell.—A few days since an immense bell, the
largest ever cast in, England, weighing no less than 7 tons
il cwt. 2 qrs. and 121bs., was shipped on board the Lady
feeaton, lying in the London Dock. This bell, which is
intended for the new Catholic cathedral at Montreal, was
cast at the foundry of Messrs. Mears and Sons, White-
chapel, and has attracted the attention of a great number
of persons. Some idea may be formed of its immense size,
from the fact that it required 10 tons of fused metal to
form the cast, and the casting itself weighs upwards of
7 tons and a half, that its diameter at the edge is 7 feet
three inches, that its clapper weighs upwards of 3 cwt.

;the wood work, which is composed of old English oak
one ton

; the iron work more than half a ton, and that
the bell itself is heavier than the Great Tom of Lincoln
by 32 cwt. The bell, it is stated, has been paid for from
a fund subscribed by the merchants, artificers, agricul-
turists, and inhabitants of Montreal, and has cost, with its
wood-work, &c, upwards of 1200/.

Statistics of Paris.—The Courrier Francis states that
the number of indigent poor in Paris has varied consider-
ably since the commencement of the present century. In
1804 it was 86,936; in 1805, 190,705; in 1807, 97,914 •

m 1808, 116,703; in 1809, 118,202 ; in 1810, 121 801 •

m 1811,116,670; in 1812, 93,836 ; in 1813, 102,806
';and at present the number receiving relief amounts to

P^,o39. The National observes, that it is not without
interest to consider the sums expended within the last
•^4 years in the improvement and embellishment of Paris
which have rendered it one of the finest cities in the
world. Expended on works relative to the distribution of
water, aqueducts, reservoirs, fountains, 30,986,347f.
in flagging and paving, I7,644,061f. ; in purchases for
enlargmg the public avenues, 39,047, 708f. ; the construc-
tion of commercial edifices as well as in objects of art
and decoration, 62,984,919f. ; in the purchase of ground
necessary for those ed;fices,l 7,802,729f. ; total , 1 68,4 65,764 f.Human Infusoria.—At the last sitting of the Academy
of Sciences, a very curious paper was read from M. Mandl,
entitled, " Microscopic Investigations as to the Nature of
the Tartar and mucous covering of the Tongue and Teeth "
If we are to believe M. Mandl's microscope, the human
mouth is a perfect cemetery, where millions of infusoria?
find their catacombs. Leuvvenhouk had already told us

aX
be

(A\
Umari mouth was peopled with infusory animals,

and that the mucous secretions,' on its surface served as
heir ocean

;
but it remained for M. Mandl to discover

that the tartar which covers the teeth is formed of the
mountains of the dead of these inhabitants of this ocean.
M. Mandl knows not to what cause to attribute the origin
of these microscopic animals, but he has ascertained, he
says, that they are most numerous in persons who live on
spare diet, and are instantly killed by ardent spirits.

Fossil Geology of London.—A few days ago as some
workmen were digging a new sewer for the hotel erect-
ing opposite Cadogan-pier, Chelsea, at about 18 feet from
the surface, they discovered a great variety of fossil

bones, forming the skeletons of various animals, some of
which are of enormous magnitude, consisting of the mas-
todon, the elephant, the ox, the elk, the hyena, the
wolf, &c, all or which are in good preservation. Many
of the specimens have been selected, and are now in the
possession of the Rev. Mr. Kingsley, rector of the parish.

The Comet.—The Canton papers of April 1st. state that

the comet which caused so much sensation in Europe had
been visible from Manilla and Singapore since the begin-
ning of March, but during almost all that time the weather
at Canton had been so unsettled, and the sky so continu-
ally overcast, that it was only seen there for the first time
on the night of the 28th. The comet itself was barely

visible to the naked eye, but its tail was of great extent,

about 40 degrees, and quite straight. "At present," it-

adds, " it sets at about half-past tenin the south-west, and
when first seen disappeared soon after nightfall; it is

probable, therefore, that it will remain visible a long
while. We believe this to be a comet hitherto unknown.
As may be supposed, the Chinese arein great consternation
about it, believing that it forebodes evil."

The Singing Mouse.—This heading, strange as it ap-
pears, is not a fiction, as the incredulous may ascertain to

their complete satisfaction by a visit. We give the fol-

lowing account, furnished us by an intelligent corre-
spondent :—I have much pleasure in endeavouring to
give you some account of a musical phenomenon which I
have just beheld and heard. I will do so in as lucid a
manner as I am able. This wonder is in the shape of a
" singing mouse !

" Let it not raise the smile of in-
credulity, for sing it does in verity. The little creature is

the common house-mouse, of the masculine gender. When
I heard him he was in full song—having all the notes of a
full-grown canary. The imitation in the sostenulo pas-

sages and cadences of that bird was perfect. I feel

assured that no deception was practised, for by the aid of

a powerful glass, which I purposely borrowed, I could

observe the tremulousness of the throat ; and I asked the

proprietor to retire from the room for a moment, which he
did, in order that I might convince myself that I was not
being made the dupe of ventriloquism. I then placed my
ear close to him, and the effect was still the same. No

stance places this beyond doubt ; for sometimes parties
have to wait a considerable time before he will pipe. \n
instance of this kind happened recently at the Palace
where he was taken for the little Prince of Wales and the
Princesses to hear him. But I was informed that
he fully made up for this silence by afterwards sing,
nig more lustily than he ever did before. He requires
to be attentively observed and by so doing yoa catch his
variety. When quite still his notes are surpassingly dis-
tinct, and have all that peculiarity of the notes of the
canary when he is singing himself to sleep. When he
was in motion I tried the effect of sound upon him, by
vibrating a tuning-fork upon the table. This, although
repeated several times, neither deterred him from singing
nor m the slightest degree alarmed him. If I may hazard
a conjecture, his pitch is more than an octave above that
of the bird he imitates. It is very difficult to guess how
this faculty got into him ; for, supposing that he listened
to the canary from his hiding place, the larynx is not
formed for such a purpose. However, I must leave the
matter to physiologists and modern Daines Barringtons
simply contenting myself with silent wonder, now and
then exclaiming " prodigious !" Its history is somewhat
interesting. The wife of the man to whom it belongs
(they were poor people, but are now on the high road to
competence) occupied the second flat of a mean house in
Redcross-square, Cripplegate, and, "save the mark,"
at a tailor's. One night, not being able to sleep for what
she conceived the gentle singing of her bird, she removed
the cage

;
but the singing remained, and not coming from

the quarter in which the poor innocent Dick was placed,
it both puzzled her and excited her curiositv for the rest
of the night. The noise was of a flitting kind, like Ham.
let's ghost, sometimes here, sometimes there. She, how-
ever felt convinced that it came from the wainscot, and
she was right. A trap was set, and two nights afterwards
the syren was caught, which is likely to prove a golden
egg to this knight of the goose.—Globe.

Fossil Mammalia of England.—At the recent meeting
of the British Association at Cork, Professor Owen read
his report on the Fossil Mammalia of England. This
was commenced at the request of the Association, and at
Manchester he gave an account of those extinct quadru-
peds the extremities of which were terminated by hoofs.
He gave instances of the fossil remains of a species of
monkey, a bat, several species of bears, hyena, badger,
weasel, wolf, and a gigantic species of tiger now unknown,
with a gigantic beaver three times the size of the present
beavers of North America. He first described the fossil
remains of the elephant. Many naturalists (and amongst
others Cuvier), in endeavouring to prove that these mam-
malia were natives of the country in which they were
found, were reminded of the elephants brought to Rome
by Pyrrhus, yet, when they crossed the German Ocean,
and found similar fossil remains in Britain, where there
is no account of any being brought, with the exception of
one by Julius Caesar, they had ample grounds for supposing
that they were formerly natives ; and in support of this
argument many of them were discovered in Ireland, where
Ca?sar never put his foot. The remains which had been
found differed much from both the Asiatic and the African
species, chiefly in the formation of the teeth. In the
rossil ivory there were fissures, with a kind of enamel
or cement, so that they always retained their cha-
racter^ ln the African elephant this character in the
ormation of the teeth is in the form of a lozenge, but
tjiey are in parallel lines in the Asiatic elephant, where
the teeth are much broader. The most common fossil
teeth found have the ivory and enamel more like the
Asiatic elephant than the 'African, but the streaks are
much narrower in the former, and the teeth are much
broader in their extent— distinctions which were first dis-
covered by Cuvier in 1796. There were about 3,000
extinct species of mammalia discovered, not one of which
could be mistaken for the African elephant, besides which
some of the fossil elephants were coated with hair or wool
which had also been discovered in a mammoth found in
Siberia. The bone of the fore-leg has in some instances
been found 11 feet long, and the fossil remains have been
dug up in all parts of England, upwards of 2,000 speci-
mens having within the last 12 years been dredged up on
the coast off Yarborough. He next alluded to two species
of horse, one of which was about the size of the common
mule, and might have belonged to a species of Zebra,
and the other about 13 hands high. There was in this
class the gigantic elk, commonly called the Irish elk, but
that was an erroneous name, as it did not belong to the
elk, but to the deer species. The horns were different
from those of the elk, being broad at the base and narrow
as they approach the top, the species approaching closer
to the rein-deer than to any other. There was another
species of deer which could not be distinguished from the
red deer, but that it was much larger, and the remains of
which were found in great abundance in Essex Norfolk
and Suffolk, as was also a species of roebuck. '
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ng a,,d wounding the police constable!with intent to murder him. Mr . M . chambers, who prosecutedon this indictment, said, that as the prisoners were already ennvicted of a capital offence, it would not be necessary to go intothe evidence upon the second indictment. The prisoners weSthen called up for judgment, and Mr. Justice Williams said, that
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the offence of which they had been convicted was one for which

they had forfeited their lives. The extremity of the law would

not be carried out, but they must expect to receive the most

severe punishment next to that of death. The Judge then

ordered the sentence of death to he recorded, with the under-

standing that the prisoners should be transported to a penal

settlement for the remainder of their lives. The Judge then

called up the constable Lutchford, and, after eulogising his

conduct, directed that a gratuity of \5l. be awarded to him.

Alter the disposal of a few unimportant cases, the Court pro-

ceeded to the case of Barnard Gregory, proprietor of the Satirist

newspaper, charged with publishing certain false and malicious

libels on the character of his Highness the Duke of Brunswick,

and on Mr. Vallance, his Highness's solicitor. On the case

being called over, a short consultation took place between the

defendant and his counsel, at the conclusion of which. Mr. Pren-

dergast and Mr. Clarkson said they had been instructed by their

client to follow the course which had been adopted on a former

and similar occasion, namely to withdraw the plea of;' Not

Guilty," and to plead "Guilty" to the charges contained in the

indictments then before the Court. With respect to the allega-

tions contained in the indictment, the defendant was anxious

that it should he understood that he never intended to convey

the imputations against the Duke of Brunswick or Mr. Vallance

which it was imputed toMm in these indictments that he had con-

veyed, and thattbere was not the slightest, danger of any repeti-

tion of the alleged libels: and all they had to request on the

defendant's part was, that the Court would not pass sentence

upon him until nextsession. They made this application on the

ground that defendant had expected that he should be allowed

to traverse the case, and was consequently not prepared with

affidavits which he had been desirous of filing for the information

of the Court. The Clerk of the Arraigns then said—Barnard

Gregory, are you desirous of retracting your pleaof not guilty to

the indictment againstyou, and of pleading guilty. Defendant—

lam. Mr. Bodkin said, he appeared on the part of his Highness the

Duke of Brunswick and Mr. Vallance, who had both been made

the objects of repeated and scandalous attacks in the Satirist

newspaper, the attacks on the latter gentleman being solely

grounded on the fact of his rendering his professional assistance

to the Duke of Brunswick. His learned friends for the defence

had thought fit to adopt the course which had been adopted on a

former and similar occasion. Of course, it was not for him on

the part of the prosecution to interfere. He understood, from

what had fallen from his learned friends, that it was desired

that the judgment of the Court upon these indictments should,

for some purpose or other, stand over until the next session.

Now he wished it to he clearly understood that to the course pro-

posed the counsel for the prosecution were neither directly nor

indirectly any parties whatever. He reminded the Court that

the same course had been adopted in a former case, but had not

led to those results which the promises of the defendant had held

out to the prosecutors. Mr. Baron llolfe said, that as he was at

present informed it was quite impossible for him to pass sentence

iipon the prisoner, as the facts were not before him. If the case

had gone to trial, the facts would have been gone into, and he

should have then seen what course it would be necessary to

pursue ; but as the matter now stood, he had obviously;no means

of knowing whether or not the punishment which the defendant

ought to receive should be as severe as the law would allow, or

merely nominal. All he knew was that the defendant had

pleaded guilty to the publication of two libels, which might have

been a very serious offence, or a matter bordering upon no

offence at all. He did, therefore, think either that the course

vroposedin the application to the Court should be pursued, or

that he should be furnished with affidavits, in aggravation or

mitigation, to enable him to pass sentence upon the prisoner this

session. After some discussion the defendant entered into

securities, himself in 8C0/. and two bails in 400^. each to surrender

for judgment on the first day of next session.

ASSIZK IVTKf.LIGKNCE.—NORTHERN CIRCUIT, LIVERPOOL.—

Rishtonv. Nesbitt.—This was a writ of right, beingthe last which

can be tried, it having been commenced before the expiration of

the time limited by the late act for the improvement ol the laws

relating to real property for bringing such actions. Various pro-

ceedings have from time to time been had in this case at previous

assizes! and the actual trial has been postponed for want of

the completion of the numerous forms and ceremonies necessary

to this form of action. On the present occasion, Mr. Archbold

moved that the knights summoned should be called on to appear.

SirT Potter, Sir G. Drinkwater, Sir J. Walmsley, and Sir T.

Branber answered to the call, being girt with swords. The

knights were then sworn, and appointed 20 jurors to try witn

them the writ at a future assize.

The Ashton Murder.—Jo7in Hulme was indicted for the wilful

murder of Thomas Garland, at Ashton-unrier-Lme, on the 3 1st

October, 1S40. In the autumn of 1S40 there was a strike among

the «awvers of Ashton-undcr-Linc, in consequence of which the

masters procured fresh hands. The turn-outs resented this by

attacking the newcomers, and great riots were the consequence.

In the midst of these violent proceedings a man named Cooper

was murdered, and the prisoner was implicated in this transac-

tion but acquitted. He afterwards went to America, and returned

in June or July last, when he was apprehended for tMe offence

with which he now stood charged. It appeared that among the

persons injured during the affray, the deceased Garland was

sevcely wounded by the prisoner, particularly in the finger,

whic terminated in a lock-jaw, and death ensued. Mr. Justice

"Wiehi nan having summed up the evidence, the Jury returned a

verdict of Guilty of manslaughter. The Judge, after making

some observations upon the nature of the offence, and the crimi-

nality of the circumstances which led to it, sentenced the prisoner

to be transported for life.

The Preston Guild Robbery.—John Anderson was indicted tor

feloniously receiving seven Bank of England notes for 100/. each,

thepropertyof one John Marquis, well knowing the same to have

been stolen. The circumstances of the robbery were fully given

in this Paper alter the last Preston Guild, and the particulars ot

the prisoner's connexion with a person called Jennings, a clerk

in the Branch Bank of England at Liverpool, have been noticed

in recent numbers. The evidence adduced to trace the notes and

identify the property was very long and complicated. S** e™1

bankers' clerks proved the payment to the prisoner, and the

number of the notes, and many witnesses traced them from hand

to hand till they were again returned to the bank. The evidence

of J ennings disclosed a scene of profligacy scarcely to be credited.

He said that he got "]U 10s. for changing each of the \Wl. notes,

and that the prisoner told him they were part of the Preston-

Gulw^obbe^yf ThSe was also a note of l ,000/. which he said he

got from the prisoner, and which was part of a sum of 3 000/.,

which he prisoner said had been taken from the pocket of Mr.

Blakemore%I.P.,aS he stepped out of an «»*^JS~JHe had been watched out of a bank. One of the party watched

him back to the bank, when he complained of the ^bMcr, but

was disbelieved, and told that he wanted to cheat his creditors

The other thief started immediately for Liverpool with the moncj.

It was the possession of that 1,000/. which led to the apprehension

of Jennings, who had deposited it as security for a loan or m,
Jennings also got a breast-pin from the prisoner lor changing

two 50/ notes. His evidence was corroborated in many material

points by other witnesses. Mr. "Wilkins addressed the jury lor

the prisoner, and discussed the evidence at considerable length.

The Judge summed up the case, and the Jury returned a verdict

of Guilty: Me was then sentenced to be transported for u years.

Homk Circuit, Croydon.—The Queen v. Arthur tfi/Zfl.—ThiS

was an indictment against the detendant (or a nuisance, arising

out of the mode of his carrying on the business of a vitriol

manufacturer at Batlersea. The indictment was very long, and

contained a great number of counts, but they were all to the same

effect, charging the defendant with causing noxious smells and

vapours, to the annoyance of the passengers upon the highway

near his manufactory, and to that of the inhabitants o the

neighbourhood. Mr. Thesiger addressed the Jury at some

length, and explained the circumstances under which the indict-

ment was instituted against the defendant. It appeared that he

is the proprietor of a vitriol manufactory at Battersea near the

Red House, and it was alleged that the works carried on were

the means of occasioning noxious effluvia, which was not only

destructive to the crops growing in the neighbourhood, but also

injurious to the health of persons living at some considerable

distance from the spot, and even across the river. It was also

alleged that persons travelling in steam-boats up and down the

river were materially inconvenienced by the noxious effluvia

that issued from the defendant's premises. A number of wit-

nesses were examined in support of the prosecution, among

whom were Messrs. Brande, Phillips, and Cooper, the chemists,

all of whom deposed to the noxious character of the effluvia that

issued from the manufactory of the defendant. Mr. James,

however, in cross examination of Mr. Brande, elicited, that if

the effluvia were Sufficient to cause inconvenience on the oppo-

site side of the river, it must of necessity be destructive to the

vegetation of the immediate neighbourhood, which it was

distinctly proved was not thecase. After a great deal of evidence

had been adduced, a suggestion was thrown out that the matter

in dispute might be more satisfactorily settled by arbitration;

and alter some consultation between Counsel, it was at length

arranged that scientific persons should he appointed to view the

premises, and that such arrangements should be made for carry-

ing on the business as to prevent inconvenience to the public in

future. The Jury were discharged without returning any verdict.

Western Circuit, Bridgkwater.—John Skirmer and seven

other persons, who were acquitted on a former day during the

assizes of the felony of destroying a house erected for collecting

tolls' were now indicted for a misdemeanour in pulling down the

toll-house. The evidence was given at great length at the former

trial, and left no doubt on the minds of the Court as to the facts,

although, to the surprise of the Judge and bar, the Jury acquitted

the prisoners. On this second occasion, on the part ot the Crown,

all the Jurymen were challenged who had sat upon the previous

trial The same evidence precisely was then gone through. I he

accomplice was called, but he was confirmed in several particu-

lars by other persons. Mr. Justice Coleridge, in summing up,

told the Jury that they had nothing to do with the former verdict,

nor had they to do with any grievance which might have been

supposed to exist; the only question for them was, whether any

or either of the prisoners took part in the proceedings of that

nio-ht The Jury, in a few minutes, returned a verdict of Not

Guilty The learned Judge then addressed the prisoners in the

following terms :-Prisoners at the bar, you have been tried a

second time, and the jury have thought fit to find YOu not guilty.
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request. Nothing said about Cotherstone. Derby.-"* to l

agst Mr. Lichtwold's Leander (taken) ; 40 to 1 agst Mr. Payne's

Vat- colt (taken).

Agricultural Salt, clean, per ton, 86*

_ — foul, per ton, 82*

— fine, per ton, 45*

Alexander's Compost, per bush., i* iUl

Bleaching Powder, per cwt., 30*

itune-duBt and halt-inch Bone, per

quartex, m*
Iti'inistonp, per ton, 1U
Clarke's desiccated Compost, per hiia.,

8/ 12j 6*d ..

Daniell's Bristol Manure, according

to quantity, per bushel, lOrf

Guano (foreign), per cwt., 10*6// to 12*

_ Potter's English, according to

quantity, per cwt., 12a fld

Gypsum, according, to quantity, per

ton, 82a (id to 40.?

Hunt's New Fertiliser, per bush., isftd

Muriateof Ammonia, per cwt. 20* to 24«

_ Lime, per cwt-, 0* to 10*

Nitrate ofSoda, according to quantity,

duty paid, per cwt., 1(J* to 17* Qd

Phosphate of Ammonia, chrystals, per

lb., 2* 3d
pulverised, „

ready for use, per cwt., 20* to 2-1*

1'husphate of Soda

PRICES OF MANURES.
Phosphate of Lime, per cwt.,10*to!2j
Super Phosphate of Lime, per cwt-, 18*

Petre, Salt, per ton, M
Poittevin's disinfected Manure, per

quarter, 13* 6/1

— concentrated do., per qr., 30*

Rape-dust, according to quantity, per
ton, 5/ 15* to 07 10*

Rock Salt, per ton, 3/
Saltpetre, per cwt-, 25* Oil to 27*
Silicate of Potash (pure), lump, per

^
cwt., 56*

;
powder, CO*

Soda Ash, per cwt.. 14*

Sulphate ot Ammonia, per cwt., lfl*

— of Iron, per ton,— of Soda, per ton, 6/

Sulphur, per cwt., Hi
Sulphuric acid, according to strength,

per lb., l^rf to 2^d
Trimmer's Composition for Clover,

per cwt., 8*

Do. Do. foi Wheat, with Silicate of

Potash, per cwt., 32*
T)o. Compost lor Turnips, perewt., 8*
Watson's Compost, per cwt-, 10*

Urate, per ton, 51

MARK LANE, Friday, September, l.—There have been a

few arrivals of new English Wheat, which was in middling con-

dition, and prices are down 2s. per qr.— foreign is held on the

same terms, and there being a large arrival of ships from the

Baltic the buyers held off purchasing. Barley, Peas, and Beans

are unaltered in value. The Oat trade is very heavy, and rather

lower.
BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . Wh
- Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire.

te

Barley Waiting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . .
to!®nd

|
Northumberland and Scotch . .. . *eea

Irish * fied

Rve / 'mV
Beans. Mazagan, old and new . 22 to 27 } IC*

PiKeon, Heligoland . . 211 to 34 Winds.

P«a«, White 2«to35 Maple

5. S.

4< to f,6

47 to 63
2H to 32
lfito 25
— to —
1G to 23
_ to —
22 to 29— to —
30 to 33

S. S.
Red 44 to 53
White — to—
Grind. 24 to 30
Feed 16 to £5
Potato 17 to 25
PotatolG to 24

Harrow 25 to 32
I<onj;pod — to—
Grey 2» to 30

They are the judges of the fact, and are responsible to God

their own consciences for the verdict they have pronounced. It

is not for me to pass any opinion upon that verdict
;
they have

been iustified in their own minds in coming: to that conclusion.

I profess to say I don't understand it. You appear to me, a of

von to be decent and respectable men. I see nothuig at al.-I

July

AllRUflt

21

28
4
11

18
25

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

JKLY IMPKIUAI , AVERAGES.
Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rye. -Beans. Peas.

54 2 29 10 20 O; 37 6. 30 5 88 U
57 7
GO 9

ol 2

31 2 21 36 2 31 1 33 I)

32 4 21 5 37 1 31 S) 34 4

32 11 21 9 30 7 32 1 33 7

59 10 33 11 21 6 37 1 32 6 34 ill

56' 8

58 4

32 11

32 2

20 7 31 8 31 10 33 9'

21 36 4 31 7 34

14 6 6 6 6 10 6 8 6

know nothing: at all -of you in any other matters. You lave

conducted yourselves properly during the trials. I do hope that

so far as in you lies, you will not be seduced by these two verdicts

into the performance at any time of that which is unlawful and

riotous. If you took part in these proceedings, it was, as you

must all have known, a breach of the law; and we have had, and

have at this moment, too fresh and too sadan example of the danger

there is in beginning to break the law. People who begin, and

neople who wink at, such breaches, and suffer such breaches of

the law to pass unpunished, little know of what consequence it

may be. I do hope and advise you not to be induced to do a*ny-

thiiie of the kind, either for the second time or the first, as it may

be You may all be discharged ;
and I advise you to go home

peaceably, and don't consider this as a triumph.

Sprrky Sessions, Choyd ox.-Derby CtaAa.-TheTown Hall

Croydon, was on Saturday crowded by persons anxious to hear

the decision of the bench upon an information laid against the

English
Irish .

Foreign

English
Irish .

Scotch .

Foreign
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ARRIVALS IN THE
Flour. I

Wht.
Sk3. — Brls. 6886

- „ 297
6ii*l ,, 30012

RIVER LAST WEEK.

tt

Bar!.
163
639
1759

Malt.
1942

5

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.
Wheat
2360

\

170003

Barley
140

f>270

Oats.

8381
53113
1929

Oats
1050

128JO

DUO

Hye.
J0
30

Tins.

525
Peat
432

342

Flour
1970 Sk»

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
-DECLARATION OF INSOLVENCY.-!'. P. R. Woolley, St. Lawrence,

^"^rT^'sUPERSEDKD-W. T. Sumpter, Brudenell-plaoe, New
N
BANTRUFTS

n
iG. Threaded, Finsbury-circus.builder-.T. Fell Oakley-

street, Lambeth, soda manufacturer -J- Jeans, Poole, Dorsetshire, post-master

tion, and the enormous amountsinvolvcd in them, the proceeding

caused a good deal of anxiety. It will be unnecessary to state

more than that the information was laid under an old Act of Par-

but now of John-street, Bedford-row, lodKing-house keeper-T. M- Mortofl,

Biahopwate-Btreet Within—J- B. MonteHore, Nicholas-lane. City, I"™'* ;7
J. Puklord, HafcWove, Cheshire, plumber-J. Allen, Alfreton, ^Wf"£
innkeeper- J. J- M. M. Scott, Liverpool, corn-merchant— i. Hitcncoi.ic,

A Irewr.s, Staffordshire, worsted manufacturer—G. Parsons, Long Sutton, wn-

1, surgeon—J. Lythgoe, Liverpool, cooper. p
;H JSEOUKSTRATIONS— J. A mot, Edinburgh, merchant—W- *»colnshire

SCOTCH SEQUKST
Seller, Peterhead, merchant.

i not been withheld. He should show that a scnemc y»d&

d—that money was advanced, and that prizes were (US-

and if he did this he had very little doubt that the bench

id it to be their duty to convict the defendants of the

1 and rCUSCniCNUua ^aiuv, ^**.*~« -..~ o — -

Club, and that a number of persons subscribed small sums o

money, to be divided amongst the winners at such unlawful

<ran c and that they also issued tickets in furtherance of the said

SSSievoM anS illegal game, for which they had forfeited he

Bum of 200* Mr. Thomas, barrister, appeared in support of the

Lfor«*K which purported to be laid by William Kerrod,-soda

water manufacturer, of Chelsea, and said that the defendants

were charged with having set up a certain unlawful scheme or

e-ime to induce persons to advance small sums of money, which

were ultimate" divided into prizes, the first being 70/. The per-

on who had gained the second prize had brought anacdouto

recover the amount, and the judges who tried the action had de-

cided that thSe lotteries were illegal. He then proceeded to say

?hat thisinformation would never have been laid if the second

prize had not been withheld. He should show that a scheme was

published

—

tributcd; i

offence'imputed to'them . After some evidence had been given m
support of the information, Mr. Adams said he was clearly of

on nion that the information could not be supported upon the Act

o Parban ent on which it had been framed. The. preamble of

that Act, and the different sections in it, showed that it was in-

tended to put down what were termed " little goes," which were

depending upon the public lotteries that existed at that time

The term! of the Act were :-" Any scheme for advancing small

sums ofmoney by a number of persons, to he divided in prizes in

some public lottery." That could not be made to applly to tlic

present case, for supposing all the facts to be proved, they only

showed that a number of persons had advanced money to be di-

vided among themselves, and not at all in the manner referred to

by the Act of Parliament under which the information was framed

He therefore, felt no difficulty in coming to the conclusion that

£• SorSatton must be dismissed. The Chairman sa,d he quite

concurred in what had fallen from his brother magistrate and

ho was dec cdly of opinion that this Act of Parliament did riot

anuTy^o Derby Clubs/as they were termed. Mr Thomas trusted

That the bench would not allow it to go lorth to the world of pub-

cans that Xse clubs were legal. Mr. Adams said he should

B ive no opinion onthe subject. Itwas q.nle enough for them to

decide up<m any case when it was brought before them. Mr.

Thomas- It would be very dangerous to let it go forth_ to the

world that it is not an offence to set up a Derby Club. If this
i

Act

of Parliament does not apply, there are plenty of means by which

they may be punished. Mr. Adams: All we can say is, that

when an offence is proved, it shall be punished. The information

was then dismissed.

at 19, 'St. James'B-jq., the lady ot" Charles Sumner, Ktq , of 8 daughter-On <

20th ult., at Pilton House, Barnstaple, the lady of the Kev- Bouiehier Sa\i'«»

Vicar <if Oltehampton, of a son, still-horn. n-i,„mas
MAlllUED— On the UOth ult., at St. George's Church, Hanovcr-sq.,.l.nov.'.„

nan, R.N., to Louisa, second daughtci of Lieut John Finlayson,

DIED— On the 27th ult., Sir T. Charles Morgan—On the in t.,
St

A?
residence, William-street, I.owndes-square, Sir Cliarlea Morgan lvn,Bi"r n i*

Schlierbach, near Heidelberg, on the Sl8t ult-, to the InexpxaaBtlde gXleS ht
family, Sir Keith Alexander Jackson, Bart., late a Captain in the 4tn '-f^

Dragoons—On the 26th ult-, in Park-street, Groavcn«r-square f the Hon- f

Charles Howard—At North Rnncton, Norfolk, a*ed 10, Harriet Alicia, «

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

A S HEAD GARDENER.—A. Chamberlain, Gar-

xl. dener to J. Sparks, Esg., is about to leave his Sitns*
f-

and will be glad to engage in a Nobleman or Gentleman *
ve

vice. He is married, without encumbrance, age 30. Cai
^

an unexceptionable character.— Direct to A. Chamber
West Lodge, Byfleet, S urrey. _—-—-''

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 40, ^£!l
just left his Situation, vhere he lived upwards

,

of / y h .

it to A. B., Mr. Pumuy's, Nurseryman, Shepnera 3
Direct
Middlesex.

agst Lord
SPORTING.

TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.— St. Lbger.— lOtol

iJterueld's Prizefighter (taken freely) ; l* to
.

1 agst;Mr.

WraU.cr'sNutwith (taken freely); 14 to 1 agst LordBxetera

Lucettacolt; 30 to I *gst Major/atbnrgh'B D«^»(ja^
Very little done except in the first two, who were in

ct

great

AS JOURNEYMAN GARDENER.—A young
Jjjj

-£i- 21 years of age, who has had considerable pi a
'

tinff
with

general routine of a Kitchen Garden, is desirous of rn
irnpr0ve

a Situation under a good Gardener, where he co
.

yl be given

himself in Plants and Forcing. A liberal premium ^ care f

for two years' instruction.—Direct, post-paid, to

Mrs. Ayrks, Lea-Bridge, Lewisham, Kent^____. -—

—

TO THE NOBILITY, LANDED PR9^lE
^?^The' Ad-

AS NURSERYMAN, FORESTER, ^t0 ^etwith
XX vertiser, a Scotchman, 40 years of ag©>J"his charge several

an eligible Situation. He has at present
!
in*^nnually fallen from

thousand acres of Fir and Oak, and naY",gh?mself useful in any

80 to 100 tons of bark, is anxious to niaK.^. t ,6 vears he has been

other department, if required. For the last
^ |alop

__Dircct to

in the employ of a Nobleman in the eou" j

Mr. L. Richmond, Walcot, Ludlow, **w* ^

Printed by Messrs. HnAnm/RY and Kvans,

the Piccinct ol Whitefriari, in wjCityo
at tlin OKKirB. 3. Ci[A1u.is-btrki;t, (

dies

(0

(Jahden,
the Okkuk, 3. CMAm.vs-frTiw.. ., ^...»

p municauon3
caex, where all Advertisements and Convmunu,*

tUe WUor.-Saturday, September .» W«-
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INDEX OF TUB PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN
TUB LAST NUMBKR.

I

Amateur's Garden, No. XXXV. (inn b

Aromntics « 609 a

Ci-ment, hydraulic • • * 609

«

Conservatory climbers . • 607"
Dock mud as a manure • . 014 a
Dodder, pernicious effects of - 607 b
Draining, remarks on • . 603
Fuchsias, to strike cuttings of. 616
(Jintr.T, cultivation of • • 606
Heating; remarks on . . . 616
— open tanks, remarks on 60d

Insects, remarks on . . ._6i6'*->

Ipnmo?a Learii, treatment of
Klllngie, a substitute for fer-

menting materials in hotbeds
Labourersj to manage a small
garden, number of . •

Lament, Gardener's >

Lawns, seeds to sow on
Mohl (Dr ), his critique onJLie-

big's Work, continued . •

Mushrooms, remarks on •

New Zealand, remarks on
— — letters respecting

Onions, maggot on • .

I'aper j-havings as a manure .

Pelargonium leaves, spotting of
PicoteeSi list of .

616

607 c

616 c

nun b
616 b

6M b
614 «
605 a
606 a
608 c

616 b
616 c

616 c

614 c

616 c

616 b

616 c

616 c

608 C

Fines, number to put in a bed
26 feet long by 8 . • 616

— scale on, to destroy 6™
Plants, rejuvenescence of,.or thea
culture, &C.j of plants ex-

plained
Plants, trailing evergreen,

list of
Roofs, iron, remarks on -

Roses, greenhou.-e, list of
— hardy, climbing .

—. standard
Strawberry, Myatt's Pine, cul-

ture of
__ Elton, remarks on

Storm, remarkable effects of -

Tank system, Rendle's, remarks
on * •

Testa di Quart ia

Vines, remarks on . • •

Violets, list of good kinds
Weeds, to destroy on gravel

walks •

Weight of fine Horticultural

productions

608
616
607

c

c

a

609 a
608 6
616 b
616 c

616 c

608 b

Wine, to make from common
lliamble— Raisin, to make

614
614

a

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.— Junior
School. Session, 1843— 44. Under the Government of

the Council of the College.

Head Master—Thomas H. Kiev, A.M.
The School will open on Monday, the 25th September. Ine

Session is divided into three terms, viz., from the 25th Septem-

ber to Christmas, from Christmas to Enster, and from Easter to

the 4th August. The yearly payment for each Pupil is 15*., of

which 5/. is paid in advance each term. The hours of attendance

arc from a quarter past nine to three quarters past three, lne

afternoons of Wednesday and Saturday are devoted exclusively

to Drawing1

. .

The subjects taught (without extra charge) are Reading,

Writing, the Properties of the most Familiar Objects, Natural

and Artificial, the English, Latin, Greek, French, and German
Languages; Ancient and Modern History, Geography, both Phy-

sical and Political; Arithmetic and Book-keeping; the Elements

of Mathematics and of Natural Philosophy and Drawing.
Any Pupil may omit Greek, or Latin and Greek, and devote

his whole attention to the other branches of education.

There is a general examination of the Pupils at the end of the

Session, and the prizes are then given.

The discipline of the School is maintained without corporal

punishment. , .

A Monthly Report of the conduct of each Pupil is sent to nis

parent or guardian. Several of the Masters receive boarders.

Further particulars may be obtained at the Office of the College.

Charles C. Atkinson, Secretary to the Council.

The College Lectures in the Classes of the Faculty of Medicine,

commence on the 2nd of October; those of the Faculty of Arts,

on the 16th of October.—August, 1843.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON. —Junior
School.—Mr. W. HASELWOOD, Private Tutor and Assist-

ant Master, receives a limited number of Pupils from the School.

The house adjoins the play-ground of the University, to which
(with permission of the Council) a communication has been
opened for the Pupils' recreation.

Mr. Haselwood undertakes the tuition of the Pupils under
his care In the subjects connected with their College reading, and
in those branches of education that have an immediate refer-

ence to their future prospects in life. Each Pupil has a separate

bed, and the number being limited, a Term's notice is required

prior to removal. .

Further particulars may be obtained by application at Mr.
Haselwood's residence, No . 20, Upper Gower Street.

"UNDER THE~IMMEDIATE PATRONAGE OF HER MOST
GRACIOUS MAJESTY, and H.R.H. PRINCE ALBERT.

THE SALT HILL GRAND DAHLIA SHOW will

-L be held in the Grounds of the Slough Nursery, near to the

Railway Station, on Friday, September 22, 1843, on a Scale un-

equalled at any previous Exhibition.
Prizes.

Amateurs' . . .

Gentlemen's Gardeners
Nurserymen
Seedlings of 1842

Seedlings of 1843

Entrance to the First, Second, and Third Classes, 10*. 6rf. each;

to the Fourth and Fifth Classes, 55. each.

Entrances to be made on or before the 19th of September.

Stands Will be provided for the Exhibitors.

Seedlings not to be exhibited in Standi with named flowers.

No Flowers to be removed before 6 o'clock.

As the first train from the West of England, and the i-past 10

train from London, arrive at Slough before 1 1 o clock, advantage

may be taken of these trains for the conveyance of the blooms, as

the time for staging is extended to 4-past 11 o clock Trains

arrive at the Slough station every hour throughout the day

A Military Band will be in attendance. Admission at 1 o'clock.

Tickets One Shilling each.

All communications to be addressed to Mr. Thomas Brown,

ATSS
Op

eS GUINEAS-OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND,
FOR TWO BLOOMS OF A WHITE DAHLIA.

It was arranged. last year respecting this Prize, that the first

competition for it should take place at the SoJ*h London Exhibi-

tion, on the 19th inst., the second at Salt Hill, and the third at

the Floricultural, on the 26th inst. The Exhibitor, to be entitled

to the Prize, must wjn^tjwo^thcse Exhibitions.

PRIZES for DAHLIASTopen to all England, will be

awarded by the TIIANET FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,
on Tumsdav, September 12. Best 24 Blooms ?L ; 2d do., 4*.

Entrance, 10*.; the whole of the money so ~"ccted will be given

as a Third Prize. Place of Exhibition, Ranelagh Gardens, St.

Peter's, near Margate. -*• <*. Hodgson, Secretary.

St. Peter's Vicarage, Sept. 8, 1843.

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS and othkh BULBS.

YOUELL & Co. beg respectfully to announce they

have received from Haarlem their annual importation of

the above in most excellent condition, adapted cither for Glasses,

Forcing, or open-border culture. Prices as follows.

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . \ fi d
Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . . /

bs
'
pcr aoz '

Extra fine Ditto 9s. to 12s. ,,

Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 18a-. ,,

The scleqtion being left to Youell & Co.
Catalogues may be had on application.

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—For particulars of which see their

Advertisement in last week's Paper.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 7. 18*3- ____.

SPLENdTd^SEEDLI NG PELARGONIUMS, AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co. beg leave to inform the

Public, that they have obtained the entire stock of the fol-

lowing very Splendid PELARGONIUMS, raised by Capt. Tiiur-

tkll, R.N., which possess those qualities now indispensably

requisite in a first-rate flower—good habit, round shape, and firm

petal; and they feel convinced that such novelties cannot fail to

Please those who purchase them, and will greatly improve all

select collections.

I

Pluto (Thurtcll's) 21.?

Horatio Nelson do. 21.9

Phosphorus do. 21s

Princess Royal (Thurtell's) 21*

Fabry Queen do. 21a

Ceres do. 21s

M! espectfully invite the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, ai

ihiii* tn thpir extensive collection of Florists' Flowbr
and

s;

20
25

12

15

s.

10

d

First Class .

Second Class
Third Class .

Fourth Class
Filth Class

12 blooms 4 Prizes.
12 blooms 4 Prizes.
24 blooms 4 Prizes.
4 blooms') Prizes
1 bloom / unlimited.

N ORFOLiTANiTNORWICH HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY —The DAHLIA Show will be held at the Royal

Victoria Gardens, Norwich, on Wednesday.the 2othinst.

The Committee, to meet the general wish of the Members, have

determined to appropriate the entire receipts, on this occasion, in

aid of the Subscription now being raised for Mr. John Bell, of

Bracondalc, who sustained so heavy and serious a loss (upwards

of 2000/.) by the hailstorm of the oth of August last.

Norwich Sept. 7, l843.__ CHAgxM S. Oilman, Hon. Sec.
_

T T WILLMER and SON, King's Road, Chelsea,
«' • bv Armoinlment, Florists to Her Majesty, beg to inform

their pLndfanShe Public, that their stock of CARNATIONS
and PICOTEES are now ready for delivery, and which they offer

The whole collection of six distinct varieties for 5/., package
included.
A description of " Pluto" is given in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of June 17, 1843. " Horatio Nelson" was exhibited at the Cbis-

wick Show In June last, and was greatly admired. A full

descriptive character of all these is contained in L , P., & Co.'s

Catalogue of Pelargoniums, which may be had on application.

Strong plants will be ready for delivery on the 20th October next.

L , p., & Co. beg leave farther to say, that, having in this, as in

the case of Mr. Beck's Seedlings, determined upon making a

great redaction in the prices which Seedling Pelargoniums of the

highest character are usually let out at, they hope in consequence

to meet with an exten sive sale.—Exeter Nursery, Sept. 8, 1843.

ESSRS. TYSO and SON, Wallingford, Berks,

respectfully invite the attention of

the Public, to their extensive collection

assortments of which they offer at the following prices :
-

TULIPS.
In beds, containing an equal number of Roses, Byblcemens, and

Bizarres, under name, arranged for planting.
£ s. d.

1st Assortment.—A bed of 30 rows, or 210 bulbs, includ-

ing many extra fine new sorts .

A bed of 40 rows, or 280 bulbs, ditto

2d Assortment.—Abed of 30 rows, including many very

fine sorts .....
A bed of 40 rows . ditto

Messrs. T. and Son having cultivated the RANUNCULUS
with unparalleled success, are enabled to offer fine strong roots

of splendid named sorts, such as were exhibited by them at the

Surrey Zoological and Chiswick Gardens in June last, and to

which Silver Medals were awarded.
SEEDLING RANUNCULUSES. ,&

*50 Splendid new show varieties, 1 root of each . .10
*50 Very fine named varieties . ditto . • 6

*100 Named Seedling Mixtures 2

100 Fine Seedling Mixtures .°

SEED saved from the above this season, of very superior qua-

lity, in packets of 55. and 10s. each, with printed directions for

sowing and future management.
RANUNCULUSES, in Established Varieties.

*100 Different superb named sorts, 1 root of each .^5
*50 Ditto (

J!
tto

*100 Ditto, fine sorts, ditto .

*100 Extra fine named Mixtures . • "

CARNATIONS, 25 superb named sorts, 1 Pair of each

PICOTEES 25 ditto JJitto •

PINKS 25 ditto ditto

The articles marked thus*, weighing less t^^ra».c«l
now be transmitted by post, and will be sent, carefully packed,

^prepaid, without additional charge to eeijtlemen forwarding

the cash with the order. Parcels too large for post will have

r ants or Roots included to defray the expense of
J™****-.Mpwrs T and SoVs General Descriptive Catalogue may be had

graSs, on pre".aiSp^PcaS InclostajtwojApogtege labels,

DUTCH BULBS.

MESSRS. SUTTON & SONS respectfully announce

the arrival of their choice and extensive collections of

rvAPINTHS IRISES ANEMONES, TULIPS, &c; and from

nltttent o
H
n
S
they devote to the selecting the best sorts in

,
Hol-

toal while i» bloim. they feel confident their Collection this year

surpasses any yet introduced into this country. The prices are at

the same time considerably reduced, owing to the annually in-

creasing quantities which J.S. and Sons import, and the present

facilities of communication with Haarlem. ,,..._,
A Priced descriptive Catalogue is just published, and maybe

had gratis. N. li -Flower-seeds for Autumn sowing just har-

vested 20 showy hardy sorts for 5s.-Read»ngNurse.y, Reading,

Berkshire. . .

rUIEAP" FIRST-RATE PELARGONIUMS — The

\J undernamed Splendid sorts will be sent out in October next

at 4/. 4S . per dozen, to include careful package and carnage paid

to London : - Amyntor, Favourite, Dido, Sapphire, Wonder,

Constellation, Nestor, Rising Sun, Madeline, Fnnoeof Waterloo,

Flash, Queen of Fairies, Enchantress, Camilla, Guide, Fascination,

Countess of Ashburnham, Gipsy, &c. &c. &c.

Some first-rate hybridised Pelargonium Seed, at 10s. 6d. per pkt.

—William Millk r, Providence Nursery^R^msgate, Kent.

iynrXYNE'S NEW SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE has the pleasure of inform-

ing the Nobility, Gentry, Amateurs, and the Trade, that he

i ftq been successful in procuring the stock of Mr. Lyne's new
Pelargoniums, and offers them at the following Prices :-

i tnP»s Princess Alice . 3/. 3s. Lyne's Modesty
.

JD. PARKS, Dartford Nursery, Dartford, Kent,
• has a fine new variety ofLABURNUM, which he has named

" Intermedium," and which Dr. Lindley stated last year to be a
fine, distinct, and desirable kind : sold last season at 10s. M. ; this

season, at the drawing time, it will be 7s. It is of fine robust

habit, pendent in the branches, racemes very long, flowers ofdeep

yellow, and numerously set.

Also a VERBENA PARKSII, raised from seed; resembles

incisa, but of deeper colour and clusters much larger. This is the

first time of offering it to the public; price 2s. Orders can be

supplied from the Nursery, or by applying to Messrs. Hurst 8c

Co*., Florists, Leadenhall-sueet.

J. D. Parks is the author of a small pamphlet on the Spine, is.,

(a direful malady, and but little understood); published by
Brittain, 11, Paternoster-row. Can be obtained Jrom the author

or publisher, under a grf. sta^
:
JMayalso be had of all Booksellers,

~
DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, &c.

FAMES DICKSON and SONS, 32, South Hanover-

•J street, Edinburgh, have just received their First Annual Im-

portation of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, in excellent condition.

They have been selected with the greatest care from the best cul-

tivators in Holland, and consist of the most choice varieties ol

HYACINTHS, and of all the other sorts usually imported. Early

orders are respectfully solicited, which shall meet with immediate

and most careful attention. They would also remind their friends

that the best specimens of Hyacinths which gained the Nursery-

man's Prize at the Horticultural Society's Exhibition were lm-

uorted by them.
, , it . . tt

J D. and Sons will in a short time have completed their full

supply of Natural Grass Sekds, now so much in request, and

proved to be so advantageous for laying down permanent pasture.

At their Nurseries, at Invcrleith and Broughton Park, J. D. and

Sons have always a large Stock of Evkrgueens and Flowering

Shrubs, Fruit and Forest Treks, Seedling and Iransplanted.

Their Evergreens they would particularly recommend to the

notice of their Friends and the Public, being persuaded that in

point of extent and quality, they are not to be equalled by any

Nursery in the kingdom. Hollies, Portugal Laurels,

Laurel Bay*, Laurustinus, and the leading kinds, being all

twice and thrice transplanted, and the finer sorts first raised in

pots and then planted out, they can be lilted with the balls entire,

and transported with 'safety to any distance; also an extensive

Collection of Dahlias, Pansics, Greenhouse, Stove, and Herba-

ceous Plants, &c., to which they regularly add such new sorts as

are considered worthy of cultivation.
* Farm Overseers, Gardeners, Foresters, and Hedgers, re-

nended. |Edinburgh, Sept. l, 1843.*
comm

5 0s. Od,

2 10

2 10

1

3

3

1 10

rpWO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES,— " Lady
J- AMCB PiiKi," 10*. 6d., and "Mrs. Bbxvo.v," 10*. 6rf. per

Dair.—These two splendid Picotecs were raised by the Rev. J.

Burroughes, of Lingvvood Lodge, Norfolk, and kindly presented

bv that gentleman to Messrs. Youk.... & Co. They have already

obtained prizes at the Norfolk and Norwich Ilorti cultural fcxhi-

b tion; and Y. (k Co. feci assured that no further proof of their

superior merits is necessary when they refer to the eminent

"HAn^ci PW ^ * lar*e nd "ell-formed flower,

KUard-leaves and petals throughout of fine form and substance,

Ind of the purest white ; the lacing a delicate rose, and entirely

confined to the edge. This is considered to be greatly superior

to Mrs. Barnard, or any flower of its class, and carries a fine

1°" fr

MRs.' Bknyon " (red edged) also possesses every character

for a first-rate show-flower; petals of splendid size, form, and

substance, and the bloom expanding so correctly as not to

require the aid of dressing, and, like the former, bas a beautiful

lie stoc* being limited, early application will be necessary to

prevent disappointment. Catalogues of their extensive collection

mayV" ha<i on application, and will be found to contain upwards

of 800 of the very best varieties in cultivation, and which are

sent out upon the following terms :-

12 pairs of good show varieties, l pair of each .

fine ditto ditto . .

ditto ditto ditto . .

Extra fine and very superior ditto

ditto ditto ditto

ditto Pinks ditto

ditto ditto ditto . .

The selection being left to Youisll and Co.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 7, 1843.

12 M
£5 tf

12 it

25 it

12 it

25 t>

1

1

3
o
*»

5

1

S.

4
10

10

12

SPLENDID SCARLET GERANIUMS.

THE Lovers of the above general favourite flower are
1

^pccSuUy invil ed to visit Conway's Nursery ,
*mere—

Si Specimens crown upon anew principle, in the o
they
pen

"oSSSv? new "nd "handsome Forcing. Geranium _LANEII,

JHP\THMAN bees to offer the following fine
HENCttflJAJJ oeg

peculiarly suitable to be
• Gbbbnhousb £"TO_Y«wiiE0B -Brachysema viliosa,

grown as Specimen Ptotsftw Exhibit!on^ m j ^ »*,

21*. j fine foliage and splendid
*«*«'Sfolta, SU. S

a new and.

from any previously introduced.

Hovea iilicifolia . . 5s. Orf.

Ditto 15

Hovca pungens .

Ditto do- major
55.

7

Od.

6

Lyne
it

St

it

s Princess
Celestial
Redworth
Apollo
Frinccps

2

2
2
1

2
2
2
10

tt

tt

. ll. Is.

Rose-bud . -11
Dk. of Cornwall, l i

Sunrise . ,11

at the following low prices viz. :—

-

sb' s.

25 Pairs of Carnations or Picotees, Fine Show Varieties . 2 2

12 Pairs Do. Do.
J

25 Pairs of Pinks „ • • .

:

. • *.
l
.

A remittance or referencefrom unknown Correspondents required.

Orders will be executed in strict precedence. The first plants

will be ready after the 6th of November.

Printed descriptions and engravings can be obtained at the

Union-road Nursery, Plymouth ; of Mr. W. Bristow, Seeds-

man Knightsbridge ; of Mr. George Chariavood, Seedsman,

Covent-garden; or of Messrs. Hurst andM'MuuKN, Seedsmen,

Leadenhall-street, London.

Lyne's White Perfection, Imogene, Enchantress, Superb, and

Sappho, cannot possibly be sent out this season.—Plymouth,

Sept. 8, 1843.,

,„
j
.iEats*-ff78«f-«.nSi

for delivery, price sos.-Bdwonton^ept^. 1843.

^FUCHSIA EXON1ENS1S."

rTMUS FUCHSIA is admitted to be the finest variety

I
|hn

v

t hus yct
been sent out; it has three times been exhibited

LBT, who, in the

k^Tnr-QMBK Pxncb, and Co.-The blooms sent of FuchsiaExoni-
•

nrovc it to be a very splendid variety ; it is a flower of great

subs'tanee throughout: seca-vessels dark, tube and sepals ot al rich

Crimson carmine ; the sepals are long, they expand freely, and du-

closc the rich crimson -purple corolla, which is very large, and of a

oecuiiar denseness of texture." *

Strong plants are now ready to be sent by post, at ius. on. eacn,

free of all other charge, carefully packed in stout tin cases, on appli-

cation to Lucombb, Pi\'cb, and Co., Exeter Nursery.

L V., and Co. beg leave to sav that this Fuchsia has been fully

proved, and will give satisfaction to all who cultivate it.

Exeter Nursery, Sept. 8, 1843.
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SEEDLING VERBENAS.

S GIRLING, of Danecroft Nursery, Stowmarket,
• begs to offer the under-mentioned SEEDLINGS, as superior

iand distinct from any others in cultivation, and refers his Friends,
fend Purchasers generally, to the opinions given in the Gardeners 9

Chroni of July 22, and following weeks; independent of which
they have been seen by several extensive growers and first-rate
j udges, professional and amateur, who have ordered them liberally.
They will be ready to send out on the 1st of October, and can be
had on forwardingaPost-officeorderfortheamount,byunknown
correspondents, or some respectable reference.
Ambthystina—A beautiful bright lavender; large pips ; forming
an immense truss of fragrant flowers. 5s.

Bbauty-Fine lively cherry -coloured pink: excellent shape and
habit; immense bloomer; one of the mos't distinct and beauti-
ful of all the Verbenas in cultivation. 5s.

Bridesmaid—A beautiful pale blush, tinted with blue; very
fine. 3s. od,

Boule db Fku—This is of the most dazzling scarlet, making all
other scarlets appear as pink or pale crimson. 3s. 6d.
'ortune-tbllkr—Blush pink; immense trusser, some ofwhich
measure 10 inches in circumference. 3s. 6d.

Lox(,'m.ora-Violet purple ; very large, and remarkable for the
length of its tube : fine. 3s. M.
:vow.v— rich maroon, fine shape, and very compact, extra
fine, 38. 6rf.

Minstrel Boy—lilac and white, with a bright pink Eye, a
pleasing and good variety, 3s. 6d.

White Perfection—a beautiful pure white, with bright blue
centre, excellent shape, and habit fine, 3s. 6d.
N.B.—The above can be had separately, at the prices quoted,

or the set of Nine for 25s. A double set for 45s. ; or treble, for 3L,
inclosed in tin-boxes, where a set are taken, and forwarded, post
free, to any part of the kingdom.

S. G. also begs to state that he will have two fine distinct
Needling Fuchsias to send out early next spring, at which time
Plents of all the leading kinds in cultivation can be had at
moderate prices. To Dahlia Growers, S. G. takes this opportu-
nity of saying, his extensive Collections are nearly in full bloom :—by rail communication from the Eastern Counties' Railway to
Colchester, and thence by Criterion coach you reach Stowmarket
the same evening, and the same coach leaves Stowmarket every
morning (Sundays excepted), quarter before eight, and reaches
London by one o'clock the same day ; fare from London to Stow-
market, in*.

SPLENDID SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.

T UCOMBE, PINCE, and Co., beg leave to inform the
J-J Public that they have obtained the entire stock of those distinct
and beautiful SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS raised by Mr. E.
Beck, of Isleworth, and exhibited by him with such very great
success at the Chiswick and Regent's Park Exhibitions. They gained
the Gold Banksian Medal (ihe^ highest prize awarded to Pelargo-
niums) twice this summer at Chiswick, and the highest prize at the
Royal Botanic Society of London, in June last. Several of them
have also gained Silver Medals, Certificates, and other prizes, as
Seedlings. These facts will convince the public that a more distin-
guished lot of Flowers has never before been offered for sale; and
L.,P., & Co. hope that their having determined upon letting them out
at prices reduced greatly below those which Seedling Pelargoniums,
of the highest character, have hitherto been let out at, will insure for
them an extensive sale. Strong, healthy plants will be ready for
delivery on the 20th October next, at the following prices, viz. :

—

•Leonora • Beck's
s.

21

d.

Martha , , Beck's
8,

10

d.

6
British Queen do. 21 Lucy do. 10 6
""Susanna • do. 21 *Geraldine do. 7 6
*Meteor * do. 21 Evening Star do. 7 6
*Cleopatra • do. 21 * Black Prince do. 7 6
*Admiral • do. 10 6 Bride . do.

¥

5
Stella . * do. 10 6 The Purple . do. 5
The whole Collection of 14 distinct sorts, package included, for 8/.

Those marked thus * all gained prizes at the London Horticultural
Society and the Royal Botanical Society of London.
Exeter Nursery, Sept. 8, 1843.

T^UTCH BLOWER ROOTS.-P. E. ERHARD, of
-*-/ the Firm of J. D. Zochkr. and Vooehelm Schnrbvoogt,
of Haarlem, begs most respectfully to return his thanks to the
Florists and Amateurs who were kind enough to favour him with
their orders last year. He also informs them, and the public
generally, that he has just received a very extensive collection
of all kinds of Dutch Bulbous roots, of the best quality, and at
the most reasonable prices. He trusts from the superior quality
of the Bulbs, and by prompt attention to any order which maybe
confided to him, to deserve the support and recommendation of
the discerning public— 359, Strand, corner of Burleigh-street.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.—Best named HYA-
CINTHS for glasses M. and Is. each ; best do. for pots 4.?.

per dozen (double and single). Due Van Thol Tulips !». per
dozen (double and single). Jonquils (double sweet-scented) 4s.
per dozen. Early and late mixed Tulips, Narcissus, Iris, Crocus,
Anemones, Ranunculus, &c, at equally moderate prices, at
A. Cobbett's, late Mr. Barron's, Italian and Foreign Warehouse,
18, Pall Mall. Lists with prices may be had postage free. Also
the true Double Roman and Paper White Narcissus, warranted,
4s. per dozen.

K WHITE and CO., NrasERYMKN, Poole, beg
• to inform the public, that they have just received their

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBS; and as they employ an Agent
in Haarlem to select for them, they are enabled to offer every
variety at very moderate prices ; and can safely assure all who
favour them with orders, that nothing but the very best of goods
will be sent them. Fine Hyacinths, bs. a dozen; superior, 0.9. to
125.; very finest kinds, 155. to 185. a dozen.
Our Autumnal Catalogue of Bulbs and Geraniums, Picotees,

Carnations, Roses, &c. &c, is now ready, and will be sent free,
n application.

£ s. d.

do., including 60 Ericas and 15 Epacriscs
do. „ 40 Ericas and 10 Epacrises
do. „ 20 Ericas and 5 Epacriscs
do. ,, Choice Ericas .

7
6

5

3
2 2

FINE CAPE ERICAS (HEATHS), EPACRISES, &c.

J
& J. FAIRBAIRN beg leave most respectfully to

*-* • solicit the attention of Gentlemen desirous of forming new,
or of extending their present Collections of these much-admired
tribes of Plants, to their Stock, which are in the finest health and
vigour possible, and from its extent they are enabled to offer any
quantity upon the following advantageous terms:—
100 fine flowering plants, including 80 Ericas and 20 Epa-

crises, of the best and most esteemed kinds
75 do.
50 do.
25 do.
12 do.

J. & J. F. take leave to acquaint Cultivators of Fuchsias and Ver-
benas that their collections contain the best and most esteemed
varieties. All orders they may be favoured with packed with the
greatest care, and delivered free in London.

P.S.—A remittance or reference required from unknown corre-
spondents.—Nurseries, Clapham, near London, Sept. 8, 1843.

MYATFS NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.
T and W. MYATT are now ready to send out their
*' • NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit
of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural
Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been
submitted to Professor Lindi.kv, for whose opinion see Gardeners*
Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting
at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 21. 105. j British Queen, \l.

t and
Eliza. 105. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Sept. 8, 1843.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.
TST J. CORMACK & CO., beg to announce to
? * * their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as
the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring:, in
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 35. 6d. per quart.
The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—" Cormack's Early Kent Pea," 14,?. per bushel.
Newcross, Sept. 8, J843.

TVTATIONAL LOAN FUND LIFE ASSURANCE,
ANNUITY, and DEFERRED ANNUITY SOCIETY,

26, Cornhill, London.
Capital, 500,000/.—Empowered by Parliament.

Directors.-T. Lamie Murray, Esq., Chairman.
George Lungley, Esq.
John Rawson, Esq.
Clement Tabor, Esq,

JohnElliotson, M.D., F.R.S.
John Griffith Frith, Esq.
H. Gordon, Esq.

Joseph Thompson, Esq.
Auditors.—Professor Wheatsone, F.R.S.

Professor Graves, A.M., F.R.S.
Actuarv.—W. S. B. Woolhouse, Esq., F.R.A.S.

The superior advantages to those Assured with this Society
will be best understood by a comparison of its principles and a
reference to the last Annual Bonus declared on Policies of five
years' standing, viz. :

—

Entry

1837
1838

Policy
No.

39
114

Age.

50.

56

Sum,

1,000

3,000

Annual
Premium.

67
175

s.

8
15

d.

4

Bonus
added.

£ s. d.

132 14 6
206 9 7

Cash
Bonus.

£ s. d.
58 19 9
123 6*

Prem.
reduced.

8

16

s.

19

9

d.

4

7

Policies now entered upon entitled to participation in next
Annual Division. Two-thirds of all premiums paid can be
borrowed by the Assured without loss of Policy.

F. FERGUSON CAMROUX, Secretary.

(^.EORGE MILLS having this season saved SEEDS
^-* of his EARLY FORCING CUCUMBER with great care,
offers it with confidence to the public, as the best kind known to
him, at 5s. per packet, containing six Seeds, which will be sent free
on the receipt of a Post-office order payable at Brentford.

G. M. begs to observe, that however good the kind of Cucumber,
good fruit cannot be obtained at an early season unless the seed has
good substance and is well organised, a point often unthought of.
It is generally supposed that if it will grow it is sufficient ; it is not-
more particularly when sown in the autumn.
Gunnersbury Park, Acton, Middlesex, Sept 8, 1843.

rPHE FARMERS' AND GARDENERS' IIAIL-
-*- STORM INSURANCE COMPANY (to be empowered by
Act of Parliament), Offices, Wellington-street North, Strand,
London. Capital, 200,000/., in shares of lol. each.

Honorary Directors.
(Those marked thus * are Members of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England.)

The Duke of Rutland,a Trustee

NEW ZEALAND COMPANY. — COLONY OFNEW EDINBURGH.—Notice is hereby Given, that the
Books for the Registration of Applicants for the Purchase of
Land in the Colony of NEW EDINBURGH are Now Open.
Intending Purchasers must pay the Deposit of 10 per cent, to

the Company's Bankers, Messrs. Smith, Payne, and Smiths,
London, or to the British Linen Company's Bank in Scotland,
either of whose receipt must be produced previous to any appli-
cation being registered at the Company's House.
The allowance for Cabin Passage-Money being limited to the

amount of 11, 000/. of the Emigration Fund, Purchasers wishing
to avail themselves of it, should make an early application, to
avoid disappointment.

Further information may be obtained by applying to the
Secretary, at the New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings
London; or, during the months of September and October, to
Gkorob Rbnnib, Esq., at the New Edinburgh Colonists' Office
21, Southslrcct, Andrews-street, Edinburgh.

By order of the Court, T. C. Harington, Secretary.
New Zealand House, Broad-street Buildings, 6th Sept., \st3.

f1 0TTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron.
V-/ FOUNDERS, &C. &C, No. 2, WlNSl.BV STREET, OXFORD
Strkkt, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

T. and C. LOCKHART & DUNCAN, Florists
and Seedsmen, 156, Cheapside, London, have just pub-

lished their List of Flower-roots for the present season, which
they will forward post-free on application. They have purchased
of a celebrated Florist at Haarlem, the entire stock of three new
and distinct DOUBLE HYACINTHS of great beauty, and suit-
able for Glasses or Pots. They have named them—

Admiral of the Red .... each 2s. 6^.
Admiral of the Blue . . . .,,.26
Admiral of the White - • . .,,.26

T. and C. L. and D. beg to call particular attention to the
various novelties contained in their List, and are happy to add
that all the roots have arrived in excellent condition, for which
they solicit early orders.

TO GROWERS OF PANSIES.
JAMES MAY begs to return his most sincere thanks

to his numerous Customers and Friends for all past favours,
and at the same time begs to apologise to many for not being
able to comply with many orders which he was favoured with
last spring, in consequence of being short of plants, his stock
having buffered so much by his removal from Edmonton. J. M.
is now happy to inform the Public that he is now ready to send
out fine healthy plants, consisting of all the best varieties, at
moderate prices, a list of which may be had upon a prepaid appli-
cation. Extra fine Pansy Seed, all warranted collected from the
best named varieties, 2s. 6d. t

5s. to 10s. per packet.
May's Crimson Superb Sweet William, plants, 4s. per doz,

;

seed, is. per packet.—Pansy Nursery, Tottenham, near London.

of the Royal Agricultural
Society ; Leicestershire

The Earl of Stradbroke, a Go-
vernor of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society ; Suffolk

The Earl of Coventry; Wor-
cestershire

Earl of Ducie, Vice-President
of the Royal Agricultural
Society; Gloucestershire

The Earl of Stamford and War-
rington; Cheshire and Staf-
fordshire

Lord Rayleigh, a Governor of
the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety; Essex

Viscount Campden, a Governor
of the Royal Agricultural
Society; Rutlandshire

Lord Stanley, M.P., a Go-
vernor of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society ; Lancashire

Lord Feversham, a Governor
of the Royal Agricultural
Society; Yorkshire

The I Ion. H. Fitzroy; North-
amptonshire

The Hon. Henry St. John
;

Wiltshire
Sir Thomas Gooch, Bart,, a
Vice-President of the Royal
Agricultural Society; Wren-
tham, Suffolk

Sir T. B. Lethbridge, Bart,
Somersetshire West

*Sir R. Simeon, Bart., Isle of
Wight

Sir T. Baring, Bart., a Go-
vernor of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society; Hants

*Sir J. B. Mill, Bart., Hants
*Sir R. Jervis, Bart., South

Hants
Sir A. Malet, Bart., Wilts

*Sir W. Knighton, Bart., Hants
Sir John Mordaunt, Bart.,

M.P., a Gov. of the Roy.
Agr. Soc. ; Warwickshire

*Sir R.G. Throckmorton, Bart.,
Berkshire

*Sir J. W. Pollen, Bart., Reden-
ham, near Andover, Hants

Sir Thos. Mansell, Guernsey
Wm. Miles, Esq., M.P., a Gov.
and Member of the Council
of the Roy. Agr. Soc. ; So-
mersetshire, East

Quintiu Dick,Esq. ,M. P., Essex
W. Bagge, Esq., M.P., a Gov.

of the Roy. Agr. Soc. ; Nor-
folk

George Thornhill, Esq., M.P.,
Huntingdonshire

*K. Hoskins, Esq., M.P., Here-
fordshire

D. Watts Russell, Esq., M.P.,
Stafford

*Col. Lc Couteur, Jersey
*Licut.-Col. North, President

of the Banbury Agricultural
Association; Oxfordshire

*Tbe Rev. Algernon Peyton,
Isle of Ely

The Rev. E. H. G. Williams, a
Gov. of the Roy. Agr. Soc.
and President of the Llan-
dovery Agr. Soc. ; Carmar-
thenshire

*The Rev. L. Penoyre, Here-
fordshire

*Adm. Hawker, Ash ford Lodge,
Hants

Col. Olivier, Potternc, Devizes,
Wilts

J. W. Horlock, Esq-, Glouces-
tershire West

J. J. Farqaharson, Esq., a Gov.
of the Roy. Agr. Soc. ; Dor-
setshire

F.'Pym, Esq., a Gov. and Mem-
ber of the Council of the
Roy. Agr. Soc. ; Bedfordsh.

*CoI. Holme Sumner, Chairman
of the Agric. Association for
the South Western parts of
Surrey

*J. Spearman, Esq., Durham
*J. S. D. Selby, Esq., Norham

and Isiandshires, North
Durham

"John Wm. Fane, Esq., Ox-
fordshire

Ofney Shore, Esq., Yorkshire,
West Riding

J. J. H. Foley, Esq., a Gov. of
the Roy. Agr. Soc.; Wor-
cestershire

*S. C. Bristowe, Esq., Bees-
thorp Hall, Newark, Not-
tinghamshire

*T. Hele Phipps.Esq., Wiltshire
*G. Wentworth, Esq., Woolley

Park, Wakefield
T. Clifton, Esq., a Gov. of the

Roy. Agr. Soc.; Lytham
Hall, Lancashire

E. Holland.Esq., a Gov. ofthe
Roy. Agr. Soc.; Gloucestersh.
W. Davis, Esq., Cabalva, Rad-

norshire
W. Grecnall, Esq., Winwick,
Lancashire

A. Goddard, Esq., Swindon,
Wilts

H. J. Adeane, Esq., a Gov. of
the Roy. Agr. Soc. ; Cam-
bridgeshire

R. Hippisley, Esq., Lambourn,
Berks

Lieut.- Col. Blagrave, Calcott
Park, near Reading

Directors.

15

10

Joseph Rogerson, Chairman, a
Gov. of the Roy. Agri. Soc. of
Eneland.

W. Youatt, a Gov. of the Roy.
Agri. Soc. of England.

W. Shaw, a Gov. and Member
of the Council of the Roy.
Agri. Soc. of England.

*J. Blackstone.
*Wm. Smeddle.

Joint Solicitors.—*John Rogerson ; C. Boydell.
Bankers.—The London & Westminster Bank, Throgmorton-st.
NOTICE.—All claims upon this Company will be paid in the

month of Nov. next, according to the conditions ofthe Policy.
Septembers, 1843. \y. Shaw,

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long. 34&\ ; 20, 44s.; 22, 50s.,
24 inches, fin*. ; ?6\ 75s- ; 28, 845.; 30, 106ff. each.
CAST-IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high. 69. gd. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in groat
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural
Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery j Dr. Amott's Stoves,
Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are
subject to future alterations.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part ofthe Kingdom, at very low
prices, inconsequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATKK APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public, or Private Buildings,
&c., with Cottam's Patent, or Rogbks* Boilkrs. After 15
years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for
the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C and H. can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most extensive
scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own Appa-
ratus, they have affixed the following low prices:

—

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . . £7 0s. Or/.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)
Rogers' Boiler, small size .... 3
Do. do. large do 4
Mot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, \$. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.
long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3.9. (id. each.
Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing42lbs. at 4s. Od. each.
Strong do. do. do. 4 5 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. fio lbs. at 5 6 „
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at Ss. per bundle

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, /d. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, Sic,
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,

Z$. C)d.
; 20 inches, 48. M. ; 22 inches, hs. 6d. each.

CAST-IRON FLOWER-STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,
7s.

; 4 Icet 6, 9s. ; 5 feet, lis. ; 6 feet, 15.9.; 7 feet, 20&\ per dozen.
Show-rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winslky Street,

where every information may be obtained.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
CTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,
~> London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
afiorchng the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rendlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

j.
B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-
creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These substances can
be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor, &c. Price 45. Gd. per bushel.
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DR. LHOTSKY, of the University of Saxe-Weimar,
continues to translate, extract, or review Works or Me-

moirs, on Natural History, Botany, Geology, &c. written in Ger-

man, French, Italian, or Latin. Charge, for translatingan average

sheet of text, '21. is. Letters, addressed to Mr. Paniphn, Botani-

cal Bookseller, Frith-street, SOflO, will be duly attended to.

®fje QrarHetteos
9 Cljroutcle

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

Wednesday, September 13 Tottenham and Edmonton 1 r m.

Tuesday, September 19 Horticultural . . - • 3 p.m.

„ , ,„ riloynl Hort. Soc, Cornwall.
Country Snows—September 12 . --[iviidliurst.

M
_ 15— 21

Kingston
South Spilsby.
IloddesdonCottageis.

Professor Hensi.ow last week called attention to

the silent but dangerous progress that is making by

a new Agricultural pest, the Clover Dodder, which

threatens to destroy the Clover crop altogether in

some places. We have been favoured with a commu-

nication, which will be found in another column, from

Sir James M'Adam upon the same subject ;
and we

understand that the evil is beginning to cause serious

alarm among Agriculturists.

There can be no effectual means of opposing the

inroads of this new enemy, without knowing what we

have to oppose. It may therefore be as well at once

to explain its habits, and to offer suggestions for its

eradication.

The Dodders are a singular race of true parasites,

inhabiting all the temperate and warmer parts ot the

globe, distinguished by Botanists into numerous

species, but all having the same manner of growth and

multiplication. They are leafless annual plants, allied

to the Bindweeds, and, like them, strangling whatever

they lay hold of. Their flowers, which are small,

appear in balls on the stems, speedily form fruit, and

end in producing each four seeds, about the size ot a

grain of Mustard, within which is coiled up an embryo

plant, looking like a miniature snake. As the number

of flowers in each ball is, in our common species, on

an average, about fifteen, it follows that every ball

will furnish about sixty young plants—whence the

rapid spread of such pests may be easily understood.

As soon as the seed of the Dodder is ripe, it falls to

the ground, and usually seems to lie dormant till the

succeeding year; sometimes, however, it is said to

germinate immediately. When the spring returns,

the embryo sends one end down into the earth to form

a root, and with the other it rises upwards, like a small

white thread or worm. At this time it is not a para-

,
site, but seems to derive its food from the soil, like

ordinary plants. It cannot, however, do so long, but

withers and perishes, unless it touches some hvnjg

branch or stem. If it succeed in doing so, it imme-

diately seizes the live stem by means of a sucker,

which is protruded from the point of contact; afid

then, twining from left to right, and forming more

suckers as it twines, it establishes itself on its victito,

and ceases to have any further connexion with tfte

soil. From that time forward it is a true parasite,

feeding on the juices of the plant it has seized upoii.

After making a few turns round the branch, and

securing itself firmly in its new position, it agaih

lengthens, and catches hold of some other branch,

when more suckers are protruded ; and thus it goes

on-branching, and twining, and sucking, and branch-

ing again—until it forms that appearance which Prof.

Henslow well describes as resembling "fine, closely-

tangled, wet catgut." Now the Dodder has a new and

independent seat of life wherever it has twined round

a branch • and as it is incessantly twining and sepa-

rating, and twining again, a single plant is speedily in

the condition of a polype—so that if it be cut into a

thousand pieces, each piece will immediately go on

growing, as if nothing had happened to it. Teariiig

will be) the Dodder is allowed to form its seed : for,

they will fall on the ground, lie hid in the crevices,

and reappear with the next crop,—when all the labour

will have to be done over again.

When the ground to be drained is of small extent

—as a garden or small paddock—the spade is the best

instrument to begin the work with. The main drain

having been dug in the lowest part of the ground, with

a proper fall into some river or ditch, the conductors

as parallel as the ground will allow, and the tiles, with

or without soles, laid in firmly and evenly, and covered

as we explained before, the collectors are now to be

dug : these will be from 24 to 30 inches deep, with a

small declivity towards the conductors. The water

must run very slowly, and almost continually, in

these ; for if they get very dry, the moles are apt to

work in them, and choke them: this, however, is

not likely to happen if the drains are cut in the tough

solid clay.

The first thing is to dig a trench, about 18 inches

deep, in the direction in which the collectors have been

laid out, the bottom of which slopes very gently towards

the conductors; this bottom must be carefully cleared

out with the shovel, leaving a width of 9 or 10 inches

of solid subsoil. Should the top soil be deeper, the

i trench must be deepened in proportion. This will

require the conductors and the main drain to be

deeper also, which should have been calculated before

they were made.
'

In this solid clay bottom a very narrow channel,

10 inches deep, is" dug, with a spade only 3 inches

wide at the insertion of the handle, and H or 2 inches

at the end, the length of the blade being 13 inches,

leaving 3 inches of solid earth

i
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enemy that has been thus unfortunately introduced to

our fields; and, as these things are not very nice in

their food, it is not impossible that the Clover Dodder

niay next take a fancy to our Wheat fields, unless we
can speedily put an end to its presence. It is of little

use to cut it in pieces-it is of no use whatever to do

so, if the fragments are left where they can catch hold

of anything else. .... , ..

As it is only an annual, it would be killed if we
could prevent its flowering; but that is difficult,

because of its hiding itself among the lower branches

of plants, where it cannot well be seen
:
and a few

heads of flowers will soon renew it in a succeeding

year. The right plan would be to dig up the Clover

"where the Dodder appears, so as to form a circle con-

siderably beyond the patch apparently formed by it,

and then to burn it in heaps ;
or, m cases where the

entire field is infected by it, to sacrifice the whole

crop, and burn it. This may appear a violent remedy,

but it is the only one likely to be effectual ; and even

this will fail, if (which is not yet the case, but soon

on each side. The annexed cut

will give a clearer idea of it.

The slit which forms the channel

for the water is 10 inches deep,

and is cleared out by a hollow

scoop, 2 inches wide, made of

strong sheet-iron, steeled at the

point, and attached to a long

handle at an acute angle, as in

the annexed cut : this leaves the

sides of the channel quite smooth.

collecting-drain is finished, it must

be covered, first, with tough peat,

if this can be got, or sods, with the

grass downwards, or with heath

pressed in by the feet, so as to fill

a third of it, and a few inches of

the trench, as is marked by the

dotted line. If no heath is to be

had, a rope of straw may be twisted

and forced in : this will last a long time, and if it

decays, the earth over it will have formed an arch,

which will keep the drain open when the straw is

rotten We have seen drains thus made, which ran

well after they had been made twenty-five years. The

neat, sod, heath, or straw, must be well pressed in with

[he feet, so as to form a complete plug, leaving G inches

clear below, for the water to run ; over this some

mellow earth from the surface, or small gravel, should

be thrown in, till the trench is filled up to the bottom

of the top soil. This should be well rammed m, in a

dry state, and over it, to fill up to the surface, the

common soil may be used. If the surface is in grass

the sods may be laid back from the place out of which

they were dug, allowing something for the sinking

of the earth. .. ,

In a kitchen garden all the drains must he deeper,

to allow for the usual trenching. There the collectors

may be 3 feet deep, and the conductors and main drain

3 feet 6 inches and 4 feet respectively. I his method

'although it is somewhat, expensive, will soon be found

profitable, by the improvement of the soil and the in-

crease of the produce.
.

But if the land to be drained is extensive—say

fields of from ten to twelve acres—and the soil at top is

noor and shallow, the expense must be reduced as

much as possible. In this case the plough must do

the greater part of the work, to be only finished by

manual labour. Expensive draining-ploughs have

been invented, but they can only answer on large

estates, or where draining is contracted for ; a common

plough with a sharp coulter and broad fin to the point,

will do a great part of the work, if properly managed.

Suppose the declivity of the ground to be in the direc-

tion a 6, and that there is

a sufficient fall in that of

c d to carry off the water

;

then c d will be the direc-

tion of the main drain,

which may be straight

or winding, as the lie of

the land indicates

—

a b

will be the direction of

the conductors.

these furrows may be from 10 to 15 feet, according

as the soil is more or less retentive of moisture. The
usual width of 9 inches, with a depth of G, will

do very well. On returning, the plough makes
another furrow, leaving a small balk between it and

the first. The section of the furrow will then be as

under, where a a

is the slice turned

over b b, the two
furrows. The

plough next splits the balk d, taking five or six inches

more of the soil and raising it up obliquely, against

the sides of the first slices, right and left. Thus a

trench is made 10 or 11 inches deep, and 18 wide.

The section of the trench will now be somewhat as

under, if the mould-board is of a proper concave

shape, and the

subsoil will pro-

bably have been
reached. In this

trench the drain-

ing spade is to be

used, digging out

a trench 9 inches

deep and 9 in-

ches wide. The
bottom will now
be 19 inches below the surface, and the narrow spade

and scoop finish the narrow drain, the bottom of

which will be 27 or 28 inches—quite deep enough

for ploughed land to allow of subsoil-ploughing with-

out danger of interfering with the drains. For more

minute "particulars we must refer to the " Journal

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,'

vol. iv., p. 28. It must be noted that the plough

crosses the conductors, and that only a portion

of the trench made by the plough is required for

the collectors : but it would be more trouble to have

ploughed out short trenches of 20 or 25
^

feet in

length than to go on from one side of the field to the

other at once. The ploughman may raise the plough

and ease his horses when he goes over the portion

which he knows will not be dug out ; but at first,

before he is quite aware of the plan, it will be best

to let him plough to the same depth throughout. 1 he

stirring of the soil will do good, even where no drain

is wanted, and the whole trench will be filled up by

reversing the operation.

If the subsoil is not of a uniform clay, some varia-

tion will be required in the operations, which we will

next touch upon. The principle, however, will be

the same.

—

M.

Let a plough make parallel furrows across a o, so

as to have a very slight deviation from the level, say

one inch in lojfeetTmore or less. The distance of

In our observations last week on New Zealand, is

a typographical error which destroys the meaning of

the paragraph in which it occurs. Speaking of the

mode of clearing fern land we are made to say, ' No
doubt the wiser course is to leave it (the fern) in the

first instance." What should have been printed was

«No doubt the wiser course is to bum it in the

first instance," as indeed is obvious from the context.

Since we are'obliged to correct this error it will be as

well to explain why we recommended the fern to

be burnt, since it involves a question of general

husbandry in other countries as well as New Zealand.

Wherever uncultivated land has been long occupied

by a rank vegetation, of whatever nature, it is neces-

sarily rich in what is called humus; viz., that black

matter which results from the decay, year after year,

of fragments of leaves and branches that fall on the

ground ;—in other words, it is rich in carbon. To

such land it is useless to add more carbon. If the

vegetation that overruns it is gathered together and

forced to decav, so as to become ordinary manure,

and in that condition is restored to the land, that

would be to add carbon uselessly to soil already con-

taining it in excess ; so that all the time and labour

employed in preparing and applying such manure is

total loss.

But, on the other hand, it is equally mischievous to

carry the wild vegetation off the land, for that would

be to incur a large expense, and at the same time to

impoverish the land ; for this reason : all vegetation,

of whatever kind, contains alkaline and other matter

taken from the soil in the process of growth, and

absolutely necessary to the health of plants. Such

matters should never be removed, for soil rarely

contains enough of them. Ferns yield as much as

84 per cent, of such matter, obtained from a great

depth beneath the surface. The question is how to

preserve the alkaline and other matters that are

important, and to be rid of the carbonaceous sub-

stances which are superfluous ; the answer is, by fire,

which destroys all the latter, and leaves all the other

behind in the form of ashes.

But it is not merely the preservation here of sub-

stances valuable, and the destruction of matter useless

to plants as food that is accomplished by fire." Another

most important purpose is thus served. The black

mould of such places as the New Zealand fern land, is

like our peat mosses, in great part very slowly con-

vertible into vegetable food, because of its insolubility.
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Plants growing in it are not unlike animals placed
among food of excellent quality, frozen so hard
that they cannot bite it. The action of such alkaline
matter as is obtained by burning is immediately to
render soluble that which was insoluble, and so to
convert the vegetable food actually stored in the
ground into a form on which plants can freely feed.
The true plan of clearing and preparing such land
is to fire all the vegetation, standing if possible, in
order to save labour, but at all events to fire it and
distribute the resulting ashes over the surface of the
spongy peat, which forms the soil; the operaiion
being followed by ploughing and such other operations
as will suggest themselves to every farmer. :

It is known to many farmers, though not to every-
body, that skilfully reclaimed peat is among the
richest of all soils. Peat, indeed, and wood-ashes,
properly mixed, form a manure equal to that from
cows. An interesting instance of this effect is men-
tioned by Dr. Dana, with which these remarks may
be concluded :—

" Mr. George bobbins, of Watertown, is an extensive
manufacturer of soap and candles and of starch, and still
better, a man who employs the refuse of those trades in
enriching and gladdening his land. For four years, and
it is oeheved his crops will compare with any of the best
.
ultivators around him ; he has not used a spoonful of
manure made by any animal, walking either on two legs
or on four. He keeps 11 horses, 4 cows, 100 hogs ; he
uses not a shovelful of their manure, but selling that, he
uses peat and swamp muck, mixed with his spent barilla
ashes. I he proportions are, one part of spent ashes to
three of peat, dug up in the fall, mixed in the spring.
After shovelling two or three times, it is spread and
ploughed in. 1 he effect is .mmediate, and, so far, lasting.The effects of these spent ashes alone on sandy loam are
excellent, it makes the whole quite 'salvy.' "

[Sept. 9,

the chill off; it would be perfectly ridiculous to have hot-
water pipes under a Vine-border where heat of such
coarse qualify would do, and where the supply is only
trivial, and that but for a short time.
Enormous as the building and labour in erecting such

a Vine-house as the above section may appear, I must, tell
the readers of Gardeners' Chronicle that there are
vineries in Sir Simon Clarke's gardens containing in their
cross sections as much bricklayer's work as this, and
nearly as steep Vine borders, and the crops of Grapes you
have reason to know as well as I were first-rate.
But leisure fails me. In conclusion, therefore, I beg

leave to say that it will be found an excellent way to
warm a bed of earth, to kindle a fire under it in vaults
7 feet high ; and to prevent water lodging in the
Vine-border, I would give it no quarter there at all, from
the time people take up their Potatoes till they begin to
plant them again in March, by having wooden shutters
6 feet by 4, supported on rafters, forming a roof per-
fectly waterproof. No more complaints of cold wet subsoil
or bad drainage,—no more talk of your Vines losing root
in the winter—the earth, as well as the other elements of
fire and water, for Grape-growing, are, or may be, now at
your command. If, therefore, the Vines are cold or hot,
rich or poor, wet or dry, the media in which they are
placed, as regards both branch and root, being now of

THE KILLOGIE;
A SUBSTITUTE FOR FERMENTING MATERIALS IN HOT-BEDS, AND FOR PIPES, FLUES, &C ,N HOTHOUSES.
, -r, .
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Linnaeus has remarked that most Alpine plants, when
cultivated in the lowlands, arc rendered quite sterile. In
moat of these cases, we see that sterility is compatible
with long life and health. Is it, then, too bold a theory
to suppose that all double flowers are first rendered by
.some change in their natural condition, to a certain de-
gree, sterile; and that their vessels being charged with
organizable matter in excess, (which would be greatly
formed by high cultivation,) it is converted into petals—
the organs which are nearest in their morphological nature
and position (o those whose functions are checked ? Is
there any shadow of truth in this theory, or is it an abor-
tive one, as are the buds of the Gentiana ?— C. Darwin.
[We can only say that this is at least as reasonable an hypo-
thesis as any that we have seen ; but the greater frequency
of double flowers in gardens where soil is rich, than in
fields where it is poor, offers some difficulty in the way of
Mr. Darwin's speculation.] P.S.— I also send a curious
Cabbage-leaf, grown into the form of a perfect funnel, like
the fold of paper into which grocers put sugar. It was
borne on a long footstalk from the centre of an old stalk,
from which a Cabbage had been cut this summer'. I
remember that De Candolle describes pitchers at the "end
of the leaves of seme Cabbages, which he compares to
those of the Nepenthes. Is this leaf something of the
same kind? [Yes.]

your own choosing, the blame or credit arising from the
culture has you for its author and its end.—A. Forsyth,
Alton Towers, 8th August, 1843.

DOUBLE FLOWERS—THEIR ORIGIN.
The inclosed specimens appear to me curious, as in

some degree connected with the origin of double flowers.
They consist of plants of the Gentiana amarella, found in
a wild state, covered with abortive buds, or rather minute
double flowers. Each head consists of innumerable small
petal-like purplish scales, having in their centre a tufc of
still smaller green scales. A plant covered with these
little heads not infrequently bears, especially near the top
of the stem, one or two more perfect flowers. By
examining these, a series can be shown, by which the
stamens are seen to become deformed, and gradually to
pass into small petals and scales. The pistil also can be
traced, becoming more and more foliaceous. The change
in the pistil has been effected in several flowers, whilst
the stamens have remained nearly perfect. In the same
manner I have observed in double Violets and some other
garden flowers, that the pistil, contrary to the general
rule, is metamorphosed before the stamens. In other
semi-perfect flowers of the Gentiana, the divisions of the
corolla and the number of the stamens, with their fila-
ments flattened, are increased ; in others, besides the five
ordinary stamens, in an imperfect state, the divisions of
the corolla are partially converted into stamen-like bodies :

if this conversion had been effected, the flower would have
become apetalous. In a Bladder-nut (Staphylea) grow-
ing in a shady wood, I last summer noticed a similar
fact, namely, that the petals showed a tendency
to form additional stamens. The plants of the Gen-
tiana bearing the little tufts are generally, but not
always, dwarfer than the perfect plants; their leaves
are less pointed, and the entire plant is much less sym-
metrical. The much greater number of the imperfect
flowers on one plant than are ever produced of the perfect,
shows, I presume, that the metamorphic change must be
determined early in the plant's life. Except in their
small size, less beauty, and in the occasional presence on
the same stem of flowers in different stages of monstrosity

;

these purple tufts seem to be essentially similar in their
nature to the double flowers of Horticulturists.
The plants of the Gentiana in both states grow mingled

together on a very hard, dry, bare chalk bank ; but those
with the abortive flowers grow on rather the barest spots,
where it was surprising that anything could grow. You
state in your " Theory of Horticulture,*' that the origin of
double flowers is not well understood. Some have attri-
buted it to excess of food ; but the dry chalk bank surely
was not too rich a soil ; and I may mention that late last
autumn, I found on an adjoining field of wretchedly sterile
clay, great numbers of the Ranunculus repens, producing
semi-double flowers, some having three, some additional
rows of petals. The partial or entire sterility of double
flowers is generally attributed to their doubleness

; but is
not this putting the effect before the cause? It is wellknown
that plants (and indeed animals, as I could show by a
series of facts) when placed out of their natural conditions,
become, often from apparently slight and unintelligible
causes, sterile. How many American plants fail in pro-
ducing pollen in this country ! the anthers of the Persian
and Chinese Lilacs, as I observed this summer, are as
destitute of good pollen as if they had been hybrids.
Other plants produce good pollen, but are defective, as it
appears, in their ovules, as their germen never swells.

ROSES IN POTS.—No. II.

^
It is an excellent plan to remove all the Tea-scented,

Chinese, and tender varieties of Noisette Roses, to a cold
pit in October, or before the autumnal rains set in. This
is not only to afford them protection from frost, but many
tender varieties, especially those grown on their own
roots, are liable to suffer materially from the rains in
autumn. Through the winter, the lights or covering
should be removed in fine weather, that the plants may
have as much air as possible ; and being in a state of
comparative rest, they will require but little water.
Where a cold pit is unattainable, such varieties may be
removed to the north side of a wall or fence, and a tem-
porary frame erected ; upon this a light covering of Fern
or Beech-boughs may be laid in the manner of a thatch,
which will throw off the heavy rains, and form no small
protection against frost, at comparatively little trouble.
The front of this erection may be left open, that air may
circulate freely amongst the plants to prevent damp, and
the pots should be covered over with Fern or stable-litter.

In selecting plants from the ground to grow in pots,
I prefer such as have grown moderately through the
summer

; they will be more compact, and the wood
solid and better ripened than that of those which have
grown very vigorously; and it is of great importance
to have them potted early in the season. As before
mentioned, most of the sorts will bear removing bv the
middle of September,— certainly the varieties of 'Tea-
scented, Chinese, and Bourbon.
The operation of pruning may be performed at two

seasons
;
in November for early flowering, and in March,

or even April, to procure a later bloom. The first season
after removal the plants will require to be pruned closer
than at subsequent periods; and it is worthy of remem-
brance, that the flowers should be produced as near home
as possible, or, in other words, that the plants may
become close and bushy. The Moss, Provins, Gallica,
and most of the autumnal Roses, may be pruned in close,
to within three or four eyes of the base. With the excep-
tion of a few very robust growers, there is little fear of
pruning these varieties out of shape or flower. But with
the hybrids of Chinese it is far otherwise ; they are more
disposed to form wood, and should be well thinned out,
and the remaining shoots left longer.

In pruning all Roses, where the shoots are crowded or
cross each other, it is beneficial to cut some entirely out,
that those left for flowering may stand a good distance
apart; for if too many be allowed to remain, they will
become drawn, and produce weak flowers. It is, in fact,
much in favour of a good bloom, to have the shoots
thinned during the previous summer, which assists in
ripening the wood. And, as a general rule in pruning,
weak growers should be cut in close, strong growers left
long, and those of intermediate growth pruned in propor-
tion. Soft, unripened wood should be invariably removed.
The hardy .varieties (pruned and not pruned) may now

(November) be removed to an airy situation in the
garden, and plunged in the ground up to the rims of the
pots from one to two feet apart, according to the size or
habit of the plant. It is well with regard to Roses grown
in pots that they be always kept plunged.

To obviate the disadvantages following the plunging of
plants in pots, namely, their liability to root through into
the ground, and the facility afforded for worms to work
into the pots, 1 have the soil taken out of a sufficient
depth, and a seed-pan with the hole enlarged placed at
the bottom in an inverted position, upon which the pot is

placed. It answers perfectly, and further secures an
effectual drainage.

After the plants arc plunged, the pots should be covered
over with stable-dung, to protect the roots at the top from
frost in winter, and to keep the surface of the soil moist
through the summer. About March, the tender varieties
may be brought from their winter residence, and treated
mike manner; and such as were left for late pruning,
be pruned. Where the buds push out very numerously,
the strongest and those which have a tendency to grow
outwards should be selected to remain for flower, and
the weak ones rubbed off. The plants should be
frequently looked over for the purpose of destroying the
grub, which will otherwise eat into the buds, and spoil
the bloom; from worked plants all suckers or wild
shoots should be cut out as soon as they appear, and in

i
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some instances the backward or side flower-buds be nipped

out. As soon as the warm weather appears, it will be

well to look after that tiresome pest, the Aphis, or Green-

fly. In looking round, you will see one or two tiny ones

walking about your plants
; you may think they are of no

consequence, but vest assured then is the time to attack

your enemy, for they are then meditating where to provide

for millions of their race. Wash the ends of the shoots,

or syringe them, with Tobacco-water. I have also found

equal parts of Scotch snuff and sulphur vivum very effectual

in destroying them—put on with a barber's puff, or put

into a shallow pan and the ends of the shoots dipped in.

One thing is important—never allow them to collect their

forces.

Great attention should be paid to watering ;
and, though

plunged, the plants will require through the summer

months a liberal supply.. When they are coming into

bloom, such varieties as are of a drooping habit will

require the adjustment of a neat stick; we should not,

however, be too lavish with these supports, or they render

the plants stiff and unsightly. A light shading should now

be formed, to protect them from the sun's rays during the

middle of the day ; this should be constructed to draw up,

that the plants may have the advantage of the dews, so

beneficial to Roses at this season of the year. Here they

may remain till the middle of September, when they should

be taken up, turned out of the pots, a good portion of the

soil shaken away, and fresh supplied ; and such as require

it shifted into larger pots.— FT. Paul, Nurseries,

Cheshunt) Herts.

and very appropriately named. The whole of this collec-

tion may be safely added to every garden.— W. Jf\ Ayres,

Brooklands.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXVI.
Among all the various tribes of plants that decorate

our flower-gardens, there is not one so beautiful, or which

contains within itself so many dazzlingly beautiful flowers,as

the Verbena. A very few years back our collection of these

plants was limited indeed ; but now, thanks to the spirit

for collecting and cross-breeding, the varieties are almost

innumerable ; and though it is to be expected that among
so many there should be some indifferent varieties, yet,

taking them altogether, there is scarcely a variety that is

not worth cultivating in gardens where there is sufficient

room for them. However, in conformity with the pre-

vailing fashion for cultivating selections rather than col-

lections, I will endeavour to enumerate those varieties

Vfhich maybe considered,par excellence, the most deserving

of extensive culture.

First, then, among the throng of beauties may be men-

tioned Chandler's atrosanguinea, and when I say that the

brightest of the Scarlets, as ignea and Melindres latifolia

are pale compared with it, the reader may form some idea

of the brilliancy of its colour. It is a magnificent variety,

and a very free and robust grower. V. ignea is the next in

colour, but it is rather difficult to keep through the winter
;

and Croucher's maxima is nearly as dark, with a better

habit of growth, V. Hislopiiis a bright scarlet, with some-

thing of the breed of Teucrioides in it, and V- melindres, m.

superba, m. latifolia, are kinds known and esteemed by

every one. All the varieties of Twecdiana are good
;
but

V. T. superba is the best. Of the rose-coloured or pink

kinds Barnsii is the best, as the old incisa is a very strag-

gling grower, and fades very much under a strong sun.

Among the purple kinds, V. Stewartii is the best, but V.

Charlwoodiana, Hendersonii, and Triumphans are so

much like it, that it is difficult to distinguish the flowers

*hen off the plants. The two first are probably the best,

though all four are worth cultivation. The orange-scarlet

varieties are a new class of colours, and of these Kyle's

Bpeeiosa and Croft's formosa elegans are most worthy of

notice. The first has large flowers, with a white centre,

and formosa elegans is very appropriately named, for it

certainly is elegantly beautiful. V. variegata is a salmon

scarlet, and mirabilifl is in the same way, butnot quite

so bright. Of the white varieties V. Teucrioides must

*>e laid aside, as it is very much surpassed by Youell's

Princess Royal and the Queen. Princess Royal is

a very pure white, more so than the Queen, and a plant

°f excellent habit. The varieties of V. Teucrioides are

*ery numerous, and most of them sweet scented. V. T.

rosea is a purplish rose colour, and Girling's eximia

j s a flower of the same character, but two or three shades

darker. Burleyana might be called variegated, as the

flowers open of a deep rose or ruby colour and change to

pule rose, so that there are several colours upon a plant at

the same time. V. lngramii is a fine variety, with deep

r°se.coloured flowers tinged with salmon. V. Taglioni,

vciy fine, with immense corymbs of flowers of a

silvery palish colour, Rosy Queen, and Mortloek's

Superb are of nearly the same colour, and all three

**ry good. V. Iveryana is a rosy purple, very good ;

ar'd*V. Bishopii is a purplish rose-coloured kind, which

makes a good bed. Of the lavender-coloured varieties V.

Niellii is very good, but of a loose habit, and we have a

variety raised at this place, which I have named Brook-

kndaiu, which corresponds admirably with Niellii, and

flowers very profusely. V. Hydeana is a pale bluish

Hlac, very distinct, and V- Vangardn is of nearly the

same colour ; V. Laconii, the blue one that was to be, is a

deep bluish lilac, but a very good variety. All the pre-

ceding kinds are good and distinct, and worthy of a place

to the smallest collections.

While I am writing I have received specimens from
Mr. Girling, of Stowmarket, of his nine seedlings, and I

*iustdo him the justice of saying they are line varie-

ties, with large flowers and desirable colours. Boule
de Feu is the most dazzling scarlet imaginable, with white

centre. Bridesmaid is a pale, lovely bluish colour;

Fortune Teller and Minstrel Boy are very beautiful;

«e*ut.y, Renown, and longiilora, are desirable colours
;

White Perfection is curious, and Amethystiua is a gem,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Clover Dodder A desire to be useful will, perhaps,

be the best apology I can offer for the liberty I have

taken to give an account of a most pernicious and

destructive plant in a field of Clover, called Seven Acres,

on this Farm, which has attracted great attention, and

caused much alarm. Its name, if I am correctly informed,

is Cuscuta (Dodder) or Indian Grass. It commences in

small patches all o^er the field, and gradually extends

itself in circles of from 5 to 7 feet in diameter, destroying

in its progress all vegetation, Clover, Weeds, and every

thing ; it then appears to die off, leaving the whole area

black, as if a fire had existed on the spot. Nearly one

fourth part of the crop of Clover is already destroyed,

and the evil still continues. This Weed has the appear-

ance of a large mass of yellow horse-hair, which shoots

up through the Clover upon an average of 9 inches deep,

and twines itself around every stalk of it. A portion of

it throws out a small white flower at the joints. It is

presumed that the seed of this most destructive plant

must have been mixed with the seed of the Clover when

sown, which was purchased from a general Corn and

Seed-dealer in this neighbourhood. I am anxious through

the medium of the Chronicle to put my brother Agricul-

turists upon their guard against so fearful an enemy, and

1 will highly esteem the favour of any information that

may be elicited on the subject.— James M 9Adam, Tindon

End, near Thaxted, Essex. [This is the plant mentioned

last week by Prof. Henslow as the Cuscuta Trifolii, and

the subject of some observations in a leading article of

to-day. We have also received specimens from Mr. Stock,

from the neighbourhood of Bungay.]

Asparagus.—" Este," respecting Asparagus, begs to

say that his beds are 14 yards long and 1 yard wide. He
treated all with salt to the amount of 181bs. each, except-

ing one, to which he gave 301bs. The produce was finer

and more abundant than ever, in spite of the cold wet

season. The salt was applied the first week in March.

All the small weeds were killed at first, but they grew

afterwards so rapidly that much weeding was necessary.

The salt was strewed, and suffered to melt by itself.

f^/s^s —Last year, it will be remembered by all persons,

that this insect was unusually abundant, and most annoy-

ing both in doors and out ; all kinds of fruit were attacked,

and the poor Bees were engaged in continual warfare. In

the spring of the present year, 1843, the Queen Wasps,

as they are called, were observed by many persons in

Kent, as being exceedingly numerous. I never remember

in any spring having seen so many ;
strange to say, I have

seen but one Working Wasp this autumn. What has

become of them ? I observe, in Dr. Sevan's most useful

book on the " Honey Bee," that a similar incident occurred

among the Wasps in 1824, 1815, and 1806. On the

summer of Kill, Dr. Bevan quotes an author, by name

Butler, who noticed a similar circumstance, *- £., anextraor-

dinary number of Wasps in 1G11, but none in 1612. The

same occurrence is noticed in 1G20, but no Wasps in

1681 " ^ may not be unworthy the attention," says

])r" Bevan, " of the Entomologist, that betwixt the years

of scarcity here recorded, there was a lapse of exactly

1;°e.nU., 1012 to 162. 1806 .„ MIS, MM to

18y3 i" the latter case, instead of being preceded, they

were 'succeeded by an abundance." I shall feel obliged

to any of your correspondents who have made notes on

this subject to forward them to your Paper, pro bono

puMico.—J. D. Last year, in summer and autumn, 3o

Wasps' nests were destroyed on my farm, of about 200

acres. Peaches, Nectarines, and other fruits were much

injured bv them; for the garden swarmed with these

intrusive "vermin. This year I have seen but one wasp.

That was on the 1st of September. In the spring,

indeed several " Queen Wasps," as we call them, were

seen We have a notion that every queen then destroyed

prevents a nest. Three or four Hornets have been seen

about the garden ; but up to this time, no Wasps' or

Hornets' nests have been seen by any of the haymakers

or harvest men. What I relate is not confined to my

premises, near Woodbridge, Suffolk. No Wasps have, I

believe, been seen in that neighbourhood this year, while

last year they were sad pests. How have your other

correspondents fared in this particular ?—E. M.

Peat- earth.—Until »« Moorland Willie " discloses his

secret,
" Q.'s" vegetable crops, in the event of dry

weather, will derive much benefit by being top-dressed

with well- pulverised dry peat- mould : it obstructs eva-

poration, and being a non-conductor of heat, prevents the

roots from being scorched during the day, and chilled at

night by radiation. As a proof of the non-conducting

properties of dry peat, I may state that, by its application

and that of other non-conducting (non-fermenting) mate-

rials we had a daily supply of Seakale last spring, from

the 7th of February to 25th of March, very much superior

in flavour to Seakale forced under pots with fermenting

horse-dung.— Thomas Cowan, Churchill Garden.

Bees.-—k* friendly collision presents the best, as well

as the pleasanlest mode of eliciting truth, I have been

sorry to observe the tone which Mr. Wighton has adopted

towards my esteemed friend, Mr. Guiding; a tone which

is but too well calculated to deprive our apiarian brethren

of farther communications from the same intelligent

source. Mr. Golding's letter of June last was written in

s„iiit of friendly disquisition, accompanied by that warm

«Mi it of hospitality which he is ever prompt to evince;

and I had hoped that such an apparently auspicious chal-

lenge would have led, not only to a courteous reply, but

to a cordial shake of the hand ; and have laid the founda-

tion of a friendly intercourse betwixt two gentlemen, who
ought to combine those powers which both so eminently

possess in the furtherance of science and the eradication

of error. Mr. Golding's object in addressing Mr.
Wighton was, to induce him to put faith in an aver-

ment of Huber's respecting which Mr. Wighton was

sceptical ; and as Mr. G. had had ocular demonstration

of certain proceedings on the part of his own Bees,

which appeared to afford evidence of their throwing

out intrenchments of some sort, and which might

reasonably be supposed to have been constructed as

defences against an apprehended intrusion ; he very fairly-

inferred that in the case mentioned by Huber, the Bees

might have done the same, and therefore that the state-

ment of that prince of Apiarians rested upon probable

grounds. The fortifications alluded to by Mr. Gokling,

if Mr. "Wighton will allow me to call them by that name,

fell under my own observation when 1 was on a visit to

my friend's house, and the representation which I have

given of them in the " Honey Bee" is very correct. As

respects Mr. G.'s referring Mr. W. to the "Quarterly

Review," for the manner in which Bees collect pollen, I

think there must be a misconception, though, as I have

not the letters before me, being at this time on a visit at

Tenby, I cannot speak with certainty. If my memory do

not fail me, Mr. G. merely opposed the opinion of the

Reviewer upon the whole of the "Honey Bee" to

Mr. W.'s criticism upon a single point Neither Mr. G.

nor myself would hesitate for a moment to acknowledge

anv errors which may have crept into the " Honey Bee ;"*

indeed, to obtain the benefit of their correction, Mr. W.
may see, in the first edition, (which I find he possesses,)

as well as in the last, that I call for ingenuous criticism :

to elicit such criticism from Mr. W., in the most efficient

manner, I shall be happy to present him with a copy of

the second edition, hoping thereby, should a third

be called for, that it may reap the benefit of Mr. W/s
corrections and suggestions.

—

Edward Bevan.

Conservatory Climbers.—Allow me to recommend to

the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle, a beautiful plant

of the above-named class, which Mr. Beaton has slightly

alluded to, in his very interesting paper on the subject,—

I

mean Bignonia cherere, which is decidedly one of the

finest in my conservatory. It was planted in one of the

borders, about eight years since, and though it did not

bloom for the first three years, has ever since flowered

regularly, and been generally admired. It grows very

rapidly, and would, if not restrained, cover the whole

building, which is between 30 and 40 feet long. Its

manner of blooming is, I think, peculiarly valuable, as it

does not produce its flowers simultaneously, but continues

to develope them from the commencement of June to the

end of October, their large size and rich colour rendering

them very conspicuous. The plant is decidedly not a

Stove-climber, as in the same house the exquisite Big-

nonia jasminoides thrives and flowers as freely; while in

the spring, the Kennedyas and Zichyas are equally prodigal

of blossoms. Mr. Beaton has assuredly rendered an

essential service to Florists, by publishing his valuable

remarks on a method of rendering one's conservatories far

more attractive than they have hitherto been ;
but I must

dissent from his opinion that he has run to too great a

length, as the opinions of a practical gardener like him-

self are the very things that, among others, tend to make

the Gardeners' Chronicle so useful. He would confer a

boon on me and many others if he would now give us a

little information respecting plants that are strictly Con-

servatory climbers. With Bignonia venusta, planted in

the same house, I did not succeed, nor does Ipomcea Learn,

though growing luxuriantly, flower well. Mandevilla

suaveolens is equally fine, but without blossoms. Canava-

lia Bonariensis, though possessing handsome foliage and a

tolerably free flowerer is, 1 think, an uninteresting thing
;

and Duranta Ellisii refuses to gratify me with blossom,

though healthy and vigorous. Jasminum heterophyllum

I must discard, in spite of its beautiful leaves, as it has

never flowered but once in England. Siphocampylus

bicolor must give way to something else, though it

is an ever-blooming plant, from its being almost hardy in

our climate. Bignonia jasminoides I bought from the

strong recommendation of a nurseryman, and that too

has never produced a single blossom. Will Mr. Beaton

kindly aid me in mv desire to cover the pillars of my Con-

servatory with free-flowering plants? With the hope of

being possibly enabled to carry out his plan, by erecting a

building at the back of my Conservatory for the growth

of Stove Climbers, may I also venture to ask,- if, by

increasing its size beyond the limits he suggests, i might

be made available for the growth of a selection of Stove

plants, and for forcing flowers for the Conservatory
;

its

aspect will be west, but the end will receive the sun s rays

about 11 o'clock. I conclude that the same heating-

apparatus could warm both houses. \\ hen will Mr.

Beaton favour us with his list of Cape Heaths, which I

think promise to give quite a new feature to our flower-

gardens—does he purpose sinking the pots, or turning

the plants out, into beds of Heath-mould I 1 had once a

bed of Erica cruenta which was very beautiful ;—the

plants survived one winter, with a slight protection, and

the second summer were a mass of bloom ; but the next

winter proving more than usually rigorous, they all perished.

—A Devonian.
Cellar for Roots.—One of my neighbours stores his

Potatoes every year in a cellar or pit of the following de-

scription :—The subsoil is a loose, stony rubble on the

upper oolite, and has been excavated to the depth of 5 feet

and width of about 8 feet ; round the interior is a dry

stone wall, which is carried 2 or 3 feet above the level of

the surrounding ground. A roof, with about 18 inches in
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thickness of thatch " stubble " covers the whole- Outside
the wall and up to the eaves earth is laid firm, in a slop-
ing manner ; the entrance is by a door at one end. When
the Potatoes are stored some loose straw is shaken over
them.

^
I have frequently seen the Potatoes taken out in

the spring in excellent condition, and I never heard that
any were injured by frost. I have also seen similar pits

in places where the soil is a stiff clay, but in such cases a
sloping bank has been chosen for the purpose of easy
drainage. I am induced to send you this short descrip-
tion, from seeing in a late Number of the Chronicle, page
285, a communication from " Lusor," who says that many
years ago, he stored his Potatoes in a limestone quarry,
and although he closed the entrance with a wall of earth,
many feet in thickness, and covered the whole with
stubble, several yards in thickness, yet his Potatoes were
spoiled, and even the wind was not excluded. I cannot help
thinking that if" Lusor " had minutely searched for the
aperture where the enemy entered, he would have found
the covering something less than several yards in thick-
ness. I have never heard of fruit having been kept in

such places, but I beg to inform " Totty " (see page 245)
that a gentleman lately showed me several sorts of desert
Apples which were as hard, and sound, and juicy, as when
gathered from the trees. He had kept them in narrow-
mouthed large earthenware jars, sealed up until wanted.

—

Cullor.

Roman Cement.—I fear your correspondent " J. B. H."
has not had his work properly done, or he would not have
occasion to say that "Roman Cement will not stand frost."
Supposing his brick-work to be properly executed, with a
sufficient bottom to prevent settlement or cracking, and
the cement-work done in the following manner, he will
find that Roman Cement will stand frost. The brick-
work should be well wetted prior to the application of the
cement, which should be from a first-rate factory, such as
Francis and Sons', and what is technically called No. 2,
mixed with one-third clean-washed road-drift, or sharp
river-sand (which is better), and should be finished in one
coat; a second, or setting coat, as it is called by plasterers,
should not be put on, as it almost always scales off after
frost. The cement-work should be allowed to become
thoroughly dry, and then have two or three coats of boiled
oil and turpentine. When this is completely dried the
water may be admitted, and if properly done no frost will
cause it to split, or scale off. I have no doubt " J. B. H.V
work has failed either from improper construction of the

;

brick-work, or the cement being dead before it was used,
or from being mixed with other material than sharp sand,

of which would render it porous, and therefore

ents that " Tobacco may be grown in England by any one
for his own use/' This I believe to be true, but only tp a
certain extent. Many years ago (I presume before the
union of Ireland with this country) Tobacco was cultivated
in the neighbourhood of Kelso, in Scotland ; indeed, so
successfully, that I believe an act of Parliament was
passed prohibiting the growth of it by any person beyond
a limited number of plants, I think not exceeding one
thousand. Some years after the union with Ireland, it

was discovered by some agriculturists that the act was
limited to Great Britain ; they, therefore, went very
largely into the cultivation of this plant, and with no less

success than in Scotland. This of course led to the
extension of the act to Ireland, and I suppose with the
same limitation as to the number of plants. The above I

believe to be a correct statement of the case.

—

F. II. S.
Morphology.— As I perceive you are interested in

Morphology, I take the hberty of forwarding you a branch
of Spruce Fir, in a state

of monstrosity, as a

specimen from a quan-
tity of plants in the

same state, which are

growing here in the

vicinity of old coal-

pits, upon the banks
formed of the refuse

small coal. It appears
the dry weather of last

season induced the

plants growing upon
this porous material

( although they are

only about three feet

high) to form incipi-

ent cones in great

abundance ; and the

excessively wet spring

of this year has forced

them to elongate in

their more natural

state as branches. I

do not know that this

is an uncommon cir-

cumstance, but I never
saw it so abundantly exemplified as

either

liable to be split by the action of frost.—Semper Idem.
[H. Heylyn, of No. 5, Acre Lane, West Brixton, offers to
give information to " J. B. H." on this subject.]
Fames 9 Early Pea.—I beg to say that I have some

of Fames' first early Peas, sown by the side of early
May and Warwick this season, and the results were
decidedly in favour of Fames', as the latter were fit for
use from ten to fourteen days before the others. I
merely notice this to show that persons must not be too
hasty in drawing conclusions from one"] communication
alone, as we see from Mr. Whiting's account the results
are widely different.—C. Noble.

Ginger.—I beg to thank Mr. Brown for his ready com-
pliance with my request. His plan, although apparently
more tedious than my own, is doubtless very good. That
which I call mine is, however, Mr. Markham's, of
Hewell, and was published by him in 1831, in the seventh
Vol. of the "Gardener's Magazine," page 577, signed
"Zingiber;" it runs as follows :—" About the beginning of
March I pot my Ginger in small 32 or 36 pots, according
to the size of the tuber—loam, rotten dung, and leaf
mould, in equal parts, by all appearance being their
favourite soil. I do not sift it, but break it a little with a
spade, or the hand. After filling the pots with this com-
post I proceed to place the Ginger upon it, but barely
covering it, giving a little water to settle the soil, placing
it in a hotbed, frame, or some such situation, to start it.

If it will push without more water so much the better or
safer, as it is very apt to decay if over-watered at that
time. The pit in which this practice has so completely
answered is about 7 feet wide, with linings on each side

;

it is prepared a few weeks previously to the planting of
the Ginger in the following manner :—about 1£ foot or
2 feet of half-decayed tan is placed in the bottom, upon a
good drainage of rough pieces of wood and branches, and
with the exception of the roughness of the soil placed
upon the tan to the depth of about 15 inches or 18 inches
deep, it is precisely the same as that in which I first
planted my < sets.' Planted in this compost, at about
15 inches apart, each way allows sufficient room for their
growth. Giving them a little water when planted will
suffice for some time, as I keep the pit almost close, even
in the hottest days in summer, as I find a net thrown
over them to preserve them from the burning sun sufficient
till they begin their growth, when too much heat and
water can scarcely be given them. The pit should be
from 5 to 6 feet deep, as in this situation and treatment
their growth is almost incredible. By the middle of
September the crop will be ready for gathering. I always
preserve the oldest part of the tubers for future planting,
placing them, after a little drying, in a pan of dry sand,
setting them in a cool dry situation, free from frost or
damjn With this treatment they ensure a crop of good
seed for the following season." It appears Mr. Brown

gets two crops in one season ; about three lights of the
above-mentioned pit produce me from 40 to 50 lbs. of
very fine Ginger with scarcely any trouble at all ; and this
I find an abundance for the consumption of a large family.—«/. M. Dytch.

* J

Tobacco.—1 observe in your " Answers to Correspond-

in the [plantations
named, and it appears to me an excellent example, as
showing the relationship between fruit and branch, clearly
proving them originally one and the same thing, only in a
different organic state.

—

Joseph Paxton, Chatsworlh.
Larch.—I have examined the Larch in various situa-

tions in this part of the country, and find that it thrives
well in soil that may be considered light and moist. Some
years ago a considerable quantity of Larch was cut that
grew on part of the Earl of Dunmore's property. The
soil was light, upon a sandstone rock, and most part of
the trees were affected with the dry-rot. Neither does it

appear to thrive well on soils that have a moist tenacious
subsoil. Draining would be an improvement to such
soil. Again, in soils that are moist and sandy, with a
mixture of peat, the Larch grows well, and produces wood
that is healthy and hard. Upwards of twenty years ago
I visited the Larch-trees at Monzie, (and it is commonly
reported that they are next in size to those at Dunkeld,
which are the largest in Scotland) ; those at Monzie grow
in the garden near the edge of a pond, which must have a
tendency to keep the soil moist.

—

Peter Mackenzie.
The Chinese Primrose.—In my experiments from time

to time in acclimatising plants, it was no small satisfaction
to find the purple and white Chinese Primrose able to
endure the rigour of our winters, flowering in early beauty
with the Crocus, Polyanthus, and its other fair sisters of
the spring. This I have effected (even in Middlesex) at

more than one place, and in successive seasons, by plant-
ing out early in September, strong old plants in front of
an elevated shrubbery border, having a west aspect. The
soil was a poor light loam on a sandy subsoil. In
planting, if I found any part of the border not well

drained under the roots of the shrubs, I placed a few
brickbats or a flower-pot reversed under each plant; in

this situation I had plants which did surprisingly well,

without any other protection than the shade of neighbour-
ing Evergreens, from under whose fostering wings many
of these interesting flowers peered out in freshness, when
there were several inches of snow on the ground ; indeed
they did not appear to suffer so much from frost or snow,
as from the cold March winds—when, as Stillingfleet
beautifully expresses it,—

" Winter still lingers on the verge of Spring,
Retires reluctant, and from time to time
Looks back, while at his keen and chilling breath
Fair Flora sickens.' *

Plants in other aspects of the garden planted similarly
did not answer ; those on the north perished first,

east next, and those on the south, though surviving the
winter, vanished in March and April by the joint effects

of frost and sunshine- In passing, I will observe, if

plants of the Chinese Primroses, not excited by fire-heat
or allowed to flower during the previous winter and
sP ring» are planted out about the end of May in the flower-
garden, on elevated beds in a mixture of loam and leaf-
mould, and shaded a few hours from the mid-day sun,
they will become very ornamental during the summer,
but in this situation they are early destroyed by frost.

I have found in various localities early planting to be
decidedly unfavourable for acclimatising exotics. In most
cases August and September are the best season, for, above
all things, luxuriance of growth must be guarded against,
as every practical gardener knows that succulent vegeta-
tion of any kind is the first to indicate the effects of frost,

portion to their watery contents ; therefore attempts
should be unceasingly made, by thinking gardeners, to
place exotics in the most favourable situations, so as to

increase their numbers, inure them to our climate, and
render the flower-garden at all seasons as attractive as

possible ; for it must be allowed the two great sources of
interest in a place are variety and contrast ; and the best

means by which these can be introduced in the flower-
garden is in the selection and diversity of its flowers and
shrubs.—77. Bowers, Hammersmith Nursery.

Several Species of Rose on one Slock.'—In addition to
what your correspondent u E. B." has stated respecting
this subject, in your valuable paper of August 26, p. 590,
I may mention that a gentleman, a very near relative of
mine, had a common Rose-stock, on which he budded all

the Moss Roses that could be obtained in the county in

which he resided. The buds took, and in the following

year the tree was quite a picture of beauty, every shoot
bringing forth flowers peculiar to its kind. While speak-
ing of this subject, it may probably be interesting to some
if I mention that my relative had also a Pear-tree, trained
against a wall, on which he had grafted fourteen different

kinds of Pears. He selected those Pears which he consi-
dered the very best (he being a good pomologist), and he
was gratified to find that year after year, each shoot pro-
duced fruit true to its kind. Unfortunately, however, for

these trees, my friend determined on making great alter-

ations in his garden, and, consequently, the trees were
obliged to be removed. This removal, however, had no
effect on the Rose, which continued to thrive with great
luxuriance; but the Pear-tree did not survive this trans-

mission, it being about the middle of June when it was
taken up.

—

Ortolano.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Sept. 5.—St. W. Barchard, Esq., in the chair. It. Osborne,
Rsq., and W. Ellis, Esq., were elected Fellows of the Society.
From Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter, were beautiful cut spe-
cimens of Echites splendens, nnd a species of Allarnanda, said to
be grandifiora, but appearing to he only catharticaj also a beau-
tiful little plant of a Verticordia, for which a certificate was
awarded. Mr. Henderson, of Pine-apple Place, exhibited a plant
of Stanhopea "Wardii, hearing a fine spike of its beautifully
spotted flowers; also a new species of Achimenes, which sprung;
up spontaneously among- the roots of a mass of Orchidaccse, which
was purchased from Mr. Skinner last year, and having-, in its
habit of growth and appearance of foliage, a marked resemblance
to A. pednnculata, but distinctly different in the flower, which
is of a violet-rose colour, with a dingy yellow throat, closely
dotted with smal^ brown spots; the flowers also are rather larger
than those of the last-mentioned variety: although it is not so
handsome as some of the others, yet it evidently possesses
considerable merit: for this a Silver Knightian was awarded.
From Mr. J. Robertson, gr to Mrs. Lawrence, were beautiful
plants of Catasetum Russellianum, Oncidium microchilum, Max-
illaria Deppci, and Stanhopea graveolens, having a remarkably
fine spike of its pretty yellow flowers; also splendid plants of
Lilium lancifolium album, speciosum, and lancifolium rubrum;
the latter about six feet in height, and bearing 15 fully expanded
blooms. This plant was stated by Mr. Robertson to have been
presented to Mrs. Lawrence some time ago by Baron Hugely
and is perhaps the only plant of the kind in the country : a silver

Knightian was awarded for the Stanhopea and L. lancifolium
rubrum. Mr. H. Groom, of Clapham Rise, also exhibited a. col-
lection of Lilium lancifolium album, and lancifolium roseum,
particularly well-grown specimens, varying from 5 feet to 5£ feet
In height, and producing seven and eight stems from each pot,
literally covered with beautiful white and pink (lowers. They
had been grown in a span-roofed house, about 21 feet long by
18 feet in breadth, on a horizontal stage: a Knightian Medal
was awarded for them. From S. Rucker, Esq., was a fine plant
of a most beautiful new variety of Miltonia Candida, and a cut
flower of Govenia sp., very curious, and rather handsome: a
Banksian Medal was awarded for the Miltonia Candida. Mr.
Trenfield, of Lee, sent some seedling Verbenas and a hybrid
Gloxinia, with light pink flowers. Mr. Pawley exhibited cut
flowers of two new seedling Fuchsias. From Mr. At lee, grto K.
Beaufoy, Esq., were some very fine Peaches, consisting of Violette
native, Noblesse, Millett's Mignonne, Red Magdalen, Kensington,
and Padley's Mignonne, finely swelled and beautifully coloured :

a certificate was awarded for the Violette hative and Noblesse.
From the same person were also Violette hative and Old Ncwing-
ton Nectarines, with some good bunches of unnamed Grapes:
Mr. M. Henderson, gr to Sir G. Beaumont, sent five fine hunches
of the Muscat of Alexandria Grape, weighing respectively 2 lbs.
3oz., 2 lbs. 2oz., 2 lbs. 12 oz., lib. 13oz., and lib. 13 oz. Mr.
Elridge, gr to G. W. Ward, Esq., sent a bunch of unnamed
Grapes, imported from Paris in the year 1839, resembling in
appearance, a good deal, the Black Morocco. From Mr.Trinder,
of Forest Hill, was a new variety of Pine-apple, weighing 2£ lbs.,

and about eight inches in length and four inches in breadth,
not so well grown as might have been wished, but well-flavoured,
and reported to be very handsome, under favourable circum-
stances. Mr. Frazer, gr. to Sir C. Sullivan, senttwo nice looking
hybrid Persian Melons, two Citrons, and some well-swelled and
beautifully-coloured Noblesse Peaches, which, independent of
their great beauty, were interesting from the circumstance of
their having been produced by a tree )6 years of age, which was
removed 2 years ago from a south to a west aspect, and never
produced previous to its removal such line fruit as those exhibited.
Mr. Frazer is of opinion that all Peach-trees of any size are im-
proved by being occasionally removed and properly transplanted.
A Certificate was awarded for the Peaches. From Mr. Jones, gr.
to Sir M. Disney, were excellent Noblesse and Grosse Mignonne
Peaches. A Certificate was awarded for the former. From
the Gardens of the Society were plants of Peristdria Barken,
with its fine pendulous scape of yellow flowers, Bolbophyllum
Careyanum, Achimenes coccinea and longiflora, Eabingtonia
camphorosma*, an exceedingly pretty plant, bearing on its fine

drooping branches a multitude of its small white flowers. This
plant wasimported a few years agofrom Swan River; also Fuchsia
sanguinea, Statice mucronata, and cut flowers of Lupinus semper-
florens, sent by Mr. Hartweg, particularly remarkable on account
of its forming a large bush, densely covered with (lowers, during
the whole year, in its native country, Peru. From the Gardens
of the Society were also sent, the Nectarine Plum, Imperatncc
Nectarine, and George the Fourth Peach, an American variety,

which is found most worthy of cultivation of any from the Unite"
States, and possesses the additional advantage of being an excel-

lent forcer.

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Chorozema spartioides. Broom-like Chorozema. (Green-

house Dwarf Shrub.) Leguminosje. Decandria Monogynia.
This plant grows up with a short stem, and then spreads out us

branches horizontally, or in a partly drooping s*yle -
il
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and a low temperature acts injuriously on plants in pro-
[ is nicely cultivated, it forms a low bush, not more than three
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inches above tlie soil, compact, and during the blooming: pewod
very showy with its fine yellowish flowers. It was raised from
New Holland seeds several years ago, and is a plant that com-
mences blossoming about the month of April, and continues
nearly all the summer. This is one of those fine- rooted plants

which are easily injured, want frcquentattentionin their culture,

and require to be managed well, or they are never worth growing.
It should be potted high in the centre of the pot, in a compost of
very fibrous and open heath-mould and loam, with the base of

the stem, whence the roots proceed, left a little exposed. The
shoots of the young plants must be kept duly shortened, while
they are advancing ; for it is a species which, if not thus pruned,
will straggle, become very weak and slender, and have a dis-

pleasing appearance. When the specimens are two years old,

however, the pruning may be almost wholly left off, as it is near
the extremities of the shoots that the flowers are borne. After

this time the plant may be pruned in the winter. It will flourish

in any light airy greenhouse. The species is multiplied, some-
what slowly, by cuttings, which should be taken from the
branches that do not seem inclined to flower much. It they

show any disposition to bloom, even after they have formed
roots, the flower-buds should be timely taken away. It is ex-

tremely injudicious, in all cases, to suffer small plants to flower,

—Paxton's Magazine ofBotany.
Epidknorum Schomuu'rgkii. Mr. Schomburgk's Epiden-

drum. {Stove Epiphyte.) Orchidacese. Gynandria Monandria.
—This plant is quite the gem of its class ; and, with E. cinnaba-
rinum, a very nearly related kind, stands among the more inte-

resting and beautiful of the order. It has far more ample clusters

of bloom than the majority of caulescent Epidendra, and the
individual (lowers are much larger than those of the best species,

such as E. ellipticum, &c. while their colour is a deep rich red,

with a tinge of yellow in the centre. They remain perfect, too,

for a considerable time after expansion, being generally open
from one to two months. It was introduced by Mr. Schomburgk
from British Guiana a few years back, and sent to Messrs. Lod-
diges, with whom it has been frequently in bloom—r It is now,
likewise, in most other large nursery establishments. Messrs.
Loddiges cultivate it like E. ellipticum and other caulescent
species, by planting it in a pot filled with rough heath-mould and
potsherds. It seems to flourish in a warm, moist house, and
succeeds well where it can be suspended over a cistern, oralarge
body of water from which exhalations are constantly going
forward. In the winter it should have a somewhat drier spot,
and will require scarcely any water, if kept in a cool house. In
potting it and all similar plants, the base of the stem, from which
the roots are emitted, should be placed rather high in the pot,
and above the general level of the soil. A small pot may be
inverted in the one in which it is put, before the soil is intro-
duced. To propagate it, it is only necessary to take away care-
fully one of the stems, and pot it separately. Or, sometimes the
older stems will throw out lateral branches, which form roots at
their base ; and when the tendency to do this is perceived, a little

moss should be wrapped round such parts, which, by being kept
moist, will encourage the development of roots, and young plants
will speedily be formed, fit for detaching, and treating as separate
specimens.

—

Paxton's Magazine of Botany.
Lycastk plana. Even-flowered Lycaste. (Stove Kj'iphyte.)

Orchidacese. Gynandria Monandria.—A Bolivian plant, imported
by Messrs. Loddiges, with whom it flowered in October last. It
is conspicuous for the large size of its leaves, and is in fact very
near L. macrophylla, from which it differs in the petals being
quite even, not undulated, and in the lateral sepals being much
more exactly oblong. Added to which is a greater degree of
hluntness on the tubercle of the lip. The beauty of the flowers
°f L. plana is far greater than in L. macrophylla, which wants
the rich red-wine colour of the plant before us. Like other
species of Lycaste, this requires to be grown in turfy peat; the
pot to be half filled with potsherds, and the soil considerably
elevated above its brim. Care must be taken not to have its

pseudo-bulbs imbedded in the soil, or they will damp off. In
summer, after the plant has commenced growing, plenty of water
should be given to its roots, and a slight syringing over head once
or twice a day as the weather permits. The house should be
shaded in sunny days, and the temperature kept about 80° by
day, and 70° by night. In winter, for a few weeks, very little
water is required, especially in cloudy weather; if the house is
kept moist it will be quite sufficient, and the temperature may
be allowed to fall as low as 58° by day, and 50° by right.—
Botanical Register.
Portuxaca splknthcns. Garden variety . (Half-hardy annual.)

pWe presume this to be a mere variety of Portulaca Thellusonii

;

but if so it. is one of singular beauty. Its origin is however
unknown to us. Seeds of it were purchased of Mr. Charlwood,
in Covent Garden, for the Horticultural Society, and in the Chis-
wick Garden it flowered in the autumn of 1842. It is a charming
tender annual, about a foot high, which flowers most abundantly
from July to September, if treated in the following manner. The
seed should be sown about the middle of March in pots filled
with a mixture of sandy loam, old lime-rubbish, and well-decom-
posed cow-dung in equal portions. The plants should be raised
pn a hot-bed, and when large enough should be potted off singly
into small sixty-pots, filled with the same kind of compost as that
in which the seeds were sown. The young plants when potted
should be again returned to the hot-bed, and when well esta-
blished, their pots being well filled with roots, should bere-uotted
into upright thirty-twos, draining the pots well, and covering
the surface of the soil with a thin covering of fine sand. After
this the pots should be placed on the front shelf of a greenhouse,
where they are freely exposed to the sun, but guarded from wind'
and rain, the first of which destroys the flowers, and the latter
the plants. Care must also be taken in watering the plants

;
for

on this much depends of the success in their management, for
they are very subject to damp off close to the soil, it is also
Possible to grow this Purslane in the open ground in a fine dry
Season, if it is planted in a hot situation, where it can be protected
frorn heavy rain and wind, but it will not, under such circum-
stances, display all its beautiful effects.—Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Chalk in Brazil.— It is a general opinion among geo-

logists that no chalk occurs in South America
; this was

Humboldt's conjecture, and all succeeding geologists have
adopted his view. Mr. Gardner has, however, in a paper
read before the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, proved
that in Brazil there is a very extensive chalk formation,
Probably extending over the whole of the immense
shoulder which forms the most eastern point of the Ame-
rican continent. The country from the coast to the chalk
district is very level, and large tracts of it all the way up
consist of what are called Vargems by the Brazilians.
These are large open spaces destitute of trees or shrubs
*or the most part, and only covered with herbaceous vege-
J^tion, and that sparingly, during the season of the rains.
The place where Mr. Gardner found his evidence of chalk
js situated in about 80° of south latitude, and 40° of west
io«gitude, or about 300 miles in a straight line from the

^
ast coast. The locality forms part of an elevated table-

land, which stretches continuouslyfrom the sea-coast south-
ard, and forms a natural boundary between the two great
Provinces of Ceani and Piauhy. It is generally elevated
Irom 500 to 1000 feet above the level of the country to the
€a»t of it, but not so much above that to the west

; and at

the place from whence specimens were taken is about

2000 feet above the level of the sea. To this range the

name of Serra Vermelha is given by the Portuguese, and
Ibiapaba by the Indians. Between the 10th and 11th

degrees of latitude it takes a westerly direction, and in

about 47° of longitude takes a northerly sweep, finally

terminating at the mouth of the Amazon, under the

Equator, the country which it surrounds forming a vast

valley, including (lie provinces of Piauhv and Maranham.
Italian Rye-grass.—The following communication from

Dr. Blundeli respecting the early and abundant produce
of Italian Rye-grass, we extract from the Mark Lane
Express:—It is how more than three weeks since I drew
your attention to the fact of my having cut a specimen of

Italian Rye-grass on the I2th of June, the seed of which
was only sown on the 27th of the previous April, which
measured the astonishing length of 18 inches, cut clear
from the surface soil ! This, from the sowing to the

cutting, is little more than six wreeks ! I make little doubt
that many of your readers considered, as I did at the

time, this rapidity of growth as surpassing that of any other
known kind of grass ; but what will they say when I in-

form them that on the same spot of ground, and from the

selfsame plants, I have obtained a second growth of grass,

cut on the 1st of July, the average specimen of which
measured from 15 to 16 inches ! This is only a growth of

eighteen days, or very nearly equal to one inch per day.

Again, another sample of this Italian grass, sown on a

ground which was last year sown with Wheat, and which
was also cut on the 1st of this July, measured 5 feet 4£
inches, and was only just then full in seed. Surely these

facts are of themselves sufficient to establish the high
claims of this grass to the notice of the agricultural public.

Since my former letter appeared, a gentleman has written
to ask me the question, "Whether Italian Rye-grass
will succeed sown after harvest, upon a Barley stubble

which is sown with Clover, for sheep feed;" and as this

rnay be a question which may arise in the minds of others,

I wish to inform them also that it will so succeed—and
in a manner, too, that will surprise and exceed their most
sanguine expectations. Again, I may further remark that

such is the avidity with which stock of all kinds will eat

this grass, that having once tasted it, they will forsake
every other part of the field for that on which this grass

may, for the sake of trial, chance to be sown and growing.

Great Produce.— We find in a late Number of the

American Agriculturist the following statement:

—

M In
answer to some inquiries as to the manner of obtaining
the large crops, for which premiums were awarded at a

meeting of the New York State Agricultural Society."

Where the land was not naturally rich, it was made so by
a plentiful use of barnyard manure, and some ashes and
plaster. The corn was planted in hills two feet apart each
way, kept clear of all weeds, and a product of 122 bushels
to the acre was obtained. Of oats, i\ve bushels were
sown to the acre, on well-manured land, and 102 bushels
obtained. In the same field, side by side, without ma-
nure, less than 8G bushels on an acre and a half were
obtained ; thus demonstrating, even on naturally rich

land, the benefit of adding fertilising substances to it. The
same care was used in the cultivation of all other grain,

and also of the root crops ; and the products were un-

commonly large.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
[Second Notice.]

Mrs. Sherbournet Hurst House, near Prescot, Lancashire.—
The cultivation of Tropical fruits is carried on here with a spirit

too seldom to be met with. The principal collection is contained
iu two stoves, and perhaps a better or a more varied private
collection, considering the short time that has elapsed since the
talented proprietress first devoted separate houses tor the cultiv-

ation of Tropical fruits, cannot be met with in the country. The
greater part of the plants are as yet young, and several years,
with the best of culture, must elapse before many of them can
be expected to make any return for the trouble and care which
they now require. At present, the younger plants have a very
stimulating heat, with plenty of pot room; they will be kept
growing: vigorously until they have attained such a size as may
be considered large enough for them to bear fruit, when they
will be stunted in their growth, and every means med to induce
them to bear fruit. The centre of each of the two houses is

occupied by a bark-bed, such as is usually appropriated to Pines,
but at a greater distance from the glass. Many of the plants are
plunged in the tan, but the greater part merely stand upon it.

To enumerate all the plants worthy of notice in the collection
would tftke up too much space for the columns of a newspaper]
a few of the principal ones will, however, give some idea of the
nature and extent of the collection. There are some remarkably
line plants of the Rose Apple (Jambosa vulgaris); the Rose-
Water Jamba (J. aquea) ; the Malay Apple (J. Malaccensis), and
J. macrophylla. Also some very fine plants of the common
Papaw-tree (Carica Papaya), the Monoecious (C. monoica), and
two other varieties,—all flowering and fruiting abundantly. A fine
plant of Soursop (Anona muricata), with several other species of

plants of Anona Barbadensis(?) a noble plant of a Mnsa, called
Stecli, resembling M. Cavendishi; fine young plants of the
Honey-berry (Melicocca bijuga) ; handsome young plants of the
Mammee-tree (Mammea americana)

; the silvery-leaved Star
Apple (Chrysophyllum argenteum) ; the Akee-trce (Bliehia
saoida); the Anchovy Pear (Grias cauHflura); the Jacca-tree
(Artocarpus intcgnfoha)

5 and another species of Bread-fruit-
also the Cashew Nut (Anacardium occidentale) ; a noble plant
of Cicca disticha; another of the Butter-Nut (Caryocar nuct-
ferum); the Pistacia lentiscus and terebinthus, and manv more
remarkable plants. The back-wall of one of the stoves is

covered with Cattley'sGuava (Psidium Cattleyanum). There are
also in these two stoves many fine plants which are cultivated
merely for their flowers, the principal of which are Nelumbium
speciosum, throwing up many fine flowers; N. luteum, and a
third a white species. Nymphsea casrulea, rubra, and odorata,

and two beautiful plants of Pontedera crassipes; Txora coccinea,

or stricta, fine and healthy ; Tabernremontana grandiflora ; a fine

plant of Bignonia grandifolia. but not inrlower; Sagittaria sagit-

tifolia, Limnocharis Humboldtii, and several others, all good
plants. Bignonia campanulata, and a great variety of climbers,

trained up the numerous pillars, render these houses gay and
interesting. Against the back-wall of a Pine-stove is a very
large plant of the Lee-chee (Euphoria Litchi) ; also a large plant
of Jambosa aquea, and another of the Cheriraoyer (Anona cheri-

I
molia) j these last three are planted in a border, and cover about
30 square yards of wall; it is hoped from their size that thev will
soon begin to bear fruit. The Cherimover has produced flowers,
but did not carry its fruit well; Mr. Burden supposed that this
may result from the plant not obtaining a sufficient rest during
the winter, as the Pine-stove may be too warm for it at that
season. At the back of another Pine-stove is a large plant of the
Mango (Mangiferaindica); an equallv fine plant of the Sappo-
dilla Plum (Achras Sapota) ; these, with Piper nigrum, cover
about 30 square yards of the wall. Against the glazed end of one
of the houses is an immense plant of Ipomcea Learii, flowering
most abundantly; this, and many other of the finest of the
climbers noticed here, are planted in the Vine-border outside of
the house, and the branches pass through a hole in the front
wall. To judge by the luxuriance of their appearance the situa-
tion agrees with them well, for they have a great supe-
riority over those planted in pots, both in health and in
the abundance of their flowers. There will be a difficulty,
perhaps, in preserving the roots from frost, but that
Mr. Durden hoped to effect by placing shallow boxes, filled
wilh light dry litter, over the place where the principal part
of the roots lie. With such plants as Ipomcea Learii, it may
scarcely be worth the trouble to preserve the old plants over
winter, seeing that a young plant will grow quite large enough
in one season. There are some good Pines in the pits, and some
excellent grapes on the Vines, especially one plant of Mill Hill,
which has some excellent bunches on it. In one vinery are
some fine bunches of the Cannon Hall Muscat Grape, and somo
fine Figs in another house. The greenhouse, a neat structure,
having a dome in the centre and twospan-roofcel ends, contains,
at present, nothing remarkable, the greater part of the plants
being out of doors. A clean well-cropped Kitchen Garden and a
neat little Flower Garden are both in keeping with the rest of
the establishment.— J. W. Jones.

At Rose?/eath, in Dumbartonshire, there are two plants of
Fuchsia discolor, nearly equal in size, and so rapiiily increasing,
that two Gooseberry bushes had last year to be moved to give
them room, as the Fuchsias were smothering the Gooseberries;
and now, to prevent a similar result, a limb of a Standard Apple-
tree must he taken off. The largest is in circumference 40 feet,
and in height ; feet 3 inches. I brought a very small plant of it

home in April last, from a cutting in a pot, and planted it out,
being a few inches in size. It is now in circumference 6 feet
2 inches, and 2 feet high.—Ryail Hill. Worcestershire.

iUbietos.
Dr. Justus Liebig, in his Relation to Vegetable Physi-

ology- By Dr. Hugo Mohl. (Dr. Justus Liebig's
Verhaltniss zur Puanzen-Physiologie.) Tubingen
Frues. 1843.

[Continuedfrom page 614.)

In that chapter which is devoted to the Culture o.

Plants, Professor Liebig puts forth a regular theory of
vegetable nutrition—as tar, namely, (->'.»serves Dr. Mohl,)
as L's unconnected way of writing admits of any sys-

tematic arrangement. He again starts from the assump-
tion, that, humus cannot be absorbed and used as food by
plants ; for two reasons—one chemical, and the other
physiological. He, in the first instance, denies that the
humus of vegetable mould possesses the properties

ascribed to it by chemists, it being absolutely insoluble in

water, and not combining with earth into soluble salts.

The latter, he says, may be seen in calcareous caves,

whose stalactites, instead of consisting of humate of lime,

do not contain a trace of vegetable matter. Dr. M. says

that he does not intend to settle these opinions, for he
has no doubt that chemists will take them up in due
time. He merely throws out the following remarks :

—

" It cannot be positively asserted that the humates con-
tained in vegetable mould are insoluble in water, because
water will dissolve out of the soil a certain amount of an
organic, brownish substance—an experiment which can be
made with any garden soil; still coal of humus seems to

possess the property of subtracting these substances from
a solution passing or filtering through soil, otherwise (as

L. has stated) all our springs would contain brown water.

It appears, moreover, that besides coal of humus, the

inorganic substances of the soil themselves possess

(although in a lesser degree) the property of withdrawing

from water the substances dissolved in it— a circumstance

to which the greater purity of springs coming from a
great depth may be ascribed. Still this withdrawal of

organic substances is obviously only a partial one, for our

spring-water is never free from organic substances—a fact

borne out by analysis, as well as by the putrescence to

which spring-water is subject. This perfectly agrees with
the new experiments of Saussure, who found in all waters an
azotised substance soluble in water." All these facts, there-

fore, give quite another resultfrom that which L. has arrived

at, viz. , that the water which filters through vegetable mould
will always supply plants with some portion of organic

matter. How far this substance influences the nutritive

process of plants, was the proper question for Liebig to

examine, but which he has neglected to enter into. Saus-

sure has, however, made some experiments on the absorp-

tion of humate of potash , and the extract of vegetable mould

by the roots of plants (Bibl. Univ., vol. xxxvi. p. 340).

:, tnat it win uc tnt> ^t*-^ «- »""& «*> mc iuuih

are healthy, and do not, by their putrescence, yield humous
substances to the water. L., in a subsequent refutation

of these experiments, ascribes their telling against him to

an error of calculation ! In another part of this chapter

(p. 109), L. says, that humus, if not properly exposed to

the influence of atmospheric air, will form with water a
solution of a brown colour ; but that no plants can grow
in such soil, for the humus will consume all the oxygen
contained in the air. It is (says Dr. Mohl), quite incon-
ceivable how a man can write such things, when the in-
spection of any peat moss will show the fallacy^of such
assertions.

The second argument which L. brings forth to support
his favourite assertion of plants not feeding on humus,
is based on physiological grounds. He first announces as

a general principle, that, under the appellation of food,

such substances only can be included, as being derived

from external sources, can maintain all the vital functions,

and which the organs of a plant can use for the formation

of the substances peculiar to them. This ambiguous
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definition includes (says Dr. Mohl), some anomalies, and
does not apply to several reputed kinds of food. Starch,

for instance, is certainly one of the substances on which
man feeds

; yet he could not live on it alone. In farther

explanation of his views, Liebig adduces the example of a

grain of Wheat, which contains the necessary ingredients of

the germ, and the first fibres of roots ; and he adds that we
have to suppose that these ingredients are mixed just in

the proportion that is required for the development of those

organs. If one of the ingredients, say starch or gluten,

were superabundant, they would not serve either for the

formation of leaves or otherwise. Carbon, also, as well

as ammonia and water, are always combined in plants

with an azotised matter; and it is for this reason that

substances, containing no nitrogen, like gum, sugar, &c,
and consequently no hunvic acid (which stands next to

them in a chemical point of view), are not used as food

by plants, but would rather impede the vital process and
kill the plant, (p. 116.) In analysing this string of

assertions, Dr. Mohl observes, in the first instance, that

the absorption of azotised compounds as food by plants

is a fact doubted by no one ; but he doubts whether the

quantitative proportion between the absorption and

digestion of azotised and unazotised substances, assumed
by Liebig, be based on fact, L. says that this proportion

must exist in the grains of Wheat. But Hermbstadt's
line experiments on the different sorts of grain show quite

the contrary ; for one sort of Wheat contains 41 per cent.

of starch to 34 per cent, of gluten, whilst another sort

shows a proportion of Go to 9. But tliis varying propor-

tion of azotised and unazotised substances also occurs in

the organs of vegetation themselves, as may be seen in

the roots of Beet cultivated on a soil rich in vegetable

mould, or in one manured with animal matter. Chemistry,
therefore, does not support Liebig's assertions. Indeed,

he himself, in some degree, contradicts his own state-

ments, when he says (p. 119) that if plants obtain a

greater proportion of carbon than of nitrogen, then the

carbon will not be used for forming gluten, or albumen,
or wood, nor for any constituent part of an organ, but
will be secreted in the form of sugar, starch, oil, wax,

resin, mannite, gum, &c
(To be continued.)

Hooker's Icones Plantarum, Vol. II., New Series ; or

Vol. VI. of the entire work, has appeared, with a most
interesting selection of plants. The figures are executed

in the same bold style as those of former volumes, and
are remarkable for the vigour and truth of the drawings.
Among them are many from the Straits of Magellan,
which just now are particularly acceptable. Others are
from New Zealand, and will be useful to the more scientific

among the settlers in that colony ; as, for example, the

Miro Tree and the Mai, (two species of Podocarpus) ; a

most curious species, thought to be of the same genus,

with the habit of Lycopodiurn phlegmaria ; Ourisia ma-
crophylla, a handsome herbaceous plant of the Fox-glove
tribe ; Phyllocladus trichomauoides, the Tanehaha Tree,
one of the finest of the Conifers ; and a fine blue Lobelia

physaloides, from the woods of Wangaroa. Among Van
Diemen's Land novelties are those curious plants called

by Don, Athrotasis, which form a very peculiar set of

Coniferce, nearly allied to Cunninghamia. Containing
such illustrations as this the work would be one of the

most acceptable of all presents in our southern colonies,

and ought, in fact, to be found in every public Colonial

Library.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensning week.
I have had a number of inquiries about the best and cheapest

modes of heating hotbeds, by the trough system, &c. &c, some of
which I have answered privately ; the rest I shall endeavour to

answer from time to time, in observations at the head of the Calendar
;

but as this can only be done in an unconnected form, to suit the dif-

ferent queries, I shall draw up a paper or two on the subject, the first

of which will probably be ready for publication soon. What depth of
water do you recommend for the troughs? almost every one inquires

;

and as this seems to be less understood, by the best advocates of the
system than it ought to be, I shall answer it first, from my own
practice. The heat given out by a body of water in these tanks does
not depend on its depth ; and this is one of the most important
points to be looked to in the construction of new tanks. The breadth
of surface determines the heat given off. A certain surface of water
heated to 140° or 150° will givcofFthe same quantity of heat whether
the water in the tank be half-an inch or 20 inches in depth. One corre-
spondent, in June last, almost quarrelled with me on this point, but
I have since satisfied myself on the subject by direct experiments
with my own troughs, and my attention was first drawn to it by the
young men who attend our fires insisting that the less water they
put into the troughs the more heat they received : we had eight

inches depth of water in the troughs at the time, and the house was
kept at about 6o°. When we had from 7° to ] 0° of frost, the heat of the
water at the surface was 140°, and as the frost increased we had to

increase the heat of the water up to 150°, and a few degrees higher
once or twice. This being ascertained, the water in the troughs was
reduced from eight inches to two inches in depth; this depth of
water kept up the temperature as usual, that is, two inches in depth of
water at 1 40° kept the temperature of the house at6o°, when the frost

was 10° out-of-doors. Except in hard weather our troughs were never
filled more than two inches deep. Seeing, therefore, that the heat is

not in proportion to the depth of water, but to the surface it presents
to the bed to be heated, the most economical plan in the end will be
to make the tank as wide as the bottom of the bed, or nearly so. A
three-light Melon-bed, six or seven feet wide, will probably require

the water in the tank to stand three inches in depth, if it be intended

for use early in February. This depth is not suitable for increased

heat, but as a reservoir of heat, which will hold out 12 or 15 hours.

A bed with nine lights, to be used early in May, will only want

\k inch in depth to retain heat for the same length of time, while a
runge of 100 feet may safely be worked with a tank one inch in depth.
Now, this may not be the exact ratio, but it is near enough for
practice ; And recollect the calculation refers to Melon and Cucumber
beda, where 20 inches or two feet of soil lies over the top of the tank

;

of course any other kind of plant may be planted in the soil, such as
the Pine, &<u Here Mr. " llendle's system " falls a little short of
previous arrangements; he makes no provision for moistening the
bottom of such a bed, and a gardener cannot well ascertain the
moisture of the soil in the bottom of his Melon beds. In a para-
graph of the leading article of last week's Chronicle is the following
statement *-»-" Where an open tank is used three tilings happen

:

the steam condenses among the soil, and renders it mere mud ; the
tanks become foul with soiL that drains into them, and by degrees
are choked.' • Now, this mere mud is the very best thing that can

be for growing Melons and Cucumbers in, providing you keep a dry
atmosphere over it, and the surface of the bed also quite dry, and
stirred three or four inches deep. Melons and Cucumbers for the
markets of Mexico have been grown on beds of mere mud, floating
on the lake of Chalco, near that city, time out of mind, to say
nothing of the floating beds of Cashmere, where great quantities of
Melons, Cucumbers, and Gourds are grown every year on mud beds
two feet deep. Melons could thus be grown in any part of the world
where strong, dry heat prevails; and here, in England, we can now
imitate this state of things. Pr. Lindlcy's " Guide to the Orchard,"
the best book on the subject in our language, has this remark bearing
on the subject:—"They (the fine Melons of Persia), are found to
require a very high temperature and dry atmosphere, and an ex-
tremely humid soil."

I I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—Now that the beds are settled down to a more tem-
perate bottom-heat, see that they do not lower too much, for want of
turning the linings ; as they are growing fast, they will stand a brisk
bottom-heat of 80° or 85°, as long as the weather keeps fine ; they
will also stand a good current of air: this will harden their leaves
and ripen them, as it were, before the dull days overtake them in a
green succulent state. We can never pay too much attention to
plants of all sorts, in order to assist and hasten their growth when
they arc in motion ; if we get them well ripened, as the season
advances, they are better fitted to stand against our long dull winters

;

and as Pines do not require so much light for this purpose, we may
keep them longer in growth late in the autumn, and fires may, there-
fore, be applied sooner to them than to other stove plants.
Vinery.— In spring we give most air at the top of the house, in

order to keep the tops of the Vines cooler, to induce the plants to break
regularly all the way down ; but in autumn wc reverse this plan with
late Vines, to keep the top of the house warmer ; this we do to get
the younger portion of the shoots well ripened, as these are always
more succulent than the bottom shoots, and though they may appear
brown on the outside, the inner portion of the wood still requires
heat to ripen it ; there is nothing like getting all the young wood well
ripened throughout while the leaves are yet fresh. Laterals and the
tops of long rods may now do more harm than good, if left growing,
as all the buds are fully organised ; these send down their organised
matter, and perhaps hinder the shoots from ripening so fast as they
would otherwise do. Whether this be so or not, experience has
taught us that these had now better be cut away.
Peach, Apricot, Cherry, or Fig-treks, in boxes, in these

houses, except any of the latter that arc in bearing, might now be
turned out behind a north wall, and pruned at once. Some of the
earliest Strawberries in pots for forcing often throw up flower stems
at this time ; if there is a good stock on hand these might be en-
couraged, and would produce a few dishes in October; otherwise
the flower-stems should be cut off as they appear.

!

^

Out-door Department.
Wheeling in rotten dung, for vacant pieces of ground, and digging

ortrenching them ; looking after the Onions, to get them well dried,
tying up Lettuces and Endive occasionally, with the general routine
of weeding and keeping the ground clear, is the principal work now
in the kitchen -garden.
Composts.—About this time we mix up a twelvemonths* store of

what we call universal compost, and put it under cover while dry; it

is made up of exhausted Melon-mould, rotten dung, and leaves, the
refuse ofthepotting-sheds, also last winter's gatherings from hedges,
banks, ditches, road-sides, &c., that have been carted to the com-
post-yard, and exposed to the weather all the season. Not a blade
of Grass or a withered flower should be lost. Depend on it, if there
be one secret in gardening more than another, it is to keep a sharp
eye over the compost-yard.
Cabbage.— If you have anymore left on the seed-beds there is

plenty of vacant ground now for them, and they will come in for
some purpose by-and-by.
Cauliflowers should also be got out in time, where they may

be protected, or prepared for planting under hand-glasses and frames.
Lettuces.—While the weather is fine get in the last sowing for

the late spring supply, before the week is out.
Celery may get a good earthing-up now, when the soil is dry,

and so may the Cardoons, as they have now finished the greater part
of their growth.
Tomatoes promise well; pinch off all their lateral shoots, and

stop the leaders just as you would the Vines; but they like more
sun than Grapes, and you may cut off some of their leaves, to let the
sun reach them.
Orciiard.—Any of the weak, useless side-shoots may now be cut

away, and many of the shoots stopped on wall- trees. Place Bean-
stalks among the Peach-trees, if there be any earwigs, and blow them
into a pot of water in the morning; this will soon thin them. See
that you know the names of all your Peaches before the fruit season
is over ; if you paid attention to the size of the flowers, the leaves and
fruit will now go a good way to determine their right names. It is im-
portant that everything should be correctly named. Mats or canvas
over Gooseberry and Currant bushes might now be taken off, and the
dead leaves and fruit cleared away ; when all is clean and sweet,

put on the coverings again. Wasps and flies are not very trouble-

some this season, and there is a chance of keeping fruit for some time.
il.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHKUiiBERY.

In-door Department.
Stove.—After this time the syringe need not be much used, and

the watering may be done in the morning; let as little water be
thrown about as possible; admit large portions of air, and let the

house be shut up, with everything dry and sweet, for the night ; all

this will prepare the plants gradually to go quietly to rest before the
winter. Any more growth this autumn cannot do much good, there-

fore take care of what is made, and be contented.
Greenhouse.—The young stock in the nurseries was never in

better condition than it is this season, and the rule of "first come
first served " is always adhered to in this business ; they also house
their young plants sooner than we do in the country, and therefore

it is much better to order soon what plants are wanted, so that one
may get the cream of the stock, and have time to recover the plants

from the effects of carriage, before the winter sets in.

Conservatory.— I have just heard that a new plant for the con-
servatory has appcarednear London, called, or to be called, Lisian-

thus nigricans ; and if it proves such an acquisition as L. Russelli-

anus, it will be a welcome guest to many. Might not Mr. Cuthill

give us a paper on his treatment of the latter ? many people find a

difficulty in managing it. Little shade will now be wanted to ward
off the sun from this house; the plants will require much less water,
and the house should be kept close, and shut up early in the after-

noon.
Pits and Frames should be filled with good things for next

year. As soon as the cuttings are struck let them have a few weeks
out-of-doors, if possible; it will revive them much before winter, and
will also enable them to stand the confinement with greater freedom.
Flower-Garden.—Now those who make use of annuals after the

middle of June will begin to have blanks among their beds, while
those who despise these temporary plants will have full display till

cut off by frost. From the middle of April, therefore, to the middle
of June is the proper time for these assistants, while more permanent
things are coming forward to take their places.—D. Beaton, Shrub-
land Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the WeatherJaTChiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending September lfi, 1843.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 12lh,

184X—thermometer 84°; and thelowe&t on the 10th, 1838—thermometer 34°.,

State of the Weather near London For the week ending; Sept. 7, 1843, as
observed at the Horticultural Garden, Cluswick.
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Wind.
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S.

Rain.

.00

Sept. 1. Foggy; very hot throughout for the period of the season ; overcast.
2. Heavy dew; Blight haze J hot and sultry ; clear.
3. Heavy dew with slight haze; hot and dry with bright sun; lightly

overcast.
4. Clear; fine with bright sun ; clear at night.

0. Heavy dew ; cloudless; cool north winn at night. '

6. Clear and fine; almost cloudless, and exceedingly fine throughout.
7. Heavy dew with slight haze ;

cloudless and hot ; clear and fine-

Mean temperature of the week G£° above the average.

REPORT ON COVENT-GAltDRN MARKET,
For the Week ending^ Sept. 8, 1843.

The continued fine weather has improved the quality, and in-
creased the supply, of Fruits and Vegetables of almost every kind

;

but in consequence of a great number of the nobility having retired

to their country seats, the demand has been rather dull. Pines are
exceedingly plentiful, and are said to be of excellent quality. Grapes
are supplied in very large quantities— particularly Black Hamburgh
and Muscat of Alexandria— and are selling at from 2s. to 4s. per lb.

Apricots are offered at nearly the same prices as last week. Plums
still continue plentiful, particularly the Greengage, Violet, and
Muscle; the Orleans are becoming less plentiful. Peaches are very
abundant, and bring from 4s. to 6s. per doz. Nectarines bring from
Iff. to 4s. per doz. Figs of good quality are offered at from 4s. to 6s.

per doz. Good Filberts continue plentiful, and arc selling at from
40s. to 55s. per 100 lbs. Melons bring from Iff. to 4s. each ; and
Cueumbersniper brace, are from hd. to Iff. Cauliflowers are good
and plentiful, and bring from 2s. to 6s. per doz. Cabbages andTur-
nips are plentiful. Peas are offered at from 3s. to 4s. per half-sieve.

French and Windsor Beans bring nearly the same prices as last week.
Tomatoes are from 6s. to 7s. per half-sieve. Some good Endive may
be got, at from Iff. to Iff M. per score. Carrots and Shallots are
plentiful. Among Cut Flowers are Ericas, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Verbenas, Calceolarias, Stocks, Dahlias, and Pansics.

PRICES, Saturday, Septemher 0, 1843—FRUITS:—
Fine Apple, per lb., 3* to 5*
Grapes, hothoiife, per lb-, 2s to As

„ Portugal* per lb. is

Peaches, per dozen, 5* to Gs

Nectarines, per do/en, 1* to Gs
Apricots, per iloz-, 1* to As
Pigs, per doz., <s to Gs
Melons, eacli U to As

„ Dutch, each, Is to 2s Gd
Paims, per punnet, Is to 2s
— violet, per hf -sieve, 2s Gd lo'AsGd
— Gage, per punnet, 2s

__— Gages, Green, (Baking) per hf-
sv., 3s Gd to 7*

Currants, per half-sieve, 3s to 4s Gd
— Black, per hisv.

t
V,sGd to 5s

— lied, for wine, per sv., 3s to 4s— for dessert, p. hi"-sv.,4s to (is

Cherries, Worello, sianuaids, pel hf.

sieve, 6's *

Cherries, Wall, per lb., l.t to 2s

Raspberries, per gallon, Id to is
Damsor.s, per hf-SV., 3s to is'JSd

Apples, dessert, per bush. 6s to fis

,, Kitchen, per bush. U6d to Gs
Pears, per half-sieve, 2s to Gs
Oranges, per dozen. Is (id to 3s— per loo, 10s to 'Ms
Lemons, per doz. Is to 2s Gd— Iper 100, 7s to 14s
Cncumbers, per brace, Gdin I*
Gherkins, per 1,0(10, 5s to 7*
Almonds, per peck, Gs
Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 2s
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, iGs
— Barcelona, 22s to 24s— Cob. 12s

Filberts, English, p lOOlbs., 40s to 55s
Tomatoes per hf.-sv. Gs 10 7s*

VEGKTAHLKS.
Cabbages, per doz., Od to 1a 3</

Cauliflowers, per dozen, 2s to Gs
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, Is to 2s Gd
— .Scarlet, per hf-sv., Is Gd to 2s Gd
— Windsor, per sieve, 1* to Is Gd

Peas, per sv., 3s to As

Potatoes, New, per ton, 30s to COs
— per cwt., Is GdtoAs
— perbushel, is to 2s Gd
— Kidney, p. bush., 2s to 4s

Artichokes, green, per doz., Is to 3s

Vegetable Marrows, per doz-, Gd to Is

Turnips, per doz- bunches, 2s to As

Red Beet, per dozen, ild to Is

Horse Kadish, per bundle, Is to Gs

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gr/ to Is

— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, i)d to Is

Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bunches, 3s to (Is

— i'Ong, per doz. bunches, 4s to Is

Shallots, per lb., Gd to 9rf

Z — green, per bunch,

4

d
Spinach, per sieve, Is Gd to 2s

Leeks, per doz- bun., 2s to 3*
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch.. Is Gd to 3s— Large, per doz. bch., 2s to 5s— Spanish, per doz., 1*64 to 3s
Garlic, per lb. V<i to Hd
Chilis, per 100, Is to 2s
Peas, per bushel, 2s to 3s
— per sack, 3s to Gs

Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, 9d to Is— Cos, per score, Gd to Is Gd
Celery, p. bd., (12 to 15) <)d to Is Gd
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3rf

Sweet Basil, per doz. bunches, ,2s to 4s
Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. Ad to Gd
Paisley, per half sieve, Is
Tarragon, per doz- bunches, 2s to 3s
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2s to 3s
Endive, per score. Is to Is Gd
Mint, per doz. bundles, U Gd to 3s
Marjoram, green, per bunch, 2d to AdZ
MuuhrooniH, per pottle, 1* Gd. to 2s
Wallnuts, Green, per bushel, 7s to 9s

Notices fo Correspondents.
Manures.—!?. F.—This is the wrong season for top-dressing;

Asparagus with Potter's Guano, or any such manures. They
should be applied when plants arc in full growth, or are just

about to grow ; the Asparagus is now ceasing to grow. You
had better give your bed a good dressing of rotten dung in the

end of October or beginning: of November, when the Asparagus
stem is dead, and then Potter's Guano, at the rate of 2 lbs. to a
rod, in April, repeating the dose in June and the beginning
of August. Two cwt. an acre of this manure will be found
excellent for any field-crop.

Guano.—A Tulip -Grower inquires whether any of our readers
used any Guano in growing their Tulips last season ; and if so,

what effect it had upon them, and the mode and quantity of

Guano used.
Fruit-trkh Borders.— R. J?.—Your garden being on a slope

affords you the command of drainage; but to drain off the

water after it has gone through the substratum of your garden,
however promptly this may be effected, is not all that could be

desired ; for in its continual progress it chills the roots of your
trees in proportion to the difference there is between its tem-
perature and that of the rain-water which falls during the

growing season. It will, therefore, be advisable to cut off the

springs by a deep drain along the outside of your garden at

top. With regard to the wall borders, as the subsoil is bad, it

will be better not to disturb it ; for to break part of it up and
mix with the top soil would only deteriorate the latter. A
layer of concrete interposed, sloping from the wall, between the

bad subsoil and the top portion is the best remedy. The trees

should be carefully taken up in autumn, and as the border is

prepared, replanted very shallow, covering their roots with

rich turfy loam. A drain should be made in front lower than
the bed of concrete ; but whilst this provision is made against

Stagnant moisture, a sufficient supply of water should not be

withheld. If you trench as near the stems of your standard
trees asyou can without depriving them of too many roots,

they will begin to bear as soon as young roots arc struck out

In the fresh-stirred soil; or, if your dwarfs arc growing
vigorously, instead of shortening in winter, have recourse to

summer pruning. ||
June 30. We have to apologi.se for the

answer to this letter having been mislaid by our assistant till

now. It is, however, still in good time for operations.

Heating.— it. G.L.— In our opinion it is of no great consequence

which of the many boilers now in use is employed. We should

be guided in some measure by their price. Most of them answer

the purpose very well. As to their size, that; too, is imma-
terial; the larger they are the longer the tire, will be in pro-

ducing its effect, and the longer the effect will be maintaineo

when the heat is up; and vice versCi. When small boilers aic

wanted, we prefer such as have the fire in the inside; ou

othcrs prefer the horse-shoes, which, if well set, are exceed-

ingly good. For such houses as yours, what the m**ers
£fim

second-size boilers are perhaps the best. A Brother au -

\

i

must be set, so that the fire- flue may, as staled, pass below,

round, through, and over it.
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Protecting Pits.— Cavanensis will find these fully described at

p. Gr>9 of our volume for 1841. All that is necessary is to keep
them dry, and to exclude severe frost j some frost, under such
circumstances, will do less harm than fire-heat injudiciously

applied. If you think some kind of heating apparatus really

necessary, use a flue, or, better, hot-water pipes; but do not
on any account employ the manure from your stalls, which is

almost sure to make your plants damp off.

Pits.— Teodore.— Pits covered with canvas arc used for protect-

ing- plants in winter. They do not obstruct the light too much
for such plants as merely require shelter. Pits with peat walls,

spoken ol about a year ago as being very warm and good, will

last for many years, if well made. They merely require to be

supported inside by upright stakes here and there, especially

at the corners, and to slope at an angle of 45° outside.
Mi.mulus.— //. i.—The varieties of Mimuius you have sent will

form excellent border (lowers. Seedlings of the same colours
we have had sent from other parts, but your flowers arc the
largest we have seen.*

Lophospkrmum.-— H. /.—Unless the spotting on your seedling

comes more distinct than in the specimens sent, it will not be

worth keeping.*
Maurandia.— W. Miller.—We should like to see some flowers

of your crimson seedling.*
Wauwkk. -Fz^ca.— Cuttheflowcr-stcm off your Yucca gloricsa

directly it has done flowering, and take away all the suckers
except three of the strongest. Then remove a little of the soil

round the bottom of the plant, and replace it with a dressing

of equal parts of sandy loam and cowdung. ^f

Lobici.ia fui.gbns.- J'crsona.—This plant will do best planted

out in the open border, in a rich light soil, as early in spring

as the weather will permit, where it may remain until Autumn

;

when the roots should betaken up and packed closely together
into a cold frame, and kept free from frost during winter.!

Roses.—A C. E.—The following list of 24 Roses comprises good
free- flowering kinds for an amateur's garden, which are easily

procured, and not expensive:— Brennus, carmine red; Mor-
daunt dc Launy, pale blush ; Crested Moss, rose; Blush Moss,
pale blush; Double Yellow Sweet-briar, bright yellow; White
Sweet-scented China, white; Village Maid, striped; Elm-
leaved Provins, blush rose; Unique, white; Moss de Mcaux,
rose; Globe White Hip, white; Rose du Roi (Perpetual),

crimson; Madam Desprez, rosy purple; Bizane de la Chine,

dark crimson ; Madame Campan, spotted ; Triomphe deLaffay,

White; Duchesse d'Angoulemc, rose; Shailer's Provins, pale

rose; Queen of Denmark, blush; Riego, rosy lilac; Parny,

slate; General Lamanjuc, dark crimson; Jean Haehette, rosy
lilac; Madam Hardy, white. If

Fuchsias.—A Constant Reader.-It is very doubtful whether you
may succeed in raising plants to produce (as a permanent cha-

racter) blooms similar to the one you sent. It is a mere sport,

a thing not at all uncommon with this species; you may, how-
ever, save the seeds for the sake of the colour, which is good.
To flower Fuchsia aihnis, pinch it well in the pot, and give it

little water until it shows symptoms of flowering; then give it

a good shift, and treat it well, t H. L. W.—A Correspondent
nnder the preceding initials, wishes to ascertain if a seedling

Fuchsia has been raised with the true Fulgcns' bloom at every
leaf, instead of being in clusters at the end of the branches? *

Camum.tas.—./!.£.#.—When your Camellias have done growing,
clear away the soil carefully all round them, and examine the
state of their roots, as probably the old ball may be very dry
below, or very damp, or probably the soil in which they arc
planted may not suit them ; in either case they will have lost

all their small roots. If their roots be found to be in a very
had state, take them up and clear as much of the old soil off as
possible, pot them in a mixture of sandy loam and peat,
and give them a good watering; afterwards place them iu a
close house, where the temperature is low and rather moist. If
the roots be sound, take awTay a portion of the old soil, and
replace it with a mixture of three parts sandy loam and one
part peat, to which may be added a small portion of well-
decayed cowdung—then give them a good watering ; and
should the old ball be found hard and dry, take an iron rod,
pointed at one end, and pierce the old ball in various dircciions,
to admit the water to penetrate. *|[

Gold op Plkasurk.— C. M. L.—This plant is Camclina sativa,
formerly called Myagruin sativum, a plant allied to Rape, and
possessing similar qualities. It is the E*y<r;^cvof Theophrastus,
the pu&ygov of Dioscoridcs, and probably the Irio of Pliny. It
is found apparently wiid in some parts of this country, but may
have been introduced with Flax. On the Continent it is culti-
vated for its seeds, which are crushed for their oil. We are not
aware that it furnishes thread.

Double Ylowk ns.—Timothy.—Double flowers cannot he ferti-

lized without the assistance of single ones, if they are really
double, that is to say, have all their organs of fructification

metamorphosed. Nor will single flowers produce double-
flowered seedlings, unless in the presence of flowers partially
double. If you are right in saying that the double Ten Weeks'
Stocks in your friend's garden had neither male nor female
organs, then they arc absolutely sterile. But we suspect you
have not examined them with sufficient care.

Chekphrs.—H. C—The following are showy and hardy:— Cle-
matis Hendersonii, deep

"

CI. montana, white, fl<r

flow
cen '

scarlet, flowers in August and September; Rose JanneDcsprczj
buff, very fragrant, in flower all the autumn; Rose Noisette
I.aniarqne, white, flowers in May and June. The following are
annual or tender :—TropDe'olum pcntaphyllum, green and
purple, in flower all the autumn ; T. percgrinum, pale yellow,
in flower all the summer and autumn ; Rhodochiton volubile,
brown, in flower all the autumn; Lophospermum erubescens,
pink, in flower all the autumn; L.grandiflorum, deep crimson,
in flower all the autumn. If

Vines.—J. M. G.—You may as well attempt to multiply a pound
of salt by a bushel of feathers, as to graft a Fig on a Vine. To
be sure there is an old statement, as old, we believe, as Colu-
mella, that the thing may be done, but it is a piece of absurdity,
and quite impracticable, as has been experimentally shown by
the late Mr. Thouin.

MuLBKiiniEs.—/./.—The Mulberry Tree does not usually fruit
at an early age, and when subjected to close pruning and train-
ing against a wall, as yours has been, till within the last four
years, it is in consequence retarded. But as your climate is

rather cold, you must endeavour not to lose the benefit of the
Wall, which you will do in a great measure by allowing the tree
to grow without pruning or training. You must only regulate
and thin the branches at the winter pruning; and stop the
young shoots in summer when they have made four leaves.

||

CuitHAXT-nusiiES.—Este, in answer to " Rambler's " wish of
Procuring information respecting Currant-bushes from Haines's
^vork, will, in a short time, send the requisite extracts from the
"Work to the office of the Gardeners' Chromcle.

Melons.— J*. M. G.
t
and very many more correspondents, must

inquire for the seeds of the Eastern Melons of their friends or
of the nurserymen. We cannot give away such things; our
duty is done when wc point out their existence.

^s^akagus.—Este.— There is no permanent difference in your
Asparagus; they tire both one kind; the difference in colour
is only owing to accidental circumstances, t

m h,7>k\v on Pkas.—P. A.—There is little doubt but that this
disease is produced from your soil becoming hard and caked
about the roots'of the plants; stirring it up and keeping it

nioist might be a preventive, but you will only get thoioughly
ck>;u- of it by altering the condition of the soil, t

VKCKTABI.B Marrow.— Persona. — There are different kinds
of Vegetable Marrow; the sort usually grown by Market
Gardeners is a long white variety ; but a better is the Courge
a la Moelle of the Trench, "We never recommend seedsmen,?

pbluc, flowers from July to September;
•wers in May; CI. azurea, large blue,

vers iu May and June; CI. Sieboldi, white, with purplish
itrc, flowers in June and July; Tecoma radicans major,

Mkadows.— C. L.—The bad state of the herbage on your meadow,
having a peaty soil, is owing, probably, to an excess of tannin
remaining in the peat. Lime and dung are the best correctives
in this case. Any kind of earth laid on the surface will im-
prove the Grass. Sand, marl, or chalk, in sufficient quantity,
will produce white Clover, and destroy the coarse tussocks;
but if this has been tried without effect there may be some
other cause of the growth of poor Grasses, which a careful
analysis of the soil may discover. M.

Cokn.— Teodore.—According to Gorham, Maize contains 2J per
cent, of albumen, and 3 per cent, cf gluten

;
good Wheat, on

the contrary, contains, according to chemists, from 12 to 15 per
cent, of gluten.

Monstkrs.— G. Lightbody.—Your Auricula, forming an offset at
the end of its stem, where the flowers rise, and the singular
Pear growing out of another Pear, are not very rare, but are
highly curious proofs that all the organs of flowers and fruit
are formed from conversions of leaves. You will find figures
of the latter in the ,( Theory of Horticulture," p. 59 and Gl.

Txiuffi.es.— Persona is anxious to know whether our kind
correspondent the Rev. Mr. Berkley has grown any Truffles,
and whether the Tuber moschatum would not be a good sort to
make a trial with. Perhaps Mr. B. will favour our readers
with some observations on this point.

Moving Plants.—A Young Lady may move her Pelargoniums,
&C, to a distance of fifty miles, by turning them out of their
pots, or digging them out of the ground, and packing them
tightly in moss, in a wooden case or basket. If space is an
object, the heads may be cut off the Pelargoniums without
injury to them.

Moss on Fruit-trwrs.—Ignoramus.— Scrape off as much of the
Moss as you possibly can, and w^ash the trees with lime-water.
Shorten branches in autumn, with a view to the production of
young shoots, a sprinkling of which will greatly invigorate the
trees.

||

Country Shows.—G.-Wc perfectly agree with you that the
reports of Country Shows are too often interesting to none
but the parties concerned; but it is interesting to them that
they should be recorded. As we give them at a great expense
to ourselves, and at no expense to any one else, for they appear
in our double Numbers, we think our correspondents can
hardly complain of them iu fairness.

Inskcts.— P. M.—Your insect, as you suppose, is a Tenthrcdo of
old authors, but is now called Allanthus arcuatus. It is a
common species.——A, B.C.—A dark-coloured Thrips appears
to be the insect which is doing mischief to your Vines. For its

removal we should recommend you to syringe your Vines well
with water, so as to give them a good washing, repeating the
operation three or four times at intervals of a day or two.
Should not this rid you of the nuisance, mix with the water
one-tenth of gas-liquor, and proceed as before. Philo Veritas.

—If your Pines are covered with the white scale in the way
you describe, wc recommend you to destroy your plants as

soon as possible, for you never will do any good with them.
If, however, you wish to try a remedy the best is the one
mentioned in last week's Gardeners9 Chronicle, No. 35, page 6l6
Insects, in the " Answers to Correspondents." This remedy
consists in exposing the Pine plants to the action of steam at a
high temperature.

Miscellaneous.— P. Mackenzie.*-The term "factitious" sig-

nifies those short characters which arc used to characterise
genera in the classes where they arc placed, without reference
to other considerations. Thus, "Corolla tripartita, labio

ovato," was the factitious character given by Linnaeus to

Amomum in Monandria Monogynia ; signifying that all Mo-
nandrous Monogynous plants which have that character belong
to Amomum. We regret an Old Subscriber should have to

complain of the way his Gardeners 9 Chronicle is folded ; he
should write to the news-agent who supplies him, as it is his

fault. lihodon.— Cistus and Deutzia scabra will do in peat.
Smith's Queen Victoria, in our opinion, is a finer variety than
Eppsii. It is usual to prune Rhododendrons and other American
shrubs early in spring.* W. Bagsharv.—Altingia excelsa is

a Greenhouse plant. Z. can have Nos. 13 and 14 for 1842

if he will send his address and 2a-. H. O. K.~The spots on
your Grapes appear to have been caused by some insect. ||

Copan.— It is not much to the credit of a nurseryman that he
should have sold you the Crimson Nerine rosea, a Cape plant,

for a new yellow Brazilian Amaryllis. S.Y.—Your Plum is the
Nectarine Plum.O Z.—The fruit, you sent is that of the

Cydonia japonica.|| Samuel Buckland.—Abroma augustum.
, Chemical Jack.— Jt is a Populus of some kind, but, without

a leaf, it is impossible to say what species. Croydon.—The
roundish obovate Pear, red next the sun, and speckled, which
you have under the name of Imperial Swan's Egg, is the

iieurrc de Mons. The other, under the name of Aston Town,
is the HesscLH Govyn.—Send us your address, and we will

try to help you with the Echinops. A. B.—We are unable to

recognise your plants by description. The Ipomce;i is possibly

an Argyreia—but it is of little use to conjecture. What is

Hibiscus pinnatus? The freaks of Catasetums are now well

known, and most surprising things they are. All sorts of

European seeds and roots are useful in New Zealand ; what are

called Dutch roots would be the very thing for that colony.-

Discipulas.—There is no good treatise on forcing Figs; but
papers on the subject have been published by many modern
gardeners. Perhaps we may get some one to see what can be

done to meet your wishes. Este.—Many thanks, but the

garden of the Horticultural Society is so overstocked with

plants, tliat it would be inconvenient to have a large plant of

Casuarina, and small ones arc often raised there. The Solanum
•A. Z.— Itisillegalforany person

to'make malt without a license.! W. AT.— For your seedling
is probably S. pinnatifidum.

to flower at this season is merely accidental, and in all proba-

bility it will not continue to do so. t A. M.—Your Lobelia
gracilis can only be preserved by cuttings. There are no green-

neshed Cantaloupe Melons J Persona.— \\e do not think

that Mushrooms would succeed in the situation you mention,
during winter, as they would require a temperature of from
50° to 55°. t Myall's Pine.—The distance between the plants

in the row should be about 9 inches. J Croydon — Mesem-
bryanthemum dilatatum, Pyrethrum Parthenium tlore pleno.t

S. W.—Apparently Calystegia sepium, but without a flower

cannot be certain. j Sarah.—Lipatia hirsuta, Pyrethrum
Parthenium, Meseinbrj anthemum hispidum. t H. S.

—

Spread out your Tobacco in a dry airy situation, excluded
from the sun's rays, t Edward Spary.—Your blooms have
not arrived, t J. W.—Tiipsacum dactyloides.

Ca
is

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
i.ceoi.arias.—Messrs. Jlogers and Son.—Your seedling No. 1

1S a fine variety, having curiously-formed blotches of alight
maroon colour, distributed over the entire front of the flower,
upon a light bufl'-ground; it resembles the singular varieties

raised by Mr. Standish; it is a beautiful and desirable flower.

No. 2, anotlicr variety of the same character, but differing in

the colours, having red-brown blotches upon a yellow ground.*
PKLARCONtUMS.—Thor.—Master Claude is no improvement upon
some of the old varieties, and falls far short of the beautiful

flowers introduced of late years.*

Daiimas-SA\> a Constunt Subscriber.—Both thesecdling Dahlias

promise well, but we want to see better suecimens before we

can speak with confidence about their properties; the flower

with the darkest tip has the better-formed petal, though rather

ribby ; but both these specimens show the disk. The petals in

the lighter variety are rather pointed ; and though the centre

is well up. there is some contusion in the disposition of the

petals. We should like to see them again.*

Ft'crrsiAS.— T. B.—Your seedlings arc tine varieties, but there is

too great a simi.'arity in the colour, especially in the corollas
;

a selection of the liner sorts would be the most desirable.

No, 20 is a flower of good form, with rosy red tube and sepals,

the latter terminating in a decided green; corolla large and
stout, of a crimson purple. This is a fair-sized flower, and
though not so large as some of the others, it is the one we
should select as the most desirable for a collection. No. 13 is

the next in order of merit: this is a flower of fine size and
substance; it is Scinches long, tube and sepals of a bright
red, corolla stout, with rather more purple, forming a good
contrast. 15 is also a good flower in form and substance ; it,

however, wants purple in the coroila, and is surpassed by
varieties we have lately seen. iG is inferior to many we have
seen of the same

>

character. 14 and 17 are deficient in the
corollas. 13 is no improvement. 19 a good showy flower, but
wanting purple in the corolla. 21 is a very pretty flower, but
also wants a greater contrast in the colours.- F. W. 0.—
Your seedling is an extremely pretty flower, very like Devoni-
e72sis; the flower is bright and attractive; its' habit is fine,

throwing out several flowers from each joint, and, as you say,
the present year's shoots are more than six feet long, its
vigorous growth and freedom of blooming points it out as an
excellent ornament for the conservatory or border.* Jas.
Waldron.— The small seedling is a pretty, lively-looking
flower, and most abundant bloomer; it is very small, and will
not suit the present taste, which is directed towards the larger
varieties. The larger seedling, blooming in bunches, at the
termination of the branches, wants substance, particularly in
the corolla, which is thin and not equal to others which are
out. T. B.—No. 25 is a large and showy flower ;

it measures
four inches from the commencement of the pod to the termi-
nation of the pistil, tube and sepals scarlet, corolla stout,
having but a slight tinge of purple in it. 26 is also showy, but
the corolla is objectionable, from the divisions separating and
forming into ridges. 27, tube and sepals bright red, corolla
large and peculiarly bright in colour. 28, tube and sepals rosy
vermilion, the latter tipped with green and expanding well,

corolla maroon purple; a pretty variety, of a medium size.

The two latter flowers we consider the best. W. Miller.—
Your hybrid between fnlgens and corymbifiora is a very hand-
some flower; seed-pod small, tube long and slender, gradually
increasing in size till the diameter is a quarter of an inch ; the
tube is of a delicate pink colour, having sepals of a greenish
primrose, forming a strong contrast to the bright red corolla

seen between them ; the flower altogether is Z$ inches in
length, and the buds are very handsome as they approach
maturity; it flowers in a large, broad bunch, which is divided
into branches, containing altogether 150 flowers. H. /.—The
Fuchsia is a rich- coloured flower, with sufficient purple in the
corolla to form an agreeable contrast ; but it is not sufficiently
large, nor does it differ from others so much as to make it desir-
able. T. B.—The sepals of 30 are rather coarse, and appear
of a faded colour towards the points ; it is large and showy,
but it wants more colour in the corolla. 31, large and singular
in colour, being of a rich dull crimson; the corolla in this

wants the violet purple; the latter is the better flower, as it

forms a contrast to the lighter flowers.*

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Her Majesty's visit to the King of the French is, as

might have been expected, the chief topic of interest both

at home and on the Continent. The reception given to

her Majesty by the Royal Family and people of France

cannot fail to be satisfactory to British feelings ; and the

French journals, with few exceptions, regard the event as

a graceful compliment paid to the nation at large in the

person of its Sovereign. In their leading features, the

details of the Royal Progress are not less picturesque

than those of her Majesty's visit to the Highlands last

year, while they surpass them in those incidents of personal

and national character which will ensure the meeting at

the Chateau d'Eu a conspicuous place in the history of

our time. Notwithstanding the visions of commercial

treaties which haunted many of the French papers on the

first announcement of the Queen's visit, they now express

regret that her Majesty did not extend her excursion to

Paris and Versailles. -They accept the fact, however, as a

proof that the visit to France was not one of curiosity or

pleasure, but a mark of friendship towards the reigning

dynasty, which is all the more welcome, because asso-

ciated with no object of merely temporary interest. The

Ministerial journals hail the visit of the Queen as a pledge

of peace—the most significant, perhaps, which has been

given to France for 13 years, and welcome it as a proof

that, after all the vicissitudes of their history, the happi-

ness of a King or Queen still excites the sympathies of

the French people.

From Spain we learn that a battalion of one of the royal

regiments at Madrid demanded their discharge on the

evening of the 29th, and were immediately disbanded.

The new Government, either from alarm at the movement,

or from a desire to declare Madrid in a state of siege,

arrested the non-commissioned officers, and ordered them

to be shot on the following day, without even the form of a

court-martial. Considerable excitement ensued, the

military were placed under arms, and all the generals in

the capital who were supposed to be favourable to Espar-

tero were summarily compelled to leave the city. In the

meantime, Barcelona had manifested an increased oppo-

sition to the new Government, and Saragossa and other

towns were in a state little short of insurrection. The

British and French Ministers, however, had officially

recognised the Provisional Government, and the diplomatic

relations of the three countries continue as heretofore.

—From Switzerland, we learn that the long-pending dis-

pute respecting the Argau convents had been no sooner

placed in a fair way of settlement, than a civil war broke

out between the French and German inhabitants of the

Valais. A conflict has already taken place in the neighbour-

hood of St. Maurice, and it is feared that the Diet will be

compelled to divide the canton into two independent

governments—The insurrection in the Papal States has

also assumed a formidable aspect; guerillas have formed

not only in the Bolognese, but also in Romagna ; and

large bodies of troops have been despatched from Rome

to the March of Ancona. The armed bands of the Papal
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Legations, driven along by the military, have entered

Tuscany ; and have caused so great an alarm in the

Grand-Duchy that all the watering-places are deserted.

The Tuscan troops have been put in motion in all

directions; and the Austrian reinforcements are ready

to cross the Frontier.— The news from the Levant
contains some interesting particulars of the massacre

of the Nestorian Christians by the Turkish Pacha, and of

the renewed disturbances at Jerusalem.—The delay in

the arrival of the India Mail, which was expected at

Marseilles on Friday last, has excited much surprise.

Telegraphic despatches were received by the French

Government on Wednesday, announcing that the steamer

which usually brings the despatches from Alexandria had

returned to Malta, having waited six days at Alexandria

without procuring any tidings of the mail. The conclu-

sion drawn from this fact is, that some accident has

occurred to the steamer between Bombay and Suez, or

that she has been delayed in consequence of a new route

having been attempted, and without due regard to the

probable state of influence of the winds at the period of

crossing to Suez.

Court.—The Queen and Prince Albert, after visiting

Plymouth and Falmouth, took their departure for the
French coast on Friday, and landed at Treport, on a visit

to the King of the French, on Saturday afternoon. Her
Majesty remained at the Chateau d'Eu until Thursday,
when she left France, and landed at Brighton in the after-

noon of that day, accompanied by the Prince de Joinville.

The Court will remain at Brighton until Monday, when
the Queen is expected to embark for Ostend, on a visit to

the King of the Belgians. The details of her Majesty's
visit and reception by the French Court will be found
in the general account of the .Marine Excursion, in

another part of our Paper. ^During her Majesty's absence,
the Prince of Wales and the Princesses remained at

Brighton—The King of Hanover left Kew on Saturday
to return to his own dominions, after a sojourn of
three months in this country, his Majesty having
arrived on the 2d of June. His Majesty was loudly
cheered on his departure from Kew. The Admiralty
barge, having on board Lord Bloomfield, Sir F. Collier,
and Admiral Brace, had previously arrived from Wool-
wich at the Brunswick-pier, Blackwall, to attend his
Majesty on his embarkation. His Majesty went on board
the Admiralty steam-yacht, Dover, at a quarter-past
eleven, and immediately left for Antwerp, under the usual
salutes from the field-battery at Woolwich.-—The Duchess
of Kent has returned from Witley Court, the residence of
the Queen Dowager ; on Tuesday she accompanied her
Majesty on a visit to Malvern, and on Thursday arrived in
town on her way to join the Queen at Brighton.

Health of Sir Robert Peel—The Dublin Evening
Post gives the following from its London: correspondent :—" London, Saturday—I have learned, with the deepest
pain, that the fatigues and anxieties of office have again
impaired the health of the Premier- About three years
since there had been symptoms of internal disease, which,
fortunately, yielded to judicious treatment and a vigorous
constitution. Latterly, however, similar symptoms have
reappeared, and it is feared that Sir R. Peel, ere long,
will find it necessary to relieve himself from the cares and
turmoils of public life. There is, I am happy to learn,
no cause for serious apprehension at present. The Queen,
I understand, had expressed a desire that the Premier
should accompany the Royal party to France ; but the
right honourable gentleman urged the necessity, on
account of delicate health, of some relaxation amongst
his family circle, and Her Majesty kindly dispensed with
his attendance."

Illness of Lord Western.—We regret to state that this
venerable nobleman and well-known agriculturist, while
looking over some of the improvements which he is making
on his estates, was taken suddenly ill a few days ago. The
accounts received in town from Felix-hall, Essex, during
the week, state that his Lordship is better.

Military Pensions.—The following General Officers
have been added by the Commander-in-Chief to the list of
those already in receipt of pensions for distinguished
services :—Major-Generals Sir Henry Watson, Sir Dudley
St. Leger Hill, Sir Richard Armstrong, James Ferguson,
Thomas William Brotherton, and Alured Faunce.

Post-office.—Her Majesty's Government having decided
that Southampton shall be made the port of arrival and
departure for the Peninsular, Mediterranean, Oriental,
and West India mails, instead of Falmouth, notice [has
been issued that the following arrangements will come
into operation on and from the 18th hist., on which day
the next West India packet will be despatched. The
respective mails to be forwarded by the packets from
Southampton will be made up in London, and transmitted
from London to Southampton by the morning, instead of

the evening mail, as at present, upon the undermentioned
days :_Peninsular mail, viz., Vigo, Oporto, Lisbon, Cadiz,
and Gibraltar, every Thursday. Mediterranean, viz.,
Malta, Greece, and the Ionian Islands, 1st of the month,
and the Thursday nearest the 15th of the month—except
the 1st of the month falls on a Sunday, when the Medi-
terranean and East India mails will be made up in Lon-
don, and despatched on the previous morning. Egypt and
India, 1st of the month. West Indies, 2d and 17th of
the month—except the 2d or 17th of the month falls on a
Sunday, when the West India mail will be made up and
despatched on the following morning. The Brazilian
packet will continue to be despatched from Falmouth as

at present. Letters to and from the Mediterranean and
the East Indies, &c, intended to be forwarded by the
direct packet, instead of via Marseilles, should hencefor-
ward be addressed vid Southampton.

Parliamentary Returns.—It is stated as a proof of the

expense of these returns that during the last session, one
return connected with one of the metropolitan prisons,

moved for in the House of Commons, occupied three
clerks upwards of thirty days, and contained, amongst
other particulars, upwards of 13,000 names. It was also

so weighty that it was almost more than a man could
carry, and the printing of it cost about 2,000/.

National Society-—-The subscription in aid of the new
movement of the National School Society, in behalf of

education in the mining and manufacturing districts,

already exceeds 90,000/. Of this sum 630 individuals
have contributed no less than 70,000/.

Church Preferment.—The Queen has been pleased to

make the following appointments to benefices in the

Church of Scotland, vacant in consequence of the late

secession. Rev. R. II. Whyte to the parish of Dryfes-
dale, Dumfries, in the room of the Rev. D. B. Douie

;

Rev. J. L. Rose to the parish of Markinch, Fife, in the
room of the Rev. J. Sieveright; Rev. R. Stewart to the

parish of Lochs, Ross, in the room of the Rev. R. Fin-
layson ; Rev. G. Greig to the parish of Kirkpatrick-
Durham, Kirkcudbright, in the room of the Rev. G. J.

Duncan ; Rev. W. F. Burtt to the parish of Ferry-Port
on Craig, Fife, in the room of the Rev. W. Nicolson

;

Rev. G. Addison to the parish of Arbirlot, Forfar, in the
room of the Rev. J. Kirke ; Rev. W. Hunter to the parish
of Baldernock, Stirling, in the room of the Rev. J. Pollock.

^
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France,—The visit of her Majesty to King Louis
Philippe is of course the exclusive topic of the Paris
journals. Of the landing of the Queen at Treport, and
her arrival at the Chateau d'Eu, abundant details will be
found in another part of our Paper. The columns of our
Parisian contemporaries are chiefly filled with accounts of
the visit, and with speculations on its consequences, but
they almost unanimously greet the arrival of the Queen
with courteousness, though they express regret' that the
visit has not been extended to Paris and Versailles. The
Journal des Debats, the Ministerial organ, does not
underrate the importance generally bestowed by the
French press on her Majesty's visit. u In accepting the

King's hospitality," ic says, " Queen Victoria has wished
to prove her confidence in and her personal attachment to

her august ally and his royal family. She has also wished,
as Queen of England, to give to the constitutional King
of France a pledge of political sympathy and good under-
standing. It is for this two-fold object, and we thank her
for it, that the Queen of England has come to France

;

and it is as being a pledge of peace, and the most sig-
nificant one, perhaps, given to our country for thirteen
years past, that we salute the arrival on the French shores
of this young Queen, who bears with so much graceful-
ness, and with so serene and charming a brow, the w.eight
of a great nation's destinies." In a subsequent paper it

says, cC France will not be indifFerent to the courteous
visit of the Queen of England* Whatever may be said or
done to the contrary, public satisfaction is expressed on
all sides. Everywhere one meets, on the occasion,
but with the most sympathetic dispositions, and the
utmost good- will..We are happy for the sake of our country
that these feelings are manifested. They prove that,
despite of all, and even after the terrible vicissitudes of our
history, a King or a Queen is still a great deal with us.
The mark of gracious deference given by a Queen—by a
woman in all the splendour of youth, beauty, and power—to a Prince'subjected to such cruel trials, and at the same
time, so visibly protected by Heaven, will not be an in-
different or unperceived occurrence in history. That
meeting of the two first crowned heads on the globe must
not be viewed by us as a mere vain ceremony. It is more
than that ; it is a grand act, it is a blessing, because it is

another guarantee given to the security of the world. We
do not mean to say that the dreams of philanthropists are
thus realised, and that universal peace is henceforth esta-

blished in the world. No, certainly. France and England
will continue to follow their various, and often rival for-

tunes ; touching one another at all points of the globe, they
are exposed to meeting one another everywhere ; they must
bear the consequences of their greatness, as they bear the
glory of it ; but it will still be a great deal to know that,
above all those hazards, the good-will of the two Govern-
ments and mutual sympathies of the great bulk of the two
nations predominate." The other papers, with few excep-
tions, express themselves on the subject with much polite-
ness ; several that are habitually opposed to the Admi-
nistration evince the utmost courtesy towards our
Sovereign, and regard her visit not merely as a compliment,
but as an event which will hereafter figure conspicuously
in history. The Commerce, however, persists in believ-
ing that the treaty of commerce is already settled, and that
the Queen has had nothing to do but to request the signa-
ture of Louis Philippe ! Another exception is the
National, the principal organ of the Republicans, which
is unable to drop for a few days the catalogue of griev-
ances it has so long been urging against this country and
ungraciously reminds the Queen of England that, amidst
the honours and festivities that surround her, national
resentment slumbers not for a moment. It bewails the
expense to which the brief sojourn of her Majesty may
put the nation, and foretells that there will be a chapter in
the next budget under the head of " Voyage de la Reine
d'Angleterre." Another cause of dissatisfaction to the
Republican party is the expression used by her Majesty
on meeting M. Guizot— rt I am delighted to meet you

again." On this point the National contends that

M. Guizot has been thus affably noticed solely

because he has ever eagerly sacrificed the honour and
interests of his country to the will and pleasure of England.
A melancholy accident has happened at Villeqnier, on the

banks of the Seine, by which the daughter of M.Victor
Hugo and her husband were drowned. They had accom-
panied their uncle, M. Vacquerie, and his son, to Caude-
bec, in his boat, which unfortunately upset upon a sand-
bank, and all the party perished.

Spain.—Accounts from Madrid to the 30th ult.,

announce that, on the night of the 29th, a battalion of the
regiment del Principe revolted in the capital. The men
demanded their discharge, which had been promised to

them. This battalion was immediately disarmed. Five
sergeants, two corporals, and one private were shot on the
morning of the 30th, in presence of the garrison, which
appeared to be devoted to the Government. It appears
that the soldiers made no political demand, but merely
asked for the fulfilment of the promises made by Gens.
Narvaez and Concha, viz., that every non-conumissioned
officer who deserted the Regent should be raised a grade,
and that the soldier who wished it should, if he had served
a certain number of years, be dismissed to his home. The
Juntas forced the military chiefs to keep their promises
in the provinces ; but in Madrid Gens. Narvaez and Ser-
rano refused. A disturbance consequently ensued which
terminated, as above stated, in a public execution, without
even the forms of a court-martial. The Queen and Infanta
returned to Madrid on the evening of the 30th. They
were received with the warmest enthusiasm. Madrid was
then perfectly tranquil, but the troops wrere kept under
arms, and several generals whose adhesion was suspected
had been ordered to leave the city. Mr. Aston, Minister
Plenipotentiary of England, announced, on the 28th, to

the Minister for Foreign Affairs, at an audience which
he had asked for that purpose, that his Government had
acknowledged the Provisional Government of Spain, and
that the relations of good harmony and friendship which
had hitherto prevailed between the two countries would
continue as heretofore. The Duke de Glucksberg, the
Charge d'Affaires of France, had also presented his cre-

dentials to the Provisional Government. Barcelona was
still much agitated on the 29th ult. The lists of electors

had been torn off the doors of the provincial deputation,

and the arrival of the long-expected troops was anxiously
looked for. The fortress of the Atarrazanas was still

occupied by the Patulea, who refused to surrender it to

the regular troops. General Ametler, who had quitted
Saragossa with several battalions for the purpose of rein-

forcing the Governor of Barcelona, had not advanced
further than Lerida, being fearful of an insurrection at

Saragossa. The committee instituted at Seville for the

purpose of ascertaining the extent of the devastation sus-

tained during Gen. Espartero and Van Halen's bombard-
ment, commenced their labours on the 12th. Above three

hundred buildings are slated to have been destroyed, and
the loss is estimated at 4,000,000 reals.

Portugal.—Letters from Lisbon of the 28th ult. state

that the unfavourable reception which the Duke of Pal-
mella met with from the Earl of Aberdeen has been the
subject of a good deal of political speculation and surmise
respecting the probable issue of the treaty. Petitions,

statements, complaints, and representations have been
made to Government, pointing out the impropriety of

giving the final blow to the lingering industry of the
country. It is generally stated that Lord Aberdeen will

not depart from his previous ultimatum, and that the Duke
of Palmella will be obliged to give way.
Germany.—Accounts from Munich mention an inter-

view which has just taken place in the Castle of Aschaffen-
burg between King Leopold of Belgium and the King of
Bavaria. The cause of the visit is said to be the anxiety
of the King of the Belgians to have the iron and woollen
manufactures of his kingdom allowed more advantageous
entrance into the German Union.—From Berlin we learn
that his Majesty has already issued a cabinet order for the
rebuilding of the Opera-house, for which purpose he has
appropriated 800,000 dollars, and that it is to be finished
within thirteen months. Their Royal Highnesses the
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge have arrived at Rum-
penheim, on a visit to the Landgrave. Letters from
Cologne state that sentence has been passed on Lieute-
nant Von Pelzer, of the 28th Foot, who had killed a M.
Hein in a duel, and that he is condemned to death, and
his second, a Lieutenant in the same regiment, to hard
labour in a fortress for ten years. It is expected, how-
ever, that his Majesty will commute Lieut. Von Pelzer's
sentence, and that the punishment of the second will be
abridged. It is remarkable that it cannot be discovered
who was the second of M. Hein.—Accounts from Carles-
ruhe state that a nobleman who shot his servant last

week in the neighbourhood, of Mannheim, has, not-

withstanding all the exertions of the police, not been
brought to justice, and it is supposed that he has
made his escape to England. Meanwhile, the affair is

the topic of the day, and even his best friends do not

attempt to speak a word in his defence. The cause of

the murder is now ascertained to be that the servant

returned a blow which the master inflicted on account of

ill-treatment of his horses—M. de Lindenau, the Prime
Minister of Saxony, has resigned his office, on account of

ill-health From Hamburgh we have a report that

Gen. Espartero has demanded, through the English

Charge d'Affaires, whether, in the event of his wishing to

go there, he would be permitted to reside. The reply ot

the Senate is not known, but there is little doubt that

permission will be granted.—The company of equestrians

under the management of Mr. Hillier, who succeeded to

the management of the company on the death of the late

Mr, Ducrow, after having performed in the various towns

s
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of England, were induced lately to visit Hamburgh for a
professional experiment. After a few weeks' stay, during
which time their performances were miserably attended,

the director has been compelled to announce for sale the

stud of horses, dresses, property, &c, to satisfy his

creditors, and return with his company to England.—

A

fatal duel has just been fought at Baden. About a month
since a ball was given by subscription to the Grand
Duchess Helena of Russia, to which M. de Haber, the

banker, put his name down as a subscriber. When the
list was revised by the directors, M. de Haber's name
was objected to by M. de Goler, an officer of artillery in

the service of Baden, upon the plea that in the year 1838
he gave M. de Haber blows, which the latter did not
resent, and that he was therefore unfit for the society of

gentlemen. His name was in consequence erased. There-
upon M. de Haber sent his friend, M. Verifkin, a Russian
officer, to M. de Goler, positively denying his statement,

and calling upon him for satisfaction for the calumny and
injury fastened upon him. M. de Goler, by the advice of
his brother officers, refused on any terms to meet M. de
Haber, saying that he did so because he could prove that

he was not entitled to be treated as a gentleman. M. de
Haber then had a letter printed and posted, saying that

M. de Goler had calumniated him by false statements,

had misled his brother officers, had refused to give him
satisfaction, and that he therefore was a liar and a coward.
This led to violent language between M. de Goler and
M. Verifkin, the friend of M. de Haber, and blows were
given by the former to the latter ; the consequence was a

meeting on Sunday at* Carlesruhe, between M. de Goler
and M. Verifkin. They fought at six paces with pistols.

M. Verifkin was shot dead, and M. de Goler received a
ball in his chest. M. de Haber has fled to Switzerland.

Switzerland.—Accounts from Zurich of the 31st ult.,

8tate that while the long-pending dispute of North
Switzerland is in a fair way of being appeased, by Argau
consenting to restore the nunnery of Hermetschyel, the

Liberal party of the Valais—the one speaking the French
tongue and inhabiting the Lower Valais, the other speak-
ing German and inhabiting the Upper Valais—have
resorted to a civil war at and near St. Maurice. The
accounts of the conflict in the Swiss papers are as yet

confused ; but it is to be feared that the Diet, to restore

peace, must treat the Valais as it treated Bale, Schwitz,
and Appenzel, viz., divide the canton into two independ-
ent governments.—M. Thiers, the historian and late

premier of France, has arrived at Berne, for the purpose of
making himself personally and minutely acquainted with
the locality of the theatre of the war of 1798-99, for the
purpose of his forthcoming volumes of the "History of
the French Revolution." M. Michelet, professor of
history at the University of Paris, arrived at Fribourg
nearly at the same time, to study on the spot the move-
ments of Charles the Bold, of Burgundy, whose life will

be treated in the sixth volume of his " History of France."
—A letter from Chamouny states that the ascent of Mont
Blanc was made a short time since in a most rapid and
successful manner, by Dr. E. Ordinaire, of Besan^on, M.
E. Tairraz, of Chamouny, and a party of thirteen persons.
They left the Prieurd at noon of the 23d ; at half-past six
in the evening arrived at the -rocks of the Grand Mulets,
which they again quitted the following day at half-past
two in the morning. They were seen ascending by the old
road exposed to the avalanches, where the three guides of
Dr. Hamel perished in 1820. At half-past ten M. Or-
dinaire, who was in advance of the other travellers with
two of his guides, arrived at the summit, where the rest of
the party shortly afterwards joined them. At a quarter
past eleven they commenced their descent by the new
road, and at seven in the evening arrived at Chamouny.
Italy.—The Cardinal Legate of Bologna has issued a

proclamation which removes all doubt as to the disturb-
ances in the Papal States being of a political nature. The
papers also state that the bands which have retired to the
fountains of Tuscany have spread alarm throughout the
country. According to a letter from Leghorn of the
27th, great agitation was observable in the towns on the
coast, and such persons as had come to bathe at Leghorn
and Viareggio had hastened to quit the country. As
stated in our last, the insurgents are now committing
brigandage, although political principles formed the
basis of their organization. They have drawn nearer
to the duchy of Modena, and several regiments
bave been marched against them. Tidings of the
result are the more anxiously expected, as the insurgents
bave spread the report of all Italy having risen.

—

A riot occurred at Naples, in the church of the Annunziata,
on the festival of the Assumption. The crowd of
people, many of whom it was suspected were drawn
thither by other motives than devotion, was so great, that
in spite of the spaciousness of the church (the nave of
which is supported by 24 Corinthian pillars of white
Garble), a terrible pressure ensued ; thefts were com-
mitted, and such a scene of disorder arose, that it was
found necessary to call in the aid of the military, and a
party of Swiss troops arrived. The people, irritated by
the presence of the soldiers, began to attack them with
knives and stilettoes. Meanwhile a party of Sicilian
troops, on duty at Porta Capuana, arrived, and with the
v*ew of awing the mob, discharged some balls from a
small cannon, and some blank shots. Order was soon
restored, but not without the sacrifice of several lives, and
about 20 persons were carried to the hospital, all more or
*ess seriously wounded. The church having been pro-
faned by bloodshed, remains closed until it has been again
consecrated by the Archbishop. The Queen having in-
terceded with his Majesty in behalf of the criminals, their
sentence of death has been commuted to that of 30 years'
banishment to the galleys. Another source ofuneasiness

at Naples is the frequent occurrence of injury to females

walking in the streets, whose dresses have been burnt by
means of some combustible preparations thrown upon
them. One young female walking in the street at its most
crowded time, was thus attacked, and has died from the

injuries received. Amongst other victims to this outrage
are the Duchess de Grotoletta and the Princess Canitto.

The police have not found any clue to the delinquents.

Grkkce.—A letter from Athens, Aug. 10, states that a

gang of twenty-six coiners, Greeks, Turks, Italians, and
French, have been discovered and arrested in that city, and
handed over to justice. They had been occupied in the

fabrication of Greek crowns, and French two-franc pieces.

Other parties connected with this gang, to the number of
upwards of 200, have been since arrested, many of whom
by birth and fortune, belong to the higher ranks of society.

Turkey and Syiua.—The Levant mail has brought
Constantinople letters of the 17th. The Porte seemed
inclined to pursue an Anti-Christian course of policy.

The expedition of the Pacha of Mosul against the Nesto-
rians, has been stained, as was to be expected, from the

co-operation of his auxiliaries the Khurds, with every sort

of atrocity. The houses of the inhabitants were fired,

they themselves hunted down like wild beasts and exter-

minated. Neither sex nor age met with mercy; the

mother, brothers, and sisters of the Patriarch, were the

objects of peculiar barbarity, the former having been liter-

ally sawed in two, and the latter mangled and mutilated.

The Patriarch himself succeeded in effecting his escape,
and has taken refuge in the house of the British Consular
Agent at Mosul. The number of victims who have pe-
rished in this massacre is not yet known, and can only be
known when that of the fugitives has been ascertained.

The population of the mountains amounted to 100,000.
Their fate has been truly extraordinary. Surrounded by
Mussulman hordes, pent up for ages in their native for-

tresses, the very existence of these children of the primi-
tive church had remained almost a secret to the rest of
Christendom, and their obscurity seems to have been their

best protection. No sooner had their country been ex-

plored by Missionaries, than this visitation befel them,
and the public is called upon to sympathise with them
in their destruction, before, perhaps, it had become
generally aware of their existence. Letters from Mosul
throw much of the odium of this sad affair upon Euro-
peans, and state that it was the imprudent zeal of rival

Missionaries that first excited the jealous apprehen-
sions of the Pacha of Mosul, and caused him to attack the

Nestorians. It is affirmed even that some of these gen-
tlemen, with a view of prejudicing his mind against

the American missionaries, suggested to him that they

were assisting the mountaineers to raise forts, whereby
they would be hereafter enabled to set the Sultan's autho-

rity at defiance.—Letters from Jerusalem state, that an
attack, which might have been attended with serious con-
sequences, had been made by the populace upon the

French consulate. It appears that the Consul, contrary
to the usages established, had insisted upon hoisting the

tricolor on his house. A fanatical multitude resented the

supposed insult to their holy city, and the flag was torn

from the building. Rescind Pacha endeavoured to disperse

the people, and was severely wounded on the hand by a

stone. On the following morning a fresh attack was made
because the pole had not been destroyed, and much diffi-

culty was again experienced in quieting the tumult. Guns
were discharged into the windows of the consulate, but

fortunately no lives were lost. An assault has also been
committed on the person of Dr. M cGowan, the English
physician attached to the episcopal establishment. After

an altercation with a guard, he was dragged from his

horse, beaten, and thrown into prison. A Prussian, at-

tached to the Prussian consulate, on demauding the

doctor's liberation, was also insulted and illtreated. The
culprits, however, have since been punished, on the de-

mand of the British and Prussian Consuls.—Accounts
from Erzeroom are far from satisfactory. The negotiations

are for the present suspended, and the Persians are be-

lieved to be assembling troops on the frontiers. The
plague has broken out between Erzeroom and Trebizond,

and also at Diarbekir.—The annual caravan of pilgrims to

Mecca had departed from Scutari, in presence of the Sultan

and the great officers of state, with the usual ceremonies.

West Indies and Mexico.—The Royal mail-steamer

Medway arrived at Falmouth on Sunday with West India,

Mexican, and other mails, bringing twenty-five passengers,

and on freight 344,478 dollars, 1G2t} doubloons, 1,270
ounces of silver, 1,533 ounces of gold, and other valuable

cargo. Of the dollars thus brought 33,525 are on account

of the Mexican dividends and 185,024 are a consignment

to the directors of the Real del Monte Mining Company.
The Severn brought the Jamaica mails and dates from
that island to the 8th of August to St. Thomas's, where
they were transhipped to the Thames on the 14th. That
vessel brought them to Bermuda, at which island a severe
hurricane was experienced on the 18th ult, which did
considerable damage to the breakwater, and to several
small vessels. In addition to this catastrophe, the fever
peculiar to the group was raging with great virulence at

St. George's at the time the steamer left, and was con-
sidered as severe as the epidemic of 1819. It commenced
early in August, and by the 20th of the month, more than

half the military had been attacked, and were then in

hospital. Of the Sappers and Miners six had died, and

at the latest accounts sixty men were ill, including nearly

all the non-commissioned officers and officers, with Colonel

Harry, commanding officer of Engineers. All kind of labour

hadbeen suspended, the civil population having experienced

the effects of the fever to a great extent. Lieut-Colonel

Arabin, commanding officer of the artillery, had also died

of it. The mails from Demerara come down to the 4th,

[
and from Barbadoes to the 9th August. The Windward
Islands are reported to be generally healthy and the crops
looking favourable. On the 4th August the Medway was
struck by lightning, which shivered her main topmast.
By this arrival accounts are received from Tampico to
the 19th July, and from Vera Cruz to the 2d August. The
Mexican squadron had returned to the latter port on the

29th July from Campeachy, a treaty of peace having been
entered into for six months. The commissioners from
Campeachy appointed to settle the differences came up in
a Mexican brig of war. The commander of the Mexican
forces was imprisoned in the castle of St. Juan d'Ulloa,
and a court-martial was about to sit in the city of Mexico,
to inquire into the charges brought against him. Advices
from Port-au-Prince, dated 7th August, state that an
opposition to the present order of things had declared
itself at Aux Caves, headed by a black General Salomons,
who had some hundred armed supporters ; but it had been
effectually put down, the general having taken to the woods.
New South Wales.—A letter in the Northern Star

from Mrs. Williams, states that the paragraph which has
appeared in the papers stating that her husband, Zepha-
niah Williams, the Chartist colleague of Frost and Jones,
had committed murder in New South Wales and been
hanged, is wholly unfounded. She says that she has had
a letter from the Home-office, in which it is stated that a
person of the name of Williams had recently been executed
in New South Wales, but not her husband, who is alive.

CITY,
Money Market, Friday.—Consols for money are quoted

95£ to £ ; and for the account 9o* 5 Three-and-Half per
Cents. Red., 102| ; New Three-and-Half per Cents., 1021

;

Long Annuities, 12 9-16; India Stock, 205-il to 266£ ;

India Bonds, G9; Exchequer Bills, \\d., 59s. 61*. ; and
ditto, \%d., 61s. to 63s. prem.

iWetropolw nnti its JFittnfto.
Return of the South-Sea Expedition*—Captain James

Clark Ross has just returned from his voyage of explora-
tion to the South Seas. He transacted business at the
Admiralty on Wednesday, having left his ship at Ports-
mouth. He was in excellent health and spirits, and
expressed great satisfaction at the result of his voyage.
General Espartero.—His Highness, with the Duchess

and the Donna Elidia, visited the exhibition of Cartoons
on Monday afternoon, having previously obtained per-
mission to inspect them on that day. Mr. Barry, the
architect of the new Houses of Parliament, and Mr. East-
lake, the secretary to the Commission of Fine Arts, were in
attendance to receive his Highness, who spent upwards of
an hour in the Hall, and on his departure expressed him-
self much gratified with the drawings. Mr. Barry after-

wards accompanied the Regent over the works of the new
Houses of Parliament. On Tuesday His Highness, the
Duchess, and Donna Elidia, with their suite, left Padding-
ton by the day mail train to visit Windsor Castle. They
first proceeded over the state apartments, and from thence
through the private apartments of Her Majesty. They
afterwards ascended the Round tower, and remained on
the ramparts for a considerable period. The Regent
expressed himself greatly pleased at the splendid prospect.
They left the Castle about two o'clock, aud as they pro-
ceeded through the town the Regent returned the greet-
ings of the inhabitants with the greatest courtesy. They
then drove down the Long Walk to Virginia Water, where
they remained for upwards of an hour, and returned to
town in the evening.

The Fate of CoL Sloddart and Capt. Conolly.—On
Thursday a public meeting was held at the Crown and
Anchor Tavern, for the purpose of opening a subscription
to enable Dr. Wolff" to proceed to Bokhara, in order to

ascertain the fate of Col. Stoddart and Capt. Conolly,
and, if still living, to take steps for their deliverance from
captivity. Capt. Grover presided, supported by about
100 gentlemen. After referring to the facts already
noticed in this Paper, and dwelling at some length on the
narrative of the Persian servant, which we published a
few weeks back, the chairman said, it was a remarkable
fact that three months before the statement appeared in
the papers, the friends of Col. Stoddart had received a
letter from him, in which he used these words, "lam in
high favour with the Ameer, and I pray you not to believe

any reports of my death that may reach England." He
had made strict inquiries at the Foreign Office for the
purpose of ascertaining whether Government had
received any official report in confirmation of the state-

ment, but he found nothing, unless some vague intelli-

gence to the effect that Col. Stoddart's head had been cut
off, that Capt. Conolly was told his life would be spared
on consenting to become a Mussulman—that he replied,
(i You have murdered Col. Stoddart—I will die a Chris-
tian ;" upon which he was led out and decapitated.
Beyond that there was no document to be found in the
Foreign Office that was not a repetition of the Persian's
statement, to which he should invite the attention of the
meeting, believing, as he did, that it was a fabrication
from first to last. The following resolution was then
moved by Mr. Buckingham

; seconded by Col. Humfrey
and carried :—That in the uncertainty which exists
respecting the lives of CoK Stoddarfc &nd c t; Cono„
it is desirable to ascertain the real facts of the case. The
second resolution was moved by Mr. Walker, President
ot the Institute of Civil Engineers ; and seconded by
Dr. Burnes, brother of the late Sir A. Burnes .—That a
Committee be formed, to communicate with the British
Government on this subject, to send out immediately the
Rev. Dr. Wolff to Bokhara, and to take such measures as
may be necessary. This having been likewise carried, Capt.
Downes, R.N., Lieut. Raper, R.N., Mr. Buckingham,
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Col. Humfrey, Capt, Moorsom, and Capt. Grover, were
appointed a Committee, with power to add to their

number ; and a subscription was opened for accomplishing
the object. About 100/. were subscribed in the room.

The Cartoons.—This exhibition having closed to the

public on Saturday, the removal of the cartoons was com-
menced on Monday. The drawings which were successful

in the competition will continue to be exhibited in the
Suffolk-street gallery. The unsuccessful competitors are

also, it is said, about to get up an exhibition of their sub-
jects, though it is not yet fully arranged where it will take

place. A large proponion of the artists are in favour of

the Pantechnicon, while a section, with Mr. Haydon at

their head, prefer the Pantheon. On Saturday, upwards
of 4000 persons were admitted in the course of the day,

and it is calculated that upwards of 300,000 visitors of all

classes have attended the exhibition. The greatest order

and decorum have been observed throughout, and not a

single robbery has been brought to the police offices as

having taken place in the hall. On some of the days of

exhibition the children connected with various schools

attended. The fittings will not be removed from the

Hall, as the commissioners have another exhibition in

contemplation for the ensuing year, which will consist of

frescos of moderate size, executed on portable frames.
Middlesex Magistrates.—The Lord Chancellor has

appointed the following gentlemen as magistrates for the

county:—Mr. Dodd, M.P., Montagu-square; Mr. Pil-

cher, the late Sheriff, Russell-square ; Mr. Walter, of
Bearwood, Berks; Mr. Ewin, Park-crescent ; Mr.
Hooper, Stanmore ; Mr. Carter, of Brockley-hiil ; Mr.
Rowe, of Covers House. Laleham ; Mr. Piatt, Hyde
Park-gardens ; Mr. A. W. Wood, of Uxbridge ; Lieut.

-

Col. Sydney North, of Arlington-street; Mr. J. R. Mills,

of Stamford-hill ; Mr. W. Crake, Stanhope-street, Hyde
Park-gardens ; Mr. F. T. Young, Great Cumberland-
place ; Mr. T. H. Black, St. Anne's, Limehouse; Mr. E.
Stock, Poplar; Mr. R. E.Williams, of Weston-grove,
Kingston; Mr. J, W. Marriott, of Sunbury ; Mr. J-

Bentley, of Highbury-park; and Mr. T. B. Herring,
Finchley. Mr. F. J. Perseval, of Ladbroke-terracc, Not-
ting-hill, has also been added to the commission of the

peace for the city and liberty of Westminster.

Metropolitan Improvements.—The new street from
Shoreditch Church to the St. Katharine and London Docks
is making rapid progress. Nearly all the houses on the
west side of Rose-lane and Essex-street, Whitechapel,
have been taken down, and in a few weeks there will be a
direct thoroughfare from Spitalfields' Church, in front of
which the new street will pass.— In consequence of the

progress of the new Royal Exchange, orders have been
given to dispose of the houses in Freeman's-court, which
adjoin' the east end of the structure. The space to be
cleared away will be from Cornhill to the Church of St.

Benedict, at the corner of Threadneedle-street. In the

latter street several houses have been pulled down, facing

the Hall of Commerce, for the purpose of widening that

thoroughfare.—Mr. Barry has received instructions from
the Woods and Forests to value the property from Chelsea
Old Church to Battersea Bridge, preparatory to its re-

moval for the purpose of constructing the new mad along
the river side, from Vauxhall to Battersea.—The open
area surrounding the enclosure in St. James's-park has
long been remarkable for its soft and wet state in winter,

and for its uneven condition in summer, cutting the shoes
of pedestrians with the sharp gravel which forms the sur-

face. A new experiment has just been tried between the

York column and Storey's gate, which appears well cal-

culated to obviate these objections. The gravel already

used in the park has been taken up, and a stratum of

concrete, Gin. thick laid down in its place. The concrete has
been covered with the fine material obtained by screening

the old gravel, and, in order to produce a good colour, a

small quantity of the screenings of yellow gravel has been
lightly spread over the surface. The experiment has only
terminated a few days, but the part laid down is remarkablv
solid, and forms an agreeable path, owing to the entire ab-

sence of large stones.—The Marylebone vestry on Thursday
resolved by a majority of 1 1 , to adopt wood-paving in the

New-road from King's-cross to St. Pancras'church, a dis-

tance of 11,000 yds. The cost for paving with granite would
be 4a*. 6d. per yard for three years, and the expense
of keeping it in repair Is. 6d. per year, whilst the wood
would cost lis. per yard, without any expense to the

parish for two years, and after that time only 6d. per yard
per annum. It was stated that in 19 years the parish

would save 2,000/. by the adoption of wood-paving.—The
works of the Nelson pillar continue to advance rapidly,

and the castings which form the Corinthian capital have
been fixed. These castings are of bell-metal, weighing
several tons. They are fastened together by immense
hooks, and strongly rivetted. Several tons of stone will

now be raised to the summit to form the plinth upon
which the statue is to be placed. The statue is hewn out
of two pieces of Cragleith stone of great hardness, and
when joined will stand 17 feet in height.

Temperance Meetings On Saturday Father Mathew
administered the pledge at the New City Burial Ground,
Bunhill Fields. He had previously breakfasted with the

Earl of Arundel and Surrey, who accompanied him to the

meeting, and publicly took the pledge amidst the cheering
of the people. Father Mathew, in the course of his

aldress, congratulated himself on the support of his

lordship, and stated that on the previous day he had
administered the pledge to the Marchioness of Wellesley.

Nearly 1,000 persons took the pledge, making altogether

2,200 in this spot. On Sunday Father Mathew revisited the

opening scene of his labours in the metropolis, and
again administered the pledge to 2,000 persons in the

Roman.Catkolic Cemetery, Commercial-road. On Monday

heconcluded his mission in the metropolisbyadmiuistering
the pledge in Calmel-buildings, Manchester-square, which
is looked upon as the St. Giles's of Marylebone. Father
Mathew, having performed mass and preached in the Spanish
Chapel, breakfasted with the Rev. Dr. Piquot, the minister,
in company with the Spanish Ambassador, the Dowager
Countess of Clare, who took the pledge at the hands of the
rev. gentleman, and a large number of the nobility. The
proceedingsof the day were commenced by the Hon. Stafford
Jerningham, Mr. and Mrs. Buckingham, and a batch of
nearly twenty other ladies and gentlemen kneeling and
receiving the pledge on the platform. A party of brewers'
draymen forced their way into the crowd with a barrel of
ale, but they were ultimately expelled, after a violent

contest with the Irish teetotallers. The number who took
the pledge in the course of the day was 3,000. The
result of the rev. gentleman's labours in the metropolis
and suburbs are 08,000 who have publicly taken the
pledge, and about 6,000 made up of schools and factory
workmen, to whom it was administered privately. Im-
mediately after the last batch, Father Mathew came on
the platform to take his farewell, and was heartily cheered.
The rev. gentleman, in an affecting manner, spoke of the
reception with which he, as a stranger in the metropolis of
England, had been everywhere received. Since he had
been in London not a single word had been uttered against
him, personally, which could at all be painful to his feel-

ings, and the public press, of every description of politics,

had acted in so kindly a spirit towards him, that he
publicly begged to tender the conductors of that great and
powerful moral engine his heartfelt gratitude. In con-
clusion, he urged upon all present the blessings of sobriety
as compared with the vice of drunkenness, and expressed
a hope that the grace of the Almighty might enable those

who had taken the piedge to keep it. Father Mathew
has since proceeded to Norwich, to which place he had
been invited by Bishop Stanley. Thence he goes to Bir-

mingham and Liverpool, and then to Ireland, having on
the 17th to preach, in aid of some public charity, in Dublin.

The Mayoralty.— It is said that a large body of the
livery are anxious to re-elect the present Lord Mayor for

another year, on account of the satisfactory manner in

which he has discharged the duties of the mayoralty, and
particularly those connected with the hospitalities of the
City.—Alderman Lainson has resigned his gown as Alder-
man of Bread-street ward, in consequence of indisposition.

He declined serving the office of Lord Mayor during the

present year from the same cause.

Excise Seizures.—A few days since an extensive seizure

was made by the officers of Excise, in Anchor-yard, Old-
street, St. Luke's, where they found a complete manu-
factory fitted up for the purpose of drying and colouring

old tea leaves. It consisted of two large furnaces, drying-
pans and plates, for the final process of drying ; colouring
matter, drugs, and a quantity of " tea" ready to send out,
with some in the process of transformation from green to

black. Not a particle of good tea was to be found,
although the quantity amounted to nearly a ton in weight.
The persons owning it made their escape during the
entrance of the officers, as no person was to be found on
the premises, but the state of the pan proved that they
had been recently at work.

Westminster Abbey.—Some alterations and improve-
ments are in progress in the little cloisters adjoining the
Coroner's Office. A small tenement, which has been
built about 180 years, a portion of which projected over
the east side of the cloisters, and was considered in too
dilapidated a state to undergo h repair, has been removed.
In the course of removing the front wall, a portion of the
original building was discovered, which is supposed to

have been erected during the reign of Edward I.—The
Dean has given directions that the public shall in future

have the privilege of passing, after divine service, from
the nave into the choir, from which egress will be obtained
through the western entrance, which has for many years
been closed, the only entrance still being by the gate at

PoetVcorner. The monuments in the choir have under-
gone a thorough cleansing, and all persons will now have
the opportunity of viewing them free of charge.

Old St. Paul's.—During the last few days, in the course
of some excavations south of the Cathedral, for the forma-
tion of a new sewer from Paul's Chain to London House-
yard, several human remains were found. Many of the
skulls were quite perfect. They were discovered at various
depths, some as low as eighteen feet from the surface. It is

supposed that this locality was the burial-ground attached
to old St. Paul's, which was destroyed by the great fire in

1666. During the recent excavations in Newgate-market,
massive walls, about five feet wide, have been cut through
at a depth of twelve feet from the surface, some of which
were constructed of such solid materials that the workmen
were obliged to employ powder to separate them.

St. Olave's, Southwark.—The largest vestry meeting
ever known of the parishioners of St. Olave's took place

on Thursday, for the purpose of considering the steps to

be taken in consequence of the destruction of the parish
church by the late fire. A long discussion arose on the

propriety of rebuilding the church on a new site and selling
the old one for the purpose of building a new wharf, but
on the question being put, it was resolved by a large ma-
jority to rebuild it on its present site. A committee, with
the Lord Mayor at the head, was then appointed to super-
intend its erection.

Knightsbridge—The papers have contained reports of

what is called a "military outrage" at Knightsbridge, in

which some privates of the Royal Horse Guards are stated

to have attacked the passers-by with swords and pistols.

The affair, however, which was a drunken brawl, has been
greatly exaggerated. Some soldiers were assaulted by the
frequenters of one of the low public-houses near the

barrack-gates ; their comi-ades rescued them ; in the fray

some heads were broken on both sides, and a woman was
cut with the glass of a broken window, and this we believe

was all that happened. No weapons whatever were used
by the j-oldiery.

Kingston.—On Wednesday morning, at three o'clock,

the inhabitants of the little village of Mahlon, situated

between Kingston and Ewell, were alarmed by an explo-
sion, which shook the cottages to their foundation, and
entirely demolished the glass in the windows. It was
soon discovered that the two powder-mills at the extremity

of the village had exploded and been reduced to ruins.

Everything contained in them was destroyed, but no lives

were lost. The foreman had only locked up the mills,

and left them apparently in perfect safety, ten minutes
before the explosion.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of Deaths
registered in the week enditig Saturday, Aug. 26, was as

follows :—West districts, 125 ; North districts, 139 ; Cen-
tral districts, 166; East districts, 199; South districts,

213. Total, 842. Males, 433; females, 409. Weekly
average for the last five years, 903— (461 males, 442
females) ; for the last five summers, 846.

^robhuial T$tiw.
Her Majesty's Marine Excursion.—The Queen and

Prince Albert, as mentioned in our last, held a levee on
Thursday at Plymouth, on board the yacht, and after-

wards paid a visit to the three towns. Her Majesty
landed at the dockyard, and after passing through Devon-
port and Stonehouse, was met at the boundary of Ply.

mouth by the Mayor and Corporate Officers, who pre-

ceded Her Majesty through the streets leading to the Hoe,
and returned thence by nearly the same route to the

Borough boundary on the Stonehouse Mill Bridge, where
the authorities of Plymouth took their leave. The procession

then returned through Stoke and Devonport, to the dock-
yard, where Her Majesty re-embarked and went on board
the yacht. Her Majesty and the Prince then went to view

the Breakwater, upon which they landed and remained
some time, when they returned to the yacht, and dined and
slept on board. In the evening the ships of war were
illuminated, and bonfires were lit on all the heights around
the harbour. On Friday morning the Queen left for

Falmouth, amidst the usual salutes. When off the Break-
water the yacht hove to for a few minutes to enable Her
Majesty and Prince Albert to view the whole scene before

putting out to sea. A few minutes before ten she took
her departure, steeVing towards the Eddystone light-house,

which the Royal party were desirous of closely inspect-

ing. From the Eddystone the yacht steered towards

Falmouth, which she made about half-past one, and
came to an anchor off St. Mawcs Castle. Her Ma-
jesty did not land at Falmouth, but proceeded from
tbe yacht into the harbour in the barge, accompanied by
Prince Albert. Salutes were fired from the forts and
shipping, and everywhere as her Majesty passed she was
received with the most enthusiastic cheering. The mayors
and corporations of Falmouth, Penryn, and Truro, put off

in boats to wait upon her Majesty while in the barge, and
were most graciously received. After pulling round the

harbour, and inspecting all that was worth attention, her

Majesty and the Prince returned on board the yacht,

which immediately got under weigh, and steered for the

coast of France. The yacht passed Cherbourg about half-

past 6 on Saturday morning, and was saluted by the

batteries of the town and fort with 101 guns. All the

ships-of-war were dressed in their colours, and the Prince
de Joinville was waiting in the Pluton steamer to escort

her Majesty to Treport. At 4 p.m. the royal yacht came
in sight of Treport, when a cannon was discharged as the

signal of her Majesty's approach. At 5 o'clock the royal

family, consisting of the King and Queen of the French,
the Queen of the Belgians, the Duchess of Orleans, and
the Princess Clementine, accompanied by M. Guizot,
Marshal Sebastiani, Admiral Mackau, &c, left the

Chateau d'Eu to meet the Queen, The Due d'Aumale
and the Prince Augustus of Saxe Coburg accompanied the

procession on horseback. On reaching Treport, his

Majesty entered a state barge and proceeded to meet the

royal yacht; while the Queens of the French and of
the Belgians, with the Princesses, remained in the

tent erected at the landing-place to receive the royal

visitors as they stepped ashore. As the King ap-

proached the royal yacht, a salute from all the steam-
vessels was fired, and this being taken up by each
vessel in the roads and by the batteries on shore, a con-
tinued volley rolled during the entire ceremony of the first

meeting of the Sovereigns. As the state barge approached,
the yacht backed water, and the barge wore round her
stem, out of sight of the spectators ashore. The King,
on reaching the deck, embraced her Majesty, and shook
Prince Albert most cordially with both hands. A few
minutes afterwards, the Queen and Prince Albert, led by
the Prince de Joinville, descended from their yacht, and

took their place with King Louis Philippe in the state

barge, amiefst renewed salvos of artillery. The reception

of the Royal visitors by the Queen of the French, the

Queen of the Belgians, and the French Princesses, in the

tent which covered the landing-place, was of the most

graceful and heartfelt kind ; and this part of the ceremony
was also hailed by the assembled multitude with the most

expressive demonstrations of concurrence and ofjoy. He 1

Majesty saluted on the cheek the Queen of the French,

and afterwards kissed the Queen of the Belgians in the

most affectionate manner. Having taken their seats in

the first char-a-banc, drawn by eight horses, the Royal

personages proceeded onwards towards Eu, followed by

the respective ladies, ministers, and officers of both

nations present. On their arrival the bands of the French
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regiments struck up " God save the Queen," and in a few

moments King Louis Philippe appeared at the balcony,

leading our Queen, whom he presented to the people.

The enthusiasm with which her Majesty was received is

said to have been extremely fine ; even the troops joined in

the repeated cheers which burst from the crowd assembled,

and the voice of (he King of the French himself was heard

louder than them all, as he waved his hat and led each

round of cheering. The delight visible in the King's

countenance was unbounded, and evidently uncontrolable.

He became young again, and trod, and spoke, and acted,

as (hough he was the most delighted of the party.

At eight o'clock the King led Queen Victoria and

the Queen of the Belgians into the banquetting-hall,

Prince Albert following with the Queen of the French.

Nothing could surpass the magnificence displayed at this

truly royal feast. The decorations of the hall, the costly

vessels, plateaux, chandeliers, &c, of gold, were disposed

in ]the utmost taste. Queen Victoria sat on the right

hand of the King, and, flushed with excitement, and undis-

guisedly happy, chatted and laughed alternately with his

Majesty and the Prince de Joinville, who sat on her right.

Prince Albert was seated between the Queen of the French,

and the Princess de Joinville. Her Majesty was attired

in a dress of crimson silk, with a profusion of diamonds,

nnd wore the insignia of the garter. In the evening the

Ville d'Eu was illuminated, and the spire of the ancient

collegiate church, adjoining the chateau, was covered with

lights to its summit. On Sunday, Her Majesty and

Prince Albert and suite assisted at the Church service,

which was read in a chapel prepared for that purpose in

the chateau, by one of her attendants, no chaplain having

been appointed to the yacht or to attend the Queen in her

excursion. The royal party walked through the grounds

of the Palace, but did not make any public appearance or

take any other recreation, keeping the Sabbath strictly.

On Monday, the Royal Family of France, the Royal

visitors, and their respective suites, with the Ministers,

guests, and officers, residing at the court, left the chateau

to proceed to the forest, about five miles from the town,

extending upwards of twenty miles in length, and having

a main breadth of two miles. The ;< Mont d'Orleans,"

where the fete was held, is a hill embosomed in the forest.

The advance of the royal party consisted of horsemen, the

foremost being Prince Albert,having on either side the Prince

de Joinville and the Due d'Aumale, the Due de Mont-
pensier, the Prince of Saxc Coburg, and the other Princes,

all in plain clothes, Prince Albert alone being distinguished

by the ribbon of the Garter. Six chars- a-banc contained

the rest of the company. In the first was seated his

Majesty the King of the French, having our Queen at his

right. The Queen of the French and the Queen of the

Belgians occupied the second seat, and the third seat was
filled by the Princess de Joinville and the Duchess
d'Oileans, the latter in deep mourning. In the first seat

°f the second char-a-banc M. Guizot sat, between the
Earls of Aberdeen and Liverpool. Lord Cowley, and the
other lords and official personages, Occupied the other
vehicles. The young Count de Paris and the Due de
Chartres were conveyed to the Mont cPOrleans by attend-
ants, and by a different direction. Nothing could exceed
the enthusiasm of the people as the royal party passed

;

they hailed the appearance of our Queen and Prince with
all the joyousness of the French character, and their own
Sovereign seemed enchanted with the reception given
everywhere to his guests. His Majesty, in fact, is said
to have become twenty years younger since the arrival of
our Queen. His own subjects hardly recognised in the
'ight, exhilirated, and enthusiastic cicerone of the fair

Sovereign of England, the serious, anxious Monarch of
the French nation. As the cortege proceeded slowly up
the hill, an English party approached, and one of them
having shouted "God save the Queen," his Majesty
^aved his hat, and turning round, cried also aloud, with
H 'l the fervour of deep sincerity, and in English, "Ah!
God bless her." Arrived at the top of the hill, which
they did about four o'clock, the royal party entered the
tent, and partook of a dejeuner. The King then led her
Majesty round the green platform, thus exhibiting him-
self and his royal visitor freely and without restriction to
the crowd which circled the enclosure. The two other
Queens and all the Princes followed ; the band, during
lhe promenade, playing " God save the Queen," and the
spectators cheering to the echo. The royal party then
e*Uered the reception tent, where a few presentations were
^ade. Her Majesty, during the Jetc. was remarked to
caress the two young Princes, the Comte de Paris, and
the Prince de Wirtemberg, the son of the late Princess

Y^'ie, most affectionately. The Royal party returned to
the chateau at five o'clock, being cheered again on their
r°ute with increased enthusiasm. In the course of the
evening a concert was given by the professional persons
*ho had been summoned from Paris lor the occasion. At
the close of the performance the King requested the
Musical party to join the general company. On Tuesday
horning Prince Albert, attended by the French Princes,
^viewed the 1st Regiment of Carabineers, in a plain dis-
ta *>t about four miles from Eu,in the direction of Dieppe,
apd afterwards inspected the infantry barracks. In the
ajterrioon the Royal party visited the ancient collegiate
cWeh of Notre Dame, which adjoins the chateau, and
^hich is dedicated to St. Lawrence of Dublin, its founder,
-yavhig inspected the several chapels, the architecture of

!

lle interior, and the stained glass windows, they descended
J nto the crypt and examined the monuments of the Counts

^
E *J. They then proceeded to Treport. The King of

the French having handed Queen Victoria into the char-

K< n°9 moved to Prince Albert to follow. His Royal
|*;ghness said he could not precede his Majesty, the
**-ln

g> with the utmost grace and humour, exclaimed,

laughing, " Ah ! there is nothing of i Majesty ' necessary

here." " But you will not have room beside the Queen,''

replied the Prince. "True," said the King, "lam a

little stout, but I will sit sideways," and he insisted on
placing Prince Albert betwixt himself and her Majesty ;

and, thus sitting three abreast in the first seat of the char-

a-banc
t
they proceeded to Treport. They were cheered

vehemently wherever they went. At Treport it had been
designed to inspect the vessels in the port and road, but
the tide being low, and the sea running rather high, the

excursion was postponed. The Royal party drove to the

jetty of Treport, and returned to the palace to dinner.

In the evening there was a concert of vocal and instru-

mental music. On Wednesday, the royal diversion con-
sisted of a drive through the forest of Eu, and a cold

collation at St. Catherine, distant about twelve miles.

Passing along the same road as that which they took on
Monday to the. fete champetre

y
until they got embedded

in the forest, they then turned into what is called the

Route Madeline, and halted at those points which afforded

the best points of view. During the drive, than which
few could be chosen more diversified, her Majesty seemed
chiefly struck with the aspect of the town of Eu, crowned
by its church, palace, college, and other edifices, which
are seen to great advantage from the hills leading to the

forest. The Queen turned several times to gaze at the

several objects that most forcibly struck her, and
expressed her pleasure at what she saw to the Queen of

the French, who sat beside her. In this excursion the

Prince de Joinville, the Due d'Aumale, the Due de Mont-
pensier, the Prince Augustus of Saxe Coburg and suite,

led the van on horseback, and Prince Albert and the

King of the French occupied the first seat of the first

char-a-banc— the three Queens of Great Britain, France,
and Belgium, being seated in the second banc. In
the first seat of the second char, M. Guizot sat,

as usual, with Lord Aberdeen on his right, and Lord
Liverpool on his left. The remaining carriages

—

six in all—contained the other guests, strangers, and
officers staying at the chateau. In the evening there was
a vaudeville, M. Ancelot, the directeur t having arrived to

superintend its performance. On Thursday morning,
about 8 o'clock, her Majesty and Prince Albert left the

ch&teau, accompanied by all the members of the Royal
family, and proceeded to Treport, where they were
received with the greatest enthusiasm. The King of the

French, the Dukes d'Aumale and Montpensier, with M.
Guizot, and others, accompanied the Queen on board the

yacht; and, on taking leave of her Majesty, were saluted

with a Royal salute from all the English ships. The
yacht then got under weigh, attended by the St. Vincent
and four steamers of war, and escorted by the Pluton,

Napoleon, and Archimdde, French steamers. The Prince
de Joinville accompanied her Majesty in the yacht. The
Queen's steamer soon ran all the others out of sight ; and
arrived at Brighton about half-past 3, exactly 6 hours and
10 minutes after starting (75 miles); she brought-to a

quarter of a mile off the pier, the water being too low to

permit her coming alongside. Her Majesty's barge was
lowered, and soon reached the pier ; but the time of land-

ing being much later than was expected, the alterations

made at the pier to facilitate the landing of her Majesty

left the barge much below the lowest point to which the

platform could be carried. The Queen became rather

nervous at the delay and alterations necessary, and the

cheering added to the excitement. Her Majesty waved

her hand, and the signal being at once understood, the

cheering instantly ceased, and the boats which were

crowding round the royal barge kept off. In a short

time the arrangements wTere completed and the whole

party landed in safety. On reaching the entrance of the

pier her Majesty was loudly cheered by the assembled

thousands on the cliffs and beach. Her Majesty acknow-

ledged the hearty greeting of her subjects by repeatedly

bowing. The Prince de Joinville was also loudly cheered.

Her Majesty and Prince Albert appeared to have borne

the voyage without the slightest inconvenience. At the

end of the pier esplanade her Majesty and the two Princes

got into a close carriage, surrounded by n guard of honour,

and drove off to the Pavilion. It is said that her Majesty

will remain at Brighton until Monday next, when

she will go to Ostend on a visit to the King and Queen of

the Belgians, accompanied by the Prince de Joinville.

Among the other incidents of her Majesty's visit to France,

it is mentioned that M. Paul de la Roche, and other

artists were sent for by the King to make sketches of the

different scenes for the Royal Gallery at Versailles. The
Royal landing at Trdport was confided to M. Jugelat, the

landscape and marine painter, who had at the King's

command come down from Paris expressly to paint it.

This picture is said to be already finished, and is described

as a beautiful work of art. The point of view is taken

from sea, looking into Treport, as the Royal barge of the

King approaches her Majesty's yacht. The barge having

come alongside the yacht on the seaward side, made this

necessary, but that very necessity has contributed to

render the picture more effective than it could have been,

had the point of view being taken from any other quarter.

The picture is about 18ins. long, and a foot high. It has

been submitted to the King and French Princes, who have

all expressed their approval of it Among the numberless
questions to which her Majesty's visit has given rise, not

a few have been mooted respecting the supposed incapa-

city of the Queen to leave her British dominions without

the sanction of an express act of Parliament. Some have

maintained that the Prince of Wales, and not Her Majesty,

is the person affected by this restriction. It appears,

however, that the third clause in the Act of Settlement,

which enacted u that no person who shall hereafter come

to the possession of this Crown shall go out of the domi-

nions of England, Scotland, or Ireland, without consent
of Parliament," was repealed very soon afterwards, in the
first year of George I . (1st George I. c. 31), * whose
frequent journeys to Hanover," says Mr. Hallam, u were
an abuse of the graciousness with which the Parliament
consented to annul the restriction." The last instance

upon record of a British Monarch leaving England for the
Continent, was in 1821, when George IV. visited Hanover,
Upon that occasion a commission was issued under the

Great Seal, appointing certain official personages (i His
Majesty's Guardians and Justices of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, and his Lieutenants in the

same during his Majesty's absence from the said United
Kingdom, or till further signification of his Majesty's

pleasure ;" any four or more of whom were empowered
to act for the Sovereign during his absence.

The Harvest.—The favourable and steady change in

the weather for the last fortnight has had a beneficial

effect upon the crops throughout the United Kingdom,
and the harvest has nearly all been housed. The reports

received on Wednesday, from the agricultural districts, at

Mark-lane, were most cheering, and, on the whole, the

harvest has been far beyond the expectations of the

agriculturists and factors. Seldom has such weather been
known at this season, the temperature during the last

week varying from 70° to 75°, and occasionally as high as

87° in the sun ; the average state of the barometer has
been 75 to 78°, unattended with rain or storm. In
Middlesex, Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Wilts, Berks, Bucks,
Herts, Bedfordshire, Suffolk, Norfolk, Lincolnshire,

Leicestershire, the Home and the Midland counties,

the fields are open to the sportsmen. In Yorkshire,

Durham, Cumberland, Northumberland, and the whole
of Scotland, the harvest will be over by the end of this

week or next. In Hampshire, Gloucestershire, and
Wales, the crops have been most abundant, and all safely

stacked. In Scotland the Barley and Oats are extremely
fine and full, and the average is far above what was anti-

cipated, as in the Highlands they expected rather a failure.

The accounts from every province of Ireland are most
satisfactory, and the greater part of the crops have been
housed. The Turnip and Potato crops, both in Eng-
land and Scotland, which were rather threatening in conse-

quence of the excessive rains, promise to render a good
return, as the sudden change in the weather has had a

beneficial effect on the fields. From the Hop districts

of Kent, Worcestershire, &c, the Bines are reported

to be looking extremely fine, and will return more
than an average. The duty is now estimated at

150,000/. One packet of new Hops sold as high as

8/. The speculators and millers in Mark-lane are ca\i-

tious in not making large purchases. The importations

of foreign wheat, in consequence of the duty having fallen

to 14s., have been rather larger than last week, being

60,432 quarters, barley 7,82G, and oats 2,G70. English

wheat 5,680 quarters, 6,720 sacks of flour ; Irish oats

14,300. The prices generally having declined 2s. to 3s.

per quarter on wheat, Kent and Essex is at 36s. to 56s.

;

Norfolk, 40s. to 54s. ; Suffolk, 36s. to 54s. ; flour, 40s.

to 45s. ; ditto fine, 46s. to 52s. Notwithstanding the fall

in the market, the bakers throughout the metropolis still

charge bd. for the first quality and 1\d. for the second

bread, per 4 lbs. The price of bread in Paris is for first

quality, Gd. ; second ditto, hd. per 4 lb. 8 oz.

Bristol.—Information has been received of the total

loss of the Queen steamer, belonging to the Bristol Steam
Navigation Company, on Saturday night. She had only

been built about four years, of 500 tons burden, and 180

horse-power, and is one of several vessels which the Com-
pany have lost within the last three or four years. It

appears that in proceeding down the Channel they had
the weather fair and clear, until they were abreast of St.

Ann's, when there came on suddenly a thick bauk of fog
;

they never saw anything after until they struck on the

north-east side of fckokham Island, at 11 p.m. The Cap-
tain reversed the engines, and backed off, when they

directed their course for Milford, thinking to save the

ship. About the distance of one mile from the island

they saw a sloop, and called her alongside to assist. At
this time there were ten feet water in the hold, and the

vessel was fast settling forward, when the Captain put the

crew and passengers on board the sloop. In about a

quarter of an hour the steamer sunk in 16 fathoms. All

the crew and passengers were saved excepting one, but

they lost their clothes and luggage, and nothing was saved

of the ship's property but the plate, two compasses, and
the boats. The ladies were nearly all in their night

clothes, and arrived in that state at Milford on Sunday

evening ; the fog being so dense that the sloop could not

find the harbour. It was most fortunate that this little

vessel hove in sight before the steamer sunk, as all hands

would otherwise have been lost. There were about 20

cabin passengers and rather less than that number on

deck. It is remarkable that in all the wrecks of steamers,

attended with loss of life, the vessels have been backed

off and sunk in deep water ; whereas in the case of the

Columbia, recently lost on the coast of America, she was

allowed to remain on the rocks until all hands and a

great portion of her cargo had been saved.

Carlisle.—Mr. Stephenson, the Civil Engineer, was
lately engaged by the corporation of Carlisle to give an
opinion on the long-disputed question as to the best
rueans of introducing water into that city. He estimates
the expense of the works at the large sum of 30,000/.

Carmarthen.'—A reward of 500/. has been offered for
the discovery of the persons who, on the night of the
23rd alt, attacked the house of Mr. Edwards, of Gally-
wernen, in the parish of Lianon, in this county, as

noticed in this paper at the time.—The Welchman news-
paper publishes a letter from Rebecca, in which she
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gives an account of herself and her proceedings. The
following are extracts :

—" Rebecca's rights once obtained,

we shall be as quiet as mice ; there will then be no further

strife between the slaves (slaves no longer) and the slave-

drivers. It is in vain to employ special constables ; the

frtiral police will be of no use; and as to the soldiers, I

should think, sir, that English gentlemen and brave

dragoons might sure be more suitably employed than by
being turned into pike and toll-men ; they are, however,

of no use in the world, and to their long swords,

saddles, bridles, Rebecca sings fol de riddle rol. Rebecca

bids defiance to all of them : we don't care a straw for all

the soldiers, rural police, and special constables : for

Rebecca can brin^ into the field a better force and a much
more numerous one. Rebecca is more than 100,000

strong. The people, the masses, to a man, throughout

the three counties of Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pem-
broke are with me. Oh yes, they are all my children,"

—

*' 1 blush for my countrymen, and resolve to regenerate

them. My children are simple, without information and

politics. They shall not always be thus. If God spare

the life of Rebecca, she will work out their redemption ;

and if she dies, Miss Cromwell and a band of brave moun-
taineers can cut their way through every obstacle. We
must be free. I say it. I who command— I, the Rebecca

and Regenerator/'

—

u The Government commission sent

down to listen to and redress our grievances is English
;

Rebecca and her children rejoice. For we know that

England will do more for oppressed Welshmen than

Wales itself with its jobbers and degenerate gentry would

ever have done* But it was Rebecca who gave the word

of command. It was she who brought down the envoy

from the seat of the Imperial Legislature. Once more,

sir, ffarwelwch; Rebecca's heart bleeds for her countrymen \

she hath compassion for her countrymen, contempt for

cowardice, hatred for oppression, and love for all honest

independence. By these .presents let all men know
Rebecca.'

1 '*—On \\ ednesday night, a collision took place

between the police and the Rebeccaites, near the Pontar-

dulais-gate, between Swansea and Llanon. The rioters

attacked the gate in a considerable body, and completely

destroyed it. The police then advanced, and commanded
them to desist ; instead, however, of doing so, the Rebec-

caites fired a volley at them. The police were then

ordered to fire, which they did twice, wounding several of

the Rebcccaites, and shooting the horse of the leader. A
regular battle took place for a short time, and the police

succeeded in capturing six prisoners, three of whom were

wounded, two severely. While they were securing their

prisoners, the rioters returned to the attack, with a view

of rescuing them ; but two of the magistrates having ridden

off for the troops, a party of the Dragoons from Swansea,

who were out on the road, and some of the 76th Foot,

arrived, and the Rebeccaites fled. Three of the prisoners

have been sent to Carmarthen, and three to Swansea.

Th^y were taken in their disguises, with faces black-

ened, and bonnets and nightgowns on. Upon the arrival

of the Dragoons on the spot, the prisoners were placed in

the toll-house, and a sentry placed over them ; four Dra-

goons were stationed at the gate, and the remainder

patrolled the country, but could not succeed in capturing

any other prisoners.

Chester.—James Ratcliffe, who was convicted before

Mr. Baron Rolfe, at the late Assizes of the wilful murder
of his wife at Stockport, underwent the extreme sentence

of the law in this city, on Saturday. The circumstances

under which the murder was committed were of an aggra-

vated character. It appeared that the prisoner, who was

a tobacconist by trade, had been constantly in the habit

of indulging in the use of intoxicating liquors, and that

after having long harboured bis intention, he stabbed his

wife with a clasp knife. The judge held out no hope of

mercy, notwithstanding which petitions in bis behalf, pray-

ing for a commutation of punishment, were forwarded to

the Home-office from Chester and Stockport. They were,

however, without effect, the answer of Sir J. Graham
being that he could not, consistently with his public duty,

comply with their prayers.

Derby.—On Saturday, William Grocock, the youth
mentioned in our last as having surrendered himself to the

police as a murderer, was brought before the magistrates

for examination. The girl whom he had enticed from
her home, and then attempted to murder, stated various

acts of violence he had committed before he struck her on
the head with a hammer. Her evidence was confirmed by
the surgeon, and the prisoner was committed to take his

trial at the assizes.

Gravesend.—During the whole week, the village of

Cobham, perhaps one of the most retired and beautiful

in Kent, has been the scene of much excitement. Nume-
rous visitors from London have arrived, attracted by the

details of the murder of Mr. Robert Dadd, noticed in our

last. The melancholy tragedy has created a feeling of

deep gloom among the inhabitants of a district seldom

disturbed by deeds of violence. The Earl of Darnley is

at present in Scotland; his mother, the Countess, was
residing at the hall when the catastrophe occurred. Mr.
Dadd was the son of Mr. Stephen Dadd, timber-

master of the dockyard at Chatham. He opened business

for himself in Chatham as a chemist thirty years ago, and
remained there until a few years since, when he took the

silver gilding and ormolu business of Messrs. Pincott, of

Suffolk-street, Pall-mall East, in which he commanded a

great share of Court patronage up to the hour of his death.

He was married twice, and was the father of 6 sons and
3 daughters, but has been a widower some years. He was
a lecturer on cln mistry, mineralogy, and geology ; an active

member of the Chatham Philosophical Institution, and one
of the first presidents and founders of the Mechanics' Insti-

tute in that town. A few days before his death he was

earnestly advised to place his son under restraint, but was

himself the only member of his family who objected to

such a course, expressing at the same time his opinion

that retirement for a short time in the country, with kind

treatment, would operate beneficially. As stated in our

last, the- son was an artist. The Cartoon, No. 14 in the

late exhibition at Westminster Hall, representing u St.

George after the death of the Dragon," was his composi-

tion ; and it is remarkable that the work was begun imme-
diately on the return of Mr. Dadd from Italy, and occupied

only a few hours. It is, of course, little more than an
outline, and bears marks of haste in other respects, the

composition being generally considered exaggerated. The
chief figure, however, that of a female, who is represented

leaning on the shoulder of St. George, is considered as

being finely drawn. One of this young man's sisters

stood for this figure, at his own earnest request. The
motto chosen for the drawing is the word " Industrie,"

probably in allusion to the short space of time occupied in

its completion. The latest accounts of his movements
state that he passed through Calais three days since, en

route for Marseilles. The fact of the murder having been

committed was then fully known, but the passports being

all regular, he was permitted to proceed. The authorities,

however, set the telegraph to work, and on his arrival at

Marseilles he will no doubt be arrested, He is said to

have plenty of money with him.

Hastings.—On Friday last, being the 1st September, the

Rev. Henry Pratt, of Worthing, left home in his chaise

for the purpose of enjoying a day's partridge-ahooting on
the esiar.es of his father, the Rev. J. Pratt, at Seddles-

comb, and while in the act of removing a fowling-piece

from the vehicle, the gun, which was already loaded, went

ofF. The contents of the barrel entered the body of the

unfortunate gentleman, and his death was instantaneous.

Mr. Pratt had only been married a few months to a

daughter of the Rev. Sir I. G. Thomas, Bart., Rector of

Bodlam, in that neighbourhood.

Lyme Regis.—A fatal accident occurred in this town

during the recent visit of her Majesty. On arriving off

the harbour, the yacht shaped her course for the land-

slip, towards which point a general movement was made
by a large number of persons who had congregated to see

her Majesty. Amongst the equestrians was Mr. J. J. de

Bruen, who had been residing here with his brother for

the season. His horse went at a rapid pace towards the

margin of the cliff forming the deepest part of the chasm.

On approaching the brink the horse made a sudden stop,

and it is supposed that Mr. de Bruen, on perceiving the

danger, and in disengaging himself from the horse, rolled

over the precipice, a depth of 200 feet. The unfortunate

gentleman survived but an hour and a half. He was a

wealthy merchant of Holland, and only in his 24th year.

A coroner's inquest has been held on the body, when the

jury returned a verdict of " Accidental death."

Norwich.—A meeting of the committee for erecting a

monument to the late Earl of Leicester took place at

Holkham last week, when the unanimous opinion was in

favour of the high ground on which the obelisk now
stands, had it been unoccupied ; but as that ornament

was the first structure erected upon the estate by the first

Earl of Leceister, the present Earl was averse to remove

it. The committee decided upon a column without a

statue, of such a height as should be apparent from the

sea, so that the monument may be useful as a landmark.

Southampton.—The Lords of the Admiralty have

issued orders that from henceforward all the mails from

Madeira, the West Indies, Mexico, and the Mediterranean,

are to be embarked and landed at Southampton, instead

of at Falmouth, by which the steam-ships and their

passengers will be allowed to proceed direct to their desti-

nations. At the meeting of the Southampton Dock
Company last week, the report announced that the tidal

dock was completed, and opened for trade on the 1st July

!
last, and that the directors had commissioned Mr. Hard-

wick, the architect, to construct warehouses for the

northern qijay of the tidal-dock, calculated to contain

2,500 tons of merchandize, which would be completed by

about the end of the year. The revenue account showed

a total receipt from the commencement of the undertaking

of 326,788/. ;
and an expenditure of 319,731/., leaving

a balance of 7,0567.

Tyne.—The locul papers state that Mr. Roberts, the

barrister, has been retained by the Miners' Association of

this and other coal districts as their consulting counsel, to

act in their behalf at the signing of bonds, and to give

them general advice. He is to have a salary of 1,000/.

or the first year, and 500/. annually thereafter.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the

past week:—London and Birmingham, 17,350/.; Great

Western, 15,402/.; South Western, 7,782/.; South

Eastern, 4,202/. ; Eastern Counties, 2,881/. ; North

Midland, 5,045/.; York and North Midland, 2,011/.;

Greenwich, 825/. ; Croydon, 362/.; Brighton, 4,990/.;

Blackwall, 1,234/.; Hull and Selhy, 1,162/.; Midland

Counties, 2,753/. ; Grand Junction, 8,527/.—The pressure

of the railway meetings has now nearly passed, and few

of any importance remain to be recorded. At the meeting

of the Manchester and Birmingham Company last week,

the report stated that the receipts for the half-year, after

the payment of 26,911/. to the Grand Junction Company,
amounted to 52,118/., and the expenditure to 29,555/.,

leaving a balance of 22,562/., out of which a dividend was

declared at the rate of 155. per share. Compared with

the previous half-year, the increase in passengers amounted

to 81,567, the increase in goods and tolls to 10,000 tons

;

surplus profit, 10,801/. The conveyance of the mails

from Manchester to the South was still under the con-

sideration of the Treasury, but the dispute with the

Sheffield Company had been decided by an award against

that Company to pay to the Manchester and Bir-

mingham Railway 3,490/. per annum for further station

accommodation. — At the meeting of the Hull and

Selby Company, the report stated that the receipts for

the half-year were 25,730/., expenditure 17,117/., leav-

ing a sum, including the balance of the previous half-year,

of 9,910/. for the disbursement of a dividend of 205. per

share, being at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum on the

subscribed capital.— The Birmingham and Derby Com-
pany have announced a dividend of 5*. per share. The
most prominent point of discussion at their meeting was

the amalgamation of the Midland lines, for the considera-

tion of which a special meeting of shareholders has been

called.
—

'phe report of the Yarmouth and Norwich Com-
pany at their meeting last week announced that the per-

manent way would be laid nearly throughout the whole

line by the end of November, and the railway completed

for public traffic by June, 1844; 49,759/. had been re-

ceived on account of calls up to June last, leaving, after

the payment of expenses, 10,686/., in the hands of the

bankers. The original estimates, however, would be ex-

ceeded by about 15,000/., to meet which and other con-

tingencies, i he directors were empowered to borrow a fur-

ther sum of 50,000/.—At the half-yearly meeting of the

Maryport and Carlisle Company last week, the report

stated that the line was now open from Wigton to Car-

lisle, and that the traffic for the past half-year amounted

to 3,675/., being an increase of about 1000/. over the

average produce of the past live years.—The Glasgow,

Paisley, and Kilmarnock Company continue to pay a divi-

dend of 1 25. 6c/, per share, receivable on and after the 15th

inst. The goods and parcels traffic shows an increase,

but the passenger traffic, on the other hand, had slightly

declined. The mortgage debt of the Company has been

renewed at the lower rate of 4 per cent.—The Dublin and

Drogheda meeting took place this week. The report

stated that the expectation of completing the under-

taking at the rate of 14,000/. per mile is still relied on,

as well as that of being able to open the entire line

next May. It appears that there is a movement in

favour of extending railway communication from Drog-

heda to the north of Ireland, which would much in-

crease the traffic of the Dublin and Drogheda line.

The receipts from the portion at present in opera-

tion were 102,888/., the expenditure .04,921/., leaving a

balance of 7,960/. to be carried to the general account.—

-

A new line, to be called the Great North British Railway,

has been proposed ; to run from Edinburgh to Berwick-

upon-Tweed, which will complete the chain of railway

communication from London to the North. By its

communication with the Edinburgh and Glasgow, and the

Great Northern 'lines, which will be completed to

Newcastle in June next, and to Berwick in a short time

after, it will form an uninterrupted route, between Edin-

burgh, Glasgow, and all parts of England. The journey

between Edinburgh and London will then be effected in

the space of sixteen hours'. The cost of construction is

estimated at 900,000/., and from the report of the com-

missioners, who have surveyed the route, it appears that

the total traffic from passengers and goods will realize

about 110,000/. per annum.—A branch railway is now in

contemplation to unite the town of Salisbury with the

South Western Railway at Bishopstoke. lis construction

will take two years.—The branch line connecting the

South Eastern Railway with Folkestone Harbour is now
rapidly progressing. The harbour is also cleared, and a

large hotel is building near the Pavilion, with a frontage

to the harbour, capable of containing nearly one hundred

sleeping rooms. The number of passengers who left

Dover during the week was 742 for Boulogne, 314 for

Calais, and 155 for Ostend.—On Tuesday week several

hundred inhabitants of the north, from Yorkshire and

other places, visited Liverpool on a pleasure tour, by

special trains, on the Grand Junctiun Railway, and

returned again by the same route on the following day.

—

The London and Blackwall Railway cost 32(i,b70/. per

mile, which is the highest cost of any railway in the

kingdom. The Greenwich, which conies next, cost

264,733/. The three lines which were executed at the

lowest cost per mile are the Arbroath and Forfar, the

Aylesbury Junction, and the Hayle Railways, which

severally cost 9,130/., 8,710/., and 6,940/. per mile. The
London and Birmingham cost 53,780/. per mile, the

Great Western 55,330/., the South Western 27,750/. ;
the

Liverpool and Manchester 49,320/., the Manchester and

Leeds 59,800/., and the London and Brighton, 64,370/.
.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Mr. Callaghan, M.P.,has offered his services

as one of the 300 delegates to form Mr. O'Connell's

Repeal Parliament, and a schoolmaster, named Hogan,

has already commenced his canvass for the Representation

of Nenagh in the same assembly. The Lord Primate,

Lord J. G. Beresford, has been sworn in as one of the

Lords Justices, to act during the absence of the Lord

Lieutenant. The weekly meeting of -the Repeal Associa-

tion took place on Monday. Mr. O'Connell having firs*1

announced that he would hold a monster meeting at

Clontarf, on the 8th October, when the chair would be

taken on the large mound erected over the bodies of the

Danes and which remains still a conspicuous object, pro-

ceeded to speak of their prospects of success and means

of obtaining it. As to the Queen's speech, he said, that

paltry trick of her Ministers on the sensitive mind of the

Irish people, had only acted as a stimulus to goad them

on with him, instead of throwing any damp upon their

spirit. Even the Protestants of the North concur npW>

that there is not the slightest danger from Repeal agitation.

More than half the people of Ulster had become Repealers.

They had given up their intended meeting on the 7th inst.
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which was a cloud happily passed away. Their Repeal meet-
ingswouldnowgo on without interference from any quarter.

There was, however, one source of apprehension— arising

from hired incendiaries and disturbers. On this point, he
referred to a letter which appeared in a Dublin paper,
from a correspondent of the Morning Chronicle, in which
the writer insinuates that such persons had been brought
over from England to create a riot at the Tara meeting.
This, said Mr. O'Connell, was a topic which they must
not pass over lightly. By whom were these monsters
employed ? By the Government ? By the police merely,
or whom ? Was it not terrific to think that underlings
should be employed to get up a riot in order that slaughter
might be done on the people of Ireland ? Such persons
had been employed among the Chartists, in England ; but
the people of Ireland were determined to keep the peace,

and would not be ensnared by them. He dwelt on this

head with great vehemence for some time, and expressed
his determination to hunt the matter up. He next
alluded to Mr. Feargus O'Connor's plan for the work-
people of England—the observance of a sacred month, in

which they should do no work—and said that, for himself
he sought no revolution—but a bloodless, stainless one

—

a return to a former time—such a revolution as that of

1782, or 1829. To be sure the people of Ireland would,
if required, leave the harvest uncut—or give up the con-
sumption of exciseable articles. " I throw out this hint to

show that we are not deprived of peaceable resources.
The harvest is now nearly cut, so that I am for the present
like a man speaking the day after the fair, and as to the

non-consumption of exciseable articles, we will wait for

the emergency." He next entered into the subject of his

statistical inquiries for the basis of the future constituency
of Ireland, and repeated nearly all the chapter of last week
on the same head. He again dwelt on the great necessity
of not being in too great a hurry with their work. He
concluded by predicting the downfall of the Irish Church
-Establishment, and said that there will, shall, and must
be agitation in Ireland, never to cease till they have their

larliament in College Green, The rent for the week was
announced to be 101)7/. 6s. 8<L

Belfast.—A meeting of those noblemen and gentlemen
"who signed the requisition for a meeting in Belfast, on
the 7th inst., for the purpose of expressing their determi-
nation to resist the Repeal of the Legislative Union,
maintain the integrity of the empire, and take measures
for the protection of the lives and properties of the Pro-
testants of Ireland, took place last week, the Marquess of
Donegal in the chair. A series of resolutions was passed
expressing the satisfaction of the meeting with the Queen's
speech, and declaring that *' as loyal subjects of her
Majesty, determined at all times to support t lie authority
°f the Queen, and anxious to comply with the spirit, as
^ell as the letter, of her expressed wishes, they feel it

their duty to forego the meeting fiwedfor the 1th Septem-
ber* lest the Protestants of Ulster should be charged by
their enemies, however unjustly, as the cause of continuing
Political agitation. " They also declared " their full con-
viction that the Repeal agitation is not only a political,
but a religious effort to organise their Roman Catholic
fell

^'gned by all the Protestants in Ireland, and presented to
per Majesty, was then adopted, expressing their resolution
lr
j

their several spheres and stations, to maintain the
1! °ly Scriptures as the standard of Christian faith and
^°rals, preserve unshaken loyalty to the Queen, defend
he Protestant succession to the Crown, and to stand
,°gether to defend, with their properties and lives, the
integrity of the empire, as cemented by the Legislative

^
won. •— Mr. Green made a successful ascent in his

p'loon on Saturday from the Eotanic Gardens in this
own. He intended, if possible, to cross the Channel to
" e Cumberland coast, but the wind being very light, he
escended near Craigavad House, the residence of Mr.
0rbes, and within a few hundred yards of the sea, and

leturned to Belfast the same evening. The excursion
^copied twenty-nine minutes ; the distance being about
ei* miles from the gardens.
Cork.—A curious incident occurred during the ball

Slven at Cork in honour of the British Association, which
^emplified the adroitness of the Irish police. A number
5 the swell mob honoured Cork with a visit for the occa-
l0Q

» some of whom came express from London, and
ttjong them several female practitioners. The crowded
aU-room afforded ample field for displaying their skill,
n <l thither of course they repaired. An inspector of

ti
ce

> dressed in ball costume, having observed one of
ese ladies appropriating a gentleman's purse, procured an
Production, and obtained the honour of her hand for the
®x * quadrille. The gentleman, of course, in the pauses
the dance, did the agreeable to the lady, who appeared
Uch pleased with her military-looking admirer. The
afice ended, the gentleman's arm was offered for a pro-
enade, and when near the door, he quietly resigned his

j^rtner into the hands of a brother officer, about whose
Ppearance there could be no mistake.

SCOTLAND.
Co f*

nburgh.—An annual synodical meeting of theEpis-
^Pal clergy of the united diocese of Moray, Ross, and
• gyle, was held at Inverness on the 17th ult., at which,

t
L

reference to the umbrage taken by certain parties to

jt

e occasional use of the old Scotch communion office,

on \

S ^le unanimous opinion of the Synod that there

in s
t0 ^e no difference between the Episcopal Church

Irel
t,a

.

nd and the united Churches in England and
ai*d, in the administration of the holy communion.

In consequence of this opinion, the Dean was requested
to convey the desire of the Synod to the Bishops, that the
requisite alteration should be made in the canons, so

that the English communion service should henceforth
be exclusively used.

Braemur.—The presence of a royal Prince at one of
those athletic exhibitions, a u gathering" in the High-
lands, is an event so unusual, that the Braemar meeting
this year possessed an extraordinary attraction to the
" men of the mountains." His Royal Highness Prince
Alexander of the Netherlands being at the Mar-lodge, the
shooting quarters of the Duke of Leeds, honoured the
annual gathering on Friday week by his presence. The
Duke of Leeds, with many of his followers in full highland
garb, and many of the gentry, collected at the park-gate,
when the Duke received the Prince there on his arrival
from Mar-lodge. The highland games i.hen commenced,
such as putting the stone, running, throwing the hammer,
tossing the bar, leaping, dancing the strathspey and sword
dance; and at the conclusion of the amusements prizes
were awarded to those competitors who had distinguished
themselves in the various games. At the termination of
the sports, about 200 persons sat down to a repast at the
Castle, General Sir Alex. Duff, president of the society,
in the chair, supported by his Royal Highness the Duke
of Leeds, Lords Prudhoe, Elcho, Lilford, and a numerous
party of visitors.

iTtfliSteUancQus.
7 he Royal Banquet at Eu.—The following extract

from a description of this banquet, by the reporter of the
Morning Chronicle, who was an eye-witness of the
scene, will hardly fail to interest our readers :

— '* In the
evening I obtained admission into the Palace, and the
rare opportunity of seeing the Royal host and hostess,
with their illustrious guests, at dinner. The scene was a
very splendid one. When a King of France entertains a

Queen of England, whatever of costly or gorgeous can be
obtained will not be spared, and certainly upon this occa-
sion the magnificent stores of Louis Philippe were put in
requisition. The apartment in which the banquet took
place is a large and very richly decorated one, looking on
the garden terrace. It is hung round with portraits, set

in handsome frames, and the roof is pannelled, richly gilt,

and painted with subjects taken from the history of France.
The plate, which was all gold or silver gilt, was of the most
splendid description, and in the centre was a most magni-
iicent plateau of gold, with large vases of the same costly
material, filled with flower?. At 8 o'clock dinner was an-
bounced, when his Majesty the King of the French, with her
Majesty Queen Victoria at his right, and the Queen of the
Belgians at his left, proceeded down the grand staircase to
the salle-a-manger, which is situated on the ground iioor of
the chateau. The King of the French appeared to be in
excellent health and spirits, and to enjoy himself vastly
on the o'ecasion. He seems to me to bear a striking re-

semblance to some of the later portraits of George IV.
Me is a handsome and portly man, and not at all the
clumsy, vulgar personage which he is occasionally repre-
sented in his portraits. He sat at the centre of the table.

On his right hand sat the Queen of England, and on his

left the Queen of the Belgians. The effect of her sea
voyage has li shown" on Queen Victoria. She looks in

excellent health, but the sea and air have given her a more
flushed appearance than that witli which we are accus-

tomed to see her ; nor has the sun been more sparing of her

complexion than it would be of that of her fair subjects

—

in short, she is as brown as a berry. Her Majesty had
the Prftice of Joinville on her right hand, and carried on
a most animated conversation with him during the whole
time of dinner. She laughed and talked with as much
enjoyment and freedom as if she were totally unconscious

that upon her shoulders rested the whole weight of the

government of Great Britain. She had on a dress of scar-

let silk, and wore upon her arm the Order of the Garter,

and across her breast the ribbon of that Order. Her head-

dress was very plain, the hair being simply braided, and
her jewels were handsome emeralds and diamonds. The
Queen of the French sat immediately opposite the King,

having Prince Albert on her right, and the Duked'Aumale
on her left. Her Majesty on this occasion was very silent,

and the conversation did not appear by any means so ani-

mated on this side of the table as on the other. However,

her Majesty, though reserved and silent, enjoys the pre-

sence of company, and the visit of Queen Victoria and
Prince Albert have been peculiarly gratifying to her.

On the left of the Queen of the French— of whose

dress I can say nothing, but that she wore a very long

feather in her cap— sat the Duke d'Aumale, who, if

what all the world says be true, may hereafter be the

Prince Albert of Spain. He is a good-looking, fair young
man, and has appropriated to himself a large proportion

of the sense of the family. Next to him sat the Princess

of Joinville, an exceedingly handsome and pretty person,

with a most superb diamond necklace about her neck. It

is said she is eighteen, but she certainly looks two years
younger. Her figure is very slight, her complexion rather
fair, and her features small, delicate, and beautiful. Where
there is so much of beauty it is not very easy to pick, but,
upon the whole, I think the Princess of Joinville should
have the apple. The Queen of the Belgians sat on the
left of her Royal father. She is so often in England that
her figure is known to many of your London readers. She
is handsome, and of pleasing appearance and demeanor,
and is said to be the great favourite of her parents. Of
her brother, the Duke of Montpensier, who sat next to

her, I can only say that he is a very young man, who is

assiduously engaged in the cultivation of a pair of mousta-

chios of great promise. His neighbour was the Princess

Clementine, who has been recently married to Prince

Augustus of Saxe Coburg, a cousin of our Prince Albert.
She is not quite so handsome as the rest of the family, but
that says nothing in a family so distinguished for beauty as
that of Orleans. The Duchess of Orleans was not present.
She was at the chateau, but being in weeds, French eti-
quette does not allow her to dine in public. She was, how-
ever, one of those who went to Treport to welcorne the
Queen, and I have since learned that Queen Victoria
visited the Duchess after dinner, and saw "the young peo-
ple," to whom she paid such gratifying attentions, that
she speedily became a great favourite with all of them.
The only other royal personage whom I have to allude to,

is our o.vn Prince Albert. He was looking extremely well,

and was much admired by the French ladies. '* Quel bel
homme, quel beau gar§on!" is the universal cry. Queen
Victoria has also found favour in the eyes of the French
gentlemen. There is but one opinion among them as td
her beauty, her exceedingly fine bust, especially her neck
and shoulders, and her amiable and gay manners. In a
conversation I had this morning with alt officer high in the
household, he expressed himself delighted with her anima-
tion during dinner, and the gaiety of her conversation
both with the King and the Prince of Joinville. Of the
other guests, the most conspicuous from the position I

occupied, wereM. Guizot and the Karl of Aberdeen, both
of whom looked very grave. I have only to add, that, with
the exception of the King, who wore a military dress, aiid

of M. Guizot and the Earl of Aberdeen, who were in
diplomatic dresses, all the rest of the party were in mufti.
The dinner party broke up at a quarter past ten, after
which there was some music. The musicians came from
Paris. The number of attendants, liveried and unliveried,
was extraordinary, fully equal to the number of guests,
The royal livery of France is like our own—scarlet ? but
the coats are made in a very Louis Quatorze style, loaded
with heavy worsted lace, like that used to trim the linings

of our carriages, and the effect is heavy. I was rather sur-
prised at the number of unliveried servants on the occasion;
but I understand that they are considered the very height
of style in France, though to me the effect was a bad one,
as it took away uniformity. I have given a very inade-
quate description of what was, in fact, a most gorgeous
scene

;
but where there is so much to admire, and so much

to remember, the whole is apt to become a mass of confu-
sion in the memory. The apartment in which the banquet
took place was a very splendid one, and was lighttd in the
most brilliant style ; but 1 may mention, for the informa-
tion of those lucky people who may be fitting up handsome
dining-rooms, that in the King of France's there are no
chandeliers. All the candles were placed upon the table."

The Chateau d'Mu*—We are indebted to the same
source for the following account of the building which
will hereafter hold a remarkable place in the history of
our time.

—

4I The Chateau d'Eu came into the hands of
Louis Philippe, not as King of the French, but as heir to

his mother, who was the daughter and heiress of the
Duke of Penthievre, and from whom lie also inherited the
Comte d'Eu and other extensive inheritances. TheChateau
is two miles distant from Treport, which is on the sea
beach. The valley between Treport and the Chateau is

certainly bare of trees, from its proximity to the sea, but
it is otherwise one of great beauty. It has one great
attraction, the want of which is felt by our countrymen
in almost every other part of the continent of Europe

—

it has a beautiful sward and green hills. None know but
those who have felt the want of these beauties how badly
they are compensated by stunted vineyards or indifferent

brushwood. Beyond the Chateau, towards the interior of
the country, is a lovely valley. It is well wooded, having
a small, but pleasing river running through it, and studded
with cottages, orchards, and farm steadings, which remind
one strongly of similar scenery in the south of England.
In passing through all parts of Normandy, Englishmen
are continually struck with the similarity of the objects

they see to those they have left at home, and it is impos-
sible to look at the churches, cottages, farms, and villages

in this country, without being struck with the fact, that

we owe much of the beauty of our home scenery in Eng-
land to our Norman ancestors, who only imparted to us
the taste of the country which they themselves had left.

The chateau was built in 1578 by Henry of Loraine le

Halafre, Due de Guise, on the site of a castle which had
belonged in turn to the Lusignans, the Briennes, the
Artois, the Clives, and the Saint Pols, and was burned
down by Louis XI. This, probably, is a true account
of the succession of its various possessors, and the

mere enumeration is no slight evidence of the small

dependence to be placed in this country on family

greatness. At all events, it is certain that on the

breaking out of the Revolution the chateau was seized

upon by the so-called National Representatives, and
consigned, with all its valuable effects, to the hammer.
How any part of those effects happened to be kept
together, the valuable history of < Eu and Treport' does
not clearly explain; but this is certain, that after being
shorn of two extensive wings by the revolutionary forces,

it was restored, on the return f the Bourbons to France,
to the mother of Louis Philippe, who left it to her sons,

and in whose possession it has been for several years.

Some additions have since been made to the chateau by
Louis Philippe, and it is splendidly fitted up, the walls
being clothed with a most valuable collection of historical
and family portraits, including those of the Royal Family,
and of the various lines of the Counts of Eu, tq the
number of 1100. The pictorial decorations are such as
render it superior to any palace in France, with the
exception of Versailles alone; and from the beauty
and elegance of the furniture, and the propriety of jts

other appointments, it is inferior to few residences in any
other country, either in splendour or comfort,j Its greatest
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deficiency is in room, the want of which is severely felt at

the present moment, when so large and important an

accession is expected to the number of its inmates. On
ordinary occasions, however, it is quite large enough for

the necessities of the Royal Family, living, as they do

here, without ostentation or show. The park and pleasure

grounds are limited, being only about 120 acres in extent,

and the effect of even much of that is lost in consequence of

its straggling position. Still it is not without beauty, and

much is doing by the present King to improve it. Exten-

sive walks, and drives of excellent construction, have

been made not only through the grounds themselves, but

to all the most attractive portions of the neighbouring

valley, and especially to the heights which command
picturesque views of the chateau, the town, and the sea.

The portion of the park adjoining the chateau is remark-

ably well wooded, not with < weedy elms,' but with a

variety of trees, carrying a beauty of foluigevwhich would

do no discredit to any park in England. The Chateau

d'Eu, in its appearance, certainly comes within the

nomenclature of ' fantastic,' for it has high roofs, pinna-

cles, enormous chimneys, and other excrescences, which

do not accord with the architecture of modern palaces,

but which still are not without beauty and pleasing effect.

The building itself is of considerable extent, and its

principal front handsome and imposing. In approaching

it from Abbeville every one must be struck with admiration

both of the beauty of the structure and its charming

situation, surrounded as it is with woods and green fields,

and in the immediate neighbourhood of the picturesque

town of Eu, and the tranquil river below."

A Royal Ode.—The following incident is mentioned

by the reporter of the Times, among the other anecdotes

of her Majesty's visit to France:—On Monday morn-

ing the King sent for M. Auber, the composer, and

received him with his usual affability, and said

—

* Eh
bien ! M. Auber, we must have by to-morrow night, or

. Wednesday morning at farthest, an Ode to celebrate and

commemorate the auspicious visit of her Britannic Majesty

to Eu/ 4 Sire, it is impossible,' replied M. Auber, as-

tounded. ' Why ? ' * The time is so short.' ' Ah 1 you

are always thinking of time. Au teste, it must be done.'

* But I "have no theme.' 'Pooh, pooh! you have her

Majesty. You will act under posiiive inspiration.' * I

mean, Sire, that I have no poem.' l No poem. A la

bonne heure. Let us have a poet forthwith.' A poet

was sought for and found, and was kept safe under lock

and key, having been shut up in a very comfortable apart-

ment, with all requisite historical documents, and out of

which he was not to issue till his woik was complete. M.
Auber was subjected to a similar impressment.

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—St. LeGBR.—<5 to 4 on Mr.

Bowcs's Cotherstonc (take 7 to 4) ; 10 to 1 agst Lord Chesterfield's

Prizefighter (taken); 10 to 1 a^st Mr. Wrathcr's Nutwith (take 12

to 1) ; 20 to I agst Lord Exeter's Lucctta colt (take 25 to 1).

Great Yorkshire Handicap.- 8 to l agst Mr. Jaqucs's Se-

miseria (taken): 8 to 1 agst Lord Miltown's Scaltecn (offered);

9 to 1 agst Mr. Sadler's The Conqueror.
DortCASTHR Cup.— 5 to l agst Sir G. Hcathcotc's Sirikol.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD RAILEY, 2J2, IIOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailey having1 devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

merits suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. andE.BAiLfsr also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely complcteand

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brojght before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic cnrvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manu factory.

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

QT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE,MANORr
£> PLACE, KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of INVI-

SIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered

Rabbit- proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,

Bordering, Flower-stands, Phcasantries, &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and

economical principles.
Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and

Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

Ward's Cases, or Domestic Greenhouses.

MARK LANE, Friday, Srftjsmbbb 8.—The Wheat market
is very firm to-day, notwithstanding the large arrival of Foreign,

the proportion of which offered on sale is small, and prices of

both old and new English, as well as Foreign, are equal to those

made on Monday. Bailey, Peas, and Beans remain the same,

aud the Oat trade is very flat.

fUMTlSH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER. S. S. 8. S.

Wheat, Esuex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 53 10 56 Red 60to62
_ Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Barley Making and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . t'olnnds

Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irish Feed

rtve •.....••-.
Beans, Mazagftn, "!d and new . '26 to 27 Tick

Pi peon, Heligoland . . 31 to 34 Winds.
Funs, White 28 to 96 IWanle

47 to 53
2B to 32
SM to 25
— to —
20 to 23
— to —
28 to 21)

— to —
30 to .'53

White — to —
Grind. 24 to 30
Feed 23 to 24
Potato 24 to 26
Potato 23 to 24

Harrow 30 to 32
Longpod — to—
Grey 28 to 30

July
August

Sept.

WEKK1.Y IMPERIAL AVKR-AGKS.
f

23
4

11

18
£5

1

6 weeks' -Aggregate Aver

Dutiei

Wheat. Bariey.l Oats- Rye. Bean*.
r)7 7 31 2 21 30 2 31 1

60 3-2 4 21 6 37 1 31 J)

61 2 32 11 21 9 33 7 33 1

5J> 10 33 11 21 6 37 1 33 6
56 8 ;i2 11 20 7 31 8 31 10

51 2

68 4

31 11 20 5 31 1 32 4

32 G 21 I 35 3 31 11

14 6 1 7 6 1 10 6

Flour.
English . 4046 Ska. — Brls.
Iriah » ,, — „
Foreign • „ 124 „

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVKR LAST WEEK.
Wht. Bar). Malt. Oat.H. Rye. Bns.
6279 76 468) 753 26 334

25 12829 — m^

00132 7323 _ 2370 — 4 J

Pea*.
33
34 4

33 72
34 9
33 9
32 1

33 8

9 6

Peai
314

U99

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED—R. Richardson, Wapping, anchor manu-

facturer.
BANKRUPTS.—S. H. Anjrier, Philpot-lane, City, hnokseiler—B. Bacon,

1, Anchor-street, Shoreditch, silk-manufacturer— (J. H, Bush, EdgewaTe-road,
upholsterer T. Ginn, jun-, late of Chilton, Suffolk, maltster—T. Mnlineux,
Manchester, sMk-manufacturer—G. Taylor, Moreton-in the-Mamh, Glouces-
tershire, mercer— R. Hodgson, Sunderland, tea-dealer— II. B. Jonea, Birken-
head, Cheshire, plumber—A. C Cooper, Evesham, Worcestershire, draper—

L. and W« Fenncr, Fenuhurch-street, merchants—R. Murphy, Manchester,
draper.
SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS— J. Stewart, Leith, merchant-F. Sh:,rtt,

Dumfries A. and J- Kow;>n, Dundee, linen manufacturers-

BIRTHS—On the 4<h inst., Mrs. C Wenr worth Dilke, of a eon-On the

1st Inst., at Gosport, the wife of Lieut. W\ E. Triscott, R N., of II-M.H. 9t.

Vincent, of a son— On the 20th ult., the Princess Cristnphc, of Haytl, of a

colm, Esq., of PoliaUoeh, Argyllshire, to Louisa, youngest daughter ot E.

J, Shirley, Eso-, of Eatinjrton Park, Warwickshire—On tin* 2Uh ult., at the

house of the British Embassy, Paris, M. S. Synnot, Esq., of Liverpool, son of

Marcus Synnot, l-.sq., of Ballymoyer, county of Armagh, to Amu: June,

daughter of th- In;' 1 Mark Synnot, Knq», of Grove House, Clapham, Surrey—
On the 5th Inst-* at Stonehouie, Devon, Kenneth, Macaulay, of the Inner

Temple, Esq., to H Priseilla EUbrd, only fought of the late W". W'coll-

combe. E*q., M D., of Plymouth.
DIED.—On Tuesday week, at Runcton, the lady of the Hon. W. Cowper,

M P., and dan ..' ei ofD- Gurney, Ksq., of North Runcton— At. llfracombe, on
tin- 3d inst., the Rev. !>:•• Bridges, President of Corpus Christi College, Oxford
—At Oxford, on the 6th inst, the Rev- Dr. Grayson, D.I), Principal of St.

Alban'S Hall—On the 31st ult., at Stisted Hall, Essex, C. **• Onley, Esq , in the

B~th year of his hr-o—On the 2d inst., at Clifton, after a few d;iya' illness, in

the 73d year of his age, the Rev. J»m*>s Tate, M.A., Canon Residentiary of

Bt. Paul's, and Vicar ti Edmonton, Middlesex—On the 27th ult., at liruges,

B- Gattey, Esq , many years Town Clerk of Kxeter, in hia 70*th year,

WHEAT-SOWING.
POTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-

ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only

necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been

made in the price, and that it may be obtained either at the

Works or of Mr. Potter's Agents, who have testimonials of its

efficacy.—28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, London.
*** Nurserymen required as Agents in all the principal towns.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY G1UBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

RENDLE'S TANK-SYSTEM OF HEATING.
Second Edition, just published.

A TREATISE (with Engravings), on Mr. RENDLE'S
SYSTEM of HEATING HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,

can now be obtained of the Author, or through all Booksellers,

at 5s. each copy.
Longman, Brown, Green, ar.d Longman.

Union-road Nurseries, Plymouth, Sept. 8, 1843.

L — — —
No. VIII. was published on the 1st of August, and will be con-

tinued, at Sixpence a Month, of the

GARDENERS' EDITION of the BOTANIC
GARDEN; with numerous Additions and Engravings of Plants.

BvB.Maond, F.L.S. It contains Coloured Engravings of the

most Ornamental Plants, suited to the open Garden, with Descrip-

tions, Cultivation, &c., for the assistance of Gardeners and Ama-
teurs. Also, a FLORAL REGISTER., with Woodcuts and Descrip-

tions of handsome Plants, newly introduced from Foreign Countries.

Also, AN AUCTAKIUM, containing Miscellaneous Inlormation on

Gardening Affairs. Also, a portion of Propbssoii Henslow's
BOTANICAL DICTIONARY of 5,000 Words, and 200 Cuts,

deseriptive oi the Vegetable World; a complete Book of Reference

on Subjects connected with the description of Plants.

Thus, it will be seen, that this Work, although sold at so very

moderate a price, comprehends a greater variety of Botanical and

Gardening Information than any Publication extant.

London: II. Ghoombridge, Patcrnostcr-row.

THE LATE DREADFUL HAILSTORM.— The
Jl Friends of Mr. Brm., of Norwich, hep: to refer the readers

of the Gardeners' Chronicle to the advertisement inserted on the

2d inst., and to announce the following additional subscriptions :

dS s. d.

Total amount received, upwards of ... 700

Mr. John Young, Nurseryman, Taunton • . .300
Mr. Bristow, Seedsman, Knightsbridge . . . .220
Mr. II. White, Vauxhall 2 2

John Hindle, Esq., Stoke Newington . . . .200
Messrs. I.ucombc and Pince, Nurserymen, Exeter ,110
Messrs. Veitch and Stai, Nurserymen, Exeter . . l l o

Mr. E. G. Henderson, Nurseryman, Wellington-road .

Mr. W. Breflil, Barnes' Terrace, Barnes . . .10
Mr, G. Breffil, do. do. ... 1

GROWTH OF PLANTS.
HUMPHREYS'S COMPOUND to Promote the

Beauty and Preservation of Plants, may be used either in

the Drawing-room or In the Conservatory, and from its con-

densed fertilizing power a few grains dissolved in water at

intervals is effective. Applicable to all Greenhouse plants, to

Hyacinths, and other bulbs ; and to promote the growth of

cuttings, and the germination of seeds. Sold in bottles l.s. Qd.

each, by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Hurst &
McMuLLK\',Leadenhall-street; W. Ci-ark, Bishopsgale- Within ;

and other leading Seedsmen, &c. In town and country. Whole-

sale Agents, Daw, Mackmuudo & Co., 100, Uppcr-Thames-
strqet, London. _^_____
ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-

cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Qugkn,
the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil

is universally acknowledged to be the ont/v artici-k that will

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it from falling o//*or

turning grey, free it from scurfand dandriff, and will render it de-

lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in

the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.—
Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as "MACASSAR
OIL t" it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to sec

that the words "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven

on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions." The
Proprietors' Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:—
A. ROWLAND # SON, 20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON;
Countersigned "ALEX. ROWLAND." Price 3*. 6d.—7s. Family
Bottles (equal to four small), 10$. C)d.

t
and double that size 215.

per bottle. Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them,

and bv Chemists and Perfumers.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
rri-IE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING: expressly

JL intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating a

Garden of moderate size. Price 25. cloth, a New and Enlarged

Edition.
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;

OrLinriEean Lessons on Common Plant--, for Field and Garden

Practice. Price 2.s\

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.

Price 1 ? S</

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of Per-

son. Price 2.s*. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who "wash at home." Price ls.Qd.

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in lime of Need, when Professional Aid

cannot readily be procured. Price 2.9. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price J.s\ orf.

London :_W._S. Qua &Co,
;
and W. ScR. Chambers, Edinburgh.

/ VllEAP STATION ERY, CUTLERY, WORK-
V-y BOX, WRITING-DESK, and DRESSING-CASE MANU-
PACTUEER.— Eloper's Embossed Postage Envelopes, without

Advertisements, U. per dozen to purchasers of other articles ;
fine

Bath-post, 3d. per Quire, 6*. per Beam; ditto Note, 2rf. per Quire,

35. per Beam ;
Queen's Size (Note), 2s- per Ream ; very superior

Foolscap, 8rf. per Quire, 12*. 6U per Ream ;
Envelopes. M. per 100 ;

Copy Books, Ad. each. 3s.6d. per dozen
;
go'd Pens, Is. 6d. per 100 ;

Embossed Blottingr Books, Gd, each; superior Bibles, gilt edges,

is. lOd. each ;
ditto Prayer Books, is. 6d. eaehj good Pen-fcnvves, Orf.

each; Rosewood Work-boxes, 2s. ; Rosewood and Mahogany supe-

rior Desks, 7s.dd.; superior Pocket-books, 6c/. each, &c., &c.

Goods exchanged, or Money returned if not approved of. A name-

plate enirraved, and 100 best Cards printed for 4s. U. Bookbinding,

Printing:, and Engraving, at the lowest terms ; 1 per cent, ofl new

Books and Music. Parcels of 2h value forwarded 100 miles free of

carriage: of 103., 5 miles from London, and any amount in town.

I.ists of Price-, and samples of Paper, sent en the receipt of two

postage-stamps, from Swybb's StationeryWarehouse, 20, George-

street, Porlinan- square, London^

"OINE PLANTS.—200 or 300 good Fruiters to be Sold,

-t or Exchanged for Orange and Lemon Trees, from 6 to 10 feet

in height. To save trouble, the price of the Plants is 4s. each.—

Apply to John Stovsld, Esq., Stedham House, uear Midhurst,

Sussex, hrffa

MECHI'S CHESSMEN, in Ivory, Bone, and Wood,
No. 4, Leadenhall-strcet, London.—The best and cheapest,

which may also be said of his Backgammon, Draft, and Chess-

boards, Cribbage-boards and Peps, cushioned Bagatelle-tables,

Pope-Joan Boards, Work-boxes, Desks, Pocket-books, Writing-

and Envelope-cases, Dressing-cases, Tea-caddies, Table-cutlery,

Sheffield Plated Ware, Penknives, Scissors, Hair, Clothes, and

Tooth-brushes, Combs, Razors, Strops, &c., Sec. Quality of all

the articles first-rate, and prices very moderate. Mechi's Razors

and Magic Strop and Paste, are renowned throughout the

world ; and all those who find shaving a painful and unpleasant

operation, should pay Mcchi a visit at 4, Leadenhall- street,

UTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTE S
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewes*

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming

in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid
|

- 355# 42s,

to London. J r
Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., vs., and 7s. Larger

sizes made to order. N.B.—Thermometers and Butter Prints

supplied. May be obtained through any respectable ironmon-

ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Lewes.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, NOo 3>

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Ricky's Brush Warehouse,

No. 80, Gracechurch- street ; LiVBBMORJBandSow, Ironmongers,

No. 30, Oxford-street; Benham, 19, Wigmore-street, Cavendisn-

square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fcnchurch-stree*

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally

f

that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower«Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c, numuiactuie

by liim in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upoj

application to the Gardener, (Sundays excepted. ) ^

T)URE ST. VINCENT ARROW-ROOT—This »u-

-I- tritious article is warranted equal in quality to the hes

Bermuda Arrow- Root, as certified by Dr. Ure, and being BOW *

a price considerably under that usually charged, cannot lau <-

be appreciated by families as a great desideratum lor the Nursery*

as also for culinary purposes. To be had in tin cases, of 0, i '

and 18 lbs. at 15. 8d. per lb., of C. W. Loprksti, ioq, Piccadilly

Sole Agent to the Importer at the West End. ^

FURTHER TIME REQUIRED. ,-w-aTjTHE Public is respectfully informed that the ROi AJJ
i- POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION will RE-OPEN on MO*
DAY, the 18th of September. The period of the Close wm y
fully occupied in perfecting the Novel and EXTRAORDINABJ
POWER Of ARMSTRONG'S HYDRO-ELECTRIC MACHI**'

which, with a NEW FEATURE in the MICROSCOPE, and otnt

NOVELTIES, will be introd uced on the re-opening. ^

WAIST PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER. —A young Man, aged 28,
jjj

understands his business. Can have a good recomroci

tionj has no objection to take care of a small Farm or-s

Meadow. Land.—Direct toT. E., at Messrs. Hollisson s, uu

Tooting, Surrey. **"

A S GARDENER.—A single Man, 26 years ° f °£
-^A- who can be well recommended from his two lastSituan ^
where he has lived six years; he perfectly un(lerstan "

uillg,

business in every department of Forcing: and Kitchen Gaiuc

with the Management of Plants. No objection to a *j» *
t.

handed placc.orasUnder-Gardencr in a first-rate Kstablisn .

Letters addressed to S. Girling, Nurseryman, btovviru*

will be forwarded to the Advertiser and duly attendedJ^^

—

^~

rle

recommended as to honesty and sobriety

Union-street, Westbourn-strcct, Pimlico.

.

lo the Editor,—Saturday, September 9, ia-13

•

- «*"!
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ROYAL SURREY ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
rPHE LAST FLOWER-SHOW of the SEASON,
-- next Tuesday.—The Royal South London Floricultural
Society's Grand DAHLIA SHOW and MISCELLANEOUS HOR-
TICULTURAL EXHIBITION will be held on Tuksday, 19th
Skpt., being the third and last Exhibition at the Gardens for
1843. Upwards of 70 Gold and Silver Medals will be awarded
by the Society, with extra Prizes, open to all England, including:
the first competition for the Ten-pound Prize offered by Mr.
Bragg;, for the best White Dahlia, and Mr. Groom's Prizes for
"Lilium lancifolium." All the unique Entertainments of the
Establishment will be combined to aid the attractions of the
Flower-show, comprising a Promenade Musicale, Elora and its

Wonders, by day and night, concluding with the Festival of
Boodha

! with splendid new effects and Indian Fireworks extra-
ordinary

! prepared for the occasion by the renowned Pyrotechnic
Artiste, Southby. ADMISSION ONE SHILLING.
Gates open at 1. Flower- Show from 1 till 7. Firing to com-

jmgnce_at 8 precisely. ^
TJAMPSTEAD FLORISTS' SOCIETY- — TheXX Second Exhibition and DAHLIA SHOW of this Society for
1843, will be held at the Holly-bush Tavern, Hampstead, on
Tuesday, Sept. J 9, which, from the number entered for compe-
tition, is expected to be superior to any former autumn Exhibi-
tion of this Society. The doors will be open to the public at
One o'clock. Admission, One Shilling. J. Hrnpky, Sec.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The THIRD EXHIBITION for the

current year will take place at the Society's Gardens, Old Traf-
ford, on Wednesday, the 20th inst., at Two o'clock, when
pn&es will be awarded for the best specimens of Dahlias, Fruits,
an I Vegetables.
By the polite permission of the Commanding Officers of the 12th

Royal Lancers and the 8th Infantry, the Bands of these Regiments
Will be in attendance.
This Meeting will close the Public Promenades for the season.

^_ S. E. Cqttam, Secretary.

"DRIGHTON FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL
f-*

SOCIETY.—The next Exhibition of Flowers, Vegetables,
&c. by the above Society, will take place at the Town Hall, on
.Thursday, the 21st inst., when there will be a Sweepstakes for
-DAHLIAS, (open to the public) in three prizes, \l. ins., 1/., and
JOs. Each pan must contain 12 dissimilar flowers, seedlings to
he excepted. Entrance money, 5s.
N.B.—Specimens must be arranged by 11 o'clock, for the in-

spection of the Censors. R. Colmng, Secretary.

^_ Windsor Cottage. Church -street.

Under the immediate patronage of her most

TGRACIOUS MAJESTY, and H. R. H. PRINCE ALBERT.
HE SALT HILL GRAND DAHLIA SHOW will
be held in the Grounds of the Slough Nursery, near to the

Railway Station, on Friday, September 22, 1843, on a Scale un-
en,ualled at any previous Exhibition.

Prizes.
Amateurs' . . .

Gentlemen's Gardeners
Nurserymen
Seedlings of 1842

Seedlings of 1843
Entrance to the First, Second, and Third Classes, 10s. 6d. each ;
to the Fourth and Fifth Classes, 55. each.

^ntrances to be made on or before the 19th of September,
stands will be provided for the Exhibitors,
^cediings not to be exhibited in Stands with named flowers.
Wo Flowers to be removed before 6 o'clock.
As the first train from the West of England, and the i-past 10

£" ain from London, arrive at Slough before 11 o'clock, advantage
J?ay he taken of these trains for the conveyance of the blooms, as
Retime for staging is extended to i-past 11 o'clock. Trains
arrive at the Slough station every hour throughout the day.
A Military Band will be in attendance. Admission at 1 o'clock,

tickets One Shilling each.
All communications to be addressed to Mr. Thomas Brown,

honorary Secretary, Slough.
A PRIZE OF TEN GUINEAS-OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND,

FOR TWO BLOOMS OF A WHITE DAHLIA.
Jt was arranged last year respecting this Prize, that the first

J\°mpetition for it should take place at the South London Exhibi-
"on

. onthc 19th inst., the second at Salt Hill, and theUurdat
'' e HiiricuHurnl, on the 2(ith inst. The Exhibitor, to be entitled

*I2^^Prizc, must win at two of these Exhibitions.

JTUCHSIA ST. CLARE.—This magnificent Fuchsia
.

n *s been exhibited before the London Horticultural Society,

?J
their room, 21, Regent-street, and was awarded a Prize.

n*K
7BL

'

t nml Co " are now sending it out post free, with Eleven
^cner finest Show varieties, for 21*. Also the finest show
anetjcs of Chrysanth'c mums, per post free, at 125. per dozen.—Ufeat Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 14, 1843.

Rrst Class .

Second Class
Third Class .

Fourth Class
Filth Class .

12 blooms 4 Prizes.
12 blooms 4 Prizes.
24 blooms 4 Prizes.
4 blooms \ Prizes
1 bloom J unlimiitcd.

It

tt

DUTCH FLOWER-ROOTS.
T^ICKSONS and CO., Nursery Seedsmen,
-*--' and Florists, Waterloo-place, Edinnrgh, in returning
thanks for the long-continued patronage of their numerous
Friends and the Public, respectfully intimate the arrival of their
second importation of the season of BULBOUS FLOWER-ROOTS,
consisting of a superb collection of Double and Single Hyacinths,
of every variety and shade of colour, Polyanthus and other Nar-
cissus, Double and Single Due Van Thol, New Forcing and
Florists* Tulips, Amaryllis, Crown Imperials and Martagon Lilies

;

Gladiolus, Iris, Ixias, Spiraxis, Scillas, Oxalis, Tigridias, Jonquils,
Fritillarias, Snowdrops, Crocuses, Anemones, Ranunculuses,
Tuberoses, Alstreemerias, Gesnerias, Gloxinias, Tropseolums, &c.
— all carefully selected, of very superior growth, and moderate
in price. They have also received their usual supply of Early
Garden Seeds, Winter Tares, &c. for Autumn sowing.
D. and Co. would invite particular attention to their extensive

Nurseries, Lcith Walk, Pilrig, and Red Braes, where they have
a complete stock of Seedlings and Transplanted Trees, Shrubs,
Thorns, &c, for Forests, Underwood, and Hedges. Samples, if
required, will be forwarded to any part of the United Kingdom.

D. and Co. have for a long scries of years made it their parti-
cular study to add everything new of merit to their choice Col-
lection of Fruit Trees, Evergreen, and Deciduous Flowering
Shrubs, Greenhouse, Stove, and Flower Garden Plants ; and they
flatter themselves their Stock will, on inspection, be found most
extensive, and complete in every department. The following
splendid New Calceolarias will be sent out for the first time during
autumn, being the entire stock of the finest Seedlings produced
this year by Isaac Anderson, Esq., Maryficld, including those for
which the Silver Medal was awarded to him by the Caledonian
Horticultural Society|in July, 1843, and they are considered by the
first judges both in Scotland and England to form quite a new
class, superior to anything yet offered, viz. '—Duchess of Buc-
cleuch, 106-. 6d; Mrs. Anderson, 10s. 6d. ; Princess Royal, 10s. 6d.

;

Princess Alice, 10s. 6d. ; Prince of Wales, 10s. 67*. ; Cobboldii,
7s. 6d. -, Miss Walker, 7s. 6V. ; Mrs. Henry, 7s. M.; Splendida,
7s. 6rf. ; Emeline, 7s. 6d.; Lady Harvey, 5s. ; Diana, 5s.; with
12 other new varieties of great beauty, produced from seed this
season by D. and Co. and other growers, price 5s. to \0s.6d. each.
Noblemen and Gentlemen may obtain superior Gardeners,

Land Stewards, and Foresters, on application. Planting con-
tract ed for.— 1, Waterloo- place, Edinburgh, Sept., 1843.

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS and other BULBS.
YOUELL & Co. beg respectfully to announce they

have received from Haarlem their annual importation of
the above in most excellent condition, adapted either for Glasses,
Forcing, or open-border culture. Prices as follows—

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths • \c A
Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . . J

os
'
per aoZi

Extra fine Ditto 9s. to 12s.
Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 18s.

The selection being left to You km. & Co.
Cata'ognes may be had on application.

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—For particulars of which sec their
Advertisement in last week's Paper.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 14, 1843.

SEEDLING RANUNCULUS.
/^EORGE LIGHTBODY, Falkirk, begs to inform
^—* Growers that he has a few splendid new Sorts that bloomed
for the first time in 1841 and 1842. These fine varieties will be a
great, aid to competitors. Early application will be necessary to
prevent disappointment, the Stock being limited. Descriptive
Catalogues may be had on application. Ranunculus Seed, in

Packets, at 2s. 6d. 5 also a few Packets of Auricula Seed, war-
ranted to have been saved from the choicest Stage Flow-ers,

at 2s. <)j»

MAJOR'S BRIDEGROOM PANSY.—H. MAJOR
has a Stock of fine healthy plants of this most beautiful

PANSY, at 3s. each. It is allowed by competent judges to be
decidedly one of the best out : it is of large size and good shape,

with a fine eye, and has the valuable and rare property of retaining

its colours distinctly bright throughout the flowering season.

H. M. has always on hand an extensive stock of first-rate sorts.

For Amateurs and persons desirous of growing only a small col-

lection, H. M. offers 12 first-rate sorts, including Bridegroom,

for 90s., postage free. The best months for planting for a spring

bloom are September and October. A few packets of select

Pansy-seed, 2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet. From unknown corre-

spondents a remittance is respectfully requested.

Knosthorpe, near Leeds, Sept. 13. 1843.

ILLIAM IVERY, Florist, Peckham,near London,
begs most respectfully to inform his Friends and the Public,

that he will send out his six superb and distinct Seedling Cinera-
rias, after the 26th inst.; they have been successively exhibited

at Chiswick Gardens; Botanical Gardens, Regent's Park, and
South London Floricultural, where their merits are well known.
Ivery's Cineraria, Emperor, fine dark shaded purple . , 5s.

Regina Victoria, pure white beautifully

tipped with purple 5s.

Pride of Peckham, pure white, blue eye . 5s.

Triumph, bright crimson . . . .5s.
Delicata, delicate lilac shaded pink . . 5s.

tt
„ Uegulata, rosy purple, fine form . .5s.

yv, 1. can particularly recommend the following named
varieties :—Webberiana, 2s. 6d. ; Smith's Challenger, 2s. M.

;

Gaines's Prince of Wales, is. 6d. ; Bell's Decora, 3s. 6d.-, Hen-
derson's Compact Blue, 2s. 6rf. ; Ditto Azurea, 2s. 6d. ; Ditto

Magnet, is. Crf. ; Ditto Eclipse, 2s.6rf. ;
Ditto No. 7»2s.6rf; Ivery's

Rival King, Is. 6rf.; Ditto Imperial Blue, Is. 6d. ; Ditto Royal

Blue, 1a\ <5d. 5 Ditto Queen Victoria, \s.6d. ; Ditto Princess Royal,

2s. Gr/. ; Youngii, 2s. 6d.; Splen dida, is. M.

NEW PICOTEES.
HEADLY'S NANETTE

; purple edge, rather heavy,
thick petal, rose edge, good white, and edging well defined,

10s. p^r pair. Bond's Countess of Winterton, after the style of

"Trip to Cambridge," although distinct, 7s. M. the pair, and all

the others that are coming out. John Dickson's Catalogues for

1843 are now ready, comprising all the best flowers in cultivation.

Applications for Catalogues may be made at the Nursery, Acre
Lane, Brixton, and Waunkr and Warner's, Cornhill, London.

GROWTH OF PLANTS.
HUMPHREYS'S COMPOUND to Promote the

Beauty end Preservation of Plants, may be used either in

the Drawing < om or in the Conservatory, and from its con-
densed fertilizing power a few grains dissolved in water at

intervals is effective. Applicable to all Greenhouse plants, to

Hyacinths, and other bulbs; and to promote the growth of

cuttings and the germination of seeds. Sold in bottles is. Qd.

each, by Flanagan 8c Son, Mansion-house-street; Hurst &
McMullkn, Leadcnhall-street; W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within;

and other leading Seedsmen, &c. in town and country. Whole-

sale Agents, Davy, Mackmurdo, & Co., 100, Uppc-Thames-

street, London

tt

it

tt

tt

tt

it

tt

Price 6d.

rpwO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES,— « Lady
J- Alice Peel," 10s. 6rf., and "Mrs. Benvon," 10s. 6d. per
pair.—These two splendid Picotees were raised by the Rev. J.
Burroughes, of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk, and kindly presented
by that gentleman to Messrs. Y'ouei.l & Co. They have already
obtained prizes at the Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural Exhi-
bition

i
and Y. & Co. feel assured that no further proof of their

superior merits is necessary when they refer to the eminent
raiser of them,
"Lady Alice Peel" is a large and well-formed flower,

guard-leaves and petals throughout of fine form and substance,
and of the purest white; the lacing a delicate rose, and entirely
confined to the edge. This is considered to be greatly superior
to Mrs. Barnard, or any flower of its class, and carries a fine

long pod.
"Mrs. Benyon " (red edged) also possesses every character

for a first-rate show-flower^ petals of splendid size, form, and
substance, and the bloom expanding so correctly as not to
require the aid of dressing, and, like the former, has a beautiful
long pod.
The stock being limited, early application will be necessary, to

prevent disappointment. Catalogues of their extensive collection
may be had on application, and will be found to contain upwards
of 800 of the very best varieties in cultivation, and which are
sent out upon the following terms :

—

12 pairs of good show varieties, 1 pair of each
fine ditto ditto
ditto ditto ditto
Extra fine and very superior ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto Pinks ditto
ditto ditto ditto

The selection being left to Youell and Co.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 14, 1843.
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TX7ARNER and WARNER, Seed Merchants,
V> 28, Cornhill, opposite the Royal Exchange, London, beg

respectfully to inform the Nobility and Gentry, their importation
of DUTCH BULBS have arrived in excellent condition. The
HYACINTHS are large and handsome, consisting of several New
and Splendid Varieties. Catalogues are now ready, and will be
forwarded post fre*e.

TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, HYACINTHS, &c.

H GROOM, Clapbam Rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth) by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER

MAJESTY, respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry, that
his Bulb Catalogue for this autumn is ready, and will be for-
warded by post on application. lie be^s to state that he has a
large stock of the beautiful New Lily (Lilium lancifolium) and a
fine collection of Auriculas, whiclVhe can supply at very moderate
prices.

ROSES.

T RIVERS, Jun., respectfully informs his friends,
• that his descriptive Catalogue of ROSES is now ready for

delivery; it will be sent as usual, post-paid, as soon as possibly
convenient, to all those who have ever honoured him with their

commands. Unknown Correspondents wishing for a copy, may
have one by application, inclosing a twopenny stamp.

T. Rivers takes the present opportunity of informing the
Public, that his Stock of Plants is of unprecedentedly fine and
vigorous growth, and from personal inspection, he can assert that
it is unequalled in extent in Europe.
Owing to the increasing taste for Dwarfs and Dwarf Standards,

he has paid more than usual attention to their culture; so that
fine Dwarfs may be had of many sorts hitherto only grown as
Standards. The Dwarfs of the various choice Varieties of Moss
Roses in particular are more than usually fine, having made
shoots from four to six feet in length, and stout and robust in
proportion. Plants of Tea-scented Roses and others in pots of
extra size, can be had, for immediate forcing. The " Rose
Amateur's Guide," third Edition, is now in the press, and will
shortly be published by Messrs. Longman and Co.; in this
Edition is given the Propagation of the Rose, Forcing, Cultiva-
tion of Roses in Pots for the Greenhouse and for exhibition, and
a notice of the leading new Varieties, forming a complete " Rose
Fancier's Manual."—Sawbridgeworth , Herts, Sept. 13, 184S.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER-WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, (warranted true.) The above beautiful and most

fragrant of all the Narcissus have just been received in most ex-
cellent condition at A. Cobrett's, late Mr. Barron's, Italian

Warehouse, No. 18, Pall-mall ;
price 4s. per dozen. Also, Dutch

Hyacinths for glasses, ditto for pots; Narcissus, Tulips, Jonquils,

Iris, Crocus, Anemones, and Ranunculus, of which lists, with re-

duced prices, may be had free, per post.

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA, "CONSTELLATION."
T\7 ILLIAM MILLER feels much pleasure in announo
» » ing, in answer to the inquiries made to him, that he is the

fortunate raiser of that extraordinarily large and distinct Fuchsia
noticed by Dr. Lindley, in last week's Chnmicle (Sept. 9, p. 633),
under the signature " W. Miller : "—" Your hybrid between
fulgens and corynibiflora is a very handsome flower: seed-pod
small, tube long and slender, gradually increasing in size till the
diameter is a quarter of an inch; the tube is of a delicate pink
colour, having sepals of a greenish primrose, forming a strong
contrast to the bright red corolla seen between them ; the flower

altogether is 3£ inches in length, and the buds are very hand-
some as they approach maturity; it flowers in a large, broad
bunch, which is divided into branches, containing altogether 150

flowers."
N.B.— Plants next season at 12s. 6d. each, with the usual

allowance to the Trade, when not less than six are taken. Early

orders will be necessary, to secure plants, as many nurserymen
that have seen it have ordered plants of it.

Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, Sept. 13, IS43.

'

AURICuTaS, POL^NTHUSES, CARNATIONS, PICOTEES,
and PINKS.

TOHN HOLLAND
?
Florist,cS:c., Market-place, Mid-

*J dleton, near Manchester, Lancashire, begs respectfully to call

the attention of Gentlemen, Amateurs, Florists, his Friends, &c.

to his extensive stock of the above * lowers, which are this season

unusually fine, and arc now ready for sending out, comprising

the finest Show varieties in cultivation. Gentlemen, Amateurs,

&c purchasing, would find at to their advantage to possess his

Catalogues, which are now reaoy, and will be forwarded gratis

on application.—Market-place, Middleton, Sept. 14.

j T. WILLMER and SON, King's Road, Chelsea,
O • by Appointment Florists to Hbr Majesty, beg to infoi

m

their Friends and the Public that their stock of CARNATIONS
and PICOTEES are now ready for delivery, and which they offer
at the following low prices, viz. -.^ £ s.

25 Pairs of Carnations or Picotees, Fine Show Varieties . 2 2
12 Pairs Do. Do 11
25 Pairs of Pinks : . 1 1

A remittance orreference from unknown Correspondents required.
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SEEDLING VERBENAS.

S GIRLING, of Danecroft Nursery, Stowmarket,
• begs to offer the under-mentioned SEEDLINGS, as superior

and distinct from any others in cultivation, and refers his Friends,

and Pin chasers generally, to the opinions given in the Gardeners

Chronicle of July 22, and following weeks; independent of which

they have been seen by several extensive growers and first-rate

judges, professional and amateur, who have ordered them liberally.

They will be ready to send out on the 1st of October, and can be

had on forwarding a Post-office order for the amount, by unknown
correspondents, or some respectable reference.

Amkthystina—A beautiful bright lavender ; large pips ;
forming

an immense truss of fragrant flowers. 5s.

Beauty- Fine lively cherry -coloured pink ; excellent shape ana

habit ; immense bloomer : one of the most distinct and beauti-

ful of all the Verbenas in cultivation. 5s.

Bridesmaid-A beautiful pale blush, tinted with blue; very

line. 34. 6d, _ ..

Bolle db Fku—This is of the most dazzling scarlet, making .all

other scarlets appear as pink or pale crimson. 35. od.

Fortunk-tkllrr—Blush pink; immense trusser, some ofwuicn

measure 10 inches in circumference. 35. 6d.

Lonc.ifi.ora—Violet purple ; very large, and remarkable for the

length of its tube : fine. 35. 6d.

RENow\'-rich maroon, fine shape, and very compact, extra

fine, 35. 6d. . - . , •*,

Minstrel Boy—lilac and white, with a bnght pink Eye, a

pleasing and good variety, 3s. 6d.

White Perfection—a beautiful pure white, with bright blue

centre, excellent shape, and habit fine, 35. 6rf.

N.B.—The above can be had separately, at the prices quoted,

or the set of Nine for 25s. A double set for 455. ; or treble, for 3/.,

inclosed in tin-boxes, where a set are taken, and forwarded, post

free, to any part of the kingdom.
S. G. also begs to state that he will have two fine distinct

Seedling Fuchsias to send out early next spring, at which time

Plants of all the leading kinds in cultivation can be had at

moderate prices. To Dahlia Growers, S. G. takes this opportu-

nity of saying, his extensive Collections are nearly in full bloom :

—by rail communication from the Eastern Counties' Railway to

Colchester, and thence by Criterion coach you reach Stowmarket

the same evening, and the same coach leaves Stowmarket every

morning (Sundays excepted), quarter before eight, and reaches

London by one o'clock the same day ; fare from London to Stow-

m arket, 105. .

NEW PELARGONIUMS.

WE. RENDLE respectfully informs Amateurs who
• are in want of a few good Pelargoniums to improve their

collections, that he will supply a selection from the following

sorts at FIVE POUNDS PER DOZEN:— Lyne's Lord Ebnngton,

Princess Royal, Cynthia, Hamlet, and Glory of the West; Rendle's

Cornish Gem, Fanny, Aurora, Pride of Exe Vale, Circassian,

Constellation, Count d'Orsay, Creole, Dido, Fair Maid of Devon,

Grand Monarch, Lavinia, Oberon, Queen of the Fairies, Sapphire,

Favourite, and Sir Robert Peel ; with a Plant of

LYNE'S DUKE of CORNWALL, or SUNRTSE.
Catalogues of Pelargoniums can be obtained— Plants will be de-

livered in October next—Orders will be executed in strict prece-

dence—Plants will be added to compensate for carriage-

Reference or remittance required from unknown correspondents.

—Union-road Nursery, Plymouth, Sept. lfi, 1843.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.
~

.nd W. MYATT are now ready to send out their

TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, BY PRIVATE CONTRACT, Desir-
able Leasehold Premises, consisting of Nursery Grounds,

and Stock, situate at Camberwell, Surrey.
The Premises consist of a COTTAGE RESIDENCE, with an

Extensive Frontage, well situated for business ; and an adjacent

NURSERY GROUND, with COTTAGE, containing about Seven
Acres. The Stock comprises a choice collection of Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs, American Plants, Evergreens, Rose and Jas-

mine Stools and Layers, Trained Apricots, Peaches, and Necta-
rines, Trained and Standard Cherries, Dwarf and Standard Apple

Trees, Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, and Stiawberries of

the best varieties.

The above offers a valuable opportunity to any party wishing
to commence business, as the rent is moderate, the Stock well-

selected, of the most available description, and the situation un-

deniable for business. For further particulars and cards to view,

apply to W. A. Loan, Esq., 16, Loughborough-road, North Brix-

ton ; or to Messrs. Prothkroe and Morris, Leytonstone.

C10TTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
J FOUNDERS, &C. &C, No. 2, WlNSLEY STREET, OXFORD

Steeet, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

P
tU/hM

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of

various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-

turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-

mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected

by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rkndlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

j NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural

Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been

submitted to Professor Lindley, for whose opinion see Gardeners

Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting

at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. 10s.; British Queen, 1/., and

El

i

za. IPs, per ion.—Manor Farm, Deptford. Sept. 15, 1843.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

WJ. CORMACK & CO., beg to announce to

* their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as

the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in

packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 35. od. per quart.

The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—" Cormack's Early Kent Pea," Us. per bushel.

Newcross , Sept. 15.1843.

EASTERN MELON SEED.

R WHITE and CO., Nurserymen, Poole, have
• to offer a few remaining packets of the HORSEANA PER-

SIAN MELON SEED, from the Fruit exhibited by Mr. Fleming,

and which the Editor of the Gard. Chron. considers infinitely

superior to all other kinds. It has an exceedingly thin rind, a

most exquisitely delicious flavour, and is extraordinarily large.

Packets of 6 seeds, 5s. .

R. W. and CO. beg to inform the public, that they have just

received their annual supply of BULBS ;
and as they employ an

Agent in Haarlem to select for them, they are able to offer every

variety at very moderate prices; and can safely assure all who
favour them with orders, that nothing but the very best of goods

will be sent them. Fine Hyacinths, 6s. a dozen; superior, Qs. to

12s.-, very finest kinds, 15s. to 18s. a dozen.

Our Autumnal Catalogue of Bulbs and Geraniums, Picotees,

Carnations, Roses, &c. &c, is now ready, and will be sent free,

on application. Orders amounting to 51. sent out free of charge

;

if less than 5/., Bulbs will be sent over to compensate for the cost

of carriage.

EORGtt MILLS having this season saved SEEDS
of his EARLY FORCING CUCUMBER with great care,

offers it ^vith confidence to the public, as the best kind known to

him, at 5s. per packet, containing six Seeds, which will be sent free

on the receipt of a Post-office order payable at Brentford.

G. M. begs to observe, that however good the kind of Cucumber,

good fruit cannot be obtained at an early season unless the seed has

good substance and is well organised, a point often unthought of.

It is generally supposed that if it will grow it is sufficient
;

it is not-

more particularly when sown in the autumn.
Gunnersbury Park, Acton, Middlesex, Sept. 15, 1843.

'•"" ' MUSHKOOM SPAWN.

WILLIAM FREEMAN, Gardener, respectfully

informs the Nobility and Gentry that he has nowfor Sale

or Exportation a fine assortment of the best PATEN J SPAWN,
at 3s. per bushel. A considerable reduction will be made to the

Trade. Country orders punctually attended to.

"Westhourne-green, Paddington. ._

VICTORIA PARK.

MR. J. KING begs leave to inform Market Gardeners

and others that he has received instructions from the

Honourable Commissioners of Her Majesty's Woods and Forests

to submit to Public Auction the Stock and Growing Crops of

several Market Gardeners in Wick Lane, Hackney, of which due

notice will be given 5 the ground being required for the Victoria

Park. __ ,

" TO FRUIT-GROWERS and OTHERS.
TO BE LET, the GARDENS at HAWKHURST

FARM, near Petworth, Sussex, with two Vineries, about

feet by 1 6 each, well stocked, and one Pine Pit, 45 feet

by 12. The Walls and Gardens are full of thriving young
trees. A good House and Land may be had with it. Rendle's
': ank Synteni mav be easily applied to one of the Vineries and

Pine pit, they being heated by hot water. The Proprietor

would have no objection to stock the same with Pine Plants for

fruiH.g.—Apply to John Stoveli>, Esq., Stedham House, near

Mklhurst, Sussex,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

1
50

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34s.; 20, 44s.; 22, 50s.;

24 inches, 60s. ; 26, 75a. ; 28, 84s. ; 30, 105s. each.

CAST-IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. Gtf. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural

Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's Stoves,

Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves ; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are

subject to future alterations.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,

which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low

prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public, or Private Buildings,

&c, with Cottam's Patent, or Rogkks' Boilers. After 16

years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for

the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which

they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence

undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most extensive

scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own Appa-
ratus, they have affixed the following low prices :

—

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . £7 Os. Od.

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Rogers' Boiler, small size . • • .3 15

Do. do. large do 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, Is. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3s. (irf. each.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing 42 lbs. at 4s. Od. each.

Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 feet high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 6 ,,

BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING at 8s. per bundle

of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, 7d. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, &c,
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,

3s. 6rf. ; 20 inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6d. each.

CAST-IRON FLOWER-STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,

7s.; 4 feet 6, 9s.; 5 feet, lis.; 6 feet, 15s.; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winslky Street,
where every information may be obtained.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all desciiptions oi

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely completeand

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory .

rpHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented
J- by J. Rogers, Esq., may beobtained of anysize fromJOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.
J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddiges ,

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place 5
Messrs. Veitch

and Son's, Exeter; Mr. Ponley's, Plymouth; the Royal Botanical

Society's Gardens, Regent's Park ; and at the Gardens of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements nave

been effected since last season; particulars ofwhich are in course

of preparation. -

WIRE-WORK. HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

QT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANDR-
IL PLACE, KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of INVI "

SIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendered

Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for Walks,

B rdenng,Fiower-stands, Pheasantries. &c. HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The

same heated by HOT-WATER APPARATUS, on improved and

economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and

Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

Ward's Cases, or Domestic Greenhouses,

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &cm Gloucester-
• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Buildcrs, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility

and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once

in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's teats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, M< dels, I'Hms, Estimates,

&c, at their Horticultural Manufactoiy, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-squarc.

OTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made
and fixed Complete in all parts of the Kingdom. One,

two, and three-light Cucumber and Melon-Boxes and Lights of

all sizes kept ready for immediate use, packed and sent to all

parts of the Kingdom ; warranted best material. Two-light

Boxes and Lights Complete, from \l. 8s. Garden-Lights made
and glazed from Is. per foot, at Jas. Watts, Sash Manufactory,

Claremont-place, Old Kent-road.
Reference given.

H

***

LATE in the season,— therefore offered for the price of

a Hand-Svringe only, viz., 3/. 10*.,- AN EXCELLENT
BARROW GARDEN-ENGINE, hnldingnearly l8g^.llons. Supe-

rior in power and principle; will remain in order for years.

Maybe seen at Mr. Smyth's, No. 7. Bray's-buildings, Lower-

road, Islington.
'

ENRY HUNTS PATENT GARDEN POTS and

STANDS, for effecting improved Drainage and draught of.

Air, of which highly favourable notices have appeared in Paxtms
Magazine for May, Gardeners 9 Magazine for June, Practical

Florist, No- 23, and Gardeners' Gazette, May 6. Sold Wholesale

and Retail at Hunt's China Warehouse, Queen's-row, Pimlico;

and No. 17, Great Rider-street, St. James's. N.B.—Nurserymen
wanted as Agents for the above in many of the provincial towns.

G u SALEA N O ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

WHEAT-SOWING.
POTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-

ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only

necessary to inform the public that a material reduction hasbcen

made in the price, and that it may be obtained either at tie

Works or of Mr. Potter's Agents, who have testimonials 01 H»

efficacy.-28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, London.

Mr. Mark Fothergill, 40, Upper Thames-street, Sole uvn

*
"*" N urserymen required as Agents in all theprincipal towns^

T B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed

O • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, b»
J

cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Depttoru

creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These ^stances c»

be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is 1
ecoi

mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, ^

Liquor, &c. Price 4s. 6d. per bushel.

HORTICULTURAL ALMANACK.
.

«

The STATIONERS' COMPANY will publish, with their ubu

Almanacks, early in November, price Is., - *r

THE GARDENERS' A L M A N A C!
Jg

1 and CALENDAR and REGISTER of the KITCHEN, **}>*£

FLOWER, and FORCING DEPARTMENTS, for the UAR»».
By GEORGE W. JOHNSTONE, Esq., Fellow of the Agn-H

.

cultural Society of India ; Corresponding Member of the Mary

Horticultural Society; and Author of " A History of Lng

Gardening," "The Kitchen Garden," &c. ^
*** This Almanack will afford a large supply of matter, m

esting not only to the professional, but also to the domestic
_

»

dener, as well as the amateur cultivator of flowers ana ''
s

and general reader. Besides containing calendanal dl
[

e
t

c
vea r,

and suggestions for every department during the currcn*^.^

it will also be a register of all discoveries in &^®nn^intciit«

have characterised the previous twelve months. Tne
r
r

i
Lended

will, for the most part, vary every year 5 and it is recomn.
fee

that each annual publication be preserved, as an index w

given to bind up with each volume.
hlisners

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Implement-makers, and ^L^ck
of works connected with the cultivation of the soil, this a» ver>r

offers a peculiarly desirable organ for advertisements, » United

large number will at once be circulated through*" rECObd
Kingdom, and will remain a permanent and ™ ,>b**

"

be mad<5

for reference in the hands of those most desirable to &nd

acquainted with their contents-viz., the Landed faent ?>

Cultivators of Gardens generally.
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Just published, in One Volume 8vo., price 3s. 6d. to Fellows of
the Society, and 5.9. to others, (or postage free, upon receipt of
a Post-office order, price 5s. to Fellows of the Society, or 6s. 6d.
to others,)

A CATALOGUE of thic FRUITS CULTIVATED
in the GARDEN of the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of

LONDON. (Third Edition.) Containing the Names, Synonyms,
Colour, Size, Form, Quality, Use, Time of Ripening, and many
other particulars concerning all the most important varieties of
hardy Fruit cultivated in this country.

Sold at the House of the Society, 21, Regent-street, and also
by Longiman and Co., Paternoster-row ; J. Hatchard, Picca-
dilly; Ridgway, Piccadilly; Rivingtons, Waterloo- place; and
by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the Empire.
A few Copies of the Second Edition of this Catalogue may be

had at the reduced price of 1*. 6d. each.

UK)* esavftmtvs 1 Cfjromcie*

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1843.

'MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
• Tuesday, September l»f Horticultural . . . • 8p.m.

19 * IFIoriunltural .... 7 v. m.

„ ft a - mn f Fareham and South-east Hants.
Country Shows—September 19 .j south London.— 20 . Norfolk and Norwich.

— 2\ . Hoddpudon Cottagers.
— 22 . fcaltHill.

The observations on the Tank system of obtaining

bottom-heat, made by our valued correspondent,

Mr. Beaton, both last week in his Calendar and in

a more extended article to-day, will be read with

great interest, for they are the remarks' of a man of

much experience and skill. We are, however, sure

that he will excuse us for differing from him on one
point upon which he has strongly insisted, namely,

the propriety of employing uncovered hot-water

gutters, which allow the steam to condense among the

soil of which the bed they are to heat is composed.

We have already pointed out what we conceive to

he the evils of this plan. It is impossible to prevent

impurities in large quantity falling into the tanks or

gutters, and it is to be apprehended that they will by
degrees choke up the boilers ; it is equally impracti-

cable to hinder the conversion of the soil into mud.
Mr. Beaton admits the facts; he also recognises the

force of the first objection ; but he contends that the

second is untenable and that mere mud is the best

thing possible for growing Melons and Cucumbers tn9
provided yon, keep a dry atmosphere over it (Calendar,

p. 632). Here we are at issue.

That both the Melon and the Cucumber are capable
of digesting an unusual quantity of water is most true.

There is somewhere an account, we believe by Mr.
Towers, of a Melon plant whose roots found their way
into a tank of water through some solid masonrv, and
spread in the fluid in all directions. The practice in

some hot countries, ofgrowing these plants on beds float-

ing upon the surface of lakes, is familiar to everybody
;

and therefore it might be true that open tanks convert-

ing soil into mud will suit the Melon and Cucumber,
without its at all following that they would be equally

advantageous to other plants ; in which case pits thus
constructed could be employed for nothing else—

a

serious inconvenience in all except very large gardens,
and no advantage in any. But we doubt whether
excessive moisture at the roots is advantageous in this

country, even to the Melon.

In the Theory ofHorticulture (p. J2I) this question
has been gone into; and mention is there made of
certain experiments with the Melon made in the
garden of the Horticultural Society with reference to

this very subject. Those experiments all failed.

Persian varieties of the Melon were grown in baskets of

earth standing in a tank of water, and they were trained
under the glass of a curvilinear iron stove, where they
received all the heat and light they can have in this

climate. The plants for some time grew vigorously,
their roots struck into the water in all directions ; but
some of them rotted at the ground level, and in those
which bore fruit the produce was quite inferior to

what would have been obtained under ordinary cir-

cumstances. Yet in this case the conditions of the
floating gardens of Cashmere were fulfilled, as far as

circumstances permit^—but they were not all fulfilled,

nor can they ever be: the bright light of the East
was wanting, and the water was stagnant. In a Per-
sian lake the water is in continual agitation, from many
causes; and the intensity of light is such as the eye
can scarcely bear, while the heat scorches up the skin.
All these conditions are necessarily wanting in this

country ; and therefore we submit that the practice of
Cashmere and Mexico cannot here be imitated with
advantage. But if we understand Mr. Beaton rightly,
he prefers the muddy state of the bed where Melons
are cultivated over open hot-water gutters, because it

thus approaches the state of Eastern lake-gardens.
It strikes us that there is another serious objection

to obtaining wet—we do not say moisture, but wet—
by conveying it from below: it cannot be regulated,
nor can the amount of it be ascertained at any
time

; while, on the contrary, if water is communi-
cated from above, and proper drainage is provided
below, no gardener need be ignorant of the state of the

roots of his plants. And this is, in fact, the practice

of Persia, whose Melon-grounds are regularly irrigated

by water let in from above.

Mr. Beaton attaches importance to the dryness of

the atmosphere in which Melons are grown, and we
perfectly agree with him that it should not be wet;
but if the soil is dry on the surface, and only moistened
below by condensed steam, we do not understand how
the red-spider is to be kept down. Mr. Knight, the

best Melon-grower we ever heard of, found no remedy
except sprinkling the leaves frequently and lightly

with warm water.

For these reasons we adhere to our opinion, that,

for all purposes, Melon-growing included, it is advis-

able that the hot-water gutters used for affording

bottom-heat should be closed up with some kind of

porous material, either all round or at the sides. And,
as far as we are at present aware, it will be found that

if the spaces between the gutters are filled with rough
materials, such as fragments of bricks and pottery,

any quantity of water may be communicated to the

beds by the ordinary modes of watering, where exces-

sive moisture is desirable.

When the subsoil in which the drains are to be
formed is not a compact clay, but a loamy gravel, the

labour in draining is greater. Loamy gravel is quite

as impervious to water as clay, but it often lies on a
sandy stratum which is porous. In this case pits

may be dug, into which the drains may be conducted,
and the water will sink down ; but if this is not the

case, tools must be used fit for picking stones, and if

the gravel crumbles, and no clear channel can be dug
with the narrow spade, tiles or earthen pipes must be
used : some of the latter are now made with a very
small bore, and at a low price. They will answer
admirably to lay in the narrow drains; and if the

sides crumble in, the pipes will always carry off the

water. Some of these pipes are manufactured at the

low price of 20?. per 1000, 13 inches long. They are

not close, but there is a sufficient opening left at the

joining of the edges, bent round, to let the water in
;

and they are not likely to choke up soon. The most
troublesome subsoil to meet with is a running sand,

full of water, which is frequently the case where the

boundaries of a stratum of clay approach to those of

sand and gravel. If the loose sand lies in a small

compass, some very stiff clay may be first thrown into

the trench, so as to make an artificial subsoil for the

drain to be cut in ; but if it be extensive, the only

remedy is to find an outlet for the water accumulated
in the sand, after which it will become dry and porous,

and no further draining will be required on that spot.

But the subsoil, without being a quicksand, may be
of loose earth, or a marl, which will crumble when
wet, and thus the drains will not stand. In this case
pipes are the best remedy, unless you can make a solid

gutter of concrete, according to the plan of Lord James
Hay, which we have not yet had an opportunity of
trying. This, it is said, will traverse a quicksand or
bog, and carry the water through any soil.

In many fields of which both soil and subsoil
appear light, traces may be seen of water having stag-

nated in winter. The cause of this can always be
traced readily, by digging holes here and there around
the wet spots, in spring. If water stands in them for
any time after rain, draining is required, but not
always complete thorough-draining. The water in
this case filters horizontally through the upper soil,

and meeting with a bank or obstruction, is accumulated
where the subsoil is impervious, and lies in a kind of
basin. One large deep drain carried judiciously
through this basin and the obstructing bank, will lay
the whole surface dry at a trifling expense ; or some
diverging branches may be required to collect the
water from different small basins. The application
of the system of thorough-draining on such lands
would only be expense misapplied, and perhaps render
the land less productive than it was before. But
where a loose sand lies on a stiff clay or marl, no
cultivation can be successful till the subsoil be laid
quite dry in summer and winter. We find, in conse-
quence, that it is in such lands that the system of
under-draining has been practised the longest, and
been considered as an essential preliminary to all

good farming. Practice invariably anticipates theory,
and the application of common sense by a sensible
practical man leads to much sounder systems than
the theories of the most acute philosoplfer, which
very often are logically deduced from uncertain
principles. The shrewd, well-informed farmer learns
more by walking over a field where the crop
has failed from the land being too dry or too
wet, than he probably would by reading the most
reputed system of Agriculture. We are far from dis-
paraging the labours of those who collect facts and
record them, judiciously explaining; the principles
which these facts establish ; but we defy any man to

have correct notions on soils and cultivation who has
not had long experience, and often corrected opinions
hastily adopted by the inspection of his crop in seasons
which widely differ—as is so often the case in this

climate. The same may be applied to draining. It
is one of the best means of obviating the evils of a
moist

^ climate: but in some very dry seasons the
undrained land may have the best crops ; and in some
situations draining may not be necessary, and be a
useless expenditure. Before any one begins expensive
improvement, it is prudent to consult some experienced
practical man, and notallow himself to be led away by the
wonderful increase of value of some lands produced by
simply draining them. If your land is dropsical, tap it ;

but do not draw off the moisture which is conducive
to health. The same observations apply to subsoil-

ploughing or trenching. When the subsoil is porous
or well drained, and the top soil is of a good depth and
mellow, this last should be stirred to its full depth,
and a few inches more, to mix some of the subsoil
with the upper soil, and in the course of time the pro-
ductive soil will be much deepened. In a few years
the subsoil or the trenching-plough may go still deeper,
and the depth of good soil will be much increased.
But suppose you have six inches of a very moderate
soil over a stiff yellow or blue clay, however well
drained, and you use the subsoil-plough to the depth
of 14 or 1G inches at once, (which will require six
horses, at least, even in a favourable season :) you will

only make a temporary channel in the clay, which will
close up by the first rains ; and if you examine it the
year after, no traces of your subsoiling will remain,
and all your labour and expense will be thrown away.
This is the consequence of applying a useful principle
injudiciously: but if you only move three or four
inches of the subsoil, some of the upper soil will be
washed into the openings made by the subsoil-plough,
and prevent their closing, while the roots will follow
the good earth, and be kept moist at that depth. This
has a reference to the depth of the drains laid in such
a subsoil : in many cases 14 inches is a sufficient

depth for the small pipes to be laid, 20 inches for the
conductors, and 26 for the main drains. The depth
of these last may be as great as the lie of the land will

allow, for they have no communication with the sur-
face, except through the conductors ; but the nearer
the small collectors are to the surface, and to each
other, the more perfectly they will dry the land. It

must, however, be kept in mind that you may over-
drain, and lay your land too dry ; on a clay subsoil

this is seldom the case.

—

M.

BOTTOM-HEAT.
At the moment when Mr. Rendle thought his tank-

system had settled the question of bottom-heat, which
has been in agitation for the last quarter of a century, it

appears he has only formed a link which unites the two
ends of a great chain—thus forming a circle. He is satis-

fied with a steady bottom-heat, which, passing through
solid pieces of slate, differs nothing in its properties from
that obtained by Mr. Forsyth's primitive Killogie system.
The Gardeners 9

Chronicle occupies an intermediate
station between Mr. Rendle and myself, and recommends
the use of porous tiles to cover the tanks

5
so that the heat

should not altogether be deprived of its moisture: while
I advocate heat saturated with moisture, with the power
of converting it into dry heat at pleasure. Now among
these jarring principles, how are the uninitiated to arrive

at just conclusions on the subject ? I recollect being in

this predicament ia 1825, between steam and hot water.

But let us take a rapid glance at the formation of the

chain, whose ends Mr. Rendle has united :—About 1820,
the late Mr. Stewart, gardener at Valleyfield, in Fifeshire,

one of the best gardeners of the day, began to give bottom-
heat to his Pines, from a chamber heated by a flue, and
covered close with thin flag-stone—hot water and slate

coverings not being then thought of. After three years'

trial, the advantages of this system were laid before the

London Horticultural Society, and printed in their
" Transactions" (vol. v.)

But the gardening world, like the rest of mankind,
is slow to adopt improvements, and is sadly put out
at any new or startling idea. This innovation of bot-

tom-heat met a host of ridicule and objections on the
threshold, and was firmly resisted by the advocates of

tan-beds and dung-linings : a proposition for obtaining

bottom-heat unaccompanied with moisture, they said,

could not well be surpassed in absurdity ; and when they
were told that a layer of sand—placed under the pots

to receive the drainage, or otherwise watered—would
supply the necessary moisture, they were panic-struck

with the idea ;—turning linings for one's life-time was
nothing to this trouble. Now we must recollect that

Mr. Stewart's plan, thus opposed, differed very little from
that of Mr. Rendle ;

the difference being in the more uni-
form heat by hot water, and the manual labour of raising

vapour instead of having it direct from a tank : and if Mr.
Rendle had proposed his system in those days, it would
have been sure to have met with strong opposition from
gardeners of the old school. However, this opposition

did some good, in so far as it paved the way for, or
rather gave rise to, a less objectionable mode of obtaining

bottom-heat, accompanied with the great desideratum of
moisture—this was steam, discharged into chambers filled

with stones : steam itself having previously met with a
"powerful opposition/' (w&M'Phail, » Gard. Rem.," 2d
ed.) But now, the comparison with dry bottom-heat turned

the tide in its favour, and it flourished for a time, until the

element which gave it birth was found to answer better ;
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and here a second struggle ensued—between the advocates

of steam and hot water (see the first 4 vols. " Gard. Mag.")
No sooner, however, had the advocates of hot water

influenced the public mind in its favour, than the most
extravagant ideas were formed respecting the efficiency of

heat and moisture for all practical purposes;—it even
became a question whether laundries could be heated by
these pipes, or whether the moisture transmitted through

their pores should not damp, rather than dry, linen ! Thus
it generally is with the public mind : a new proposition for

facilitating operations must either be nothing at all, or

perfection at once—there is no room or time for interme-

diate degrees. Experience, however, soon determines the

fallacy of these hasty conclusions; and this it did very

quickly with our subject of bottom-heat. Then hot-water

pipes were placed horizontally, in rows of 6, 10, and even
14, to give bottom-heat : these burnt every plant placed

over them. A coat of tan or sawdust placed over the

pipes did not mend the matter—the former soon rotted,

and the latter, if kept dry to hold out longer, resists heat

at the rate of 100° to every inch in depth : thus two inches

of perfectly dry sawdust over pipes will resist all heat up
to the boiling point—a circumstance taken advantage of

t
in

setting conical boilers.

This being ascertained, the next step was taken in

1830, by a clever gardener, Mr. Cameron, at Woburn
House, near Beaconsfield, who directed Messrs. Grange,
of Uxbridge, to place wooden tanks, lined with lead,

under his Melon-beds, heated by a 2-inch leaden pipe,

connected with the boiler and pipes that heated the pits ;

these tanks were covered with pieces of wood placed
across them, and at two inches apart, a thin covering of
turf over that, and then the soil for Melons. This answered
exceedingly well, and Mr. Cameron grew fine crops in

these pits (see" Gard.Mag.," vi. 616.) In less than two
years afterwards Mr. Weeks made a more efficient and
less expensive application of this principle, by the use of
brick troughs, and by passing an iron instead of a leaden pipe
through the water ; the covering of the tanks was the same
in both cases—rough wood, turf, then mould, &c. ; the

water could be lowered in both cases, also, and dry heat
obtained, when thought fit. These are now called Green's
pits, and have been in use ten or eleven years, by scores of

gardeners and nurserymen, withoutasingleobjection having
ever yet been raised against them. But Green's pits aie

too expensive for general purposes, and Mr. Rendle's tanks
have come in as a substitute., These tanks are perfectly

complete, and unobjectionable as far as they go, and for

stove plants in pots, for propagating-houses, or for all

sorts of flower-forcing in winter, nothing can be better.

I have been working upon the very same principle and
with porouscovers,ever since 1837. Thebestgardenersand
most scientific men in our line in Europe have seen my bed
at work—Dr. Lindley, Sir Wiiliam Hooker, De Candolle,
and Mr. Loudon, among the number,—and an account of

its management is given in the '• Proceedings of the
Horticultural Society of London for 1840." I ought,

therefore, to know something of the subject; if not, it

must be more for the want of brains than of practice.

Now, I contend that no gardener can grow Pines out of

pots, winter Cucumbers, or early Melons, in these closed

tanks with half so much ease and certainty as with the

most objectionable modes of the old school, and for

this very reason—that the principle is in direct opposition

to natural laws. I am aware of the experiments carried

on this summer in the Chiswick garden with Melons on
the tank system ; I went to see them in May, June, and
July ; the plants and fruit looked exceedingly well, but I

have seen as good with Mr. Williams, of Pitmaston,

without any heat at all. I cut my earliest Melons here in the

same week that these were planted. In three years we shall

hear of gardeners—and good gardeners too—having lost

their places because they could not grow early Melons
and Cucumbers by this system, just as others lost their

places through Mr. Penn's apparatus ; and is it, there-

fore, to be wondered at, if one of their number, foreseeing

all this, should thus remonstrate against it? Let Mr.
Rendle consider these objections, which I offer with the

best feelings to all concerned. From actual experience, I

find he has already effected a very great improvement, and
what I want, and insist on having, may be easily effected.

The objection raised in a late Chronicle about the soil

draining down into the tank and boiler is a valid one, and
must be borne in mind ; but that about the vapour turning

the soil into mud is not borne out by experience. From
last January to August I had beds constantly subjected to

strong vapours from below, one of which I turned over

about the middle of August, to renew it for late autumn
Cucumbers ; the soil, for the first few inches on the top,

was perfectly dry, as we hardly ever watered these beds

after the plants got established ; the next foot of soil was

in a moist friable state, such as you would choose for

ordinary purposes ; but the bottom spit, next the turf, was

as wet as the surface of an ill-drained field immediately

after a fall of rain, and the roots of the Cucumbers formed

a net-work over the turf. Now, if my bed were turned

upside down, it would nearly represent one placed on
pieces of solid slate or porous tiles—for I have tried both ;

"y the first foot below would be like ashes, while the

fact, was i^ puddle, if the watering went in that way.

y old plan ut running an inch of rough cinders between

fee slate the turf, and pouring water through holes

Into this stratum, would save the surface-soil from this;

—

and to these who prefer solid bottoms, this is the best con-
trivance for watering their beds. After I hear all that can
be said for or against all this, I may perhaps write a paper
On the practical part of the subject.— JD. Beaton*

dlG THE TREFOIL DODDER, .i

I have just visited the Clover-field in this parish, which
!i attacked by Cuscuta. I find one of the patches, which I

«9J

A

I stated to be two yards in diameter three weeks ago, is

now six yards in diameter; which gives us a ninefold

increase in area. The mere raking which this patch had
received appears to have promoted the spread of the

Cuscuta, possihly by having retarded the development of

the flowers and by thus fitting the numerous fragments

left upon the Clover for making independent and more
vigorous shoots. Another patch is now a perfect mass of

cream-white flowers, upon which a number of flies have
stationed themselves, in seeming enjoyment of the succu-

lency of the heads of flowers. As you have thrown out
a suggestion that this Cuscuta may possibly become a

future pest in our corn-fields, unless it shall be timely

checked, I directed my attention to the plants upon which

it is now growing, and I observed it was attached to and
evidently attacking the following species—Geranium dis-

sectum, Daucus carota, Carduus arvensis, Euphorbia
exigua, Viola tricolor, Malva sylvestris, Linaria spuria,

Senecio vulgaris, Medicagolupulina, Alopecurus arvensis,

and another grass, which seemed to be Agrostis vulgaris.

Some of these plants do not appear to be much, if at all,

injured by it, as they continue vigorous where the Clover

is completely dead. I was surprised to find it had so

firmly attached itself to grasses, because I was impressed

with a notion that no Phoenogamous parasite ever attacks

an Endogenous species. I had imbibed this notion from

De Candolle ; but upon referring to his Physiology,

I find that he does not speak quite so positively on
the subject as I had imagined he did. He mentions
two possible exceptions to the rule—namely, that of

an Orobanche said to have been found in Sicily on
the roots of Chamaerops, and our very Cuscuta
which is found twining itself about grasses, though he still

doubts its deriving any real nourishment from them. The
fact, he says, may be observed in fields where Clover and

grasses are intermixed, but is never witnessed in a field

composed of grasses only. Of course he includes Corn
among grasses. He never succeeded in causing a Cuscuta
to grow upon an Endogen. He names a garden which
had become infested with Cuscuta, introduced into it by
the upsetting of a waggon loaded with infected Clover ;

in this garden he noticed the Cuscuta on plants belonging

to thirty different families, but still they were all Exogens.

He concludes from these observations, that, apparently,

Cuscutae can exist only on Exogens, or at least much more
readily than on Endogens. The determination of this

question may be worthy of experimental research next

year. I certainly do observe that the Cuscuta has decidedly

attacked the stems of the grasses round which it has

twined itself; but very possibly its attacks may bear some
analogy to those of animal parasites, which cannot long

subsist upon other than one particular species, or at least

upon very few species of animals. Thus the dog-flea will

sometimes bite ourselves, but will not remain with us
;

and thus the lice which infest partridges will often annoy
the sportsman by crawling about him, but he runs no risk

of a colony permanently establishing themselves on any
part of his person.

—

J. S. Henslow.

AMATEUR'ST"GARDEN.^No. XXXVII.
In the propagation of the Verbenas mentioned last

week, the compost used should be poor and sandy, as the

object is to get the cuttings to make plenty of roots with-

out producing much top ; for an in most gardens it is

indispensable to store the young plants through the winter

in the cutting-pots, it follows that the dwarfer the plants

are kept, there will be the less fear of their damping off

through being overcrowded. The soil we use here consists

of the refuse of the potting-bench, such as peat, leaf-

mould, and loam taken from the balls of plants in re-

potting, to which about one-third of sand is added. In

this soil common plants root with great freedom, and by

allowing it to become dry before the plants are potted off

in the spring, it falls from them so freely that scarcely a

root is lost. In making choice of cuttings, we take the

short-jointed branches, and we insert from 18 to 24

cuttings in a 48-sized pot ; so that on an average we store

about six dozen plants on every square foot of a pit or

frame, so that a frame six feet square is capable of winter-

ing nearly 2,600 plants.

The various kinds of Anagallis and dwarf Lobelias make
beautiful beds ; and of the former, A. ccerulea grandiflora,

Phillipsii, and Monelli, produce beautiful blue flowers
;

while A. grandiflora makes a good pale orange-red group,

A. Parksii a bed still paler, and A. carnea is of a pale flesh-

colour. A. Brewerii is highly spoken of by the raiser,

but as I have not seen it, I cannot speak of its qualities.

Of the Lobelias, L. azurea is a lovely colour; also

L. erinus, pubescens, and erinus grandiflora, of the

Pineapple-place Nursery. L. bicolor furnishes a bed
with pale blue flowers very quickly; L. unidentata is

indispensable for vases and baskets ; and L. lutea, though

a straggling grower, yet, being yellow, is a plant that can-

not be dispensed with. L., or, as it is generally called,

Isotoma axillaris, makes a good pale blue group ; and
L. ramosa and heterophylla are two strictly annual kinds,

of great excellence. The whole of these varieties are very

valuable, and ought to be cultivated in every garden.

In the management of greenhouse plants, especially

hard-wooded ones, as Heaths, Epacrises, and other Cape
and New Holland shrubs, Amateurs frequently commit a

great error in permitting them, or too frequently forcing

them, to grow late in the autumn ; and as the wood does

not get ripe before the dull weather sets in, the conse-

quence is, the points of the young growth become mil-

dewed, and damp off in the winter, and the plants do not

bloom well, if at all, in the following season. Now it

would be quite as reasonable for Wheat cut quite green

to produce good Corn, as for unripe wood to produce

fine flowers, because maturation, in both cases, depends

upon the due elaboration of the sap, by which itbecomes

organisable, and fit for the reproduction of its kind ; and
the first effort of reproduction is the formation of flowers,

the object for which decorative plants are cultivated. I

am led to make these remarks, because in my rambles I

find many persons encouraging their plants to grow at

the present time, than which they could not do a more
injudicious thing. As, however, the weather is promising,

there is yet time to ripen the wood ; and to effect this,

water must be gradually withheld, and the plants have all

the sun and air possible, but if the weather should become
dull, a little fire may be used, with air in the daytime to

expel the damp from the house. These remarks are appli-

cable to all hard-wooded plants, let them begrown on what-

ever system they may, but more especially to plants grown
on the one-shift system, as the rate of growth is so rapid

on that system, that more than ordinary attention is ne-

cessary to get the strong shoots properly ripened. The
progress and great improvement which this system of

potting is generally effecting in collections of plants is

very pleasing ; and though a few may traduce the system,

because it does not accord with their preconceived no-

tions and prejudices, it is a source of high gratification to

me, that no person of acknowledged ability has yet ven-

tured to combat the principles upon which the practice is

founded ; and, therefore, if the principles are sound, it is the

error of their application, and not of the system to which
want of success is attributable.— W. P. Ayres^ Iirookla?id$*

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Encouragement to Planters.— Should you deem the fol-

lowing circumstances worth inserting, lean, from personal

investigation, vouch for their authenticity. It may possibly

be an incitement, to persons to plant who otherwise might
not be inclined, holding out a hope to them of seeing timber

of their own planting, both ornamental and valuable. The
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures,

and Commerce were pleased to vote, in three different

years, their gold medal to Dr. Thackeray, of the city of

Chester, for planting the greatest number of forest-trees,

amounting altogether to 850 acres, from the year 1804,

400 of which belonged to Mr. Wilson Jones, of Harts-

heath Park, Flintshire (late M.P. for the borough of

Denbigh) in the counties of Denbigh and Merioneth, and
the remainder on his own property in the counties of Den-
bigh and Flint. The plantations of Mr. W. Jones were,

from their being formed, regularly pruned till this gentle-

man came of age to manage them himself; and those

planted from the year 1817 to the present time, upon his

own land, have been regularly and annually pruned and
thinned under the superintendence of Dr. Thackeray him-
self. More than 200 bqshels of Acorns have either been
dibbled in the woods, or sown in the nurseries, for the

purpose of filling up all vacancies which may arise. The
hedgerows have also been filled with fine young trees

taken from the woods, at the distance of four yards

asunder ; and being judiciously pruned, the tenants have
no cause to complain of their land being in any way
injured by these ornaments to the country around. It

will occur to those experienced in such matters, that the

effect of neglect in thinning and pruning is very injurious

to plantations ; no less so is an unskilful mode of perform-

ing this duty ; and it is to be hoped, therefore, that a few
hints may be useful to such of your readers as are anxious

for information on this subject, from one not unaccus-

tomed to the business, and having no personal interest to

promote in the suggestions he offers, but a sincere desire

to see his country prosper in all things. Many pruners,

from an apprehension of injuring the stem of a tree, by
cutting the branches too close, leave spurs, over which
the bark can with difficulty, if ever, unite. Now, these

should undoubtedly be cut close and smooth ; and should
the bark receive a slight injury it would be of trifling con-

sequence, compared to the leaving a dead stump. From
ignorance of the bad effects, or from want of attention,

too many pruners cut off a number of branches at once J

this, I am of opinion, has been practised to such a ruinous

extent as to leave nothing but a broom at the top. Were
the proprietors of estates sensible of the mischief they
thus do to their plantations, they would no longer withhold

an improvement. I would beg leave to call the attention of

those who have any plantations to this important truth.

Orderly thinning the trees is the next essential to pruning ;

and for this purpose the following simple method should

be adopted :—Take out such trees as are the least thriving

and impeding the progress of the neighbouring flourishing

trees, &c, and then the pruning of these will be found
most beneficial ; and the training off judiciously the large

side-branches will cause the upright ones to shoot the

stronger, and by cutting out the dead and decayed wood,
the tree is preserved alive : this simple method will pro-

duce clearness from knots, straightness, and length, and
will advance the quality nearer to that of foreign timber

;

for it may be traced that where trees are tall, and clear

from boughs or knots, the whole substance of the wood is

better and of finer grain ; and experience proves that such
will always be the case. A considerable additional

increase in circumference may certainly be expected, in

consequence of the trees having almost double the room
in which to extend their branches, not allowing them to

whip each other, and for the admission of those powerful

agents, sunshine and air. The practice should be decidedly

condemned of cutting off large limbs to improve the

limber, and lamentable effects of it may every day be

|

seen, as the trees exhibit symptoms of early decay. The
scientific pruning of forest-trees is but little understood,

though such instructions may be easily had by any intelli-

gent woodman earnestly seeking it, and must prove in every

way profitable, and I hope to live to see annual pruning

wherever there are any plantations, or hedge-row trees,

to the benefit of the proprietors and the ornament
;

ol

our country, A long and progressive work of thin-
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ning aad pruning demands a skilful and anxious
master, and ought to be begun early : in this they differ

from single trees in lawns, &c. &c. One common and
great error has been to cut off branches to the height of
14 feet from a tree not above 20 or 30 feet high. When
this is done the trees remain stationary, and are often
stunted, to such a degree as to assume the appearance of
old age. The leading shoot has always been encouraged,
and all others checked which have a tendency to compete
with it, so as to divide the stem into forks ; it being well

known that when the leading shoot is destroyed, the

growth of the tree is greatly impaired. By increasing the
number of leading shoots, the strength of the nutritious

principle is in a great measure diminished. To confine to

the production of one valuable stem the vegetative power
which in a forked tree luxuriates unprofitably in a multi-

plicity of branches, has been the main object of this gen-

tleman's system for nearly 40 years. In short, from three

to five of the largest and strongest side-branches, which
would have borne too great a proportion to the leading

branch, have been removed, or foreshortened every year,

thereby modifying the tree, and directing its energies gra-

dually to the top, preserving at the same time a sufficient

quantity of foliage. Trees thus managed will form close

and healthy stems, without any exterior blemish, and be
trained to any reasonable altitude, according to the soil,

subsoil, and situation on which they grow ; but if

neglected,— such is the propensity of most descriptions of

trees, or what may be termed " round-headed trees
1

' in open
spaces,— they run into branches, without due attention the

foliage of which will become too heavy for the roots, and
thus check their loftiness ; and thus the formation of

useful timber will not ensue, as may be observed in all

parts of the country. The only rule to attend to is, to

keep the top to taper, preserving the leading shoot clear

and free from clefts, the trunk free from all the large

branches, leaving those only of the smaller kind that are

necessary for the health and support of the trees, and
clearing the tree from the bottom of all the branches as it

advances in age. But the trunk must be cleared very
slowly at first, when the trees are young. Only keep the

branches that are left thereon small, by pruning, so as not
to injure the tree when it becomes timber. No man can
ever plant to profit who does not go through his planta-

tions early and annually, with an axe in his hand, and a

cold, calculating heart. Nothing can be more unpleasant
than to cut down a thriving tree ; but it must be done, or
you will have no timber. Plantations should be thinned
and pruned on a regular principle, which will prevent the

trees choking each other. If they have been neglected
for 10 or 12 years, the error should be corrected without
loss of time, and if taken early they will want but little

trouble and expense. I think from experience we may
fairly conclude that, providing proper caution is used in

pruning, and that we do not cut very large branches, it is

not of material consequence what season is chosen for the

operation, for those smaller wounds caused by prudent
and gradual pruning, will heal in a reasonable time, and
without any damage whatever, at any season of the year.

P.S.—It has been suggested by a highly-respectable

Scotch gentleman residing near Cupar Angus, that much
benefit would result from the encouragement by planters

of some experienced and well-qualified pruners and
trainers, who should go from estate to estate, to show to

young pruners and trainers of young woods a proper
system of management in thinning and pruning, extending
their pretensions no further. He is certain, and I agree
with him, this would answer, could gentlemen be prevailed

upon to shake off old prejudices and fancies. An inti-

mate knowledge of the habits of growth of the different

species of forest-trees, and of the influence of soil and
local climate on their periodical increase of timber, is

absolutely required in the business of valuing plantations

prospectively. There can be no doubt of the great advan-
tages arising to the country and to individuals from a con-
tinuation of the system of planting which has already done
so much good for Scotland. The amelioration of the

climate, the improvement of the soil and pasture, the con-
venience to the poorer population, the profit to the richer,

the independence and defence of the country ; every con-
sideration, in short, only impresses more deeply on every

thinking person the conviction that the landholder acts at

once a prudent and a patriotic part, when he covers his

barren acres with wood. It is one of the few modes by
which he can add anything to his income, beyond his

mere rent-roll. When an old hedge is planted the labourer

should be allowed one penny for every young tree he saves,

by which means the estate will soon be covered with fine

growing timber, at a very trifling expense.

Admeasurement of Trees planted at Nerquis, in Flintshire, and
Llanarmon, in Denbighshire, in 1817, and the following years,
by Thomas Roberts, and taken in July, 1843.

Girth Girth
1 Girth

at Bottom. at 7 feet high. at the branch.

ft. ins. ft. ins. feet.

Silver Fir . 2 7 1 8 16
Do. 2 7 l 7 18

Balm of Gilead . 3 7h l 7 17
I>o. 3 8 2 10 17
Spruce . 4 2 6 12
Do. 3 6 2 4 15

Larch . 4 6 3 6 20
Do. 4 3 3 20
Sycamore • • 2 9 2 2$ 12

Do. 2 10 2 2 13
£lm . 2 1 10 17
Do. . 2 6* 1 6£ 15
Ash 2 7 1 18
Do. . . . 3 1 9 20
Oak . . . 2 10 1 7 18
Do. . . . 2 10 1 10 18
Do. 3 1 10 20

Spanish Chesnut, 2ft. 6 in. one foot

#-Zff W* Humphreys^ Vicar's

from the ground.

Cross Nursery*

Clover Pests ; Clover-Rape, S^c.—For the last seven or

eight years I have noticed the increase of the Orobanche
minor in the Clover-fields in this neighbourhood, but never
so much as in this summer. In the latter part of the
month of July, in passing through Suffolk, I noticed it in

almost every field which had been cut for hay, but more
particularly on gravelly soils, and in many instances the
Clover plants were much injured, so as materially to affect

the second crop. If the attention of the farmers be
directed to this destructive weed, I believe it might be
readily extirpated, as it is a very conspicuous plant, show-
ing itself above the Clover ; and in all cases where the

Clover is left for seed this should be carefully attended to.

The OrobancWe does not show itself again in the same
field till it is again sown with Clover. I can fully cor-

roborate Professor Henslow's remarks upon the " Cuscuta
trifolii." It is a most destructive parasite ; but I have
not noticed it till this year : it is now committing great
ravages in some fields directly under my notice, being now
in full blow and vigour ; it destroys everything it comes
in contact with. I intend carefully to notice its habits,

and shall on future occasions give you the result. I think
it could be readily destroyed, as it shows itself in distinct

patches, at present only in the Clover,

—

Henry Dixon,
fVitham*

Transplanting.—" Ortolano " appears to be surprised
at the circumstances connected with the removal of his

standard Rose and Pear-trees; but I do not see how it

could have been expected that a Pear-tree, (which is one of

the worst trees to remove, as it is frequently badly rooted,)

transplanted in the very worst month in the year, June,
when the fruit is just forming and the tree making its

growth, should succeed. All gardeners know that to re-

move it then would be certain death. " Ortolano" doe*
not mention the size of the tree, but from the fact of four-

teen sorts being grafted on it, "and each shoot producing
fruit true to its kind, year after year," I conclude that it

was of no small size. In removing a Rose-tree in June,
1 have frequently succeeded ; but there is a wide difference

between a Rose and a Pear-tree. By frequent watering
and constant attention, you may save a Rose-tree ; but 1

think it impossible to save a Pear-tree of considerable

size at such a season.— Timothy.
Wasps.—I find that these insects are very numerous and

troublesome both in my house and garden, near Taunton,
and a gentleman, not a mile distant, informed me last week,
that 14 nests had been destroyed within a hundred yards
of his house ; and another friend states that they were so

numerous in the fields as to have been a hinderance in

ploughing, as well as having made a nest in the thatch of
his farm-house.

—

C. A. Roeford. In the vicinity of

Bristol, although not so numerous as last year, still they
annoy us very much, attacking the fruit, and spoiling it

before it is near lipe. The working Wasps did not make
their appearance till the middle of August, but there were
a great many Queens in the spring.—Hesperus.

Potter 9

s Guano.—A neighbour of mine tells me that he
received some of this manure a few months ago, and when
he had shaken out of the sacks as much as he could, he
washed them, and the water produced a very striking

effect upon his grass land.—* South Wales.
Vines.— In looking over the Chronicle lately, I was

glad to find one of your correspondents, (page 573,)
speaking of a leading article that appeared a few weeks
since in your Paper, on Vines growing all summer without
stopping. He says you startled many Grape-growers in

the country. I must acknowledge that I was one of these,

and think, with him, that it is altogether wrong. "A
Subscriber" has chosen the highest authority—One that
" knew all things and spoke as never man spake." I do,
in some measure,'understand Him when speaking of Him-
self as a Vine, and believers as branches. I have seen
many of these that have brought forth fruit purged, that
they might bring forth more fruit. Some, like himself,
have suffered poverty,—others He has suffered a wicked
world to persecute,—and many have had to pass through
deep affliction

; but when He has tried them He has
brought them forth as gold. I have been endeavouring
for some years to understand it on the Grape-vine, but
I must confess that I have not yet found out the secret.
» A Subscriber " quotes the xvth chapter of John and 2nd
verse:—" Every branch in me that beareth not fruit He
taketh away, and every branch that beareth fruit He
purgeth, that it may bring forth more fruit." And then
he says—"this is my system," without telling us what
that system is. Are we to understand that those that
follow the Spur-system are to take all the branches away,
in the spring, that do not show fruit? I am afraid we
should have very irregular crops of Grapes, and very un-
sightly Vines. Whatever system of pruning and train-

ing is adopted, what all are striving for seems to be—

a

regular crop of fruit from the top to the bottom of the
rafters. "A Subscriber" cannot mean the Long-rod
system, because he says he purges or stops all fruit-bearing
branches, that they may bear more fruit. Now, everv
one that has practised the Long-rod system knows that
those branches that have borne much fruit this summer
will be cut out in the winter's pruning and cast into the
fire, and their places taken up with branches that have
brought forth little or no fruit. This cannot be his
system. I shall be glad if

U A Subscriber" will be so
kind as to make known through your columns his way of
obtaining good crops and fine fruit.—A Subscriber from
the Beginning.

Melons.—-It is said that pigeon's dung is the best
manure for Melons; and that the Persian fruit thence
derives its superiority.

^
I am not aware that this manure

has had fair, if any, trial in England. In Persia, some
nobles and wealthy individuals are said to keep ten,

fifteen, twenty thousand pigeons, chiefly for their Melon
beds. Not having been in Persia, the writer of this note

cannot speak from actual knowledge ; but what is here
stated is given on very good authority.—E. M. [We
understand this to be the fact. It is said that small
towers, with a door at the bottom by which the pigeon's
dung can be cleaned out, are built in the Melon-fields of
Persia. No doubt Guano would have the same effect. But
those Melon-grounds are said to be regularly irrigated.]

Amaryllis Josephines.—Some of your readers may feel
interested in a short notice of a specimen blown this
summer by Edward Rogers, Esq., of Stanage Park,
near Ludlow. The stem is 23 inches in height, by
two inches in width ; flattened, but thickest down the
middle, and slightly twisted. From the head of this
spring twenty-nine stalks, about 11 inches in length,
of which the lower ones are horizontal. Each umbel
bears a flower, 4 inches long, from the base of the germen
to the extremity of a petal ;

pale orange-coloured in the
tube, dull red at the mouth, but appearing rich and
brilliant in a transparent light. The six stamens are of
unequal length : the filaments and pointal carmine-
coloured, and the pointal is about a \ of an inch longer
than the petals. The germen is triangular and § of an
inch in length. The plant is leafless: it is now in full

flower, but its beauty is beginning to decline. The soil

used is composed of one half loam,—nearly one half
vegetable mould—with a little sandy bog-earth. The
bulb has been blown in a common pinery.

—

J. Smith.
Grape Wine.—I gathered my Grapes one fine day,

threw a bunch into a tub, and pressed out the juice with
(rather an uncommon press) an old but well-cleaned
cricket-bat. Each bunch was thus pressed as it was
thrown into the tub, and the produce was about four
gallons of juice. To this was added about fourteen pounds
of loaf sugar and about four gallons of pure pond water.
I allowed the stalks and seeds to remain during the fer-

mentation (which was very steady for some days) ; then I
strained off the Wine, and allowed it to remain exposed
to the air for another day ; and finally I put it into an
eight-gallon cask, which I did not bung down for three
weeks or a month afterwards, when all fermentation had
entirely ceased. The wine was bottled off in about ten or
eleven months, and has been mistaken by experienced
travellers for Moselle. Encouraged by my success, I
have since made two more quantities, but I have in'hoth
instances put the wine into the cask without waiting for
the fermentation : and I put into it a larger quantity of
sugar; the consequence is my wine now is like u Chants
pagne non mousseux." I may add that the strength of the
wine is very considerable; it burns like brandy, particu-
larly that made last year, in which the proportion of juice

to water was as three to one. All wine-makers that I

have consulted have some nostrum or other to improve
the flavour, and almost all have the notion that brandy is

indispensable, but I have not used anything of the kind.
The Grapes I used were chiefly ea*rly white varieties, but
I also used Black Hambnrghs, which were very far from
being ripe. The time was October.

—

An Original Sub-
scriber.

Peas.— I sowed a pint of the Prince Albert Pea early

in the spring, and at first felt disappointed at their slow
progress. However, they realised my expectations at

last by coming in a week earlier than the Early Frame,
which were sown six weeks earlier. As"soon as the first

crop of Prince Albert's had ripened seed, 1 again sowed
a few short rows under a wall exposed to the sun.
On the 6th day after they were sown they were gene-
rally above ground, on the 21st showed blossom, and
on the 20th day from sowing they were in full flower.

They are, however, very dwarf, and the pods are not large;

nevertheless, I think it is a remarkable instance of rapid

growth and perfection in the plant in question.

—

An
Original Subscriber.

Double Stocks.—In looking over your "Notices to

Correspondents," in last Number, p. 633, what you say to
II Timothy" about his double flowers attracted my notice.

You observe that double flowers cannot be fertilised with-

out the assistance of single ones, if they are really double.

You will pardon my saying that some (I do not say rll)

double flowers cannot be fertilised at all, of which tl.e

Stock, the plant specified is one. I well remember its

being a common notion that double and single Storks

should grow in close contact, (I have often seen them tied

together, heads intermixed,) with the view of the double
impregnating the single, that the progeny from the seed

might be double ; this was the result of mere ignorance,

for if you take a solitary flower from a double Stock and
examine it, you will find it possesses no organs of fertiliza-

tion whatever; but is a mere mass of petals without
either stamens or pistil ;

consequently, impregnation

either way is a natural impossibility. Some double flowers,

however, bear seed, of which Delphinium Barlowii is one
instance; and I have known the double-flowering Pench
bear fruit, which was spoken of as a " great marvel " at

the time. I was then young, and never thought of exa-

mining the blossoms. Again, you observe, "Nor will

single flowers produce double-flowered seedlings, unless

in the presence of flowers partially double." This also

I think a mistake, and for the following reason : Some
years ago I was very anxious to get double Stocks, and
selected and marked flowers with 5, 6, 7, and 8 petals,

making sure of success, and yet utterly failed. Whence
then, you will say, are we to get double-flowering Stocks ?

for as "Timothy" describes his friend's Stocks being
without male or female organs, they certainly are " abso-
lutely sterile." Double Stocks, then, are mere monsters,

the effect of culture ; and if you will promise not to tell

all the world I will endeavour to instruct you hoy
to produce them : that, however, I shall reserve for vn
other day.— Quercus. [Of course when flowers aie

wholly double they cannot be fertilised ; but, as our cor-

respondent observes, some which are not entirely mis-
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formed will do so. The doubleness of flowers usually

arises from a change of stamens into petals, as in the

Rose, Ranunculus, Anemone, and Cherry; but it often

happens that in such cases the pistil is not transformed,

and when that is the case the assistance of flowers either

wholly or partially single is required, and will produce the

usual effect. As to Stocks, we should like to hear the

opinion of Stock-seed growers on that point.]

Hydrangea.—A fact has come to my knowledge which

may be useful to the lovers of blue Hydrangea. A lady,

a friend of mine, removed some plants that had always

showed pink blossoms from a former place of residence,

and planted them in a bed of bog-earth. They imme-

diately began to blow blue, and have continued to do so

for the last three or four years,—as fine a blue as the

plant is capable of. On examining the bog-earth, I find

that it is very fully charged with a yellow ochraceous

matter, which I suppose to be an oxide or a carbonate of

iron (sand, a little clay, and peat, forming the bulk of the

mass). The springs which feed the peatbog from whence

the earth was taken are strongly impregnated with sul-

phuret of iron, from the pyritical iron ore of the country ;

a smell of sulphuretted hydrogen is sometimes to be per-

ceived about them ; and I have seen sulphur sublimed

amongst the peat-turf fires of the cottagers, who burn it.

In the chemical changes which take place also amongst

the bog where the water throws down its iron, I think it

not improbable that the sulphuric acid unites itself with

a portion of the aluminous matter of the clay, and the

plants may thus get alum in its nascent state. But,

whether it be the superabundant oxide of iron, the sul-

phur, or the sulphuric acid, or the aluminous compound,

the fact of ferruginous peat-bog being favourable to the

blueing of Hydrangeas may be relied on. Perhaps it

may be right to mention, that the subsoil of the above-

mentioned Hydrangea-beds is of a chalky nature.—P. P.
On the Profitable Management of Bees.—Tht object

of the writer is more particularly to address the Bee

master, who may have for years past kept Bees, on what

is now called the old system,—and if 1 can induce such

persons, at present averse to any change, to advance just

one step, it will, I feel confident, be the means of their

advancing many paces by another season, for their own
profit. It is not to be expected that the cottager can

purchase one of Nutt's hives ; even if he has seen and

understands the system, he could not make one complete

under 40$. He must be shewn a cheap way to arrive at

nearly the same end, and if he does not procure within a

few pounds weight what might be gained with a collateral

hive, still he will perceive that an improvement is to be

made, and that on a very simple plan. I commenced
peeping Bees when I found it practicable to procure honey

without destroying the Bees. From experience of nine

years, I have been able, owing to a daily observation of their

Jiabits, to gain some little knowledge of the subject ; having

kept Bees on several plans, and in differently formed hives.

I will begin with the most simple, and try and tempt the

pwner of a stock to prepare a hive for his swarm next

season. Let him get a straw hive made the same size as

usual, say 16 in. diameter, left with a flattop, about 12 in.

diameter^ into the centre of which make a hole 2in—take

the edge off in the inner side to allow more room for the

Bees to ascend—fit a bung in moderately tight, and it will

then be ready for use ; have a smaller hive made to fit on

the top without any aperture to allow the Bees to go in

and out. Let a swarm be procured in the usual way, which

must remain the first season with the bung in, and some

covering to protect it from the weather, on a pedestal,

but not too near a wall. Should the swarm be a very early

one, symptoms such as a Bee-master is acquainted with

appear ; dress the top hive and withdraw the covering to

the 2 in. hole ; this will most likely not be required till

the following year ; when the top hive has been on—say

from the 1st of June or middle of May, according to the

season, about the first week in August, in order to pro-

cure the honey made in the two previous months, take a

thin wire, place it round between the two hives, and sepa-

rate the fastening the Bees have made—draw the top hive

upon a clean board or sheet of tin, and carry it 10 yards

off ; have ready a large garden-pot to stand the hive in,

and should the operator have sufficient nerve he may
shake nearly all the Bees out into a large dish and replace

the hive in the pot, and in 20 minutes all will have left

—

I have done this frequently without a sting. If when the

hive was new it had been weighed and also the stand, and

the weight had been on the side of the stand, so as not to be

lost—it would enable the owner to ascertain sufficiently

correct the amount of honey left for the stock for the

winter. A strong stock is always the cheapest to main-

tain, and less liable to intrusion from other Bees or Wasps.

I have known many willing to try the above plan during

the winter. When Bees are torpid, cut off the top of the

hive and introduce a one-inch deal top, with hole ready

prepared, and unite it to the hive with long brads. The

owner will perceive he has still his Bees, and those Bees

sufficiently provided for the winter, and himself sufficiently

.repaid for all the trouble he has had. No trouble in

saving or looking after a swarm ;—no going ofF again, and

days' time lost, and not so numerous a collection of hives,

because each stock will be so ,much stronger than an

ordinary cottage hive- This must be the first step, and

should success attend it, books on the subject will be

read, new plans talked over, in order to find a more
improved way beyond this our first step in improved

Bee-keeping.—G. C.
Aromatics.—AsJ 4 Oriental, " at p. 609, seems to doubt

the power of aromatics—as stated at p. 559, I would

beg leave to inform him, that a friend writing to me from

Ceylon states, that when four miles off the shore of

Columbo,the odour of the Cinnamon Was perceived by all

on board ; the wind at the time blowing off the laud.

—

A. G.

Magnolia fuscata.—l shall be glad to know if any of

your correspondents have ever observed if the scent of

the flowers of the Magnolia fuscata possesses any

attraction for blackbirds and thrushes. We have had a

fine plant in bloom all the summer in our conservatory,

and some time ago I was much surprised, upon going to

shut the house up, to find several very large panes of glass

broken, and could find no means of accounting for it.

They were repaired, and, to my chagrin, I found the same

repeated a few days afterwards ; but in this instance the

cause was apparent, for a blackbird, which had been killed

by the violence of the concussion, lay dead amongst the

fragments of glass. In order to prevent such an occur-

rence in future, "I fastened a net over the windows

necessary to be opened, and this proved sufficient for some

time, but yesterday I found that a thrush had effected an

entrance, "and it could only have been through a broken

mesh in one corner of the net, as that was the only

aperture I could find, through which a bird of its size

could enter. Until then, the thought did not strike me
that it might possibly be the scent of the above plant

(smelling, as it does, .like a very rich Melon, or rather

between a Melon and Pine Apple,) that caused their

pertinacity in entering, and that they had mistaken it

for that of fruit. I do not like to discard the plant on

such a supposition, which, after all, may be only thought

a ridiculous one; therefore I shall feel obliged by

information thereon Jno. Cox, Thame Park.

^

Disease in Pansies.—I agree with " R. L." that the

rotting of Pansies is not occasioned by any insect, but as

many growers are of opinion that the Millipedes (Juli) are

the cause, I shall endeavour to prove that such is not the

fact. Let a large plant, just beginning to flag, be

carefully taken up, and the roots washed ; on examina-

tion, the disease will be found to have commenced in one

of the principal roots, and to have extended thence

upwards to the main stem. The affected part will be

brown and decayed, particularly where it was first diseased,

and if it has been some time in that condition, the small

fibres will have quite rotted away. If this root be traced

to the main stem, those roots proceeding from the stem

nearest to it will be found to be infected, the^ disease in

this case extending downwards. In no instance in which I

have taken up a plant which has just begun to droop

have I ever found one of the Millipedes, although, on the

contrary, there will be numbers if the plant has been long

affected. These insects, as I believe, only attack decayed

matter, and never, to my knowledge, undecayed. In this

opinion I am borne out by your correspondent,

" Ruricola," see vol i., p. 196, and in confirmation

of what he there states, I lately saw Julus complanatus

with a small fly in its mouth. I am unable to

assign the cause of this sudden decay, but as some soils

and localities are more subject to it than others, I will

give my observations upon it. 1 have always found

Pansies grown in soil which has been longest in cultiva-

tion, and therefore containing the greater quantity of

humus, to be most liable to it ; while, on the contrary,

fresh loam, rather stiff than otherwise, is the best suited

to them. The real secret, however, I think, for the

healthy growth of Pansies, is good air, as smoke and the

vicinity of a town are most prejudicial to them. This is

the conclusion at which I have arrived, from an examina-

tion of most of the metropolitan nurseries, as well as those

in the country. In connection with what I recommended

in vol. i., p. 147, I beg to state that I now much prefer a

dry airy situation to a moist one ; and instead of shading

plants, whether for exhibition or not, I think it more

advisable to keep them as open to the light as possible, from

their tendency to draw. When seed is sown, the sowing

should never be delayed beyond the autumn, as it makes

a great difference in the quality of the seedlings, and

these should always be transplanted, to check their too

luxuriant growth,

—

An Amateur.

Hydraulic Cement.—Your correspondent, "J. B. H.,"

in last week's Chronicle, asks if Asphalte will answer

better than Roman Cement for Tanks, &c.,— I reply, the

former material is wholly unsuitable for upright walls or

any description of water-work. Roman cement, if pro-

perly used, will uniformly succeed ; it is applied to a

great extent in the reservoirs of water and of gas com-

panies, as well as in docks, &c. The material should not

be used too late in the year ; the frost will never affect it

if the work has had time to dry. In the formation of a

tank, the walls should be built with cement and sand,

but the inside stuccoed with cement alone, the bricks

being first well wetted. If " J. B. H." will adopt these

precautions, he will not incur further failure.

—

Nine Elms.

Wheat-sowing.—In the review of' Davis's tract on the

" Injury and Waste of Corn from the present practice of

too thick Sowing," it is stated that different opinions are

held respecting the tillering of Wheat, some maintaining

that it should be allowed to tiller, others that it should

not. Without entering at all upon the question, I would

simply ask if the cause of the tillering of Wheat is

ascertained by Agriculturists of the present day ? for I

find that various opinions were entertained respecting it

by farmers forty or fifty years ago. According to

Naismith, in his " Elements of Agriculture," published in

1807, " Tillering depends much on the expansion of the

soil properly repressed/' Dr. Cullen, again, in 1768, gives

it as his opinion, that tillering is promoted by resisting

the progress of vegetation in the roots, by the [adhesion

of the soil, and by cropping the leaves. In more recent

times, it appears to be the opinion of_ others that it

proceeds from a certain property belonging to the plant.

In the description of the variety of Wheat called " Mongas-

wells " we are informed that it tillers well, and again, in

the Gregarian variety we are told that it tillers sparingly.

Perhaps the opinion of Vegetable Physiologists of the

present day respecting the cause of the tillering of Wheat

would be interesting to many of the readers of the

Chronicle, and would oblige your humble servant,

—

Peter

Mackenzie.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

Sept. 5.—Mr. Mauger in the chair. Messrs. Orson,

Smith, Wiklman, Mearns, Fox, Dickson, Brown, Cook,

and several others, were present. It was again armoun
the meetings would take place on every Tuesday during

sent month. The following seedling Dahlias were
opinion, and judged according to the subjoined forms :
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NEW ZEALAND.
New Zealand Horticultural Society. — This was the first

exhibition this year of the Wellington Horticultural Society.

The day was exceedingly fine, and the .room was thronged

with visitors, who appeared to be very much gratified witli

the number and variety of the articles exhibited, particu-

larly in the class of Vegetables, which for size and excellence

could not be surpassed; and an impartial visitor must have

left the room fully convinced that the climate and capabi-

lities of the district of Port Nicholson will amply reward the ex-

ertions of the Colonists. Where all was so good it may seem

almost invidious to particularize; and, in many instances, the

disappointed competitor could scarcely regret failure in a contest

with so many opponents, when the claims were so nearly

balanced. We may be excused, however, in referring to Uie

specimens of Potatoes, which were very excellent, and to the

Carrots exhibited by Mr. Molesworth, who obtained both prizes.

The two objects which attracted the greatest attention were a

Netted Cantaloupe Melon, grown under a frame on Wellington-

terrace, by E.Johnson, Esq., measuring 27 ins. in circumierer.ee,

and weighing 1 lbs. ; and two frame Cucumbers, by F. A. Moles-

worth, Esq., the largest of which measured 23 ins. in length, ana

7 ins. in circumference. The Wheat, of which several samples

were exhibited by different settlers, was magnificent, and trie

merits of the two successful competitors were very nearly

balanced. In the class of Flowers many interesting specimens

were exhibited, and several of the rarer kinds to which extra

prizes were awarded, attracted great attention by their beauty,

and were satisfactory proofs that the Horticultural spirit is uauy

gaining ground amongst us. Capt. Rhodes also exhibited some

seedling Peach-trees and Oaks, raised in the Colony, wnic " £d
particularize, as they arrived too late in the room tobe submitreu

to the notice of the Judges. There were also some ftnebpew.

mens of prepared Flax from Wanganui and Otakij exhibitedivy

Messrs. Johnson and Moore. There are two interesting races

which we are anxious to draw the attention of our readers. *

first iS THE SPIRITED COMPETITION OF THE NATIVK8 lor

prizes offered to them. There were twelve candiciaj «s £ '

class. The other fact is the growing interest felt by the^ottag

and working classes of the Colony'towards.the^c
'll{' and

number of Subscribers from among them is daily
J

nc^aem are
a reference to the list of prizes will show that many of them

among the most active and successful com P^.Jors.
^no ^

gratifying circumstance must not be lost sight
• «V jS» gardeift

best specimens of flowers and vegetables were sent rrom g

"
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at Wade's Town. One gardener there (Mr. Scutchings), obtained

eight prizes. Another (Mr. White), obtained the prize lor Barley,

competing against opponents from the district of the Hutt. 1 he

prizes for the best Cottage-gardens at Wellington were also

awarded to two gardens at Wade's Town. These facts are most

honourable to the industry and perseverance of the inhabitants

of this suburb, and are the best answer to the statement that

the hills of Port Nicholson are barren," and to Mr. Churton s

statement "that the winds arc the scourge of the place, and that

nothing can withstand them and prosper." Our friends in Eng-

land may be informed that Wade's Town is situated on the hills

(part of the Tinakore range), at the north-western extremity of

the town. We suspect that those who hare expressed these

hasty and incorrect opinions would gladly retract them, were

they not recorded in print. On the whole, the exhibition may
be considered as the best which has taken place since the forma-

tion of the Society. Several additional subscribers' names were

received, and Mr. Molesworth has very liberally contributed the

sum of 5/. for himself and family. His Excellency the Acting

Governor, during his stay here, also subscribed to the funds of

the Society. The following is a list of the prizes :—Vkgetablks.
—First Prizk: -12 Potatoes and 12 Pods of Peas. Dr. Feather-

ston. 6 Pods of Beans, C. Pharazyn, Esq. 6 Kidney Beans, R.

Stokes, Esq. 2 Heads of Cauliflower, P. A. Molesworth, Esq.

4 Cabbages, Mr. James. 4 Lettuces, 6 Carrots, and 4 Turnips, F. A.

Molesworth, Esq. 6 Scarlet Runners, H.Knowles, Esq. Onions,

J. Watt, E&q. d Leeks, Mr. R. Seed. 2 Roots of Beet, Rev. J

M'Farlane. 2 Roots of Mangel Wurzel and Sample of 11 heat,

F. A. Molesworth, Esq. 6 Stalks of Rhubarb, R. Stokes, Esq.

Sample of Outs, K. Barton, Esq. Sample of Barley, Mr.

White. Collection of Potherbs (9 different sorts), Mr. Scutchings.

Skcond Prizk :— 12 Potatoes and o* Roots of Garlic, Mr. James ;

6 Potatoes {extraprize), and 6 Carrots, F. A . Molesworth, Esq. ;
12

Pods of Peas, H. St. Hill, Esq. ; 6 Pods of Beans and 6" Onions, E.

Johnson, Esq.; 2 Heads of Cauliflower, Mr. Wilkinson ; 4 Cab-

bages of two varieties and 2 Roots of Beet, R. Stokes, Esq.
;

Onions {extra prize), F. V. Martin, Esq. ; 4 Turnips of two varieties,

Mr. White ; Bo. {extra prize) , Col. Wakefield ; 2 Roots of Mangel

Wurzel, E. Catclipool, Esq.; Sample of Wheat, Mr. T. Mason.

Fruits.—First Prizk \— Melon, E. Johnson, Esq.; Cuciimber,

(grown in a frame), F. A. Molesworth, Esq.; Raspberries, E.

Catchpool. Esq. Skcond Prizk -.—Melon, F. A. Molesworth,
Esq.

; Cucumber (grown in the open air), Mr. Scutchings; Lupe

Gooseberries (extra prize), Col. Wakefield. Flowkrs.— First
Prizk .—Dahlia, Mr. Brady; Seedti?ig Pansy, 6 Pansies, and

Seedling Pelargonium, Mr. Scutchings; 6 Pelargoniums, 3 Bal-

sams, and Device,Uv. Wilkinson ; 12 Annuals, 4 Stocks of varieties,

two of each, and Bouquet of two Flowers, E. Johnson, Esq. ;

Collection of Native Plants, Mr. Hurst. Extra Prizks :—
Dahlia and Gladiolus, Mr. Wilkinson ; Stocks, Coredpsis, and

hollyhock, Mr. Scutchines; Tigridia Pavonia, Hydrangea, and
Picotecs, R. Stokes, Esq. ; Daphne Neapolitana and Glycine sinen-

sis, C. Clifford, Esq.; Tiger Lily, W. Swainson, Esq. ;
Russian

Violet, — Willes, Esq. Skcond Prizk :—Bouquet of Flowers, R.

Stokes, Esq.; Best Collection of Seeds of Native Plants, Mr.
Hurst; 2d do., H. Tiffen, E*q. Prizks for the Nativks;—
6 largest Potatoes, Eawa ; 6 Second largest do., Pumepi. Cot-
Taoers' Prizes: Best four varieties of Vegetables, Mr. White;
Second best do., Mr. James.— New Zealand Colonist.

Country Shows —Erratum.— In the Berwick Horticultural So-
ciety's Show, p. 591, the name of the person who gained the

prize for the best quart of Green Peas, in pod, should have been
Mr. T. M'Dougal, instead of J. M'Dougal.

NOTICESofNEW plants which are either
useful or ornamental.

Cy'tisus Wkldk'nii. Dalmatian Laburnum. (Hardy Shrub.)

I-eguminosse, § Papilionaeece. DiadelphiaDecandria.—This plant
is obviously distinguished from the Scotch Laburnum by its

flowers growing in short erect racemes, and not in long drooping
ones. Although, from its similaiity in foliage to the Laburnum,
it is liable to be confounded with that plan', yet it is, in fact,

nearer Cytisus sessilifolins, of which it may be almost regarded
as agig ;intic form. To what size it will grow is unknown— pro-
bably eight or ten feet high ; but on its Dalmatian mountains it is

said to be a bush. The poisonous quality of the common Laburnum
is still more concentrated in this species, as we are told by the

German botanists. The General Baron Welden, alter whom it is

named, assuring us that its very flowers produce headache, and
that the goats which feed on it produce poisonous milk. [But
how is it, then, that the goats themselves do not die ?]— Bot. Reg.
Renanthkra matutina. Morning Renanthera. {Stove Epi-

phyte.) Orchidaccse. § Vandefc- Sarcanthida?. Gynandria Mo-
nandria.— Although this plant bears no comparison with the 1

toaguificent China species on which the genus was founded, yet
it is very far from being unworthy of cultivation. Indeed, by
the number of its flowers, and the richness, though not bril-

liancy, of their spots, it makes up in some measure for their
want of size. The first mention that is made of it is in Blume's
"Bijdragon," where it is referred with doubt to the genus
Aerides, and said to be found in flower in the month of Septem-
Der

. on trees, at the foot of Mount Salak, in Java. Mr. Cuming
afterwards gathered it in the Philippines. It flowered at Chats-
^orth in December last,—Botanical Register.

Rondklk'tia lonoifi-ora. Long-flowered Rondeletia. (Green-
house Shrub.) Cinchonaceas. Pentandria Monogynia.-This is
a shrub of great beauty, introduced by Messrs. Veitch and Son,
°f Exeter, from South Brazil, and is particularly well suited to

greenhouse cultivation, because it does not grow to be a large
*hd unmanageable specimen. In fact, it resembles the old
Bouvardia triphylla in its habits, and may be managed in the
same manner. Nevertheless, we presume that it may be grown
to some size if desired, for our wild specimens have the appear-
ance of coming from a large bush.— Botanical Register.

OncIdium unifi.orum. One-flowered Oncidium. (StoveEpi-
Phte.) OrchidaceJfi § Vandea?. Gynandria Momindria.-This

£
urious little plant, allied to the rare Oncidium barbatum, in-

habits trees in the forests of the Organ Mountains of Brazil,
*»ere it was found in April, 1841, by Mr. Gardner. For its Intro-
Auction to gardens we are indebted to Sir C. Lemon, who re-

vived it from Brazil in August, 1841, through Lieutenant
Turner, of H.M.'s Packet " Ranger," and in whose collection at
Carclew it flowered in Nov., 1842. The flowers are large in pro-
Portion to the size of the plant and very handsome, continuing a
lor>g time in perfection. The sepals are of a dingy brown, slightly
spotted, much undulated at the margin, and spreading so as to

Income recurved. They are all nearly of the same size and form.
Th e two lower ones are undivided, and narrow at the base. The
Petals are similar in colour to the sepals, but rather shorter, and
almost twice as wide, recurved at the point, and undulated at
tne margin. The plant appears to grow m large masses on the
Ranches of trees, to which it is attached by its numerous round,
inform, ash-coloured roots. It is grown at Carciew in a warm
*?°ist stove, suspended from one of the raters.-Botanical

conjugate spikes, the grain being arranged on the outer

edge of either spike. 4I The ground," says Mr. Clarke,

"is cleared for its reception by burning down the copse-

wood and hoeing between the roots and stumps. It is

sown in the months of May and June, the ground being

slightly opened, and again lightly drawn together over the

seeds with a hoe. In August, when it sboots up, it is

carefully weeded. It ripens in September, growing to

the height of about eighteen inches, and its stems, which

are very slender, are then bent to the earth by the mere

weight of the grain. The patch of land is then either

suffered to lie fallow, or is planted with Yams or Cassada,

in rotation. Experienced cultivators of this Lilliputian

grain have assured me that manure is unnecessary,—nay,

injurious, as it delights in light soils, and it is even raised

on rocky situations, which are most frequent in and about

Kissy. When cut 'down, it is tied up in small sheaves

and placed in a dry situation within the hut ; for if

allowed to remain on the ground, and to become wet, the

grains become agglutinated to their coverings. The grain

is trodden out with the feet, and is then parched or dried

in the sun, to allow of the more easy removal of the chaff

in the process of pounding, which is performed in wooden
mortars. It is afterwards winnowed with a kind of cane

fanner on mats. In preparing this delicious grain for

food it is first put into boiling water, in which it is

assiduously stirred for a few minutes ; the water is then

poured off, and the Foulahs, Joloffs, &c. add to it palm-

oil, butter, or milk ; but the Europeans and Negroes

connected with the colony prepare it as follows : to the

grain cooked as above mentioned, fowl, fish, or mutton,
with a small piece of salt pork for the sake of flavour, is

added, the whole being then stewed in a close saucepan.

This makes a very good dish, and thus prepared, resembles
44 Kouskous." The grain is sometimes made into pud-

dings, with the usual condiments, and eaten either hot or

cold with milk. By the few natives of Scotland in the

colony it is dressed as milk-porridge. This grain could

be raised in sufficient quantities to become an important

article of commerce ; and I have no doubt would prove a

valuable addition to the list of light farinaceous articles of

food in use among the delicate or convalescent." The
sample with which Mr. C. has favoured us, is, before pre-

paration, of a clear dull brown colour. When cleaned from

the husks, it will resemble, we imagine, very fine millet.

Receipt for mahing Grape Wine.—Water, 4£ gallons,

beer measure ; Grapes, 5 gallons, beer measure, crushed

and soaked in the water seven days; sugar, 17£ lbs., at lO^d.

per lb.—the Grapes, perhaps, 5s. The cask in which it

was made held exactly 6% gallons, beer measure, and pro-

duced 34 bottles of wine clear. A bottle of the above

wine kept ten years, and proved very good.

—

Loudon's

Gardeners 1 Magazine.
Improvement in the Cultivation of Hops.—The Rev.

Mr. Formby, vicar of Frinsbury, has the credit of sug-

gesting this, which consists in stretching a stout wire

along each alley, to which wire the poles are fastened.

The advantages are, that poles of much less value than
those usually employed may be used ; that injuiy from
gales of wind is avoided ; and that the alleys being open

to the influence of the sun and air, the mould, that fatal

disease of the Hop, is prevented. At Hailing, near

Rochester, a garden of nine acres thus cultivated affords

a most pleasing sight.

—

Country Paper.

Dr. Joseph Hooker.—We have great pleasure in

announcing the safe return of this excellent Naturalist,

after all the perils of the adventurous voyage of discovery

in which he was engaged. We understand that his

collections in Botany are ample, considering the poverty

of the countries he visited. Among other valuable plants

which he has already been the means of introducing, are

the Tussack grass of the Falklands, with the Winter's

Bark and Evergreen Beech of the Straits of Magellan.

agister.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Kind of Com.—Mr. R. Clarke, the Senior

Assistant Surgeon to the Colony of Sierra Leone, has
lately brought into notice a kind of grain called " Fundi/'

?
r " Fundungi," (Paspalum exile Kippist,) cultivated by

industrious individuals of the Sooboo, Foulah, Bassa, and
£}loff nations, by whom it is called the " Hungry
«-ice. ,

> it i8 a semi-transparent cordiform grain, about
tl*e size of Mignonnette-seed j the ear consists of two

GARDEN MKMORANDA.
Windsor.—For the first time in my life, I have been sojourning:

for a few days in the good and loyal town of Windsor. As I had
heard much of the castle and its noble and commanding terrace,

1 first directed my steps thither. I will not attempt to describe

the sensations which I experienced as I traversed the magnificent

suite of apartments which distinguish this Royal residence from
all others of its class; still less will I seek to give utterance to

the intense delight with which I gazed from the castle windows
upon the widely-extended and richly-wooded landscape which
was spread out before me. The castle and the view from its ter-

race, as well as the splendid old chapel, have been described a
hundred times, and if nothing be so "tedious as a twice-told

tale," it would be very bad taste in me to launch out upon atopic

which has been so often exhausted. Let us turn then to a sub-
ject which combines within itself all the charms of novelty, and
in which nature and art seem to vie with each other, in their

endeavour to excite our admiration and surprise; and such a
subject was brought under my notice by a visit to the new Royal
Gardens, situated at Frogmore, about a mile Irom the castle. I

had often heard of the great operations which were carrying on
within this spacious area; but I confess I was not prepared to

expect such a coup-d'ceil as greeted my approach to the forcing

department of the gardens. Let any one imagine a range of

Horticultural buildings, upwards of Q00 feet in length, all com-
posed exclusively of metal and glass, and presenting the elegant

and fairy-like appearance peculiar to these structures, although

united at the same time with real strength and durability. Then
let him enter this noble range of forcing-houses by the door at

the eastern end, and, looking directly before him, he will com-
mand a vista of 400 feet, comprising a greenhouse, two pineries,

two peach-houses, and a vinery, each one communicating with
the other by means of a glazed corridor or lobby; and all the
doors being stationed exactly opposite to the one by which the
range is entered, an effect is produced which no words can ade-
quately describe. Then, as the visitor leisurely walks through
the range, let him narrowly inspect the details of the buildings,
and he will find that the principals, or framework, by which is to

be understood the rafters, standards, gutters, and sills, are all

composed of cast-iron, whilst the bars or divisions between the

panes of glass are of copper, and the rims of the sashes or lights

of rolled or wrought iron. But another and more striking pecu-

liarity which he cannot fail to observe is, that the whole range of

houses throughout is glazed with British sheet-glass, In panes of

from 24 to 80 inches long, and of such a thickness as to obviate

all danger of breakage from ordinary causes, whilst that which
arises from the action of frost is effectually prevented by rhe
curved form in which the ends of the panes are cut, and by the
insertion of an ingeniously contrived lead- lap between each pane.
The particulars which I have thus noticed with reference to the
east wing of this range, will equally apply, in all points, to the
west, or corresponding wing. The central space between the
two wings is occupied by the residence of her Majesty's head-
gardener, a neat structure in the Elizabethan style of archi-
tecture; and it is in contemplation to erect, on either side, a
conservatory or flower-house, which will fill up the spaces at
present existing between the dwelling-house and the wings, thus
making the entire length of the range 935 feet. It has been my
lot, in the course of my annual tours, to see many places which
are famed for their Horticultural buildings, but I can truly aver
that I have never seen a range of houses at all comparable with
that in the Frogmore gardens; and which I would strongly re-

commend all persons having a taste for Horticultural pursuits to

visit, whenever an opportunity may occur-— C. Thomas, Aug. 24.

Barton, near Bury St, Edmunds.—Amongst the young trees at

this place are some which seem worthy of notice. In none
of the books of reference do we find the rapid growth of Abies
Douglasii noted as having been at all equal to what has been
witnessed here. Sir Henry Bunbury received from the Horti-

cultural Society a little plant in a pot, in March, 1830; in the

spring of 1831 it was planted out. It is now, as nearly as can be

ascertained, 35 feet high: the spread of its branches 13 feet

and the girth of its stem, at one foot and a half from the ground,

30 inches. This summer, for the first time, this beautiful tree is

bearing cones. Next to the Douglasii, P. Coulteri has been

the most rapid in its growth. But a young P. insignis is

now growing at a prodigious rate. One of the finest trees here

is a Magnolia acuminata, which was planted in August, 1825. It

is about 354 feet high, feathering to the ground on every side.

The girth of its stem at 1 ft. is 28 in., at 4 ft. , 24 in., at 5$ ft. 23 in.

A Magnolia auriculata, planted in November, 1823, is about 24£
feet high. Some persons in the neighbourhood complain that

their Levant Oats (grown in a sandy soil) canker after twenty
years. There is no such symptoms here in those growing on
clay with the greatest vigour and beauty. Possibly in the former

cases the roots have got down to hard chalk.

Dr. Justus Liebig, in his Relation to Vegetable Physi-

ology. By Dr. Hugo Mohl. (Dr. Justus Liebig's

Verhaltniss zur Pflanzen-Physiologie.) Tubingen.
Frues. 1843. /

{Continuedfrom page 632.)

The assumption (continues Dr. Mohl) that the organ 8

of plants consist of gluten, albumen, and wood, and that

other constituents, like sugar, starch, &c, are mere secre-

tions, is decidedly wrong in an anatomical point of view,

for the solid substance of all organs consists of woody
fibre alone, and all the other ingredients are merely pre-

served in the cellular substance, &c. The same objection

may.be raised against the opinion, that starch, gum, &c,
preserved in the cells, are mere excrements, and not con-

stituent parts of the organ. On the other hand, Dr.

Mohl considers Liebig's opinion, that a greater amount
of nitrogen is required for forming woody fibre, than

sugar, gum, starch, &c, as perfectly true. This is cor-

roborated by the experiments of Payen, who found in all

young organs, while in a state of vigorous development,

an abundance of nitrogenous juices—which leads to the

conclusion that nitrogenous substances are essential to the

development of new elementary organs, a position fully

borne out by recent microscopical experiments on the

formation of the cellular tissue in plants. If this is the

case, we may also assume that the formation of substances

nearly related to woody fibre, such as sugar, gum, and starch,

requires also a certain amount of nitrogen ; and that a less

amount, although it may suffice for the abundant forma-

tion of those substances, will only produce a small amount
of woody fibre, is an opinion adopted by Liebig. It may
be also assumed, that if such an amount of nitrogen as

is sufficient for the formation of a moderate quantity of

woody fibre, is to be divided between the formation of

gum and other similar substances (composed of carbonic

acid and water,) and that of woody fibre—the same
amount of nitrogen might suffice for the formation of a

greater amount of woody fibre, and therefore, for

the more vigorous growth of the plant; in those cases

where the plant has already absorbed part of its food in

the form of substances, which (being composed of carbonic

acid and water) have also attained the first degree of vege-

table assimilation.

Liebig believes, that, in this case, the function of the

leaves will be impaired. This, however, it is impossible

to decide, " as we have not even an idea of the variations

which the assimilative process may undergo, according to

the difference of the substances on which plants feed.

It is also, in most cases, less essential to know whether

plants absorb only organic substances and water, than

whether it is necessarily in conjunction with inorganic

matter, that such absorption takes place ; in which case,

the digestion (Verarbeitung) of inorganic substances would

not be suspended ; but, in conjunction with this assimi-

lative process, another and different one would make its

appearance." To decide on the existence of these pro-

cesses, it would be necessary to know the metamorphoses

which food undergoes in plants. But this is not the case,

as we neither are aware of the manner in which gum or

sugar are formed, nor of the further changes of these sub-

stances into woody fibre. Chemistry, it is true, can

change wood and starch into sugar, but only by the appli-

cation of strong chemical agencies, which we know are not

made use of by plants. To imitate the real process is

beyond the reach of chemistry
; still, it is to this very

process that plants owe their growth. Under such cir-

cumstances, all that we can do is to make plants absorb
organic substances, and to observe the phenomena which
their growth exhibits subsequently. It has been shown
already that certain plants live only when they absorb
organic substances; our cultivated plants prove the same
thing, as well as the detailed experiments of Davy and
Saussure, which have not been hitherto disproved. The
theory of Liebig, therefore, is untenable, and is equally
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unsupported by experiment, or by exact reasoning on
the nutritive processes of plants.

Liebig has himself felt that arguments founded on
fact are required for the support of his theory, and he has
pitched upon Mount Vesuvius to supply it. He dwells,

therefore (page 131), on the luxuriant crops in the environs
of this mountain, in a " soil, which, according to its origin,

does not contain the least trace of organic matter, and
still is considered as the very type of fertility." We
possess, however, no chemical analysis of this soil,

derived as it is from volcanic cinders, neither does
L. say anything on the subject, but merely appeals to its

general volcanic origin. But it would be a surprising
thing (says Dr. Mohl), if a soil, on which, for many cen-
turies past, most extensive farming operations (Dreisch-
wirthschaft ?) have been carried on, should be destitute
of humus. This could be only the case, if, after every
few years, it was again covered so deeply with the ashes of
constantly new eruptions, that the ancient soil and all

its organic matter should be placed beyond the reach of

new crops. This, however, we know is not the case, and
even such eruptions as do take place at intervals could
not effect this. The heaviest fall of ashes (since the

destruction of Pompeii) was that of 1822, which amounted
on the slope of the mountain to 3 feet, and in the plain

from 15 to 18 feet ; but this was (according to Humboldt)
the treble of any previous fall of ashes. We know, more-
over, that even the slightest fall of volcanic cinders kills

vegetation over an extensive area, so much so that one
crop amongst eight near Mount Vesuvius is always lost

through such calamities. It is, therefore, these very
falls of ashes which cause the formation of a vegetable
stratum on a large scale, and such must contain humus.
This corresponds entirely with what Mr. Lyell states

("Princ. of Geol." ii., 148), that he found, near Pom-
peii, under the volcanic cinders of 1822, a layer of vege-
table mould of the thickness of three feet.

{To be continued.)

The Guide to Service. The Farm Bailiff.

Charles Knight and Co.
Amongst the tracts published by Mr. Chas. Knight
under the title of " Guides to Service" there are few in

which so much practical matter has been condensed in a

very small space. When we say that we have reason to

believe* that this little work is from the pen of our old

friend Martin Doyle, we prepare our readers for finding it

full of useful practical information. We have perused it

with attention and much pleasure ; and we can safely

recommend it to be placed in the hands of every young
farmer, as well as into those of young bailiffs, forwhom|it
is intended. As a specimen of the style in which it is

written, we give the following extract on the subject of

falloivs :—
" Now, though a [worn-out and tired animal requires

rest, as well as nourishing food, to recruit his exhausted
powers, this cannot be correctly said of the earthy which
is perpetually reproducing, and only fails in yielding her
productions from the exhaustion of those properties which
constitute the food of plants, and which arc only supplied,

in an effective degree and quickly, by manures that contain

the required principles. The earth, so far from taking
advantage of any kind of rest which a farmer may be dis-

posed to give it, will produce something—it will not rest

—it will throw up a crop of weeds if left to its own
energies ; and, therefore, on the same principle that a
parent will give his children some useful sources of occu-
pation, to prevent them from doing mischief, which he
knows they will commit rather than be idle ; or as he will

cultivate their minds, and sow the seeds of useful know-
ledge, lest noxious weeds should spring up in their room,
bo will the prudent farmer sow something that will pro-

duce a profitable return ; he will imitate the practice of

the gardener, who never dreams of letting his garden rest,

because he knows that it will perpetually produce useful

plants of one sort or other, and that if he does not culti-

vate some of them, a rank and luxuriant crop of weeds
would be the spontaneous growth of the teeming earth."

We need hardly add, that the most experienced farmer
will find something to learn by the perusal of the 125
pages of which this little work consists.

—

M.

Rivers 1
s Descriptive Catalogue of Roses for 1843-44,

has just appeared. Its excellence as a guide to purchasers
is so well known that we scarcely need do more than
announce it. We must, however, state that, in this

edition, Mr. Rivers has done additional service to Rose-
fanciers by pointing out the best sorts, by paragraphs,
calculated for small or large purchasers, and by marking
those that are remarkably sweet-scented.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
In all lofty conservatories, where mixed climbers are intended to

be brought to the greatest perfection, the roof-sashes should be
fixed down, and no air given at the top of the house. All the front

and end sashes (if the house be detached) should be made to open
;

and if the back part be a solid wall, there should be ample provision
made for giving air along the top of it ; or, what is better, let open-
ings be left in the back wall from top to bottom, and fitted up with
folding shutters, for the purpose of ventilation. Mr. Paxton has
admirable contrivances of this sort at Chatsworth. The air in the
body of a house thus arranged can be kept as cool as that out-of-
doors ; while the top of the house is as hot as a stove, or at least as

hot as an intermediate house ; and climbers will grow and flower

with great freedom in such a temperature. Now this arrange-
ment is nearly the reverse of what you generally see ; and the Calen-

dar is not a place for speculating on such points. I may add that

our conservatory here is on this plan, and for climbers or other
plants we find it to answer very well, and it is very easy to manage.
The roof is nearly air-tight, and the panes of glass are 45 inches in
length, by six inches in breadth, and are of the best sheet-glass. In
this house Ipomcea Learii and ficifolia, Passiftora racemosa and
Loudonii, (both grafted on hardier stocks,) and Mandevilla suaveo-
lens, flower as well as you could wish, with others nearly as tender.
The grand desideratum for conservatory climbers is, that they should
be free bloomers, that they bloom in succession for a long time, and
that they we of jhoie kind* that are not very liable to insects -

3 but

if they be judged by this standard their number will become
scarce indeed. Here and there one may see a climber flowering in
all the gorgeousness of its native dingle, while others in the same
house may be under mediocrity, and perhaps only a source of vexa-
tion or disappointment. Now, instead of trusting to one person's
opinion, as " Devonian " proposes, how much better would it be if
others would follow his example, and say what best succeeds with
them, and what failed, or what they did not like ; we might thus, in
a few weeks, be in possession of all that is known on the subject.
As a proof of the fallacy of trusting to any one's opinion implicitly,
however extensive his practice may have been, I may state that I did
not previously know that Bignonia cherere flowered from the 1st of
June until the end of October, although I believe that I was the first
who tried and flowered it in a cool house. The one from which the
figure in the " Botanical Register " was taken, flowered in a stove at
Dropmore in 1829, and from this plant mine originated in 1830, and
flowered in 1833, and for two or three years flowered only from the
middle of June to the middle of August. Canavalia Bonariensis, like
Thunbcrgia coccinea, is too much like the Scarlet-runner JJcan to be
of much interest. Duranta Ellisii I never saw grown as a climber;
Duranta Plumieri answers better, but Plumbago capensis, which
grows after the same manner, is better than either, and is really a
fine thing

j and, like the Durantas, is a thirsty plant, requiring a
deep, rich borderland plenty of liquid manure; it will cover a pillar
15 or 20 feet high in three years, and flower in profusion from May
until October, by shortening some of the strongest branches through
the summer. Jasminum hetcrophylliim I flowered three years
running; it is only fit for the rubbish-heap. Bignonia, or rather
Tecoma jasminoides, is a grand climber, and one of the very best hardy
ones. A friend of mine, at Cheltenham, who is very fond of climbers,
thu3 writes concerning it: — "This plant has been so fine this
season that I really do think we have nothing at all so truly beauti-
ful; the young wood of last year was trained at full length along
the glass ; early in spring I had it taken down and bent in all forms,
so as to cover about four square yards; from the middle of July it
has been one mass of bloom, having from 400 to 500 blossoms ex-
panded every day." Siphocampylus is best treated as a pot plant,
for winter flowering, cut down in May, and grown out-of-doors until
October. A plant of it against our conservatory wall has scarcely
beenout of flower for the last two years and a half.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—The late heavy rains, though partial, have reduced the
temperature so far that fires may soon be necessary in some of these
houses ; at any rate no sudden depression should be allowed yet,
indeed, young Pines will be in full growth for two months to come

;

it is much better to assist them well now than to allow them to grow
in winter. See, therefore, that all is comfortable about them lor a
long time hence.
Vinery.—All young Vines, and those grown on the long-rod

system, should have the top sashes now kept up day and night, till

the wood is perfectly ripe, and the air necessury for the fruit admitted
by the front sashes only. It is an excellent old plan that of growing
the Vines horizontally ; the Muscats, St. Peter's, Black Damascus,
&c., towards the top, and the hardier ones at the bottom, of the
house

; with proper ventilators, we can keep any house up to stove-
heat at top, while the bottom may be as low as out-of-doors : few,
however, think of this.

Late Melons, Cucumbers, Mushrooms, and Kidney-Beans,
to come in next November, and some other things which are never
attempted but by good gardeners, who require no Calendars, I shall
be excused if I pass over quietly.

Out- door Department.
On Sunday, the 10th inst., an awful thunder-storm passed over

the county of Suffolk, but fortunately not accompanied by hail
;
yet

a vast deal of damage has been done to property. The ground was
previously very dry, and could take in the wet but slowly; in less
than 10 minutes all (he level portions of the kitchen-gardens were
covered ankle-deep with water, thus putting a stop to all operations
on the soil for some time.
Lettuce.—The last sowing of brown Dutch Lettuce is generally

got in by the middle of September. A correspondent from Essex
says he has not lost a plant from this sowing for the last 10 years,
because they come up slow and stocky through the cool of the autumn.
Spinach.—The Winter Spinach, Onions, and Carrots, sown in

rows, should have the ground well stirred between the rows, as soon
as the surface is dry, after every rain. Recollect, stirrings in this
way, at regular intervals, belong to other days.
Water-chesses.—These will grow just as well on a damp, shaded

border in the kitchen-garden as along the brook side, and will be ten
times safer for use from such a place than in the natural way, where
they are always more or less sown over with the eggs of insects and
other creatures frequenting pools or running streams. Now is the
best time to plant slips of them.
Cauliflowers.— See that the plants for next year are all right;

those still on the seed-bed and those pricked out, and more espe-
cially the plants from the last sowing.
Orchard.— Except gathering in the early fruit and keeping down

insects, which is not difficult this season, there is little to do now in
the orchard. Mr. Rivers tells me that his dwarf root-pruned trees
are better this year than ever they have been.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—Some years ago people used to light fires to ripen off
their stove-plants about this time ; but a better plan prevails now :

when the plants have begun growing freely in spring, the heat is

increased, and every assistance given to them, to make their growth
early, so that by this time no ripening of wood or late growths
is needed, and the plants are gradually put to rest by the natural
decline of our seasons. Plants thus managed should never receive
more than 55° of artificial heat in the dead of winter; yet there is

no danger if a warm day rises the temperature up to 80° or 85°, with
a little air. Orchidacere growers will be glad to hear that the queen
of these gems, Laelia superbens, is throwing up a strong flower-
spike, treated on the cool system, but not with me.
Greenhouse.—This house should now be in thorough repair,

and in a clean, sweet condition, as many of the more tender plants
mast soon be removed in-doors. If the weather holds tolerably dry,
all the stronger greenhouse plants should be left out as long as pos-
sible. This is the time when the advantages of cold pits are most
apparent, as the lights can be left off, except in rainy or frosty
weather, whereas the greenhouse has nosuch advantage.
Conservatory.—What a luxury a nice light conservatory is, let

it be ever so small, when attached to part of the sitting-rooms! and
what a contrast, too, with the heavy, ill-arranged, old-fashioned
greenhouses, only fit to winter half-hardy shrubs for planting out I

in summer! There are scores of such greenhouses all over the
country, which should be pulled down and converted into modern
conservatories. With a little judgment the expense need not be
much, and the enjoyment and luxury which thus may be obtained
will pay all the trouble and expense in a very short time. Now that
little variation is needed in the management of all plants, I hope I

shall be excused for loading the Calendar with these digressions, and
I shall always keep within practical points, speculative matters being
foreign to this part of the Chronicle.

Ptts and Frames.—These are the places to winter the Heaths
in when the frost overtakes them in the flower-garden. No one need
be afraid that 1 shall lose sight of this subject ; but without going
farther, I may state that I want more information on the subject
myself. I planted out about 100 kinds of Heaths last June, from
which I lost half-a-dozen ; the rest are looking as well as can be
expected. If I can keep the frost from them, I shall leave them
until they get too big for the place. But for flower-gardening
they must be taken up every year, and they will never answer to be
plunged in pots. Next week I shall say how I think they ought to
be treated all the year round.
Flower-garden.—Having a little spare room, under this head I

shall say something about Heaths for the flower-garden next season.
The nurserymen put four young Heaths struck^this season into a
small pot, for the winter, and next May these are separated, with a
portion of the soil to each, and planted in single pots ; these small
pots are now full of roots, and this is the best- sized plant to order

for turning out next May, as they cannot be too young to begin with :

you often see advertisements offering 100 of these for 5/. From this
time ta the end of October is the best time to order them. As soon
as you get them home prepare a frame for them, from which you
can exclude the frost by putting a layer of rough peat at the bottom,
then an inch of sandy peat mixed fine, but not sifted ; on this bottom
place your little Heaths about (5 or 9 inches apart out of their pots,
and fill in between them with the mixed line peat, pressing it gently
round their balls; the tops of the plants should be about 6 inches
from the glass

; they will soon root into the fresh soil. Keep the
glass off every fine day till next May, then take them up with a
trowel, and they will carry a good portion of the soil with their roots.
You will find this loose open ball far better than if you left them in
the pots all winter; besides, the plants arc much safer in this way than
in pots through the winter; the roots also being in a free open state,
arc ready to strike away in the pr.parcd bed in the flower-garden,
where you will plant them thick the first season. When the frost
sets in next autumn you may take them up with a trowel, and they
will carry large portions of the soil with them, like a young Rhodo-
dendron plant ; some of this soil you can trim away from them, and
remove them back to the frame, to be planted as before, only a little
wider apart; and recollect; by this system they arc never to be put
into pots at all, whatever their age or size may be ; unless, indeed,
such of them as may form very fine specimens

; these, perhaps, you
may be tempted to put into large pots or boxes, for the conservatory,
or perhaps for exhibition, as their luxuriance and the deep rich colour
of their foliage and flowers will be sure to attract notice.—D. Beaton,
Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for rho week ending; Sept. M, 10*13^

observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chlswiuk.
as ?£

Sept.

Friday
Saturday 9
Sunday 10
Monday II

Tuesday 12
Wednesday 13
Thursday 14

Average

JiAROMKTKR. TllBHMOMKTKR,

Max.
30 207
80.183
30.022

80.075
30.200
30.133
29.347

3M.li)'»

M i n

.

30.193
30.000
20.950
29.912
80.188
29.931

£9.824

30,01 (J

Sept- 8. Light floating haze, very fine ; overcast.
9. Easterly haze ; very fine throughout.

10. Foggy, with heavy dew; showery, with'sunny intervals in forenoon
;

2 p.m. thunder commenced, with heavy rain ; cloudy at night.
11. Heavy clouds ; very fine; overcast.
12. Uniformly overcast, and fine ; very clear at night.
13. Cloudless and line, very clear at night
1 4. Heavy dew ; overcast and fine ; very mild at night.

Mean temperature of the week nearly n° above the average.

State of the Weatherr at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuinc
Week ending September 23, 1843.;

• No. of Prevailing Wind 8-
Aver. Aver. Mean

Temp
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest * *

Sept. Highest
Temp.

Lowest
Temp.

quantity
of Rain. fc

•

pa
#

v.

1 2 2 2 3 4

»*
V

Sun. 17 68.0 47-0 57-5 7 0.90 in.

~
2

Mon. 18 66.0 4G.Q 66.4 8 0.76 B^H 4 1 1 2 6
l
3 1

Tues. 19 GO.3 47-0 56.7 9 0.60 3 —

^

3 — 4 4 2
Wed. 20 6G.4 45.1 65.7 7 0.45 1 2 2 ^sm 4 4 8
Thurs.21 66.1 44.4 55.8 8 0.30 2 -_ 4 1 6 1 2 3
Fri. 22 G-i.G 45.2 55 9 9 0.40 -. **_ 3 1 6 5 2 1

Sat. 23 66.1 46.0 56.0 9 0.38 — 2 3 1 5 3 2 1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 17th,
19th, and 2lst f in 1834—thermometer 78"; and the lowest on the 21st, 1836

—

thermometer 32°.

REPORT ON COVKNT-GAUOKN MARKET,
For the Week ending Sept. 15, 1843.

An abundance of fruit of every kind has been supplied during
the past week j but trade still continues very dull. Pines are
very plentiful, particularly the Queen, BlackJamaica, and Provi-
dence, and bring* nearly the same prices as last week. Among
Grapes we noticed some excellent bunches of Black Hamburgh
and Muscat of Alexandria, which are selling at from 2.9. to 45.

per lb. Apricots are now almost over for this season. Green-
gage Plums are becoming very scarce, and bring from 6s.

to 8s. perhf. sv. Damsons arc plentiful, but not in general of very
good quality j they bring from 15 6d. to 2s. per hf.-sv. Peaches and
Nectarines are very fine and abundant, particularly the former,
and are considerably reduced in price. Figs arc still plentiful,
and are offered at from 25. to 4s. per dozen. Filberts are also very
abundant, and have fallen considerably in price since last week.
Good English Melons are selling at from Is. to 3s. each, and arc
quite sufficient to meet the demand. Cucumbers bring from 6d.

to is. per brace. Cauliflowers are becoming scarce, and are
rather of inferior quality. Cabbages and Turnips are quite plen-
tiful, and continue to bring nearly the same prices as last week.
Peas arc selling at from 3s. to 4s. per half-sieve. French and
Scarlet Runner Beans bring from is. to Is. 6d. per half-sievo.
Tomatoes of excellent quality arc very abundant, and are very
much reduced in price. Endive may be had at from Is. to Is. 6d.
per score. Shallots bring about the same price as last week.
Carrots bring from Is. 67/. to 5s. per dozen bunches. Cut flowers
consist of Erica Boweana, ccrinthoides major, and perspicua
nana; Gardenia radicans, Gladiolus psittacinus. Fuchsias, Pelar-
goniums, Pansies, China Asters, and Sweet Peas.

PRICKS, Saturday, September 16,1848*—FRUITS 1—
Pine App]i», per lb., 8* to 5*
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2s to 4s

it Portugal, per lb. is
Peaches, per dozen, 2s to As
Nectarines, per dozen, 2s to 4s
"ijrs, per doz., 2s to 4
Melons, each, 1* to 3*

j. Dutch, each, 1* to 2s Gd
Plums, per punnet, U to 2s— violet, per hf-sieve, 2sGdlo3sGd— Gage, per punnet, 2s— Gages, Green, (Baking) per hf.-

sv., Gs to its

Currants, per half-sieve, Bs to 4s Gd
Cherries, Morcllo, standards, per hf.

sieve, Gs
Raspberries, per gallon, 7d to 1*
Damsons, per hf-sv., U Gd to 2s Gd
-Apples, dessert, per bush. 5s u,~Jls V

VEGETABLES.
Cabbages, perdoz., Gd to Is 6d
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 4s to Gs
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, 2d to 1*

*J
— Scarlet, per hf-sv., 1* to Is Gd

Peas, per s v., 3s to 4s
I otatoea. New, per ton, 7n'*to tlOs]— per cwt.. Is Gd to 4s— per bushel, 1* to 2s Gd— Kidney, p. bush., 2s to 4*
Artichokes, green, per doz., Is to 3*
Vegetable Marrows, per doz., Gd to 1*
Turnips, perdoz. bunches, 1* fid to 3*
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*
Iforse Radish, perbundle, \s to Gs
Radish, spring, p. do/., hands, Gd to U— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, iUt to U
Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bun-, Is Git to'2sGd— Long, per doz. bun., 2a Gdto 6s
Shallots, per lb., Gd to Qd

,
— green, per bunch, 4rZ

Spinach, per Bieve, U to Is Gd

Apples, Kitchen, per bush. 2a Gd to 4$

Pears, per half-sieve, 1?* to 0*
Oranges, per do/en, \s Gd 10 3s
— per 100,10s to 24s

Lemons, perdoz. Is to 2s Gd
— per 100,7* to 14s

Cucumbers, per brace, Gdto 7*
Gherkins, per 1000, 5s to 7s
Green Capsicums, per 100, Is Gd to 2s

Red — „ 4s to 8s
Almonds, per peck, Gs
Sweet Almonds, per lb., 2s
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, IGs
— Barcelona, 22s to 24s— Cob. 12s

Filberts, English, plOOlbs., 40s tofias

Tomatoes, per hf-sv., 3s to 4s.

fieeks, per doz- bun.. Is to 2s
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., Is Gd to 3s

— Large, per doz. bch., 2s to 5s

— Spanish, per doz., Is 6// to 3s j

Garlic, per lb. Gd to Rd
Chills, per 100, Is to 2s
Lettuce, Cabb., p. scoro, 9d to Is

— Cos, per score, Gd to Is Gd
Celery, per bun., Gil to 2s
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Sweet Basil, per doz.bunches,.2s to 3*

Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 4d to l"*

Parsley, per half sieve. Is

Tarragon, per bun- 2d to 3d
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2s to 3s
Endive, per score. Is to Is Gd
Mint, per doz. bunches. Is to 2s _

Marjoram, green, per bunch, 2d to 3d

Mushrooms, per pottle, Is Gd to 2s

WaUnuts, Green, per bushel, 5s Gd to 7*

Chervil, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Notices to Correspondents.
Manure.— T. B.—The remarks on Potter's Guano which you

have quoted are applied to its effects on little suburban ex-

hausted gardens. There is no treatise on its application, exeep

that originally published by Mr. Potter. For garden purposes,

4 cwt. an acre in the course of the season is a sufficient.quan-

tity ; it may be applied broadcast, and washed or raked in. -7

A. H.—Animal manure is injurious to Yews, but we are not

aware that it is so to Hollies. Goin/n next week. ,

Soil.—^w Original Subscriber had better marl his land wc II, i»

order to render it more cohesive. Peruvian Guano will Pf2£u
a good manure; but bones will perhaps answer best, n
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should use both, and as much as the expense will justify.
There is no fear of such land being: ovcrmanured by any ordi-
nary amount of application. The bones had better be half-inch.

Wkkds,—J. B.—Weeds may be added to the compost-heap, if
you can destroy their seeds, as happens when they are vio-
lently fermented ; but if this cannot be done, or if Couch-grass,
and such weeds, cannot be so killed, it is better to burn them
in the usual way, and cast the ashes on the land.

Hkating.—R. W. J?.— It is very difficult to heat well so small a
pit as one 12 feet by 4. The boilers usually constructed
would overheat it. You might, however, have a small copper
or tin boiler made so as to heat the water in some gutters such
as are now using near London for bottom-heat; and by using
cinders and such refuse for fuel, you might manage to keep it

in good order. In a week or two we shall publish a little plan,
which you might advantageously adopt. A Young Pine-
grower will find Rendle's Treatise frequently advertised in our
columns. Other matter next week. W. J)/.—Your plan will
answer, provided the inside of the flue is well rendered with
cement, and you make a good joint with the brickwork and
flow-pipe. You must, in that case, make the partition with
flew-tiles.

Kitchen Garden.— S. C—By paring and burning the surface
of the portion of lawn which you intend to convert into a
Kitchen-garden, you will certainly destroy any grubs that may
infest it ; but at the same time you destroy likewise that turfy
texture so desirable for the purpose of rendering the soil open,
and pervious for the roots of plants. It will therefore be better
to trench it down ; and as you have plenty of lime at command,
a moderate quantity will do good. Ifyou commence operations
now, you may grow any vegetable next season ; but the Potato
is the best for mellowing the soil.

||

Hops.—J. H. B.—These may be cultivated profitably in Wales as
well as elsewhere, if the soil is rich and strong enough, and not
exposed to heavy gales.

Climhkrs.—W. P.— Consult Mr. Beaton's excellent Paper just
published, or the remarks of a " Devonian," at p. 629.

Carnations, &c—A Consta?it Subscriber.—Picotces, Pinks, and
Carnations, will grow in almost any kind of soil; they, how-
ever, delight in a rich light mould, consisting of old turf, well-
decayed dung, leaf-mould, and sand. You may likewise add a
little quick-lime to destroy the wireworm, as, from your state-
ment, we apprehend that the premature decay of your plants
has been occasioned by it, or some other insect, more than by
the uncongenial nature of the soil, t

Fuchsias.—G. R. Linden.—You had better save your Fuchsia-
seed until the end of February or beginning of March, when
it may be sown with advantage, in pots filled with almost any
sort of soil of a light nature and placed in a slight bottom-
heat.i 0. P. Q.—Your specimen was too shrivelled and
dried to enable us to ascertain its name.*

Pklargoniums.—G. R. Linden may cut these down in autumn.
The green insect on the leaves may be destroyed by fumigating
the house with Tobacco-smoke.J

Pines.—Atlas.—The cause of seedling Pines shanking, as it is
called, is unknown; but the disease never attacks them when
raised in pure loam. The sketch of the Araucaria seed is sent
to the wood-engraver. Thanks.

Crapes.—A Subscriber.—-Your Vines havingdiseased leaves, the
want of colour in the grapes is accounted for. The cause of
the injury which the leaves have sustained cannot be the glass,
which ought to improve their good condition. Possibly you
nave over-pruned

; probably you have neglected ventilation;
y^ry likely you have kept the leaves much too hot at night

;

most undoubtedly you have to blame the condition of the leaves
Jor the unhappy state of the fruit. Keep leaves healthy, and
the leaves will take care of the bunches, under all ordinary
circumstances. J. D.—Inasmuch as the artificial treatment of
the Vine differs from a close imitation cf those circumstances
under which it is known to thrive in its native countries, so will
inc degree of imperfection become manifest in the fruit. If the
roots be well conditioned, and if a healthy foliage be uniformly
maintained throughout the growing season, then only will your
vines be prepared to produce a good crop in the following sea-
son, with proper management. It should be borne in mind that
tnc

!
very best management will not compensate for the non-

lulnlmcnt of these preliminary conditions, nor insure you
against the recurrence of your present complaint—berries defi-
cient in colour, and unequal in size. Ample foliage may be pro-
duced; and it may continue very healthy for a time; but if the
period be of too short duration, the wood of the season will not
he perfected, and imperfection of the future produce, under
*»ny circumstances, must inevitably result.

||Vines.—E. C—By all means improve your border; and with
Guano if you like. But be careful to apply it in very wet wea-
ther, when the Vines are beginning to swell their buds, and
every week afterwards, as long as they are growing. A little

r-r a?
ftcn is the rule for this and a11 otnersuch substances.

i ' f"-—Your Vines having only been planted last spring, may
»e tied down almost close to the front wall, a cavity being
wormed between them and the flue, with thin boards or slates.

/Vere it not for the proximity of the flue, this precaution
would be unnecessary in carrying out your intention of em-
**

n
°y'nS your small Vinery as a greenhouse during' winter ; for

«« the heat that greenhouse plants require will not occasion
tnc premature bursting of the Vines.

||

"ange-thees.—if. M.— In a warm Moss-house, well lighted,
70Ur Orange-tree will be safe in winter, if such be not severe;
4^0

wllen the tree is likely to experience a temperature below
;° » you must endeavour to find ways and means so as not tosubject it to any lower degree.))
RTUt-trees.—.4 Constant Subscriber.— If your Pear andCherry-
rces, which blossom abundantly, yet bear no fruit, have noteen injured by spring-frosts, it must be concluded they aretoo weak. Prune them when their leaves have fallen, short-ning the branches with a view to obtain a sprinkling of young
'loots

; and apply fresh compost to their roots. Drainirigs ofn® stable will prove beneficial to them, and likewise to the
p generality of plants, if properly diluted.

||
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B'~Jt win be better to PrePare the border afresh,

oti?
,)lant young trained trees, instead of attempting to bud

with
1* sorts on those late varieties which you wish to do away

thfl 1

not tilHt buds ,r,ay not be successfullv inserted even in

bn* \
bark o{ tnc lfltter, since you state they are vigorousn because some of the resulting shoots are apt to become too

thp
Iant

' and consequently subject to gum, a disease which
App

cuttingback of the old branches would also tend to ind uce.

An 1
AND Pkars-—^ F-— Gather two-thirds of the early

carof n
and pcars ten days before they are ripe, taking them

tlip* -

one by one
'

a,ld pIace tbem in a CODl fri"t-roora *

the f ^ i]1 SUCCCC(* those left to ripen on the trees. Look over
thp L

ruit-room
- every morning, and pick out the best fruit for

rem
ys consu «iption ; if they do not ripen fast enough

thJv
e

-

a few occasionally to awarmerroom or kitchen, where
shot iY

111 soon Rct melIow enough. Those for Kitchen use
of

uiu also be gathered before they are quite ripe, and the last

tofiini
may '* selected for the daily consumption. D. B.
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°stabi,b MARRovf.—il.S.c,-Flowering precedes fruiting

;

therefore the fruit of your Vegetable Marrow could not die off
before coming to flower. Being trained against a wall, it per-
haps may have suffered in the operation ; the plants are pro-
bably too weak to perfect more than those you mention as
having already set. When the latter are taken off, others may
succeed. Of course you know how to fertilize the females. 8

Asparagus.—A Subscriber.—No beds of Asparagus will ever
succeed well if water stagnates in them. But if your soil must
be wet, then Spring is the best time for planting, and your beds
must be raised above the level of the surrounding ground. ±

Onions.—A Subscriber.—Your Onions having suddenly become
unsound, in the first week of August, yet not affected by the
njaggot, is to be attributed to the cold and wet summer. On a
change of temperature taking place at ihetime mentioned, the
tops of the crop, in many instances, were attacked by a sort of
mildew, and fell in a few days. Charcoal, powdered and sown
in drills along with the Onion-seed, is a good preventive against
the grub, and other causes tending to produce disease in the
Onion crop.

||

Tumps on Cucumbers.—A Subscriber.—Dust the leaves of your
Cucumbers over\vith flowers of sulphur, and let it remain for
a few days; then give them a good washing with the syringe.}

Arrow- root.—R. G.—The Arrow-root advertised by Lopresti as
Pure " has been examined by us with care, and we can assure

you that it is perfectly genuine, and of the first quality, although
only 20rf. a pound. Cheap Arrow-root is generally a vile
adulteration of Potato and other starches, and quite unfit for
the diet of invalids; but this is free from all impurity. We
advise everybody to try it.

Glazing.— W. C—A good glazier will sort his glass, a bad one
will not. British sheet-glass is quite flat ; and we fear you
have been deceived with common glass. If your glazier does
not know that crooked panes ought not to lap over flat panes,
you had better look out for a workman with a little more
common sense.

Country Shows.—G.—If we do not insert the names of plants,
but only those of the owners, in many of the reports of Country
Shows, it is because we cannot get better information. The
local reporters are the persons to be blamed. We regret this
as much as you can ; but we are helpless. If we thought that a
non-insertion of all reports without the names ofwinning flowers
would correct the evil, we certainly would adopt that plan ; but
at present we doubt whether the result would be what you
imagine.

Insects.— G. E.~-The insect you complain of appears to be the
Chelifer cancroides, or common Mock-Scorpion. It is nearly
allied to the family of spiders. It seldom occurs in the abund-
ance you speak of, but is not unfrequently met with under
the bark of trees, dead leaves, and even, occasionally, in old
books within doors. We should expect that a moderate use of
gas-liquor and water mixed, in the proportion of l of the former
to 9 of the latter, would much diminish the numbers of this
insect, if you water your Melon-beds with it. F. H. S.—The
fleas in your stable, kennel, &c, will probably not trouble you
so much in the winter as they do now; but as you wish to know
how to get rid of them, we advise you for a time to remove all
kinds of litter, furniture, &c, from where they abound, exposing
everything which might harbour the fleas to the air for a few
days ; then whitewash your walls, directing the brush well into
all crevices, and wash your floors with a mixture of ^gas-
liquor and 3 water. Cleanliness is the great preventive of
fleas and such like vermin, and you cannot pay too great atten-
tion to this point. M. W.— We have examined your
Vine-leaves, and we can discover no insect on them, ex-
cept the Mealy Bug, or a species of Coccus scale-blight, in a
very young state— so young, indeed, as scarcely to be visible
without a magnifying-glass. From what we see, however, of
the leaves we have little doubt but that the cause of the evil
you speak of to your Vines is a Coccus, and to get rid of it is

no easy matter. Still much may be done, and we recommend
you to proceed as follows :—When the leaves are fallen, care-
fully rub off from your Vines all the rough exterior bark, using
a stiff brush where required, to get into the angles of the
branches, &c. Then wash the Vine with strong soap-suds, or
if you do not mind appearances you may cover your Vine with
whitewash, which will do as well. This operation will remove
the greater part, if not the whole, of the insects, which may
remain on your Vines, and when completed, you should white-
wash the walls of your vinery, carrying the brush well into
all crevices, and the floor you should wash with a mixture of
gas-liquor and water, as recommended above to u F. H.S."
You must carefully follow the instructions we have given, and
not mind trouble if you wish to succeed in getting rid of such
a pest as the scale-blight on the Vine. E. M.—The larvae of
a variety of insects live in such Fungi as you describe. We
cannot attempt to say what those you have observed will turn
to, without more particulars. All you tell us is that they
are maggots. Your questions of " where they will go," and
" what they will do," we must also decline to answer until we
can determine what the maggots are. Your other question
of " how they came there" is more easy to answer, as the mag-
gots, without doubt, result from eggs laid in the Fungi by some
insect. You need not fear that these "devouring reptiles,"
as you call them, will attack any other plant. Este.—Your

A. B. G.— Probably the Grape you received
e of Fox's Grape is some variety of the Vitis

ofEp. latifolia.-
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SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
w£i^LhV^ °-.^--Your seedling is a very pretty and
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r} but larger specimens, similar in character,have been raised by other growers.*

Fuchsias.-T Ji.-The best of your seedlings is the one marked
'
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; it appears to differ but slightly from other varietiesreceived under the above initials, and a greater contrast ofcolour is desirable. The sepals to 4 1 are coarse, and terminate
in a Daa colour

j the corolla has a ragged appearance, and it
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the eye is weak, and it is surpassedby many that are out.* 1. L.—lo is a prcttv-coloured seed-

ling, clear and distinct, but wanting a blotch 111 the lower por-
tion, which forms the eye; the form we could not judge of,from its being curled up. JJ. I. /. -Your seedling N is awen-rormed flower, good eye, ground-colour clear and uniform,mere appears to be a defect in the petals, as the substance isnot carried out to the edge.

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

Caterpillars were much crushed before they reached us, how-
ever we have seen sufficient to make us suppose them to be
the larvae of the common Cabbage Moth, Mamestra Olera-
cea. We know of no better method of getting rid of them than
by diligent hand-picking, or dusting the plants attacked with
quick lime. S.

Woodmck.—L. /.— Various methods of destroying Woodlice
have been given in our columns ; but it is a difficult task to get
effectually rid of them ; their numbers may, however, be con-
siderably thinned in the following manner:—Put a cold boiled
potato into a small pot, and cover it loosely with moss ; let
two or three of these traps be put along the back wall of your
Vinery, where the Woodlice are most numerous. These traps
should be examined every morning, and the insects that are
collected destroyed. By persevering for some time in this way
they will become much less troublesome. Ireland is also
answered in the above, t

Misckm.aneous.— C.A.B.—The Spiraea is apparently quite new
at least to gardens. Send it in flower and we will name and
publish it for you. 9, Colletiaspinosa; 8, Potentilla insignis

;

3, Antcnnaria margaritacea ; l, Podolepis jaceoides; 5, Some
New Holland Helipterum. The rest indeterminable. Holcus.
—Rosa tomentosa and Hieracium umbellatum.- J. F.—Mar-
chantiapolymorpha. J.Mason.— It is necessary to have a bet-
ter specimen, with the leaves, &c, in order to determine your
plant. It is very like some species of Podalyria, but if it belong
to that genus it does not come from the East Indies.- A.—
The Pentstemon is pretty, but we perceive little novel in "it.

However, it is difficult to say anything of single flowers sent by
post, packed in sand! A. B.—Your double white Brugman-
sia arborea is a fine showy thing. A. G.—Chimonanthus fra-
grans often ripens fruit when the plant is old. E. V.—The
Plum you sent is Denyer's Victoria. You will observe that the
stone is so tender that, in many instances, it will give way to the
pressure of the finger andthumb.|| J. C. L.—Apparently
Triteleia uniflora. The Pleurothallis seems new, but cannot be
determined without a leaf and its stalk complete. D. II.—We
admit no speculation or discussion into the Political part of our
Paper, which is a record of facts that have occurred. We there-
fore cannot comply with your suggestion -An old Subscriber.
—The best paint for hothouses on the outside is, beyond all

comparison, the black oxide of manganese, prepared by some
one at Exeter. If your white paint rubs off your sashes like

whitewash, we should advise you to rub the painter off your
employment. Cummins.— Paxton's 4< Magazine of Botany,"

or Sweet's " Hortus Suburbanus Londinensis." A. if.—Your

The announcement of the Queen's return from her
visit to the French Court had scarcely reached the remoter
parts of the kingdom, when Her Majesty set out on her
second marine excursion- The visit to Belgium which
we have this week to record may be deficient in the
political importance which was inseparable from the
excursion to France, but it is nevertheless suggestive of

many interesting topics. The visit of the Queen to those
fine old cities plentifully scattered over the Belgian terri-

tory, and which for centuries have been associated with
important events in the history of Europe—the promised
visit to Brussels—and, above all, to the plains of Waterloo
cannot fail to be regarded hereafter as remarkable inci-

dents in Her Majesty's reign. The details of the Royal
progress, so far as they have yet reached us, are confined

to the preliminary ceremonies and receptions, but next
week they will doubtless supply matter enough of more
general interest, to engage attention.

The accounts from Spain contain the details of another

insurrection at Barcelona, which has again made that

unhappy city the scene of fresh anarchy and bloodshed.

The collision anticipated in our last took place on the
3rd, between the forces of the Government and the troops

of the revolutionary Junta, the president of which fell in

the first attack. The insurgents made themselves masters
of the city, while the citadel and the fortress of Montjuich
remained in the hands of the Government troops. On
the evening of the 7th, the fortress of Montjuich com-
menced firing on the town, and with results even more
destructive than those which followed the bombardment of

Esparteroand Van Halen. The Exchange and other public

buildings were seriously damaged ; upwards of 50,000 in-

habitants quitted the city, and the canals which supplied the

fountains were cut off. The firing still continued at the date

of the last despatches, and a general rising throughout

Catalonia was hourly expected. Meanwhile, the proceed-

ings of the new Government at Madrid are said to be

impeded by disunion in the Cabiuet ;
an open alliance

had taken place between the partisans of Espartero

and those of the Infante Don Francisco, and doubts

are entertained whether the Administration will be able

to hold together until the meeting of the Cortes.

The insurrection in Italy also continues to excite

alarm ; Bologna was proclaimed in

on the 26th, and the mountains as

politan frontier were overrun by numerous bands of armed
men. Several arrests had been made in the northern
provinces of Naples, and the king had adopted extraor-
dinary precautions to prevent the movement from extend-
ing to the south. No authentic explanation has yet been
given of the origin of these disturbances, but they would
appear to indicate a more extensive combination than the
Italian Governments are willing to admit.—No tidings of

a state of

far as the

siege
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plant appears to be Epipactis purpurata, but it is a mere variety the Indian mail have yet been received, and there is now
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little doubt that the steamer from Bombay has been com- I leta, which had compelled the forces of Prim to retrograde,

pelled to put back by the monsoon or by some accident to On the 5th, the three battalions of volunteers who were

her machinery.

Court Her Majesty and Prince Albert left Brighton

on Tuesday for Ostend, on a visit to the King and Queen

of the Belgians. The particulars of the excursion will be

found in another part of our Paper, During her Majesty's

absence, the Prince of Wales and the Princesses will

remain at the Pavilion. The Duchess of Kent returned

from Brighton to Frogmore Lodge on Wednesday. The

Prince de Joinville left for Portsmouth on Saturday, and

proceeded to France in the steamer Pluton on the same

day. Orders have been received at Windsor Castle to

prepare for her Majesty's reception on Wednesday next.

Should the weather prove fine, it is expected that her

Majesty, on her return from Ostend, will land at Brighton ;

otherwise, the Queen will proceed to Woolwich, and from

thence to Windsor.
Parliamentary Movements.—The election of a member

for the county of Argyll, in the room of Alex. Campbell,

Esq., of Monzie, who has accepted the Chiltern Hundreds,

took place atlnverary on Friday, when the Lord Advocate

was returned without opposition. It is now understood

that there will be no immediate vacancy for Sheffield, and

that both Mr. Ward and Mr. Parker will retain their seats.

Hralth of Sir R. Peel.—In reference to the statements

of the Irish journals, noticed in our last, the Times and

other Ministerial papers declare that there is not the

slightest foundation for the gloomy announcements they

contained. The Right Hon. Baronet, they state, certainly

appeared much harassed by the great physical and mental

labour which he must have endured during the late session

of Parliament, butbeyondthat,from which a little relaxation

would soon restore him, his health was in no degree

affected.

Church Preferment.—The following appointments

have been made to benefices in the Church of Scotland,

vacant by the late secession :—Rev. R. Fairweather to

the parish of Nigg, Kincardine, in the room of the Rev.

Alex. Thorn. Rev. W. Simpson, M.A., to the parish of

Barry, Forfar, in the room of the Rev. J. Lumsden.

The Rev. John Campbell to the parish of Reay, Caith-

ness, in the room of the Rev. Finly Cook.

France. The Ministerial journals contain a series of

Royal ordinances, granting promotion and decorations to

a number of officers of the navy and army who were pre-

sent at the reception of Queen Victoria at Trdport and

Eu. The King intends founding a new picture gallery at

Eu, to be called the Victoria Gallery. In it will be placed

a series of pictures connected with the proceedings of the

Queen's visit. It is at present intended that the number

shall be about 30, of which six will be of a large size, 9

feet by 6, and fourteen of smaller dimensions, the remain-

ing ten being portraits. A special building is to be

erected at the Chateau for this collection in the course

of the ensuing spring. The King of the French has con-

ferred on Prince Albert the grand cordon of the Legion of

Honour. Previously to her departure from France, her

Majesty presented to General Baron Athalin, first aide-

de-camp of the King, a gold snufF-box, with her Majesty's

cipher in brilliants ;on the cover, and on leaving the

Chateau, her Majesty left 1,000/. to be distributed amongst

the household. A Havre journa^states that it is contem-

plated to erect at Treport a column commemorative of

the landing of Queen Victoria, with two allegorical figures,

representing England and France holding each other by

the hand. On Saturday evening a steamer, despatched by

the Queen from Brighton, brought news of the safe arrival

of her Majesty at that port. A letter from her Majesty,

addressed to the Queen of the French, was delivered to her

Majesty by the Captain of the steamer. The Palrie

announces that apartments are fitting up in the Palais

Royal, for the reception, it was believed, of the King of

Naples. The transatlantic steamer Darien, of 450 horse

power, was launched at Cherbourg on the 3d. She is one of

14steamersof 1000 tons burden, and 450horse power, which

are now nearly completed. They are fitted up in the most

commodious manner for passengers and commerce, and

armed with four carronades and two swivels fore and aft.

Nantes, Bordeaux, and Marseilles are to be the ports from

which they will sail for the French possessions in the

West Indies and the foreign ports in the New World.

Spain.—Barcelona is again the scene of anarchy and

bloodshed. On the evening of the 3d, the Government

steamer, which was despatched to Tarragona by General

Arbuthnot for reinforcements, arrived at the quay with

some companies of the line. The terrace and parapet

above the quay was lined with volunteers, who warned

the troops that they would fire upon them if an attempt

to land was made. Unintimidated by this threat, the

commanding officer on board the steamer ordered his

men to disembark, which they did under a heavy fire from

above. The engagement then became general, and the

citadel fired several well-directed rounds of grape and

canister into the insurgents. This checked them, and

enabled the troops to effect their entrance into the citadel,

but not without experiencing a heavy loss. Among the

slain was Gen. Baiges, president of the Junta. The
firing continued during the whole of the 4th, and at 7

p.m. the artillery of Atarazanas was playing on the

soldiers of Col. Prim, who were endeavouring to get up a

battery at the Mole. M. Degollada, the new president

of the Junta, showed himself everywhere, in order to

refute the report of his having left Barcelona. The
insurgents had planted a battery at the breach of Cana-

lately at Saragossa, under the command of Brigadier

Ametler, were expected from Lerida. The garrison,

which consisted only of 2,500 men, occupied the citadel

and the harbour. The revolters were in possession of the

city ; the National Guards remained neutral. Emigration

had recommenced, and upwards of 50,000 inhabitants had

quitted the city. On the evening of the 7th the fort of

Montjuich opened its fire on the Atarazanas, Col. Sayas

having superseded Gen. Echaleca in the command of that

fortress. A brigade of artillery from Molino del Rey, and

400 militia men of Igualada, had arrived at Gracia, and

the militia of Vic, Villafranca, Manresa, and Berga,

had marched to support the operations of the Captain-

General against the insurgents. On the 8th the state of

things at Barcelona was nearly the same. In the evening

the fortress of Montjuich recommenced the fire on the

Atarazanas. The fire had dismounted the batteries directed

on Barcelonetta, and the citadel, and the Capt.-Gen. had

caused the canals to be cut which supplied the fountains ;

but there were a great many wells in Barcelona, which had

rendered this measure abortive. Col. Prim had done

serious damage with his artillery, and three 24-pound

shots had traversed the drawing-room of M. Penleaze, the

British Consul. The Exchange had also been much
damaged.—Our accounts from Madrid are of the 4thinst.

Division among the members of the Lopez Cabinet was

becoming daily more serious, and it was doubted whether

they would hold together until the meeting of the Cortes.

The summary justice done by General Narvaez on the

occasion of the mutiny of the Princesa regiment had dis-

pleased two of the Ministers ; another motive of dissen-

sion in the Administration was their political programme,

which some would maintain, and others set aside ; a third

cause of strife was the appointment to places and com-

mands, each wanting to promote his favourites. Although

the news of the sanguinary struggle at Barcelona had not

reached Madrid, the accounts from Catalonia created great

anxiety, and it was said that the Minister of War had

determined to act with vigour against the Barcelonese.

Much uneasiness was also felt regarding Seville, where

the partisans of Espartero and the Infante Don Francisco

de Paula have combined with a portion of the Exaltados,

in order to excite a movement in favour of the convoca-

tion of a Central Junta. The Andalusian prints of the

30th and 31st concur in representing the authorities of

Seville as adopting extraordinary precautions. Notwith-

standing these causes of alarm, and the many other diffi-

culties that beset the new Government, it was thought

that the elections would take place, and that the

Cortes would be enabled to meet on the 15th October.

The Gazette officially announces the recognition of the

new Government by the English Cabinet. According to

the same journal, the Lopez Ministry had accepted the

offer of a loan of 400,000,000 of reals, to be applied to the

construction of roads, canals, bridges, lighthouses, and

telegraphs, made to it by Don Jose Salamanca. The

following are the roads which the contractor will have to

execute within the delay of twenty months :—The road

called De las Cabrillas, from Madrid to Valencia. A branch

from La Minglanilla to Cuenca, and from thence to

Guadalajara, on the roads of Barcelona by Saragossa, and

of France by Soria and Lagrono. A road from Madrid

to Lugo and Corunna, with various branches. From
Madrid to Badajoz, the whole line not yet finished. From
Madrid to Barcelona, the line not yet made between Sara-

gossa and Lerida. From Bailen to Mengibar, from

Grenada to Malaga, from Cordova and Andujar to Luceda,

and from that bridge to Malaga. From Albacete to

Murcia and Carthagena. From Madrid to Toledo. These

works, if the state of the country allows them to be

undertaken, would give employment to 80,000 men.

Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the 4th

inst. The past week has been destitute of any political

event, the mission of the Duke of Palmella being the talk

of the day. Sir R. Peel having declared in Parliament

that the Cabinet of Great Britain had not solicited in the

slightest way a renewal of the question regarding the

treaty, the issue is anxiously looked for, the united wish of

the nation being, with the exception of the Douro wine-

growers, that it may again fall to the ground. The Royal

Family has returned to Cintra, the palace at Lisbon being

about to undergo alterations and improvements; and

everything is in a state of perfect tranquillity.

Gibraltar.—Accounts have been received of the total

loss of the steam frigate, Missouri, one of the finest vessels

in the United States Navy, which was destroyed by fire

in the Bay of Gibraltar, on the 28th ult. She was found

to be on fire about 8 p.m., and the discovery was imme-
diately followed by flames issuing from the engineers'

store-room, where it is supposed it originated amongst the

combustible spirits and oils. The large pumps were put

into operation without a moment's delay, but the nature

of the ignited articles rendered it impossible to stop the

progress of the flames. The moment the fire was dis-

covered, Captain Sir G. Sartorius, of the Malabar, 72,

then in the bay, afforded assistance under his own imme-

diate superintendence, and the Locust, steam -vessel,

Lieutenant Lunn, got up her steam, and on coming along-

side "the Missouri, endeavoured to tow her into deeper

water, but she had unfortunately already grounded, and

could not be moved from her position. Finding it im-

possible to scuttle the vessel, and great danger and loss

of life being apprehended, should the fire, which was

making rapid progress all over the vessel, have communi-
cated with the powder magazines, it was resolved to flood

them, which was done, and only a trifling explosion took

place about 3 o'clock on Sunday morning. Sir R. T.

Wilson, the governor of the fort, on the fire breaking out,

proceeded personally to the wharf, and despatched two

fire-engines, under the charge of the Sappers and Miners,

but their united efforts with others and the crew of the

vessel, proved unavailing to check the progress of the

flames, and it was only when all hopes were given up of

further assistance being useful, that Captain Newton

of the Missouri could be induced to abandon her, which

he did, with his crew, by the assistance of the boats of

the Malabar and other vessels in the harbour, without

saving anything except the clothes they had on. Mr.

Cushing, the American Minister, appointed to proceed

to Canton, was on board at the time the fire broke

out, and fortunately secured his papers, and conveyed

them safe on shore. When this was accomplished,

he returned to the vessel and united with his countrymen

in their exertions to save the vessel. The sight was one

which will not soon be forgotten ;
the dark lines of the

masts, spars, and rigging for a long time forming an

imposing spectacle amidst the brilliant flames, relieved by

the dark sky. The rock was completely illuminated, and

surrounding objects were as clear and distinct as at noon-

day ; a sight of a similar description has not been

witnessed since the memorable conflagration of the float-

ing batteries in the celebrated siege of Gibraltar. The

whole of the line of wall immediately fronting the bay

was crowded, until an early hour on Sunday morning,

with spectators, anxiously watching the progress of the

flames ; but it was not until eleven a. m., that Capt.

Newton and his crew left her, burned to the water's-edge

and converted into one mass of charred wood and cinders,

which sunk soon afterwards in four fathoms water. The

Missouri was nearly 2000 tons and 600 horse power.

She mounted 28 guns, and was pierced for 44.

Germany.—It is stated in some of the continental

papers that a meeting between the Emperor of Russia, the

King of Prussia, and the King of Denmark, at Luneberg,

has been arranged for the purpose of conferring on the

possibility of exchanging the right of succession of the

duchies of Sleswick and Holstein, for the same hereditary

rights, to Hesse Cassel. The Emperor arrived at Berlin

on the 6th inst, where the Grand Duke Michael, the Duke

of Leuchtenberg, and the Grand Duke of Saxe Weimar,

had also assembled.—In consequence of the permission

granted by the King of Wurtemburg to Prince Napoleon

Bonaparte, his nephew, to fight a duel in his dominions,

the Prince and Count de Laroche Pouchin met on the

morning of the 5th inst. near the village of Dhelboan.

After a combat which lasted ten minutes, the seconds

separated the combatants; Prince Napoleon received a

sword wound in his right arm, which opened a vein, and

Count Pouchin two pounds, one through the hand.—The

Frankfort papers announce that M. de Haber, who was

the cause of the fatal duel at Baden (the particulars of

which were published in our Paper last week), has been

arrested, and an inquiry into the facts instituted by order

of the Government. On hearing of the death of the last

surviving combatant, M. de Goeler, the populace assem-

bled before the house of M. de Haber at Carlsruhe, and

proceeded to break and demolish his furniture, but before

the work of destruction was complete a strong body ot

troops was called out, and the people were dispersed.

From the same authority we learn that those opposed to

the reform in the Jewish religion, which makes rapid

progress in Frankfort, had considered the refusal of the

learned Rabbi, Dr. Reisser, to join them as a signal

triumph. But now it is understood from the Jews

Gazette that he hesitates to join the new sect, merely

because, in his opinion, the doctrines of it do not extend

so far as to cause a thorough reform, particularly as to

circumcision, which he, as a mere Talmud doctrine,

wants to have abolished altogether. The Senate or

Frankfort has authorized a loan of two millions ot

florins, at an interest of three per cent, towards tue

expense of the railroads from the Meinto the Necker, anu

from Frankfort to Offenbach.—We mentioned in our las

the retirement of M. Von Lindenau, Prime Minister o

Saxony, after an official service of forty-five years.

This venerable statesman has announced his intention

applv his state pension of 3,083 rix dollars in the follow-

ing manner:—" The principal and 700 rix dollars an-

nually to purchase a historical picture by a Saxon arj»

to remain the public property; 300 dollars to a
.
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and Biancoli, the Marquises Messara and Tanara, and the
brothers Muratori, Turn, and Giovanni, landowners. A
circular of the 2d gives the description of eight other
persons, without, however, offering a price for their arrest.

These disturbances appear to have a more extended cha-
racter than was at first attributed to them. The last

accounts from Naples state that a great ferment exists in

the kingdom of the Two Sicilies ; that bands of armed
tten have been seen on several points of the Papal states
and on the frontiers of the Abruzzi. The King of Naples
had commanded several arrests to be made, and had taken
measures to prevent the disturbances from extending to
the Southern provinces and to Sicily.—From Palermo we
Jcarn that for some time past the most audacious robberies
have been committed in that city in open day, and the
Sicilian police seem, to a certain degree, to be on an
understanding with the robbers. On the 16th alt., at
the moment when a shop was plundered, the police
agents arrived, headed by an inspector. The inspector
received a bullet in the stomach, and the agents fled,leav-
lng him on the spot.—The German papers announce that
Austria has persuaded the smaller states of Italy to join
,!* a kind of southern Customs' League, but that Sardinia
and Naples have refused to do so.—The Globe states,

Upon the authority of letters from Marseilles, that the
article published a short time since as a decree of the

Inquisition of Ancona against the Jews is a fabrication.
The railroad from Venice to Padua is open to the public
for a distance of about eight French leagues. The bridge
*hich will cross the Lagunes in order to bring the line
into Venice, will be 1700 metres in length, and will not
be completed for two years. The distance from Padua to
the Lagunes is run in two hours, and the Lagunes are
grossed by boats, specially appointed for the service, in
half an hour. This railway has cost in construction about
iSOiOOO fr. per kilometre, or 720,000 fr. per league.

Holland. — The first trial on the railroad from
Utrecht to Amsterdam took place on the 10th with
complete success, on the section from Utrecht to

j*renke]in. The project of a railroad from Antwerp to

^eda is engaging public attention at the former place, as
*e 'l as in the Dutch cities. In the event of Belgium
carrying the line to Breda, it is understood that the Dutch
government will undertake the continuation of it to

^°rcum and Utrecht, a branch being formed from Gorcum
to Rotterdam. Some objections to the contemplated
Measures are offered, but the general feeling seems to be
la favour of them, and there is, accordingly, a fair

Prospect of their being carried into effect.

Sweden.—Letters from Stockholm of the 1st state
that amongst the foreigners lately arrived in that city are
w° Quakers (Messrs. Alexander and Wiffens), the for-
er a merchant from London of considerable property,

^ho with great zeal devotes his time to effect the abolition
ot slavery. For this purpose he visited Stockholm three
years ago, to persuade the King to an emancipation of the
?*aves on the island of St. Barthelmy, but did not succeed

J* getting an audience. Whether his endeavours this time
1,1 be more successful is said to be very questionable,

aithough the object of his mission is popular in Sweden.

Turkey.—The Levant mail has arrived, with news
rorQ

Constantinople of the 23d ult. An Armenian rene-
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Western did not arrive till Thursday, at 4 a. m., but it

appears that justice was not done to her powers this voy-
age, as she was supplied with coals of sucli indifferent
quality that it was difficult to keep steam up the greater
part of the passage. In her outward voyage the Hi-
bernia made the trip in 54 hours less than the Great
Western. This arrival brings news from the United States
16 days later than that received by the packet-ship Liver-
pool. The heaviest rain-storm ever experienced at NewYork
commenced at 9 o'clock on the 21st ult., and continued,
though with diminished violence, throughout the following
day. The damage done to property in the city and Brooklyn
was very great, and the accounts from neighbouring towns
and cities contain a long list of disasters. Some alarming
cases of yellow fever had taken place at New Orleans, and
great apprehension was felt that the disease would prove
more fatal this year than usual. One or two cases are
reported even to have occurred at the Quarantine at New
York. Mrs. Christina Gilmour, alias Cochrane, charged
with the murder of her husband, by poison, at Inchinnan,
Renfrewshire, arrived at Liverpool on Monday last, on
board the Liverpool, from New York. She came over in
the custody of Mr. M'Key, a police officer from Scotland,
and, after having been confined in the Bridewell of Liver-
pool during the night, sailed for Glasgow on Tuesday,
under charge of the same officer.—The officers of the
Auburn State prison have recently substituted the effusion
of cold water upon the bodies of refractory prisoners
instead of scourging. This is an important change in
prison discipline, and is likely to be adopted very generally
throughout the United States.—By a table in the papers,
it appears that the aggregate annual expenditure of the
several States, in their executive, judicial, and legislative

departments, was—Executive, 198,470 dollars; Legis-
lative, 747,253 dollars ; Judiciary, 646,186 dollars—total,
1,591,908 dollars.—The Caledonia mail steamer, which
left Liverpool last week for Boston and Halifax, took out
85 passengers, amongst whom were Mr. E. Gibbon Wake-
field, Mr. Macready, and Judge Haliburton, author of
" Sam Slick/

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols continue rather flat,

at 94| to 5 for Account, and 94£ for present transfer
;New Three-and-Half per Cents., 102; Exchequer Bills,

at l$d. per day, 59s. to 61*. prem., and at IJd. per day,
61$. to 63*. prem.
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commerce of the country.
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Gen. Espartero.—The Duchess of Victory and Donna

Elidia,^ accompanied by Colonel Guerra, made a hasty
inspection of the interior of Westminster Abbey last week,
previous to the morning service, at which they were
present. Having expressed a wish to hear the service,
the Dean's private pew was placed at their command.
The Duchess signified that General Espartero and herself
would shortly makeamoreprotractedVisit,so that they might
go over the entire edifice. His Highness has accepted an
invitation to dine with the Lord Mayor on the 26th, at

the Mansion-house, when a distinguished party will meet
the Regent, including Viscount Palmerston, the Earl of

Clarendon, and other noblemen. The Regent has hitherto

enjoyed a far better state of health in this country than his

previous indisposition led him to expect. His High-
ness, with the Duchess of Victory, and Donna Elidia,

almost daily visit some of the principal sights of the
Metropolis, but preserve the strictest incognito. On Wed-
nesday they visited Greenwich Hospital, and were con-
ducted over the whole of that establishment by Adm. Sir

J. Gordon. General Van Halen's health is considerably
improved.

The Murder of Mr. Dadd.—The unfortunate young
man whose parricide has excited so great a sensation has
been apprehended in France, but not until he had nearly

committed another crime by the murder of a fellow-

passenger with a razor. It appears from the statement of the
French gentleman that, on the night of the 30th ult., he
was passing through the forest of Valence, near Montereau,
and was seated on the imperials of the diligence, by the

side of a young Englishman, whose looks seemed to be
wandering, and who had been for above a quarter of an
hour amusing himself by lowering tfie gentleman's cravat

and collar. This singular practice provoked the traveller,

who desired his neighbour to have done with it ; the latter

then drew from his pocket an English razor, and set about
cutting the throat of the unfortunate Frenchman, who,
despite a vigorous resistance, received four rather deep
cuts. Notwithstanding his wounds, he succeeded in
mastering the young man, who, on being taken before the
justice of the peace at Montereau, quietly declared that his

name was Richard Dadd, and that he had just arrived from
England, where he had murdered his father. He was lodged
in the Melun house, and was soon after sent to Fontain-
bleau. The most surprising circumstance of this strange
story is, that the moment he was arrested he hastened to

give all he had on him in order that his victim might
be taken care of I His apprehension is the first instance
of the operation of the new law between France and Eng-
land, which received the Royal assent last session. In
regard to the young man's previous movements, it appears
that immediately after the commission of the parricide he
proceeded to Rochester, where he took a postchaise and
posted to Dover, at which place he arrived about 4 a.m. on
Tuesday, the day after the murder. At Dover he went to

the Ship Hotel. His dress was torn and disordered, and he
stated to persons who remarked on his appearance that he
had met with an accident, having fallen from a coach. He
had a large sum of money with him, and exhibited a purse,

one side of which was filled with notes, and the other

with gold. Shortly after his arrival he engaged an open
boat to take him across to Calais, for the hire of which
he paid 10/. On landing at Calais he was stopped and
taken to the Passport-office. He said he was engaged on
business of the utmost importance, and was desirous of
proceeding by the shortest route to Marseilles, and his
passport being found strictly en regie, he was suffered to
proceed on his journey. The passport had been obtained
by Richard Dadd, in his own name, from the French Am-
bassador in London, on the Thursday before the com-
mission of the murder. Whilst at Calais he purchased a
new suit of clothes. The clothes which he had worn
from Dover he left at the inn at Calais, and when they
were examined after his departure, it was discovered that
they were saturated with blood. At his examination
before the French authorities he stated himself to be the*

son and envoy of God, sent to exterminate the men most
possessed with the demon. He relates with the greatest

coolness that in the park of Lord Darnley " he was seized,

being with him who is said to be his father, with a divine
inspiration which commanded him to sacrifice him; he
immediately plunged his knife into his breast, and as
death did not ensue fast enough, he made deep wounds in
his neck with a razor;" Dr. Leblanc, who was com-
missioned to examine him, asked what he thought of such
an action, when he replied that he considered it a good one,
since he had destroyed an enemy of God. He also con-
sidered his attempt on the French gentleman a good
action, and is said to have but one thought, which is the
extermination of a large part of mankind. The money he
has with him is believed to be his own, as it is known that
he has recently realised a considerable sum as an artist.

He was recommended to Sir Thomas Phillips as a travel-
ling companion by Mr. David Roberts, the academician.
Soon after his return from Egypt, Dr. Sutherland, who
had been consulted in his case, stated his distinct opinion
that he was suffering from such an aberration of intellect
that he could not be considered as a responsible agent, and
had directed that he should not on any account be per-
mitted to go at large. His father, however, who had in
early life practised as an apothecary, paid little attention
to this, but said that quiet and retirement was all that the
son required; that he would take him down into the
country, and he doubted not that his son's health would
soon be restored.

Court of Aldermen.—It is supposed that there
will be a sharp contest for the Aldermanic gown of
Bread-street, vacant by the resignation of Alderman
Lainson. Four candidates started at once for the gown :

.—Mr. Hughes Hughes, barrister, late Member for
Oxford, who was returned some years ago in the room of
Sir J. Shaw, as Alderman of the ward of Portsoken ; Mr.
R. L. Wilson, Member of the Common Council for
Cripplegate; Mr. B. Lawrence, solicitor, in the ward of
Bread. street ; and Sheriff Pilcher. Mr. Pilcher retired
after a very brief canvass, but the other three are deter-
mined to go to the poll.

City of London Registration—The following are the
total claims and objections by Conservatives and
Liberals:—Livery objections—Conservative, 610; Libe-
rals, 300 ; total Livery objections, 1,000. Household ob-
jections— Conservative, 724 ; Liberal, 350; total house-
hold objections, 1,074. Livery claims—Conservative, 13;
Radical 1 1 ; total Livery claims, 24. The above are the only
bond fide claims, the rest being merely for the alteration

of addresses, &c. Household claims— Conservative, GO;
Liberal, 41 ; total household claims, 101.

Street-Sweeping.—Arrangements have been entered
into by the City authorities and commissioners of sewers
for the daily cleansing of all the principal thoroughfares in
the City, with the street-sweeping machines. The whole
of the City, which has heretofore been cleansed under five
or six different contracts, will now be cleansed under one,
and the inconvenience occasioned to the traffic be thereby
removed, the machines being capable of passing through
the most crowded thoroughfares at the rate of two miles
an hour, and without causing obstruction to the traffic.

Accidents and Inquests.—On Friday evening an inquest
was held on the body of Mr. John Rogers, aged 47, which
was found on the same morning on the shore of the
Thames, nearly opposite the Penitentiary, Milbank. From
the testimony of the witnesses, it appeared that deceased,
who was the well-known nursery seedsman and florist, of

Ebury-street, Eaton-square, had lately met with some
disappointments in trade, which had to a certain extent

affected his mind. On Wednesday morning last, he left

home to go to Epsom for some money, but had not since

that time been seen or heard of by his friends, until his

body was identified at St. Margaret's workhouse, where it

had been conveyed after being taken out of the water. A
police-constable who was on duty between one and two
o'clock on Friday morning, near the Penitentiary, was
called by a person named Davis, who said that a man was
in the water in the act of drowning, but when he came up
he had disappeared near some barges. A bargeman was
immediately hailed, and, after a short time, a hat and hand-
kerchief were found, but the body was not discovered until
nearly five o'clock. There was no watch or money, but two
pocket-books, containing memorandums and cards of ad-

dress, &c. The coroner summed up, and the jury returned

a verdict of "Found drowned."—On Tuesday an inquest was

held at St. George's Hospital, on the body of G. Bolton,

aged 12 years, a fine youth, son of the head-gardener of
Osmond Sampayo, Esq., of Peterborough House, Fulham,
who died from the effects of a gun-shot wound which he
received under the following circumstances. It appears
that on Sunday morning the deceased left his father's

home, accompanied by a boy named Buller, for the pur-
pose of attending a place of worship. On their way
thither they met two youths, named Bagnard and Whitley,
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the former of whom carried a gun with a percussion lock,

which he said was loaded, but not capped. Deceased

accompanied them to the grounds of Mr. Bagley, the

gardener, near Broom-house, where they were joined by

a lad named Russell. Bagnard was subsequently in the

act of holding the gun while Whitley fixed on a cap,

deceased at the time standing in front of it, when Russell

cautioned him to move away, but he did not do so, and

scarcely had a minute elapsed before the lock went down,

and the contents of the gun loaded with powder and small

shot entered his left side, and he fell bleeding to the

ground. Mr. Bannister, house-surgeon of St. George's

Hospital, said that, on deceased being admitted, he was

found to be suffering under a gun-shot wound, about an

inch in length, on the left side of the abdomen. Deceased

died in thirteen hours. Upon a post mortem examination,

the intestines were found to be ruptured, besides other

serious injuries, which had proved mortal. Verdict

—

Accidental Death ; deodand on the gun, 85.

Shipwrecks.—The particulars of the following ship-

wrecks have been received in the City this week :—The

East India ship Regular, Capt. Carter, on her passage

from London to Bombay, with a valuable cargo of iron,

copper, &c, sprung aleak on the 8 th July, in lat. 37° 30 S.,

long. 36° 80' E. The captain, crew, and passengers,

after vainly endeavouring for four days and nights to stop

the leak, at last took to the boats, the former not leaving

her till her gunwales were under water. They were on

the following day taken on board the Cleopatre, French

frigate, where they received every attention.—The Queen

Victoria, also an Indiaman, left Bombay for Liverpool on

the 11th March, with a cargo of India produce, and, on

the 7th April, during a sharp gale, struck on the south-

west reef of rocks off Rodrigues, and soon became

a total wreck. The captain and some of the crew

were saved, but Mr. Serle, first officer, Mr. R. Plunkett,

a passenger, and nine seamen were drowned.—The brig

Thomas Rickinson struck, on the 27th May, on the reef of

rocks off Ponte d'Oror, on her passage from the Mauritius

to London. The officers and crew got into the boats,

and succeeded in reaching the beach in perfect safety.

—

The Amelia Thompson, the property of Sir J. Pirie, Bart.,

was lost about eighty miles S.E. of Madras, on the 23d

May, having been suddenly overtaken by a heavy squall,

which completely threw her on her beam-ends. Part of

the crew were saved, but Mr. Quarry, chief-mate, Mr.

M'Neil, third mate, and five of the crew, were drowned.—-

The Princess Augusta, a schooner, from La Have to Hali-

fax, was lost on the 20th ult., about twenty miles west of

Cape Sable, after being thrown on her beam-ends, so

that no exertions of her crew could right her. Only one

out of the whole crew was saved.—Accounts were received

by the last mail from the Brazils of a storm which hap-

pened during the 24th and 25th June at Monte "Video,

and occasioned the most dreadful consequences. H.M.S.

Fantome, 16, commanded by Capt. Haynes, was totally

lost during the violence of the hurricane. All the crew

were saved, and are on their way to England to await a

Court-Martial—By accounts from Sydney intelligence

has been received of the partial destruction of the schooner

Catherine, Capt. Bannatyne, in April last, off the Isle of

Pines, by the powder magazine being purposely fired, in

order to prevent her being captured by a gang of native

pirates, some of the crew having been murdered in a con-

flict with them. The surviving portion of the crew having

succeeded in extinguishing the flames and getting the

vessel out to sea, they endured severe sufferings for several

days, when a vessel hove in sight, which proved to be the

Norwhal, from London. Her captain bore down upon

the distressed vessel, and through his exertions the lives

of those on board were preserved. It is feared that three

other vessels which are missing, and trade to the islands,

have been captured and their crews murdered.

Fires.- On Saturday night a destructive fire broke out

in the floor-cloth and table-cover manufactory of Mr.

Cleverley, on Walworth-common. The premises occupied

a large area of ground, and the fire originated in what is

termed the ovens, buildings used for japanning, about one

story high. The flames spread with great rapidity, and in

a short time the range of buildings, GO feet long, and

about 25 in breadth, were entirely destroyed.—A fire

broke out at nearly the same hour on the premises of Mr.

Cropper, hatter, New Brentford. It originated at the

lower part of the building, and at one time it was expected

that the whole house would have fallen a sacrifice to the

flames, but they were prevented extending further than

the shop. The two adjacent houses were slightly injured.

—

In the course of Sunday morning the engines of the

brigade force in the east end of the metropolis attended

three fires which occurred in that part of London, but

were of no particular importance.—On Tuesday morning

a policeman discovered a fire in the lower part of the newly-

built premises of the Religious Tract Society, Paternoster-

row. The officer alarmed the inmates of the adjoining

houses, and having despatched information to the fire

stations, Mr. Braidwood with two engines promptly
arrived. Water was soon procured, and an entrance

having been effected, the men succeeded in preventing the

fire extending beyond the cellar, where it originated,

through some unslaked lime having been left by the work-

men among the timber on the previous night. To the

vigilance of the officer may be attributed the saving of

much valuable property belonging to the leading booksellers.

Mortality of the Metropolis—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Sept. 2d, was as

follows:—West Districts, 151; North Districts, 169
5

Central Districts, 160 ;
East Districts, 222 ; South Dis-

tricts, 207 : total, 909 (males, 489 ;
females, 420). Weekly

average for the last 5 years, 903 (461 males, 442 females)
;

and for the last 5 summers, 846.

Her Majesty''s JM
rarine Excursion.—On Saturday the

Queen and Prince Albert, accompanied by the Duchess

of Kent and the ladies of the suite, took an excursion in

the royal steam-yacht to Worthing, and landed at Brighton

Pier after an absence of three hours. On Tuesday morn-

ing her Majesty and Prince Albert embarked for Ostend,

on a visit to the King and Queen of the Belgians, under

salutes from the Chain-pier guns, the battery, and the

ships-of-war in the offing. All the vessels manned their

yards, and were decorated with flags. About 3 o'clock

the yacht passed Dover. A royal salute was fired from

the guns at the grand redoubt, followed by one from the

guns of the Castle. These salutes had hardly died away

before the yacht rounded the South Foreland, and in a

very short time was out of sight. About half-past 3 the

yacht had arrived nearly off Walmer Castle, about a mile

and half from the shore, and immediately afterwards the

first gun was fired from the Admiral's flag-ship the St.

Vincent. A royal salute was simultaneously given by the

St. Vincent, Caledonia, and Camperdown, as the yacht

steamed down the Channel. Twenty-seven galleys put

off from Deal on the first intimation that her Majesty was

approaching. The men were all dressed alike, and the

miniature fleet excited general interest and admiration.

On the royal yacht arriving abreast the St. Vincent, the

yards were manned, and the band struck up " God save

the Queen." All the men-of-war were gaily dressed with

flags from stem to stern ; the whole scene being one of

extreme beauty and interest. The yacht proceeded on her

course down Channel successively passing inland of the

men-of-war, and affording the spectators, who thronged

the beach to the number of some thousands, an excellent

view of her Majesty and the Prince, who were seated on

the deck, near the stern of the vessel. Having passed the

Camperdown, which was the most easterly ship, the royal

yacht was put about, and returned to seaward of the ships-

of-war, coming round the flag-ship, which was moored

farthest westward, and dropping her anchor immediately

between the St. Vincent and the Caledonia. At this

moment a royal salute was fired from the terrace battery

in front of Walmer Castle. The Ariel mail packet, having

on board the Duke of Wellington, had by this time ap-

proached the yacht; and his Grace having entered the

gig which had put him aboard from the pier, and been

towed astern, proceeded alongside. The other vessels of

the royal squadron, which had been far outstripped by the

yacht in the run from Brighton, now began to arrive.

Among the first was the Lightning Government steamer,

and the General Steam Navigation Company's ship Mer-

cury, which left Brighton with a large party to proceed

on an excursion with the squadron. The Prometheus and

the Cyclops Government steamers, with several packets,

soon followed, and by the gaiety of their appearance con-

tributed very much to the beauty of the scene. The Duke

of Wellington having proceeded on board the yacht, the

Admiral's ship was signalled, and Sir Charles Rowley put

off in his barge, to pay his respects to her Majesty. The

Penelope war frigate arrived off the Castle about half-past

5, and fired a royal salute on joining the squadron. The

galleys and sailing-boats remained near the yacht until

nearly 6 o'clock, when it having become known that the

Duke of Wellington had accepted an invitation to dine

with her Majesty on board, they one by one returned to

the shore, and the crowd on the beach dispersed. The

Duke remained on board upwards of two hours, during

which time the wind, which throughout the day had been

blowing fresh from the northward and eastward, had con-

siderably increased, and her Majesty, upon the Duke's

taking his leave, evinced great anxiety respecting his safe

landing. His Grace, however, in thanking her Majesty

for the concern she evinced on his account, made light

of the matter, and returned on board the Ariel, which

brought him as near the shore as possible; here he got

into the barge and rowed towards the beach. The swell

was too great to admit of his landing at the pier from which

he started, and the boat was pulled towards the naval

yard, where the surf was not so great as at any other part

of the shore. Here the Duke landed, but not without a

considerable ducking, for no sooner had the bows of the

boat touched the shore, than a heavy sea broke over her

stern, and completely drenched his Grace, who upon

landing, wet as he was, immediately mounted his horse

and rode off to Walmer Castle. A numerous assemblage

of persons had congregated on the beach where the Duke

came on shore, and loudly cheered him. Several ot the

Government steamers which left Brighton with the Royal

yacht, did not arrive until some time after her, and then

they came up one by one, according to their several rates

of steaming. At nine o clock the men-of-war and

steamers illuminated and manned their yards, each or the

men having port-fires in their hands. At Walmer Castle

there was also an illumination, and rockets were sent up

by the shipping, and also on shore. At an early hour on

Wednesday morning the squadron got their steam up, and

made preparations for taking their departure. 1 he

weather had moderated, and the day was fine. Acout

seven o'clock the Royal yacht got under weigh, anil stood

out to sea, followed by the other steamers which iorm the

squadron attending her, and also by the Penelope steam-

frigate, which had been ordered to join the Royal squadron.

Her Majesty arrived at Ostend shortly after 2 clock,

and disembarked immediately, the yacht having made the

voyage full two hours earlier than was expected In con-

sequence of this, many of the preparations for the landing

were incomplete, and the workmen were stil busily em-

ployed at the quay when her Majesty landed. Immedi-

ately on the arrival of the yacht, the King and Queen ot

the Belgians went on board, and were received with every

I mark of affection on the part of her Majesty, who was

apparently in excellent health, and the highest pos-

sible spirits. The Royal party then landed, and

entered his Majesty's carriage. The Queen and King

Leopold occupied the back seat ; the Queen of the

Belgians sat opposite them, with Prince Albert. The

Minister of Foreign AfTairs, the Grand Marshal of the

Palace, the Intendant of the Civil List, the Burgomaster

of Ostend, with the other dignitaries of the town, toge-

ther with our own Consul, and a crowd of generals, offi-

cers, gentlemen and ladies of rank, were in attendance

upon their Majesties. The Royal party immediately

drove towards the palace, amidst the enthusiastic cheer-

ing of the multitudes who lined the streets along the entire

route. Ostend had poured out all its populace, whose

numbers were increased by the strangers present in the

town. Soon after their arrival, the Royal party dined in

the Hotel de Ville, which the King had engaged for this

occasion. Sir Hamilton and Lady Seymour, and the

Burgomaster, were the only persons invited to join them.

In the evening the town was illuminated, and about ten

o'clock the Royal party returned to the palace. On
Thursday, King Leopold and Prince Albert visited the

yacht and afterwards reviewed the infantry. The Queen took

a carriage airing, and in the evening the Royal party dined

at the Hotel de Ville and afterwards honoured the theatre

with their presence. The Royal yacht and the convoy of

steamers left in the course of the day for Antwerp. Her

Majesty intended to visit Bruges yesterday, and return to

Ostend at night; to visit Ghent this day (Saturday);

spend the Sunday at Ostend, visit Brussels and its envi-

rons on Monday, proceed to Antwerp on Tuesday, and

embark for England on Wednesday.
Birmingham.—Father Mathew arrived in this town on

Saturday, on his way from Norwich to Dublin. On Sun-

day the Hon. and Rev. Dr. Spencer arrived from Oscott,

and preached at the Catholic church in favour of the tem-

perance movement, and in the evening Father Mathew

preached to a crowded congregation. On Monday the

rev. gentleman was entertained at a public breakfast by

nearly 200 ladies and gentlemen, including many influ-

ential inhabitants- Mr. James, the Mayor, presided as

chairman, supported by Mr.Beilby and Mr.CIarke, borough

magistrates, by Mr. Joseph Sturge, and a large number

of dissenting ministers. The pledge was then adminis-

tered to about 1,000 persons. On Tuesday a public break-

fast took place, at which the Right Rev. Dr. Wiseman

presided, and advocated the temperance movement at

great length. Father Mathew then visited Oscott College,

and administered the pledge to several of the students.

Brighton On Sunday morning at nine o'clock her

Majesty and Prince Albert walked out unattended, and

after taking a promenade on the Grand Junction Road,

where they escaped recognition for a considerable period,

they walked en the Chain Pier. They passed through

the turn-stile entrance, and came so unexpectedly upon

the toll-collector, that he held out his hand for the usual

payment of 2d. a head before he discovered the rank ot

his visitors. After passing half-an-hour on the Pier,

her Majesty and the Prince returned to the Palace. 1'|
e

greater number of persons who witnessed the Royal Pa
J" ^

leave the Pier contented themselves with bowing, but

about 20 or 30 (said to be strangers in the town) pressea

closely on their footsteps ; and her Majesty and the Prince

quickening their pace as they reached the Castle-square,

retreated from the annoyance by entering the Palace by

the porter's lodge instead of the usual entrance. A P rl
"

vate letter in a morning paper states that " it is not at al

likely that the public (be they inhabitants of Brighton, or

vulgar, uneducated visitors,) will have another opport

nity, during the short stay of the Court here, of annoy-

ing the Queen in a similarly rude and indecorous mannei.

Her Majesty, who has more than once expressed her

feelings on the subject, is not likely to give them another

chance. How different is the case at Windsor, and how

extremely different was the behaviour of the Pu^ c *

Walmer, during the Royal visit last autumn. Unless the

Brighton people mend their manners, I very much q uf
s*

tion if the Queen will often honour them with a visit.

Bristol—A fire broke out at the Castle Inn, in «j
J»

city, on Wednesday week, attended with loss of life 5 y
landlord, Mr. Worthington, who had been bedridden to

the last four months, and a little girl who attended on nm
having died from the injuries they sustained. It aPPea j
that the fire originated in the bed-room of the land lor •

The little girl had been sent up with a basin of gruel, »

^
it is supposed she must have placed (he candle too n^ai

^
the curtains and fallen asleep. There were a nunl

far

people in the house at the time ; but the fire had *o

made head when the alarm was given, that the house

furniture were completely consumed ; the property

not insured. By the exertions of the police and fire

the adjoining houses were saved.
jl0

Cambridge. — We learn from a correspondent

visited Cambridge on the 8th, to inspect the {lamU
^
e

[g,>ic

by the late terrific tempest to the glass in the 13° ^
Garden, that " no one can have an idea of the eX

. seg.

the mischief till he has seen the wreck of the lJ°

j fl

Whole sashes are without a single pane of glass e
^are

them, and some have, in fact, little more: than the ^
woodwork, with small fragments of glass juttin^

fl

Thev look exactly as if they had been thrashed w*tu^nUt

of

the plants have suffered severely. There is no st0I
-

t
^'

record that ever happened in this county at all like *

te(j

Carlisle.—The Bishop of Carlisle has just c0W
*

to

his triennial visitation of his diocese. In his cllB

fc0li-

the clergy the Bishop remarked that, for the genei
ful-

dition of the Church, there was much cause for tna

:tly as if they had been thrasiieu «**•-
. u t

rods, so completely are they smashed. There is

4,000 feet ofglass to be restored, and of course i»aj

.
>
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Hess, and referred at some length to Acts of Parliament
recently passed, having for their object the welfare of

the Church. He then dwelt at great length on
the controversies within the Church, and expressed a

hope that on all matters of this nature the clergy would
so conduct themselves as not to render themselves liable

to the charge of using unseemly tautits. In removing the

errors of the Church of Home, the Protestant Church
sought only the cause of truth, and they condemned (hose

errors, not for the sake of condemnation only, but for

that truth by a regard for which he trusted they would
ever be actuated. The Bishop then proceeded to the con-
sideration of the authority of the Church,.as Holy, Catholic,
and Apostolic, and pointed out the great difference
between that claimed by the Church of England and the

assumed infallibility of the Church of Rome, noticing in

detail several points of doctrine in which the two Churches
differed. Much of the discussion, he believed, which had
recently taken place, and many of the irregularities which
had been complained of, would have been avoided, if the
parties had, in the first instance, submitted their doubts
to their Ordinary, a practice strongly to be recommended
in all cases where changes were contemplated. The
Bishop, after some remarks on the daily service, suggested
the propriety of a due attention to divine worship, and
the ordinances of the Church on Saints' days and other
festivals, and proceeded to notice the subject of the dress
of the clergy. He did not concur in the opinion that
the whole service should be performed in the surplice, for

although there was no canon that treated on the subject
expressly, he thought it was to be inferred from what was
enjoined—that those parts of the Church service which
were purely ministerial, should be performed in the sur-
plice

; but during the sermon, which was more to be con-
sidered as the opinions of an individual than as the
appointed service of the Church, it was not improper that
the gown should be used ; but in this, as in similar cases,
the best plan would be for the clergy to adhere to the
common usage, and in all cases where doubts arose, to
apply to the Ordinary. His Lordship made some
remarks on the educational clauses of the Factories Bill,

and the check that their abandonment had given to the
education of the people. The remainder of -the charge
was occupied with the consideration of local matters.

Carmarthen.—Last week the parishioners of Llande-
ieilog parish, about six miles from Carmarthen, met for
the purpose of discussing their grievances at a place called

Raymond Lodge—a public-house by the road-side. There
jvere present about 60 persons, most of them substantial
farmers. The proceedings were chiefly conducted in
Welch, but partly in English. A farmer occupied the
chair. Dr. Picton, a relative of General Picton, and
Possessed of considerable property in the parish, was
present, with two or three very substantial yeomen. The
reporter of the Times obtained permission to attend the
meeting, and states that the following resolutions were
Put to the meeting in Welch, and agreed to unanimously :

*""•"
1. The Highway Act ought to be reformed. 2. The

gates are too numerous, and the tolls too high. 3. Poor
j aw.' first, the overseer ought to pay the poor. Second,

*h's is to be done under the direction of the guardians.
Ihird, the guardians ought to choose and pay all the
officers connected with the workhouse. Fourth, there

J^gbt not to be any separation of man and wife. Fifth,
he old law was better in cases of bastardy than the new.
?l

J
l^i the accounts ought to be passed before justices, as

4 JJ!".

6, Seventh, the chaplain ought to have a salary.
*• Tithes. First, the meeting wish that the tithe should
8° towards keeping the poor and the Church. Second,
»e tithes ought to be paid according to the annual value
^ne land. Third, they ought to be reduced at least is.

r 5«. in the pound. 5. Church-rates ought to be amended.
• Church and State. First, they ought to be separated.

^
0Qd, that the law should defend religion just the same

S

^".Madagascar and Otaheite. 7. County Stock. Th

t
'yv«ynydd Selen meeting did. 8. The Corn Law ought
he repealed for a year or two, to try how it can be done

*i
e
^
,ng thinks the same with regard to this grievance as

tob

uhout# 9. There ought to be no by-law on the highway,

j,

e gates, the poor, the tithes, and income-tax. 10.

i. erv parish to choose its own minister, as in Germany.

tj

• The Archbishops and Bishops'have better work to do

ar

atl to be in Parliament, 12. No clergymen or preachers

fuin*
ante(* *n ^ie workhouse if the guardians do their duty

Uifuiiy^ 13. The law ought to be amended in many other

*ui-
ulars * I 4 - Income-tax. It is great foolishness to

k

^a tax with this name to it. 15. The Dog-tax. The

a*k !

ng thinks Sir Robert 1>eel wiU take off this tax if he is

v
are

t0 do 80 * ^' Soldiers are serviceable where they

tlet

Mat
?
ted| but tliey are not wantecl '

iere'" I' was then

as ,

err
*!ined to adopt a petition relative to the grievances

of rj?
lithes—A daring attack has been made on the farm

of
j^ywern, belonging to a magistrate, Mr. W. Chambers,

^ n
a

.

nel, y? who has rendered himself, it would appear,

toor°^
l°US from his efficiency and activity. On Sunday

buil

l

}!
n£> between 1 and 2 o'clock, the barns and. out-

and
gS of this farm were fired

»
together with the hay

30Q/
COrn stack s, all of which were consumed, and about

WUs
' w°rth of property destroyed. One of the farm boys

On
fi

awaken ed, and on looking out saw the out-buildings

San?
and about 15 men disguised leaving them. The

an0M
ttlen *ere then seen to go across the country to

gU n
er farm occupied by Mr. Chambers, called Gelby-

^hr°^
*'H' re they set fire to (he corn and hay stacks.

^ere
6 Stacks of corn and one of hay, worth about 150/.,

set
fi

entirely consumed. On the same night the rioters

l,!an
r

j

e

|

t0 tlie toll-house at Hendy Gate, on the road from

tipw y to Pontardulais, which was kept by an old woman

^tic \°f '^ **ears of aSe >
wIl ° liad received frequent

es that if she did not leave the gate, her house should

be burnt down. The old woman on being awakened ran

into the road, and to a neighbouring cottage within twenty
yards of the toll-house, shouting to the people who
lived in it, to " come out and help her to put out the fire

;

as there was not much." The occupier of this cottage, a

stout able man, was afraid to go out, and begged the old

woman to come into his cottage, which she refused, and
went back to try and save some of her furniture. It

appears her exclamation had been overheard, for the

rioters returned, and set fire to the thatch again. The
old woman then ran across the road, and shouted out,
" She knew them ;" when they fired at her and shot her
dead. She staggered as far as the neighbouring cottage
door, and there sunk down dead. An inquest on the
body was held on Monday at Pontardulais, when the
surgeon distinctly stated that on a post mortem examina-
tion he found the lungs considerably congested, with marks
of some shots on the surface, two of which were found in

the substance of the left lung. Nothwithstanding this

evidence, the jury returned the following verdict :

—

That the deceased died from the effusion of blood into the
chest, which occasioned suffocation, but from what cause
is to this jury unknown.—The Carmarthenshire magis-
trates in Quarter Sessions, on Tuesday, resolved to defer
the question of a rate for a rural police to October next

;

and the magistrates of Cardiganshire have assented to a
reduction of the turnpike tolls.

Dorchester.—The Dorset Chronicle publishes a long
account of the festivities which took place at Milton Abbey
on the 5th inst., to celebrate the coming of age of Mr.
Henry Darner. On the first day, beef, bread, and ale were
distributed among the people, and the tenantry dined with
their young landlord. On the following day a dejeuner
and ball took place, at which all the principal nobility and
gentry of the county were present.

E.reier.—The 6alutes fired at Plymouth in honour of
her Majesty's late visit to that port were distinctly heard
on the hills around this city, at Moretonhampstead, Drew-
sieignton, Black Torrington, &c. In one instance, near
this city, the eminence on which the firing was heard cannot
be short of 46 miles from Plymouth by the mail-line road.

Harrogate.—It is said that there are at present upwards
of 2000 visitors congregated in this town ; and all the
other watering-places in the north. Scarborough, Seaton,
Carew, Redcar, Tynemouth, Shotley-bridge, Gilsland, as
well as the Lakes, are full of company.

Hereford.—The Musical Festival, which was held on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of last week, in AH
Saints' Church, in consequence of the repairs going on at
(he Cathedral, was on a much smaller scale than has of
late .years been usual with the three choirs of Worcester,
Gloucester, and Hereford, and the attendances at the
various performances were by no means so numerous as
had been generally expected. The expenses, however, had
been studiously kept down, and it is hoped the receipts
may cover them. The collections after the three services
amounted to 865/., being 200/. less than in 1840, but 50/.
more than in 1837.

Liverpool.—The local papers mention a rumour that

John Anderson, convicted at the Assizes for having
knowingly become possessed of the notes stolen at the

Preston Guild, has declared that if any hope of a commu-
tation of punishment were held out to him, he would give

a clue to the murderer of the late Mr. Bibby. It will be

recollected that this gentleman was found dead in the

summer of 1840, near Bootle, under circumstances of a

mysterious character, which have never since been

cleared up.—A Repeal meeting took place in this town

on Wednesday, which was attended by Mr. D. O'Connell,

jun., and other members of the Dublin Association.

About 4000 persons were present. Mr. Fitzgerald moved
the first resolution, which set forth that this public de-

monstration was held, not only as evidence of increasing

Strength in Liverpool, but with a view to express a fixed

resolve to persevere in constitutional agitation till Ireland

should obtain her right of self-government. In the course

of his address, he stated that a few months ago, the col-

lection of " rent
,;

in Liverpool averaged only 21. or 3/.

per week ; at the present time it had reached 20/., so

that the Repealers of this town were now remitting funds

to the "National Treasury" in Dublin, at the rate of

about 1000/. per annum. Mr. O'Connell, jun., then came
forward to support the resolution. He spoke at some

length, and retired at the close of his address. A riot then

ensued, and there appeared an evident determination that

the proceedings should be stopped; for fights commenced
in different parts, many of the benches were torn up, and

an attack was made upon the stage by the anti-repealers

in the pit. In the confusion the table at which the re-

porters were stationed was destroyed, and they had to

effect their escape as well as they could. The police

secured the assailants, several of whom were seriously

hurt; and a few of them having been removed from the

building, order was eventually restored, and, with a few

trifling exceptions, it was preserved to the end of the pro-

ceedings. 41/. was then announced as the week's rent

for Liverpool, and a petition to Parliament for immediate
repeal was adopted.

Leicester.—Mr. Messenger, the master of the man
recently murdered at Gadclesby, was fully committed on
Wednesday week, on the charge of Wilful Murder. There
were several additional witnesses, but the examination,
which lasted the whole of the day, being private, the par-
ticulars have not transpired.

Norwich.—On Thursday the 7th, the great demonstra-
tion to witness the meeting of the Bishop of Norwich and
Father Mathew took place in St. Andrew's Hall, which
was illuminated for the occasion. The hall, considered
one of the finest in the kingdom, and said to be capable of

accommodating from 5,000 to 6,000 persons, was crowded

to suffocation. The orchestra, used on the occasion of the
musical festival, was appropriated as a platform ; and
long before the time appointed it was crowded with the
ladies and gentry of the city. Father Mathew, accom-
panied by the Hon. Stafford Jenningham, and the Rev.
Mr. Nellyan, rector of Carlton, arrived on the platform
shortly after seven, and on making his appearance, the
entire assembly rose, and received him with enthusiastic
cheering. Mr. J. J. Gurney, on taking the chair, said
he felt great pleasure in doing so, as, although he some
time since looked upon the principles of total abstinence
as a fallacy, he begged now to state that he was a con-
firmed, absolute, and pledged teetotaller. The total absti-
nence movement was in harmony with the Christian
doctrine of the Gospel, and, therefore, it was a neutral

ground, on which they all could meet and join heart and
hand without political or religious differences. Upon that

understanding he had taken the chair, and he hoped that

the proceedings would be carried out in the true princi-

ples of Christian charity and love. Shortly after this the

Bishop of Norwich, accompanied by several ladies, arrived,

and his appearance on the platform was the signal for the

most enthusiastic cheers. The entire assembly rose, and

the applause which ensued was tremendous for some
minutes, which was renewed on his Lordship walking up
to Father Mathew and shaking him cordially by the hand.

The Bishop then addressed the meeting at great length,

stating that he had come there contrary to the advice of

many of his friends, but he should have considered himself

degraded if he had been induced to remain away by
the calumnies circulated against him and the Temperance
cause by certain parties in that city. He had watched
over the character of Father Mathew, and he would say

—

and say it publicly—that he sincerely believed that it was
embodied in the words in print which he held in his hand.
He then read an extract from a printed document, which
declared that Father Mathew was a gentleman by birth ;

that his acts had been publicly known for 25 years ; that
during his whole life, although possessed of the franchise,

he had never given a vote, meddled with politics, or mixed
with any agitation ; and that he was a meek and
spiritual-minded man. The Bishop then proceeded as

follows :

—

u Where did this excellent system com-
mence? Its birth-place was the land of freedom,

in America, raised by the descendants of British

blood, and it winged its way to this quarter of the world.

But where did it alight? Not in England, but in the

Protestant town of Belfast, where it began, not with the

Catholic, but with the Protestant clergy. It then winged

its way to Liverpool, and the manufacturing districts,

where I met, and to my shame be it spoken, I opposed it.

Yes, three years ago I opposed teetotalism as Eutopian,
treateditvvith ridicule, and asa thing which would passaway
as the dew before the sun. I have since, however, looked at

both sides of the question. I have followed it from house
to house, from cottage to cottage, and conviction was so

strongly enforced upon my mind, that instead of being
longer its enemy, I became its staunch and enduring friend.

I can mention one instructive circumstance in connexion
with the religious tendency of temperance societies. I

shall never forget visiting the cottage of a man who had
been all his life a drunkard, and which was the abode of

misery and wretchedness. He became a teetotaller, and in

six months after I found his abode the scene of comfort

giving up drunkenness. It was an alien to my house

before, but it has been my daily comfort and companion
ever since/ In proportion as temperance has advanced

crime has diminished:
1 His Lordship concluded by

calling on the meeting to receive Father Mathew in the

spirit of honest Christian charity. Father Mathew then

came forward and spoke at considerable length. He said

it could not be expected that he should reply to the

charges made against him, particularly after what had

fallen from his Lordship, of whose friendship he had long

known the value He had come to Norwich, previous to

going to Ireland, in order to thank his Lordship per-

sonally, and if there had been any deviation from the

path of rectitude on his part, he would not have dared to

show himself The Rev. gentleman concluded by thank-

ing the meeting for the handsome manner in which they

bad received him. On Friday, Father Mathew adminis-

tered the pledge, in St. Andrew's-hall, to several hundreds

of persons, and afterwards dined with the Bishop. He
left Norwich on Saturday for Birmingham, in order to

administer the pledge in that town, under the patronage

of Dr. Wiseman, the Roman Catholic bishop.

Oxford.—On Friday the remains of Dr. Bridges Pre-

sident of Corpus Christi College, arrived here from Ilfra-

combe, and the interment took place on the next day m
the chapel of the College. The funeral of Dr. Grayson,

Principal of St. Edmund-hall, took place on Wednesday,

in the chapel of that hall. It fa a singular coincidence

that, in 1823, the Rev. Dr. Cooke, Resident of Corpus,

and the Rev. Dr. Thompson, Principal of St. Ldmund-

hall, the predecessors of the above gentlemen, also lay

dead at the same time.-The daily papers state that it is

intended to establish atLittlemore near Oxford, a college

in whinh vounff men holding Tractanan principles may

be trai

ich young men holding Tractanan principles

ined for missionary labour
;
and that the Right Rev.

hart, 13.A., of Exeter College, wiio for the last twelve-

months has been an inmate of Mr. Newman's house, at

Littlemore, and about four years ago adopted Tractarian

principles, has declared himself a convert to the Roman
Catholic Church.—On Wednesday Mr, Cobden and Mr.
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Bright visited Oxford to address a county meeting, con-

vened by the High Sheriff, on the subject of the Corn-
laws. The meeting was attended by the members for the

county and city, and several of the landed proprietors,

but by very few farmers. Mr. Cooper, Deputy Sheriff,

presided. Mr. Cobden spoke at great length, after which
Lord Camoys came forward, and concluded a brief address

by moving the following resolution :
—" That the Agricul-

tural interest being the paramount interest in this country,

to depress that interest would be injurious to the en-

tire community— that suddenly to adopt free trade in corn

must produce that effect, and that therefore it is the opinion

of this meeting that a moderate fixed duty upon the im-

portation of foreign grain is* the one best adapted to the

present position of the agricultural interest, and the welfare

of the country-" This resolution was seconded by Mr.
Langston, M.P. Mr. Bright then spoke for upwards of

an hour in favour of a toial repeal, and was followed by
Lord Norreys in favour of the existing Corn-laws. The
noble Lord said, that while he fully subscribed to the

statement that both agriculture and commerce were suffer-

ing very great depression at the present time, he at the

same time felt that the remedies proposed by the League
could only aggravate the distress—which he attributed in

a great measure to the enormous over-production by the

manufacturers. Considerable interruption was offered to

his Lordship while speaking, which induced him to

observe that he had attended the meeting because it had

been convened by the high sheriff, but he was perfectly

aware that it was not a meeting of farmers, for very few

of that class were present. Mr. Henley, M.P., followed,

and contended that in countries where no Corn-laws exist

the variation in price is far greater than in England. He
spoke at considerable length, and concluded by expressing
his concurrence in the opinion of his colleague, that

although some farmers might be present, the great body
of that class, utterly repudiating the doctrines of the Anti-

Corn-Law League, had purposely absented themselves.

Mr. Cobden replied, and an amendment in favour of free

trade was carried by a large majority.

Portsmouth.—The Pluton, Archimede, and Napoleon,
French war steam-vessels, which joined her Majesty's
escort, from Treport to Brighton, arrived here on Friday
morning, and came into harbour for coalj which was imme-
diately supplied from the dock -yard. They were saluted

by the flag-ship and the garrison. The Napoleon is pro-
pelled by Smith's screw, and is a remarkably handsome
vessel. She has on board the models of 12 screws, to

test the respective merits of which a committee of en-

gineers were appointed in France, who decided in favour

of Smith*s screw, and determined that the screw we have
adopted in the steamer now fitting therewith is the least

efficient of the whole. The Prince de Joinville arrived
on Saturday morning, in one of the royal carriages, from
Brighton, alighted in the dock-yaid, and immediately
embarked, under a royal salute from her Majesty's ship

Victory, on hoard the Pluton, French steamer, and hoisted

his flag. His Royal Highness soon afterwards landed,

and inspected the dock-yard ; and at half-past four took

his departure for Treport, followed by the Archimede and
Napoleon, under another salute from the Victory, and one
from the garrison, as his Royal Highness passed out of

harbour. The Pluton immediately alterwards hoisted the

British colours and returned the salute.

Plymouth.—On Monday last the fourth story of the

Breakwater lighthouse was completed. The air chamber
only has now to be put up, when the entire building will

be ready for the reception of the lanihorn which is now
making in London. The part now up is 46 feet above

the level of high water, and when finished the lighthouse

will be ,56 feet high without the lanthorn.

llamsgale.—A fishing smack, belonging to this pert,

when about five miles from the North Foreland, discovered

a box floating on the water; they picked it up, and on
examination it was found to contain about < letters,

besides a number of newspapers. From the address on
the box it appears it had been sent by the General Post

office by the ship George, or Royal George, to Sydney,
some time last year. It is surmised that the vessel has

made the voyage, and returned without delivering the

letters, and that in order to avoid discovery and evade the

penalty (500J.) the box was thrown overboard at the

entrance of the Thames, as two 71b. weights were attached

to the box, on purpose, apparently, to sink it. It was
delivered to the Customs, for inquiry to be instituted.

Shrewsbury.—The Shrewsbury Journal states that a

few years ago when the late Earl of Leicester held his

agricultural meetings at Holkham, a sheep was sheered in

the morning, the wool washed, combed, spun, and wove,

the cloth made into a coat, and worn at dinner the same
evening, as a proof of the industry and ingenuity of the

country. A somewhat similar instance of agricultural

effort was accomplished on Saturday last in Salop. Mr.
Edward Humphreys, of Waleot, had wheat cut at half-

past nine in the morning; at half-past one some of the

morning's produce was in loaves, one of which Mr. Davies
presented to his landlord, the Earl of Powis, as a sample
of the season's production.

Ware.—The churchwardens of Ware, finding thafthe
Bishop of London refused to aid them in their quarrel
with the vicar, on account of his introduction of certain

changes in the Church Service, determined on appealing

to the Archbishop of Canterbury, who declined inter-

ference. The parishioners therefore resolved on holding

a meeting, which took place on Thursday, when it was
resolved unanimously— 1, " That the Vicar of this parish
having refused to comply with the wishes of his parish-
ioners, in regard to the performance of the church service,

under the plea that he is bound by his ordination vow
faithfully to observe all the rubrics of the Church, and

notwithstanding which several of them are not so

observed—Resolved that the churchwardens be desired to

take all proper and legal means to have the rubrics rigidly

and strictly adhered to.—2, That it is the opinion of this

meeting that the congregation should quit the church im*
mediately after the conclusion of the Nicene Creed.

Windsor.—The embellishments and renovations which
have been for some time in progress in St. George's
Chapel, having been completed, the edifice was thrown
open gratuitously to the public on Tuesday and Wednes-
day by order of the Dean and Canons. On Tuesday it was
visited by upwards of 5000 persons, from all parts of the
neighbourhood of Windsor and Eton, and many from the

metropolis and the various towns and villages on the line

of the Great Western Railway. The whole of the private

chapels, which have undergone extensive repairs and
embellishments while the works were in progress, and
which contain many objects of great interest and high

antiquity, were kept closely locked by the attendants, and
the public were carefully excluded from every part of the
sacred building, with the exception of the nave and choir,

and the north and south aisles. It is stated to be the
intention of the authorities to permit the public to view
the interior two days in every week, when the vergers

will be prohibited from receiving any fees. Tuesdays and
Fridays are the days mentioned for the chapel to be thus
thrown open for the gratuitous admission of the public.

At the next chapter held by the Deaft and Canons this

matter, it is said, will be discussed and determined upon.
It is also expected that at the same time a scale of fees

to be paid to the vergers (on the other days of the week)
will likewise be arranged, so as to do away with the dis-

content and grumbling which now prevail between the
public who pay, and the vergers who receive, fees.

Railways.—The following are the receipts for the past

week:— Greenwich, 829/.; Brighton, 5753/. ; Blackwall,

1241/.; Eastern Counties, 2872/.; Sheffield and Man-
chester, 486/. ; Liverpool and Manchester, 5287/. ; Glas-
gow and Greenock, 1584/.; Hull and Selby, 1111/.;
Great North of England, 1499/. ; Birmingham and Derby,
1223/.

; Birmingham and Gloucester, 2034/. ; Edinburgh
and Glasgow, 2569/.; Midland Counties, 2618/.; North
Midland,4706/.; Grand Junction, 8277/. ; South-Western,
8227/.

; Great Western, 15,140/. ; London and Birming-
ham, 17,404/.; Northern and Eastern, 1574/.— The
meeting of the Croydon company took place last week.
The report showed a balance in favour of the company of

91667., of which 3043/. had been set apart for depreci-

ation of stock, leaving a surplus of 6623/., out of which
the directors recommended a dividend of As. per share.

The works for the new line to the Bricklayers' Arms were
now in operation, and the directors congratulated the

proprietors, that the exertions made by the Greenwich
Company to establish a case of hardship and breach of

faith on the part of the Croydon Company, had failed,

since it had been proved before committees of the House,
and the Board of Trade, that the Greenwich Company
had undertaken the widening of the line by their own free

will, and with the undeistanding that if the rate of toll

should prove obstructive to the traffic of the other parties

using the line, that then the other companies might seek

another. The directors had canvassed, with the Green-

wich committee, and with the directors of the Brighton

and Dover companies, the propositions made for an

amicable adjustment of the toll question, and had now
come to the conclusion that it was not advisable to enter

into any further negotiation upon the subject, but that

their efforts should be directed to the construction of the

Bricklayers' Arms branch, where they had no doubt that

the great bulk of the cheap traffic might be satisfactorily

conducted. The chairman addressed the proprietors at

considerable length on the questions in dispute between

the companies, and the report was adopted.—At the

meeting of the West London Company, the report stated

that the works were rapidly approaching completion,

although some delay had arisen from negotiations between

the company and the metropolis roads commissioners.

The junction of the line with the Birmingham and Great

Western Railways would soon be effected, and the whole

was expected to be completed before the end of Novem-

ber. The total receipts up to June last were 174,000/.,

leaving a balance at the bankers' of about 4000/. The

report having been adopted, Lord Kensington addressed

the meeting, and congratulated the shareholders on the

improved prospects of the concern. The policy of a paid

direction was then discussed, and it was resolved that

600/. per annum be allowed the directors from the day

when the line is opened.—The Manchester and Leeds

Company at their meeting have announced a dividend of

2% per cent, on the 100/. and SO/, shares, and a dividend

of 5 per cent, on the 251. shares. The traffic of the line

has increased, and the management have turned their

attention to the curtailment of expenses. According to

the report presented at this meeting, the directors are

now occupied with the subject of the extension of railway

communication to Liverpool.—A project is in contem-

plation for uniting Rye, Tenterden, and Hastings with

the metropolis, by means of a branch line from the Dover

railway at Headcorn. The estimate for a single line of

rails is 250,000/., exclusive of land, and it is expected

that the line, when completed, will be leased by the

South Eastern Company. A meeting, in pursuance of the

proposed undertaking, was held at Rye last week, when
resolutions were passed for opening a subscription imme-

diately.—The works of the new railway to Oxford have

been commenced at the junction with the Great Western
Railway at Didcot, and it is expected that in nine months
the line will be opened to Oxford.—A new railway from

Worcester to Cardiff is proposed, in order to connect the

populations of the north of England and the midland

counties with South Wales and Ireland. It will com-
mence at the Taff Vale railway, pass through Wales, cross

the Severn, and unite with the Birmingham and Gloucester

Railway at Worcester. The cost will be 1,500,000/.—The
inhabitants of Plymouth, after a conference with Mr.
Brunei and Mr. Saunders, of the Great Western Railway,

have resolved on adopting the coast line of railway to

communicate With their towni

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Mr. J. P. Malony has been superseded by

direction of the Lords Justices, for having attended a

Repeal meeting at Gort, nearly three months since. The
Commissioners of Education have dismissed a schoolmas-

ter named Ilaydon, the master of the National School at

Owning, Wicklow, for having attended the Repeal meet-

ing at Waterford, in opposition to the rule of the Board,

which prohibited teachers of National Schools from attend-

ing political meetings.—The weekly meeting of the Repeal
Association took place on Monday, but nothing of any

consequence occurred, Mr. O'Connell being absent on his

Western tour. The rent for the week was 735/. Two
subsequent meetings have been held, and at the last. Mr.
O'Connell brought forward his address to the nation in

reply to the Queen's speech. This document was ex-

tremely long; it contained a minute recapitulation of the

grievances of Ireland, and concluded by advising the

people to continue in constitutional agitation, until th^v

obtained their Parliament in College Green.—At thfl

head office of police on Monday, two Repeal barristers

appeared before the magistrates on behalf of Mr. M'Cor-
mick, a bookseller, in reference to Mr. Edward Kelly, who
had conducted himself in a very singular manner in Mr.

M'Cormick's shop on Friday and Saturday last, using

language which appeared to him seditious, and speaking

of a weapon which he called a " Repeal gun V 9 Mr.

M'Cormick had made a deposition on this subject on Sa-

turday, from which it appeared that Mr. Kelly went into

his shop on Friday, and after having asked for a copy of

Mr. O'Callaghan's books, " Letters on the Arms Bill,"

and "The Irish in the Army and Navy/' commenced

alluding in strong language to the Repeal question, inti-

mating that ])hysical force must be resorted to for its

achievement. Having continued to talk for some time

in this strain, he spoke of a '* Repeal gun," which he said

he had at home, and which he would bring with him, and

show to Mr. M'Cormick when he was passing by that

way again. On the day following, he called again at the

shop, bringing with him the gun, which was made to re-

semble a walking-stick. He left the gun in the charge of

Mrs. M'Cormick, and told her to take care of it till his

return. No sooner had he left the shop, than Mr. M'Cor-

mick, acting upon the advice of counsel, apprised the

police of the affair, and having lodged information, pro-

cured the arrest of Mr. Kelly. Mr. M'Cormiek's coun-

sel stated that Mr. Kelly had rendered himself liable to a

prosecution on many grounds, either for his having

uttered seditious language, or for having violated the pro-

visions of the Arms Bill, by leaving a weapon in the house

of an unlicensed person, or else for carrying such a wea-

pon, he being himself unlicensed to do so. The inform-

ations having been read over, the magistrates decided on

holding Mr. Kelly to bail in the sum of 100/., and two

sureties of 501. each, to answer the charge when calie

upon, and binding over Mr. M'Cormick in a sum of *h»*

to prosecute. Mr. Kelly, who is a younger son of M •

Kelly, of Kellyville, Queen's County, is a barrister,

and formerly held a situation in the Post-office, n

sat on the right hand of Mr. O'Connell at the recent re-

peal dinner at Maryborough.—Much conversation »a

been caused in the military circles of Dublin by a ne

affair in which Lord Cardigan has become embroiie

with a cBptain of his regiment. The officer, it is said, w

a

placed under arrest under such unusual circumstances, t

he referred the matter to Sir E. Blakeney, the chief mili-

tary authority in Ireland. The result was the irnmediai

and unconditional release of the officer, and a communic

tionto Lord Cardigan, the contents of which have not >

transpired.—On Saturday the engineers engaged on
.

intended Irish railway completed their survey. Hie p

cipal station is to be at Harcourt-street, in th£.^
ty

'

t0
the line from thence by Eino, the Curragh of Kil a«

i

r .

Cashel, where the terminus is to be placed. l«e

will be sent off in a few days to Sir R. Peel, for consiu

ation of Government.
f r which

Loutjhrea.—The Repeal meeting in this town, f0
JJn( , ay#

extensive arrangements were made, took place on
( |ina-

Mr. O'Connell arrived on the previous evening at x>

sloe, about 17 miles from this town. On leaving k i

morning, he was accompanied by a vast concourse o
p^

from the surrounding districts. He was met at tne .^
of Kilreecle, where the procession was regularly rorm

the trades of Loughrea, Galway, and Ennis, and oy \ y

from Aihenry, Tuam, Gort, and other places, ail or w

were preceded by bands, and carried banners w^
Repeal sentiments were inscribed.

-RoanlntioD*
proceedings the rain came down in torrents, "esoiu

were proposed and carried condemninĝ th Queer^

speech, and pledging the meeting not to relaxin itsjtt^

O'Connell said that as be was coming there
a

£—
ie

'

ty

worthy and honest Repealer, wUh a good deal of an

*..
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always so ready to make the distinction; but it was
his solemn duty to point it out to them, to make them
Understand it. It was his duty to diminish as much as

possible the tendency of the speech to create an unplea-

sant feeling towards the Sovereign—a result which would
be as wrong, constitutionally, as it would be melancholy
in point of fact. The Queen was beloved in Ireland.

There, indeed, the Queen's name was a tower of strength.

Until her accession to the throne, Ireland had received

nothing but insult and injustice from sovereigns of the

House of Hanover. After the Arms Bill, Ministers had
but one arrow left in their quiver, but one stone unfiling,

one trick untried, and out they brought the Queen. All

Europe was to be astonished by her speech against

Ireland. Oh5
what a trick ! It was even worse than a

scolding match between two fish-wives in Billingsgate ;

they were obliged to hear one another in reply ; but here

the scolding match was all on one side. It was an unfaif

advantage that Judy took of them. When Ministers
talked of beating them, they were ready with their

shillelaghs, and if they would give them fair play at

scolding, there he was ready for them. Who was afraid

of the Queen's speech ? No one; but they had cause to

rejoice in it. Ministers would not have used so rotten a

weapon as that if they had any better. If anything could
resist a repeal of the union, it would not be putting a few
paltry words into a respectable lady's mouth. Peel

supposed that the Irish were a changeable nation, and
that they would soon get tired of the repeal agitation ;

but he was grossly mistaken. So far from shrinking from
danger, did not hundreds call out to him, " Sir, when
will you let us at them ?" These mighty meetings were
the safety-valve through which the boiling courage of the

people evaporated. After some further observations he
announced that he would hold meetings at Connemara on
Tuesday; at Lismore on Sunday next; at Mullagah on
the 1st October; and Clontarf on the 8th. In this course

they would proceed ; but their measures were not limited

to the mere enumeration of the national will in Ireland.

He was making averagements, to have his parliamentary

scale complete and ready against accidents ; for who could

calculate how soon they might have their Parliament ?

Let England be involved in any awkward dilemma with

one of the states of Europe—let any other country on
the face of the earth attack her, and in 24 hours they

would have their own parliament. Ireland had his plan

before it, and he was going on with it. He hoped that

every town mentioned in his scheme would furnish two
persons to act as repeal wardens for the purpose of

enumerating voters. When that was done he would call

his protective society of three hundred Irish gentlemen
about him. More than one member of Parliament had
offered himself as a member of this society already. He
would proceed cautiously and deliberately, with an eye to

the breakers ahead, and with a full knowledge of the

shoal-water, steering the bark of Irish liberty through
•every danger, till it should reach in safety the port of
repeal* He called on the people to rejoice. The day of

deliverance was not distant—the day when the country
should be a nation again was not distant."

Cavan.—A meeting of the Protestants of Killyshandra,

in this county, in favour of the Legislative Union, was
held on Saturday week. This is the first out-of-door

meeting against Repeal which has been held ; and it is

mentioned as remarkable, that no party emblem or banner
was seen among the thousands assembled on the occasion.

The resolutions agreed to bore reference chiefly to details

of organisation. Those of most general interest were the

following :
—" That the Committee be requested to confer

with the noblemen, gentlemen, magistrates, and clergy-

men connected with the district, and in whom they place

confidence, in order to appoint from amongst them pre-

sidents, vice-presidents, &c. That in compliance with
the view taken of her Majesty's speech by the noblemen
and gentlemen who signed the requisition for the meet-
ing in Belfast on the 7th September, there shall not be a
general meeting of the Killyshandra District Association
at present. But that in case the agitation of Repeal con-
tinues to be carried on in defiance of the wishes and
determination of her Majesty, it shall be left to the Com-
mittee to call such meetings as they may think necessary.

That in compliance with the existing law, no members of
the Association shall parade together or join in proces-
sion, wearing, or having amongst them any banner, em-
blem, flag, or symbol, the display whereof may tend to

provoke animosity between her Majesty's subjects of dif-

ferent religious persuasions, or accompanied with music
of a like nature or tendency ;

but that the appropriate
music of the Association be ' God save the Queen,' and
4 Rule Britannia,' and that its proper flag or banner be
the Union Jack."

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—'The Special Commission of the General

Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland have issued a

minute, signed by Dr. Chalmers and Dr. Gordon, calling

the attention of landowners in Scotland, and other persons
of wealth and influence, to various representations that
have been made to them from different parts of the coun-
try. They state that they have learned, on undoubted
authority, that in some cases proprietors of land have
defused sites for buildfng places of worship for the free

church
; that in other cases servants and dependents have

been dismissed from their situations, and thrown on the
^orld, on no other ground hut that they have left the
Establishment ; that the cottagers in some parishes have
been warned, at their peril, not to shelter under their
roofs the ministers who have left their manses for con-
science' sake ; and that in one instance an interdict
has been applied for to prevent a minister from preaching
°& a certain estate, or on the sides of the roads and high-.

ways that pass through it. The Commission do not dis-

pute the right of the landlords to adopt these measures

;

but, after recapitulating the grounds of the late secession,

they state that any attempt to check the growth of reli-

gious opinions by such means must obviously be unsuc-
cessful. " If," they say, u the most unlettered peasant in

our land is to be reclaimed from what we regard as error,
it must be by an appeal to his understanding and heart.

Any other appliances he justly regards as proclaiming the
weakness of the cause that needs to be supported by
such instruments ; and while he will be alienated in

affection from any one who can resort to such expe-
dients, he will be more rivetted to the doctrine he has
embraced. The history of Scotland has long ago proved,
that the mere force of secular power cannot bury a
religion, and that every effort to do so always leads to the
most fatal results." They proceed to show that even an
indirect attempt on the part of the higher classes to inter-

fere with the rights of conscience will surely lead to a

dislocation of the different orders of society ; and they
conclude as follows :

—" The inhabitants of Scotland have
been long distinguished for their sober, orderly character,
and for their attachment to their religious institutions;
and no efforts on our part will be wanting to cherish in

their hearts feelings of loyalty to their Queen, and due
respect for those who occupy the higher walks of life ; but
if their most sacred rights are in any case disregarded and
trampled on, they cannot possibly entertain any feelings
of regard to those who do so. It is earnestly hoped that
a sense of what they owe to God and their fellow-men,
will keep the industrious classes in this country from any
of those excesses which have disgraced other parts of the
kingdom ; but we feel bound to state, that should the
measures adopted towards them by some of the higher
orders be persevered in, we fear a deep sense of wrong
will unavoidably be kindled in their bosoms, and will be

transmitted from generation to generation. Such a result

every man will surely deprecate, even should it never lead

to open outrage, for it will tend to check industry in all

its branches, to spread wide a cheerless poverty over the
land, and ultimately it may engender a disregard towards
all the institutions of religion. We have deemed it our
duty to bring these things calmly and earnestly under the
notice of the wealthy and powerful among us, and it is our
earnest prayer that they may be received in the spirit, that

has dictated them, and that they may lead to such an issue

as will tend to the growth of true religion throughout the
land, and to the promotion of that brotherly kindness,

peace, and good-will among all classes, which are its

genuine fruits."

Glasgow.—We regret to learn that fever has of late

progressed to a very alarming extent in Gorbals, in conse-

quence of which a meeting of the magistrates, managers
of the. poor, and other inhabitants, was held on Friday
last, for the purpose of taking measures to alleviate the

distress and disease so extensively prevalent. Some
details of a painful nature were laid before the meeting,
amidst which one place was instanced, where, on the
preceding day, no fewer than 71 persons afflicted with
fever had been visited by the superintendent. When it

is borne in mind, that the barony embraces a population
of nearly G0,000, and that fever is not confined to one
locality, but to a greater or less extent prevails over all

the poorer districts, some idea may be formed of its

extent. The parties, it is said, are, for the most part,

in utter wretchedness, and some of them lying on bare
straw. A committee was appointed by the meeting to

receive subscriptions for their relief.

Zetland.— It is stated in John o' Groat's Journal that

another shoal of whales has been captured in Sandwick,
numbering nearly 450, and producing to the parties

concerned upwards of 1400/.

Ilatu.
Police.—Mansion-Housk.— Cffp£. William Tune, commander

of the steam-boat City of Boulogne, the property of the New
Commercial Company, appeared to answer the complaint of the
directors of that company, under circumstances of a very serious

nature. Mr. Clarkson said, it was with great regret the directors

found it necessary to bring: forward a charge against Capt. Tune,
who had been for several years in their employment, and had
uniformly conducted himself in the most irreproachable manner.
The facts of the case, as far as the inquir> had hitherto gone,
were these :—On the 5th inst. there was delivered to Capt. Tune,
at Boulogne, six packages, each containing gold, checks on
bankers, bank notes, and bills of exchange, which had been pre-

viously booked at the company's office in Boulogne, and paid for

according to the rates agreed upon by the company. The Captain
admitted that five of these packages were contained in a bag, and
the sixth package, together with the bag which contained the
others, was delivered into his hands by the clerk to the agent just
previously to the starting of the vessel for England. He further

staled that, alter the vessel had got under weigh, he went down
into his own cabin, and shut himself in from observation, and
there he opened the bag- and counted out the five parcels, which,
with the one delivered to him alone, made up the six, and the
whole corresponded with the ship's memorandum; that he then
put the whole six into a drawer underneath his bed, and went
upon deck, having first taken the precaution to lock the cabin-
door, and put the key in his pocket ; that he remained on deck
until the vessel reached the Margate Roads, where the anchor
was dropped until the day broke. That after the anchor was
dropped he retired to his cabin and went to bed, but did not lock
himself in; and after lying about two hours he was called by the
second mate, got up, locked the cabin, and went on deck, weighed
anchor, and proceeded to London. The Captain's statement fur-
ther represented that on the ship's arrival at the wharf, and after
a portion of the passengers had landed, he went down with the
London agent into the cabin to get the packages, but on going to
the drawer in which he had deposited them, he found only one of
them there. Jt was due to Capt. Tune to say that he gave an im-
mediate alarm, and caused the vessel and the passengers to be
searched, and everything else to be done, which, under such cir-

cumstances, would suggest itself to a responsible person wholly
unconscious oi any knowledge of the disappearance of the pro-

perty. In vain were the passengers then remaining on deck and
their luggage searched

; the other passengers who had Droceeded
to the Custom-house with their luggage were also subjected to

examination, but no trace of the missing packages could be found.
Police-officers were also called in, and they, with the Custom-

house officers, made an examination of the vessel, but without
success. A short time afterwards a third officer belonging to the
Customs commenced a minute search of the fore cabin, and on a
ledge in a berth adjoining the Captain's cabin, he found one of
the missing packages, and as the place in which it was found ad-
joined an opening between the outside of the vessel and the in-
side flooring, through which a parcel might have dropped between
the timbers, the flooiing of the vessel was stripped off, and a
close examination was made, but nothing further was found, ex-
cept a note addressed to the Captain by the agent, at Boulogne,
on some business relating to the vessel. It was proper to add
that the berth just alluded to was not used by any person, and
the Captain laid upon the bed in it his blue lights, rockets, and
compass, ready for use in case of necessity. These were the re-
markable circumstances which he had to detail. Two conjectures
at present might be formed to solve the apparent mysterious dis-
appearance of the four missing packages: the one, that if they
were delivered on board at all they were taken back again, and
that, consequently, there must have been a conspiracy" between
those who delivered the money, and the party to whom it was
delivered. The other assumed that the money was on board, but
through the connivance of some of the crew with other persons
passengers on board, it was taken out of the Captain's cabin and
disposed of before the passengers who had left the vessel reached
the Custom-house. The counsel here remarked upon the singular
fact that upon the last examination of the vessel one of the bags,
or packages, containing a portion of the large property deposited
in the care of the Captain, was found in a place close to the
Captain's own cabin, and not before that examination. He like-
wise submitted the extreme improbability that any person could
have entered the cabin without his knowledge while he was rest-
ing, and abstracted from drawers, which it was difficult to open
at any time, the property confided to his care. It was needless*
he said, to state that suspicion pointed very strongly to the Capt.,
who admitted that he received the six packages, that he counted
them in his cabin, that he deposited them in the drawer, that he
locked the door of his cabin ; that no person, to his knowledge,
had access to the cabin while he was on deck, for he found it
locked when he went to bed, and he locked it on leaving his bed,
after having been called by the mate, and all the circumstances
seemed to forbid the supposition that any person entered the
cabin while he was asleep. The steward and cook of the vessel,
and some of the passengers, would on a future day be in atten-
dance, and prove that the robbery could not have been effected
by strangers, without exciting the attention of some parties in
the lore cabin. Mr. Wire then requested that Capt. Tune should
be remanded for a week, and stated, that the directors being
anxious that he should receive as much accommodation as might
be consistent with the respectability of his character, and the
natuie of the difficulty in which he was at pres> nt. involved, were
desirous that bail should betaken for his appearance on the next
day of investigation. Alderman Gibbs then required two re-
spectable securities for 500 1. each, and Capt Tune to be bound
himself in the sum of 1000/. The Captain was then rerrantied for
a week. A curious fact came out in the inquiry as to the \alue
of each package. They were all, it appeared, entered and paid for
as containing a sum of money much inferior to what each
package really contained. The Captain and the whole of the"
crew, including stewards and waiters, have been dischargee, and
replaced by others.
Quken &Q.VARKi—Aiffed Wager, a gardener's labourer, was

placed at the baron Monday, charged with having stolen a num-
ber of valuable plants from the nursery-grounds of Messrs. Buck,
KcppelUstreet, Chelsea, and also with having robbed a poor hard-
working man of his week's wages. Mr. Buck, jun., stated that
the prisoner had formerly been in their employ, but was dis-
charged a long time ago. He had several times of late paid a
visit to their nursery, and purchased a plant or so at a time, his
object clearly being on these occasions to observe where the ino.-t
valuable collection of flowers was kept, and to become familiar
with a large dog that was loosed in the grounds at night. From
time to time pots were missed from the greenhouse, and on
Friday night last a large number of plants, which, from their
particular value, the firm would not have parted will), were
stolen. On inquiries, it was ascertained that the prisoner had
been frequently seen at night carrying pots of flowers, and as
witness had no doubt that the accused was the perpetrator of the
robberies, he went to his lodgings in Lower Sumners-streer,
Chelsea, where he found a Trevirana coccinea, which had been
taken from his nursery. Search was made for the prisoner, and
on Sunday evening he was apprehended. Mr. Burrell asked the
prosecutor if he could swear positively to the plant produced.
Mr. Buck replied most positively j with the same certainty as any-

mechanic could to any article he had manufactured. Inspector
Taylor wished for time in this case, in order, if possible, to find

the remainder or some other portion of the stolen property.

Mr. Burrell said he would give time, but wished to hear the other
charge against the prisoner. James Knight, a bricklayer, said
that he slept in the same room as prisoner and the son of his

landlord, On putting on his clothes on Sunday morning, he dis-

covered that his week's earnings, which he had received from
his master on Saturday night, and which amounted to ||. ».•
had been stolen. Prisoner had got up early that morning and
gone out and, on his return, was given into custody on both
charges. ' Inspector Taylor said that the prisoner had purchased
the shirt waistcoat, aud handkerchief wnich he now wore after

the money had been stol -n on the Sunday morning, and was
found with seven shillings in his possession. Prisoner in defence

declared that he bought the plant identified by Mr. Buck of some
man whom he did not know, in the street, and asserted that he
had never touched the poor man's money. He was remanded
until Saturday. ^^__^_

SPORTING.
Doncastkr Racks, Monday.-The racing commenced, rather

inauspiciouslv. with a match, in which Blue Bonnet, the winner
of the St. Leger last year, showed temper before she had run a

quaiter of a mile, and got rid of her jockey ; her opponent Mania
was thus left to canter over, and will thus appear amongst the

starters for the St. Leger. The following are the details :—

Match, 300/., hf.-ft. St. Leger course. Mr. Payne's f. Mania,

3 yrs, /st 4lbs, beat Lord Eglinton's Blue Bonnet, 4 yrs, 8st Qlbs.

Her Majesty's Plate of 100 guineas, for three yrs, 7staibs.
; four

yrs, gst ; 'five yrs, gst Qlbs ;
six yrs a»daged, lost. Four rriles.

Mr. D. Cook's Trueboy, 3 yrs, beat Mr. Cuthbert s Queen of

Tyne, 4 yrs : Lord Exeter's Wee Pet, 3 yrs; Mr. Isaac Day's

Portrait, 5 yrs, and Mr. Hornby's Champagne 6 yrs.

The Champagne Stakes of 50 sovs. each, h ft., for 2-yr-old colts,

Sst 71bs fillies 8st 5lbs. The second saved his stake. Red House
in. (32 subs.) ' Mr. Williamson's The Cure beat Mr. Osbaldes-
ton's Sis. to Martingale ; Mr. Irwin's *oig-a-Ballagh, and seven
others who were not placed.

A Plate of 50/. for horses, &c, that never won Plate or Sweep-
stakes ;

three-yrs-old, ?st 710s ;
four, 8st 5lbs

; five and aged, Gst.

Heats, St. Leger Course. Lord Exeter s Revocation, 4 yrs, beat
in both heats, Mr. Mostyn s Lytham, 4 yrs, and Mr. St. Paul's
Cheviot, 3 yrs.
TvnvAY^Two.year-old Produce Stakes of 100 sovs. each,

h. ft, for colts 8 st 7 lbs ;
fillies, 3 st 5 lbs. (2 subs.) No race.

Cleveland Handicap, of 20 sovs. each, 10 ft., but 5 only if

declared, with 60/. added ;
the second saves his stake. One mile.

(13 subs., 5 declared.)—Lord Chesterfield's Knight of the Whistle,
5 yrs, S st 12 lbs, beat Lord Eglinton's Blue Bonnet, 4 yrs, 7 st 7 lbs

;

Mr. Meiklam's Philip, 3 yrs, 6stQlbs
; Mr. Skelton's Plimley,

3 yrs, b'st, and Mr. Walker's Ravensworth, 3 yrs, 5 st 10 lbs.
Great St. Leger Stakes, of 50 sovs. each, h. ft., for three-year-old

colts, 8st7lbs; fillies, 8st21bs; the second to receive 200/. out of
the stake, and the third to save his stake ; the winner to pay 30/.
to the judge. St. Leger Course. (127 subs.)— Mr. S. Wrather's
Nutwith, by Tomboy (J. Marson), beat Mr.Bowes's Cotherstone,
by Touchstone (F.Butler); Lord Chesterfield's Prizefighter, by
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Gladiator (Holmes) ; Lord Exeter's c by Beiram, out of Lucctta;

Lord Eglinton's Aristides, by Bay Middletoii; Mr. Payne's Mania,

by Muley Moloch; Mr, D. Cooke's Trucboy, by Tomboy; Mr.
Bell's Reviewer, by Romulus; and Major Yarburgh's Dumpling,

by Muley Moloch. At the third attempt a very good start was
accomplished, Prizefighter quitting the crowd in a few strides,

and taking up the running at a steady pace, Reviewer following

in his wake, Nutwith third, Cotherstone, Lucctta, and Trueboy
next, and the others in good places. The speed increased up the

hill, and with it Prizefighter's lead, but the order of running con-
tinued almost as it commenced to the mile post, where the

Lucetta colt was observed to move up. his position in the race on
passing the T.Y.C. being next to Reviewer; this horse, however,

was already in difficulty, and before he reached the turn bad
fallen back to the ruck ; Lucctta colt tired immediately after,

and ere he was round was passed by every horse in the race. Up
to this time Prizefighter had a strong lead, but it now gradu-

ally diminished, and at the bend Nutwith, Cotherstone, Trueboy,

and Aristides were lying close up. This lot ran in a body to the

distance, where a slight lead was taken by Cotherstone, Nutwith
following him, Prizefighter next outside of the latter, Trueboy
and Aristides at their quarters. At this point Aristides made an

attempt for the lead, and fairly reached the leading horses, but

died away in two or three strides, and left the three to finish the

race. At the stand Cothcrstonc'shead was still in advance of Nut-

with, Prizefighter lying at the latter's quarters, and in this way
the race continued till within a dozen yards of the chair, when
Marson made an effort, and landed his horse first by a head,

Cotherstone beating Prizefighter for the second prize by a neck.

So fine a race with three had never been scenatDoncaster. True-

boy ran in a capital place throughout, and finished at Prizefighter's

quarters. Mania was a bad fifth, and Aristides sixth ; the others

were tailed off. The race was timed at 3 minutes and 20 seconds.

Value of the stakes, subject to the usual deductions, 3,100/.

The Selling Stakes, of 10 sovs. each, with 60 added. The winner

to be sold for 200/. if demanded. St. Legcr Course. (3 subs.)—
Mr. Gully's The JEra, 3 yrs, 6st 12lbs, beat Mr. Dawson's The
Biddy, 4 yrs,8st, and Mr.Osbaldeston's Martingale, 3 yrs, 6st I2lbs.

The Corporation Plate of §^l. Heats, two miles.—Sir C. Monck's
Flagsman, 4 yrs, 7 st I2lbs, beat Mr. Palmer's f by Voltaire,

3 yrs, 6 st 12 lbs.

Wednesday.—Match for 200 sovs., b. ft., 8st 41bs each. Red
House in.—Lord Chesterfield's Joan of Arc, by Gladiator, 2 yrs,

bent Lord Glasgow's f. by Voltaire, out of Snowball, 2 yrs.

The Foal Stakes of 100 sovs. each, h. ft. for thrce-yr-old colts,

8st /lbs ; and fillies, 8st 3lbs. One mile and a-half. (9 Subs.)—
Lord Eglinton's Aristides beat Col. Anson's Armytage.

The Municipal Slakes of 300 sovs. each, 200 ft., for two-yr-old

colts, 8st 7lbs ; and fillies, 8st 4lbs. Red House in. (7 Subs.)

—

Lord Glasgow's b. c. by Velocipede, out of Amulet, beat Lord
Chesterfield's f.by Touchstone, out of Rowton, and Col. Anson's
Joe Lovel), by Velocipede.

The Great Yorkshire Handicap of 25 sovs. each, 15 ft. and 5ft

only if declared, with 5*00 sovs. added ; the second receives 100/.,

and the third saves his stake. St. Legcr Course. (76 Subs. ;
45

declared.)— Lord Eglinton's Pompey, 3 yrs, 7st /lbs beat Mr.

Forth's Venus, 3 yrs, 6st ; Duke of Richmond's Lothario, 3yrs,

6st, and 13 others who were not placed. With the three first the

struggle was maintained to the close, Pompey winning the best

handicap of the season by a head, Venus beating Lothario for the

second money by a neck, and Priscilla Tomboy finishing an ex-

cellent fourth. Scmiseria, Eboracum, Portrait, and the Silkworm
filly were next, but all beaten off.

Thubsday.—The Doncastcr Cup, valued at 300 gs.—Mr. Plum-
mer's Alice Hawthorn beat Mr. Johnstone's Charles XII., and
Colonel Anson's Armado. Wee Pet, Venus, Semiseria, Biddy,

Dumpling, Peter the Hermit, and Gorhambury, also ran. Won by
twenty lengths.—The cup this year was a novel subject for aracing
match. It was not an imaginative illustration of racing or field-

sport, but a miniature equestrian statue— and an admirable like-

ness, moreover— of the Duke of Wellington. Ithacl been moulded
in silver from a model originally designed by Mr. Baily, R.A.,

but afterwards so much altered by Col. Gnrwood, that the pre-

sent composition belongs solely to that gentleman.

Sweepstakes of 200 sovs. each.— Mr. Bowes's Cotherstone beat

Col. Anson's Napier and Lord Eglinton's Aristides, in a canter.

Tw\
G. B<

Nine ran. Won easy.

The Innkeeper's Plate.—Won by The Bishop of Romford cob,

beating ten others by twenty lengths.

MARK LANE, Friday, Skptismbbr 15.—We had a few arrivals

of Wheat from Essex to-day, the dry parcels realised Monday's

prices, but that which was not in perfect condition, was very un-

saleable, and lower ; there is a fair demand for free Foreign at an

advance of is. to 2s. per qr. Barley, Peas, and Beans remain as

last quoted, and the Oat trade is still declining.

liRITlSII, PKR rMPKIUAl* Qt/ARTKR. *• *• S. S.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 44 to fiG *ed to52

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yoifcshire. . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Linoolnshirc'and Yorkshire . • . Polaras
——. Northumberland and Scotch . . . . Feed

Irish Feed
Itvo
Beans, Ma/a^an, old and new . £2 to 27

Pigeon, Heligoland . . ss to 34 Winds. — to —
Peas, White 28to*5 Maple 30 to 33

WEEKLY IMPKRlAf. AVERAGES.

vo-year- old Stakes.—Colonel Anson's The Princess be at Lord

ientinck'sAll round my Hat and Mr. Williamson's The Cure.

Red
47 to 53 White -to
28 tr.32 Grind. 24 to 30
16 to 25 Feed 1G to 24— to — Potato 17 to 25
16 to 23 Potato 16 to 24

. . ;_ to — ~*

Tick 22 to 29 Harrow 25 to 32
Longpod — to—
Grey 28 to 30

August

8r.pt.

4
11

18
25

1

8

weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties

Wheat. Barley. Oata-
60 9 32 4 21 5
61 2 32 11 21 9

69 10 aa u 21 5
56 8 32 11 20 7
51 2 31 11 20 5
53 31 11 19 7

57 7

15

32 8 20 10

6 6

Flour.
English . 5397 Ska. — Brls.

I risk > • 9i
— a

Foreign • »» — a

ARRIVALS IN THE RIVER .LAST WEEK.

Kye. Beans. Peas.
37 1 31 9 34 4
38 7 33 1 33 7
37 1 32 6 34

31 8 31 10 33 9
31 1 32 4 32 1

31 3 31 9 33 8

34 6 32 33 8

8 « i 10 6 9 6

Wht. Barl. Malt. Oats. Hye. Bns.

4610 76 7209 1120 25 269

^mm 12 13 18729 — —
64475 5703 — 3760 — ^^

Pea*
370

— — 2095

GAZKTTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.—T. Jones, Liverpool, coal-dealer.

BANKRUPTS.—K. Sharpe, Jan., Faversliam, Kent, drap_er-0. IearsalJ,

field, Essex, farmer-S. M.ilips, Brook-street, Hanover-square, carpet- ware-

houseman—T. P. Pino, Liverpool, ship-chandler—\V. Hoole, Shemeld, leaiher.

dresser-R. J. Cambridge, Cheltenham, wine-merchant- E- MetcHlf, Middles-

brough, Yorkshire, currier—C Duffield, Hath, grocer—C Foppleton, lork and
Healimjton, linen-manufacturer—J. C. Lister, Wolverhampton, wine-mer*-hant.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS—A. Dunn, Keithock Mills, near Coupar
Angus, farmer—b. M'Iniyre, jun., Fort William, merchant— J. Bruce, Dundee,
merchant-

BIRTHS—At No. I, Urosvenor-cre*cent, the Countess of Clarendon, of a
daughter— At Georgetown, British Guiana, on the 22d July, the lady or H.
Smithey, Ksq., Captain of the Par1 of Demerara,ot" a son—On the 9th inst., at
Gadehridgc, Herts, the wife of Sir Astley Cooppr, Bart-, of a daughter—On
the 13th inst., at 8, Hanover-terrace, Regent's Park, the lady of J. Moxon,
Esq., of a daughter.

Murray. U.U.IS., iw a*ter-uui*T.< «-- -—--—v».
DIED -On the H)ih inst-, at 23, Cadogan- place, Mary Margaretta, second

daughter of the late Rev. B. Hau'troy, Fellow ot Eton.College—On the 8th inst.,

in Park-street, Blanche fcleaiior, infant daughter ot Lord and Lady Robert
Orosvenor—On the loth inst. at Blendworth House, Hants, Caroline, wif« of

G. Carr, Esq., and daughter of the late Sir M- Seymour, Jnq-On the 12th

inst., at Great Malvern, Hon. Mary Jane, wife Ot bit ±*. U. Xiartopp, tfart.,

and daughter of the first Lord Henley, aged 47-

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darley,
A.B., Author of A System of Popular Geometry,— Com-

panion to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebra,
— and a System of Popular Trigonometry. 12mo, with Engrav-
ings, 6s. cloth lettered.

44 There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in

a most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little

volume, which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent

of its intelligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents

of its projector and editor, Mr. Darlcy."—Sun.
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower-street.

FLORIST'S JOURNAL, No. xlvii. for September,
Price 6d. 9 contains Articles on Stanhopea, with a coloured

Engraving; Cultivation of the Neapolitan Violet ; Agency and
Functions of Leaves; Gardeners' Benevolent Association; List

of Orchidacese; List of New Plants; Calendar for September;
Letter Box; Floral Intelligence, &c.
The Florist's Journal for 1842, forming Vol. 111., illustrated

with 14 Superior Coloured Engravings, in cloth, price 8s.

London: Alfrkd A»lari>, Wardrobe-place, Doctor's-com-

mons; and all Booksellers-

PUBLISHING MONTHLY.
Large, Is. 6rf. ; Small, 1*.; Gardeners' Edition, 6d. THE
BOTANIC GARDEN; or, MAGAZINE of

FLOWERING PLANTS.
With many important and useful additions.

By B. MAUND, F.L.S.
Each Number contains Beautifully-coloured Figures of

Ornamental Plants, both herbaceous and shrubby; suitable

for the Flower Garden or Pleasure Ground. With the derivations

of names; classes; orders; height of the plants; time of flower-

ing; native country; history; qualities; most approved modes
of propagation and culture; and other information, interesting to

every lover of a Garden. Annexed to each Number, is the

FLORAL REGISTER,
With Wood-cuts of admired Flowering Plants, mostly such as
have been newly imported into this country; with the necessary
information respecting them. Also,

THE AUCTARIUM,
Inwhich are given, improved methods of cultivation and preserva-

tion of vegetables, fruits, and flowers; new discoveries con-
nected with gardening ; and miscellaneous information. Also,

in each Number, till complete, commencing with the new volume,

on the 1st of January, 1843, a portion of Professor Henslow's

BOTANICAL DICTIONARY,
Written expressly for the Author, there being so great a want of

such a Work : thus, the Botanic Garden contains four distinct

Works, proceeding together, at a trifling cost, once a month.
The Volumes already completed of this Standard Botanical

Work, can be had at the following Prices: large. small.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

Hf-bd., green mor. backs, gilt edges, each 2 2 l 10

Cloth gilt, beautifully embellished „ 2

Drab boards . . . • „ 1 17 15
The Gardeners' Edition at 6d., with partially coloured plates, com-

menced in January, 1843, with No. I.

The portions of the Floral Register and Aucta rium, already

published, contain nearly Twelve Hundred Engravings, forming

one handsome volume, which will be delivered Gratis to the

purchaser of four volumes of the Botanic Garden.
Groombridge, Paternoster-row.~""
IMPORTANT INFORMATJON.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT*
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every

description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years'

standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-

tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,

cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting

eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at

Is. lid. and 2s. gd. each. Also his

PILULE ANTISCROPIIULiE,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-

ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all her operations

;

hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular

swellings, particularly those of the neck, &c. They are efficacious

also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,

that may be taken at all times without confinement or change of

diet. Sold in boxes, at \s. ]^d. t
2s.Qd.,4s.6d. t

l)s. 9
and 22s. each.

To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's
ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,

for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-

plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-

mote a circulation of the fluids ; are gentle in their operation, and

do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2s. Qtf. each.

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Beach & Barnicott
(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his

medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of the

" Poor Man's Friend," " Pilulse AntiscrophulaV "Larwells

Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and ,( Antiscorbutic

Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare

and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from an

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.

Observe— No meoicine sold under the above names can possibly

be genuine, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-

port," is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to each

package.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewes,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coml,1S

in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and tne

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use.

Sizes No. l 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. s6 to. 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid i
2g^ 355> 425.

to London. / . „ T Qr~pr
Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d. t 6s. t

nnd 7s. J
^
ar^i

sizes made to order. N. 13.—Thermometers and ^N.^"1""

supplied. May be obtained through any respectable'ironmon-

ger in town or country, and from the Manufacturers, Levves.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range *'

*

rclw*%£°*i f

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rioby's ^"^^nnTcrs
No. 80, Graccchurch street; Livkrmork and Sow, Ironmonger,

No. 30, Oxford-street; Bbnham, 19, Wigmore- street, Cavenmsn

square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co^09^^}^^!^I^l
to 40s. ;

extra

BRITISH SHEET-GLASS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.
DRAKE & BROMLEY have received Mr. Paxton's

kind permission to publish the following extract from his

Letter, dated Chatsworth, July 18, 1843.
" The terrific hailstorm which visited this locality did not injure a

square in the Great Conservatory, but in the Sheffield Botanical Gar-

dens about 5,000 squares were broken, and the houses of a gentleman

near Sheffield were completely riddled, and the plants in them much
injured ; but at Queen's Tower, the residence of a gentleman whose

houses were glazed with the Sheet Glass, and where the storm raged

in its utmost fury, only two squares were broken, and even these

were not in the roof, but at the end, where the hailstones struck

them obliquely; this is a most gratifying proof of the strength and
superiority of the Sheet Glass.'

'

The glazing of the large Conservatory at Chatsworth was begun
by J. Drake in June, 1839, and finished in July, 1840; during the

subsequent period no casualty has happened to render necessary the

slightest repair for breakage ; and of the superiority of the Sheet

Glass in resisting Hail, no proof more conclusive or satisfactory could

be given than the above extract affords.

A return to Parliament of the duties and drawbacks on Glass,

from the 5th Jan. 1813 to the 5thJan. 1843, exhibits the consumption

in Great Britain of British Sheet Glass since 1838, in which year

J. Drake had the honour to receive the following Letter of Thanks

for its introduction to the notice of the Horticultural Society of

mere, iu.v. iu aotf. 5 o»w«>'b ««*..----, , ; fi
„ "mark Cloth

Tunic and Hussar Suits, 30... ; a-Suit^of Super
j
» c g^fg^'

31. 3.9. : best quality, 5l.-At FISHER and Co. s, 31, King William-

street, City, 10 doors from London- oriuge.

London. March 20 , 1838.

$i

99

99

If

)»

99

91

91

19

t?

" Sir,—I have the honour to return you the thanks of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London, for your exhibition of specimens of

New Sheet Glass, which have been duly received, and exhibited to

the Members who have met this day.
" I am, Sir, your very obedient Servant,

" To Mr. Drake. (Signed) Gkorge Bkntham, Secretary."

By this return, it appears that the quantity of British Sheet Glas»

retained for home use was

—

In the year ending Jan. 7, 1838 . . 707 cwfc,

1839 • • 2262

1840 . . 5170
1841 . . 7914
1842 . 11,298

1843 . I7*M7
An increase so rapid, as sufficiently to manifest that it is fast super-

seding, for all purposes to which it is suitable, every other kind oi

Glass.
Drake and Bromley beg respectfully to add that they shall be

always happy to furnish Lists of Prices of the Glass, or any other

particulars which it may be desirable to obtain, upon application by
letter, addressed to them at their Warehouse, No. 3 15, Oxford-street,

London.
1

RE-OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION; FIRST
PUBLIC EXHIBITION of Two important Discoveries in

Science, viz.—ARMSTRONG'S HYDRO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.
which will be exhibited Daily at Three o'clock, and at Eight in

the Evenings; and LONGBOTTOM'S OPAQUE MICROSCOPE,
showing Objects in NATURAL HISTORY in all their varied

Colours. LECTURES Daily on CHEMISTRY and NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY, by Dr. Ryan and Professor Bachhoffner.—The
arrangement of the OPTICAL DEPARTMENT is under the

management of Mr. Goddard. DISSOLVING VIEWS and COS-
MORAMIC PICTURES, MODELS of all kinds of MACHINERY
in MOTION, DIVER and DIVING BELL, &c.

Leader of the Band, T. Wali-is, Mus. Doc.

Open Mornings and Evenings, except Saturday Evenings.

Admission is.- Schools Half-price.
.

UN-BURNS, FRECKLES, TAN, and other disfigure-

ments of the Skin, are pleasingly eradicated by that unique

preparation ROWLAND'S KALYDOR, a balmy odoriferous

liquid, and now universally admired for its sovereign virtues in

completely removing all cutaneous eruptions, and in rendering

the complexion delicately clear and fair. It is invaluable as a reno-

vating and icfreshing wash during travelling, or exposure to the

sun, dust, or harsh winds, and after the heated atmosphere of

crowded assemblies. Gentlemen will find it peculiarly grateful

after shaving, in allaying the smarting pain.

CAUTION.—Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as

" KALYDOR :"— it is therefore imperative on Purchasers to see

that the words "ROWLAND'S KALYDOR" are printed on the

wiapper, and "A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON-GARDEN,"
engraved on the Government stamp affixed to each bottle. Price

4s. Gd. and Qs. 6d. per bottle, duty included.

Ask for Rowland's Kalydor.— Sold by them, and by

Chemists and Perfumers.

WANTED, at Michaelmas, a steady, respectable Man,
as GROOM and GARDENER, who perfectly understands,

his business.—Apply personally, orby letter, post-paid, to A. B.,

Post-office, Gosford Kidlington, Oxford.
,

TO SEEDSMEN'S ASSISTANTS.

WANTED, in the County Town of one of the Mid-

land Counties, a SHOPMAN in the Seed trade. It is neces-

sary that he should have had experience in the business, be 01

very steady habits and pleasant address.— Direct to B. S. G., Post-

office, Birmingham, stating full particulars of former employment,

and salary required.
t

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

AS FOREMAN or PROPAGATOR in a Nursery.--

A respectable young Man, who thoroughly understands his

business, having passed the greater part of his life in its various

departments. The most satisfactory references can be given as

to*character and ability .-Direct to A. B., at Messrs. Lockhabt
and Co.'s, Seedsmen, Cheapside, London. ____——

S GARDENER.—A single Man, 26 years of nge,

who can be well recommended from his two last Situation. >

where he has lived six years; he perfectly understands n

business in every department of Forcing and Kitchen Gardening!

with the Management of Plants. No objection to a snife'

handed place,orasUnder-Gardener in a first-rate Estabiisnmcj •

—Letters addressed to S. Girling, Nurseryman, StowmarK* ,

will be forwarded to the Advertiser and duly attended to^__

—

AS GARDENER.^^In a single or double-banded

place, a married Man, aged 38, who has a thorough Kn° v>

ft

ledge of practical Gardening; could take the management u

small Farm, with Stock and Poultry; his Wife is capaoie

managing a Dairy. Has just left a Situation filled by * " £
years, owing to his late employer leaving for the Con

.

t
„

Can have a good sound recommendation for ability and inteb

Apply to GiconoE Adams, Send, by Ripley, Surrey. -

A S GARDENER, or to take charge of a Horse and

-£-*- Chaise.—A married Man, aged 35, who can *?
1,

JJt^ 2 .

and make himself generally useful.— Direct to R. *•> au

Strong's Cottages, Brook Green, Hammersmith^ ,
.

—

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.
rrHE ADVERTISER, being *ell acquainted with wc

1 sign, Architecture, and every variety ^^^Sg&
ments on Estates and Pleasure Grounds, is de*3?l£«ES A
himself where there arc extensive improvements requireu.

A

CO
CO
1)1

msen wncrc there arc extensive nnjji^»—- , •-, • tnC
>mfbrtal)le residence for himself and a sma

1
^family in tn

mntrv is more the object, than extent of pecuniary emolument

iroet tn G. L., No. 1, St. vinrnnt.. place. Lity-roati. __

-

A
to the Editor.—Saturday, September 1G, 1S43.
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INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN
THE LAST NUMHER.

Amateur's Garden.No.XXXyil. (M4 b

Amaryllis .Tonephime, described 615 c

Apple and Pear-trees, to gather
the fruit of .... 049 a

Aromatics, effects of, ncarCeylon GAG a

Asparagus, treatment of, in wet
soil MO b

Barton, near Bury St. Edmunds,
young irees at, noticed .

Dees, profitable management of
But lorn -heat, observations on

different systems of
Carnations, &c, soil for .

Catalogue of Roses* Rivera's, rev.
Cement, hydraulic, observations
on .....

Clover-rape, &c, remarks on •

Corn, new kind of, noticed
Cucumbers, thrips on, to destroy
CyiUtis Weldenii
Draining, observations on and

directions for ....
Fruit-trees, to prune •

Forest-trees, directions for prun-
ing of— — observations on ;

and table expressing the
girths at different heights

Fuchsias, to sow the seed of
Guano, Potter's, effect of, on
Grass land ....— ', — quantity to
apply to an acre

Heating, bad effects of using
open tanks described— porous material best

: for covering tanks with
— remarks on

Hooker, Dr. Joseph, his return
to England announced • •

Holly, to sow the seed of •

Hops, to cultivate in Wales, re-

. marks on
-- improvement in cultiva-
tion of • •

Hydrangea, effect of ferruginous
peat bog on colour of

Insects, remarks on .

649 a

646 b

Gtea

647 c

GIG a

643 c

64!) a
648 a

616 b
645 b
647 a
649 b
647 a

643 b
649 a

644 c

645 a
619 a

645 b

640 c

643 a

643 b
919 a

647 b
649 a

649 a

647 b

646 a
649 b

Kitchen-garden new, to prepare

the soil in • . • •

Magnolia fuscata, an attraction

for blackbirds, &c.
Melons and Cucumbers, muddy

itatc of the bed essential to

giowth of •

Melons,
<

Persian, experiment
with, in Hort. Soc. Garden,
to grow in baskets of earth,

standing in an open tank . 643 a

— pigeon-dung used for,

in Persia . . . . . 645 b

Mohl (Dr), his critique on Lie-

big's work, continued. .

Onions, disease in . • •

Oncidium uniflorum . . •

Orange-trees, temperature to

keep in tvinter . . •

Tansies, disease in, remarks on
Peach-trees, old, objection to

budding of . - •

Peat -tree, to transplant in June,
bad effect of .

Peas, Prince Albert, rapid growth

647 c

649 b
647 a

649 a
GAG b

649 a

645 *

of 645 C

649 a
647 a
647 a

645 c

640 a

644 b
649 a

Pines, seedling, shanking of

Renanthere matmina
Rnndelctia longiflora .

Stocks, double, remarks on fer-

tilisation of . - •

The Guide to Service: the Farm
Bailiff, rev. .

Trefoil Dodder, observations on,
lifrt of plants attacked by it .

Vine-border, to apply Guano to

Vines,remarkson management of 649 a
— query respecting a sub-
scriber's system of pruning • 615 b

Wasps, numerous about Bristol,

\-c. 646 6

Weeds, to prepare as a manure 649 a

Wheat, tillering of, remarks on 646 b

Windsor, Royal Gardens at
Frogmore, noticed . • • 647 "

Wine, Grape, to make • • 645 c

— — receipt for making 647*
Woodlice, to destroy . . 649 b

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
The DAHLIA SHOW will take place on TUESDAY, the 26th

inst,, at the Crown and Anchor Tavern, Strand, at 3 o'clock, when
48 Prizes will be awarded (for single blooms in all the classes), besides

1st and 2d class Prizes for Seedlings, six blooms of those of 1842 being

required. The flowers may be sent on the day of show, carriage paid,

to the Secretary, The admission is gratuitous, on introduction

by a Member. H. Wi ldmaw, Hon. Sec.

(CLAPTON, STAMFORD-HILL, and STOKE-
V^ NEWINGTON GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION FOR
MUTUAL INSTRUCTION.— Gardeners and Persons enpaged in

Horticultural pursuits, who arc desirous ofJaking part in the forma-

tion of the above Institution, are requested to meet in the Lancas-

terian School Room, Stoke Newington, on Monday evening, Oct.

2, 1843, at 7 o'Clock, to adopt measures in connection with that

jbject.
t m ,

rpwo NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES,— « Lady
-*- Alice Pbei.," 10s. 6rf., and "Mrs. Benyon," I0s. 6tf. per

pair.—These two splendid Picolees were raised by the Rev. J.

Burroughes, of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk, and kindly presented

by that gentleman to Messrs. Youkli, and Co., for Particulars of

which, see their Advertisement in this Paper of the 16th inst.

Catalogues of their extensive collection may be had on application,

and will be found to contain upwards of 800 of the very best

varieties in cultivation, and which are sent out uponthe iollow-

ing terms :— ^
12 pairs of good show varieties, I pair of each .

fine ditto ditto

ditto ditto ditto

Extra fine and very superior ditto

ditto ditto ditto

ditto Pinks ditto

ditto ditto ditto

The selection being left to Youbll and Co.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 21, 1843.

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS and other BULBS.

"Y7 0UELL & Co. beg respectfully to announce they
-*- have received from Haarlem their annual importation of

the above in most excellent condition, adapted either for Glasses,

Forcing, or open-border culture. Prices as follows—

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . "I

g5# per doz-
Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . . J

Extra fine Ditto 9s. to 12s. „
Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . - 18* • »

The selection being left to Youeu & Co.

Catalogues may be had on application.

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—For particulars of which see their

Advertisement in this Paper of the 2d inst.

ARAUCARIA IMBR1CATA, fine 4-year old plants, 8 to 10

inches, 10/. per 100, or 30s. per dozen.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 21, 1843.

NEW AND DESIRABLE PANSIES.

YOUELL and CO. beg respectfully to inform Grow-
ers of the above that they have succeeded in raising Four

New and highly-beautiful Seedlings, possessing first-rate proper-

tics, both in size, form, and substance, forming quite a novelty.

They will prove a valuable acquisition to those who compete at

any Horticultural Exhibition in the Kingdom. Description, as

follows:— •'Eclipse," a large, flat, and well-formed flower, of

fine yellow, and intense eye. "Duke of Norfolk," large, well-

formed flower, with a fine eye, primrose ground, with a pencilled

edging of delicate blue round the petals. " Lady Alice Peel,'

white ground, is a large round flower of extraordinary substance,

the petals are well formed, and in fine proportion, the quantity of

fellow shown in the purple eye increases the beauty of the flower

;

top petals and margin of a dark purple. " Ann " is also a flower

of good form and substance, white ground, slightly tinged with
purple, with fine brown and purple eye.

Y. and Co. can most confidently recommend the above, which
are now ready to be forwarded to any part of the Kingdom, per

post free, at 2ls. the four varieties. They also beg to draw atten-

tion to their healthy stock of this tribe, which they arc offering

upon the following terms:—
12 Extra fine and very superior show varieties . . ISs.

12 Very fine ditto ditto . . . 12s.

12 Fine ditto ditto . * . . 9s.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 20, 1813.

SPLENDID SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.

LUCOMBE, P1NCE, & Co., beg leave to inform the

Public, that they have obtained the entire stock of the follow-

ing very Splendid PELARGONIUMS, raised by Capt. Tiiurtell,
R.N., which possess those qualities now indispensably requisite in a

first-rate flower—good habit, round shape, and firm petal ; and they

feel convinced that such novelties cannot fail to please those who
purchase them, and will greatly improve all select collections.

Pluto (Thurtell's) 21s. Princess Royal (Thurtcll's) 21s.

Horatio Nelson do. 2ls. Fairy Queen do. 21s.

Phosphorus do. 21s. Ceres do. 21s.

The whole collection of six distinct varieties for 5/., package in-

cluded.

A description of "Pluto" is given in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of June ]/, 1843. " Horatio Nelson " was exhibited at the Chiswick

Show, in June last, and was greatly admired. A full descriptive

character of all these is contained in L., P., & Co.'s Catalogue of

Pelargoniums, which may be had on application. Strong plants

will be ready for delivery on the 20th October next.

L., P., & Co. beg leave further to say, that, having in this, as in

the case of Mr. Beck's Seedlings, determined upon making a great

reduction of the prices which Seedling Pelargoniums of the highest

character arc usually let out at, they hope in consequence to meet
with an extensive sale.—ExeterNursery, Sept. 8, 1843.

PELARGONIUMS.
JAMES PAMPL1N announces, that having now a

sufficient stock of those splendid varieties raised by Mr. J.

Wilson, which have hitherto been the admiration of the Flori-

cultural world, he is enabled to offer the following List, any 12

selected from which, will, on receipt of a post-office order for

XL lis. 6d., be immediately forwarded.

Alice Fulgens

SPLENDID SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS, AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.

IUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., beg leave to inform the
J Public that thev have obtained the entire stock of those distinct

and beautiful SEEDLING PELARGONIUMS raised by Mr. E.
Bkck, of Isleworth, and exhibited by him with such very great

success at the Chiswick and Regent's Park Exhibitions. They gained

the Gold Banksian Medal (the highest prize awarded to Pelargo-

niums) twice this summer at Chiswick, and the highest prize at the

Royal Botanic Society of London, in June Jast. Several of them
have also gained Silver Medals, Certificates, and other prizes, as

Seedlings. These facts will convince the public that a more distin-

guished lot of Flowers has never before been offered for sale; and

L., P., & Co. hope that their having determined upon letting them

out at prices reduced greatly below those which Seedling Pelargo-

niums, of the highest character, have hitherto been let out at, will

insure for them an extensive sale. Strong, healthy plants will be

ready for delivery on the 20th October next, at the following prices,

viz. :— s. d.

Leonora Beck's 21 Martha .

British Queen do. 21 Lucy .

Susanna do. 21 Geraldine
Meteor do. 21 Evening Star

Cleopatra do. 21 Black Prince

Admiral do. 10 6 Bride
Stella - do. 10 6 The Purple

S. dm

cck's 10 6
do. 10 6
do. 7 C

do. 7 C

do. 7 6
do. 5

do. 5

Alice Gray
Anna
Assassin
Camilla
Enchantress

Gem of the West
Hon. Miss Black
Meikle Wonder
Lord Allington

Princess Sophia Ma-
Priory King [tilda

Sir R. Peel
Superb
Van Amburgh
Vesta

The whole Collection of 14 distinct sorts, package included, for Si.

Those marked thus all gained prizes at the London Horticultural

Society, and the Royal Botanical Society of London.
Exeter Nursery, Sept. 21, 1843.

'

TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, HYACINTHS, &c.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth) by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER

MAJESTY, respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry, that

his Bulb Catalogue for this autumn is ready, and will be for-

warded by post on application. He begs to state that he has a

large stock of the beautiful New Lily (Lilian) lancifolium) and a

fine collection of Auriculas, which he can supply at very moderate
prices. -^ —

DUTCH BULBS.
MESSRS. SUTTON & SONS respectfully announce

the arrival of their choice and extensive collections of

HYACINTHS, IRISES, ANEMONES, TULIPS, &c. ; and from

the attention they devote to the selecting the best sorts in Hol-

land, while in bloom, they feel continent their Collection this year

surpasses any yet introduced into this country. The prices are at

he same time considerably reduced, owing to the annually in-

creasing quantities which J. S. and SoNsimpoit, and the present

facilities of communication with Haarlem.

A priced descriptive Catalogue is just published, and may be

had gratis. N.B.— Flower-seeds for Autumn sowing just liar*

vested, 'JO showy hardy sorts for 5s.—Reading Nursery, Heading,

Berkshire.

A.
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Prince Ernest

Nurseries, Lea-road, Leyton ; and Whip's Cross, Waltham-

stow, Essex.

PELARGONIUMS.—Amateurs are informed that they

can now, on application to Jas. Pamh;n be supplied with

12 splendid first-rate varieties of this beautiful flower, selected

from the following List, for Six Guineas. As thfc undermentioned

have been duly announced, and the merits of them are justly ap-

preciated, any encomium is needless.

NEW PICOTEES.

HEADLY'S NANETTE ;
purple edge, rather heavy,

thick petal, rose edge, good white, and edging well defined,

10s. per pair. Bond's Countess of Winterton, after the style of

"Trip to Cambridge," although distinct, 7s. 6rf. the pair, and all

the others that are coming out. John Dickson's Catalogues for

1843 are now ready, comprising all the best flowers in cultivation.

Applications for Catalogues may be made at the Nursery, Acre

Lane, Brixton, and Warnkr and Warner's, Comma, London.

JAMES PIPER begs leave to offer the following

articles, at very moderate prices :

—

Achimenes longiflora

„ rosea ,

Manettia bicolor .

Maurandia alba ,

Fuchsia Brockmanii

Is. Od.

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

. 1

. 2

. 1

. 3 6
Britannia,Smith's 2 6
Champion, Do. 2 6
Cormackii . 3 6
Defiance,Smith's 3 6
Deansia , .36

Fuchsia Eclipse,Smith's 3s. 6d.

Eppsii . .36
Gem, Ivery's . 2 6

Majcstica,Smith's3 6

pulchella. . 2 6

Paragon,Smith's 2 6

robusta, Smith's 2 6

St. Clare . .16
Rogersiana . 3 6

Toddiana. . 3 6

tt

tt

tt

St

tt

It

tt

It

Achilles
Acis
Ada
Adelaide Kemble
Aurora
Beauty of Essex
British Queen

Count D'Orsay
Countess of Wilton

Creole
Dk. of Devonshire

Dk. of Wellington

Fair Maid ofLeyton
Galatea

Laura
Prince Albert
Princess Royal
Queen of the East
Sir Robt. Peel
Sir Walter Scott
Venus

A

Hesperus

From unknown correspondents it is requested that a post-office

order be forwarded on receipt of the plants.

J. P. takes this opportunity ofmentioning his fine healthy assort-

*ent of Fruit and Forest-trees, Shrubs, Evergreens, &c., also his

very extensive stock of Quick. Gentlemen intending to plant in

the ensuing season, will find this worth notice.-Nurseries, Lea-

*oad, Leyton ; and Whip's Cross, Walthamstow, Essex.

CHOICE PANSIES.

T FRYER bees to inform his numerous Customers and
tJ • Friends that he can now supply strong, liealthy Plants of

*nost of the leading varieties of PANSIES, priced Catalogues of

which, and of DUTCH BULBS, are now ready, and may be had

separately, on application, containing^a postage-stamp. Fine

*ansy-Skki>, from best varieties, 2s. 6<Z., 5s., to 10s. per packet;

from good do., Gd. to is. ««*«* ~e \,i« *~ t
J. F. can likewise now supply strong Plants of his much-

admiredncw THUNBERGIA FRYERII, at 5s. each (allowance

to the Trade).—Clarendon Nursery, Carabcrwcll, Sept. 22, 1843.

Exoniensis . 7 6
Nursery Stock and Bulbs of all descriptions, at very reduced

prices.—Parkstone Nursery, near Poole, Dorset.

TO LOVERS OF ROSES.

A PAUL and SON, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, Herts,

• have the pleasure of announcing that their Descriptive

CATALOGUE of ROSES will be ready early in Oct, and will be

forwarded, as usual, to their annual customers. It can also be had

from the Nurseries by post, free, on inclosingtwo postage stamps.

To those only who have not seen their stock during the present

season, it is necessary to say it is in the finest possible condition.

They would also invite especial attention to their unrivalled

Collection of Autumnal ROSES, which are now in spendid bloom.

The facilities afforded by the Northern and Eastern Railway, of

reaching the Waltham Cross Station (near to which the Nurseries

are situate) from London in 30 minutes, every admirer of Roses

should avail themselves of, to make a personal inspection.

ROSES IN POTS.
PAUL and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Cheshunt,

Herts, beg to intimate that the present is the most advan-

tageous time to remove ROSES from the open ground to grow in

Pots. They have paid particular attention to Roses for this purpose,

and have now some thousands, both in Pots and worked on short

stems, expre-sly for the purpose, ready lor sale. When left to their

selection, they will furnish 100 fine Plants for *il. 10s., free of carriage

to London . __

SEEDLING CARNATION, PICOTEES, TULIPS, &c.

ORSON'S Candidate, Scarlet Bizarre, in character

and colour of Walmesley's William the lVth, with a better

white and fuller in the centre; it obtained the Prize for the best

S. B., at the Snney Floral Society, beating all the old flowers in

the class : and also obtained a Seedling Prize at the Floncultural

Society of London, the only times of its b.ing shown this.reason.

A hlnnm l« »iqo sent to the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle,

UDOn'£hich *wy favourable opinion was given in that Paper

oiftL 4u of Ju'y Strong plants are now ready at 10s. 6<f. per

Mir Also most of the best and choicest sorts ol Carnations and

Picotcel in cuEion at very reasonable prices, as well as some

fine new Pi^otecs not yet out. Fine named Carnations and

PSTh^
for sale «f%ii rows amongst which are Polyphemus, Milo, Shake-

sneare Wa??rlSriconatas Posthumus, Plato* Surpass-Cata.

falmio' r»tini?c?lci La Mere Brunne, Franciscus Pnmus, Ros-

ck?s Acaml co ft ncess Charlotte. Cenotaph, Violet Imperial,

LawY^ and La Joie, Alexander Magnus Aglaia Ala-

lia CKiidiLtaDiana, Camuse, Premier, &c. Together with a new
o«h v. u \ tnV\!iti rt with sliding doors, open work in front
and handsomeiCaomct wnn s h

ire complete and par-

titioffd^fo^S^^^- fiCef APP* to R.O«o*.

Florfff 19%alUa^£ennington Surrey.

"DUTCH C A^"Tot^hk* BULBOUS FLOWER-ROOTS.

Htirst and Mcmullen, seedsmen, &c,
wxvox

street. respectfully solicit attention to their

BTJl R^TT^RO^ Which WiU bG f0Undt° C°ntain^°?hpantiful varieties of HYACINTHS, AMARYLLIS,

SciaVT*
*c a

1

^ of which are of first-rate quality. Since

hev had the JfeasSe of transmitting their Catalogue to the r

f!;^
y
i ... fpfnf which are about the same as other respect-

leadk^ offered unner theirs. Hurst &McMullkn beg to

itete that^ their Jrices shall be reduced in conformity with any

tion.-HunsT and McMullen, 6, Leadenhall-stiaet.

JT. WILLMER and SON, King's Road, Chelsea,
• by Appointment Florists to Her Majesty, beg to inform

their Friends and the Public that their stock of CARNATIONS
and PICOTEES are now ready for delivery, and which they offer

at the following low prices, viz. :-* £ s.

25 Pairs of Carnations or Picotees, Fine Show Varieties . 2 2

12 Pairs Do- Do 11
25 Pairs of Pinks ; . I 1

A remittance orreference from unknown Correspondentsrequired.

GROWTH OF PLANTS

HUMPHREYS'S COMPOUND to Promote the

it ««i Preservation of Plants, may be used either in
Beauty andJresenar vat and from its CQn-

a few grains dissolved in water at

\^7ARNER and WARNER, Seed Merchants,
\i 28, Cornhill, opposite the Royal Exchange, London, beg
respectfully to inform the Nobility and Gentry, their importation

of DUTCH BULBS have arrived in excellent condition. The
HYACINTHS are large and handsome, consisting of several New
and Splendid Varieties. Catalogues are now ready, and will be

forwarded post free.

the Drawing-room or in

densed fcrtiUwng
;

powei
-

-
tQ aU Greenhouse plants, to

intervals is ^e°XV bulbs; and to promote the growth of
Hyacinths,

™fhe°^ of seeds. Sold in bottles l,. 9d.cuttings and the germ
Mansi0n-house-street

; Hurst &
M0M11SIs Leadcnhall-street; W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within;

Th?ma ^Watkinson, No. 6,. Mwket-place, Manchester; ana

ifha?^«dinir Seedsmen, &c. in town and country. Whole-

sale Agents, Davy, Mackmurdo, & Co., 100, Upper-Thames-

street, London1 m

FERNS.

WPAMPLIN has lately considerably increased his

• stock of FERNS, and respectfully invites the attention

of cultivators of these elegant plants to the same.
W. P. will furnish his new priced Catalogue of the sorts he

grows, on being supplied with six penny postage stamps. The
prices of established plants in Pots range from 9d. upwards.

Lavender Hill Nursery, Wandsworth, near London.
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ACHlMfcNES H1RSUTA. — Plants of this New
Species of Achimenes, which was exhibited at the Meeting of

the Horticultural Society of London, in Regent-street, on Tuesday,
the Wtt inst., for which a Silver Knightian Medal was awarded— may
be had of the Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen, Pine-Apple Place,

at 2U. each.— Pine-Apple Place, Sept. 23, 1843._t_^^^^~™»fc—*

S GIRLING, of Danecroft Nursery, near Stowmarket,
• begs to refer the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to his

Advertisement of SEEDLING VERBENAS, &c, of the l6th inst.

NORLAND NURSERY, NOTTING HILL, LONDON.
BLACK and GOWER, having this day dissolved

partnership by mutual consent, the business will now be

carrier! on by R. E. Gower, who will settle all bills against the

late firm, and to whom all debts due to the firm are to be paid.

R. E. Gower, trusts by attention and fair prices, to receive a

share of public favour; he also begs to state that he has just

received from Holland an assortment of FLOWER- ROOTS,
which are particularly fine and in excellent condition ; he has
also a good collection of Garden and Flower seeds, Hothouse
and Greenhouse Plants, Trained Fruit-trees, and Vines of the

best sorts. Back's true intermediate forcing Stock, at 3s. 6d. p. oz.

September 19, 1843.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS.
MESSRS. N. and B. NORMAN'S Catalogue of

Show varieties, with which they have gained 29 Prizes
this season, can be had on pre-paid application.—Bull-fields,
Woolwich.

NEW IRISES. — This being the best season for

planting IRISES, Messrs. SUTTON and SONS respectfully
intimate that they have for many years possessed one of the very
best Collections of these beautiful Flowers to be seen in England,
adding annually thereto the most distinct varieties from Holland,
and sell them at very moderate prices. The Collection now
contains 72 varieties, 30 of which are each a contrast to all

others, and may be had by name, 15s. for the best 30, or any
number at 7d. each. Messrs. Sutton have imported largely of
HYACINTHS, ANEMONES, TULIPS, &c, particulars of which
Nvill be given in due time ; but the above are particularly recom-
mended to be planted early, to insure a fine bloom. The New
Catalogue maybe had Gratis, at the Seed-shop, 7 and 8, Market-
place, Reading, Berks. N.B.—All goods delivered free to any
part of London.

J HENCHMAN begs to offer the following fine
• Greenhouse Plants, winch are peculiarly suitable to be

grown as Specimen Plants for Exhibition:—Brachysema villosa,

2u. ; fine foliage and splendid scarlet flowers, one of the finest

plants yet introduced. Chorozema oppositifolia, 21s. ; a new and
beautiful species, of free growth, and perfectly distinct in habit
from any previously introduced.
Hovea illicifolia . . 15s. Od. I Hoveapungens . . 55. Od.
Ditto do. major 15 (Ditto do major. 7 6

Dryandra Fraserii, beautiful foliage, 21*.
The above may be obtained of Mr. Watkinson, Florist, Mar-

ket-place, Manchester.
J. Henchman also begs to inform cultivators of the Pansy,

that his collection of nine superior seedling varieties is now ready
for delivery, price 30s.—Edmonton, Sept. 7, 1843.

PINE PLANTS.—200 or 300 good Fruiters to be Sold,
or Exchanged for Orange and Lemon Trees, from 6 to 10 feet

in height. To save trouble, the price of the Plants is 4s. each.—
Apply to John Stovkld, Esq., Stedham House, near Midhurst,
Sussex.

<Y<0 GARDENERS or AMATEURS.—A Lady wishes
-*- to EXCHANGE a Case containing 101 packets of EAST
INDIAN FLOWER.SEEDS, riiiect from the Botanic Gardens,
Calcutta, for plants of CAMELLIA JAPONICA. Any persons
wishing to treat for the same may address a letter, post-paid, to
CD., Post-office, Corsham, Wilts.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.
Tand W. MYATT are now ready to send out their

• NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural
Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been
submitted to Professor Lindley, for whose opinion see Gardeners'
Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting
at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. 10.s\ ; British Queen, \l.

t and
Eliza. 10.s. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Sept. 21, 1843.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

WJ. CORMACK & CO., beg to announce to
• their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as
the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3s. 6d. per quart.
The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—" Cormack's Early Kent Pea," 14s. per bushel.

Newcross, Sept. 21 , 1843.

EASTERN MELON SEED.

R WHITE and CO., Nurserymen, Poole, have
• to offer a few remaining packets of the HORSEANA PER-

SIAN MELON SEED, from the Fruit exhibited by Mr. Fleming,
and which the Editor'of the Gard. Chron. considers infinitely

superior to all other kinds. It has an exceedingly thin rind, a
most exquisitely delicious flavour, and is extraordinarily large.
Packets of6 seeds, 5s.

R. W. and CO. beg to inform the public, that they have just
received their annual supply of BULBS ; and as they employ an
Agent in Haarlem to select for them, they are able to offer every
variety at very moderate prices; and can safely assure all who
favour them with orders, that nothing but the very best of goods
will be sent them. Fine Hyacinths, Sir. a dozen ; superior, 9s. to
12s.; very finest kinds, 15s. to 18s. a dozen.
Our Autumnal Catalogue of Bulbs and Geraniums, Picotces,

Carnations, Roses, &c. &c, is now ready, and will be sent free,

on application. Orders amounting to 5/. sent out free of charge

;

If less than 5/., Bulbs will be sent over to compensate for the cost
of carriage.

iEGYPTIAN WHEAT.—Three years ago, a Mummy
—* was unrolled in London, and in its hand was a small bag of

Wheat. Some grains of it were sown and vegetated. Its produce
has again been sown, in Norfolk, and has produced an average of
38 ears or spikes for each grain sown. To be sold in packets of
10 grains each, at l/. per packet, at Staunton and Sons', 9,
Strand, London. The time for sowing is from the 1st to 25th Oct.

MIMPORTANT SALE OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
structed to submit to public competition, at the AuctionMart Bartholomew. lane, on Tuksdav, 3rd Oct., 1843, at 12

O'clock, a COLLECTION of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting
of the newest varieties of Camellias, Azalea Indica, Fuchsias,
Geraniums, Chrysanthemum^ and about ioo other varieties of
Choice Greenhouse Wants.-May be viewed the morning of sale.
Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Ley-
tonstone.

ALBION ROAD NURSERY, STOKE NEWINGTON.
l\/r ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS respect-
ItX fully announce they are instructed by the Executrix of the
late Mr. John Milne to offer for public competition about
the middle of October the valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting
of fine Evergreens, Ornamental Trees, American Plants, Deci-
duous Shrubs, and other Plants, ofwhich Catalogues will be duly
published.— American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.
TO BE LET or SOLD, with immediate possession,

all that well-known NURSERY-GROUND and GARDEN,
situated at Battersea and Elizabeth-street, South Pimlico, with
the Stock and Houses and the valuable Business and connexions
attached to the same, belonging to the late Mr. John Rogers,
recently deceased. For particulars apply to Mr. Jones, Baker,
6, Eccleston-street, or Protheroe and Morris, American
Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.TO BE LET ON LEASE of 21 Years, a Small Com-
-*-

^
pact NURSERY, situate at Tunbridge Wells, with Seedshop,

and Two Newly-erected Greenhouses. For further Particulars, in-

quire of Messrs. Protheroe and Morris, American Nursery, Ley-
tonstone.

VALUABLE ORCHIDACEOUS K- other HOTHOUSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. THOMAS WINSTANLEY and SONS

beg to announce to the admirers of Curious and Rare
Plants, that they are instructed to SELL BY AUCTION, on
Tuesday, the 3d October next, at 12 o'clock precisely, on the
Premises, Parkfield, Aigburth, (without reservation), a Choice
and Valuable Collection of ORCHIDACEOUS and other HOT-
HOUSE PLANTS, the property of Charles Tayleur, Esq., who
is declining the pursuit.

In the Collection will be found Choice and Rare specimens of
Cattleyas, including Labiata(very fine), Crispa (very large), Mossi
(a flowering plant), Loddigesii, Citrina, and Epidendrums, all

fine ; several rare Maxillarias, Oncidiums, Dendrobiums, Aerides
Brookii, (a fine plant), Odontoglossum grandc, &c, with other
varieties of Parasitical plants, including Gongora, Liptotes, Cyr-
topodium ponctatum, (a fine plant), Cypripedium, Catasetnm,
Cymbidium, Neottia, Brassavola, Vanda, Rodriguezia, Myathus,
Brassia, Bifrenaria, Stanhopea, &c. Lselia autumnalis, the plant
figured by Mr. Batcman ; together with a fine assortment of Cac-
tuses from Mexico, and other highly interesting Hothouse plants.
The Plants are in excellent condition, and have been carefully

attended to by the present gardener.
The whole may be viewed two days previous to the Sale, and

Catalogues had at the office of the Gardeners' Chronicle ; of Messrs.
Winstanley, Paternoster-row, London; at the place of Sale;
and of Messrs. Thomas Winstanley and Sons, Church-street,
Liverpool.

SUBSCRIPTION SALE OF FINE TULIPS, &c.

A COLLECTION OF TULIPS, consisting of 1000
roots, in nearly 600 varieties, comprising most of the

approved sorts in cultivation, with some exquisitely fine new
broke flowers ; also several lots of fine RANUNCULUSES, ANE-
MONES, &c, will be disposed of, within the Arcade Saloon, at
Glasgow, on 4th October next, at two o'clock, p.m. Particulars
in Catalogues, prepaid, applications for which, addressed John
Waterston, Florist, 45, High-street, Paisley, will be promptly
attended to. The Catalogues may be seen at the Office of this

Paper. Tickets 10s. 6d. each.—Paisley, 15th September.

ST. COLUMB MAJOR, CORNWALL.

TO BE LET, and entered on in November, the NUR-
SERY GROUND & FRUIT-GARDENS situate at TREWAN,

near ST. COLUMB, containing Two Greenhouses with Vines in
full bearing, Pasture Land sufficient for keeping a Horse and a
Cow, a Cottage, and also the Good Will of the Nursery and Seed
Business, for many years past carried on by Thomas Bbnnrtt,
who retires in consequence of ill health. The Stock to be taken
at a valuation.
For Particulars, apply to TnoMAs Bennett, Nurseryman,

St. Columb, Cornwall.

TO FRUIT-GROWERS and OTHERS.
rpO BE LET, the GARDENS at HAWKHURST
-*- FARM, near Petworth, Sussex, with two Vineries, about
50 feet by 16 each, well stocked, and one Pine Pit, 45 feet

by 12. The Walls and Gardens are full of thriving young
trees. A good House and Land may be had with it. Rcndlc's
Tank System may be easily applied to one of the Vineries and
Pine pit, they being heated by hot water. The Proprietor
would have no objection to stock the same with Pine Plants for

fruiting.—Apply to John Stovelu, Esq., Stedham House, near
Midhurst, Sussex.

WIRE-WORK, HOT-WATER APPARATUS, GREEN-
HOUSES, &c.

CT. THOMAS BAKER, MANOR-HOUSE, MANOR-O PLACE, KING'S- ROAD, CHELSEA, Manufacturer of INVI-
SIBLE WIRE-FENCE, to resist Grazing Stock, and rendeied
Rabbit-proof. WIRE-WORK in Trainers, Arches for "Walks,

B.»rderintr,Fiower-stands, Pheasantries, &c. IIORTICUL'IURAL
BUILDINGS, Green and Hothouses, Conservatories, &c. The
same heated by HOT-WATER AFPARATUS, on improved and
economical principles.

Parties waited on in Town or Country, and Drawings and
Estimates free. Work for the Trade as usual.

Ward's Cases, or Domestic Greenhouses.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society oi London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E.Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions oi

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works,an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D. and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory

COTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
founders, &c. &c, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, London, and at Cornwall Road, Lambeth.

GARDEN ROLLERS IS inches long, 34s.; 20, 445.; 22, 50s.j
24 inches, 60s. ; 90*, /5.s\ ; 28, 84s. ; 30, 105.V. each.
CAST-IRON RICKSTANDS, 2 feet 6 inches high, 5s. od. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricultural
Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arriott's Stoves,
Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The above low
prices being on account of the depression in the Iron Trade, are
subject to future alterations.

I (HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very low
prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses ; Churches, Public, or Private Buildings*
&c, With Cottam's Patent, or Rogers' Boilers. After 15
years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Apparatuses for
the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improvements which
they have made during that time, C. and H. can with confidence
undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon the most extensive
scale. For the convenience of those who wish to fix their own Appa-
ratus, they have affixed the following low prices ;

—

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . • £7 0s. Od.
(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Rogers' Boiler, small size . . . .3150
Do. do. larpe do 4 10
Hot-water Pipe, 4 inch diameter, Is. 3d. per Foot.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high, out of the ground, C ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 3(5 lbs., 3s. (
;
>d. each.

Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing 42 lbs. at 4s. Od. each*
Strong do. do. do. 4 5 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4feet hich, do. 60 lbs. at 5 6 ,,

BEST WIRE forSTRAINED WIRE FENCING at8s. per bundle
of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, yd. each. The Improved
continued, and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy Wire-work, &c. f

HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square,
3s. 6d. ; 20 inches, Is. ()d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6d. each.
CAST-IRON FLOWER-STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,

7s. ; 4 feet 6, 9s. ; 5 feet, 1 Is. ;
6" feet, 15s. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley Street,
where every information may be obtained.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
CTISPHIlNSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,
£2 London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOIIJCRS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
-assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rbndik*
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS. LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL,

•

WHEAT-SOWING.
POTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-

ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only
necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been
made in the price, and that it may be obtained cither at the

Works or of Mr. Potter's Agents, who have testimonials of its

efficacy.— 28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, London.
Mr. Mark Fothkrgii.l, 40, Upper Thames-street, Sole Lon-

don Agent.
*** Nurserymen required as Agents in all the principal towns.

*

] B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
*-* • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-
creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These substances can
be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Ga9
'-iquor, &c. Price 4s. 6d. per bushel.

C^UANO ON SALE.—Any quantity of this valuable

y* Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer
either in London or Liverpool, on application to CotkswortHi
Powell, and Pryor, St. Helen's Place, London; E»wA«J>s '

Danson, and Co., Liverpool ; and William J. Myers and Co-*

Importers, Liverpool.

No. VIII. was published on the 1st of August, and will be con-

tinued, at Sixpence a Month, of the —O ARDENERS' EDITION of the BOTANIC
^-* GARDEN -

3
with numerous Additions and Engravings of 1>lan * 8 '

ByB. Maund, F.L.S. It contains Coloured Engravings of the

most Ornamental Plants, suited to the open Garden, with Descrip-

tions, Cultivation, &c, for the assistance of Gardeners and Ama-
teurs. Also, a FLORAL REGISTER, with Woodcuts and Descrip-

tions of handsome Plants, newly introduced from Foreign Countries.-

Also, AN AUCTAR1UM, containing Miscellaneous Information on

Gardening Affairs. Also, a portion of Profkssor HknsloW *

BOTANICAL DICTIONARY of 5,000 Words, and 200 Cuts,

descriptive oi the Vegetable World; a complete Book of Reference

on Subjects connected with the description of Plants. -
Thus, it will be seen, that this Work, although sold at *°

X

VC
*Z

moderate a price, comprehends a greater variety of Botanical an

Gardening Information than any Publication extant.

London: It. Groombridge, Paternoster-row.
-~—___^^_____ _^____^_ —

'

Just Published, price 6s. cloth,
.

THHE HAND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY; with a

-1- complete Index of Reference. By G. H. Caunter, Esq.

London
; W. S. Our & Co, ; and W. & R. Chambers, Edinburg

i
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Just published, in One "Volume 8vo., price 3s. 6d. to Fellows of

the Society, and 58. to others, (or postage free, upon receipt
,

ot

a Post-office order, price 6*. to Fellows of the Society, or bs. M.

A
t0
CATALOGUE of the FRUITS CULTIVATED
in the GARDEN of the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF

LONDON. (Third Edition.) Containing tlie Names, Synonyms,

Colour, Size, Form, Quality, Use, Time of Ripening, and many

otlur particulars concerning all the most important varieties ot

hardy Fruit cultivated in this country.

Sold at the House, of the Society, 21, Regent-street, and also

by Longman and Co., Paternoster-row; J. Hatchahd, Picca-

dilly Ridgway, Piccadilly ; Rivinotons, Waterloo- place; and

by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the Empire.
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The newspapers have lately contained an incom-

plete account of an interesting experiment on the

propagation of Wheat by division of its roots, from

which it appears that a field may be cropped with

Wheat without employing more than the 2,400atl) of

the usual quantity of seed-corn. By the kindness of

Mr. Archdale Palmer we are now enabled to state the

exact facts, which are explained in the following letter

from that gentleman :—
" As rny friend Mr. Pownall lias anticipated my inten-

tion to make, the following experiment public, whirl) 1

have no doubt, has attracted your attention, 1 cannot

longer delay transmitting it to you for the readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, agreeably to my original view, as

soon as I had ascertained the actual result, and that could

not be before the Corn was threshed, which has been done

this week.
'1842: July. One grain of Wheat sown in a pot

—

August. The same divided into 4 plants, which three

weeks after were again separated and made 12 plants

September. The same 12 plants were again separated, and

made 32 plants—Novemher. The same 32 plants were

again separated into 48 plants which were then planted in

the open ground, not particularly prepared for them, 18

inches from each other, occupying a space of 11 yards by

1 yard, being the 440th part of an acre; consequently 440

grains would be found sufficient for one acre, which I find

weigh ~ of an ouuee.
" 1843 :— August. Ten of the 48 plants died, and the

remaining 38 plants were cut down, unfortunately, before

the Corn was ripe, as the birds had already taken one-fourlh

away. 1972 stems were counted. It was threshed this

week, and the weight is 2»- lbs., which, according to the

preceding calculation, consists of 22,000 grains. The

"Wheat sown is known by the name of Eclipse. I have

thus stated the simple fads, but there are many observa-

tions which will naturally arise, in an inquiring mind,

when it is known that the cultivators of the soil in this

country do not reap, upon the average, above 30 bushels

for 3 bushels sown. I am aware that a remark will be

made of the trouble and some little expense for the

garden-pots, which were 48s, if the experiment, is carried

on to a larger extent. But let every person interested in

this account try themselves—they will, as well as myself,

be astonished at the result.

—

Archdale Palmer, Cheam."

It appears from this experiment that by a new
application of manual labour, three quarters of an

ounce of seed-wheat will plant an acre of land. The
quantity now used may be averaged at two bushels

and a half, weighing about a hundred andfiftypounds.

Sixty shillings a quarter will not be too high a price

to take as the average value of seed-wheat, and there-

fore the saving in corn will be about eighteen and six-

pence per acre.

Of course the practical question is whether this

eighteen and sixpence will cover the cost of manual

labour required for the operation of setting Wheat
instead of sowing it. If it does cover the expense it

would be an enormous gain to the country, because it

would immediately afford a large amount of employ-

ment to those labourers who not being able bodied

are most in want of it. We doubt whether eighteen

and sixpence an acre could be possibly expended in

the operation, if judiciously conducted on a large

scale; but that is a question which any intelligent

farmer can answer better than we can.

We would only observe that if, as we are told,

3,800,000 acres are annually planted in Wheat in

England and Wales, the application of so large a sum as

3,500 ,000/.,—which would be the amount of saving by

Mr. Palmer's operation at the prices above assumed,—
to the relief of the poor, is something which demands
a very different notice from that of a passing comment
in a newspaper.
We shall take an early opportunity of returning to

this matter. •

With a compact subsoil within 18 inches or less of

the surface, and which lies nearly parallel to it, there is

very little difficulty in contriving artificial channels of

various dimensions, so as to carry off the superfluous

moisture, or, more properly, to prevent its stagnating

and accumulating between the soil and subsoil. But

the case is very different when the subsoil varies con-

tinually, and is never parallel to the upper surface, but

undulates, or has various dips, quite unconnected with

the declivities of the surface. This is very frequently

the case where there is a change in the geological posi-

tion of different strata. To take a familiar example,

which may be met with within a short distance of the

Metropolis: the London clay—one of th% most uni-

form—lies in a basin of chalk, which crops out all

around it; in some places the clay is 300 feet deep, or

more ; and in others, at no great depth, the spade can

turn up solid lumps of chalk. The pure chalk is

always pervious to water, and if it lies within reach,

so that pits may be dug into it, these will often carry

off all the water which may be conducted to them by

drains or ditches. It is possible that, in some cases,

the chalk may be saturated with moisture which has

no outlet ; but this case is uncommon, except where

the chalk itself lies in an impervious basin. We only

wish to point out the situation of those lands which

border on the transition from one stratum to another.

In most cases, especially when the chalk and clay meet,

the circumstance is pointed out by numerous springs

coming out of the chalk. It requires good practice and

some science to drain land which lies in such a situa-

tion, but by adopting correct principles founded on

experience, the difficulty is easily overcome. General

rules and directions, however, are not applicable to

cases which vary without end. Where the London

clay has another soil superimposed on it, which is

generally of a poor gravelly nature, abounding in

round pebbles and loam impregnated with iron, or, as

in Suffolk, with a marine crag, there the meeting of*

the light soil and clay subsoil is accompanied with

endless variations. One would imagine that the upper

soil had been carried by currents and whirlpools, which

had mixed it in the greatest confusion ; here producing

a bed of gravel of great thickness, and there scooping

out the clay into holes, which were immediately filled

with this chaotic mixture of every kind of earth and

stones. In another place, a complete bed of fine sand

has evidently been deposited over the clay, and this

again washed awav by subsequent currents, leaving

the clay bare in the valleys. These soils generally

require draining, wherever the sand meets with the

clay. If the clay were level, or had any regular inclina-

tion, the task would be easy ; the springs being cut off

at a certain depth by deep-lying drains, the wet ground

below would immediately become dry and sound : the

upper soil, being porous, would require no other drains

than the ditches. But this is scarcely ever the case, and

the loam, which is formed by a mixture of clay and

sand, usually called brick-earth, is as impervious to

water as the clay itself. In good brick-earth, drains

may be laid as we described before, but where there

are continual variations in the subsoil, from loose

running sand to loamy gravel and stiff clay, there

pipes alone will act effectually, and they must be so

made as to fit into each other, to prevent their shifting.

Where the sand is loose and running, a foundation

of brick-earth or clay must be made first, or of con-

crete, if that can be done sufficiently cheap, as we are

assured it can ; the pipes may have holes, or what is

better, merely a slit to let in the water, without letting

in the sand, which must be kept out by a layer of

straw, or furze or heath, as can be most easily pro-

cured. Pipes are now made by a machine, which

every brick-maker can have constructed for a very few

pounds. It is merely an imitation of that by which

macaroni is made in Italy. A quantity of well-

tempered clay is put into a wooden or iron cylinder,

in the bottom of which is an iron plate or disk, in

which the exact section of the pipe is cut out; a strong

piston forced down by any simple machinery drives

out the pipe, which is received on a wooden mould, set

perpendicularly, of the size of the bore of the pipe,

having a shoulder and handle at the bottom. When
the pipe is thirteen inches long, it is cut off with a

wire, a boy seizes the handle of the mould with the

pipe on it, and places the pipe on a barrow with a flat

stage on it, which, when full, is wheeled away. At

the moment the first boy removes the mould, another

boy places another vertically, to receive the next pipe.

One cylinder when filled will squeeze out 12 pipes,

or more ; it is then removed to be filled again, while

it is replaced by a full one. With a little practice the

draining with tiles will never be urged as an objection.

If the draining costs 41. per acre, which it seldom will

come to, we will venture to affirm, that the first Corn

crop of any kind, grown on the land after it has been

drained, when the winter and spring have been wet,

will amply repay the whole outlay; and every succeed-

ing crop will give a considerable increase of the

former average of crops on the same land.

—

M.

One reason why the obtaining heat by hot water

circulating in earthen flues or gutters has met with

so favourable a reception is its cheapness. Although

iron pipes and evaporating-pans may be the best

materials where durability is important, and there is

much work to perform, yet there are thousands inter-

ested in gardens who cannot afford their expense, and

who therefore have been obliged to dispense with heat-

ingapparatus altogether until the tank system was again

brought forward, and means were pointed out of

applying it economically. There is, however, still a

difficulty with almost everybody in knowing how the

apparatus can be best constructed ; and, therefore, we

think it desirable, without waiting for perfection, to

state the general result up to the present time

of experiments on the subject in the garden of the

Horticultural Society, where it is at this moment
either used or about to be used in several different

places.

The gutters there were originally constructed of

old flue-tiles and bricks set in cement, rendered inside

with the same material, so as to be water-tight, and

covered with flue-tiles, having moreover common
chimney-pots adapted to them here and there, so as to

allow steam to rise out of the gutters into the houses

upon occasion. An attempt was afterwards made to

substitute gutters of Stourbridge clay, a very hard

material, but it was found impossible to prevent the

fracture of their joints, in consequence of the expan-

sion and contraction of these gutters ; the attempt was

therefore discontinued, and the materials of construc-

tion first employed are still in use.

It was also supposed that leaden pipes for the flow

and return of the water from the boiler to the water-

gutters could be secured by being passed through

bricks well coated in cement. This however failed,

in consequence of the expansion of the metal when

heated, the joints again breaking and allowing the

water to run out. This difficulty is now completely

overcome, by building into the end of the water-

gutters next the boiler a piece of stone, pierced with

two holes, to which union screws are secured. To
these union screws the flow and return-pipes are after-

wards adjusted.

As the porous nature of the materials purposely

employed for gutters, and the unsound joints, caused

a perpetual leakage to some extent, it was found neces-

sary to be able to examine the height of the water in

the gutters at all times ; and this was effected by con-

tinuing them into a cistern, built in the wall of the

stoke-hole, and always uncovered. By this means,

too the water can be always replenished, as it wastes

by evaporation, leakage, or otherwise.

In Mr Rendle's plan, the whole under-surface of

propagating or other beds has been made to rest on a

tank of heated water, whence the name of the I ank

system " But this seems to be a superfluous expense.

As far as can be at present judged, quite heat enough

is obtained from a gutter running all round a pit, near

the external wall without touching it, and by allowing

the cavitv next the outer wall to communicate with

the air of the pit, both bottom and top heat are fur-

nished conveniently, and, as it seems, efifectuaUy.

These nreliminary remarks will enable the reader to

understand the reasons which led to the construction

of the pit 54 feet long and G feet wide, of which the

following 'are the plans and description :—
Fig. 1.

operations go on most rapidly, and the greatest portion

of the labour of moulding pipes and bending them is

saved. We have no doubt, that, with fair compe-

tition, pipes 2 or 3 inches in interior diameter may be

thus made and burned, where fuel is moderately

cheap, for less than 20s. a thousand, and larger in

proportion. In the machine we saw at work there

was no contrivance for making one end of the pipes

wider to receive the smaller end of another ; but it is

obvious that a slight enlargement near to the handle

of the mould which receives the pipe, as it is formed,

would effect the purpose completely. With such

pipes any soil may be cheaply drained ; and we hope

that the very simple machine which makes them may

,
be so generally adopted, that the expense of thorough-

pig, i represents a section of the water-gutters, &c,

at the stoke-hole. The boiler is one of Stephenson's,

which requires no setting, connected with the gutters

by means of inch-and-quarter leaden pipes, and the

cistern A- This cistern is formed by a vertical stone,

tapped with two holes and fitted with union screws,

and resting on a horizontal stone.^ The flow-pipeJ*
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adapted to one of these screws, the return-pipe to the

|
other. The bottom of the cistern is kept about three
inches deeper than the bottom of the gutters, so as to
permit sediment tofall into it, as has already been stated.

Fig. 2.

[Sept. 23,

Fig. 3

Fig. 2 is a section of the pit, showing the hot-water
gutters, which are made by placing a 14-inch tile on
hollow brickwork, as indicated more particularly at
Fig. 3. A brick on edge forms the sides ; the inside
is then cemented, as shown by the shaded part, and
the whole is finished with a 14-inch tile on the top.
A space of about two inches is left between the cutter
and the front wall, and allows the air from the under
side of the gutter as it becomes heated to ascend and
pass over the partition marked B, to be made available
for top-heat.

ON THE VARIETIES OF CYCLAMEN.
In enumerating the following species, I have divided

them into two sections. The first are those with orbicular
or reniform leaves

; the second are those with angular or
hastate leaves.

_
Section I.— (Round or kidney-shaped leaves).

No. 1. Cyclamen coum (the round-leaved sprinq-
flowering Sowbread).—This species has entire round
leaves, heart-shaped at" the base, of a dark green on the
upper surface, and reddish purple on the under. It is
destitute of that white marbled appearance on the upper
surface so common to most of the other species. The
flowers are rather small, scentless, of a bright reddish
purple, and produced from January to March. The
roots are also rather small, flat, and quite hardy. It is

to be found in some collections under the name of
C. orbiculare.

No. 2. Cyclamen Europceum {the round-leaved
summer -floivering Sowbread). — This species has small
leaves, which are slightly denticulated, and roundly heart-
shaped, strongly marked on the upper surface with an
irregular white band. The flowers are rather small,
bright-reddish purple, and very like those of the preceding
both in size and colour. They are produced from July to
September, and are sweet-scented. The roots are small
and quil.e hardy. It bears the following names in collec-
tions :—C. Clusii, C. aestivum, C. littorale, C. officinale,

C. retroflexum, C. Hungaricum.
No. 3. Cyclamen vernum (the round-leaved winter-

flowering Sowbread).—This species has leaves double the
size of those of C. coum, and nearly four times those of
C. Europseum ; they are quite round and entire, with the
lobes at the base overlapping the stalk, and marked on
the upper surface with an irregular band of white, which
is not the case with the leaves of C. coum. The flowers
are like those of the two preceding kinds in form and
colour, but a little larger and produced from November to
January. The roots are rather larger than those of the
two preceding kinds, and the plant is frequently con-
founded with C. coum in collections. The name hyemale
(winter) would be far more appropriate for this very dis-
tinct species, for it has done flowering before spring com-
mences

; this may account in a great measure for its
always being confounded with C. coum, (the spring-flower-
ing kind,) but it may be distinguished at first sight by its
larger leaves having a very conspicuous white band on
their upper «nrface. I have raised this species from seed,
and the plants have always retained this character, and
that of flowering during the winter, if protected from the
yyet. It has the leaves of C. persicum and the flowers of
v^- coum.

No. 4. Cyclamen Persicum (the reniform - leaved
sprmg-jimvering Sowbread.)—This species has rather large
kidney-shaped toothed leaves, marbled with white on the
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> some with jae-ged petals,
others with double flowers, others with sweet-scented
flowers, and others quite inodorous or with dotted flowers.
It blooms from February to May, according to the treat-

ment it receives, and is an excellent plant for moderate
forcing. The roots are rather large and flattish ; they are
tender and soon destroyed by frost. It bears the following
names in collections :—C. pyrolsefolium, C. odoratum.

Section II.—(The angular or hastate leaved.)
No. 5. Cyclamen Neapolilanum {the angular-leaved

autumn-flowering Sowbread).—This is the largest, most
robust, and hardiest of all the Cyclamens ; with large
various shaped leaves, mostly five angled, but sometimes
triangular or hastate. They are, however, always the same
shape on the same plant, and very much resemble the
leaves of the common Ivy, but are distinctly marked on
the upper surface, and have an irregular broad band of
white and purple on the under surface. The flowers are
rosy, purple, scentless, rather large, and produced from
August to September. There is a white variety, differing
in nothing except the colour of the flowers. The roots
are very large, rough, flat, and quite hardy. It bears the
following names in collections :— C. autumnale, C. purpu-
rascens, C. subhastatum, C. Toll, and C. hederasfolium
purpureum. It is to be found in nearly all collections
under the name of C. hedersfolium, a very appropriate
appellation.

No. 6. Cyclamen hederafolium {the 'angular-leaved
spring-flowering Sowbread).— This is a vei-y desirable
species, with broad, denticulate, marbled, dark-green,
angular leaves, marked on the upper surface with white,
and purple on the under. The flowers at first are white,
but as they advance and get fully expanded, they change
to a deep flesh-colour. The petals are particularly twisted
and narrow. It flowers from March to May, and is very
sweet scented. The bulbs are round, rather small, and
tender. It bears the following names in collections :—C.
repanduro, C. latifolium, C. ficarirefolium, and C. fra-
grans.—George Gordon.

COTTAGE GARDENS IN SCOTLAND.
The letter, some months ngo,of a Stirling correspondent,

who wishes the subject to be taken up in the columns of
the Gardeners' Chronicle for the benefit of the cottagers
in Scotland, are worthy of particular attention. But be-
fore pointing out to the cottager those articles which he
ought to grow in his garden, and how he ought to crop
with regard to succession, something else must be done,
otherwise the generality of such persons will look on the
suggestions as merely to be read, but not to be put into
practice. Amateur gardeners, such as this correspondent
seems to be, and the aristocracy of Scotland, who have
means and influence, must take up the subject, and hold
out some inducements to the cottager to cultivate his
garden well, and to keep his cottage and all connecled
with it neat and clean. In England this system is now
pursued with the best results; and although there are
some societies in Scotland for the same purpose, they are
far from being so general as they ought to be. These ob-
jects should be carried out, in the first place, by purchas-
ing kitchen-garden and flower-seeds for distribution
amongst the cottagers ; and in the next, by holding out
rewards to those who make tlie best use of the seeds given
to them. The prizes should not be confined to the first,
second, or third best, but a large number should be re-
warded in some way ; in fact, all who have shown anxiety
about the matter should be stimulated and encouraged.
This has a much better effect than when the best only re-
ceive the prize, because in this case the great mass are
apt to be discouraged.
The cottagers of Scotland are a sharp-sighted and in-

telligent class of persons ; and, in order to better their
condition, we must first of all convince them that what we
propose to do is really for their benefit. Every one
knows that, until a few years back, they were notorious
for the manner in which ashes and filth were allowed to
accumulate in front of their doors and round the walls of
their houses. The nobility and other landed proprietors
in the country attempted to make them a little cleanlier
and more tasteful in this respect, and they have certainly
succeeded, for heaps of ashes or dunghills in front of cot-
tages are now almost unknown. But it was curious to
witness the manner in which the change was brought
round. The lord's commands went forth, directing the
dunghills to be removed ; the gardener from the Hall was
sent to make gardens in front of the doors, and to plant
them with shrubs and flowers. The walls of the cottages
too were covered with the choicest creepers ; and when
all was done, it was of course expected that the cottagers
would attend to them and keep them clean and neat ; but
many of them felt much to* grand to be comfortable, and
took it into their heads that it was not for their benefit
that all these changes were wrought. The gardener who
planted these gardens was obliged to attend to them him-
self; and in one place, which I had an opportunity of
seeing a few weeks ago, the pales in front of the doors
(which were placed for a protection to the plants) were
down, and everything destroyed, excepting a few strong-
growing trees.

The system of changing masters too frequently operates
strongly against the improvement of cottage-gardens

:

this is particularly the case in the agricultural districts
in the south of Scotland. The cottagers here are of two
classes— either " hinds," that is, farm-servants, engaged to
work horses

; or " cottars," who merely rent houses and
workday or piece-work either on the farm or elsewhere s

the former are engaged by the year, and are paid chiefly in
the produce of the farm, that is, a certain quantity of Corn,
and so much ground in the fields, which they can plant
with Potatoes, food for a Cow, Grass, &c. The latter engage
their houses for the same period, which commences and
ends at Whitsunday. Many of both classes change houses
and masters every year or two, and of course it would be

difficult to make such persons feel much interest in the
gardens which are always attached to their houses.

Taking these things into consideration, and having
mingled in the society of the cottagers of Scotland for
nearly 30 years, and having consequently become inti-
mately acquainted with their habits and failings, I would
advise all those who are anxious to improve their condi-
tion to begin by making their homes comfortable. Havrng
done this, try to make them feel an interest in their gar-
dens by those means which I have already pointed out,
and it will soon be found that they will not be behind
their English neighbours in their love for vegetables and
for flowers. I have often heard many of the higher classes
of society, who are in the habit of visiting England,
regret the difference between the two countries in this
respect. The English cottager has his house covered
with Roses and other creepers ; his Pelargoniums in the
windows are attended with anxious care, and lie has gene-
rally a little plot of flowers and neat walks in front of his
window. His vegetable garden contains, besides themore
common things, French Beans, an arbour of Scarlet Run-
ners, Celery, Cauliflowers, Cucumbers, and various other
articles which are rarely or never seen in the cottage-
gardens of Scotland. He is Justin the state to profit by
Mr. Pax ton's Cottage Calendar, or by the articles on Cot-
tage Gardening published weekly in the first volume of
this Paper. The higher classes in Scotland, therefore,
have the power in their hands to raise the character and
enjoyments of their cottagers ; and in making this appeal
to them in behalf of our countrymen, I would at the same
time remind them that they will thus contribute greatly
to their own enjoyment. What can afford higher gratifi-
cation than to see the cottages converted from a kind of
stable or cow-house into a comfortable dwelling-place, the
inside neat and clean, the walls covered with Roses, Clem-
atis, and Honeysuckle, and the cottager and his family
taking an interest in his garden.

—

JR. F.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XXXVIIL
The time lias now arrived when the Amateur who

thinks of having a show of flowers through the winter and
early in spring, should have his plants prepared for that
purpose. If my former instructions have been attended
to, a great number of plants will have been prepared,
potted off, and will now be strong healthy plants, well esta-
blished to brave the winter's dulness, and cheer us with
their flowers. Among these should be a general collection
of California!! and other North American annuals, a nice
stock of Chinese, Tea-scented, and Bourbon Roses, with
abundance of Cinerarias, Violets, and Mignonette in
several different stages of growth. If these things have
not been prepared, there is not a day to be lost, as, though
the weather is fine and promising at the present time, it is

not to be expected that it will long continue so ; and if

the plants are" not well established, at the latest, by the
end of October, no after management will induce them to
bloom with anything like freedom before the spring.
Of Cinerarias, the smallest of the plants now potted

will be those to bloom next May, and though to get
unusually large specimens it is recommended to put four
or five plants into a pot, it will be as well for those persons
who intend to compete for prizes at the Horticultural
Shows, to consider whether such specimens will be per-
mitted to compete under the head of " the best 12
plants." I throw out these hints, because I hear that
some persons are preparing plants in the above manner,
which will most certainly disqualify them for exhibition.
Cinerarias do not like to be too much exposed to currents
of cold air in the winter, as I have frequently seen them
much injured by being set out some distance apart after
they had become crowded in the frame. The proper way
is to set them so that the leaves just touch, but; never to
Allow them to be crowded. If the runners have been
regularly taken from the Neapolitan and Russian Violets,
they will now be showing bloom abundantly. It is also
quite time that the best of the plants were potted, and the
remainder planted in a frame or on a warm south border,
as recommended in my former article on this subject.
Some importance is attached by some cultivators to the

potting of Hyacinths and other bulbs early in September,
but, in my estimation, quite as much depends upon the
after treatment of the bulbs as upon the time of potting,
tor bulbs^ to bloom at Christmas, the most hardy of the
single varieties should b« used, and after tliev are esta-
blished in their pots, they should be placed 'in a brisk
bottom-heat, and be kept covered with inverted pots, and
in the dark, until the leaves and flower-stems are at least
four inches long. One of the London nurserymen, in the
instructions sent out with his bulb catalogue, highly
recommends filling the pots with soil, and placing the
bulb on the top, level with the rim of the pot, and cover
it in a conical form very lightly with soil. This plan I
trice, several years back, and though it answered very well,
there is one objection to it, viz., the roots frequently pro-
trude themselves over the sides of the pots, and therefore
get broken off in removing the plants from the plunging
material. Tjie \^ 8ystem f potting with the apex of
the bulb level with the top of the pot is, in my estimation,

i kn C
* Itis amatt«rof little importance what soil

the bulbs are planted in, so long as it is light and sandy,
as the gap necessary for the production of the flower is
already stored in the bulb, and only requires proper treat-
ment to develop it, whether it be planted in moss or
soil, or placed over water. I am a great advocate for
planting a number of Van Thol Tulips in small GO sized
pots, and also the different kinds of Squills, such as Scilla
amoena, bifolia, &c. These, with a few Hyacinths andymnese Inmroses, make admirable little groups for the
drawing-room table when neatly arranged in flat baskets
or trays, and the surface of the pots covered with moss.
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I do not consider it necessary to give the names of the
J

various kinds of Bulbs, as, if the amateur purchases at a

respectable house, he may depend upon getting proper

kinds—that is, if he applies in time.— W* P. Ayres,

Brooklands.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Bottom Heat.— I am sure that the Editor of the

Gardeners' Chronicle will give me credit for maintaining an

opinion formed from my own practice until I am satisfied

that it is untenable. At first, I intended to hear all that

could be said on both sides of the question before I made
a reply ; but now I see that the Gardeners 1 Chronicle

and myself are in a position like unto the travellers

with the cameleon, and that some explanation is necessary.

The Chronicle defends a totally different arrangement

from that which I wished to alter. Without a section,<or

a more detailed account, I cannot say how I should like

the plan it defends ; but here it is :
—" As fur as we (Gard.

Chron.) are at present aware, it will be found that if the

spaces between the gutters are filled with rough materials,

such as fragments of bricks and pottery, any quantity of

water may be communicated to the beds by the ordinary

modes of watering where excessive moisture is desirable."

Now these observations cannot refer to Mr. Rendle's

system, for he occupies the whole bottom of his bed with

the two gutters, or the flow and return channels, with a

division down the middle, for the purpose of separating

the two currents, and for resting the ed^es of the covers

on. These covers are "slate-stone, 1£ inch thick, cut

square at the edges, and fastened to each other by Roman
cement." A bed thus finished is as close as an iron chest,

and, of course, cannot have " spaces between the gutters"

to allow of drainage, so that we are arguing two very

different things under one name. Then, with regard to

Melon growing, I was not writing an article on their cul-

ture ; nor do I advocate mud beds for them ; I merely

alluded to such mud as is supposed to be produced by the

admission of vapour (not steam) from below, and I

endeavoured to show that such mud is not produced at all
;

and now, to simplify the question, I say distinctly thatneither

mud nor anything like it is in reality pioduced in twelve

months, which is enough for a course of Melon culture. The
effect produced is simply this— for 1 have proved it before

the subject even originated in the mind of Mr. Rendle :

—

open spaces, say one-eighth of an inch, were left at certain

intervals between the edges of the slate coverings, with

a contrivance to shut them up when you want dry

bottom-heat, then a layer of an inch or two in thick-

ness, of rough coal ashes, clinkers, or what is

better, of charcoal, in pieces not larger than a school-

boy's marble; then cover this layer closely with thin

turf, with the grassy side downwards—then the soil :

the vapour never passes through this layer of turf; it

merely fills the turf like a sponge, and whatever moisture

or "wet" that passes further up, is carried by capillary

attraction, and when the roots of Melons get within the

influence of this moisture, they will grow with extraordi-

nary vigour, and no red spider will ever come near a

vigorous-growing Melon plant. When plants have grown

large enough to bear, and seem shy to "set," just stop

the vapour openings, and their roots will suck the sponge

dry ; by degrees, the " circulating medium " thus cut off,

will soon tell on the branches above, and a great deal

more fruit will be set in consequence than the plants can

bear. You may then thin them, leaving about double the

quantity for a crop, and let in the vapour again to swell

them off, &c. &c. Touching Mr. Knight's Melon grow-
ing, I deny in tola that he was either a first or a second

rate grower; he only knew them physiologically better

than his neighbours. 1 lived ten years with one of his

most intimate friends, and not far from Downton Castle,

and what was going on there at that time I was not a

stranger to ; but I owe it to the memory of that great

and good man to say, that, whatever attainments 1 have

made in the true principles of gardening, 1 learned them

from his lips. liis Melons were always a source of

annoyance to him ; he never could grow them without

red spider, through a defective apparatus,—and that defect,

too, which I wish in these papers to obviate. I must

modify my assertion, however, so far as to say, that if Mr-
Knight had had a properly-constructed apparatus) I saw

no reason why his plants should not look as well, and

bear as good crops, as those of a first-rate gardener. .In

conclusion, let it be clearly proved that I am wrong, and

that dry bottom-heat, such as is now in use in Mr.

Rendle's propagating-house, is sufficient for all the pur-

poses to which bottom-heat is applied, and I shall imme-
diately explain another apparatus, which will supersede

the tank-system altogether, and only cost one half the

expense D. Beaton. [Since it appears that we have

been speaking of one thing, and Mr. B. of another, there

is no use in pursuing this argument. We must, however,

persist in stating that Mr. Knight's Persian Melons have

never been excelled, and very rarely equalled
; and that as

a Melon-grower he was unrivalled. That in the course of

his experiments he often failed is very likely
; indeed, how

could it be otherwise ? The final result is what should be

looked at, and that was perfect.]

Rendle's System of Tank-heating.—As I think that

when an individual introduces to the notice of the public

any subject that may have claims for novelty, it is his

duty to assist in carrying it out to its full extent, I again

come before your readers with » few remarks on the

observations that have recently appeared in the Chronicle

relative to the "'Tank system of heating," and, in the

first place, on Mr. Sherwood's letter that appeared a few

weeks since. This writer, for whom I entertain great

respect, does not seem to have considered the matter well,

or he would not have assented "that there is one thing

which should not be overlooked, namely, it does not admit

of the pipes being fixed one inch higher in the house than

the tank, be that where it may." Let Mr. Sherwood

refer to Loudon's Magazine as far back as the year 1829,

and he will find an article therein published relative to the

syphon principle of heating ; by the same means nothing

can be easier than to conduct water six inches, or even

six feet above the level of the tank, care of course being

taken that the flow-pipe be] situated at least two inches

higher in the water than the return, and that provision be

made at the highest point with an air-cock or pump, to

draw oil the air which will be replaced with water. Thus
easily, and I trust satisfactorily, have I explained to Mr.
Sherwood how this presumed impossibility is possible, and

if there are any other queries which the readers of the

Chronicle are disposed to put, I am willing to answer

them through that medium ; for I should be sorry to hear

of an apparatus being put up in an imperfect or incom-
plete manner. This offer will, I trust, be acceptable.

Mr. Beaton, lately, in the "Calendar of Operations,"

has a long article on the "Tank system," in which

he states that he agrees (or rather agrees with me)
that "surface of tank is of much importance," and upon
this rests what is considered my great improvement over

the pipe or gutter system, and what I have ever studiously

recommended and have always advised. The most econo-

mical plan will be " to make the tank as wide as the

bottom of the bed, or nearly so." This is just the plan

that must be universally adopted. But with regard to

the depth of the tanks, I think that Mr. Beaton is

running into an opposite extreme to a rev. gentleman

whose name appeared in your columns a few weeks since,

who recommended that the tank should be two feet deep.

The difference is certainly very great between these two

ardent advocates of the system, but in order to avoid

extremes, I advise that the tanks should be between six

and nine inches deep. I do not state this without

reason. In my original house which I erected for

experiment, the tanks were only four inches in depth,

whereas in the new one, (which is but 50 feet by 13, and

considered one of the most complete houses of the kind

in the kingdom,) the tanks are eight inches in depth ;
my

motive for making this alteration has been already stated

in this Paper, and in my treatise, namely, " that so large

a body of water, when once heated, retains its heat for a

considerable time." This I have fully experienced,

and my expeiience, I trust, will not be thought

little of ; 1 would always advise the tank to^ be

of a moderate depth, as being the most economical,

for the saving of fuel will be found very great. When
the tanks are only an inch in depth, a very little fire

will raise the water to a great heat, but the fire will

require constant attention. The water in a tank of eight

inches in depth must certainly have a strong fire to get it

up to a high temperature, but the firing afterwards re-

quired is trifling. I have tried the difference, let others

do the same and be satisfied. Mr. Beaton then goes on

to state that "Mr. Rendle's system falls short of pre-

vious arrangements, he makes no provision for moistening

the bottom of such a bed." In answer to this, I would
observe that in my treatise a plan is suggested for form-

ing a bed for growing Pines without pots. The first stra-

tum over the slates, or tiles, should be Of rough mate-

rials, the cultivator applying, as the case requires, accord-

ing to his judgment, liquid, which would filter to the

bottom of the bed, and again act on the soil in the same
• ratio as influenced by the heat below. This plan is

equally applicable to the cultivation of Melons or Cucum-
bers. 1 am gratified to think that it is the intention of

Mr. Beaton to write an article or two bearing on the

subject of hot-water for bottom heat. He cannot enter

upon a more laudable pursuit.— W. E. Rendle, F.II.S.

Disease in Larch.—Cm any of your Correspondents

inform me through your columns the cause of Larch turn-

ing brown, as if it had been scorched? The bottom

extremities of the young shoots wiih the leaves are the

most infected ; the Larch will be three years old next

spring ; the side branches, especially the lower ones, make
no growth ; the leaves turn brown and fall off; the upper
shoots are a little infected, and also the leader for a few

inches, while half the plants die, or nearly so; here and
there one makes a moderate growth, (about one in ten,)

but it is weak and sickly. 1 have three lots of Culltians(?)

that were planted out into nursery lines in the same year,

(1842,) and are growing within 50 yards of the other; yet

they are quite healthy, and have made very fine growth.

I may state that the diseased were all one year's seedlings.

The healthy three years' Culls were what remained after

the best had been selected, and there was no difference

in the treatment either wiih respect to the soil or winter

digging. The seedlings planted this spring are not in-

fected. I have had Larch diseased in the same way before,

but never to the some extent. One square of Larch may
be infected, 'and another, only a few yards off, may not be
injured, or but very slightly. It generally comes on in

the spring, but I can remember their being once slightly

infected in the same way about the latter end of summer.
I ought to state the climate is Inte and wet, being in the
south of Ireland, within 20 or 30 miles of the west coast.

I shall be glad to know if there be any remedy.

—

A Paddy.
Wasps.—Last year there was a great number of nests

in this neighbourhood fsouth of Ireland) ; this year 1 have
only heard of two, and seen one, and that one on the top

of a Red Currant bush. Is such a thing uncommon, or

are they a peculiar kind ? The nest is about 6 inches in

diameter and 7 to 8 inches deep ; the Wasps enter at the

bottom, through a small hole. The nest increases in size,

and appears to be enlarged from the inside.

—

A Paddy.
^

Wasps.—We have a great quantity of Wasps in this

neighbourhood, near Shiffnali, (South Shropshire,) but

not quite so many as last year. There has been upwards
of 130 nests destroyed, and it has not weakened them
much ; the Bees, too, eat the fruit nearly as much as the
Wasps. There was a great quantity of Queen Wasps this

spring. We destroyed a great many, and the wet weather
in the beginning of June put an end to nearly all the
remainder.—A. B.

Transmutation of Corn.—I lately preached a sermon,
atNorthtawton, upon the parable of the " Tares " ((i^avta,

most probably Darnel), in which I introduced, for the
purpose of illustration, a remark from the Gardeners*
Chronicle respecting the Lolium arvense, or temulentum,
which is generally known among the farmers of Kent as

Droke, and was understood to be—but which it really was
not—degenerated Wheat. In the part of Devon to which
I refer, it is known by the name of " Ever" and " the
Drunken Plant." A strong-minded and observant farmer
of that parish, Mr. William Durant, afterwards observed,
II Your remark respecting the Droke was sufficiently cor-

rect as an illustration of your subject, but, depend upon
it, you erred as regarded the fact. It is degenerated
Wheat ! It is not often seen in good land ; but it almost
uniformly appears where a rough moorland has been broken
up and sown with Wheat. I lately met with a stalk of it, and
upon pulling it up, brought up the entire root, with two
ears of Wheat—(a fine illustration of "Lest ye root up
the Wheat also "). " Upon the most accurate examina-
tion, by disengaging the earth from the fibrous roots,

—

first by the finger, and then with my knife,— I found all

three stalks growing inseparably upon one root. I laid

it aside,—but lost it,—intending to have endeavoured, by
cultivation, to restore it to Wheat again! !" I assured
him it was a distinct plant, and not degenerated Wheat.
rt Well," said he, " you may use my name as publicly as you
please for the fact, that, Wheat or no Wheat, all the plants
spring from one root/ 7 You will perceive that the misap-
prehension is not, by any means, confined to Kent.— T. D*
Morphology.— At p. 630, Mr. Paxton has described as

a monstrous state of the cone of the Spruce Fir, a not
uncommon production on that tree, occasioned by injury
done to the leaf-bud, by Aphides. It is this which assumes
the character of a pseudo-cone, and which afterwards
develops, as he describes, into the usual condition of a
branch. He will find that this appearance generally

extends about two thirds of the way round the axis. The
cell-like cavities at the base of the abortive leaves are

filled with Aphides, in an early state of their development
;

and I have also seen them containing a species of Cocci-
nella, which I presume had entered them to attack the
Aphides. If I remember rightly, this appearance has
been noticed and figured in " Richard's Conifers," and
also somewhere in the " Magazine of Natural History.'*
—J. S. Henslow. In reply to your correspondent from
Chatsworth, I beg to state that the branch of Spruce Fir

presenting some appearances which he supposes " to

proceed from cones never properly developed, is the

production of an insect. These occurrences are perfectly

familiar to my eye, although they are less prevalent this

year than usual. They begin to appear in the spring,

and soon contain in cells numerous larvie which finally

emerge in the shape of small flies. These nests then

become brown and hard, and are certainly not unlike

imperfect cones. P.S.—Since writing the above I have

referred to Selby's " British Forest Trees ;" at p. 405 your

correspondent will find this matter fully explained. The
insect is there called an Aphis—it has, I think, rather the

appearance of a Cynips, but it is no doubt well known

to naturalists, and perhaps some one may oblige us by
giving its scientific name and history.

—

Asterope.

Conservatory Climbers.—Allow me to correct a typo-

graphical error in my remarks on Conservatory Climbers

in a late Number. After recommending Bignonia Che-

rere, and stating that it bloomed most freely, in con-

junction with B. jasminoides, 1 mentioned a few plants

that refused to flower at all ; among them Bignonia jas-

minifolia, not jasminoides, as it has been printed, and

which contradicts the former part of my statement. I

bought the latter plant from the strong recommendation

of a nurseryman, but it has never blossomed. It is

named in Loudon's " Hortus Britannicus," as an orna-

mental stove- climber, ten feet high, of an orange colour,

and a native of Orinoco, introduced in 1826;—does Mr.
Beaton know it ?—A Devonian.

Myatt's Pine S/aivberry.— fhe information which you
have collected on the culture of this valuable fruit will be

very useful. I have before me, however, directions, which.

ought in addition to be known to every one ; they are

civen in the " Auctuarium " of the "Botanic Garden,"

published on the 1st of the present month, and as Mr,
Maund, the writer of them, is a careful expenmenler, I

will copy them for your use. He has lately tried the

effects of Guano on several garden crops, and says, " It

Pine Strawberry to be the finest flavoured, and most" diffi-

cult to cultivate successfully, of any in our gardens. We
believe, however, that complaint against its fertility need
no longer exist. If runners be planted as early as they

can be obtained, certainly not later than July, and the

beds be supplied with Guano-water, 4 OS. to the gallon,

once a week, for four weeks, commencing as soon as the
blossom-buds are visible in the hearts of the plants, we
believe they will not fail to bear abundantly ; and by ma-<

turing the latest flowers, will continue longer in bearing

than many other sorts. Probably it would be advanta-

geous to apply a Rule Guano to the plants in September ;

but if greatly stimulated at this season, the plants may
possibly be driven into flower to the prejudice of th^

spring blossom.'*

—

Actva.
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Prejudices.— Gif your correspondent ** Q." expects a

favour fraeane, he might aye be civil, I think, a J nc misca'
ane ; for though a puir chield may hae the misfortune to be
planted on a moor, and may be a •« Moorland Gardener," it

disna happen as a necessary case that he maun be a " Moor-
land Willie/' sic a ane, ye ken, as a Scotch poet describes,
Wha went a courting auld Gaffer's bonny Jean, wha lived
in Glen-Jeoch ; the carl was half blind wi* age, and had
to look for the lassie wi' his spectacles on, and when he
saw her, sang to the tune of " Whistle o'er the lave o't."
I hae learned mony a gude lesson about gardening since I

began reading the Chronicle; and anither thing I hae
also observed by means o' that periodical—that it is nae
canny thing to be an innovator : it taks guns o' nae small
calibre, and bullets that wad fill the mou' o' "Mons Meg,"
to batter doon the walls o' pride and prejudice, and
indurated custom. If ony ane like mysel' was just to
Bay that "Wines do not work when Vines are in the
flower/' he would soon be knocked down by the believers
in antipathetical and sympathetica! doctrine, with large
extracts from the work o' Sir Kenelm Digby and
Nicholas Culpepper ; and it will not be out o' the
mind o' thousands o' the readers o' the Chronicle
what an unco ado there was about the recommendation of
" glazed pots" and " the one-shift system ;" and there is

reason to believe that mony a gardener disna think them
gude things yet, just because they didna mak the discovery
themsels, or had ony merit in bringing them before the
public. But if people would just keep their een open at
times, and no gang sleeping through the world a'thegither,
they would learn mony a usefu' lesson frae sources that
they little dream of, for even bairns will speer things and
do things that might mak auld folk wonder ; and sae
it happened when the "glazed-pot" and "one-shift
system" controversies were attracting the attention o*
mony, that an earthen dish that had been used for holding
pickle met with an accident that made it of no use for the
purpose it was intended for, and so it was laid aside as
useless ; it was somewhat less than a firlet, and ye ken
it requires a clay vessel to be weel burnt and weel glazed
to hold pickle that will soom a tawtie ; and it sae hap-
pened that some bairns in their daffin would build houses
and mak gardens, and they would have a flower-garden in
the muckle glazed pot, and they managed to fill it with
garden-earth, and planted a flowering shrub in the centre,
and lesser plants nearer the edge, and a bonny looking
thing it was when they had finished it. Thought I to
mysel', when I saw it, puir things ! ye never heard o'
44 glazed pots" and the " one-shift system," and yet ye
are combining them baith together, and no an ill word
about it ; ye little ken what division there is in the gar-
dening world about the things that are gieing ye sae
muckle delight. And weel the plants grew, as they were
allowed to remain, and sae it may happen with the
maturing o' out-door plants in dry weather. Gardeners
hae got so accustomed to the watering o* certain crops in
•ummer that mony o' them will not give it up, although
the plants, if they could speak, wouid say

—

u No more, I

thank you ;" but they will continue to pour it down their
throats, or rather up their throats, although the drink
that they receive may not be to their liking ; it may con-
tain the oxide of iron, the sulphate of lime, the carbonate
Of lime, and carbonate of soda, besides nitrates and muri-
ates, that I ken little about ; and the warst thing ava is,

that mony gardeners neither ken nor care about the test-

ing o' their water—they dinna ken the use o' the chloride
Of barium, or the oxalate of ammonia, or oxalic acid.

Noo to understand the use o* these and sic like things,

would be a wonderfu' help to dispel the mists frae their

een, and they would be enabled to look upon the secrets
O* nature wi' as clear a sight as if they had rubbed their

een with eyebright. But it would, perhaps, be an easier
way, and it would save a great deal o' trouble baith to the
head and the hands, to be more caref'u' o' the ammoniaised
water o' the heavens when it comes to the earth for the
benefit o* the plants we hae charge o' ; for I think we are
taught somewhere in the Chronicle, that all the nitrogen
o' plants can only be obtained in the form of ammonia,
and that the ammonia is supplied by rain-water, that car-
ries it doon frae the air in which it had been hanging for
I dinna ken how lang ; but all the ammonia that falls wi'

the rain disna remain in the earth, for only a part of it is

taken up by the roots, and the rest flies awa again, maybe
to be washed down on the sands o' Africa. Noo I am
thinking that the covering or mantle that is spread over
the roots o* certain crops answers a twafold purpose in
dry weather—it may prevent much o' the ammonia frae
escaping by means o' evaporation, and retain a sufficient
quantity o' moisture for assisting the decomposition of
organic matter in the soil. It often taks awa the pleasure
o* gardening in summer when every muscle o' the body
i* strained wi' the water-barrow and watering pots, and
the legs and feet as wet as if they had been dwelling in
the same habitation wi' Callitriche and fresh-water soldiers.
Woo I can assure your readers that it is a far pleasanter
thing for the mind, and much easier for our mortal parts,
just to tak a walk among the out-door crops, and witness
jeprogress they mak when a proper covering is applied
xo their roots in dry weather; and although I may hae
ucceeded to please mysel' in the material I hae used,

,„2 ma
y be nae harm in using a wee thing o' Scotch

cautiousness until anither season may test it better; but

tell him Z fl
t0 ken what the covering may be, I may

Is weeTa.T
hmg °' itS nat«e-it sucks in water nearly

%%i ?
a
Mrs i

::£%txr relurtly as th*

A Moorland Gardner *** Wlth hlS «owden *ear~
The Early May Pea, alluded to by Mr. Noble is nro

bably, the Early May of the seed-shops, which is som^
times one sort, and sometimes another. The Pea known

in this neighbourhood under that name grows about three
feet high, and is, as I before stated, several days earlier
than Farnes's First Early. Mr. Noble might easily satisfy
himself upon that point, by procuring the kind I alluded
to ; mine were obtained from Mr. Richard Gadd, Seeds-
man, &c, Dorking—</. B. Whiting.
Peas.— I think that the paragraph headed "Farnes's

Early Peas," in the Chronicle of the 9th instant, must
have escaped your usual penetration. It appears to me
to be an advertisement, for the purpose of bringing into
public notice a Pea which I have no doubt is a very good
one ; but I have no hesitation in saying that there is not
any Pea known in this country (by whatever name it may
be called) that will be fit for table ten or fourteen days
before a good stock of Warwick's, procured from the
principal houses in London, if sown in the open ground
on the same day and under similar circumstances. And
I think that the Horticultural Society would be con-
ferring a great benefit on its members and the public
at large if they would devote a portion of their garden
to a proof of the new vegetables which are advertised,
(but I fear this would be impracticable, as it would require
too large a space)

; the public would then be introduced
to many of their old acquaintances with new names. I
had intended the foregoing for the last week's Chronicle,
but was too late ; I am, however, glad that I did not send
it, as I observe in your present Number another article
headed " Peas," which requires a few remarks. Your
correspondent, an " Original Subscriber," says that in
the spring he sowed a pint of the Prince Albert Pea, and
that they came in a week earlier than the Early Frames,
which were sown six weeks before them ; this may be
very true, but it proves nothing. Had he, at the same
time that he sowed the Prince Albert, sown some of the
same Frames that he had previously sown, he would
probably have found that they would not have been
fit to gather more than one week—instead of seven—
before the others. The earlier that Peas are sown,
the longer time they require to come to maturity, as
I have proved in my own garden ; for two or three
seasons I sowed early Peas in November and some of the
same Peas in March, but I always found that the latter
sown were not more than a week behind the first. On the
23d of February of this year, as an experiment I sowed in

of plants adapted for such a purpose, and these, too,
within the reach of all. And what better proof could I
cite than the circumstance of meeting with the grouping
system—not only in the noble domain, but also in the
suburban residence ? Dropmore is distinguished for this
system— so is Stanmore Priory; also Brooklands, Broom
House, and many others. It is invaluable as a system to
the man of leisure, as well as to the man of business

;

for there is no strong sensation wanted to unravel a com.
plex expression—all being distinctly seen, and the whole
picture conceived with ease and facility.— C.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
Salerno, August 27, 1 843.—These latitudes have been

visited with a summer of extraordinary coolness, accom-
panied by a long duration of dryness, which renders the
circumstance more singular still. Till within the last fort-
night the temperature has never approached that of the ave-
rage summer weather, and even now the mornings and
nights are decidedly cold, though the sun acts with great in-
tensity through the clear medium always afforded by the
prevalence of north winds at this time of year. The conse-
quences have been prejudicial to the crops, especially the
later harvest of Indian Wheat, which was dried up before
the ears properly filled. The vintage will likewise suffer
from the same causes. The ornamental vegetation has,
however, not been subjected to the same evil, except in
some of the late-flowering exotics of higher growth, such
as Sterculia platanifolia and the Lagerstroemia, the
blossoms of which have never expanded, and are now
falling off.—K.

the same garden side by side, some " Prince Albert,"
" Early Kent," « Early Warwick," and " Early Frames."
The first were fit to gather seven days before the War-
wicks, the Kent four days, and the Warwicks about four
or five before the Frames. I beg, however, to observe the
two former bore no comparison in the size of the pods or
quantity with the two other sorts.

—

F.H.S. [The
paragraph in question was certainly overlooked. All new
vegetables are tried in the Horticultural Garden, as far as
it is possible that they should be.]

Clover Dodder.—Since reading the paper from Prof.
Henslow, on a species of Cuscuta which he suspects to
be introduced with foreign seed, I have observed it grow-
ing in some rows of Lucerne, which I sowed with seed
imported from Khelat, and I am confident there was not
a plant of Cuscuta on the ground, or anywhere near it.

On a piece of ground close adjoining that sown with the
Khelat seed, I sowed some Lucerne, saved in this country,
which is quite clear from the Cuscuta, which proves that
it must be imported with the Khelat seed. I have sent
you a specimen, cut from the middle of one of the rows,
and which is a faint sample of the rows that are infected
with it.— W. Scott. [The specimen sent was not in flower,
but it looked very like the Clover Dodder.]

To keep Wasps from Fruit.—The best remedy to
prevent Wasps from attacking wall-fruit is to plant close
against or near the fruit tree Symphoria racemosa. In
the year 1836 (when I made the memorandum), in my
father's garden, we had a Moor-park Apricot with a
quantity of fruit upon it, and near to it stood in blossom
S. racemosa, which the Wasps preferred to the fruit, as
there was not a single fruit touched, although all day long
the blossoms of S. racemosa were frequented by the Wasps.— G.S.Winlle.

Vegetable Marrow.—I perceive that a correspondent
complains of his fruit falling off. Mine have this year
fallen off by hundreds in the early part of the season, and
I attributed it to the uncongenial early summer, which was
all against them. I have now as large and fine a crop as
can be produced of all the different sorts.

—

Rus.
Grouping Plants in Flower-Gardens.—If there is one

feature more characteristic than another of the improve-
ment in modern FIower-Gardens over the old, promiscuous
method of planting, it is the facility with which a plant's
character can be determined at first sight,—from the large
masses of one plant grown together, as well as the con-
trast of colour produced in grouping : this seems to me
to meet thQ difficulty so often complained of by those
who urge as an excuse for their limited knowledge of
plants,

t
the abstruseness of the art; and it is in some

degree to this circumstance that I attribute the rapid
progress grouping has made of late years, and the prospect
of a wonderful increase to the number of its followers in
future years. Some important facts conspire to lead me
thus to hope, and amongst these is the readiness with
which employers co-operate with their gardeners in carry-
ing into practice their intentions, and also the improved
taste of gardeners ; for, after all, it may be safely asserted
that without this all will be of no avail. It is quite just

and proper that employers should suggest, but at the

same time recollect that this is so completely a practical

system, that large scope should be given to the gardener's
inventive faculties, for in proportion as this is observed
do I see good order and all that belongs to high-keeping
developed in the Flower-Garden. Another reason why I

think it is progressive is the fact of an increased number

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Sept. 19.— G. Bain, Esq., in the chair. The Rev. R. C. Jenkins,
C. R. Read, Esq., Mr. J. Yonell, and Mr. J. Backhouse, were
elected Fellows. From Mr. Mills, of Gunnersbury Park, was a
Cucumber, named Jewess, (an early forcing sort,) measuring in
length 24^ inches, and 3$ inches in diameter ; the stem on which
it grew was 3| inches in circumference, immediately above the
ground. Mr. Dawson, \7, Abbey-road, St. John\s-wood, sent
two curious specimens of monstrous Pears. From Mr. Fleming,
gr to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, were three Persian
Melons, measuring respectively 15 inches long and 7 broad, 16*

inches long and 6 broad, and ]6 inches long and 7 broad ; and
weighing 8 lbs. 8 oz., 10 lbs. 5 oz.

t
and 8 lbs. 15 oz., for which a

Banksian Medal was awarded. From Mr. Busby, gr, Titness
Park, Sunning-hill, was a beautiful large green-fleshed Welling-
ton Melon, weighing 6 lbs. 5oz., also a scarlet-fleshed one,
weighing 3 lbs. 2 oz. A certificate was awarded for the Welling-
ton. Mr. Fish, gr to T. Sowerby, Esq., sent a dish of Keen's
Seedling Strawberries, highly-coloured and of excellent quality,
being the second crop which was gathered from plants that had
been forced in spring. Mr. Fish states that he has been gather-
ing them for more than three weeks past, and expects them to
continue until checked by the cold, frosty nights. There is,
however, nothing new in the system, although it is not generally
adopted. From three years' experience, he adds, he finds a good
crop now will not prevent the plants from bearing abundantlym the succeeding season, and states, moreover, that his best
fruit during the months ofJune and July ie generally obtained from
plants that had been turned out of their forcing-pots in the preced-
mgyear; for these a certificate was awarded. FromMr. M.Hen-
derson, gr to Sir G. Beaumont, was sent a Globe Pine-Apple,
weighing 5 lbs. 5 oz. , and measuring (JJ inches long and 6 inches
in breadth; number of pips in length, 10; a rather handsome
fruit. Mr. Saul, gr. to Lord Ebrington, sent a Queen Pine-
Apple, weighing 4 lbs. and measuring 9 inches long andH inches in breadth; number of pips in length, 10; a very
handsome, well-swelled fruit: also three fine large bunches of
Black Hamburgh Grapes, grown on the spur- system, with well-
swelled berries, but not so highly coloured as could have been
wished, one of them weighing l lb. 14 oz., and the two others
2 lbs. i oz. each. A Banksian medal was awarded. From Richard
Brook, Esq., was a bunch of Muscat of Alexandria Grape. From
Mr. ivery, Nurseryman, Peckham, was a new seedling Fuchsia,
called Pride of Peckham. R. W. Barchard, Esq., sent a plant of
Hasmanthus toxicarius. From the Gardens of the Society were
plants of Begonia Evansiana, Mandevilla suaveolens, Chironia
trutescens, Babingtonia camphorosmee, and a Hymcnocallis, sentfrom Jamaica by Mr. Hartweg; also Brassavola venosa, Coma-
rostaphyhs arbutoides, Fuchsia Standishii, and cut flowers of Lu-pinus semperflorens; also a dish of the late Admirable Peach.
ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

*v, % lo.—This exhibition, the last for the season, was held in

J?!,* n i

r

f-
y ZooloSical Gardens, and was numerously attended,

ine rianiias on this occasion were not so good as we have usually
seen mem, and the contest was not so severe. We missed the
stan as of Messrs. Brown, Widnall, Girling, Bates, &c. Therewas aiso a deficiency among the miscellaneous collections of

m*iw r
best was that sent by Mr

'
Bruce

» &r -
to Boyd

a him q '' amon& which were some well. grown plants ofAcnimenes coccinea and longiflora, a beautiful specimen of Wit-senia corymbosa, Erica vestita coccinea, numerously coveredwnil its beautiful dark red blossoms, and E. Aitoniana, and
Qt« p ?

retty little P,ants J
aIso &ood P^nts of Justicia oblon-

gata, I'oiygala grandiflora, Crinum amabile, and a very fine

>fK?,plantof Crowea saligna, producing a multitude of
its oeautiful light pink flowers; likewise Amaryllis reticulata,ana a small plant of the curious and rather beautiful Curcuma
h£fl

a
V
a
t'T

FromMr - Atlee was a collection of plants consisting
C
?I.J

ot Heaths, among which we noticed a very pretty plant

nrnff
manimosa pallida, exsurgens coccinea, Aitoniana, bearing

% vprH^iw of lts pretty white fl°wers, and a good plant of

? i ™ia«r *
ta

»
with its fine rich scarlet blossoms. Also a beauti-

iui pianc of e. Cliffortiana, densely covered with delicate white

TJmJ *
e youn& Plants of Gardoquia Hookerii, and a fine

%nvinL ?\ Boroma pinnata. In Mr. Hamp's collection were
rrUra Inn-

°

Iacea and Candida, pretty good plants of Erythrina

ooVtit"^ '
Ce™pegia elegans, and Crowea saligna; from Mr.

™t -i AHV*as a g00d pIant of fuchsia Youngii, covering the pot

Mr rv!
lependei,tbranches

'
SolI y a linearis, and Hoyacarnosa.

fhp/ntifn! '
of

-
K,n&ston

»
sent a collection of plants, comprising

o h*n,u^ Spe
,

clmen of Erica declinata, quite covered with bloom,

flnra n«?
e pla

,

nt of Pctunia splendens, also Achimenes grandi-

KrniVniS ?
u"?ulata, and coccinea, the latter covered witfi its

nf r'lnv n-
^ 1^ fl°wers, also Fuchsia tricolor, a nice little plant

QinnaSft m ru
A^
ra

'
and a Particularly well-grown plant of Statice

«f rir5i ft *
A1Ierton

> gf t0 D. F. Shears, Esq., exhibited six plants

Snrhtil*
Ama

f
antnu s. From Mr. Gaines was a collection of

,,''„; consisting of some of the newer kinds. Mr. Pawley

w^n* t\Xl Fuchsias
» rather pretty plants. From Mr. Cuthill

wnii p-rn„
m°st beautiful plants of Lisianthus Russellianus,

Thf £?i ' whIch a*tracted much attention.

AMATVn»« I? is a list of the Prizes awarded :-CLASS 1^-
fnrth^u^Pahlias

* 24bl0(ms'— l » Go]d Medal, Mr. Headley,

T?Adn£ t?«
l0Wlr>&:—Admiral Stopford, Hudson's Princess Royal,

lahn*tnnJ°?Z
lte

>
Mrs

" s»elley, Lady Cowper, Bridesmaid, Sir F.

An^ii'e t?' .
Adam 's Prince Albert, Wheeler's Maria, Conductor,

of the wrllq™ '
Beauty of the Plain, Essex Triumph, President

Murrav t
' ?henomenon ' Dodd,s Prince of Wales, Lady Ann

*»"«x» i*dy Middleton, Perpetual Grand, Indispensable,

•

A
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Duchess of Richmond, Bedford Surprise, Burnham Hero, and

Conservative. 2, Mr. Goodchild, for Asmodeus, Wid nails

Eclipse, Springfield Purple, Lee's Bloomsbury, Perpetual Grand,

Duchess of Richmond, Widnall's Queen, Ansell's Unique, Grand

Baudine, Will Watch, Conservative, Bedford Surprise, Admiral

Stopford, Beauty of the Plain, Burnham Hero, Hudson's Princess

Royal, Springfield Rival, Bridesmaid, Rienzi, Essex Triumph,

Pickwick, Northern Beauty, Sir R. Sale, Indispensable. 3, Lady

Paget, for Northern Beauty, Pickwick, Ansell's Unique, Lees

Bloomsbury, Widnall's Queen, Bridesmaid. Rienzi, Maid of Bath,

Springfield Rival, Widnall's Eclipse, Bedford Surprise, Lady-

Ann Murray, Adams's Prince Albert, Sir R. Sale, Catlcugh s

lipse, Beauty of Sussex, Conservative, Essex Triumph, MudEclipse

, Duchess of Richmond, Dodd's Prince of Wales, -i, Mr.

i>r, for Will Watch, Northern Beamy, Sir F. Johnstone,

miaid, Grace Darling, Girling's Liberty, President of the

son's Princess Royal, Rouge et NoirL Indispensable, Andrew
Hofer,
Proctor.
Bridesmaid,
West, Optime, Rose Unique, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Wheeler s

Maria, Conqueror of the World, Ansell's Unique, Laura, Dodd's

Countess of Pembroke, Beauty of Sussex, Miss Abbot, H°pe,

Lady Ann Murray, Mrs. J. Richardson, Admiral Stopford,.

Hodges' Competitor, Perpetual Grand, Andrew Hofer. Ama-
tburs— 12 blooms: 1, Mr. Wildman, Perpetual Grand, Mrs.

Shelley, Dodd's Prince of Wales. Beauty -of Sussex, Wheeler's

Maria, Queen of Trumps, Sir R. Sale, Gregory's Regina, Virgil,

Essex Triumph, Bianca, Miss Abbot; 2, Mr. Cook, Perpetual

Grand, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Mrs. Shelley, Will Watch, Hud-

son's Princess Royal, Sir F. Johnstone, Girling's Prince of Wales,

Andrew Hofer, Essex Triumph, Bedford Surprise, Sir R. Sale,

Vivid; 3, Mr. Munro, Antagonist, WidnalPs Queen, Coronal,

Essex Triumph, Argo, Hudson's Princess Royal. Nicholas

Nickleby. Bedford Surprise, Maria, Ansell's Unique, Andrew
Hofer, Beauty of the Plain; 4, Mr. Golding, Phenomenon, Presi-

dent of the West, Lady Cowper, Essex Triumph, Admiral Stop-

ford, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Mrs. Shelley, Bridesmaid, Rouge et

Noir, Will Watch, Rival President, Lee's Bloomsbury; 5,Mr.

Hatchman, Bridesmaid, Pickwick, Widnall's Queen, Duchess of

Richmond, Bedford Surprise, Phenomenon, Indispensable, Ansell s

Unique, Garrick, Admiral Stopford, Antagonist, Sir F. Johnstone.

Gkntlkmen's Garuknkks.-I, /or 24 blooms, Mr. Bourne.

Chelsea, for Beauty of Sussex, Essex Triumph, Dodd's Prince of

Wales, Euclid. Catleugh's Tournament, Bedford Surprise, Brees

Rosa, Pickwick, Northern Beauty, Rouge et Noir, Hudson s

Princess Royal, Catleugh's Eclipse, Beauty of V\ akcrieUl, Adams
Prince Albert, Bridesmaid, Conservative, Duchess of Richmond,

Lady Ann Murray, Hope, Unique, Andrew Hofer, Widnall's

Queen, Egyptian Prince; 2, Mr. Parsons, for Optime, Lees

Bloomsbury, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Hope, Widnall's Eclipse,

Perpetual Grand, Bridesmaid, Andrew Hofer, Grand Baudine,

Essex Triumph, Antagonist, Pickwick, Mrs. Shelley, Hudson's

Princess Royal, Ileadley's Phoenix, Indispensable, Attila, Lady

Ann Murray, Bedford Surprise, Coronal, Bianca, Admiral Stop-

ford, Springfield Rival, and Rouge et Noir; 3, Mr. Bennet, for

Catleugh's Eclipse, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Amato, Phenome-

non, Duchess of Richmond, Couzin's Scarlet Defiance, Girling's

Prince of Wales, Grand Baudine, Admiral Stopford, Argo,

Andrew Hofer. Twvlord Perfection, Essex Triumph, Holmes

Unique, Pickwick, Conservative, and Hope; 4, Mr. Stock-

well, for Hope, Ansell's Unique, Cyclops, Dodd's Prince of

Wales, "Bridesmaid, Admiral Stopford, Hudson's Princess Royal,

Maria, Ansell's Queen, Springfield Rival, Coronal, Adam's
Prince Albert, indispensable, Eva. Ne Plus Ultra, Countess of

Pembroke, Pickwick, Nicholas Nickleby, Burnham Hero, and

Andrew Hofer. Nukskrymkn.— 24 blooms.— 1, Mr. Bragg, Slough,

for Mrs. J. Richardson, Catleugh's Eclipse, Perpetual Grand, Vir-

gil, Beauty of Essex, Lady Cowper, Beauty of the Plain, Blue

Bonnet, Vivid, Springfield Rival, Widnall's Eclipse, Mrs. Shelley,

Hudson's Princess Royal, Admiral Stopford, Dodd's Prince ol

Wales, Springfield Purple, Catleugh's Tournament, Duchess of

Richmond, Penelope, Bedford Surprise, Widnall's Qucet^Paul Pry,

Miranda, Pickwick. 2, Mr. King, for Beauty of the Plain, Atlm.

Stopford, Girling's Prince of Wales, Perpetual Grand. Thompson's
Vivid, Antagonist, Essex Tiiumph, Mrs. Shelley. Dc (Id's Prince of

Wales, Duchess of Richmond, Andrew Hofer, Widnall's Queen,

Phenomenon, Northern Beauty, Virgil, Widnall's Eclipse, Pick-

wick, Lady Cowper, Egyptian Prince, Lee's Bloomsbury. The

Prize for 50 blooms was awarded to Mr. Games, Surrey Lane,

COUNTRY SHOW.
Salt Hill Dahlia Shoic—This exhibition was held in the grounds

of the Slough Nursery, where, in addition to the immediate

attractions of the flower-show, the company had the privilege of

strolling through the houses and the extensive and well-managed

gardens of Mr. Brown's establishment. The day was remarkably

fine ; a military band was in attendance, and as the whole affair

appeared to be conducted with good sense and judgment, tlic

numerous parties of visitors appeared much gratified. The stands

of Dahlias were very numerous and good, many of them remark-

ably fine. The following is a list of the awards :—CLASS I.—

Amatkuiis.— 12 Blooms: 1, — Emmerson, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Howard;
3, Mr. Shelton ; 4, Mr. Hcadley. CLASS IL—Garoknkrs.— 12

Blooms: 1, Mr. Maher ; 2, Mr. Turville ; 3, Mr. Ford
; 4, Mr.Wee-

don. CLASS IIL—Nurserymkn.—24 Blooms: 1, Mr. Brown; 2,

Mr. Bragg; 3, Mr. Keynes: 4, Mr.Harrison. Skedlincsof 1842.-

Four Blooms.— 1, Mr. Spary, for Lady Antrobus, white and la-

vender; 2, Mr. Brown, Lady St. Maur, white tipped; 3, Mr.

Brown, Rembrandt, dark ; 4, Mr. Turville, Champion of Essex,

vivid scarlet. Sekdi.ixos of 1843.— One Bloom.—

\

f Messrs.

Heale, Emperor of the Whites; 2, Mr. Proctor, Nonpareil; 3,

Mr. Whale, Duchess of St. Albans ; 4, Mr. Headly, Meteor. The
second competition for the prize of 10/., offered for the best white,

was awarded in favour of Mr. Bragg's Antagonist. The names
of the flowers in the successful stands will be given next week.

Compacta, Lady Prudhoe, do., Bang Up, Princess Royal, T,

Novelty, Beauty of Wakefield, Lord Prudhoe, G, Lady ITar-

land, Essex Triumphant, Princess Royal, H f Sir Robert Sale,

Grenadier, Duke of Richmond, Prince Albert, Wcstbmy Rival,

Euclid, Prince of Wales, Bedford Surprise, Beauty of Sussex,

Zorsta, Antagonist, Bloomsbury Lass, Oakley's Surprise,

Bridesmaid, Victory of Sussex, Catnea, Sure Enough, Indis-

pensable, Will Watch, Widnall's Queen, Perpetual Grand,

Antiope, Burnham Hero, Dowager Queen, Lady Murray, Unique,

Pickwick, Mrs. Shelley, North Midland, Lady Dungannon, Lady
Glexton, Ploughboy, and Coronal.

CLASS I.—Com.kction ok Cut Fi.owkrr. — Amatkurs : 1,

Middle SdverMednl, Mr.Davis ; 2, Small Silver Medal, Mr. Townley.

Collection of Miscellaneous Plants, 12 pots, Mr. Cox; Asters,

12 varieties, Mr. Bridges.

CLASS II. — MlSCKM.ANKOUS COI.LKCTION. — CtKNTT.KMKN'S

GardknkrS: 1, Gold Medal, Mr. Bruce; 2, Large Silver, Mr.

Atlee- 3, Middle Silver, Mr. Hamp. Heartsease, 36 varieties,

Mr, J. Mason; Cut Flowers, 1, Mr. Bruce; 2, Mr. Parsons; 3,

Mr, Hamp ; 12 Cockscombs, Mr. Scorer; Four sorts of Fruit grown
in England, Mr, Parsons,

CLASS III.— Nurserymkn, Market Gardhnkrs and Flo-

rists — Miscellaneous Collection, large Silver Medal, Mr. Jackson.

He«r&c«M
f
36rar.J,Mr.King:;2f

Mr.Henbrey.Co/fccWowo/ilom
f

in bunches, Mr. Paul. Cut Flowers, Mr. Fairbairn. Six sorts of

Fruit (Pines and Grapes excluded), Mr. Martin. Collection of

Vegetables, Mr. J. Gaines. Asters, 36 vaneties Mr. Henbrey.

Opkn to all Classes.—Specimen Plant, of any genus, l.

Mr. Cuthill; 2, Mr. Bruce ; 3, Mr. J. Mason. Specimen

Plants, of six distinct genera, 1, Mr. J. Mason
; 2, Mr. Cox;

3, Mr Townley. Orchidaceous Plants, Jour specimens, Mr. Cox.

Basket of Graves, Mr. Chapman. Pine Apple, Mr. Parsons.

The first contest for the prize of 10 guineas offered for the best

White Dahlia, to be exhibited on three occasions, was awarded
to Mr. Wildman's Bianca-, these were the smallest blooms

exhibited, but were the only two flowers that were quite perfect

in the centre. Mr. Brags's Antagonist, which carried off the prize

of 5 guineas offered by Mr. Wildman last year, was exhibited, but

both blooms were defective in this respect. The remaining con-

tests will be at Salt Hill and at the exhibition of the Floricul-

tural Society of London. There were several Seedling Dahlias

exhibited, and among them some very promising flowers of the

Seedlings of 1842. Four blooms: 1st prize was awarded to Mr.

Bourne, of Chelsea, for a purple flower named The Model; 2, to

Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, for his Standard of Perfection. The
Seedl

'" ~~
qualities

Cousi
Pansy

good Seedling Verbena was exhibited by Mr. Cook, of Longwick,
called Cook's Lavender.

,
. . , ,;

It is to be regretted that the universal complaint that names
of flowers are not attached to collections, should be so entirely

neglected as it was at this exhibition. This omission should be

remedied. If the Committee were to frame a resolution to the

effect that every collection of flowers should be disqualified, in

•which this point is disregarded, and act strictly up to that law,
We should hear less of these inconveniences.

Erratum.—In the Report of the Meeting of the Floricultural

Society, for « Mr. Smith's President," read Mr. Orson's.

of chopped Raisins to every gallon, and stir it for a day or
two with a clean stick, and bung it clown when fermenta-

tion has subsided- Skim all off that rises in the tub

before tunning, wash the barrel out with spirits, and add
the latter in the proportion of a pint of spirits to 5 gallons

of wine.

—

Anonymous.
CLIMATE OF NEW ZEALAND.

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS W HIGH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Fu'CnsiA Exonik'nsis. The Exeter Fuchsia. {Greenhouse

Shrub.) Onagraccse. Octandria Monogynia.—The Floricultural

markets are now rapidly becoming: filled with all kinds of hybrid

Fuchsias, between some of which the most discriminating: judge
would scarcely be able to perceive any tangible distinction, or

one which could be expressed in words. And this is in great part

due to the hybridist taking hybrids which are not themselves
sufficiently distinct in habit, or in the form and colour ot their

flowers, to breed from ; the result of which practice must always
he an increased contusion among the soits, without obtaining
anything novel enough to deserve special notice or culture. It

cannot he too much urged on the attention of those who seek to

obtain good seedling hybrids, that the parents must, in all cases,

be very distinct species j or, if themselves seedlings, they should

be equally different. This beautiful Fuchsia was raised by Mr.
Pihce, of Exeter, between F. corditolia and F. glob'osa, the

former being the female, the latter the male parent. It was
thought, in the experiment, likely that the fine long flowers of

F. cordifolia might be united with the superb colours of K. glo-

bosa ; and this object seems to have been very well accom-
plished for F. Exoniensis, besides a kind of intermediate habit

and foliage, has large flowers, which have a long tube, expanded
deep crimsony scarlet sepals, and a dark purple corolla. It was
raised during' the spring of 1842, and planted out in the open
border with many other seedlings. It first flowered there, and
has proved to be quite hardy at Exeter. We cannot say much
concerning it from personal observation ; but we are informed

that it blooms freely, and is a very handsome plant. The flowers

are certainly fine, and of the very best colours. It would appear

to bloom best when suffered to produce its blossoms at the

natural season, and not at all forced forward. A cool greenhouse
or pit will therefore be most favourable. Like all hybrids of this

class it should have a tolerably rich soil, and a rather large pot.

Either leaf-mould or rotten manure should be freely mixed with

loam to form a compost for it ; and it will require to be carefully

watered in the summer, because Fuchsias are apt to be injured

by drought at this season.— Paston's Magazine of Botany.

Achimbnks (.baxdiki.ora. Large- flowered Aehimenes. {Stove

Perennial.) Gesueraceee. Didynamia Angiospermia.—Our first

knowledge of this very handsome plant was obtained atMr Low's,

Clapton, and Messrs." Rollisson's, Tooting, in the autumn of last

year, when it tVnveied, somewhat imperfectly, at both their

nurseries. It appears to have been discovered in a district of

Mexico, by Messrs. Schiede and Deppc; though we And that the

first plants received in this country came through a continental

nurseryman, M. Van Houtte, of Ghent. It has now been diffused

through most of the English nurseries, and will probably soon
be as common as A. Iongiflora, to which it promises to be a rival.

The flowers, apparently, are not quite SO large as those of A.

Iongiflora ; but they are of a very rich and brilliant colour, essen-

tially distinct from anything else of the kind we yet possess, and
probably from the shortness of the upper joints on tie shoots,

evince a disposition to come in something like large teiminal

clusters. As an associate with A. Iongiflora, too, and A. rdsea

andcoccinea, the species will he a valuable addition to the present

race of Stove or warm greenhouse ornaments. It should be culti-

vated like A. coccinea; and requiies a light nutritive soil, com-
posed of fresh loam, and a large proportion oi leaf-mould, or a
somewhat less amount of decayed manure. It must not be

stinted lor pot-room, and should be started into growth in a

stove or pit supplied with bottom heat, where It may be kept till

it is about to flower. When in a flowering state, it may gradually

be removed to a warm greenhouse or cool stove, where it will

bloom profusely.—Paxton'S Magazine of Botany.

Laiu'chka bi punctata. Two-pointcd-leaved Labichea.

(Greenhouse Shrub.) Legu.ninosae. Diandna. Monogynia,—

A neat and rather showy greenhouse shrub, the flowers of which
remind us, in their size, form, and colour, of Kuthales macro-
phvlln, a handsome Swan River herbaceous plant, of recent intro-

duction ; but, being a shrub, and less straggling in its character,

the present object is of more value, while, when grown favour-

ably, it will possibly be quite as profuse as the Euthales in its

production of bloom. Seeds of it were imported by Mr. Low, of

Clapton, from the Swan River Colony, two or three years ago,

and the plants have flowered repeatedly in the Clapton nursery.

It seems disposed to grow erectly, and n<>t to ramble, but to at-

tain the height of three or four feet when left unchecked. Indeed,

it has much of the upright tall habit of H6vea celsi, when that

species is unpruned, and subjected to no peculiar treatment;

though L. bipunctata has a freer development of branches. The
flowers are borne in a kind of short raceme from the axils of the

leaves, and are not at all inclined to be terminal. They abound
most, however, towards the top of the plant; which is perhaps

a necessary circumstance in all tall specimens. We have little

doubt that, when differently managed, this plant would as readily

yield to culture as many other well-known greenhouse shrubs,

and become as dwarf, bushy, and free-flowering. Tobringabout
these conditions, it should be treated pretty liberally in regard to

soil and pot-room; mixing a quantity of leaf-mould with the

loam used for potting it in, and giving it a larger shift than is

allowed to common greenhouse plants generally. It ought, at

the same time, to have its shoots kept stopped while they are

growing, so as to induce it to remain low, and to throw out a

number of laterals. Such treatment answers admirably with

Lalage ornata, and this is a species of a very similar nature. It

blooms in the months of March, April, and May; demanding only

a light and airy place in any greenhouse. Cuttings, taken off in

early spring or summer, root with freedom.— Paxton's Magazine
of Botany*

MISCELLANEOUS.
Black Currant Wine.—To every gallon of water put

5 lbs of Currants, picked from the stalks
;
and a pint of

Raspberries. Boil these for an hour, and strain them off,

without rubbing the pulp through the sieve ;
then add

2£ lbs. of raw sugar, and boil again for another hour;

when cool enough, work it with a toast of yeast, and let

it stand for three days in the tub to work, before tunning.

In the course of four or five days afterwards, add a pound

1
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15 29-80 82 Calm 29 29-95 0B Showery
16 29'90 78 Breeze 30 29-70 04 Showery

17 89*80 72
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Breeze 31 29-90 ow Calm

18 29-10 78 tCalm April.

19 30*10 82 iCalm l 29-95 09 Calm
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27 SO' 84 Calm i 29'85 65 Rain— Strong:

28 29*90 70 Calm N. wind
Mar. 10 29-75 64 Rain—Strong

1 30-10; 81 Calm N. wind
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13 30-45 84 Calm 22 29 50 62 Calm—steady
14 30-20 84 Calm 1

rain all day.

15 31' 78 Calm 23 29-30 92 Calm
16 29'95
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73 Breeze 24 •iy-35 62 S. wind

'7 2970 05 Strong N.W. 25 29-90 64 Calm
—rain 26 30- 68 Calm

18 29*50 66 Rain 27 29*90 66 Calm
19 29*75 64 Southerly 28 29 80 68 Calm

breeze 29 897* 70 Calm
20 29-80 65 Calm 30 29 70 6g Breeze

21 29*60 68 Strmr. N.W. May. •

—rain 1 29-70 64 Breeze & rain

22 29'80 66 Heavy sea— 2 29-80 65 Calm
little wind 3 29 s JO 63 Calm

23 29*90 65 Calm 4 29*85 64 N. W.— rain

24 30 70 Calm 5 29-75 67 Calm
25 29*90 74 'Calm 6 29 70 66

4*

Calm

26 29 55 69 Calm—gen- 7 29"5« 64 Breeze

tie rain 8 22'40 65 S. wind—rain

27 29*40 68 N. -wester— 9 29 60 59 S. wind— rain
#

rain 10 29.80 02 |.S- wind — rani

William and Hevry Hai.se, TarannM, {New Plymouth,}

[From the " Letters of Emigrants/'.]

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Hewelt, near Bromsgrove.— "Within a few miles of the town of

Bromsgrove lies a fair domain, long sii.ee wrested from the church

by the iron h*uid of King Henry the Eighth, who gave it to the

Earl of Windsor in exchange for the estate of Stanmore, in Berk

shire. It was afterwards pillaped by the leaders oi one of the

petty risings in the time of James the First, and after other

changes felt to the late good Earl of Plymouth, from whom it

nassed to its present noble proprietor, the Honourable Robert

Clive We had often heard of the excellent management of the

earriMis there and a recent visit to them has shown us that, for

once ruiiour ?b much behind the truth Bewell is a model

ta& wTy-what most gentlemen's residences may be, but

^1^ walled area of about four acres, con,

taininP^Pinerie« Vineries, Peach-houses, and their usual accom,

dS,?^ surround it are about I, GOO feet long,

XtoTfwrtont four acres of Kitchen-garden ground outside

the waUs We doubt whether it is possible forJcitchen-gardemng
rne wans, we uu

, h t is accomplished here by Mr. Isaac

MikhS^TOe^SA completel/filled W ith vegetables, «>4

all Lood^nes except where the negligei.ee of the seedsman haa

ri,
g
, a " impossible. The walls are covered with perfectly,

trT^fr/.VtTs the "ops in the forcing-houses are all that
trained fruit-trees , w f

lftC thftt a
can be desired ^™£& e 'side of ill-grown Pines , or that *

wpnfl t%trSerry ground surrounds quarters of weedy, mis-
well-kept Stra*t>«r ,g ^ a]

. and al] Wee{ja
managed, vegetal)le cro

p

the Peach-trees suffered from
there are none. A short jm ^^ raised> al)d aU sign of
want of drainage, but ne ^^^^^ particular
disease « gone- iun" fc

n f eriment of growing Pine-
mention, is"^"Kated peat-borders, in the French way, and
apples out of pote m."^ £ than the ex eriment as> far as it
nothing can be m

of the house in vhi.-h it is proposed
has gone. The^"™

Clive
.s permission to make publ.c, and

to effect this we jave Mru ^^ ftre read It wjn spr_

we shall do so as soon as ^ ^ Qf ^^
prise «ome Peach^growers ^^ ei htfeet from the-°™n

ft
h
hpS^ edge, and it may surprise them more to learn

roof at the b
are excellent under those circumstances. This

is admirably glazed. In another place is thethat the crops

house, however is a««-»Yy ?w of th ; white sort
"

s> ripeni
delicious Nern F,g the &e« Dy^

whjch) fof Worcester ^
its fruit perfectly on a.

soutn eiM. v

shire, and the season of 1843, is somet
.

g ^

it is, nowev« ,
, ^ •- -

•

dwelL The charmmg pleasure-
Kitchen-gardCT that we

tQ a Rarden er, and of cours,
gardens are quite as i ^.^ Ernbosomed in beautiful
more attractn e to a ^^ fey mtle^^^
^fr

8,
,i

8e^n?Ked evergreen screens, and seen, as each may be,

? landing elections, for the natural inequalities of the

£ o'u'nd
£" favoufable to this style of gardening, there is all the

{,round are
ected effect as you pass from one garden to the

other? without the bad taste that is so generally associated with

^i^nfi fireplace! there is the Rock Gardkn, an ancient stone

on rrv with its sides covered, or hidden, with tastefully-disposed

fratmVnts of rock, overrun with a profusion of the Osmund
h ,v9i the Ostrich Fern, Blackfooted Maiden's Hair, Hart"a

Tomrue in its many varieties, the Welsh Polypody, and other

beautiful Ferns, among which are dispersed ornamental bushet

and other suitable accompaniments. In the centre of thi9 is a

fountain and its basin, both in the best taste, (O that the au-

thorities or St. James's Park had but gone to Hewell before they

erected that wretched thing before the Palace !)
surrounded with

fragments of rocks, for the cultivation of plants that love the

dampness of such places. How the climate suits them will be

iudeed when we mention that the Mountain Avens (Dryas octo-

petalai, the Minorca Sandwort (Arenaria baleanca), Corsican

Thyme and all such things, overrun the place. Round the basin

some gay flower-beds radiate, one ofthem containing a large mass
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of the Vine-leaved Anemone.* You come suddenly upon this se-
cluded place, by walks winding 1 downwards among the over-
hanging trees, and as it first catches the eye when its emerald
turf is illuminated \,y a bright sunshine, and the broad embank-
ments and rugged sides are thus enabled to form deep masses of
light and shade, an effect is produced which it is far more easy to
imagine th*n describe.
A remarkable contrast with this is offered by the Fuevch

Gardev, a parallelogram of between three and four acres, filled
with parterres of flowers formally disposed in the French way, with
broad turf-alleys and gravel-walks, all converging towards a
noble fountain, constituting the centre. In this place all is sym-
metry and trimness, with the grass mowed till it more than rivals
the most elastic carpet, parterres of all gay dwarf flowers,
interspersed with crowds of Roses, pinnacles of Hollyhocks,
small groves of Dahlias, and ranks of standard Roses, placed as
sentries over all. It was a happy thought that, which deterred
the contriver of this gay scene from making it a level; for if

that had been done the garden might still have been beautiful,
but its beauty would have been commonplace and little interest-
ing. As it now is the effect is charming. It shelves gradually
from either end to the middle, and falls moreover in the direction
of the neighbouring valley; so that when you stand at one ex-
tremity of a noble turf terrace which bounds this garden on the
side of the hill that backs it, the eye includes at once the whole
varied pattern of that living glowing carpet. Beyond it, to the
right, the wood retreats, and discloses the rich valley of the park,
its ample lake, and the distant hills, while on all other sides the
scene is closed by stately and most graceful trees, from which all

others have been thinned by no unskilful hand. This is the true
way to enjoy the effect of a geometrical garden, which by itself

is the most dull and insipid thing in the world; but which thus
introduced, amidst wild hill scenery, produces the same agreeable
effect as rich furniture in a drawing-room.
But our space is already much exceeded. We must pass over

a pretty little Grass Gardkpt, where the many graceful species
of that race which the crowd passes by without a regard, are
tastefully collected into beds in front of the Conservatory.
We must pass the Con'Sbrvatory itself, notwithstanding the
excellent health of the Camellias, Oranges, and other plants. We
cannot even stop to describe the copper sash-lines on which the
heavy perpendicular windows are suspended, nor the neatest of
all artificial edgings to the walks, formed of hard Stourbridge
clay; but we must at once proceed to a little gem, called the
Dutch Garden. This is a nook among thetrees near the House.
It forms a semicircle, with its back resting against the walls of
a tennis-court ; around it is a walk, formed of the fragments of
sandstone, used in this country as a substitute for gravel ; beyond
the walk is a dwarf hedge of Arbor vitze, and at the back of the
Arbor vitee belt are the usual shrubs and trees. The garden itself
is intersected by five walks, radiating at equal distances from a
broad tessellated circular area in the centre, and paved with red
and black lozenge-shaped tiles. Next these walks is a narrow
gravel path, which, joining the gravel walk of the circumference,
leaves for flower-beds four wedge-shaped spaces, with their
points towards the centre. Each of these flower-beds is
edged with Box. The space within them is divided into two
equal parts, by a series of three lozenges, commencing in the
middle of the back, and terminating at the point of the wedge.
The lozenges themselves have two edgings ofdwarf Box separated
by a narrow path, paved with white pebbles. By these means a
pattern is formed of very great beauty. The general effect thus
obtained is enriched by a profusion of vases and Dutch porcelain
boxes, holding small plants, disposed in lines along the main
paved walks, and by a double row of umbrella Acacias, placed
between the garden and the wall of the tennis-court. Nothing
can be prettier than this, and it well deserves imitation; but it

should be borne in mind that such designs will not be effective
unless there is the same happy adjustment of proportions, colours,
and accessories, and the same favourable circumstances in
natural situation, of which advantage has been taken with so
much good taste by Lady Harriet Cl'ive.

3ftebfefo*.

Dr. Justus Liebig, in his Relation to Vegetable Physi-
ology. By Dr. Hugo Mohl, (Dr. Justus Liebig's
Verhaltniss zur Pflanzen-Physiologie.) Tubingen.
Frues. 1843.

{Continuedfrom page 649.)
[Erratum.—In the last article, p. 648, towards the end, instead

of "3 feet, and in the plain from 15 to 18 feet," read inches.']

In a subsequent part of this chapter (p. 124) Dr. Liebig
expresses his surprise, that in all the works of Agronomists
and Physiologists, one looks in vain for the leading prin-

ciples of cultivation ; nevertheless, at the end of this part
of his work, he states that cultivation supplies every plant

with that sort of food which it requires for the develop-

ment of such organs or substances as are most available to

man. He further dwells on the means of arriving at that

end, viz., the chemical analysis of the inorganic ingredients

of soil. But these latter facts, says Dr. Mohl, were known
long before Liebig, Charles Sprengel having written a
series of memoirs, to demonstrate the importance of the

inorganic ingredients of the soil, both for the general
growth of crops, and for that ofcertain organs in particular.

Under this head, Liebig certainly ought to have men-
tioned the name of Sprengel, and although he has not
done so (concludes Dr. M.), the history of science will

amply repay the omission.
In the last chapter, which is headed il Rotation and

Manures, " L. opens the difficult question, why several

crops of the same plant will not succeed on the same soil

in an uninterrupted succession, and why, therefore, farmers
resort to rotation. He thinks De Candolle's theory the
best explanation of this, forgetting, it seems, that that
coarse excrementitious theory has no better foundation
than bad and injudicious experiments of Macaire Prinsep,
the same man who misled De Candolle on other occasions
also. Liebig, however, (says Dr. Mohl,) who has no idea
that these experiments are fallacious and controverted by
all succeeding ones of the same kind, works out this theory
in its most minute details, and proves, a priori, (p. 149,)
that plants must have excrements. He divides the latter
into two classes : those, namely, which have been absorbed
by the roots, but not being adapted for the nourishment

<V/^|*-*Pf Plants » are again returned to the soil ; and secondly,
*-X

*

tw substances as having been transformed in the vege-
table organism by the process of nutrition, are the result
or tne formation of starch, woody fibre, gluten, &c.

tlTfZ^rl
U
f

matter of the first cIass may serve as

tZZft°™
TVn tn

; nay
> they may even be essential for"I Those of the second, however, cannot beused by other plants in therformatj^ &c.

* Which is abundant at Hewell in other places in con**
quence of Mr. Markham having discovered that ?t may be pro-
pagated to any extent by little cuttings of its fibrous roots.

P

*A j

until changed into humus, and decomposed into ammonia,
carbonic acid, &c.

This theory, says Dr. Mohl, is not only destitute of all
reasonable foundation, but is directly contradicted by the
experience of Rotation. There is no known evidence in
proof of the existence of such excrementitious matter. It is

true, Liebig says, that such must be the case, but then he
adduces no proof except an ambiguous analogy with the
animal kingdom, and forgetting, as he so often does,
what he said—page 24—" that analogy is the parent of
that unfortunate comparison between vegetable and
animal functions which places both on the bed of Pro-
crustes, and is the cause of all error." " There is not,"
concludes Dr. Mohl, " the least necessity for assuming a
secretion from roots. If substances formed by vital pro-
cesses are of no further use to a plant, they are excreted in
the form of gas through the leaves, or deposited in the form
of secretion in the glands and other organs, or thrown off
with decaying leaves." This theory is, moreover, at variance
with the experience of what takes place in the shifting of
crops. According to Liebig's views, the excrementitious
matter of the second class above mentioned would not
only injure the plants whence it is derived, but could not
be assimilated by any others before it is transformed into
humus. But experience points quite another way,
because the stubble of Clover, Lucerne, or Saintfoin,
which is unfit for the growth of those species, will
at once produce excellent crops of other plants. If
Liebig should attempt to meet this objection by saying
that such excrementitious matter cannot be assimilated
by the plants, whence they are derived, but may be used
by others, he will upset his whole doctrine of vegetable
nutrition, according to which not only all the organic
compounds which remain behind after the formation of
starch, sugar, &c., but even starch and sugar themselves
(and thus all the organic substances of plants,) are abso-
lutely deleterious^ to other plants. It is impossible, there-
fore, not to arrive at conclusions entirely opposite to
those of Liebig, especially if we consider the phenomena
of rotation at greater length. The barrenness of soil for
the growth of one kind of plant, whilst it is still fertile
for others, can only depend (says Dr. Mohl) on two
causes. The first generation of plants may exhaust the
soil of such substances as are indispensable to growth, so
that the second generation will be starved ; and this cer-
tainly takes place: but it cannot be the main cause of
the failure of crops, else manure would again render the
soil suitable for the same crop, which is only the case to
a slight extent. We must, therefore, assume that the
first crops do communicate to the soil substances detri-
mental to the subsequent crops. These substances must
be of an organic nature. It has been shown that these
cannot be excrementitious, and therefore it follows that
such deleterious substances must consist of organic com-
pounds, derived from the roots which have accumulated
and remained behind in the land. If, then, in a soil filled

with the remains of roots, the same crop will only succeed
after a lapse of years, whilst other crops will thrive luxu-
riantly, we may conclude, that the organic compounds of
such roots will be absorbed by plants previous to their
being decomposed into inorganic substances; and that,

consequently, plants of a different kind will use them for

food, although those of the same kind will be injured by
them.

(To be concluded in our next.) I

CALENDAR OF OPERATl6liS/br the ensuing week.
Within the last year or two we have had a new race of plants in

the Achimenes family, and a pretty race they are, even in their
native character. What may we, therefore, expect from them when
they are industriously changed into new forms by skilfully hybrid-
ising them ? This interference on our part is still jealously looked
upon by at least some botanists : last July I heard a clever botanist
express his regret that the Achimenes would soon be ruined by
hybridisation. Another botanist and acute naturalist writes me, in
answer to a remark I made on crossing—" I do not dislike the
hybridisation of plants at all, when judiciously done ; but there are
so many mules of most miserable aspect raised, that it requires great
judgment." I told this correspondent that I obtained three distinct
varieties from Achimenes rosea by the pollen of the old coccinea,
which has been in flower with me since last June. I impregnated
them about this time last year, and he remarks—"Your Achimenes
will be improved I doubt not. Try the same process with coccinea
and longiflora, grandiflora, &c., and some high-coloured large
varieties might turn up." This I have already done, but I find
longiflora rather difficult to seed; rosea is merely a natural cross,
and not a species, if the question was worth arguing ; it will not
reproduce itself true from seed, and it will soon be the parent of an
endless race. Apart from the interest of producing crosses in this
family, what would you think of shaking the validity of the family
name, notwithstanding the high authority on which it rests (viz., De
Candolle) ? I think I see in them already the elements necessary for
the purpose, but whether I shall be the first to obtain across between
them and the Gloxinias or Gesneras, or to prove such a cross impos-
sible, I know not. I was the first who shook the foundation of Sin-
ningia, long recognised as a legitimate genus, when I obtained a
cross by the pollen of S. guttata dusted on the old blue Gloxinia.
Achimenes pedunculata comes very near the Gesneras in common
appearance, and among the Gloxinias we have the imbricated scaly
tubers peculiar to Achimenes in G. maculata ; therefore, without
diving into botanical matters, let us suppose the Achimenes pedun-
culata and Gloxinia maculata fit subjects for proving whether or not
the Achimenes is a true genus. It is true we may fail in the first

instance, or may have many " miserable aspects," or perhaps run
the risk of ruining the whole family, as my friend of last July fears

;

nevertheless, the thing is feasible enough, and worth trying. As to
the Achimenes interbreeding among themselves, there cannot be a
doubt on the subject; and I hear there are several others of them in
Guatemala, not yet introduced. I think I shall throw the A. rosea
away next year, and keep the finer crosses from it in its stead ; and I

would advise every one who has it and the coccinea to cross a few
flowers now

; to sow the seeds early next February, and when the
seedlings begin to flower, next June, to select the finer varieties in

the same way. A. pedunculata and coccinea are the two latest-

flowering ones, and if an equal number of the roots of each were
planted in a large pot they would form a splendid specimen, as

pedunculata throws up stems from two to three feet high, and only
flowers on the upper half of the plant; the coccinea fills up the
spaces below, and flowers down to near the edge of the pot; the
contrast is very good in plants we have thus treated here this season,
but not knowing how they would turn out, I did not suggest the
union specimens at the time, but I shall always treat a few pot* this
way in future.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD;
In-door Department.

Pinery.—A schoolfellow, who has been rooting up some Pitch-
lake Pines, in Trinidad, a few years ago, writes thus :«—" You will
get yourself into hot water with this bottom-heat business; but you
are on the right scent, and I can assist you, as far as the Pine-plant
is concerned. I never could find the great-fruited Pine, of which we
have heard. I had the curiosity to follow down the roots of one or
two plants, and I recollect one root being nearly six feet long, and
perpendicular, when I broke it accidentally; the lower I went the
more moist was the soil, which is a strong, reddish loam, and full of
round stones." Keep a brisk moist heat at top and bottom, while
they keep growing so fast, and let all the crowns and suckers now
taken off be plunged immediately in some safe place, that they may
form strong roots before winter.
Vinkry.— Have you tried the plan for thoroughly ripening the

top wood which I spoke of last week? Take my word for it, you
never adopted a better or a safer plan for the purpose ; let in as
much air as you think proper by the front ventilators and end or
back doors, but keep the sashes fixed till every leaf in the house is
down ; and when the leaves on the earliest Vines are nearly all down
you will, of course, prune the plants in the usual way. Vine-borders
should now be well stirred with a fork, to make a light, porous sur-
face, as long as the weather keeps fine.

Out-door Department.
The first half of September was more like summer weather than

any we have had this season, and the current growth of all trees and
bushes are, in consequence, in a fairway of being well ripened,
which is, of all others, the surest hope of a good crop next season!
Capsicums and Tomatoes, of which very little hopes were entertained
early in the season, have made rapid progress since the middle of
July, and will turn out a fair crop after all. The spring Broccolis
were nevermore promising at this season, or less infected with the
caterpillar, as far as I can hear. All seeds of weeds carried into the
garden, or shed in it, this season, will now be springing on all hands,
and this is the stage at which they are easiest got rid of.
Cabbage and Cauliflower Plants should be well earthed

up and the soil kept loose between the rows while they are young.
Endive and Lbttuce.— Some of each of these should be tied up

for blanching, when they are in a fit state and dry.
Wateu-cuess.—Are you going to try a bed of this on a north

border in the kitchen-garden ? They may be planted for weeks yet,
but the sooner you get them in now the less likely they arc to be
thrown out of the ground by the frost.

Sweet and Pot-herbs.—This is a very good time to pull up
old beds of these and to plant young suckers of them on a fresh bed
or border; any little jobs of this kind, which can be done in the
autumn should never be put off till the spring. A row of Chives is
useful in any garden; they may now be divided and planted as an
edging somewhere. Old Camomile beds and 50 other things which I
cannot think of now, may be renewed if you look about for them.
Orchard.—The good old rule of handling fruit as if they were so

many eggs, when being gathered, should not be lost sight of, and the
longer the fruit is expected to keep the precaution is more impera-
tive. All bruised or worm-eaten fruit should be kept by themselves,
or with the "windfalls," if they are good for anything, and they
may be used first in the kitchen. Almost any fruit-tree may now
be pruned or transplanted.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—I forgot last week to tell " Devonian " that a west aspect,
with the sun on the end of the house by 11 a.m., will do very well
for all kinds of stove plants, and I should think for forcing a great
number of plants, too, after the beginning of January. The best
arrangement for his house would be to have a walk down the middle,
with a four or five feet wide bed on each side ; that next the con-
servatory to be made for the climbers, with trellissed shelves over, for
other plants; the other side of the walk, being close to the glass,
would make an admirable bed heated on Rcndle's Tank System, and
the whole may be heated by one fire ; but this should be done by a
first-rate artist, as some nicety will be required ; besides, there aremany bunglers in this profession.
Gueeniiousk.—This is the only part of the Calendar I dislike.

I cannot define what a greenhouse ought to be ; sometimes I think
it ought to be a long, narrow house, with very steep sashes and
then it is only fit for rearingyoung plants (like nurserymen's houses),
and the wider you make it the more unsightly it becomes. If you
plant Vines to run up the rafters, it is neither one^thing nor the other,
pr if you attempt climbers in the same way, your friends and neigh-
bours will say, " What a taste/"
Conservatory.—If you will send me a list of what climbers you

nave for this house, and say which of them you like best, the greatest
length of time any of them kept in flower, the height of the house,
whether you want them to run up between the front sashes and
along the rafters, or up pillars which support part of the roof- and
the depth of your borders; also, if there are horizontal iron bars
trom back to front, to brace up the roof—I shall engage to furnish
you with a list suitable for the different parts of the house before
next planting time; and also, if you wish it, the treatment of each
plant through the whole year. From the end of March to the
beginning of June is the best time to plant climbers ; but recollect,
I shall have done with this Calendar next Christmas, and must haveyour particulars before then.
* lower-Garden.—How do you manage to get up the necessary

scock ot plants for furnishing all these beds? I have been asked at
least a score of times this very season. Simply by beginning early in
August, and striking everything without a particle of artificial heat,
pelargoniums m the open air, the rest in long, narrow boxes, four
incnes deep, m close, cold frames.—#. Beaton, Shrubland Park
Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Sept. 2), 1843, ae
- observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

ISept.

Friday 15
Saturday \e
Sunday 27
Monday iq
Tuesday 19
Wednesday 20
Thursday 21

Average

Ha uomf rim.

A I ; t x .

29.956
30.053
30.128
80.143
30.103
30.107
30.21 G

3U.Uo

Alin.
29-790
29.994
30.08-2

30.090
30.148
30.0;?4

30.131

39,039

TflRKMOMKTKIl.

Max.
70
83
84
80
80
81

75

798

Min.
54
53
52
58
49
47
50

siTo

Mean.
05.0
08.0
68.0
69.0
64 5
640
62.5

Wind.

S.
S.

S. W.
N.W.
N.K.
S.E.
s.w.

Sept.
65,8

Rain*

.20

.20

In' Y?Ty fine
»
with *ew wnite clouds ;;clear at night.

!~" W lly overcast; exceedingly fine ; clear.

in t
1

.

1^" 1 dry haze » verv hot » «'ith bright sun; clear.

in J,

j;S»jIy overcast and fine; hot and sultry ; cloudy; rain at nieht.
j
j. Cloudy ; overcast and fine; clear at night.

20. Might haze with heavy dew; hot and dry; very bright sunshine;
clear at night.

I- Slight fog and heavy dew; exceedingly fine throughout.
Wean temperature of the week nearly 9jQ above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
,

_

Week ending September 30, 1843.

Sept. J

Sun. 24
Mon. 25
Tues. 20
IVed. 27
Thura .28
Frl. 29
Sat. 30

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

65.3

05.8
00.8
05.2

61.8
05 2
64.2

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

48.0

47-0
47.6
40.4
46.3
40.0
41.4

Mean
Temp

56.6
56.4

57-2

65.8
55.6
55
54.3

No. of
Years in
which it

Kained.

9
8
12
10

7

8

Greatest
quantity
of Kain.

Prevailing Winds.

0.75 in.

30
0.09
0.57
0.52
0.35
0.68

2
3
3
1

2
1

]

il

2
1

2
J

1

2
8

W
</

1

1

1

1

1

2

4
3
7
3
7
5
4

*

£
•J}

^^ *^

6 2

5 3
4 —
4 6

4 1

4 2

8 4

1

1

1

occurred on the 25th»

thermometer 24°.

*+*

i Mff° ,l
1,Rhest temperature during the above period occ

x iw-f—tiieimometer 82<-; and the lowest on the 27th, 1828—1

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Sept. 22, 1843.

iHis long continuance of fine weather still keeps the nobility
anu gentry m the country, and the market is, In consequence,
rauier dull. Fruit, of almost every kind, is in general very plen-
um!, and is of good quality. Pine-Apples arc quite sufficient to

1

i

v»
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meet the demand; good Queens are selling" at from 3s. to 5s.

per lb. Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes are
very plentiful, particularly the former, and bring from 2s. to 4s.
per lb. Among Plums we noticed the Golden Drop, Goliah, and
Damson; the latter are very abundant, and bring from 2s. to 3s.

per sieve. Peaches and Nectarines, of excellent quality, realise
nearly the same prices as last week. Figs continue plentiful,
and bring from 2s. to 4s. per doz. Filberts are also very
abundant, and are offered at from 30s. to 45s. per 100 lbs.

Apples and Pears are plentiful. Melons bring from is. to 3s.

each. Cucumbers are selling at from 6d. to Js. per brace.
Cauliflowers arc becoming very scarce. Cabbages and Turnips
of good quality, are abundant, Peas are not very plentiful, and
arc offered at the same prices as last week. French and Scarlet
Runner Beans are abundant, and bring from Qd.to Is. Zd. per
half sieve. Tomatoes are excellent, and bring from is. 6d. to
3s. Qd. per half sieve. Carrots are very small, and inferior.
Endive is selling at from Is. to Is. 6c/. per score. Shallots bring
from Qd. to Qd. per Jb. Among Cut Flowers were :—Erica
mammosa and triceps, Agapanthusumbellatus, Amaryllis guttata,
Plumbago capensis, Gardenia radicans, China and Perpetual
Roses, Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, China Asters, Verbenas,
Pinks, and Carnations.

PRICES, Saturday, September 23, 1843.—FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb.,8i to5*
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2s to 4*

„ Portugal, per lb. it

Peaches, per dozen, 2s to 4s
Nectarines, per dozen, 2* to 4$
Figs, per doz., 2a to 4s
Melons, each, la to 3a

„ Dutch, each, la to 2a Gd
Plums, per punnet, la to 2a

„ Golden Drop, per pun., la to 2a
„ Goliih, per punnet. Is to 2a

Damsons, per hf-sv., la Gd to 2a Gd
Apples, dessert, p. bush. 2a Qd to fla 6d
Apples, Kitchen, per bush. 2s Gd to 4a
Pears, per halt-sieve, 2a to 8a
Oranges, per dozen, la 0V/ to 3a] '

Cabbages, per doz., Gd to la
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 4a to Gs
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, 9d to 2a— Scarlet, per hf-SV., 9d to la 3d
Peas, per sv , 3a to 4a
Potatoes, per ton, 60a to 70a '

—Sfj^ per cwt.la Gd to 4s

— per bushel, la to 2a Gd— Kidney, p. bush., 2a to 4a
Artichokes, green, per doz., la Gd to 3a
Vegetable Marrows, per doz., Gd to la

Turnips, per doz- bunches, la to 2a
Red Beet, per dozen, 9rf to la

Horse Radish, per bundle, la to Gs
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd tola— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, 9d to la

Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bun-, 3s to Ca
Spinach, per sieve, 9d to la

Leeks, per doz* bun., la to 2a '

Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., la Gd to 3a

granges, per 100,10a to 24a

Lemons, per doz. la to 2s Gd
— per 100,7* to 11a

Cucumbers, per brace, 6rf to la

Gherkins, per 1000, 5s to ~,s

Green Capsicums, per 100, Is'Gd to 2s',

Red _ „ 4a to fla

Almonds, per peck, Gs
Sweet Almonds, per lb*, 2a

Nuts, per bushel —
— Brazil. iGa
— Barcelona, 22a to 24a— Cob. 12a

Filberts, English, p lOOlbs., 40a to 55a
Barberries, per ht'.-sv., 3a to 4s
Tomatoes, per hl.-sv., la 6d to 3s Gd.

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Large/per hf.-sv., la to la Gil

— Spanish, per doz., la Gd to 3a
Garlic, perlb. 6d to Qd
Shallots, per lb., 6d to\9d
Chilis, per 100, la to 2a
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, 9d to la

— Cos, per score, 6*/ to la Gd
Celery, per bun-, Gd to 2s
Mushrooms, per pottle, la *>•' to 2a

Wallnuts, Green, per bushel, 5s 6d to 7s
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Sweet Basil, per doz. bunches, 2a to 3a
Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 3d to 4d
Parsley, per half sieve, la

Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2a to 3*

Endive, per score, la to la 6d i

Mint, per doz. bunches. 1j to 2a

Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. It Gd to 2a
Chervil, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Notices to Correspondents.
Manures.—J. H.—Gypsum will fix ammonia, if in fine powder,
and provided the manure to which it is applied is kept moist.
—Govyn.—Woollen rags may be applied, notwithstanding:
their not being: rotted. The Kentish farmers chop them into
pieces, an inch or two across, and strew them evenly over the
ground by hand. They give them no other preparation. The
great value of the rags depends on their slow but gradual
decay when in the soil. All analyses are troublesome, and
that of peat no less so than others

; you had better pay a good
chemist his fee, and get him to do it for you; it is much the
cheapest plan. For the detail of the manner of proceeding
you may consult Johnson's " Agricultural Chemistry," which
contains long and full directions; short ones are useless.

Hkatino.—A Paddy.—Such dips as you describe may be effected
with particular arrangements, but they are always better
avoided and are wholly inapplicable to the tank system of
heating. Yon should consult Mr. Aingcr's excellent papers on
such matters in our volume for 1841. K. Y. S.—We hope
that a leading article to-day will give you the information you
desire. We know of no cheaper mode of constructing a pit

with bottom-heat. Leyton.—Vfc, also, refer to the same
plan. Four-inch walls will do, but nine-inch are better. Tf

you do not mind the expense, you can employ hot-water pipes
in addition, for heating the air > but if the pits are only to be
used for the purpose you name, it seems hardly necessary.

Vinea in Pots.—J. H,—Plants grow better in compost fresh
from the heap than in that which has been in pots for any
length of time ; therefore you will do better to shift your Vines
on the approach of spring than in the autumn. || Merlin.—
By plunging the pots in garden-soil during winter the drainage
will become completely stopped, and this, independent of frost,

will cause many of the roots of your Vines to perish. They
should be kept in a cool vinery ; or if this accommodation cannot
be afforded, they may be placed on bricks beneath a narrow
temporary shade, the pots being surrounded with dry litter to

protect them from frost, and modify sudden changes of tempera-
ture.

1|
An Original Subscriber,—Where the Black Hamburgh

Will ripen, BO will likewise the White Muscat Muscadine, or,

which is the same thing, the Chasselas M usque. Turf from a
rich pasture, with plenty of bone manure, will form a good
compost for your Vine-border. j| Ignoramus, Your Vines
being very vigorous, their present heavy crop may be brought
to maturity, notwithstanding the great reduction of foliage;
but they will not continue to bear half as many weighty
bunches as there are leaves on the plants. In future it will be
advisable to leave fewer bunches and more foliage, otherwise
the constitution of the Vines will be impaired. || S. C.—h
variety, in addition to the Black Hamburgh and White Sweet-
water may be either the White or Black Frontignan, according
to your preference as regards the colour.,!

Nkpenthks IMSTIM.ATORIA.—A Constant Reader.—This plant
will flourish best in a warm humid atmosphere. It requires a

soil consisting of peat, leaf-mould, and sand, and should be

well attended to with water; the temperature should not be
below Qo°.t

Fuchsias.— G. S. Wintle.—ln all probability a deficient supply
of water is the cause of your blooms dropping off.}

Gladiolus.— Georgina.—Keep your seed dry till next spring,

then sow it in a gentle hotbed, thin> and let the seedlings grow
for the first season without disturbing them. After that, when
the young bulbs are formed and the leaves have died off they
may be treated like their parents. All you have to take care

of is that the seedlings have plenty of room to grow in and
plenty of light.

Annuals.—J. D.—The cause of failure in some of your Annuals
is their being sown at an improper season. Others, such as

Rhodanthe Manglesii, Clintonia pulchclla and elegans, and
Lupinus nanus, will do much better if they be sown in shallow
pans, in the month of February, and put into a cool pit where
the temperature is about 40°, if they be wished to flower early;

but if not, and there be no convenience of this kind, sow these
along with the others, about the beginning of April. If you
treat them in this way, and the season be favourable, you may
possibly meet with success.:]:

Raspberries.—Govyn.—Do not on any account cut down your
new llaspberry shoots, for they arc what will produce your
crop next year. It is, however, a good practice to stop them
in September, because the buds which are to bear fruit next
year become strengthened. In the winter, or now if you like,

cut out the old canes which are done with.

Stkawbickries.— Fragaria.— Three varieties, early, medium
season, and late, may be Keen's Seedling, Old Pine, and Elton.
The Old Scarlet is the earliest of all, but is rather a shy bearer.U

Peaches.— W. L.—Having space for five trees on your east
aspect wall, you may plant the Noblesse, Malta, Bellegarde,

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Vkkbenas.-J. II^o«-Your seedlings have been examined
and compared with the different kinds in cultivation, and the
only novelty appears to be No. 1, which is of a rich plum-
colour, and dies of a rich blue : the other seedlings, though good
flowers, do not differ irom sorts alreadv out. J. Andrews.—
Your fascination is a brilliant scarlet, but it does not surpass
other varieties.

Pansies.—The seedling marked A. has two faults apparent at
first sight—the jagged edges of the petals, and the ground-
colour of the lip, different from the side-petals; in other
respects the flower has good properties— it is round, the petals
large, of good substance, and in good proportion; the side-

and Royal Charlotte Peaches, and the Violette Hative Necta-
rine. Three trees for your south aspect may consist of the
Gross Mignonne Peach, and the Violette Hative and Elruge
Nectarines.

||

Pears.— IF. L.—Six good keeping dessert Pears are these:

—

Hacon's Incomparable, Winter Nelis, Knight's Monarch,
Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar, and Beurre Ranee.

||

Plums.—31. D. C—Your Plum is the Queen Mother. The cause
of its cracking is owing to some derangement in the flow of
sap. This in standard trees is generally occasioned by vicissi-
tudes of wet and drought; but in wall trees it is likely to occur
in consequence of a sudden privation of foliage by the operation
of summer pruning, which of course should be guarded against.

Insects.— R. Ingleby, Jmi.—The larva you sent us somewhat
resembling the Wireworm, is that of a dipterous insect. It is

probably ihe larva of Thereva plebeia, a common fly. Little
appears to be known of its history ; but as it is supposed to be
a vegetable feeder you will do well to destroy as many of the
larva as you can find. E. L.—The grubs you find' boring
underneath the bark of your Oak-trees near the roots we have
no doubt are those of a beetle, but we cannot say what species
until we have a grub for examination. Wherever from the
appearance of the bark the grubs show themselves, we advise
you to remove the bark, as you will find it loose, and take out
and destroy the grubs. Careful hand-picking appears to be the
best remedy. J. D. and Co.—The beetle you forwarded to
us is called Otiorhynchus sulcatus. The injury it does in the
grub-state to your young Rhododendrons, eating the bark (iff

just below the surface of the ground, we think may be pre-
vented by pouring a little gas-liquor and water, mixed in the
proportion of nine of water to one of the liquor round the root
of each plant at the time the grubs prevail. The perfect insect
should be destroyed whenever found, and to secure as many as
possible you must search well your Rhododendrons, and look
well under all stores of dead leaves or rubbish, which may be
laying on the ground near them. W. C. McC—The Cater-
pillars you find so very injurious to the young Firs in your
plantations, are those of one of the Saw-flies, and we think they
belong to Lophyrus rufus. This insect is known on the Conti-
nent to do very great injury to the Fir- tribe, and the usual reme-
dies pointed out for its destruction, are the shaking the Caterpil-
lars from the branches, destroying all that fall on the ground, and
the removing of the moss and dead leaves collected at the roots
of the trees, which will be found to contain quantities of the
insect in the pupa state. The moss and leaves should be
burned. S. "

m

Transplanting.— Peter.—If you must remove your trees now,
take them up carefully and replant them as soon as possible,
taking care that their roots are kept moist in the interval. Let
them be thoroughly watered on planting; and afterwards suffi-
ciently supplied, if the state of the weather render such
attention necessary. t

Piracies.—J. K.—The article on the Melon in the Dundee paper,
and some others, is stolen from the Gardeners' Chronicle.
Quousque tandem ?

Miscellaneous.—Chemical Jack.—Coboea scandens is a peren-
nial, but it is treated as an annual, because it is always killed
by frost. It is always multiplied by cuttings, which strike
freely. We are much obliged by your information about the
country paper, and think we must have acknowledged it.

The plunder committed by some newspapers is most disgrace-
ful to them. We believe that the ground on which they defend
themselves is that they cannot afford to be honest, which is the
excuse of pickpockets, highwaymen, and all such worthies.—-An Old Maid's seeds arc from some Indian Botanic Garden,
and not from Affghanistan, as she has been informed. They
all require a stove, and must be raised in strong bottom-heat.
If sown now they are more likely to grow, but then the seed-
lings will probably be lost in winter. Upon the whole, it is

better to take the chance of their succeeding next March.
They are of little value. A Co?istant Reader.-—We would not
expose our Pines to the smell of paint, if we could avoid it j

nevertheless, we do not apprehend very serious mischief,
if there is no help for it. W. H.— Philibertia grandiflora is a
greenhouse plant, and those who deny it do not know what
they talk about. A Journeyiyian.—Provide yourself with a
grammar, it does not much matter which, a dictionary, and a
Latin Testament, and you will be provided with the means of
beginning to learn Latin. The latter will be a good exercise
for translating, &c. G. W.—We cannot judge of the merit
of your Salvia ; so much depends on management. The flowers
are not larger than we have occasionally seen them when the
plant is well grown. Rus.—We cannot advise you as to
disposing of your crops. You must trust to the nearest
market. Tome.—Sophronitis pterocarpa. A?inu.—Cassia
chinensis ; a Greenhouse shrub, propagated by cuttings of the
ripe wood. It is not much worth cultivating. Russelliana.—
I, apparently White Clover; 2, Cerastium tomentosum; 3,
Achillea ptarmica, with double flowers. There is no reason
why the seed of the Shamrock should not ripen, unless it
should run excessively by the root, in which case it is very
likely to be barren. We presume you regard the Shamrock to
be the Trifolium repens, but the real Shamrock is the Oxalis
Acetosella. W. Revaux.—The plant is a Gloxinia, new to
our gardens ; but it has no beauty, and is not worth cultivation.
If you wish to have its real name determined you must send
some uncrushed flowers. N.—We cannot volunteer in your
case. As an advertisement yon would have to pay about 5s.——Georgina.—The models of Pekin Peaches are not authentic.
It is, however, true that this fruit grows at Pekin to an extra-
ordinary size and weight. They would do very well with us
if we could get them. I. S. 31.—There is a good receipt for
Tomatoes at p. 697 for 18^2, only 4 lbs. of salt are misprinted for
4 oz. W. H.—Your Fig is the Brunswick. It may be forced

;

but it is more apt to drop its fruit prematurely than the Brown
Turkey, and other short-necked varieties. The Pears were too
much decayed. || An Amateur.—-It is the variegated variety
of Convolvulus major. W. C—Ptelea trifoliata. A Con-
stant Reader. — When the first stand is disqualified the
prize is awarded to the second.J J. M. Dytch.—2, Lau-
rus Sassafras; 1, Rhus c6tinus : both common hardy trees,
that every gardener ought to know. A. D.—Aspidium loba-
tum. P. R. TF.—Euphorbia cyparissias, Mentha hirsuta,
Artemisia maritima, Erigeron acre, Trifolium repens.
II. P.I.—Malva capensis, Psoralea bituminosa, Erica vertieil-
lata and taxifolia, Acacia linearis, and an Oxyanthus of
some kind, but so shrivelled up, that it is not easy to say
of what species. We have named them this time, but we beg
to refer you to our advertisement at p. 592, relating to this
subject F. K.—" Paxton's Botanical Dictionary.*'. A
Young Fine-grower.— in your bark-bed, 26 ft. by 8 ft., you can
plant in the two back rows 30 fruiting-plants

; in the next two
rows, 30 succession-plants; and in 2 feet along the front a
sufficient quantity of crowns and suckers can be nursed say
more than 30, in case of accidents. || A J>evo?iian.—No. 1

Passe Colmar ; 3, Beurre de Capiaumont: not certain as to the
names of the other two. II

I petals meet well above the eye and make the shield perfect ; the
colour of the top-petals, and the broad margin of the lower
ones, is a uniform rich mulberry hue.

Dahlias.—Mr. Spary.—Your seedling named Ladi, Antrohus.
white, mottled with lilac, is a flower of good Mibstunce, and
good general form, and will prove a desirable and useful
flower. Aurantia possesses good properties but is rather defi-
cient in depth ;

it is large, distinct in colour, orange buff, and
will be a useful flower in a collection. S. Young.—Your
seedling is a well-formed flower of considerable depth; the
petals are of a good shape (a little ribby) and well arranged •

the principal defect is an irregularity in the unfolding of the
petals, towards the centre, which gives it a confused appear-
ance—cultivation may probably correct this ; the flower is very
pretty, white, irregularly tipped with purple.

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Her Majesty's progress through Belgium, and her

return to Windsor on Thursday, after a flying visit to

some of the most interesting cities in Northern Europe,
will be found recorded in detail in our general account of

the Excursion. The reception given to her Majesty by
the Belgian people, and particularly by the citizens of the

ancient seats of European commerce, was at once
gratifying and honourable to both countries. The details

of the visit to Bruges, more especially, will be read with
interest ; nothing can be imagined more picturesque than
the welcome given to our Sovereign by that fine old

capital of the merchant Princes of the middle ages.

From France we learn that several political arrests

were made last week among the lower classes in the
capital, and that papers have been discovered which prove
the existence of a secret society among the idlest and
most dangerous portion of the people. The Republican
party are beginning to show their opposition to the arm-
ing of the fortifications of Paris, which are now so far

advanced that the Government may be considered inde-

pendent of their hostility. The National Guards at a
review last week made a public demonstration against

the armaments, and the Republicans of Nantes have pub-
lished a protest to the same effect. The Minister of

Marine, notwithstanding the clamour raised at his. sup-

posed reduction of the fleet in compliance with the views

of England, has issued a report statiug that he needs a

supplement of 15 millions of francs to his Budget,

in order to meet the charges of an extra force of

armed vessels, and to defray the expense of the

mission to China.—The accounts from Spain announce

a fresh complication of parties and of interests
;

the adherents of Espartero having entered into a com-

promise with those of the Infante Don Francisco for

the purpose of supporting the marriage of his son with

Queen Isabella, and of demanding the Central Junta.

The Government, however, beset by difficulties on all

sides, have issued a manifesto, stating their objections to

a Central Junta, and praying the nation to await the

opening of the Cortes. At Barcelona both parties are

inactive, and apparently await the arrival of reinforce-

ments. Two commanders of the Government troops have

joined the insurgents, and the neighbouring garrisons have

sent in their adhesion to the Junta. The city is still

closely blockaded, but a large force is collecting through-

out Catalonia to march to the assistance of the insurgents.

The insecurity of the Government is daily becoming more

evident, and it is currently rumoured in Madrid that

they have appealed to the intervention of France.—The

state of Italy continues to give rise to much uneasiness
;

the revolutionary movement has spread to the streets of

Rome and Naples, in which seditious proclamations have

been distributed in open day. The insurgents have

formed themselves into armed bands, and are still masters

of the frontier passes. Several arrests, however, have

taken place, and the absence of a competent leader must

ultimately produce the failure of the insurrection.

Court.—The Queen and Prince Albert arrived at

Woolwich on Thursday morning, on their return from

Belgium, having embarked in the Royal yacht at Antwerp

on the previous evening. Her Majesty and the Prince

proceeded from Woolwich to the Great Western Railway,

and from thence by a special (rain to Windsor Castle.

The Princesses also arrived at the Castle from Brighton

on Thursday afternoon. The Prince of Wales will not

return to Windsor until the beginning of next month ; the

health of his Royal Highness has considerably improved

during his stay at the Pavilion. The Prince and Princess

Hohenloe Langenburg have arrived at Frogmore on a

visit to the Duchess of Kent. Her Majesty the Queen
Dowager continues in the enjoyment of excellent health,

and takes daily exercise in the neighbourhood of Witley

Court, paying occasional visits to the nobility and gentry

of the western part of Worcestershire.

Her Majesty's Visit to Belgium.—*Our account of her

Majesty's excursion last week, came down to Thursday

night, and concluded the festivities at Ostend. On Friday

morning the royal party visited Bruges, the venerable seat

of the merchant princes of the middle ages, the abod? of

the Counts of Flanders, und the regal residence of the

Dukes of Burgundy. This fine old city once more ap-

peared in her pristine glory, and the efforts of the inha-

bitants to do honour to the occasion produced a spectacle

which, for beauty, pomp, and dramatic effect, has rarely
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been surpassed. From the railway station to the Hotel

de Ville, along all the streets leading from the Grand Place,

through each avenue or passage through which the proces-

sion was expected to pass, one continuous canopy of cloth

of every colour in the rainbow was formed by passing

pieces of dyed stuffs from window to window—each being

tied in the centre with knots of various fashions, and

most of them having suspended from the centre some
device or emblem complimentary to the royal visitors. In

addition to this fantastic but really beautiful awning

under which the procession was destined to pass in alter-

nate shade and sunshine, trees innumerable were planted

on either side of the streets, charming the eye with their

singular contrast, and decorated with festoons and garlands

intertwined among their branches with all the ingenuity

imaginable. Besides this avenue of a thousand dies,

flowers, bouquets, flags, festoons, transparencies—in fact,

every conceivable badge or emblem of festivity and wel-

come, hung from every window and pinnacle of house,

Steeple, and tower. All this, superadded to the pictu-

resque and quaint gable-ends of the private dwellings,

mingled with the ornamented scrolls and carvings of the old

mansions, lit by a brilliant sun, presented a sight at

once astounding and delightful. The Royal party were

received at the station by the Provincial Governor, the

Burgomaster, and the other political and municipal

authorities. They then entered their carriages, and were

escorted by two troops of Cuirassiers to the Hotel de

Ville. As the cortege passed along, the reception given

to it by the multitude was most enthusiastic- " Vive la

Reine d'Angleterre" was repeated by every tongue in the

mingled dialects of Dutch, Flemish, Walloon, English,

French, and German, and altogether the scene was one of

genuine pleasure to the visitors and visited. Mounted
gendarmes and a great many companies of infantry,

chasseurs, national guards, and other military, added
brilliancy to the entire spectacle. On their arrival at the

Hotel de Ville, the party were led into the mile h rnanger,

where a sumptuous banquet, under the modest appellation

of dejeuner, was prepared for them. The Hall of

Council had the honour of being converted into a break-

fast-room for this occasion. The plate laid out was
splendid, a portion of it, for twenty-four persons, being

the old massive plate belonging to the ancient corporation

of the city, the remainder having been lent by the King
for the banquet. Immediately after the dejeuner the

Royal party went to the residence of the Governor of

West Flanders, where they made but a short stay, and
then proceeded to visit the Church of Notre Dame, con-

taining the monuments of Charles the Bold and his

daughter Mary, wife of the Emperor Maximilian, and the

statue of the Virgin and Child, by Michael Angelo. From
Notre Dame the Royal visitors went to the Cathedral of

St. Sauveur, when they examined the pictures it contains,

and thence they passed to the Hospital of St. John, and

its Chapter House, containing the masterpieces of Hans
Hemling. They then proceeded to the convent of English

nuns, whence, after a short stay, they went to the hall of the

Company of Crossbowmen, and from that to the Palais de

Justice, in which, in the council chamber of magistrates,

they stayed some time, admiring the famous chimneypiece,

which includes the full-length statues of Charles

the Fifth, Mary of Burgundy, Charles the Bold,

and Margaret of York, sister of our Edward the Fourth,

all full of life and character. From this place the Royal

party proceeded to the railway station, on their way back

to Ostend. As our Queen and Prince passed through the

Grand Place, which they were obliged to do several times

during the day, they never failed to look up with admira-

tion at the great tower or belfry which rises majestically

above the ancient Cloth Hall, and from which, each time

as they passed, its celebrated bells pealed forth " Rule

Britannia," li God save the Queen," and other airs. Her
Majesty also, as she traversed the square, invariably

glanced with interest at the house inhabited by Charles II.

of England, when he was but an exile, and king of

the company of Crossbowmen. As the procession traversed

the square for the last time, it halted to allow the Queen
to take a last view of these objects, after which it pro-

ceeded, amidst the cheers of the people, to the station,

where the authorities of Bruges received the thanks of the

Royal visitors and took their leave. The Royal party

arrived before six o'clock safely at the Palace of Ostend,

and dined at the Casino, but were too fatigued to go to the

theatre afterwards, as had been anticipated. On Saturday

morning the ancientcityof Ghent washonoured by a visit of

the Sovereigns, an incident as remarkable in its history as

any among the long number of events by which its annals

are distinguished. The Royal party entered the city about

12 o'clock, from the railroad station, amidst the loyal and

hearty congratulations of thousands of voices. The streets,

as at Bruges, were decorated with triumphal arches, flags,

banners, devices, interminable lengths of coloured cotton,

and white cotton cloth—the manufacture of the place, and
branches of trees and young firs stuck in the pavement.
The Royal party on leaving the railroad, proceeded
through the principal streets, all of which were
crowded with people. «The corporation of the city
and the various public societies, with their banners
and ensigns, fell into rank, and a regiment of Cuiras-
*iers and the band of the regiment of the Guides

j i°
ln
t
d tbe Procession—the cannon firing a salute,

and the bells of the celebrated belfry, as well as those of
all the churches in the city, pealing forth a welcome.
The royal party first stopped at the hotel of the Provincial
Government, where their Majesties alighted, and were
conducted into the apartment in which refreshments were
prepared. After having remained some time, they were
driven to the celebrated Cathedral of St. Bavon ; on their

way they passed under a triumphal arch bearing the inscrip-

tion " La Ville de Gand, k la Reine Victoria et a son

auguste epouse ; L'ancien voisinage d'Artevelde, salue

denouveau une Reine d'Angleterre." On the outside of

the arch was painted in large characters u A la Reine

Victoria et au Prince Albert;" and on either side

" Victoria Reine d'Angleterre, 1843— Philippine de

Haynault Reine d'Angleterre, 1343." Their Majesties

were received by the bishop and clergy of the cathedral in

full canonicals, and surveyed its stately monuments and

rare specimens of carving and sculpture. The celebrated

font in which the Emperor Charles V. was christened, in

the transept, was particularly pointed out to the observa-

tion of the Queen, who admired it for some minutes.

The candlesticks brought from the old palace of Whitehall,

which are also here, attracted her Majesty's attention.

They are very fine specimens of workmanship, and recall

many historical recollections. From the Cathedral the

royal visitors went to the university, and, after a brief

visit to the Quai aux Bids, proceeded to the "Beguinage,"
or convent of Beguin nuns—where everything that could
make the reception such as it should be was attended to.

The royal party then returned to the hotel of the Provin-

cial Government, where, after a short stay, they proceeded

to the theatre, a very elegant building, in which a morning
concert was prepared for their amusement. As the royal

visitors passed through the Place d'Armes, the acclama-
tions increased, and on their alighting at the theatre a

universal shout rent the air. Their Majesties acknow-
ledged their gratification in the most affable manner.
Their reception in the theatre was a counterpart to

what took place without The air of " God save the
Queen" was played by the musicians, the whole company
standing. The royal party, on leaving the theatre, went
again to the Government-house, where their stay was but
short. The cortege then made for the station of the rail-

road, and quitted the birthplace of the Emperor Charles

V., and of "Time-honoured Lancaster, great John of

Gaunt," amidst demonstrations of good wishes towards

them similar to those by which they have been everywhere
accompanied. On Sunday the Rev. Mr, Jessop, Bri-

tish Chaplain at Ostend, performed the service of our
Church in a private apartment of the palace, and the
whole of the day was devoted by her Majesty to repose.

On Monday at 9 o'clock the royal party set out for Brus-
sels, where they arrived about 2 p.m. The city was
densely crowded with visitors and troops, who greeted

her Majesty with loud and repeated cheering as the pro-

cession made its way to the palace. After partaking of a
dejeuner at the Palace, the Royal visitors and their suites

assisted at a concert given in the open air in the Park by
the Royal Harmonic Society. After this they visited the

museum, the exhibition of Fine Arts, and other sights, and
then returned to the Palace. They were followed in their

course by crowds anxious to get a look at the Queen and
Prince Albert, and were everywhere hailed with acclama-

tions. At eight o^clock a banquet was given by the king,

at which all the distinguished persons in Brussels, and the

chief civic authorities were present. Soon after 10 the

Royal party went to Laeken. In passing along the illumi-

nated streets they were recognised and cheered at every

step. The illuminations which Brussels exhibited in

honour of Queen Victoria are described as really superb.

The number of illuminated temples, triumphal arches, and
transparencies, was countless, and along the principal

streets and boulevards, there was one continuous sheet of

various-coloured lamps, festooned and wrought into

many elegant shapes. The whole Alice verle up to

the chateau of Laeken was a blaze of light, and about

the Park the devices and illuminated arches were truly

magical. Her Majesty had every reason to be satisfied

with her reception in tbe Belgian capital ; and even at

Laeken, notwithstanding the lateness of the hour, the fes-

tivities were continued, fireworks were discharged, and six

young girls of the village presented our Queen with a

bouquet. On Tuesday afternoon the Royal party left

Laeken for Antwerp. At Malines the train stopped for a

few minutes, when the cardinal archbishop, the burgo-
master, and other authorities, were presented to her

Majesty. Madlle. Keitelaers, the daughter of one of the

sheriffs, accompanied by a party of young ladies, were
also in attendance to present the Queen with a bouquet of

the choicest flowers. About four the train arrived at

Antwerp, amidst enthusiastic cheering. The usual com-
pliments were paid to her Majesty by the civil and mili-

tary authorities, and the reception given to the royal party

by the people at large was even more cordial and interest-

ing than they had received at any previous part of their

route. They drove direct to the Palace, when the usual

presentations took place. After this, the citizens enter-

tained her Majesty with the procession of the Giant,

which perambulated the town with the ship, dolphins, &c. f

all of which figured at the celebration of Rubens's festival.

After taking a short repose and refreshment, the Royal
party left the Palace with the intent of visiting some of

the sights of Antwerp. But such was the crowd, and

the anxiety to follow (hem, that they were obliged to limit

their inspection to the cathedral ; celebrated for its beau-

tiful spire, and for the " Deposition from the Cross " by
Rubens. From the cathedral the Royal party passed

to the Place Verte, where a concert was prepared for

their entertainment, and where a handsome pavilion

was raised for their accommodation, opposite the statue

of Rubens. The fatigue, however, under which the

whole party were suffering prevented them from waiting

for more than one piece. A banquet at the palace, to

which all the distinguished persons and authorities in

Antwerp were invited, terminated the day's entertainment.

The city was brilliantly illuminated during the evening,

innumerable pyramids of lamps, of triumphal arches, of

pavilions, and transparencies, contributing to render the

general illumination the more beautiful. Fireworks were

discharged in abundance, and the bells of the cathedral

continued playing " God save the Queen" with extraor-

dinary correctness and effect. Her Majesty did not go to

the theatre, or to the many other entertainments which

the liberality of the city had prepared for her. During

the entire evening and night, Antwerp was one continued

scene of festivity out-of-doors and within. In the course of

the day, a special envoy despatched by the King of Holland

to compliment the Queen on her arrival near the confines

of his dominions, and to invite her to honour his territory

with a visit, was received by her Majesty, who returned

thanks for the King's courtesy, but declined the visit at

present. On Wednesday morning, the Royal travellers

left the Palace, accompanied by the King and Queen of

the Belgians, to visit the Museum, previous to their

taking their departure for England. Her Majesty re-

mained an hour inspecting the various works of Rubens,

Vandyke, Matsys, Jordaens, and the other Flemish

masters which it contains. Soon after 12, they embarked

in the Royal yacht amidst a succession of salutes from

the steam squadron and the citadel. The King and

Queen of the Belgians accompanied her Majesty as

far as Lievenkenshoek, opposite to Fort Lillo, where

they went ashore, and bid farewell to their illustrious

guests. The Royal standard was saluted by 101 guns

from the batteries at Batch as soon as the ship

arrived within the dominions of the King of Holland.

The Royal yacht bore away for the coast of

England, and arrived in the night in Margate roads,

where she hove-to till daylight, as there was scarcely

sufficient water for her to run over the flats, and she

could not make her way through the Queen's Channel, as

the night was too dark to distinguish the buoys. The
Cyclops also brought up for the night, but the smaller

steamers were a long way astern, and were hull down
before sunset. The Yacht got under weigh again soon

after daybreak, and was much impeded by a dense fog in

her passage up the river. She reached Woolwich, how-

ever, shortly before 11, when her Majesty disembarked

amidst the salutes of the batteries and welcomed by enthu-

siastic cheers from the people assembled at the landing-

place. The Queen immediately proceeded to Paddington,

and arrived at Windsor by the Great Western Railway at

1 o'clock. Her Majesty and Prince Albert were looking

remarkably well, and have derived much benefit from

their marine excursion. In the afternoon, the Queen and

the Prince drove to Frogmore Lodge in a pony phaeton

to pay a visit to the Duchess of Kent and the Prince and

Princess of Hohenloe. Her Majesty and the Prince,

after remaining at Frogmore about an hour and a half,

Returned to the Castle through the Park.

Post-Office.—An inquiry having been made of the Post-

master-General, whether, if a letter bearing the penny
stamp be addressed to the residence of a person, and be

thence forwarded to him at some distance in the country,

the original stamp will cover the further transmission by

post, the letter not having been opened, and having under-

gone no alteration beyond the mere substitution of address ?

the Postmaster-General, in reply, states that a letter re-

directed from one place to another is legally liable to addi-

tional postage for the further service.

The Army.—Her Majesty has been pleased to permit

the 22d (or Cheshire) Regiment of Foot to bear upon its

regimental or second colour, and also upon its appoint-

ments, the word " Scinde," in commemoration of the

distinguished gallantry displayed by the regiment in the

campaign against the Ameers of Scinde, in the early part

of the present year.

^Foreign.
France.—Several arrests for political causes were made

in Paris on Friday and Saturday last. For some time the

police were aware that a society had been organised for

the purpose of plunder, and that they were about to put

their criminal projects into execution. During the night

of Friday the principal members of this association were
arrested at a wine-shop in the Rue Pastorel, and in other

quarters of Paris. The individuals arrested are about 20

in number, and on a search made at their places of

residence, a quantity of seditious pamphlets, arms, cart-

ridges, and gunpowder were discovered. All these indivi-

duals belong to the operative classes, and most of them
are destitute of the means of existence ; they had refused

for some time past to labour for their bread, a fact

explained by the principles of communism which they

profess. Notwithstanding the secresy they observed, the

authorities traced them, and at once seized all the elements

of this conspiracy. That the individuals just apprehended
are of a desperate description, though of a very low degree,

is affirmed by persons connected with the Government,
who add that it has reason to rejoice at having seized them

in due time, and that the public will be surprised at the

evidence procured against them. There are persons who
connect this projected Republican attempt with the insur-

rection at Barcelona and the disturbances in Italy- There

are those likewise who affirm, that if her Majesty had

come to Paris, and a review of the Naiio ml Guards had

taken place on the occasion, the Repulllcms would have

contrived to provoke some hostile demonstration. That

something of the kind was meditated was hinted by a

Republican print, when it was ascertained that the Queen

would not visit the Capital.—Her Majesty's visit to the

King and Queen of the Belgians is noticed at considerable

length by several of the papers, and with much displeasure

by such of the ultra-Liberal prints as her brief stay 'Q

France offended. Thus the National, which maintains

that if the Queen had come to Paris she would have been

received there with the consideration due to all women ana

nothing more—declares that her Majesty extends her

)
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excursions to Bruges, Ghent, Brussels, and Antwerp
solely because Belgium has proved ungrateful to France

;

and the Commerce deems it quite evident that, in
displaying more courtesy towards King Leopold than
towards King Louis Philippe, the sole object of our
Sovereign and Government has been to diminish the effect
of the visit to Eu ! The Ministerial Journal des Debats
replies to these insinuations by saying, that the Radicals,
haying been unable to make out as they wished, that the
visit of the Queen of England was an insignificant and
unimportant act, have changed their tactics, and now
endeavour to transform it into a malevolent and hostile
proceeding. " England, however,—and we are pleased to
say it,—has cordially approved of the step of the Queen,
and unanimously expressed a hope that this kind of ad-

I

vance may contribute to efface entirely the resentment,
and even the remembrance, of past misunderstanding.
Whatever may be said or done, it will be impossible to
prevent the Royal interview at Eu from being viewed in
Prance, in England, and in Europe, in its true light-
that is to say, as a pledge of reconciliation between the
two nations."—The Commerce contains a protest signed
by the republicans of Nantes against the armament of the
fortifications of Paris, and states that, at a review of the
National Guards of Paris, which took place on Saturday
in the Bois de Boulogne, some cries were raised in one of
the legions against the arming of the fortifications con-
structed round the capital.—The Spanish Count Toreno,
the Finance Minister of Queen Christina, died in Paris
last week, in his 55th year.—The Moniteur publishes a
report of the Minister of Marine, stating that he will

need a supplement of fifteen millions of francs to his
Budget. The Minister begins by owning, that instead of
164 armed vessels, to which he was limited by the
Chamber, he kept up upwards of 200. This surplus of
expense, together with that necessary to fit out three
more vessels for China, has incurred an expense of five

and a half millions. The French naval force off China is

to consist of two frigates and three corvettes. The
eighteen transatlantic steam-packets require five and a
half millions more; steamers for Senegal, a quarter of a
million; barracks in Guadaloupe, two millions. These,
with a deficit of three millions on the Marine Budget of
1842, make upwards of fifteen millions required as a sup-
plement to the Budget—of these, the Minister says he
only wants six millions immediately.
Spain.—We have advices from Madrid to the 14th

inst. No fresh disturbance had occurred, but several
persons said to be connected with a secret political asso-
ciation had been apprehended, and the precautions which
continued to be taken both day and night, denoted the
insecurity of the Government, Such were the difficulties
which beset it, that its enemies found the people disposed
to credit their assertions as to the intervention of France
being demanded. The Government has published a
manifesto, stating their objections to a CentralJunta, and
praying Spaniards to await the Cortes, which will content
all- A complete schism had taken place between the
Progresistas and Moclerados, and a compromise had been
entered into between the former and the Esparterists,
'who have agreed to support the marriage of Isabella II.
with the eldest son of the Infante Don Francisco

; to
demand the Central Junta ; and to insist on the question
of the marriage being decided at the same time as that of
the majority. The Military Intendant-general has pub-
lished through the Gazette, a refutation of the statement
of the financial chief of Espartero's army, M. Paredes,
who certified the fit appropriation of the 1,500,000 reals
brought from Madrid by the ex-Regent. The Intendant
asserts that only 563,650 reals of that sum had been law-
fully employed ; that the remainder was carried out of
the country, and, as stated by M. Cardero, distributed
among the followers of Espartero at Lisbon. It is said,
however, that the disinterestedness of the ex-Regent, and
indeed his contempt for money, is so notorious, that even
his enemies did not credit M. Lopez's assertion in the
Gazette, that he had stolen funds belonging to the public
Treasury. The Queen was said to be seriously unwell
with an affection of the stomach. Mr. Aston left Madrid
for England on the 9th. From Barcelona we [learn that
the insurgents were in high spirits at Colonels Martell and
Amettler having joined them. The former had addi-essed
thepeople on theRambla, declaring that any union was im-
possible with Cols. Prim andMilaus. The city continued
to be strictly blockaded, but a large force was collecting
throughout the province of Catalonia to march to the
assistance of the insurgents. The Captain-General Araus,
who still continued inactive in the citadel, had been obliged to
discharge 400 of his men, who manifested an unwillingness
to fight against the inhabitants of Barcelona. Col. Prim
was in the same inaction at Esprugas, three leagues from
Barcelona, with a battalion and some hundreds of National
Guards. Meanwhile the pronunciamento against the
Government, and in favour of a Central Junta, was pro-
gressing rapidly throughout Catalonia. The garrison of
Pigueras, described as the strongest and most formidable
fortress in Spain, had declared in favour of the junta.
Lampurdan, and another important garrison and fortress
Hostalrich, had also sent in their adhesion to the junta of
Girona. An attempted rising at Vich, in favour of the
Government, had totally failed. A Barcelona letter of
*he 10th informs us that Mr. Penleaze, the British
Consul, who had landed from the Medea, to which he had
gone in consequence of his house being exposed to the
j*
re of the forts, was arrested while walking in the streets I

but upon the application of M. de Lesseps, the French
f^onsul,who interfered with great promptitude, he was
distantly set at liberty by order of the junta, with many
apologies for the conduct of the civic guard, who had mis-
taken him for another person. On the 13th the insur-

gents fired on a boat of the French brig of war Meleagre,
which was about to take in water at the fountain of the
port of Barcelona. One of the shots took effect and a
sailor was seriously wounded. The Consul of France
demanded satisfaction. The Constitutional of the 10th bad
announced that the vigilance of the Junta had prevented
the French from setting fire to four factories. The Consul
has also demanded and obtained satisfaction on this sub-
ject. On the 14th the condition of Barcelona was still

the same, and the delegates who had returned from
Madrid made common cause with the Junta. The fire

from the citadel and from Montjuich had already
occasioned more damage than was caused by the bom-
bardment of November. The houses in the square of the
Palace, that of M. Cifre, one of the finest in Barcelona,
several French manufacturing establishments, and other
buildings, were in ruins, and some children had been killed
by the bursting of the shells in the streets. It is said
that no less than 100,000 persons have fled from the city.

Portugal.—The accounts from Lisbon are to the 11th
inst., but the news is altogether unimportant. The pend-
ing treaty with Great Britain still continues to agitate the
hopes and fears of the expectant multitude. Those more
immediately interested in the non-execution of the conven-
tion, use every means in their power through the press to
bring it and its negotiators into disrepute, and were it not
for this important affair the public mind would scarcely
have anything to engage attention. The Queen and Royai
family are at Mafra.
Germany.—It is reported at Berlin that the King of

Prussia has written an autograph letter to the Queen and
Prince Albert, inviting them to extend their continental
excursion as far as Berlin. The best understanding exists
between the Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia ;

the tw© monarchs walk through the streets of Berlin
unattended by any guard, whilst the inhabitants cause
them no inconvenience. It was said that the Israelite

community of Berlin were about to present an address to
the Emperor in favour of their fellow Israelites in Russia,
who complain of oppression.—A review of the tenth corps
of the army of the German Confederation is to take place
in the neighbourhood of Lunenburg, between the end of
this month and the 8th October. The whole number of
troops assembled on this occasion will be 28,000, of which
Hanover sends 13,054; Brunswick, 2,096; Holstein-
Lunenburg, 3,fi00 ; Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 3,580 ; Meek-
lenburg-Strelitz, 718 ; Oldenburgand the HanseaticTowns,
Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg, 5

30I9.—In Hanover the
magistrates have given notice that, by order of the Trea-
sury of Great Britain, the differential duties are abolished
which Hanoverian ships have hitherto been obliged
to pay on the exportation of coals from England to any
other than Hanoverian ports ; henceforth Hanoverian
ships will not have to pay, in this case, any higher duty
than English ships.—An anti-temperance society has been
founded at Hamburgh by a person called Bocker, and
numbers 2,000 members. The Government thought fit

to prohibit such opposition to the principles of Father
Mathew. The society consequently met on the Danish
territory, and on returning to Hamburgh caused a serious
riot, which led to several arrests. On the 7th inst. the
hospital which M. Solomon Heine, the banker of Ham-
burg, has built at his expense for indigent Jews, in honour
of the memory of his wife, who died some years back, was
publicly inaugurated. The members of the Senate, the
foreign ministers, most of the public functionaries, and a
great number of citizens, were present on the occasion.
M. Heine, in an address to the spectators, declared that
he had founded the establishment principally for Jews,
but not exclusively, as the poor of all sects should receive
assistance there. This hospital, called Betty's Hospital,
from the first name of Mme. Heine, is situated in the
midst of a fine garden. A library, a gymnastic ground,
covered with piazzas for exercise in wet weather, &c, are
provided in the building.—From Hungary we learn that a
dreadful conflagration has desolated the town of Stuhl-
weissenburg, about 35 miles from Pesth. The fire began
on the 5th, and was still burning when the despatch was
sent off ; 400, and according to other statements, 600 or
800 houses were already reduced to ashes.
Holland.—Her Royal Highness the Princess of

Orange was delivered of a prince on the morning of the
15th and is doing well. A letter from Amsterdam states

that pauperism has become really frightful in Holland.
"It appears," says the writer, " that, in 1841, the
charitable institutions relieved 595,093 individuals, which
number, compared with the whole population, estimated
at 2,931,143 souls, is at the rate of one to five. The
number of charitable institutions is 6,331, and the sum
expended by them in 1841 amounted to 19,026,993 florins
(about 41,000,000f.)"

Malta.—Accounts from this island mention the death
of Cardinal Fab. Sceberras Testaferrata, at Valletta, on
the 1st inst. His obsequies were performed with great
pomp on the 2d. The Cardinal was one of the oldest
noble families in Malta, and was Bishop of Sinigallia in
the march of Ancona.—Lieut. Holman, the blind traveller
took his departure from Malta on the 3d for Naples. He
will afterwards proceed to the Roman States and Trieste.

Italy.—Accounts from the frontier state that, on the
afternoon of the 29th ult., at Rome, when the Corso was
much crowded, a number of proclamations were distri-
buted containing a most violent attack upon the Pontifical
Government, and inviting the people to arouse from their
apathy. Several persons were arrested, but no disturb-
ance took place. Travellers who had arrived a few days
previously by the Naples diligence, by the San Germano
and Ceprano road, reported that the whole part of that
road situated on the Neapolitan territory was infested by
a numerous band of brigands, most of them mounted on

good horses, and all of them well armed. Two carriages,
which preceded the diligence, were completely plundered
by those robbers. AH the way from Capua carabineers
were posted on the road, but they were unable to check
the brigandage, and had been more than once compelled
to fly before the banditti. At the head of the band were
three convicts who have escaped from the galleys.—The
most contradictory reports were circulating as to whether
the Government will act by itself or demand foreign
assistance in order to quell the Bologna disturbances.
Meanwhile, the malcontents disseminated in the mountains
are daily increasing in numbers. They propose to carry
on a guerilla war. Most of them are well armed. They
are now in the narrow passes of the Apennines, in the
direction of Pistoja, the Bagni della Porretta, Savigno,
and Vergato. It was said that the Government had
offered passports to the leaders to quit the country and an
amnesty to their men ; but that those conditions had been
rejected. The Tuscan Government has despatched 200
Dragoons to watch the Papal frontier, and the Govern-
ment of Modena is about to do the same. It is believed
that the insurrection would have extended through-
out Italy had the insurgents possessed a leader suffi-
ciently skilful to conduct the attempt. The cause
of the insurrection is said to be the constant refusal
of the Pontifical Government to make concessions to
public opinion. The decree relative to the Israelites of
Ancona and Sinigallia is now said to be authentic, but it is

only a revival of old decrees. However, they who are
acquainted with the real state of things are convinced that
the decree will not be executed.—Letters from Naples of
the 26th ult. mention that symptoms of disorder were
beginning to manifest themselves in that capital. At-
tempts had again been made to set on fire the clothes of
ladies of rank in the streets of Naples, and with fatal'
effect. Several arrests had taken place. The Neapolitan
Government was afraid to call in regiments from the
provinces, where, it appears, considerable exekement
prevailed

; but the four Swiss regiments had been sent to
the festa of the Madonna di Pie di Grotta, which took
place on the 8th without interruption, although the
Government arrested several persons, in fear of a move-
ment. It was said at Naples that two guerillas had
shown themselves in the Abruzzi, and that four battalions
were about to be sent into that province. Mount Vesu-
vius has lately given signs of an approaching eruption.
The crater, after having sent forth for some days columns
of fire and smoke, emitted on the 18th, from six to ten in
the evening, loud detonations like cannon shots.
Greece.—Letters from Athens of the 31st ult. state

that the dismissal of General Church and some other
British officers from the service of the King of Greece
was felt by the British residents as a proof of the ill-will
entertained by the existing Government towards every-
thing English, which could only be counteracted by the
appearance of a few British ships of war off the coast.
Considerable discontent had been created by extra pay
and allowances made by the King to his favourites,
and a sum of 18,000 drachmas had been granted
to the Ministers of War and of the Interior for secret
service money, which absorbed the whole of the economy
made in other departments. An article has appeared in
the Continental papers, dated from Constantinople, and
pretending to be a kind of review of a pamphlet, published
at Constantinople, under the title of *' Divine Provi-
dence constantly watches over Greece," in which it is

stated that King Otho's dynasty cannot last, and that the
only way of securing the permanent prosperity of Greece
would be to elect a descendant of the ancient Byzantine
Emperors to the Grecian throne, of which there still exist

many in different parts of Europe, such as the Courte-
nays, Montmorencis, Hohenlohes, &c. Several thousand
copies of this pamphlet have been circulated through
Greece and Turkey.

West Indies.—By the mail-steamer Dee, which
arrived at Southampton on Wednesday, we have accounts
from Jamaica to the 23d Aug. The weather continued
favourable for the planter, some seasonable showers hav-
ing removed the apprehensions of severe drought. Gene-
rally in all the colonies the weather was reported to be
seasonable and favourable, and the crops promised well.

The combined Court at Demerara had discussed and
passed a new tariff of duties for 1843 to 1844, by which
the duties on imports from Great Britain were reduced

generally from the surcharge of two-and-a-balf per cent,

on the specific duties to one per cent. Among the pas-
sengers by the Dee, is the Ex-President Boyer of St.

Domingo, who has come to Europe for the benefit of his

health—Accounts from Bogota state that Mr. Steuart,

the British Charge* d 'Affaires to the Republic of New
Granada (formerly M.P. for Haddington, and a junior
Lord of the Treasury), died in that city on the 15th July.

CITY.
Money\Market;Friday.—Consols closed at 951 to i

for money, and P* 1 '— •""*»" f
'
™—

'

rpu— ' - - *
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Bills, l%d. 9
63s. «.v ««*..
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Jttetvopolts anil its FictnttD.
General Espartero.—On Monday GenerarEspartero,

with his Duchess and niece, visited Woolwich with his
suite. After witnessing the evolutions of the Royal
Horse Artillery and field batteries, under the directiong
of Lord Bloomfield, they visited the Rotunda, containing
the models and specimens of arms, the barracks, stables,
and hospital. After partaking of a dejeuner at Lord
Bloomfield's residence, they visited the departments of
the Royal Arsenal, including the laboratory and store-
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houses, where accoutrements are always ready for 10,000

horses and their riders. In this department General

Espartero and his officers seemed struck with the immense

number of articles to be seen at one view, and their sur-

prise was not lessened when Lord Bloomfield at the

eastern wing, pointed out to them about 28,000 large

guns, and upwards of 4,000,000 of balls and shells

arranged on the grounds of the Arsenal. The whole

party then proceeded to the marshes, where ricochet

practice was carried on, under the command of Major

Horsby, and the firing was the best exhibited for some

time, almost every ball falling at the foot of the flagstaff,

about 700 yards distant. Two rounds of 10 rockets each

were then fired by the rocket troop, under the command

of Major Strangways, and went otf beautifully, some of

them entering the target at 800 yards' range.
_

It was in-

tended to continue this practice for some time, but the

number of vessels entering the range causing considerable

delay, it was discontinued ; and General Espartero, the

Duchess, and the Donna Elidia returned to town. On
Tuesday they paid a visit to the public establishments in

the City. At the Guildhall they were received by Sir C.

Marshall, Sir J. Pirie, &c, by whom they were conducted

into the Aldermen's room, the council chamber, the

freedom-office, the library, reading-rooms, &c. The

Court of Common Council were assembled at the time,

and received their visitors with loud cheering. His

Excellency and family next proceeded to the Mansion-

house, to pay their respects to the Lord Mayor, by whom
they were subsequently accompanied to the Bank. At

this establishment they were met by the Governor and

Directors, by whom they were shown the various offices

and departments, with the machinery and apparatus em-

ployed in printing notes for circulation. They examined

the room containing the bullion, the treasury department,

and a new machine for weighing sovereigns. A highly

respectable assemblage had collected inside the Bank, by

whom they were enthusiastically cheered, the same demon-

strations being manifested both on their approach to and

exit from the Bank. They also went to the Mint, where

they inspected the machinery.

Court of Aldermen,—Alderman Magnay has declared

his intention of becoming a candidate for the ensuing

mayoralty, the resignation of Alderman Lainson having

placed him in competition with Alderman T. Wood.—
On Monday a Wardmote was held in Bread-street Ward,

for the election of an Alderman, in the room of Mr.
Lainson. The two candidates proposed were Mr.

Benjamin Lawrence and Mr. Hughes Hughes (High

Sheriff of Hants). The Lord Mayor declared, upon the

show of hands, that Mr. Lawrence had the majority ; upon

which the friends of Mr. Hughes demanded a poll. At

the termination of the polling for the day, the numbers

were—for Mr. Lawrence 57, for Mr. II. Hughes 57. At

the close of the second day Mr. Lawrence had a majority

of 10 votes. On Wednesday at the close of the poll the

Lord Mayor declared the numbers to be, for Mr. B.

Lawrence, 89 ; Mr. Hughes, 82—majority, 7. The Lord

Mayor said he should have declared Mr. Lawrence elected

had not a scrutiny of the votes been demanded. His

Lordship, having read the names of the scrutineers

appointed by each party, appointed Monday, the 10th

October, for the scrutiny.

Court of Common Council.—On Tuesday a Court was

held, at which Mr. Banning was chosen Clerk of the

Works, in the room of the late Mr. Montagu, by a ma-

jority of 38 over Mr. Young, who had been several years

principal clerk in Mr. Montagu's office. The numbers

were—for Mr. Bunning 10G, for Mr. Young G8.

City Revenues.—An article on the corporation of

London and municipal reform, which appeared in a recent

Number of the Westminster Review, has been reprinted

as a pamphlet, with a view to its extensive circulation.

It contains a general view of the city revenue, corporate

and parochial, from the summary of which we learn that

the trust estates in the city bequeathed for public and

charitable objects produce an annual sum of 364,096/.

lis. 9\d. But, notwithstanding these endowments, the

local rates for the poor, the church, paving, lighting,

watching, &c, form a heavier burden upon the inhabi-

tants than exists in any other part of London, or in any

corresponding district of the United Kingdom, amounting

for the year 1841 to 272,788/. 4s. 5d., besides octroi

duties and tolls, or taxes levied by the corporation on

coals, provisions, &c. paid by the public at large to the

amount of 202,549/. 12s. Id. These sums are annually

raised for municipal objects within an area embracing only

a 15th section of the Metropolis.

Bank of England.— hi the general half-yearly meeting

of the proprietors of Bank Stock on Thursday, a dividend

was declared of 3* percent, for the half-year ending the

10th October nex"t, deducting Id. in the pound for income-

tax. In making this dividend of 3£ per cent., minus the

income-tax, the Directors took from the " rest" the sum

of 7,167/. \7s. lltf.
f
the state of the banking business, and

the difficulty which all banking concerns experience in

realising profits, having rendered this step necessary. The
amount taken from the " rest" for the last dividend was

5,864/. 05. 3d. ; so that thet*o sums together make about

13,000/. taken in the twelve months.
Acceleration of the Indian Mails.—A numerous meet-

ing of merchants and others interested in the speedy
transmission of letters to and from India, China, Australia,

Ceylon, &c, was held on Tuesday at the Hall of Com-
merce, Mr. J. A. Smith in the "chair. In stating the

object of the meeting, the chairman explained that all that

was expected was an expression in general terms in favour

of improved communication, without reference to any

company whatever. Consistently with this view, the

resolutions had been carefully prepared so as to show what

the public desired, and to leave entirely to the Government

the manner and the means to be adopted in carrying out

their wishes. They were to the effect that the present

arrangement was defective in two particulars, as the mails

from Bombay seldom reached England in time for the

merchants to answer their letters, and that a similar in-

convenience attended the arrival of the outward mails at

Calcutta ; that any plan that could be adopted to remove
these defects, by accelerating the communication between

the two countries, would be of the greatest national

benefit ; that memorials on the subject should be
addressed to the East India Company, and copies sent

to Government ; and that to manage and watch over the

matter a committee should be appointed. The resolutions

were passed almost unanimously, and the committee was
named, with the understanding that it should call a public

meeting on the 1st of December.
The Houses of Parliament.—In order to afford room

for the employment of additional workmen, a portion of

Palace-yard, extending from the entrance to Westmin-
ster-hall to the Terrace, has been inclosed by a high
paling of wood, within which sheds are erected for the

purpose of enabling the stone-masons to proceed in

chiselling the ornamental designs. The construction of

the external walls has advanced so rapidly within the last

month, that Mr. Barry conceives that the roof may be
thrown over a great portion of the main structure before

the winter. There are at present upwards of 300 masons
engaged, including those employed in hewing the stones ;

but as the latter operation is necessarily tedious, the con-

tractors have determined to carry out Mr. Barry's design,

so far as they can, by putting on the additional hands
which the increased space obtained by the inclosure of

Palace-yard will permit to work with convenience. Con-
siderable progress has been made in the preparation of

the carpentry work for the interior, which will conse-
quently have the advantage of being well-seasoned, and
less subject to warp.

The Prize Cartoons.—The eleven cartoons, which
obtained the premiums announced by the Commission of

Fine Arts, have been placed in the Suffolk- street Gallery,

for public inspection. The rest of the cartoons have

been conveyed to the Pantechnicon, Belgrave-square, for

exhibition. At the Suffolk-street Gallery artists are

already employed in making reduced copies of the prize

cartoons, for the purpose of engraving.
Custom House Frauds.—A few weeks since a large

seizure of contraband tobacco was made by Mr. Fogg, an

inspector of the Thames Police, on the premises of a

baker in Eastfield-street, Limehouse, which was removed

to the Custom House. Since that time an inquiry has

been made by the Commissioners of Customs, on the

information of some of the parties engaged in the transac-'

tion, which has terminated in Exchequer writs being

issued against Fogg and 10 other persons. It appears

that the revenue has been defrauded to a great extent by

the smuggling of foreign tobacco, which was carried on

upon the Thames in the presence of the numerous revenue

officers constantly on duty. For some time previous to

the seizure, two lightermen had been in the habit of going

down to Gravesend for chalk, which they brought up in a

large boat. Every trip they made to that place was to

cover the contraband trade they were carrying on—that

of bringing four or five tons of foreign manufactured

tobacco from a sloop several miles below the Nore, and

landing the tobacco at Limehouse or Ratcliff. The parties

ultimately quarrelled, and information was given to the

Custom House, which led to the discovery of the scheme.

Fogg immediately put in bail for 1,100/., the amount of

penalties sought to be recovered by the Crown. Six

others have also put in bail, but two have not been able

to obtain it, and are confined in Whitecross-street Prison,

where they are likely to remain till next term, when the

trial will take place in the Court of Exchequer. The sloop

which brought over the tobacco from Flanders, and the

barge, have been seized and condemned. The Board of

Customs have rewarded the two lightermen with appoint-

ments, although, on their own showing, they have been

for some time engaged in extensive smuggling transac-

tions. They have been receiving weekly salaries for some

time past, and one of them boasts that he is to receive a

permanent appointment as gauger. They were, it is said,

generally employed as informers and witnesses in the pro-

ceedings against persons for employing non-freemen on

the river. One of the principal purchasers of the con-

traband tobacco was a tobacconist and cigar-dealer in the

Whitechapel-road, against whom an Exchequer writ has

been issued. The tobacco was generally conveyed to his

house by a man dressed as a baker, in a bread-basket,

carried over his shoulders, and, to carry on the deception,

quartern loaves were placed over each bale of tobacco.

Other dealers received it in like manner.

Wesleyan Conference.—The daily papers state that

the Wesleyan Methodists have been compelled to abandon

their mission at Malta, and that others will be given up or

reduced immediately. The permanent income of the

society is said to have diminished to such an extent as to

render this step necessary.—The annual address of the

Conference was published last week, and contains a general

notice of the public occurrences of the year which bear

upon the religious interests of their body. After referring

to the efforts made to bring about a substantial union

between different religious bodies, it proceeds to lament

the recent settlement of " emissaries of the Pope 7
' at

Tahiti, " supported by the authority and force of a great

European nation." It alludes to the late secession in the

church of Scotland, and expresses a strong adherence to

the principle avowed by the seceders, in asserting the

right of every Christian church to exercise its ecclesiastical

functions uncontrolled by the civil courts. la regard to

the Government measure for promoting education in the

manufacturing districts, it congratulates the body on its

withdrawal, but states that the Conference must not dis-

guise or overlook the fact, that their recent proceedings in

reference to public education have involved them in a most

serious responsibility. " The case," they say, " stands thus :

A large number of the youth of our country are found

to be greatly in need of education. It is proposed to

give them a certain amount of education upon cer-

tain terms ; but we, in common with other bodies,

object to the terms proposed, and are understood thus to

prevent them from receiving the education offered. Un-
less, therefore, the education offered was itself an evil as

great or greater than absolute ignorance, or unless the

terms proposed were such as to neutralise the benefit of

education altogether, it is manifest that we must cither

exert ourselves to the utmost of our power for the instruc-

tion of the people on a better system, or we must incur

the guilt of depriving them of instruction altogether

—

neither giving it ourselves nor allowing it to be given by

others. We do not suppose, indeed, that any private or

denominational efforts can effect an amount of good equal

to that which would result from a well-devised and equit-

able measure of national education ; but we are sure that

patient zeal and self-denying liberality may find ample

scope, and secure an ample reward, in almost any circuit

in our connection. The establishment and maintenance

of efficient day and infant schools in large towns, and the

further improvement of our valuable Sunday-schools every-

where, are objects which we once more earnestly com-

mend to your kind and most careful attention." In

regard to the Church of England they state that they have

been hitherto accustomed to regard her as one of the

main bulwarks of the Protestant faith ; but her title to be

so regarded has of late been shaken by the encouragement

of Tractarian principles. "We deeply condemn and

deplore," they add, "this alarming departure from the

truth of :the Gospel in doctrine, and from its godly sim-

plicity in divine worship and ecclesiastical observance.

Yet we are aware that there is a numerous and powerful

body of holy and faithful men to be found in the ranks of

the National Church ; and we cherish the hope that they,

and the authorities of that Church, may soon feel it to be

a duty which they owe to Christ and to the souls of men,

to stand forth, and, by a more vigorous, explicit, and

united assertion of the doctrines of the Reformation,

purify their branch of the Christian community from the

evils which at present threaten its destruction."

Allhallows, Barking.—At a meeting of the vestry of

this parish a few days since, a correspondence was read

between the Vicar and the churchwardens, on the Curate's

departure from the usual mode of performing divine ser-

vice, which had caused several of the parishioners to

secede or absent themselves from the parish church. The
Vicar had expressed regret that any alteration in the per-

formance of divine worship had taken place, or that any-

thing had occurred to disturb the harmony of his parish-

ioners. In consequence of this, the churchwardens re-

ported that the former mode had been resumed, and those

parishioners who had discontinued their attendance at the

church had returned.

The Spitalficlds Weavers.—On Saturday a meeting of

hand-loom weavers was held to receive the report of an

interview which took place at the Board of Trade on the

previous Thursday, between a deputation of the operative

weavers and Mr. M'Gregor, on which occasion a memo-
rial, signed by 8949 persons was presented to the Lords of

the Privy Council for Trade. The deputation stated to

Mr. M'Gregor that the abodes of many of the weavers

had been visited by them, and that they presented a scene

of deplorable poverty. Several had no bed to lie upon,

and had scarcely any clothing. This was the case

in many instances where the loom was at work. The
deputation then referred to the advantages derived by the

Spitalfields Act, observing that since that act was repealed

the effect had been injurious to the operatives and the

tradesmen, as the average earnings of the former per

week had been reduced from 12,000/. to 6000/. The

deputation was informed that Government was aware of

the operation of some of their allegations in reference to

smuggling ; that their case would be investigated by

Government between that time and the meeting of Par-

liament, and that whatever measure of relief the Govern-

ment considered advisable would be introduced by them

early in the next session.

Model Prison. — The commissioners appointed by

Government to superintend the management of the Pen-

tonville Prison have just presented their report for the

approval of the Secretary of State. The report, which is

signed by Lord Wharncliffe, Duke of Richmond, Earls ot

Devon and Chichester, Lord J. Russell, the Speaker, Sir

B. Brodie, Dr. Ferguson, Maj. Jebbs, Mr. Crawford, ana

Rev. W. Russell, states that it is intended to appropriate

the prison to the reception of convicts between 18 and o

years of age, under sentence of transportation not excee -

ing 15 years, and that the convicts so selected shall undergo

a term of probationary discipline for 18 months in tn

prison, when they will be removed to Van Diemcn's Lam
under their original sentences. The Commissioners reP°/"

e
that the prisoners evince a ready conformity with

j

rules'and regulations of the prison, and that they have mau

considerable progress in the trades in which ihey

instructed, namely carpentry, joinery, shoemaking, tali°
J

ing, rug- weaving, mat-making, and weaving. The rep

contains a letter from Sir J. Graham to the Commission6 »

wherein he says—u I propose that no prisoner sua"

admitted into Pentonville without the knowledge tha
;

h

the portal to a penal colony, and that he mustthenceio^

look forward to a life of labour in another hemisphere-

Statistics of the Metropolitan Police.—By a return ju»
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issued, in compliance with an order of the House of
Commons, relative to the city and metropolitan police
force, it appears that there are 20 superintendents in the
metropolitan division, receiving from 200/. to 600/. per
annum ; 110 inspectors, whose salaries vary from 80/. to
200/. per annum ; 4G5 Serjeants, with incomes ranging
from GO/, to 80/. per annum; and 3790 constables,
receiving from 44/. to 81/. per annum, including clothing
and 40 pounds of coals weekly throughout the year. The
amount paid on this account during the past year, includ-
ing 3620/. for superannuation and retiring allowances to
officers and constables late of Bow-street horse patrol, and
Thames police, amounted to 295,754/. In this is likewise
included a sum of 9721/. received from theatres, fairs, and
races. The number of district surgeons is 60, and the
amount paid for books, &c. is 757/. The total rate
received during the past year from the various wards in
the City of London and its liberties, for the maintenance
of the City police force, is put down at 41,714/., and tfhe

expenditure at 41,315/., the gross pay, irrespective of
other charges to the force, amounting to 29,800/.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, Sept. 9th, was
as follows :—West Districts, 141 ; North Districts, 156;
Central Districts, 160; East Districts, 182; South Dis-
tricts^!

: total, 880 (males 460; females, 420). Weekly
average for the last 5 years 903 (461 males, 442 females)

;

and for the last 5 summers, 846.

of argument pursued in the last Tract, and the sense
affixed to the several Articles of our Church brought under
view, were intended to confirm in their attachment to the
Church of England certain persons whose minds were
going astray in the direction of Rome. But he felt con-
vinced that the tendency of this Tract is to draw such
minds still nearer to Rome, by palliating the evils of her
doctrine and practice, and cutting from under our feet that
ground of necessity and of an imperious sense of obliga-

an end to Rebeccaism, but the result is directly the
reverse. The multitude declare that they will have a
deep revenge, and bodies of soldiers are obliged to march
throughout the night upon every road, in order to prevent
incendiarism and other acts of violence. The Pontardu-
Iais-gate, which the military went to protect on Saturday
night, was again destroyed on Sunday, and the tollkeeper
given notice, that if any more tolls were attempted to b<
taken, they would pull "the house down. The rioters hav

tion, on which our Reformation is based. The Bishop also destroyed the Fishguard and Parkymorfa turnnik

i

^robnufnl Ncfos,
Jldborough.—On this part of the coast of Suffolk last

week the sound of the heavy firing on the occasion of Her
Majesty's visit to Ostend was distinctly heard. The
weather was very fine, with a slight breeze from the east.

The distance from shore to shore is 88 miles. The firing

during the siege of Antwerp was distinctly heard on the
Suffolk coast.

Bangor.—The Bishop of this diocese, at his fifth trien-
nial visitation last week, delivered a charge which has
excited much interest in North Wales. The Bishop first

adverted to the question which had occasioned so much
interest in the principality and sympathy in the English
dioceses—the law which provided for the union of the
sees of St. Asaph and Bangor, which he said was still in
suspense; and although he could not encourage any
sanguine expectations, he would not despair of the ulti-

mate success of their appeals to the justice and good feeling
of the Government and the Legislature. After adverting
to the different measures which have recently been brought
forward in connexion with the church, the bishop pro-
ceeded to examine the progress of Tractarian principles.
"After making every allowance," he said, "for the
uprightness and good intentions of the writers, the sound-
ness and orthodoxy of many of the principles which they
have advanced, and the advantages which have resulted
from their labours, it must be confessed that they have in
many respects taken a wrong direction, and assumed an
exaggerated, and therefore erroneous, form ; and that
much of what they have written is, under the most favour-
able construction, liable to just exceptions and censure.
In an address of this kind I cannot of course enter into
an analysis of those writings and opinions, but must con-
tent myself with animadverting on a few of those leading
features of their theological school—if I may so express
myself—which seem to be exceedingly objectionable. In
the first place, they appear to have thrown—the phrase is,

I believe, their own—themselves into a system, or I should
rather say have been following the phantom of a system
which they call Catholic, and hold it up to admiration as
something infinitely superior to the imperfect and lifeless

Catholicism of their own Church; for I cannot discover that
they have any clear or definite notion of the system which
they admire, or have drawn any preciselinebetween Catholic
truths and traditions, and the Catholicerrors andcorruptions
of doctrine and discipline. We must not, however, suffer
ourselves to be led astray by the cloudy grandeur of this
system. Anattcmpthasbeen made to show that the Romish
doctrine condemned in our 22d Article of Religion concern-
ing Purgatory, Pardonings, Worshipping and Adoration
of Images, as well as Relics, as also Invocation of the
Saints, is not the doctrine publicly professed by the Church
of Rome, and ultimately sanctioned by the decrees of the
Council of Trent, but certain superstitious practices and
opinions, which, though tolerated and winked at by that
Church, form no part of its system. The inference drawn
from these statements appear to be that—I will not say
Protestantism, for this is a term which the writers have
taken great pains to repudiate—but members of the Church
of England may safely hold this doctrine, as it is authori-
tatively taught by the Church of Rome, without contra-
vening the doctrine of our own Church, or offending
against the spirit of this article of religion. Now, no one
^vho is acquainted with the history of those times, can
doubt that it was the intention to condemn unreservedly
those doctrines, as they were held and acted upon in the
Church of Rome at the time when God's providence
called them to their great and necessary work ; nor can it

*>e doubted that it was the object of that Council to give
sanction and fresh authority to the doctrine which she had
taught, and which had been rejected and condemned by
the Reformers. That Church may have condemned a few
gross and glaring indecencies connected with these matter?
out it not only left the doctrines themselves—the princi-
ples on which they were grounded, and the practices to
^hich they necessarily led—untouched, but they were con-
certed into articles of faith, and added to the ancient
Creed of the Church Catholic and Apostolic." The Right
R^v. Prelate dwelt at considerable length upon these
Points, and observed, that it had been urged that the line

explained and defended the term Protestantism, observing
that the eminent divines of the seventeenth century identi-
fied themselves and gloried in the name of Protestant. He
did not look upon the movement with the same feelings
of alarm that many, for whom he had a great respect,
seemed to regard it ; being persuaded that through the
favour of Providence, the effect of any erroneous doctrines
would soon pass over. The Bishop next adverted to cer-
tain irregularities in the performance of the public services
of the Church—practices which, if they do exist (he
observed), must be discontinued, and such arrangement
made for the discharge of those public duties, as shall cut
off the plea of necessity. Another statement, which he
trusted was not correct, that clergymen do not scruple to
give their attendance at dissenting places of worship, thus
giving their sanction to opinions that were, he feared,
too commonly held, that there is no difference between the
Church and the Meeting-houses, and that there is no such
sin as schism. But (observed the Bishop) if there are any
of the clergy who allow themselves this liberty, they may
be sure that while they give offence to the sound part of
their own Church, and to thoughtful Christians of all

denominations, they will not secure the good will of those
whom they expect to conciliate by this show of liberality.
The Bishop concluded by exhorting the clergy to observe
a wise and seasonable moderation.

Beaumaris.—The new quay in this town has been com-
menced, and several stones have been already laid down.
The length of the quay will be 570 feet, breadth at the
top 27 feet, at the base 35 feet. It is expected that the
work will be completed before next summer.
Birmingham.—This town has been rendered very gay

during the week by the Musical Festival, which has "filled

the town with company. The rehearsal took place on
Monday morning at the Town Hall, and on the same
evening the entire music for the evening performances
was gone through at the theatre. The morning perform-
ances commenced at the Town Hall on Tuesday, with
Rossini's Stabat Mater, a selection from Handel's De-
borah, and other oratorios. On Wednesday the perform-
ance consisted of scraps from Dr. Crotch's Palestine, and
a miscellaneous selection from Costa, Croft, Attwood,
Luther, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, and Cherubini. On
Thursday they included the Messiah, and on Friday they
terminated with gleanings from Handel, Haydn, Mozart,
&c.

^
At the theatre, on Tuesday evening, the English

version of Rossini's Lady of the Lake was given with a
selection, as an afterpiece, from Weber, Beethoven, &c.
On Wednesday night there was the English adaptation of
Bellini's Norma, concluding with extracts from Schira,
Mozart, Mendelssohn, and Rossini. On Thursday there
was a concert. The Festival concluded last night by a
full dress ball at the theatre, the pit of which was boarded
over, and the stage fitted up as a tent, M. Jullien con-
ducting the band, with Herr Konig on the cornet-a.pis-
ion. The proceeds of this Festival are appropriated to
the General Hospital.

Carmarthen. _ The Rebeccaites have thrown the
country into still greater alarm, by adopting measures for
the ejectment of the landlords. As Mr. Adams, of
Middleton-Hall, one of the county magistrates, was
returning home last week, from this town, where he had
been attending the adjourned Quarter Sessions, he ob-
served a fire in the direction of his seat. Upon inquiry,
he was coolly informed that Middleton-Hall was on fire.

On approaching nearer, he found this to be too true, for
the stacks in the farm-yard were in flames, and the wood
near his house was literally alive with armed men. He
entered his house, and found his family in a state of des-
pair, the female members of it expecting every moment
would be their last. After endeavouring to reassure them,
Mr. Adams armed himself, and proceeded to secure his
papers, title-deeds, and other documents, at the same time
despatching an express to Carmarthen for the military, to
protect his property and the life of himself and family.
Colonel Trevor sent the messenger to Colonel Love, but
as the men had before been out on dutv, it was not
thought proper to send assistance. The feeling of want
of protection in the midst of a lawless, and well-armed mob,
at midnight, with a part of his premises blazing near him,
induced Mr. Adams to take the determination of at once
leaving the country with his family. The family of Mr.
Chambers, of Llanelly, three of whose farms had the hay-
ricks fired a few days before, have already left for England,
Mr. Chambers, jun., alone remaining. It is believed that
Mr. Adams has been made to suffer from the vindictive-
ness of the incendiaries, through some expressions that
fell from him in the grand jury room at Carmarthen, and
which reached the ears of Rebecca. Since the extraor-
dinary verdict returned at the inquest on the old woman
shot at Hendybridge-gate, near Pontardulais, the most
grave apprehensions are entertained. It is said that the
jury durst give no other verdict ; that such a system
of terrorism prevails, that men dare not render them-
selves obnoxious by even doing their duty. The attack
by the police on the Rebeccaites at the Pontardulais-gate,
and the wounding of some of the parties concerned in that
attack, have been productive of the most serious conse-
quences. It was confidently predicted, by both the
magistrates and the police authorities, that it would put

ve
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gates, and cautioned the toll-collectors not to levy more
toll; but not heeding Rebecca's warnings, they collected
the toll as usual on the Saturday. This exasperated the
Rebeccaites, and notices were sent to them to remove
their furniture, or the toll-houses would be destroyed on
Monday night. On Monday night, true to their threat,
about 400 persons visited the Fishguard toll-house and
completely destroyed it. They then proceeded to Parky-
morfa toll-house, and instantly demolished it. After firing
guns and frightening a great number of the inhabitants,
they levelled a piece of wall belonging to the road surveyor
and dispersed about 3 o'clock. "About 2000 persons
were assembled in the town looking on whilst this was
going on, but no one interfered. A weir near Cardigan
has also been destroyed. It appears that an alarm had
been given that it was the intention of the Rebeccaites to
pull down a small weir near a place called Velingigfran

;

the marines consequently marched down to protect it,

and during their absence the Rebeccaites embraced the
opportunity of demolishing another called Llechryd weir.
Though this weir had stood for ages, and braved many a
mountain flood, it was destroyed in about 15 minutes.
The number of Rebeccaites on this occasion was about
cjOO. While the marines were returning from Velingig-
fran, one of the rear-guard, who was behind the others,
fell in with a party of Rebeccaites on a cross road. He
was asked if he had a musket. He said yes. Is it loaded ?

Yes. Capped? Yes. Take off the cap, which was
done. He was then marched off to a neighbouring public-
house, treated with some ale, and liberated. He arrived
in Cardigan about two hours after his comrades. It is
satisfactory, after these details, to add that the strike of
the coppermeu at Swansea has ceased, and that all the
men have returned to the works.

Grimsby.—The Duncannon steamer was lost on Wed-
nesday last, on the Spurn Sands, at the entrance of the
Humber. It appears that she had been engaged by a
party of ladies and gentlemen for an excursion down the
Humber to the Spurn light She left Barton at an early
hour, and during her passage called at Hull and other
places to receive the company, which amounted altogether
to about 130 passengers, including a military band. On
reaching the Spurn, the company were landed en the
sands, which are high and dry at low water, and are a
great resort for pleasure parties along this coast during
summer. The steamer was run on the sands for the
purpose of more safely landing the company, and it

appears that proper precautions were not adopted to get
her off before the tide fell lower. The consequence of
this neglect was, that her stern kept lowering as the water
receded, whilst her bow whs firmly imbedded in the sand,
until she slipped completely into one of the steepest parts
of the Spurn. In the meantime the party was enjoying
themselves on the sands, unaware of the calamity which
had befallen their conveyance, and on their return to the
vessel, about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, they found to

their surprise that the sea was rushing in at the cabin-

windows. The crew failed in altering her position, and
as the tide rose she gradually became filled, and was soon
lost to the eye. It is presumed, from the manner in

which she is imbedded in the sand, that her back is

broken, and that she will consequently become a total

wreck. The company were rescued from their perilous

situation by a sloop, and were safely landed at a late hour
the same evening at Barton.

Guernsey.—The Bishop of Winchester in his recent

visitation of the clergy of the Channel Islands, delivered

a charge at several of the parish churches. His Lordship

stated that he had lately published a charge to the clergy

of other parts of his diocese, in which he had expressed

his opinions on various matters, and especially on those

points of controversial doctrine, which, at the present

time, engrossed so large a share of attention. lie had
seen no reason to change the opinions he had then

expressed. It was only in proportion as they leant upon
the great doctrines of the Reformed Church that they

could hope to become faithful instruments in their voca-

tion, and to give glory to the name and word of God
throughout the British empire, and the world at large. It

was the duty of every minister of the Church to examine
seriously the ground on which he stood, and by his life

and teaching to avoid creating doubt and uncertainty in

the minds of those to whom he was called upon to
minister. His Lordship proceeded to speak of a few
points on the right understanding of which the usefulness
of the ministry depended. The first of these was the
doctrine of justification by faith, as maintained in the
Eleventh Article of the Church, and cited a long list of
eminent divines, British and foreign, who in all periods of
the Church had maintained it. One of these authorities
had said, • If this article is lost all is lost ;" and there
could be no dispute that doubt on this point opened
doubts on all points. If the clergy preached anything
else they did not preach the gospel. The bishop then
considered thedoctnne of sanctification, contending that
it was the effect, not the means of justification. His
Lordship deprecated reserve in the communication of
religious knowledge. I u regard to the Sacraments, he
maintained emphatically the great importance which was
inherent in them ; but they were not to receive undue
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exaltation. With respect to preaching, his Lordship con-

sidered that too much prominence was given to it by some

persons. Its efficacy was undoubted, but as a human
instrument it ought to be kept in subordination to the

me&hs of grace which had been given in the gospel and

sacraments. The bishop dwelt at great length on the

character and claims of the clergy, and concluded by

urging upon th^m the duty of renewed energy and faith-

fulness in the discharge of their ministerial labours.

Hafod.—On Tuesday, Hafod, with its magnificent

domain and mansion, and the estate and mansion of

Cwmelanj on the banks of the EIam and Wye, with other

properties in the counties of Cardigan and Radnor, be-

longing to the Duke of Newcastle, were sold at the Auction

Mart; the quantity of land to be disposed of consisting of

about 30,000 acres. Hafod was formerly the property

of Mr. Johnes, the translator of Froissart, and was for

many years in Chancery, during which period it fell into

considerable decay. About ten years ago it was purchased

by the Duke of Newcastle. The property comprised, in

addition to the land, several mines, farms, and sheep pas-

tures, with the advowson of Eglws-Newydd. The estate of

Hafod, as originally announced, was divided for sale into

four lots; but, at the sale, the auctioneer stated that the

entire property would be offered in one lot. This consisted

of 13,500 acres, with the mines, pastures, advowsons, &C.J

and 1,390 acres of woodland and plantation, of which 400

acres was a Larch plantation. The rental from the estate

was 1,979/. The auctioneer calculated the value of the

estate to be about 135,000/., at thirty years purchase,

taking the woodlands at a valuation of from 50/. to 100/.

an acre ; and for the purchase of the annual income arising

from the rental, with the profits from the mines, &c. One
article for sale consisted of a monument in a niche in the

church of Eglws Newydd, by Sir F. Chantrey, represent-

ing Col. and Mrs. Johnes at the couch of their daughter,

in her last moments. Another article was excepted from

the sale, which was a chimney-piece in the dining-room of

the mansion at Hafod, which cost 1,400/. The rir»t offer

for this estate was 75,000/. ; the next, 80,000/.; and it was

knocked down eventually for 109,000/. It was said that

the reserve sura was higher than the sum offered. The
next estate was that called Cwmelan, which abounded

with mines and sheep pastures, consisting of about 14,000

acres. For this 24,000/. was offered. The reserve sum

being stated to be higher, it was put up in lots, but relin-

quished at the third lot. The same result took place with

the Dolyclettwr estate, consisting of 176 acres, returning

a rental of 237/. 2s. 3d., for which 7950/. was offered.

The room was crowded during the sale, but there were

few buyers.

Isle of Man.— It appears by the balance-sheet put

forth by the directors of the Isle of Man Joint-stock

Bank, that after deducting the doubtful and bad debts

from the assets, the capital of the bank has been lost

three and a half limes over. It is said that one of the

heaviest losses was a loan of 10,000/. advanced to

Don Carlos, to be repaid on his entry into Madrid.

—On the morning of the 12th instant six criminals

confined in Castle Rushen contrived to make their

escape from their cells, and to let themselves down
from the parapet into the fosse, a height of 60 feet, by

means of blankets. They climbed the outer wall, and

seized a boat on the beach, by which they reached a

pleasure-boat at anchor in the bay. In this they imme-

diately set sail, and are supposed to have gone to Ireland.

Liverpool,—A man, named Henry Eastland, alias

James F. Bentley, was apprehended in this town,

on Tuesday, for obtaining money by forged letters of

credit, purporting to be drawn on Messrs. Lubbock's

Bank in favour of "Mr. James F. Ueutley" by "Edward
FiampLon," manager of the County of Gloucester Bank.

The fraud was detected, and the prisoner was remanded

for further inquiry.

Manchester.—A young man named Tyler, cashier

in the employ of Messrs. Reyner and Brothers, of

Ashton-under-Lyne, whose warehouse is in this town,

absconded last week, having received, in the course of the

day, accounts to the amount of nearly 900/. It has since

been ascertained that he sailed the same evening to New
York, by the Caledonia steam-ship from Liverpool.

Oxford.—The Rev. James Norris, whose name stands

the third in the list of Fellows of Corpus Christ! College,

was on Saturday elected President of that Society, in the

room of Dr. Bridges. As the late President did not hold

any College living, his death has occasioned no vacancy.

Portsmouth.—A court-martial was held on Tuesday, on

board H.M.S. Victory, Rear-Admiral Sir Hyde Parker,

President, to inquire into the circumstances attending the

lossofH.M.'s steam-vessel Lizard, offCarthagena, on the

24th July, in consequence of the French steam-vessel

Veloce running foul, and nearly cutting her in two, and

to try Lieut. Postle, the officers and ship's company, for

their conduct on that occasion. The Deputy Judge
Advocate having read Lieut. Postle's narrative of the cir-

cumstances, addressed to the senior officer at Gibraltar,

Mr. Hoskins, on the part of that officer, read a statement

describing the loas of the vessel. The Officers of the

Lizard were then called as witnesses ; and having sub-

stantiated the statement of the Lieutenant, the Court de-

livered sentence as follows :
—"That the loss of H.M.'s

steam-vessel Lizard was occasioned by the French man-
of-war steamer Veloce running fouljof hereon the morning
of the 24th July, by which the Lizard was sunk ; that no
blame was imputable to Lieut. Postle for his conduct on
the occasion ; that Mr. Slaughter, a supernumerary mid-
shipman, serving on board her, was highly blameable for

having left the deck before he was regularly relieved; and
that no blame was imputable to any other of the officers,

or of the ship's company ; and the court adjudged the

said Mr. Slaughter^to lose two years' time of service as a

midshipman ; and adjudged Lieut* Postle and the re-

mainder of the officers to be fully acquitted."

Reading.— Extensive repairs are in progress in St.

Mary's church, in this town. During the course of last

week three ancient sedilia, of early English architecture,

were discovered in ruins behind the wainscotting on the

south side of the chancel ; the fresco painting at the back

of them, and the encaustic tiles, being still in excellent

preservation.

Southampton.—In accordance with the new regulations,

making this port the station for the Royal mail packets,

the first mails arrived on Monday by railroad. They con-

sisted of 54 bags, weighing upwards of two tons, for

various islands in the West Indies, and were immediately

shipped on board the mail-packet Teviot. A numerous

assemblage of persons collected on the pier, to witness

the first embarkation of mails from this port. The Teviot,

on passing the town, was saluted from the platform and

from the Royal Yacht Squadron's house. All the esta-

blishment formerly belonging to the Falmouth station

have arrived here to superintend the packets.

Windsor.—On Saturday Capt. Fernyhough was

installed in St. George's Chapel, with the usual cere-

monies, as Governor of the Military Knights of Windsor,

in the room of the late Capt. Cummings, and on Monday
Capt. Cochrane was installed one of the Military Knights,

a vacancy having been occasioned by the appointment of

Capt. Fernyhough to the Governorship.

Railways.—The following are the receipts for the past

week :—Birmingham and Derby, 1,413/.; Birmingham

and Glocester, 2,141/.; Eastern Counties, 2,988/. ;
Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, 2,629/.; Great Western, 15,053/.;

Grand Junction, 8,459/. ; Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayrshire,

1,597/.; Great North of England, 1,552/.; Hull and

Selby, 1,090/. ; London and Birmingham, 17,484/. ; South-

western, 7,614/. ; lilackwall, 1,120/. ; Greenwich, 763/.;

Brighton, 5,558/. ; Croydon, 304/. ; Liverpool and Man-
chester, 4,99.U ; Manchester and Leeds, 5,61 1/. ;

Midland

Counties, 2,663/. ; Manchester and Birmingham, 3,255/.

;

Northern and Eastern, 1,711/.; North Midland, 5,024/.;

South-Eastern and Dover, 4,393/. ; Sheffield and Man-
chester, 569/. ; York and North Midland, 1,968/.—

A

special meeting of the North Midland Company was held

at Derby on Monday, for the purpose of considering pro-

posals for the amalgamation into one concern of the capi-

tal stock, shares, and property of the North Midland

Company, with the Midland Counties and Birmingham

and Derby Companies respectively, and upon other

business touching the future management of the traffic.

The attendance of proprietors from Manchester, Liver-

pool, York, and London, was more numerous than on any

previous occasion. The Chairman explained the recent

negotiations between the directors of the three companies,

with reference to an amalgamation of the three companies

into one, and which had resulted in a mutual determination

to consolidate a measure which now only required the

formal ratification of the proprietors. He believed it

would benefit not only the railway, but the public gene-

rally—

i

n the one case, it would economise the working,

and enhance the value of the shares ; and in the other, it

would enable passengers to pass through to the north

without those obstructions and loss of time now incident

to the present system. The propositions were to the

effect that, in future, the three lines, with their lands,

buildings, capital, &c, should be consolidated into one

company, which should be liable for the mortgages, bonds,

&c. of the other companies, to the amount of 1,855,000/,;

the united company to be also liable for all the contracts

of the other companies prior to the union; the aggregate

share capital to amount to 5,158,000/.; each holder to be

allotted the amount of stock in the united company, equal

to his amount in the other companies, the North Midland

and Midland Counties holders receiving an equal amount

of dividend, but the Birmingham and Derby receiving

275. 6d. less per share. The number of directors not to

exceed nineteen, three to form a provisional committee;

and finally, that an Act of Parliament be obtained in the

ensuing session, the three companies, in the meanwhile,

using their united efforts for the efficient conduct of the

traffic. A long debate ensued on the various propositions,

which were ultimately carried unanimously. The Birming-

ham and Derby Company have since met and agreed to the

proposals.—On Wednesday a special general meeting of the

Northern and Eastern Company took place, in order to

authorize the directors to raise a sum, not exceeding

67,822/. *ls. 5d., for the purposes of the undertaking. A
resolution to that effect was submitted, and passed unani-

mously. Mr. Masterman, a director, said he had the satis-

faction to report that they had the offer of the whole of the

money at 4 per cent, for five years. In reply to a pro-

prietor, the chairman said the Hertford branch was ex-

pected to be opened by the first week in November, and as

soon as they arrived at the proper information in respect

to carrying the line northward, a special meeting would

be called.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The weekly meeting of the Repeal Associa-

tion took place on Monday. Air. Connor, the well-known
advocate of fixity of tenure, rose, as he said, to give

notice that on the next day of meeting he would move the

adoption of a resolution to the following effect :
—" That

until our national rights of self-legislation, in the pos-

session of our own Parliament, and of a valuation and
perpetuity of his farm to the tenant, we Repealers shall

pay no rent, county cess, rent-charge, tithe, poor-rate, or

any other charge out of land." This notice having been

read with great emphasis, was applauded vociferously by

the galleries, but it was received with great surprise by

the rest of the meeting. Mr. Connor, appearing to get

heated by the commotion he had raised, spoke a few-

abrupt sentences. He said that humbug had been going

on long enough. It was time now to do something for

the people. There was much talk in this room about

pounds, shillings, and pence, but in the meanwhile the

millions were starving. The resolution was one which he

would never give up ; he would sooner part with his life.

Mr. John O'Connell called on Mr. Connor to desist.

Such a notice as he had read could not be received by the

Association. It would at once endanger their cause.

It was not treating the Association fairly to introduce

such a matter there. The effect of such a motion, if

adopted, would be to divert the public mind from the

peaceable progress they were making, and to bring them

in direct collision with the law authorities of the land.

Had that notice come from anybody else but him, it would

not matter so much, and at a moment, too, when they were

informed that opposition to rent had begun in the

county Carlow, and that it had even reached portions

of Tipperary. He was nor surprised at this uncon-

stitutional violence— this traitorism to repeal and the

country spreading in Carlow, because that country

was the blank in the repeal map of Ireland. Several

other members expressed their disapprobation of the

motion, and after considerable interruption, the fol-

lowing resolutions were passed :— 1. That this Association

has heard with horror and indignation the doctrines pro-

pounded by Mr. Connor respecting the payment of rents,

county cess, tithes, poor-rate, or rent-charge, this day, in

the attempt he made to put upon the hooks a notice plainly

and grossly illegal, and directly tending to create and

encourage criminal outrage and violence throughout the

country.—2. That if anything can add to these feelings,

it is the consideration of the time Mr. Connor has chosen

for making such remarks— a time when, in the county of

Carlow, where Repeal lias as yet made little progress, a

violent and criminal opposition to rents has, according to

the public prints, already began to manifest itself.—3. That

this Association indignantly rejects, and refuses to insert

on its books, or to allow to be for a moment entertained,

Mr. Connor's notice ; and that they declare that all who
put forward such doctrines, and offer such advice to the

people as is contained in that notice, are either madmen
or traitors to the glorious cause of Repeal, to the noble

people who support that cause, and Old Ireland." The
repeal rent for the week was 1,4G2/. 17s. Sd—A gunner

of the Royal Artillery, at Ballincollig, has been sent away
prisoner to Woolwich for trial by court-martial. His

name is O'Brien, a native of France, but the son of Irish

parents. He was heard to give a warm expression to his

sentiments upon the question of repeal, and treated with

contempt the barrack fortifications now in progress.

—Father Mathew arrived in Kingston from England on
Saturday, in excellent health. The mail packet reached

the jetty soon after seven o'clock, but even at that early

hour there was a large crowd assembled, who warmly

cheered Father Mathew on his landing.—The Dublin

papers state that the account of Lord Cardigan having

placed one of his officers under arrest was exaggerated in

all the material points ; that the officer was reprimanded

for lounging when on duty, and was told to consider him-

self under arrest until the circumstance was reported to

the Lieutenant-General commanding, who was then on
another part of the field, and who, on being made ac-

quainted with the case, rode down, and after teverely

reprimanding the officer removed the arrest.—Dr. Prior,

Vice Provost of Trinity College, died on Saturday, aged

79. The lucrative appointment of First Clerk in the

Chief Secretary's office, vacated by the promotion of Mr.
Hamilton to the Second Remembrancership, has been

conferred on Mr. J. Pennefather, eldest son of Baron
Pennefather.

Clifden.—The Repeal agitation has extended to the
11 far west" of Ireland, amidst the wilds of Connemara. A
meeting was held on Sunday, at what may be called the

extreme western point of Ireland, Clifden, which is 145
miles distant from Dublin, being a new town, not having

been built thirty years. Mr. M. J. Ffrench presided,

supported by Dr. M'liale, Mr. D. Browne, M.P., and a

large number of ex-magistrates. The proceedings, which
were greatly interrupted by heavy rain, commenced with

resolutions expressing allegiance to the Queen, and con-
demning the Act of Union. Mr. O'Connell then

addressed the meeting at great length on the usual topics.

He stated that as soon as the repeal of the union should

take place the tithe, rent-charge, and county cess would be

abolished, the franchise extended to every householder

and father of a family, vote by ballot established,

absentee rents spent in Ireland, and equity of tenure

enforced ; the land would be drained, population would
increase, there would be good wages for everybody, and
plenty and prosperitywouhi spread over the country.

Lit burn.—On Wednesday week, an anti-Repeal de-

monstration took place in this town. The meeting was
called for the purpose of addressing the Queen, and of

tendering to her Majesty the best thanks of the inhabit-

ants of Lisburn and its neighbourhood, for the especial

reference which, in the Royal speech delivered at the

close of the last session, she was pleased to make to the

Repeal agitation.

Carlow.—On the night of the 8th inst., about fifty men
assembled on the lands of Coolmanna, in this county, and
cut down about two acres of oats under seizure for rent

due to the landlord, whose attorney, having received inti-

mation of the proceedings, collected some people in the

vicinity, who came up in sufficient time to prevent the

property being carried off the land. Informations have
been sworn against sixteen of the persons concerned.

Cork.—The fortifications of Corkjjarrison are proceed-

f
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ing with considerable expedition, and already have loop-
holes been ^formed in the different angles of the building,
under the inspection of the Royal Engineers. To the
north-east of the building a platform is in course of erec-
tion, which will command a long range of country, and it

is supposed will be surmounted with a swivel gun, of con-
siderable calibre.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Northern Star of last week?contains

an account of the present state of Chartism in Scotland,
from the pen of Mr. Hill (late editor of the paper), who
has just been making a tour in this country. " The
general complaint," he says, li which met me in almost
every town was, ' That agitation is dead ; ' the enthusiasm
of the people seems to have greatly gone down everywhere.
Great demonstrations, expensive and numerous proces-
sions, and flags, banners, music, and hurraing noises, are
by no means so plentiful; it is even difficult to gfct the
people out to hear lectures. They seem tired of lecturing,
and tired of the agitation altogether/ 1—The estimates for
the execution of the works for the improvement of the
Caledonian Canal show the differences which sometimes
Occur in the calculations of contractors. Only four tenders
were given in. The respective amounts were, in round
numbers, as follows :— Lowest, 134,000/. ; second lowest,
136.000/.; third lowest, 223,000/. ; highest, 230,000*.
It seems that the second lowest offer has been accepted,—An old man, named Allan Mair, 84 years of age, was
found guilty of the murder of his wife, at the Stirling

Court of Justiciary. It was attempted to prove that he
was insane in regard to his conduct towards his wife,
though his reason in other respects might not be affected.

The Jury, however, unanimously found him Guilty, and
Lord Moncrieff passed sentence of death.—Colonel Wil-
liam Nicol Burns, the second son of the poet, has lately
returned to Dumfries, alter an absence in India of 34 years.

St. Andrews.— The proceedings of several meetings
and conferences have been published in reference to a
minute of the Senate, stating "that Sir D- Brewster,
Principal of the United College, has, by his signature of a
public deed, laid on the table of the General Assembly of
the Church of Scotland, seceded from the Established
Church, and has since joined himself with those who have
openly and officially declared their hostility to that Esta-
blishment, and their determination to overturn it." After
a correspondence with the Chancellor of the University,
and the adoption of a memorial to the Secretary of State,
the University met a committee of the Presbytery of St.
Andrews, for the purpose of holding a mutual conference
in reference to the case. The meeting was unanimously
of opinion that they ought in no way to interfere with the
proceedings of the Presbytery, but should leave them to
follow their own course.

Ilamilton.—Great festivities have taken place in this
neighbourhood in honour of the first visit of the Princess
Marie of Baden, Marchioness of Douglas, to Hamilton
Palace. The road from Douglas Mills to the palace
(about 18 miles) was lined by the Duke of Hamilton's
tenants—some from as far as thirty miles off*—chiefly

farmers on horseback, who fell in after the open carriage,
in which were the bride and bridegroom. The procession
was headed by a troop of cavalry, and when a salute of
cannon from Chatelherault announced its entrance into
the park, it was joined by a body of tenantry on foot, who
followed the horsemen to the palace. On the balcony
stood the Duke and Duchess of Hamilton, the Countess
of Lincoln, and the Countess of Dunmore, with several
gentlemen. His Grace descended the steps to hand the
Marchioness up to the balcony, and her appearance there,
with that of the Marquis, was hailed with the heartiest
cheers. After this, about 1600 persons, consisting of the
Duke's tenantry, the yeomanry cavalry, and many gen-
tlemen of the county, sat down to a cold collation in three
large buildings fitted up for the occasion. In the Riding
House the Duke of Hamilton presided ; in the second
room the Marquis of Douglas, and in the third Sir Nor-
man Lockhart, with Mr. Magee at a supplementary table.
The tenantry were placed at the tables in clans, each clan
wearing a different and appropriate device, and dis-
tinguished by a banner of its own. The magistrates and
town council dined together in the town-hall of Hamilton,
under the presidency of Colonel Richardson,

jftfUscellaneous.

Wellington 1

s Birthplace.— Having visited some of the
remarkable ruins around Trim, the chief of which is

a vast pile called John's Castle, we hired a car, and at
six in the evening drove off to Dangan Castle, four miles
south or south-east. Arrived at the margin of the
domain, we entered a narrow avenue by an iron gate,
which was opened by a woman whose house was one of
two or three low thatched huts. There were no trees
shading (he avenue, but a high thorn hedge, bushy,
wild, and lofty, skirted it on either side. When we
had proceeded 300 or 400 yards, the park, that had once
been finely wooded, but which, like a bald head with a
tree here, and two or three there, and a few more
stunted and denuded of their ornamental branches
beyond—this park, with its fine vallies and finer
eminences, once so magnificently wooded, now so shabbily
bare, opened upon our view. The road went towards
the left, and again wheeled to the right. On the brow of
a gentle slope stood the castle, like a huge ill-shaped
barn

; gray, treeless, shelterless, and in most parts roof-
less. Broken cars and waggons, and ploughs that were idle
because it was summer, and harrows idle as the ploughs, lay
strewn about, and told of people who were as idle as any
of them, else they would have had them put tidily out of the

way. Cows werie lowing in rear of the house to be milked
;

and calves were clamorous for their allowance of what the
cows were to give. The gates that crossed the road at vari-
ous places, keeping vagrant pigs and cattle asunder, were
kept to their posts by old ropes and stones, which had to be
rolled away ere they could be opened, and rolled back again
ere the pigs could be restrained from accompanying the
visitors to the front of the castle ; and even then, a sharp
admonition over the snout was requisite to make them re-
member they were pigs. The dogs, which were ready to

bite them on the ears, or to bark at the refractory cows
and calves, or at strangers like us, until told to be quiet,
were lying on the dunghills that lay on the roadside ; and
those who bade ihem be quiet were leaning idly on the hay
waggon br the stone wall, doing nothing more than
making us think they were looking at us, and us only.
On being spoken to, one came and opened a gate to allow
us entrance to the front of the castle, and another went
the back way to carry our compliments to the inmates,
and our request to be admitted to the interior. The front
showed us the windows partly built up, and the roof
wholly carried away. It may have been a pleasant house,
it occupies a fine situation, and is surrounded by ground
which, if it has not been, might be made, one of the finest
pleasure parks in the world ; but at all times the house
must have been plain. A red-painted door, made to fit

its place by a great portion of the doorway being built up
to fit it, being opened to us from the inside, we entered
and found the main portion of the building entirely
cleared of its partitions and party-walls. It was all open
above ; and what had once been the dining-joom, parlour,
and library floors, was now a flower-garden. During the
time the house was occupied by the O'Connor family,
who rented it from the Marquess Wellesley, it was burnt,
save in the wing towards the rear, where the present inha-
bitants now live. To this* wing we proceeded, and the
young lady who kindly led the way, on taking us to what is

now a comfortably-furnished parlour, told us the common
belief was, that in this room the Duke of Wellington and
the other members of the Mornington family were born.
There was a spacious bow-window looking out upon
the garden and farmyard, which occupied ground sloping
from this to a streamlet below, distant 1C0 or 200 yards.
Inside the room was a large circular recess, now shelved
round, the shelves filled with articles of ornament and use—glass, china, and such like. This recess is quite large
enough to have held a large bed ; and, as we were told, did
hold the family couch of "the Countess of Mornington, and
subsequently that of the mother of Feargqs O'Connor.
When about to leave Trim on this visit, I put a few ques-
tions to an old gentleman who stood by the doorway of
the hotel, such as « How far to Dangan Castle ?" u Who
lives there now t" and so on. He told me that he was a
tailor, still carried on business in Trim, and had made
clothes for the young Wellesleys when boys. He made
clothes for the Hon. Arthur Wellesley, now Duke' of
Wellington, when a boy. He also did work for him when
he was the Hon. Captain Wellesley, and came to Trim on
the recruiting service. He remembered, "us distinctly as
if it had been yesterday," when the corporation of Trim
elected this young officer to be one of their members in
the Irish Parliament, when it was alleged that he had not
attained his majority. On that occasion the nurse who
attended at his birth was brought into the Court-house at
Trim, and he remembered seeing her, "as plainly as if it

had happened but yesterday," put on the witnesses' table
and sworn, and she proved that that very day one-and-
twenty years she saw the Hon. Arthur Wellesley bom at
Dangan Castle.

—

Morning Chronicle.

Imperishable Bread.—On the 13th inst.,in the Mayor's
private room, at the Town-hall, Liverpool, a box of bread
was opened which was packed at Rio Janeiro nearly two
years ago, and proved as sound, sweet, and in all respects
as good as on the day when it was inclosed. This bread
is manufactured of a mixture in certain proportions of
rice-meal and wheat-flour. The coarsest quality of flour
may be used, and will produce bread not inferior to that
of the finest description by the ordinary method. It was
stated that it is also extremely nutritious, very beneficial
to the system, and a certain anti-scorbutic. Some of it
was eaten by the Mayor, who pronounced it excellent, in
which opinion he was joined by all present. It was
asserted by M. Alzard, the discoverer of the process, that
the bread would keep two centuries without alteration.

The Jacquard Loom A Lyons journal states that
M. Mirlaveau, silk manufacturer of that city, has applied
the principles of the Jacquard loom to musical instruments.
His first trial has been on the accordion. A card is used
to vary the tunes as it is used in the weaving to change
the pattern. M. Mirlaveau has, it is added, devoted five
years and much expense to this invention.

The Electrical Eel.—Two fine specimens of this sin-
gular animal arrived Inst week at the Adelaide Gallery,
brought by the brig Romance, from Para, in South Ame-
rica, where they were taught in one of the tributary
streams of the Amazon. They are each about two feet
six inches in length, and appear to be male and female,
judging from the difference of colour, one of them being
nearly the same throughout, with the exception of the
abdomen, while the other is studded with spots. They
have been purchased by the proprietor of the Adelaide
Gallery, and will have their powers tested as soon as they
have recovered from the effects of their sea voyage
Three of them were shipped, but the largest died on the
voyage during a gale of wind.
Form oj Ships.—An important paper on the form of

ships was read at the recent meeting of the British Asso-
ciation, which attracted a great deal of attention. The
report which was only given in an abridged form, for the
mass of papers and drawings would fill volumes, is formed

on a series of experiments extending over five years,
which were perseveringly conducted by the late Sir James
Kobison, of Edinburgh, and Mr. John Scott Russell ; and
for this purpose grants, amounting to nearlv 1000/., have
been made at different times by the British Association*
It would Occupy too much space to notice even the nature
of the experiments, and the various plans adopted for arriv-
ing at the form of ships best adapted to go through the
water with least resistance, combining at the same time the
qualities of a good sea-going boat. The general results alone
can be given, and these are of the most startling kind to
those ship-builders who conceive the old plan of construc-
tion, of having a round head and a fine run aft, to be best
adapted for encountering a rough sea. One great object
to be accomplished was to avoid the formation of a head-
wave, which resists the progress of a vessel as effectually
as if it were so much deeper immersed in water. This it
was found, would be best effected by increasing the length
of the ship, for length seems to be an essential requisite.
Ihe shortest length for a boat required to move through
the water with a velocity of seventeen Iniles an hbur was
found to be 205 feet, and the shape of the wattr-line, or
of that part of the ship which floats on the surface of the
water, is thus calculated :—The fore part of such a vessel,
from the widest midship section, must be 120 feet, and be
tapered off to a fine point, like a Thames wherry. The
afterpart must be 85 feet, and the form more rounded,
though still terminating in a sharp point. Mr. Russell
said that when old seamen and ship builders saw this plan
they were positive that, such a vessel could not live in a
rough sea, as it was directly opposed to all their notions
of ship-building, the cod's- head and tnackarel-tail form
being the one they had always preferred. Experi-
ments, however, were made on a large as well as on
a small scale, with a view to test the qualities of the dif-
ferent ly-shaped vessels, some of the experiments being
made on ships of 2.000 tons burden. The result proved
that the plan now recommended is far superior to the best
of the old forms of ships, and that, as compared with the
cod s-head and mackanl-tail Construction, the advantage,
when moving at the rate of seven miles an hour, was more
than double, or, in other words, the resistance to the
motion through the water, was as 52 to 129; and the
advantage o' the new form was found to increase with the
increase of speed. As sea-going boats, those of the
pointed shape were found far superior, for they not only
shipped less water, but were less agitated by the motion of
the waves— which fact was ascertained after a series of
experiments, also conducted at the expense of the British
Association. The bottom of the vessel being of the satne
shape as the waves, they conceive that it moves through
them without being so much tossed about as it would bei
the undulations of the water were not corresponding with
the vessel moving through it. Be the cause, however,
what it may, the results of these experiments were so con-
clusive, that the ship-builders on the Clyde, where they
were carried on, have in a great measure overcome their
partiality to the codVhead and mackerel-tail form, and
have adopted the principles of construction which these
experiments have proved to be the best. The practical
effect of these experiments is, that there are at this time
20 first-class steamers constructed of the sharps-pointed
form which surpass in speed, and in other requisites of a
sea-boat, all thosepreviously constructed on other models.

The Paviour's Dog.—Everyone will remember the
fireman's dog, which for many years was the constant
attendant at a fire, let the distance have been ever so great.
Another instance, equally extraordinary, of the devoted-
ness of one of the canine species, to ant/her occupation,
may be daily witnessed in the neighbourhood of the
Borough. The commissioners of pavements of the eastern
division of Southwark have a number of men constantly
employed in the parishes of Bermoudsey, St. John's, St.

Olave's, &c, and wherever they are will be seen a brown
terrier running about the works they are engaged on, and
never leaving till they leave. No one knows where he
comes from, where he sleeps, or how he obtains his food,

except what he gets from the men, whose strange com-
panion he has thus been for no less than eight years. He
goes regularly to the stone-yard near the Greenwich Rail-

way about five in the morning in summer, but later in

winter, and waits till the men go to their work. But if he
should have missed them in any way, he proceeds over the
district till he meets with them, and then takes his station by
a barrow. No other dog dares approach the spot, or a
biped the clothes of the men. When the labour is over
he goes away, but no one knows where. As a matter of
coujgse, he is a great favourite among the men, and from
Mr. Hall, the superintendent, having made hi.s peculiari-

ties known, he has become much noticed.

—

Post.

A New River.—Lieut. Christopher, of the Indian Navy,
who was despatched from Aden upon a survey of the coast
of Africa, by Capt. Haines, has succeeded in discovering
a large river to the northward of the river Jub, which he
entered and traced for 130 miles. As he advanced, he
found it increase in width and depth, and according to the
report of the natives, a civil and obliging race, it continued
to do for the next 400 miles. The river is described to
be from 200 to 300 feet wide, and 60 feet deep, a clear
meandering stream, with banks in a high state of cultiva-

tion, yielding all kinds of grain, which are abundant and
cheap. Lieutenant Christopher has named his discovery
the •' Haines River."

;

'

Hydro-Electric Machine—A few days ago there was
a private exhibition of Armstrong's Hydro-Electric Ma-
chine, at the Polytechnic Institution, the powers of which
far exceed anything ever before shown. Previous to the
experiments, the lecturer, Mr. BackhofFner, gave a suc-
cinct account of the accidental discovery, in 1840, by a
workman at Newcastle,—that, when a common st.am.
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boiler was discharging its steam, a large quantity of elec-

tricity was produced, by the friction probably of the

steam and water against the valves and tubes. The work-

man thrust his hand into the steam, and received a severe

shock, for which he could not account, Mr. Armstrong,

however, applied himself to a series of experiments,

proving that the workman received an electric shock, and

that the common steam-boiler was capable of producing a

larger and more powerful stream of electricity than any

other apparatus. The machine now exhibited is nothing

more than an ordinary steam-boiler, with a few metal points

added at the top, the more effectually to produce the

negative electrical state to which the machine was

brought when the steam is discharged. The pressure of

OOlbs. on the square inch had been in practice found the

best for all experimental purposes ; and with this pressure

the machine produced effects, compared with which the

very large electrical machine, heretofore exhibited at this

institution, was powerless. Instead of 60 spontaneous dis-

charges in a minute, the hydro-electric machine produced

140; and filled Leyden jars, having 80 square feet of tin-

foil, in 12 seconds, whilst the former machine filled them

only in 50 seconds. A constant stream to all parts of the

boiler was kept up, and with this increased power it may
well be supposed that all the former electrical experiments

were greatly increased in magnificence. The passage of

the electricity over the tin-foil on the tubes was far more
brilliant, and the aurora borealis exceeded in intensity

and in beauty anything before witnessed ; the violet colour

was brighter, and at the same time deeper, and the ex-

hausted receiver showed more plainly the progress of the

electric spark. Five discharges were taken consecutively

from the battery over beaten metal placed upon paper in

a less space of time than could possibly have occurred by
the aid of any electric machine hitherto made. Nor were

the experiments confined to those already performed, in-

creased though they were in brilliancy. The electricity

was passed through and ignited common wood shavings ;

and an electric spark easily and immediately ignited loose

gunpowder. The lecturer well observed, that with such a

power, yet unworked in experimental philosophy, it was

impossible to say what other new facts might be brought

to light. The former electrical machine was most sur-

prising in the effects it produced, but this will far out-

strip in interest all former machines.

Whirlwind.—The Presse, Paris paper, says :—" A
phenomenon as strange as it was frightful is now the sub-

ject of conversation at St. Pierre, in the Oise. Two
children have been carried off by a whirlwind in presence

of their parents. The whole country, within a circum-

ference of two leagues, has been visited without any news

being heard of them. It is feared they were carried into

the river Oise."

Central Criminal Court.— Theodore Gombrechl, a young
German, &tated in the calendar to be a merchant, was indicted

for unlawfully embezzling 485/. 10s., the moneys of Frederick

Until and another, his employers. The prisoner expressed his

desire to retract the plea of Not Guilty, and to plead Guilty to the

indictment. The Recorder said the prisoner must clearly under-

stand that his pleading guilty would not in any way avail him so

far as regarded a mitigation of the sentence. The case would be

dealt with entirely upon its merits, just as though the evidence

had been gone into. Upon a former occasion, in a case where
he had passed a sentence, upon the representations of Counsel,

and in reference to a specific charge, without being aware of the

actual circumstances of the transaction, a very great clamour
had been raised as to its inadequacy, and he should take care to

avoid such a course in future. Mr. F. Gruning then deposed
that he was a partner in the firm of Huth & Co. The prisoner

had been in their service for sometime, in a confidential employ-

ment, and was t^ A t respectably connected. On account of cir-

cumstances thrC dad come to his knowledge, in reference to the

transaction, he was most anxious to recommend the prisoner to

the merciful consideration of the Court. The Recorder— 1 believe

the present indictment charges the prisoner with embezzling the

sum of<i':.
r
>/. m.v. Is that the extent of your loss? Mr. Gruning—

No. We have reason to believe that the prisoner has embezzled
»t different times nearly 3,000/. He was in the habit of getting

cheques for the purpose of our business, and appropriated the

proceeds to himself. The Recorder having consulted with Alder-

man Copcland ordered the prisoner to be called up for judgment,
and after observing that he had been convicted of a most serious

offence, he felt it to be an imperative duty to pass upon him a

sentence that would remove him from this country. He might
apply, however, to the Secretary of State, and he had no doubt
that if he could state any circumstances that would warrant the

Crown in exercising its prerogative of mercy, that it would be

extended to him, and the sentencehe was about to pass might be

revised. Taking into consideration all the circumstances as they

at piesent appeared, he felt himself called upon to direct the pri-

soner to be transported for seven years.

Sla?w Trading.— The Queen v. Zulueta and Others.—Thursday
having been appointed for the hearing of this case, Senor de

Zulueta, with several friends attended. Mr. Clarkson and Mr.
Bodkin for the defendant, applied for the postponement of the

trial, on the ground of the absence of a material witness, without
whom it would not be safe for their client to go to trial. It

appeared from the statement of Mr. Sergeant Bompas, that the

Augusta, the vessel in question, had been captured on the 7th

Feb., 1841, having left England in the November previously. She
was condemned as a slaver by the Privy Council. She had sailed

from Liverpool, and the question was, whether she was upon the

voyage equipped by defendant for the purpose of carrying on a
mercantile trade, or a traffic in slaves. After a long discussion,

Mr. Justice Erskine and Mr. Justice Cresswell allowed the post-

ponement of the trial to the next session.

The Satirist.—The case of Mr. B. Gregory, Editor of the Satirist,

was also postponed to next session.
Poi.icK.-At the Woolwich Police office on Wednesday, Messrs.

Alexander Blakesley and William Hort, two gentlemen cadets at
the Royal Military Academy, attended, to undergo an adjourned
examination, on a charge of assaulting several police constables,
in the execution of their duty at Woolwich races. Three other
young men, named Charles Inglcby, Frederick Cust, and James
Atkinson, were also placed at the bar on a similar charge, being
brought up by their officers from the Cadet Barracks, where they
had been detained under arrest. The Court was crowded to
excess ;

the majority of the auditory consisting of officers of the
garrison and military men. After a long examination, the
cadets said their original object was to clear away the thimble-
riggers, who, as they were told, occupied the booths, and at the

first they were unarmed, but the police acted with great violence,

and turned them out. Mr, Colriuhoun, solicitor to the Ordnance,

attended on behalf of the prisoners, and said that probably the

justice of the case might be met by an apology, and the submis-

sion of the defendants to make any compensation the magistrates

might deem right, besides which a faithful promise should be

given that no recurrence of the offence should take place. Mr,
Grove said that he most certainly would not take upon himself to

adjudicate in such a case. That a furious riot had occurred

there could be no doubt. Whatever the future punishment from

another court might be, he could not take into consideration.

He would not make any remarks on the case, but, having had a

consultation with several magistrates at the Greenwich police-

court, and his opinion being coincided in by them, he should hold

all the offenders to bail to answer the charge at the Central

Criminal Court or at the sessions. Mr. Colquhoun protested

against such a proceeding, as there was no evidence of an inten-

tion to proceed. Mr. Grove said he had stated his determination,

and would not waver from it. All the defendants were dressed

in plain clothes; and on being liberated from the dock were
placed under arrest by their officers, who became their bail.

SPORTING.
Doncaster Racks, Friday.—The Park H*!l Stakes of fiO sovs.

each, h. ft., for 3 yr old fillies, 8st 71b each. (27 subs.) Won by

Col. Cradock's Peggy, beating Mr. Payne's Mania, Mr. Osbaldes-

ton'a Martingale, Mr. Whitworth's Gipsy Queen, and Sir C.

Monck's f. by Silkworm.— The Scarborough Slakes of 30 sovs.

each, 20 ft., for 3 yr old colts, 8st 7ib ; and fillies, 8st 4lb. (Six

subs.) Won by Mr. Jaques's Semiseria, beating Mr. Gully's The
jjSra, and Mr. Meiklam's Philip.—The Town Plate of 100/., heats,

2 miles, 3 yr olds, 7st 5lb; 4 yrs, 8st 71b ; 5 yrs, 9st; 6 yrs and
aged, 9st 3lb. Mr. Plummer's Alice Hawthorn, 5 yrs, beat in both

heats Mr. J. Day's Patriot, 5 yrs; and Mr. Sherrard's Peter the

Hermit, 3 yrs.—The Earl of Glasgow, and Mr. G. R. Lumley of

Tickhill, have accepted the stewardship for 1844,

Statistics ofthkSt. LbGBR.—This celebrated sporting event

has now been established 67 years, as the first race recorded in

the M Calendar" was run in 1776, which was won by a filly by
Sampson, the property "of Lord Rockingham. On that occasion

there were six subscribers, five horses starting, and all being

placed. Last year, when Lord Eglintoun won with Blue Bon-

net, the entries amounted to 136, being the highest number of

subscribers ever known; while this year they have decreased to

127. The largest field that ever started was in 1825, when Mr.
Watt's Memnon was the winner, 30 appearing at the post, and
two being placed by the judge. There are several instances re-

corded where all the horses that started have been placed, parti-

cularly in 1792, when Lord A. Hamilton won With Tartar, 11

starting, and all being placed. But the first time that this prac-

tice occurred of placing all the horses was in 1777, the second

year of the race, when 10 started, and were placed, Bourbon, the

property of Mr. Sotheron, being the winner* The first time that

two horses were placed was in 1797, when Mr. Gcodiicke carried

off the stakes with Lounger. The first nobleman or gentleman
who won the St. Lcger in succession was Lord A. Hamilton in

1786, with Paragon ; 1787, with Spariille; and 1788, with Young
Flora. His Lordship was subsequently a winner in 1792 with

Tartar; and, when Duke of Hamilton, in 1808, with Petrunius,

the following year with Ashton, and in 1814 with William. Mr.
Petre, also, was a winner three successive years; in 1827, with
Matilda; 1828, with the Colonel; and in 1820, with Rowton. Mr.
Petre likewise won in 1822 with Theodore. The first year that

the Marquis of Westminster became successful was in 1.834, with

Touchstone; afterwards, two years in succession—in 1840 with

Launcelot, and in 1841 with Satirist. Mr. Mellish and Mr. Pierce

were both winners, two years in succession ; the former in 1804

and in 1805, with Sancho andStaveley; and the latter in 1817

and 1818, with Ebor and Reveller. Mr. Goodricke was a winner
of four Lcgers; in 1782, with Imperatrix ; 1790, with Ambidexter;

that ever won the Derby and St. Leger the same year (1800) was
Champion, the property of the late Mr, Wilson, " the father of

the turf," and the only mare that ever carried off the Oaks and
St. Legcrin one year (1835) was the Queen of Trumps, belonging

to Mr. Mostyn. The length of the St. Lcger Course is one mile

six furlongs and 132 yards, being about a quarter of a mile

longer than the Derby Course at Epsom. The shortest time on
record of the race having been run is 3 minutes and 17 seconds.

This was achieved in 1838 by Lord Chesterfi eld's Don Juan.

MARK LANE, Fridav, Skptkmbkr22.—We are without any
fresh arrivals of English Wheat since Monday, and that which

remained over has been taken off at prices pretty well equal to

that day.— In Foreign there has been a fair business doing,

and prices are fully maintained, Uarley must be written is.

cheaper ; other articles are unaltered in value, excepting Oats,

which are the turn dearer.

unman, pkr iripkiuax* quartkr.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, arid Yorkshire. . .

Uarley Malting and distilling

Oata, Lincolnshire-ami Yorkshire . . . Poland*

Northumberland and Scotch .... *eed
Irish fe«d

live •• • •• * •• ;_•
Beans, Masajran, old and new . 22 to 27 1 u:k

Pigeon, Helgoland . . 28 to 24 Winds.
Peau, White 28 to 35 Maple

s. s.

44 to GG
47 to 53
28 tO 82
15 to 25
— to —
16 to 23

S. 8.

Red 44 to 62
White — to—
Grind. 24 to 30
Feed 16 to 24
Potato 17 to 26
Potato 16 to 24

;— to —
22 to 29 Harrow 25 to 32— to— Longpod — to—
30 to 33 Grey 28 to 30

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

August 11 • -

— 18 .

— 25
Sept. 1 • •

— 15

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver,

Duties • .

Wheat. i Barley Oats. Ry e. iBcans. Peas.
CI 2

j
32 11 21 9 38 7 33 1 33 7

Mi 10 33 11 21 5 37 l 32 6 84 9

56 8 32 11 20 7 31 8 31 10 33 9

51 2 31 11 20 S 31 1 32 4 32 1

53 31 11 10 7 31 3 31 9 33 8
50 10 31 6

82 .6

18 10 30 1 31 2

31 11

33 3

65 11 20 5 33 4 33 6

17 6 6 9 6 1
10 6 9 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.

dasher—W. Shepherd, jun. f
Iron Acton, Gloucestershire, miller—D. Smith,

Miduley, Yorkshire, worsted-manufacturer—T. Osborn, Aston-juxia-Birming-

bam, banker—G. 8crawbridge, Bristol, builder—J. M. Knight, Rugby, War-
wickshire, ironmonger— C. Clark, Liverpool, wool-dealer.

SCOTCH SKOTJKSTRATIONS— J. Fraser, Clury, Inverness-shire, tacks-

man—A. Simpaon, Navity, Cromarty—N. Buchanan, Trongate, Glasgow, com-

mission-merchant—W- Spalding, Edinburgh, solicitor.

BIRTHS On the 17th inat-, at Boconnoe, I.ady Louisa Fortoscuc, of a

daughter—At Kensington, on the 13th inst., the RiK»t Hon. Lady Headley, of

a daughter- At Dulwich, on the Hihinst., the lady of Dr. Webster, of a son—

On the 16th inst-, atStoke Haxnond, Bucks, the lady Julia Bouwens of ason—At
Winninifton-hall, Cheshire, on the 16th inst-, the lady of the Right Hon. fc.J.

Stanley, of a son-On the 17th inst., at Woodcote, the Lady Louisa Cotes, oi aStanley
aon and heir.

the l'Mh.at St. Luke's, Chelsea, the Marquess of Ormonde, to Miss Frances

JanP Pntfet, eldest daughter of Gen. the Hon. Sir E. fagot, G.C.B., Governor

of Chelsea Hospital- . ,.,,,» -c „*
DIED—On the 12th inst,, at Malvern, apco 47, the Hon. Mary Jane, WKfl ot

Sir E. C. Hartopp, Bart., and daughter of Morton, Lord Henley—On the 17m

county Gal way, aged W, u. UiaKe, Aaq., aecona son «»'«;-£'
3,0.. Adyo<

of Menlo,Bart—At Demcrara, on the 5*8th July last, W. Dauney, aih> "«rv

cato-Sohcitor-Geueral in British Guiana.^

I7AMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darley,
A.B., Author of A System of Popular Geometry,— Com-

panion to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebra,
—and a System of Popular Trigonometry. 12mo, with Engrav-
ings, 5s. cloth lettered.

"There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in

a most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little

volume, which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent

of its intelligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents

of its projector and editor, Mr. Darley."—Sim.
Taylor and-WAi.TON, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gowcr-strect.
t

DRESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 30s. to 405. ; extra

quality, 50*. j Frock-coats, silk facings, 35s. to 45.?. ; ditto,

silk velvet collar and silk facings, 505.; Waterproof Wrappers,

10.9. 6d. to 215. ; fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, 16$. to

25«. ; Waistcoats, 5s. to 88. 6d. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere, 10s.

to
mei
T
31. 38. ; best quality, 5*.—At FISHEIt and Co.'s, 31, King William-

street, City, 10 doors from London bridge.

UT~TER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lewks,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use. The great advan-

tages of this Churn will be found in the winter; but in the heat

of summer placing the Churn in cold water will be the means of

hardening the Butter.
Sizes No. 1 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid
| 35s- 425#

to London. J

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., Gs., and 7s. Larger

sizes made to order.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rioby's Brush Warehouse,

No. 80, Gracechurch street; Livkrmork and Son, Ironmongers,

No. 30, Oxford-street; Bknham, 19, Wigmorc-strcct, Cavendish-

square. Ex port Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchurch-street.

EDWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-

turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottagk, Islk-

worth, upon application to the Gardener—Sundays excepted.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-

cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Qubkn,
the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil

is universally acknowledged to be the only article that will

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it fromfalling off' ox

turning grey, free it fromscwr/and {font/riband will render it de-

lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure m
the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.

—

Much pernicious trash is now offered for sale as "MACASSAR
OIL ;" it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see

that the words "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven

on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions." The
Proprietors' Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus :—
LA ROWLAND Sf SON, 20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON;
Countersigned "ALEX. ROWLAND." Price 3s. 6rf.—7s. Family

Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. M., and. double that size 21*.

per bottle. Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them,

and hv Chemists and Perfumers. ._

WANTED, ;>s PRINCIPAL SHOPMAN in an ex-

tensive retail Seed Establishment, a respectable active per-

son of industrious habits and good address; he must possess a

thorough knowledge of the business, and give unexceptionable

references as to character, ability, and integrity.

Also, a NURSERY FOREMAN of experience, who is compe-
tent to undertake the General Management in every department,

and whose character for ability, integrity, and sobriety will bear

the strictest investigation. Apply, in the hand-writing of the ap-

licants, to A. B., care of Mr. Geo. Charlwood, 14, Tavistock-

row, Covent-garden, London.— Sept., 1843.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

AS FOREMAN in a Nursery, or Private Gardener.—

A

middle-aged Man of Extensive Practice in the Nursery De-

partment ; no objection to a private family; could take the manage-

ment of Land, Cattle, &c. if required.—Direct to G. S. T., 47, Coch-

rane-terrace, St. John's- wood, London.
(

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, without incum-
brance, 33 years of age, a native of Scotland, who is per-

fectly acquainted with every branch of his profession on the most
improved principles, and can be well recommended by a Noble-

man, with whom he lived about 4£ years.— Direct to A.W., at

Messrs. Ronald's Nursery, New Brentford, Middlesex.

AS GARDENER—Where one or more hands are

employed. An experienced young Man, aged 30, who well under-

stands the Greenhouse and Hothouse, early and late Forcing,

Pruning, and Cropping. Can have an undeniable character from his

last Situation.—Direct, H. T., at Mr. Hide's, Hertford^

A S GARDENER.—A respectable married Man, aged
J.X 30, who is a first-rate Grape-grower, and thoroughly under-

stands the cultivation of Pines and early Forcing, the manage-
ment of the Greenhouse, and Flower and Kitchen Garden. He
can have 8 years' undeniable character from the situation he has

just left on account of the death of his late employer.- Direct to

A. Z., No. 2, Adelaide-terrace, Halton-street, Islington.

S GARDENER and BAILIFF.—An active married

Man, without family, 40 years of age, who possesses sound

practical knowledge in Gardening, Farming, and Stock ; wood-

lands, and plantations; the care of game; and can shoot, if re-

quired. His recommendation is perfect in every respect.—

Direct to T. T. S., Post-office, Richmond, Surrey.
_

AS GARDENER.—In a Nobleman or Gentleman's
Family: a practical, experienced, active, middle-aged Man,

without incumbrance, who is now disengaged from a Situation

where he has been living the last 15 years, having previously

lived in a Nobleman's family in the north of England. A satis-

factory reference can be given.— Direct to T. S., Mr. Pamplin's,

Lavender Hill Nursery, Wandsworth-road. ^

AS GARDENER or BAILIFF.—A middle-aged, mar-
ried Man, without a family, of extensive practice, whose

ability and character will bear the strictest investigation.— Direct

to T. W., 2, Strong's Cottages, Brook-green, Hammersmith.

Printed
l.i the F
§ ^aC the wfJH,n,o, V>HABI,KS-STJIKKT, t'OVRNT U*AMNBD, I« Witt WU«*J v» -

dlesex, whore all AdvertiaomentH and Communications are to be attdrea'

to the Editor.—Saturday, September 23* 1843<
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INDEX OK THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN
i HE LAST NUMBER.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30.

b*G3 bAchimencs grandiflora— hirsuta, adv., Hen-
derson

n 6.in a
Amateur,aGarden,No.XXXVin.660c
Ammonia, to Hx in manure . 665 a
Annuals, treatment of . „ ae5 a
bottom-heat, remarks on • . mi aWover Dodder, seed of, imported
*rom Khelat .... 662 b

Cottaffe-Kardens in Scotland,
suggestions for improvement
of .

865 a
668 c

J-orn, transmutation of
Cyclamen.varletieaof.descrlbed
Oraininjr, observations on differ-
ent kinds of subsoil . .— I'ipes for, process of
making, described .

^Ipwer-garden, grouping plants

Pniit-trees, to transplant !

J"/""-,
to pieserve from wasps .

J'lichsia Exoniensis . .

gladiolus, to sow the seed of .

seating, hot-water gutters as
used in the Horticultural So-
ciety^ Gardens, described .

Tr
— — sections of

newel], nearllromsgrove, gar-
dons, noticed

Labichea bipunctata.
J'arch, disease in
Wohl (I)r.),hiscntiaueonLie-

Dig's Work, continued .

660 b

661 c

660 a

659 b

650 b

662 h
665 b
662 b
663 b

665 a

659 c

660 a

663 c

668 b
661 b

664 a

Nepenthes distillatoria, treat-
ment or ,

New Zealand, climate of.
leaicsand Nectarines, list of 665 a
reus, early May . . . 662 a— Fames' Jiarly, remarks on 662 b
I ears, dessert, pond keeping . 605 o
I lums, cause of cracking of . 665 b
Prejudices; covering for kitchen-
garden crops . . . 662 a

Raspberries, management of . 665 a
Kendle s system ot tank-heating 661 k
balerno, state of weather at,

effect upon vegetation
.

spruce Fir, curious appearance
of, cause explained

Strawberry, My att's Pine, ap-
plication of guano water to .

Strawberries, three sorts, to
fruit in succession .

Vegetable Marrow, cause of
fruit (ailing off

Vines in pots, management of
Wasps, remarks on, nest of, on
Currant-bush described

_„— plentiful in Shropshire
Wheat, Egyptian, adv., Staun-_p & Sontf, Strand
Wheat, propagation of, by di-
vision of its roots ; amount of
saving by this practice .

wine, black Currant, to make
Woollen rags, to apply as a
manure . . . . -665 a

J^JFS BxHCI
5 begs to intimate that he has retired" ron

\
tlie Norland Nursery, Bayswater, and will thank all

£5% aS ab°VC
'
t0N°' '^harles-street,

Price 6dm

662 c

661 c

661 c

665 a

662 b
665 a

TWO
pair

^WO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES —

"

j.
Alice toi»» XOs.Jd., and "Mrs. Benton," 10s.ir.—These two splendid Picotees were raised bv the

6G1

661
h
h

658 a

659 a
60*3 b

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, London. - Faculty of
rJ;,.

Arts and J 'aws
. Session 1843-44. The SFS<UON willCOMMENCE onMoNi.AY, October ifi. when Profe,for BROOKEdeliveranlNTRODUCTORY^

_ . CLASSES.
Latin -Professor Long;, A.M.
Creek— Professor Maiden, A.M.
1
1
cbrcw— Professor Hurwitz.

Oriental Languages—Professor Falconer, A.M
English Language and Literature-Professor Latham A.M.French Language and Literature-Professor Me, etItalian Language and Literature-Professor PeooU

'

German Language-Teacher, Mr. Wittich.
Comparative Grammar—Professor Key, A.M
Mathematics—Professor De Morgan

S!?!?'
Phik>s°l>hy and Astronomy-Professor Brooke.Chemistry-Professor Graham.

Uvil Engineering-Professor Vignoles.
Architecture-Professor Donaldson.
ideology— Professor Webster, F.G.S.

inS ff'p
n

f

aU itS
^
ra
»f

lies-Tcacher, Mr. Moore,xsotany— Professor Lindley, Ph.D
Zoology Reccr.t and Fossil-Professor Grant, M.D.Philosophy of Mmd and Logic-Prof, the Rev J Honnus Ph DAncient and Modern History-Professor CrJasv am'
Law-Professor Carey, A.M.

f01essor Creaby- A -M -

Jurisprudence—Professor Graves, A.M.

theSlS?r?/th
t

p
U
T

le,1
-

S~
e
Se

,

VCr
?

1 ° f the Pro^ssors, and some of

W« Si« th^ ZST'J^'J™*? students t0 resid^ with
m.-H 'c

e oihce of tne Co'lege there is kept a register ofSfIS» ne
o°i

ed Wih (he Collc^e wh0 receive boarders into

"eg stcr w 11 7o«»^ &TC Sevcral medical gentlemen. The
otheVparacilars

referenGe" ™ to respectability, terms, and

annnm
er

t
t
T,
S^^Snips.-A Flaherty Scholarship of 50/. per

Sffi J
cnab'° for four >' ea,s

>
Wll » be awarded in 1844 to the best

K^ff* »» Mathematics and Natural Philosophy among thefcludents of the College, under the age of 20 years. The efami

an if «1SLn £oto«ne? in Classics will be awarded in 184s!
a

X sequent years, alternately, for proficiency in Classics»»d n Mathematics and Natural Philosophy
Y ClaSac8

'

niay£ b' ?''1CS of,tI'e Regulations concerning the Scholarships

Tv,
bV on application at the office.

F

of Oc
e

t be
S

r

S10n °f thG Faculty of Medic'ne commences on the 2d

The Junior School opens on the 25th September.

office n?
e
,f

u^s
,

a,ld fl'rther Particulars may be obtained at the'"ce of the College.—September, 1843
GEORGE LONG, A.M., Dean of the Faculty.

^ CHARLES C. ATKINSON, Secretary to the Council.

T

Lady
67/. per

fe^SflS^lS M
K
SSrs

'

Y0VKLJ
:
ami Co" for reticulars ofwhich, see their Advertisement in this Paper of the )6ih inst

and will be found to contain upwards of 800 of the verv best

hig £ms :-
UltlVali0n

'
aUd WhlCh arC SCnt 0ut mtS&Stt

12 pairs of g-ood show varieties, lpairofcach
$

'
'

fine ditto ditto
(into ditto ditto
Extra fine and very superior ditto
ditto ditto ditto
ditto Tinks ditto
ditto ditto ditto

,_. . xr
The selection being- left to Youbll and Co.wreat Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 28, 1843.

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS

Y ATTrT ™ A^D DESIRABLE PANSIES.ObELL anv CO. beg respectfully to inform Grow-
ers of tiie above that they have succeeded in raisine Four

ti™™^^7-^1™ "e
«f»

l»» Possessing first-rate Drone™
T
any
follows

:

I
for:

edk.»« u . uH..n>r. k.» , .i_ .^-,. " Lady Alice Peel '

yellow shown in the purple eye increases the beauty of the flowertop petals and margin of a dark purple. « Ann » isalsoa flowrr

12

25
12

25
12

25

)i

it

1

1

3

2
5

4

10

10

12

white ground, is a large round flower of extraordinary substance
b well formed, and in fine proportion, the quantity of

ncreas

. purple. "Ann " isalsoa flowei

nnr^lP w?Jf/
nd

v
8fibstanc

!' white eroand, slightly tinged withpuipie, with line brown and purple eye.

ov3 'J~
Co

- can most confidently recommend the above, which

SfS^^**^^-* ^y^rtofthe Kingdom, per

Hon , n fhnlr f ul
ie four vaneties

- They also beg: to draw atten-

UDOU ?h¥ nil ^ St°Ck
°
f UliS ^^^ WhiCh Uie >* ^ °ffcri »ffupon tne following terms :—

12 Extra fine and very superior show varieties
2 Very fine ditto ditto . .

12 Fine ditto ditto

y OUELL & Co. beg respectfully to annou
t£ ^^e/eceived from Haarlem their annual imporcauon oihe above m most excellent condition, adapted either for GlassesForcing:, or open-border culture. Prices as follows—

UltU,ses
'

Fuie Single or Double Show Hyacinths >

oi er BULBS.
nee they

importation of

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 27, 1843.

185.

12.v.

9s.

Red, Blue, White, or Yellow
Extra fine Ditto .

lyacinths . \ r
J
Gs. per doz.

9s. to 12s.

18&\
Extra line, and very superior Ditto . . 106-,

The selection being left to Yodei.l & Co."

rAOT „ r
Catalogues may be had on application.FASIOLFF IIASPBERRY.—For particulars of which see theirAdvertisement in this Paper of the 2d inst.

inH^T/ARIA,
IMBRICATA, fine 4-year old plants, 8 to 10inches, \ol. per loo, or 30s. per dozen.

'

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Sept. 28, 1843.
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NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES,

red pcS. Jo
R
r
Vy J-*f»MW»S of Norwich. Mrs. Beayon,red edge, 10s. 6d.; Miss Jane, fine purple edge, 105 fir/ andMiss Osborne, scarlet edge, 7s. Gd.

S
*

' '

j^JESSRS NORMAN being appointed to send these* out, icel confident the first two will give great satisfaction

&fLgn°^ T rirs of each ' and AbElSSt^
thov nl^lV als

^/
1 !'S

,

t 1,nze for Mrs
'
Beavon, in class-showing;i^^H^^1

°«ne pods
!

petaIs lar&e
'
with a e°°d wire!

boh ^i 1 ^» mal
Vnff ? ,,obIe back tier flo^r. The stock

aKnn ^

C(I
;
ea *"

J
>' ^Plication will be necessary. They have

S N
lSV^°linS lrin? Albert

' P'"-Plc edge, 7*.L per'/• and B. Norman beg to state that their Catalogues can

5LiPftr i

-H
Pa

\
da

i

,p,icalinn
'
of thcir scIect a'^ useail Show

l^&u7n^7^ lhGy
^
a

:;

e
r
ained 29 Prfzes at ^e principalexhibitions near London.—Bull Fields, Woolwich, Sept. so.

JAvnro n
TO GROWERS OF PANSIES, &c.AMi^b MAY begs to return his most sincere thanks to

heirs Vo"^er
?
us

f
CusU^ers and Friends for all past favours, and

he was^ ..
glf 5S 1

Ct be,n? able t0 cwn P ly with many orders

ffiSASiSw FT"1 fr°m Edmo"tou
-

J- M. begs to in-

s?sHn?nf «n^
C ^^ he has "ow readV mie "^althy Plants, con-

Sonasssa^ at moderate prices
' a iist °f which ma^ be

nam
X
ed

a
vnI--

C
^AN

' SY %?** a11 warranted, collected from the best

a? »

an
-

eties
' 2s- e*. 6*.. to 10*. per packet,

i , ill nnnw
SOn S

,

upcrb Sweet William Plants, 4s. per doz. ; Seed,
ilV

P
,f

packet
- Also, fine Plants of Double White Rockets, 3*.

rtnl '.n
r 20,9

' per I0 °- Nevr Doubl e Purple Rockets, 6*. per
rtoz., oi 40s. per loo. True large Mitcham Crown Daisies, 3*. per
doz., or20*\per 100.
A Gentleman Amateur Forrrer having commissioned J. M. to

orrer Warranted True EGYPTIAN MUMMY WHEAT, 25 grains
for 20s., or 50 grains for 30s., which will be sent post free, with
directions for planting, on receipt of a post-office order, payable
at the Edmonton Pott-office, or General Post-office, London.
Any of the articles here offered, may be had on application to

Messrs. Warner, 28, CornhiJl, London; or Mr. Watkinson,
Market-place, Manchester.— Pansy Nursery, Tottenham, near
London.

DUTCH, CAPE, and other BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTSiJ URST and McMULLEN, Seedsmen, &c

«ttt-«
6, Leadenhall-strcer, respectfully solicit attention to theirBULBOUS-ROOT CATALOGUE, which will be found to containmany new and beautiful varieties of HYACINTHS, AMARYLLIS

1XIAS, &c., &c, all of which are of first-rate quality. Sincetney had the pleasure of transmitting their Catalogue to their

m" u
(Ule Prices oi which are about the same as other respect

y
ca-

IVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDEN._The H^i-
on vSS?**^ Exhibitions for the year 1844 will take place
WW >AY

*
May

?5 ; Fri,,ay
»
Ju»e 28 ; and Friday, August^» the Sum of TWO HUNDKED AND SEVENTY POuS

to J
be^«tributcd in Premiums For further particulars, applyu iV*r. Shefhkrd, Curator, at the Garden. *py

^ Josbph Dickinson, M.D., Honorary Secretary^tanic Garden, Liverpool, Sept. 22, 1843. y '

Won i*
healfchy stock of his P*incb of Wai.es, which Flower is

if
* l Known to many, and would have been sent out last autumn

siihni
sufficient »«niber of plants could have been obtained tr!

is n i

y lne orders received for it. The colour of this Heartsease

SEEDLING PANSIES.
SILVERLOCK has now ready for Sale a fine

g
a bri£"t maroon, with yellow centre and good eye; p"e"tais"*of

si?o.i
Substancc

'
and perfectly even at the edges; shape irood

^S^bout that of Thompson's Eclipse.
h Q>£"oout that of Thompson's Eclipse. ° '

>Qv Vhas also t0 offer tnree otner Seedlings, which, with the
blale,he can strongly recommend. Black Dwarf, an intense
JLiJ!. [Iower

» of excellent substance and good shape. Mrs
S^W» T

'
a deep ^olden yellow, with fine eye, good form and

and I
00

* Makmion, a very large flower, of excellent shaue
t° th^ x

stance
5
ground-colour creamy, white with lilac margin

S5% e

e 'ower petals, upper petals lilac, eye finely marked. Price

ties 'j
s

- ca» also supply healthy, strong plants of the best varicn cultivation at the following moderate prices :

12 extra fine and very superior varieties . . 20s.
2 very fine do 12s.

AfiUG \f
Sooddo gSt

stock of Pinus Pinaster, l to 5 feet; Cedar of Lebanon
to 5 feet; Cedrus Deodara, 6 to 12 inches.Chi^ster, Sept. 30, 1843.

£ T
*pRLAND NURSERY, NOTTING HILL, LONDON.

- »a?
ANI) G0WER

>
havi"g this day dissolved

?
a
*"rief |

tnership by mutual consent, the business will now be
ate firm y R

' E ' Gow«R
»
who will settle all bills against the

ft, j,
n

» and to whom all debts due to the firm are to be paid
*arenf

i

VKR trusts
»
b >* attention and fair prices, to receive a

ii r* Z . fllL« snciii uu reuueuu in coniormicy wicn ;

otner catalogue. The list will be forwarded by post on appli
tion.—Hurst and McMullen, 6, Leadcnhall-street.

HPPr\
IPS

' RANUNCULUSES> HYACINTHS, &c.
CjROOM, Clapharu Rise, near London (removed

...
TireIv

m Walworth
) by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER

JMAJfcbiY, respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry, that
his Uulb Catalogue for this autumn is ready, and will be for-
warded by post on application. He begs to state that he has a
large stock of the beautiful New Lily (Lilium laucifolium) and a
fine collection oi Auriculas, which he can supply at very moderate
TJI HI Oi

H-r^
» -rx, „, NEW PICOTEES.

EADLY'S NANETTE
; purple edge, rather heavy,

thick petal, rose ciige
t good white, and edging well defined,

1

i' .

pe5 1
i

ain Bond, -s Countess of Winterton, after the style of
1 rip to Cambridge," although distinct, 7s. 6d. the pair, and all

tlie others that are coming out. John Dickson's Catalogues for
1843 are now ready, comprising all the best flowers in cultivation.
Applications for Catalogues may be made at the Nursery, Acre
Lane, Brixton, and Warner and Warner's, Cornh ill, London.

FERNS.
considerably increased his

.espectfully invites the attention
of cultivators of these elegant plants to the same.
W. P. will furnish his new priced Catalogue of the sorts he

prows, on being supplied with six penny postage stamps. The
Prices of established plants in Pots range from gd. upwards.
Lavender Hill Nursery, Wandsworth, near London.

ROSES IN POTS.
A PAUL and SON, Nurserymen, &c, Cheshunt,XX • Herts, beg to intimate that the present is the most advan-

tageous time to remove ROSES from the open ground to grow in
Pots. They have paid particular attention to Roses for this purpose
and have now some thousands, both in Pots and worked on short
stems, expressly for the purpose, ready for sale. When left to their
selection, they will furnish 100 fine Plants for Jh 10s., free of carriage
to London.

DUTCH FLOWER-ROOTS.
T3 E. ERHARD, of the Firm of J. D. Zocheii &

.
• Voorhklm ScHNKEVOOOT,begS most respectfully to inform

Ins FTiemis, and the Public generally, that he has received a very
extensive Collection of DUTCH FLOWER-ROOTS, of the best
quality, and at the most moderate prices. He trusts, from the
superior quality of the roots, and by prompt attention to any
order which may he confided to him, to deserve the support and
recommendation of the discerning Public.
Depot, 359, Strand, corner of Burlcigh-street.

TO CALCEOLARIA GROWERS.
A rare opportunity occurs to make a Collection of CALCEO-

LARIAS at a small expense.

JOHN STANDISH, Nurseryman, of Bagshot, has
*^ raised a great number of Seedlings this autumn, which arc
now ready to send out by post, in tin cases, post-paid, at iGs. per
dozen. The above have been raised from two of the best spotted
Calceolarias in the kingdom, the seed saved from the plants,
which were crossed with great care ; and J. S. will warrant that
the worst of them will be worth full the price given, and are pre-
cisely the same as he will grow himself; but should any doubt
arise, customers are solicited to come to Bagshot and select for
themselves, as J. S. has bred from two sorts only, and those were
selected as being the best in every way, and will, no doubt,
bring some of the greatest novelties ever seen in Calceolarias •

they can be sent by post for the next month, after which the
plants will be too large, and can then be sent packed in small
boxes cr hampers. N.B. — A remittance is expected from
unknown correspondents.

W^ FEKI"
PAMPLIN has lately

• stock of FERNS, and res

PRESERVATION OF Pi ANTS
TTUMPHREYS'S COMPOUND to

'

Promote the
-1--*- Beauty and Preservation of Plants, may be used either in
the Drawing-room or m the Conservatory, and from its con-
densed fertilizing power a few grains dissolved in water at
intervals is effective. Applicable to all Greenhouse plants, to
Hyacinths, and other bulbs; and to promote the growth of
cuttings and the germination of seeds. Sold in bottles is. Qd.
each, by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Hurst &
McMullkn Lcadenhall-strcet; W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within;
Iiiomas Watkikson, No. 6, Market-place, Manchester; and
other leading Seedsmen, Sec. in town and country. Whole-
sale Agents, Davy, Mackmurdo, & Co., 100, Upper-Thames-
street, London.

I AMES PIPER, Parkstone Nursery, near Poole, begs
*-* leave to offer the following articles, at very moderate prices

:

Achimencs longiflora •

„ rosea . . 1

Manettia bicolor . . 2
Maurandia alba . . 1

Fuchsia Brockmanii . 3
Britannia,Smith's 2
Champion, Do. 2
Cormackii . 3

Defiance,Smith's 3

Deansia . -
3

is. Od. Fuchsia Eclipse,Smith*s 3s. 6U

3'

it

tt
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it

it
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it

11

11

Eppsn . . 3
Gem, Ivery's . 2

Majcstica, Smith's 3
pulchella . , 2
Paragon, Smith's 2
robusta, Smith's 2
St. Clare . , 1

Rogersiana
. 3

Toddiana . „ 3

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

*ece'Ved
l

r
,bl! c favour; he also begs to state that he has jnst

M^ChavA m Holland au assortment of FLOWER-ROOTS
?So a Jnni

>art
u
ular,y fine aml in excclicnt condition

; he has

r a Grop?i
colicction of Garden and Flower seeds, Hothouse

est s0r ,,
0,ls

,

e 'Plants, Trained Fruit-trees, and Vines of the
SePternber 22

* truciutermcUiateforcin^ stock,at3s.6rf.p. oz.

A CHIMENES HIRSUTA. — Plants of this New^t
sPecies of Achimencs, which was exhibited at the Meeting of

the Horticultural Society of London, in Regent-street, on Tuesday,
the 5th inst., for which a Silver Knightian Medal was awarded-may
be had of the Messrs Hknderson, Nurserymen, Pine-Apple Place,
at 2ls. each.— Pme-Applc Place, Sept. 23. 1SJ3.

T^UTCH HYACINTHS for Forcing, 4s. per dozen,'
.IS Best do., for Glasses, 6d. to is. each. Double Roman and
Paper-white Narcissus, 4s. per dozen; Single and Double Due
Van Thol Tulips, 2s. per dozen. Also Crocus, Iris, Jonquils,
Narcissus, Anemones, and Ranunculus, of which priced List may
be had free, per post, from A, Cobbutt'.s Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall.

Exoniensis,Pince's7 °

J. P. has a few hundreds of large Rhododendrons fit to plant
singly on lawns, and about 10,000 of other sizes, which he could
furnish at greatly reduced prices. Nursery Stock and Bulbs of
all descriptions at very reduced charges.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, near UCKFIELDSUSSEX* $

TT7M. WOOD and SON have the honour to announce
to their Friends and the Public that their CATArnr-iiF

of ROSES may be had GRATIS, on application
VAiAljUUUJ!*

Their immense stock of both Standard and Dwarf Roses is this
season particularly luxuriant, and in fine condition
Thenew Supplementary List of Greenhouse Plants andNursery

Stock (comprising many novelties), is just published, and may
be had at the same time. J
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S GIRLING, of Danecroft Nursery, near Stowmarket,

• bees to refer the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to his

Advertisement of SEEDLING VERBENAS, &c. of the 16th inst.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.

T and W. MYATT are now ready to send out their

O . NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural

Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been

submitted to Professor Lindlhy, for whose opinion see Gardeners

Chronicle No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting

S the sime t?me ^profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same

truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. lte.j British Queen
>

U., and

Eliza. 10s. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Sept. 21, 1843.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

WJ. CORMACK & CO., beg to announce to

• their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as

the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, m
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3*. 6d. per quart.

The usual allowance to the trade.

NB-*' Cormack's Early Kent Pea," 14*. per bushel.

Newcross, Sept. 21, 1843.

•VTEW BLACK NEMOPHILA.—Seed of Nemophila

IN Discoidalis to be had in small packets at 2s. 6<*. each of

W. J. Nutting, Seedsman, 46, Cheapside, London.

IMPORTANT SALE OF GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

-MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-M structed to submit to public competition at the
,

Auction

Mart Bartholomew-lane, on Tuesday, 3rd Oct., 1843, at 12

o'clock a COLLECTION of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting

of the newest varieties of Camellias, Azalea Indica, Fuchsias

GeraniumI.Chrysanthemums, and about 100 other varieties of

See Greenhouse Plants—May be viewed the morning of sale.

Cataloguefmay be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Ley-

tonstone. —

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed

to offer for competition, at the Auction Mart, Bank, on

Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 12 o'clock, a splendid Collection of Green-

house PUnts, consisting of the newest Varieties of Camellias,

Azalea indica, Fuchsias, Geraniums, Chrysanthemums, &c.

ALBION ROAD NURSERY, STOKE NEWINGTON.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS respect-

fully announce they are instructed by the Executrix of the

late Mr Johv Milne to offer for public competition about

thefmidaie of October the valuable NURSERY STOCK .consisting

of fine Everereens, Ornamental Trees, American Plants, Deci-

duousSlS and other Plants, ofwhich Catalogues will be duly

publishcd.-American Nursery, Leyto nstone. ^

TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, AND OTHERS.

fT'O BE LET or SOLD, with immediate possession,

1 all that well-known NURSERY-GROUND and GARDEN,

situated at Battersea and Elizabeth-street, South Piml.co, with

the Sock and Houses and the valuable Business and connexions

I. Horitri the same belonging to the late Mr. John Rogers,

r cen't%SSZS?Fofparticulars apply to Mr. Jonks Baker

6, Eccleston-street, or Protherob and Morris, American

Nursery, Leytonstone.

ORFIELD NURSERY, one mile from the city of

Bristol, on the Gloucester road, containing Four Acres of

Land SS a Lease of 22 years unexpired, consisting of a good

voune S'ock of every description, to be taken at a fa.r valuation
5

1 ooTworth of the stock is sold. There are barracks now'building,

lid the situation will prove to be a W*™*™*^??™
Further particulars may be had by applying to Mr. R. Fobhhr.

Nurseryman, Kensington, or to the proprietor on the premise

who is leaving the business on account of ill healtn. *nceen

per cent, taken off.

=-r^7T77 ^ FOREIGN INSTITUTE. —
B Prcsident-The Right Honourable the Earl of DEVON.

TRUSTEES. -

,-__.«-_ . „

ment For this purpose the spacious and handsome residence of

Sate Lord Wrottesley, in George- street, Hanover-square, has

been taken, and will be furnished for the use of the Literary

Deuartrnent of the Institute, while the adjoining mans.on, for-

mer^ the residence of Lady Cowpcr, will be also fitted up with

5? the rcquUKe conveniences for the Club Department of the

InsUtute under the direction of a skilful and experienced restau-

rateur with a communication between the two buildings. As

candidates for admission are entered in the strict order of priority,

early application can alone secure an early registry. Such appli-

cations can be made personally, or by letter, to the undersigned,

?rom"o to 5 o'clock, at the Hanover-square Rooms where the

Committee sit daily! and where prospectuses and cards of admis-

8
'TepTl2!

e
i84T^JAMKS g. Buckingham, Managing Director.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. „„„ciriprn -

D and E.Bailey having devoted much time to the considera

tion of this subject, and had much experience m the erection ot

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combinea

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge, lney

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at ChiswicK.

D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely completeand

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted lor the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baii.ey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many

others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. Baii.ky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, lor

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

rr^HE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented

X by J. Rogkrs, Esq., may beobtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevcnoaks, Kent.

J. Siiewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical : it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ;
Messrs. Loddiges

,

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place ;
Messrs. Veitci

and Son's, Exeter; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth j the Royal Botanical

Society's Gardens, Regent's Park ; and at the Gardens of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have

been effected since last season ;
particulars ofwhich are in course

of preparation. . .

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.

STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and

DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged

in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks or

various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-

turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which

offers most decided advantages over every other article hiihcito

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-

mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and

of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected

by any working Gardener without the slightest difheulty, thus

affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts or

employing this much approved method of heating without the

assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Renoir,

of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to s. and Co.

HORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT.

READ'S PATENT GARDEN SYRINGE, for the

invention of which he has been honoured with the Silver

Medal of the Royal Horticultural Society, as the best instrument

ever offered to their notice. J. R. has so improved the ab*v4,

by an additional branch, to turn in every direction, so that water

may be dispensed into all pots in Conservatories, in a perpen-

dicular direction, resembling a gentle shower or dewfall, and in

any quantity, from a pint to a table-spoonful. Likewise .small

Machines, Pails, Trucks, and Garden- Engines of every descrip-

tion, that 'will discharge water in a continuous.PO^UgJgj
made on the most improved principle, «» rt

.

m^b™
,4 The

half the usual labour required for other Engines now in use. The

above are the best adapted for destroying Inscc^^^,7c
deadly havoc on all choice Fruit-trees and Plants in Gardens, &c.

which the Patentee, from 31 years' experience 111
'

&"dc'»»S;

and 23 years in Manufacturing and Improving Instruments, can

safely warrant. The valves, being solid metal, can never get out

of repair May be seen andproved at the Patentee's, 35, Regen-

Circus, Piccadilly. N.B.-None are genuine except stamped

with the words, " Read's Patent."
.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINE WORKS, BEVERLEY, YORKS.

/^ROSSKILL'S LIQUID MANURE CART, which

\y received the Honorary Reward of the Roy. Agricul. Society.

GUANO ON SALE.—Any quantity of this valuable

Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer

either in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotkswokth,

Powell, and Pryor, St. Helen's Place, London-, Edwards,

DansonI and Co., Liverpool ; and William J. Myers and Co.,

Importers, Liverpool.

PUBLISHING MONTHLY.
Large, Is. 6d. ; Small, is.; Gardeners' Edition Crf THE

UOTANIC GARDEN; or, MAGAZINE of

J3 FLOWERING PLANTS.
With many important and useful additions.

By B. MAUND, F.L.S.

Each Number contains Beautifully-coloured Figures
i
of

Ornamental Plants, both herbaceous.and shrubby*gggg
for the Flower Garden or Pleasure Ground. With the derivations

of names : classes ; orders ; height of the plants 5
time of flower-

Cg; native country; history ;
qualities; most ^proved modes

of propagation and culture; and other information interesting to

eveTlover of a Garden. Annexed to each Number, is the

FLORAL REGISTER,
With Wood-cuts of admired Flowering Plants, mostly^nchaj

have been newly imported into this country; with the necessary

information respecting them. Also.

THE AUCTARIUM,
Inwhich are given, improved methods of cultivation and preserva-

tion of vegetables, fruits, and flowers , new discoveries con-

nected with gardening ; and miscellaneous information. Also,

n each Number, till complete, commencing with the new volume,

cm the 1st of January, 1843, a portion o Professor Henslow s

BOTANICAL DICTIONARY,
Written expressly for the Author, there being so grea t a want.of

such a Work : thus, the Botanic. Garden contains four distinct

Works proceeding together, at a trifling cost, once a month.

The Vonunes already completed of this Standard Botanical

Work, can be had at the following Prices
:

£A*0B
^ ^ , rf

".

Hf-bd., green mor. backs, gilt edges, each 2 2 '"J*
Cloth gilt, beautifully embellished „ 2 u

Th^Gardene'rs' Edition at fid.'; with partially coloured plates, com-

menced in January, 1843, with No. I.

The portions of the Floral Register and Auctarium .already

published, contain nearly Twelve Hundred Engravings forming

one handsome volume, which will be delivered Gratis to the

purchaser of four volumes of the Botanic Garden.
Groombridge, Paternoster-row.

This dav is nublished, price 3s., with three Engravings, No. II. of

7J"HE JOURNAL OF' AGRICULTURE and the

X TRANSACTIONS of the HIGHLAND and AGRICULTU-

RAL SOCIETY of SCOTLAND. Contents -.-Land, Labour

and Capital-Remarks on the Report on the Employment of

Women and Children in Agriculture-Economy of Manures-

wSEd Farm -The Use of Salt to Man and f^^^Compara-
tive Experiments with Guano, Rap-dust, ^Ja^-«EXg
diencv of forming Arbor cultural Societies- An[Estimate ot the

Value of different Manures-Experiments in Raising Potatoes

vrith Dung Rape-cake, and Guano-Cheese from But erm.lk-On

SI e ter-Meeting of the Highland and Agricultural Society at

Dm dee- On the Feeding Qualities of the Natural and Artificial

Cras es in different states of Dryness-Report of Expernneiits

mad.- with certain substances as Manure, compared with known

Fe,tuSrs-Rcport of Comparative Trials with Guano as a Manure

or Turnips-Account of an Experiment in Deep ^ftoing-On
the Radical Excretion of Plants-On the Action and Uses ot Lime

in AbScSK*eVand the most. Efficient and Economical Modes of

Lnfflni it to the Soil-On the Culture and Keeping-of Potatoes

over Season-Description of Alexander's Draining Plough- Re-

ports w?th Plans and Specifications, of Cottages built by Propn-

KgLTgricUttural Report -Table of the Revenue. Foreign Mar-

kets, Prices of Grain, Butchcr-mcat, and Wool.

The Second Edition of the First Number may now be had.

Wiluam Blacrvvooi, and Sons Edinburgh and London; and

sold by all Booksellers.
^

D

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-
• place, King's-'road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Builders, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility

and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the whole

of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,

&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square,

The Body of the Cart is made of Cast-iron and holds about

200 gallons. A, The Brass Valve Lever. Without stopping the

horse! the man pulls the Iron Lever, A, to let out the liquid upon

the Spread-Board, C. B, Patent Iron Pump, which cannot

noasibW choke or get out of order. E, The Flexible Leather

Pije, 7 ft. long, with 3 ft. copper pipe at the end.-Price, delivered

"CROSSKILL'S PORTABLE MANURE DRILL, for drilling

any quantity of soot, lime, salt, &c.-will contain 8 bushels of

manure—price 12/. 12s.

WHEAT-SOWING.
POTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-

ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only

necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been

made in the price, and that it may be obtained either at the

Works or of Mr. Potter's Agents, who have testimonials of its

efficacy.—28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, London.

Mr. Mark Fotiiergill, 40, Upper Thames-street, Sole Lon-

d
*"*

A
Nur'serymen required as Agents in all the principal towns.

T B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed

J • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c.,are now for sale at ^Factory, Deptforo^

creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These^"^^
be had separately , the Super Phosphate of Lime alone< « recora

mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Lesspoois, u*a

Liquor, &c. Price 4s. fid, per bushel.

Just published, large 4to, price ss.

FREEMAN'S FARMER'S ACCOUNT-BOOK, for

-T keeping with ease and accuracy particulars of Workmen •

Names, Labour, Wages, and Daily faS^S""*^.
Year ; Statement of Live Stock, Cash Account, &c.

' An Edition for Extensive:
Estates price £• &*•

y
Also THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS- WEL1 M

ACCOUNT By W. Girling, Land and Estate Agent. Peasen-

hall Grove, Suffolk. 4t.o. ^icc 3s. 6rf. sewed.

Woodbridge : J. Louer. London^SiMPKW ,
Marshall, &Co-_

ARLKTS SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the Use

J^ of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics.-! t»

the purpose of this Work to furnish a Scries of Elementary

Treatises 011 Mathematical Science, adapted to th<.wants c
f
the

Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and pnva

school to persons whose education has been neglected, °r

whS 'attention has not been ^^£J^jiliA^
studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little WoiKS

be found particularly suited. The principles of the vano^

Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to o°

commonest ideas as possible; the de™ ^f,ons of
propos

tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for-the men

and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to tn

simplest, but to their shortest form.

1 A SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing

a fVw-Lesson" I so much of the Elements of Euclid as is
>

necessary

and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art .

"

ld Sc
'pAB-

in its leading Truths and genera Principles. By Georgb V

ley, A.B. Fourth Edition, 4s. 6d. cloth. -

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, mWn

the Elements of Abstract Science are familiar sed, llast1*

and rendered practically useful to the various purposes ol

with numerous Cuts. (Second Edition.) 4s. otf. ei°t-n. on

3 A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section

Proportioned Progressions. Third EdHio^4.^rf cloth-
„fl

4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY ,
bothr

»

Bound in cloth, price 5s. M.,

OE MILLER'S JES T-B O o

G U A NO ON SALE
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL AND BRISTOL.

JOE MlhhiSft-s J xu a * - - omjssion8

A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, sue' ^e

and alterations only having been made as were requir ^ t,,e

greater delicacy observed in modern conversation , table
o»

volume might have some substance, and be * b
f
_om tD^

travelling book, copious additions have been m»u

old volumes of FacetiDe. . , .„

Extractfrom the Trefact. this «orH

'

s

;
"Another strange circumstance connectea w

body else ar

that everybody presumes that he himself ana ev / reader w»

perfectly familiar with its contents . . .
and^yet, ij

\H**£Z
ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not^ne queBtion9

ever set eyes on a copy. It is in consequence or

that this editioni^%imm and Co.
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TRYNow ready, price 4s. &(?.,

T> U R A L j C H E M I S
*-** By Edward Solly, Esq., Jun. F.R.S.,
Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,

Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer
on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.

London: 3, Charles-street, Co vent Garden.

Wt)t fSWOtmvs' Chronicle*

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
Tuesday* October 3 .

Friday, — G .

Horticultural . . . . a p.m.
.Botanical 8 p. m.

,

Rumours of further important alterations in the

Royal Botanic Garden of Kew having found their

way into the daily papers, we have made such inquiry
into their truth as enables us to state the exact facts.

We need not do more than remind our readers that

after a careful investigation of the state of Kew in the
year 1838, by order of the Government of the day,
and after an attempt made a few years afterwards by
some gentlemen connected with Lord Melbourne's
Government, but not by that minister himself, to break-

up and disperse the collection, had been frustrated,

this noble establishment was transferred from the
Lord Steward's department of the Royal Household
to the department of Woods and Forests, and placed
under the able direction of Sir William Jackson
Hooker, On several occasions we have adverted to

the great improvements that immediately followed
this wise measure, in conjunction with an immediate
discontinuance of that narrow-minded exclusiveness
which had well nigh ruined the Garden. We have
spoken of the altered system of cultivation— of the

renovated collections,—of the excellent plan of naming
the plants—of old walls pulled down,—thickets cleared
of their rubbish,— old houses repaired and others built,

—and of a general infusion of more than i;s former
activity into an establishment whose decrepitude had
for years been the wonder of Europe and the scandal
of England.

Of such improvements there has been no cessation;
on the contrary, all that a full examination of the state
of the Garden has shown to be required in order to

render it effective has been liberally sanctioned by the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests. The noble
Lord at the head of that department has taken a
personal interest in the works, and no doubt can now
be entertained that the Royal Botanic Garden at
Kew will soon become, as it ought to be, the first

establishment of the kind in Europe. While the
parks near London are rendered, by the excellent
plan of naming the trees and shrubs there, a source of
information and delight to those who seek for no more
knowledge than floats on the surface of things,
others who desire to apply themselves to the study of
the Vegetable Kingdom in detail, and as a branch of
science, can do so at" Kew with all the advantages
which the most extensive collections can afford them.
fo enable the public to gratify their increasing taste
*n this way, the Garden is open freely to all comers,
daily, except Sundays, from 1 to 6; and that this is
no small source of enjoyment may be gathered from
the fact that, although Kew is 7 miles from London,
and few people yet know that the Garden is open
gratuitously, upwards of 20,000 persons have visited
*t within the last 12 months; and, be it added,
without any serious cause having arisen for regret
at the adoption of so liberal a measure. Additions
to the plants are flowing in from all quarters; com-
munications are opened with almost every part of
the world, whence valuable acquisitions may be
expected, and collectors are despatched to foreign
countries to assist in augmenting the supplies.

When Sir William Hooker took charge of the
garden in 1841, it consisted of only eleven acres,
deluding the Arboretum. These, during the very first
Winter, were altered and improved, and the four acres
jvere added on which stand the large Conservatory,
j^ilt by King William the Fourth, and the noble
^rangery belonging to the palace—an old-fashioned
^ibernatory, crowded in the winter with large plants
1J> tubs.

. The latter building has since been greatly improved,

Jjy
having a large window opened out at each end, and

these ends made to correspond with the front, while
Powerful ventilators have been constructed at the back •

^d it is now a very handsome place, well adapted for
lhe purposes it was intended for. A large double pro-
Pagating-house has been built upon an admirable con-
duction, heated with hot water, and furnished with

^
ate tables, and slate tanks for catching the rain-water.

**ft Orchidaceous house has been doubled in size, com-
pletely renewed within, and heated upon the best

£
rinciples, with a double hot-water tank in the centre

covered with slate. This house, however, is not likely

. remain of sufficient size for the Orchidaceous col-
cUon, for many species are still kept necessarily in a

Propagating-house, equally well suited to their growth.

One half of this fine Orchidaceous-house is occupied
by a noble collection of such plants from Woburn,
which his Grace the Duke of Bedford presented to the
Queen, and which her Majesty graciously resigned to

the Royal Gardens of Kew. There is an inscription
indicative of this present. The Cactus-house has been
doubled in size, and heated by hot-water pipes, and is

now wholly filled with a most extensive collection of
such plants, many of which have been procured by
purchase, and others presented by the late Mr. Lam-
bert, Mr.. Parkinson, and others. Among them is

the Cochineal Cactus, bearing the Cochineal
insect, the gift of Mr. Bruce. The house, thus
extended, is made to join and open into the Heath-
house, which, indeed, is itself almost a new construc-
tion, and filled with Heaths or allied genera. From
this building the hot-water pipes are conducted into
the side pits on the outside, where many varieties are
now cultivated. The large Proteaceous- house, and
what has been called the Cape-house, have been much
improved by the removal or alteration of the steep
shelving which till lately deformed them, and the
plants are seen to much greater advantage.

It was not intended to make any further alteration
in the stoves at this season, because the almost imme-
diate erection of a magnificent hothouse is contem-
plated ; but in consequence of her Majesty's present
of Orchidacese, Sir W. Hooker felt it his duty to

make a requisition to the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests for the enlargement of the first large stove

on the left hand side as you enter the garden. This,
like every other reasonable application that has been
made for benefiting these noble gardens, was imme-
diately granted. The important alterations are at

the present moment in progress, and the house
will soon be completed on the most approved princi-
ples; the glazing of the new portion being with sheet
glass, and the heating partly on the tank system
and partly with hot-water pipes.

Such has been the progress in renovating the Kew
garden up to the present time.—But other and grander
plans, more worthy of a great nation, are either in pro-
gress or under consideration. The excellent manage-
ment of Lord Lincoln, and the skilful advice of Sir
William Hooker, can hardly fail in rendering them
worthy alike of the establishment and of the country ;

and we are persuaded that in the erection of them,
utility, beauty, and needful economy, will be alike
consulted. We know ihat the able architect and
master of the works, Mr. Robinson, is devoting his
best energies to the consideration of the plan°of a
magnificent stove, and it is probable that his designs
will be completed in a few weeks. It is intended that
this building shall be 200 ftet long (exclusive of the
approach or vestibule), 100 feet wide, and 55 high.
Like the great Conservatory at Chatsworth, it will
have a lofty centre surrounded by aisles (forming one
interior), with a carnage drive through the middle.
But it was impracticable to find a site for so large

a building within the old and narrow limits of the
garden; and this impossibility compelled Sir W.
Hooker to make application for an extension of the
garden, from the adjoining pleasure-grounds, which in
themselves are in the highest degree beautiful and
ornamental, and are already stocked with fine trees.

Seventeen acres were at first asked for ; but if we are
not misinformed, upon this plan being submitted to
the consideration of the Duke of Cambridge,
who, as well as the Duchess, takes the deepest interest

in all that concerns the prosperity of the Gardens,
and their being made available to the public good,
H.R.H. saw that by taking into the Botanic
ground an area of rather more than forty (we believe

forty-six) acres, surrounded by a magnificent belt of
wood, and including a fine piece of water, the form of
the Botanic Garden, and what remained of the plea-

sure-ground, would be better preserved. This view
was also taken by the Woods and Forests ; and at this
moment a light and elegant wire fencing—so light,

indeed, that the grounds they separate appear to be
but one—is actually in progress. The Garden, there-

fore, may now be reckoned to contain sixty acres, and
a more suitable piece, whether as to extent, or beauty,
or convenience as to distance from the metropolis,

him, with the improvement it would be to the property
as viewed from the Palace and from the other Royal
residences, together with the advantage the public
would derive from it, than his opposition, if so
it can be called, was withdrawn.
And now that we have alluded to this gossip of the

day, we may as well contradict another storv, of similar
origin, which asserts that the King of Hanover would
not permit the British Association to construct a path-
way to an old Observatory in Kew Park, which has
lately been placed at the disposal of that body. No
such pathway was ever required by the Astronomer
who formerly had charge of the building; the Royal
Family never experienced the want of it when they
visited it; and to construct it would be so costly that
we do not for one moment believe that the managers
of the British Association would think of misapply-
ing the money they are intrusted with in so indefen-
sible a manner. We believe the story, the origin of
which we can easily guess, to be either wholly un-
founded or an enormous exaggeration.

When we were considering the means of increasing
the comforts of agricultural labourers our attention
was chiefly directed to their education, and the means
by which they might be more independent of the vicis-
situdes arising from a greater or less demand for labour.
A correspondent drew our attention to the subject of
early and improvident marriages—one of the natural
results of that reliance on parish charity, which should
be a comfort to declining strength and helpless old
age, but which the young and active should look for-
ward to as a great evil to be avoided, if possible. In
those countries where there is no legal provision for
the destitute, trfe idea of the wants of sickness and old
age is continually present in the mind of the daily
labourer. It is a stimulus to exertion and self-denial

;
and no man would feel happy and comfortable if he
had not some little storereserved for sickness oraccident.
Hence young men hire themselves out to farmers, who
lodge and feed them, and they lay by the greater part
of their wages for several years before they venture to
marry. The young women do the same. In Prussia a
man is not permitted to marry until he has a certain
sum wherewith to begin the world. This would be
looked upon as an intolerable tyranny in a free
country like Britain ; but of all arbitrary laws few are
better calculated to increase the comforts of the
lower orders. In other parts of Germany, where there
is no such law, custom and prudence have the same
effect: a young man of eighteen will receive from 8/.
to 10/. a year wages, besides his board and lodging;
much less than half this sum keeps him decently in
clothes aid linen. In ten years he has accumulated
a sum sufficient to buy a cottage and a piece of land.
The young woman, to whom he has been long engaged,
has also been in service, and saved 21. or 41. a year,
which at the end of a few years amounts to a sum
sufficient to furnish a cottage. As soon as this is

provided they marry, settle themselves comfortably,
buy a cow and a pig; and while the husband con-
tinues to work for his old master, or for another, the
wife takes care of the garden, the cow, and the pig.
They have children ; but these are no burden to them
— as scon as they can run about they begin to
useful ; they go to the village school, where they learn
subordination and the rudiments of learning suited to
their station ; and in the intervals of school-hours they
assist the mother in her domestic arrangements. Her
time is fully and usefully employed, and if she occa-
sionally works in the fields, it is at harvest, when good
wages are paid. The husband returns from his work
in the evening, and finds a hot supper ready,—if it were
only some boiled milk and bread, but most commonly
a mess of vegetables stewed with a piece of pork, or a
kind of soup chiefly made from vegetables, with the
addition of a piece of butter or a little meat, in which
his brown bread is soaked.

The comfort produced by a hot meal, as well as its

economy, can only be appreciated by those who are
accustomed to it; and the use of skimmed milk or
butter-milk for this purpose is one of the great advan-
tages in keeping a cow. With a cow and a little

industry there is seldom any poverty. The cow is
cannot, perhaps, be found in the world. The noble kept constantly in the stall ; ^rass is cut by the side of
stove above alluded to will be erected on this area, a :

roads and fields, which otherwise would only produce
large portion of which will be occupied as Arboretum, weeds. A spot of Lucerne in the garden, or little field,

Having thus stated the facts connected with the
|

may be cut five times in the season, if kept clean by
Royal Botanic Garden, as far as they are at present weeding. In winter there are Turnips, Cabbages,
within our knowledge, we cannot but advert to certain Carrots, and Potatoes. A few Beans soaked in water
newspaper attacks upon the King of Hanover, in \

add richness to the milk, and these are easily raised
which that Sovereign is asserted to have "obstinately in the garden. The butter is mostly sold. A calfcalf
refused his consent to the proposed measures?'

j

is reared or fatted, according to "circumstances -

This, and similar statements respecting Kew, tending | and a great part of the husband's earnings carl

ness.
to prejudice the King in the public mind, we have

i

be laid" by for times of accident or sick
authority for asserting are wholly untrue. It is, in-
deed, not to be denied, that, at first, his Majesty
showed some displeasure at the many alterations that
had taken place, during his absence, in the domain
which he had long been accustomed to look upon as
regal and patrimonial property ; but no sooner was
the nature of the alteration in Question explained to

Should they be spared in health, the time may corae
when a little field may be purchased, or when a
daughter is to be married, or a son set up in some
small business or trade. When time has brought
grev hairs there are dutiful sons and daughters, who
will not see their aged parents overworked or in want
of comforts in their old age. With the same affectioa
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with which the parents nursed their infant children

do these, when grown up, attend to the wants and

comforts of their aged parents. There is no Union-

house in which they may seek a dismal refuge ;
and

to let an aged parent be in want, would cause the

children to be looked upon as ungrateful monsters, not

fit to be associated with. This picture is no doubt a

favourable one, and there are exceptions; but in those

countries where prudence is looked upon as a cardinal

virtue the exceptions are few. Would that we could

say that in Britain the exception was not the rule

!

Boys and girls marry without a bed of their own to

lie on ; they have no thought beyond the day ; and

if they have children and cannot maintain them, the

parish must. They cannot, neither do they expect,

assistance from their children. As soon as these can

earn bread to maintain themselves, all connection

with the parent often ceases. A poor widow who

asks for charity, if she is reminded that she has able-

bodied sons who earn good wages, and who have no

families of their own to maintain, will answer, with-

out casting any reflection on her children,—they

spend their own money : and so they generally do,

even before it is earned, at the beer-shop. Go into a

clean neat cottage—for it must be allowed that in

England the cottages are generally neat and clean—ask

what they have for dinner, and unless there are boiled

potatoes, there will be nothing hot. The husband has

taken a piece of bread and cold bacon or cheese, and

this he washes down with a pint of bad beer at the

nearest beer-shop. The children, if they go to school,

have a piece of bread and drink water. No comfort-

able meal at night ; a cup of hot water miscalled tea,

and at best a piece of bread and dripping with it, is

the chief food of the wife, and if the husband comes

home sober, which is not always the case, he finds

nothing comfortable, after a hard day's work. If the

wife earns anything, it is by occasional work in the

fields in hay and harvest time, and in destroying

weeds. This barely finds her a few clothes. When
accidents or sickness lays the labourer on his bed,

unless he belong to some club—which luckily is

often the case—and has a weekly allowance, the wife

goes to the vestry or relieving officer, and demands

an allowance, which is given as a cheaper alternative

to '.taking the whole family into the Union-house.

Is 'this caused by a greater depravity among the

British labourers ? By no means, but simply by a

disregard of prudence, and a want of foresight ;
by

improvident early marriages ; by beginning life with-

out a provision for it, and by the utter despair of

rising above that class who earn their daily bread, and

eat their daily bread, literally taking no thought for

the morrow. The greatest benefactor to the whole

race of labourers would be the man who could impress

on their minds that prudence is a virtue, andimj)rov-

idence a heinous sin.—M.

'
this was easily detached, and must be one of the young | ing. Six or seven years ago I visited these trees, which

' '-'- ' — were little more than healthy plantations; they now extend

at this place over some 500 acres. The progress they

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XLVIII.

The Small Brown Scale, Aspidiotus Proteus,

nobis.— \t was, I believe, upon the succulent leaf of some

species of Aloe or Amaryllis that I observed a variety of

Cocci, which were transmitted to me as the Small Brown

Scale ; they were scattered over the shining upper surface

f the leaf, as shown in the figure 1, which is a portion

v f the apex only, and they were more crowded near the

base. The first variety I examined resembled an elon-

gated mussel (fig. 2) : it was horny, of a dirty testaceous

colour, brown at the middle and along the margins, which

•were edged with white ; at the tip, which was attenuated,

was a blackish spot ; some of them were pierced with a

round hole, from which I conclude that they had been

stung by a minute Hymenopterous fly, called Encyrtus*;

which had just formed a shield ; they both have an

elevated ridge along the centre : this lalter is the base of

the large oval membranous one, which is dusky imme-

diately behind it, with an ochreous and opaque band

across the middle, the apex being rounded and membran-

ous, as are also the sides. On lifting up the large orbicu-

lar scale I generally found the female dead, with a few

elliptical purple eggs beneath thebrown space just alluded

to, with masses of whitish egg-skins, which, shining through

the transparent shield, imparted an ochreous and opaque

tint to the surface ; occasionally a living female was dis-

closed sticking by Us proboscis to the leaf ; the outline

was somewhat orbicular, the head narrow and semiovate,

the body of a dirty purple colour, the margin ochreous

and crenated, but the hinder portion was denticulated and

ciliated (fig. 7).

A third kind of scale was elliptical (fig, 8), with an oval

shield over the head, often blackish, with transverse

stripes ; this occupied only one-fourth of the entire length,

the remainder forming a separate membranous appendage,

two-thirds of which describe an oval of a chesnut colour

;

beneath these scales either a pupa is concealed, exhibiting

the black eyes, antenna, and the slender apical process of

the male, or the male itself, which is a mere atom, yet

similar in form and colour to that of the " Small White

Scale/' which we lately described and figured: the an-

tennse are as long as the animal, clavate and nine-jointed,

and hairy ; from the tail issued a slender, horny bristle,

nearly as long as the antennae ; the wings are large and

rounded, with a subcostal and an oblique nervure ; the

anal betge appeared to be wanting.

The Small Brown Scale, although unnoticed by authors,

seems to be very abundant and perfectly distinct from the

others. It evidently belongs to the second section, or

Aspidiotits ; and as it is undescribed I have given it the

name of A. Proteus, from the variety of forms it assumes.

I cannot, however, be certain that figures 2 and 3 may

not be the scale and the female inhabitant of some other

species ; but as they were not united they cannot belong

to the true Cocci, and I know of no other Aspidiotus to

which they can be referred. Obs. ; all the figures are

greatly magnified, and their natural sizes are shown upon

the leaf, where the corresponding numbers exhibit the

larger figures in their natural positions. It may be as

well to state that fig. 3 is a very minute creature, and was

taken from under a larger scale than those exhibited on

the leaf at fig. 2.

That every endeavour ought to be made to extirpate the

Scale insects on their first appearance cannot be too

strictly insisted upon ; for if this be neglected, all the

plants, of a similar character at least, will shortly partake

of the disease. •• Mr. Knight found that a Nectarine in a

pot taken from his Peach-house with a few of the Scales

upon it, communicated them to the trees on the open

wall, and during the succeeding summer and autumn,

increased so as to extend over nearly a whole tree and half

another. In the winter of 1832 a dressing of lime and

flower of sulphur was applied to them, and in the follow-

ing spring the insects wholly disappeared. In the spring

of 1834, when the blossom-buds of Peach-trees were as

large as hemp-seeds, a solution of lime, sulphur, and soot,

was thrown on all the trees by an engine, and not a single

blistered leaf was to be seen." In the course of our

researches we have found many gardeners who have spoken

very highly of a mixture of equal parts of soot and sul-

phur, which they had dusted over their Pine-apple plants

with perfect success in eradicating the Scale, and at the

same time causing no bad effects to the plants. On the

other hand, some cultivators state that the application of

sulphur is of no use. Surely a course of experiments

might be pursued without much difficulty, which would

lead to the truth as well as to beneficial results in these

important matters. The best means of cure may be

brought into disrepute by careless operators, after which

no one has any faith in them, and thus scarcely a remedy

that has been recommended, but has either been con-

demned as useless or asserted to be injurious.—Ruricola.

have made since that time has surprised me. The luxu-

riance of the foliage and the clear skin on the bark testify

the health of the timber as well as the following list of sizes :

1843.

Size ofTrees at Mcrquis, in Flintshire, 800 feet above the level of

thesea, planted in 1314-16, the property of Dr. Thaekcry, M.D.,

Cantab.
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Firs, Silver
do.

Balm of Gilcad
do.

Spruce .

do.
Larch .

do.

Sycamore
Do. .

Kim .

Do
Ash .

Do. . .

Oak .

Do. .

Do. * t .

Girth
at hot'om.

ft.

2
2
2
3
4

3
<i

4
2

2
o

2
2
3
2

2
3

ins.

7
7
74
8

6
6

3

9
)0

7

10

10

Girth
at 7 feet.

ft.

l

l

1

2
2
2
3
3
2
2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ins.

8

7
7
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6
4
6

2*
2
10

Gi
9
9
7

10

10

Height of clean
straight timber.

feet.

1(5

13

17
17
12
15

20
20
12

18

17

15

18

20
18

18

20

The method by which these are produced is very

different from the common method of pruning—the

method of Dr. Thackery is to prune always, not at stated

periods of three and seven years,—not at stated seasons

of the year, but every day all the year round. His

system of treatment is rather the prevention of injurious

growth than its cure. These 500 acres are in the charge of

one woodman—and but one; but there he is alUhe year

round, not with hatchet and saw, butwith his pruning-kmie

or chisel—nothing larger. He does not allow large branches

to flourish and then lop them ofr, so destroying much of

the produce of the soil, and leaving in the timber the

unsightly scars of extensive wounds. He corrects the

errors in the young green twig before it has developed

itself, and in the following manner,—and this is a secoud

feature of his svstem, viz., by pruning always, which is the

first, and by pruning downwards, which is the second ;—

perhaps I may add, by cutting close and leaving no stump?

as a third maxim. m

Thus, then, the woodman spends his days in the woods,

—he examines each young tree, beginning at the top:

here his object is to select the leading shoot, and he

immediately removes all who dispute its supremacy. Ihe

strongest shoot is left without reference to direction, for it

nearly oblique, it will nevertheless, rise and become

straight when its competitors are removed ;—going down

the tree, only the large branches are removed, leaving an

ample foliage of the smaller branches to cover and feed

the stem of the tree; thus all the nourishment goes to

increase the stem, and there is nothing to divert this

life- stream. The woods are unmercifully thinned, and

health, light, and air pervade them. To me it seemed

that the plants were happy -in short « the trees clapped

their hands and sung in joy,"—not a decayed branch, or

wound, or unhealthy plant was to be seen, and below

luxurious fern and grass grew healthful and rank.

Such is the pleasing sight which has made one ot ui

most agreeable and instructive morning rides 1
>av

ever enjoyed. The surrounding woods, which have not bte

educated under this gentle schoolmaster, present a lamei

able contrast, and shew the value of such an educatioi .

Should vou ever be in this country, 1 hope you will n >

fail to p'ay a visit to these woods, and I wish you wou

bring your readers with you to see and judge tor then

selves, and go and do likewise.—p. <r. A.

most of them were empty, but beneath one of the largest

I detected what I suppose to be a dead female ; the horny

proboscis was long and visible, and some of the legs were
projecting from the side: the body was composed of

many segments; the apex was rounded, and indistinctly

denticulated, but the sides were strongly serrated by the

angles of the segments (fig. 3).

Another scale, but more abundant, of the same colour

and very tender, f&nned oval spots upon the leaf (fig. 6)

;

the anterior portion is orbicular (fig.4), with a smaller ovate

scale (fig. 5) on its back, and P^j^ting^over the margin^

~*
Curtis's Brit. Ent, fph and pi. 305 > and Guide Genus, 598.

PLANTING.
I have just enjoyed a great treat in a morning's ride

through the woods of an old and respected friend in North

Wales, who has adopted an improved system of planting

and pruning, with such judgment and success that I am

induced to communicate to you, for your own satisfaction,

and for^the benefit of your readers, his simple methods,

and a few of their results. I am not without hope that

by your recommendation, and his example, much might be

done to render lands now uncultivated highly profitable,

and add much to the beauty as well as the healthiness and

productiveness of our country.

The system adopted is the plantation of poor soils and

waste lands on the elevated parts of the country. He

plants the summits of hills and ridges of elevated land,

which are otherwise unproductive ; and by his systematic

method of pruning and thinning, obtains healthy, thriving,

and profitable* woods. By this means he not only im-

proves the landscape by clothing its prominent features,

but, as you will readily conceive, gives shelter and warmth

to the surrounding parts of his property.

The circumstances in which these trees are planted are

by no means favourable to the growth of timber. They

are 800 feet above the level of the sea ; the poverty of the

soil is such that its actual value in 1816 was so low that

the fee-simple did not exceed one pound an acre. It is

necessary to keep in mind these circumstances, when con-

sidering the value of the results ; the ground was formerly

waste-land, covered only with.Moss and Heath.

\

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.-Tno. XXXIX.
In one of the best books that have yet been written

" The Culture of the Vine under Glass," the author, J»^

James Roberts, recommends a system of pruning, or ia

disbudding the Vine, which I believe, prior to the P«D"

tion of the work, was peculiar to himself. The peculiar^

of this system consist in pruning the Vines while the ie

are vet green, and of divesting the rods or spurs w
same time of such of the buds as are not required to i ^
duce fruit in the following season, the effect of whiu

»

get the organisable matter prepared by GO 01 /" . -

ded
concentrated in 20 or 30 buds, instead of being d"»

among three times that number, as it would be on
i

«
.g

or general system of management. This ope .^
founded on a physiological law, which is moug

^
practice in the every-day occupation ot me y ^
gardener, viz., the concentration of the Ba P-

eater

all know that by 'divesting a healthy tree or tne b

part of its fruit in the early part or the season,
,

tne^

will be concentrated in that retained, »»tt

"J"£ken ad-

much finer in consequence— a circumstance
bition

vantage of in the preparation of Cucumber ,

ioi ex ^
and many other crops ; and we are equally r,eu a

jt

by pruning a young tree TOfg^^ff&i ?
will break much stronger in the ^lo^ng sp b

lS

it had been left unpruned ; and why

.

*J"™^ he

more concentrated. Now m Mr. ««* V^ pIan

not only takes advantage of the cone
nlffllt

»
a

strength

resources, but he also ^fa
"t%lVved hereby, a»d

while it is still capable of being

.

=-ed the^)

therefore removes all the «^™» . «» or"
(retaining"^3^'."/growth or along
soon as the wood is w* j r >

mased ;
and u»

\,

soon as the wooaj. —«-;->^ ed ;
and

H ?
< Te its an immense volume of highly f^f^

iste-land, covered only wiia. moss anu neuu. ' esult l s
> J* d in the plant ; the buds become p urnj

.

,

The plantations were" made in 1814-16, and the trees sap
^f^Stable, so thai by the least application

iich I saw on this visit were of such sizes as the follow- and highly exenam ,

'1 OHHJ
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heat in the forcing season, the buds burst from their bonds

with all the strength of giants refreshed. In this way Mr.

Roberts gives his plants no more to do than they are

quite capable of performing ; and thus he gets regular

crops of large bunches from the top to the bottom or the

Vine, and not two or three large bunches at the top of the

plant, with a few spindlers, or none at all at the bottom,

as is generally the case.

Ten days back, I took two young: Vines, ot equal

strength, and growing side by side, and having pruned

them to the length intended for fruiting next season 1

divested one of half its buds, and this morning the buds

on the plant so treated are at least three times the size of

those on the plant not disbudded, and so satisfied am I

with the result, that I intend to disbud the whole ot my

Vines without delay- The only thing to fear is the

bursting of the buds prematurely ; but if a lateral or two

are left on the most vertical part of the Vine, this cause

of fear is removed.

Now, as the Vines in the greenhouses of a great num-

ber of Amateurs are generally in a very unfruitful state,

I introduce this system of management to their notice

•with the hope that it may be of use to them, and introduce

a little order and regularity where hitherto all has been

confusion. In the management of out-door Vines it is

also equally applicable ; in truth, in the management ot all

Vines whatever, because it is a system of nursing the

strength of the plant, and therefore must he good. I

will, however, let Mr. Roberts speak for himself as to the

method of performing the operation :—" You may pro-

ceed to disbud, beginning at the bottom of the Vine,

leaving a bud you think well placed on the side ot the

shoot, (preferring that to either the top or underside )

then cut clean out the two following, leaving the fourth,

taking out the next two, and so on till you reach eight or

nine feet in height, as to that length the cane must be cut

back
;
proceed again at the bottom, disbudding the other

side in the same manner, so that in that length you will

be able to leave eight or ten permanent eyes to form fruit

bearing spurs for the following year, or five on eacn side.

I particularly caution against injuring the leaves when the

bud is cut out, as they may not naturally drop for weeks

lifter, and may yet be useful in more perfectly maturing

the stem and remaining buds. In a few days the wounds

or cuts will have dried up, touch them with a little paint,

keep them cool and dry until the leaves have commenced

dropping generally." This system of disbudding may

seem severe, and though the Amateur can use his own

discretion as to the number of buds taken out, it must be

recollected it is recommended by a gardener of sound

practical attainments, and is therefore not a theoretical

speculation. Those who are interested in Vine culture

would do well to peruse Mr. Roberts's publication.— W.
P. Ayrcs, Brooklands.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
' Encouragement to Planters.—In the Chronicle of last

week is an article of some length under this heading-, and

so far as its tendency is to encourage planting, I should

say everything in its favour ; but it holds out very con-

spicuously also encouragement to pruning, which cannot,

in my opinion, be too strongly deprecated. Having

formerly written so many articles against pruning, I need

not take Mr. Humphreys' paper in detail, but merely call

on all proprietors and managers of young woods and

plantations to consider well what they are about before

they adopt the practice either of Dr. Thackeray or that

recommended by the •* highly-respectable Scotch gentle-

man residing near Cupar, in Angus." Judicious thinning

is absolutely necessary ; but systematic pruning is unques-

tionably injurious; and however thriving appearances

may be presented by some plantations that have been

pruned, yet I maintain that they would have been better

without it, and that their thriving appearance is in spite of

the pruning, and not the effect of it. I am therefore

anxious that it should be published to all the planting

world that pruning is rather a discouragement, inasmuch as

it retards rather than accelerates the growth of trees. It is

much to be lamented that woods and plantations generally

are not better managed than they are ;
and in as far as the

eflb. ts of Mr. Humphreys tend to correct that evil, I cor-

dially bid him God speed : for one cannot walk or ride in

any direction, but for a very short distance, without

having taste and feelings shocked by crowded or mangled

plantations.— Quercus. [We quite agree.]

Destruction of Small Birds.—"Este, referring to an

article in Gardeners' Cho-onicle two or three weeks back,

on the Destruction of Small Birds, begs to say that he

never allows a bird to be killed. He never has the

Caterpillar. In a neighbouring parish, where a Small

Bird Club exists, they are yearly overrun with vermin.

Fruit without Leaves.—-In addition to the statements

already made, respecting the maturation of fruit upon

shoots devoid of leaves, I can give you another instance.

There is here three healthy good-sized Peaches growing

upon a shoot which has not an atom of leaf upon it,

from the point to three inches below the lowest fruit. The

end of the shoot has died back nearly to the first fruit. I

would scarcely have believed this upon the testimony of

another ; for I had imbibed the idea that it was essential

to the well-being of the fruit, both in swelling and ripening,

to have a few leaves upon the end of the shoot, for the

purpose of attracting the sap. This is one thing I have

had to unlearn. Gardeners have many things to unlearn

before they have a perfect knowledge of their business.

-

-ft. //., Cantley, near Doncaster. [This matter seems to

be misunderstood. The necessity of a leaf above a fruit

before swelling off seems clear; but after it has once

begun to swell, the leaves above it may, no doubt, be

dispensed with, for reasons which we cannot now find

room for. Would " R. H.V Peaches have stoned if

they had had no leaves beyond them ?]
t

Interment of Bees.—A correspondent who signed him-

self " Yeoman " favoured your readers with a simple and

easy method of preserving Bees during the winter, namely,

burying them in leaves several feet deep. I made the trial

with one hive of Bees in the winter of 1841-42, but from

some cause or other the experiment was unsatisfactory, as

the Bees were all dead when I took them out in March,

1842. "Yeoman's" communications were published in

the autumn of 1841, and he mentioned that he found his

plan very successful. It appears to me that it will be

difficult to procure a sufficient quantity of leaves dry

enough to cover three or four hives ; at any rate, they

would not be sufficiently free from moisture to be used for

that purpose, unless they could be dried in a kiln or oven.

I should be obliged if " Yeoman " will inform me if he

still continues to inter his Bees during the winter, and

whether he is still successful. I shall also be glad to

know if dry Wheat-straw will answer to cover the Bees

instead of leaves : it might be cut into short pieces with a

chaff-cutting machine, if required. What is the proper

time to put the hives into the leaves, and what sort of

house or building is most proper? Ought the Bees to be

interred on a frosty day ? Should they be stopped up

with perforated zinc before the holes ? It is stated by all

writers on Bees—at least in all the works I have consulted

—that damp is very injurious to Bees, and I scarcely^con-

ceive that leaves are dry enough ; but if " Yeoman " will

give us a few lines in an early Number of the Chronicle, 1

shall be extremely obliged to him. Most of the cottagers

in my neighbourhood destroy their Bees with sulphur;

could they not be smoked with the puff-ball recommended

by Taylor, Cotton, and others, put into a hive, and buried

in the way " Yeoman M recommends?— FT. E. t
Suffolk.

Saline Manure.—Mr. Potter kindly and promptly

answered the queries of a " Paper-maker " respecting Ins

"retort refuse" in the Chronicle of the 20th August,

when he hoped the result of any trials might be communi-

cated. I have not had time to make the trials he

suggests, but one or two others of a practical nature

which I made during the past and present year are quite

at his service. Last autumn I carted into a Wheat eddish (.)

a quantity of mud washed down from off a sandy soil,

intending in the spring to carry it over the land and sow

it with Oats. To this mud 1 put about one cart-load to

ten of the refuse, turning it over twice during the

winter, and breaking the hard pieces, that it might amal-

gamate the better with the mud. This I carted over my

field in February, leaving a small portion without any.

In March I sowed my Oats ; they came up, and looked

well, promising a good crop ; but after a little time I per-

ceived a failure in that part of the field that was not

covered with it. On examining the spot more closely, I con-

cluded the worm had got into them, and from that time

it continued so to destroy the root of the Corn, that at

harvest I had none, in comparison with the other parts of

the field ; but a luxuriant crop of weeds, &c. Still I

must state further that the plant of Oats was destroyed a

little beyond where this was not laid, but that only for

a small space. I tried it also this summer for Swede

Turnips. I carted together some mould and ashes, with

a little dung, and added, as before, some of [.the retort

refuse, turned it together two or three limes, and laid it

over my field (about 15 small cart-loads to the statute acre),

ploughed it in, and then, after some time, ploughed it

again, bringing it to the surface, and^ sowed my Swedes,

putting over a few ashes also. 1 considered my season for

Swedes a very unpropitious one, for the weather was so

wet, and the subsoil being clay, I could not sow till the

27th June, and then, after repeated rolling and harrowing,

I could not sufficiently pulverise the soil ;
but my Swedes

soon came up, and I have never had any grow faster, or

promise better, than they do at present. I must, there-

lore, consider this refuse very beneficial as 1 now use it.

With regard to the manganese that is left behind, I

have no doubt the quantity is considerable. The fore-

man I now have in the paper-manufactory had been for

some years superintending a concern of the same kind in

Sweden ; his master there was a chemist also, and he was

aware of the manganese left, and tried to separate it by

washing, but he could not sufficiently dissolve it for that

purpose; and having a large quantity of manganese by

him, he is putting this refuse by till there is a large

accumulation, and then purposes putting up some simple

machinery to grind it in water, washing away all the

saline and other refuse (leaving the manganese behind), as

he had no thought of using that as a manure. But there

is another refuse we make, which he did use for that pur-

pose ; it is the liquid we draw away after boiling our rags

in lime; this liquid he carried to a distance in wooden

shoots over a piece of pasture-land ;
but on applying it,

it was too powerful, and lulled the Grass
;
he then had a

large place dug out, into which he turned this liquid,

filling the hole with any description of refuse he could

collect, and then after a sufficient time carried it over his

land, and found it very beneficial in promoting vegetation.

We boil our rags for several hours, so that what pieces of

woollen rags may he mixed with the others are dissolved.

May not this add something to the vegetating properties

of this liquid ?-J. S.

Potter's Guano.— I have read with interest your re-

commendations of Potter's Guano, and as I have made

an experiment with it for Wheat, the result, as far as I at

present can give it, may be interesting. For many years

I have been convinced that the present improved know-

ledge in chemical science would discover some concen-

trated dressing for land that would equal, if not surpass,

in usefulness and cheapness, much of the common ma-

nures now in use. I was, therefore, greatly pleased to

observe lately the attention of scientific men turned to

this subject; and having accidentally seen some circulars

in reference to Potter's Guano, and understanding that

Mr. Potter himself was a practical chemist, I determined

to give the dressing a fair trial for Wheat. For this pur-

pose I prepared a field in the usual way, and dressed one-

third of it with the Guano according to the directions

sent with it, and the other two-thirds with common ma-
nure ; and the result has, in every respect, answered my
expectations. During the whole year the crop on that

part had the advantage over the other ; and towards bar-

vest, it was very visibly superior, as was evident to all

who saw it, though the other was a very good crop : it

being thicker on the ground, the straw longer and firmer,

and the ears much larger, fuller, and heavier. I will also

observe, that I took several persons into the field, and,

as a trial, asked them to point out the p'art where the

Guano was put on; this they always did exactly. I may
add, that at harvest, when the crop was cut, I was from

home, and the workmen who were employed, eight in num-

ber,were sentbv a friend, who as soon as I saw him on my
return told me that I had a very excellent crop generally,

but much the better where the Guano had been. When
the Crop was carried, I was pleased to hear the men
remark how very heavy the sheaves were, and large the

ears of Corn. So far, this trial of the Guano has been

perfectly satisfactory, and I intend to employ it again

more extensively. I regret that I am not able just yet to

thresh the crop, but as soon as this shall be done, I will

send you the result in quantity and weight

—

George

Wilhins, Wvjp% near Harwich.
I Bees.—In criticism and controversy it is difficult to

avoid giving ofience. This is applicable to myself. In

the Chronicle of Sept. 9, Dr. Bevan complains of the

u tone which I adopted towards his esteemed friend, Mr.

Golding." If I have gone beyond bounds I am very sorry

for it, and sincerely hope that expressions I may have in-

advertently used will in noway "derrive our apiarian

brethren of farther information from the sane source."

My observations on one point in the ' Honey Bee " are,

I am happy to say, taken by Dr. Bevan in the true light.

I accept his kind offer of a copy of the second edition of

his work on Bees, with many thanks, and I shall regard

it as a great favour from the able Author.— John Wighlon*

[If it is sent to 3, Charles-st., Covent-Garuen, it will be

forwarded.]

Mulberry.—Lop off.a straight branch, at least 8 ft. long,

from a large tree in March, the nearer the trunk the better ;

clear away every little branch, and leave it quite bare; dig

a hole 4 feet deep, plant the naked branch, and make it

firm in the ground ; leave around it a little basin of earth

to hold water, and if the season be dry give it every morn-

ing a bucketful of water throughout the summer. In two

years it will have made a good head and will bear fruit.

—

Z?7Ta.

Gardeners' Association.—From an advertisement in the

Chronicle of last week 1 learn that the Gardeners in the

neighbourhood of Stoke Newington are about to form an

Association for Mutual Instruction. I am glad to hear of

this, as I consider it to be essential to the happiness and

well-being of the Gardening community. Having for

some time witnessed the scarcity of employment for Gar-

deners I think it high time that they should adopt for

themselves some means of preventing the distress that

appears to await them, and from so many noblemen and

gentlemen reducing their establishments it is evident that

situations will become still more scarce. There are many

good practical Gardeners at present out of employment.

and before this distress becomes more prevalent, I beg to

call the attention of my brother Gardeners to the necessity

of forming a Society -1 will say a Joint Stock Company,

and let tlfe shares be 1/. each ;
and out of the number a

Committee may be chosen to frame rules and regulations

for conducting the Society. I may suggest the further

practicability of establishing a garden, to be conducted by

a practical and confidential man, where forcing might be

carried on in all its branches, and, if the funds should

allow likewise ornamental gardening, and when any mem-

ber of the Society shall be thrown out ot employment, if

he bear a strictly moral and sober character, that he should

be employed, and receive 15*. per week, until something

better offer for him. T beg leave to observe that all

Gardeners should give this a fair and weighty considera-

tion as it is in their power to provide a comfortable live-

lihood for many of their now starving brethren, and as

situations are generally uncertain, we do not know how

soon we mav want employment ourselves, and when such

a Society as that proposed is once formed and set a-going,

it will pay itself, and will not require yearly subscriptions.

— William.
Fumigating.—-My standard Rose-trees being very much

infested this year with the Green Fly and other insects,

I had recourse to the following useful, and at the same

time very cheap and simple, contrivance to rid myself of

them. 1 ordered my carpenter to make me a box not

unlike a watchhouse, of half-inch deal, seven feet high

and four feet in diameter, of an octagon shape, with oue

of the sices made to open like a door, with a hole an inch

in diameter three inches from the ground to admit the
111 Y 1 T « **- * _
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nose of the bellows. I then lifted it over one of my
Rose-trees, and placed the fumigating apparatus in the

interior; after a few minutes' application at the bellows

fall to

oked
1 had the pleasure of seeing those detestable pests fi

the ground. After a good syringing the trees lo

as healthy and were as free from insects as I ever saw any.

Of course the box may be made of any size.

—

G. Young,

JI a Icing.

Clover Dodder.—On looking through a small field of

Khelat Lucerne, I found a great many patches of the

inclosed plant, which I strongly suspect to be the Dodder
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to which you have recently been calling attention. Wher-
ever it has appeared the Lucerne is either dead or dying,
and at all events whether it is the Dodder or not, it appears
to be something equally pernicious.—B. Milnethorpe.
[It is the Clover Dodder, certainly ; and this is an interest-
ing fact connected with the probable introduction of this

pest.]

Transplanting , <fyc.— I am very much obliged to your
correspondent "Timothy" for what he has stated in the
Chronicle, at p. 64.3, and I am fully aware of the truth
of what he states. I take blame to myself for not ex-
pressing myself differently when speaking of the Pear-tree
mentioned at p. 630. I should have said that it was
never expected to survive such a check

; indeed, it was
never put into the ground after it was taken from the
place which it had occupied for about eight years before.

To save any further doubt, allow me to say, that it was
no sooner out of the ground, than it was chopped into
pieces. The height of the Pear-tree was about twenty
feet ; it was trained against a south wall, and its shoots
were only allowed to be produced on one side of the main
stem. These shoots ran more than five feet along the
wall, and produced a good quantity of fruit. It was by
the method mentioned by u Timothy" that the Rose-
tree was saved ; and I am quite sure it is impossible to
save a Pear-tree of any size, if removed in the month of
June.

—

Ortolano.

VineDisease—You are certainly right (see "Notices
to Correspondents," p. 649) in imputing the want of
colour in my Hambro' Grapes to the disease of the leaves.

But the cause of the disease puzzles me. The house is

twenty feet long by twelve wide, with the usual height. I

have about seven cart-loads of tan, besides heating with
fifty feet of four-inch diameter hot-water pipe. I seldom
allowed the heat to be more than eighty degrees. I gave
air by opening partially two lower and two upper sashes.
Perhaps the current of air may have caused the mischief.
I have another house about the same size as the one just
described ; here the sashes are so fastened that I cannot
ventilate by them. Here I have no tan, and here the
foliage of the Vines is in full vigour, whilst the Grapes,
Hambro' andEsperione, are as black as Sloes; in short,
I am puzzled. Perhaps you can throw some light on my
failure from an examination of the leaves I have sent.
The roots of all the Vines in both houses are from the
same bed or ground, where nothing is allowed to inter-
fere with their growth.

—

A Subscriber. [From the ap-
pearance of the leaves sent to us, we should judge that
the mischief has been caused by allowing a current of cold
air to pass over the leaves while tender, and perhaps wet
with dew.]

Vines.—I perceive that a correspondent has been
endeavouring to prove the propriety of a certain system
of Vine culture by arguments drawn from a passage in

the Gospel of St. John. Now I think it would be much
better if Scripture were not brought forward in cases
where Scripture can be no authority at all. The object of
the mission of the Great Founder of Christianity to this

world was one of far higher import than the improvement
of Horticulture, or of any other of the arts of life ; conse-
quently, while He gave His followers a set of rules whereby
to regulate their lives, which, unlike any other system of
Ethics ever promulgated, was incapable of improvement,
suited at once to every man in every age, adapted alike to
nations just emerging from barbarism, and to those which
have attained to the highest pitch of refinement, He left

science just in the state in which He found it, to await the
slow progression of ages for its development. Whenever
the arts of life are mentioned in the sacred writings, they
are merely alluded to in order to illustrate something else.

In the passage in question, it was not necessary that the
principles of Vine culture referred to should be the best
that could be adopted ; but it was absolutely necessary
thatthey should be such as were at the time universally
understood and acted upon. Had they been one step in
advance of the age, the illustration would have required a
mental effort to understand it, and consequently would not
have answered its purpose. It appears to me that we
might as reasonably employ women to grind our Corn by
manual labour, in the Eastern fashion, as attempt to cul-
tivate our Vines by the rules of Scripture. I would say,
in conclusion, let your correspondents in their life and
conversation adhere as closely as they please to Scriptural
rules ; let them make the Scriptures (to use their own
expressive language) " a lamp to their feet, and a lantern
to their paths : » but they must seek some other guide in
the culture of their Vines.— W. H. M., Trentharn.

Petunias—From two or three pods of Petunias, viz.,

the one called " scarlet," but which is in reality a bright
rose-colour, I have raised this year seedlings of several
shades of peach-blossom and lilac, deep rosy-purple,
and pure white ; also white, with the outside shaded with
lilac, and dark eye, without any hybridisation.

—

E. J.
Double Stocks.—In compliance with your suggestion

I have minutely examined flowers of the Double Stock,
and I find them to be decidedly destitute of male organs of
fructification (and, of course, without the female ones, as
we never have seed from the double flowers). I was in
the Isle of Wight last week, and I consulted two or three
eminent Stock-growers on this subject, and they were not
aware of the double flowers being useless. At my re-
vest, each examined a flower, and their opinions exactly
agreed with mine, viz., that they are entirely destitute of
either stamens or pistils. Your correspondent " Quer-
ents agrees with me in this respect, and I hope to learn,
through the medium of the Chronicle, the opinions of
others respecting this beautiful flower.— Timothy.
A Petrified Tree.—At the stone quarry of Mr. Littler,

in the outskirts of St. Helen's, is a petrified tree, apparently
a relict of an antediluvian period, which has attracted many

*W . - r . L . .

visitors. The lower part of the trunk of the tree, which is

about 5 feet high and 2 feet in diameter, is in a perfect
state, and stands out in alto-relievo from the side of the
quarry in the solid stone, and at the depth of about 25 feet

from the surface. The top root is quite discernible, and
the course of many of the smaller roots is distinctly marked
in the stone for the space of several feet. The branches
and upper part of the tree have been cut away in the
course of excavation. The bark, apparently from the con-
tact with it of a slight stratum of coal, has a blackish
appearance, and beneath the roots there are also traces of
coal, in which one of the roots has been imbedded, The
rock, to the depth of several feet below the tree, and at
least 10 yards below the surface of the soil, is strewed
with vegetable fossils, some of which are marked in longi-
tudinal or transverse ribs, whilst others bear the im-
pression of leaves, &c. It is the intention of the proprietor
of the quarry to present this petrified tree to the Liverpool
Mechanics' Institution.

—

Facile.

Camelina, or Gold of Pleasure.—There is a report
that the seed of this, when crushed into cakes for the
feeding of cattle, has an acrid quality which disagrees with
them. Perhaps some correspondent may be able to
satisfy the public on this point. As it appears not to
exhaust the soil, this plant may be more safely cultivated
than Flax, for the mere purpose of producing oil and oil-

cake, though not available for thread.—C. M. S.
Schomburgkia tibicinis. — I send you the following

extract from the letter of a friend resident in Honduras, to
whom I am indebted for specimens of this plant, which so

seldom flowers. He says, "You talk of the Cowhorns
not flowering with you, or but once. When round at the
New River lately in the dry season, they were all in flower,

of a pale straw-colour, (some are of a deep pink) hanging
over the water, where there was plenty of air and sun.

Now at home, it struck me that your hothouses were far

too moist and confined, at least for this sort." It would
seem that there are very distinct varieties of this species,

and that the description of our friend, Mr. Skinner, must
not be thought too glowing from the pale variety which
flowered at Lady Ackland's.

—

Pons JEM.
Rats.—In answer to your Correspondent " Devoni-

ensis," at p. 574, I beg to prescribe a cure. Take
powdered Assafoetida 2 grains, Essential Oil of Rhodium
3 drachms, Essential Oil of Lavender 1 scruple, and Oil
of Aniseed 1 drachm, and prepare them as follows :—first,

mix the Assafcetida well with the Aniseed, then add the Oil
of Rhodium, and still mix all in a mortar, after which add
the Oil of Lavender ; then cork all close in a bottle until

wanted. Next, procure a large wire cage-trap, into which
introduce your mixture on a small saucer, or any such
vessel ; close down the trap and place it in some con-
spicuous part of the garden, and leave it to work for itself,

and communicate the result.

—

An Irishman.
Peat.—I think it is Dean Swift who says, that, however

closely an assemblage is crammed or wedged together,

one thing is remarkable, viz., that there is always plenty
of room upwards ; but then the difficulty, the vexata
qumtiO) arises, how are we to get at it? I am strongly
reminded of this by the piece of kind information com-
municated by your correspondent "Thomas Cowan,"
—p. 629, of the Gardeners 7 Chronicle—who advises me
to use pulverised dry peat to protect the roots of my
vegetables, till

u Moorland Willie" unfolds to view his

marvellous "mackintosh." I do not know where
u Churchill Gardens" are situated, perhaps in the" Moor-
lands'' also, as the material recommended is not to be
found everywhere. Having been bred in a part of the

country

—

"'Mong Moors and Mosses, many, O I"

I am very well acquainted with the virtues of pulverised
peat ; but here, in regions of chalk and clay, Dean Swift's

question arises—How am I to get at it ? I know where
there is plenty—400 miles off, and some nearer—but, even
in this age of railways and steam-boats, it is as much
like a terra incognita, and as inaccessible to me, as
" Moorland Willie's" mackintosh ; but, apropos of peat
earth : when a youth, I went first to work in a new garden,
one half of which was made out of a complete quagmire,
the other half a dry sandy bank or acclivity. When the

former remained in its natural state it consisted of a sub-
stance something like semi-liquid, with a tough surface of

tangled vegetable matter, and when drained, there was
found immersed old Roman millstones, and some other
antiques ; but when dry and used for garden crops, it was
in consistence a light porous peaty earth, and its produc-
tions were of a character I have never seen excelled.

Every kind of garden crop grew in it with the utmost
luxuriance— especially Celery and Cauliflowers; the former
came out as white as if new washed—some of the latter

measuring from 20 inches to 2 feet over the crown, taking

the convexity. Ever since, I have had a favourable

opinion of peat as a garden soil, and if this should attract

the notice of any of your numerous readers who have had
the privilege of gardening on peat, I should feel gratified

to learn the result of their experience.— Quercus.
Fungus on Bark-beds.—In the Chronicle of August

12th I observed in the li Notices to Correspondents " that

an inquiry had been made respecting a method to destroy

the Fungus which springs up in Bark-beds, which question,
with your permission, I will answer; as I have been very
much annoyed with it this season myself, insomuch that

I was compelled to turn a great many plants out of their

pots in order to clean the roots, which was effected by
brushing the Fungus completely off with a brush, and this,

as I anticipated, has had the effect of wholly saving

my plants, and I am happy to state that I have not lost

one since in consequence ; although it had spread through
the mould in the pots, and for some inches up the stem.

Before replacing the plants, I watered the bed well all

over with boiling water, and covered it with salt, which
quickly dissolved, and in half an hour afterwards I covered
it over again with an inch of sand, to prevent the bottom
of the pots from coming in contact with the salted tan,

and I can safely affirm that I have never seen the least

appearance of anything of the kind since.

—

D. Z.
Onions.—The Onion seed was remarkably good this

season, and in many places the crops were thicker than
what they were intended to be. After some of my beds of
Onions were thinned, some of the thinnings were left in

the ground. In a short time after they were pulled, I

observed that the bulbs swelled much faster than those
that were left growing ;— the outside leaves of those that
were pulled soon withered, and one or two of the heart
leaves continued green for some time, after which they
died. The bulbs were as large as common marbles, and
had the appearance of being firm and ripe, while those
that were left in the beds were scarcely half the size, at

the time when the thinnings were ripe, although they were
in a healthy growing state. Would the leaves draw
nourishment from the atmosphere, to swell the bulbs
when the roots were dead ?

—

Peter Mackenzie.
Hawthorn.—There is a brown knot-like substance

common upon the young shoots of the Hawthorn hedges
;

it is full of small apertures. The mouths of the open-
ings appear to be surrounded with fringes, something
like the Peristome of Mosses. Is it a Fungus, or the
work of insects ?

—

P. M. [This is the Fungus called

iEcidium laceratum.]

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Sept. 26.—This Dahlia exhibition is confined to class showing,
and to the exhibition of seedlings. There were some remarkably-
fine blooms setup, and it was the best show of seedlings we have
seen this season. The prizes were awarded as follow:—Ama-
teurs and Gentlemen's Gardeners : White-tipped Purple, \,
Mr. Wildman, Brown's Miranda; 2, Mr. Wildman, Brown's
Queen of Trumps.' White-tipped Pink, 1, Mr. Prockter, AnselPs
Queen ; 2, Mr. Turville, Whale's Phenomenon. Dark, 1, Mr. Ford,
Turville's Essex Triumph; 2, Mr. Wildman, Turville's Essex
Triumph. Lilac, l t Mr. Turville, Turville's Essex Bride (seed-
ling, double prize awarded) ; 2, Mr. Wildman, WidnalFs Queen.
Crimson, 1, Mr. Wildman, Smith's Sir R. Sale; 2, Mr. Ford,
Springfield Rival. Purple, 1, Mr. Ford, Brown's Blue Bonnet; 2,
Mr. Prockter, Girling's Indispensable. Rose, 1, Mr. Ford,
Mitchell's Mrs. Kelly; 2, Mr. Ford, Jackson's Lady Cooper.
Scarlet, I, Mr. Ford, Thompson's Vivid; 2, Nil. Yellow- tipped,
1, Mr.Wildman, Hudson's Princess Royal ; 2, Mr. Turville, Hud-
son's Princess Royal. Yellow, Mr. Prockter, Dodd's Prince of
Wales. Orange, Nil. White, Nil. Seedlings, 1843: 1st Class:
Red, Mr. Prockter, Nonpareil. 2d Class: 1, White and Purple,
Mr. Gaines, Matilda; 2, Dark, Mr. Bragg, Monitor; 3, Deep Hose,
Mr. Keynes, Princess Alice. Not Placed: 1842, White, Mr.
Riley, Pearl; Mr. I)odd, Orange Superb; While and Purple,
Mr. Davis, Beauty of Birmingham ; White and Pink, Mr. Bushell,
Emma; 1843, Yellow, Mr. Gaines; Scarlet, Mr. Prockter; Mr.
Cook, Notting-hill Rival. Nurserymen: Dark, 1, Mr. Brown,
of Slough, Turville's Essex Triumph; 2, Mr. Bragg, of Slough,
Turville's Essex Triumph. Rose, 1, Mr. Bragg, Lady Cooper; 2,
Mr. Brown, Mitchell's Mrs. Shelley. White, 1, Mr. Keynes,
Keynes' Emma Noke (seedling, double prize awarded); 2, Mr.
Bragrg, Bragg's Antagonist. White tipped with Pink, l, Mr.
Brown, Widnairs Marchioness of Exeter; 2, Mr. Bragg, Widnall's
Marchioness of Exeter. While tipped with Purple, 1 , Mr. Brown,
Brown's Lady St. Maur (seedling, double prize awarded) ; 2, Nil,
Scarlet, \, Mr. Bragg, Thompson's Vivid; 2, Mr. Brown, Thomp-
son's Vivid. Purple, 1 and 2, Mr. Bragg, Silverlock's Candidate
and Brown's Blue Bonnet. Crimson, 1, Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury,
Keynes' Standard of Perfection (seedling, double prize awarded);
2, Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, Stanford's Victory of Sussex. Yellow-
tipped, I, Mr. Bragg, Hudson's Princess Royal; 2, Mr. Brown,
Hudson's Princess Royal. Seedlings, 1842, (Six blooms): 1st
Class: Mr. Keynes, Standard of Perfection. 2d Class : Lilac, 1,

Mr. Turville, Essex Bride ; 2. Mr. Sparry, Lady Antrobus; White,
3, Mr. Keynes, Emma Noke (neat and compact, but rather pink,
and requires bleaching); 4, Mr. Bourne, Model; 5, Mr. Brown,
Rembrandt (fine form and petal, but not good centre); 6, Mr.
Brown, Raphael (fine form and petal, but not good centre)

; 7,
Mr. Brown, Orange Perfection (low centre). The third and final

competition for the 10/. Prize, offered for the best White, was
decided in favour of Mr. Bragg's Antagonist,

COUNTRY SHOW.
Salt-Hill Dahlia Show, Sept. 22.—Names of the flowers in the

winning stands, as promised last week.— IstCi.ass, Amatkurs.—
12 blooms: I,—Emmerson, Esq., Bath, for Mrs. Shelley, Widnall's
Queen, Candidate, Phenomenon, Indispensable, Bedford Surprise,
Widnall's Eclipse, Pickwick, Beauty of the Plain, Essex Triumph,
Lady Cooper, Hudson's Princess Royal ; 2, Mr. Howard, Burn-
ham, for Dodd's Prince of Wales, Admiral Stopford,Mrs. Shelley,
Beauty of Sussex, Lady Cooper, Bedford Surprise, Widnall's
Queen, Phenomenon, Essex Triumph, Hudson's Princess Royal,
Vivid, Sir R. Sale; 3, Mr. Skelton, Ivor,for,"Andrew Hofer, Dodd's
Prince of Wales, Adm. Stopford, Duchess of Richmond, Walter's
Unique, Perpetual Grand, Hudson's Princess Royal, Antagonist,
Widnall's Queen, Essex Triumph, Mrs. Shelley, Sir F. Johnstone

;

4, Mr. Headley, for Cambridge, Phcenix, Lady Cooper, President
of the West, Essex Triumph, Victor, Dodd's Prince of Wales,
Duchess of Richmond, Confidence, Hudson's Princess Royal, Sir
F. Johnstone, Man of Kent, Phenomenon. 2d Class, Gab-
deners.- 12 blooms ; 1, Mr. Maher, Hawthorn-hill, for Grand
Baudine, Phenomenon, President of the West, Hudson's Princess
Royal, Mrs. Shelley, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Euclid, Admirable,
Essex Triumph, Bedford Surprise, Perpetual Grand, Widnall's
Queen; 2, Mr. Turville, Springfield Lyons, for Northern Beauty.
Vivid, Indispensable, Widnall's Queen, Phenomenon, Essex Tri-
umph, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Lady Cooper, Hudson's Princess
Royal, Grand Baudine, Springfield Rival, Mrs. Shelley; 3, Mr.
Ford, Pinkney's Green, for Admiral Stopford, Duchess of Rich-
mond, Blue Bonnet, Great Mogul, Hudson's Princess Royal,
Catleugh's Eclipse, Lady Cooper, Grand Baudine, Marchioness
of Exeter, Mrs. Shelley, Widnall's Queen, Sir R. Sale; 4, Mr.
Weedon, Hillingdon, for Mrs. Shelley, Bedford Surprise,
Widnall's Eclipse, Antagonist, Widnall's Queen, Burnham Hero,
Hudson's Princess Royal, Beauly of the Plain, Lady Cooper,
Grand Baudine, Essex Triumph, Dodd's Prince of. Wales.
3d Class, Nurserymen,-24 blooms: 1, Mr. Brown, Slough, for

Lady Cooper, Competitor, Adm. Stopford, Springfield Rival,
Asmodeus, Mrs. J. Richardson, Springfield Purple, Mrs. Shelley,
Hudson's Princess Royal, Great Mogul, Widnall's Queen, Sir R.
Sale

r
Vivid, Pickwick, Phenomenon, Candidate, Catleugh's Eclipse,

Grand Baudine, Beauty of the Plain, Essex Triumph, Marchion-
ncss of Exeter, Andrew Hofer, Bedford Surprise; 2, Mr. Bragg,
Slough, for Vivid, Great Mogul, Admirable, Candidate, Lady
Cooper, Admiral Stopford, Springfield Purple, Marquis ofLans-
downe, Widnall's Queen, Indispensable, Perpetual Grand, Mar-
chioness of Exeter, Essex Triumph, Hudson's Princess Royal,
Catleugh's Eclipse, Phenomenon, Burnham Hero, Beauty of

Sussex, Col. Baker, Mrs. Shelley, Duchess of Richmond, Cat-

leugh's Tournament, Paul Pry, Andrew Hofer j 3, Mr. Keynes,
Salisbury, for Duchess of Richmond, Mr. J. Richardson, Girling s
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Prince of W&les, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Mrs. Shelley, Admi-
rable, Beauty of the Plain, Widnall's Eclipse, Queen of Lilacs,

Marquis of LansUowne, Ne Plus Ultra, Hudson's Princess Royal,

Springfield Purple, Twyford Perfection, Admiral Stopford, Phe-

nomenon, Perpetual Grand, Essex Triumph, Catlengh's Eclipse,

Widnall's Queen, Bedford Surprise, Competitor, Conservative ;

4, Mr. Harrison, Downham Market, for Widnall's Eclipse, Hud-
son's Princess Royal, Grand Baudine, Miranda, Suffolk Hero,

Indispensable, Lady Cooper, Essex Triumph, Bridesmaid, Cat-

leugh's Tournament, Admiral Stopford, Penelope, Dodd's Prince

of Wales, President of the West, Metella, Mrs. Shelley, Beauty of

the Plain, Beauty of Sussex, Norfolk Hero, Maria, Marchioness

of Exeter, Burnham Hero, Favourite, Hero of Stonehcnge.

1 may be justly attributed. * * The interior is supposed

not to be so well adapted for the growth of the Cinnamon

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER

as the sea-coast; at least, that hitherto brought from

thence is coarser and thicker in appearance, and of too

rich and pungent a taste. The best description, and that

which grows in the gardens around Colombo, and at the

other places mentioned, is obtained from what is termed

the Laurus Cinnamomum. This is a tree of small size,

from four to ten feet in height : the trunk is slender, with

a number of branches shooting out from it on every side.

The wood is light, soft, and porous, and in appearance

resembles that of the common Osier. A vast number of

roots and fibres run out from the root of the tree, and
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL. , ,

-
- . .

f it
Rhododendron fraorans. Fragrant-flowered Rose-bay. shoot up rapidly into slender twigs, which foim, as tt

(Hard// Evergreen.) Ericaceae. Decandria Monogynia.—This
plant is probably a hybrid between II. catawbiense and some of

the hardy fragrant-flowered Azaleas ; though it was raised acci-

dentally, from seed of a variety of R. catawbiense, 25 or 30 yeans

ago. It forms a compact, dwarf shrub, decidedly evergreen,

with small and dense foliage, and numerous clusters of pretty

pale pinkish lilac blossoms, in which there is a variety of delicate

tints, approaching to white in the centre. It has quite the habit

of a Rhododendron, and looks like a small, close-growing, pale-

flowered variety of R. p6nticum, with the leaves a little wrinkled,

and destitute of much glossiness. Its natural flowering season

is early in May,when the other Rhododendrons bloom. On account

of the difference in its aspect from the common varieties of R. p6n-

ticum, and the delicate fragrance of its blossoms.it is well suited

for the front of shrubbery borders, or for giving variety to bods

of R. p6nticum, by being placed at intervals round their margin.

It is also an excellent plant for growing in tubs or large pots, to

place about the flower-garden or pleasure-grounds inconspicuous
positions, or to stand in the conservatory, or portico or hall of a

mansion, for purposes of occasional decoration. But, as its

pleasing scent can hardly be appreciated out-of-doors, it is per-

haps best adapted for keeping in a warm greenhouse or conserva-

tory, in pots or tubs, where, without any forcing, it will come
into bloom sufficiently early to prevent its appearing too com-
mon, while its fragrance will be brought readily within reach.

Treated in this manner it constitutes a really attractive plant.

It is multiplied by layers or by grafting on stocks of R. ponticum.

The latter is the most economical plan, as it only requires a

small portion of a shoot; but it is probable that the layering

method will best retain the habits of the plant.—Paxtoris Maga-
zine of Botany.
Stanhopka Martianaj var, bicolor. Two-coloured Von

Mart his' Stanhopea. {Stove Epiphyte.) Orchidaccse. Gynandria

Monandria. — A native of Mexico, discovered by Baron Kar-

winski in 1827, and afterwards by M. Galeotti. It is one of the

most distinct and magnificent species of the genus, and in the

magnitude of its blossoms is second only to S. tigrina. The
sepals are straw-coloured, or almost white, faintly and sparingly

marked with clusters of little vinous dots; the petals appear

transparent white, with large spots ol intense crimson ; the lip is

also a clear ivoiy white, except a slight discoloration at the base.

The horns are of great size and strength, and taper into a kind of

tendril, besides which they are exactly parallel with the epichi-

lium, the form of which is almost linear, the two edges being as

nearly as possible parallel with each other, and not a great deal

broader than the column; a mark by which the species is imme-
diately recognised. The present variety is a lovely plant, with
*ar£e» pure white flowers, richly but sparingly spotted with crim-
son. In the original S. Martiana the sepals are straw- col ured,
and much more dotted with purple. Messrs. Rollissou have
lately flowered it, and believe they obtained it from Mexico. It

is as fine a thing as S. tigrina would be if its flowers were white,
and is very sweet-scented.—Botanical Register.
Sohizantiius CANDinus. While Sehizanthus. (Half-hardy

Annual.) Scrophulariaccsc. Diandria Monogynia.— Tins plant
has pinnatifui leaves, with linear, entire, rather wavy segments.
The flowers are pure white, without a stain of any other colour;
their lower lip has the middle lobe divided into two acuminate
flat segments, and the two lateral ones setaceous and shorter.
The upper lobe is tvvo-lobed. It was found wild near Coquimbo,
and is a very pretty half-hardy annual, well worth cultivation.—
Botanical Register.

Pleukotham.is Smitiiiana. Smith's Pleurothallis. (Stove
Epiphyte.) Orchidacese. Gynandria Monandria. — This plant
was imported from Rhio in December, 1841, by Lieut. Christo-
pher Smith, of her Majesty's packet Star, and added to Sir

Charles Lemon's collection at Caiclew, where it flowered in
May, 1843. Like others of this genus it prov« s lo be only inter-
esting as a subject for the Botanist, who, on dissecting the
various parts of the flower and examining them through the
miscroscope, cannot fail to be highly delighted with their
singular construction, and the beautiful frosted appearance they
present. Leaves ovate oblong, slightly curved and hollowed in
the centre, about two inches and a half long, and an inch broad,
very thick and leathery, of a brownish green colour. Flowers
six, sometimes seven, arranged alternately in a close raceme.
Sepals fleshy; covered on the outside with dense brownish pubes-
cence, the lower marked with numerous elevated puce-coloured
spots. Petals very small, thin, and delicate, having a purplish
line along the centre and the margin, 'ringed and slightly marked
with the same colour. Labcllum spotted in the same manner as
the lower sepals. The plant requires the constant heat of a moist
stove, and thrives either on a piece of wood or in a not of
decayed vegetable matter.—Botanical Register.

were, a bush around it. The leaf, though not of so deep

a green, resembles that of the Laurel. When the leaf first

appears, it is of a red or scarlet colour, but it afterwards

changes gradually to green. The blossom is white, and

when in full blow, seems, as it were, to cover the tree in

a very beautiful and striking manner. This tree produces

a species of fruit resembling an acorn, but not so large,

which, when ripe, is gathered by the natives, in order to

extract oil from it ; this they use for perfuming their

bodies and hair, and, when mixed with cocoa-nut oil, it

also gives a very pleasant and good light. When the tree

is old and decays, it is usually burned down to the ground

;

the roots are then seen to shoot up again in long straight

plants, much better formed than the preceding ones. The

bark of these shoots is extremely valuable."

—

Col. Camp-
bell

1

s Excursions in Ceylon, as quoted in the Athenmum.

Ginger Wine.—Put 5 gallons of water to 16-J-
lbs. of

lump-sugar, boil and skim it, then put in 5 oz. of ginger

bruised, (not ground,) the peel of 3 Lemons and 3 Seville

Oranges tied in a thin cloth ; let it boil for half-an-bour

and put it into a vessel, and let it stand until just warm \

then put in I spoonful of good yeast, and let it remain until

next day slightly covered over. Wash out the barrel with

some brandy ;
put into the wine the peel and juice of

the Oranges and Lemons and 2 lbs. of Raisins cut. open;

stir it every day for a fortnight, and let the bung be put

in lightly. Add 1 oz. of isinglass and 1 pint of brandy,

and stop the barrel close. When done working, let the

wine stand seven weeks before you bottle it.—Anonymous.

New Phlox.—Another of those pretty varieties of

Phlox suaveolens, with red introduced among the white

flowers, has been raised by Mr. Van Iloutte, and is, we

understand, in the possession of the Nurserymen under

the name of striata delicntissirna. Its flowers are deli-

cately streaked all over with rose of different tints on a

white ground.
Loudonia.—In the " Sketch of the Vegetation of the

was named Loudonia* m

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Cinnamon Plant.—" The best and most productive

soils of Ceylon are a brown loam, resulting from the

decomposition of gneiss or granitic rock, abounding in

felspar, or a reddish loam, resulting from the decomposi-
tion of clay iron-stone, called in Ceylon, Kabookstone.
The soil of the Cinnamon garden, in the neighbourhood
of Colombo, (as well as that near Galle, and elsewhere,
in which the Cinnamon tree is grown ; and in many places
it is produced naturally,) is a remarkable instance of the
siheious kind. The surface of the ground in many places
where the Cinnamon plant flourishes is white as snow:
this is pure quartz sand. Below the surface a few inches,
where the roots penetrate, the sand is of a grey colour.
A specimen of this, dried thoroughly, was found to con-
sist of—

08.5 silicious sand
1.0 vegetable matter
0.5 water

100.0

*\It may appear surprising that the Cinnamon plant
should succeed best in so poor a soil ; but, other circum-
stances considered, it admits of explanation. The garden
is nearly on a level with the Lake of Colombo, its situation
js sheltered, the climate is remarkably damp, showers are
frequent, the temperature is high, and uncommonly equa-
ble. These are the principal peculiarities to which the
excellence of the Cinnamon, and the luxuriant growth of
thig valuable shrub, in a soil so apparently unpromising,

Swan River Colony," a genus
compliment to Mr. Loudon, the well-known writer on

Horticultural subjects, who, we regret to learn, is lying at

Southampton dangerously ill. The author of the " Sketch

had seen only one species, which he named Loudonia
aurea, u plant which first makes its appearance on the

lower slopes of the Darling Range, but it is more common
to the east of the hills, where it sports from a golden yel-

low to a deep red in the flowers and seed-vessels. We
learn that Mr. Drummond has since found another species

with differently shaped leaves and seed-vessels, which he
has named Loudonia flavescens ; it grows in a flat piece

of land, where water stands in winter, about twelve miles

to the east of Hawthomden, Mr. Drummond's residence

at the Swan.

of Aloes, Yuccas, &c. f with statues of Flora, Ceres, Apollo
Belvidere, and the Venus de Medicis. Passing from the Italian
garden, we are led by a circuitous walk, bounded by evergreens,
to the French one, which is but of small size, and is nicely orna-
mented with a Fountain, Roses, Fuchsias, and various sorts of
herbaceous plants. Advancing from this little retired spot, we
arrive at the English garden, an irregular piece of ground, of con-
siderable extent, laid out with beds of various shrubs and flowers
and traversed with gravel-walks. In this garden, or rather orna-
mental pleasure-ground, are some very fine specimens of Cedar
of Lebanon, of immense size; Magnolias, upwards of 30 feet
in height ; also Cork trees of great age

; Ilex Oaks, 100 feet in
height, and some fine specimens of Camelliajaponica, which stand
out without the least protection, and thrive most luxuriantly

;

also fine plants of Edwardsia grandiflora are to be found in vigo-
rous growth. But one of the chief attractions in this garden to
the Horticulturist is a very fine and healthy specimen of the
Araucaria imbricata, which is above 5 feet in height; it seems to
grow rapidly, and is in good health. We were informed by Mr.
Pawley, the gardener here, that it has stood for some years with-
out the least protection; indeed, in the winter of 1840-41, which
it will be remembered was very severe, the plant was completely
covered with snow, which had partially thawed but was again
frozen, so that the shoots appeared like large icicles; but piercing
as the frost must have been, not a leaf was injured or disfigured,
thus affording a proof of the perfect hardiness, and consequently,
the inestimable value of this highly-ornamental tree. The Myr-
tles are likewise of great size and beauty. There are also two fine
specimens of Abies Douglasii, which are feathered with foliage
from the ground, and form a perfect pyramid. The collection of
plants in the greenhouses is by no means rare; the chief study
being to enrich the grounds with ornamental shrubs and forest-
trees. We advise everyone who visits Plymouth to see this lovely
place, and they will be charmed with its rich and beautiful scenery.
The drives and walks are many miles in extent, and are arranged
so as to exhibit to full advantage the natural beauties of the situ-
ation.— W. E. Rendle.

f

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Mount ICdgecumbe, the seat of the Right Hon. Earl of Mount

Edgecumbe.—T\\\s delightful place, which has been highly ex-

tolled by all who have seen it, has lately been visited, and much
admired, bv our Most Gracious Majesty and Prince Albert, so
much so, that durinerher stay at Plymouth, on her late marine
excursion, the Queen visited it twice, and spent many hours in the

flower-gardens and pleasure-grounds.and expressed herself highly

pleased. Mount Edgecumbe is a promontory about five miles

long and three broad; it is situated on the west of Plymouth
Sound. The beauties of this celebrated place cannot be pour-

traved by the most enthusiastic admirer of Nature's grandest

ornament, nor would it be possible for the most skilful artist to

do justice to it, in depicting its charming and truly magnificent

appearance. The scenery from Mount Edgecumbe is grand in the

extreme, and in giving a description of it I cannot do better than

use the words of Mr. Loudon, who visited the place last year. In

his Magazine he states, "High as were our expectations from
the published descriptions, and the long celebrity of the place, we
were not disappointed. We never before looked down on the sea,

on shipping, and on a large town, all at our lect, from such a stu-

pendous height. The effect on the mind is sublimem the highest

degree, but yet blended with the beautiful. There was something

to us quite unearthly in the feeling it created." This is a vivid

description, but not at all over coloured. It is certainly without

comparison—of great height in the middle, and slopes gradually

on either side toward the sea. In some places it is rocky and
abrupt, and irregularly bounded with noble trees: it is in itself a

great ornament to the neighbourhood of Plymouth, and is visited

by almost every stranger who comes to the town. Certainly Na-
ture combined with Art, has done a great deal for this place : its

summit, which can be seen for more than 20 miles distance, is

crowned with handsome specimens of trees. The house is a build-

in* of considerable antiquity, and is at once picturesque and
louropriate to its situation. It was erected in the year 1550, by

Sir Richard Edgecumbe, Knt, bur. has recently undergone exten-

sive alteration, and a large sum of money has been expended by

the present Earl on its improvement. There are three separate

and distinct flower-gardens : viz., the Italian, the French, and the

English. The Italian garden is a large plot of ground, surrounded

by a fine belt of Arbutus, Laurestinas, Aucubas, and other ever-

green shrubs, which thrive here in great luxuriance : it is nicely

laid out, and has a very handsome fountain in the centre, which

is adorned with four Caryatides, representing mermaids, standing

on a square pedestal, and supporting on their heads alarge basin,

through which the water rises to a considerable height. On one

side of the garden is a very large and ornamental conservatory,

upwards of 100 feet in length, and of proportionate width ; in this

is a large collection of Orange and Lemon trees, of considerable

size and growth ; during the summer months these are placed

along the garden-walks, and produce a grand effect, some of them

are 14 feet in height, and have a stem 23 inches in circumference

:

six ot these noble specimens cost the late Earl a sum exceeding

900 guineas. The garden is adorned with handsome specimens

3R£btctos.
Dr. Justus Liebig, in his Relation to Vegetable Physi-

ology. By Dr. Hugo Mohl. (Dr. Justus Liebig's
Verhaltniss zur Pflanzen-Physioiogie.) Tubingen.
Frues. 1843.

(Concludedfrom page 664.)
After having assigned the utility of rotation to the

formation of humus, Dr. Liebig states his views of
vegetable nutrition at the different periods of growth.
He says, that a plant returns just so much carbon to
the soil as it has absorbed from it in the form of
carbonic acid produced by decomposing humus. This
supply of carbon is sufficient for many plants at the first

period of their growth, but it is not sufficient to supply
some of their organs with the necessary maximum of
food. But the object of agriculture is to gain the maxi-
mum of produce, and this, says Liebig. p. 154, "stands
in a direct ratio to the amount of food which has been
given to a plant during the first, period of its development,"
therefore all pains are to be taken to increase the
amount of humus.
The short and the long of these rather vague assertions

(says Dr. Mohl), is, apparently, that a crop will be the
greater the more food a plant has received from the
soil before its period of flowering. But this axiom,
although true in the main, is fomewhat contradicted by
another at p. Ill, where it is stated that humus is useful

to young plants by contributing to the increase of their

organs of atmospheric nutrition ; but it is not indispen-

sable, and its excess may even be detrimental in the first

stages of development. The food, namely, which a young
plant receives from the air in the form of carbonic acid

and ammonia, is restricted within certain limits,—it can

assimilate no more than the air contains. If, therefore,

in the beginning of growth, the number of twigs, sprouts,

or leaves overpass this proportion in consequence of a

superabundance of food obtained from the soil at that

period, when the plant requires more food from the air

for the completion of its development and for its flower-

ing and fruiting than the air can supply it with, bloom-

ing and fruiting will not take place. In many cases, such

food will merely suffice for the development of leaves,

stems, or branches.

Here Dr. Mohl complains of the strange ambiguity of

this part of Liebig's theory. In one instance (says M.),

the usual quantity of humus in the soil suffices

merely to form leaves, and if we want an abundant

harvest, we must get it by conveying a maximum of food

from the soil. On the other hand, humus adds nothing

to the crops, but, on the contrary, is noxious, by convey-

ing too much food, for it causes the production of too

much foliage, a sufficient supply of food for which can-

not be obtained from the air. Whence, then, does it arrive

that a plant which has many leaves can not obtain from

the air the food required for blooming, although it can do
so if it has only a few leaves ? It has been hitherto sup-

posed that the reception of food from the air was in

proportion to the number and size of its leaves ; and this

is plausible, but the contrary is not. When a plant

standing in a moist and shaded situation grows too
luxuriantly, aud will not flower, the reason is not to be
sought in a deficiency of food, but rather in its super-
abundance, and its influence on the too luxuriant develop-
ment of its vegetative organs; for that will counteract
the contraction of the axis and the metamorphosis of
vegetative into floral organs*

Another statement, however, shows how Liebig arrived
at the above conclusion. He says that, after the comple-
tion of its leaves, a plant does not require more carbonic
acid from the soil; and that even perfect dryness of the
soil will not impede the completion of its growth, if the
plant continues to receive from dew and air the amount of
moisture required for the process of assimilation ; and that,
m fine, it will derive in a hot summer its whole carbon
exclusively from the atmosphere.

This assumption (says Dr. Mohl) is the result of an
erroneous view of the fact, that in many plants—by no
means in all—such organic substances are employed for

the development of fruit, as, having been prepared by
the leaves before the period of flowering, have been depo-
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sited in the stem or other organs, and are subsequently fire-heat, and I am not sure that good sprinklings of water could

conveyed to the fruit. We know that some bulbous L™",* ..
U

.J
this sort is very impatient of firchcat while young.

plants will fruit even when taken out of the soil. But
general assertions, taken from special facts, can only lead

to absurd conclusions. Let Professor Liebig cut plants in

bloom above their roots (unnecessary, he says, at that

period), and expose ihem to as much dew and rain as he
likes, and see what will happen ; or, as he is fond of
experiments on a large scale, let him take the hay harvest
for a test of this theory ; which, after all (concludes Dr.
Mohl), seems to be nothing more than a distorted and
overdone copy of the doctrine of the development of

plants given by Schwerz, in his treatise on Practical Agri-
culture (Anleiitung zum Pract. Ackenbau, iii. 56).

Besides the formation of humus, Liebig adduces an-

other reason for the rotation of crops, viz., the relation

which plants bear to the inorganic constituents of the

soil. As every plant deprives the soil of certain ingre-

dients, it thus makes it unfit for feeding similar plants,

until by subsequent decomposition a fresh amount of

such ingredients is again set free. To this proposition
(says Dr. Mohl) no one will object ; but it has long been
known.

Having thus examined in detail the work of Dr. Liebig,

Dr. Mohl concludes with the following general recapitula-

tion. It appears upon the whole that Liebig has not availed

himselfof his chemical resources to clear up doubtful points

in the nutrition of plants. Contrary to the spirit of a true in-

vestigator of Nature, he has not formed his conclusions
on the detailed facts of vegetable phenomena, but on
random observations, or vague operations on a large scale,

destitute of all precision. His calculations are based on
arbitrary assumptions. His book, therefore, far from
being a consistent and well-digested theory, swarms with
contradictions and false reasoning. He does not possess a
knowledge of the most elementary doctrines of vegetable
physiology. His assertion that physiologists have hitherto
considered humus as the chief food of plants is untrue.
The assumption that plants live merely on inorganic sub-
stances is by no means new, but has long been one of the
controverted points of vegetable physiology. The asser-

tion that all Botanists have doubted the absorption of

carbon by plants by their decomposition of carbonic acid is

untrue. The assertion that plants neither absorb organic
substances, nor assimilate them, rests on mere theoretical

speculation, and is destitute of all proof. The statements
as to the relation borne to the atmosphere by plants in the

dark is in direct opposition to every fact bearing on the
subject. The assertion that the nitrogenous food of plants,
and that which contains no nitrogen, are absorbed in

certain proportions, is uncorroborated by the analysis of

either the seed or the full-grown plant. The theory of the
rotation of crops is contrary to experience, and unsound
in its details. The assertion that plants receive their food
during summer from the atmosphere alone, is incorrect.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that Liebig's

Idea that plauts derive their nitrogen from the ammonia
of the atmosphere is very happy and pregnant with results.

It is also probable that the absorption of saline bases is in

direct ratio to the power of saturation of the acids formed
in plants. These two views arc a real gain to science, and
it may he expected that his work will also have the merit

of exciting others to make correct experimenls on the

nutrition of plants. But he has endeavoured to introduce

into vegetable physiology a series of most erroneous
notions, and his unbecoming outbreaks against other

physiologists have proved him to be very little acquainted

with the subjects on which his book is written.

Now that the French system of growing them out of pots, and in
peat-earth, has been tried down at Hewell, we shall be curious to
learn if the experiment succeeds. There cannot be a doubt that
Pines will grow better out of pots, but we have partially failed in the
use of peat for Camellias, which they find to answer on the Conti-
nent, especially at Berlin and Vienna, while in Italy, and even at
Paris, they soon get long-legged in this soil.

Vinery.—Now comes the trying weather for the late Grapes.
Occasional fires, and free ventilation, with a sharp eye after decaying
berries, arc the best remedies after all, and everything in the house
that is likely to create damp should be removed. If there are earth
borders inside the house they should be stirred up, and three or four
inches of very dry leaf-mould laid over them; rotten tan, if tho-
roughly dry, will do as well. It is high time now to prune any Vines
that arc to be forced before Christmas, and also Peaches that have
been forced early ; but later ones, that have not yet begun to cast
their leaves, may be left as they arc, for a few weeks yet.

Out-door Department.

The continued fine weather has been very favourable to all opera-
tions in the kitchen-garden, and also to the crops. The large crops
of Onions have been safely harvested, and look as if they would keep
well. Potato-lifting time will be coming on by-and-by ; but it is
not a good plan to dig them up too early on light soils ; neithar is it

safe to put off the work long on heavy lands, for if wc should have
unfavourable weather the ground is much damaged by the operation.
Now that the farmers and gleaners have cleared the fields, and left
little for the rats, they will begin to prowl about the garden and out-
houses, and if you once let them breed near you it is difficult to get
rid of them.
Crops.—Except the usual course of salading, there is very little

sowing to be done for some time ; and as soon as the spring
Lettuces and late Cauliflower plants are pricked or planted out, little

more will be needed in the planting way for a long time, except
among the market-gardeners, who will still plant out a large breadth
of plants for late Coleworts. If, therefore, a few Endive plants are
kept blanched, and the Celery rows not let grow too long without
moulding up, you may turn your attention to getting forward such
work as will forward you in the spring. Your cropping-book will
tell you what plots want trenching, and to what depth : never trench
twice the same depth.

Orchard.- It is not too much to say that young fruit-trees should
never rest more than two years without being taken up and replanted
nearer the surface, till they are 12 or 15 years old. After they have
attained to a medium state of growth the intervals of transplanting
may run to three or four years; this is much better than allowing
them to run half wild in the first instance, and then use severe and
unnatural means to correct them afterwards. Nonpareil and other
tender Apple-trees infected with canker, or otherwise unhealthy, may
be improved by being taken up and replanted in fresh soil, using
some turfy compost about their roots, their young growth pruned off
two-thirds of its length, and firmly tied up to stakes till they get a
fresh hold on the soil. Early autumn pruning is the life and soul of
delicate fruit-trees, not excepting even the Peach,

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Sept. 28, 1843, as

N observed at the Horticultural Garden, Clnswi.'k-

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

For some years there has been a growing disposition on the part
of young ladies to execute some of the lighter operations of the
garden with their own hands ; this disposition has considerably
increased since the example set by her Majesty last year in Scotland.
No sooner did it become known that Queen Victoria planted some
trees at Taymouth Castle, to commemorate her first visit to the
Highlands, than surmises Merc rife as to the probable effect the
example would have on lady gardeners throughout her dominions :

and gardeners, too, in all parts of the country, looked on the event as
an auspicious omen to their craft. In the general excitement the
Gardeners* Chronicle was not behind :—" We trust (said the Editor)
that our fair friends will thus be fortified in their horticultural

resolves, and, indeed, become good gardeners, now that so illustrious

an example has been get them. Horticulture, too, will more than
ever claim the dignity of an honourable profession, when it is known
that the Queen of England has condescended to labour at the art
with her own Royal hands."— (Vol. ii., p. 619.) Notwithstanding
all this enthusiasm, few gardeners will be prepared to learn that a
young English lady, following the example of her Sovereign, has, in

one of her late " horticultural resolves, " outstripped the very best of
them. It will be recollected that a few weeks back I noticed, as a
piece of interesting intelligence, the success of an experiment in
budding Rhododendrons, Sec. in the open air. A few years ago
nobody ever dreamed that this tribe could be increased otherwise
than by seeds and layers ; but more recently this beautiful tribe has
been found to yield with no great reluctance to the various modes
practised in the laboratory of the skilful propagator. Judge, there-
fore, of my surprise on reading the following, from a correspondent

:

M
I was much pleased with the idea of budding Rhododendrons, but,

strange to say, on mentioning it to a very skilful lady-gardener in
this district, she at once took me to a bank of them, where she
showed me several buds she had inserted in the usual way, which
looked as if they had taken, and I have no doubt they have. I met
her in the spring, with a bunch of the scarlet hybrid in her hand,
which she had only then seen for the first time, and I found she
mtended to bud it on the common varieties in her father's grounds."
Here is news and encouragement to those who have common Rhodo-
dendrons to clothe them with the finest hybrids, merely by the simple
operation of budding.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pines.—Those who do not know much about Pine-growing are
very apt to commit mistakes about this time. The increased heat,

to them. It the increased heat is by flues, or even pipes, the danger
is greater. I once saw a whole row oi young Providence Pines, next the -- -
flue, throw up trait like so many buttons on the first application of Gardens, Ipswich*

IL—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stovb-—I have just been trying a little experiment with a few
stove plants, chiefly Gesnerias, but the principle is applicable to a
great number of plants, perhaps to all that do not flower on terminal
shoots or heads. Then such of these plants as you cannot get to
flower until late in the autumn, if you take cuttings of them a short
time before they come into flower, or even when they are in
flower, you stop the flowering of the cutting until it begins a
new life, and there is a chance if you carry it over the winter
that it will flower in the spring, or early in the summer. Wc
often see little side-shoots growing out near the tops of Achi-
mencs about this time, and perhaps if these were struck they would
go on flowering all the winter. Gcsncria longifolia and zebrina
flower late in the autumn ; their side-shoots might also do in the
same way, but this hint is quite enough. I forgot last week to men-
tion that the Gcsncria mollis ha3 scaly tuberous roots, like the Aehi-
menes, which brings it nearer to that family in affinity; and it is

therefore a fit subject to try to cross with A. pedunculata, or, indeed,
with any of that tribe.

Greknhouse.—The Chrysanthemums will soon require the shelter
of this house, particularly the early ones, and some of the later sorts
should be left out as long as a mat or two can secure them from the
frost; this will prolong their succession. They will require some
stakes, but avoid the exhibition plan of staking them, which, although
necessary for bringing the flowers to view altogether at one time, is

most unsightly for general purposes. I have often heard gentlemen
say, at the exhibitions at Chiswick, how much tliey should like their
gardeners to be there, to see the beautiful Pelargoniums strangled
up in this fashion, that they might do the same at home, although
nothing in the whole range of gardening could display worse taste.

Cokskrvatory.—As little water as possible should be scattered

here for the next two months, as this dull season is enough of itself

to damp off the flowers without such aids. Slight fires will also be
necessary in the daytime, if the bloom show signs of dampness.
This house and the late Vinery should now be managed nearly alike.

Ipomcea ficifolia grafted on Lcarii, it being a more robust grower,
makes a fine contrast to it, and succeeds it about the beginning of
October. I always thought Mandevilla suavcolens would be more at
home against a south wall out-of-doors, as it is so subject to red
spider by house confinement, like the Tacsonia ; but " Devonian's "
account of it shook my faith in the idea. A young plant of it, bow-
ever, struck last year, was turned out against our conservatory wall

last May, where it grew away with great freedom, and yesterday I

noticed a great number of flower-buds on it, and as the Avail is

safely guarded from the frost, with plenty of iron pipes and conical
boilers, &c. &c, I expect we may cut Mandevilla flowers through
the whole winter. Our old plant of it in the conservatory, which
began flowering last June, has no signs yet of ceasing to produce its

lovely, fragrant, snow-white flowers.

Cold and Forcing Pits.—Get forward a few Pelargoniums
(alba multiflora) as soon as possible, if only to say that you had
Pelargoniums in flower every day in the year, Half-a dozen plants
of the Prince of Orange, stinted all the summer, and lately potted in

one large pot, are now ready to be removed from the cold pit to the
conservatory, where it will flower all the winter. It is rather too
soon yet to take the Heliotropes in-doors, so many of them being yet

to be seen in the beds outside. Compactum and Shrubland Scarlets

struck last May and June will now be fine sizeable plants to intro-

duce into staircases, lobbies, rooms, &c, where such furnishings are

wanted ; these are among the best to stand over the dull months. I

can trace an old custom a long time back of introducing the first

forcing Roses into a gentle heat the first week in October. The old

Cabbage and Moss Roses were then, as now, the greatest favourites.

There were no Bourbons in those days to flower with a little protec-

tion from cold. Bourbons and their crosses with the Chinese breeds

are mere children's play, compared with having the Moss Roses in

bloom by Christmas Eve. " Beaumaris " will see that he was antici-

pated by Mr. Ayrcs, who will no doubt follow up the subject.

Flowkr-Gardkn\— P'very week now tells more or less on the

appearance of the flower-gardens; leaves from above and worms
from below, with short days and long cold nights, will keep people
busy here until the frost settles the business for the season. Mr.
Smith, of Ipswich, author of a treatise on Cucumbers and on Peach-

trees, called in the other day, and told me that chalk lime tvill kill

worms if it is first slacked, but that its caustic properties are destroyed

if mixed with the water before it is slacked. His directions for using
lime-water are very judicious : watch for a rainy day or two, which will

bring the worms to the surface, then roil the ground well in the after-

noon, and the worms will make fresh holes in the night ;
and next

morning pour large quantities of lime-water all over the surface ;
the

ground being firm by the rolling, the greatest portion of the lime-water

will find its way through the fresh worm -holes, and kill everyone oi

them that it reaches, Uxperto crede. ~J>. Beaton, Shrubland Park

LSept.
Baromkikh. TlIKHMOMKTKR. Wind. Rain.

Max.
80.446

Min.
;io.3«3

Max.
71

Min.
43

Mean.
59.6Friday 22

Saturday 23
N.E.

30.50!) 30-4GO 09 15 57.0 N.K.
Sunday 24 30.46*7 30.375 GG 45 55.5 . N. W.
Monday 25 30.259 30.161 65 -11 68.0 iN.W.
Tuesday 2G 30.03ft 29.947 CO 88 49 N.W.
Wednesday 27 29.731 29.681 65 :u 43.5 N.W.
Thursday 28 29.83-1 29-735 59 34 46.6 j N.W.

A verage 30.191) j 30.103 I 63 G 1 40.4 62,0 .00

Sept. 22. Clear and tine throughout.
23.. Very fine.

24. Overcast; fine; overcast at night.
25. Overcast; cloudy; clear and cool at night.
26. Clear; cloudy and fine; clear and cold-

27- Thickly overcast; cloudy, with cold wind, clear; elightfrost.
28. Frosty; very clear throughout; cold at night.

Mean temperature of the week nearly 14** below that of the preceding, or
4.2° below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending October 7, 1813.

Oct.

Sun.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.

Sat.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

i

Pre vailing Wind.

'A
•

* QQ
•Ji

1 63.4 46.

1

51.7 8 0.53 in. 2 I a 2 6 3 1

2 (i-i.4 42.6 53.5 8 0.48 1 l 5 6 2

3 62.5 44.8 53.7 8 0.14 1 2 ^_ 1 6 4 1

4 68.5 42.0 62.8 8 0.36 _ 6 j — 5 4 1

5 62.7 41.4 52.0 6 0.57 4 2 i 1 4 3 2

6 60 3 41.4 50 9 7 0.78 1 2 2 2 3 2 4

7 61.5 43.8 52.7 5 0.58 1 6 2 •— 2 4 3

£

The highest temperature during the above
1842—thormom. 8l p

; and the lowest on the 6th
period occurn d on the 2nd, in
and 6th, 1826—therniom. 29°.

REPORT ON COVKNT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Sept. 2Q, 1848.

Therk has been little variation in the prices of most articles

during; the past week, and trade has been somewhat brisker. The
weather having" become much colder for the last two or three
days, and the nights being; a little frosty, have had rather an in-

jurious effect on some vegetables, particularly Tomatoes and
French Beans. Pine Apples, of good quality, still continue
plentiful, and are selling at from 3s. to Qs. per lb. Among Grapes,
the Black Hamburgh are abundant ; but Muscats are not quite

so plentiful as last week. Plums, fit for table, have become
rather scarce : we noticed a few of the Golden Drop, which
are selling at 2s. per punnet. Damsons are sufficient to meet
the demand, and are offered at from 2s. 6d. to 3s. Od. per sieve.

Good Peaches and Nectarines bring from 3s. to 6s. per
dozen. Figs bring nearly the same prices as last week.
Filberts still continue abundant. Pears are good and plentiful

;

but Apples are rather inferior. Melons, of good quality, bring
from is. 6d. to 4s. each. Cucumbers are selling at from 4d. to Hd.

per brace. Cabbages and Turnips still continue plentiful. Carrots
are sufficient to meet the demand, but are rather of inferior

quality. Endive is selling at from Is. to is. M. per score ; and
Shallots bring nearly the same prices as last week. Cut flowers
are chiefly composed of Erica Boweiana, cerinthoides major,
Aitoneana, and vcrticillata ; Amaryllis belladonna and guttata;
Plumbago capensis, Silenelaciniata, Erythrina crista-galli, Pelar-
goniums, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Dahlias, China and Perpetual
Roses.

PRICES, SATunnAY, September 30, 1843—FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb., 3a to6a
Grapes, hothouse, per lb-, 2a lo As

„ Portugal, per ]b.]'Jd to i* Gd
Peaches, per dozen, 3s to (is

Nectarines, per dozen, 3s to Gs
Figs, per doz., 2s to is

Melons, each, la Gd to 4s

„ Dutch, each, U to 2s Gd
Plums, per punnet, Is lo 2s

,, Golden Drop, per pun., 2s
Damsons, per s\*., 2s <!</ to '6s Gd
Apples, dessert, p. bush. 4s to "a
Apples, Kitchen, per bush. 2s to 4s

Pears, per half-sieve, 2s to 8s

Oranges, per dozen, 2s to 3a
— per 100,10'* tu21a

Lemons, per doz. Gd to 2a
— per 100, 3s Gd to 12a

Cucumbers, per brace, 4dto Bd
Gherkins, per 10u0, 6a to "a

Green Capsicums, per 100, la Gd to 2a

Red — „ 4a to 8a
Almonds, per peck, Gs
Sweet Almonds, per lb., 2a Gd
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, \6s— Hazel, 8* to 4s

— Barcelona, 22a
_ Cob. 12*

Filberts, English, p lOOlbs., 4^a to 55a'

Cabbages, per doz., Gd to la

Cauliflowers, per dozen, 4a to Gs
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, !)rf to 2a— Scarlet, per ht'-sv., 1* to Is Gd
Potatoes, per ton, 40j to 70a
— per OWt., 3a to 4/

*

— per hii si, c , \sGd to 2s
— Kidney, p. bush., 2s to 3* Gd

Artichokes, green, per doz., la Gd to 3a
Vegetable Marrows, per doz., Gd to la

Turnips, per doz- bunches, la to 2a

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to la

Horse Radish,per bundle, 1* toGs
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd to la
— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, ltd to la

Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bun., '.is to Gs
Spinach j per sieve, 9rf to la

Leeks, per doz. bun., la to 2a Q
Garlic, per lb. Gd to QJ
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch-, la Gd to 3a

Barberries, per hl'.-sv., 3a to 4a
Tomatoes, per hf.-BV; 2a to 3s Gd.

VEGETABLES-
Onions, Largo, per hf.-sw, la to la 0V~ I— Spanish, per doz., Ii to 3*— pickling, p.|hf.-8v,,3a Gd to 4a Gd
Shallots, per lb., 6a to <)d

Chilis, per 100, la to 2a
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, ltd to la
— Cos, per score, Gd to Is Gd

Celery, per bun., Gd to 2a
Mushrooms, per pottle. Is Gd to 2a

Wallnuts, Green, per bushel, 5a to 7a
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Sweet. Basil, per dbz. hunches, 2a to 3a
Watercress, per doz. Bm. bun. 3d to 4d
Parsley, per half sieve, la

Tarragon, per bun- 2d to 3d
Fennel, per doz. bun., 2s to 3a

Endive, per score, la to la Gd
Mint, per doz. bundles, la to 2a
Marjoram, green, p. doz. bun- lidi to 2a
Chervil, per punnet, I'd to 3d

Notices to Correspondents,
Heating.—Needy,—We have given you all the information we
possess on Tank heating, and would rather not speculate upon
possibilities, lest wc should mislead you. The plan given last
week, completely obviates all the objections to open tanks, for
the water-gutters represented there are closed. Such gutters
are not dry, for vapour always finds its way out through their
sides, though water does not. There can be no objection to
having pigeon-holes in the sides of the tanks, for the escape of
steam, provided you secure the means of stopping off the
steam when you do not want it.

Pits.—H. G.—Canvas frames will not keep off severe cold any
better than glass j they arc intended to keep off wet and slight

frosts. Nor will they do for Melons, which demand all the
light we can give them, and more. They will possibly, how-
ever, answer for Cucumbers : but we have no experience with
them. On many former occasions we have pointed out the
main circumstances to be attended to in pitting plants for the
winter, and must refer you to our indexes for information.
The main point is to keep the plants dry ; and that is best
effected by raising the bottom of the pit above the ordinary
ground level.

Protection.—A Young Florist can only preserve his tender
plants from frost by one of two means: he may produce heat
inside his houses, like other people, or he may cover them with
movable thatched mats. But the labour of putting mals
on and off a greenhouse, and the breakage of glass in doing so,

costs more than a heating apparatus— unless, indeed, he can
construct a movable thatched roof, which will slide off at one
end, by working on a kind of railway. If he is contented with
pits, he may preserve such plants as Pelargoniums, and the like,

in the manner described at p. 059 of the vol. for 1841 ; namely*
by thick walls of turf, a raised dry floor, and straw or mats over

the lights in very hard weather.
Grapes.—A. P.—On an open wall with a south-east aspect, in

lat. 52°, you can scarcely expect to ripen the Black Hamburgh.
You may try the White Frontignan under a glass coping. Sorts

to be recommended arc the Black Cluster, Early Black July,

Black Prince, White Sweetwater, Royal Muscadine, and Pit-

maston White Cluster.
||

Vinks.—A Puzzled Gardener, who has "kept good fires day and
night for the last two months, and pulled off all the leaves to

let the sun colour the fruit, and kept the lights and door quite

close, and has had the heat 105°, but whose Grapes are very

small, and quite green," seems to have mistaken his profession-
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We cannot undertake to instruct persons so entirely ignorant
of the rudiments of gardening.

Vines, Peaches, 8cc.—Rusticus.—We do not apprehend that yon
will succeed well, in growing Vines, Peaches, and Flowering:

Plants all in one house ; but since you arc desirous of making:

the experiment, you may train the Vines alonj; a trellis, at right

angles with the rafters, in order to admit as much light as pos-

sible to the plants and Peach-trees on the back wall. A little

fire-heat will be necessary to preserve the plants from frost in

Winter; but as this will only be applied as occasion requires it,

and as the temperature need never be raised above 40°, it will

not have the effect of starting either the Peaches or Vines. J

Peach-trees.—A Subscriber.— While fine weather continues it is

quite unnecessary to apply fire-heat to your Peach-treeS \
but

if a change should take place, and cold damp weather ensue,

then fire-heat will be of advantage, both for ripening fruit and
wood. J

Lawns.—Amateur*—You may convert your bed, at present occu-

pied by shrubs, into a grass-plot, by removing the shrubs, and
making the ground perfectly level. Then lay it with turf il

that can be procured, if not, you may sow it with the following:

Grass seeds, viz. :— Crested Do<rstail, Meadow Poa, Shceps'

Fescue, and Meadow Fescue, mixed with a little White Clover.*

33uxBs.— D. — As the bulbs you have just received from the

Cape have already bepnn to grow, they may be potted oft im-

mediately, in a rich light soil. Let the pots be tilled rather

full, and insert the base of the bulb only into the soil.t

Trop/kolums.— Geo. Young.- Keep your Tropreolum and Achi-

menes bulhs perfectly dry during: Winter. When Spring1 arrives

let them be potted in a light rich soil consisting of peat sand,

rotten dung, and a little leaf-mould; let water be given very

sparingly for some time, and increase the quantity as they ad-

vance in growth, t
Or,KANi)KRs.— //. G.—Few plants like to have their roots con-

stantly in stagnant water, and you must not trust your Oleander

to it. While growing, give it a great deal, however, so that it

never is dry; when not growing give it very little. Its natural

habit is to follow the course of streams in Barbary, where it

glows with rosy flowers and dark green foliage when every-

thing else is parched.
Fuchsia corymiufi.ora.—An Original Subscriber.— Let the seed-

pods of Fuchsia corvmbiflora be opened, the seeds taken out,

and sown in light rich mould in March : water very slightly,

until they begin to grow.t
Fuchsias.—M. W.K.-A good way of treating your Fuchsias is

to allow them to go gently to rest with the natural decline of

the season, and gradually to withdraw the waterings as the

leaves fall off; and when the plants shall have lost their foliage,

keep them perfectly dry. No shifting or pruning will be re-

quired until next spring. "When they begin to grow, all dead

points should be removed, the plants turned out of their pots,

and their balls reduced a little, taking care to injure as little as

possible the newly-formed roots, and to repot them in the same
sized pots in a rich light soil, t PP.—The best time to sow
Fuchsia seeds is in spring: they ought to be put, when sown,

in a slight bottom-heat, t

Pelargoniums.—A Constant Subscriber.— If you have no other

way of keeping your Pelargoniums and half-hardy plants

during the winter, you may possibly preserve them in your
Melon pits, by placing the plants on some dry material, the

wooden frame you mention will answer that purpose very well.

You must take care in watering to scatter as little as possible

;

give plenty of air in fine weather, and cover carefully at night

with mats ; but to ensure the plants completely from danger,
in case of a very severe winter, it would certainly be advisable

to have some sort of heating apparatus, such as an Arnott
stove. J J, B.— It is a disputed question what causes the spot
in Pelargonium leaves. It is certainly not the work of an insect,

nor is it anything in the soil, but is to all appearance produced
by cold. The diseased leaves cannot be cured, but if they are

removed, and the plants are put into a warm house, you will
see no more of it- The sudden chill produced by the late hail-
storms is very likely to have given rise to it.

Carnations.—Aliquis.—We recommend you to procure the fol-

lowing :
— Bizarres —Twitchett's Don John, Headley's William

Cobbetr, Puxley's Prince Albert, and Cartwright's Rainbow.
Flukes (purple)— Mansley's Beauty of Woodhonse and La-
scelles' Queen of Sheba. Scarlet Flakes—Chadwick's Brilliant

and Addenbrooke's Lydia. Purple Picotees—Trip to Cambridge
and Ely's Grace Darling. Yellow Picotecs—Barnaul's Kuphe-
mia and Royal Standard.*

Chrysanthemums.—Aliquis.— Wheeler's Changeable Yellow,
Early Blush, Champion—lemon; Princess Marie—rosy lilac

;

Duke de Canigliano—dark red ; Chancellor—white and pink
;

I'ormosum — primrose ; Lucidum— white ;
Celestial— pink

;

Gauvion St. Cyr—dark orange; Campcstroni — dark crimson;
and Golden Lotus-flowered.*

**vacinths.— Aliquis.— Base— Groot Vorst, Bouquet Royal,
I/Ami de Cceur. White—Grand Vainqucur, Colossus, Prince of

Waterloo. Blue— Quentin Durward, Orondates, and Grand
Videttc.*

Plants.—H. S.—lt is now too late in the season to rnisc plants
from seeds or cuttings, to flower about Christmas. The follow-
ing will furnish Bouquets, with the application of a little heat,

Viz.: Camellias, the different kinds of Azalea, Persian Lilacs,

Chrysanthemums, Lily of the Valley, China, Bourbon,- and
Moss Roses, and of course the various bulbs that arc used for

forcing.*
Nhkhaceous Plants.—A Constant Subscriber. — Fifty hardy
herbaceous plants, all dissimilar and pretty :—Statice latifolia,

S. tatarica, Hotcia japonica, Aconitum japonicum, Geranium
ibericum, Gentiana asclcpiadea, Epiniedium grandillorum,
Dictamnus rubra, Delphinium grandillorum, Coreopsis lanceo-
*ata (10), Anemone vitifolia, A. palm ata, Clematis integrifolia,

Monarda didyma, Oenothera speciosa, (E. macrocarpa, Pseonia
tenuifolia, Lupinus polyphyllus, Pentstemon ovatus, P.

Scouleri (20), Phlox nivalis, P. Coldreyana, Rudbcckia hirta,

Spiraea trifoliata, Soldanella alpina, Lathyrus grandiflorus, Iris

Pallida, Papaver bractcatum, Helleborusniger,Gnaphalinm are-
2larium (30), Adonis vernalis, Alyssum saxatile, Epilobium

ttvularia grandiflora, Saxifraga crassifolia, S. oppositifolia,

Jotentilla atrosanguinca, Linaria dalmatica, Amsonia latifolia,

Dracocephalum speciosum, Primula nivalis (50). %
* j-ants for Fi.owKR-iiKDS.-^ Lady.—The following 38 kinds
°f Plants are suitable for flowering all the autumn, and are
easily cultivated:—1. Verbena melindrcs major, scarlet; 2.

lotus Jacobseus, dark brown; S.Nierembergiacalycina, white
;

*• Verbena purpurea, purple; 5. Calceolaria rugosa, yellow ; 6.

Pelargonium Frogmore, scarlet; 7. Verbena, the Queen, white;
8

- Isotoma (Lobelia) axillaris, blue; 9. Petunia superba, rosy
Purple; 10. Verbena teucrioides carnca, flesh-coloured; il.

Purple; 10. Pentstemon gentianoides coccinea, scarlet; 17.

-2
- Heliotropium peruvianum, deep blue ; 23. Troprcolum

fiduncum, vellovv ; 24. Fuchsia discolor, scarlet; 25. Verbena
^°nipacta alba, white; 26. Petunia (Beauty

1

,, rosy purple; 27.
verbena ignea, bright scarlet; 2H. Anagallis Monclli, bright
"luc; 29. (raillardiapicta, orange and crimson; 30. Pcntste-

J
10 "- gentianoides, brown purple; 31. Bouvardia splendcns,

scarlet; 32. Fuchsia Chandlcri, flesh-coloured; 33, Rosa indica
^"guinea, crimson; 34. (Enolhera missouriensis, yellow

; 35.
Uiplacns pnniccus, orange scarlet ; 36. N'icrcmhcrgia intcrme-
«*a, pale lilac; 37. Verbena Twecdiana, scarJetj 38. Lobelia
fcnnus, blue. %

Plants for a Vin*krv.—A Beginner.—For relieving the naked-
ness of your Vinery, we recommend you the following Pelar-

goniums ; they are very good, but not expensive varieties, and

wiil answer your purpose exceedingly well :— Matilda, Sylph,

Cyrus, Corona, Erectum, Orange Boven, Annette, Hodge's
Emperor, Priory Queen, Madelina, Bridesmaid, Una, Victory,

Coronation, Comte de Paris, Gaines's King, Alexamlrina,

Sidonia, Corinne, Grand Duke, Lady Carlisle, Jehu, Conserva-
tive, Clarissa. Roses in pots, such sorts as Fabvier, Sanguinca,
Devonicnsis, Yellow Noisette, Old Blush China, Theresa Stra-

vius, and La Superbe. Fuchsias—Thompson's formosa ele-

gans, Venus victiix, Devonicnsis, Curtcsii, conspicua arborea,

and Pontey's Tricolor. A few pots of Cinerarias, the same of

, Calceolarias. Clematis azurea and C. Sicboldii arc both very

ornamental. Bulbs in pots of Polyanthus Narcissus. A col-

lection of Hyacinths would assist very much, with the white
and lilac varieties of the Chinese Primrose. The best annuals
for the purpose are Ncmophila insignis, Schizanthus rctusus

and pinnatus, Rhodanthe Manglesii, Alonsoa grandiflora, and

Erysimum Peroflskyanum,anda few pots of Heliotropes, Scarlet

Pelargoniums, Lily of the Valley, &c. &c. ; as you proceed other

objects will be suggested to you, and you can procure dupli-

cates of such as arc most agreeable to your taste.*
Pkars.—A Surrey Subscriber.— The Bon Chretien Pear will not
succeed well as a standard. The following are proper:

—

Dunmore, Fondante d'Automnc, Uondclct, Althorp Crassane,

Beurre Bosc, Thompson's, Ilacon's Incomparable, "Winter

Nclis, Glout Morceau, Knight's Monarch, Neplus Meuris, and
Beurre Ranee.

||

Vkgktablk Maurow.— Constant. — This plant abhors cold.

There is no reason why it should not be grown in the open air

as early in the season as the nights; cease to be cold and the

mornings frosty. It may be treated exactly like a Cucumber,
and may probably be raised under transparent cotton lights.

Inskcts.— G. S. Wintle —The small insects attached to the legs

of the dead house fly, which you forwarded to us, are the Mock
Scorpion, Chelifer cancroides. These insects musthavc attached

themselves to the fly after it was dead, but for what purpose,

except that of devouring it, we cannot inform you. The round
whitish ball which you found attached to the Fuchsia blossoms
is a nest of one of the smaller spiders. The exact species which
constructed it we are unable to point out. Este.—Two of

your caterpillars reached us in good order; they appear to be

those of the Common Yellow Underwing Moth, Triphcena Pro-

nuba, which does much injury at times to many of our favour-

ite vegetables. "Where the Caterpillars abound, we should

advise you to turn up the soil and carefully hand-pick all that

appears; after which water the soil with a mixture of i gas

liquor and 2 water. This will easily get into the soil where it

has been recently turned up, and destroy many of the Cater-

pillars which may remain Ruth.— It is a Caterpillar of one

of the larger Geometridas, a family of Moths, which you found

adhering to your standard Rose-tree. This Caterpillar is one

of those commonly called Loopers, which at times stretch

themselves rigidly out in a straight line, holding by their hind

legs, when they much resemble, from their colours, a portion of

the tree on which they rest. /. E.P.—The Grubs you send

us arc those of Mel.ilontha vulgaris, the Common Cockchafer.

"We should recommend you to water your lawn with a mixture

of one-tenth gas-liquor and nine-tenths water. This will

not do the grass any injury and will prove most obnoxious to

the grubs, which are doing you so much injury—strong salt

and water might also be used with advantage if you find

any difficulty in procuring the gas-liquor.

Rkd Srn>KR.—AT. W. K.—You roust persevere in syringing your

Vines, infested by this insect, night and morning, as this is an

effectual means of destroying it. If the weather continue as

cold as it has done for the latt few days, it will be advisable to

have your greenhouse plants, also infested with spider, taken

in-doors, and treated in the same way as the Vines. A damp,
moist atmosphere is most injurious to it.?

Books.—Chow.—We either did not receive your former note, or
we recommended you Lindley's "Guide to the Orchard and
Kitchen-Garden." Erica Hibbertia has red flowers, green at

the ends ; it may be had of all dealers in Heaths. T. W.—
Martin Doyle's "Cyclopaedia of Practical Husbandry" is the
book for you. L.E.G.— Mackintosh's " Practical Gardener,"

in 3 vols., 8vo., is probably the best for your purpose. But you
can do nothing well without understanding the "Theory of

Horticulture." S. A.S. —Sweet's "Hothouse and Green-

house Companion," and Mackintosh's "Practical Gardener,"

will give you as much information as such books can convey
;

but we fear you must trust to your own experience for such
knowledge as you are searching for. Always ascertain in the

first place whatsort of country a plant comes from, and its na-

tural i.ocalitv, if you can, and form your practice on that

evidence. For example—the Oleander naturally grows in Bar-

harv along the margin of rivulets. In the warm weather of

if you like. But it is a plant of a very obliging disposition, and

maybe managed otherwise, though not so well. As to the

Chorozemas, although they come from a country whose atmo-

sphere is dry, vet it is to be recollected that they are low bushes,

and all the subsoil is springy. Semi-transparent covers, instead

of glass, will hardly suit them, wc fear. They will grow too

much in shade.

Organizabi.k Substance.— Tyro.—As a plant proceeds in its

erowth it first forms its organs out of matter previously stored

un within it, and then, having formed them, it proceeds to

secrete a further supply of such matter for the next season's

Growth. That matter is what is meant by " Organisable Sub-

Lnrpq " an expression we do not approve of as used m thestances," an express!

mention, although strictly correct. It would have

hahlv treat of It fully in another place, one of these days.

MoaPHOM)GV.-ii. T.-W ait a little, and you will hear enough

of this Rural Chemistry.—Your leaf is an accidental mon-

Rtrofiitv and does not much affect the questions of Morphology.

The elands at its base are supposed to be secreting organs, by

4hich the plant gets rid of matter that it docs not want

W 17— lour Rose-apple is a local disease, produced by the

t .ncture of an insect, and has no relation to morphological

ostions. Constant. - The Oak is Qucrcus pedunculata.

The bodies found upon it are abortive acorns, the scales of

whose cup are expanded into little leaves, while the Acorn

itself has perished.

q««ii8 - in Original Subscriber.—\ on may sow your seeds from

Polvnesia ill shallow pans, in a soil consisting of peat, loam,

w-mould, and sand, in nearly equal proportions. Place them

in 1 eentle bottom-heat, and keep them perfectly dry for a

week or 10 days after sowing; then begin to water them

slip-htlv and afterwards treat them as greenhouse plants.*

Miscellaneous.--A Subscriber will find directions for making

Angioma sancanwiuu*.-—»• " ™
\
*v"*"~^ Wi V

continually soaking through your ground, by all means drain
:. yy % V.— 1, Agathea cceiestis ; 2, a Cistus of some

kind but without a better specimen we dannot determine the

cnrHes- 3 Potentillafruticosa; 4, Escallonia rubra. i A.B.
P
lnw vour Pitms-seed about the end of March.* W. il/.-

1 Bartsia Odontites; 2, Scutellaria minof ; 3, S. galcriculata;

4 Verbena officinalis; 5, Mclilotus officinalis; 6, Lysamaclm

nemormiv Slura.-Youv Brassia is new, il its labcllum is

narrow, as in the specimen sent. Melocactus.—Wc
• that the Persian Melons have been advertised (see p. 642),

but we know nothing of the genuineness of the seeds. Any

always
see

An Original Subscriber.—-Speed's "Indian Hand-
Gardening," reviewed at p. 271. You wiil find much

one having Indian connections can procure them/with the ex-
ception of the Sirdar, which is in few hands as yet. A. C—
It is useless to send flowers packed in dry moss; no care will
restore them to an examinable state. Your Thunbergias are
shrivelled up till they are not larger than a cowslip blossom.

James Smith.—Of your seedling GloxiniasNo.2 is the best;
but the country is full of such things. E. H. W.— l,01d
English Codlin : 2, White Cos tin ; 3, Beachamwell; 4, Worm-
ley Pippin. || H. P. J.—Pear, No. 8 is the Ambrosia ; Apple,
No. 10, is the Duchess of Oldenburg.;! M. W. jR.—There
must be a place made, from three to four feet deep, for Ste-
phenson's boiler to stand in, the top must be level with, or
rather below, the level of the gutters. The stone-cistern need
not have any partition to divide the flow and return-pipes. For
a pit 12ft. by 6ft., procure the smallest sized boiler you can get.

A. D.—We should think it is not necessary to clean your
boiler, t-

book of Gardi
information respecting border Hyacinths at p. 36 of this year.
Wc know of no better way to keep mice from Crocuses than to
trap them. 3: O.—Some Scorzonera, not worth the trouble of
sending or determining.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Vkkhknas.—J. Miller.—We have precisely the same colour in

the Verbena as your seedling named Zeuais, but the flowers of
your variety arc larger; it is very brilliant. G.—Your seed-

ling is a pretty flower, but it does not appear to differ from
others we have seen. W. C—Verbenas travel exceedingly
well when packed in wet Moss. Your specimens were en-
veloped in dry cotton wool, and were shrivelled up when we
received them, and we could not revive them. No. 4 appears
a curious variety, the truss being composed of rose and
white flowers, quite distinct. Do the flowers open in this

manner, or does the change take place afterwards? Walter
Gre/i.—ln colour your seedling resembles a variety named ver-
sicolor, but your flowers are larger, equal in size to any we
have seen. S. Girting.— QS is distinct in colour, and resembles
some of the purple flowers of Phlox Drummondii : in 100 the
colour is dull, and appears to differ but little from some wc
have seen. Alfred.—All your seedling Verbenas arc good
flowers. 6 and i are the best, and most distinct from those
already out: 4 is also a fine variety; the remainder appear to
have been anticipated by varieties we have seen. No. (i appears
a very distinct colour, a bed of which would be very handsome*

Fuchsias.—Fo.rton.~- Three seedlings of the same character,
having delicate pink tubes, with sepals tipped with green; of
these Unique, though the smallest, is the best, having the
greatest contrast of colours, the lightest tube, the greenest tip,

and the deepest-coloured corolla ; in Gregoryana the corolla is

too dull, and in Camea superb ; the sepals do not expand suf-
ficiently.*

Dahlias.— M. S.—Your yellow seedling is of no use; the petals
are too ribby, and the centre indifferent. The dark variety is a
flower of fine general form ; the centre up and well formed. It

is a flower of good properties, but the colour is that in which
our best flowers abound, and the blooms are rather undersized.
< 7-;. J?.—Both your seedlings are small ; the darkest is de-
cidedly the best, and from its general good properties is worth
trying again ; the lighter flower, No. 2, does not promise so well.

W.S.of P. C—Your named seedling of 1842 does not
possess the improved qualities looked for in seedlings of the
present day; the centre is sunk and bad, the petals are narrow,
pointed, and too much quilled, and the flower is what is techni-

cally called starry; it is of no use. E. If.—Your second
bloom supports the opinion previously written on the first; it

promises well.*
As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week

.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
A telegraphic despatch reached Paris on Monday,

announcing that a revolution broke out in Greece on the

15th inst., which has ended in the complete triumph of

the popular cause, without compromising the personal

safety of the King or the dignity of his crown. The

details of this revolution present one of the most

remarkable examples of national unanimity in the history

of modern times. The people, the army, and even the

nrincipal authorities, had combined for the accomplish-

ment of their purpose; and so secret were their move-

ments, that neither the Foreign Ministers nor the King

himself were aware of the approaching crisis. The people

and the troops assembled in the middle of the night, sur-

rounded the palace, and cut off all communication between

the King and his Bavarian counsellors. They then in one

voice demanded a Constitution. The King, aroused

from "his sleep, found that he was completely isolated,

and that resistance was impossible. He had there-

fore no alternative but to assent to the proposals

submitted to him by the Council of State, and

to promise that the National Assembly should be con-

voked to draw up a new Constitution. Not a shot was

fired, nor a voice raised against the obnoxious advisers of

the King and in less than 12 hours the immense multi-

tude had 'quietly dispersed, without the occurrence of a

single act of violence or aggression. This pacific revo-

lution has excited considerable interest on the Continent,

more especially in reference to the disturbances in the

Italian States, and to the possibility that the example of

the Greeks may be followed in the South of Italy. The

Foreign journals concur in bestowing great praise on the

moderation with which the Greeks accomplished their

purpose, and contrast this result with the desultory

proceedings of the Italian insurgents, whose attacks on

individuals have given to their rising the character rather

of a systematic brigandage than of a movement for political

redress.—In France, the clamour against the armament
of the fortifications of Paris is still the leading topic of

the Opposition journals ; but the people as yet appear

to regard the question with indifference. Some further

arrests have taken place in connection with the late con-

spiracy, but no important facts have been made known.

—From Spain we learn that art engagement took place on

the 21st, in the neighbourhood of Barcelona, between the

contending forces which dispute the possession of that

city. The bombardment commenced on the same day,

and continued until the insurgents had retired from their
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position. An attack on the city by the Government
troops was hourly expected, and a fresh bombardment
will no doubt take place before this second contest

is decided. In other respects, the state of Spain con-

tinues to give rise to serious apprehensions. Saragossa

has declared against the Government and in favour of a

Central Junta, while a conspiracy for the same objects

has been detected among the non-commissioned officers of

the garrison at Vittoria. The Elections, also, in the great

cities have terminated in favour of the Opposition, and

unless the provincial elections present a very different

result, the Government will hardly be able to meet the

Cortes.

At home, the Repeal agitation has begun to assume
another, and not less important character. In addition to

the attempt made last week to identify the movement with

the non-payment of rent and taxes, Mr. O'Connell in his

speeches at Lismore has declared his conviction that the

people and the clergy are going beyond him. He still

promises that his Council of 300 will be in full operation

before New Year's day, but says that instead of agitating

as heretofore he must now moderate, and that it has

become his duty to regulate the vigour and temper the

energy of the people. In Wales, the hostility to turnpike

gates appears, for the moment, to have given way to

attacks on private property, and the disturbed state of the

country has suggested the idea of proclaiming martial law

in the Principality. Several meetings of farmers have
been held, at which they have condemned the recent out-

rages, and adopted petitions to the Queen praying that

the New Poor-law and the Tithe Commutation Act may
be repealed, that free-trade may be adopted, and that the

present Parliament may be dissolved,and another convened
more likely to attend to the wants of the petitioners.

m
jome Netns.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert remain at
Windsor Castle with the Princesses, the Prince of Wales
being still at Brighton. Her Majesty and the Prince have
taken daily drives during the week with the Prince and
Princess of Hohenlohe Langenburgh, and on Monday and
Wednesday Prince Albert and the Prince of Hohenlohe
shot over the Royal preserves in the Great Park.— It is

expected that the Court will leave the Castle in the course
of next week for Claremont, to remain for about a week or
ten days, in order that Prince Albert may shoot over the
preserves of the King of the Belgians.—The Duke of
Cambridge is, we understand, expected at Cambridge
House from Germany the week after next. The Duchess
will remain some weeks longer abroad.—Lord Hawarden
has succeeded the Earl of Hardwicke as the Lord in
Waiting, and the Countess of Charlemont has succeeded
Viscountess Canningas the Lady in Waiting onher Majesty.
Her Majesty's Belgian Excursion A paragraph ap-

peared last week in the Examiner, stating, on the au-
thority of accounts from Brussels, in a Belgian paper,
that "the Queen of England and another personage had
visited Waterloo incognito on the morning of the 19th."
It has since been announced, on authority, that neither
Her Majesty nor Prince Albert visited the field of
Waterloo during their brief visit to Belgium. The mistake
must have arisen either from the Brussels or the English
paper misquoting the article they copied. This article
originally appeared, we believe, in Brussels, and distinctly
stated that "a person in the suite of the Queen of
England," &c.,—meaning the Earl of Aberdeen, who
went there to visit the grave of his brother, Sir Alexander
Gordon, who fell in the battle.

Illness of Earl Grey.—We regret to state, that Earl
Grey's indisposition has increased since his arrival at
Howick Hall, and that Sir Stephen Hammick is in at-
tendance upon him. His lordship, among other unfa-
vourable symptoms, has lost the use of his limbs ; but no
apprehensions of immediate danger are entertained.

.foreign.
France.—The Paris papers are principally occupied

with the fortifications of Paris, which the joint protest
of the Republicans and Legitimatists against their arma-
ment had again brought before the public. As yet, however,
the people seem to view this outcry with apathy, as the
real object of the fortifications must have long been gene-
rally known.—A person named Becker was arrested on
Friday, at his residence, in virtue of a warrant from the
Prefect of Police, charging him with being one of the most
activeandinfluentialleadersof the communist plotdetected
some days ago. A clandestine press was seized at his
lodgings, which, according to all appearances, served to
print the proclamations of the conspirators. In 1833,
the prisoner was sentenced to a year's imprisonment for
an offence against the person of the King.—The Minis-

* a
1 Journal des Debats has an article on a recent speech

of Mr. Tyler, son of the President of the United States,
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and observes, that " to do the
French Radicals justice, their language is the most in-
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F xldnesa compared to that of the Radicals of
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If 8Uch extravagant language could be re-
garded as serious, we should deplore it even for the inte-
rest of Ireland, for not only is it of a nature to excite
sentiments of irritation amongst the English people, but
such language must at the same time totally ruin the cause
of the Irish, by depriving it of its national character, in
order to give it the appearance of a revolutionary move-
ment." la regard to Mr. O'ConnelTs proceedings, the

same journal has a remarkable article, from which the

following are extracts :
—" Every one must have remarked,

that since the Queen of England, in proroguing Parlia-

ment, expressed in the most explicit terms her indignation

against the attempts made to produce a dismemberment
of the United Kingdom, there have been less meetings in

Ireland, many less monster speeches from Mr. O'Connell,
and many less hurrahs for Repeal. The Queen's speech
has deprived him of his last chance of any longer abusing
the simplicity of his auditory. Here commences the em-
barrassment of the agitator ; he is in a dilemma where he

cannot remain without danger, or leave without committing
an act of madness. He sees himself at the head of an army
whose number astounds him, and whose force threatens to

turn against himself. Formerly he called meetings to

pass reviews, and, as he said, to count heads ; at present

he confesses that he only holds them to suffer the boiling

courage of the Irish people to evaporate, who are asking

him every day when he will lead them against the Saxons.

Thus Mr. O'Connell, in place of agitating, seeks but to

calm : he only wishes to find an issue to give a passage to

the waves he has confined, and by which he fears to be
carried off. No one better than himself comprehends
this critical position : he knows better than any other

that the first step made towards violence would be his

destruction, and at the same time a sanguinary repression.

He knows well that the repeal of the union is an insane

dream—he knows that England, which is the stronger,

will not grant it, because it would make her descend to

the rank of countries of the third order—he knows that

not only it would be the ruin of England, but that it

would also be the ruin of Ireland, because the Irish

people, in their present condition, are incapable of

living and walking alone ; but it is because he knows all

this, and knew it beforehand, that a heavy responsibility

weighs upon his head. There are, we know, evils to be
remedied, but the Irish themselves appear to oppose an
obstacle to all reasonable reform. Mr. O'Connell has
ventured his stake upon a dangerous card ; he has placed
Ireland between Repeal and revolution. Repeal he cannot
have ;

and as to a revolution, if it were attempted, which
God forbid I the attempt would infallibly conclude in an
unfortunate and impotent revolt."—Some of the journals

dwell at great length on the Duke and Duchess de
Nemours' progress through Burgundy on their way to

Lyons, where they arrived on the 20th ; according to the

Opposition prints their Royal Highnesses met with a
very cold reception. At Macon , M. Lamartine, the poet, as

chief of the Academy, prepared an address for the future

Regent, which has been severely censured even by the

Liberal papers. The following are extracts :
—" Prince,

you do us the honour of visiting us, and we receive you
with cordiality. Welcome. You will meet with neither
adulation nor insolence in our language. We will show
merely dignity. We welcome your young Princess with

somewhat more sentiment. The official harangues which
greet you everywhere, tell you that France is fanatically

attached to personal monarchy, to the royal power
emancipated, to a throne predominating over other

institutions ; that France sees all the future in a
dynasty, and places its trust in the fortifications which
guard it ; and, in fine, that France thirsts after princes,

and is weary of freedom. We are too full of respect

to contradict this; but history will do it for us if you
open its page. Our real sentiments are other. We
recognise the services rendered by the King your father.

Order and peace are the fruits of the first painful years of
his reign. We are grateful. But in return he owes his

throne to France. And France has immense wants. Be-
hind the legal, the electoral France of only 200,000 citi-

zens, there stands an entire people, which demands its

place. If you wish this people to be monarchic, form a
monarchy in its image/* &c. The Ministerial journal

combats, and even republishes these manifestoes, which it

does not seriously fear, because such vague demands of

universal suffrage and uncourteous remonstrances flung in

the face of Princes disgust the more moderate and large

majority of French Liberals. The venerable M. Lacre-
telle addressed to the Prince, in the name of the Literary

Society, a very different speech, from which we make the

following extract in reference to the Queen's visit :

—

" Whilst your Highness was fulfilling your duties, the

Chateau d'Eu, for ever consecrated in history, offered a

great spectacle, a great promise to the world. In remote
times, whose darkness the sacred volume alone has pene-
trated, a King, the most renowned for wisdom, received

the visit of a Queen who offers herself to our veneration

by this homage alone, for it is all we know respecting her.

Here it is a young, amiable, and highly-honoured Queen,
who came to visit a Monarch whose wisdom, profound
discernment, and indomitable courage have triumphed
over such painful trials and such formidable attempts on
his life. The two greatest nations on the earth were repre-

sented on this occasion. Their calm, and at the same
time unlimited liberty, increases the majesty of the Sove-

reigns. She does not on this occasion display her pomp,
but her elegance and grace. The heavens, ocean, and the

two shores are brilliant with the festivities. The senti-

ment of the two Sovereigns is comprehended, and dilates

all hearts. The object was to render more intimate and
friendly the long peace which Europe has enjoyed. This
is the representative Government in all its glory, since this

peace is its work. To strengthen esteem by affection and
by a free interchange of amiable and generous qualities,

—

this is what an august example ought to inspire the two
people in whom the world will see every day more and more
their arbiters and models." The Prince replied,—"I
thank you for having spoken in such noble terms of a

recent visit, because I see in that event an honour for my
country and a favourable omen for all. I see in it an

honour, because France, however great and glorious she

may he$ and worthy of such homage, cannot remain indif-

ferent to the visit of a young Queen, who has appeared on
our shores as it were to demonstrate the providential link

that connects two great nations. I regard it as a favour-

able omen, because the union of two such powerful

countries must accelerate the progress of humanity towards

those happy destinies which peace makes it every day love

more and more and better appreciate. I thank you for

having afforded me an opportunity of giving utterance to

a thought which was already in my heart, and I congra-

tulate myself on concurring in the opinion of the illustrious

writer to whom history has so often confided her most
intimate secrets and her surest appreciations."—General
Boyer, ex-President of the Republic of Hayti, landed at

Havre on the 21st, on his way to Paris. M. Olozaga, the

special ambassador from Spain, has arrived in Paris to

demand, it is said, an armed intervention.—An authentic

return has been made of the receipts produced by the per-

formances of Mademoiselle Rachel at the Comedie Fran-
caise since her debut in 1838. The sum amounts to

l,503,000f. This is at the rate of 4900f. for each repre-

sentation.—Marseilles was visited on the night of the 15th
with a most violent storm. The visitors to the theatre

could not reach their homes until three o'clock in the

morning. A house in the market-place was washed down,
but no lives were lost.—The sale of the furniture, &c. of
the too celebrated ch&leau of Glandier, the late residence

of Madame LaiTarge, has just taken place, and it has re-

vived the infatuation which all the newspapers in Europe
have recorded. The most trifling articles have fetched
the highest prices. The wedding dress of Mdile. Marie
Capelle sold for 800f., and still excited envy ; the Prayer-
book she used at her wedding yielded 50f. ; a mere sketch
of her face fetched 25 f. ; some little albums, a few soiled

pages of verses addressed to her, and other trifles, have
attracted a crowd to Glandier for a whole fortnight.

Spain.—Advices from Barcelona of the 22d state that

an engagement took place on the 21st, between the insur-

gent forces under Brigadier Ametler, and those of Bri-
gadier Prim, Ametler had his head-quarters at Badalona,
a town on the coast at two leagues from Barcelona, and on
the Mataro road ; his vanguard occupied San Andres de
Palamar. Prim attacked the latter, and completely
routed the insurgents. The engagement lasted two days,

and on the morning of the 22d Prim's troops were masters
of all the houses. He made 200 prisoners ; the rest were
killed, or fled. Col. Milans was wounded. Brigadier
Ametler abandoned Badalona, and retired towards France.
The suspension of hostilities in Barcelona mentioned in
the last despatches, only lasted 24 hours. The citadel

and Montjuich both fired on the 22d on the sea-gate and
Atarazanas, but ceased firing after the retirement of
Ametler. Brigadier Prim was hourly expected to attack
the insurgents of Barcelona. The movement of Reus
has failed, and the insurgents driven out by the in-

habitants of the town have fled to the mountains. Vich
and Puycerda have refused to submit to the Junta,
and the National Guard have refused to march to
the succour of those towns recognising the Junta. A
great number of those who left Figueras have returned.
The weather has been very severe in Catalonia, particu-
larly^ the eastern frontier, and in consequence of the
floods all communications with France have been cut off,

except by the Perthus road. Madrid was calm on the
evening of the 20th, in spite of the impression produced
by the rising of Saragossa, which has declared against the
provisional Government,; and even against its Cortes, a
movement having broken out there on the evening of the
17th in favour of the Central Junta. The municipality
and the national militia took part in it, and a Junta was
formed without opposition. Letters from Vittoria, of the
17th, mention that a conspiracy had been discovered in

that city among the non-commissioned officers of the
cavalry Regiment del Principe. Their object was to pro-
claim a Central Junta. Seven Serjeants had been arrested.
At Madrid the elections are the great topic of the day ;

the " Progresista" party, or Anti-Ministerialists, are stea-
dily gaining ground in the poll. Of the 7,000 or 8,000
electors, not more than 2,000 had polled. The Govern-
ment journals assert that the provincial elections will be
more favourable to them. One of the powder magazines,
at some distance from the capital, blew up on the 22d.

Some workmen and guards were killed, but the city sus-
tained no serious injury. The cause of this accident is

not yet known.
Portugal—Accounts from Lisbon of the 18th state

that General Zurbano, who arrived on the 7th inst. at

Oporto, was made a prisoner, and lodged in the castle of

Foz. He was seized in the French hotel at Oporto, and
had come in the packet from Vigo. An order, however, was
immediately forwarded from the Government for bis

release, and Zurbano is now in Lisbon, He is said to be

greatly broken down by the distresses which he has en-

dured since he was driven from Madrid, and his spirits

appear to be completely shattered.—Dr. Miller, of Kil-

marnock, brother-in-law of Dr. Kalley, of Madeira, has

received a letter from the Foreign-office, in answer to the

representation made by him to Lord Aberdeen, on hear-

ing of Dr. Kalley's imprisonment at Funchal ; in which

it is stated that " her Majesty's Minister at Lisbon has

been directed to require that Dr. Kalley be liberated on

bail, and his case brought before the Conservatorial
Court."—An official notification has been received of

the formal installation of the Mixed British and Portu-
guese Commission, under the treaty concluded last year

for the suppression of the slave-trade, at Boa Vista, «»

the Cape de Verd Islands. This event took place on the

?th June. The act of installation was signed by Mr-

Kendall, Consul-General of England in those islands, by
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Captain Dos Santos, as Commissioner for Portugal, and
by Senhor d'Almeida as arbitrator.

Germany.— Letters from Vienna of the 12th state

that since Prince Metternich's return, the arrival and
departure of couriers has become even more frequent than
it was before, and that the frequent conferences which the
Prince holds with the French Ambassador leave no doubt
that the object of the present important negotiations are
Spanish affairs. Upon two questions it is said the prin-
cipal Cabinets agree. No immediate or particular pro-
posals will be made to the Spanish Government, but all

exertions will be made to secure the hand of the Queen
to a member of the Bourbon family, exclusive of the
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Orleans branch. The candidates, therefore, would be
members of the families of Don Carlos or the King of

Naples.—The Emperor of Russia left Berlin on the 19th
for Warsaw; the Grand Duke and Duchess of Saxe
Weimar for Weimar; the Duke of Leuchtenberg for

Stettin; and the Crown Prince and Princess of Sweden,
with their daughter the Princess Eugenia, for Stockholm.
"—The King of Bavaria's magnificent plan to form a union
of the members of the German Confederation, for the

purpose of contributing to the fund for rebuilding Cologne
Cathedra], has been responded to, and it is now under-
stood that the Emperor of Austria has offered 40,000
florins a year until the work shall be completed.— Great
preparations are making at Gratz for the reception of the
naturalists who are to hold their annual meeting there in

the course of this month. A room has been erected, in

which 1000 persons may dine. The Archduke John will

treat the naturalists with a Styrian fete. He has caused
persons to come from all the provinces of Styria, who are
to execute in their different costumes national dances and
songs. The governor will also offer to the scientific

strangers a brilliant soiree in his gardens.—Prince Hohen-
lohe, of miracle-working celebrity, but of whom nothing
had been heard for some time, is stated, in a letter from
Innspruck, to have performed some new miracles there
during the last month. Among the persons stated to

have been cured were the daughter of a Councillor of the

Court of Appeal of the Tyrol, after a painful illness of
three years, and a woman of fifty-five, who had been for

seven years afflicted with paralysis.

Italy.—Accounts from the Frontier state that Count
Radetsky, military governor of Venice, has received in-

structions from Vienna to keep 4,000 men ready to march
at a moment's notice into any of the Italian States, as
soon as their respective Governments should require and
demand such assistance. The Bolognese insurgents have
made an attempt to surprise the city of Ravenna, to arrest
three cardinals, and to establish the centre of the opera-
tions in that place. They had agreed to meet other con-
spirators at lmola, but the police discovered their inten-
tions, and when the insurgents arrived before lmola they
found the gates closed and the garrison under arms. A
letter from Rome, of Sept 14, in the Avgsburg Gazette,
contains the following :—" We have just received by ex-
press information that the diligence (what diligence is not
stated), and the dragoons who were escorting it, had been
attacked by a band of 150 men, armed with English
muskets. The dragoons were made prisoners. It is

asserted that this band had suddenly attacked several posts
of cavalry, and carried off their arms and their horses. In
consequence of this news, there was yesterday a Council
pf Cardinals. The Government is said to have sent off

^mediately for Cesena several battalions of infantry."
*rom Naples we learn that no instance of burning has
lately taken place, and the streets, which were almost
deserted by females, are again assuming that life and
£oise so peculiar to this city. Sir Woodbine Parish, who
has been in Naples since the sulphur question, for the
Purpose of extending our commercial interest in the king-
dom, has returned to England, having failed in inducing
the Government to agree to anything beyond the sulphur
duties, which are already known and acted upon.

Greece.—A telegraphic despatch has reached Paris
^nouncing that a revolution has at length broken out at
Athens. The accounts of the proceedings of King Otho
^bich have appeared from time to time will cause this
ne^s to be received without surprise. It appears that
*' 2 o'clock in the morning of the 15th a few musket-shots
"red in the air announced the assembling of the people in
the different quarters of Athens. Soon afterwards the
^habitants, accompanied by the entire garrison, marched
towards the square of the palace crying, " The Constitu-
tion for ever!" On reaching the palace the artillery,
S*valry, and infantry, drew up under the windows of the

^
,nSi in front of the palace, and the people having

Rationed themselves in the rear, all in one voice demanded
* constitution. The King appeared at a low window, and
assured the people that he would take into consideration
heir demand and that of the army, after consulting with

£
ls Ministers, the Council of State, and the representa-

J^e8 of the foreign Powers. But the Commander
. • Calergi, having stepped forward, made known to his

^
aJesty that the Ministry was no longer recognised, and

,
at the Council of State was already deliberating on the

est course to be adopted under existing circumstances,
document was soon afterwards presented to the KingJ a deputation of the Council, composed of Messrs.

^nduriotis, the President, G. Eynian, A. P. Mavromi-

hi TvJr
J

-

UnM ®* Psyles, and Anastasius Londos. Whilst
,
8 Majesty was reading the propositions of the Council

8
tate, the representatives of the foreign Powers pre-

ted themselves at the Palace, and were told by the

th
m^ander that nobody could be admitted at that moment,

Co
"g k eing in conference with the deputation of the

^
Uncil of State. The latter came out two hours after-

ards with the consent of the King. The new Ministry
commended by the Council then repaired to the Palace.

where they held a long consultation with his Majesty, who
shortly appeared on the balcony, surrounded by the new
Ministers and Ambassadors, who had just been admitted,
and was received with acclamation by the people. The
cry of ' Long live the Constitutional King' resounded,
together with that of 'The Constitution for ever.' The
following Ministers entered immediately on the discharge
of their functions. Messrs. Andre Metaxa, President of
the Council, with the department of Foreign Affairs

;

Andre Londos, Minister of War ; Canaris, for the Navy
Department

; Rhigas Palamidis for the Interior, Mansolas
for the Finance; Leon Melas, for Justice, and Michel
Schinas, for Public Instruction and Ecclesiastical Affairs.
The military revolution was directed, on the part of the
regular Army, by the Colonel of Cavalry (Demetri
Calergi), and on that of the irregular army by Colonel
Macryany. At 3 o'clock in the afternoon the garrison,
after defiling before the Palace, re-entered their quarters,
preceded by their bands, amidst the acclamations of the
people. An hour afterwards the city, in which order had
not been an instant disturbed, resumed its customary
aspect, the whole revolution having been accomplished
successfully and without bloodshed, in about 12 hours.
The students of the university joined the movement, and
were remarkable for their patriotism and moderation. fSi-
milar movements occurred at Chalcis,Corinth,andNauplia.
Letters from Athens of the 17th state, that all foreigners
holding offices under Government were to be dismissed,
including even M. Lemaitre and other Frenchmen employed
in the administration of the National Bank. The chiefs
of the movement had adopted every precaution for the
safety of that establishment ; the Directors were before-
hand informed of the hour at which the movement was to
take place, and 12 trusty soldiers were sent thither during
the night for its protection by M. Calergi. The revolution
was effected without any violence. The Ministers were
arrested in their houses, but liberated on the next morning.
A Bavarian Aide-de-Camp of the King was also appre-
hended, and confined in the barracks, where, however, he
remained a prisoner only a few hours. It appears that
the King yielded with bad grace, when he found that all

resistance on his part would be unavailing. It was eleven
o'clock when his obstinacy was subdued. The military
bands were then playing the "Marseillaise" and the
" Parisienne," which gave his Majesty cause to suppose
that affairs might proceed to unpleasant extremities. On
the 16th King Otho took his customary airing, and was
saluted, as he passed along the streets, with cries from the
people and soldiers of "Long live the Constitutional
King !

" An exception had been made in the decree of
exclusion against foreigners in favour of the old Philhel-
lenes who held office under the Government. The
National Assembly will be convoked within 30 days from
the date of the revolution, to draw up the new Constitu-
tion in conjunction with the King.

Turkey.—By the Levant mail we have advices from
Constantinople to the 8th inst. The Bevat had been sent
for the investiture of Prince Alexander Georgiewitsch, and
was published in due form at Belgrade on the 14th inst.
The greatest activity prevailed in the military depart-
ments of the Porte, and on the 6th an Imperial hat
incorporating the militia with the regular army during
a period of five years, had been proclaimed with great
pomp in presence of the Sultan, the Ministers, and the
troops of the garrison. Redschid Pasha, President of
the Military Council, had been appointed Seraskier
or General-in-chief of the troops of Rumelia, with the
title of Muschir, and was to reside at Adrianople.
The Porte appeared to be inclined to give France every
satisfaction for the insult offered to her consul at Jerusa-
lem. Before Baron de Bourquenay had made any com-
munication on the subject to the Divan, the Sultan had
anticipated him, by enjoining the authorities of Syria and
Jerusalem to punish the parties who had committed the
outrage with exemplary justice. Prince Bibesco, the new
Hospodar of Wallachia, accompanied by his younger
brother and a number of Boyards, had arrived at Constan-
tinople. The Sultan had sent his portrait to King Louis
Philippe by the French steamer. A provisional govern-
ment has been established in the mountains of the
Nestorians. Zenail Bey, a well known Kurdish marauder
has been named governor, and has established himself in

a new house built by Dr. Grant, in Tujari, for the pur-
poses of the American mission.

Egypt.—The last French packet has brought here
Arnim Bey, first interpreter to the Pacha, on his return

from his mission to Paris. Accountants to be employed
in the regulation of the accounts of the Egyptian govern-
ment have accompanied him from Paris. The Pacha is

expected to return shortly to Cairo, and the alarms which
had prevailed of a too abundant inundation have subsided.

Up to the Gth inst. no Indian mail had been signalised as

having arrived at Suez, and moreover, there was no
steamer at Alexandria to bring the mail on should it

chance to arrive before the Oriental, which left Malta for

Alexandria on the evening of the 13th.

New South Wales.—Sydney papers to the 1st June
have come to hand. The colony was in all the bustle of

the first general election of a legislature under the consti-

tution lately conceded, and then first to be put in force.

The quarterly returns of revenue for the three months
ending with March last, published there, show a decrease

of 2,551/., as compared with the corresponding quarter

of 1842; the returns for 1843 being 77,079/. against

80,530/. for 1842. Stock had been selling at very low

prices in Western Australia. Sheep were sold by the

importers at lis. a head; and cows at from 65s. to 10/.

each. Colonial bred cows and heifers were sold at Perth

at an average price of 9/. per head.

CITY.

Bills, l£d., 61*. to 63s. ; l*rf., 60s. to C2s.
Bonds, 67s. to 69s. prem.

prem
quer

India
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Dinner to Gen. Espartero.— On Tuesday a magnificent

banquet was given at the Mansion-house, as a mark of
sympathy with General Espartero on his arrival in this
country. Nearly three hundred sat down to dinner. The
hall was decorated in the usual manner. There was a
meeting of the Council in one of the rooms of the Man-
sion-house previous to the dinner, when the Lord Mayor
read the resolutions of the Common Council, which have
already been noticed in this Paper, and to which Gen.
Espartero returned a suitable reply; After dinner, the
usual loyal toasts having been given, the Lord Mayor pro-
posed the health of his Highness the Duke of Victory,
expressing his belief that " if we do not see Espartero
again at the head of affairs, we shall at least see his prin-
ciples in the ascendant." The toast was received with
loud cheering, after which the Duke of Victory rose and
addressed the assembly in Spanish. Having been listened
to with profound attention, the Lord Mayor, at the con-
clusion of his speech, said that as the Duke of Victory
was not sufficiently acquainted with English to deliver his
address in our language, he had put a translation of his
remarks into his hands, which he begged to read, His
Lordship then read the following address :— " My Lord
Mayor and Gentlemen—The generous and hospitable
reception I have met with from the British people, their
Queen and Government, will ever be to me a source of
most grateful recollection. The British nation—the high-
minded and liberal British people—have thoroughly under-
stood the feelings that have ever guided the actions of him
who has now the honour of addressing you, and who
having hoisted the constitutional flag of his country,
carried it victoriously, until finally the enemies of liberty
disappeared. Solemnly elected Regent of Spain by
the national will, I was determined to govern the king,
dom within the law ; to preserve the law, and allow no
one to transgress the law. The enemies of the liberty and
independence of my country and of the constitutional
throne of my Queen are indebted for their momentary
triumph to that religious respect which I have ever shown
to the fundamental law of the state. But I shall never
on that account regret that such has been my conduct;
for I am convinced such is the only conduct a constitu-
tional Regent ought to follow. Thus it was my inten-
tion, when the time fixed by the constitution for Isabella
II. commencing the exercise of her constitutional autho-
rity should arrive, that she should find herself at the head
of a flourishing and great kingdom

; quiet within, re-
spected without, and progressing in that prosperity to
which it is entitled by its position, climate, and the cha-
racter of its people. I have asserted it a hundred times,
and it is with satisfaction I now repeat it here—to
secure and consolidate the public and civil liberty of my
country; to preserve intact the constitutional throne of
Isabella the Second, to deliver into her hands the autho-
rity with which I was entrusted precisely in the manner
determined by the law, and then to retire into private life,

and become once more a private citizen—such were ever
my wishes—such my determination. An evil destiny has
prevented the fulfilment of my intentions, and I have
been obliged to retire from my country; but in the midst
of my misfortunes it is a great consolation to have met
with so generous a reception in this, the classic soil of
constitutional liberty, whence I offer the most fervent vows
for the happiness of my country. And wherever fate may
lead me, I shall always have the most lively recollection

of the sympathy shown me by the British people, and more
particularly by the City of London, the prosperity of
which I now beg leave to offer as a toast." Vehement
cheering followed the conclusion of this speech. The
health of Gen. Van Halen and the other officers of Espar-
tero's suite, was then given and acknowledged by that
General. Viscount Canning returned thanks for the House
of Peers, and expressed his hope that, whatever future
events may bring about, when Gen. Espartero and his
countrymen, here and at home, recalled the memory of
the reception which had been given them, they will feel

that it was given to a man who filled a station the high-
est to which a subject can be called, with a scrupulous
honesty as regards the interests of his country, and with
unflinching fidelity to his young Queen. Mr. Ward
acknowledged the toast of the House of Commons, and
said that they came there to honour one who had been
most undeservedly driven from the highest station in his
own country, and who would, in all probability, still fill it
if it were not for foreign interference. That Spain might
be again restored to constitutional liberty, through the
instrumentality of Espartero, was a wish in which every
man in this country heartily joined, be he Whiff Tor/
or Radical. The Lord Mayor then gave « Th? MaS
bers for the City praised the late Sir M. Wood for his
humane and useful conduct, and stated that Lord J. Rus-
sell was anxious to attend the banquet to Gen. Espar-
tero, but that he could not conveniently leave the country,
where he was at present residing

General Nogueras.~In connection with the banquet
to Gen. Espartero we may notice a correspondence which
has appeared in the daily papers on the part taken by
Gen. Nogueras, one of the ex-Regent's suite, in the
murder of Gen. Cabrera's mother during the contest with
Don Carlos. On the first announcement of the Lord
Mayor's intention to give this banquet, Lord Ranelagh
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wrote a letter to the morning papers, asking whether the

city authorities were aware that Gen, Nogueras was the

perpetrator of that crime. To this Gen. Nogueras replied,

that the imputation was false ;
M it was another General,"

he said, " who ordered the trial and execution, and neither

have I to take on myself the responsibility of his acts nor

the denunciation of his name." Lord Ranelagh declared

this letter a subterfuge, and explained that Gen. Nogueras

did not actually shoot the unfortunate lady, but entreated

Gen. Mina to do so ;
quoting Gen. Mina's despatch, dated

March 15, 1836, to prove the fact. On the 24th inst.,

Gen, Nogueras published his reply/ stating that "he
had not the least interference in the affair

; " and that,

"satisfied with the repeated public demonstrations of

the affection of his countrymen, and resting on the testi-

mony of a pure conscience, he will not trouble the public of

this country any more on a subject to which it can attach

but little interest." This has called forth a rejoinder from

Lord Ranelagh, containing the following passages in im-

mediate reference to the main facts :

—

u In answer to the

first point, I ofTer the following extracts from Lord Cla-

rendon's despatch to Lord Palmcrston, dated March 7th,

1836, and not quoted by me before :— ' I consider it my
duty to inform your lordship of an occurrence that has

lately taken place in Catalonia, and which, with reference

to its atrocity and its consequence, has produced a con-

siderable sensation at Madrid. A Carlist chief, called

Cabrera, shot the alcaldes of two Email villages in Lower

Arragon. The mother of Cabrera, a poor old woman
nearly 70 years of age, lived at Tortosa, and General

Nogueras, who commanded the Queen's troops in the

neighhourhood, ordered the Governor of that place to

have her seized and shot. The Governor refused to com-

mit this barbarous deed, upon which General Nogueras

wrote to General Mina, the Captain-general of the pro-

vince, for his sanction, which was unhesitatingly given,

and the mother of Cabrera was executed for the crime of

her son. Immediately upon these facts coming to my
knowledge I waited upon M.; Mendizabal, with whom I

found the Minister of War, and I told their Excellencies

that I was come, in the performance of a painful duty, to

announce to them what would be the feelings of his

Majesty's government, and the whole people of England,

upon learning those unparalleled acts of barbarity. M.
Mendizabal and Count Almodovar, with expressions of

horror, admitted the facts, and seemed to be aware of the

impression which they would produce in England. I have

several times since spoken to M. Mendizabal upon

the matter, and his Excellency yesterday informed me
that General Nogueras had been deprived of his com-

mand in Arragon, and that a court of inquiry had been

ordered into all the circumstances of the case, with a view

to ulterior measures.' Lord Clarendon , in another despatch

of April 23d, says, in confirmation of his former state-

ment, that ' General Nogueras had been deprived of his

command, and ordered to repair to Valencia, where pro-

ceedings were to be instituted against him.' In addition

to the above, there is Cabrera's authority on record that

Nogueras is the murderer of his mother ; and when he

signed a treaty for the exchange of prisoners, he exempted

General Nogueras from any such benefit. One more

unquestionable corroborative testimony :—The wife of

Colonel Fentivero (a companion and brother officer of

Nogueras) was shot, in retaliation for Cabrera's mother.

The Colonel presented a beautiful petition to the Queen,

calling for the trial of Nogueras, and denouncing him as

the murderer of his wife. This petition from Colonel

Fentivero appeared in all the Madrid papers of the 21th

and 25th March. Lord Palmerston, in his despatch to

Lord Clarendon, of April 2, 18:56, says :— ' You will at

the same time state to the Spanish Minister, that it is

impossible to express in adequate language the disgust and

indignation which this atrocious crime has produced in

the minds of all persons in this country, or to describe the

degree of injury which such abominations necessarily do

to°the cause of the Queen. You will earnestly entreat the

Spanish Government to take the most effectual means to

prevent the recurrence of such disgraceful acts, and to

give the war in every province in which it may be un-

fortunately carried on the character of a contest among

the inhabitants of a civilised country.' As to the little

interest General Noguerus supposes that the English

people take in such atrocious acts, it cannot be forgotten

that General Moreno, the Carlist Commander-inX'hief,

was ignominiously and properly driven from this country

by the voice of public opinion, for his murder of an

Englishman in Spain."

Death of Sir Matthew Wood—Alderman Sir M. Wood,

Bart., one of the Members for the City of London, died

at Gloucester on Monday last, after along and severe

illness. He was in his 7Gth year, having been born on

the 2d June, 1768. The name of Alderman Wood will be

long remembered in the annals of the City. For more

than a quarter of a century he has been one of the most

conspicuous members of the Corporation ;
has filled all

the highest offices connected with it, and has taken an

active part in every political question which has agitated

the public mind during his time. After filling several

offices of lesser importance, he was chosen, at a compara-

tively early age, Alderman for his ward, and having

served in his'turn the office of Lord Mayor, he was elected

a second time to fill that chair. As a politician it is

almost unnecessary to say that Alderman Wood was a

supporter of Whig principles, and was the Representa-
tive of London in no less than nine successive Parliaments.

He was the son of a tradesman in Devonshire, and com-

menced life as a commercial traveller. He afterwards

settled in Falcon-square as a brewer's druggist and hop

merchant, and realised a considerable fortune, independently

of that derived under the celebrated will of Mr. Wood of

Gloucester. His advocacy of the cause of Queen Caroline

first brought him prominently before the public. He is suc-

ceeded in the baronetcy by his eldest son, the Rev. Sir

John Page Wood, Bart., rector of St. Michael's, Cornhill,

and vicar of Cressing, Essex. The death of Alderman

Wood has created a vacancy in the representation of the

Ward of Cripplegate in the Court of Aldermen, and of
j

the City of London, in Parliament. With regard to the

latter, active preparations are already in progress for a

contest. A requisition has been got up to Mr. Thomas

Baring, calling upon him to come forward as the Con-

servative candidate, Mr.Wolverly Attwood having been

obliged to decline on account of ill health. On the Liberal

interest, Mr. Samuel Gurney, Mr. Patteson, and Lord

Morpeth, have been mentioned; and it is believed that

Mr. Patteson will comply with the invitation. The elec-

tion will take place on the old registration, and may not

occur for some time. Several gentlemen are talked of for

the aldermanic gown of Cripplegate. Among these are

Mr. John Dillon, of the firm of Morrison, Dillon, and

Co. ; and Mr. Thomas Challis.

Election of Lord Mayor.—Yesterday being Michael-

mas day, a Common-hall was held at Guildhall, according

to annual custom, for the purpose of electing a Lord

Mayor for the year ensuing. After the usual forms had

been gone through, the two senior Aldermen below the

chair, Alderman Thomas Wood and Alderman Magnay,

were put in nomination, together with the present

Lord Mayor. The latter, however, declined sustain-

ing the labour and expense of the office for another

year, and Alderman T. Wood expressed his intention of

retiring from the contest. A poll, however, had been

demanded by his friends, and the sheriffs had no power to

interrupt the voting. The polling was merely nominal

although it must be continued for seven days, and Alder-

man Magnay is virtually elected.

The Sheriffs.~The new sheriffs, Alderman Musgrove

and Mr. Moon, were sworn into office on Thursday, with

the usual ceremonies. The Rev. Dr. Vivian, rector of

St. Peter-le-Poor, Old Broad-street, has accepted the

office of chaplain to Mr. Alderman Musgrove, and the

Rev. Dr. Croly to Mr. Moon.
East India Company.—On Wednesday the quarterly

general court of this corporation was held at the India

House, pursuant to the charter, Mr. Cotton in the chair.

The proceedings were mostly of a routine character. After

the presentation of various papers laid before Parliament

since the last Court, consisting of accounts relative to the

revenues of India, salaries, annuities, compensation to the

colleges of Hayleybury and Addiscombe, the number of

students, &c., various papers were submitted relating to

the claim to compensation by Captain J. Patterson, and

documents connected with appeals in India. Mr. Poynder

then brought forward his motion, complaining of the

annual payment of 00,000 rupees to the Temple of Jug-

gernaut, the attendance of the police at the temple, and

the compulsory steps adopted to obtain coolies to draw

the car. The chairman suggested, that, as the directors

had required specific explanations upon these points, the

motion should be withdrawn for the present, to which

Mr. Poynder assented, with the expression of a hope that

the object he had in view would be accomplished in

another way. Mr. Lewis then brought under the con-

sideration of the Court a motion relating to appeals from

India, the prosecution of which was made compulsory on

the Company by orders in Council ; but the motion was

withdrawn, on the understanding that the Board of Con-

trol had promised to give the subject its serious attention.

Metropolitan Improvements.—The mews at the corner

o James-street and Stafford row, nearly opposite the

equerries' entrance to Buckingham Palace, were pulled

down last week by order of the Commissioners of Woods
and Forests, in order to clear the site for the intended

improvements in the vicinity of the Palace. The demo-

lition of the White Horse public-house is deferred for the

present, and the improvements to be immediately com-

menced will be limited to building a wall to James-street;

the wide space thus obtained will enable the Commis-
sioners to remove the hackney coach stand several feet

from the present locality.—Mr. Cubitt has^'completed a

direct road from Belgrave-square, through Eaton, Chester,

Eccleston, and St. George's squares, to the river at the

end of St. George's-square. He is about to erect a chain

pier for the accommodation of the public.—In consequence

of a material sinking of Westminster Bridge, it has been

determined to remove a great portion of the wall and

heavy balustrades, together with the covered stone recesses

on each side, and to substitute a low wall, similar to that

recently adopted at Blackfriars Bridge. The road and

footpath will also be reduced.—The New Lincoln's Inn

Hall has so rapidly advanced since the commencement of

the year as to insure its being roofed by the early part of

the ensuing spring.

The Murder of Mr. Weslivood.—lt will be recollected

that some years ago the shop of Mr. Westwood, a watch-

maker, in Princes-street, was broken open and robbed of

property to a large amount, and the proprietor murdered.

The criminals have hitherto escaped detection, although a

reward of 300/. was offered at the time for their appre-

hension. At the last May session of the Central Criminal

Court a person named Henry Stocker was convicted of

stealing six Irish bank notes for 100/. each from the

personof Mr. JefFs,;a railway contractor, in Dublin, andsen-

tencedtobe transported forseven years. He is now confined

in the Model Prison, at Pentonville, where some doubts

are entertained of his sanity. At the time of his convic-

tion he declared his innocence, insisting that he was

engaged in his business in London on the clay of the

robbery. A representation to this effect, supported by

the certificates of several respectable persons, vouching

for that fact, has been made to the Home Secretary, but

hitherto without avail. Stocker now states that he is able

to give such information as will lead to the discovery of

the murderers of Mr. Westwood, which he is ready to do,

on having his sentence reversed or mitigated.^ He asserts

that, during the time of his imprisonment in Newgate,

preparatory to his trial, he was employed by a fellow-

prisoner to write out his defence, and that in the course

of his confidential intercourse with this man, disclosures

were made to him which, if divulged and followed up,

will enable the police to discover the murderers. This

circumstance has been communicated to the family of Mr.

Westwood, who have placed the affair in the hands of the

police, who have already set an active investigation on

foot, so that the long-concealed culprits may now possibly

be broueht to justice.

The Nelson Column.—It is said that the statue of Lord

Nelson will be placed on its column on the '21st of next

month, the anniversary of the battle of Trafalgar. An
entertainment in honour of the event will bo given by

public subscription to his surviving companions in arms,

and Sir R. Stopford has sent a letter to the committee,

stating, that the pensioners now in Greenwich Hospital

who shared in the victories of Lord Nelson, and whose

present state of health will allow of their attending,

amount to 199, viz. :—in the battle of Trafalgar, 130;

Copenhagen, 31; the Nile, 25; and St. Vincent, 13.

Prince Albert has contributed 20/. to the fund now

raising to defray the expenses of the entertainment.

General Pension Society.— On Monday the annual

general meeting of this society, formed to grant monthly

pensions of 31 shillings to decayed citizens, mechanics,

and manufacturers, and of 22 shillings to their widows,

was held, Mr. Haywood in the chair. The report stated

that the society continued to receive distinguished

patronage and support. Prince Albert had con-

descended to become its patron, and marked his ap-

probation of its object by a donation of 50 guineas.

Sixty persons, men and women, were recipients of its

bounty, and another election for four men and two women
as pensioners would shortly take place. The funded pro-

perty, exclusive of 500/. in the life fund, was 4814/., the

surplus fund 600/. The receipts for the year were

1794/. 125. GJ., the expenditure, including 628/. 7s. dis-

bursed in pensions, and the purchase of 500/. stock, left

a balance of 316/. 145. The report then stated that the

Earl of Craven was the newly-elected president, and that

in future decayed tradesmen and their widows would be

eligible as pensioners.

South Sea Company.—A general meeting of this com-

pany was held last week at the South Sea House, for the

purpose of considering an address to be presented to her

Majesty, and for making an alteration in the by-laws,

Mr. Franks, deputy-governor, took the chair, and pro-

posed the adoption of an address to her Majesty, praying

that her Majesty would be pleased to continue governor

of the Company. After a long discussion on the question

whether her Majesty, holding no stock, was qualified to

act as governor, the address was agreed to by a majority

of 13 to 6. A resolution was then agreed to, altering the

transfer days for public stock to Tuesdays, Wednesdays,

Thursdays, and Fridays ; and for private stock to Mondays

and Saturdays.

The High Tides.—The equinoxial gales during the

week have swelled the Thames to such an extent as to

create serious alarm to persons whose premises lie along

its banks. The tide of Monday rose to five feet above

high-water mark ; and the steamers had some difficulty

in passing under the arches of the different bridges. The

wharfs along Bankside were flooded to the depth of 18

inches, and the yards and wharfs from Blackfriars to

Westminster-bridge were likewise under water. The tide

flowed over the river-wall of the BishopVwalk, and ren-

dered the streets leading to Vauxhall-bridge impassable,

the water forcing its way into the ground-floors. At

Lambeth Palace the water also rushed into the cellars.

The embankments from the Ilorseferry-road Pier to

Chelsea, on the north side, and those from "Vauxhall-

bridge to Putney, were completely under water for nearly

an hour. The tide of Tuesday morning rose to a still

greater height, induced by a strong wind from the north-

ward. The overflow was very great along the Kentish

coast from Woolwich Marshes to Deptford and Rother-

hithe, and from Blackwall to the Isle of Dogs, on the

opposite side. Cellars
;
kitchens, and warehouses, were

flooded ; causing considerable destruction of property-

The market-gardeners were severe sufferers, and a great

number of private gardens in low situations were inun-

dated, and the soil washed away. The Lewishaui

meadows were overflowed by the Ravensbourne, to the

extent of many acres. The pleasure-ground in the rear

of Dr. Smith's house, in the Blackhcath-road, was two

feet underwater; and, on the tide receding, nearly l^u

fish, flounders, roach, dace, &c, were found on the lawn.

In the afternoon, at four o'clock, the river was several feet

above high-water mark, and the banks were overflowed.

To prevent an overflow of the ground surrounding the

Millbank Penitentiarv, three large breakwaters^ wei

moored in the river, and had the desired eflect. This wa

not the case nearer Westminster ; for, at the Ilorsefei i y

f

the river had overflown the embankment and covered tn

road. Along the Lambeth side the water flowed into tn

cellars of several houses, and did considerable dal"°?f^

The lower parts of Shadwell, Wapping, and Banksu^

were also inundated. On Wednesday, the tide rose mucu

higher than on either of the previous days. Although

many places precautionary steps had been taken, eon

V

siderable destruction of property ensued. All the war

houses near Chelsea, Wandsworth, Battersca, La™ b
?

c
'

and at Bankside, were completely inundated. Thetimoe

yards near Southwark-bridge were entirely overflowed, a

the roadway was above a foot under water, rendering i

highway quite impassable for upwards of an hour. ^
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one time the tide rose so quickly up the iron gratings con-

nected with the sewers, that in some instances it forced

them up several feet into the air.

The Stoddart and Conolly Fund.—-The committee of

this Fund had an interview with Lord Aberdeen on Satur-

day, at the Foreign- office, when his Lordship offered to

render every assistance in his power to the Rev, Dr.

Wolff, for the purpose of obtaining intelligence of the

fate of Colonel Stoddart and Capt. Conolly, and stated

that Dr. Wolff's mission would not in any way interfere

with the instructions he had already given to Colonel Shiel.

Anti'Corn-Laiv League.—On Thursday evening the

Anti-Corn-law League held its first monthly meeting for

the season, in Covent-garden Theatre. The building was

crowded in every corner half an hour before the time for

commencing the business, and a great number of ladies

were present. Mr. G. Wilson, the chairman of tj\e

League, presided, and opened the proceedings in a long

address. The report for the past year was then read,

from which it appeared that tracts had been distributed

among 26 counties, containing 300,000 electors, and in

187 boroughs, containing 400,000 electors, exclusive of

4,000,000 tracts given to the working classes, and non-

electors, making a total of 9,000,000 of tracts, weighing

100 tons. 420,000 tracts had also been stitched up in

magazines. 23 boroughs and 47 counties remained un-

visited by the League. In 56 counties of England, Scot-

land, and Wales, 650 lectures were delivered by 14

lecturers, and 140 towns were visited by deputations from

the League. The great Manchester meeting was attended

by 20,000 persons and 501 deputies. The receipts of the

League Fund for the year were 50,290/. 145., and the

expenditure amounted to 47,814/. 35. 9c/., leaving a balance

of 2470/. 105. Mr. Hayward moved the adoption of the

report, which was carried, and the meeting was subse-

quently addressed by Messrs. Bright, Cobden, and Fox.

St. Paul's Churchyard A few days since, in the

course of excavations in St. Paul's Churchyard, the work-
men came to a bed of peat at about 13 feet from the sur-

face. The depth of the bed was 4$ feet There have
been above 20 carts filled with it. A quantity of bones,

earthenware, and various other articles, were dug up from
the soil immediately above the bed, from which it is

supposed that this was the original surface, as all above is

what is called made earth.

Marylcbone.—Within the last fortnight the board of

guardians of St. Marylebone parish have publicly offered

a reward of two guineas each for the apprehension of no
fewer than seventeen fathers of families, who have deserted

their wives and children. More than one hundred indi-

viduals have thus become chargeable to the parish.

Fires.— Since the great fire at Topping's wharf, near
London Bridge, scarcely a night has elapsed but the
metropolis has been visited by several outbreaks, some of
them of a destructive character. A similar repetition of
fires took place in Liverpool in the early part of the present
year, immediately after the extensive conflagration which
destroyed property to the amount of half a million ; and
it is said to be a fact, that for the last eleven years, the
period the brigade has been formed, all the great fires in
the metropolis, namely, the Houses of Parliament, Royal
Exchange, Davis's, Fenning's, and St. Andrew's wharfs,
and the Tower, have been followed rapidly by numerous
outbreaks in the same manner as those that have occurred
of late. From the returns made by Mr. Braidwood, it

appears that the number of fires that have occurred in
London from the 1st January last up to Saturday night
were 070. Most of the recent fires have occurred at the
east end of town, and on the Surrey side of the river.

—

On Monday a meeting of the friends of the Royal Society
for the Protection of Life from Fire was held at the Free-
masons' Tavern. Mr. Pownall took the chair, and opened
the proceedings by adverting to the dilapidated condition
into which the Society had fallen, notwithstanding its

claims on the public. It was much to be regretted that
the parishes of the metropolis did not co-operate with the
Society like the parish of St. James's, where in the first

year of the Society's existence aid was afforded by fire

machines and escapes at 13 cases of fire, in the second
year at 25, and in the third year at 14 fires. By the
system adopted by the Society, it was proposed to place
the fire-escapes, which at present amounted to only seven,
at distances of from half to a quarter of a mile from each
other in different parts of the metropolis, whereby assist-

ance might be immediately given. It was then "resolved
that the meeting, feeling the paramount utility of the
Society, which from untoward circumstances had fallen
into decline, recommend the election of a provisional
committee, with a view to the revival of its usefulness.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, Sept. 16, was as
follows:—West districts, 151; North districts, 152;
Central districts, 200 ; East districts, 189; South dis-
tricts, 223. Total, 015— (males, 471 ; females, 444).
Weekly average for the last five years, 903— (461 males,
442 females) ; and for the last five summers, 846.

39)Jrobfiufal N*to*.
Birmingham The receipts up to the close of the

*norning's performances;at the recent festival, are said to
be about 6700/. : and there is little doubt the aggregate
will amount to 10,000/. Last festival the aggregate
amounted to upwards of 11,000/., but the expenses this
time will be at least from 1000/. to 2000/. less, so that the
General Hospital will, in all probability, be a considerable
gainer by the present festival. The Queen Dowager,
instead of giving her attendance at the festival, remitted
the sum of 50/. for the benefit of the Hospital.—The
Birmingham requisitionists to get up the new national
movement, met on Thursday, for the purpose of consider-

ing and adopting the preliminary steps. The requisition

to Mr. T. Attwood has been very numerously signed.

Bristol.—In reference to the loss of the Queen steamer,

noticed in our paper of the 9th, the Rev. S. D. Waddy,

Wesleyan minister, of Bath, who was a passenger onboard

the steamer, at the time of her sinking, states that, among

the losses sustained on that occasion, was one of 2000/. in

sovereigns, the entire saving of 20 years, by one of the

passengers, who, with his wife and three children, were

going over to Ireland, to settle upon a farm whichhehad
requested his father to buy for him. By carrying his

sovereigns with him, tins man saved sixpence, the cost of

an order upon the Bank of Ireland.

Cambridge The committee for conducting the restor-

ation of the church of the Holy Sepulchre have just

reported progress. The church is celebrated as the oldest

of the four round churches, built in imitation of the Holy

Sepulchre at Jerusalem, now remaining in England, having

been consecrated in the year 1101. Part of the building

fell in 1841, and prompt measures were rendered necessary

for its preservation. The walls and columns have been

strengthened, and Norman windows have been put up,

filled with stained glass of great beauty, the gift of indi-

vidual contributors, and an entirely new aisle has been

erected in the south. The architect's estimate for the

completion of the work, is 1206/. 10s. The amount paid

for work already done is 2311/. 2s. Id. About 2000/. have

been received in subscriptions.

Carlisle.—The directors of the Carlisle City and

District Bank have published a circular, informing the

shareholders and the public that their late manager, Mr.

John Brown, has absented himself from the bank under

circumstances which have excited suspicion that he will

not return. The directors have, consequently, made a

careful investigation of the books, securities, cash, and

vouchers, and have communicated with their London and

other agents, and they now announce that they have found

everything correct, with the single exception that Mr.

Brown's own cash account has been overdrawn to the

amount of 2,554/. 9s. 3d., which sum, however, is con-

siderably within the amount of the securities in the pos-

session of the directors.

Carmarthen.—A bill has been issued offering a reward

of 500/. for the apprehension and conviction of the mur-

derer of Sarah Williams, the Hcndey-gate toll-collector,

and her Majesty's pardon to any accomplice, except the

person who shot her. Another bill has been issued,

offering a reward of 100/. for the detection of the parties

who destroyed the Lleebryd Fishing Wear on the 14th

inst. About fourteen different toll-gates and bars have been

pulled down during the week, and the system of lawless

violence has scarcely, if at all, abated. On Thursday

night, the 21st, the rick-yard and out-buildings of Mr.
Lloyd, of Dolhaidd, were completely destroyed, several

ricks having been fired by some incendiary. No effort

could arrest the progress of the flames, and it is said

about 800/. worth of corn and hay has been destroyed.

Mr. Lloyd is a magistrate for the county of Carmarthen.
On the same night a party of the Rebeccaites assembled

and set fire to a house and premises near the Black
Mountain, in the hamlet of Gwynfe, in the parish of

Llangadock, the property of Mr. Bevans, of Cowbridge,
which was all burnt down. The premises had only just

been leased by a person in the ijeighbourhood, and it is

reported that they were destroyed because the man had
taken them without the knowledge and consent of the

Unionists. 100/. reward is offered for such information

as will lead to the conviction of the perpetrators. A
meeting of Welsh farmers was held on Friday at Cwm
Twlch, in the midst of the mountains.

_
A long discus-

sion took place on the affairs of the principality, and a
petition to the Queen was adopted, in which they com-
plain of the depression of the value of agricultural pro-

duce, arising from the inability of the people to purchase

and consume the necessaries of life; of high rents, pro-

mised for several years, on the faith of enactments which
have held out hopes to the farmers which have not been
realised ; and they conclude by praying for a "a repeal of

the corn-laws and protecting duties generally," and for

the " dissolution of Parliament." " Your Majesty's peti-

tioners," they say, "conceiving that the present Parlia-

ment was called under circumstances wholly different

from those which at present exist in this country, and,

moreover, that events have occurred to enlighten your

Majesty's subjects with respect to the causes of

the depressed state of trade, humbly implore your
Majesty to exercise your royal prerogative to dis-

solve the present Parliament, and convoke a new
Parliament that shall legislate in accordance with the

great changes in opinion which have, under the teachings

of experience, taken place within the last two years." A
similar meeting was held at Treleach, about twelve miles

from Carmarthen, on Monday, which was attended by
about 70 farmers. After passing resolutions condemning

the recent outrages, and pledging the farmers present not

to attend any nightly meetings, a petition to the Queen
was adopted, praying for repeal of the Tithe Commuta-
tion Act, and for permission to manage their own poar.

They also pray for some measure which shall restore

harmony between landlord and tenant, charge rates and

tithes upon the land, and after expressing a desire for an

extension of the commerce of the country on principles of

reciprocity, they conclude by praying for a dissolution of

Parliament, as "by the present Parliament they cannot

bring themselves to think that their numerous complaints

could or would be attended to."

Dover.
—"Wc last week noticed the account of the

salutes at Ostend having been heard on the coast of

Suffolk. The Dover papers have since stated that the

salutes at Trcport (upwards of seventy miles off) were
heard at Dover on the 2d. The report was heard at five

o'clock, which, allowing for the time required for the
sound to travel the distance, exactly corresponds with the
time of her Majesty's arrival in France. They also state
that during the time of the battle of Waterloo, the roar
of the cannon was distinctly heard at Dover.

Grimsby.—The Duncannon steamer has been rescued
from her perilous situation on the sands near Spurn
Lighthouse. She has suffered considerable damage, but
not so much as was feared. It was supposed that her
keelson was broken, and that, from the serious injury
she had sustained, no hopes existed of her being got off.

Her owner, however, went down with four vessels, chains,

and other requisites for raising her immediately, and
commenced the weighing, which he effected on Friday,

and during Sunday night the packet arrived at Barton.

Halifax.—On Monday week a meeting of the wool-
combers was held in this town, at which resolutions were
agreed to, declaring the propriety of equalising wages, and
calling on the masters to assist the men in that object.

On Tuesday a deputation of the committee waited upon
two firms at Sowerhy-bridge, and solicited an advance,

which was refused. The men then returned to finish up
their work, intending to take in their combs, with a deter-

mination not to resume work until they have accomplished

an equalisation of wages.
Huddcrsjield.—A meeting was held in this town on the

25th, the High Constable in the chair, to consider a
memorial to the Queen for the protection of labour, sub-
mitted to them by Dr. Sleigh, of Brill House. About
5000 persons were present. Dr. Sleigh said that, per-

ceiving that session after session of Parliament, whether
under Whig or Conservative management, terminated
without doing anything to relieve the wants and necessities

of the great masses of the suffering population of these

realms, he had determined to take a tour through the

manufacturing districts, in order to submit to them a
measure which appeared not only to him, but to many
others more experienced than he could be, the only efficient

means of rescuing not only the operatives of the land, but
the manufacturers, merchants, and tradesmen, from the

impending ruin which threatened to overwhelm them.
He was not sent there by any party, nor did he come
thare for the purpose of advocating the interest of the
operative to the detriment of his employer. Neither had
he come for the purpose of exciting unfriendly feelings

between them, or making them discontented with their

employers. His only object was that the working classes

of this country might have a fair day's wages for a fair

day's work
; and if they did not obtain this, it would be

because they were not sufficiently united amongst
themselves

; because if they joined hand in hand in

sending their voices to the throne, he had every

reason to believe the petition would be most graciously

received. After some further remarks he read the

petition, from which the following are extracts :

—

*' That as manual labour is the only capital of the working
classes, and the great source of national wealth, it is unjust

towards them, and impolitic towards the nation at large,

that this property should be the only one in the nation

unprotected. That in the midst of immense wealth hun-

dreds of thousands of your Majesty's loyal subjects are des-

titute of the common comforts of life ;
wages having been,

from time to time, through cupidity, so reduced thatat length

the reward of labour has ceased to be, in this country,

equivalent to the procuring even the necessaries of life
;

and this even in what have been termed prosperous times
;

so that while some were creating vast fortunes, the work-

ing classes, by whose labour those fortunes were made,

have been rendered, by a reduction of wages, unable to

purchase any of the comforts, and vast numbers of them

unable to procure even the necessaries of life. That your

Majesty's petitioners ask no exclusive privileges, but such

as would be beneficial equally to all ; nor the adoption of

any measures but such as justice demands, sound policy

inculcates, and the peace and prosperity of tins nation im-

peratively require. While your Majesty's petitioners do

not express any opinion on the merits or demerits of the

Com* Laws, they desire most unequivocally to declare

their conviction that while labour remains unprotected, if

those laws were repealed to-morrow, the comforts of the

labouring classes can never be restored, but their condition

become worse and worse, and consequently agricultural,

manufacturing, and mercantile affairs still more embar-

rassed. They therefore most ardently trust that the first

step taken by the Legislature prior to any further advance

in the theories of free trade will be to protect the oper-

ative classes of the community. Your Majesty's petitioners

do therefore most humbly pray that your Majesty

will be graciously pleased to command your Majesty's

Ministers to take this all-important subject into their

immediate and serious consideration, so as to devise

some means by which the labouring classes may be extri-

cated from- those direful and trying privations to which
they have been exposed for years, in consequence of labour
being unprotected—in consequence of the gradual with-
drawal of protection from British industry—and in con-
sequence of their having been left to the evils of selfish-

ness, cupidity, and avaricious competition." Various
persons spoke m favour of this petition which was ulti-
mately adopted, only six hands being held up against it.

Isle of Man.—From the latest intelligence, it is ascer-
tained that the pleasure yacht of Mr. Gawne, of Ken-
traugh, which was taken from Port St. Mary by the
prisoners who lately escaped from Castle Rushen gaol,
was scuttled by them off Bangor, North Wales.

Isle of Wight.—The "Lord Yarborough steamer on
Monday took on board a large company of ladies and
gentlemen at Ryde, to convey them round the Isle of
Wight. All went well till they reached Scratchall's Bay,

I

when making too bold with the shore, she struck on a
1 rock; fortunately the Ruby steamer, which had a pic-nic
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party on board from Cowes, was near enough to see the
accident, and sent her boats to take off the passengers.
The steamer's forefoot was knocked off, with other
damage, but she has since been got off; fortunately the
wind was off the shore.

Knutsford.—A meeting of the farmers, labourers,
electors, and other inhabitants of North Cheshire, was
held here on Monday, to hear addresses from Messrs.
Cobden and Bright, as a deputation from the Anti-Corn-
law League, on "the operation of the corn-laws upon
tenant farmers and farm-labourers." About ten days'
notice had been given of the meeting, and invitations by
placard and circular had been given to every farmer,
labourer, and indeed, to every elector and person connected
with agriculture in this division of the county. Mr. E. D.
Davenport, of Capesthorpe, took the chair, who opened
the proceedings by advocating a small fixed duty, to
decrease at stated periods, and finally to cease in two or
three years. Mr. Bright and Mr. Cobden then addressed
the meeting at great length in favour of a total and imme-
diate repeal. Mr. Cobden read a copy of a Cheshire
farmer's lease, which had been put into his hand, and said,

with such leases he did not wonder at bad farming. In
the first place, it reserved " all game, fish, and rabbits."
Then the farmer was " not to have in tillage, in any one
year, more than one fifth part of the premises—summer
work and potato ground included ; the potato ground not
to exceed one statute acre. He was not to take more than
three crops at one tillage, nor without once sufficiently

marling or liming the land while under the said course of
Crops : not to fresh plough, pave, or burn any part of the
premises, nor to break up any of the ancient meadow land,
nor to use any soot as manure, nor to sow any vetches,
nor to mow more than once in any one year, nor to sow
any wheat or rye on the brush, nor without a summer
fallow ; nor to sow any hemp or flax, nor to break up or
mow any pasture land (except the meadow and bone-
dusted land), in rotation and due course, and lay the same
down with good clover and hay grass seeds at the end of
each tillage, when after once mowing, the same is to be
considered as pasture, to embrace a stock. To imbarn or
stack and consume on the premises all the hay, fodder,
straw, and not to expend all the manure (except such as
is used for rotation as aforesaid), arising from or to be
gathered from the premises or the meadow land, or on the
grass land last laid down only/' Now what would be said
to the manufacturer who should take a mill on such terms,
binding him to use the old machinery without improve-
ment ? If this were to be done, the manufacturers would
soon be in the condition of the farmers. He concluded by
reading a calculation of the expenditure on a Cheshire
farm, the produce of which brought in 535/., and of which
he said 360/. was swallowed up for rent alone. Mr. Henry
Swinborne, of Knutsford, then moved the following reso-
lution, which was carried unanimously:—" That in the
opinion of this meeting the principles of free-trade are in
accordance with the laws of nature, and conducive to the
welfare of mankind ; and that all laws which interfere with
the free intercourse of nations, under the pretence of pro-
tection to the agricultural, colonial, or manufacturing
interests, ought to be forthwith abolished.

"

Lancaster—On Saturday, Messrs. Cobden and Bright
visited this city to address the agriculturists on the effects

of the Corn Laws. Although a market-day was chosen
for the convenience of the farmers, scarcely any agricultu-
rists attended, the bulk of the meeting being people
belonging to the factories. Mr. R. Bateman,an extensive
landowner, presided. Mr. Bright and Mr. Cobden
addressed the meeting in favour of free trade, after which
it was resolved unanimously—" That it is the opinion of
this meeting that the principles of free trade are in accord-
ance with the laws of nature, and conducive to the welfare
of mankind; and all laws which interfere with the free

intercourse of nations, under pretence of protection to the
corn or manufacturing interests, ought to be promptly
abolished/' Upon the motion of Mr. Livesey, of Preston,
a vote of thanks was given to Messrs. Cobden and Bright,
for their addresses, and their kindness in coming to address
the farmers of North Lancashire.

Leeds.—The local papers state that while Mr. O'Con-
nor recommends Dr. M'Douall as a fit and proper person
to be a member of Parliament, Mr. Hill says that *' Dr.
M'Douall should hang himself on the first tree that pre-
sents itself, as he is an idle demagogue, who by his fire-

brand speeches puts the necks of his dupes into a halter,

while he keeps himself out of danger." This difference
of opinion as to Dr. M'Douall's merits has caused a
rupture between Mr. O'Connor, the proprietor, and Mr.
Hill, the editor, of the Northern Star, which has ended
in the dismissal of the latter.

Leicester.—Last week two of the metropolitan police
apprehended at Waltham fair, near Melton Mowbray, a
horsedealer, named John Britton, charged with committing
a highway-robbery, accompanied by violence. It appears
that about 16 years since, a robbery was committed on a
farmer returning from market at Wells, in Somersetshire,
when such violence was used, that he was left for dead,
several blows having been inflicted, and his mouth stuffed
with clay. After some time a gipsy named Burton was
apprehended, convicted as one of the parties implicated,
and executed. From that time till about three weeks since
no clue was obtained to the other parties, when the
prisoner being in London, was recognised by a Somerset-
shire man, now one of the metropolitan police, as « Gipsy
Jack, one of the parties suspected. A communication
was made to the authorities at Wells, and the prisoner
was traced and apprehended. On being seized he said,
- Oh, it s a mistake ; ,f. another man you want, named
Burton, the name of the man who WM executed. Upon
searching his person, 100*. in bank notes were found, and1

several sovereigns, besides a large string of horses. After
the necessary forms had been gone through, he was con-
veyed by railway to London, on his way to Wells. Much
astonishment prevailed in Leicester on the arrival of the
prisoner, who had been known and respected in his line

of business for 16 years, in the course of which he had
accumulated a respectable competency. Last year he had
a contract with Government to supply the army with a
large draught of horses, and there was no suspicion in

the neighbourhood that he had at any time formed
improper connexions.

Liverpool—The proprietors of the Bank of Liverpool
recently held their 12th annual meeting. The net profits

were stated to be 56,000/., out of which it was proposed to

pay the income-tax, and a dividend of 10 per cent. This
would leave a balance to be added to the reserved fund of
upwards of 5,000/. The bankers of Liverpool have signed
an undertaking to close their establishments on Saturdays
at one o'clock, instead of on Fridays as heretofore.— Some
alarm has been excited by the sudden disappearance
from the Adelphi Hotel, in this town, of Mr. Dyee Sombre,
a native of the East Indies, who married the daughter of
Lord St. Vincent, and was lately pronounced insane by a

Court of Lunacy. About ten days ago Mr. Sombre
arrived in Liverpool from London, accompanied by a
physician and three servants, and put op at the Adelphi
Hotel. The object of his visit was change of air and
scene. It appears that about four o'clock on Thursday
morning, he came down stairs in his night-dress, opened
the hall door, and went out. He has not since been
heard of. It is supposed that he took with him a consi-
derable sum of money, and that he has fallen into the
hands of thieves, who are keeping him locked up until

his gold has been exhausted.

Maidstone.—A corporal of the 58th Regiment, named
Henry Donelly, was accidentally shot in Brompton bar-
racks on Saturday, while at his dinner, by another corporal,
named Thomas Lawrie. The deceased had, on his return
from Maidstone gaol with'a prisoner, forgotten to draw the
charge in his musket, and on Lawrie entering the barrack-
room, he took it up, not thinking it was loaded,when it went
off and shot him. The two corporals were intimate friends,

and the jury at the inquest being satisfied that it was an
accident, returned a verdict to that effect.

Margate.—The competition among the steamers from
London to Margate has been so great, that some of them
have begun to carry passengers for one shilling each,
which is not sufficient to pay the pier dues for landing
and embarking; two shillings each is charged for the
return voyage. It is expected that the fares each way will

be only sixpence next week, and the owner of two of the

boats has threatened to carry people from London to*
Margate for nothing.

Norwich.—The local papers state that Norwich Cathe-
dral has (his week assumed a new appearance, its spire
being converted into an observatory, for the purposes
of the trigonometrical survey, now making throughout the
kingdom, by order of the Board of Ordnance. A party of

sappers and miners has arrived, and have commenced
their works, by carrying a scaffolding up to the top of the

spire, from whence they will take their observations. The
weather-cock is taken down, and its place will, for the

present, be supplied by the instruments used in the survey.

Oxford.—The Rev. Mr. Newman, one of the editors
of "Tracts for the Times," has tendered his resignation
of the vicarage of St. Mary's, Oxford, together with
other preferments he holds, to the bishop. Since the

publication of Tract XC, Mr. Newman, it is said, has
been subject to much annoyance from the University, and
the heads of the respective colleges have exerted them-
selves in prevailing upon the young men under their

charge not to attend Mr. Newman's sermons. Other
reasons are said to have induced the rev. gentleman to

resign his benefice, but the one mentioned is stated to be
the principal.—The Rev. James Norris, B.D., late Fellow
of Corpus Christi College, and President elect, was ad-
mitted and installed on the 21st with the accustomed
ceremonies into the presidentship of that society, vacant
by the death of the Rev. Dr. Bridges.

Portsmouth.—The three pilots engaged to conduct back
to Trcport the French steamers which formed part of

her Majesty's convoy from the shores of France were
agreeably surprised, on their return to Portsmouth on
Wednesday week, by being presented with an order to

draw on the French Consul for sums which may be re-

garded as munificent remuneration for services of a com-
paratively trifling nature. The first was authorised to

receive 24/., the second 23/., and the third 21/.

Ware.—In consequence of the resolution agreed upon
at the last vestry meeting, to quit the church immediately
after the reading of the Nicene creed, a number of persons
from Hertford and other places attended Ware church on
Sunday last, for the purpose of witnessing the scene.

Many of the usual attendants were absent, and their

places occupied by persons unconnected with the parish.

At the appointed time, just as the curate was proceeding
to the pulpit, about 100 persons, comprising a large pro-

portion of the most influential inhabitants of the town,

quietly rose from their seats and quitted the church.

The strangers remained in their seats, so that a tolerably

numerous auditory was left. No allusion was made in

the sermon to the existing differences.

Wetherby.—The annual meeting of the Wetherby Agri-
cultural Society took place in that town on Wednesday
week. The show of stock, of all kinds, was the largest and
finest that has been seen since the establishment of

the society in 1840. The annual dinner of the society

took place as usual in the Castle Garth, where a spacious

pavilion had been erected. The Earl of Harewood, Pre-

sident of the Society, took the chair. After the usual

toasts, Mr. Lane Fox returned thanks for the Vice Pre-
sident, and subsequently for the successful candidates.
Mr. Dent proposed " The Agricultural Servants and
Labourers." He wished to draw attention to this the last

link in the chain of rural life, still not the least important,
the agricultural labourers. They were the basis of all those
things of which they had heard to-day. It was a most
gratifying thing in rural life to see a well ordered popu-
lation, and to think that the proprietor of the land
regarded himself as the head of the community, and
endeavoured to draw the link closer and closer between the
labourer and the employer. He knew from experience
that during the last winter the privations and sufferings

of the honest industrious labourer were very great : and
as these periods of distress were constantly recurring, it

was the duty of both occupier and proprietor to render
whatever assistance was in their power, either by improve-
ments in draining, or works of the like sort, which he was
convinced would not only repay the occupier for the
capital employed, but would afford labour, and conse-
quently money, to the labourer. And he was satisfied that

if this was more attended to, it would be productive of
great advantage to the three classes of the community

—

the proprietor, the tenant, and the labourer. He recom-
mended greater attention to the construction of the
dwellings of the labourers, so as to secure the greatest
comfort of which they were susceptible, and also in afford-

ing them small plots of land for cultivation. How far this

latter point should be carried out was an open question;
he did not know whether they should have a greater

quantity than a rood or half an acre, or whether every
cottager should be enabled to keep a cow ; these were
matters that experience would determine ; but to improve
their condition was to strengthen the hands of the farmers
in every point of view. Improvements were going on
apace in the manufacturing districts ; let them take care
not to leave the agricultural labourer in the back-ground.
They wanted their minds enlarged ; and he thought there
were some small farmers who were also in need of improve-
ment. Many of them kept their sons at home, who, not
having had the means of observation and experience else-

where, follow in their steps, aud do not make that advance-
ment in the cultivation of the soil that they ought to do.
The toast was drank with three times thiee, after which
Mr. Ferrand, M.P., said that as an humble labourer in the
cause of agricultural and manufacturing labour in this

country, he had been requested by the committee to reply

to the toast, which had just been drank ; and on behalf of
the labourers of this country he would beg to return thanks
for the Christian, the English, the old English speech
which they had just now heard uttered by Mr. Dent ; for
they might depend upon it that unless the labourers were
kept happy, peaceable, contented, and prosperous, England
must soon sink into oblivion, destitution, and misery. It

was from labour that all capital had sprung ; it was to

labour that they were indebted, from the highest to the
lowest, for every blessing which they enjoyed. And he
was sorry to say that amidst the comforts and blessings

which Providence had showered down upon them, they
were too apt, as a people and a nation, to forget the
labourers of the country. God had declared that man
should earn his bread by the sweat of his brow, and
he had allotted to those around them, and to others in
stations like them, the means of bringing that labour into
active existence ; and he felt convinced that although the
labourers themselves were not now present to plead their
cause, he had no occasion to make any strenuous appeal
to their charitable feelings for the adequate exercise of
those charities which were alike honourable to the rich,
and merciful and kind to the poor. He cared not whether
the manufacturing or the agricultural labourer was in dis-

tress ; they were both our fellow-countrymen, and they
had a sacred public duty to perform towards them; if

they did not wish to see this country the most degraded
upon earth, they must save them from want. How was
that to be done ? They knew that continuing to reduce
wages to the lowest level was not the way ; they all knew
that to enable the working-classes of this country to be,
as usual, a happy, moral, contented people in the land,
they must rescue them from their present degradation by
some great effort. He must tell them that there was not
an hour to spare ; the emergency was more frightful than
many now calculated upon. Hunger would break through
stone walls, and the people of this country had borne their

sufferings with a degree of forbearance and Christian
humility which was unparalleled in the history of the
world. He wished not to use one expression which was
unfair towards their employers, but, having been deputed
to reply to this toast, he had no desire to shrink from
performing the duty. Mr. Ferrand went on to enlarge
upon the duty which devolved upon landed proprietors,
as the stewards of the property committed to their care,
of taking care of the poor of the land ; and he spoke at

some length upon the advantages afforded by the allot-

ment system, and commended to public attention the late

report of the Commons' committee on that subject.

Whitehaven.—A collision has taken place between the

colliers who have struck in Lord Lonsdale's collieries and
those who were willing to work on the conditions laid

down. On Thursday week, Lord Lonsdale's agent applied

to the magistrates for protection, the result of which was
a despatch to Carlisle for military assistance. A company
of the 82d Highlanders immediately marched into White-
haven Castle, and numerous workmen were sworn in as

special constables. The leading rioters have been appre-
hended and committed for trial.

Windsor.—On Saturday morning Prince Albert, accom-
panied by Prince Hohenlohe Langenbourg and Mr. G.
E. Anson, shot over the Royal preserves near Flemish
Farm, In the Great Park. The birds were very numerous,

I
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the greatest care having been taken to breed and preserve
|
Brewster S^citw-Gcneral

them since last season, and exceedingly strong on the

wing. During the short time Prince Albert remained on

the Farm, his Royal Highness bagged 13 brace, and Prince

Hohenlohe five brace, besides a fair sprinkling of hares.

From the immense number of pheasants which were seen

in this portion of the preserves, first-rate sport may be

anticipated by his Royal Highness on Monday next.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week -.-Birmingham and Derby, 1,524/. Is. \d.\ Bir-

mingham and Gloucester, 2,212/. 16*. 1<W. 5
Eastern

Counties, 2,991/. 3s. 2d.; Edinburgh and Glasgow,

2,908/. 45. 3d. ; Great Western, 15,007/- 7s. yd. ;

Grand Junction, 8,600/. 95. 8rf. ; Glasgow, 1 aisley,

and Ayr, 1,449/. 1*. 5rf.; Great North of England,

1,496/. 75. 8rf-; Hull and Selby, 1,129/. 19*. 8rf.

;

London and Birmingham, 17,217/. 35. lid; London

and South-Western, 7,202/. 05. bd. J
Blackball,

1,199/. 85. lid.; Greenwich, 870/. 135. id.\ Brighton,

5,717/. 75. Ad.; Crovdon, 329/. 11*. 5rf.; Liverpool and

Manchester, 4,895/. 5s. 8rf. ; Manchester and Leeds,

6,064/. 85. 2d.; Midland Counties, 2,878/. 2s. 5d.
J

Northern and Eastern, 1,755/. 195. Ad. ; North Midland,

5,725/. 185. Id. ; Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,684/. 8*. Od.j

South-Eastern and Dover, 4,473/. 175. 5d. ;
Sheffield and

Manchester, 061/. 0*. Ad. ; York and North Midland,

2,007/. 75. 10d.—A special general meeting of the

Midland Counties Company was held last week, to take

into consideration proposals for consolidating into one

company or concern the North Midland, Midland Coun-

ties, and Birmingham and Derby Railways, which centre

and have a common terminus at Derby. Ihe other

companies had already assented to the proposals at

meetings reported in our last. Mr. Dicey, chairman

of the company, addressed the proprietors on the

various points, contending at considerable length that it

would be inexpedient to adopt the proposed agreement,

and suggesting that the contest which had so long

existed between the Midland Counties Company and the

Birmingham and Derby ought to b3 amicably settled

before any negotiations for an amalgamation with the

North Midland Company were entered into. Sir R.

Morley, Mr. Alderman Hudson, of York, and numerous

other shareholders, strongly urged upon the meeting the

propriety of the proposed amalgamation. The discussion

on the main question was prolonged for several hours,

when the question for amalgamation, on being put to the

vote, was carried by a majority of 115 to 11. The Chair-

man then demanded a poll on behalf of absent proprie-

tors, with whose proxies he was armed, and who had

intimated an intention of opposing the measure on

its coming before the House of Commons. Mr. Alder-

man Hudson, Mr. Heyworth, of Liverpool, and others,

protested against this ; the latter, charging the chair-

man with being actuated by a factious opposition, and

declaring that he had disgraced himself in his official capa-

city as chairman. A long and tumultuous discussion

arose upon this subject, one of the proprietors proposing

a resolution that the chairman be moved out of the chair.

After a scene of much confusion, the result of the scrutiny

was declared in favour of the original proposition, which

will be immediately carried into effect as regards the three

companies, which will henceforth be known and incor-

porated under the title of the " Great Midland Railway ."

—An assessment to the poor-rate having been made by the

overseers of Hillfarrence on the Bristol and Exeter Com-
pany, to a considerably greater amount than was deemed

just, the directors resisted payment. A warrant was

in consequence issued, and one of the locomotive engines

was distrained for the claim. It was put up for sale by

auction on Saturday, and having been bought in by an

agent for the company, under protest, the amount claimed

was paid, and the point in dispute will be tried at the

ensuing Sessions.—The guard of the Magnet coach, on

the Northern and Eastern Counties Railway, died on

Tuesday, from the effects of an injury sustained by coming

in contact with one of the bridges through which he was

passing with the train on the previous day.—The steam

communication between Folkestone and Boulogne, in con-

junction with the Dover railway continues to command
the bulk of the traffic. The number of persons who passed

to and from France, by Boulogne, from Sept. 15 to 21,

was 2338, and by Calais, 588. The 2338 are thus sub-

divided—From Folkestone, G20 ;
from Dover, 238 ; from

Ramsgate, 76 ; and from London, 225. To Folkestone,

574
; to Dover, 215 ; to Ramsgate, 82; and to London,

308.—An arrangement has been just entered into between

the Blackwall Company and the Watermen's Steam Packet

Company, for the purpose of conveying passengers at a

cheap and expeditious rate between London and Woolwich,

every quarter of an hour. The fares each way throughout

are to be, first class, 8d. ;
second class, 6d. each passenger.

The fares to Woolwich will be collected at Fenchurch-

street, or any of the intermediate stations. By this ar-

rangement the journey from London to Woolwich will be

performed in 25 minutes with the tide, and 35 minutes

against tide, giving an average passage of half an hour.

According to others, Mr.

Greene is to succeed Baron Pennefather, the Attorney.

General declining to take a puisne judgeship, but prefer-

ring his chance of a chief's place.—Lord Eliot, on hearing

of the recent arrival of Father Mathew in Dublin, sent a

request that the reverend gentleman would take up his

residence in his house, in the Phoenix-park, during his

stay in this city. Father Mathew soon after proceeded

to the Castle, to thank his Lordship for his invitation,

which, however, previous engagements had precluded him

from accepting.— A correspondence has taken place

between the Protestant operatives of Cork and Lord Eliot,

IRELAND.
Dublin.—Mr. J. Primrose, of Cahirciveen, county of

Kerry, agent and relative of Mr. O'Connell, has been

superseded in the commission of the peace, by order of the

Commissioners of the Great Seal.—Some important law

changes are understood to be in contemplation, which will

ke definitively arranged before the opening of Michaelmas
Term. Mr. Baron Pennefather retires from the bench,

chiefly, it is stated, on account of the impaired state of his

sight. According to some accounts, Mr. Smith, the

on the subject of bells in Catholic chapels, the operatives

having sent in a memorial against the intended erection of

bells in the Roman Catholic Chapel of St. Paul, Dublin.

Lord Eliot in reply, states that a similar representation

was lately addressed to their Excellencies by the Dublin

Protestant Operative Association, and that the legal

adviser of the Crown having been consulted on the subject,

is of opinion that there is no law to prevent the erection of

bells in Roman Catholic Chapels.-Atthe adjourned meeting

of the Repeal Association on Friday, Mr. J. O'Connell said

that a note had been received by their secretary from Mr.

W. Connor, tendering his resignation as a member of their

society. The letter briefly stated that, in consequence of

the general repudiation which his notice of motion for the

non-payment of all rents and taxes had met with on the

last day of meeting, he begged leave to tender his resig-

nation. Mr. J. O'Connell said that Mr. Connor had been

beforehand with him, as, unless he retracted his P r0P° sl "

tion, it was his intention to have moved the erasure of Mr.

Connor's name from their books. That motion had

become unnecessary, and he was now satisfied to let the

matter drop without further comment. He thought that

under the circumstances Mr. Connor had been treated

with consideration. Mr. O'Neil Daunt said that he, for

one, repudiated the doctrine of non-payment of rent, and

that so did the Association. They contended that property

had its duties, but they did not deny that it had also its

rights, with which they by no means sought to interfere.

The ordinary meeting of the Association took place on

Monday. Mr. Daunt handed in several sums from Ulster,

and announced that half the contributors were Orange-

men. He next referred to the Repeal meeting in Liver-

pool, and said that the council of 300 would be sitting, and

in full operation, before New-Year's-day. Mr. Hay then

read a letter from Lord Ffrench, accepting the office ot

arbitrator in his district, another from the very Rev. Dr.

M'Guinness, of Clones, inclosing the names ot the arbi-

trators appointed in his parish, and one from the Hon.

Thomas Ffrench on the same subject. These documents

were ordered to be inserted on the minutes ;
after which

the secretary proceeded to read letters from various parts of

Ireland, all of which stated that the appointment of arbi-

trators had already begun, and was progressing rapidly.

Mr. S. Gordon moved that a committee be appointed

to prepare a list of the absentees, the sums drawn out of

Ireland by them, and an account of the sums which were

remitted back to this country by them in the shape of

charities, and other ways. He considered this a very

important motion at the present moment, and there could

be no difficulty in getting materials for their report. He
believed that the absentee-drain approached very near

ten millions, and while the country was thus drained they

could expect nothing but misery and destitution. In con-

clusion, Mr. Gordon proposed his motion, which was

seconded by Mr. J. O'Connell, and carried unanimously.

The repeafrent for the week was G89/. 11*. 6rf, An ad-

journed meeting took place on Wednesday, at which Mr.

O'Connell was present. The chief feature of the proceed-

ings was Mr. O'Connell's attack on Mr. Connor, whom

he proclaimed as the political enemy of Ireland, and in-

sisted on his name being publicly erased from the books,

which was unanimously agreed to. . ...

Cork.—The three flag-ships, St. Vincent, Caledonia,

and Camperdown, anchored off Cove on Friday, with the

Eurydice frigate. The vessel bearing the flag of Admiral

Bowles saluted the flag of Sir C. Rowley, Admiral of the

squadron, by seventeen guns, which was answered by a

similar salute from the St. Vincent. There are now two

Admirals in commission at Cove. It is expected that the

ships will remain in the harbour until 10th October.

"*- Lismore The long-expected Repeal meeting was held

hi this place on Sunday, Sir B. Morris of Waterford in

the chair. The first resolution, condemning the Queen's

speech and the policy of Government, was moved by Sir

R. Musgrove, and seconded by Mr. R. A. Fitzgerald of

Muckridge, one of the recently dismissed magistrates.

Mr. Meagher, son of the Mayor of Waterford, moved the

second resolution, declaring that the Imperial Parliament

is unable to legislate beneficially for Ireland. Mr. O'Con-

nell spoke at length on the various topics connected with

Repeal. He said, "though he was offered place and

pension, and the highest office under the Crown would have

been given to him, he laughed the offers to scorn and would

do so°again. He had the people's love and confidence,

and he believed there was no love lost between them.

He wanted them, therefore, as they were ready,

a little too ready, to keep; quiet. The stage-coach of the

constitution was going down the hill too rapidly, and he

ted to put a drag upon the wheel. Let them believe

aware of it, he would tell it to them. It was told him by
an excellent friend, a clergyman. It was nothing less than

that the Government were going to bribe the Catholic

clergy by paying to them 600,000/. per annum. They
tried another trick before, but did not succeed. It was

an excellent plan, to be sure, to bribe the priests. Why,
there would be a conspiracy in every parish, and the

priest would finally get nothing at all; so the clergyman

who informed them of it said, and they both laughed

heartily over it. It could never come to pass. The
priests had stood by the people, and the people had stood

by the priests, and both combining were sure to obtain

liberty and prosperity for Ireland. He called on them to

stand by him and take his advice, for he never deluded nor

deceived any man. He would instruct them as to the

mode of obtaining their independence, and the brave, the

moral, the temperate people of Ireland should possess

their rights again." In the evening a dinner was given

to Mr. O'Connell, at which Mr. Fitzgerald of Muckridge,

presided ; about 300 persons were present. Mr. O'Connell

said that he " feared he should abandon his avocation

as an agitator, for the people and the clergy were going

beyond him. Like the heavy schoolboy on the ice, his

pupils were overtaking him. Heretofore his duty had

been to excite—it was now to moderate. It was now his

duty to regulate the vigour and temper the energy of the

people—to compress, as it were, the exuberance of both,

springing though thev did from their love of country.

He had sufficient force at his back, moral and physical,

to insure success. The Tory newspapers were urging

him on faster than he was willing to go. Like the bar-

rister who said to the witness, 'Rascal, why don't you

say something I can lay hold of?' his enemies were

angry that he did not give them an opportunity of

pouncing on him. He defied them to go to war, and now
he defied them to go to law with him. If they did not

pack the jury he must be acquitted, for he had committed

no violation of the law ; and if they did pack the jury

they would make a martyr of him, and if they made a

martyr of him let them consider how far that would tend

to quiet the people. (The company here rose in a body,

shouted vociferously, and waved their handkerchiefs and

hats ior some minutes.) They might put him into

prison ; but they would not be a bit more secure for that,

for they would thereby make moderate men violent, and

;>. He dared them to theirviolent men more so. He dared them to their teeth, and

from that spot he defied them to go to law with him.''

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—The Edinburgh Witness states as an

example of "English sympathy
M with the Free Kirk,

that the following note was handed to one of the members

of the deputation at the Surrey Chapel meeting :
—" John

Tiiorogood, who is present, says he will cheerfully give to

the Free Church cause the 55. 6c/. he refused to pay as

church rate, and for the not doing which he was impri-

soned twenty-two months in Chelmsford gaol. Surrey

Chapel, 18th August, 1843/'—The local papers mention

that it was generally understood that R. B. Macleod, Jan.,

of Cadbottj intended to revisit his paternal roof on Tues-

day week, after a long absence, and that the inhabitants

of Invergordon resolved to meet him in procession, and

greet him with a suitable address. Unfortunately, how-

ever church politics prevailed, and divided the procession

into' two unfriendly parties, each furnished with an

address, eager to present it. On meeting the carriage,

Mr Grecor, banker, of moderate church politics, pro-

ceeded to read an address, which was speedily snatched

out of his hands, and torn to pieces. A non-intrusionist

made a similar attempt attended with a like result, when

a row commenced, which ended in a manner fatal to

several coat-tails and hats.—The papers announce the

death of Professor Bell, professor of Scotch law in the

University of Edinburgh, on Saturday last, after a pro-

tracted illness. Mr. Bell also held the office of one of the

piincipai clerks of session.

Ayr—The visit of Colonel Burns, second son

et to his aunt, Mrs. Beggs, at Bridgehouse-c

» «. A»ir hns ffiven rise to a proposal, that, as th
poet
last week, has gi

of the
cottage,

e three

surviving sons of Burns are all at present in Scotland,

they ought to be invited to a public entertainment on the

banks of the Doon, at as early a period as the necessary

preparations will admit.

"ILBtB.

wan
no man that desired them to go faster than he desired

them. Their keeping and safety were in his hands, and he

would consent to the shedding of no man's blood save his

own ' but thev might depend upon his taking them safely

through the contest, provided they left the management

to him He had his plans maturing, and was prepared to

deliver them by degrees, and before they again beheld him,

uld find that he had advanced the cause. But

proper to retain trie pui

awav with in other cases. Now, however, the forgery of a will

was punishable with transportation for life, or with a lesser

punishment, in the discretion of the judge. He had looked

through the depositions, and had seen nothing that could palliate

their guilt, or induce him to mitigate the sentence in the smallest

degree which was transportation for life.

Post Office Robberies.—William Pinfold, a postman, who had
pleaded " Guilty " to two indictments charging him with stealing
post-letters containing valuable property, was called up for judg-
ment, and was sentenced by Mr. Justice Erskine to transportation

fur life. Thomas Morttock, vtho had also pleaded "Guilty" to

an indictment, charging him with stealing a post-letter contain-
ing two sovereigns, was sentenced to transportation for 15 years.
The Robbery at Lord Fitzgerald's.—Thomas Jenkins was indicted

for stealing, on the 13th May last, at St. George's, Hanover-
square, divers boxes, containing plate of the value of 500/. and
upwards, the property of Lord Fitzgerald, deceased. Mr. Bodkin
said the jury were doubtless aware that a few sessions ago a per-
son of the name of Howse, who had been butler to the deceased
lord, was tried and sentenced to a long term of transportation.
Allusion was then made to another person as a confederate in the

robbery, and that person it would be proved to-day was the

prisoner at the bar. The learned gentleman then proceeded to

detail the facts connected with the prolix inquiry, but as the

evidence is the same as that given on the trial of Howse, it isAt *<*!.»„ n \ ~A* ttornn Pennpfnthar . Mr thev would una una uc uau «UV c»ui,uU »w ««•.»,. ^« v evidence is xne same as that given on tne mai wnv««?,«,»

y^eSS^bSltilS^^l^Zk W. £l«" * *»«-,«a as be supposed they Were not
|
unnecessary to 6iva m„re ,na„ a »e,e epitope, and the ,„lks 0)r
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which it Is connected together. The footman to his late Lord- f
ship was the first witness called, and he swore positively that on
the 12th May, the dny after the demise of his Lordship, and one
before that of the robbery, he saw the prisoner on a visit to
Howse, and in the butler's pantry. They conversed together on
the recent event, and about the plate, and in the course of Ihc
conversation he noticed the prisoner lay his hand on the particu-
lar chest of plate which was subsequently stolen, lie heard
Howse invite him to call on the following day. The housekeeper
and three of the other servants gave similar evidence, and identi-
fied the prisoner. The counsel for the defence submitted that
there was doubt enough to warrant them in acquitting the
prisoner. The Common-Serjeant observed that the question was
purely one of identity, and that it did not rest on the testimony
of one witness, but of four or five, who had sworn positively to
the prisoner, and others had no moral doubt on the subject.
The jury without hesitation pronounced the prisoner Guilty, and
he was called up for judgment. The learned judge said that he,
and he thought every one who had heard the trial, was satisfied
with the verdict. The prisoner had called no one to prove who
he was or where he lived, so as to afford any clue to the recovery
of the property. The case was one of a very serious nature, yet
the prisoner was not the most guilty party, as he had committed
no breach of trust. Howse had been properly banished the
country, and that must be the fate of the prisoner, but not for so
long a period. The judgment of the Court was that he be trans-
ported beyond the seas lor the term of seven years.

LIEBIG'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. New Edition.
^ow read >'> in °nc VoL svo, 10*. 6d.

9
the Third Edition, Revised

and partly rewritten,
CHEMISTRY; in its APPLICATION to AGRI-
J-/

CULTURE and PHYSIOLOGY. By Justus Likbio, M.D.,
Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University of Geissen
Edited, from the M.S. of the Author, by Lyon Playfair, Ph.D
1* .G.S.
Printed for Taylor and Walton, Upper Cower- street ; and

sold by all Booksellers. '

SPORTING.
Newmarket First Octodkr Mkbtino.—Tcbsdat.—Bucken-

ham Stakes of 300 sovs each, h ft, for the produce of marcs covered
in 1840; colts 8st 7lbs, and fillies Sst 4lbs. T.Y.C. One to the
post; Mr. Wreford'a b f by Sultan Junior, walked over.— Grand
Duke Michael Stakes of 50 sovs each; for threc-yr-old colts.
8st /lbs, and fillies sst albs, A.F. (2-1 Subs.) Lord Exeter's c,
by Sultan or lieiram, out of Lucetta, beat Col. Anson's Napier,
Mr. Watt's Pine Apple, Duke of Richmond's Cornopean, Duke
of Grafton's Cataract, and Mr. Boyce's Wildrake.—Hopeful
Stakes ot 40 sovs each, h ft; for two. yr- old colts 8st 71bs, and
fillies 8st 5Ibs; the winner of the July Stakes, or Chesterfield
Stakes, Gibs extra, of both, 9 lbs extra; a winner of any other
sweeps, or plate, 3ibs extra; those by Arabians, &c. allowed Mbs.
Last halt of Ab. M. (13 eubs.) Mr. Herbert's b c by Defence
or \ enison, beat Mr. lioyce's br f Jill, sister to Jack, and 6 others,wnuh started but were not placed. Won by a neck.—Match.
200 h ft. D.M. Mr. W. S. Stanley's Cowslip, fist yibs, received
f" rtc

\l
from Lord Orford's c. by St. Patrick, out of Mercy, fjst.

1 he 1 rial Stakes did not fill.

Wednesday.— so/, for three-pr-olds, ;st 5lb ; four-yrs, Sst
81b; tivc-yrs, H,t i:J!b; &ix-yrs and aged, yst lib, Mr. Newton's
MaMie, 4 yrs, beat Mr. Hoyce's Coranna, 4 yrs : Lord Albe-
marle's The Brewer, 3yrs; and Mr. Pettitt's St. Francis, aged.— Handicap Sweepstakes of 15 sovs. each, 10 it. ; for two-yr-ohis,
T.Y.C. 5 sub:-;. Duke of Rutland's Crcnolfne 8st 4lbf beatDuke of Beaufort'8 c by Liverpool, out of Ketamosa, 8bt 41b:
Mr. Ford's f Shc-is-not-worth-a-Name, ?st 10lb; and Mr. Good-
man's Mrs. Opic, ?st 1 01b.

—

St. Leger Stakes of 25 sovs each •

for threc-yr-old colts, 8st;ib; and fillies, Sst 4lb. D.J. 11
Mibs. Lord G. Bentinck's Gi<pcr beat. Duke of Richmond's
Lothario, Lord Exeter's c by Sultan or Beiram, out of Lucetta
Col. Anson's Napier, and Loid Verulam's c by Sir Hercules out
cf Tarantella. Won by a head.
Thursday.— The Town Plate of 50/., for thrce-yr-old colts

gat 71b
;
and fiilies 8st3lb. D.I. Mr. Thornhill'sExtempore beatDuke ol Rutland's Hjrcanian, and Lord George Bentinck's

Gaper. 'Ihc Rutland Stakes of 30 sovs each, 20 It, for two-yr-
old colts, sst ;Jb; and fillies, est 3lb; 12 subs. Mr. Wreford's
b t by Sultan Junior, out of Monimia (3lb extra), beat by a neckDuke of Rutland's b f Crcnoline ;3lb extra), Mr. Boyce's Jill,
Sister to Jack, and 4 others wbicb were not placed. The Queen's
Plate ot 100 guineas, tor threcyr-oids, Ost 2lb; four, I0st7lb-
five, list; six, and aged, U*t4lb. R.C. r. Newton's Ma Mie.
4 >rs, beat Duke ol Richmond's Lothario, 3 yrs; l\h\ Bnyce's
Coranna, 4 yrs

j
and Lord Exeter's Reversion, 4 yrs. The meet-

ing ended with this race, having in the excellence of iis sportmade ample amends for its scarcity. Ihc weather was clcarand
bracing throughout, and the company quite equal, in rank and
number, to the average of the First October weeks.

and easy of management than J)r. Arnott's, and, in proportion
to the heat given out, quite as economical ; they arc not liable to
an explosion of gas, or a rush of flame from the fire-door; on
tbe contrary, they are perfectly safe and free from danger: they
will keep alight 12 hours or more without replenishing. The
fire being seen through the talc-glazed window gives a very
cheerful*appearance. Orders addressed to so, Great Queen-street,
Lincoln

f.

Inn-fields, will meet with due attention, and a libera
allowan ce be made^ironmongers, builders, &c.

RE-OPEN TO THE PUBLICT^OYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION : FIRST
, re^^KEP* 0f TW° to*>««' ^scove ies in
Science, viz ARMM KONG'S IIYDRO-ELKCTRIC MACHINE,
which will be exhibited nail* nt- tk»«i «*«r««n _i _-. rZrztl

the Ev
show

KiMOWtan J
o
iIy °n CHEMISTRY and NATURAL

P£I ^^ rlr

h
K Dr R̂yan an(l Professor Bachoffner—Thearrangement of

_
the

s OPTICAL DEPARTMENT is under the

Op
Admi

Leader of the Band, T. Wai.ms, Mus. Doc.
en Mornings and Evenings, except Saturday Evenings,
tssion I.s* —Schools Half-price.

BRITISH SHEET-GLASS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSFs"
1 IRAKIS & BROMLEY have received Mr. Paxton's
-*--' kind permission to publish the following extract from his
Letter, dated Chatsworth, July 18, 1843.
" The terrific hailstorm which visited this locality did not injure a

square m the Great Conservatory, but in the Sheffield Botanical Gar-
dens about 5,000 squareswere broken, and the houses of a gentleman
near Sheffield were completely riddled, and the plants in them much
injured

;
hut at Queen's Tower, the residence of a gentleman whose

houses were glazed with the Sheet Glass, and where the storm raged
in its utmost fury, only two squares were broken, and even these
were not in thereof, but at the end, where the hailstones struck
them obliquely; this is a most gratifying proof of the strength and
superiority of the Sheet Glass."
The glazing of the large Conservatory at Chatsworth was begun

by J. Drake in June, 1839, and finished in July, 1840 5 during the
subsequent period no casualty has happened to render necessary the
slightest repair for breakage; and of the superiority of the Sheet
Glass in resisting Hail, no proof more conclusive or satisfactory could
be given than the above extract affords.
A return to Parliament of the duties and drawbacks on Glass,

from the 5th Jan. 1813 to the 5th Jan. 1843, exhibits the consumption
in Great Britain of British .Sheet, Glass since 1838, in which year
J. DaAKE had the honour (o receive the following Letter of Thanks
for its introduction to the notice of the Horticultural Society of
London. " March 20, 1838.

* Sir,— I have the honour to return you the thanks of the Hor-
ticultural Society of London, for your exhibition of specimens ofNew Sheet Glass, which have been duly received, and exhibited to
the Members who have met this day.

" 1 am, Sir, your very obedient Servant,
To Mr. Drake. (Signed) Grorge Bkntham, Secretary."
l!y this return, it appears that the quantity of British Sheet Glass

retained for home use was—
In the year ending Jan. 7, 1833 . . 707 cwt.

. 2262

. 51/0

It 39 ti iojy

»l 99 it 1840

it 79 it 1841

a it 99 1842
a ft \\ 1843

7914
11,298

17,117

WEST-END,-.22, REGENT-STREET, corner of Jcrmyn-strcet.'
<-i-lr,-45, MOORGATE-STREET.
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that ,heir electro-plated
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d
/ fr°m any hitherto offered to the public as

1

1 fnd ™J ti

Substltutcs for sil ™'-' Both in appearance,
sound, and wcar, these goods are equal toSouo Sii.vkk; they

!!2if^^hTrt^tati80HD WniTK Mktai" aiul strongly plated
with silver by then: Patent Elkctro Process; all joints arc

^^^.^rtJrS^"^^1^ cannot be u ^ C(l in otdimry
plated goods, and neither acids nor heat affect them.
TheirEi.KCTno-GiLiiiNo, for beauty of colour and facility of

application to Am. Mktai.s, is much superior to the old method
o( watcr-pilding-.

Old Sheffield plate restored and re-plated; plating and gilding
on old or new articles promptly executed, at theManufactory 45Moorgatc-street. J '

™>

Every article made and warranted by the Patentees bears their
stamp, E. & Co. over a crown.

An increase so rapid, as sufficiently to manifest that it is fast super-
seding, for all purposes to which it is suitable, every other kind ot
Glass.

Drake and Bromley beg respectfully to add that they shall be
always happy to furnish Lists of Prices of the Glass, or any other
particulars which it may be desirable to obtain, uponVpplicationby
letter, add ressed to them at their Warehouse^ 1 5, Uxford-st., London
T>IANO-FORTES.—LUFF & Co.'s BOUDOIR or
J- PICCOLO PIANO-FORTE, 25/. 5 Cottage, 27/., package in-
cluded. For tone, touch, durability^and cheapness, these Piano-
Fortes arc unequalled

; warranted to keep well in tune, and pre-
pared lor extreme climates. L. & Co.'s Patent Piano-Fortes
equally cheap. Piano-Fortes from hire and in exchange very
cheap.—Luff 8c Co., 103, G reat Russell-street. Bloomsbury.

GOOD NEWS FOR THE AFFLICTED.
T^XR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
J-^ called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

Ti/rECI-irS TABLE CUTLERY has long been famed
-*--*- for its admirable qualities, combined with cheapness.—His
raatm'aetory is 4, Leadenhall-street, four doors from CornhilL

MARK LANE, Friday, Srptbmbbr39.—We arc without any
flesh supplies of English Wheat to-day, its value may be con-
siccrcd lolly equal to that of Monday ; there were several buyers
of Foreign Horn the Coast and interior, but the prices demanded
exceeding- their expectations, sales were limited, in Barley
Beans, and Peas, there is no alteration. Oats arc a dull .sale atour late quotations.

cancerous humours, &c., and is a specific for those afflicting
eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at
IS. \htd. and 25. (Jd. each. Also his

pjlulje antiscrophul^;,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-
ception, one ot the best alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying- the blood and assisting naturein all her operations :

hence they arc useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular
swellings, particularly those of the neck, &c. They are efficacious
also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient
that may be taken at all times without confinement or chance of
diet. Sold in boxes, at is. 1^7., 2*. Qd.t is. rjtf., lis., and 22a-. each.

J those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly
recommend Dr. Roberts's

rea-trays, Dish-covers, Sec. Mxchi's Penknives are excellent,
being from l.v. upwards j his peculiar steel Razors and Magic
Strop and Paste have Riven comfort to many a suffering shaver,
and the ladies pronounce his scissors to be unrivalled.

BRITISH, PKR rMPKRTAI. QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Sutfolfc . . . White_.„ Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yoikal.lre. . .

Barley. Malting und di^tillinc
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire

Northumberland an d Scotch—— liish
Rye *

Beans, JUazau.tn, old and new .

^ ,^?con » Heligoland . . 28 to 84
Peas. White

,-jo t„ ;-.<-,

92 to £7

I'oland:

Feed
Feed

' Tick
Winds.
Maple

S. .?.

44 to £6
•17 'o 53

1.1 to So
— to —
IS to 2-3

8. S.
K>a" 44 to 52
W bite — to—
Grind. 24 to 80
l''''d 10" UfU
Potato 17 to 25
l'otato Iti tos-i

p
— to —
22 to 29 Harrow 25 to 32— to — Lnngpod — to

WKBKLV IMPERII I, A VKK A CES.
80 to 33 Grey 2{j to 30

August la
mmm 25

Sept. 1— a_ 15
__ 22

Wheat.
; Barley

6 weeks' A ^re/rate Aver.

Duties

CO
66
51

53
50
1.9

JO

8
2

in

3

f

.';; i!

;j3

32
31

31
31

31

11

11

11

II

5

2

32 2

I 18 I

ARRIVALS

English
Irish .

Scotch
Foreign

Wheat
5910

34020

I

THIS
Barley
24GQ

9940

Oats
21

20 7
20 5
19 7
1.1 10
18 5

19 10

7 I

W K K Iv

.

H y e.

37 1

31 8

31 1

::l 3
30 1

L'*I 8

3. 10

'Beans.
88 6
31

32
31
31

30

10

4
!)

o

6

Peas.
84 j)

10 6

Oats
] ADO

1 VtiSO

4600

31 8

10 6

33
32
33
;:;

32

9
1

8
3
8

"OUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES-^ BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.
REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.

ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lkwks,
SUSSEX.

This CHURN being- made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary
degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it
in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the
facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use. The great advan-
tages of this Churn will be found in the winter; but in the heat
of summer placing the Chum in cold water will be the means of
hardening the Butter.

Sizes
Churn from

Price, carriage paid
to London.

ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,
he cure of he scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic corn-

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Beach & Baunicott
(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his
medicine

e

s

No. 1

7 to 8 lbs.

255.
}

2 and 3
13 to 15 lbs. £6 to 28 lbs.

35fi. 42s.

bti 4

9 6

FltMir

*fi20Ska

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 45. 6d., 6s., and 7s. Larger
sizes made to order.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No- 3,
Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rigby's Brush Warehouse,
No. B0, Gracechurch street; Livbr'moiuo and Son, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford. street; Bicnha.m, 19, Wigmore- street, Cavendish-
square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchurch-street.

medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of th
"Poor Man's Friend," "Pilulse Antiscrophulac," "LarwelP
Jills," -Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic
Drops, with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepareand vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from all

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.
Observe.—Nomedicine sold under the above names can possibly

be genome, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-
port is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to each package.

SEED TRADE.WANTED, a young Man as SHOPMAN, to board and

tho r
J
°/

IgC
*? ^!

ie ll0Use.-Api>]y by letter, prepaid, to A. Z., at
the Qaideners* Chronicle office, 3, Charles-street, Covent Garden,statin- age and last Situation.

'

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.

"ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice.—X^ A Vegetable White Powder, prepared from Oriental Herbs
of the most Delicious Odour and Sweetness, and free from any
mineral or pernicious ingredient— \l eradicates Tartar from the
Teeth, removes decayed spots, preserves the Enamel, and fixes
the Teeth firmly in their sockets, rendering them beautifully
white. Being an anti-scorbutic, it eradicates Scurvy from the
Gums.; strengthens, braes, and renders them of a heal ill y red ; it

removes unpleasant tastes frcna the mouth, which often remain
after fevers, taking medicine, &c, and imparts a delightful
fragranceto the bn atb.— Price $s. $d. per box, duty included.

ROV\ LAND'S ALSANA EXTRACT immediately relieves the
most violent Taothach, Gum-boils, Swelled Face, fyc; it is also
an excellent Stomachic, in cases of Flatulency, Spasmodic Affec-
tions, §cM and gives-instantaneous relief.— Price 2s. Qd., 4s. 6d.,
and its, 6d. per bottle.

NOTICE,—A, ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON- GARDEN,
LONDON, is engraved on the Government Stamp, which is
pasted on each article; also printed, in red, on the wrapper of
the latter. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

WANT PLACES.-A11 Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER.—A young Man, 28 years of age. He
can be highly recommended for strict integrity and aireitegrityand a general

~T\RESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 30*. to 405. ; extra
-*-^ quality, 50*.; Frock-coats, silk facings, 35s. to 45.?.; ditto,
silk velvet collar and silk u rings, 505. j Waterproof Wrappers,
iO.v. (jd. to li !.v.

; fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, lb"*, to
255. ; Waistcoats, Bs. to Ss. 6d. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere, 105.

to H5. ; Trousers, Ss. 6d. to 12*. fir/.j stout Doeskin and Kersey-
mere, \6s. to 26*. ; Shooting Jackets, IO.v. (id. ; Boys' and Youths'
runic and Hussar Suits, 305.; a Suit of Superfine Black Cloth,
3*. 3.9.

; best quality, 5/.—At FISHER and Co.'s, 31, King William-
street, City, 10 doors from London- bridge.

k
?«!nv ^

e
i

0f Gar(icnin& ** all its various departments, by some
or tne iNoblcmen's Gardeners he has lived with.— Direct to C S.,a^^u-m-y^^t* Upper John-street, Liverpool-road, Islington.

AS GARDENER.— In a single or double-handed
, , J'

!fe » a married Man, aged 38, who has a thorough know-
™fu £ practlcal Gardening:; could lake the management of asmall Barm, with Stock and Poultry; his Wife is canaille ofmanaging a Dairy. Has just left a Situation rilled by" him 17&rVI11 ^ l0 hLs late cni l>»oyer leaving for the Continent.

a / .
a g sound recommendation for ability and integrity.

^PPfy_toCjKf> nCB Adams, Send by Ripley, Surrey.

. TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, &c~
'^ GARDENER, a young Man, who is practically

R«faw521
l?n

ti
With every dePartment of hardening. He was

J. rVnH
10011^ 101, tothe late Niger Expedition, and understands

rivnn \j^ ¥ £opical Hwtl. Satisfactory references can begiven. ApplytoMr. Anskli., Edgelane, Old Swan, near Liverpool-^S GAKDENER.-A respectable rr^r7i^dMa^, aged

mnnfio)V f^'
ho ",ldcrsta,,ds his business, and can be well recom-

ZmSJ^v***?*? sit»ation.-Direct to G. L., at Mr. Wish's,»earthejjnnhig_(j ates t Mcrton, Surrey.

J^S GA.RDENER, or UNDER-GARDENER. - A
irtfAhm^ * *"' affcd 23

'
wh0 ""^""stands the Flower and

an 1

9
S"lfo ,

C
n '

iS wm,D* to mA* hlaSMit generally useful,

Tn Pnii V li recommendcd from his last Situation—Direct toA.H, PQbt-office^Attor^ Hants,

A 8
|, ^-DER

-GARL)JiNER —A youn^llan, aged 24",

hflc hi«n tl
U ° us ot obtainin

ff a Situation in a good establishment*

im^lin ; 1

CVcral years in lhe business and can have an unexcep-tionaole character.-Direct to J.M., Post-orBce, Little Chelsea.

Printed by Messrs. Bji
the riecinc
at the
dlesex, where

amiiiky and Evans, Lduibard-street, Flflet-atreet, i"
them
Mid.

S1 "*' Whltefriars, in the City of London, and Published by

whl,
3 » "aui'""«-8Trkkt, Covknt Gardkn, in the County of

to tlift vSu° aI
i
Ad^ertlBement8 and Communications are to be addreeaed

K> ujo J^aitor.^&aturday, September 30, 1B43.

Il
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INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN

THE LAST NUMHER.
Amateur's Garden, Nn.XXXIX. 676 c Mulberry, treatment

Aspldiotus Proteus, or Small

671 c

676 a

67Ha
681 a

6*78 a

677 a

67G b

677"a
GUI b

Brown Scale, described
Been, to preserve, during winter 677 b

Birds, small, bad effects ot de-
struction of • • • • fi?7 a

Bonks, remarks on « • 681 6

Camelina, or Gold of Pleasure,
seed of, reported to disagree

" with cattle . . . . G78 ft

Cape bulbs, treatment.of . ...
fi01 a

Carnations, list of • ' . '*'
Ceylon, remarks on soil of; Cin-
namon-plant described -

Chrysanthemums, list of •

Clover Dodder, effects of, on
Lucerne .....

Forest-trees, bad effects of sys-

tematic pruning of— — remarks on size
of, at Mcrquift, Flintshire;
Dr. Thackeray's method of

pruning of, described.^ •

Fruit, maturation of, without
leaves ...•-'

Fuchsias, list of . . »— treatment of ; corymbi-
flora, to sow the seeds of • *»ni "

Fungus on bark beds to destroy 678 b

Gardeners' Association, plan for

establishing a garden for those
t*ut of employment, suggested 677 c

Grapeson open wall, remarks on 680 c

Greenhouse, to protect irom
frost in winter . . .

"
680 c

GuanojPoiter's, beneficial effects

of, on Wheat, &c . . 077 b

Hawthorns, fungus on, &C ,

AScldium laceratum described. 678 c

Heating, tank system,remarks on (80 c

Hyacinths, list of . . • 681 a
Insects, remarks on • * - 681 b

Ki'w, improvements in lit yal
Botanic Garden, noticed . 675 a

King of Hanover, false reports
concerning, with respect to

these alterations
Lawns, Grass heeds, to sow on
Loudon i a aurea

.

Manure, saline, experiment
with, on Oats, &c-

Marriages, early and improvi-
dent, bad effects of— in Prussia, remarks on

Mohl (Dr. ), his critique on Lie-
big's Work concluded •

670 b

674 a
681 a
678 c

Moun Kdgccumhe, gardens at,

notici d . • • •

Nemophila discoidahs, adv.

Oleanders, treatment of •

Onions, remarks on . • •

OiKanisable substance, explana-

tionoftheterm . • *%Ll
Peach-trees, to apply fire-heat to 681 b

l'ears, list of, f«.r standards . 0816

Peat, query how to obtain - Wt o

Pelargoniums, list ot • .
oyi °

__ to preserve during

Petunias, seedlings of different

colours raised from the one

called scarlet, without any

hybridization. - • • 6/8 a

Phlox suaveolens, var. . • ^ °

Pits, canvass frames, rcmaiks on 080 c

Plants, kinds to flower in winter 681 a

_ herbaceous . . • 6 a

_ for flower-beds • •

J»»
a

Pleurothallis Smithiana . <*,!> a

Quereus pedunculata, bodies

"found upon it described .

Hats, to destroy .

Hed spider, to destroy
Rhododendron fragrans .

Uosc-trees, contrivance to de-

stroy green-fly on • -

Schomburgkia iibieinis,remarks

on •.
'

Seeds from Polynesia, treat-

ment of .

Schi/.anthus candidus . •

Stanhopea.Maniana.var.bicolor

Stocks, double, remarks on

flowers of

Transplantinfl:, remarks on •

Tree, petrified, discovered m a

Stone-quarry near St.llelcn'»,

description of • • «

Trop*eolums,&c, to keep during

winter

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.
k^

681 b

678 b
681 6

670 a
i-

677 c

678 b

681 b
6/0 a
670 a

670 a
678 a

678 a

681 a

ib.

681 a
670 b

677 b

675 c

ib.

670 c

Vegetable Marrow, treatment of 681 6

Vines, difease in ;
Black Ham-

burghs, remarks on colouring

of . • • •

^ Peaches, &c, to grow
together, remarks on .

— system of pruning de-

duced from Scripture ; re-

marks on

678 a

681 a

G78a

Wine, ginger, receipt for making 0/0

TWO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES,—

"

J- Alicb Pjbb*," 10s. 6d.
t
and "Mrs. Ben-yon,*' 10s.

Lady
6d. perinn J*. x i»niii AVO# VUiJ ****** *-*.»*-r« — --.- - ,

pair.—These two splendid Picotccs were raised by the Rev. j.

Burroughcs, of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk, and kindly presentea

by that gentleman to Messrs. Youki.i. and Co., lor Particulars ot

Which, see their Advertisement in this Paper of the loth of Sept.

Catalogues of their extensive collection may be had on application,

and will be found to contain upwards of 800 of the very best

varieties in cultivation, and which are sent out upon the follow-

ing terms:— £ *• <*•

J 2 pairs of good show varieties, 1 pair of each -

fine ditto ditto

ditto ditto ditto

Extra fine and very superior ditto

ditto ditto ditto

ditto Pinks ditto

ditto ditto ditto -

The selection being left to Youbll and Co.

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS akd OTHER BULBS.

"V OUELL & Co. beg respectfully to announce they

Jl have received from Haarlem their annual importation of

the above in most excellent condition, adapted either for Glasses,

Forcing, or open-border culture. Prices as follows—

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . \ 6s< per dcZf
Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . . J

Extra fine Ditto 9s. to 12s. „
Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 18s. ,>

The selection being left to Youki.i- & Co.

Catalogues may be had on application.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, fine 4-year old plants, 8 to 10

inches, 10/. per 100, or 305. per dozen. 1

!

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 5, 1843.
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\
PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE
QUEEN, HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, ^
EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE LORD BISHOP OF LON-

DON, LORD VISCOUNT LORTON, LORD SONDES ,
*C. ,

as well as by the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDOJN.

Y OUELL & Co. have much pleasure in announcing

they mil be enabled to supply, at the latter end oTOet*ffi

™

Canes of the above highly-valuable and much-esteemed RAS>i Bi!£" *

—unequalled for the extraordinary size of its fruit and richness 01 na-

vour. Those to whom Y. & Co. sent itlast season have expressed u en

high admiration of its superiority over all other varieties, and it nua

been awarded several prizes at various Horticultural e*™D"^
during the season. Asaproofthatthcy have not exaggerated its excel-

lent qualities, Fruit was submitted to Dr. LlNDLBT (see wr«WJ
Chronicle of the 22d Julv. nage 502), whose opinion ot it is as iui-

lows :—" Fastolfk Raspberry.—Wc have received from BIcsjs.

Youkll, of Great Yarmouth, trait of the Fastolft B»*PDerr& ana

we find it merits all that has been stated in favour of its excellence.

The fruit that we have received is very larpe, obtusely conical, ami ui

rich flavour, far exceeding in this respect some other new ami large

varieties. The plants bear abundantly and in long
/
ucc

,

cssl
T

n";
They also exhibited it, on the 1st of August, before the London nor-

ticuhural Society, 21, Repent-street, to which a prize was awwra
It would, therefore, be unnecessary for Youf.ll & Co. torewromena

it more fully, or with greater confidence, to the notice ot U>e pu"m,

merely observing that it continues in hifrh perfection throughout\m

autumnal montlis, and has maintained its superiority in lhe most

unfavourable soils and situations, and requires no other than t t

ordinary treatment of the old varieties. Fine Canes *'»ioc

rcadv bv the latter end of October, and can be *cnt with sajcty co

any 'part of the United Kingdom (on the receipt of a I ost-otnee

order', upon the following terms :— £ s
-
«•

Packages containing 100 Canes . .25
m

25 ;; : : lu I

Package included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 are ordered. «-«•*«*
Extensive orders are already received for the above ;

and to V™™
a repetition of the disappointment which many c*?m*™%**

e

*

season, by Y. & Co. not being able to meet the demand, tucj raw
fore respectfully solicit early application.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 5, 1843.

DUTCH FLOWER BULBS.

J"
CARTER, Seedsman and Florist, Iso. ^3S, njgu

• Holborn, London, begs leave to inform1
the Nobility, Gentry,

and his customers in general, that the
u

1
?
te "flo

^
cr

.

1^^£^?SJi
TIGRIDIAS, &c. are now arrived. His new Catalogue cf Bulbs

vviU he forwarclec!, prepaid, on application. The following items

were partly omitted in the Catalogue:- * &
r

n
.:

Extra fine mixed Ranunculus . . i»cr 100 /

Very good do. do.

Extra fine new Scotch Ranunculus
A splendid collection of English Iris, 150 varieties

(matched against any in the kingdom)
A collection of 75 varieties .

,, 50 very g-ood varieties

Very good mixed English Iris . . perdoz.

Fine mixed Spanish Iris ...» per 100

Brodisca—beautiful species from the desert of

Copiapo in Chili cach 2
Flowkr Surds.

Nemophila discoidalis, new, black, With white

border (should be sown now) . per packei

Tropeeolum polyphyllum—giecnhonse

A beautiful new fragrant Perennial .

A new vellow Loasa—Andes, Chili

238, High Holborn, London.

TO GROWERS OF PANSIES, Sec.

JAMES MAY begs to return his most sincere thanks to

his numerous Customers and Friends for all past favours, and

bees to apologise for not being able to comply with many orders

he was favoured with last spring, his stock of Plants having suf-

fered so much by his removal from Edmonton. J. M. begs to in-

form the Public that he has now ready fine healthy Plants con-

sisting of all the best, at moderate prices, a list of which may be

bad on application. _. , f ,. ,

Extra fiue Pansy Skied, all warranted, collected from the best

named varieties, 2s. M., 6s., to 19a. per£«*«*•

May's Crimson Superb Sweet William Plants, 4s. per doz. j Seed,

is per packet. Also, fine Plants of Double \V bite R-ckets, 3s.

DeV doz-, or 20s. per 100. New Double Purple Itnckcts, 6s. per

doz., or 40s. per 100. True large Mitcbam Crown Daisies, 3s. per

d
°A C°rnSan

r

Amateur Farrrcr having comrnissioncri J M. to

offer Warranted True EGYPTIAN MUMMY WHEAT, 25 grama

feSo?. or 50 grains for 30s., which will be sent post free, with

,
recVions for planting on receipt of a post-oflice order, payable

a the Edmonton Post-office, or General Post-office, London.
a
A„v of the articles here offered, may be had on application

,

to

Messrs. WAa«BR. 28, Cornhill, London ;
or *ta. Watkinso^

Market-place, Manchester.- Pansy Nursery, Tottenham, near

London. —.

SEEDLING PANSIES.

HS1LVEE.L0CK has now ready for bale a tine

. healthy stock of his Prince of Walks, winch Flower is

well known to many, and would have been sent out last autumn

if a sufficient number of plants could have teen obtained to

"upplv tlie orders received for it. The colour of this Heartsease-

is a bright maroon, with yellow centre and good eye; petals ot

good substance, and perfectly even at the edges; shape good,

size about that of Thompson's Eclipse.

H. S. has also to offer three other Seedlings, which, with the

above, he can strongly recommend. Black DWARF, an intense

black flower, of excellent substance and good shape. HONOCR-

abik Mas. Harcourt, a deep golden yellow, with line eye, good

form and substance. M ahmio.v, a very large flower, ot excellent;

shape and substance; jrround-colour creamy, white with iiac

margin to the lower petals, upper petals lilac, eye finely marked.

Price 5s. each.
U.S. can also supply healthy, strong plants of the best varie-

ties in cultivation at the following moderate prices :

12 extra fine and very superior varieties . . 0s.

12 very fine do 1

'ff'

A fine stock of Pious Pinaster, 1 to 5 feet ;
Cedar of Lebanon,

3 to 5 feet ; Cedrus Dcodara, 9 to 12 inches.

Cliichester, Oct. 6, 184:*.

if

it
1

5

2
1

4

5

n
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o
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6
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To HEARTSEASE GROWERS. <

WILLIAM CLARK having purchased the Stock of

that Splendid SEEDLING PANSY, " Hi.uki
Perfection,

which took a first class Prize at the Ftofcuitoal Socxetf, £«e

is very limited, i nc uiiuwin^, hmwj^v-"'— o
.

denert Chronicle of June 25, 1S42. "This Ileartscase is riovel in

colour being of a bright pure blue, without the slightest tmge of

™S;TPiKyftSwS, and perfectly distinct in colour irom

everv variety we hr.ve seen." - ,eV
UL "ted Paas3 Seed from the best Kawmgrown.

f.

Ver ,:,-:. W. C.* arrivals erf DUTCH
|

«
1̂Jf^ffL£2

ROOTS are vcrv fine and rcir.arkably sound.—W. C j.ark, SceOb-

man. S5. Bishopsgate-street within.

o 1

2

2
1

6
6

NEW PICOTEES.

HEADLY'S NANETTE ;
purple edge, rather heavy,

thick petal, rose edge, good white, and edging well denned,

10*. per pair. Bond's Countess of Winterton, after the style of

"Trip to Cambridge," although distinct, 7s. 6rf. the pair, and all

the others that arc coming out. John Dickson's Catalogues for

1843 are now ready, comprising all the best flowers in cultivation.

Applications for Catalogues may be made at the Nursery, Acre
Lane, Brixton, and Warn Kit and Warner's, Cornhill, London.

. TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, HYACINTHS, &c.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth) by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER

MAJESTY respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry, that

-his Bulb Catalogue for this autumn is ready, and will be for-

warded by post on application. He begs to state that he has a

Jarge stock of the beautiful New Lily (Lilium laucifolium) and a

fine collection of Auriculas, which he can supply at very moderate

rices* __^^ __

DUTCH HYACINTHS for Forcing, 4*. per dozen,

Best do., for Glasses, 6rf. to is. each. Double Roman and

Paper-white Narcissus, 4s. per dozen ;
Single and Double Due

Van Thol Tulips, 2S. per dozen. Also Crocus, Iris, Jonquils,

Naicissus, Anemones, and Ranunculus, of which priced List may

be had free, per post, from A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign

Warehouse. IS, Pall Mall. *

^IJ^T^ORTS^T^UTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
P at low Prices.

Hyacinths, very fine double, colours separate,

per hundred \ '
. '

Hyacinths, the finest known (by name) per doz.

Ankmones, new large double, Sd. each, or the

collection of 50 Varieties (by name)

anemones, in beautiful mixture, per doz. .
.

ANLmoni- , ^^^ colours, per hundred

ranunculuses, hardy, showy Sorts, for Autumn

ulantincr, per 100 "

EAKi-Y Dwarf Tumps, for pots or open ground,

is. 6d. per dozen, or per hundred .

l

1

,9.

5

12

5

2

7

d.

6

PRESERVATION OK PLANTS.

TTMPHREYS'S COMPOUND to Promote the
u ',Ui

_i.: ,.#- oi^^c mav hp nficd either in

fe^i^ffeftiveTppUlle lo all Greenhouse pl ants, to
intervals is cfli-ct i\e. «p

promote the growth of
Hyacinths^ «d1

oth«^bulbs Mil^ P sM .

q ^^ Js ^
cuttings ^d the germinau

joI1 .hou , c..,tlcct . HuR ,T &
each, by F

^VAdci^all st cet 5
W. Clabk, Bishopsgate-Wilhin

;

»
C
w^

L,,
^v T,o p ox", m=<i Baskktt, 25, Fencharch-street

j

and Gordon, Thompson^
Warkct .placc, Manchester; and

^l °Mf ^.t Scedsmenf&c. in town and country. Whole-

sale A^s^vV; MlckM.ano, & Co., 100, Upper-Thamea-

street, J.ondon

s
'SEEDLING VERBENAS.

§

•

n*RTTNG " eKs t0 inform tlie admirers ot vER-

k-/. RFNAS,ai:d the public generally, that he is now seuding
^^» ii^A»» «»»

. r frce) his niBe new and distinct Seed-
out (in tmteases, !HJg*« universally admired, and awarded

several Prizestat tje a«
faVOurably noticed by Dr. Liniii-ky, in

the Gardeners Vmmmcw^j^ n«rf««»' fm- t-iio nth sP^

3 6

is. Gd, to
10

3

6
6

FERNS.

WPAMPLIN has lately considerably increased his

• stock of FERNS, and respectfully invites the attention

of cultivators of these elegant plants to the same.

W.p.will furnish his new priced Catalogue of the sorts he

Rrows. on bcine supplied with six penny postage stamps. The
Prices of established plants in Pots range irom Qd upwards.

Lavender Hill Nursery, Wandsworth, near London. ^
TO CALCEOLARIA GROWERS.

A rare opportunity occurs to make a Collection of CALCEO-
LARIAS at a small expense.

JOHN STANDISH, Nurseryman, of Bagshot, has

raised a great number of Seedlings this autumn, which are

ftow ready to send out by post, in tin cases, post-paid, at }6s. per

dozen. The above have been raised from two of the best spotted

Calceolarias in the kingdom, the seed saved from the plants,

"which were crossed with great care ; and J. S. will warrant that

the worst of them will be worth full the price given, and are pre-

cisely the same as he will grow himself 5
but should any doubt

arise, customers are solicited 10 come to Bagshot and select for

themselves, as J. S. has bred from two sorts only, and those were
selected as being the best in every way, and will, no doubt,

hringsomcof the greatest novelties ever seen in Calceolarias;
they can be sent by post for the next month, after winch the

Plants will be too large, and can then be sent packed in small

boxes or hampers.- N.B. — A remittance is expected from
unknown correspondents,

TnocusES, of 12 Sorts, per hundred

And ev ery other kind of Flower-root, equally moderate to price.

iS to splendid Varieties, see last week's Chronicle.

N B -Carriage paid to any part of London.

Sutton and Sons, Reading Nursci y^erkshire.

NEWAND DESIRABLE PANSIES. |T

YOUELL and CO. beg respectfully to inform Grow-

ers of the above that ^^'^•jj^^^^^Sj^S1

.

New
ties, ""-
They

Hr!Sural Edition to the Kingdom. Description, as
any Ho'ticnimrai ju ^ wcll .forrne(1 flower 0l

r ._. „f delicate blue rounu ui« iJtioia. "«"j «*~~ ^ ».v»,

T-\ o-rmind is alarge round flower of extraordinary substance,

^''I'fefals are well formed, and in fine proportion, the quantity of
th

u ™ shown in the purple eye increases the beauty ofthe flower
j

yellow shownm « y i ^ „ Amj „ .

g algo a flow

^oodi form and substance, white ground, slightly tinged with

,£ip with fine brown and purple eye.
1)U
iP „,T ro can most confidently recommend the above, which
1
Unw rcadv to be forwarded to any part of the Kingdom, per

are
, ,voo at o

y
i, the four varieties. They also beg to draw atten-

P-°S
, !o their health? stock of this tribe, which they arc oflenng

^fE
eraSfnfv

m
eryToperior show varieties . . l

£
.

\l Very fine ditto thtto . .
. 12*.

12 Fine di«o dltto •
• 9s '

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct, 5, 1843,

his
;-* il Amateur's Garden" for the 9th Sept.

F

U^

by Mr.
t?**™ &e Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. l6th. Price as!ir£SA u.

jjy
*-— **> * -•

.
«•

.
3^.

Danecrolt Nursery, Oct. 4, \8U.

SEEDLING VERBENAS.

"T^ WHITE and Co. beg respectfully to solicit the

XV. attention of the Public to the beautiful Varieties which

have been submitted to the opinion of Dr. Lin duty by Uxem, end
na\c ocin^

the present and last week's report, under

^L^tnSfJf^SSD? and which will be fully described in

L
h
fntS? ^advertisement,

and sent out in the Spring, at very

L Prate nrice. By the kindness of Mr. Fuming we are again

SSSiiwlTi^ 1110" PacketSOf thC HOOSA1NEC PERSIAN
MELON, at 5s. each.

.

""?-[] \MBK11L1N, Gardener and Florist, Turn-

• ham ereen, has for Sale 3C0O TULIPS, at ss. per 100 ; and

io RANUNCULUS ROOTS, mixed, at ;*. per 100—Part of the

i^-oMr w-alkku's of Hammersmith, Valuable Collection: also

S000 Ittw and Daik Line CROCUSES, at 2S . per 100.
3000 LUac ai

An A n rwancc to the Trade.

I^AVELirBARRlNGKR, St. Cuthbert's, Bedford,
1

Bedfordshire, begs to announce that his Catalogue can be

had on application, ol his choice and select CARNATIONS and
PICOTEES, with which he has gamed this year 56 Prizes, and
upwards of 200 during the last three years at different exhibitions

in the country.

"YaMES~P1PER, Parkston% Nursery, near Poole, has
•J a few hundreds of LARGE RHODODENDRONS fit to plant
Singlycn Lawns; about lo.OOO of other sizes, and a quantity of
LAURELS and LAURESTINAS, which he begs to offer at

greatly reduced prices, as he must in some way clear his Lower
Nursery, the Lease being expired.

GRAPE-VINE PLANTS FOR SALE.

J
DAVIS, Oak-hill Gardens, East Barnet, hasa qnan-

• tity Qf Black Hamburghs, St. Peter's, New Dutch, Sweet-

waters, and Muscadines, at the usual Prices,—Oct, 3, 1843,
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PINE PLANTS.

"PERSONS in want of PINE PLANTS have an oppor-
tunity to choose, from an extensive stock, Plants of all

sizes, from Suckers to those in Fruit, at low prices. Warranted
free from all insects, well rooted, and healthy. Apply by letter,
or on the premises, to William Davis, Grecn-strcet, Marlbro'-
road, Chelsea,—Get. 6, 1843.

MYATTS NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.
T and W. MYATT are now ready to send out their
*> • NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE,the fruit
of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural
Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. Jt has also been
submitted to Professor Lindlky, for whose opinion sec Gardeners'
Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting
at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. lO.v.j British Queen, \L, and
Eliza, 10*. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 6, 1813.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.Ty J. CORMACK & CO., beg to announce to
» » • their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as
the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3*. Gd. per quart.
The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.— " Cormack's Early Kent Peas," 145. per bushel.
Ncwcross, Oct. 6,18*13,

TAMES CUTHlLLbegs to inform the trade that he" has got a few ounces of his Improved EARLY BLACK SPINECUCUMBER at 2/. per ounce, ready money. The Chronicle in
April, at the Royal South London Show, thus speaks of it:—
"The only fruit wc saw was a box of Cucumbers from Mr.
Ctjthill, Camberwell, exceedingly well-grown, straight, long,
stated to be grown by hot-water, and certainlv highly creditable
specimens for the time of year."
Seeds of the Lisianthus Russellianus, with which Mr. Cuthill

has gained five Prizes for this year, will be ready shortly.—
Direct to J. Cuthill, Florist, Denmark-hill, Camberwell.

NEW BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER.—THE VICTORY OF
ENGLAND! !!THOMAS LATTER, the winner of all the FIRST

-*- PRIZES in 1843, at the most important shows open to all
England, has with great care saved a few seeds of his new
&JSK? ?

r
'
whlch has defeated Allen's "Victory of Suffolk,"

Mill s Jewess," "Stewart's Ringleader," See. &c, and will again
be put m competition with them as early as possible. It answers
in every point to the Standard of the "Ipswich Cucumber
Society, is also a robust grower and prolific bearer. One plant
(the stem of which is 5£ inches in circumference) occupies three
lights each, 8 feet long and 4 feet wide, and has several times
during the season produced at onetime 15 splendid fruit, upwards
of 20 inches long and 12 in diameter, also ripened 20 seed-fruit,
and is still in perfect.health. Printed particulars of its pedigree
with six good seeds, will be sent, postage free, on receipt of Post
Ofhce order, to Mr. Thos. Wild, 3, Tavern-st., Ipswich, Suffolk.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, BUILDERS
and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

.7 ^
S
^
rUCtC<I

^> robmif to public competition, on the Premises,
the Cottage and Gravel-field Nurseries, Camberwell New Road
oiiMonday, Oct. 30th, 1843, and following days, at 11 o'clock
each day, without reserve (unless previously disposed of by
private contract), the whole of the valuable NURSERY STOCK
consisting of Fruit and Forest Trees, Evergreens, American
Plants, Deciduous and Ornamental Shrubs of every variety, in
considerable quantities. N.B.-The above offers great advantages,
irom the variety of the Stock. May be viewed a week prior to
the sale. Catalogues one shilling each, returnable to purchasersmay be had on the premises

s
of the principal Seedsmen s and of

the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.
CMNB FLOWERS^Th^ Subscription Sale, adveT-

.-i^k orrt
P.lace at Glasgow, on 4th Oct., is postponed

22J?tm • Va*a » ?
a s

l)lemlid Collection of fine-named
TULIPS, m 1,000 Roots, and comprising nearly Goo Varieties,
3
?
5 wIS' RANUNCULUSES, 225 finest ANEMONES

also HYACINTHS, &c, will be drawn for in 100 lots. Tickets
only 55. each, to be had of John Watehston, 45, High-street,
Paisley.—Paisley, 4ih oct., 1843.

'

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.
15H, LEi on Lease, a NURSERY GROUND,

NEW WORK by PROFESSOR LIEBIG.FNow ready, in foolscap. 8vo, price 4s. Gd. 9AMILIAR LETTERS ON CHEMISTRY ; and its
RELATIONS to COMMERCE, MANUFACTURES, andAGRICULTURE. By Justus Liebig, M.D., Professor of Che-

mistry in the University of Giessen. Edited by John Gakdner,
M.D., Member of the Chemical Society.
Prin ted for Taylor and Walton, 28, U pper Gower-st, London

.

No. VIII. was published on the 1st of August, and will be con-
tinued, at Sixpence a Month, of the

/^ARDENERS' EDITION of the BOTANICVJ GARDEN
; with numerous Additions and Engravings of Plants.ByB.MAUND, F.L.S. It contains Coloured Engravings of the

most Ornamental Plants, suited to the open Garden, with Descrip-
tions, Cultivation, &c, for the assistance of Gardeners nnd Ama-

f containing about nine acres of land, a part of wMch^COiTsiste
of a valuable stock ofP ants, Trees, and Shrubs, large Greenhouse,
Pits, Frames, &c. Added to which is a convenient Dwelling-
house and Seed-shop, Cottage, large Barn, Stable, and spacious
underground Tanks, with numerous other additions and improve-
ments.
N.B. Immediate possession may be had on advantageous terms.—Anulv personally or bv lotf-nr *f th*» ru*;«« «f *.uj„ T£by letter at the Office of this Paper.

St

HPO CUCUMBER GROWERS.—" Ringleader
Cucumbkr."-At the earnest solicitation of his Friends, the

raiser of the above begs to inform the Public, that he intends
sending it out in packets of four Seeds, at 7$. Gd. per packet, the
1st Oct., so that those desirous of testing its merits may do so in
the coming season. The first brace of fruit this kind ever pro-
duced, obtained a prize at Ipswich in 1842, and it also took the
2d prize at Ipswich in May, 1843, open to all England. It has,
moreover, obtained 1st prize at Norwich, 1st and 2d prizes, May,
184:i, at the Hull Botanic Garden (open to all England): 2d, at
Beverly and East Riding Horticultural Society • 1st and 2d at the
York Phil phical Society (open to all England)

; 2d at the Hull
Botanic Garden, Sept. 1843; and has been exhibited at Regent-
street in December 1 84

1 , and March 1843, when Dv. Lindley
remarked, " I liked the appearance ofyour Cucumber very much."
At Beverly and East Riding Horticultural Society, it was pro-
nounced "as fine a specimen as ever grown j" length, 274 ins.
—Vide Hull Packet, Sept. 13///., 1812.
The fruit of Ringleader have been produced by "legitimate

culture," and not by allowing one plant to occupy a three-light
pit, and produce one fruit in a month, as is practised by some
cultivators in the neighbourhood of London. RiNGLEADKr has
been in public competition with, "and has defeated" the under-
mentioned varieties, viz. :—Victory of Suffolk, Man of Kent
Hero of Sussex, Deceiver, Prizefighter, Rambler, Infant, Man-
chester Prize, and many others. The following are the charac-
teristics of Ringleader r—Length, from 18 to 20 inches, black
Spine, slight Rib, from l to 1£ inch diameter, fills well home to
the footstalk, retains the blossoms until quite full grown, and is
a hardy and certain forcer through the winter. " Ringleader"
has been seen andapproved ofby Prop. Lindley, Mr. J. Duncan
and W. P. Ayres, authors of " Treatises on Cucumber Culture'
Melon Culture," &c, and by that well-known and justly-cele-
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CORNWALL.

I
° vnnAm and entereci on in November, the NUR-KlK & ^IT-GARDENS situate at TREWAN,

near fc>l. COLUMB, containing Two Greenhouses with Vines in
full bearing, Pasture Land sufficient for keeping a Horse and a
Cow, a Cottage, and also the Good Will of the Nursery and Seed
Business, for many years past carried on by Thomas Bknnktt,
who retires in consequence of ill health. The Stock to be taken
at a valuation.

^SS^SJ^ t0 TH0MAS BBNNETT
'
N—H-man,

„„ f?S5^* TAN* SYSTEM OF HEATING.CTEPHH.NSON and CO., 61, Gracecl.urch-street,
KJ London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL andDOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, S^lSm^SbSi^
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron J ank now fitting up on their premises, which
oners most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rendlk
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will be forwarded upon application to s. and Co.*'

many
other practical gardeners. Thus has Ringleader been sub-
mitted to authorities •• second to none "in the United Kingdom
or elsewhere.

m

The Advertiser begs to inform those friends who saw it grow-
ing on his plants that they will have their packets forwarded
without delay. As the stock is very limited, early application is
desirable, to prevent disappointment. To be had only of the raiser

^^^^^ JAMBS Stbwabt, Shadsett Park, Downham, Norfolk.

MUSHROOM SPAWN,
^DWARD INGLISH, Gardener, respectfully in-
-* forms the Nobility and Gentry that he has now for Sale or

Exportation a fine assortment of the best PATENT SPAWNA considerable reduction will be made to the Trade. Country
orders p unctually attended to.-Westbourne Green, Paddington.

"VTEW BLACK NEMOPHILA.—Seed of Nemophila
-L^ Discoidalia to be had in small packets at 2*. 6d. each of W
J. Nutting, Seedsman, 46, Cheapside, London.

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andEDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBOUN.
D. and E. Bailey having devoted much time to the consider;,

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
rnents suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
in- not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executingthe
works ot their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Baimcv also construct in metal all descriptions oi
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Ilolborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely complcteand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baii.ey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the P*itheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E. Baii.ky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

llant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery;
they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

BOTANICAL DICTIONARY of 5,000 Words, and 200 Cuts,
descriptive ol the Vegetable World; a complete Book of Reference
on Subjects connected with the description of Plants.
Thus, it will be seen, that this Work, although sold at so very

moderate a price, comprehends a greater variety of Botanical and
Gardening Information than any Publication extant.

London: R. Ghoombriugr, Paternoster-row,

IN ONE VOL. UNIFORM WITH BYRON'S POEMS.
In a few days will be published, medium 8vo. with a New Por-

trait, by George Richmond, engraved in the line manner, and
a View of Sloperton Cottage, the Residence of the Poet, by
Thomas Creswick, A.R.A. 21s. cloth,

HPHOMAS MOORE'S POETICAL WORKS; con-
-*- taming the Author's recent Introductions and Notes. Com-
plete in One Volume, uniform with Lord Byron's Poems.

London
: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

"VTOTT'S PATENT STOVES, for warming Churches,
-L™ Chapels, Public Offices, Halls, Staircases, Shops, Ware-
houses, &c—These Stoves arc unquestionably superior to any
others that have been yet invented; they arc much more simple
and easy of management than Dr. Arnott's, and, in proportion
to the heat given out, quite as economical ; they are not liable to
an explosion of gas, or a rush of flame from the fire-door; on
the contrary, they are perfectly safe and free from danger; they
will keep alight 12 hours or more without replenishing. The
fire being seen through the talc-glazed window gives a very
cheerful appearance. Orders addressed to 80, Great Queen-street,
Lincoln's Inn-fields, will meet with due attention, and a liberal
allowance be made to ironmongers, builders, &c.

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED, BY
SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

"jV/T R. JEAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, Russell-square,
J-'-*- Sole Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PATENT
WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cure all
Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent downward
currents; it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Apart-
ments of every description ; also of Ships, Stables, Dairies, and
Larders, as it ensures a constant change of air; and all its
parts being fixtures, it is free from noise and not liable to
derangement; it also offers no impediment to sweeping. Price
for general use, 30,?. ; larger size, 45,9. ; larger sizes, especially
adapted for ventilation, Gos. and upwards. To be had at 51, Great
Russell- street, where it may be seen in action. The attention of
Architects, Builders, and the trade in general, is especially invited.

T3IANO-FORTES.—LUFF and Co.'s BOUDOIR or
A- PICCOLO PIANO-FORTE, 25/.; Cottage, 2;/., package in-
cluded. For tone, touch, durability, and cheapness, these Piano-
Fortes are unequalled ; warranted to keep well in tunc, and pre-
pared for extreme climates. L. and Co.'s Patent Piano-Fortes
equally cheap. Piano-Fortes for hire, and in exchange very
cheap.- Luff and Co., 103, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury.

]V|ECiirS COMBINATION DRESSING-CASE
-Lv-* unites writing materials with every necessary for the toilet,
in a most portable form, prices 3/., 3/. 15a*., and upwards, to 12
guineas, fitted with razors and other articles of Mucin's own
manufacture. Mechj is the inventor of the justly celebrated
Magic Strop nnd Paste, the cushioned Bagatelle-tables, the cas-
tellated Tooth-brushes, and other unique articles. His stock of
Papier Mache goods is most extensive, and remarkable for ele-
gance and novelty of design. His Table and other Cutlery and
hf

4.

i

I

WHEAT- SOWING.
pOTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-
-*- ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only
necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been
made in the price, and that it may be obtained either at the
Works or of Mr. Pottkr's Agents, who have testimonials of its
efficacy.— 28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, London.
Mr. Mark Fotheugill, 40, Upper Thames-street, Sole Lon-

don Agent.
Nurserymen required as Agents in all the principal towns.***

M
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, PUBLIC
CEMETERIES, and other Public Companies engaged in
Planting.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg to
announce that they are instructed by the Executrix of the

late Mr. John Milne, to submit to public competition, on the
premises, Albion Road, Stoke Newington, on Monday, Oct. 23
1843, and following days, at -11 o'clock each day. without reserve'
the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of Fruit and
,n
0re

,
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,
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Ev'crgreens, American Plants, Deciduous and Orna-

-x ho 1 * SP*?
8 of every variety, in considerable quantities. Also

inw ?l
Choice Tulips, consisting of 90 rows, which will be sold

of Wood° £c
purcha8ers

'
An excellent Tulip Cabinet, a quantity

grS^C
tw°

Ve Poun(1 is Proverbial for its magnificent ever-
The toVffiS

T^S rC
T,

Val
'
the mould Serins to their roots,

purchasers. Mav ht
e? T

,

the convenience of large and small
l.s. each, returnable toTurrh^

Week *£* *° sale
*

Catalogues,
of the principal SecS ?' may be had on the premises

>

Nursery, Leytonstone, 5 and of the Auctioneers, American

[" B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed^ • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-
cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Dcptford-
creek, London, price 45. 6d. per bushel. These substances can
be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor, &c. Price 4s. Gd. per bushel.

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT. & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

/'ZJ.UANO ON SALE.—Any Quantity of this valuable

y- Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer
either in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotesworth,
Powkm,, and Pryor, St. Helen's Place, London; Edwards,
Danson, and Co., Liverpool; and William J. Myers and Co.,
Importers, Liverpool.

LIEBIG fS AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY, New Edition.
Now ready, in One Vol. 8vo, 10.?. Cid., the Third Edition, Revised

and partly rewritten,
pHEMISTRY; in its APPLICATION to AGRI-
VV CULTURE and PHYSIOLOGY. By Justus Libbig, M.D.;
Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University of Giessen,
Edited, from the M.S. of the Author, by Lyon Playfair, Ph.D.,
F.G.S.

Printed for Taylor and Walton, Upper Gower-street; and
sold by all Booksellers,

* wi"w *noi;iic gouus is jiiusl calciisivct, una remaiKaijic lor ele-
gance and novelty of design. His Table and other Cutlery, and
his Sheffield Plated Goods, arc of first-rate quality.—Manufactory,
4, Leadenhall-street. London.

CHEEP-FOLDING NETS, RABBIT-NETsTtIr-^ PAULING, COATS, and CAPES.—Strong tarred cord Sheep-
folding Net, 4&d. per yard, run 34 ft. high. Long Hare and Rabbit
Nets, on cords, 50, 80, and 100 yards long each; Net for fences
against Poultry, Rabbits, Cats, &c, 2d. per yard. Net to cover
Pleasantries, &c, 2r/. per yard. Tarpauling Coats for Game-
keepers, Watchers, &c, Ss. 6d, each. Upwards of 2000 London
Policemen's Capes, 2.s\ and 2,v. Gd. each. Tarpauling Garden Frame
Covers, oft. by 4 ft., 4s. each. Tarpauling Green-house Covers,
&cM and all kinds of Garden and Fishing Nets, Tents, &c. Ron but
Richardson, 21, Tonbridge- place, New Road, near Euston-sq.

"pVLECTRO - PLATED and GILT ARTICLES.—
-M-J ELKINGTON & CO., Patentees, gratefully acknowledging
the distinguished patronage the articles of their manufacture have
hitherto received, beg to announce that their stock, embracing
every variety of Noviclty for the Sideboard, Dinnkr, Dkssert,
and Breakfast Taiw.e, may be inspected at their Establishments,
WEST-END,— 22, REGENT-STREET, corner of Jcrmyn-strcet.

CITY,— 45, MOORGATE-STREET.
The Patentees beg expressly to state, that their electro-plated

goods differ entirely from any hitherto offered to the public as
'plated goods,' or * substitutes for silver.' Both in appearance,
sound, and wear, these goods are equal to Solid Silver; they
are cast and chased in Solid White Metal, and strongly plated
with silver by their Patent Electro Process; all joints are
made with hard silver solder, which cannot be used in ordinary
plated goods, and neither acids nor heat affect them.
Their Electro-Gilding, for beauty of colour and facility of

"Implication to All Metals, is much superior to the old method
of water-gilding.
Old Sheffield plate restored and re-plated; plating and gilding

011 old or new articles promptly executed, at the Manufactory. 45.
Moorgate-street.
Every article made and warranted by the Patentees bears their

l^H.3
i_^iJ^.Co. over a crown.

"T)RESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 30s. to 40s. ; extra
quality, 50.5. ; Frock-coats, silk facings, 355. to 45s. : ditto,

silk velvet collar and silk facings, 60s.; Waterproof Wrappers,

ir «,. 2l8-> fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, 1 6s. to

f iJ
wajstcoats, 5,9. to 85. Gd. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere, \0s.

to 145.
; Trousers, 85. Gd. to 125. Gd.i stout Doeskin and Kersey-

mere, 16s. to 25*. 5 Shooting Jackets, 10s. Gd.; Boys' and Youths'
lumcand Hussar Suits, 305.; a Suit of Superfine Black Cloth,
W. 35.

;
best quality, f>L—At FISHER and Co.'s, 31, King William-

street, City^p
cioors from London-bridge. __

A GENTLEMAN in the West of England, Farming
on tl}e most improved principles, and keeping Stock of the

pitptt |
cnp

.
tl0ll

»
has a vacancy for one ortwo AGRICULTURAL

ii tj £" ^ Particulars may be had by application addressed to
*i. «.,, .rost-office, Cirencester.
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T OUDON TESTIMONIAL.—An Advertisement bav-
J-i ing appeared in the Times of Sept. 26, and the Gardeners' \

Gazette of Sept. 30, with this heading, Mr. Loudon', who did not
return to town till the evening of Sept. 30, and did not see the !

above Papers till the following day, takes this mode of acquaint-
j

ingthc Public, that so farfrom sanctioning these Advertisements,
nothing would induce him to accept of the Testimonial alluded
to in them.—Bayswatcr, Oct. 2, 1843. J- C. L.

Zte

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1843.

MEETINGS FOB THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Monthly, October 9 . West London Gardeners' Association, 7 P. m
Tuesday, October 17 Horticultural 3 p.m.

It is quite annoying to an admirer of good fanning
to go along the roads and by-ways in the country at

j

this time of the year and see the abundant crops of

Thistles just shedding their flying seeds, which the

"winds carry into the fields with such great impartiality,
j

that the farmer who has expended considerable sums
in clearing his fields of these disagreeable occupants has

as good a chance of being overrun with them next
year as he who has slept and let the weeds take their

chance. Every farmer knows that a Thistle or a Dock
in a Wheat-field usurps the place and food of many
ears of Corn. Wherever Thistles thrive, the land will

grow good Wheat; hence the saying of the blind man,
" Tie me to a Thistle," when he was choosing his

land: but there is no necessity for allowing this sign

°f fertility to be always conspicuous. In some coun-
ties there is a law compelling farmers to cut down and
destroy the Thistles in their fields before they ripen
their seeds ; and when we consider how easily this

Blight be done, by cutting them down when they have
expanded their blossoms, in which case they will

assuredly die off, it appears incredible that they should
be allowed to seed the fields for miles around, as they
'iow do in many places. They are kept down in the

Pastures and meadows, and move or less in the Corn-
fields, especially where the crop is drilled and hoed

:

hut how few farmers think of weeding their hedge-

rows and the strip along every ditch, which the plough
leaves unstirred, and which every careful farmer
should invariably have dug up. In well-cultivated
countries, where the spade is a great help to the other
agricultural instruments, to make a field lock like a
garden the land is generally sloped down into the ditch,
and cultivated with the spade where the plough cannot
go, so as merely to leave a course for the water at
bottom. What is now usually occupied by rank
"weeds, and forms a barrier to the water, which, after
a heavy rain, should run into the ditch, is never seen,
and the headlands, where the earth accumulates, are

levelled down, to carry the superfluous earth into the
hollows, where the water might lodge. If this were
attended to, much land, now lost, and made a nursery
for weeds, would become productive. The hedge-rows
111 many of the old inclosed lands in England are
allowed to spread out to a width which would scarcely
be believed, unless the whole were grubbed up and
the ditch filled in. Theoretically, the ditch takes
three feet and the bank three, and the bottom of the
Ijedge is confined to the side of the bank nearest the
ditch

; but, in fact, two feet are lost by the side of the
ditch, because the horses, when they plough, cannot
8° nearer

; and if the bank be examined on the other
Slde, it will oftener be found to extend six feet than
three

; besides, the roots of the Thorns, of which the
*le<lge is composed, spread out farther into the
ploughed land than the farmer is aware of—to say
Nothing of Elms and Ash-trees which are growing in
jhe hedge-rows, and extend their suckers without
jjmit

?—unless the tenant has the sense to keep a ditch
Uugout on both sides of the row : but this again takes

HP ground
; and the interval between the two ditches

js often a perfect wilderness of weeds. The reducing
!
he waste of land caused by old hedge-rows is a matter
Jjetween landlord and tenant ; and if the latter is wise,
[te "will give an additional rent, where he is allowed
t0 clear them of trees and substitute a covered drain

j

0r tlie ditch, and fully compensate the landlord for
tile loss in the increase of hedge-row timber, for we
*re fully persuaciec| that for every cubic foot of timber
which the landlord cuts down after a number of years,

Jj

e tenant has lost the value of many cubic feet, in
[jje annual diminution of his crops. The beauty of
tnose parts of England where hedge-row timber
abounds, when seen from an eminence, cannot be
denied

: nor would we disfigure an estate by cutting
Jjoivn all trees in hedge-rows. But where inclosures
* live or six acres are entirely surrounded with trees

aJff^S t0° cIose to grow, and only keeping the sun
f
nu air from the fields, the look of the country would
e much improved by devoting some small irregular

Perly
entirely to the growth of wood, where, if pro-

*
u Jy managed, it would pay a good rent : while larger

^closures of 15 or 20 acres might have trees round
em, at a distance of 30 or 40 feet apart, where they

w?5i
in

-

time be ornamental as weU as Profitable,
*tnout injuring the crops by their shade.
ut we have been led away from weeds to trees,

not very unnaturally, for trees are permanent weeds,
and affect crops as well as lesser weeds, with this

difference, that the farmers cannot remove them. To
return to Thistles : we would suggest if no law could
be framed to meet the case, that the occupiers of land

in a parish or district, should agree to clear their hedge-
rows of all pernicious weeds—especially those whose
seeds are carried about by the winds—and submit to a

fine, if any weeds are found on their land or in the

hedge-rows at the time when their seeds ripen. Or
perhaps a better plan would be, to empower the
surveyors of the roads to employ old men and women,
"who receive relief from the parish, to clear all the sides

of roads and hedge-rows of Docks and Thistles, and to

burn them, paying the expense out of the highway
fate, or, if that be not legal, to make a small rate for

this especial purpose. In many parishes abounding
m hedge-rows, the churchwardens were accustomed
to pay a certain premium for the heads of hedge-
sparrows ; but some conscientious opposers of every
irregularity found out that there was no law for this

;

the sparrows increased ad libitum, and it was found
expedient among the farmers to establish a sparrow-
club, and pay for the heads as before—so there might
be aweed-cfub, much to the advantage of those who
love clean crops. The general destruction of the
weeds which most infest crops can never be effected

but by the zealous co-operation of all the occupiers
of land, and this, perhaps, may in many cases be
impracticable without a special law made for the
purpose. Wolves have been early destroyed in

England by an old law as it is said ; but the damage
caused by a few wolves killing sheep is a trifle to

the loss occasioned, year after year, in the Corn crops
by the rank weeds, which might so easily be extermi-
nated if the seeds were prevented from flying all over
the country for miles around, owing to the carelessness
of some small occupier of land who does not know
his own interest and cares not for that of his neigh-
bours.—/}/.

In March of the present year we directed attention

to a mode of growing plants in very large pots, with-
out taking the trouble to shift them gradually in the

manner usually practised; and on some subsequent
occasions we insisted upon the expediency of adopting
this plan when the best possible cultivation is sought
after. At that time we were not aware that Mr.
Wood, the experienced foreman in the Nursery of
Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-apple Place, was the
person to whom the promotion of the practice was
principally owing; but as he has since that time stated
his own views on the subject in two elaborate papers
in " Paxton's Magazine of Botany," we have thought
it desirable to reprint them in our own columns, which
with Mr. Paxton's permission we commence doing
to-day.

We have been the more anxious about this because
some gardeners fail in their application of the system,
either from want of skill, or from a misapprehension

of the principles on which it depends, or from both
;

and because the papers themselves will form the best of
all introductions to some communications on Cultiva-

tion with which we have been favoured by Mr. Wood
himself, whose correct physiological views and great
practical experience render them particularly valuable.

Our readers are, doubtless, aware that luminous
appearances have been occasionally observed on certain

plants, and that physiologists admit the presence of
phosphorescent properties in vegetation. Fungi, in

particular, are reported to possess such qualities. Cer-

tain Rhizomorphas are said to be so luminous as to

light up the mines where they grow, as if the rays of

a feeble moon were playing on them ; and the Agarics

of the Olive-grounds are said to behave in a similar way
in the south of Europe. The younger Linnaeus also

reports that the flowers of the Nasturtium, the African

Marygold, the Orange Lily, and other orange flowers,

exhale, at the end of a hot summer's day, intermittent

phosphoric discharges, which resemble little flashes of

light. Such appearances as the last have, however,

been sought in vain by ourselves and others; but it

appears from the « Proceedings of the British Asso-

ciation ," at Cork, that the phenomenon has been observed

by an Irish gentleman.

Mr. R. Dowden is said to have made mention of

a luminous appearance on the double variety of

the common Marygold (Calendula officinalis;. This
circumstance was noticed on the 4th of August,

1842, at eight, p.m., after a week of very dry

warm weather; four persons observed the phe-

nomenon; by shading off the declining daylight,

a gold-coloured lambent light appeared to play from

petal to petal of the flowers, so as to make a more or

less interrupted corona round its disk. It seemed as

if this emanation grew less vivid as the light declined ;

it was not examined in darkness. The single kind is

not suited to examination, because it "goeth to sleep

with the sun/' and has not the disk exposed to

observation.

When, however, this matter was discussed, Dr.

Allman expressed his opinion that the phenomenon
was not at all due to phosphorescence, but it was
referable to the state of the visual organ, as he thought
had been satisfactorily explained by Sir David Brew-
ster. If it were phosphorescence, it would appear
brightest at night, and it would be expected to occur
in other plants than those of an orange or flame
colour.' This led Mr. Babington to mention that he
had seen, in the south of England, a peculiar bright
appearance produced by the presence of the Schistos-

tega pennata, a little moss, which inhabited caverns
and dark places, but this too was objected to by a
member present, who stated that Prof. Lloyd had
examined the Schistostega, and had found that the
peculiar luminous appearance of that moss arose from
the presence of small crystals in its structure, which
reflected the smallest portion of the rays of light.

It would be interesting to examine this matter with
more care than has hitherto been bestowed upon it;

and we should be glad to know whether any of our
readers can mention cases of vegetable luminosity

witnessed by themselves. We confess our doubts as to

the fact of crystals being present in the moss, whose
illumination was mentioned by Mi*. Babington, but
we have no access to fresh specimens for examination.

AN OUTLINE OF GAVIN CREE'S, (of Biggar)
SYSTEM OF PRUNING FOREST-TREES.

[Having read with much interest an article in your
Chronicle of Sept. 10, headed " Encouragement to Plant-
ers, ' wherein the author appears to have many correct
views, but others which I think are not altogether consistent
with the principles of Vegetable Physiology, Ihave inclosed
you an outline of Cree's system, written by him, which I
have now practised for three years regularly, and from
which I have found the most beneficial effects.]—J. M.
Nasmj/th, Bart*
To cultivate wood on physiological principles it is ne-

cessary to have a knowledge of the organs which consti-
tute the internal and external structure of trees, and of
the various functions these organs perform through the
instrumentality of external agents. Trees are generally
treated as if they were mere inorganic matter; they are
operated on as the ploughman operates on the ground, or
as the carpenter and blacksmith on the wood or iron under
their hands. Many eminent men have written treatises

on Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, and many have
promulgated their notions on the pruning of Forest-trees,

while neither party understood how the science ofVegetable
Physiology ought to direct the mechanical operation of

pruning, so as to make it affect, to the greatest extent, the
growth and health of the tree. There is in trees, as in

animals, a vital power which presides over all their func-
tions. This power is the agent by which the ascent and
descent of the sap is produced, and certain internal and
external causes facilitate the exercise of this phenomenon.
Among the external causes is to be ranked the influence

of air, heat, light, and moisture, and the system of oper-

ating on the lateral branches by shortening them.
I shall give an outline of the principles which led me to

the conviction that the system of pruning by shortening

the lateral branches, which I brought forward a number
of years ago, is calculated, more than any other, to secure

for the benefit of the tree an extra nourishment.

The organs of nutrition and vegetation have one common
object to support, namely, life in the vegetable, and the

power of these organs may be greatly increased by mecha-
nical means. In order to use these means in a way to

assist nature, some knowledge of the physiology of plants

is requisite. Either the operator or the superintendent

must understand how the organs exert their functions,

otherwise they cannot reasonably expect to be successful.

The different processes of the sap (or vegetative blood)

of trees must especially be carefully studied, as by it their

growth and vigour are sustained. The sap is acquired

and influenced in divers ways. In spring, the small spon-
gelets or extremities of the roots absorb the fluids and
gases from the soil, which are conveyed by an inherent

power depending on the life of the tree ; or, more properly,

the ascending sap is acted on through the roots by atmosphe-
ric pressure, up through the capillary tubes, till it reaches

the extreme ramifications of the stem, shooting forth buds
and expanding leaves. The common sap having extended
over all the branches, mingles with the fluid absorbed by
the leaves, and, losing the watery and aeriform principles,

which are useless for nutrition, by evaporation, it returns
down the vessels of the bark, and in its course deposits

cambium, which forms the annual rings of wood : then
extends to and strengthens the extremities of the rootlets,

whereby they are made to extract more nourishment from
the soil throughout the season ; and as the two saps com-
mingle in the leaves, the descending sap, which has not
been deposited in like manner, mixes with that extracted bv
the rootlets, and is again carried up with the ascending sap.
How to economise these fluids for the advantage of the

tree is next to be considered. It is obvious, then, that
when the uppermost lateral branches are shortened to
half the length of the leading stem, and the others pro-
portionally, the sap has less superficies to cover than when
they are allowed to extend to an improper length and
thickness; m consequence there is a greater supply for
every part of the tree

; and as other fluids, such as water
moving in a channel, acquire additional momentum when
augmented, greater vigour and velocity of movement are
imparted to the sap by the abundance of quantity, and
so great is the beneficial effect resulting therefrom to the
tree, that, from the extraordinary size and health of the
foliage which clothes the.branches, it attracts more than
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three times the nourishment ordinarily imbibed from the

atmosphere under different management.
The branches which are shortened always remain slen-

der. By reason of the small superficies of the branch,

and the rapidity with which the sap moves, very little of

it is retained by the branch; and, of course, nearly the

whole is deposited in the body of the tree. This truth,

with the fact that the foliage remains nearly a month
longer on the trees so shortened than on others, accounts

for the wonderful rapidity of growth effected by this me-
thod of pruning. The smallness of the branches is of

advantage likewise when it is necessary to prune close to

the stem, as the wound made by that operation is propor-

tionally small, and may be expected to cicatrize in the

course of three years.

It may be worth remarking that, if the branches are

properly shortened, trees never become what is termed

hidebound. In the Royal Forests Lord Glenbervie had

instruments for ripping the bark of Oaks (which never

could increase nutrition), and for scraping off the lichens ;

but had the brandies been judiciously shortened, the

descending sap would have been so augmented through

means of a more healthy foliage, as to have obviated the

disease ; as the bark expands in proportion to the quantity

of sap carried down, and if that be abundant it soon clears

itself of all impurities. Even mismanaged trees, on

which a dryness of bark has occurred, may be brought to

a proper condition in the course of three seasons. In

cases of this kind, the distance from the body at which

the branches are ampuiated must be regulated by the

size of the tree—the larger the tree the greater the dis-

tance.

It has been found experimentally that trees under 18
feet in height and 15 inches in circumference advance,

on an average, as much, both in height and circum-
ference, in G years, if the branches are properly shortened,

as they do in 15 years if these ore not shortened or are

improperly pruned. The more trees are pruned up close

to the stem before they are 1C feet high, their growth is

proportionally retarded. Trees pruned close to the stem,
when the circumference of the part is under 15 inches,

take in damp, so that the tree, if dissected, after a certain

period at the part where the branches have been cut, will

be found black into the pith. This department of pruning,

when improperly managed, is the principal cause of rot,

more particularly in the Larch. The reason is, the

wood in young trees is more open in texture than in older

ones.

I refer the reader to my Treatises on Thinning and
Pruning in the tl Glasgow Farmer's Register, 1828," to

Vol. iii. of the " Quarterly Journal of Agriculture," No.
XXIX. of the same Work; to "Loudon's Gardeners'
Magazine," Nov., 1841* Jan., 1842, June, 1842, Sept.,

1842, and the " Gardeners' Gazette," 1842, pp. 494,071,
703, 718, 766, and 783 ; and to Sir John M. Nasmyth,
Bart., of Posso, Peebl^shire, Dr. Balfour, Professor of

Botany, Glasgow, and Dr. Neil], LL.D.

AMMONIA.
No person can peruse the writings of the German or

French Agricultural Chemists without being struck with

the vast importance attributed by them to the employment
of Nitrogen or Ammonia as a manure for plants. Lie-

big says that, with every pound of Ammonia that evapo-

rates, we lose 601bs. of corn ; and from Boussingault we
learn that one pound of nitrogen increases the produce
of a meadow lOOlbs. The latter author also gives Tables

in which the value of manure is estimated by the propor-

tion of Ammonia contained in it. Since the publication

of Liebig's work on Agriculture the attention of Agricul-

turists has been directed to the employment of a variety

of substances containing Ammonia. But I believe that

their success has been by no means equal to the promises
held out to them. Liebig lias, I think, satisfactorily

proved that a certain quantity of Ammonia is supplied to

plants by the rain that falls on the surface ot the soil ; as

this is nearly a constant quantity, if plants were unable to

obtain their Ammonia from any other source, it would be
necessary to supply it by artificial means if we wish to

obtain the full amount of produce which the soil is

capable of yielding. But a question arises—What proof
have we that plains are unable to supply themselves with
Ammonia from sources unknown to us 2 and how far may
the increase of crops, by the addition of substances

containing Ammonia, be attributed to that element?
If we observe the practice of the Agriculturists of this

country we shall find that the great bulk of manure is

applied to the Turnip crop. The dung which has col-

lected in the yards during the winter is thrown up for some
weeks, during which time a large proportion of Ammonia
escapes into the air; but at the same time, the inorganic

matters—such as sulphates, phosphates, &c.— are reduced
to a state which the Turnip is capable of assimilating. On
reading Sir H. Davy's works some years ago, I was
induced, and I also persuaded some of my friends, to cart
out our manure without previous fermentation ; but after
two or three years we were obliged to return to the old
custom, on account of the inferior crops that it produced.
I have since tried the fixing the Ammonia by means of
sulphate of lime and sulphuric acid. But the success
which attended these experiments has been so slight as to
make it appear to me that the escape of Ammonia in dung
is of little importance. Five proportions of good horse-
dung, each weighing 5 cwt., were placed in separate heaps

;

one had a certain quantity of sulphuric acid added to it,

another was mixed with one bushel of caustic lime, the
third was left alone, the fourth was converted into char-

coal by being burnt in a close chamber, and the fifth was
burnt to ashes. The first three remained six weeks before

they were put into the ground ; an equal space of ground

was sown with Turnips, and the weight of produce was
in each case nearly equal.

Lime and ashes of coal and vegetables are used in

large quantities as a substitute for dung in growing
Turnips ; they can only act by the inorganic matter con-

tained in them. Superphosphate and sulphate of lime

are other substances capable of producing very large crops

of Turnips. I found that a field sown with Turnips,

and manured, alternate rows, with calcined and unburnt
bones, decomposed with the same weight of sulphuric

acid, produced equal effect. If we examine the sub-

stances containing Ammonia which experience has
proved to be beneficial for increasing the amount of Agri-

cultural produce, we shall perceive that they contain

some inorganic substance, to which their action may with

equal probability be attributed. In Guano we have a

substance containing from one to fifteen per cent, of
Ammonia (part of the Ammonia combined with phospho-
ric acid,) and a large proportion of phosphate of lime.

This phosphate of lime is in a state similar to that which
exists in fermented dung

; and although chemically the

same as the phosphate of lime in burnt bones, still its

effect upon plants would be infinitely superior. The
nitrates of soda and potash are salts which contain

nearly an equal proportion of nitrogen and oxygen com-
bined with a different base ; but their effect is known to

differ on different soils, and this could hardly be the case

if the nitrogen was the substance which produced the

effect. On my own soil, nitrate of soda produces a

much larger increase of grass than nitrate of potash ; but
they are neither of them capable of producing a crop of

Turnips. On the soil where nitrate of soda produced
great effect, I found little benefit from the use of Nitrate

of Ammonia, although this salt contains about forty per
cent, of Ammonia. I published some time ago, in the

Gardeners
9 Chronicle, some experiments on the salts of

Ammonia. Cabbage-plants were watered every other

day with very dilute solutions of the salts of Ammonia;
and I have repeated the experiments on a much larger

scale upon Turnips ; and although the increase of weight
for the same weight of the salts has varied in different

seasons, still the value of the salts has always remained
the same. The phosphate of Ammonia was the best,

then the sulphate, then the muriate ; 4th, nitrate; 5th,

carbonate. The result of other people's experiments, I

think, proves phosphate of Ammonia to be one of the

most powerful manures known. Sulphate of Ammonia is

always found by those who have tried it, to be a very

powerful manure, and the employment of it in Agriculture

is rapidly increasing. The muriate has also had a consi-

derable trial, but, I believe, with little advantage. I

know of no experiments with the carbonate and nitrate;

the carbonate that I used was the solid Carbonate of

Commerce ; the results obtained from diluted gas-liquor
cannot be considered of any value in this question, as it con-
tains a large quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen. If it is the

Ammonia of these salts which proves so beneficial, they

ought to be valuable in proportion to the weight of Am-
monia contained in them, which is as follows :—nitrate,

14 ; nitrogen in the acid, 26= Ammonia, 40 ; muriate, 31
;

carbonate, 28; phosphate, 25 ; sulphate, 22 : in 100 parts.

Whether the addition of Ammonia to the soil is neces-

sary or not, it is certain that the employment of it on a

soil that is deficient in the salts of phosphoric and sul-

phuric acid must be useless ; and the system pursued in

England of taking corn-crops so repeatedly from the land,

has rendered a great proportion of it very deficient in

all inorganic matter ; and until this is supplied either by

a more extended rotation of crops, or by artificial means,

there can be no fear that the Ammonia supplied by the

atmosphere will be insufficient for the wants of a crop.

— ./. li. Laives.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE NEW SYSTEM OF
POTTING PLANTS.

By Wm. Wood, Foreman at Messrs. Henderson's Nursery.

No. I.

Public competition has of late greatly excited emu-
lation, produced many ingenious experiments, and led

to many valuable results, in every department of garden-

ing. Whatever may be the balance of merit and demerit

in the influence of Horticultural exhibitions, it is certain

that the encouragement they have held out to practical

men has greatly favoured that large advance which has

been made in the production of fine plants and blossoms.

It is on the former that the most obvious effects have

been produced, because in attempting to attain higher

excellence in the ultimate objects of cultivation, special

attention has been called to the means of attaining a

greater maturity of growth in connexion with uniform de-

velopment of bloom.
Although the periods selected for public competition are

often unfavourable to the timely production of a particular

class of plants, yet this very circumstance has secured a

better knowledge of the means of meeting such exigencies.

But the same cause has also, in conjunction with the

attainment of superior growth, been attended with un-

favourable effects in over stimulating growth by an

excessive application of fertilising agency, and by subject-

ing plants to a higher temperature than is favourable to

the production of bloom.
Though it is almost universally understood that any

course of treatment which tends to cause an excessive

development of parts— or, in other words, an unusual

exuberance of growth -is unfavourable to the formation

of bloom, yet there are instances of many splendid exotics,

in which, without an immediate application of those prin-

ciples which involve the requisite treatment for maturing

each successive year's growth, the most persevering

cultivator will fail to realise those results which the ob-

jects under his care are, with such principles in view,

calculated to produce. It would appear almost unneces-

sary to urge a special attention to this point, which must

(in theory at least) be familiar to many excellent prac-

titioners ; but, up to the present period, it has not been

unusual to meet with instances of cultivation, which for

their splendid growth alone have excited admiration, but

which are far from being equally interesting, by the pre-

sence of that which constitutes the primary object of all

cultivation in ornamental flowering plants.

Instances readily occur of plants which, in consequence

of a tardy development of leaf-buds, have caused disap-

pointment by the scantiness or total absence of bloom
until the attainment of several years' growth, or some
accidental cause has tended to retard the circulation of sap

or diversify its currents, and has thus induced a disposi-

tion to form flower-buds. Wistaria sinensis, in the hardy

ornamental department; Kennedya splendens, in the

greenhouse ; and Stephanotis floribunda, Mandevilla

suaveolens, Ipomoca tyrianthina, and Thunbergia grandi-

fiora, in the stove department, are examples where the

natural result of luxuriant growth is a partial and uncer-

tain bloom.

As the present test of good cultivation is the attainment

of the greatest constitutional vigour within a limited period;

and as this test is proved, by repeated instances, to be

unfavourable to a uniform development of flower-buds,

unless such growth be regulated by principles hereafter to

be adverted to, it becomes an inquiry of much interest to

ascertain the means by which a certain amount of fertility

may be attained in plants which are subjected to an exces-

sive and continual supply of stimulants, whether planted

out or in pots, admitting of an extensive growth on

account of their large size. It is in illustration of the

foregoing remarks that the following principles of Horti-

culture are brought forward, with a view to prove that it

is only by their application that such a proportionate

maturity of growth can be attained as is essential to a

uniform development of bloom.

]st— All flower-buds, being analogous to leaf-buds, it

follows as a corollary, that every flower with its peduncle

and bract is a metamorphosed branch.

2nd " Whatever are the laws of arrangement in

branches, with respect to each other, the same will be the

laws of the arrangement of flowers with respect to each

other."*

In adducing evidence in favour of these principles, it

will be seen that the formation of flower-buds neces-

sarily depends, as a general rule, upon the presence of

developed leaf-buds or axillary branches, and that the

same laws which operate in the production of the one,

necessarily act in the production of the other. In

corroboration of these truths, a practical instance is here

given, which will clearly illustrate the analogy that exists

between the first formation of a leaf-bud or axillary

branch, and its ultimate transformation into bloom.

The engraving represents a plant of Zichya coccinea,

which, in the month of July, 1841, was transferred from

a GO pot to a large

16 — being a

heavy shift or

removal at that

advanced season.
The plant was
subjected with

others similarly

treated to the

temperature of

an intermediate

house. To pre-

serve a regular

circulation of

moisture, a pro-

miscuous middle
drainage was
used in potting,

in addition to

the ordinary
mode, and the

texture of

soil was
dered more
by the disuse
its close or

ing portio

growth wa
uriantand
and
would,
had its

fore*

shoots

been
encou-
raged, have extended over a pyramidal trellis of two fee

six inches in height. Finding the circulation of sap too

rapid to permit the formation of leaf-buds by axillary

growth, recourse was had during its progressive growth,
pinching off the terminal leaf-buds or fore-shoots above

each second and third joint, which caused an equal at-

tribution of lateral or side branches. In thus obtaining

an accumulated vigour, by aiding the development of leat-

buds, which ultimately became matured axillary shoots,

the season's growth was necessarily limited, covering t£e

circular trellis to about 12 inches from the base upwards-

Hie practice of removing the terminal giowth at state

distances was adopted apart from any recognition, or eve

knowledge, of those principles of Horticulture to which x

was ultimately referred ; and in the following spring^

>

ci

* Pxinciples of Botany, 287, 288
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>ff1842, the plant presented a beautiful and interesiin

instance of their application, in the uniform development

of nearly 500 clusters of flower. Had the specimen

heen encouraged to continue its accumulating vigour

throughout the season of WA2, it might ultimately have

formed a still more, striking example; hut the present

result proved most satisfactorily the possibility of attain-

ing a perfect formation of bloom from a partial extent

of growth. , . ,

There are, perhaps, no plants in cultivation to wiucn

the treatment here adverted to is more applicable tnan to

Stephanotis floribunda and Mandevilla suaveolen.-, two

most desirable exotic climbers, each remarkable toi uie

flow and rare development of leaf-buds, owing to a con-

stitutionally free and exuberant habit of growth; ana

the inevitable result, in these and all similar instances,

when allowed to extend themselves without having recourse

to the occasional operation of removing the (ore-shoots,

and thereby aiding the development of side branches, is an

attenuated and useless length of growth, which, when it

has attained its ultimate vigour, seldom produces moie

than a few scattered bunches of flowers from the extrem-

ities,
-i

• A
The rules from which the foregoing remarks are derived,

or on which they are founded, may be stated as to lows .

1st. As the wetted matter (peculiar to all P«n»?»
conduction with an accumulated sap, is essential to the

primary formation of flower-buds, and as_ this secreted

matter is in strict proportion to the quantity ot leaves,

it may be inferred that an equal forma: ion ot leal-buds is

essential to a uniform development of bloom.
_

2nd. In accordance with a previously stated principle,

"that the laws which operate in the arrangement ot

branches, act simultaneously with respect to the anange-

ment of flowers," it may be inferred that a system of

cultivation which is the most favourable to the production

of branches (or axillary growth) will be found the most

conducive to a liberal development of blossoms.

3rd. As an excessive vigour is (as a general rule;

Unfavourable to the formation of flower-buds, in prevent-

ing an accumulation of sap, it maybe inferred that Uie

most perfect system of cultivation will be that which

is best calculated to attain a regular development ot bloom

from any proportionate extent of matured growth.

It appears from the evidence of general practice, that

those principles upon which the growth of plants depends,

are generally better understood than those which relate to

the uniform development of bloom ; a fact which is not

surprising, when we consider that the causes ot the

former are such as may be successfully applied apart

from a knowledge of those reciprocal as well as counter-

acting influences which operate (independently of mecha-

nical means) upon the organs of plants, under every

modification of treatment or situation to which they are

subjected. But a reason still more obvious remains to be

assigned for this difference—namely, that the agencies

which had to a higher and ultimate effect in the attain-

ment of exuberant growth, are invariably found to exert,

through the same medium, on opposing tendency upon the

predisposing causes of fertility.

It is however, in proportion to the attainment of a

system' of cultivation which embodies a jwogressive and

accumulated maturity of growth, that an equally progres-

sive step can be made towards the ultimate object of all

ornamental cultivation : -viz., bloom. The present modes

of culture combine more than at any previous period the

investigations of science with the deductions of practice,

though time-rooted prejudices have hitherto proved

obstacles to gaining a knowledge of first principles, and to

their application to professional experience. In testimony

of the approximation of the present age to a compara-

tively perfect system of cultivation, there is perhaps no

instance of higher interest than that which involves a

mode of culture, having for its ultimate object a constitu-

tional maturity of growth, by dispensing with the attend-

ant risk, and restrictive influence of intermediate shifts

from smaller to larger pots.

The principle upon which such a practice is founded is

now successfully applied by the most eminent cultivators,

and the same principle, so easily adapted to stronger-

rooting ornamental plants, has also been rendered appli-

cable to those the most difficult to rear.

It is well known that growers of plants for public com-

petition have often urged the difficulties and disadvantages

attending the purchase of plants, which may have received

a treatment in some respects opposite to that which they

are desirous to adopt ; and in many instances they have

considered it essential to the accomplishment of their

°oject, that the plants should have been subject to their

Astern of management from the first, or initiatory, state

of growth. These disadvantages are, however, now being

overcome by a mode of potting (subject to a corresponding

treatment) which, not unexpectedly, has been a subject of

surprise to some, and a stumbling-block to others, who in

asserting its impracticability, because contrary to the

ordinary method, have failed to apprehend the principles

upon which such a course of practice is founded.

The rule which is implied in the principle now adverted

to may be defined as follows -—that plants the most

difficult to rear ought to he removedfrom their youngest

Hate of growth, into the largest-sized pot in which they

are to be exhibited as specimens. However opposite to

prevalent opinion and practice such a rule may appear to

those who are unaccustomed to view facts in the light of

comprehensive truths, it may nevertheless be shewn to be

consistent with the first principles of Horticulture, and

rendered conformable to general practice.

Having stated the rule, the following directions are

m̂ psssryin -l e mechanical p ro cess of potting. "Take a

* tirst Principles of Horticulture, Hi.

16 or 12 sized pot, place three inches of bottom

drainage, and fill up with pieces of peat from one to four

inches square ; fill the interstices with the fibrous sittings

of peat, and pieces of crocks, till the pot is quite full ,

then plant a seedling or struck cutting of Heath of similar

habit, give very little water till the little plant shoots

freely ; and in this treatment is contained the only secret

in growing fine specimens."

Such is the most ingenious and easy mode of potting

vet offered to the aiteution of the cultivator ;
and though

the plan of dispensing with intermediate shifts has been

recognised nearly fourteen years ago, yet, for this most

successful application of the system, the profession is

indebted to Mr. D. Beaton, the gardener at bhrubland

Park, near Ipswich, one of the most eminent Horticultu-

rists of the present dav.

This novel and original mode of attaining mtuure

growth in the cultivation of plants may not inappro-

priately be termed the accumulative system, and involves,

by its mechanical application of soil, one of the most

important and essential desiderata in all systems of cultiv-

ation, without which all efforts to obtain constitutional

vigour and fertility must prove abortive—namely, a

uniform circulation of moisture.—From Paxlon s Maga-

zine of Botany.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XL.
One of the greatest difficulties which the Amateur has

to encounter, after he has procured a stock of plants for

bedding out, is to keep them through the winter; and

though the construction of pits for this purpose has

been explained in previous Numbers, it may not be alto-

gether out of place to advert to the subject again, now

that every one begins to^ think of getting his plants

into their winter quarters. "The great requisite of winter

management is to have the plants well hardened before

severe weather sets in, to get them into a perfectly

dormant state, that is, without any sign of growth,

and to keep them as dry as is consistent with their

not suffering from the want of water. To effect this with-

out the use "of fire is rather a difficult matter, but never-

theless it can be accomplished by proper management.

In the first place, the site chosen for the pit or Hyberna-

tory must be on a perfectly dry subsoil, and the more

deeply it is sunk in the ground, the more warm it will be,

from the circumstance of its sides not being exposed to the

action of the weather, and from the interruption ot the

radiant caloric of the earth, which is ever escaping into

space, so long as the superincumbent atmosphere is less

heated, and its escape is not interrupted by the ice

King" or some other equally impenetrable covering. Iftua

wihfas the idea may seem, it is probable that if our green-

houses were connected with a series of deep underground

drains, with the power of forcing the air contained in them

into the houses, we should obtain sufficient terrestrial

heat for all purposes of protection, if not for the cultiva-

tion of half-hardy plants.

In the construction of the pits, the ground must be

excavated to the depth of two feet, and the mould placed

as an embankment round the sides—taking care to make it

solid as you proceed, and to give it a good slope, so as to

throw oft the wet. It has been recommended to have the

Hibernatory fronting northwards : and for the purpose of

keeping the plants in a dormant state, this is an excellent

plan ;
but as the plants frequently suffer more from damp

than any other cause, it is as well to have the pit fronting

both north and south—that is, with a span roof ; so that,

0Y exposing the south side, advantage may be taken of a

( h-v sunny dav, to dry the plants in case of need. At this

„lace, our plant-pit is built with hollow walls and covered

'

ith a span roof, one side of which is covered with glazed

Ba8hes, and the other with sashes covered with strong

minted canvass. These sashes are adapted for either

side of the pit ; so that we have a command of either light

or shade, whichever may be most advantageous. The

Lhes are hung on centres near the ridge of the roof, and

-readjusted by an iron support, with a thumb-screw in

,be front rail of the sash ; so that we can admit a thorough

current of air among our plants, and yet be protected

against sudden showers of rain.

"When the pit is formed, the. bottom, to the depth of a

foot or eighteen inches, should be filled in with perfectly

L brick-rubbish-if fresh from the kiln all the better-

ed covered with dry cinder-ashes, in which the pots may

i,e plunged. This brick-rubbish will prevent all escape

of moisture from below, and at the same time allow of the

tei restrial heat escaping without much hindrance.

Where it is inconvenient to sink the pit, as in wet sub-

soils the side-walls must be built of dry peat turves, ten

nr twelve inches wide ; and where these cannot be obtained,

i. 1-e drv adhesive turves from any bank or common. Let it

he remembered it is of the utmost importance that every

mrt of the pit be kept as dry as possible, and that one

Flower of rain on the plants will do them more harm than

fhree or four degrees of frost. I lay particular stress on

L'noinf, as it would be far better that the plants should

OVr for the want of water, than that the atmosphere ot

the pit should become saturated with moisture— Jr. P.

/tyres, Brooklands.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
The Daisy, a Guard against Wireworm.—In order to

have fine plants and blooms, fresh soil obtained by paring

he turf from a pasture is of such importance, as to be

.nnstantlv recommended by writers on Gardening. Ama-

SSXfollowing specific directions, are often defeated m
'object, by not knowing some little sequence

;

involved

even the plainest directions. Such was my lot, foi I

look fresh soil obtained from a meadow, but although I

cut and beat it about and turned it several times, the

Wireworm has always been so numerous, that my Pinks,

Carnations, and Picotecs, are always more or less injured,

often destroyed ; and it is only after two and three years

constantly picking out the vermin (when, of course, the

fresh soil'has become rather stale), that I have been able to

free the beds of this most troublesome annoyance—to be

rid of which I have unsuccessfully tried salt, line, soot,

rape-dust, mustard-dust, traps of sliced potatoes aud

carrots, &c. &c. ; and in my exertions to destroy the

Worm by such means, I have, perhaps, often as much

injured the objects of my solicitude as the Wireworm.

However, I am gratified by having at last stumbled upon

a method for controlling, and indeed preventing, the

attacks of these pests. An ounce of practice is worth a

pound of advice, the proverb says ; and with great pleasure

I have, this summer, learned from a very extensive

Pansy-grower his experience on the matter, the result of

which appears to me to be of such importance, that I

think it worth dissemination. I observed that he had

tried most of the plans recommended for catching, or

preventing the attacks of, the Wireworm in his Pansy,

Pink, Carnation, and Picotee beds ; but not being aware

of his object, I rather wondered, more than once this sea-

son, athis taste— as I fancied it was—in surrounding alibis

choicest flower-beds (and even amongst some of them)

with edgings of double Daisy, but I now know his object

in so doing was, not merely to do honour to the almost

domestic Daisy, but that it was to entice the V. ireworms,

which always concentrate their attacks on the rows ot

Daisies, and thus leave the beds untouched. Indeed they

appear so greedy of this little plant, that he assures me

that he has from one row, 300 feet long, planted as an

edging, in one day this summer, taken the extraordinary

number of 2,000. I should mention^ that his soil is

quite fresh ; an immense turf and weedy surface has

been turned in, so that the ground swarmed with the

Worm. The free habit of growth of the Daisy enables it,

by stocking out or tillering, to survive without showing to

any but a close observer the " Worm i' the bud." This

year I have lost an entire bed of the choicest Carnations

aud Picotees—not a plant has escaped : had I known" that

the Daisy was so good a protector, I should most cheerfully

have sought its humble but effectual aid ungrudgingly,

even at a greater price than I have given for galvanic

protectors—which I by no means deprecate, but they do

not keep off the Wireworm.—S. Oram, Winchmore Vale,

Edmonton.
Heating with Earthenware Pipe*.— All will agree that

economy in the application of artificial Heat has of late

deeply engaged the attention and study o. scientific Hor-

ticulturists, and that highly important advantages have

already accrued from the labours of those who have thus

distinguished themselves. It is now no longer necessary

that the erection of structures containing the apparatus

for top and bottom heat should, as formerly, imply an

immense outlay of capital ; and probably, ere long, we

shall have a beautiful apparatus complete for the same or

less outlay than the " old-flue " system. I saw yesterday

at the gardens of J. Greenall, Esq., a pit erected under

the superintendence of his gardener, Mr. Calderbank,

which combines extreme simplicity and economy. The pit

is between 30 and 40 feet long, with front and backlights ;

and heated by one of the modern-constructed boilers,

with circular earthenware pipes of large calibre A. por-

tion of these pipes passes into a vault for moist bottom-heat,

which is afforded very effectually from openings
>

«f *°de-

rate size, at certain distances, in the pipes. The pipes

are continued all round the pit between the waUs and the

bed, and from the above contrivance afford moist oi dry

heat as occasion may require. Thus we have a complete

apparatus, answering admirably every pu pose, at a Very

moderate cost I have been informed by Mi. bpcncei,

Se maker o the pipes, that he would warrant them to

standi length of time, provided they were not inten-

tionally injured. If this be true, we may expect-from

™rT tail of gardener, in tin. operation; but 1 beg to

• r i •-, tlrit it has been practised here with great
inform »»"

,,,,,,,'to, n0w standards with

which have been inserted this season, that hive taken
',

lt „BI, without doubt, be a great acquisition to

gardening, - nowrr.bnds "egencndW formed on the

first season s growth.— '/. (». r ., uoi&ififj.

Verbena Seeds.—Perhaps there has been no season in

hich Verbenas have been more prolific in seeds than the

present in consequence of the very fine weather we had

in September. Those who are fond of new varieties have

only to save seeds from beds where plants ot different

coloured flowers are growing close to each other, to

secure seedlings of innumerable shades of colour. So

jon(r as 'seeds were saved from different species apart from

crops-breeding, either artificially or naturally, so long were

(he seedlings typical of the parent plant. But if the

self- fecundating organs be displaced, and others substi-

tuted in their stead, there will be no end to the variety

produced, t specially if ihe seed happens to have been

saved from hybrids. If I am correct in these remarks,

they will in some measure explain how Petunias, (p- 678,
11 E. J./') should be of such various shades of colour.

What I have noticed in this cross-breeding is, that when

two distinct species are brought together by art, the habit

of growth of the species from which the seeds have been

saved is pretty much shadowed out in the seedlings,
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while the colour of the flower approximates to that of the

f
that

other
;
hut far different, indeed, will it be when seeds are is t

gathered from hybrids—for then the fixed colours are
broken up, and nothing stable can be depended upon.— C.

Potato Crop.—In several Numbers in the early part of
this season I observed remarks respecting the failure of
the Potato-crop. I beg to make a few observations on
the subject, if you think them worthy of a place in your
Chronicle. Having had some experience ingrowing this
plant, I consider that the growing of the old varieties in
one locality for a length of time is the principal cause of
jailure

; for instance, I have several old varieties whicli
were free growers, and of first-rate quality some eight or
ten years ago, which I have been unwilling to part with,
and have grown them from year to year ; two of the sorts
are Kidney, one white and the other red. The white one
was sent out by the Horticultural Society about 12 or 14
years ago

; the red I bought in Covent Garden Market.
At about the same period, for several years, a number of
them have not come up, and the defect has been pro-
gressing, and in this season not more than one third of
the sets came up, although they were principally planted
entire, which proves that these two varieties have nearly
lost their vegetative powers. In a tour through Scotland, I
observed large breadths of Potatoes vieldingnot more than
one-fourth of a crop, and the vacancies were filled up with
Turnips. I made several inquiries respecting such a
failure, and all agreed that the old varieties successively
grown m one place were most subject to the disease. In
JJifeshire I observed a fine field of Potatoes that had been
planted with tubers imported from America two years ago,
and a friend of mine in Kincardineshire informed me
that he renews his stock of Potatoes every two or
three years from seed ; he raises a few seedlings every
year, and selects the best sorts for a stock, and he never
fails to have a good crop, although the failures in the old
varieties are visible in every field in that neighbourhood.
1 trust these observations will be a means of calling the
attention of the great growers of so valuable a root to the
more careful procuring and selecting of their stock for
seed, as by so doing many failures will be obviated ; and Ibeg in conclusion to state that to plant from a field that
Has shown symptoms of disease or failure should be
avoided if possible.—D. S.
Rhododendron.—There is a variety of the Rhododen-

dron ponticum growing here, which appears to be different
from any of the others. It comes into flower about the
same time as the others, but instead of unfolding its
blossoms at the same rate as its neighbours, it only opens
a few at a time, and continues long in flower. It did not
cease flowering this season the whole month of August
consequently was nearly a month longer in bloom than
the others. It has a southern exposure, and is sheltered
rrom the north and east Peter Mackenzie.
Propagation.—Perhaps there may be no harm in stating

the fact, although it may be known to some of your
readers already, that young plants may be propagated by
means of birds'-nests. Roses and other kinds of bushes
will sometimes put forth roots into the old moist nests of
the wren and hedge-sparrow.—Peter Mackenzie.
Enormous Mushroom.—A Mushroom of the species

Cow Boletus (Boletus Bovinus) has. this week been got
on the farm of Mr. Thomas Beesley, Higher Bartle Wood,
Plumpton, which measured 43 inches in circumference,
and weighed the extraordinary weight of 5 lbs.—Facile.

Prolific Hive of Bees.—Mr. Anthony Balderston, of
Barnfield, Mervith, has a hive of Bees that swarmed twice
in May, the plumb swarm from whicli swarmed twice in
July. From one swarm (including the old one) he has at
the present time five flourishing hives.—Facile.

Blight on Corn from the Barberry.—In the Chronicle
of August 19, under the head of " Vulgar Errors," we read
as follows :—" People still maintain that the Barberry
blights their Corn." This is nevertheless a matter
deserving attention

; for in this, as in many other in-
stances, a popular prejudice has been founded on truth,
although the real cause has been often overlooked. Some
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now lying dangerously ill at Southampton. It
• I have been very unwell, and went to the
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Slnce been to the neighbourhood of
Bath, making a plan for laying out a gentleman's grounds
there, and also a cemetery

; and subsequently to Kid--seqnently
dington, in Oxfordshire, for the same purpose. I
turned to town late on Saturday night, and was

re-

not a
little surprised at various statements and doings to which
I have referred m the advertisement sent with this note.—J. C Loudon Bayswater, Oct. 3, 1 843. [It is a great
pity that busybod.es are so numerous; and we much
regret that Mr. Loudon should have been annoyed by
their foolish proceedings. They, however, give us an
opportunity of congratulating him on his restoration to
health-

J

Clover Dodder.-As it may be interesting to keep a
record of the circumstances under which the Clover
Dodder has made its appearance among us this year, I can
add to your informant at p. 677, that I have seen one in-
stance of its introduction with Lucerne-seed from Affghan-
istar. and heard of another-the former near Colchester,
the latter near Bromley in Kent. A correspondent has
also just furnished me with specimens from lleigate, which
he believes to have been introduced with foreign Clover-
seed. It is rather singular that it should have been
brought among us both from the East Indies and the con-
tinent of Lurope in the same year. I can see no very
marked difference between the plants from both localities.
Mr. Darwin also writes that he has seen a field of Clover
near h.m in Kent studded with this pest, presenting an
appearance of having had a dozen or more bonfires in it,
each from C to 12 feet in diameter.-,/. S. Ilemlow.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCTFTY

Mansfield, were elected Fellows pS ' m. „ ,"';m '
I5arl of

Mrs. Lawrence, w.s . mJZSJ!gl£-£*E**£, °

plant of the curious Maxillaria Rollisonii, wdtThent rink t£ilum closely dotted with fine dark purple' spots pretty plantsofL«liaLawrenceanaJsmeneflava,havitie nne]arRe yellow floworswith a curious green stripe up the centre of each petal Panm?'tium amcenum.Witsenia corymbosa, a plant of easy cnltivoHnn «Trt
highly beautiful when well grown; also ffippeaVtnSkffiSS?
Griffima hyacinthina, and a very pretty plant of Oncidium Snttn
mi. A Knightian Medal was awarded for the Rodriiruoyin -,,,,1

Griffmia. From Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting-, was a very werrvplant of Cypripedium purpuratum; beautiful plantsof Mi toniaCandida and Clowesii, the former producing five stems rich
covered with flowers, whose pretty white labcllum malcps'a -nr»icontrast with the dark-coloured upper petals; also Sarcantous
pallidas, a particularly well-grown plant of Sobralia sessilia ,no means showy but rather pretty when the flowers are fully
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aatlfal Plant of Renanthcra coccinea, havinga fine spike of its brilliant scarlet blossoms. This plant is a natiye
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scrambles over their sur-face, and luxuriates in its native grandeur. A Knightian Medal
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Sobra,ia
' ™<> RenanthcraMi. Quesnel sent cut flowers of a very pretty Epidendrum, fromPeinambuco. From Mr. Aunlebv. er to T. RmnVinh,,

tasted, and may be eaten freely without fear of indigestive
flatulency or fulness. The fruit is reputed medicinal by the
Chinese in bowel complaints among children. Mr. Green sentsome most excellent fruit of Williams's Bon Chretien Pear
also two Catillac Pears. Mr. Green states that "the tree on whichthese grew was formerly a Catillac, and that it grew very vigor-
ously, as this sort usually does, but did not bear well , the fruitwas also small and cracked; in consequence of whicli the treewas headed back, and grafted with Williams's Bon Chretien whichhas always produced fine fruit ever since it came into bearing "
He also states that "the two Catillac Pears sent grew upon abranch of the same tree, which was allowed to remain where oneof the grafts had failed

;
this branch, ever since the grafts began

to bear, has borne abundantly, and the fruit has been of muchoner quality than what it was before the other sort was worked
,'ln'Y ',
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So115'' Esfl- werespeclmens of an Apple

called the Normanton Wonder, which has kept twelve months ingood condition. From the Garden of the Society were plants ofOncidium recurvum and sangnineum ; the beautiful MiltoniaCandida Brasavola venosa, Gloriosa superba, Gesnera longifolia,and Sedum Sieboldu- a plant of considerable beauty, of easy cul-
tivation, and can be grown by every one possessing a common
greenhouse. Also specimens of Pears, consisting of Louise Bonne
(of Jersey a most excellent Pear), Ambrosia, Aston Town—this
is an excellent standard Pear, bears well, and has a flavour some-thing like that oi Crassane. Also Flemish Beauty, Belle et Bonneand the Wormsley Pippin—which is an excellent kitchen Aooleand although rather large, is likewise a good table Apple.

CERCLE GENERALE D'HORTICULTURE DE PARISThe second exhibition of this Society was given from the loth
to 25th September, at the Orangerie of the Louvre. As this wasthe only autumnal show in or within 30 miles of Paris a trood
sprinkling of Fruit, Plants, and Cut Flowers was anticipated.Country florists and amateurs who make but one annual
visit to the capital, look forward with anxiety to the spring andautumn shows, which are considered as botanical reunions fromthe most distant parts of France. Alas for the disappointment
that awaited them! for a more meagre display has been seldom
witnessed, even in Paris ; the room was not above half filled, and
the Society is much indebted to Messrs. Cels for sending a very
large collection of about 500 plants. Past failures have not
taught wisdom to the Societies here, and to whatever cause itmay be attributable in this case, whether to the long con-
tinuance of cold and wet in spring and summer, the dry hot-weather in August and September, or the preposterous regulation
of keeping open the show for six days; certain it is that but few
tine specimens of rare or good plants were to be seen, and thenecessity of replenishing cut flowers, such as Roses and Dahlias,every other day, was quite sufficient to deter very many from
exhibiting. These observations are not applicable to the fruit,but even in this department but comparatively few personsshowed; nevertheless some of it was splendid, especially Pears,Apples, and late Peaches, which were all that could be

were
Appleby, gr to T. Brocklehurst.'Esq.,

cut specimens of the beautiful Odontoglossum grandc,

writers have treated this subject with respect, and amone-
them n- ""- • •"• 'is Dr. Thornton. The latter says, that the " leaves
are very subject to the Rnbigo, which will infect the Corn
in the neighbourhood." Here the secret is at once
explained, and the aversion of farmers to the Barberry-
bush at once justified. The vulgar notion is, that the
Barberry exercises some evil agency upon Corn within a
certain distance, and accordingly farmers will never suffer
it to grow near their fields. They are right as to the
effect, but they attribute it to a wrong cause. I have seen
some remarkable instances of Corn perishing in a semi-
circle, in front of a Barberry-bush, and extending a good
way into a field. Any one who has but superficially
noticed the Barberry, must have observed that the leaves
and young shoots of the shrub were covered with a peculiar
kind of blight or mildew. Now it is by no means extra-
ordinary that this should be carried by the wind into
Corn-fields, and infect the Corn, so as to cause its des-
truction. This is the true explanation of the mischief
caused by the Barberry to Corn in its neighbourhood.—
«/• Wighlon. [This is the common explanation, but ifany one will take the trouble to examine the parasitical
plant which attacks the Barberry, and that of Corn, he
will find that they are totally different things. One is the^cidmm Berberidis and the other some species of
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Mr. Loudon.-U the last Cltronicle (p. 679) it is said

Miltonia Clowesii Acanthophippium bicolor, curious and rather
pretty; it was the second time of flowering this season-
also a species of Epidendrum; a supposed variety of Onci-dium trulliferum, which had been imported from Brazil, having
very long pseudo-bulbs, and three ovate lanceolate leaves at thetop of each bulb

; a beautiful dark, rather fragrant variety of
OncHlium Lanceanum. which is the best of all the race, and par-
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Cattleya cri*Pa, and Maxillaria ma-

crophylla, which, though not handsome, has the good quality of
continuing ,n bloom for a length of time. Mr. Appleby stated
that the plant from which this specimen was cut has been in
flower for nearly six months. A Banksian medal was awarded
for the Odontoglossum grande, Oncidium Lanceanum, and
Cattleya enspa. From the garden at Syon was a verv re-
markable cut specimen of Elate sylvestris, one of those noble
1 aim-trees which can only be cultivated in large conserva-
tories. This plant possesses little beauty in its flowers ; but
produces panicles bearing a multitude of very pretty, oblong,
orange-coloured berries, with a very curious flat stem, strong
and tough, differing much from the usual form, and pre-
senting a good subject for physiological investigation. Messrs.Lane and Sons sent a beautiful collection of named Roses,
for which a certificate was awarded. From Mr, Cuthill was
a very pretty plant of Lisianthus Russellianus. Mr. G. Sheills,
gr to Lord Blantyre, sent from Glasgow Black Hamburgh
Grapes weighing lib. 7 oz. and lib. 8 oz., that had been grownon a flued wall in the open air, where, notwithstanding the
unpropitious weather in spring and in the early part of sum-
mer, they finely swelled and beautifully coloured. Mr. Sheills
states that the Vines produce an abundant crop and ripen
their fruit in good time, and that some of the bunches whicli
are not so ripe as those sent are twice as large, but that the
berr.es are not quite so well swelled." From B. Maund, Esq., werespecimens of Grapes grown on a wall protected by a glass-case,
which is fixed close to the face of the wall, with a hole in the end
to allow the Vine to pass without being bruised. The bunches,
although beautifully coloured, were not large, but those unpro-
tected in this manner are miserable little things. Mr. Markham,
gr at Hewell, sent two excellent bunches of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, weighing 1 lb. 4 oz. and 1 lb. 2 oz. ; also two Queen
Pines, weighing 3 lbs. 5 oz., and 3 lbs. "6 oz. and measuring
7 inches in length by 5 inches in diameter, number of pips in
length 8, exceedingly handsome fruit, crowns very small ; like-
wise an Antigua Pine, weighing 5 lbs. 12 oz., and measuring 6iinches long by 6 inches in diameter; number of pips in length,
7, a very well-formed fruit; crown rather large and handsome.A Banksian medal was awarded to Mr. Markham for the Black
Hamburgh Grapes and the Antigua Pine Apple. From Mr. A.
Scott, of Leigh Park, was a bunch of Bananas, weighing upwards
or 120 lbs. The plant on whicli it grew was imported a few
years ago from St. Helena, to the Edinburgh Royal Botanic
harden

;
for this a Banksian medal was awarded. Mrs. Mason

sent a curious specimen of a Trumpet Gourd, measuring 4 feet
2 inches long. From G. T. Lav, Esq., Interpreter to her
Majesty s mission, China, was fruit of the Wung Kwo or Shan
Le, the red fruit, or Wild Apple, of the Chinese, which appears to
be a kind of Crataegus. These unfortunately were much decayed
and shrivelled up, so that it was impossible to say what the
quality once had been. It. is stated by Mr. Lay that the pulp
is made into red translucent cakes, which are very pleasantly

andCornichon Blanc, were very large, but none of them had that
luscious golden appearance which generally characterizes theGrapes here. The Melons, of which there were only three or four
varieties of Cantaloupe, had nothing to recommend them TheCayenne Pines, both Lis and Epineux, were very [fine andweighed from lolbs. to 12lbs. each. There were also two seedling
Pines of great beauty, and very large fruit; one of them of a
remarkably waxy sea-green colour. As to Vegetables there
were hi erally none, except Patates and Aubergines; one of the
former, however, weighed 5lbs. Cut flowers (Dahlias and Roses),
were numerous; but the late dry weather has been anything
but lavourablc, and the blooms were generally small. Mr. Laflay
exhibited a seedling Perpetual Rose, named La Reine, which ap-
pears to be an hybrid, between Quatre Saisons and He dc Bour-bon du Luxembourg; the flower is very large, petals well formedand cupped, and of a bright rose, the odour like Quatre Saisons,and of the same habit of growth ; it is not, however, very doublebut notwithstanding, it cannot fail to become a favourite, and will
be no doubt in every good collection, when it is let out, which will
be as soon as he gets 200 subscribers at one guinea each. The
Society offered silver and bronze medals, which were awarded for
the following subjects. For the finest collection of Fruit, 1st
prize, M.J. L.Jamin ; this contained no varieties of Benramot,
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&c. &c. Cacti: 1st prize, Messrs. Cels, for a large collection,

containing 120 varieties of Echinocactus, Echinopsis, Mammil-
larla, &c, among which were some very fine specimens ol aula-

cogonus, cornigerus, eiinaceus, ancistracanthus, formosus, tor-

tuosus, scopa, marum, cirrhifera, elephantidens, caput Medusae,

spinosissima, and senilis; 2d prize, M. Modeste Gnerin, for 50

vars. of Echinocactus and Maromillarise. Roses in pots, 1st

prize, M. Paillet, for GO vars. of Bengalcs, Thcs, Bourbons, and

hybrids, anions which were some tolerably Rood plants of Clara

Silvain, Belle Octavic, Carmin d'Ycbles, General Sayez, Fre-

deric, La Pactole, Barbot, Triomphe dc la Guillotiere, Bou-
gere, Gombault, Princesse Marie. Niphetos, Comte tie Tans,

Arance de Navaro, Triomphc d^Orleans, Reinc Victoria,

Manzcais, Therese Isabelle, Comte d'Eu, Prince Charles, Doctcur

Roques, Reine, Cornice de Seine et Marne, Grand Capitarne,

Rivers, Prince Albert and Clementine. 2nd prize, M. Levfique,

for Co varieties. Cut Hoses, 50 varieties, 1st prize, M. Gautnicr,

for Prince Albert, Comte de Paris, Madame Laffay, Lernaitl,

Coquette deMontmorcncy, Reinedes Amateurs, Rivers, Josephine,

Amclie Duval, Gloire de Guerin, Belle Fabert, Reine Victoria,

Louis Bonaparte, Isaurc, Fulgorie, Luxembourg:, Aurore. Heiene,

Bougfere, Lamarque, Paul Joseph, Madame Desprez, Bouquet de

Floce, Cornice de Seine et Marne, Janne Dcsprez, Uocrteur

Roqucs, Emile Courtier, Aiiv.ee Vibert, &c. 2nd prize, M. Mar-

gottin, for 30 varieties. Seedling Rose, 1st prize, H.Mnay, lor

Hybrid Perpetual, La Reine. Nervumst
1st prize, M. Mamie, lor

album duplex, atropnrpurcum odoratissimum (very line), nigium,

speciosum, candidissimum, euprenm, elcgans, granrnliorum

novum, lactcolum, Mabirii, ochrolcucum, pnrpureum plenum,

roseum grandifUmim, sph-ndens eoccineum, macropli> num,

maximum, splendidissimum, striatum plenum, venustnm ana

puniceum. Dahlias in pots, 1st prize, M.Barhier; 2nd prize, M.

Bufay; both these collections were poor, the varieties being

those which are cultivated for the markets. Cut Dawas, 1st

prize, M. Soutip, for Poiteaa, Miss Chester, Favourit.;, Reine des

Fees, Prince of Wales, Reine d'Or, Patentee, Caroline Vvalnci,

Antagonist, Beaute de Paris, Annibal, Akhbar Khan, Orion,

EvCque de Nanuro, Thiers, North Midland, Beauty of Sussex,

BnDUNG 1842 (four blooms) : 1, Mr. Bushell, for Emma; 2, Mr.

stein. Seedling, 1843 (one bloom) : 1, Mr. Procter; 2, Mr.

Bushel). A fine collection of miscellaneous Plants were exhi-

bited by Mr. C, Smith, gr to J. Townley, Esq.

New Plants, vrW.cs to M. Thibaut, for Phlox Van Ilouttci, Cy-

pripedium barbatum, GriiTmia purpurascens, Pitcairina puincca

Dion?ea muscipula, Begonia manicata, and hydrocotyiitona. rrize

to M. Salter, for Achimenes pedunculate, and two seedling

M.TrcpotLeblanc exhibited several seedling plants of Dauben-

tonia Tripetiana, in bloom, and although the seed was only set

in February last, some of them were five fret high; the bright

orange scarlet Mower gives this plant a very gay appearance

but its straggling habit of growth deteriorates from its general

merits.—Paris, 20/A September.

FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Oct. 3.-Scvcral Dahlias were placed on the table tm exhi-

bition and judgment. Twelve blooms of a very pretty Dahlia of

a peculiar rose-colour, named Espartcro, from Mr. Bragg, or

Slough; it was pronounced a good 2nd class ilovver, medium
size, good general form, with the centre well up, but not well

defined. Six fine blooms of Brown's Raphael, a dark and light

shaded crimson, much improved since its last exhibition. Sixteen

blooms of BushelPs Emma: the petals of this flower are too

pointed, but though second rate, it will from :ts size, constancy,

and colour, be found a useful and ornamental variety. 1 he let

Rival was also exhibited, and though condemned by the Society

last season from having been shown in a. bad state, proves nnd< r

better cultivation, to be a flower of better properties than was
anticipated, a very fine bloom of Proctor's Nonpareil waa placed

on the table, which promises to be a flower of first-rate propor-

tion. An extraordinary bloom of Blanca, for size and purity of

white surpassing every specimen we had previously seen. It is

evident this is a late flower, as we noticed last season, and it is

uncertain also ; and though inferior to Antagonist, particularly in

the country, it will often be found useful to London growers.

Several Seedlings of the present season were sent, but not con-

sidered sufficiently good to report on.

SURREY FLORISTS' SOCIETY, WALWORTH
Sept. 25.—At this Dahlia Show the public were admitted

gratuitously. The prizes are confined to its members, and

divided into classes, according to the number of plants grown
by each member and distance from the place ot exhibition.

NOTICES op NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

yEcnMEA rv&cuBNS. Brilliant-flowered /Echmca. ( sJ™
e

Perennial.) Bromeliacese. EJexandria. Monogyma. — This

showy plant, which is probably one of the finest and best of the

Bromeliaceous order, was introduced to the Garden of Plants, at

Paris, by M. Euaene Melinon, who obtained it, we believe, at

Cayenne, in South America, where he was curator of some public

garden. It was brought from Paris to the collection of His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire, Chatsworlh, by the same indivi-

dual, in the spring of 1842, at which time it was in flower. It

has not since bloomed at Chatsworth, but from shoots which it

is now producing, blossoms are again expected during the pre-

sent month (September). It is not so straggling as many plants

of this class ; and the flower-spikes are more compact than usual,

while the flowers possess the brilliant colours common to many
Bromeliacese, besides being of a greater size. Scarlet and blue,

both very deep and rich, are the principal tints in them. Beyond
its more pleasing proportions, however, and showier inflores-

cence, it promises to be a more manageable plant than most of

its allies in point of culture, appearing to bloom with considerable

freedom. 1 1 grows vigorously in a light and sandy, yet rather

rich soil ; and a compost of open loam and leaf-mould, in equal

proportions, would doubtless be very suitable. It is necessary

to water it very sparingly when in a torpid state; though it

requires a tolerable share of fluid while growing, and should be

freely svringed. The best way of treating it in the summer, is,

most likely, to plunge the pot containing it in a bark or dung
bed, supplied with bottom-heat. Being, in all probability, par-

tially epiphytal, it would no doubt succeed in a suspended basket,

filled with either very turfy loam or heath-mould, or moss, and

watered liberally during the growing season. It would have a

more interesting aspect in this condition; and a better oppor-

tunity would be given for keeping it properly dry in winter. On
the last-named circumstance its flowering must greatly depend.

Suspended amongst Orchidacere, it would help to produce an

agreeable diversity in the house. The plant is propagated by

suckers, which it throws up freely, in the manner of the Pine-

apple ; to which, in fact, it is related, and would do with similar

treatment. The generic name is taken from aiclime, n point;

the calyx of the flowers having very rigid points.—Paxton

s

Magazine of Botany.
BB'RB'ftRis ifv'irCK. Sweet-fruited Berberry. {Hardy Ever-

green Shrub.) Berberaccee, Hexandria. Monogyma.-Onr
object in introducing this beautiful shrub, which has now been

in the country about thirteen years, is to show how very orna-

mental it is when covered with its handsome fruit, and to press

our readers to cultivate it more, with a view to the production of

that fruit. This plant is an evergreen shrub, of a rigid habit,

sometimes attaining the height of 4 or 5 feet, but more generally

keeping about 3 feet high. Its branches area little inclined to

turn downwards towards the top, and bear a considerable num-

ber of spines, with clusters of small foliage. The flowers issue

from amidst the tufts of leaves, and are solitary, drooping on Ions;

stalks, large, bright deep yellow, and more expanded than in

some other species. They are succeeded by fine roundish ber-

ries, of a rich purple tint. The blossoms appear from March to

June, and the berries ripen in August. When ripe, the latter

have a most delicious flavour; at d they are used, both in tue

green and ripe state, for making tarts and preserves, which arc

said to be excellent, in the native country ot the plant. It is an

inhabitant ot the Straits of Magellan, i ml, in Britain, is entireij

of the plants made in the spring* Had a second bee

made, the number of plants, Mr. Miller thinks, would
have amounted at least to 2000 instead of 500, and the

produce have been much enlarged ; for he found by the

experiment made the preceding year in which the plants

were divided twice in the spring, that they were not
weakened by the second division. He mentions this to

show that the experiment was not pushed to the utmost.

The ground in which this experiment was made is a light

blackish soil, on a gravelly bottom, and consequently a
bad soil for "Wheat. One half of the ground was very

much dunged, the other half was not prepared with dung
or any other manure : no difference was, however, dis-

coverable in the vigour or growth of the plants, nor was
there any in their produce.

Instance of the Sagacity of Bees.—A few pounds of

honey had been taken from a hive (about six miles from

London), and placed in a closet, under lock and key. The
windows of the room having been left open, the Bees

obtained admission, and" entering the closet under the

door, removed the whole of the honey. The ceils of wax

were left entire, and the honey was conveyed to the cen-

tral division of the hive, where it was safely deposited in

the course of the day. It is evident that spies must have

been employed to observe where the honey was placed,

and that as "soon as the information was communicated to

the hive, the swarm took this vigorous measure lor the

recovery of the stolen property. It is remarkable that

they should have succeeded so completely and in so short

a time, since the closet was entirely dark, and they could

only enter by a crevice under the door

—

Pharmaceutical

Journal.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Kensington Gardens.— Great exertion is making to fret the beds

on either side ot the long walk, newly- formed in these gardens,

covered with flowers, similar to those at Hampton Court Palace,

and we understand that 1000 Pelargoniums, Petunias, Verbenas,

and Anagallis, have been purchased; besides 2000 Pelargoniums

and about 1000 Petunias and Verbenas, which have been contri-

buted by private individuals. Mr. Henderson, of Pine Apple Place,

hasliberally supplied some oftbese gratuitously. Thewalk is about

half a mile in length, with a border on each side, so that it re-

quires a great manv plants to cover such an extent. The two

islands in the Serpentine are about to be I e permanent and

ornamental, which will produce a pleasing variety of scenery,

and add considerably to the beauty of the ( is. The naming
beneficial

I :\vi\v. There is no difficult v whatever about its <culture, as it

will dour ishYn "any* garden' soil. It seems to thrive best, how-

i ver, in an open loam. Young plants are most readily obtained

either by seeds or suckers, both of which are borne profusely.

AitfcOirgh by no means peculiar in regard fo situation, it is better

to place it where there is plenty of light and air. Towards the

front Of a shrubbery border is a lit place for if, but it deserves

to be planted on a lawn, and encouraged to form a spreading

bush. To promote this object, the soil in which it is put should

be well turned up and lightened before it is planted \ and, if

unsuitable, some fresh loam Bhould be substituted (or it. It will

not thrive well in a wet or low locality.—Paxton*s Magazine of

Botany.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
make British Champagne—To 1 pint of Grapes

No plus Ultra, Cyclops, Hon. Miss Abbott, Hope;_5, Mr. Wlcke*
for 1) '

S Prince of Wales, Rogina, Rouge et Noir, Pickwick,

Countess Pembroke, Catleugh's Eclipse. Qbowkm undbr 80

Plasts, (9 blooms): 1, Mr. Fivasb, for Bedford Surprise, Pick-
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(when picked and bruised) add 1 quart of water
; let it

stand 24 hours, then strain it, and to every gallon of

liquor put 3-ilbs. lamp-sugar. Tun it the following day,

and hang an ounce of isinglass in the cask ;
in two or

three days stop it down close—bottle it as soon as the

sweetness is sufficiently off.

Wheat-planting.,—In the "Philosophical Transactions,

vol. lviii., is a paper by Mr. C. Miller, upon the same sub-

ject as that which has lately engaged the attention of Mr.

ArchdaMPalrner (p. 659). As the matter is likely to give

rise to some discussion, we think it right to reprint the

substance of it:-" In consequence of Dr. W. s desire,

Mr Charles Miller informed him, that having made, in

the autumn of 1765, and in the spring of 1766" an experi-

ment of the division and transplantation of Wheat, by

which near 2000 ears were produced from a single gram
;

and he having reason to think, from the success attending

this experiment, that a much greater quantity might be

much so that, gentlemen go direct from On e Qi rdens to the

nurseries, with their lists made out from Iheir own inspection.

Holme Gardens, near Inverness.-** ere has the wisdom of

old Monkbarns' sage advice, "be ye aye shclung ma tree, it 11

grow when ye are sleepin' " been m< illustrated

than in the valley of the river Kairn.from Geddes twar

confines o. Culloden Moor. 1 recollect the time
;

.the winding
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Prince 'of'waies" H 's Princess Royal, Maid of Bath, Pickwick,

Ess« Triumph, Mrs. Richardson, KnockboIt Rival Widnall's

Queen Am Stonford Beauty of Sussex; 2, Mr. Moseley. for

Optime idm 1ton ford VVVs Queen, H.'s Princess Royal, Nicho-
las ^ k ^! J' JSua! Grand, Headley's Penelope Indispen-

sable, Bedford Surprise, Maid of Bath, Le Grand Bandme, Dodd's

Favo ,m NunsK«v.M..:x (24 blooms)
:

Mr. Baek. Class

Shkw.xo (best white): h Mr^ Back, ta- ^P^o^White
j

2.

H.'s Princess Royal: 2, Mr. Stein, for Mrs. Richardson; 3, Mr.

Cook, for Mrs Richardson ; 4, Mr. Mosely, for H.'s Princess

Roytf F*\ pR ks oivkn' i.v Members (best white), Mr.

NoSs foiBtoica l blooms), Mr. Meade, for Blue Bonnet,

Bridesma ,1 Tttila GhlS Prince Of Wales, Adm. Stopford,

Yellow Defianee Fslex niumph, Prince Albert, W.'s Queen

PickwiekT'Seni of the West Hon. Miss Abbott. (6 blooms),

Mr. Perry, for Maria, A.'s Queen, Bridesmaid, Cyclops, Plck-

^ick, D.'V Prince of Wales. (12 blooms)
:
Mr Cook, Queen of

Trumps, Le Grand Baudine, Phenomenon, C. s Tournament,

Springfield Purple, Favourite, Perpetual Grand, Mrs. Shelley,

D.'s Prince of Wales, W.'s Queen, Springfield Rival, Antagonist.

August, which was as soon as the plants were strong

enough to admit of a division, a single plant was taken

up and was separated into 18 parts. Each of these parts

was planted again separately. These plants having pushed

o\lt several side shoots about the middle of September,

som c of them were then taken up and divided and the

rest of them between that time and the middle of October.

Sis second division produced 67 plants. These plants

,4«»rt throueh the winter, and another division of

iK^bSKn the middle of March and the 12th of

tS, Produced 500 plants. They were then divided no

fn-iher but permitted to remain. Hie plants were in

"en ral stronger than any of the Wheat in the fields

a La nf them nroduced upwards of 100 ears from a single

i ri uicse, vao- m-
lleliotropes Ver^

g

~. -^ (several of them 10 feet high, and
nio

!

ls
'
Dal

l \l%S^ corymbifiora, of which I noticed one spe-
including the 1uc|isia j

trusses of its splendid flowers, con-
c.men w.th nta i> -u »

tube &nd aU the^ nalf.hardy
ainmg betw een /00 a

i

delicate ones. The Car-
Herbaceous plan -a^

several varieties of Cistus and Phlox
nations Antirimn

J,rammonaii superba), are very fine, and

Kails ll round abound in creepers, including four varieties of
the v> alls an i

Loasa, four {>) Cobceas, two Lophospermums,Mauranlya,fouroii-o '

spectabile. All these are

Some of them p-

I Mnnv of the ears measured seven inches in length,
root. J^any ?\ ° cn „„J rn __„:_„ The w ])0 le
ana couw»« ,. , u tbe proce8g before mentioned

A ..ontained between ou ana /u grams.
" w n ears which by the process before mentioned

^"e^produced from one grain of Wheat, was 21,109, which

ie did three pecks and three quarters of clear corn, the

St of which was 471b. 7oS
.

;, and from a calculationy
*e
«ff hv rountme"the number of grains in one ounce, the

Xfe nuS oTgvams mi6l.t be about 576,840 By tins

find that there was only one general division
account we

DreTentfl a front of about 100 feet, divided into a Vinery, Stove,

»nd1
Greenhouse. In the first 1 noticed nothing remarkable,

Pvrnnt- the perfect healthiness of the Vines, and that by an inge-

nious but simple contrivance a great Jorce of water, duly tern-

oared can at any time be turned upon every stem and leaf in the

Dlace* It is in the stove and greenhouse, however, that Lady

Rose's pet plants are to be seen, and certainly, both for the

general bloom, and the rarity and beauty of many of the spec

mens, they afford a treat noi often to be enjoyed in this country.

Due care has been observed not to have the glass frames too

high, so that i one of the plants seem wire-drawn or unnatural

in their proportions, but are all healthy, bushy, and vigorous.

Theblo-wof Pelargoniums, this season, was superb, and I was
much struck with the statetiness ami t me beauty of some of

the newer Verbenas, the Queen, P rl, Prince of Wales,

Laconii,&c, I counted,nearly 30 varieties of] ndingthe

St.Clair, Enchantress,Venus victrix.andothernewhybrWs—^hree
Pimeleas, five or six Kennedies
Euphorbias, Azaleas, and Chorozema:
and pretty Creepers. The collet.

formed with much taste, both as to beauty and rarity ;
and to gu e

a general idea of its contents, I need only mention Gesnera

bulbosa, Russellia jimcea, Ceropegias, four Gloxinias, Achimenes
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(longiflora, coccinea, and rosea), beautiful specimens of several

varieties of Thnnbcrgia and Salpi^lnssis, three Ipomceas, seven
Passifloras,as also a fine collection of Cape bulbs, and an excellent
specimen of Arum esculentum, with very largre leaves. Not the
least interesting feature of the Holme gardens is the good feeling

and professional zeal inspired among the apprentices and jour-
neymen, by the enthusiasm of the head gardener, Mr. Ross,
whose ingenuity and devotedncss to his employment are un-
bounded

j and much of the harmony which prevails is, no doubt,
owing to the considerate attention of the proprietor, who has
furnished each of the workmen with a substantial and neat
cottage.

—

Viator.—Inverness Courier.

Florence Court, the Residence of the Earl of Ennitikillen.— On
the lawns here, are some extremely handsome ornamental dwarf
Fir-trees ; some of them are about eight feet in height, and the

branches at the base of the tree extend nearly the same distance,

and rest on the ground. These trees form regular pyramids,
and much resemble gigantic specimens of the Clanbrazil Firs

;

they are the most beautiful in spring when they have begun to

grow, as the pale green colour of the young shoots contrasts

well with the dark green winter foliage, and renders them highly
interesting and truly beautiful. Their management is to select

from a young plantation any of the American Firs, either stunted
plants, or those which have lost their leading shoots, and to plant

them in a poor moist clay soil, and to shorten back to half their

length annually all shoots which show a tendency to become
leaders.

lUfrftfbft.

Arboriculture: A Paper read before the Geological and
Polytechnic Society of the West Riding of Yorkshire.

By James Hamerton, Esq. Leeds: Bains. 8vo.

This is a pamphlet of two sheets, with five lithographic

plates. The opinions of the author upon the subject of

foresting are essentially the same as those which have been

constantly advocated in our columns, to which he has

indeed been occasionally a valuable contributor. A neglect

of early and constant thinning, and a fondness for injudi-

cious pruning, are the giant evils of our ordinary system

of mismanaging woodland property ; and Mr. Hamerton
adduces through every page of his pamphlet striking proof

of the mischief caused by those means. Like us, he does

not^object to a little pruning when trees are very young
;

but then only, and in cases of absolute necessity, would
he permit it. We need not occupy the time of our readers

with extracts, the matter of which would differ more in

words than in facts or ideas from many parts of our own
columns ; but we shall content ourselves with expressing

our gratification at finding that foresting has so able and

earnest an advocate.

Natural History ; a branch of School Education, is a

small pamphlet (reprinted from the " Bible Christian," for

Sept., 1843), strongly advocating the introduction of

Natural History among the studies of children. We per-

fectly agree with the author in the views he takes upon
this subject ; but fear that it can hardly become a prac-

ticable measure, until teachers are induced to make them-

selves acquainted with such matters. To go into the

whole question, however, would require more space than

we can at present spare ; we shall therefore only quote a

paragraph from Mr. Patterson's remarks, and leave them

for the present to the consideration of our readers.

" What are the objects to which the child, of his own
accord, directs his attention? What are the things on

which he exercises his touch, his sight, his hearing, his

smell, and his taste ; and about which he asks a thousand

simple, yet often puzzling, questions? They are the

roost common articles of household furniture ;
the ordinary

implements of agriculture ; the horse ; the cow, with her

grateful milk and her fragrant breath ; the joyful bark of

the dog ; the quiet purring of the cat. They are, in fact,

the objects which surround him in early life. We are thus

naturally led to inquire i might not these objects be made
systematically the means of cultivating the senses and the

observant powers ? Might not every school-room have a

portion of time devoted to such exercises; and ques-

tion and answer^ in quick succession, be made to minister

both to the improvement and the relaxation of the pupils?

Might we not, in one word, teach from things rather than

from books ? This principle, if recognised, would admit

of a great variety of application, suited to the tastes,

habits, and acquirements of the teachers ; the age, situa-

tion, and proficiency of the children ; and the local cir-

cumstances of every different school. It would sanction

the use of the most common flowrets of our glens, and our

hedge-rows, as objects of instruction ; and gradually lead

the pupils to
'find tongues in trees-

Books in the running brooks—sermons in stones—
And good in everything.'

It may be permitted, therefore, to inquire by what process

such a result might be attained ? By what means could

any information on the subjects which are embraced by the

term *' Natural History, 1 ' be communicated to those

whose previous acquirements are often u poor indeed,"

and whose future prospects in life are such as to forbid the

supposition that science can ever form the object of pur-

suit for its own sake? Is such teaching compatible with

the school business ? Would it not interfere with the true

objects for which the children are sent to school, and for

"which the parents pay ? Would the children understand
it ? Would they care about it ? And if they did, what
good would it do them ?"

How this is to be done Mr. Patterson next explains,

and as we think, with much good sense ; but for this we
must refer to the little pamphlet itself.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
I lately received in a letter, a blossom which at first sight I took

to be that of a new Gloxinia or Achimenes
; the colour was that soft

blue lilac tint peculiar to Gloxinia maculata. The want of union in

the anthers, however, showed that it did not belong to Gcsneriaceee,

and 1 set it down as a new Bignonia, thinking that some one had

sent me a flower of a fine new conservatory climber, but the letter

settled the Question thus: " I herewith send you a flower of Pau-

lovnia iun.erialis," &c. &c I was taken by surprise, not expecting

to see thU plant flower with us at least for a year or two to come,

seeing that it was propagated from mere morsels of the roots and
young wood within the last two years. I wrote back immediately for

the particulars of culture, and for permission to publish them, with
the names of the parties who have thus signalised themselves by
flowering this splendid tree for the first time in England. In the
meantime I examined the flower minutely, and compared it with
Dr. Siehold's figure and description, and had it not been that the
same plant flowered in the Jardin des Plantes, at Paris, in the spring
of 1842, and that the name is acquiesced in by the French botanists,

I should say that Paulovnia imperialis was yet a desideratum in

Europe. Be this as it may, our plant is a most valuable acquisition.

Mrs. Wray, of Oakficld, near Cheltenham, who has been so successful

in flowering novelties heretofore, has also the merit of flowering the
Paulovnia, and by her kind permission I am enabled to give some
particulars respecting it which were previously unknown. In the
first place, the flowers are deliriously sweet, and arc produced freely

on very young plants, if forced for that purpose. The conditions to

be attended to are—to keep the plants under-potted—to force them
slowly in a cool stove, early Vinery, or forcing-house, beginning
early in the spring; by Midsummer they will have finished their

growth, have begun to show their flower-buds, and to cast their
leaves ; they will then require less water, and in six weeks or two
months the flowers will begin to expand, and the plants, of course,
will be brought into the conservatory, where they will take up little

room, as they may be set anywhere, only leaving their heads of

flowers free above other plants which surround them. Now, we can
easily see that with a good stock of these plants we may have some of

them in flower for the conservatory all the winter and most of the
soring months, by introducing a few plants into a forcing-house once
a month from January to May, and if at first the succession comes in

faster than we wish, the plants maybe set out-of-doors in a cool

frame, to keep them back, as, under this culture, the young wood
will become perfectly ripened, and the tree rendered much more
hardy. But, as Mr. Brewster, Mrs. Wray's successful gardener,
remarks—" If you allow these plants large pot-room you are only
laving the foundation for that great superstructure ofwood and foliage

which can only be ripened m amore favourable climate than ours ; and
unless you get the wood well ripened, you must be content with large

leaves only/' Last year I kept one of our plants of Paulovnia in

the stove until it was quite ripe, then inured it by degrees to the open
air, and by the beginning of July had it planted out in an exposed
situation in the pleasure-ground, giving it no protection in winter;

early in May it was in leaf, and about four feet high; after a few
weeks a strong sucker came up from the collar ; I cut down the old

plant to this sucker early in June last, and now the sucker has
formed a little tree about 10 feet high, with immense large Rhubarb-
like leaves. Might not the Catalpa syringasfolia be treated like

Paulovnia for the sake of its large, trumpet-like flowers ? which are
produced in abundance in the neighbourhood of London and farther

south, but are seldom to be met with in colder parts of the country.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinks.—Artificial heat, to keep up the temperature above 60° in

the morning, will be necessary for the next month or six weeks, as

the plants will make great progress if judiciously assisted during
this time, but given by fits and starts will run them prematurely into
fruit. Another great evil often occurs about this time to counteract
the dry heat of flues or pipes ; the plants are syringed over-head too
often, and many of the pots get soddened, and the roots perish in
consequence, before the winter is over. Dry bottom-heat from tanks
would cure this certainly; but this remedy is as bad as the disease

;

the rest of the plants, if plunged in tan in the usual way, and espe-
cially the middle rows, will require but very little water, and that at

long intervals through the winter ; but if dry bottom-heat is applied
to them they must be watered daily. I shall perhaps offer a few
remarks on this dry bottom-heat by-and-by, but what I have already

said will modify the subject in the hands of beginners.

Vinery.—Nothing now remains to be done, save keeping the late

Grapes in a free, dry atmosphere; and as the fruit is cut the shoots
maybe pruned at the same time. In 182/1 saw a house full of Vines
just setting their fruit in the first week in October, and I learned
afterwards that there was a good crop, which began to ripen in
February. This house, as far as I can recollect, was mismanaged by
putting on the lights too early, and then leaving the Vines to their

fate for five or six weeks, when they were found to be breaking
into leaf, and then it was too late to stop their growth. Any houses
that are uncovered for a few of the summer months ought to be care-
fully looked to when covered up, as if they arc not properly venti-

lated at first, the plants may suffer, although not altogether apt to

grow.
Out-door Department.

We never believe that we are so near winter until we are actually
into October. You may see crops seeding, ripening off, or falling

into the scar leaf, all through the summer months, and yet think no
more about winter than if everything was fresh springing up around
you. How altered now ! not a leaf that turns yellow and drops from
yonder bough but asks you if your handglasses are in proper repair,

for protecting your Cauliflower plants, or your frames cleared out,

ready to receive Endive and many other things ; and, in short, tells

you plainly that your tactics must now be altogether changed. Tem-
porary hotbeds, again, must soon be in requisition for Asparagus.
Nothing can be too good, or out of season, on Lord Mayor's day,

the Qth of November.
Asparagus.—Those who still adhere to the old practice of giving

all sorts of rich manures to Asparagus beds in winter and spring,
when the plants are dormant, and neglect that kindness in summer,
when they require it, will now have the satisfaction to see the tops

fit for the hookor scythe, and the beds may be cleared now whenever
hands can be spared for the work ; but those who neglect them
altogether in winter, and feed them the whole summer through,
cannot tell when their crop may be ready for ihc sickle, for their beds
are yet as green as Leeks.
Crops.—No one, I presume, will leave their crops of Carrots,

Parsneps, Potatoes, Sec. Sec, long now in the ground, if only for the

sake of getting the ground dug over before wet weather comes on.

But there is one mixed sort of crop, viz., weeds, which by some are

never thought worth gathering after this time, as it is either not
forward enough, or too far gone, to be touched before next spring.

Orchard.— After the fruit is all gathered in there will be a good
deal of work in the fruit-room for some weeks, arranging, naming?
and stowing away the late sorts, after they are ascertained to be quite

sound. Large currents of air should be admitted during this time,

but after this work is finished the fruit-room should be kept close

and as uniform in temperature .as circumstances will allow. The
next six weeks is the best time to transplant fruit trees ; but where
this is impracticable, the fruit-trees ought to be ordered without

waiting till the ground is ready, as they are sure to be good thus

early, whereas, if you delay your order until the spring, the stock is

selected from by so many other customers that you must be content

with what you can get.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—When stove bulbs are about done growing, water is with-

held from them by degrees, till at last the leaves turn yellow and die

off ; the pots are then turned on their sides, and placed out of the

way, on shelves near the glass ; but where room is scarce, and the

bulbs are at rest through the winter, they are often shook out of the

soil and put by in drawers in the seed-room, or in a dry cupboard in-

doors. Now, the whole tribe of Orchidacese which rest for the

winter, and more especially those of them which cast their leaves,

may be treated after the manner of stove bulbs, and to those who
find any difficulty to winter them in the usual way, this is^ the safest

plan. I have repeatedly kept scores of them this way. The winter

growers, on the other hand, require now to be put nearer the glass,

and all shading is of course dispensed with after this time '
Ltelia

supcrbens throws up its flower-stems at the rate of an inch a day, and

thev are now upwards of two feet high, and promise to go up a long

way yet; the base of the largest shoot is nearly as thick as one s

little finger" {scapo longissimo multifloro). Mr. Skinner says that

the " flower-stems of this most magnificent plant grow from to 13

feet long, and carry from 18 to 20 flowers each," and that its " native

place, Chantla, is very cold." I suspect Mrs. Wray, of Cheltenham,
will also be fortunate enough to flower this Queen of beauties for the
first time in Europe ; and, strange to say, if anything can be strange
in these days, the old and obstinate Rcnanthcra coccinea is throwing
up three strong flower-spikes at Oakfield, treated on the cool system,
on which I shall have something to say soon.
' Gkekniioose. — We scarcely ever miss a slight frost or two
between the 16th and 25th of October, and we have all seen at times
that if our plants and flowers escaped this early frost, they might
have gone on safe enough for tlup next month or six weeks. Except
very young and soft-wooded plants, there arc few greenhouse plants
that are much hurt by a slight frost late in the autumn ; two or three
rainy days do them much more harm, and it is really a very bad plan
to house these plants early. Nurser3'men never consider some of
their finer Heaths safe out-of-doors after August, and they house
almost all their plants from the middle of September to the middle of
October; but theirs are all young, and many of them have been
strongly forced for propagation, and have hardly yet got over the
confinement of the propagating-house, so that they require early
protection.

Conservatory.—The finest plant that can be placed in this
house for the next twelvemonths is the Luculia gratissima, the earliest

of which is now about opening its delightfully fragrant flowers.
Some of the London propagators are aware that I have been experi-
menting on this plant for a series of years, trying to find out a stock
on which to graft it, as it is very difficult and uncertain to get a large
stock of them by cuttings. I have at last succeeded, and grafted it

successfully this season ; but to set their heads to work, I shall not
say at this time what the stock is, but I shall not fail to do so in due
time. Meantime a correspondent who is " going to manage the top
of his conservatory next season on the close system, but has no room
for a stove pit behind," &c. &c. may graft or inarch the whole of the
stove Passion-flowers on the top oHong shoots of the cierulca, or any
of the hardy seedlings from it ; this will take the tender one 1

' up
from the cool stratum " at once, and they will all flower as freely as
in the stove. Echitcs, Allamanda and JJeaumontia next week.
Cold Pits.—All the Roses that arc to be forced on this side of

Christmas should now be pruned forthwith, and placed in different
pits, for forcing and protection; at any rate, let no more rain touch
them this season, it chills and soddens the soil about their roots. A
good way to begin to force Roses is to stir up the surface of an old
Melon-bed, after removing the soil, and perhaps to add a few fresh
leaves, or some tan— to get up a mild heat of 80°, and to plunge the
pots in this— not to cover the frame for the first week, and then to
begin by drawing the lights only half over the frame for the next
week, and to draw them closer by degrees, but still having large
portions of air, till the flower-buds appear, Sic. Sec. Moss and Cab-
bage Roses worked on free stocks of China breeds will thus flower
three weeks or a month sooner than others on their own roots, or
on the Dog Rose, because the roots of China Roses begin to grow
immediately on the first application of bottom-heat, and will always
keep in advance of the tops, if properly managed as to air.

Flower-Garden.—The Heliotrope is the first affected by frost;
many of our tender stove-plants stand more cold than this. It may
seem strangeto some to have flower-beds matted over, to save them
from early frosts, but it has been a regular practice here and in many
other places for years, and some of the beds next this house, or castle,

are often saved till the middle cf December. We had a bed of
Pelargoniums in full flower in the open air last Christmas-day.—D.
Beaton, Shruhland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the week etiding Oct
Chiswick

. G, 1843 , as
observed at the Horticultural Garden,

^

>•

^

:Sept.
ItAROMUritR. TllKRMOMKTKR. Wind. Rain.

Max.
29.903

Min.
29.937

M ax

.

Min.
47

Mean.
6-1.5Friday 29 62

| N.W. .24
Saturday 30 29.393 29.738 03 65 61.6 W. .01

Oct.
Sunday 1 29.999 29.926 72 55 63.5 w.
Monday 2 30.0!'!' 29.999 67 -17 57-0 N.W. .11

Tuesday 3 30.133 30.061 65 64 69.5 S.W. .01
Wednesday 4 30.117 30.099 70 50 60.0 w.
Thursday 5 30 075 29.395_ 73 48

50.9

60.5 K.

Average 30.041 j 29.950 !

1 68 1 59,5 37

Sept. 29. Clear; cold and dry; overcast and mild at night.
30. Rain; cloudy and warm ; overcast.

Oct.
i

|1. Light clouds and fine throughout; overcast and mild at night.
2. Overcast; showery in forenoon ; line.

3. Overcast; cloudy and fine ; slight showers; fine.

4. Lightly overcast; cloudy and fine.

5. Calm and exceedingly fine throughout; evening clear ; overcast at
night.
Mean temperature of the week 5£*» above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending October'14, 13-13.

Prevailing Windd.

Oct.

Sun. 8
Mon. £»

Tues. 10
Wed. 11
Thurs.12
Fri. 13
Sat. 14

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

60.6

60.3
61.4
63.1

62.4
61.1

60.1

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

43.4
44.2
44.8

45.7
42-8

42.8
42.0

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

52.0

52.3
53.1

54.4
52.6

52
61.0

7
7
6
7
9
3

7

Greatest
quantity
of Rain. j£

0.63 in.

0.52
0.68
0.31

1.00

0.10
0.60

I

3

•

•
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*
•
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2 1 _ 3 3 6

2 1 — 8 4
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3

1
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2
3
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The highest temperature during the above period occum d on the 11th, in

1832—thermom. 72p; and the lowest on the 14th, 1838—thcrmom. 26°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Oct. 6", 18-13.

There has been a good supply of Fruits and Vegetables ot

every kind during the past week ; and they have been, generally

speaking:, of excellent quality. The weather has also been very

mild, and congenial to vegetation. Pines are not so plentiful »s

last week ; they are selling at from 3s. to 6.5, per lb. Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, of good quality, are still sufficient to meet the

demand, and are offered at nearly the same prices as last week.

Plums of good quality continue rather scarce; a few of the

Golden Drop arc still to be seen in the market, and arc selling

at 2s. per punnet. Damsons continue very good and abundant.

Peaches are sufficient to meet the demand, and are of excellent'

quality. Figs are selling at from 3s. to Gs. per dozen. Filberts

are very abundant. Apples and Pears have been liberally supplied

during the week. Good English Melons are selling at about 4s.

each
; a few Spanish ones havebeen imported during the week,

which, if they had not been gathered rather too early, wouja
have been of excellent quality. These arc selling at from is. to

6s. each. Cucumbers bring from id. to $d. per brace. Cabbages
am
meet
an
Cut Flowers consist of Erica ISowieana, mammosa pallida, a

"

u

verticillata, Rondclctia speciosa, Txora coccinea, Sedum Sic-

boldii, Alstrcemeria pclej>rina, Camellias, Calceolarias, Verbenas,

scarlet Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Dahlias, China and Perpctuai

Roses.

PRICES, Saturday, October 7,1843.—FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb., 3* to 6s
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2a to 4*

»» Portugal, per lb. la to U6d
Peaches, per dozen, 3.t to 6s
*i{", per doz., 3a to a*'
Melons, each, u 6<l to 4s

>* Hutch, each, 1* to 2a 6d
i$ Spanish, each, 4» to 6s

Plums, per punnet, la to 2a
>• Golden Drop, per pun., 2*

Damsons, per sv., 2* 6d to 3a 6d
Apples, dessert, p. bush. 4s to 3*
Apples, Kitchen, per hush. 2* 6d to 5a
Pears, per half-sieve, 2s to 1s
OranKes, per dozen, l* fid to 3*— Per 100,19/ to30*_

Lemons, perdoz. 1* to 2s

_ per ion, 6* to Ha
Cucumbers, per brace, 4rfto Srf

Gherkins, per 1000, 5a to 7* „

Green Capsicums, per 100, 1* f t° 2'

Red -
, » 4jlo0i

Almonds, per peck, 6s

Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 2* u<x

Nuts, per bushel —
_ Btaslli '«*

_ Hazel, 3a to 4a

_ Barcelona, 22a

Barberries, per hf-sv., 3a to 4a

Tomatoes, per hf.-sv-, 2s to 3* Gd.
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Cabbages, perdoz., firf to U
Greens, per doss. i?* to 2i 6d
Cauliflowers, per dozen, is to Gs
Beans, Kidney, per lif-siove, Vtl to ?*— Scarlet, per hf-av., 1* to l* iSd

Potatoes, per ton, 50* to 70$— per OWt.j 2* Gd to 3i Gd
•- per bushel, I* Gd to 2*
•— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 3* Gd

Arliehnlscs, #reen, per doz., U Gd to 3,t

Vegetable Marrows, perdoz., Gd to J*
Turnips, perdoz. bunches 1* to 2j
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to u
Hor.se Radish,per bundle, \s to fi*

Hadish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd to 1*— Turnip, p. do/., hunch, D<i to 1*
Carrots, Horn, p. doz. bun-, 3s to(Jj
Spinach, per sieve, 9d to 1*
keeks, per doz- bun., 1* to 2*
Garlic, per lb. Gd to 8<i

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Sprinir p. doz. bch., If 6d to 3*
—

,; Large, per hf.-sv., iff to Is Gd
— Spanish, per doz., 1* to 3«

— pickling, p.;hf-sv-.,3i Gd U)4s Gd
Shallots, per lb., 6rf to Od
Chilis, per 100, U to 2.T

Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, iW to 1«

— Cos, per score, Gd to Is Gd
Celery, per bun., Gd to 2s

Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* Gd to 2*

VVaUnuts, per busbel, iGs to 24$
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3rf

Sweet Basil, per doz. bunches, 2s to 3j
Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 3J to id
Parsley, per half sieve, U
Tarragon, per bun. 9d to 8d
Kndive, per score, Is to Is Gd \

.Mint, per doz. bunches." 1a to 2*

.Marjoram, green, p. doz. bun- IsGd to 2s
Chervil, per punnet, Vd to 3d

Notices to Correspondents.
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGERS' CALENDAR.—At the earnest

solicitation of many of our subscribers, we have determined on
reprinting: Mr. Paxton's "Cottagers' Calendar." It will lie

ready in a day or two, in the form of a small volume, for
general distribution, price 3d. each copy, and maybe ordered
of all booksellers. Gentlemen wishing to distribute copies
among their cottage tenantry, may have them delivered in any
part of London, by remitting a post-office order to this Office,
at the rate of 55. for every 25 copies. We shall feel obliged by
those gentlemen who wish for a large supply giving their
orders at once, that the number printed may be regulated
accordingly.

To Correspondents.—We are under the necessity of stating
that all letters of inquiry whatsoever, addressed to us after this
week, will be answered through our columns, and in no other
way. We would willingly oblige our Correspondents with pri-
vate answers, but we are sure that they will perceive the utter
impossibility of doing so with 5000 inquirers. If letters are of
such a nature that they cannot be answered public] j-, we trust
that the writers will not think themselves neglected if they re-
main unanswered.

Manures.—T. B. if.—We have not yet sufficient experience of
artificial manures, especially the saline, to say what their effect
will be when often repeated. What will increase a crop on the
first application may not do so afterwards. We must have
patience, and in time we shall know more about it. Many of
them which we now see daily advertised will probably disap-
pear from the Catalogues.M. Lapis*—"By all means add the
fluid you mention to the stable manure. You will find that it
is infinitely the stronger of the two. Throw gypsum in to
fix the ammonia, and add black earth of any kind to absorb it,

unless you have a liquid manure cart. The residue of the
gypsum will be useful if your land wants liming. It is incon-
ceivable that these things arc not always done.

Drainage.—An Overseer.—We will endeavour to get a drawing
of the pipe-making machine, and a more nvnute description.M.

flKATiNQ.—Nector.—A pipe of cast-iron, nassed through a tank
of water, will heat it conveniently without injuring the water.
A better source of heat would be a close hot-water brick gutter,
if the tank is made of brickwork set in cement. J. 5.— For
working a pit 45 feet long and ; feet wide, with gutters, the
second size conical boiler is best, but the small size will do, as
you will hardly work the whole length at stove-heat 70° to 75°

' itl the dead of winter. The plan you want will be of little use
to you. D. B. 5. B.—You cannot convert your flues into
hot-water gutters unless they are level through all the space
Which the water traverses. But you may carry a pipe to any
distance for the purpose of feeding the gutters, and that pipe
may rise. Your plan of employing the existing cistern for the
purpose of ascertaining the level of water in the gutters, will
do very well, only it will give your boiler so much the more
to do; however, in so small a house, this will not matter. We
see nothing to object to in your plan. Lead pipes are applied
to Stevenson's boilers, and both answer the purpose.

Tanks.— I will explain my reasons forthedepth of water I recom-
mend as soon as I shall have an interview with a young
gentleman, who is said to have nearly lost his life last winter
through his ignorance of a simple law in hydrostatics—an
ignorance under which I laboured for a long time, and which
was I think participated in by Mr. Rcndle at the date of his last
letter on the subject. D. Beaton.

Vines.—Croydon.—Twelve Vines, early and late for a Vinery,
rnay be the following

;
-3 Black Hamburgh, While Sweetwater,

Ifyou Keep .

border warm and your hot-house well glazed, although situa-
ted in a high cold climate, you can grow any variety of the
vine. The following is a selection more especially for a late
crop:— Black Hamburgh, Charlesworth Tokay, White Frontig-
nan, White Muscat of Alexandria, Red Muscat of Alexandria,
and Black St. Peter's.

||

Poach-trbes.—Rambler.—A wash of sulphur, soot, and lime
applied to Peach-trees in spring docs not prevent the leaves
from blistering. This disease is occasioned by cold. Ammo-
niacal liquor, diluted with 10 or 12 parts of water, will kill the
Aphis which infests your Peach, Nectarine, and other Fruit
trees. The Ants do not feed on these insects until the latter
are either dead or sickly, and then they carry them off the tree. II

It is understood that it is the sweet exudation from the Aphi-
des which tempts the Ants.

Grassfiei.d.— D.—You may try salt dissolved in water, about
the strength of sea-water; but you must watch the time when
the slug makes its appearance. A large quantity of salt water
may be used without doing much harm to the grass say 6
bushels of salt per acre. Lime water will probably be ns effica-
cious. If your soil is gravelly, the defect on the grass may be
owing to the want of moisture. Minute observation will enable
you to find the real cause and suggest the remedy. M.

Bulbs.— Q, I. will find no better directions for the management
of Hyacinths than those given by us in 1841. We confidently
recommend the directions there given, for they are the result
of long and very successful practice.

1*oaiopsis spmcndens.—A Constant Subscriber.—This plant is
an annual in this country, and is not sufficiently hardy to stand
the winter without protection. Therefore, in the event of
frosty weather, you had better cover your plant with a hand-
glass, t

Nipii/ba OBJ.ONGA.—An Old Subscriber.—Tins plant has a pure
white flower, and blooms in autumn and winter, after which
the stems die off, and the plant remains in a dormaut state
until the following season. When'in this state it ought to be
kept perfectly dry

i
but after the season of rest is past, and the

young shoots begin to grow, it may be watered, sparingly at
first, but as the plant advances in growth the quantity may be
increased. Jt should be potted in a light soil, and reo aires a
moist stove heat between 50° and 60°. %

UftAvoA gkminifloka.—An Old Subscriber.—This is a tender
preenhouse-plant with a fleshy oblong tuberous root and long
lance-shaped, sharp-pointed leaves, a little rolled up at the mar-
Sin 5 the flowers are drooping, and grow in pairs, of a deep
Oddish orange, tinged with darker red at the edges. These
only remain a few days in perfection, and when fully expanded,
jtfe upwards of an inch in breadth at the mouth of the tube;
tlie stem rises between 9 inches and 1 foot high. This plant
Requires to be grown in a light sandy loam, and should be
kept rather dry during winter.

t

^amelmas.—F. of F.~If these have plenty of pot-room, and are
*n good health, there is no need of shilling them, if they arc

"J
small pots give them larger. Scilla hifolia rests in winter.

Jt would probably be the better for a little sea-water while in a
state of growth.

Heaths.—P. J\—Cape Heaths have been advertised at 5/. a
hundred in the Chronicle, all of which are suited for bedding
out. in the flower-garden. D. B.

Pine Apples.—A Young Fine Grower.— Remove the gills from
your Pine Apples as soon as you can discover them ; they do
not rob the fruit directly, but indirectly; they appropriate a
portion of the nourishment which is conveyed through the
stem, and which would otherwise be directed towards supply-
ing the fruit. II

Melons.—F. P.— I have not seen the Persian Melon, and there-
fore cannot enter into your views. I have no doubt all these
Syrian and Persian Melons will in time degenerate with us,
partly from the climate, and more especially by getting inter-
mixed with our coarser varieties. D. B. The best directions
for the management of this plant are those by Mr. Knight, in

the " Horticultural Transactions," and republished in his " Phy-
siological Papers." There are also short but good instructions
in " Lindley's Guide to the Orchard and.Kitchen Garden." But,
in reality, almost every treatise contains useful information
upon the mere practical operations. There is a kind of skill

which books cannot give, but which results from experience,
and which just makes the difference between one grower and
another. Excellent directions have been given from time to
time in our columns.

Asparagus.—Seven Oaks —The principal use of trenches between
Asparagus beds is to enable the roots of the plants to be stimu-
lated by sun-heat early in the season ; and when it is wanted
early that is of importance ; sometimes, also, they are used
for irrigating, or for receiving stable-litter for forcing. When,
however, Asparagus is not wanted unseasonably, level beds
are just as good, and in some respects better. The beds should
consist Of very rich light soil; the Asparagus should be con-
stantly fed with rich manure, while growing, and saline matter,
especially common salt and sulphate or muriate of magnesia.
It likes guano excessively, and Potter's guano still better.

Celery.— J. F. <?.— By strict attention to your Celery crops you
may assist in keeping the maggot under by removing the
leaves as soon as they begin to indicate its presence, or by nip-
ping the blisters, so as to destroy the inmates. %

Potatoes.— Rambler.—To preserve such early Potatoes as are
ripe in July from sprouting in the same season, they should be
taken up as soon as the stems have fallen, and put in a cool
dark cellar, excluding the air as much as possible ; or they may
be pitted deep in the earth, provided the subsoil is not wet. J

Insects.—W. C.— It is a Caterpillar of a moth belonging to the
family Geometrician which you found clasped to the shoot of
your Apricot-tree. Caterpillars of this family put themselves
into very extraordinary attitudes at times, and much puzzle
those who are not conversant with Entomology.

Books.—Adolescens.—" Lindley's Theory of Horticulture" is, we
imagine, the book most likely to be useful to yon. 72. G.—
The new edition of Liebig, just advertised, is almost a new
book, so much having been altered, omitted, and added. We
shall notice it as soon as we can find room. A Caledonian
Youth must inquire of the booksellers. It has already been
advertised.

New Zealand.—R. L.— It is true, as the writer in the Times
says, that New Zealand Flax is of excellent quality ; but it is

not true, as another writer in the same paper alleges, that it is

produced from Linum usitalissimum, which is the Common
Flax. V\ c did not imagine any person to be ignorant that the
New Zealand FlaxisaPhormium and not a Linum—two plants
as different as a horse and a snake.

Cattle Feeding.—J. B. //.—When Beans are given to cows in
addition to hay or other food, about 6 lbs. maybe given per
day to a moderately-sized cow, with hay and straw. If hay is

dear, it may be useful to know that 24 lbs. of Beans are about
equal in nourishment to a tr uss of good hay, and as more Beans
are given, the hay may be diminished in proportion. A cow
requires food in proportion to her size and the quantity of
milk she gives. No fixed rule can be given.il/.

Miscellaneous.— Subscriber will find an excellent receipt for
Grape Wine in another column. J. &cot£.—Ytyar seedling
Ipomcca, between I. HorsfallitS and scabra, is remarkably
handsome, with flowers paler than in the one and darker than
in the other. We do not admire your double Pansy. 5.
Girling.—The Dahlia with the palese of its receptacle changing
into leaves is not uncommon. A.L. D.—The substance you
find in Currants gathered off the wall is a portion of thin tissue
forming a layer just beneath the skin. Itis a curious and beau-
tiful microscopical object. A Reader may grow Peaches on
wood paling in clayey soil, on a south aspect, provided he mixes
a good deal of lime-rubbish with the soil, and thoroughly drains
it. They should be nailed to the paling. Seven Oaks.—We
have no notion what is the matter with your Mulberry-tree.—Hyacinth.—If yon water a white variety of your namesake
with the juice of the Phytolacca, the veins of the flowers will
shortly become crimson, but the colour will disappear again.
So also, if you grow a white Hyacinth in weak sulphate of iron,
for a couple of hours, and then in weak prussiate of potash)—A. C—We cannot publish ner-the veins will become blue.-

sonal disputes ; if we did we must do so on both sides, and
our columns arc not suited for such purposes. All we can say-

is that, if the judges acted contrary to the regulations, and par-
tially, they did very wrong. Such matters interest nobody
but the parties concerned. S. B.—Your climate is too hot
for Petrea volubilis, and not sunny enough. If you persevere
in your new management of Quisqnalis inriica you will make
it flower, provided it is sufficiently exposed to light.—/. F. G.—
Combrctum purpurcum. A. Y. will find a descriptive list of
hardy Creepers at p. 633 of this year.t J. D.—Your speci-

mens are correctly named, with the exception of Verbena caly.

cina, which is Lippia nodosa, t 1. W. B.—Any Ironmonger
who will take the trouble to do so, can procure for you Lyn-
don's spade. We cannot advertise the names of dealers for

them. A Subscriber.— I. Erica hiemalte. The others arc not
such specimens as could be named by any one except an GCdipus.

T.F.P.—Your Pears are, No. 1, Beurre Diel; 2, Easter
Beurre; 3, Louise Bonne (of; Jersey) ; 4, Williams's Bon
Chretiens 5, Marie Louise; 6, Passe Colmar; 7. Unknown;
8, Beurre de Capiaumont. Eight varieties for Espaliers may
be Nos. 1, 2, 5, and 6 of the preceding, the Glout Morceau,
Winter Nelis, Hacon's Incomparable, and Beurre Ranee. ||

Cartmet.—Your Apple appears to be the Borsdorffer; in this

variety the upper side of the leaves is remarkably convex. |j

j, yr._we will give 6s. for Nos. 2, 21, 25, 35,36, 41, 46, and 4?,
of 1841—and 10, 13, 26, 30, 31, 32, and 53 of 1842,

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
FUCHSIAS.

—

A Young Gardener.—Your seedling is surpassed by
many of the small varieties we have seen, both in colour and
substance ; in the latter quality it is very deficient. J. M.—
Both your seedlings are stout and bright flowers. No. 2 is the
best j it is very compact, and the corolla is of a better colour
than No. 1 •, they are good flowers, but not equal to many cul-

tivated varieties of the same character. K. M. D.—The hy-
brid between F. globosa and fulgens differs so little from some
of the cultivated varieties, that it is not worth sending it forth

to the public. C. II.—If the habit of your seedling is good,

it will prove very ornamental as a border variety. *

Camellia.— II.—The bloom sent, is fine in colour, and the cut-

side petals arc well formed and of good substance, but the fill-

ing up of the centre is very irregular, the petals differing so

much in size, it is of little value >, flowers of this character are

out of date. *

Dahlias.— W. Deans.—As you anticipated, your blooms were so

much shaken by the journey that but little remained to judge

of. The dark seedling has a finely-formed petal, but the flower

appears full of florets, and the centre thin and irregular ; what
remained of the bloom of the Duchess of Buccleugh was ex-
tremely pretty in colour, the lavender edging is very regular

but the eye of this flower also appears to be thin ; at the same
time it must be acknowledged that a correct opinion cannot be
formed from specimens so mutilated by a long journey, and
after so severe a frost. Chas. Daniels.—The rosy-purple
seedling, named Dr. Homer, was very much bruised by its
journey

; the centre, which was the only part remaining in a
fresh state, is thin of petals, and they appear to open irregu-
larly. The general form of the flower w
ascertaining.-

we had no means of
&•—Your seedling of this year promises well

;

the flower is very desirable in colour, and probably cultivation
will improve its size; the eye is very perfect. li. /'.-The
petals o( your seedling are too pointed

;
and though of a good

colour, it will never be a desirable flower. W. Donding.—
Your white Dahlia, named Emma Noke, is a neat, prettv, and
compact flower; general form good, and the centre fair and
well up

;
the colour wants purity, and probably it can never

be exhibited as a white without bleaching.*
VKKiiKNAs.-^//m/.-No. 11 is the best seedling among those
now sent; the flower is large, and of a good and distinct colour.
In No. 10 you have been anticipated; a variety is already out
precisely of the same colour, with larger blossoms; g and 12
are both good varieties, but too much like others in cultivation •

8 is bright in colour, but the flower is small and too much ser-
rated. C. II.—Your seedling is of a very desirable colour,
but the flower is too deeply indented, the divisions curl back'
and present scarcely any surface to the eye; this is a great
defect, and renders the flower not worth preserving.* S.
Girling.—As your Verbenas have already been noticed fully,"
we cannot insert any further description of them.

Pansiks.— Unknown.—The bloom of the Fair Bride did not appear
to be fully expanded; it promises well; the eye is very fine-
cream-coloured; ground uniform, and the flower of good
substance. The Duke of Devonshire is a flower of good
form, colour, and substance, but the edges of the top petals
are very much serrated, which if permanent will destroy the
value of the flower; both blooms were very young. H. B.—
No. 50, Belvidere. This is a flower of good form and substance

;

eye very fine, and if the marking comes more distinct and
regular, it will be a desirable variety; 51, good in colour, but
bad in form

; 52, too small and thin ; 53, deficient in substance

;

54, lower petals good, but the upper ones are too high, which
destroys the symmetry of the flower; 55, form not good, and
the ground-colour not uniform; 56, fine eye, but the flower
too small and thin.*

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The anxiety occasioned by the non-arrival of the Over-

land mail for July has been painfully set at rest by the
announcement of the total loss of the Memnon steam-ship,

with the missing mail, at the entrance of the Red Sea.

The particulars of this accident have been received by the
Hindostan steamer, which left Calcutta on the 11th
August, with the mails for that month. She reached Suez
on the 11th ultM but her advices from India and China
have not yet arrived. We learn, however, by telegraphic

despatch, that the Memnon, after a remarkably fine voyage
of 10 days from Bombay to Aden, performed in the very

height of the monsoon, left Aden on the 1st August for

Suez, with 170 persons on board. In the evening of the

same day, when off the African coast, she struck on a

reef of rocks, and so speedily became a wreck, that it was
impossible to save more than the crew, passengers, and

five chests of treasure which were on the deck at the

time ; all the passengers' baggage, the cargo, and the

mails went down with the wreck. The accident fortu-

nately occurred within reach of Aden ; the political agent

of that place sent three steamers to their assistance, and
no lives were lost. The Memnon was a new vessel,

recently built in London for the East India Company, and

was one of the finest ships employed in the service of the

Overland Mail.

From France we learn that considerable astonishment

lias been excited in Paris by Mr. O'Connell's recent

attacks on the reigning royal family of France, and by his

offer to send an Irish Brigade to place the Due de Bor-

deaux upon the throne. The Ministerial journals of

course condemn this threat as an attempt to disturb the

tranquillity of France, while the Opposition and Republi-

can papers denounce it as an interference with the popular

will as expressed in the Revolution of 1830, and as an

ungracious return for the recent sympathy of the French

Repealers. Several of the persons arrested in connection

with the late plot have been set at liberty, and the appre-

hensions excited by the first announcement are beginning

to subside.—Accounts from Madrid state that a conspiracy

was detected in that capital on the night of the 25th, a

few hours before the time appointed for the outbreak.

The troops of the garrison were immediately under arms ;

the streets were guarded by picquets of cavalry
; a num.

ber of persons were arrested, and a large depot of fire-

arms was seized. These precautions appear to have

deterred the insurgents, and no attempt had been made
at the date of the last advices. The Government

are still in an uncertain state, but most of the

recent Elections have been decided in their favour.

At Barcelona the insurgents have gained no fresh

advantage, and those at Saragossa have begun to quarrel
among themselves ;

the latter city is closely blockaded by
the Government troops, and additional reinforcements are
expected.-From Italy we have further accounts of the
disturbances m Romagna, but they merely indicate a
continuance of disaffection, and confirm the rumour that
Austria has offered armed assistance to suppress the move-
ment.-In Greece everything continues tranquil, and the
new Ministry are actively engaged in the arrangements for

the National Assembly.—From the United States we have
accounts to a recent date. They relate chiefly to the pro-
gress of the state elections, and their probable influence

on the approaching contest for the Presidency, for which
Mr. Clay, Mr. Calhoun, and Mr. Van Buren are the can-
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didates. From Canada we learn that the prosecution of

Messrs. Papineau, O'Callaghan, and Brown, who were

implicated in the late insurrection, has been abandoned

by order of the Home Government.

p|ome Wcids.
Court.—The Queen and Prince Albert arrived at

Buckingham Palace on Saturday morning from Windsor
Castle. Prince Albert went to Somerset House, and pre-

sided at a meeting of the Duchy of Cornwall. The Prince

returned to Buckingham Palace about one o'clock, when
her Majesty and his Royal Highness left town by the

Great Western Railway for Windsor. On Sunday, the

Queen and Prince, with the Prince and Princess of

Hohenlohe Langenbourg, attended divine service in St.

George's Chapel. On Monday, her Majesty held a Privy

Council, which was attended by nearly the whole Cabinet.

The Ministers returned to town at the breaking up of the

Council, with the exception of Sir 11. Peel, who remained

on a visit to her Majesty. The Prince of Wales arrived

at the Castle from Brighton on Monday afternoon,

under the charge of Lady Lyttelton, Capt. Buncombe,
and the Hon. C. A. Murray. His Royal Highness's

health has greatly improved during his visit to Brighton.

On Tuesday the Queen and Prince Albert paid a visit to

the Duchess of Gloucester at Kew, and afterwards in-

spected the Botanic Garden, attended by Sir W. J.

Hooker. His Imperial Highness, the Grand Duke
Michael, only brother of the Emperor of Russia, arrived

on Tuesday, on a visit to her Majesty, and returned yes-

terday to town. The Hon. Col. Grey and Col. Bouverie

have resumed their duties ; the former as the Equerry in

Waiting on the Queen, the latter as Equerry in Waiting on
Prince Albert.

Imperial Parlianent.—At the Privy Council on Mon-
day, it was ordered that the present Parliament, which
stands prorogued until Thursday the 19th inst., be further

prorogued until Tuesday the 14th November.
The Army.—The Queen has been pleased to declare

H.R.H. Prince Albert Captain General and Colonel of the

Artillery Company, in the room of the late Duke of

Sussex.

Order of the Bath.—The Queen has been pleased to

appoint Major-General SirC.F. Smith, C.P., and Colonel

R. England, with local rank of Major-General in India, to

be Knights Commanders of the Bath. Lieut. -Colonels

Gore Browne and J. Simmons, of the 41st Foot ; Majors

A. P. S. Wilkinson and II. Wade, of the 13th Light
Infantry ; Major G. Hogarth, of the 26th Foot; and Lieut.-

Colonel G. Huish, of the 26th Bengal Native Infantry, to

be Companions of the Bath.
Earl Grey.—Favourable accounts have been received in

town of the health of Earl Grey, who has rallied, and is

now able to take carriage airings at Howick. Sir Stephen

Hammick, his Lordship's medical attendant, has returned

to town in consequence of his convalescence.

Church Preferment. — The Queen has made the fol-

lowing appointments to benefices in the Church of Scot-

land, void by the late secession :— Rev. W. Menzies to

the parish of Maybole, Ayr, in the room of the Rev. A.

Thomson ; Rev. P. Bell to the parish of Carmylie, Forfar,

in the room of the Rev. W. Wilson ; Rev. J. Crosbie to

the parish of Westruther, Berwick, in the room of the

Rev. W. Wood, Rev. R.Williamson to the parish of

Knockbain, Ross, in the room of the Rev. J. M'Rae
;

Rev. P. M'Intyre to the parish of Edderschillis, Suther-

land, in the room of the Rev. G. Tulloch ; Rev. J.

Robertson to the parish of St. Fergus, Aberdeen, in the

room of the Rev. J. Anderson.
Ecclesiastical Commission.— Sir Robert Peel has, within

these few days, forwarded a cheque of 4000/. to the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners, in aid of the fund for the build-

ing of new churches. The gift was accompanied by a
letter, in which the Premier spoke of it as a debt due from

him in consideration of the large fortune he had derived

from trade. It will be remembered that Sir R. Peel was
the first who subscribed 1000/. to the special fund of the

National Society.

Post Office.—The following notice is put up at the

General Post Office:—"With reference to the notice

issued from this department in May last respecting the

new postage communication with France, as it would
appear that some misapprehension exists respecting the

uniform rates on letters between that country and the

United Kingdom, it must be understood that the French
uniform rate of 5d. single, and so on in proportion, has

reference to those letters only the postage of which is

paid, whether on despatch or delivery, in the United King-
dom ; but that if the French rate be paid in France, it

then varies according to the distance, in conformity with

the laws of France. The British rate of 5-cf. single, &c.
is the same, whether paid in the United Kingdom or in

France."
Light Gold.—A proclamation was agreed to at the

Privy Council on Monday, ordering that, as a great quan-
tity of light gold is still in circulation, no gold sovereign of
less weight than five pennyweights two grains and a half,
and no gold half-sovereign of less weight than two penny-
weights thirteen grains and one eighth, be allowed to be
current or pass in any payment whatsoever. And the
officers, collectors, and receivers of revenue, are required,
from and after the 1st day of January next, to cut, break,
and deface such pieces of gold coin as shall be found defi-

cient in weight.

France.—The fortification question is still the princi-

pal theme of the Paris papers ; but though a subject of

much discussion and discord between them, it affords

little interest to the English reader. Some attention is

also bestowed by the Opposition prints upon the satisfac-

tion obtained from the Porte for the insult offered to the

French Hag at Jerusalem, by which the Pacha is to be
dismissed, and his successor is to make an apology to the

French Consul, besides saluting the French flag at Bey-
rout, This severe reparation is pronounced by some of

them a fresh insult to France, because the flag is to be
hoisted and saluted at Beyrout instead of Jerusalem. The
Ministerial Journal des Debuts dwells at great length on
the disturbances in Wales, and expresses surprise that no
really energetic measures have been adopted to quell them. f

" The Reformers of Wales," it says, " have taken the law
|

into their own hands, and executed it according to their

own views. It is in vain to say that this strange state of

things has nothing to do with politics; it constitutes,

nevertheless, an extraordinary anomaly in a civilised state

subject to regular laws. The insurgents of Wales have
before them the example of Ireland and Mr. O'Connell.
We may fully expect to see them establishing, in like

manner, courts of arbitration, demanding their own local

Parliament, denouncing the Saxon, and swearing that

Wales shall be a nation. Without doubt, the English
Government is strong enough to repress these disorders,

both in Ireland and Wales, as soon as it pleases to do so.

If it does not do this at once, it is because it finds it more
prudent to wait and let things take their course ; but it is

an unsatisfactory position for a Government to submit,

as a necessary and inevitable evil, to permanent insurrec-

tions in two of the principal portions of the empire." The
papers of Monday, of all shades of politics, express their

amazement at Mr. O'Connell's threat at one of his recent
meetings, that he would send an army of Irishmen to

place the Due de Bordeaux on the throne of France, as

Henry V. The banquet given at the Mansion-house, in

honour of General Espartero, is noticed by the papers
;

but, owing to the absence of the Members of our Cabi-
net, and the very few persons of political note who at-

tended it, it is but briefly commented upon. It is stated

that five of the persons arrested as participators in the
Communist plot of the Rue Pastourelle have been set at

liberty. Other warrants, however, had been issued by
the Attorney-General^ but the charges against the accused
were not of a very serious nature. A treaty of commerce
has been concluded between France and Sardinia, to which
M. Guizot has annexed a special convention, protecting

the rights of French authors residing in Sardinia as if they
continued in France. Literary property thus guaran-
teed, extends not only to books, but to drawings, engrav-

ings, and music.—The Journal dn Loiret states that on
the 29th ult., M. Bruitte, formerly parish priest of the

diocese of Montaubon, and Knight of the Legion oft

Honour, abjured the Catholic religion in the Protestant

Church of Orleans, in presence of a numerous assemblage.
?T. Bruitte had published a pamphlet, entitled "My
Farewell to Rome," in which he explained the reasons
which had induced him to abandon the Church of Rome.
—The Courier Fran pais says, that a young Englishwoman
who is yet unmarried, purchased for 50f., at the auction

of Glandier, the glass in which Madame Laffarge gave
her husband his drink.

Spain.—Accounts from Madrid to the 26th ult. state

that the capital had just been visited with another alarm.

On the 25th, at midnight, all the troops of the garrison

were summoned to arms, and various parts of the town,
which had not hitherto been guarded, were occupied by
picquets of cavalry. The military were placed in the

churches, and great care was taken to prevent the bells

from being rung under any pretence. General Concha
stationed himself at the Puerta del Sol, whilst General

Narvaez visited in succession every quarter of the town.
It appears that the movement was to have taken place on
the following morning. The design of the conspirators

was to take possession of some of the churches, spread

alarm by ringing the bells, set fire at the same time

to several houses in opposite directions, and whilst the

troops were moving thither to afford assistance, to set fire

to their barracks. Owing to the precautions immediately

adopted by the Government, no such attempt had been
made, but a number of persons had been arrested, and a

depot of fire-arms had been discovered. The garrison was
still kept ready to act, and the posts were doubled when
these: advices left, and it was probable that the troops

would continue under arms on the night of the 26th.

General Narvaez appears to have assumed the exclusive

command without consulting his colleagues on his policy.

Among other proceedings he had sent a passport to

Colonel Bristow, an English gentleman, who repaired to

Madrid last year to make arrangements for the establish-

ment of an Anglo-Hispanic bank. The Colonel protested

against this measure, which was to be carried into effect

within 24 hours. The British Charge d'Affaires had

expostulated with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, who,

it appears, had not been consulted on the subject.

General Mazaredo, the military governor of Madrid, has

been appointed to the post of political chief, as a

concession by the Ministry to General Narvaez,

in order to fcave the capital from being declared

in a state of siege. The liberty of the inhabitants

is thereby entirely placed at the mercy of the latter. The
inquiry into the cause of the explosion of the gunpowder

magazine was still in progress; most of the individuals

arrested were kept in solitary confinement.—From Bar-

celona our accounts state that on the 25th the new Cap-

tain-General, Laureano Sanz, notified to the consuls that

he had thought proper to declare the province in a state

of siege, and that he was about to lay the strictest block-

ade to that city. The French residents had accordingly

retired on board the vessels of war, where they were fed

at the expense of the state. The Captain-General

expected shortly to have a force of 34 battalions at his

disposal. There was no change at Saragossa on the 27th.

The insurgents were beginning to quarrel among them-

selves, and General Canedo had assumed the command of

the Government forces. The blockade is extremely strict,

and the city has consumed its provisions. The Junta has

levied an extraordinary contribution on the inhabitants.

Gen. Zurbano, one of the followers of Gen. Espartero,

has written from the castle of Foz in Portugal to declare

his adhesion to the Provisional Government, and has been

authorised to return to Spain and take up his residence

at Palencia—Mr. Henry Lytton Bulwer has left London
for France, to wind up his private affairs in that country,

preparatory to his departure for Madrid, to succeed Sir

Arthur Aston, as Minister at that court.

Germany.—Letters from Berlin of the 24th ult. state

that the King of Prussia had given to the Duke de Bor-

deaux an exceedingly warm reception. The young Prince

is to proceed from Berlin to Hamburgh, thence to the

Hague, on a visit to the King of the Netherlands, and will

embark at Rotterdam for London. He intends to remain

in that city for some time, and receive a great number of

his partisans, amongst others M. de Chateaubriand, who
had hitherto refused to undertake the journey to Goritz,

in order not to meet Prince Metternich. His Royal

Highness will visit Scotland before his return to Austria.

A matrimonial alliance is talked of in Berlin between Prince

Adelbert, of Prussia, second son of the heir apparent to the

Prussian throne, and Princess Eugenia, the eldest daughter

of Oscar, Crown Prince of Sweden ; and it is mentioned

that the Emperor of Russia, during his late visit at Berlin,

was particularly anxious to forward this plan. The
Rhenish papers contain a formal protest against the suc-

cession of II esse Casse! being exchanged for that of the

Duchy of Holstein in favour of the Duke of Holstein

Augustcnburgh, next heir to that important pajt of the

Danish dominions. The same paper states that Prince

Frederick of Hesse, heir presumptive to the Danish throne,

and heir apparent of Hesse Cassel, had, during his late

visit at Cassel, obtained a formal consent from the reigning

Landgrave to his alliance with the daughter of the Emperor
of Russia.—Letters from Cologne state that M. Peitzer, a

lieutenant in the army, who, as will be recollected, killed

M. Hains last winter in a duel, in consequence of a

quarrel at a ball, and was condemned to death by a court-

martial, has received a commutation of his punishment

into confinement in a fortress for fifteen years. M. Peitzer

and his second, who is sentenced to the same punishment

for ten years, have arrived at Ehrenbreitstein, where they

are to be confined. The two other persons implicated in

the duel have been condemned to imprisonment, the one

for five and the other for two years.—The following is an

extract of a letter from Dresden, dated Sept. 21 :—" The
recent discovery of the * Venus,' by Titian, now excellently

restored, excites the greatest interest. The picture is an

object of the greatest admiration with all amateurs. This

magnificent work has been more than 100 years concealed

under a mass of unimportant paintings and different kinds

of rubbish. For the discovery of this treasure we have to

thank the Director Mathai and the Academy Council. It

is the most perfect picture that can be looked upon.

Exquisite as are some of the paintings of i Venus' we

already possess, they are far behind this master-piece, par-

ticularly in the handling of the flesh and background."
Italy.—The latest accounts from Bologna are of the

24th. They state that although the Government
announces that the province is restored to order, the

troubles continue, although the failure of the attempt on

Imola has certainly discouraged the band. The prisoners

had been brought to Fort St. Leo, near Rimini, not being

secure at Bologna. Austria has offered armed succour,

hut, at the same time, Prince Metternich has sent the

Aulic councillor, Sebregandi, to Rome, who, in concert

with Count Latour Maubray, will examine what modifica-

tions ought to be made in the Roman Government, to

prevent such disaffection and manifestations. It is said

that an Englishman is among the insurgents, and that an

English and a French Colonel quitted Spain to join them^

but withdrew from Romagna on learning the true state ot

affairs. There
(

is no doubt, however, that most of the

Italians who served in Spain under Borso di CarminaU,
and who were active in the troubles of a few weeks bacK
in Catalonia, have returned and joined the bands o*

Romagna, whom they thus render more formidable parti-

sans than otherwise they would have been. Letters from

Milan of the 22d ult. state that a number of persons had

been committed to prison on different points of the Lom-
bardo-Venetian territory. The Governor of Lombardy
had been directed to hold a few battalions of infantry and

a brigade of light cavalry in readiness to march into

Bologna, should the authorities of that city require their

co-operation. The insurgents have extended their excur-

sions to the north as far as Piedmont. These bands

appear to act according to orders from a superior autho-

rity, and are well supplied with money. A propaganda is

said to exist, which has ramifications, not only throughout:

Italy, but likewise in Switzerland, Malta, and even France.

A Jewish paper announces from an authentic source,

that the decree of the Roman Inquisition, first issue*

under the authority of Leo XII., and recently put in force

by the Inquisitor-General of Ancona, has been again sus-

pended. The utmost consternation had been pwjj^jf
not only throughout Ttaly, but everywhere in the Medi-

terranean, both among the Jews, and among Protest-

ant Christians, either subject to Catholic government

or surrounded by Catholic populations, at this revival o

the Inquisition. Some misapprehension has existed as

the genuineness of the decree ; but the same paper stat

that certain of its clauses had already begun to be acte

upon;—The two bandits who, about three years ago,

*
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attacked and robbed Don Miguel while he was out shoot-
ing, were executed at Rome on the 12th ult., having been
condemned for various robberies and murders.
Russia.—A telegraphic despatch from St. Peters-

burgh announces that the Princess Marie of Darmstadt,
wife of the Hereditary Grand Duke of Russia, gave birth
to a prince on the 20th ult. The Emperor arrived at
Warsaw on the 2]st, and was received with universal
rejoicings. It was believed that his stay in the Polish
capital would only be of short duration this time, but (hat
the Emperor intended a longer visit on his return from
the southern provinces—The German papers state that an
association has just been formed at Pesth, in Hungary, with
the object of paralysing the influence of Russia, and indu-
cing all the Sclavonian races to fraternise. The circle of
action of this association, which counts adherents in Hun-
gary, Poland, Paris, and London, is not to confine itself to
the inferior Danube alone, but is to extend so widely ai to
lead one to suppose that it will everywhere resist the influ-
ence of Russia. Special organs are to be established in
certain places, to direct the attention of the public to the
views of Russia. A certain number of Polish refugees are
to be the emissaries of this association. Hitherto their
efforts have met with sympathy chiefly in the principalities
Of the Danube, Hungary, and the Christian populations of
lurkey. In the latter, in particular, the hostile feeling
to Russia has been principally manifested. The clause of
the association which applies to all the Sclavonian races
appears to be only an accessory, intended to aid the realis-
ation of the principal object, which is opposition to Russia,
it is possibly in connexion with this report that the Augs-
burg papers of the 15th inst. state that above 300 persons
narl been arrested at Warsaw, accused of having formed
Part of a society of above 3,000 persons, whose object was
to effect a revolution in Poland ; but all these accounts
of anti-Russian intrigue require confirmation.
Greeck.—Accounts from Athens to the 29th contain

further details of the late insurrection, but no very im-
portant facts are mentioned in addition to those given in
our last. As soon as the new Ministry was organized, it
proceeded to make important changes in the Administra-
tion, and to adopt measures for the convocation of the
Rational Assembly on the 15th inst. One of the most
remarkable instances of the self-possession of the nation
was , n its conduct towards the Minister Tzinos, who lately
entered several persons to be subjected to torture. The
Jvnig, after the revolt, still continued to conceal him in

rhf-'fi
Ce

'
but at last

'
on the Mini sters sending him word

nat they could not be answerable for the consequences if
e continued to do so, he gave him up. The Government

«as ordered him to be banished to an island of the Archi-

him *
meanwhile a military guard is placed roundm to protect him from the populace. Since the crowdw drew from before the palace, the most perfect tran-

quillity has continued to exist.
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une little looked for. On the evening of the 1st of

been acknowledged as King of Herat by the Schah of
Persia, to whom he sent his submission.
United States.—New York papers have been re-

ceived by the steam-ship Britannia, in a passage of 11
days from Halifax. The New York dates are to the 15th

;

Boston, 16th. The Caledonia, which left Liverpool on
the 5th ult., arrived at Halifax on the 18th. The prin-
cipal points of interest in the papers relate to the pro-
gress of the state elections, and their probable effect on
the coming Presidential contest. The candidates for the
Presidency are understood to be, on the Whig interest,
Mr. Clay

; and on the Democratic, Mr. Calhoun and Mr.
Van Buren. The elections, so far, were in favour of the
Whig party, but to so trifling an extent, that the election
would have to be decided by the House of Representa-
tives, unless the Calhoun and Van Buren parties were to
form a coalition, or one of them give their interest to the
V big candidate. There had been a disastrous accident on
the Susquehannah Railway, occasioned by the breaking of
the front axletree of thc first passenger car, by which that
and the two following cars were thrown off the rails. A
large number of persons were seriously injured. The
yellow fever still prevailed at New Orleans : the number
of cases reported for the month of August was 188, of
which number 90 had died. A " Copyright Club" of
American literary men has been formed in New York,
with Mr. Cullen Bryant as chairman. The object of the
Club is to procure the enactment of such laws as will
ensure the rights of authors, by reciprocal copyrights with
foreign nations. It is not expected that they will succeed,
the people being so much accustomed to European lite-

rature at astonishingly low prices, and it is feared that the
Publishing, bookselling, and paper-making interests will
be too strong for them. A bookseller will not pay for
theMSS. of American authors, when he can obtain multi-
tudes of English works on similar subjects for nothing. It
is admitted that such a state of things is a great hardship
upon authors, and particularly American author?, who
cannot even hope to get a fair remuneration for their
labours, even in their own country. From Canada we
learn that a nolle prosequi has been entered in the cases
of Messrs. Papineau, O'Calhighan, and Brown, implicated
in the late insurrections in Canada. Sir C. Metcalfe left

Quebec on the 28th for the Three Rivers, whence he would
proceed across the St. Lawrence and through the townships.
West Indies.—The Mail steamer, Tay, has just arrived

with the West Indian and Mexican Mails. She brings an
account of a calamitous fire in Kingston, Jamaica,
on the 2Gth of August, the work of incendiaries;
upwards of four hundred houses were reduced to ashes,
involving a loss of property variously estimated from
250,000/. to half a million. 1,000/. reward has been
offered for the discovery and conviction of the incendiaries.
The Royal Gazette is filled with details relative to this
_t _ f T f^ * a

awful conflagration.
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v Her Majesty's Visit to Kew Gardens On Tuesday
morning the Queen and Prince Albert visited Kew for
the purpose of inspecting the Royal Botanic Garden, the
Palace, &c, and paying a visit to the Duchess of Glouces-
ter and the Princess Sophia, who have, since the depar-
ture of the King of Hanover, been residing at his Ma-
jesty's residence on Kew-green. The Royal party alighted
at the King of Hanover's residence, and shortly after-
wards were conducted by Sir W. J. Hooker over the
gardens. An intimation of the intended visit having been
received at Kew on the previous evening, Sir William
Hooker was in attendance to receive Her Majesty and
Prince Albert ; but it being quite a private visit, the
gardens were necessarily closed against the public, by
which arrangements the Royal party had an opportunity
of inspecting every portion without the slightest interrup-
tion. Both the Queen and Prince Albert expressed much
pleasure and gratification in witnessing the recent exten-
sion of the gardens, and particularly at their being thrown
open to the public every day, except Sunday ; and more
especially that since that arrangement had been carried
into effect, no damage had been done by the great influx
of persons who have lately visited the 'gardens. Before
leaving, Prince Albert requested to be informed at any
future time of the flowering of the more particular plants,
in order that he might come and inspect them. On leav-
ing the Botanic Gardens, the Royal party proceeded to
inspect the Old Palace and grounds, through which they
were conducted by Mrs. Murphy, the housekeeper

; after
which they returned to Windsor Castle.

Arrival of the Grand Duke Michael—On Sunday
morning, his Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Michael
(Paulowitsch) arrived at Blackwall on a visit to this
country. His Imperial Highness, on leaving Berlin,
repaired direct to the Hague, to visit the King of Holland
and the Prince and Princess Royal of Orange. After
passing a few days with his royal relatives, his Imperial
Highness and attendants embarked at Rotterdam on Satur-

day morning on board the Ocean, and was received on his

arrival at Blackwall by Baron Brunnow and the other

members of the Russian legation. The Grand Duke, who
was loudly cheered on his landing, proceeded at once to

Mivart's Hotel, where the state apartments had been pre-

pared for his reception. In the afternoon his Imperial
Highness went with Baron Brunnow to the Zoological
Gardens in the Regent's Park, where the Grand Duke
remained about an hour, and then drove to Kensington

Gardens, and after promenading for some time, proceeded
through Hyde Park and along Constitution-hill toS. James s Park. His Imperial Highness, in company
with Baron Brunnow, walked through the inclosure amidst
the pedestrians. On Monday the Grand Duke went tothe Horse Guards to see the change of guard and afterwards visited Stafford-house, the residence of the Duke ofSutherland where he minutely inspected the choice works
of art in the Stafford Gallery. His Imperial H^Iness
then visited the new Houses of Parliament, the old House*
Westminster Hall, and the Abbey. The several monuments'
and the historical incidents attached to them, were ex

'

plained by the ordinary attendants, who were at first un-
acquainted with the rank of the august stranger, as no
intimation had been received of the purposed visit. On
leaving the Abbey, the Grand Duke went to the Surrey
Zoological Gardens. In the evening he honoured Baron
Brunnow with his company at dinner, and was afterwards
present at the performances at Drury-lane Theatre. On
Tuesday his Imperial Highness took a drive in the
Regent's-park and the northern suburbs of the metropolis
and afterwards left town to pay a visit to the Queen, at
Windsor Castle. His Imperial Highness was loudly
cheered on leaving the hotel by about 300 people who had
collected there. On arriving at the Castle, he was re-
ceived by Prince Albert, the Lord Chamberlain, and the
Lord Steward, who conducted him to the Queenin the grand
reception-room, when the presentations took place. In
the evening her Majesty gave a state banquet in honour
of the visit of his Imperial Highness. On Wednesday
1-rince Albert conducted the Grand Duke over the castle,
who afterwards visited St. George's Chapel, where the
banners and emblems of the Knights of the Garter had
been newly hung for the occasion, under the direction of
air U. 1 oung. They then inspected the new stables and
riding-house, and in the afternoon rode out on horseback
in uie lark, accompanied by her Majesty and suite. The
banquet in the evening took place in the Waterloo
Chamber. On Thursday Prince Albert, accompanied by
the Grand Duke, Prince Hohenlohe Langenbourg, the
f,arj ot Liverpool, and Prince Dolgorouky, proceeded
to the royal preserves in the Great Park, in the vicinity of
the flemish Farm, and had between three and four hours'
excellent sport. His Imperial Highness shot with admirable "

precision
; and during the day 105 brace of rabbits, nearly

1UO pheasants, with an excellent sprinkling of partridges
and hares, were bagged by the royal party. Yesterday
morning a review of the two regiments in garrison at
Windsor (the 1st Life Guards and the 3d battalion of
Grenadier Guards), and the 13th Lt. Dragoons, stationed at
Hounslow, took place before her Majesty, Prince Albert
the Grand Duke Michael, the Duke of Wellington, and
the distinguished personages on a visit to the Queen.
Alter the review Prince Albert and the Grand Duke
went to Sandhurst, and inspected the Cadets, after
Which his Imperial Highness took his departure for
London. Baron Brunnow, the Russian Minister, will
give entertainments to his Imperial Highness this day and
to-morrow, and the Grand Duke to go to Newmarket on
Tuesday, to see the Cesarewitch Stakes run for.

General Espartero.—On Thursday morning General
Espartero, accompanied by the Duchess of Victoria, Donna
Elidia, and some members of his suite, arrived at the
London Docks, for the purpose of visiting that establish-
ment. They were received by Mr. Catley and the
directors, by whom they were taken through the Crescent
vault, in which there are stored upwards of 20,000 hogs-
heads of Spanish wines. They were subsequently Jed
through the Spanish wool, the indigo, spice, drug, and
tobacco-warehouses, and in the various departments the
General and the Duchess expressed their astonishment
at the regularity with which the business was conducted.
After traversing the different departments, the visitors
returned to the Board-room of the company, where a
dejeuner had been prepared. General Espartero on taking
leave expressed his acknowledgments for the attention
paid to him by the authorities connected with the docks
and his gratification at seeing the productions of Spain
imported and about to be consumed in this country.

The City Election.—Mr. Baring and Mr. Pattison have
consented to become candidates for the representation of
London— the former as the Conservative, the latter as the
Whig candidate. The election takes place in three weeks.

Election of Lord Mayor.—The poll, which was com-
menced last week and continued for seven days as a matter
of form, closed yesterday, when Alderman Magnay was re-
turned by a large majority. The numbers at the close of
the poll were as follows : Aid. Magnay, 853 ; the present
Lord Mayor, 149 ; Aid. T. Wood,.82.

Court of Aldermen.—Mr. Challis has acceded to the
call made on him to stand for the gown of CrippWate
Ward, vacant by the death of the late alderman, Sir M
Wood, and was elected yesterday without opposition"
Mr. Payne, the city coroner, who has for several years
filled the office of chief clerk at Guildhall, has sent
in his resignation. It is said that the lucrative office
will be conferred on a clerk of the city solicitor.

The Sheriffs.—On Saturday the Lord Mayor, with the
several officers of the Corporation, proceeded in state to
Westminster, where the Recorder introduced to the
Cursitor Baron of the Exchequer Alderman Musgroveand Mr. Moon, as the Sheriffs for the ensuing year.

g
?heRecorder having paid the usual compliment to thosegentlemen as citizens of London, the Cursitor Baronstated that her Majesty had been pleased to approve thechoice of the citizens. The usual ceremonies were thengone through, and the Sheriffs and their friends returned

Clnt v ' u^P^r diDner
'
*hich t00k P^ce inCoworkers' Hall. About 200 gentlemen sat down todinner, the company present consisting of the Lord

Mayor, who took the chair, Lord Burghefsh, the CursUor
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Baron, several members of the Royal Academy, and the

principal authorities of the Clothworkers' and Stationers'

Companies, to which the Sheriffs belong. The usual loyal

and civic toasts were drank with the customary honours,

after which some amusement was caused by Sir Peter

Laurie, who said he had a toast to propose which he knew

would be received with great warmth of feeling. They all

hoped for the benefit of clergy, and he felt much gratifica-

tion in proposing the health of the Chaplains to the Sheriffs.

Dr. Croly, in acknowledgment, said that Sir P. Laurie had

alluded to benefit of clergy ; he should exhibit his gratitude

to him by hoping that the worthy knight may never require

the plea ; but'in case it should fail him, he promised that

the Sheriffs' Chaplains will feel bound to see the best

ceremonial of the law administered with all the considera-

tion due to merit in misfortune. Mr. Masterman, one of

the City members, the "Recorder, and other personages,

afterwards spoke in acknowledgment of various toasts.

Death of*Mr. G. W. Wood, ALP.—Accounts reached

town on Wednesday of the melancholy death of Mr. G.

W. Wood, M.P. for Kendal, which took place suddenly

on Tuesday evening in the rooms of the Manchester Phi-

losophical Society, of which he was a Vice-President. Mr.

Wood had just entered the coffee-room and was sitting on

a bench between Mr. Joule and Mr. Clare, conversing

about the Ordnance Survey of the Northern Counties,

when Mr. Clare was startled by hearing him breathe ster-

torously, and feeling him tremble. At first Mr. Clare

thought he was faint and laid hold of his arm, but Mr.

Wood appeared to be unconscious. Mr. Clare imme-

diately rose, and said aloud that Mr. Wood appeared to

be very ill, and Mr. Stanway immediately got hold of Mr.

Wood's arm and called for Dr. Clay, who was at another

table on the other side of the room. Dr. Clay, on

reaching Mr. Wood, directed some one to remove his

neckcloth, and open the windows to admit air; but

on feeling the wrist he found that there was no pulse.

An ineffectual attempt had been made by two gentlemen

to raise Mr. Wood, and he was then placed on the

form ; his head was propped up with cushions, and pre-

parations were made to bleed him. There were two other

medical men in the room—Dr. Marshall and Dr. Jarrold.

Dr. Clay instantly made an incision in the left temporal

artery, but no blood followed the lancet. He next tore up

the coat sleeve to open a vein in the arm, but it was found

that there was not the slightest pulsation. On examining

the eyes, Dr. Marshall perceived that the iris was not

sensible to the action of light, and that the pupil did not

contract, and thence inferred that there was a total loss

of nervous sensibility. All these proceedings passed in

less time than it has taken to describe them, and the

medical gentlemen agreed that Mr. Wood must have

expired instantaneously. Dr. Jarrold states that there

was neither the slightest pulsation nor any tremor of the

flesh, or in short anything to indicate that a spark of

life remained ; that, in fact, his death must have been

more instantaneous than if he had been shot. At the

time the attack commenced, Mr. Wood appeared to be

sitting at ease ; one arm was thrown across the back

of the form, and with the other hand he was twirling the

guard chain of his eye-glasses. He had not partaken of

any coffee or other refreshment. Mr. Wood was formerly

one of the representatives for South Lancashire, and by

his death a vacancy has occurred in the representation of

Kendal. Mr. Wood was the son of a dissenting minister,

and a native of Leeds, and it is supposed that he was in

his 66th year. He had been in the commission of the

peace for Lancashire for several years. The Jury at the

inquest returned a verdict of u Died of Apoplexy."

St. Stephen's, Walbrooh.—k meeting of the parish-

ioners was held last week, for the purpose of receiving a

statement from Alderman Gibbs, relative to the present

state of the parish accounts. Dr. Croly, the Rector, took

the chair, when Alderman Gibbs objected to the presence

of all who were not legally constituted vestrymen.
^
This

gave rise to a long discussion as to what was considered

the requisite qualification of a vestryman; and in reply

to several inquiries, the vestry clerk stated, that since

1775 it had been the custom in the parish, that no person

should be a qualified vestryman who had not previously

served the office of overseer. The chairman said he was

on the side of justice, and thought that an account ought

to be laid before the parish, concerning the receipts and

disbursements of the parish estates. Wherever a trust

existed, he held that the obligations of that trust ought to

be strictly respected, and he hoped that in this case the

trust with which the parishioners had invested the

churchwarden would be known and felt, and clearly re-

cognised. On the part of the churchwarden he was satis-

fied that there could be no unwillingness to give an

account of these monies, though there might be some

etiquette as to the persons to whom he ought to surren-

der it ; hut certainly he could say no more on his behalf

unless he fully cleared up these accounts, and so saved

them the only means of putting an end to these unplea-

sant differences. Alderman Gibbs protested, and said

that the vestry had, from time immemorial, as described

by Stowe, been considered a select vestry, and to such a

properly constituted vestry alone did he consider that his

allegiance was due. He was ready and willing to render

his accounts before a legally constituted vestry of the

parish. He then left the vestry-room amid hisses and

considerable confusion, intimating that in the ensuing

week he would call a meeting to revise the accounts. Mr.
Rock, in a lengthy address, gave a detail of the circum-

stances which had instigated himself and fellow-parish-

ioners to adopt the present proceedings. He stated that

from inquiries instituted, he had learned that the parish

possessed estates of the value of 1,000/. per annum, of

which AWermau Gibbs was appointed one of the trustees

in 1812, and that after the death of his co-trustees, he

became sole trustee for the disposal of the funds, not hav-

ing thought fit to renovate the trust by the introduction

of new coadjutors. He had further ascertained that since

1825 no auditors had been appointed to examine the

accounts, nor had any allusion been made to them in the

vestry books, Alderman Gibbs having acted as his own
auditor, and that within the last ten years only twelve

vestry meetings had been held, attended by only two or

three persons. The chairman suggested that time should

be allowed for the production of the accounts, and the

vestry adjourned for a week. They met again on Thurs-

day, when a protest was read from Aid. Gibbs, who said

he would lay the accounts only before a select vestry. A
committee was then appointed for the purpose of endea-

vouring to obtain the accounts, and to report thereon at a

future meeting. It was also resolved that the Church

should be insured forthwith.

Rebuilding of St. Olave's Church.—The parishioners

of St. Olave's held a meeting last week, for the purpose

of receiving the report of the committee appointed to

consider the best means of providing a new church. The

Rev. Dr. Kenny, the Rector, took the chair. The report

of the committee, which was very voluminous, recom-

mended four distinct plans for the parishioners to decide

upon. The first was to restore the church on its present

site, with all its fittings, which, as it would require the

tower to be rebuilt to bear the vibration of the peal of

bells, would, according to the surveyor's report, involve

an expenditure of 9145/., being 3495/. beyond the insur-

ance money. The second plan also recommended the

restoration of the church, but to dispense with all the bells

except two, as the tower would not then be required to be

rebuilt, only to be repaired, whereby asavingof nearly 3000/.

would be gained, reducing the estimate to G445/., being only

495/. above the amount of the insurance-money. The

third plan was to erect a new church altogether, on the

same site, on modern principles. The last plan was to

restore the church, dispensing with all the bells, and save

the expense of rebuilding the tower ;
and by removing the

east end of the church somewhat to the westward, obtain

sufficient space at the east end for the erection of a rec-

tory-house. A stormy discussion arose, in the course of

which a letter was read by the rector from the Bishop of

Winchester approving of the second plan. On the ques-

tion being put, the adoption of the second plan was car-

ried by a large majority. The church will therefore be

restored, with the exception of the peal of bells.

St. Leonard's, Shoredilch.— One of the most tumult-

uous meetings ever witnessed in the metropolis was held

on Tuesday in this church. A vestry meeting had been

convened to make a poor and churchyard rate, the church-

warden in the chair. The proceedings commenced at

3 o'clock, and did not terminate till 10 at night. During

that period the church presented one continued scene of

clamour and altercation, which ended in a general fight.

The rate-payers contended that the trustees had allowed

the parish money to be embezzled by their collectors to

the amount of 1200/., and resolved, with few dissentients,

11 that all the liabilities for which bills were not sent

in by tradesmen should be disallowed." The clergyman

having ascended the pulpit at six o'clock to read evening

prayers, the meeting adjourned for half-an-hour ; after

which the proceedings were resumed with increased up-

roar. In order to raise the sum of 5798/. Is. ld.
}
a nine-

penny rate was voted and carried against an elevenpenny

rate proposed by a trustee. Several rate-payers accused

Mr. Coste, the relicving-officer, of great cruelty in telling

a poor widow, who had applied for crutches for her lame

child, that she might get a pair of broom-handles, as

there was no crutches for him. This accusation, with

other similar charges, drove the meeting into a state of

fury against the officer. It having been proposed that a

farthing churchyard rate be allowed to raise 170/., a rate-

payer, after alluding to the " Puseyite doctrines" incul-

cated in the church, moved that there be no churchyard

rate allowed, as it was principally applied for thesupport

of the church. The motion was carried by a majority of

123 to 19. A vote of thanks to the chairman was also

lost by an immense majority. At the termination of the

meeting a conflict commenced, during which blows were

struck, and the church seats were overturned. The afFair

was ended by the beadle and constables ejecting the

parishioners, and closing the church doors against them.

University College.—The by-laws of the college, passed

at a general meeting of the proprietors, in May, 1842,

contain a regulation for the gradual admission of alumni

of the college to a participation in its government. With

this view, the council are authorised to constitute students

of the college, who have graduated with honours at the

University of London, members of the corporate body, by

conferring on them for life such shares as, in consequence

of forfeiture, or of being ceded for the purpose by pro-

prietors, they shall have the power of disposing of. The

members to be so constituted are to be styled " Fellows of

the College," and to enjoy the privileges possessed by

other proprietors, especially the right of taking part in the

election of the council, and eligibility to be themselves

members of that body. Not more than one-third of the

shares to be so disposed of in any one year are to be con-

ferred on graduates in medicine, nor more than two-thirds

among: graduates in arts and law. This law has lately

the

tunatc young man whose parricide has given such notoriety

to Cobham Park. It appears that he is now in custody

at Fontainebleau, and that his family have memorialized

the Home Secretary for permission to allow him to remain

in France, where he will be properly taken care of as a

lunatic, thus avoiding a trial in this country, which can

terminate only in his confinement for life.

Custom House Frauds Several new frauds were dis-

covered at the Custom-house last week, in which parties

before unsuspected, are implicated. The greatest secresy

is observed by those who are conducting the investigation,

and consequently the particulars have not yet transpired ;

but it is generally understood that some of the more im-

portant discoveries relate to the foreign fruit trade. Large

quantities, it is said, have been admitted from foreign

shores either entirely duty free, or at a very reduced rate

of duty. Owing to the dismissals and suspensions at the

Custom-house, in consequence of the recent frauds, several

Officers of the Customs at Bristol have been removed to

the metropolis until those vacancies are filled up.

Excise Notice.—The Commissioners of Excise having

been informed that the medical profession continue to

retail spirits of wine without a license, have issued the

following official order :—" Excise-office, London, Sept.

12, 1843.—It having been discovered that various apothe-

caries, chemists, and druggists, have been selling spirits of

wine in a pure and unmedicated state, by^which they have

incurred the 50/. penalty imposed by G Geo. IV., c. 81,

s. 2G, for retailing spirits without a permit :
Ordered,

that the attention of the several collectors, supervisors,

and officers in the United Kingdom be directed to this

subject ; and that the officers call upon the different sur-

geons, apothecaries, chemists, and druggists, in their

respective divisions and rides, and respectfully explain to

each of them the liabilities which they will incur under the

above law should they sell pure and unmedicated spirits^of

wine without entry and license. And if any cases be dis-

covered where such practices are continued after Hie

parties have been cautioned, the same must be stated to

the Board for prosecution." If this order be strictly

enforced, no chemist or apothecary will be able to dispense

less than two gallons at a time, even in an urgent case.

Kensington.—At the petty sessions last week, a ques-

tion which has often been discussed at previous meetings

in this parish, was revived for the purpose of deciding

[ding a commission direct from the Crown,

itled, as " filling an office of trust," to be so

g g
been acted upon for the first time by the council, by^t

appointment of three fellows— one for each faculty. The

gentlemen who have received this distinction are Mr. John

Richard Quain, of the Inner Temple, Bachelor of Law;

Dr. John Taylor, Keppel-street, M.D. ; and Mr. Jacob

Wulry, of Lincoln's-inn, M.A.
The Murder of Mr. Dadd. — Considerable doubt

appears to exist as to the actual position of the unfor-

master," while it now stood as " Esquire." He should,

therefore, require the senior churchwarden to explain the

reason for the alteration. Mr. Chesterton, in explanation

said, the parish officers had been instructed that every

person ought to be called an " Esquire" who held the

office of Commissioner of Land-tax, as, although they

were not hold:

they were entitled,

termed. Mr. Hanson, as one of the parish Officers, would

contend that all gentlemen who filled the office of Com-
missioner of Land-tax, held an " office of trust under the

Crown." By the 43d of George III., cap. 99, Mr.

Thomas Chancellor and other gentlemen resident in the

parish of Kensington are mentioned by name as the com-

missioners appointed to carry the provisions of those acts

into efTect, and they had all qualified according to law.

Now he would contend that it Mr. Chancellor had not

been a man of trust, he would never have been appointed

by the Crown as a Commissioner of Land-tax, auu as the

act of Parliament had received the sign-manual of the

King, all appointments under it became appointments

under the Crown, as well as under the Parliament, and

being thereby placed in an il
office of trust under the

Crown," he submitted that the Commissioners of Land-

tax were as much entitled to be in the jury list designated

as " Esquires" as any other class of persons. As the

question was an important one, and necessary to be

decided, he would, if the bench would postpone their deci-

sion, obtain a legal opinion on the subject. Captain

Bague considered Mr. Hanson had brought forward no

proof that the appointment of Commissioners of land-tax

was any act of the Crown. The chairman said, according

to Mr. Hanson's reading, every postman filled an office of

trust, and ought to be an esquire. He considered Mr-

Hanson had proved himself out of court, and he for one

would pay no attention to any opinion on the subject less

than the opinion of the judges of the land. The Bench

then directed the clerk to give the necessary notice to each

of the persons whose designation was objected to to attend

the next meeting of the justices, to show cause why such

designation should not be altered. On Saturday the

magistrates held an adjourned sessions, and after hearing

some further arguments, the chairman said it was the

opinion of the bench that Mr. Chancellor, and the other

gentlemen acting as commissioners of land-tax, did n°

hold offices of trust under the Crown, and were, in v*cXt

not entitled to rank as esquires, or to sit on special Jurl^*
Mr. Hanson said it was his intention to take the matt^

before a superior court. It was also decided in the ca

of Mr. Pitt, who had been a captain of volunteer* »»

that gentleman was not entitled to " esquire," and »

designation was altered to that of " gentleman. '
^l

this case, also, it was intimated that the opinion °*.
g-

Judges would be sought. We may here state that a

"

ilar to the above has been going on beioie
cussion si

ma
Lottei

meeting was held at the National Association

to hear a lecture from a Mr

aistrates at Brighton, and with the same results.

Lotteries and " Distributions."—-On Monday nig"* a

in I-lolborn,

.Mudie on Scottish minstrelsyr

varying i»°
t

m
and to witness a "distribution" of prizes, ™ 1 >" ,»

the

one shilling to one guinea, promised by Mr. L* >

publisher of a penny periodical, to all purchasers^
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hall was crowded to excess. As there was no appearance

of the promised prizes a general row ensued. Mr. Mudie

in vain attempted to address the meeting, and ultimately

the anger of the assembly was vented upon the building.

An attack was made upon the forms, tables, chairs, and

gas-fittings of the hall, which were quickly demolished.

The gallery railings were destroyed, and the violence of

the mob extended to the adjoining houses, the windows

of which were broken. A messenger was at last dis-

patched to Bow-street for the police, by whom the rioters

were ejected, but not before 30/. worth of property were

destroyed. A woman's arm was broken in the affray.

Wood Pavement.—The Commissioners for Improving

the Liberty of Saffron-hill have resolved that Hatton

garden from Charles-street to Holborn shall be paved

with wood on the sexagonal plan of Mr. Steede. The

St. Pancras vestry, on Wednesday, contracted with tye

Metropolitan Company to lay down 11,000 square yards

in the New Road, at the rate of lls.Gd. per square

yard, the works to commence forthwith, and the entire

road from King's Cross to Euston-square to be completed

within two months.
Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Sept. 23, is as

follows :—West Districts, 135; North Districts, 159:

Central Districts, 199; East Districts, 221 ;
South Dis-

tricts, 2(J9 ; Total, 983. (Males 483, Females 590.)

Weekly average for the last five years 903, (461 males,

442 females), and for the last five summers 846.

%jBvobnutnl Ntto*.
Birmingham.—A meeting was held at the Public-office

in this town on Thursday week, when a deputation was

appointed to wait upon Mr. T. Attwood, with a requi-

sition signed by upwards of 16,000 persons, inviting that

gentleman again to come forward in public life. The

next day the deputation waited on Mr. Attwood, and the

requisition having been presented, Mr. Attwood, in reply,

said that " the late great changes in the corn and pro-

vision laws, by removing in a great degree the buttresses

tthich propped the powerful landed interest, have given a

prodigious accession of strength to the public cause.

Those changes are now forcing the owners of land into a

community of suffering and feeling with the owners of

labour. Holding these opinions, and having your confi-

dence to assure me, I will immediately consult the friends

upon whose assistance I rely ; and with their concurrence

I will shortly submit for your approbation the best plan

which my humble reason can devise, for restoring safety,

prosperity, harmony, and contentment to all classes of

the people."—The Chartist Convention, lately held in

this town, have started the project of raising 100,000/.,

to be appropriated in the purchase of 1,000 acres of land,

to be divided into small allotments.

Brighton.—On the 28th the Bishop of the diocese laid

the first stone of a new church at Hurstperpoint, near
(his town. The old church has been removed, and above
6000/. have been raised by subscription, for the purpose
of building a large church on the site, capable of "holding
1000 persons, and at an expense of 7000/. Mr. Barry,
the architect of the new Houses of Parliament, has been
employed to prepare the plans for the church, which is to

be in the decorated Gothic, with chancel, transepts, and
spire. The Rector, Rev. Cary Borrer, is a donor to the
extent of 1000/. ; Mr. Campion, of Danny Park, gives

1200/. ; and Mr. Borrer, the Rector's father, 500/., in

addition to the stone for the building.

Bristol—We learn by the local papers that a proposal
has been made to erect a monument in Redcliffc church
to the poet Southey, who was a native of that city.

Buckingham.—A correspondence lately appeared be-
tween Lord Nugent and Mr. Edmund Dayrell, of this

county, in reference to a petition presented to the House
of Commons by Mr. T. Duncombe, bearing the signature
of Lord Nugent, the high sheriff, and others, in which
were expressions Mr. Dayrell considered objectionable, if

not personally offensive. Several letters passed, which
only served to widen the breach, and a hostile message
was the result. The affair was then placed in the hands
of friends, of high standing in the army, who have amica-
bly arranged the matter, by withdrawing the expressions
objected to on both sides. The seconds decided that the

petition was drawn up by a lawyer, that its language was
such as is commonly used in official and legal documents,
and that it did not constitute groundsof personal offence.

Carmarthen.—A proclamation was issued by the Queen
\n Council on Tuesday, in reference to the late outrages
in South Wales, calling upon the local authorities to use
their utmost endeavours to bring the offenders to justice,

offering a reward of 500/. for information which may lead
to the'eonviction of a principal in any case of incendiary
firc or loss of life, and of 50/. on Ihe^ conviction of any
other rioter, together with the Queen's pardon for the
offence, in case the person making such discovery shall be
liable to be prosecuted for the same.—At the recommen-
dation of the Lord Lieutenant the names of twenty gentle-
men have been added to the commission of the peace by
fche Lord Chancellor. This step has been taken in conse-
quence of repeated representations from various quarters
of the inadequacy of the former number of magistrates in

the present disturbed state of the county. Mr. Maule, of
the Treasury, arrived at Carmarthen on Thursday night,

*J*d early on Friday had interviews with Colonels Love and
rrevor. His visit appears to have been well-timed, for in
the evening there was marched into town, in the custody
pf the London police, one of the most notorious disturbers

Jn the county, named Jones, who had long been a terror
to

s

the inhabitants. Latterly he has been seen going about
*uh a gun and a brace of pistols, and it has occurred in

many instances that farmers and labourers were, under the

fear of death, forced by him to the perpetration of

nocturnal outrages. At length information was received

by Inspector Tierney, of the London police, who, with 1 7

men, marched from the Gwendraeth iron-works on Thurs-

day evening, and scoured the mountains round for ten

miles, and at length captured a companion of Jones at a

public-house on the Pombray mountain. This man was

instantly sent back in custody, when the remainder of the

police started in search of the principal offender, whom
they arrested without receiving injury, though he was fully

armed at the time. Both prisoners have been lodged in

Carmarthen gaol. The nightly outrages continue more or

less frequently in different parts of the county. On Thurs-

day night the house of a poor woman who had given them

some offence, situated at Penhrw-common, near Cross-

hands, was attacked by a party in disguise, and razed to

the ground. The meetings of the farmers and turnpike-

trusts are also very frequent, and the latter in most in-

stances have decided on not re-erecting the gates. At

St. Clears, where the late outrages had their origin, the far-

mers met on Friday week to discuss their grievances, but

the only one named was the unsatisfactory manner in

which the affairs of the Whitland turnpike-trust had been

managed. It appeared that this trust was first established

in the year 1791, and that the money borrowed at the

time was between 3000/. and 4000/. ; since that period

the gates had been let at 500/. and more per annum, but

even with this large rental the tally-holders had lost the

interest of several years. The farmers were of opinion

that if the affairs of the trust had been properly conducted,

the money originally borrowed must have been long since

paid, and that they should be now reaping the benefit of

having their lime and coal free of toll. A strong feeling

was expressed against the managers of the trust, and some

of the farmers were desirous of moving that they should

be proceeded against for expending money contrary to the

provisions of the Act of Parliament. Another meeting

was held on the 27th at On Allt-cyn-adda, for the pur-

pose of seeking a redress of grievances, the mayor of

Kidwelly in the chair. A petition to the Queen was

adopted, embodying the question of legal fees, fixity of

tenure, and consolidation of taxes charged upon the land

as rent, and concluding with a prayer for the dissolution

of the present Parliament.—A meeting was held on Wed-

nesday, on the mountain Ben Crag-y-balog, at which a

petition to Parliament [embodying the grievances of the

farmers was adopted, but omitting all reference to vote

by ballot, fixity of tenure, or the dissolution of Parliament.

Deal.—Preparations have commenced this week under

the direction of Captain Bullock, of the Trinity-board, for

the purpose of fixing on the Goodwin Sands an iron

beacon, invented by Mr. Stewart, and constructed upon

the principle of the ponderous-footed pile, which is the

great novelty in Mr. Stewart's plan for the formation of a

harbour of refuge.

Derby.— The Rev. II. L. Oxley, late a priest of the

Church of Rome, publicly renounced that Church, and re-

ceived the Sacrament on Sunday week, at Christ Church,

in this city. Mr. Oxley had been for some years priest of

the Catholic Church in Leeds, chaplain to a nunnery in

Leicestershire, and a member of the order of Dominician?.

Gloucester.—The funeral of Sir Matthew Wood took

place on Monday, at the parish church of Hatherley, near

this city. The ceremony, in accordance with the direc-

tions of the deceased, was altogether private, and attended

only by the immediate relatives. Hatherley is part of the

property which the late Sir Matthew inherited from James
Wood,

(

the banker.—On the debate which arose on the

motion 'of the Earl of Powis, respecting the union of the

sees of St. Asaph and Bangor, the Duke of Wellington

and the Bishop of London stated that as far as they had

heard, the union of the sees of Gloucester and Bristol had

worked well, and was a measure in accordance with the

feelings of the Church. The Times now announces that

a circular, signed by a majority of the resident clergy of

these united bishoprics, has been forwarded to the Duke
and the fiishop, informing them that the union is a mea-

sure disadvantageous to the Church.

Halifax.—A few nights ago a large barn in the occu-

pation of Mr. P. Dixon, of Liversedge-hall, near Heck-
mondwike, was burnt to the ground, and corn, the pro-

duce of 21 acres, and hay, of 10 acres, stacked within and

around the building, were entirely consumed. Mr. Dixon

estimates his loss at more than 300/., and not having secured

his crop before the preceding night, he had not taken any

steps towards insuring his produce, which is therefore lost.

There is no doubt that the fire was the act of an incendiary.

Hford.—During the last two or three weeks consider-

able sensation has been created amongst the parishioners

of Great Ilford and Barking-side, in consequence of the

introduction of certain novelties in the performance of

Divine service. Some of the influential gentry of the dis-

trict have left the church in the midst of Divine service,

particularly since the curate has introduced the custom of

crossing himself on approaching the communion table.

These circumstances have led to a strong remonstrance

from the parishioners, to which the vicar has replied by

denying that the crossing and bowing before the commu-

nion has his sanction ; but, at the same time, he proceeds

to justify it under an old ecclesiastical law of the Church ;

states that it is practised in ail Protestant churches on the

continent ; and declares that the Bishop of Exeter,

although he does not himself practise it, sanctions the

clergy in crossing themselves on approaching the commu-

nion ; and that it is a practice common among ministers

of the " High Church " party, of which he avows himself

a member.
° He concludes, however, by expressing his

willingness to obey whatever commands the bishop may

think proper to make in the matter.

Isle of Man. — We mentioned last week that six

criminals had effected their escape from Castle Rushen,
in the Isle of Man, and, having seized the governor's
pleasure boat, had put out to sea. Subsequent accounts
state that they had landed near Amlwch, in the island of
Anglesey, and immediately resumed business. This led
to the recapture of two of the party. One of them sub-
sequently escaped from the constable, but the other has
been committed to Beaumaris for trial. They are repre-
sented as Liverpool thieves of well-known reputation.

Ipswich.—The Temperance Recorder for this month
contains an "Essay on the Town of Ipswich,*' from
which it appears that no less than 50.000/. a year are

spent there in beer, porter, wine, and spirits.

Lichfield.—The- annual meeting of the Lichfield Agri-

cultural Association took place in that city last week.

The show of cattle was described by judges to be exceed-

ingly good ; but, notwithstanding the contiguity of Bir-

mingham, there was but a poor display of Agricultural

implements. The dinner took place as usual at the close of

the show, Lord Hatherton as President for the [year in the

chair, and Sir R. Peel officiating as Vice-President. Lord
Hatherton, in proposing " Success to the Society," incul-

cated the necessity of farmers and their children visiting

those parts of the country where the best systems of cul-

tivation were known to exist. They would then become
acquainted by ocular survey with many advantages of

which they had previously been unaware, and be enabled

to apply them with efficiency in the tillage of their own
land. For the last 24 years he had been a practical

farmer, and had never less than 2,000 acres of land on
hand. He was happy now to say that vast improve-

ments were taking place in his own neighbourhood, that

some of his tenants, distinguished for their enterprise

and skill, had visited Scotland and the northern parts of

England, and the result was, that they were knocking down
their hedges, removing timber from encumbered land,

laying out their farms on new plans, incurring increased

expense in draining and sub-soiling, reducing their

fences, filling up ditches, and employing labourers in

hand-weeding
; all of which operations had been for years

in practice in those parts of the country to which he had
referred, and to which the farmers were indebted for the

good results witnessed in those districts. There was,

however, one other topic to which he could not help

referring ; it was of the utmost importance— the econo-

mizing of water. Many farmers were not aware of the

nature of water which was drawn from the land by

draining, and instead of esteeming it as a precious gift

from heaven, treated it as an enemy, suffering it to be

entirely lost. Now he himself, acting under the advice

and experience of Mr. Bright, had caused his wastewater

at Teddesley to be directed into one stream, and at the

small expense of 1,000/. he had obtained a mill power,

whereby he effected a saving of 450/. per annum in

threshing, cutting straw, sawing, grinding malt* and

Other agricultural operations. His Lordship then directed

the attention of the company to the beneficial effects

of stall-feeding, and stated, that as he had become an

enthusiast in the cultivation of land, and knew from

his experience as a stock farmer that it was impossible^

succeed where game was rigidly preserved, it was his in-

tention to destroy all the rabbits and hares upon 900 acres

of his land. Lord Hatherton then proposed the health of

Sir T\ Peel stating that he could affirm in the strongest

possible terms, that although the right hon. baronet had

many political opponents, he had not one political enemy

throughout the country. Sir R. Feel returned thanks at

great length. After expressing his concurrence in the

opinion of the chairman, that the greatest benefit would

result to the agricultural interest of this and other locali-

ties if they would themselves take the opportunity of

watching the result of successful experiments in other

parts (/England, he proceeded to the question of giving

to the occupying tenant a more permanent interest in the

land than that which he can have where the duration of

the tenancy is only from year to year. Much, he said

" depends upon the custom of the country. In the north

of Finland, and in some ports of Scotland, no tenant can

be found who would expend his capital on a farm unless

he had the benefit of a lease. That practice does not

prevail in this part of the country ;
but I hope that a

feelincrof reciprocal confidence between the landlord and

tenant has more the effect of giving the same feeling of

security to the latter than the leasing system gives in

Scotland. I believe, in fact, that where the practice of

tenancy at will exists, there exists also an almost universal

feeling of reciprocal confidence between landlord and

tenant. But at the same time I do not hesitate to say,

though I have not a single lease on my estate, because it

is not the custom there, that if any tenant of mine did

say to me that he would feel his character exalted by having

a greater permanency of tenure, that it would induce in

him a greater disposition to embark his capital in cultiva-

tion or that it would be more agreeable to him to have

that'permanency of tenure which a lease would give, I

should hesitate very long before I declined to accede to

his proposition. Of this I am confident, that unless

there be that feeling of reliance on the part of the

tenant, either by a lease or by a full confidence iu the

generosity of the landlord, a full assurance in some
way or other, either legally or morally, that advantage will

not be taken of his improvements, that neither political

differences nor any other cause will be allowed to disentitle

him to the benefits derivable from the capital he may
expend,— I am certain, I say, that unless this condition

be complied with, agriculture will not make that progress

which I consider to be essential to the best interests of

the country. Now, one word as to the condition of those

who are immediately occupied in the cultivation of the
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soil* I think it is impossible not to see that it is of
J

immense importance to the possessors of property that

the farm-labourer should have a deep interest in the soil.

The question was agitated last session with reference to

the policy of allotments to farm-labourers, and much im-

portant evidence was taken upon the subject before a

committee of the House of Commons. I have read that

evidence, and the impression on my mind, whether in a

political or a moral point of view, is in favour of allotting

to the respectable labourer on a farm such a small portion

of land as would afford occupation to the vacant hours of

himself and his family, and give him an interest in the soil

common with the great proprietors. I do not know a

better occupation for the few leisure hours he has to

devote to the superintendence of his family, than the

attention to a small portion of land for the increase of his

means of subsistence. I am now speaking of farm-labourers

only, and not referring to those in towns and villages
;

and I must say, as far as my experience goes, limiting the

quantity allotted to what can be cultivated by the labourer

and his family— not converting him into a small occupier

of land, but giving him only a garden allotment—that I

consider such a system of allotments would have a great

tendency to raise the moral character and increase the

happiness of the class of farm-labourers. Attention to the

condition of the labourer will do more to raise these insti-

tutions in general estimation than anv improvements we
can make in machinery or in stock. You who have wit-

nessed the scene of the last quarter of an hour—who have

seen respectable labouring men called forth to receive

prizes for their good conduct—cannot have seen it without

feeling that these institutions have a tendency to strengthen

the bonds of connexion between the tenant and the land-

lord. Gentlemen, if my life and health are spared, I shall

have the satisfaction of presiding at your next meeting.
Meetings of this kind have a great tendency to remedy
one evil under which the agricultural community labour.

From the extent of your farms you live separately, and
do not possess those means of meeting frequently and of
profiting by mutual intercourse which are possessed by
persons in the manufacturing districts. These meetings
bring you together in unrestrained and free intercourse, and
tend to destroy that unhappy prejudice among farmers that

the particular course of agriculture pursued by each is the

best. Why, there was not a competitor here to-day who
did not leave home under the perfect conviction that his

beast was the best. I myself participated in that delusion

when I left home, but I found out that I was unsuccessful.

So with the farmers generally. When they come to these

meetings they see better beasts than their own ; and they
go away with the opinion that they have not yet arrived at

the utmost limits of success, but that increased attention
will lead to more improvement. I hope all who have
been successful this day will strive to maintain their posi-

tion next year, and that the unsuccessful will try to

deprive them of the advantage they have gained. I do
hope, gentlemen, that I shall have the satisfaction of

meeting you again next year. I am afraid that from the

occupation of my time and my want of experience I .shall

not be able to give you so excellent a lesson as my noble

friend has delivered to you this day ; but this 1 can assure

you, that I shall equal him in the desire to promote the

prosperity of this institution, and that there is no one,

however versed he may be in practical agriculture, who
feels, whether on private or on public grounds, a more
sincere desire than your vice-president entertains to see

the agriculture of this country so prospering that it may
improve the condition of those who pursue it, and add to

the strength and resources of the British empire/'
Several other toasts followed, including the Members for
the county and city, for which Lords Ingestre and Leve-
son returned thanks.

Liverpool.— It is understood that Mr. Dyce Sombre,
who, it will be remembered, disappeared from the Adelphi
Hotel, a few days ago, has written a letter to his friends,

in which he gives them to understand that he is in Paris.

—The sales of cotton on Monday amounted to not less

than 25,000 bales, and an advance of \d. per lb. was esta-
blished. This is one of the largest daily sales that has
ever taken place in Liverpool. The hand-loom weavers
have also had a full share of the benefit of the present
revival in the cotton trade. From the great demand for
the mousselines de laine, the cloth of which is better
manufactured by hand than by the power-loom, they are
mostly fully employed, and are receiving better wages than
they have received at any time for the last 10 or 15 years.

Lutterworth*—A serious accident occurred to Mr.
Sidney Gurney, son of Baron Gurney, whilst shooting
with Mr. R. Gough, at Misterton, near this place, on
Tuesday, the 26th ult. In getting over a hedge, both
barrels of Mr. Gurney's gun accidentally exploded, the
contents lacerating the muscles and flesh of the left arm.
The hemorrhage was so great that, had not Mr. Gough
immediately tied his handkerchief tight round the arm,
fatal consequences might have ensued. Mr. Gough then
placed Mr. Gurney upon his shooting pony, and conveyed
him to the Lutterworth mill, where a surgeon dressed the
*ound, and it is hoped that the limb may be saved. The
concussion was so violent, that both locks of the gun were
broken to pieces.;
Oldham.—The local papers state that Mr. Thomas

JUelden, brother to Mr. Fielden, M.P. for this town, has
permitted the sale of his property, rather than pay the
amount claimed by the Income Tax Commissioners. It
appears that the three years on which the return of income
was made were most disastrous to the firm in which Mr.
Fielden is a partner

; and though the usual statements
•were made by the firm, and sworn to as correct, yet the
Commissioners assessed the firm in a sum which Mr.
T. Fielden refused to pay. The consequence has been the
sale of pome hay and a horse for the amount due. i

Oxford The Rev. William Thompson, M.A., Fellow

of Queen's, has been appointed principal of St. Edmund's

Hall, vacant by the death of the Rev. Dr. Grayson. The
names of the Rev. C. P. Eden and C. Marriott, Fellows

of Oriel, are mentioned as likely to succeed the Rev. J. H.
Newman in the vicarage of St. Mary. The living is in

the gift of the Provost and Fellows of Oriel, by whom Mr.

Newman was appointed in 1828. The Rev. Dr. Pusey

has returned to Oxford, with his health quite restored. It

is understood that Wednesday, Oct. 11, is the clay ap-

pointed for the hearing of the appeal from the Vice Chan-

cellor's Court to the delegates in convocation, in the cause

of 4< Macmullen v. the Regius Professor of Divinity/'

Ryde.—Qn Sunday last, the Rev. R. Waldo Sibthorp

received the Holy Communion at the parish church of

St. Helen's, near this town. It is presumed that this is

a virtual renunciation of his connection with febe Church
of Rome, and of his return to the Church of England,

from which he seceded about two years since.

Worcester.—Mr. Strensham, of Strensham Park, in

this county, on whoso estate the author of " Hudibras n

was born, has erected in the parish church a monument
to his memory. The following is the inscription:—
" This tablet was erected to the memory of Samuel Butler,

to transmit to future ages that near this spot was

born a mind so celebrated. In Westminster Abbey, among
the Poets of England, his fame is recorded. Here, in his

native village, in veneration of his talents and genius, this

tribute to his memory has been erected by the possessor

of the place of his birth— John Taylor Strensham."

Samuel Butler, the son of a farmer of the same name, was

born in the [parish of Strensham, on the 13th February,

1612, and was buried in St. Paul's, Covent Garden.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the last

week :—London and Croydon, 328/. ; Sheffield and Man-
chester, 672/. 5

London and Greenwich, 826/.; London
and Blackwall, 1040/.; Hull and Selby, 1011/.; Great

North of England, 1347/. ; Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr,

1364/. ;
Newcastle and Carlisle, 1570/. ; Birmingham and

Derby, 1601/.; York and North Midland, 1798/.;

Northern and Eastern* 1761/.
;
Birmingham and Glouces-

ter, 2275/. ;
Midland Counties, 2260/. ; Edinburgh and

Glasgow, 2679/. ; Eastern Counties, 2960/, ; Manchester

and Birmingham, 3316/.; South Eastern and Dover,

4688/.; North Midland, 470?/.; Liverpool and Man-

chester, 4747/.; Loudon and Brighton, 5344/.; Man-
chester and Leeds, 55097. ; Grand Junction, 882f)/. ; Great

Western, 15,529/. ; London and Birmingham, 17,638/.

—

The half-yearly meeting of the Sheffield and Manchester

Company took place on Wednesday week, at Sheffield,

when the report of the directors announced that consider-

iable improvement had. taken place in the prospects of

the line, which was now proceeding with vigour. The
receipts for the half-year upon the line already opened,

were 9391/. ; expenditure, 6459/.; leaving a balance of

2932/. The number of pai agers amounted to 347,804,

being an increase of 189,080. It was expected that a

saving of 50,000/. over the Parliamentary estimates would

be effected. The branch line 1o Ashton was about to be

commenced, and another to Barnsley was in contemplation.

—The operations at the Hay-cliff-bay Viaduct of the Dover
Railway and the Archcliff-fortTunnelarefastapproachin« to

completion. The timber portion of the viaduct is within a

few feet of its entire length, and the range of cliffs in its rear

is about io be scarped down to a uniform incline, similar

to the cliff at the entrance of Shakspear Tunnel. The
trains passing along the viaduct will be screened from the

spray of the sea by a fence or parapet along its side, and

on the bottom by the timber platform. The arches of the

tunnel are completed, but at present blocked up, and con-

cealed by exterior ruining operations. The approach walls

at both ends have reached their half height. The brick-

work is much admired for soundness and execution : in

this instance there are not only the walls of a tunnel, but

also those of a fortress, the massive masonry in some parts

is 10 feet thick. It is understood that the tunnel, in conse-

quence of its immediate connexion with the fortress, is to

be barricaded with gates of great strength, and that provi-

sion will be made for defending it by musketry.—Last

week Mr. IJraithwaite and another gentleman arrived at

Brentwood from the Shoreditch station of the Eastern

Counties Railway, each upon a four-wheel locomotive pro-

pelled by themselves, at the rate of at least twelve miles

an hour. The name given to these novel carriages is

16 Railway Velocipedes."

IRELAND.
Dublin.— On the 28th ult. an adjourned meeting of the

Repeal Association took place, at which Mr. O'Connell
noticed the article in the French Journal des Debats,
quoted in our Paper last week. He commented particu-

larly on the statement of the Debats, that " Ireland was
blind to wish for repeal, and as to England, she ought
never to consent to it, inasmuch as her separation from
Ireland would cause her to descend to the rank of a third-

rate power." He then proceeded to attack the King of

the French, and condemned in violent language every

member of the junior branch of the House of Bourbon.
He apologised, however, for the elder branch, which, he

said, was always friendly to the Irish, and terminated by
declaring that if Henry V. would give a charter to

France, and should afterwards require an Irish brigade

to enter Paris, he should have it in forty-eight hours.

—The usual weekly meeting of the Association took

place on Monday. A letter was read from the Hon.
Mr. J. Ffrench, requesting that the people of Ahas-
cragh, who had been punished for pulling down an arch
erected in honour of Mr. O'ConnelPs visit, might be
now forgiven. According to Lord Ffrench, they have
u expressed the deepest feelings of sorrow at having, how-
ever innocently, sufferedjthemselves to be mixed up with

any transaction which should cause them to incur the dis-

pleasure of their august leader and of the Loyal National

Repeal Association;" and his lordship offered himself

as a guarantee that <l they will in future conduct them-

selves peaceably, and strictly observe the counsel and
regulations of the association, upon their being graciously

pardoned by the Liberator, and the town of Ahascragh

once more replaced within the pale of the association."

Mr. O'Connell said that any request from Lord Ffrench

must be granted, and Ahascragh was accordingly forgiven

and restored to the repeal map of Ireland. He announced

that on the reassembling of Parliament he would devote

one or two days at the commencement of the session, if

the union be not repealed before that, to presenting peti-

tions. What he wanted was to get some ten or twelve

petitions, with 100,000 signatures each. He then read a

letter from the United States, signed by John Arlington

Bennett, major-general, and John Clinton Bcckman, adju-

tant-general, offering military organisation to assist him.
" Of course," he said, " I spam it (tearing the letter in

pieces). That is the way I treat their military organ-

isation. I have a trick worth two of that." He
next announced a return of the population and pro-

bable number of voters of the town of Athlone. This,

said he, completes letter A, and we shall new proceed in

order, for we must finish these returns before we get up

the three hundred— bog-trotters, as the Times calls

them. As yet we have but four—ah ! this is what delays

me— for I can do nothing without these returns. We
must have everything ready for her Majesty, so that she

mayatonceissueher writs and summon thelrish Parlmment

to meet in Dublin." He therefore moved that similar

returns be procured from the towns of Carlow, Clare,

Carrick, and Clonmel. The rent for the week was

814/. 76*.—Another adjourned meeting took place on

Tuesday, at which Mr. O'Connell complained that his

observations on the Royal family of France had been mis-

represented. " He had never bestowed unqualified praise

upon Charles X. of France. He might have spoken com-

mendingly of his domestic virtue?, but he had committed

the greatest of all crimes in having put down the consti-

tution of France, probably misled by that madman
Polignac. lie certainly did praise the grandson of

Charles X., Henry V. ; and he repeated that eulogium now,

and he also repeated that he would wish to sec Louis

Philippe—who was the friend of an infidel university, who
had abolished the liberty of the press, and the trial by

jury where it was most required, that was in Crown pro-

secutions—succeeded by Prince Henry, provided he gave

constitutional guarantee of rational liberty. He would

not go to war, notwithstanding the taunts of the journals.

He would continue the agitation peaceably, and he defied

anybody to say that six months of that peaceable agita-

tion would pass over without the Government coming to

talk to them of an arrangement for a domestic Par-

liament. He certainly would not go to war to please

the French democracy or the English conservatives."

—The first of the Repeal Arbitration Courts was held on

the 29th at Blackrock, live miles from Dublin. The
following arbitrators, appointed by the Repeal Associa-

tion, were in attendance :—Dr. Gray, (chairman), Mr. J.

O'Connell, Ivl.P.; MajorNicholson, Messrs.James Nugent,
John Rafferty, and Matthew Moriarty. Immediately after

the arbitrators entered the court, i t became densely thronged,

and the liveliest interest appeared to be taken by the

spectators in the proceeding. Not the slightest interrup-

tion took place throughout the day, and two cases were
heard and disposed of to the satisfaction of all parties.

Dr. Gray stated that the origin of the court was the dis-

missal of certain gentlemen from the magistracy, because
they exhibited an attachment to legislative independence,
and the people had therefore determined to appoint their

own magistrates—a right which the constitution and sta-

tute law vested them with, and which they thus resumed at

the recommendation of the Association. The court would
be perfectly open to all, and would submit to the strictest

scrutiny in all their proceedings, all its members having
made a solemn pledge to do justice to all parties impartially-

MullaghmasL—Another of Mr. O' Council's " monster"
assemblages took place on Sunday, at the Rath of Mul-
laghmast, in the county of Kildare. The matter had been
much spoken of beforehand, and consequently avast con-
course of people were assembled. With the associations

connected with the locality of Mullaghmast—the alleged

massacre of four hundred of the principal persons of the

district in the early period of English rule, the public had
been made familiar, as the subject has recently given rise

to much controversy. Mr. O'Connell appeared in the

scarlet velvet robe which he wore as Lord Mayor of

Dublin, and was accompanied by the Aldermen in their

robes of office, which appeared to be objects of great

curiosity to the peasants. Among those on the platform
was Mr. Hughes, one of Mr. Gurney's short-hand writers,

who attended on the part of the Government. This is the

first occasion on which a professional reporter was sent by
the Executive since the commencement of the present

agitation. Mr. O'Connell said he thought that Mullagh-
mast as the scene of English treachery was a fit and be-

coming spot on which to show their unanimity, and on
which, in the open day, to evince their determination not

to be misled by any treachery. u Oh, my friends, I'll

keep you free of treachery. But do not fear—there shall

be no bargain, no compromise, nothing but repeal and a

Parliament of our own. My advice to you is to confide

in no false hopes that may be held out to you—to confide

in nothing until you hear me say, ' I am satisfied.' And
I'll tell you where I'll say that—near the statue of King
William in College-green. We have come here to express

our determination to die to a man, if necessary, in the

cause of Ireland. We have come here to take the advice ot

each other, and above all I believe you have come to take my
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advice. If you obey my advice, repeal is certain. 1*11 go slow,
you must allow me to do that, but I'll go sure. No man shall
be fined, imprisoned, or prosecuted who takes my advice.
I have led you thus far in safety : I have swelled the
ranks of the Repealers until they are identified with
almost the entire population of Ireland. I have seven-
eighths of the people enrolling themselves as associates.
I don't want more power. I have enough, and only ask
that you should allow me to use it. The arbitrators are
beginning to sit, and the people to submit to them their
differences. You will have in those courts friends who
will do justice to all parties alike, and without costing you
one farthing. I'll go on with that plan until all disputes
are decided. I wish to live until I see justice to Ireland
and liberty proclaimed throughout the land. It will take
me some time to arrange my plan for the new House of
Commons—a plan which will be one day submitted td
her Majesty, when the present miserable Administration
shall be supplanted by one that can be regarded as friendly
to Ireland. The Conciliation-hall, in Dublin, will be
soon finished, and when it is Til call together 300 bog-
trotters, as the Times calls them, although better men
never stepped upon pavement. But, until I ascertain
the form of the new House of Commons, I do not wish to
go further. It is theory, but it may be ascertained in
three weeks." A resolution was then passed in favour of
the native Parliament, after which a curious scene took
place. "The national cap" was presented to Mr.
CTConnell, with an address from the committee of manage-
ment. The material of the cap was green velvet, turned
up with light blue, and richly ornamented with gold lace.
The form, as described in the address, is that of the old
Milesian crown, to winch is added a wreath of shamrocks
on a white band. When the cap was placed on Mr,
O Council's head, the plaudits of the people rent the air.
the address was signed, among others, by Mr. Hogan,
the sculptor. Mr. O'Connell said he accepted with pride
and pleasure the national cap as well as the address, which
they did him the honour to present to him. He perceived
at the head of the list of those signed to the address the
name of the first sculptor of the day, Mr. Hogan, the
fame of whose genius was recognised wherever art was
Known. The cap he would preserve through life in recol-
lection of its having been presented to him at the Rath of
JWuIIaghmast, and when he died it should be buried with
"in* in his grave.
Cork.—k ridiculous story has been published in a

J-ork paper respecting the Lynx brigantine, while under
jue command of Lieut. Burslem, having been ordered by
cnat officer to lire upon the town while lying in the Cove
ot^ork. There is not the slightest foundation for the
statement. Lieut. Burslem has been invalided in conse-
quence of severe illness, having been attacked by the fever
Peculiar to the coast of Africa, to which he was subjected
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a numerous body of magistrates, and even by several of
the seceding clergy, among whom was Mr. Campbell, the
late minister of the parish, repaired to Kiltearn ; there
was no interruption to the business, and the Rev. Mr-
Mann was quietly inducted. The seceding clergy have
condemned the rioters in the strongest terms from their
pulpits, and have abjured all such aid and adherents.

Glasgow,—The local papers |state that for some time
past a kind of secret expedition has been fitting out at
this port, and the vessels that have already sailed are
under sealed orders, which are not to be opened until the
ships have crossed the line. In spite of the secresy ob-
served, it is now known that the expedition has sailed for
an island said to be west of the Cape of Good Hope, and
the speculation is likely to be not only lucrative to those
engaged in it, but of immense benefit to the agriculturist,
as well as to the shipping and commercial interests. It
is said that the island in question contains guano of a
richer description than any hitherto known. Several
vessels have already sailed from this port with implements
of every description, and boats constructed for the pur-
pose of carrying the cargo from the shore to the ships. A
number of other ships, of large burden, are about to
follow. In London and Liverpool, vessels are fitting out
for the same destination, but the Clyde shippers have had
the start. It is understood that the speculators are two
firms in Glasgow, who have chartered the vessels.
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,', • l°dSSir Josias Rowley sailed on Saturday, previous to wMchthe Admiral accompanied by Captain Rowley and Lien
Prevost, of the Hag-ship, paid a visit to Father Mat£.'who received his gallant visitors with his usual urbanitvand on taking their leave, presented each of them with aSilver medal. lather Mathew proceeded to Cove on thenext.morning to return the admiral's visit on board the
fc>t. Vincent, where his reception was of the most onn-mli
mentary character.
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Scotland!
lioss.—Several serious riots have occurred in EastRoss, connected with the induction of the new ministers

appointed to benefices void by the late secession. At
Resolis last week the Presbytery was deforced at the R«f
tlement of the Rev. Mr.M'Kenzie. The authorities wereattacked by a large mob of men and women with showersot stones, which compelled the sheriff to read the riot-actand to direct a party of the coast-guard to fire upon the
1(,ters. One man was apparently wounded in the W
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es further ammunition, the revenue officer ordered theParty to charge with their cutlasses and sticks. At this

Juncture, and while leading his men on, he was knocked
°wn, and it is said had a rib fractured by a blow from a
?
ne, and unfortunately, about the same instant, he re-eived a severe wound on the back of the neck from a^ssile, which covered him with blood. One woman
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and rollt;(I u Pon the eartl1 tluit she was secured

sen ^ a gi& and driven off t0 Cron
\
arty §ao1 by a mes'

he

8er a(
;
arms. In the evening the officer who had taken

]>; |

° Prison was waylaid, seriously maltreated, and his ve-
q

e dashed to pieces. A mob also surrounded the gaol at

resc
marty the grater part of the night, and an attempt to
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£

S auticiPated b
-
v the authorities. The presbytery

f
'

.
F°rtrose, where Mr. M'Kenzie was, after certain

°n e

S

t

11
?
ducted in the inn ;

but the rev. gentlemen were,

stoue
nff aud having Fortrose, hooted and pelted with

on S
GS

' ^ r - M'Kenzie endeavoured to preach at Logie

^tadr' but the Peo ple again assembled, and violently

Amo eyery one who attempted to enter the church.

esca,f
S oth

.

ers
» Lady Ross was struck, and compelled to

soon
amidst a shower of stones. The mob retired as

HoS sl<-

aS they llad carried tl:ieir point, and assembled at

on th
ee"' but the Presbytery did not appear. At Kiltearn,

'he mp
ulC

' a sicQilar disturbance was expected, but

*Ul. Th
U

i

es taken to Prevent it were fortunately success-"e lord-Ueutenant, accompanied by the sheriff and

THEATRICALS.
Drury-Lanu.—This theatre opened for the season on

^aturday evening. The performances consisted of Mr.
Balfe's popular opera, "The Siege of Rochelle," and of
the new ballet, "The Peri," the last production of this
class at the Grand Opera of Paris. In opera and ballet
Mr. Bunn has endeavoured to provide the strongest
possible companies. He seems actually to have engrossed
all the musical actors and actresses of the Metropolis ; he
"as committed the musical direction to M. Benedict; his
orchestra is excellent, and his chorus numerous and appa-
rently efficient. The opera was well cast, and well got up,
Miss Rainforth appearing as Clara, and Mr. Templeton
as Valmour ; but the audience throughout appeared indif-
ferent to the piece, and were more alive to its defects than
formerly. The opera, however, was announced for repe-
tition amidst considerable applause from its supporters.
The u Peri" is one of the most beautiful ballets ever pro-
duced on the English stage. Cariotta Grisi is already
known at the Italian Opera-house; but this, her first

appearance on the English boards, threw the audience
absolutely into transports of delight. Their enthusiasm
was exhibited at the falling of the curtain by acclamations
which lasted for several minutes. This applause was well
bestowed, for certainly a more delightful vision than her
Peri never appeared upon the stage. As a whole, the
ballet was got up in a style of splendour and beauty which
has rarely been surpassed at the Opera-house ; and it will
undoubtedly be a favourite entertainment during the
season. The house was crowded, and the boses had a
brilliant appearance.

Covent Garden.—This theatre opened on Monday
under the management of Mr. Watiack, with a new five-

act drama, entitled "Woman," from the pen of Mr.
Bourcicault, the author of " London Assurance," which
was so popular two seasons ago at this theatre- On the
rise of the curtain Mr. Wallack delivered an address for
the occasion, cleverly written by Mr. G. A'Beckett, which
was very well received. It alluded to the boldness of the
enterprise, to the cold water that had been thrown upon it

to the overflows that were hoped for, and to the reduction
of prices which, among other things, it was hoped would
produce them. It also stated the resolution of the manage-
ment to encourage native talent in every department, and
to promote success by the production of novelties. The
Play immediately followed. Gaston cle Fouv (Mr. Phelps)
and Doria (Mr. Anderson) are both in love with Inez
(Miss VandenhofT) a young lady of great wealth, who has
been confided to the charge of Giotto, a Genoese artist

(Mr. Diddear); butDoria is the successful suitor, and there-

by incurs the enmity of Gaston, whose conduct and
speeches resemble those of logo. Gaston first excites

the jealousy of Doria by a playful letter, which Inez
writes, under an assumed name, to Cola dc Foix (Mr. "W.

Lacy), in order to please Lina (Mrs. Nisbett), Giotto's

daughter, who is in love with him, but wishes to play him
a trick. By this and other trifling circumstances he
works upon the mind of Doria, until he believes that his

young wife has been unfaithful. Having thus rendered

nnon H?,T 1 f '•'
Th ° ^^ "** ***** broughtupon the stage, but m many respects inefficiently acted,Mrs. Nesbitt and Mr. W. Lacy alone played earnestlyand d«J their best for the success of the play The -nplause was not great at any time, and in the third actsome disapprobation was expressed, but afterwards theaction became more rapid, and at the fall of the curtainwhen the piece was given out for repetition, the am.lausPmuch predominated. A new one-act farce, by Mr. Rod!

well, followed, winch met with very merited success Tr
is called « My Wife's Out; " and Mr. and Mrs. Keelet
Miss Jane Mordaunt, and Mr. Wigan had parts in it and
anted to perfection. The performance of Mr. and Mrs
Keeley, in particular, was attended with loud laughter
from all parts of the house, and the piece is sure to have
a considerable run.

AdelI'hi.—This bouse opened on Monday for the
season. During the recess it has been cleaned, the orna-
ments rebanished, and it looked altogether as well as the
Adelphi ever can look. The pieces were a three-act drama
from the French, called " Marie," in which Mrs. Yates
appeared as Marie, and a melo-dramatic version of the
ballet of " Ondine," concluding with the farce of " Binks
the Bagman."
Olympic—This theatre also opened on Monday

During the recess the interior has been renovated, and
boxes, pit, and gallery are now clean and commodious,
lhe pieces selected for representation were the drama
" Our Village, or the Wreck of the Rattlesnake," which,'
on its thirtieth appearance, seemed to give as much satis-
faction as ever; a farce called " The Little Offspring,"
and a burlesque on the " Merchant of Venice."

])Q1S0I1| WiJi^u i-ic uutaius lium Liic ucvi,iJt;/ttf/t6 ^*Vir. V All-

denhoff). The Jew has a daughter, who in compassion sub-

stitutes a sleeping draught for the poison, so that Inez is

preserved, when everybody but the young Jewess imagines

that she is destroyed. After her supposed death Doria
rushes info every species of excess and extravagance, and

by the instrumentality of GaUon loses the whole of his

property to a young French count, who, in fact, cheats

him ; and turns out to be Rath (Miss Cooper), the daugh-

ter of the Jew, in disguise. Gaston, pursuing his career

of villany, betrays Benoni to the officers of the Inquisi-

tion ; and when he imagines they are on the point of

seizing the Jew, and carrying him to the stake, one of the

black ministers throws off her robe and cap, and discovers

herself to be no other than Inez, returned, as it were, to

life. The Jewess disinterestedly gives back all her wealth

to Doria, and he is made happy by being restored to his

innocent wife, while Gaston quits the scene, and vows

vengeance against all womankind. This is the merest

sketch of the serious incidents, to which we ought to add

that it turns out in the end that Inez is, in fact, the

daughter of the Jew, and that she alone had been saved

jftUscdlaneous.
The Fine Arts of England.—kt the Sheriffs' inaugura-

tion dinner on Saturday, the Rev. Dr. Croly. in returning
thanks as one of their Chaplains, made the following elo-
quent remarks on the present state and prospects of
English Art :_« I have always regarded the fine arts
much in tae light of the original gift of woman to man as
a helpmate for him. The bolder and more difficult arts
of life and nations—war, law, commerce, science, if they
strengthen, perhaps tend to harden the spirit of man.
lhe nne arts, on the other hand, present a perpetual anti-
dote

^
to this sternness; occupying the mind without

seventy, softening it without weakness, teaching it enjoy-
ment witaout offence, and opening a new and brilliant way
to fame without the crimes and penalties of ambition. It
seems to me beyond question that the country is at thia
moment preparing for a new and rapid advance in thia
direction. I see a new and powerful combination of
cheering and invigorating impulses, all moving in this
magnificent road to national greatness. The illustrious
personage at the head of the empire, our Queen, whom
none can name without honour, and whose cultivated tastes
and personal example must so largely influence the higher
circles of society, is herself strongly attached to the arts.
Her royal consort, whose conduct has already 'won such
golden opinions' from all men, and who, though born a
stranger, shows by his acts that he has the spirit of a
native, is an accomplished artist. The members of the
Government, and especially the distinguished statesman
at its head, are known for their personal patronage of
painting and sculpture. A sudden sense of the beauty and
interest of the arts is obviously pervading all ranks;
and if the experiment of the cartoons has demonstrated
that there were unsuspected originality and force among
our rising generation of artists, it has equally demon-
strated, in the multitudes of even the humblest ranks who
crowded to see them, the sense of admiration and rational

delight which the arts have the power to create among the
people. I hope that this experiment will be repeated,
convinced that the vigour of the present display will be
surpassed, that the future teems with powerful talents,

and that the national voice has but to be uttered to bring
up a host of new and brilliant spirits to the wing, ready
to throw a portion of their lustre on the name of their
country. 1 altogether disregard the scepticism which
doubts the possible excellence of the British school. The
country which produced Reynolds and Lawrence—to say
nothing of our living artists, some of the most distin-

guished of whom I see around me—has already given
pledges to eminence. But even if we had not a single
living artist, I could not coincide in the idea that this
country could be excluded from any province of national
superiority. I have such strong faith in the inexhaustible

ability of England, and such evidence of her success in
every pursuit on which she has once fixed her mind—I see
the miracles of her predominance, her supremacy iu
government, her glittering triumphs in war—I see the
intellectual banner of the nation blazoned with the honours
of so many victories—I see such ancient and various quar-
teriugs of renown on her heraldic shield, that I can never
suppose her incapable of the highest honours in the most
tempting and the most self-rewarding tract of national
glory. I disdain all notion of despair in a country which
has such memory to give her hope. I disdain all idea
of falling short of the highest elevation in a country
to which genius has so long lent its most soaring
pinion. In the latter part of the fifteenth century all
the depreciators of national ability cried out that the
drama was undone. In the year 1589, at the moment
when all the birds of ill omen were floating round
the supposed death-bed, Shakspeare started in his im-
mortal career. In 1667 the poetry of England was prol
nounced to be ruined. Before that year was at an end"
the "Paradise Lost" refuted the calumny, and threw
imperishable lustre on the land. Let us do our duty as
a nation, and we shall find a noble answer, I say as a
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nation—for if ever our artists have been tardy, it is for

the want of national patronage. No great artist ever

wrought for individuals as lie would for the nation. There

is r.o charm in even the highest personal emolument,

equal to the generous and ennobling consciousness that he

is contributing to the national distinction, and taking a

p'ace in the memory of an empire. This made all the

great artists of the Continent, and it is this largeness of

purpose and citizenship of the great commonwealth of

fame which alone will stimulate, as it alone can reward,

the full exertion of a man of genius. Make your arts

national, and you make them at once grand and secure.

Never call the soil barren ;
propel the stream of public

patronage over it, and then leave the rest to prolific

nature. Never waste your thoughts on the heaviness of a

Portici. You have only to break in the crust of the

earth under your feet to give the treasures of a Hercula-

neum to the light of day. If I am not altogether mis-

taken, the arts may become even an energetic assist-

ant to the political" power of the country. In casually

renewing my recollection of French history some

time since, especially the reign of Louis XIV., I

was struck, not for the first time, by the singular

policy of his earlier years. He came to the govern-

ment of a country distracted and disgusted ; tortured

by the ferocious tyranny of Richelieu, and sicklied

by the subtle Jesuitism of Mazarin. Though by nature

grasping, vain, and unprincipled, his first efforts were

applied to the most magnificent patronage of the arts. In

ten years France was sovereign of continental opinion

—

Paris the wonder of Europe—Louis the mover of every

cabinet. He violated at length his own maxims, and

grasped at territory instead of being content with this

mastery of the universal mind. Yet, such was the eleva-

tion towhich those ten years bad raised France, that it

took a long life of waste, profligacy, and misfortune to

reduce it even to the level of the great surrounding king-

doms. Or look to the extraordinary man whose name

has scarcely lost its terrors for Europe, whose horse-tracks

have left such marks in the soil of the Continent—that

man whose soul was ambition, and the breath of whose

nostrils was fire. What was the first act of his power ?

To make his capital the centre of the arts. \\ hat the first

fruit of his victories ? The seizure of the Italian galleries.

What the richest evidence of his astonishing success ?

The Louvre. Or, look to that great and most sagacious

Sovereign, who has solved the problem which Napoleon

pronounced against the hope of man, and governs France

without war—this Napoleon of peace, a loftier, and, per-

haps, a more difficult title than the Napoleon of war !

What has been his conduct ? Has he shut the royal door

upon the arts of France ? Has he left them to gather a

precarious subsistence from the chance liberality of the

people ? Quite the contrary. He has urged almost the

whole strength of national patronage into their service.

He has filled up from his personal generosity the fount

which the national necessities had left dry. And this is

the wisdom of a great monarch, as fully acquainted with

the events of roval power as Sully, or Henry IV.; as

jealous of national fame as Louis XIV, and as resolved

to raise France to the highest pinnacle of European power,

by the influence of peace, as ever it was raised by the fiery

gusts and explosions of Napoleon."

Roman Tumulus.—Professor Henslow has addressed

a letter to the Editor of the Bury Post, giving an inte-

resting account of the opening of a Roman Barrow, on

the estate of Mr. Bennet, at Rougham, from which the

following is an extract :—" The Barrow explored on this

occasion covered a space 82 feet in diameter, but was of

low elevation, not being raised more than 6 feet above the

general level of the soil. When I arrived at the spot, the

workmen had already dug a trench about 4 feet wide,

directly through the middle of the Barrow, and nearly

down to a level with the surface of the field. This trench

ranged nearly N.E. and S.W., its direction being a little

more than this to the E. and W. Upon digging a little

deeper, about the middle part of the trench, we struck

upon some masonry, and on clearing away the soil, we

laid bare a sort of low dome covered with a thin layer of

mortar, and not very unlike the top of a cottager's oven,

but of larger dimensions, and flatter. The mortar was

spread over a layer of pounded brick about 1$ inch

thick, which had been reduced to a coarse powder, inter-

mixed with small fragments. Under this was a layer of

light brown loamy clay, which was probably some of the

very brick-earth from which the bricks had been fabri-

cated. The three layers together averaged about 2£ or 3

inches in thickness, and formed a crust which had been

spread over an irregular layer of broken tiles and bricks,

which lay confusedly piled round the sides and over the

top of a regular piece of masonry within them. The result

of this part of the investigation was the discovery of a

chamber of biick-work, covered by broad tiles 17 inches

long, 12 broad, and 2 thick. The general character of

the masonry was the same as that which is described in

the " Archffiologia," vol. xxv., and figured at plate 3, by

the la fe excellent antiquary, and greatly regretted John

Gage Rokewode, Esq., in his first paper on the Barrows

at Bart low. The floor of the chamber was 2 feet 2 J inches

from N.E- to S.W., extending (singularly enough) in the

very direction of the trench which crossed the Barrow;

ami it was 2 feet 1 inch from N.W. to S.E. ; so that it

was nearly square. The walls were composed of five

courses of brick-work, cemented by rather thick layers of

mortar. The roof was formed by four ranges of tiles laid

horizontally, so that each range lapped over and projected

Oil every side by about U to 2 inches more inwardly than

the one beneath it, untiUhe opening was finally closeu by

two narrow strips of tile, filling in the space left in the

last range. The height of the chamber from the floor to

' the top was 2 feet 3 inches. The whole was covered by

an additional layer of four broad tiles ; and a bed of
n t *1 n * 1 lit I

mortar and clay between each layer had received the im-

pressions from the tiles above it in a manner which at

first conveyed a notion that they had been painted. On
removing one of the smaller tiles in the upper range, I

had the satisfaction of peeping into a chamber, with its

furniture as beautifully arranged as that in the one de-

scribed by Mr. Rokewode: with the unlucky exception,

that a large glass vase, owing to the joint effects of time

and corruption, had fallen to pieces, and its fragments

were now lying towards the N. corner, in a confused

heap intermixed with the burnt human bones it had con-

tained. Upon the heap was lying a beautiful glass lachry-

I matory, slightly injured in its projecting rim. Everything

else was entire, and eight pieces of pottery appeared still

to retain the very positions in which they had been placed

by the sorrowing friends and attendants of the deceased,

16 or 17 centuries before."

iLntoV
.
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Pomck.—Mansion House.— Caj)t. Tunc, late commander of

the City of Boulogne steam-vessel, appeared again before the

Lord Mayor, in pursuance of the adjournment of the case res-

pecting the loss of the bags of money entrusted to bis care. Mr.

Clarkson said he had been directed by the Steam-packet Com-
pany to state that no further evidence could at present be brought

forward with respect to the robbery of the money deposited in

Captain Tune's custody, and it was their wish that he should be

discharged forthwith. It was with great pain the directors had

brought forward a charge of such a nature against a valuable
1

Servant, who had acted well for so" many years, and it would give

them the greatest pleasure to be able to exonerate the captain

from all blame. He was happy to say that the directors had taken

immediate steps to institute an inquiry, by which they would in

all probability be enabled to bring those concerned in the plunder

to justice. It was the desire of the directors, therefore, that

Capt. Tune should be released from the obligation to bail, upon

the understanding that he should be forthcoming upon any future

occasion. The captain was then discharged.— At Marlborough
Strebt Oi'fick, an inquiry has been going on respecting the

death of Mr. Peter Keim, a boot and shoemaker, in Dean street,

Soho who was stabbed in the streets on Saturday night by Wilhelm

VMlaler a man formcily in his employ. An inquest was held

on Wednesday, when the Jury returned a verdict of Wilful

Murder against Steltzlet.—A verdict of Wilful Murder has also

been returned at a Coroner's inquest at Ilaggerstoi.c, against

William Uayrics, a grocer and oilman, who had administered

medicine to his wife in improper doses in order to procure abor-

tion The prisoner had been committed to Newgate to take his

trial*—At Union Hall on Wednesday, the Rev. Isaac Bridgmpn,

minister of St. John's Chapel, West-street, Walworth, and his

°on against whom warrants had been granted for stealing tire

coffin containing the remains of a Mr. Tavvney, from the burial-

ground of the chapol, entered into recognizances to appear to

answer the charge on a future day.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,

1 that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory

Tubs, Flower- Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, ike, manufactured

by him in Slate, may be seen in use at W'orton Cottage, upon

application to the Gardener, (Sundays excepted.)

TJUTTE It MADE IN TEN M I N U T E S
1J BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.
REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
This Act imposes a penalty of from 5/. to 20/., for each imita-

tion, piracy, or selling, recoverable by the proprietors before a

magistrate, or by civil action. Half the penalty will be Riven to

any person informing the proprietors of any infringement. The

words of the Act are "No person or persons shall copy or alter

any design, either by adding to, or subtracting from,' : &c.

ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lkwb9,
Sussex*

This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming

in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, arc no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use. The great advan-

tages of this Churn will be found in the winter; but in the heat

of summer placing the Churn in cold water will be the means of

hardening the Butter.

SPORTING.
Tattfrsai-l'S.— Thursday. — Gtsarewitch Slakes (Tuesday

next j-5 to 1 agst Colonel Anson's Armytagej 8 to l agst Mr. D.

Cook's Truchoy ;
10 to I agst Mr. F. Clarke's Arcanus (taken);

ll to 1 agst Duke of Richmond's The Currier; 35 to 1 agst Mr.

Bell's Blackdrop; 20 to 1 agst Mr. Corbet Smith's Venus (taken)$

20 to 1 agst Mr. Bell's Wincsour ; 20 to 1 agst Lord Miltown's

Fidhawn | 20 to 1 agst Mr. Bradford's Reciprocity (taken) ; 20 to

I agst Mr. Sadler's decisive (taken); 25 to 2 agst Lord George

B-eotinck's Naworth (taken); 25 to 1 agst Mr. Hook's Una
(taken) : 30 to 1 agst Mr. John Day's St. Lawrence 5

33 to 1 agst

Mr. Braithwaite's Mobarek (taken) ; 50 to 1 agst Mr. Hummer s

Alice Hawthorn (taken). _
MARK LANE, Friday, October 6.—We have been sparingly

supplied with new English Wheat since Monday, and the few

fresh samples at market have been held at that day's prices. In

Foreign there has been a limited business, holders however do

not give way in prices. Barley is Is. cheaper. In Beans and I eas

there is no alteration. Oats of all descriptions must be written

is. lower.
BRITISH, TKR IMPERIAL QUARTFR.

Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk • • ; White
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and \ Oi hslifre. .

Barley JUaltinK and diytilhr.p

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . .
I oland*

Northumberland and Scotch .... *7' ort
,

IlHh hped

It v e.

Beans, Maitagan, old »nd new . 22 to 27

Pigeon, Heligoland . . 1 to 34

Peas, White . . Z0 to 35

WKBKLY 1MPERIA1

Tick
Winds.
Alanle

s. s.

44 to 66
47 to 53
2ji toafl

1 5 t O 'J "l

— to —
1G 10 28
__ to —
'f2 to £0

S. 5.

Red 44 to 52
White — to—
Grind. 24 to 30

Feed !Gto24
Potato 17 to 25

Potato 16 to 24

Harrow 25 to 32

— to — Longpod — to—
30 10 33 Grey 20 to 30

AVKRACES.

August
Sent.

25
1

8
15
22
20

fi weeks' Aggregate Aver.' 52 3

Foreign Duties

* * 1 - * J"

j
Wheat/
66 8

ilarley Oats- Ryi?.. Beans.

32 11 20 7 81 8 31 10

51 2 31 11 20 5 31 1 32 4

fid 31 11 19 7 81 3 81 9

60 10 81 5 13 10 30 1 81 2

40 3 31 2 18 5 29 8 80 6

40 5 30 4

31 7

17 10 30 6 30 8

52 3 JO 3 30

10

8

6 1

31 5

10 613 7 7

Teap.
33 9
32
33
33
32
32

1

8
8
8
9

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.

English
Irish

Scotch
Toreign

Wheat
.

r.yio

31020

. Barley
2-iOO

2940

Oats
1090

19830

4(iU0

Flour
2520 SJ^s

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCY SUrKHSKDKD.-J. Hartley, Height, Lancashire, anon

City Chambers, Bi.bopBgate-street Within, t »)*™^"*: C
< ; j • nUcad,

W. E. de la VeUesboisnet, CoJeroan.au««^»wi^'m«tVii fckihK! eom-
Bideford, Devonshire, retailer of Hour-J. Sykea, Bjntall, ™***^Jr:_W.
n.Hlor-O. Jm.es Uverpoo), draper-.!. ftm*«ni,^^J^SKifiS^IW-
Havelock, South Shields, carver-W. Hughe,

*J£™*£' *l* t

"
r

°
aild gilder

slate-merchant- J. Brnnker, Sonlhainpton-row, H ""^"^'^ ^'r/ve^der-
_1\ a. Nuttall, Edward-uxrace,Ch»)k-roaa, Islingttn, newFiMper *

Jas. Bedford, Melina-place, Westminster-road,
Y°^

m"li
d

5iuld Liverpool
St. Mary-Axe, huilder-O. Keeling, Manchester, brewer- &• faoulci, ui e

nierehant-B. K. Bttllman, Leeds* cabinet-maker.
rrnmbie. Kirkaldy,

SCOTCH SKUUKSTUATIONW.-Ja^ Kdin-
merchants-J. I&ss, Milneraig, "S^h

v
»e»^J^i^B^^toiWe*s

burgh, horse-dealer—Jas.Hardy, Edinburgh, agent-Alex, crown,

1 alrdxeaac r.

BIRTHS-On the 1st Inst, at 43, fcatun-place, the adj of

cote, Bart., of a son-On the 1st Jnst, in Chesham-st et, H.e
("\Jch({t .dCvn

Hill, of a danghter-On the 1st inat., at Hampatead, the lady

2 and 3

13 to 15 lbs. £6 to 28 lbs.
Sizes No. 1

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs.

Price, carriage paid -i

255< g5ff- 42s.
to London. J

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. §d.> 6s. t
and /s. Larger

sizes made to order.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Kigby's Brush Warehouse,

No. 80, Graccchurch street; Livkrwoiik and Son, ironmongers,

No. 30, Oxford-street; Bjbnham, 19, Wigmore-strcct, Cavendisn-

square. Ex port Agents, Barnks & Co., 109, Fenchurch-strcet .

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY AND NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

1JOYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION, Lon-
XV don, under the direction of John Ryan, LL.D., M.D., and

Professor Iiachhoffner, M . A., Ph.D. The WINTKR COURSE of

CHEMICAL LECTURES and PRACTICAL DEMONSTRA-
TIONS for MEDICAL and GENERAL STUDENTS, AGRICUL-
TURISTS. &c. under the direction of Dr. John Ryan, will com-

mence on TUESDAY, the l/th of October, at Twelve o Clock,

am., and will be continued on each alternate day until May.

There will also be an evening Class for those who cannot attend

ln
^STEAMNAVlGATION CLASS, for NAVAL OFFICERS,

will meet on MONDAY, October the lG'h, atTwelveo'Clock a.m.

•These Lectures are delivered every Monday and 1
''rlday-

TT, r, 1A4 -r
The Class for RAILWAY DRIVERS will open on TUESDAY

EVENING, October the 17th, at Eight o'Clock P.M. These Lec-

tures arc delivered on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Daily instruction in CHEMICAL MANIPULATION and

PKACTJCALANALYfclS.byDr. Ryan. .........
Syllabuses of the various Classes may be had at the Institution.

OW LAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-

cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Qukkn,

the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil

is universally acknowledged to be the only artici-k that win

effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it fromfalling off or

turninggrey* free it from scurf&ad dundriff, and will render it de*

Iwhlfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in

the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.-—

Much pernicious trash is now Offered for sale as "MACASSAK.
OIL " it is therefore of meat importance to purchasers to see

that (he words "ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OJL" are engraven

on the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions." The

Proprietors' Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:--

V. ROWLAND $ SON, 20, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON;
Countersigned "ALEX, ROWLAND." Price 3s. bd.-7s. family

Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. 6d. f
and double that size 2\s.

per bottle. Ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them,

and by Chemists and Perfumers.

LONDON NURSERY.—An eligible opportunity now

presents itself to any active, intelligent, industrious, ana

competent person of becoming a PARTNER in one of the oldesc

established nurseries in the vicinity of the Metropolis, or of pur-

chasing the business on his own account. For particulars address

(in the first instance) to C. W., 3, Rye-crescent, Peckham
t
Surrey:

TO NURSERYMEN, GENTLEMEN, GARDENERS, &C.

THE ADVERTISER wishes to meet with a corope-

-L tent person to join him as PARTNER in taking an old-

established Nursery and Seed Business in the neighbourhood v

London, now about to be disposed of- Any person wishing *"

treat with the Advertiser upon the subject will be informed pi »'

particulars (amount of capital, &c., required) by addressing

line to A. F., care of Messrs. PbothbrOH and Morris, Leyw
stone. __—

—

\\l ANTED to APPRENTICE a LAD to the Nursery

VV Business : the master must board and lodge him. A ire

mium is expected to be paid.—Direct to B. Dymant, Rose an

Crown, Edmonton, Middlesex.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 34, whopej*

fectly understands Greenhouse Plants, Heaths, and F' 1'^
ting; also Pleasure-grounds, Forcing and Early Framing, Klt^ (ls

garden, &c. His Wife is a very good Laundress, and ulKl" &
J_* Me

the management of Poultry. They can have unexccption*

characters.— Direct to T. M., at Mr. Denyer's, Nursery ana &<-*=

man. Brixton Wash-way, Surrey. -

A S GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 30, withj*

-f*- a family, who perfectly understands his business; can i

fc

a five years' character from the Situation he has just left.-^

to J.C., at Mr. Ambrose's, Nurseryman and Flonst^Batierbt
.

..

AS UNDER-GARDENER, or YARD MAN.-A^
dle-agcd married Man, who has no objection to mak ^

self generally useful ; can have a four years' character n d<

last Situation j his Wife could take charge of a :'....,py.

— Direct to W. Goodman, at Mr. Page 1

Antigua, aged 0_i

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN. -rp ._-,

S BAILIFF, OR BAILIFF AND WOODRIJ^.
A married Man, aged 45, without encumbrance, a"

in

a' experience. He thoroughly understands mn
. tands

A
ral years' experience. He thoroughly understands^caii tands

all its branches, has a knowledge of design, and well unuc
&Cf , as

the culture of timber, the measurement oi land, B»»w» ^ bC

well as its general management. Respectable *eloienc by>

given.—Direct to W.F.T., at Mr. Jocomb's, schooi-su^w ^
Warwickshire.

Printed by BTwrn- BsAMims and BfftN»
'JfSSSttSS^^^Vt^

the Precinct of Whitefriars, i" the City oi
J;""**; ' ^Yhe County ol

:

W
c

at th0O^c«,8, *»*2S^ to bo ***"
dlosex, where all Advertisements and CwnwuwtflUOirt

^Editor,-Saturday, October 7, 1W3.
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-TROM the last Official Stamp Returns just published,
• *t appears that timing: the three months of April, May, and

June, in the present year, the Stamps supplied to each of the un-
dermentioned Journals gave them an average Publication of—

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
BaWAN.VIA ....
Mounino Advertiser . .

CORNING Herald .

Mark Lane Exprbss •
*>t„ Jambs' Chronicle .Rbcord

,

Sun
£*** Post

Spectator
'

Tablet .

John Bull
'••••

Evening Mail
Standard

.

*

Globb
.

.'.'.*.*
Railway Times .

Nonconformist
Obsbrvbr .

Atlas
Bell's New Weekly Messenger
United Service Gazette .

Naval and Military Gazette
New Farmers' Journal
Mining Journal . . ,

CHURCH and State Gazette
Court Journal
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5,l6l

5,077
4,872

4,693

4. 1 54

4,000

3.962

3,847
3.H46

3,846

3,539

3,347

3,231

3.205
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2,654
2,635
2,423
2,308
1,943

1,847

1,731

1,469
1,423

1,385

1,385

1,019

\VILLIAM IVERY, Florist, Peckham, near London
* * bejrs most respectfully to inform his Friends and thl
Public that he is now ready to send out his six

successively
distinct Seedling- CINERARIAS; they have been Bn£**L*il*
exhibited at Chiswick G
Park, and South London
*cll known

hardens; Botanical Gardcns/Re^nt/s
Floricultural, where their m_2_? -merits are

1*
>9

Ivery's Cineraria, Emperor— fine dark shaded purple
Rcgina Victoria—pure white, beautifully

tipped with purple '

Pride of Peckham—pure white, blue eye
Triumph—bright crimson - .

Delicata—delicate lilac, shaded pink
Regulata—rosy purple* fine form - "

particularly recommend the following
s. d.

- 2 6
- 2 I

of Wales 1 6

>»

»t

>t

W. I. can
^rieties :—
^chheriana
Smitl

it

it

S.

5

5

5

5

d.

pith's Challenger -

James's Prince of Wi
Bell's Decora - - - 3
Henderson's CompactBlue 2

Azurea - - 2
Magnet - l

Eclipse - - 2

M
II

6

6

6
6

Henderson's No. 7 _

Jvery's Rival King -

Imperial Blue
Royal Blue -

Queen Victoria
„ Princess Roval

Youngii -

Splendida

,»

i»

1

»

• 5

• 5

named
s. d.

- 2 6

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 2

- 2
- 1

(GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTrrUTIO^Il
^-* Notice is hereby given that an Election for Two Von* '

upon this Charity will take place early in January next. All
S

desirous of becoming Candidates are required to send in th#»
P
^r

S°?3

monials, &c. to the Committee on or before Tuesday the
C
^rdNovember next.

y e Jm
The necessary Forms of Petition maybe had on application tnEdward R. Cutler, Secretary, 97, Farringdon-street.

catlon t0

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

\TT r
r
;

YlI0CK 'S
' HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS &cW 1L

:

LIAM MAY begs to state that he j s provided
BollirWi*

a 8uPPIy of thc above plants of select quality The
last V

C3 ure of his ™" stock, which he has been selecting
; fftr the

Planu i

years
',
and are of every shade of colour. The Herbacco is^S^A U^ carefully'collected and are of the faSBS

t5 on, suchS?n
« ^e m08t P°Pulf Ge

f
CriUS ? Pment c»ltiva-

niatns v "loses, Pentstemons, Aconitums, Anemones, Deenhi-
The »ail,V';

lnu!us
'
I-upinus, Onothcra, &C. '

eCl)iU

2G.v • ^/l?i
yhocks in collections of 100 plants for 40.9. ; 50 nlanN

^med" fo.^
8

' "'"• Thc Herbaceous plants, 100 sorts correctiv

PackageT Hnnlf, SOrt
5'

25ffV f WC M
\
S tf^*1* including

r°r 26- l)i rn
yhoek seed saved from best double flowers, 200 seeds

flowers, in »• 2 ,

sccc,

f
f,,r ^ i

Panscy seed saved from best prize

N.B M"pl £ ' Hnd riS Packets.
*

last rear \y Z°** fnends who received their Hollyhock plants late

quenee, he will 1 ^ S
8tate that auy thcy may have lost in conse-

rc;fercnec from „«i
g to rc

!
,lace free of charge. A remittance or

scrya Leemi«tl t ?
wn correspondents is solicited.—Hone Nur-3 ^^8Jane, Bedale, YorUirc, 2d Oct., 1843.

P° Nur

M
' u

NEW AND DESIRABLE PANSIES.
YOUELL and CO. beg respectfully to inform Grow-

ers of the above that they^iave succeeded in raising Four
New and highly-beautiful Seedlings, possessing first-rate proper-

ties, both in size, form, and substance, forming quite a novelty.

They will prove a valuable acquisition to those who compete at

any Horticultural Exhibition in the Kingdom. Description, as

follows:— "Eclipse," a large, flat, and well-formed flower, ot

fine yellow, and intense eye. "Duke of Norfolk," large, well-

formed flower, with a fine eye, primrose ground, with a pencilled
edging of delicate blue round the petals. " Lady Alice Peel,"

,
white ground, is a large round flower of extraordinary substance,
the petals are well formed, and in fine proportion, the quantity 0/

yellow shown in the purple eye increases the beauty of the flower;
top petals and margin of a dark purple. *' Ann " is also a flower
of good form and substance, white ground, slightly tinged with
purple, with fine brown and purple eye.
Y. and Co. can most confidently recommend the above, which

are now ready to be forwarded to any part of the Kingdom, per
post free, at 21*. the four varieties. They also beg to draw atten-
tion to their healthy stock of this tribe, which thcy are offering
upon the following terms:—

12 Extra fine and very superior show varieties . . 18s.

12 Very fine ditto ditto . . . 12s.

12 Fine ditto ditto . . . Qs.

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS and other BULBS.
YOUELL & Co. beg respectfully to announce they

have received from Haarlem their annual importation of
the above in most excellent condition, adapted either for Glasses,
Forcing, or open-border culture. Prices as follows

—

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . \ fi nop on_
Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . . /

°5
'

per aoz '

Extra fine Ditto 9.9. to 12s.

Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 18s.

The selection being left to Youbll 8c Co.
Catalogues may be had on application.

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.—For particulars of which, see their

Advertisement in this Paper of the 7th inst.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, fine 4-year old plants, 8 to 10
inches, 10/. per 100. or 30s. per dozen.

Myatt's British Queen Strawberry, 1/. per 100.

Eliza, .... 10s. „
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 12, 1843.

DUTCH FLOWER BULBS.

J CARTER, Seeosman and Florist, No. 238, High
• Holborn, London, begs leave to inform thc Nobility, Gentry,

and his customers in general, that the late-flowering GLADIOLI,
TIGRIDIAS, &c, are now arrived. His new Catalogue of Bulbs
"will be forwarded, prepaid, on application. The following items
were partly omitted in the Catalogue :— £ s. d.

Extra fine mixed Ranunculus . . per 100 7 6

Very good do. do. . . . „ 4

Extra fine new Scotch Ranunculus . ,, 15
A splendid collection of English Iris, 150 varieties

(matched against any in the kingdom) . .500
50 extra fine new Spanish Iris . . v 1

A collection of 75 varieties 2 10

„ 50 very good varieties . . .10
V^*j good mixed English Iris . . perdoz. 2 6
.jo mixed Spanish Iris .... per 100 6

lircdisea—beautiful species from the desert of
Copiapo in Chili each 2

Flower Seeds.
Nemophila discoidalis, new, black, with white

border (should be sown now) . per packet 10
Tropceolum polyphyllum—greenhouse ,, 2 6

A beautiful new fragrant Perennial . „ 2 6

A new yellow Loasa— Andes, Chili • „ 10
238, High Holborn, London.

FINEST SORTS of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
at low Prices.

Hyacinths, very fine double, colours separate, *g s. d.

per hundred 15
Hyacinths, the finest known (byname) perdoz. 12 o
Anemones, new large double, $d. each, or the

collection of 50 Varieties (by name) . .15
Anemones, in beautiful mixture, per doz. . .026

— early single, many colours, per hundred 7 o
Ranunculuses, hardy, showy Sorts, for Autumn

planting, per 100 3 6

Early Dwarf Tulips, for pots or open ground,

Is. 6d. per dozen, or per hundred . . . H» 6

Crocuses, of 12 Sorts, perhundred . is. 6d. to o 3 6

And every other kind of Flower-root, equally moderate in price.

Irises in splendid Varieties, see last week's Chronicle.

N.B.— Carriage paid to any part of London.
Sutton and Sons, Reading Nursery, Berkshire.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.

HUMPHREY'S COMPOUND, applicable to all

Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to

promote the germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles is. gd.

each, by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Hurst &
McMullen, Leadenhall-street) W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within;

Gordon, Thompson, and Baskett, Fenchurch-street; Grim-
ley and Co., Govcnt Garden; Batt and Rutley, 412, Strand

;

CnARLvvoon, Tavistock-row; W. J. Nuttino, 46, Cheapside; G
Lawrence, 18, Piccadilly ; John Ksrman, Great Russell-street'

Goverit Garden j Lockhart, 156, Cheapside ; Thatcher and'

Son, Islington ; John Watkinson, Market-place, Manchester;

and other leading Seedsmen in town and country. Whole-
sale Agents, Davy, Mackmurdo, & Co., 100, Upper-Thames-
street, London.

Holliday's 11 enriette
two beautjfu: light-edyeri red

QEEDL1NG PICOTEES.
O and Queen of England, ..B.»i-«ufiuu icu

Picotees, having taken Seedling prizes at the Floricultural So-

ciety Shows, at the Crown and Anchor- Tavern, London, in 1842

and 1813, and also at Northampton, are now ready to send out,

at 7s. 6d. per pair : the Plants are particularly strong and hev.lthv.

Direct, by letter, pre-paid, to J. Holliday, Horse Shoe-street,

Northampton; or to Mr. R. Orson, Florist, 12, Hall-place, Ken-
nington-lane, Surrey. ^^_____

NEW AND FIRST-RATE PELARGONIUMS, &c, &c.

WCATLEUGH begs respectfully to call the attention

• of the cultivators of them to the Seedlings raised by E.

Foster, Esq., and the Rev R. Garth: they took the principal

prizes at the Chiswick Horticultural Show, against the Seedlings

from all parts of the country ;
they were universally admired as

to properties and distinct colours. Good strong plants will be ready

to send out by the end of October, with his Catalogue oi Pelar-

gonium^, Calceolarias, Carnations, Picotees, Chrysanthemums,

Fuchsias, Verbenas, Roses, Cinerarias, &c, &c. A fine Stock ot

Fresh Mushroom Spawn.—Hans-street, Sloane- street, Chelsea,

Oct, 13th, 1843.

JOHN WHITLEY, Silcoates Nursery, near Wakefield,O begs respectfully to offer the following articles, at the very low
prices affixed.

One dozen of any of the above
Verbenas for 6s. , or the collec-
tion for 10s. s. d.

Petunia Jewess .. .
Enchantress,Ivery'B

. *

• *

• -

•

• •

• •

>

Fuchsia Defiance
Epsii
&em, Ivery's

Majestica, Smith's,
St. Clare
speciosa
splendida
mutabilis, Smith's
robusta
Hero
mapnificans
mirabilis
arborea .

,

Toddiana
Cormackia
formosa elepans
Venus victrix

globosa variegata
Craitjianus

Stewartii
Belliana
glabra multiflora
Chandlerii
Curtisii

.. splendens
Loudonii

One dozen of any of thc above
(the choice being left to the
buyer) lor I/. Is., or the whole
collection ior 11. lis. 6d.

Verbena Princess Royal, Youell's
cerulescens
atrosanguinea
teucroides lilusina
rubra purpurea
Orange Perfection
Goliah
Ingramii
Stewartii

Bishopii
Prince of Wales, Wood's
llfordiana variety
Queen, Ivery 's

Melenarip superba
Amie
Burleyana
Lilacina

Taglionii
variegata

Heslopiana
Ruby
Iveryana

•

.

.

* a

• •

• t

. .

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

I

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
6

6
6

6
9

9

9

Lady Pee
Medora ..

Beauty
magna rosea
Lady Sale

. . Enchantress,Cattle'
Magician
Lilacina- ..

Cineraria Imperial Blue ..

Royal Blue
Rival King
Queen Victory.

.

Rosa Devoniensis

Morandia alba ..

Achimenes longiflora

Viola arborea .

.

Companula grandis

Phlox picta

Galardea coronata

Miraulas Hodsonii

Lobelia erinus grandiflora

azurea

Malva companulata
Brewer's Britannia Gera-

nium, per doz 6

Choice collection of Garden
Roses, at per doz., 6s. to 12

Good named Pansies, for

borders, per doz. .. 3
Myatt's British Queen
Strawberry, per 100 .. 10 6

Elton's Seedlingdo., p 100 3 6
Brewer'sEmperordo.,p.l00 3 6
Myatt's Victoria Rhubarb,
per doz 6

Early Pontic Rhubarb (the

earliest sort known,), p. doz. 6
Double blue Violets, p.doz. 4
Phlox cordato grandiflora,

per doz. . . .. . . 4

Phlox odorata, per doz. . . 4

Double crimson Sweet Wil-
liam, per doz. . . ..4

Phlox suffruticosa, per doz. 4
Pure white Daisies, p. doz. 3
Also a few thousands of scarlet

Daisies to dispose of.

Admittance or reference from unknown correspondents will be
required.—Wakefield, October 9, 1843.

TO GROWERS OF PANSIES.
TAMES MAY begs to call particular attention to his
*J extensive collection of v s favourite flower. He is now cultivating
nearly 6o0 varieties by name, rnd his stock being remarkably healthy
this season he can strongly recommend them ; this being the most
favourable time for transplanting to ensure a tine spring and summer
bloom ; 12 Extra fine varieties, including his 4 Superb Seedlings
which were so much admired all through the season, viz., Espartero,

Donna Elidia. Optime, and Ellen, for 25s.; 12 Extra tine 1 5s. : which
can be sent per post free; 30 Superb varieties, 21s. Any of the older

varieties, 7s. 6d. per dozen, or 50 pairs correctly named for 30s.,

package included. Early orders are respectfully solicited for his

Superb Pansy Seed, as the crop is short this season, at the following

prices, 2s. 6d.
t

5s. to 10s. per packet. May's Crimson Superb
Sweet William, Is. per packet. J. M. has only a few packets of the

true Prolific Egyptian Mummy Wheat at the following prices:

25 grains for 20s., or 50 for 30s., sent post free with directions for

planting, &c. &c. A remittance respectfully requested from unknown
correspondents.— Pansy Nursery, Tottenham, London.

PELARGONIUMS.—Gentlemen who would ensure
trongplants of those {varieties advertised by James Pamplin

in the Gardeners' Chronicle of September 23rd, are requested to for-

ward their orders as early as convenient,—addressed to him, Lea-
road Nursery, Leyton, or Whip's-cross Nursery, Walthamstow. It

is further requested that, upon receipt of the goods, a post-office

order be remitted, made payable at Woodford.

J. P. takes this opportunity of announcing that his Calceolaria

seed saved from first-rate varieties is now ready for delivery at

^s. per packet.

NORLAND NURSERY, NOTTING HILL, LONDON-

RE. GOWER takes this opportunity ot* offering an
• assortment of Dutch Bulbs which are particularly good, fine

plants of Auricaria Brazilianus two to three feet; one year trans-

planted Beach at 4s. per 1000; one year ditto Portugal Laurels at

35*. per 1000: Seedling Evergreen Oaks, fine at os. per 100.

Trained Fruit Trees, Flower and Garden seeds ot the best sorts, and
Russia Mats.

i
_?INE NAMED TULIPS.—The Subscriber having a

large supply of fine bulbs of the above popular flower, begs to

cfFer them upon the following very moderate terms, viz. : 100 sorts

byname for 5/. ; 50 sorts bv name for 2/. 10s. f
which were comprise

portions of Bigarres, Roses, and Bvbl_men, and will be found worthy

the attention of the amateur and practical florist. William May,
Hope Nursery, Leeming-lane, Bedale, York, 2d Oct., 1843.

TO GROWERS OF PANSIES.

T FRYER begs to remind the admirers of the above
«> • beautiful tribe of plants that this is a favourable time for

planting for Spring blooming, and that his collection contains nearly

every variety worthy of cultivation : strong plants in excellent health.

Good Showy Varieties can be supplied at 9s per dozen
; superior

do. 12s. per dozen; new and very superior Show Varieties, Is. 6rf. to

3s. 6d. each. Catalogues of which, with the prices, will be forwarded
on application. Fine Pansy Seed saved from best varieties, _s. 6rf.,

5s., to Jus. per packet. J. F. likewise begs to inform the Public that
he has succeeded in Saving Seed irom his much-admit ed New Thun-
bergia Fryerii; and that he has proved it to produce the same
variety, packets of which, containing 6 seeds, can be supplied at 5s.
each, also strong healthy plants 5s. each.
N B. All the Newest Varieties of Fuchsias at very low prices.—

Clarendon Nursery, Camberwell, October 13, 1S43.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, AND PIN!

MESSRS. N. and B.NORMAN'S Catalogue of
Snow varieties, with which they have gaiufed yp Pria_fc

this season, can be had on pre-paid application .—- Bull-field*
Woolwich.

^v

I
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NURSERYMEN

TO HER MAJESTY,

AND FLORISTS

QUEEN ADELAIDE.

12

25

12

t ?

»?

very
25 „
The

1 4
I 10

3

2 10

5

7 6
10 6
5

5
3 6
5

5

5

5

CARNATIONS & PICOTEES.
12 pair of good show £ s. d.

sorts
fine ditto

ditto ditto .

.

Cra fine and
superior ditto

ditto ditto ..

selection being: left to
Youkll and Co.

CA RNA TIONS.
Scarlet Bizarr&.—p, pair

Admiral de Rigney .. 3 6
Banton's Belisarius
— Marcellus
— Tolemachus ..— Orpheus

Berringer's Masterpiece .— Fire King ..

BfjOU de Clermont
Brook's Harkaway
Bucknall's Eari Fitz-Har-
dinge

Brown's Prince George .

Cartwright's King Wil-
liam the Fourth

— Lord of the
Manor

— Forester .

.

Christian's King William
the Fourth

Churchill's George the
the Fourth

Clarke's London
Ely's Sir Robert Peel ..— Earl FitzwilUam..
— Earl ofM xborough— Colonel Wainman .— Mayor of Kipon ..— Jolly Dragoon— William the Con-
queror
— Regular ..

irrer's Huntsman
Fletcher's Duke of De-

vonshire
— Red Rover .,

General Washington ..

Groove's Sir Robert Peel
Oadge'a Sir Wm. Wallis
Hales1 Prince Albert .

.

Headley's Achilles
— Wm. Cobbett .

Heigh's Lord Morpeth ..

J J ep worth's L ader— Elias— Brilliant ..

— Albion
— True Briton

Hogg's Col. Cavendish..
— Hampden

Housman's Kiuiare Hero
Hoyler

s Duke of Leeds ..

Hurtou's Captain Sley ..

Patriarch
Lee's Colonel
Lady charlotte Lvster ..

Mansley's Charles XII...
Martin's Contender
— Adventurer .,— Rival ..

— Splendid
Marshall's Don Juan ..

Mason's Achilles
May's Sunbeam ..

Merchant's Don John ..

Millwood's Lady of the
Manor .. .. ..4

Moore s William IV. ..

Power's Duke of Wel-
lington

Prince de Rohan
Raiuford's Game Boy ..

Roi de Capuchins
Redlern's Vulcan
— William IV. ..

Rowbotham's Victory ..

Scholes' William IV. ..

Smaliey's box-huuter ,.

Smith's Mrs. Ta\ lor
— D. or Wellington

Strong's King ..

Squire's Defiance
Thompson's Squire Cart-
wright

Twitchett'b Don John .

.

VetruMus
Walmsley's Mars

— William IV.
Wheeler's Victory
Wensurn ..

Weston's Dreadnought.

.

Wilde's Perfection
Wiilmer's Amateur
— Conquering Hero
— Coronation

Woollard's Karl of Ash-
burnham
— D. of Wellington

wood's Victorious— Medeea .. .
•

YouelPsSir Rbt. Newman— Duke of York ..— CUarles Kean ..— Lord Dudley— Lord Walsinghani— Prince of Wales
Crimson Bizarres.

Ashworth's Memnon
Aurelian
Banton's Mahomet Ali..
— Prometheus ..

Barker's Commandant .

.

Berkshire Hero ..

Birtei's Model of Per-

fection 3

7 6

7 6

5

2 6

4
4
3 6
3 6
:t 6

3 6
'2

ti

5

4
4

5

3 6
5

5

5

10 6
5

2 6

4

4 ii

/ 6

4
3

4
2 6
5

5

3 6

5

4

4

4
3 6

7 6
4
2 6'

4

2 6

4

3 d

Chamber's Kate .. ..5
Duke of Leeds .. .

.

4
Dover's Robin Hood .. 2
Eclipse 4
Ely's Lord Durham .. 5— Major Goldsworthy 4— Royal Oak .

.

4
Fletcher's Lord Stanley.

.

4
Prith's Virginius .. 2
Greasley's Ld. Brougham
Gregory's King Alfred .. 3
Gedge's William Tell .. 5
Hogg's Caractacus .. 3
Holmes' Count Paulina .

.

4
Hepworth's Hector .. 4
Hufton's Squire Ray .. 5— Rev. J. Plumtree.

.

5
— Lord Melbourne .. 7— Wellington .. 5— Squire Sit well .. 5

Ive's Prince Leopold ,. 2
Jacques' Georgiana
— Gloriana 5

Jarret's Lucretia .. 5
Lady Dover y
Mansley's Shnkspeare .. 5— Robert Burns .

.

5
Marquis of Tavistock .

.

4
Malpas' Navarino ..4
Maud's Susannah .. 4
Miller's Enchantress .. 5
Muscroft's Conquering
Hero 3

Pike's Eminent 4
Parker's Sophia .... 3
Puxley's Prince Albert .

.

7
Reynold's Ld. Lyndhurst 4— Lord Tenterden .. 4
Smith's D. of Cambridge 10
Tute's Miss Monck .

.

7
Taylor's Birming. Hero 2
Toon's Conductor .. 5
Van Buren 3
Volunteer .. ..3
Wakefield's Paul Pry .

.

2
Woodhead's Spitfire .. 3
Woollard's Sir T. Gooch 5— Dk. of Devonshire 5— Prince Albert .

.

4
Wood's England's Glory 4— Wellington .. ;,— King William IV. 2— Lord Dc-la-Warrc 3— Lorenzo . . .

.

5— Catullus .. 4— Cadice .. -.3
Young's Double X .

.

3— Karl Grey .

.

4
Pink and Purple Bizarres.

Apollo 2
Bearless' Sir G. Osborne 4
Brown's Duchess of Kent 5
DianaVernon( Burroughes) 5

10

3
5

3

5

3

5

2
4

5

4

4

5
10

3

5

2

2

5

2

3

4

3

5

3
5

7
7

6

6

6

6

(j

6"

6

6

6

6

6

G
6

Ely's Duke of Bedford
— Lord Milton
— William Caxton
— Mrs. Brand
Franklin's Q. of Hearts.

.

Garraway's D. of Kent .

.

General Bertrand
Hepworth's Bright Venus
Hogg's Epaminondas .

.

Jacques' Iris

Minerva
Mrs. Fuller
— Goldswoithy

3

7
4

10

5

5

3

d.

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6
6
6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

per pair

—

s.

4

5

4
2

4
2
3
2
2

3

5

4

2

2
4

4

4

4
2
2
3

3

2

4
5

2
2

5

3

2

5

2
5

4

5

every
petals

6

6

• -

• •

7
7
3

4

4

4

5

6

6

C)

3 6

5

3 6

2 6

7 6
3 6

4

Perfection

Totally distinct from
Other known variety

;

of good substance, and very
large size.

Xcaley's Princess Royal
Stone's Venus
Strong's Ps. of Denmark
Soorn's Bioomsbury
Try's Leonidas
Taylor's William IV.

Turner's Dk. of Devonsh.
Wiilmer's Telemachus ..

Wood's Phidias
Scarlet Flakes.

Addenbroke's Lydia .. 4

Banton's Napoleon ..4
— Flora iVrivor .. 76

Boothman's William IV. 4
Brooke's Comet .. 4
Buckuall's Ulysses .. 76
Butterworth'sGr.Darling 5— Ovcndon Lass 4

Brown's Bp.oi Gloucester 3 6
Cresswell's Premier ..40
Cartwrt's. Seedling No. 6 10 6— ditto, No. 100 -.15
Dover's Enchantress .. 7 f3

— Champion . . 3 6*

Ely's Bright Venus .. 3 6
— Prince of Wales
— William Beckett
Fletcher's Lord Anson -.— Red Rover— Beauty of Birmingh.
Foster's Duke of Sussex
Gummery's Brilliant ..

Hepworth's Mme. Vestris
Hogg's Warrior
— Gen. Sir A. Clifton,.

4
2

4
5

3

4
5

4
Hoyle's Cherry CheekPatty 3

6

6

6

Hufton's Magnificent

Hopkin's Dk. of Welling.

Kershaw's Dk. of Richm.
Leecher's Ruler
Lord Brougham
Martin's High Sheriff ..

— Rising Sun
Maud's Rowton
Moore's First West York
Mrs. Fletcher
Mansley's Lord Byron ..

Maud's Susanna
orson's Rob Roy
Pearson's Madam Mara.

.

Potter's Bellmont
Pugh's Lady Hill

Puxley's No. 34

Simpson's Marq. Granby

Sterne's Doctor Barnes

Smith's Marq. of Chandos
Tate's Queen Adelaide .

.

Taylor's Festival

Tomlinson's Dk. Rutland

Wallis'sBcauty of Cradley

Wigg's Karl of Leicester

Wihie's Elizabeth

Wilson's Wihiam IV.

Wiilmer's Earl of Errol .

.

Woollard's Magnum Bo-

num— Queen Victoria ..

Wood's Bright Phcebus

Youell's Angelas
— Dinmede
— Duke of Wellington 10

Rose and Pink Flakes.

Ashworth's Cottage Girl 6

— Miss Walker
— Beauty of Monreith

Brook's Flora's Garland

Brown's Duchess of Glou-

cester
— Luna

Barrerger's Apollo
Brinkler's Defiance
Carracci
Cartwright's Virgin of the

Sun (ex. fine

Chadwick's Lucetta
Champion
Cleavel's Prince Regent
Clegg's Smiling Beauty
Count Virgenues
Cybele
Dalton's Lancashire Lass
Dobin's Mountaineer ..

Dover's Venus
Eason's Elizabeth
Ely's Lady Ely
— Lady Gardiner
— Lady Peel
— Miss Molly
— Fair Flora
Fletcher's Duchess
Devonshire
— Mary Ann
— Margaret Ann ..

Hogg's Queen of Roses
.

.

— Lady Domville
— Lady Stanley
— Lady Petre

Hoyle's Crucifix
— Bees Wing
— Lovely Nancy

Hufton's LadyHarrington
— Rosea .

.

Iron's Queen Victoria .

.

Jacque's Phcebus
— Queen of Roses .

.

Knott's General Chasse
Lady Cooke
Lady Wood
Lord Berners
Malpas' Lady Grey
Marchns. 01 Westminster
Maria Louise
Mrs. Devon
Martin's Maria
Princess Clementina
Plant's Lady Hood
Thompson's Rosalia
Thurtell's Prince Albert
Webb's Donna Maria .

.

Wiilmer's Timandra
Wilde's Lady Milton ..

Wilson's Carlo Dulce .

.

— Gem
— Harriet (ex. ex. fine)

— Agnes
Wood's Cntss. of Dysart
Woollard's Ly. Middletou
— Queen Adelaide .

.

Woodhead's Sir G. Crew
Yeat's Supreme
Youell's Fairy Queen ..

Purple Flakes.

Allaway's Wonder of the
World

Banton's Hermione
Bates' Wellington
Browne's M ungo Park . . 5
Cartwright's Ben Block 10

d.

6

6
6
6
rj

6

6

6

6

G

6

6

per pair

—

s.

• •

of

5

2

7
5

4

5

5

5
I

10

3

3

2
2

2
3

2
2
2

3
4

4

3

3

3

2
5

3

3
5

2
4

4

5

4
4
4
4

4

3

5

2

3

3
5
3
5

4

5
3
4

2

3
4

6
6

6

6
6

6
6
6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

5

4

5
5
4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3
3

3

5

3
4

5

2
4
2

3

7
2

3

3

6
6

— Queen Victoria
Frazer's Major
Mall's Major Cartwright
Hardy's True Blue
Hepworth's Elizabeth ..

Hogg's Col. of the Blues
— D. of Sutherland

Hufton's Duke of Bronti
— La Belle Alliance

Hudson's Miss Thornton
Hunt's Seedling
Kenney's Excellent
Kershaw's Royal George
Lascelle's Maid of Sparta
Lady Wilton
Lass of Richmond
Lascclles' Queen Sheba.

.

Lee's Lottery
Leighton's Belerophon ..

Mansley's Beauty of
Woodhouse

Mansley's Euclid
Martin's President
Millwood's Premier
Muscroft's Village Maid
Marsden's Jolly Angler.

.

Nimrod
Palmer's Defiance '.'.

Pollard's First-rate
Roberts' Rodney
Stone's Venus ..

Turner's Madam Sontag— Princess Char-
lotte

Waile's Lord Hill !'

Wells' Queen Adelaide '.'.

Walhs's Bonny Lass .

.

„,7" Fair Rosamond
Wiilmer's Solander

t. T ,x?'
of Sutherland

Earl of Uxhridge
Wild's Cleopatra
Woollard's Miss Marl

garet ..

Wood's Commander
Wizard

Maroon Flake.
Cramoise Maroon Su-
perbe
ENGLISH PICOTEES".

Red Kdge,
Bambury's Duchess of
Beaufort

Banton's Euterpe
— Royal Sailor .

.

Barnes' Melpomene
— Bacchus

Bishop
Brown's Lord Sondes .

.

Barnard's Col. Foreman
Benn's Marc Antony .

.

Brandish's Red Robin ..

Burroughes' Joan of Arc
(fine)

— Leonora .

.

Eilingworthy's Sir Fred-
erick

Estimable
Ely's Mrs. Horner
— Criterion ..

Fellow's Rosore
Gage's Morning Star .

.

Gidding's Teazer
Giddin's Countess of
Surrey

Gower's Beauty of Eng-
land

Hepworth's Queen
Hirst's Elizabeth
Holmes' Mary
Hufton's Will Stukely

.

.

Huff's Queen
Hyland's Willowoskii ..

Jcssup's Sir William Mid-
dleton .

.

.

.

. . 5
Kirtland's Duke of Wel-
lington 5

Lady of the Lake
Lee's Elizabeth .

.

Lord Ash burton .

.

Leighton's Miss Ann

d.

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

f>

6"

6
f)

6

6

2 6
2 6

7 6
5

5

7 6

7 6
5

3 6

7 6
2 6
3

per pair—.?.— Smike .. ..2
— Stella .. ..2— Anacreon (ex.fine) 3— Emily .. ..2— Rosetta .

.

. . 2
— Deborah .. ..7— Josephine . . 2— Fair Ellen .. 5— Britannia .. 2

Wilson's Albert Durcr . . 2
— Lord Plymouth 2
— Myra .

.

. . 2
— Myza .. ..2
— H arry .

.

. . 3
— Bella .. ..3

Wollard's Miss Bacon . . 2
— Little Wonder 3

Wood's Talisman .. 2
— Collina .. ..2

Wells' Lady Sondes . . 5
Wiilmer's Duchess of
Cornwall .. ..3

Youell's Mr. Baring . . 5
— General Sharpe 5

Purple edge.
Anna Maria .. ..4
Banton's Fairy Queen . . 2
— Shepherdess . . 3
— Mazeppa . . 4

Barker's Queen . . . . 5

Burroughes' Lady Douro 5

Boothman's Princess Vic-
toria 2— Bioomsbury 5

Brinkler's Purple Per-
fection . . .

.

5

d.

6

f>

6

6

6

2

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

2
2 6

6
4

2
3 6

5

5

2 6
4

5

5

4

4
3
2
5

3

3

fi

6

fi

6

2 6

5

5

2
4

2
5

3

5

5

5
5

5

4

2 6
4

4

7 6
4

— Prince Albert .

.

7
Cole's Queen Victoria .

.

3
Castle's Lady Barrington :

Christian's Excellent .

.

4
Costar's Squire Clarke .. 4
Dover's Captain Ross .

.

7
Elliott's British Queen .

.

3
Ely's John Wright .. 3
— Magnificent .

.

4— Lady Hewlev .. 3— Mrs. Burkhill ..4— Leviathan— Mango .

.

..50

e

6

6

(i

e

6

6

.. 2

.. 2

.. 3

.. 2
Martin's Princess Vic-

toria 2— Prince George 2
— Triumphant .. 2

Miss Campbell . . .

.

2
Michael Angelo . . .

.

2
Mrs. Eyre 5

Mrs. Sheppard .

.

..4
Mansley's Judy Ann .. 2

Moore's Derby Willow.. 2

Mrs. Old 2
Newhall's Royal En-
gineer .. .. ..2

Palmer's Flora .. ..2
Pearson'sChilwell Beauty 2

Russell's Incomparable.

.

2

Schole's Queen Victoria 2

Sharp's Hector .. ..3
— D. of Wellington 3

— Beauty . . .

.

3
— Criterion .. 3

Stolworthy's Isabella . - 5

Thurtell's Queen Victoria 4

Wells' Lady Stevens .

.

5

— Lady Flower .. 5

— Lady Sondes .

.

5

— Jenny Jones .. 2
— Octavia . . .

.

2
— Camarinc .

.

3
— Duke .. ..5
— Zenobie . . .

.

5— Aurelion .. ,

.

2— Bellissima .

.

2— Red Rover .

,

2

G

6

6

6
6
6

6

6
d
6
6

f>

6

6

— Hope .. ..4
Burroughes' Madonna . . 7
Clegg's Bioomsbury .. 3
Craske's Queen Victoria

(fine)

Dickson's Trip to Cam-
bridge

Ely's Dr. Horner
— Eliza

Ely's Princess Royal
— Empress
— Mrs Hemmingway
— Miss Lawrence
— Grace Darling
— Maria
Evan's Beauty of the
Grove

Fellow'sjpurpurca elegans
Gill's Enchantress
Giddin's Vespasian
Hird's Country Girl
Hirst's Queen Victoria
Hudson's Julia
Hufton's Isabella
— Mrs Hunter ..— Mrs Ray
Nehemiah

Hogg's Queen of Eng-
land

Jeeve's Moonraker
Kirtland's Queen Victoria

— Princess Au-
gusta of Cambridge

Lady Maclean (fine)

Lambert's Queen
Martin's Queen of Violets
— Sir R. Gunning
— Eliza

Nottingham Hero (ex. finej 7
NulliSecundus .. 7
Orson's Beauteous Queen— Rebecca
Pullcn's Incomparable .

,

Rudd's Fairy Queen
Spur's Queen of Trumps.

.

Sharp's Minerva
Telford's Major Heeley ..

Thurtell's Norwich Rival
Walmsley's Dr. Warren .

.

Wandsworth Seedling .

.

Wells' Mrs. R. Blake ..— Proserpine
Wilson's Patroculus— Plus Perfect ..

_— Lady Plymouth..
Wiilmer's Prince Royal .

.

Zimmerman .

.

Wood's Ld.Hinchinbreokc 10
Duke of Manchester 3— Mary Ann .. 4~ Flora .. 4— British Queen ..

Claudius
Countess Sandwich

5

2
3
6

4

5

3

2
6

3

5

2
4

3

3

3
2
3
3
3

3
3
3

5

5

3

2
2

2

2
4
3
5

4

3
2
7
2
4
2
5

3
3
2

3

6

6
6

4

6
6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6
6

6

6
fi

6
6

fi

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

per pair— a\ d.
Martin's Vesuvius
New Bill

Newhall's Bijou (B P.) ] [— MissGeorgiana (B.P.)
Spur's Fair Rosamond .

.

Wain's Queen Victoria .

.

Wells' Jim Crow
— John Crow
— Maid of Orleans .

.

— Sophia
Wilson's Fanny Irby ° ..— Julia
— Victoria

Wilson's Queen Adelaide"
Wood's Marcus
Woollard's Queen of
Beauty

Wiilmer's Princess Royal
Youell's Marchioness" of
Onn«nde
PICOTEES ON YELLOW

GROUNDS.
Albion Novum
Barbet's Aurora .

.

— Belle Arminc ..— Rubiana
*2 — Victoria Regina.

.

Barron's Queen Adelaide
Bernadice ..

Canary

2 (>

3 6
4
5

3 6
3 6
4
3 6
3

3 6
5

3 6
3 6
2 6
3 6

3 6

4

5

3
3
n

r>

3

3

7
4
2

5

5

5

3

3
5

3

5

Vespasian
~ -Agrippina

Lord St. John .

.

6 — Lady St. John .

.

6* — Miss Vesev
Youell's Prince of "Wales

6 *coman\s Duke of Rutland 3
6 Rose and Scarlet Picotees.
6 Barrenger's Duchess of
6 Bedford

Burroughes' Hon. Miss
6 Hill

— Enchantress
— Sylph (line)

— Isabella
> Cartwright's Q. Adelaide
;
Fellows' Annette

4

2 6
2
2 6
4

10 ()

3 6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Giddin's Beauty of He-
mingford
— Miss Desborough .

.

-— Diana
Green's Queen Victoria ..

Kirtland's Squire Annesley
Lady Flora Hastings
Maid of Athens

10 6

7 6
5

3 6
5

2 6

3 6
4
4
3 6

3 6

Claudia .

.

.

.

1

Collyer's Favourite '

[

distance's Alpha
\]

Cceannite .

.

.

.

"
Cook's Seedling ..

*"

Emma
Emperor of China

] ]

Formosa . .
* .

.

"

Ganymede .

.

.

.

"

Grandissima
Horner's Flava
Isabella

Jason .. .. ]"

Kalanthe
King of the Yellows [[
Lady Ashlmrnham ."

'

Lady Sefton .. ][
La Fapillon

L'Espo .. ..
"

La Delicate

Martin's Queen Victoria
(fine) ..

Mary Elizabeth ..
Mountaineer
Ne Plus Ultra
Newhall's La Belle Georl

gette
Papillon Novum
Paulina
Phyiidia
Premier
Primatum
Prince Eugene
Pi ince of Orange
Princess of YVirtemburgh
Prince Albert
Proteus
Prince Hohenlohe

. [

Princess Ida
Queen of the Yellows .

.

Queen
Rajah Rammohun Roy
Rosalind .. .. ..3
Royal Standard

. . 4
Sarnian King .. ..5
Sesostris .

.

.

.

. . 4
Sir John Colborne . . 3
Ulysses 3
Uniform

1()

Village Boy
Villager 4
Voltaire
Wensum
Willow Wren
Xavia
Youell's Angelinas
— Dr Cox
— Victory .

.

— Hon. Mrs Adams
NEW AND SUPERB PINKS
From 12.*. to \$s per doz. pairs.

Barret's Conqueror
Blanchard's Seedling
Bouitler's Beauty
Bang-up
Burgess' Wellington
Barnard's Bexley Hero
Browne's Prince Regent
Bunkhiil's Marquis of Duro
— Lady Clifford
— Queen Victoria
— Lord Brougham
— Miss Campbell
— Elizabeth
— Lord Durham
— Eclipse— Lady Berners
— Walter— Prince Albert

Bow's Sir Joseph Banks
Barnes' Urania
Curson's Somersetshire ueru

Comet
Clark's Triumphant
Countess of Plymouth
Creed's President
Church's Triumphant
Chester's General Blucher

Champion .

ChurchilPs Queen Victoria

Cousins' Superb
— West Kent Hero

Coppin's Duke of Bedford

Carver's Royal Oak
— Lord Stanley

[Continued on the next page.

4

4

3 6
2 6
5
4
3 6
3 6
4

3 6
4
3 0"

5

3 6
3 6
3 6

5

4
6
2 fj

3 6
5

3 6
3 6

2 6

2 (5

3 6

6

6
6

6
6

6

6

6
6

6

6

6

6

6

6

2 6

(5

5

5

4

4
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Craske's Invincible
— Triumphant
— Black Prince

Downton'sGoIiah
Davey's Britannia
— Lord Brougham

Dry's EarlofUxbridge
Dowson's Hollyhock

— Gauntlet
Duke of Wellington
Dyson's Magnificent
Eldridge's Seeedling
Ettkin's George the>ourth
Foster's William the Fourth
Faulkner's Princess Victoria
*air Phyllis
Hogg's Ann Roleyn
Harlston's Adelaide
Hopkins 1 One ot the Ring
Keynes's Reformer
Knights Lady Auckland

T_T ,
harden of Winchester

Knight of Henley
Kelner's Matchless
Lambert's Hollyhock

-"- Lord Stormont
Luke's Glory of Newport
JVIortiboy's Shakspeare
Mrs. Everard
Merritt's William Sturne
wavarino

{Continuedfrom page 706.)

Norman's Glory
— Queen Victoria

Neptune
Othello
Pitman's Magnificent
— High Admiral

Palmer's Seedling
Reynold's Duke of Bedford

Rudd's Sir Walter Scott

Rolf's George the Fourth

Smith's Superb Blush
Steward's Incomparable
Standard Beauty
Sir Walter Scott
Tate's William the Fourth
Troup's Matchless
Taylor's Green Grass
Turner's Conqueror
Unsworth's Omega
Well's Rector
— Lord Win chclsea
— Ring Dove

Willmer's Alfred
— Duke of Sussex
— Juliet
— Miss Fanny
— Queen Victoria

— MissJeans
Weedon's Queen Victoria

Wilson's Jack

Araucaria imbricata. or, Sir Joseph Banks' Pine, 30s. per dozen, or
'OX per mo. The finest single and double Dutch Hyacinths, Nar-
cissus, Tulips, Ranunculus. Anemones, Crocus, &c, &c, imported
airect from Haarlem, of which a separate Catalogue is printed. Cata-
logues of their superb Collection of Fuchsias maybe had on appli-
cation, and will Le found to contain every known variety worthy of
cultivation. Fine Tobolsk Rhubarb, fit for Forcing, 12s.Jper dozen.
»ceds and Plants carefully packed for all climates. VouKLi.and Co.,

J_

n submitting the above List of Carnations and Picotees, beg to slate
toat tho Plants are tine and heathy. Every care will be observed in
selecting and packing all orders they may be favoured with.
weat Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 12, 1813.

'THOMAS BROWN begs to acquaint the Growers of
Pansibs that strong Plants of his fine collection are now

ready for sending out, including several novelties not before
Offered for sale

; also, an extensive collection of Pinks (compris-
ing all the established Show-flowers), Carnations, Picotkes,
f ttMPSr&c. &c.- SI ugh Nursery, Oc t. 14, 1843.

Mr. LYNK'S SEEDLING GERANIUMS—PRINCESS ALICEWand ENCHANTRESS SUPERB.
ILLIAM E. RENDLE returns his grateful ac-

knowledgements for the liberal orders he has received for
Mr- Lyne's New Seedlings, which shall be executed in strict ro-
tation as received, excepting "Princess Alice," and " Enchant-
ress Superb/' which sorts cannot be sent out this season, on
account of the quantity of orders received, and the stock not fur-

S
," ,K so well as might have been expected. In justice to those

uscome: s, however, who have ordered these valuable varieties,

has «i
K * ,),

' ,,; Will lake especial care to supply every order that

atthecurr
bCeU

-
entered » with extra-size double-headed plants

wish*?
* £*N0L* would further state that in accordance with the

fh1lA«r*.?i
n!*ny of his fiends, lie lias consented to send out the

loaovv.ngMx sorts nt very i

l
h^f"c

,

oura^ment and s

frill
"

---—-/ ^*t

the m*?,
S 'X 80rts lU ver >' educed prices, thus hoping to receive

admired p t'nfv
n,CUt aml suPPort ot the patrons of this much-

Lyne's Princess Alice 21. 2s.
iJo. Enchantress Superb 1 l

}JO, White Perfection 1 i
i lie ah

Lyne's Imogene . U* Is.

Do. Countess of Morley 1 1

Do. Sappho . .11

port
Oct

anceto^

TO CALCEOLARIA GROWERS^
A rare opportunity occurs to make a Collection of Pat rvn

LA RIAS at a small expense.
^ALCLO-

JOMN STAND1SH, Nurseryman, of Bagshot hasw raised a great number of Seedlings this autumn, which areiiow ready to send out by post, m tin cases, post-paid, at iGs .,erdozen. The above have been raised from two of the best sootted
Calceolarias in the kingdom, the seed saved tmm the nlantswhich were crossed with great care

;
and J. S. will warrant thatthe worst of them will be worth full the price given, and are orecisely the same as he will grow himself ; but should any doubtan>e, customers are solicited 10 come to Bagshot and select forthemselves, as J. S. has bred from two sorts only, and those were

selected as being the best in eveiy way, and will, no doubt
'^ungsomeof the greatest novelties ever seen in Calceolarias

-

Hjey can be sent by post for the next month, after which thePlants will be too large, and can then be sent packed in smallboxes or hampers. N.B.-A remittance is expected from
JfflKuown correspondents. ^

TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, HYACINTH s7&c~
GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London

< removed
• from Walworth) by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HERMAJESTY, respectfully informs the Nobility ami Gentry that

Ills Bulb Catalogue for this autumn is ready, and will be forwarned by post, on application. He begs to state that he has a^ge stock of the beautiful New Lily (Lilian laocifoUum) and a*n
.

e collection of Auriculas, which he can supply at verv moderate

MAGNIFICENT LILY.
ULBIFERUM, var. MITCHELL,
iVI AtJIN 1 1' 1 ^Jttix ± xjxlji .

-^ LILIUM BULBIFERUM, var. MITCHELLA.

J MITCHELL, Jun., begs to call the attention of the
* Public to nis very superb LILY, a specimen of which was

auomitted to Dr. Lxndlbt. and noticed by him in the Gardeners 1

wromde of J une °
handsome variety of
nandsome variety oi Lilium bulbilerum." Roots are now readvto
52? ° ut: fl°wering roots 15s., small do. 7*. 8& ;

sent free to any
i/|

(,t UlG kingdom on receipt of a remittance or reference.
flowering roots of Amaryllis vittata, 18s. per doz.

Slapton, near Dartmouth, Devon.

UrIN C. OTTlfiY respect runy mrorms ms
fluid

his Priced Catalogue of the above may be hadwa application—Blenheim Floral Grounds, Peckham,
toll(, r, 1843.

luJCE PINKS AND PANS1ES.

>TTEY respectfully informs his friends
d Catalogue of the above may be hail on ure-
-Bleuheim Floral Grounds, Peckham, Surrey.

Jj SILVERLOCK, in calling attention trThiTTdver-

t ,t
* txsement in the Chronicle ofSept. 30th and Oct. 7th, begs

Dbc?tw« J?
at thc PlNUS Pinaster, Ckdar ok Lebanon, and

He h* -?-—* ar
~ in pots "

stock,
i

remove

from\ X
«
"?V*

V
.

ery str011 ?> planted against walls last spring, with' rot

dine 'tw?
9tfc lnlen ?thi consisting of Black Hamburgh, Royal Muse

strong 9 TC
f
tj GrissIy ^rontignac. and West St. Peter's. Extra

The ftW years bedded White Thorns.

mav br hZG
.
arc worthy the attention of Gentlemen planting, and

e nad at moderate prices.—Nursery, Chichester, Oct. 13.
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rPHE New large Dutch Anemones, in 50 very
-- distinct varieties, by name

Ditto, half the Collection -

Ditto, in beautiful mixture, containing nearly all the
varieties - per dozen, 2s. 6rf.—per 100

Anemones, old sorts, double, mixed
,, Early single, many colours

Hyacinths, Dutch, double, for beds, mixed
j) ,, fine show flowers, by name, in good
contrasts of colours - - per 100

Hyacinths for pots and glasses, Dutch, double per doz.

j> ,, choice, by name - ,>

?i „ the finest known - ,,

Ranunculuses, hardy sorts for autumn planting, and very
,fine - per 100

Tulips, in superior mixture, being the increase from Messrs.
S.'s superb bed of show flowers - per 100

„ Border mixture, very good sorts

,, Early VanThols, for pots or open ground
Crocuses, the new Dutch multiflora, in 20 beautiful varieties,

6 of each var. for 6s., or 12 of each lor

,, many other sorts - per 100, 3s. to
Snowdrops, large double - - per 100
Irises, choice sorts, by name - „

s» ,, the best 30 selected for
Turban Ranunculuses, (quite hardy,) scarlet - „
» „ black, per 100, 10s. New Golden, Ss.

»
. „ yellow - - per !00

Persian Irises, for pots, very fragrant - - per doz.
Jonquils, sweet double

; Campernelle, large single
Gladiolus flonbundus, beautiful -

» other sorts, in variety
Commellina tubcrosa per doz., Is. 6U—per 100
Ixias, in beautiful mixture per doz , 4s. 6'tf.—per 100
Lilium eximium, longiflorum, and japonicum each
Cyclamen, Sweet Pcrsicum, and others per doz.
The above are particularlyjrecommended for immediate planting

by J. SUTTON and SONS, Reading Nursery, Berks.
N.B.—-Carriage is paid to any Railway or Packet office in Landon.

NEW SEEDLING VERBENAS, GERANIUMS, &c
T> WHITE & Co., Nurserymen, Poole, beg to offer
^ # the foil- «wing beautiful collection of new varieties for 21s,

to be delivered in the spring : they will be found to comprise the
finest sorts in cultivation, of each colour. The first ten are seed-
lings which have been submitted to Dr. Lindley for his opiniou,
and are reported to be all fine sorts, (see Chronicle, October 1st
and 8th). No. 1, Alfred, brilliant, fine pink with crimson eye,
2s 6d ; No 2, Perfection, very large, beautiful pink with white eye,
2s

; No 3, deep rosy purple, Is 6d; No 4, Princess Alice, superb
pink, with dark crimson eye, 2s; No 5, Modesty, pale lilac, ls6d;
No 6, Variabilis, very dark lilac, changing to blue. 2s 6d; No 7,
Cooperii, a magnificent scarlet, with yellow eye. Is 6d * No 8,

Surprise, crimson purple, with yellow eye. Is 6rf, No 9, Smperii,
hght lilac, with fine white eye, Is 6'rf ; No 10, Emma, deep crimson
rose, with fine light eye. Liconii, is; Speciosa, is; Queen, is;
Rubra purpurea, is; Ne plus Ultra, is; Elegans, Is; Picta, 6d;
Slaterii, 6d\ Ingramii. 6d; Davisonii, 6tf.

The above Seedlings have been selected from a bed of several
thousand, and we can safely recommend them. We have already
3 considerable number of them ordered, and shall therefoie be
obliged to those who favour us with their commands, to let us
know as early as possible, that they may not be disappointed. In
consequence of having a much larger stock of Pklargoniuais
than we have room to winter, we are now offering 40 distinct
kinds, including the undernamed, at 5/., or separately at the
Prices affixed :—Foster's Sir R. Peel, Ids 6d; Favourite, lOsGrf;
Constellation, \Qs6d; Lynes's Duke of Cornwall, 10s 6d ; Sun-
rise, li)s6di Princess Royal, 10s 6d; Fair Maid of Devon, 7s 6d;
Lt ;d Ellington, 5s ; Glory of the West, 5s; and all other tine
kinds from 2s 6d to 5$ each.
N.B. Our collection of Chrysanthemums, comprising 40 of the

finest sorts, will be in bloom in about a fortnight, and willbe sent
out in 1 he spring, at 2 Is the collection. Hoosainee Persian Melon,
5s per packet, six see<is.

/|X LYNE'S SEEDLING GERANIUMS. —
Lyne's Celestial, 21. 2s. ; Apollo, 21. 2s. ; Princeps, 1/. 10s.

;

Duke of Cornwall, 1/. is.; Kedworth, 21, 2s.; Modesty, 1/. is. •

Rosebud, 1/. is.; Sunrise, 1/. Is.; or the set of eight for 8/!
Descriptions and figures can be obtained.

A dozen of all the leading sorts of la^-t year, including a plant of
LYNE'S SUNRISE; OR DUKE OF CORNWALL,
for Five Pounds. Twelve good Show Varieties for Two Guineas.

—

Union-road Nurseries, Plymouth, Oct. 3, 18 -13. ___^^_
PIPER, Parkstone Nursery, Near Poole, has a

• quantity of Large and Small Rhodondroms, Laurels, and Lau-
restinas, at greatly reduced prices, as he is about to clear his lower
Nursery; and having a few more plants of his New Fuchsias to

dispose of, begs to refer the readers to his advertisements of last

month
. ^_^^

T^AVELL BARRINGER, St. Cuthbert's, Bed^d,
J? Bedfordshire, begs to announce that his Catalogue can be
had on application, of his choice and select CARNATIONS and
PICOTEES, with which he has gained this year 56 Prizes, and
upwards of 200 during the last three years at different exhibitions

in the country.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.
TAND W. MYATT are now ready to send out their

• NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural

Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been
submitted to Professor Lindlky, for whose opinion see Gardeners'

Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting

at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 21. 10s.; British Queen, \l.

y and
Eliza, 10s. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford. Oct. 13, 1843.

w
THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

J. CORMACK & CO., beg to announce to
their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as

the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in

packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3s. 6d. per quart.

The usual allowance to the trade.

$ b.—" Cormack'S Early Kent Peas," 14s. per bushel.

Newcross, and Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, Oct. 13.

PINE PLANTS

PERSONS in want of PINE PLANTS have an oppor-
tunity to choose, from an extensive stock, Plants of all

NEW BLACK NEMOPLIILA.— Seed of Nemophtla
DiscoinAias to be had, in small packets, at 2s. 6rf. each, of

w J NuTTfNG, Seedsman, 46, Cheapside, London.—A large

quantity of Dutch Roots, a priced list of which can be had upon

application. ^
rpO PINE-GROWERS.—To be disposed of about 250

_L Fruiting and Succession Pine Plants, perfectly clean and

healthy. For particulars apply to Mr. Israel, 7, Centre Buildings,

Covent Garden.

AUTUMN of 1843 avi> SPRIVG of 1844.

Jr\Tj-%T TTrriTi
Established in the Year 1728.UHN WEBBER begs to draw the attention of Noble-

SfT TRLES EVERGREEN SHRUBS, &c, &c, which he
offers on the mo>t reasonable terms, and are this season of the
very best description, comprising upwards of 600 000 LarchScotch, and Spruce Firs, from 2ft. to 4ft. ; 200,000 Ash from 9ft*
to 5ft.; 100,000 English Elms, from 4ft. to loft, in height besides
a number of Beach, Birch, Spanish Chesnuts, Oaks, Alder Hazel
Privett, and numerous other articles, priced Catalogues of which
will be forwarded on application. Tnree Million of THORNS
from one to Hvg years 1 old. Planting done by contract to any
extent, *

LATTER'S VICTORY OF ENGLAND !

Six good Seedsfor 5s.

HPHOMAS LATTER, the winner of all the first prizes
-*- iu 1843 at the most important Shows (open to all England)

is now sending out his celebrated Cucumber as abuve. It is not
only the prettiest variety in cultivation, but it is also a robust
grower and prolific bearer. One plant (the stem of which is5iin.
in circumference,) occupies threre lights, each 8ft long by 4ft
wide, and has several times during the season produced at one
time 15 splendid fruit, upwards of 20 in. long, and only i£in. in
diameter; also ripened 20 seed- fruit, and is still in perfect health,
ihe Seeds, with printed particulars of its pedigree, will be sent
postage free, on receipt of post-office order for 5s., to Mr Thomas
Wild, 3, Tavern -street, Ipswich, Suffolk.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Directors of Public Gardens,
Cemeteries, and other public Companies, encaged in Planting.

A/IESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
It-I structed by the Proprietors to submit to Public Competition,
on the premises, the Kensington House Nursery, fronting the Great
West Road, on Monday, 6th November, 1843, and following days,
at eleven o'clock each day. The varied and iiiterestimr NURSERY
STUCK OF ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS well
deserves the attention of Gentlemen who intend plantin ar this autumn,
and consists of large Magnolias, of sorts including; the fine specimen
of Magnolia conspicua, Cedar of Lebanon, Fan Yews, Pinus cembra,
with a very extensive Collection of Evergreens of every description.
This ground is proverbial for the fineness of its specimens and their
safe removal, being of a loamy and adhesive nature; but is now re-
quired for building purposes. May be viewed a week before the sale,
and Catalogues had ot all the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auc-
tioneers, Leytonstone.

Messrs. Forrest and Co. take this opportunity of inviting to an
inspection ol their general Slock in their other Nurseries, in the
Gloucester-road, within five minutcs'.walk of their home-

fe
rounds.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, PUBLIC
CEMETERIES, and other Public Companies engaged in
Planting.

y 6 h

^/l ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg toX announce that they are instructed by the Executrix of the
late Mr. John Milne, io submit to public competition, on the
premises, Albion Road, Stoke Newington, on Monday, Oct. 23,
1843, and following days, at. 11 o'clock each day, without reserve,
the VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK, consisting of Fruit and
Forest Trees, Evergreens, American Plants, Deciduous and Orna-
mental Shrubs of every variety, in considerable quantities. Also
a bed of Choice Tulips, consisting of 90 rows, which will be sold
in los to suit purchasers. An excellent Tulip Cabinet, a quantity
of Wood, &c.
N.B.—The abnve ground is proverbial for its magnificent ever-

greens, and their sale removal, the mould adhering to their roots.
The lots will be arranged for the convenience of large and small
purchasers. May be viewed a week prior to sale. Catalogues,
15. each, returnable to purchasers, may be had on the premises;
of the principal Seedsmen ; and of the Auctioneers, American
Nursery, Leytonstone.

jVI ESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS respectfully
*-'-*- inform their Friends and the Public, that the Sale of Nursery
Stock at the Cottage and Gravel Field Nurseries, Cambervvell New-
road, Advertised for the 30th inst , is Postponed until further
notice.—American Nursery, Leytonstone, Oct. 13, 1843.

DERBY. —TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN,
and Others, intending to plant.

MESSRS. WILSON and SADLER beg, through
this medium, [to communicate that, in consequence of the

expiration of the Lease of one of their Nurseries at Christmas
next, they will have to offer by Public Auction, ooTuksday and
Wkdnksdav, the 7th and 8th of November next, the following
valuable NURSERY STOCK :—

60,000 English Oaks, 1 to 24 ft

1,725 Canada grafted Elms,

from 4 to 10 ft

4,331 Canada Elms, this sum-

mer budded
21,468 Broad-leaved Common

Elms , ft
100 Devonshire Elms, 4 to Oft

2,100 Mountain Elms, 4 to ft

511 Elms, various varieties,

4 to 6 ft

17,456 Common Beech, from 1$

to 3 it

200 Purple Beech, various

sizes

50 Striped leaved Beech

5,082 Birch, various sorts, from

2 to 5 ft

2,350 Spanish Chestnuts, from

2 to 6 ft

7,250 Horse Chestnuts, from 2

to 10 ft

1,150 Hornbeam, from 2 to 4 ft

14,o6d Mountain Ash, irom 2 to

6 ft

32750 Aiders, from 1 to 3£tt

l,t)20 Area Theophrasti, irom

lito4ft
9,900 Sycamores, from 2 to 10ft

27,000 Larch, from li to 4 ft

5,000 Poplars, of various sorts,

from 5 to 8 ft

750 Hazels
1,000 Willows, French, Weep-

ing, and others of the

newest kinds

21,930 Spruce Firs, from 12 in.

to 2 ft

12,000 Scotch Firs, from 1 to 3 ft

2^800 Silver Firs, small, Irom
4 to 9 inches

300 Weymouth Pines, 3
"ft

9,000 Privet, from 6 inches to
l ft

150 Ornamental Thorns
35 Canada Service Trees
25 Snowy Mespilus

10,000 Hollies, from 1 to 4 ft,

Silver and Gold Striped
ditto

20,000 Common Laurels, from
14 to 3 ft

2,000 Portugal Laurels
1,500 Fine Standard Apples,

fine sorts

1,000 Dwarf Apples
600 Standard Pears
300 Dwarf ditto, trained and

untrained
1,400 One-year Pears, fine sorts
100 Plums, Standards
201 Dwarf Plums, kinds, fine

1,400 Common Plums, budded
1,500 Mussil Plum budded with

Apricots
300 S'andard Cherries
200 Dwarf ditto

300 Damasons
300 Fruit- bearing Almonds

• 400 Dwarf Peaches
200 Dwarfand Standard Apri-

cots &c.
115,000 Seedling Oaks
24,000 Seedling Crabs
3,000 Seedling Hornbeam
300 Seedling Birch

300,000 Seedling Ash
10,000 Sycamore
2,000 Horse Chestnuts, &c. &c.
2,000 Strong Crab Stocks,

budded

N.B.—All the above are in Lots.
Messrs. W. and S respectfully invite attention to the valuable

Stock above enumerated, which will be put in lots to suit pur-
chasers, and sold without reserve. The convenience of immedi-
ate transit by Railway irom the Derby StaHoB close adjoining,
will enable Gentlemen or Nurservmen to forward articles to any
part of the kingdom in a few hours. The sale will commence the
rnst day precisely at Eleven. The Stock may be viewed on appli-

cation to the Foreman at the Nurseries, or at the Seed Warehouse,
Cheapside, Derby.
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NURSERY STOCK.

TWO GREENHOUSES, PITS, one and two light

Boxes, Hand- Glasses, and sundry Effects.—Messrs. PRO-
THEROti and MORRIS are instructed by the Proprietor, in con-

sequence of the Land being; required for building purposes, to

submit to public competition, on the premises, Highbury Nur-
sery, Holloway-road, Islington, on Wednesday, Oct. 18th, 1843,

at Eleven o'clock, without reserve, the whole of the Stock, con-

sisting of Greenhouse Plants, Fruit and Forest-trees, Evergreens,

and Shrubs. May be viewed prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

had on the Premises, of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auc-
tioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

W BUCHANAN begs respectfully to offer his ser-

• vices to Nurserymen, Gardeners, and others, as Auctioneer

and Valuer of Nursery Stock, Garden, and Farm-produce, &c.

From his great experience and intimate knowledge of the value

of this description of Property, he flatters himself that his ser-

vices will be found beneficial to the interests of those persons

who may favour him with their commands—Camberwell.

NURSERY STOCK.—A large Collection of EVER-
GREENS,'&c.,by Mr. J. King, on Monday, Oct. 36, at ten

O'clock, on the Premises, Acre Lane, Clapham, by order of Mr.

Dawson, without reserve.

The Stock consists of a very fine collection of several thousand

Plants, comprising Laurestines, Arbutus, variegated and green

Hollies, Portugal and common Laurels, Evergreen Oaks, Sweet

Bays, Rhododendrons, Accubas, Arborvitses, and a variety of

other Shrubs. May be viewed until the Sale, and ( atalogues had

on the Premises, of Mr. Gibbs, Seedsman, Piccadily ; of Mr.

Clark, Seedsman, Bishopsgate-street, and at the office of the

Auctioneer, Hackney-road.

THE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented

by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size fromJOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an

extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddiges',

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place ; Messrs. Veitch

and Son's, Exeter; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth; the Royal Botanical

Society's Gardens, Regent's Park ; and at the Gardens of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have
been effected since last season ; particulars of which are in course

of preparation.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

OTf

i - i

_ s .

»

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &cm Gloucester-
• place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hot-house-Builders, and Hot-

water Apparatus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility
and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in
length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

WHEAT-SOWING.
POTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-

ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only

necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been
made in the price, and that it may be obtained either at the

Works or of Mr. Potter's Agents, who have testimonials of its

efficacy.—28, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, London.
Mr. Mark Fothergill, 40, Upper Thames-street, Sole Lon-

don Agent.
*** Nurserymen required as Agents in all the principal towns.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long nnd
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Renwlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2J2, IIOLBORN.

D. and E. Baiuy having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
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Plant Protectors, which arc now ready toSimL^S ?
a vanic

they beg to introduce to public wffi^S^g^
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly* otZ
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory!

HORTICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT.

J
READ begs to inform Ladies, Gentlemen, Amateur

• and Practical Gardeners, &c, that he has invented an

additional branch to his Patent GARDEN SYRINGE, which will

turn in every direction, so that water may be dispensed into all

pots in Conservatories, from the bottom to every part of the stage

and shelves, to fall perpendicularly, in form of a gentle shower or

dewfall, even to a spoonful, without the danger of flooding the

most delicate esculent plant, and in half the time it can be done
by any other instrument now in use—which J. R., from 31 years'

practice in the above science, can safely warrant.
Maybe seen and proved at the Patentee's, 35, Rcscnt-circns,

Piccadilly. N.B.—None are genuine, except stamped with the

words " Rbap^Patknt." __
GUANO ON SALE.—Any Quantity of this valuable

Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer

either in London or Liverpool, on application IoCotesworth,
Powell, and Pryor, St. Helen's Place, London; Edwards,
Danson, and Co., Liverpool; and William J. Myers and Co.,

Importers, Liverpool. -

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

GUANO MANURE— Guano, (Peruvian), Potter's

Guano. Alexander's, Clarke's, Poittevin's, and Watson's
Composts. Also Nitrates, Soda, and Potash and Gypsum may
be had of Mark Fothbrgill, 40, Upper Thames-street.

T^bTlAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
el • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-

cate of Potass, &c, are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-

creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These substances can

be had separately ; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor, &c. Price 4a-. (id. per bushel.

PUBLISHING MONTHLY.
Large, 18.6d.; Small, is.; Gardeners1 Edition, Gd. THE
BOTANIC GARDEN; or, MAGAZINE of

FLOWERING PLANTS.
With many important and useful additions.

By B. MAUND, F.L.S.

Each Number contains Beautifully-coloured Figures of

Ornamental Plants, both herbaceous and shrubby; suitable

for the Flower Garden or Pleasure Ground. With the derivations

of names ;
classes ;

orders j
height of the plants

;
time of flower-

ing, native country; history; qualities; most approved modes
of propagation and culture; and other information, interesting to

every lover of a Garden. Annexed to each Number, is the

FLORAL REGISTER,
With Wood-cuts of admired Flowering Plants, mostly such as

have been newly imported into this country; with the necessary

information respecting them. Also.

THE AUCTARIUM,
In which are given, improved methods of cultivation and preserva-

tion of vegetables, fruits, and flowers; new discoveries con-

nected with gardening ; and miscellaneous information. Also,

in each Number, till complete, commencing with the new volume,

on the 1st of January, 1843, a portion of Professor Henslow's

BOTANICAL DICTIONARY,
Written expressly for the Author, there being so great a want of

such a Work : thus, the Botanic Garden contains four distinct

Works, proceeding together, at a trifling cost, once a month.

The Volumes already completed of this Standard Botanical

Work, can be had at the following Prices :
large.
£ a. d.

Hf-bd., green mor. backs, gilt edges, each 2 2

Cloth gilt, beautifully embellished „ 2

Drab boards . - . . » 1 17

The Gardeners' Edition at 6d., with partially coloured plates, com-

menced in January, 1843, with No. I.

The portions of the Floral Register and Auctarium, already

published, contain nearly Twelve Hundred Engravings, forming

one handsome volume, which will be delivered Gratis to the

purchaser of four volumes of the Botanic Garden.
Groom bridge. Paternoster-row.

small.
j6' s. d.

1 10 o

15

Complete in 6 Vols. 8vo, containing 509 Plates, price, coloured, QL

Plain bl. 15.9.

T7IGURES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF THE GE-
-F NERA OF BRITISH FLOWERING PLANTS, with the

Scientific and English names— Linnean Class and Order— Natural

Order—Generic and Specific Characters— References to the most

Popular Botanical Works—Localities—Time of Flowering—Descrip-

tion of the Plants—and Dissections showing the Essential Characters.

By W. Baxter, F.H.S., &c
Oxford : Published and Sold by the Editor, at the Botanic Garden ;

sold also by J. H. Parker ; and by Whittakeb and Co., London.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY.—IMPROVEMENT OF
SOILS, &c.

Next week will be published, 8vo., /•?- 67/., cloth,

THE APPLICATION of GEOLOGY to AGRICUL-
-L TURE, and to the Improvement and Valuation of Land ;

with the Nature and Properties of Soils, and the Principles ol

Cultivation. By Nicholas Whitlky, Land- Surveyor.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

NEW WORK by PROFESSOR LIEBIG.

Now ready, in foolscap. 8vo, price 4.9. 6d.,

T7AMILIAR LETTERS ON CHEMISTRY ;
and its

i- RELATIONS to COMMERCE, MANUFACTURES, and

AGRICULTURE. By Justus Liebig, M.D., Professor ot Che-

mistry in the University of Giessen. Edited by John Gardner,
M.D., Member of the Chemical Society.

Printed for Taylor and Walton, 28, Upper Gower-st., London.

Bound in cloth, price 5a*. 6d.
t

TOE MILLE R'S J E S T-B O OK.
*-* A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alterations only having been made as were required by the

greater delicacy observed in modern conversation ;
but, that the

volume might have some substance, and be a good table or

travelling book, copious additions have been made from otner

old volumes of Facetiae.

Extractfrom the Preface.

"Another strange circumstance connected with this work is,

that everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are

perfectly familiar with its contents . . . and yet, if the reader win

ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred

ever set eyes on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions

that this edition is published."
Loudon: WniTTAKEit and Co.

D

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
rPHE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly
-A- intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating a
Garden of moderate size. Price 2s. cloth, a New and Enlarged.

Edition.
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;

Or Linnsean Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Gardens

Practice. Price 2s.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.
Price 15. 3rf.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 2.9. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
Having in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of Per-
son. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY;
Expressly intended for those who " wash at home." Price I&g<&

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional Ai*
cannot readily be procured. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price is. gd.

London : W. S. Orr & Co. : and W. & R. Ciiamreks. Edinburgh*.

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darley,
A.B., Author of A System of Popular Geometry,- Com-

panion to the Popular Geometry,— a System of Popular Algebra,,

—and a System of Popular Trigonometry. 12mo, with Engrav-
ings, 5s. cloth lettered.

* l There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyed in

a most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful little

volume, which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the extent
of its intelligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and talents

of its projector and editor, Mr. Darley."—Sun.
Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University

College, 28, Upper Gower-street.

FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD.
R. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,,
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of" every
description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years'*

standing, cuts, burns, scaids, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-
tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,

cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting?

eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, afc

15. l^d. and 2s. Qd. each. Also his

PILULiE ANTISCROPIIULiE,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-
ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded*.

for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all her operations;

hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular
swellings, particularly those ot the neck, &c. They are efficacious-

also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,,

that may be taken at all times without confinement or change of

diet. Sold in boxes, at Is. \hd., 2s. 9rf., 4s. Gr/., lis., and 22s. each-
To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's
ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,

for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-
plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-

mote a circulation of the fluids ; are gentle in their operation, and
do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2s. Qd. each-

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Beach & Barnicott
(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his

medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of the
" Poor Man's Friend," " Pilulse Antiscrophulae," "LarwelM*
Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic
Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare
and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from ali

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.

Observe.—No medicine sold under the above names can possibly*

be genuine, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-

port" is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to each package -

PINE FLOWERS.-rThe Subscription Sale, adver-
-*- tised to take place at Glasgow, on 4th Oct., is postponed
until the 25th; when a splendid Collection of fine named!
TULIPS, in 1,000 Roots, and comprising nearly 600 Varieties,.

325 'finest named RANUNCULUSES, 225 finest ANEMONES

-

also HYACINTHS, &c, will be drawn for in 100 lots. Tickets-

only 5s. each, to be had of John Watkrstow, 45, High-street,
Paisley.— Paisley, 13' h Oct., ls'4;:.

RESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 305. to 405. ; extra

quality, 50s. ; Frock-coats, silk lacings, 355. to 45a.; ditto,

silk velvet collar and silk facings, 50s.; Waterproof Wrappers,
10s. 6d. to 21s. ; fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, 1 6s. to-

25s. ; Waistcoats, 5s. to 8s. 6</. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere, iM-

to 14s. ; Trousers, 8s. 6d. to 12s. 6d. j stout Doeskin and Kersey-
mere, 16s. to 25s. ; Shooting Jackets, 10s. 6V. ; Boys' and Youths
Tunic and Hussar Suits, 30s. ; a Suit of Superfine Black Cloth,

3/. 3s.; best quality, 5J.—At FISHER and Co. 's, 31, King William-
street, City, 10 doors from London bridge. __

OTT'S PATENT STOVES, for warming Churches,
Chapels, Public Offices, Halls, Staircases, Shops, Ware-

houses, &c—These Stoves are unquestionably superior to any*

others that have been yet invented \ they are much more simple

and easy of management than Dr. Arnott's, and, in proportion

to the heat given out, quite as economical ; they are not liable to

an explosion of gas, or a rush of flame from the fire-door; on
the contrary, they are perfectly safe and tree from danger; they

will keep alight 12 hours or more without replenishing. Tfl®

fire being seen through the talc-glazed window gives a vovy

cheerful appearance. Orders addressed to 80, Great Queen-street,

Lincoln's Inn-fields, will meet with due attention, and a libera*

allowance be made to ironmongers, builders, Sec. ^^____

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINU T E s

BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.
REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.

>

This Act imposes a penalty of from 5/. to 20A, for each imita-

tion, piracy, or selling, recoverable by the proprietors before

magistrate, or by civil action. Hall" the penalty will be 8ive?Jjg
any person informing the proprietors of any infringement- **>

words of the Act are " No person or persons shall copy or alte

any design, either by adding to, or subtracting from," &c.
ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lbwss,

Sussex. v
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter com??|
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and u

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsideraoi

advantages over those now in common use. The great adya -

tages of this Churn will be found in the winter-, but in the ne»

of summer placing the Churn in cold water will be the means
hardening the Butter.

Sizes
Churn from

Price, carriage paid V
to London. J

No. 1

7 to 8 lbs.

2 and 3

13 to 15 lbs. 26to2Slbs,

25s. 35s. 42s.

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., 6s. t
and 7*. Lan,

sizes made to order.
To be seen in London, at

Arthur-street, near the Mor
No. 80, Gracechurch street; juiVERMORifittuu^uw, **«-«

No. 30, Oxford-street: Bbnham, i£), Wigmore-street, Caveoow

square, Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchurcli-sut

)
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-j-. TT _ Now ready, price 4.9. 6d.,

II V R A L^ CHEMISTRY
*v, • "?y Edwari> Solly. Esq., Jun. F.R.S.,
^penmental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,

tlon
- Mem - of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry at the Royal Institution.
London: 3, Charles-street, Covent Garden.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER J 4, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK,
lupsday, Oot-ber 17 . Horticultural ... 3 p.m.
Wednesday, October 18 Microscopical . . . 8 p.m.

In our answers to correspondents, an inquirer was'
lately directed to select his cuttings at a time when
they contain much organizable matter. But the
leaning of that advice was unknown to him, and will
probably be equally mysterious to others. It will
therefore be as well if we at once explain it, especially
as it is connected with points of cultivation of very
considerable importance.

The term organizable matter is equivalent to what
iias been called true or descending, or arterial, or vital
or autumn sap, in contradistinction to the term aqueous
or amending sap. Although in some respects the old
expressions were useful enough, yet their diversity
showed the insufficiency of them in the minds of
physiologists, and they had the great fault of con-
veying incorrect notions of the nature of the matter
spoken of. In particular the word sap necessarily
locals the idea of a fluid ; Purpurea sapa was the
.juice of the grape. But the substance to which the
term autumn, &c. sap belongs is more viscid than
fluid, and to a large extent, especially in autumn and
Winter, is not onlv solid but insoluble by ordinary
solvents. "This fluid," says Mr. Knight, "is closely
analogous to the arterial blood of animals," and then
**e goes on to say that it also " assumes an organic
•^/form." (Phy&. Papers, p. 340.) The truth is, that
« first it is fluid, like all the solid tissues; by degrees

*jj
becomes thickened, undergoes various chemical

changes, and at last consolidates into gum, sugar,
starch, albumen, gluten, and other substances, all
nicn, taken together, constitute "organizable matter."

call 1

tnatt
t
r in its or%inal semifluid state may be

^ i 4

Sa
,

p '
but can scarcely bear the name when con-

join ated and finally elaborated.
I he history of organizable matter is this : When a

JUtttt reproduces itself, nature introduces into a small
internal bag the miniature of a young plant, formed of
all the qualities of its parent, and along with it amixture of substances calculated to feed the vegetableinfant when it first begins to be animated am? grow1 his bag, with the matters it contains, we call a JS'As soon as the vegetable embryo is excited within tie
seed, the nutritious substances laid up there quit the
solid and assume a fluid state, and are gradually
convened into the new organs or parts with which theembryo is clothed : hence the name organizable given
to such matter, that is to say, able 10 form organs
'The parts which are thus formed possess the power of
producing, under favourable circumstances, more of
this organizable matter, out of which additional parts
•are formed, and so on incessantly. But in the absence
of such matter no new growth can take place while
*he extent of growth, and the nature of the pans that
are formed, depend entirely upon the quantity of
organizable matter that the plant produces.
/There is nothing in the whole range of Vegetable

•Physiology which more concerns the cultivator than
this

; and the history of organizable matter, the cir-
cumstances favourable or unfavourable to

' its pro-
duction, the way in which it changes, the places
yn&re it is stored up, and the organs to whose —'--;"»cre n is stored up, ana tne organs to whose action
J t is owing, may be said to form both the foundationand a large part of the fabric of the science of Organic
botany. This, indeed, will be apparent to everybody
^hen it is once understood that organizable matter is™e substance out of which all the parts of plants are
tormed. Nevertheless a few examples of its import-ance will assist in making the matter clearer.

I he cause of these remarks was a question relatingo cuttings. Every one knows that cuttings are gener-*u
y selected when the wood is at least partially

opened
; at that time organizable matter is collectedUhm them, and enables them to put forth roots and^Jeav^ ^ the absence of it they could do

of it
.Moreover, the reason of the common practice

allowing an old leaf to remain on a cutting, i s that

tint f.
may secrete more organizable matter to replace

autmi*
is exPen<led in forming roots, so that theuPPly may not be exhausted.

if it
?
0UnS Melon plant is unable to set its flowers, or

infer?
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itself so ]a,'Se a ProPOTtion of the

b^nizable matter that has been secreted, that the

formation of leaves is obstructed, and then the
supply required for further nutrition is interfered
with, because fruit has to depend upon leaves for
its sustenance. Or a Melon plant with half-grown
fruit suddenly loses its foliage, in consequence of
negligence or accident; the fruit will swell but little

afterwards, because the organisable matter, constantly
forming by the leaves, is wanting.
An orchard bears a very heavy crop of late fruit;

the next year the trees are stunted, and hardly grow.
In that case the crop of one year has consumed so
much of the organizable matter of the trees that little

is left for future growth, which is consequently arrested
till more organizable matter shall have collected.

Gardeners dig between the rows of their Strawberry
plants, in autumn, or winter. There cannot be a more
mistaken practice. By such means the roots, filled

with organizable matter for the nutrition of the plant
next year, are destroyed ; and what is substituted in
its place ? Nothing.

Grapes shrivel : although more causes than one are
probably connected with that malady, yet there can be
no doubt that the want of organizable matter is a
frequent—perhaps the most frequent—reason. Vines
are exhausted by over-cropping; organizable matter is

lor the time diminished; before it can be replaced the
new crop of Grapes has consumed all that the trees
contained, and then, their food failing them, the berries
necessarily shrivel. But this deficiency in organizable
matter may arise from other causes than over-cropping:
injuries to the leaves, of many kinds, are a fruitful
source of the mischief

; yet in all these instances the
way in which the injury tells is the non-production of
organizable matter.

In conclusion, it must never be forgotten that
plants, like animals, consist of two essentially distinct
parts: the one the organize/ material of their struc-
ture, the other the organ iz«Wc matter out of which
additions are to be made to that structure; and that
under no circumstances whatsoever can growl h take
place, except in the presence of the latter. This law
is not only one of the foundations of Vegetable Physi-
ology, as we have already said, but one of the most
important of all facts for the gardener to bear in mind,
explaining, as it does, the sources of success or failure
in multitudes of the operations in which he is daily
engaged.

When the harvest is over, and all the corn is safely
stacked or lodged in the barn, the farmer naturally
feels inclined to rest himself and his horses, and to
relax in his labour ; and if the weather has been fine
and they have worked early and late, they require a
little rest to recruit their strength. Light work, such
as horse-hoeing between the rows of Turnips, more to

stir the ground than to mould them up, carrying
mould to mix up with the farm-yard dung, and other
jobs, may be done, so as not to work the men and
horses too severely. But this must not last long, so

long only as to let men and horses recover their
strength ; for no day should be ever lost in a well-
regulated farm. A portion of the Wheat or Oat
stubble ought immediately to be well scarified, if not
hoed by hand, which last is an excellent practice, and
gives employment to many hands which otherwise
would not readily find work. The weather is gene-
rally fine for some time after harvest, and advantage
should be taken of it to clear the fields of weeds by
raking them together and burning them. If some
heaps of manure or compost have been prepared
during the summer and laid on some corner or head-
land, where they are now in a fit state of decompo-
sition to be carried on the land, five or six tumbril
loads per acre may be laid on and immediately spread

and ploughed in. According to the size of the farm
and the stock kept, especially working horses, a certain

portion of this land is to be sown with winter Tares,

as soon as possible; and this sowing is to be repeated

every fortnight till near Christmas, at the rate of two
bushels of seed per acre. They may be drilled or

sown broadcast. There is no crop more profit-

able than lares, to he cut green or fed off' with sheep,

in spring. On very heavy land unfit for Turnips,
they are an admirable preparation for Wheat, giving
ample time for a bastard fallow in the following

summer. On good learns they come off in good time

to sow Turnips, which, if properly managed, will grow
as well after a crop of Tares as they would on a
summer fallow. We will take another opportunity

of giving directions for this important crop. We are

well aware that we are only stating what every good
farmer or bailiff knows well, or ought to know ; but

we write for young farmers and amateurs, and if any
practical experienced farmer has any objection to

make to our suggestions, which are all taken from our

own practice for many years on very different soils

of moderate fertility, we shall be very ready to receive

information, and to compare the experience of others

with our own, provided the facts be stated with accu-

racy, and sufficient reasons be given for adopting a

different course. Our object is to diffuse the know-
ledge of _ those practices in husbandry

d which are

sanctioned by long experience, and which have
been found to increase the crops, and to raise the
greatest quantity of produce at the least possible ex-
pense

_

We have no theories of our own to support,
and claim no new discoveries; but we are ready to
impart to younger farmers the knowledge, such as it
is which is the result of thirty years' practice-during
which time we have read and studied the works of the
most celebrated agricultural writers, testing their doc-
times by actual expenments^which have often led to
disappointment and loss ;-and now, near the close
of our career, it is a pleasure and relaxation to endea-
vour to give to others what to ourselves would have
been invaluable at the beginning of our agricultural
experiments

: yet we are not too old to learn, and are
fully aware that every year tends to correct errors, and
to suggest improvements in the cultivation of the soil.
To return to our sowing of Tares. It is of grea't

consequence that the seed be good, and of the genuine
winter Tare, of which there are several varieties. It
is best to save as much seed every year as is required
for the next sowing. A careful farmer will take care
to have some to spare for this purpose ; and if his seed
degenerates, or is of an inferior variety, he will look
amongst the crops of his neighbours, or elsewhere, to
be sure of having good seed. The nature of his soil
must be taken into consideration, as some soils are
more favourable to the growth of Tares than others;
but with good tillage they will succeed in soils of very
different qualities, provided these are properly prepared
and well manured. It is more profitable to have one
acre of Tares which grow luxuriantly and cover the
ground, than many acres which give but a moderate
crop, and allow the weeds to spring up in the intervals.
No crop cleans the land better, especially those soils
which are subject to be overrun with Charlock, or wild
Mustard. If this troublesome weed be watched, and
the Tares cut or fed off before the seed of the Char-
lock is fully formed, this weed is not only destroyed,
but increases the fodder, without any injury to the
cattle or sheep. If fresh seed is brought to the surface
when the land is ploughed again for Turnips, the
weeds will be destroyed in the hoeing of this crop, and
none will probably appear in the next Corn crop. In
land which has been badly cultivated, and ploughed
with a very shallow furrow, for fear of "bringing up
Charlock," as the old farmers say, this is the most
effectual mode of destroying it : but it requires
patience and perseverance to do so effectually.

In some favourable situations, where the harvest is

early, the land may be ploughed and sown with
Stubble, or Eddish Turnips, as they are called, and these
will give good feed for sheep at the end of winter

;

but if the soil be heavy and wet in winter, it is better
to plough it in small round stitches, or ridge it, as is

done in Essex, to let the frost penetrate the ground as

much as possible. There is no tillage like a frosty

winter.

—

M.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE NEW SYSTEM OF
POTTING PLANTS.

By Wm. Wood ; at Messrs. Henderson's Nursery.

No. II.

In the remarks, to which the following are intended ftS

a sequel, an opinion was offered that the present test of
superior cultivation is " the greatest amount of cposiitu,-

lional vigour within a limited period ;" and as this, when
attained, can but be regarded as a primary step towards
an ultimate object, it may with equal certainty be affirmed
that the highest purpose of cultivation is a constitutional

vigour, combined with a uniform development of bloom.
In attempting to define the means generally adopted for
the attainment of this, it will be of interest to glance
at the principles or couditions upon which such results

depend.

The present modes of potting may be considered ^
two distinct mechanical operations. The first, fror^ ths
simplicity and uniformity of its process, has beeri termed
a Progressive and Accumulative system ; and t^e Second
from its necessary exposure to successive seasons of ex-
citement and repose, may not unaptly be designated an
Alternate or Restrictive system. The leading feature of
the former (the Accumulative) is found in its leading to a
maturity of growth, without the aid of intermediate shifts
by r

due

fertility, me lauer, vc ixeairicuve system, is well
characterized by its dependence for the same end upon
the ordinary practice ol shifting gradually from smaller
to larger pots.

That there should exist many doubts as to the nrac
ticubility of the first method, is not surprisin*

; since it
is totally opposed to general practice, not beinj a eradual

taiuncy or giowtn, wiujuui luc aiuui intermediate shifts

y removing plants, in their youngest state, to pots having
ue proportion in size to their ultimate vigour and
rtility. The latter, or Restrictive system ;a **n

eing an immediate annlimH,^ ~c i? . \ d lMUI^ation of large quantities of soil,
bearing due proportion to a perfect development of parts,
and so approaching natural conditions, while the Restric-
tive or frequent shifting systern is the successiv« applica-
tion of materials proportionate to the existing vigour of
the plant in its various stages of growth.
The value of the Accumulative mode of cultivation will

be more readily understood by tracing its connexion with
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those principles of Horticulture on which the most perfect

vegetable growth depends.

The only natural mode of perpetuating the constitu-

tional vigour of a species is by reproduction from seed ;

and it is strictly in harmony with this law of Nature that

the various modes of propagation and cultivation are to

he viewed. Thence it follows, that in proportion as the

means employed for the multiplication of plants are arti-

ficial in their character, will be the premature exhaustion

of the individual parts thus multiplied ; in other words,

if, in the propagation of any plant by cuttiny s, the

latter be taken from a specimen which is already partially

exhausted by excessive development of its parts, or by
excess of bloom, the parts thus detached will partake of

the impaired vigour of the parent. And upon the same
principle, a plant which has been in the first instance

derived from its parent stock as a layer , will possess less

constitutional energy than others derived from the same
source as cuttings, in consequence of the layer already

approaching its final maturity more nearly than the latter.

The conclusions to be derived from the foregoing

remarks are, that the several organs of a seed, a cutting,

and a layer, are each endowed with a principle of vital

energy varying in power from a seed downwards. It may
further be stated, that the vital functions of plants are

diminished in force in proportion as the primary develop-
ment of their parts is prematurely hardened or matured,
whether that arises from excess or deficiency of the

elements which sustain them. Much that is superior in

cultivation is known to depend upon the skilful applica-

tion of materials adapted to the variations of local

influence and after-management. In support of a pro-

gressive and accumulative system of cultivation, the

following principles may be offered, apart from those
minor evidences which every successful routine of practice
supplies.

1st. "For the maintenance of a plant in health, it is

indispensable that the supply of fluid by the roots should
be continued and uninterrupted*."

2d. u The smallest leaf at the extremity of a branch of
a lofty tree must assist in setting in action the absorbing
power of roots, at whatever distance from the other

organs those roots act. If this reciprocal action is not
maintained without interruption, and if anything occurs
to check it during the period of vegetation, the plant will

suffer in proportion to the amount of interruption.-}-

"

From these statements, it appears that whatever tends

to protract or suspend the reciprocal action of the organs
of plants, will, in proportion, impair their vital energy

;

and it is the fitness of the accumulative system to secure
a continued supply of those fluids which are essentially

necessary for mature growth in plants, that constitutes its

superiority over other modes of cultivation. This advan-
tage is obtained by transferring plants, in their young and
excitable state, to large masses of soil, of a texture and

quality adapted to their growth, and so mechanically

arranged as to enable their tender organs progressively to

assimilate their food without being liable to excess of

moisture, or to be retarded in their after-growth.

A strong argument against the fitness of the restrictive

system of shifiing of plants, to attain simultaneous and
accumulative vigour, is found in the tendency of that

system to reverse the laws of Nature in regard to the

formation and disposition of roots. This is an evil inse-

parable from the ordinary modes of cultivation. The
natural function of roots being the absorption of food

through the medium of their extremities or spongioles, it

is plain that their capability of answering this important

end will be in proportion to the facility afforded them of

extending and ramifying in search of the elementary sub-
stances required for iheir respective organs. In admitting

this view of the subject, it will probably be found that the

amount of food thus obtained will be commensurate with

the diffusion of the roots over a given surface.

These opinions are strengthened by their coincidence

with the physiological fact, that " roots augment in

diameter simultaneously with the stem, and under the
influence of exactly the same causes^. " From this law
an important inference is to be drawn in favour of the
present argument ; namely, that as an inverted or hori-

zontal position of the stems and branches is calculated to

diminish vigour and dispose to precocious fertility, so
similar effects will attend an inverted or circular direction

of the roots, by limiting their expansive movement, and
lessening their exposure to the indispensable influence of
atmospheric agency.

But it may be said that cultivators can avert such an
unnatural position of the roots, by reshifting previous to

those organs being too far advanced ; to which it will be
sufficient to reply, that such a mode of transferring plants
previously to their being tolerably established, would not
only be opposite to successful practice, but attended by a
risk with which few practitioners would venture to incur.
That plants of slow and rigid habit (and others propor-
tionately) should be fairly established in their respective
stages of growth, previously to being further excited, is

sufficiently well known ; and to attempt an opposite course
would not only endanger the flowers, but tend to frustrate
the principal objects of cultivation.—From Paxton's
Magazine of Botany.

THE CLOVER DODDER.
I have carefully examined this Cuscuta, Fbut cannot

yet say precisely whether it should be considered distinct
from C. epuhymum or not. I have no specimen, recent
or dried, of the latter at hand, and so cannot institute any
direct^comparison, and the figure in Englighjw.^.

* « Lindley's Principles of Horticulture," p. 32

f
4( Theory of Horticulture," p. 50.

± 4< Lindley's Theory of Vital Actions-"

not to be depended on for such a purpose. I do not con-
sider any of the descriptions of C. epithymum which I

can refer to sufficiently detailed to enable me to judge
from them. From what I recollect of this plant," it is

much smaller, and has a general tinge of red, which our
plant does not possess ; but these are doubtful characters.

The essential characters of two species so closely allied,

and unfurnished with leaves, must be taken from minute
differences in the parts of the flower, and it is impossible

to speak very decidedly how far these may be permanent
without seeing the two together in a fresh state. I find

one character in the flower of both this and C. europaaa,

which appears to me to have been hitherto imperfectly

noted ; and I shall take the liberty of directing the atten-

tion of future observers to it. The flowers have been
described as furnished with " scales/' seated on the co-

rolla, and opposite to the stamens. But instead of dis-

tinct scales, I find a continuous corona adherent to the

base of the corolla, 'but perfectly free above throughout
its entire circuit. This corona has scale-like lacinias, or

teeth, seated before the stamens, and it is these which
have been described as distinct scales. Perhaps a very

rude and imperfect sketch may convey an idea of this

corona as it occurs in the two species here alluded to.

Opened flower and scales of Cuscuta Europzea.^

Opened flower and scales of Cuscuta trifolii,

I observe, also, on opening and extending the corolla on
a flat surface, that the corona ruptures readily at the base

of each lacinia, creating a suspicion (for I can urge no
more) that it may possibly be formed by the cohesion of

subordinate parts (abortive stamens ?), which thus alter-

nate with -the stamens, instead of being opposite to them.

These parts are very small, and their relation may be
easily overlooked ; as we see by the figure and descriptiop

of C. europsea in English Botany, where that species is

represented as having no scales at all.

—

J. S. Henslow,
Hitcham, Suffolk, Sept. 13, 1843.

AMMONIA.
The observations of Mr. Lawes on the value of Am-

monia as manure, in last week's Chronicle, are very inter-

esting, and in several respects I entertain the same opinions;

some of his statements, however, appear more question-

able, so that without furiher evidence I think we should
hardly be justified in adopting his conclusions, and giving
up the old theories which have hitherto been received.

Mr. Lawes considers that it is more important to supply
plants with Phosphates than with nitrogen, and in this

I cordially agree with him, but when he seems to think

Ammonia of little or no value as manure except indirectly.

I feel hardly prepared to follow him. It is pretty gene-
rally considered that"' plants must derive the nitrogen

which they contain, either from Ammonia or some other

compound containing it, and that they cannot assimilate

it direct from the air ; if this be the case, it is evident

that they cannot form azotised matters unless they are

supplied with Ammonia, or some other compound con-
taining nitrogen, either from the air or from the soil.

Now the quantity of nitrogen which can be supplied in

this way to plants is by no means large ; if therefore the

supply of it can ^be increased in moderation, the means
of forming azotised matters, and consequently one of the

means of luxuriant growth, will be supplied to plants. On
examination, it appears, that the great majority of the

operations of culture, amongst other things, facilitate the

absorption and retention of Ammonia and the compounds
of nitrogen.

In studying the action of inorganic manures, it is neces-

sary to consider their action in several points of view:
their chemical effects must be distinguished from those
which are merely mechanical, and the chemical nature of

the soil must be known, that the chemical effects of the

manure may be ascertained. In adding, for example, to

certain soils lime or other bases, we give to the soil the

power of assisting in the transformation of Ammonia into

nitric acid. We may merely add potash ; but by so doing
we give to the soil the power of fixing a quantity of nitro-

gen, as nitric acid, and thus enrich the soil by indirect

means. The nature of the soil is of very great importance
in examining the action of saline manures : we apply
various salts of Ammonia, and carefully measure the pro-

duce obtained by the use of each; but we forget that the
salts may be decomposed before they reach the roots of
the growing plants, and that, by the ordinary processes of
double decomposition, the salts we apply may be com-
pletely changed in the soil.

On soils rich in azotised matters, containing Ammonia
or salts of nitric acid in considerable quantity, it would
not be reasonable to expect benefit from the use of
ammoniacal manures ; but in soils not of this description
I believe they will always be found of value ; how much
of the benefit derived from them is due to the acid they
contain is a separate question, but I am convinced that

the Ammonia itself is of great value. If the sulphuric
acid of sulphate of Ammonia is the most important ingre-

dient of that salt, then sulphate of Ammonia would produce
but little effect on soils containing much sulphuric acid ;

whilst the contrary, I believe, is the fact. The compara-
tive effect produced by different salts of Ammonia varies

much, and appears to depend principally on the nature of
the soil. I have recently seen the muriate producing
larger crops than either the sulphate or the phosphate,
when applied to Wheat and Potatoes. Whilst speaking
of the effects produced by Ammonia, I may mention a
curious fact which T lately observed, and which bears upon
the subject. I found that plants of Tobacco manured
with salts of Ammonia contained, in proportion, a far

larger quantity of potash than similar plants grown in the

same soil, but not manured with Ammonia. It is, I

think, evident, that the salts of Ammonia increased the

vigour of the plants, and enabled them to absorb from the

soil, a larger quantity of potash than they could otherwise
have done. The effects of guano are certainly not wholly
due to the Ammonia which it contains; a great part is

no doubt due to the presence of phosphates, but I have
generally found that the best guano was that which was
richest in Ammonia.

Mr. Lawes asks, " What proof have we that plants are

unable to supply themselves with Ammonia from sources
unknown to us ?—and how far may the increase of crops

by the addition of substances containing Ammonia be at-

tributed to that element ?" To prove that we know all

the sources of nitrogen is of course impossible ; we know
that plants may obtain it, both from the soil and from the
air, but they may obtain it in a manner that we are still

unacquainted with, though it certainly appears more than
probable that they can and do obtain it from Ammonia
and nitric acid—sources which are quite sufficient to

account for the quantity they commonly contain. The
fact that rotten dung is far superior to fresh dung, does
not appear to me to prove that the Ammonia lost during
its putrefaction was useless, but rather that the nitrogen in

the rotten dung is in a state which plants can assimilate,

whilst that in fresh dung is less capable of being absorbed
by them.* I do not for a moment suppose that plants

would grow if deprived of earthy phosphates and bases,

but supplied with Ammonia, any more than that they
would flourish without light; but I believe that a source
of nitrogen is as essential to plants as a supply of phos-
phates. The best of all manures are those which supply
both phosphates and Ammonia. Farm-yard manure is of

this description. It is a question well worthy of consi-

deration, whether plants do not derive a very notable

quantity of earthy matter from the air. I need not men-
tion the great distance to which sea-salt is carried by the

wind, but I cannot help suspecting that a greater quantity
of solid matter is carried about in the air than is commonly
supposed.

I hope these hurried remarks will elicit further ob-
servations from those who have practical experience in

the action of manures.

—

E. Solly.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XLI.
Were I desired to point out what I consider the

greatest defects in garden scenery, I should have very little

hesitation in enumerating deep and irregular raw-edgings
to the walks, as the first defect ; walks and borders

deficient in gravel or soil, as the second ; and tall, clumsy
box-edgings, as the .third. In my estimation, deep and

irregular edgings are a most intolerable deformity, and

yet, to such an extent does this deformity prevail, that of

all the gardens I ever visited, I could not name half-a-

dozen that are free from it. At this place, though the

walks have been all made within the last five years, the

edgings are so irregular, that in one place they are from

three to four inches deep, while, perhaps within a feW"

yards in the same walk, the grass is below the level of the

gravel. I do not attribute any fault, in this respect, to

my predecessor, because the irregularity is not greater

than may be noticed in most oilier gardens, but I merely

point it out as an instance of bad taste, in an otherwise

highly kept garden. Now, the first operation in the way

of improvement which I shall undertake this autumn, will

be to have all these edgings properly levelled, and in doing

this I shall have all the grass taken up two feet wide from

the walk on both sides, and then make them perfectly

level, allowing for the grass, when laid down again, to be

not more than one inch above the level of the gravel- *

shall then have this grass rolled once a week through the

winter by a heavy roller, so that in the spring, when*

dress the edgings off before trimming the walks, they will

not be more than half an inch in height,—and after they

have been once properly formed and cut, I shall never, 1

I can possibly avoid it, allow them to show a raw edge

again,—at least, not more so than is necessary to keep

lines and curvatures of the walks as true and regular a

possible.

Foreigners, when viewing the gardens of this country,

are always pleased with the beauty of our close-cut lawn

and gravel-walks, and I believe it is not assuming to

much to say, they are the finest in the world. Flattering,

however, as this fact is to British vanity, 1 believe it n

been a prolific source of carelessness, in leading us to

satisfied with what our walks and lawns are, insteat

making them what they ought to be. When the wai

contain sufficient gravel to form a good path, and yet

edgings are too deep, they may be made to slope g

dually towards the walk; but this is not a good pan

where it can be avoided, as the middle of the walk s

always be as high as the adjoining grass,^noUiu^
-* That the vapours given out by fermenting dunej**^^
getation, is proved by the luxuriant manner in which plants in

the vicinity of dunghills grow.
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higher. In walks from three to five feet wide, the centre

should be level with the highest part of the edging, and
curve very gradually to the sides ; but in walks of greater

width, they should be somewhat higher: say, increase an

inch in height for every additional three feet in width.

I have been thus diffuse on this subject, partly from a

love of seeing good walks, and partly from a conviction

that the amateur, or professional gardener, cannot intro-

duce a greater improvement into his garden than to level

the edgings, and fill his walks brim-full of gravel.

Burke, in his Essay on the Sublime and Beautiful, has a

remark so applicable to this subject, that I cannot do better

than quote it, to shew how necessary the above improve-

ments are to the beauty of a garden. Speaking of smooth-

ness, he says, " It is a quality so essential to beauty, that

I do not now recollect anything beautiful that is not'

smooth. In trees and flowers smooth leaves are beauti-

ful ;—smooth slopes ofearth in gardens,—smooth streams,

in the landscape,—smooth coats of birds and beasts, in

animal beauties ;—and in ornamental furniture, smooth and

polished surfaces. A very considerable part of the effect of

beauty is owing to this quality: indeed, the most consi-

derable
; for take any beautiful object, and give it a broken

and rugged surface, and, however well formed it may be

in other respects, it pleases no longer ;
whereas, let it

"want ever so many of the other constituents, if it wants

aot this, it becomes more pleasing than almost all the

others without it." It will thus be seen that smoothness

is one of the fundamental constituents of beauty, ergo, no

walks or edgings can be beautiful that are not smooth.

The above remarks apply with equal force to box-

edgings: they ought never to exceed an inch in height, and

the walks should be full of gravel.

IV. P. Ayres, Brooklands.

Errata.—in my last article, first paragraph, for "interruption,"

read " interception;" and further on, for "interrupt, read
" intercept."

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Luminous Plants.—As you have drawn attention to

*hat is called the " phosphorescence of plants," I send a

few notes. This appearance is not confined to plants,

and is of frequent occurrence in the animal kingdom.

Amongst the higher forms of animals, the light of the

glow-worm, an insect, and several species of Annelides,

are well known ; but in the lower animals it is much more
common. The light given out by jelly-fishes and various

kinds of Zoophytes forms the glory of the tropical seas

on bright still nights, and this phenomenon is often ob-
served in warm weather on our own coasts. In these

cases it seems connected more with the vegetative than
the animal function, not being dependent on the nervous
system. In plants a luminous appearance has been ob-

served, under two circumstances, amongst the living and
the dying. The light given out from decaying wood, does
not appear to be a merely chemical process, as it only

Euphorbia phosphorea, says, that when wounded, the sap

gave out a light. When this was observed, the tempera-

ture was 20° Reaumur, but ceased when the heat sunk to

16°
; he could not find that it affected the Galvanometer

in the least. Senebier states, that in his experiments on

the Arums, he observed on one occasion, when confining

an Arum in oxygen gas, that it gave out light as well as

heat. In endeavouring to account for these phenomena,

Meyen, in his Physiology, rejects all other explanations,

and conceives that the facts hitherto observed, favour the

view, that the luminosity is the result of the active che-

mical processes involved in the process of decarbonising

the plant. In conclusion, I would point out also the

relation between these phenomena and that still more

remarkable one, the spontaneous combustion of the human
frame. In this case there appears to be a combustion

going on intermediate between mere oxidation and flame.

I hope these observations may induce some of your read-

ers, with ample opportunities in the field and garden, to

take up the subject, and record any facts they may have

observed or shall observe, in your Paper.

—

E. Lankester.

Luminous Appearances in Plants.— I am surprised

that doubts should be entertained of the luminous appear-

ances on certain garden flowers. I have observed it

frequently, and have looked for it in each succeeding

summer, on the double Marygold, and more especially on

the Papaver pilosum, thejHairy red Poppy, in my garden

at Moseley, in Worcestershire. In the evening, after a

hot dry day, the flashes of light afforded much amusement
to myself and to others. I believe it is Coleridge, who
has recorded, in one of his poems, the same beautiful

appearance on the Marygold, observed at Stavey, in

Somersetshire. Here, where the climate is moister and

less congenial to floriculture, the same flowers do not

present the same phenomenon—at least, 1 have not seen

it.— P. M. James.
Wintering Pelargoniums.—In the month of October,

last year, I took up a bed of Pelargoniums which had

been planted in the garden ; they were hung up by the

roots in a dry cellar. In the month of May they began to

shoot, and in the middle of June I had them cut down and

planted in the garden, not having the convenience of a

spare hot-bed. For the last two months they have been

in full blossom. I did not lose one scarlet one. The idea

was not my own ; it was suggested by Capt. Mangles'

excellent little work on Flowers.—Daphne.

Myall's Pine Strawberries.—At p. 587 of this year it

is stated that I planted out a bed of second runners on

the 26th of Oct. last year; which, to my surprise,

matured some good fruit, and which I suppose is a circum-

stance of rather uncommon occurrence. At the present

time, the bed presents the appearance of midsummer more

than that of autumn, for it is now producing a second

crop, and 1 have no doubt but that it will be some weeks
yet before all the fruit will be matured. Is it usual for

such runners to do so ?

—

D. Z.

Vines have for their roots to feed in ; and, moreover, some
of the largest of these are now above the level of the

gravel. These receive no covering, nor manure of any
kind, even while the Vines are r.t work ; and from the con-
struction of the house the rods cannot he exposed to the
weather during their season of rest; but in order to re-

medy this as much as possible I have them tied up quite

close to the glass. This house is planted with Black Ham-
burgh, Sweetwater, and with what some call the Black
Prince. From these, notwithstanding the unfavourable
circumstances just mentioned, I have cut some excellent

bunches of Grapes, particularly one from the Black Ham-
burgh, which weighed 2 lbs., and upon one of the rods

there were no fewer than 22 bunches, although perhaps
not all equal in weight to the one specified, and on those

of the Sweetwater they were even more numerous. A tew
bunches from the Black Prince weighed 3 lbs. This house

luuniiwoibj ilia uttu ncvjuciiuj niuicoscu, i ou mention
in the last Number the well-attested facts of the Rhizo-
morpha and the Agaricus olearius, numerous examples of

•which might be brought forward by good observers. This
light, as well as that from decaying wood, is stated by
Meyen to be increased on plunging the plant, or wood,
into oxygen gas; and he attributes the phenomenon to

the chemical action going on in both the living and de-

caying tissues. The light from the moss, mentioned by
Mr. Babington, has also been observed in Germany on
another species of Schistostega, the S. osmundacea. It

has been observed by Funk, Brandenberg, Nees Von
Esenbeck, Hornschuch, and Struve. Bridel-Brideri and

Agardh, attributed this light to a small Alga, which the

former called Catoptridium smaragdinum, and the latter

Protococcus smaragdinus, which they supposed occupied the

moss. Unger, however, has examined the moss accurately,

and finds that at certain seasons the peculiar utricles of this
M 1 1 *

w present a luminosity uu "<^ D ««.awc U i tne vesicles.

These vesicles are, perhaps, what Professor Lloyd took for

crystals. Meyen says he has confirmed Unger's observa-

tions. With regard to the light given out from the flowers

of plants, there can be no doubt as to the phenomenon
Hot being an unfrequent one. Since the time that it was
first observed by Christina Linne, many have re-

corded the same fact. LinnEens, the younger Linnaeus,

Haggren, Crome, Zawadzki, Hagen, Johnson, and the

Duke of Buckingham, are amongst the observers who
have recorded their experience on this subject. The plants

in the flowers of which it has been observed, are the Tro-

paeolum majus, Helianthus annuus, Calendula officinalis,

Tagetes erecta, and T. patula, Lilium chalcedonicum, and
L. bulbiferum, Polyanthus tnberosa, Papaver orientale,

Chrysanthemum inodorum, (Enothera macrocarpa, and

Gorteria rigens. We are, perhaps, not in a position to

say this is not an optical illusion; but if it were, one
'would expect that it should be more constant. It has also

been seen by several observers at the same time, in differ-

ent positions, and when one has seen it, the others have
seen it. Using analogy as our guide, one would be more
inclined to attribute it to the same action, whatever that

**ay be, which produces the same phenomenon in the

lower animals, decaying wood, and the Cryptogamia.
The phenomenon in these cases, which no one ascribes to

optical illusion, is only occasional. In addition to these

observations on the light of flowers, there are some on
the phosphorescence and luminosity of sap. Mornay
describes a tree in South America, called Cipo de Cnna-
jaan, with a milky juice, which gave out in the dark a
bright light. Martius, also, in a plant which he named

Humphreys's Compound.— I have seen several inquiries

respecting this Compound, and I beg to state that I have

tried it sparingly on Heaths, Pelargoniums, Chrysanthe-

mums, &c. It appears to improve the foliage and give

the plants strength, so that I intend to try it further.— W.
Fruit without Leaves.—In a late Chronicle there is an

article under this head, by li R. H.,
M who is a young man

employed in Cantley Gardens. I have had an opportunity

of examining the Peaches which he mentioned as being

healthy good-sized fruit. They are the late Admirable

Peach ; the fruit when gathered were not much more than

half the usual size, and were of inferior flavour, without

kernel, and the stone was very imperfect. Peach-trees

were very much injured in this neighbourhood last spring

bv the cold winds, consequently there are many instances

where the points of the young shoots withered after the

fruit had attained a considerable size.— G. Doncaster.

Aiicectochilus setaceus.—Inlookingover Bennett's recent

work on Ceylon, I found the following allusion to this

pretty plant, which may guide some of your readers to its

successful cultivation :
—"The botanist will be delighted

with the beautiful little plant called Rajah Wanya, or

Jungle King, which delights In marshy places, and

abounds in this neighbourhood (Marrundamkoolle). The
natives, ignorant of the attractive influence of water upon

trees, ascribe the bending of their branches over the

water and marshy places, inhabited by the Rajah

Wanya, to their natural homage to the Jungle King plant."

—pons jEHL
Fruit Trees m Grave/.— "Este" ventures to suggest from

experience of thirty years, that the most productive Pears

in the gravels common in the blue clay formation, are

j s t The Chaumontelle, which rarely fails. 2d—The
Lammas. The Bon Chretien answers fairly; other

Pears may grow, but the Chaumontelle alone is perfectly

healthy. Of Apples, the Keswick Codlin is the only

uniform bearer, and this, perhaps, because the fruit being

gathered early, the tree is not exhausted by having to

ripen its fruit. The Codlin in question has uniformly a

Blight ridge on one side. The Ribstone will not grow
;

The Franklin Pippin and "Warwickshire Pippin are the

next best. No good Nonpareils ripen in this gravel.

Vines.—In reply to "A Subscriber from the Beginning,"

at p. 645, who seems to think that " to take aw.ay all un-

fruitful branches " will render his Vines unsightly, and

his crops irregular, I beg to state that I cannot under-

stand how the taking away of " a barren branch " will

have that effect. The Vines that I usually force first are

trained up the rafters of a succession Pine pit, and are

planted inside, between the flue and front wall, which is

built on arches, in order to allow the roots to pass outside,

where there is a border along the front 18 inches wide,

and then a gravel walk runs parallel with the range of

houses, which is eight feet wide. This is all the space the

is 12 feet high, by 16 feet wide ; and in the next house,

which is of the same dimensions, and under the same cir-

cumstances, are some rods which fairly set no fewer than

50 bunches. From these facts I trust that a " Subscriber

from the Beginning" will be satisfied with my success in

the culture of the Vine, and if he will clearly state his dif-

ficulty, I have no doubt he will meet with assistance from
—A Subscriber.

The Harvest Mouse.—-Mr. Thomas Chapman, of the

Dungeon Farm, Hutton, Lancashire, was setting up the

sheaves of Wheat after his reapers, when his attention

was arrested by a peculiar sound issuing from the newly-

made sheaves. On examining it, he was surprised to

find a nest of the harvest-mouse, containing nine young

ones, in the midst of the sheaf, and about 18 inches

above the band
; presently afterwards, he discovered two

other nests, similarly situated, and likewise containing

young. These nests are very ingeniously suspended from

two or three stalks of the Wheat, are round, and abowt

the size of a cricket-ball, with the aperture so ingeniously

closed as not to be seen, and it is supposed that the

parent mouse opens the nest at different parts, and so

affords nourishment to each one of her offspring, taking

care to close all safely again. They are so compact and well-

filled that they might be rolled across a table without being

discomposed, though containing young mice ; but what is

most surprisingis, the Wheat was cut and the sheaves bound

up without the reapers discovering the nest, or in the

least degree having injured either it or the young. Before

the Wheat was cut, the nests would be about four feet

from the ground. I have also seen those nests found in

tall Rye grass in this neighbourhood.— Facile.

Strawberries.— Having been successful in securing an

excellent crop of Keen's Seedling Strawberry at this sea-

son of the year, I beg to state the mode in which they

were obtained. The plants, which were forced early in

spring, were planted out into a rich border, where they

remained until the last week of September, when they

threw up very strong spikes of flowers ; they were taken

up and potted in the same soil in which they were grow-

ing, and placed in Pine frames. From these I lately

gathered a dish of very good fruit, and in all probability I

shall be enabled to do so twice or three times a week,

and they will continue to bear until Christmas, as there

is an abundance of bloom as well as fruit. Should this

not be a common mode
;

it may perhaps prove an acqui-

sition to gardeners.— *F. Godwin.

Linnma borealis.—I have been making a plantation of

Linnma borealis, which I discovered in a neighbouring

wood. Has that, as well as other plants, been spread

extensively during the last 50 years ? It was unknown to

Lightfoot. and I remember getting a specimen ot it from

the late Professor Beattie, who found it for the first time

in the wood of Inglisraadie, in Forfarshire, to which

locality it was supposed to be confined.—i7., Aberdeen.

Dahlias.—Last season 1 had some Dahlias from a

nurservman which bloomed beautifully, but this season

they have almost without exception, flowered with open

centres, and some of them have come all but single. The

soil in which they are growing is of the same description

as that in which they were grown last season. It is a Light

sandy loam The ground was cleared of Gooseberries last

year, trenched, and richly manured with thoroughly-rotted

cow-dung. The Dahbas were turned out in the middle of

June, and the ground was again dressed with bone-dust.

The plants have grown very luxuriantly: this season has

been exceedingly fine, but dry. I have watered only

sparingly, and pruned almost none ;
and it may be in some

of these last points that 1 have erred. Perhaps some of your

more experiened correspondents in these two matters will

favour me with an answer.—^ Subscriber

One-shift System for Strawberries.—1 force a few

Strawberries, and have hitherto followed the usual prac-

tice of striking the early runners in small pots, and shift-

ing them into larger ones in August or at Michaelmas.

In°this year I ranged one-half my stock of full-sized pots

(a size larger than the usual Strawberry-pot), ready rilled

with good soil, alongside the parent plants; and, without

sinking the pots into the ground, raised the runners over

the sides of the pots and pegged them down, and so

left them. The other half of my stock 1 treated in the

usual way. As they appear at present, the first-mentioned

are by much the finer and stionger plants, and promise
to produce a better crop than those shifted P. P.

Refuse Sulphates as Manure.—At a manufactory on my
farm I have large quantities of the sulphate refuse from

the manufacture of chlorine, and I have" tried a variety of

experiments for the purpose of making it useful for Agri-

culture, but without success, and I do not think that it

will ever be of much value. It proves most beneficial

when mixed with lime, to precipitate the manganese, and

then turned over repeatedly with a quantity ot rich earth

for some months.

—

J. B. Lowes.
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Transplanting.—As the season for transplanting is now

fast approaching, I beg to warn those who are not profi-
cients in its nature, of the necessity of endeavouring as
much as possible to select soils that will be suitable to the
plants that are to be removed ; for instance, in removing
ornamental trees, or in planting out specimen plants, or
in making an Arboretum, it is necessary to suit the soil to
the different kinds of plants. When plants are put into a
soil altogether contrary to their nature, they become
unhealthy, linger, and often die. Those who plant late in
the spring, if the season be dry, ought to water frequently,
and give the plants every encouragement that they possibly
can. It reflects much credit on a gardener to have hand-
some and well-grown specimens under his care, and it is a
convincing proof of good management. This can be easily
effected by proper attention being paid to the plants, such
as staking, pruning, and watering if required ; and I would
again particularly request the attention of gentlemen and
gardeners about to transplant, to bear in mind that the
principal thing in growing trees and plants to perfection,
is to plant them in the soils they require. In trans-
planting great care is required, and it is very beneficial to
the plant to spread out its roots prope-ly, and in some
cases to lightly prune them. Although! ,iese few observa-
tions are simple, yet I am sorry that they are not more
particularly attended to, for by such attention in a few
years the grower would be amply repaid for his trouble.—
Timothy.

White Muscadine. For clusters of Muscat of Alexandria Grape
one premium was voted to Mr J. Young-, and another to Mr j'

Weir, pr to Lord Douglas. For large and fincly.swelled bunches
of Blac

:
Hamburgh Grapes two prizes were also piven, one toMr Gardiner and the other to Mr Crockett. For Frontignans

there were likewise two premmms-to Mr Crocket and Mr Addi-
son. Best-grown Pine- Apple, exclusive of Queen, Mr Weir for aB^ck^m^c^^,^^^l^^^elt 9«een the sil'ver medai was
given to Mr A. Temple gr to O. T. Bruce, Esq. Best Moorpark
Apricots: the silver medal was voted to Mr J. Thomson trr to

nant. Best Basket, exclusive of Pines and Grapes, l, Sir R. W.
Bulkeley

, 2, Lord Bishop of Bangor. Pines. 1, Sir R. W. Bulke-
ley, (Monserrat); 2, R. Thomas, Esq., (Black Jamaica); 3. Hon.
Jol. D. Pennant, (Monserrat). Melons, 1, Sir R. W. Bulkeley:
and 3, Lord Bishop of Bangor $ 4, Hon. Col. D. Pennant.

Cherries, I, R. Thomas, Esq.; 2, Hon. Col. D. Pennant Figs.
I, Hon. Col. D. Pennant; 2, None exhibited. Grapes, white.
\, H. Beaver, Esq. • 2, Sir R. W. Bulkeley

j 3, R. Thomas, Esq.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
YORKSHIRE LAND-DRAINING ASSOCIATION.

Upon the occasion of the Richmond Agricultural Show last
week a meeting was held at the King's Head Inn, Richmond, on
Friday, the 29th alt., for the proposition of this association, and
was attended by many influential landed proprietors of the

Melon. Heaviest dozen of Jargonelle Pears, 1, Mr J. Lylll £ to
Sir J. Hope, Bart.

;_

and a premium was also voted to wKail
for producing the best three sorts of Summer Pears, the kinds
being- Citron ties Carmes Summer Bon Chretien, and Green PeS
of Pinkie. Basket of Alton Strawberries, Mr D WhiteTr tn P
B. W. Ramsay, Esq. Brace of Cucumbers, U Mr W'Martin fnr
Long smooth green

; 2. Mr Young, for Hurst's WafkertE ovedThe show of te^j™™* ««« large and^12
of
s

Manchester Rival, Ely's Lord Milton, White's' Mr* WMte^lv*Mayor of Ripon, and Bemnger's Hope
; 2, Mr P Thomson \rr

to W. H. Vere, Esq
; 3, Mr R. Macdoifald, gr to Lord wXn^hlw

deEreshv. Six Picotees, 1, Mr Youne. for rl,"^"n ?.^,y

S^¥^ ™ iwfl to&K3B

Handasyde, for Lee's Bloomsbury, Sir Bobert Sale
8

Lad^Har

'

Pl

and, Marquess of Lansdowne Admiral Stopford, Beautv of the
'lain, Mrs Shelley. Lady Sale, Essex Triumnh r^LZ^l*nam, jvirs oneiic/. j^w/ *j*.w cooka rriumnh rnrnnotinn
Prince Albert, Burnham Hero, Argo, Metella, PrincesrR«va?
Novelty, Marquess of Lothian, Bridesmaid, Admirable and Per-
petual Grand. Dbausrs-2, Mr J. Pinlaysonj

( Messrf j'

explaining to the meeting- the objects of the association, and the
progress made in its introduction. In compliance with this
request, Mr. Charnock briefly recapitulated the leading features
of the undertaking, whereby it is proposed to combine, for their
mutual benefit, the agricultural and themonied interest 1 and he
expressed a firm conviction that from the great redundance ofmoney, for which there lacked employment, it required only that
associations like the present should be submitted, under proper
auspices, to insure the confidence of the capitalist, whose sur-
plus we might then see securely employed in the profitable and
permanent improvement of the soil. Mr. Smith (of Deanston)
gave his fullest concurrence to the project; and in a very able
address, entered at some length into the merits of the plan, show-
ing the usefulness and practicability of such associations, the
establishment of which would, he said, be peculiarly opportune
at the present moment, when the necessity for agricultural
advancement was manifest not only to the owner, but also to the
occupier of the soil, whose practical improvements were retarded
only by the want of those additional means which would thus be
placed within his reach on easy and equitable terms. Mr. Smith
also pointed out the advantages which would result from the
drainage being conducted under the systematic operations of
such an association, which would be in a position to apply the
first practical and scientific skill to the several works under its
charge, and thereby to guarantee the most effective drainage at
the lowest cost. He then proceeded to show the progressive
character of the undertaking, which obviated the necessity for
any large outlay in extensive works or premises at the outset;
and, in conclusion, took occasion to represent to the meeting the
great moral and national good which might be confidently looked
for from the exiensiveand regular employment which such asso-
ciations would be the means of securing to the able-bodied labour-
ing population ofthe rural districts, A conversation then ensued, in
which Col. Arden remarked upon the tedious and expensive forms
attending the requisite npplication to the court under Mr. Pusey's
recent act enabling tenants for life to obtain money by way of
mortgage and a rent-charge on the land, for draining their
estates, and he trusted that, ere long, these difficulties would be
removed. As a proof of these impediments, Marmaduke Wyvill,
Esq., stated that he believed there had only been one instance in
which that act had been made available; and he thought that,
as emanating from the present meeting, it would be no unsuitable
opportunity to express the hope that some less intricate measure
would bo provided. Mr. Bailey Denton observed that this asso-
ciation, and all that might be formed after this precedent, would
perhaps be the best medi urns which, under existing circumstances,
could be devised for facilitating the preliminaries of the act
referred to; for that, while their executive committees and
advising officers would forward by every means the interest of
the applicants; yet they would, at the same time, exercise a
wholesome discretion until some amendment might be obtained,— possibly by the introduction of suitable provisions in the pro-
posed General Drainage Bill. Mr. Charnock thought that one
reason why Mr. Pusey's act had not been more generally taken
advantage of was the reluctance on the part of individuals to
advance mom y on mortgage which should be repaid by instal-
ments

;
whereas in the operations of our association such trans-

actions would be in every respect compatible with the interest of
all parties. After some further discussion on several points of
detail— the making of tiles, and the security for advances, the
appointment of the provisional committee was confirmed, with
power to add to their number, and a recommendation to inquire
into the nature of the security which can be given by parties
employing the association, and to report the result of such
vnvestigation on the earliest occasion, for general satisfaction.
The following gentlemen constitute the committee:— Provisional
Committee—Godfrey Wentworth, Esq., Woolley Park, Wake-
neidj R. M. Jaques, Esq., Easly Abbey, Richmond; James
x£n ,

T,?.
s
J?:J

D̂ a,
!

st<
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8
: Whitehall-place j J. Brakenridge,

** "

Richmond

;

Gray's
-avercrolt,

of Ynit
y

5
assis,ed °y Messrs. Blanchard, Richardson, and Gutch,

of Watt, s
^ icit(irs to the association, and by Mr, Charnock,
he Hon. Sec, with power to add to their number.

3, Mr W. Thorn, gr to Capt. M. Innes
; 4, Mr Staarpe '

"amatbtTJ
Cultivatoks-1, Mr A. Ambrose, for Argo, Windsor" r£«
Phenomenon, Virgil, Competitor, Essex Triumph Piolo , v
Sharpe's Sir John Stuart Richardson, Indispensable Yellow n*
fiance, Walter's Unique, and Pamplin's Bloomsbury 9 Mr a «
mington; 3, Mr A. Mnnro,West Holm. The silver medalXrt/"
the best Seedling Dahlia was voted to Mr W. Sharpe, grat Pitfn
Castle, for the seedling raised by him in 1842, and'named "Sir
John Stuart Richardson." A collection of fine Dahlias was set-
by Messrs Dickson and Co., including more than 100 different
blooms. Messrs J. Dickson and Sons exhibited a number of piai ts
in pots. From the garden of Sir J. G. Craig was a collection *ofwell-grown specimens of the newer sorts of Fuchsia, particularly
F. racemiflora, racemiflora elegans, St. Clare, Curtisri, ignescens
and Brockmanii. There was a flowering specimen of Bruir'mansia sanguinea, from General Robertson's garden alsoYucca filamentosa and conica, from the garden of Capt pal

conar. French and African Marigolds, and China Asters 'were
sent from the garden of W. Waddell, Esq ; and from Messrs
Pnrdie and Mernlees were specimens of l.ilium lancifolinm andErica Irbyana. From Inch House gardens was the curioussmall fruit of Cucumis Anguria, or Gooseberry (Jourd. A col
ection of seedling Calceolarias were sent from Maryfield Veryhuge samples of Strasburgh Oni ms from the gardens of 1)
Anderson, Esq, and of Lord Mackenzie, and excellent Celeryfrom the garden of R. W. Royds, E-q. *

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Aberdeenshire Horticultural Society, Sept. G. —This was the

fourth competition for the season, and was numerously attended
The following prizes were awarded :— 1, Fuchsias, to Mr R Far'
quhar, gar, Millbank

; 2, do., Mr. G. Cardno, gar, Cornhi'll - Seedhng Fuchsia, Mr. R. Farquhar. 1, Stocks, Mr. G. Cardno «o do
Mr. J. Wood, gar, Lojrie Elphinstone; 3, do., Mr. W. Knowles'
gar, Lessendrnm. l, Cockscombs, Mr. T. Darling, gar to Laclv
Grant; 2, do., Mr. F. Deans, gar, Union Grove; 3 do Mr G
Cardno. Picotees, 1, Mr. J. Booth, gar, Canal Road • 2 do Mr'
A. Mackie, gar, Arbuthnot; 3, do., C. Runcy, Esq/ Dahlias 1

Mr. A.Mackie; 2, do., Mr. W. Joss, gar, Banchory Mouse •'

3'

do., Mr. A. Mackie. Asters, 1, Mr. A. Mackie; 2, do., C Runcv'
Esq., 3, do., Mr. J. Fowlie, gar to G. Shirra Gibb, Esq • 4 do
Mr. J

;

Davie, gar Raemoir. Marigolds, 1, Mr. J. Simpson ' gar!
Elmhill; 2, do., Mr. A.Mackie; 3, do., Mr. J. Simpson- 4 do
Mr. J. Mathewson, gar, Links. Heaths, 1, Mr. W. Gallow'uar'
Scotston. Grapes, 1, Mr. J. Esson, gar, Aberdeen: 2 do

'

Mr'
J. Wood. Peaches and Nectarines, 1, 2, and 3, Mr. N. Glennie
gar, Fintray House. Melon, 1, Mr. J. Gray, gar, Murtle- 2 do
Mr. A. Mitchell, gar, Fitcale; 3, do., Mr. A. Mackie; 4 do' Mr'
G. Cardno; 5, do., Mr. F. Deans. Pears, 1, Mr. A. Brown 'ear'
Fleathcot; 2, do., Mr. S. Farquhar, gar, Echt House. Dessert
Apples, 1, Mr. A. Grant, gar to J. Hadden, Esq.; 2, do Mr R

Mr. R. Donald; 2, do., Mr. J. Maver; 3, do., Mr. T. Robertson,

J. Wood. 1, 2, and 3, Seedling Gooseberries, Mr. A. Brown. 1,
Greenhouse Plants, Mr. T. Darling; 2, do., Mr. R. Farquhar.
\, Border Fhwer, Mr. J. Mathewson; 2, do., Mr. P. Simpson,
gar, Sunnybank. 1, Extra Prize, Mr. J. Maver; 2, do., Mr. R.
Farquhar.

—

Aberdeen Journal.

S^?7^Thi
AIjED °;VIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

SoVin S a^a^^T" Pe»eraI Meeting The cpetition m iruus was good; and the
Dahlias and Carnations. The fol .

same may be said

com -

of the

sorts of Nectarines Silver Medal, Mr j To »* *r toZH. N. Ferguson, for Elruge and Due de tSSE *o Sir I
Smith, gr to W. Forbes, Esq, M.P., for Elruge aV'Rnman
Three sorts of Grapes, exclusive of Muscat, Hamburgh, and
Frontignan, silver medal, Mr J. Gow, gr to Count de Flahault
for Southfie'd Black, Chasselas de Roi, and White Muscadine!
an extra premium was awarded to Mr J. Addison, gr to the Earl
ol Wemyss, for Fiame- coloured Tokay, Royal Sweetwater, end

Anglesey Horticultural Society, Sept. 1.—The second and
last Show for the year took place in the exhibition room,
at Beaumaris, and was numerously attended. — List of
ParzBs.— Stove Plants, 1, Russelia juncea, H. Beaver, Esq.; 2,
Achimeres longifinra, Sir R. W. Bulkeley -

} 3, Vinca alba, II.
Beaver, Esq. Greenhouse Plants, l, Chironia frutescens, O. F.
Meynck, Esq.; 2, Oxalis Bowei, the Lord Bishop of Bangor ; 3,
Helichrysum proliferum, H. Beaver, Esq. Tender Annuals, I,

Globe Amaranthus, Sir R. W. Bulkeley; 2, Egg-plant, Lord
Bishop of Bangor. Hard// Annuals, 1, Brachycome iberidilolia,
H. Beaver, Esq.; 2, Phlox Drummondii, O. F. Meynck, Esq.
Hardy Herbaceous, \, Statice Wildenoviana

f O. F. Meyrick, Esq.

;

2, Francna appendicular, O. F. Meyrick, Esq. Half-hardy
Shrubs, 1, Sollyasnlicifolia, Hon. Colonel D. Pennant; 2, Fuchsia
fnlgens, Lord Bishop of Bangor. Dahlias, 10 blooms, 1, Mr. J.
Jones; 2, H. Beaver, Esq.; 3, Hon. Col. D. Pennant; 4, Lord
Bishop of Bangor; 5, O. F. Meyrick, Esq. Bouquet or Design, 1,

Sir R. W. Bulkeley; 2, H. Beaver, Esq. Three Pelargoniums in
Pots, to be named, 1, H. Beaver, P:sq. ; 2, Sir R. W. Bulkeley.
Two Pelargoniums in Pots, to be named, J and 2, H. Beaver, Esq.
Ericas in Pots, to be named, l, H. Beaver, Esq. ; 2, O- F. Meyrick,
F?q. Balsams, l, Hon. Colonel D. Pennant; 2, Sir R. W.
Bulkeley

;
3, Hon. Col. D. Pennant. Cockscombs, 1, Hon.

COLD. Pennant; 2, Sir R. W. Bulkeley ; 3, Lord Bishop of Bangor.
iB-vitx—Best Basket, l,SirR. W. Bulkeley

j 2, Hon. Col. D. Pen-

Venus, Maul of Orleans. 6 Dahlias, 1, Mr A. Whamand, Prince of
Wales, Phoenix, Rouge ct Noir, Admirable, Phenomenon, Blooms-
bury (Lee's); 2, MrSturroch; 3, Mr Mitchell. )

-2 Best, I, Mr W.
Black; 2, Mr A. Whamand, Phenomenon, Bloomsbury (Lee's),
Scarlet Defiance, Phcenix. Rouge et Noir, Duke of Cornwall, Lady
Cowper, Admirable, Metella, Maria. IS Best, 1, Mr W. Black; 2',

Mr. J. Milne; 3, Mr A. Duncan. 30 Best, 1, Mr. \V\ Black; 2,Mr A. Duncan. 4 Hollyhocks, 1, Mr C. Black; 2, Mr C. Moir.
2 Cockscombs, I, Mr G. Jarran : 2, Mr C. Black; 3, Mr Sturroch.
2 Balsams, 1, Mr Sturroch ; 2, Mr C. Black ; 3, Mr St.urroch.
8 Hardy Annuals, I, Mr A. Duncan; 2, Mr C. Blackj 3, Mr J.
Gunn. 4 Marygolds, French, \, Mr J. Milne; 2, Mr Lyon; 3, Dr.
Traill. 3 African, 1, Mr A. Duncan; 2, Mr C. Black; 3, Mr. H.
Black. 6 Asters, 1, Mr G. Jarran ; 2, Mr A. Duncan; 3, Mr G.
Jarran. 4 Fuchsias, 1, Mr Walker, Venus victtix, tranaparens
prandis, mirabilis ; 2, Mr Cuthbert, elegans superbu, Venus vic-
trix, Moneypennii mirabilis; 3, Mr Baillic. JO Best, 1, Mr Baillie
Standishii, invincible, insignia, mirabilis, conspicua, transparent'
fulgens, racemiflora, arborea, magnifica; 2, Mr Cuthbert, elegans
superba, magnifica, Venus victrix, Youcllii, Meteor, Gem, insignis,
Standishii, mirabilis

; 3, Mr Walker. (> Stocks, 1, Mr Jarran
; 2,Mr Gibson, 3, Mr Lyon. 12^^,1, Lieut. Lyall ; 2, Mr .1 Milne;

3, Mr J. Bain. 6 Verbenas, i, MrG. Jarran; 2, Mr W. Black; 3,Mr J. Bain. Herbaceous Plants, 12 Best, 1, Mr G. Jarran
; 2,'Mr

W. Black; 3, Mr J. Gunn. 4 Petunias, 1, Mr C. Black; 2, Mr A.
Duncan. 4 Phloxes, l, MrG. Jarran ; 2, Mr A. Duncan. 6 Tansies,
i, Mr A. Whamand, Gunn's Admirable, Robespierre, Miss Stain-
forth,Gunn" sAlpha, Gunn's Sir R. Peel, Waverlcy ; 2, Mr J. Gunn,
Prince Albert, Curion, Gunn's Admirable, Columbus, Sir R. Peel
Eliza; 3, Mr J. Baillie. IS Best, I. Mr A. Whamand, Miss Stain-
forth, Gunn's Brilliant, Gunn's Admirable, Wavericy, Amulet, Seed-
ing not named, Gunn's Sir R. Peel, Alpha, Challenger, Conten-
der, Premier, and Rival Queen, 2, Mr J. Gunn, Aurantia,
Eliza, Curion, Amulet, Imogene, Prince Albert, Seedling,
Gunn's Columbus, Alpha, Gander, Sir R. Peel, and Admirable.
\S Best, Mr A. Whamand, Mirror, Waverlcy, Aurantia. Amulet,
Whamand, No. l, Walker's Seedling, Miss Stainforth, Jupiter,
Ixobcspierre, Jesse, Duke of Marlbro', Gunn's Challenger, Admi-
rable, Premier, Alpha, Sir R. Peel, and Contender, 2 Seed*
nng9 l 9 Mr J. Gunn, Eliza, Defiance, Aurantia, Black Knight,
Amulet, Prince Albert, Lady Fuller, Bdzoni, Gunn's Mary Queen
of Scott, Alpha, Challenger, Brilliant, Premier, Columbus, Per-
fection, Sir W. Wallace, Rival Queen, Advocate; 3, Mr J. Milne.
Specimen Plant for beauty and variety, 1, Mr J. Baillic, for Gcsncra
zebnna; 2, Mr C. Black; 3, Mr Smith. 6 Greenhouse Plants,
1, Mr G. Jarran

; 2, Mr Smith, drapes, largest bunch ripe, 1, Mr
n «?

rr
?
n

5
2

' Mr C '
Black

-
Best Flavoured, not less than boz., 1, Mr

C. Klack; 2, Mr G. Jarran. Best variety of ripe do., Mr C. Black.
b nectarines, 1, Mr C. Black. 4 Peaches from open wall, 1. Mr C.Moir; 2, Mr G. Jarran. 6 Plums, Green Gage, 1, Mr C. Moir; 2,Air J. Bain; 3, Mr G. Jarran. 6 Dessert Apples, 1, Mr C Black-
2, Mr A. Duncan; 3, MrG. Jarran. 6 Winter. Mr A.Duncan,
b Largest,

1, Mr C. Moir; 2, Mr G. Jarran. Best Variety, 1, Mr
G. Jarran; 2, Mr A. Duncan. Pears, largest Jargonelles, 1, Mr
m

r
Ji
an

i-\
2

'
Mr J

' Cameron - Best Flavoured. I, Mr G. Jarran;
1, Mr U Black. 6 Best, excluding Jargonelles, Mr G. Jarran. Best
fanfy,!) Mr G. Jarran ; 2, Mr A. Duncan. 20 Morello Cherries,
1, Mr C. Moir; 2, Mr J. Bain; 3, Mr A. Millar. Melon, 1, Mr
u. Moir; 2 and 3, Mr A. Duncan. Gooseberries, pint Kcd, 1, MrG Jarran; 2, Mr C. Moir ; 3, Mr C. Black. Pint Yellow, 1, Mr R.
Oakenhead; 2, Mr C. Black; 3, Mr A. Duncan. Pint Green, Mr
1 m n l?> ,

MrW ' Smith? 3, Mr G. Jarran. Currants, pint Red
1, Mr C Black; <l, Mr W. Smith; 3, Mr Lyon. Pint White, 1, Mr
m. r oJ3-M r-C-,Moir; 3, Mr A. Duncan. Raspberries, pint, 1,

Duncan.
Onions, J

,

iuuw of Bat, I

,

Mr G Jarran; 2,MrC. Black; 3, Mr A. Duncan. 3 Carrots, I, Mr
r«S?J& ^ T A

*
MilIarj 3

'
Mr J

"
Hain

' Brace ^ Pickling

» Tut* t ' ¥i
r$- Black

-
Lilr£c*t J*race of any kind, 1, Mr C Black

;

Largest Brace of Savoys, l, Mr A. Millar; %
Mr C. Black. Brace of Greens, I, Mr C. Black;

-. , 3, Mr Mitchell. Brace of Parsnips, 1, Mr C.

Mr P in
yon; 3

'
Mr A ' ,)uncan - *»ee of Cauliflowers, 1,

sw* 4 r?
; 2

'
Mr C

*
Black

5
3 Mr J

" MiI»e - Basket of ripe

MrWoivf ^'
,

Jonan
- ExtbaPbizes: — Carnations, Bizarre*

ilLtr?*'
D

5J

ke of Devonshire. Best Flake, Hepworth's Elizabeth-

n „!,! u '
Mr Ualkcr

" Crhmon ->->"'''<*«*, Mr A. Duncan, for

, am
,xV,

cro
- Ross or Lilac, Mr J. Milne, Marquess of Lands-

r J, m U
?
0r Ed?ed >

Mr A - ^ncan. Scarlet, Mr A. Duncan,

ClLl-r £
m

,

mry
* YcUow or Orange, Mr A. Duncan, Yellow

XTvJpfif f
uce or Dlirk

> Mr w
- Blacky Rouge et Noir.

St«iP ***' AHter
>
Mr G Jiirri111 - Pansy, Mr J. Gunn.

vorv fil cf
Z

";
S were also awai*ded to Mr Jarran. for a Collection of

If imn,Vfif , J1
^ ' !

tr0D« and wel1 S'own ; and Mr Laird, for a Dish
01 ueaumui strawberries.

o. iiiacic; 2, MrC. Moir; 3, Mr A. Duncan. RaspberriesMr J. «ain
; 2, Mr J. Cameron. Celery, 2 heads Red, Mr A.

vjlnte, 1, Mr J. Milne; 2, Mr A. Duncan. 6 KeepingMr (r. Jarran
j 2, Mr C. Black ; 3, Mr J. Bain. 2 roots of

2, Mr A. Millar.
Mr A. Laird; 3
2, Mr A. Mil]lar

innce or wales, Phenomenon, Essex Triumph, Nicholas Nickleby,
bpringheld Rival

; 3, Mr Robertson, for Colonel Baker, Dodd's
inncc of Wales, Admiral Stopford, Lady of the Manor, Widnall's
eclipse, Lady Harland, Antagonist, Oakley Surprise, Mrs Shelley,
Lssex Inumph, Springfield Rival; 4, Mr I. K. Fowler, for Metella,
Bridesmaid, Constancy, Mrs Shelley, Indispensable, Essex Triumph,
Argo, Admiral Stopford, Andrew Holer, Conqueror of the World,

1, Hon. Col. D. Pennant; 2, Sir R. W. Bulkeley; 3, J. Wyatt,
Esq. Culinary Apples, 1 and 2, Mrs. M. Parry; 3, R. Thomas,
Esq. Vkgetabi.ks

:— Cucumbers, \, Lord Bishop of Bangor-
2, R. Thomas, Esq.

; 3, Sir R. W. Bulkeley. Celery, I, R. Tho-
mas, Esq.; 2, Rev. J. W. Trevor; 3, O. F. Mevrick.' Esq. Broc-
coli, 1, Major H. Ford; 2, J. Williams, Esq. French Beans, 100,
1. Sir R. W. Bulkeley; 2, Hon. Col. D. Pennant. Lettuce, two
heads, I, J. Wyatt, Esq. ; 2, Rev. D. Williams. Carrots, bundle of
six, 1 and 2, F. Jacques, Esq. Onions, \, J. Williams, Esq.; i

2, Hon. Col. D. Pennant; 3, Sir R. W. Bulkeley. Leeks 1

Rev. J. W. Trevor; 2, Rev. Dr. Williams. Beet Root, I, j!
Williams, Esq. ; 2, J. Wyatt, Esq. Parsnips, 1, Rev. J. W. Trevor •

2, Rev. Dr. Williams.

—

Carnarvon Herald.

Arbroath Horticultural Society, Sept. 12.—This was the last
meeting for the season. The following is a list of prizes :

2 Carnations, Bizorres, I, Mr Lyon, Wild's Perfection, Duke of
Leeds; 2, Mr Walker, Duke of Devonshire, Duke of Lancaster-
3, Lieut. Lyall, R.N. 2 Flakes, 1, Mr Lyon, Beauty of Woodhouse!
Hepworth's Elizabeth

; 2, Mr Walker, Waterhouse Superb, Chad-
wick's Lucette; 3, Lieut. Lyall. 2 Picotees, 1, Mr Lyon, Lord
John Russell, Isabella; 2, Lieut. Lyall; 3, Mr J. Baillie. Variety
of 10 Picotees and Carnations, 1, Mr Lyon, Hepworth's Elizabeth,
Peach Blossom, Bizarre, Lord Kinnaird, Madame Vestris. Seedline-

*

j



)

*
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Pickwick, President of the
Phenomenon, Phcenix, President
Mrs Shelley, Le Grand Baudi:
Conservative, Rouge et Noir,
President of the West, Unique, Conservative, Andrew Hofer, Prin-

cess Royal, Lord Dudley Stuart, Horwood's Princess Royal, Maria,

Indispensable, Sir Frederick Johnson, Rienzi. Mr Ferguson's prize

to Amateurs: Mr H. SherrifF, for Sir Frederick Johnson, Brides-

maid, Andrew Hofer, Mrs Shelley, Princess Royal, Conservative,

Grand Tournament, President of the West, Maria, Rienzi, Indispens-

able, Metella. Melons, 1, MrT. Taylor, jun, Green Flesh; 2, Mr
Robertson, Scarlet; 3, Mr I. K. Fowler, jun, Beechwood; 4, Mr H.
Heath, Beechwood. Plums, Mr H. Margesson, Coe's Golden Drop.
Peaches, Mr Robertson. Grapes, Mr Robertson. Cut Flowers, 1,

Mr Soden
; 2, Mr I. K. Fowler, jun ; 3, Mr W. H. Green. The show of

flowers was very fine, as also the Melons, but the fruit very indifferent.

Bcbington Flower Show, Sept. 14.—This was the second Show
for the season. The afternoon was, unfortunately, wet, but the-

exhibition passed off nevertheless very well. List of the prizes :—Prkmikr Prizes -.—Orchidacece* H. Winch, Esq. Stove Plant,

ttev. J. Mainwaring. Greenhouse Plant, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart.

Dahlias:—Stand of 20 blooms, Rev. J. Mainwaring, 1 and 2,

Stand 0/12 bloo7?is, H. Garnett, Esq. Stand of 9 blooms, 1, W.
Robinson, Esq. ; 2, H. Littledale, Esq. Stand of 6 blooms, 1, H.
•Garnett, Esq. • 2,H. Jenkins, Esq. The best Dahlia of any colour,
H. Garnett, Esq. 1, Collection of Greenhouse Plants, l, H. Winch,
EsQ. ; 2, Rev. J. Mainwaring. Stand of 6 Pelargoniums, distinct

"varieties- Diadematum, Rubeniensis, Queen Dowager, Vulcan,
Foster's Eliza, Louis Quatorze, Grand Duke, H. Winch, Esq.
Stand of 4 Pelargoniums, distinct varieties—Barrett's British

Queen, Gaines's King, Life Guardsman, Louis Quatorze, H, Little-

dale, Esq. Best Pelargonium, F. Willis, Esq. Fuchsias, 1,6 dis-

tinct varieties—magnifica grandis, eximia, tricolor, mirabilis,

'Chandlerii, J. T. Raynes, Esq. ; 2, Rev. J. Mainwaring. i, Fuchsias,
4 distinct varieties—Chandlerii, globosa, racemiflora, splendida,

Monypennyii, magnifica Cooperi, fulgens, multiflora, racemiflora

^nsignis, H. Littledale," Esq. ; 2, Standishii, globosa, Invincible,

racemiflora elegans, J. T. Raynes, Esq. Best Fuchsia, Venus
"Victrix, J. T. Raynes, Esq. Pan of Pansies, 12 varieties, J. B.
•Amcy, Esq. Banket of Plants, 1, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart.; 2,
'G - Hall, Esq. Collection of Cut Flowers, 1, Miss Greenham ; 2,

&ev. C. Bickmore. Device of Flowers, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart.

Grapes, black, 1, H. Winch, Esq. ; 2, Rev. J. Mainwaring. Grapes,
^white, 2, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart.; 2, Rev. J. Mainwaring. 6
Peaches, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart. 6 Apricots, H. Littledale, Esq.
'6 Nectarines, Kev. J. Mainwaring. Pine, 1, Sir W. M. Stanley,

^att.; 2. Rev. J. Mainwaring. Melon, 1, H, Winch, Esq.; 2,

&ev. R. m. Fielding. 6 Apples, 1, Sir W. M. Stanley, Bart.; 2,
'Rev. R. M.Fielding. 6 Pears, 1 and 2, H. Garnett, Esq. Basket
<of Fruit, l, 6 kinds, — Welsh, Esq. ; 2, Rev. J. Mainwaring. Brace
<of Cucumbers, 1, H. Garnett, Esq. ; 2, H. Hill, Esq. Brace of Caulu
>7lowers

t H. Hill, Esq. Brace of Cabbages, C. Woodward, Esq.
Mrace of Lettuce, C. Rawson, Esq. Curled Parsley, Mr. J. Gott.
•4 sticks of Celery, D. Cram, Esq. Bunch of Onions, Rev. J. Main-
waring- Bunch of Carrots, Rev. J. Mainwaring. Bunch of Tur-
*nps, Mrs. King. Extra Prizes:—Plums, Sir W. M. Stanley,
^art. Coxcombs, Rev. J. Mainwanng. Thunhergias, Rev. J.
Mainwaring. Best vase of Cut Flowers, T. Aspinall, Esq. Straw -

«ftT-
e*' H ' Winch - Esq. Nurserymen's Prize :— 1, For Dahlias,

rr "jstjnct varieties, Messrs. Dixon, Chester; 2, Messrs. Whalley,
* air«eld.—Liverpool Standard.

G\P*'
t0n Floral <*nd Horticultural Society, Sept. 26.—This was

i;ne .tirst Floral and Horticultural Show of this Society. The fol-
JowTOg. is a list of the prizes :—Flowers.—Dahlias. For 12
unssiftiilar blooms, 1, Mr T. Garnett, gr to J. Proctor, Esq; 2,
avXrWirlson. 6 dissimilar blooms, I, Mr T. Garnett; 2, Mr Wil-
*on

r
3 ditto, 1 and 2, Mr T. Garnett. Single bloom, 1, MrWilson;

?J m Garnett, gr to W. W. Atkinson, Esq. Pansies, 12 blooms,
Mr T. Garnett. Fuchsias, G varieties, 1, Mr Wilson : 2, Mr J.
Scott, gr to Mrs Ford. 3 varieties, Mr. J. Scott. Pelargoniums,
6 varieties, Mr Wilson. Petunias, Mr. R. Garnett. Salvias Mr J.
Scott. Balsams and Verbenas, Mr Garnett. Pentstemons Mr. J.
Scott. Asters, Mr R. Garnett. Bouquet, l, Mr Wilson- 2 *Mr t!
^Wilkinson, gr to J. Armstrong, Esq. Collection of Cut Annuals \,
JMr R. Garnett ; 2, Mr J. Scott. Fruit.—Apples (dessert) MrT.
Wilkinson, Ribstone Pippins; culinary, Rev. Mr. Hebden/ Pears
'(wall-fruit), Mr J. Scott; ditto, Standards, Mr T. Wilkinson,
THesse! Pear. Plums, T. Tomlinson, Esq. Melons, Cucumbers,
'Currants, Mr R. Garnett. Vegetables.—Lettuces, Celery, Cu-
cumbers, Mr R. Garnett. Cabbages (red), Mr. Waterhouse.
JPotatoes, 6, Mr. Holme, gr to W. Waithman, Esq. Onions, Mr
St. Garnett. Carrots, Mr R. Wilkinson. Turnips, Mr T. Briggs.

Cambridge Florists1 Society, Sept. 27-—This was the last Show for
*hc season.—Dahlias (Class A.) :—Mr Jasper Taylor, P.P., for
-'Essex Triumph. Scarlet, Mr J. Headland, for President of
the West and Miracle. Shaded White, Messrs J. Taylor, R.
Headly, and J. Headland, for Lewisham Rival; Mr J. Headland,
'for Antagonist and Bianca. Very Dark, Messrs J. Taylor, R.
Headly, and J. Headland, for Essex Triumph. Orange and Buff,
Mr J. Headland, for Aurantia, Nicholas Nickleby, Bloomsbury and
-Aurantia ; Mr R. Headly, for Satirist;; Mr J. Taylor, for Bloomsbury.
Purple, Mr J. Taylor, for Indispensable ;

Mr J. Headland for Euclid
= and Indispensable; Mr R. Headly, for Indispensable. Crimson and
•Rerf, Messrs J.Taylor, J. Headland, and R. Headly, for President of

'the West. White Ground, Edged, or Mottled, Messrs J. Taylor,
: and J. Headland, for Phenomenon ;

Mr R. Headly, for Phenomenon
; and Lady Ann Murrray. Yellow and Sulphur, Mr J. Taylor for

Bodd's Prince of Wales. Pose, Mr J. Headland, for Widnall's Queen;
•Mr J.Taylor and J. Headland, for LadyCowper. YelloivGround,Edged,
•or Mottled, Mr J. Taylor, for Hudson's Princess Royal. Rosy
'Crimson, Messrs J. Taylor and Headland for Grand Baudin ; Messri
&• Headly and J. Headland, for Bedford Surprise. Dark Ground,
-Edged, or Shaded, Messrs R. Headly, J. Taylor, and J. Headland,
'for Rouge ct Noir. Lilac, Messrs J. Headland, R. Headly, and J.

"Taylor, for Lady Harland. Claret and Puce, Mr J. Headland (seed-
ing), for Headland's Consolation ;

Messrs J. Taylor and R. Headly,
^or Sapphire. Seedlings, Mr Ready (dark), for Ready's Dr. Graham ;

JMusk, for Widnall's Eclipse, Miracle, and Headly's Phcenix. White
'<md Shaded White, Mr J. Boning, and Lewisham Rival; Mr^ Boning, for Bianca and Antagonist. Very Dark, Mr J.
^Boning, for Adm. Stopford; Mr R. Boning, for Essex Triumph
«md Adm. Stopford. Orange and Buff, Mr J. Boning, for Nicholas
Nickleby and Bloomsbury; Messrs Hudson, for Bloomsbury; Mr* B. Smith (seedling). Purple, Messrs J. and R. Boning, for
Miss Shelley; Mr Musk, for Indispensable ;

Messrs Hudson and J.
Roning, for Conductor. Crimson and Red, Messrs Hudson and Mr.
Musk, for President of the West; Messrs Hudson, for Garrick.
Striped (any colour), Mr. F. B. Smith, ior striata formosissima.
White Ground, Edged, or Mottled, Messrs J. and R. Boning, for Mar-
chioness of Exeter ; Mr F. B. Smith, for Beauty of the Plain ; Mr. J.
-Boning, for Exquisite ; Mr Musk, for Phenomenon. Yellow and
Sulphur, Messrs. Musk, and J. and R. Boning, for Dodd's Prince of

i

Wales. Rose, Messrs R. and J. Boning, and Musk, for Lady Cowper ;

Messrs J. Boning and Musk, for Widnall's Queen. Yellow Ground,
•Edged, or Mottled. Messrs R. and J. Bonmg, and Musk, for Hud-
son's Princess Royal. Rosy Crimson, Messrs. J. Boning, for Sir
"ederick Johnstone and Competitor; Mr R. Boning, for Le Grand
^audine and Bedford Surprise ; Messrs Hudson, for Maria and
*Le Grand Baudinc. Dark Ground, Edged, or Shaded, Messrs

^ Boning and Musk, for Rouge et Noir and Sussex Rival ; Mr J.
Zoning, ibr Admiral Stopford ; Messrs Hudson lor Rouge et Noir
and Garrick. Lilac, Mr Musk, for Jeffries' Lady Harland.
v^lass C.) :—Six Dahlias (various), Mr J. Sparrow, for Hudson's
""icess Royal, President of the West, Le Grand Baudine, Indispen-
sable, Maria, and Widnall's Queen. ' Thmk Dahlias, 1, Mr

Sparrow : 2, Messrs Hudson. African Mabigolds (Three orange

and three lemon), 1, Mr F. B. Smith; 2, Mr J.Taylor. French

Mabigolds, 1, Mr J. Taylor; 2, Mr T. Canham. Socim s

Bouquets, 1, Messrs Hudson ; 2, Mr Ready ; 3, Mr F B. »until.

Mr. Green's Donation for Amateur Bouquets, 1, Mr'J. mw; *>

Mr Canham; 3, Mr W. Crisp. Extra Prizes, Collection of

Plants in Bloom, and Cockscombs, Blessrs Hudson. A no/at

Device (a lyre), Mr J. Edis.—Cambridge Independent.

Cambridgeshire Horticultural Society, Sept. 20.—This was the

closing Exhibition for the season. The collection of fruits was

good. There were also some good specimens of Dahlias, Man-

golds, Zinnias, Asters, and two tine baskets of Vegetables, a he

following is the award of Prizes:—Pine Apple (medal)— i, Mr

Steward, Lemon Queen ; 2, Mr Catling, Enville. Basket of

Fruit (medal)— 1, Mr. Steward; 2,Mr.Tomlin ; 3, Mr Newman.

Grapes, bunch of Black, Hamburgh— 1, Mr Steward
; 2. Mr lom-

lin; 3, Messrs Hudson: Bunch of White do., Nice-Mr Steward :

Bunch of Muscat do., White— 1, Mr Steward; 2, Mr Catling,

Frontignan. Peaches, dish of, not less than 12—1, Mr Peeling •,

2, Mr Steward, Violette Hative ; 3, Mr Warwick, Galande. Nec-

tarines, dish of, not less than 12-1, Mr Steward, Brugnon
;
2,

Mr Newman, Elruge. Plums, dish of— 1, Mr Steward, Coe s

Seedling ; 2, Mr Giddings, Washington. Pears, dish of table,

not less than 6—1, Mr Tomlin, Gansell's Bergamot; 2, Mr Gim-

son f Williams's Boa Chretien. Melon— 1, Mrs R. Foster, Per-

sian; 2, Mr Steward, Netted Persian; 3, Rev W. Skynner, Net-

tled-Green Flesh. Dahlias, 12 various, (medal)— 1, Mr Widnall,

for Widnall's Victor, Mrs J. Richardson, Sir R. Sale, Antagonist,

Competitor, Hero of Stonehenge, Andrew Hofer, Prince of Wales,

Great Mogul, Hudson's Princess Royal, Vivid, Mrs Shelley;

2, Rev W. Skynner, for Mrs Shelley, Burnham Hero, Princess

Royal, Hudson's Conqueror of the Plain, and Victor, Widnall s

Stella, and Eclipse, Catleugh's Prince of Wales, Dodd's President

of the West, Competitor, Le Grand Baudine, Wheeler's Maria;

3, Mr Headland, for Widnall's Victor, and Queen, Springfield

Rival, Mrs Shelley, Conductor, Stella, Eclipse, Catleugh's Essex

Triumph, Sir Frederick Jackson, Surprise, Seedling, Phenome-

non ; 4, Mr J. Taylor, for Phenomenon, Widnall's Eclipse, Essex

Triumph, Beauty of the Plain, Le Grand Baudin, Lewisham

Rival, Catleugh's Eclipse, Springfield Rival, Princess Royal,

Bedford Surprise, Prince of Wales, Lady Ann Murray: Seedling

do., Mr Widnall. China Asters, 6 various— 1, Messrs Hudson

;

2, Mr J.Taylor; 3, Mr Giddings. Marigolds, 6 double French

— 1, Mr J. Taylor; 2, Messrs Hudson: African do., 3 Lemon

and 3 Orange— 1, Mr F.B.Smith 3 2, Mr. Potter. Cauliflowers,

4—2, Messrs Hudson, Salad, basket of— 1, Messrs Hudson;

2, Mr J. Taylor. Celery, 6 heads of— 1, Messrs Hudson j 2, Mr
J.Taylor; 3, Mr Headland. Extra Prizes:— Gropes (out-door),

Mr Ready; Filberts,Mr Giddings; 7Annias
t
Mr F. B. bmith; and

Onions, Mr. Giddings.—Cambridge Advertiser.

1
" Devon and Exeter Botanical and Horticultural Society, 22d Sept.

-This was the 45th Exhibition of this Society, The weather

was fine, and the company numerous. From the gardens of Mrs

Wells, of Cowley House, was a collection of Orchidaceae, con-

sisting of Peristeria elata, Epidendrum ciliare, E. cuspidatum,

Oncidium ramosum. Burlingtonia rigida, &c. Stove Plants—

Achimenes pedunculata, a fine specimen ;
Nipheaoblonga, lxora

rosea, Allamanda cathartica, Galphimia splendens, Ardisiacre-

nulata, having a profusion ofred berries. Greenhouse Plants-

A

fine specimen of Witsenia corymbosa, Angeloma salicancetolia,

Syphocampylus betulsefolius, Lechenaultia formosa, &c. Eneas

—Erica verticillata, particularly fine; E. speciosa, E. cruenta,

&c. The stand of Dahlias contained many new sorts- Essex

Triumph, Competitor, Virgil, Oakley Surprise, Bedford Surprise,

Admiral Stopford, &c. On the Fruit table were some very fine

Oranges and Lemons. From the gardens of J. W. Buller, Esq.,

was a collection of Orchidaceous and Stove Plants, Fuchsias,

Cockscombs, &c. ; also Fruit and Vegetables. The contributions

of Messrs. Veitch and Sons consisted of some very fine Plants of

Echites splendens, Kenanthera coccinea, Lilium speciosum and

Lilium lancifolium album, two beautiful Lilies from Japan,

where they were found by Dr. Siehold. The general collection

consisted of the following Orchidaceous Plants :—Oncidium Har-

risonii, 3 plants; O. flexuosum, Cattleya Loddigesn, Myanthus

barbatus, 3 plants; Epidendrum cuspidatum, E. ciliare, &c. &c.

Stove Plants—Achimenes grandiflora, A. rosea, A. pedunculata,

A. longiflora, Lisianthus Russeliianus, 2 fine plants, blooming

beautifully; lxora coccinea, a very large and fine plant; I. rosea,

&c Ericas—Massonii, Irbyana inflata alba, Clowesiana, retorta

maior, Aitoniana, 3
;
taxifolia, &c. Also a collection of Fuchsias,

Seedling Lobelias, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Zinnias, and Verbenas.

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co. sent a large collection of

slants. The following prizes >ere awarded :—Fruit.— Pine

Avnle not to be cut, a Silver Medal, S. T. Kekewich, Esq; Dish

of White Grapes, 7s, H. L. Toll, Esq ;
Dish of Black Grapes, 7s,

j Huxham, Esq; 2d ditto, 5s, Lord Clifford; Dish of Mixed

Grapes, of sorts 7s, E. Lousada, Esq ; 2d ditto, 5s, Sir J. Kenna-

wav. Best flavoured Melon, 7s, Lord Clifford; 2d ditto, 5s, E.

f ousada, Esq. Dish of 6 Peaches, 7s, E. Lousada, Esq. Dish of 6

Nectarines, 7s, E. Lousada, Esq. Dish of Purple Plums, not less

than 12, 5s. S. Kingdon, Esq. Dish of light-coloured Plums,

5s J W. Buller, Esq. Dish of Morello Cherries, 5s, J. W. Buller,

Fs
'

a Collection of Figs, of sorts, 5s, Lord Clifford. Dish of

ler, Esq. 6 ditto, 10s, Mrs Wells. Greenhouse Pla?its, group of
6 sorts, ]/, Mrs Wells; 2d ditto, 10s, J. W. Buller, Esq. 6 Cape
Heaths, \l, Mr. J. Clark ; 6 2d ditto, 10s, Mrs WTells. Herbaceous
Plants, 6 plants, 7s, H. Porter, Esq ; 2d ditto, 5s, Sir T. D. Acland.
Miscei.lakeous.—Collection of Roses, 7s. F. Cross, Esq; 2d
ditto, 5s, H. Porter, Esq. Collection of German Asters, 7%, Lord
Clifford ; 2d ditto, 5s, F. Cross, Esq. Collection of Hardy Annuals,
7s, H. Porter, Esq; 2d ditto, 5s, Sir T. D. Acland. Collection of
Cockscombs, 5s, Sir T. D. Acland. Collection of Hollyhocks, the

blooms to be exhibited on trays, 7s, H. Porter, Esq. Bouquet of

Flowers, 7s, Mrs Granger ;
2d ditto, 5s, H. Porter, Esq. Dahlias.

— (1st Class.)— 18, a Silver Medal, Mrs Wells ; 2d ditto, 10s, Mr
J. Clark; 3d ditto, 7s, F. Cross, Esq; 12, 10s, Mrs Grander; 7th

ditto, 7s, H. Porter, Esq. Extra Flowkrs and Plants.— Sir

T. D. Acland, specimen of an Orchidaceous Plant, 7s 6d, J. "W.

Buller, Esq. Collection of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, 7s 6d,

H. Porter, Esq. Collection of Stove Plants, 7s 6d, Mr J. Clark ;

ditto Greenhouse Plants. 7s bn\ H. Porter, Esq. Herbaceous
Plants, 2S 6d, Mrs Granger ;

ditto Herbaceous Plants, 2s 6d, E.

Lousada, Esq; ditto, Annuals, 2s 6d, J. W. Bullet, E*q ; ditto.

Fuchsias, 5s, F. Cross, Esq; ditto Dahlias,7s—Exeter Flying Post.

Doncaster Horticultural and Floricultural Show, Aug. 2 and 3.—

On Wednesday and Thursday was a Floricultural Exhibition, in

conjunction with the third meeting of the Doncaster Horticul-

tural Societv. Immediately on entering the room were two

beautiful specimens of the Palm tribe, ChamaeP'ps humilis. the

dwarf Fan Palm, and the Cycas revoluta, from Messrs. Crowder.

In the centre of the room were Yucca aloifoha vanegara Ben-

thamiafragifera, &c. H.Cooke, Esq, exhibited a beautiful Hydran-

gea quercifolia. R. Hall, Esq, exhibited an Orchidaceous plant, for

which a prize was awarded. P. D. Cooke, Esq, sent Euthales

macrophylla. From Mr Crowcroft was Phlox omninora. 1 lie

tables were adorned with Achimenes longiflora, Thunbergia, &c.

Two stands of Petunias were exhibited by Mr S. Appleby. There

were several fine Pines, Grapes, Melons, Peaches, &c. Two dishes

of Strawberries were from the gardens of Lady Cooke 1- ruits :

—Pine Apple, 1, P/D. Cooke, Esq; 2, G. C. YHrborough, Esq.

Black Grapes, 1, W. Chadwick, Esq ; 2, P. D. Cooke, Esq. If hxU

ditto, 1, J. Fullerton, Esq; 2, Mrs Bower. Frontignan ditto, 1,

T. Dyson, Esq; 2, Mrs Bower. Yellow Melon, 1, Mrs Milan ; 2,

T. Dyson, Esq. Peaches, 1, P. D. Cooke, Esq; 2, C. T. Wood,

Esq. Plums, 1, P. D. Cooke, Esq; 2, Mr. T. Crowcroft. Cherries,

1, Mr Milan; 2, Mr J. Wragg. Strawberries, 1, Lady Cooke; 2,

G. C. Yarborough,Esq. White Currants, 1, R. K. Dawson, Esq ;

2, Mrs Wood. Red ditto, 1, G. J. Horsfall, Esq; 2. Mrs Milan.

Black ditto, 1, Mrs Wood ; 2, Mrs Milan. White Gooseberries, I,

Mr T. Crowcroft; 2, Mrs Bower. Yellow ditto, l, Lady Cooke j

2, MrT. Crowcroft. Red ditto, 1, MrT. Crowcroft; 2, Mrs Milan.

Green ditto, 1, Mr T. Crowcroft; 2, C. T. Wood, Esq. Gooseberries

of any colour, 1, Mr Thorp ; 2, Mrs Milan. Table Apples, 1, Mrs

Milan; 2, Dr Dymond. Baking ditto, 1, MrsMilan ; 2 ^ Rams-

den, Esq. Pears, 1 , Mrs Milan ; 2, J. Wright, ^JMMaptonfa,
1, Rev H. Branson ; 2, Mr J. Wragg. White ditto Mr J Wragg.

Vkoetablks: RedCdery, 1, Mr J. Wragg ; 2 G -C. Walker, Esq;

3, Mrs] Bower. White do., Mr J. Wragg ; 2, G -C. Walker Esq .

3 Mrs Bower. Peas. l f|G. Jessett Esq ; 2, Mr T. Crowe, oft
;
3,

Mr J. Wragg. Beans, 1, Mr Milan; 2, W. Chadwick, Esq.

Crowcroft. found do., 1, Dr Dymond ; 2, T Dyson, Esq. Bjoccoh,

H. Cook, Esq. Beet, 1, H. Cook, Esq ; 2, Dr Dymond. Vegetable

Marrow Mr G. J. Horsfall, Esq. Spinach, 1, Mr T Crowcroft

;

2, Mr J. Wragg. Cos Lettuce, 1, Mr J. Wrap ; 2, Dr D>mond.

Cabbam do., T. Dyson, Esq ; 2, Lady Cooke Curled Parsley, l t W.

Chadwick, Esq; 2, T. Dyson, Esq. Cucuvtiers, I, Mrs M. an
;
2,

T.Dyson, Esq; 3, W. Chadwick, Esq; 4 Dr Dymond. Plan rs.

Sec. Stove Plant. 1, Mrs Branson; 2, G.J. Horsfall Esq
;
a^Mrs

Bower. Greenhouse do., 1, G. J. Horsfall^Esq; 2

^

ev "
Q

Br̂ ~
r< 1 H Cook, Esq; 2, G. C. Yarborougn, fi.sq. ±lx-

i Mrs Bower; 2, T. D'yson, Esq. White Pelargomum

l\i *i?„7«. DrScholfield. Pink da. 1, Dr Scholfield •

son. Cactu
otic'.Cliniber,

1, G. Horsfall, Esq; 2, DrScholfield

Walker, Esq; 2 DrScho^d
Broughton.Esq ; 2, Rev

G. J Horsfall, Esq- &£*£% '

Es
'

Cineraria, G- C. Walker,
H. Branson. Erica. H. w , h ^ e and 4> G c
Esq Fuchsia,!, T._ Pyson^ sq, , ^ fc ^
Walker Esq; 5, %Sc^e

t

l

te> Esq . Mwmlus, 1, Mrs Bower,

?°G C 'Ser Esq.' »« Calceolaria^, Dr Scholfield
;

n'ishof ditto, 8 sorts, 2 of a sort, (1st class) 7s, H. Porter,

£s0 Dish of ditto, 4 sorts, 2 of a sort, 5s, S. T. Kekewich,

Fsa Dish of 8 ripe Dessert Apples, of any one sort, 5s, F. Cross,

Esa Dish of ditto, 8 sorts, 2 of a sort, (1st class) 7s, F. Cross,

Fro Collection of Kitchen Apples, 6 sorts, 2 ot a sort, 7s, J. W.
Roller Esq: 2d ditto, 5s, Sir J. Kennaway. Collection of Cider

Annies 10 sorts, 7s, T. Kingdon, Esq. Dish of Nuts, of any kind,

Srsir J Kennaway. Extra Fruit.—H. Porter, Esq, White

Currants, 3s 6d; Sir J. Kennaway, Figs, 3s 6dj G. P. Luke, Esq,

Mulberries, 5s ; Sir T. D. Acland, Bon Chretien Pears, 5s ; R. T.

rrr^HCooke Esq. Purple do., I, Mr. Thorpe; 2,
Hose do

, 1 ™£*>$^E%ed lied Picotee, 1. Dr Scholfield; 2,

5-S2£S\ St Ad do., land «, Mr Thorpe. Heavy

Best 6 roots of Bed Beet, &s, Sir T. D. Acland. Dish of Broccoli,

not less than 3 heads, 6s, J. W. Buller, Esq. Dish of Cauliflowers,
not less

not less than 3 heads, J. W. Buller, Esq. 6 Cos Lettuces, 5s. Sir

T Kennaway. 6 Cabbage Lettuces, 5s, E. Lousada, Esq. 3 heads

if tfMdioe bleached, 5s, Sir J. Kennaway. Dish of Peas, not less

than i a peck. 7s, Sir. J. Kennaway; 2d ditto, 5s, J. W. Buller,

Fsa Dish of Broad Beans, 5S, Sir J. Kennaway. Dish of Kidney

limns runners, 5s, Sir J. Kennaway. Dish of Dwarf ditto, 5s,

S* T Kennaway. Dish of Artichokes, not less than 3 heads, 5s,

H Porter. Esq. Dish of Tomatoes, not less than 6, 5a, H. Porter,

via Dish of seedling Potatoes, raised from seed by the exhibitor,

-. I W Buller, Esq. Collection of Vegetables, 10, Sir J. Ken-

nawav
'

Glass, box, or butt of Honey, taken without destroying

the bees, 10s, C. Sheniff, Esq; 2d ditto, 7, Sir J- Kennaway.

Fxt«a Vkgetabi.es, H. Porter, Esq. Parsnips, 3s 6d, Sir T. D.

Sand. Dwarf Kidney-Beans, 3s 6d, R. J. Trewman, Esq. Col-S of Vegetables, 5s, R. T. Head, Esq. Onwrx, 5s, H. L.

fol, Esq. Cucumbers, 5s, Sir T. D. Acland. Potatoes*, Sir J.

Kennaway. Capsicums, 5s, W. Hooper, Esq; ditto, 5s, J. W.

oX Esq. Great Windsor Beans, 3s fid. Flowehs and

Plants in Distinct Sorts and Named. Orchidace* -9

rosea Rondeletia speciosa, Gesnera zebrina, lxora coccinea,

SoxWa rubra, IpomcEa insignis, Brunsfels.a americana, Cle-

.• llr Mr Milan for Mauranclya alba, Phlox bicolor,

Sys s^edosa^Mimuhis'Xclearnii;
Mrs Milan.for Achimenes

&tacn>s bpeciuaa, „ , macnifica, delicata; Mr Crowcroft,

Thunbeiia "urant aca, Rhodochiton volubile, Noisette Rose,

Phlox Fuchsia Chandlerii ; Messrs Crowder, for Cactus Zephe-

rJlithtU carinosus Achimenes omniflora, Fuchsia, Fuchsia

Clumber seeding, Mrs Milan, Petunia Beauty Fuchsia Hutchin-

SnU; Mr Crowcroft, for Antirhinum, Dianthus. Plants and
Fiowvrs—Stand of 24 Dahlias, Mr Spence. 12 ditto, 1, Mr
Onarton 2 Mr J. Atkinson. 12 Picotecs, 1, Mr Spence ; 2, Mr
Archer

'

12 Carnations, 1, Mr Archer
; 2, Mr Hattersley. 6 Pico-

tees 1, Mr Quarton ; 2, Mr J. Gill. Single specimen of Carnation,

ler, E»q. Stove Plants (not Orchidacew), 6 plants, it, J. W. Bul-

Shigle specimen of Orchidaceous Plant, R. Hall, Esq, Trichopilia

tortilis; 2, Messrs Crowder, Oncidium papilio. Six Stove Plants

Messrs Crowder, Rondeletia speciosa, Medinella erythophylia,

Achimenes loneiftora, A. grandiflora, A. rosea, JEschynanthus
maculatus. Stove Plant, 1, Messrs Crowder, Gesnera rupestns

;

2, Mrs Milan, Achimenes longiflora. Six Greenhouse Plants, l,

P. D.Cooke, Esq, Hydrangea hortensis, Cytisus racemosus, Sta-

tice speciosa, Mahernia incisa, Passiflora palmata, Alstrcemeria

pelegrina ; 2, Messrs. Crowder. Single specimen of ditto, i,P.l>-

Cooke, Esq, Euthales macrophylla; 2, Mr S. Appleby, Lophos-

permum spectabile. Hardy Plant, l, Mr Crowcroft, Phlox om-
niflora > 2, Miss Jackson, Aconitum versicolor. I^rdy Shrift, l,

H. Cooke, Esq. Hydrangea quercifolia; 2, G. C. Walker Esq,

Azalea alba. Shrubby Calceolaria, 1, J. h. Lamotte, Esq
; 2, Mr

j. Foster. Herbaceous ditto, 1, Mrs Bower, Seedhnp:; 2 Mrs

Bower. Fuchsia, Mrs Milan, Venus Victrix. mo Eneas, Messrs

Crowder, infundibuliformis, ampulacea superba Savilleana, in-

flata alba, eximea, princeps. Sir Pelargoniums, W. Chadwick, Esq,

Alexander, Bridegroom, Jehu, Lord Auckland, Life-guardsman
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Durham Florists* Show, August 28.—At this Annual Show of
Carnations and Picotees, prizes were awarded as follows

:

— Carnations, Mr. W. Thompson, jun., 1, 2 and 3, with
Lady Ridley, Sherwood's Corinthus, and Miss Laura. H. J.
Marshall, Esq., 4 and 5, with Bellerophon, and Paul Pry.
Picotees, Mr. Marshal), 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, with Plenipoten-
tiary, Dr. Horner, Mrs. Horner, Duchess of Kent, and Lady
Ely. Several Seedling" Picotees were shown by Mr. W. Thomp-
son, jun., which obtained prizes and were named respect-
ively, Thompson's Victory, John Bright, Mayor of Durham,
Beauty of the Leazes, Beauty'of the North, &c, &c. Prizes were
also awarded tor the following Dahlias shown by Mr. T. Nichol-
son :— viz., Lee's Bloomsbury, Duke of Richmond, Pickwick,
J3rooks Champion, and Yellow Defiance. The room was taste-
fully decorated by a collection of Dahlias, and other flowers fur-
nished by various members of the Society. Mr. J. Wells deli-
VG

u- u J!
C
h^

r
H»°

nth^ c
.

ulture of the Carnation, Picotee, &c. fWhich was highly gratifying to a numerous company.

East Lothian HorticuMural Society, Sept. 21.—This was the third
Exhibition for the season. The following prizes were awarded :-

Addison, gr to tne wg^ nuu. ^T ^T wemyss
; 2, Mr W.

Thorn er to Capt. M. Innes. ditto, sorts, Mr Thom ; 2, Mr
Addison? 12 China Asters, sorts, Mr Kinghorn; 2, Mr Thom.
$ Hollyhocks, sorts, Mr W. Rentoul gr to J. Balfour Esq; 2, Mr
Addison. 6 Marygolte* French and African, Mr Rentoul; 2, Mr
Kinghorn. 12 Stocks, Mr C. Anderson, gr to Sir T. B. Hepburn,

Sart, M.P, ; 2, Mr Addison. 3 Fuchsias, sorts (in pots), Mr Ren-

Dennis' Perfection; 2, Dr Scholfield. Single specimen of ditto, 1

Dr Scholfield, Vivid
; 2, H. Cooke, Esq, Rising Sun. Balsam, 1, Mr

Shelcock;2.MrCrovvcroft.Coc/c.?a>m6,l,MrBennet;2,DrDymond.
Stoclc,\,MrJ. Foster ; 2, J. L. Lamotte, Esq. Collection ofVerbenas,
Earl Spencer; 2, Mrs Milan. Collection of Petunias, Mr Appleby.
24 Pamies, Mr Atkinson ; 1 2 ditto, Mr Quarton ; 1 2 seedling ditto,

^
Barker

' Annual
i
P« D. Cooke, Esq, Rhodanthe Manglesii;

2, P. D. Cooke, Esq, Lupinus versicolor. 6 Hollyhocks, Miss
Jackson. Fruits .—Pine, Mr Shelcock; 2, Mr Flintham. White
Grapes, Dr Dymond ; 2, R. K. Dawson, Esq; Black do., C.T.Wood,
Esq

; 2, W. Chadwick, Esq. Melon, Mrs Milan ; 2, T. Dyson, Esq.
Peaches, C. T. Wood, Esq. Cherries* Mr Shelcock; 2, Mr Wood-
ward. Raspberries, Dr Dymond; 2, Mr Wragg. Strawberries, Lady-
Cook e ; 2, H. Machin, Esq. Gooseberries, Mr Ridley; 2, Mr
Haigh. Currants, R. K. Dawson, Esq; 2, Earl Spencer. 6 Pears,
P. D. Cooke, Esq ; 2, Mrs Milan. Dessert Apples, Mr Crowcroft;
2, Mrs Milan. Baking do., Mrs Milan; 2, Mr Crowcroft. Extra
Prizes :—Pan of 24 Pinks, Mr C. Simonite. Pan of Carnations,
Mrs Spence. Grapes, Mr Shellcock.— Doncaster Gazette.

,

Dorking Horticultural Society, August 29.—The third and
last Meeting for the present year was held this day. Fruit was
the principal object of exhibition, and taking the unfavour-
able season into account, the display was respectable,
although by no means equal to that of former years.
Melons, Peaches, and Grapes, in particular, were inferior. But
if the fruit did not equal, the flowers surpassed the usual average
—an improvement which must principally be ascribed to the in-
troduction of the new Achimenes, most of the species having
been produced in high perfection. The collections of Fuchsias
contained many of the newest varieties, and among those exhi-
bited for competition there were several well-grown plants.
Some of the single specimens were likewise excellently cultivated,
particularly Lisianthus Russellianus, which was an admirable
plant. Of the Prize Dahlias (which we omit, because they were
not all named), none were particularly deserving of remark, ex-
cept a stand of 24 from Mr. Jackson, of Kingston, among which
were some of the newest and best sorts in cultivation. In the
evening the members of the Society and their friends, nearly
sixty in number, dined in the Exhibition-room. Prizes were
awarded as follows:—Pine-Apples, ), Enville, Mr. J. Apted, gr to
the Countess of Warwick; 2, Queen, Mr. J. Gadd, market-gr;
3, Welbeck Seedling, Mr. Hislop, gr to Col. Howard. Melons, ?,
George the IV., Mr. Truelove, gr to the Misses Carbonell - 2,
ditto, Mr. Whiting, gr to H. T. Hope, Esq. ; 3, Masulipatam, Mr.
Apted; 4, Cabul, Mr. Goodhew, gr to J. B. Hankey, Esq.- 5
George the IV., Mr. Ivery, market-gr. Grapes, Best Bunch, \\
Black Hamburgh, Mr. Goodhew ; 2, White Muscat, Mr. Hislop t

3, Black Prince, Mr. Heritage, gr to the Right Hon. H. Goul-
burn . 4, Srrtan, Mr. Apted; 5, Black Hamburgh, Mr. J. Gadd;
6, White Muscadine, Mr. Whiting. 9 Peaches, l, Mr. Roland, gr
to David Barclay, Esq. ; 2, Mr. Broadbridge, gr to the Countess
of Rothes; 3, Mr. Goodhew ; 4, Mr. Hislop ; 5, Mr. Ivery. 9
Nectarines, 1, Mr. Goodhew; 2, Mr. Hislop; 3, Mr. Ivery; 4, Mr.
Roland

; 5, Mr. Bnadbridge. 9 Pears, 1, Jargonelle, Mr. Heri-
tage; 2, ditto, Mr. Chandler, grto J. W. Freshfield, Esq.; 3, ditto,
Mr. Goodhew

; 4, ditto, Mr. Truelove. 12 Plums, I, Washington,
Mr. Haben, gr to the Duke of Norfolk ; 2, Green Gage, Mr. Heri-
tage

; 3, ditto, Mr. Broadbridge; 4, Dcnyer's Victoria, Mr. Ivery.
12 Apples, 1, Kerry Pippin, Mr. Ivery; 2, Red Juneating, Mr.
Heritage; 3, Mr. Apted. 2 lbs. of Filberts, l, Mr. Whiting; 2, Mr.
Ivery; 3, Mr. Truelove; 4, Mr. Heritage; 5, Mr. Broadbridge.
Celery, six heads, l, Mr. Chandler; 2, Mr. Truelove; 3, Mr. J.
Bnggs, gr to C. C. Deacon, Esq.; 4, Mrs. Charrington -, 5, Mr.
Cro"cher, gr to W. Price, Esq.; (5, Mr. Broadbridge. Fuchsias,
best four, 1, Mr. Ivery, for Victoria, Gem, Arborea conspicua,
and Formosa elegans; 2, Mr. Weslland, nurser>man, Dorking,
for fulgens, ignescens, moneypennii, and racemiflora; 3, Mr.
Reid, gr to John Smallpiece, Esq., for Victoria, ignescens major,
insignis, and moneypennii; 4, Mr. J. Gadd, for Venus victrix,
Victoria, Formosa elegans, and Ring. Collection of Six Plants, 1,
Mr. Whiting, lor Achimenes pedunculata, A. rosea, A. longiflora,
A. coccinea, Thunbergia alataaurantiaca, and Philibertia grandi-
flora; 2, Mr. Goodhew, for Achimenes longiflora, A. grandiflora,
Vinca rosea alba, Euphorbia splendens, Lechenaullia formosa,
andGesnerasplendens*;3, Mr. Heritage, for Achimenes longiflora,
A. coccinea, A. pedunculata, Lilium lancifoliumpunctatum, Erica
vestita coccinea, and Thunbergia alata. Specimen Plant, I, Lisian-
thus Russellianus, Mr. Goodhew; 2, Achimenes pedunculata, Mr.
Whiting; 3, Achimenescoccinea, Mr. Heritage; 4, Clethraarborea,
Mr. Broadbridge; 5, Fuchsia corymbiflora, Mr. Reid. Best two
Cockscombs, I, Mr. Reid; 2, Mr. Whiting. Two Balsams, 1, Mr.
Whiting. Extra Prizks:—Mr. R. Gadd, market-gr, for a col-
lection of Fuchsias; Mr. Reid, for Figs, and for a collection of
six Plants; Mr.J.Seott, gr to W.Clayton, Esq., forThunbergias;
Mr. Haben, for Morello Cherries; Rev. A. Burmester, for Mul-
berries.

Dundee and Brought// Ferric Dahlia Competition, Sept. 20.—
This was a bet between three of the leading amateurs in Dundee and
Broughty Ferric on the one side, and an equal number from the Carse
of Gowric on the other. Each were required to produce six blooms of
different varieties. Victory was declared in favour of the Carse culti-
vators by a very great superiority; the six flowers in the stand of
Ifr. A. Ambrose counted within less than two points of the aggregate
v.alue of all those of his rivals. This is the second victory gained in
succession by the Carse amateurs over the same opponents. ' There
was also decided on the same day, a prize of ten shillings, which was
given by Mr Laird, Nurseryman, Dundee, for the best 12 different
blooms, and open to practical gardeners and amateurs. Five of the
former and two of the latter produced the requisite number. The
prae was awarded to Mr. Ambrose, who exhibited Sharpe's Sir

John Stewart Richardson, Dodd's Prince of Wales, President of the
West, Yellow Climax, Beauty of the Plain, Bridesmaid, Essex
Triumph, Yellow Defiance, he Grand Baudine, Pickwick, Maria,
and the Empress of the Whites. Mr. Sharpe's seedling of 1842,
named Sir John Stewart Richardson, which was exhibited in the
stand of the winner, is a good Dahlia, the colour of which resembles
the Duchess of Richmond, but is much darker, and never fails to
produce very large and superior blooms. All who have seen it pro-
nounce it to be a first-class flower.

toul ; 2, Mr Kinghorn. 3 Cape Heaths, sorts (in pots), Mr Addi-
son ; 2, Mr Rentoul. 3 Tender Exotics, Mr Addison; 2, Mr Ren-
toul. 12 Hardy Herbaceous plants, sorts, Mr Addison; 2, Mr
Kinghorn. ^Cockscombs (in pots), Mr R. Hamilton, gr to Sir D.
Kinloch, Bart; 2, Mr Anderson. 2 bunches Hamburgh Grapes,
heaviest and highest coloured, Mr Rentoul ; 2, Mr Anderson.
2 bunches Grapes, (any other variety), heaviest and best flavoured,
Mr T. Fleminjr, gr to J. S. Hay, Esq; 2, Mr T. Allan, gr to Mrs
Martin. 12 Plums, (3 sorts, exclusive of Green Gage,) Mr Addi-
son ; 2, Mr Hamilton. 12 Green Gage Plums, Mr A. Caldcr, gr to
G. Sligo, Esq; 2, Mr J. Street, grto Mrs H. N. Ferguson. 6 Figs,
Mr D. Mitchell, gr to the Right Hon. Lord Elcho. 6 Peaches,
(open air), Mr A. Ramsay, gr to Sir D. Baird, Bart; 2, Mr Hamil-
ton. 6 Nectarines, (open air,) Mr Mitchell; 2, Mr Calder. 6
Peaches, (from undcrglass,) MrW. Henderson, grto J. Aitchison,
Esq; 2, Mr Kinghorn. 6 Nectarines, (from under glass,) Mr
Kinghorn. 6 Apricots, Mr Kinghorn

; 2, Mr A. Shearer. 1 Green-
fleshed Melon, Mr Hamilton ; 2, Mr Fleming. 1 Melon, any other
sort, Mr Hamilton ; 2, Mr D. Cleghorn. 1 Quart of Gooseberries,
Mr A. M'Lean, gr to J. Ainslie, Esq ; 2, Mr Calder. Bouquet, Mr
A. Shearer, gr to the Most Noble the Marquess of Tweeddale.
§ Summer Dessert Apples, sorts, Mr Kinghorn; 2, Mr P. Allan.
6 Baking Apples, weight, Mr W. Ogilvie; 2, Mr Anderson. 6
Jargonelle Pears, weight, Mr Addison; 2, Mr Rentoul. 6 Pears,
of other varieties, sorts, Mr A. M'Lean

; 2, Mr P. Allan. 3 Cauli-
flowers, Mr W. Henderson

; 2, Mr Addison. 2 Red Beet, Mr Hender-
son

5 2, Mr Thom. 3 Carrots, Mr W. Ogilvie; 2, Mr Anderson.
6 Onions, Mr Kinghorn ;

2,(MrCalder. Competed for byAMATEURs
only :-6 Dahlias, Mr W. Martin

; 2, Mr D. Cleghorn. 3 Onions,
Mr Martin; 2, Mr Ogilvie. Dessert Apples, Mr W. Ogilvie ; 2,
Mr D. Cleghorn. Sweepstakks, open to all the members :—

Dahlias, Mr Addison; 2, Mr Thorn. For exhibition—from
Messrs Dickson and Co., were nearly too excellent Dahlias, a
number entirely new kinds, and Striped French Marygolds-
from MrT. Dods, were Hollyhocks; from Mr Kinghorn were
Cape Heaths, Helichrysums, Fuchsias, &c. ; from Mr Martin, were
Brace Cucumbers and Seedling Dahlias, &c.

wasEccleston Floral and Horticultural Show, Sept. 13 —This
the last Exhibition for the season. The (olio vij.^ is . ,n 1

prizes awarded :

—

Dahlias :—Stand of 24 blooms Prince of
Wales (Dodd's), Suffolk Hero, Andrew Hofer, Bloomsbury,
Springfield Rival, Indispensable, Argo, Ploughboy Rouge-et-
Noir, Princess Royal, Phoenix, Maid of Bath, Oriental Pearl Seed-
ling, Beauty of the Plain, Optime, Grand Tournament Dowager
Lady Cooper,| Lady Ann Murray, Miss Shelley, Marie, Beauty of
Wakefield, Climax, and Grace Darling, Mr. W. Dent. Stand of
12 blooms, Antagonist, Rouge-et-Noir, Don John, Fanny.Keynes
Andrew Hofer, Maid of Bath, Pickwick, Unknown, President of
the West, Exquisite, Essex Rival, and Lee's Bloomsbury Mr. J.
Wiggans. Stand of eight blooms, Princess Royal, Duchess' of
Richmond, Maid of Bath, Indispensable, Pickwick, Phoenix
Hope, and Springfield Rival, Mr. H. Foy. Stand of six blooms'
Maid of Bath, Suffolk Hero, Widnall's Scarlet Eclipse, Pickwick^
Andrew Hofer, and Rouge-et-Noir, J. N. Farington, Esq. Best
bloom, of new Seedling, Sure Enough, Mr. H. Foy. Dahlia, of any
colour, Springfield Rival, Mr. R. Norris. Maroons, l, Rouge-et-
Noir, Mr. H. Foy; 2, Essex Triumph, Mr. H. Foy; 3, Andrew
Hofer, Mr. Thomas Banister; 4, Egyptian Prince, Mr. Thomas
Banister; 5, Essex Rival, Mr. R. Norris. Purple aud Puce, \

Pickwick, Mr. J. Wiggans ; 2, Candidate, Mr. H. Moon ; 3, Climax'
Mr. J.Wiggans; 4, Metella, Mr. H. Foy ; 5, Admirable, Mr. J. Heys.
Tipped and edged, 1, Maid of Bath, Rev. W. Yates ; 2, Phenome-
non, Mr. J. Wiggans; 3, Northern Beauty, Mr. J. Heys; 4,
Princess Royal, Mr. J. Wiggans ; 5, Beauty of the Plain, Mr. r!
Newsham. Crimson and Pose, 1, Springfield Rival. Mr. R.
Norris; 2, President of the West, Mr. J. Wiggans ; 3, Westbury
Rival, Mr. R. Norris ; 4, Wheeler's Maria, Mr. R. Norris; 5, Hope,
Mr. W. Dent. Shaded and Striped, 1, Rouge-et-Noir, Mr. R.
Norris

; 2, Unknown, Mr. R. Newsham; 3, Hero of Nottingham,
Mr. T. Banister; 4, Will Watch, Mr. W. Dent; 5, Grand Turk,
Mr. J. Heys. Scarlet and Red, 1, PhoenixJMr. W. Dent; 2, Lee's
Bloomsbury, Mr. R. Norris; 3, Scarlet Defiance, Mr. J. Heys; 4,
Widnall's Scarlet Eclipse, Mr. T. Banister; 5, Seedling, Mr. W.
Dent. Yellow and Sulphur, 1, Argo, Mr. H. Moon ; 2, Prince of
Wales, Mr. W.Dent; 3, Unique, Mr. J. Wiggans; 4, Don John,
Mr. H. Foy; 5, Cox's Defiance, Mr. H. Foy. Orange, Buff, and
Salmon, I, Squibb's Defiance, Mr. J. Heys ; 2, Duke of Cornwall,
Mr. H. Moon; 3, Nicholas Nickleby, Mr. R. Norris; 4, Grace
Darling, Mr. H. Foy

; 5, Foster's Elizabeth, Mr. H. Foy. Lilac,
Light Rose, and Bronze, I, Mrs. Shelley, Mr. W. Dent; 2, Attila,
Mr. W. Dent; 3, Fanny Keynes, Mr. J. Heys; 4, Lady Middleton,
Mr. Norris ; 5, Widnall's Queen/Mr. W. Longworth. White and
Blush, l, Marchioness of Exeter,' Mr. J. Wiggans; 2, Miss Ches-
ter, Mr. W. Dent; 3, Lewisham Rival, Mr. H. Foy; 4, Antago-
nist, Mr. J. Wiggans; 5, Eva, Mr. R. Norris. Pansies.—Stand
of 20 blooms, Mr. J. Wiggans. Stand of 12 blooms, Mr. J. Wig-
gans. Pelargoniums, 1, Lounds's Perfection, Rev. W. Yates

;

2, Alexandrina Victoria, J. N. Farington, Esq.; 3, Unknown,
C. Scarisbrick, Esq. Fuchsias, I, Chandlerii, Mr. T. Banister;
2, Corymbiflora, Mr. H. Moon; 3, Standishii, Mr. T. Banister;
4, multiflora, Mr. J. Wiggans ; 5, globosa, Mr. R. Norris.
Grkenhousk Plants, l, Campanula pyramidalis, Rev. T.
Marshall; 2, Jocus(?) C. Scarisbrick, Esq.; 3, Petunia superba

;

Rev. W. lates; 4, Calceolarias, Rev. W. Yates ; 5, Agapanthus,
Rev. S. Master. Hakijv Herbaceous Plants, I, Unknown,
Rev. W. Yates; 2, Lobelia fulgens, Rev. W. Yates ; 3, Pentste-
mon gcntianoides coccinea, Mr. J. Wiggans; 4, CEnothera, J. N.
Farington, Esq.; 5, Pentstemon gcntianoides, Mr. J. Wiggans.
Fruits and Vegktablks -.— Grapes, Black Hamburg, J. N.
Farington, Esq.; White Do., Mr. R. Newsham. Best flavoured
Melon, J. N. Farington, Esq. Best flavoured dish of 5 Pears, l,

Jargonelles, Mr. H. Kirkham; 2, Sherrington Way, Rev. S.
Master; Heaviest single Pear, Scotch Bergamot, Rev. W. Yates.
Best flavoured dish ofr> Plums, 1, Green Gage, J. N. Farington,
Esq.

; 2, Magnum Bonum, Mr. W. Highfield. Bestfavoured dish
of r> Apples, 1, Paradise Pippin, Mr. W. Sephton; 2, Unknown,
Mr. W. Highfield; Best and heaviest dish of 5 Baking Apples
1, Spibye's Champion, Mr. R. Spibyc; 2, Greenup Pippin,
Mr. R. Spibye; Heaviest single Apple, Greenup Pippin,
Mr. R. Spibye. Best and heuviest dish of 5 spring-sown
Onions, 1 and 2, Best and heaviest Onion, and Sample rope of
Onions, 6 ft. long, Mr. J. Waddecar. Brace of Cucumbers, },

Doctor, C. Scarisbrick, Esq.; 2, Long Green, Mr. R. Newsham.
Brace of Lettuce, Rev. W. Yates. Dish of Peas, Green Marrow,
Rev. W. Yates. Heaviest 2 sticks of Celery, 1 and 2, C. Scarisbrick,
Esq. Best and heaviest Swedish Turnip, 1 and 2, Mr. J. Wiggans;
Best and heaviest Yellow Do., l, Rev. W. Yates ; 2, Mr. J. Wig-
gans- Best and heaviest White Do., 1 and 2, Rev. W.Yates.
Best and heaviest red Carrot, 1, C. Scarisbrick, Esq.; 2, Rev. W.
Yates. Best and heaviest white Carrot, 1 and 2, Mr. J. Wiggans.
Best andheaviest Mangel Wurzel, 1, Mr. J. Wiggans ; 2, Mr. John
Wiggans. Best and heaviest red Cabbage, 1, Mr. John Wiggans ;

2, Rev. W. Yates. Best and heaviest Scotch Cabbage, 1 and 2, Mr.
J. Wright. Best and heaviest Savoy Cabbage, 1, J. N. Farington,
Esq. ; 2, Rev. W. Yates. Best and heaviest curled Broccoli, 1, Mr.
H. Moon ; 2, Mr. W. Wright. Best dish of five Kidney Potatoes,
1 , Mr. John Wiggans ; 2, Mr. J. Wiggans. Best dish offive round
Potatoes, 1, Mr. John Wiggans; 2, Rev. W. Yates. DemceofCut
Flowers, Rev. W. Yates. Extra Prizes:—Dish of Peaches, I,

J. N. Farington, Esq. ; 2, C. Scarisbrick, Esq. Disk of Currants,
1 and 2, Rev. W. Yates. Dish of Gooseberries, Rev. W. Yates.
Dish of Cauliflowers, i, R.Bolton, Esq.; 2, C. Scarisbrick, Esq.
Brace of Celery, J. N. Farington, Esq. Seedling Potatoes, Mr. J.
Wright.—Preston Chronicle.

Elgin and Morayshire Horticultural Society, Sept. 15.—This was
the first Show of this society, and was numerously attended. The
prizes were awarded as follows -.—Dahlias : best nine, R. Brander,
£sq

; ; six do., Mr Andsley. Carnations : three Bizarres, Mr A.
cruickshanks, gr to B. GreenhiU, Esq ; three Flakes, Mr A.Cruick-

shanks. Three Selfs, and variety of Picotees, Mr A. Cruickshanks.
Six Hollyhocks, Mr A. Cruickshanks. 12 Pansies, R. Brander, Esq.
Two Cockscombs, 1, Mr J. Duncan, gr to G. S. Duff, Esq; 2,!Mr
W. Inncs, gr to Maj Houston. Six Verbenas, 1, P. Grant, Jun, Esq;
2, Mr A. Cruickshanks. Three Petunias, 1, Mr J. Duncan ; 2, Mr A.
Cruickshanks. Two Salvias, Mr J. Duncan. Two Pentstemons,
Mr J. Duncan. Two Phloxes, Mr J. McAndrew, p;r to A. Forteath,
Esq. JO Hardy Annuals, Mr J. Duncan. French Marygolds, Mr
A. Cruickshanks. African do., Mr A. Cruickshanlus. Six Asters,
1, Mr G. Cowie, gr to Mr. K. T. Bainbvidge ; 2, Mr A. G. House,
gr, Innes House. Four Fuchsias, J. Grant, Esq. Six Green-.
house Plants, J. Younp:, Ksq. 10 Herbaceous Plants, Mr J. Duncan.
Design, 1, Mr J. Robson, gr to Miss Voung ; 2, Mr J. Duncan.
Specimen Plant, Mr J. Duncan. Fruit :—Best-flavoured Melon,
Mr J. Duncan. Four Peaches, Mr A. Cruickshank. Four^nco^v.
Mr A. Cruickshanks. Six Dessert Apples, the Rev A. Brander. Six
largest, 1 and 2,W. Nicol, grto — Foster, Esq. Six Pears, Mr A.Mac-
andrew. Vegktabi-rs: four Carrots, 1, Mr J Duncan; 2, Mr A.
Cruickshanks. Six Onions, 1, Mr J. Duncan ; 2, Mr A. England,
gr to Adm Duff. Celery, 1, Mr W. Nicol ; 2, Mr W. Innes. Two
lied Beet, 1, Mr J. Macdonald, gr to Mrs Gordon ; 2, gr, Elchies-
Three Parsneps, 1, Mr W. Innes; 2, Mr G. Cowie. Four Leelcs,
Mr J. Duncan. Four Scorzomra, Mr J. Duncan. Four Turnips

T

\, Mr A. Cruickshanks; 2, gr, Elchies. Two Drumhead Cabbages^
I, Mr J. Macandrew; 2, Mr A. Cruickshanks. Two Pickling do,

fMr J. Duncan. Two Gree7is, Mr J. Shepherd. A large collection
of Greenhouse Plants was exhibited from the gardens, Gordon
Castle. N. Macleod, Esq, exhibited a handsome Ward's case, con-
taining a variety of well-grown plants. Mr J. Grigor, nurseryman,
sent Carnations and Picotees, with a collection of Pinus from the
Himalayan Mountains, which were much admired. Mr G. Morrison
exhibited a collection of Dahlias.

Etal Horticultural Society, Sept. 14.—This was the Autumn
Show of Flowers and Vegetables. Flowers :—Dahlias ; 12 dissi-
milar blooms: l,Mr J. Rogers, for Sparry's Admirable, Widnall's
Argo, Sparry's Beauty of the Plain, Brown's Bridesmaid, Jackson's
Gem, Dodd's Grace Darling, Cormack's Pickwick, Girling's Poly-
phemus, Edwards' Premier, Whale's President of the West, Squibb's
Purple Perfection, and Ansell's Unique; 2, Mr J. Sutherland, jun.,
for Sparry's Beauty of the Plain, Stein's Conqueror of the World,
Dodd's Grace Darling, Neville's Hope or Metropolitan Rose, Good-
all's Marquess of Lothian, Cormack's Pickwick, Widnall's Rienzi,.
Ansell's Rouge et Noir, Cozen's Scarlet Defiance, Girling's Suffolk
Hero, Ansell's Unique, and Cox's Yellow Defiance; 3, Messrs T.
Richardson and Son, for Sparry's Heauty of the Plain, Jackson's-

Scarlet Defiance, and Cox's Yellow Defiance ; 6 distinct sorts: 1, Mr
J. Sutherland, for Fowler's Duchess of Ri hmond, Catleujrh's.
Eclipse, Dodd's Grace Darling, Wheeler's Mj ria. Begbie's Metella.

Grace Darling, Edwards' Premier, Whale's President of the West,
and Ansell's Rose Unique; 3 varieties : 1, Mr J. Rogers, for Wid-
nall's Argo, Cormack's Pickwick, and Whale's President of the
West; 2, Mr J. Sutherland, for Sparry's Beauty of the Plain, Girl-
ing's Suffolk Hero, and Cox's Yellow Defiance; 3, Messrs Richard-
son and Son, for Sparry's Beauty of the Plain, Davies' Maid of Bath,
and Cormack's Pickwick; Crimson, J, Mr J. Wakenshaw, Low'*
Le Grand Baudine ; 2, Mr Ralph Lowrie, Widnall's Rienzi ; 3, Mr W.
Jours, Goodall's Marquess of Lothian; Lilac, Mr R. Lowrie, Wells*
Lilac Perfection ; Orange or Buff, I , Mr C. Macleod, Brown's Sarah

;

2, Mr Rogers, Girling's Favourite; 3, Mr J. Scott, Nicholas
Nickleby; Purple, 1, Mr J. Scott, Cormack's Pickwick; 2, Mr R.
Lowrie, Jeffrie's Diomede; 3, Mr C. Macleod, Sparry's Admirable;
Rose or Pink, }, Mr J. Sutherland, Neville's Hope; 2, Mr C. Mac-
leod, Mrs Colt ; Scarlet, 1, Mr C. Macleod, Lee's Bloomsbury

; %,
Mr J.Wakenshaw, Cozen's Scarlet Defiance; Tipped or Edged, 1, Mr
J. Sutherland, Whale's Phenomenon; 2, Mr J.Wakenshaw, Sparry's.
Beauty of the Plain; 3, MrW. Jours, Marchioness ofTavistock {White,
1, Mr J. Sutherland, Meade's Lewisham Rival; 2, Mr. C. Macleod,.
Langher's White Defiance; 3, Mr J. Southern, Queen of the Whites j
Yellow, 1, Mr J. Sutherland, Cox's Yellow Defiance ; 2, Mr. C. Mac-
leod, also Yellow Defiance ; 3, Mr J. Rogers, Widnall's Argo ; Seed-
ling, of 1843, Mr R. Lowrie. () varieties of China or German Astersr
I, Mr R. Lowrie; 2, Mr J. Rogers ; 3, Mr J. Sutherland. 3 sorts of
German Asters, \, Mr R. Lowrie; 2, Mr J. Sutherland; 3, Mr C,
Macleod. 6 Marygolds, 3 varieties of French and 3 of African, \ rMr T. Richardson ; 2, Mr J. Rogers ; 3, Mr J. Scott ; 3 varieties off

Prenfi Marygolds, 1 , Mr R. Kennedy ; 2, Mr T. Richardson ; 3, Mir
A. Elliott; 3 African Marygolds, of sorts, 1, MrT. Richardson; 2,Mr J. Rogers ; 3, Mr J. Sutherland. 3 varietiesof Carnations, 1, Mr J.
Sutherland; 2, Mr C. Macleod ; 3, Mr J.Scott. Z Picotees, of sorts, 1,Mr C. Macleod; 2, Mr T. Richardson. 3 varieties of Double Holly-wCW, one bloom of each, ] , Mr T. Richardson ; 2, Mr J. Rogers ; 3,Mr J. Wakenshaw

; Sweepstakes for the tallest Hollyhock, I, Mr J.
Wakenshaw; 2, Mr A. Dippie; 3, Mr. R. Lowrie. 6 Annuals, 1,
R. Lowrie; 2, Mr T. Richardson; Mr R. Fluker. 3 varieties of
Double Stocks, I, Mr C. Macleod; 2, Mr T. Richardson ; 3, Mr J.
Wakenshaw. 3 Balsams, J,MrR. Lowrie; 2, Mr J. Sutherland.
Mchsi& fulgens in pot.l, Mr J. Sutherland ; 2, Mr T. Richardson ;

3, Mr J. Mack. Hydrangea in pot, J, Mr J. Sutherland; 2, Mr
iMuker. Window Plant, of any sort, in flower, Mr C. Macleod.
Nosegay or Bouquet of Cut Flowers, I, Mr T. Richardson ; 2, Mr R.
Lowne. Vegetables : 2 late or common Cabbages, 1. Mr J. Suther-
land ; 2, Mr R. Kennedy ; 3, Mr J. Wakenshaw. 2 Savoys, 1, Mr J.
Rogers

; 2, Mr A. Dippie; 3, Mr J. Wakenshaw. 3 Curled Greens,.
I, MrJ. Sutherland

; 2, MrC. Macleod ; 3, Mr A. Elliott. 6 Onions,.
sown in 1843, Mr J. Scott; 2, Mr C. Macleod ; 3, Mr J. Sutherland;.
'ar

f,
sPrin£-sown Onion, 1, Mr C. Macleod; 2, Mr J. Sutherland;.

n ™ 1

DlPP ie
:
largest winter Onion, 1, Mr T. Richardson : 2, Mr:

C. Macleod. 6 late Carrots, 1, Mr J. Scott ; 2, Mr Fluker j 3, Mr A.
v.

iPP1G
'

I
Scf>tch Flag Leeks, 1, Mr R. Lowrie; 2, Mr J. Waken-

shaw; 3, Mr J. Sutherland; largest single Leek, by weight, Mr C.
Macleod, Mr J. Sutherland, and J. Scott, all equal and^cntitled to.
first prizes.

4-u^!;/
/oro/ and Horticultural Meeting, Sept. 14.—This was the-

third Meeting at Hale for the exhibition of fruits, flowers, &c, and
especially for the encouragement of the rural population of that
locality

.^

The following is a list of the principal prizes:—Cot-

m«™8 ™IZEs:-FRuiT-4^es, 1, Mr. R. Mann ; 2, Mr.. T.
Mason. Plums, \, Mr. T. Mason ; 2, Mr. J. Woodward. Basket
oj fruw, 1, Betty Winstanleyj 2, Mr. T. Mason; 3, Mr. R.
Mason. Dish of Pears, 1, Bettv Winstanley ; 2, Mr. T. Mason.

m£t^ LS£~~2race of Cucumbers, 1, Mr. R. Mason; 2, Betty

a
: Mr •?"??' CelerV> h Mr. R. Mason; 2, Betty Hitchmoujrhi

r /a m " Cauliflower, Betty Winstanley. Brace of Bed
cuooage, Mr. R, Mason. Brace of White garden Cabbage, Mr. R.
Mason. Bunch of Oniom, 1. Mr. R. Mason; 2, Mr. T. Mason.
uaiaen turnips, Mr. R. Mason. Carrots, Betty Hitchmough.
rarstey, Betty Hitchmough, Bunch of Siveet Herbs, Betty Hitch-
rnougn. Basket of Vegetables, Betty Winstanley. Plants—

Cut
Cut

2

varieties, 1, Mr. R. Mason ; 2, Mr. T. Mason; 8, Mr. J. Quick.
jjuiuul oj any colour, Mr. T. Mason. Herbaceous Plants, Betty
Hitcnmough. Pan of Roses, 1, Mr. R. Mason ; 2, Mr. T. Mason.
I an 0/ lansies, 1, Mr. R. Mason; 2, Mr. T. Mason. Hoses
m
l
a yyepers, 1, MarthaMawdsley ; 2, Betty Winstanley. Basket

1

m
J!
d(m Wants, Mr. R. Mason. Model of a Flower-gar^

gPJ* MJ: J - Edgington. Cleanest and Neatest Cottage, 1, 2l.m
Betty Winstanley; 2, 1/., Mr. R. Mason j 3, 10s., MarthaMawds-
ley.-Subscribers' Prizks.—-Dahlias, Mr. P. Manley. Roses;
R. Alison, Esq. Pansies, Mr. R. Mason. Device of Cut Flowers,
C S. Parker, Esq. Fruit, 1, R. Alison, Esq. ; 2, Mr. L. Hitch-
mou-h. Vegetables—Celery* Mr. J. Boyes, Cabbage, Mr,

1

\

'
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Fazakerley. Cucumbers, Mr. J. Molyneux. Onions, Mr. T.
Hunt.

—

Liverpool Standard.

Hampshire Horticultural Society, Sept. 7.—There was an excel-
lent display of Flowers, some good Fruits (though not numerous),
and some very good Vegetables. Orchidaceous Plant (Peristeria

elata), Silver Medal, Miss Gamier. Stove Plant (Vinca alba),

Silver Medal, H. F. Holloway, Esq. Collection of Plants, of any
kind, Silver Medal, Rev. F. Beadon. Greenhouse Plant (Sipho-
campylus bicolor), Silver Medal, H. F. Holloway, Esq. Collec-
tion of Greenhouse Plants, Silver Medal, Rev. F. Beadon. Col-

lection of Plants, Bright Silver Medal, Rev. G. C. Rashleigh. 30
Dahlias. Silver Cup, Sir J. B. Mill, Bart. 24 ditto, Bright Silver

Medal, Rev. Mr.: Henville. 20 ditto, German Silver Medal, Mr Fox.
12 ditto, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, Sir J. B. Mill, Bart. 12

Perennial Herbaceous Plants, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, Rev.
the Warden. 12 Hardy Annuals, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal,
Rev. the Warden. 12 Heartsease, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, WS.

J. Campion, Esq. 10 Rases, cut, not China, Gilt-rimmed Bronze
Medal, Miss Gamier. 10 China and hybrid Rases, Gilt-rimmed
Bronze Medal, Mr Taylor. 3 Climbers, Gilt-rimmed Bronze
Medal, Rev. C. Rashleigh. Collection of Zinnias, Gilt-rimmed
Bronze Medal, Rev. the Warden. French Marygolds, Bronze
Medal, Mr Taylor. 24 varieties of German Asters, Gilt-rimmed
Bronze Medal, Rev. Mr Henville. Collection of Pinks, Bronze
Medal, Miss Gamier. 4 Fuchsias, 1, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal,
Rev. Mr Henville ; 2, Bronze Medal, H. F. Holloway, Esq. Col-
lection of Roses, Bronze Medal, Miss Gamier. 6 Cockscombs,
Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, H. F. Holloway, Esq. 4 shrubby
Calceolarias, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, W. J. Campion, Esq.
20 Hollt/hocks, 1, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, Miss Gamier; 2,

Bronze Medal, Mrs. Ilayne. Collection of Cut Flowers, Gilt-

rimmed Bronze Medal, Rev. F. Beadon. Device in Flowers, Gilt-

rimmed Bronze Medal, Mr Ross. Seedling Dahlia, German Silver

Medal, Sir J. B. Mill, Bart. Collection of Phlox, Gilt-rimmed
Bronze Medal, Rev. the Warden. Fruits -.—Pine Apple, not less

than 2lbs, 1, Bright Silver Medal, Mr Stride; 2, Gilt-rimmed
Bronze Medal, Mr Stride. Slack Grapes, Gilt-rimmed Bronze
Medal, Mr Dott. Grapes, out of doors, Gilt-rimmed Bronze
Medal, Mr Stride. Green-flesh Melon, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal,
Lady Hewitt. Scarlet-flesh Melon, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal,
Mr Dott. 8 Peaches, 1, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, H. F. Hol-
loway, Esq; 2, Bronze Medal, Rev. F. Beadon. 8 Nectar-
ines, 1, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, II. F. Holloway, Esq; 2,

Bronze Medal, Miss Fitzhugh. 12 Plums, 1, Gilt -rimmed
Bronze Medal, H. F. Holloway, Esq; 2, Bronze Medal, W. J.

Campion, Esq. Red Alpine Strawberries, Bronze Medal, W. J.

Campion, Esq. 24 Green Gage Plums, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal,
H. F. Holloway, Esq. 8 Figs, Gilt-rimmed Bronze Medal, H. F.
Holloway, Esq. Vegetablks :—French Bea?is, Bronze Medal,
Mrs. Havne. Peas, Bronze Medal, Rev. the Warden. Lettuce,
Bronze Medal, D. de Jersey. Celery, Bronze Medal, W. J. Cam-
pion, Esq. Broad Beans, Bronze Medal, Rev. the Warden.
Onions, Bronze Medal, H. F. Holloway, Esq. Extra :—Achi-
rnenes longiflora, Rev. F. Beadon. Collection of Stove Plants, J.
Fleming:, Esq. Device in Flowers, Mr W. Barnes. Red and white
Currants, Mr W. Barnes.

Henley Horticultural Society, Sept. 15.—This was the last Show
'or the season. The following: is a list of Prizes t—First Table.—
£ord Camoys— Design in Dahlias, Melon, Peaches, Grapes,

w T ,

y ' ?nd Potatoes; W. P. Freeman, Esq.,—collection of Plants
ancl.l'ruit, Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Endive, and Onions; Mrs

Ti m-
Asters

> Melon, and Filberts; Mr Alleway— Fuchsias,
i?ahhas, Asters, Grapes, Currants, Pears, Apples, Petunia, and
Melon; Mrs Ovey—Lemon Trees; Mr Patten—Verbenas, Asters,
Cot Flowers, Zinnias, Marigolds, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and
Onions; C. Lane, Esq.,—Design in Cut Flowers, Nectarines,
.Feas, Filberts, and Apples ; Mr Sutton— collection of Cut Flow-
ers. Amateurs* Table.—Mr Goff- Pears and Apples; Mr Crouch—Asters and Celery; Mr Hickman — Greenhouse Plants and
Potatoes; Mr Stubbs—German Stocks; Mr Collins— Cabbi°-c-
Mr Venables—Stand and Collection of Dahlias; Mr Carter-
Greenhouse Plants and Melon; Mr Young— Carrots- Mr Poyn-
der—Nectarines, Celery, and Apples; Mr W. Plumbe—Grapes-
Mr Benwell—Potatoes and Carrots; Mr H. M. Byles Cherries
and Apples; Mr Jeston— Grapes, Melon, Capsicums, Onions and
Beet Root.

—

Windsor and Eton Express.
' '

He.rham Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. 13.—This was
the fourth annual Exhibition of flowers, fruits, and vegetables. The
following prizes were awarded:

—

Open Class:—Daulias: White or
Blush—Mr J. Scott, gr to R. Errington, Esq; 2, Mr H. Leggett, grto
W. Cuthbcrt, Esq. Dark, Purple, or Puce— H. Marshall, Esq ; 2 Mr
Jlctherinpiton. Yellow or Sulphur— Mr N. W. Forster, gr to W.
tonkin, Esq. Edged or Tipped— Mr J. Gowan, gr to J. Atkinson,
Esq

; 2, Mr C Pattinson. Scarlet or Bed—MrT. R. Nixon : 2 H.
Marshall, Esq. Lilac—Mr N. W. Forster; 2, H. Marshall, Esq.
Rose or Pink—Mr J. Scott; 2, H. Marshall, Esq. Orange, Salmon,
or Buff— H. Marshall, Esq; 2, Mr P. Calclclcugh. Maroon or Dark—E.Wclford, Esq. Crimson— H. Marshall, Esq. Ruby or Light
Crimson—Mr J. Scott ; 2, H. Marshall, Esq. 1 bloom, seedling of

-Atkinson, for Grace Darling, GilPs Enchantress, Martin's Magnifi-
cent; 2, Mr J.Scott. ^Carnations, Mr J. Scott: 2, MrT. Charl-
ton. Calceolaria, Mr J. Deans, gr to Miss Cuthbert ; 2, Mr J.
Robinson. 12 Asters (grouped), Mr J. Cooke, gr to — Collingwood,
E s<l ; 2, Mr H. Leggett. 12 French Marygotds, Mr T. Charlton;
12 African Do., Mr'W. Charlton, grto S. Brooksbank, Esq. Fuclisia
(m bloom), Mr J. Cholccroft ; 2, Mr J. Watson, gr to M. Anderson,
Esq, 12 Pansies (of sorts), Mr J. Watson ; 2, Mr J. Gray, gr to W.
°rd, Esq, M.P. 6Holl//hock spikes, Mr T. Charlton; 2, Mr H.
J^ggett. Specimen of Honey in comb, Mr R. Lyon. 3 sorts of
j^dney Potatoes (6 of a sort), Mr W. Maudlin

; 3 sorts of Round Do.
(0 of a sort), Mr J. Renwick; 12 Kidney Potato™, MrT. Coulson

;

J2
Round Do., MrT. Hunter. Celery, Mr J. Gowans; 2, Mr H.

^eggctt. Red Beet, Mr H. Leggett; 2, Mr J. Scott. Collection of
Gourds, Vegetable Marrow, &c, Mr T. Forster. By Mr H. Dewar,
*or the best single bloom of his Lilac Dahlia Imogene, (10s.) Mr H.
Lcggett; 2, (55.) Mr J. Hall. Nurserymen :—Dahlias : 36 dis-
similar blooms—Mr. H. Newton, for Pickwick, Admiral Stopford,
^edford Surprise, Twyford Perfection, Imogene, Phenomenon,
^eauty of the Plain, Prince Albert, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Spring-
"eld Rival, Hero of Stonehenge, Indispensable, Duchess of Rich-
mond, Duke of Cornwall, Egyptian King, President, Penelope,
-ksscx Triumph, Antagonist, Beauty of Sussex, Andrew Hofer, Ad-
mirable, Conqueror of the Plain, Sir R. Sale, Lady Sale, Mrs Richard-
son, Girling's Prince of Wales, Exquisite, Bishop of Winchester,
1 ouge et Noir, Virgil, Uxbridge Magnet, Le Grand Baudinc,
Ur>iquc, Mrs Shelley, Perpetual Grand ; 2, Mr R. Charlton. 24 ditto

rMr H. Newton, for Pioneer, Metella, Argo, Cox's Yellow Defiance,
^ogene, Phenomenon, Beauty of the Plain, President of the West,
Requisite, Hero of Stonehenge, Girling's Prince of Wales, Indispens-
able

, Springfield Rival, Pickwick, Lady Sale, Sir R. Sale, Admiral
^opfbrd, Admirable, Bedford Surprise, Antagonist, Essex Triumph,
1™\SA\ 2, P Anson and Finney. Gentlemen's Gardeners:—

lo
Vl

n'
TAS: ,8 ^similar blooms-Mr N. W. Forster, for Cox's Yel-ow Defiance, Indispensable, Rouge et Noir, Pamplin's Bloomsbury,

jyucness of Richmond, Bridesmaid, Bishop of Winchester, Pickwick,
» nenomenon, Rival Yellow, Admiral Stopford, Le Grand Baudine,

£
rgo, President of the West, Beauty of the Plain, Whale's

5?ll
fi
8
?* Lewisham Rival 2, Mr J. Cooke. 12 ditto—Mr J.

1<Jr 1 niirCM Pf-txtnl 13-;„-„ »11„^ T*JU«A«i.nWo r*«n 1

s Maria,
. Deans,

p£v
rX
^ni?

ess R°yaI > Prince Albert, Indispensable, Grace Darling,

the p?- '
ArS°> Adm»ral Stopford, Bishop of Winchester, Beauty of

6 HitV
ain

*\
Metella

> Phenomenon, Essex Triumph ; 2, Mr J. Watson,

of th w W# Forster
>
for Bridesmaid, Rouge et Noir, President

tastpf, ii
*
Plckwick, Whale's Maria, Phenomenon. Best and mostwmiiy arranged basket of Cut Flowers, Mr T. Charlton ; 2, Mr

• leggett. Stove Plant, Mr T. Jobling, gr to Misses Hodgson,

Achimenes pedunculata ; 2, Mr W. Kell, gr to A. Donkin, Esq,
Achimenes longiflora. Greenhouse Plant, Mr J. Scott, Napoleon's
Willow; 2, Mr R. Hindmarsh, gr to W. Crawhall, Esq. Erica in

bloom, Mr W. Kelly; 2, Mr H. Lep-gett. Double Balsam, Mr T.
Jobling; 2, Mr W. Charlton. Cockscomb, Mr H. Leggett; 2, Mr
J. Stephenson, gr to W, J. Charleton, Esq. Collection of Fruit in
Basket, Mr H. Leggett. Collection of Hardy Fruit, Mr J. Kirsopp,
Esq

; 2, Mr W. Charlton. Pine, Mr H. Leggett. Dish of the best
flavoured Grapes, not containing more than 6 bunches, Mr J. Hall

;

2, Mr H. Leggett. Bunch of Black Grapes, Mr J.Cook; Do. White,
Mr J. Hall. Melon, Mr J. Hall; 2, Mr J.Cook. 12 Peaches, Mr
H. Leggett; 2, Mr J. Cook. 12 Nectarines, Mr R. Hindmarsh; 2,

Mr J. Cook. 12 Apricots, Mr H. Leggett; 2, Mr T. Wallace, grto
— Blacket. Esq. 24 Plums, Mr H. Leggett; 2, Mr T. Watson.
24 Pears, Mr T. Watson; 2, Mr H. Leggett. 24 Dessert Apples,
Mr T.Watson; 2, Mr J. Scott; 24 Kitchen do., Mr J. Scott; 2. MrT.
Watson. Dish of Cherries, not exceeding 2 lbs., Mr T. Watson.
Quart of Gooseberries, Mr T. Watson. Quart of Red Currants, Mr
H. Leggett. Quart of White do., Mr H. Leggett 32 Onions (Tri-

poli excepted), MrT. Watson. Amateurs' and Market Gar-
deners :— Dahlias : 12 dissimilar blooms, H. Marshall, Esq; 2,

Mr T. Tcmperley; 9 ditto, H. Marshall, Esq ; 2, Mr P. Caldcleugh ;

6 ditto, Mr H. Dewar; 2, Mr P. Caldcleugh ; 3 ditto, Mr J. Dodd;
2, Mr H. Hetherington. Amateurs only:—Most tastefully
arranged basket of Cut Flowers, Mr J. Robinson; 2, Mr J. Chole-
croft. Exotic Plant in flower, Mr T. Harrison ; 2, Mr T. Forster.
Collection of Hardy Fruit in Basket, Mr J. Cholecroft ; 2, Mr J.

Stainthorpc. 12 Pears, Mr T. R. Nixon; 2, E. Welford, Esq.
12 Apples, Mrs Bell; 2, Mr R. Phillipson. Pint of Gooseberries,
do. Red Currants, do. White do., Mr T. R. Nixon. Dish of
Cherrries, not exceeding 1 lb., Mr H. Dodd. 6 Carrots, Mr T. Pratt

;

2, Mr Brown. 6 Onions (Tripoli excepted), MrT. R. Nixon; 2, Mr
Cowing. 4 Cauliflowers, Mr T. Shotton ; 2, Mr T. Forster. Quart
of Peas in pod, Mr W. Alexander ; 2, Mr T. Forster. 2 Cabbages,
MrT. Shotton. 6 Leeks, Mr W. Watson. Brace of CucumOers,
Mr T. Forster. Collection of Vegetables (Cucumbers, Gourds, &c,
excluded), MrT. Shotton; MrT. Forster. Market Gardeners :

—

Basket of Cut Flowers, Mr H. Dewar; 2, Mr J. Kenwick.
36 Apples, ot sorts, Mr W. Shield; 2, Mr W. Portous. 36 Pears,
MrT. Hunter ; 2, Mr J. M'Pherson. 36 Plums (of sorts), Mr W.
Portous ; 2, Mr R. Hcdley. Dish of Cherries, not exceeding 3 lbs,

Mrs A. Elliott. Quart of Gooseberries, Mr W. Portous. Quart of
Red Currants, Sir J. Robson. Quart of White do., Mr J. Renwick.
24 Onions (Tripoli excepted), Mr R. Hedley ; 2, Mr T. Coulson.
24 Carrots, Mr R. Ord ; 2, Mr R. Hedley. Peck of Peas, Mr T.
Coulson ; 2, Mr W. Portous. 6 Lettuce, Mr H. Dewar; 2, Mr W.
Maudlin. 6 Cauliflowers, Mr R. Hedley; 2, Mr T. Coulson. 12 Leeks,
Mr H. Dewar.' Extra Productions, to which honorary prizes were
awarded :—A basket of Cut Flowers, Mr T. Watson ; 2, Mr J. Rob-
son, jun ; 3, Mr W. Watson. Seedling Pansies, Mr J. Grey.
Circassian Cabbage, Mr J. Barker. A Device, Mr H. Dodd (a ship)

;

do., Mr W. Walker, (a fountain) ; do., Mrs Loraine, (a railway and
steam-engine). A basket of Cue Flowers, Mr J. Murray ; Cauliflowers,

Mr H. Dewar. 2 Pineapples, A. Donkin, Esq. Honey in box,

Mrs Stockoe.

Horncastle Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. 12.—This was
the second Exhibition for the season, when the following prizes were
awarded:—Cut Flowers :

—

Dahlia of any colour, Indispensable,

Dr. Barton. White : 1, Mrs Brailsford ; 2, Lewisham Rival, G. Gil-

liat, Esq. Edged or Spotted: 1 and 2, Lady Murray, 2, Pheno-
menon, G. Gilliat, Esq. Yellow or Sulphur: 1 and 2, Argo, Dr.
Barton ; 3, Mrs Brailsford. Edged or Spotted : Princess Royal, G.
Gilliat, Esq. Pink or Rose : Dowager Lady Cooper, R. Clitherow,
Esq. Lilac: 1, Queen of Lilacs (Appleby), R. Clitherow, Esq; 2,

Mrs Brailsford ; 2, Andrew Hofer, G. Gilliat, Esq ; 3, Mrs Brails-
ford. Dark Purple;: 1 and 2, Pickwick, R. Clitherow, Esq;
3, do., G. Gilliat, Esq. Ruby: I, Grace Darling, Dr Barton; 2,
Wheeler's Maria, R. Clitherow, Esq; 3, Mrs Brailsford. Scarlet:
1 and 2, Mrs Brailsford; 3, Fireball, G. Gilliat, Esq. Dark or
Maroon, 1, Andrew Hofer, Rev E. Smythe; 2and3, Rouge et Noir,
Dr. Barton. Striped or Shaded, Mrs Brailsford. Orange, Salmon,
or Buff: Aurantia, R. Clitherow, Esq. Six Varieties : J, President
of the West, Catleugh's Eclipse, Wheeler's Maria, Prince of Wales,
Rouge et Noir, Duchess of Devonshire, R. Clitherow, Esq ; 2,
Duchess of Richmond, Beauty of Plain, Argo, Maria, Frances,
Andrew Hofer, Rev E. Smythe; 3, Pickwick, Burnham Hero,
Metella, Princess Royal, Prince of Wales.^Optime, G. Gilliat, Esq.
China or German Asters, 6 varieties. Rev E. Smythe. Hardy Cut
Flowers, 12 varieties: 1, Rev J. Fawssett; 2, Rev E. R. H. G.
Palmer. French Marygolds, 6 Blooms : R. Clitherow, Esq.
African Marygolds, 6 Blooms: 1, R. Clitherow, Esq; 2, Rev E.
Smythe. Hollyhocks, 6 varieties': 1, Dr Ward; 2, H. Turner, Esq

;

3, Mrs Astey. Bouquet of Flowers : 1, Rev J. Fawssett; 2, Mrs
Brailsford; 3, T. Snaith, Esq. Device in Flowers : 1, Miss R.
Clitherow; 2, Miss Fawssett; 3, Miss M. Clitherow. Exotic Bou-
quet, Extra Prize, Mrs Brailsford. Plants :— Stove Plant: l t

Achimenes longiflora, Rev E. R. H. G. Palmer; 2, Achimenes coc-
cinea, Rev E. Smythe ; 3, Achimenes rosea, Rev E. R. H. G. Palmer.
Greenhouse Pla?it: ], Crassula, Rev E. Smythe; 2, Polygala spe-
ciosa, Rev E. Smythe; 3, Pimeleahispida, Rev E. R. H. G. Palmer.

Salvia: Salvia patens, l,Rev E. R. H. G. t aimer; 2, Dr Barton.
Fuchsias: 1, St. Clare, Rev E. Smythe ; 2, Devoniensis, Mrs.
Snaith; 3, Rev E. Smythe. 4 varieties: 1, formosa elegans,

Curtesii, Chandlerii, Standishii, RevE. R. H. G. Palmer; 2, Chand-
lerii floribunda, magna, Devoni, grandiflora maxima, Dr. Barton

; 3,
Moneypennii, Buestii,| coccinea, stylosa, conspicua, Rev E. Smythe.
2 varieties : 1, Chandlerii, globosa major, Rev E. Smythe ; 2, Venus
victrix, Moneypennii, Rev E. Smythe. Petunia: 1, Marnocki, Rev
J. Fawssett; 2, Marnocki, Rev E. R. H, G. Palmer. 2 varieties,

Thunbergiflora, Wortleyeii3is, Rev E. R. H. G. Palmer. Lobelia.-

4 varieties, ignea, fulgens, Millerii, ccelestis, R. Clitherow, Esq.
Stove Climber ; 1 and 2, Philibertia, Rev E. Smythe. Greenhouse
Climber, 1, Maurandya Barclayana, Dr Barton. Extra Prizes:
Pelargonium, Sylph, Rev E. R. H. G. Palmer. Hose, Aime* Vibert,

Mrs Snaith. Fruits: Melon, Rev E. Smythe. 6 Peaches, \\

G. Gilliat, Esq. 0* Nectarines, G. Gilliat, Esq. Yellow Plums, T.
Armstrong, Esq. Dish of Filberts: Rev J. Fawssett. Dish of Des-
sert Pears: 1 and 2, G. Gilliat, Esq ; 3, Rev E. Smythe. Dish of
Dessert Apples: 1, G. Gilliat, Esq; 2, H. Turner, Esq. Vkgk-
TABLES: Brace of Cucumbers: RevE. Smythe. 6 Carrots, Mrs
Brailsford. 6 Turnips, Rev E. Smythe. fi Onions, Rev E. Smythe.
Kidney Potatoes, 1, Rev E. Smythe; 2, Dr Ward; 3, H. Turner,
Esq. Bound Potatoes: 1, Rev E. Smythe; 2, G. Gilliat, Esq.
Peas : 1 , Rev E. Smythe ; 2, H. Turner, Esq ; 3, T. Fawssett, Esq.
Beans, Rev E. Smythe. Kidney Beans, Rev E. Smythe. 6 Par-

Rev E. Smythe.
Thomas Fawssett,

Esq. 2 roots 01 rrmte ^cvay, *vev &. omytne. Parsley, 1, G.
Gilliat, Esq. Useful or Ornamental Articles: 3 Dahlias (distinct

varieties) : 1, Maid of Bath, Optime, Hermes, Rev J. B. Smith, D.D.;

2 Argo, Stanley, Maria, DrBoulton. Ladies' basket of Flowers : I,

Miss I. Smith; 2, Miss J. Fawssett. Plant in bloom : I, Metrosi-

deros Ianceolata, Rev E. Smythe
; 2, Bourbon Queen Rose, Mrs.

Brailsford. 6' Dessert and 6 Baking Apples : l, G. Gilliat, Esq ; 2,

Rev Dr Smith. Extra Prizes: 12 Dahlias (distinct varieties), 1/.

1 Princess Royal, Prince of Wales, Pickwick, Lewisham Rival,

Wheeler's fllaria, Aurantia, Duchess of Richmond, Phenomenon,
Rouge et Noir, Victor, Hermes, Marchioness of Exeter, Rev J.

Fawssett; 2, 10s., Admiral Stopford, Princess Royal, Beauty of Plain,

Maid of Bath, Stanley, WTheeler's Maria, Ward's Mary, Mrs Har-

land, Frances, Argo, Andrew Hofer, Duchess of Richmond, Rev E.
Smythe: 3, 7s., Sphere, Lewisham Rival, Argo, Grace Darling,

Constantia, Pickwick, Le Grand Baudin, Garrick, Osgar, Aurantia,

Springfield Rival, Rouge et Noir, Dr Boulton.

Inverness and Northern Horticultural Society, Sept. 22.—At
this Exhibition the following Prizes were awarded:—12 Dahlias
(10 competitors)—!, Mr A. Fraser, gr to Mr Thomson, for Wild-

of the West
Ansell's Rouge
tfer, Widnall's

Scarlet Eclipse, Fleadley's Phccnix, Dodd's Grace Darling, Ed-
ward's Duke of Richmond; 2, Mr A. Gauld, gr to W. Mackin-
tosh, Esq.. for Cormack's Pickwick, Holmes's Exquisite, Beglie's
Metella, Keynes's Fanny Keynes, Gaines's Springfield Major,
Thurlet's Optimum, Ansell's Ronge et Noir, Davies's Maid of
Bath, Holmes's Andrew Hofer, Wheeler's Maria, Widnall's Argo,
Sparrow's Admirable. 12 Carnations: 3 Bizarres, 3 Flakes, 3
Picotees, and 3 Selfs, (7 competitors)—], Mr Lawrence, gr, Inver-
ness 5 2, Mr Fraser, gr, Springfield Coitage. Seedling Carna-
tions (1 competitor)—Mr Stephen, gr, Ness Castle, for a fine
Seedling Picotee. 6 Marigolds, 3 African and 3 French, (8 com-
petitors)—!, Mr Westwood, gr, Belladrum

5 2, Mr Mackenzie, gr,
Rosehaugh. 6 Stocks (7 competitors)—!, Mr T. Fraser, gr, Red-
castle; 2, Mr Mackenzie, gr, Rosehaugh. 6 China'Asters (7
competitors)—], Mr Westwood, gr ; 2, Mr Taylor, gr. 12 Varie-
ties of Annuals (7 competitors)—!, Mr Stephen, gr ; 2, Mr Gauld,
gr. 4 Hardy Herbaceous Plants { 9 competitors)—!, Mr Ross, gr,
(orYnccafi'amentosa.DelphiniumBarlowii.Tracheliumcaeruleuro,
Stachys coccinea; 2, Mr Westwood, gr, for Achillea ptarmica,
Catananche easrulea, Pot ntilla Hopwoodiana, and Aster pul-
chellus. 6 Balsams (4 competitors)—], Mr Stephen, gr ; 2, Mr
Ross, gr. 6 Varieties of Fuchsia (5 competitors)—!, Mr Ross,
gr, for F. St. Claire, Enchantress, fulgens, Youellii, fulgens mul-
tiflora, and splendida; 2. Mr Westwood, gr, for F. Dicksonii,
youellii, Moncypennyii, Chandleri, globosa major, and Standishii.
Cockscombs (6 competitors)— 1, Mr Gauld, gr; 2, Mr Fraser, gr.
Lobelias i7i Pots (3 competitors)—1, Mr Stephen, gr: 2, Mr West-
wood, gr. 4 Varieties Phlox {5 competitors)—!, Mr Fraser, gr;
2, Mr Lawrence, gr. 6 Hollyhocks (12 competitors)— I, Mr
Macallum, gr; 2, Mr Dallas, gr. 4 Salnas (3 competitors)—1,
Mr Westwood,"gr

; 2, Mr Bain, gr. 6 Pentstemvns (4 competitors)
-I.Mr Fraser, gr; 2, Mr Stephen, gr. 4 Varieties of Antirhi-
num (5 competitors)—!, Mr Stephen, gr; 2, Mr Dallas, gr. 3
Varieties of Gladiolus (3 competitors)—!, Mr Stephen, gr, for
ramosissimus, floribundus, and psittacinus; 2, Mr Fraser, gr,
for floribundus, natalensis, and psittacinus. 4 Varieties Zinnia
(4 competitors)— l, Mr Fraser, gr ; 2, Mr Gauld, gr. Best
Ornamkntal Basket of Greenhouse Plants (3 compe-
titors)—], Mr Stephen, gr; 2, Mr Fraser, gr. 4 Exotics inflower
(3 competitors)— 1, Mr. Ross, gr, for Russelliajuncea, Gesnera
bulbosa, Achimenes longiflora, and A. rosea; 2, Mr Stephen, gr,
for Gesnera splendens, Manettia cordata, Roella ciliata, Achi-
menes longiflora. 4 Heaths in flower (2 competitors)— 1, MrT.
Fraser, gr ; 2, Mr Dallas, gr. Best-flavoured 2 Bunches of
Grapes, 2 varieties, (3 competitors)— l, MrGaold, gr; 2, Mr
Stephen, gr. Heaviest Bunch of Grapes, any variety (2 compe-
titors)— 1, Mr Dallas, gr; 2, Mr Gauld. gr. 6 Peaches, 2 varie-
ties from open wall, (10 competitors)— 1, Mr Gauld, gr; 2, Mr
Ross, gr. 6 Apricots, 2 varieties from open wall, (2 competitors)
—I, Mr Dallas, gr, 4 Nectarines, 2 varieties, (4 competitors)—!,
Mr Westwood, gr; 2, Mr Mackenzie, gr, Avochrhouse. Melon
(6 competitors)— 3, Mr Smith, gr, Balnagown Castle; 2, Mr
Macallnm, gr. 12 Plums, 3 varieties, (5 competitors)— 1, Mr
Taylor, gr, Kilravock; 2, Mr Cameron, grto General Cameron.
3 varieties of Summer Pears, 3 of eaoh, (4 competitors)— 1, Mr
Dallas, gr, for Jargonelle, Summer Bon Chretien, and Carnoch;
2, Mr Gauld, gr, for Jargonelle, Crawford, and Golden Knap.
3 varieties of Apples, tit for the Dessert, 2 of each, (8 competitors)
— 1, Mr Cameron, gr, Polmaillie; 2, Mr Gauld, gr. 6 Tomatoes
(3 competitors)—!, Mr Dallas, gr; 2, Mr Ross, gr. 4 Heads of
Celery, two white and two red, (9 competitors')— 1, Mr Ross, gr;
2, Mr Taylor, gr. 2 Roots of Red Beet, fit for the table, (19 com-
petitors)— 1, Mr Taylor, gr; 2, Mr Mackenzie, gr. 6 Onions
(12 competitors)— 1, MrTolmie, gr; 2, Mr Fraser, gr. 4 Leeks
(6 competitors)—!, Mr Cameron, gr; 2, Mr Westwood, gr. 4
Carrots (7 competitors)— I, Mr Fraser, gr; 2, Mr Macallum, gr.

2 Heads of Bed Cabbage (10 competitors)—!, Mr Taylor, gr; 2,

Mr Mackenzie, gr. Vegetable Marrow, fit for the table, £9 com-
petitors)—!, Mr G. Monro, gr to A. Mactavish, Esq.; 2, Mr
Gauld, gr. Imperial Quart of Gooseberries (G competitors)— 1, Mr
Stephen, gr; 2, Mr Mackenzie, gr. Shallots and- Garlic (7 com-
petitors)— 1, Mr Stephen, gr; 2, Mr Taylor, gr. Premium o
7s. 6d. given by Mr Morrison, Nurseryman, Elgin, for 6 rare.

British Ferns, established in pots for three months, with their

names and native localities, Mr Lawrence, gr, Inverness. Extra
Prizes were also awarded by the Committeeto Mr Westwood and
Mr Lawrence, for tastefully-arranged Bouquets of Flowers from
the open ground

1

; and another Extra Prize to the Journeymen
in Messrs. Laws'on and SmithV Nursery, for a large and elegan t

Design, composed of Dahlias, Carnations, Mangolds, and other

cut flowers. The following Specimens were sent for Exhibition

:

—From Holme were, among others, Nerium splendens, Alstrce-

meria peiegrina, Lisianihns Russellianus, Jpomcea ficifolia,

Gloxinia rubra. Gesnera zebrina and G. bulbosa, Achimene*
longiflora, rosea and coccinea, Ruellia azurea, SoUya hetero-

phylla, Phlox Drummondii superba, &c.; a collection of Green-

house Plants" from Geddes, including 2 large Cockscombs* 5 new
Fuchsias, and a large specimen of Strelitzia regina in flower;

similar collections from Beaufort Castle and Belladmm; a splen-

did collection of Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Carnations, and Ahters,

from Altyre: some well-kept Apples of the year 1842, and a

general collection of Vegetables and small fruits from Polmaillie;

a large and handsome specimen (about 12 feet high) of Acacia

suaveolens from the conservatory of J. Mitchell, Esq.; several

stands of Carnations, Dahlias, Murigolds, and Asters, from the

nurseries of Messrs. Lawson and Smith ; Heaths from Redcastle;

a very tine and heavy cluster of Black Grapes, with Black Spine
Cucumbers, and superior Seedling Potatoes, from Raigmore
Gardens; and a collection of 24 fine Carnations, and an assort-

ment of Vegetables, were sent from Mountgerald.—Inverness

Courier.

Kent and Canterbvry Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept.

14.— This was the last Show for the season, and was numerously

attended. The following is a list, of the prizes ;—Fruit. Best
Melon, 1, Lady Montresor; 2, G. Buckley, Fsq. 2 bunches of

Grapes, grown under glass by means of tan, manure, or any
other artificial heat. 1 and 2, W. Hyrier, Esq. 2 bunches of
Grapes, grown under glass without the assistance of tan, ma-
nure, or any other artificial heat, 1, Mrs Baker ; 2, Mrs Webb.
2 bunches of out-door Grapes, Mrs. Abbott. Basket of Grapes
containing the greatest variety, W. Hyder, Esq. 6 Peaches, E.
Kniglu,Esq. 6 Nectarines, Marchioness Cotiyngham. 12 Green-
gage Plums, the Hev. W. Brockman. 12 Coe's Golden Drop, E.
Knight, Esq. 12 Plums of any other sort, the Rev. H. Plumptre.
6 dessert Pears, l, fit for table, the Rev. G. P. Marsh; 2, Mrs.
Webb. 8 dessert Apples, fit for table, l,T. Dorman. Esq. : 2, Mr
R.Francis. 6 kitchen Apples, 1, J. G . Shepherd, Esq.] 2, Mrs
Rutter. 50 bunches of white Currants, J. Cates, Esq. 50 bun-
ches of red ditto, T. Dorman, Esq. 6 Figs, Mrs Webb. b0

t
C?ier.

ries, Mrs Ramsey. 12 bunches of Filberts, Mr R. Filmer. Plate
of Mulberries, the Rev. R. o. Tylden. A medal, value 20*.,
the best Collection of British-grown Fruit the Rev. G. P. Marsh.
Mrs Grayling introduced a collection of foreign Fruits and Seeds
which tor the singularity f some, and the beauty of other
were much admired. Vegetablks.—Brace of Cucumbers, E.
Knight, Esq. 50 French Beans, the Rev. W. Brockman. 1

Turnips, Mr R. Filmer. 12 Carrots, Marchioness Con yngham.
)2 Onions, Marchioness Conyngham. Gallon of Peas in pod
Lady Montresor. 6 heads of white Celery, the Rev. W. Brock-
man. 6 ditto, red, F. H. Sankey, Esq. 3 Lettuces, the Rev, W.
Brockman. 12 Potatoes, 1, the Rev. W. J. Chesshyre j 2, th
Rev. J. Hilton. Collection of Vegetables, 1,F. H. Sankey, Esq.;
2, Lady Montresor. Basket of Mushrooms, F. H. Sankey, Esq.
Flowers.— Collection of Cacti (Mammillaria nova, M. Pycnacan-
tha, M. longimamma, M. acanthophlegma, spinis albis, M. fus-
cata, M. obscura, Echinocactus latispinus, E. communis, E,
Funkii, E. cornigera, Cereus senilis), J. G. Shepherd, Esqt

I
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Orange-tree in fruit, Mr9 Webb; 2, G. Buckley, Esq. Lemon tree
in fruit, G. Buckley, Erq. 3 Stove-plants (Gesnera elongata,
Manettia glnbra, Passiflora Kermesma), J« G. Shfpherd, Esq.
Collection of Greenhouse- plants, not less than six species (Mau-
randya alba, Polygala mixta, Abutikm striatum, Mahernia pin-
nata, Siphocampylus bctulsefolius), the Rev. W. Brockman. 3
Succulents, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. Amaryllis, Mrs Webb. Four
Fuchsias, (tricolor, F. maxima grandiflura, F. Brockmannii, F.
cordata), J. G. Shepherd, Esq. 2 dilta (F. magnifica, conspicua
arborea), J. G. Shepherd, Esq. l ditto, J. G. Shepherd, Esq.
Collection of Herbaceous Plants, grown in pots (Lohselia ignea,
L. fulgens, Pentstemon gentian oides coccinea, Lychnis Bun-
geana, Salvia patens), F. H. Sank ey, Esq. 3 Cockscombs, the Rev.
W. Brockrnan. 2ditto. the Rev.vw. J. Chesi-hyre. Calceolarias,
1 and 2. Mrs Rutter. Extra.— Su-cculcnts (Rochea falcata, Eche-
veria coccinea, Cotyledon ovata), F. H. Sankey.Esq. Cut Flow-
krs.— 12 varieties of Dahlias, 1 and 2, the Rev. C. Oxenden ; 3,
Mr J. Smith. 6 ditto, the Rev. C. Oxenden. 3 ditto, Mr J.
Smith. 6 varieties of Roses (single stem), E. Knight, Esq. 6
bunches of Roses, E. -Knight, Esq. 6 varieties of Stocks, Mr J.
Smith. 12 varieties of Herbaceous Plants, J. Cates, Esq. ; Hardy
ditto, J. G. Shepherd, Esq. 6 Afri can Marigolds, F. H. Sankey,
Esq. 12 French ditto, the Rev. W. Brockman. 12 varieties of
double Asters, Lady Montrcsor. 13 varieties of single, the Rev.
W. Brockman. 12 Pansies, Mr. Fdmer. Floral Device (chair),
the Rev. G. P. Marsh. 2 ditto (bafket), Rev. G. P. Marsh.
Bouquet in Society's vases, l, Mrs. Rutter; 2, G. Buckley, Esq.
Collection of Indigenous Plants, with their names (not less than
24 species), Lady Montresor. Extra.—4 Zinnias, the Rev. C.
Oxenden.—Kentish Gazette*

Lancaster Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. 22.— Dahlia
and Fruit Exhibition.—The display of Flowers and Fruits was
good. There were some pretty Greenhouse Plants. The follow-
ing are the Premiums:—Dahlias.— Dark and Maroon, 1, Admi-
ral Stopford, Mr. Hargreaves ; 2, Egyptian Prince, J. Stout, Esq.;
3, General Washington, Mr. Jopson ; 4, Rouge Apori, Mrs. Bur-
row; 5, Triomphe, Mr. Marshall; 6, Suffolk Hero, Mrs. Giles.
Purple.— }, Pickwick, Mr. Marshall ; 2, Silverlnck's Candidate,
J. Stout, Esq. ; 3, Conservative. Mrs. Ford ; 4, Le Grand Baudine,
J. Stout, Esq.; 5, Ploughhoy, Mr. Hargreaves

; 6, Indispensable,
Mr. Meldrum. Crimson and Rose.— 1, Highgute Rival Mr. Mar-
shall ; 2, President of the West, Mr. Jopson

; 3, Adam's Prince
Albert, Mr. Meldrum ; 4, Twyfoid Perfection, J. Stout, Esq. ; 5,
Wheeler's Maria, Mr. Jopson $ 6, Duke of Cornwall, Mr. Marshall.
Orange, Buff, and Yellirw.—\, Prince of Wales, Mrs. Ford • 2,
Gypsy Maid, Mr. Marshall; 3, Climax, Mr. Jopson; 4, Argo ; 5^
Princess Royal, Mr. Jopson ; 6, Nicholas Nickleby, Mr. Giles!
Lilac and Blush.— I, Hon. Mrs. Abbott, J. Stout, Esq. ; 2, Dowa-
ger Lady Ccper, J. Stout, Esq.-; 3, Lady Harland, Mr. Har-
greaves ; 4, WidnalPs Queen, J. Stout, Esq.; 5, Optime, Mr.
Jopson ; 6, Ornamental Perie, Mr. Marshall. Scarlet and lied.—
1, Bloomsbury, Mrs. Ford; 2, Widnall's Eclipse, Mr. Marshall;
3, Deancroft Rival, Mr. Meldrum; 4, Fireball, T. Rawsthorne]
Esq. ; 5, Scarlet Defiance, J, Stout, Esq.; 6, Miracle, Mr. Jopson.
Scarlet and Red.— l f Lewisham Rival, Mrs. Ford; 2, Waters'
Unique, J. Stout, Esq.; 3, Bragg's Antagonist, Mr. Marshall ; 4,
Virgin Queen, J. Stout, Esq. : 5, Criterion, Mrs. Ford; 6, Came-
lia Flora, Mr. Hargraves. Striped and Edged.—}, Hudson's
Princess Royal, Mr. Jopson ; 2, Northern Beauty, Mr. Marshall

;

3, Conqueror of Europe, Mrs. Burrow; 4, Conqueror of the
World, T. Rawsthorne, Esq.; 5, Phenomena, J. Stout, Esq.; 6,
Champion, Mrs. Burrow. Fruit.—Apples, Culinary.— }, Lord
Nelson, T. J. Knowlys, Esq.; 2, Creenup Pipnin, Mrs. Giles; 3,
Alexander, Mr. Walmsley. Pears.— }, William's Bon Chretien.
Mr. Hargreaves; 2, Maria Louisa, T. Rawsthorne, Esq,; 3,Beurre
Diel, Mrs. Ford. Plums.— l. Magnum Bonum, Mis. Godson; 2,

T. Rawsthorne, Esq. ; 2, Black Lombardy, Mrs. Godson. Green-
house Plants.— Collections of Six, 1, Mrs. Ford; 2, Mr. Meldrum.
China Asters, Mrs. Ford. Double Daldias, J. Stout, Esq. Annuals,
Collection. Mrs. Ford. Hollyhocks, 1, Mrs. Ford; 2, Mrs. Giles.
Cut Eases, Mrs. Ford. Marygoldst 1, Mrs. Ford; 2, Mrs. Godson.
Cockscoinbs, three, Mrs. Ford. Bouquets, Mrs. Ford and Mrs.
Godson. Fuchsias, Mr. Meldrum. Pine Apple, T. Rawsthorne,
Esq. Damson Plum, Mr. Darwen. Gooseberries, Mrs. Giles.
Mulberries, T. J. Knowlys, Esq. Cherries, T. Rawsthorne, Esq.
Peaches, T. J. Knowyls, Esq. Red and White Currants, Mrs.
E. G. Hornby. Celery, Mrs. E. G. Hornby. Red Cabbage, Mrs.
Giles.

Limerick Practical Horticultural Society, Sept. 9.—The Autumn
Show. The Dahlias of all colours and varieties were in great
perfection. The Fruits and Vegetables were also very fine.
Dahlias : Sweepstakes for a separate collection of 36 varieties!
1, MrM'Donogh, gr to W.Lloyd, Esq.; 2, Mr CoJlopy, gr to
G. Bevan, Esq. Mr M'Donald gr to the Earl of Clare, received
10 Prizes for Pine Apples, Grapes. Peaches, Pears, Cherries,
Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Stove Plants, and a fine variety of
other Plants. MrHeaph)', gr to Lord Clarina, received 5 Prizes
for Grapes, Apples, Gooseberries, preserved Currants, and for
4 yellow Dahlias. Mr Lrury, gr to Sir H. D. Massy, Bart., re-
ceived G Prizes for best-flavoured Melon, bunch of red Grapes,
Nectarines, Plums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, Dessert Apples,
Potatoes, Veg* table Marrow, and for a fine bouquet of cut
Flowers. Mr Walsh, gr to Sir A. De Vere, Bart., received 5
Prizes for seedling Dahlias, 4 dark Dahlias, Roses, Pansies, and
Cauliflowers. Mr Carmody, gr to W. Monscll, Esq., received
3 Prizes for an exotic Fruit-tree in bearing, Lemons, and Plums
for flavour. Mr Mack, gr to Mrs Cooper, for Figs, bouquet of
cut Flowers, and Turnips. MrBrcnnan, gr to Mrs Jevers, for
Melon. Mr Fitzgerald, gr to G. Tuthill, Esq., received 6 Prizes
jox green Grapes, led ditto, baking Apples, Beet-root, white
Celery, and Onions. Mr O'Brien, gr to J. Kelly, Esq, Prizes for
Pears, Onions, Cabbages, and Peas. Mr Lawlor, gr toW.G.
Vincent, Esq, Prizes for Calceolarias, Carrots, and Stocks.
MrKerby, gr to the Rev W. Waller, Prizes for Peaches, and
bouquet of hardy cut Flowers. Mr Ryan, gr to the Rev E. Her-
bert, Priz<- for 6 Stocks. Mr O'Connor, grtnC.Mahon, Esq,
Prizes for 12 Peaches. Mr M'Donogh, gr to W. Lloyd, Esq, 20
Prizes for Nectarines, hardy Annuals, ChinaAsters, Cockscombs,
Dahlias, Fuchsias (which included the Gem and Venus victrix)

:

also Pannes, Cucumbers, Parsnips, Celery, and Vegetable
Marrow. Mr Collopy, gr to G. Bevan, Btq, 19 Prizes !oi Pears,
Dahlias, Heaths, Green-house Plants, Collection of ditto,
Herbaceous Plants, Stove Plants, Specimen Plant, and Verbenas!Mr M 'Marion, gr to M. Fitt, E*q, received a Prize for the second
largest Collection of Pelargoniums.

Lunesdate Floral and Horticultural Society Sept. 1 0.—This
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hocks, I, W. W.C.Wilson Esq. ; 2, Mr. ^onT^BaUaZ %'
Thompson, Esq.; 2, Mrs. Cams. 12 Pansies, I, Mr. R. Garnctt
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2, Mr. Preston. Cockscombs, 1, W. Thompson, Esq.
;
2 r t

North, Esq. j 3, P. Dawson, Esq. 4 Heaths, 1 and 2, C. Wilson"
Esq. Collection of Greenhouse Plants, ] and 2, C. Wilson, Esq*.
fj Fuchsias, in oots, 1 and 2, C. Wilson, Esq. Collection Of Asters,

1, W. Thompson, Esq.; 2, R. H. Welch, Esq. Collection ofFrench

and African Marygolds, 1, W. Thompson, Esq. ; 2, Mr. R. Garnctt.
Collection of Stocks, 1, E. Hornby, Esq.; 2, R. H. Welch, Esq.
Collection of Cut Annuals, 1, W. Thompson, Esq.; 2, C.Wilson,
Esq. Bouquet of Hardy Flowers, \, Clergy School ; 2, C. Wilson,
E>q. Designs, 1, R. Towers; 2, J.Turner. Fruit :—Plate of
Dessert Apples, l, J. Murray, Esq.; 2, Mr. J. Wilson: 3, R.
Tatham, Esq. Plate of Culinary Apples, \, J. Murray, Esq.: 2,
F. Pearson, Esq.

; 3, Miss Roper. Plate of Dessert Pears, l, R.
T. North, Esq. ; 2, R. Tatham, Esq.

; 3, R. T. North, Esq. Plate
of Culinary Pears, I, R. 1. North, Esq.; 2 and 3, P. Dawson,
Esq. Plate of Plums } R. Tatham, E>q.

; J. Coates, Esq. : 3, C.
Wilson, Esq. Plate of themes, l, R.T. North, Esq. ; 2, C. Wilson,
Esq. Couple ot Melons, l.Mr. R. Garnett; 2, W. R Beloe F«q
Bunch of Black Grapes, 1 and 2, W. Thompson, Esq. Bunch of
White Grapes, 1 and 2, W. Thompson, Esq. Brace of Cucumbers,
l , W. Thompson, Esq. 3 2, P. Dawson, Esq. Plate of Gooseberries,
I, R. T. North, Esq. ; 2, Mr. R. Garnett. Plate of Red or White
Currants, I, J. Coates, Esq. ; 2, Mr. R. Garnett. Plate of Straw-
bi

C
c
R. Beloc, Esq. ; 2, W. Moore, Esq. 2 Red Cabbages*}, R. Atkin-'

Esq. 6 Carrots, 1, W. R. Beloe, Esq. ; 2, Mrs. Carus.'

Morningside Practical Gardeners' Society, Sept. 12.—At this
Exhibition the prizes vere awarded as follows:— 12 Dahlias \

Mr J. Downie, gr to Gen. Robertson. Sorts:— Prince of Wales'
Andrew Hofer, Bridesmaid, Virgil, Marquess of Lansdowne'
Essex Triumph, Phenomenon, Mrs Shelley, Yellow Climax
Westburgh Rival, Prince Albert, Bishop of Winchester • 2 Mr T.
Wood, gr to Alexander Falconar. Hollyhocks, l, Mr J.' Downie'
2, Mr ~ " " — *" ~ ™ i " rt- 1D" ***

nie.

ehaid son
T. Wood

S. Young, gr to 1. Oliver, Esq. Phloxes, 1, Mr J. Dow-
Sorts:— cordata, grandiflora, striata, Brownii and Ri

iii; 2, Mr J. Young. Marigold, }, Mr J. Young- 2 Mr
. China Aster U Mr J. Young

; 2, Mr H. Gibb, gr to
Mrs Stock. Design in Flowers, 1, Mr T. Ovens, gr to A Russell
E^q ; 2, Mr. J. Gourlay, gr to Dowager Countess of Glasgow'
Lobelias, 1, Mr J. Downie; 2, Mr J. DoukIhs, gr to Sir T. Dick
Lauder, Bart. Annuals, }, MrH. Gibb; 2, Mr J. Johnston "gr to
A.Smellie, Esq. Stocks, 1, Mr. R- Anderson j2,Mr J. Fargic gr to
Mrs Gregory. Pentstemons, 1, Mr J. Young. Sorts :—Murray-
ana, gentianoides, gentianoides coccinea; 2, T. Ovens Petu-
nias, Mr J. Downie. Sorts :—superba Calvin, rosea sunerba
Alfred. Fuchsias, I, Mr J. Downie. Sorts :—corymbiflora glo-
bosa major, fulgens mnltirlora ; 2, Mr. J. Fargie. Hardy Herba-
ceous Plunts, 1, Mr J. Douglas; 2, Mr J. Johnston. Grapes Mr
J. Fargie. Melon, 1, MrH. Gibb; 2, Mr J. Lutdell, gr to G.Rit-
chie, Esq. Plums, \, Mr J. Fargie; 2, Mr T. Wood. Jargonelle
Pears, 1, Mr T. Wood ; 2, Mr W. Denholm, gr to Sir J. Forrest
Bart. Apples, 1, Mr R. Anderson ; 2, Mr T. Ovens. Apricots 1*

Mr T. Wood ; 2, Mr J. Johnston. Peaches, 1, Mr W. Denholm -

2, Mr T. Wood. Gooseberries, 1, Mr J. Douglas; 2, Mr H. Gibb'
Cauliflower, 1, Mr W. Denholm ; 2, Mr J. Douglas. Savoy, 1, Mr
J. Douglas; 2, MrT. Turner. Parsley, 1, Mr CJack.gr; 2, Mr J.
Douglas. Amateur Prizk. 3 Dahlias, 1, Mr J. Robertson; 2*

D. Comon, Esq. Sweepstakes for 12 Dahlias, I, Mr J. Downie!
Sorts:—Andrew Hofer, Duchess ot Richmond, Pickwick, Prince
of Wales, Phenomenon, Phcenix, Yellow Climax, Bishop of Win-
chester, Bridesmaid, Mrs Shelley, Lady Cooper, Orange Perfec-
tion; 2, Mr J. Gourlay ; 3, Mr J. Fargie; 4, Mr H. Gibb; 5. Mr
T. Turner; from Canaan Bank was a fine specimen of Brug-
mansia sanguinea; also Collections of Ericas, Dahlias, &c.

;from Canaan Lodge were Fuchsias, Balsams, and Nerium
splendens; from Salisbury Green was a Collection of Carna-
tions; from Canaan Cottage were some good Cockscombs; from
Grange Bank was a pan of Poppies; from B. Moffat, Esq, were
Carnations, Antirrhinums, Seedling Carnations, and 2 Seedling
Dahlias; A. Symington, Esq, sent a beautiful Collection of
Dahlias ; from Duncan-streetHouse was a tray of Jargonelle Pears.

Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural Society, Sept. fiO.—This
Dahlia Show was held in the Victoria Gardens. The following is a
list of the prizes:— Flowers.—Dahlias.— l, Best collection of 24
dissimilar blooms, Mr T. Chambers:— Prince of Wales, Girling'*
Bridesmaid, Osgar, Grace Darling, Prince of Wales, Dodd's Optime,
Eclipse, MrsShelley, Lady Cooper, Andrew Hofer, Le Grand Baudine,
Tournament, Princess Royal, Competitor, Ploughboy, Rose Umque,
Conservative, Beauty of the Plain, President of the West, Bedtord
Surprise, Argo, Phenomenon, Duchess of Richmond, Prince Albert

;

2, C. Short, disqualified. 1, best collection of 18 dissimilar blooms,
Mr T. Chambers, disqualified, having similar blooms in the collection
of 24; 2, H. Cook, gr to Rev. W. Atkinson, disqualified. 1, best
collection of 12 dissimilar blooms, J. Catton, gr to Rev. C. Fellowcs:
Catleugh's Tournament, Dowager Lady Cooper, Phenomenon,
Duchess of Richmond, Stein's Conqueror of the World, Egyptian
Prince, WidnalPs Queen, Girling's Prince of Wales, Fellowes'
Canary, Stella, Hudson's Prince Royal; 2, Mr Chambers, disquali-
fied. I, heat collection of 6 dissimilar blooms, J. N. Waite, jun,
Esq: Queen, Egyptian Prince, Phenomenon, Coronation, Prince of
Wales (Dodd's 1, Duchess of Richmond; 2, Mr Chambers, disquali-
fied. 1, best collection of Achimenes coccinea, W. Rippingale ; 2,
C. Middleton, Esq. Collection of Melocacti, C. Middleton, Esq

;

Gesnera zchrina, C. Middleton, Esq. Collection of Asters, Mr G.
Dover. I, collection of French Marigolds, Mr G. Dover; 2, Mr J.
Boughton, gr to the Rev. E. C. Brewer. Myrtle in bloom, T.
Steward, Esq. Designs in Dahlias: equal, 1, Mr G. Dover and H.
8. Patteson, Esq; equal, 2, W. Galeand Mr W. Reynolds; equal, 3,
W. Gale and Mr W. Reynolds. Collection of Verbenas, T. Steward,
Esq. 1, Collection of Out Flowers, R. Spence ; 2, Rev. O. Mathias.
Single specimen of Oleander splende?is, Mrs F. Noveire. Fkuits.
—Pine (Queen), Mr D. Stewart, gr to W. Bagge, Esq, M. P. 1,

Grapes, black Hamburgh, W. Rippingale, gr to G. Morse, Esq ; 2,
White Muscat, and Hamburgh, C. Aldborough, gr to G. S. Kett,
Ksq; 3, black Hamburgh, Rev. Foster. Grown in pot, Ham-
burgh (extra) W. Rippingale; ditto, white Muscat and Hamburgh
(extra), C. K. Thomp*on, Esq. 1, Melons, W. Rippingale; 2, Mr
Cockhurn, grto J. T. Mott, Esq : I, best Green-fleshed, Mr Cockburn;
2, Mr D. Stewart; (extra) S. Short, gr to J. Stracey, Esq. Peaches,
best, Noblesse, C. Short, gr to H.N. Burroughes, Esq. 1 , Nectarines,
Red Roman

; Rev. J. Burroughes; 2, Elruge, Mr Cockburn. I, Plums,
best Coc's Golden Drop, S. Short ; 2, Kirk's, Mr Cockhurn. Cher-
ries, Florence, Mr Cockburn; Morcllo, S. Short. Figs, best red
Fig, W. Gale, pr toll. N. imrroughes, Esq, M.P. 1, Pears, Williams'
Bon Chretien, R. Spence, gr to Sir W. B. Proctor, Bart; 2, ditto, S.

Short. Appfes, best dessert, R. N. Bacon, Esq; best sauce, Fern's
Pippin, R. Spence. Gooseberries, S. Short. Currants, best white,

W. Gale; best red, H. S. Patteson, Esq. Raspberries, W. Gale.
Straw-berries, R. Spence. Nuts, best Filberts, W. Scarlett, gr to

Mrs Kett. Best Stock, G. B. L. Knight, Esq. Vegktablks.—
Peas, Knight's Marrow, Mr Kemp, gr to J. S. Muskett, Esq.
Beans, black speckled. \V. Rippingale. Onions, white Spanish and
Deptford, W. Gale; Globe, Rev. J. Burroughes; white Spanish, S.

Short; ditto, (extra), W. Rippingale. Lettuce, S. Short. Salad,

six sorts, S. Short. Celery, Seymour's superb, E. Spence. Cab-

bages, best red, Mr Kemp. Parsnips, best, Mr Rippingale.—

Norfolk Chronicle.

North British Professional Gardeners' Society, Sept. 27.— This
was the Autumn Meeting, and the fruits and flowers sent for com-
petition were excellent. The following is a list of the premiums
awarded :—6 Dahlias, 1, Mr P. Thompson, gr to W. E. Hope Vere,
Esq, for Bragg's Antagonist, Hudson's Princess Royal, Westbury
Rival, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Phenomenon, Mrs Shelley ; 2, Mr J.
Downie, gr to Gen. Robertson. 6 Hollyhocks, one flower of each, ]

,

Mr Alexander Foulis, gr to Admiral Sir P. Durham ; 2, Mr D. Fowlis,

gr toJ.Tytler, Esq. 6 China Asters, one flower of each, I, Mr W.
Denholm, gr to Sir J. Forrest, Bart ; 2, Mr J. Hogg, gr to W. Bonar,
Esq. Seedling Dahlia, Mr J. Hogg. 4 Lobelias, 1, Mr. Foulis, for
new scarlet, fulgens, splendens, and ignea; 2, Mr J. Douglas, gr to
SirT. Dick Lauder, Bart. 6 Stocks, one liower of each, 1, Mr W.
Thom, gr to Capt. Mitchell Innes ; 1, Mr D. White, gr to R. B. W.
Ramsay, Esq. 6 Marygolds, 3 French and 3 African, 1, Mr J.
Voung, gr to T. Oliver, Esq ; 2, Mr Hotrg. 6 Verbenas, 1, Mr D.
Foulis, for Ne plus Ultra, Princess Royal, incisa, coccinea, flamea, and
ignea

; 2, Mr Hogg. 3 Salvias, 1, Mr A. Foulis, for patens and ful-
gens

; 2, Mr Hogg. 6 Tender Exotics, 1, Mr G. Stirling, gr to the
Right Hon. Viscount Melville, for Bignonia grandiflora, Eryt.hrina
launfoha, Erica tricolor elcgans, Helichrvsum proliferum, Achimenes
longifiora, and Gesnera Douglasii ; 2, Mr Foulis. Bunch of Black
Ham burgh Grapes, 1, Mr Foulis; 2, Mr J.Young, grto Mrs Ferguson

;bunch ot Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, 1, Mr J. Goodall, gr to the
Most Noble the Marquess of Lothian; 2, Mr Hoc;g; hunch of
Grapes, any sort, 1, Mr White, Whitchill Seedling fa, Mr Hogg.
6 Plums, 1, Mr J. Goodall, Greengage and Magnum bonum ; 2, Mr
Young. 6 Peaches, 1, Mr Young, Galande, Grosse Miguonne. and
Red Magdalen ; 2, MrCuthbcrtson, gr to the Right Hon. the Earl of

fleshed Melon,}, Mr A. Foulis; 2, Mr R. Watson, gr to D.Anderson,
Esq. Melon, any sort, 1, Mr A. Foulis, Hardie's Cantaloupe

; 2, Mr
Cuthbcrtson. 6* Jargonelle Pears, }, Mr Cuthbertson ; 2, Mr Stir-

Messrs W. Ballantync and Son's prize for 6 Carnations, I, Mr
Foulw, for Lady Ely, Magnificent, Mr Granger, Lancashire Lass,
Matilda, Gameboy, Duke of Bedford, Duke of Devonshire; 2, Mr
Young. An Amateur's prize for 6 Phloxes, 1, Mr J. Downie, for
omniflora, Richardsoni, Reevesi, cordata grandiflora, superba, and
Brown's No. 4; 2, Mr Hogg. An Amateur's prize for 4 Pentstemons,
I, Mr D. White, Murrayana, fruticosa, gentianoides coccinea, and
campanulata; 2, Mr Thom. Grand Dahlia Sweepstakes, open to the
whole of Scotland : five prizes were awarded, namely, 1, Mr Thomp-
son ; 2, MrThom; 3, Mr Downie; 4, MrYoung; 5, MrWhite. Names
of Dahlias which gained the first prize : Bishop of Winchester, Phe-
nomenon, Pickwick, Array, Princess Royal, Yellow Climax, Lady
Cowper, Mrs Shelley, Prince of Wales, Beauty of the Plain, Duchess
of Richmond, Antagonist, Westbury Rival, Lady Harland, Marques8

of Lansdowne, Hodges' Competitor, Essex Triumph, President of the
West. Names of Dahlias which gained the second : Metella, Rouge
et Noir, Attila, Pickwick, Sir Robert Sale, Northern Beauty, Bishop
of Winchester, Lee's liloomsbury, Stella, Prince of Wales, President
of the West, Marquess of Lothian, Lady Harland, Indispensable,
Yellow Climax, Grace Darling, Burnham* Hero, Low's Conservative.
The following articles were sent for exhibition :—From Messrs Dick-
son and Co., 3 cases of Dahlias and 1 case of French Marygolds.
From Messrs Handasydc were 120 blooms of Dahlias. From Mr
Gourlay, gr to the Right Hon. the Dowager Counless of Glasgow,
was a fine case of 24 Dahlias. From Mr Thomson, a seedling Apri-
cot, of fine flavour, named Keith's Early Moorpark. From Mr W.
Sharpe, were 6 blooms of his seedling Dahlia of 184^, named Sir John
Stewart Richardson, resembling in colour the t( Duchess of Rich-
mond,"but in every respect superior. Mr Turnbull sent his seed-
ling variegated Dahlia, named Sir David Wilkie. From Messrs J.
Dickson and Sons, was 1 case of Dahlias, 1 case of Tender Exotics,
and a collection of Hollyhocks. From Mr Stirling was a bloom of
Magnolia grandiflora. From the Orphans' Hospital was a case of
Dahlias. Mr Symington sent a collection of very fine Dahlias.

Nottingham Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. 20.—This
was the last Show for the present season lor ihe exhibition of
Dahlias, Stove, Greenhouse, Herbaceous Plants, and specimens
of Fruit and Vegetables. The Dahlias were very scarce, in con-
sequence of their having been attacked by an insect (which is

general this year), called the " Thrip," which entirely destroys
both the shape and the colour of the flowers: those exhibited
were, however, good. A collection of Autumnal Roses and
Seedling Verbenas, from Mr Pearson's, of Chilwell, were
greatly admired.

—

Dahlias : First dealer's pan of 24 blooms, Mr
Edwards, for Bridesmaid, Climax, Yellow Climax, Cox's Defi-
ance, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Queen of Beauties, Phenomenon,
Hudson's Princess Royal, Maria, Nicholas Nickleby, Andrew
Hofer, Rouge et Noir, Metella, Duke of Cornwall, Lady Harland,
Lord Sandon, Capthator, Ploughboy, Gipsy Maid, Ducheis of
Richmond, Indispensable, Pickwick, Windmill-hill Rival, Lewis-
ham Rival. Second dealer's pan of 24 blooms, Mr J. Spencer,
for Regina, Westbury Rival, Prince of Wales, Princess Royal,
Bedford Surprise, Evadne, Lady Harland, Lady Cooper, Exqni,
site, Hon. Miss Abbott, Beauty of the Plain, Bridesmaid, Pick-
wick, Lady Sale, Rouge et Noir, Phcenix, Lewisham Rival, Con-
servative, Admiral Stopford, Attila, Prince Albert, Frederick the
Great, Conqueror of the World, Oriental Pearl. First Amateur's
pan or 24 blooms, Rev. T. M. Sutton, for President of the West,
Princess Royal, America, Scarlet le Grand, Bridesmaid, Father
Mathew, Fanny Keynes, Lady Baker, Seedling, Widnall's Queen,
Duke of Cornwall, Mr3 Abbott, Virgin Queen, Duchess of Rich-
mond, Lady Cooper, Prince of Wales, Optime, Nicholas Nickleby,
Conductor, Pickwick, Lady Harland, Madam Wallnor, Countess
of Pembroke, Mr Stanley. Second Amateur's pan of 24 blooms,
Mr J. Nevill, for Beauty of the Plain, Metella, Andrew Hofer,
Argo, Bridesmaid, Ploughboy, Lord Sondes, Regina, Blush-white
Seedling, Purple Seedling, Crimson Seedling, Satirist, Pickwick,
Springfield Rival, Lady Middleton, Indispensable, Nicholas
Nickleby, Defiance, Eclipse, Arnato, Lady Dowager Cooper,
President of the West, Grand Baudine, Maria. First Amateur's
pan of 18 blooms, Mr S. Wright, tor President of the West,
Optime, Attila, Burnham Hero, Beauty of the Plain, Phenome-
non, Hope, Argo, Hero of Wakefield, Maria, Rouge et Noir,
Duke of Cornwall, Bridesmaid, Lewisham Rival, Widnall's
Queen, Pickwick, Garrick, Princess Royal. First Amateur's pan
of 12 blooms, Mr S. R. P. Shilton, for President of the West,
Hudson's Princess Royal, Bridesmaid, Essex Rival, Nicholas
Nickleby, Widnall's Queen, Grace Darling, Rouge et Noir, Hero
of Nottingham, Argo, Pickwick, Maria. First Amateur's pan of

6 blooms, Mr F. Harrison (no names given to the Secretary)-
Second Amateur's pan of 6 blooms, Mr Taylor. Best Collection,
1, Mr J. Nevill j 2, Mr S.Wright. Host Seedling, Mr K. Harrison.
Pansies, 20 blooms, MrS. R. P. Shilton (all seedlings). Collec-
tion of Autumnal Roses, Mr Pearson. Collection of Miscel-
laneous Cut Flowers, Mr S. R. P. Shilton. Collection of Verbena*,
Mr Pearson. Device in various Flowers, Mr Edwards. Device
in Dahlias,

1, (a balloon,) Mr Seaman ; 2 and 3, Mr S. Wngnt.
Extra Prize.—A pair of circular Devices, in various flowers,
Mr S. R. p. Shilton. Plants, Stove, 1, Poinsettia pulcherruna;
2, Clerodendrum squamatum, G. Walker, Esq. Orckitiacem,},
Stanhopeainsignis; 2, Zygopetaluni maxillare, G. Walker, Esq.
Greenhouse, l, Allamanda cathartica; 2, Ipomcea, F. Wrigbt, Ksq.

Fuchsias, A. Lowe, Esq, for grandis, tricolor, Brewbterii, san-
Eumea, racemiflora, Devoni, Youellii, Chandierii, Venus Victnx.
Erica, Archeriana, F. Wright, Esq, Herbaceous, AgapanUus
un.bcllatus, A. Lowe, Esq, Fuchsias, J, tricolor, C. \\alkcr,

Esq.; 2, formosa elegans, A. Lowe, Esq. Cockscombs, u.

WMker, Esq. Convolvulus pentunthus, G.Walker, Esq. tElec-
tion of Greenhouse Pla?its, A. Lowe, Esq, for Blood Malta Orange,

Anthocercisviscosa,Russelliajuncea, Gloxinia rubra, Maunui(t> a

Barclayana, Hydrangea hortensis, Lantana aculeata. Mymc-

'

'

G, Walker, Esq; 2, Royal George, L. Rolleston, Esq,
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Yellow Plums, 1, Magnum Bonum, Colonel Wildman; 2, L. R'^l

leston, Esq, M.P. Green Plums, Gage, Colonel Wildman. Dark
Plums, 1. Caledonian. Rev. T. M. Sutton j 2, DoveBr.nk, F. Har-

rison, Esq. Dessert Pears, Jargonelle, G. Walker, Esq. Dessert

•Apples, I, Eve, P. Harrison, Esq ; 2, Cellini, Mr S. R. P- Shilton;

3, American Summering; 4, Deverill's Delight, F. Harrison,

Rev. T. M. Sutton ; 5, Maltster, F. Harrison, Esq ; 6, Washing-
ton, G. Walker, Esq ; 7. Nonsuch, Mr S. R. P. Shilton. Cur-

rants, L. Rollcston, Esq, M.P. Morello Cherries, Mr Edwards.
Filberts and Nvts, Colonel Wildman. Honorary Prizes.—
Grapes, Mr Brothers. Seedling: Apple and Collection of Hardy
Fruits, Mr J. Spencer. Collection of Apples, Mr Edwards.

Vegetables.—Peas and Beans (Windsor), F. Wright, Esq.

French Beans. l and 2, L. Rolleston, Esq, M.P. Brace of Canity

flowers, G. Walker, Esq. Lettuce, Bath Cos, 1, A. Lowe, Esq
5 2,

E. Rolleston, Esq, M.P. Brace of Cucumbers, 1. L. Rolleston,

E pq. M.P.; 2, G. Walker, Esq. Carrots, Alteringham, and 2Mr-
nips, F. Wright, Esq. Round Potatoes, ], Mr S. R. F- Milton

j

2. Mr Edwards. Ce/a^, 1, L. Rolleston, Esq, M.P. ;
2, G. Walker,

Esq. Parsley, G. Walker, Esq. Autumn-grown Onions, 1, Brown
Spanish, A. Lowe, Esq; 2, Tripoli. F. Harrison, Esq: Spring:-

grown ditto, 1, Brown Spanish. F. Harrison, Es>q : 2, ditto, G.
"Walker, Esq. Shallots, 1, Mr S. R. P. Shilton ; 2, F. Harrison,
Esq. Artichokes, G. Walker, Esq.

Pendleton Dahlia Show, Sept. 11.-At this exhibition the following

prizes were awarded :-Nurserymkn's Class.— 24 blooms, 1, Mr
"W. Lodge, for Hero of Stonehcnge, Widnall's Eclipse, Mrs. Shelley,

Oakley's Surprise, Optime, Grace Darling, Phenomenon, Dodd's
Prince of Wales, North Midland, Marquis of Lansdowne, Kouge et

^oir, Antagonist, Westbury Rival, Essex Triumph, Pickwick, Argo,
^ady Ann Murrav, Majestic, Bcautv of the Plain, Maid of Bath,

duchess of Richmond, Hudson's Princess Royal, Coronation,

Lcwisham Rival ; 2, Mr C. Noves, for Garrirk, Arjio, Prince Albert,

Hudson's Princess Royal, Fat Boy, Pilot, Grace Darling, Coronation,

Maid of Rath, President of the \Vest, Mrs. Shelley, Lewisham Rival,

Robespierre, Rainbow, Andrew Hofer, Danecroft Rival, Yellow Defi-

ance, Essex Triumph, Oakley's Surprise, Indispensable, Exquisite,

Pickwick, Phenomenon, Sir R. Sale ; 3, Mr J. Ashworth. Garden-
ers and Amateurs' Class.- Stand of 12 blooms, 1, Mr Gaskell,

(amateur) jor Lee's Bloomsbury, Maid of Bath, Burnham Hero,
Catlenjih's Eclipse, President of the West, Lady Middleton, Hud-
son's Princess Royal, Indispensable, Lcwisham Rival, Rouge et

^'oir, Antagonist, Tournament; 2, Mr W. Chorlton (gr to P.M.
Jsunes, Esq; for Duchess of Richmond, Oakley's Surprise, Lee's
bloomsbury, Mrs Shelley, Catleugh's Eclipse, Maid of Bath, Pick-

£*<*, Beauty of the Plain, Lcwisham Rival. Westbury Rival, Dodd's
Pnnce of Wales, Essex Triumph ; 3, Mr Opcnshaw, (amateur), ior

Westbury Rival, Grace Darling, Lady Ann Murray, Girhng's Pnnce
of Wales, Oakley's Surprise, Robespierre, Phenomenon, Argo, Con-
servative, Antagonist, President of the West, Mrs Shelley. Cotta-
gers' Class.- 6 blooms, 1, Mr R. Ransomc, for Rouge et Noir,
Jickwick, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Westbury Rival, Marchioness of
Aylesbury, Maid of Bath ; 2, MrC. Hilton, Admirable, Lee's Blooms-
bury, Yellow Defiance, Beautv of the Plain, Rouge et Noir, Duchess
of Richmond. 4\blooms, 1, Mr T. Kenyon, for Pickwick, Dodd's
prince of Wales, Marchionesss of Avlesbury, Widnall's Eclipse; 2,
Mi- J. Hunt, for Essex Triumph, Maid of Bath, Argo, Pickwick.
jungle blooms, white, 1, MrGaskell, lor Antagonist ; 2, ibrLewisham
Jtwal ; 3, Mr W. Chorlton, for Bianca. 1, Yellow Defiance, Mr Chorl-
ton 2, Mr Opcnshaw, Ai go; 3, Mr Gaskcll, Prince of Wales. Maroon,
1 1

1

Mr Choilton, Robespierre; 2, Mr Ransomc, Vanguard; 3, Mr
Chorlton, Rouge et Noir. Scarlet, 1, MrGaskell, Lee's Blocmsbury

;

2, Mr Hilton, Scarlet Defiance; 3, Mr Ransomc, Catlcugh's Eclipse,
^.nmson, i, Mr Chorlton, Sandford Rival ; 2, Mr Hilton, Westbury
Kival; s, Mr Kenyon, Coronation. Ruby, 1, Mr Hilton, Grace
Darling; 2, Mr Hunt, North Midland; 3, Mr Gaskcll, Burnham
Hero. Lilac, 1, Mr. Opcnshaw, Ontime ; 2, Mr Hilton, Lady Har-
Jand; 3, Mr Gaskcll, Lady Middleton. Rose, 1, Mr Openshaw
Conservative; 2, Mr Gaskcll. Maria; 3, Mr Hilton, Admirable'
Purple, l,Mr Ransomc, Pickwick; 2, Mr Hilton, Metella

; 3. Mr
Gaskcll, Indispensable. Tipped, 1, Mr Chorltcn, Maid of Bath •

2,Mr Gaskell, Bcautv of the Plain; 3, Mr Chorlton, Walter's Unique.
Bronze, 1, Mr Gaskell, Duchess of Richmond: 2, Mr Chorlton,
Nicholas Nicklcby; 3, Mr Chorlton, Lady Glentworth.

Pitlessie and Springfield Horticultural Society, Sept.15.—The third
exhibition for theseuson. The following prizes were awarded :— 1,
Mr. J. Robertson, six Fuchsias, one Fuchsia, two Pentstemons, six
^arnal i0VlS( cue Carnation, four Picotees, onePicotce, fourCalceo-
Janas, four Asters, three China Roses, one Balsam, six Annuals,
six Herbaceous Plants, one Herbaceous Plant in pot, six Ver-
benas, three Hollyhocks, one Dahlia; 2, 10 Dahlias, six Dahlias,
three Carnations, six Picotees, four Stocks, three Phloxes, 12
Fansies, six Pansics, six Antirrhinums, Greenhouse Plants. Mr.
£• Seller, I, two Lobelias, three Carnations, three Phloxes, three
Fetunias, three Antirrhinums, two Lupins, six Hollyhocks, early
J-abbage, late do., Greens, three Maltese Turnips, dish of re-
garded Gooseberries, three heaviest Onions; 2, three Fuchsias,
three Pelargoniums, six Herbaceous Plants, 18 Pansics, six seed-
* Ul£do., six Verbenas, three Hollyhocks, four French Marigolds,
lyo Swedish Turnips, four stalks of Beans, six largest Potatoes.
SI* field Turnips. Mr. J. Cassels, l, three Pelargoniums, one do.,
^X Picotees, four Stocks, collection of Cut Flowers, Bouquet of
-''order Flowers, Bouquet of Greenhouse Flowers, four French
j^angolds; 2, one Carnation, one Picotee, four Asters, three
^hina Roses, six Annuals, dish of retarded Currants. Mr. A . Ping-

J'
a,!

' 1, three carlv Carrots, two Swedish Turnips, six largest
* otatoes, six yellow field Turnips, six white do. Mr. D. Galloway,
I» 10 Dahlias, six do., three Fuchsias, three Verbenas; 2, one
^atilia, two Pentstcmons. Mr. J. Pride, 1 ,

two Salvias, IS Pansies,
12 ao., f> do., Greenhouse Plant; 2, six Onions. Mr. E. Burns, 1,
*°ur App) cs (summer fruit), four do. (winter fruit;, largest Apple;

^ collection of Cut Flowers, three early Carrots, six white Field
* ul*nips. Mr. J.M'Kcan, ], three Alteringham Carrots, six Onions,
*°ur stalks of Beans ; 2, Savoy. Mr. A. Stevenson, i, six seedling
tansies. Sent for Exhibition — Fioxn Fernie — collection of
ijahlias, Verbenas, Stocks, and Asters; from Melville, Dahlias,
^aniations, and Hollyhocks; from Rankeilonr—Dahlias, retarded
grants, Asters, Cucumbers, and Artichokes; from Ramonne—
yahiias, Fuchsias, and Pelargoniums; from Ferrybank—Mari-
ST vf'

Gladior»ses, variegated Poppies, and Apples; Deer Park-
r^J'as and Verbenas; Mr. J. Pride, Pansies; Mr. J. Cassels,
seedling do.-Fife Herald.

Ptefoille Horticultural and Floral Exhibition, Sept. 19.—This
^as the sixth and concluding exhibition for the season, and was
wen attended. The Dahlia Show especially was excellent The
'"owing is the list of prizes :—Ariatkuks' Prizes—Daulias, 12

™<>oms, 1, Dr. Irving, (or Bridesmaid, Essex Triumphant, Maria,
* K'*H>menon, Burnham Hero, Attila, Indispensable, Bedford

ani
P
i

lse
' Princc 0* Wales, Conservative, Hodjres's Competitor,

for i, .

uly of 11:c P!ai" • 2 - Mr «
Waine

3 7 blooms, 1, Dr. Irving,
"** bridesmaid, Piince of Wales, Maria, Princess Royal, Bedlord
-uiprise, Essex Triumphant, and Hodges' Competitor; 2, Rev.
**• Bramhall; 3, Mr. Waine; 4, Rev. Mr. Briscall. Stove or

&ll?
tJ'0v 'se Plant^ 1, Samuel Piatt, Esq. ; 2, Rev. Sir R. Woleslcy,

*". Cockscombs, }, Dr. Irving; 2, Mrs. Blackman. Tender

r^ "/*' l » Dr- Irving; 2, Mr. Churchill. Hardy Annuals, Mr.
nurchill. Fuchsias, collection of six, 1, Miss Tunno; 2, Dr.

%*rt^~-
Qrdy Herbaceous Plants, six, Rev. Sir R. Woleslcy,

3*
3 to v?r

iants
' collec ' ti(»" «f six, 1, Dr. Irving; 2, MissTunno;

'2 Si
-

c.'

Bryan - Ornamental Basket of Plants, 1, Lr. Irving;

Rev c-
R ' Wol(,Rley. Bart. Device, or Basket of Cut Flowers,

An*) o
R

' Wolesle )'» Bart. Wild Flowers, Miss Rowe. Pine

i/nV
c

» ?/
PlaU

» Esq. Melons, 1, Lady Cromie; 2, Mrs. Black-
«ftn. Grapes, Dark, J, j, Taylor, Esq. ; 2, S. Piatt, Esq.; Light,

1, J. Taylor, Esq.; 2, Wr
. J. Agg, Esq.; Out-door, Light, Mr.

Wintle. Peaches, 1. Miss Wallace ; 2, Mrs. Sheddon. Nectannes,

Esq.; 2, Mr. Churchill. Celery, While, 1, Mr. Churchill; 2, W.
J. Agg, Esq. ; Red, 1. Mr. Churchill 5 2, W. J. Ag?r, Esq. ArU-

choices, Mrs. Blackman. Peas, 1, Wr
. J. Agg, Esq.; 2, Mr.

Churchill, Carrots, 1, W. J. Agg, Esq.; 2, J. Taylor, Esq.

Parsnips, Mrs. Blackman. Bed Cabbage, 1, Mr. Churchil!

J. Agg, Esq. Beet, 1, Mrs. Blackman ; 2, Mr. Churchill.

2,W
Onions,

, Lady Cronvic; 2, Mrs. Blackman ; 3. Mr. Churchill. Tomatoes,

, Mis. Blackman ; 2, Mr. Churchill. Capsicums, Mr. W. Bryan.

Extra Prizes.— Collection of Plants, Miss Wallace. Collection

of Orange Trees, Miss Tunno. Silver Cup for Fifteen Dahlias, I,

Dr. Irving, for Rouge et Noir, Bridesmaid, Mr. Kelly. Widnall's

Eciipse, Prince of Wales, Phenomt non, Maria, Aemiral Stopford,

Attila, Essex Triumphant, La Grand Bauriine, Bedford's Supei ior,

Hod<;cs's Competitor, Sir F. Johnson, and Princess Royal; 2,

Uev. Mr. Bramhall. Sweepstakes of 3 Sovs. for 24 Dahlias, Mr.

Hodges, for Prince of Wales, Essex Triumphant, Bridesmaid,

Marqress of Lansdowne, Hodges' Queen, Admiral Stopford,

Blue Bonnet, Queen of Trumps, Maria, Bianca, Mrs. Shelley,

Confidence, Beauty of the Plain, Dnkc of Cornwall, Violet Per-

fection, Conqueror of the World, North Midland, Rainbow, Com-
petitor, President of the West, Bedford's Surprise, Princess Royal,

Maria, and Phoenix. Sweepstakes of 2 Sovs. for 24 Dahlias, Mr.

Dale, for Acmiral Stopford, Minerva, Maria, Anscll's Unique,

Bedford's Surprise, Argo, Indispensable, Piince of Wales, Twy-
ford Perfection, SpTingrield Rival, Metella, Nicholas Nickleby,

Rival Sussex, La Grand Baudine, Sir Frederick Johnson, Mrs.

Shelley, Hodges' Competitor, SufTolk Hero, Hope, Phenomenon,
Duke of Richmond, Burnham Hero, Beauty of the Plain, and

Bridesmaid. Svxkktary's OrKN Prizks.— Fruit, collection

of eight different sorts, 1, Mr. Hurlston; 2, Mr. Miadlernas.

NunSKRYMHN AKV COMMERCIAL GaUHKNERS' PRIZKS.—DAH-
MA8, IS blooms, 1, Mr. Hodges, for Bridesmaid, Rouge et Noir,

Hodges' Queen, Admiral Stopford, Princess Royal, Prince

Albert, Essex Triumphant, Phenomenon, Swindon Rival, Lady
Cooper, Mrs. Shelley, Bianca, North Midland, Competitor, Bed-

ford Surprise, Prince of Wales, Duke of Cornwall, and President

of the West ; 2, Mr. Dale, for Admiral Stopford, Attila, Burnham
Hero, Twyfoid Perfection, Indispensable, Pickwick, Widnall's

Eclipse, Climax, NicholasNicklcby, Beauty of the Plain, Spring-

field Rival, Mrs. Shelley, Lady Cooper, Hodges' Competitor,

Phenomenon, Duchess of Richmond, Widnall's Queen, and Suf-

folk Hero. 12 blooms, 1, Mr. Hodges, for Essex Triumphant,

Hodges's Queen, Violet Perfection, Bridesmaid, Bedford Surprise,

Conqueror of the World, Maria, Lady Cooper, Admiral Stopford,

Prince ofWales,;Twyford Perfection, and Miranda; 2, Mr. Clark,

for Bridesmaid, Grace Darling, Whale's Attila, Amato, Duchess

Violet Perfection, Bridesmaid, Essex Triumphant, Prince Albert,

Prince of Wales, Hodges' Queen, and Bedford Surprise; 2, Mr.

Ch
M
Com p*_

nera zebrina, A. grandiflora, A. coccinea, A. longillora, Nenum

Mr. Hodges, for Crowea saligna; 2, Mr. Clark, for Fuchsia Mony-
pennyii; 3, Mr. Hurlston ; 4, Mr. Pipe, for Erica mammosa pal-

lida.
* Ornamental Basket of Plants, l, Mr. Hodges; 2, Mr. Pipe.

Ornamental Device of Cut Flowers, l,Mr. Meggs; 2, Mr. Pipe.
Melons, 1, Mr. Dale; 2, Mr. Hurlston. Grapes, Dark, 1, Mr.
Hurlston; 2, Mr. Hopwood. Light, I, Mr. Ryder; 2, Mr. Pipe.
Out-door, dark, Mr. Ryder. Peaches, 1, Mr. Middlemas; 2, Mr.
Hurlston. Nectarines, Mr. Ryder. Plums, 1, Mr. Pipe; 2, Mr.
Hurlston. Morello Cherries, Mr. Clark. Apples, Dessert, 1, Mr.
Hodges; 2, Mr. Middlemas; 3, Mr. Coull. Culinary, l, Mr.
Pipe; 2, Mr. Coull; 3, Mr. Middlemas. Pears, Dessert, l,Mr.
Dovev ; 2, Mr. Hodges; 3, Mr. Pipe. Celery, White, 1, Mr. Do-
vev; 2, Mr. Middlemas. Utd, 1, Mr. Dovey ; 2, Mr. Dale. Arti-

chokes, 1, Mr. Middlemas; 2, Mr. Coull. Broccoli, White, 1, Mr.
Dovey: 2, Mr. Middlemas. Purple, 1, Mr. Midolemas; 2, Mr.
Dale. Peas, Mr. Dovey. Cai-rnts, 1, Mr. Middlemas; 2, Mr.
Coull. Parsnips, 1, Mr. C011II

; ;2, Mr. Hurlston. Bed Cabbage,

1 Mr. Dovey; 2, Mr. Hurlston. Beet, 1, Mr. Middlemas; 2, Mr.
HurUton. Onions, 1, Mr. Coull; 2, Mr. Middlemas; 3, Mr.
Hurlston. Tomatoes, 1, Mr, Dovey; 2, Mr. Hurlston. Extra
Phizes.— Collection of Fuchsias, Mr. Clarke. Ditto, Mr. Hop-
wood. Ditto, Mr. Hooges. Collection of Cockscombs, Mr. Dovey.
Collection of Fuchsias, Mr. Pipe. Capsicums, I, Mr. Dale ; 2, Mr.
Coull.— Cheltenham Examiner.

Practical Floral and Horticultural Society of Ireland, Sept. 22.

At tri,s DanI, a Showr the competition was keenly 'contested,

and the Dahlias were excellent. The following was the award of

prizes:— 1, The Downshire Cup, for the best 36 flowers classified,

Mr. D- Levingston. Mr., Levingstcm having won this cup on

two former occasions, it now becomes his property ; 2, Mr
Bridgcford. Best Twenty-four, 1, Mr Campbell; 2, G. Rath-

borne, Esq; 3, Mr D. Levingston. Best Twelve, 1, Mr Bridge-

ford ; 2, Mr Campbell; 3, S. G. Rathbome, Esq. Best Six, ],

Mr Levingston; 2. Mr Campbell. There were some very fine

specimens of Dahlia Blooms, not for competition, exhibited by
Mr Haggarty and by Mr Hodgens. The boxes which were
exhibited by Mr Davis (in the competing class) were much ad-

mired, as well as a box of beautiful seedlings by the same grower.

—Farmers' Gazette.

jloyal Horticultural Societi/ of Perthshire, August 25.—This the

Autumn Show displayed a rich appearance of Flowers and Vege-
tables, but the backwardness of the season affected the Fruit

department considerably. From Invcrmay, we observed a spe-

cimen of Corylus avcllana, Common Hazel, with curiouslv

variegated leaves, discovered by Colonel Murray Belshcs, in the

romantic den of Invermay some years ago. From Scone Were
Cockscombs— Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Erythrina laurifolia, Ange-

lonia Gardineriana. From Kinfauns were Heaths, viz., Erica

retorts, E. Irhyana, E. fcrruginea, E. infundibuliformis, and lon-

Hpedunculata. From Drummond Castle was a tray of beautiful

Tree Carnations. Mr. Bis^et, from Methven Castle, gained the

first piizc for Cauliflowers. From Pitfour were several bcanti-

lully-grown Fuchsias, and a uood Seedling Dahlia of the first

class, named Sir J. S. Richardson; also a specimen of 11 eraclei

eiganteum, above 12 feci high. The Premiums were awarded
o-llows :—Fi.owkrs. Pelargoniums, Six, different, one trusslollows

ea
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Seedling, .— -* • * -»

M'Donald ; 3, Mr. Bisset. Seedling, Mr. Bisset. Picotees, Three

Flowers, different, 1, Mr. Spalding; 2, Mr. Duncan; 3, Mr. M'Do-

nald Seedling, 1 and 2, Mr. Spalding; 3, Mr. Kidd. Dahlia,

Double, Twelve, different, 1, Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Sadler; 3, Mr.

Duncan. Seedling, One Flower, 1, 2, and 3, Mr. Sharpe. Variety

of Twenty, 1, Mr. M'Donald; 2, Mr. Sharpe. By Amateur

Members, Six, different, 1, Mr. Wilson; 2, Mr. Ross; 3, Mr.

Ambrose. Hardy Biennial and Perennial Herbaceous Plants, 1,

Mr. Bisset; 2, Mr. M'Donald ; 3, Mr. Sharpe. Tender Biennial

and Perennial Herbaceous Plants, Mr. Sharpe. Phloxes, Six,

different, 1, Mr. Bisset; 2. Mr. M'Donald ; 3, Mr. Dodds. Bouquet

of Flowers, the most tastefully put up, 1, Mr. Saddler ; 2, Mr. Bis-

seti 3, Mr, Louy. Hollyhocks, Twelve, Mr. M'Donald; 2, Mr.

Arnot ; 3, Mr. Dodds. Roses, China, Six, Mr. M'Donald ; 2, Mr.
Sharpe; 3, Mr. Bisset. Stocks, Double, The best variety of Six,

1, Mr. Saddler; 2, Mr. Carstairs; 3, Mr. Aitken. China Asters,

Six, 1, Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Dodds. Lobelia, Four Varieties, 1, Mr.
Sharpe; 2, Mr. Carstairs. Verbenas, Six, 1, Mr. Sharpe ; 2, Mr.

;

M'Donald; 3, Mr. nodds. One in Pot, Mr. Dodds. Cockscombs,
Three, 1, Mr. Dodds ; 2, Mr. Saddler. Greenhouse, or Frame
Shrubby Plants, in Pots, Three, ] , Mr. Robertson ; 2, Mr. Sharpe

;

3, Mr. Lony. Fruit and Vkoetabi.ks—Apricts, Moorp*rk,
Six, 1. Mr. Robeitson; 2, Mr. Arnot. Any other sort, Six, l t

Mr. Wr illocks, 2, Mr. Aitken ; 3, Mr. Dodds. Peaches, from
Open Wall, without fire-heat, Six, ], Mr. Robertson ; 2, Mr.
Sharpe. From Hothouse, Six, 1, Mr. Dodds ; 2, Mr. Robertson;
3, Mr. Arnot. Nectarines, fiorn Hothouse, Six, 1, Mr. Robert-
son ; 2, Mr. Dodds ; 3, Mr. Kidd. Grapes, Muscat, Twobunehrs,
1, Mr. Saddler; 2, Mr. Duncan; 3, Mr. Arnot. Black Ham-
burgh, Two bunches, 1, Mr. Robertson; 2, Mr. Aitken

; 8, Mr.
Sharpe. Frontignan Grizly, Two bunches, 1, Mr. Robrrtson ;

2, Mr. Dodds; 3, Mr. Duncan. Pine Apple, The largest and
best flavoured, Mr. Dodds. Melon, Green-rleshed, I, Mr. Dodds

;

2. Mr. Saddler; 3, Mr. Kidd. Any other sort, Mr. Carstairs.

li/s, Six, 1, Mr.Saddler; 2, Mr. Clark. Cherries, Mayduke,
Sixty, 1, Mr. Bisset; 2, Mr. Dodds-. 3, Mr. M'Donald. Moreiio,
Sixtv, 1, Mr. Dodds; 2, Mr. M'Donald; 3, Mr. Carstairs.

Plums, Six, l, Mr. Dodds; 2, Mr. Carstairs. Pears, Six. l,

Mr. Sharpe; 2, Mr. Bisset; 3, Mr.Saddler. Apples, Table, Six

of one sort, 1, Mr. Robertson; 2, Mr. M'Donala ; 3, Mr. Aitken.

Heaviest six, 1, £Mr. M'Donald ; 2, Mr. Robertson. Currants,

White, Best quart, 1, Mr. M'Donald; 2, Mr. Clark; 3, Mr.
Dodds. Gooseberries, Red, Best quart, 1, Mr. Robertson ; 2,

Mr. Willocks; 3, Mr. Bisset. Green, 1, Mr. Clark; 2, Mr.
Sharpe; 3, Mr. Duncan. Yellow, Quart, 1. Mr. Duncan;
2, Mr. Bisset. Cauliflowers, Best couple, 1, Mr. Bisset;

2, Mr. M'Donald; 3, Mr. Lonv. Onions, Six, autumn-sown,
1, Mr. Dodds; 2. Mr. Aitkeri; 3, Mr. Sharpe. Best six,

spring sown, 1, Mr.; Clark; 2, Mr. Sharpe; 3, Mr. Dodds.

Carrots, Largest six, l, Mr. Carstairs; 2, Mr. Saddler; 3, Mr.
Lony. Beet roots, Brace, 1, Mr. M'Donald; 2, Mr. Dodds; 3,

Mr.Saddler. Celery, Two heads, 1, Mr. M'Donald; 2, Mr.
Dodds. Cabbage, Pickling, Best brace, 1, Mr. Dodds; 2, Mr.
M'Donald; 3, Mr. Arnot. Late, Brace, 1, Mr. Saddler; 2, Mr.
Arnot; 3, Mr. Sharpe. The greatest number of First Hono-
rary Prizes, Mr. Sharpe. The greatest number of Skcond
Honorary Prizes, Mr. M'Donald. The Sil'-er Medal, pre-

sented by Colonel Murray Belshes to the most successful compe-
titor in Fruits, gained by Mr. Robertson.—Perth Constitutional.

Royal Horticultural Society of Cornwall, Sept. 12.—Thiswas the
thirty-eighth exhibition, and the last for the year. On the centre

table there were a few plants worthy of notice, comprising
several Catasetums, a good specimen of Cattleya Loddigesii, and
a very beautiful Brassia verrucosa. The show of Dahlias was
very extensive, and comprised some of the choicest varieties of

all colours. Mr. Pontev obtained the silver medal for the best

show of Flowers, of which he had an excellent collection, espe-

cially of Dahlias. Among these we observed Achimenes grandi-

flora, Achimenes longiflora. Curcuma Roscoeana, Combretum
purpureum, Ixora crocata, Bignonia Chamberlaynii, Euphorbia
Pogcrii, Crowea saligna, Galphimia splendens, Plumbago rosea,

Lilium lancifolium rubrum, Petunias, &c, &c. Among the

Dahlias were Essex Triumph, Antagonist, Mrs. Shelley, Confi-

dence, Conservative, Suffolk hero, Rouge et Noir, Admirable,

Indispensable, Bridesmaid, Dowager Lady Cooper, Argo, North-

ern Beauty, Perpetual Grand, Sir Robert Sale, Nicholas Nicklcby,

Princess Royal, Pickwick, Pamplin's Bloomsbury, Marquess of

Lansdowne, Wheeler's Maria, &c, &c, with a large collection

of Cut Flowers of various kinds, such as Marigolds, African and

French Verbenas, Roses, &c, &c. Mr. Rickard who obtained

the bronze medal, had a beautiful display of Dahlias, Verbenas,

Pentstemons, Fuchsias, Lobelias, and Salvias. Mr. Rendle had
a good show of hardy shrubs, comprising Roses, Hollyhocks,

Dahlias, and Asters. Messrs. Veitch, who received an extra

bronze medal, showed a few flowers of Dahlias. Mr. Paull had

a fine display of Miscellaneous Flowers, consisting of Roses,

Dahlias, Petunias, Verbenas, Pentstemons, Fuchsias, Calceo-

larias &c The Prizes:—Fruit.— Collection of Dessert Apples,

three of each sort, 66 sorts, the Silver Medal, l Mr. J. Bishop ;

2 78 sorts Mr J. Coplin. Pine Apple, Black Jamaica, 1, J.

ViviL F«n 9\ New Providence, G. C. Fox, Esq. Melon, l,New

22so'rts L Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P.; 2, Mr. S. Treseder. St*

S^S^rr^pSTGree. Gage, J. Vivia,,, Esq .

Dish of d
Delicieuse,

CwinlTvS WhiteT JTS.' Enys Esq. Peaches Grosse

Mignonne, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Large collection of

Avoir* of sorts, Mr. S. Treseder. Fi.owkrs.- Collection

tr&JtJS& Oxylobium sqnalens, Maxillana racemosa,

Miltonia spectabilis, NiphcBa oblonga, A'b^
RueJlia splendens and oblongitiora, Gesnera bulbosa, i

SirC..Lemon.

Bart., M.P. Single Specimen of do., Brassia verrucosa,

Sir C. Lemon, Baft., M.P. Collection of OMfiS 2SS1

Epacris grandiflora, Lechenaultia ^™08% s^?a
PH« *f

f

Erica retorta, ampullacea, vestita rosea, and elegans Primula

sinensis, alba flore pleno. Primula sinensis, ™J™ *f
eP 1^?,

Hoyacarnosa/Fuchsia arborca nova, I'»fh".a Blanche, Fuchsia

Enchantress, Statice puberula, Petunia Splenaens,W.M Tweedy,

Esq. Named Climbing do., Bignonia grandihora, G .C. Fox, Esq.

SteXoses, Jaune Dcsprez, Microphylla, Trellow China, Fox's

Carolina, Fox's Anna Maria, Indica carnescens, R. W. l«ox, Esq.

Esq. Four Salvias, Chamredryoides, lutea coccinea, patens, in-

volucrata, J. Vivian, Esq. Collection of Phloxes, penduliflora

cordata grandiflora, alha splendens, Youngii, Drummondii, lati-

folia, splendens, omnitioia, Mr. J. Rickard. Collection of Holly-

hocks, J. S. Enys, Esq. Collection of Larkspurs, J. S. Enys, Esq.

Collection of Marigolds, Mr. Rawlings. Collection of Asters,

(German or China), 1, W. Daubuz, Esq. ; 2, J. Vivian, Esq. Col-

lection of Pentstemons, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Collection of
Annuals, J. S. Enys, Esq. Collection of Perrenials, 1, J- Vivian,

Esq.; 2, Sir C. Lemon, Eart., M.P. Miscellaneous Collection of
Ornamental Plants in floicer, Catasetum Claveringi, Struthiola.

erccta, Catasetum trkientatum, Celosia, Achimenes coccinea,

Lychnis Bungeana, CattlevaHarrisonii, Erica colorans, Verbena,

Zygopetalum Mackaii, Fuchsia 'Victoria, conspicua, formosa

elegans, Rosa indica carnescens, Achimenes grandiflora, Epi-

dendrum ciliatura, Verbena (Queen), Ruella ciliata, Rocnea
falcaia, Galphimia splendens), G. C.Fox, Esq. 24 Duhhas dis-

similar blooms (Hope, Uxbririge, Magnet, Scarlet Defiance, Lewis-

ham Rival, Nicholas Nickleby, Lee's Bloomsbury, Fanny Keynes,

Rouge et Noir, Lady Cooper, Walter's Unique, Twytord Per-

fection, Indispensable, Wheeler's Maria, Beauty of the Plain-

Grace Darling, Prince Albert, Prince of Wales, Princess Royal,

Marquis of Lansdowne, Egyptian Prince, Burnham Hero, Wid,

nail's Eclipse, Bridesmaid, Array), G. C. Fox, Esq.; 2- Mrs-
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Shelley, Burnham Hero, Anna, Minerva, Maid of Bath, Scarlet
Defiance, Harwood's Princess Royal, Climax, Uxbridge Mag-net.
President of the West, Walter's Unique, Ploughboy, Admiral
Stopford, Duchess of Richmond, Hudson's Princess Royal, Lady
Mill, Beauty of Wakefield, Lee's Bloomsbury, Lewisham Rival,
Westbury Rival, Arjro, Andrew Hofer, Miranda, Phenomenon,
Spary's Admirable, W. M. Tweedy, Esq. Best 20 varieties, 1, Con-
queror of the World, Bloomsbury, Fanny Keyne, Pamphy-
lius. Arjro, Walter's Unique, Euclid, Suffolk Hero, Glorv
of Plymouth, Lee's Bloosmbury, King of the Roses, Egyptian
Prince, Beauty of the Plain, Marquis of Lothian, Brides-
maid, Dowager Lady Cooper, High gate Rival, President
of the West, Maid of Bath, Yellow Climax, J. Vivian,
Esq.; 2, Duchess of Kent, WidnalPs Queen, Maid of Bath,
Antagonist, Cox's Defiance, Westbury 's Rival, Hylas, Le
Grand Baudinc, Argo, Beauty of the Plain, Essex Triumph, Vir-
gin Queen, Westbury Rival, Marquis of Lansdowne, Pickwick,
Walter's Unique, Duke of Cornwall, Lewisham Rival, Tourna-
ment, 153, W. Daubuz, Esq. Best 10 ditto, Royal Standard, Lee's
Bloomsbury, Bridesmaid, Duchess of Richmond, Le Grand Bau-
dine, Argo, Pickwick, Spary's Beauty of the Plain, Hudson's
Princess Royal, Lady Anne Murray, Mrs. Sampson; 2, J.Vivian,
Esq. Best 10 striped, or tipped, Beauty of Wakefield, Hudson's
Princess Royal, Maid of Bath, Walter's Unique, Lady Rae Reid,
Conqueror of the World, Beauty of Wakefield, Purpurea alba,
W. M. Tweedy, Esq. Best 10 selfs, W. Daubuz, Esq. Three Bulbs
in flower, Crinum amabile, Gladiolus psittacinus, Amaryllis Bella-
donna, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. Hardy Climber, in flower, l,

Mrs. Paul; 2, Clematis Sieboldii, Mr. J. Rickard. Extra.—
Asters, G. C. Fox, Esq.; Ceanothus azureus, G. C. Fox, Esq.
Best Collection of Nurserymen's Flowers, Silver Medal to Mr.
Pontey ; Bronze Medal to Mr. Rickard. Extra.—Bronze Medal,
to Mr. Veitch. Vegetables.—Six Stalks of White Beet, J. S.
Enys, Esq. Three Beet roots, J. Vivian, Esq. Three White Car-
rots, J. S. Enys, Esq. Three heads of Celery, J. S. Enys, Esq.
Collection of Salad Plants, for winter use, W. Daubuz, Esq.
Extra.— Vegetable Marrow, G. C. Fox, Esq. Onions, Mrs. Bull.
Celery, Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M. P. Market Gardeners' Prizes.
—Basket of Vegetables, l, Mr. S. Treseder; 2, Mr. J. Treseder.—
Cornwall Advertiser , Truro.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland, Sept. 14.—This was the
Autumnal Fruit and Flower Show of this Society. The Dahlias,
which were The principal source of attraction at this Show, were
good. The fruit was also excellent-. There were some fine
Melons and Peaches, from the gardens of the Earl of Charlc-
mount, and some good Grapes, from those of the Chief Secretary,
and Vegetables, in particular, were good. From the College
Botanic Garden were some beautiful plants; and among them
a few Palms, the Bourbon and the Australian (Latania horbonica
and Corypha Australis); also some well-grown Heaths, viz.:
Erica retorta; E. retorta major, and E. Macnabiana; fine speci-
mens of Lilium lancifolium, Statice Dicksonii, and a variety of
Zygopetalum Mackaii. From the Glasnevin Botanic Gardens
were some good specimens of Australian and Cape plants, such
as Proteas, Dryandras, Grevilleas, &c also a basket containing
the following Orchidaceous plants :—Stanhopea eburnea, Vanda
multiflora, Cattleya violacea, Catasetum tridentatum and Zygo-
petalum Mackaii, a fine plant of Statice Dicksonii, and Brug-
mansia Weymaniana. From the garden of Isaac M. D'Olier,
Esq., were specimens of the following stove plants :—Allamanda
cathartica, with numerous fine yellow blossoms; yRschynanthus
grandirlorus, Gesnera Harrisonii, Stephanotus floribundus, Ixora
arborea, Amaryllis costata, and the following Orchidaceous
plants: — Brassia maculata, Oncidium papilio, Cypripedium
insigne, Epidendrum cochleatum, Angrsecum maculatum. From
Messrs. Keefe were some beautiful exotics, and in one of these
baskets we noticed Gesnera zebrina splendens, Hedychinm
flavescens, Oncidium papilio and flexuosum, and a basket of
Heaths. Messrs. Bridgeford and Son, whose Dahlias on this occa-
sion won the Arran Prize, sent in a number of fine exotics, and
amongst them a basket containing the following Fuchsias, viz.

:

—Saint Clare, tricolor, formosa elegans, Venus victrix, sanguinea,
andtransparens. We also observed the double white Brugmansia.
From Messrs. Barnes were some fine Pelargoniums. Dahlias.
—We shall merely name the kinds which were placed in the two
best boxes, that of Mr. Bridgeford, which won the Arran prize
(10 guineas), and that of Mr. Campbell, which was highly com-
mended. Mr. Bridgeford's Box : Striped, Tricolor, alba purpurea,
Madam de Shaunenfeld, Marquess de Shaunenfeld. Yellow,
Climax, Argo, Aurantia, Victory (WidnalPs.) Scarlet, Blooms-
bury, Danecroft Rival, Defiance, Tournament. Crimson, Per-
petual grand, Col. Baker, Virgil, Competitor. Purple, Conserva-
tive, Sir R. Sale, Indispensable, Pickwick. Base, Maria Lady
Cooper, Mrs. Shelley, Rose Unique. Lilac, Liberty, Lady Hart
land, King (Girling's), Hon. Miss Abbott. Tipped, Conqucro"
of the World, Surprise (Oakley's), Bridesmaid, Princess Royal.
White, Poole's White, Bianca, Antagonist, Mrs. Richardson. Mr-
Campbell's Box -.—Striped, Souvenir de gard, Purpurea alba. Sul-
tana, Pavoniana. Yellow, Mary, Yellow Climax, Rival Yellow,
Prince of Wales. Scarlet, Bloomsbury, Danecroft Rival, Duke
of Wellington, Tournament. Crimson, Coronation, Perpetual
Grand, Burnham Hero, Triumphant. Purple, Emperor of China,
Pang-up, Conservative, Ploughboy. Rose, Eximia, Thiers, Mrs.
(Shelley, Admirable, Lilac, Imog;ene, Liberty, Lady Middleton,
Lady Harland. Tipped, Reine d'Or, Duchess of Richmond, Prin-
cess Royal, Favourite. White, Antagonist, County of Arran,
Bianca, Snow-flake. Mr. Walthew and Messrs. Barnes also ex-
hibited Dahlias, which were deserving of notice.

—

Dublin
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Sandbach Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept, 5.—The
following prizes were awarded :— Dahlias, Premier pan of 24
Blooms, J. Allcock, jun.; ditto 12 Blooms, J. F. France,
Esq. Best Seedling, Mr. Faulkner. Ditto, Self, i, Mr. Faulk-
ner; 2, 3, and 4, S. Allcock; 5, Mr. Faulkner. Scarlet, l, G.
Furnivall; 2, J. F. France, Esq.; 3, G. Bayley; 4 and 5,
S. Allcock. Maroon, 1, S. Allcock; 2, Mr. Faulkner; 3,
8. Allcock; 4, Mr. Faulkner; 5, C. Taylor. Rose, 1, J. Allcock,
jun.; 2, 3, and 4, Mr. Faulkner; 5, S. Allcock. Tipt, l, J.
Allcock, jun.; 2, S. Allcock; 3, Mr. Faulkner; 4, J. Allcock,
jun.; 5, C.Taylor. Stove Plants, 1, S. Allcock. Pelargoniums,
JJestsix, 1, Miss Twemlow; 2.T. Stringer. Best three, 1, G.Bay.
ley; 2, C. Taylor. Calceolarias, Lawton and Sons. Fuchsias,
Best three, I, S. Allcock ; 2, Miss Twemlow. Roses, Best three,
1, W. Ailcock : 2, Miss Twemlow. Miscellaneous, 1, W. Allcock

;

2, F.J. Ford, Esq. ; 3, T. Stringer; 4, Miss Twemlow. Fruits:
(trapes, black. Sir J. Broughton. Ditto, white, J. Plant, Esq. Me-
Jon?, w. Davenport, Esq. Cucumbers, l, Sir J. Broughton ; 2,
G. Bayley. Peaches, T. N. Wilson, Esq. Nectarines, W. Daven-
port, Esq. Apples, 1, Sir J; Broughton ; 2, W. Allcock. Pears,

w r,
A^rin Kcr * -» Miss Twemlow. Cherries, S. Allcock. Plums,

w. Allcock. Gooseberries, Sir J. Broughton, Currants, Miss
iwemlow. Vegmtablks:—Potatoes, kidney, 1 and 2, T. S'rin-
gcr. Round, !, G. Bayley; 2, R. Percival. Kidney Beans, \\\
Allcock. Rhubarb, Miss Twemlow. Celery, 1, Sir J. Broughton;
i, i,. wayicy. Onions, Sir J. Broughton. Cabbages, red, J. AIL
cot k, jun. Turnips, R. Percival. Endive, Sir J. Broughton.

Staines Horticultural Society, Sept. 14.—This was the second
Show for this season. The following is a list of Prizes -.—First
Class, Amateurs.—12 Dahlias: 1, Mr Goodchild ; 2, Mr J.
Howard; 1, U ditto; 1, <, Vkrbknas; 1, 6 Grkknfiousk
Plants; 1,6 Fuchsias; and 1, Specimen Plant, Mr. Bragg.
1, Plums, Mr Holgate; 1, Melon, Mr J.Kent; 1, Fruit; 1, Ve-
getables ; and 1, 24 Pansies, Mr W. Couzens; l, Cucumbers,
Mr P. Fowler; 2 Fruit, Mr Holderness. Second Class, Gev-
tlemen's Gardeners,-—1, 6 Balsams; 1, 9 Fuchsias; 1, 12
Greenhouse Plants ; l, Collection of Fruit ; 1, Collection of
Vegetables; 1, Grapes; and I, Melon, Mr G. Smith, gr to

Mrs Maddeford. Extra Prize, Mr Brooke, gr to Mrs Birt. 1, De-
sign of Cut Flowers

; 1, 12 Veubmnas ; 1, Specimen Plant ;

1, Plums, Mr Appleby, gr to J. Dohenson, Esq. I, 24 Dahlias,
Mr Weedon. l, vz ditto, Mr Weedon ; 2, Specimen Plants; 1,

Cockscombs, and Extra Prize, 6 Verbenas, Mr Piper, gr to —
Scott, Esq. l, Cut Flowers, and I, Vkiibenas, Mr Shepherd,
grto Col. Wood, M.P. ; 2. 6* Balsams, and Extra ditto, Collec-
tion of Fruit, Mr J. Riddle, gr to MrF. Ashby. 1, Cucumbers;
3, Melon, Mr Edwards, gr to Col. Stapleton. ], Noskoay,
Mr Scotcher, grto the Rev. —Brown. 2, Melon, Mr Green, grto
W. Clode, Pisq. 1, Pansies, Mr. Marsh, gr to Miss Pope. Third
Class, Nurserymen.— 1, Roses, Messrs Cobbett. 1, Petunia,
and 1, 12 Fuchsias, Mr Small. ], 24 Dahlias ; 1, 50 Pansies ;

2, Cut Flowers ; and 1, 13 Verbenas, Mr G. King. 1, a Beau-
tiful Device, or Star; 1, Cut Flowers : and l, 48 Dahlias,
Messrs Brown and Attwell.— Windsor andEton Express.

Sto7iehenge Dahlia Show, — At this Show the following
premiums were awarded: — First Class, for 24 Blooms
(Nurserymen), 1, a Silver Cup, value 10 guineas, to Mr.
Keynes; 2, to Mr. Brown; 3, to Mr. Heale ; 4, to Mr.
Southby. Second Class, 1, Mr. Walters; 2, Mr. Brown;
3, Mr. Keynes; 4, Mr. Drummond. Turno Class, 18 Blooms,
1, a Cup, value 10 guineas, to Mr. Ford; 2, J. A. Deven-
ish, Esq.; 3, Mr. Dodd; 4, J. Yeeles, Esq. Amateurs and
Gentlemen's Gardeners, 1, Mr. Hopkins ; 2, J. Yeeles, Esq.

;

3, Mr. Ford ; 4, Mr. Dodd. Best specimens of single Blooms, I,

Mr. Keynes, for Standard of Perfection
; 2, Mr. T. Brown, Essex

Triumphant; 3, Mr. Walters, Essex Triumphant; 4, J.A.Deven-
ish, Esq. Best specimen (edged), l, Mr. P. Walters; 2, J. A.
Devenish, Esq. Best three Blooms (Seedlings), 1, Mr. Keynes ; 2,
Mr. Sparey. Mr. Keynes, according to yearly custom, exhibited
a grand device, entirely formed of Dahlias.

Tunhridge Wells Horticultural Society, Sept. I.

—

Mr. Mitchell
exhibited a seedling Dahlia, for which he gained a prize. The
names of the Dahlias which he exhibited for competition were as
follows :—Exquisite, Rival Sussex, Lady Harland, Admiral Stop-
ford, Dowager Lady Cooper, Sir Robert Sale, Queen of Trumps,
Essex Triumph, Princess Royal, Perpetual Grand, Prince of Wales,
Conservative, Maid of Bath, Marquis of Lansdowne, Beauty of
Wakefield, Bianca, Queen, Colonel Baker, Perfection, Highgate
Rival, Argo, Mrs. James Richardson, Mrs, Shelley, Duchess of
Richmond, and Beauty of Sussex. The next collection was shown
by the Marquis of Camden's gardener. The following were suc-
cessful competitors :—Flowers (Grown by Nurserymen).—
Bases, 24 varieties, 1, Mr. T. Cripps; 2, Mr. Hooker. 24 Dahlias,
1, Mr. Mitchell; 2, Mr. Scale. (Not grown by Nurserymen).
Roses, 12 varieties, 1, Earl Abergavenny; 2, F. Perkins, Esq.
Balsam, l, D. Salomons, Esq.; 2, Mr. Churchill. Fuchsia
fulgens, or its varieties, Dr. Thomson. Fuchsia of other sorts,
Mrs. Fenning. Seedling do., Mr. Churchill. Stocks, eight varie-
ties cut, Mr. Mercer. Picotees, 12 varieties cut, l,Mr. Seale; 2,
Lady Maria Meade. Zinnias, six varieties cut, Lady Maria
Meade. Hollyhocks, 12 varieties cut, 1, Mr. W. Mercer; 2, A.
Pott, Esq. 12 Dahlias, I, Marquis of Camden; 2, F. Perkins,
Esq.; 3, Lady Maria Meade. Lupins, six varieties cut, Mr. G.
Bennett. 12 Asters, 1, Mr. Hooker ; 2, J. Delves, Esq. 12 African
Marygolds, Mrs. Lucas. 1 2 French Do., Lord de Lisle. Petunias,
three varieties in pots, Dr. Thomson. Annuals, three pots, l.Lady
Maria Meade; 2, D. Salomons, Esq. Three Stove or Greenhouse
Plants, 1, Mr. Cattell ; 2, Mr. T. Cripps. Hardy Pot Plant, Fa
Perkins, Esq. NewAnnual, not previously exhibited in the room,
Mr. T. Criops. Cut Floivers, collection of Stove or Greenhouse,
1,: Mrs. Lucas; 2, Mrs. J. Fisher. Varieties from Flower-
garden, 1, Mr. Hooker ; 2, Mrs. Lucas. Fruits : Grapes, bunch
of Black, 1, Mrs. Lucas; 2, D. Salomons, Esq. Bunch of AVhite,
1, Mrs. Lucas; 2, J. Delves, Esq. Melon, \, Mr. Churchill ; 2,
Arthur Pott, Ksq. 5 3, Miss Sheppard. 12 Peaches, l, Earl Dela-
ware; 2, Lord de Lisle. 12 Nectarines, Lord de Lisle. 12 Apri-
cots, I, Mrs. Lucas

; 2, Lord de Lisle. 12 Greengages, F. Perkins,
Esq. 12 other Plums, Hon. P. Ashbumham. 24 Strawberries,
1, A. Pott, Esq. 2, Earl Delaware. 24 Raspberries, 1, Mrs.
Lucas

; 2, Mr. Churchill. 36 Cherries, 3, Mrs. Barclay; 2, Earl
Delaware. 24 Gooseberries, l,Mr, Bell; 2, Earl of Abergavenny,
Currants, 24 bunches of Red, Lord dc Lisle. 24 bunches of
White, Mrs. Barclay. 24 bunches of Black, Capt. Blunt. Figs,
six Black, Mr. J. Creasy. 24 Mulberries, Lord de Lisle. 12 Pears,
Rev. W. W. Stevens. Ornamental Basket of Dessert Fruit, con-
fined to six sorts, Mrs. Lucas. Vegetables.—Brace of Cu-
cumbers, 1, Earl Delaware ; 2, D. Salomons, Esq. Peas, 36 Pods,
A. Akers, Esq. French Beans, 36 Pods, Earl Delaware. Three
Cauliflowers, Earl of Abergavenny. Three Lettuces, I, Mr.
Churchill; 2, Hon. P. Ashburnham. 12 Kidney Potatoes, Mrs.
Barclay. 12 other sorts, A. Akers, Esq. Six Carrots, D. Salo-
mons, Esq. Six Parsneps,*mHon, P. Ashburnham. Six Turnips,
Earl of Abergavenny. Six Onions, Mr. E. J. Strange. Six Arti-
chokes, Earl Delaware. Extra.—Hollyhock, Mrs. Allnutt.
Cockscomb, 1, Mrs. J. Fisher; 2, F. Perkins, Esq. Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, A. Pott, Esq. Cherries, Mr. J. Creasy.
Buslcetjtf Dessert Fruit, F. Perkins, Esq. Vegetable Marrow,
Mrs. J. Fisher. Celery, Mr. E. J. Strange.—Sussex Agricultural
Express.

Wingham Horticultural and Floral Society, Sept. 7.—This was
the Autumn Exhibition. The weather was very fine, the show supe-
rior, and the attendance numerous. The following is a list of the
prizes:—Flowers.—Best three Fuchsias, matrnifica, rncemiflora,
Chandlerii, J. Godfrey, Esq.; one ditto, Curtisii, J. Godfrey, Esq.;
three Petunias, picta, Victoria, Seedling, Mr Sankcy ; three Balsams,
Mr Sank ey; three Cockscombs, I). Denne, Esq.; Climbing Plant,
Combretum purpureum, Mrs Gregory ; bulb, Hremanthus coccineus,
Lady Montresor ; three Greenhouse Plants, Siphocampylus bicolor,
Cassia corymbosa, Pimclea decussata, Mr Sankey; 2, Cassia corym-
bosa, Bouvardia triphylla, Lotus nipcr, Mr Sankey; Greenhouse
Plant, Lychnis Bungeana, Mr Sankey; Stove Plant, Vinca rosea,
Marchioness Cunningham; 12 Dahlias, 1, WidnalPs Queen, Mar-
quess Lansdowne, Lady Ann Murray, Marin, P. of Wales, Mrs
Shelley, Beauty of the Plain, Essex Triumph, Antagonist, Com-
petitor, Phenomenon, Pickwick, Bev. J. G. Hodgson ; 2, Dowager
Lady Cowper, Bloomsbury, (Lees') Hiphgatc llival, Marquess
Lothian, Pickwick, Lady Middleton, Defiance, Burnham Hero,
Beauty of the Plain, Metella, Le Grand Baudin, Princess Royal,
Rev. C. Oxenden; 6 Dahlias, Marin, Mrs Shelley, P. of Wales,
Lady Ann Murray, Essex Triumph, Antagonist, Rev. J. G. Hodgson ;

2, Pickwick, Widnall's Queen, Hope, Andrew Hofcr, Argo, Presi-
dent of the West, Mr G. Denne; yeilow ditto, P. of Wales, Rev.
J. G. Hodgson; purple ditto, Pickwick, Rev. C. Baylay; crimson
ditto, President of the West, Mr G. Denne ; rose ditto, Dowager
Lady Cooper, Rev. C. Oxenden ; maroon or dark ditto, Essex
Triumph, Rev. J. G.Hodgson; scarlet ditto, Lee's Bloomshury,
Captain Swann; lilac ditto, Mrs Shelley, Rev. C. Baylay; white
ditto, Virgin Queen, Mr Sankey; orange or buff ditto, Marquess
Lansdowne, Mr Sladden ; edged or tipped ditto, Lady Dartmouth,
Mr G. Denne; Dahlia in any stand, Queen, Rev. J. G. Hodgson;
Seedling Dahlia, Rose tipped, Mr G. Denne ; o African Marygnlds,
Mr J. Minter; 12 double French ditto, Mr D. Deverson ; 12 double
Asters, 1, Lady Montresor; 2, MrD. Deverson; 12 Zinnias, 1, Bev.
C. Baylay; 2, Mrs Hudson; 12 Annuals, 1, Phlox Drummondii,
P. D. superba. Zinnia elegans, Salpiglossis picta, Branching Lark-
spur, Coreopsis tinctoria, Godetia vinosa, Malva zebrina, Bartonia
aurea, Clarkia pulchella, Lobelia gracilis, Indian Pink, Mr Sankey;
2, Godetia rubicunda, Dwarf Larkspur, Lupinus elegans, Malva
zebrina, Ageratum mexicanum, Carthamu* tinctorius, Prince of
Wales Stock, Zinnia elegans coecinca ; Bartonia aurea, Globe Ama-
ranthus, Chrysanthemum aureum, China Aster, Rev. C. Baylay;
12 Hardy Perennials, Phlox tardiflora, P. corymbiflora alba, P. ditto,
purpurea, Lobelia splendens, Pentstcmon gentianoides, P. coccinea,
P. rosea, P. campanulata, Stachys speciosa, Antirrhinum grandiflorura,
A. Hendersonii, Linaria dalmatica, Mr Sankcy ; 2, Phlox Wheelerii,
P.amcena, Lobelia fulgens, JPhyteuma. Rudbeckia fulgida, Antirr-

hinum, Linaria dalmatica, Pentstemon gentianoides, Aster, Geum
coccincum, Potentilla Ilopwoodiana, Dracocephalum speciosum,
Rev. C. Baylay; 6 Stocks, Mr G. Denne; Floral Device, Mrs
Hudson; Bouquet (tender), J. Godfrey, Esq.; Bouquet, (hardy)
S. M. Hilton, Esq. Fruit.—Best Melon, Egyptian green flesh,
Lady Montresor; bunch of Grapes (with fire), Black Hamburgh,
D. Denne, Esq.; white ditto (with fire), Muscat of Alexandria, Sir
B. Bridges, Bart. ; bunch of Grapes (without fire\ Black Hamburgh,
J. Godfrey, Esq. ; white ditto (without fire), Frontignan, J. God-

Magdalen, J. Godfrey, Esq.; 2, Early Admirable, Mr J. Elgar

;

fi Nectarines, 1, Violette Hative, Marchioness Coyningham ; 2,

Elrugc, Mr Cousens; 12 Plums (wall), 1, Washington, Mr J. Elgar;
2, (wall), Victoria, Mr J. Elgar. 12 Plums (not wall), Macnum
Bonum, Sir 13. Bridges, Bart. 5 2, (not wall). Diamond, Mr. D.
Deverson. Pound of Cherries, largo Morcllo, Marchioness Coyning-
ham. S Pears (wall), 1, Jargonelle, J.Cooper, Esq.; 2, (wall),

Jargonelle, S. M. Hilton, Esq. 8 Fears (not wall), Williams'
Bon Chretien, Mr D. Deverson : 2 (not wall), Flemish Beauty, Mrs.
Hudson. 8^ dessert Apples, 1, Golden Pippin, J. Dadda, Esq. ; 2,
Kerry Pippin, Mr J. Elgar. 6 kitchen Apples, 1 Fair Maid of
Wishford ; 2, White Hawthornden, Lady Montresor. Pound of
Filberts, 1). Denne, Esq. Pound of Cob Nuts, D. Denne, Esq.
Half pound of white Currants, White Dutch, Mr J. Elgar. Half
pound red Currants, l\ed Dutch, Marchioness Coyningham. Basket
of Fruit:—Peaches two sorts, Nectarines one sort, Cherries one,
Figs one, Currants two, Gooseberries two, Nuts and Filberts two,
Strawberries two, Raspberries one, Mulberries one, Plums five,

Pears five, Apples six, Grapes and Cranberries two, Mr J. JCIgar.

Vegetables:—Pint of Peas, Wrinkled Marrow, Lady Montresor ;

six Onions, MrD. Deverson ; six roots Celery, Solid Red, Mr Sankey

;

six Corrals, Mr Cousens; Cabbage, Wellington, Lady Montresor,
Lettuce, Mr D. Deverson ; 1 2 kidney Potatoes, 1 , Ash-leaved, Captain
Swann: 2, Ash-leaved, Mr G. Denne; 12 round Potatoes, I, Early
Shaw, Mr Cousens; 2, .Shaw, Mr J. Crothall; brace of Cucumbers,
Wcedon's Frame, Captain Swann ; basket of Vegetables, Mr D.
Deverson. Extras recommended, Melon, Mr Slater; Peach,
Mr Couzens; Plums (for growth), Mr J. Elgar; Succulents, Mr
Sankey; Device, Mrs Hudson. Nurserymen's Prize:— Best 24
Dahlias, Duchess of Richmond, Metella, Pickwick, Hope, Charles
XII., Admiral Stopford, Rouge et Noir, Eclipse, Phenomenon,
Kssex Triumph, Antagonist, Andrew Hofcr, Dowager, Lady Cooper,
Barnard's Rival Queen, Marquess of Lansdowne, Lee's Bloomsbury,
Hudson's Princess Royal, President of the West, Lady Middleton,
Maid of Bath, Burnham Hero, Mrs Shelley, Purple Perfection, Mr.
Philpot, Aldington.

Woolton Floral, Horticultural, and Agricidtural Meeting, Sept, 12.
—This was the Autumn Show of Dahlias, Fruits,Vegetables, See,

The following prizes were awarded :—Dahlias, &c.—24 blooms.
1, Mr. Green, gr to Mr. T. Rawson ; 2, Mrs. Preston. Best 18j

1, Mr. Manly, gr to Mr. W. Rotheram ; 2, Mr. Hurst, gr to Mr.
R. W. Preston ; 3, Mr. T. Rawson. Best 12, l, Mr. W. Rotheram .

2, Mr. R. W. Preston. Seedling, Mr. R. W. Preston. Stove Plant
in flower, 1, Messrs. Davies ; 2, Mr. Hislop, grto Mr. J. Ashton,
3, Mr. Hislop, gr to Mr. H. Ashton. Greenhouse Plant, \, Messrs;
Davies ; 2, Mrs. Foster; 3 and 4, Mr. Hogg, grto Mr. W.Shand.
Pelargoniums, Mrs. Foster. Ericas, \, Messrs. Davis ; 2, Mr.
Hill, gr to Mr. R. Alison. Flower Device, Mr. H. Ashton. Cut
Flowers, 1, Mr. W. Shand ; 2, Mr. R. W. Preston. Basket of
Plants, 1, Mrs. Foster; 2, Mr. Makinson, gr to Mr. R. Procter,
Calceolarias, two prizes, Mrs. Foster. Pansies, 1, Mr. W. Roth-
eram ; 2, and Seedling, Mr. R. Alison. Orchidaceous Plant, Mr.
J. Ashton. Collection of Poses, I, Mr. Houlgrave, gr to Mr.
Ambrose Lace; 2, Mrs. Foster. Ornament for the tent, Mr. T.
WaiuwriKht. Fruits: Black Grapes, ), Mr. W.Shand; 2, Mr.
Ambrose Lace. White, 1 , Mrs. Foster ; 2, Mr. J. T. Lamb. Peaches,
Mr. Hurst, gr to Mr. R.Willis. Extra Prizes, Mr.W. Rotheram
and Mr. J. Penlington. Nectarines, Mr. Leech, gr to Mr. Gilgeons;
Extra, Mr. W. Rothcrham. Cherries, Mrs. Ashton and H. Ash-
ton. Strawberries and Raspberries, Mr. H. Ashton. Plums,
Messrs. J. Penlington and R. Proctor. Dessert Apples, Mr.
Simms, gr to Mr. G. Yates. Baking ditto, Mr. T. Plythian.
Pears, 1, Mr. T. Rawson; 2, Mr. Hodgitt, gr to Mr. J. Cross-
thwaite. Melon, Mr. R. Alison. Gooseberries, 1, Mr. R. Alison ; 2,
Mrs. Foster. Currants, l, Mr. W. Gilgeons ; 2, Mrs. Ashton;
Extra, Mr. H. Ashton. Figs, Mr. R.Willis. Vegetables: In this
department the prizes were divided amongst most of the parties
above-named.— Liverpool Standard.

Youghal Horticultural Society, Sept. 6.— The following Prizes
were awarded :—To Mr. M. Murphy, gr to Earl of Huntingdon,
for Cockscombs, Melons, Pears, Currants, Celery, Cabbage, and
Shallots. To Mr. G. Coghlan, gr to R. Smith, Esq., for Dahlias,
German Stocks, Cockscombs, Rhodochiton volubile, Alstrcemeria
aurea, Gladiolus, Gloxiniarubra, Coreopsis, vars., Salvia patens,
Balsams, African Marygold, Grapes, Beet, Potatoes, white
Carrots, and Nuts. To Mr. M. Keane, gr to F. E. Currey, Esq.,
for Fuchsia lulgcns, Diplacus puniceus, Hydrangea in pot,
Shaddock Tree, Erica Bowicana, Verbenas in variety, best collec-
tion of Cut Flowers, Melon (Green Flesh), do. (Red Flesh), Nec-
tarines, Parsnips, Onions, and Shallots. To Mr. P. Quirke, gr
to J. Keily, jun., Esq., Fuchsia corymbiflora, fulgens,
Plumbago, Erica ampnllacea, and Gladiolus. To Mr. T. Joyce,
gr. to C. Uniacke, Esq., for Cucumbers and Artichokes. To Mr.
J. Walsh, gr to E. O'DeJl, Ksq., for Magnolia. To Mr. J. Lyons,
gr to Mrs. Uniacke, for Seedling Carnations, Potatoes, Cabbages

and Plums. To Mr. J. Curtin, gr to T. John, Esq., ior Nerium
splendens and Heliotrope. To Mr. R. Roche, gr to E. C. Giles,
Esq., for'best collection of Dahlias, best collection of Fuchsias,
best single Fuchsia, Rosa odorata, Impatiens, and stand
of Cut Flowers. To Mr. J. Casey, gr to \V. Moore, Esq.
tor Grapes, (White Frontignan,) Gooseberries, Currants, Whit**
Raspberries, Cherries, Dessert Apples, Kitchen Apples, Brocol*.
Cauliflowers, Lettuce, Peas, Beans, Kidney Beans, Achimeiies
lonjriflora, Passiflora princcps, Erythrina crista-galli, China-
Asters, second collection of Dahlias, Pinks and Picotees, a»d
Roses. To Mr. Edward Gwynne, gr to Mrs. Marsden, *'°*

Cinerarias and Spinach. To Mr. L. White, gr to Dr. Green, for
best Kidney Potatoes and Seedling Onions, To Mr. J. Dawiey,
gr to T. Seward, Esq., for best collection of Balsams, Nerium
splendens, American Aloe, and Grapes. To Mr. J. Power, Sx J?Mrs. Green, for Seedling Dahlias and Myrtles. To Mi*- E *

Donoghne, gr to Rev. P. S.Smyth, for Grapes, (Hamburgh)*.00 *

Grizzly Frontignan, Peaches, Jargonelle Pears, Apples, Turnips
Amaryllis belladonna, and Hoya carnosa. To Mr. T. Ki'» lica'y*

gr to the Convent, for Cactus (Yellow) and Chinese Rose. Io
Mr.W. Carty, Market Gardener, for Cabbage and Garlic. '*° Mr*

R.Morgan, Market Gardener, for Carrots and Red Cabbage.—
Cork Constitution.

[N.B.—We will endeavour to publish the remainder of our
Country Shows next week.]

MISCELLANEOUS.
Italian Fire-Fly in Norfolk.—I wish, through the

medium of your valuable publication, to make known a

circumstance which, as far as I can learn, has been
hitherto unnoticed in England. On going into my green-
house between seven and eight o'clock in the evening of

the 22nd of August, I was surprised at perceiving a glim-
mering light amongst the Vines, which, on further obser-
vation, I discovered to proceed from a »< Lucciola," or
Italian Fire-fly, with whose habits and appearance a long

residence in Italy has rendered me familiar. Although
the windows of the greenhouse were always open till within

;
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an hour of sunset, so that every facility was offered for its

escape, the little stranger regularly became visible after

dark for ten or twelve evenings in succession, and was

seen by many of the inhabitants of Swaffharo, whose

curiosity attracted them to the spot. I can only account

for this circumstance by having lately received from Italy

five or six Orange-trees, the roots of which, being encased

in balls of mould, might have afforded a shelter to the

insect in its chrysalis "state, subsequently developed into

active existence by the heat of the greenhouse. May I

beg to be informed, through the pages of the " Annals,"

if the appearance of this insect in England be hitherto

unrecorded ? and any light which can be thrown on the

subject will greatly oblige, John Dugmore, jim.—Annals
of Natural History.

Mr. Fortune. — As we were going to press letters

reached us from this gentleman, dated Hong-Kong, July

27, and we hasten to acquaint his friends with his safety

and good health.

Swan River Vegetation.— Convolvulace.-e.— We
have two species of Convolvulus on the alluvial,banks of our

rivers, the seeds of which are sought after by the bronze-

winged pigeons, at one season ; and we have Brown's

Calystegia sepium, a beautiful plant, with us only found

in salt marshes, about Ausfcralind, the Vasse, &c. In our

late journey to the south I saw it in flower, in great per-

fection, near the mouth of the Sabina river; the flowers a

beautiful rose colour, with five broad white stripes. This

plant certainly comes very near the Convolvulus sepium
of Linnasus, but I think it may be distinguished from it

as a species by its more slender habit, and from its only

growing in salt marshes. Wilsonia humilis is; plentiful

near the Vasse inlet, and we have several species of Cus-
cuta.

—

Drummond, in the Inquirer.

The Orchidacece of Mexico and Guatemala. By James
Bateman, Esq., F.R.S. Imperial folio. Ridgway.

Parts VII. and VIII.
At length we have before us the conclusion of this, the

taost magnificent Botanical Work in the English language.

The Part now produced is inferior to none of its prede-

cessors in the beauty of its illustrations, and is, moreover,

enriched with some valuable observations of a general kind
on various subjects connected with Orchidaceous plants,

their habits, and cultivation.

Among the more remarkable of the plants whose por-
traits are now given, we find Lselia superbiens, Sobralia
macrantha, and Barkeria spectabilis ; the former drawn
from dried, the latter from living specimens, and a charm-
ing species of Epidendrum, from Mexico, called Erubes-
cens, of which living plants did, and possibly still do, exist
at Paris. Of this Mr. Bateman speaks in the following
manner :-

btems probably short, and bearing but few ovate-
lanceolate acuminate leaves, two or three inches long.
Panicle terminal, usually compound, and sometimes rising
to the height of a foot and a half, bearing a multitude of
large flowers, supposed to be of a rosy hue throughout.
Pedicles longer than the flowers. Sepals nearly an inch
long, oval-lanceolate, much narrower than the spatulate
petals. Lip about the same length as the sepals, united
to the column of its apex, and three-lobed, the lateral
lobes being short and rounded, and not half the size of
the intermediate one, which is kidney-shaped, and half an
*nch long. Cultivators will be disappointed to learn that
lll is superb Epidendrum is at present known only by dried
specimens belonging to the Royal Herbarium at Munich.
Ihe flowers, although faded, still retain a rosy tint; and,
*hen fresh, could scarcely have been arrayed in less
attractive hues than those in which Miss Drake has ven-
tured to portray them ; but whatever their precise colouring
^ay have been, there can be no doubt that the species to
^hich they belong may take rank among the very finest
Plants of its tribe. It was accordingly made a special
object in the instructions of the various collectors who
have been sent from time to time to ransack the forest
treasures of Oaxaca ; but neither Hartweg nor Ross (who
closely followed Karwinski's steps,) succeeded in discov-
ering its retreat. Signor Galleotti was more fortunate,
£ut the plants which he transmitted to Paris have, it is to
be feared, entirely perished. But let us hope that as this
sPecies, independently of its beauty, belongs to a section
°* the genus which is usually of the easiest growth, re-
Revved exertions will be made to introduce it into our
stoves." To this we may add our own testimony as to
the plant being the finest thing of the sort in Mexico.

Speaking of Sobralia macrantha, of which there is a
sP*endid figure, Mr. Bateman observes, upon the authority
°* Mr. Skinner, that "in the situations where the plant
^ttains (he highest degree of luxuriance, its roots are
*requently overflowed with water for two or three months
ogether—in the rainy season, of course. Cultivators will,
herefore, do well to bear this singular fact in mind, and
approximate their treatment as closely as circumstances

j

111 permit. All Sobralias require a season of rest, which
8 readily obtained by merely removing them from a warm
nd humid house to one that is cool and dry/'
Upon Coryanthes macrantha are the following judicious

t

*&arks:

—

"In Mr. Rucker's collection no genus appears
° Succeed more perfectly than Coryanthes, although in
uers its cultivation is attended with much difficulty and

^
Xatioi

J
; but by noting its peculiarities, such frequent

^appointments may, perhaps, be avoided. The supplies

fo
.

f

at
.

an(* m oisture require to be most carefully regulated,

WH!
*fker be permitted to continue in excess, the plants

atm
qu

^
ckly Perish ;—on the other hand, a cold or dry

*M 1 •

ere is alway fi Prejudicial. Suspension in the air,

*he
1
?
usua"y adopted with so much advantage in cases

ere the flower-scales are pendulous, is here unsuitable

:

I and if on a block of wood, is certainly fatal. Another
danger to weakly plants is their proneness to make a suc-

cession of attempts to flower, which, although abortive,

are still persisted in until death ensues from sheer exhaus-

tion. To meet cases of this description it is advisable to

remove the flower-stems as they appear, until the plants

have gathered strength enough to support them without

risk of injury. C. macrantha is, perhaps, the more robust,

as it is certainly the most wonderful, species of the genus ;

it may, indeed, be questioned whether the whole tribe of

Orchidacese can offer anything more unaccountable or

extraordinary than its huge elaborate flowers, which are

so unlike aught that is ordinarily met with in the vegetable

world as to be not unfrequently regarded rather as exam-
ples of the modeller's skill than of the plastic powers of

Nature. When flowers of this species were first shown
to the natives of Trinidad—albeit accustomed to the

wonders of a tropical Flora—they would not be persuaded
that no imposition was intended ; even a sight of the plant

itself flourishing in the botanic garden scarcely removed
their suspicions."

Those who are familiar with the author's lively style

will recognise in the following clever sketch of the oddity

of Orchidacese even more than his usual talent for popular

description. We only wish we could add to the extract a

charming device, invented by Lady Grey of Groby, to

illustrate their fantastical peculiarities :

—

" But will the rarity of Orchidacere, or the care*; and at-

tention they require, suffice to explain the strange power
of fascination which they are felt to possess ? Or is it to be
accounted for by the beauty, the fragrance, or the dura-

bility of their flowers? or by the presence of all these

qualities combined ? No : other plants might be men-
tioned as rare, and as difficult of culture, and scarcely

inferior to them in personal charms, and yet they could

never boast of the train of admirers that has lately been
attracted round these mighty vegetable enchanters. In
what, then, does the secret of their spell consist? We
have sought for it in vain in every source from which
floral pleasure ordinarily[springs, in all that constitutes the

charm of other plants ! Neither can the question be dis-

posed of by looking merely to the end for which Orchi-

dacece were designed, and which we believe to have been

solely to afford us high and innocent enjoyment; but it is the

means to that end,—the secret of that power which we are

now so anxious to arrive at. Something it must clearly be
that forms not only the pride of Orchidacece, but which at

once distinguishes them from every other tribe—and where
is a character so marked and so peculiar to be found ?

Where but in the marvellous structure, the grotesque

conformation; and imitative character of their flowers ?

Yes ; here we have that which is more than sufficient to

explain all the wonder and admiration they have excited,
and here, then, we may safely affirm the seat of their
magic influence resides. It now, therefore, only remains
for us to prove that the attributes with which we have
invested them, and from which we believe their interest

to be derived, are neither idly nor fancifully ascribed to

them ; and this, we apprehend, we shall have but little

difficulty in effecting.

*' Accustomed as we are to look upon the animal and
vegetable kingdoms as altogether distinct, our astonish-

ment may be well awakened, when we see the various

forms of the one appropriated by the flowers of the other,

and yet such encroachments are but a part of the liberties

which these Orchidacese are perpetually taking ; for, as if

it were too simple a matter to imitate the works of Nature

only, they mimic, absolutely mimic, the productions of

Art ! But not contented to rest even here, they display a

restless faculty of invention fully equal to their powers of

imitation, and after having, like Shakspere, * exhausted

worlds,' like him, too, they seem to have i imagined

new ;' and thus we find their flowers exhibiting a variety

of strange and unearthly objects, such as bear no resem-

blance to created things, nor yet to any of the works of

man. Such a host of examples of their freaks in all

these departments are on record that we scarcely know
where to commence our selection. Perhaps, however,

it may be well to take first a few of the more prominent

cases in which they have adopted as their models sundry

kinds of insects, birds, beasts, fishes, and reptiles. 1 We
will begin, then, with the insects, not only because they

are the class most frequently imitated, but because we may
draw a portion of our illustrations from the meadows and
pastures of our own country, where, at the proper season,

flies, bees, drone?, and spiders,2 may be seen, which really

present us with very striking likenesses of the originals.

From the Tropics we have grasshoppers, musquitoes,

dragon-flies, moths, &c, &c.,3 in the greatest variety, and
we have also the gorgeous vegetable butterfly of Trinidad,

whose blossoms, poised at the extremity of their long

elastic scapes, wanton gaily in the wind, and seem impa-

tient of that fixture by which they are differenced in kind

from the flower-shaped Psyche, that flutters with free

wing above them/'* We come next to the birds, from

which the Orchidacece borrowed their swans, eagles, doves,

and pelicans; 5 to say nothing of a large assortment

of wings, feathers, beaks, and bills. From the

beasts they have not copied quite so freely as from

the birds, yet resemblances may be traced to

tigers, leopards, lynxes, bulls, rams, and monkeys,

and even to man himself.7 In the catalogue of

reptiles we find an endless variety of snakes, lizards, toads,

and frogs.
8 Of shells, likewise, there are many kinds.'

Then follows a mixed multitude of masks, cowls, hoods,

caps, and helmets ; swords, spurs, crests, pikes, arrows,

and lances ; whiskers, eyelashes, beards, bristles, tails,

horns, and teeth; combs, slippers, buckets, trowels,

pouches, saddles, &c, &c. 10 Nor is this mimicking

propensity confined to the flowers alone, being equally

conspicuous in their leaves and pseudo-bulbs, which have

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing week.
That Cape Heaths have been planted out in summer, and even

protected in the open ground during several winters, we have suf-
ficient evidence to prove, in some late volumes of the « Gardeners'
Magazine/ Mr. M Nab, of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, has
been m the hahit of turning out his overgrown specimen and other
duplicate plants of Heaths for many years past, and splendid masses
they make annually m front of the -houses. This enabled hun to
mark the comparative hardiness of a great number of sorts, the
result of which is given in his excellent pamphlet on the Heath,
His pupils have earned the system into other parts of the kingdom.
Many gardeners have followed their example, and large beds of
young Heaths are to be seen planted out every summer in the London
nurseries, and in every instance the plants thus treated appear in,

better health and vigour than those grown in pots. Therefore what
I advocate, and what I am carrying out in practice, have few claims
to novelty, further than taking up the thing more systematically, for
purposes of regular flower-gardening, and I have no doubts as to
the result ; let but one gardener in each county take up the subject,

and the tide would soon flow into the right channel, in a few years,

been likened to Onions, Cucumbers, Bamboos, and
Palms

;
tongues and mouse-tails ; hooks, whips, and

straps; swords and needles, &c, &c. Of some the
leaves are inscribed with Arabic characters, of others the
roots are cased in coral." u
We trust on future occasions to present our readers with

further extracts from this most entertaining book, which
is quite a mine of genuine wit, as well as of science and
sound practical information. For the present, we must
conclude with our sincere congratulations to the author
upon so happy a termination to his labours.

1 Our examples will be principally drawn frorri South America"
for owing to the much greater conformity in the blossoms nf the
Orchidacea* of the Old World, the cases in which strange figures
and animal likenesses occur, are not nearly so numerous as in
the new. Among: the more remarkable of the Orientals we may-
mention Vanda peduncularis, Renanthera arachnites, and
Phalasnopsis amabilis; the latter bears a most striking resem-
blance to a downy white moth—hence the name, and flowered
in the year 183; for the first time in Europe, in the rich collection
of Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting*. It is figured in the Herbarium
Amboinense of Rumphius, and this worthy man hardly knowing
•what to make of the insect and animal mockeries of which this
Phalaanopsis and others of its tribe are guilty, quotes the opinion
of a contemporary botanist, who seems to be convinced that all
suchlike Orchiriaceae spring " vel ex putridis quorundam anima-
lium cadayeribus in quibus vis qucedam seminalislatet vel ex ip-
sis animalium seminibusqufe in montibus,vel pratiscoeunt; atque
pro ejus argumento dicitin Satyriorum (meaning all Orchidacese)
floribus detegi speciem istius animalisex cojus semine in terra
putrefacto hoc Satyrium excrevit vel istius insecti quod plerura-
que ex cadavere cujusdam animalis prodit."—Rumph. Herb,
Amb. vi. Q8.

2 E.g., flies in Ophrysmuscifera; bees in O.apifera; dronesin O.
fucifera; spiders in O.aranifera. A remarkable circumstance con-
nected with O. mnscifera has twice occurred in the garden of the
Rev. T. Butt, of Trentham, whose devotion to the Orchidacese of
Europe and North America is fully equal to that of some of his
contemporaries for those of the Torrid Zone. The flowers of O.
muscifera bear, it is well known, a striking resemblance to a
certain (and that an uncommon) species of fly ; and some years
since one of this description was observed by Mr. Butt to settle
for days together on a blossom of the unconscious plant, no
doubt under the impression that it was enjoying the society of /
one of its own kind. For several summers afterwards, although
the Orchis continued to flower, the -fly was nowhere to be seen ;

last year, however, it was again observed at its post, where it
remained as before for several days in succession.

3 The columns of many of the Catasetums and other genera
make excellent " Grasshoppers." Musquitoes are born by
Trichocerosantenniferaor "Florde Mosquito" of the Peruvians;
" Dragon flies," by Renanthera arachnites ; " Moths," by Phalae-
nopsis amabilis, &c. &c. Insect-like anten rise are also conspicuous
in the flowers of Restrepia antennifera, and an unpublished
Mexican Epidendrum, E. antenniferum (Lindl. MSS.), discovered
by Mr. Henchman ; the genera Myanthus of Lindley, and Myox-
anthus of Poeppig and Endlicher (though now abolished), were
also founded, as their names imply, on the resemblance of their
flowers to different kinds of flies.

* Coleridge's "Aids to Reflection." The Butterfly plant of
Trinidad is the now well-known Oncidium papilio ; it had not
flowered in this country at the time the "Aids to Reflection"
were written, otherwise we might have supposed it to have been
in the eye of the "Ancient Mariner" when he penned the
passage we have quoted.

5 Swans are found in both the species of Cycnoches, doves
in Peristeria elata, Pelicans in the unintroduced Mexican
Cypripedium, (C. Irapceanum, La Have) which from the great
resemblance of its flowers to the bird of that name, is styled by
I he natives " Flor de Pelicano." As to the Eagles, they have not
come under the cognizance of any professed botanist. But a
fine Orchidacea, which has been imported from Jamaica by that
zealous collector, Mr. Horsfall of Liverpool, is always spoken of
as the " spread eagle" by the inhabitants of that island. Unfor-
tunately the plant has hitherto refused to flower, and therefore

wehavehad no opportunity ofjudging how far itdeserves this title.
6 The column inmost Orchidaceous plants has its wings and

beak infinitely diversified in structure. Feathers are not so

plentiful, but they may be seen in great beauty in the various
species of Ornithocephalus, all of which are quite birds in minia-
ture. Psittacoglossum atratum, an unintroduced Mexican plant,

has a black tongue like a parrot, and La Llave named it accord-
ingly.

7 The skins of the tiger and the leopard are rivalled by the
petals of such plants as Stanhopea tigrina, Bulbophyllum leopar-
dinum, &c. ; the " flos lyncea" of Hkrnandez is so called from
its lynx-like eyes and teeth ;

Dendrobium taurinum has much of

the bull about its face; and various Cataseta—C. semiapertum
especially—grin like the ugliest monkey. Aceras anthropophora,
the Man-orchis, is a well-known plant. Even extinct animals do
not always escape; a geologist would instantly recognise the
head of a Dinotherium in the flowers of Masdevallia iniracta.

8 Pleurothallis ophiocephala has a strong resemblance to a
serpent's head, and Pholidota imbricata an equally strong;

resemblance to a rattle-snake's tail. Lizards occur in Pleuro-

thallis saurocephalus and Epidendrum lacertinum, and irogs in

Epidendrum raniferum.
9 Zygopetatum cochleare, Epidendrum cochleatum, and Pholi-

dota 'conchoidea, afford as pretty specimens as any; Pleuro-

thallis chitonoides is also a little gem of its kind.
10 The genera Coryanthes, Corycium, Bonatea, Pelexia, &c„

all derive their names from caps and helmets, which they yield

abundantly. For hideous masks we must look to Mormcdes
atropurpureum; for cowls to Monachanthus (now Catasetum)
discolor and viridis ; sworrls and pikes and other weapons of war
are supplied in quantities innumerable by the various and com-
plicated forms of the lip. Epidendrum selligcrum, and many
more, are provided with good saddles, and a host of Saccolabia
and allied genera carry large bags and pouches.

11 Onions in Oncidium cebolleta
;
Cucumbers in Dendrobium

cucurneroides; Bamboos in Arundina bambusifolia; Palms in
Angrnecum paimiforme ;

tongues and mouse-tails in Dendrobium
linguceforme and D. myosurus ;

hooks in Arpnphyllum spicatum -

whips in Maxillaria (now Scnticana) flagellifera ; straps in Pleu-
rothallis strupifolia; needles m Epidendrum aciculare • swords
passim. The name of Grammatophyllum scriptum proclaims its
peculiarities (somewhat tautologically) - Corallorhiza also.
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even without enlarging much on the beauties and diversity of forms
in this inimitable race. You never heard of any one who knew any-
thing at all about plants but admired Heaths, and would be the first

tribe they would cultivate, had it not been for the difficulty of grow-
ing them well in pots. There is, indeed, a good deal of skill and
attention necessary to grow them well in pots, and failures even
occur with the best gardeners occasionally, but all these vanish under
the system I propose. Verbenas and Petunias are much more diffi-

cult to keep over winter than Heaths, provided they are never potted.
This is the whole secret in the business, and no argument is neces-
sary to prove the additional interest and gaiety their introduction
would impart to our flower-gardens, to say nothing about the novelty
of the thins. The subject, therefore, involves but two points for our
consideration, viz., the expense of purchase and the after-manage-
ment. A selection of sorts is of less moment, as every nurseryman
who grows them can furnish a list of names to flower at any particu-
lar season of the year, or in succession through all the summer and
autumn months. The best way to buy small Heaths, to begin with,
is to offer a nurseryman so much a dozen for them, leaving the
sorts to be selected by himself, as it often happens that he has scores
of some really fine sorts that he would be glad to part with on very
reasonable terms, and at the same time be short of some inferior sorts
that you might order, and therefore ask a good price for them ; this
is always my own plan, and I know enough of the trade to say that it

is the safest way, when you have an honest man to deal with. They
charge 9s. per "dozen for good plants of common bedding Pelargo-
niums, ready to plant out iu May, and for 12*. a dozen you may buy
hundreds of such Heaths as I recommend to begin with, always
taking them as young as you can get them ; indeed, I would prefer
them taken out of their store-pots in April or May, divide them,
and grow them the first season in a nursery bed, out of pots, in
the reserve-garden ; and I am surprised that the nurserymen do
not plant out long frames of them at this stage, where they might
remain until they got too crowded ; it is the only true way of pre-
paring them for the one-shift system. Some of these common
Heaths will seed freely, and may be reared from seeds as easily as
the common Rhododendrons, and when the plants get kxrge and
bushy the lower shoots may he layered like those of other plants ;

and these layers are by far the best plants for the flower-garden, as
they never require potting ; besides, they will all graft and inarch as
easily as other plants, but the more tender ones must be worked in
this way, so that between one way or another there is no great fear
of getting up a good stock of these beautiful plants. I have already
given an epitome of their winter culture, and shall enlarge on it soon.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—With respect to the growth of Pines in peat, one of our
best English gardeners writes me thus: -

" I will venture to predict
that Pines will not do in this country in peat alone. I have never
yet been able to procure any such as I have seen used for that pur-
nose round Paris and other parts of France. Their peat is rich
Devond description ; of a greasy soapy nature, and also contains
abundance of silver-sand. I have Queens now growing and fruiting
beautifully turned out in an open pit (how is it treated?), and it is

my intention in another season to cultivate the whole I have on that
plan, as it saves a great deal of labour," &c. Sec. I hope soon to be
able to give the routine of culture, out of pots, for the whole year
round. Meantime, see that the late rains have not endangered the
heat of the linings, and that no sudden changes are risked before
winter.

Vinery.—A gentleman who called here last week told me that he
had seen a place in East Suffolk— celebrated for taking the first:

prizes for Cucumbers all over the kingdom—where every lap between
the glass was puttied, Vineries and all: that he thought this very
injudicious, and that a contrary plan was recommended last year in
the Chronicle. I replied that we have every lap puttied here, down
to the common hand-glass, and that the Chronicle did not recom-
mend open laps, but instanced a case where Grapes had been kept to
a late period, notwithstanding the disadvantages of open laps ; and
that we might learn from this the advantage of giving air at all times
to our late Grapes, whether we used fires to expel damp or not.

Pits, for Asparagus, Sea-kale, and Rhubarb will now be in use
where these things are wanted early; but any dark place will do for
the Rhubarb and Sea-kale, and I believe this is the best way to force
Sea-kale until after Christmas ; the saving of dung and labour will
meet the cost of rearing plants for that purpose; besides, the Sea-
kale is so much sweeter and easier to manage in the dead of winter.

Out-door Department.
It would require a large book to contain a mere sketch of the

* operations' ' that are now in contemplation in our Kitchen-gardens
;

every Pear-tree that has thrown out strong breast-wood for the last
year or two with plenty of blossoms and little fruit may now or soon be
carefully taken up, but on no consideration whatever is the founda-
tion of the border to be disturbed to trace down roots if you cannot
pull them up—a bad practice, however ; cut them off at once, and
reduce one or two of the weakest and strongest branches of the head
to correspond ; train out the remaining roots at full length, and
throw six or nine inches of good earth over them, and if they look
stinted next summer, water them well. Again, if your tree is a
stinted, half-starved one, take it up also, and if the roots arc sound
give them fresh soil, and reduce the head two thirds, otherwise throw
it away, and you will judge yourself for all the intermediate
degrees, but let there be no wavering about the extreme points. All
other fruit-trees are to be dealt with after the same manner, and not
only once in a life-time, but as often as the symptoms appear. Then
comes the trenching and making of new borders — what a deal of work
is involved in the mere name of the thing ! it is easy enough to fill

up paper talking about such things, but the spade must take the
place of the pen if the work is to be done in earnest.
Crops.— See that the wet or frost does not injure your Endive-

plants, and if your Cauliflower and autumn Broccoli come into use too
fast, take up some of them, and put them in by the heels somewhere
in the shade, where you can throw a mat or something over them if

frost sets in before you want them. After the first frost or so is over
there is not so much danger for some time about young or succulent
crops. All the Lettuce-plants that are to stand the winter out-of-
doors should be now or very soon in the ground

;
perhaps the winter

Spinach had better be thinned out a little more, the late fine weather
made them fill up the rows more than usual. See also that the winter
Onions are not eaten by slugs or snails, and have some soot kept dry
in one of the sheds to dust over among young plants, in or out of
frames ; this will have the effect of keeping off these creatures.

Orchard.— It i3 always a good plan to have a few young trees of
all the best sorts of fruit in reserve ready to fill up vacancies. Let
your stock of trees be ever so full or promising, there is no saying
how soon failures may happen, and a few young trees will not take
up much room, especially if you keep transplanting them every
second or third year ; and if they bear a few fruit so much the better,
as you will then be sure what they are before you remove them to
their final situation. Voung Peach and Apricot-trees should be thus
nursed before they are planted against the walls after you get them
from the nurseryman, and this having been a very good season for the
growth of these trees, no one who is not already provided, should
neglect the opportunity of buying in a few young trees to be nursed
under his own eye a few years before they arc wanted on the walls, &c.

IL—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—As soon as a wet day or coarse weather stops out-door
work, every pot in the stove or any other house ought to be well
cleaned with a scrubbing-brush and water, in some of the sheds;
besides the look of the thing, there is nothing more injurious to plants
in confinement than the rank unwholesome vapour arising from dirty
pots, after the fires are commenced. At this Michaelmas scrubbing,
the balls should be first turned out to see if the drainage is perfect,
and if worms have got into the pots get them out as soon as the pots
are cleaned, stir the surface of the soil, and add a little fresh to it

of the same kind. If the plants are free from insects, the walls

whitewashed, and the heating apparatus in good order, I should say
you are in a good condition to face the winter. Stove-plants require
very little water now if the weather is dull, and the atmosphere of the
houses ought to be kept rather dry than otherwise.

Greenhouse.—Let all the greenhouse plants be also cleaned,

pots and all, before they are set on the new-cleaned shelves, and let

the lights be down all day, and half down through the night, unless
rain or frost prevents it. With any new pots without holes in the
bottom, there need be no wet under the pots for the winter, thus
saving the roots and shelves also.

Conservatory.— If the Orange-trees or any plants kept per-

manently in this house have not been looked over of late, no time
should now be lost in getting every leaf and pot as clean as maybe,
and also the surface of the borders. As this house will now be kept
more close, nothing inside can be too clean or sweet. Beau-
montia grandiflora will grow freely in a well-managed conservatory,
but not flower without more heat at the roots, and as it is of the
same natural order (Apocynea), as the Allamanda and Echites, I

see no reason why these should not be inarched on it as soon as it is

long enough to reach near the top of the house. I would have the
top sashes of all conservatories, large or small, fixed down ; nothing
but a blind adherence to old rules could have sanctioned the prevail-

ing system; and what can be more beautiful than a conservatory
with climbers streaming along in graceful festoons over the pillars,

rafters, bars? &c, &c.
Paulovxia impbrialis.—The flower-cup or calyx of the blos-

som I examined was like a downy Acorn-cup, without any toothing,
which puzzled me much. I have since received another calyx, and
a good pencil sketch from Miss Wray, and they correspond exactly
with Dr. Siebold's figure, so that my doubts were premature.
Coed Pits.— A multitude of Greenhouse-plants would do better

in cold pits for the next two months than in the best greenhouse in

the country
; even turf- pits, with boarded frames and asphalte cover-

ings to be put on in rainy or frosty weather, are far better for these

sort of plants as long as the thermometer shows no more than nine
or ten degrees of frost.

Flower-Garden.—All showy beds near the windows, and half-

hardy plants against walls, &c., ought to be protected from frost as

long as practicable ; it is too soon yetto disturb the flower-garden
with removing large shrubs, &c, but high time to plant all the early
Tulips, Narcissus, and such bulbs for flowering early next spring ;

also any herbaceous plants for the same purpose.—D. Beaton,
Shrublund Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Oct. 12, 1843, as

m observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswiek.

Oct.,

Friday fi

Saturday 7
Sunday 8
Monday 9
Tuesday ]«
Wednesday 11
Thursday] '-

Average

liAROMKTKH. TlIRRMOMRTRR.

Max.
2i).7'-16

29.602
29 683
20.715
20.016

29.217
29.637

Min.
29.187
29. 440
29.373

29.282
29.601
29.098

29.090

Max.
65
69
62
54
64

60
50

29.^28 29.295 60 r>

Min.
51
57
50
35
46
42

83

45.1

Oct, 6. Densely clouded; slight rain; heavy rain at night.

7. Cloudy; overcast and mild; rain.

R. Wind. Rain.
Mean.
59.5 S.W. .19
63.0 s.w. .06

66.0 w. .22

44.6 w. .11

55 S.W. .40
61.0 S.W. .14

41.0 N.W. .09

62 8 1 21

8. Boisterous; cloudy and fine; overcast; rain.
9. Kaln; showery; clear at ni^rht.

10. Clear; overcast and fine ; ht*avy rain at night.
II* Boisterous; heavy rain; overcast- I

12. Boisterous; cold rain ; cloudy and fine; clear, with slight frost at
ni^ht.
Mean temperature of the week 17° above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswiek during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
,Week ending October 21, 1848.

Oct.

Sun. 15

Mon. IG
Tuea. 17
Wed. 18
Thuri.19
Pri. " 20
Sat.J 2i

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

63.7
58.8
58.8

59.0

69.7
59.1

59.2

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

4!.

8

43.5

43.2

44.2
:iK-8

41.1

40.8

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in

which it

Kained.

50.3
51.1

51-0

51.

G

49.2
50.1

50.0

Greatest
Prevailing Wind*.

quantity
of Rain. |£

5
5
3
9
6

7
4

0.50 in.

12
0.17
0.42

0.14
0.13
0.33

Z
• w

9
'T,

*

**•
*

— — mm — —
I 1 l 4 1 3
1 2 l 3 3 5
^ 8 1 4 6
2 1 l 8 4 5
1 2 3 1

2 4
2 — 3 4 3 3
3 ^ 3 '1 3 3

1
—

>

5
o

8
1

4
1

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 2Ut, in
1030—thermom. 73°; and the lowest on the 21st, 1843—thermom. 20°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GAIIDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Oct. 13, 1843.

There has been a good supply of both Fruit and Vegetables
during the week; but trade is rather dull. The weather has also
been cold and wet for two or three days past, which will no
doubt have an effect upon the market. Pines are not very plen-
tiful, but are of good quality ; they are selling at from 4a-. to 6s.

per lb. Black Hamburgh Grapes still continue to be of good
quality, and quite sufficient to meet the demand ; a few Muscats
are still to be seen in the market, and bring from 4s. to 6s. per lb.

Plums, fit for table, are becoming every day scarcer; a few of
the Golden Drop are to be met with, and are offered at from is.

to l

2s. per punnet. Damsons are not so plentiful as last week,
and are selling at from 3s. to 4s. per half-sieve. Peaches are
getting rather scarcer, but arc of excellent quality, and still

sufficient to meet the demand. Figs continue to bring about
the same prices as last week. Apples are not very plen-
tiful. Pears arc selling at from 3s. to 8s. per half-sieve. Melons
are becoming rather scarce. Spanish ones are still brought
to the market, but not in large quantities. These are selling at

from 4s. to 6s. each. There is little difference in the price of

Cucumbers from that of last week. Cabbages and Turnips are
good and plentiful. Carrots continue to improve in quality, and
realise nearly the same prices as last week. Endive is selling at

from is. to is. 6d. per score. Shallots are sufficient to meet the
demand, and bring from 6d. to yd. per lb. Cut Flowers are chiefly

composed of Erica mammosa pallida, verticillata, gracilis, and
vestita purpurea, Pentstemon gentianoides, Gladiolus psittacinus,
Primula sinensis, Amaryllis belladonna, Zinnias, Camellias,
Fuchsias, Scarlet Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, China
and perpetual Roses.

PRICES, .Saturday, October 14,1843 FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb., 4* to Gt
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2s to 4*

„ Portugal, per lb. 1* to ii (id

Peaches, per dozen, As to 9*
Figs, per doz., 3* to Gt]

Melons, each, 1* Gd to 4.t

,, Dutch, each, U to 2s Gd
„ Spanish, each, 4* to (is

Plums i per punnet, 1* to 2s

,, Golden Drop, per pun., 2s
Dairmor.s, per sv., 3* to 4s
Apples, dessert, p. bush. As to 0$
Apples, Kitchen, p'hus. 3* (id to 5t Gd
Pears, per hall-sieve, 3* to its

OranKes, per d often, Is Gd to 3s— per 100,1!)* to 30*

Cabbages, per doz., Gd to la
Greens, per doz. 2s to 2s Gd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 4s to 6s
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve, \s6dto3t— Scarlet, per hf-sv., 1* to It Gd
Potatoes, per ton, 50/ to 75*
— per cwt., 2s Gd'to 3s Gd
m per bushel, I* Gd to 2s— Kidney, p. bush., 2s to 3i Gd

Artichokes, green, per doz., 1* Gd to 3*
Vegetable Marrows, per doz., Gd to 1 s
Turnips, per doz. bunches, \s to 2s
Red Beet, per dozen, 9rf to 1*
Horse Radish, per bundle, 1# to 6m
Radinh, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd to 1*— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, 9d to 1*
Carrots, p. doz. bun., 2s to 5s

Spinach, per sieve, 9d to it

Leeks, per doz- bun., U to 2s j j

Garlic, per lb. Gd to Bd

Lemons, per doz. Gd to 2s— per 100,3*io 12*
Cucumbers, per brace, Id to Bd "I
Gherkins, per 1000, 6* to 7*
Green Capsicums, per 100,1 sGd to 2* Gd
Red — ,, 4* to 8*
Almonds, per peck, Gt
Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 3*
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, \Gs
— Hazel, 3* to 4*
— Barcelona, 22*
— Cob. 12*

Filberts, English, p 100lbs.,'4.S* to 60*
Barberries, per hf-sv., 3* to 4*
Tomatoes, per ht.-sv., 2* to 3* Gd.

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., 1* Gd to 3*

— Large, per bushel, 2* to 3*
— Spanish, per doz., 1* to 3*— pickling, p/hf.-BV., 3* Gd to 4* 6d

Shallots, per lb., Gd to 9d
Chilis, per 100, l*to2*
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, $d to 1*
— Cos, per score, Gd to 1* Gd

Celery, per bun., Gd to 2*
Mushrooms, ppr pottle, 1* 6d to 2* &*

Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 16* to 2B*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Sweet. Basil, per doz. bunches, 2* to 3*
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 3d to <d
Parsley, per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 2*
Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Endive, per score, 1* to 1* Gd t,

Mint, per doz. bunches, 1* to 2*
Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. UQdtQS*
Chervil, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Notices to Correspondents.
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR.—At the earnest

solicitation of many of our Subscribers, we have determined on re-

printing Mr. Paxton's " Cottager's Calendar." It will be ready in

a day or two, in the form of a small volume, for general distribu-

tion, price 3d. each copy, and may be ordered of all booksellers.

Gentlemen wishing to distribute copies among their cottage ten-

antry, may have them delivered i?? any part of London, by remit-

ting a post-office order to this office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25

copies. We shall feel obliged by those gentlemen who wish for a

large supply giving their orders at once, that the number printed

may be regulated accordingly.

Back Numbers of the Gardeners' Chonicle.—We arc so

often applied to for particular Numbers of the Gardeners' Chro-

nicle, to complete sets, and so many are now out of print, that we
think it will save all parties trouble if we publish a list of the

Numbers which may still be had. Any Subscriber who will for-

ward to our publisher Post-office stamps, equivalent in value to as

ma-uy Numbers as are required, shall have them sent. Those
Subscribers who are very anxious to complete their sets should

write at once, as we have very few copies of some of the Numbers.
1841 : 1, 6, 8, 13, 14, 15, l6, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29,

30, 31,32, 34, 49.

1842: 4,6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, l6, 18,30,42,50,51,52.
1843: 1,5,9, 10, 11, 12, 13,14, 15, 16, 17,18, 19,20, 22,23,24,25,

26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40.

Manure.—Pons Mid.—You may apply gas-water to your lawns
now, but it will act more beneficially if you delay it till April.

Perhaps it would be as well to do both. W. tf.—The best

manure forthe lower part of Hampstead, where the soil is stiff,

upon a yellow clay, and in the summer becomes quite hard

and cracks, is an abundant dressing of old plaster and lime

rubbish. S. W.—Throw into a heap all refuse vegetables,

grass-cuttings, cinder-sittings of the house, and moisten them
with gas-water. Leave them in small heaps, and in three

months they will be excellent. Also form a compost heap of

any refuse soil, and add to it the contents of all the cesspools

and similar places belonging to the house, especially the fluid

animal secretions. Let this remain a few months, and you
will have a great additional supply of powerful manure. If these

are not enough, buy a little Potter's Guano, or Superphosphate

of Lime. Soot is an excellent ingredient in a compost heap.

Heating.— A Subscriber.—You may work your two houses with
one boiler, but it must be a good one. It does not much
matter what its construction is, but it should at least be a
No. 2, and not a small one. There is no objection to your car-

rying the pipes through one end of your Vine-border, provided

you tunnel the distance ; that is to say, inclose the pipes in a
good casing of brickwork ; otherwise you will lose heat to an
inconvenient degree. W. Littington.— Mills's book on the

Melon will give you full information. You will also find a
good kind of pit figured in the last part of the Proceedings of

the Horticultural Society; and we shall publish something of

the kind presently, lint, unless you have hot dung at un-
limited command, you will find it much cheaper and better to

use hot-water gutters. All booksellers supply all books.

A Subscriber may make one pipe answer the purpose of a flow

and return-pipe, in which case it should be at least three inches

in diameter, and enter the trough at the bottom. But it is not
an arrangement to be recommended. We have no experience

with Welsh's circular flue-tiles ; but if they are very hard they

are not likely to answer. We have stated on more than one
occasion that the lower half of an old flue, well cemented
inside, makes a good hot- water trough. We should think a
common brewing copper will heat your water as well as any-
thing else ; but if you do not take care, it will be over-powerful

for so Bmall a length of guttering. Junius.-—Your plan is

ingenious, and at present we see no objection to it. We will,

however, consider it further. W- H.-We see no reasonwhy
you should tncur the expense of iron pipes. Such hot water
troughs as have been mentioned and represented lately, worked
with a Rogers's boiler, will answer any purpose ; and by placing
your boiler in the shed you may carry such heating troughs
into the greenhouse and stop ofF the circulation when you do
not want heat. The White Sweetwater, Chasselas Musque,
for white, and the Black Hamburgh, are among the most useful

Grapes you can have. Do not use smoke flues if you can
avoid it.

Cropping.— T. L.—In the climate of England it is too late to

sow any crop for winter food after the middle of August. After

early Potatoes, on light soils, Spurrey maybe sown, which will

be eaten by cows and sheep, and probably by goats; also, in

winter, Stubble Turnips may succeed, if sown immediately after

harvest. We would not recommend Potatoes to be raised two
years in succession, on the same ground. On very rich land
one bushel of Wheat might suffice to produce a good crop,

dibbled in at nine inches, two seeds in each hole ; the plan of

hoeing in Wheat is good, on some soils which will bear tread-

ing ; but so little as one bushel of seed per acre could not be
distributed regularly. You had better use a little more seed,

than risk the loss of a crop. M,
Wheat.— A". C. A.—Dig or trench your ground well, and clear it

of root weeds ; then spread at the rate of 2 cwt. of guano,
mixed with five or six bushels of fine coal-ashes, over the sur-

face, and rake it in. Draw drills four inches deep, nine inches
apart, and sow your Wheat in these, covering the seed well-
one and a half bushel per acre of good plump seed. If your
ground is loose and mellow, roli it, or tread over the drills to

make it firm. If very stiff, let it remain in the rough state.

In March sow the same quantity of guano and ashes as top-

dressing. Hoe and clear the intervals between the drill9

several times, while the Wheat is tillering. If the plants stand
nearer than six inches in the rows, thin them out. You ought
thus to have a crop of good Wheat, at least seven or eight quar-

ters per acre. We presume a good depth of mould over the

clay subsoil, and this well drained. M.
Mummy Wheat.— Violet,—The Wheat grown from seeds said to

be taken from Egyptian mummy-cases is similar to the modern
Egyptian Wheat.

Vines.—A Subscriber,—The following are varieties suitable iot

a Vinery, formed in three divisions, to be forced in successioni
and for which ten Vines are required :—For the first division,

Black Hamburgh, Royal Muscadine, and Black Prince; forthe

second, Black Hamburgh,White Frontignan, Chasselas Musque,
and Black Frontignan ; for the third, Charlesworth Tokay, and

Black or Oldacre's St. Peters.$The Black Hamburgh and Royal
Muscadine are the best varieties for growing in pots, to train

down the rafters; and these can be procured by any nursery-

man near London.
||

Pkach Trees.—E. S.—Your Peaches shed their flowers from
one of two causes ; either the trees are forced too fast, or frorfl

want of ventilation the flowers are not fertilised. From what

you say, we conclude the latter to be the true reason. Vines

and Peaches do not agree very well.
Pbar-Trkks.—Amateur.—You may head back your Pear-tree in

spring, and engraft it with Marie Louise, which is an excellent

Pear, and will come almost immediately into bearing.*
Strawberry Plants.— J. L.—Do not dig between your Straw-

berry plants at all. The ulan is part of the same harbarou

system of gardening which directs Strawberry-leaves to

cut off. . , g
Magnolias.—W. H. H.—Your layer of a Magnolia, whicni

struck root, had better remain attached to the parent in

until spring ; when it may be separated, carefully taken up,

*

planted in a southern aspect.t
, ™«ic in

Cinerarias.-^. A.- You may sow your Cineraria seeds i

spring, in shallow pans, filled with light sandy sod
;
tnen pi

them in a slight bottom-heat, and ™ter^
they begin to grow. They may be obtained in.^.%edt0

S
grow

Mignonette.- Daphne.-All you have to do,
°̂/
d^«gicli

Mignonette in winter, is to keep the pots m pits from wnw-
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IK08^ eluded, and which you can ventilate freely at Misckllanbous.-J. A.
f
Limerick.-Write direct to the newsman

all times when the weather is moderate. Your plants draw
because they have too much heat, and too little air and light.

Ixias.—E. G.—These bulbs should be kept in a dry place until
the season for potting them arrives, which will be about the
beginning of November. The soil best adapted for them is a
sandy peat mixed with a little loam. After potting they may
be kept in a cool, airy situation ; and as soon as they begin to
grow they may be watered freely.

{

Fuchsias.—Tyro.—Keep these plants as quiet as you can in
winter by withholding water and keeping them cool. They
must not, however, become absolutely dry. You will find
some information about the laws of Gardens informer Num-
bers; hut we cannot offer legal opinions. A Young Gar-
dener.—-Procure the following 12 sorts:—Thompson's formosa
elegans, robustum, Venus Victrix, conspicua arborca, reflexa,

tricolor, Stanriish's Colossus and Attractor, Smith's Queen
Victoria, and Coralina, Moneypennii, and splendens.*

Roses.—C—Wait till spring before you plant out Bourbon and
China Roses. A Widow Lady.Six climbing Roses may be
Amadis (crimson), Klegans (crimson purple striped), Gracilis
(bright rosy red), Ruga (pale flesh), Queen of the Belgians
(creamy white), and Inermis (bright rose). Some of the Nur-
serymen have the Rose called Peestina, under the name of the
Scarlet Four Seasons.!

Da h has.—A two Years* Subscriber.—The colours of the Dahlias in
your list have already been given: a further description is

unnecessary, as they are all fine flowers, blooms of which are
seen in the best stands. Charl Millers we are not acquainted
with.

Ivv.— G. W. F.-We do not know of any positive proof that the
stem- roots of the Ivy afford it nourishment; the general
opinion is that they do not. If they do, it can only be in a
small and inconsiderable degree. To prove that, cut off an
Ivy-plant above the ground. It is in no sense of the word a
parasite.

Giiapbs.—F. A. J. H.~ Your Vines, producing bunches almost
totally abortive, must have been starved at the time of flower-
ing.

|| Limerick.—A degree of heat proper for the White
Frontignan will perfectly suit the Chasselas Musque. This
sort, though perfectly distinct from the White Frontignan,
bears more resemblance to it than to any other.

||

Pkars.— W. H. H.—The following Pears will succeed against a
stable wall with a N.N.W. aspect :—Jargonelle, Marie Louise,
Hacon's Incompaiable, and DunmoreJ

Nuts.—H. J. //.—These may be preserved for a considerable
length of time in new flower-pots, and a slight sprinkling of
salt will prevent them from becoming mouldy. When filled,

the pots should be inverted on a layer of dry sand.

J

Kidnkv-Bkans.—Live and Learn. — The roots of the Scarlet
Runner Kidney-Bean are fleshy and perennial, and if pre-
served over winter, like a Dahlia, will give you an earlier crop
next year than seed. The Dwarf Kidney- Bean is an annual,
and cannot be so preserved. One of the best of them, for an
early crop, is the Negio ; the Early Dun is also very good.

Inskcts.—/. B. F.—The insect attacking your Firs is too well
known. It is the Hylurgus piniperda. The best and only
palliative, for remedy we know none, is to break off the dying
ends and burn them. Pinus ponderosa is extremely subject to
its attacks. By a little management your Deodara may be made
to recover its leader. G.S. Wintle.—'We had supposed the
house-fly to have been dead before the Chelifer cancroiries
had attached itself to it, because we did not think it capable
of seizing hold of a live and active flv. Your observations
show, however, that we were in error; and we must own that
we cannot satisfactorily account for the Chelifers being found
where you discovered them. This insect, in houses, frequents
old wood-work, hiding between the joints of the boards; is
sometimes found in and upon old books, and may also be occa-
sionally seen in neglected collections of dried plants, in-sects, ore—

o

#

Mealy Buo.-TFm.-This insect is very difficult to get rid ofwhen once established; therefore, you must persevere withpatience in the application of soap-suds, as this is a means of
destroying it; it is very doubtful whether frost may have inv
effect on it.t

auy

Rooks,—Aliquis.—" Selby on Forest-trees " is the best we have -

but unfortunately it is very dear. There are manv others butwe cannot recommend them as being exactly what can be
wished. u Billington on Planting " would probably suit youAmkrican Plants.—Tyro.— If your materials are good, one
third loam and two thirds peat will form a good mixture.
But American plants will grow well in peat alone, if f good
quality. In a wet situation they will be contented with six or
nine inches of soil of good quality; in dry places a foot or 15
inches are required.

Lawn.—Rural Chemistry.— If you water your lawn well with
gas-water and water you will kill the moss, and improve the
grass. Do not be alarmed if you should seem to have killed
your grass also, for that will recover. But this will be of no
permanent advantage unless you keep the lawn manured for
it seems clear that its soil is exhausted. For this purpose yon
*nay employ repeated and gentle dressings of Guano, largely
mixed with ashes, after the grass begins to grow next springA^OLK-M^AHVRiJ<G.—Jgnortimus.~'ln order to ascertain the angles
°f elevation formed by the roofs of Forcing-houses, various
Methods are adopted. That by calculation requires a know
]edge of trigonometry. By means of a Gunter's scale and a
Pair of compasses, the pitch or elevation of roofs may, how-
ler, be found easily as follows :—Draw a horizontal line and
from the end of this another at right angles by a square
Jr otherwise; on the former set off as many equal parts, say
«alf inches, as the house is feet in width, between where the
under side of the rafter touches the front wall-plate and the
back wall ; and on the other as many of such parts as the back
>J'all is feet in height, measured from a point on a level with™e front wall- plate, to the under side of the rafter at top. a
«ne drawn between the points marking the above measures
filiform the slanting side of a triangle, corresponding with
J"e pitch, or elevation of the roof. It only remains to ascer-
tain the number of degrees which the angle contains. With
Jbe distance of 60° from a line of chords, marked cho on Gun-
ner's scale, place one foot of the compasses in the angular
Point, and with the other describe an arc, intersecting the
nnes representing the base and roof; the distance between
jnese lines at the points of intersection by this arc will extend
jrom the beginning of the line of chords to the number of
Agrees which the angle contains, or in other words, to the
"umber of degrees of elevation. ||

Or a simpler way is the
flowing :— Describe the triangle a b c, on which let a c repre-
sent the width, and b c the / b height of the back wall above™e front wall-plate. Then a£ c place the instrument called
^protractor, with its middle line at a, and theline a b will in-ter;>-rsect on the protractor the angle required. If you want fur

§n
r '"formation we must refer you to the Village Schoolmaster.

allows.— I do not know whether it is exactly within your
Province to prescribe a cure for Swallow-nest building, but I

tor
GrVe you admit sundry entertaining scraps of Natural His-
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antl Perna l>s one of your correspondents may be able to

of
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ne now 1 can prevent the Martins building under the eaves
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tle numbers make such a dirt on the windows (to
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COme and Pillage their nests) as to be quite intolerable,

a " 1)lv destroying the nest does not answer, for they build
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ePt verv frequent cutting them. By perseverance

^y may be got rid of In this way, but in no other. It is of no
Honkv
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t
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hem onIy once in two y ears -

of tiroT
Il00d re(luest3 to be intormed of the best method

preserving honey after it has been run from the comb,

who supplies you, and desire him to use a paper sufficiently
large to cover the whole of the print. G. J. Tate.—
An Aristolochia, but the species cannot be determined
without information as to its native country and a much
better specimen. E. G. had better apply to the nur-
serymen who advertise Fuchsias ; they will no doubt
supply her. An Inquirer.— l, Lasiopetalum quercifolium ;

2, Malva creeana; 3, Solidago serotina.t W. S. W.—
4, Hibiscus syriacus, var. purpureus ; 5, Ditto, var. variegata

;

o. Linaria cymbalaria; the rest indeterminable. Pedfordi-
ensis.— l, Centauren solstitialis j 2, Helminthia echioides. A
Subscriber.—The best guard to your Geraniums in the open
ground during winter is a deep cov ?ring of sand or coal-ashes,
placed over them in the form of a cone, so as to throw oft" the
wet.^ Cut them down us late as you possibly can. We give up
the English names in recommending plants, because they are
applied vaguely, and plants cannot be bought with so much
certainty by their English as their Latin names. P. K. W.—
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lilaCi e°otl in colour, with large
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is a flower of the same character;they are three good varieties.*

^Vltlx^.'Z^u °S
F/lw^£—IMj Ron is a ver>' fine flower; the

petals are well formed, of good substance, and well arranged
;the cen.re is good but a little depressed, and a greater depth

of petal would be desirable; the colour is good, being a deep
red, with a tinge of crimson. Function, white tipped with
lilac; being a seedling of 1842, is small; it is pretty, and tipped
with great regularity, but we fear the centre, in the earlier

;p
alof *ne M**»» wou

j,
d slJ°w the disk, as it appears rather

deficient in petals.- -Geo. Towers.-Yoar flowers arrived in

Verbascum Blattaria. J. Mitchell, jun.—Thanks.
-Crocus nudiflorus and Ceterach ofricinarum.

—H. E.
w. Mas-

tei-s.—The Brassia is a distinct variety of B. Lawranceana. but
we think nothing more. S. W.—Tiling cannot be preserved
from moss, except by scraping, or by washing it over with
cement- water or lime whitening—"which you would hardly like
to do. What can you have better than a Laurustinus, or an Arbu-
tus, or a Pyracantha, or a Rhododendron ? The Botanical ques-
tions next week.—A.M.— It is impossible to say what your Gourd
is without seeing it. There is nothing remarkable in the size you
speak of. The Fotiron jaune often weighs much above 120 lbs.

H. W. B. Your Pear marked A is not generally known,
even among Pear growers. It is sometimes called by a name
which sounds something like Gratioli; but this is a synonvme
of the Summer Bon Chretien, from which the fruit in question
differs widely, more especially as regards superior flavour. One
cultivator near London has been in possession of it for some
time, and others are now obtaining it—an excellent fruit. B
Napoleon; C, Autumn Bergamot. Apples:—No. 5, Scarlet,
Crofton-, 7, Norfolk Beanfin; 9. 14, Ribstone Pippin; 12, French
Crab; 15, 16, Court of Wick; 17, Goiden Harvey; 18, Dutch
Mignonne.ll J. AbelL—Ceanothus azureus (Common Spruce
Fir). We must really refer you, along with Croydon, &c, to
our notice on this subject, p. 522. W. W. W. -Crataegus
oxycantha punicea, C. o. rosea major, and C. o. rosea superba,
are all names for the same variety. ^| J. H. B. will find direc-
tions for building a pit to keep Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c.
during winter, in Amateurs' Garden, p. 693.1 A Widow Lady.
—Amaryllis belladonna, Clethra alnifolia. A list of Hardy
Roses was given at p. 633 of this year. Your bed of Fuchsias
may be removed with advantage in spring. J— Alfred.—Your
seedling Pear is large and handsome, like a fine GansePs Ber-
gamot: but we regret that, owing to the puncture of a wasp,
it is so decayed that no opinion can be formed of its flavour.

[|

Croydon.—Ynur Pear called Duchesse d'Angoul£me is not
that variety, and is unknown. Apple No. 2, Scarlet Crofton;
3, King of the Pippins. [| A. G.— Psidium Cattleyauum. All
hardy Heaths are pretty, and equally suited for beds. Consult
any Catalogue. G. S.—Your seedling Apples are like the old
Nonpareil in shape, with tender, almost melting flesh • but
not sufficiently rich to be recommended. || A'. R. B.~-Your
seedling Apple resembles a small Queening, in appearance, and
its flavour is something like that variety ; it can scarcely rank
asfirstrate.il- -A. Z.--1, Beurre de Capiaumont

j 2, Easter

1 and 3, Marie Louise; 2, Williams's Bon Chretien; 5, Easter
Bergamot; 14, Beurre Diel ; J5, Unknown, apparently worth-
less. Apples— 6, Probably Gloria Munai ; 8, Bedfordshire
Foundling:; 9, Allriston

; II, Margil; 12, Downton.||-^ D. R.— 1, Royal Russet; 3, Hollandbury ; 4, Adams' Pcarmaiii; 5,
Old Nonpareil; 6, London Pippin; 7, Dutch Mignonne; 8*

Golden Pippin; 9, Dutch Mignonne; 10, Sam Young; 12, very

AMarie Louise. The other specimens are imperfect.!.
Constant Reader.—Xinosyris vulgaris. V.R. W.—Chryso-
plenium oppositifolium ; Geranium lucidum ; l, Jungermannia
asplenioides;2, Hypnum triquetrum ; 3, Hypnum purum; 4,
Polytrichum juniperinum; 5 Polytrichum undulatum ; 6, Po-
lytrichum commune; 7, Dicranum scoparium ; 8, Hypnum
splendens; 9 and 10, Hypnum striatum; 11, Hypnum proli-
ferum ; 12, Hypnum undulatum. A Subscriber.— Uncommon
plants can rarely be named by an inspection of nothing but the
leaf. Flowers are indispensable. W.H.—l, Chironia lini-

folia; 2, some Cassia. The Oxalis has nothing to distinguish

it from O. Bowei.—A Regular Subscriber.—Aristotelia Macqui.
Daph)ie.—]$Q one ever thinks of cultivating the Medlar.

It is allowed to grow wild and take care of itself. Have you
ever kept your Medlars for a few weeks after they have fallen ?

Try whether they will not get into the ripe state. Any of the
Tea-scented Roses will answer your purpose. The present
volume of the Chronicle is the third. The previous volumes
can only be had occasionally. T. <?.-We shall be particu-
larly obliged by the paper and analysis you are so kind as to
offer Guliehmis —Send Nos. 38, 44, and 47, for 1841, and 2

5, 15 for 184 '2, with you r address, and we will remit you 6d. each!
SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

Fuchsias.—E. H. F.—Your seedling No. 1 is a flower of great
substance, and well formed, but the sepals do not expand suf-
ficiently ;

the colours are very deep, but rather dull; it forms a
distinct variety. The other three seedlings are inferior to
No. 1 in size and form, but precisely the same in colour, so that
any person possessing the first would not require the others.
, J. S. J.—No. 1 is not equal to many of our old and common
varieties. No. 2 is a well-formed flower, of good and distinct
colours, but in this variety the corolla is short, and the seoals
not expanding much, but a small portion of it is visible. No. 4

is a large and showy flower, but the sepals are disproportion.
ately long and narrow, and do not appear to open well.

'.

W H. J/.—The seedling named Holmes' Queen AdelaWis a
large, showy flower; tube smooth, of a bright carmine and
the sepals tipped with green

;
the corolla, which is large 'is of

a crimson purple ; the foliage is rather large, but if it proves a
prolific bloomer it will form a good and showy variety
J5M?.-The seedling you have sent is faulty in not havine- a
greater contrast of colour between the corolla and the tube •

and from the division of the corolla unfolding, the flower is

deprived of the elegant and compact appearance which it is
desirable to see: otherwise the flower is large, brilliant, and
showy, and if a prolific bloomer and good habit it will make a
striking object in a collection *

Petunias.-*/. B.-Your seedling No. 25 is quite a novelty : it

is a beautiful, distinct, and desirable variety
5 the colour is a

soft, decided blue, perfectly free from any intermixture of a
rose or purple tinge, mottled with white; the quality of the
blue approaches that of the Achimenes longiflora: it will be

an acceptable addition to this beautiful class.*

VbrbiWAS.—M. ii.-Your sweet-scented seedling, No. 105, is

the best we have seen of its colour—bright blue lilac; the

flower is large, smooth, and glossy, and perfectly free from
crumple. E. H. Fuller.—No. 1, purple rose, good, but not

differing from others already out. 2, brilliant, rich purple, with

a white eye ; the best of its colour we have seen. 3, delicate

pink; clear and good, 4, rosy purple; clear and steady in

colour; a good variety. These flowers are characterised by
having the colours very clean, not dirty or uncertain, as it

frequently happens. The flowers are rather small, but this

may arise from want of better cultivation.——J, Newman,—

!E?^f?i
C°^ 0T

V tht
l
Purt

'l
e 8eedli** ^ common in colour,and we should think not worth preserving; the deep crimsonnas a tine petal, of good substance, but every specimen had a

large, yellow disk. The condition of the blooms ure vents our
saying: more about them.*

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week.
Errata— In Mr. Latter's Advertisement of New Blaek Spine Cucumher, inserted Oct, /th, the diameter should be li instead of

12 inches; price 5s- per packet.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Our Irish news this week supplies us with our chief

topic of interest. On Saturday last the Government
issued a proclamation forbidding the Repeal meeting
announced to take place at Clontarf on the next day,
ordering all magistrates and officers to assist in its

effectual dispersion, and threatening all who attended it

with prosecution. Previous to this, the Lord Lieutenant
and the Lord Chancellor had been ordered to return to

their posts, fresh troops had been despatched to Ireland,

and extensive military preparations had been made in

Dublin to give effect to the proclamation. The Com-
mittee of the Repeal Association met immediately after

the Proclamation appeared, and issued a counter mani-
festo, declaring that as the resolution of Government had
been so long delayed, it would be impossible to give

the proper notice to the people, but calling upon
the Repealers to return to their own dwellings, and not
co run the risk of a collision. Great efforts were made to

prevent the assembling of the people, and messengers were
despatched by Mr. O'Connell to all the towns and villages

which were expected to send their contingent to the

gathering. On Sunday morning, however, immense
Crowds, ignorant of the proceedings of the previous even-

ing, came into Dublin, and the streets were filled with
groups anxiously reading Mr. O'ConnelFs proclamation.

The road to Clontarf was covered with troops, and bore
the appearance of a campaign, while thousands of persons'
proceeded towards Clontarf, to see the military display*

and apparently influenced only by feelings of curiosity

Notwithstanding the excitement of the scene, the whole
passed off without the least accident or disturbance

;

and before dark the people hud quietly dispersed
and the troops had returned to barracks. On Monday
the Repeal Association held its weekly meeting, at which
Mr. O'Connell counselled obedience to the law, and de-
clared that he would obey even the semblance of authority.

The dinner which was to have followed the meeting at

Clontarf took place in Dublin on Monday evening. Mr.
O'Connell a;ain counselled order and submission,

,
but

said that Ireland would never compromise or accept an
instalment of Repeal, and that justice could be obtained

only from a local legislature. No subsequent proceedings

have been adopted on the part of Government, with the

exception of further reinforcements of troops, and no
announcement of their future policy has yet been made.

—

The Revenue returns for the year ending Oct. 10, have been
published this week. They show an increase in the year
of 4,076,346/., and an increase in the quarter of 1,565,931/.
The increase in the year is attributable to the Income
tax and the Miscellaneous department, which includes the

moneyobtained from China. Thesearetheonly twobranches
of the ordinary revenue which give an increase for the

year ; but in the returns for the quarter, the Excise shows
an increase of 240,515/. ; the Stamps, 18,886/. ; the Taxes,

16,663/. ; the Crown Lands, 7,500/. The main source of

increase, however, is the Income-tax, which shows an
increase for the last quarter of not less than 1,734,000/.

The Customs, on the other hand, exhibit a decrease of

414,469/., and the Post-office a decrease of 8,000/., on the

quarter, as compared with the corresponding quarter of

last year.—The arrival of Col. Malcolm with the ratifica-

tion of the Chinese treaty has put us in possession of news
from China to the 29th July, and from Calcutta to the

10th August. The treaty has been duly signed by the

Emperor, and a tariff agreed upon, by which an important
reduction is made in the duties on British commodities.
The new system of trade was to commence at Canton on

I the 27th July, and from that day the monopoly of the
Hong merchants was to cease. From India we have little

news, the regular Overland Mail not having arrived. The
accounts brought by Col. Malcolm merely state that the
troops in Scinde have suffered severely from the extreme
heat, and that the enemy appear to be still unsubdued.
Several officers have died of the prevailing (ever, and it was
feared that the mortality would increase when the present
inundations have subsided.

ome Wctus.;
Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert, the Prince

of Wales and the Princesses continue at Windsor Castle,
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and are quite well. The Queen has taken her usual walk-

ing exercise during the week, and on Tuesday rode out in

the Park on horseback, accompanied by Prince Albert.

Her Majesty and the Prince also rode on horseback on

Wednesday in the Riding-school. On Tuesday morning

Prince Albert shot over the preserves in the Great Park.

His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Michael of Rus-

sia returned to town from Windsor on Saturday, and took

his departure on Wednesday on a visit to Scotland. His

Serene Highness the Prince of Hohenlohe Langenbourg

left the Castle on Monday for Witley Court, on a visit

to the Queen Dowager. Viscount Hawarden has been

succeeded by the Earl of Warwick as the Lord in Wait-

ing, and Capt. Duncombe has been succeeded by Mr.

Ormsby Gore, as the Groom in Waiting on Her Majesty.

The Queen has been pleased to appoint the Marchioness

of Douro to be one of the Ladies of the Bedchamber in

Ordinary to her Majesty, in the room of the Duchess

of Norfolk, resigned, who has been appointed Extra

Lady of the Bedchamber to her Majesty. The fol-

lowing personages have arrived at Windsor during the

week, on a visit to her Majesty:—Prince Bariatinsky,

Count Woronzow and Son, the Earl of Devon, the Earl

and Countess Delawarr, the Ladies Elizabeth and Mary
West, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Belgian Mi-

nister, and Madame Van de Weyer. The Duchess of

Cambridge, and the Duke and Duchess of Mecklenburgh

Strelitz, are expected to arrive at Hanover at the close of

the month, and to remain in that Capital for several weeks.

It is uncertain whether the Duke of Cambridge will ac-

company the Duchess, as His Royal Highness intends

shortly to return to this country.

The Revenue.—The Revenue returns for the year and

quarter ending Oct. 10, were published on Wednesday. The
total revenue for the year is 49,346,273/., which,B

compared

with 45,269,927/., the revenue of the corresponding year,

ending Oct., 1842, shows an increase of 4,076,346/. This

increase is occasioned by the produce of the Income-lax,

which has been augmented by 4,738,213/., and the miscel-

laneous receipts (including money from China,) 1,071,435/.

To this must be added repayment of advances, 135,141/.,

making a total increase of 5,944,789/. Against this is

to be set a decrease in the Customs of 1,136,155/. ;
Ex-

cise, 338,522/. ; Stamps, 83,607/. ; Taxes, 89,647/. ; Post

Office, 1000/. ; Crown lands, 14,500/. ; Imprest and other

monies, 205,012/. ; making a total decrease of 1,868,443/.,

which, being deducted from the above increase of

5,944,789/., gives as above, a total increase on the year

of 4,076,346/. The returns for the quarter show an

increase of 1,565,931/. On the Excise there is an increase

of 240,515/.; Stamps, 18,886/.; Taxes, 16,6(33/.; Pro-

perty-tax, 1,734,060/.; Crown lands, 7,500/.; to which

must be added, Repayment of Advances, 50,721/. ;

making a total of 2,068,345/. On the other hand, there

is a decrease in the Customs of 414,469/. ; Post Office,

8000/.; Miscellaneous, 3,180/. ; Imprest and other mo-

nies, 76,765/.; making a total of 502,414/., which, being

deducted from the above increase of 2,068,345/., gives a

total increase on the quarter of 1,565,931/.

The Navy The following are the Officers of the

Royal Yacht who have been promoted in honour of her

Majesty's recent marine excursions :— Lieut. George

Snell, to be Commander; Mates Robert Coote and F. P.

"Warren, to be Lieutenants ; Assistant- Surgeon H. R
Banks, to be Surgeon ; Second Master Fox, to be Master.

The Army.—A new chako for the Infantry has recently

been introduced, which has been much criticised in Mili-

tary circles. It is now stated that the projected cap is

likely to be abandoned, as the Duke of Wellington has

submitted to the Queen that another cap be substituted,

and her Majesty has been pleased to accede to his Grace's

recommendation.

New Commissions The Queen has been pleased to

direct letters patent to be passed under the Great Seal,

appointing the Right Hon. T. Frankland Lewis, the Hon.

Robert Henry Ciive, and William Cripps, Esq., her

Majesty's Commissioners for inquiring into the present

state of the laws, as administered in South Wales, which

regulate the turnpike roads; and also into the circumstances

which have led to the recent acts of violence and outrage

in certain districts of that country ; G. Kettilby Richards,

Esq., to be Secretary to the Commission. The Queen has

also been pleased to appoint James Pennethorne, Esq., her

Majesty's Commissioner for making a special inquiry into

the execution of the original contracts for building certain

of the Union Workhouses in Ireland.

I the moment a vote of the Cortes shall have proclaimed the

downfall of Espartero. The Cabinet of the Tuileries was

likewise awaiting that decision to accredit an ambassador

to Madrid.—The Journal des Dtbats states that the

French Government has just ordered M. Napoleon

Garella, a young engineer of the Mining Department,

and M. Courtines, a member of that of the Fonts et

Chaussees, to proceed to the Isthmus of Panama, and

seek for the best direction to be given to a canal of com-

munication between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.— The

papers state that since the arrival of the ex-President of

Hayti in Paris, it has been ascertained that, instead of

having placed, as has been previously stated, immense

sums in the Spanish and English funds, he has, on the

contrary, but a very small property. It is even said that

M. Barrot, the new Minister to St. Domingo, has received

instructions toendeavour,after having obtained compliance

jporetgn.

France.—Some curiosity has been excited by an

attempt which has been made in some of the churches in

Paris to get up a neuvaine in favour of Henry V. It

appears that a paper to that effect was distributed in the

churches by the partisans of ihe exiled family, to such as

"were supposed to be trustworthy. Attention having at

last been drawn to the matter, the papers were seized, and
found to be in the form of a prayer to the Virgin, St.

Michael, and the tutelary saints of France, to " succour
the young King in the arduous combat he has to sustain."

—According to the National, Marshal Soult has formally
announced his determination to quit the Ministry before

the opening of next session, and his colleagues now con-
sider him no longer as part of the Administration. Papers

are as usual sent to be signed by him from the War-office,

but no documents of a political nature are transmitted to

him. These are directly addressed to M. Guizot, who is

regarded as the real President of the Ministry.—Several

confidential agents of Queen Christina had left Paris for

Madrid, to be present at the opening of the Cortes on the

15th inst. Her Majesty, it appears, will proceed to Spain

with the demands of France, to procure a pension for the ex-

President. The French diplomatic and consular establish-

ments for China are to embark at Brest towards the latter

end of the present month. The weather has become exceed-

ingly stormy in Paris, but remains very mild, although the

season is so far advanced, that the removal of the orange-

trees which have decorated the gardens of the Tuileries

and of the Luxembourg to their winter quarters, has com-

menced. The returns of the slaves emancipated in the

French colonies in 1842, published by the Minister of

Marine, show that their number amounted in that year to

766, viz., 286 at Martinique, 160 at Guadeloupe, 12 in

Guiana, and 308 at Bourbon. The whole number of

slaves emancipated between 1830 and 1841 had been

39,819, making in all 40.585.—The Presse states, that

the engineer superintending the naval works at Cher-

bourg, had succeeded in raising the hull of the vessel

laden with stones, which the English sank between the

piers of the harbour, when they took it in 1758.—

A

mutiny broke out in the French frigate Uranie, on her

voyage to the Marquesas. It appears that in the night

of the 19th May, as the Uranie was proceeding from

Teneriffe to Goree, the wedges of the carronades were

taken away. M. Bruat, the captain, had the presumed

authors of this offence arrested. One of them endea-

voured to excite the other prisoners to revolt ; but on the

same day a Council of Justice was held on board, and this

commencement of insubordination was on the instant put

down by legal means. In the report from Rio of the

12th July, M. Bruat announces that the example had

produced its fruits, and that discipline was completely

re-established on board the Uranie.

Spain.—The Madrid journals and letters of the 2A

contain no intelligence of any moment. The capital was

quiet, but the authorities were still on the watch, and their

precautions were to continue until the meeting of the

Cortes. Affairs were assuming an aspect more favourable

to the new Government. The results of the elections

were considered highly satisfactory by the Ministerialists.

Fifteen thousand electors of the Asturias are stated

to have voted for the Count de Toreno, the news

of whose death arrived only after the elections, and

for M. Montes, the late Minister of Finance, who is

likely to enjoy great influence in the approaching

Cortes. Accounts so satisfactory had been received from

Catalonia and Aragon, that the journals supporting the

Government confidently announce the approaching paci-

fication of those provinces. Despatches from Barcelona

of the 26th ult. announce that, after their defeat at San

Andres, the insurgents had separated into three columns,

the one underAmetler.tiie other underMartel,and the third

commanded by Riera/ The first had retreated on Girona,

the second upon the camp of Tarragona, and Riera on

Barcelona. This last was dispersed on its way, and the

chief, made a prisoner of by Prim, was sentenced to be

shot. On the 1st and 2d the citadel of Montjuich and

the fort of Pio fired on the fortified points in the city of

Barcelona occupied by the insurgents, which on the 2d

ceased to reply. The insurgents, however, made an at-

tempt to storm the citadel on the 7th, but were repulsed

with loss. An outbreak took place at Granada on the

5th, but was repressed, and the city declared in a state of

siege. Almeria has also risen against the Government.

Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the

4th, on which day the Queen set out for the Alemtejo,

in spite of the remonstrances of her Ministers to dissuade

her from undertaking the journey. Many opinions had

been set on foot concerning the motive of this unexpected

visit, but that which has gained most credit is, that it has

been suggested by the numerous complaints and re-

presentations received from the manufacturers in relation

to the pending treaty between this country and Great

Britain. The proprietors of various establishments in

Oporto have held a meeting for the purpose of petitioning

the Que^n to break off the convention, and to recall the

Duke of Palmella from his mission to London.

Holland.—Accounts from Amsterdam of the 9lh

announce that his Majesty has given 3,000 florins to the

Society for Procuring Employment for Distressed Work-

men, and that King William Frederick has given 2,000

florins for the same charitable purpose. On Wednesday

week the Dutch and Belgian Commissioners for fixing the

frontier line between the two kingdoms met in the town-

hall of Maestricht, to exchange the ratification of the con-

vention concluded in August last. The ratifications were

forwarded on the following day to Brussels and the Hague.

Germany.—The Augsburg Gazette of the|3d states that

the five great Powers have agreed as to the necessity of mar-

rying the Queen of Spain to the eldest son of Don Carlos,

but that the Courts of London and Paris are not willing to

give the Prince a higher title than that of husband of the

Queen ; whilst the Conservative Courts wish to maintain

the Prince's absolute right on the abdication of Don

Carlos. It is believed that the Conservative Powers will

yield on this point, as the rights of the two parties would

be consolidated by marriage, and become united in their

children.—The papers state that it would be impossible to

give an idea of the impression produced at Munich by

the despatches announcing the revolution at Athens, and

that the journey of the Prince Luitpold to Greece has

been postponed in consequence.—The Prussian Govern-

ment having determined to put down gambling in the

funds, the Minister of Justice has submitted to the

Council of State a bill, declaring that all fictitious opera-

tions in national or foreign stocks, and particularly all

sales or purchases for the end of the month, are to be

considered null and void; that no parties, consequently,

shall be bound to pay the difference, and that if any suit

on the subject be brought before the tribunals, not only

shall the applicant be nonsuited, bntboth parties punished,

if possible, by a fine proportioned to the sum at stake.

Tt is said that the Earl of Westmoreland will shortly return

from his embassy at Berlin, and that his lordship's suc-

cessor will be Sir Hamilton Seymour, our minister at

Brussels.—The Sardinian minister at the Court of Austria

has made a formal demand of the hand of the Archduchess

Maria Carolina, daughter of the Archduke Reynier, vice-

roy of Italy, for the Prince of Savoy Carignan, Prince

Royal of Sardinia. The ceremony of the betrothment is

expected to take place very shortly.—A letter from Nu-

remberg, dated Sept. 25, states, that a public meeting

was held on the preceding day, for the purpose of forming

a society against extravagance in living and dress. Nearly

200 persons were present, many of whom were merchants.

The assembly was addressed by M. Binder, the burgo-

master, who dwelt on the utility of such institutions, aad

remarked that similar ones existed in France and

Germany, and were attended with excellent results.

Greece,—The Augsburg Gazette of the 5th inst#

states that a protest against the late revolution in Greece

may be expected to be made by the Emperor of Russia,

which would no doubt produce difficulties similar to those

which arose on the Servian question. Accounts from

Athens of the 22d ult. state that the greatest tranquillity

prevails in the capital, and the constitution has been pro-

claimed in the provinces with the utmost order. The

place in front of the Palace has now assumed the name of

" Constitution/' and in the temple of Theseus a column

is erecting upon which will be placed the names of all

the leaders in the revolution. Rear-Admiral Canaris

entered the Piraus on the 17th,- with the Greek squadron,

and took the oath of allegiance. On the 19th the Council

of Ministers were engaged in making choice of the dele-

gates, and a proclamation has been issued exhorting the

nation to appoint their delegates for the 13th November,

the day on which the National Assembly is to meet.

Switzerland.—A letter from Coire, in the Canton of

the Grisons, of the 18th ult., says :—" On Tuesday morn-

ing the mountain of Calanda suddenly gave way, with a

dull noise which lasted some minutes, and soon after it

was perceived that a number of crevices had taken place

in the mountain longitudinally. Since then several large

pieces of rock have fallen down, and some of them into

the village of Felsberg. The Government engineer, M.

Leccana, was immediately sent to inspect the place, and

make a report. He has declared that the mountain was

continually though slowly coming down, and that at no

distant period the whole of the village of Felsberg must

be destroyed by it. The Government at once ordered

measures to be taken for facilitating the emigration of the

inhabitants, who are about 500 in number. A new village

is about to be founded for them beyond the Rhine."

Russia.—A paragraph has appeared in the German

and French papers stating that an attempt was made on

the life of the Emperor of Russia at Posen on the 19th

ult. Several versions of the report have been current,

which may all be summed up to the effect that a shot or

shots had been fired at a carriage containing some aides-

de-camp of the Emperor, for whom the shot was intended.

It is stated in one account that some persons pretend to

have heard the report, and in others that some slugs have

been found in the road, flattened evidently by collision

with the opposite wall. Rut the affair is now explained

by the announcement that the Prussian authorities having

made strict search, discovered that a footman seated be-

hind a carriage which conveyed a part of the Emperor s

suite, in passing through an obscure street in Posen, dre*

a musket from under his cloak and fired it. This was the

foundation of the statement of a conspiracy organized by

some members of the French propaganda to assassinate

the Emperor. . j

India, and China—Accounts have been receive*

from Calcutta to the 10th August, and from China to ™e

29th July by the Ackbar steamer, belonging to the E«s

India Company, which was dispatched from Hong K° !,S

direct to Suez, with Colonel Malcolm, the bearer or 1

1

treaty just entered into between this country and W
Emperor of China, the ratifications of which were ex-

changed on the 24th July. The Colonel did not reacn

Alexandria in time for the Oriental, which was coxn P
ell

f
e

by her contract to leave for the second time without ti

Indian mail. Colonel Malcolm, however, obtained

passage from Alexandria to Malta by the steam trig* '

Geyser, and arrived there before the Oriental came

with the mails from the Levant, and from th
^

rlC^na
now on his passage home in the latter vessel. 1 he ^

advices contain a full detail of the particulars respec
x »

the ratification of the treaty with China, and the ™***"

which the Plenipotentiary had adopted to secure

among the European residents, ^A^^^^
which trade is to be earned on. ^c Chinese u

ment and Sir H. Pottinger had issued V^ n
specifying Mthe new regulations for the tarm w
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agreed upon. The Imperial Commissioners in their

proclamation announce the anxiety of their Sovereign

"to cherish tenderly men from afar," and declare that

the " weapons of war shall be for ever laid aside, and

joy and profit be the perpetual lot of all, and neither

slight nor few will be the advantages reaped by the

merchants alike of China and foreign countries. Sir

H. Pottinger, in announcing the conclusion of the negotia-

tions, informs his fellow-countrymen, in plain terms, that

he is determined to stand no trifling; and that upon any
" well-grounded representation that the provisions of the

commercial treaty have been evaded, he will adopt the

most stringent and decided measures against the offending

parties, and where his present powers may not fully

authorise and sanction such measures as may seem to him
fitting, he will respectfully trust that the Legislature of

Great Britain will hold him indemnified for adopting them

in an emergency directly compromising the national

honour, dignity, and good faith, in the estimation of the

Government of China and all other nations/' By the

tariff a great and important reduction has been made in

the duties levied on almost all the most important com-

modities sent from this country to China, and a most

beneficial effect is anticipated from the change. Both in

China and in this country the tariff has been received with

general approbation, and great commendations are

bestowed upon Sir H. Pottinger by the local press of

India for the ability he'has shown in conducting the nego-

tiations. The new system of trade was to commence at

Canton on the 27th July, and from that day the Hong-
merchants' monopoly and Consoo charges would cease.

The other four ports, Amoy, Fuchow-foo, Ningpo, and

Shanghai, which, according to the treaty, are to be

resorted to by British vessels, could not be declared

open until an Imperial edict to that effect should be

received from the Cabinet of Pekin. The edict was

expected at Canton early in September, and in the mean
time consular officers would be appointed and arrange-

ments made, so that there might be no unnecessary

delay in the commencement of trade. Mr. G. Trades-

cant Lay had been temporarily appointed Her Ma-
jesty's Consul at Canton; Mr. R. Thorn, Interpreter

;

and Messrs. Meadows and Meredith, as clerks in the

Consular-office The intelligence from India, by way of

Calcutta, does not entirely supply the long interval which
bas elapsed since our last advices. It was brought by the

Peninsular and Oriental Company's steamer Hindostan,

Which left Calcutta on 10th August, with 108 passengers,

and arrived at Suez on the 11th ult. Nothing had been
beard of the Bombay mail at Alexandria on the 27th ult.

The steamer which was expected to convey it is the Vic-
toria, which is described as being very small, and of little

power; and as the passengers by the Hindostan report
that the monsoon had not at all subsided in violence,
some apprehensions for her safety are expressed. Up to
the 9th August nothing of consequence had taken place
in Scinde—the most important fact being, that the troops
were suffering extremely from the heat and ill-health, with
the prospect of an aggravation of their sufferings when
the present inundations shall have subsided. The enemy
appeared to be still unsubdued, and (o hover about in a
threatening way, but to be little anxious to come to a col-

lision for the present. The party that moved out against
Shere Mahommed suffered severely from the extreme
heat of the sun, as did also those that remained in Hyder-
abad, and Ci.pt. Blood's battery in moving up from Sehwan
lost nine European gunners in that short march. Sir C.
Napier's report exhibits a total loss from this cause, in

two days, of one officer and fifty European soldiers. The
nature of these attacks appears to have been most sudden,
those men who had led intemperate lives being the most
predisposed to them ; they were in more cases struck
down unexpectedly, and seldom survived above a few
hours. The last death recorded among the officers is that
of Lieut Pottinger of the 15th Bombay Native Infantry.

•~The Cabool Relief Fund Committee met on the 5th
June, at Kurnaul, and propositions for the final distribu-
tion of the fund were considered. It is proposed that

permanent annuities be granted to the widows of Euro-
pean officers, warrant and non-commissioned officers, and
Privates, with an additional allowance to those who have
children, and to married persons according to the degree
°f their physical disablement. The amount at the dis-

posal of the fund is about 300,000 rupees, or, inclusive of
the amount at the disposal of the Bombay Committee,
350,000 rupees.

United States The New York packet-ship Hibernia,
wn ich sailed on the 19th ulr., has arrived at Liverpool,
after a fine run of 18 days. She brings intelligence three
days later than that by the Queen of the West and the
Stephen Whitney, which bad previously arrived. The
first meeting of the delegates from every part of the
Union to the Great National Repeal Convention took
Place on the 20th, when Mr. Robert Tyler was appointed
Resident, and various other Officers were elected. The
B°ston papers state that the British steamer North
America, from St. John's, had grounded on the north

?
l<je of Governess Island. She had not sustained material

ln
J l>ry, and was expected to be got off next tide. By an

arrival from Mexico on the 18th ult., intelligence was

\i
Ce

'.ve<* °f a contemplated renewal of hostilities between
•Mexico and Yucatan. The Yucatan Commissioners had
Returned with the news that no treaty had been concluded,

J*
e commission was dissolved, and the Mexican Commis-

sioners had returned to Vera Cruz. It appears that the
anger excited by Mr. Dickens's "American Notes" is far
surpassed by that since produced by his " Martin Chuzzle-
yttj and the popular indignation seems to have equally
gllen on Judge Haliburton for his " Attach*, or Sam
wiek in England." The papers argue that the position of

the latter ought to have prevented him from indulging in
j

disagreeable reflections towards their republic ; and as
j

a member of the bench in a neighbouring province, they

warn him that he must confine his opinions to his own juris-

diction, or if he wanders within that of Judge '* Lynch,"

he will do so at the risk of being arraigned at his bar.

West Indies.—The following are additional particu-

lars of the calamitous fire at Kingston, announced briefly

last week. It broke out shortly after mid-day on Saturday,

Aug. 26, near the furnace-room of James's foundry, close

to the sea, and having traversed the whole of these exten-

sive premises with amazing rapidity, the flames soon

caught the adjoining saw-mills and lumber-yard of Messrs.

Da Costa and Maxwell, which in less than half an hour

were one mass of flames, with the solitary exception of

the high chimney-stalk, which stood uninjured during the

'whole fire. At this time, and indeed up till 4 o'clock, the

sea-breeze blew very high, thereby rendering it impossible

for the city engines, even if they had been in serviceable

order, to have had any effect in extinguishing the flames ;

consequently, in a very short time they had crossed Har-

bour-street, and ignited the range of houses on each side

of Foster-lane, crossing Water-lane, and extending as high

up as Thames-street in that direction ; from thence, the

breeze blowing in a N.W. direction, the flames extended

into Golden-street, proceeding up that street nearly as far

as Lombard-street, missing in their course only two

edifices of any moment, the one the extensive Methodist

Chapel in Thames-street, the other the new Baths, which
were only preserved by the extraordinary efforts made to

preserve them from taking fire, by means of keeping the

roof constantly wet. From this the fire extended up
Maiden and Rosemary lanes, crossing Lombard-street

;

about which time (nearly 3 o'clock) the sparks and pieces

of flaming shingle which had been carried aloft, and driven

by the force of the breeze over a number of streets, fell

first upon the old Athenaeum in Law's-street, which was
soon reduced to ashes; and thus commenced a new and
separate conflagration, if possible the more disastrous,

from the greater value of the residences in that quarter.

This continued till dusk, comprising both sides of East-

street, with the lanes adjoining between Law's-street

and East Queen-street, extending along the latter street

as far as Mark-lane, during which the sugar-house very

narrowly escaped. If it had ignited, it must inevitably

have led to the destruction not only of the Roman
Catholic Chapel, and the Commissariat Office, but of the

Surrey Gaol, immediately behind, which was several

times on fire from the sparks, rendering it necessary that

the prisoners should be removed. From East Queen-
Street, the fire still, moving in a N.W. direction (ravelled

up nearly another division on the west side of East-street,

and one division of Duke-street on both sides, extending

as high as Sutton-street, adjoining the Parade, where the

land-breeze by that time beginning to come down, the
conflagration in that direction was checked, though
unhappily not before reducing to bare walls the French
Roman Catholic Chapel in that street, as well as the whole
range of valuable buildings adjoining and opposite. At
this stage, however, the change in the direction of the

wind, which saved the upper part of the town, began to

threaten destruction to the commercial part; and the

original branch of the fire, which had latterly somewhat
abated above Lombard- street, now began to travel down-
wards, taking the east side of Hanover-street, and both

sides of Rum-lane, which had formerly escaped, and for

several hours after nightfall the whole of the lower part of

the town was in the most imminent danger. Provi-

dentially, however, the land-wind gradually subsided

towards midnight, or nothing could have prevented the

conflagration extending to Harbour and Port Royal-

streets, where the destruction must have been appalling

and by the aid of the military, both from New Castle and
the barracks in town, and several naval detachments

from Port Royal, whose services are much extolled,

the ravages were prevented extending downwards, the

flames, however, continuing to issue from these parts

with great brilliancy up to nearly day-break on Sunday
morning. Several serious accidents, and some deaths
ensued, and the value of property consumed is estimated

at from 200,000/. to 300,000/. It is said that the black
population rendered little or no assistance, observing
" Get those who ordered our pigs to be killed to put out
your fire," and they were obstinately ignorant as to salt-

water extinguishing fire. There was no proof of its ori-

ginating wilfully, but the Mayor had offered 1,000/. for
discovery.—The Bishop of Newfoundland has been trans-

lated to the Bishopric of Jamaica and the Bahama islands

so that the diocese of Newfoundland becomes vacant!

From Bermuda we learn that the fatal epidemic still con-
tinues to prevail in that group of islands. Captain Sir

H. Chamberlain, Bart., of the Artillery, who succeeded
Lieut-Colonel Arabin in August last, Lieutenant and
Adjutant Jenkin, of the Engineers, nine gunners and
drivers of the Artillery, and 37 privates, out of a
company of only about 70 Sappers and Miners, have died,

and about 120 of the reserve battalion of the 20th Reg.
of the line at present serving on the station. It has been
equally fatal in private families, and labour is suspended.
Cape of Good Hope.—Cape papers to the 26th July

are chiefly occupied with the results of the mission of

Colonel Cloete to the Boer settlers in the vicinity of Port

Natal. He was instructed to announce to them the deter-

mination of the British Government to adopt Natal as a

British colony, and to place it under British laws and

rule. The commissioner was received with every demon-
stration of aversion and hostility. But the most singular

feature of the affair was, that the Boer women were thrust

into the foreground upon the occasion, and proceeded at

once to repudiate British connection and dominion; as

well as to exhibit a long roll of grievances before the com-
missioner, which they compelled him to listen to, until at

length, losing all patience, he escaped by force of arms
and limbs, for so it is described, and returned to Cape
Town. A body of troops and artillery, 200 strong, were
immediately ordered for embarkation to Port Natal, whilst

by land a corps of cavalry was despatched to the borders
to observe the movements of the Boers on the other side

of the Orange river. These precautions, it was thought,
might probably prevent any outbreak, and induce the

Boers to submit peaceably at last.

city";
^

Money Market, Friday.—Consols for account closed

at 95$ ; Reduced Three per Cents., 94X to f ; New Three-
and-Half per Cents., 102f ; Exchequer Bills, 63s. to 64*.,

and 625. to 63s. prem.

jBftetropolts and its Ficmftt?.

The Grand Duke Michael.—On Saturday his Impe-
rial Highness visited Buckingham Palace and the Royal
mews, afer which he proceeded to the Bank of England,

the Tower, and the Thames Tunnel. In the evening

Baron Brunnow gave an entertainment to the Grand
Duke, at which a large party of the nobility, Foreign

ministers, &c. were present. On Sunday morning his

Imperial Highness attended divine service at the Russian

Chapel in Welbeck Street, after which he paid a visit to

Sir Robert Peel, and inspected the collection of paintings

in his gallery at Whitehall. In the evening the Grand
Duke dined with Baron Brunnow. On Monday his

Imperial Highness went to Woolwich, for the purpose of

inspecting the Royal Arsenal in all its departments. After

visiting the storehouses and laboratory, he visited the

convict-ship and the saw-mills, and then proceeded to

inspect the Royal Military Academy and the exercises of

the Horse Artillery. His Imperial Highness dined and

slept at Lord Bloomfield's ; and on Tuesday inspected a

portion of the barracks and stables, the riding-school,

the hospital, the grand depot, and finally proceeded to the

Marshes, where a display of artillery and rocket practice

took place. His Imperial Highness quitted Woolwich
about five o'clock, and visited Greenwich Hospital on his

route to town. The Grand Duke's visit to Newmarket,

to see the Cesarewitch Stakes run for, was postponed in

consequence of other engagements. On Wednesday
evening his Imperial Highness left town by the Birming-

ham Railway for Lancaster, from whence he will proceed

by Carlisle to Glasgow. It is understood that after visit-

ing the principal objects of interest in that city, his Impe-
rial Highness will go to Buchanan Castle, on a visit to the

Duke of Montrose, and afterwards return by Edinburgh
to Newcastle and Durham, and will most probably visit

en route the Duke of Northumberland at Alnwick, and

the Marquess of Londonderry at Wynyard Park. His Im-
perial Highness, on arriving at Darlington, will proceed

by railway to York to see the Minster, and afterwards go
to Leeds and Hull. He will then proceed to Chatsworth
on a visit to the Duke of Devonshire, and from thence to

Drayton Manor, on a visit to Sir R. Peel. It is expected

that he will then honour the Dowager Countess of Pem-
broke with his company at Wilton House, near Salisbury;

and make a brief visit to the Marquess of Ailesbury, at

Tottenham Park. His Imperial Highness is expected to

return to Mivart's on the 27th or 28th inst H. R. H.
Prince Alexander of the Netherlands will most probably

join his uncle in Scotland.

The Stoddart and Conolly Mission.—A meeting was

held on Wednesday for the purpose of taking leave of the

Rev. Dr. Woolf, before setting out on his intended expe-

dition to Bokhara to ascertain the fate, or obtain the

release of. Col. Stoddart and Capt. Conolly. Gen. Sir J.

Bryant presided. Capt. Grover addressed the meeting at

great length, after which Dr. Woolf expressed his belief

that not only both the officers, but many other English-

men, were now alive and prisoners at Bokhara, since he
had received a letter from Mr. Steele, saying that his son
was there in slavery, and another from Mr. Balfour, of

Aberdeen, to the effect that his brother, a surgeon, was
also there. It was his intention to set out next Saturday,

first to Malta, then to Constantinople, and then onwards

to Bokhara, having been provided by the Foreign Office

with despatches for the Ambassadors and Col. Shiel. On
the motion of Mr. Buckingham, the thanks of the meet-

ing were then given to Dr. Woolf for his statement,

accompanied by their wishes for the success of his mission.

Dr. Burnes, brother of the late Sir Alex. Burnes, in sup-

porting this resolution, said he believed that the total

amount required for the expedition was 500/., of which

about 300/. had already been subscribed. A vote of

thanks was also passed to Capt Grover, who stated that

several British officers had volunteered to accompany Dr.

Woolf had it been found needful, and amongst others Col.

Edward Napier. Capt. Moorsom then proposed the

thanks of the meeting to the gallant Chairman, who
briefly acknowledged the courtesy with an expression of

regret that Government had not aided them in the pro-
motion of the mission.

Mexican Bonds.—k. meeting of the holders of Mexi-
can stock, convened by the committee of the South Ame-
rican bondholders, was held on Friday to consider the

best means of protecting their interests. The chair was
taken by Mr. G. R. Robinson, who for fourteen years

has acted as chairman of the committee. It appeared
from the statements of the different speakers, that an
issue of bonds in excess to the amount of nearly a million

sterling had been made by Messrs. Linardi, the agents of

Mexico in this country, in direct violation of an agree-

ment with the Mexican Government, and in contravention

of the decree of the 29th of July, 1839, in which it was
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provided that the issue of new bonds should be limited to

the amount of the old bonds and the arrears of interest

;

that it was not intended that the bondholders or the public
should be made acquainted with the surreptitious issue,

by which from 800,000/, to 900,000/. were added to the

debt ; and that the agents had applied a portion of the

funds set apart for the payment of the dividends for the

purpose of paying their own commission. It appeared
also that the Mexican Minister had condemned the con-
duct of the agents, and had shown, by a public statement
of the accounts, that there would have been sufficient,

and 14,500/. to spare, if the creation of new bonds had

been confined to the legitimate amount, after paying the

October dividends in full. The meeting was very nume-
rously attended, as the whole proceedings had attracted

much attention for some time past, and resolutions were
unanimously adopted, expressing dissatisfaction with the

irregular conduct of the Mexican Government, and the

surreptitious issue of stock. Strong disapprobation was
expressed with the conduct of the London Agency, a
desire made known that it should be placed in other hands,
and a recommendation was finally passed that the bond-
holders should cut off the April and October coupons, so

as to make all their bonds saleable alike in the market.
The City Election.—Numerous meetings of the friends

of the two candidates, Mr. Baring and Mr. Pattison, have
been held this week in different parts of the Metropolis.

The proceedings and the speeches were of the usual cha-

racter ; and both parties express themselves confident of

success. On Thursday evening a meeting to assist the

election of Mr. Pattison and promote the cause of free

trade generally, was held in Covent-garden Theatre, under
the auspices of the Anti-Corn-Law League. The Theatre
was crowded in every part, and the doors were surrounded

by numbers of persons who were unable to find room.
Mr C. P. Villiers presided, and the meeting was addressed

by Mr. Cobden, Mr. Bright, and Mr. W. J. Fox.
Election of Lord Mayor.—On Tuesday, a Common

Hall was held to receive Lhe ^official announcement of the

state of the poll. The Sheriffs reported that the choice

of the Livery had fallen upon Aid. "Magnay and the pre-

sent Lord Mayor, when the Recorder announced that the

Aldermen had selected Aid. Magnay, who was forthwith

invested with the insignia of office. A vote .of thanks
was then given to the late Sheriffs and Lord Mayor for

their conduct during their year of official duty.

Launch of the Worcester Frigate.—This frigate, of

50 guns, was launched at Deptford on Tuesday, in the

presence of a great concourse of spectators. Miss Hill,

<laui>hterof Sir John Hill, the superintendant of the yard,

jperforined the ceremony of naming, and the launch took

place without any accident. The Worcester has been
many years on the stocks, her keel having been laid down
as far back as 1819. She was launched to make room for

building a new war-steamer, to be called the Terrible.

The Savoy Chapel.—This ancient chapel, the property

of the Crown, and maintained by the revenues of the

Duchy of Lancaster, is now undergoing a complete

restoration at the expense of her Majesty. The architec-

tural department has been intrusted to Mr. Sydney
Smirke, who has restored a very beautiful altar screen,

originally designed by Sir Reginald Bray, in the time of

Henry VII. The old carved roof, which consists partly

of emblems of the Plantagenets in succession down (o the

Jast of the Tudors, and partly of devices emblematic of

our Saviour's Passion, has been renovated and emblazoned

under the superintendence of Mr. Willement. In addi-

tion to these improvements, her Majesty has determined

to add a new organ by Mr. Bishop. The works are all

completed with the exception of a new stained window
over the altar, which Mr. Willement has designed to har-

monise with the architecture of the fabric. The ^avoy
Chapel is one of the historical buildings of the metropolis.

"Within its walls the Savoy Conference finally settled the

Book of Common Prayer, the preface to the Liturgy was
^written there, and it is said that there is an old authority

ito show that in this chapel the Liturgy was^/ms/ publicly

tread. Here also, in days of yore, many of the Bishops

"were from time to time consecrated, and among them
Wilson, Bishop of Sodor and Man, by Archbishop Sharpe,

in 1698. The chapel, according to Pennant, was restored

and royally endowed by Henry VII., under his will, dated

1508. This endowment is still kept up, the incumbent

receiving an annual fee by Royal warrant. The chapel

will be reopened on the 29th inst., before which it is

expected her Majesty will make an inspection of the

alterations and improvements.

St. Stephen's, Walbrook.—Another stormy meeting of

the parishioners and members of the select vestry of this

parish took place on Friday, but without producing a more
satisfactory result than the numerous preceding meetings.

A long discussion ensued on the legality of the meeting,

and Aid. Gibbs objected to its constitution. He said he was
amenable only to the select vestry, and to them he was
willing to render a statement, in order that the accounts
under his controul might be passed. He was willing to
stand the fiat of their decision ; and, having laid the
accounts before them, they might post them at Charing-
cross if they thought proper. He was prepared to render
an account of his trust to the select vestry, who alone had
the power to pass it. All he asked was that it might be
-done in a legal way. He was under certain responsibili-
ties from which that meeting could not absolve him.
There were many householders present who were not
vestrymen, and others who were not householders, who
could have no business there. When the accounts came
before the parish they would be truly astonished. He
•did not acknowledge the legality of that meeting, and
therefore he should not produce them. He was ready to

conform to the law, but it was too much for those who

were loaded with responsibility to be goaded on by those
|

who had none, to do an illegal act. He should be glad to

quit office to-morrow, and he certainly would do so at

Easter next. Another long discussion here arose, with-

out arriving at any satisfactory conclusion, and at length,

as neither party would give way, or agree to an adjourned
meeting, it was settled that the select vestry and the

parishioners should quit the church simultaneously, with-

out any reference to their future proceedings. Another
meeting took place on Thursday, but Aid. Gibbs did not
attend. A parishioner, Mr. Flight, offered to advance,
without interest, the requisite sum for the repairs of the

church ; and after much desultory discussion the vestry

adjourned to the 26th inst.

The Parks.—The police have received orders to pre-

vent the continuance of Sunday preaching in the parks.

Not one of these preachers appeared in St. James's-park
on Sunday, except a person styled by himself on his cards
fct C. Acherley, Esq.," who was busily employed dis-

tributing puffs, printed on pink paper, of his " asthmatic
lamp, or air flame magnet to breath."—According to the

Police Reports in the daily papers, containing the state-

ments of the keepers of Hyde-park, it appears there is an
average number of 50 persons, of both sexes and all ages,

who have no other shelter by night than what the trees

and hollows in the embankments afford. The majority of

them are young girls between the ages of 14 and 17, most
of whom have been brought up from the country by the

soldiers and abandoned. They may be found huddled
together at night in the parks ; and there are many men
and girls who^e faces are quite familiar to the park-
keepers from the time they have thus existed. One poor
man—a Spanish refugee—has been there for months

;

and, judging from his winter preparation of old matting
and straw in a hollow part of one of the pits, he appears
to contemplate passing many months more in the same
locality. One reason why the park is so overrun with

houseless persons is, that the police are taken off at 10
o'clock, and do not come on duty till 8 next morning ;

and also because the duties of the park-keepers are limited

principally to Kensington-gardens.

Bishopsgate Ward Schools.—On "Wednesday morning
a distribution was made of 5s. each to 30 boys who pro-

duced specimens of fair writing, bestowed as an u Old
School-fellow's Gift," by the Hon. John Wells, formerly
a boy of the ward school, and now Speaker of the House
of Assembly in the island of Grenada. The money was
distributed in the presence of the clergy, the treasurer

and others, in compliance wilh the directions of Mr.
Wells, who is now (>5 years of age, and after expressing

his thankfulness to God for his great goodness, declare?

that " he feels a pride in having worn the garb of green,

and the star of his profession, the lackered badge of the

school, on his breast, greater than if he had ancestors of
noble blood," and adds, " let the master tell the boys how
by honest industry they may acquire wealth, honour,
and respect."

The Murder of Mr. Westioood.— It was lately

announced by the daily papers that a convict recently sen-

tenced had given important information respecting the mur-
der of Mr. Westwood,and that a police

;
inspector had been

entrusted with the prosecution of the affair. The Observer
contradicts this rumour, and states that the murderer of

Westwood escaped immediately to America, leaving his

children to starve in his house, which was but a door or

two distant from that of his victim. It also states as an

extraordinary circumstance connected with the murderer
after his arrival in America, that a young man who had

emigrated to that country, and to whom the murderer was

personally knnwn, hunted him out, and threatened to

arrest and take him back to England, unless he immedi-
ately handed over to him half the watches and other pro-

perty which were the fruits of the murder. The murderer

yielded to this demand, and gave up what was required.

Fires.—The most serious fire which has occurred in

London since the destruction of St. Olave's church, broke

out at two o'clock on Wednesday morning, in the densely

inhabited neighbourhood of St. Martin's-court, between

St. Martin's-lane and Leicester-square, and has not only

proved destructive in its consequences, but has been at-

tended with the loss of three lives. It broke out on the

premises of Mr. Labram, a boot and shoe-maker, at a

shop called the Noah's Ark, and the alarm was no sooner

givtn than the inmates discovered that the back and lower

part of the premises were in flames, and that all escape,

except by the windows or roof, was cut off. Mr. Labram
and his family escaped at the windows, and by scrambling

along the leads got in at the windows of the adjoining

house, occupied by Mr. Batsford, comb-maker. In the

upper part of the house were a Mr. and Mrs. Pollock, who,

with their two children and brother-in-law, lodged on the

second floor. As soon as they were made aware of their

danger, Mr. Pollock and his brother-in-law got upon the

roof, in order to ascertain the best means of effecting an

escape with the wife and children, but in the meantime

the (ire had made such rapid progress that the bed-room

was already enveloped in the flames, and they could not

get back ; although they heard the screams of the mother

and her children for assistance, which it was impossible for

them even to attempt without sharing the same fate.

Before the engines could arrive, the houses of Mr. King,

hairdresser, on the same side of the court, of Mr. Aker-

man, the confectioner, and of Mr. Dalton, the comb-

maker, on the opposite side, had taken fire, and were

burning with a rapidity which threatened the destruction

of the whole court. The flames spread right across from

one side to the other, forming one burning mass. It is

stated that some of the persons who came to assist pre-

viously to the arrival of the firemen, injudiciously broke
out the panels of the doors, and, by admitting a current o

air, caused the flames to extend through the premises with
the greater rapidity. The fire had thus got such a hold
upon the four houses, that when the engines arrived it

was found useless to attempt anything beyond preventing
the destruction of the surrounding houses. In this they
succeeded, notwithstanding the closeness and crowded
character of the neighbourhood. In addition to the lives

already lost, it is feared that a fourth death may follow ;

as a little boy, the son of Mr. King, in attempting to get

along the leads to the next house, rolled off upon the pave-
ment, and is at present in Charing-cross Hospital in a
dangerous state. Nothing is known as to the origin of
the fire, although there is no doubt that it commenced in

Mr. Labram's house. Some of the neighbours state that

they observed a smell of fire as early as seven o'clock in

the evening ; and it is therefore probable that the fire had
been smouldering for a long time before it burst out.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, Sept. 30th, was as

follows :—West Districts, 143; North Districts, 190;
Central Districts, 184; East Districts, 270 ; South Dis-
tricts, 256; Total, 1043 (males, 544; females, 499).
Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (461 males, 442
females) ; and for the last five summers, 84G.

IBrobhutal N«tos.
Bolton.—On Friday night an attempt was made to set

fire to the cotton-mill of Messrs. Ainsworth and Cromp-
ton, in Little liolton. It appears that the incendiaries had
thrown a piece of burning cotton waste through the venti-

lator of one of the lower windows, where it burnt away
without doing any damage. On the previous day a quan-
tity of cotton was lying at the place where the fire was
thrown ; but it had fortunately been removed before the

mill was closed, and thus the intention of the parties was
frustrated- There have been two or three attempts of the

kind within a very short period.

Carmarthen.—A special commission for the trial of the
prisoners concerned in the recent outbreaks in South
Wales has been forwarded from London this week. The
commission nominates Baron Parke, Baron Gurney, and
Mr. Justice Cress well, as the judges. It has been consi-

dered advisable that the trials of the rioters shall take
place at a distance from the principal scene of the dis-

turbances, and it is accordingly arranged to be held at

Cardiff, in Glamorganshire. The day named for the first

sitting of the commission is Saturday, the 21st inst.—On
Friday two men, David and James Evans, were arrested

and lodged in Carmarthen gaol, for having, on the 30th
Sept., broken into the house of a farmer named Thomas,
assaulting and demanding 40,v. from him. Upon his in-

formation the prisoners were arrested. Their associates
were determined upon revenge ; and at an early hour on
Saturday morning the farm-house of Thomas, in the

parish of Llanfiangel, Rhos-y-Cwm, was surrounded by
hundreds of persons, set fire to, and burned to the

ground. The infuriated mob encircled the house with
guards, so as to prevent the approach of any one to extin-
guish the fire. Whilst they so remained, they employed
themselves in hooting and firing shots. There seems to

be a general anticipation that the approaching hiring- time
in November, when farm servants are changed, will lead

to extensive information of the recent outrages being given.

On Monday a meeting was held at Llechryd, about three

miles from Cardigan, which was attended by 1200 persons,

while from 800 to 1000 more were collected outside the
building. An address to her Majesty was adopted, ex-
pressive of the loyalty of the people, and their determina-
tion to use their utmost power to preserve the peace in

this part of her Majesty's dominions. It was also re-

solved that the weir which was so obnoxious to the people
shall be removed. It is to he purchased from the pro-
prietor, and early next year it was promised to the meet-
ing by Mr. Lloyd Williams, on the part of the landholders,
that all cause for complaint, as far as this grievance is

concerned, should be put an end to. The result was very
satisfactory, for the poor, who felt themselves injured by
the weir, perceiving the inclination on the part of the

gentry to gratify their wishes, insisted upon drawing home
in their carriage Mr. Lloyd Williams, the chairman of the
meeting, with Mr. Lloyd, the proprietor, and Mr. Gower,
the lessee of the weir.

Derby.—A melancholy accident happened on Wednes-
day evening to Sir Henry Wilmot, Bart., who was thrown
from his horse on returning from the meeting of the

South Derbyshire Agricultural Association at Swarke-
stone, at which he had presided. The right eollar-bona

was fractured, and there is reason to believe that there is

concussion of the brain. Sir Henry was conveyed to the

King's Head, Derby, where he still remains in great

danger. -

Falmouth.—The 11th annual exhibition of the Royul
Cornwall Polytechnic Society commenced on the 3d, and
continued for three days. Sir Charles Lemon presided at

the meetings, and alluded to the success which had

attended the recent introduction into Tresavean mine of

the man machine for the descent and ascent of miners,

towards the expense of which 500/. were given in aid by

the Polytechnic Society, which first started the idea, and

gave many prizes for various plans proposed prior to the

one now in operation, which will shortly be constructed in

many other mine?, and particularly in the deep ones. The

number of visitors attending the exhibition much exceeded

that of any previous year.

Frampton.— In the will of Miss Ann Wicks, late or

Cheltenham, the following legacies occur :— after desiring

to be buried in the chancel of Frampton church, 500/. for a

monument to be erected to her memory ; 1,000/. for com-

munion plate for Frampton church ; 50/. for a cloth for

:
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the communion table ; 500/- to improve the church ; 500/.

to rail in the churchyard ; 100/. to the vicar for preaching

her funeral sermon. The interest of her bank stock,

which is considerable, she directs to be distributed on her

birthday annually to the aged poor of Frampton. This

'will has been contested by the relatives of deceased ; but,

by a recent decision, Sir H. JennerFust has admitted the

will and granted administration.

/Z/ord.—The Bishop of Exeter has addressed a letter to

theTimes, in reference to the statement ascribed to the vicar

of Great llford, "that the Bishop of Exeter, although he

does not himself practise it, sanctions the clergy in crossing

themselves on approaching the communion table. The

bishop contradicts this statement, adding " I do not know,

nor have I heard, nor have I any reason to believe, that

any one of the clergy of this diocese has adopted this prac-

tice. If any of them have adopted, or shall adopt it, he

acts on his own responsibility, without the slightest right

to claim any sanction from me."

Liverpool.—The annual meeting of the Liverpool Agri-

cultural Society took place on the 5th. The exhibition

was respectably attended, and the show of cattle was con-

sidered excellent in point of quality, but not quite so

numerous as on former occasions. The dinner in the

evening was attended by about 250 persons. Lord Stanley

in the chair. After the usual toasts his Lordship proposed

"Success to the Association," in a speech of great length,

of which even the following is but a summary. " I will

not," he said, " offer any observations on the stock exhi-

bited, but will make a few remarks on two subjects of

primary and elementary importance in the science— lor

science it has now become—of agriculture, and without

which all other improvements are comparatively worthless.

1 would call your attention to the vast importance of

regular, effectual, thorough draining of the soil in the first

instance and as the foundation of all improvement. Now,
it is quite true that agriculture is not capable of that inde-

finite extension by which the manufacturing industry of

this country has, in its rapid progress, astonished the

^orld; but it is equally true that agriculture is capable of

vast extension and improvement. The surface of your

soil indeed is limited, and the capacities of your soil are

limited also, but in a much less degree than is generally

supposed. I speak with perfect confidence when I say

that of the great bulk of the land of this country, the im-

mense majority is capable of returning a large amount of

profit upon a very large, an enormously large, outlay of

capital judiciously expended on it ; and, considering the

condition of this country, considering the constantly and

rapidly increasing population of this country, it is not

only our interest, but it is our positive duty to exert our-

selves and to apply the best energies, not of our limbs
and sinews alone, but of our minds and intelligence, to

those means whereby the soil may be rendered more ca-

pable of supporting its increased and increasing millions.

My father and myself, in the course of the last two or

three years, have, for ourselves and tenants, put under
ground nearer 3,000,000 than. 2,500,000 tiles, which I

think may be taken as a pretty fair indication of our
belief in the success of the great experiment we have
undertaken. And, having done this, I will add that every
month that passes over my head convinces me that so far

from having done enough, we have but made a beginning
and effected only a very small portion of that which it is

our bounden duty, but still more our abundant interest, to

do. In 1841, my father was about to inclose in the park
at Knowsley a tract of land about 80 statute acres in

extent, 20 of which consisted of strong clay land, with a

very retentive sub-soil, and the remaining 60 I have from
boyhood known as the favourite resort of snipes and wild

ducks, but good for nothing else. In the course of the

first year the 60 acres maintained during the summer six

horses and no other animal whatever, and on the 20 acres

there was a crop of very poor hay. You will admit, then,

that a more unpromising subject for an experiment could
hardly be selected than land in this state ; indeed, I may
say that in the process of breaking it up we had in some
places to dig the plough-horses out more than once, while

there was part of it on which we never could get the

plough at all. In 1841, that land was broken up and
drained; the whole of it was drained, and the 20 acres of

stiff soil was carefully sub-soiled. This land, which was
ttot worth 105. the statute acre when taken in hand, was
in 1842 in turnips, and we fed for five months and fat-

tened for the butcher 80 beasts and 300 sheep off that
land, upon which the year before we had to dig out the

P'ough-horses, and in addition to all this we carted from
" 350 tons of turnips to the farm-yard. In the present
Year that land has borne a very fair, I might almost say a
heavy crop of barley and oats. It is now worth 30$. 'an
ac<*e; the outlay in breaking it up, levelling old fences,
a"d laying tiles and slate soles having been 71. 10s. per

statute acre, giving a return of 20*'. for every 150s. of
outlay, or a permanent interest to the landlord of 14 per
ce *it. on t]ie money expended in draining land of so un-
promising a character. In the same year we took into our
0w n hands a farm which had been abandoned by the

tenant as being, in fact, comparatively worthless. It was
^stant from the other spot about 12 or 13 miles, and
^e soil was of a totally different character. There was
a field of 22 acres, which, being of a very porous sandy
*°il i admitted of the drains being cut at a greater distance
from each other. It was drained at an expense of 21. per
statute acre, and the first year we fed off half the land
l8 sheep, and the turnips on the remaining half we
Cf*rted to the farm-yard. The consequence has been that
t!l e land, by an outlay of 21. , is increased 1 0s. per acre per-
manently to the landlord ; and at least 10s. more to the
tenant. Gentlemen will say these are very expensive opera-
toons, and farmers cannot conduct them. Perhaps they can-

not, unless they have confidence in their landlords, or unless

thev have the "security of a long lease. I will go further,

and" say that I would much rather the tenant were not at

the original expense of this outlay ; because by having

the whole of the improvement conducted by one hand

and under one management, there is security given that

the work shall be performed not with a view to the tem-

porary but the permanent interest of the estate ;
and

although I am quite aware that the tenant cannot afford

the outlay of say 0/. or 71. per acre in thorough-drain-

ing, yet I am quite certain if this work were done by the

landlord, there is no tenant, be his lease long or short,

who would not be able to pay interest on the outlay at the

rate of 5 per cent. I myself know instances in which I

will venture to say the result of the first year's draining

has been an increase to the tenant of 10, 15, and even 20

bushels of wheat on the large acre, and only taking that

at the rate of Is. the bushel, I leave you to calculate for

yourselves how much profit they would derive from an

expenditure which in no case could exceed 15/. or 16/. on

the large acre at the outset. I would also observe that

the system of draining, to whatever extent it may be car-

ried, must depend on the co-operation of a number of.

parties. It is of comparatively little importance to have

the field well drained, if the ditches into which the drains

run are not well cleaned out too, and a sufficient outfall

secured for the water. And for the purpose of securing

larger general outfalls, the co-operation of many landlords

and many tenants is required. But I wish to impress on

you that with respect to the smaller watercourses which

are not less important, it is not only your mutual duty

but your mutual interest, as farmers and tenants on neigh-

bouring properties, to watch over each and all ; to see

that each and all perform for each and all the common
duty of keeping the ditches on their own farms open. In

this matter you have a common interest, you have the

power of enforcing a common duty, and it is a subject

not to be lost sight of by the practical working farmers

of the country. This leads me to another subject on

which I would say a word or two—with respect to fences

and the laying out of farms. I am no advocate for the

destruction of hedges or of hedge-row timber. In a coun-

try so fiat and exposed «s this, it is not ornament but

protection that is offered by that hedge-row timber. I

am also aware that the size of fields on a farm must bear

some proportion to the size of the farm itself, while the

size of a farm must bear some proportion to the capital of

the farmer who occupies it ; and with the full conviction

in my own mind of the superior advantages and economy
of large farms, I, for one, as a landlord, should be pre-

pared to say that I would forego particular advantages,

rather than remove from a farm an industrious tenant

who, to the best of his abilities, was exerting himself to

do his duty. But although I am not an advocate for

clearing the country by the destruction of hedge-row

timber, there are some bounds to be set to the number
and still more to the direction of fences ; and I am per-

fectly satisfied no agriculture can be successfully con-
ducted, when the bulk of farms is divided into fields of

two, three, three-quarters, and even one-quarter of an

acre each. The very space that is lost by these fences,

running in every direction but the straight one, consti-

tuting an enormous part of the land, and yielding no profit

but doing a great deal of mischief, is no unimportant consi-

deration. The other day I called for a practical return of the

quantity of land which had been gained in 290 acres by

the mere removal of fences and laying fields together ; and

to what do you suppose it amounted? Upon 290 acres

there was an actual increase of available land to the extent

of 22 statute acres, or 7 per cent, of the whole surface of

the soil. But the loss of ground is not the only or the

greatest evil. In this country we have a multiplicity of

old rotten cops and disused marl pits, harbouring vermin

although, as a sportsman, I must also allow they har-

bour game, and for that reason I would not otherwise do

away with them ; but all these things, depend on it, most

materially interfere with the due circulation of the air

and exclude the sun, so that not only in the point of

quantity is the crop inferior and much later in point of

time, but it is absolutely impossible that it should ripen

simultaneously ; hence part of it is cut ripe and part

unripe, and the grain when brought to market fetches a

low price. I have no doubt in the world, and I believe it

may be practically proved, that by thoroughly draining

land you may not only increase the produce, but accelerate

the period of your harvest by a fortnight or ten clays at

least J
and those who consider how variable and uncertain

our climate is, and how apt the farmer is to be caught in

the midst of the harvest by cold blighting winds and bad

weather, must appreciate the great advantage to him of

getting in his crops in the middle of August instead of the

beginning of September. There are many who can tes-

tify to this having actually occurred in their own experi-

ence. In the course of last spring the farmer of drained

land could get on it ten days or a fortnight before his

neighbour could put a horse on his laud, at a time when

the most successful farming operations should commence.

I am sure you will all forgive me for troubling you with

these details ;Uhcre are many other topics which I should

have wished to bring under your notice; but this is the

main maxim I wished to impress upon you—this is no

time for the farmer to remain with his hands behind his

back, and going on just as his father or grandfather did

before him. Fresh demands are coming upon him ; all

classes in this stirring age are active and competing, and

it will not do for the farmers to be less active, less ener-

getic, less intelligent, or applying less science to the cul-

tivation of the soil, than all other classes are actually

striving to apply in their various avocations of active

industry. It is of great importance to the farmer that his

operations should be conducted economically. When I

say economically, I do not mean without the expenditure

of money, because very often a judicious expenditure of

capital will in the end prove most economical ; but

I do mean that in his time, in his cultivation, in

his labour, whether manual or horse labour, what-

ever it be, he ought to direct all the energies of his

mind to turn the labour and capital he employs
to the best and most beneficial results. I do not, for

example, consider it economy for a farmer in the month
of September, to be pottering for three weeks over a field,

because he would rather finish the harvest at his leisure

with the help of his son, instead of employing additional

assistance. The probability is-.fthat such a farmer loses

property largely by shedding, and certainly he exposes

all to the chance of bad weather. I don't call it econo-

mical for a man to be lumbering after an old wooden
plough because he won't buy an iron one, putting three or

four horses and two men where a pair of horses and one

man would do. If farmers think they can carry on their

business in this style from one generation to another

without change, they are quite mistaken, and they will

soon find it out to their cost; but with a judicious ex-

penditure of capital, which I am satisfied the soil can well

repay, with the application of science, with a good under-

standing between landlord and tenant, I don't hesitate to

say, that so far from being exhausted, the productive

powers of the soil are capable of an increase which would

astonish those who have not carefully examined the facts

in their own immediate neighbourhoods." Several other

toasts and speeches followed, but the only one which calls

for especial notice was that in acknowledgment of the

toast of " Liberal Landlords and Industrious Tenants."

Mr. Neilson, in responding to the toast, said he held his

farm under the Earl of Derby, upon whose kindness and

consideration as a landlord he passed several encomiums.

He strongly recommended draining, sub-soiling, and the

throwing of several small fields into one. He had him-

self thrown no fewer than 14 fields into one, and by so

doing, he had gained 10 headlands, and saved 205. every

time the land was ploughed. He contended that the

horses were less sworn at by a sulky ploughman, and that

the animals were less pulled by the bit when the fields were

spacious than when they were small, and when there were

many turnings to be "made at the headlands. He also

recommended the keeping of cattle within doors, because

when fed in the house, they gave more milk and made

three times the quantity of manure, which was all saved.

He further recommended the use of liquid manure. He

coincided with the chairman in believing that there had

been a material improvement in agriculture within the

last fifteen years, but so far as his observations

went, he had noticed that

place on those farms upon

come forward with a liberal

not to say that, with some
were more deserving of a great portion of that blame

which had been cast upon the agricultural classes than the

tenants themselves. When they looked at the condition

of a farm on a tenant first entering into occupation, they

beheld him labouring under many disadvantages—such,

for instance, as the sraaliness of the fields, the immense

width of ditches, the growth of hedge-row timber, the

rack-renls from year to year, the want of a legalised docu-

ment of possession, or a lease for five or ten years con-

taining clauses protective of the landlord but not of the

tenant, and, in many instances, totally restrictive of culti-

vation. Circumstances of this kind were not likely to

induce the tenant to expend his money m property which

was not his own, and of which his tenure was so uncertain

when it depended on the will of another. But far be it

from him to deprecate that noble system of confidence

which had enabled estates to be handed down from genera-

tion to generation, and where a liberal patronage had been

extended which afforded security, and was not easily dis-

turbed, and of which they had so many instances on the

property of a nobleman in that neighbourhood, where this

liberal svstem had been in existence for a period of 200

years. He appealed to the many present. He contended

that seven years was not a sufficient time to enable a man
to repay himself for his outlay in the way of improvements

without doing an injustice to the land during the latter

part of his lease. The farmer should be given time.

He should be given a long lease. He would

fairly stretch out his hand and make extensive im-

provements, when he saw that he might possibly be able

to transmit the benefits arising therefrom to his family.

Much had been done in this respect, but much more might

be done. There was a - tide in the affairs of agriculture

as inevervthing else. It belonged to the landlords to

make the first advance, inasmuch as they were component

parts of the system. They should enlarge the privileges of

(heir tenants, exhibit an example of liberality, and not

think themselves disgraced by putting their shoulders to

the wheel. On the other hand, the tenant should shake

off his lethargy ; and in this way, if both parties did their

duty, EnohTnd would be as independent of other

countries for the production of her food as she was for

their manufactures in times of peace, or their arms in

those of war."

Oxford.—The Rev. Dr. Wynter, President of St. John's

College, was unanimously re-elected, on the 6ih inst.,

Vice-Chancellor of the University for the ensuing year

on the nomination of the Duke of Wellington as Chan-
cellor. Dr. Wynter then, in a brief speech, reviewed the

events of the past year, making honourable mention of

the late Dean Ireland whose benefactions to the Uni-

versity are well known, and alluding to the deaths of the

late President of Corpus and the Principal of St. Edmund
Hall, In concluding; his address he said, that he ab-

this improvement took

which the landlords had

hand, and he hesitated

exceptions, the landlords
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stained at this particular moment from touching upon
any events connected with the internal government of the
University, relying upon a favourable construction being
put upon his acts, and requesting a continuance of the
good feeling and co-operation he had experienced. The
usual oaths having been administered, the following heads
of houses were nominated Pro-Vice-Chancellors :

—
Dr. Marsham, Warden of Merton ; Rev. Dr. Hawkins,
Provost of Oriel ; Rev. Dr. Symonds, Warden of Wadham

;

and the Rev. Dr. Plumptre, Master of University. The
delegates of appeal in the case of M'MuDen v. Hamp-
den were sworn in on Wednesday in the University Court,
after which the Proctor for the Regius Professor of
Divinity delivered his appeal against the decision of the
Assessor, admitting the plaintiff's libel. The Court was
then adjourned till the 25th inst. A vacancy has occurred
in the Vinerian Professorship of Common Law by the
death of tbe Rev. P. Williams, D.C.L., formerly Fellow
of New College. Dr. Williams was elected Vinerian Pro-
fessor in 1824. The appointment of his successor rests
with the members of Convocation.

Rochester.—The Bishop of Rochester commenced the
triennial visitation of his diocese on Monday. After
alluding to the " Tracts for the Times," and expressing
his disagreement with most of their doctrines, particularly
those relating to the sacraments, the invocation of saints

and prayers for the dead, on which points he thought
the writers were in serious error, his Lordship pro-
ceeded to remark on some of the ceremonies which the
writers of the Tracts and other persons in the Church
were anxious to revive. In these enlightened days he
could not have conceived that the adoption of the surplice
during the delivery of the sermon should have occasioned
so much controversy, and have engendered so much ill

feeling. It had always been the custom for the preacher
to wear the surplice, and in many country parish churches
the same course was pursued as a matter of convenience.
For some years he held a curacy in the diocese of Lincoln,
and his invariable practice during the whole of that time
was to wear the surplice in the pulpit in preference to
the academical gown. It was an indifferent thing in

itself; but, considering the temper of the times and
the unsettled state of the Church, he thought it most
advisable, when the congregation objected to preach-
ing in the surplice, to pay some respect to their pre-
judices, and abandon the practice, so that they might not
be apprehensive of any danger. He trusted that so

trifling a question would never be allowed to vex and
irritate the minds of congregations, much less become a
badge of party distinction. The position of the reading-
desk in churches had also become matter for discussion.
The Rubric directed that morning and evening prayer
should be said in the usual place, except differently ordered
by the Ordinary. There was no rule to induce the
minister to turn to the north or the south, or to any other
point of the compass. The only direction given was that

he should place himself in that position on which he would
be most easily understood by the congregation. Turning
the back to the congregation involved the Popish notion
of praying for and not with the people. The form of the

desk had also been disputed. He regretted that such
trifling should occupy the minds of the clergy ; at the

same time, he was bound to state that he rejoiced in the
exertion- that were being; made for the restoration of our
ecclesiastical edifices. Psalmody was another subject on
which he wished to say a few words. Various alterations

had been made, and into some churches unauthorised and
objectionable versions of psalms and hymns had been
introduced. It was impossible for the people to join in

that part of the Church service unless they had those
books in their possession, and that could scarcely be
expected. He would recommend that from henceforth a
return should be made to the new version of the Psalms
of David, as found in the Book of Common Prayer, for
which the Church had made especial provision. In some
places offence had been taken at the practice of bowing to

the altar on entering and leaving the church. He him-
self had certainly never been in the habit of following this

practice, still he did not see anything objectionable in it.

It it proved a satisfaction to any pious mind, he would
certainly not say a word to discourage it. The duty of
daily service in our parish churches had been much insisted

on of late. There could be little doubt that the practice

was productive of much good when carried out, but in

most cases it was utterly impracticable and incompatible
with the discharge of the parochial duties to which every
clergyman should devote a large portion of his time and
attention. In large and populous towns the revival of the
custom might be attended with success. On this subject

he would make no request, but would leave the question
as it stood in the Rubric. Strict obedience to the rule

would be found impossible, and had never been insisted

on. At the same time he was anxious to impress upon
the clergy the necessity of a regular observance of saints'

days and the other holydays of the Church. The weekly
offertory and the prayer for the Church militant had pro-
voked much discussion. He would recommend the clergy
to adhere closely to the practice which had prevailed so
long. The remark of the Archbishop of Canterbury in
which he deprecated the use of obsolete customs, which
to the ignorant might have the appearance of novelties,
and occasion dissatisfaction and dissension, he fully agreed
with, and was anxious to press it upon the attention of
the clergy of his diocese. In conclusion, his lordship
exhorted the clergy to approve themselves faithful minis-
ters, and there would be no necessity for superstitious
observances, or for the novelties of unauthorised and
self-appointed reformers of the Church.

Shepperlon.—-The South-West Middlesex Agricultural
Society held their meeting in this place on Friday. It

was numerously attended, and no less than 68 ploughs
were on the ground. Colonel Wood, M.P., presided at

the dinner, after which the prizes for ploughing, haybind-
ing, consisting of sums of money, ranging from 5/. to 1/.,

and others from 2L 10s. to 10s., were distributed to the
successful competitors.

Teiynmoulh.—The Churchwarden of the parish of
West Teign mouth has addressed a letter to the Bishop of
Exeter, informing him « that a large number of the parish-
ioners of that parish are decidedly opposed to the Offer-
tory, that such is the hostility shown to it, that a great
part of the congregation have actually left the church,
and that there is great cause to fear that if the observance
be continued, the church will be entirely forsaken.'' To
this the bishop has replied in a long letter, from which
the following is an extract:—" The law, by which your
minister is bound to regulate his ministrations, requires
him to read some portion of the Offertory whenever any
part of the Communion Service is read, whether the Holy
Sacramentbe administered or not,and heisnomoreatliberty
to omit this portion of that service, than any other. For
the same reason, I hav,e no more right c

to command the
discontinuance of the Offertory • (as you suggest) than I

have to forbid the sermon."

Whitehaven.—The colliers' strike may be considered
at an end ; nearly all the men have returned to their work
after signing a pledge not to belong to the union, and the
troops sent to maintain order have returned to Carlisle.

Windsor and Eton.—On Monday, Her Majesty and
Prince Albert strolled through the slopes, across the Home
Park, to the new dog-kennel and aviary, and from thence
through the dairy, to the new Royal gardens at Frog-
more. The Queen and Prince, who were plainly attired
and unattended, promenaded for nearly an hour in the
gardens, the workmen being unconscious of their pre-

sence. Her Majesty and the Prince then walked through
the private shrubberies, and paid a visit to the Duchess
of Kent at Frogmore House, returning to the Castle
through the new plantations in the Home Park. When
midway between the kennel and the Castle, a heavy
shower set in, the rain descending in torrents, and Her
Majesty and the'Prince were completely drenched.—It is

stated by a Reading paper that the whole line of road,
from the entrance of the Long-walk to the double gates,

will shortly be railed in ; and that horsemen and carriages
will not be permitted, as heretofore, to travel on the turf,

or between the trees.—Prince Albert's annual prize of

50/., for the promotion of the study of modern languages
at Eton, was adjudged on Saturday by M. Tasche and Dr.
Bernays, as follows :—French and German : first prize,

35/. in money, to be received on leaving school, awarded to

Whymper; second prize, 5/. in books, to Marsh. The
following were selected as having greatly distinguished

themselves :—Richards, Beaumont, Stratton, Dugdale,
and Duckworth. German (only): prize of 5/. in books,
Marsh

; 2, Richards ; 3, Whymper; 4, Dugdale ; 5, Beau-
mont ; 6, Stratton.— French (only): books to the value
of 5/., 1, Whymper; 2, Stratton ; 3, Peel ; 4, Beaumont

;

5, Franks; Boileau and Sir M. S. Stewart bracketted as

equal. There were twenty-two candidates for the French
prizes, and eighteen for the German.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past
week :— Birmingham and Derby, 1,576/. ; Birmingham
and Gloucester, 2,205/. ; Eastern Counties, 2,969/. ;

Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,587/. ; Great Western, 14,654/.;

Grand Junction, 8,285/. ; Glasgow, Paislev, and Ayr,

1,957/.; Great North of England, 1,544/.'; Hull and
Selby, 1,216/. ; London and Birmingham, 17,705/.;

South Western, 6.897/.; Blackwall, 935/.; Greenwich,
814/.; Brighton, 5,155/. ; Croydon, 909/. ; Liverpool and
Manchester, 4,503/. ; Manchester and Leeds, 5,535/. ;

Midland Counties, 3,070/. ; Manchester and Birmingham,
3,532/.; Northern and Eastern, 1,701/.; North Midland,
5,071/.; South-Eastern and Dover, 4,829/. ; Sheffield and
Manchester, 558/. ; and York and North Midland, 1,998/.

— It is fully expected that the Dover Railway will be

opened throughout before the end of next month. On
Friday, another blast of simultaneous explosions from
twenty-five batteries took place upon the Cliff, at the end
of the Abbott's tunnel, two miles from Dover. Upwards
of 3,600 lbs. of gunpowder were exploded.—The move-
ment of troops, occasioned by the Repeal agitation in

Ireland, the Rebeccaites in Wales, and the Free-Church
rioters in Scotland, has been beneficial to the railways.

On tbe Grand Junction line, soldiers are carried from Bir-

mingham to Liverpool at the rate of from 9s. to 10s. a

head, so that the conveyance of a regiment of 800 men,
such as the 34th, which arrived at Liverpool on Friday
week, must have cost little less than 400/. from Birming-
ham, and perhaps half as much from Weedon to that

place.—The Journal des Chemins de Fer says : "An
inventor announces that he has found a composition
which will reduce to a mere trifle the price of rails for

railroads. He replaces the iron by a combination of

Kaolin clay (that used for making pottery and china) with

a certain metallic substance, which gives a body so hard

as to wear out iron, without being injured by it in turn.

One hundred kilogrammes of this substance would cost

less than 15f., and would furnish 2-£ metres of rail. The
Kaolin clay is abundant in France, and the Valley of the

Somme contains immense quantities of it." The Paris

papers also state that a trial of an immense machine for

cutting railroads, named by the inventor, Mr. Cochrane,

a native of the United States, "The Railway Excavator,"

was made a few days ago in the premises of Messrs. Var-

rall and Co., engine and machine-makers, in the Avenue

Trudaine. A large heap of earth and stones was placed

at one extremity of the yard, and the machine having been

set to work by means of a steam-engine of 20-horse power
forming part of it, the greater part was cut through and

the rubbish thrown aside in a few minutes. Several

scientific gentlemen, who were present, expressed their

surprise at the tremendous power of the machine. Mr.
Cochrane stated that the heap of earth was not of a suffi-

ciently firm nature to afford proper resistance to the cut-

ting part of the instrument. When the opposing body
was weighty and strong, the powers of the machine were,
he remarked, infinitely better tested. One of these
machines is now in use on the Eastern Counties Railroad.

—The following is an extract from a Frankfort paper:
" Some time ago. several papers stated that our townsman,
Philip Wagner, had so far finished his electro-magnetic
locomotive for railways, as that a perfectly successful

result remained no longer doubtful. This was correct

;

and at present he has completed it at the workshops of
the Taunus railway. Next month, as we understand from
good authority, a scientific commission, appointed by the
German Diet, will examine and try it, for the purpose of

reporting to the Diet, whether the engine is entitled to

the national premium of 100,000 florins whic* the Diet
promised for this important invention. Persons well

acquainted with Mr. Wagner entertain not the slightest

doubt that he has completely solved this great problem,
which has engaged the scientific world, all over Europe,
for so many years."

IRELAND.
Dublin.—On the afternoon of Saturday the following

proclamation was issued at Dublin by the Lord Lieu-
tenant and Council of Ireland:—" Whereas it has been
publicly announced that a meeting is to take place at or

near Clontarf, on Sunday, the 8th of October inst., for

the alleged purpose of petitioning Parliament for a repeal

of the Legislative Union between Great Britain and Ire-

land : And whereas advertisements and placards have

been printed and extensively circulated, calling on those

persons who propose to attend the said meeting on horse-

back to meet and form in procession, and to march to the

said meeting in military order and array: And whereas

meetings of large numbers of persons have already been
held in different parts of Ireland, under the like pretence,

at several of which meetings language of a seditious and
inflammatory nature has been addressed to the persons

there assembled, calculated and'.inteuded to excite discon-

tent and disaffection in the minds of her Majesty's subjects,

and to bring into hatred and contempt the Government
and constitution of the country, as by law established :

And whereas at some of the said meetings such seditious

and inflammatory language has been used by persons who
have signified their intention of being present at, and
taking part in. the said meeting so announced to be held

at or near Clontarf : And whereas the said intended meet-

ing is calculated to excite reasonable and well-grounded

apprehension that the motives and objects of the persons

to be assembled thereat are not the fair legal exercise

of constitutional rights and privileges, but to bring into

hatred and contempt the government and constitution of

the United Kingdom as by law established, and to

accomplish alterations in the laws and constitution of

the realm by intimidation and the demonstration of

physical force :—Now we, the Lord-Lieutenant, by and
with the advice of her Majesty's Privy Council, being

satisfied th.\t the said intended meeting so proposed to be

held at or near Clontarf, as aforesaid, can only tend to

serve the ends of factious and seditious persons, and to

the violation of the public peace, do hereby strictly cau-

tion and forewarn all persons whatsoever, that they do
abstain from attendance at the said meeting : and we
hereby give notice, that if, in defiance of this our pro-

clamation, the said meeting shall take place, all persons

attending the same shall be proceeded against according

to law. And we do hereby order and enjoin all magis-

trates and officers entrusted with the preservation of the

public peace, and others whom it may concern, to be

aiding and assisting in the execution of the law in pre-

venting the said meeting, and in the effectual dispersion

and suppression of the same, and in the detection and

prosecution of those who, after this notice, shall offend in

the respects aforesaid. Given at the Council Chamber in

Dublin, this 7th day of October, 1843.— Edward B. Sug-

den, C, Donoughmore, Eliot, F. Blackburne, E. Blake-

ney, Fred. Shaw, T. B. C Smith."—Various collateral

circumstances concurred in proving that this determina-

tion of the Irish Government had been formed alter the

most mature consideration, and that they had neglected

no means to insure its efficiency. Lord De Grey and the

Lord Chancellor arrived on Friday, having been ordered

back to their posts at a few hours' notice ; a sudden stop

was put to Lord Cardigan's leave of absence from his regi-

ment ; the 34th Foot were embarked on Friday at Liver-

pool, and further reinforcements were expected from Scot-

land. The managing committee of the Repeal Association

assembled immediately after the Lord Lieutenant's pro-

clamation appeared. Mr. O'Connell presided, and dic-

tated the following counter-proclamation, as it is termed

in the Repeal organs. It was issued at six o'clock in tae

evening, in large placards, with the Irish crown and harp

at the top:—M Whereas, there has appeared, under the

signatures of ' E. B. Sugden, C, Donoughmore, Eliot,

F. Blackburne, E. Blakeney, Fred. Shaw, T. B.C. Smith,

a paper being, or purporting to be, a proclamation, drawn

up in very loose and inaccurate terms, and manifestly

misrepresenting known facts ; the objects of which appear

to be, to prevent the public meeting intended to be held

to-morrow, the 8th instant, at Clontarf, to petition lar-

liament for the Repeal of the baleful and destructive mea-

sure of the Legislative Union. And whereas such pro-

clamation has not appeared until late in the afternoon oi

this Saturday, the 7th, so that it is utterly impossible u»s

the knowledge of its existence could be communicatea in

i

t
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the usual official channels, or by the post, in time to have
its contents known to the persons intending to meet at
Clontarf for the purpose of petitioning, as aforesaid,
whereby ill-disposed persons may have an opportunity,
under cover of said proclamation, to provoke breaches of
the peace, or to commit violence on persons intending to
proceed peaceably and legally to the said meeting:. We,
therefore, the Committee of the Loyal National Repeal
Association, do mosf earnestly request' and entreat that
all well-disposed p#r£ons will, immediately on receiving
this intimation, repair to their own dwellings, and not
place themselves in peril of any collision, or of receiving
any ill treatment whatsoever. And we do further inform all

such persons that, without yielding in anything to the
unfounded allegations in said alleged proclamation, we
deem it prudent and wise, and, above all things, humane,
to declare that the said meeting is abandoned, and is

not to be held. Signed, by order, Daniel O'Connell,,
Chairman of the Committee ; T. M. Ray, Secretary.
Saturday, 7th Oct., 1843, 3 o'clock, p.m." In the even-
lng Mr. Steele left town to disperse several thousand per-
sons who were to bivouac on Tara Hill during the night,
with the intention of marching to Dublin next day to
attend the meeting. Messengers were sent off by the
Repeal Association, in post-chaises, to Kells, Drogheda,
and other places, to prevent the attendance of the people.
On Sunday morning, however, immense crowds of Re-
pealers came flocking in, ignorant of the proclamation
issued by Government on the preceding evening. Although
Jt rained heavily, the streets in all directions were occupied
"y groups, anxiously reading the proclamation of Mr.
O Connell, which seemed to be more extensively placarded
than that of the Government. The greatest excitement
prevailed, more especially as the city was filled with troops,
three war steamers having arrived during the preceding

J"ght with portions of the 34th and 87th Irish Fusiliers.
The guns at the forts were ready for action, and the guards
^redoubled. The road to Clontarf bore all the indica-
tions of a formidable military campaign. The 1 1th Hussars,
commanded by Lord Cardigan, the 5th Dragoon Guards,
the 60th Rifles, the 5th Fusiliers, and the 54t.h Foot, were
Marching along to the place fixed for the meeting ; and a
park of artillery, consisting of eight field-pieces, in two
^visions of four each, were driven along at a rapid pace.
They were speedily followed by large bodies of constabu-

|?
ry> who took up their stations separately from the

Queen's troops, who were stationed along the main road
which runs along the sea-shore. Every species of vehicle
as put in requisition by parties anxious to view the

scene of operations. Thousands of equestrians and
pedestrians moved towards Clontarf to see the military
display, but there was no manifestation of public feeling
whatever. The vast crowds appeared influenced only by a
feeling of curiosity. There was neither cheering nor
groaning

; and the multitudes along the line conducted
themselves in an orderly and peaceable manner. The troops
on the ground also behaved with great good humour, and
presented no obstacle to the people passing and repassing
About 4 o'clock, Mr. Steele, who had been occupied all
day in inducing the people to depart from Clontarf
returned towards town, followed by a great number of cars
and a considerable body of pedestrians. There was no
cheering, or noise of any kind. The voice of Mr. Steele,
who bore a small green branch in his hand, was alone
heard, calling out quietly, but emphatically, *« Home,
home I" and the people, in all directions, readily obeyed
the command. Shortly before six—it being then nearly
dark—the various regiments and the artillery returned
to town, and moved on towards their respective barracks.
On Monday the Repeal Association held their weekly
Meeting at Calvert's Theatre, instead of the Corn Exchange,
^ order to accommodate the Repealers who had come
0ver from Manchester and Liverpool. After several
Sympathisers from Liverpool, Manchester, and Staley-
bridge had been presented in due form, several sums were
handed in as " proclamation money," the parties stating
that it was contributed on account of the proclamation of
Saturday. Mr. O'Connell then addressed the meeting.
** e said he never, in the course of a long and event-
ful life, rose to address a public assembly with a
stronger, a more awful feeling of responsibility thanW the present moment. At the same time he never ad-
jessed a meeting with a more confident feeling of personal
j^mness. He would say at once, it was not the fault of

JJ

e English Government that there was not a massacre.
*le did not hesitate to repeat it; and if he were to go to
l»e scaffold to-morrow—(Voices, " No, no, no, never,")—

he were to go to the scaffold, he would not hesitate to
sav

> that if the Government had intended to entrap the
People into a massacre, they would not have acted other-* ,Se than they did. Such folly and absurdity had per-
aded their entire conduct respecting the Repeal agitation

\ giving rise to that which, but for his interference,
j^ht have ended—and probably would have ended— in

Massacre. He there] proclaimed to all Ireland that

anH
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d that consisted in the most perfect obedience to every-
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pythmg which looked like legal authority—to yield—to
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nS as ifc called itself legal, he told the people of

ai*d, if they wished for safety, and above all, for Repeal,

they would obey it. Having first proclaimed that obedi-

ence should be observed, he would next declare his

thorough conviction that the conduct of the Government
was calculated to produce a massacre of the innocent
people. He was not accusing them of any intention to

do it ; but he would demonstrate from facts that they had
escaped the hour of that crime, and that innocent men
escaped slaughter, by the accident of his having been in

Dublin to explain to the people the line of conduct which
they should follow. He would give dates. For nearly

three weeks the Government were apprised of the

meeting. It had been advertised for more than a fort-

night, and they were quite apprised of it. For more than
a week they were determined to take the step which they
had taken. They had everything arranged, and two regi-

ments were upon their passage, which were settled to arrive

there the morning of the meeting, and were therefore de-

termined to want them. They could want them for one
purpose only; and what he complained of was, that
they did not let the people know that they intended to

put down the meeting, nor signify to the leaders of the
people the necessity of warning them against falling into

such danger. They had for ten months past promoted and
countenanced similar meetings, at Mullaghmast, Conne-
mara, Longhrea, Waterford, Tara, Donnybrook, and other
places. All these meetings had taken place. They knew
who had attended them ; their names were ostentatiously

proclaimed. Was there a proclamation, or the smallest
hint given, of their illegality ? Was any magistrate, any
policeman, sent to caution them ? In fact, with the most
perfect knowledge of Government these meetings took
place. The meeting at Clontarf was peculiarly circum-
stanced. If there were any meeting which had a superior
distinctness and legality about it than another, it was that
meeting. The others were called by a requisition of lay-

men and clergymen, the laymen being more numerous
;

but the requisition for the Clontarf meeting was not
signed by any man but a Roman Catholic clergyman, so
that it was marked, as it were, with tranquillity. The
Government were in Dublin upon Friday. It was the dav
upon which the Gazette should appear, and was the legiti-

mate day for a proclamation. He would, therefore, ask
the British Ministry how, in the name of common sense,

they could account for passing by Friday ? If they had
issued the proclamation upon that day, they would have
sent down to the different localities, and told the people
to obey it ; but they did not do it until Saturday, at'so

late an hour, that the people had only a few hours of
light to enable them to read it. The proceedings of the
Repeal Association should still go on ; and if it were pro-
claimed down, he would be the first person to go to the
association; but he would not oppose the law. He
would obey even the semblance of authority. He then
declared his intention of having simultaneous meetings
throughout Ireland after prayers on a Sunday (the day he
would not yet select), to petition against the insult and
assault upon national rights which had taken place. He
would see whether the Government would suppress those
meetings, as they had done the " monster meeting." He
concluded by again calling upon the people to be tranquil,

orderly, submissive, and peaceful. A resolution, expres-

sive of the determination of the people, proposed by Mr.
O'Connell, and seconded by Captain Seaver, was carried.

Mr. M. O'Callaghan proposed a vote of confidence in Daniel
O'Connell, which was carried by acclamation. Mr. O'Con-
nell then announced the week's rent at 1,105/. 35. lrf.

On Monday evening the Repeal dinner, which was to have
followed the meeting at Clontarf, took place in the Ro-
tunda, all the rooms in that vast building, the most spacious

for public accommodation in this city, being devoted to

the entertainment. The doors were opened at five o'clock,

when the rush was tremendous. All the tickets were dis-

posed of early in the day, upwards of 2000 having been

issued. The papers of both parties agree that nothing

like it, as a popular demonstration, had taken place in

Dublin before the issuing of the government proclamation.

Hundreds were obliged to stand, and the heat was extreme.

Mr. O'Connell presided, dressed in the robes of Lord
Mayor. The first toasts proposed were the Queen and
Royal family. The next was—"The people the source of

legitimate power." Mr. O'Connell then proposed- 1

' Repeal

of the Union." He said that Ireland would never com-
promise—that she would never accept of an instalment of

the Repeal— that justice could be obtained from a local

legislature alone. In reference to the recent conduct of

the Irish administration, he observed that some people in

England, looking to their acts, would say that he had

bribed them ; but even if he had, they had not vicious

ingenuity enough to serve him half so well as they had
done. Then it was said that in case the union was re-

pealed, tiie Catholics would take ascendancy ; but that

supposition was absurd and futile. The Catholics had
been three times in power, and they, unlike their Protes-

tant brethren, refused to persecute at all. Let them pro-

duce one instance of persecution on the part of the
Catholics, and he would give up the cause of Ireland

; and
they might readily know that he would not make such an
offer, unless he knew it was impossible to meet it. It was
said that if the union was repealed the House of Lords
would be Catholic. That was ridiculous; for twenty to

one would be Protestant, and they would have, besides,

Protestant England and Scotland at their back, and then

they would have an equal share in the selection of the

House of Commons. He had entered too much on the

subject for an after-dinner speech, but his mind was filled

with Repeal. He did not want the Repeal without the

assent of a large portion of his Protestant fellow-country-

men. He was working for them as well as for the Catho-

lics. He would have no distinction. Liberty to all was

what he required, and that was what was meant by the

Repeal of the Union." Mr. O'Connell, in proposing the
next toast, which was the last upon the list, took occasion
to exhort his hearers upon the necessity of maintaining a
peaceable demeanour, and yielding implicit obedience to
the laws, at a crisis so vital to the country as the present.
He implored of them to show their devotion to the cause
of their country by acting towards their antagonists in a
spirit of forbearance and good feeling. More important
considerations were at stake in the present contest than
even in the struggle for emancipation. They would
forego all excitement, and should approach the considera-
tion of the great national question of Ireland with calm
and dispassionate minds. Simultaneous meetings would,
he trusted, be held all over the country, for the purpose
of entreating her Majesty to dismiss from office the men
to whom the executive powers were now entrusted. Six
or seven millions of signatures should be procured to peti-
tions begging that Lord de Grey might be sent to mind
his oxen— that Lord Eliot might be permitted to go where
he liked for his own diversion—that Mr. Lucas should get
directions to proceed to Monaghan— that Brewster, Smith,
and the rest of them, should be sent to mind their own
business, and not to meddle with theirs, and that the
people of Ireland should be sent to College-green to make
laws for themselves. Meantime his motto was " Peace,
order, tranquillity, and resolution." The company gave
three cheers for " The Queen and Old Ireland," and three

for Mr. O'Connell; after which they quietly dispersed.

—

The Association met again on Thursday ; and was the
least numerously attended meeting of any that has taken
place since the commencement of the Agitation. Mr
O'Connell said that his object was to remove, as much ag
possible, irritation from the public mind. When that
should be effected, he would have simultaneous meetings
in every parish in Ireland, to petition the Queen for the
dismissal of ministers. He entreated the people to sub-
mit to everything which has even the semblance of
legal authority. If they would only continue peace-
able, he was certain of obtaining the Repeal of the
Union. He said he had heard a report that the issuing of
the proclamation was not the act of the Cabinet, but a
thing determined on by Wellington, Sugden, and Lord de
Grey, who met together on Tuesday or Wednesday last,

and remained in consultation for four hours. It was
intended to take the people of Ireland by surprise, and to

attack them when they were unarmed. He might be
blamed for shrinking, but his courage consisted in keeping
others out of danger ; he was careless what might occur
to himself. He concluded by moving—That an address to

the Irish people be prepared, calling upon them to perse-

vere in their exertions for repeal, but without violence,

force, or tumult of any kind, and without resistance to
any legal authority.

Waterford The first provincial demonstration in
reference to the Government proclamation took place in

this city on Sunday, within a few hours after the mani-
festo had been received. The Rev. Mr. D'Arcy presided,
and resolutions were adopted expressive of unbounded
confidence in Mr. O'Connell, and a readiness to follow the
course prescribed by him at the present crisis. The cor-

poration met on the next day, the mayor in the chair, and
adopted resolutions "solemnly protesting against any
infraction of their legal rights to meet to petition Parlia-

ment, upon the assumption that the public peace would
be disturbed,— an assumption disproved by the experience

of similar meetings, and by the alacrity with which the

meeting to have been holden at Clontarf was abandoned
;

and declaring their deliberate intention to continue their

support to Mr.O'Connellin the same constitutional course

which has characterised the Repeal movement under his

guidance."

SCOTLAND.
Cromarty.—The Ross-shire papers state that the riot

at Resolis has been followed by the rescue of the female

prisoner, who was lodged in the gaol of Cromarty on
Thursday week. Although the prison was surrounded
till nearly daybreak by a mob, no attempt at rescue was
then made. On the following night, however, some
hundreds of men and women made their appearance in

the town, armed with stones and bludgeons, with which
they commenced an attack on the gaol, and eventually

succeeded in battering down the door, and in liberating

the woman, who was carried off amidst yells and hurraing.

The previous outrages in Rosskeen, Logie, and Resolis,

on the adherents and ministers of the Church, have

alarmed the authorities ; and, accordingly, the Sheriff

has applied for military aid to the Lord Advocate. This

application has been promptly replied to, and a detach-

ment of the 87th Irish Fusiliers, consisting of 150 men,

arrived at Invergordon, from Leith, on Wednesday. The
Lord Lieutenant and Sheriff went to Invergordon on

Tuesday week, to arrange measures for the prevention of

further riots, the establishment of the deforced ministers

in their parishes, and the apprehension of the offenders.

Stirling.— On Wednesday, Allan Mair, an old man in

his 84th year, convicted at the last Stirling Circuit before

Lord Moncrieff of the wilful murder of his wife, by beat-

ing her to death with some heavy substance, was executed
in front of the Court-house. The execution was attended

by circumstances which have produced a painful sensation
through the whole of this part of Scotland. The old man
protested his innocence to the last, and died uttering hor-
rible imprecations on the witnesses at the trial.

Inverness.—The annual gathering at Inverness com-
menced on Wednesday week. Prince Alexander of the

Netherlands accompanied the Duke and Duchess of Rich-

mond from Gordon Castle, and was induced to prolong his

sojourn in the Highlands, in order to be present on this

occasion, as he was so much gratified with the Bratmar
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Catherine when staying with the Duke of Leeds, at Mar Verulam's f by Liverpool, out of Crocard, and 8 others who were
]

j t»u« „n.„«,i„„;L „* *u« „«;.!.«„-««-. « rt«„««4..j «,;fi, not placed: but the Duke of Rutland claimed the race, on the
Lod»e. The attendance ot the aristocracy connected with ^^ the winner was thrce years ol(Ij and nf)t entitIed t0
Scotland exceeded the meeting last year ; and at the dinner,

on Thursday, above 80 noblemen and gentlemen were

present. On Wednesday and Thursday the competition

for prizes for the athletic sports peculiar to the North
took place, viz., throwing the hammer, jumping a height

and distance, tossing the cabbar, putting the stone, foot

racing, dancing, and playing on the bagpipes, pibrochs,

strathspeys, &c, for which the contention was most
spirited. There was a rifle sweepstakes, in which Prince

Alexander, Baron Sloet, the Marquess of Douro, Lord
Lovat, Mr. Russell, Mr. Cluny Macpherson, Captain

Ross, Lord Gifford, and Mr. Grant entered. The contest

was regulated at four shots each, at a distance of 100

yards. Baron Sloet, Aide-de-Camp to the Prince, was

the successful competitor, the shooting being as follows :

—

His Royal Highness, four shots, 11^ inches ; Baron Sloet,

lOf ; and Mr. Russell, 11; so that the stakes were

gained by only -|.

"Unto.

Law of Landlord and Tenant.—'The history of a case (Smith v.

Marrable), which was decided last Hilary Term, affords an example
of the law in regard to the use and occupation of houses, which it

may be useful to record in a connected iorm. it was an action for

use and occupation to recover the balance of five weeks' rental of a

furnished house. The defendant pleaded the general issue. At the

trial before Lord Abinjrer, an agreement in writing was proved as

follows :—*' Brighton, September Uth, 1842. Mr John Smith, of

No 24, St Jauies's-street, agrees to let. and Sir Thomas Marrable
agrees to take the house, No 5, Brunswick-place, at the rale of

eight guineas per week, for five or six weeks, at the option of the

said Sir Thomas Marrable. Signed Thomas Marrable, John Smith.
The rent to commence on the 15th of September. T. M., J. S."
Defendant entered on the occupation of the house under this agree-
ment on Friday, Sept. 16, 1942, and on the following day defendant's
wife informed plaintiff' that the house was infested with bugs, and a
person was sent by plaintiff to try and get rid of them, but Lady
Marrable not finding the means used for that purpose successful,
wrote to the plaintiff's wife as follows:—'*No. 5, Brunswick-
place, September If), 1842. Lady Marrable informs Mrs Smith,
that it is her determination to leave the house in Brunswick-
place as soon as she can take another, paying a week's rent, as all

the bedrooms occupied but one are so infested with bugs, that it is

quite impossible to remain.' ' On the completion of the week,
defendant sent the key to plaintiff' and removed into another house.

The judge told the jury that in point of law the house must be taken
to have been let on the implied condition that it was fit for habita-
tion, and that if they thought defendant had left the house on
account of the nuisance being so intolerable as to make it uncom-
fortable to live in it any longer, they ought to find for defendant;
but if they were of opinion he had left merely because he preferred
another resid nee, and made the bugs an excuse for leaving plaintiff's

house, then they ought to find a verdict for plaintiff. The jury
found for defendant. In Hilary Term, Mr. Hayward moved for a
new trial on the ground of misdirection, and of the improper recep-
tion of evidence. The second ground was supported by technical

argument < only. The first amounted to this:— the nuisance com-
plained of by defendant is no defence to the action, which was founded
on a written agreement, and if it really existed should have been
made the subject or across action. Mr. Baron Parke, in giving judg-
ment, said "The first question is whether, in point of law, every person
who lets a house must be taken to have done so under an implied con-
dition that it is in a habitable state. Now there is a case of Edwards
v. Etherington, Ry. §- Moo., 2oS, which is very nearly in point.

That was an action of assumpsit for use and occupation, against

a tenant from year to year, who had quitted without notice ; and the

defence was, that the premises were, by reason of their dilapidated

state, useless to defendant, and unfit to reside in. Lord Tenterden
held that to be a good defence, and told the jury that " Slight cir-

cumstances would not suffice, but than such serious reasons might
exist as would justify a tenant in quitting at any time, and that it was
for them to say whether in that case any such did exist." Anew trial

was afterwards moved for, on the ground of misdirection ; and the

Court of Queen's Bench refused to disturb the verdict. There is also a

case of Collins v. Barrow, 1 Moo. fy Hob., 112, in which a party who
had taken a house under a written agreement, by which he was
to occupy it for three years, had quitted at the expiration of six

months without any notice, and the landlord had brought an ac-

tion for use and occupation, to recover the rent accruing after

that time. The defence was, the house was unfit for occupa-

tion on account of jinsulficicnt drainage; and Mr. Baron

Baylcy said, " I do not see that the fact of the tenancy in

this case being under a written agreement is material. In any
case the tenant is bound to pay rent during the time for which he

has contracted, unless he satisfies the jury that, under the circum-

stances, he was justified in quitting. I think, however, that in point

of law he will be free from his obligation to reside on the premises,

if he makes out, to the satisfaction of the jury, that the premises were
noxious and unwholesome to reside in, and that this state arose from

no default of his own." These cases quite warrant the position, that

a tenant may immediately relinquish his tenancy of a house which

is incumbered with a nuisance of so serious a nature as to make it

uncomfortable and unfit to live in. There was no contract in this case

on plaintiff's part, that the house was lree from the nuisance; the

contract was by defendant, that he would take the house of plaintiff

at a certain rent, and then the law attaches a condition that the house
shall be in suchafit state as for the description of house might be rea-

sonably expected. In this view the other j udgea concurred, Lord Abin-

ger saying:—" I am glad that authorities have been found to support

this defence, though, for my own part, I think the ca3e one which
common sense alone should enable us to decide. A man who lets a

ready-furnished house, does so on implied condition or obligation,

that it is in a fit state for occupation. Suppose the defendant had
discovered the fact, that previous tenants had quitted the house in

consequence of a person having recently died there of the plague,

would not the law have justified him in leaving as soon as he disco-

vered the fact? I entertain no doubt on the subject; and in this case

I only wonder that defendant remained so long, and gave the landlord

so much opportunity of trying to remove the nuisance." The Court
was against. Mr. Hayward on the second ground also, anil the rule,

therefore, was refused. This Judgment applies to an unfurnished as

well as to a furnished house.

run fur a two-year-old plate. After the race, Running; Rein was
backed for the Derb) at 1,000 to 25. Sweepstakes of 1 00 sovs
each, h ft, 8st 7lbs, each D.M. (3 subs.) Sir R. Bulkeley's Bishop
of Romford's colt, beat Duke of Rutland's Minotaur cleverly by a
length. Matches.—Lord Stradbroke's Jeremy Diddler, 8st 8lbs,

beat by a neck Sir R. W. Bulkeley's b f, by Bay Middleton, 8st,

both four-yr-olds. T.Y.C. 100, h ft. Mr. ThornhilPs Extempore,
8st lOlbs, beat by 2 lengths Mr W. S. Stanley's Cowslip, 8st Jlb3.

D.M. ; 200, h ft. Duke of Bedford's Espoir, 8st 7lbs, beat by a

length Lord Exeter's f by Liverpool, out of Mecca, 8st2lbs. First

hah of Ab. M.; jOo, h ft. Duke ot Bedford's Oakley, beat by a

length Lord Exeter's Celia, 8st 7lbs each; T.Y.C. 200, h (t. Lord
Or ford's Mallard agst Lord Maidstone's The Castor, 8st 7ibs

each; D.M. 200, h ft. Off by consent. Mr Payne's Mania, 8st,

received ft from Capt. Rous's Lady Eleanor, 7st 101ns; D.M. 100.

Lord G. Bentinck's Farintosh, 8st 7lbs, received ft from Lord
Glasgow's Sister to Pathfinder, 8st 31bs; A.F. 300, h f t . Lord G.
Bentinck's Captain Cook received ft from Lord Glasgow's br c

vdead) by Retriever, out of his Ardrossan mare; 8st 7lbs each;

A.K. 800, h ft. Loid Stradbroke's Evenus, 8st 51bs, received ft

irom Mr Payne's Mania, 8st 71bs ; D.M. 200, h ft.

TuBsi>Ar.-~Clenrwell Stakes of 30 sovs each, 20 ft
;
for two-yr

old colts, 83t7lb; fiUies, 8st 51b; the winner of the July stakes

71b extra. T.Y.C. (32 subs.) Col Peel's Zenobia beat Mr Wre-
ford's be by Camel j Mr Goodman's Running Rein; Mr Good-
man's hi f by Camel; Mr Watt's Voltri, and seven others.—
Cwsarcwitc/i Stakes of 25 sovs each, 15 ft, with 300 added by the

Grand Duke Ccesarewitch ; the owner of the second horse to re-

ceive 50 sovs out of the stakes. Two miles and a quarter. (43

subs.) Mr Noyce's Coranna, by Hymen 4 yrs, 7st I lib, beat

Mr Bell's Winesour, 3 yrs, 6st 8lb, and 23 others who were not

placed. Won by half a length.—Royal Stakes of 200 sovs each,

1*20 ft, and only 25, &c, for three-yr olds. Mr Bowes's Cother-

stone. ost 3i \ beat by a length Mr Combes's Fakeaway, 8st ;lb
;

Duke of Richmond's Cornopean, 8st 71b; and Lord Exeter's

Anticlo e, 8st 7ib.—Matches^ lOO. T.Y.C. MrCassidy's Latona,

3 yrs, 6st 7lb. received ft from Mr Bignold's Camille, atred,

7st Qlb. 200, h ft, 88t 71b each. T.Y.C. Mr Greville's Molly

Mogg received ft from Lord Glasgow's f by Velocipede, out of

Miss Whip. 50, h ft, 8st 4lb each. T.Y.C. Lord E. Russell's b c

by Bay Middleton, out of Dolphin, beat Mr. Boyce's Jill.

W»0N£Si>ay.—Sweepstakes of 10 sovs each for two-yr-olds,

7st 31b; and three-yr-olds, Gst ; fillies allowed .libs. T.Y.C. Win-
ner to be sold for 80/. (10 Subs.) Mr:Harland's Dr Hill, 2 yrs,

beat L'>rd Exeter's f by Liverpool, out of Mecca, 2 yrs, Lord Mil-

town's Birdeen, 3 yrs, and 7 others who were not placed. Lord

Exeter claimed the winner who beat by a length. Town Plate of

50/, for three-yr-olds, 7st 4lb
; four, 8st 4lb; five, Sstlllb; six

and aged, ost lib. T.M.M. Winner to be sold for 200/, &c. Air Bat-

son's Rowland, 3 yrs, beat by a length Mr J. Day's Morality,

4 yrs, Mr F. Walker'sBillingham Las*, 5 yrs, and 5 others who
were not placed. Brethy Stakes, of loo sovs each, h ft, for two-
yr-old fillies, 8st 7 lb. Last three quarters of R.M. (11 Subs)

Lord Chesterfield's Joan of Arc beat Mr Osbaldiston's 1, by the

Saddler, dam by Partisan, Col Anson's The Princess, and 3

others. The first was a dead heat between Joan of Arc and Mr
Osbaldiston's f, and they agreed to divide.— Matches, Lord
Exeter's Aliena, fist 3lb (Abdale), beat by a head Duke of Bed-
ford's Currycomb, 8st 10lb (E. Edwards.) T.Y.C, 100, h ft;

200, h ft. D.M. Mr Payne's Johnny, 8st 7lb, received ft from
Lord Chesterfield's The Castor, 7st 10lb. 100. Y.C. Lord George
Bentinck's Prince of Wales, 2 yrs, 7st 71b, beat Lord Glasgow's
He Has a Name, 4 yrs, 8st, by a length easy.
Thursday.— Sweepstakes of 50 sovs each, for two-yr-okl colts,

8st 71b ,• and fillies, 8st 4lb. T.Y.C. 3 subs.—Duke of Bedford's

Espoir beat Lord Exeter's Crosby. Sweepstakes of 10 sovs each,

for two-yr-olds, 6st 71b ; three, 8st 3lb j four, Sstlllb; five and
upwards, gst. First half of Ab.M. Winner to be sold for 300/.

&e. 6 subs. Colonel Peel's Cameloon, 5 yrs, beat Mr Braith-

waite's Gaiety, 2 yrs
;
Mr Meiklam's Philip, 3 yrs; Duke of Rut-

land's Cowslip, 3 yrs; Lord Glasgow's f by Velocipede, 2 yrs ;

and Lord G. Bentinck's Prince of Wales, 2 yrs. Handicap Plate

of 100/. for three-yr-olds, &c. A.F. Mr. Herbert's Arctic, aged,

7st2ib., beat Lord Exeter's Reversion, 4 yrs, fist, and 13 others

who were not placed. Matches—Mr. Payne's c by Touchstone,
out of Vnt, 8st 71b, received It from Lord Glasgow's f by Voltaire

out of Snowball, 8st. T.Y.C. 200, h ft. Lord G. Bentinck's

Devil to Pay, 8st 101b, beat Lord Glasgow's f by Retainer, out

of Purity, 8st 71b. T.Y.C. 100. Lord G. Bentinck's All round

my Hat, 8st Jib, beat Lord Glasgow's c by Velocipede, out of

Amulet, 8st3lb. T.Y.C. 200. Lord Glasgow's f by Retainer, out

of Purity, 2 yrs, 6st lllb, received ft irom Capt. Rous's Lady
Eleanor, 3 yrs gst. T.Y.C. 100. hft. Colonel Peel's Garry Owen,
8st 2lb, received ft. from Lord Glasgow's He has a Name, 5st

101b. T.Y.C. 100 h ft.

Just Published, price 6s. cloth,

'"THE HAND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY; with a
-A- complete Index of Reference. By G. H. Cauntkr, Esq.

London : W. S. Orr & Co. ; and W. & R. Chambkrs, Edinburgh.

SHEEP NETS, Rabbit Nets, Life Preservers. Strong

Sheep Net nearly four feet high, 4£rf. per runnmg yard. Long

Hare and Rabbit Nets for covert shooting, Rabbit catching, &c.

Nets to enclose Pheasants, &c. 2d.°Kver yard ; nets as fences against

Cats, Dogs, Rabbits, 2d. per yard. All kinds of Fishing and Garden

Nets. Soldiers' Coats, G.s\ 6d , and Tarpauling Coats, 8.9. 6d., for

Gamekeepers, Watchers, and Farm Servants. Several thousand

Tarpauling Capes, 2$. and 2s. Gd. each. Life Waistcoats three times

t?s buoyant as Cork Jackets, 85. 6d. each, Life Belts. 6s. 6d, Life

Buoys, Anchor Buoys, Causalty Bouys, which spread 14 feet each

way, 20s. each. Tarpaulings for Greenhouses, l.v. per square yard,

Fire escapes.— Robkrt Richardson, Net and Tent maker, 21,

Tunbridgc Place, New-road, London.
__

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED, BY
SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

MR. J BAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, Russell-square,

Sole Asrent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PATENT
WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cure all

Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent downward
currents; it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Apart-

ments of every description ; also of Ships, Stables, Dairies, and
Larders, as it ensures a constant change of air; and all its

parts being fixtures, it is free from noise and not liable to

derangement; it also offers no impediment to sweeping. Price

for general use, 30*. ; larger size, 45.9. ; larger sizes, especially

adapted for ventilation, 60*. and upwards. To be had at 61, Great

Russell- street, where it may be seen in action. The attention of

Architects, Builders, and the trade in general, is especially invited.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice.—
A Vegetable White Powder, prepared from Oriental Herbs

of the most Delicious Odour and Sweetness, and free from any

mineral or pernicious ingredient—-it eradicates Tartar from the

Teeth, removes decayed spots, preserves the Enamel, and fixes

the Teeth firmly in their sockets, rendering them beautifully

white. Being an anti-scorbutic, it eradicates Scurvy trom the

Gums; strengthens, braces, and renders them of a healthy red ; it

removes unpleasant tastes from the mouth, which often remain

atter fevers, taking medicine, &c, and imparts a delightful

fragrance to the breath.— Price 2s. Qd. per box, duty included.

ROWLAND'S ALSANA EXTRACT immediately relieves the

most violent Toothach, Gum-boils, Swelled Face, $c; it is also

an excellent Stomachic, in cases of Flatulency, Spasmodic Affec-

tions, §c, and gives instantaneous relief.—Price 2s. Qd., 4s. 6d.,

and 1U5. 6d. per bottle.

NoTICB.—A, ROWLAND & SON, 20, HATTON-GARDEN,
LONDON, is engraved on the Government Stamp, which is

pasted on each article ; also printed, in red, on the wrapper of

the latter . Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

TO GARDENERS, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
rPHE ADVERTISER having a large quantity of Box
-1- now in good order for transplanting, wishes to meet with

the above persons who have the following plants to exchange

with him :—viz., Roses, Pinks, Picotees, Carnations, Auriculas,

and Geraniums. Should this meet the eye of any person wishing

for further particulars, apply to F. F., at Mr. Street's, Bookseller,

II, Serle-strcet, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

TO NURSERYMEN, GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS, &c.

I"

1 HE ADVERTISER wishes to meet with a competent
- Person to join him as Partner in taking one of the oldest

established Nursery and Seed Establishments in the vicinity of

London. The present is a most eligible opportunity for any

person desirous of entering the Trade. Further information

given by addressing a line to A. F. f
care of Messrs. Prothkrok

and MORRIS, Leytonstone.

A VACANCY lias occurred in a London Seed-house

for ah active respectable young man of good address, and well

acquain
cations

nted with the business, who will be required to travel. Apph-

s to be addressed to A. B. C, 48, Coleman-street, City.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

MARK LANE, Friday, Octobrr 13.—The arrivals of all

descriptions of Corn have been small during the week, and the

few samples of Wheat fresh up for this morning's market realise

the prices of Monday last: the demand for Foreign is limited,

and its value unaltered. Barley, Peas, and Beans, are taken off

freely at our late quotations. There is an improved inquiry for

new Oats, and old must be noted ud. dearer.

BRITISH, I'KR iniPKRIAX* QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White
— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Poland*
Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
Irish Feed

live
Beans, MazA|fan, old and new . 22 to 27 Tick

£80il, Heligoland 88 to 34

Peas, White HO to 35
Winds.
Maple

s. s.

44 to 55

47 to 58
28 to 32
15 to 25
— to —
16 to 88
;— to —
22 10 29— to —
30 to 32

s. s.

Red 44 to 61

White — to—
Grind. 24 to 80

Feed 16 to 24

Potato l7to 26

Potato 16 to 24

Harrow 25 to 32

F.ongpod — to—
Grey 23 to 30

wkkkt.y impkkiai. avkhacks.

Sept. 1

R
15
22
29
6

Wheat/! Barley.

Oct.

5 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Foreign Duties

64
53
50
49
40
50

2

10

3
5

G

51

3)

31

31
31

30
30

11

II

5

2
4
2

2 31 2

Oats
20 5
1!) 7
13 10

13 6
17 H»

17 10

18 10

Rye
31

31

30
20
30
30

1

3
1

11

6
8

Heans.
32 4
-31

31

30
30
30

9
o

6
8
1

English
Irish .

S*:'K(>h

Foreign

. I 10 I

ARRIVALS
Wheat
501"

34020

7
THIS
Barley
2100

2940

a o

WKEK.

30 6

10 6

Oats
1690

1 0830

4600

31 1

10 6

Peas.
32
38
88
32
32
32

1

3
8
9
6

AS HEAD-GARDENER.—A Gentleman who is about

to part with his Gardener, would recommend him to any

nobleman or gentleman requiring the services of an Active

Steady married Man, aged 36, who has served in first-rate esta-

blishments, and has had good practicalexperience in every branch

of his profession.— Direct to A. B., Mr. Wood's, Hyde, Middlesex.

S GARDENER.— A middle-aged married Man,
without family, who understands his business and the care

of land, and whose character will bear the strictest inquiry.—

Direct to T. W., Post-office, care of Mr. Lloyd, No. 1, Dorcas

Terrace, Hammersmith.

AS GARDENER.—A single Man, 34 years of age,

who has an excellent knowledge of the business in all its

branches, having been under the tuition of Gardeners in large esta-

blishments in Cheshire and Lancashire. Can have 4 years cl» r̂ ''lcte
T

r

from the gentleman he last served.—Address G. O., care of Mr. J-

Hamilton, Gardener, Thornfield, near Stockport. ^
In a single or double-handed

aajo

10 6

[Flour"
2520 Sks

ed man, aged 38, who has a thorough kno*j

rdening; could take the management of a smau

id Poultry; his Wife i* capable of managing*
8 to hi*

sound

SPORTING.
Nkwma n krt Second OctobrrMekting.—Monday".—Handi-

cap Sweepstakes ot 20 sovs each, for three-yr-olds, &c. T.Y.C.
•iMib>:. Mr V\ att's Pine Apple, 3 yrs, 7st KUbs, beat Lord Exeter's
Fraulein, 3 yrs, "st 4lb^, and Mr Phillimore's Syntaxina, 5 yrs,
8st71bs. SO*, for three-year-olds, 7st 71bs ; four years, 8st fibs ;

live years, six and aged, 8.st I2lbs. A.F. Mr John Day's St
Lawrence, 6 yrs, heat Lord Vernlam's Robert de Gorham, 4 yrs

;

Colonel Peel's Garry Owen, 6 yrs; MrPettit's St. Francis, aged;
MrF. Clarke's Priscilla Tomboy, 4 yrs ; and Mr Chaplin's Parade,
4 yrs. Sweepstakes of io sovs each, for two-yr-olds, Gst 7lbs

;

three, 8st 4lbs; four, 8st I2ibsj five, &c, gst 2lbs. T.Y.C.
Winner to be sold for 200, &c . 7 subs. Lord G. Bentinck's
prince Of Wales, 2 yrs, beat Mr Watson's f bv Achmet, out of
Misnomer, 2 yrs; Colonel Peel's Cameloon, 5 yrs ; and 3 others

rOY ANNULLED.-.!. Bennet, Shiffnal, Sliropshiie, dni^.M ,

rs.-J. Davica and R. Davie*, ChUweU-street^ Middlesex,
r
. E. Harandon, 15, Philpot-lane, City, mordant. J. »a»eni

GAZETTE OK THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCY
BANKRUPT.

draper* F- \V. .

HadUy, Middlesex, miller. J. Millington and T. Sal£er» M*mJieatet

LowmilU, Lancashire, calico-prime

i

n. W. K. Fiftey, Nwwicb, w
Chant J. Harricon, St. James's street, Brighton, roHCh-DUjKHMV •'

rnff, Great Mkaenden. Buckinghamshire, innkeeper. J- «J«gr""Jf
chesW commission-agent- J.W.Harrison, Stockion-upon-Tees, Durham,

grocer. T. J- Whidbome, Liverpool, chemist and dvngipvr

Sneinton, Nottinghamshire, iron-founder.

and
ner-

L. Wood-
Man-
•ham,

J. Small ey,

BIRTHS.—On the
William Rayner Wood
Esq., Chester-square, o_

lady of the Hon Baron Alderson, of a daughter

who were not placed.
.

*'/ty'Viands, for two-yr-olds ; colts,

Sst ;ibs; and fillies, 8st*IbS. T.Y.C. Mr Goodman's Running
Rein beat by 3 lengths the Duke of Rutland's Crenoline, Lord

i 9th, at Singleton Lodge, near Manchester, the lady of

od, Eiq..of a son -On the 10th, the lady or John Ilarman,

, of a daughter—On the 11th, at No. 9, 1'ark-crcsuent, the

..on Alderson, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.—On the 10th inst., at St. James's Church, Piccadilly, Maj.

Anderson, of Hainault Hall, Essnx, »nd Piccadilly, toEhza Catherine,

youngest daughter «f the late David Dick, Esq , ot Glenshiel, N.B—On the

It). Pnst-, at Farnham, Yorkshire, the Rev. Henry Roxhy Roxby, vicar of St.

Olave, Jewry, and ree>or of St Martin's Ironmonger lane, London, to Augusta

Maria, youngest daughter of Edmund Lally, of Farnham, Esq.

DEATHS.—On the 9th inst., at Abbey-housp, St- John's Wood, France

relict of the late Thomas Cook, Esq-, formerly of Dunstable Prhn*y. Hedhird

shire, aged 00-On the 10th inst., in Cambridge-street, Hyde Park, barah.

widow ot* the late John Stafford, Esq-, of bcot's-hill, Kickmunsworth.

AK5 GARDENER.
place, a marrie

ledge of practical Gardeni
Farm, with Stock and Poultry

Diary. Has just left a Situation filled by him 17 years, owiii]

late employer leaving for the Continent. Can have a good

recommendation for ability and integrity. Apply to GeoRG*

Adams, Send by Hipley, Surrey. ___.

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 30,
*jo

has been brought up to the profession Irom childhood, a'

who perfectly understands the whole routine of Forcing, pW»JL
and Flower Garden, with the management ot Woods, BiBttW^
and the Nursery. In regard to character for sobiety, mtesn ..

and industry, every satisfaction will be given.-Direct to a-

care of Mr. H. Watson, Gardener, Alnwick.

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 29, w»°
]jjj

• had great experience in Forcing, in all its branches
a

Horticultural productions; with the management ol iu
.

and Flower-Garden, Forcing of Flowers, &c. The hiffhest iw

monials can be obtained respecting character and ^"7 York*
his former employers.—Address, S. J., Pi.st-office^Bedaie^^^

~ "
d FORESTER.—A middle-age

an
in evcJA S GARDENERA single Man , who has had considerable-J"^^ an?

branch of his profession. Would not objectto^•™5
t to

Farming department, if upon a moderate ,cale.

J. P. C, Olive Mount, Wavertrce, Liverpool

Printed by Messrs. BrADBTJR*

the Precinct of WhUefrjarj. r<lvBNT
at theCM WgSSSSER a** Cor
deaex, where all Adw rt'

, J5 »wq
to the Editor—Saturday, October xo,

I.omland Kvans
in iheOiiyofLond

Gabdsn,

jard-nreet, Fleet-street;

J

Ion, and Published by U>e£

in the County of M
ommimications are to be addrewe*
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Melons, young, cause of small

fruit on . . • • «

— effect pioduced when
deprived of foliage

721 ,7

720 c
710 a

720 c

720 c

ib.

700 a

711
709

Amateur** Garden, No. XLI. . 10 c
American plants, soil suitable for 721 aAmmonia, us effect on vegetation 710 b
Anaectochilns setaeeus . . 711 b
Angle-measuring, directions for 721 a
-Books on the treatment of forest-

trees .

Cinerarias to sow the seeds of *.

C
Mw

l

"!f.
; remftrk»«n Wheat, tosow; quantity peracre . .

«^T,-i Preparation of the

c «"undandmanure,&c.for .

for ^f'-
W

-
hf;n t0 8elect, reason

DahLfl«
telnin^ alea,on

1 nw qut' r >' respecting theirWyoming with open centres .Farming, remarks on . . .

'Vf'-yi Halian, discovery of,
in a greenhouse in Norfolk !™*«ne, Mr., fetter, from, an-
nounced ...

E^lJ-trees ingravel, remarks on

lea'
maturation ot

>
without

P"chs!as, to keep "during winter,

r
"8l ot

•

urapes, remarks on .

shri veiling, principal cause
<*> explained ....

harvest-mouse, curious situation
"tits nest noticed .

"fating, remarks on . . .

Humphreys's compound, its effect
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insects, remarks on .

1*1:
8lem-«»ta of, remarks on .jxms, treatment of .

{vulncy-beans, remarks
JMWns, to kill M

for
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719 a
711 b

711 b

721

721

709

711
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on
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711 6
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r~ when
r21 a

to apply gas-water to 720 c
J-innwa boreal isT" T 'T 7 711

S2Krb
JS?-!°-*«!|ipy . . 721

eior. 8,Versian,\Vhite & Co.,adv. 707 A

Mignonette, treatment of, in

winter .

Nets, to preserve • •

Orchard, heavy crop of late fruit

in ; consequence resulting

from ; reason of
Orchidaceseof Mexico and Guate-
mala, by J. Bateman, Esq-, rev

Org;inizabIe matter, explanation
of the term; history of •

Peach -trees,to shed their flowers,

cause of
Pears, list of,for a N-N.W- aspect

Pelargoniums, to keep during

winter .

Plants, luminous appearances
in, remarks on . • •

Plants, observations on new
system of potting of •

Plants, two essentially distinct

parts in, of great importance
for gardeners to consider

Ponds, to keep down iveeds in .

Roses, climbing, list of •

Soils, stiff, upon a yellow clay,

best manure for . . •

Strawberry, Myatt's Pine, re-
marks on . .

Strawbeiries, Keen's Seedling,
to produce a second crop,
treatment of
— one-shift system for
— to dig between .

— to dig between in

autumn, bad practice of, reason
explained

Sulphate refuse, as a manure
Swan River vegetation, Convol-
vulus described . • >

Transplanting, remarks on
Vines, list of, to fruit in succes-
sion . • . •

Vines, remarks on culture of •
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720 c

711 b
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Q.ARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.—
+̂ .

otice is liereby given that an Election for Two Pensioners
pon this Charity will take place early in January next. All persons

ucsirous oi becoming Candidates are required to send in the Testi-
monials &c . t0 the committee, on or before Friday the 3rd
November next.

Pmi*
C nccessarv Forms of Petition maybe had on application to

-lil^gj^jj^CuTLER, Secretary, 97, Farringdon-street.

VOTilASTOLFF RASPBERRY.
X °UELL and CO. are now executing orders for the

dinarv *it
VG

^xcellent RASPBERRY, unequalled for the extraor-

ticular*
lts fruit and richness of flavour. For further par-

Prirnc LS
f
c
„
their Advertisement in this Paper of the7thinst.;trices, as

i follows :— £ s d
a ackages containing 100 Canes . .250

» „ 50 „ ..150
kttfl2£ £?!?

uded
-

, ^e usual discount t'o the Trade, when not
! I,?? 200 we ordered.

Vo1ptL t
01' DUTCH HYACINTHS and other BULBS.

i,^
AJ
^D Co' be§ respectfully to announce they

-*. Have received from Haarlem their annual importation ofthe above in most excellent condition, adapted cither for Glasses
forcing, or open-border culture. Prices as follows •—

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths t
Reel, Blue, White, or Yellow /

"5 - Per d°z.
Extra fine Ditto '

Qs\ tol2St
Extra line, and very superior Ditto . . i8s.

The selection being left to Youkm & Co.

APATm,n,f
a
i^!!

(,s may behad on application.

inrS^«i
ARIA 1MBRICATA

>
nne 4-year old plants, 8 to 10inches, 10/. per 100, or 30s. per dozen.

.._*;reat Yarmouth Nursery. Oct. 19, 18<I3-

pHE New large Dutch Anemones, in 50 very
distinct varieties, by name - -£\

g to, half the Collection .
ltto, in beautiful mixture, containing nearly all the

Ai,n
Vaneties "

Per dozen, 2s. 6d.—per 100
^uemones, old sorts, double, mixed
p >> Early single, many colours
hyacinths, Dutch, double, for beds, mixed

^ „
99

t, line show flowers, by name, in good
contrasts of colours - - per 100

-hyacinths lor pots and glasses, Dutch, double per doz.
" ,, choice, by name -

? ,

» »»
,, the finest known -

99minculuses, hardy sorts for autumn planting, and very

Tuliru-
" "

7
per loo

ps
3j
in superior mixture, being the increase from Messrs.

' s Su Perb bed of show flowers - per 100
» "Order mixture, very good sorts

Crn
r*y Van Thols, for pots or open ground

ocuses, the new Dutch multinora, in 20 beautiful varieties,

6 of each var. for 6s. , or 12 of each for

Snmi'i
m*ny other sorts - per 100, 3s. to

Wl u
P

-'
lar»e doub,e " "

Per "0r«cs, choice sorts, by name
T"u j» the best 30 selected for

oan Ranunculuses, (quite hardy,) scarlet - „
black, per 100, 10s. New Golden, 8s.

yellow - - per 100
- per doz.

?»

99

9J

o

1

2

5
13

16

10

7
5

10

4

7
12

6

3 6

>i

1

2

Pen
99

1

7
10

JO

1

2
5

15

3

5
3

2
1

4
2
10

10

1

12

6
6
6

6

6
6
6

6
6

6

v5St\
IrUes

'
for DOts

>
very Vagrant

-
tf°nqmls, sweet double -

Gli'ri; i 9am l
)crnelle,larG;e single

^adiolus noribundus, beautiful -

Comn. it«

°ther sorts
>
in variety

Ix^hl v
a tubero*a per doz., Is. 6rf.-per 100

Milium
f
!
eauti'ul mixture per doz., 4s. 6d.—per loo

Cvoln»>
exim,um

» longiflorum, and japonicum each

The ah'
Cet Persicum

»
and otl'ers per doz.

°y .T k^vkI? Particularly recommended for immediate plantina

N n } ? and SONS
' Reading Nursery, Berks.

F h

----^^J^^ES^S^l^^y Railway or Packet office in London.

Jnu-vr ^ TULIPS, &c.
~

Hm SLATER
> Florist, Chapel-lane, Cheetham

to nis h!!!
r M

«P
chester, begs to call the attention of Amateurs

CULAs if™£ we,1 -selected collection of TULIPS, AURI-
Catulog;K̂ o^^HUSES

'
CARNATIONS, and PICOTEES,

J si re
ch may be had °» Prepaid application,

and pfccvrSlfeo*
COIn ParisO" cf his prices of CARNATIONS

of by thi WiSr ;'
t0 thosc which havc been so ni &»iy spoken

Leadin r Artie! if
° a

11

con^mporary Publication in one of his
f°*e notbS « ^e11 as twice in nis lintices t0 Correspondents
from B0 to5rC1?)' which wil1 bc found in many instances
of

^>«!fifSKj^y in price
'
and ali of which

' at the time

^«&iCJltoh!J-i
a
J4i

criptive Catalogue of TULIPS, pricea may be h*a of Messrs. Okk and Co., Loudon *

10

5
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
LIST OF PRIZES

offered at the Exhibitions in the Gardens, in 1844.

MEDALS AND REWARDS.
The Society distributes the following Medals and Rewards; viz.

value—£ s. d.

C. The Certificate o
SB. Silver Banksian Medal . .1
SK. Silver Knightian Do 1

LS. Large Silver Do i

SG. Large Silver Gilt Do 4
GB. Gold Banksian no 7
GK. Gold Knightian Do io
LG. Large Gold Do. . . . .20

Exhibitors to whom any of these shall be awarded
%
can ex-

change them one for another, or may receive their value in
money, or in plate. In case an Exhibitor shall receive a First
Prize in any one Letter, he shall not be entitled to receive any

other Medal in the same Letter, except in CC, DD, and EE.

CLASS I.—FLOWERS; for which Nurserymen and
Private Growers exhibit independently of each other,

A. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 new and first-rate varieties,
cultivated with superior skill, in pots of 24 to a cast. GB—
SG—LS—SK.

-D. Pelargoniums, in collections of 12 varieties, in pots of 12 to a
cast. SG—LS—SK.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in B cannot also exhibit in C\

C Pelargoniums, in collections of 6 varieties, in pots of 8 to a
cast. LS—SB.

D. Rhododendrons, in pots ; not fewer than 6 plants in 6 varie-
ties. LS—SK—SB.

E. Roses, in pots ; Amateurs to show in collections of 12, Nur-
serymen in collections of 25, distinct varieties. GB

—

SG—LS.
N.B. It is the wish of the Society in a future season, to

require Roses to be shown exclusively in pots ; and not to
allow cut specimens to be exhibited at all.

F. Moss Roses in loose bunches, so as to exhibit, as far as pos-
sible, the habit of the variety; in 12 varieties. SK—SB— C.

G. Other Roses, exhibited as in the last letter, and in 50 varieties.
LS—SK—SB—C.
N.B. No one who exhibits in this letter can also compete for

the following.
H. Other Roses, exhibited as in the letter F, and in 25 varieties,

SK—SB—C.
N.B. Higher medals than those here offered for Roses cannot
be given by the Judges. And if Roses are brought for ex-
hibition without attention to the regulations here explained,
they will not be allowed to be placed on the tables.

I. Cape Heaths, in collections of 20 distinct varieties. GB—SG
— LS.
N.B. It is expected that the same plant shall not be exhibited
on more than one occasion.

K. Cape Heaths, in collections of 6 distinct varieties. SG— LS
—SK.
N.B. No person who shows in I will be allowed to exhibit

also in K.
L. Calceolarias, in sixes ; in pots of 12 to the cast. LS—SK—SB.
M. Carnations, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. LS — SK—SB.
N. Picotees, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. LS—SK—SB.
O. Pinks, in pans of 24 distinct varieties. SK—SB.

CLASS II.—FLOWERS ; for which all persons are ad-
mitted to equal competition.

P. Stove or Greenhouse Plants, in collections of 30 plants. GK
-GB—SG—LS.
N.B. Heaths, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Greenhouse Azaleas,
Rhododendrons, Orchidaceae, Cacti, and Pelargoniums, to
be excluded from P, Q, and R.

O. Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 15 plants. GB
—SG-LS.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in P not to compete in Q also.

R, Stove or Greenhouse plants, in collections of 6 distinct species,
SG-LS-SK.
N.B. Persons exhibiting in P or Q will not be allowed to com-

pete in R also.

S. Greenhouse Azaleas, in 12 distinct varieties. GB—SG—LS.
T. Greenhouse Azaleas, in 6 distinct varieties. SG—LS.

N.B. No one can show in both classes of Azaleas.

U. Stove or Greenhouse climbers, in collections of 6 species.

SGTSK.

V. Exotic Orchidaceas, in collections of not fewer than 20 species.
LG—GK—GB.
N.B. Exhibitors cannot show in more than one of the classes,

K, W, and X.

W. Exotic Orchidaceae, in collections of not fewer than 6 species.

GK—GB—SG.

X. Exotic Orchidaceae in single specimens. SG—LS—SK.
Y, Plants in glass cases, grown on Mr. Ward's plan. SG—LS

—SK.
N.B. It is highly desirable that these cases be made with a
movable door, so as to prevent the condensation of the
water on the inner face of the glass during the time of ex-
hibition.

Z, Distinct varieties of Tall Cacti in flower. GB—SG— LS.
N.B. The GB and SG Medals are not to bc given if fewer than

six varieties are exhibited.

AA. Fuchsias in collections of 12 distinct varieties. LS—SK.
BB. Cinerarias, in pots, in collections of 12 distinct varieties

SK-SB.
CC. Single Specimens of new or extremely rare ornamental

plants. SG-LS-SK-SB-C.
N.B. These Medals will be awarded by the Society's Ofhcers
and not by the usual Judges. Exhibitors will particularly
observe that none but new or rare plants can be exhibited
under this letter. Nothing will be regarded ns new which has
been exhibited in the Gardens in a previous season.

DD. Miscellaneous subjects. SK—SB- C.

N.B. Cockscombs, Heartsease, Hydrangeas, and cut flowers
are altogether excluded from exhibition. Exhibitors under
this head will not be thereby entitled to a pass ticket

EE. Seedling Florist's flowers. SK—SB-C.
N.B. Every seedling must be shown singly, and must be
marked with the name it is to bear. The same seedling
cannot gain a prize more than once in the season. Pelar-
goniums are to be shown in pots, and not in a cut state.
No person will be allowed to exhibit more than five seed-
lings at each meeting. Exhibitors under this head will not
be thereby entitled to a pass ticket.

In addition to any medals assigned to the classes i", P, Q, and

W, the SK and SB medals are offered for the two collections in

those classes which shall be best named by the Exhibitor.

N.B. The Society's officers, who will make this award, will be

guided in their judgment by a consideration not only of the

correctness of the names, but of the accuracy of the spelling,

and the neatness of the writing.

CLASS III.—FRUIT ; for which Market Gardeners,

Fruiterers, or persons in the habit of regularly supply.

ing the market, and private growers, exhibit independ-
ently of each other.

N.B. All fruit must be fui.lv ripe and well-coloured ; if the
contrary it will be disqualified.

FF. Miscellaneous collections of fr uit, consisting of at least three
different kinds, Peaches and Nectarines being considered as
only one kind. GK—GB-LS.
N.B, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Gourds, and similar Kitchen
Garden produce, are excluded from this letter.

GG. Grapes. SG—LS—SK-SB.
HH. Pine-Apples. SG—LS-SK—SB.
It. Peaches or Nectarines, in dishes of six specimens. SK—SB
KK. Other kinds of fruit. SK—SB-C.
Judges.—The Judges have the power of increasi?ig or diminish-

ing the number and value of the Silver Medals offered by the
Society for particular objects, and also of conferring Silver Medals
or Certificates in cases not contemplated in these regulations, if
they think it necessary to do so.
The Judges are also required to bear in mind that the Society's

Medals are offered less for new and curious objects, than for fine
specimens of Horticultural skill, the design of the Council in in-
stituting these meetings being not so much to encourage the
collector as to reward the skilful Gardener ; they are also not to
make any award in cases where the objects exhibited do not
appear worthy of a Medal; otherwise a bad single exhibition
might obtain a prize, merely because there is no better exhibition
of the same class to oppose it.

Copies of the above list may be obtained at 21, Regent-street,
upon application to the Secretary.

FIRE-BALL GERANIUMS.W MILLER offers this new sort of SCARLET
• GERANIUM for sale, with a satisfaction that its beauti-

ful dark velvetty flowers, dwarf habit, and glossy, smooth, green
foliage, will make it a good addition to every Greenhouse and
flower-garden, and please every purchaser. It was taken to the
June Show at Chiswick, and much admired. Plants will shortly
be ready to send out, at 5s. each, post free. The usual trade
allowance when three or more are taken.—Providence Nursery,
Ramsgate, October, 19, 1843.

FINE CAPE ERICAS (HEATHS), EPACRISES, &c.

J and J. FAIRBURN beg leave most respectfully to
• solicit the attention of Gentlemen desirous of forming new,

or of extending their present Collections of these much-admired
tribes of Plants to their Stock, which are in the finest health and
vigour possible, and from its extent they are enabled to offer any
quantity upon the following advantageous terms:— £ s. d.

100 fine flowering plants, including 80 Ericas and 20 Epa-
crises, of the best and most esteemed kinds . - 7

75 do. do. including 60 Ericas and 15 Epacrises 6
50 do. do. ,, 40 Ericas and 10 Epacrises 5

25 do. do. „ 20 Ericas and 5 Epacrises 3
12 do. do. „ Choice Ericas . . .220
J. and J. F. take leave to acquaint Cultivators of Fuchsias and

Verbenas that their collections contain the best and most esteemed
varieties. Ali orders they may be favoured with packed with the
greatest care, and delivered free in London.
P.S.—A remittance or reference required from unknown corre-

spondents.— Nurseries, Clapham, near London, Oct. 20, 1843.

ROSitS.
~~

HLANB and SON beg to announce that their
• CATALOGUE OF ROSES for 1843-44 is just published,

and will be forwarded as usual, free, to all their former patrons,
and to others on application, inclosing a 2rf. postage stamp to
the Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead, Herts ; also at Mrs. John-
stone's, Covent-garden Market, and at Mr. Nutting's, 46,
Cheapside, London.
H. Lane and Son flatter themselves theyneed not assure those

Ladies and Gentlemen who have heretofore favoured them with
their orders that the utmost reliance may be placed in having
their future commands executed in the best possible manner and
on the most liberal terms 5 at the same time they would take this
opportunity of assuring those who may for the first time entrust
them with their commands that the same principles which have
hitherto been their guide will in no instance be deviated from.
H.L. and Son would further beg to observe that they have

many thousands of ROSES in pots exclusively for Greenhouse
culture and early forcing, and that their general stock of Roses,
in point of extent and growth, is second to none in the kingdom.
Great Berkhampstead, Her ts, Oct. 2 0, 1843. ^^

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.
HUMPHREYS' COxMPOUND, applicable to ali

Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to
promote the germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles is. Qd.
each, by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-stieet; Hurst &
McMullen, Leadenhall-street; W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within;
Gordon, Thompson, and Baskett, Fenchurch-street ; Grim-
ley and Co., Covent Garden; Batt and Rutley, 412, Strand ;

Chaulwocd, Tavistock-row; W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapside; G.
Lawrence, 18, Piccadilly ; John Kernan, Great Russell-street,
Covent Garden ; Lockhart, 156, Cheapside ; Shuttleworth,
Pantheon; Minier, Adams, and Nash, 63, Strand; Thatcher
and Son, Islington ; Thomas Watkinson, Market-place, Man-
chester

; and other leading Seedsmen in town and country.

Wholesale Agents, Davy, Mackmurdo, and Co., 100, Upper-
Thames- street, London.

m

CHOICE PANSIES.
Metcalfs Dr. Horner and Miss Chaplin, 3 0s. 6d. each ;

Forsyth's

Hamlet, 3s. Gf/. ; Ellitson's Wanderer & Miss Carvill, 3s. 6d. each.

JOHN FORSYTH begs to observe that there will be no
disappointment to those who grow the above Pansies, as they

have been pronounced first-rate kinds by several of the most emu
nent Judges in the kingdom. "Dr. Horner 1 and "MissChap-
lin" were purchased of Mr. Metcalf, gardener to —Chaplin,
Esq.,Tathwell Hall, near Louth. Blooms of "Miss Chaplin"
were submitted to Professor Linrley, and favourably not ced by
him in the Gardeners1 Chronicle of July S, under the signature of

"A Lover of Pansies," No. 5. A bloom of" Dr. Horner" took
the First Prize at Louth, Sept., 1842; notwithstanding the great
competition for Seedlings. At Louth, July, 1843, it gained the
First Prize; also at Horncastlc, in July last, it was awarded an
Extra Prize, and pronounced the best Black Pansy yet out.
From the entire approbation of such a distinguished Florist as

Dr. Horner, of Hull, (who pronounces it the best dark Pansy in
existence) no further proof is necessary

; otherwise, Mr. D. Smith,
Curator of Hull Botanic Garden, Hull, observes, "there would
be no mistake to challenge England to produce its equal." The
principal Florists in and about Louth might be referred to as to
the very supenor qualities of "Dr. Horner" and " Miss Chap-
lin." "Hamlet" is a large noble flower ot great substance. "Wan-
derer" and "Miss Carvill," two choice Pansies purchased of
Messrs. Ellitson, rhorngumbald; colour, shape, and substance
good. N.B.—On the receipt of a post-ofhee order for 30s., good
plants will be forwarded while the limited stock lasts. Mr. G.
Charlwood, 14, Tavistock-row, Covent-garden, will also supply
the above. This Advertisement will not be repeated,

Anlaby, near Hull, Oct. 12, 1843,
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M
UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF THE QUEEN.

KENSINGTON NUKSKRIES.
ESSRS. RICHARD FORREST and Co. beg
respectfully to inform the Nobility. Gentry, and the Public

that their collection of DUTCH ROOTS has been imported this

season in very fine condition, and Catalogues may be had on
application. They beg leave a^so to direct attention to their

superior assortment of FRUIT-TREES and other General Stock
in their different Nurseries, which never were finer than this

season. The collection of Camellias and other Greenhouse Plants

are also very fine, with several very large well-grown specimens
of statice macrophylla, in the Stove, with many other interesting

new plants.— Geneial Catalogues may be had on application.

[This Advertisement was intended to appear on Oct. 14.]

NORLAND NURSERY, NOTTING HILL, LONDON.

RE. GOWER takes this opportunity of offering an
• assortment of DUTCH BULBS which are particularly

good ; fine plants of AraucarU Braziliensis. two to three feet

;

one year transplanted Beach at 4s. per 1000; one year do.

Portugal Laurels at 35&*. per HiOO; Seedling Evergreen Oaks, fine,

at 65. per 100. Trained Fruit-trees, Flower and Garden seeds

of the best sorts, among which he has a small quantity of

Cormack's P ince Albert Pea, the earliest Pea grown at 2s. 6rf.

per quart. Russia mats, &c.

DUTCH HYACINTHS for Forcing, 45. per dozen;
Best do., for Glasses, 6d. to l.v. each. Double Roman and

Paper-white Narcissus, 4s. per dozen; Single and Double Due
Van Thol Tulips, 2.s. per dozen. Also Crocus, Iris, Jonquils,

Narcissus, Anemones, and Ranunculus, of which priced List may
be had free, per post, from A. Corbbtt's Italian and Foreign
"Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall.

THOMAS CRIPPS, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent, respectfully begs to direct attention to his splendid

collection of ROSES, comprising every novelty worthy of notice
;

and which are offered at the following prices, the selection being

or

if

tj

left to T. C. :—
Fine Standards
Half Standards
Do. do. fine

Do. do. very superior

Dwarf Roses
Do. do. fine

Do. do. very superior

Plants of the new Cloth of Gold Rose, if ordered early, will be
sent out in November at 21s. each. If purchasers will favour

T. C. with a list of the sorts they already possess, no duplicates

shall be sent.

perdoz.
30$.

12,s.

18S.

24s.

6s.

12*.

18s.

per 100
10*. 0s.

"

41.

61.

7L
U.
31.

51.

0s.

0s.

10s.

10s.

15s.

10S.

HOLLYHOCKS, HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c.

TlflLIJAM MAY begs to state that he is provided
VV with a supply of the above plants of select quality. The
Hollyhocks are of his own stock, which he has been selecting for the

last 21 years, and arc of every shade of colour. The Herbaceous

plants have also been carefully collected, and are of the most showy
varieties, comprising the most popular Generas in present cultiva-

tion, such as Phloxes, Pentstemons, Aconitums, Anemones, Delphi-

niums, Campanulas, Lupinus, (Enothcra, &c.

The Hollyhocks in collections of 100 plants for 40s. ; 50 plants,

20s.; 25 plants, Us. The Herbaceous plants, 100 sorts correctly

named for 42*. ', 5° sorts, 25s., of W. M.'s selecting, including

package. Hollyhock seed saved from best double flowers, 200 seeds

lor 2*. 6tf. ; 500 seeds for 5s. ; Pansy seed saved from best prize

flowers, in 2s. fir/, and 5s. packets.

N.B.—To those friends who received their Hollyhock plants late

last vcar, W. M. begs to state that any they may have lost in conse-

quence, he will be glad to replace free of charge. A remittance or

reference from unknown correspondents is solicited.—Hope Nur-
series, Lccming-lane, Bedale, Yorkshire, Oct. 20, 1843.

TO GROWERS OF PANSIKS.

JAMES MAY begs to call particular attention to his

extensive collection of this favourite flower. He is now cultivating

nearly 600 varieties byname, and his stock being remarkably healthy

this season he can sirongly recommend them ; this being "the most
favourable time for transplanting to ensure a fine spring and summer
bloom; 12 Extra fine varieties, including his 4 Superb Seedlings

which were so much admired all through the season, viz., Espartero,

Donna Elidia, Optime, and Ellen, for 25s.; 12 Extra fine 1 5s. : which

can be sent per post free; 30 Superb varieties,'21s. Any of the older

varieties, 7s. 6d. per dozen, or 50 pairs correctly named for 30s.,

package included. Early orders are respeetfully solicited for his

Superb Pansy Seed, as the crop is short this season, at the following

prices, 2s. 6d. t
5s. to los. per packet. May's Crimson Superb

Sweet William, Is. per packet. J. M. has only a few packets of the

true Prolific Egyptian Mummy Wheat at the following prices:

25 grains for 20s., or 50 for 30s., sent post free with directions for

planting, &c. &c. A remittance respectfully requested from unknown
correspondents.—Pansy Nursery, Tottenham, London.

J~~OHN WHITLEY, Silcoates Nursery, near Wakefield,
begs respectfully to offer the following articles, at the very low

si

PELOPS" and "EVERTON," two of the best PANSIES In

cultivation— raised in 1843 by Thos. O'Grady, Esq., Grove
House, West Derby, near Liverpool.

JOHN LUCAS, Gardener to Mr. O'Grady, begs

leave to say he is enabled, by permission, to let out the above

new and distinct variety of PANSY for general cultivation at 10s.

the pair. The stock of both is limited.

NEW DAHLIAS.
SPARY'S LADY ANTROBUS and AURANTIA.

ESPARY begs leave respectfully to announce to his

I • Friends and the Trade in general that he intends sending

out the above seedlings in dry roots, should the roots raise satis-

factorily. Descriptions, &c. will appear in a future Advertise-

ment. As the stock is limited, early application is respectfully

solicited, to prevent disappointment.—Hungertord, Oct. 17, 1843-

CHRYSANTHKMUMS.

C"l
HANDLER and SONS, Vauxhall Nursery, London,

J having a large stock of Young Plants, well budded, and

now in a goo<i state for sending away, of this beautiful Autum-

nal Flower, can supply good plants in pots at 12.?. per dozen, and

larger plants at 18a-. per dozen, C. and Sons' Collection, includ-

ing many new sorts, will be in full flower during the ensuing

m
c
n
and Sons have also a fine Stock of Evergreens and Fruit-

trees which they can offer at moderate prices.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD,
SUSSKX.

WM. WOOD and SON beg leave to inform their

Friends and Amateurs that their immense stock of ROSES
is this season particularly fine; and in consequence of the in-

creasing taste for the culture of Roses in pots, W. W. & Son have

made it their study to grow a very large quantity in the open

ground of those sorts best adapted tor potting, and which may
now be removed with great safety, they are grown expressly for

this purpose on short stems, varying from one to two feet, and

will be supplied at 18.?. per dozen, or 54. per 100, the selection

being left to W. W. & Son. Plants presented with each order, to

compensate for cost of carriage.

W. W. & Son have just published a Supplementary List of

Greenhouse Plants (comprising many novelties), which will be

sent Gratis, on application; together with their Catalogue of

Roses, American, Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs, Ornamental,

Forest, and Fruit-trees, Greenhouse, Hothouse, and Herbaceous

Plants, and Florists' flowers.—Woodlands, Oct. 18.

TO CARNATION AND PICOTEE GROWERS.
OPEN IO ALL ENGLAND.

rp\VO SILVEK CUPS, value THREE GUINEAS
J- each, will be given by Mr. J. F.WOOD, Florist, of the

Coppice, near Nottingb m, daring the Summer of 1844.

One, for the Best Stand of Ten dissimilar Caknations, two in

each Class; and One for the Best Stand of Tkn Picoteks, con-

sisting of two heavy-edged and two light-edged Red; two heavy-

edged and two light-edged Purple, and one heavy-edged and one

light-edged Rose. .,*:._,',

Entrance, 5.s\ each. The Entrances to be divided between the

Second and Third Pans. Further Particulars will be given in a

future Advertisement.

• •

• *

prices affixed.

Fuchsia Defiance
Eppsii
Gem, Ivery's

Majestica, Smith's,

St. Clare
speciosa
splendida
nmtabilis, Smith's
robusta
Hero
magnificans
mirabilis

arborea , #

Toddiana
Cormackia

. • formosa elegans
Venus victrix

globosa varicgata
Craicnanus

Stewartii
Belliana
glabra multiflora

Chandlerii
Curtisii

. splcndens
Loudonii

One dozen of any of the above

(the choice being left to the

buyer) for 1/. l.v., ot the whole
collection for 1/. 11* fid.

Verbena Princess Royal, Youeli's
caerulcscens

atrosanguinea
teucroides lilusina

rubra purpurea
Orange Perfection

Goliah
Ingramii
Stewartii

Bishopii
Prince of Wales, Wood's
Ilfordiana variety

Queen, Ivery's

Melenaria superba
Amie
Burleyana
Lilacina

Taglionii
varicgata
Heslopiana
Ruby
Iveryana

One dozen of any of the above

Verbenas for 6s., or the collec-

tion for lO.v. s. d.

Petunia Jewess .

.

. -

Enchantress, Ivery's
Lady Peel . .

Mcdora .. .-0
Beauty . . ..

magna rosea ..

Lady Sale . .

.. Enchantress,Cattle's

* •

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

9

9

9
9
9
9
9
9

9
(5

6

6

6

9

9
9

* *

6
6

6

TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, HYACINTHS, &c.

TT GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London (removed
11 . from Walworth, by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER
MAJESTY, respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry, that

his Bulb Catalogue for this autumn is ready, and will be for-

warded by post on application. Me begs to state that he has a

large stock of the beautiful New Lily (Lilium lancifolium) and a

fine collection of Auriculas, which he can supply at very moderate
prices.

. t

FINE NAMED TULIPS.—The Subscriber having a

large supply of fine bulbs of the above popular flower, begs to

offer them upon the following very moderate terms, viz. : 100 sorts
by name for .i/. ; 50 sorts by name for 2l. 10s., which will comprise
portions of Bizarrcs, Roses, and Brblremens, and will be found worthy
the attention of the amateur and practical florist. -William May,
lope Nuraery, Leeming-lane, Bedah , Yorkshire, Oct. 20, 1843.

-t* t rtcn
C
L
AKNATlONS

'
PICOTEES, and PINKS.

lYi ct
N

' ANn li - NORMAN'S Catalogue of

it • ir V*ne
u
eS
Vwlth which thev have ff«»»ed 23 Prizes

this 8W can be had on pre-paid application.—Bull-nelds,

Magician
Lilacina ..

Cineraria Imperial Blue .

.

Royal Blue
Rival King
Queen Victory.

.

Rosa Devoniensis
Maurandya alba..

Achimenes longiflora

Viola arborea
Campanula grandis

Phlox picta

Galardia coronata
Mimulus Hodsouii
Lobelia erinus grandiflora

azurca

Malva companulata
Brewer's Britannia Gera-

nium, per dnz. .

.

. . 6

Choice collection of Garden
Roses, at per doz., 6s. to 12

Good named Pansies, for

borders, per d . . 3

Myatt's British Queen
Strawberry, per 100 . . 10

Elton's Seedling do., p. 300 3

Brewer's M mperordo.,p. 100 3
Myatt's Victoria Rhubarb,

per doz. .

.

.

.

. . 6

Early Pontic Rhubarb (the

earliest sort known; ,p.doz. 6

Double blue Violets, p.doz. 4

Phlox cordata grandiflora,

per doz. .

.

.

.

4
Phlox odorata, per doz. .. 4

Double crimson SweetWil-
liam, per doz. . . . . 4

Phlox suffruticosa, per doz. 4

Pure white Daisies, p. doz. 3

Also a few thousands of scarlet

Daisies to dispose of.

A remittance or reference from unknown correspondents will be

required —Wakefield, October 20, 1843.

AUTUMN of 1843 and SPRING of 1844.

Established in the Year 1728.

JOHN "WEBBER begs to draw the attention of Noble-

men and Gentlemen Planters, and the Trade, to his Stock of

FOREST TREES, EVERGREEN SHRUBS, &c, &c, which he

offers on the most reasonable terms, and are this season of the

very best description, comprising upwards of 600,000 Larch,

Scotch, and Spruce Firs, from 2ft. to 4ft. ; 200,000 Ash, from 2ft.

to 5ft, ; 100,000 English Elms, from 4ft. to 10ft. in height, besides

a number of Beach, Birch, Spanish Chesnuts, Oaks, Alder, Hazel,

Privett, and numerous other articles, priced Catalogues of which

will be forwarded on application. Three Million of THORNS,
from one to five years' old. Planting done by contract to any

extent.—Nurseries, Merriott, near Crewkerne, Somersetshire.

MESSRS. CORMACK & Co. respectfully announce

to those persons who intend planting this season that they

may be supplied from their extensive Nurseries, New Cross,

near London, (where persons are conveyed, through the medium

of the Croydon Railway, in ten minutes from the terminus at

London-bridge,) with FRUIT and FOREST TREES, FLOWER-
ING SHRUBS, EVERGREENS, AMERICAN PLANTS, &C,
to any extent, and at considerably reduced prices, the land being

required for other purposes.

N.B.—Fine Weeping Elms, Weeping; Ash, and Robinea inermisj

also handsome Pineasters, 5 to 6 feet; Arbutus,,4 to 5 feet

;

Cypress, 4 to 5 feet; Irish Yews, 4 to 5 feet; and China Arbor

Vita:, 4 to 5 feet-which can be removed with balls ot earth, so

as to insure their safety.

PINK PLANTS.

PERSONS in want of PINE PLANTS have an oppor-

tunity to choose, from an extensive stock, Plants of all

sizes, from Suckers to those in Fruit, at low prices. Warranted

free from all insects, well rooted, and healthy. Apply hy letter,

or on the premises, to William Davis, Green-street, Marlbro'-

road, Chelsea.—Oct. 20, 1843.

rPHOMAS BROWN begs to acquaint, the Growers of

X Pansies that strong Plants of his fine collection are now
ready for sending out, includ ;

,
several novelties not before

offered for sale
;
also, an exten • c flection of Pinks (compris-

ing all the established Show-flowers}, Carnations, PicotBBS,

I

Tulips, &c, &c—Slough Nursery, Oct. 20, ]843.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON—
The Council of this Society being: desirous of ascertaining

the correct addresses of the Corresponding Members resident in

Great Britain and Ireland, have directed the following List to be

published, in the hope that all those who see their names in it

will immediately inform the Secretary, by letter, 21, Regent-st.,

whether their addresses are correctly given ; or that their friends,

in their ahsence, will do so for them. As it is supposed that some
of the persons in this list are dead, the Secretary would also be

obliged by any information that can be given him on that point.

Affleck, David John Donaldson, Gloucester

Anderson, George, gr to the Earl of Dartmouth, at Sandwell

Park, Birmingham, Warwickshire
Ash worth, Thomas, Springfield, Crumpscll, Manchester
Backhouse, James, Sydney, New South Wales
Backhouse, Thomas, Nurseryman, York
Balfour, William, gr to the Earl Grey, at Howick, Alnwick
Northumberland

Balmar, Robert, gr to the Earl of Sefton, at Croxteth. Liverpool

Barton, Thos., Ditchley Cottage, South Weald, Brentwood, Essex

Bennett, Selby, gr to Earl Manvers, at Thoresby Park, near 01-

lerton, Nottinghamshire
Bishop, Thomas, Methven Castle, near Perth

Bounds, Thomas, Nurseryman, Manchester

Bree, Rev. Wm. Thos., A. M., Allesley, Coventry, Warwickshire

Breese, John, gr to Sir Thomas Neave, Bart.,atDagenham Park*

Romford, Essex
Brewn. Moses, Nurseryman, Glasgow
Calendar, John, Rotherfield Park, Hampshire

Chapman, Andrew, Barlaston, near Stone, Staffordshire

Chapman, Robert, gr to the Earl of Harewood, Harewood House,

Wctherby, Yorkshire .

Chesher, Charles, gr to William Ralph Cartwnght, Esq., at

Aynhoe, Northamptonshire
Crozier, James, gr, Alnwick, Northumberland

Diack, Alexander, Mill Hill, near Aberdeen

Dick, John, gr to Wm. Trotter, Esq., at Ballindean, near Perth

Dickson, Francis, Chester

Dickson, James; Nurseryman, Inverness

Drummond, James, A.L.S., Swan River, New South Wales

Forbes, James, gr to the Duke of Bedford, at Woburn Abbey,

Bedfordshire
Ford, David, gr to the Earl of Haddington, at Tynningham, near

Prestonkirk, East Lothian

Forrest, Thomas, gr to the Lord Dmorben, at Kinmell Park, St.

Asaph, N.W.
Gibbons, William, Killalee, Dublin

Hay, James, Totterdown Hill, Bristol

Haythorn, J., gr to Lord Middleton, Wollaton Hall, Nottingham

Hildyard, Elias, Acomb, near York
Hislop, John, gr to the Hon. Fulk Greville Howard, of Ashtead

Park, Epsom, Surrey
Hodgins, Edward. Dungaston.near Wicklow
Hodson, Nathaniel Shirley, A.L.S., Superintendent of the Botanic

Garden, Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk

Hosie, Rob., gr to the Lord Lynedoch, at Lynedoch, Perthshire

Hughes, William, gr to Charles Baring Wall, Esq., Norman
Court, Stockbridge, Hampshire

Hunter, William, gr to James John Farquharson, Esq., Langton

House, near Blandford, Dorsetshire

Jones, Thos., late gr to the Duke of Marlborough, at Blenheim

Kelly, Alexander, gr to the Earl of Moray, at Donibnstle, near

Inverkeithing, Fifeshire

Legge, John, gr to Sir William Amcotts Ingilby, Bart., Ripley

Castle, near Farringdon, Yorkshire

Luck, John, gr to Philip Davies Cooke, Esq., Ouston, Doncaster

Mackay, James Townsend, F.L.S., Assistant Botanist andBotanic

gr at Trinity College, Dublin

MacLeod, Daniel, Landscape gr, Armagh
Macnab, Thomas, Curator of the Botanic Garden at Dollar,

Clackmannanshire
Macnab William, Curator of the Botanic Garden at Edinburgh

Malone,' Edmund, grtoG. S. Foljambe, Esq., at Osberton House,

East Retford, Nottinghamshire

Miller, Joseph, gr to Lady Mildmay, Dogsmersfield Park, Hart-

ford Bridge, Hampshire
Montgomery, Duncan, gr to the Duke of Montrose, at Mynadoc

Castle, Buchanan, Stirlingshire .

Muirhead, Alexander, grto Alexander Hepburn Murray BelsheS,

Esq., Invernay Perthshire
.

Neil, Patrick, LL.D. f
F.L.S., Secretary to the Caledonian Horti-

cultural Society, Kdinburgh
Newson, Henry _ ...

Niven, Ninian, Richmond Hill, Kingstown, Dublin

Oliver, J., gr to the Earl of Craven, Coombe Abbey, near Coventry

Page, William Bridgewater, Nurseryman, Southampton

Perrins, William, gr to Richard Harrison, Esq., Oakland Cottage,

Aighburgh, near Liverpool

Phelps, Rev. William, A.M., Mere, near Glastonbury

Reid, James, Nurseryman, Aberdeen
,.„„,.«,

Robertson, John, gr to Lord Gray, Kinfauns Castle, near Perth

Rogers, William, Nurseryman, Southampton

Ross, Henry, Kinnahaird, Dingwall, Ross-shire

Ross, John, gr to the Duke of Alhol, at DunkcW
Ross, Robert, gr to George Hay Dawkins Penant, Esq., Penrhy^

Castle, Carnarvonshire viand
Sibbald, Thomas, gr to the Bishop of Durham, at Auckland

Castle, Durham -

^liire
Skinner, Thos., gr to R. A. Oswald, Esq., Auchencruive, AyrsmP*

Skrimshire, William, Esq., Wisbcach, Cambridgeshire

Smith, James, Nurseryman, Klixton, Manchester
Altttir: Pk

Smith, Thomas, gr to the Duke of Northumberland, at AlnWic*

Castle, Northumberland
rt^nrne,

Spong, Charles, gr to Robert Gordon, Esq., Leweston, Sherbor" -

Dorsetshire
t *»*-*«* ua£-

Stevenson, John, gr to Sir Carnaby Haggerston, Bart., at H»b

gerston, Northumberland Mount
Stewart, Archibald, gr to the Marquess of Londonderry, at Mo"

Stuart, Downshire, Ireland
T ntliia*

reet, J., gr to Mrs. Hamilton Nesbit Ferguson, Beil,E. Loui

Taylor, John, Nurseryman, Preston, Lancashire
^aikirKi

Taylor, John, gr to the Earl of Dunmore.Dunmore Park, Fai*

Stirlingshire .,,. ___ tu-uouse,
Thompson, George, gr to the Earl Fitzwilliam, Wentworth Hou

Yorkshire
, ,

_
*ff rt;Hpnhead

Towers, George John, Esq., Pinckney's Green, near Maiden 1

Trench, John, gr to John Broadhurst, Esq., at Coopers**

Egham, Surrey
Turnbull, Archibald, Nurseryman, Perth

cherboriie*
Venablcs, Rev. James, A.M., Auckland Newton, Sherno

Dorsetshire
Walker, James, Nurseryman, Aberdeen AshW'
West, John, gr to the Marquess of Northampton, at casut.a
Northampton

Wheeler, Isaac, gr to Mrs. Wall, at Oxford

Wilkins, William, Nurseryman, Newport, Isle of Wignc

Street,

Williams, John, Esq., Pitmaston, Worcester nnrkioS
Wilson, Jn., gr to the Earl of Surrey, the Rookery, near Dor*

Young, James, Landscape gr, Perth
,. hi

Young, John, Nurseryman, Taunton, &omer̂
'"helstown, Cork

Young Jn., Forester to theEarl of Kingston,
Micnustown,

J.

MYATT'S NEW SKEDLING STRAWBERRY.
{f

d W. MYATT are noj^?*yto senc
I
outJ

IW STRAWBERRY, the
:

DRP

1

L ™*™*^**AN
NEW

inhibited at the London Horticulture*

of which has b^nexlubg^
awardecL lt ha8 also been

Society, and
i uhmi

Gardenerscy, ana * /""™? INI>LKY,for whose opinion see Garacw-
itted to Professor^ n »

g ^^ ^^^ exhibit**

^r'r/'^-^Wasion of fine fruit and bloom on the same

^•ffifMffi Pine, 21. 10,.
;
British Queen, 1*.,

***

Eliza 10, per ioo!-Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 20,,1843.
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BRITISH QUEEN AND~PRINCE"ALBERTPBAS:WT n^iVV, wuj;.fi.jN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.
. ;„ ,.-

MACK AND CO. beg to announce to

above two « * n™d
.

san(1 thePubl:c thatthey have harvested the
the stock is Hnt*''!?'
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CEMET^R^*' (;: "LEMEN, NURSERYMAN, PUBLIC
Planting.

*8»
uuU ot^er Public Companies engaged in
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- in considerable quantities. Also
«* lots to «5l

ce lulms
» consisting of 90 rows, which will be soul

°f Wood, &c
purchasers

- An excellent Tulip Cabinet, a quantity

N.R.^Vhe'above

cf the ririnni i o
puiuuasers, may oe nan on the promises;

*nrserv 1 L;P Seedsmen
; and of the Auctioneers, Americau——J^jJ^vj^onj^tone.

MffQQ D
G^ iN

'f
LKMEN", NURSERYMEN, and Others.

i;??
S

' PROTHEROE and MORRIS will 1

Chanel M llr

pal
_
mc competition by Auction, on the premises,

eght nm,»t y
' V attersea Fieids

.
"ear the Nine Elms, and about

vay o w S Walk from the terminus of the Southampton Rail-

1 o*cln( u^ K,,NI'' SI,Av
^
Nov

- 1*. 1843, and

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, HORTICULTURISTS, Sec.

jV/IESSRS. MUMFORD and CASEBOW have the
-1- honour to announce that they are instructed by Sir Thomas

Hark, Bart., unreservedly to sell by Public Auction, on the
Premises, Stow Hall, near Downham Market, Norfolk, on
WEHNEsnAV. the 1st of November, 1813, at 11 for 12 o'clock pre-
cisely, theWOODWORK, FRAMING, and SASHES of all the fol-
lowing; valuable and superior HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS,
—viz., a Vinery, 40 feet long by 17$ broad 3 do.-, 32* feet long- by
l/i feet broad ; 2 Peach-houses, each 35£ feet long by 15 feet

o™*/,* Pi ~e Pits
' cac!\ 3(H ft lon^ by 13£ it broad ; 19 Cucumber**

• -• - -
--

11 do, do., brick

new). And the

, ; the wliole of
winch were constructed regardless of expense, in the most sub-
stantial manner, and are in excellent repair. Will be divided into
convenient lots, and further particulars may be had, and per-
mission to view the same, on application to Mr. Carter, the
A- arming Steward

j or of the Auctioneers, Downham Market.
Downham Market, Oct. 19, 1843.

VICTORIA PARK. — To Market Garden

tv7 •
otl

,

iers-—By order of the Honourable Commissioners of Her
Majesty s Woods and Forests. To be sold bv Auction by Mr. J.king, on Monday, October 23, and following day, at 11 o'clock
each nay, on the premises, Wick Lane, Hacknev, held by Mrs.
Roberts, Stock consisting of Two line strong Draught Horses,
a capital Light Market Waggon, two Market Carts. 140 Cucumber
Boxes and Lights, 200 Hand-glasses, Tools, a'quantiry of Seeds, &c.
1 he Crops comprise a;valuable stock of Radford's Early Rhubarb,
Horse-radish, Celery.'Red Cabbage, Coleworts, &c. Sec. Mav be
viewed, and Catalogues had on the premises, at the White Horse,
movent Garden; Cheshire Cheese, Spitalfields Market; Gulden
i^ion, borough Market ; and of the A uctioneer, Hackney Road.
r VO FRUITERERS and GREENGROCERS.—To
RTTQM

l

^.?
nki

'
the LEASE an(1 GOODWILL of an old-established

BUSINESS, with a connexion, including some of the highest
families. The House is held for 32 years, free of rent, and the
situation is near one of the best squares at the west end. The
present Proprietor has carried on the business for 20 years. Noone need apply who cannotcommand at least 1,000/. Particulars
to Principals only, on personal application to Messrs. Foster
and Son. Is, Greek-street, SobO-square.

fjUANO MANURE.—Guano, (Peruvian), Potter's-V^ Guano, Alexander's, Clarke's, Poittevin's. and Watson's
Composts. Also Nitrates, Soda, and Potash and Gypsum may
be had of Mark Foth i:-t«ili,, 40, Upper Thames-street.

/^.UANO ON SALE—Any Quantity of this valuable
V>* Manure cau be had from the bonded stores of the Importer
either in London or Liverpool, on application to Cotesworth,
Powell, and Pryor, St. Helen's Place, London; Edwards.
Danson, and Co., Liverpool ; and William J. Myers and Co.,
Importers, Liverpool.

ers, and

T B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
«-* • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-
cate of Potass, &c., are now for sale at his Factory, Deptford-
creek, London, price 4.5. 6d. per bushel. These substances can
be had separately

; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor, Sec. Price 45. 6rf. per bushel.

WHEAT- SOWING.
~ ~

POTTER'S GUANO.—The superiority of this power-
ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only

necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been
made in the price, and that it may he obtained either at the
Works or of Mr. Potter's Agents, who have testimonials of its
emcacy.— 23, Upper Fore-street, Lambeth, London.
Mr. Mark Fothergill, 40, Upper Thames-street, Sole Lon-

don Agent.
Nurserymen required as Agents in all the principal towns.V

'clncU-
-—**«**, *wv. ist, 13*3, ana following dav, at

CttlShlW rff *!
r ° f Messrs

- SHAILBR, about 15,000 ROSES,
&>onff . I o«n -

8f Red and White Provenrc, De Meaux, and

a>proved var ^U0U oI about 200 of tne niost beautiful and

SHRUBS Th
S
n

Also
» R <lUR»tity of EVERGREENS and

atention'nf n m
lcctlon of Roses are particularly worthy the

*» arran^et S" 1

imen
'
N »rserymen, and others. The lots will

Kay be viewed** ^ ^"vemence of large and small purchasers.
o ttrJta^^S? P"0rt0 the sale' Catalogues may be had
tbneers, SoL ?

men; on the l)remises ; ™* of the Auc

CemetS S^[n«n> nurserymen, Directors ofPublic Gardens,

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, GARDENERS, and Others
rPO BE LET OR SOLD, with immediate possession,a

- all that well-known NURSERY-GROUND and GARDEN
situate at Battersea and Elizabeth-street South, Pimlico, with
the Stock, valuable Business and Connexion, belonging to the
late Mr. Joh.v Rogers. The above Property and Trade is the
result of long-continued industry, and from its immediate con-
tiguity to the Palaces, Belgrave-square, and a vast number of
other newly-erected residences of the Nobility and Gentry,
presents an opportunity to any active Proprietor of commencing
Business on terms singularly advantageous, and is capable of
almost indefinite improvement, lor particulars apply to Mr.
Jones, 6, Eccleston-street ; or to Messrs. Protheroe & Morris,"
American Nursery, Leytonstone.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY.—IMPROVEMENT OF
SOILS, &c.

This day is published, 8vo., 7s. Gd. cloth,
rpHE APPLICATION of GEOLOGY to AGRICUL-
-L TURE, and to the Improvement and Valuation of Land ;

with the Nature and Properties of Soils, and the Principles of
Cultivation. By Nicholas Whitley, Land-Surveyor.

London
: Longman, Brow.v, Grbkn, and Longmans.

FARMING IN LANCASHIRE.
Just published, l2mo., 45., cloth,COME REMARKS on LANCASHIRE FARMING,^ and Various Subjects connected with the Agriculture of the

Country; with a tew Suggestions for Remedying some of its
Delects. By Colonel Law Rawstornk.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

r VO LET.—About SEVEN ACRES OF NURSERY
-*- GROUND, near London ; or the Lease (twelve years and a
half unexpired) to be sold. For particulars apply to Messrs.
Protheroe & Morris, American Nursery. Leytonstone, Essex

RE y pensive Collection of Evergreens of every descrintio

n

imred for building purposes.' May
nature

; but is now re-

K^£»EE^p"«'a^%»loneers, Leytonstone.

youcester-road, within five minutes' wn iir nf tl± L™f!?_'
inJl

mutes] walk of their home-grounds.

an
the

BY. -.to NOBLEMEN, GENTLEME^ NUUSKRVAlW
\ /» l?QCT>o

an
['

oti,ers
»
intending to plant.^^SRS. WILSON and SADLER

,000 English Oaks, 1 to 2* ft
./-so Canada grafted Elms,

Jnnn itoioft
»^»w Canada Elms, this sum-

>4os Broad-leaved Common
Elms

1 00 Devonshire Elms, 4 to 6 ft
aoo Mountain Elms, 4 to (3 ftau fi,lms

i various varieties,
4 to (i ft

.456 Common Beech, from 14
to 3 ft

z

200 Purple Beech, various
sizes

^Striped leaved Beech
082 Birch, various sorts, from

2 to 5 ft

350Spanisn Ohesnuts, from
2 to 6 ft

2fi0 Horse Chesnuts, from 2
to 10 ft

oi?«ornbeam,from2to4ftyos Mountain Ash, from 2 to
6 ft

^AWers,from 1 toMft^OArea Theophrasti, from
14 to 4 ft

PJ0 Sycamores,ffomataioft
BOO Larch, from 1* to 4 ft
boo Poplars, of various sorts,

from 5 to s ft
750 Hazels
)00 Willows, French, Weep.

ing, and others of the
newest kinds

»S0 Spruce Firs, from 12 in.
to 2 ft

00 Scotch Firs, from 1 to 'j ft
00 Silver Firs, small, from

300 Weymouth Pines, 3ft
9,000 Privet, from (i inches to

l ft

150 Ornamental Thorns
35 Canada Service Trees
25 Snowy Mespilus

10,000 Hollies, from 1 to 4 ft
Silver and Gold Striped
ditto

20,000 Common Laurels, from
li to 3 ft

2,000 Portugal Laurels
1,500 Fine Standard Apples

fine sorts

1,000 Dwarf Apples
600 Standard Pears
300 Dwarf ditto, trained and

untrained
1,400 One-year Pears, fine sorts
100 Plums, Standards
200 Dwarf Plums, kinds, fine

1,400 Common Plums, budded
1,500 Mussil Plum budded with

Apricots

300 Standard Cherries
200 Dwarf ditto

300 Damsons
300 Fruit-bearing Almonds
400 Dwarf Peaches

200 Dwarfand Standard Apri-
cot*, &c.

115,000 Seedling Oaks
24,000 Seedling Crabs
:i,000 Seedling Hornbeam
3000 Seedling Birch

300.000 Seedling Ash
10,000 Sycamore
2,000 Horse Chesnuts, &c. &c .

2,000 Strong Crab Stocks,
budded

O OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
*- 1 HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS. DWELLING-HOUSES
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andKOWAR«> BAJilSY. 272, IIOLUOKN.

D. and E. Bai i.kv having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of lieat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society ot London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
ex hil.itmg.amongslother metal works, an extremely completcand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.andE. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery
;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, tor
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

COMPLETION OF Mr. BATEMAN'S SPLENDID WORK,THE ORCHIDACE^E of MEXICO and GUATE-
-*- MALA. The Publisher respectfully informs the Nobility
and Gentry, subscribers to the above splendid Work, that Parts
VII. and VIII., completing it, are nowreadvfor delivery. A few
copies only remain unsold of the small impressions taken, which
may be had by early application, price 21. 2s each part.

James Ridgway, Piccadilly.

TJ INTS for the FORMATION OF READING
J- J- SOCIETIES. The plan advocated in this little pamphlet
will effect two important objects— that of adding to the supply of
the current literature the choice ol all the most valuable works in
the various languages; and that of extending the choice of new
books to the entire productions of the press. It is especially
adapted to provincial readers, as by a small annual subscription
the perusal of all the new works as they appear may be obtained:
Country booksellers may adopt the plan with very considerable
advantage to their various branches of business.—To be had
gratis, and post free, of Sau.noers k. Otlev, publishers, Conduit-
street; of whom may be had gratis ana post free,

A NEW LIST Or THE REDUNDANT COPIES OF NEW
. PUBLICATIONSm *«Stpry, Biography, Memoirs, Travels, Novels, &c, withdrawn
rrom Saunders and Oiley's extensive library, Conduit-street,
Hanover-square.

CELLMATE.— A Medical Gentleman, who was some
time since led to visit the Tropics for health, having

\^
ai ranged a pleasant temperature with a free circulation of pureW tnroughom a large house, with some peculiar advantages,
« isnes to receive two or three invalids who would be benefited
oy protectioji from the severities of this climate, so constantly
prejudicial in cases of weak lungs, rheumatism, and most rury-mg disorders.— a(5, Bedford-square, London.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
OTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,O London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and con be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts ol

employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rendlk
OfPlymouth, hm kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnUh
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
unv size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

I^DWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-~~ turists to the different articles manufactured by him in
SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Isle-
worth, npon application to the Gardener—Sundays excepted.

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED, BY
SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

\T R. J EAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, Russell-square,

.
So,e Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PATENT

WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cure all
nneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent downward

G U A SALENO ON
BY THE IM POUTERS,

ANTHONY GHJBS & SONS, LONDON-
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL

4 to !) niches
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TO MARKET GARDENERS and FARMERS
MANURES.—BOAST and CO. are now ready

supply their PATENT INORGANIC MANURES, which
are separately prepared for each variety ot produce, alter havintr
ascertained by Chemical analysis wnat substances are necessary
to the growth of each crop; they are therefore infinitely more
certain and efficad.0^ in their effects than any Manure yet adopted

SO- Separate Manures are prepared for 1 (ops. Grass* Wheat &e'
by the use of which Y> at may be grown every year on the same
land, with immense, advantage to the Farmer and without injury to
the soil, ami the othe ' ops De greatly improved.

Pri :; m ctuses, con! Lug lull particulars, may be obtained, or
will be forwarded (po.>c free} on application at the Manufactory,
Bow, Middlesex.

parts being fixtures; it is free irom noise and not liable to
derangement; it also offers no impediment to sweeping. Price
for general use, 30s.; larger size, 45s. ; larger sizes, especially
Adapted for ventilation, 60*. and upwards. To be had at 51, Great
Hussell-streer, where it may he seen in action. The attention of
Architects, Builders, and the trade in general, is especially invited.

NOW READY,
UERDOE'S WINTER VENTILATING AND
*-* RKALLY WATERPROOF WRAPPER SHOOTING
JACKETS, &a.", in great variety, new and much approved styles.
Five years* extensive trial, a constantly increasing sale, the
general and cordial recommendation of those who have adopted
them, and a host of imitations 6t these gentlemanly and esta-
blished garments, furnish the best evidence of their efficiency
and value. An inspect ion is confidently invited, also of an
extensive assortment of first-rate materials and garments for
the coming season, guaranteed to exclude any description or
continuance of rain whatever. — Made only by W. Berdob.
Tailor, Waterproofer, &c, 69, Cornhill, (North side).

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.—Under the Spe-
cial Patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen,

the Royal Family, and the several Courts of Europe. This Oil
is universally acknowledged to be the only artici-b that will
effectually produce and restore Hair, prevent it iromfalling off ox
turninggrey, free it from scurfand dnndr>Jf\ and will render it de-
lightfully soft and flexible. It will also preserve the coiffure in
the heated atmosphere of crowded assemblies. CAUTION.—
Much pernicious txasfe is now offered for sale as "MACASSAR
OIL ;

M
it is therefore of great importance to purchasers to see

that the words" ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL" are engraven
ozi the wrapper. All others are "gross impositions.*' The
Proprietors' Signature is also engraven on the wrapper, thus:—
A. ROWLAND 8f SON, 20, 11ATTON dAJtUEN, LONDON :

untorsisned"ALEX. ROWLAND." Priced. §d.—fa Family
pottles (equal to four small), 10a\ 67/., and double size 21&-.
per bottle. Ask lor " Rowland's Macassar Oil." Sold by them,
and by Chemists and Perfumers.

?©
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gURBIDGE AND HEALY'S NEW PLAN
FOR BOILERS AND SETTING,

FOR WARMING HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CHURCHES
AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, NURSERIES, &c. &c.

Registered under 6 $ " Vic, c. 65.

A.

If

ji.

<$!
") o r 0!

c.

D.

H

H
A. Section of Boiler and Furnace.

B. Plan of do.

C Elevation of Sylvester's Patent air-tight Sliding Doors.

*>. Elevation of Boiler, with Sylvester's Patent ribbed Surfaces.

Now ready, price 4s. 6d. fpURAL CHEMISTRY.
J-V By Edward Sollv, Esq., Jun., F.R.S.,

Experimental Chemist to the Horticultural Society of London,
Hon. Mem. of the Royal Agricultural Society, and Lecturer

on Chemistry, at the Royal Institution.
&c. &c. &c.

Extracts from the Introduction:—
"A knowledge of the chemical composition of soils and the

various substances employed as manures enables us to compre-
hend the mode in which the latter act ; and a knowledge of the
nature of those substances which plants require, points out the
best and most economical methods of restoring to the soil, by
manures, those substances which plants remove from it."

" If the farmer knows what it is that gives the fertilizing powers
to manure, and is aware of the nature of those substances, he will
soon learn the best method of preserving and using them : he will

then understand how to make the most of the various sources of
manure at his disposal, and he will he enabled readily to save
much, that, for the want of such knowledge, would otherwise be
lost."

Index of Contents—continued.

Further explanation and particulars may be obtained of the
Proprietors, 130, Flect-strcet, London.

Acclimatizing
Acid, benzoic
Acid, carbonic
Acid, humic
Acid, laclic

Acid, muriatic

Acid, nitric

Acid, phosphoric

Acid, sulphuric

Acid, sulphurous

Add, uric

Acids
Acids, organic

Acids, tests for

Action of plants on
the air

Active principles of

plants

Affinity

Aii-

Air, bad
Air, good
Air, inflammable
Alabaster
Albumen, animal
Albumen, vegetable

Ale, bottled

Alkali, volatile

Alkalies
Alkalies, vegetable

Alum
Alumine, sulphate of

Ammonia
Ammonia, fixing

Ammonia, fixing by
acids

Ammonia, fixing by
gypsum

Ammonia, fixing by
copperas

Ammonia, carbonate

of
Ammonia, muriate of

Ammonia, phosphate

of
Ammonia, sulphate of

Ammonia, urate of

Ammoniacal liquor of

the gas-works
Animal manures
Animal principles,

proximate
Animal substances
Aquafortis
Arrow-root
Attraction
Ashes
Ashes, wood
Ashes of plants

Ashes of coal

Ashes of sea-weed
Atoms
Bad air

Barilla

Barley
llarley, analysis of

liases

Bay salt

Beans, analysis of

Beet, analysis of

Binary compounds
Bleaching
Blood
Bone
Bones, boiled

Hones, green
Bottled ale

Bran
Breathing of Animals
Brimstone
Bromides
Bromine
Buckwheat, analysis

of
Bubbling, or efferves-

cence
Burning
Burning of plants

Burnt clay

Carbon
Carbon in plants
Carbonate of ammo-
nia

Carbonate of iron

Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magne-

sia

Carbonate of potash
Carbonate of soda
Carbonic acid

Carbonic oxide
Carburctted hydro-
gen

Carcases
Carrot, analysis of

Casein
Castor oil

Caustic lime
Caustic potash
Caustic substances
Chalk
Changes, chemical
Charcoal
Charring
Cheltenham salts
Chemical changes

Index of Contents.

Cherry-tree gum
Chloride of sodium
Chlorine
Cider
Citric acid
Clay
Clay, burnt
Climate, effects of
Clover, analysis of
Coal, ashes of
Coal gas
Cocoa-nut oil

Cohesion
Coke
Colour
Colour of soil

Colours, changing of
Colours of plants
Colouring matter
Combination
Combining numbers
Combining weights
Combustion
Combustion, results
of

Common salt
Composition ofbodies
Composition of soils

Composition of water
Compounds, binary
Compounds, all defi-

nite

Compounds, saline

Compounds, ternary
and quaternary

Contagion
Contagious matters
Copperas
Corn
Crops, rotation of
Cubic nitre

Cultivated lands

Decay
Decay of humus
Decomposition
Decomposition of
stony particles

Deliquescent
Dew
Diamond
Division, mechanical
Draining
Dung
Dutch rushes

Earths
Earthy substances
Earthy substances in

plants
Effervescence
Elements
Embryo
Embryo of a seed
Epsom salts

Equivalent weights
Excrements
Excrements of sea-
fowl

Experiments
Fallowing
Farm-yard manure
Fat
Fatty substances
Fermentation
Fertility

Fibre, woody
Fibrin
Fire-damp
Fire, lighting a
Fixed oil

Fixing ammonia
Flax
Flesh of animals
Flint

Flowers, use of

Food of animals
Food of plants
Food, too great a sup-
ply of

Formation of soils

Formation of seed
Foul smells
Fruit, ripening of
Fruit and seeds
Fruit, unripe
Fungi
Fumigation

Gas
Gas, Inflammable
Gas-liquor
Gas-works
Gas-works, ammoni-
acal liquor of

Gas-works, refuse of

Gelatine
Germination
Germination in oxy-
gen

Glass
Glauber's salts

Glue
Gluten
Good air

Grass
Green bones
Green manures
Green vitriol

Growth of plants
Guano
Gum
Gum arabic
Gum, cherry-tree
Gum, resin
Gunpowder
Gypsum
Hair
Hard water
Hartshorn
Heat
Heat, latent
Hoofs
Horns
Humates
Humic acid
Humus
Humus, decay of
Hydrogen gas
Hydrogen, carburet-
ted

Hydrogen, sulphur-
etted

Ice

Inflammable air
Inflammable gas
Inorganic manures
Iodides
Iodine
Iron
Iron, carbonate of
Iron, oxide of
Iron, peroxide of
Iron, protoxide of
Iron-stoves
Iron, sulphate of
Iron, sulphuret of
Isinglass
Ivory
Kelp
Latent heat
Lead, red •»

Lead, white
Lead, oxides of
Leaves
Leaves, use of the
Legumine
Lettuce
Light
Light, effects of
Lighting a fire

Lignin
Lime
Lime, carbonate of
Lime, caustic
Lime, when useful
Lime, when not to be
used

Lime, muriate of
Lime, nitrate of
Lime, phosphate of
Lime, quick
Lime, sulphate of

Limestone
Limestone, magne-
sian

Linseed
Liquid manure
Litharge
Loss of manure
Lucerne, analysis of

Magnesia
Magnesia, carbonate
of

Magnesia, caustic

Magnesia, muriate of

Magnesia, phosphate
of

Magnesia, sulphate of

Magnesia, salts of
Magnesian limestone
Magnesium
Malting
Malic acid
Manganese
Manganese, oxide of
Manure
Manures, animal
Manures, inorganic
Manure, farm-yard
Manures, green
Manure, loss of

Manure, liquid

Manures, organic
Manures, saline

Manures, strong
Manures, vegetable
Marble
Meat
Mechanical division
Metallic oxides
Metals
Minium
Mixture
Mould
Mouldiness
Mucilage
Muriates
Muriatic . cid

Muriate of ammonia
Muriate of lime
Muriate of magnesia
Muriate of soda
Muscle of animals
Mustard
Natural vegetation

Nature of the soil

Nitrates
Nitrate of lime
Nitrate of potash
Nitrate of soda
Nitre
Nitre, cubic
Nitric acid
Nitrogen
Nutrition of plants
Oats, analysis of
Oil
Oil- cake
Oil, castor
Oil, Cocoa-nut
Oil, fixed

Oil, Olive
Oil of vitriol

Oil of Poppy
Oil of Rape
Oil of Linseed
Oil of Mustard
Oil of Lavender
Oil of Cloves
Oil of Lemons
Oily matters
Olive oil

Organic acids
Organic manures
Organic substances in

soils

Organic substances
Organised matters
Oxalic acid
Oxide, carbonic
Oxide of manganese
Oxide of iron
Oxides, metallic
Oxygen
Paring
Parsnep, analysis of

Pearlash
Peas, analysis of
Peat
Peroxide of iron
Petre
Phosphate of ammo-

nia
Phosphate of lime
Phosphate of mag-
nesia

Phosphoric acid
Phosphorus
Pickling
Plants, burning of

Plants, action of on
the air

Plants, death of

Plants, food of

Plants, growth of
Plants, nutrition of

Plaster- stone
Ploughing, subsoil

Poppy
Potash
Potash, carbonate of
Potash, caustic
Potash, nitrate of
Potash, salts of
Potash, silicate of
Potassium
Potassium, chloride

Potato-flour
Potatoes
Pottery
Protoxide of iron
Proximate animal

principles
Principles, active
Proportions

Pruning jSodium
Putrefaction, results Sodium, chloride of
of

Putrefiable matter
Putrefying animal
matter

Putrid urine
Pyrites
Quartz
Quicklime
Rain-water
Rape
Raw bones
Red Cabbage
Red lead
Refuse of gas-works
Resins
Respiration
Results of combus-

tion
Results of putrefac-

tion
Rhubarb
Ripening of fruit

River-water
Rock-salt
Rotation of crops
Rust
Rusting
Rye, analysis of
Saccharine matter
Sago
Saintfoin, analysis of
Sal ammoniac
Saline compounds
Saline manures
Salts

Salt, bay
Salts, Cheltenham
Salt, common
Salts, Epsom
Salts, Glauber's
Salts of hartshorn
Salts of magnesia
Salts of potash
Saltpetre
Salts of soda
Salts of iron

Salts, metallic
Salt, rock
Sand
Sawdust
Sea-fowl, excrements
of

Sea-shore
Sea-water
Sea-weed
Seeds and fruit

Seed, formation of

Selection by the roots

Shells
Shell-sand
Silica

Silicates

Silicate of potash
Silicic acid
Silex
Skin
Slag
Smell
Smells, foul

Smelting
Soap
Soap-making
Soap-boiling
Soda
Soda, carbonate of

Soda, muriate of
Soda, nitrate of

Soda, sulphate of

London: 3, Charles-street, Co vent- Garden; and may be

ordered of all Booksellers.

Soft-water
Soils, analysis of
Soil, colour of

Soils, composition of
Soils, formation of
Soil, nature of
Soot
Sorrel
Spirit

Spirit of salt

Spirit of wine
Spring-water
Starch
Steam
Stoves
Straw
Strong manures
Subsoil
Subsoil-ploughing
Substances, in soils
organic

Substances, volatile
Substratum
Sugar
Sulphates
Sulphate of alumine
Sulphate of iron
Sulphate of lime
Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of soda
Sulphur
Sulphuret of iron
Sulphuric acid
Sulphurous acid ;

Sulphuretted hydro-
gen

Sunflower
Tapioca
Tartaric acid
Teeth
Ternary and quater-
nary compounds

The Tropics
Tobacco
Treacle
Turf
Unripe fruit

Urea
Urine
Urine, putrid
Use of the leaves
Use of plants
Vapour in the air

Vegetable alkalies

Vegetable manures
Vinegar
Vitriol, green
Vitriol, oil of
Volatile alkali

Volatile oil

Volatile substances
Water

_ #

Water, composition a

Water, hard
Water, rain
Water, river
Water, sea
Water, soft

Water, spring
Wheat, analysis of

Weeds
Weed-ash
White of egg
White lead
Wood-ashes
Woody fibre

Wool'
Yeast

FAMILIAR ASTRONOMY. By George Darley,
A.B., Author of A System of Popular Geometry,- Com-

panion to the Popular Geometry,—a System of Popular Algebra,

— and a System of Popular Trigonometry. 12mo, with Engrav-

ings, 5s. cloth lettered. ,

.

«• There is a vast deal of astronomical information conveyen »

a most winning and unassuming manner in this delightful h

volume, which, not less for the novelty of its plan than the G^jV
of its intelligence, reflects infinite credit on the taste and taieo *

of its projector and editor, Mr. Barley."—Sun. «

fc

Taylor and Wa i.ton, Booksellers and Publishers to Universe y

College, 28, Upper Gower-street.

UTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
-t> BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN. -

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT-
This Act imposes a penalty of from 5/. to 20/., for each j0»

a
tion, piracy, or selling, recoverable by the proprietors beioi ^
magistrate, or by civil action. Half the penalty will be &lVt ,

r)le

any person informing the proprietors of any infringement.
f

WOrdS of the ACt ****** " Krrt i**""****** "r n*»r«r*rifl RViAVI pni)Varc No person or persons shall copy

any design, either by adding to, or subtracting from," Sec.
gg

ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, l*»
Sussex. pesary

This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the nee /t
degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by pia

£ .

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter c« ^
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, ai.^
facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsia ^
advantages over those now in common use. The £r?

at.,* jjeat

tagesof this Churn will be found in the winter; bu* m "panS of
of summer placing the Churn in cold water will be the me

hardening the Butter. . _

Sizes No. 1 2 and8
Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28^'

Price, carriage paid!
agft 35s< 42s.

to London. / ... Larger
Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., 6s. ,

ana /*.

sizes made to order. .. nllBe No* *»

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warc
,

n
^^ehouse,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rigby's BrusU ™
mongers,

DRESS COATS, Superfine cloth, ^-^i^l'.SK
quality, 50*.; Frock-coats, ^"^JS^S *&*«
elvet collar and silk facings, 50*. ,i

WjjWPWW
*fa t(silk velvet

10.9. 6d. to 21s.

,

25s. ; Waistcoats

to

,
fashionable York and Ol^^m^^

ts to to 8s. 6rf. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseynie*

to i*.., Trousers',t-t/
8
to isi «., stout DoesU^ and Ke£

mere, far. to 25,. , Shootog Jackets 10s.gjlJJ^ffi cloth,

street, City, 10 doors from Loudon-bndge.

)
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FINEST CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.

OUELL and CO. beg to refer the readers of the
Gardeners* Chronicle to their Extensive List, with Prices,

or the above highly.esteemed Flowers, which appeared on the
Advertising: papes, 706 and 707, of this Paper, of the 14th inst.,
ana will be found to contain every variety worthy of cultivation,

threat Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 19, 1843.

®f)e &wfattttK0 f ©Brotricfo

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Friday, November 3 . , . Botanical 8 p.m.

tor the last few years the striking discoveries of
some Chemists, aided by the rhetorical flourishes of
others, have so dazzled the world that men have been
induced to look to Chemistry for every possible and
impossible result. A few pounds of some saline
ingredient were to restore fertility to exhausted land,
and to cover our moors with teeming crops. We are
not sure, indeed, that the farmer was not to scatter
abundance around him from his waistcoat pocket as
he rode across his fields. At all events the gardener
was to substitute his snuff-box for the dung-cart;
Manure, like wine, was to be bottled up for use, and
dealers were to sell it by the dozen, not the ton. The
very absurdity of these exaggerations made them
current, and gained for them a belief which would
have been refused to more sober statements. Now,
however, the hot fit is going off, it is to be hoped that
it will not be followed by an access of cold.

Let us not be misunderstood. No one can possibly
jorm a higher estimate of the importance of Chemistry
to the arts of cultivation. The opinions upon the

in tK
Ct that have been from time t0 time expressed

pnt f
-

e columns are daily strengthened ; and we
entertain no doubt that ajroad to most important
aiscovenes m all that concerns the artificial manage-
ment ot crops will in time result from the manifold

f™ i!f
now in P™gress among Chemists. But

dvourableopmions like these must not make us blind

of aiLT**°-Hef Hke,
y t0 arise from the anticipations

rriiW Pagination, or from a blind and ignorantMS Up°n
r
force8 and forms of matter, t6e true

hSSSA Which With ^gelation is only just

S?R be. understood
; or from neglecting {hat

SaW TVmportant
>
soHd

>
and wel1 ascertained,

1 as .ill? °
hase *fter an obJ ect t0 wWA science

uift nl t°h

S1Ve trUG f°rm and P™P°rtions. It is likequitting the open country to follow the staff through a
London fog. s

Such, nevertheless, has happened, wherever the

be said to depend upon any new facts, but are founded
upon a novel and better method of applying well-
known facts to practice. The main principles in his

method of management are:— 1. That plants while
growing are to be kept growing without interruption ; 2,
That the effect ofthis is to augment (or accumulate) their

power of development in a quasi geometrical ratio. The
mode of carrying out these principles is regulated, on
the one hand, by a skilful selection of materials, of
which the quantity, together with their nutritive and
mechanical nature, is well suited to the object of culti-
vation

; and on the other, by taking care that the
influence of the sun and atmosphere shall balance
the power of absorption which plants, under given
circumstances, may be able to exercise. For a detailed
explanation of the mode employed to effect these
objects we refer to the papers themselves. At a very
early opportunity we shall offer some further observa-
tions upon the views of Mr. Wood, and the conse-
quences that are likely to grow out of them. For
the present, it will be sufficient to state that they are
perfect in theory, and unobjectionable in practice, in
every instance where fine plants are more valued than
the space they occupy.

[publish the completion, along with a capital paper on I the soil in which Clover or artificial grasses may
salvias by the same cultivator. These papers cannot be sown, to be followed by Wheat unles«= Wheat

certain but unobtrusive truths of Vegetable Physioloo-y
have been postponed to the bright scintillations of
Vegetable Chemistry. When Professor Liebig made
jjis inconsiderate attack upon Vegetable Physiologists

£
e carried with him many thoughtless and unin-

formed persons, and led them to undervalue that im-
portant branch of knowledge. But truth is silently
^gaining her empire, and people are now beginning
10 discover that whatever aid Chemistry may here-
alter give them, they must look for immediate and

t^hf
a
?
sistance t0 tlle well-ascertained facts of Veo-e-

oie Physiology, whose value cannot be destroyed orv^n diminished, although they may be enhanced, by
Ure discoveries. They have also no doubt dis-

overecl that chemical experiments are not very easily
ade unless by those who have more experience than

j

e generality of either gardeners or farmers, and that
though it is the latter who will eventually put in

Practice the results of exact chemical investigation
/ e p

that until those results shall have been obtained

aJ
S

i

Sa 'er t0 content themselves with experiments ofmother kind.

lat
pIe have doubtless been in some degree led of

e to direct their attention so exclusively to chemical
^uiries, under the idea that the path of Vegetable

lilJj
rnist|,y is scarcely trodden, and therefore far more

Vfe/
t0 *eac

* at once t0 *mPortant discoveries than

been
et

?
We Physiology* which has for so many years

Wl] subject of careful observation. But there can

abou 1

b
?

a Sreater error -
Vegetable Physiology

solv
*U questions which it is most important lo

and
^

i!

nd in wllich the aid of Chemistry is unneeded

:

Veelf k?
Ve a11 thinSs >

do the well-ascertained laws of

He il
growth want correct application to practice.

eithe
St

u
now very little of gardenin& or ruraI affairs

been
r

'
. ° fancies that all possible perfection has

exel
arnvecl at in the cultivation of any one crop

On. th
C °f what Chemistl7 may be able t0 effect!

ten v
contrar

y» we entertain no doubt that the next
*e$pe ?

rS Wili witness as great an aJvance in this

educar
aS tbe ^aSt bave done—

P

rov^ed tbe *mproved

direct;
of

,
the rising generation takes a right

PhvsU' aUd leads t0 the careful stucly of Vegetable
With

t\
gy> andj above all

> if those who are intrusted

thin!*
ne Practlca l details of cultivation wiU learn"to

An
and act a little for themselves.

^OQdi
11Structl

y
e ir>stance of this is afforded by Mr.*s remarks on potting, of which we to-day

There is an old opinion, founded on a want of dis-

crimination with regard to the nature of soils, that
much ploughing is detrimental to the land—some
farmers call it " ploughing the heart out of it » while,
on the other hand, it is the practice of many farmers
to plough five or six times as a preparation for Wheat
sowing. It is evident that both opinions cannot be
true in all cases, yet there is seldom a maxim gener-
ally adopted in any one district which has not some
reasonable foundation. The error is, that every farmer
who has no guide but his own practice and that of his

forefathers or predecessors in his farm, and who
inquires no further than what has been found useful,
or the reverse, is satisfied with a single experiment—if
he make any at all. When you converse with a
plain, good, industrious farmer, who has worked hard,
paid his rent regularly, and brought up a family—than
whom there is not a more respectable member of
society—and you propose to him to do something
which you think an improvement on his practice—for
example, to plough deeper, to drain heavy lands in
which there are no visible springs, to sow a quick-
growing crop on the land which he intends as a fal-
low—he will probably answer to each proposal, €S

I

once tried this scheme, but shall never do it again. I

was induced to plough a field much deeper than it

ever bad been. I sowed it with Wheat after a good
mucking—and what was the consequence? my Wheat
was choked with Charlock and all sorts of weeds,
although the land was as clean as a garden before

seed-time. I had not half a crop of Wheat, and it

cost me ever so much for several years to get my field

clean again. No more deep ploughing on my land, I

assure you. I plough my fallows and cross-plough

them as often as I can, but take care not to break the

pan which the sole of the plough has made." All this

might be perfectly true: and yet this very land, once

cleared of its weeds—the seeds of which may have lain

buried for ages without losing their power of vegeta-

tion, when brought within reach of the external air

and dews—might produce much better crops than it

ever did before, and bear a much more profitable

course or rotation, g

We tried the experiment of deep ploughing with
exactly the same result as that of the above-quoted

farmer ; but we did not come to the same conclusion :

wesaw immediately that thedeepploughingshould have
preceded the fallow crop, and not the Wheat; but we
made the best of a bad bargain : we had every plant

of Charlock weeded out as it came up. This weeding

cost 25s. per acre ; but instead of having a deficient

crop of Wheat, we had much above an average of good
clean Corn. As the land was well stirred, and partly

sown with Tares, and partly with Swedish Turnips
and Mangold Wurzel, in the next season, with a suffi-

cient quantity of manure, the weeds were eradicated,

and this field is improved at least 25 per cent, in value

by an operation which in the mind of an unreflecting

farmer would have been pronounced to be decidedly

detrimental to the land, and not to be recommended
as an example. Here we see the advantage of a little

science and reflection; in tryingexperiments we should
never be disheartened, unless the result entirely contra-

dicts our expectations, and it is evident that we have
miscalculated the consequences. One deep ploughing
preceded by a slight scarifying to destroy surface

weeds, and followed by a deep stirring with a heavy
implement—such as Biddle's or Lord Ducie's Scarifier,

another cross-ploughing and harrowing, and picking

out and burning the weeds, will generally prepare the

land for manuring and final ploughing in good time

to sow a cleansing crop—such as roots which require

repeated hoeing. The next crop may be spring

Wheats Barley, or Oats, according to the fertility of

was sown after the roots, in which case Beans
may be substituted. This is the usual process on
good mellow Wheat land which has been drained,
if necessary In the old method of ploughing,
the furrow-slice was often turned over and over
several times, without being pulverised or the roots
of the weeds being disturbed. If a dry season
followed, the clods dried through and through, the
roots were killed, and it was called an excellent
fallow ; for the first heavy rain made the clods
crumble, and the land looked free and mellow. But
in a moist summer the land was never thoroughly
cleansed ; the harrows destroyed some annual weeds
but docks and thistles remained in abundance, as*

might be seen in the next crop, which was usually
Wheat. The introduction of scarifiers and deep-
stirring implements, such as the subsoil-plough, has
caused a great revolution in the practice of husbandry.
So many ploughings are not thought necessary on
Wheat land

; and fallows, except as a preparation for
roots the same year, are almost excluded, except occa-
sionally on the stiffest wettest soils which have not
been thoroughly drained.
Many young and amateur farmers who are zealous

in introducing improvements in Agriculture, will be
surprised to hear that there is nothing new in these
improved practices. They have been detailed in
books for half a century and more ; and in the Agri-
cultural reports of the counties in England, published
under the sanction of the Board of Agriculture, in
the beginning of this century, there is scarcely one in
which the most improved practices of the present day
are not described and recommended. Every one
interested in Agriculture read them, but very few
put them in practice. The old plodding farmer had
no idea of altering his old ways. The landed pro-
prietor recommended his bailiff to try the new plans;
something was attempted, but ignorance and prejudice
and sometimes conceit were the cause of failures and
losses. The zeal cooled, and the old methods were
thought the safest after all. Intelligent farmers were
precluded from adopting or even trying new methods,
by absurd restrictions in their leases, sometimes
forcing them to follow a disadvantageous rotation, and
sometimes forbidding the cultivation of profitable
crops, such as Potatoes, for fear of exhausting the
land. As well might Wheat and Oats be prohibited,
for they are both great exhausters. There is a new
spirit arisen, which has been diffused and greatly
promoted by the exertions of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England. If this Society will only let the
practical farmer know what methods have already
been proved to be right ; what soils are suited to each
different mode of cultivation; will show how sound
theory^ and practice may confirm each other, and,
collecting well-planned experiments and their results,
will show how they tend to increase our knowledge of
Agriculture, it will do more good to the nation than
the soldiers or diplomatists who by their sword or
negotiations should have added whole provinces to
the Queen's dominions.

—

M.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE NEW SYSTEM OF
POTTING PLANTS.

By Wm. Wood; at Messrs. Henderson's Nursery.

No. III.
The principal difficulty in adopting the system now

recommended will be found in a proper application of
large proportions of soil in the process of potting ; a diffi-
culty which at first sight may appear really insurmountable
to those who are but partially acquainted with the system-
atic modes employed by experienced cultivators.

t

The principle involved in the application of large propor-
tions of materials in the process of potting may be defined as
follows :—« All powers and qualities, whether mechanical
or chemical, are enhanced by the accumulation of num-
bers

; that is to say, each part or parcel of a mass is raised
to a higher value or intensity, when it forms one of a heap,
than when left to itself; and the more complete and
immediate the correspondence of parts, one with another,
the more will this enhancement be accelerated. " This
principle is not urged as being merely applicable to the

practical operation in favour of which it is now adduced,
but is also applicable to all other modes of culture, how-
ever modified in their nature. The law remains the same,
although its effects may be varied by the conditions under
which it operates.

As the processes of potting need not be restricted to
the application of soils in the proportions mentioned in a
previous paper, nor are of absolute importance to the
attainment of fine growth

; it may be necessary to advert
to the precautions considered essential to success in cul-
tivation generally.

1st." A proper selection of soil is indispensable, in the
first instance. It is probably to the facilities possessed by
some cultivators more than others for obtaining a suitable
material, that the heavy mode of shifting is due, rather
than to any original combination or previous preparation.
It has only recently been proved that some kinds of peat
in general use are greatly deficient in texture and quality,
while that in which pure decomposed vegetable matter
greatly preponderates, in a pulverised state, is preferred.

11
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The superiority of such a material is generally to be tested

by the absence of all extraneous matter ; and not unfre-

quently it is found quite free from sand. Perhaps the

most simple and efficient plan of improving the texture of

soils, without the aid of additional material, is simply by
separating the close or binding portion, as follows :—Place

the compost in a sieve of two-eighths of an inch in the

wire-work, which by being partially moved will permit the

loose portion of the soil (as the least valuable) to pass

through, and the remaining portion when modified (if

requisite) by being entirely passed through a sieve of

a medium size, will be more uniform in its texture, and
favourable to an equable circulation of moisture. This

process may be varied for any quality of soil, either for

the purpose of attaining luxuriant growth, or for the first

potting of young stock.

2d. Suitable proportions and arrangement of material

in the process of potting are also essential to superior

cultivation, particularly when young and tender plants are

transferred from small to large pots. A rule of propor-

tions has already been given. The two most general and
fatal errors in potting are, first, in so placing the large

potsherd (or other material) over the bottom hole of the

pot, as to admit a very imperfect passage for the super-

fluous moisture; and secondly, a very partial intermediate

drainage, or even its entire omission. A portion of

porous material placed immediately upon the lower drain-

age prevents the soil from filling up the interstices of the

potsherds beneath, and modifies the fluctuations of tem-
perature to which plants may be exposed. Its coarser

texture, moreover^ prevents the soil above from remaining

saturated in extreme cases of exposure. Next to the

quality of soil the success of cultivation will much depend
upon the quantity and arrangement of its parts.

3d. A due exposure to atmospheric and solar agency is

indispensable to the successful co-operation of other

influences employed in the process of cultivation. The
distinct agencies upon the mutual action of which the

successful management of plants depend are, first, those

to which they are subjected in the process of potting, &c,
viz., the organic and chemical substances ; and, secondly,

those which act upon their external surfaces, as light, air,

heat, &c, each affecting to a certain extent the whole vege-

table system. Atmospheric and solar influence should be

so modified as to balance the power of absorption to which

plants are exposed; in other words, the intensity of the

former should, as a general rule, be in proportion to the

amount of material used in the process of potting, regu-

lated at the same time by conditions of growth, situa-

tion, &c.
"An error in first principles can be rectified by no

after-application of scientific rules." There is ample
evidence to prove, that it is "the elementary conditions

of an organised being, which favour the ultimate develop-

ment of its parts/'

It has been a subject of surprise to some, that the

system whose merits have been advocated has not been

practised at an earlier period than the present. Perhaps

the talismanic influence of custom, and the u ten thousand"

daily determinations to reduce the u majestic proportions

v*>f Nature" to the pigmy restrictions of art, are not the

only obstacles which science has had to remove. The de-

ductiori$ of reason, and the investigations of truth, have

long ago proved that every operation in art is limited in

its effect, in proportion as it recedes from the laws which

Nature has prescribed for the same end ; and in appealing

to the result of superior cultivation, or the records of

professional practice, it will be found that every instance

of pre-eminent success will prove to have been invariably

an approximation towards an accumulative system of

cultivation.

I have been asked what is the probable period for which

jspecimen plants of mature growth may be cultivated with

success. The ultimate object of cultivation is the attain-

ment of the greatest constitutional vigour, with a uniform

development of bloom ; it is consequently evident that

the more nearly such a result is attained, the more ex-

hausted will be the vital energies of the plant—a develop-

ment of bloom being matured or ultimate function of

vegetable life.

The renovation of such plants will depend upon the

skilful appliance of those remedial operations which

Nature points out.

The first means employed is the early and entire re-

moval of decayed blossoms ; and secondly, a removal (by

pruning) of those portions of the plant which are partially

exhausted by the production of bloom, at least so far as

the proportions of the plant will permit. By thus limiting

its circulation, the energies of a plant will again be excited

by the accumulation of its sap, which, aided by a partial

cessation of watering, and a closer and higher tempera-

ture, by a few degrees, will serve to unfold its power in

the development of buds.

Two instances occur in the Pine-apple-Place establish-

ment, which serve to show that even renewed shifts to

other pots is not necessary in all cases of plants in large

pots. The first is illustrated by the plant Zichya coccinea

(formerly Kennedya), which forms the cut in a previous

part of this Paper. The specimen was grown in a large

16 pot, and bloomed profusely in the summer of 1842.

Its consequent exhaustion appeared to preclude the pos-

sibility of the plant being again excited into renewed

bloom. After removing the exhausted blossoms, the

plant remained unpotted, and again so far recovered its

vigour as afterwards to be purchased for a Continental

exhibition in the ensuing season.

In a second instance, a plant of Gloxinia rubra -was

transferred in the spring of 1842 to a large 16 pot, the

compost being nearly equal parts of dry decomposed

manure and peat. ^ The same season it formed a luxuriant

specimen, extending two feet in diameter. After bloom-
ing, the plant remained dormant in the same pot ; and in

the present spring, it was replaced in the same material

and pot, having been in a dry state nearly five months.

At this time it is still more exuberant in growth than in

the previous season, extending three feet in diameter and
nine feet in circumference.

Such are a few of the features that characterise the best

mode of cultivation yet known ; and, whatever may be

the merit of other systems, in which, by a skilful appli-

cation of artificial means, mature growth may be attained

by successive efforts, it may be confidently affirmed that

the noblest specimens have been obtained by an application

of the principles adverted to in the foregoing statements.

In conclusion, the merits of each system are of peculiar

value. The restrictive mode of cultivation is perfect in its

application to the objects of commerce. The accumula-

tive system i3 an approximation to that state of things in

Nature, which, as the manifestation of Creative power, is

perfect in its parts and in its design.

WHEAT SPLITTING.
The leading article of the Gardeners 9 Chronicle,

Sept. 23, contains a letter, signed " Archdale Palmer,"

on the produce of a single grain of Wheat

;

the return from this single grain was 22,000 : this

beats the forty-fold Potatoes all to nothing, and may
certainly be called the greatest discovery that ever took

place in farming, provided it can be made use of at a

moderate expense. I have been requested by a gentleman

interested in such matters, to make some calculations as

to the probable cost of planting an acre upon this prin-

ciple. I am no farmer myself, therefore my calculations

will apply only to manual labour and expense. But as

this experiment is in print, there is no difficulty in exa-

mining what the result was.

Mr. Palmer sowed a single grain of Wheat in July,

1842 ; the day is not mentioned, and the most important

points for a farmer to know are left out. In August the

first produce of this grain made four plants, three weeks

after; they were again separated, and made 12 plants;

separated again in September into 32 plants ; in November
these were separated into 48 plants, and planted out in the

open ground ; the letter does not say whether in a garden

or in a field, but that they occupied 11 yards long by 1

yard wide, being the 440th part of an acre, consequently

440 seeds were sufficient to plant an acre. In August,

1843, 10 of the 48 plants died, but the remaining 38

plants produced 22,000 grains, which weighed 2\ lbs.

The farmer holds his land by the acre, and the average

produced from a good field of Wheat is about 30 bushels

to the acre. Now let me see what Mr. Palmer gained

beyond what the farmer gets upon the old system, 2£ lbs.

to every grain sown, that is, to 440 grains for an acre 18

bushels and 12 pounds. Add to this one-third taken by

the birds, making 24 bushels ; add also one-fifth for dead

plants, which makes 29 bushels and 12 pounds to the acre:

the farmer has saved 1 } bushel by the experiment, pro-

vided he did not lose a plant of what he planted out.

But I think this experiment is well worth a farmer's

trial; it may be greatly improved upon by a practical

man after the first year's result, and may be very advan-

tageous to poor people who have children going idle. A
poor man having one acre of Wheat every year, his wife

and children would perform the operation, and the two

bushels and a half would keep them in bread during the

time they were doing it.

I am aware that my scale of expense will startle the

farmer in the first instance, because I shall be liberal in

giving him plenty of time to perform the work in ; another

thing, he must observe that it is made for able-bodied

labourers at 2s, per day. The idea of using pots of any

size I discard at once, without a single remark.

The first thing the farmer has to do is to provide a

suitable piece of ground for a nursery for his plants—the

nearer the field where he is to plant them out for good

the better ; the space required ought to be about 40 feet

by 30 feet, divided in four feet beds, for the convenience

of getting at the plants with ease from each side; the

ground ought to be well manured and well dug.

I would not wish to confine the farmer to the exact

number of seeds, but let him sow the ounce at once, as

there will be failures of course.

The expense, according to my view, is this :

—

Sowing one ounce of seed .

.

•

.

..002
Parting and planting the firstproducc into 1760plants 1

Parting and planting 1/60 plants into 5280 „ 3

Parting and planting 5280 ,, into 10,560 „
Parting and planting out into the field 10,560 plants

into 21, 120

'

6

12

^12 2

This calculation shows a loss of 3s. 8d. beyond what

the farmer has under the present system.

But there is something else wanted : how is he to guide

his planters to plant at 18 inches apart? to remedy this

want he can make a light wooden harrow, with the bars

set at the distance required, with a little roller, say six

inches in diameter in front,, and a wooden tooth or iron

in each bar at the other end ; this is to make a mark for

the workmen to plant in. Lines are too expensive for

such a purpose.*

Now if the farmer finds that it is beneficial to follow the

plan now sketched out for him, I will put him on a cheaper

method to perform the operation, if done on a large scale,

that is, to do it with boys from 12 to 14 years of age, who

would be glad to be employed at any price ; but the wages

I mean to put down for them are 36'. per week.

If done by boys at 3s. per week :

—

• * 4 tSowing one ounce of seed
Planting and parting the produce, one day 1760 plants

Planting and parting 1760 plants into 5280, two days
Planting and parting 5280 plants into 10,560, four days
Plantingand parting 10,560 plantsinto 21, 120, and plant-
ing them out in the field for good

s> s. d.

2

6
1

2

* ft
8

^0 Jl 8

This scale is given upon the supposition that the farmer

might be inclined to plant four or five acres, or any num-
ber he likes ; and an old experienced labourer should be

put as a head to keep them in order-

Some of yourfarming contributors may-doubt my scale for

boys if put in print; but if I was their master, they would do

double the work put down for them. About the month of

March, 1813, a young man of the name of John G., who
was brought up as a gardener at Lord Aberdeen's, Haddo
House, and was some time in the nurseries at Aberdeen,

came up and got employment in B.'s nursery at R. ; this

was in the time of the war, and men were scarce, and

wages high. Mr. B. came by one day and said, " How do

they plant seedlings in your nurseries ?
}J " They dib

them, sir," said John. "And what do they give?"
"Tive-pence a thousand." "Very well, John, I will

give you five-pence a thousand ; I have a great many
to plant, and you may begin as soon as you like." John
could plant 10,000 Larches in a day himself; but he

thought of another scheme. He saw a lot of boys at play

in a field at ; he went out and stood looking at them
for some time to see who was the nimblest among them ;

he pitched upon six, and told them he would give them 3s.

per week if they would come and work for him. They
came, and in three or four hours he taught them to plant,

and at the end of the week they were perfect masters of

their work. John brought in a bill to B. on the Saturday

night of five or six pounds. Mr. B. in astonishment de-

clared he could not plant the number in that time.

" If you do not believe me," said John, " you may count

them." B. examined the ground, and paid him, but said

he never was so caught before in any transaction he ever

had to do with. John worked with me for a twelve-

month, and he used to boast that he saved more money in

B/s nursery in a week than all the young men employed

did in two years. Now these were Cockney boys, and I

see no reason why country boys could not do the same.
—Dingwell.

In connexion with this subject we subjoin four state-

ments from practical workmen, who all agree that pots

are an unnecessary expense.

No. I.— Experiment on
A \^ of an acre. Extended ratio for 1 acre.

July, 1 Grain sown, multiplied by 440 . 440 grains sown.
Aug. beginning, 4 Plants, „ „ . 1?60 Plants-

Aug. end., 12 „ „ „ . 5280 „
Sept., 32 „ „ „ . 14,080 >,

Nov., 48 „ „ „ . 21,120 „
Hours. Min.

July Sowing . . 440 Grains . . 20

Aug. (begin.) taking up . 440 Plants . . 20
Dividing into .. 1760 „ .. 1 10

Planting .. 1/<S0 ,, .. 3 30

Aug. end. Taking up . . 1760 „ . . l 28

Dividing into .. 5280 ,, ..3 30
Planting .. 5280 „ ..10 33

Sept. Taking up .. 5280 „ ..4 24

Dividing into .. 14,080 „ . . 9 23

Planting .. 14,080 „ ..28 9
Nov. Taking up .. 14,080 „ .. 11 44

Dividing into .. 21,120 „ ..14 4
Planting .. 21,120 „ ..42 14

Hours 130 49 m.
Nearly 13 days 1 hour—or 13$ days may be allowed.

Of this 4J days may be reckoned for women and
boys, occupied in taking up and dividing the £ s. d-

4plants, at Is. per day
Men, 9 days at %8, per day * • • « is

£\ 2

* This machine may be drawn by a small pony; this harrow loses

one mark in every turn after the first, as it must return witn tne

off tooth in the last mark.

It would appear from this estimate that 18s. 6tf., the

saving in seed, is short [of the expense incurred to the

extent of 4$. ; whilst the expense of superintending the

labour would be greater than is required for sowing. Ip

also appears that in Mr. Archdale Palmer's small, and

doubtless carefully-conducted experiment, 10 plants out

of the 48 died ; this is a large proportion, leaving wore

than £ of the ground blank, whilst the return of produce

does not warrant the supposition that the remainder

would make up for such deficiency ; 2\ lbs is o° c

f
u

bushels per acre ; and if to this be added £, stated to oe

destroyed by birds, still the amount would not equal an

average crop. ,
f

The expense of labour more than balances the vaiue or

seed saved; and r,«««^f*r
The produce is deficient more than the quantity

required to sow an acre in the usual way.

No. II.—In the following calculation the allowance lor

labour is at the rate of 2d. per hour for a fair man s labour

by the day. It is also supposed that the ground is prepared

ready for sowing, &c.

To plant an acre of Wheat, the plants to stand one foot 4 S

apart, 305 grains arc U, be sown, about Jj£ggJJ
July, six inches apart each way in the open „iouna,

the labour for which would be half annour •-

The same taken up and divided about tne »id lie of

Auo-nst touch as regards the time, depending on the

times to each arraiii or 1220 plants
j
to oc planted at

a minute), two hours' labour -

Taking up and dividing the same . . . . .

The same again taken up and divided, aoout the middle

of September, and averaging a division ot 3 times, or

3660 plants, and still planted six inches apart .

Taking up and dividing the above * •

Carried forward 3

(L

1

1

1

4

4
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Brought forward ^029
The same taken up and again divided, about the middle
of October, and averaging a division of"3 times, or

10,980 plants, and again planted as before,G inches apart 3
Taking up and dividing the same 3

The same plants again taken up and divided, about the
beginning of March, and averaging a division of 4
times, or 43,920 plants, the plants to be placed at one
foot apart at this planting each way . - • .0120

Taking up and dividing the same 12

Total for planting an acre of Wheat, one foot apart ^112 9

No. III.—To plant an acre of Wheat, the plants to

stand one foot and a half apart, 227 grains must be sown,
about the middle of July, six inches apart

—

The labour for which would be half an hour, at 2rf. £ s. d>

per hour 1

The same taken up and divided in August, averaging a
division of 4 times, or 90s plants—labour for planting,
one hour and a half 3

Taking up and dividing fh-i same 3
The same taken up and divided in September, averaging
a division of 3 times, or 2724 plants, still planted six

inches apart—labour for planting . . . 9
Taking up and dividing the same . . . . g
The same taken up and divided in October, averaging a

division of 3 times, or 81/2 plants, and planted at six

inches apart—labour for planting . • • .023
Taking up and dividing the same 2 3

The same again taken up and divided, about the beginning
of March, and averaging a division of 4 times, or 32,670
plants, which are to be planted one foot and a half
apart—labour for planting 9

Taking up and dividing the same 9

Total for planting an acre ofWheat at 1 ft. 6 in. apart ^147
No. IV.—In my opinion the only way of executing this

plan is to dibble iu the seed, 2 grains in a hole, about 4
inches from each other, the plants to be taken up when they
are in a proper state, and divided into five, which would be as

many on an average at that time as could skilfully be made,
and then planted out at once, where they are to remain,
thus getting rid of all the intermediate dividings. The
number of grains of Wheat required for one rood would
be 42,240, which would not exceed one pint at farthest,

as I have ascertained by actually counting that quantity

;

and consequently, a pint ofWheat will plant 21,120 holes.
If each hole thus gives five plants on an average, which

may be reasonably expected, there would be at the dis-
posal of the farmer, 105,600 plants, a quantity sufficient
to plant five acres, at 17£ inches apart.

If farmers were to adopt a system of this kind, there is
little doubt but it would soon gain ground in the country,
oeed for five acres, sown in the usual way, would cost
about 41. 125 . 6rf. ; whereas, one pint of Wheat would
only cost about one penny. The plants may be taken up,
separated, and planted again by 50 people in one day ;—

taking up, dividing, and supplying 25 planters, allowing
each to plant 4,224 per day, and this might, be wholly done
by boys and girls at 6d. per day ; 'consequently, the
farmer's saving, exclusive of the original cost of dibbling
the rood, would be 3/. 7s. 5</. per every five acres, as thus-

Cost of seed-Wheat for rive acres . . ^4 12s. 6tf,
Cost of one pint of seed-Wheat £0 0s. id.
Dibbling a quarter of an acre
Taking up and planting . 1 5 1 5 1

^375

FAMILIAR BOTANY.—No. XVII.
The Water Flannel.—A friend put into my hand

the other day a yard or two of what seemed a coarse kind
of flannel, gray on one side, greenish on the other, and a
full quarter of an inch thick. It had been thrown up by
the river Trent, and washed ashore in vast sheets.
Those who had seen it pronounced it a manufactured arti-
cle, and so it was, but by the hand of Nature. It brought
to mind a similar production, of which some acres had
been discovered in Berkshire about three years since,
"when it was said that clothing had been made from it

by the country people, who took it for a sort of cotton
Padding, fallen from heaven.

When this substance is handled it is harsh to the touch,
although composed of finest threads. To the naked eye it

presents no character by which it may be known from any
coarse and loosely woven cloth. The microscope reveals its

mature. It is then found to consist of myriads of jointed
threads, whose joints are compressed alternately sideways
and vertically ; they are here and there transparent, but
for the most part opaque, and rough to the eye. The
*hite side is more opaque than the other, and more unex-
aminable

; but if a little muriatic acid be added to the
*ater in which the fragments of Water Flannel float,

copious bubbles of air appear, which are much increased
*n quantity by the application of the heat of a spirit-
lamp. By degrees they disappear. They were bubbles of
carbonic acid, extricated by the action of the muriatic
acid on a coating of carbonate of lime, with which the
plant is more or less completely invested. If

f after this
operation, the threads are again examined, the contents of
the joints become visible ; in the green parts of the
Flannel they are filled with an irregular mass of green
latter, in the white part with myriads of globules, inter-
mixed with a shapeless substance. The globules are the
seeds. If a little iodine is then given to the flannel, it is
readily absorbed, and the contents, shapeless matter,
globules, and all, become deep violet, showing that all this
substance is starch.

Hence it appears that the Water Flannel is a micro-
scopical plant, composed of jointed threads, secreting c
Donate of lime on their surface, and forming sei
composed of starch within them. And when we consider
that the joints are smaller than the eye can detect, while
each contains from 50 to 100 seeds, it may easily be con-
ceived with what rapidity guch a plant is multiplied.

Besides which, as their contents consist to a great extent

of starch, the most readily organizable of all vegetable

materials, the means of growth with which the plant is

provided are far more ample than anything we know of

in the higher orders of the Vegetable kingdom.
This curious substance has of late years attracted the

attention of people in various parts of England, and the

inquiries that have been made of naturalists have been so

incorrectly answered, that it is full time to put an end to

the mistakes about it. In the year 1840, the Royal

Agricultural Society submitted specimens of it to the late

Librarian of the Linnean Society and the Secretary of

the Royal Dublin Society. Mr. Don declared it to be the

Oscillatoria corium—one of the half-animal, half-vegetable

productions which form entangled layers in the bottom of

streams in the colder parts of England. But it is difficult

to conceive what could have given rise to this statement

;

for the Water Flannel has no one of the peculiarities of

Oscillatoria corium, which, moreover, is glossy and slimy.

Mr. Hardyman reported it to be a water-plant called Con-
ferva sordida, or, as he called it (Hibernice), a kind of

fresh-water sea-weed ; and he was nearly, though not

quite, right ; for it is a true Conferva. C. sordida, how-
ever, differs ; has another colour, and a silkiness which is

rendered impossible in this plant by the carbonate of lime

that clothes it. Another authority assured the Linnean
Society that the Water Flannel is the Conferva fluviatilis

of Linnasus, a more extraordinary error than that of Mr.
Don. I happen to know that, in two of these cases,

the observers had the real Water Flannel submitted to

them, for portions of it were placed in my hands at the same
time ; and there is little reason to doubt that the speci-

mens laid before the Linnean Society were the same.
The Water Flannel is really the Conferva crispa of Dill-

wyn, or the C. capillaris of Linnseus, known for years for

the singular property it has of forming beds of rough,

entangled, curling threads.

And for what purposes, we may ask, is this small plant

intended ? Is it for food for man or animals, or for

decorating the waters in which it grows, or for adding
to wealth or comfort in any way? It is hard to answer
selfish questions of this sort. That it has its use we may
rest assured ; but whether for us or our fellow-creatures it

is scarcely within my province to determine. I may, how-
ever, suggest, that it, like all such agents, is probably one
of the great means of moving the hidden springs of the

natural world. It swarms in waters, where it floats and
grows with inconceivable rapidity. What does it grow on,

unless the decaying matter in which all water abounds,
and which tends to pollute it? It is therefore a purifier

of the streams. It is cast by the waters on the mea-
dows, and carries with every 1000 lbs. weight of it, 400 lbs.

and upwards of carbonate of lime, 200 lbs. of carbon,
with at least 15 lbs of the air called nitrogen. These are

manures which the Water-Flannel rescues from the flood
to increase the vigour unJ abundance; of the land. Jiut
it is also the nest of insects and animalcules, which wander
amidst its trackless fields and feed upon its produce.
Surely these are uses enough without a hacknied appeal
to the admiration of what are called inquiring minds.
But it may be that nature intends such plants for

higher purposes. One quarter of its weight consists of
starch and azotised substance ; that is to say, of the nutri-

tious matter that gives bread its value. Why, then, might
not the Water-Flannel be converted into food in times of
scarcity ? It would certainly be far better than the bread
of bark and straw which has been sometimes used.— R. jj.

:ar-

seeds

TO OBTAIN FLOWERING PLANTS OF SALVIA
SPLENDENS IN THE MONTHS OF MARCH
AND APRIL.

This small lateral shoots from large specimens of in-
different vigour, and which were previously bloomed the
current season, were formed as cuttings in the last week
of October, and struck in store pots of 12 each, within a
span-roofed box, resting within two inches of a hot flue,

in a propagating-house. When in a suitable state for
potting off, pots of small and large 48 size were prepared
by placing an inverted thumb-pot over the cavity of each
as drainage (or circulating medium,) and around each
small pot were added, up to its level, portions of half-
decomposed manure in a thoroughly dried and coarse
state, pressed close.

A struck cutting from 'the store pot was then inserted

in each, and in many instances a flake of the dried manure
was placed immediately over the cavity of the small in-
verted pot, upon which each cutting, with its detached
portion of roots, &c. generally rested.

The compost used was two parts of yellow loam, with a
third portion of the same dried manure reduced through
a sieve of two-eighths of an inch wide in the wire a small
quantity of sand being added. The first situation in which
they were placed when potted o.T was within the span-
roofed box or frame in which they were struck, from
whence, when fully established, they were removed for a
short period upon the pit of an Orchidaceous-house

; and
from this position they were finally transferred to the
south end of a span-rooted stove, which was also employed
in the spiing as a Forcing. house. This structure was
heated by an ordinary Hue running round the house, which

being in an exposed situation, required a high temperature

during winter, and consequently the atmosphere was dry.

The plants were placed upon an elevated shelf against the

south front glass, and also upon the platform beneath,

over the flue, which was covered with sphagnum and
surfaced with sand in order to counteract the intense heat

by copious watering.

In addition to the potted cuttings, the same process

was applied to larger plants, the whole of which had pre-

viously bloomed in an indifferent state of growth. The
latter were cut back a short time previous to the opera-
tion, in order to accumulate their sap as far as their
lateral growth permitted. The only difference observed
with the shifted plants was, a great reduction of the soil

in which they had been previously grown, and the inverted
pot used for internal circulation (or drainage) was pro-
portionate in size to the large twenty-fours or sixteens to
which the plants were removed; the quantity of dried
manure employed was also in proportion. The larger
specimens, including the whole of the shifted plants,
were excited to growth by being placed upon a bed of tan
previous to their final removal to the stove. Being, as
before stated, exposed to a high temperature and ungenial
atmosphere, humidity was maintained by frequent
syringings, &c. at appropriate hours.

The above mode of potting was adopted apart from
any previous knowledge of its application or probable
effect. In the instance of the potted cuttings nothing
short of a failure was anticipated, from the extremely
rapid circulation which was expected to follow ; and on
this account the plants excited little interest until their
uniform and exuberant growth proved, satisfactorily, that
the proportions, arrangement, and quality of the mate-
rials used in the process of potting, had answered the
great end always sought for in high cultivation—namely,
an uniform circulation of moisture.
The appearance of the plants during the progress of

their growth, especially of the cuttings in 48 sized pots,
up to the season of bloom, was luxuriant and uniform in
the highest degree, indicating the vigour of seedlings
rather than of cuttings, and even led to an inquiry
whether they were not some new species I During
March and April they presented a very interesting
appearance, with their long brilliant spikes of orange-
scarlet, mingling at that season with other gay produc-
tions of the forcing-house, but surpassing them all for
elegance and beauty.

I conceive that the principles involved in the foregoing
instance of successful cultivation, with portions of plants
previously exhausted by blossoming, afford conclusive
evidence in favour of opinions advanced elsewhere,
namely, that—

1

1st—The vigour of plants is in proportion to the excit-
ability of their organs.
2nd—A progressive and accumulative system of cultiv-

ation is alone capable of obtaining the greatest possible
effects, from any proportionate amount of agency to which
plants are exposed.

3d—The greatest possible effects in cultivation do not
in any case depend upon the presence or absence of any
single element of support, nor upon any given amount of
material or agency, but in the judicious combination of
all the materials or agencies which are essential.

4th—An adaptation of those agencies to the progres-
sive stages of growth in plants is essential, if the best
possible effects of cultivation are to be obtained.

5th—The subserviency of the highest given amount of
material to the legitimate object of cultivation will be the
nearest test of an ultimate effect.

6th—The best result produced by an inferior amount of
material is only an approximate effect.

7th—The greatest extent of healthy development in the
organs of plants is equal to an ultimate effect in growth.

8th—The subserviency of the greatest extent of growth
to an uniform development of flower-buds is equal to an
ultimate effect in bloom, which is the highest object of
cultivation.

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. XLIX.
Aspidiotus conchiformis (The Apple^tree Muss el

Scale, or Dry Scale).—Upon the trunks and branches of
Apple and Pear-trees there are found two species of Scale-
insects, the former of which we will now describe and
figure. They are so small, and partake so completely of the
substance, colour, and character of the bark, that an un-
practised eye would not suspect they were the produc-
tion and habitation of an insect, and I believe that some
allied species attached to the Ash and other trees have
been mistaken, even by philosophers, for Lichens, &c.
The little animals sticking to the bark of the Apple-

trees are so similar to Mussel-shells, that Geoffroy called
them "Le Kermes en ecaille de moule," but instead of
giving them an appropriate scientific name, he designated
them as the Chermes arborum-linearis. Gmelinhasin
some measure supplied the deficiency, by describing them
under the name of Coccus conchiformis; but if he had
applied the term of Mytiliformis, Mussel-shaped, it would
have been more significant. These scales do not lie in

one direction, as others generally do, with their heads
downward, for some of the Apple-tree Scales are placed
vertically, others obliquely, and many have a transverse

direction (fig. 1), and sometimes they are crowded together
in immense multitudes in every possible position, even
lying one over another. The scales are hard, dark, and
shining ; they are exceedingly like a minute Mussel-shell
but rather more elongated ; they are slightly curved'
transversely wrinkled, rounded at the tail, and attenuated
at the head, which is semi-cylindric, less opaque, and of a
rusty colour (fig. 2). These adhere firmly to the bark
having the margins broad beneath and woolly (fi> 3/
and when dislodged, the space they had covered aimears

,
. ,

--*.- tirel
y filled wit °-

white oval eggs, amounting sometimes to 50 or more (fie; 5) -

they are rather larger than in most species I think, and
produce little white flat Cocci, with two antenna* and six
legs; theyare lively and run about for several days, but
having fix«diii mselves then grow, and by degrees become
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very different creatures to what they -were immediately
after their birth.

On opening the Scale and taking out the female, I found

that she was not attached to the shield, and that conse-

quently this Mussel-scale is not a true Coccus, but an

Aspidiotus ; it was a fat yellow-green maggot, nearly

orbicular, very convex, shining, with distinct transverse

strise, indicating the abdominal segment ; a pale brown
line was visible down the back, from the alimentary canal,

shining through the thin and transparent skin (fig. 6). I

looked in vain for a rostrum in the only female I could

find alive, and I was equally unable to detect any legs or

eyes; indeed, it seems very doubtful whether the' latter

are possessed by any of the female Coccidse in their adult

state, although they are very distinct, but very minute
when they are first hatched.

A contributor to the " Gardeners' Magazine" says,
" A scale of a brown colour, pointed at both ends, and less

than half the size of a seed of common Flax, abounds in

the North of Cambridgeshire, on the branchlets of old

Apple-trees, and in unlading the trees in autumn of their

ruddy riches, here and there an Apple occurs to whose
rind one or more of these scales firmly adhere, and where
it must have become fixed before the Apple's growth was
finished ; as when the scale is removed, a slight depres-

sion in the rind of the Apple is perceptible." The same
scale, it is said, is very prevalent in Cheshire on the Pear-

trees, where it is considered to be injurious to the fruit,

as by clinging to the rind it prevents the fruit from swell-

ing to its full size. It is asserted that Peaches, Apricots,

Plums, &c, suffer from the attacks of the Mussel-scale,

and if young Ribston-pippins, and some varieties of Pears
be planted near any other Apple or Pear-tree that already

supports these insects, they will speedily migrate to them.
The same observer says, " I believe this disease is mostly, if

not entirely, confined to wall-fruit in the open air, stand-

ards not affording them sufficient warmth and shelter

during our winters especially in Scotland, where they have
been very abundant and very troublesome. They attach
themselves to the bark, and by means of their rostrum
they soon exhaust a branch so completely of its sap, that

it withers and dies." Mr. Ingpen recommends Ci two or
three applications in the spring, at intervals of one or two
weeks, of strong lime-water with a brush, and a dusting of

quicklime before the branches get dry ; or a washing of

soft soap and water, using also the powdered lime," which
is perfectly harmless to vegetable life.

Although it is generally trained trees that are most

attacked by the Mussel-scales, I have seen standards so

covered with them, that they were completely hide-bound

it might be said, so that it was impossible for the trees to

increase in size. I doubt not that the best plan for get-

ting rid of these Scales is to scrape the bark with a wooden
knife, so as to bruise and crush the females without

lacerating the tree, and immediately after to wash over the

trunk and branches with some gas-tar. If any other

mixture should be preferred, the best season for applying

it will be in May, when the young ones are creeping from

tinder the scales, and are easily destroyed ; but they are

so minute that it will be necessary to use a magnifying-

glass to ascertain when they are hatched and in motion.

—

Ruricola*

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XLII.
The frosts have at length settled the flowers for the

season, and the falling leaves warn us that winter is at

hand. If greenhouse plants were housed before the frost

began, they will now require but little attention except to

give them plenty of air and keep them as hardy as possible.

Some of the most forward of the Cinerarias which are now
hawing bloom will require to be repotted, and probably

some of the earliest potted young plants of Calceolarias

and Pelargoniums would be the better for a little more pot-

room. From this time to the other side of Christmas

you can scarcely keep your Pelargoniums too dry, so long

as they do not flag, and young plants of kinds that do not

bloom freely should be rather cramped for pot-room.

The buds of the earliest Chrysanthemums are now swell-

ing fast, and where they promise to bloom freely it will be
»s well to thin the blooms out a little, and that without
delay. The plants must be well supplied with moisture, and
if a little weak liquid manure is given to them occasionally
it will be of service—however, let it be weak, for it is

wrong to give plants strong manure or gross food at a
time when there is not sufficient light to elaborate the
juices properly. Plants in frames cannot have too much
air or be kept too cold, so long as they are not frosted ;

but above all things keep them free from rain and from
becoming wet in any way.

In the flower-garden the principal work will be to get
the beds cleared of the old plants, and prepared ready for

planting with Tulips, Hyacinths, Ranunculuses, &c, &c.
In clearing the old plants away, roots of Salvia patens,

Lobelias, Dahlias, and the like, may be stowed in a dry

shed or cellar, and covered with dry tan, ashes, or leaf-

mould, until the spring. It is not advisable to keep Bulbs

of Tigridias dry through the winter, as they seldom
*

get sufficiently ripened in this country, and to dry a bulb
that is not fully ripe is certainly injurious to it. For
some years I have made it a rule to place these bulbs

under the greenhouse stage, and I have invariably suc-

ceeded in keeping them better than when I used to dry
them off. Where there is convenience and a little heat—if

bottom-heat all the better—it is a good plan to pot a

quantity of the best scarlet and variegated Pelargoniums,
and shorten in the branches to where they are pretty well

ripened. These, if forced for a few weeks, to make them
form young shoots an inch long, and then hardened off in

the greenhouse until spring, will make beautiful dwarf
bushy plants for bedding out, and will bloom more pro-

fusely than young luxuriant plants. In the Chronicle of

last year, Mr. Gordon recommended Pelargoniums and
such like strong-growing plants to be preserved through
the winter in large boxes in layers of dry peat, and then to

place the boxes in some dry room or cellar ; and doubtless

this is an excellent plan for a great number of things. The
plants may be taken out of the boxes, and potted towards
the end of March, and will make pretty plants for planting

out in May.
Trenching and all kinds of new ground work must be

proceeded with as fast as possible, so as to get all altera-

tions completed before the new year.— W. P. Ayres,
Brooklands.

LIST OF FLOWERING PLANTS FOR FORCING.
As the readers of the Chronicle have shown much in-

terest of late in Flower-forcing, I beg to submit a list,

with a few hasty remarks thereon, which may serve to

refresh the memory of those who are preparing for a win-
ter campaign of this kind ; and, in the first place, the sub-
ject naturally divides itself into three heads : viz., 1st,

tribes which naturally bloom through winter; 2d, retarded

autumn flowers ; 3d, early forcing. This subject is yet in

its infancy, if we consider the eligibility of many plants,

which have either been introduced, or brought into public

notice afresh, within the last few years. Mr. Beaton has,

I perceive, fairly caught the mania, and has done much
towards drawing attention to the subject ; I hope he will

continue his labours on this head, as he is both able,

and has the opportunity, to advance the branch of garden-
ing. I will now submit my enumeration of kinds as they
occur to me, and I hope that critics, instead of railing at

me, will employ their time in adding to or correcting the

lists, as, under present circumstances, it is evident that

such lists must be somewhat imperfect. If the subject

proves interesting to the readers of the Chronicle, I shall

be induced, as the long winter nights come on, to continue
observations of a practical nature on the various subjects

contained therein, as far as my experience has reached.
1 Roses, hybrid China, F R
2 . . Perpetual, &c., F R
3 . . Provens tribes, F
4 Sweet Briar, F
5 Cinerarias, F R N
6 Bulbs, chiefly Dutch, as per

the London lists, F N
7 Hedychiums (see Mr. Beaton's

remarks in the Chronicle) , F
3 Lily of the Valley, F
9 Amar3'llis of all kinds, F N
10 Panci atiums, F
1

1

Lachenalias, F N
12 Violets, F N
IS Azaleas, North American, and

their hardy hybrids, F
14 Azaleas, Indian, and their

tender hybrids, F
15 Rhododendrons, various, F
16 Bog plants in general, as Rho-

dora, Daphne, Kalmia, Erica,
&c. &c, F N

17 Persian Lilacs, F
18 Poinsettias, N
19 Gesnera clongata, &c, F N
20 Cyclamens, N
21 Chinese Primrose, F N
22 Geraniums, or rather Pelar-

goniums, selected by their
habits and adaptability, F R

23 Euphorbias, R N
24 Tropjeolum tricolorum, F
25 Bletias, F N

26 Phaius, F N
27 Mignonette, F R
28 Mezercon, N
20 Hepntioas, N
30 SciUas, N
31 Hclleborus hyemalis, N
32 Camellias, F R
33 Oranges, F
34 Chrysanthemums, R N
35 Chorozemas, N
36 Calceolarias, F R
37 Pinks, F R
38 Gardenias, F
39 Chimonanthus, F N
40 Honeysuckle, F
41 Linum flavum arboreum, F
42 Ericas, winter-flowering sorts,

N
43 Ribes sanguineum, F
44 Correeas, F
45 Cytisus canariensis, and

others, F N
46 Epacrises, F
47 Tussilago fragrans, F N
48 Pultenrea stricta, F
49 Cacti, F
50 Justicia salicifolia, F R
51 Cypripcdiums, N
52 Polygalas, R
53 Lechenaultia, R
54 Luculia ?

55 Plumbago capensis and rosea,

FR
Abbreviations used:—F, forced flowers; R, retarded summer or

autumn flowers; N, natural season of flowering.

Most or all of the above list possess capabilities for

blooming through winter or the dull season—say from the

beginning of November to the end of March, after which
flowers are easily obtained. For many of them a cool pit

or frame would suffice : for others, a common dung frame ;

and hence the small amateur may indulge in flower-forcing

as well as his more wealthy neighbour. For the generality

of plants in this list, however, something more complete
is wanted, and one grand desideratum is, to secure a per-

manent bottom-heat of 80° to 85°. The next grand point

is abundance of light—at least a roof capable of receiving

all that the season affords ; and these, with a perfect com-
mand of atmosphere and moisture, constitute the three

great requisites. However, much may be done during
summer previous to the forcing of any given tribe; and
one of the principal maxims may be illustrated by the old

country saying, viz., " Early to bed, early to rise." If

thorough justice could be done to the subject, I am per-

suaded that many things should be forced into wood
slightly in the previous spring ; in fact, take the old

Provens and Moss Rose for instance: if these must be
obtained by Christmas, they ought to be accelerated as

early in the previous spring as the beginning of March, in

some comfortable pit, with, if possible, a small amount of

bottom-heat. These plants, with proper management,
ought to be turning yellow in the leaf by the early part of
September, and by the end of that month should be re-
moved to the coldest situation the garden affords ; in fact,
behind some north wall, to gather the principle of excita-
bility,—./*, Errington.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Planting.—I read in the Chronicle of the 16th and of

the 30th September letters on the subject of Planting. In
the former was one article, signed " W. H. Humphreys,
Vicar's Cross Nursery }*' in the latter were two—the first

was headed " Planting," the last was signed u Quercus."
The sentiments conveyed in the one signed " Quercus"
are so much at variance with those of the two others,

that I beg to call attention to their contents. But it is

necessary first to observe, that what I say on the subject

of Plantations are not to be considered as objects of indi-

vidual but of national importance ; for the planter, in 19
cases out of 20, does not benefit by his plantations in the

way of profit, although he may rejoice in his work be-

cause he feels that he is doing good to his country and to

those that come after him. This, I think, is true patriot-

ism ! Now if this is so, I cannot concur in the opinion

of "'Quercus," nor do I think it of equal value with that

of Mr. Humphreys, who, writing from a Nursery, is inte-

rested in that on which he writes, and, with experience on
his side, avows, by his signature, his readiness to stand

by his statements—nay, more, he recommends the system
which he finds profitable, after having practised it for a
period of 27 years on a large plantation of 450 acres.

The other letter, headed "Planting," is in strict accord-

ance with Mr. Humphreys' report; and he heartily re-

joices in that which he personally visited and examined.

Now it is necessary that " Quercus" should bring forward
some testimony to support his views similar to that which
Mr. Humphreys and " R. S. L." have done, and point

out some plantations formed of the same extent, or at

least of similar age, where investigation might be made

;

so that those who may be disposed to plant might decide

what method to adopt. The plantations of Dr. Thackeray
are specified as evidence of the system approved of by
Mr. Humphreys, after examination, and by the planter,

"R.S.L,," on the same conviction, viz., ocular demon-
stration. Nerquis (the scene of these plantations) is, I

believe, not 15 miles from Chester, and therefore can
easily be visited. Now, let M Quercus" point out planta-

tions of the same age and extent in any district and at

the same elevation, 800 feet above the level of the sea;

so that gentlemen desirous to serve their country and
adorn it by plantations may visit each, and then decide

which course they ought to follow. I shall be gratified if

I find even a single individual has been led by these re-

marks to make personal investigation into so important a
matter, in order that he may decide whether he should

prune, as Dr. Thackeray has done, or only occasionally,

as recommended by " Quercus." I think that Dr.
Thackeray, in employing his means so largely in ornament-
ing the mountains near him, is conferring a benefit on his

country, and setting an example well worthy imitation.—'

Pro bono Publico.

Large Egg.—Mr. J. Cook, of Garstang, has a duck of

the common species that produced an egg on Monday
last, Oct. 9, 1843, which weighed four ounces and a
quarter.

—

Facile.

Heating.—Wanting to get a great quantity of damp or
dry heat, as the case may be, I have built a vertical tank
or an intended warm wall round a small forcing-house,

and while it is drying I should feel greatly obliged by a
word of information and advice from any of your corre-

spondents as to the best plan to be adopted should my
own scheme fail in operation. After various inquiries

as to the merits and demerits of all manner of cements,
and from fear of any insecure plastered affair, I determined
from my aggregate of information to adopt the following

plan, executed by the best workmen and with the best
materials. I used a kind of soapy-working stone-mortar,
made from what in Norfolk we call Heydon Lime—they
say that this lime will set under water ; it is used in all

water-works, and its qualities are much talked of. On a
capital foundation laid in this mortar I hud 12-inch
pavements, (having been thoroughly soaked in water;)
placed horizontally ; upon these are set, edgeways, other
12-inch pavements, two deep, and 5^ inches apart ; at the
backjof these are laid hard white bricks on edge, (also perfectly

saturated with water,) with a half-inch cavity between the

pavements and brick-work, which is filled with grouting.

All this was very carefully and slowly done with the afore-

said mortar; and which, supported all ways, I expect will

form a perfectly solid mass to contain the water. My
boiler allows me 18 or 20 inches in depth, which, by 5%
inches in width, gives me a great body of water for heat-

ing. The question I want to ask is, whether you think

this plan will stand moderately hot, for it will not be boil-

ing, water ? If not, what would you recommend to make
the sides impervious to hot water? "Will the water form
a sufficient deposit to stop the pores? Do you think that

the hot water acting upon the mortar will act as a solvent

to it ? Is there any chemical solution that would saturate

and harden so as to stop leakage should it occur? Would
you paint the joints with any particular cement ? I a^

first thought of your recommendation of Francis and Co.,

No. 2 cement, oiled and turpentined, but all the prac-

tical men say that this kind of casing will not stand satis-

factorily, or near so well as my plan will do. There is

Rock Park Cement—and I thought of some kind ofgrease

mixed with the lime, &c. &c.,or perhaps, as I have heard,

Naphtha-varnish might be tried for the inside ;
but I have

my doubts as to the efficacy of these. I shall be thankful

for any suggestion ; and should my plan succeed, or should

I adopt any other, I shall be glad to propagate through

your Chronicle any particulars or information I can give

respecting it. In your « Home Corresponuence Mr. W.

Hurst ofWarrington mentions heating by earthen pipes

:

would you, or would he, be kind enough to inform me with

what material they are jointed, or how the joints are put
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together, as this is a most important point of inquiry in so

good and cheap a plan.— W.B.H. [As these points interest

a great many persons, instead of answering them ourselves

•we refer them to the kind assistance of our correspondents.

We can only say that, as far as our experience at present

goes, good cement, without sand, quickly and skilfully

applied, will stand all the heat communicated by a hot-

water apparatus. "With regard to earthen pipes, they are

about to be employed in the garden of the Horticultural

Society, jointed with cement, by way of experiment. The
pipes there employed are two feet long, of the red earth

from which common chimney-pots are made, and formed

"with a shoulder at the smaller end, so that when they are

fitted together, the edge of one rests upon the shoulder of

the other. We cannot conceive that such an apparatus

as W. B. H. has constructed can fail of holding water.

What we do not perceive is how, by its means, heat is to

be made damp or dry at pleasure ; the walls will probably

be always damp enough to affect the air of the house,

though they will not leak.]

Clover Dodder.—In your last Number, Professor Hens-
low has pointed out a character in the flowers of the spe-

cies of Cuscuta which he supposes to have been hitherto

imperfectly noted. I would, however, refer Professor

Henslow and your readers to Mr. Babington's Paper on

the Structure of "Cuscuta europEea," in Vol. XVIII.
of the ** Linnsean Transactions/' in which the cha-

racter of the scales and their accompanying corona are

fully described, and figures of the corona in the various

species of Cuscuta are given. These figures, and the

descriptions of the species, were copied into the " Phyto-

logist" for July, 1842. It is also to Mr. Babington, in

conjunction with Mr. G. S. Gibson, of Saffron Walden,
that we are indebted for the past notice of the Clover

Dodder, which Mr. Babington described and named in

the February Number of the " Phytologist" of the pre-

sent year.— J?. Lankester.
Speculative Manures.—It has struck me that prussiate

of potash ought to be a very powerful manure—of course
I do not suppose that so expensive an article could be used
except in flower cultivation, but I think it worth trying in

that
; it has all the elements which, according to Liebig,

are the most necessary for the growth of plants. There
are many plants, particularly bulbs, which are very diffi-

cult to manure in any way, and I think it probable that by
trying some of these organico-chemical compounds, we
may find the means of promoting their growth without
the risk of killing them, which there certainly is from
applying manure. Did you ever hear of watering Orchi-
daceous Epiphytes with soap and water ? I have experi-
enced great benefit from it in New South Wales.—J. F.
Bxdwill.

New Food for Sheep.—Whilst T was at Geneva in the
autumn of 1837, I observed every one collecting carefully
the fruit of the Horse-chesnut, and on inquiry I learnt
that the butchers and holders of grazing-stock bought it

readily at a certain price per bushel. I inquired of my
butcher, who himself kept a very extensive grazing-farm,
and he told me it was given to those sheep in particular
that were fattening. The Horse-chesnuts were well
crushed; something in the way, so 1 understood, that
Apples are, previous to cider being made. They are
crushed or cut up in a machine kept solely, in Switzer-
land, for that purpose ; then about two pounds' weight is

given to each sheep morning and evening. Sheep eat it

greedily
; it must be portioned out to them, as too much

Would disagree with them, it being of a very heating
Mature. The butcher told me that it gave an excellent
rich flavour to the meat. The Geneva mutton is noted
for being as highly flavoured as any in England or Wales.
*-F. Z)., Elysee.

The Coreless Pear.—I send a sample of Pears, pretty
largely grown in the lower part of Kent, and known as the
Coreless Pear. It is known in Covent Garden by
that name. It is a good bearer, generally, but the fruit is

extremely liable to be shaken down by the wind. The
**erit of the Pear consists in its being the best baking Pear
in

- Christendom : baked in a slack oven till soft, or till

,—dried, it makes quite a sweetmeat.

ry, wnere baked Apples are sometimes the
only out-of-doors ripe fruit, it deserves to be known.—
Este. [The Coreless Pear which we have cultivated under
that name is of a reddish russet-brown colour. It is fre-

quently destitute of seeds, but always contains the cells.
I'he flesh is apt to decay at the core :

or, if this does not
^ke place, as it softens it becomes mealy—at least this
was found to be the case in 1336. The specimens
deceived are yet hard, and may be difFerent. They cer-
tainly bake well in the manner described.]

Something Remarkable.—A short time ago a person
*as cutting down an Ash-tree in the neighbourhood of
Jutland, and having observed an excrescence on the
trunk, proceeded to cut it off with an axe, when he was

rience. A few days since I thus tried some seeds fresh Mr. Fair stated the powers of various manures, and some

— vsunstenaora : oaK<

slightly—very slightly
* n this country, where

surprised to find a quantity of moss in the centre, which
«ad every appearance of having been the nest of a wren.
°n taking out the moss from the hollow of the tree, a
large toad crawled from the middle of it. The reptile
seemed very lively at the first, but in a few minutes
became sickly and powerless, but did not die. The
excrescence was twelve feet from the ground when the
tree was growing, and on examining the timber there
aPpeared to be twenty Years' growth round the hollow
Vzrt.^Facile.
Melon Seeds—It is a common test of the excellence of

J-'Ucumber and Melon seeds, to place them for a few
?)

ln utes in water, and reject all that float as being had.
wllat degree may this test be relied on ? I will confine

yself to Melon-seeds. A few years ago I had some of
«tese sent me from Egypt, they all floated when tested as
a°ove, and yet I found aot one in ten bad on actual eape-

from the fruit ; they almost all sunk ; I threw away those

that floated, and dried the rest. Accidentally mixing

some more untried seed with these, I subjected the whole

to a fresh trial, and was much surprised to find that they

all (with the exception of some half-dozen seeds) floated.

They had all, however, so much the appearance of good

sound seeds, and were saved from fruit so healthy and

fine, that I kept them, nothing doubting but that like

my Egyptian seeds, they would prove good after all. But

here is a case of the same seeds tried twice within three

weeks, sinking in one case and floating in the other. I

should be much gratified to see an explanation of this, if

it be of sufficient general interest to deserve notice

—

A. Z.

Spirits of Tar —As requested, I beg to state the result

of my experiments with Spirits of Tar, to preserve Peas

and Beans from the attacks of Pheasants. As soon as my
first crops of Peas and Beans began to break through the

soil, they were, as usual, voraciously attacked by the

Pheasants. I procured some Spirits of Tar, and having

diluted it with water in the proportion of one gallon of the

Spirit to 24 gallons of water, I poured it over the rows of

Peas and Beans with a watering-pot and rose : the Phea-

sants never touched them afterwards. I should add that

the solution appeared rather too strong for the Beans, as

some of them turned black after the application, although

they afterwards shot up three or four stalks to a root. I

do not think that the Spirit acts as a manure; on the

contrary, I purposely watered only half of my second crop,

and I observed that for some time after those watered

had a sickly yellow appearance, and did not grow so fast

or look so well as those left unwatered, although they pro-

duced equally as good a result. Finding my first crop of

Dwarf French Beans to come up very sickly, I examined

the roots and found the cotyledons full of a small species

of maggot. Thinking that the Spirit of Tar might do good,

when I sowed again, before coveting in the rows, I watered

them with a strong solution of it, and the result was that

they came up very strong and healthy, and the produce

was enormous; whilst the first crop gradually dwindled

away, and d.ied a premature death.— J". W. C.

Turnips— I have sent you a Swede Turnip, being a

fair sample from a 7 acre field of poor strong Loam,

which was thoroughly drained in the spring, 4 yards apart

and 30 inches deep, with tiles and stones. The Swedes

were sown early in May, the land was in a very rough

state, having only received one ploughing and harrowing.

No farm-yard manure was used, but 4 c*t. of Guano and

1 sack of common salt were distributed broadcast per acre.

The mildew attacked them about a fortnight ago, and

since that time they have grown but little. They were

drilled on the ridge 27 inches apart, and about 9 inches

between each Turnip ; the intermediate ones were thinned

out by hand, so as to have them at uniform distances. It

may be stated that this crop is the wonder of the neigh-

bourhood, on account of its being produced on land

hitherto considered far too poor to grow either Swedes or

Barley. The last year's crop was Wheat, and of course

in common rotation the present would have been a

fallow. The expense of manuring, cartage, labour, and

sowingi was 55.s. per acre, and I apprehend the crop will

be from 25 to 3<> tons per acre,—but this will be exactly-

stated when sold and weighed. About 20 other acres,

similarly treated, have produced abundant crops of Oats,

Potatoes, and Yellow Bullock Turnips, on land which

(before drainage) only yielded last year G sacks and 2

bushels of Oats per acre.—J". M. [This was a green

topped Swede Turnip, having considerable resemblance to

the variety raised by Mr. Skirving, and was of a globular

shape, with a clear smooth skin, quite free from carbuncle

or rust. Its greatest diameter was about 7£ inches ; it

was very firm and compact, and weighed b% lbs. without

either top or tail.]

Bees.— Mr. John Richmond, of Scorton near Garstang,

took a hive of Bees on the 26th September, 1843, the

combs and honey of which weighed 92 lbs. The Bees

were only put into the hive on June 12, 1843.

—

Facile.

Observations made at the Lytham Agricultural Asso-

ciation, Oct. 3, 1843.—Mr. Lauder, of Salwick Hall, sur-

passed all competitors for the greatest length of drainage
;

the extent of his draining measured 22 miles. On the

whole of Mr. Clifton's estate, 182,615 yards or 103 miles

of draining have been last year completed. This is a

further proof of what M. Saul has stated at p. 519, re-

specting peat drains. Here men of experience are adopt-

ing what Mr. Smith condemns, because they find it just

the reverse of Mr. Smith's opinion ; perhaps the peat

here is of a different texture to any Mr. Smith has had

the opportunity of seeing. Lytham is about 20 miles

from Nateby, and in the county of Lanark. This meeting

has surpassed any other in this part of the country. A
Mr. Fair has introduced a new kind of draining turf,

called tile turf. It appears from the description he gives,

to be well calculated for draining purposes, and to be more

available and permanent than the wedge-form turf. Mr.

Ward, of Westby Hall, gained the first prize for Beans

grown on land which previously to being drained was of a

swampy wet nature, and scarcely worth 10s. an acre. The

Beans this year grew six feet in height. Mr. Ashcroft,

of Halsall, near Orroskirk, had some Bokhara Clover,

which he sowed in the middle of April and mowed at the

end of last August ; this plant emits a rich aroma, and is

much used, it is said, in the adulteration of green tea.

Some ears of the Egyptian Wheat which Mr. Ashcroft

showed, attracted great curiosity; they were the produce

of a few seeds which had been inclosed with an Egyptian

years ago. The ears have a few awns on

results of experiments tried on land at Lytham— the

crop was Turnips. Upon two statute perches tilled with
farm-yard manure he had obtained 55 stone of Turnips,
and 15 stone of tops : the same quantity of land where
guano had been used produced 47$ stone of Turnips, and
20 stone 6 lbs of tops. He wished to call their attention

to the following facts regarding the difference between
farm-yard manure and guano: farm-yard manure pro-

duced more Turnips— the most valuable parr, but guano
more tops ; with gallaxoide ( ? ?) he had 51 stone 3 lbs. of

Turnips, and 19 stone 8 lbs of tops ; nitrate of soda, 39
stone 7 lbs, and 20 stone of tops; with compost, a mix-
ture in which Moss copping formed a part, he had 49

stone 7 lbs of Turnips, and 42 stone of tops. From
these results he was of opinion that farm-yard manure was

the best.

—

Facile.

Weeds in Ponds.—In answer to
fiAliquts," p. 721, you

say "there are no means of keeping down Weeds in

ponds except very frequent cutting them." This is very

true, and the most simple thing you can make use of to

cut ihem with is a pair of swans. At this place, three

years back, the lake was so crowded with weeds that it

was almost impossible to grt a boat across it, but a pair

of swans were turned upon it, and they with their broods

in the following summer so completely routed the weeds,

that the water at the present time is as free from them as

could possibly be desired. It is considered, I believe,

that five swans will eat as much grass as a horse, and as

aquatic weeds are more natural to them than grass, it is

easy to conceive how soon a quantity of them will rid a

large pond of weeds. I mention this fact, knowing it will

be of use, and from the conviction that it is not generally

known, at least I was ignorant of it until I came to reside

here,— W. P. Ayres, Brooklands.
Snails.— I have found decaying blooms of Sunflower

to be the best traps for Snails.

—

C.

The Grey Wagtail.—I am inclined to think the fol-

lowing anecdote of one of the feaihered race may not be

unacceptable to some of your readers whose tastes agree

with ray own, and if so, I certainly owe some return

which I am quite willing to pay. The bird in question

is the Motacilla boarula, the Grey Wagtail :
—

" Before I

had left my bed on the morning of the 28th ult., I heard

a continuous knocking, which at first I attributed to the

servants, and thought nothing particular of it; but hear-

ing it again repeated as I was dressing, I went out ot the

room to ascertain whence it proceeded, when I imme-

diately found by the sound, that it was the noise of rap-

ping outside a window. Was, then, some one knocking

for admission ? Soon I discovered my visitor, in the

aforesaid pretty little bird. Tap, tap, tap, went its bill

against the glass of a window over the staircase ;
and then

it retired a little way up the tiling of a roof which slopes

down by the side of the window, and shortly came back

again, sometimes flying lightly against the upper panes.

I learnt from the servants, that this was the second

m
th

son tor this exj

language in Ornithology, the elegant little creature looked

sadly careworn, having really an appearance of over-

anxiety about it ; its neck, in particular, being very thin

and pinched. Why and wherefore I cannot say, unless

with a correspondent of the 'Zoologist/ last August, I

believe that the poor bird is a disconsolate widower, and

seeing himself in the glass, ' mistakes his own mould of

form°for the person of his lost mate.' In this manner

his emaciated appearance would be accounted for ; but I

fear me,, the facts of the present case are against so

romantic an explanation ; for, to this window there is no

blind (as there was in the other instance,) to show to the

bird the beautiful plumage of his consort or himself.

And I should rather be inclined to agree with Mr.

Doubleday, in another number of the same periodical

(No. V., for June,) who remarks, in reference to a simi-

lar instance, that he has no doubt the bird faucies

it sees insects, a much more vulgar thought. But I

cannot feel quite satisfied with this explanation. For why-

should the bird in so many places make the same mistake?

(for we have four separate instances of the same kind,)

and why persist so continually in a useless search when it

might find plenty elsewhere? Has the bird been to

school and learnt " Non sine sudore dulcis est cibus?'

There is one circumstance, especially, which militates

against this supposition, viz., that several wagtails of the

common pied kind (M.Yarrellii, till lately supposed the

with M. alba of Linnseus,) have been on the roof

. learnt from the servants, that tms was tue secona

norning of its visit; a«d one of them remarked, 'Poor

bine ! it, is terrifying itself sadly-' There was some rea-

on lor this expression ; for, in truth, if one may use such

same
at the same time with Monsieur Boarula and even have

come down to the window-sill to see what engaged his

attention but none of them have made the least attempt

to peck at the supposed insects : and yet there were young

birds, too, among them, (readily known by the straw-

colour tint of the white parts), and surely some of these

were likely to fall into the same error- or in all likeli-

hood they would have imitated, like all young things, the

action of their elders, if this were not, as it appears to

rue must be the case, some peculiarity of the species. I

have thought the glass may have the appearance of water

to the bird, and in the morning, when covered inside with

dew, this would not be altogether a delusion, and that this

might be the attraction, but the same objections lie

against this explanation as against the other. I am bound

in fairness to state that the window is rather spotted with

dirt, which may look like insects, but then it would look

the same to the other wagtails. 1 would have had the

window cleaned before this, to see if the cleansing of the

ti

mummy 3000

the upper end, and are very open and distant between the
|

panes would make any difference, but the window is very

grains. The seed has been in his possession three years '

difficult to get at on the outside, neither will it open, that

and this year he has reaped three sheaves of thecorn.
^
I might try to tempt my visitor to walk in. This was my
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first acquaintance with Boarula—at least, I had never

before distinguished him from his near relative, the

common yellow wagtail, (M. flava or Rayi) ; but since

Yan ell's book on British Birds has been published, nobody
has any excuse for being ignorant of any of the family.

I was at first doubtful as to the species, chiefly because

there are no signs of the black gorget on the throat, which

I imagined could scarcely have disappeared so early in

the autumn, though Yarrell states it to be lost in the

winter. But I have now had so many opportunities of

observing that I am perfectly satisfied as to the species.

It allows me to approach within a couple of yards when I

stand on the top stair nearly opposite the window ; and

out of doors ] can look down upon it with a small tele-

scope from a bank above, and thence I perceive the size

and plumage of the bird is that of Boarula decidedly. The
bright yellow on the upper tail-crests is particularly

striking, and the same colour is also very rich underneath.
The throat and breast are a sort of dull buff. It is a

larger bird than Ray's wagtail, and seems very nearly if

not quite equal to its pied congeners. I need only further

mention that it paid a visit to another window yesterday

(Sunday), where, however, it did not remain long. It

is quite our constant guest, and I should say half an hour
scarcely ever elapses from sunrise to sunset without our
hearing the tapping of this feathered angel. It may annoy
some people, but to me it shall be ever welcome ; though
I must fain confess it would be still more welcome if its

visits were more like what those of other angels are said to

be, " few and far between." I have traced it down to the

village, but I never see more than this one solitary indi-

vidual of its kind, perched on a stone by the water's edge,
or running into the shallow stream to refresh itself for

another flight to its favourite window. In conclusion, I

will again state what I said before, that I cannot but
regard the habit as arising from some curious peculiarity

belonging to this species. And if any one interested in

the above account can suggest any way of discovering the
object or instinct of the bird it will give me pleasure to

try it. I think I must contrive to have the window
washed. If your readers should be inclined to consult the

"Zoologist" for particulars of the like instances I have
alluded to, I may tell them it is published monthly by
Van Voorst, of Paternoster Row, price Is. ; and they will

find it full of like entertaining information.

—

S. Warn-
ford.

Wood Pavement.— Sometime since I addressed you
on the subject of wood-pavement, and I regret very much
that none of your numerous correspondents and readers
could prevail on themselves to take the question up. It
was at lhat time one of much interest, and I may say ex-

citement. The excitement, I trust, has abated ; but the

interest which attaches to it, I am convinced, never can,

so long as our great metropolis and the great towns of

the kingdom continue to be what they are,—the Emporiums
of the world ! It struck me that your columns would not
be an unfitting vehicle of any information that might be
offered ; and, amongst your numeious friends I could not
doubt there were many of science and ability, to deal with

the subject in a manner worthy of its importance ; but
nothing was elicited. I was quite in earnest, however, in

all that I then said, and have given my mind most unre-
mittingly to the subject ever since— with what effectremains

yet to *e proved. I have a plan of wood-pavement (per-

fectly novel, 1 believe, in its construction), simple, and
I should say cheap, from the facilities it ofiers in laying

down, and its lasting properties ; and withal, so secure to

the passenger and traffic, that 1 think it can hardly fail of
recommending itself to universal adoption: if I may so

express myseif, it must establish the principle. There is

no dowelling, or rebating, or mortising
; yet there is com-

pactness that nothing can disencage, with solidity, dura-
bility, security, impermeability, applicability, facility, and
every other ty (tie) that can be requisite for its purpose

;

and most readily will I communicate on the subject with
any company or individual disposed to embark on the ex-
periment.

—

H. R., Essex.
Mildew.— l do not doubt the statement at p. 694

respecting the difference in u Aeridium Berberidis, 8nd
species of Uredo or Puccinia." But I expect it will be
seen, by the enclosed, that the Barberry is subject to what
is commonly called Mildew ; and as Mildew is contagious,
I see no reason why the common belief which I stated

does not solve the problem that' 1 Barberry blights Corn,*1

I may observe that there are doubts (what doubts ?)
respecting the real cause of Mildew ; however, it is gene-
rally understood to be a parasitical fungus, and some
believe it is more contagious to Peach and Nectarine trees
having rough leaves, than smooth ones. In the " Cale-
donian Hort. Memoirs," my father mentions the Noblesse
as an instance of the latter. That, however, is not always
the case; 1 have known that Peach infested with the pest
almost as bad as the Red Magdalen, which is very
object to Mildew.—J. Wighton. [Our worthy corre-
spondent has furnished an admirable example of the way
in which false arguments are made to seem genuine. Be
8er»d8 some Barberry leaves covered with a fungus of the
genus Erysiphe, calls them Mildewed, says that Mildew is
contag 10us, and therefore infers that "Wheat mav be Mil-dewed by contact with a Barberry. But the Mildew of

1;

lieat ls *ot produced hy a superficial fungus like an
.fcrysipne, but by an intestinal fungus of the genus Puccinia,
and consequently to p ,ace such ]eaves arJ Wheat £
not very likely to Mildew it. We really wonder that
sensible men should not see the folly of this sort of
argumentation.

J

FOREIGN CORKK8PONDENCE.
Anger, in the Island of Java, June 16, 1843. We

anchoied abreast oi the little town or village of Anger this

afternoon, and went on shore in one of the native canoes,

of which a great number were now alongside, full of the
varied animal and vegetable productions of the island for
sale. In rowing through amongst these boats, I was
much struck and amazed with their varied contents ; they
seemed to be of all grades, some only having a few
Bananas, Cocoa-nuts, sweet Potatoes, and Yams, to trade
with; while others added to these Pine-apples, Oranges,
Shaddocks, fowls ; white, grey, and jet-black monkeys,
squirrels, musk deer (the small [Javanese kind), minas,
parroquets, Java sparrows, and many other articles,

forming on the whole a very motley group to tempt those
on board. As we' rowed through them and neared the
shore, the Cocoa-nut and Banana trees, which are growing
in great numbers all along ''the coast here, formed a
striking contrast with our European vegetation, and re-
minded us that here we were in a tropical region, in the
land of the East, the climate of the sun. A splendid
Banyan-tree_(Ficus indica), having the flag-staff upon its

top, is growing close by the pier or landing-place, and has
a very pretty appearance. The Government authorities
have some very handsome shrubs and trees growing in
their gardens, the principal of which are the double
Pomegranate, the Barbadoes Flower-fence (Poincianapul-
cherrima), Jatropha multifida, covered with its scarlet

blossoms, and forming quite a tree, several kinds of Jus-
ticia, Ixora coccinea, I. rosea, and Michelia champaca,
full of its sweet-scented yellow blossoms. I also observed
a curious little water plant indigenous to Java, growing
in the garden at the Fort, named Pistia stratiotes. The
hills which form a half-circle round the plain on which
Anger is built are covered with a most luxuriant vegeta-
tion, and present to the eye a number of views of great
beauty. The little town or village is; much scattered,
having the houses built open and airy, a condition which
is absolutely indispensable to the comfort and health of
the inhabitants in a warm country like this. Here and
there amongst the houses we observed Cocoa-nut and
Plantain trees growing, as well as several other kinds,
planted for the purpose of affording shade. The roads or
avenues are very broad, straight, and generally at right
angles near the town ; some of them have hedges of the
Coral tree (Erythrina), and others have only fences made
of earth and turfed over, presenting the appearance of our
common turf dykes. The Teak tree (Tectona grandis),

and the Casuarina equisetifolia, with various other trees,

are planted at regular distances in the fences, and the
Casuarina particularly has a most graceful appearance.
The prickly Pear (Opuntia vulgaris), was also growing,
and forming fences in some places. The principal article of
agricultural produce is Rice, which is grown in great
quantities, particularly in the low marshy districts ; and
here, as in China, the water is conveyed from the heights

to irrigate the crops when necessary. The Paddy fields

are perfectly level, and if not naturally so, are carefully

levelled and surrounded by embankments to retain the
water. Indian Corn, Sugar-cane, sweet Potatoes, and
Yams, are also grown in great quantities upon the island.

The Buffalo is used in the plough, and for various
other agricultural purposes, but forming an opinion
from the specimens of ploughing which came under
my observation, they are far behind the English in this

respect ; the plough was shallow, crooked, and very much
below our standaid of good workmanship. In our rambles
we met hundreds of the natives coming towards the vil-

lage from the fields, loaded with paddy, which they carry
across their shoulders on a Bamboo-cane, in the same
manner as tie Chinese appear in the prints with their

loads of tea-chests. The Bamboo, which grows in great

quantities all over the woods, seems to be used for a

variety of purposes : all the bridges which T saw were con-
structed with it ; it made the roofs of the houses, ladders,

doolies—a kind of sedan chair for conveying persons of

rank from place to place—and formed the little masts for

the boats. I was much amused at the mode which the

natives took to cool themselves, several times during our
ramble, in the heat of the day, when the thermometer in

the shade stood at 90°, and when it was probably 130°

in the sun. By the sides of the'streams or wells of water,

which were scattered all over the plains, ladles, made from
the shell of the Cocoa-nut, with a handle of Bamboo,
were left, seemingly for the public good. These the

natives filled with water several times, and poured over

their heads and naked bodies ; immediately afterwards,

covering themselves with their kubaya—or slight cover-

ing, which is commonly worn round their jwaist—they

walked away seemingly much refreshed. As the Captain
watered the ship at Anger, many of the passengers 6toutly

maintained afterwards that the water tasted strongly of

the greasy skin of the Javanese ; it is needless to say that

this was purely imaginary. The fruits commonly grown
on the island, besides those already mentioned, are

Mangosteen, Mangoes, Guavas, Sour Sop (Anona muri-

cata), Tamarinds, and the Papaw Tree. The Cocoa-nut

trees are, in some instances, notched at regular distances

on the stem, by which the natives walk up with great ease

to cut down the fruit. These trees are quite unlike their

representatives in the stoves in England, where they rarely

form a woody stem. In Java, the stems are woody,
having a tuft of leaves on the top, in many instances 40
feet from the ground. Coffee is grown in great quanti-

ties, and forms an article of commerce. Cinnamon, Cho-
colate, and Pepper, are also grown on the island. I had
an opportunity of seeing the operation of husking or

cleaning the Coffee-beans. This is done in a machine
driven round by a buffalo ; the machine rolls or presses
and ploughs up the beans alternately, by which means
the outer covering is broken off; the beans are then
picked and sorted by the natives. The fruit of the Areca
is much used by the natives, and vulgarly called the Betel-
nut, from being rolled up in the leaves of Piper Betel, and
carried in a box like a snuff-box. They chew this nut,

which turns their teeth quite black, and gives them a
curious appearance to Europeans ; but they consider this

as a mark of beauty. Many beautiful well-known plants
grow all along the shore, as well as upon the hills. Vinca
rosea covers whole acres of ground in company with
Ipomoea pes-Caprce upon the beach ; Asclepias gigantea
was also very abundant ; a species of Lawsonia, Guaiacum
officinale, Screw-pine, and various other things, which I
had seen a little farther up the coast. But the most
beautiful plant which I saw in my rambles was a species
of Dendrobium, very near D. secundum, with deep purple
flowers ; it was growing on a tree fully exposed to the
stm and covered with blossoms.

—

II. F.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Oct. 17-— R- W. Barrhard, Esq., In the chair. From Mr. Robert-
son, gr to Mrs. Lawrence, were Erica hyemalis, and Solandra, the
former richly covered with flowers ; a fine specimen of Zygopetalum
rostratum, with large white lahellurr, striped with purple, making a
pood contrast with the darker upper petals. Plants of the curious
Polystachya mncrantha, and Saccolobium denticulatum, the latter

growing on a block of wood, and having a fine healthy dark preen
foliage, and a cluster of small white-fringed flowers. From the same
collection were Oncidium ciliatum and Suttoni ; the latter with a
spike of bright yellow blossoms ; Galeandra Raueri, which has kept
blooming since the middle of August: Tctrancma mexicanum, very
useful, on account of its blooming at this season of the year, when,
flowers are so desirable ; and Hippeastrum aulicum, with large dark
red flowers ; and a large specimen of Sedum Sieboldii, a pretty plant,
with drooping branches, which terminate in fine masses of flowers.

A Banksian medal was awarded for Erica Solandra, Zygopetalum.
rostratum, Saccolabium denticulatum, and Tetranema mexicanum.
Messrs. Lucombe and Co., of Exeter, sent an excellent plant of Cyru-
bidium giganteum ; this, a native of the East Indies, with large
flowers, striped with a tawny brown, and said to be very fragrant, is

supposed to be the first specimen of the species that has been seen,

in flower in this country ; along with it was a long yellow-flowered Lo-
belia, of no beauty. A Banksian medal was awarded for the former.
From the Rev.G.R.Rashleigh was an Anthocercis,having a tall panicle
of small yellow star-like flowers, striped with brown ; it did not possess-

beauty enough to render it worthy of cultivation ; its seeds had been
sent to Mr. Rashleigh from Swan River. Mr. J. W. Dawson sent a
well-grown plant of Erica Banksii, with beautiful dark-green foli-

age, long greenish white corolla, and dark-brown stamens ; for this a
certificate was awarded. From Messrs. Veitch and Son, of Exeter,
was a shrivelled specimen of Doiichos purpureus ; it had arrived in

bad condition, owing to its being packed in dry cotton, which in that

state absorbs all the moisture of leaves and flowers. ^ The best way
of transmitting specimens of cut plants to a distance, is to wrap them
up in damp coarse brown paper, which will preserve their beauty for

a considerable length of time ; or if cotton is used it should at all

events be well damped and separated from the plants by folds of

Eaper. The plant from which this specimen was cut, is said to have
een only a few months old, and not more than two feet high, with

no fewer than 10 spikes of bloom, besides the one that was sent.

Mr. J. Murray, grto the Marquess of Bath, sent a Queen Pine-apple,

measuring 93 inches in length, and 6 inches in diameter ; the

number of pips w ras 10, and it weighed 6| lbs. ; it was a remarkably
handsome fruit, well swelled, and with a very small crown ; a Bank-
sian medal was awarded for it. Mr. J. Roberts, gr to Matthew
Wilson, Esq., exhibited two magnificent bunches of Muscat of
Alexandria Grapes, which weighed respectively 2lbs. 2oz., and 2lbs.

Ooz.j also a very large bunch of the white Nice, weighing no less

than 5lbs. 7oz. ; for these a Knightian medal was awarded. From
Mr. T. Latter, gr to Capt. Aplin, were two good but ill-coloured

bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes,weighing 2lbs. and llb.l5oz ; and
two excellent bunches of Muscats, which weighed lib. 14oz., and lib.

10oz.; a Banksian medal wasawarded for the Muscats. Mr. Scott, grto
Sir G. Staunton, Bart., sent fruit of the purple Guava, Psidium Cat-

tleyanum, from a plant which has produced fruit in abundance since

June; also fruit of the Passifloraquadrangularis, which measured Oins.

long by 5£ inches in diameter, and weighed albs; together with fruit

of the Akee tree, Blighia sapida, and of the Laurel-leaved Granadilla,

or Water Lemon—the Pomme de Liane of the French. This plant
is a native of the West Indies, and not very frequently seen in this

country ; the pulp, which is inclosed within a very pretly orange-
coloured rind, marked with green spots, is what is eatable; it is

rather acid to the taste, and agreeable in hot countries. A certificate

was awarded for the Blighia sapida. From Mr. Osborn, of Fulham,
was a cut specimen from North America of Shcpherdia arccntea,
covered with clusters of pretty dark red berries, like those ot the Pyra-
cantha, which were said to have arrived to only about one-third their

usual size when ripe. The tree from which this specimen was taken is

stated to be 25 feet high, and about the same in breadth, quite

covr-red with fruit; it never bears fruit in this country, because all

the plants here are male. When the females shall have been pro-

cured from North America, they will be most valuable hardy shrubs.
From John Beadnell, Esq., came a beautiful new, hardy Pear, resem-
bling that called the Trout, or Forelle, with white spots upon a warm
red ground. It was stated to be perfectly hardy, proved of first-rate

quality, and received a Banksian Medal, a rare reward for seedling^

fruits of this class. From the gardens of the Society were plants oj

Fuchsia Chandlerii and raccmiflora, a species of Ccstrum that ha'
been imported from Guatemala by Mr. Skinner, with dark grec

foliage and bright orange flowers, and a very pretty autumn plant

also the beautiful Miltonia Candida and Oncidium sanguineum, wit

the following plants, viz., Fabiana imbricata, Mahernia incisa, Phyl-

locladus asplenifolius, Berberis actinacantha, and Fuchsia globof-a,

which were placed in Brown's patent pots about the beginning pi

June, and were fully exposed to the sun, along with other plants in

the common pots. These were growing beautifully, the foliage was
periectly green and healthy, and the plants had never lost ft lwi
The jjreat advantage in the double pots is, that plants placed in

them in very hot weather, and exposed to the sun, only require water-
ing, on an average, once, where those in the common pots require it

three times; there must not, however, be any water admitted into the

cavity in the side of the pots, as from their porous nature the water

passes through and keeps the soil too damp. They seem to answer tor

all kinds of plants very well, but require more* drainage than the

common pot, in order to guard against excess of moisture. There were

likewise specimens of the Flemish Beauty, which is a very good late

standard Pear, Louise Bonne (of Jersey) an excellent Pear, and quite

different from the old Louise B»>nne, Belle et Bonne, which grows

large and handsome in a warm season and very useful : also the

Styrian, Double Phillips, Boyle Farm Wilding, Urbaniste, Neil; and

the Seckel, both from a wail, and from a standard ; the specimen

from the wall were nearly twice as large as those from the standaw
This Pear is of excellent quality, but has two faults, viz., ii/'s

small, and a bad keeper. There were also the Wormslcy PipP"1

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
INDIA.

At a late monthly meeting a correspondence relative to

remarkable variety of Caoutchouc, termed Gutta perchaor^Om-
tuban, was read. These papers, which were submitted by v •

Mouat, consist of a communication from Dr. W. Montgorncn^
at Singapore, to the Medical Board, forwarding s

l
)Ccimcn

1

s
1 nLs

substance, with a detail of its properties, and the l.
,rob* 1

j
)r .

to which it may be applied; and a communication
.

tro"
tl) ^

Mouat to the Secretary of the Agricultural Society, giving

result of his experimental observations as to the chemical 11a
.

»

&c. of the Caoutchouc. Dr. Mouat stales that, from an
|
x^ety

series of experiments, he imagines the substance to D5 those
of Caoutchouc, possessing some properties dl^'r

"lf„_ ffives the
of the ordinary kind fouucl in the market. Heineag"^
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result of several experiments on the £um, and the various acidi

oils, &c.. in which it is soluble. Tins is followed by a description

of the different samples which accompany the correspondence,

and by remarks on the advantage it possesses in not heme:

affected by the ordinary heat and moisture of the climate ot this

country.— Indian Mail.

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Brighton Floral and Horticultural Society.—Distribution

Premiums:—Dahlias, Mr Kidd, Mr Walters, and Mr Hobcien.

Collection of Dahlias, Mr Kidd. Greenhouse Plants, Mr Hobden.

Flowers of Herbaceous Plants, Mr Hobden, Mr Kidd, and Mr
Watkins. Tansies, Mr E. Mitchell and Mr Willmer. African

jVarugn/d, Mr Gorrtnjre. Annuals* Mr Walter, Mr Hobden, and

Mr Watkins. Bonnuet. Mr E. Mitchell, Mr Walters, and Mr

nist, Favourite Pet Rival, Blanche Shelley, Barnard's Rival,

Scanty of Sussex, Prince of Wales, Hero of Stoneheng-e, and

Lady Cooper: 2, Mr R. Henbrey, for Euclid, Rose Unique,

Dodd's Prince of Wales, Girling's Prince of Wales, Eclipse, Andrew

Hofer, Colonel Baker, Bridesmaid, Twyford Perfection, Attila,

Hero of Stonehenge, and President of the West j
s, Mr Gaines,

for Euclid, Lady Prudhoe, Prince Albert, Beauty of Wakefield,

WidnalPs Queen, Lord Prndhoe, Bridesmaid, Corona ,
N-rth

Midland, Orange Perfection, Beauty of Sussex, and Perpetual

Guernsey Horticultural Society, Oct. 4.-This was the Autum-
nal Exhibition, when prizes were awarded as follows :—Mkdai.-
i.ists. Lanre Challengeable Medal (12 varieties of Apples), Mr
C. De Jtrsey. Small Medals (Grapes and Hothouse Plants), Mr
G. W. Hoyle. Fruits and Dahlias, Mr J. Vidarnour.—Prkmium
Prizb Cakds. Show of Dahlias, Mr R. Langelier, Nurseryman.

Royal Albert Grapes, Mr J. S. Brock. Basket of Vegetables, (21

varieties), Mr C. De Jersey. Greenhouse Plants, and 14 varieties

of Capsicums, Capt. Appleton.—Fi.owuas. Best Seedling: Dahlia,

Mr C. De Jersey. Best variety of ditto, Mr C. De Jersey. Show
of ditto. 1, Mr J. Vidarnour; 2, Mr H. Dobree, jun. Pan of

twelve, 1, Mr J. Vidaroourj 2, Mr H. Dobrfie, jun. Pan of six,

1, Mr H. Dobree, jun.; 2, Mr C. De Jersey. Hothouse Plant

(Oncidium papilio), Mr G. W. Hoyle. show of ditto, Mr G. W.
Hoyle. Greenhouse Plant, Mr H. Dobree, jun. Show of ditto,

Capt. Apnleton. Collection of China Asters, Mr J. Vidarnour.

Collection of German, Mr J. Vidarnour. Bouquet, Mr. R. huff.

Camellia faponica, Mr J. Brock. Show of French Marygolds, 1

an<i 2, Mr J. Vidarnour. Show of African, Mr J. Vidarnour. Show
of Guernsey Lilies in pots, 1, Colonel De Havilland; 2, Mr H.

Dobrfe, jun. Extra Prizes.— Colchicum Agrippinum, Mr H.

Dobree, jun. Dahlias, Mr C. De Jersey. Greenhouse Plants,

I* Mr H. Dobree, jun.j 2, Mr W. Mellisb. Brunsvigia Josephines,

Mr H. Dobr6e, 'jun. Asters, Marygolds, Verbenas, ftc., Mr
C. Gossclin. C lleetion of Fuchsias, Mr C. Gosselin. Roses, in

pots, Mr H. Dobree. jun. Cut Roses, Mr J. Cockburn. Seedling
ditto, Mr R. Luff. Valtota purpurea, Mr T. Dumaresq. Fruits.
3 bunches white or yellow Grapes, forced (Muscat of Alexandria),
Mr (l. W. Hoyle. 3 ditto, black or purple (Royal Albeit), Mr J.
S. Brock. 3 d>tto, not forced (Black Hamburgh), Mr J.LcLievre.
-3 ditto, white or yellow (Muscat of Alexandria), Mr J. Le Lievre.
12 sorts of Dessert Apples, 3 of each, 1, Mr J. Vidarnour; 2, Mr
II. Dobree, jun. 6 sorts of Kitchen Apples, 3 of each, Mr J. Vi-
darnour. 6 Apples, Ribstone Pippin, Mrs Laine; London ditto,

Old Nonpareil, Royal Pearmain, Aromaiic Russet, Mr J. Vida-
aviour; Reinette Franche, Mr R. Luff; Calville Blanche, Mol-
iett's Guernsey Pippin, Mr. J. Vidarnour; Old Golden ditto, Mr
ft. Luff; Court of Wick, Mr H. Dobree; Margil, Golden Russet,
Dutch Reinette, Mr J. Vidarnour. 6 varieties of Pears, 3 of each
sort, Mr J. Vidarnour. 6 Pears (Chaumomel), grown against a
wall; 6 ditto, on Espaliers, Mrs Lain6; 6 Benrre' d'Amalis, Mr
H.Dolnee; 6 Beurre d'Aremherg, Mr J. Vidarnour; 6 Brown
Beurr6, Mrs Laine; 6 Belle et Bonne, Mr. J. Cockburn

; 6 Cras-
•sane, Mrs Laiie; 6 Virgooleose and G Passe Colmar, Mr. J.
~Vidamour; 6 seckle, Mr. H. Dobree, jun.

;
fi Louise Bonne, Mr

.J. Maingay ; 6 Baking:, Mr J. Vidarnour. 6 Sweet Oranges, grown
in the open air, Mr J. Vidarnour. Currants, Mrs Laine. Rasp-
berries, Mr J. Vidarnour. Extra Pb izbs.—White Reinette Ap-
ple, and Louise Bonne, Mr R. Luff, Collection of Apples, and a
Yam, Mr P. Martin; Adam's Pearmain, Mr J. Cockburn. Col-
lection of Pears, Mr C. De Jersey. Vkobtabi.ks.- Bunch wbite
Carrots, and bunch Parsnips, Mr H. Dobree, jun. String of so
white Onions, weighing 50 pounds, Mr C. De Jersey. String
Portugal or D*»pttord ditto, weighing 23 pounds, 1, Mr C. De Jer-
sey; 2, 33 ditto, Mr H. Dobree, jun. 3 roots white Cetera, Mr
C. Lefehvre. White, red, and blue Potato, Mr J. Vidarm.ur. 6
•Capsicums, Capt. Ai pteton. Brace Cucumbers, I, Mr H. Dubr6e,
dun. ; *2, Mr G. W. Hoyle. Glass of Honey (*0 lbs.), Mr. H. Do-
bree, jun. The names of the winning b lowers &m\ Fruits were
sas follow :— Mr Vidamour's 60 varieties or Dahlias— Lee's
iBloomshury, Bntierflv, Bishop of Salisbury, Topaz, Premier,
Edward, Coronation, Madame Bauvais, Dowager Lady Cooper,
Springfield Rival, Northern Beauty, Glory of Plymouth, Oriental
Ptearl, Prince of Wales, Virgin Queen, Rose Unique, Marchioness
of Aylesbury, Bayadere, Argo, Burnham Hero, Conqueror of the
Plain, Attila, Frances Jones, Egyptian Prince, Painted Lady,
President ot the West, Purpurea alba, Princess Royal, Lady of
the Mill, Le Grand Baudin, Maria Wheeler, Fanny Keynes, Chal-
lenger, Comte de Paris, Lady Garland, Le Grand Tournament,
toiss Nooks, Maid of Bath, Lewisham Rival, Scarlet Defiance,
Modesta, Hope, King of Roses, Phenomena, Dodd's Prince of
Wales, Grace Darling:, Langelier's White Defiance, Eva, B»che-
'«i\ Caroline Warren, Chanes XII., AnscPs Unique, Dodd's Mary,
*ival Sussex, Chancellor, Bowman's Premier, Well's Lilac per -

Action, Beauty of the Plain, Hylas, Frederick the Great, Admira-
ble Baudin. Mr Vidamour's show of 12 Dahhas—Lev\ Blooms-
wy, Lewisham Rival, Grace Darling, Bishop of Salisbury,

Oriental Pearl, Artro, President ot the West, Princess Royal,
Well's Lilac Perfection. Mr II. Dobree's 6 varieties of ditto- Lady
Coopnr, Widnall's Arpo, Lee's Bloomsbury, Egyptian Prince,
Glory of Plymouth, Bishop of Salisbury. Mr C. De Jersey's 12

Varieties of Apples, for which be obtained the largest meoal,
Were—Mollett's Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Golden Pippin, Aroma-
tic Ra-aet, Court of Wick, Reinette du Canada, Kerry Pippin,

Sykehouee Pippin, Newtown Pippi". Court Pernio. Plat, Caiville

Blanche, and London Pippin. Mr Vidamour's 12 sorts of Dessert
Apples— Kirk's Golden Pippin* Margil, Pearmain (name un-
known), King ot the Pippin's, Lord Nelson, Verte Pearmain,
Sancy Pearmain, Tricolor, Reinette Carey, Court of Wick, Royal
'«armain, Aromatic Russet. Mr Vidamour's 6 sorts of Kitchen
Apples—Lemou, Reinette du Canada, Dutch Reinette, Haw-
^"ornden, and two others (name unknown). Mr Vidamour's 6
*Orts of Pears—Chanmontel, Beune Ranee, Sabinne, Beurni de
•^piaumont, Hemic Diel, and Monsieur Le Cure. Among: the
"various articles sent, particular notice was taken of an Oncidium
IP^piiio from Mr Hoyle; a Brunsvigia J< Siphina* urown in the

Esq. i? African Marigolds, Mr niUistone. 12 French Marigolds,

MrChater. 6 Roses, 1, Mr Dillistor.e j 2, Mr Chater. $ Holly-

hocks, 1, E.Batson, Esq : 2, Rev. Dr. Walton. 3 Cockscombs,

Mr Gimson. 3 Balsams, E.'Batson, Ksq. 6 Verbenas, E. Batson,

Esq. & Zinnias, I, Mr Smooth y ; 2, MrChater. A collection

of Hollyhocks was shown by Mr Barron, of Saffron Walden

;

stands of Zinnias and China Asters, by Messrs. Bass and Br-«wn
;

and of Hoses, by Mr Chater. Fruit— Best Melon, 1, Capt. Day-

fell ; 2, E.A.Stephens, Esq. Black Hothouse Grapes, 1, Capt.

Dayrell
5 2, Mr Gimson. White ditto, 1, Capt. Dayn 11; 2,E.

Batson, Esq. Out-door ditto, 1, E.Batson, Esq. ; 2, Rev Dr.

Walton. 6 Peaches, 1, H. Purkis, Esq; 2, E. A. Stephens. Esq,

6 Nectarines, 1, E. Walton, Esq : 2, Rev. W. Mayd. 12 Plums,

1, Mr Gimson; 2, MrChater. 12 Greengages, 1, Capt. Dayreli

;

2, J. Purkis, Esq. Filberts, Rev. F. Crick. Pears, 1, Mr Bore-

ham
; 2, Mr Dillistone; 3, P. Burleigh, Esq. 12 Apples, 1, Mr

Gimson
; 2, Mr Chater. 12 sauce ditto, 1, Rev. F. Crick ; 2, Mr

Gimson. Dish of Cherries, J. Purkis, Esq. Dish of Currants,

Mr Gimson. Vkgktables-4 heads of Celery, l, Mr Boreham ;

2, Rev. Dr. Walton. 6 Carrots, I, Mr Nice; 2, Capt. Dayrell.

6 Horn ditto, 1, Pvke Burleiprh, Esq; 2, Capt. Dayrell. 3 Savoys,

1, Mr Nice: 2, Rev. Dr. Walton. Basket of Vegetables, 1, Mr
Chater; 2, P. Burleigh, Esq. Dish of Peas. P. Burleigh, Esq; 2,

2, E.Walton, Esq. 6 Parsnips, 1, E.Walton, Esq; 2, Rev. W.
Syer. 12 Onions, 1, Mr J. Jackson; 2, Rev. R. Roberts. 12

Tripoli ditto, I. E.Walton, Esq; 2, Rrv. W.Syer. 12 Potatoes,

1, Rev. G. Perry; 2, Mr J. Jackson. 6 Turnips, Rev.R. Roberts.

Brace of Cucumbers, E. A. Stephens, Esq. Basket of Salad, 1,

J. P. Elwes, Esq ; 2, Mr Chater. K.rtra Prizes were awarded to

J. P. Elwes, Esq., fovaDesign; and to Mr Boreham, for Aprwots.

In the garden of Mr Boreham was a Marquee, containing: the

different stands of Dahlias which competed for the prizes. The

first prize of 5/. to Amateurs, for 20 dissimilar blooms (not named)

was adjudged to Mrs. Bramston. Those of Mr Headley were

commended. The Rev.W. Syer, and — Bree, Esq, also exhi-

bited for tl is prize. The second prize of 3 guineas, to Amateurs,

for ]2 dissimilar blooms, was won by the Rev. W.Knox, with

Miss Johnstone. Le Urand Baudin. Browne's Bridesmaid,

Princess Royal, Paragon, Rouge et Noir, Beauty of the Plain,

Dowager Lady Cowper, Phenomenon, Princeof Wales, Burnham

Hero, and Pickwick. The third prize of 2 guineas, to Amateurs,

for 8 dissimilar blooms, was won by Mr Smoothv, with Princess

Royal, Maria, Attila, Stella, Dodd's Prince <f Wales, Indispen-

sable, Phcenix rHeadley's). and Duchess of Richmond, lhe

first prize of 6/', to Nurserymen, for 24 dissimilar blooms, was

won bv Mr Widnall, with Widnall's Eclipse, ditto Majestic, ditto

Queen, ditto Victor, Hudson's Princess Royal, Sphere, Stella,

Indispensable, Catleugh's Eclipse, Virgil, Euclid, Mrs. J.

Richardson. Duchess of Richmond, Beauty of Sussex Dodd s

Prince of Wales, Andrew Hofer, Antagonist, Adam s Prince

Albert, Competitor, Phenomenon, Vivid, Essex Triumph, Indis-

pensable, and Colonel Baker. The second prize of it., to Nur-

serymen, for 12 dissimilar blooms, was won by Mr Bragg:, with

Indispensable, Widnall's Queen, Springfield Purple, Beauty of

the Plain, Phenomenon, Penelope, Duchess of Richmond, Essex

Triumph, Le Grand Baudin, Thompson's Vivid, Bedford's Sur-

prise, and Catleugh's Tournament.

E. Bennet, for Seedling Kidney Potatoes.—

Royal Devon and Cornwall Botanical and Horticultural Society,

Sept. 14.—This was the last exhibition of Fruits, Flowers, and

Plants for the season. Mr. Pontey, Mr. Rendle, Mr. Wood, &c.,

Kindly furnished a large quantity of plants and flowers to adorn

the room, comprising specimens of Exotic, Stove, and Orchi-

daceous Plants. The following prizes were awarded :—Fruit.—

1 The highest-flavoured and best-grown Pine Apple (Enville),

w ifi« Mr Griffin, gr to Mrs. Wells; 2, ditto, M , R. Robertson,

Vegett

hers. 2.*?. 6rf. to Mr.
Plymouth Herald.

Royal \Vest Renfrewshire Horticultural Society. Sept, 15.—This
was the autumn meeting. The following prizes were awarded :

—
best 18 Dahlias, being 12 selfs and 6 variegated, l,.Mr J. Bulloch, gr

to Sirs Crooks, for Frances, Phenomenon, Bridesmaid, Maid of Bath,

Haidee, Beauty of the Plain, Westbury Rival, Oscar, Lee's Blooms-

bury, Stella, Bishop of Winchester, Burnham Hero, Argo, Bedf-rd

Surprise, Royal Standard, Admirable, Conservative, and Suffolk

Hero; 2, Mr G Brown, gr to J. Brown, Esq. 3, Mr P. M'Inroy,

gr to Mrs M'Inroy. 1, 9 Dahlias, Mr T. Robertson, for Lee's

Bloomsbury. 8t-Ma.' Essex Triumph, Mrs Shelley, Seedling, Pickwick,

Admiral Stopfcnl, Metella, Burnham Hero; 2, Mr J. Galloway, gr

to Miss Watt: lS, Mr D. Goldie, gr to the Earl of Glasgow. 3

Secd.ing Daii as, l, Mr T. Robertson ; 2, Mr M. Service, gr to A.

Fairrie, Esq; -. Mr P. M'Inroy. 12 Seedling Pansies, 1, Mr G.

Brown; 2, M. Matlueson, gr to the Duke of Argyle. 12 China
Asters, 1, G.J. Eccles, Esq; 2, Mr A Brown, gr to R. Steele, Esq;

3, Mr J. Abercombv, gr to W. Baine, Esq. 9 Stocks, 1, Mr J.

Bulbil ; 2, Mr M. Service. 12 Marigolds, 1, Mr J. Bulloch; 2,

I\j r J. Galloway; 3, Mr G. Brown. 3 Verbknas, trained, 1, Mr P.

Clarke, gr to J. Gray, Esq, for Iveryana, Queen, and Ruby. 9 Green-

house Plants. Mr P Clarke, i'or E. tricolor, E. przeenans major,

E.ampuUacea, E. ampullacea vittata, Maurandya Barclayana alba,

Fuchsia racemiflora, Lophoppermum insigne, Gomphocarpus fruit-

cosus and Achimenes longiflora. 3 bunches of Grapes, 1, Mr M.

Service; 2, Mr 1). Livingston, gr to C. C. Scott, Esq; 3, Mr D.

M'CoIl, cr to J. Scott, Esq. 6 Apples, 1, Mr D. Livingston; 2, Mr

P M'Inroy; 3, MrM. Service. 6 Pears, 1, Mr M Service: 2, Mr
p'. M'Inroy; 3, Mr J. Abercromby. 6 Plums, 1, P. Montgomery,

Esq; 2. Mr J. Galloway. 6 Peaches, 1, Mr D. Livingston; 2, Mr
Bulloch; 3, Mr P. M'Inroy. 12 autumn-sown Onions, 1, Mr M.
Service; 2, Mr J. Abercromby; 3, Mr D. Livingston. 12 spring-

sown Onions, 1, Mr D. Goldie; 2, Mr G. Brown ; 3, MrMathieson.

6 C\uRots, 1, Mr T. Thomson, gr to Mrs Sinclair; 2 Mr J. Bul-

loch ; 3, Mr G. Millar. 6 heads of Celery, 1, Mr D. M'Coll; 2,

Mr Mathieson ; 3, Mr J. Galloway. 9 Vegetables, 1, Mr J. Gal-

lownv; 2, Mr J. Bulloch; 3, Mr P. M'Inroy. 6 Vegetables, by
market-tardeners, Mr J. Kirkpatrick. Ornamental Device of

Flowers, a prize by the President was awarded to Mr. J. Bulloch.

Best Melon, 1, Mr .). Abercromby; 2, Mr D. Livingston. Extha
Prizes were also awarded to Mr D. M'Dougall, for two heads of

I ate Cabbage ; to Mr M. Service, for a plant of Lilium lancifo-

lium in flower ; and to Mr P. Clarke, for a collection of Stove and
<;.iFKNuorsE Plants, among which were the following:—Achime-

nes nedunculata, Oneidium papilio, O- Har.isonn, Echinoeactus

ScoT.a rosea, Mammillaria Andrea, llochea falcata major, &c. There

were also sent for exhibition some fine Cucumbers, China Asters,

Dahlias, French and African Marigolds, from Mr P. Donaldson, gr

to J. Anderson, Esq. Dahlias, Roses, &c, by Mr J. Thyne Cape

Heaths, Fuchsias, Chinese Roses, China Asters, and French Man-

polds, by E. Lawson and Co. Apples, Pears, and Plums, by Mr P.

Montgomery.
Roxburghshire Horticultural Society's Show, Sept. 10.- This was

the Twenty-eighth Anniversary Meeting for competition in Fruits

and Flowers. Prizes were awarded as follow :-12 Dahlias, dissi-

milar blooms, I, Mr G. Taylor, gr to G. Broad Esq., for Phenomenon,

Wheeler's Maria. Duchess ot Richmond, Bishop of Winchester,

9 ditto, 106-., W. Ellis, Esq. 1, The highest flavoured Melons, \0s.,

Mr J Taylor: 2, do., 7s. 6d„ W. Ellis, Esq. ; 3, do., 5s.. W. Rad-

JombT Esq, 1, Dish of Morello Cherries, 5s., W. H. P. Carew, Esq.

1 IMS" of do., of any other sort, 5s., Mr. C. Jeffery. l,Dish of

Karl of Minto. Seedling Dahlia of an^ edtour^l, Mr W, Deans,

1 ve

of it were shown all equal
Murs-rvi m for a'very dark flower named Lord Jedburgh, six bloomsXMuisenman.tor a > ^ ^ R> Nur8eryman ,

T Pri'-ES. Esq. : 2, do., 3s. 6d., Mr. J. Taylor. 1, Dish of Plums,

t W RadclifT. Esq.; 2, do., 3s. U., Mr. R. Luke 1, Dish ot

viffS 3s. M., W. Radcliffe, Esq.; 2, do., 2s. 6d., W. H. P. Carew,

E a/ li Dish of Filberts, 3s. 6rf., W. Radcliffe, Esq. 5 2, do., 2s 6rf„

Mr R Luke. 1. Dish of Cob Nuts, 3s. 6d. 9 W. Radcliffe^ Esq.

w l'llis Esq. Collection of Dressing Apples, 5s., Mr. C.

.

9 do., 3s. 6rf. f W. Radcliffe, Esq. Extra Pkizes.-5s.

i'^iVffP Esq. inr Black Grapes. 10s to R. Robertson,

Mr. C, Jeffery;
to W.

es. Esq. for

KfS*. 3^- ^ Mr. C. Jeffery, for Peaches. 2s. bd to W. H .

Vwmis ESQ., for do. 2s 6d. to T. Brigts, Esq., tor Morello Cherries.

«T« Id to R- Robertson Esq., for Swanstone Seedling Strawberries

;

' m to J. Bayley, Esq., for dish of Mulberries, is. 6d. to

v Rriees Esq , for Red Currants, is. M. to Mr. C. Jeffery, for

White Currants. 2s. Grf. to T. Bnjrgs, Esq., for Plums. 7s. 6rf. to

Ftirh<= >Pan«i oobilis, recurvata, inflata, effusa fescjeu^ata, and

rhSdlnr? C luiter of Gmpes tor weight, 1, Mr T. Weir, or Black

mmwZfc o Mr D. Crichton, for Black Hamburgh. Cluster of
Hamburgh; ., Mr u .

Black Hamburgh ; 2, Mr D,

S3^mS^£ TWO sorts of Peaches, unde? gl«af 1, Mr
Crichton, for Frontigna _ ^ ^ ^ ^ Crichton. T*o sorts of

les*e and Royal George.
Roman and Fairchild's

S^^wrh"of Apricots, Mr 1). Crichton, for Moorpark and

82fc.
TKSi ofAr Apples, l. MrG. Tay.cn %£. W.

Ross, gr
White M

S K

Q^^rforthe\
T Mr W? Deans, lor Lord Jedburgh, a seedhng ^Duchess of

HnrrWh k seedling; Lewisham Rival; Topaz; Pickwick s Dean'g

Othelo
g
a' seedline. Fireball; Deans' Duchess ot Roxburgh

;

SSeiofPe^ Spa. ry's Admirable: AnscII's Unique;

WhSSs Maria; Begbie's Metella; Fanny Keynes; Marchumess

of Mnsdovne- Yellow Defiance; Countess of Tomngton ;
a Seed,

ot Lansdowne^^x uu ^_ aulst** G^^ryfiMH Rival; Nicholas

M^tairk Phenomenon, Rival Sussex, Andrew Hofer, Beauty ofS?S Argo, Lowe's Conservative, President of the West,

?riumph?Le Grand Baudine, Wheeler's Maria, Hope.^Hero of

®l>eB air, from Mr H.~Dobiee; a collection ot seedling, and other

JJP*v varieties ot Dahlias, (nun Mr R. Langelier, Nurseryman ; a
»owor-stem of Phfirmiura tenax, or New Zealand Flax, seven
fect in height, with an abundance of ripe seed upon it, from the
garden of Mr Cockburn ; also a variety of Vincas and Capsicums,
j'om Capt. A.ppteton'8 greenhouse. Mr J. S. Brock's Royal Al-
bert Grapes maintained their celebrity ;

some of the berries were
pearly lour inches in circumference, and the bunches about 3 lbs.
in weight each. The finest Chaumontel Pears in the show were
sent in by Capt. De Lisle, for exhibition only.—Guernsey Star.

'BaverhUl Horticultural Society, Sept. 10.—This Dahlia compe-
tjtion was open to all England. The day was remarkably fine,
*'ie company good, and the show well arranged. The Prizes
weae awarded as follows :—Amateurs—12 Dahlias> 1, E. Batson,

by
Ar
Scarlet

competed
for

ny ^kdb^ M^r Beautv of the Plain, Duchessof Kichmond.

and'.-prinsfield Rival; 2, Mr P. Cnchton. From Rlr I. W
'of Seedling Pwotees

eir was a

From Mr G. Taylor were 12

"t Kate- 4 do., 5.?., Mr. R. Brake, Swilley. Collection of

almhocks 5«., R. Robertson, Esq. I, Collection of 24 German

Sttt, Mr. J. Paul ; 2, do., 6... J. Shepherd Esq. , , six

rCkwmbs, f.s., W. C. Hodge, Esq. ; 2 do., 3s. bd
,
Sir A. Buller.

rmnu of indigenous Plants, DOtless than 50 sorts, Sliver Medal,

«r -r Warner. I. Collection of Hardy Annuals, 24 sorts, 7s. 6rf..

W C:
Hodpe Esq.: 2, 5s., R. Blackmore, E»q. Collection of Ten

of Seedling Dahlias including
and ^^ ^^ ^ ^

telCA Mri Winto, was'a collection of cut China Roses and

SeHr?oniu
g
ni ; So^specimens of Hoya carnosa, Si^hocampylus

, . ,
* e , (V nrinndiacrandiflora,Achimenes coccinea, Lotus jacobseus

SaS'GraS^

benas in pots, 7*- 6d., W. C. Hodge, Esq. Specimen of a Rare

i'Lnt in flower, not having before obtained a prize, (Cyrtoccras

ids , Mr. Griffin. Design of Cut Flowers, Silver Medal,
re-^e

'«'"jvionk".""ExTRA Prizes.-2s. 6rf. to Mr. J. Paul, for Ten
10s.

WnrineMW Streptocarpus Rcxii, Erythrina cnsta-galli ; Diplacus

nuniceus Brachvcome iberid.folia, Cineraria; Phlox Drummondii,

Cr sorts- Senecio elegans, three sorts
; Verbenas, thirteen sorts;

Fiiphiias several sorts; and a collection of Seedling Calceolarias.

There was also a collection of Seedling Picotees, from the garden of

A. Jerdon, Esq.-Kelso Chronicle.

Mr.
Week Stocks. Us. to W. C. Hodge, Esq., for Cut Flowers.

t H F Suence, Ksq., lor Cut Flowers. 3s. 6rf. to M. F. S|irnce,

Eso
'

for Collection of Fuchsias. 10s. to Mr. J. Ellis, for Collec-

tions of Indigenous Plants. Vegktables.-SIx sorts of Capsi-

cums in pots, 5*., W. C. Hodge, Esq. 1, Dish of 12 Tomatoes,

8«, M., Mr. R. Luke; 2, do., 2s. 6c*., R. Robertson, Esq, l, Six

South Essen- Horticultural and F/oricultural Society.—This was
the last exhibition for the season, ;Jhe following prizes were
awarded :-l.arge collection of J lants,

vNurservmkn'8 Class, 1,

Mr F. Fraser. Gardener s Class, l,-Mr;jr.Kyie, gr to R. Bar-
clay, Esq ; 2. Mr S. Gad, gr to 1

.
Lenox. Esq; 3

' Mr. J. Reynolds,
er to W. Rhodes, Esq. Plants, GARnENRRS.', Mr W. Chalmers
gr to A. Janson, Esq

; 2, Mr J. Monk, gr to W. W. Drake, Esq
'

Amateurs', Mr R. Poole. Single Specimen, 1, Mr F. Fraser : 2.

Mr W. Hills, gr to Miss Wilson. 6 Ericas, Nvksbrynbn's, Mr

ll
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F. Fraser. Gardeners', Mr R. Forster, gr to Rev. W. Wilson.
f) Achunenes, 1, Mr F. Fraser; 2, Mr J Monk; 3, Mr J. Kyle. 6Balsams

1 Mr R Former
: 2, Mr B. Daly, gr to F. R. Bedwell,

Esq. o Cockscombs, 1, Mr W. Hills ; 2, Messrs R. M'Pherson and
bon, Nurserymen

; 3. Mr G. Hatcher, gr to R. F. Reynolds. Esq.

I: TV/ L'
*? r Fm Fr** er

'
2

'
Mr J - Black, gr to C.T. Holcombe,

*.sq : s•MrS. Garl. Amateurs', 1, MrR. Poole; 2, Mr J. Brock.
tingle Fuchsia. Mr R .Poole. Nosegay, Mr J. Kyle. The collec-
tion of Fuchsias was numerous, and was much admired. A
Kouqnet of flowers, done in wax, excited much attention
Mrs. W. Garvie. Cut Flowers, two boxes, equally rare, had each
a first prize, viz.. MrS. Gad and Mr J. Kvle; 3. Mr W. Chal-
mers. German Asters. I, Messrs R M'Pherson and Sou

; 2, Mr V\ .

House, gr to W. S. Fry, Ksq - 3 , Mr G. Taber, trr to Dr. Tabrnm.
\2Marygolds, 1, Mr W. Rouse ; 2, Messrs R. M'Pherson and Son ;

3, Mr J Brock. Fei-ns, Mr. J. Pamnlin, Nurseryman. 24 Heart
sease, I, Mr. S. G*d : 2, Mr. R. Forster. A very beautiful box of
Roses, Messrs A- Paul and Son. Nursen men, who also obtained

if V"ZeJor 48 dahlias, Nurserymen's Class. 36 Dahlias, 1,Mr G. Smith; 2, Mr F. Eraser; 3, Mr J. Pamplin. 24 ditto.
Grnti-kmrn's Garokmkrs', Mr J. Rule. 12 ditto, I, Mr W.
House; 2, Mr W. Chalmers. 24 ditto, Amateurs'. Mr R. P<>ole.
Seedlings, prizes to Mr G. Smith. The Dahlias excited much
interest from the great perfection of the blossoms. The collection
of Fruit was very fine. Pines, l, J. Wheen, Esq; 2, Mr J.
Reynolds. Black Grapes, 1. Mr R. Forster; 2, Mr J. Black; 3,Mr J Reynolds. White Grapes, l, Mr B. Dalv

; 2, Mr J. Reynolds.
Peaches, I. Mr S. Wilkinson, gr to T. Q. Finnis, Esq ; 2, J. Lenox,
Esq and Mr J. Monk; 3, Mr B. Dalv; also, to Mr W. Dykes.
Nectarines, I, Mr J. Reynolds; 2, Mr A. A Ives, gr to R. Bingley,
Esq. Scarlet Melon, \, Mr J. Reynolds; 2, Mr G. Taber.
Cherrtes. I, Mr Forster: 2, Mr G. Taber. Dessert Apples. 1, Mr
™' ?°^;

.

2, Mr G
*
T her

J *' Mr B
' Daly- Kitchen Apples, 1,MrS. Wilkinson; 2, Mr G. Hatcher; 3, Mr J. Revnolds ; 4. Mr

S. Gad. Red Currants, L Mr J. Black : 2, Mr G. faber. Goose-
berries, Mr A. Alves, Plums, J, Mr J. Carter, for Golden Drop;
2 Mr R. Forster. Figs, MrG. Hatcher. Collection of Fruit* \,Mr J. Reynolds; 2. Mr Kyle; 3, Mr W. Chalmers and Mr B.
Daly. Vegetables in co'lection, 1. Mr B. Daly ; 2, Mr S. Wilkin-
son

; 3, Mr J. Monk and Mr J. Carter. Ditro, Amateurs', Mr J.

*£? ^ ?,
XTY PllIZKS

- '.Mr W. Hills, for Globe Amaranthus;
£• „,

r
„ /

Hatcher. Six heads of Celery, of gigantic growth, Mr
S, Wilkinson.

Si. Andrews Horticultural and Floricultural Society, Sept. 13.^
This was the lHst meeting for this season. There was a good
display of Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables. The following Prizes
were awarded :-Mr. A. Scott, gr. to J. I.umsden, Esq., 1. Fuch-
814 fulgens, two Fuchsias, six Stocks, six Petunias, largest hunch
of Grapes of any kind, (White Raisin), two Cauliflowers, two pur-
ple Beet, two Parsnips, four Carrots; 2, one Dahlia, 24 Dahlias,
12 self-coloured DaHias,six Calceolarias, six hardy Annuals, one
bunch Frontignan Grapes, >ix Jargonelle Pears, six Onions, one
Swedish Turnip. Mr. J. Hardie, gr to Dr. G. Cook, 1, German
Gr en

; 2, one late Cabbage, two Lettuce?. Mr. A. Poustie, gr
to J. Wild. Esq., 1, two Pentstemons. six Carnations, four Pico-
tecs, six Asters, 12 Perennials, one bunch of Black Hamburgh
Grapes, one late Cabbage, one red Cabbage, one Swedish Turnip,
two Lettuces; 2, two Fuchsias, two Lobelias, six Stocks, four
Phloxes, one quart of Gooseberries, two Cauliflowers. Mr. W.
Connacher, gr to H. Stewart, Esq., 1, one Dahlia, 24 Dahlias, 12
self-coloured Dahlias, four self Ca nations, six Calceolarias, six
double Hollyhocks, four Phloxes, Bouquet, one bunch of Frontig-
nan Grapes, six Nectarines, three kinds of Plums, six Pears, three
kinds "f Wall Apples, six kinds of standard Apples, one quart of
Gooseberries, one quart of Rod Currants, one Vegetable Mar-
row, three heads of Celery ; 2, two Pentstemons, six Asters, 12
Perennials, three Salvias, six Petunias, one bunch of Muscadine
Grapes, largest bunch of Grapes, (Lombardy,) largest bunch of
Black Hamburgh Grapes, six Apricots, brace of green Cucumbers,
four Carrots, red Cabbage, one German green. Mr. W. Smith,
gr to J. Small, Esq., 1, 24 varieties of Pelargonium, from open
garden, two Gladiolus (cardinalis and psittacinns), two Lobelias,
six hardy Annuals, three Salvias, largest hunch of black Ham-
burgh Grapes, one bunch of Muscadine Grapes, one preen-flesh
Melon, six Apricots, six Jargonelle Pears, one brace of green
incumbers, six Onions

; 2, six double Hollyhocks, one bunch of
black Hamburgh Grapes. Amateurs.— Mrs. Rerwick, 1, one
Dahlia, six Dahlias. threeSiocks, four kindsof Apples, oueSavoy,
one red Cabbage, one Swedish Turnip; 2, four d< uble Hollyhocks,
two Pentstemons, four Onions, one German Green. Mr. G. Cruick-
shank, two Salvias, three Fuchsias, two Gladiolus, four double
Hollyhocks, two Pentstemons. two Lobelias, one Pelargonium
two kindsof Pears; 2, one Dahlia, six Dahlias, four Jargonelle
Pears, one Savoy, one Swedish Turnip, four Carrots, two Lettuces.
Dr. Cook, 1, four Jargonelle Pears, one German Green, two Let-
tuces, two Beet

; 2, three Stocks, two kinds or Pears, one red Cab-
bage; Mr. J.Gibson, l, four Carrots-, 2, four kinds of Apples.
Mr. A. Latto, 4 Onions. Mr. J. Walker, six Cottagers' Dahlias.
Mr. Howie's prize for the best variety of Fuchsia, Mr. A. Scott.
For Exhibition.—From Cambo, a collection of Hollyhocks,
Bizarre and Flake Carnations, and varieties of Phlox Drummondii.
From Mr. C. Howie, a collection of Carnations and Picotees,
seedling Heartsease, silver Beet, white German Carrots, and
Mountain Spinach. From Gilston, a collection of Carnations
and Picotees.; From Provost Playfair, a fine collection of Dahlias,
double French Marieolds, Phloxes, and seedling Pentstemons.
From Grangemuir, were some black Hamburgh Grapes, early
Ann Peaches, and a Cockscomb. From Lathallan, 20 varieties of
German Stocks, and double French Marigolds. From the Priory,
20 varieties of Pelargoniums grown in the flower-garden. From
Miss Christie, six Pelargoniums in pots, and a beautiful plant of
Fuchsia Deansii. From Woodburn, was a lot of excellent Carrots.
From Mr. Cruikshank were two specimens of Skirving's improved
purple top yellow Turnip.—Fife Herald.

Stitchel Horticultural Society, SepL 20.—This was the first ex-
hibition. There was a good variety of Flowers, particularly of
Dahlias, andfine samples of Vegetables. The following Prizes were
awarded:-4 sorts of Double Dahlias, I, Mr J. Gray

; 2, Mr A.
Hardie; 3, Mr W. Gibb. 6 sorts of Pansiks, 1. Mr J. Gray; 2,
Mr A. Douglas. Window Plants, 1, Mr W. Gibb; 2, Mr R.
Gray. 4 sorts of Roses, Mr A.Douglas. 6 Lkeks, l, Mr J. Gray ;

2t Mr A. Hardie. 6 Onions, 1, Mr A. Douglas; 2, Mr J. Gray.
6 Carrots, 1, Mr J. Middlemas; 2, Mr T. ftae, Cabbaoes, 1, Mr
P.Cairns; 2, Mr T. Wood. Savoys, 1, Mr T. Wood; 2, Mr G.
Crencher. Grbens, 1, Mr G. Currie; 2, Mr J. Gray. Cauli-
flowers, 1, Mr A. Douglas; 2, Mr A. Hardie. Parsley, Mr A.
Douglas. Noskgav, 1, Mr D. Gray; 2, Mr A. Douglas. Fuch-
sias, 1, Mr A. Kinghom ; 2, Mr W. Rae.—Kelso Chronicle.

Sudbury Horticultural Society, Sept. 26.—This was the second
show for the season; the Fruit and Dahlias were very good. Mr.
^irhng, who received an extra prize for Dahlias, showed some
good flowers. Messrs. Bass and Brown exhibited a collection of
verbenas, Zinnias, and Phlox Drummondii, for which extra prizes

'orfm
aw

.
arded

; they also took the 1st prize for the 6 best Fuchsias,

trirnin-
Slne: tra»sp»rens, floribunda magna, pulcherrima, insignis,

ifihifl i

c
£
nsP ic ua arborea, and Cormackii. R. Bevan, Esq, ex-nioitea a beautiful specimen of Plumbago rosea. Messrs Dillis-

tone snowed specimens of African Marygolds and Dahlias. Thehothouse Grapes frorn Sir H< Parker's and E. Stedmau's, Esq
-were beautiful; and those from the open wall exhibited by R.
Ransom, Esq, were perfectly ripened without any assistance from
glass. The black Grapes and Morello Cherries shown by J. Sikes,
Esq, considering this unfavourable season for the Vine, were
remarkably fine. The prizes awarded were as follows .—Bouquet
and Hardy Plant, 2, W. R. Bevan, Esq. Tender Plant, 2, R.
Bevan, Esq. Out-door white Grapes, l, R. Ransom, Esq. 12

Dahlias, and 2, 6 ditto, 2, Mr T. B. Ransom. Potatoes, Peas,

Apples, and Wild Flowers, 2, Mr G. W. Fulcher. 6 Onions, 2, H,

Tiffen, Esq. Red Currants, l, G. W. Andrews, Esq. Black hot-
house Grapes, 2, Melon, 2, and Potatoes, 2, Sir H. Parker, Bart.
White Currants. 1, Rev W. C. Freeiand. Sauce Apples, 2 Wf W
Humphrey, Esq, 6 Peaches, 2, Nectarines, Greengages, and
Bouquet, I, Colonel Meyrick, In-door white Grapes, 1 : out-door
white ditto, 2; and Hollyhocks, 2, E. Stedman, Esq. Out-door
black Grapes, 1, Beet Root, l, Morello Cherries, and Hollyhocks,
1. J. Sikes, Esq. Balsams, 1. best Fuchsia. W. Green, Esq 6
Fuchsias, 2, Filberts J, British Plants, 1, Zinnias, 1, Potatoes, 3,Mr Chater. 24 Dahlias, 2, and African Marigolds 1. Messrs.
Dilhstone. Celery, 2, Mrs Kemp. 24 Dahlias, 1, Mr Girling
Peaches. 1, and Hard*, Plant, 3, N. C. Barnardiston, Esq. Melon,
\, ar-ri Plums, 3, Mr Johnson fgr at Kentvvell Hall). Nectarines,
1, Walnuts, Greengages, and Design, 2, Mr Davis.

'

12 Dahlias. L
6 ditto, 1, and German Asters, 1. C. R. Hree, Esq. Design in
flowers, 1 .Sauce Apples, Onions, Hard// Plant, hothouse black
Grapes. 2,

e,

M
Esq, for French Beans

;
Mr T. B. Ransom,"tfo^'7 Mr Fulcher!

Morello rher J
' K~-u~* -*

ceolarias an
golds , and

>apes. 2, Pears, Peas, and Beet Root, ~ De Tasted, Esq. Fur/mas,
Phlox, and Tender Plant. Messrs Bass and Brown. Fuchsia 2
rT. Goldsmith. Extra Phizes were awarded to R. Ransom,

nehBea?is; Mr T. B. Ransom, Bouquet; Mr Fulcher,
mes, and backer of Vegetables; W. Green, Esq, Cal-
d Cockscombs-, Mr Chater. African and French Mart-
Roses; Mr Girling, collection of Dahlias, German

Asters, and Nuts; N. C. Barnardiston, Esq, Design in FU
and a red Cabbage (which weighed upwarrisof 13 lbs.) • B C
Esq. foradishoflastyear'stable Apples; Messrs Bass and B.
for Zinnias, Verbenasand

\ Roses
; Colonel Meyrick; for Figs,

Plums, Pears, and Walnuts; Mr Davis, Filberts, Plums, Table
Apples, Pears.
Tamworth Horticultural Society, Sept. 27.-The flowers were

good and the company numerous. Stove Plants, Achimcnes
multiflora, Ipomcea Learn, Mr. Holmes. Collection of Greenhouse

Mrs. Jamessident of the West, Miss Abbott, King of the West
Richarrlson, " er

J°;;
f
r
S

1

ton^,e^e » Indispensable, White Defiance,
Admiral Stopford, Wulnall's Queen, Bedford Surprise, and Rose
Unique. Pan of 12 Da 111

1
as, I, Mr. Holmes, with Holmes's Queen

Victorii

Cooper
West
West
sideot of the West.

Thanet Floricultural and Horticultural Society. Sept 1? —The
last Show for the season took place at the Ranelagh Gardens
The weather was fine, and the attendance numerous. The Prizes
were as follow:— Open to All England. 24 Dahiias 7/ 1

Mr Hrown, Marquis of Lansdowne, P. rpetual Grand, LeYirand'
Bedouin, North Star. Candinate, Grace Darling, Competition'
Conservative, Mrs Shelley, Essex Triumph, Queen of Trumps'
Springfield Rival, Beauty of the Plain, Fiekwick, Blue Bonnet'
Phenomenon, Bedford Surprise, Andrew Hofer, Mttella, LadyAnn Murray, Admnal Stopford, Dodd's Prince of Wales, Regu-
lator, Hresulentofrhe West. 2, 41., Mr Fhilpot, EssexTriumph,
Hope, Conservative, Phenomenon, President of the West, Ladv
Harland, Rnuee et Noir, Duchess of Richmond, Conqueror of
the World, Pickwick, Argo, Royal Standard, Princess Koyal
Catleugh\s Eclipse, Bridesmaid, Scarlet Defiance, Rival, Queen'
Purple Perfeciion, Mrs. Shelley, Marquis of Lothian, Maid of
Bath, Suffolk Hero, Ladv Middleton, 3, Mr Girling, Brides*-
maid. Perpetual Grand. WidnalTs Eclipse, Marquis of Lans-
downe, Jehu, Phenomenon, Lewisham Rival, Girling's Prince
of Wales, Grand Tournament, Rainbow, Conqueror of the
Plain, Dodd's Prince- f Wales, Conservative, Beauty of the Plain
Northern Beauty, Lady Harland, Maid of Bath, Springfield
Purple, Bedford Surprise, Lady Middleton, Competition, Presi-
dent of the West, Essex Triumph, Competitor. Plants gkown
in Pots. 3 Fuehsius, 1, globosa, gracilis, Dalstonii, 2, fulgens,
fulgens multiflora, Dalsionii, Mr Wm. Tomson ; 3 Salvias,
parens, rumens, splendens, L. C.Humfrey, Esq. 3 Petunias, I,
Gem, Lady Peel, Beauty, T.N. Harris, Esq.; 2, Cooper's Need-
ling While, 2ofMedora, Mr W. Tomson. 3 Cockscombs, SirM.
Montefiore. 3 Balsams, 1, Mrs Alexander; 2, L. C.Humfrey,
Esq. 3 Scarlet Pelargoniums, J. Slater, Esq. 3 Verbenas, Stew-
artii, 2 not named, r. N. Harris, Esq. 6 Miscellaneous Plants,
1, Heliotropium peruvianum, Fuchsia conspicua, Hoya carnosa,
Neriurn oleander, Maurandya Barclayana, T.N.Harris, Esq.

;

2, Gesnera zebrina, G. splendens major, Campanula garganica,
Stapelia glandulifera, Lechenaultia lormosa, Fuchsia Youellii,
L. C.Humfrey, Esq.; 3 ditto, l, Myrtus communis, Citrus au-
rantium, Salvia fulgen«, Sir R. Burton ; 2, Mrs Alexander.
Cut Floweks. 12 Dahlias (a silver cup value hi,), 1, the Rev.
J.G.Hodgson; 2, MrHills; 3, Mr Silk. 6 ditto, 1, the Rev.
J. G.Hodgson; 2, MrSilk; 3, Captain Isacke. 6 Lemon African
Marigolds, 1, the Rev. F. V. Lockwood ; 2, Mr Silk. 12 double
French ditto, J. Sladden, Esq. J2 double Asters, 1, the Rev.
F.V. Lockwood; 2, Mr Silver. 1 2 Zinnias, J. Sladden, Esq.
Floral Device, an ornament, (value 21. 12*.), an embroidered chair,
carpet, and cushion, 1, Mrs Humphrey; 2, Mis G. Hodgson.
Extra. 6 Orange African Marigolds, 1, MrSilk; 2, the Rev.
F. V. Lockwood. A seedling D»hlia of 1843 (Lady St. Maur),
Mr Brown; an ornamental hive nf Bees, Sir Richard Burton;
Specimen plant (Lisianthus Russellianns), Mr Cuthill. Fruit.
Melon, 1, J. Powell, Esq.; 2, L. C. Humfrey, Esq.; 3, J. P.
Powell, Esq. Bunch of purple Grapes, to which no fire has been
used, J. Slater, Esq.; bunch of white ditto, Captain Isacke;
bunch of purple Grapes forced with fire, white ditto, J. A.
Warre, Esq.; Basket of Grapes, 1, D.S.Price, Esq.; 2, J. A.
Warre, Esq. 8 purple Figs, Sir M. Montefiore. 6 Peaches, 1,
R. Crofts, Esq.; 2, Mr Moss, fi Nectarines, R. Crofts, Esq.
12 Plums, 1, Mrs Alexander; 2, L. C. Humfrey, Esq. Pound of
Cherries, J.C.Powell, Esq. 8 Pears grown against a wall, 1,
Captain Isacke ; 2, J. H. Boys, Esq. 8 dessert Apples, 1, Mr B.
Austen

; 2, Sir R. Burton. 6 kitchen Apples, l, R. Crofts, Esq.;
2, H. Cotton, Esq. 12 Apples of different sorts, 1, Capt. Isacke;
2, Sir R. Burtcri; 3, J. H. Boys, Esq. Pound of Filberts, J.
SJadden, Esq. Half-pound white Currants, Sir It. Burton; ditto
red Currants, Lieut-Colonel Clarke. Basket of Fruit, 1, L.C.
Humfrey, Esq.; 2, Sir R. Burton. Vegetables. Pintof/Vw
in pods, 1, MrHillyer; 2, Miss Hinchcliffe. 6 Onions, 1, R.
Crofts, Esq. ; 2, MrSilk. 6 roots of Celery, 6 Carrots, — Prickett,
Esq. Cabbage, Lieut.-Col. Clarke. Lettuce, T.N.Harris, Esq.
12 kidney Potatoes, —Prickett, Esq. 12 round ditto, 1, Sir R.
Burton ; 2, T. N. Harris, Esq. Brace Cucumbers, \, the Rev.
J. G. Hodgson ; 2, Mrs Alexander ; 3, J. slater, Esq. 6 Parsnips,
MrSilk. 30 pods of French Beans, G. Hannam, Esq. Basket
of Pot Herbs, L. C. Humfrey, Esq. Basket, 12 sorts, of Vege-
tables, 1, Sir R. Burton; 2, J. Slater, Esq.; 3, L. C. Humfrey,
Esq. Pound of Honey, Sir R. Burton. Extra. Apples, 1842,
Mr. E.Mockett; Apples, J. H. Boys, Esq.; Cucumbers, Mr Moss;
Onions, Sir R. Burion; Celery, —Prickett, Esq.; Carrots, Mrs
Alexander; basket of Vegetables, Lieut. Wells; Filberts, Lieut.-
Colonel Clarke.—Kentish Gazette.

Torbay Horticultural Society, Sept. 23.—This was the second
exhibition, and it was numerously attended. The following is a
list, of the prizes. The first prize for Tender Plants, unprotected
duringthe preceding winter, was carried off by acollection of Mesem-
bryanthemums, Salvias, Fuchsias, Erythrina laurifolia, Verbenas,
Petunias, Maurandya, and by a branch of Olive, taken from a
standard tree that has been growing for 1 4 years in the open ground,
together with Citrons, Lemons, Myrtles, Sec. from the open wall,
for which the mild climate of Devonshire is particularly favourable.
12 Dahlias, 1, M. Phillipps, Esq ; 2, E.Vivian, Esq : 8 varieties, J.
Hack, Esq. Newest and best Fuchsia, J. Lang, Esq, with Eppsii,
beating St. Clare. Six Fuchsias, 1, M. Phillipps, Esq

; 2, E. Vivian,
Esq. Bases, 1, Mrs. Johnes; 2, Lord Sinclair. Stove Plants and
Bulbs, the Rev. P. Belfield; together with many extras; for the

newest and most valuable plants ; also for Pines, Grapes, and other
fruit. Some fine fruit was also exhibited from Lord Clifford, R.
Huddcn. Esq, and S. Lang, Esq, M.D., who obtained the first prize
for mixed Grapes, crown without fire-heat, for which the mild spring
of Devonshire is peculiarly favourable. Some fine Vegetables were
exhibited both from gentlemen's gard ns. and by cottagers ; the first
prize was awarded to M. T, Hare, Esq, for a collection of 80 sorts.
It is unnecessary to particularise other articles, which were not so
remarkable for their novelty as for the extraordinary luxuriance of
their growth. The following lines, by the laureate of Devon, were
read by the chairman :

—

All glorious bright Phoebus illumin'd Torbay,
On its grand Horticultural opening day.
When the fair and the gay were assembled at noon,
In the year '43, 22d of June;
The ball r<»om was crammed at Webb's splendid hotel,
(All those who were there will remember it well) ;

So dense was the crowd children screamed with affright,
While ladies were fainting— men melted outright.
You may guess how they panted to taste the fresh air.
When they called on the chairman to vacate the chair.
He lauded the charms of the Daffy-down dillies,

The genus Orchideous and sweet Amaryllis
;

Lyne's seedling Geranium extolled to the skies,

And soft-soldered the rivals who showed for the prize.
With coolness surprising proceeded to trace
The new Calceolaria's diversified grace;
When cries of " Adjourn I" in the midst of his speech,

1 Cut short the sweet lesson he purposed to teach.
But enough had been said to instil in the ladies
A passion for Cockscombs and gardens and gay-days.
Long, long may they flourish, the pride of our land;
May the ring of Affection encircle each hand

;

And the " garden ol England *' continue to bloom,
Till the trumpet shall summon all earth to its doom.

Uttoxeter Horticultural and Floral Society, Sept. 26.—This was
the last Exhibition for the present year, and was principally for
Dahlias, which were good and plentiful. The Fruits and Vege-
tables were also very good. The following is a list of the prizes :

— Dahlias :

—

Pan of 24 blooms, 1, Lord Vernon
; 2, Mr Holmes.

Pan of 6 blooms, Mr Rogers. Pan of 12 blooms, \, Lord Vernon;
2, Mr Holmes. Yellow, \ and 3, Lord Vernon ; 2, 4, 5, and 6, Mr
Holmes. Crimson. \, 3, and 5, Mr Rogers; 2, Mr Holmes; 4,
Lord Vernon ; 6, R. Philips, Esq. Edged, l. 3. 5, and 6, Lord
Vernon

; 2 and 4, Mr Holmes. White and Light, I, 2, 3, and 5,
Mr Holmes; 4, Mr Rogers; 6, Lord Vernon. Dark, 1, 4, and 6,
Mr Rogers; 2 and 3, Mr Holmes; 5, Lord Vernon. Purple, 8>-c.

1, Mr Rogers; 2, 5, Rnd 6, R. Philips, Ksq ; 3, Lord Vernon; 4,
Mr Holmes. Scarlet, 1, 2, 3, and 4, Mr Holmes; 5 and 6, Mr
Rogers. Ruby, \, Mr Holmes; 2 and 3, Mr Rogers; 4 and fi, R.
Philips, Esq; 5, Lord Vernon. Stove, Gkkknhousk, and other
Plants:— Greenhouse Plant, \, Mr lingers

; 2, Mr Holmes.
Stone Plant, 1 and 2, Mr Rogers. Annuals, Lord Vernon. Col-
lection of Pelargoniums, T. Hart, Esq. Cockscombs, T. Hart,
Esq. Herbaceous Plant, Mr Rogers. 6 Calceolarias, R. Philips,
Esq. Seedling do , Mr Rogers. 1 Calce laria, Mr Holmes.
Specimen do., R. Philips, Esq. Collection of Fuchsias, 1, R. Philips
Ksq ; 2, Mr Rogers. Seedling do., Mr Rogers. Specimen do., Mr
Rogers. Fruit and Visoktables : Best Melon, T. Hart,
Esq. White Grapes, 1, T. Hart, Esq ; 2, Lord Vernon. Blwk
Grapes, 1, T. Hart, Esq ; 2, Lord Vernon. Figs and White Plums,
Lord Vernon. Gooseberries, lied and White Currants, Mr.
Bagshaw. Dessert Pears, Lord Vernon. Culinary Appl'-s, Mr
Bagshaw. Parsley, Mr Rogers. Peas, Mr Bagshaw. Bruce of
Cucumbers and Red Cabbage, T. Hart, Esq. Red Celery, T.
Hart, Esq. Carrots, Mr Foster. Yellow Turnips, R. Philips. Esq.
White do., Mr Foster. Russian Cabbage, R. Philips, Esq. Onions
and Lettuce, Mr Bagshaw. Round White Potatoes, Mr Rogers.
Red Kidney do., Mr Belfield. White do., Mr Rogers. Greens, Mr
Belfield.

Vale of Evesham Horticultural Society, Sept. 22.—This was
the fifth Show of this Society, and the last for this season. The
following is a list of the prizes awarded :—Dahlias, Stand of 12
varieties: 1, Mr. R. Francis, for Argo, Duchess of Richmond,
Ward's Mary, President of the West, Egyptian King, Le Grand
Uaudine, Metella, Countess Torrington, Royal Standard, Snow
Flake, Uxbridge M-ignet, Widnail's Queen; 2, Mr. Clarke, for
President of the West, Lewisham Rival, Wheeler's Maria, Pick-
wick, Lady Middleton, Valentine Vox, Rouge et Noir, Regina,
Egyptian Piince, Prince ol Wales, Begbie*s Metella, Hope. Stand
of 6 varieties: 1, W. Barnes, Esq., for Duchess of Richmond,
Cox's Defiance, Coronation, Sussex Rival, Burnham Hero,
Nicholas Nickleby; 2, Miss Huntley, for Whale's Compounder,
Twyford Perfection, Duchess of Portland, Sussex Rival, Duchess
of Richmond, Beauty of the Plain. Dark : 1, Mr. R.Francis, for
Essex Triumph; 2, Mr. Clarke. Purple: 1, W. Barnes, Esq., for
Begbie's Metella; 2, Mr. Clarke, for Connack's Pickwick. Scarlet:
1. Miss Huntley, for Lee's Bloomsbury; 2, Mr. Clarke, for Scarlet
Defiance. Rose or Crimson : 1, Mr. Clarke, for President of the
West; 2, Mr. R. Francis, for Sure Enough. Yellow: 1, Mr. R.
Francis, for Cox's Defiance; 2, Mr. Clarke, for Argo. Lilac: 1.

Mr. R. Francis, for WidnalFs Queen; 2, Miss Huntley, for Lady
Middleton. W: hite: 1 and 2, Mr. R. Francis, for Antagonist and
Francis's Bride of Worcester. Variegated, Striped, Mottled, or
Edged

: 1 and 2, Mr. R. Francis, for Beauty of the Plain and
Hudson's Princess Royal. Best Bouquet: Miss Huntley.
Stovk or Grkbnhousk Plants: 1, Mr. Clarke, for Phrynium
zebrinum; 2, E. Rudge, Esq., for Achimenes longiflora; 3,

Mr. Clarke, for Gloxinia caulescens. Hardy Annuals: 1, Mr.
Clarke; 2, Mr. H. Drury; 3, Mr. Moore. Perennials: 1, Mr.
Clarke; 2, Mrs. Ashwin. Stand ok Asters, 6 varieues : 1, Mr.
R. Francis; 2, Rev. R. D. Stillingfleet. Single Asters: 1, Mr.
R. Francis; 2, F. Daviea, Esq. Carrots: 1, Mr. R. Francis; %
Mr. Randell. Onions: 1, Mr. Randell ; 2, E. Rudge, Esq. RkP
Best: Mr. R. Francis. Celery, White : F. Davies, Esq. Red:
Miss Huntley. Cape Broccoli : Mr. R. Francis. Cherries: E.
Rudge, Esq. Plums: 1, Mrs. Ashwin, for Golden Drop 3 2, Rev.
W. Digby, for Goliah. Peaches . N. Izod, Esq. Nectarinks :

R. Ashwin, Esq. Damsons: Mr. A. Huband. Apples, Best
Specimen: 1, Mrs. Ashwin; 2, Mr. R. Francis Dessert: 1, Rev-
W. Digby ; 2, Rev. R. D. Stillingfleet. Seedling: F. Davies, Esq.
Culinary.- Mr. A. Huband. Pears, Best Specimen : 1, J, New,
Esq. j 2, Mr. Pinnell. Dessert: 1, Mrs. Ashwin; 2, Rev. R. O.
Stillingfleet. Culinary: Mrs. Ashwin. Filberts: Mrs. Ashwin.
Extra Prizes.— Melon, Mr. Randell; Grapes, E. Rudge, Esq.—
Worcester Herald.

Walton-te-Dale Floral and Horticultural Show, Sept. 26.—This
was the second meeting for the present year. The attendance
was not quite so numerous as at the lormer show. The follow-
ing is a list of the prizes :—Best pan of 24 varieties of Dahlias, Mr
W. Dent, for Bedford's Surprise, Stella, Bridesmaid, Beauty of

the Plain, Springfield Rival, Fanny Kaines, Attila, Regina, Optima,
Oriental Pearl, President of the West, Mrs Shelley, Prince of

Wales, Le Grand Baudine, Duchess of Richmond, Princess

Royal, Marchioness of Lansdowne, Chancellor, Wiu.nt-' 1,s Queen,

Bloomsbury, Garnck, Exquisite, Indispensible, Seedling. Best

pan of 12 varieties, Mr E. Knight, for Fanny Kains, Colonel Baker,

Andrew Holer, Admiral Stopford, Biancu, Admiiaide, Beuf»>rd s

Surprise, Wignel's Queen, Unique, Marchioness of Exeter, Essex

Triumph, Twyford's Perfection. Best pan of (5 varieties, Mr VV.

Dent; for Springfield Rival, President of the West, Mrs. Shelley, he

Grand Baudin, Bedford's Mirp.ise, Hon, Mrs Abbot. Best Dahlia

of any colour, Mr T. Gregson, for Prince Albert. Maroon, 1, Admi-

ral Stopford, Mr W. Dent; 2, Garrick, Mr W. Dent; 3, £jr>'!>MA

Prince, W. Calrow ; 4, Suffolk Hero, H. Hornby; 5, Col. Baker, £-

Knight: 6, Stella, Mr W. Dent. Tipped and Edged, 1, Lady Ann

Murray, Mr C. Birkett; 2, Princess Royal, Mr W.Dent; 3^"?»°-
menon, Mr T. Gregson ; 4, Exquisite, Mr W. Dent ; 6, Maid ot

Bath, Mr W. Dent 5 6> Northern, Beauty, Mr H, Hornby, t-nm-
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for Attila; 2 and 3, Mr. I. Fisher (not named), 4 and 6, Mrs Vickers,

for Lady Kinnaird ; 5, Mr M. Lithgow, for Widnall's Queen.

Bronze: 1, Mrs Vickers, 2, Mr. M. Lithgow. for Grace Darlme:; 3,

Mr M. Lithgow, for Nicholas Nickleby; 4. Mr J. Steel, for Grace

Darling; 5, Mr I. Fisher (not named) ; 5, Mr. J. Steel, for Duchess

3, Monarch, Mr H. Hornby; 4, Duke
Hornby

5 5, Grace Darling Mr W. Dent; 6\ Grenadier, Mr G.
Jackson. White and Blush, 1, Antagonist, Mr H. Hornby.
Triumph, Mrs. Cross; 3, Marchioness of Exeter, Mrs. Cross; 4,

Stanley, Mrs. Cross; 5, Miss Chester, Mr W. Dent; 6, Lew-
isham Rival, Mr C. Bfrkett. Pansies. 24 varieties, Mr H.
Hornby; 12 varieties, Mr II. Hornby; 6, varieties, Mr
H. Hornby. Device of Cut Flowers, Mr C. Swainson
Cockscombs, 1, Mrs. Cross; 2, Mr G. Jackson. Pelurgo.

mums, Crimson, 1, Jewess, Rev R. Hornby; 2, Grand Duke, Mr
H. Hornby; 3, Conservative, Rev R. Hornby. Red, 1, King:, Mrs
Cross; 2, Prince of Wales, Mr H. Hornby; 3, Montgomery, Mrs
Cross. Blush, 1, Sylph, Mr W. Calrow ; 2, Florence, Rev R.
Hornby; 3, Garth's Perfection, Mrs Cross. White, 1, Alexan-
dria, Mr H. Hornby; 2, Queen Dowager, Rev R. Hornby; 3
Diana Vernon, Rev R. Hornby. Pink, 1, Masterpiece, Rev R.
Hornby; 2, Coronation, Mr W. Calrow; %, Bleeder, Rev R.
Hornby. Fuchsias, 1, Chanrilerii, Mr C. Swainson, jun. ; 2, Con-
spicua, Mrs Cross; 3, Trince Albert, Mrs Cross; 4, Brownii, Mrs
C'vryc-t. . C 0».n«,t;n Tiff ..i. n*>.*»0. fi *2 i"0»»rti«Vl l i Ml* W PuIcivh.

ouse rtuncs, I, wime ^amum*, ivji* uu>h; v, .erica
epistomia, Mrs Cross ; 3, Thnnbcrgia, Mr W. Calrow

j 4, Pimelea
decussata. Rev R. Hornby ; 5, Petunia superba, Rev R. Hornby *

6. Aperatum Mexicanum, Mr C. Swainson. Hardy Herbaceous
Plants, l, Chelone barbata, Rev R. Hornby; 2, Mrs Cross; 3,
Pentstemon coccineum, Mr W. Calrow; 4, Scarlet Lobelia, Mrs
Cross

; 5, Princess Royal, Mrs Cross ; 6, Great Mogul Calceolaria,
Mrs Cross. Annuals, l. Amaranth us globosus, Mrs Cross; 2,
Didi^cus cseruleus, Mr C. Swainson, jun.; 3. Salpigl-ssis picta,
Mr C, Swainson, jun; 4, Eucharidium concinnum, Mr C. Swain-
son, jun.- 5, Zinnia elegans coccinea, Mrs Cross; 6"

(
Brachycome

iberidifoHa, Mrs Cross. Fruits and Vkgktablks.—Bunch of
-Black <?»*a/j*«, Black Hamburah, Mrs Cross. Bunch f White Grapes,
Muscat of Ah xandria, Mr T. Eastwood. Dish of Peaches, Admiral,
•mi C. Swainson, jun. Dish of Nectarines. Red Roman, Mr H.

ffttah, m P
isb of D«*«ert Apvles, Ribstone Pippin, Mr. G. Jackson.

iJi&n of Kitchen Apples, Greenup Pippin, Mr G. Jackson. Dish

TW r n"?'
JarS(,nelles, Mr H. Hornby. Dish of Plums, Mogul,

ivir u. Kasthain. Melon, l, Peach Green Flesh, Mr C. Swain-
^°n »jun.; 2, Ancient Green Flesh, Mr C. Swainson. Brace of
wcumders, Walker's Improved, Mrs Cross. Brace of Green
WtlMageS, Mr C. Swainson, jun. Brace of Red Cabbages, Rev
rp"

H " rni,y- Brace of Turnips Preston Yellow, Mr R. Teebav.

*»
W°~ i .

of Red CL'leiU* Mr ft. Hornby. Two Sticks of White,Mr C. Swainson, jun. Two Sticks of Rhubarb, Mr H. Hornby.
Six Carrots, Mr G. Jackson, six Onions, Mr E. Knight. Twelve
Kidney Potatoes, Mr E. Knight. Twelve Round do., Mr E.
Knight. Dish of Beans, Early Longpod, Mr C. Swainson, jun.
Dish of Kidney Beans, Mr H. Hornby. Dish of Peas, Woodford's
Marrow, Mr W. Calrow. Extra Prizes.—Apples, 1842, Mr. G.
Jackson. Tomatoes, Mr C. Swainson. Gooseberries, 'Astli'ng]
Seedling:, Mrs Cross. Red Currants, Mrs Cross. Strawberries
Mr T. Eastwood. Mr R. Teebay had a quantity of Dahlias exhi-
bited, but not for competition. There were six blooms of a seed-
ling, raised in 1842. named Kulwood Hero, a most beautiful one,
ana was much admired

; he also exhibited several other Secd-
nags.—Preston Pilot.

Warrington Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. 29.—This
?,y s autumnal meeting for the exhibition of Flowers, Fruits,

and Vegetables. The following prizes were awarded;—Dahlias.
of xT

mu'r
'
Bra&&'s Antagonist, Mr J. Wright. Maroon, I, Rouge

^Noir* 2, Admiral Stopford ; 3, Virgil, Mr Wright. Purple, I,
-oisiiop of Winchester; 2, Pickwick, Mr Hardy; 3, Optime, Mr
jei-beth. Crimson, I. President of the West; 2, Highgate Rival;
jj»
Andrew Hofer, Mr Wright. Scarlet, I, Bloomsbury, Mr Eaton -

f» fireball, Rev Mr Hinde; 3, Lord Sandon, Mr Hardy. Rose, I,
iviana;

2, Admirable, Mr Wright; 3, Hope, Mr Eaton. Lilac, I,
£&dy Harland; 2, Lady Cooper, Mr Wright; 3, Whale's Attila,
*ev Mr Hinde. White, l, Lewisham Rival, Mr Hardv ; 2 and 3,
^ewisham Rival, Mr Wright. Yellow, I, Prince of "Wales, Mr
Wright; 2, ditto, Rev Mr Hinde ; 3, ditto, Mr Hardy. Browse, I,
v>r;»ce Darling, Mr Penbeth • 2, Nicholas Nickleby, Mr Wright;

*!* T
q
r
uib'

s ^fiance, Mr Hardy. Light-edged, ], Phenomenon;
*jr Hardy

; 2, Maid of Bath, Mr Wright; 3, Beauty of the Plain,

£J
r Hardy. Yrflow-tipt, \, Princess Royal, Mr Wright; 2, ditto,« Hardy; 3, Unique, Mr Hardy. Dark-shaded, I, Ronge et

^°;r, Mr Hardy ; 2, Admiral Stopford, Mr Wright; 3, Rouge et
-woir, Mr Hardy. Seedlings, 1,2, and 3, (all maroons), Dr Davies.
•ramies, best 12, Mr P. Davies. Pans of cut Flowers, I , Mr Bloore,

|
r to the Rev J. J. Hornby; 2, Mr Dobson, gr to J. W. Patten,*sQ.tM.p. Stove Plants, 1, Cypripedium irsigne; 2, Achimenes

^occinea; 3, Cockscomb, Mr Bloore ; 4, Ardisia crenulata, Mr
^ooson. Greenhouse Plants, 1, Cotyledon coccinea, Mr Pilley :

*j Petunia violacea, Mr Hunt; 3, Lechenaultia formosa, Mr
«ardy. 4, Camellia pcenieerlora, Mr Dobson. Herbaceous plants,
*• Lobelia gracilis, Mr J. Ciare ; 2, Fuchsia semperfloier.s, Mr™,eys 3, Campanula pyramidaiis, Mr Dobson; 4, Pentstemon
coccinea, Mr Dobson. Fruits and Vegetables, Garijbnkks.
"T;BeHt cultivated Vine in a pot (Black Hamburgh) Mr Dobson.
*}»e-apple (Montserxat) W. Hall, Esq. Dish of Grapes (Tokay)
g'-Bloore. Melon (Green Flesh) Mr Bloore. Plums (Mo<nil)

fg
J. Cfare. Cucumbers, W. Hall, Esq. Celery, W. Hal], Esq.

anions, Mr Bloore. Amateurs' Fruits, &c.—Plums, Mrs Clare.
JPptes (Alexander) Mrs Clare. Pears, (Jargonelle) Mr J. Clare.

eus, (Woodford's Marrow) Mr P. Davies. Onions, Mrs Griffiths.
y°^V> Mr Eaton. French Beans, Mr Penbeth. Extra Prizeswere also given to Mr Hunt for Strawberries. Mrs Griffiths for
£».»* Mr B - Pierpoint for Ap/.les; and to the Rev Mr Hinde*°r Lettuce.

^
V,) ttvhtiven Floral and Horticultural Society, Sept. 14,—Thisvas the Autumnal Exhibition. The show of flowers, though not

per.iaps so extensive as on former occasions, was good ; some of the
ij^uxas were very fine. Dahlias:—Maroon : 1, Mr M. Lithgow crto
*• Hartley, Esq, for President of the West; 2, Mr Steele, pr to Mrs
™|mamson

; 3, Mr T. Bell, gr to Capt R. Walker, for Rouce et

S«ii
P

K
4 Und 5

'
Mr M - Lithgow, for President t-f the West ; 6\ Mr T.

PiM '°,P llou£e et Noir. Purple or Crimson: I, Mrs Vickers, for
•Uvwiek

; 2, Mr M. Lithgow, for President of the West; 3, Mr R.

Ma PlU
gr

c
t0
n?'
W

* Hartley, Esq., for Pickwick
; 4, Mr R. Eil io t

t for

Burn
; 5
A
RIr 1

• Fisher* Sr t0 J ' Hartley, Esq ; 6. M r M . Lithgow, for

2 Mrw T

H
-

e
f

' Scarlet
: 1, Mr. Cowan, gr to A. B. Steward. Esq.,

.
wr M. Lithgow, for Lee's Bloomsbury ; 3, Mr J. Steel, for Scarlet

BuA
a"c

j5 4 a»d 5, Mr M. Lithgow, and 6, Mrs Vickers, for Lee's

SKjfr Rose or Uuby : h M. Lithgow, for Maria; 2, Mr L
Bell f« u

named
l

; 3
'
M r M

'
Wtbgow, for A1 aria

I *> 5
> »-nd 6, Mr T.w* iqx Hope ana Marquig of Lothian, Lilac ; i, Mr M. Lithgow,

of Richmond. Buff or Orange: 1, Mr M. Lithgow, 2, Mr T. Bell,

for PamphVs Bloomsbury; 3, Mrs Vickers, for M'Kenne's Perfec-

tion ; 4, Mr M. Lithirow, for Pamplin's Bloomsbury; 5, Mrs Vickers,

6, Mr M. Litheow, for M'Kenzic's Perfection. Yellow or Sulphur :

l , 2, and 3, Mr! T. Bell, for Climax and Argo ; 4, Mr M. Cowan, for

Prince of Wales; 5, Mr J. Steel, for Yellow Defiance; 6, Mr M.
Lithgow, for Prince of Wales. White: 1, Mr J. Steele: 2, Mr D.

Gates, er to T. Ainsworth, Esq, 3, Mr J. Steel, for Virgin Queen
;
4,

and 5, Mr I. Fisher (not named), 6, Mr M. Lithgow, Tor Duke of

Sussex. Light Variegated : 1, Mr J. Steel, for Mary Jane; 2, Mr
M. Lithgow, for Beauty of the Plain; 3, Mr T. Bell, for Pheno-

menon ; 4, Mr D. Gates, for Striata formosissima ; 5, Mr M. Lith-

eow, for Frances ; 6, Mr M. Cowan, for Le Grand Baudine. Dark

Variegated : 1, Mr T. Bell, for Coronation ; 2 and 3, Mr M. Lithgow,

for Fanny Keynes ; 4, Mr I. Fisher, not named ; 5, Mr J. Steel, for

Miss Fox ; 6, Mr M. Litbsow, for Le Grand Baudine. Globe : 1 and

2, Mr J. Fisher; 3 and 4, Mr Elliot; 5, Mr I. Fisher ; 6, Mr R. Elliot

Carnations : best scarlet Bizarre, Mr W. EUwood. Purple
Bizarre, W Gird, for Gird's AH Pacha, Scarlet Flake,Urs Mil-

ward. Purple Flake, Mr J. Steel- Rose Flake, Mr W. Gird, for

Gird's Fair Circassian. Picotees: Purple, Mrs Milward. Red, Mr
W. Gird, for Manton's Prince George. Hardy Plant, not forced,
rarest and best bloomed, \ and 2, Mr. J. Steel for Dianthus ; 3, Mrs.

Milward ; 4 and 5, Mr. D. Gates, for Erica ; 6, R. Elliot, for Pent-

stemon. Greenhouse or Stove Plants, neither Ericas nor Pelar-

niums, 1, 2, and 3 Mr. I. Fisher ; 4, Mr R- Klliot; 5, Mr I. Fisher;

6, Mr W. Ellwood, for Rock Fern. Fuchsias best three (shown by

Gentlemen' s Gardeners and Amateurs), 1, Mrs Milward; 2, Mr J.

Steel- 3 Mr I. Fisher. Shrub, hardy (by Mr Burn, nurseryman),
Mr I. Fisher. British Plant (not forced). I and 2, Mr R. Elliot.

Bouquet, 1, Mr M. Lithgow ; 2, Mr W Gird ; 3, Mr D. Gates; 4,

4, Mr R. Elliot 5, Mr W. Gird ; 6, Mr T. Bell. Pansies (best pan
of 20), ] and 2, Mr W. Gird; 3, Mr R. Elliot. Grapes (bunches fit

for table), 1 and 2, Mr T. Bell, for West's St. Peter and White

Muscat of Alexandria; 3, Mr R. Elliot, for Black Hamburgh.
Peaches (best'three ripe from the open walls),M and 2, Mr^J. Fisher, for

Royal George'. Plums, red (best 10), 1 and 2,'Mr. W. Cowan, for Wil-
mot's Superb. Yellow, 1, Mr I. Fisher ; 2, Mr M. Lithgow, for

Magnum bonum. Pears (best plate of nine for dessert), 1, Mr J.

Steel; 2, Mr I. Fisher, for Jargonnelle. Apples (best plate of nine

for dessert, perfectly ripe and fit for table), 1, Mr R. Elliot, for

Thorl Pippin ; 2, W. Ellwood, for Early Muscat. (Best plate of nine

for Kitchen), Mr R. Elliot, for Carlisle Codlin ; 2, Mr M. Lithgow.

Gooseberries (one quart ripe), 1, Mr. W. EUwood
; 2, Mr W. Cowan.

Vegetable Marrow, 1, Mr M. Lithgow; 2, Mrs Solomon. Celery

(best six roots), 1 and 2, Mr D. Gates. Onions (best nine), 1, Mr D.

Gates; 2, Mr J. Steel. Cauliflowers (best two heads), 1, Mr D.

Gates; 2, Mrs Milward. Cucumbers (best brace), I, Mr R. F.

King; 2, Mrs Solomon. Cucumbers (longest brace fit for table by

Mr Burn, nurseryman),
:Mrs Solomon. Peas (one quart, in pods,

fit for table), 1, Mrs Milward; 2, Mr D. Gates. Sweepstakes for

Dahlias (pan of 20 dissimilar blooms), Mr. J. Steel ; 12 do., Mr J.

Steel ; 6 do., Mr J. Steel. Extra Prizes : Mr M. Lithgow, Red
Currants; Mr A. Watson, Gourd; Mrs Vickers, Shallots ; Mr R.

Elliot, Capsicums.—Whitehaven Herald.

WhitefiAd Horticultural Meeting, Oct. 7.—This was the An-
nual Meeting for the Exhibition of Celery, Fruit, and other Vege-
tables. The Prizes were awarded as follows :*—Celery* 1, 2/.,

weight lolbs. 6 oz., Mr W. Richardson; 2, 25s., weight 9 lbs.

Soz., Mr J. Richardson; 3, U-, weight Q lbs., Mr G.Jackson; 4,

\7s. 6d., weight 71bs. 12 oz., Mr T, Berry; 5, 15s., weight 7 lbs.

7 oz., Mr. J. Sutcliffe; 6, V2s. Gd., weight 7 lbs. 5 oz., Mr. F.
Mather. Apples, I, Emperor of Russia, Mr. W. Jones, gr to Mrs.
Bealey ; 2, Imperial, Mr I. Taylor; 3, Mr P. Hilton. Pears,

1, Beurre Downs, Mr W. Jones; 2, Jargonelles, Mr T. Cross;
3, Mr I. Taylor. Grapes, Black Hamburgh, Mr W. Jones. Brace
of Melons, Mr J. Smith, gr to R. Philips, Ksq. Gooseberries, Mr
T.Cross. Nuts, Mr J. Smith. Cucumbers, Mr W.Jones. Blanched
Celery, 1, Mr J. Smith; 2, Mr W. Jones; 3, Mr G. Jackson.
French Beans and Artichokes, Mr J. Smith. Red Cabbage, I, Mr
W. Jones; 2, Mr J. Ogden ; 3. Mr T. Booth. White do., Mr
G. Jackson. Broccoli, 1 and 2, Mr J. Ofrden. Peas, Mr J. Og-
dcn. Tomatoes, Mr W. Jones. Silver Beet, 1, Mr T. Booth; 2,

Mr J. Allen. Red do., Mr J. Smith. Parsley, 1, Mr VV. Jones

;

2, Mr T. Booth; 3, Mr J. Ramsbotham. Leeks und Lettuce, Mr
J. Smith. Onions, 1, Mr T. Booth; 2, Mr J. Alien. Carrots, 1,

Mr J. Ogden ; 2, Mr T. Booth. Kidney Potatoes and Parsnips,

1, Mr W. Jones; 2, Mr J. Allen. Round Potatoes, 1 and 2, Mr
J. Allen.

Worcestershire Horticultural Society, Sept. 19—This was the

last show for this year. The following is a list of prizes:— Dahlias;

Stands of 6 blooms, 1, Mr. R. Francis; 2 and 3, Mr. Brown
;

Stands of 12 blooms, 1, Mr. Brown; 2, Mr. Stanton; 3, Mr.
Moore; Stand of 18 blooms, Mr. Moore; Single Blooms: Dark, 1,

Admiral Stopford, Mr. R. Francis; 2, Essex Triumph, Mr. R.

Francis; 3, Rouge et Noir, Mr. Wood; Crimson, 1, President of

the West, Mr. Cook; 2, Essex Rival, Mr. R. Francis; Purple, 1,

Pickwick, Mr. R. Francis; 2, Metella, Mr. Brown; 3, Sir F.John-
son, Mr. Stanton; Scarlet, 1, Danecroft's Rival, Mr. Brown; 2,

Lea's Bloomsbury, Mr. Stanton; Light, 1, Lady Cooper, Mr.
Brown; 2, Mary Ann, Mr. R. Francis ; 3, Countess of Pembroke,
Mr. Cook; White, 1, Seedling;, Mr. Brown; 2, Antagonist, Mr.

r. Francis; Yellow and Sulphur, J, Prince of Wales, Mr. Stan-

ton ; 2, Lady Camoys, Mr. Brown; 3, Argo, Mr. R. Francis

;

Tipped, 1, Princess Royal, Mr. Francis; 2, Unknown, Mr. Brown;
3 Bridesmaid, Mr. R. Francis; Edged and Mottled, 1, Phenomen-
on, Mr. Stanton; 2, Sykes's Diana, Mr. Brown; 3, Beauty of

the Plain, Mr. Cook 5 Rose, 1, Sir F. Johnson, Mr. Brown; 2.

Mrs. Shelley, Mr. R. Francis; 3, Wheeler's Maria, Mr. Brown

,

Rosy Purple, 1, Admirable, Mr. Cook ; 2, La Grande Banda, Mr;
Wood; 3, Hope, Mr. Stanton. Collections, 1 and 2, Mr. T. Bur-
lingham, jun. Stove Plants, 1, Ceropegia elegans, Mr. Bennett;

2, Rochea falcata, Mr. Wood. Greenhouse Plants, l, Fuchsia
Venus Victrix, Mr. T. Burlinpham, jun. ; 2, Fuchsia Laneii, Mr.
Wood; 3, Fuchsia St. Clare, Mr. Wood. Heaths, 1, Mr. T. Burling,

ham. jun.; 2, Mr. Wood. Hardy Annuals, Zinnia elegans, Mr.
Wood. Cut Specimens, Verbena, Mrs. Morton. German Asters,

1, Mr. Biddell ; 2, Mr. Brown. African Marygolds, 1 and 2, Mr.
Cook. French Marygolds, 1, Mr. Brown; 2. Mr. Stanton.

Cockscombs, 1, Mr. Keeley ; 2, Mr. Bennett. Balsams, Mrs. Mor-
ton. Pines, 1 and 2, Mr. Bennett. Peaches, 1, Mr. Bennett; 2,

Mr. Cook. Nectarines, 1 and 2, Mr. Bennett. Grapes: Black, 1,

Eatl Coventry; 2, Mr. Tyler; White, 1 and 2, Earl Coventry.
Cherries, 1, Mrs. Morton; 2, G. Walker, Esq. Plums, 1, G.
WTalker, Esq.; 2, Earl Coventry. Apples: Dessert, 1, Mr. Eaton;

2, W. Lewis, Esq. ; 3, G. Walker, Esq. ; 4, Mr. Eaton; Cul'mary,

l,Earl Coventry; 2, Mr. Cook; 3 and 4, Mr. Eaton. Pears:
Dessert, I, Earl Coventry ; 2, G. Walker, Esq.; 3, Mr. Bennett;
Culinary, Earl Coventry. Filberts, 1, Mr. Leyland; 2. Mr. Tyler.

Carrots, 1, Mr. W. Francis; 2, Mr. Keeley; 3, Mr. W. Francis.

Onions, I, Earl Coventry; 2 and 3, Mrs. Morton. Celery, Red,

), Mr. Keeley; 2, Mr. Stanton. Peas, 1 and 2, Mr. W. Francis.

Cape Broccoli, I, Mr. W. Francis; 2, Mr. Tyler. Cucumbers, I

and 2, Earl Coventry. Extra Prizes: Cut Specimens, Mr. W.
Francis, Mr. Wood ; Fuchsia, Mr. Cook ; Figs and Peaches, Mr.
Bennett; Melon, Mr. Keeley; Rock Melon, Mr. Tylers Grapes,

White. Mrs. Morton; Grapes, Black, G. Walker, Esq.— Worcester
Herald.

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Taopasor-UM polyphyli.um. Many- leaved Indian Cress.

— {Half-hardy Perennial )Tropa3olaceee. Octandria. Monogynia.

This plant was imported by Mr. Knight, of the KiDg's Road,

Chelsea, from some part of Bolivia, or Upper Peru, about four

years since, having been gathered there by Mr. Kelly, a collector

to Mr. Knight. It flowered at the Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, in
the summer of 1839 or 1840, but as the plants ceased blooming
rather suddenly, and as it has not again blossomed till June last,

we reserved our description till it should flower more perfectly.
That point having now been gained, we can publish it with
greater confidence, as depicting a beautiful and meritorious
plant. While it certainly does resemble T. ednle in the flowers,

it is a very different species in its habitude. The stems are more
numerous, very much stronger, £row with greater erectness,

have to all appearance nothing of the twining character, and
hear their leaves far more densely. The latter, too, have broader
leaflets, which are less loosely and more regularly disposed, and
are glaucous on the upper surface. By all these characteristics

it is most easily distinguished; and the flowers being- axillary,

are, from the greater closeness of the leaves, much less scattered.

They are of a deep yellow or orange colour, with a rather long

spur to the calvx. From the rapid manner in which the Mowers
of Mr. Knight's specimens went off the first year, and the disin-

clination to bloom the plants have since evinced, it would seem
to be a shy-flowering species. Still, these things are probably to

be accounted for by the nature of the plant, and the treatment it

had received. As it is a strong growing species, the partial

exposure rf the tubers, as in other Tropasolums, may have
exhausted the specimens too much, and thus deprived them of

their natural vigour, rendering them unable to fulfil their regular

functions. At atiy rate, this is the view we take of the matter;
and should advise that the tubers of the plant be always placed

beneath the surface of the soil. If planted to the depth of an
inch, the specimens will no doubt be improved. This is the chief

feature demanding notice in the culture of the species; as it may
otherwise be managed like the test of the genus, only it does not
need so much training, having a more erect mode of growth. It

is increased by cuttings of the young shoots, before they have
advanced to a flowering state; and if the principal stem of a
plant be cut down while young, a number of others will sprout
Dp from the tuber, and yield an abundance of cuttings.—Paxtun's
Magazine of Botany.
BARKK'RiASPKCTA'Biijs.RemarkableBarkeria.(S^ot'eK/??>/^/(?.)

Orchidacege. Gynandria. Monandria.— For the introduction ot this

species, which is one of the most lovely of Orchidacese, cultivators

are indebted to G. U. Skinner, Esq., whose exertions in stocking
the country with fine plants of this charming tribe are familiar to

every grower. Writing about it in the Botanical Register, Dr.

Lindley remarks that, "under the name of Flor de Isabel, this

plant forms one of the votive offerings of the Guatemalese. It

forms a tuft of cylindrical stems about 4 or 5 inches hUh, each of
which bears two fleshy lanceolate acute leaves, separated from
each other by intervals of about an inch. The raceme rises out
of some brown dry sheaths, and in the plants that have flowered
bears about six most lovely nodding blossoms; but, according

to Mr. Skinner, it varies in length from 3 inches to a foot, pro-

ducing as many as 12 flowers in a raceme. The expanded flowers

are nearly 3£ inches wide, their colour is a bright lilac ; the label-

lum is white at the base and in the middle, lilac at the edge and
point, and richly marked with small blood red spots. Along its

middle, below the column, are five purple lines, which pass into

three elevated colourless ridges, beyond the place where the

anther touches the lip. It is with Cattleyas and such beautiful

plants, that this charming species is worthy to be arranged." We
owe the following particulars to Mr. J.Brewster, gr. to Mrs.
Wray, Oakfield, near Cheltenham :— •• The plant was imported
fromGuatemala in J ub', 1 841, when it immediately began to grow;
and, late in autumn, it showed flower-scapes, but the season was
too far advanced to bring them to perfection. It then remained
dormant, and lost all its leaves, till March, 1842, when it again

commenced growing, and expanded its first flowers on the 12th

of June. These were shown at Chiswick in July, and continued
perfect for five weeks. The temperature in which the plant was
grown was never above 65°, when it could be kept under by giving

air freely; while in winter it often fell below 40°. Indeed, my
only object was to keep out the frost; and I invariably gave a
little air whenever it could be done with safety. In the summer,
the windows and doors of the Orchidaceous-house are open every

day; and I am of opinion that the Orchidacefe of Guatemala
cannot be kept too cool in this country at that time, for the more
air I give the better they grow. I always, however, keep the

house damp " The plant was cultivated by Mr. Brewster in an

open wooden basket, filled with moss. It will likewise succeed

on a block of wood. Nothing could be more perfect than Mrs*

Wray's specimen ; and the advantages of the summer air to the

plantcan hardly be overstated.—Paxttm?* Magazine of Botany.

Clowesia ftOSBA. Pink-flowered Clowesia. (Stove Epiphyte.)

Orchidaccse. Gynandria Monandria.—This plant is a native of

Brazil and first flowered at firoughton Hall, near Manchester,

with the Rev. Mr. Clowes, a zealous cultivator of Orchidacece,

after whom it is named. It is very like a Catasetum in habit.

The stems are from 2i to 4 inches long, ovate, clothed with the

remains of the bases of leaves. The leaves, which I have not

seen, are said to be three, lanceolate, ovate, acuminate, and at

the point twisting a little to one side. The inflorescence pro-

ceeds from the base of the stems, aT,id consists of five or six*

probably more, erect delicate white flowers tinged with pink.

They are remarkable for having their petals and the end of the
lip broken up at the margin into numerous delicate glandular

fringes, which give them a very rich and beautiful appearance.

As a genus Clowesia is perfectly distinct from everything pre-

viously described. Its flowers behrg extended a little into a chin,

in front, suggest its belonging to the Maxillaridous division ; bu*

its white habit and its singular apparatus of the pollen-ma 6^
oppose such an arrangement. The latter organs rest on *»

oroi*a

viscid gland like that of a Catasetum, but the parr. thaJ COI
J

n
^
c
r*

the gland and pollen-masses is broad, thin, and
1

pv,"trat
i

.

e
. V£

the middle so as to resemble an hour-glass; bu> *2ftt^JD^L

^

the usual structure, or, as we suspect, mere-V con
^
equ

5
n
t ,f> i

{'
°

the separation of the part that connects *»-s Slan? ?°" P
TT ,,,

'"

masses, we have not had an opportunity of ascertain-ng- upon

the whole it is probable that Clow^a must stand m me same

division as Catasetum.

—

Botanic/"' Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Mr. Fortune's Mission to China.jThe Fellows of the

Horticultural Society will be p eased to learn that this

mission is proceeding satjsfacton y Mr Fortune reached

Macao about the 9th of July, but had established himself

for the present at Hong Kong. Everybody to whom he

had letters received him with the greatest good-will.

Messrs. Dent and Co. had very liberally given him the

use of their gardens ; and Colonel Malcolm had most

kindly taken charge of a box of plants (which has since

been received, with the contents in excellent: order). On
the mountains a Habenaria, probably H. Susanna, with

beautiful fringed white flowers, was common ; and Mr.

Fortune also met with a small yellow-flowered Caelogyne,

and Arundina chinensis. In the gardens he found a white

Glycine, not so handsome as G. sinensis, but rather pretty,

and a charming Musssenda, with large white bracts and

sweet-scented yellowflowers. The Lagerstroemias were most

beautiful, flowering as freely as our Hawthorn, even on small

plants. Above all things it is interesting to know that

the difficulty of intercourse with the Chinese is rapidly

wearing off. Mr. Fortune had hired boats, and landed,

not only on the small islands near Macao, but also on the

main land of Couloon, opposite Hong Kong, and had
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never been annoyed in any way. He was preparing for a

visit to the northern provinces, Hong Kong being
" awfully hot " at the date of his letters.

New Public Park at Birkenhead.—The populous town
of Birkenhead, which has sprung into importance, and
almost into being, witLin the last, ten years, may be re-

garded as a kind of suburb to Liverpool, being on the

opposite or Cheshire side of the Mersey, by a cheap
ferry across which it is readily connected with that great

emporium of commerce. It presents more of the aspect

of an Australian colony than an English district ; as an
immense tract of ground has been laid out in streets and
roads, while buildings of all descriptions are rising in every
quarter. The inhabitants are, for the most part, persons
carrying on business in Liverpool, and they seem to pre-

fer this to any of the Lancashire suburbs, on account of

its greater salubrity. The Commissioners of the town-
ship have recently determined, in the same spirited man-
ner with which they conduct all their operations, to devote

a large portion of ground to the formation of a public

park ; and Mr. Paxton, of Chatsworlh, having been ap-

plied to, has undertaken to design and superintend the

execution of the entire affair. The plot of ground com-
prises about 180 statute acres, and is nearly a mile long
and half a mile wide, in its longest and broadest parts.

It is of an irregular oblong figure, with an undulated
variety of slope towards Liverpool. The plan we have
seen provides eight entrances ; and immediately within

the inclosure there will be a belt, of varied width, for

terraces and villas. The central and principal portion

will be Ibid out as a park, with a Serpentine drive all

round it and across the middle; and there will be two
spacious lakes in this, surrounded by a sort of ornamental
park-garden. We learn that it is intended to admit the

public to all this part during the day, closing it only at

night. The operations have already commenced ; and,

when the lines of road, &c. are all marked out, the whole
of the works are to be conducted with the greatest possi-

ble celerity. At present the ground is mostly of a sterile

and nearly useless character, destitute of drainage, with

scarcely a tree upon it , but by the aid of science and
skill we have no doubt it will be rendered a really de-

lightful place of recreation. Too much commendation
can hardly be bestowed on the public body which have so

nobly originated the scheme, since the day is now past

when it is necessary to prove by argumentation that such

things have a highly beneficial effect on the physical and
moral health of a country. With this, and the park at

Toxteth, also from the plans of Mr. Paxton, and rapidly

approaching completion, Liverpool will, in proportion to

its population, be quite as well supplied with agreeable

places of free resort as the Metropolis.

A Plea for Birds.—" Many amongst us are well satis-

fied of the usefulness of these little fellow-labourers,

whilst some are not aware of their value, and permit them

to be disturbed or destroyed. For the benefit of such the

following facts are stated, and every one is urged, as he

values his fruit-trees and looks for a plentiful harvest, to

extend to the birds the protection which they so richly

merit. Let those who may still doubt, compare the

orchards in Medford, Cambridge, &c. in June, with those

in West Cambridge, and Lexington, where shooting and

birds'-nesting are permitted. Our most intelligent

orchardists are satisfied that the absence in these last-

named towns of the Canker-worm, the pest which has

cost so much labour and expense, and has ruined so many
trees, is owing mainly to the great number of birds, which

breed undisturbed in our fields and orchards. Let the

mischievous loafers, of whatever age, size, condition, or

colour, who roam about our fields with a musket in their

hands, be dealt with according to law, or driven out like

vermin, and we shall hear no more complaints that

orchards are laid waste by insects, and trees destroyed by

mice, &c." Facts—" The common Cuckoo is almost the

only bird that feeds on the Caterpillar ; he destroys them
wi great numbers, eating them voraciously when they are
fuh-prown. The numbers of these destructive insects
that a o,w Cuckoos, with their young, will destroy, is

incredible."— Connecticut Herald. •« Every Crow re-
quires at least one pound of food a week, and nine-tenths
of their food coasts of worms and insects; 100 Crows
then in one season destroy 4780 lbs. of worms, insects,
and larvae ; from this fact, sonie slight idea may be formed
of the benefit of this much-^rsecuted bird to the farmer."
41 The Blackbird destroys a great number of grubs, &c.
Last August I observed 8,or 10 blackbirds busily engaged
on the grass-platin front of my house, and the grass
where they were seemeo). dying, as was' hinted, by their
mischievous operations, and the gun was suggested as the
remedy. Suspecting the object of the bird's search,
I turned up a piece of turf with a spade, and found it

literally swarming with grubs of various sizes. I need
not say that they were allowed to pursue their game
undisturbed, and that the grass-plat soon regained its

"verdure. This is another instance of the utility of pre-
serving birds on farms and in orchards and gardens."
—Magazine of Natural History. " To those who seem
inclined to extirpate the Blackbird, Wilson justly remarks
as a balance against the damage they commit, the service
they perform in ihe spring season, by the immense number
ot insects and their larvae, which they destroy as their
principal food, and which are of kinds most injurious to
the husbandman. Indeed, Kalm remarked, that after a
great destruction made amongst these and other birds for
the legal reward of 3d. per dozen, the northern states in

1749, experienced a complete loss of the grass and grain

crops, which were now devoured by insects." "Up to

the time of harvest, I have uniformly on dissection found
their food to consist of these larvae, caterpillars, moths,
and beetles, of which they devour such numbers, that but

for this providential economy the whole crop of grain, in

many places, would probably be destroyed before it began
to germinate. At this season to repay the gardener for {.

the tithe of his crop, their natural due, they fail not to

assist in ridding his trees, &c. of more deadly enemies,
which infest them ;

for hours at a time they may be seen

feeding on the all-despoiling Canker-worms which infest

our Apple-trees and Elms."—NuttalVs Ornithology. " It

may be safely said, that in a country so thickly settled as

this, there are no birds, not even excepting the Hawks and
Owls, but. are vastly more useful than injurious to Man.
None of them should, under any pretence, be destroyed.

It is not generally known that a few only of the Hawks
and Owls destroy poultry. The rough-legged Falcon may
be observed the whole winter long seated on a tree watch-
ing for mice, of which it destroys great numbers. Those
who shoot him, or suffer hirn to be shot, deserve to have
their trees girdled by these vermin. The Marsh Hawk,
the common Harrier, and indeed all of this family of birds

that come so fearlessly to our fields and meadows, are

equally harmless and useful."—.Prom the New England
Farmer. ^jt-

Vegetable Nature of certain supposed Animals.^—

M. Decaisne, an eminent French Botanist, has lately come
to Ihe conclusion that certain marine productions, sup-

posed to be animals, and called by naturalists "chalk-
bearing Polypes (Polypiers calciferes), are in reality sea-

weeds. This view has been microscopically and chemi-

cally confirmed by M. Payen. " In comparing Corallina

officinalis and Halymeda officinalis with Chara hispida,

vulgaris, and translucens, Payen observed, that the mineral
secretions agreed in their situation, and in proportion de-

pendant on the powers of these living beings ; and endea-
voured to trace in the tissue of the coralline, when freed

from mineral matter, a composition similar to cellulose,

the principal constituent of vegetable membrane. After
having dissolved from the coralline the mineral matter, by
dilute hydrochloric acid, and then got rid of the excess
of acid by ammonia, the whole, after being well washed in

water, was placed;, between glasses and submitted to the
microscope. On the addition of tincture of iodine and sul-

phuric acid, the usual results were afforded which are

characteristic of vegetable tissues, and even amylaceous
granules were shown to exist by the former re-agent

;

proving, without doubt, that the corallines above named
are not polypes, but Algcc, and that they belong there-

fore to the vegetable instead of theyanimal kingdom.
—Comptes Rendus, July 3d, lM3. T%^London Physio-
logical Journal. * ^

single stem, which threw out laterals radiating; in every direction,

and richly covered with bloom. The spreading1 sepals of this

variety finely showed the beautiful dark blue corolla. The show-
house was chiefly filled with scarlet Pelargoniums ; among; them,
however, was a good plant of Angelonia grandiflora, emitting the
fragrance of a ripe Pine-apple. In what is termed the old Heath-
house were good plants of Russellia juncea, Siphocampylus
betulEefolius, rather new, with red and yellow flowers, Amaryllis
Fothergilli, beautiful dark red, and a good plant of Sollya linearis,

which was trained circuitously on an oval-shaped trellis, and
covered with pretty bright blue blossoms.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Henderson's Nursery, Pine-Apple Place.—Upon entering the

stove the first object that attracted our attention was a tine

plant of yEschynanthus grandiflorus, growing on a block of wood
suspended from the roof, and producing a multitude of its pretty
scarlet and orange-coloured blossoms. Another most beautiful spe-
cimen of this plant was growingin a pot, in soil consisting of peat-

sand and a little leaf-mould, and had no fewer than 24 stems richly-

covered with flowers, both larger in size and darker in colour
than those of the former, thus showing that although it may be
desirable for the sake of variety to grow this plant upon a block,
it will nevertheless succeed better, grow more luxuriantly, and
produce finer blossoms, if it is planted in soil. A pretty plant of
Centradenia rosea, with its gracefully drooping dark purple
foliage, was growing very luxuriantly, treated on the one-shift
system; as was lxora rosea, which, although not so showy as

I. coccinea, is well worthy of a place in the stove, from the cir-

cumstance of its continuing to bloom for a lenpth of time at this
season of the year,when flowers are an acquisition. An excellent
plantofthe beautiful Allamanda catharticawas justabont to unfold
its golden treasures, and the fine dark purple foliage of the Dra-
ceena purpurea contrasted well with the green of the surrounding
plants. There was also in (lower Acacia kermesina, having fine

long stamens, with purple filaments and white anthers, and a
graceful, rather drooping foliage; also a beautiful little plant of

Lobelia longitolia, with its long tube and white spreading petals.

while the dark red foliage of Begonia sanguinea, the green and
yellow of Cruton varicgatum, and the pretty scarlet wax-like
berries of Rivina humilis had a fine effect in producing a variety

of pleasing tints, which accord well w'th this season of the year.

Stephanotus fioribundus, which is decidedly one of our best stove
climbers, was trained along the rafters, and just coming into

bloom ;Thunbergia Hawtavneana was (lowering beautifully, and
Convolvulus pentanthus, which is an abundant bloomer, was
just about to disclose its light blue corolla. In the forcing-house
was Franciscea latifolia. very pretty and fragrant; afew beautiful

plants of Achimenes coccinea, densely covered with brilliant

scarlet flowers ; also, a good plant of the new A. hirsuta, said to

be an excellent bloomer; Lcttsomia splcndens, although natu-
rally a very shy flowerer, was producingits beautiful light purple
blossoms in abundance; it had been kept for some time in a
small pot, which has no doubt had the effect Of throwing it into

bloom, by checking luxuriance, and thereby favouring the pro-

duction of flower-buds'; as soon as these were formed it was
given a good large' shift. In this house was also a good plant of

Thunhergia grandiflora.
In the Orchidaceous house were in flower Zygopetalum maxil-

lare and rostratum, the latter having three beautiful spikes of

flowers, with large white labellum striped with purple, and
having the additional advantage of being a free bloomer; a fine

plant of Epidendrum cochleatum mnjus and ciliare, producing
five spikes covered with flowers; the beautiful Cattleya Har-
risonise and Maxillaria macrantha, which has kept blooming for

four months past. We also remarked Oncidium I-anceanum and
Harrisonii; a good specimen of Gongora maculata, having five

long pendant spikes, richly covered with pretty spotted flowers
;

also a good plantof G. atropnrpurca, blooming freely; Myanthus
deltoidcs, with curious green (lowers marked with dark -brown
streaks, more singular than handsome. Plants of CycnocheS
Loddigesii and ven'ricosum were also in bloom, likewise Tricho-
pilia tortilis and Ccelogyne fimbriata. The Heath-house was
adorned with many species of that beautiful tribe; it has also
lately undergone some alterations, which have the effect of
showing the plants to more advantage. There were in bloom
Erica verticillata, with whorls of brilliant scarlet ; mutabilis, with
fine purple flowers ; Bowieana, mammosa pallida, grandinosa,
with numerous small white blossoms; vestita purpurea, curvi-
flora lutea, a beautiful yellow species; tenuifiora with fine deli-
cate light-pink blossoms; formosa, very beautiful ; Lambertiana
rosea, richly covered with bloom

; purialis, light pink, with dark
brown stamens, which protrude beyond the corolla ; and refulgens,
very beautiful and conspicuous. The stock of Heaths in the pits
was in excellent condition, and many of them were covered with
bloom. In the notth house were some admirable specimens cf
Fuchsias, particularly F. conspicua arborea and Thompson's for-
mosa elegans j the latter was five feet high, trained up with a

The London Physiological Journal is a new periodical,

apparently intended as a sequel to the Microscopical

Journal, now discontinued. The authors, Dr. Goodfellow

and Mr. Edwin Quekett, are well qualified to conduct

such a periodical ; and we trust they will meet with

support in their undertaking ; for microscopical inqui-

ries, when directed to the solution of difficult problems in

the structure of animals and plants, are not second even

to Chemistry in their importance. The one is indispensa-

ble to the other, and neither can be neglected with safety.

The present Number contains evidence enough of the truth

of this statement in the extracts from foreign writers on
the microscopical plants which cause the phenomena of
fermentation and the horrible disease called Plica Polonica.

While we thus willingly offer our testimony to the skill

with which this Number of the Physiological Journal has

been prepared, we must except a lithographic plate, the

execution of which is we will not say what.

The October Number of the Journal of Agriculture

and Transactions of the Highland Society is, as usual,

full of good matter. Among other things, it contains

some experiments disproving the existence of exorementi-

tious secretions by the roots of plants, and a translation of

Count Gasparin's paper on the Value of Manures, an im-
portant document, to which we may return hereafter-

There is also an account of Miller's Safety Reins, which

we recommend our horse* driving friends to peruse.

Messrs. Paul and Son's Descriptive Catalogue'of Roses-

is before us, and deserves to be made known. It contains

not merely the prices at which the sorts are sold, but a

classification and description of all the varieties, with

some general and useful remarks upon each section. The
lovers of Roses cannot dispense with adding this to Mr.
Rivers's Catalogue, noticed at p. 648.

The Artisan is a new monthly periodical, intended for

the information of those who are interested in mechanical

operations. It is abundantly illustrated with good plans

and sections, appears to be carefully compiled, is very

cheap, and we hope will succeed, provided it confines

itself to its proper sphere, and avoids interfering between,

men and their masters. We mention this because we
fancy we see symptoms of a disposition to take the oppo-

site course, which must of necessity lead to recrimination,,

and can scarcely fail of converting the journal into a party

organ, which will ruin it.

Suggestions for a more General Extension of Land'
draining. By John Henry Charnock. Longman. 1843.

19 pages.

This litt le pamphlet suggests a practical and extensive

mode of increasing the system of thorough draining wet
heavy lands. The great obstacle to this very useful and
necessary operation in most cases is its expense when
undertaken on a large scale ; and although this expense is

daily diminishing, from the application of machinery to

the making of draining-tiles, and from the greater dexterity

of workmen, neither landlords nor tenants are fully pre-

pared to meet it. The former have incumbrances to pro-

vide for, or their income is regularly appropriated ; or they

are tenants for life, and care little for the increase of their

successors' income. As Lord Stanley most judiciously

observed at the late Agricultural Meeting at Liverpool*
" It is well worth while to borrow money to lay out in

draining," But the difficulty is to find capitalists inclined

to lend ; and if deeds and mortgages are required, it adds

much to the expense, and the security to the lender is not

always evident. Some simple law is much wanted to

facilitate such loans. The object of the pamphlet before

us is to prove, first, the great importance of thorough-

draining in a national point of view : and not a word need

be said to confirm this proposition, which none will attempt

to refute. The next object is to facilitate the means of

doing so more generally, for which a Land-draining

Association is proposed. Without entering into the

details, we will not hesitate to wish the plan may succeed ;

and we have no doubt but under proper management it

may become equally profitable to the capitalist as a safe

investment, and to the company as a profitable speculation.

We would only recommend the shareholders to see that the

machinery be not too expensive.

—

M.

Theorie der G'drlnerei, von John Lindley. (Lindley s

Theory of Horticulture.) 8vo. Vienna. 1842.

{Continued'from page 487.)
x

. l.

Page 129.—" In order to render this important subject

yet more clear we subjoin a report on the labours o

Edwards and Colin, derived from the pages of Fronep s

Zeitschrift. Messrs. Edwards (a member of the Academy

of Moral and Political Science) and Colin (Professor or

Chemistry) read an article upon this subject bttoretne

Academy of Sciences on the 18th of April, 1867, wMcn

constitutes the third part of their Researches upon Agri-

cultural Physiology. As the influence ot vapour upon

germination was not yet known, they considered them-

selves compelled to take up this subject. Iheir experi-

ments have led them to the following results.
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1. " In free moist air, yet considerably removed from the

point of saturation, seeds did not germinate.

2. " Germination took place among the Cerealia,

Summer Wheat, Winter Wheat, Barley, Oats, Rye, when

placed in an atmosphere fully saturated with moisture.

b

3. » When placed under water they required eight

times as long a period before they germinated.

4. " If the number of seeds or grains be increased, and

25 be employed instead of 5, and brought into an atmo-

sphere saturated with moisture, without placing the expe-

riment under a larger bell than in the last instances,

germination does not take place.

5 - " The same is also the case if the original number,
for instance, five grains are employed, and covered with a

bell much larger, in which case germination is very much
retarded if not prevented.

.

6. "The circumstances which produce this retardation

or hinderance of germination, depend on the influence of

temperature upon the moisture of the air.

7. "If the temperature is low and undergoes little or

no change, germination will take place as soon under a

small bell as under a large one.

8. " If the temperature is higher, moderate, and change-

able, the germination will be retarded under a large bell.

9. "This occurs when during the daily change the

temperature increases, and the air has a tendency to

depart from a state of perfect saturation, and if the space

is great, the diffused vapour is in part absorbed by the

seed, and the air never reaches the point of saturation.

10. " These effects probably do not proceed from the

fact that the seed had not absorbed enough vapour; in a

low constant temperature seeds absorb less water than in

a higher, and in the first case germination takes place,

and in the last it is retarded or entirely prevented.

11. " These remarkable facts are produced by the air

not being sufficiently saturated with vapour to allow of the

necessary application of moisture to the external mem-
brane of the seed.

12. "In germination, two principal conditions with

regard to the vapour are required to take place ;
first, that

the seed absorb enough vapour for the function of nutri-

tion
; and second, that the external air be saturated with

sufficient vapour to soften sufficiently the testa of the seed.

13. "Through the simultaneous action of water and
vapour, germination constantly takes place, and earlier

w-here the air is saturated with moisture.
14. "With regard to the application of these principles

to seeds sown in different kinds of soil, the authors found
that germination took place by the agency of vapour when
seeds were placed in sand and clay, but "in both cases the
process was longer, especially in the clay, which absorbed
the vapour slowly and imparted it slowly to the seeds.

15. " The same principles apply to the remaining periods
of vegetation, as M M. Colin and Edwards grew large
plants in air fully saturated with moisture, as well as in air

imperfectly saturated.

16. " Observations made in the West Indies, where the
air is constantly moist, completely confirm these results.

The fruits there are not only very fine, but the woody
fibre of plants is very hard.

17. '• The practical result of the whole is that vapour
should be employed in hothouses to a much greater extent
than it has been. In England this proceeding has already
done wonders. The Vines bear tremendous great Grapes ;

Pine-apples weigh as much as eight pounds, and other
plants flourish extraordinarily."

Page 129.—We here present a figure of Mr. Daniell's

hygrometer
: a and b are two glass globes, which are

attached to each end of

a glass tube bent in the

manner represented in

the figure. This tube

rests upon a stand. The
globe b is filled two-
thirds with tether,

which is made to boil

by means of a spirit-

lamp ; and the air of

the tube and of the

globe, a, is expelled

through a little hole in

the latter, which must
be hermetically sealed
whilst the aether is boil-

ing. Previous to this

process a small thermo-
meter is introduced
into the tube c, so that

its bulb may be partly
immersed in the aether

__ of the globe, b. Another
thermometer is attached to the stem, k, and a piece of

Muslin is wound around the globe a.

It" the hand is now applied to the globe b, its heat will

cause the tether in the globe to boil, and a part of it will

rise in the form of vapour and fill the tube and the

S'obe, a. The instrument should now be brought
into the open air, and the eye of the observer placed
^pon a level with the sether in the globe £, whilst a
few drops of rether are dashed upon the muslin covering
the globe a. The evaporation which takes place on the
surface of a produces a condensation of the vapour within
11 and the whole tube. The consequence of this is the

Production of cold in the tube and globes, and the con-
densaiion of the vapour in the atmosphere upon them,
"which is first observed upon the globe b in the form of a
cloudy ri ng # This must be accurately observed, and
attention immediately paid to the height at which the
Mercury of the thermometer at d stands. This is the dew-
point, and indicates the proportion of ^moisture contained

.
in the air. The more moisture there is in the atmo

sphere the less sinking of the temperature is required to

reduce the vapour to water. The thermometer on the

stand k exhibits the temperature of the atmosphere at the

time of making the observation. If the internal thermo-

meter has fallen only a few degrees below that of the

external one, it indicates a great amount of moisture in

the atmosphere, and it is probable there will be rain soon.

But as the above apparatus requires great accuracy and

care both in the using and observation, we recommend a

plan out of u Loudon's Suburban Horticulturist/' Part II.,

p. 76, wherein the. employment of two thermometers is

made to serve the purpose of an hygrometer. The ther-

mometers are hung close together, and the ball of one is

wetted in order to observe the cold produced ;
and the

other remains dry, to indicate the temperature of the

atmosphere. The balls of both thermometers must be

enveloped in a piece of silk or muslin, in order to prevent

the communication of heat from the atmosphere ; one of

them is then supplied with pure water, which may be

constantly conducted from a bottle, or other vessel, by

means of a skein of silk acting as a conducting tuoe.

The silk or muslin on the ball of the wetted thermometer

and the skein require to be occasionally renewed. The

greater the difference between the degrees of temperature

of the wetted and dry thermometers, the greater is the

need of moisture in the atmosphere.
{To he continued.)

CALENDAR OF OPERATlONS/or the ensuing week.

Now that October has given the first notes of preparation for the

protection of half-hardy plants of known merit, and for the trial of

others which are yet of a doubtful character, we ought to discard

from our minds at once anv reports tending to the prejudice of this

latter class while under trial, and judge of them only by positive

facts brought before us. The first witness, indeed the principal one,

on the side of the prosecution, is Mr. Frost, of Winterhaugh, who
seems to have entertained views on this subject rather at variance

with those of good judges. Now, although the Calendar for next

winter term shows a heavy list of names for trial, there would be no

great difficulty for those experienced in such matters to decide in their

own minds the general issue beforehand, were it not that there is a

disparity of opinion as to the best manner of conducting the trials, and

as this is* a point of very great, importance,we cannot do better than dis-

cuss thus early the merits of the case, for the benefit of all concerned.

In the first place, therefore, some hold an opinion that half-hardy

plants ought to be guarded from the cold north winds, by protecting

materials so contrived as to have the south side opened on sunny days

and in favourable weather, in order, if possible, to keep up and revive

the drooping spirits of the inmates. Others are of an entirely opposite

opinion, and would secure their prisoners from all southern influences

and expose them on all favourable opportunities to the rigours of

the north; while a third party see many good qualities in both pro-

positions, but would not run into either extremity, but rather meet

each of them half way and arrange matters amicably for the general

good. Without wishing to influence the mind of anyone in so serious

an affair I may as well say at once that I arrange myself with this

latter, or half-way party ; and here are my reasons : the first part}r

act judiciously the first half of the term, by securing their plants

from the cold north winds, as long as there is any chance of ripening

the young wood more perfectly ; and by exposing them thus to the

south every ray of sun is made the best of to ripen the plants from
October to January, while for the next three or four months nothing

can he more injudicious than their proceedings, in as far as the rays

of sun from that time stimulate the plants to grow, and are thus

exposed to the vicissitudes of our variable climate. The second

party act even with less judgment (at least in our opinion), by expos-

ing their plants to the north at once, when they are in a half-ripe

state in October, thus denying them the benefit, such as it is, of our

short seasons, and exposing them to dangers which they are not in a
condition to meet. It is true, however, that after the turn of the

season, plants thus shaded on the south side are not tempted to

make an early growth until the season is so far advanced as to put

them out of danger. I hope you can clearly see now that we, the

third party, would shelter our plants from the north from October to

January, and entail on ourselves and our followers the trouble of

turning the temporary screens so that the openings should, after that

time, point to the north. But of course you will act according to

your own judgment. The first part of the trial is over already.

The leaves of Paulovnia imperialis so ill stand the cold weather that

it has turned black with two degrees of frost.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—After this time there is more danger from drips and

over- watering than from the plants getting too dry, especially when
bottom-heat is on the decline, and the pots not well filled with roots;

these two causes soon tell on the black Pines. A uniform bottom-

heat, if you can get it, with the atmosphere rather drj', and not

much on either side of 60° in the morning, ought to be about the

general run during this month.
Vinery.— For the next six weeks a practised eye can see clearly

if the plants in the late Vineries have been over-cropped, even should

the half of the crops be already gathered. With the best-constructed

houses, and other things well managed, over-cropped Vines, or

weakly ones in ill-drained borders, never carry their late crops well

;

the least touch or speck, and away they go, and you cannot help it.

Look, again, at a healthy, vigorous, young or old Vine, under oppo-

site circumstances, and you could hardly damp or injure its fruit, if

you wished. If the sashes of the early Vineries are off, no time

should now be lost in getting them on, as, if we should get cold

rains, the borders inside would be chilled too much, and thus put

you under disadvantages when you begin to force. All Vines that

are forced should be pruned as soon as the wood is ripe.

Out-door Department.
When we get a cold day late in the spring we endure it with

patience, expecting to have a fine day to-morrow ; but now we can

hardly enjoy a fine dav in the anticipation of rough weather. This

state of excitement impels us to have all our crops and plants

secured and well provided for against the winter long before real

danger is at hand. As soon as you hear of three or iour degrees of

frost you must have your mats at hand, ready to coyer up with.

Those who have neglected to provide these things think nothing of

sending many miles for them at this critical time, while a third party

is unwilling to expose their best mats yet, for fear of getting them

soddened with wet, and thus rendering them of less service when

there is real need for them.

gard

to*do sVwi'th Cauliflowers; pull up a quantity ol them that are now

fit or nearly fit for use, and lay them m by the heels in some moist

earth in a dry shed or out-house—it is too soon yet to put them down

in the cellar; then look about lor a dry, well-sheltered border, dung

and dig it as well as you can, and the first mild day plant it all over

in patches with good Cauliflower plants, ready to be sheltered with

hand-glasses by-and-by.

Cabbages.—This is, perhaps, the last time that I shall write

about Cabbages, and that only to say if any failures have happened

in the rows already planted the spaces should now be tilled up with

the strongest plants you have on hand ; nothing looks worse in.

winter than to see gaps' here and there in any rows or crops of plants.

Lettuce and Kndive Plants may atill be planted in cold

frames, but the sooner the better.

Orchard.—Pruning may now be commenced in earnest, begin-

ning first with the Currants, then the Gooseberries and Raspberries;

this will clear a good deal of ground to be dressed and dug in fine

weather. After that Apple and Pear-trees, &c. ;
then look over the

walls and cut away useless laterals and late growths on the Peach-
trees ; indeed, any shoot you think will not be wanted in spring had
better be cut out at once, to make more room for the others, and let

in the sun and air to ripen the bearing-wood for next year; the

leaves of Peach-trees are of very little use after this time, and they

do much harm bv shading the wood ; you may therefore take your

knife and cut them off byhandsfull, but do not strip them off, for

fear of injuring the buds. No author has recommended this, but

many of the best gardeners practise it regularly.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AM) SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—There are no plants more easy to manage in winter than

stove-plants, and yet an inexperienced person may injure them at

this time sooner than any other tribe. Some years since I had a

large house full of tropical fruit-plants, such as the Mango, Man-
gostan, several sorts of Eugenias, the Mammee-tree, with the Lee

Chee and Long-yen, &c, and plenty of Granadillas overhead ; for sis

long weeks we had very hard weather, and we could not get up the

heat higher than 50° during that time, except in the middle of the

day, and in the mornings it was often as low as 40° ; but not a plant

was hurt, and some of them were really improved by this treatment

;

however, 60° is about the lowest they outrht to have this month, with

rather a dry atmosphere and air on all fine days, if only to sweeten

the houses now that they are so full.

Greenhouse.—Those who have not the advantage of cold turf

pits must have crowded their greenhouses to suffocation on the

approach of the late frosts. Let a place be ever so small there ought

to be some contrivance for sheltering half-hardy greenhouse plants

late in the autumn, without crowding them into houses thus early.

The Chrysanthemums and Pelargoniums ouffht now to occupy the

best places here, and more hardy plants would be much better in

pits, where rain and frost could be kept from them till the Chrysan-

themums are nearly over, to make room for them in- doors.

Conservatory.— " After your sweeping charge against green-

houses how do you define a conservatory ?" asks a correspondent. ^ I

would rather dig an acre of ground than try to answer this question

as I should like ; suffice it to"say, therefore, that any house, whatever

its shape or size may be, where all or nearly the whole of the plants

that flower on the establishment are kept during the time ihey are

in bloom, is, in the language of gardeners, a conservatory. You
cannot manage such a house any day in the year as you would a

greenhouse, and here lies the difficulty in managing plants where

there is but one small house. From this time till next March a
conservatory must be kept close, more or less, to suit forced plants,

&c, while a greenhouse cannot have too much air whenever the

weather is fine.

Pits and Frames.—Now is the time to pot all the Cape Iri-

dacese, with others from Mexico, Chili, &c. &c; the whole order

delights in light, open soil. The stronger Gladioli, and the like, are

much benefited by the addition of one-third rotten leaf-mould, the

rest peat and light loam, in equal portions, with a little sand ; and

the more delicate sorts do better in two-thirds sandy-peat, the rest

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, to flower late in the spring, may now
be potted, and those first potted of these will now have the pots

pretty well filled with roots, and may therefore be brought to a glass

frame, to get up the foliage and flower-stems slowly, when a smart

forcing will not much injure the bulbs.

Grafting House-Plants.— If you commit yourself in a hurry

you may repent at your leisure. A few days after 1 said in this

Calendar that Jasminum heterophyllum was only fit for the rubbish

heap, a friend sent me a large parcel of cuttings of different species

of house Jasminums, knowing I should have great difficulty to strike

them by cuttings in winter. If I had taken a thought on the subject

I might have had plenty of stocks of the J. heterophyllato graft these

cuttings on, it being one of the best of them for that purpose.

Flowkring New Plants.—Now that the Paulovnia has been

flowered by Mrs. Wray, and the Baringtonia speciosa. last summer,

by Mr. Dodds, gardener to Col. Baker, of Salisbury, the next plant

to flower will be a Bignoniaceous plant, from West Africa, in the

country of the Ashantees, which may be seen m all the good collec-

tions under the name of Spathodea campanulata.

Flower-garden.—People are now too busy taking up such of

their flower- gardening plants as they may want another year to think

of anvthinc else at present; but I have seen some people making

such a litter and confusion all over the garden, with such work, that

I shall be excused for saving there is no reason for disturbing order

and neatness even with this work.—D. Beaton, ShruOland Park
Gardens, Ipswich.

_

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Oct. 1£>, 1843, as

observed at ihe Horticultural Garden, Chiswuk.
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Saturday
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37.0

Wind. !
Rain.

39 5

W.
N.W.

s.

N.W.
N.W.
N.W-
W.

.06

. fifl

Octi J3. Clear; white clouds, with very clear intervals; clear, with slight

frost at night.

14. Very clear; light clouds: cloudy and cool at night; frosty.

15, Frosty; foffffy; cloudy ; frosty and fnggv at night-

lfl Frosty J
clear, cold and dry; clear and frosty. . ,

17! Very heavy fall of rain early a.m. ; cloudy and fine ;
boisterous with

rain at night.

18. Clem- with brisk cold wind ; cloudless, dry and cold; sharp irost ar.

nighu
19. Severe frost ; frosty haze; fine; sharp frost at night.

Mean temperature of the week 11^° below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during: the last 17 years, for the ensuing

W eek ending October 28, 1843.

Aver. Aver.

Oct. Highest Lowest
Temp. Temp.

Sun. 22 58.8 4tf.S

Mon. 23 57-7 41.8

Tues. 24 66 40.4

Wed. 25 59.

1

39 9

Thurs.W 54.8 39.7

Fri. 27 54.7 40.2

Sat- 28 53.4 Off £Of •«)

Menu
Tcinp

No. of
Years in

which it

Kained.

Greatest
quantity
of Main. %

&3
•

52.9 lfl 0.50 in. —
49.7 11 40 1 1

fl8.2 7 0-80 w 1

48.0 8 0.72 2 —
47-2 7 0.52 3 2

47.1 14 0.80 1 4

45.5 9 LOG
1

Prevailing Winds.

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 24th, m
1833—thexmom. 68°J and the lowest on the 28th. 1836—thermom. 23°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Oct. 20, 1843.

Notwithstanding the change that has taken place in the

weather daring the past week, the market has been well supplied

with both fruits and vegetables. There has been little alteration

in the prices of most articles, but trade is not very brisk. Pines

are not very plentiful, but are quite sufficient to meet the demand.

Black Hamburgh Grapes still continue good and plentiful j
there

are also a few Muscats-these are selling at nearly the same

urices as last week. Among Plums we noticed the lmperatnce

and a few of Coe's Golden Drop. Damsons are plentitully sup-

plied, and are selling at irora 35. to 4s. per hf-sieve. Peaches con-

tinue to get scarcer, but are of very g->od quality, and bring from

48. to o.v. per doz. There has been little alteration in the prices of

Figs. Apples are sufficient to meet the demand, but are not well

ripened nor of very good quality. Pears are plentiful, and are

selling at from 3s, to 8a-. per half sieve. Mel ns arc becoming
rather scarce; a lew Spanish ones are still brought to the market.

Cucumbers have been rather scarce during the past week, and
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Tomatoes have likewise been less plentiful, and are beginning: to
sh
T£ effect of the last two or tnree coId frosty nights.

Cabbages and Turnips are very good and plentiful, and there has
been some excellent Broccoli brought to the market during the
week. Carrots are sufficient to meet the demand, and are of
pretty good quality. Endive is selling at from Is-, to la. 6d. per
score. Shallots are abundant and of excellent quality. Cut
Flowers consist of Erica gracilis, Boweiana, crnenta curviflora,
and incarnata; Pentstemon gentianoides coccinea, Gladiolus
psittacmus, Primula sinensis, Amaryllis belladonna, Neapolitan
Violets, China Asters, Zinnias, Camellias, Fuchsias, Scarlet
Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, China and Perpetual Roses.

PRICES, Saturday, October 81, 1843 FRUITS :—
Pine Applp, per lh.,4* to 6

J

Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2* to As
„ Portugal, per lb. i)d to U6d

Peaches, per dozen, As to 9s
Fiifs, per doz., 3s to 6s
Melons, each. Is 6d to 4*

„ Dutch, each, Ij to 2s 6d
>, Spanish, each, 4* tu 6a

Plums, per punnet. 1* ro 2*

„ Golden Drop, per pun., 2s
Damsons, per sv., '.is to As
Apples, dessert, p. bush. As to 8s
Apples, Kitchen, p bus. 3* 6d to 5* 6d
Pears, per halt-sieve, 5s to 8s
Oranges, per dozen, ls6dio3s— per 100, Ws to 30s

Cabbages*, perdoz., 6d to Is
Greens, per doz. 2s to 2i 6d
Cauliflowers, per dozen. As to 6s
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sieve. As to 6s— Scarlet, per hf-sv., 2* to 5s
Potatoes, per ton, 5(>j to 7ns— per cwt., 2s 6d to As— per bushel, \s6d to 2s— Kidney, p. bush., 2s to 2s 6d
Artichokes, green, per doz., 1* 6d to 3s
Vegetable Marrows, perdoz., is to Is 6d
Turnips, perdoz- bunches, U to 2a
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to U
Horse Radish, perbundle, 1* t.o6s
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, 6d to 1*— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, dd to U
Carrots, p. doz. bun-, 2s to 5*
Spinach, per sieve, 9d to It
Leeks, per doz. bun., 1* to 2s
Garlic, per lb. 6d to 8d

Lemons, perdoz. 6d to 2s— per 100,6* id \As
Cucumbers, per brace, Adto 8d
Gherkins, per 1000, 5* to 7s
Green Capsicums, per 100. Ufld to2s6d
fteri _ „ 4j to 8s
Almonds, ptr peek, 6s
Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 2s 6d to Zs
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, \6s— Hazel, 3* to 4*
— Hnnpiona, l£ff to 20*— Cob. 12*

Filberts, English, p lOOlbs.. 55*toG5j
Barberries, per hf.-sv., 3* to As
Tomatoes, per hK-sv., 5s io 6*

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Spring p. doz. beh., 1* 6d to 3*— Large, per bushel, 2s to 3*— Spanish, per doz., Ij to 3*— pickling, p/hf.-sv ,3a 6d U)4s6d
shallots, per lb., fid to 9d
Chilis, per 100, Uto2*
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, fid to 1*— Cos, per score, 6d to Is 6d
Celery, per bun., Gd to 2s
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* 6d to 2s "
Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 16s to 28*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Sweet Basil, per doz. bunches, 2s to 3*
Watercress, per do/,, am. bun. 3d to Ad
Parsley, per doz. bunches, U 6d to 2s
Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Kndive, per score, U to U 6d
Mint, per doz. bunches, \s to 2s
Marjoram, green, p. .loz.bun. Is6d to 2s
Chervil, per punnet, 2d to 3d

Notices to Correspondents.
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR.—At the earnest

solicitation of many of our Subscribers, we have determined on
again reprinting Mr. Paxtor/s " Cottager's Calendar," in the form
of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d. each copy.
It may be ordered of all booksellers. Gentlemen wishing to dis-
tribute copies among their cottage tenantry, may have them deli-
vered i?i any part of London, by remitting a post-office order to
this office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies.

Back Numhkrs op the Gardknkrs' Chronicle.—We are so
often applied to for particular Numbers of the Gardeners' Chro-
nicle, to complete sets, and so many are now out of print, that we
think it will save all parties trouble if we publish a list of the
Numbers which may still be had. Any Subscriber who will for-
ward to our publisher Post-office stamps, equivalent in value to as
many Numbers as are required, shall have them sent.

1841 :-l, 2, 6, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, IJ, IS, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 2/, 28,
29, 30, 31,32, 34, 46,47, and 4Q.

>»!*•/»•
1842 :-4, 6, 8, 10,,11, 12, 16, 18, 28,29,30,31,32,34,38,39,40,41,

42, 43, 44. 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52, and 53.
1843: 1,5,9, 10, 11, 12, 13,14,15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,22,23,24,25,

2b, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41.
Names of Plants.—We really must refer our correspondents to a

notice, which was printed some time since, and seems to have
been forgotten :—" We must again mention that it is not in cm-
power to spare time for naming collections of common flowers,
ill selected, and worse packed; and we would beg our corre-
spondents not to put themselves to the expense of sending, or
us to the pain of neglecting them. It is unreasonable to expect
us to give up valuable time to the examination of little frag-
ments of common plants, whose names the inquirer can obtain
of the first gardener in his neighbourhood. We are most ready
to afford infoimation on such points to a reasonable extent,
but there must be a limit to such inquiries. We should say
that one or two plants are as many as it can generally be
necessary to send at a time. In future, when heaps of plants
are sent us, we trust to be excused for not noticing: them at
all." Our good-nature has of late induced us to deviate some-
what from the rule here laid down; and our correspondents
must now blame themselves if we return to it, scrupulously.
Little bits of weeds, shrivelled and broken, crowded together
in Post-office covers, and florists' flowers, actually load our
table. We have repeatedly declined naming florists' flowers,
which are always sold with their names, and the latter should
be taken care of.

Heating.—A Constant Reader.—You will find a letter on this
subject in another column Junius.—We are afraid that
your plan will not be very efficient. You place the fire outside
the pit lest the soil within should become too hot, and you
cover the mere flue with three feet of sawdust through which
a feeble heat will have great difficulty in penetrating. As a
matter of economy, if the heat irom the fire would be inju-
riously felt through three feet of sawdust, how wastefully
must >t escape into the air without that protection ! To heat a
small pit by a common fire, the best plan, perhaps, is to under-
arch the whole of the soil and put a fire in the cavity, with an
eroape into a flue at one corner. The cavity will thus be heated
very much upon the plan of a baker's oven, and the soil above
he arc:; win receive a uniform and very manageable tempera-
ture. This is much the same as Mr. Forsyth's Kiliogie plan.
On no account use sawdust. Spent tanner's bark is in all
respects far better.

Fruit-trkes.-5.C-Your Jargonelle Pear-trees, trained against
the wall of the house you are about to pull down, may be lopped
so as to form standards; bot this variety does not succeed as
such, even in the south of England, except in very favourable
situations. It would therefoie be better to graft them next
spring with some of the good hardy sorts of Pear. Though not
i.s standards in your climate, yet Jargonelles will succ. ed on a
wail with a northern aspect; they may be removed in autumn
almost entire. This is also the proper season for lopping the
Apple-trees which overshadow your garden. They will soon
bear agnin if you pinch their shoots in the end of June.ll

Grafting Vinks.— 8+ //.—The best method of grafting Vines is
to shorten the branch or shoot at the winter pruning to the
most eligible place for inserting the graft. The graft should be
kept in sufficiently moist soil till the time of performing the
operation, and for a week previous in the same temperature as
that in which the Virus to be operated upon are growing.
When such portions of the latter as are shortened foneceiving
t-»e grafts have made a bit of shoot, graft as you would other
lruit-trees, taking; care, however, to preserve the shoot at thetop in claying, and until the buds on the scion have pushed,
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Inarching may be performed
,
any time

-
aner tne Vines have started so far as not to bleed. II

JJ-kliotroptums, Vkrbbnas, &C—4» Old Subscriber. t- The
usual practice is to strike cuttings of Heliotropiun.s, Verbenas,
Mid Calceolarias, to be planted out in spring, about the middle
•Of August. Ihey are put in thus early in order that they-may

' be well rooted before winter, and thereby rendered less liable
to damp off m cold dull weather

; but if you wish to preserve
your old plants of Heliotropium,youmay take them up, slightly
prune their roots, and cut down their tops to within about six
inches of the root, then put them into 48-sized pets, and

- place them in a cool frame, where '.hey may remain during the
winter. Fuchsias, Scarlet Pelaigoniurns, and Salvias, may be
taken up and have their tops slightly pruned^ and then they
may be placed in any cool dry situatioft vrlwre they wiji be free
Irom frost.;

Phlox Drummo.vdii.—Flora.—You may save your plants of
Phlox Drummoridii, which are just coming up in a pan, if you
think proper; but they will not be finer nor flower much earlier
than those that may be raised from seeds that shall have been
sown next spring.

±

LpOMteACffikuiSA, Sec—Flora.—Your plant of Ipomcea cscrulea,
that has reached the top of a house but not flowered, has in
all probability been planted in rich soil, which has caused it to
grow very luxuriantly, and favoured the formation of leaf-buds

;

while, on the contrary, whatever tends to check luxuriance,
without impairing the health of the plant, is more favourable
to the production of flower-buds. It is worth preserving

; and
we have seen a plant, under similar circumstances, that had its
top broken off by accident, throw out laterals and flower
abundantly. The Ipomcea sp. from Hartweg and I. ficilolia will
perhaps flower about Christmas. Ceanothus divaricatus has
not yet flowered in this country, that we are aware of. Spiraea
lnnceolata should flower about midsummer, and S. fissa about
this season. £

Orchidackje.— Orchis.—All the Peristerias are pendulous except
P. elata. None of the Epidendrums are pendulous except E.
aloifolium and Parkinsonianum, which is the same as falcatum.
Nobody knows how Schomburgkia tibicinis is best grown.

Dahlias.— George Richmond may take up his Dahlias as soon as
the frost kills their leaves, and dry the roots well; then put
them in a box with straw or chaff, and place them in a situa-
tion free from frost; they should neither get mouldy nor too
dry, and when they begin to sprout in the end of spring, cut
them into sets like Potatoes, having a sprout or eye to each
piece. —D. B.

Pklarooniums.—C— If you will refer to page 501 you will find
that instructions have been given for potting Pelargoniums.
Further remarks were promised by Mr. Ayres, but as they
relate principally to spring management they will be inserted
at the most convenient time.

Pkars.— #. Af. 5.—Varieties to come in between Christmas and
Easter :—Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar, Hacon's Incompara-
ble, Fondante du Bois, Knight's Monarch, Jean de Witte, Ne
piusMeuns, Easter Beurre, and Beurre Ranee.

||

Melons.- Old Rags.—U you have succeeded in raising as fine
Melons under oiled canvas as were ever produced under glass,
you have done what has not happened elsewhere. But we
are rather fanciful about Melons, and care less for their appear-
ance than their taste. The generality of fine Melons are, in
our opinion, uneatable.

Strawhkrriks.—Austen's Scarlet Strawberry is unknown to us,
and we should be much obliged by a few plants. A. A.—
Ground for Strawberries should be well trenched and manured.
Good and productive varieties are, Keen's Seedling, Downton,
Elton, Roseberry, Old Pine, Myatt's British Queen, Swainstone
Seedling, Coul Late Scarlet, Prolific Hautbois, and Large Flat
Hauthois.

jj

Figs.—Essex.—Protect your Fig-trees effectually from frost, and
more especially the extremities of the shoots, for on these the
crop that ripens is produced,||

Insects.—A. Atves.—The slug-like caterpillars which defoliated
your Cherry-tree will change to a saw-fly, named Tenthredo
-/Ethiops, next midsummer. We cannot say to what extent the
tree will suffer, and shall feel obliged by your informing us
of the result, in the course of next year. R. An Original
Subscriber's Potatoes have been attacked by the wireworm, we
presume. If such be the case, it is scarcely possible to free
the land from them ; they may, however, be reduced by sticking
slices of Potato or Turnip in the ground, to which they will
resort ; and if these be examined daily very considerable num-
bers may be collected and destroyed. The lime-dressing will
not touch the wireworm, it is to be feared. The Pear-tree
was killed, no doubt, by the caterpillars found under the bark,
and not by the tar-painting. R. A Subscriber's Ichneumon
is named Pimpla instigator, and is not uncommon in gardens.
R. J. H.'s box contained nothing but some earth and a few
fibrous roots when it reached us ; the box was crushed to
pieces, which probably enabled the insects to escape j we are
consequently unable to give the information desired. R.
Penna.— It is absolutely necessaiy to inclose specimens of
insects when correct information is required, and none of the
larva? having been transmitted with the note, it is impossible
to determine the moth whose maggots have injured the Peas;
indeed, we cannot even say to what genus it may belong. R.

Italian Fire-fly.—The specimen discovered in a greenhouse
in Norfolk had no doubt been introduced with the Orange-
trees, as suggested by Mr. Dugmore. As we had the pleasure
of seeing these extraordinary little animals in their native
country last summer we will shortly illustrate their history. R.

Books. :— Ortotano, a Country-town Amateur.—A good many plans
for flower gardens are to be found in "Loudon's Gardeners*
Magazine," and his " Encyclopaedia of Gardening." There is

also a great variety of patterns for parterred gardens in
"James's Gardening," an old book well worth having where
it can be procured. S. B.—Lowe's " Primitive Florae Mader-
ensis"is all that has app* ared specially on the Flora of Ma-
deira. The island contains nothing except plants perfectly
well known. Its glory consists in its beautiful Ferns. J. F.
—The Cryptogamic volume of Smith's "English Flora" con-
tains the most complete account we have of British Crypto-
gamic plants. You can obtain it separately. For price con-
sult a bookseller. A Humble Subscriber. — Martin Doyle's
" Cyclopaedia of Practical Agriculture."

Botany.— S. W.—The apparent omissions you mention are
chiefly owing to the fluctuating opinions of botanists regarding
the real importance of some of the smaller groups of plants,
and the redistribution of the Vegetable Kingdom is professedly
a mere sketch, requiring a good deal of working up. Jugland-
aceee are near Anacardiacese ; Monotropacese and Pyrolaceee
are supposed to be included in Ericaceae; as also Cuscutaceae
in Convolvulaceae, IlligeraceBe and Cassythaceee in Lauractse.
Francoacese stand near Crassulacese. Rhizophoracea? are un-
certain. Limnanthaceee are next# GeraniacefiB along with
TropEeoleae. Balsamacese next Platanacese, Aquilariaceae by
Thymelaceae, Belvisiacese uncertain, as also Canellese. Those
orders which you cannot find in the old distribution are newly
separated : but we cannot spare space or time for answering
such long questions. Halorageae and Cercoidese are synonymous
or nearly so, and Circaeacege may merge in Onagraceae.

Skkds.—Devoniensis.—You may sow your seeds which you have
received from the Cape of Good Hope in spring, in shallow
pans filled with light sandy soil, mixed with a little peat, and
place them in a gentle bottom-heat.

J

Planting.— Pro bono Pubdco.— Much obliged, even for your re-
proof, though unmerited. Will you give us your address?
Although you know nothing of " Quercus," we do.

Woollen Rags.— Old Rags.—We see no objection to the appli-
cation of dilute sulphuric acid, for the purp' se of arresting the
ammonia copiously evolved during their fermentation, and for
destroying their fibrous texture; but we doubt whether it is
desirable to get rid of the latter, which no doubt acts bene-
ficially in a mechanical way. We would rather mix them with
superphosphate of lime, which/is very cheap, as you may see
by the advertisements.

Miscellaneous.— A Subscriber.— Do not prune the roots of Aga-
pantlius, but keep them alive. If they die it is necessary to
remove them carefully. The long-racemed Pavia grows and
flowers so freely in all sorts of places that we cannot guess
what is the matter with yours, unless the sdil* is wholly ex-
hausted or swamped, with water. Your Pomegranate will
flower when it is old enough ; it probably grows too fast. Stop
its shoots in the month of August every year. Marryattce.—
The wonderful curiosity irom Australia, which you fancy is a
Hew Kennedya (!) is Lotus tetragonolobus, an old and very
common annual, which you may buy in any seed-shop under
the name of the Purple winged Pea.r—A Subscriber caa remit

the subscription, 6s. Qd. per quarter, to the office, and he will
be supplied by our own agent. F. D.— Much obliged, but
the Numbers are of no use to us. (7. L.— lt is not at all
usual for Southernwood to blossom in our short summers ; but
it often does when such hot autumns as the last occur.
B. P.—No doubt people may commit frauds in exhibiting plants
in Ward's cases; and so they may in any other respect. We
understand, indeed, that a well-known personage has had the
good taste to show how such cheating may be managed. You
had better consult him on the subject; only take care you are
not found out. S. B.—It is now too late to sow your seeds
this year. Place them early in March in a gentle bottom-heat,
keeping them in some very dry place in the meanwhile. We
trust your Chusan seeds will prove something better than such
as have reached us from that island, for we have never yet suc-
ceeded in obtaining anything beyond common European
annuals and mere weeds. As the Horticultural Society has a
collector in China we will not trespass on your kindness by
depriving you of any of those you have received. E.vo?iiensis.
—You can only obtain plants by inquiry amongst the nursery-
men, or by special advertisement. C. A.—Use a wooden roof
for your greenhouse, and warm it by a small Stephenson's
boiler, which will stand inside and requires no setting. .

A Subscriber. — The best roof for a Vinery is one with wooden
rafters and metal sashes; but all wood does very well. $. W.
— For a single specimen of a handsome deciduous shrub you
may choose between Spiraea arisefolia, Magnolia acuminata,
7Esculus macrostachya, or a Crataegus odoratissima, grafted
low.

^
Corrosive sublimate will kill moss, but the rain will

wash it off the roof, and it will poison the water it mingles with.
Perseverance in destroying its leaves will in the end effect-

ually destroy Plantain. Your Fern is the common Polypody.
We are much obliged by the paper on Wagtails, which has only
been omitted for want of space. We are glad of such agreeable
articles. Great Marlow.— 1, Winter Nelis; 2, Easter Beurre*

;

3, Passe Colmar ; 4, Glout Morceau -, 5, Beurre de Capiaumont

;

7, Marie Louise; 6, if put in, has probably been assisted in
escaping through a hole which appears in the canvass-bag.||

J. R. B.—A and B, Beurre Die!; B, C, D, G, I, L, Passe
Colmar; F, Double de Guerre, a stewing Pear; Kappearstobe
Napoleon. Thanks for

|| E. W. B. -Apples :— 15,
OldPommeroy; 16, Yorkshire Greening; 17,Yellow Ingestrie;
18, Beauty of Kent; 19, Golden Keinette ; 20, Herefordshire
Pearmain. Pears: 21, Perhaps Brown Beurre; 22, Messire
Jean; 24, Spanish Bon Chretien. || The Apple grown at
Bertram House, Hampstead, is the Blenheim Pippin, 134 in. in
circumference. J.^S. IF.—Your Apple is the Alexander;
keeps till December, for kitchen use.|| S. P. 31.—A fine
specimen of the Passe Colmar. || J. Ken.t.—Do\icho& pur-
pureus, Tropseolum Moritzianum. D. Z.— Clethra alni-
folia, Amaryllis belladonna. W. B.—Hippeastrum pulveru-
lentum. vgro. — Malva fragrans. A Subscriber. — Your
seedling Dahlias and Anemones may be taken out of the pots,
and placed in some dry situation free from frost. If you sink
your Rhododendrons Ift. or I8ins. deeper into the soil, it will
in all probability kill them; you had better cut them down.

7

H. Granger is answered in the Proceedings of the Horti-
cultural Society in to-day's Paper. L. M. M.—Advertise-
ments are charged as follows :— Four lines and under, 4s. Each
additional line up to20,6rf. Every five lines beyond, 2s.

T J). R.-No. 3, King of the Pippins; 4, Hoilandbury ; 5, Kes-
wick Codlin ; 6, Golden Pippin; 7 t French Crab; 8, Dutch
Mignonnc; 9i Mark's Codlin ; 10, Beurre de Capiaumont. ||

M. B. C. N.—A, Beurre' de Capiaumont; B, Doyennd Gris ; D,
Swan's Egg; 1, Beurre Bosc ; 2, Bon Chretien Fondant ; 3 f

Marie Louise; 4, Bezi Vaet; 6, Buchanan's Spring Beurrd;
4o, Scarlet Crofton; 42, Minchall Crab.|| K. W.-l, Court
of Wick; 4, Kirke's Lord Nelson, 10, Ribstoue Pippin; 11,
Stagg's Nonpareil or Hicks's Fancy ; 12, Gravenstein ; 14, King
of the Pippins; 16, Blenheim Pippin; 17, Loan's Permain ; 18,
Hollaudhury; If), Hawthornden; 21, Pomme de Neige ; 22,
Yellow Jngestrie; 23, Margil ; 24, Crimson Queening; 25,
Black Achan; 26, Bishop's Thumb; 27, Easter Beurre; 28, 37,
Beurr6 Diel; 29, Napoleon; 30, 32, 35, Glout Morceau; ZS,
Passe Colmar; 34, 3d, 39, Winter Nelis; 38, Louise Bonne (of
Jersey); 40, Beune de Capiaumonr.|| T. L. P.—Erodium
cicutarium. II. L. — On no account shift your Heaths
at this season. t E. M. — If your Bulfinch's claws are
long, why not cut them shorter? J. JJ.— Your Begonia
seems to be Evansiana ; but we will

next
examine
week.

—

it more
W. J3.—particularly, and mention it again

British Champagne may be made from unripe Grapes, by the
receipt already given : a little more sutar will be required, that
is all. Unripe Tomatoes may be made to ripen by hanging
them in a Vinery in the sun; they are, however, very interior
to those ripened in the open air while the plant is healthy.
You will find " Macculloch on Wine" a uselul book.—

—

Euphemiu.—No. 2 is Medicago lupulina, and No. 1 appears to
be the same thing grown more vigorously ; however, as it has
no fruit we cannot be certain. Will M. R., who sent the Pe-
tunia for the opinion of the Editor, forward his address to the
Ofhce? G. S. Wintle.—Your seedling Apples are noticed,
p. 721, under the initials (7. S.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Da hmas.—Mrs. Hedley.—The bloom of your purple seedling",
sent on the 13th, arrived in better condition than those pre-
viously received. Our opinion is unaltered regarding the
qualities of the flower: the centre is deficient in petals, and
they also expand irregularly; every bloom sent had a large
yellow disk. The dark maroon is the most promising flower.
The blooms should have been sent earlier in the season.*—-~"

B. F.—The bloom of your yellow seedling is rather small, and
the petals appear to want substance ; but as the season is past
for judging these flowers, we can only recommend you to try
it another season, as the centre is full and good, and the colour
very desirable.*

Fuchsias.— W. R. # S.—The seedling Fuchsia 3-43 is large and
showy, but, like many we have before noticed, the colour of the
corolla wants depth and a greater contrast to the tube and
sepals; the latter are rather coarse, and the flower has a dis-

agreeable twist in the tube: 4-43 is a much better flower hi

colour and texture, and in contract of colour; but the differ-

ence between these and many we have seen and noticed is so

trifling that we require a more decided character and novelty
to recommend them to favourable notice. Argo> a richly-

coloured and well-formed flower, but differing very little from
others we have seen ; it depends much upon its habit whether
it is worth cultivation.*

Pklarooniums.— B. D.—Youv seedling Pelargonium is very
pretty in colour, clear and distinct, and the spot in the upper

petals is firm, but the flower is deficient in form and substance.

Pansiks.-W. R. Sf S.—Your seedling marked 1-4S is a showy
flower, with a splendid eve, but it is not sufficiently good for a-

show flower; the ground-colour wants uniformity, the yellov/

being stronger in the lip than in the side-petals; the edges 01

the petals, also, are too rough, and it wants substance lor so-

large a flower. -H. C—The most favourable point in your

seedling is the stout velvety texture of thepetals; in form it is

very deficient; the three lower petals are too small, wnica

destroys the circular form the outline should possess* ana

gives an undue preponderance to the upper petals. It cannoc

be of any value, as it is inferior to the dark flowers in cultiva-

tion. C. F.—Your seedling wants substance ; the colour audi

marking are both good, but too much like many fine varieties

in cultivation. A new seedling, to recommend itself to pur-

chasers, must possess either novelty or improvement.*

Pktunias.-.*/. rt.-Tbe seedling Petunia arrived in perfect con-

dition ; it is beautifully mottled on a white ground, and differs

from the variety noticed last week, iu having a rosy- coloured

blotch, iu addition to the Mue$ the flower is yery beauUfui^aaa

;-*
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quite distinct from No. 25. They are both very ornamental
and desirable varieties.*

As usual, a host of letters have arrived too late for answers this week

.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The Government proclamation against the Repeal

Meeting at Clontarf has been followed up by proceedings
against Mr. O'Connell—the leading Officers and Members
of the Repeal Association—and several others who took an
active part in the recent demonstrations in the provinces.
On Friday last Mr. O'Connell and the other parties in-

cluded in the indictments were called upon to enter into

recognizances to attend in the Court of Queen's Bench on
the first day of next Term, to answer the charges to be
then preferred against them by the ]

Attorney-General.
These recognizances were accordingly entered into on the
following day before Mr. Justice Burton, and the deposi-
tions have since been published. The principal charge is

one of conspiracy, the proceedings at the Mullaghmast
meeting forming the chief subject of the prosecution. The
accused are charged with seditiously conspiring together
to seduce the Army and Navy from their allegiance to the

Throne—with conspiring to establish Courts in order to

supersede the ordinary and legal Courts of Justice, and
Wlth attempting to overturn the Constitution, under the

Pretence of seeking for a Repeal of the Union. Mr.
O Connell, it is said, intends to defend himself in person,
and Mr. Sheil and other leading advocates of the Irish

oar have been engaged for the defence of the other per-
sons charged. The Repeal Association held its usual
"weekly meeting on Monday, notwithstanding the rumour
that Government intended to suppress it. Mr. O'Con-
nell addressed the meeting at great length. He promised
to abandon the use of the word " Saxon " as applied to

Englishmen, as it was calculated to give offence ; and
declared that he was ready to accept a federal Parliament,
to procure for themselves the management of their own
*°cal and internal affairs, leaving matters of national im-
portance to be legislated upon by the representatives of
botV countries in the Imperial Parliament. He dis-

claimed all idea of shrinking in professing his readiness to

accept these terms, for by so doing he considered that he
*ot only took away all argument from his enemies, but
followed a course to which the Association had already
Pledged itself, by the admission of several Catholic prelates
and others who were advocates of Repeal only so far as it

applied to the establishment of a federal Parliament. The
people both in Dublin and the provinces continue tranquil,
and the peace of the country has not been disturbed by a
single outrage or act of violence. Government, however,
continue to strengthen the military force and to increase
the fortifications of the capital.

In France public attention is chiefly taken up with the
affairs of Ireland, and it is neither uninteresting nor unin-
structive to observe the comments of the various journals
on the late events. Their opinions are of course given in
accordance with their different political views, but all
seem to consider that the progress of the Repeal agitation
has received an important check.—From Spain we have
accounts of the festivities in honour of the birthday of the
young Queen, and of the preparations for the approaching
feting of the Cortes. The session is to be opened by a
s>mple ordinance without any speech from the throne, in
0rder to avoid the necessity of an address in reply and to
remove all delay or obstacle to the proclamation of the
Queen's majority. The affairs of Barcelona continue in
he same state, but in the other insurgent cities the pros-
pects of the Government appear to have improved.—In
ortugal an attempt has been made to get up another insur-

rection in the absence of the Queen on a provincial tour,
ut the conspiracy was soon discovered, and the affair

appears to be considered of slight importance.—From themted States we have the particulars of a remarkable

f
peech delivered by Mr. Webster at the agricultural meet-
ngat Rochester, in which he dwelt at length on the com-
ercial relations with Great Britain, and indignantly

Renounced the doctrine of Repudiation. This speech has
aused a great sensation in America, and will be read with
Merest in this country.

CotruT.—The Queen and Prince Albert remain at

^ ndsor Castle, and are quite well. On Sunday her
ajesty and the Prince attended divine service in the

th?
ate Chapel of the Castle

5
in the foren°on they took

in tl
accustonied early walk, and in the afternoon walked

the new plantations of the Home Park. On Monday
Had

1""5 the Giueen and t,ie Prince took their usual prome-
-p

e ln the grounds round the Cnstle, accompanied by the

her

n
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?

of Hohenlohe Langenbourg ;
in the afternoon

near n
6Sty and Prince Albert rode in carriages to Rapley,

and tl
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h0t

' The 8addle-horses had been sent to Swinley,

carr
R°yal Party on arriving at Swinley quitted the

q
*ages and rode on horseback round the grounds. The

ret
U a

,
nd the Prince, attended by their suite, afterwards

JtfaW ^ images to the Castle. On Tuesday her i

on i« u i

not leave the Castle, but the Prince rode out
''

Prince an^ J?
thC mornin&' 0n Wednesday morningmce Albert bunted with his harriers for the first time

this season. The meet was at Mr. Mason's farm, at

Upton. The Prince had two excellent runs, and returned
to the Castle to luncheon. In the afternoon her Majesty
and the Prince took exercise on horseback in the riding-

school. On Thursday morning they walked out in the

pleasure-grounds ; the Prince afterwards shot over the
preserves in the Great Park, and in the afternoon the
Queen and Prince took equestrian exercise in the riding-
school. Her Majesty and Prince Albert intend to honour
the University of Cambridge with a visit on Wednesday
next. The visitors to her Majesty this week have been
Sir H. "Wheatley and Col. Malcolm. Sir Wm. Follett,
the Solicitor-General, arrived at the Castle on Wednes-
day morning, and after an audience of her Majesty imme-
diately returned to town. His Serene Highness the Prince
of Hohenlohe Langenbourg arrived in town on Saturday
from Witley Court, the residence of the Queen Dowager.
His Serene Highness visited the Pantechnicon, and after-
wards proceeded by the Great Western Railway to Windsor
Castle, on a visit to the Queen. Her Royal Highness the
Duchess of Gloucester has left Woburn Abbey, the seat
of the Duke of Bedford, on a visit to the Queen Dowager
at Witley Court. The Marchionesses of Westmeath and
Ely have been appointed first and second extra Ladies of
the Bedchamber to her Majesty the Queen Dowager.—His
Royal Highness Prince Alexander of the Netherlands is

expected to return to Mivart's Hotel at the close of the
ensuing week, from the North. After attending the annual
gathering at Inverness, his Royal Highness went to Drum-
lanrig Castle, on a visit to the Duke of Buccleuch, where
he remained several days, and then proceeded by Edin-
burgh to Alnwick Castle, the seat of the Duke of
Northumberland. The Prince will proceed from thence
to Worcestershire, on a visit to the Queen Dowager.

Arrival of the Duke de Bordeaux.— His Royal High-
ness arrived in this country on Friday from Germany,
having landed at Hull on that day from Hamburgh,
travelling under the title of Count Chambord. His Royal
Highness during his brief sojourn at Hull was treated with
every mark of respect. On leaving for York on the Hull
and Seiby railway, Mr. Broadley, M.P., and several
directors of the company, the French Consul, &c, were
at the terminus, and showed his Royal Highness every
attention. The Prince remained until Sunday at York,
and during the previous day was engaged in going over
the Minster. Afterwards he visited the Castle and
Museum, and went to,,the. theatre in the evening. On
Sunday his Royal Highness and the noblemen of his suite

attended mass at the Roman Catholic chapel, and then
departed for Durham, on their way to Scotland. It was
remarked that on the Duke's carriage there was not any
heraldic emblazonment of the Bourbon arms, but merely
the initial u H.,

7
' surmounted by a regal crown. His

Royal Highness arrived at Durham in the evening, and
stayed there for the night. On Monday morning his
Royal Highness visited the Cathedral, and afterwards left

for Sunderland by railway to witness the mining opera-
tions in that district, and thence proceeded to Newcastle
and Edinburgh, where he arrived on Thursday. The
Prince was cordially received in the Scottish capital, in

which he passed his youthful days of exile, having left it at

10 years of age. If the weather permits, his Royal High-
ness, it is understood, will make a tour in the Highlands,

and then visit the principal towns of England prior to his

arrival in London. The Prince is of fair complexion, not
above middle stature, bears a striking resemblance in his

features to Louis XVI., and has the appearance of being
beyond his actual age. He was born the 29th September,
1820, and consequently has only attained the 24th year

of his age. In 1830, he quitted France with Charles X.
and the other members of the Royal family. He still

shows some stiffness in his leg, the result of his accident

two years ago. His Royal Highness on Sunday attended

Divine service in the Catholic Chapel in Edinburgh; His
Royal Highness is expected at Alton Towers, on a visit

to the Earl of Shrewsbury, on the 4th of November,
where several distinguished personages have been invited

to meet him.

The Grand Duke Michael—Ris Imperial Highness

and suite arrived at Lancaster on Thursday evening. His
Highness was received at the terminus by Baron Brunow,

who had preceded the Grand Duke. After breakfast,

relays of horses were ordered, when his Imperial High,

ness and Baron Brunow resumed the journey to Carlisle,

where they dined, and remained for the night. On the

following morning the Grand Duke and party left for

Glasgow, and passed through that city in the evening on

their way to Buchanan House, the seat of the Duke of

Montrose. On Saturday his Imperial Highness, accom-

panied by the Duke and Duchess of Montrose, Baron
Brunow, and the visitors at the castle, went to Loch
Lomond, " the pride of the Scottish lakes " as it has

been frequently called. The Duke's pleasure boats were

in attendance, the boatmen being attired in the picturesque

costume peculiar to the country, and composed on this

occasion of the Graham tartan.

The Church.—The death of the Bishop of Lichfield

has created a vacancy on ihe Episcopal Bench. It is

rumoured that either the Rev. Dr. French, Master of

Jesus College, Cambridge, or the Rev. Dr. Wynter,Vice-

Chancellor of Oxford, will be his successor. The canonry

in St. Paul's Cathedral, which became vacant by the

decease of the Rev. J. Tate, has been conferred on the

Rev. Thomas Dale, Vicar of St. Bride's. The preferment

until the present time was worth 2300/. per annum, but

its revenue under the Church Reform Bills is now reduced

to 1000/. per annum. Prebendal stalls in the cathedrals

of Llandaff and Wells, and the vicarage of Penmark, Gla-

morganshire, have become vacant by the death of the Rev.

Dr. Casberd. The Provost and Fellows of Oriel College,

Oxford, have presented the Rev. Mr. Eden to the vica-
rage of St. Mary, Oxford, with the chapelry of Little-
more, vacant by the resignation of the Rev. Mr. Newman.

The Army.—The Queen has been pleased to confirm
the finding of a recent Court-martial at Chatham sen-
tencing Lieut. John Piper, of the 2Gth Cameronian Regi-
ment, to be cashiered for being drunk and absent from
duty, and for having obtained from the paymaster of the
Invalid Depot at Fort Pitt the sum of 40/., or thereabout
stating it to be for the use of the 26th Regiment, and
signing a receipt to that purport, whereas he had no
authority to receive such money from the Colonel of the
regiment.—On Sunday a notice was issued by the Lords
and other Commissioners of Chelsea Hospital announcing
that any out-pensioners who may hereafter attend any
meetings for the purpose of effecting a Repeal of the
Union will be liable to the loss of their pensions.

™Parliamentary Movements.—The election for London
will take place this day, and the resultiwill be formally de-
clared on Monday. The Hon. E. Bouverie, second son
of the Earl of Radnor, has come forward as a candidate
for Kendal, in the Liberal interest. Lord Morpeth was
applied to by the electors, but declined. It is not known
whether any Conservative candidate will come forward.

Order of St. Michael and St. George.— U\s Excellency
the Hon. Patrick Stewart has been privately made a
Knight Grand Cross of this Order, at the Palace of
Malta, by the Senior Grand Cross, Sir A. Randon, who
was specially appointed for the purpose by the Queen.
Armorial Bearings.—According to a recent decision,

the impression of a thistle on a common pencil-case, with
the motto " Dinna forget," is chargeable as armorial bear-
ings when used, and subjects the party to a duty of 21. 8s.

foreign.
France.—The proclamation of the Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland prohibiting the intended great meeting at Clon-
tarf is the chief and almost exclusive topic of comment in
the Paris journals. The Journal des Debals, which
stands the first in importance, professing to forget its own
quarrel with Mr. O'Connell, thus gives its opinion :—
" The English journals already reproach O'Connell
severely

^
with shamelessly giving way after so much

threatening and provocation on his part, and it must be
allowed that they have ample scope for doing so. Mr.
O'Connell, who is as good a lawyer as any one, seemed
lately to comprehend that he was placing himself more
and more within the power of the law, and his reiterated
protestations of respect for the constitution sufficiently

testified his apprehensions. As long as he did nothing
but talk, he was allowed to go on—he was acting legally,

the people having the right of meeting to petition. But
lately the furthest limits of the law were attained, and the
Government considered that they were overleaped. The
proclamation of the council contains, as may be per-
ceived, all the elements of an indictment. If we make
this remark, it is because it is probable that the measures
taken against Mr. O'Connell will not stop there, and that
the Government will have him prosecuted personally
before the ordinary tribunals. A thousand complications
might arise from this event. In all cases, convinced as

we are that the repeal of the union is an insane dream,
and that the immense disproportion of forces renders

desperate every attempt at a struggle on the part of Ire-

land against England, we cannot remember but as a fortu-

nate event anything that may stop both in the path in
which they are proceeding. In whatever manner the

English Government may succeed in restoring material

order in Ireland, it must not suppose that it can re-

establish moral order there by force. It may put down
an insurrection by arms, but it will not extinguish by such
means the agitation that lies at the bottom of men's
hearts. It is impossible for Ireland to remain in her

present state, and we have frequently severely censured
Mr. O'Connell for the blindness which was leading him
onward in a path the most fatal to the cause which he pre-

tended to be so anxious to serve." The Globe, Ministerial

paper, speaks in favour of the measures of Government.
It says :

*' We were right in saying that the farce which
was being performed by O'Connell in Ireland was drawing
to its conclusion. The English Government has found
that the joke was kept up too long, and has cut short the

juggling tricks of which the unfortunate Irish have been
the victims. Apparently O'Connell has not yet recruited

his army of three millions of repealers, and no less a force

was sufficient to enable him to make a resistance. Con-
sequently he has fled at the first attack of the Ministry.
It remains to be seen whether he will not personally have
an account to settle with the Government." The Consti-

tutionnel is the least violent of the Opposition papers :

" The English Ministry has at length taken a decisive
step relative to Ireland. The determination of the Lord
Lieutenant is exceedingly grave. It is well known what
respect English statesmen profess for the right of all citi-

zens to meet and deliberate on public affairs. The danger
must have appeared exceedingly manifest, or the political

interest exceedingly pressing, to induce Sir R. Peel, after

having allowed O'Connell to go on up to the present time,

to act in so energetic a manner. The coolness with which
O'Connell took the matter, and his immediate obedience
to an order he declares to be illegal, are the objects of the

remarks of the English press. It declares that O'Connell
is at bottom delighted with what has happened, and that

the proclamation extricates him from the impossibilities

which each day were increasing on his path. It is cer-

tain, that, notwithstanding his inexhaustible fecundity,

the agitator had come almost to the end of his expres-

sions, and that the new theme thus given him will vary a

little the repertory of his^speeches before the Corn Ex*

n
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change auditory. But the difficulty for O'Connell will

always be to pass from words to acts, from speeches to

effects, and this difficulty remains the same/' The Na-
tional affects to believe that the vigour of the English

Government has resulted from the advice given to Queen
Victoria by Louis Philippe, at their late meeting at Eu

!

The Courtier Franfais takes a view more favourable to

the Irish agitation than many of the other papers, and

regards Mr. O'Connell rather as a moderator than an

agitator. The Presse, whose anti-English feeling is so

well known, writes in the same style :

—

" This commence-
ment of hostilities between Ireland and the English

Government has all the character of the crisis of 1831.

Then, as now also, Mr. O'Connell advised the people to

submit, assuring them that the agitation for Repeal would

be renewed under some other form. O'Connell only

changed the direction of his guns. Will the struggle

which has commenced like that of 1831, finish in the

same way as that did ? This is a question which we will

not take upon ourselves to answer. We must not forget,

however, that there is not less excitement in England
than in Ireland- In the one country there was a deter-

mination to proceed to extremes in the way of repression,

in the other men were resolved to display an energetic

and terrible defence." The news from China is another

subject of comment, and most of the papers anticipate

immense advantages to France from the opening of the

Chinese market. The Moniteur contains the official re-

turns of the indirect taxes during the nine months of the

present year ending on the 30th ult., put forward appa-

rently in comparison with the revenue returns of this

country ending on the 10th inst. The total receipts

amount to 557,093,000f. (or nearly 22,284,000/. sterling),

and exhibit an increase, as compared with the receipts of

the corresponding period of 1841, of 35,652,000f., and
over those for 1842 of 10,280, OOOf. The augmentation
in the last three months of 1843 was 7,267,000f. over

those of 1841, and 3,355,000f. over 1842. The receipts

of the registry duties figure in these returns for

153, 982, OOOf., the stamp duties for 2*y!12,000f. ; the

Customs for 78,921,OOOf. ; the import duties on colonial

sugars, 27,146,000f. ; on foreign sugars, 5,l45,000f. ; on

domestic sugars, 4,902, OOOf. ;
duties on salt, 43,945,000f.;

on liquors, 71,704,0001'. ; on public carriages, inland

navigation, &c, 28,043,000f. ; on the sale of tobacco,

77,093,000f.; of gunpowder, 3,614,000f.; postage of letters,

33,653,000f. ; mail coaches, l,531,000f. ; mail packets,

732, OOOf. The augmentation bore principally on the

registry duties, customs, sugars, liquors, tobacco, postage,

and stamps ; and the items on which there was a falling

off were the duties on foreign sugars, salt, gunpowder,
mail coaches, and domestic sugar. The receipts per

quarter were—1st quarter, 183,190, OOOf. ; 2d quarter,

187,184,OOOf. ; and 3d quarter, 186,719,000f. ;—showing
an excess in the latter of 3,529,000f. over those of the

first; and a diminution, as compared with the second, of

465, OOOf. The tendency of this publication would be to

create the belief that prosperity was constantly increasing

in France. Nevertheless it is stated that extreme dis-

tress presses upon most of the manufacturing and com-
mercial establishments of the country.—The Duke
d'Aumale left Paris on Saturday, for Italy. After visiting

Turin, Genoa, Leghorn, Florence, Rome, and Naples,

he is to proceed to Malta, whence he will repair to Africa

and assume the command of the province of Constantina.

—Details of the trial and acquittal, at the assizes of

Laval, of the ultra-Liberal Deputy, M. Ledru Rollin,

who lately volunteered to pay a visit of sympathy to Mr.
O'Connell, fill many a column of the Opposition prints,

which also bestow great attention on an article of the

Bien Public, a journal recently established at Macon by

M. de Lamartine, for the diffusion of his opinions and

the promotion of his political views. In this article he

exhorts his new allies of the Democratic party to silence

their discord and unite to subvert the Cabinet in the next

session, on the questions of extension of the electoral

franchise and the fortifications of Paris.—The Council

General of Corsica passed a resolution on the 9th inst, to

the effect of repealing the law which banished from France

the family of Napoleon, improving the harbour of Bastia,

and establishing a military port in the gulf of Ajaccio.

>—A superb block of Carrara marble arrived a few days

ago at the Palais de l'Institut, in Paris. It is destined for

a statue of the Queen of England, for the Museum at

Versailles or the Chateau d'Eu—The Journal du Havre
publishes the following notice from M. Prevost, notary to

the society :
— '

' The shareholders of the society established

for the salvage of the Telemaque are informed that the

question is now completely terminated. The cargo is de-

posited on the quay of Quilleboeuf—it consists of 52

pieces of timber. A considerable, number of barrels had

also been shipped in the Telemaque, the remnants of which

only were found, and it is evident from inspection of them
that they contained nothing but tallow and oil. Until

the 23d of September the hull of the vessel was encum-
bered with sand. Several apertures, which were purposely

made, gave a passage to the current, and the high tides at

the close of the month sufficed to clear it entirely. Then
the most minute search was made, and a certainty was
acquired that the opinion relative to the existence of
treasure on board the Telemaque had been altogether
cirimerical. A shapeless hull is all that remains of the
vessel. The maritime authorities intend shortly to order
the sale of the cargo and remnants of the vessel, and the
shareholders

vtill be informed of the amount of the
proceeds."
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We have accounts from Madrid to the 10th,
on which day the birthday of the young Queen was
celebrated with enthusiasm. Her Majesty laid the
fottudaUon-»t<m© o* th* p ftuco of the Cortes, and re-

viewed the troops of the garrison. At night the Capital was

illuminated. M. Aguilar, the Minister of Spain in Lisbon,

had been superseded : the Government charged him with

having 1 evinced too much apathy in the diplomatic nego-

tiations which led to the conclusion of a treaty of com-
merce between England and Portugal. The Ministry

were neglecting nothing to insure the opening of the

session on the 15th inst. Circular letters had been sent

to all the deputies, requesting them to repair forthwith to

Madrid, to enable the Congress to be constituted with the

least possible delay. The session is to he opened by a

simple ordinance, without any speech from the throne.

The Cabinet considered that a speech would necessarily be

followed by the presentation and discussion of an address,

and was anxious to avoid all obstacle or procrastination to

the proclamation of the majority of the Queen. Each
Minister will confine himself to lay before the Cortes an

expose of his administration since the installation of the

provisional Government, and the Chambers, once consti-

tuted, will proceed to declare the Queen of age. The
elections were almost everywhere terminated. Barcelona

and Girona had made no returns ; those of the Balearic

and Canary Islands had not yet arrived ; and Burgos,

Lerida, and Salamanca, will have to proceed with new
elections. According to Ministerial calculations, out of

the 187 deputies elected there were 30 whose opinions

were not known, 60 Moderados, between 60 and 70
belonging to the Progresista party, 30 partisans of Don
Francisco, Centralists, Republicans, &c. The Chamber,
composed of 249 members, seldom reckoned more than
180 present, so that the Parliamentary party expect to

obtain a considerable majority. The Barcelona journals

state that no change had taken place in the situation of

affairs there. The Junta had notified to the French
Consul that it might be at any moment compelled
to prevent anybody from entering or leaving the town,
and that all strangers must therefore quit it within twenty-
four hours. The foreign Consuls had, in consequence,
removed to Barcelonetta. Barcelona had been reduced
to a dreadful state since the failure of the insurgents in

their assault upon the citadel, in which they lost 80 men
killed and 160 wounded. Immediately afterwards Mont-
juich and the citadel opened a simultaneous fire upon the

city, and in a few hours did more damage than heretofore

after firing as many days. On the 4th the rebel Gover-
nor of Atarazanas presented himself before General Sanz,
at Gracia, with 40 men belonging to his garrison. Horse
flesh was becoming scarce and dear in Barcelona, and all

the cats had been devoured. On the 5th the Junta
ordered the door of every house in the place to be con-

stantly left open, for the purpose of afFording a rea4y

refuge to passers-by from the cannon-balls and shells of

Montjuich and the citadel. In consequence of this order

the patulea had commenced plundering all the richly-fur-

nished houses. The insurgents had barricaded and cut

dry ditches across every street, and the hospitals and bar-

racks were filled with sick, for whom there were no doctors

or medicines. Order had been restored at Granada and
Almeria. The latter was occupied on the 5th without

any opposition by the Government troops. General

Concha arrived before Saragossa on the evening of the

5th. Troops were to leave the capital to reinforce the

army of Arragon, where the insurgents, it appears, are

not so much discouraged as described by the French tele-

graph. The Espectador states that a corps of 6000 men
was already organized in Saragossa, and that the moment
when double that number should be under arms, the Cen-
tralists were determined to commence offensive operations

in Castile. The funeral of Count Toreno had been cele-

brated at Madrid with considerable pomp in the Church
del Carmen. The Bishops of Valencia and Cordova offi-

ciated on the occasion. The pall was held by the Dukes
of Osuna and Hijor, and all the nobility and the elite of

the society of Madrid attended the ceremony.

Portugal.—The Lady Mary Wood steamer brings

advices from Gibraltar to the 9th, and from Lisbon to

the 12th instant. This packet was detained a day by the

unusual occurrence of a fog of such density at Gibraltar

that it was impossible to see at the distance of a few

yards ; it lasted for full 20 hours—from 3 o'clock on the

Sunday to 11 a.m. on Monday—and several small craft

were injured by running foul of each other. At Lisbon

the absence of the Queen and her leading Ministers had

been seized by the Septembrisfs to set on foot a new
revolution. Attempts had been made to corrupt the

army, and some officers detected in tampering with the

soldiers had been placed under arrest in the Castle. The
merchants of Lisbon were hopeless of a favourable result

to the tariff negotiations, and the clearing of goods at the

Custom-house, which had been in a great degree sus-

pended for a month, was now resumed. Lord Aberdeen s

retiring to the north of Scotland was held to be very

significant of the failure of the Duke of Palmella's mission.

The Queen and Princes arein excellent health, and continue

to be enthusiastically received everywhere throughout their

journey in the Alemtejo, notwithstanding a good deal of

dissatisfaction manifested on the part of those who have

been called upon to contribute towards the mending of

the roads by which the Royal cortege had to pass. It

appears that this new impost, which is characterised as a

voluntary donation, has been enforced and refused in

many instances.

Germany.-The camp of the 10th corps of the Ger-

man confederacy, near Luneburg, was dispersed on the

9th inst., after manoeuvres and evolutions as well as mili-

tary music, on a scale of unusual grandeur, had been per-

formed during more than a fortnight, to the satisfac-

tion of all the illustrious persons assembled there. The
King of Hanover, who returned from Luneburg on the

9tUiust., had distributed ft considerable number of deco-

rations of the Guelphic Order of Knighthood to the offi-

cers at the camp, among whom are mentioned his Serene
Highness the Duke of Holstein Augustenburgh, heir appa-

rent to the Duchy of Holstein, the question of whose
succession seems at present to form one of the leading

topics in the political circles on the Continent.—Consi-

derable excitement prevails in Bohemia, in consequence

of a report having been circulated that since the return of

Prince Metternich the question of a modification of the

commercial tariff had been again raised, and it was even

added that a new tariff was about to be published. The
uncertainty prevailing on the subject had created a con-
siderable stagnation in all commercial transactions. The;

warehouses were filled with goods, and no buyers to be

found. It was feared that a crisis was about to take place*

amongst the manufacturers.— Letters from Vienna state

that Count Sambuy, the Sardinian Ambassador at the Impe-
rial Court, in a private audience, had formally demanded
the hand of the Archduchess Maria Carolina (born Febru-
ary 6, 1821), on behalf of his ltoyal Highness Prince:

Eugene Emanuel, of Sardinia Carignan (born April 14r
18 1 G), and that the betrothment will take place in the

course of this month.—In the kingdom of Saxony no less-

than 154 periodical publications appear daily, weekly, and
monthly ; of which two are in the Sclavonic languags^two

in French, one in English, and the rest in German. At
Leipsic alone the number issued is 76.—We learn from
Carlsruhe that the prosecution against M. Haber for his-

participation in the duel between M. de Werefkin and Mo-

de Gaeler, has been brought to a trial. He was accused

of having provoked the duel, but of this charge he was.

acquitted. A sentence of imprisonment for four days for

taking measures to facilitate the flight of M. de Werefkin p .

in case he survived the rencontre, was, however, pro-

uounced upon him.—The King of Prussia has presented

to Mr. Britton a " Gold Medal of Merit/' as a compli-

ment for his numerous literary works on antiquities and
the tine arts ; but principally in acknowledgment for his

" Dictionary of the Architecture and Archeeology of the

Middle Ages/'
Italy.—Advices from Leghorn of the 6th inst. state

that the Military Commission sitting at Bologna had
already pronounced several sentences, none of which, how-
ever, had been carried into execution. An insurgent band
had made its appearance near Ancona, and a report was-

current that serious attempts at insurrection had been*

made in Naples, Sicily, and the Abruzzi. The disturbances-

in the latter had even assumed an alarming aspect. In

Sardinia and Piedmont the public mind was much agitated.

A number of arrests had taken place, and the palace of

King Charles Albert had been placed in a formidable

state of defence. The Pope left Rome on the 2d foe

Castel Gandolfo, where he intended to reside a few weeks*.

Previous to his departure his Holiness had ordered, the

execution of a clergyman, named Abbo, who had been

capitally convicted of the murder of his nephew. He was

executed on the 4th in the Castle of San Angelo, in pre*

sence of the garrison. A strange report has appeared iu

the papers of an attempt to assassinate the Pope* It is

said that a revolutionary physician had demanded an
audience of the Pope, and on being refused admittance
fired a pistol in the court of the Vatican, when he was
immediately arrested. A loaded pistol was found on biro-

Greece.—Letters fromAthens of the 30th ult. state that

tranquillity prevailed through the country, and that every-
where the people were preparing for the elections, which
were to commence on the 1st inst. The 30th being the-

birthday of King Otho, a grand Te Deum, at which his*

Majesty assisted, was chanted in the Cathedral Church'*

The English and French Ministers, the only diplomatists

present at the ceremony, were loudly cheered by the

people. The British ship Indus and the Vesuvius steamer
had arrived at the Pirteus. The Princess of Oidenburgh?.
the Queen's sister, had embarked for Germany.
Russia.—Accounts from Warsaw state that the exsitv

ment caused by the rumoured attempt on the Emperor of

Russia, and of which he was first informed by Count
Dohna, Aide-de-Camp General of the King of Prussia*

who had attended him to Warsaw, had afforded m" '1

amusement to the Emperor, and that during his whole

stay in the Polish capital he had always driven at a slo*

pace, through the crowded streets in an open carriage '

notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather- ^
Polish officer at Warsaw, who had followed the exarnp^
of his countrymen at Paris in endeavouring to spread ap(

illustrate the report, was the same evening sent to Siberia

The papers state that the numerous bodies of troops
**

present assembled at Warsaw and the neighbourhood are

about to return to their cantonments. Some will res>ail1
'

to form the garrison of Warsaw ; the others will be sent W'

join the army in the south. The late events in Serbia, the-

crisis which is imminent in Moldavia, the revolt e?:p^tew

in Bosnia, and the revolution in Greece, are ^calculated
to induce the Emperor Nicholas to concentrate imposing
forces in the countries of the Lower Danube, Letters trot*

Tiflis ofthelOth ult. state that General Neidhar, Governor

of theTranscaucasian provinces, had received despatches-

of a most alarming nature from General Budburg, coO^
manding the Russian forces on the Circassian coast, an-

nouncing, it was said, amongst other facts, the surprise*

and capture by the Circassians of a Russian fortress oH<

the Black Sea.

Turkey and Persia.—The Levant mail which h»s

arrived this week, brings, dates from Constantinople of the

27th ult., Alexandria, 26th, Smyrna, 29th, and Malt*, 5™
inst. On the 20th ult. the Sultan repaired in state to the

medical school of the Galata Serai, and was present at a£

examination of sixteen of the pupils, the first who ha*

completed their studies in this establishment, and, in addi-

tion to their diplomas, were invested, each of them, Wi«*
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the green velvet mantle of honour, worn by medical men
in Turkey. According to the testimony of competent

judges, they had made considerable proficiency in che-

mistry, anatomy, &c, under the instruction of European

professors, the foundation for their studies having been

laid by a knowledge of the French language. From Malta

^e learn that the Medea was in readiness to convey to

the Xanthus the scientific expedition under Mr. Fellowes.

Several officers belonging to the flag-ship have been ap-

pointed by the Admiral to join it. The Medea will pro-

bably lay all the time at Macri ; but, as the unhealthy

season is now over, it is hoped that the expedition will not

be attended with any loss of life, as was the case on the

last occasion.

India. — Lieut. Crawford, one of the passengers

wrecked in the Memnon steamer, has sent an account of
jthe accident to the Times, from which we extract the fol-

lowing :—« We left Bombay on the 20th of July, with the

south-west monsoon blowing strong ; the direct passage

across was attempted for the first two days, when the

ship's course was altered to the southward, and we had a

"*ery good run for the season of the year. On the 1st of

August at noon we were somewhere between 80 and 90

miles eastward of Cape Guardafui, it blowing a strong gale

of wind at the time. About 11 o'clock, p.m., I heard the

officer of the watch come below and report that the ship

^as just ashore. 1 had but just time to get on deck before

the ship struck, and she instantly became a total wreck.

The masts were cut away, and the hull having forged very

close ashore, an officer of the ship managed to get to land

in one of the cutters, but the line he carried with him
parted, and the communication was consequently lost.

Everybody else remained by the wreck until daylight,

when a hawser was got on shore and made fast by the

party there, and all the crew and passengers safely landed,

to the number of 160, with about 16 days' bread and some
arms and ammunition. Some papers, I see, talk about

cases of treasure having been saved : I do not believe there

"was any treasure on board— certainly none came ashore.

The mails were entirely lost. A particular account of our

adventures would occupy too much space of your valuable

paper. We managed to get to a place called Hulloolah,

some 40 miles from the place of the wreck, where we lived

on very short allowance until the 17th of August, when
Captain Powell got an Arab boat to attempt the voyage to

Aden, sending in her the first lieutenant, a midshipman,
and three of the Memnon's crew. He permitted any pas-

sengers to go in her who chose to run the risk of such a

voyage, and of this offer five of the passengers, including

myself, availed ourselves. We sailed on the 17th, and
after a rather hazardous passage reached Aden on the 25th.
I should mention that whilst working to the westward
along the African coast, on the 23d of August, we fell in
with and boarded the wreck of the ship Captain Cook, of
bcarborough, laden with coal. She was ashore, and the
Crew had been taken off some days before by a brig and
carried to Aden. On our arrival at Aden, Capt. Haines,
the Political Agent, immediately despatched assistance to

the rest of the crew left at Hulloolah. The Hindostan arriv-

ing at Aden on the 3d September, Lieutenant Southey and
myself

t
availed ourselves of the opportunity, and came on

in her to Suez, leaving the other passengers to await the
arrival of the ensuing Bombay steamer, which unfortunately
is still due. The following is a list of passengers on board
the Memnon :—Miss Dalzell ; Lieut. E. W. Agar, 3d
Bombay Native Infantry : remained with the crew at

Hulloolah. Lieut. J. Duncan, Bengal Native Infantry ;

Lieut. Leeson, Bombay Grenadiers; Mr. Garrett, mid-
shipman, came in the boat to Aden, and remained there.

Lieut. Southey, 48th Madras Native Infantry; Lieut.

Crawford, Bombay Engineers,, came in the boat to Aden,
and took a passage in the Hindostan to Suez."

China.—Our private letters mention that the barracks
in Hong Kong had proved to be extremely unhealthy,
both to officers and men, and were reported to be con-
demned by Lord Saltoun. Several murders had been
committed on the coast. A small vessel, supposed to
have a valuable cargo on board, had been attacked by
Plates, and the passengers had been murdered. An
English doctor was among the victims. It is believed
that this vessel was taken by collusion between the pirates
and crew.

United States.—The Royal mail steamer Caledonia
arrived at Liverpool on Tuesday, after a very stormy voy-
age of 16 days from Boston, which she left on the 1st

inst. During the greater part of the voyage strong gales
and squally weather, with heavy head seas, have prevailed,
and continued up to her reaching the Mersey. The long-
expected Repeal meeting of delegates from the several
states of the union has at length been convened in New
York, and proved a failure. During their session advices
^vere received of the adjournment of Parliament, without
having done anything to conciliate Mr. O'Connell or his
followers. This afforded the convention an opportunity to
denounce the Queen for her remarks respecting Irish
affairs

; and this is all they did except publishing an
address and appointing a national committee of five, with
power to call another convention whenever, in their
opinion, it became necessary- On the 19th, 20th, and
^!st inst., the fair of the New York State Agricultural
Society was held at Rochester, and was probably the most
interesting exhibition of the kind ever witnessed in
America. The number of persons present has been vari-
ously estimated at from 20,000 to 30,000. Among them
were Ex-President Van Buren, Ex-Governor Seward,
Governor Bouck, of New York, the Hon. Daniel Web-
ster, &c. Mr. Webster addressed the meeting at great
length, indignantly denouncing the doctrine of Repudia-
tion.

^
He also adverted to the subject of a liberal com-

mercial policy with England, which he had previously dis-

cussed at Baltimore—expressed a wish to see the English

Corn-laws relaxed, so as to admit of United States' pro-

duce—and dwelt with satisfaction upon the new and

extending" provision'' trade with Great Britain, the result

of the altered tariff in this country. In regard to Repu-

diation, Mr.Webster said,
lt Among those States which had

contracted debts abroad is that of Pennsylvania, the richest

state in the union in my judgment, perhaps! ought to ezcept

NewYork, but taking her mineral, commercial, and agricul-

tural facilities into consideration,! don't know on the face of

the earth, excepting England, a richer state than the state

of Pennsylvania. ('Take off her debt,' said Governor

Seward.) My friend Governor Seward says ' Take off

her debt. Her debt! What can be the debt of a state

like Pennsylvania, that she should not be able to pay it

—

that she cannot pay it, if she will but take from her pocket

the money that she has in it ; England's debt is ingrafted

upon her very soil ; she is bound down to the very earth

by it; and it will affect England and Englishmen to the

50th generation. But the debt of Pennsylvania—the debt

of Illinois—the debt of any state in this Union, amounts
not to a sixpence in comparison. Let us be Americans

—

but let us avoid, as we despise, the character of an acknow-

ledged insolvent community. What importance is it what

other nations say of us, or what they think of us, if they

can nevertheless say, You don't pay your debts ? Now,
gentlemen, I belong to Massachusetts ; but if I belonged

to a deeply indebted state, I'd work these ten fingers to

their stumps—I'd hold plough, I'd drive plough, I'd do

both, before it should be said of the state to which I

belonged that she did not pay her debts. That's the

true principle ; let us act upon it ; let us ' go it
7
to its

full extent. If it costs us our comforts, let us sacrifice

our comforts ; if it costs us our farms, let us mortgage

our farms. But don't let it be said by the proud capital-

ists of England, 6 You don't pay your debts. You
republican Governments don't pay your debts.' Let us

say to them, c We will pay them—we will pay them to

the uttermost farthing.' That's my firm conviction of

what we ought to do. That's my opinion, and water

can't drown, fire can't burn it out of me. If America

owes a debt, let her pay it— let her pay it. What I have

is ready for the sacrifice. What you have I know would

be ready for the sacrifice. At any rate, and at any

sacrifice, don't let it be said on the Exchanges of London
or Paris, don't let it be said in any one of the proud

monarchies of Europe— ' America owes, and can't or

won't pay.' God forbid ! Let us pay—let us pay. Let

us say to them, ' Produce your bond, and take your money,

principal and interest. Add it all up, and take your

money.' Let us say to them, 'We are not your slaves ;

we are not paupers ; we will not be your debtors ;
we

will pay : produce your bond—here is your money—take

it.' (This was followed by repeated and deafening cheers.)

And until that is done, my friends, you and I cannot feel

as if we could draw a free breath. I don't want to be
indebted to the capitalists of Europe ; if we owe them any
thing, let them produce their bill. If my professional

earnings are of any worth—if they are wanted—if my
farm is wanted—if the conveniences of life for myself, for

my wife and children, are wanted, so far as I am con-

cerned, so far as America is concerned, come and take

them. That's the right ground to take, and let us take it.

In the north and south, in the east and west, if there live

any who are descended from the fathers of the revolu-

tion—any in whose veins runs a drop of their blood, and

in whose hearts lives a particle of their proud spirit—let

them rise up and say, that if we owe Europe, Europe shall

be paid. I wish to breathe the breath of an independent

man. A citizen of a proud and honoured country, I abhor

the idea that my daily happinessis to be marred by the con-

sciousness that anything disgracefulhangs on the country or

any part of it. Let us, gentlemen, be proud of our coun-

try, but let us preserve for that country the character of

a just and debt-paying nation. Let it never be said among
the nations of Europe that the United States of America
—the nation that had its birth in the glorious scenes of

»7G—the country of Washington—the example and great

type of all modern republics cannot or will not pay its

debts?"—The 59th annual convention of the Episcopal

Church had been held at New York, and had been the

occasion of much altercation between the High Church

and Evangelical Clergy on the subject of Puseyism.

Something like a charge of heterodoxy and irregularity

was preferred against Bishop Onderdoull, but it fell to

the ground. J£,The sittings of the Convention were stormy

in the extreme. There had been a terrific storm in Flo-

rida, which had destroyed a considerable part of the town

of Port Leon in that state. Fourteen lives were lost, and

property to the amount of 250,000 dollars destroyed by

this catastrophe. The excitement of the state elections

had subsided. Mr. Macready, who made his debut at

the Park Theatre, New York, in the character of Mac-
belhj had been most enthusiastically received, and the

critics are loud in his praise. Mr. Horsley Palmer, the

well-known merchant of London, who arrived at New
York by the last packet, is said to have determined to

settle in" the United States- A new and important move-

ment has taken place in Philadelphia in relation to the

Oregon territory. The Sessions Court-house has been

filled to hear Mr. P. A. Browne enlarge upon the Ameri-

can claim to the Oregon ; and he so convinced the-eiti-

zens of its justice that they passed resolutions^calling on

the United States Government "to remove all foreigners

who had taken possession of lands," and organised a com-

mittee of respectable citizens to correspond with other

committees in all the states and cities, so as to produce

united and powerful action on the United States Govern-

ment, to take possession of Oregon without delay.—The
Caaa&an Parliament was to meet in Kingston on the

28th inst. The forests of Beauharnois have been ravaged
by a dreadful fire, extending many miles, and destroying
numerous houses and farms. There had been a riot at

St. Pie, Lower Canada, owing to some Baptist mission-
aries having been attacked by the Catholic population.
Forty rioters were arrested, and peace restored. Five
thousand men are now employed in enlarging the Welland
Canal. The Court-house at Ottawa, with all the public
documents, has been destroyed. It was rumoured that

the British North American fleet is to assemble at Hali-

fax, where 21 men-of-war are expected.

^aritament.
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Thursday.—This being the day to which Parliament stood
prorogued, both houses met pro forma, the Commons being
represented by the principal clerks and officers of the house.
Shortly after two o'clock the Lord Chancellor, the Earl of Liver-
pool, and Earl Delawarr, took their seats in front of the throne
as Lords Commissioners. The Lord Chancellor then directed

Mr. Pulman, Deputy Usher of the Black Rod, to summon the
Commons to hear her Majesty's Royal Commission for the
further prorogation of Parliament read. In a few minutes Mr.
Ley and the officers of the Commons appeared at the bar, when
the letters patent having been read by the clerk at the table,

the Lord Chancellor, in the usual form and words, declared,

in the name of her Majesty, that the present parliament stands
prorogued until Tuesday, the 14th November next- The cere-

mony only occupied a few minutes; there was not a single
member of either house present except the three Lords Commis-
sioners. The Chancellor did not use the words " then to meet
for the dispatch of divers urgent and important affairs," conse-
quently there will be another adjournment on the 14th Nov.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols have advanced to

95f for money and the Account ; Reduced Three per
Cents., 94£; New Three-and-Half per Cents., 102f;
Bank Stock, 179-80; Exchequer Bills, 635. to 65**, and
62s. to 64$. prem.

i^tetropolts anti its Wkiniw.
The Weather.—The weather during the last week has

undergone a;material change, and winter has every
appearance of having thus early commenced. On Satur-

day the wind which had for some days been west and
south-west changed to north-west, and the temperature,

as the day advanced, gradually became colder. At day-

break on Sunday a heavy fog pervaded the atmosphere, by
which the sun was obscured, the coldness increasing, and
the thermometer varying from 33° to 44°, with the wind

due north. At twelve o'clock the thermometer stood at

32Q , and shortly afterwards a sharp frost commenced,
during which the mercury rapidly fell, and by three

o'clock stood as low as 24°. So intense has been the frost

at night during the week, that the ponds round town

have been coated with ice of considerable thickness.

So early a commencement of frost has not been known
for many years, and is taken as a presage of an early and

severe winter.

Court of Aldermen.—At a Court held on Tuesday, Mr.
Thos. Challis was announced, and formally introduced as

the newly-elected alderman of Cripplegate Ward, and

took his seat in the court accordingly. Mr. S. R. Good-

man was elected clerk to the Lord Mayor in the room of

Mr. Hobler, resigned. The Court then resolved, in

consideration of Mr. Hobler's having filled the office for

55 years, that a yearly pension of 640/., being the full

amount of his salary, be paid to Mr. Hobler for life. At
the Court of Common Council on the same day, the

present Lord Mayor (Humphrey) was appointed Gover-

nor of the Irish Society, in the room of the late Sir M.
Wood. The scrutiny of the voters at the late election of

an Alderman for Bread-street Ward concluded on Wed-

nesday, after having continued for several days, during

which the number of votes disallowed on both sides was

so considerable, that the Lord Mayor expressed his belief

that the affair at its conclusion would afford a counter-

part of the famous Kilkenny cats, which fought until

nothing but their tails were left. On Wednesday, the

counsel on the part of Mr. Lawrence declared that it

would be useless to pursue the inquiry any further ; as,

were the scrutiny to be protracted to the utmost length,

the termination would most likely leave Mr. Hughes in a

majority of one or perhaps two votes. Under these cir-

cumstances, therefore, they would withdraw from the con-

test with the understanding that Mr. Lawrence should

not'be prejudiced by so doing in any step he might be

yet advised togtake. Serjeant Bompas agreed to the pro-

posed. terras on behalf of Mr. Hughes, and the Recorder

then stated that the termination of the scrutiny left the

number of votes as follows :—Mr. Hughes, 32; Mr.
Lawrence, 30; majority for Mr. Hughes, 2. Mr. Hughes
Huo-hes was therefore formally announced by the Lord

Mayor to be duly elected Alderman of Bread-street Ward.
City Election.—On Monday, the Sheriffs made the

usual proclamation in Guildhall of the issuing of a new
writ for the election of a member for London in the

room of Sir M.Wood. The nomination took place yes-

terday, and the polling commences this day. At "the

nomination yesterday the sheriffs declared the show of

hands to be in favour of Mr. Pattison, and Mr. Baring

demanded a poll. The result will be announced on Monday.

Royal Mail Steam-Packet Company.—In conformity

with the desire expressed at the last annual meeting that

the directors should present a six months' report, a gene-

ral meeting of the shareholders took place last week.

The report commenced by regretting the loss of the Sol-

way, by which the captain and 34 other persons perished
;

and' which, from inquiry, was attributed to an error in

the calculation of the navigator. Certain modifications

of the scheme of routes had been approved by the Admi*

ralty, effecting a further curtailment of steaming opera-

«
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tions, and a reduction of expenditure; but as the modifi-
cations did not take effect till June, the result would be
communicated at the next meeting. The disbursements
and receipts for the half-year left a balance applicable to
wear and tear and insurance, of 34,341/. 155. Id. Much
reduction in expenditure had taken place, and was still
progressing. The payment of the last call had enabled
the directors to reduce the debt to 120,000/. The whole
of the vessels were now in a state of thorough repair and
effectiveness. The directors were of opinion that, as the
routes of the steamers comprised fewer places than for-
merly, there would in future be much less ground for
apprehending misfortunes ; and, under these circum-
stances, they proposed that on the termination of the
present year, or as the policies expire, the Company
should set aside a fund of five per cent, to meet this con-
tingency. The receipts for the March and June quarters
from the Government were 120,000/., and from freight
and passage money 38,048/. 145. 7rf., which together make
158,048/. 145. Id. After a discussion respecting the loss
of the Solway and other matters, the report was adopted.

The Great Northern Steam Ship.—An experimental
trip to test the powers of this vessel took place last week.
She left her moorings at Blackwall with the tide against
her, and proceeded down the river to Greenhithe, where

|she altered her course, and returned with her best speed
to her original moorings. This vessel has very extraor-
dinary powers, so far as trips in the river can justify an
estimate of her qualifications, and furnishes an additional
proof of the value of Mr. Smith's screw-propeller. The
Great Northern is a sailing ship, and the engine and the
screw are only auxiliary aids to assist her passage when
sails and wind fail. The machinery consequently takes
up much less space than in ordinary steamers. The rate
of steaming was 1\ knots an hour against tide, which was
computed at 2£ knots against her, making her steaming
ten knots an hour through the water ; with 700 tons of
coals on board—a great rate of speed when the large size
of the vessel is considered. Her sailing powers are said
to be considerable, and twelve knots an hour is her com-
puted rate of performance. " Among the company on
board were many gentlemen connected with the shipping
interests, and others of scientific reputation, among whom
were the Bishop of Norwich, Sir F. Collier, and Mr.
Lloyd, who attended on the part of the Government, and
several naval officers.

Meeting of West India Proprietors.—A preliminary
meeting of persons interested in the West India colonies
•was held on Friday, Mr. Hankey in the chair, to com-
mence a subscription for the purpose of assisting the
sufferers by the late fire at Kingston. Mr. Burge, agent
for Jamaica, said that at the Colonial-office, and through
many private sources, the dreadful calamities occasioned
by the fire, as published in the papers of this city, were
fully confirmed, and he urged the necessity of instant
relief. Trade, agriculture, and commerce in the West
Indies were too much depressed to expect ample relief to
be afforded there to the sufferers, and an appeal to the
British public had been resolved upon. After many
statements as to the losses occasioned, a series of reso-
lutions was passed to carry out the object for which the
meeting was called, and a subscription opened.
Death of the Bishop of Lichfield.—We have to record

the death of Dr. Bowstead, Bishop of Lichfield and
Coventry, who, after a lingering and painful illness,

expired on Wednesday last at Clifton, where his Lordship
had resided for some weeks for the benefit of his health.
It is well known that for a considerable period the Right
Rev. Prelate had, from severe indisposition, been unable
to discharge the duties of his bishopric, and the Bishop
of Hereford was, at the last ordination for the diocese,
obliged to officiate for him. It was only within the last
fortnight that his friends despaired of his recovery,
although disease had made destructive inroads on a natu-
rally strong constitution. Dr. Bowstead was the son of
the late Mr. W. Bowstead, of Beckbank, Great Salkeld,
Cumberland, and was born in 1801. He early distin-
guished himself at Cambridge, and in 1824 was second
Wrangler and Smith's Prizeman, and was afterwards Fel-
low and Tutor of Corpus. He was considered one of the
most distinguished scholars on that foundation, and since
his elevation to the Bench he has maintained a high cha-
racter in promoting the interests of his diocese. His
efforts to extend church-building in the manufacturing
districts gained for him the admiration of the laity and
clergy. In politics he was a Whig, and strongly adverse
to the tractarian doctrines recently introduced into the
church. He was consecrated Bishop of Sodor and Man
in 1838 ; and on the death of Dr. Butler in 1840, was
translated to the see of Lichfield and Coventry. For
some time he was prebendary of Salisbury.
*• University\Colleg€.—On Monday the College Session
commenced in the faculty of Arts and Laws. There was
a numerous attendance of visitors and students in the
theatre, where an introductory address was delivered by
Professor Brooke on natural philosophy. Two Flaherty
scholarships are to be awarded this session, the one to the
most proficient in classics, and the other in natural phi-
losophy and mathematics.
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was ultimately resolved that three persons from each of
the two united parishes, together with the vestry clerks,
should wait upon Alderman Gibbs, in order, if possible,
to see the parish deeds, and thus ascertain the trusts.

The National Society—Four exhibitions are at present
vacant in the^ National

%
Society's College (St. Mark's,)

Chelsea, the election for which is fixed for the 26th inst.
The following gentlemen have been appointed examiners
of the candidates :—Rev. A. Thurtell, Rev. G. Maddison,
and Rev. J. Hailstone.

Nelson Column.—The, masonry of the Nelson column
was completed on Monday, after which the stonemasons
had a substantial repast of roast beef. It appears that the
arrangements are not sufficiently complete to allow the
statue to be placed on the summit this day (being the
anniversary of the battle of Trafalgar), and that it cannot
be raised before next week. A notice has also been
issued announcing that the Dinner proposed to be given
to the Greenwich Pensioners on the completion of the
Monument is postponed in consequence of the season
being now so far advanced, and the works still incom-
plete

;
and that the intended entertainment will not take

place till the 2d of April next, being the anniversary of
the battle of Copenhagen.

Captureofa Sturgeon.—On Monday evening the largest
sturgeon ever captured in the Thames, above bridge, was
taken, after many hours of arduous labour, in Mr. Hutton's
mill-pond, Battersea-fields. It had been seen in the pond
since Saturday, but the depth of water prevented its dimen-
sions being ascertained. On Monday, however, the water
was let off into the river, and the pond was left almost
dry. There could not have been less than 300 people
assembled to witness the capture. After several attempts
to shoot it.by guns and pistols, the sturgeon was at last
struck with the harpoon, and landed near the mill. It
was 9 feet 6 inches in length, from the snout to the tip of
the tail

; 6 feet 10 inches in girth, and weighed 280 lbs.
Inquests.—On Saturday an inquest was held by Mr.

Wakley on the body of Mr. George Gibson, official as-
signee in bankruptcy,' aged 57, who committed suicide at
his residence;,;^ iBlandford-square. Witnesses deposed
that he was found;hanging to the bed-post by a silk pocket-
handkerchief, and, quite ..dead ; that he had been for six
months under, medical treatment, and that his mind had
become affected in consequence of the failure of some
building speculations in the Isle of Wight. After some
discussion, the jury returned a verdict that he destroyed
himself, being at .the time in an unsound state of mind.—On Monday an inquest was held on the body of Lady
Alice Palmer, who died suddenly at her house in Hanover-
terrace, Regent's-park, on Saturday. The evidence showed
that death was the result of natural causes, and the jury
returned a verdict accordingly.—The jury, at the adjourned
inquest on Mrs. Pollock and; her two children, who lost
their lives in the late fire in St. Martin's-court, returned
the following verdict .-—"That the deceased persons lost
their lives by fire, which appeared to have originated on
the premises of Mr. Labram ; and the jury cannot sepa-
rate without expressing their approval of the conduct of
the firemen and police on

k
the occasion : and they regret

that so great a thoroughfare should be suffered to remain
in so narrow and dangerous a state, as a similar occur-
rence might be attended with more awful consequences."—
On Wednesday an inquest which had been four times
adjourned was held at Woolwich, on the body of Mrs.
Mary Prevost, wife of a hairdresser, residing at No. 101,
St. Martin's-lane, Charing-cross, whose death was alleged
to have been caused by the ill-treatment of her husband
and children. The sister of deceased stated that she had
been confined in a cellar in St. Martin's-lane, where there
was no window, but only an iron grating, that she had
often been beaten by her children, and neglected both in
food and clothing. The medical and other evidence
proved the same facts, and the landlady of the house at
Woolwich to which deceased had been removed, deposed
that she was allowed only toast-and-water and tea, and
had no medical attendance. After a long inquiry, the
Coroner announced that the jury had come to the verdict
that deceased had died from natural causes ; but at the
same time expressed their opinion that the conduct of Mr.
Prevost and his daughters had been disgraceful and
criminal in the extreme, and had the medical evidence
been a little more positive in all probability he and some of
his family would have been sent from that place to prison.
The whole of the blame attached to him ; and it was
painful to reflect that he had made his daughters subject
to a public censure. As it was, they would leave the
room without anyone feeling compassion for them. He
fully concurred in the verdict and the sentiments the jury
had desired him to express.

Westminster.Bridge. — This bridge was closed on
Monday for repairs, as far as regards the carriage-way, by
order of the Commissioners of Woods and Forests. It is

expected that it will remain closed at least two months.
The traffic is now transferred principally to Waterloo-
bridge, and the receipts for tolls at this bridge will be in-
creased at least ten-fold during the repairing of West-
minster-bridge.

Embankment of the Thames.—On Monday the Earl of
Lincoln, accompanied by Mr. Brunei and Mr. Cubitt,
inspected the Middlesex side of the river, from Vauxhall-
bridge to Battersea-bridge, to ascertain the most eligible

plan for the embankment of the river. Mr. Brunei was
provided with the levels and plans that he had lately made
at the request of Government. There will be a carriage-
road alongside the river from Battersea-bridge to the two
Houses of Parliament.

Woolwich.—A. court-martial was held on Monday in
the mess-room of the Marine Barracks for the trial of a
drummer called Hurbert, of the Chatham division, charged

with stealing the uniform of Capt. Johns, R.M., together
with the MS. of a work written by the Captain, entitled
" Chronicles of Victory," and deserting when on duty at
the Dockyard. The prisoner was found guilty, and re-
ceived corporal punishment to the extent of 150 lashes, and
when fit to leave the hospital will be discharged the ser-
vice, in accordance with the sentence of the court-martial.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, October 7, was as
follows :—West Districts, 170; North Districts, 152;
Central Districts, 234 ; East Districts, 237 ; South Dis-
tricts, 263 ; Total, 1056 (males, 541 ; females, 515).
Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (4(51 males, 499
females) ; and for the last five autumns 908.

*robmctal Httos.
Ahergavenny.—Another advance in the price of iron

took place last week, and the demand continues to in-
crease. In consequence of the improvement in the trade,
more employment is afforded to the workmen, who are
not restricted, as they were some time back, to a certain
portion of work. It is expected that when the details of
the treaty with China become more developed, the low
import-duty upon iron will cause a great exportation of
that metal to the'.Celestial Empire, and that a further
increase in the quantity made as well as an advance in
price may be anticipated.

Bedford.—A melancholy accident happened on Sunday
week at Stevington, in this county. Mrs. Anderson, of
Oakley, with Mr. and Miss Inskip, attended Divine ser-
vice at Stevington Church on that day, and on re-crossing
the Ouse, which was between the church and Mr. Ander-
son's house, the boat was swamped, through the unusual
strength of the current and wind. The clergyman (Rev.
J. Wing) was administering the Sacrament at the time,
when he heard the cries, and with the communicants'
hastened to the river. On their way they met a young
gentleman who had the conduct of the party,and who stated
that during the squall, in pulling against the current, the
boat had swamped, Mrs. Anderson, Mr. and Miss Inskip
had sunk and he himself had escaped with difficulty. On
reaching the bank of the river, they found that the boat
was sunk, and the bodies hidden in deep water. Every
exertion was made to bring them up, and they were all
taken to Mr. Anderson's house within an hour and a
quarter after the catastrophe. Six or seven medical men
attended from Bedford to try means of resuscitation, but
to no purpose. Mr. Inskip exhibited signs of life when
he was brought on shore, but animation could not be
restored. He was a respectable farmer near this town,
arid with his daughter was on a visit to Mr. Anderson, the
steward of the Duke of Bedford.
Birmingham—A paragraph has appeared in the local

papers announcing the sudden disappearance of the Rev.
Mr. Barrett, of this town. The Morning Chronicle states
that the fact appears simply to be this, that the rev. gen-
tleman is in pecuniary difficulties, arising from his becom-
ing surety for a party, and that this is the reason of his
temporary absence from his parish.

Bristol.—The local papers state that within the past
week the only coach that has been left on the road from
Bristol to London (the Prince of Wales) ceased running.
The railroad has now, therefore, no kind of opposition.

Carmarthen.— It was announced last week that the
special commission will be opened at Cardiff on the 21st
inst. From a variety of circumstances, however, it has
b
u
en
oI°1

Und necessary t0 postpone the day, and Thursday
the 25th has been definitely fixed on for the trials to com-
mence. Although named as one of the judges in the
commission, Baron Parke will not accompany Baron
Gurney and Mr. Justice Cresswell. The two latter judges
will alone undertake the duties of the commission.—The
accounts this week afford but an indifferent prospect of a
return to tranquillity. They include an attempt to de-
prive a magistrate of life, the demolition of a toll-gate,
and the destruction of property by fire. Two of these
outrages were perpetrated by the same gang : they de-
stroyed first the toll-gate of Bwlchtrap, near St. Clear,
which was formerly torn down, but had recently been
again erected, and is now a second time destroyed On
tearing down the gates, the mob proceeded to the resi-
dence of Mr.Beynam, a magistrate. It was supposed
that he was at home and asleep, and the rioters fired into
ins bed-room

: fortunately, however, Mr. Beynam was
absent, and on searching his room, next morning, several
slugs were found in it. This outrage was committed not
more than 10 or 12 miles from Carmarthen, and in the
immediate neighbourhood of a cavalry station. In addi-
tion to the above, on Thursday night the haggard of a
humble farmer at Llandovery, named Thomas? was set
on fire and completely destroyed. The farmer, it is said,
had made himself obnoxious in his neighbourhood, by
sending one of his tenants a " notice to quit." A large
body of the London police have arrived from town, and
have been distributed in different parts of the country.
On Friday a meeting of the parishioners of Parcel
Maws was held on the summit of Mynydd Pysgodlwn,
a mountain about 10 miles westward of Swansea,
for the purpose of "taking into consideration the expe-
diency of petitioning the Legislature for the re-enactment
of the old poor-law, the removal of the rural police, and
for the repeal of other popular grievances." Mr. Jenkins
read a letter he had received from Dr. Bowring, express-
ing a determination to bring the subject of Welsh griev-

ances before Parliament, if the Welsh people would fur-

nish him with a list of those things which they conceived
to be oppressive and unjust. After a long discussion, the

following resolutions were unanimously passed :
—" 1.

That a petition be drawn up and presented to the justices
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at the quarter-sessions, praying them to abolish the rural
police force in this district ; and that a committee be ap-
pointed to draw up such petition and carry it into effect.

2. That this meeting is of opinion that the new poor-law
has disappointed .the expectations of the rate-payers ; and
that its unjust and demoralizing provisions have materially

contributed to promote the present discontent. 3. That
a committee be formed with the view of bringing before
the public the grievances of which we complain, and to
take such measures as may to them appear necessary for

petitioning Parliament, as soon as it reassembles, to insti-

tute a strict inquiry into the causes of the discontent at

present prevailing throughout an extensive portion of
South Wales, and to devise the means for its removal.
4. That this committee consist of persons from each
parish or parcel of a parish, and that it be an instruction
to such committee forthwith to prepare a form of inquiry,
embracing the several subjects of rents, tithes, poor and<
highway rates, with such other additional heads of inquiry
relating to the grievances of the people as to such com-
mittee may seem necessary." The meeting gave three
cheers for the Queen, and quietly separated, having lasted

Upwards of three hours. The proceedings were entirely

conducted in Welsh.

^
Cambridge.—The greatest excitement has been occa-

sioned in this town by the announcement of her Majesty's
intended visit. Professor Whewell, Master of Trinity and
Vice-Chancellor, on Tuesday issued the following an-
nouncement:—" The Vice-Chancellor has the high gratifi-

cation of announcing to the members of the University,
that it is the intention of her most Gracious Majesty the
Queen and his Royal Highness Prince Albert to honour
the University with a visit on Wednesday, the 25th inst.

The Vice-Chancellor is persuaded that there will be in all

members of the University a wish to testify their deep
gratitude for this act of Royal favour and condescension,
their dutiful and devoted affection towards her Majesty,
and their zealous desire that the Royal visitors may derive

unmingled satisfaction from their visit." On Wednesday,
Professor Whewell, the Rev. Dr. French, and the Rev.
Mr. Birkett, were appointed a Syndicate, " to make
arrangements f°r the reception of her Majesty and Prince
Albert in the Senate House." The Royal visitors are
expected on Wednesday, the 25th, on which occasion the
Duke of Northumberland, Chancellor of the University,
the Lord Chancellor, as High Steward, the Vice-Chan-
cellor, the Heads of Houses, and the Masters of Arts in
residence, will receive them in state, and conduct them to
the lodge of Trinity College, which is now preparing for
their reception. An inclined platform, covered with
cloth, will be placed over the steps immediately at the
entrance of the front gate at Trinity, from whence the
paved way up to the door of the lodge will be similarly
covered for her Majesty's accommodation. The Lodge is,by
the charter of Henry the Eighth, who origiually endowed
this College, the residence of the Sovereign on the occa-
sion of any Royal visit, and is always made use of, accord-
ing to a provision in the charter, by the Judges of Assize.
When Queen Elizabeth, however, visited Cambridge she
stopped at King's College. On Thursday the Senate-
house will present a very splendid and interesting appear-
ance. The front seats in the galleries will be occupied by
ladies, and platforms will also be erected in front of the
gallery opposite to the throne, and beneath in the body of
the building. On this occasion the Chancellor will confer
the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws on Prince Albert.
In the evening the Vice-Chancellor will entertain the
Royal party in state, and all the Colleges, as well as the
town, will be lit up. In the grounds of St. John's College,
as well as in the adjacent ones of Trinity, displays of fire-

works will take place. The preparations for illuminating
Trinity have already commenced. During the course of
Thursday her Majesty will visit the Fitzwilliam Museum,
King's Chapel, Trinity Chapel, and a few of the Colleges
a£d public buildings. The Royal visitors will make but a
short stay at Cambridge, and will leave, it is said, on
Friday, for Wimpole, the seat of the Earl of Hardwicke.

Chester.—The institution in this city for educating the
daughters of clergymen officiating in the diocese, and for
training up other young females as governesses, is to be
opened early in January. The Bishop of Chester has
^cepted the office of patron, and has interested himself
lr
} its establishment. The school will be under the direc-
tion of a clergyman and two governesses, who will be
elected in November.

Chichester.—On Sunday morning last, at the cathedral
of this city, an Italian gentleman named Vignati, who had
been for two years a priest in the Roman Catholic com-
munion, and about five years ago left that Church and pro-
fessed Protestant principles, made a public recantation of
Roman Catholic doctrines. The form of recantation was the
same as that used by the Bishop of London on a similar
occasion about three years ago. The Dean of Chichester
preached a sermon on the occasion, and the cathedral was
Uncommonly crowded, the novel circumstance having
attracted many Dissenters and others who do not usually
attend the cathedral.
Deal—In consequence of the strong winds which have

prevailed during the last week, it has been found impos-
sible to place the New Iron Beacon upon the Goodwin,
-the weather having proved adverse, the Lords of the
Admiralty have expressed their opinion that the season is
too far advanced safely and properly to plant it. Next
spring, by the direction of the Trinity Board, it will be
planted at the eastern end of the Goodwin, on the south
s*de of the Swatch-way into Trinity Bay.

Doncasler—On Saturday an anti-corn law meeting
*as held in this town, and attended by nearly 10(j0 per-
sons, Mr. T. Johnson, the Deputy-Mayor, in the chair.
J-Vlr. Bright, Mr. Cobden, Earl Fitzwilliam, and others,

addressed the meeting, and resolutions in favour of a total

repeal were carried.

Hull—The Raymond, Captain M'Kay,from Macao, is

expected daily to arrive here, having been spoken in the

Downs on the 8th inst. This vessel has on board about
8300 chests of tea, which are to be delivered here—being

the first cargo of tea from China to this port.

Leicester.—Messenger, the farmer at Gaddesby, who
had been committed to the county gaol, charged with the

murder of a young man in his employ, was released on
bail under a Judge's order on Tuesday week. The par-

ticulars of the case appeared in this Paper when the

examination took place.

Liverpool.—A robbery, which for dexterity strongly

resembles that committed upon the person of Mr. Blake-
more, M.P., and upon which was founded one of the

charges brought against Anderson at the late assizes, took
place on Saturday last. A young man, clerk in the house
of Finlay and Co., was sent to draw a considerable sum
of money at the Branch Bank of England. He received

200/. in notes and the remainder in gold. The notes

consisted of a 100/. note, and ten of 10/. each. Having
counted the paper, he carefully put it into the right-hand

pocket of his coat, and kept his left hand upon it for fear

of accident whilst he counted some gold upon the counter.

As he was thus employed, one of the sovereigns accident-
ally slipped upon the floor. He stooped to pick it up,

and momentarily withdrew the left hand from the pocket
in which the notes had been placed ; during that short

period the money was abstracted from his pocket. He
immediately discovered the theft, but could not identify

the party who had robbed him, as there were about thirty

persons round the counter at the time. Information was
immediately sent to the police-office, but no tidings of the

thief have yet been received.

Merthyr.—On Saturday week, as the cashier of the

Aberdare Iron-works was returning from the bank in this

town with money to pay the workmen, he was stopped by
three armed men and robbed of 2,000/. The police

immediately set out in pursuit, and succeeded in recover-

ing the money and capturing the robbers, who have been
committed for trial.

Nottingham. — On Sunday week, while Archdeacon
Wilkins was preaching in St. Mary's Church, a fall was
heard in the south aisle, and a cry was raised that the

church was falling. A rush was instantly made to the

doors ; several persons were severely injured, and some
limbs were broken. At length, when about two-thirds of
the congregation had made their escape, sufficient order

was restored to enable the Archdeacon to make himself

heard, and to inform the assembly that the sole cause of
the alarm had been the sudden fall of an umbrella not far

from the left of him ; but that, as the minds of all were
too much agitated to resume with any composure the
duties in which they had been engaged, he would only
observe, that if any possible and real danger could have
been apprehended, as far as the tower of the church was
concerned, now that every precaution and support had
been given it, he would not have hazarded the safety of
any individual, nor would he have permitted his own
family to incur the risk, nor have braved it in his own
person. The church, however, has been closed until a
thorough repair has taken place, and in the meantime
divine service is performed by the Archdeacon at Stenton.

Portsmouth.—During the last few days the Lords of
the Admiralty have received accounts from Singapore,
containing intelligence of the loss of one of her Majesty's
frigates, the Samarang, 26 guns, Commander Sir E.
Belcher, off the Island of Borneo. The circumstances
attending her loss are reported to be as follows :—The
Samarafig was launched at Portsmouth in 1822, and was
last year fitted up as a surveying ship in order to make a
survey of the Chinese Seas. In the course of last spring
she sailed from Portsmouth, and arrived at Singapore on
the 22nd of June. On the 23th of that month she pro-
ceeded to the river Burrawak, off the Island of Borneo.
On the 17th of July she had gained about 40 miles up the
river, when the master, Mr. Lozey, left her in one of the
galleys, accompanied by another officer and a party of
seamen, for the purpose of taking soundings along the
coast. The ship was under weigh at the time, and was
making but slow progress, when suddenly the ebb tide,

which runs remarkably strong, carried her on a sunken
coral rock, which she struck with considerable violence.

For a few minutes she kept upright, and then partly
slipped off the rock and fell over on her beam ends, when
she instantly filled, and it was only by the greatest exer-
tion that the crew could save themselves ; in fact, many of
them as the ship rolled over were precipitated into the
water, and no doubt would have perished but for others
who caught hold of them as they made their appearance
on the surface. Having reached the shore which was not
far distant, they commenced saving from the ship as the
tide permitted as much provision as they could get at
and the arms which they needed in order to protect them-
selves from the natives. An order was instantly sent by
the Captain, Sir E. Belcher, to Singapore for assistance,

and in the subsequent day every means were resorted to

to save the vessel. Her guns were thrown overboard and
her masts cut away, but it had not the slightest effect.

When the mails left Singapore she remained in the same
position, and it was very possible that she would become a
total wreck. The following is an extract of a letter dated
Singapore, August 3, which furnishes some additional

facts :

—

u The wreck at high water is covered by four feet

of water, and we fear she is bilged, as she is lying com-
pletely on her side. Her Majesty's ships Harlequin and
Wanderer have since arrived from Singapore for the pur-
pose of attempting to raise her, which it is feared will

prove ineffectual, although Sir E. Belcher entertains

sanguine hopes. There were 32 valuable chronometers,
an immense number of mathematical and scientific instru-
ments, and several rare surveys and charts on board of
her, which were estimated at about 32,000/., all of which
are lost. We have dragged several of them out of the
sunken ship, but find them perfectly useless, and not
worth repairing. Sir E. Belcher and several of the
officers have taken up their quarters at the British Con-
sul's residence at Borneo, and the crew are living at a
small settlement about 3 miles off, and on half allowance."

Southampton.—The Iberia steamer left this port on
Saturday for Constantinople, with a full cargo of Man-
chester goods, to the value of 60,000/., and 27 passen-
gers ; among whom was the Rev. Dr. Wolff, on his
journey to Bokhara. He arrived here by railway, accom-
panied by Lady Georgiana, his son, and Capt. Grover,
who, after witnessing his embarkation, returned to
London. Dr. Wolff was visited on board the Iberia by
several of the most distinguished families of this place
and its environs. From the number of arrivals of private
steamers on Saturday, upwards of 3000 letters were
received at the post-office here from Spain, France, and
the Channel Islands.

Wakefield.—On Friday Dr. Sleigh paid a visit to this

town in the expectation of meeting Messrs. Cobden and
Bright, and discussing with them the various questions
connected with the corn-laws. He addressed the inhabi-

tants in the Corn-Exchange, declaring that the repeal of
the corn-laws would throw at least two millions of agri-

cultural labourers out of employment, and proposing an
address to the Queen on the subject. Mr. J. Murray
then moved an amendment for the abolition of all mono-
polies. The meeting divided twice, and the chairman at

length decided that the amendment was carried.

Windsor.—About two or; three years since, Prince
Albert purchased of the executors of the Duke of
Gloucester a large tract of land extending over several
thousands of acres, consisting principally of heath land,

in the vicinity of Bagshot, with a farm attached, known
as the Rapley Farm. Upon this extensive property it is

the intention of his Royal Highness to try the experiment
of breeding and rearing the black cock. The cocks
which were presented to the Prince by the Duke of
Hamilton about two months ago, have been sent to the
preserves at Bagshot, where there is every probability

that the experiment of rearing and breeding them will be
as successful as can be [desired. They were bred by the

Duke of Hamilton upon his estate in the Isle of Arran.

It is the intention of Prince Albert to inclose and cultiv-

ate a considerable portion of Ids property in the neigh-

bourhood of Bagshot.
Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week :—London and Birmingham, 17,5322. ; Great West-
ern, 14,888/.; South-Western, 6,848/.; South-Eastern,

4,775/.; Eastern Counties, 2,917/. ; North Midland,
4,897/. ; York and North Midland, 2,064/. ; Greenwich,

675/.; Croydon, 491/.; Brighton, 5,046/.; Blackwall,

849/.; Hull and Selby, 1,054/.; Midland Counties,

3,529/.; Grand Junction, 9,006/.; Paris and Rouen,

5,124/.; Paris and Orleans, 5,702/.—A special general

meeting of the Eastern Counties Company was held last

week, for the purpose of adopting measures for an appli-

cation to Parliament in the next session, for an Act to

construct an extension of the Eastern Counties Railway

from Colchester, by Hadleigh and Bury, to Thetford, and

thence from Brandon to Norwich, with a branch from

Hadleigh to Ipswich, and for raising the necessary

capital. The report gave a summary of the negotia-

tions entered into by the directors, and concluded with

a resolution, that the Board be authorised to apply

to Parliament for an Act to assist an application for en-

abling an extension of either the Eastern Counties or the

Northern and Eastern lines, as they might determine on.

After some discussion this resolution was passed. The

next business submitted to the meeting was the report of

the recent negotiations for a permanent amalgamation of

the Northern and Eastern Railways, a measure which

was thought the more desirable, since it would terminate

all future Parliamentary contests, competition in traffic,

and waste of capital. The terms on which the amalgama-

tion was to be carried out would consist in the Northern

and Eastern line being leased in perpetuity to the East-

ern Counties Company, the latter to pay yearly the sum
of 47 500/., or such sum as might be required to cover

5 per cent. "on the capital and all the liabilities of the North-

ern and Eastern Company ; but if the interest on bor-

rowed money should be lowered under the present rates,

the same to be carried to the divisible fund. Further,

that after allowing to the Eastern Counties 132/. out of

the gross receipts, and the working expenses having been

divided, the surplus profit to be apportioned between the

two Companies in the ratio of two-thirds to the Eastern

Counties and one-third to the Northern and Eastern,

the working expenses to be guaranteed by the East-

ern Counties Company not to exceed 40 per cent,

for the first, 37 per cent, for the second, and 36 per

cent, ever afterwards—the interest on capital expended

by either line to be guaranteed at the rate of 5 per

cent., the amalgamated Company to be governed by

eighteen directors, of whom twelve shall be directors of

the Eastern Counties and six of the Northern and

Eastern. The Chairman stated that these propositions

would be laid before special meetings of the two Com-

panies during the ensuing months for their approval.—On
Sunday last some person placed a plank across the line on

the railway near Twyford, for the purpose of upsetting

the mail train, but his attempt was providentially frus-

trated by the discovery of the object by a policeman on

duty. It is understood that a man in the employ of Mr.

Cotterellf of Ruscombe, as shepherd, is in custody on the

if
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charge—An accident occurred on Tuesday night on the
Dover Railway, whereby the driver of the train which
reaches the London terminus at a quarter past 10 o'clock,

5o&t his life. It seems that, in leaning over the engine
carriage, he overbalanced himself, and fell under the

wheels. One leg was torn off at the upper part of the
thigh, and the other above the instep. He was conveyed
to town, and immediately removed on a stretcher to

Guy's Hospital, where he shortly afterwards expired.

While the inquest on his body was sitting, the mutilated

body of another man, named Postans, was brought to the

hospital. It appears that deceased was a coach-trimmer,
and being engaged on the railway just as the fast Brighton
train from London had passed the station, he attempted to

cross the line, when the " banking" engine, which always
follows the train to assist it up the New Cross incline,

struck him down, and both wheels passed over him. Both
legs were separated from the trunk below the knees, and
one arm was cut off. Although the poor fellow was alive

when he was brought to the hospital, the house surgeon
at once declared that it was quite impossible he could
recover, and he died in the course of the evening.—On
Tuesday morning, as the first train from London was
approaching the Clayton tunnel on the Brighton Rail-

way the tubes of the boiler burst. The breaks were
immediately put on, and the train was stopped. The
engineer endeavoured to proceed to Brighton to procure
assistance, but the escape of water was so great that it

put out the fires, and the engine was left in the middle of

the tunnel. The alarm signals were immediately hoisted,

and every precaution taken to prevent the possibility of

an accident by collision with the other trains. A pilot

engine soon arrived, and dragged the train and damaged
engine in safety to Brighton.—A few days since, as aTwy-
ford constable was conveying a prisoner from that place to

Abingdon gaol by the Great Western Railway, the prisoner,
shortly after he started, and while the train was proceeding
at the rate of upwards of 30 miles an hour, suddenly
leaped from the carriage, tumbling head over heels
into the road. The constable immediately jumped out
after him. Those in the train who witnessed the proceed-
ing imagined that both must have been inevitably killed.

Extraordinary, however, as it may appear, neither were
in the least injured, and the prisoner was again captured
by the constable, who walked along the line to the next
station with his prisoner, and proceeded thence to his

place of destination.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—On Friday evening Mr. Kemmis, the Crown

solicitor, addressed a note to Mr. O'Connell, stating that

a charge of conspiracy and other misdemeanours having
been brought against him, and informations to that effect

having been sworn before Mr. Justice Burton, he requested
to know when it would be convenient to enter into recog-
nizances to attend on the first day of next term in the
Court of Queen's Bench, to answer the charges that would
then be preferred against him by her Majesty's Attorney-
General. Shortly before 12 o'clock on Saturday Mr. Jus-
tice Burton left his house in Stephen's-green, and pro-
ceeded to the Queen's Bench Chamber, where, after dis-

posing of a few motions, he remained for about an hour,
in expectation of being waited on by some of the persons
against whom informations had been sworn, for the pur-
pose of entering into recognizances. None of them
appearing, the Judge retired, having first directed the
Clerk to the Crown to notify to any of the parties who
might subsequently present themselves that he had
returned to his residence, and would there remain to
receive the necessary bail until half-past 3 o'clock. Mr.
Kemmis had an interview with Mr. O'Connell on Satur-
day morning, at which Mr. O'Connell expressed his will-

ingness to comply with the request, but demanded that
he should first be supplied with a copy of the informations.
This request, on consideration, not having been complied
with, at 2 o'clock Mr. O'Connell received a second note
from Mr. Kemmis, stating that his presence would be
required at the house of Mr. Justice Burton at 3 o'clock,
to enter into the necessary recognizances, should he not in
the meantime hear to the contrary. At a quarter before
3 o'clock, Mr. O'Connell, accompanied by his sons John
and Daniel, Mr. Jeremiah Dunne, and Mr. Cornelius
M'Loughlin, and followed by several other friends, arrived
at the residence of Mr. Justice Burton, On entering the
drawing-room, Mr. O'Connell, who is said to have looked
dejected and pale, proceeded to examine the collection of
paintings for which the learned Judge's residence is

remarkable, and which he continued to inspect with appa-
rent interest until 3 o'clock, when Mr. Kemmis and Mr,
Bourne, the Clerk of the Crown, arrived. The entire
party, consisting of about 30 persons, (many of whom,
including Mr. O'Connell and his two sons, wore promin-
ently on their breasts the Repeal button,) were then con-
ducted down stairs to the Judge's library. Mr. O'Con-
nell, on entering, shook hands with his Lordship, and
the recognizances having been read over by him, he
took the necessary oath and subscribed them. Mr. John
O'Connell having done so likewise, they acknowledged
themselves bound in 1000/. each to abide their trial on
the charges preferred against them, which are conspiracy,
•edition, and illegally assembling. The sureties, Mr.
Jeremiah Dunne (merchant), of No. 14, Fitzwilliam-
square; and Mr. Cornelius M'Loughlin, of 14, Fitz-
vnnam-place, acknowledged themselves bound in 500/.
each for Mr. O'Connell, and in 500/. each for Mr. JohnU ^onnell, to abide their trial as aforesaid. Mr. O'Con-
nell bavmg again shaken ])ands with the learned Judge>
retired. He was loudly cheered in his exit from the
tu>u$e by the persons who had followed his carriage from
Mernon-square.^Mr. Pierce Mahony, just as Mr. O'Con-

nell was retiring, complained that the depositions on
which Mr. O'Connell was held to bail were not furnished
to him, and handed in a notice to that effect. Mr. Kem-
mis said that now that the parties had given bail for their

appearance, they were entitled by the statute to copies of

the depositions, and as a matter of course they should
have them. A list of the names of the persons to be pro-
secuted was also delivered to Mr. Mahony. From this it

appears that the proceedings at Mullaghmast form the
subject of the prosecution against Mr. O'Connell, Mr.
Ray, Dr. Grey, and Mr. Steele. The speeches delivered

at the dinner at the same meeting form the subject of a
separate prosecution against Mr. O'Connell, Mr. John
O'Connell, Dr. Grey, Mr. Ray, Mr. Steele, and Mr. Bar-
rett of the Pilot newspaper. In addition to the fore-

going, the whole of* the above parties, together with the
Rev. Mr. Tierney, the Rev. Mr. Tyrrell, and Mr. C. G.
Duffey, Editor of the Nation newspaper, are charged with
being " members" of the Repeal Association. The prin-

cipal charge is one of conspiracy, but distributed under
various heads. The accused are to be tried for seditiously

and malignantly conspiring to and with each other to

seduce her Majesty's subjects in the army and navy from
their allegiance to the throne—with conspiring to esta-

blish courts in order to supersede the Courts of Justice, as
established by law, and with an attempt to overturn the
constitution as established, under pretence of seeking
for a Repeal of the Legislative Union. At four o'clock

the following letter from Mr. O'Connell was published in

a third edition of the Weekly Freeman :— « To the People
of Ireland.—Merrion-square, 14th of October, 1843-

—

Beloved Fellow-Countrymen— I announce to you that
which you will hear from other quarters, namely, that I
have given this day bail to answer to a charge of ' con-
spiracy and other misdemeanours' the first day of next
term- I make this announcement in order to conjure the
people, one and all, to observe the strictest and most per-
fect tranquillity. Any attempt to disturb the public peace
may be most disastrous—certainly would be criminal and
mischievous. Attend, then, beloved countrymen, to me.
Be not tempted by anybody to break the peace, to violate
the law, or to be guilty of any tumult or disturbance.
The slightest crime against order or the public peace may
ruin our beautiful and otherwise triumphant cause. If
you will, during this crisis, follow my advice, and act as
I entreat you to do, patiently, quietly, legally, I think
I can pledge myself to you that the period is not distant
when our revered Sovereign will open the Irish Parliament
in College-green. Every attempt of our enemies to dis-

turb the progress of Repeal hitherto has had a direct

contrary effect. This attempt will also fail, unless it be
assisted by any misconduct on the part of the people.

Be tranquil, then, and we shall be triumphant. I have
the honour to be your ever faithful servant, D. O'Connell."
On Monday afternoon bail was entered into for the fol-

lowing persons, against whom informations were sworn
on Friday evening before Mr. Justice Burton. The recog-

nizances were, 500/. for each [of the parties accused, and
two sureties in 250/. each. It will be observed by the

names that the town council have completely identified

themselves with the movement. For Dr. Gray—Alderman
Gardiner and Town-Councillor McClelland. For Mr.
Duffy—Alderman Grace and Town-Councillor O'Brien.
For the Rev. Mr. Tyrrell—Thomas Carroll and Sir R.
Fraser. For Mr. Ray—Town-Councillor O'Brien and
Mr. J. Kelch. For Mr. Barrett—The Lord Mayor elect

;

Alderman Roney. For the Reverend Mr. Tierney
—Alderman M'Kenna; William M'Guiniss, For Mr.
Steele—Alderman Roney

; Town-Councillor M'Kenna.
The Repeal Association met on Monday as usual ; the

meeting was greatly crowded, and was attended by an
inspector of police, who took notes of the proceedings.

Mr. J. A. O'Neil, of Runoneen Castle, took the chair

and spoke at great length, and concluded by entreating

the Association and Repealers generally to abandon the

use of the word u Saxon " as applied to Englishmen, as

the phrase had made many enemies for their cause. Mr.
O'Connell then addressed the meeting. In reference, he
said, to the remarks of the chairman, he would promise
that for the future he, and he trusted the Association

also, would give up the use of the word u Saxon," as it-

was calculated to give offence. When they first used the

term (and it should be recollected that the only phrase in

Irish to express the word Englishman was " Sassenach"),

Lord Stanley was very angry, and they used it ten times

more on that account at the time. The use of it was sub-

sequently revived when they were branded as aliens in

language, In blood, and religion, by Lord Lyndhurst, and
it had been pretty freely applied ever since; but he now
promised that for the future the word should not pass his

lips, or if it inadvertently fell from him at any time he

would immediately retract it. Having denied that the

people were obnoxious to the charge of disloyalty, but, on

the contrary, entitled to the greatest praise for their strict

obedience to the laws. Mr. O'Connell came to the topic

of a federal Parliament. In the Corporation debate on

Repeal, he had declared his willingness to accept a federal

Parliament, and instanced Canada, where such a Parlia-

ment had done much good. Since then many persons had

joined that Association who' went no further than a federal

union, and he had lately received a letter from a gentle-

man of high distinction in England on the subject, in

which his attention was directed to two points, concerning

which the writer believed it to be of the greatest import-

ance that the people of England should have correct

information before they would join generally, or exten-

sively, with that Association. The first point was, that it

should be shown to the people of England that Irishmen
in keeking for the restoration of a Parliament to their

country, strove only to procure for themselves the manage-

ment of their own local and internal affairs, leaving matters

of national importance to both countries to be legislated

upon by the representatives from both countries in the

Imperial Legislature. The next point was that English-

men should be satisfied that as they co-operated with

Irishmen, so Irishmen should assist Englishmen in their

struggle to obtain a full, fair, and free representation.

He (Mr. O'Connell) would meet such propositions

in the spirit in which they were put forward, and he told

that gentleman that, if a sufficient number of the English

people came forward, there would be no difficulty in

arranging Repeal on the definite points mentioned by him.

Let him not be taunted with shrinking when he accepted

these terms, for by doing so they not only took away all

argument from their enemies, but merely followed a course

to which the Association was already pledged by the

admission of the Catholic Bishop of Killaloe and other

gentlemen on the same terms. After accusing the Con-
servative press of inciting the people to violence, he pro-

ceeded to inculcate the necessity of peace and good temper.

The change of which they were on the eve must be blood-

less and sinless. He had ascertained by a series of mon-
ster meetings that the people were peaceable and deter-

mined to obey the law. Acting on the advice of Grattan

—who declared that Repeal was impossible—the national

voice was clearly ascertained to be in favour of it. He had

ascertained that voice so far in peace and quietness, and if

the proclamation had not been issued he should have gone

on as quietly to the end. He had been told the day before

that he should be prevented from addressing that meeting

to-day, but he replied that " that could not be/' because

he was the auxiliary of the Government in preaching peace.

If the Government wera to interfere with him in that

room, would it not be said that, having failed to irritate

the people by the Clontarf proclamation, they wanted to

do so by arresting the man who preached peace. Therefore

he was there to preach peace. Having cautioned the

people against Ribbonism, he read a letter signed by Mr,
Sturge, of Birmingham, in which the Repealers of that

locality expressed their astonishment at the step taken by
Government in reference to the Clontarf meeting. He
moved that this letter be referred to a committee, in order

that they might propose an answer, declaring their delight

and gratitude at this movement of the men of Birming-

ham, and denying that they have ever desired the dis-

memberment of the Empire, although they would never

give up their exertions to obtain a local Legislature. A
great number of subscriptions were then handed in as

" proclamation money," and Mr. O'Connell announced
the rent for the week to be 1,232/. 13$. 6d. The meeting

then adjourned to Monday, in the New Conciliation Hall.

, —Mr. O'Connell did not open his " arbitration court "

on Thursday at Rathmines according to appointment, and,

as the warrants or official notifications from the Corn
Exchange have notyet been printed, it is supposed that he

has abandoned the intention. It is now confidently stated

among the Repealers that an agitation is to be commenced
forthwith for demanding a Federal Union, which they say

will have the support of Mr. Smith O'Brien, M.P., Mr.
Sharman Crawford, Mr. David R. Ross, and Lord
Clement. Mr. Sturge is to have the management of the

movement in England, and after a little time it is expected

that Mr. O'Connell will abandon u Repeal and nothing but

Repeal." Mr. Sturge arrived in Dublin on Wednesday,
and after an interview with Mr. O'Connell, set off for

Bangor, in the County Down, to consult with Mr. Shar-

man Crawford and arrange the preliminaries of the move-
ment.—The depositions of the Government reporter, on
which the warrants were issued, have been published

this week, but they contain little more than what has

already appeared in this Paper in the accounts of the

different Repeal meetings within the la6t few weeks.—
The Government continue to make additions to the

military force. The Scotch Greys have been ordered to

Ireland, and are hourly expected, and the 24th Foot, from
Glasgow, are on their way. When those two regiments

arrive, the military force in Ireland, added to the consta-

bulary, who have received a military training, will amount
to upwards of 30,000. Orders have been issued to supply
the ancient Birmingham Tower, in Dublin Castle, with

provisions to the same extent as the country forts and

garrisons. Orders have also been issued to convert the

new stables in the "Upper Castle-yard into barracks.— ft is

mentioned as a curious circumstance attendant upon the

late visit of the sympathising Repealers to Dublin from
the north of England, that amongst them was one, named
Bryan or Gilligan, for whom the police has been long on

the look out. He is charged with having been one of a

party, who, in 1837, attacked and murdered Mr. Geo.

Fawcet, of the Queen's county, as he was going upon the

occasion of a parliamentary election to vote for Sir C.

Coote and the Hon. Mr. Vesey. He was seen about the

Corn Exchange on Monday, and identified by a man on

whose evidence one of the party was convicted and trans-

ported, and immediately taken into custody. He has been

transmitted to Maryborough gaol to abide his trial.

Limerick,—The trial of the prisoners charged with the

murder of the Rev. Charles Dawson has engaged the

attention of Judge Jackson and two juries at the adjourned

assizes in this city. The prosecution was instituted by

the Crown against two men for the murder of Mr. Daw-
son, at Ballinacarriga, perpetrated at so distant a period

as eight years since, when he was walking on a farm that

had shortly before fallen into his possession, but whicn

some of the occupiers on the land feared they would be

removed from. Mr. Dawson was there murdered in noon-

day, on the 1st June, 1835, by three men in female dis-

guise, who fired two shots into his body, and battered ms

lifeless remains with stones. The prisoners on trial weic

Patrick Lynch and Edward Conway ; the former one of a
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family located on the lands of Ballinacarriga, and Conway,
a stout able man, their farm-servant. The indictment was
prepared, and the line of prosecution arranged by Mr.
Harrington, Crown solicitor, and Mr. Bennett, Q.C.,
conducted the trial. The clothes of Mr. Dawson were
produced by a policeman, and the marks of blood were
jet visible, the perforation of a bullet, and parts of the
dress evidently burnt from powder. When the case for
the Crown had nearly closed, one of the jurors became
sick on the second day, and a medical gentleman deposed
that to remain in court would endanger his life. At this
advanced stage of the proceedings, the judge and lawyers
agreed there was no alternative but to discharge the jury
altogether and recommence the whole trial. The court
sat again on the third day ; the long panel was again called
over, and a new jury sworn to try the two prisoners, who
^ere again arraigned for the same murder, and pleaded
°

f,

u
. ^ T'ie prosecution for the Crown only concluded

on Friday evening at six o'clock, when Mr. Coppinger
opened the case for the defence, and at nine o'clock the
court adjourned. On Saturday the case concluded, and
the jury were locked up, but they could not agree. At a
late hour of the night, the judge, finding it impossible to
expect a verdict from them, and also that they were suffer-
3ng from their confinement without his having the power
to order them refreshments, consented at their urgent
Request, to discharge them. The prisoners, however, will
be kept in custody and be tried before a third jury.

Mallow.—A meeting was held in this town on the 15th
to consider the announcement of Mr. O'Connell's arrest,
the Rev. Mr. Collins in the chair. About ten thousand
persons are said to have been present. The following
resolutions were unanimously agreed to :—" That the
right to petition is the common birth-right of every
British subject—a right co-existent with the security of
the throne and the integrity of the British constitution

;and that we are firmly determined to exercise this right in
petitioning for the Repeal of the Act of the Union." " That
mthe present crisis, we will cheerfullysubmit to the counsels
or our beloved Liberator, Daniel O'Connell, in whose

den ^ and wisdom we Place the m °st unbounded confi-

for « i

Counsellor °'Hea being then called for, spoke

iiPnni \
F y

*
an hour amid Sreat applause. He desired the

keen H
°W to the letter Mr- O'Connell's advice, to

p their enemies in the wrong by keeping the law;
^promised them that persecution or prosecution,

8uSnmen
,

t,0r othww«e,Mr. O'Connell was sure to

Deonl!lfT i

the mora1
' Peacfiable, religious, temperate

The! ,

ndw0u,d soon be legislating for themselves.

Queen

?

g then broke UP> g^ing three cheers for the

and S'rpj J
6

6

!f
°re for Mr

' O^onnell, three for Repeal,M three for ^e Protestant Counsellor O'Hea.
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SCOTLAND.

^£^!^^ musical festival ia this <** for

much smaller scale than th'ose ofN^S and Bir.in,ham in respect both to the choral and instrumental S"but it went off well, although there was apparentl adeficiency of strength in the department of solo sln^rsThe principal singers were Miss Birch, Mrs Sham a
Mr. Phillips, who were very favourably reeled T?programme of the performances was arranged hv S*Henry Bishop, but it did not exhibit a singll noveltv ithaving been, doubtless, found impossible to prenar* «»«
<^ntly for the performance of any new work at Johl
distance from the metropolis, and by a body of perform!*
collected from a variety of quarters. The mu.£?™ ^Performed, and gave great satisfaction, but the number ofvisitors were inadequate to produce a successful resnlr •an« u is said that the receipts will be far from defravin.rVhp

SS^S- On Friday morning a public breakkstVas
b en to fc»ir H. Bishop, and was numerously attended
£"

cne Performance in the evening the Duke de Bordeauxjonoured the company with his presence, and was receive* l«i every mark of respect. His Royal Highness VT

fe WeW. < *t i?*?> >

°Ur 0Ml amhem is heard
p eoer s « Jubilee" overture.
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^'*T"^he local papers state that the plans for
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,
miles north-weBt of Perth, have been finaiwPproved of, and that the buildings will be commenced in

archi^^*
The
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>Ian is in the EngHsh collegiate style of
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lecture,, and is designed by Mr. Henderson. The
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^
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SOUth front is t0 be an open cloister. It is

^cL^t *° execute onl y the P°rtion of the building

theoloXi 0,,cninS the scho ° l de
l
)artm ent, aud th

*

for c *)art of the institution will not be in operation

who *
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" The colleSe wi)l c°lltain about 250 bovs

^ otW *?• wltUn the building
'
aS at Eton

> and to

to be !l
Se edQcated as in that college. The building is

great ahIE?* °f a fine durable stonewhich "found in

Glas
dance on the property.

8hiPs S°m ;T
We late]y noticed the deP arture of several

t0 an island
P°rt

4

and Greenock on a secret expedition

discover*-
the Atrioan seas

>
where by ™ accidental

f°*nd w^n T
menSe beds of suPerior Guano have been

*ho mav K
are suPP°sed likely t0 confer fortunes on all

the Greln* I*™**
Sfu

!
fa discoverinS them

- We learn by
Su

l»'^carJr * fi%Ser that the aiacoveiT is due to the

kTurtifii
an American ship which had been trading

18*1. On?'
°n the coa8t of Africa

>
in the autumn ofn ms return to Boston he happened to see in

one of the papers an account of the character and pro-
perties of Guano as a manure, and the high price it was
bringing at every market where its uses were known. The
description of the article reminded him of immense masses
of a particular looking matter he had seen while ashore
on that island, and accordingly he published a short ac-
count of his observations on the subject in an American
Journal. About eighteen months ago a copy of that
Journal fell into the hands of the master of a Liverpool
vessel, then about to sail from that port for St. Helena
for a cargo of captured negroes for the West Indies. The
captain resolved on his way to pay a visit to the said
island, which he accordingly accomplished, and procured
samples of the Guano, which were forwarded forthwith
from St. Helena to his father, a merchant in Liverpool.
No time was lost in fitting out two ships for the island,
under secret instructions. One of them succeeded in dis-
covering the island, and got a full cargo of excellent
Guano, which was lately discharged at Liverpool ; but the
other ship could not find it, and returned empty. The
services of the captain of the successful ship have been
secured by a Glasgow house, and four vessels have already
sailed from the Clyde, with sealed instructions for the
island. The captain states that he personally travelled
over great beds of Guano, in some places fifteen feet deep,
and that there is apparently as much as will serve the
present generation for all agricultural purposes.

Cromarty.—On Saturday additional constables were
sworn in, and a second meeting of the county gentlemen
was held, attended by the Lord-Lieutenant, the Convener,
Sheriffs, &c. Immediately after the meeting broke up,
the authorities proceeded to Resolis with a body of
troops, for the purpose of introducing the minister of that
parish to his pastoral charge and manse. The soldiers
remained behind at the ferry-house, about two miles from
the church, and the Sheriff accompanied the minister.
About sixty persons were present, and no opposition was
offered. In the afternoon three more rioters were appre-
hended at Jemimaville, and lodged in Dingwald gaol.
The principal ringleaders are, it is said, still at large,

some of them having left the district.

Greenock.—A firm at Greenock have recently erected
large and commodious premises close to their mills, in

which the whole manual labour of wetting the flour,

brakeingand chaffing the dough, and forming the biscuits,
is superseded by machinery, driven by a shaft from the
mills. The machines in operation are, a large revolving
pan, wherein the flour is mixed with water into dough,
which is carried to a table where there are two rollers,

between which it is drawn backward and forward till it

comes to the proper consistency. These rollers, which
are raised and lowered by a screw, bring the dough to
the requisite thickness prior to its removal to a patent
machine for cutting it into the biscuit form. After going
through this process, the biscuits are put into the ovens,
and are finally removed to the oven heads, which are
covered with iron kiln plates, for the purpose of being
thoroughly dried. The quantity of biscuits manufactured
daily is about three tons ; the number of workmen is 10.

—

On Wednesday evening, during the height of the storm, as
the British Queen steamer was at the tail of the bank, on
her passage across from Greenock to Helensburgh, it was
found that she was making so much water as to render a
continuance of the voyage dangerous, and she was imme-
diately put about for Greenock harbour. All the passen-
gers and crew were landed in safety, and in a moment or
two the vessel sunk. The cause of the accident is sup-
posed to have been her striking against a small rock.

THEATRICALS.
Drurv-Lane.—On Wednesday night, an English

version of Donizetti's opera of "La Favorite" was pro-
duced at this theatre with complete success, to which the
admirable manner in which it was placed upon the stage

in no small degree contributed. The subject of this opera
is taken from Spanish history. Leonora de Guzman was
the "favourite" mistress of Alfonso the Eleventh, King
of Castile and Arragon, who, to marry her, wished to
repudiate his Queen. The "favourite," not content with
her royal lover, had fallen in love with a young novice of
a convent, to whom she concealed her name and station.

The novice, Ferdinand, having no vocation for the church
obtains a commission in the Army by means of his un-
known admirer, and after a time returns a victorious sol-

dier. As a reward for his services, he solicits the hand of
the lady he loved, whom the King discovers to be Leonora.
He grants the request; but the youth discovers the real
character of his promised bride, and rejects her hand at

the altar. In the last act they are found inmates, without
knowing it, of the same convent. They meet accidentally

and a scene of love and agony is terminated by Leonora's
death. This, it must be evident, is not a subject alto-

gether suitable to an English audience. The heroine's
character does not excite the least interest in her favour •

and therefore, though the piece is a vehicle for splendid
spectacle and pretty music, yet it fails to have any effect

on the feelings and sympathies of the audience. The
music indicates, in many places, a change for the better

in Donizetti's style. It was very efficiently sung, and the
opera was better acted than is usually th6 case with mu-
sical dramas on an English stage. The principal charac-
ters were sustained by Mr. Templeton, Miss Romer, and
Mr. Leffler, who were called before the curtain at the close
and very warmly received. An incidental ballet was intro-
duced in the second act, which was worthy of the Italian
Opera-house. It included a pas de trots by Mdlle. Galby
Miss C.Webster, and Madame Giubilei ; a Spanish Casta-

net dance by Madame Petit Sicphan and M. Coralli ; and
a pas de deux by Carlott* Grisi and Petipa—all of which
were both applauded and encored, so that the balJet was

actually danced twice over. The scenery (by Messrs
Grieve) was extremely interesting, the last in particular,
tne monastery and cloisters by moonlight, was of sur-
passing beauty A new farce, in one act, by Mr. Morton,
called My Wife's Come," afterwards kept the house in
a state of great hilarity during its performance. It wa«
capitally acted by Mr. Harley, Mr. Meadows, Mrs. Stir-
ling, and Mrs. A. Wigan, and was completely successful

Covrnt Garden.—Mr. Wallack, the lessee of this
theatre, has published an announcement, stating that he
has been obliged to close the theatre af'er a season of one
fortnight's duration, and that he has made arrangements
for commencing a new season under an entirely new ar-
rangement. He statesthathisattemptstocaterfor the public
amusement have been " constantly thwarted and crippled
principally by those who should have been the first to aid
aud forward his views." It appears, from the daily papers
that the actors have either declined to play in the various
dramas proposed by the manager for representation, ot
have so performed their parts that success was impossible.
After several failures it was at last suggested that some of
Shakespere's tragedies might be performed with advantage :

but as each of the three principal actors deemed himself
best entitled to the prominent characters, there were
serious doubts whether Shakespere could be performed,
until a compromise was proposed and agreed to by the
contending parties, namely, that Othello, Julius Ccesar,
King John, and Macbeth should be played, and the prin-
cipal characters alternately sustained by Messrs. Vanden-
hoff, Anderson, and Phelps. It is even said that the right
of precedence in the choice of characters was decided by
lot. At all events, it was imagined the matter had been
arranged amicably until Macbeth came to be performed,
when Mr. Vandenhoff positively refused to play second to
any man. The hope of reconciling matters was thus at an
end, and the manager resolved to bring the season to a
close. The public, in the meantime, seem to have given
no encouragement to the alternation of Shakespeare's cha-
racters, for the audience was insufficient to pay expenses.

JKlfecdlaiuous.
Rebecca in 1727—It appears from Seyer's " Memoirs

of Bristol" that, about the latter end of February, 1726-7,
a petition was sent to Parliament complaining of the bad-
ness of the roads about that city, and praying relief,
and provision for keeping them in good repair. In conse-
quence of this an Act of Parliament, 13th Geo. L, 1727,
was obtained, and turnpikes.were first erected there about
Midsummer, and toils collected for many days. But the
country people showed a violent hostility to the measure,
and great disturbances ensued, and the gates were soon
cut down and demolished, chiefly by the colliers, who
would not suffer coal to be brought" there ; whereupon the
Mayor had the city supplied from Swansea, which, when
the colliers perceived, they brought their coals as usual.
Soldiers assisted at the gates to take the toll, but the next
night, after the soldiers were withdrawn, the gates were all
cut down a second time, by persons disguised in women's
apparel and high-crowned hats.

Antiquities of Ceylon.—A discovery of great historical

importance was lately made by a gentleman at Manaar.
In digging under the foundation of a very old house, some
Roman bricks of a flat form were fouud, and, in sifting
the rubbish, a gold ring, marked ANN. PLOC. (our types
cannot imitate the exact characters), turned up, of ancient

manufacture, quite plain, and of a shape similar to those
in the British Museum, which are said to have been worn
by Roman knights. Now, we know from Pliny that the
farmer of the duties in the Red Sea, Annius Plocanius,
was carried by a storm to the coast of Ceylon in the year
50 b.c. ; he was of the equestrian order, and there seems
little reason to doubt of the ring having belonged to him.
It is much time-wTorn, or rather injured by the effects of
damp and corrosion.

—

Ceylon Herald, July 4.

Indian Missio?i.—When the last packet left New
York for Liverpool, a deputation of chiefs and warriors
from one of the tribes of Indians located on the lands at
the head of Lake Superior was in that city on their way
to the Court of Queen Victoria, to lay before their Royal
mistress certain grievances under which their people are

labouring. The following account of them is from the
Neic York Inquirer ;—V These veritable and rugged sons
of the forest, with the wives of their two principal chiefs,

come fully equipped and appointed with all the parapher-
nalia of war, hunting, travelling wigwam, &c. The
venerable patriarch at the head of the deputation is nearly
seventy years of age, being the oldest warrior of his
tribe, and having fought upon the frontiers during the
war between Great Britain and the United States, both
his warriors and himself have enjoyed the highest favour
and confidence of the British Government. A difference
having existed for some time between the Chippewas and
the Upper Canadians, those warriors have been delegated
to lay their grievances before the Queen in person. Their
locality is at the head of Lake Superior, the most remote
and isolated of any of the tribes of American Indians. It
was a party of this tribe that accompanied Captain Back
in part of his celebrated expedition to the North Pole in
search of his friend Captaiu Ross. Having never lived

near the shore of the lake, every object connected with
civilization is a matter of great curiosity to them. Their
interpreter says that their astonishment upon beholding a

steam-boat for the first time was unbounded ; and that in

descending the locks of the Erie canal they went through
a variety of heathen ceremonials to propitiate the Evil
Spirit, who they firmly believed had an agency in causing
the waters to sink or rise over hills and valleys. What
their wonder will be in witnessing the scenes ot a pla\

9
or

the wonderful exploits of the circus -riders, remains to be

it
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known. They are certainly objects of great interest, and

in fact the only Indians from that remote region of

country that hare ever been among us, or that in all pro-

bability ever will visit these parts again.

"

The Royal Visit to Cambridge.— It is curious in

connexion with the Queen's intended visit to the Univer-

sity of Cambridge on Wednesday next, to refer to the

details of Queen Elizabeth's visit in 1563. On that occa-

sion, tragedies, orations, disputations, and other acade-

mical exercises were recited before her Majesty. The

list of Honorary Degrees then conferred comprises many
distinguished names in the history of their age and

country. The following are copied correctly from the

University annals of the time :—Thomas Howard, Duke
of Norfolk ; Edward Veere, Earl of Oxforde ; Ambrose
Dudley, Earl of Warwicke ; Edward Manners, Earl of

Rutland ; Thomas Ratclif, Earl of Sussex ; Robert

Dudley, Earl of Leicestre ; Edward Clinton, Lord High

Admiral; William Howard, Lord Chamberlain; Henry
Carew, Lord Hunsden ; Sir William Cecil, Secretary

;

Sir Francis Knolls, Vice Chamberlain. Thomas Henage,

John Ashley, Richard Bartue, William Cooke, Edmond
Cooke, Esquires. Historians differ as to the unanimity

which prevailed amongst the learned doctors of the

University, on account of the political and religious acer-

bities which other leading circumstances of those changing

times gave rise to ; but Fuller states with regard to this

royal visit, that "acts being ended, degrees conferred,

university officers well rewarded, and all persons pleased,

her Majesty went on her progress, and the scholars

returned to their studies." Fuller relates, however,

the following circumstance, which, besides being some-

what characteristic of her Majesty, proves also, that

although she was very well pleased, as well as the

University in general, there was one person and a

very distinguished one at that time and afterwards,

who was far from being equally so. This was the cele-

brated Thomas Cartwright. Fuller says—" He (Cart-

wright), and Thomas Preston, then Fellow of King's Col-

lege, afterwards Master of Trinity Hall, were appointed

two of the four disputants in the Philosophy Act before

the Queen. Cartwright had dealt most with the Muses,

Preston with the Graces, adorning his learning with

comely carriage, graceful gesture, and pleating pronun-

ciation. Cartwright disputed like a great, Preston like

a gentile scholler, being a handsome man; and the Queen

(upon parity of deserts) alwaies preferred propernesse of

person in conferring her favours. Hereupon with her

looks, words, and deeds, she favoured Preston, calling him

her scholler, as appears by his epitaph in Trinity Hall

chappell, which thus beginneth

—

' Conderis hoc tumulo Thoma Prestone scholarem
Quem dixit Princeps Elizabetha suum.'

Insomuch for his good disputing and excellent acting in

the tragedy of "Dido," she bestowed on him a pension of

201ib. a year, whilst Cartwright receivedgneither reward

nor commendation, whereof he not only complained to

his inward friends in Trinity College, but also after her

Majesty's neglect of him, jbegan Jto |wade into divers

opinions against her ecclesiastical government. But Mr.

Cartwright's followers, who lay the foundation of his dis-

affection in the discipline established in his conscience,

not carnall discontentment, creditnot the relation. Adding,

moreover, that the Queen did highly commend though not

reward him. But soon after he went beyond the seas, and

after his travel returned a bitter enemy to the hierarchy."

Queen Elizabeth herself on this occasion delivered a Latin

oration before the assembled members of the University,

in the Senate House.
Diplomacy in China.—We copy the following amusing

story from the Standard of Thursday, which it published

on the alleged authority of a letter from a Naval Officer :

—" At 5 p.m. the Captains in full-dress (thermometer

100) met at Government House; all the troops, officials,

and public being present to witness the ratification of the

treaty of peace, which was done in great form, under

salutes from the forts and ships. The Chinese did not

seem to care about it, but it was some comfort to us to

find that they felt the heat as much as we did ; but when

dinner came the scene was different. We sat down in

white jackets, about fifty. The Commissioners appeared

quite at their ease. They drank an enormous quantity of

wine ; chatted, laughed, and finished every glass, turning

it over to show it was empty, and helping themselves from

the decanters. Old Keying, the Chief Commissioner, must

have taken 50 large glasses of wine at least. "When dinner

was removed, the Queen and Emperor of China were

drunk in one toast, with three times three. We then

drank to Keying's health, who would not be done out of

his glass, but drank too. He then gave us a Chinese song

—such noises. What do you think of the Emperor's

uncle singing a song ? After this he called upon the

Governor, Sir H. Pottinger, who gave us an English song,

when Wang, the second Commissioner, gave us another

Chinese one, and called on another Englishman, and then

the old Tartar General, whose performance surpasses all

description: such a collection of noises I never heard

before. He then called on Lord Saltoun, who gave us a

jolly song, when old Keying commenced again : and so

passed the evening till near 11 o'clock, the old fellows;

taking wine enough for six at least, and walking off pretty

steady."

Lord Rosse
1

s Telescope.—We have already, - on more
than one occasion, noticed the gigantic telescope now con-

structing by the Earl of Rosse. The Rev. Dr. Robinson,!

the astronomer of Armagh, thus describes it:—"The
speculum, which weighs three tons, has been ground to

figure, and can be polished in a day. The tube, partly a!

cubic chamber where the mirror is fixed, and partly a'

on which the telescope is to turn are in their place, and the

apparatus which supports the speculum, which is of wire,

and of great weight, is also complete. The telescope is not

tolbe turned to any part of the sky, but limited to a range

of half an hour on each side of the meridian, through which

its motion will be given by powerful clock-work, indepen-

dent of the observer. For this purpose it stands between

two pieces of masonry of Gothic architecture, which har-

monises well with the [castle. One of these pillars will

sustain the galleries for the observer, and the other the

clockwork and other machinery, one of which is finished,

and the other nearly completed. An extremely elegant

arrangement of counterpoises is intended to balance the

enormous mass, so that a comparatively slight force only

will be required to elevate or depress it, much of which is

also completed, and Lord Rosse considers that a couple

of months will be sufficient to have the instrument fit for

trial. The arrangements will not permit the examination

of an object at any time, but only when near the meridian,

when objects are best seen. So large a telescope will always

require the most favourable circumstances of air, &c. and

there will always be enough of objects at any given time

to employ it fully. The aperture is six feet, and the focal

length fifty-two feet"

March of Intellect.—There is no knowing how far our

American friends are to carry the science of music ; but

the following quotation from the New- York Herald shows

that it can be put to uses which Mozart and Haydn did

not dream of in their philosophy:—"Mr. Russell, the

Vocalist.—The attempt of this distinguished vocalist to

give the tent scenes of " Richard III." through the me-
dium of song was triumphantly successful on Thursday
night, and his success has emboldened him to proceed

still further with these singular adaptations. We perceive

he will give Cato's soliloquy on the immortality of the

soul at his next concert, in the same fashion." The
Morning Chronicle suggests, as a subject for Mr. Russell's

next adaptation, the American President's Message.

larger amount had he wished it. Mr. Twyford said he should

leave a jury to decide that question, and committed the prisoner

to Newgate for trial.

ILato.
Police.—Union Hall.—Thursday having been appointed for

resuming the inquiry into the alleged charges against Mr. Isaac
Bridgeman, minister of St. John's Chapel, Walworth, and John
Bridgeman, his son, of stealing a leaden coffin and the remains of
the late Mr. T. G. Tawney, the Court from an early hour in the day
was very much crowded, although the case did not come on until

after three o'clock. Mr. Clarkson, counsel for Mr. Tawney's
family, on entering the Court said, that since he was last there,

the Secretary of State had recommended her Majesty's pardon
to any of the accomplices concerned in the disinterment of the

remains, except the person who actually broke open the tomb. At
present he was not prepared with further evidence against the pri-

soner, but from disclosures recently made he had reason to believe

that testimony would beproduced on a future occasion, implicating

another party in the offence. He, however, had pledged himself

that the final hearing should take place before the next session's,

in order that the charge might undergo investigation before

another tribunal, in the event of a committal; but, under the

circumstances, he would not produce further evidence unless it

was again adjourned, and lie hoped, therefore, that it might he

I allowed to stand over for that purpose. Mr. Bodkin, on behalf

of defendant?, opposed the application, on the ground that fre-

quent adjournments had taken place, to which he made no
objection, anxious that every opportunity should be afforded Mr.

Tawney of producing all the evidence he could to establish the

charge, if he was in a condition to do so. Now, however, as

sufficient time had been given for the purpose, he trusted the

magistrate would pronounce his decision. With respect to the

free pardon alluded to, that would have nothing to do with the

magistrate's decision. Counsel then contended that the evidence

adduced did not affect the elder defendant, but that if the magis-

trate entertained any doubt on that point, lie would prefer, on

the part of his client, that the case should be sent before another

tribunal, in order to give him an opportunity of proving his

innocence of the charge. Mr, Cottingham Paid, that upon the

testimony already adduced against defendants, he should not

commit them for felony, but for misdemeanour, and that in the

event of further evidence being adduced, it would not exclude

complainant from applying to a Judge, and obtaining a further

postponement. The magistrate made some remarks on the evi-

dence adduced against the elder defendant, and said that there

were strong reasons for believing that he was cognizant of what

took place in the burial-ground attached to his own chapel on

the night of the 6th September; he therefore held both defendants

to bail to answer the charge at the ensuing sessions of the Central

Criminal Court. -

Bow-strkkt. — On Thursday Anthony Willett, a person oi

respectable appearance, was charged with feloniously forging a

bill of exchange, by altering the sum from 4l. lOs.to 14/. io*.,witn

intent to defraud Mr. Thomas Tiltman, fruiterer, of Tavistock-

row, Covent-garden. The prosecutor stated that on the 30tn

May last, prisoner, with whom he had had some dealings, called

upon him at his stand in Covent-garden market, and asked him to

accept a bill of 4/. 10s., which he said he thought would balance

their accounts. Prosecutor considered he did not owe him so

much, but consented to accept the bill. Prisoner then producea

a stamp with the figures 41. 10.?. written in the corner, out

nothing else upon it. In that state prosecutor took it to the snop

of Mr. Solomon, when he wrote his acceptance across it, ana

immediately returned it to prisoner. He did not at the time

examine the stamp, and heard nothing more of prisoner oi^uie

b
M
drawn
secutor *.

bill for such an amount, he called on Mr. Crocker, ana.was

there shown the bill in question, which he at onc
V, £«h oniLn

the same he had accepted for 41. 105., but a figure of l ft*«
h, th*

quently been placed before the 4, and the body filled up witn ine

word "fourteen." Mr. Solomon, a fruiterer in Covent-garnen

said he recollected prosecutor calling at his shop on tne JUin

May for the purpose of accepting a bill; ^^.j1*™ 8

,
writing witness stood by his side, and distinctly saw the « urn or

4*, 10*. in figures upon the stamp. Mr. J.J^g* £SJ5S
street, Chancery-lane, proved receiving the bill from Pr\^"

e
!

°"

the 3lst May j
it was sent to him in a note, with a request that

he would discount it. He said he wanted ^e money tot^
15/. bill, which was due that day. He accordingly sent him a

xamine the stamp, and heard nothing more oi Priso"~ "V,™
fill till the early part of September, when he received a letter irum

At. Crocker, a solicitor, demanding payment of a bill of ["• ™**

by prisoner, and purporting to have been acceptea oy pru-

r on the 28th May. Knowing that he had not accepted any

SPORTING.
Newmarket-Friday.—Handicap Sweepstakes,of 15 sovs each,

10 ft, for 2-year-olds and 3-year-olds. T.Y.C. 5 subs. Mr New-
ton's f by Rococo, out of Fama's dam, 3 yrs, 6st 7*os, beat Mr
Ongley's Queen of the Gipsies, 3 yrs, 8st 71bs, Mr Sadler's Decisive,

3 yrs, 8st 4 lbs, and Duke of Richmond's Cornopean, 3 yrs. 8st 71bs.

— The Prendergast Stakes, of 50 sovs. each, h ft, for two-year-olds,

colts 8 st 7 lbs, and fillies 8 st 5 lbs. T.Y.C. 27 subs. Mr Herbert's

Antler, by Defence or Venison, beat Lord Orford's Boots, bro to

Barmaid ; Col. Peel's Zenobia, by Slane ; Mr Wreford's c by Camel,
out of Wadastra ; Col. Peel's f by Slane, out of Seakale ; and Lord
G. Bentinck's The Devil to Pay.—Matches.—Lord Exeter's Wee
Pet, 8 st 7 lbs, beat Duke of Bed'ford's Minotaur, 8 st. D.M. 200,

h ft. Won by a head.—Lord Exeter's Cclia, 8 st, beat Duke of

Bedford's Oakley, 8 st 7 lbs. 200, hft. T.Y.C. Won by a head.

—Lord Exeter's Allena, 6st 4 lbs, beat Duke of Bedford's Curry-

comb, 8 st 10 lbs.—Colonel Peel's T-am-not- aware, 8 st2lbs, beat

by a neck Lord Glasgow's Give-him-a-Name, 8st 7 lbs. 100.

T.M.M.— Colonel Anson's Marquess, 3 yrs, 8 st 7 lbs, beat by a

neck Duke of Beaufort's c by Liverpool out of Retamosa, 2 yrs,

7 st 7 lbs.—Colonel Peel's I-am-not aware, beat in a canter Lord
Glasgow's Gi\e-him-a-Name,8stcach. T.Y.C. 50.— Mr Pyne's

Mania, 8 st 2 lbs, received ft from Duke of Bedford's Edmund of

Langley, 8 st 2 lbs. D.M. 200, &c.—Lord G. Bentinck's AU-
round-my-Hat, 8st 4 lbs, received ft from Lord Glasgow's c by

Velocipede, out of Amulet, 8.st 7 lbs. T.Y.C. 200.— Colonel Peel's

Garry Owen received 50 sovs ft from Duke of Bedford's Oakley,

8st 7 lbs each. T.Y.C. 150, h ft.—Lord Stradbroke's Evenus,

3 yrs, received ft from Lord Exeter's Saros, 4 yrs, 8 st 5 lbs each.

D.M. 200, h ft.

Satvrday. — Matches.—1000 sovs; 8st each. A.F. Lord G.

Bentinck's Captain Cook beat Mr Sainsbury's Chotornian, who
made the running, but was passed at the bushes, and beaten in a

canter by 15 lengths.—25 sovs. R.M. Lord Miltown's Bir*

deen, 6 st 4 lbs, beat the Duke of Richmond's The Currier,

8st 11 lbs.—300, h ft. Criterion Course. Mr Gregory's Barricade,

8st 7 lbs, received ft from Lord Glasgow's f by Muley Moloch, out

of his Actason mare, 8st 7 lbs.

check for W/„a*d subsequently paid the bUl to a person of the

name of Marks. Mr. Henry Crocker, solicitor, producc.l the b.ll,

which had been placed in his hands by Mr. Marks, and upon

3S3 he had issued a writ against prosecutor-fca-the ^covery of

hh* amount- A noliee constable apprehended the prisoner on

when told the natufc of the charge»^^
tether "a mistake, and that he should be able to prove the bill

was accepted for 14/. JO*. In answer to the charge, prisoner sa;d

that prosecutor accepted the bill-as it there appeared that he did

-—-, p-, -- , . - so for the purpose of meeting anotherJnll of a similar amount,

diameter at its centre, is complete. 1T» massive centres* and that the prosecutor would willingly have accepted for a much.

MARK LANE, Friday, Octobbr 20.—We have been but

moderately supplied with English Wheat during the week, and
observe no alteration in its value; the demand for free foreign

continues very limited at Monday's prices.

BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTER. S. S.

Wheat, Easex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White 44 to 55

—

-

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . •

Barley Malting and distilling

Oats, Lineolnshire'and Yorkshire . . . Polanda
Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed— Irish Feed

Rve - •

Beans, Maza^an, old and new . £2 to 27 Tick
Pigeon, Heligoland .

47 to 53
28 to 32
15 to 25— to —
16 to 23

S. s.

JRed 44 to 61

White — to —
Grind. 24 to 30

Feed lfito£4

Potato 17 to 26

Potato 16 to 24

Peas, White

Sept. 8
w+m 15
mm* 22
— 29

Oct. 6
* 13

— to —
22 to 29 Harrow 25 to 32

28 to 34 Winds. — to — Lnngpod — to—
30 to 35 Maple 30 to 31 Grey 28U>22

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.

6 week»' Aggregate Aver

Foreign Dutle*

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Rye. Beans. Pea'-

53 31 11 19 7 31 3 31 9 33 B

50 10 31 5 18 10 30 1 31 2 33 3

49 3 31 2 18 5 29 8 so e 32 8

49 5 30 4 17 10 30 5 30 8 32 9

50 6 30 2 17 10 30 8 30 1 32 6

50 8 30 1

30 10

17 10 30 30 4 32 1

50 7 18 5 SO 4. 30 ~"s2 JO

20 8 8 10 6 10 6 10 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS.—W. H. Frcarsnn, Wood-street, Cheapside, Bewlng-COtwn

manufacturer— W- D»-kinson, Abbey-hill, Bexley, Kent, merchant.--^-
Sharpe, Chelmsford, E8Sex, draper—J. Wood, Coleman-strcet, tobacconist--

R. T. Abbott and A- T- Tehbitt, Birmingham, -wholesale teadeaJcrs—A.

Cordon, W> Cartwright, and J. Blackett, Manchester, machine-makers—*»

Brain; Rbftnef-street, Pentonville, steel and mpper.plate printer— '

Whipple, Crown-street, Finsbury, stay-manufacturer- J.G- West, High-street./

Wandsworth, grocer.

BIRTHS On the 10th inst., the Viscountess Parker, of a son and heir -On

the 8th inst., in Armagh, thel.ady of Lieutenant Macdonald,of the 54th Regi-

ment, of a daughter.
tMARRIAGES.—On the 18th inst, at AVad worth, James Clarke Ross, oapj-»

R.N., to Ann, eldest daughter of Thomas Cmilman, Ksq., of Whit£ilt-h»»j

DEATHS— On the 15th inst., at Stapleton, near Bristol, aged 7H, John *"«

ter, Ksq-, the author of "Essays," and other works— Last week, the Rev. " / '

Hawkinson, minister of Denmark Hill Chapel, Camberwcll, and Seaton

W

prize-man for the last ten years—In Paris, on Tuesday week, Thomas !«'» '

Esq., of Liverpool ;
greatly respected in that town as the Editor and propneto

of the Liverpool Albion. fc

WANTED an
,
ACTIVE LAD, 18 to 20 years of age.

who can clean a Horse, work well in the Garden, an"

make himself generally useful. Wages (Beer included), 55. Ppl

week, and Board. Also half-employment for a useful labourer Jl

the Garden. Apply before eleven, at No. 1, Bath-place, Dalston*

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid-C

has a

trees,
[1

AS GARDENER.—A single Man, aged 28; t

thorough knowledge of the greenhouse, vinery, wall-

early forcing, flower and kitchen garden, and the care of land a'

stock; can have a good character from the Gentleman he »'

just left.—Direct to A. B., at Mr. Dove's, Black Stock Nursery*

Highbury Vale, Islington. ____-——

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 30, who per-

fectly understands plants, the forcing department, frWjjS'

the flower and kitchen-garden, &c. ; he has filled two Situate
•

as Head Gardener; high wages are not an objecr,gprovideci

situation be a comfortable one; he can have an undeniable c'

racter.—Direct to E.T., at Mr. Clarke's, No. 4, Park-place, w«v

bam, Surrey. _——-i
aged

AS GARDENER—A respectable young Man, *S

27 j has a practical knowledge of the flower and kite ^
garden; understands the pruning of Wall-trees, &c.; llk^a i<e

understands the management of Cows; has no objection to r ^
himself generally useful $ can have a good character fr^Vreen-
last Situation.—Direct to C. C, at Mr. English's, Baker, ^
wich, Kent.

.

_——
-J,

A S GARDENER.—A single young Man who P
hftg

-£j^ fectly understands his business in all its branches, an ^
lived in some of the first-rate Situations in the country,

»J
' m

be well recommended from the same.—Direct to J. R-»

and

cylinder of inch-deal, strongly hooped, and eight feet

'Itui'AUATUH Or rLAWi-ruiviimflii, i^ k^- ,. cnv
nowledge of Plants, Propagation, and Plant Managemei ^ ^
ravel if required, having a good trade connexion, an

aJld

liffhlv recommended.-Direct to A. B., at Messrs. nv*

well recomm
Nursery, Middlesex.~~

TO NURSERYMEN and Others.

THE Advertiser is the son of a Nurseryman, »»«
aS

desirous of engaging himself in some respectable "
d

PROPAGATOR or PLANT-FOREMAN; he possesses
jj
b^

kt

travel
highly recommen
M'Mu i.lbn's, 6, LeadenhalUstreet. __, rrrj^g.

to n6blp;men, gentlemen, farmers, an4 G
?£wi --A

A S FARM-BAILIFF, in any county in ^"f^' been
** young Man, a native of Cumberland, where « '

d ,vitli

brought up to Farming and Grazing, and is atqi
lollghin£,

the thorough-drainage system, subsoil and tr^" l̂ture ;
he

and with most of the modern improvements in Agru-
sU ffi-

would be able to give respectable references, and Pr^D
-

rcct to

cient testimonials as to character, capabilities, <v

A. I,., Post- office, Brampton, Cumberland-
Fleet-8tr«e«»

l« tho. Citv of London, and Wjuw"
f jvlicl;

Printed by Messrs. Bkai>iu;by antt *•*"«
the Precinct of Whitefriar*, in the Cry «***""£'

in the County ot

at theOKKioB,3, CHARLK..m«Tl
CojKH,

' ^5^uw.aro to be uddreart*

dlesex, where all Advertisement* and Cominunicaww

to the KdUor.-Haturdoy, October 21, 1M3.



GARDENERS CHRONICLE
A STAMPED NEWSPAPER OF RURAL ECONOMY AND GENERAL

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.
NEWS.

No. 43 184°O.
INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN
a™ ... , r, ,

THE LAST NUJUIiKR.
Amateur's Garden, No. XLII. 736 a
AriKer, a small town in the

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28.

island of Java ; produce, &c.or that part described
Artisan, anew monthly periodi-

cal, rev. -

Ash-tree, toad
centre of .

Aspidintus conchiformis, or Ap-

discovercd in

738 a

7'\2 c

737 u

great weight of

public parks

Bees, hive of,
comb and honey in . . 737/,

at. remarks on .
JJooIcs, remarks on
fi«««T* remarks on

P»«TJ
le
^ dM«" P ti vc, of Roses,

"

f-aui & Son's, rev. . . 742^hem.srry, s.rikina discoveries

742 a
7M b

744 6

ing

remarks on

m, effects of
£ over Dodder,
^Jowesia rosea .

"anaas, to keep throuffh tlie
winter .

. .

gffg* large size of
farming, remarks on .

*'ff8, treatment of
fortune, Mr., his mission to

t-lnna, remarks on
Urey wagtail, curious anecdote
respecting

•Heating, remarks on . 733 c
-— new plan for boilers

and setting, Burbidg-e and
Healy'sadv.

Heliotropinms, Verbenas, &
winter treatment of .

Henderson's Nursery, Pine-
apple-place, noticed .

Worse Chesnuts as food for
sheep, remarks on

jnsects, remarks on

on flowering cf.
Journal of Agriculture and

Sod"^
l

;^
Sol

'

l, 'e "^land
London Physiological JournaI;

^ytham Agricultural Associa-

made a t

CO,mi0t
' obtfervations

; •;>. a
737 a
7'il c

74 i b

7.::; h
74 -J b

741 c

737 c

744 a

732 a

IMnnures, speculative; prussiate
of potash; remarks on

Melons grown under oiled can-
vas, remarks on

Melon-seed8, remarks on testing
tlie quality of -

Pamphlet for more general ex-
tension of land-draining, by
J H-Charnock, rev. .

Pear, coreless, described
Pear-trees, remarks on Jargo-
nelle as a standard

Pears, varieties to come in
between Christmas and Easter,
list of .

Peristerias, Kpidendrums, &C,
remarks on habits of .

Phlox Drummondii, to sow the
seed of ; remarks on .

Physiology, vegetable, import-
ance of; remarks on .

Plants, (lowering, for forcing,
list of

Planting, rermrks on ,

Potting, obseivations on the
new system of

.

Salvia splendens, to obtain
flowering plants of, in March
and A piil

Seeds from Cape of Good Hope!
treatment of .

,
Snails, blooms of Sunflower a
trap for

— M —

744 b

737 a

742 c

737 a

744 a

744 b

744 b

744

733 a

736 b
73U c

733 c

~ PIGS.
class 1.—To the owner of the best Boar of a large breed, 10/.;

ro cne owner of the second-best ditto ditto, 5/.-2. To the owner
«L Z 1

Boar of a sma11 breed, 10/.; to the owner of the
second-best ditto ditto, 5/.—3. To the owner of the best breedingaow of a large breed, 10/.—4. To the owner of the best breedingsow of a small breed, 10/.-5. To the owner of the best pen ofu ec breeding Sow Pigs, of the same litter, above four and undernine months old, 10/.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.A Sum not exceeding Three Hundred Sovereigns.
EXTRA STOCK, ROOTS, AND SEEDS.

nri* !?/ ock of any kind
> Dot shown for any of the abovepmes, and for Roots, Seeds, &c, prizes may be awarded and ap-

portioned by the committee and judges, to an amount not ex-
ceeding m the whole 507.

r .
ANY NEW IMPLEMENT.

.««?. ?,
e ,nvention of any new Agricultural Implement, suchsum as the Society may think proper to award.

seed- win;at

or a Piece of
port on the pre-

735

744

737

744

b

b

<o •1

744 a

742 b

737 a
744 b

744 b

742 c

742 h

737 b

rom pheasants :

UsetfeoLon French Beans .Theory of Horticulture, Lind-
ley's, rev.

Tropaeolum polyphyllum \

lurni[»s,remarksou a specimen
grown on a field manured
with guano and salt .

Vines, to graft, directions for .

Water-flannel described .

Weeds in ponds, to destroy
Wheat-splitiing, remarks (

opinions of practical work-men concerning
; laoi es

snowing expenses of . ,Wood pavement, improvement
in construction of

Woollen rags, dilute sulphuric*
acia, to airest ammonia
during tennentation of

737 6

742
741

on

737 6
744 a
735 a
737 c

73-i 6

738 a

744 b

of the
own
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S
?
UrH AMPTON.-PrincipalDav

he Members Sui be hrtA £1 \'.
18W"^A General Mc«*in6 *

"44, at i 2 o'clock J., Lf ^otlMkinptOB on Friday, July 26,
competition. ForL

P
ofr. f-V ?1 P

,

nzcs are " en to eenp> a
to the Secretary iT 1! I,llralc fo be Procured on application
for implemented hlrlZZ'Trn', Lomlon

- A11 Certificates
or before the is ;MnV ««w u & fllled '>!>> to the Secretary,&^« $£?* ™«*^rA'!™™*s.^ the I8t L

mast be returner!, filled
lay, and all other Cer
rig decided that in no case whatever shall any

on
une;

alved
the

calved

nf>t exceeding two • n7rV i

° u,c
,

own« of the best in-calf Heifer
*«**« Heifer, ?°

yeWSOld
'
lW-5

' To «ie owner of the best

nSSS^SH B™*> ., tne
Bull
ner

ill

°WofVLT ow,lcr of the best Cow in militTTs/T/^ °.L
d

'

l«.iJ?l5H bcst in "ca]f Heifer
«
not acceding three veav° '

h"»• -To the owner of the best yearling Heifer, l«.
old '

Cla- - - -
HORSES.

Purp
the
year
the

&"«& onL^I owne
"

r * toZSZ^i*?SS*teE-
the bes? i -

es
,

1 ,vvo >' ears o'' 1 ««* lo1-*- To the o'«,,
'

th
1

at a prtSn I

,ugl, - brcd Stallion
>
wllich s,,a11 have servedT °f

of no mo,-"" feeding three guineas (and with a gnfel
' a^n'ore than five shillings,) in the season of 1844, aj

ee

PRITP SHEEP,
„ Leieesfa-** fr?.

R Improving thk brbbd op Sheep.— 1344
3o '-

i to tiVr.
,,ASS ]

• To the owner of the best Shearl-n^
of tne b

'

sfTner °/ the second-best ditto, 15/.-2 T t,!'^

BM-« 5?
Ram,

- owner
-J-hest ,,' ,r,

r any "tl,cr a^e'
30/ " : to the owner o heShearline

r F« «
5 -~ 3, T" ,he owner of f'e best pen n » i?V,»

v
So»th%ownV? 1

- ; Vhe o^nerof the second-best do
ri

' Fl
,

e

'"S Ram C S^?--Ci.AS8 1. To the owner of the bes &.''
S^Cer TlLtSfJP^ «/ the S econd-best do., $3*%
of the a»«««i

i
J?

0est Ram of any other age, 30/. j to'th. ~~ T°

?ive SheS;bi8t d0- 15l-S
-
To !l!C owner of he bestZn

nfdo
V
dO-,S

ll ' re Ew<*,10*. } to the owner of the second best

ters.)fnT?oZ/ctf Steep.—(Not qunlified to compete -.* t •

J° the^- »•»>*• owner, of the best SheaxC £„?!ces-

«ftor«. Ti" „ // «?Sa
,WBer 01 tne s^onrt-bost do. do., 5/.

-"""»

H:
ClASS 1 T„ H^> ^ Cn0t ?»alified 10 competeas South DownO

^
he owner ot t

1°K01 the bc'st Shearling Ram, 20^^'
*-»c oesc pen of flve Snearlmg Ewes, it«

f

•3. To the

liimself.

irtiL ?
lf^?'n .So^eigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will beW 1 iK f ?xh !

bitor
» at ^e Meeting; at Southampton, of the

by himJljf °
r Red wheat

>
of tl,e harvest of 1343, and grown

piJSa *
Te

?v
S°«eKJfns'

or a Picce of PIate of that value, will be

hllf^v
t]

!
e Exhibitor, at the Meeting a.t Southampton, ofoest 14 bushels of Spring Wheat, of the harvest of 1843, andgroy himself. to

rilY' f
Tei

?,
SoY,ereig:ns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be,™°

k
tn

,

e Exhibitor, at the Meeting at Southampton, of theotstM bushels of Barley for malting, of the harvest of 1843, andgrown by himself.

**Yl
T
f
n Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be

hIIf
X

i \
otl

;

c Exhibitor, at the Meeting at Southampton, of the
oest 14 bushels of Barley for general purposes, of the harvest of
1843, and grown by himself.
Competitors are requested to send with their Wheat or Barley,

specimens, fairly taken, of the same in the ear, with the whole
01 tne straw, in a sheaf not less than one foot in diameter, and withthe roots attached.
[Twelve bushels of the Wheat or Barley will be sealed up by

tne stewards, and one of the remaining bushels of each variety
will be exhibited as a sample to the public; the other being
Kept for comparison with tlie produce of the next year. At the
General Meeting in December, 1845, the prizes will be awarded.]
The two best samples of each of these three classes of Wheator Barley, without at that time distinguishing, in any of the

cases, between the comparative merits of either sample, will be
selected by the judges appointed for the Meeting at South-

MK
Pt°n

5 and will be sown, under the direction of the Society,
(tne Winter Wheats in the autumn of 1844, and the Spring Wheat
not

;

earlier than the 1st of March, 1845,) by four farmers, whowiu make their report, upon which the prizes will be awarded,
provided there be sufficient merit in any of the samples. Ten
sovereigns will be given at the Meeting at Southampton to each

r£!! *
*°r S5SSe Wheat has bee " selected for trial, and Six Sove-reigns for Barley.

show s^aMhP n
t

Lr„
ic
?f
hM becn

t

sel^ted for trial at any previoussnow snail be qualified to compete.

ESSAYS AND REPORTS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.
Prises for 1814.—prizk kssavs.

lands generally for Cattle, Sheep, and Horses, but especially forMilch lows. Competitors will be required to state the followlne
particulars in reference to the trials instituted for the purpose
of obtaining: practical results on this subject:-!. The nature of
the soil and its state of drainage to be described . and equal por-
tions of upland and water meadow to be selected. 2. Equalnumbers of cows of the same age and breed (not less than lour
,n number) o be separately fed in pairs, on each different kind
of grass, and to be changed once from one kind of grass to the
other; and the quantity, as well as the quality, of the milk from
such cows to be ascertained by the lactometer. 3. If made into
hay, the quantity of each sort produced on the land, and the
quantity, as well as quality, of the milk which has been pro-
duced, to be ascertained in a similar manner. 4. The value of
spring food and grass, whether in rowen or pasture. 5. Tne
same conditions to be applicable to the feeding of sheep-stock-
stating the numbers which the same quantity of each land has
separately maintained during a certain period : and whether or
not subject to the rot by the flooding. 6. In regard to irrigating
the land : the primary cost whether of catch-water or flow-
meadow, of its formation, and the annual expense of manage
ment, including the repair of sluices; together with the former
and present rent or value. Competitors are also requested to
state, as far as their observation may have extended, the com-
parative value of the grasses of water-meadows and uplands
when cut into hay, and consumed as fodder.

2. Influence of Climate,—Twenty Sovereigns or a Piece of

5. Agriculture of Cheshire.—Fifty Sovereigns
Plate of that value, will be given for the best Rep „ Wl%i.sent state of the Agriculture of the County of Chester :-stafingthe ordinary course of cropping adopted in the different soils ofthe county

;
the breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs most general?

bred or fed with n it; the state of its drainage" the implements
used; the number ot Hcrses or other Cattle employed in thedifferent operations of Husbandry; the tenure on which theFarms are generally held; the wages of labour: the averaeeamount of the Poor's-rate

;
and whether any and what altera-

tions and improvements have been mane in the system of Aeri
culture pursued within it since the Report made to the Board of
Agriculture by Henry Hclland, which was published in the year
1808.

6. Agriculture of Essex.—Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate
of that value, will be given for the best Report on the present
State of the Agriculture of the County of Essex :- Stating the
ordinary course of cropping- adopted in the different soils of the
county

;
the breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs irost generally

bred or fed within it; the state of its drainage; the implements
used; the number of Horses or other Cattle employed in the dif-
ferent operations of Husbandry ; the tenure on which the Farms
are generally held ; the wages of labour; the average amount of
the Poor s rate ; and whether any and what alterations and im-
provements have been made in the system ofAgriculture pui^ued
within it since the Report made to the Board of Agriculture by
Arthur Young, the Secretary to the Board, which was published
in the years 180/ and. 1813.

7. Agriculture of Wiltshire.— Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of
Plate ot that value, will be given for the best Report on the pre-
sent State of the Agriculture of the County of Wilts, stating the
ordinary course of cropping adopted in the different soils of the

F L«r 5
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of Caule
*
Sheep, and Pigs, most generally

bred or fed within it; the state of its drainage; the implements
used

;
the number of Horses or other cattle employed in the dif-

ferent operations of Husbandry ; the tenure on which the Farms
are generally held

; the wages of labour; the average amount of
tne roor s rate

; and whether any and what alterations and im-
provements have been made in the system of agriculture pursued
within it since the Report made to the Board of Agriculture byThomas Davis, which was published in the year 1811.

8. Improvements ?>v Warping, $c—Twenty Sovereigns, or a
Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for the best account of
Improvements made by Artificial Deposits of Soil from the Sea or
Tide-nvers, and the subsequent Cultivation of the land.

G. Keeping Farm-Horses.—Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of
Plate of that value, will be given for the best account of the way
of keeping Farm-Horses in good condition, both in Winter and
Summer. Competitors must state— l. The quantity of food given,
and the average cost of such food. 2. The work performed by
the horses. 3. The length of time they have been kept on the
food described. 4. Whether kept in yards, stables, or pastures.

10. Any Agricultural Subject.—Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece
of Plate of that value, will be given for the best Essay on any
Agricultural subject.—These Essays must be sent to the Secre-
tary, at 12, Hanover Square, London, on or be.'ore March 1st, 1844,
Riile* of Competition for Prize Essays.— I. That all information

contained in Prize Essays \ hall be founded on experience or «b.
fvafion, and not on simple reference to books, or other sources.

2
' i: ' rlt -vings, specimens, or mo« , shaJ pany writ-

ings requiring tBem. -»- rimt all competitors shall transmit a
sealed note, containing their names and addresses, with a motto
onit to correspond with the one inscribed on the Essay. 4. That
the Society shall have the power to publish the whole or any part
of the Essays which gain the prizes ; and the other Essays will
»e returned on the application of the writers. 5. That the Societv
1C * . ,. 4 1 M * -_ ^t -^ _. 1 J_l - * _

"

the discordant practices of farming in different districts
be partly attributed to the influence of climate, competitors for
this prize must endeavour to describe those practices, and to
trace them to the variation of climate. Under the term climato
must be included the degree of cold or heat, moisture or drought
arising whether from latitude, elevation, neighbourhood to or
distance from the sea, &c. Variation in practice may he looked
for in the management of artificial and natural Grass, the growth
of root-crops, the depth of ploughing, the time of sowing ih«
choice of white crops, &c. h >

ine

Fertility or Barrenness of the Soil. Many attempts having been
made to explain the productiveness of the soil by chemical or
physical causes, without any decided result, it appears desirahlo
to assist the researches of natural philosophers by making them
acquainted with those obvious signs, whether of colour consili-
ence, or vegetation, by which surveyors and farmers are enabled
to give at once a practical opinion upon the probable nature «f
land which they inspect.

uxe OI

4. Agriculture of Norfolk.— Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of
jfiaceoi ujut vwuc, win ucgncii iur tne oest K-eport on the nre
sent state of the Agriculture of the County of Norfolk •—statin^
the ordinary course of cropping adopted in the different soils nf
the county ; the breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs most generallv
bred or fed within it; the state ot its drainage; the implement^
used; the number of Horses or other Cattle employed in the dif
fcrcnt operations of Husbandry; the tenure on which the Farm-
are generally held; the wages of labour; the average amount of
the Poor's-rate } and whether any and what alterations and im.

weights and measures are those by which calculations are to be
made

; that prizes may be taken either in money or plate, at the
option of the successful candidates; and that no prize be given
for any Essay which has already appeared in print.

Notice.— it is requested that all communications addressed to
the Society, of experiments on land—whether of draining, liming
manuring, or other operation—be accompanied with the cost of
such operation, with the value of the land to rent previous and
subsequent thereto, and an analysis of the soil upon which such
experiments have taken place ; or a specimen of the soil to be
analysed, by persons employed by the Society; it is also further
r«l»ested that, in communications relative to experiments ou
Ia *'d in foreign countries, the measures be stated in English values
Those members who have tried subsoil-ploughing, whether sac-"
cesBfully or otherwise, are requested to communicate the result
to the Secretary, in the hope that, by comparison of the state-
ments, some judgment may be arrived at as to the soils and situ-
ations which are, or are not suiied for this operation.

By order of the Council, JAMES HUDSON, Secretary.

T IVERPOOL BOTANIC GARDEN.—The Hortx-J-i cultural Exhibitions for the year 1844 will take place
on Friday, May 25; Friday, June 28 ;

and Friday, August 25

-

When the Sum of TWO HUNDRED AND SEVENTY POUNDS
Will be distributed in Premiums. For further particulars, apply
to Mr. Shkphkrd, Curator, at the Garden. H '

Joseph Dickinson, M.D., Honorary Secretary
Botanic Garden, Liverpool, Sept. 22, J843.

TULIPS.

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London, (removed
• from Walworth ;

by APPOINTMENT, FLORIST TO HER
MAJESTY, begs to remind the Nobility, Gentry, and Amateurs
that this is the season for making up their collections of TULIPS
preparatory to planting next month. He therefore recommends
that an early application be made, as it notunfrequently hannens
that gentlemen are unable to obtain the kinds they reauire "from
not applying sufficiently early. His Catalogue of Bulbs will be
forwarded by post, on app lication.—Qet . 28, 1843.

HYACINTHS AND OTHErIjulbs
~

OUMPHKEYS' COMPOUND, applicable to all
-*- J- Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to
promote the germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles ]s. Qd.

ley and Co., Covcnt Garden; Batt and Rutley, 412, Strand ;

Charlwood, Tayistock-row; W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapside; G.
Lawrence, IS, Piccadilly

; John Kernan, Great Russell-street,
Covent Garden ;

Lockiiart, 150, Cheapside : Shuttleworth,
Pantheon; Minikr, Adams, and Nash, 63, Strand; Thatcher
and Son, Islington ; Thomas Watkinson, Market-place, Man-
chester; P. Lawson and Son, Edinburgh; and other leading
Seedsmen in town and country. Wholesale Agents, Davy
Mackmurdo, and Co., 100, Upper-Thames-street, London,

P
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FASTOLFF RASPBERRY. 1

YOUELL and CO- are now executing orders for the
above excellent RASPBERRY, unequalled for the extraor-

dinary size of its fruit and richness of flavour. For further par-

ticulars, see their Advertisement in this Paper of the 7thinst.;

Prices, as follows :

—

£ s d
Packages containing 100 Canes . .250

50 „ .,150
M „ 25 „ . , 14

Package included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 are ordered.

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS and other BULBS.
~\7 OUELL and Co. beg respectfully to announce they
JL have received from Haarlem their annual importation of

the above in most excellent condition, adapted either for Glasses,

Forcing, or open-border culture. Prices us follows :

—

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . \
fi

*

Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . . J
bs

'
per doz *

Extra fine Ditto 9.9. to 12.9. ,,

Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 1 8.9. „
The selection being left to YouBLL & Co.
Catalogues may be had on application.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, fine 4-year old plants, 8 to 10

inches, 10/. per 100, or 30s. per dozen.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 26, 1843.

A J. STEWART begs most respectfully to inform his

• Patrons and Friends, that he has a good stock of healthy
GERANIUMS, consisting of Beauty of Salthill, Stewartii, Mrs.
Lawrence, Princess de Joinville, Sir Robert Peel, Tasso, Dido,

Sapphire, Nestor, Amyntor, Favorite, Prince of Wales, Constel-

lation, Cicero, Lyne's Princess Royal, Stewart's Princess Alice,

Glory of the West, Lord of the Isles, Wizard, Evadne, Mars,
Count D'Orsay, Lady Sale, Beauty of Essex, Oberon, Cserulea,

Hermione, Pride of Surrey, Orange Perfection, Royal Adelaide,

Morning Star, Mercury, Emperor Superb, Iris, Queen Philippa,

Richardsonii, Sunrise, Isabella, Thunderer, Madame Rachel,

Hannah, Selina, Jenner's Boadicea, Royal George, Lord Chan-
cellor, and many others.

His Collections of FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, PETUNIAS,
CHRYSANTHEMUMS (well budded), and DAHLIAS, include
nearly every variety worthy of cultivation ; of the latter he has
to offer fine ground roots of Mrs. James Richardson, Todd's
Lady Sale, Beauty of Sussex, Blanche Shelley, Sir R. Sale, Anta-
gonist, Bianca, Thomson's Vivid, Oakley's Surprise, Milton,
Dewar's Imogene, Fanny Waugh, Hero of Stonehenge, Colonel
Baker, Confidence, Rival Yellow* Duke of Wellington, Rainbow,
Mrs. Shelley, Competitor, &c.
A. J. S. flatters himself that his assortment of CAMELLIAS is

too well known, as comprising all the most rare and choice kinds,

to need comment, further than that the plants are this season
remarkably fine and vigorous.

A. J. S. takes this opportunity of announcing that his DUTCH
FLOWER ROOTS are particularly firm and large; also that he
has plenty of very superior DWARF TRAINED FRUIT-TREES,
•warranted true to name ; STANDARD and DWARF ROSES of

the most approved sorts, Evkrgkeens, Flowering Shrubs, &c.

The whole at extremely moderate prices.— Salthill Nurseries,

near Windsor.

PELARGONIUM.—" BASKET'S EXQUISITE."
JHALLY, Nurseryman and Florist, Blackheath,

• Kent, begs to inform his Friends that he has the above now
ready for sale, at 2ls. each, with the usual allowance to the
Tiade. It was raised by Mr. Baskkt, Gardener to H.K.H. the
Princess Sophia Matilda of Gloucester, and gained the first

prize for Seedling Pelargoniums at the West Kent Horticultural
Society's June show, 1843; it was also shown and universally
admired at the June Exhibitions both at Chiswick and Regent's
Park. The following character is given of the above in the
Gardeners* Chronicle of July 1, "Notices to Correspondents :"

—

*'J. H. B.—The large Seedling is a very showy variety: the
flowers are large; it trusses finely, and will form a fine object in

the Greenhouse," &c. ''The colour is clear; the upper petals

are well covered, with but little feathering visible; the under
petals are broad and round, and the flower altogether of a
good shape."
Also a few plants will be ready by the middle of November of

that good and beautiful CINERARIA, "Pipbr's Princess
Royal," which obtained a Certificate of Merit, although then a
miserably small specimen with only two or three blooms ex-
panded, at the June Show at Chiswick % also the first prize for

Cinerarias at the Regent's Park Show, on the 28th June—(See

Gardeners'' Chronicle lor June 24 and July I.) It has a fine full

crimson centre, petals broad and well shaped, pure white broadly

tipped with purple, the colours distinctly defined, so as to form a
ring on the expanded flower, which is very sweet-scented and
possesses the best properties. In consequence of the very limited

stock of the above, and the orders already received, the Advertiser

will be able this autumn only to supply the trade at 10s. 6d. each.
Also at the same time Cineraria subc^RUlka— a delicate

white tipped with azure : plant of very fine robust habit. 5s. each.

FINE CAPE ERICAS (HEATHS), EPACRISES, &c.

J and J. FA1RBAIRN beg leave most respectfully to
• solicit the attention of Gentlemen desirous of forming new,

or of extending their present Collections of these much-admired
tribes of Plants to their Stock, which are in the finest health and
vigour possible, and from its extent they are enabled to offer any
quantity upon the following advantageous terms:— & s. d.

100 fine flowering plants, including 80 Ericas and 20 Epa-
crises, of the best and most esteemed kinds . .7.00
75 do. do. including 60 Ericas and 15 Epacrises 6

50 do. do, „ 40 Ericas and 10 Epacrises 5

25 do. do. „ 20 Ericas and 5 Epacrises 3

12 do. do. „ Choice Ericas . . .220
J. and J. F. take leave to acquaint Cultivators of Fuchsias and

Verbenas that their collections contain the best and most esteemed
varieties. All orders they may be favoured with packed with the

greatest care, and delivered free in London.
P.S.—A remittance or reference required from unknown corre-

spondents.— Nurseries, Clapham, near London, Oct. 27, 1843.

FINE NAMED TULIPS.—The Subscriber having a
large supply of fine bulbs of the above popular flower, begs to

offer them upon the following very moderate terms, viz. : 100 sorts

by name for 5/. ; 50 sorts by name for 2l. 10s., which will comprise

portions of Bizarrcs, Roses, and Brbkemens, and will he found worthy

the attention of the amateur and practical florist.

—

William May,
Hope Nursery, Leeming-lane, Bedale, Yorkshire, Oct. 27, 1843.

TULIPS, &c.

JOHN SLATER, Florist, Chapel-lane, Chcetham
Hill, near Manchester,' begs to call the attention of Amateurs

to his large and well-selected collection of TULIPS, AURI-
CULAS, POLYANTHUSES, CARNATIONS, and PICOTEES,
Catalogues of which may be had on prepaid application.

J. S. requests a comparison of his prices of CARNATIONS
and PICOTEES, &c. with those which have been so highly spoken
°f by the Editor of a contemporary Publication in one of his
Leading Articles, as well as twice in his notices to Correspondents
(one not being sufficient), which will be found in many instances
from 50 to 250 per cent, less in price, and all of which, at the time
of layering, were in colour.

J. S. has published a descriptive Catalogue of TULIPS, price

15„ which may be had of Messrs. Orr and Co., London.

EARLY DOUBLE and SINGLE TULIPS.

MARNOCK and MANLEY have selected with great

care, within the last few years, Fifty Varieties of Early
Double Tulips, by name, 1 bulb of each, \L Fifty Varieties of

Early Single Tulips, 1 bulb of each, \L Fine Dutch Bulbs of

every description at moderate prices. — Nursery, Hackney,
Oct.. 24, 1843.

Holton Nursery, near Halesworth, Suffolk.

17 REDNALL begs to inform his Friends and
-J* Planters generally, that his CATALOGUE OF CHOICE

SHRUBS AND AMERICAN PLANTS is now ready, and may be

had on prepaid application at his Nursery, as above, or his

residence at Stowmarket.

TJTCH^FLOWER ROOTS~—P. E. ERHARD,
|

of the firm of J. D. Zocher and Voorhelm Schneevoegt, begs
most respectfully to inform his friends and the public generally,

that he has a fine Collection of all kinds of DUTCH FLOWER >

ROOTS, under which are all the best and new double and single

Hyacinths, a large Assortment of Early Tulips, and a large

Quantity of fine Roots of Gladiolus floribundus, Lilium superbum,
English and Spanish Iris, Narcissus, Jonquils, Anemones,
Ranunculus, Amaryllis, Snowdrops, and Crocuses, in many
Varieties, &c„ Sec. Depot, 350, Strand, corner of Burleigh-street.

DUTCH HYACINTHS for Forcing, 4s. per dozen 5

Best do., for Glasses, 6d. to 15. each. Double Roman and
'

Paper-white Narcissus, 4s. per dozen; Single and Double Due >

Van Thol Tulips, 2s. per dozen. Also Crocus, Iris, Jonquils,

Narcissus, Anemones, and Ranunculus, of which priced List may
be had free, per post, from A. Corbett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, IB, Pall MalL

"UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF THE QUEEN.
KENSINGTON NURSERIES.

MESSRS. RICHARD FORREST and Co. beg
respectfully to inform the Nobility, Gentry, and the Public

that their collection of DUTCH ROOTS has been imported this

season in very fine condition, and Catalogues may be had on
application. They beg leave also to direct attention to their

superior assortment of FRUIT-TREES and other General Stock

in their different Nurseries, which never were finer than this

season. The collection of Camellias and other Greenhouse Plants
are also very fine, with several very large well-grown specimens
of Statice macrophylla, in the Stove, with many other interesting

new plants.— General Catalogues may be had on application.

BRUGMANSIA SPE. NOVA.
ri^HOS. BRIDGFORD and SON, Spa Field Nursery,
-L Ball's Bridge, Dublin, having a fine stock of the above plant,
which will prove a valuable addition to the Greenhouse, from its

propensity to flower in plants at 12 to 18 inches high. It is per-
fectly distinct from all of the species. Strong established plants
are now ready for sending out at 10s. 6d. each. Thos. B. and Son
have also a fine specimen plant of the same, with three flowers
now expanded; it is three feet high, well furnished, which they
will dispose of. B. Spe.—Plant flowers abundantly on small spe-
cimens

; flowers about the same length as those of B. suaveolens,

with the calyx full half the length of the corolla, both white;
flowers highly perfumed; the rim of the corolla is divided into

five long points; rim and calyx much reflexed, which, with the
long calyx, give the plant a decided character; the throat of the
corolla is of a beautiful greenish white colour.

Answer to "J. C. L." Gardeners' Gazette, May 28th, 1842:—
" If your Brugmansia retains its large spathaceous calyx, it must
be new. Floiapondia is the name given to B. coccinea. We are

not acquainted with the present species. It does retain its large
spathaceous calyx.— J- C. L."
A plant having been sent by us to Mr. Low, Clapton, with seven

flowers expanded, to be by him exhibited at the Chiswick Horti-

cultural Show in August, 1843, the flowers of which were injured

in its transmission, consequently was not exhibited ; it has since

flowered with Mr. Low, and is noticed in " Paxton's Botanical

Magazine" for September, 1843. The seeds of the above Species
were received by J. C. Lyons, Esq., Ladiston, Wcstmeath, from
Chili, from whom we received our plant.

The Double White Brugmansia, noticed by Dr. Lindlry in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, September l6th, 1843. Seeds of which were
also received from Chili by " J. C. L.," along with B. Spe, Nova,
plants of which T.B. and Son will have ready to send out in May,
1844. 49, Lower Sackville-street, Dublin.

T^HOMAS CRIPPS, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent, respectfully begs to direct attention to his splendid

collection of ROSES, comprising every novelty worthy of notice;

and which are offered at the following prices, the selection being
left to T. C. :— perdoz. per 100

Fine Standards 30*. or 1 0/. 05.

Half Standards 12*. „ 41. 0s.

Do. do. fine ., .. 185. „ 61. 0.5.

Do. do. very superior .. 24.y. ,, J I. 10s.

Dwarf Roses 6s. „ 1/. 10-v.

Do. do. fine .. .. 12*. „ 3/. 155.

Do. do. very superior .. 18s. „ 5/. 105.

Plants of the new Cloth of Gold Rose, if ordered early, will be

sent out in November at 215. each. If purchasers will favour

T. C. with a list of the sorts they already possess, no duplicates

shall be sent.

FINEST CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.

YOUELL and CO. beg to refer the readers of the

Gardeners* Chronicle to their Extensive List, with Prices,

of the above highly-esteemed Flowers, which appeared on the

Advertising pages, 706 and 707. of this Paper, of the 14th inst.,

and will be found to contain every variety worthy of cultivation.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Oct. 26, 1843. Z
___

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS.

MESSRS. N. and B. NORMAN'S Catalogue of

Show varieties, with which they have gained 29 Prizes

this season, can be had on pre-paid application.—Bull-fields,

Woolwich. __
HOLLYHOCKS, HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, -&c.

WILLIAM MAY begs to state that he is provided

with a supply of the above plants of select quality. The

Hollyhocks are of his own stock, which he has been selecting for the

last 21 years, and are of every shade of colour. The Herbaceous

plants have also been carefully collected, and are of the most showy

varieties, comprising the most popular Generas in present cultiva-

tion, such as Phloxes, Pcntstemons, Aconitums, Anemones, Delphi-

niums, Campanulas, Lupinus, CEnothera, ike.

The Hollyhocks in collections of 100 plants for 405. ; 50 plants,

205.; 25 plants, lis. The Herbaceous plants, 100 sorts correctly

named for 42s. ; 50 sorts, 25s., of W. M.'s selecting, including

package. Hollyhock seed saved from best double flowers, 200 seeds

for 2s. 67/. ; 500 seeds for 5s. ; Pansy seed saved from best prize

flowers, in 2s. 6d. and 5s. packets.

N.B.—To those friends who received their Hollyhock plants late

last year, W. M. begs to state that any they may have lost in conse-

quence, he will be glad to replace free of charge. A remittance or

reference from unknown correspondents is solicited.—Hope Nur-

sesries^Lejmiing^^ _
HOLLYHOCKS.

JKITLEY, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath, begs to

• inform the Public that he is now ready to send out his

much-admired Collection of SEEDLING HOLLYHOCKS, IS

blooms of which won the silver goblet given by A. Lawrance,

Esq., and the first of 24 blooms in the Society's prizes at the

Victoria Park, and also an extra prize at the Bristol and Clifton

Show. The best selected, and named, H. Is., the second-best

do., 12s., the third do., 6s. per dozen.
„MM txt^

J. K. has now ready fine healthy plants of his SELDLlJNtr

PANSY, " Lyncombe Vale Rival," at fis. each ;
(see this Paper of

the 6th May, 1843.) Also his SEEDLING CACTUS (speciosa

superba), 10s. fid. per plant ; (see this Paper of 17th June, 1843).

Orders received at Mr. Nutting's, Seedsman, 46, Cheapside,

London, and at the Nursery, as above. A remittance from

unknown correspondents will be expected.

FIRE-BALL GERANIUMS.

W MILLER offers this new sort of SCARLEf
• GERANIUM for sale, with a satisfaction that its beauti-

ful dark velvetty flowers, dwarf habit, and glossy, smooth, green

foliage, will make it a good addition to every Greenhouse ami

flower-garden, and please every purchaser. It was taken to the

June Show at Chiswick, and much admired. Plants will shortly

be ready to send out, at 5s. each, post free. The usual trade

allowance when three or more are taken.—Providence Nursery*

Ramsgate, October 27, 1843.

HPHOMAS BROWN begs to acquaint the Growers of

JL Pansiks that strong Plants of his fine collection are no*

ready for sending out, including several novelties not befoie

offered for sale ; also, an extensive collection of Pinks (compris-

ing all the established Show-flowers), Carnations, Picots*s*

Tumps, &c, &c—Slough Nursery, Oct. 27, 1843. __^
MYATff'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.

T and "W\ MYATT are now ready to send out their

*J • NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE,the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural

Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been

submitted to Professor Lindlky, for whose opinion see Gardens*

Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting

at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the saw

truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. 105.; British Queen, U., a"u

Eliza, 105. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Oct. 27, 1843.

\\]M. HEALE and SON, Nurserymen, &c, bej

^V most respectfully to acquaint the Public and Trade 1

general that they have still a large stock, both Standards, Dwaij

and Trained, of their celebrated HYBRID PLUM, raised betwew

the Greengage and Orleans. And as thiir circular of last seaso

respecting it was limited to their immediate connexion, they n°

call the attention of the public to the following particulars :
colo

yellow, inclining to russet next the sun, size of a modern AP»

cot, possesses the flavour of the Greengage, with the pron

habits of the Orleans, and bears abundantly either as a stana**

or trained, constituting a most important addition toour '!*
e/,

fruits, and ought to be grown in all collections. Fine tm*.

year-old trees, 35. 67/. each ; do. trained, 55. each.
Nurseries, Calne and Devizes, Oct. 27, 1843.

ROSES.
HLANE and SON beg to announce that their

• CATALOGUE OF ROSES for 1843-44 is just published,

and will be forwarded as usual, free, to all their former patrons,

and to others on application, inclosing a 2d. postage stamp to

the Nurseries, Great Berkhampstead, Herts ; also at Mrs. John-
stone's, Covent-garden Market, and at Mr. Nutting's, 46,

Cheapside, London.
H. Lane and Son flatter themselves theyneed not assure those

Ladies and Gentlemen who have heretofore favoured them with

their orders that the utmost reliance may be placed in having

their future commands executed in the best possible manner and

on the most liberal terms; at the same time they would take this

opportunity of assuring those who may for the first time entrust

them with their commands that the same principles which have
hitherto been their guide will in no instance be deviated from.

H.L. and Son would further beg to observe that they have
many thousands of ROSES in pots exclusively for Greenhouse
culture and early forcing, and that their general stock of Roses,

in point of extent and growth, is second to none in the kingdom.

Great Berkhampstead, Herts, Oct. 27, 1843.

"PELOPS" and "EVERTON," two of the best PANSIES in

cultivation— raised in 1843 by Thos. O'Grady, Esq., Grovd

House, West Derby, near Liverpool.

JOHN LUCAS, Gardener to Mr. O'Grady, begs
O leave to say he is enabled, by permission, to let out the above

new and distinct variety of PANSY for general cultivation at 105.

the pair. The stock of both is limited.

CHRYSANTH emums.
/^HANDLER and SONS, Vauxhall Nursery, London,
V^ having a large stock of Young Plants, well budded, and

now in a good state for sending away, of this beautiful Autum-
nal Flower, can supply good plants in pots at 125. per dozen, and

larger plants at 185. per dozen, C. and Sons' Collection, includ-

ing many new sorts, will be in full ilower during the ensuing

month.
C. and Sons have also a fine Stock of Evergreens and Fruit-

trees which they can offer at moderate prices.

j
SHILLING'S NEW EARLY GROTTO PEA. ,

and S. SHILLING have succeeded in raising 1"

- • above Pea. The Early Frame Pea, impregnated with

Grotto or Oyster Marrow, which they with confidence rec^

mend to the Public generally, being quite as early, ««» w
%riii

double the size of any early Pea in cultivation. Quite har"ft .,g.

stand the winter well, and a good Bearer ; the Pod large a,^^v et
They would particularly recommend it to the attention ol M*"

Gardeners. .
, 305-

Price 35. per Quart; 105. per Gallon; \1s. 6rf. per VecK t, ^
per Half-bushel ; 2*. 105. per Bushel. They have likewise a

fc

Packets of Calceolaria Standishii Seed, at 55. per packet 5

free by post, on the receipt of Postage-stamps, or a Post-

Order. n \\9t
London Agents : Messrs. Field and Chilo, Seedsmen,

Sf
Lower Thames-street, London; Messrs. W. and T. 2*

Seedsmen, 152, Fleet-street, London. ndiham*
J. and S. Shilling, Nurserymen, Northmamborougn, u

Hants, Oct. 27, 1843. ——^pAS^^
THE BRITISH QUI- EN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEA ' ^

J. CORMACK and CO. beg to announce^
their Friends and the Public that they have hai ve;*

^ ftS

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early 01
in

the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last ^ uart.

packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3s. oa. p

The usual allowance to the trade. vuichel.
N.B.-" Cormack's Early Kent Peas," 145. per duw ^.

Newcross, and Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garoen,____ --

—
fi & Plougii-

WM. STIDOLPH, Nurseryman, near tje Wf
Inn, Bromley Common, Kent, 2£ n«les irow

tnat he
begs to acquaint Gentlemen, Gardeners, and

/
ia
f

"
nd upwards,

has for sale 2000 good LAURELS, from 3 to 5 feet a» pURPLE
that will remove with good roots and a ball ol ear

.

tn,
, nnn tRANS-

BEECH, 4 to 7 feet; IRISH IVY, 7 to. 8 feet; m»«
chesnuts,

PLANTED ASH, 4 to 6 feet; and a quantity of «« ^__
English Elms, Mountain Ash, &c, &c

1^f£rrL22to^ T^m^tS,

QN SALE
> a8 Und

-
6r'

fine heal^rirU
rS"i asOame

w

Cover
20s

' twice transplanted, and verywj*"^ g™dM* **»' f
ver, 20,000 JiVERGREEN P»'™V 18 to,24 inches b"gj'
r. per 1000. 12,000 COMMON LAUREL, iw t

o Wnitehaveii,
at 60*. per moo-will be delivered at L™v

P°°^ryBi»Jh Gate"

free of charge-Apply to Davio CaBx>iE, Nursery*

house, N. B.

I
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ROOTS OF NEW DAHLIAS for sale, which gained
prizes at Teddington and Kingston Exhibitions :—Twicken-

ham Rival
; yellow, tipped with red, beautiful round petals; a

superb show-flower. £ s. d.

Ground Roots, each . .500
Pot do. ,, . 2 10

Gaines' Princess Alice; clear white, beautiful form, well up in
the centre ; constant show-flower. Ground Roots, 5/. each.

May be obtained of N. Ga inks, Florist, Surrey Lane, Battersea

;

also his list of first-rate Pelargoniums, Pansies, Calceolarias,
Fuchsias, Verbenas, Auriculas, Cinerarias, Chrysanthemums, &c.,
which contain many seedlings and new varieties not before
offered to the public.

®D* &atitiiztttv$
f ©f)rotifrto

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Wednesday, Nov. 1, Society of Arts
Friday, Nov/3. Botanical

Tuesday, Nov. 7 . Liiiitean . *

j» ,, Horticultural . ..*•«•

R P.M.

8 P.M.

n p.m.
2 P-M.

The first step which a gardener should take in

order to determine the best method of cultivating a
plant is to make himself perfect master of its structure
and natural habits. When he has ascertained what
Nature has intended the plant to do, and what means
she has furnished it with to accomplish the ends for

which it is destined, then, and not till then, will he be
able to judge correctly of the way in which it may be
treated under the artificial circumstances of a garden.
Then, too, he may know how far it is possible to

alter its nature in order to render it more subser-
vient to his purposes. One would think this to be a
truth^ which there is no disputing, and we do not
imagine any one hardy enough altogether to deny it;
and yet it is practically neglected every day.

We dare not ask a farmer whether he perfectly
comprehends the natural habits of Wheat; and a
gardener would probably be affronted if the same
inquiry were made of him as regards a Strawberry
plant. Nevertheless we will undertake that nine-
tenths of both farmers and gardeners have never con-
sidered the exact mode of growth of either the one or
theoiher of these common plants. « It is impossible
not to understand what is daily before our eyes"
would probably be the gentlest answer we should
receive. However, let us see what the fact is as
regards the Strawberry. It is not long since we were
obliged to explain circumstantially the reason why
the leaves of the Strawberry plant should not be cut
offin the autumn, according to a barbarous practice
"which exists in many parts of the country. The
endless questions put to us on that occasion afford the
most conclusive proof that the real nature of the
plant, so far as its leaves are concerned, was not at all

comprehended. Now we are asked why we object to
the custom of digging between the rows of Strawberry
plants, classing that too among barbarous practices'-
and this shows that the questioners have also not
considered the manner of growth of this common
nei^b.

A Strawberry plant consists of a very short stem
seated just at the surface of the ground, covered with
leaves, and throwing out from its lower end long
slender woody perennial roots, which divide into a
multitude of branches. The stem itself consists of a
soft centre, with a woody outside, over which is the
bark, which bears the leaves. The soft centre is a
very large pith, and the Strawberry stem is in fact
not essentially different from the branch of a tree, one
year old, with all its joints so contracted as to touch
each other. The pith is a great receptacle of organi-
zable matter; it is the source whence the leaves and
fruit are fed in the spring and early summer; its
starchy and gummy contents may be observed at this
tune of year, by any one who will cut it across and
touch it with iodine ; the gum will then become
brown, the starch violet, and the woody matter will
remain of a clear yellow. The roots extend to a
considerable distance from the stem, branching in all
directions in search of food, and increasing in number
as the stem increases in age. Their object is to
obtain unorganised food from the soil, especially

\v£
er

'
°f wllich we know *e Strawberry to be greedy.

When undisturbed they live for a long time, and are

J

11 all times ready to answer the demands made upon
them by the leaves and fruit.

This is the natural state of things with the Straw-
berry. \ye are aware that some persons believe that
»e roots are only annual, and that the Strawberry-
stem itself becomes hard and lifeless after the first
season

: but these are so evidently mistakes—-as any
one may satisfy himself by a little examination of the
plant—that it seems almost unnecessary to noticeem further: the only evidence we need offer in
opposition to these views is to be found in those Straw-
Jjerry-beds which are allowed to remain for twenty
years and more without replanting, and without any

deterioration of the produce. The stem of the Straw-

berry, no doubt, perishes—and so do the roots, after a

time ; but by no means after the first season ; and, so

far as the roots are concerned, not till after even many
seasons, if they are allowed to remain undisturbed.

Mr. Knight long since exposed the error of supposing

the Strawberry roots to be annual productions only.

"I deny," said he, " their being annual productions

only
; and I contend that whenever they are found

wholly lifeless round the surface of the mould of pots,

as they often are after unfavourable winters, the

growth and produce of the plants in the succeeding

year will be much diminished.'
3 Nothing can be

more true, as those Gardeners found to their cost, who,

in the winter of 1337-8, allowed their Strawberry-

•lants in pots to be exposed to the severe frost: the

lowers of all such plants became " blind."

Such being, as we conceive, the true nature of a

Strawberry-plant, it is obvious that the roots should

be preserved. If we ask what advantage is gained by

destroying them—as necessarily happens by digging

among them, for they are very long rooted—the

answer, and the only answer, is, that the soil near the

Strawberry-plants becomes so hard after a season's

gathering," that it is unfit for their support. This may
be, in some places ; but if so, it would be better to

loosen the ground with forks as soon as the crop is

gathered, when the destruction of a few roots would
be of less consequence, than to break it up and destroy

a large proportion of the roots in winter or late in

autumn.
No possible advantage can be derived from destroy-

ing the Strawberry-roots, whatever may be gained by

loosening the soil in which they grow. But the disad-

vantages of destroying them are serious. These roots

contain within them organizable matter in consider-

able quantity ; as soon as their growth is renewed in

spring, they extend by the assistance of that substance,

which enables them to form their spongelets, and to

advance into the earth in search of water, &c, which

they immediately convey to the stem, while all the

organizable matter in that stem is expended, as Nature

intends, in the nourishment of new leaves and fruit.

But if the roots are wholly destroyed, then the organ-

izable matter in the stem must be directed downwards

for the formation of more roots, and of course the

supply intended for the leaves and fruit is diminished

in proportion to the quantity of roots which the stem

has to form ; for it must always be remembered that

roots cannot be organised out of nothing. The Straw-

berry-stem, which is intended to form leaves and fruit

only, cannot have its power diverted to the formation

of roots without diminishing the vigour of the leaves

and fruit.

A much-valued correspondent says that lie is well

acquainted with the practice of market-gardeners, and

has often regretted to see, in the process of digging

between the rows, the number of healthy root-fibres

that were destroyed; nevertheless that his theorizing

has been sadly puzzled by the handsome crops that

followed the operation. But it does not appear to us

that this fact affects the question so much as he sup-

poses. We have not to consider whether good crops

are obtained in spite of this partial destruction of roots,

but whether better crops would not follow its discon-

tinuance. That Nature has a wonderful power of re-

pairing her losses is well known ; that this power

should be assigned to plants in a greater degree than

to animals is one of the most admirable manifestations

of Divine Wisdom : for without it the Vegetable

Kingdom would disappear from the face of the earth.

But it does not exactly follow that, because'plants have

a wonderful power of resisting the effects of mutila-

tion they should be called upon to exercise it need-

lessl v. Moreover, it is to be recollected that in market-

gardens the cultivation of the Strawberry is much
higher than in private grounds ; thatj the soil is

extremely deep and rich, the vital energies of the

plants excessive, and that all the vegetable functions

are in such a state of excitability, that the loss of a

portion of the roots—for after all, but a small portion

is destroyed there—is of far less importance than in

the majority of private gardens.

However useful and interesting it may be to the

scientific Agriculturist to have extremely accurate and

minute analyses of different soils with the view of

discovering the efficient causes of fertility, the real

practical farmer is only interested in the ultimate

results of scientific researches. These, however, have

not yet been satisfactorily explained. Theories have

been suggested, which may be founded on fact or may

be erroneous, for all that has yet been proved; and

until it shall have been satisfactorily shown that

certain specific ingredients in a soil are either indis-

pensable to the growth and maturity of certain plants,

or at least greatly assist in rearing them in perfection,

the practical farmer will not vary his usual operations

for the sake of mere experiment; and if he did, so

many circumstances may concur in rendering an

experiment apparently successful in one case, or

defeating expectation in another, that the safe plan is

to adhere to those principles which universal experi-
ence has proved to be sound. With respect to
fertility, no man who has the least practical know-
ledge of Agriculture will deny that the best soils all

possess certain mechanical as well as chemical proper-
ties, and that the former seem fully as important, if

not more so, than the latter. These mechanical
properties may be ascertained by persons the most
ignorant of chemical science. The first of these is

porosity : without pores in the soil no vegetation can
go on. If the pores are too large and numerous to

retain moisture in dry weather, we have a barren
sand ; we need only take some of this soil in our hands
and we see and feel that the water will filter through
it so fast, that, unless there be a constant renovation

of it, all moisture must soon be gone. Yet even such
barren sands may be rendered productive by irriga-

tion ; grass will grow, if there is a constant and
regular supply of moisture, even in pounded glass.

The roots of the grass will produce a greater continu-

ance of moisture, and in time fill up so many of the

pores, as to correct the barrenness. This is a fact

which many can vouch for, who have converted the

loose old beds of rivers, composed of round pebbles

and sharp sand, into rich water meadows. In
southern climates water is all that is necessary to

make any soil productive. The heat of a tropical sun
supplies all the stimulus required for perfect vegeta-

tion. Hence the great ingenuity displayed, and the

vast labour employed, to raise water, without which

the most fertile plains are soon converted into deserts.

But water alone will not produce the most useful

products of the earth; something more is required,

and this is organic matter, which, by its decomposition

and subsequent recombination, affords all the sub-

stances usually found in plants. Some soils contain a
considerable store of this organic matter, preserved by
a wise law of nature in a dormant state, if we may so

call it, requiring only light, air, heat, and moisture to

call forth its latent energies, and to enable it to supply

the elements of vegetable growth.

Organic matter, however it may have been formed,

does not seem to constitute any of the original minerals

of which the earth is composed. We can generally

trace it to some probable origin, and conclude that it

once formed part of some vegetable or animal which

had life, and of which it is the dead remains. All

soils which contain much organic matter intimately

blended with different earths appear to have been

deposited from suspension in water, and consequently

consist of very small particles, whatever be the nature

of the earths, or the proportions in which they are

mixed. If these particles are very minute, and, with

water, form a thick mud, which dries into a hard

clod, it requires to be made sufficiently porous to

allow the roots of plants to strike into them, or else,

however rich be its composition, no perfect vegetation

can take place : hut in these soils there is generally

such a portion of minute crystals insoluble in water,

which are only kept suspended by the viscidity of the

other substances, that, when they are examined with a

good magnifying glass, they show sufficient pores for

the transmission of moisture and the expansion of the

minute fibres of the roots. Such soils are eminently

fruitful, so long as the organic matter is not exhausted.

This is'often for a long period, especially when the

rich soil is deep, and fresh portions are brought to the

surface by deep ploughing or trenching. It may be

that in such soils an able chemist will detect minute

portions of various mineral substances, and to these

he may in part ascribe some portion of the fertility;

but unless it be shown that the absence of these, or a

different proportion in other similar soils, has a deci-

ded influence on the fertility, may we not, till we

have further light thrown on the subject, conclude

that these minerals are there accidentally—not neces-

Experience has long proved that no soil which has

a certain texture, neither too stiff nor too loose, and

which contains organic matter in that state in which

it is easily decomposed by exposure to the atmosphere,

has ever been found unfruitful; and that where there

is sterility there is always an evident cause visible in

the texture in the want or superabundance of mois-

ture, or in the admixture of some mineral injurious to

vegetation unless it be from a total and absolute want

oforganic matter,in which case every farmer knows the

remedy, and gives ample manuring. It is but seldom

that land with a good texture, and without excess of

water or noxious minerals, is entirely barren. It may
have been exhausted, it may have been left untilled

—

but ordinary tillage and sufficient manuring never

fail to make it productive.

Experience has taught that the most fertile soils

mavbe exhausted, and that repeated crops of the same

kind of produce will exhaust it faster than if a variety

of plants succeed each other. But it also teaches that

judicious cropping and manuring will perpetuate the

fertility. It *s proved that the exhaustion of the

organic matter is not the only reason of a falling off of

the crops when the same plants recur too often.

I
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When science shall have fully determined the cause,

and shown the easiest remedy, it will have rendered a
most essential service to Agriculture. Let men of
science keep this steadily in view; let them make
experiments, first in their laboratory, then in the
fields, to establish their conclusions, and they will be
entitled to the lasting gratitude of all practical agri-

culturists. At present science has not yet thrown
much light on the subject, and the various theories

which have been proposed to solve this problem have
scarcely a sufficient foundation in certain experience
to be received without hesitation, however eminent the
authors may be by their deep knowledge and accurate
investigation of the nature and combination of the
various elemental substances which may be found on
the surface of the earth.

This is by no means said to disparage science—far

from it ; it is to make science and practice go hand in

hand ; to prevent uncertain theories being received,
and by their failure throwing a discredit on science.

It is to render the result of scientific experiments
certain before any new practice is recommended.
With all the expense incurred in the trial of various
substances recommended as substitutes for the com-
mon manure which is made in the farm-yard, none,
except ground bones, which have the sanction of long
experience, on light gravelly soils, have yet obtained
the general confidence of practical men. The interests
of commerce and of individuals have exaggerated the
virtues of various manures, which have been imported
at a great expense. The results have been so various
and uncertain that the practical farmer waits for
further evidence before he lays out his money at a
venture, and in the meantime is content to apply the
means which he knows will fertilize his land, because
they have been tested by long experience.—M.

The author of one of the estimates of the expense
of Wheat-splitting, published last week, has sent
the following correction of his observations:—In
the calculation No. 3, for planting an acre of Wheat,
it should have been stated that the plants were to be
planted onefoot hy onefoot six inches apart, and not
one ft. six in. each way; and at the end it should
have been mentioned that an allowance of about
10 per cent, (about one half of that stated by Mr.
Palmer) from the entire number was made for re-

planting, an expense which seems unavoidable in
such cases, for Mr. Palmer in his very careful experi-
ment in pots had a failure of 20 per cent, after the
final planting out ; therefore, before any fair criterion
can be formed, less than 10 per cent, cannot be calcu-
lated upon for failure, after planting, when the plants
are placed at such a great distance apart ; for if failures
were allowed to remain, the loss of ground would be
very great.

NOTES on CUSCUTA TRIFOLII of BABINGTON.
This apparently new pest to the Agriculturist, and

about which so much has lately been said in the Gar-
deners 9

Chronicle, has made its way into the Isle of
Wight. My attention was first drawn to it last summer
by Mr. Robert Gibbs, an intelligent farmer at Thorley,
near Yarmouth, who begged some information of me as
to the name and properties of a plant which he designated
as a land of Vine * without leaves, and which lie com-
plained had overrun and greatly injured a field of Clover
immediately adjoining the farm. On going to the spot, I

found large patches, of many feet in diameter, quite
matted with a Cuscuta, which I am almost ashamed to
say I hastily pronounced to be the greater Dodder
(C. europsea), a species very abundant in one locality on
the wild top near Kerne, a farm about half-way between
Brading and Newchurch, where it was pointed out to me
two or three years since by my friend Dr. T. 12. Salter,
of this town, though previously noticed as a native of the
Isle of Wight by Mr. Joseph Woods, many years ago, in
Turner and Dillwyn's " Botanists' Guide," and found by
that gentleman at Lake, near Sandown, where I have
often sought it unsuccessfully. I may here observe,
parenthetically, that the Hop is a most universal and pro-
fusely abundant inhabitant of this island, and lam per-
suaded is equally with the Red Currant (Ribes rubrum)
truly and aboriginally indigenous here, occurring copiously
in our moist hedges and deep boggy thickets, and occa-
sionally substituted by the poorer classes for the cultivated
plant in their domestic brewings, for which I am told it
answers extremely well. But to resume our subject of
the Clover Dodder. This erroneous conclusion of mine,
to which I was led by the stouter stems of the plant, and
their paler colour as compared with those of C. epithy-
mum (a species from which scarcely a patch of Furze in
any part of the island is entirely free, and which on our
larger heaths and commons often infests that shrub as it
were with entangled skeins of scarlet silk), prevented my
paying more attention to the subject till again culled to it

^y the notices of this new Cuscuta, in the « Phy tologiat,"
XNumbers xix. and xxi., pages 412 and 466, when it was
too iate to obtain specimens. Bat last week, being again

ED*eland
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at Yarmouth, I was informed by Mr. George Gibbs,
brother of Mr. R. Gibbs, that the Dodder had appeared
in another field of the same farm very remote from the

first stated. Thither I immediately repaired, and found it

occupying a spot of very limited extent, but still in flower

(Oct. 12) ; nor were any seed-vessels yet formed. Having
furnished myself withflowering specimens of C.epithymum
from a neighbouring common, I proceeded to examine their

relative character, of which the following imperfect sketch
is the result, not being able to compare the capsules and
seeds of each species together :—Even with the disad-

vantage of operating on dried specimens only, Mr.
Babington has displayed his usual tact for discrimina-

tion in most correctly assigning the characters of his pre-

sumed new species, as far as it was possible for him to

ascertain them under those circumstances ; nor to his

diagnostic formula (PhytoL, No.xxi., p. 467) have I any-
thing at present to add

; it perfectly agreeing with my
fresh specimens. The calyx, as Mr. Babington remarks,
either quite equals, or very nearly so, the corolla in

length ; the segments are narrower, or more sublanceo-
late, than in C. epithymum

; the tube of the calyx larger,

and perhaps rather less deeply cleft than in that, colour-

less, or slightly tinged with green only. In C. epithymum
the calyx is mostly purplish, though occasionally also de-

void of colour, and variable in its relative length to the
corolla ; as in some of the flowers in the specimens
before roe, the calyx-points nearly touch the opening
segments of the latter, though in general coming much
short of them. The corolla of the Clover Dodder is evi-

dently more terete, or inclining to cylindrical, than in C.
epithymum; the segment less abruptly acuminate or
more tapered, and very acute. The flowers in all my spe-
cimens of C. trifolii are manifestly larger (nearly, I should
say, half as large again), and of a purer white, than in the
other ; the clusters fewer flowered and less globose, the
stems in general stouter and paler red or yellow; hence
the cause, as before mentioned, of my mistaking it for
C. europsea rather than for our smaller C. epithymum'--. I

do not find>ny material difference in the scales in the throat
of the corolla, though they may perhaps be somewhat more
deeply cleft in the Dodder of the Clover, as. suggested
by the Editor of the " Phytologisfc ; " these scales are,
however, very irregularly laciniated in both, as regards the
depth, number, and direction of the segments. The styles
and stamens appear precisely similar in each ; but I think
none of the flowers in the specimens before me of Cuscuta
Trifolii are four-cleft, which is commonly the case with
some on every example of C. epithymum. I hope next
year to be enabled more fully to investigate this important
subject, by an examination of the Dodder in ail stages of
its growth, and to obtain, if possible, some information
as to the date of its first appearance in the island.

Towards a settlement of the question,—whether the'
Clover and Furze Dodder be distinct species or not, fur-

ther examinations of the plants in seed is necessary. I

am inclined to Mr. Babington's opinion, that it is pro-
bably specifically different from C. epithymum ; and I

ground my view not only on the characters just assigned,

which may be liable to variation from soil or the nature of

the plants on which the parasite grows, but from the ex-
treme unlikelihood that a species of so rare occurrence

in most parts of England, and very abundant in this

island, should so far and so suddenly change its habits,

as all at once to seize upon and infest, with still increasing

pertinacity, a cultivated plant of yet more extensive dis-

tribution ; for which, till within a recent period, it was
never observed to evince any predilection. In other

words, were the Clover Dodder and the Maidenhair!
of our Isle of Wight commons, one and the same species,

would our Agriculturists have so long remained in happy
ignorance of the mischief already caused to their Clover
crops by the introduction—no doubt from abroad—of the

former rapacious parasite ? Unless measures are taken
to prevent the further spread of this pernicious annual,

the evil threatens to become more serious, because more
universal, than has been the dissemination in our corn-fields

of the gaudy but notorious Poverty weed, X (Melampyrum
arvense, Linn.) which, from negligence in keeping the

land clean, haS been suffered to creep nearly across the

entire breadth of the southern part of the island where-
ever the land partakes of a calcareous nature, the absence
of lime appearing to be a barrier to its progress onward.

As the plant is annual, comes up strong, and pulls up
easily, I am persuaded that it might be completely kept

under, if not entirely eradicated, by setting women to

weed it out before the Wheat comes into ear. At present

the plant is suffered to grow up and ripen its seeds with the

crop; these are partly shaken out in mowing or reaping,

to come up when the land is next laid down for Wheat,
the rest gathered in with the sheaves are threshed out

with the grain, which they most resemble in size and
colour, and having the same specific gravity, cannot be

separated by winnowing to the great detriment of the

i

* I presume the same error is committed by Bertoloni in tl PL
Ital.," where he says, speaking of C. europsea, " Hsec stirps

pestis pratoram est, in qaibus serant Trifolia, aut Meclicaginem
sativam L. $" and then goes on to propose a remedy, which it

behoves oar fanners to attend to in time; "Abscinde, etprojicc,

atitequam perficiat semen, si vis destruere etpurgare pratam."
Which sensible advice may, for the benefit of those country gen-
tlemen, be laconically Englished,—'• Cut and carry before it

seeds, and so save your crops."

t The vernacular name here for Cuscuta epithymum,

t The honour of having conferred this undesirable ornament
to our 'Wheat fields is traditionally imputed to Spam, and the

Island of Jersey, which last place is certainly and happily

exempt from its presence. My own opinion is that we are

probably indebted to Norfolk for the specious plague, it having
been imported with Seed-Wheat from that county—one of the
few in England known to prpduce if-

latter, to which, when made into bread, these seeds impart

a hot unpleasant flavour, and communicate a blue colour
to the flower, besides depreciating the marketable value of

the grain so contaminated. I apprehend the good hus-
bandry of Norfolk must now have banished the Melam-
pyrum from the arable land to the adjoining banks, its

natural and legitimate place of growth, and where it can
do no harm whatever. Bulky and prolific as this weed is,

it is yet doubtless one of the easiest to^subdue, provided
the attempt at extirpation he made at a proper season, and
with the requisite care.

In conclusion, I may remark that the present summer
has been very unfavourable to the growth of those filiform

parasites, the Cuscuta?, at least in this island, where they
have been much less abundant than usual. From reference

to the works of many continental Botanists, there seems
reason to conclude that our Clover Dodder has as often, if

not oftener, been passed by for C. europsea, or for

C. epithymum, since, judging from my own specimens, the

lately-introduced stranger unites to structural affinity with
the latter the larger size and general aspect of the

former.— W. A, Bromfield
9
Hyde.

THE ACCUMULATIVE SYSTEM OF POTTING.
The principal instances which led to a recognition of

the practicability of applying larger portions of material

in the process of potting, and so of superseding the ordinary
mode of shifting from small to larger pots, were in the

cultivation of Schizanthus retusus and the Garden
Balsam, the growth of the latter having been deferred

until so late a period, that no hope was entertained of

flowering it under ordinary management.
It is well known that uniform success in the culture of

Schizanthus retusus is, up to the present time, attended
with a difficulty which nothing but a correct knowledge
and application of proper soils to the various physiological

differences in the organs of plants can overcome. At
the period to which this statement refers, (1829 and 30);

the plant in question was of recent introduction, and in

many instances baffled the endeavours of cultivators in

their attempts to obtain mature growth. There was no
particular difficulty in its early management, that is to

say, from the seedling state up to it.3 removal from sixty

sized pots, the cause of which may be assigned to the

increased temperature to which it would for that period be

exposed, and which would maintain an excitability equal

to the amount of light, heat and moisture to which it

was subjected. It was on its removal to a lower tempera-

ture, and exposure to an increased action of chemical ag ncy

by Heavier quantities of soil in shifting to larger pots that

its tendency to resist the ordinary rules of cultivation

was manifested, whatever the position or variation of

treatment it otherwise received. At this period I had
imbibed (as one result of self-taught practice) an erro-

neous opinion as to the qualities and effects of heath-

mould ; and the practice I had adopted of using a portion

of that material in almost every instance of cultivation is

still brought to mind, by its unfavourable results upon all

plants whose quick growth requires such materials only as

favour a rapid circulation, so as to enable the organs of

the plant to assimilate as much food as the excitability of

those organs demands.
The effects which generally followed the removal of

Schizanthus retusus to heavier masses of soil were, In the

instances which fell under my observation, a sudden

stoppage in growth and a collapsed state of the parts ;
and

these symptoms generally succeeded the waterings usually

required after a long exposure to sun-heat, which had

caused a full absorption of i he previous supply of moisture ;

and in all cases the results were aggravated or fatal* i&

proportion to the fluctuating influences .of a low and

clouded atmosphere, and vice versa. The material then

employed, and under which such effects followed, was a

mixture of loam, peat, highly decomposed leaf-mould (tbe

latter giving che appearance of loose black garden soil), an<

a portion of sand. The two first were wholly destitute ot

fibre, and the third was in such a state of decomposition
as to leave no traces of organic remains ; consequently k'1

texture of the compost was such that the application °

water served only to increase its retentive and binding

effect. Having sustained repeated losses, I in vain con-

sulted, for a remedy or practical reason, those who ha

experienced similar failures ; and though I found instances

of greater success up to a certain point, yet no consisten

reason could be assigned why plants of a finer growth

should be subject to the same fatality as others. At tba

time I was unable to detect the cause, by seeing the neces-

sity, when plants approached maturity, of adapting tn

materials employed in their cultivation to their consti-

tutional character or habits.

These unsatisfactory results naturally led to consulting

Nature through the medium of her own works, and as he

own interpreter. Having accidentally observed the difiei
-

ence between two plants of the same size, one of whicn

bad grown in the compost before alluded to, and the otne

in fibrous sandy loam with a little leaf-mould, and tna

the latter far exceeded the former in the healthy expansion

of its leaves, I could not fail to connect the difference in

their appearance with the opposite combination of mate-

rial used in their growth. i

I have already stated that the compost previously use

was destitute of vegetable matter in a partially decom-

posed and friable state. Not having within reach sucn

materials as appeared essential for the object in view, *

resolved upon the nearest approximation to them.

For some time previous to this experiment 1 hat

adopted successfully the practice of using coarse flakesoi

half-decomposed manure in a thoroughly dried and tnaow

^
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unbroken state, as a substratum over the bottom drainage,

in the cultivation of many ornamental plants, whose
structure enabled them to assimilate food from gross vege-

table matter ; and from a recollection that however luxu-

riant were the growth of such plants, and however powerful

their absorbent functions, the material alluded to never

became so far decomposed as to lose its organic remains,

but retained its friable and partially dried state when again

exposed, after the completion of a season's growth, I

adopted in the present instance the same material, when
sufficiently reduced through a sieve, as a valuable substi-

tute, in part, for leaf-mould. The proportions of materials

were now as follows :—Two parts selected from (he fibrous

portion attached to patches of grass, upon aheap of close

marly loam, with a nearly equal quantity of the artificial

leaf-mould and wood-ashes (the two latter in a partially

dried state)
; a portion of white sand was added. By thus

substituting for the retentive qualities of the former mix-
ture one with a very different mechanical texture, I was
ultimately enabled to transfer plants from 60-sized pots to

16 and 12-size, with perfect success. And as a proof of

the superior effect which this preparation exerted over

others of an opposite nature, it will be as well to add that

the loam was naturally so adhesive as to form a crust over
the surface daily, after watering, and for some time re-

quired attention to its removal, in order to admit the

united agency of sun and air.

It was now most interesting to observe the graceful and
expansive growth, manifesting a healthy circulation de-

rived from genial food, and still more so to see the enlarge-

ment of the glanduliferous organs, which ornamented its

stems, the unusual development of which induced me to

regard them as significant symbols of health, and also as

organs of respiration which Nature had designed as a

means whereby the plant is enabled to balance its own
excitability and power of absorption, and the fluctuating

influences of atmospheric and solar agency.

The principle involved in the foregoing instances of

cultivation may be given as follows, namely :

—

An accurate acquaintance with the physiological or
organic structure of plants, is of essential importance to
a knowledge of the nature, extent, and application of the
agencies which sustain them.— William Wood.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XLIII.

(

To relieve the nakedness of the Flower Garden occa-
sioned by the destruction of the half-hardy plants, and
also to render it a little gay and interesting through the
dull winter months, I have lately been selecting a quantity
or dwarf evergreen shrubs, which are either remarkable
for early flowe'ring, as Rhododendron dauricum and
Daphne Mezereum ; for their fruit, as Gaultheria procum-
bens, and the different kinds of Cotoneaster ; for the
variegation of their foliage, as in many varieties of Euony-
mus, Buxus, and Ilex ; or for neat and elegant habit, as in
Erica, Juniperus, Mahonia, &c, &c. These I intend to

cultivate in pots ; and at this season, when the garden is

cleared of summer flowers, I shall fill the middle of the
beds with these plants, and plant the margins with
Aconites, Snowdrops, Crocuses, Anemones, early Tulips,
and other spring-flowering plants. In this manner I hope
to make the Flower Garden unusually gay at a very early
season, and next autumn, when I have had more time to
uiature my plans, I hope to have hundreds of early flower-
ing Chrysanthemums, dwarf plants not more than a foot
*"gh, which, intermixed with the shrubs, will render the
i? lower Garden gay up to Christmas, or in mild seasons,
^ith a slight protection on frosty nights, up to the end of
January. Subjoined is a list of the shrubs on purpose to
effect this desideratum with. None of them are expensive,
out all are beautiful and of easy cultivation.

Andromeda polifolia

Eri,

* *

.. ffrandiflora
ica mediterranea

australis
carnea
herbacea
hibernica

"Jiododcndron dauricum
.. atroviren3

charricecistus

rhodora
ferrugineum
hirsutum
ponticum varie-

Ledum palustre

decumbens
• • latifolium

rt./

'

• • globosum
cotoneaster microphylla

buxifolia
marginal a

t *

* *

• •

Polygala chamasbuxus
Daphne mezereum

flore-albo
autumnale

cneorum
Kalmia glauca

angustifolia
rubra
nitida
nana

Mahonia, or Berbcris
fascicularis
Aquifolium
nervosa
repens

Gaultheria Shallon
procumbens

Ribes sanguineum
glutinosum
malvaccum
atro-rubens
Beatonii

t t

* *

Euonymusjaponicus
- . foliis argenteis

a- "'
. . . . . aureisAucuba japonica

uuxusarborescens

.. argentea
a urea

i,'*. - .. marginata
Juniperus Sabina

prostrata
variegata

It

A TANK HOUSE.
So much has been said on the Tank system of late, that

I am induced to lay before my brother gardeners and the

public, plans and section of a pit I have lately altered and

put up for Lord Doneraile, principally for the growth of

Pines. It answers that purpose very well at present, and

I have no doubt of its giving every satisfaction. From the

few hints I saw in the Chronicle last summer about Mr.
Rendle's Tank system, I liked the idea much, and about

last February I wrote to Mr. R., saying what I had in-

tended for bottom-heat before I read of his Tank, and

asked his opinion : he wrote me not to go on with my in-

tentions, but wait for his treatise, which would explain the

matter. Accordingly I waited until it came before the

public—I might here mention, that about this time

twelve months I got by a private letter from Mr. Beaton
his opinion and plan for gutters instead of flues, which I

ptit up in our Pinery, where I have Vines also ; these have

succeeded quite to my satisfaction. The smoke from the

hoiler is used in the back flue, and has nearly as good a

heat as if there was no boiler to serve first. At the boilers

is a shaft, to throw the smoke into by dampers when not

wanted in the house. I beg to be excused for deviating

thus far from my first intention of explaining my new pit

only, all of which I hope may be understood, and be of

service to others that may intend to follow this mode of

heating
; and as Mr. Beaton intends writing on this sub-

ject, I consider the more it is explained the better. All

that I can add at present is, that I have had my fruiting

Pines turned out of their pots into the bed since the

beginning of August, and they appear to be doing as well

as could be wished. My bed keeps a uniform heat of

from 80° to 84°. As I had it ready for the plants

a month before I thought well to remove them, I had the

opportunity of proving the heat by plunging a thermome-
ter in it, and at six inches deep the heat was S0°, and

by adding to the fire I found I could raise it to 90°

or 100° if I wished. My Fruiting-bed is prepared as near

as possible! according to Mr. Rendle's recommendation,

except the addition of short lead-pipes at about every four

feet along the back, to convey water down to the slates

amongst the brick-rubbish. This causes a damp heat, and

by capillary attraction must damp the soil ; my plunging

material for succession-plants is coarse river-sand mixed with

peat-mould, which I find good. My boiler is one of Ste-

phenson's third size. The bottom of my Tank is of flags

laid in common mortar ; the joints were at first left quite

open, but I afterwards filled them up with roman cement.

The sides and divisions are three bricks laid flat in cement,

the whole inside is then plastered over with cement about

three quarters of an inch thick, and the top is covered close

-Ihe following plants are remarkable for the variegation
of their foliage:—

Vaccinium Vitis Idsea
Rhamnus alatcruus

foliis aureis
argenteis [£ata

.. ^
angustifolia varie-

Ilex Aquifolium albo marginata
. . aureo marginata
. . albo picta

. . aureo picta

. . ferox argentea
. . aurea* t

with slates one and a half inch thick. The sides of the bed
are all formed with brickwork, and the gutters with brick
on edge, laid and plastered with cement, and covered with
common slates; on the top are movable slates that can
be taken off for steam, as occasion may require ; on the
back flue are boxes with Cucumbers trained over the back
walk ;

the smoke can also be let off from the boiler into
the back flue, when required, by a damper in (he up-
right shaft ; and in addition to this, the fireplace is con-
nected with the back flue in case of severe weather, or at
any time the heat from the boiler may be found insuf-

ficient. I find the Tank efficient and simple, and I have
no doubt this is more to the purpose, and cheaper, than
the wide gutters proposed in the Chronicle. Messrs.
Veitch's (of Exeter) system of heating, seems nearly on
the same principle as this. I am certain it must work
well, and I am sure that this mode of heating will become
general after a time, as this heat is so regular and conge-
nial to the plants.

—

John IIaycroft> Doneraile Gardens,
Sept. 31, 1843.

A, represents the boiler.

B, flow and return gutters.

C, Sluices made of zinc three by nine inches.

j) t
Return pipe.

E, covers over the sluices with boxes the depth of the bed.

N. B-—The sluices in the middle of the bed I open by a bit of
strong wire riveted into the zinc sluice ;

after the water has Ira-

versed the gutters it is turned into the tank at the first sluice from
the return-pipe, and if not wanted in the gutters it enters the
tank at the flow-pipe, all the other sluices being down, those
other sluices are used to regulate the heat in either bed or gutters

as required.

dw p

S necessary in selecting the plants to have them
wait, and as perfect in form as possible. Where expense
not an object, a number of Azaleas and hybrid Rhodo-

"encirons might be forced a little under glass, and would
«a m U h t the gaie(y Qf the en

.

n u afld M
W. J\ Ayres, Brooklands.

Section from A to B.

• - •tym/mm/ixK

, _. .
.

•
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Gardening on Peat-Boffs.—l was wondering, when I

was reading the communication of your correspondent
•< Quercus," when he was telling you about the new kail-

yard that he had a hand in makin', gif he was an auld

'prentice o' mine, for he described the situation o' the

garden I hae worked in for mony a year, for it was formed

chiefly out o' a " sandy bank" and a " quagmire
;

M
for

before we commenced niakin' the garden, its lower part

was a place where the wild duck was sometimes shot

while floating on the surface o' the water, and as he says,

there were mony " antiques" in and about it, such as

arrow-heads made out u' grey quartz, and spoons out o
?

clay slate, besides quercus, and queras, and queghs, and
other queer auld warld things, and the auld Oak rungs

were lang enough and broad enough to mak brigs for

kintra burns ; and $as he wants to ken the result o' the

experience o' those wha hae gardened on peat, I for one

will be ready to gin it as far as my experience goes. The
peat in part o' the garden in which I hae earned my bread

for mony a day is saxteen feet deep, and I hae had Celery

and Cauliflower, sic as he describes himsel\ and the

dwarf Marrowfats grew gigantically, and at this present

hour the stems o' the Jerusalem Artichokes are upwards

o' ten feet high, and the shoots o' the Raspberry are not

far ahint them, and if some wild beasts were let loose

among them, it would somewhat resemble the jungles o'

Hindostan. Noo it is a pity that such a gude material

as peat is not within the reach o ? " Quercus,' 7

for I am
convinced that it would be a great benefit for his cawk

and his clay, for in my lifetime 1 hae had a little practice

wi' baith; mony a happy hour hae I spent amang the

moors and mosses o' Berkshire, looking for the white-

blossomed Heather; and I hae gathered the Teasel on the
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chalky roadsides o' Hampshire, and I hae often thought

that the nation sustained an annual loss frae the great
quantity o

3 humus that is carried away wi 1

the floods o
5

winter and summer frae the peat-bogs and other places

where peat has accumulated, and also from the incalcu-
lable quantity o' carbonic acid gas that lies dormant in

the chalky districts o' England. Noo, we are informed
by folk that should ken weel about kintra affairs, that in

weel-drained land the mair organic matter there is in the
soil the warmer it is ; and if the soil can be better warmed
than it is at present, nae doubt some o' our crops will be
sooner ready, and others will produce mair ; and if mair
carbonic acid gas and humus were added to the soil, there
is nae saying how big some things would grow. But Lie-
big says that a' the carbonic acid gas that plants require
is derived from the atmosphere ; but it is generally allowed
that it is the means o* strengthening the timbers o' vege-
tation, by supplying it wi' carbon ; but plants in general
are none the worse of a wee thing of it at their roots
besides what they may get frae the atmosphere, and then
they are sure o't, for we are whiles ready to imagine that
one cause produces an effect that is, maybe, brought about
by a great number o' causes ; so it might not be the best
thing at a' times to trust ower muckle to the atmosphere
in supplying the wants o' our vegetable productions, for
plants soon turn unco dwyliewhen they want carbon, just
something like bones that hae been steeped in muriatic
acid, one may turn them round his finger. But I am
wandering awa frae peat. But although peat may hae
mony gude qualities, care should be taken baith respect-
ing the quantity and tlie quality that is used ; some will

1^^ lay it on their ground as thick as if they were going to
mak an American garden, and to plant it wi' a' the hardy

^^«>ecies of Erica, and if it be but partly decomposed, and
containing a mixture o' the seeds o' Polygonum avicu-
lare and Rumex acetosella, there will soon be an outcry
about the evil properties o' peat, and no ae word about
their own ignorance

; but peat should commonly be
rejected whe» Crygtogamic Botanists can tell whether the
thecse o' mosses that compose the peat hae double teeth
or single teeth, or nae teeth ava. Noo there is mony a

part o' England that would be a great deal the better o' a
mixture o' humus and carbonic acid gas, and as for the

former, there may be plenty of it had in the shires o'

^ Lincoln, Northampton, Huntington, Norfolk, and Cam-
bridge, besides what may be had in the northern counties

o' England ; and as for the latter, there is nae scarcity of

it in the shires o' Berks and Bedford, Hants, Wilts, and
Dorset, besides mony other places that might be men-
tioned ; the green sand o

? Surrey, the weald clay o' Kent,
and the red sand o

7 Somersetshire, the greywacke o'

Wales, and the soils o' other geological formation, might
be all greatly improved by them ; but some will be asking—How are we to obtain them? Nae doubt some places

will hae to wait a wee ; but a time will come when they

will be more spread over the kintra: there are already

existing coal railways and ice railways, and the time will

arrive when there will be peat railway trains and chalk rail-

way trains, conveying these useful materials to where
they are wanted, and it may turn out in the end to be far

better to use the inexhaustible treasures of our own land

in improving the soil and its produce than sending learned

men awa to Spain to look for food for British plants, or

even bringing henpen across the Atlantic ; but these are

subjects on which ane like me maun speak warily, and
leave it for others to judge who have had mair experience

in the matter than

—

A Muirland Gardener.
Orchard Curiosity.—(High Bentham, Yorkshire.)

—

There is now growing in the orchard of Mr. Richard Ray
an Apple-tree in full bloom, being the second time this

season; two Apples also of the first crop are still hanging;

and what, perhaps, may add a little to the rarity is, Mr.
Ray has in his possession, from the same tree, fruit of

the last year's growth in a state of preservation.— Facile.

Swallows.—A friend of mine, who some years ago had
the same quarrel with house martins as your correspondent
" S. W.," found that he could effectually counteract their

building speculations by rubbing the corners of his win-
dows, &c. with soap. A thin coating of soft soap,

besides being offensive in its smell, renders the founda-
tion too slippery for the swallows to build upon ; but
soap will remove paint, and may be otherwise objection-

able. It is, however, the only remedy that I have ever
met with. Whatever plan your friend may adopt, I do
hope he will allow the swallows as much accommodation
as he possibly can. They are eminently useful. In
gathering their "appointed food," they certainly keep
within bounds insect tribes, whose grubs would prove a
terrible scourge both to garden and field. But even were
the swallow useless—which none of God's creatures are,

who*
1

would not love the confiding cheerful bird that nestles
under our roofs, as if assured of a welcome? For my
part, I should be glad if " S. W." or any other W. of
your acquaintance could tell me how I may induce
swallows to build with me. In a house which I occupied
some years ago, I had a nest in my bed-room window.
The old lady who was tenant before me sent to say, that
she hoped I would not eject " her swallows." They
lived and multiplied unmolested, and rewarded me for my
protection by awakening me betimes every morning by
their blithesome and business-like twittering. In all
nations indeed the swallow has ever been, and must be,
an especial favourite; inseparably associated as its pre-
sence is with sunny skies, and all that is loveliest and
"jost interesting in creation. Virgil, it is true, accuses

of devouring bees, but every one knows that to be im-
possible, And Anacreon complains of its disturbing his
late and maudlin slumbers. But in what joyous and
loving strains has it been sun* by other poets of every
time and tongue

! Above and beyond them all, " the

sweet singer of Israel," alluding to it in one of his noblest
Psalms, tells us, that "even in the Courts of the Most
High the swallow found a nest for herself where she might
lay her young."

—

A Subscriber.

Planting.—In a late Number is an article by a cor-
respondent with a Greek signature, on the subject of

Planting, which in many respects is highly gratifying, and
cannot fail to yield pleasure to any mind anxious to. see

the barren wastes of our country clothed and ornamented
with thriving plantations. Had I accompanied your
correspondent in his morning's ride, my gratification

would probably have equalled his. At the same time I

should have been rather cautious in attributing so much
of the pleasing result to an operation which I have seen

so much reason to deprecate and condemn, but which our
Greek-named friend seems to consider is essential to

success— I mean * Pruning;" nevertheless, according to

the description given of the mode of operation pursued
by Dr. Thackeray, it is much more rational and far less

injurious than the wholesale haggling too much practised

and recommended by others. Many apparently plausible

things have been said and written in favour of pruning
which, when attempted to be carried into practice, have
resulted only in mischief : some I well remember followed

on the publication of Pontey's "Forest Pruner." It

may be remembered that in several of the articles I have
sent you in deprecation of pruning, I at once admitted
that, so far as merely giving a direction to a young tree,

the practice is commendable, but no further, and no in-

strument at all beyond a knife should ever be applied with
that view. I also feel no objection to the practice of Mr.
Thackeray's woodman in leaving the strongest shoot, al-

though its direction may not be perpendicular; in a
thriving tree it will soon assume the upright. My only
fear is, and my only reason for writing this is, to caution
planters against carrying the practice too far by continu-
ing it after it should be entirely laid aside ; for there is a
mistaken tendency that way, far too prevalent among us.

There seems a discrepancy in your correspondent's de-
scription of the original poverty of the soil and the luxu-
riance of the vegetation ; that, however, it is not my
business to reconcile ; but, are we to infer that it arises
from the judicious management of the woods ? Quercus.

One-Shift System of Polling.—Having been particu-
larly interested in this system of potting, I procured in

the spring some plants of the following kinds, viz., Eri-

cas, Dillwynias, Boronias, Epacrises, and Lachnasas.
A friend being anxious to ascertain the progress the roots

had made, induced me to turn some of the plants out of

their pots, when I found that scarcely any roots had spread
laterally through the ball of earth, but that they had run
clown vertically ; and clung with the greatest tenacity to

the sides of the inverted part, and even had penetrated
through the hole in its bottom, so much so as almost to

have filled the pot ; and yet the plants are healthy. As
I am not the only one interested in this fact, perhaps

Mr. Wood, who has written so much recently on the

system, will be kind enough to give his opinion on the

point.—

C

Hops.—I inclose for your examination a specimen of

another lusus, the male and female Hop on the same
plant. This was found in a Hop-ground at Farnbam,and
was brought me this morning by Mr. Lance, of Black-

water.

—

Atlas.

Begonia Evansiana : Hardy.—I send you herewith a

leaf and flower of one of my plants which has been grow-

ing now for several years in the open ground, from which

I have never removed it. It has blossomed much better

this year than it ever did ; the flowers are larger and of a

much deeper colour than those of the parent plant, which

I keep in the greenhouse in winter, and in my parlour in

summer, till the leaves and stems fall ofF.— J". B., Killan-

ley Glebe, liallina.

Bees.—The accounts of Bees in your Paper are curious

and interesting. I beg to give you a fact mentioned

to me a few days ago by a neighbour. His Bees did not

swarm all this year, (nor did mine,) but seemed quite in-

active, spreading themselves out on the hive and the

wall against which it stood. He rightly judged that there

was no further room for their labours in their hive,* and

he placed beside it a new hive, to which they almost

immediately resorted, and in which they built largely-

After the lapse of a month or more, conceiving they had

completely established themselves in their new hive, he

removed it to a distant stand, secure of a new colony.

After some days, seeing no resort of Bees attending it, he

raised the hive, and found to his astonishment, that not a

single Bee was there !— though there was a fine supply of

wax, and the greater part filled with excellent honey.

—

J. B., Killanley Glebe, Ballina.

Bokhara Clover.—The seed I send with this note came

into my possession about eighteen months ago, having

been given to me by a friend, who stated it to be Cabool

Lucerne. I sowed it in April, 1842; it grew to about

three feet high in the autumn, but showed no seed. I cut

it, dried it, and gave it to my horses ; they ate it equally

well dry as green. In January, 1843, I gave it a good

coat of ashes, and let it stand for seed ; about the beginning

of August it had grown to ten feet high, and was covered

with the white flower I now send you ; and in the end of

September part of the seed was ripe, when I cut it and

beat it out by the hand. Having procured a quantity of

Cabool Lucerne seed from the Botanical Garden at

Saharunpoor, and also from the India House, I was much

surprised to find it totally different from what I had first

obtained from my friend, having shown a flower precisely

the same as our English Lucerne. I send you some of the

stalks with the flower, and also the seed in them. The
stubble appears to be dead, but I do not intend to meddle

with it till after next spring.—J*. L.—[This is theMeli-
lotus leucantha, or Bokhara Clover.]
Dodder.— If left to itself is likely to become a formid-

able pest, but may be much easier destroyed by an appli-

cation of undiluted gas-water, or a solution of salt strong
enough to destroy vitality in seeds or vegetation for the
time being, than by burning or other methods recom-
mended.—/. tftf. S.

Luminous Plants.—Since my last communication I

have obtained some specimens of Schistostega nennata
from the herbarium of my friend, Mr. Edwin Quekett.
I have in vain looked for crystals in the structure of this

moss. Mr. Quekett says in a note, " I cannot find any
crystals, nor do the plants look at all sparkling to the eye,

which they would do even after being dried, if their lumi-
nous character depended on the facets of the crystals re-

flecting light." Professor Lloyd was probably misled by
some of the particles of rock or sand on which these plants
grow having got under the field of his microscope. In the

specimens I have examined, it is difficult to form an
opinion with regard to the explanation of the phenomenon
as given by Unger, as the fructification is quite dry. The
want of any luminous character in the dried specimens is

quite consistent with Unger's statement, that it arises

from the vesicular character of the fruit at a particular

period of its growth.

—

E. Lankester,

Plans for Flower- Gardens.—There having been some
inquiries respecting books containing plans of gardens, I

think it may be of service to state that " Loudon's Gar-
dener's Magazine" for the present year contains 15 plans

for Flower-gardens, viz., in the numbers for February,
April, May, June, July, August, September, and October.
There is also some information respecting planting them.
In the " Suburban Gardener" there are 7 plans for Flower-
gardens, besides many for small ones, and much discus-

sion on the subject. In the " Arboretum Britannicum"
of the same author will be found plans for Rosariums,
American Gardens, Ericetums, &c.— W. Ambrose,
Gardener to Thomas Mashiter, Esq., Hornchurch.

Rats.— I have to thank an " Irishman" for his recipe

for "attracting" these vermin, but he appears to have
overlooked my peculiar case, which was, that I no sooner

destroyed one set than another quickly succeeded to commit
the same depredations, from the facility afforded them by the

drain running through the garden. My object was not so

much to destroy as to keep them out, and I think I have

quite succeeded in my wishes by adopting the following

plan :—At each end of the drain we placed what is here

called a "Rat" or "Stink" trap, as it answers either pur-

pose equally well ; 'it is thus constructed : a large pit is

sunk considerably below the bottom of the drain, and in

this pit, about half its depth down, is placed a slate or

stone in a perpendicular position ; the bottom being well

cemented holds water, and the slate is thus immersed in

it. The rat is thus stopped in his journey up or down the

drain, and finds himself in deep water quickly, and with

a barrier before him which is impassable. I have never

found any to dive under the slate and rise on the other

side, neither do I think it probable they ever do so ; some
few rats that happened to be in the drain during the time

occupied in making the traps speedily found their way
through the mould of the garden again ; these we quickly

disposed of by nux vomica, mixed with fish, of which they

are exceedingly fond. If I am not sufficiently understood
in the formation of the trap, the annexed section will

perhaps render me intelligible. The slate of course stops

the drain entirely, except the space immediately under it.

BOTTOM OF

<

THE DRAIN

A,—Pit always filled with water, being below the bottom
of the drain.-

—

Devoniensis.

Swallows.—In reply to your correspondent at p. 721, I

can confidently state that swallows may be prevented build-
ing under the eaves of houses by common twine netting*

which is easily removed at the period of migration.—

"

N. S. H., Bury St. Edmonds.
Dahlias.—If <6 A Subscriber" will state the names of

the Dahlias with which he succeeded last season, and the

names of those that have failed this year,—together with
the locality, some of your correspondents might be enabled
to offer such observations as may possibly give him the

information he desires. Without this information any
remarks would be speculative.— T. C. W.

Weeds in Ponds.— I beg to inform " Aliquis" that I

nave a pond of 1 r. 13 p., which has been for the greater

part of the summer covered nearly all over with weeds,
and had so unpleasant an appearance that 1 determined to

fill it up. I had four ducks about my grounds, and occa-

sionally on the pond; about a month ago they attacked
the weeds ; in about a fortnight they had cleared them all

from the surface of the water, and will now probably
keep them out of sight. I must not conceal that my ducks
have been very troublesome. I purchased them under
the belief that they would benefit my garden by eating

caterpillars, grubs, and snails ; but I do not perceive that

they have rendered me much assistance in that way,
whilst they have sadly injured my Potatoes. I see by
the Chronicle that swans clear weeds from J

water at

Brooklands
: there was a pair of those birds here, but

they were very savage and unpleasant, and did not clear

the pond better than the ducks,

—

A Villager*
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Pine-Apples.—There have been cut and weighed at Bic-
ton-gardens within the last three weeks, four Queen Pine-

Apples, the united weight of which was 221bs. 2 oz. ; the

crowns were from 2 to 3 inches high, and the stalks 3
inches in length. These were well swelled and very hand-
some fruit, one weighed 6 lbs. 2 oz.— W. Daioson.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
THE TAMWORTH FARMERS' CLUB.

We hasten to lay before our readers extracts from a speech
delivered by Sir Robert Peel, on the occasion of a public dinner,
celebrating the institution of this club. Our extracts are from a
report in the Times:—
Gkntlkmkn,-We are a farmers' club. We are not a society

for the protection of agriculture -, wc have nothing to do with
any of the questions relating to agriculture which agitate the
public mind and divide public opinion—we area club for the
promotion of the science of agriculture. What we want is to
learn how, in the shortest time, at the least expense, to produce
the greatest quantity of food, either animal or vegetable, for the
consumption of man, without permanent injury to the land.
(Cheers.) That is the single object for the promotion of which
this club has been formed; and the more we bear it in mind
<lunng all our meetings and discussions, the more shall we con-
sult the intentions of its original founders, and the more shall we
insure its future prosperity. Gentlemen, I know not how skill in

agriculture can be attained except in three ways :— first, by
practical experience as agriculturists, by having followed the
profession of a farmer ; secondly, by acute and extended observa-
tion, or by reading the treatises which have been written on
agriculture; or, thirdly, by communication, by conversation, by
askmg. questions, by having doubts solved, by comparing expe-
riments, by receiving information. I shall be the last man to
undervalue practical experience. If practical experience is

bounded upon very extended observation, it is of the utmost
value; but depend upon it the British farmer is exposed to com-
petition which will make the mere reliance upon limited personal
experience a very imperfect resource. If a man's experience is

confined to his own district, if he have had no opportunity of
comparing the methods of agriculture adopted there with the
methods pursued in other districts of the country, if he takes for
granted that because for 40 or 50 years he has been employed as
a farmer, if he pursues the method which his father before him
pursued, he will prosper, and that his personal experience will
insure success, depend upon it he will be greatly disappointed,
ft

%

is impossible to travel for ten miles through this country,
it is impossible to go through this parish, without seeing that
mere reliance on personal experience as a farmer will not insure
success. You see the different degrees of fertility in land of
equal natural strength—you see where the land is cultivated by
armors having the advantage of personal experience, the
greatest difference in the results, if one brings to bear the
^vantage of chemical and geological science, and the other
Jnerely relics upon the benefits of his own personal observation,
veneers.) Then, gentlemen, another mode by which the farmers™ ay acquire information is by having access to books—by the
opportunities of reading. These opportunities are afforded within
wus district, In this town a library has been established to which
very farmer can have access by paying the moderate contribution

tr *•
<luarterly> a,ul that library contains more than 100 volumesof

treatises of various kinds connected with agriculture ; and I have
f»o hesitation in saying, on the part of the conductors of that
institution, that if any farmers think that an addition can be

n mv the library» there will be every disposition to make that

?n i i°

n
'
and thus t0 increase the facilities for acquiring agricul-

tural knowledge by the perusal of books. (Cheers.) G cntiemen,

»Sri f
W
j j

by wnicn agricultural knowledge may be promoted

ft

c
.

x
;
emlet,

>
—and I very much doubt whether this will not bs

/owwtf the most effectual mode,—is by meeting in societies of this
Kina, not for the purpose of listening to eloquent speeches, buton tne part of farmers for the purpose of conducting- discussions
upon practical points, for the purpose of putting questions, and
having doubts solved—rubbing each his own mind against the
°ther, and thus communicating and receiving knowledge
This meeting is composed chiefly of landlords and of tenants."
I see around me here many landlords possessors of extensive
estates • at least, there are many belonging to this club^vho unite with the character of owners of the soil that
°f good practical farmers, who derive profit from the cul-
tivation of the soil. As an example, I may give the nameof my valued and respected friend, Sir F. Lawlcy, the President
of the club. I unfortunately do not unite those" two capacities.
farn a landlord, but I cannot say I am a practical farmer, deriving
?n»ch profit from the cultivation of land ; still I hold land, and it
uscomes me, and it becomes other landlords who have not the
gleans of affording information to their tenants from their own
successful pursuit of agriculture— it becomes us to consider in
what way -we can contribute to the advancement of agriculture.^ow

i although we may know very little practically about agri-
culture, yet, living in this agricultural district, and coming con-
tantly in communication with you, myopinion is that landlords

without having such practical knowledge, may greatly contribute
toth e improvement and advancement of agriculture. I take for
"stance the breeding of stock—the improvement of stock within
"is district. I speak for myself—improvement begins at home

;u»e relation of landlord and tenant is definite and well under-
wood, l speak, therefore, chiefly with respect to my own tenants.vt course, naturally I wish to see a whole district prosperous •

-irrt
have an increa8ed interest in my own tenants prospering^im m watching the advance of improvement on my own estate!^?w, I say liere> in preSence of many of my tenants, that I amwni,„g. t0 dQ everytn j n g. x can to contribute to the improvement

i^.
t
!
1

?
ir stock. (Cheers.) If they, or a committee of the most

"ireiligent of them, will first go to Birmingham, the great metro-
I oiis of this part of the country, and ascertain there for what
.i!f

Cnption of stock there is the £reatest demand—if they will
^terrnine what description of stock derives the greatest improve-

ininV n resPect to fattening, or gives the greatest quantity ofuik by being fed on the pastures of this district, I will, regardless

ho t f
price ofthe animal, introduce here the best I can find—the

no
for stance, and will give to my tenants, for the pur-

anri
G
M?

f im Pr<>ving the breed on my estate, 1 will give to them»a their cows free access to that animal. That, gentlemen is

cult
mode in wn >ch I, a landlord, little conversant with agri-

Co* t-\'
but dec^y interested in promoting its prosperity, can

"tribute to its advancement within that paiticular district for

3v^!^p/
osperity T have the chief concern

- »«», again, with

ttoihifr
experiments in agriculture, 1 have not the slightest doubt

the
is more bewildering to a practical farmer than reading

iriai
results of experiments in agriculture of new or patent

v,j

ll

j

re
» f°r instance, natural or artificial. He does not know

man °r 110t ifc
"

woul(l he safe to make experiments with lhat

fronwvT'
because he frequently reads entirely conflicting results

that\l Kame Beries of experiments. He is not certain whether
riot i.

nure
» although partially and temporarily successful, may

Hot L
ov^ci its success to the exhaustion of the soil

j he does
those °T wnctner the experiment had been fairly made

; whether
the i,P

^ade the experiment had not a prejudice in favour of
3 t waq

nianure
» and gave it some advantage in the trial which

J'ttinrr t? \
entltledto. Landlords, Mm, have this means of bene*

$tin* th
t,") ' (,1}t >'y—r><i>»<'l!f, of making experiments and e.rhi-

Mem t
r
+
s

'!dts t0 u,ose who mi'lf be practically interested in

doubtin
tlle article of artificial manure,—let tenants

cannot- ^i
on thc subJect state to their landlords that they

lord Lui
°e entirc cor,ndence in the result, but if the land-

«xperirnit^° ^i_
the ex *H>rise of devoting part of his farm to

fidence thlf ^f
ltn * Particular manure, they will have a con-

** » wat it shall be fairly applied, and vhea the results

are exhibited to the tenantry at the proper season, they will
be better able to determine hereafter whether they will go to the"
expense in purchasing it, and they will have greater confidence
in the expectations they have founded upon that trial. You
remember, gentlemen, I set out by stating that practical observa-
tions are much more valuable at meetings of this kind than any
elaborate eloquent commonplaces about the importance of agri-
culture. I therefore directed a friend of mine, who I knew had
carefully made an experiment with respect to the merits of a new
manure, the name of which I have no doubt is quite familiar to
you— guano— I directed him to make an experiment with the
greatest care and fairness, and communicate to me the result.
Gentlemen, he has done so, and 1 am quite sure you will excuse me
if J state to you the particulars of that experiment. My friend
took a field of two acres, and planted it with Potatoes. The
ridges in which the Potatoes were grown were of the same length,
and the Potatoes were of the same quality, and the produce of the
several ridges having been taken up and measured, the average
result of the produce —(the soil being the same, the Potatoes the
same in quality, the manurebeing applied with perfect fairness, and
exactly in the same manner)—the average result of the produce
was this :—The stable manure gave a proportionate return of
9 bushels of Potatoes, Potter's manure 11 bushels, and guano
lp bushels. I asked for further details, in order that the informa-
tion might be more complete, and here they are :—The guano
and Potter's manure (so called from the name of the person in
London who prepares and sells it) were each mixed with wood-
ashes and fine mould, in the proportion of one bushel of guano
or Potter's manure to six bushels of ashes and mould. A bushel
of guano weighs about 851bs. ; three bushels of guano and three
of Potter's manure, making 510 lbs. in weight, were put on the
ridges at two different times, being at the rate of 3cwt. per acre,
each of these manures costing 14s. a cwt. ; half of each was put
into the ridges when the Potatoes were planted, and the other
half when the Potatoes were appearing about one inch out of the
ground, covering in the guano and Potter by hoeing and raising
the ridges. The Potatoes were planted on the 4th of April and
taken up early in October. The produce exceeded 600 bushels,
the field having been previously exhausted and in very bad
order. The total expense, including every charge, was 10/.;
and calculating the value of the Potatoes at Is. the bushel,
the profit on the two acres was 14/. ; the value of the land being
about \L per acre, if let. Such was the result of that experi-
ment; and it was made with perfect fairness. At the same
time I cannot expect you, when you probably read some other
account where stable manure was applied to the same advantage
with guano here, to go to great expense in adopting guano. I
am perfectly prepared to go to that expense, and 1 will devote a
portion of that land which I occupy for the purpose of making
these experiments as fairly as I can, under the superintendence
of a committee of intelligent tenantry, and then at the proper
period of the year- we will have the produce taken up and test
the result of the measure. So with respect to other classes of
manure—by applying, on different parts of the estate, say six
half-acres, for the purpose of meeting these experiments in the
manner pointed out by his tenants, and then exhibiting the
result to their actual inspection, a landlord not himself practically
acquainted with agriculture, without presuming to teach you the
best method offarming, may, in co-operation with his tenants* do
much for the improvement of agriculture. There is another
matter to which I think it right to advert, where the landlord,
although he may know nothing of agriculture, has the oppor-
tunity of benefiting the occupying tenant,— I allude to game.
(Cheers.) Gentlemen, there are few more eager sportsmen than
lam; but, seeing the competition to which the farmer of this
country is exposed, and to which he must look forward, I
consider it to be the duty of every landlord to make some sacri-
fice of his personal pleasures for the benefit of the tenant-farmer.
(Cheers.) I believe that the damage done by the abundance of
game is chiefly by hares and rabbits. I do not believe that the
occupier of the land sustains much injury from the abundance
cither of partridges or pheasants. The chief damage is done by
the superabundance of rabbits and hares. Now, I have no
hesitation in saying that I shall be pleased that there is not one
single rabbit on the whole of my property. (Cheers.) J will do
everything J can for their destruction, and with respect to hares
also, 1 will willingly forego any gratification of mere sport, so
that if any tenant of mine will inform me that the hares on his
farm exist in such a quantity that they are doing him serious
damage, I shall be perfectly ready to give orders for their imme-
diate destruction (cheers) or their reduction to such an extent as
shall satisfy him that no danger whatever can be sustained by
him. (Cheers.) You perceive, gentlemen, that I am adhering
to the advice I gave, that instead of general vague observations
we should attend to practical matters, and I do hope that those
gentlemen whom I see around me, and who have more experi-
ence than 1 have- if they have any observations to offer more
valuable than those I can make, because founded upon their
successful application of time and capital to agriculture, 1 hope
they will give to this meeting the benefit of those observations;
and that you who are more immediately concerned in the culti-
vation of the soil—the occupying tenants, will not consider these
meetings as reserved merely for the speeches of gentlemen, but
that you will freely communicate your opinion on any matters
that may suggest themselves to your own minds as most impor-
tant lor the promotion of agriculture. (Cheers.) Gentlemen, I
earnestly hope that those who are here present holding the situa-
tion of occupying tenants, and that those of this district who
may not be within these walls, will seriously consider whether
or no advantage may not be derived from becoming members of
this institution. (Cheers.) Let us all, landlords and tenants
meet together within this district, for the purpose of promoting
that one object—the improvement of agriculture; it is a noble
pursuit, and we shall be amply repaid by our success in the
cultivation of the soil. (Cheers.)

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Ei^agnus parvifoma. Small-leaved Oleaster. (Hardy
Evergreen Shrub.) Elasagnacere. Tetrandria Monogynia —
Making allowance for the effects of climate, we may identity this
plant with the Elasagnus parvifolia of Wallich and Royle, a shrub
from the north of India, of which abundant specimens were dis
tiibuted by the former botanist. They are more grey, indeed arid
their silvery scales are more abundant, but this is a mere differ-
ence in degree. Indeed, the Sirmose specimens, from the collec"
tions of Webb and Gerard, are as green as our own. The Ka
maon specimens are more loaded with flowers, which appear
moreover in short dense corymbs, and not singly in the axils of
short lateral branches

; but this seems owing to nothing more
than the abortion of the leaves on their branches, possibly bv
reason of the crowds of flowers that appear in old specimens
It is probably the same as thc Elseagnus rerlcxa of the Continent'
a name for which we find no warrant. The flowers, although
small and whitish, and therefore inconspicuous, are deliciouslv
sweet. It is a hardy evergreen shrub or small tree, succeeding-
well in any good loamy soil. It flowers freely in June and Julv
and is only increased by seeds or by suckers, which are sometimes
produced when the plants become old. It was raised in the
garden of the Horticultural Society from seeds received from »r
Royle.—Botanical Register.

Acacia sr-KCTAun.is. Showy Acacia. (Greenhouse Shrub)
Leguminosse. Polygamia Moncecia. — Among 340 species of
Acacia enumerated by Mr. Bentham this is one of the finest -and
it certainly is the very handsomest we have seen from New South
Wales, beautiful as many of them are. Unfortunately our means
of publication render it impossible to represent the softness and
delicacy of surface which are among its principal characteristics
The leaves and branches are covered with the most delicate
bloom, and the flowers, produced in large masses at the end f

the shoots, are of the clearest and softest vellow. It is a native
of Wellington Valley, and other places on the east coast of New
Ilollaiid, where it was found by the late Mr. Allan Cunringham
ana iiyMr, Frazer. For its introduction to this country we are
indebted to H. B . Lott, Esq., who presented it to Messrs.
Lucombe, Pmce. & Co., of Exeter, from whom we received a
flowering specimen last April. It belongs to the same section of
the genus as A. discolor and dealbata, but is probably more
decidedly a greenhouse plant than they are, for it comes from
the country to the north of Sidney, and therefore naturally
inhabits warmer latitudes. From both it is known bv its broad,
smooth, glaucous leaflets, and by the gland found in these species,
In connexion with the petiole.^Botanical Register
SciLLA Peruviana; var. discolor. Dingytflowered Peruvian

Squill. {Hardy Perennial.) Liliacese. Hexandria Monogynia.—
This plant was sent trom Algiers to the Hon. and Very Rev. the
Dean of Manchester and therefore agrees in its native country
with S. peruviana. At first sight, however, it seems so different
that it cannot be regarded as the same species. "We must how-
ever, confess our inability, after a careful examination to dis-
cover any other distinction between them than that of the colour
of the flowers, which are neither white nor bright blue, as in the
previously known states of S. peruviana, but a dirty pale fawn-
colour. The seed-vessels have exactly the mucionate iorm
ascribed to S. peruviana. It is no doubt as hardy as the Peruvian
Squill, and although not so handsome, still worth a place in a
bulb garden.— Botanical Register.

Gloxinia digitalifi.ora. Fox-glove-flowered Gloxinia.
(Stove Herbaceous Perennial.) GesneraceEe. Didynamia An-
giospermia.— This beautiful and distinct species is of very recent
introduction, and has flowered in several oi the London nurseries.
It is no doubt of Mexican or South American origin, though we
have no information as to its exact native locality. It belongs
to the caulescent part of the genus, producing stems from six to
nine inches in height, with tie flowers so closely arranged as
almost to cluster at the top of them. From other allied species
it is easily known by its short, somewhat roundish, and very
thick, leathery, yet firm and rigid foliage, which is borne in
opposite pairs, with scarcely any stalk; and by its particularly
long and small-tubed flowers. The latter, too, have an unusually
regular limb, which is of a rich purplish crimson hue, resembling
greatly the colour of the flowers of Achimenes grandiflora. Like
the rest of the genus, it requires a peculiarly moist heat while it

is growing, and remains dormant in winter, when it should be
kept very dry. One of the great points in the cultivation of
this plant, and the whole of the tribe, is to give them a highly,
enriched and open soil, such as a good light loam, with a large
proportion of decayed manure or leaf-soil mixed with it; and, in
addition to this, to furnish them at once, after they have fairly
started into growth, with a pretty roomy pot. With these aids,
and a moist bottom-heat, such as is obtained from a dung hot-
bed, or in a pit filled with fermenting bark or leaves, they will
flourish so luxuriantly as fo have quite a different aspect from
that which they would present if grown in the 01 dinary condition!.
—Paxton's Magazine of Botany.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Iodine m Nasturtium aguaticum. By Dr. Mutter*

—From the remarkable smell of the fresh herb I was
induced to submit it to chemical examination. Several
ounces of the fresh herb were burnt to ash, which were
well extracted with distilled water; sulphuric acid was
added to the solution, but not sufficient to destroy entirely
its alkaline reaction ; the mixture was then evaporated
nearly to dryness, the residue mixed with alcohol, in order
to separate the sulphate of potash which had formed, and
the filtered solution evaporated to dryness. The residue,
treated with nitric acid and starch, afforded the character-
istic blue colour of iodide of starch, and mixed with
phosphate of soda and oxide of copper imparted to the
flame of the blowpipe the well-known green colour of
iodine, and at the same time the blue one of chlorine.

—

Ann. der Pharm* for July, as quoted in the Chemical
Gazette.— [It is a great pity that chemists are not more
exact in their language when they travel out of their own
branch of science. Here is a very curious fact rendered
useless by a neglect of Botanical accuracy. There is no
such plant as Nasturtium aquaticum. Does the learned
author mean the common Watercress, Nasturtium
officinale ?]

Gigantic Hollyhock.—As something has been said of
late as to the gigantic height of two Hollyhocks, a corre-

spondent informs us that the Rev. F. V. Lockwood, Vicar
of Minster, in Thanet, had a Hollyhock cut down the
other day (which may still be seen) measuring the extra-

ordinary length of 17 feet from the surface to the
top. Such a one has not, we believe, been heard of before
in the island.—Kentish Observer.

Fossil Infusoria in Salt.—A curious discovery has
recently been made as to the cause of the red colour of
the rock-salt received from the Punjaub, supposed to be
occasioned by oxide of iron. This turns out to be in

reality caused by the remains of fossil infusoria^ which,
though now in a pretty pickle, have all at one time been
alive. The red matter seems to be siliceous, and is not
acted upon by nitric or muriatic acids. This fact has for

some time been familiar to naturalists in reference to

much of the rock-salt found in various parts of Europe
it was suspected and now is verified in that of the Seikh
country.

—

Bombay Times.

Swan River Vegetation.—Epacride,e.— Dr. Lind-
ley describes two species of a new Swan River genus of
this order, which he calls Conostephium pendulum, and
C. minus, which he says are both rather pretty shrubs,
with one-sided spikes of flowers, whose pallid calyx
strikingly contrasts with their conical corollas. These
plants are both common near or in the town of Perth,

flowering in autumn. The beautiful Lissanthe verticillata,

with broad leaves in distant whorls, grows among the
hills by the side of the York road, and is sometimes called

the native Currant. A charming plant of this family is

the Cosmelia rubra, found in swamps near Albany, King
George's Sound. Several of this family bear fruits that
may be eaten when nothing better is to be had. I have
added many species since Dr. Lindley wrote his Botany
of the Swan River colony ; among others, a very beautiful
Sprengelia, met with in the journey to Mount William,—
Drummond, in the Inq uirer.

GAiO)EN^friRnI^ANDA.
Broughton Hall, Oct. 19-— I have just seen through the wardens

at Broughtun-hall, the residence of the Rev. John Clowes, to view
the Orchidaceous plants oi that establishment. On entering the
house that is set Apart for that purpose, the first thing that
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arrested my attention was a noble specimen of Cattlcya Pcrrinii,

with eight spikes of blosscm ; this gorgeous beauty, I was told,

retains its magnificence for a few days only. Not far from the

latter object was the inimitable Odontoglossum grande; it had
only two scapes of five and six flowers each, yet the magnitude
of the blossom, and the richness of colour developing itself

throughout the whole, rendered the object indeed lovely. Amidst
the various plants in bloom was Miltonia Candida, which had
upon it 13 flowering-spikes, upon which were expanded 78 blos-

soms, and was truly a novel beauty. I was informed had the

weather been less severe, that it was the intention of the Rev.

gentleman to have sent these plants to the Horticultural Rooms,
Regent-street, on the l/th inst. Cattlcya labiata was in fine

splendour, and others of the same family giving evidence of fol-

lowing the example j the finest scarlet I ever saw was the Com-
parcttia coccinea and others of that genus were fast hastening to

blnom ; the Oncidium bicallosum had open on it five large

flowers; Phalcenopsis, I judge, was at home, from the lucid dark

green of its ponderous leaves, and the two lusty flower- stems

it is now sending forth, more than two feet long; with some 70 or

80 other genera and species, the names of which I had no time

to collect- Gentlemen who wish perfection of arrangement
would do well to see this house; I have never witnessed any-

thing like it before.— S. T. H.
Fairbarrn's Nursery, Clapham.—The houses here arc chiefly

filled with Heaths. These, notwithstanding the unpropitious

season for this tribe, on account of sudden transitions of tempera-

ture, have made excellent growths. They were turned out of the

houses in the month of May, placed in pits which faced the south,

and, except for a few hours in the middle of the day. have been

fully exposed to the influence of the sun. This has hadihe effect of

thoroughly ripening the wood, and will no doubt better enable

them to stand the winter, and preserve them more effectually

from the attacks of mildew. Among these we observed in bloom
Erica Bowieana and perlata, densely covered with pretty white
flowers with brown stamens, mnmmosa pallida and gracilis, the

latter ofwhich, with small pink blossoms, makes a fine mass of

bloom, and gives the Heath-house a gay lively appearance at

this season of the year, when flowers are scarce. In the same
collection were also Templeana blooming freely, Ewerana
superba, with very glutinous light pink flowers, curved, tipped

with green, and having pretty black stamens, which contrast

well with the", light-coloured corolla. There were likewise in

bloom E. incamata, pyramidalis, which flowers abundantly at

this season, an excellent specimen of acuminata longiflora, with
rosy pink blossoms, blooming freely; also Lamberti rosea, a
pretty flesh-coloured variety, of a darker tint than the old E.
Lamberti; good plants of E. princeps and mutabilis, the latter

remarkable for the length of time the flowers continue to expand
in succession; verticillata, with numerous whorls of brilliant

scarlet flowers, and caitra, with small white fragrant blossoms.
The stock of Heaths in the pits was also in excellent condition,
and some of them were finely in flower. In a house near the
Heath-house were some excellent small plants of Crowea saligna,

blooming freely. The collection of Epacris comprises some of

the best kinds; these have made good growths, are covered
wi'h flower-buds, and will make a fine display when in bloom.
Although Heaths and Epacris form the majority of this collec-

tion, yet there were excellent plants of Azaleas and 33oronias

;

the foliage of the latter, in particular, although shy-growing
plants, was of that dark green which is characteristic of good
health. Among the Heaths were also a few good plants of

Lechenaultia formosa, with its brilliant scarlet flowers. Around
a cistern in front of the houses were some plants of Fuchsias
about 3£ feet high, and nearly the same in diameter, these
flowered beautifully until they were destroyed by frost. They are
cut down to within 2 inches of the ground, and their roots are
protected from frost during winter by a covering of old tan bark
or ashes.

Beil, near Dvnbar, East Lothian.-—In the gardens here is a
double scarlet variety of the Pomegranate in full flower ; it is

growing in a south aspect, close to a terrace wall, which is built

with stone and is 14 feet high. The latitude is 55° 55', and the

altitude about 160 feet. The plant is full 30 years old, and 8 feet

high. I suppose these rarely flower in this part of the country :

I never, before Oct. 15, saw its flowers fully expand in the open
border. It is compared by some to a fine doublescarlct Ranun-
culus. The Chinese Privet is flowering luxuriantly near the
above ; it also flowered freely last year, and survived the severe

winter of )837, &c. ; it is now a strong bushy plant, 9 feet high,

and has six distinct separate bunches or racemes of flowers.

There is also a seedling Grewia occidentalis, which I planted under
the same wall in the spring of 1842; it flowered freely dnringthc
summer and autumn. In winter I covered it with a doubled mat,
which preserved it well, and it has been finely in flower for several

weeks, and has made new shoots a foot in length. Leycesteria

formosa has survived during the last four or five years in the
open border as a standard bush; it is now full 5 feet high, and
has flowered freely for a long time. It produced heeds in

abundance last year : these I sowed in a pot last February, and
they produced many healthy plants, which have been exposed in

the open air until 19th of Oct. Lobelia pyramidalis has also

endured the two last winters in the open border here; it grows
fully 5 feet high, and is now a fine specimen, having three main
or leading stalks, together with side shoots, furnished with
flowers from near the base to the top. Its (lowers are much more
brilliant than those of L. speciosa, which is growing and flowering

near by. This is likewise full 3 feet high ; and L. fulgens is about
the same height, and is in full bloom. They all endure the milder
winters planted out in the open borders here. These, along with
other tender roots, I every winter cover with rather sandy leaf-

mould, which certainly proves of positive advantage, and, if

neatly applied, has by no means an unsightly appearance.— J.

Street, Oct. 20.

in which they held this fish, by having named it after '

Zeus, or Jupiter, the father of the gods. Our common
name of John Dory is clearly nothing more than a corrupt

pronunciation of "the French term for ihe colour of the

lighter parts of the fish, which is yellow with metallic

reflections when it is alive, and therefore styled jaune

dorte, or gold and yellow.

61. It is a fact worthy of attention, that the eggs of

land-birds are, generally spenking, much more numerous

than those of sea-birds ; while the sea-birds themselves

much more numerous than land-birds. Sea-birds,are

indeed, though they have at all times considerable labour

in finding their food, have, nevertheless, plenty of it at all

seasons ; and besides, they are exempted from many of

the casualties which land-birds have to suffer ; not the

least of which are the attacks of beasts and birds of prey.

From both of these the sea-birds are comparatively free,

and perhaps they owe some part of their safety to the

unpalatableness of their flesh ; for many of them are so

rank, that it is doubtful whether even a starved raven—the

least dainty, perhaps, of animals—would condescend to

make a meal of any of them
; and as for the sea-eagles,

ospreys, &c, and larger sea-birds, they almost exclusively

feed ou fish.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. XVI.
{Continued from page 5690

59. " There is one striking peculiarity in the works of
the Great Creator " observes Wilson, the historian of the

birds of the United States, " which becomes more amazing

the more we reflect on it, namely, that He has formed no
species of animals so minute or obscure, that are not
invested with certain powers and peculiarities, both of

outward conformation and internal faculties, exactly

suited to their pursuits, sufficient to distinguish them
from all others ; and forming for them a character solely

and exclusively their own. This is particularly so among
the feathered race. If there be any case where these
characteristic features are not evident, it is owing to our
want of observation— to our little intercourse with that
particular tribe—or to that contempt for inferior animals,
and all their habitudes, which is but too general, and
which bespeaks a morose, unfeeling, and unreflecting

roind. These peculiarities are often surprising, always
instructive when understood, and at least amusing and
desf'-ving of further investigation."

C6U.
The appellation John Dory—given by the fisher-

men to the Zeus faber, Dory, or Doree—has no con-
nexion with the name John any more than Anchovy has
with that of Ann ; though every one must be aware of

the punning allusion to eating Dory with Anchovy sauce,

as being the legitimate marriage of John Dory and Ann
Chgvy, The Gre«]cs fcave left evidence of the estimation

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

Soon after I recommended the use of shallow tanks I was told of

a singular adventure by a Suffolk gentleman, which, it was said,

would be a practical illustration in favour of my views, but I thought

the picture too highly coloured for my purpose. I have since, how-
ever seen the said gentleman, and had the facts of the case from

his own lips. They are these: there is a Vinery attached to his

house, with a large tank of water at one end, about two feet deep,

and heated by the pipes which heat the house passing through it;

the lower one is within three inches of the bottom. The pipes, tank,

and water were perfectly clean, and it was reasonable enough to

suppose that this tank might be used for a warm bath occasionally.

The first attempt of this sort wa3 made last winter by the gentleman
himself; and I question if the annals of baths and bathing could

furnish a parallel case, from the time of the costly baths of the

Roman Emperors down to the hovel baths of the Russian boors of

the present day. The heat of the water was supposed to be from 90°

to 100° when he made a plunge into the tank, and in the next instant

he was immersed up to the chin. "You may imagine my horror,"

he says, " when I found that I was both scalded and nearly lost the

use of my limbs at once, so that I had great difficulty in getting rid of

my bath," &c. The truth is, however, he had a double bath; the
surface of the tank formed a tepid bath, while the bottom was a
frigidarium, and instead of being scalded, his limbs were contracted

"by the cold water at the bottom !
All this is literally correct, and is

moreover an apt illustration of the disadvantage of deep tanks, as

applied for bottom-heat. Now, a tank heated by circulation has a great

disadvantage over the above tank, in so far as a thin layer of water
only moves on the surface, and this layer glides along without com-
municating heat to the next layer below it, as water, being a power-
ful non-conductor, cannot thus be heated by contact

; you might as

well try to mix oil with it. Water is, however, a very powerful

radiator, and consequently a bad retainer of heat. A slate covering

is, on the other hand, a good conductor, and so, also, is a layer of

moist sand over the slate ; on this pots may be placed. Then a

powerful radiating surface is presented to a good conducting surface

of equal extent—an excellent arrangement; and we all know that

bottom-heat is sufficient for our purpose if it is from 80° to 100° ; it

therefore remains only for calculation to know what heat in the

water is necessary to give through the slate a bottom-heat of, say

100°; would not 120° be sufficient heat for the water for this pur-

pose ?— but, for argument's sake, let us say that a heat of 130°, or

even 140°, will be necessary: and I firmly maintain that this is too

high for pot-culture, unless the covering and plunging materials are

badly arranged. Here, then, the question admits of the precision of

a geometrical problem. When the surface of a body of water is

heated to 140° by the common circulation, at what depth does the

same body of water indicate )00°? that being the highest degree

required for bottom-heat. Any experiments to answer this question

have not yet been published, but 1 will advert to it soon. Meantime

I am very anxious to have the point settled, as I was the first who
led people astray respecting the depth of gutters, when I published

and recommended the gutter system. Instead, therefore, of finding

any fault with Mr. Rendle for the depth he recommends, I have

rather to apologise to him and others for leading them, though

indirectly, into error. The other great desideratum, of supplying

moisture along with heat for raising the temperature of masses of earth,

has been altogether overlooked by former writers, and among them
are some of the best gardeners in the country. Indeed many of the

plans that have been proposed for the last ten years for this purpose

arc a great deal worse than useless. Mr. Rendle might well appeal,

and say to gardeners that any slight defect in his apparatus, which is

very simply remedied, owed its existence to their own writings. Mr.

Aingcr, whose long papers on radiant heat, &c, two years ago,

removed mountains of prejudices on that subject, is the only writer

that I am aware of who took a right view of heating beds or borders

of earth from below, and that, too, contrary to the views of a host of

gardeners and scientific men, so called. See vol. i., page 580.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD;
In-door Department.

Pinery.—November is the dullest month of all the year, and the

most trjing to all plants in confinement, and Pines among the rest.

A drier atmosphere, less watering, and a steady bottom-heat of about

80° or 85°, are about the right points to be attended to, and also that

no drips get into any of the pots. The practice of growing Pines in

peat is, I find, becoming prevalent. Mr. Mills, of Gunnersbury, has

proved, long ago, that Cucumbers of the finest description may be

reared in peat alone. I believe an excellent plan for growing Pines

out of pots will soon be given in the Chronicle ; very fine plants arc

now growing on this plan, and next year we may probably hear of

Providence Pines weighing from 10 to 12 lbs. regularly, and Queens

from 5 to 6 lbs. Those of inferior quality from the West Indies will

who recommended (in the Caledonian Hort. Soc. Memoirs) to plant

out Shallots and Garlic in October or beginning of November, as a

preventive against maggots. This was some 30 years since, and
the suggestion has been more or less acted on ever since. Some
writers have maintained that the absence of all animal manures is

the great secret, and that you can safely plant them in February or

March, if you choose a light rich border for them which had not been
manured for a year or two. Now these seem very trifling matters;

granted,—but the question involved is of the utmost importance in

other branches of gardening, and one, too, on which a great deal of

popular error prevails. When these bulbs are planted in the autumn
they begin to form roots immediately, which extend widely before

the tops begin to grow in the spring; there is then a powerful com-
mand of nourishment provided for the leaves as soon as they arc

ready to receive it, and here is a grand point to be attended to in the

cultivation of all bulbs whatever; let them, if possible, make a

large portion of their roots before their leaves arc excited. Again,

when Shallots are planted out in the spring, their roots and tops

begin to grow simultaneously, and it often happens that some weeks
of favourable weather is then experienced, and the leaves in that

case grow faster than the roots, and exhaust the resources of the

bulbs faster than the roots can make up the deficiency, and as a

matter of course the bulbs arc in a measure so far exhausted. Thus
it is with other bulbs ; they arc potted and placed in a forcing-house

at once ; and before there is time for the emission of roots the leaves

are in full growth, feeding on the store of the parent bulb, which has

little or no supply from the roots. The plant grows vigorously

and flowers well, nevertheless ; because there was ample store laid up
for that purpose at the last growth, but by this mismanagement there

is no time to store for the next growth, and the bulb dwindles away
and often dies.

Crops.—All crops for winter storing should now be out of the

ground, and carefully packed up in sheds, outhouses, and cellars;

they will require to be looked over from time to time, to sec that no
dampness gets among them. Onions are apt to rot about this time,

if put up too close together ; indeed all these little matters, though

simple enough, require some attention and forethought. When the

ground gets a little dry on the surface, see that it is stirred among
young crops of Winter Spinach, Onions, Lettuces, Endive, &c, and
cut off any decayed leaves. If you are in the habit of mulching your

Artichoke-beds, see that you are not doing more harm than good by
covering the ground when it is too wet. Any time between this and
Christmas will do, when the ground is quite dry ; and when you can

get it in this state you may give a good carthing-up to the Celery-

trenches—it will help to keep the frost from the plants.

Orchard.— I need scarcely repeat that all trees may be pruned

and planted now, and the sooner the better. Root-pruning is also

best done in the autumn, but it requires judgment; only those roots

that strike downwards ought to be cut, at least until you see what
effect that will produce; after all, I would rather take up an over-

luxuriant tree at once, cut away a few of the stronger roots, and then

replant it ; but when other work is pressing, root-pruning takes less

time, and will have a good effect so far.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.- Last year I increased a large number of .ZEschynanthus

not pay for gathering if we attain this excellence at home.
Vinery.— If the house is free from drips, late Grapes arc less

exposed to dangers now than formerly, notwithstanding the season

being more dull, as by this time all parts of the house are thoroughly

dried, and the weaker bunches and worst berries have already been

removed, so that what remains now may be supposed to be in good

condition for holding out for a long time.

Cucumbers.— I have introduced this heading to-day to answer

a query or two respecting the new Suffolk varieties, and giving air in

winter. Where they arc grown with strong linings air must be

admitted regularly, as recommended by Mr. Mills; but we grow

them here over hot-water, and we often give them no air for a wecK

together, except what is admitted by the door when we go in ana

out. Out of seven sorts we tried this season, by way of experiment,

Stewart's Ringleader was the best bearer ; it is also very handsome.

:

but this variety is excelled by Mr. Lattcr's Victory of England ;
this

wc have not yet tried \ but as it is well known I put no stress what-

ever on the shape or size of a Cucumber, if it is a good bearer :
tins

is not the right quarter to apply for answers on technical points.

FRAMES.-Whcrc Cauliflower, Lettuce, and Endive plants are

protected in frames, the grand point to be attended to is to navetnc

lights drawn off whenever the weather is fine, and to let in nowinai

the winter; wet or damp is more injurious to these and olher hall-

hardy plants than cold winds and even a slight irost. our me sur-

face of the mould between them occasionally.

Out-door Department.

One of the best gardens ia Pertlwbiw v?as, I believe, the first

grandiflorus, and to get large specimens of them early, 1 planted

12 or 15 of them in one large pot, placing them round the sides of

the pots. There was plenty of drainage, and some rough pieces of

wood in the centre of the pots, from the drainage up to near the

surface; the rest was filled with lumps of peat mixed with rough

leaf-mould ; the shoots were allowed to hang down over the pots all

round, and they have grown from two to three feet this summer.

About the end of August I turned them into a cool, dry Vinery, to

stop their growth, and allowed them very little water ; still they kept

growing on, until within the last fortnight, and I suppose it will be

near Christmas before they will bloom. About the same time

(August) I turned out a quantity of Cyrtopodiums, after they had

made a strong growth in bottom-heat ; these were planted in strong

soil, similar to that in which Pines are usually grown ; they have

been now two months without a drop of water, and are placed in a

dry Vinery, and their leaves are only just beginning to discolour. I

shall leave them as they are until their loaves are all dead, and then

store them up in a dry room until next February. Every one of the

Orchidace£e which cast their leaves in the autumn, and have stout

stems, or large pseudo-bulbs, ought, in my opinion, to be treated

exactly like these Cyrtopodiums, that is, when their full growth^ is

finished. It is the continual stimulus kept up in the houses which

prevents these charming plants from flowering after they attain their

full size. ,

Greenhouse.—Wc must suppose the greenhouse now filled with

all kinds of plants suited to nearly the same mode of culture.

These ought to have as much air as the house and the state of the

weather will admit. The inside should be kept as dry as possible;

and for this end the watering should be done early in the day; no

plant should receive more water than is absolutely necessary, and

the whole ought to be tidy, orderly, and free from dead leaves and

insects, &c.
,

Conservatory.—The Chrysanthemums will have a superiority

here for some time, and well do they deserve it. How glad we all

are to hear of Mr. Fortune's success in the East, whence we first

received these fine plants, but which we have so manufactured that

the Chinese would scarcely know them ! The climbers must now be

gradually pruned as they get out of flower, but this must be done

very gradually, so as not to make any part too naked at once ; and »
the work is finished in six weeks hence it will be time enough. Keep
the house rather close and dry for the rest of the season, and from
40° to 45° by artificial means, but give a little air every tine day, to

have it sweet.
Pits and Frames crammed with half-hardy plants require now"

the common routine of keeping them clean, sweet, and dry; even

the night-dews had better be kept from them after this time, but

have the lights off all day when it docs not rain. "If the subject

proves interesting to the readers of the Chronicle," says Mr. Erring-

ton, relating to winter-flowering plants. "What can be more inter-

esting than this subject? He must not be allowed to put off h»s

remarks on the culture and management of the plants included >n

his list until the "long winter nights." Let us have them as soon

as possible.

Flower-Garden.— It occurred to me the other day, on seeing

the men pulling up some Heliotropes with thick long roots, that 1

bundles of these roots were cut off and placed in pots among mC,|S

sand, leaving an inch or so of the thick ends out of the pot, they

might easily be kept over winter, under the stage of the greenhouse,

&c.; if so, there is little doubt they would push away, and ma*e

strong plants next spring; and a No. 12 pot could hold (iOO roots,

which might be cut into twice or three limes the number as soon a

they began growing in the spring; thus one large pot would ho

more Heliotrope plants in embryo, as it were, than would be necG ~

sary for furnishing the largest establishment in the country for on

season, and the trouble of keeping young plants of these over tn

winter would thus be obviated. 1 may be too sanguine on the pom f

but 1 see no reason why the thing should not answer well enoug t

not only with Heliotropes but with Pelargoniums for bedding ou,'

and no doubt many other plants for furnishing the flowcr-gar?c* •

Here, then, is a happy idea at this dull season/which will cost Jitu

time or trouble to prove, and which, if it answer, will be of grei

use. I have begun the experiment, by storing a few pots ot

roots of different plants, and I wish others to make the samVhoWOur farming friends all over the country will best understand.no

this experiment is to answer when they learn that the roots 01 tn
^

tender plants are studded all over with latent eyes, like the ro0"
di-,

docks and thistles, and of other weeds which are so difficult to era

served in a moderate^

moist state, in a dry room or cellar, from the winter's frosty
^y

cate ; and when these tender roots are preserved in

moist state, in a dry room or cellar, from the wint
from damp, they are supposed to grow away freely in the sPrin6'

tbc
the natural warmth of the season, or by being forced. Some 01 ^more delicate Pelargoniums I have taken with an inch or so o

stems attached to the roots, to afford them greater n
_
ou™'™ *

and these I shall divide in spring according to the number 01 ru^
or rather according as I may want plants. These sort 01 1001

more easily kept than Dahlia roots, as they have eyes all over *»

u
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surface, and if one part fails another ma)' succeed ; whereas if you lose

the part with the eye of Dahlia-roots all is lost, and so with the

Salvia patens, Commclinas, and such-like plants. But I presume 1

have said enough to induce persons to join in solving this question.

—1). Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

Rtste of the Weather ncar I/OTwhui for the week ending Oct . 26, 184B , as

observed at Uie Horticultural (Jarden, ChiswicK

KUMOMKTBR.

*

f\ i
Baromki'kr. Tii Wind. Rain.

Oct- Max. Min. Max. Mill. Mean.
S.W.
w.
S.W.
S.W.
S.W.
N.E.
w.

fiji

Friday 20 80.821 30-104 fi7 37 47.0
• «»'

.fll
Saturday 21 30.045 29.860 r,G 31 43.5 tV *

.11humiav £3 30.006 29.807 eo 44 52.0
-» »

Monday 23
f1\ i

30.043 30.012 «1 47 54.0
.34

I uesday 24 20 803 29.544 69 45 62 0,
• ,_' ^*

Wednesday 25 20.404 29.391 SB 28 40.0

Thursday 26 20.614 29.479 54 26

36.9

40.0

Average 29.912 29.756 t 57- 469 .71

AzAi.EAS.-ylM Old Subscriber.-These may be rtrack.from cut-

tings of the less than half-ripe wood, if you have skill in the art

Dahlias.-^. B. C.-We recommend you Phenomenon, Beauty

of the Plain, Beauty of Sussex, and Bridesmaid.*

Carnations.- W.- Scarlet Bbtama : T witchett's Don John,

^UwdVHrs^ii*ter^nriey 58 Beauty of Woodhouse, Hogg's

Colonel of the Blues. Scarlet Flakes : Jones' 5n lant, i had

Oct. 20. SliKhtha/e; fine; cloudy; rain nt night. «fPrtBf
21. Cloudy and damp; fine; slight showers ; clear with sharp nose.

22. Fine ; cloudy and fine ; stormy and wet at night-

23. Cloudy and fine ; clear. „ ,,,.„„. ,

24. Flyinff clouds; densely clouded and rather boisterous; oveicast,

heavy rain at night
'

_
25. Dense hazy clouds ;

cloudy and fine ; clear and frosty.

26. Frosty; very fine ; clear, with a few white clouds ;
rrosty at night.

Mean temperature of the week 2^°belowthe average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for

Week ending November 4, 1843.
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REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Oct. 27, 1843.

Little variation has taken place in the prices of most articles

during the past week j but the Market still continues to be rather

dull. Fruit has been plentifully supplied during: the week, and

has, generally speaking, rather improved in quality. Fjn®s
>

although not so large and handsome as in the earlier part or the

season, ore nevertheless good and sufficient to meet the demand.

Grapes principally consist of Black Hamburgh ;
these are selling

at from 2s. to As. per lb. Among Plums we noticed the Irnpera-

trice. Damsons still continue plentiful, and arc of good quality.

A few Peaches are still to be met with in the Market, but are not

sufficiently good to be quoted. Figs are also nearly over for tins

Standish's Colossus. Miller's Constellation is the same in

habit as F. f'ulgens, flowering in bunches at the ends of the

branches, and in this respect differs from the others.*
_

Fuchsia corymbiflora.-G. S. il/.-Your plant is Fuchsia

corymbiflora; it is a robust grower, and often .shoots up

with a single stem, which generally attains to the height of 5 or

6 feet A good wav to render it dwarf and bushy is to bend it

down, and train it for some time horizontally, this will cause

it to throw out laterals, and produce a more general difi usion oi

' the sap, which will in some measure check luxuriance and

throw it earlier into bloom4
Magnolia Skeb.-H. L.-Take the seed out of the cones and

sow it at once in a mixture of loam, coarse peat, and sana. xn

the spring start it in a little bottom-heat.

Insects.—A.Scot.-The insects sent arc the chrysalides of two

of the "White Cabbage Butterflies" (Papilio Brassicse and P.

RnnaO, and if he will refer to the 3d Vol. of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's Journal, he will find at p. 306 their histories

fully detailed, with engravings illustrating their economy, I he

Caterpillars destroying the foliage of the Gooseberry-bushes

are now buried in the earth ; the best mode of destroying them

is to scrape away the earth from the stems, and turn it up in

trenches between the bushes, so that the frost and wet may

destroy them, and a good dose of lime would no doubt assist m
killing them. i?. F.W.H. will find the queries answered

under his former signature of an " Original Subscriber. R.

Books.—A. P. /.-We do not know Monsieur Etienne Dcnisse s

" Flore d'Amcrique;" we never, indeed, heard of it or its author

before : but thiswe know, that if the flowers of the Genipa-tree

arc represented blue, M. Denisse is not to be trusted—for they

arc certainly white.. L.L.-You must excuse us
;

if book-

sellers will not advertise their books they must be contented

with not selling them. YfewM not do it for them, either

directly or indirectly.

Botanv -S. W—Haloragecc must stand close by Onagraceae,

whatever the position of the latter may be. It is of little real

moment whether we consider Haloragecc a distinct order or

what some Botanists term a degradation of Onagraccse, analo-

gous to Sanguisorbcse in the relation of that group to Rosacea?

C<5NSEu
r

vATORi E s.-il/. A. J/.-Thcre is no reason why your

Conservatory should not be stocked at once, providedtaj?lante

blackened by frost. % -G. P.—There is no improvement upon
the old Bass mats that we know of. I J. Ur.—Your Phase-

olus caracalla is an old plant, well known, but we scarcely

ever saw a better specimen. J. 717. K.~The best information
respecting Grass seeds will be found in Lawson's pamphlet on
the Cultivated Grasses, &c.J G. Knight.—No. 1, Common
Lemon; 2, a small Madras Citron; 3, Bergamot Orange j 4f

Marie Louise; 5, probably Beurre* Ranee ; 6, Louise Bo:.me of

Jersey.!] No. 7 seems to be some Cunoniaceous plant, but it

cannot be determined in the absence of flowers. -A. B.—If

your seedling Pelargonium has not been noticed it has not been
received. t C. A., Yorkshire.*--The rust on your Grapes has

been occasioned by wet lodging too long on the berries, before

the bloom, which serves as a protection, has been secreted.!!

IF. il/.— 1, Linum catharticum ; 2, Linaria spuria; 3, Mercuri-

alis perennis; 4, Gnaphalium uliginosum : 5, G. sylvaticum

;

6, Genista Anglica; 7> Trifolinm arvense; 8, Arenaria rubra;

g, Veronica scutellata; 10, Galeopsis Ladanum ; 11, Erythrsea
ccntaurium; 12, Euphrasia officinalis. $ r. T-r.— Galeopsis
Ladanum. Baxter's work contains descriptions of all the genera

of the British floweringplants.t — TIolcus.— Crataegus coccinea.

You will find a list of Conservatory climbers given at p. 607 of

this year.* E. T.—Ipomcea quamoclit. The leaf is infected

with red-spider and green-fly. J R- <?•—Sophronitis grandi-

flora and a Blctia unknown to us. Scrutator.—Mr, John
Wilmot, Isleworth. You are too late for this week.

SEEDIJl^FLORISTSMFLOWERS.
Fuchsias.- M. Todd.-Your seedling is a very pretty variety,

but it is not sufficiently distinct from other soits we have seen

to send out, unless the habit is particularly fine.*

As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.

-at p. 737, col. c, line 35 from bottom, for "No.V.for June,

read "No. VI. for June; "-and at p. 737, col. b, in the account

of the Lytham Agricultural Association, at line J 3 from begin-

ning, instead of "in the county of Lanark read in Lan.

cashire."

demand. A few good Melons arc still brought to the Market

;

Spanish ones are selling at from is. Cd. to 3s. each. Cucum-
bers are rather scarce, and arc of inferior quality. Vegetables

of almost every kind have been abundantly supplied.

The frosty weather has greatly injured Tomatoes and entirely

destroyed Vegetable Marrows and Sweet Basil. Cabbages and

Turnips are very good and plentiful, and Carrots arc sufficient to

meet the demand. There has been some excellent Cape Broccoli

brought to the market during the week; this is selling at from
is. to 2s. per bundle. Endive is sufficient to meet the demand,
and Shallots arc good and plentiful. A few green Peas have
made their appearance during the week. Cut Flowers chiefly

consist of Erica gracilis, caffra, a rather fragrant variety, and

acuminata longiflora, Amaryllis guttata and bclladon. :

Lechcnaultia formosa, Combretum purpurerun, Gardenia radi-

cans, Primula sinensis, Neapolitan Violets, Fuchsias, Pelargo-

niums, Camellias, Calceolarias, Verbenas, China and Perpetual

RoseSi
PRICES, Saturday, October afl, 1013—FRUITS t—"

Lemons, per loo, 6* to IGs

Cucumbers, per brace, 4rfto 8d
Gherkins, per 1000, 5* to 7s

Pine Apple, per lb.,3*Grf to 7*

Grapea, hothouse, per lb-, 2s to 4*

„ Portugal, per lb. 9</ to U 0'rf

Melons, each, Is 6d to 4*

„ Dutch, each. Is to 5* 6d
'„ Spanish, each, Is Gd to 3s

Plums, per punnet, Is to 2s

„ Xmperati-ice, per pun., Is to 2s

Damsons, per sv. f 4s to 4s (id

Apples, dessert, p. bush. 3s to Cs

Apples, Kitchen, p bus. 3s Gd to Gs

Pears, per half-sieve, lis to 8s

Oranges, per dozen, IsGd to 3s

per 100,li)i to 30s
Lemons, perdoz. Gd to 2s

Bioccoli, per bundle, 1* to 2s
Brussels' Sprouts, per hf.-sv., Is to 2s

Cabbages, perdoz., Gd to Is
Greens, per doz. 1* Gd to 2s Gd'
Cauliflowers, per dozen, Is Gd to Gs
Beans, Kidney, per hf-sievo, 4s to Gs

— Scarlet, per hf-sv., 2* to 3s

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 70s
— per cwt., 2s to 3* Gd
— per bushel, Isfirf to 2s

— Kidney, p. bush., 2s to 2* Gd

Artichokes, preen, per doz., Is 6rf to 3s

Turnips, per doz. bunches, Is to 2s

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to Is

Horse Radish, perbundle, IstoGs
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, Gd to Is

— Turnip, p. doz. bunch, 9d to 1*

Carrots, p. doz. bun., 2s to 5s

Spinach, per sieve, 9d to Is

^eekB, per doz. bun.. Is to 2s

Garlic, per lb. Gd to ad __

Green Capsicums, per 100,1s to'2s

Red — ,, 4s to 8s
Almonds, per peck, 6s

Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 2s Gd to 3s
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, His

— Hazel, 3s to 4s
— Barcelona, 22s to 2-ls

_ Cob. 12s

Filberts, English, plOOlbs., 65*to65*
Barberries, per hf.-sv., 3s to 4s

..

> Tomatoes, per hf.-SV-, 3s to 5s

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch-, Is Gd to 3s

Large, per bushel, 2s to 3s

— Spanish, per doz., Is Gd to 5s

_ pickling, p/hf.-sv., 3a 6d to 4s Gd

Shallots, per lb.,6rfto9rf

Chilis, per 100, Is to 2s

Lettuce, Cabb., p- score, 9d to Is

Cos, per score, Gd to Is

Celery, per bun., Gd to 2s

Mushrooms, per pottle. U Gd to2s

Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, lGs to 28s

Small Salads, per punnet, 2./ to 3d
Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 3d to id

Parsley, per doz. bunches, Is Gd to 2s

Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Endive, per score. Is to Is Gd \
Mint, per doz. bunches, Is to 2s
Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. U Gd to 2s

Chervil, per punnet, 8d to 3d
Salsafy, per bundle, Is to Is Gd
Storzonera, per bundle, Is to Is Gd

inir the advanced period oi i ne suubun. »t ^ >> ^^^ ~w*, ~~r-

«

:
— ,

1 ai {Soft .wooded things, such as Passion-flowers and the like,

1 the surin-. In the meanwhile they may be kept m pots.

a Imvt, u\y-7 S. £.-Latter-Math Hay when well got
A
;
T
;Ts nelrly L"nutrft.ious tood for cows and sheep as the first

L SSfcSSSSS your lawn with gas-water and
L

water", mix n the proportion of one of gas-water to five of

water it wil destroy the Moss without injuring the Grass.

You may sow Grass-seeds in two days after the gas water has

Bowm\?o-cSI.-J. S. B./Z.-As expense is of little consequence

in forming a bowling-green, we would advise you towater the

water, whiJh will effectually drive away worms and slugs.

Except a person were on the spot it is impossible to give pre-

cise directions j
but in a green 30 yards by 12 we think it will

be advisable to fill up the ditch at the sides and retain the one

at the op and bottom only, and slope in the sides in the way

vournenion. Whcntheold turf has been removed, the ground

2 be dug over as equally as possible about six inches deep,

and tlien raked perfectly level. In this way it may remain for

a week or two, until it has got a good heavy shower and

beeome somewhat subsided, when it should be again raked,

madrQiSevel, and the new turf laid down Where the sur-

f-ce is required to be particularly neat and level as in a

howlinff-green, the turves should be all of an equal size and

tffinewi and in order to obtain this, a wooden box may be

made Of a convenient size and about one inch deep. Into

Sis the turves may be put and beaten to the proper size,

nrovioos to laying them down.* .,

HErGHTl-MoJS.-The best material is copper; the next
H
iVon"then zinc/and last lead. The form is quite a matter of

fenck only it is useful that the top should be movable. With

S3 to boilers, wc really cannot say which is the best ; all

theTodern ones arc good in their way 5
perhaps, for ordinary

5SS Uiose made in the form of a truncated cone are most

Svenient, because they insure the dropping of the fuel as it

consumes.
Ml!

Notices to Correspondents.

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR.—At the earnest

solicitation of many of our Subscribers, we have determined on

again reprinting Mr. Paxton's "Cottager s Calendar," >n the form

of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d. each copy.

It may be ordered of all booksellers. Gentlemen wishing to dis-

tribute copies among their cottage tenantry, may have them deli-

vered in any part of London, by remitting a post-office order to

this office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies.

Communications from the following Correspondents are in

type, and are only waiting till room can be found for them :-

T. G. Clilhero, G. Fleming, J. L. ^ewhwst W. Paul B Maund
A Practical Man, Facile, M. Saul, J. Wighton, J. F. McElroy,

Atlas, A Friend to Truth, &r\& A. B-

MANuuB.-ii practical Farmer.-Whenbones are digested in sul-

phuric acid the result is superphosphate of lime and they are

converted into a soluble from an insoluble state. %•**-
Tobacco contains a very large quantity of saltpetre, and there-

fore its ashes will be excellent manure, applied as woodashes

oJcmDASa.-OrcAfe.-As the larger part of the Dendrobiums

are pendulous and the species are very numerous, you bad

better ask the nurseryman with whom you deal for such as are

of that description. Among the best known arc D. Picrardi,

macrostachyum, cucullatum, moschatum, chrysanthum, Cam-

bridgeanum, and Devoniense. „„»:„„
Cape Ir.dackm.-^ Subscriber.-Too,

little
i

is known respecting

the habits of Cape Iridaceje to enable us to answer your ques-

tion positively. We should think, however, that the manure

which suits Vines will not hurt them. +
.

Salvia patens, Sic-A Lady.-The roots of Salvia patens may
be taken up about this season, and preserved in sand during

Winter. CEnothera macrocarpa may be propagated by cuttings

put in about the middle of Auswstor begmniPg of Septembei.t

Atlas -We have not before seen a Scotch Pine variegated like

foms but in other Conifer* the loss ofcolour is not uncommon

It always, however, appears connected with a diseased state of

Se Plant for the appearance wears out when the plant is

?rani etrcd into richer or better soil. The male and female

T ou on the same plant is, to us, new. UoH/iwm.-We
s
are

^acquainted with your plant, which seems a fine thing. Send

,

U";
(l„voS . and we will endeavour to ascertain its name.

and requires a

NEWS OF TH E WEEK.
The Government proceedings against Mr. O'Connell

and the other leaders of the Repeal agitation have been

met by informations for perjury against Mr. Hughes, the

Government reporter, upon whose depositions the parties

to be prosecuted were called upon to give bail. It appears

that Mr. Hughes has sworn that Mr. Barrett took an

active part in a certain meeting, at which, from the testi-

mony of thirteen witnesses, it was impossible that he could

have been present. Mr. Hughes has also sworn that Mr.

Steele, in a speech at the Repeal Association, made use of

a quotation which, according to Mr. O'Connell, was inserted

after the meeting was over in a report of the speech, drawn

up by Mr. Steele himself for a Dublin paper. The case of

Mr. Barrett has been brought before the magistrates at two

sittings, but they have decided that it is not within their

jurisdiction and refused to receive the informations. It

was then expected that bills of indictment would have been

sent before the Grand Jury at the Commission which opened

on Tuesday, but no proceedings were taken in the matter

and it is supposed that the indictment has been aban-

doned. At the meeting of the Repeal Association on

Monday in the New Conciliation Hall, Mr O'Connell

explained his views relating to a federal Parliament

and stated that he had been misunderstood. He

declared that he would refuse no man's assistance hut

he would not give up his agitation for Repeal. There

would be no rebellion or collision, but Repeal was certain

if the people continued peaceable, and nothing short of an

Irish Parliament could satisfy them or afford a remedy for

the grievances of the country- The Special Commission

in South Wales, appointed to try the Rebecca rioters, was

^ ^ed i^hur'sdVy with a speech from Baron Gurney on

the law as applicable to the late events, winch w> 11 be

foundTn another part of our Paper We
,

m«t a...o refer

to another column for an account of the Queen s v sit to

he University of Cambridge, and of the loyal welcome

with which her Majesty and Prince Albert were received m

that celebrated seat of learning.

The Overland Mail has arrived this week with news

from India to the end of August and from China to the

26th Tune The intelligence now received has in a great

me sure bien anticipated by that brought by the Hmdos-

tan! The ratification of the Chinese treaty was not known

at

all

«

• aA The accounts from

S foots beyond the announcement that India is

important tacts
sickness among

peaceful throughout, and tna^ ^ q^sJ, /wJ

n The ratification oi me wn> coc «»«j

Bombay at the departure of the mail, so

,fady in possession of much later ne;

teaay t
n/lAmitit« from Inch

that we were

news than that

contain no

not transformed into petals; a mere propoitional addition to

e number of parts does not constitute a double flower. When
I p narts of a flower star.d in their simple ratio to each other,

their number is exactly the same, and not two stamens to each

crfnde has subsided.—The Spanish Cortes
tbe tnZS by Commission on the 15th. The proceed-

"^ ° F
"d off without any kind of disturbance, and it

msspassedji^ ^ Chamb ers would be definitively

I'. E.U1L-.- .*.~. Abutiion striatum flowers
P
«rv freelv if exposed sufficiently to light, and kept warm

IiuMurh When a plant which in general {lowers abundantly,

T to do so the cause can hardly be guessed at without in-

nPtinn We suspect cold to be your enemy. Clonmel—Phy-
SP
iu All-cUengi.acommonhavdy

annual. Whoever told you that

ffwfls CEnothera Lindleyana knows nothing of the names of

i«,tB Z -Sow Camellia seed as soon as ripe in a gentle

hnM-nm beat. Sow Daphne Lanreolasecd in the spring, keeping

> in sand in the meanwhile, after it ripens. Leaves moistened

with MS water are rotten and fit for use in threemonths. Sand

win inswer the same purpose as road-dust for Asphaltc walks,

rmided it is river-sand, and perfectly dry. We cannot recog-

Upvour Bignonia by the drawing ; if intended for Bignoniajas-

Jfnnidcs we cannot compliment the artist on his skill. That is

no re m the -Botanical Register," t. 2002. We have no

skill in killing fleas on parlour dogs ; if any correspondent has

Wa
%

e

^T,Tln The course of the ensuing weelc.-Prom

It'l e'leirn that the disturbances in the Papal States

1

y

brol-en out with renewed violence. The populace

i na!n bad a collision with tbe troops in the streets

71 loCa and it is rumoured that Count Radetsky, the

Austrian Commander, has crossed the frontier at tbe

head of 4000 men to aid the Papal Government in sup-

v
wise

pressing the insurrection.

he wi no doubt oblige a good many besides yourself by com.

lumcating his plan. The ladies especially would be infinitely

irdebted to him. Other questions next week. Paul Jones.-

p'ahlia roots should be taken, up when the leaves have become

Court. Her Majesty and Prince Albert, attended by

the Countess of Mount Edgecumbe as Lady in Waiting,

the Hon Miss Stanley as Maid of Honour, the Lord

Chamberlain, the Hon. Colonel Grey and Col. Bouvene,

Equerries in Waiting, and Mr, G. E. Anson, Treasurer to
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the Prince, left Windsor Castle on Wednesday on a visit

to the University of Cambridge, from whence they are
expected to return this day. On Saturday the Queen and
Prince Albert took their accustomed early walk in the
forenoon. The Prince afterwards went shooting in the
Royal preserves, accompanied by the Prince of Hohenlohe
Langenbourg. On Sunday her Majesty and Prince Albert,
the Prince and Princess of Hohenlohe Langenbourg,
attended Divine service in the Royal Lodge Chapel in the
Great Park. On Monday morning her Majesty and
Prince Albert, accompanied by the Prince and Princess of
Hohenlohe, walked out for some time in the Royal pleasure-
grounds. Prince Albert afterwards went out shooting in the
Royal preserves,accompanied by the Prince of Hohenlohe.
In the afternoon her Majesty and the Princess Hohenlohe
rode out in the Park in a pony carriage, Prince Albert and
the Prince of Hohenlohe with the suite following on horse-
back. On Tuesday morning the Queen and Prince took their
usual morning walk, and in the afternoon the Queen and
the visitors then staying at the Castle took a drive in the
Park. The Prince of Wales and the Princesses have
also taken^ their accustomed airings during the week.
The following personages have been staying at the Castle
on a visit to the Queen :—The Earl and Countess of
Erroll, Lord and Lady Lyttelton, the Earl and Countess
of Orkney, the Earl and Countess of Rosslyn, Viscount
and Viscountess Palmerston, Lady Grenville, Lord Gran-
yille Somerset, Lord Adolphus Fitzclarence, the Hon.
Mr. Charles Gray, Sir H. Wheatley, and Captain F.
Seymour.—The Duchess of Kent with the Prince and
Princess of Hohenlohe left Windsor on Thursday for
Witley Court, on a visit to the Queen Dowager. The
Duchess of Gloucester returned to town from Witley
Court on Tuesday—The Duke of Cambridge left Rumpen-
heim on the 18th, and travelled by way of Frankfort,
Mayence, Aix-la-Chapelle, and Brussels, to Ostend, where
his Royal Highness arrived on Saturday, and passed the
night, embarking the following morning for Dover. His
Royal Highness slept at the Ship Hotel on Sunday night,
and arrived in town on Monday in excellent health.

The Queen's Visit to Cambridge.—Her Majesty and
Prince Albert left Windsor Castle about half-past seven on
Wednesday morning, on a visit to the University of
Cambridge. The Royal party and their suite arrived at
the Paddington station of the Great Western Railway at
half-past eight, and proceeded through the Regent's Park
and Camden-town, to the Manor House, Seven Sisters-
road, where the first change of horses was made. A large
concourse of persons were assembled in the balcony of the
Manor House, and on the sides of the road. The Royal
party on leaving the Manor House proceeded down the
Seven Sisters-road to Tottenham, two of the horse-patrol
being in advance to clear the road. In the town of Tot-
tenham flags and banners were flying, and at Tottenham-
Cross ; a large quantity of evergreens were hung, and a
triumphal arch, formed in festoons of laurel and other
evergreens, was placed across the road. There were
several private carriages on the sides of the road, and
crowds of persons on the footpaths, by whom the Queen
was repeatedly cheered. Over the Angel-bridge, Ed-
monton, flags were displayed, and the bridge was covered
with evergreens. The Royal party reached the New Inn,
Waltham Cross, about ten o'clock, where another
change of horses took place. In front of the New Inn
•was the Royal standard, and an arch formed of laurel
and other evergreens, sufficiently large to cover the Royal
carriage, which remained under it while the horses were
changed. On leaving the New Inn, the postboys were
directed on passing "Waltham Cross," to go slowly, in
order that her Majesty might have a view of that monu-
ment, erected to the memory of Queen Eleanor, but owing
to this not being placed in an open and exposed
spot, the carriage was taken on some distance before
it was seen. The postboys twice attempted to turn
back, but were impeded by the great body of persons
collected, when the cortege proceeded on its journey.
The Cross was decorated with the Royal Standard and a
variety of evergreens.. There were other displays of loyalty
in the town, and at the turnpike which divides the coun-
ties of Hertford and Middlesex were two Royal Standards,
and a great number of persons, who expressed their
loyalty by loud cheers. At Royston the Queen was met
by the Lord-Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire (the Earl
of Hardwicke) and the High Sheriff (Mr. Greene, of
Hinxton-Hall), together with the regiment of the Whit-
tlesea Yeomanry Cavalry, under the command of Capt.
Smith, and a numerous hody of the gentry and yeomen of
the county, to the number of upwards of 1000. At a few
minutes before two o'clock, punctually according to
announcement, her Majesty's approach was heralded by
the firing of small pieces of artillery and the pealing of
the church-bells of Cambridge, which rang out merrily
together. At the gate of Brooklands, the seat of Mr.
Foster, which stands at the end of the Senior Wrangler's
Walk, about half a mile from the entrance of the town, a
triumphal arch first met her Majesty's view, to announce
that she was ;ipproaching the tomih Above the arch,
wiuch^vas interwoven with evergreens, the word "Wel-
come" appeared, in letters composed of white and red

frnl
G

% SUrm0Unted by aD Im
l
)Crial Crown. The road

Tnnl -f

U,
r,
pmgton t0 1?rookl™ds, and from thence to the

Xu. ,1a -

d
' was crowded with thousands on either

WcpKn i

lmm
f
nse numbers followed in the main road on

1WT *fU
and in aU SOrts of vehicIes

- At the Conduit
liead, at the entrance of Trurnpington-street, an archinterwoven with laurels, with the name of Victoria in
front, surmounted by the crown, met the Royal view.
Here the corporation of the borough, headed by the
Mayor, received her Majesty with the usual ceremonies.
Tie procMWOfl then Advanced by Xrumpington and Jxi*

[Oct. 28,

nity streets to Trinity College. On their arrival thfe

gates were thrown open, the Whittlesea Yeomanry filed off,

the corporation fell bnck, and her Majesty and the Prince
proceeded to the Lodge amidst the loud hurrahs of the
gownsmen. When the carriage reached the Lodge her
Majesty and the Prince were received by the Vice- Chan-
cellor and the various college dignitaries, and conducted to
the Royal apartments. After partaking of refreshment,
her Majesty entered the hall of Trinity College. All the
forms and tables had been removed, and just where the
portrait of Newton is placed, an elevated platform covered
with crimson cloth was erected. Under a canopy was
placed a single chair for her Majesty, in which, however,
the Queen did not sit down. Her Majesty entered the
hall from the south-east door, leading from the Master's
residence, the floor leading to the throne being covered
with crimson cloth. Immediately after her Majesty
followed Prince Albert, the Marquess of Exeter, Earl
Delawarr, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lady Mount
Edgecumbe, &c. Her Majesty was attired in a pink
drawn bonnet and India shawl with a deep gold fringe,
and purple satin dress. Prince Albert was dressed in
black, with a star on the left breast. The Marquess of
Exeter and Earl Delawarr had on the gowns of Doctors of
Civil Law. The gallery at the south end was filled with
ladies. As soon as her Majesty had entered, the hall
doors were thrown open, and the members of the Univer-
sity entered in their order of precedence. The Vice-
Chancellor and the Registrar occupying the centre, the
Heads of Houses and Doctors formed a circle at some
distance from her Majesty, and the Vice-Chancellor imme-
diately commenced reading the address, which being con-
cluded, he advanced to the foot of the throne, and
kneeling, handed it to her Majesty. The address to
Prince Albert was then presented in the same manner.
The Lord Steward, the Bishop of Ely, the heads of
houses, and other dignitaries, were then successively pre-
sented to her Majesty by the Registrar, and this ceremonv
ended, the immense mass of gownsmen began to move
outwards. Her Majesty, taking the arm of the Prince,
retired and entered her carriage to proceed to King's
College Chapel. Her Majesty entered the College by the
grand gate, and proceeding across the first court, the
Royal carriage drew up at the west entrance, where her
Majesty and the Prince were received by the Provost, who
wiih the Esquire Bedells preceded the Royal party up the
ante-chapel through a midway passage, railed off for the
occasion and covered with crimson cloth. Passing through
the screen, her Majesty was conducted to the east end,
near the altar, in front of which was erected a dais with
a canopy over Queen Elizabeth's chair. The organ now
sent forth its pealing notes, and the service commenced.
Her Majesty and the Prince seemed greatly pleased with
the chaunting of the choir, and on entering and leaving
the chapel expressed their admiration of this beautiful
structure. The Royal party went back to Trinity, and
after a short space visited the College Chapel. An inci-
dent occurred on this occasion which is said* to have given
the Queen much pleasure. It happened at the moment
of her Majesty setting forth on foot for the chapel, that
there was some deficiency of crimson cloth for her to
walk upon. In an instant some of the undergraduates
pulled off their gowns and threw them down before her
Majesty

; the example was quickly followed by others

;

the way was thickly strewed with gowns of every academic
rank, over which her Majesty, smiling most graciously,
made her way. Having some little difficulty here and
there to pick her steps, in consequence of the abundant
hand with which the gowns were flung together, on her
passage back the affair was better arranged, the gowns
being spread along the way with some regard to neatness
and order. The chapel was lighted with wax tapers,
carried by undergraduates, the effect of which was ex-
tremely good. "Whilst the Queen, previously to dinner,
took a short rest from the fatigues of the day, his Royal
Highness signified his desire to the Master of seeing the
library of the College. In a few miuutes, his Royal
Highness was conducted thither, through a long row of
undergraduates, with flambeaux in their hands. His
Royal Highness expressed himself much pleased with the
library, and examined minutely some of the manuscripts,
especially those of Milton. In looking over a Saxon MS.,
which the Master said was supposed to have been written
so far back as the eighth century, his Royal Highness re-
marked that, in his opinion, the characters were not of
that age. The Royal dinner party took place in King
Henry the Eighth's drawing-room, at eight o'clock. After
dinner her Majesty held a levee, which was attended by
the heads of houses, and other principal members of the
University. The company assembled in the first instance
in the hall, where their names were called in the order of
their precedence—the heads of houses first, the doctors,
fellows being masters of arts, and all the fellows of
Trinity. In this order they walked up to her Majesty's
drawing-room, entering at one side, and going out at the
other. The illuminations which took place at night re-
flected very greatcrediton the town and University—Trinity,
King's, and St. John's were especially beautiful. The fire-

works, which were exhibited on Parker's Piece, were also
of the highest order of merit and gave general satisfaction.
The grand feature of this royal visit was the ceremony
of conferring the honorary degree of Doctor of Civil Law
upon Prince Albert, which took place in the Senate-house
on Thursday morning. The preparations in the Senate-
house were of the most superb description. Her Majesty
was received at the entrance by the Vice-Chancellor, the

Lord Steward, and a number of the higher authorities of
the University, and walked up the centre of the building

arm in arm with the Prince, bowing to all, and smiling

with evidently heartfelt pleasure at the very splendid and I

i

spirit-stirring scene which met her view. At the dais the
Queen and Prince stood for about a minute and a half,
bowing and curtseying in acknowledgment of the vocife-
rous cheering, which was continued with unabated vigour
till the Queen and Prince Albert sat down. Even then
an attempt to get up a new cheer for the "Prince of
Wales was made, but was immediately suppressed by
the proctors. The ceremony of conferring a Doctor's
degree on Prince Albert, and robing his Royal Highnessm the scarlet gown, then took place. After this had been,
gone through, the public orator (Mr. Crick, of St. John's.
College), delivered a Latin oration, addressed especially
to her Majesty and the Prince, thanking them, in the
name of the University, for the special favour they con-
ferred upon it by their gracious visit, and congratulating-
the learned body on the auspicious occasion. The oration
also dwelt upon the historical recollections of former royal
visits to the University, and pointed out the benefits-
which would accrue from the present one to religion and'
learning. The oration took half-an-hour in its delivery^
during which time his Royal Highness stood almost in-
front of the Queen, and the public orator in front of hi®
Royal

.

Highness, but below the platform. His Royal
Highness bowed frequently, and now and then really
blushed at the very eloquent compliments paid him by the
speaker. The Senior Bedel then took his Royal Highness
by the right hand and conducted him to the Vice-Chan-
cellor, who administered to him the oaths of allegiance
and supremacy. The.Vice-Chancellor at the conclusion
of these bowed to her Majesty ; then, taking his Royal.
Highness' hand, he administered the oath (in Latin) to.
obey and defend the laws of the University ; after which,
the Vice-Chancellor, addressing his Royal Highness in,
the usual Latin form, admitted him to the honorary-
degree of Doctor of Civil Law. His Royal Highness:
then descended the steps of the dais, and was.
invested with the scarlet robe of a D.C.L., and!
took the velvet cap in his hand. A loud burst
of cheering, accompanied with waving of caps,,
went through the hall as his Royal Highness* thusi
equipped, walked back to his seat beside her Majesty.
Amidst the cheering were heard some cries of "Doctor
Albert." After this, the business of the day was pro-
longed by the ceremony of admitting the Rev. R. Phelps
to the degree of doctor in divinity, the Regius Professor
of Divinity (Dr. Oliphant) officiating in the Vice Chan-
cellor's seat. This ceremony was rather a tedious one>
and the Queen once or twice spoke to Lord Delawarr*
apparently inquiring of him an explanation of what wa&
going forward, with which she appeared satisfied and
smiled graciously. But she was observed to yawn more,
than once before the ceremony was concluded. This being-
at length finished, the Vice-Chancellor dissolved the
convocation. The Queen and Prince Albert, attended as
before, then moved off to their carriage amidst euthu-
siastic cheering. Her Majesty wore a rich puce-coloured
silk dress, with an amber-coloured china crape shawl with
flowered border. The bonnet was a lilac silk covered,
with Brussels lace. Prince Albert wore a field-marshal's,
uniform, with the riband and star of the Gaiter. After-
leaving the Senate-house, her Majesty and the Prince,
attended by their suite, the Vice-Chancellor, and some of
the heads of houses, visited the Geological Museum, Pro-
fessor Sedgwick explaining to her Majesty and the Prince-
the nature of most of the specimens. The Queen after-
wards (walked through the public library, and inspected;
the Fitzwilliam collection, on leaving which her Majesty
entered the royal carriage, the path from the library to.
the gate opposite St. Mary's Church being strewed with
gowns gallantly laid down by the undergraduates The
royal party next visited King's College chapel, aad thence
proceeded to St. John's College, visiting the library,
chapel hall, and master's lodge, where her Majesty par-
took of refreshment, and then returned to Trinity, visiting
the library, and afterwards returning to the lodge. At halft
past 1 o clock Prince Albert, escorted by the Vice-Chan-
ceilor, &c, visited Christ's College, and was received at the
gates by the Rev. Dr. Graham, Master of the college, the
I utors of the college, the Rev. J. Hilyard (senior Proctor),
and the Rev. J. Cartmell. Scarlet cloth was laid down from
the gate to the screens, whence his Royal Highness pro-
ceeded between a double file of members of the college to.
the gardens, and the party halting before the celebrated.
Mulberry-tree planted by Milton, who was a member of
this college, the Rev. Master addressed his Royal High-
ness in a short but appropriate speech. His Royal High-
ness having afterwards inspected the college-hall and
chapel, again entered the carriage amidst enthusiastic-
cheers, and having visited Sidney Sussex College in like,
manner, he proceeded to join her Majesty at Trinity. At
half-past two her Majesty accompanied by Prince
Albeit, who wore his Doctor's gown and cap, proceeded;
in an open carriage, their suite following in two close-
carriages to visit Catherine Hall, where an immense mass-
ot people had assembled. An accident, however, occurred,
at tins point which might have been attended with serious-
consequences A scaffold erected along the front of the
coJIege, which was crowded with people, gave way, and
they were all precipitated into the street amidst tremen-
dous shrieking Fortunately no injury was sustained .

beyond a few bruises and broken bonnets. The royal,
party on quitting Catherine Hall visited the Pitt Librarv,
proceeding thence to Queen's College, and afterwards-
visited several other colleges, at all of which they were
received with the warmest demonstrations of loyalty,
the royal party returned to Trinity College at a little
before tour o'clock, and at half-past four set out, escorted
by a guard of honour of the Scots Greys, lor Wimpole,.
the seat of the Earl of Hardwicke. The procession went
along the streets at a walking pace, and the Que*n aod
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Prince Albert bowed most graciously in acknowledgment
of the cheering which attended them the whole length of

the way. At a distance of about two miles from Wimpole,
and about eight from Cambridge, a new road diverges from
the main road up to the mansion. At the entrance gate of

this road the Earl of Hardwicke was stationed to receive her

Majesty, and the Royal carriages, attended by their escort,

passed off through the gate and up to the mansion itself.

According to the last accounts, her Majesty leaves Wim-
pole this morning on her return to town, but the hour of

departure is not yet named. Her Majesty will not come
round by Cambridge again, but travel by the direct route

from Wimpole to Royston, avoiding altogether Mel-

bourne, the place where she changed horses on her way
down. From Wimpole to Royston her Majesty will be

escorted by the Yeomanry, but at the latter place their

office ends, and an escort of the Scotch Greys will attend

her Majesty towards Buntingford.
The Duke de Bordeaux.—Ot\ Saturday, the 14th inst,

Ins Royal Highness honoured Sir T. D. Lauder with his

company at Grange House. On Monday, the Prince

^vith his suite visited Leith, and inspected all that was
vvorth seeing in that town. Thence he went to Newhaven
and Granton-pier, and on his return to his hotel visited

the Botanic and Horticultural Gardens on the grounds of

Inverleith, with all which he seemed highly delighted.

On Tuesday, his Royal Highness, with his suite, and

attended by the Lord Provost and Bailie Richardson,

inspected Heriot's Hospital, and entered his name in the

"visitors' book—" Henri de France." On Wednesday, his

Royal Highness left Edinburgh for Winton Castle, the

seat of Lord Ruthven, where he lunched, and dined after-

wards with the family of the Earl of Wemyss at Gosford-

house. On Thursday, the Duke visited Mr. Mitchell

Innes, at Phantassie, and honoured Sir John Hope, of

Pinkie-house, and Sir David Wedderburn, of Rosebank,
with a visit on his return on Friday to the Royal Hotel,

Edinburgh. On Saturday, his Royal Highness left Edin-

burgh for Fordel-house, the seat of Admiral Sir Philip

Durham, near Inverkeithing, and returned to Edinburgh
in the evening. On Sunday, the Prince attended divine

service at the Catholic chapel in Broughton-street. It is

said that his Royal Highness intends sojourning in this

country longer than was at first contemplated, and that a

Mansion is about to be furnished at Edinburgh for the

residence of his Royal Highness and suite.

' The Grand Duke Michael.—His Imperial Highness
and suite remained at Buchanan Castle, on a visit to the

Duke and Duchess of Montrose, until Wednesday morn-
ing, when he proceeded to Edinburgh, and remained seve-

ral hours there to inspect the different public buildings of

that city. His Imperial Highness then proceeded to

York, and arrived at Chatsworth, the seat of the Duke of

Devonshire, on Thursday night. The Grand Duke on
his arrival was received at the grand hall by the Duke of

Devonshire, Baron Brunow, Earl and Countess of Gran-
ville, and, after remaining a short time with the noble host,

His Imperial Highness and his suite retired for the night,

being somewhat fatigued with the journey from Edin-
burgh. On Friday, about noon, the Grand Duke and
suite, with the Duke of Devonshire and several guests of

his Grace, proceeded to enjoy a promenade in the plea-

sure-grounds attached to the mansion. His Imperial
Highness then viewed the sculpture gallery and the prin-

cipal apartments of the house, and went to see the foun-
tain recently added to the hydraulic works, and the im-
mense rookery now in progress, and from thence to the

grand conservatory. The party then returned to the house
to partake of luncheon. They afterwards visited the

kitchen-gardens, and remained in them until nearly four

o'clock. The Grand Duke, with the Duke of Devonshire
and his guests, then proceeded to Edensor. On leaving
that place they drove to Blakewell, to see Haddon Hall,

the ancient seat of the Manners family, belonging to the
Duke of Rutland, but the evening was so far advancing
that the Grand Duke was unable to go over that interesting

huilding. They returned to Chatsworth at six o'clock. On
Saturday His Imperial Highness, accompanied by the Duke
of Devonshire, visited Hardwick Hall, the noble Duke's
seat, about seven miles from Chesterfield, where Mary Queen
of Scots passed a considerable portion of her captivity. His
Imperial Highness and suite took luncheon there previous
to their departing by the railroad to Drayton Manor.
Shortly before three the Grand Duke arrived at the Ches-
terfield station, accompanied by the Duke of Devonshire,
from Hardwick, and immediately left by the train for

Derby. The Duke of Devonshire saw his illustrious

visitor to the railway-carriage, and there took leave of his

Imperial Highness. The Grand Duke and suite arrived
at Tamworth about half-past five. On reaching the
station, Sir R. Peel was in waiting, and the Grand Duke
^mediately entered the Right Hon. Baronet's carriage,
and proceeded direct to Drayton Manor. On Sunday
horning his Imperial Highness accompanied Sir Robert
and Lady Peel to Tamworth, to attend divine service at

the ancient church of that town. His Imperial Highness
a*id the visitors at the Manor were confined within doors
a 'l the afternoon, in consequence of the exceedingly un-
favourable weather that prevailed.

_
On Monday morning

his Imperial Highness with his suite left Drayton Manor
f°r Birmingham. After making a brief stay at that
to*n, the Grand Duke and party proceeded by rail-

way to the Droitwich station, from whence his Imperial
Highness went to "Witley Court to lunch with her
Majesty the Queen Dowager. On leaving Witley Court,
his Imperial Highness visited Dytchley, the seat of Vis-
count Dillon, where he slept. On Tuesday morning
Lord lledesdale's hounds met at Dytchley, the Grand
Duke having expressed a wish to partake of that thoroughly
*-ngli»h sport, fox-hunting, A numerous field assembled,

and the hounds having drawn a cover near the house, soon

found a fox. His .Imperial Highness seemed much
delighted, and rode well up to the hounds. After a sharp

run of 35 minutes, the fox took to a drain, where all

attempts to dislodge him were fruitless. One of his

Imperial Highness's suite dislocated his shoulder while

taking a stiff fence, but medical attendance was speedily

procured- At two P.M., his Imperial Highness sat down
to luncheon, where he was met by the principal gentry in

the vicinity, and at four started for Wilton House, near

Salisbury, on a visit to the Countess of Pembroke. The
Grand Duke left Wilton on Thursday afternoon, and

returned direct to London.
Parliamentary Movements.—A vacancy has occurred

in the representation of Salisbury by the death of Mr.
Wadham Wyndham, the Conservative member for that

city, which has just taken place.—The Hon. Mr.'Bouverie,

who had come forward as a candidate for the representa-

tion of Kendal, has retired, and has been succeeded by

Mr. Warburton, late Member for Bridport. Mr. Bentinck,

of Remington Lynn, in Norfolk, son of the late Admiral
Bentinck, has come forward as a candidate in the Conser-

vative interest.

The Army.—It is stated that an augmentation of the

cavalry regiments has just been decided on by Govern-
ment. Eight men are to be added to the present strength

of each troop. This measure is to be carried into effect

with the least possible delay.

jj-oretgn.

France.—There is little news of general interest in

the Paris papers, which are occupied chiefly with matters

of domestic interest. Cardinal Borald, Archbishop of

Lyons, has published a letter on the quarrel between the

Church and the University. He declares his determina-

tion to respect the University and be contented with lay

teachers, but he declares that whenever a professor shall

teach pantheism or infidelity, he will call him to order,

and appeal at once to the Minister and the public.—The
King, accompanied by the Duke de Nemours and the

Prince de Joinville, reviewed on Sunday, in the Place du
Carrousel, six regiments of infantry, two of cavalry, and

two batteries of artillery. His Majesty rode through the

ranks, and looked in excellent health. The Commerce
states, that it would appear from a reply made lately to a

contractor by the Minister of Marine, that his Majesty

proposes next year to return the visit of her Majesty the

Queen of England. The reply was—" We cannot under-

take the works you wish to contract for, as in that case

we should not have funds to arm the royal yacht which is

to transport his Majesty to England next year." Other

papers and letters mention a report that the visit will

take place even sooner.—The Legitimist prints press

for a settlement of the Spanish quarrel by a marriage of

Don Carlos' son with Queen Isabella, the latter remain-
ing Queen by her father's will, the former King by virtue

of his father's abdication—both being equally Sovereigns,

like Ferdinand and Isabella.—By a royal decree of the

22d inst., Admirals Mackau and Hugon, the Prince de

Joinville, and several Naval Officers, have been nominated

to inquire into the labours of the commission of inquiry

into the situation of the five military harbours of France,

in connexion with the construction, organisation, and

armament of the steamers of the Royal Navy.—Several

of the papers contain accounts of certain alleged differ-

ences 'which have taken place at Otaheite, between the

Captain of the .French ship of war L'Allier, and Mr.
Pritchard, the missionary and English Consul in that

island ; but we have no authentic details from any

other source. They also devote a large portion

of their columns to reports of a trial on a

grand scale which commenced on Monday at the

Paris Court of Assizes. It is that of a renowned gang of

thieves, called the " Bande du Faubourg Saint Germain,"

because they had long carried on their depredations in

that aristocratic quarter of the capital, owing to the co-

operation of a locksmith, who had secured the patronage

of a number of the rich old nobility residing there. The
thieves on their trial are 27 in number, and there are

upwards of GO separate charges against them.—The Na-
tional has produced considerable sensation at Bordeaux,

and other wine-growing or wine-manufacturing towns, by

its exposure of the modes employed to falsify and fabri-

cate wine. It states that Rouen is famous for this manu-
facture. A boat-load of spurious wine was the other dav

seized by the police, and the barrels emptied into the

Seine, the contents having been found to be cider mixed
with spirits of wine.—The papers state, that such is the

penury in the funds of the charitable associations of the

capital, that the 12 mayors of Paris have made the most
pressing entreaties to the inhabitants of their various dis-

tricts to assist the 70,000 unfortunate beings who are at

this moment destitute of bread, clothing, and fire.—The
Count de Montrond, who lived during many years in the

intimacy of Prince Talleyrand, and was the confidant of

many of his secrets, died on Wednesday at Paris in the

76th year of his age, after a long illness. Marshal Soult,

Minister of War, returned to Paris on Wednesday.
General Boyer, ex-President of liayti, and his family,

were to leave Paris for Italy in a few days.—The popula-

tion of France, as shown by the census taken a short time

ago, amounts to 34,494,875. The last census, in 1836,

gave 33,540,910. The department of the Seine contains

upwards of 1,500,000. It would appear that in less than

a century and a half the population of France has been

nearly doubled, but this augmentation has been very slow

indeed as compared with what takes place in Great Bri-

tain, Prussia, Austria, and even Russia.

Spain".—We have accounts from Madrid to the 17th

inst* TheCortes were opened on the 15th by commis-

sion with the most perfect order, the authorities having
adopted measures for the preservation of tranquillity. The
assembly was presided over by the President of the Senate,
and was numerously attended by members of both bouses,
attired in their official costumes. The public galleries

were crowded with spectators. Two French deputies,
Messrs- Mauguin and Gamier Pages, occupied seats in
the diplomatic tribune. The President of the Council read
the decree of convocation, and having declared the session
open, the house immediately afterwards broke up. Letters
of the 17th state that the Chamber of Deputies was still

eDgaged in preliminary arrangements
; 128 Members were

already at their posts, but 81 only had as yet been sworn
The Ministry expected that the House would be de-lu.

finitively constituted in the course of the ensuing week.
Senor Onis had been named President of the Senate, and
the Duke de Rivas and Count Espeleter Vice-Pre-
sidents. Senor Carneirero had been appointed Minister

at Lisbon instead of S. Aguilar. On the 12th her
Majesty and her sister, the Infanta Louisa, attended for

the first time a bull-fight, the proceeds of which were to

go towards building a church in the suburbs of Madrid.

For this purpose upwards of 12,000 persons of both sexes

were present ; the Queen is said to have taken great

interest in the proceedings, which terminated in the deaths

of eight bulls and a dozen horses. The performance lasted

three hours, and produced 1,000/.—The town of Leon has

pronounced, seized, and imprisoned its authorities, the

regular troops and National Guard joining in the move-

ment. The Opposition journals state that Palencia,

Zamora, Oviedo, Gijon, and the town of Galicia, had pro*

nounced in imitation of Leon. Valladolid was said to

have proclaimed the Central Junta ; and the troops sent

from the capital against Leon were said to have revolted

at Rio Seco. On the other hand, the Government declares

that Astorga had declared against the Leon movement.

—

There are accounts from Saragossa to the morning of the

19th. Some families had been allowed by Gen. Concha to

quit the town. They represent the battalion of Officers

and the National Guard as determined on obstinate resist-

ance. Gen. Concha had not yet opened his batteries.

On the 16th no change had taken place in the situation

of affairs at Barcelona ; hostilities still continued, and the

Junta had issued a decree calling on all men between 17

and 60 years of age to take arms, under the penalty of
death. The patulea had committed great excesses, and
plundered several provision stores.

Belgium.—The Brussels papers contain the details of

the ceremonies at Cologne on the five days, on the occa-

sion of opening the railway from the Scheldt to the Rhine,

which completes a line of communication between Vienna
and Cologne. These details fill 11 columns of the

Monitcur. The fetes were favoured by fine weather, and
the greatest cordiality and harmony prevailed between
the Belgians and Germans present on this remarkable
occasion, which promises to consolidate the good under-
standing between them, and to be of great advantage to

both. On the evening of the first day a grand entertain,

ment was given at Cologne, at which a great number of

eminent persons of Belgium and Germany were present.

Germany. — The papers state that the Austrian

Embassy at Turin has refused to sign the passport for

the Marquess of Dalmatia, the son of Marshal Soult and
French Ambassador at Turin, on the ground that the

Emperor of Austria as King of Dalmatia could not possi-

bly recognise the right of any individual to assume the

title of Marquess of Dalmatia. It was further added that

the Court of Vienna did not recognise any title which

had its origin in the taking of any town or province

belonging to the Austrian empire. The Marquess was

therefore requested to assume some other title, and the

Milan papers announce his arrival in that capital as

Marquess Soulf.—The Hungarian Diet is making pro-

gress in the task of obliging the nobles to pay their quota

of taxation. On the 5th, it was decided that the nobles

residing in towns should pay not only the land-tax of the

comitaty but also the patent duty of the town. The

attempt to establish a common and general house duty

failed. The magnates have persisted in their edict to

make" the Croats learn and plead in the Magyar language.

Russia. The Frankfort Journal states that the

report of "a shot having been fired at the Emperor of

Russia's carriage at Posen was a mere device of the

Emperor to cause the expulsion of the Polish refugees

from that Grand Duchy. The Augsburg Gazette of the

19th states, that according to all probability the Emperor

of Russia will protest against the late revolution in Greece.

Italy.—A letter from Bologna of the loth mst. states

that fresh disturbances had taken place in that city and its

neighbourhood. In the evening of the 3d the populace

came to blows with the carabineers and Swiss in the streets

of Borgo San Pietro and San Donato. Four soldiers

and a workman were dangerously wounded. The Swiss

having given way, a troop of dragoons was immediately

sent to the assistance of the carabineers, and soon restored

order. On the 8th several military posts were attacked

in the lower city. Similar outbreaks were said to have

occurred in other parts of the province, and Cardinal

Spinola was so much alarmed at the hostile dispositions

evinced by the Bolognese that he applied for a leave of

absence and quitted the city. On the 10th he was
succeeded by Cardinal Vannicelli Casoni. Three phy-

sicians and several landowners of the districts traversed

in August last by Muratori's band had been arrested.

The prisons of Bologna contained seventy political

offenders, and fifty more were detained at Pesaro until

they could be safely removed to Fort San Leo. It was
reported that in a recent congregation of Cardinals held

at Rome, to consider the situation of the legations, Car-

dinal Bernetti recommended that concession* be made to
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the people, and a general amnesty granted to all persons
implicated in political conspiracies since 1831. This pro-
position, however, was rejected by the almost unanimous
vote of the assembly.—The French papers announce that

the Sicilian sulphur question is terminated. The indem-
nity to the British merchants has been fixed by a special

commission at 130,000 Neapolitan ducats. The merchants
demanded that this sum, which it was expected would not
be paid for several years, should bear an interest of G per
cent. ; but the Neapolitan Government then determined
to pay in cash. A letter from Naples states that the

Government is now occupied with the establishment of a
regular line of steam-boats between Naples and Ancona,
which will touch at Messina, Tarento, Gallipoli, Bari,

Barletta, and Manfrcdonia, and correspond with the

steamers belonging to the Austrian Lloyd's Company,
which leave Trieste. For this purpose, the Neapolitan
Government are now constructing three large steam-
vessels, and a fourth will shortly be laid down. This line

will commence running in January next.

Turkey.—Accounts from Constantinople in the Ger-
man papers state that the Turks are somewhat alarmed
lest the Greek movement should increase the agitation in

Albania and the northern provinces. An affair at Ibraila

is represented as serious, being nothing less than part of a

conspiracy for the rising of the Christians in Bulgaria.
The local authorities had discovered an illegal association,

and had arrested a number of suspected persons, natives

of Bulgaria. The troops were confined to their barracks,

and their bayonets and sabres sharpened, as if they were
on the eve of a battle. M. de Colla, the Russian Consul
at Galatz, had frequent conferences with the civil and
military chiefs, and assisted at the examination of the

prisoners. The conspiracy is said to have extensive rami-
fications throughout Wallachia and Bulgaria.

India and China.—The Overland Mail from China
and which should have arrived in the early part of

the present month reached town on Monday. The dates

are—Calcutta, 10th, Scinde, 19th, and Bombay, 2Gth
August. From China 26th of June only. The mails
were conveyed from Bombay to Suez by the Victoria
steamer, which left Bombay on the 2Gth August, but
being driven back by stress of weather, did not finally

leave Bombay till 7th September. The mails reached
Alexandria on the 4th inst., but her Majesty's steamer
Geyser not having arrived, they were sent on to Malta by
the French steamer Lycurge, which sailed from Alexandria
on the 7th inst., and arrived at Malta on the 15th. The
overland portion of the mail has been forwarded by her
IViajesty's steamer Alecto from Malta to Marseilles, and
arrived at the latter port on the afternoon of the 19th inst.,

whence being despatched immediately, it arrived at Bou-
logne within G8 hours. The intelligence thus received
has been in great measure anticipated by that brought by
the Hindostan. India was peaceful throughout. In
Scinde nothing of moment had occurred ; Shere Mahomed
had recrossed the river, and taken shelter with his family

in the Murrie Hills. Ali Mahomed followed shortly after,

claiming the same protection. Ali Moorad had been un-

successful in the pursuit of his nephew; and had on his

return visited the fort of Shaghur, where he supposed
Shere Mahomed and his family to be located, but on his

arrival he found it deserted. Sir C. Napier was busied

making preparations for another campaign when the

nature of the country permitted. A considerable aug-

mentation of the force was expected to be made by that

time. The sickness among the troops had much dimin-

ished. The affairs of Gwalior were tending to a complete
state of anarchy ; and Government had issued an order

for the immediate assembling of troops in and around
Agra—but this has been countermanded in the meantime.
Bundelkund, on the other hand, is rapidly improving—the

rural police being considered quite capable of holding the

disturbers in check. Two of the leaders in the late dis-

turbances in Jeypore have been executed. In Affghanistan
affairs were most unsettled. Dost Mahomed had im-
prisoned Ameer Oolah and Suftur Jung, while Zeman
Khan was still bribing the chiefs to join in his own cause.

The whole of those who were in any way favourable to us
on former occasions have been compelled to flee the coun-
try. The Dost is likewise said to be about waging war
with the Chief of Bokhara, the ambassador from whom is

said to have been expelled. The difference formerly exist-

ing in the Punjaub between Shere Sing and his powerful

Minister, Dhyan Sing, has been made up ; but it is not
thought likely to last long. The Nizam's country was
much in the same condition. The intelligence from the

Burmese empire has been somewhat hostile, but the

matter at issue will most probably be amicably settled.

—

Lord Ellenborough is residing at Burrackpore, 10 miles

from Calcutta, and has appointed Mr. Bird, late Deputy
Governor, Governor of Bengal. Two items among the

local news for the month had caused some excitement.

First, the discovery of a joint stock company for robbery,

plunder, &c», whose average annual income has been
betwixt 60,000/. and 80,000/., and who have carried on
their depredations for about 30 years. The other case
was the decision come to by the court-martial held at
ioonah, on charges preferred by Colonel Hughes, com-
mander in the garrison, against Major Seton, a case which
is likely to occupy the attention of the Horse Guards. It
appears that they had a dispute, and soon after which
the Colonel offered to make up the quarrel, but was
told the whole affair had been sent up in a com-
plaint to the Government. The complaint was referred

to a court of inquiry, which decided, after having heard
evidence, that there were faults on both sides. The
Colonel then sent in a demand for a court-martial on the

Major, on the ground of his having wilfully made a false

and uufoun4e<i statement. The Commander-in-Chief

refused the demand and censured the application as out
of place, as the decision of the court of inquiry was then
under his consideration. The Colonel reiterated the
demand, but no notice was taken of it Two months
afterwards the Colonel had the proceedings, with his own
charges and the letters, privately printed and sent to his

friends. The pamphlet was shown to the Major, who
demanded a court-martial, by which, after the examination
of the same witnesses, he was declared honourably
acquitted. This verdict, which was supposed to be con-
trary to the evidence, has been much canvassed, as also

the remarks of the Commander-in-Chief, which were
severe on the Colonel for not obeying the dictum of the
head of the Army. Party-feeling was warm on both sides

of the question. The chief witnesses were the principal

medical officers of the army-staff, and they conceived the
finding of the court-martial to be a censure on their

evidence.—The satisfactory news from China informing
us of the ratification of the treaty with this country and
of the arrangement of the tariff, was not certainly known
at Bombay at the date of the departure of the mail, and
the papers are therefore in great measure filled by vague
rumours and speculations respecting events of which we
are already completely inform ed.

^JlTY^
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 954

for money and the Account ; Reduced Three per Cents.,

94£; New Three-and-Half per Cents., 102f; Bank
Stock, 179 i 5 Exchequer Bills, G3s. to 65*, and 62s. to

645. prem.

*"¥ *Y* ' ^. - ^-

JWetropoffe axxts its jfc/icmttD.

City Election.—The fpolling for the two candidates
closed on Saturday at 4 o'clock, when the returns of Mr.
Baring's committee gave a majority of 145 in favour of
Mr. Pattison, while Mr. Pattison's committee made the
majority 201. About eleven o'clock Mr. Baring's friends
assembled in great force, and from that time to half-past

12 there was a small majority in favour of that gentleman,
but this soon declined, and at two o'clock Mr. Pattison
was 121 a-head. The official state of the poll was
announced by the Sheriffs on Monday, when the numbers
were declared to be, for Mr. Pattison, 6532; for Mr.
Baring, 6367 ; leaving a majority for the former of 145.
Mr. Pattison was then in the usual form declared duly
elected. The following is the proportion of liverymen
and householders who voted for the respective candi-

dates :—For Mr. Pattison, liverymen, 2307; house-
holders, 4225 ; total, C532. For Mr. Baring, liverymen,

3196 ; householders, 3171 ; total, 6367 ; making the total

number of votes 12,899. The Sheriffs alluded to this cir-

cumstance at the close of the proceedings, and said that

nearly 13,000 votes had been regularly and peaceably
recorded in the short space^of eight hours, a fact which
they wished to hold out for imitation and example to the

constituencies of country boroughs. In connection with
this subject we may notice the rumoured illness of Mr.
George Lyall, one of the other members for the City,

respecting whom reports of the most contradictory nature

were in circulation on Tuesday. It appears that Mr.
Lyall has been seriously indisposed, but not to an extent

to excite alarm, and that at present he is nearly recovered.

Mansion House.—On Friday the Lord Mayor gave an
entertainment to the clergy, churchwardens, and vestry-

clerks of the several parishes in the Borough of Southwark
and the Ward of Aldgate, represented by his Lordship in

Parliament and in the Corporation. The Lord Mayor
elect and several Aldermen were present ; 210 persons sat

down to dinner.

Anti-Carn-Laio League. — The monthly aggregate
meeting of the League took place on Thursday evening in

Covent Garden Theatre, which was crowded in every part.

An address of congratulation to the Citizens of London,
on the return of Mr. Pattison to Parliament was adopted,
after which the lion. C. P. Villiers, Dr. Bowring, Mr.
Moore, and Mr. Milner Gibson,addressed the meeting. Mr.
Gibson adverted to a report published in the Morning
Post, that the Queen and Queen Dowager had given up
their private boxes at the theatre on account of the

League Meetings. He said that her Majesty and the

Queen Dowager knew nothing of this, but that it was an
attack of the Ministers. The meeting did not break up
until a very late hour.

Illness ofMrs.Fry.—The numerous friends of this bene-

volent lady will regret to learn that she has been so seriously

indisposed as to admit of faint hopes of recovery. For
some months past Mrs. Fry had been suffering under
occasional attacks of a pulmonary complaint, which pre-

vented her from the continued exercise of those active

charities that have formed the chief business of her useful

life, but without creating any serious apprehension for her

safety. Within the last week, however, the disease has

assumed a more alarming character. Her medical advisers

recommended immediate removal to a warmer climate,

but her enfeebled state unfits her for the fatigue of a long

journey. Her present illness is supposed to be the effect

of a severe cold caught in her recent journey to the

north of Europe, which brought on inflammation of the

lungs, from which she has never thoroughly recovered.

Illness of Mr. Farren.—We regret to state that this

popular comedian has been seized with a sudden affliction

which threatens, in its consequences, to deprive the stage

of one of its greatest ornaments. On Tuesday^ night,

when near the conclusion of Mr. Mark Lemon's new

drama of Old Parr at the Haymarket, he was observed

to exhibit an unusual tremor of manner and sink in the

chair used in the scene. The curtain fell at the usual

time, and it was discovered that he had been attacked

mth ft fit pf spoplezy, cud was uuable to speak. He was

instantly conveyed to his room, aud medical assistance

sent for, when it was discovered that his side and arm
were completely paralysed. He was conveyed home to

Brompton and attended by the most eminent members of

the faculty. This is the third attack of the same malady,
but the first that has left such consequences, the two pre-

vious having only confined him to his room for a few days.

Hellenic Festival.—On Saturday evening a festival

took place at the London Tavern, to celebrate the recent

events in Greece, when about 100 Greek gentlemen and
friends of their cause sat down to dinner. The upper end
of the room displayed the flags of England, France, and
Greece; and four pillars against the walls bore inscrip-

tions commemorative of the various national assemblies

of regenerated Greece, beginning with that of the 25th
March, 1825 ; of the battles won by the Greeks ; and of

the surviving and deceased heroes who had fought in the

Greek cause. Mr. Ralli was in the chair ; and among
those who supported him were the Hon. Col. Stanhope,
Col. Thompson, Mr. B. Cochrane, and Dr. Bowring. The
principal speakers were of course the Greek merchants and
other natives of Greece resident in London, who addressed

the meeting in Romaic. The English visitors abovenamed
also spoke at some length on the obligations which civili-

sation at large owes to Greece, and on the interest felt in

this country for her prosperity as a nation.

The Nelson Column.—in accordance with a general

wish on the part of the public to have permission to see

the figure of Lord Nelson prior to its being placed on the

column, the public were admitted to Trafalgar-square

yesterday, and will be admitted again this day gratuitously

to view the statue. In announcing this in the morning
papers, Mr. Baily, the sculptor, states that it is done with

the hope that the visitors may thereby be induced to aid

the subscription for an entertainment to be given to the
Greenwich pensioners, in Trafalgar-square, on the anni-
versary of the battle of Copenhagen, April 2, 1844.

Wood Pavement.—An injunction having been obtained

by the Metropolitan Company against the proprietors of
Perring's patent, the paving of Chcapside has been sus-

pended for some days past. On Tuesday, however, a
deputation of the inhabitants waited upon the Commis-
sioners of Sewers, with a representation of the extreme
inconvenience arising from the continued obstruction of

this crowded thoroughfare; and after some considera-

tion, the Commissioners determined on giving up their

intention of paving the whole of Cheapside with wood,
and issued directions for completing that portion already

unfinished with Aberdeen granite.

High Tide.—On Wednesday noon the tide again rose

to a great height, overflowing all the warehouses round
Limehouse, Wapping, Deptford, Bermondsey, and Bank-
side. The unusual height of the tide is mainly attributable

to the storm of Tuesday night. At Wandsworth and Bat-
tersea the grounds of many market-gardeners were under
water for several hours.

Lotteries.—The prizes in Mr. Boys's " Fine Arts Distri-

bution" were allotted at Exeter Hall on Wednesday.
Two young ladies officiated at the wheels of fortune, and
Mr. Cooke, a barrister, was in the chair, in the place of
Mr. J. S. Buckingham, who was to have replaced Mr.
Bond Cabbell. Mr. Cooke spoke at great length upon
the encouragement afforded to the fine arts by the present
system of lotteries. The number of tickets was 12,000, and
there were 601 prizes. After the G01 prizes were drawn,
Mr. Boys gave, as a bonus on his originally announced
prizes, other prizes, to the amount of 350 guineas, to the
next drawn tickets, and also announced his intention of

instituting another "Fine Art Distribution" in the
course of the forthcoming year.—The daily papers state

that the landlady of a tavern at the west-end of the town,
conceiving that ladies have as much right to sport their
loose cash on sporting events as gentlemen, has deter-
mined to form a Derby Club for ladies. A code of rules

has been framed, the club to be limited to 30 members,
the subscription being 25s. ; two prizes to be given ; the
winner of the first to be entitled to 18/., and of the second
prize to 9/. ; 5/. to be divided among the drawers of

starting horses, and the balance to be appropriated to

incidental expenses.
Inquests.—On Monday an inquest was held on the

body of Mr. Charles Wooden, the fruit-sahsm in of

Covent-garden market, who resided at 25, Bow-s'.reet.
On Thursday last, it appeared, he complained of being
ill, and shortly afterwards fell down in a fit, striking his

head against the stones. He was assisted home, and
medical assistance procured, but he died the same even-
ing. A surgeon stated that he saw deceased on Friday
afternoon, and found him affected with apoplexy, which
had been produced by concussion of the brain and rupture
of some blood-vessels. Verdict—Died of apoplexy.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, October 14, was as

follows :—West Districts, 147; North Districts, 159;
Central Districts, 182 ; East Districts, 225 ; South Dis-

tricts, 237; Total, 950 (males, 509; females, 441).
Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (461 males, 442
females)

j and for the last five autumns 903.

$roi)tncfal Kefos.
The late Storms.—The accounts from all parts of the

coast contain detailed accounts of numerous shipwrecks,
occasioned by the storms of the last fortnight. The prin-

cipal places which have suffered are situated on the north-

ern and eastern coasts ; and in many instances, the wrecks

have been attended with loss of life. On the coast of

Devon and Cornwall the storm was also felt with great

severity, and many casualties are reported. At Margate,

the ship Burhampooter, almost , new vessel, with emi-
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grants on board for Port Philip, was wrecked off the bar- 1 of England, where it was offered for change by a foreign

hour, but all hands were saved.

Carmarthen,—The Right Hon. Frankland Lewis, the

Chief Commissioner appointed to inquire into the causes of

the present outrages in South Wales, arrived here on Tues-

day, bringing with him her Majesty's Commission, which

was opened on Wednesday with the examination of the

clerk to the Main Trust, and of various books and papers

relating to it. Not a night now passes but the morning

brings an account of some act of incendiarism. On Mon-
day night two large stacks of hay, containing about 15

tons, the property of a person named Evans, near Llanelly,

were set on fire and totally destroyed. A party of the

London police, in their usual nightly patrol of the coun-

try, had passed the spot as late as 8 o'clock, and all was

then safe, but when in another part of the country at 9

they perceived the ricks in flames. Mr. Evans had received

two threatening letters, stating that if he did not /jive up

carting coals, Rebecca should visit him ; he subsequently

received a second threatening letter, which he refused

to take in or open. On Thursday and Friday last this town

was filled with county magistracy, who came to be present

at the opening of the quarter sessions, and to take part in

the discussion on maintaining a rural police in the county,

and defraying the expenses of the Metropolitan Police.

Mr. Pugh opened the proceedings in a speech on the

present state of the principality ; after which the court

discussed the propriety of establishing a rural police, and

ended in agreeing to a rate for that purpose. There are

now at least 150 of the London police in the disturbed

parts of Carmarthenshire, Pembrokeshire, and Cardigan-

shire. They have been stationed, with small companies

of foot-soldiers under the command of non-commissioned

officers, in all the villages and small towns throughout

the country.—At the Pembrokeshire quarter sessions,

Colonel Owen, Vice-Lieutenant of the county, moved the

following resolution, which was seconded by the Earl of

Cawdor and carried :— " That the magistrates are of

opinion that the police force which the Government has

proffered to be put at the disposal of the Vice-Lieutenant

of the county is required for the preservation of the

peace of the county, and that itbe employed accordingly."

The expense of this force will be about 50/. a-week ;
and

it is expected it will obviate the necessity of establishing

a rural police in the county, which is greatly objected to.

At the same sessions, William Harris, servant of Colonel

Colby, R.E., was indicted with unlawfully and maliciously

destroying a toll-bar, the property of the trustees of the

Whitland trust. It is rumoured that the evidence brought

before the grand jury was defective, and that it appeared

before them that the breaking down of the bar was an act

done for the purpose of trying ils legality, it being alleged

to be placed within the borough of Narberth, contrary to

law. The grand jury ignored the bill, and the prisoner

was of course discharged. Six persons, charged on the

information of one Richard Williams with being concerned
in the destruction of the Porthyrhyd-gate and toll-house

on the 7th August last, have been apprehended byapaitj
of the metropolitan police, and lodged in the Carmar.'hen

gaol, where they have undergone an examination before a

full bench of magistrates, and been remanded for further

inquiry. On the night of Friday week a farmer, named
Richards, occupying a farm called Gorse Gocb, in the

parish of Llanfrynach, between Narberth and Cardigan,

and about 12 miles from the latter town, having bailiffs in

his house for arrears of rent, had his farm visited by about

100 Rebeccaites with their faces spotted with black. They
threshed out all his corn, packed up the straw, and carried

all his corn, straw, and stock, off the premises ; they then

ordered him out of the house, qnd packed up his furni-

ture, which they took away. Having ordered the bailiffs,

who were afraid to interfere, to be off, they carried all

away with them, the bailiffs have been unable to discover

^vhere. The farmer says he does not know any of them,

nor where they have carried his good?.

Chester.—On Saturday week, about 9 a.m., a barn,

forming part of the farm buildings adjoining Sutton Hallj

the residence of Joseph White, Esq., was found to be on
fire. So rapid was the progress of the flames, that before

the engines could arrive the whole of the farm buildings,

containing a large quantity of Wheat and Oats, were

destroyed ; the cheese was saved, end the efforts of the

Chester police successfully prevented the fire from com-

municating to the Hall. The engines remained playing

Upon the buildings till 10 at night, when all fear of further

mischief was removed. Nothing is yet known as to the

origin of the fire; and the damage is estimated at from

2,000/. to 3,000/.

Dover.—On Tuesday, the Duke of Wellington, in his

capacity of Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, held a

Court of Loadmanage, or Pilot's Court, here for the

superannuation of old Cinque Port pilots, and the making
°f new ones to fill up vacancies. The proceedings com-
menced with divine service in St. James's Church, where
the Master of the pilots, Mr. D. Peake, was elected. The
vacancies filled up were about twenty, and there were

Upwards of one hundred applicants in attendance. The
faster and wardens are the examiners, and the points of

examination are on the knowledge of the candidates of

the English Channel. The last Court was in Nov., 1839.

Durham.— The local papers recently announced the

death, at an advanced ago, of Mr. Buddie, well known in

the northern counties as a coal viewer, and as the agent
of the Marquess of Londonderry's collieries. He is said

to have died worth 150,000/., although he commenced life

as a mere pit lad.

Gloucester.—The local papers state that the 800/. of

*hich Mr. John Gardner, of Painswick, was some time
ago robbed at Boulogne, has been recovered. A 500/.

*>ote, part of the amount, was lately stopped at the Bank

Jew; and the remaining 300/. has since been recovered

from the hands of au old washerwoman at Boulogne, who

surrendered it on receiving a reward of 30/.

Halifax.—Our readers will probably remember that in

July last an account appeared in our columns (p. 494) of

a deliberate murder committed at the village of Mount
Tabor, near this place. The victim was a man named

John Dobson, a weaver, who was shot dead by his own

son, Joseph Dobson. The latter and his wife had gone,

about a week before the occurrence, to live with the father,

and during the week some quarrel took place between the

son and his father. The son on the 4th July went about

a mile from Mount Tabor, and took a gun from the house

of a man he knew, but who was not at home, and having

purchased some powder and shot, returned home and

deliberately shot his father in the presence of his wife

and two or three children. On first presenting the gun

it missed fire, but he put on another cap, and before the

old man had time to get out of the house, shot him

through the heart, and he dropped dead on the spot.

The murderer immediately made his escape, and though

great search was made for him no trnccs of him could be

discovered. A coroner's jury unanimously returned a

verdict of Wilful Murder against the parricide. A Govern-

ment reward of 100/. was offered for his apprehension,

hut he contrived to elude the officers of justice until Fri-

day last, when he was apprehended by a working man at

Huddersfield, in the neighbourhood of which town he has

been working for a few weeks as a weaver, lie had cut

his whiskers off so as to prevent identification, and when

anprehended denied that his* name was Joseph Dobson,

but on being given into the hands of the chief constable,

he acknowledged that he was the man, and instead cf

feeling compunction for his crime, gave utterance to

expressions of pleasure that he had taken his father's

life. On Saturday he was committed to York on the

coroner's warrant for trial at the next assizes.

Isle of Wight.—Mr. Dawes, brother of the Baroness

de Feucheres, has purchased the Niton estate, formerly

the property of Mr. Kirkpatrick, banker, of Newport, of

his assignees, for 21,000/. It contains about 700 acres,

taking in part of St. Catherine's Down, and some of the

finest scenery in the Isle of Wight.—The English

Churchman states that it is able to confirm the report

which was mentioned in its columns a few weeks since of

the return of Mr. Sibthorp to the English Church. The

Rev. gentleman, it states, has after a deliberation of about

six months, formally declared his renewed attachment to

the English Church.
Manchester The adjourned annual general meeting

of the shareholders of the Bank of Manchester was held

last week in this town. The attendance was numerous,

owing to a report that Mr. Burdekin, the runaway ma-

na^er, would deliver himself up to the directors. This

report, however, was without foundation. A long state-

ment of accounts was presented to the meeting, but it will

be sufficient to remind our readers that this bank had

branches at Birmingham, Liverpool, and other places,

and suspended payment in 1810. At the time of its

stoppage, statements were sent forth informing the share-

holders that a small loss on their shares would be expe-

rienced, but that the securities held by the bank were of

such a character that little apprehension need be enter-

tained upon the subject. A sum of money was borrowed

from the principal shareholders for the purpose of paying

off the more pressing claimants on the bank, and to avoid

harassing its debtors by prematurely urging upon them the

repayment of advances. Each succeeding year showed

that "the expectations held out were not to be realised, and

that the securities had undergone considerable deprecia-

tion. At length a final investigation has taken place, for

the purpose of ascertaining what arrangement can be made

for the reimbursement of loans made under the circum-

stances stated ; and it is now discovered that, in addition

to the paid-up capital of five pounds per share, another

call of thirty shillings a share is necessary to enable the

directors to pay off the present demands upon the bank.

After some discussion, the retiring directors were re-

elected, and a committee appointed for the purpose of

investigating the private accounts of some of the directors

and other individuals, and to report to the proprietors.

Oxford.—An Oxford paper announces that the Rev.

Charles Seager, M.A., late Fellow of Worcester College,

has joined the communion of the Church of Rome.

Southampton.— Official notice was received here on

Friday last announcing that Southampton had been made

a second-class port, which doubtless will prove of import-

ance to the town, as all descriptions of merchandise,

including tobacco, silks, &c, can now be imported direct.

The intelligence was welcomed with peals from the church

bells, and with a salute from the battery. It is said that

arrangements are in progress between the merchants,

Dock and Railway Companies, for the reduction of

freights, dues, and carriage of goods, which, if carried

into effect, will tend greatly to the increase of trade.

Taunton.—The Bristol Times slates that at the

Somersetshire quarter-sessions, last week, the chaplain of

the prison said that no less than 3G0 prisoners had come
under his notice during the last three years who were

ignorant of the name of the Saviour, and unable to repeat

the Lord's Prayer. He did not mean to say they never

heard the name of Christ, but knew nothing of its mean-

in"', and only used that sacred name in their profane oaths

or
=
conversations. If he asked them who was the Saviour

of mankind, they could not tell ; if he asked them who
was Christ, they did not know. They were in utter dark-

ness and ignorance as to religion; as to moral and reli-

gious duties they were just as ignorant as heathens.

Windsor.— Since the Queen has possessed her pack of

beagles, her Majesty, from domestic causes, has been pre-

vented from hunting during a great portion of the regular

season. This year, however, her Majesty has signified

her intention to hunt with the beagles occasionally in the
Great Park. When her Majesty takes the field, bagged
hares will always be at hand, in order to insure sport in

the event of their not being successful in an early find.

The Queen is said to be an excellent horsewoman

;

indeed, her Majesty upon her favourite hunter takes a
ditch and double fence in beautiful style.—It is stated to

be the intention of Prince Albert to add to the present
extent of the preserves at Swinley, between Ascot and
Bagshot Park, by purchasing some portion of theland which
lies contiguous to the Crown property. A large quantity of
the game, which is bred at considerable expense at Swinley,

is brought down and bagged by a number of persons carry-

ing game licences and culled "scouts," who make a point

of hovering round the extremity of the Royal preserves

when the Prince and the visitors to her Majesty are

shooting over them. When any bird rises and makes away,

if but one yard from off the Royal properly, it is popped
at by these licensed "scouts" and carried off.—The sale

of Prince Albert's s-tock for this year took place last

week at Norfolk farm, and attracted, from the high cha-

racter and condition of the stock, all the principal sales-

men and butchers for many miles round Windsor, and

several large buyers from the metropolis. The stock sold

consisted of 41*7 sheep, 33 Welsh oxen, 12 Devon oxen,

8 Hereford oxen, 2 West Highlanders, and 9 fat cows and

heifers. The prices realised were high, and the produce

of the sale was 1,743/.—Mr. Ormsby Gore, groom in

waiting to her Majesty, met with an accident on Wednes-

day week, while hunting with Prince Albert's harriers,

but was enabled to leave the Castle on the next morning

for his town residence. The meet on that day was at Mr.
Mason's farm, at Salt-hill; and during the second run,

when the harriers were in full cry, the horse of Mr. Gore,

while at full speed, tripped and fell, throwing his rider

with considerable force on a heap of hard mould. Mr.
Gore fractured his collar- bone, and had several severe

hruises, but is now doing well.—A fire was discovered in

(he spacious corridor at Frogmore-house early on Tues-

day morning by one of the domestics, and had it not

been for its fortunate detection at the time, there is little

doubt that the mansion must have been burned to the

ground. It appears that the corridor, over which is the

sleeping apartment of the Duchess of Kent, is warmed
by flues, which had been overheated on the previous day,

and set fire to the carpet and some furniture. Prompt
assistance was at hand, and the fire was soon subdued.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week:—Birmingham and Derby, 1,401/.; Birmingham
and Gloucester, 1,987/. ; Eastern Counties, 2,833/.;

Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,594/. ; GreatWestern, 15,199/.;

Grand Junction, 8,314/. ; Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr,

1,28!)/.; Great North of England, 1,537/."; Mull and

Selby, 1,053/. ; London and Birmingham, 18,097/. ;
South

Western, 7,074/.; Blackwall, 826/.; Greenwich, 692/.

;

Brighton, 4*568/. ; Croydon, 251/. ; Liverpool and Man-
chester* 4,739/.; Manchester and Birmingham, 3,716/.;

Manchester and Leeds, 5, 112/.; Midland Counties, 3,168/.;

Northern ana Eastern, 1,805/. ; North Midland, 4,693/. ;

Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,360/.; Dover, 4,602/.; Shef-

field and Manchester, 442/. ; York and North Midland,

1,900/. The jury at the Coroner's inquests on the bodies

of the two men who were killed on the Dover railway last

week returned verdicts of Accidental Death in each case,

— It is stated that the works of the branch railway from

Oxford to Didcot are progressing rapidly, chiefly in the

neighbourhood of Itadley and Appleford ;
and there is

little doubt that the opening of the Line will take place in

June previous to the Commemoration which will take

place next year.— It is understood that the Edinburgh

and Glasgow Company Lave instructed their engineer to

examine the former plans of a branch railway to connect

their line with Stirling, and to make a further survey of

the country if necessary.—It is said that Mr. Geo. Hud-

son of York, will be appointed chairman of the three

amalgamated Midland Railway Companies. Mr. Hud-

son will then be chairman of no less than six lines—the

Midland Counties, Derby Junction, North Midland, York

and North Midland, Newcastle and Darlington, and Leeds

and Selby. On Wednesday the proprietors of the North-

ern and Eastern and Eastern Counties Companies met

simultaneously at the Shoreditch station, to take into

consideration the propriety of an amalgamation of their

lines. There was a large attendance of shareholders from

the Eastern Counties and the North. The meeting of

the Northern and Eastern Company took place at twelve

o'clock, Mr. Marshall, M.F., presiding, when the heads

of the proposed amalgamation with the Eastern Counties

Company were submitted to the shareholders. The ar-

rangement proposed was that the Eastern Counties Com-

pany should take a lease in perpetuity of the Northern

and Eastern, at a rent of five per cent, upon the shares

and borrowed capital, the sum of 132,500/. out of the net

profits to be received by the Eastern Counties, and the

remaining net profits to be divided in the proportion of

two-thirds to the Eastern Counties, and one-third to the

Northern and Eastern ; the former Company to have the

exclusive control over all extensions and the workings of

the lines, and to guarantee that the working expenses

shall not exceed 40 per cent of the gross receipts for the

first year, 37s for the second year ; and 3G per cent for

all future years, the number of directors of the joint

board to consist of 18 in all. After much discussion, in

which Mr, Ward, M.P. for Sheffield, Mr. Masterman and
others took part, the resolutions ratifying the above pro-

positions were passed with but four dissentients. A
resolution was also passed, empowering the Directors to

i
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apply to Parliament to extend the Northern and Eastern
Railway from Newport to Cambridge. At the meeting of
the Eastern Counties shareholders, the same propositions
were submitted and discussed, Mr. H. Bosanquet pre-
siding. Mr. Whittle Harvey spoke for nearly two hours'
duration, contending that it would be a pernicious and
suicidal act if the Eastern Counties Company were to take
a lease of the Northern and Eastern in perpetuity. He
entered largely into statistics on the subject, which were
replied to by the Company's solicitor. Mr. Salamons,
Mr. Tite, and other proprietors, also spoke in favour of
the proposed amalgamation, which was ultimately carried,

with only six dissentients out of a meeting of upwards of
200, the chairman explaining to the meeting at its close
that its adoption would not only have the effect of largely
benefiting the public, but of terminating all existing Par-
liamentary contest and injurious competition for traffic.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The Lord-Lieutenant presided at a Privy

Council last week, when it was agreed that a proclamation
shall issue fixing the 13th November as the day whereon
the Arms Act shall come into operation.—On Friday in-
formations for perjury were tendered against Mr. Bond
Hughes, the Government reporter, upon whose deposi-
tions the parties to be prosecuted were called upon to give
bail. It appears that this gentleman swore that a Mr.
Barrett, proprietor of the Pilot newspaper, was present,
and took an active part at a certain meeting, while 13
witnesses depose that Mr. Barrett not only was not pre-
sent, but it was physically impossible he could have been
present. The case was brought before the magistrates of
College-street Police-office, at two sittings, but they ulti-

mately decided that it was not within their jurisdiction,
and refused to receive the informations.—In the Corpora-
tion on Friday, Mr. O'Connell brought forward the follow-
ing resolution :

—" That we deem the transmission of the
proclamation to the Lord Mayor about the hour of four
o'clock on Saturday the 7th of October inst., to prevent a
meeting to be held on the next day, too late for the pur-
pose of due caution, and especially too late for him to
warn the citizens of Dublin of the impending peril."
The Lord Mayor declared that he had never experi-
enced any want of attention on the part of the Admini-
stration, and wondered much how Mr. O'Connell could
have thought of alleging this matter as a proof to the
contrary. On a division, however, the motion was car-
ried by 38 to 9—The various wards of the city have since
held meetings to protest against the recent measures of
Government. At the meeting of the Post-office Board,
Mr. O'Connell spoke at considerable length. He said
that some misapprehension seemed to prevail respecting
what had fallen from him on the previous Monday. It
had been most erroneously supposed by some persons that
he had changed his mind on the subject of Repeal. It
was scarcely necessary for him to say that any such im-
pression was totally erroneous. He had merely repeated
on Monday what he had often before and long since
stated on the subject of a movement then in contempla-
tion respecting the attainment of a federal Parliament.
Hut then, as well as on Monday last, he fully retained his
own opinion, that nothing short of Repeal could or ought
to satisfy the people of Ireland, and that nothing else
would afford an efficient remedy for the manifold griev-
ances of the country. lie was still firmly attached to the
principle of independent legislation, but having reason to
believe that a movement for a federal Parliament would
rally a considerable and very influential party, he had
expressed himself ready to make the experiment, because
he felt conscious that the result would be a still deeper
conviction that in Repeal alone the true remedy would be
und. He had been promised the support of a very pow-

erful party in England, and he had reason also to calcu-
late upon the adhesion of a very influential party in Ire-
ind. To his English friends he was doubly grateful;

but while entertaining and expressing these opinions, he
is bound to declare that he was still of opinion that it

was only in an Irish House of Commons, and in an Irish
House of Lords, that the wrongs of Ireland could be
redressed and the rights of Ireland maintained.—On
Monday the Repeal Association held their weekly meet-
ing in the New Conciliation Hall, which was opened on
the occasion for the first time. The building was densely
crowded, and many thousands were unable to obtain ad-
mission. A Government reporter was present. Mr. J. A.
O'Neill took the chair, and addressed the meeting at great
length. Mr. O'Connell then rose and said : I wish that the
first sentence which I have to utter in this Conciliation
Hall, formed now as it is into an assembly, shall be this
truth, that there is but one way to obtain the Repeal of
the Union, and that is by strictly peaceable means. My
second sentence, and the only one I shall utter before I
hand in money, is that the Repeal is certain. Yes, pro-
vided you use no other but peaceable and legal means.
Give your enemies no advantage over you. I warn the
people against giving the Government the least pretence
for using force. I warn the people— in the cities, towns,
and in the crowded streets, and in the villages—fet there
be no single act of violence. If violence be attempted by
anybody else, the law is still open, unquestionably open,
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nothing for Ireland but the Repeal ; and he had boldly
and manfully, as it became him, scorned to be kept in
fetters of former opinions, or to be taunted with incon-
sistency. He was truly consistent—he was honest when
he was an anti-Repealer—he was honest now that he was
amongst the Repealers. There had a good deal fallen

from their chairman of the distinction between federalism
and an independent legislature. It was an independent
legislature he (Mr. O'Connell) was looking for. By
independence he did not mean independent of England

—

quite the contrary. By independent he did not mean
independent of the Crown, quite the contrary; bound
to England by the golden link of the Crown, with a
mutuality of interest — most firmly attached to the
continuance of that connection on fair terms ; but
insisting that Ireland has a right to the revival of that
parliament of which she was deprived by the foulest means.
This language might be thought inconsistent with what
fell from him on the last day of meeting, it was no such
thing. He mentioned then that approaches had been
made on the part of the Whigs. The first was that many
would join him if he held out the hope of federalism ; the
second was a letter which he received from a gentleman
in England, and he assured the gentleman who wrote to

him that the Repealers did not desire separation, and that

they would give every guarantee that that was not their

object. It was said to him that if he held out these
hopes a considerable number of Whigs would join him

;

recollect that it was on this ground that they were joined
by the Right Rev. Dr. Kennedy ; it was on this ground
that they nought the junction of Mr. S. Crawford, and
received the support of Mr. O'Hagan and others. They
went far enough for the Repealers to act with him, but
he never said that he would rest contented with a smaller
quantity, as long as it was possible for him to get a greater.

He would be ashamed of being the colleague and com-
panion of the chairman, and the friend of Smith O'Brien
if there was the least hesitation about him in saying that
the hopes of justice had been total delusions, and that he
was looking now for the Repeal. He would reject no
man's assistance who went any part of the way with him.
Any man that joined him to repeal the 40th of Geo. IIL,
chap. 38, what was called the "Union Statute," was
welcome amongst them ; he would obtain the best
parliament himself after he had been thus assisted on his
way. He had every disposition to conciliate—none to
compromise. What had occurred might teach the Govern-
ment, if there be wisdom amongst them, and the states-
men of England, if they be wise, that they might win the
Irish heart by kindness, and by conciliatory conduct they
might bind Ireland with the link of faithful affection to

the British connection. They might keep the Irish people

the Whigs were a treacherous set—there was no escaping
the extent of their calumnies. They had grossly per-
verted what he had said about the Bourbons ; but he
deprecated revolutionary violence in any country on the
globe. As to the Chartists they made him offers of assist-

ance, but he would have no alliance with them, and put
their letters in the fire. Joseph Sturge and the Complete
Suffragists were a small party, but he would be glad to
assist them ; however, his apprehensions exceeded his

hopes. As to the wise and judicious people of England,
he would wish to conciliate them, and he would tell them,

in the first place that he had no desire to separate. He
insisted, however, that if England could not transfer her
Parliament to France, so neither could the Irish Parlia-

ment transfer theirs to England. This was the doctrine
of such men as Locke, Plunket, and Bushe. He would
move that a committee be appointed to draw up a sort of

declaration assuring the Protestants that Catholic ascend-
ancy could never happen. That declaration would be the

solemn pledge of the Repeal Association and of the people
who confided in that association. That declaration would
be the shield of every Protestant to resist persecution if

it should ever occur, but there was no danger of it*

The spirit of persecution was not in the Catholic. Ire-

land had been stricken down by dissensions amongst
her children ; but once all the Irish were for Ireland,

Ireland would be legislated for by the Irish. He
desired, therefore, to proclaim in the Conciliation Hall
this truth as the basis of their exertions ;— that they
placed their exertions for Repeal on the right of free-

dom of conscience to all men—without ascendancy to

any, or political inferiority to any. He concluded by
moving that the Committee be appointed, which was
agreed to. Mr. O'Connell then said it was most important
that they should have as many addresses as possible to the
Queen between that period and the sitting of Parliament,
in order that her Majesty should be thoroughly informed
of the real state of Ireland. Those petitions should com-
plain of the present administration, and pray that her
Majesty will appoint other persons more deserving of her
confidence. It would be their duty to see that those
petitions were properly signed, and they would begin the
next session of Parliament with a cartload of petitions.

He did not mean that there should be simultaneous meet-
ings, even of any one county, for this purpose, for in the
present state of irritation it would be better to have
parish meetings, one after the other, before Parliament sat*

Cork.—The Cork papers mention that on Thursday
night the hills in the neighbourhood of Donoughmore, in

that county, were all lit up, but for what purpose is a
mystery. The Cork Constitution says, " The lighting

commenced about ten o'clock, and soon after acres of fires
in a state of irritation, discontent, and disgust, but there were seen flaming round the country. What is the object?
never would be a rebellion again. There would be no attack '

on the part of the people. Oppression might be continued,
but the people had perseverance enough to suffer patiently, at
the same time determined never to abandon the work in which
they were engaged until as large an assembly as he then
addressed hurraed in College-green on the opening of the
Irish Parliament. In conclusion, he moved that the
marked thanks and gratitude of the people of Ireland be
offered to Mr. Smith O'Brien, that his letter be printed,
and a copy of it transmitted to every member of both
Houses of Parliament. Mr.O'Connell then handed in seve-
ral large sums of money, among which was 100/. from Phila-
delphia, and 50/. more from the same place, transmitted
to his daughter, Mrs. Fitzsimon, from the ladies of Phila-
delphia. He took that occasion of stating, for Mr. Steele,
against whom informations had been sworn by Mr. Bond
Hughes, that Mr. Sceele had been blamed for not having
prosecuted Mr. Hughes for perjury, but seeing that in-
formations on the same ground had been refused, he
thought there would not be at present any use in com-
mencing a prosecution. It appeared that Mr. Hughes had
sworn that Mr. Steele, at a meeting of the Repeal Asso-
ciation, made use of the quotation

—

t; Behemoth, biggest
born of earth, upheaved its vastness." Now, Mr. Steele
had never used the lines, but he was in the habit of re-
porting his own speeches, and when writing his speech for
the Freeman's Journal, he had put them in, and Mr.
Hughes had thought proper to make use of them in his
informations. After the routine business had been gone
through, Mr. O'Connell addressed a few words to the
Association, recommending peace and quietness. The
repeal cause, he said, had made a progress that had as-
tonished him. He then announced the rent for the week
to be 2,284/. 5s. 5rf. An adjourned meeting of ihe Asso-
ciation took place on Tuesday, Soon after its commence-
ment, the Rev. Tresham Gregg begged to be allowed to
state that he did not consider himself included in the vote
of thanks purporting to come from the Irish people and
Mr. Smith O'Brien. Mr. O'Connell then amidst much
laughter moved that Mr. Gregg be not considered included
in the vote, and begged the people to allow him quieily to

leave the Hall, which was done, all manifestation of titling
being checked at the desire of Mr. O'Connell and Mr.
Steele. Mr. O'Connell then attacked the Morning Chro-
nicle, for inserting two letters on the state of Ireland,
signed " Philalethes," which he attributed to Mr Treve-
lyan, secretary of tiie Treasury, lie then moved that
an " address of conciliation " be prepared by a committee.
It would come, he said, very suitably from that hall,

which was called " Conciliation Hall." lie wished to con-
ciliate every class of his fellow-subjects, but on just and
manly grounds. He would not do it to buy off hostility,

nor at the expense of principle. They would co-operate
with any man that was for repealing the statute 40 Geo. J II.

c. 38. As to the people of England, he would be glad to
conciliate them, but he almost despaired of being able to do
so. The Whigs seek to get into power through Ireland, but

Are there any ill-advisers urging on the unfortunate people
to deeds which they will by-and-by bewail in blood ?' ;

Limerick.—The Limerick Reporter of Friday says,

"The hills through the counties of Limerick, Clare, and
Tipperary were illuminated last night by large fires, which
shed their light over a circumference of at least twenty
miles. The scene was beautiful and imposing ; but what oc-
casioned so unusual an occurrence we cannoteven guessa!.."

Tipperary.—The Tipperary Constitution of Friday
alludes to the night-fires as follows :

—

1( Last night,
betwen the hours of seven and eight o'clock, the entire
country was literally covered with fires. From every
eminence throughout the counties of Limerick, Clare, and
Tipperary a fire blazed, and all shot into light almost
simultaneously. In several instances the fires blazed
on the public roads, and torches were to be seen borne
along by the people in every direction. It was really
wonderful to witness the exactness with which each fire

for miles round blazed into light, almost at the same mo-
ment. The meaning of those fires we cannot ascertain."

Clare.—In the county of Clare, as well as in Tipperary,
Cork, and Limerick, the fire-lighting system was in
operation on Thursday night last. The Clare Journal
contains the following :

—"On Thursday evening, as far
as the prospect could be commanded, lights were observ-
able on all the hills in the country. We have in vain made
inquiry as to the cause—no one knew, or if so, they were
not inclined to tell. In our streets there were several
large bundles of blazing straw carried round, followed by
a crowd of laughing women and screaming children, to the
annoyance of the people and very manifest danger of set-
ting fire to those houses covered with straw. Why some
one of the authorities or the police did not prevent the
dangerous amusement, we are at a loss to account for/'

SCOTLAND.
Glasgow. —The Free Church General Assembly met in

tins city on Tuesday week, and was attended by the Mar-
quess of Breadalbane, Mr. Fox Maule, and several mini-
sters deputed from distant churches, among whom was the
Rev. Ceesar Malan from Geneva. Dr. Chalmers preached
the sermon, and moved that Dr. Thomas Brown be elected
Moderator, which was seconded by Dr. M'Farlan of
Greenock, and carried unanimously. At the sitting on
Wednesday Dr. Chalmers intimated that he had trans-
muted the address of the Free Church to Her Majesty
to the Home Secretary immediately after ihe rising of the
first assembly, and that he had received the following an-
swer from Sir James Graham :

—" I have had the honour
of receiving and of laying before Her Majesty the address
which bears your signature, and which was transmitted by
you to me. 1 am unwilling needlessly to refer to the late

secession of a portion of the ministers from the Established
Church of Scotland ; but the assurance of your continued
loyalty has been graciously received by Her Majesty ; and
the Queen relies with satisfaction on the declaration which
you make on behalf of the ministers and elders ofa Church
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of Christ, that you will be steadfast in your obedience to

the civil power, and that you regard that duty as demanded

by the highest authority, and as due to the peace and pro-

sperity of the nation."

ILafo.
The Wklsh Spkcial CoMMissioN.-CAnniKV, Thursday -

'This day the special commission, appointed for the trial ot priso-

ners accused of Rebecca offences, was opened before Mr. «*»
<-

>

Gurney and Mr. Justice Cresswell. As usual on such occasion., uie

quiet little town of Cardiff is filled with people from the "V*""™
country, and there are also many visitors from the 'm™«""e

vicinity of the scenes of the recent outrages. The P^ff^ffj
however, do not appear to excite so strong an interest as

_

t w ouia

seem natural to suppose would be felt in the result of trials iot

offences which have been considered of sufficient enorn,uyio

warrant the appointment of a special commission. Tbe Karnea
Judges, on their arrival in Cardiff, proceeded at ro»»m
Court-house, whence, after having opened the commissi^on

,

"ity

im^^i.... ' .. ' :„,» i,„ (ho shor ff and otliei auuio-
mmediately went, accompanied by the Sheriff am

rlties, to St. John's Church, where the usual sermon was
i

Qeu-

vered by the Chaplain to the Sheriff. The Judgeswercattenrte
,

™ their entrance into Court, by the Marquess of Bute, tne J^ru

Lieutenant of the county of Glamorgan, theJSbenff, «4 several

other persons of rank and authority in the Welsh counties, un

swelled their numbers and augmented their force, more
presence swencu mcu numv\**w «.*~ o „,,^;,I A&f-an
especially all who by their disguises had PreP"*?**™}

J2J5£
tion, and all who by their arms had prepared ^ overpower «8i«-

ance and resist apprehension- all, in short who by^then conduct

showed thatthey were concurring and ass.sting in *••*««>tu»i. «I

their unlawful purpose, are i" ^W equally guilty. You wlU^re-

fore attend to the evidence that, will be adduced, and findla true b

or not, according as the evidence fixes or *£
1̂£8

Z£S!to
each of the persons charged. The same observation a) plies to

the charge of firing loaded arms at the peaceoftaccrs ,
it

.
snot

necessary to prove that the person charged w»* "/J^™;"
who pulled the trigger; all who banded themselves together in

such numbers with such weapons, indicative of such a P>*P°«*'

are equally guilty. Had any of these shots taken: a
.

al eff^ct,

they would have had to answer for the crime of
_
inuuler and

this consideration should lead rash and antwnkmg people to

some reflection as to the danger they incur by engaging in
i

suca

enterprises, which may, and continually do invo}« them in

more atrocious crimes and more condign puniahmente «**«•*
had anticipated. Another case is a charge "^ assault upon the

chief constable, for the purpose of preventing the W"*""™
of, or of rescuing from his lawful custody, awember of * family

against whom a warrant on a charge of felony had ssued for

maliciously and feloniously cutting and wounding him. Tne

depositions state that the chief constable, accompanied by Otters

were sworn in with the usual formalities, jwrmi »" ' '
f

.

proceeded to deliver his charge, as follows :-" Gentlemen o the

Grand Inquest,-We are assembled at this unusual^i 01 uie

year, under her Majesty's commission of oyer^andteraBBjW
inquire into the cases of persons charged with felon es a id mis-

demeanours arising out of, or connected with, *« disturbances

and outrages lately committed in this county ;
and to .

«W«™
gaol of persons who are detained therein u»dci

;,f
u^,C

rfJC'
It is but too notorious that in other parts o. south

i

Wales there

have been for several months pasttumultuary proceeding, iai^t

assemblages of persons, generally by night for the des uctmn

of turnpike-gates. These proceedings ^^fjL^ they
receive a check at their commencement, and therefore tney

gradually increased until they attained a considerable^eigM. it

might have been expected that the exposition of the law
,

tne

salutary cautions, the solemn warnings of the
:

learnedJudgejgo
presided in South Wales on the summer circuit in the twe

.

neign

touring counties of Carmarthen and Pembrok
fVo??mnrS duty"

effectual in bringing the people to a sense of their moral duty

or if that failed, of their personal danger, f^'V^^Iinfthese
these practices but, I lament to say, instead of decreasing, these

fences have increased in number, in extent,.andjo-"™g;
and have at length reached the county m which we Me assem

Wed. Excesses of this kind are never committed without some

grievance, real or pretended. The alleged grievance onaccou t

of which they commenced, and have continued, was heavy'tons

at turnpike-gates. When turnpikes were first estabUsnea,n

England, about a century ago, it is matter of history that aiar^e

Proportion of the farmers were hostile to ftem. Tney, J™»

short-sighted policy, preferred had roads prepared by the P"^ncs
to good roads which were repaired by the exaction of tolte.

Wiser counsels, however, prevailed, and to those wiser coses
we are indebted for those roads which have been gradually

improved, and have, at last, in many parts, almost nounwi

had apprehended Henry Morgan on a charge of fetony, whe» the

mother, the father, the sister, and the brother, feU upon aunwnh

great violence, assaulted him with different weapons. Mid the

mother assaulted him with a weapon which cut his head to the

bone. In his own defence he was compelled to fire a pi9t0J, by

which one of the family was seriously wounded ai.d foi the pre

servation of his life he was justified m so doing. You WW
hear the narrative of each of the officers, and find^a tuie_ bi 11 or

not according as the evidence proves or fails to pi ove the par-

1 c pation of these parties in this crime. As in the grease, it is tt

that I should state that where all the parties are finally engaged

the act of one is the act of all. Gentlemen, there
,

«w other

charges-one a charge of an assault upon a ™m™ ^
h°Kes

turnpike gate, and cutting and wounding her. ™«e chafes

are sometimes framed in different manners, 3°^™*^
intent to murder, more frequently with intent to maim or cus

figu e, and more' frequently" with intent to do ~mc grievou.

bodily harm. If vou find the charge proved you will find a true

1 There are also other charges of different destructions of

different turnpike-gates. The destruction ot a tu^ike-gaje,

even though not done by a riotous assembly, is still a mis

meanor inTaw, and is charged against several persons in

calendar. Gentlemen, you may
cases to be brought before you
rotirpri the names of the petty jurymen

the panel having been formed, Ud*™***\^^£™£
of the Grand Jury, \

returned and acqu»ntcd Baron Gu ney

that he was deputed in the name of that body, w state to the

learned Baron that they considered the observati
?
ns£e had

addressed to them to be of such importance, that they were

u^Tmousg of' oSnion that it would be of great Q^4»
tage if his Lordship would allow his charge to be printed- His

Lordship at once consented to do so, and placed the document

in the hands of the Grand Jury.

WM. GODSALL, Nurseryman, &c, Hereford, begs

to announce his intention of reducing the price of his

DROOPING LARCH (Larix pendula Godsalii.) having a good

stock of those novel and picturesque plants for sale. Tail btan-

dards, 1 year worked, 15$. ; 2 years, 30s. ; and 3 years, 50s. each.

W. G. has supplied many Noblemen, Gentlemen, and most of the

principal men in the trade, making the usual allowance to the

latter.—For description see Gardeners1 Magazine, Oct. 1839.

H ereford, 14th Oct., ,184 3. „

rpo" GENTLEMEN PLANTING. — A Gentleman
JL being about to make alterations in his grounds in the vicinity

of London, has the following trees and shrubs to dispose of;

viz., Limes from 12 to 16 feet in height; Scarlet and Double

White Thorns, from 6 to 12 feet, with flue flowering tops ;
Birch,

Elm, Poplar, Mountain Ash, &c. from 12 to \6 feet j
about 50

very fine variegated Box, 6 feet, and branched to the ground.

Fine Japonicas, Yews, Chinese Arbor Vitas, Laurels, Lilacs,

Guilder Roses, &c. &c. The above have been removed several

times and will again remove in excellent condition if fequired*

Apply to Mr. McArthur, Nurseryman, Maida Hill, Edgeware-

road, London.

—TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will sub-

mit to public competition by Auction, on the premises,

Chanel Nursery, Battersea Fields, near the Nine Elms, and about

'•^f minutes' walk from the terminus of the Southampton Hail-

^ rS^Sov. 1st, 1«8 and founding day, at

n o'clock, by order of Messrs. Shailbr, about 15,000 ROSES,

co.Sng of Moss, Red and White Provence, De Meaux and

collection of about 200 of the most beautiful and
collection ot aoou ^ ^ EVERGREENS and

M

M„ be viewed a week prior to the sale. ?"»'»»»?
.^he A„t

„f the principal Seedsmen; on tbe premises; and of tbe Auc.

tioneers, Levtonstone.

TolTOBLEMEN, GBNTLEMllf^ya^^^^ORJ
OF PUBLIC CEMETERIES, and other Public Companies

engaged in Planting:. *«-/~.t»tjtc „..„ :«
ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are wi-

the

now retire and consider the

» The Grand Jury having

were called over, and

perfection. By the turnpike roads many districts had beeu " a
„^

accessible which were not so before: they have s^mped an

increased value on thousands and thousands of acres «^"£
land. But good roads could not be constructed exceptw means

of a large outlay ; for that outlay money was neeessaniy nor

rowed, for the payment of the principal and interest of v, h
_' .

>us

werenecessarv.and gates for their collection. ThePrmcipalitj us,

MARKTANB Fridav, OcTOBua27.-We have scarcely any

E.^i Wheat fVeshp for this morning's market and Monday's
Jii gusn W"L* L ''""

f d With the exception of some inquiry

S^ISS^S&oltSS^ for shipment coastwise
101 cue io\\ ci uc.^hh

limitod hut its value remains unal-

Sd ^Tt^WiSSSS^S^ continues at 40,

wuiewccessarv.anUffatcsiortneii euiicuiiwn- ^..^ -- - .

ftf i r:cu n-.t« the buyers
I believe largely be.Uted by*^"%J£ 'TZTo^ dliU w^t 'being lower,
the roads has been benertcial to ail classes. if. '"ls v*r

insurance incnuicu, ^"w *-
t

.
-~ «„..;,,„ o fni r snnnlv

Beans and Peas sell readilyat Ijg prij* Having jaj^gg

important communications for trade, for agriculture, and ior

pleasure. The facility afforded to travelling has brought into

your country, so rich in scenery, numbers of persons who vvouiu

otherwise never have visited it. If, in the execution of plans for

the improvement of the roads, any error has been committed- if

the tolls imposed by act of Parliament have been too heavy, or if,

where trustees had discretion vested in them they have erred ,n

the exercise of it, it was equally the duty and the interest of those

who felt any burden which they thought they ought not to bea.

,

peaceably to prefer their applications to the Legislature or to the

trustees (as the case might be) for relief
;
and n they believed

that any illegal exaction took place, they had in their own hands

a prompt remedy by application to the magistrates in petty_ses-

sions: or, if they preferred it, either by indictment or by act,,.,

when' a trial would have taken place at the ass.zes ;«dljnj
venture to say that the appeal for justice, by even the poorest

member of the community, would never have been made m va n

1 have always found that the claim of an oppressed «M.was

listened to with favour in a court of justicfe, and ample redjess

afforded. If, therefore, any grievance existed in ^e shape ol

oppression or illegal tolls, there was a legal remedy. If, mdeea,

there are persons who, after tbe money has been cut for the

making of the roads, and tolls imposed for repayment have

wished to break faith with the creditors by destroying thci

security, they must be dishonest characters. Many a v>idow and

many an orphan, are dependent upon these secuaties fttt thM
subsistence. Instead of that peaceable apphcat on for ledress

which I have pointed out, there have been la^.and tumultuous

assemblages of persons, generally in tbe night d^M*""*
escape idihtification, armed in a manner to dely resistanc,e, pro-

vided with implements for the destruction of gates and even

houses n, 1 who have carried their unlawful and wicked purposes

into Seenti<m bv'tenor and by violence, extending even to an

frSl h°mm*'n
"'Tiel, be before me, that upon the nigbl ot

to 160, blowing horns, armed ami ay , i ^
implements o destruction. I he |a

house partly demolished when;thec.
There canbe no

SS55Vi
R5~m

»;

anic
' %n

&
Zlu\ have been complete, but for the

doubt that the demolitionWj»"
constables, it is deposed,

interruption by the con^tables, in

t

the
'

leaaers nred a

ffla^^chSf^StabT^
from the rioters, ^s^^^^^^^^^s,W ,

P
?
rSO"8 WTtZ iTnSi Two charges against them are

^IVi
3mT' and 1° „ „ the one, beginning to demolish the

5^^i.tte5?^^^Jr^iS^^«toMe and the other

SSSf'i 1

the
V;

er
•u

f
, '!'1 mi itv to decide on the evidence that

co stales it will be your ™?™
lilt im uted be or be not)

will be laid hetore you
; ^ Jo Ser of them. If the proof be such,

brought home to them ' "^° "ifwould induce you to pronounce
as were it to remain unansweieu » « .

'

a verdict of cuiltv (if you were the ti ymg jury) in that case j ou

will « a . -n oiri doubtless you are well aware that they

£S2££d^SffilS- assembly-all who by their

BRITISH, PJBR IIMI'KRIALQUABTKR.
Wheat, Essex. Kent, and SuiTolk . . ;

W hue
- Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. - .

Barler. .... -. _•_ . "aHing andai.UiUnjf

.*. ". Feed
. . . Fetd

Oata, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire
Northumberland and Seotoh

„— Irish

!>Xm 8>'ra/aKH?

'

;

ol>'andneW . SS
!
to 2B

Vipeon, Heligoland . . 28 to 35

Peae, White 30 to 35

WEEKLY IMPERTAI* AVERAGES.

Tick
AVinds.
Waple

S. S.

Bed 44 to 52

White — to—
Grind. 21 to 80
Feed 10 to £4

Potato 17 to 25

•J'otalo lb' to 24

Harrow 25 to 34

.14 to 88 Lonjruod 28 to 30

30 to 31 Grey 23 to 29

S. S-

44 to 56
47 to 54
28 tt.li'J

15 to 25
— to —
16 to S3
— to —
22 to 30

on
W
at

and consists of large xMagnolias, of sorts including to**?***"*™*

of Magnolia eonspicua. Cedar of Lebanon, Fan Y ews, Pm«c«ng.
with a very extensive Collection of Evergreens of every description.

This ground is proverbial for the fineness of its specimens and their

safe removal, being of a loamy and adhesive nature ;
but is now re-

quired for building
;

purposes. May be viewed a week before the sale,

and Catalogues had of all the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auc-

tioneers, Leytonstone. - . ... . rt _„
Messrs. Forrest and Co. take this opportunity of inviting to an

inspection of their general Stock in their other Nurseries in the

Gloucester.road, within five minutes' walkof^eirjiorne.gr^^

PLANTING SKASON7=TO-M^^^^
PUBLIC COMPANIES, NURSERYMEN, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS. ,»^nT»TC' i *t.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have the

honour to announce they have "ccivcd instructions to

hmitto Public Auction (without reserve on the premises, at

?S Co^ Camberwell New-road,

and SSgSiS BH'lSSSry. Brunswictroa^poj^ot
the middle of Nov. 1843, ^ most e^nsi e wd >«ied

Stock of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS wid^AMERICAN PLANTS, ROSES, &c. srANDARD and D\\ AKh

TRAINED FRUIT TREES of the choicest sorts. Messrs.

P. and M. beg to observe it has seldom been theur lot to offer to

Public competition so desirable a stock of thriving plants of

every description and so well worthy the notice of noblemen and

gentlemen who may be planting or making iterations on their

SttefM The stock will be Jotted to suit every description of

^erl Ind rS be viewed the week previous to Sale, when
purcnaseis, *nu u»j «• •——

^ purchasers, mav be had on the
Catalogues l.s. each, returnahieropurcimu ,

AllCHoneer's
premises, ot the principal seedsmen, and at the Auctioneers

American Nursery, Leytonstone.

DEK1A .
l^ i

otherg> intending to plant.

: Wheat. Barley.

Sept

Got.

15
22
29
6
13

20

50
49
49
Mi

50
50

10

3
6
o*

8
1

6 weeks' AKKregate Aver,

Foreign Uutlei

50 2

31

31
30
30
30
30

5
Q

4
2
1

4

30 7

Oats
18 10

18 5
17 1»

17 10

17 10

17 10

18

Rye. Beans. Tea?.

80 1 31 2 83 3

29 8 30 32 8

30 6 30 8 \V2 1'

80 8 BO 1 82 6

30 30 4 sa i

£9 10 30 5 32 8

30 1 30 6 32 8

10 6 10 6 10 6

1

English
Irish •

Scotch
ForeiKn

AHRIVALS THIS WEEK.
Barley
1480

- . f the lease <>f Olie Ot inui nuiscrics ai viiiimui^
expiration ot t

^
^eas

^ ff oy Public Auction, on Tuesday and

%?»:SJvI
l

t? aSd
r

st^ of November next, the foUowing

60,000 English Oaks, 1 to 24 ft

1726 Canada grafted Elms,

from 4 to 10 ft
u

4 331 Canada Elms, this sum-

mer budded

21,46S Broad-leaved Common
Elms

100 Devonshire Elms,4to6ft

1,00 Mountain Elms, 4 to 6 ft

511 Elms, various varieties,

4 to 6 ft I

17,456 Common Beech, from l*
|

200 Purple Beech, various

in Striped leaved Beech

5,082 Birch, various sorts, from

2,350 Spanish Chesnuts, from

7,250 Howe Chesnuts, from 2

to 10 ft

1,150 Hornbeam, from 2 to 4 ft

14,96s Mountain Asn

6 ft

from 2 to

to 3£ ft
32.750 Alders, from Mo ^n,

1,020 Area Theophiasti, nom

9)900 S 5

1

im.tes,from 2 tol0ft

fe Popl^ofVfus^ts,
nom 5 to s it

300 Weymouth Pines, 3 ft

Q.000 Privet, from 6 inches to
1 ft

150 Ornamental Thorns
35 Canada Service Trees

25 Snowy Mespilus

10,000 Hollies, from 1 to \ ft,

Silver and Gold Striped

ditto

on. 000 Common Laurels, from
li to 3 ft

2,000 Portugal Laurels

1,500 Fine Standard Apples,
fine sorts

1,000 Dwarf Apples

600 Standard Pears

300 Dwarf ditto, trained and
untrained

1,400 One-year Pears, fine sorts

100 Plums, Standards
20i Dwarf Plums, kinds, tine

1,400 Common Plums, budded
1,500 Mussil Plum budded with

A pricots

300 Siandard Cherries

200 Dwarf ditto

300 Damsons
300 Fruit- bearing Almonds
400 Dwarf Peaches
200 Dwarf and Standard Apri-

cots, Sic.

115,000 Seedling Oaks
24,000 Seedling Crabs
3,000 Seedling Hornbeam
3000 Seedling Birch

300,000 Seedling Ash
10,000 Sycamore
2,000 Horse Chesnuts, &c. &c.
2,000 Strong Crab Stocks,

budded

newrt» *.%
:,j - i^rnnot hv iTPitrEC Iv.-ui urosvfimi-pi.ii-c, on me mu\

jrtst., Mw» Annetr. wr«2 >
Muruhy,of Claremont-row, Islington, and

,

Min^h^
omce for 50 yea!4! aged 70-On the 22d iu.t., at Bath, Mrs. A- Harrison, m te
office for 50 years, aged 70

90th year.

2,300 Silver *«^~
4 t0 9 incneb^

Aii ^^^^ ^ fe ^^
ri's respectfully invite attention to the valuable

Messrs. Yv . ana _ which wiH he put up in lots to suit pur.

Stock ahove i« "'^,
hui;t reserve. The convenience of immedi-

chasers, ?
ncl

, R . lilvVilV nom the Derby Station close adjoining:,
ate transit oy »«

or Nurserymen to forward articles to any
wiU enable wenw^ ^ &^ hours. The sale will commence the
part ot tneik b ^ Eleven. The Stock may be viewed on appli-
fiist "ay P[ec/or^man seed Warehouse,

Cheapside, Derby,
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VICTORIA PARK.—To Market Gardeners and Others.—Byorder of the Honourable Commissioners of Her Majesty's

WODds and Forests.

]\/| R. J. KING will sell by Public Auction on
-L»-*- Thursday,Nov. 2, and following: day, at 11 o'clock each dayon the premises, Wick Lane, Hackney, held by Mr. Fraser!
The Stock consists of two strong: Draught Horses, two Market
Carts, 70 Boxes and Lights, 140 Bell ana Hand-glasses, Barrows,
Seeds, ^c. The Crops comprise a stock of Ratford's Early Rhu-
barb, Horse-radish, Celery, Coleworts, Asparagus, and abouttwo tons of Potatoes, &c. Maybe viewed, and Catalogues had
on the premises, at the White Horse, Covent Garden : Cheshire
Cheese, Spitallields ; Golden Lion, Borough Market = and of the
Auctioneer, Hackney Road.

T
FRUITING PINE PLANTS FOR SALE.

O BE SOLD, in the Ground of Mr. Tiwnder, at
Forest Hill, near Sydenham, Kent, about 1000 STRONGFRUITING PLANTS, warranted clean, and In good health.—

Apply, as above, where the Plants can be seen, price 5$. each.

MONMOUTHSHIRE.-TO GARDENERS and Others.rrO BE SOLD by private Contract, a new HOUSE
-1- and GARDEN, containingone Acre, well planted with choice
.fruit-trees, well situated for an Inn and Grocer's Shop (there
being neither of the two in the parish), within four miles ofAber-
gavenny, where all sorts of Garden Produce is eagerly purchased.
Purchase not above 500/.—Apply to Mr. Griffiths, Tudor-street.
Abergavenny,

TTO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, &c.
O BE DISPOSED OF, and may be entered upon im-
mediately (at a fair valuation) the BUSINESS AND STOCK

IN TRADE OF A NURSERY AND SEEDSMAN, successfully
earned on for the last eight years by the late Mr. R. Beach, of
Stourbridge. The Nursery is at present well stocked, and is in a
highly improved state of cultivation; and from its situation and
advantages it presents to an intelligent pcr>on an opportunity for
embarking m business rarely to be met with. All accounts are
requested to be sent in immediately to Mrs. Bsach, High-street
Sturbridge. Application to be made to Mrs. Beach, or to Mr!
Hassdxl, Chemist, Stourbridge.

TO NURSERYMEN, GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS, & Others.
r PO BE LET on the Southern Coast, a DESIRABLE
J- NURSERY GARDEN, with House, Greenhouse, Hothouse,
&c, with immediate benefits attached. Apply at the office of
Mr. William Bromlbv, Solicitor, Gray's Inn Square.

r jO LET.—About SEVEN ACRES OF NURSERY
-V GROUND, near London

; or the Lease (twelve years and a
half unexpired) to be sold. For particulars apply to Messrs.Protherok & Morris, American Nursery, Leyton stone, Essex.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING
CTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,^ London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL andDOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having- been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
otters most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed tor the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to ICO feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assu e of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will mnd cheaper than o1 any other material. Mr. Rsnjdu.
or Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will he forwarded m a] n i<> S. and Co.

LIQUID MANURE.
13UMPS of a Superior Construction, fixed and port-
*• able, for Liquid Manure. Garden Pumps, Hydraulic ditto,
and Pumps for deep wells. Also Pumps for Ships, Barges, Tan-
ners, Soap Boilers, Brewers, &c. Well-Dipging and Borinr
executed.—Benjamin Fowi.kk, (late George Turner.) 63, Dorset-
street, Fleet-street.

HORTICULTURAL ALMANACK.
The STATIONERS' COMPANY will publish, with their usual

Almanacks m November, price 1,9.,THE GARDENERS' ALMANACK,* and CALENDAR and REGISTER of the KITCIIFN
FRUIT, FLOWER, and FORCING DEPARTMENTS, for theYEAR 1844. By GEOKGE W. JOHNSON, Esq., Fellow of the
Aeri- Horticultural Society of India, Corresponding Member of
Maryland Horticultural Society, and Author of (, A History of
English Gardening," "The Kitchen Garden " &c.

* This Almanack will afford a large supply of matter, inter-
***

and suggestions for every department during the current year,
it will also be a register of all discoveries in gardening which
have characterised the previous twelvemonths. The contents
will, for the most part, vary every year; and it is recommended
that each annual publication be preserved, as an index will be
given to bind up with each volume.
To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Implement-makers, and Publishers

of Works connected with the cultivation of the soil, this Almanack
offers a peculiarly desirable organ for Advertisements, as a very
large number will at once be circulated through the United
Kingdom, and will remain a permanent and indexed record
for reference in the hands ot those most desirable to be made
acquainted with their contents—viz., the Landed Gentry, and
Cultivators of Gardens generally.

TO LADIES.
T3 0WLAND'S KALYDOR. — Patronized by Her
J- v Majesty the Queen, the Royal Family, and the several
Courts of Europe.—Composed of Balsamic Exotics, and utterly
pure and Ircc from all mineral or metallic admixture. It exerts
he most soothing, gentle, cooling, and purifying action on the

skin; and by its agency on the pores and minute secretory vessels,
most effectually dissipates all Redness, Tan, Pimples, Blotches,
-M.ots, Freckles, Chilblains, and other Cutaneous Visitations. The
radiant bloom it imparls to the Cheek, and the softness and deli-
cacy it induces on the Hands, Arms, and Neck, render it indis-
pensable to every Toilet. Gentlemen will find it peculiarly
gniteful in allaying the irritation of the Skin after shaving.
CAUTION.—Each genuine bottle has I he words " ROWLAND'SKALYDOR" printed on the wrapper.— All others are "Spumous

Imitations." *** To protect the Public from Fraud, The Hon.
Commissioner of Stamps hwa authorized the Proprietors' Signa-
ture to be engraved on the Government Stamp, thus—"A.RowjAxn and Soy, £0, Hatton Garden," which is affixed to
each bottle. Price 4*. 6d. and 86-. 6& per bottle, duty included.
Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

A

Now ready, price is., more than 200 pp.
JOHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANACK
y and CALENDAR for 184 i, containing every information
incidental to an Almanac, with engravings and lists of prices of
seventy of the most improved agricultural implements from the
best makers, manures, &c.
Jambs Ridowat, Piccadilly; and every bookseller in every

market town in the kingdom. J

N.IS. To prevent disappointment, order " Johnson and Shaw's
Farmers' Almanack."

FACT.-MECIirS MAGIC STROP is known to
have sharpened razors when all other means had failed,

inosc who doubt it can ask their friends, and if they purchase
and are not satisfied may have their money returned. They are
Cheap—a*, dd.

, 3.s. 67/., 4s. <W., and the very large size 5s., 56-. 6d.,and t..v. 6d. each; the Magic Paste is 6d. and is. per cake. Up-wards of 150,000 Strops and 1,500,000 Paste have been sold in the

them "The Magic Strop," "
>ps, caning

The Double Magic Sirop," "The

T
This day is Published, Part XVI., price As ofHE BOOK OF THE FARM. By Henry

Stkphens, F.R.S.E.
Contents :—Sowing and Diseases of Turnips, and Trunin

Drills— Repairing of the Fences of Grass- Fields, and the Prin
ciples on which Field-Gates should be Constructed—Weaning 1 of
Calves, Management of Hulls, and Grazing and Diseases of
Cattle-Mares Foaling, Management of Stallions, and Grazing
and Diseases of Morses-Shcep-washing, Sheep-shearing, andWeaning and Marking of Lambs.

*'

With Thirty- three Engravings on Wood.
William Blackwood & Sons, 45, George-street, Edinburgh-

and 22, Pail-Mall, London.

Real Magic Strop," and so on, taking care not to put on—" Me-
cni s Magic Strop." Now, by noticing the name Mcchi on each
fctrop, with the address, No. 4, Lcadenhall-street, London, you
are sure to be right, as the law will not allow them to put Mechi'sname on the spurious sort. These imitation strops are manufac-
i uredin large quantities at Sheffield, and shipped to a considerable
extent to America and the colonies; and it is to be feared that,
in too many instances, the buyers arc not aware they are de-
ceived, although they find them of no use in sharpening, which
is a considerable injury to Mechi's good name. Most respect-
able Perfumers throughout the United Kingdom will supply the
genuine Strops as cheap as if purchased at Mechi's. His Manu-
j.
ctory is at No. 4, Lkaue.viiall-stukkt. London, where may

be had his famous Bagatelle-Tables, Dressing-cases, i'apicrMache Goods; also his approved Razors, Penknives, and Table
Cutlery. Catalogues may be had gratis.

|>URE ST. VINCENT ARROW-ROOT.
-1- nutritious article is warranted equal

This
quality to the best

scry, as also for culinary purposes.

Shut

FOREIGN AGRICULTURE.
This diy is published, 8vo, price 3s. 6d.^HE ECONOMY OF FARMING. Translated from

the German of Professor Burger, with copious Note;-, &c,

be had in tin cases of 6, 12, and IS lbs., at Is. sd. per lb., of
tli-;worth and Stamper, Chemists, MO, Leadenhall-

street, or ot C. W. Loprbsti, iyo, Piccadilly, sole Agents to the
Importer.

I
by E. G. Smith.

London ; Wile* and Putnam, Stationers'- Hall-court.

J. Shewbn having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

piNE-APPLE CULTURE. By Thomas Torbron.
-*- A concise Treatise, founded on rn:i\:y years' practice in the
Culture of this invaluable Fruit, containing every information
relative to their growth, starting and maturing their Fruit, and
this, too, at any season they may be reqoir d. As a proof of the
utility of such a Treatise as this, the Author has the satisfaction
of announcing that he has already obtained the names of 90 Sub-
scribers.

Published and Sold by Mr. Starts, Tichborne-street, ITavmar-
ket, London, Price 5s. Non-subscribers, by sending an order
and their address, will receive a copy by post.

WANT PLACES. -All Letters to be post-paid.

commended, and would be happy to take charge of an establish-
ment where alterations are contemplated. The Metropolitan
counties would be preferred. Wages, liberal; with garden-
house, firing, &c—Direct to E. 11., to he left at the Central Post-
oflice, Kentish-town, London. N. B. Travelling expenses will be
expected to be allowed.

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have
been effected since last season; particulars of which are in course
of preparation.

to

TO MARKET GARDENERS and FARMERS.
TV/fANURES.—BOAST and CO. are now ready
-L*J- supply their PATENT INORGANIC MANURES, which
are separately prepared for each variety of produce, after having
ascertained by Chemical analysis what substances are necessary
to the growth of each crop; they are therefore infinitely more
ceU">.>i and efficacious in their effects than any Manure yet adopted.

the soil, and the other crops be greatly improved.
Prospectuses, containing full particulars, may be obtained, or

will be forwarded (post free) on application at the Manufactory,
Bow, Middlesex. J

*** Guano, superior to the Foreign, at a reduced price.

rj.UANO MANURE.-Guano, (Peruvian), Potter's
V-* Guano. Alexander's, Clarke's, Poittcvin's, and Watson's
Composts. Also Nitrates, Soda, and Potash and Gypsum may
be had of Mark Fothkroili,, 40, Upper Thames.street.

T B. LAWES'S PATENT MANURES, composed
*J • of Super Phosphate of Lime, Phosphate of Ammonia, Sili-
cate ot Potass, &c, are new for .sale at his Factory, Deptford-
creek, London, price 4s. 6d. per bushel. These substances can
be had separately; the Super Phosphate of Lime alone is recom-
mended for fixing the Ammonia of Dung-heaps, Cesspools, Gas
Liquor. &c. Price 4s. 6d. per bushel.

G U A NO ON S A
BY THE IMPORTERS,
*Y GIBBS & SONS, LON:

L E
ANTHONY uillbfc5 & SONS, LONDON:

GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co.. LIVERPOOL akh BRISTOL.

WHEAT-SOWING.
pOTTER'3 GUANO.—The superiority of this power-
•*- ful MANURE being now completely established, it is only
necessary to inform the public that a material reduction has been
made in the price, and that it may be obtained cither at theworks or of Mr. Potter's Agents, who have testimonials of its

™ C?;~*"28, Uppcr Fore -street, Lambeth, London.

donAgent
RK FoTirEnciM

'» 40
>
Upper Thames-street, Sole Lon-

Narscrymer reqnired as Agents in all the principal towns.

HUMOROUS COMPANION TO "VALENTINE VOX."
On the First of November will be Published, price l.v., the First

Part of

QYLVESTER SOUND THE SOMNAMBULIST.^ By the Author of "Valentine Vox the Ventriloquist ;"
" Stanley Thorn," &c. &c. Each Part will be Embellished witli
Four Highly-finished Illustrations on Steel.
The character of this Work will be essentially humorous j but

as the thrilling as well as the laughter-moving; scenes a Somnam-
bulist may create are innumerable, the object proposed is to
excite alternately the deepest interest and the most joyous mirth,
by the portrayal of the extraordinary positions in which a man
who acts upon his dreams may he placed, and the highly ridicu-
lous terror he may inspire. To be completed in Twelve Parts.
London:— Published by W.M. CLARK, 17, Warwick-lane. Orders

received by every Bookseller in the Kingdom.

New Edition of M'lntosh's
ORACTICAL GARDENER, in One Volume, con-
*- taining the latest and most approved Modes of Management
of Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardens,_Greenhocsb, Hot-
house, Conservatory, &c, comprising numerous explanatory
Woodcuts and Steel Engravings. In one large Svo. vol. (9/6
pages) 21*., cloth lettered ; coloured plates, 26s. ; and may be had
in 10 Parts, at 2s. plain, or 2.s\ (id. coloured.
By Charles M'Intosh, C. M. C. II. S., Head Gardener to the

Duke of Bucclcuch, at Dalkeith.
"The labour and experience of a life devoted to the science of

Horticulture, we now present to the public."—Author's Preface.
London: Thomas Kelly, Paternoster-row ; SlMPKlN and .

Marshall; and all Booksellers.

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED, BY
SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

\/T R. JEAKES,51, Great Russell-street, Rnssell-squaroj
-i-'-*- Sole Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PATENT
WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cure all

Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent downward
currents: it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Apart-
ments of every description ; also of Ships, Stables, Dairies, and
Larders, as it ensures a constant change of air; and all its

part 3 being fixtures, it is free from noise and not liable to
derangement; it also offers no impediment to sweeping. Price
for general use, 3C«, ; larger size, 45s. ; larger sizes, especially
adapted for ventilation, 60s. and upwards. To be had at 51, Great
Russell-street, where it may be seen in action. The attention of
Architects, Builders, and the trade in general, is especially invited.

AS SECOND GARDENER.—A respectable young
<*•-»- Man, aged 24, who has been brought up to the business,
and lias a good knowledge of Forcing of every description, having
been engaged as Foreman in iiis last two situations; he has also
lived in some of the principal families in the North, and can be
well recommended by the Nobleman's gardener whom lie is about
to Icave.-Direct to J. T. ( Hornby Castle Gardens, Catterick.

A S GARDENER.- A married Man, aged 30, without
-*- encumbrance, who thoroughly understands the manage-ment of Pines, Grapes, and Forcing; also the Kitchen and Flower

oaiacn in all their departments. Character, unexceptionable.—
Diicct to L. N., care of Messrs. Batt and Rutley, Seedsmen, 412,
Strand, London.

years good character, and be well recommended from the situa-
tion he has just left. — Direct to G. 13., Gardeners' Chronicleunice, 3, Charles-street, Covcnt-garden, London.

A S GARDENER.—A married M
Ti^

lance
'

a§:e(i 31
»
vvho Perfectly nnd

in all its branches : can have a good chara..
he has just left. His Wife could also take charge i

if required.— Direct to A. B., care of Mr. Cuthbert,
Southgate, Middlesex.

an, without encum-
erstands his Profession

can have a good character from the Situation
of the Poultry
Nurseryman,

A S GARDENER.—A respectable young Man, aged 30,
in a Nobleman or Gentleman's family, who perfectly under-stands his Profession in all its various branches, together with

p^nL!. "!?^ / aU kinds, Hot-house and Green-house Plants,
charge

cha-
care

G^E^ SALE.~Any Quantity of this valuable

either in oi .;?n It V -

(l from the bonded stores of the Importer

PowIul aftv ^W1
'
on aPP»cation to CoxBSwbiiTir,

SSmov a J co 11 St
? clen1s Place

'
Lon*»>J Edwards

"TVRESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 30.s. to 40s. ; extra
*-S quality, 50s. ; Frock-coats, silk facings, 35s. to 4.0.?. ; ditto,
silk velvet collar and Bilk facings, 50.?.: Waterproof Wrappers,
iOs. Gd. to 2!.v. ; fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, 1 6s. to
25s. j Waistcoats, 5s. to 8s. 6d. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere, 10s.

to Ms.; Trousers, S.<\ fid. to 12s. 6d.-; stout Doeskin and Kersey-
mere, His. to 25s. ; Shooting Jackets, 10s.6d.; Hoys' and Youths'
Tunic and Hussar Suits, 30s.; a Suit of Superfine Black Cloth,
9L 3s.; best quality, 5/.—At FISHER and Co.'fl, 31, King William-
street, City, 10 doors from London-bridge.

AS GARDENER.—A married Man, who perfectly
,

understands the management of Forcinir and K\trhon-nrdrn. k-,«
* orcmg and Kitchen-paiuen, has had hut three services in 24 years, and has lived

tTc l**lVZ
lth the Ia:it famil >

r

'
Wh0 arc ^one abroLl iDircc?

-j at Evans's Livery Stables, St. John-street, Clcrkenwcll.

Printed by Mflsara.
the Precinct of Whit.

Bud Evans, Lombard-street, Fleet-street in
.efriare, In the City <.i London, and Published by them

Sipmcx whir'?
3{CHARMS.ST»WW, COVMIT Gakmn, in the County of Mid-

miIaS an Advertisements and Communications are to be addressedto the Kdnor.^Saturday, October 2ff, 1843.
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FINEST CARNATIONS and P1COTEES.
YOUELL and CO. beg to refer the readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle to their Extensive List, with Prices,

of the above highly-esteemed Flowers, which appeared on the

Advertising pages, 70(5 and 7<>7i of this Paper, of October the 14th,

and will be found to contain every variety worthy of cultivation.

Prices as follows :

—

12 pair of good Shew Sorts
12 ditto fine ditto
25 ditto ditto
12 ditto extra fine and very superior ditto

25 ditto ditto ditto

The selection being left to Youkll and Co.

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS and OTHER BULBS.
y'OUELL and (:° b keg respectfully to announce they
-*- have received from Haarlem their annual importation of

the above in most excellent condition, adapted either for Glasses,

Forcing, or open-border culture. Prices as follows :

—

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . \ rto „»„ .inT
Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . . J

°'s
'
per a( z '

Extra fine Ditto 9s. to 12s. „
Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 18.v. ,,

The selection being left to Youell & Co.
Catalogues may be had on application.

ARAUCARIA 1MBRICATA.
YOUELL and CO., possessing the most extensive

stock in the country of the above Splendid Hardy Orna-
mental Tree, beg to offer them on the following advantageous
terms :— Fine robust 4-year old plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10/. per

100, or 30s. per dozen.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 2, 1843.

NEMONES AND HYACINTH S.—
£ s. d.A

5

18

10

4

7
3 6

perdoz. per loo
30S. or 10J. 0s.
12s. *> 41. 0s.

Ifis. K 6/. 0s.

2iS. ii 71. 10s.
6s. i» 11. 10s.

12S. j> 3/. 15s.
18s. »» 5/. J ()s.

Fine Dutch Hyacinths, for beds . . . per 100 I 5 o

Choice sorts of ditto, by name . . . do. 2 10
Ditto, finest known for glasses and pots . per doz. 12
The new large Dutch Double Anemones, quite hardy

—

surpassing in size and colours any yet introduced to
this country : 50 distinct varieties by name for . 1

Ditto, ditto, in mixture, containing most of the above
varieties, and equally large perdoz., 2s. 67Z.—per 100

Old sorts Double Anemones, mixed . . per 1 00
Superb Double Scarlet ditto (separate) - per doz.
Early Single Anemones, many colours - per 100

Ranunculuses, fine mixed, hardy ... do.
Crocuses, Tulips, &C, in great variety.
The above are particularly recommended for present planting

hy J. SUTTON AND SONS, Reading Nursery, Reading, Berks.
N.B.— J. S. and Sons deliver all" parcels free of expense to

Railway and Packet Offices, or to any part of London.

'"THOMAS CRIPPS, Nurseryman, Tunbricige Wells,
-*- Kent, respectfully begs to direct attention to his splendid
collection of ROSES,'comprising every novelty worthy of notice;
a»d which are offered at the following prices, the selection being
left to T. C. :—
Fine Standards
Half standards
Do. do. fine
Do. do. very superior
Dwarf Roses
Do. do. line
Do. do, very superior

Plants of the new Cloth of Gold Rose, if ordered early, will he
sent out in November at 2ls. each. If purchasers will favour
T, C. with a list of the sorts they already possess, no duplicates
^hallbescnt.

m

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.
T and J. FAIRBAIRN are induced from the uncer-
11 • tainty upon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery
(situated contiguous to the Home Nursery, Clapham Rise, where
attention will lie given to all applications), to effect a Sale of the
Stock at as early a period as possible, consequently beg to solicit

the attention of Gentlemen and the trade to the large and re-

markably healthy and well-grown stock, consisting of fine large
Laurels, twice transplanted, of extra growth ; Portugal Laurels,
very handsome ; Green Hollies, of various sizes

; Evergreen
Privets, fine Standard and Dwarf Roses in gieat variety, fine

standard flowering Thorns, Almonds, ^Esculus, Robinias, and
ether Ornamental Trees, and Evergreen and flowering Shrubs,
^vith a large slock of fine standard and dwarf, trained and un-
trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,
of the most approved kinds, and of growth rarely equalled; also,
a large assortment of Forest Trees, consisting of Limes, Elms,
Birch, Beech, Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chesnuts, Mountain
Ash, Poplars, and Spruce, and Scotch Firs ; also a larg3 number
of Gooseberries and Currants, of excellent growth, and of the
host varieties in cultivation, to all of which J. & J, F. respectfully
invite the inspection of Gentlemen and Nurserymen, nattering
themselves that the general character of the Stock is such as to
ensure unqualified satisfaction, and which they arc disposed to
offer at very moderate prices for cash.

J. & J. F. respectfully beg to call the attention of Gentlemen
to their advertisement of Heaths, &C, which has appeared in the
Gardeners' Chronicle of the two last weeks.

Nurseries, Clapham, near London, November 4, 1843.

PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE
QUEEN, HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND, THE
EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE LORD BISHOP Ob
LONDON, LORD VISCOUNT LORTON. LORD SONDES,
&c. &c., as well as by the HORT. SOCIETY OF LONDON.
,/OUELL and CO. have much pleasure in announcing

they have now ready for sending out fine Canes of the

above highlv valuable and much esteemed Raspberry, unequahed

for the extraordinary size of its fruit and richness of flavour.

Those to whom Y. and Co. sent it last season have expressed

their high admiration of its superiority over all other varieties,

and has been awarded several prizes at various Horticultural

Exhibitions during the season. Asa proof they have not exagge-

rated its excellent qualities, Fruit was submitted to Dr. Lindley

(see Gardeners' Chronicle of the 22d July last, p. 502), whose

opinion of it is as follows :

—

"Pastoi-kf Raspberry.—We have received from Messrs.

Youkll, of Great Yarmouth, fruit of the Fastolff Raspberry, and

we find it merits all that has been stated in favour of its excel-

lence. The fruit that we have received is very large, obtusely

conical, and of rich flavour, far exceeding in this respect some

other new and large varieties. The plants bear abundantly, and

in long succession."

They also exhibited it on the 1st August before the London

Hurt. Society, 21, Regent-street, to which a prize was awarded.

It would therefore be unnecessary for Yottbll and Co. to recom-

mend it more fully, or with greater confidence to the notice of

the public, merely observing, that it continues in high perfection

throughout the autumnal months, and has maintained its supe-

riority in the most unfavourable soils and situations, and requires

no other than the ordinary treatment of the old varieties.

Fine Canes will be ready by the latter end of October, and can

be sent with safety to any part of the United Kingdom (on the

receipt of a Post-office order) upon the following terms :—
Packages containing 100 Canes . .^"2 5s. Qd.

50 „ ..150
25 „ . . 14

Package included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 arc ordered.

Extensive orders are already received for the above, and to

prevent a repetition of the disappointment which many expe-

rienced last season, by Youkm. and Co. not being able to meet the

demand, they therefore respectfully solicit early application.

Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 1, 1843.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.

HUMPHREY'S' COMPOUND, applicable to all

Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to

promote the germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles Is. Otf.

each, by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Hurst &
McMulxbn, Leadenhall-street; W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Withm;

Gordon, Thompson, and Baskett, Fenchurch-street ; Grim-
ley and Co., Covent Garden ; Batt and Ruti.ey, 412, Strand j

ChaRLWo'od, Tavistock-row; \V. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapside ; G.

LAWRENCE, is, Piccadilly ; John Keiinan, Great Russell-street,

Covent Garden ; Lockuart, 156, Cheapside ; Siiuttleworth,
Pantheon; Minibr, Adams, and Nash, 63, Strand; Thatcher
and Son, Islington ; Thomas Watkinson, Market-place, Man-

chester; P. -Law-son and Son, Edinburgh; and other leading

Seedsmen in town and country. Wholesale Agents, Davy,

Mackaiuroo, a,| d Co., 100, Upper-Thames-street, London.

SEEDLING PANSIES.
ILLIAM LODGE has the pleasure to offer for sale
those SPLENDID PANSIES rose by Thomas Cross, Esq.,

of Whiteficld ; they have been successfully shown and generally
admired. W. L. can with confidence recommend them to the

most limited growers. Cross's Village Maid, 7s. 6d. -, Cross's

Lancashire Lass, 5s. ; Cross's Conqueror, 5s.

The Editor's remarks for " Village Maid," see Gardeners' Chro-

nicle, No. 34, page 56l, August 20th, 1S42.—For " Lancashire

Lass" see Gardeners' Chronicle, No. 17, page 289, April 29th,

1843 —For " Conqueror," see Gardeners' Chronicle, No. 31, page

545 August 5th, 1843. The plants are all in good condition, and

will be sent out for the first time next week.—Broughton, near

Manchester, 2oth October, 1&43. ^^__^____

SUPER!? SEEDLING FUCHSIAS AND VERBENAS.

Gt SMITH begs respectfully to solicit the attention of

T« Growers about to form their Catalogues for the ensuing

spring, to insert the following FUCHSIAS and VERBENAS,
which G. S. Hatters himself will give satisfaction, as they arc

superior to anything in their class :— .

Fuchsia London Rival—has been exhibited at Chiswick and

Regent's Park Shows, and also submitted to the Editor of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, Aug. 10, 1843, whose opinion of it is as

follows:—" G. S.—London Rival is a handsome variety, with

dark purplish vermillion tube and sepals, the latter opening so

as almost to reflex, showing the large crimson purple corolla to

great advantage." This plant has the habit of Moneypennii.

Per plant, 7s. Gd.
t

Fuchsia cylindrica superba.—This flower is described by the

Editor of the Gardeners' Gazette as being the most vivid scarlet

that can be conceived, and has a singularly interesting appear.

ance ; it is of strong growth, and a free bloomer. Per plant, 5s.

Fuchsia clobosa ohandiflora— Is much larger and superior

to globosa major. Per plant, 5s.

Verbena excelsa—Obtained a first-class prize at the July

Show of the Royal Botanic Gardens of London, and is a very

large and fine variety, with deep rose-coloured flowers and
dwarf habit. Per plant, 5s.

Verbena Delicata—A fine large blush, changing to pink, and
very compact. Per plant, 3s. t$d.

Verbena Array—A line free-tlowering red, with white eye.

Per plant, 3s. 6d.

Verbena striata—Scarlet, 'striped with pink. Per plant, 2s. 6rf.

Strong healthy plants will be ready for delivery by the 20th

April. 1844.— The usual discount to the Trade.

Tolmncton Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington

HOLLYHOCKS, HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c .

\\1 ILLIAM MAY begs to state that he is provided
VV with a supply of the above plants of select quality. The
Hollyhocks are of his own stock, which he has been selecting for the

last 21 years, and are of every shade of colour. The Herbaceous

plants have also been carefully collected, and are of the most showy
varieties, comprising the most popular Genera in present cultiva-

tion, such as Phloxes, Pentstemons, Acomtums, Anemones, Delphi-

niums, Campanulas, Lupinus, Oenothera, 8:c.

The Hollyhocks in collections of 100 plants for 40s.; 50 plants,

20s.- 25 plants, Us. The Herbaceous plants, 100 sorts correctly

n'imed for 42 v. ; 50 sorts, 25s., of W. M.'s selecting, including

nnckage. Hollyhock seed saved from best double flowers, 200 seeds

for 2s.6rf.; 500 seeds for 5s.; Pansy seed saved from best prize

flowers, in 2s. Gd. and !>s, packets.

N.B.—To those friends who received their Hollyhock plants late

last year, W. M. begs to state that any they may have lost in conse-

quence, he will be glad to replace free of charge. A remittance or

reference from unknown correspondents is solicited.—Hope Nur-
series, Lecming-lane, Bedalc, Yorkshire, Nov. 3, 1843.
" ~~~~

ROSES^
rp RIVERS, Jun., begs to announce that his

X • CATALOGUE OF ROSES, No. II., is now ready for

delivery ; applications inclosing a penny stamp will be promptly

attended to.
'

T. R. also respectfully announces that he is pre-

paring a New Catalogue of Pears, in which will be given one or

two figures of Root-pruned Pear-trees, with some directions for

their culture,—Sawbridgeworth, Herts, Nov, 2, 1843,

NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS.

RLYMBURN and J. DREGHORN, formerly Man-
• agcrs of the Concerns of " Fowlds and Lvmbuhn,' and

'•Allan Fowi.ns and Son," beg leave to intimate to their

Friends, and the Nobility, Gentry, and Public in General, that the

old Concern being wound up, they have commenced business on

their own account, under the Firm of "Lymbukn and Dreg-

horn," and hope to be favoured with a share of puolic patronage,

which every exertion will be made to^merit.

50, King-street, Kilmarnock, Oct . 27, 1343.
(

rpcT"GENTLEMEN PLANTING. — A Gentleman
X being about to make alterations in his grounds in the vicinity

of London, has the following trees and shrubs to dispose of;

viz., Limes from 12 to l6 feet in height; Scarlet and Double

White Thorns, from 6 to 12 feet, with fine flowering tops
;
Birch,

Elm, Poplar, Mountain Ast, Sec. from 12 to 16 feet; about 50

very fine variegated Box, 6 feet, and branched to the ground.

Fine Aucubas, Yews, Cliinese Arbor ViUe, Laurels, Lilacs,

Guilder Roses, Sec. See. The above have been removed several

times, and will again remove in excellent condition.

Apply to Mr. McArthur, Nurseryman, Maida Hill, Edgewarc-

road, London.

OOTS OF NEW DAHLIAS for Sale, which gained

prizes at Teddingtcn and Kingston Exhibitions :—Twicken-
ham Rival ; yellow, tipped with red, beautiful round petals ; a

superb show-flower. ^ *• **

Ground Roots, each . .500
j Pot do. ,. - • 2 10

Gaines' Princess Alico; clear white, beautiful form, well up in

the centre ; constant show-flower. Ground Roots, 5/. each.

May be obtained of N. Gainbs, Florist, Surrey Lane, Battersea

;

also his list of first-rate Pelargoniums, Pansies, Calceolarias,

Fuchsias, Verbenas, Auriculas, Cinerarias, Chrysanthemums, &c,
which contain many seedlings and new varieties not before

offered to the public.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS.

MESSRS. N. and B. NORMAN'S Catalogue of

Show varieties, with which they have gained 29 Prizes

this season, can be had on pre-paid application.— Bull-fields,

Wool wich
.

JOHN YOUNG, in retiring from the Nursery business,

feels it due to the many kind friends whose patronage he has
enjoyed, to offer them his sincere thanks for the support he has

for so many years received at their hands. He begs to add that

he has transferred his Nursery and Seed business to his Nephew,

Mr. F C. Ball, for whom he respectfully solicits the kind patron-

age of his friends, and he does it with a feeling of confidence that

Mr. Ball will prove himself entirely worthy of it.—1 aunton,

fc
]WKffi/£Stag succeeded his Uncle, Mr John Young, in

ShrX!-^^ of Arbutus nncdo Scarlet

Am' rachi e hybrida and procera, new Lucombe and Fulham

Oa^sfaS
HardvrrPPners in pots, which he is charging at very moderate

pvices and he trustl in the execution of any orders with which

he may be favoured, to insure entire satisfaction.-Taunton,

BROMPTONPARK NURSERY.-ESTABL1SHED 1681

GRAY ADAMS, and HOGG, respectfully call

attention of their customers to the extensive Stoc

IVWaSf STANDARD, and TRAINED FRUIT-TREES, F

the
tock of

IGS,

Plants of which Catalogues for this season are now ready and

mav be had on application. They earnestly invite an inspection

of Uicir stock, assured that what orders their friends may favour

ffifjl have the greatest care and give the utmost satis-

^fl^rnrinirton-road, London

T aoFPh SMITH, Tansley Nursery, near Matlock,

1 1 if , chive beers respectfully to draw the attention of Noble-U ^?±Zulnd others, to his NURSERY STOCK.upon 22

Tr^s" FloweffnTshrebs and Ornamental Trees, Roses, Ever-

~* ^̂ agjgSift* on application,

^ilBITION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

riHAKDLBR and SONS, Nurserymen, Vanxhall,

\J I ondon beg to state that their Collection is now in bloom,

and Tffi^*""'fa perfection during the present month.———p^ToCK^ Florists

1 .and Skkdsmen, 156, Cheapside, London, beg to offer to

rwiomen and Nurserymen who purchase extensively, several

§S?5f5 Hyacinths, Nakcissus, Ceocuses, TuLirs, &c.,

for cash.~~ HOLLYHOCKS.

KITLEY, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath, begs to

/^fnrm the Public that he is now ready to send out his

much aSed Collection of SEEDLING HOLLYHOCKS, 18

Snnms of VPhich won the silver goblet given by A. Luwrance,

v n Mud the first of 24 blooms in the Society's prizes at the

v?PtAiia Park, and also an extra prize at the Bristol and Clifton

Rbnw The best selected, and named, \l. is., the second-best

rin 12* the third do., 6s, per dozen.

t k has now ready fine healthy plants of his SEEDLING
J. K. has

PANSY, " I/yncombe Vale Rival," at bs. each; (see this Paper of

May, 1843.) Also his SEEDLING CACTUS (speciosa

Vune"ha1 105. 6d. per plant ; (see this Paper of 17th June, 1843).

Orders received at Mr. Nutting's, Seedsman, 46, Cheapside,

London and at the Nursery, as above. A remittance from

unknown coaespondeftta will be expected, u
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XPINE NAMED TULIPS.—The Subscriber having a
J- large supply of fine bulbs of the above popular flower, begs to
offer them upon the following very moderate terms, viz. : 100 sorts
by name for 5/. ; 50 sorts by name for 11. 10s., which will comprise
portions of Bizarres, Roses, and Byblcemens, and will be found worthy
the attention of the amateur and practical florist.—William May,
Hope Nursery, Lccming-lane, Bedale, Yorkshire, Nov. 3, 1843.

TULIPS, Sec.

JOHN SLATER, Florist, Chapel-lane, Cheetham
Hill, near Manchester, begs to call the attention of Amateurs

to his large and well-selected collection of TULIPS, AURI-
CULAS, POLYANTHUSES, CARNATIONS, and PICOTEES,
Catalogues of which may be had on prepaid application.

J. S. requests a comparison of his prices of CARNATIONS
and PICOTEES, &c. with those which have been so highly spoken
of by the Editor of a contemporary Publication in one of his
Leading Articles, as well as twice in his notices to Correspondents
(one not being sufficient), which will be found in many instances
from 50 to 250 per cent, less in price, and all of which, at the time
of layering, were in colour.

J. S. has published a descriptive Catalogue of TULIPS, price
2s. , which may be had of Messrs. Qrr and Co., London

.

PELARGONIUM.—" BASKET'S EXQUTsiTE."
T HALLY, Nurseryman and Florist, Blackheath,v • Kent, begs to inform his Friends that he has the above now
ready for sale, at 2\s. each, with the usual allowance to the
Trade. It was raised by Mr. Basket, Gardener to H.R.H. the
Princess Sophia Matilda of Gloucester, and gained the first
prize for Seedling Pelargoniums at the West Kent Horticultural
Society's June Show, 1843; it was also shown and universally
admired at the June Exhibitions both at Chiswick and Regent's
Park. The following character is giveu of the above in the
Gardeners9 Chronicle of July 1, "Notices to Correspondents :"—
"J. H. B.—The large Seedling is a very showy variety: the
flowers are large; it trusses finely, and will form a fine object in
the Greenhouse," &c. "The colour is clear; the upper petals
are well covered, with but little feathering visible; the under
petals are broad and round, anC the flower altogether of a
good shape."
Also a few plants will be ready ay the middle of November of

that good and beautiful CINERARIA, "Piper's Princess
Royal," which obtained a Certificate of Merit, although then a
miserably small specimen with on'.y two or three blooms ex-
panded, at the June Show at Chiswick; also the first prize for
Cinerarias at the Regent'.* Park Show, on the 28th June—(See
Gardeners' Chronicle for June 24 and Julv 1.) It has a fine full
crimson centre, petals broad and well shaped, pure white broadly
tipped with purple, the colours distinctly defined, so as to form a
ring on the expanded flower, which is very sweet-scented and
possesses the best properties. In consequence of the very limited
stock of the above, and the orders already received, the Advertiser
will be able this autumn only to supply the trade at 105. 6d. each.

Also at the same time Cineraria subc/krulea— a delicate
white tipped with azure: plant of very Sne robust habit. 5s. each.

BURBIDGE AND IIEALY'S NEW PLAN
FOR BOILERS AND SETTING,

FOR WARMING HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES, CHURCHESAND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSIONS, &c., 8cc.

'

Registered under 6$? Vic, c. 65.

j.
SHILLING'S NEW EARLY GROTTO PEA.

and S. SHILLING have succeeded in raising the
above Pea. The Early Frame Pea, impregnated with the

Grotto or Oyster Marrow, which they with confidence recom-
mend to the Public generally, being quite as carl//, and nearly
double the size of any early Pea in cultivation. Quite hardy, will
stand the winter well, and a good Bearer ; the Pod large and long.
They would particularly recommend it to the attention of Market
Gardeners.
Price 3s. per Quart; 10s. per Gallon; 17.5. M. per Peck; 30s.

per Half-bushel
; 21. I0.v. per Bushel. They have likewise a few

Packets of Calceolaria Standishii Seed, at 5s. per packet; sent
free by post, on the receipt of Postage-stamps, or a Post-orhcc
Order.
London Agents: Messrs. Field and Child, Seedsmen, 119,

Lower Thames-street, London; Messrs. W. and T. NOBLB,
Seedsmen, 152, Fleet-street, London.

J. and S. Shilling, Nurserymen, Northmarnborough, Odiham,
Hants, Nov. 3, J 843.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, DIRECTORS
OF PUBLIC CEMETERIES, and other Public Companies
engaged in Planting.

"MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
-L*l- structed by the Proprietors to submit to Public Competition,
on the premises, the Kensington Home Nursery, fronting the Great
West Road, on Monday, 6th November, 1843, and following days,
at Eleven o'clock each day, the varied and interesting NURSERY
STOCK OF ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS ; well
deserves the attention of Gentlemen who intend planting this autumn,

ISection of Boiler and Furnace.

Since our Advertisement of October 21, 18-13 wc have received an immense number of letters frim all^ai-tfof the

BRUGMANSIA SPE. NOVA.
^HOS. BRIDGFORD and SON, Spa Field Nursery,
J- Ball's Bridge, Dublin, having a fine stock of the above plant,
•which will prove a valuable addition to the Greenhouse, from its
propensity to flower in plants at 12 to 18 inches high. It is per-
fectly distinct from all of the species. Strong; established plants
are now ready for sending out at 10*. 6d. each. Thos, B. and Son
have also a fine specimen plant of the same, with three flowers
now expanded; it is three feet high, well furnished, which they
\vill dispose of. B. Spe.— Plant flowers abundantly on small spe-
cimens

;
flowers about the same length as those of B. suaveolens,

with the calyx full half the length of the corolla, both white:
flowers highly perfumed; the rim of the corolla is divided into
five long points; rim and calyx much reflexed, which, with the
long calyx, give the plant a decided character; the throat of the
corolla is of a beautiful greenish white colour.
Answer to "J. C. L." Gardeners' Gazette, May 28th, 1S42:—u If your Brugmansia retains its large spathaceous calyx, it must

be new. Florapondia is the name given to B. coccinea. We are
not acquainted with the present species. It does retain its large
spathaceous calyx.— J. C. L."
A plant having been sent by us to Mr. Low, Clapton, with seven

flowers expanded, to be by him exhibited at the Chiswick Horti-
cultural Show in August, 1843, the flowers of which were injured
in its transmission, consequently was not exhibited ; it has since
flowered with Mr. Low, and is noticed in " Paxton's Botanical
Magazine" for September, 1843. The seeds of the above Species
were received by J. C. Lyons, Esq., Ladiston, Westmeath, from
Chili, from whom we received our plant.
The Double "White Brugmansia, noticed by Dr. Lixdlry in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, September Kith, 1843. Seeds of which were
also received from Chili by " J. C. L.," along with B. Spe, Nova,
plants of which T.B. and Son will have ready to send out in May,
1844. 49, Lower Sackville-street, Dublin.

TO PLANTERS, &c. " "

FRANCIS and JAMES DIXON. NEWTON AND UPTON
NURSERIES, CHESTER.

T\7E beg most respectfully to draw the attention of
» Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others to our EXTENSIVE

and very SUPERIOR STOCK of Seedling and Transplanted
FOREST-TREKS, now growing at our Nurseries as above, and
also at the Newtown Nursery, Montgomeryshire, which com-
prises all ages and sizes of Larch, Scotch, Spruce, Silver, and
Balm of Gilead Firs ; Oaks, Alder, Elms, Ash, Beech, Birches,
Chesnuts, Hazel, Hornbeam, Sycamore, Poplars, Privet, Thorn,
Quicksets, &c. &c. And as this season has been particularly
favourable for the growth of Trees, we may be allowed to state
to our Customers and Planters generally that we never were so
well prepared to execute all orders committed to our care, with
vigorous and carefully grown Trees, 077. the most reasonable terms.
Having for a series of years devoted considerable attention to

the rearing of FRUIT-TREES, we are happy to announce that
our present Fruit-tree grounds are thoroughly stocked with fine
well-rooted Trees, of every description, suitable for Walls and
Orchards, and such as we can with much confidence recommend,
being [alt correctly named—so desirable to Fruit-tree purchasers.
In our ROSE department we cultivate all the most esteemed

varieties, annually adding such New Kinds as are considered
first-rate, either in their formation, colour, or perfume, and
stamped with the approbation of the great Rose admirers of the
South. And in the training of our Standards, Half-Standards,
&c. great pains have been taken to graft on carefully-selected
and healthy stocks.
The other parts of our Nurseries also abound with full collec-

tions of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, American Evergreen and
Flowering Shrubs, Greenhouse and Orchidaceous Plants, Dahlias,
carnations, Pinks, Tulips, Verbenas, Lobelias, Pansies, and
every other article connected with the Nursery business.
We have now on Sale at qpr Warehouse in Chester, Winter

vetches, Winter Oats, and Rye, several Newly-Imported Seed-
^neats, See. ; Italian and Dutch Bulbs, this being the proper

A «
n
1° plant Hvaci"ths, &c. in pots and glasses.

nrst supply of Early Garden Seeds daily expected to arrive.

All orri£«
G

-n
NEW MATS

' MUSHROOM SPAWN, &c.
ucrs wm command our utmost attention, and will much

"Who havoot-
°bll*e Francis and James Dickson,

deners, ILci !^sent
,

on thcir list * ™™ber of experi

Tggg^-M*. a. Grower, of
nnf &J2S5? of nis fine collection are now

United Kingdom, inquiring the particulars of our Apparat usand many asking in what respects our vim is raMrittto others. We beg respectfully to inform ou ?Srr2pondSSand the Horticultural World (without rSSS^S^A
S^Cwe tinW? Boi

l
erS and *»™- nowKetaluse), that we will endeavour to convey in as few words as uossible, what we consider the advantages of our plan In the fustplace, it will be observed that the plan ofBfi^"^

Zo^^r

;
iaCe ,S Ch"CUlar; t

.

he B0Her beh* composed of twotiuncated cones, one insected one within the other, in such a

S™ -

aS P ve
t
the best effect of the fuel upon its sides, and the

roi m is such as to offer a very extensive surface to the action oftne fire and heated air, the whole surface being exposed to their
joint action, as well also as a considerable portion of the con-ducting pipes. It will also be observed that the side of the
Boiler is ribbed, which vastly increases the surface of it, so thatwe obtain a very powerful Boiler in an exceedingly small com-
pass. We beg also to call attention to the absence of complicated
nues, as the form of the boiler prevents the dust or soot hanging
to its sides, and the top is easily got up and cleaned through thedoor in

i

front elevation C. (p. 732.) In no place is the fuel in contact
witJi the Boiler, as in cases where it does we apprehend great
loss of fuel, and effect takes place from the rapid abstraction of*the heat causing imperfect combustion of fuel. The value ofthis form or Apparatus is much increased by the excellence of the
fire and ash-pit doors (Sylvester's Patent), which arc fitted with
great accuracy, allowing of the utmost precision of regulation—
of the greatest importance to the skilful Gardener, as it enablesmm to continue his fire for any required time, without trouble to
himself

5
or he may at any time, by closing up the door, put out

the tire. By not allowing a current of air to pass through the
furnace, he thereby prevents the heat of the Boiler and brickwork
being conveyed away and lost up the chimney. The Pan,marked Z, is a neat and convenient cover for the top of the
brickwork, easily removed and replaced by the Gardener for
the purpose of cleansing the Boiler. It acts as a reverberator,
ana may, under ordinary circumstances, be filled with
non-conducting material, clean sand, or pebbles, or any other
suitable material

;
and in cases where the Apparatus is fixedwitmn the House, it may be used as a means of ramdly saturating

the house with moisture by evaporation. By placing the Furnace
within the House to be warmed, we believe the utmost economy
ot heat is produced, as, from the circular form of the Apparatusand the small space it occupies, it would have a neat appearance.
in short, under every circumstance, we believe it to be a perfect
arrangement for Horticultural purposes-being simple, economi-
cal m first construction, unquestionably durable, and safe: the
perfection of economy in fuel, most easily managed; no
poking of fuel into small holes, or troublesome extraction of
clinkers; adapted with great facility to the circulation of waterthrough pipes, or to the excellent Tank-System of Rcndlc, or in
any way most suitable to the views of the intelligent Horticul-
tunst.-BuRHinois and Hjsaly, 130, Fleet-street, London.

TA^M. HEALE and SON, Nukskrymkn, &c., beg
most respectfully to acquaint the Public and Trade in

general that they have still a large stock, both Standards, Dwarf,
and framed, of their celebrated HYBRID PLUM, raised between
the Greengage and Orleans. And as their circular of last season
respecting it was limited to their immediate connexion, they now
call the attention of the public to the following particulars : colour
yellow, inclining to russet next the sun, size of a modern Apri-
cot, possesses the flavour of the Greengage, with the prolific
habits of the Orleans, and bears abundantly either as a standard
or trained, constituting a most important addition to our hardy
fruits, and ought to be grown in all collections. Fine three-
year-old trees, 35. M. each

; do. trained, 5s, each.
Nurseries, Calne and Devizes, Nov. 3, 1843.

Evergreens ot every description,
This ground is proverbial for the fineness of its specimens and their
safe removal, being of a loamy and adhesive nature ; but is now re-
quired for building purposes. May be viewed a week before the sale,
and Catalogues had of all the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auc-
tioneers, Leytonstone.

Messrs. Forrest and Co. take this opportunity of inviting to an
inspection of their general Stock in their other Nurseries," in the
Gloucester-road, within five minutes' walk of their home-grounds.

PLANTING SEASON. — TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN,
PUBLIC COMPANIES, NURSERYMEN, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.

TVjESSRS- PROTHEROE and MORRIS have the
1>X honour to announce they have received instructions to
submit to Public Auction (without reserve) on the premises, at
the Cottage Nursery, Gloucester-place, Camberwell New-road,
and the Gravel Field Nursery, Brunswick-road, opposite, on
Monday, Novkmber 20, 1843, and following- days, at Eleven
o'clock each day, a most extensive and varied Stock of ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and EVERGREEN AMERICAN
PLANTS, ROSES, &c. STANDARD and DWARF TRAINED
FRUIT TREES of the choicest sorts. Messrs. Prothkroe and
Mouris beg to observe it has seldom been their lot to offer to
Public competition so desirable a stock of thriving- plants of
every description and so well worthy the notice of noblemen and
gentlemen who may be planting or making alterations on their
estates. The stock will be lotted to suit every description of
purchasers, and may be viewed the week previous to Sale, when
Catalogues Is. each, returnable to purchasers, may be had on the
premises, ot the principal Seedsmen, and at the Auctioneers'
American Nursery, Leytonstone.

DERBY. —TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN,
and Others, intending to plant.

MESSRS. WILSON and SADLISR beg, through
this medium, to communicate that, in consequence of the

expiration of the Lease of one of their Nurseries at Christmas
next, they will have to offer by Public Auction, on Tuesday and
Wednesday, the 7th and 8th of November next, the following
valuable NURSERY STOCK:—

205. per 1000. 12,000 COMMON LAUREL, 18 to 24 inches'high,
at 60s. per 1000-willbe delivered at Liverpool or Whitehaven;
free of charge—Apply to David Cukdik, Nurseryman, Gate-
house, N. B. ' '

60,000 English Oaks, 1 to2£ft
1,726 Canada grafted Kims,

from 4 to !0ft

4,331 Canada Kims, this sum-
mer budded

21,468 Broad-leaved Common
Elms

100 Devonshire Kims, 4 to 6ft
1,100 Mountain Elms, 4 to 6 ft

511 Elms, various varieties,

4 to 6 ft

17,456 Common Beech, from l£
to 3 ft

200 Purple Beech, various
sizes

50 Striped leaved Beech
5,082 Birch, various sorts, from

2 to 5 ft

2,350 Spanish Chesnuts, from
2 to 6 ft

7,250 Horse Chesnuts, from 2
to 10 ft

1,150 Hornbeam, from 2 to 4 ft

14,06s Mountain Ash, from 2 to
6 ft

32,750 Alders, from 1 to 34 ft

1,620 Area Thcophrasti, from
14 to 4 ft

9,000 Sycamores, from 2 to 10 ft

27,000 Larch, from 1 i to 4 ft

5,000 Poplars, of various sorts,
from 5 to 8 ft

750 Hazels
1,000 Willows, French, Weep-

ing, and others of the
newest kinds

21,980 Spruce Firs, from 12 in.

to 2 ft

12,000 Scotch Firs, from 1 to 3 ft

2,800 Silver Firs, small, from

300 Weymouth Pines, 3 ft

f),000 Privet, from 6 inches to
1 ft

150 Ornamental Thorns
35 Canada Service Trees
25 Snowy Mespilus

10,000 Mollies, from ] to 4 ft,

Silver and Gold Striped
ditto

20,000 Common Laurels, from
14 to 3 ft

2,000 Portugal Laurels
1,500 Fine Standard Apples,

fine sorts

1,000 Dwarf Apples
600 Standard Pears
300 Dwarf ditto, trained and

untrained
1 , i 00 One-year Pears, fine sorts
100 Plums, Standards
200 Dwarf Plums, kinds, fine

1,400 Common Plums, budded
1,500 Mussil Plum budded with

Apricots
300 Standard Cherries
200 Dwarf ditto

300 Damsons
300 Fruit-bearing Almonds
400 Dwarf Peaches
200 Dwarf and Standard Apri-

cots, &c.
115,000 Seedling Oaks
24,000 Seedling Crabs
3,000 Seedling Hornbeam
3000 Seedling Birch

300,000 Seedling Ash
10,000 Sycamore
2,000 Horse Chesnuts, &c. &c.
2,000 Strong Crab Stocks,

budded

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.
T and W. MYATT are now ready to send out their

*
• NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural
Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been
submitted to Professor Linbxv y, for whose opinion see Gardeners'
Chronicle, No. 26, p. 4-17. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting
at the same time a prolusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same
truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 21. 10,5.; British Queen, 1/., and
Eliza, 10.5. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Nov. 3, 1843.

experienced Gar-

ready for sending out, includine sovprai
offered for sale

;
also, an extensWc collect on of pV

C8 *?* bef
°.rC

ingall the established Show-flowers c JL*
f PlN« («mipns-

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.
XXT J. CORMACK and CO. beg to announce to» • their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the
above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as
the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 35. 6d. per quart.
The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—" Cormack's Early Kent Peas," 14*. per bushel.
Newcross, and Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, Nov. 3,

4 to 9 inches
N.B.—All the above are in Lots.

Messrs. W. and S. respectfully invite attention to the valuable
Stock above enumerated, which will be put up in lots to suit pur-
chasers, and sold without reserve. The convenience of immedi-
ate transit by Railway from the Derby Station close adjoining*
will enable Gentlemen or Nurserymen to forward articles to any
part; of the kingdom in a few hours. The sale will commence the
first day precisely at Eleven. The Stock may be viewed on appli-
cation to the Foreman at the Nurseries, or at the Seed Warehouse,
Cheapside, Derby.

HTO BE SOLD.—A BEAUTIFUL AND DIMINU-
-~- TIVE BULL AND COW, from the Himalaya Mountains \

the Cow forward in calf; they are about 35 inches high, in high
condition, and perfectly inured to the climate of this country.
Apply to I . L. Temper, Esq., Torhill, Taybridge, Devon.

T,.
^ TO GENTLEMEN AND GARDENERS.

O BE SOLD.—A NURSERY STOCK, consisting
of Several Hundred of young Oak, Chesnut, Plane, Birch,

Beech, Poplar, and other Forest and Choice Fruit Trees; also
Flowering Shrubs ; at 30 per cent, lower than the usual price, as
the ground must be cleared in a month.—The Nursery in the
Wyndham Road, late in the occupation of Buchanan and Co'»
and now belonging to Mr. Score, 4, Priory Place,' CarabcrwelJ,
New Road, where parties may apply.
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TULIPS.

H GROOM, Claphatn Rise, near London, (removed
• from Walworth; by APPOINTMENT, FLORIST TO HER

MAJESTY, begs to remind the Nobility, Gentry, and Amateurs,
that this is the season for malting up their collections of TULIPS
preparatory to planting next month* He therefore recommends
that an early application he made, as it notunfrcqucntly happens
that gentlemen arc unable to obtain the kinds they require, from
iiot applying sufficiently early. His Catalogue of Bulbs will be
forwarded by post, on application.—Nov. 3, 1813.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1843,

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
il 2 p.m.

8 p-M'

8 p.m-

' ! p- m -

. . . . . . . « p-m.

Tuesday, Nov. 7 JHortlotdtirra
-,., , I Liniioan
Wednesday, Nov. o. Society of Arts .

JVodn.-sday, N„v . 15. Mil rOSCOOioal .inday, Nov/17, Botanical . .

With the most sincere regret we announce the

death of the Kev. William Lewis Rham, M.A., a

Member of the Council of the Royal Agricultural
Society, and one of the best Agricultural writers of
our day. We need only point to his excellent

articles in our own columns under the signature
" M." and to his many valuable contributions to the

" Penny Cyclopaedia/' and the "Journal of the

Agricultural Society/' to show what a serious loss

the science of Agriculture has sustained in this kind,

good, and amiable man, who died at his living of

Winkfield, in Berkshire, on the 3 1st ult., in the 64th
year of his age.

A {The attention which Professor Henslow and other
f Writers in this Journal have directed to the new
I Agricultural pest, called the Clover Dodder, will, we
trust, cause it to be destroyed before it can have had

\

time to spread. And it will doubtless be consolatory

I to the farmers to know that if it can once be driven
off there is little or no chance of its return.

Several writers have stated that it appears to have
been introduced from Cabul with the Lucerne, of
which we have lately had some importations'; and
"we are enabled by the favour of a correspondent to

confirm this supposition beyond all question.
" I have witnessed," he saysy " in the extreme

north-western portion of Northumberland, a fact which
seems to confirm the opinion that a species of Cuscuta
has been introduced into England with the seed of
1 refoil from Khelat. A packet of (hat seed was sown
last spring in rows, in soil prepared for a hedge at the
edge of a meadow which had meadows also on three
sides of it, and no arable land near it. Cuscuta is said
to have been previously unknown in that district, and
has not been seen, as far as I have learnt, this season.
At-bad seized on two or three patches of the Trefoil,
When, in consequence of the first notice on the subject
*n the Gardeners' Ghronicle,&Xi examination was made,
and the infected Trefoil plants, with their enemy,
removed and destroyed. As the latter had no flowers
the species could not be determined. I have the
pleasure of sending you a packet in the slate in which
l

.

Was purchased at a bazaar with that which produced
Ile Cuscuta above mentioned/ Close examination
n
\
ay possibly detect the seeds of the parasite mixed

With those of the Trefoil."

.
We have carefully examined the seed alluded to

]n the foregoing letter, and we are able to state that
the seed of Cuscuta- trifolii was in it. Out of a
small packet we have picked thirteen seeds, each
'wi'di its snake-like embryo perfectly alive and fit
*or growth.
We are also enabled to state something more im-

portant
; namely, that the Dodder-seed may be readily

separated by sifting. Lucerne-seeds are about 2 lines
long, and

4l^ broad. Clover-seed is much the same;
the Dodder-seed is spheroidal, and scarcely a line in
diameter. It is of a pale-grey colour, in form like the
quarter of an Orange, and looks more like fragments
ot grey clay than an organised body.
As there has been a little skirmishing in our

columns about the priority of some imaginary dis-
coveries relating to the name and so forth of this
plant, we may as well take the present opportunity of
staying all further expenditure of powder by stating
that the discovery of the species probably rests with Dr.
Roxburgh, in whose « Flora Indica," Vol. i., p. 447, it

I
is described under the name of Cuscuta sulcata.

We have seen with great regret some letters in the
i^aily Papers complaining of the conduct of visitors to
Kensington Gardens, where of late so much pains
la
Ye been taken to render them instructive and inter-

esting by the introduction of named collections of
stirubs and flowers. We regret still more to say that
the allegations are true.

-the first of these malpractices (says a writer in the
£$!***) commences in the spring, when a systematic
pillaging of all the birds' nests takes place ; not a
ngle blackbird or thrush, whose song at this season

s so peculiarly attractive, is suffered to escape,—and
ere xt not for the protection afforded (by express
ttmand) to these beautiful songsters in the grounds

of Buckingham Palace, and the keeper's island in St. of their foliage. The above experiments conceived to be

Jom flo
' pLl, vwm- o ***** ™nnU Ha heard in anv of satisfactory, ia showing that any given (I presume pro-

portionate) quantity of vegetable matter can generally be
employed in its recent and organised state with much
more advantage than when it has been decomposed, and
no inconsiderable part of its component parts has been
dissipated and lost during the progress of putrefaction
and fermentation.

—

Ilort. Trans., vol. xvii.

Remarks.—This interesting fact, though valuable in

its results when applied to the cultivation of plants re-

markably robust in constitution, or known to* be gross
feeders, and under the most favourable circumstances,

does not appear equally applicable to the general cultiva-

tion of exotic plants in pots. Had the experiments been
applied to the management of ornamental plants, even in

the attainment of a medium growth, I have no doubt that

the results would have been less favourable, for the] fol-

lowing reason:— The higher we rise in the scale of
cultivation, the more powerful are the agencies required

to effect our purpose. And in the cultivation of plants

intended for superior growth, there are many instances of

extreme fluctuations of temperature, to which the amount

of counteractive agency is unequal; and hence I infer,

from abundant evidence, that the mechanical texture and

effect of undecomposed vegetable matter would by no
means balance the injurious influence of its absorbent

properties. The undefinable variations of vegetable

structure and capability of assimilating matter as food,

under equal variations of atmospheric and solar agency,

would preclude the application of undecomposed vegetable

matter in many elaborate processes of cultivation. The
accumulative system of culture is negatived in the

above facts.

No. II.

—

On the most Advantageous Form of
Garden-pots.—" I have constantly found the growth of

trees to be most rapid when the roots and leaves are

brought nearest to each other, under similar external cir-

cumstances ; and the horizontal space necessarily occupied

by the leaves and stems of plants will in almost all cases

exceed the width of the pots, of the form now recom-
mended ; the width of each being as 8, its depth will be

as 6, and its smallest width at its base as 5, inside mea-
sure."—Hort. Trans., vol. iii., p. 378.

Remarks.—At p. 110 of u Paxton's Magazine of Bo-
tany/' an opinion is offered that " the capability of roots

to fulfil their natural functions will be in proportion as

modes of cultivation approach Nature so nearly, as to per-

mit their free extension and ramification in search of
elementary substances, &c. : and that it will probably be
found that the amount of food thus obtained will be com-
mensurate with the dispersion of the roots over a given

surface ;" which opinion appears strictly to coincide with

Mr, K.'s view.

No. Ill—On the Application of Manure, in a
Liauin Form, to Plants in Fots.—"A large extent
and depth of soil seem, therefore, to be no further requi-

site to trees than to afford them a regular supply of water,

and a sufficient quantity of organizable matter; and the

rapid growth of plants of every kind when their roots are

confined in a pot to a small quantity of mould, till that

becomes exhausted, proves the truth (sufficiently) of this

position."

—

Hort. Trans*, vol. ii.

Remarks.—It would appear from the "rapid growth"
here spoken of, that Mr. K. believed plants capable ot the

most rapid growth when confined in small pots and re-

moved to larger, according to the ordinary and restrictive

system. But this opinion can be only maintained by
showing that a small plant removed in its young and ex-

citable state to a larger quantity of soil, of a texture and
qualify adapted to its growth, and so mechanically ar-

ranged as to enable its tender organs progressively to as-

similate its food without being liable to an impeded

circulation of moisture,* is, in reality, making a slower

progress to maturity than a small plant, " confined to a

small quantity of mould." But the real difference I pre-

sume "would be, that the former, by a judicious adaptation

of its organs to the increased amount of agency brought

to act upon it, "would be attaining an accumulative vigour

bv a uniform development of its axillary buds, and

James's Park, not a note would he heard in any of

our' parks, and these joyous harbingers of spring

would, near London, be exterminated. The second

nuisance is the plucking of the flowers, and the steal-

ing of roots and plants almost as soon as they are put

into the ground. The best of the Dahlias last season

were carried offalmost immediately they were planted,

and the Pinks and Geraniums were all stolen, one

after the other, within a few days of their being trans-

planted. The third nuisance occurs in the autumn,

when the very seeds are stolen, and by persons well

dressed.

It is a lamentable thing that the excellent intentions

of ^ie Commissioners of Woods and Forests should

thus be frustrated by the well-dressed, or ill-dressed,

scamps who abound in all great cities, and we should

he glad to learn that the example of the good people

of Frankfort were followed when such people are

caught. Mr. Jessie tells us that " The public gardens

at Frankfort are only separated from the high-road by

a single rail ; and yet nothing is injured, although no

one is excluded. In these gardens, a nightingale had
for many yfears built its nest on a particular spot, close

to one of the walks. It was seen by every one, and

yet no one molested it; until, one day, a foreign ser-

vant saw and took it. When it became known, the

man was hunted by a mob, taken before the city

authorities, and, the fact being proved, he was sen-

tenced to have his coat turned, to be drummed out of

the city with every mark of disgrace, and never to

enter it again."

Without, however, resorting to means of this

kind, which suit Germany better than England,

we think that a remedy may be easily found in the

plan suggested by the writer in the Times, from whom
we have already quoted ; namely, that a few persons

should he constantly employed in Kensington Gardens
in looking after the borders, and that a very much
larger number of notices warning the public against

picking and stealing should be posted about the

grounds; to which we would add the dispersal of a

few policemen in plain clothes among the thievish

crowd, with orders to seize the best dressed persons

they could see in the act of plunder. A morning at

Kensington Police-office would prove a salutary lesson

to such gentry. At Hampton Court, at Kew, at the Gar-

dens of the Horticultural and Zoological Societies, no
robbing worth talking of takes place ; but then these

places are always guarded by workmen engaged in their

ordinary duty. We would not answer for their security

if the well-dressed mob of London had free liberty of
amusing themselves without control. We earnestly

hope that the Commissioners of Woods and Forests

will adopt so simple a plan for preventing plunder.

The Long Walk in Kensington Gardens is, we under-

stand, under the special care of no one. Altogether,

there is only the occasional attendance of three men
for all the work of the pleasure-ground there—a num-

ber barely sufficient for the duty, even if constantly

employed. If each of the long beds—and there is

nearly a mile of them in length—was placed under the

constant charge of some one gardener, he would
naturally take a pride in them, and there would be

some responsible persons who would be ambitious of

the credit of keeping the grounds in order, and would

on the other hand have the blame and censure, should

the beds be slovenly and ill kept.

The desire of Lord Lincoln is evidently to beautify

the Gardens for the pleasure ot the public. We are

sure that his Lordship only requires to be made aware

of the evils now complained of, to cause effectual

measures to be taken for preserving the flower-beds in

the state in which they ought to be ; and, above all,

for rewarding the gentry who have been thus offending,

in the manner best suited to their conduct, and least

agreeable to their feelings.

A COMMENTARY ON CERTAIN PASSAGES IN
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL WRITINGS OF THE
LATE THOMAS ANDREW KNIGHT.

BY W. WOOD.
jj0# I.—On the Advantage of employing Vege-
table Matter as Manure in a fresh State.—
Opinion, founded upon experiments, " that many vegetable

substances are best Calculated to reassume an organic

living state, when they are least changed and decomposed

byeputrefaction."

First experiment, upon a seedling Plum— The seed

placed in a small garden-pot, and nearly filled with living

leaves and roots of grasses, mixed with a small portion of

mould, plaeed under glass, without other artificial heat

;

appeared in April—was removed into a larger pot three

times during the summer, each time with same kind of

material for potting ;
end of October occupied about one-

third of a square foot, at which period its height was

y feet 7 inches. Further experiments in manuring Tur-

nips with green fermented Fern and black vegetable mould,

and branches of trees in every stage of decomposition

—

the latter applied four-fold more than the former— the

result being greatly in favour of the former ; the growth,

&c. being much more rapid than the effects from either

vegetable mould or stable produce, and distinguishable in

the autumn from the rest of the field, by thedeeper shade
|

by a uniform development or us axillary

consequent deposition of a uniform amount of organiz-

able matter, whilst the latter, if allowed to surpass the

other by a more rapid growth, could only do so by an

attenuated growth, which is invariably connected with

abortive or undeveloped leaf- buds. In the former, accu-

mulation is not only progress, but maturation ; in the

latter, rapid growth is abortion, and loss of functional

power, bv the repeated intervention of secondary causes,

each of which interferes with an ultimate effect. This

paper fails to recognise any principle which involves the

application of higher agencies in Nature, or any modifica-

tion of organic matter, to be rendered successively appli-

cable to the different stages of growth.
(To be continued.)

ON THE ATMOSPHERE OF HOTHOUSES.
While the importance of a suitable temperature for

plants, and the best means for effecting that object

seem 'to be acknowledged by Horticulturists, as your

columns testify, I would beg to use the same vehicle

for a few hints of a wider range, and take up the atmo-

sphere of hothouses as a subject of more general and
comprehensive import. In considering this subject, it

obviously arranges itself under the four heads of heat,

light, moisture, and chemical constitution
; all of which

conditions must be distinctly attended to by the practical

gardener in the atmosphere of his hothouses, if he hopes

to make their inmates emulate the luxuriance of their

natural compeers in wood and wild. As the rays of our

unaided sun are inadequate to the production of sufficient

* Paxtoa, p,no.
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heat for the growth of tropical and many other tender
plants, artificial means have been resorted to in order to

make up this deficiency. With the more early gardeners,

the production of a sufficient heat in forcing seemed their

Alpha and Omega, for they were then unacquainted with

vegetable physiology, and the conditions requisite for the

proper development of plants : hence the heat and smoke
of an ordinary fire, conducted through' thin walled brick

flues around the interior of the building, gave the heat

required. This source of heat, however, has been found

both unstable and impure : the plants in a house thus

heated are liable to be scorched at one time and chilled at

another, and subjected at all times to the influence of

pernicious vapours, which escape from the flue at the join-

ings of its brickwork. The most obvious means to

remedy the defects of the ordinary flue was to increase

the thickness of its walls, and this practice has been

adopted and given to the public by several of your corre-

spondents. The body of material heated being consider-

able, a house so warmed is not liable to the sudden altera-

tions of temperature of one with the common thin flue
;

neither can hurtful vapours escape readily into the interior.

I myself have tried this plan to a small extent and find it

much superior to the old flue ; and in small houses of a
cheap construction I believe it is the cheapest and best

which can be adopted. One of your correspondents, if I

recollect right, recommended a nine-inch flue surrounded
with two feet of brickwork to run through the house. I

would prefer and have used a flue of largercalibre, arched

over the surface or upper side : this should run through
the house longitudinally, and get gradually larger as it

recedes from the fire: in this way a pure and equable

supply of heat may be obtained at little cost and trouble.

As this is a method of heating suitable for amateurs, who
however fond of plants, require to husband their means
well in following out their fancy, you will pardon me in

being a little more particular, even although I should to

some extent anticipate my fourth general head in pointing
out the method of ventilation. In building the house,
small openings like pigeon-holes should be left along the

back wall, about the level of the ground, and two feet

asunder; from each of these openings, on the inside, a

canal, formed of two bricks on edge for the sides, with
bricks on flat for soles and covers, should lead across the

house, under the flue, to its farther side : the bottom of

these canals (which will be about four inches and a half

square on the inside) are not to be on a 'dead level,

but to rise inwards, so that by the time they reach the
middle of the bottom of the flue their base may be rather
higher than their tops are on the outside of the wall. Along
the bottom of the flue, (ere it is built, of course,) build
another canal of like size with the cross ones, on the same
level, and uniting with them at right angles. The heating
flue having been now built, and the outlets of the cross
canals carried up a few inches on its front side, you
possess an apparatus for ventilation which will supply
your house at all times with pure and warm air. The
reason of the cross canals being made to rise a little in

their course, is to insure the escape of the warm air of the
longitudinal one under the flue, into the interior of the
house, instead of finding its way outwards into the ex-
ternal air. The port-holes may be allowed to remain open
at all times, for more cold air cannot enter them than is

permitted to escape through the roof and other openings
of the house ; when a stronger ventilation is required,
pull down the sashes more or less, as you wish this to be.
If you wish a good draft, the flue should rise a little in
its course above the level next the fire. To obtain mois-
ture a ledge of brick can be attached to the upper surface
of the flue to confine a few inches of sand, by wetting
which, moisture is given off to the air of the house. For
an amateur with limited means, a house suitable for the
growth of almost any sort of plant may thus be cheaply
obtained ; and it is on their account I have furnished these
remarks. Water and steam are the two means, however,
now getting into general use for heating Horticultural and
other buildings. For large establishments we believe
steam to be the preferable material, as one furnace and
boiler will supply the whole. The temperature too of any
building is perfectly under command, for with a few extra
metal pipes or boxes, communicating with the steam-pipe
by stop-cocks, a greater or less extent of heating surface
can at any time be obtained, and the heat thus modified
according to inclination or the rigour of the weather.
Water-tanks for bottom-heat can also be readily put in
operation by steam ; and any state of dryness or moisture
kept up in the atmosphere by suffering more or less of it

to escape through properly-distributed minute openings.
But while steam is quite suitable for extensive establish-
ments, and in the neighbourhood of machinery where a
steam-engine is at work, heated water is a more manage-
able medium, and much more employed for communi-
cating heat. For this purpose it is made to circulate
either through close pipes of cast-iron, or open and
covered gutters and tanks. The principle on which this
circulation depends is the different densities of warm and
cold water, combined with the hydrostatic fact of all fluids
finding their level; and anyone thoroughly acquainted
with these two principles can at any time plan and modify
a hot-water apparatus at his will. Asa suitable soil-tem-
perature is as necessary for the luxuriant growth of
*»any plants as a suitably warm atmosphere, tanks of

commnnf V gettinS into Seneral use ior the purpose of

OvS-the r ^5
the reqUisite heat t0 S0il 0r 8«Dd &****

pot plunge? T? "K* lhe ^ UtS "^ r00tetl ° r the

breth en still Vse fr'
elde

-

P W1™*™ and many of the

!leeided advantage, as I will S^^^^^i 9 "*
head of Chemica! ConrttMbnT WheT Wetr,' a

steady moderate bcttom-heat is required, there can be
little dispute about the utility and docility (if I may use

the phrase) of the tank system.—«/. L. NewhnrsL
{To be continued,)

PLAN OF A PINE-PIT ERECTED AT HEWELL,
FOR THE HON. R. H. CLIVE, M.P.

By permission of Mr. Clive we are enabled to publish

the following plan of a Pine-Pit, whose bottom-heat is

supplied by hot water, and the air-heat by a common flue,

as it has been constructed by Mr. J. Jones, of Birmingham.

When we saw it, a month ago, the plants were in the best

possible health ; and Mr. Markham informed us that it

worked so well, that he hoped it would soon be lengthened.

Its length is 40ft. 6in M its width inside 12ft. 9in., its

height in front above the ground 1ft. Gin., and at the back

5ft. 5in. A is an air-pipe, whose orifice is at the ground

level, and which passes underground into a hot chamber,

covered with wood, on which the Pine-bed lies. B is a

smoke-flue, passing along the front from the fire-place at

one end of the pit and discharging itself at the other end

into an upright chimney. The shaded line right and left

of the section shows the ground line ; so that a large part

of this pit is sunk in the ground. The otherpsrts of the

plan, which is drawn to a scale, speak for themselves.

which it enters at D. A plug at A being removed, cold-
air rushes down into the chamber, passes through a
pigeon-holed wall at F9 rises through a cavity to E,
whence, loaded with vapour, it is admitted into the house
when occasion requires. C C are two zinc open troughs,
12x5in., filled with water, communicating with a saddle-
backed boiler, and passing along the house in a chamber

v-WHEAT ON THE SAME LAND, YEAR AFTER
YEAR.

The accompanying letter from the Manchester
Guardian appears to me to be of sufficient importance to

deserve a place in your columns. I could wish to stimulate
other parties to experiment in the same way, and doubt
not if the plan is followed up perseveringly in various
soils and by different persons very important results will

be obtained.

" I was led into these experiments by reading Liebig's book on
the Chemistry of Agriculture; for, assuming his theory to be
true, it appeared to me to be quite possible to grow Wheat on the
same land, year after year; as, according to that theory, the
carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen which constitute the great bulk of
all cereal crops (both grain and straw), are supplied in abund-
ance from the soil and atmosphere (or perhaps, to speak more
correctly, from the latter), and we have only to supply those in-
organic substances, which, however numerous, form but a small
part of the whole weight of the crop. With the view of testing
this theory, and hoping that J might be able to find out what
were the elements which built up and cemented the carbon,
oxygen, and hydrogen together; or, in other words, which con-
stituted fertility, I began in the autumn of 1841, to experiment on
a field which had been exhausted by a succession of crops, and
which had just been cleared of one of Oats. I chose an exhausted
field in preference to any other, as the only one in which I could
test the truth cf the theory

; it was very foul, being full of Couch-
grass and weeds of all kinds; it was ploughed up and hastily
picked over, for the season was so unfavourable for cleaning the
land (from the great quantity of rain that fell), that I was almost
induced to abandon the experiment. Previously to sowing the
seed, one-fourth of the field was manured with a compost of
night-soil and coal-ashes, at the rate of 40 tons to the customary
acre (7,840 yards); the remaining three-fourths having the seed
put in without any manure whatever. The winter was very un-
favourable for the plants in our cold wet soil ; and, in the
unmanured part of the field many of them perished, and those
that survived made very little progress, from having no stimulus
at the roots. Thinking it desirable to apply my experimental
manures in moist weather, I waited until the 6th May, when I

treated that part of the field which had not been manured (three-
fourths of the whole), in the following manner :— J applied guano
over one-fourth, at the rate of 2cwt. to the statute acre ; and the
same weijrht of nitrate of soda over another fourth, leaving one-
fourth entirely without manure. The Wheat manured with the
guano and nitrate of soda grew vigorously, and the ears, more
particularly in the part manured with guano, were the finest I

had ever seen, but when it came to ripen, it shrivelled in the ear,
and the sample was very indifferent; the soil being evidently
deficient in some property necessary .for perfecting the grain.
The crop also suffered much from the depredations of the birds.

44 The portion manured with night-soil produced to the
statute acre. .32 bushels, of fiolhs. each.

Guano ditto 27 ditto, ditto.
Nitrate of soda . . ditto 27 ditto, ditto.

Unmanured part ditto }Q% ditto, ditto.
1 give these details to show that the land was in an exhausted
state previously to the commencement of the experiment I am
now about to detail. After the crop of 1842 was reaped, the land
was immediately ploughed up, and the season being very favour-
able it was tolerably well cleaned, and the seed was sown (with-
out any manure) about the first week in October. After the
Wheat came up it was manured with a dusting of 1 cwt. of guano
over the entire field (about one acre three roods), to keep the
plants alive through the winter. In the spring, being divided
into three portions, it was manured with the same number of
experimental manures, which were furnished to me by Mr. BIythe,
of Church, near Accrington, who also analysed the soil and sub-
soil for me. These manures were applied about the J 0th of April,

and the experiment was still further varied by covering a portion
of each division with guano a fortnight afterwards, at the rate of
2 cwt. to the acre ; but all the manure applied to the crop, in-
cluding the hundred weight of guano put "on in the autumn, did
not exceed 6i cwt, The crop, which was a very thin one in the

spring, improved so much by the application of these manures,
that, when it came into ear, it was allowed by all who saw it to

be the best in the neighbourhood; but the heavy rains of July
caused it to lodge in the best part of the field, and there it vyas

attacked by rust, and the sample is very indifferent. Ju addition

to this drawback, there being very little Wheat grown in the

neighbourhood of the town, and this being much earlier than any

of the other fields, was attacked by the birds as soon as the gra' a

was formed fin the ear. Notwithstanding all the efforts made W
prevent them, they continued feeding upon it until it was cut;

and it is a very moderate estimate of the damage to say, th*J
they destroyed one- fourth of the crop throughout the field. Tl,at

part of the field covered with manure, No. l, being the earliest*

suffered most. There were patches of several square yard*

where there did not appear to he a single grain left ; and wherever
the birds took a grain from the middle of the car, when in tl>c

milky state, the grains on each side of it appeared to grow i}°

more, but shrivelled up in the ear. I have little doubt that
'jj

this portion of the field one-third of the crop was destroyed. & {

this seems to reduce the experiment to little more than guess

work; and it will probably be very difficult to persuade those

who did not see the field when it was cut, to credit this report of

the devastation made by the birds, even when they arc told th ftC

Clitheroc is a town of 7.000 inhabitants, and probably as many
sparrows, and that apparently they were nil assembled to feed ui

this field ; and they became so accustomed to the good l**'*
1!?

they found there, that even when our neighbour's Wheat was n

to eat, they continued to favour this field with their visits in Pre
*

ferencc to going elsewhere. 1 estimate the damage on No. I
a
^

one-third; No. 2 at one-fourth; No. 3 at one-fifth. This w~aS

later than the others, and suffered more from rust than birds.

The following are the results: — From 3,0(>0 yards manured vntn

No. l, there were obtained 1,042 lbs. of Wheat, or 27$ bushels,,01

60 lbs. each, to the statute acre; if we add one-half to tW?»
as we assume that one-third was destroyed by the birds, lZ

will give 4]^ bushels to the statute acre. The weight o*

straw from this portion was 188 stone 5 lbs.— 14 lbs. to the stone.

From 2,856 yards manured with No. 2, 962 lbs. of Wheat were

obtained, and 145 stone 9 lbs. of straw. This is equal to 27*

bushels per acre, or with one-third added for estimated damage,
it is equal to 36 bushels per statute acre. From 2,610 yards

manured with No. 3, there were 1,067 lbs. of Wheat, and 21/

stone 71bs. of straw, or 33 bushels to the statute acre; to which,
_j|we add one-fourth, according to the estimate of damage, it vvm

he equal to 4\$ bushels per acre. It will be observed that this

portion yielded a far greater weight of straw per acre than either

of the others, and, from the sort of manure applied, it was ex-

pected that this would be the case.
No. 1 yielded straw at the rate of 2972 stone per acre.
N". 2 do. do. 246f do. do.

.. No
- 3 do. do. 302.J do. do.

Many people may feel inclined to say, all these apparent data arc

mere guesses, and that a crop may be made into anything onC
HKeS, if they assume so much for damage; but, fortunately, it 1 **

not all guess-work. I have stated previously that I covered a
part of each division with guano a fortnight after the application
or the manures in April, intending to see what advantage was
obtained by the use of it; but, owing to the depredations 01

t.ic birds, the portions of the first and second divisions manurea
with guano were not kept separate from those which were Id*

without; but the third, being later, and therefore not so niue"
injured by them, gave me an opportunity of ascertaining tJUj

eitcct. J measured off a land which had been so manured, ai"

reaped and threshed it out separately. From this land of i««

yards long and 10 feet wide (3,000 square feet), there was
obtained 220 lbs. of Wheat, or 53 bushels of Co lbs. per statute
acre

; and this was far from being the best portion of the held-

1 do not mean that it was not the best portion of the crop, but *

mean that the soil is by no means so good there as ic is in otnei

parts of the field ; but, as I have before stated, in the best part 0*

tnc held the crop was spoiled by being lodged by the rain, an«
subsequently attacked by rust. It is the duty of everyone iw

promote the advancement of agriculture; and this is my contr1-

bution towards it. I have not yet done, for I have sown tne

same field with Wheat again, and hope, with a favourable season,

to reap a still more abundant crop next year.— T. <?."
,

You "will observe that no notice is taken of De Candolle

V-/ ^i -A 3
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theory of excrementitious secretion. At the time the above
letter was written it did not occur to me; if it had I

should have stated that I considered it completely dis-

proved, for the following reasons. I think the difficulty

of growing Clover in many soils at less intervals than six

or seven years offers an argument against it, for it is unlikely
to suppose that vegetable secretions will remain undecom-
posed in the soil for that length of time, and if they
aye decomposed, they no doubt return to something
Bimilar to what they were before they were taken up by
the plant. Again, an intelligent American gentleman
told a friend of mine that his father had a farm, (I think
in Illinois), where they grew good crops of Wheat for

many years in succession; and if this is to be set down as

Yankee boasting, (which I don't believe,) there is the fact

communicatedtomebyDr.LyonPiayfair of landsomewhere
in the West of England, (I believe near Bridgewater,) where
good crops of Wheat have been grown for twenty years in

succession
: if the theory of excrementitious secretion is

true, and if one crop always poisons the land for a suc-

ceeding crop of the same kind, how are wc to account for

twenty good crops of Wheat from the same soil in as

many years ? But if the theory which I have assumed in

the above experiments is true, that the deterioration of
the soil is owing to the abstraction of matters from it, we
have only to ascertain what these substances are, and to

replace them, to ensure constant fertility. Withoutassenting
entirely to Liebig's opinion, that plants obtain all their

carbon from the atmosphere, I think there is great reason
to suppose that much of it may be derived from that source,
arj d it is a subject well worth investigating by those whose
scientific knowledge will enable them to arrive at satisfac-
tory conclusions.— T. G., Clitheroe.

is a good plan to mulch them with a little strong litter

after the operation of planting is completed.

Hybrid Perpetual. Gallica, or French Roses.

Coquette dc Montmorency
William Jesse
Due d'Aumale
Madame LafTay !

!

Duchess of Sutherland ! !

!

Prudence Hecscr
Fulgorie
Aubernon
Clementine Duval!

!

Hybrid Bourbon.
Daphne
Miss Chauncey !

!

Charles Duval!! !

Brillante
Coupe (PHebeH! !

Great Western ! ! ! !

Hybrid China.
Chencdole'M!!
La Grande Dame ! ! !

!

Hippocrate! ! !

!

Louift Fries!

!

Parigot
! !

Beauty of Billiard !

!

Comtcsse de Lacepede !

!

Klebcr
!

!

Neplus Ultra!!
Charles Louis, No. 2.

De Candollc !

!

Princess Augusta

!

Triomphe de Laquear 1 !

!

La Meteorc ! !

!

Alba.
LaSeduisanteM!
Sophie de Marsilly ! !

!

Felicitel!
Queen of Denmark !

!

Piincesse de Lamballe !

!

L» Enfant
Nelly !

!

Orphelcine de Juillct ! !

Aspasie !

!

Assemblage des Beautes ! !

!

Kean ! ! !

Damask.
La Ville de Bruxelles ! !

!

Painted
Deesse de Flore ! ! !

Coralie
Penelope ! ! 1

Hybrid Provence.
Blancheflcur ! ! !

Emcraud ! ! !

New Globe Hip! !

Belle Adele
Melanie

Moss.
Crested !

!

Blush ! !

Eclatantc!!
Lux< mbourg !

!

Unique ! ! ! !

Old White! !

Provence.
Sylvain ! !

Superb Striped Unique ! !

Damask Perpetual,
Crimson ! !

!

Bernard !

!

Bourbon.
Emile Courtier
Queen ! ! !

!

Proserpine !

!

Austrian Briar.
Harrison's ! ! !

!

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XLIV.
At this time, when those who intend to extend their

collection of Roses will begin to think of giving their

orders, it may perhaps not be out of place to offer a few
remarks on their management, and also give a list of
those kinds which may be considered the most beautiful.

fn July last 1 in company with my employer went to

Sawbridgeworth, to see Mr. Rivers' collection in bloom,
find the list which I subjoin are what we purchased to add
to an already tolerably good collection. Our object was
ttot to select a great number of varieties, but rather to

choose those which are really excellent, and to take several

plants of the best, in preference to having a number of

varieties, so that those who select from this list may make
certain of having good kinds, if not the most modern
Varieties

; and in Roses, as in almost every other popular
tribe of plants, it is to be regretted that the rage for

Novelties and collections has led to the introduction of
jriany new kinds which are very inferior to our old esta-
blished favourites. The " Cloth of Gold " Noisette Rose,
^hich I noticed some weeks back, is an exception to the
above rule, for a correspondent at Sawbridgeworth who
Saw it in bloom says : " The Cloth of Gold has flowered,
and most beautifully; it is very large, very double ; and
as yellow as Rosa Harrisonii." This I think will be good
news to the Rose Amateurs, at least I consider myself
fortunate in being a purchaser.
As a matter of taste Standard Roses are certainly

objectionable, and ought never to be admitted into dressed
scenery except their naked stems are hidden by some
means or other, such as planting dwarf kinds in the front
°t them, or training the branches pendantly, so as to hide
tue stem and form the heads into fine expansive baloon-
Jike forms. Trained in this manner they are admissible
on lawns either in groups or as single specimens, but with
taU naked stems they are in my estimation an intolerable
deformity. That they should have been tolerated so long
18 a proof of the bad taste of the age. I am, however,
glad to find the demand for them is decreasing, so that
fitter a few years I hope to see them extirpated from
garden scenery.

Puiar Roses, that is, dwarf plants trained to iron rods
or strong poles, varying from six to twenty feet high, make
splendid objects for the lawn, and when three or four dis-
similar colours are brought together on one pillar, they
*re certainly superlatively beautiful. At Sir John
-Houghton's, at Kingston, the Pillar Roses in July are
worth walking 50 miles to see, and I am not aware of any
other garden near the Metropolis where they are so well
Managed. Indeed, by this method of training the best
of the Hybrid, China, and French Roses, Mr. Redding
has imparted quite a new feature to the Rose-garden, and
the Amateur has only to picture to^himself a pillar ten feet
high, covered with the beautiful flowers of Coupe d'Hebe,
Jl'iomphede Laquear, or Great Western, to see how
much more beautiful they must be than standards of the
same varieties.

In Rose culture it is scarcely necessary to offer a re-
mark

; for though there are certain soils better suited to
their growth than others, they will grow in any well-
enriched soil, if it be only removed from day, and is not
too sandy. A deep mellow loam trenched two spades

£
eeP, and manured with decomposed hot-bed dung, is the

bes t J but as a general guide, wherever the Wild Briar
grows freely, there also will flourish the cultivated
Varieties. As a manure for established plants, Mr. Rivers
^commends night-soil, to be applied twice in the winter,
t0 the extent, when diluted with pond-water, of three
gallons to each plant. For top-dressing Bourbon, China,
*nd Tea Roses in beds, Mr. R. uses with great advantage
potter's Guano ; and for top-dressing pots, Lance's Car-
onated Humus, used with a very sparing haud, is excel-

lent m giving them colour, though when mixed with the
°°u in potting it destroys the roots. The present is the
oest mouth in the year for planting hardy Roses, and it

Josephine Beauharnois

All the Roses in this list are excellent, but those marked
with notes of exclamation are the best, and the notes are

increased in number in proportion to their superior

claims.— W. P. Ayres, Brooklands.

HOMP; CORRESPONDENCE.
Turtle Doves.—A short time since a beautiful pair of

Turtle-Doves was given to me- The feathered travellers

came in a basket by the railroad on a cold day; to which,

I conclude, may be imputed a disease with which the hen

has been afflicted, and for which I now seek a cure. J

think there can be no doubt it is asthma, as described in

Bechstein's Work on Cage-birds ; or rather, what in the

human species we should designate spasmodic asthma
;

the poor little sufferer under the attacks, which last about

an hour and recur frequently, keeps her beak open and

pants audibly ; her tongue and throat are nearly black with

inflammation ; her feathers are ruffled, and she appears

dying from exhaustion; but after a time she partially ral-

lies and takes her food. If by means of your paper, I

can receive any hints for the diet and treatment of my
little pet (whose death will involve the loss of its mate,)

they will much oblige. Fright sometimes causes the

asthma in birds : that could scarcely be the case with my
invalid, who is so familiar as to prefer perching on a

finger.

—

Maria TV .

John Dory.—I observe it stated in your Naturalist's

Corner of last week, that " our common name of John
Dory is clearly nothing more than a corrupt pronuncia-

tion of the French term for the colour of the lighter parts

of the fish, which is yellow with metallic reflections when

it is alive, and therefore styled jaune doree, or gold and

yellow. " As I remember that many years ago I read a

very different version of the parentage of the common
name of this fish, I turned to the passage, and send you a

c0ny of it, and should be glad if you or any of your readers

would be kind enough to decide this point, upon which

Doctors thus disagree. The passage occurs in the " Quar-

terly Review" for July, 1813, and will be found at p.

2G9 of vol. ix., in an article upon " Tracts on the British

Fisheries,
1
' and is as follows :--" Haddocks assemble in

vast shoals during the winter months in every part of the

Northern Ocean, and bend their course generally to the

southward, proceeding beyond the limits of the cod and

the herring; but it is remarked that they neither enter

the Baltic nor the Mediterranean. The two dark spots a

little behind its head are supposed to have gained the

haddock, in days of superstition, the credit of being the

fish which St. Peter caught with the tribute-money in its

mouth; in proof of which the impression of the Saint's

finger and thumb has been entailed upon the whole race

of haddocks ever since. Unfortunately, however, for the

tradition, the haddock is not a Mediterranean fish, nor

can we suppose it to have belonged to the Lake of

Tiberias. The truth is, the Italians consider a very dif-

ferent fish as that which was sanctified by the Apostle,

and which after him they honour with the name of il Giani-

tore a name which we have converted into Johnny Dory,

with the same happy ingenuity that has twisted the gira-

sole, or turnsol, into a Jerusalem Artichoke."—J\ B. k. L.
Enormous Egg-—An egg was this week laid by a goose

at a farm in Quermore, near Lancaster, whose weight

was 10 ounces, its circumference longitudinally was 1<H
easured 84- inches round.

—

Facile.inches, and it measuicu u^

Large Onions.—An average sample of 15 Onions,

which weighed upwards of 10 lbs., was grown on a small

croft in the fertile village of Longton, near Preston, which

had been sown with 5 lbs. of seed from the same ground.

It is supposed more than as many tons have been gathered.

—Facile.

Verbenas.—The scarlet and pink Verbenas survived

last winter in a dry situation not far from the southern

coast, by being left in a mass where they had grown the

previous summer, and being covered with a hand-glass in

severe frost. They likewise lived in cutting-pans in the

same way.—II.

John Dory.—This fish, the Chalcis of the Greeks and

Faber of the Romans, is now known in the Mediterranean,
where it is sufficiently common, as the Pesce di San
Pietro, and Pennant says:—*' The Doree is the rival of the
Haddock for the honour of having been the fish out of

whose mouth St. Peter took the tribute-money, leaving on
its side the incontestible proofs of the identity of the fish,

the marks of his finger and thumb." I have heard, as

well as most of your readers probably, the origin of its

English name, John Dory, ascribed to a corruption of

Janitor—in the Italian, Gianilore, which is one of the

honourable appellations of St. Peter, the keeper of the

portals of Heaven—in virtue of which office we always

see him represented with his keys

—

•The Pilot of the Galilean lake-
Two mighty keys he bore of metal twain,
The golden opes—the iron shuts amain."

—Plectra.

Pine Apples.—Having seen stated in the Chronicle at

p. 759, an account of Queen Pines which had been grown
to the great weight of six pounds some ounces, will the

cultivator of these Pines have the goodness to say what

sort of Queen's they were—and whether the treatment,

which brought them to that state of great perfection, was

different from that which is usually practised ? By an-

swering these questions, through the Chronicle^ he will

oblige.— Doumhuil. [Another correspondent denies that

the Pines were of the weight represented.]

Tulip-root in Oats.—In the "Gardeners' Magazine"

I find the following paragraph :—" Much of the Corn

crops in the Lothians are drilled ; but Oats have suffered

severely this season by what is there called the ' Tulip,

root,' a disease the cause of which is not hitherto properly

understood." Will any one be so good as to give Ruricola

some information upon the subject? particularly the cha-

racter of the disease, its appearance, and the way in which

it affects the Oat-crops ; also, if there be any published

account of it.

—

J. C.
Strawberries.—I beg to inform Mr. Godwin that there

is nothing new or uncommon in the mode stated at p. 711,

for obtaining a crop of Strawberries late in the season, as

I have seen it practised by others as well as by myself for

upwards of 20 years past with good success. I am now
gathering excellent fruit from plants that were forced in

spring, and will no doubt continue to do so until the end

of next January. These plants were taken out of 32-sized

pots, disrooted, and repotted into 24-sized ones. They
were then placed in a shady situation, where they remained

until the weather caused them to be removed to a Pine-

stove.—Scrutator.
Standard Pelargoniums.— 1 have about 40 Standard

Pelargoniums ; the wet weather last May killed about 20

of the largest and best sorts. I have one three years old,

named Prince Regent, the girth of its stem is 5-J inches,

and is 30 inches in length ; from the top of the stem to

the top of its head is 42 inches, and the circumference of

the head is 10| feet. In my opinion these are much more
handsome than Standard Roses, when they are, like these,

planted out on the lawn. Fuchsia fulgens and other
Fuchsias have also a fine appearance when grown as

standards.— J. JValdron y
Harrow Weald.

Apple-trees.—In the garden of Joseph Uoultbee, Esq.,

Springfield Hall, Warwickshire, there is a Peach Apple-

tree in full bloom ; the late frost and snow do not seem
to have had any effect on the blossoms.

Secdh

:ments of Pelargi

mouth (all of which appear to have been raised by Mr.
Lyne, of that neighbourhood). These, he says, have

obtained prizes in London, Exeter, Torquay, Plymouth,

Truro, and Falmouth. I as well as many more of your

readers would feel obliged to Mr. Rendle if he would

explain which sorts got the various prizes at the different

places named in his advertisements, when and atwhatshows,

and what the prizes were which each sort won ? This in-

formation from the advertiser would no doubt give great

satisfaction to many of his customers, and to the public

generally, and persons disposed to purchase would be

enabled to judge better of their respective merits.

—

A
Friend to Truth.

Lobelia gracilis.— I beg to state that striking from cut-

tings is not the only or best way of propagating Lobelia

gracilis as stated in a Chronicle some time back. The
mode I find to succeed best, is to take up the seedlings,

quantities of which will be found in the autumn under

the old plants. The seedlings may be put into pots as

thickly as possible, and then placed in a greenhouse for

the winter ; in the spring these will be found to be

stronger than from cuttings, at least they were so in ray

case.

—

A. B. ^ ,

Potter s Guano.—h\ the report of bir K. Peel s speech

at the Tamworth Dinner there is an account of an inter-

esting and important experiment made by his direction

upon Potatoes, in which Guano, Potter's Manure, and

Stable Manure appear in competition. It is said that this

experiment was conducted with great care and perfect

fairness. That such was the intention of the distinguished

experimentalist, I entertain no doubt; but I shall make it

appear that an error has been committed, which, as this

speech will be circulated through the length and breadth of

the land, is calculated to do me very considerable injury.

The error I allude to is, that the Guano (a bushel of which

was found to weigh 85 lbs.) and my manure are assumed

to have the same weight in the same bulk, but this is far

from being the case. -A 4-bushel sack of my manure,

when quite foil, contains only 2 cwt.
5
a bushel therefore

weighs 56 lbs. Now as the experiment was made by

needling Pelargoniums.—In your columns I observe

advertisements of Pelargoniums by Mr. Rendle, of Ply-

taking equal measures, not weights, of the two manures,

it is ei ident that for every £5 lbs. of the Guano, only 56 lbs.

of my manure were really applied to the crop, If we
rectify this mistake by equalising the weights (for both

these manures are sold by weight), we bhall find, by the
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rule of proportion, that Potter's Mnnnrc would have pro-
duced not 11, butlGAJmshels of Potatoes. Thus I think
I have shown that, without the explanation offered, the
statement of the experiment as given by Sir Robert is
calculated to operate to my disadvantage.— W. II. Potter.

Gooseberries.—In the Chronicle of last vear, at p.
758, are given the weights of the heaviest Gooseberries
grown that year. Subjoined is the weight of the heaviest
six in each class produced in 1843, so that a comparison
may be made with those raised last year ; and your readers
will find that they have grown larger this year than the
last. Some new sorts have also appeared as leading kinds
in size and weight; and it is now the season for plant-
ing Gooseberries, so that they may strike root in their new
situations before the frost sets in, which is very desirable.
It has been this year proved that Gooseberries, when grown
and trained against a wall, will increase their size, and
acquire more the appearance of large and handsome
Plums than Gooseberries, and it will also much improve
their flavour, and make them a more interesting fruit for
the table.

Rkd.

London
Wonderful
Companion
Lion's Provid.
Defianm
Conq. Hero

Via.r.owt.

— Leader
39 11 Two to One
28 (i liirdlime
88 3 Pilot
28 — Gunner
27— 'Catharine

C
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25
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X

M
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h
23

Thumper
Peacock
Q. Victoria
Invincible
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Turnout
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24 11

25 5
24 23
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Tally Ho !

Cossack
Ostrich
Eagle

23 Q. of Trumps
MPhilip First

C

24
24
24

24

23
23

o

10

8
3
2
15

.
M. Saul.

Weeds m Ponds.—Among the other interesting sub-
jects m the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 21st October, is
an answer to a query on the means of keeping down weeds
in ponds, by Mr. W. P. Ayres, Brooklands. His answer
is, that " the most simple thing you can make use of to
cut them with is a pair of swans ;

" and he instances the
success of this scheme at Brooklands. I regret to say that
so very simple and pleasant a plan will not be found of
universal application. In the grounds where I reside is
a pond of an irregular oval shape, about 70 yards in length
and o0 in breadth, a large proportion of which is occupied
by two islands bearing beautiful evergreens and WeepingW illows, thereby materially curtailing the extent of water,
which cannot much exceed one rood. Yet on this
small extent of water four swans, all adults, are not able
to keep down the weeds, apparently, to any sensible
degree; for every autumn they accumulate to such .a
thickness, that a small light boat can hardly pass over
them, and they have to be cut over every year. There are
a few circumstances which it maybe proper to mention, in
case they should constitute a difference from Mr. Avres' case.
The pond is from three to four feet deep, and" is main-
tained by a very powerful spring, which keeps the water

it always clear and fresh. The swans are fed every
m

ti
r ^A??.?a of

,

oats (one-fourth part of a peck) and

and m consequence of receiving this food, along with the

with boiled potatoes, as long as that esculent lasts,m consequence of receiving this food, along with the
grass winch they consume, they are remarkably large
spirited birds, of fine plumage, except when moulting

jbut 1 find that the feeding does not prevent them diving
their necks in the water in quest of something, which they
must obtain, otherwise they would not persevere in it as they
do daily

;
and, besides, the grass margin around the pond

is so limited in extent; that it could not support them
except, perhaps, in the height of summer. It is possible
that at that season they may neglect the weeds more than
in the early part of the summer; but in answer to this
suggestion, I would mention, that for once I see them
out of the water grazing on the grass, I see them a dozen
times in the water, plumbing their necks and even point-
ing up their tails. Bald coots and water-hens also fre-
quent the pond, as well as common ducks, all living in
harmony. How fond the wild birds are of the boiled
potatoes

! If an effectual plan can be suggested for
saving the trouble of cutting the dirtv weeds every year
I would be thankful.—H. S., Edinburgh, Oct. 25.

'

Cape IridacecB.—l am a great admirer of this beautiful

greater portion of them may, however, be grown to per-
fection m the open air in the south of England, by
making a bed of sandy peat in a sunny situation, and
therein planting them, covering the beds during severe
frost or very wet weather. I used to grow a great many
kinds m Devonshire, in small beds filled to the depth oftwo feet with a compost of two parts sandy peat, one part
fine river sand, and one part rich garden soil, of a loamy
nature. The tough roots contained in the peat were laid
at the bottom of the bed along with some stones for
drainage, and the mixed soil laid loosely upon it. In such
beds the plants will require no further care, except in
winter. They do not generally suffer from the cold, butfrom the wet, or from the effects of the sun following asevere frost. They should never be disturbed after their

leaves sprout in autumn, and will not
i bear any severe

frost
; they must, therefore, be grown under glass, or not

at all. Certain other kinds require a very much more
sandy soil, and will not thrive even in a sandy peat; but
as these peculiarities can only be discovered by extensive
cultivation of the species, I will mention a few of my
results derived from the cultivation of upwards of a
hundred. The greatest difference in constitution observ-
able among the individuals of any one of the genera is in
Gladiolus. All the common kinds may be grown as I
recommend; but to grow alatus, viperatus, roseus,
debilis, versicolor, and probably some others which I
have never possessed, you must have a bed of nearly pure
sand from the more barren parts of heaths. In a pure
white sand of great depth T have seen roseus (which is a
variety of hirsutus) 5 feet high, with 13 flowers on the
stem ; while in a soil still very sandy, but which would
slightly bind, it would not grow 18 inches, and produced
only about 5 flowers. Watsonia gracilis and most of the
varieties of G. hirsutus flower very early in the spring, and
therefore cannot be grown in the open air : they also like
sand. On the contrary, Natalensis will grow well in
ordinary rich soil of any kind, and oppositiflorus and its
hybrids in a soil of light peat mixed with loam in about
equal proportions. In such a soil I have grown the hybrid
Natalensis oppositiflorus or Gardinensis nearly 6 feet
high, bearing 22 flowers on the main stem, and having 5
lateral branches. Almost all Ixias, Sparaxis, Tritonias,
and Morooas may be grown in the ordinary Gladiolus
compost; but thelnchonemas, Lapeyrousias,andBabianas,
require sand. Watsomas and Antholyzas are not par-
ticular in their soil, but are difficult to cultivate in Eng-
land, because they either sprout i„ the. autumn or are
evergreen

;
and their eaves wi ll not bear frost, which,

although it will not kill -the roots, will prevent their
flowering by destroying the leaves. I wou]d observe that
the sand of which I speak must be the sand from the
surface of peaty heaths : it must neither be red nor yellow,
nor must it be taken from beneath the surface, but must
be a fine sharp white sand, rendered of a greyish colour
by the admixture of a very small quantitv of peat I
imagine that the oxide of iron, which forms 'the colouring
matter of the red or yellow sands, is very prejudicial to
these roots ; but if all the poor soils in the neighbourhood
of the cultivator should be coloured, let him carefully
scrape up the mere loose surface, which will always be
much purer than the body of the soil, and will rarely iniure
any plants.—J". C. B.

J

Blackberry Jell;/..—Put the fruit into ajar, tie paper
er it, and stew in a saucepan of boiling water, or by

putting the jar into the oven ; strain off the liquor, and
to every pint of stewed fruit add a pound of loaf-sugar :

put all into a preserving pan, simmer and skim it. When
it will jelly upon a plate, it is fit to be put into jars for
use.— Warwickshire. [This is very delicate and ex-
cellent.]

Prolific Potatoes.—A friend of mine sent me a
Potato in April, and mentioned at the same time that it
was a very prolific variety. The Potato weighed about

oz. I planted it whole, and last week took up the pro-
duce, which weighed 291bs., and consisted of 66 Potatoes,
26 of the largest weighing 211bs. The above is the largest
return I have ever seen.— Win. Thomson.

Circulating Hot-water in Flues.— I beg to state that
the system of heating houses by hot-water circulating in
brick-flues is, after all, but a modification of the steam-
system, with this difference, that steam does not traverse
so rapidly as the thin stratum of water used in these flues

;

for the cold air, not only in the iron-pipes, but that about
them, condenses the steam, until the resisting force of the
air is overcome. Limited as the quantity of water is, it

has another advantage over steam, and that is, that it
retains heat longer

; and what is wanting in quantity as
compared with other systems of heating by hot-water, is

made up by the brick-flues retaining their heat for a con-
siderable time after the fire has been withdrawn. The
vapour and heat which rise from the surface of the
water will be emitted into the house together, both up-
wards and downwards; the moisture may not always be
visible on the plants, unless the covers are in part removed,
or have apertures in them. In this case a diminished
temperature in the flues will ensue, and consequently less
power to resist the cold air. In whatever way the heat
may escape from these flues, condensation will take place
at the glass, and would do so even lower down in the

berries are objectionable for this reason, and it is this

c;'use rather than manure that leaves are more abundant
than fruit. I have tried and proved this. Where Straw-
berries are grown for profit, (that is, grown at all in the
true sense,) they should be planted in rows—the large
sorts not less than 30 inches in the row, and 15 inches
from plant to plant, and no runners suffered to remain.
By these means, with deep trenching and early planting,
any sort worth cultivating may be grown large and abund-
antly.— W. M. b

jviaui oi Main, JNicliolas Ntckleby, Beauty of the Plain, Adi
ble, Marquess of Lothian. 9 Hollyhocks, 1, Mr P. Hall, gr t

W.G. G. Cumming, Bart.; 2, Mr J. M'Culloch, gr to Maj<
Peterkin. 12 Carnations, 1, Mr P. Hall; 2, Mr J. M'Lcan,

over

COUNTRY SHOWS.
Forres and Nairn Horticultural Society, October 13.—This was

the Autumn Exhibition. The display of fruits was very fine, as
was also the vegetables. The following prizes were awarded :-
20 Dahlias, l, Mr P. Hall, gr to the Hon. Sir W. G. G.Cumming,
J,art., for Lee's Bloomsbury, President of the West, Rouge et
Noir, Birmingham Premier, Marquess of Lothian, Sparry's Admi-
rable, Emulator, Advancer, Yellow Defiance, Yellow Climax,
Burnliam Hero, Oscar, Stella, Prince Albeit, Westbury Rival,
Frederick the Great, Bedford Surprise, Sir Frederick Johnston,
Phenomenon, Argo; 2, Mr A. Brander, gr to N. M'Leod, Esq., for
Metclla, President of the West, Lee's Bloomsbury, Girling's
Suffolk Hero, Rienzi, Ansel's Unique, Cox's Yellow Defiance,
Virgin Queen, Argo, Mackenzie's Perfection, Scarlet Eclipse,
Le Grand Baudme, Scarlet Defiance, Grace Darling, Indispensable,
Maid^of Bath, Nicholas Nickleby, Beauty of the Plain, Admira-" ""

~ to Sir

or G.

C. St. John, Esq. 6 Marigolds, 1, Mr'j.'M'Culloch~2, Mr J.
Nimmo, gr to Miss dimming. 6 Asters, 1, Mr J. M'Culloch; 2,
Mr P. Hall. 6 Stocks, l.MrJ. Hopkirk, gr to Major C. Bruce, M. P.;
2, Mr A. Brander. 12 Hardy Annuals, I, Mr A. Gauld, gr to W.
Mackintosh, Esq.; 2, Mr J. Nimmo. 6 Petunias, 1, Mr P. M'Intosli,

¥,\?
J
C

' ?.
unbar

'
Es<] -

;
2

'
Mr J

- Nimmo. 4 Fuchsias, I, Mr P.
Hall, tor Moneypennii, pulcherrima, Chandlerii, and Dr. Brands's
Seedling; 2, Mr J. Hopkirk, for Chandlerii, Standishii, cordata,
and corymbiflora. Best-grown Fuchsia, 1, Mr A. Brander. for
Riccartonn; 2, Mr P. Hall, for Riccartonii. 2 Cockscombs, l, Mr
A. Gauld

j 2, Mr P. M'Intosh. 6 Hardy Perennial Herbaceous
Plants 1, Mr A. Brander; 2, Mr C. Findlay, gr to W. Brodie, Esq.
3 Gladiolus, Mr A. Gauld. 6 Pentstemons, l, Mr P. Hall ; 2, Mr C.
Findlay. Collection of Eoscs, not fewer than 12, 1, Mr C. Findlay,
for King of Roses, Prince Albert, Sempervirens Princesse Louise,
Scmpervirens Florc-plcno, Stadtholdcr, Pompone Moss, Blusli
Moss, Belle de Rosney, Velour's Episcopal, Ne Plus Ultra, Ade-
line de Bourbon, Unique White, General Riego, Camaire, New,
French Yellow Noisette, La Buche, Lee's Perpetual Crimson,
Yellow China, Fracmnt Climase, Blush China, White China,
Duchess of Kent, Madame Trimore, Louis Philippe D'Anger,
Iellenberg, Beau Carmine de Luxembourg, Noisette Vibert,
Victoire Modeste, Fenelon Luacmore, Bourbon, Nitida Nankin,
Eugene Pirolle, Grandifiora, Noisette grandiflora, Marie Louise,
Noisette multiflora, Crimson China; 2, Mr P. Hall, for Septimum
Suxtilc Hybrid, Phoenix, Bon Genevieve, Madame Casper, Jaune
Desprez, Madame Dcsprez, Goubalt, Theresa, Pauline Plantier,

flora, Noisette Common, Moss, Cabbage, &c. Stove Plant
recently introduced, Mr A. Brander, for Ixora rosea. Most
tastefully arranged Bouquet of Flowers of Hardy Plants, 1, Mr C.
1'indlay

: 2, Mr J. Nimmo. 2 Bunches of Grapes, 1, Mr C. Find-

Heaviest Melon, 1, Mr P. M'Intosh 3 2, Mr C. Findlay. 12 Plums,
Mr C. Findlay. Greengage Plums, l, Mr J. M'Lean; 2, Mr A*
Gauld. 9 Summer Pears, 3 varieties, Mr P. Hall: 2. Mr J,
M'Culloch. 6 Apples, 2 varieties, 1, Mr P. Hall; 2, Mr W.Miln^i
gr to A. Campbell, Esq. Imperial quart of Gooseberries, 1, Mr J.
Nimmo; 2, Mr A. Gossip, gr to Miss Smyth. 6 Capsicums, h
Mr P. MMntosh; 2, Mr P. Hall. 6 Can-ots, l, Mr J. Duncan, gr
to G. S. Duff, Esq. ; 2, Mr J. Hopkirk.' 4 Onions,
Duncan; 2, Mr P. Hall. 4 Celery* 1, Mr P, Hall; 2,

Mr. J>

Mr A.

Mr W. Milne. 3 Hoots Salsafy, 1, Mr. J. Duncan ; 2, Mr P. Hall-
vegetable recently introduced, Mr A. Gauld. Dahlias, best bloom
of the iollowing classes :- Tipped, Edged, Yellow, White, Scarlet,
purple, Rose, Lilac, Shaded, Crimson, Blush, Orange, Mr A.
grander. Dahlia Sweepstake for best 24, Mr P. Hall, Extra
Prizes were awarded to Mr A. Brander, for a well-grown plan*
of Echites suberecta, and to Mr P. Hall, for a large basket of
*ruit. Grapes, Nectarines, Apricots, Peaches, Plums, Pears, ^c.
me following articles were considered deserving of especial

From Altyrc were Gloxinia rubra, speciosa, and trrandi-

rot if
first planting, as many of the species are very apt to
remove-'

: , t i s , therefore, obviously undesirable thau any
other plants should be placed in the same beds. No stable
man..,,, .vould on any account be applied, as it will cer-
tainly kill all the more delicate species. The best methodot enriching the soil is to thatch the beds with straw, and

be nil ,
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y6t tt wiU " 0t d0 for others : ifc wil1

and it iB unne
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fTl?
whic\flower in ^ *P"ng,

such as opposSflS, , ^r
6 Ve,'y late and robust ones

>

ingV^cS^SS^^^- Th
-

e sP-^ower-
brown m the open air, because their

-~ v~^, 6 .«o , «~« "yum uu au even lower uown in cue
house, if the temperature was low. I see that this system
of heating is carried on very extensively.

—

C.
Water a Non-conductor of Heat I beg to state that

I never anticipated Mr. Beaton would tell us (as he has
done in the Calendar, lately) that "water is a powerful
non-conductor of heat, and that heated water will glide
along on the surface of cold water without communicating
any heat to it; in fact, from his statement, we are to
consider them as two distinct strata, something similar to
what may be seen in the fat of soap in water, when an
acid unites with its alkali. But this is not the case, for

watensaconductorofheat,andforanexemplificationofthis
we have only to turn our attention to the great ocean when
the noonday sun is shining upon it, to be convinced of
the fact. Water is a slight conductor, and the omission of
the fact that it is so may induce defective ideas on heating.
It is on account of this that I have noticed it.— C.
Manuring Strawberries—There appears an undue

fear of manuring Strawberries. I have read somewhere
that all plants that throw out suckers or runners rapidly
deteriorate the soil, and that a power of escape to new
ground is given by the runners. If this is correct, it is a
reason for the good results I have always seen of manure.
How rarely, except where Strawberries are grown for
profit, do we see room enough given. Beds of Straw-

twm and Stocks, and a stand of Dahlias of 40 blooms. From
iJaivey were Lycopodium denticulatum and stoloniferum,
oattieya 1-larrisonii, Nepenthes distillatoria, Thunbergia alata,
aurantiaca, and Jeucantha, Achimcnes longiflora, Philibertia
feiandiflora, Cyclamen persicum, Lilium lancifolium, punctatum
amuni Encarefulgens, Fuchsia stylosa, conspicua, racemifiora,
or-anc ishn, conspicua arborea, Chandlerii, Youelli, Dalveyana,
giaiuiiflora, Laneii, and Moneypennii; two small Bouquets of
cut flowers, and a case of Hollyhocks and Dahlias. Also a
waras case, containing Erica grandinosa, inflata, ventricosa
buperoa, Acnimenes longiflora, Fuchsias, and Gloxinia speciosa.
£rom Darnaways was a basket of excellent Gooseberries and
tears. Prom Lady Rose, Holm, were beautiful specimens of

£ !£ • J
Ummon(lii ele£antfssima and Wood's new Scarlet;

frJi£.f
la }' CIare

> and Enchantress; Dianthus splendidus; D'g 1-

fi.ns Janata
5 Verbena Prince of Wales, &c. From Gcddes was a

",, pJa
J

lt of Pentstemon Murrayanum, and Apples two-years-
oiu, well preserved. From Relugas were several well-grown

Chtrttt'
From C3uny CottaSe were Sollya hetcronhylla, YellowStt

Ros
?7 Potentilla Hopwoodiana, Agapanthus umbellatus.

vr!f?
n
p
m dictamnus, &c. Dr. Brands sent soir.e fine Fuchsias.

Frn£ A/r

OI
Te.

s Nurserjes was an extensive collection of Carnations.

rw«i
Mr GiHan, Forres, was a stand of wire baskets, filled with

frt23£
l

?!S£ aml Fuc?tsias
9
also a beautiful plant of Fuchsia

IS' *«tn numerous trusses of flowers. [This is taken from

nJ£ ,

c
.

opy with which we have been supplied : but we give
up in despair the correction of the blunders in the names.]

b\ST&H F2orisis* Society, Sept. ig.-Thls was the last exhj-

l7n"r tn
;
s season. The whole of the collections were good,

evinrod LM hl
?
h *ainccl tne first prize contained plants that

F«ph<Sn«\
sk)U and Persevcrance in their cultivation. Among

thrt mK^ e several beautiful seedlings. The Specimen Fuchsia

wa= mi 111 .

an extraPrize was raised from seed of F. fulgens, but

hPon i"« ii
d,stinctfroxn ^e parent plant, and was said to have

enVth
b
i?om since May—the racemes were above a foot in

Vint he foIIowin£ prizes were awarded:— Collection of

f2S V MrCockIjuni,grto the Earl ofMansfield, forAchime»cs

oWnl -J
a

'
A " ,on&ifi ora, A. rosea, Franciscea Hopeana, Bra-

S? e iberidifolia, Sedum Sieboldii, Crassula falcata, Lechen-

,?Tosa
' Rondeletia odorata, Mirbcliaspe., Philibertia gran-

nnin- I
Passi,Iora Kcrmesina, Lantana Sellowii, L. crocca, Cassia

n«t,f i.
osa» Plumbago capensis, Tweedia cairulca, Tropwoluni

pentaphyllum, Mahernia pinnata, Chironia frutescens, Vmca
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ville, Esq., for Achimenes coccmea, A. pedunculate, Hoya_car ™e"iS^°- ;"_».,,.,,.„.. nir«^«.=/-«« of Botany.vine, r.5<|., iui i\i;inmuuco iw\,im», •••• r- -»
,p „ii,-

nosa, Caslogyne fimbriata, Vincaalba, Tbunbergia alata, l. ama.

Fuchsia bllndaj 3, Mr Calver; 4, Mr Tucker. Collection oj

Fuchsias : 1 , Mr Cockburu, for Standishii, formosa elegans, invin-

cible, Woodsii, Riccartonii, Walton Seedling. Youellh, r»cemmora,

and several seedlings; 2, Mr Pipe, for Champion, Britannia,

Eppsii, transparens, Rogeriana, Robertsia, Brookmania, fccupse,

tricolor, Venus victrix, polchella, stylosa elegans, raceirmora,

1, Mr Tucker, forTuchsYa gTobosa~major ; 2, Mr Cockburn, ioi

Mimosa prostrata j 3, Mr Wren, for Gcsnera splendens. "
»x»«

sams, l, Mr Paryer: 2, Mr Goulding. 6 Cockscombs, 1>™*}?Y
2, Mr Paryer. 24 Heartsease, Mr Pipe; 12 do., J

> ^V," 9 Mr
Mr Tucker; 3, Mr Calver. 36 China Asters, I, Mi"Hpe,,2, in

Tucker. Deotccm F/ouurs, 1, Mr Goulding j 2, MrFranMrn. z*

Dahlias, Mr Pipe, for Essex Triumph, Perpetual Grand, .
WW"

Royal, Prince of Wales, Admiral Stopford, Antagonist, Norm

Cyclops, Bridesm.
Hero, Mrs Richardson,

:

of Wales; 2, Mr Wren, for Phenomenon, Maria,
^nnmament,

dine, Fanny Keynes, Andrew Safer, Indispensable, Tournamc ,

Tvvyfor.l Perfection Sussex Rival, Grace^!^Sa
Eclipse, Pamplin's Bloomsbury, Burnham Hero, Regina Optima

Rouge et U*&, Harrison's Coronation, Dodd's Prince
p
O« Wales,

Countess Pembroke, Miss Johnson, Nicholas Nickleby, Lady

Middleton, Argo, President of the West; 12 do., Mr Sm ith, t «

Lord Tenterden/ Perpetual Grand, Prince of ^"l^lgSS
Admiral Stopford, Le Grand Baudine, North Midland, Burnnam

Hero, Sir F.Johnson, Phenomenon, Tournament Sussex R.val

Rouge etNoir; 2, Mr Tucker, for Ansell's Unique, SWggJ
Rival, Neville's Hope, Novel Rose, Prince of W ales Grace mi
ling, Widnall's Eclipse, Exquisite, Burnham Hero, Anseu

s

Queen, Widnall's Queen, Lee's Bloomsbury
j

^,3;MrCalver^or

of i

Plain, Gairick^Indispensablc, lirace ";»>",'*' ' ""7 r.-iHesmnid
Mr Bridgeland, for Prince of Wales, Widnall's*™"£g£g?^
Lady Middleton, Garrick, Marquess Lothian, Indispensable, ^rc

sidentofthc West, Rouge et Noir, Lewisham Rival G ace^ar
ling, Climax

; 6, Mr Goulding, for Lee's Bloomsbury. Bride sir
a ,

Princess Royal, Ansell's Unique, Suffolk Hero, Upway Rival

Wheeler's Maria, Topaz, Neville's Hope, Lc Grand Baudine, an

chantress, Branch Hill Rival.

NOTICES o»NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Rosa Ha,,,!,. Mr. Hardy's Rose (Hardy .f^L^SHi
Icosandria. Polygynia. This plant is a hybrid, raised between

Rosa berberifolia and R. involucrata by Mr Hardy, wdna at

the Luxembourg Gardens, Paris, and it has been named after its

originator. It is much superior to R. berberifolia, and is deci

dedly a very ornamental Rose, on account of its large a n.i uccp

yellow or pale orange-coloured flowers, which have a iicl bicn n-

ish or dark sanguine blotch at the base of each petahlts .

I easing

foliage is likewise a recommendation, being in itself PMTOTjMO
so different from that of other Roses. It is one of thosedeLcaxe-

rooted things which require some care m their management,

'hough the chief difficulties are overcome when the soil is renuti u
of a proper nature and texture, and the drainage is complete, it

is said to thrive best in heath-mould ; but there arc serious mis-

takes current respecting the kind of heath-soil which is used lor

fine-rooted plants. That black, flbreless, close, and sandy oog-

carth which is often employed, is the very worst of all sons ioi

any plant that is tender. A very open, fibrous moor-soil, nou-

evcr, of a brown colour, and almost free from sand, is unquestion-

ably suitable for such species as this j though a little light loam or

leaf mould should be mingled with it. With such a compost,

Well drained, the plant will not fail cither in a pot or the open

border. It is extremely sensitive to wet, and especial caution

should be exercised in preserving it from undue dampness.

appointed in it.—Paxton's Magazine of Botany.

Erythrochiton imAs.MEN-sis. Brasilia.! Ked-coat. {Stoic

Shrub.) RutaceK. Pentandria Monogyn.a.-'lhisBraz, ,an plants

stated by Messrs. Nees and Martins to form a small gee, at the

most io feet high, with theihat.it of a Thwf'aste. toe stem is

altogether unbranched, and has long leatheryTeaves coUecteo_at

its end. From amongst then, rises a long ««"£°Xwts ron-
stalk, at the end of which arc a few large white

^JJJJJ^i
spicuous for their large red calyxes, from «f«^S
the name has been contrived. It is said to ptaWi

=J***"g
Places in the virgin woods of Brazil preferring ajranitic sou

,

especially near the Presidio of St. John the Baptist, m the pro-

viiice of Mines. It is one of those fragrant trees of the tiop.es

whose foliage is filled with a sweet volatile oil, like that of the

Slanje aiufwhose aromatic tonic bark is valuable as a remedy

for the fevers of such countries. The genus is, in(lec'\.^y " C*r
f

Galipeo, one of whose species furnishes the Angostuia bark of

medicine.—Botanical Register.

>:

",

SIIOIIKI Ue WnVUCU "» l"vau • «(, " _ -i --

Treated in this way, if the shoots arc pegged down in winter, it

will form a fine spreading bush, and may be increased either by

layers or cuttings. The latter strike freely in spring, if managed
like those of the China Roses. It is quite hardy on a well-drained

border.—Paxton's Magazine of Botany.

Antirrhinum majus j var. Quadncolor. Four-coloured-

flowered larger Snapdragon. {Hardy perennial.) Scrophulanacese.

Didynamia Angiospermia.—We have not succeeded in learning

the origin of this plant; but it has doubtless been derived from

the intermixture of some of the best kinds by cross fertilisation,

and has four separate colours, which, though indescribable, are

readily discerned, and pass into each other at the edges in a very

agreeable manner. We met with it first at Mr. Low s, Clapton,

Where it flowered splendidly in the open border during the summer
of 1812. It is conspicuous for a neat habit and foliage, and me
inflorescence is exceedingly copious and good. It must of course

be propagated, like A. m. caryophylloidcs, by cuttings alone, as

its seed, when produced, would only beget other kinds, instead

of multiplying itself. As a summer border plant, and probably

as a favourable object for forming into beds in the flower-garden

or elsewhere, it will be a useful addition, and should be purchased

by eveiy person who has an ornamental plot of ground to adorn.

It is probable that wet might destroy it in winter; and the better

Plan of treating it would therefore be to strike young plants

from cuttings in the autumn, and retain them through the

winter in cold frames along with the general half-hardy flower-

garden stock When its flowers begin to fade, they should

always be cutoff immediately, shortening the stem which bears

them at the same time: By this means a good succession of

blossom will be kept up, and the plants will be maintained in

superior heaIth.-Pa*fon's Magasweof Botany

.

AouiLKoiA Skinnkri. Mr- Skinner's Columbine. (Hardy

HXeo^PermnTal i Kanunculacese. Polyandria Pentagyn a.

-SShST£bSSSd Magazine " It is stated that this fine species

was sent to Wobum Key by G. U. Bl^hh
^."^firttmala; and it flowered in the gardens^atWobwn for the ^first

time. Its most prominent characteristics are the great length of

the spurs in the flowers, the protrusion of toe stamens, and the

brilliant red colour of the lower part of the flower-spurs. It

ranks with the admirable A. glandulosa among the best members

of the genus Having, in some places, been very improperly

treated, bi being placed in a stove or warm greenhouse, and

forced too early h.to flower, its appearance in a few of the London

collections this year has been far from favourable or natural.

The flowers have been much impoverished in regard to size and

altogether^deprived of that splendid colour which constitutes

their leading attraction Hence it has been deemed inferior even

to A canadenss °t should be remembered, however, that a

forced specfm en of aHardy plant afforclsno criterion of its merit,

and that the proper season at which this spec.es should blossom

is the months of August and September, while its proper position

is the open ground. Although the spec.es seems to be purely

hardy, and will therefore attain its best character in a sunny

border, thoroughly drained, and composed of a free loamy soil,

it may notThe considered unworthy to be grown ln pots for the

greenhouse or conservatory. Where managed in the last-named

manner, it should be kept in a peculiarly lightand airy situation

;

for, unless it do grown i» a cool place, it will bloom too soon to

bloom finely, and without plenty of sun its glowing hues will de-

generate into something very little better U>an a dingy compound
„* j . ,, _ it „ov» Up tii illtinbed frpp v hv division.

««t"=u sceus in a warm uuiuu,^— — ----
»

such be the case, the means for a very abundant increase will be

furnished. Wc recommend all those who cultivate the plant

MISCELLANEOUS.
German Education. -Dr. Schleiden and Dr. Ernst

Scnn.id, of Jena, are about to establish a physiological

practical school. After the examples of similar institu-

tions at Breslau, Rostock, and Gottingen, they offer the

requisite means of instruction io physicians, scientific

land-stewards, or apothecaries, who interest themselves in

the study of physiology.

Bickes' Method of Seed-sowing.-The Frankfort Horti-

cultural and Agricultural Institution has given notice that

the discovery of Mr. Bickes, of cultivating the earth with-

out manure, has not at all answered there after the most

careful experiments during the last few years, whether

applied to vegetables or flowers.

' Death of Drej>r.—The German papers state that this

botanist died last year, in Copenhagen, from taking strong

snuff mixed with lead.
, ., , , „«•

[.-Natural Curiosity.-Xately, while the workmen of

• Mr Harvey, of Glasgow, were cutting a log of Honduras,

of about 19 feet long and 22. inches in diameter, they were

surprised to find, in the very centre of an otherwise

excellent piece of wood, about 15 ieet from the root, a

hollow of 4 feet long by 9 inches wide, and tapering down

towards the bottom. In the centre of this space they

were still more astonished to discover what had been an

entire hive of bees, with plentiful remains of bees, bees -

wax, and a number of large cells, in each of which the

honey, in a solid state, something similar to the kernel of

a nut, is still entire. On the discovery being made, Mr.

Harvey paid attention to cut the log.carefully around, and

to preserve every portion of the wood which contained

the hive, and it is now exceedingly interesting to trace the

winding path of the bees all along the edge of the tree as

long as its growth would permit, until at last they were

fairly inclosed by the growth, and their industry put an

end to for ever. Very little seems to be known of the

age of the mahogany, but we should snppose that the tree

in question may be about 300 years old.- Constitutional

Prussian Collections.-Dr. Troschel, a young and

clever Berlin Naturalist, is appointed to be sent to

California, at the cost of the Prussian Government ;
he

will shortly embark at Hamburgh.

Denmark.—The King of Denmark has this year granted

to the Botanic Garden of the University of Copenhagen

two new greenhouses, namely, a large Palm-house, at the

cost at the most, of 7,000 dollars ;
and a small one,

intended for the culture of Orchidaceous plants, at the

expense of 2,000 rix-dollars at the most. These sums

are to be taken from the surplus income of the University

'for the present year, or, in case of necessity, from that of

next year.—Hamburgh Corrcspondentcn.

Botanical Neivs.-We learn from Geneva that De

Candolle's 8th vol. is all printed except the last sheets of

Decaisne's Asclepiadete, which close the volume. It

contains Primulaceao, Myrsineco, Sapotese, and some small

families, besides the Apocynese hy A. De Candolle and

the Asclepiade* by Decaisne. The 9th vol. is all ready to

so on printing as soon as the 8th is done; it will contain

Gentiane«, Bignoniaceee, Convolvnlacea, Boragineee
; the

10th wilhinclude Dunal's Solanacew, and Bentham s Scro-

nhulariaceje, and arrangements are made for the printing

to go on without interruption from one volume to

another. Six new parts of Blume's Rumphia, viz., from

Xxv. to xxx. are just published. Mr. Griffith has reprinted,

in the Calcutta Journal of Natural History, Jack s de-

scription of Malayan plants, arranged according to their

natural order. From Dr. Grisebach we have the first part

of his Spicileqium Flora rumelicce. Professor de Vnese has

translated Li'ndley's Theory of Horticulture into Dutch,

under the title of Grondbeginselen der Horticultuur
; and

has added some chapters on the importation of plants

from foreign countries, especially the East Indies, on

the cultivation of Chrysanthemums, Camellias, Cacti, &c.,

and on the laws of hybridizing. A thick 4to., with 80

nlates illustrating the Algaceous order, has appeared from

the hand of Dr. Kutzing. The fourth volume of Kunth's

Enumerate, containing Xyridea, Mayace*,Commeiine«e,

Pontederiacese, Melanthacese, Liliacese, Asphodelere, has

issued from the press.

The Vagaries of Flowers.—" Strange things," says

Mr Bateman, in his magnificent work on Orchidacew,

i_now alas !
concluded, " and no less strange than true,

have already been recorded of Orchidaceous plants ;" but

the case which is represented in the accompanying plate

casts into the shade all former frolics of this Protean tribe.

The facts are briefly as follow :—" Among Mr. Skinner's

earliest Guatemala collections, attention was particularly

directed to the specimens of a plant which to the habit of

a Cvcnoches joined the long pendulous stems of a Gongora,

and for the possession of which, m a living state, no small

anxiety was entertained. Some plants were speedily

transmitted by Mr. Skinner, but these, on flowering, proved

to be merely the old C. ventricosum. A mistake was of

course suspected, and Mr. Skinner being again applied to,

sent over a fresh supply of plants, for the authenticity of

which he vouched ; but these were scarcely settled in the

stove when flowers of C. ventricosum were again produced.

Mr, Skinner being importuned for the third time, and

being then on the point of returning to this country, deter-

mined to take one of the plants under his special protec-

tion during the voyage, which flowering on the passage,

seemed to preclude the possibility of further confusion or

disappointment. The specimens produced at sea jvere

exhibited, and the plant itself placed in the stove at Knyp-

ersley, where it commenced growing with the utmost

vigour. The season of flowering soon arrived, but brought

with it a recurrence of the former scene of astonishment

and vexation ; for the blossoms, instead of those of the

coveted novelty, were not distinguishable from the old

C. ventricosum. These were still hanging to the stem

when the inexplicable plant sent forth a spike of a totally

different character, and which was, in fact, precisely simi-

lar to the specimens gathered in Guatemala, and to those

produced on the voyage. It is, at present, impossible to

attempt any explanation of so strange a phenomenon,

especially on the supposition that the two forms of flower

are analogous to the male and female blossoms of other

tribes, for C. ventricosum alone not unfrequent y perfects

seeds." The plant here alluded to is a Cvcnoches, which

at one time bears large green flowers in a short spike, with

broad flat sepals and petals, and a convex, white, ovate,

undivided labellum ; and at another produces small, black-

ish, simple flowers in a very long drooping spike, with

narrow sepals and petals rolled back upon the stalk, and

a circular purple labellum, with the edge broken up into

MSg*

m
and
anv fingers, a lancet-shaped appendage at the point,

and i kind of horn springing from the middle These

f. Z so totally different, that notwithstanding the
UDg

nnrtings represented at fid. 1951 of this work,

ITp unaues
S
tL able authority of Mr. Bateman, there

were mry -persons, well skilled in the habits of Orchi-

d^cte who felt convinced that some mistake had been

mac
?' and that in reality it was impossible that such

., ,ir „o^f flowprs rould have been borne by one and
totally different flowers^coul .

q^^ ? Qn

h

e

e Sof tptembertast, I received from Robert Stey.
the lo»y*J 1

f Westonbirt, near Tetbury, in

GTouS Sre^ a'flower-spike bearing flowers of. Cycno-

i ,!nV,Mrosum, and C. Egertomanum intermixed; it

Y«htAte a I meeting of the Horticultural Society,
was exh,blt^ r\

fi

*
f it. The plant which boreSMS S been purchased byV Ho. ford, of

Messrs. Rollissons, of Tooting, as Cycnoches ventricosum.

W it will be seen that fig. 2 is nearly Cycnoches ventri-
iiereit« ^^ ^ there raiged mtQ wartg

^

cosum, but i

f the ,obes of c- Egertomanum,
W

1 moreover some of the dark purple of the latter is

«nnearimr at the base of the column and the tips of the

Jnals % t fig. 3 the purple of Egertomanum is displacing

the' <reen of ventricosum, the sepals are rolling back, and

the Tabe'ilum is almost wholly changed, but the sepals are

still those of C. ventricosum. At figs. 4 and 5 the trans-

formation is complete. Another curious point in this

instance is that the transformations occur in no certain

order The lowest flower on the spike, No. 1, is more
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Egertonianum than ventricosum

; the next above it, No.' 2,
is almost wholly ventricosum

; that which succeeds. No. '3,'

is more ventricosum than Egertonianum ; and 4 and 5,
the last on the spike, are wholly Egertonianum. What
with such cases as this, the Dean of Manchester's Narcissi,
and the singular hybrids with which botanists are becoming
familiar, all ideas of species and stability of structure in
the vegetable kingdom are shaken to their foundation.—
Botanical Register.

[Nov. 4>,

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Milton Lodge, near Woodbridge, Suffolk. — This is the

scat of Captain Aplin, and is the place alluded to by Mr.Beaton, m the Calendar, "where every lap between the
Rlass was puttied." It is particularly celebrated for the cultiva-
tion of Cucumbers. I have frequently visited this place during
he past twelve months, and can bear testimony to the
superior mode in which this establishment is conducted. A
selection of the best fruits, flowers, and vegetables, is produced
in succession, by the aid of hot-water, dung-leaves, Ike. The
cultivation of Pines, as recommended by Mr. Joseph Hamilton,
of btockport, is now about to be commenced. Two sorts of the
best scarlet and green-flesh Melons arc in perfection herefromMay until October. There are two Vineries ; one for early
forcing, and the other for late. These are planted with the fol-lowing Vines, viz Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, Muscats,hweetwater, and Muscadine. Both houses have produced excel-
lent crops of Grapes, which have won several first prizes at exhi-
bitions daring the season. Keen's Seedling, and some of Myatt's
best kinds of Strawberr.es arc also cultivated here in great per-fection. These, both forced and grown in the open border, pro-duce excellent fruit. It need scarcely be mentioned that there
are plenty of Cucumbers all the year round. Kale, Asparagus,
French Beans, Potatoes, Rhubarb, and Mushrooms, arc allforced early, and in addition to the above, there is a choice col-
lection of Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, with a few roodseedlings of each: also a few gigantic Cockscombs, measuring
28 inches by 14 inches; indeed, the whole appearance of the
place is characteristic of skill and good management, and reflectsmuch credit on the gardener, Mr. Thomas Latter.—.4 Cor-
respondent.

rich and fertile, with a flourishing commerce, which for
centuries exports its produce in the shape of grain and
cattle, will maintain its fertility, if the same commerce
does not restore, in some form of manure, those elements
which have been removed from the soil, and which cannot
be replaced by the atmosphere ? Must not the same fate
await every such country which has actually befallen the
once prolific soil of Virginia, now in many parts no longer
able to grow its former staple productions—wheat and
tobacco ?"

,

Messrs. Lane and Son having now published their De-
scriptive Catalogue of Roses, buyers have a further oppor-
tunity of making selections, in addition to those afforded
by the Catalogues of Mr. Rivers and Mr. Paul, already
noticed. This Catalogue occupies 16 closely printed 8vo
pages, and is classed according to the season in which the
varieties blow.

!

not apply to the pendulous-flowering' Peristerias. The stove
plant, J . clata, is as gross a feeder as the Vine, and so are the
uyrtoponioms; they should never be forced into growth in the
spring-, but allowed to grow very gradually ; and as soon as all
their eyes are fairly started, they should have a strong bottom-
ncai m ()o

,
and liquid manure occasionally; as soon as theirgrowth is nearly finished they should be narrowly watched at

the bottom of the new bulbs, and as long as there is no sign of a
fresh growth you may encourage them ; but as sure as you allow
a iresn growth, so sure will you be disappointed in their floweringnext year. If your plant has made fresh shoots since last June,
which are not ripe yet, continue to give water until the growth
is gushed, then let them get quite dry and let them remain so
until a pi a. It is not natural for these plants to carry their leavesfrom year to year, like Stanhopea.
GREKNHOosK.—Pewof these plants require much water this

n
-°!ll «

*vec*)tbe »°«se dry, and let the lights be down day and
night if the weather will allow. The " yellow bulb" received

&J^-i t
S
-P2

n
,

dent from ^maf under the name of Peruvian
Daffodil, which he

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS /or the ensuing weekWhbn a gardener is wntinj? about the different operations of

-* Familiar Letters on Chemistry, and its Relation to Com-
merce, Physiology, and Agriculture. By Justus
Liebig, M.D. 12mo. Taylor and Walton.

No book from the pen of this Author can be destitute of
interest, and least of all a work professing to place his
novel and somewhat abstruse doctrines before the reader
in a popular form. We have no doubt, therefore, that
the present publication will be eagerly and profitably read,
and that it will prove a useful introduction to Professor
Liebig's larger works. We cannot, however, promise the
man of science much novelty in it, except where the
Author ventures into that field of Vegetable Physiology
which he affects to despise so much, and of which he
knows so little. Then, indeed, there is novelty enough—
We only wish it were of better quality. It is, indeed, a
subject of serious regret to us that an author, otherwise
so talented, should be so wofully unacquainted with the
very foundation of that chemical physiology by which,
notwithstanding, he has so much distinguished himself.
As one instance, let us take the following passage :—
« How different are the evergreen plants, the oleaginous

plants, the Mosses, the Ferns, and the Pines, from our
annual Grasses, the Ceralia and Leguminous vegetables !

The former, at every time of the day during winter and
summer, obtain carbon through their leaves by absorbing
carbonic acid, which is not furnished by the barren soil on
which they grow ; water is also absorbed and retained by
their coriaceous or fleshy leaves with great force. They
lose very little by evaporation compared with other plants.
On the other hand, how very small is the quantity of
mineral substances which they withdraw from the soil
during their almost constant growth in one year, in com-
parison with the quantity which one crop of Wheat of an
equal weight receives in three months J"

Here we have almost as many errors as sentences. There
is not a shadow of evidence that what we call evergreens
are acted on by soil in a manner different from ordinary
plants; or if there be, it is in favour of their requiring a
larger amount of carbon in the soil than other plants-
witness all those races of evergreens that flourish only jn
peat. In the next place, to say that Mosses receive
no carbon from the soil which sustains them, is an asser-
tion in the very teeth of facts ; we do not find these
plants thriving on white and pure sand, but on the sur-
face of the ground, in bogs, on housetops, and other
places where carbon must necessarily abound, as is shown
indeed by the dark colour of the soil that bears them. Then
Ferns, we are told, retain water by their coriaceous leaves
with great force ; which is true of one or two species only.
On the contrary, they are plants whose evaporating powers
are (as is well known) so great, that they can in general
exist only in very damp situations. What oleaginous plants
maybe we do not know. As to cereal plants (Ceralia,
as it is always spelt in this book !)_it is true that they
withdraw a large quantity of mineral matter from the soil
on which they grow ; but we cannot comprehend why
that circumstance should prove that their functions of
respiration are at all different from those of other plants.
We shall take an early opportunity of calling attention

to the remarkable change of opinion in chemico-physiolo-
gical matters which Professor Liebig has undergone within
the last two years, especially in diminishing his estimate
of the value of ammonia, and increasing the importance
of phosphates and sulphates. For the present, we can
merely select a striking passage relating to the principles
ot Agriculture, which will serve as a favourable specimen
oi the vivid style of this very clever author :—
fntnfiL

1
! P° ssibIe

>
aftcr so many decisive investigations

""J ^otSa ° f the elements of anin»als and vegetables.

self so pressed foi room to get in his ideas, that, were it not for
this space allowed him for his preliminary observations, he would
often be in danger of encroaching on other parts. This space
therefore, was a wise provision, made by Mr. Paxton, when he
laid the foundation of this Calendar. In the dull months of
winter there is no great scope for -preliminary observations'*
bearing on the gardener's art. Whatever topic, therefore, seemsuppermost in the gaidemng world at the time forms a legitimate
subject for discussion m this place; at least this is the optaS
that I have acted on, and the reason why I have introduced attimes Subjects which might seem out of my province. The newmodes of heating by tanks and gutters so much sought alter thisseason form a subject of as great utility as any other on which
I could write. The manner in which Mr Haycroft has heated thePinery at Doneraile Gardens as explained CTf^teW^^vS
the cleverest thing I have yet seen in th w ^ bSS^g!^bines the tank and gutter systems so effectuallytSS™ £SSteto wish for, except it be that vapour ^tM^SSSt^watering the bottom of the bed, instead J^SVong^Xlfrom above, when plants are turned out into the free soil luras this has not been thought necessary by so experic cc aperson as Mr Haycroft, I feel the less confidence hi my ownopinion on the point, although I would not alter my ownpractice which I have recommended. One feature in Mr T?av
croft's plan is likely to raise discussion. I SsShh Sainirf*the smoke-flue along the back of the house. WaU ftSSSSftherefore where conservatories have been heated partly hy aboiler with circulating water, and partly by the flue-heat fromthe same furnace, no effect is produced by the double operationwinch might not have been as well or better obtained by waterpipes alone from a well set boiler."— (Vide vol. i., p . 434.) Thisbold assertion was made lately by a gentleman who knows the
scientific bearings of the question as well, if not better, than any
other man living, yet here, when he stooped to practise, he isout of his depth. It is true enough that if theoretical ideas
could be carried out in practice, a flue in any shape would be
superfluous along with pipes or gutters; but, unfortunately, wenave not yet attained this perfection, and we are not likely soon
to do so, judging from our very best set boilers. Not one of our
boilers will appropriate anything near the quantity of heat gene-
rated under them from the most perfect combustion; the re-
mainder must therefore escape by the chimney, unless it is
caught into a flue running through the house. There has been
a.real prejudice, and a just one too, against the use of flues since
the introduction of hot-water pipes ; but now that iron pipes arc
fast giving way to gutters and tanks, there need be no great objec-
tion against flues when properly constructed ; nor will the shape of
the boiler be thought so much about in a few years as it has been
hitherto, as, if it does not take up all the heat, the rest goes to
the flue, and is gained that way.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinkry.—I am reminded by Mr. Haycroft's plan of planting
out his fruiting Pines last August, of an awkward position!
once got into by plantingout a bed of succession Pines about the
same time; they kept on growing later in the autumn than I
wished them, and some of them that were cramped at the roots
before they were turned out kept on growing well all the winter
notwithstanding the temperature being kept low and dry, and in
the spring, instead of showing fruit like the rest, they made a
fresh start, and did not show fruit until the next June, when the
house was kept very dry, for the ripe fruit of the others. Pines
of any age should now be induced to go gently to rest for the
winter.

*.*.* planted
front Of the greenhouse all summer, to be taken up now and
kept chy until next April. The soil used for it should be more
than one half pure white sand, the other half very light sandy

Co.vsERVATORv.-The winter always begins here on the 1st
of November, and slight fires are therefore used to prevent the
temperature falling below
this month

es are therefore used to prevent tl
0°. Few plants require much watcms month, except the Chrysanthemums, and they must be regu-

larly and freely watered until the (lowers arc past their prime A
Correspondent who planted out in this house his Lagerstroemia
indica, has done well to take it up again; its proper treatmentHas been given over and over again in the Chronicle—prune itnow, or as soon as the leaves turn yellow, cutting the weak
shoots to the last joint of this season's growth, and the strongones to one third their length, or according as you want the
plant: to be large or small; if you want to confine its growth
you had better stump it all over, like pruning a White Currant
bush : it will dp in a shed all winter, and in spring mav be forced
ike a Vine 3 alter it makes its growth it stops for a time, but stillkeep it m heat and well watered

; presently it makes another
effort to grow and will then flower all over on the second growth
not, however if it has been mismanaged formerly. When the firstlower expands, place it in the conservatory, and give it no moreheat until next growing season.
PITS.— ! have no regret for being short of room under this

Head, as Mr. Errington will soon send detailed accounts of the
winter forcing plants in these pits.

P^0WBR-0Aai>BN.-»IlLke Mr. Ayrcs* plan vervmuch for cover-
ing: the nuked beds in the flower-garden in winter: nothing can
be more unsightly than lumps of ill shaped beds, or even bare
beds with the most approved shapes. We cover every inch of
soil 111 our beds here as soon as they are cleared of the summer
crops, and I shall say how next week.-D. Beaton, Shrubland
Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Oct. 20, 1843. asobserved at the Horticultural Garden, Chilwlck.
.Karouki-kh.
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Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday 25
Thursday 26
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'2.1

23
24
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80.321
80.045
30.0110

30.048
2!) o<m
20.404
£0.014

Average £9.912
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29.809
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80.01-'

29.544
29.391
29.479
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Max. Min.
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50 31
00 •i I

01 «7
59 45
53 28
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s.w.
\v.
s.w.
s.w.
s.w.
N.K.

Rain.

.25

.01

.11

.84

• 71
Oct. i:o. Hlijrhc hazej line; cloudy; rain at. ni-ht.

21. Cloudy and damp; tine; slight showers; clear with sharp frost.
22. Fine ; Cloudy and line ; stormy and wet at nieht.
23. Cloudy «nd fine; clear.
24. Flying clouds; densely clouded and rather boisterous: overcam

heavy rain at night. '

25. Dense hazy clouds; cloudy and fine; clear and frosty.
26. Frosty; very lir.,.; dear, with a few white clouds ; frosty at niKht.Mean temperature of the week 2j"belowthe average

State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the presentWeek ending November 4
t
1343.
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Vinery.—Except the latest house, the Vineries arc now so
many greenhouses, full of half-hardy plants, and the dry state
in which they have been kept since the fruit began to ripen is
now so much in favour of the plants; let every precaution, there-
fore, betaken to keep them dry this dull weather.
Asparagus, Ska-kali-;, and Rhubarb may now be forced

according to the demand, and the stock of plants ready for the
purpose. A Mushroom-house at work is a capital place for
forcing; the Sea-kale and Rhubarb, and the Asparagus is cheapest
grown in an old Melon-bed

; but be careful not to give it a.strong
bottom-heat, and as soon as it comes up let it have all the Light
and air you can. Some water the bed at this stage; I do not
think watering docs much good or harm.

Out-door Department.
Kitchen-garden work, from this time until the trees arc nailed

early in the spring, depends so much upon circumstances, that a
set of rules is really of very little use ; the best gardeners Jay
little stress on the point. In wet weather they do not like to do
much digging or trenching cither; this and wheeling manure is
reserved for frosty weather. On light soils all fruit-trees ought
to be planted during this month ; but on heavy clay land I believe
most people prefer the middle of February for this work.
Cauliflower.—Hand-glasses are awkward things when they

arc in one piece, and when placed over Caulirlower-plaiits there
should be boards placed between the rows, to walk on when
giving air and stirring the soil.

Pk-vs.—Where there is no convenience for forcing Peas in
February, a few rows are generally sown early in this month,
and chopped Gorsetops are put in the rows over the Peas to keep
away mice; but nine times out of ten those sown in autumn are
lost or nearly so by being sown too early; except on very sandy
soils and in high situations, the last week in November is time
enough to sow these.
Lettuce and Enjdivk in the open ground, or in frames, require

great attention during all th :

i month, for fear they damp off, or
are attacked by slugs or snails.

Orchard.—Pruningthe different trees and bushes, and making
new plantations of them, form the principal work here for some
time. A constant eye should be kept over the fruit-room until
all the autumn fruit is over. Short memorandums should be
made of the qualities of the different sorts, as they arc fit for table
or the kitchen, with such remarks as will suggest themselves at
the time; aftcr a few years these maybe compared and will be
found very useful.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—"How should Peristciia clata be managed?" asks a
Correspondent. Exactly as I said last week about Cyrtopodiums j

ooth should be treated as terrestrial Orehidaceee: but this does

iJi.
l,e

.t
tiRheat '""PMtttare during the above Pcii<'d occurred on tin. 30th.

rnflteTsft?
m *

° 7
"

: hnvest on the 30th, 1826, and 20th, 1842—thermom-incter 23

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Nov. 4, IS-I3.

Little variation has taken place in the prices of most articles
dining the past week

j and the Market still continues to be rather
dun. l.ruit has been plentifully supplied during the week, andMS, generally speaking, rather improved in quality. Pines,
although not so large and handsome as in the earlier part of the
season, arc nevertheless good and sufficient to meet the demand.
Oi apes principally consist of Black Hamburgh, but a few
Muscats are still to be seen in market ; we also noticed a roodbunch or arc

w
good

sellingtwo of the Syrian. Tmpcratriee Plums
at 11 om is. to 2.9. per punnet. Damsons continue of good quality.
reaencs arc now almost entirely over for this season. Among
Apples are someofthe Royal Russet, Ribstone Pippin, King of the
iippins, Blenheim Orange, and a few good Nonpareils. Pears
cniLtiy consist of Gansel's Bergamot, Chaumontcl, Bcurre Diel,
Jiiown Beurie, and Marie Louise: these good kinds are, how-
c v er, scarcely sufficient to meet the demand. A few good Spanish
Ale ions arc still brought, to the market, and are selling at from
i.s. m. to 3.y. each. Cucumbers arc rather scarce, and are of
interior quality. Vegetables of almost every kind have been
anuiui ,ntly supplied. Cabbages arid Turnips are very good
ana plentiful, and Carrots are sufficient to meet the
tiemanci There has been some excellent Cape Broccoli
urougiit to the market during the week j this is selling at from
*

, VTP (

;
rbm "llc. Endive is sufficient to meet the demand,ana onauots arc good and plentiful. A few green Peas have

^,»ii c .

C^UL ^Pl'carance during the week. Cut Flowers chiefly
Erica gracilis, caffra, a rather fragrant variety, and

>

Plums, per punnet, Ulo °*

„ Imperatriee, per pun
Damsons, per sv., 4$ to 4s Gd
Apples, dessert, p. bush. 8* to 10*
ApnIes,.KHchen, p bus. 2S <Sd toff*
Pears, per hull-sieve, S* to lc*
OiiinH es, per doyen.

\ s <id to 3j— P»-r 100,1 u4 to 24s
Lemons, per do?,, a to 2s'M— kVcr l00,Gffto 14*

1* to 2s
Nuts, per bushel —

— Brazil, iff*

— Hazel, 3s to 4s— Barcelona, 22* to 21*— Cob. 12i
Chesmits, per peck, 4s to 0*
Filberts, Kntflisli, p lOOlbs., 65* to GO*

Barberries, per hf.-sv., 3* to 4*

Toma.toee, per hf.-sv-, y* 10 b*
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Broccoli, per bundle, 1* to 2*
tfruss.ls' Sprouts, p«r].f..sv.,U to 2sWDbHges, per doz., Gd to Is
{"Bens, per doz. U 6d to 2j firf

Jjaulifloiyers, pcr dozen, u Gd to G«Wtdiw, Kidney, per l.f-sieve, 4* to fa

P„rr.
&c;irI", per hf-SV., 2s to 3*

Potatoes, per ton, doy -*'/* lO 7'~>J

per cut., 2s to 4*
per bushel, \s6d to 2a

A«*fi i

Ki(Jney»P-l>ush.,2.?io 24 G/£
Arueiiolcea, «reen, per doz., Is Gd to 3slurnips, per doz- bund

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Spring- p. doz. bch., is Gd to 3*— Larue, p er bushel, 9s lo 3a

•— Spanish, per doz., \*6d lo 5*— pickling, p/hf.-av ,3s (id to 4a Gd
Sballote, per lb., 6'rf to 0d
Chills, per 100, la to 2a
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, Qd fo la

Cos, per score, Gd to la

ics, u t„ os
I toli
le, Is toft

Ked Beet, per dozen, 9/
Horse Radish, per bund.c
«rfdi a h .spring, p. doz. hands, 6* tol«

r»JI -

iur" ! P» P- do*. bunch, 9d to Uparrots, p. doz. bun., 2a to 5a
oplnach, per sieve, Ud to Ukeeks, per doz- bi
kurlio

, per doz. bun., 1« to 2a
j per lb. tid to Qd

Celery, per bun., Gd to 2a
Mushrooms, per pottle. 1* Gd to 2a

Wallnutfl, per bushel, s-hellcd, 16a to 2Ca
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Watercress, per do/, sin. bun. 3./ to 4c/

Parsley, per doz. bunches, la (id to 2a
Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d

:
Endive, per score, la to la Gd
Mint, per doz. bunches, la to 2s

Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. la Gd to 2s
Chervil, per punnet, id to 3d
Salsafy, per bundle, la to la Gd
Scorzonera, per bundle, la to la Gd

,
T

Notices to Correspondents.
*IR. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR.—At the earnest

soiicn ation of many of our Subscribers, we have determined on
again reprinting Mr. Paxton's " Cottager's Calendar," in the form
°» a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d. each copy.« may be ordered of all booksellers. Gentlemen wishing to dis.
itlOale Copies mnotlir their ror.tflo-P lrnnntrir mow hnvP tlmm th.licopies among their cottage tenantry, may have them deli
iti e<tm any part of London, by remitting a post-office order to
tuia onicc, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies.

COMMUNICATIONS from the following" CORRESPONDENTS arc in

n?}
a
-!r

are only waitin^ till room can be found for them :—^(tut Major C, Electra, G. Williamson, South Devon, J.M., APractical Man
t

J. F. McElroy, J. Wighton, Atlas, Facile, M.
» 3 l

: Mackenzie, Tyro, Querent, Viator, W. Paul. B. Maund,
-". Jbrrtngton, G. Fleming, and Wm. Thompson.

'ajpbr.- -Botany. — Excellent paper of this kind

draoic alone is sure to crack and become too hard. In layingon the mucilage, the paper should be well damped and nailed

oi-x -f

°an1, °r ,t: wil1 snrink unequally and pucker. When quite
»»> it may be taken off the board and laid by in a dry place.

'<-^onia VKNusTA.-^r^.-Tlie Vines of Bignonia venustaluay oe shortened back as soon as they have lost their leaves,

an i M
Se

-i

aUcrUmt lime ,10 elaboration of sap can take place,ana the Vines are maintained at the expense of the root with.out making any return. Cold and damp are the cause ofcanker in Melon?.*
of

2, do.: 3, do. of aNoctua; 4, do. ; 5, do. of the White Cabbage J
Butterfly, 6, Fyprepia caja; 7. Vanessa lo. ; 8, Triphrena

'

Hinuba; 9, Callimorpha Jacobsea; 10, Plusia Gamma; 11,
Amphipyra tctra ; 12, Triphama pronuba. Several of these
J. D. will find figured and described in the Journal of the

r
Royal Agricultural Society. R.

Keeping Apples and Pears.—A new Subscriber.— The best
mode of keeping Apples and Pears is to place them in close
drawers made of wood that does not contain turpentine ; these
being in a room so constructed as to resist as much as pos-
sible all sudden changes of the weather, and in a cool but dry
situation. Ligustrnm lucidum.||

Manvhk.—A. S. M.—As gypsum is itself an excellent manure,
you need not be particular how much of it you use in fixing
ammonia. A valuable compost may be made by mixing gyp-
sum, gas-water, soil, ashes, and any refuse. The fixation of
the ammonia is a slow operation, and it is impossible to give
any practical direction as to the proportional quantities of
gypsum and gas-water. But a small quantitv of the former is
requisite. B. L.—lf you can add gypsum to your land it
will improve it much for Wheat. Should gypsum be too expen-
sive, then employ a good dressing of lime or marl. But you
had better cart the latter at once on the land, and not mix it
first with your compost; for that would be a waste of labour.

Mui.BEERY.-il Reader from the Commencement.—The soil most
suitable for the Mulberry is a rich, deep, and rather light loam,
not cold and wet. it succeeds best as a standard, in a well-
sheltered situation, open to the south. It may be trained
against a south wall with advantage, in a cold climate, but
requires much space.

H

Naming Plants.—IAtoraUs.—We should be happy to oblige
you, but we really have no time to name collections of dried
plants. You are probably not aware of the trouble such tasks
give.

Oncnn>ACE/K.—Argo.— Stanhopea insignia should receive an
abundant supply of water at the roots, and be syringed once
or twice a day, as the weather may permit during the summer
months, but as the season advances water should be gradually
withdrawn, and in winter it should only have as much as
will keep the pseudo-bulbs from shrivelling. Your Catlleya
Mossise, which is growing on a block of wood, would thrive
better potted in rough peat mixed with potsherds, and raised up
to about one-fourth the height of the pot above the brim. This
plant should receive little water at all times, but more espe-
cially in winter; indeed, Orchidacere in general ought to be
kept rather dry in winter.

J

Ranunculuses will flover in a greenhouse. If by Arums youmean the Calla or RicAardia athiopica. that plant will live

rnnrJ! °£m l?0,ld throug\i rnild winters, and therefore will of

feSr /, «
safe

\
n a greenhouse under any circumstances.AbWolk Cucumber Grower.—It is Tory seldom that

especially offered for it.
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ib usual to pay the subscription in advance; if, however
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thSs»but are willing to pay for each Number as

resembles one from Tarascon, called Blanche only
; but the

latter, which ripened in the open border, was much better
flavoured. Have these not been affected by frost?
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is, Monk's Codlin; 19, St. Germain Pear; 21, Lai»nib Abbeyndimamc; 22 appears to be the Hollandbury ; 23, Scarlet
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' R - aml A Well-wisher.—The best books on Landscape
gardening aie Repton's works and Price on the Picturesque.
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groom, Thompson's Eclipse, Miss Stainforth, Corona, Jehu
Princess Royal, Nymph, Regulator, Attila, Cyclops, Venus'
Ultraflora, Desirable, Raphael, Lane's Sir J. Sebright, and
Lidgard's Jewess. The soil should be rich loam ; and should be
well manured; in order to insure largre and fine blooms, the
plants must be young.*

Pears.—"Este" was answered, with thanks, at p. 736, col a
Pelargoniums.— G. L. B.—Foster's Favourite, Matilda, and Sir

R. Peel, Garth's Unit and Queen of the Fairies, Lyne's Duke of
Cornwall.*

Petunias.—The Petunia from M.R., noticed at p. 7/4, should
not have been described as a new variety

; the flower was from
the same plant as the one described at p. 721 , and the difference
arose from the first specimen having been some days expanded
arid the latter newly opened. The flower opens with rosy
coloured blotches in addition to the blue; these gradually dis-
appear, and leave the flower of a beautiful blue, mottled upon
a white ground, and in this state the flower dies.*

Plants.—Q. L. D.—The following plants will do well on a wall
50 yards long by 5 feet high, with a south aspect :—Wistaria
sinensis, this may be planted in the centre, and trained eachway

; Magnolia grandiflora and M. conspicua, Passiflora
cserulea, Clematis Sicboldii and C. azurca grandiflora, Bignonia
nulicans Cbmmnanthus fragrans grandiflora, Jasminum revo-
Jutum, the yellow and white Banksian Roses, and Ceanoihus
azurens.*

Rich Spider.—A Young Gardener.—-We are not aware of any
other means of destroying Red Spider, than by keeping a damphumui atmosphere, or by the application of the fumes of sul-
phur.t

Rhododendrons, &c.—H. T. S.—You may plant Rhododendrons
and other varieties of American shrubs with advantage about
this season.: -Tartan trust:—In preparing a bed for Rhodo-
dendrons and other American plants, your peat, which is inert
and unproductive, will be greatly benefitted by adding the one
half maiden-loam and about a third of well-decomposed cow-
dung;.*

Sea-kalk.—A Correspondent.—Your Sea-kale, which is still in a
state of vegetation, must not have its leaves taken away
before they have begun to decay, or you will rob the root of a
portion of its nourishment. The pots for forcing should be
put on about three weeks or a month before you wish to have
it ready for table. You cannot do better than cover the
crowns with sea-sand, which, offering a slight resistance, will
prevent them from shooting up small and weak; you may also
cover the pots with sea-weed.*

Shelter.— F. R.—What Ilex do you mean— Ilex aquifolium
the Holly; or Quercus Ilex, the Evergreen Oak ? Either afford
excellent shelter, but not better than Evergreen Firs, Yews
Arbor Vitse, or Portugal Laurels.

Tuk Microscope.—A Lady.—The specimens of skeleton plants
which you sometimes see, and to which we presume you
allude, are prepared by maceration in water for.many weeks
and carefully cleansing afterwards with brushes; aided, it is
said, by muriatic acid. There is, however, some secret in the

will keep well, may be Pearson's Plate, Golden Harvey, andCourt-pendu Plat. Three Kitchen, Dumelow's Seedlmtr
Almston, and Bedfordshire Foundling. || G. Hildyard.—-
Your Apple is the Yorkshire Greening, esteemed for Kitchen
use.

jl A Subscribing Gardener.—Apply by a letter to the
secretary of the Horticultural Society. IF. Craggs.—Eulo-
pina macrostachya.j A Constant Reader.—Origanum Dic-tamnus and O.Sipyleum.j E. Franklin.—Brunia ericoidessow your Portugal Laurel-berries in spring:.* J. H.~It is
impossible to say to what species vour Ipomcea belongs, from
the mere inspection of a single leaf. 1). M. C- There is
notinng in your seedling Gloxinia worth particular notice, dtf-

7V Tf°
m otner flesh-coloured kinds raised this year. J

ir.
* •"•« the front wall 0/ your Vinery is arched, plant the

Vines mside.J A Correspondent will find directions for de-stroying Woodlice at p. 619.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
1-uciisias.—E. T.—Your seedlings are rich in colour, and they
are well-formed flowers, but there is too great a similaritybetween these and others sent some time since. No 5 appears
to oe the best, being more elegant in appearance, and display-

itJ oni°
re lhe corolla

; 6 was too much decayed to judge of

„n^:u
I'

and 7 appears not to expand sufficiently. They allrequire the corolla to be more intense in colour. *

^nl^T^' J^.—There is no novelty in your seedling No. 14,

hnhf^f
C

i .

roSe 'co!ourcd vaiicty. it is only a dwarf and prolific

seen *
bl00miDS that will distinguish it from many we have

As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
^ Accounts from Ireland have reached town this morn-
ing, announcing that bills of indictment have been sent
before the Grand Jury of the City of Dublin, against Mr.
O'Connell and his colleagues. Mr. Justice Burton
delivered his charge to the Grand Jury on Thursday
and there was no doubt that the Jury would return true
bills. It is said to be impossible that the trials can com-
mence before the end of the month—probably between
the 22nd aud 27th—In the meantime, the Repeal Associ-
ation continues to command fresh support from the higher
classes of Society, and the titular Archbishop of Cashel
has this week announced his adhesion to the movement,
on grounds similar to those assigned by Mr. Smith O'Brien.
The Repeal rent also continues to increase, and the amount
announced on Monday was upwards of 3000/. received
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till it is rotten, when the parts readily separate.
Miscellaneous.—A Kentish Man.— }, Blenheim Pippin- 2
Scarlet Nonpareil; 7, Court of Wick; 10, London Pippin •' 12*

Bedfordshire Foundling; 14, Kentish Fill- basket; 16, naw
'

thornden; 17. Marmalade Pippin. Pears— 1, Uvedale's St. Ger
main; 3, Marie Louise. ||-

—

W. M.—Your Grape is certainly
the Black Prince. || C. R. D.—Six kitchen Apples for espaliers
may be the Dutch Codlin, Hawthornden, Blenheim Pippin
Dumelow's Seedling, Bedfordshire Foundling, and Alfriston if

L.—Your Apples are—2, Bedfordshire Foundling; 5 Gra-
venstein; 6, King of the Pippins; 8, Alfriston; 9, Court of
Wick; 10, Beauty of Kent; 11, Pomme de Kiege; 12, Hughes's
Golden Pippin; 13, Blenheim Pippin; 14, Ribstone Pippin. II- —
J. B. M.—Substitute the Florence for Knight's late Black and
your selection of Cherries will be good—ordered as you propose II

Devonian.— Send your address to the office, and we will
forward you the book. B. Y.—A.Colmar; B, Beurre Itance
C, Passe Colmar; D, Napoleon; E, Glout Morceau; G (de-
cayed) ; H, Marie Louise; I, Crassane; J, Scckle; O, Doyenne"
Blanc. I! Qrina.— Clavaria coralloides. W. F. G. F.—Wq
are unacquainted with Pha3omeriamagnifica, which is probably
some new discovery of M. Bojer. Faterna elastica is probably
Urceola elastica, the plant which produces the india-rubber of
Penang. G. S.—Your plant is Acacia melanoxylon, or some
allied species; the other you mention is doubtless some other
species. When Zoologists can explain why a fly first comes
into the world as a grub, Botanists may be expected to tell whvNew Holland Acacias when young have two sorts of leaves
Aloes will not bear the open air in winter; but if by that name
you mean the Agave Americana, it may be kept in a dry cellar-
provided it is secured from much frost. T. Davis.— Panicum
miliaceum.' Anon.—Narrow-leaved Myrtles will flower in
greenhouse, if they are fully exposed to sunlight, for manv
months every year. Your proposed additional flue is needless.

from Saturday to Saturday.—The trials
J
of the] Welch

rioters by^ the Special Commission have terminated
in a verdict of Guilty against the only prisoner who went
to trial; while all the others pleaded guilty, in the hope
that their contrition might be accepted in mitigation of
punishment. In the latter cases the Attorney-General,
on behalf of the Crown, abstained from prosecuting, and
the Judges by the leniency of their sentences showed
that they were anxious only to vindicate the authority of
the law.

In France the contest between the Clergy and the Uni-
versity has assumed so hostile a character, that the

Ministry, it is said, have referred the letter of one of the
Bishops to the Council of State, and intend to bring the
whole affair before the Chambers during the ensuing Ses-

sion.— In Spain the Government have presented to the

two Chambers an act demanding that the Queen should
be declared of age. The Commissioners for examining

this declaration have also been appointed, and as they are

all adherents of the present Ministry there is no doubt
that the Queen's majority will be forthwith declared.—

From Greece we learn that an attempt has been made by
Gen. Colocotroni, one of the King's Aides-de-camp, to get

up a counter-revolution at Athens. The attempt com-
pletely failed, and the King immediately assembled the

Council of State, together with the principal authorities,

disavowed all participation in the design, and declared his

determination to abide by the constitutional system
established by the recent revolution.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert arrived in
town on Saturday afternoon from Vvimpole Hall, the seat
of the Earlof Hardwicke, whom they had honoured with a
a visit on leaving the University of Cambridge. On reach-
ing the Paddington terminus of the Great Western Railway
the Queen and Prince proceeded by a special train to
Windsor, and arrived at the Castle shortly before five
o'clock. On Sunday, Her Majesty and the Court attended
divine service in one of the private apartments of the
Castle. On Monday, her Majesty did not leave the Castle
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in consequence of the unfavourable state of the weather.

Prince Albert rode into the Park for the purpose of enjoy-

ing a few hours' shooting, but after a few shots he found

the covers too wet to continue the sport, and returned to the

Castle. In the evening the Grand Duke Michel of Russia

arrived on a visit to her Majesty. On Tuesday Prince

Albert accompanied his Imperial Highness to Eton College,

where they inspected the library, schools, chapel, &c, and

in the afternoon the Grand Duke took leave of the Queen

and returned to town. On Wednesday morning her Majesty

and Prince Albert walked for a short time on the terrace,

and the Prince afterwards went out shooting in the Royal

Preserves in the Great Park. In the afternoon Prince

Alexander of the Netherlands, who returned to town on

Saturday from Drayton Manor, the seat of Sir R. Peel,

arrived at the Castle on a visit to her Majesty. His

Royal Highness hunted with the Prince's harriers on

Thursday, and afterwards returned to town. His Royal

Highness will take his departure for the Hague in a few

days, after a sojourn of nearly three months in this

country. The visitors to her Majesty this week, in addi-

tion to the Princes mentioned above, have been the Saxon,

Russian, and Netherlands Ministers, Baroness Gersdorff,

Sir J. Graham, the Earl of Jersey, Sir H. Wheatley, and

Mr. E. Stanley. Colonel Buckley has succeeded the

Hon. Col. Grey as Equerry in Waiting on her Majesty.

Colonel Wylde has succeeded Colonel Bouverieas Equerry

in Waiting on Prince Albert. Sir F. Stovin has succeeded

Mr. Ormsby Gore as Groom in Waiting on her Majesty,

and the Hon. Misses Murray and Lister have succeeded

the Hon. Misses Hamilton and Stanley as Maids of

Honour in Waiting on her Majesty. The Duchess of

Kent, accompanied by the Prince and Princess of Hohen-

lohe Langenbourg, arrived at Frogmore last evening from

Witley Court, where they have been on a visit to the

Queen Dowager.
The Grand Duke Michael. — After his return from

the North, his Imperial Highness visited several of the

exhibitions and public establishments in the metropolis ;

among others may be mentioned St. Paul's, the Colosseum,

the Diorama, the United Service Club, the Glaciarium, the

Chinese Collection, the establishment of Messrs. Mortimer

and Hunt the silversmiths, the Model Prison, the cavalry

barracks in Albany-street, and the office for regulating

the clothing of the Army. His Imperial Highness also

visited the" stables of the principal dealers, and made

selections from their different studs. On Thursday morn-

ing his Imperial Highness embarked in the Black Eagle

at Woolwich, under the usual salutes from the batteries,

and proceeded to Rotterdam, on his return to Russia.

The Duke de Bordeaux visited the Duke of Hamilton

last week at Hamilton Palace. On Friday, H.R.H. visited

Glasgow, accompanied by the Duke of Hamilton and Sir

Archibald Campbell, of Succoth. After visiting various

places of interest in the city, H.R.H. returned to Hamilton

Palace. The Prince is expected to arrive in London about

the 15th inst., prior to which he will honour the Earl of

Shrewsbury with a visit at Alton Towers, where M.

Berrver, the celebrated orator and member of the Cham-

ber of Deputies, and other distinguished royalists, have

arrived to meet his Royal Highness.

The Colonies.—Intelligence has been received at the

Colonial Office of the death of the Governor and Com-

mander-in-Chief of the Gambia, Commander H. Frowd

Seagrum, R.N., on the 26th August, in the prime of life.

The deceased officer was the fourth son of the Rev. Mr.

Seagrum, rector of Allbourne, Wilts, and had just

assumed the government of that settlement.

The Church.—An impression prevails that Archdeacon

Lonsdale, Principal of King's College, London, is to suc-

ceed to the see of Lichfield. Some confirmation is given

to this belief by the fact that a messenger from Sir It.

Peel, with a pressing communication to the Archdeacon,

arrived at the Savoy Chapel on Sunday afternoon, while

the Rev. Gentleman was in the pulpit.—An^Order in

Council, recently issued, directs that the six minor canons

of Westminster Abbey shall each in future receive an

annual stipend of 150/.—The Queen has presented the

following clergymen to; benefices in the Church of

Scotland, void by the late secession :—Rev. Alexander

MacGregor to the church of Iona or Icolmkill, Argyll, in

the room of the Rev. Donald M'Vean; Rev. Alex.

Mackeller to the churches of Bailechulish and Corran of

Ardgour, Argyll, in the room of the Rev. J. M'Millan ;

Rev. Angus Martin to the church and parish of Snizort,

in the Isle of Skye, in the room of the Rev. Roderick

M'Leod. Her Majesty has also appointed the Rev. J.

Campbell to the church at Strontian, Argyll, vacant by

the translation of the Rev. A. Mackenzie to the church

of South Knapdale.
Pensions.—We copy from the Athenaum the follow-

ing letter from Sir R. Peel to Lady Bell, widow of Sir

Charles Bell, the eminent surgeon :—" Madam,—I have

had great pleasure in recommending to her Majesty that,

in consideration of the high attainments of your lamented

husband and the services rendered by him to the cause

of science, a pension of one hundred pounds per annum

for your life shall be granted to you, from that very limited

fund which Parliament has placed at the disposal of the

Crown for the reward and encouragement of scientific

labours. This pension, small in amount as it necessarily

is, will perhaps be acceptable to you as a public acknow-

ledgment, on the part of the Crown, of the distinguished

merit of Sir Charles Bell I have the honour to be,

Madam, your faithful and obedient servant, Robert Peel.
—Whitehall, Sept. 2."

France.—The Paris papers, with few exceptions,

comment upon the resistance which the clergy are oppos-

ing to the privileges of the University ; and the contention

is deriving some importance from the great displeasure

expressed by the Government organs, the violent language

of the Liberal prints, and the understanding which seems

to exist between most of the prelates of France. The

Bishop of Langres has just joined the Archbishop of

Lyons and the Bishops of Belley, Chartres, and Chalons

in disputing the exclusive rights of the University, and

asserting those of the clergy to a participation in public

instruction. This rising opposition on the part of the

French Church is the more remarkable, as 12 of the 15

Archbishops, and 47 of the 65 Bishops of France have

been raised to their sees by the Government of the present

]t jn~ On Sunday, the Cabinet of which Marshal Soult

and M. Guizot are the heads completed the third year of

its existence— a very protracted one when compared with

the duration of the Administrations that preceded it.

The king marked his sense of its services by promoting

most of the ministers to the highest rank in the Legion

of Honour. It is said that Tuesday, the 26th December,

is the day fixed for the meeting of the Chambers, and

that the ordnance of convocation will be published on the

15th inst. A rumour had been current that Admiral

Baron Roussin, who held the navy department in the

Cabinet, and resigned it some months ago, in conse-

quence of ill health, died last week at Montpellier, but

the report appears to be altogether without founda-

tion. Baron Capelle, however, formerly Minister of

Charles X., and one of the signers of the ordinances

of July, 1830, died in that city on the 25th ult.—The

Government have concluded a treaty of navigation and

commerce with the Government of the Wallis Islands ;

a settlement in Madagascar is said to be determined

on and there is some talk of an intention to seize

one of the ports of St. Domingo.—The Commerce

announces that the superior committee of the
^
for-

tifications of Paris, in concert with the War-office, is at

this moment preparing a statement which is not with-

out importance ; it relates to the effective of the troops

which are to compose the garrison, and likewise of the

armament necessary for the detached forts of the capital.

If this statement be true, it appears that the Parisian

citadels will occupy in time of peace an army of 24,800

men, which, united with the garrison of the military

establishments of the continuous wall, as well as those of

the interior of Paris, will form an effective of more than

60,000 men to guard the city of Paris, and will be armed

with 1.262 cannon, composed in part of 80-pounders and

mortars, capable of throwing their projectiles into the

centre of Paris. In consequence of the increase of troops

demanded by the fortifications of Paris, it is also said to

be in contemplation to augment the artillery and engineer

force, as well as the Municipal Guard.—The journals

mention the return to Paris of the young Duke de Mont-

pensier, whom indisposition has prevented from attending

the artillery exercises, for which he had repaired to Metz.

Some of the papers discuss the probable marriage of the

Duke d'Aumale to a Princess of Naples, for which pur-

pose his Royal Highness is said to be now journeying

through Italy. The Duke and Duchess de Nemours intend

to leave Paris this week for England, on a visit to the

Queen.—£e Journal des Chemins de Per announces that

the directors of the Rouen and Havre Railroad Company

have concluded with Messrs. Mackenzie and Brassey the

most important contract ever made in France:—' 4 The

principal works on the Havre Railroad are the bridge of

Rouen, seven tunnels of an extent of fi,500 yards, and a

viaduct of 27 arches in the valley of Barentin, being 33

vards in height from the arch to the centre. These works

will cost from 13,000,000f. to 14,000,000f. They are to

be entirely completed in May, 1846. The embankment

and the tunnels are contracted for at a discount of 20 per

cent, on the prices paid the same contractors for the Paris

and Rouen Railroad. The cubic yard of embankment to

be paid If. 25c. (Is. British), the superficial yard of tun-

nelling 889f. (nearly 36/. British)."—M. Horace Vernet,

who had been commissioned by the King to execute a

picture representing the capture of the Smala of Abd-el-

Kader by the Duke d'Aumale, returned to Marseilles on

the 23d, from Algeria, having visited and sketched the site

on which that exploit was achieved.

Spain.—We have accounts from Madrid to the 20th

ult. The Senate sat on the 20th, when the public and

diplomatic galleries were crowded, in the expectation that

M. Campuzano would put questions to the Cabinet re-

specting the insurrections of Barcelona and Saragossa, and

the circumstances that have led to them. The discussion

took place, and M. Lopez, President of the Council,

entered into a long vindication of the Government's con-

duct towards the two rebellious cities. He stated, in

substance, that out of the 49 provinces of Spain only nine

—Burgos, Salamanca, Toledo, Palencia, Girona, Lenda,

Castelion, Barcelona, and Saragossa, had demanded a

Central Junta, and that four of these provinces had de

manded it previous, and five subsequently to the promul-

gation of the decree for the convocation of the Cortes.

M. Lopez then urged that the will of nineprovinces could

not be suffered to prevail over that of the 40 others, and

he expatiated on the disastrous consequences which the

convocation of a Central Junta would have entailed. The

passage wherein he referred to the dismissal of his Cabinet

and to the insurrection which followed is worth quoting,

because it alludes to the original cause of the fall and ex-

pulsion of the ex-Regent. « I avail myself of this oppor-

tunity (said M. Lopez) to confute another imposture whicn

was at the time propagated in the Saragossa journals, it

was alleged that Espartero had dismissed the Administra-

tion of the month of May solely because it had proposed

measures which he considered contrary to the welfare ot

the country. This is false—quite false. There was but

one question, that of the dismissal of that favourite so

I much flattered ; and the Administration dissolved on that

question, because the nation must have been sacrificed to

the power of one man."—The Chamber of Deputies was

constituted on the 26th, on which day the Government

presented to the two Chambers an act demanding

that the Queen should be declared of age.
_

It was re-

mitted at once to the committee for nominating commis-

sioners. On the next day the Senate and the Chamber

named the commissioners for examining the declaration of

the Queen's majority, all of whom were adherents of the

present Government.—From the provinces we learn that

the troops continued to fire upon Girona on the 28th ;

the town of St. John had been destroyed, and the battery

buried under its ruins. At Barcelona the batteries of the

city having thrown into Gracia a number of projectiles,

by which several persons were killed, the Captain-General

caused 1000 cannon-balls and grenades to be fired, on the

25th, against the points occupied by the insurgents. The

greatest disorder prevailed at Barcelona ; the Junta con-

tinued to force open and plunder the stores of the cloth-

merchants, provision-venders, and coppersmiths.—A letter

from Bayonne states that Gen. Concha cannonaded Sara-

gossa on the 23d and 24th ; that on the 24th the munici-

pality came out and proceeded to Concha's head-quarters,

to arrange, if possible, the conditions of surrender. The

terms which the Saragossans demand are, that there be

no dissolution of the provincial deputation, the munici-

pality, or the National Guard ; and that the officers and

soldiers who joined the movement be in no way punished.

Gen. Concha has sent these terms up to the Government

for consideration.—A letter from Carthagena of the 21st,

mentions that at 4 a.m. on that day, a tremendous storm

of wind and rain came on, and a water-spout burst there,

which had done great damage. Seven large vessels

had been sunk, some of them with cargoes on board,

besides several smaller ones ; the bodies of four persons

drowned had been taken out. The water-spout burst

against the barracks where the galley-slaves were

confined, near the sea, and though the edifice was an

extremely solid one, great part of the roof was car-

ried away, but the town did not suffer much. Some trees

were torn up in the Alameda, and some doors and timbers

gave way.—From Cadiz we learn that Messrs. Abbinett

and Sons, the divers of Gosport, have been licensed by

the Government to recover the treasures of certain plate-

ships, amongst which were the galleons sunk by part of

Admiral Blake's squadron, on the 19th Sept., 1656, off

that port. The impossibility of ascertaining the precise

spot where the wrecks were lying, either from documents

in the Admiralty of London, or from the archives of

Seville, created the necessity of minutely examining the

bay, to the extent of ten square leagues—a task requiring

,much time and labour, the traditional indications of very

ignorant fishermen and pilots presenting a tissue of fic-

tions after a lapse of near two centuries. However,

guided by such slender materials, Messrs. Abbinett found

a galleon wreck, consisting of heavy brass ordnance, m
ten to twelve fathoms of water, which they slung with

rope, sent up, brought on shore, lodging them safely in

the Custom-house, to the great surprise of the natives,

who deemed this feat impossible ; and the Government

speedily received the per centage it had reserved to itselt

from the appraised value, probably equally surprised as

the Spanish public,—this being the first bonus the Crown

of Spain ever touched from such a source of novel reve-

nue. Messrs. Abbinett ^bsequently found a galleon fully

laden, but owing to the lateness of the season, they have

thought it best to defer further operations till the spring-

Portugal.—We learn from Lisbon that the attempts

of the Opposition to get up a revolution during the ab-

sence of the Queen and her leading Ministers in Alenv-

tejo had entirely failed, although the Municipal Chambei

of Evora had unexpectedly addressed her Majesty, in the

presence of Senhor Costa Cabral, praying her to dismiss

him and the rest of her Ministers. From a letter re-

ceived from Dr. Kalley, dated 7th Oct., it appears he was

still in gaol, after ten weeks' imprisonment. He gives

some account of the attempts made to prevent the circu-

lation of the Scriptures. Bail, it would appear, was stiu

denied him. Some of Dr. Kalley's friends in Madeira

deem it almost providential that he is in gaol, as other-

wise attempts might have been made to assassinate him.

Germany.—We learn by letters from Wiesbaden or

the 16th ult.
5
that the Duke of Nassau escaped, about a

week before, from great danger. He was himself steering

his boat from Rudesheim to Bingen, when the wind rose

and upset it. The Prince was in the water, when some

boatmen succeeded in saving him. On the 20th ult.,

two steam-boats on the Rhine, the Konig, going to Thai,

and the Leopold, going to Berg, came into contact in tn

dark, and the Leopold instantly sunk. No lives were lost-

though there were between 70 and 80 passengers on boar^

the Leopold ; but all the luggage and cargo, including '

travelling carriage, were lost.—The Frankfort Jourria

states that the King of Bavaria had authorized subscrip

tions to be made throughout his kingdom for the benei^

of the Germans who had been expelled from Greece.---

From Berlin we learn that the Archduke Albrecht, o

Austria, is at present in that city on a visit to the King

Prussia. His Imperial Highness and numerous men

bers of the high nobility had heeu invited to the Paia ,

at Potsdam, to witness the performance of Shakspeare

Midsummer Night's Dream, which was not alone em

nently successful, but created the utmost sensation,

was announced for three succeeding nights—an unexa

pled event, and for all the three every place was imm

diately taken. The ffidipus Coloneus was to be brougi

forward, the arrangement of the music being entrusted

Mendelssohn and Bartholdy. n„.-.n.

Switzerland.—The Swiss Ilelvetxe of the 27th coi

tains a protest, sent by the Executive Council of Berne
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v-

the Council of Lucerne. The latter, though at present
the Vorort, or Federal Executive, has, in concert with
five other Catholic cantons, Uri, Schwytz, Underweld,
Zug, and Frihourg, declared that the Federal compact is

violated by the permission to Argau to abolish its con-
vents, and that it is determined to take measures to coun-
teract this and appeal to arms. The Executive Council
of Berne have announced their intention to resist the pre-

tensions of Lucerne, and it is expected that an extraor-

dinary Diet will be convoked forthwith, at Berne or Zurich.

Russia.—Letters from St. Petersburgh of the 17th
ult. state that the emperor arrived in his capital on that

day, from Moscow. The royal commissioners appointed
to investigate the notorious attempt upon the life of the

emperor have returned to Berlin without making any

discoveries whatever, and there is not the slightest doubt
that the shot was fired by the servant behind one of the

imperial carriages. It is computed that the expenses of

the investigation of this affair will amount to upwards of

10,000 dollars.—On the 28th ult. a squadron of seven
ships of the line, of from 120 to 80 guns, one frigate, one
transport, and one steamer, anchored in the roads of
Odessa, coming from Sebastopol. Its destination is not
known, and causes a good deal of curiosity.-—The town of

Uralsk, in the government of Orenburg, suffered severely

on the 9th ult. by two fires which broke out on the same
day. 105 houses, some of stone, some of wood, were re-

duced to ashes ; the loss is estimated at 103,000 roubles.

Greece.—By accounts from Athens to the 10th ult.,

we learn that the apparent tranquillity of that capital had
been disturbed by the discovery of an intended attempt at

counter-revolution by General Colocotroni, one of the
Aides-de-Camp: of King Otho, but that his Majesty in
order to remove all suspicion of his own participation in
the design, assembled his Council of State, together with
the chief civil and military authorities, on the 14th, and
assured them of his determination to abide by the
constitutional system established by the national will.

Sir E. Lyons, the British Minister, had despatched
a steam-boat to Constantinople to bring Prince Mav-
rocordato, who had arrived and was expected to
assume the office of Minister for Foreign Affairs,

as it was considered that Metaxas and his colleagues

could not maintain themselves in office. All the British

agents throughout Greece had acknowledged the new
Government, and the commander of the British frigate
Eagle, stationed at Patras, had given a ball on board
in honour of the Constitution, to which all the Liberal
party were invited. The Ministers had refused to
accept any salary under existing circumstances. The re-
port that the late revolution had been contrived by Rus-
sian agency is met by the announcement that the Emperor
having at Moscow received full and detailed accounts of
the insurrection at Athens, has ordered the immediate
dismissal of M. Katakasi, the Russian Minister at the
Court of Athens—English travellers in Greece will regret
to learn the death of Mr. Henry Robinson, H.M.'s Vice-
Consul at Patras, who had been connected with Greece
and the Ionian Islands for nearly a quarter of a century.
Cape of Good Hope.—Advices from the Cape to Aug.

25 have been received this week, which are more encou-
raging as respects the condition and prospects of Natal,
the accounts from whence state that the Boers, at a meet-
ing held Aug. 7, had agreed to the terms of the Governor's
proclamation, and acknowledged the supremacy of the
Queen. Advices from Simon's Town notice the arrival of
her Majesty's ship Thunderbolt on the 22d Aug. from
Port Natal, having during a heavy gale parted from her
anchors and blown off the coast, leaving behind the com-
mander and several of the officers and crew.
United States and Canada.—The Great Western

arrived at Liverpool on Wednesday with accounts from
New York to the 19th ult. The news is chiefly of a
domestic and commercial nature. The recent elections
are unexpectedly favourable to the Whig party, giving
them additional hopes that Mr. Clay will be elected Pre-
sident, in which case it is believed that Mr. Webster will
be Vice-President.—The Park Theatre is crowded to 6ee
Mr. Macready. He retains all his popularity, and is

faking a great deal of money—as much, it is thought, as
400/. a week for four nights' performance.—The Canada
Papers give the speech of the Governor-General on opening
the Provincial Parliament, which appears to have given
great satisfaction. His Excellency refers in this document
to the loan raised in this country under the sanction of
Parliament for the service of the colony. He states that
great works by the assistance of that fund are in progress,
^hich he believes are calculated to extend the commerce
and dcvelope the resources of that country, and increase
the public revenue and individual wealth. In the House
of Assembly Mr. Baldwin had given notice of his intention
to introduce a bill for the purpose of declaring Orange and
a ll other secret societies illegal. Another immense confla-
gration had occurred at Quebec. It was not got under
^til GO houses had been destroyed, together with
numerous outbuildings in the vicinity of the New Market-
place. 500 chaldrons of coals and 1000 cords of wood,
the property of Government, were consumed. No cause
hasbeenassigned for the breaking out of this disastrous fire.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 96 to Jtor money and the account ; 3 per Cents. Red., 951 to § ;

J4
per Cents. Red., 102ito £; New 3J per Cents., I03|to

*j -Exchequer Bills, at lid., 62s. prem. ; at IM„ 63s. to
°^*prem.

4

J^Utropolis an* its Ffcfnft».
Court of Alder?nen.—On Tuesday a Court was held for

"*e purpose of swearing into office Mr. \y. Hughes

Hughes, as alderman of Bread-street ward. Dr. Buck-
land introduced Mr. Hughes, who was sworn in by the

town-clerk with the usual formalities.

The New Royal Exchange.—The last stone of the

tower of this building was set by the contractor on
Tuesday, and all that now remains to be added to the

tower will be the supports of the vane and the vane itself,

which will be the same grasshopper (the crest of Sir

Thomas Gresham) which for a long time adorned the old

Exchange, and escaped the fire almost uninjured. It has

been determined that the chimes shall be restored upon an

improved plan, the Gresham Committee, on the recom-
mendation of Professor Taylor, having directed that the

peal of notes be increased from eight to fifteen. The first

brick of this structure was laid in January, 1841, and it is

stated that it will be finished and open for the use of the

merchants by the middle of next summer.
Darkness ofthe Metropolis Roads.—On Tuesday even-

ing a numerous meeting of the ratepayers of Hammersmith
was held for the purpose of considering the expediency of

lighting the Great Western-road within that parish. The
Churchwarden having been called to the chair, Mr. Millar

stated that he had communicated with the gas company
at Brentford, whose pipes were already laid down along

the road, to ascertain at what price they would reinstate

the lamps, and continue to light, repair, cleanse, and put

up the lamps ; to which they had replied that they would

light the road at 5/. per annum per lamp, and would wave
all other expenses except the removal of lamp-posts, &c,
which would cost about 155. each. It was therefore pro-

posed that the same number of lamps formerly lighted

along the portion of the road named by the Commissioners
of the Metropolis Roads, viz. 56, should be continued, the

expense of which would be covered by a rate of Gd. in the

pound, which would realise about 300/. The motion was

seconded by Mr. Daley, and carried.

Victoria Park.—Although the Act of Parliament for

the formation of this park passed on the 21st June, 1841,

and an Act for conferring additional powers on the com-
missioners received the Royal assent on the 13th May,
1842, the only real steps to its commencement have just

taken place. The chief part of the land required for the

formation of the park was in the possession of numerous
market-gardeners, generally of small capital, who gave up
possession of their gardens on the 10th ult., having pre-

viously received twelve months' notice. The stock and

growing produce has, for the purpose of possession, been
valued by two brokers on Hie part of the Crown, and two
on the part of the tenants. The whole was sold on Thurs-
day, by auction, and the difference between the produce

and the awards of the valuers will be paid by the commis-
sioners on behalf of the Crown.

Rental of Middlesex.—The total rental of this county,

as given at the recent Westminster Sessions, is

7,574,330/., being an increase over that of last year of

1,581,922/. In the following parishes there has been an
increase :—St. George's, Hanover-square, 000,797/., being
an increase over the preceding year of 108,000/.; Pad-
dington, 191,154/., increase, 16,290/. ; St. Mary, Islington,

217,593/., increase 7,734/.; St. Leonard's, Shoreditch,

178,692/., increase 5,702/.
;

St. John's, Hackney,
137,442/., increase 2,411/. ; Mile End Old Town,
109,628/., increase 2,685/. ; Kensington, 141,392/., increase

5,732/.; Ealing, 31,103/., increase 1,773/.; Norwood,
8,872/., increase, 1,140/M &c. In the following parishes

the decrease has been as follows :—St.Martin's, 240,066/.,

decrease 1,384/. ; St. James's, 239,059/., decrease, 564/.
;

St. Pancras, 566,320/., decrease, 720/. ; St. Marylebone,
816,572/., decrease 9,963/.

Scottish Hospital.—In consequence of the removal of

the Rev. Dr. Brown to Scotland, the honorary chaplaincy

of the Scottish Hospital becomes vacant. For many years

it has been the practice of the governors to elect to this

office a clergyman of the Established Church of Scotland
who has been longest resident in London. The Free
Church party, however, have avowed their determination

to depart from this custom, and bring forward a candidate

upon Free Church principles.

St. Stephen's, Walbrook.—On Friday at Guildhall,

Mr. Crosby, a solicitor, applied to the Lord Mayor on the

part of Mr. Rock and other parishioners of St. Stephen's,

Walbrook, for a summons against Alderman Gibbs, as
churchwarden of the parish, for refusing to allow an
inspection of the accounts to Mr. Rock, he being a proper
person to look at the same.—The Lord Mayor asked
upon what act of Parliament the application was grounded ?—Mr. Crosby said the 17th Geo. II. c. 38, sec. 1, and
stated that they had tendered the amount therein specified

but the alderman refused to give them ; they had a show-
book, but it was not satisfactory to the parishioners.—The
Lord Mayor then said that Alderman Gibbs had been
with him that morning, and he had signed his accounts for
the last 18 years, which he had verified on oath to be
correct. If the applicant now went and demanded a copy of
the accounts, and if Alderman Gibbs refused them, he
would grant a summons. He must now stand or fall by
them. If the alderman was correct in his accounts, the
Lord Mayor added, he blamed him very much for not
producing them.

Fire in a Steamer.—On Sunday morning a fire broke
out on board the Ailsa Craig steam-ship, moored off the
Leith and Berwick wharf at the Tower. The steamer,
which was about 300 tons burden, arrived from Yarmouth
on Saturday afternoon, with a heavy cargo of flour, mus-
tard, wool, cotton, and other goods. During her passage
she encountered the gale of wind which prevailed on
Friday night, and the sea is supposed to have got in among
the cotton rags stowed with the cargo in the after-part
of the vessel, which ultimately ignited spontaneously.
Prompt assistance was at hand, and the brigade floating

engines poured water into the hold until all the cargo was

flooded. The damage amounts to about 1000/., and the
vessel is so injured that she must go into dock to repair.

Accidents and Inquests.—On Tuesday an inquest was
held in the Hampstead Road, on Mr. C. Orpwood, who
committed suicide on Saturday. His brother, Mr. W.
Orpwood, the engraver, stated that deceased who resided
with him had been an invalid and under medical treatment
during the last 16 years. He was of no profession, and
had lived with witness since he was 12 years of age. On
Saturday last witness went to Richmond to visit a cousin,
who is a chemist, residing there. On leaving home his
brother requested him to bring from his cousin's three
drachms of prussic acid. As witness was aware that de-
ceased was in the habit of making up his own medicines
from the prescriptions of his medical attendants, and that
they frequently contained a portion of that acid, he con-
sented to do so. When he gave it to him on his return
deceased requested witness to hand down a box from the
shelf to put the bottle in, and while in the act of doing so,

deceased drank the poison. Witness instantly ran off for

a surgeon, who employed the stomach pump, but death
had ensued almost instantaneously. He admitted that he
had acted incautiously in procuring the prussic acid, but
his brother was so religiously inclined, and was so much
in every sense of the word a Christian, that he bad no
suspicion he would destroy himself. He believed that

deceased, labouring under pain and imbecility, took the
prussic acid to destroy his life, and that it did not occur
by accident. Other evidence having been adduced which
clearly shewed that it was deceased's own act, the jury
returned the following verdict:—"That deceased de-

stroyed himself by taking prussic acid, but in what state

of mind he was at the time there was not sufficient proof.n

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, October 21, was as
follows :—West Districts, 144; North Districts, 187;
Central Districts, 215; East Districts, 263 ; South Dis-
tricts, 297; Total, 1106 (males, 572; females, 534).
Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (461 males, 442
females)

; and for the last five autumns 908.

^Brobmnal T$tto%.
The late Storm.—The provincial papers are generally l

filled with details of injury done by the gale of Friday
night; and Lloyd's Shipping List contains a long list of
casualties at sea, the mere enumeration of which would
fill, at least, a column of our paper. The vessels wrecked
belong chiefly to the smaller class, and many lives have
been lost. Several vessels were seen to founder off the
coast, and all hands of course perished. At Liverpool,
a fleet, of perhaps 40 sail, had left the port on the pre-
vious day, and were caught in the storm before they could
clear the Channel. The sea at high water washed over
portions of the quays ; and the steamers from the opposite
ferries had some difficulty in landing their passengers,
many of whom, both male and female, from farms in the
neighbourhood, it being market day, did not venture to

return until Sunday morning, when the storm had abated.
Bearstead.—We learn from the Maidstone Journal

that Tuesday last,having been the rent-day of the allotment-

holders of this parish, every sum which was due from them
was paid with the utmost cheerfulness and punctuality.

The number of industrious men holding portions of land
in Bearstead is upwards of 40— their portions varying from
30 perches to half an acre, according to their means or
ability to cultivate them. The rent is 405. per acre, whilst

the laud being of fair average quality, it enables the

holders to use it with advantage to themselves and satis-

faction to the proprietors. The best cultivated allotment,

so far as manual labour was concerned, was one whose
occupier could not obtain employment during the greater

part of last spring. His spare time was devoted to the

better cultivation of his allotment, which amply repaid his

exertions by an abundant and excellent crop. The com-
mittee of management were much gratified in their various

inspections in observing a decided improvement in the

allotments compared with former years ; and the cottagers

begin to feel that by a careful collection and application of

manure applied in a liquid form the greatest benefits ensue.

Birmingham.—A singular charge ofrobbery was brought

against a Mr. Lazarus, a respectable member of the Jewish

persuasion, at the police-office of this town in August last,

which excited some interest from the circumstances

attending it. Mr. Lazarus was travelling from London
to Birmingham in a second-class carriage in which were

several sailors, one of whom, of the name of Cunningham,

contrived to steal his companion's purse while he was
asleep, and on the loss being discovered he charged Mr.
Lazarus with having committed the robbery, and, in fact,

gave evidence that he had seen him take the money. By
a singular accident, after Mr. Lazarus had been subjected to

much annoyance, the real thief was discovered, and
Cunningham ultimately confessed that he committed the

robbery, and falsely charged an innocent man with the

offence. He was accordingly committed, and brought to

trial at the recent Sessions, and the jury having found
him guilty,he was sentenced to be transported for ten years.

Carmarthen.—The proceedings of the Commission of

Inquiry, the opening of which was announced in our last,

have excited very general interest in the Principality. The
opening address of Mr. Frankland Lewis, the Chief Com-
missioner, is regarded as a calm and dispassionate state-

ment, abounding in kindly expressions, and displaying the
utmost anxiety on the part of the commissioners to enter
into the fullest possible inquiry as to every grievance which
has been alleged as a cause of the late disturbances. The
manner in which Mr. Lewis invited the whole people,
without distinction as to class or station, to lay their

grievances before the commissioners, is thought likely to

be productive of the most beneficial effects in allaying the
present unhappy state of the Principality. The right hon.
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gentleman said, " In reading her Majesty's commission,
you must be struck with the wording as to the definition
of its objects, for although her Majesty's Government,
who I believe, and in fact know, are firmly resolved to
meet with the strong arm of the law all attempts at dis-
turbance, and to do everything to suppress and put down
outrages by the persevering exercise of power on their
parts; still at the same time they are most anxiously
desirous to ascertain whether there be any real causes of
grievance existing, in order that by the powers of the
Executive Government,or of Parliament,or both combined,
a legislative remedy may be effected, for which purpose it

is that we are here." He then proceeded to the subject
of turnpike roads as one of the alleged grievances, and
said that the commissioners would zealously inquire into
the subject, with a view to afford redress, " We will

hold ourselves open/' he said, «* to receive every
species of information from persons acquainted with
the country, come from whom or where it may, in
order that it may be shown to us what have been the real
causes of the disturbances that have taken place in this
country. Be that information what it may, our eyes and
ears shall be open to receive it, and it will be subject to a
proper and impartial inquiry, in order that a remedy may
be found. If the complaints be reasonable, rational, and
well-founded, they may be capable of redress ; but 1 can-
not help saying chat 1 have heard enough to lead me to
believe that there are other circumstances which we can-
not hope to remedy, because I have been told from autho-
rity which I cannot doubt, that there are persons ill-

judging and ill-informed, not knowing the basis upon
which society is founded or property secured, who have
interfered with individuals in the management and due
control of their own property. Let no person shut his
eyes to the important command issued by the Almighty
Creator— ' Thou shalt not steal.' By this command a
right of property was recognised by the Deity, and that
which was delivered to the Jews was confirmed by our
Saviour Christ from his own mouth. If men are not to
steal, it is clear that there must be something belonging to
another that is not to be taken. Thus, even the Creator
himself recognised a right in property; and it is this
foundation on which society is built, the object of all

Government being to secure to every individual a free and
undisturbed control and enjoyment of that property which
by his labour and industry—his honesty industry—he may
be justly entitled to. If deluded men fancy they can
interfere with property without doing injury, not to its

possessor merely but to society itself, they will soon find
their error, for there is no disturbance of the enjoyment of
property that does not recoil on society itself as well as
upon the individuals. It is in the nature of things that
the products required for the consumption of our fellow-
creatures cannot be obtained if he who sows is not secure
to reap—if he who plants is not entitled to gather. Gen-
tlemen, society itself is so constituted, that the industrious,
thrifty, prudent, and careful people, are by the will of
God tolerably secure of their reward ; whilst," on the other
hand, improvidence, violence, wastefulness, and acts of
outrage as certainly bring distress and misery, with ail the
ruinous consequences that follow in their train, on those
persons who are unwise enough to perpetrate them. I

Bay, then, looking to the causes of the recent disturbances
which may come before us, if in any case we are led to
believe that there has been an infringement on property,
there can be no hope of legislative remedy: the rights of
property must be sustained by the promulgation of these
great truths, and those persons mustbe taugiitthattheiracts
can tend to nothing but mischief both to those who commit
them and to those who suffer them. But even to wrong-
doers I will say that this inquiry will be conducted with
feelings of compassion and kindness towards all.M

Hereford—Two interesting curiosities have lately been
added to the collection at Goodrich Court, in this county.
One is an Affghan sword, found on the person of Prince
Hyder Khan, son of Dost Mahomed, and brother of
Ackbar Khan, on being made prisoner. He was governor
of Ghuznee, which was surrendered to the British arms in
July, 1839, when the gates of Somnauth were brought away.
The other is the monumental stone of Sextus Valerius
Genalis, a Roman knight, on which he is sculptured in
bas-relief in armour on horseback, and trampling on a
Briton, whom he is in the act of piercing with his lance.
This interesting piece of antiquity was found in Water-
more, about a mile from Cirencester, in 1836.

Leeds—On Monday, Mr. Thomas Walker, attorney-
at-law, residing at Dewsbury, near Wakefield, was brought
before the magistrates of this town, charged with having
twice forged the signature of Mr. M. B. Bere, Commis-
sioner in the District- Court of Bankruptcy. From the
evidence of Mr. Geo. Newsome, of Battley-bar, clothier,
it appeared that he employed the prisoner in August last
to get him through the Court of Bankruptcy for 15/.
The prisoner got part of this money at the time the agree-
ment was made, and the remainder was to be paid by
instalments. He supplied the witness with a protecting
order purporting to be signed by the Commissioner, and
afterwards gave him a similarly signed document extend-
ing the protection to the 29th Nov. Mr. Bere deposed
that the signatures were forgeries, and the Deputy-Regis-
trar of the Court proved that no petition had been filed in
the Court from the first witness. The prisoner declined
to say anything in his defence, and he was held to bail,
iiunse.f m 100/. and a surety in 100/., to appear at the
next assies to take his trial.

Leicester—Messrs. Mitchell, Clarke, Phillips, and
bmith, Partners of the late Leicestershire bank, appeared
last v*eeK at the Birmingham Hankruptcy Court for their
final examination. It appeared from the balance-sheet
that the probable amount of assets wherewith to pay a

dividend, after making all deductions, was 308,84.0/. is. Sd.
t

and that the assignees expected that a dividend of 10$. 6d.
would be realised by the creditors- The assignees pro-
duced various articles of jewellery belonging to the wives
of the respective partners, which in the case of Mrs.
Mitchell were represented as exceeding 1000/. in value,
but the creditors unanimously resolved that the whole
should be returned.

Merthyr.—On Friday the 20th ult., a fire broke out at
Dowlais-house, the residence of Sir J. J. Guest, Bart.
The prompt assistance rendered by the neighbours and
police succeeded in subduing the flames in about two
hours, but not before the premises had been completely
saturated with water. The fire originated in that portion
of the house recently erected, in which large fires were
constantly kept for the purpose of drying it. A spark
having flown from the grate among some shavings incau-
tiously left by the carpenters, they were ignited, and the
fire communicating with some deal boards, the flames
spread with great rapidity, and excited apprehensions for
the safety of the whole building. The damage done is

said to be inconsiderable.

^
Newcastle.—On Saturday week, according to pre-

vious announcement, a meeting of the miners of North-
umberland and Durham took place on the Black Fell,
about four miles from this town. Long before the hour
appointed, an immense concourse had assembled—Black
Fell presenting the appearance of one moving mass. Dif-
ference of opinion exists as to the numbers at the meeting,
the computation varying from 35,000 to -15,000; but the
most probable amount was 40,000. The chair was taken by
a miner of South Hetton colliery. An address to Mr. T.
Duncombe was then adopted, expressive of certain
grievances which that gentleman was requested to bring
before Parliament. The address was founded on the fol-
lowing resolutions:—" 1. That in the opinion of this
meeting it is the duty as well as the interest of this
association to adhere to the restriction system, as it is
essentially necessary to our very existence as an associa-
tion to keep all our members equally employed. 2. That
in the opinion of this meeting a petition should be for-
warded to Parliament, praying for a repeal of the export
duty on coal. 3. That in the opinion of this meeting a
more safe and efficient system of ventilation ought to be
established, by sinking a greater number of shafts, and
those shafts to be more equally placed; and that we
petition Parliament to obtain that object. 4. That in the
opinion of this meeting the present machines for weighing
are faulty, and weigh very much out of truth. We there-
fore resolve to petition Parliament to pass a measure
compelling the masters of collieries to have machines on
the beam-and-scale principle." Mr. Duncombe rose
amid enthusiastic cheering, and proceeded to assure them
that, unless he had seen for himself, he could not have
believed that so vast a multitude could have been
assembled; and he was led to conclude that the cause
must be very important and serious to bring them together
in such numbers. He promised to bring their grievances
before Parliament at the earliest opportunity. Mr. Feargus
O'Connor then addressed the meeting, which continued
for about three hours, after which they quietly dispersed.
Reading.—The New Public Hall, the foundation-stone

of which was laid last June by Miss Mitford, the author
of " Our Village," was opened last week by Mr. Blandy,
the mayor, assisted by Serjeant Talfourd, Mr. Russell,
M.P., Mr. Palmer, M.P., Mr, Walter, of Bearwood, and
about 400 of the resident gentry of the town and county.
The uses to which the building is to be appropriated will

be varied, since it will combine the purposes of a mecha-
nics' institution, with museums, class-rooms, reading and
news-rooms, with apartments suitable for the assembling
of the various benevolent and general associations of the
town. The hall, on the occasion of the inaugural dinner,
was decorated with paintings, floricultural and other devices.

Oxford.—In the case of Macmullen v. the Regius Pro-
fessor of Divinity, a protest has been lodged against the
admissibility of an appeal on the part of Dr. Hampden,
against the decision of the Court below, in favour of the
admissibility of a certain libel. Mr. Macmullen's Proc-
tor protests against the admissibility of the appeal, in
consequence of its being addressed " To the Delegates in
Congregation," instead of To the House in Congrega-
tion," which he contends was the proper form. The Court,
after some discussion, appointed the 15th inst. for hear-
ing Counsel on the point, which will have the effect of
protracting the proceedings.

Preston.—The local papers state that Father Mathew
is expected to leave Ireland in three weeks, and will re-
commence his labours in this town, and afterwards pro-
ceed to fulfil his numerous engagements in other parts of
the country.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past
week :— Birmingham and Derby, 1,453/. ; Birmingham
and Gloucester, 2,035/. ; Eastern Counties, 2,988/. ;

Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,338/. ; Great Western, 15,046/.;
Grand Junction, 8,487/. ; Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr,
1,268/. j Great North of England, 1,721/.; Hull and
Selby, 945/. ; London and Birmingham, 17,505/. ; London
and South Western, 7,000/. ; London and Blackwall,
754/.; London and Greenwich, 752/.; London and
Brighton, 4,394/. ; London and Croydon, 249/. ; Liver-
pool and Manchester, 4,095/. ; Manchester and Leeds,
5,040/.; Midland Counties, 3,045/. ; Manchester and Bir-
mingham, 3,054/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,832/. ; North
Midland, 4,734/. ; Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,454/. ;

South-Eas'ern and Dover, 3,867/. ; Sheffield and Man-
chester, 575/.; York and North Midland, 1,749/.—
The railway from the Northern and Eastern line to Ware
and Hertford was opened on Tuesday, the line having

been officially reported to the Board of Trade as perfectly

consolidated and in a fit state for working, by General
Pasley, the Government Inspector, who, in company with
Mr, Marshall, M.P., Mr. Ward, M.P., the directors,

and several of the shareholders, took an experimental trip
along the line on Thursday week. The first train on
Tuesday started from the Shoreditch station at eight
o'clock, and reached Hertford, a distance of 2G miles, in
about an hour.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—A report was current during the latter part of

last week, that Government intended to abandon the state
prosecutions. It is now, however, announced that the
rumour was unfounded, and that the trials are to tike
place on as early a day as the Crown can have fixed,

before a special Jury of the City of Dublin. It is also
said that Mr. Steele, who intends to defend himself with-
out counsel, as he did before, has given instructions to

his solicitor to wait upon the late Irish Chancellor, Lord
Plunkett, to ask his Lordship when it would be convenient
to receive a subpoena, as, in case the trials should go on, it

is the intention of Mr. Steele to examine his Lordship as
his principal witness. Mr. Steele holds that Lord Plunkett
as well as the late Chief Justice Bushe, and the late Mr.
Saurin, Attorney-General, all declared in the Irish Parlia-
ment that the union would be a nullity by reason of the
iniquitous means by which it was carried. The other
witnesses whom Mr. Steele proposes to examine are, Sir
It. Peel, Mr. Bond Hughes, the Government reporter, the
Duke of Wellington, Lord Lyndhurst, and Sir James
Graham, A rumour, having its origin in Roman Catholic
circles in Dublin, is in circulation to the effect that Dr.
Higgins, titular Bishop of Ardagh, has been summoned
to Rome to answer before the Sovereign PontifF for the
expressions used by him in reference to England at one of
the earliest of the Repeal meetings. Mr. J. L. Arabin has
been removed from the commission of the peace for the
county of Dublin, for having attended the repeal meeting
at Mullaghmast, and Mr. M. Sweetman, a Roman Catholic
magistrate, has resigned his commission for the same
county. One thousand military pensioners have been
selected in Dublin, and have received orders to be in
readiness for embodiment and service, and numerous
bodies of troops have arrived from England during the
week. Mr. H. Grattan, M.P. for Meath, has published
an address to his constituents, from which it appears that
he is rather annoyed at being passed over in the recent
State prosecutions, and evidently considers himself
aggrieved by the omission. The letter, which bears date
Paris, October 18, commences by referring to the late

proceedings against the Repeal agitation, which he pledges
himself to bring under the notice of Parliament, where he
hopes to see the Minister arraigned for this maladminis-
tration of Ireland, and turned out of office, " on the unani-
mous complaint of an indignant people." He concludes
by stating that he has " directed 5/. to be paid to the Repeal
cause, and, if necessary, it shall be doubled again and
again." Dr. Slattery, the titular Archbishop of Cashel,
has also written a letter to Mr. O'Connell, stating that
he has hitherto abstained from politics, but ll the events
of the last few weeks have determined him to adopt a dif-

ferent course, and publicly to identify himself with those
friends of Ireland who are endeavouring to obtain the
restoration of her Parliament by the repeal of the legisla-
tive union." He inclosed a donation of 3/., and requested
to be enrolled as a member of the Repeal Association. A
meeting of the law-clerks was held last week in the
Corn Exchange, for the purpose of petitioning Par-
liament for a repeal of the union, and expressing the
confidence of the body in Mr. O'Connell, who was pre-
sent himself and spoke to the latter topic at some length.
The weekly meeting of the Repeal Association took place
on Monday, Mr. Molony, of Crag, an ex-Justice of the
peace, in the chair. Mr. O'Connell announced a donation
of 100/. from Quebec, and the adhesion of Dr. Slattery
to their cause. They had already two of their four arch-
bishops declared Repealers, and he was proud to rank
Michael of Cashel beside John of Tuam. He then alluded
to the new Government Commission under the presidency
of the Earl of Devon, to inquire into the tenure of land.
He was disposed to give the present Government its due
for having issued it,—and this advantage, at all events,
would be derived from it, that landlords would see that

the question of tenure was about to be inquired into. Sir

R. Peel and Lord Stanley had declared there must be some
alteration in that tenure, and he thought it would be un-
wise to throw cold water on the exertions of the commis-
sioners. Mr. O'Connell then said, that he now came to

the immediate business of the day, and the first matter to

which he would draw the attention of the association was
the denial, from an important source, of one of the ca-

lumnies contained in the letters of " Philalethes." Mr-
Trevelyan in one of these letters said that the north was
ready to pour in military array on the south, and that all

Ulster was alarmed at the agitation. Now, he would read

for them a letter which appeared in the Banner of Ulster

of Friday last, written by the Rev. J. Godkin, a Presby-

terian minister, denying the truth of the statements of

" Philalethes" regarding the country, and adducing evi-

dence to show that he was ludicrously misinformed.
Having done so, the hon. gentleman proceeded to read an

address to the association from Mr. Sturge, who said that

the peaceable demeanour of the Irish people was making
an impression on the English mind, and that they had a
great deal of English sympathy. Mr. O'Connel^on this point

said he would ask, had any of the great towns in England,
save Birmingham and Preston, made any demonstration
for them ? Had London done so ? Had Manchester, or

Liverpool, or Leeds done so ? Let not Mr. Sturge blame
the people of Ireland because they judged of Englishmen
only by their acts, because they could not place confidence

*
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in them. He believed the English people acted more
from ignorance than design ; but it was his complaint that

they would not take the trouble of being rightly informed
as to the real state of toe people of Ireland. If there were
no other topic to urge in favour of Repeal, the fact would
be sufficient, that the governing people were radically

ignorant and careless of the state of the country governed.

As to separation he repudiated it, but he wished to prevent
the possibility of it by getting repeal. There should be no
rebellion in Ireland, no civil war, or, what was worse, a
servile war—a war from cottage to cottage, from town to

town. The hon. gentleman proceeded at great length to

meet the objections of Mr. Sturge in regard to a separa-

tion. He spoke of America, and the offer of reconcilia-

tion made when too late by the British Government to the

insurgents in that country, as a warning to Government.
and advised Mr. Sturge to remember it. He thought it

would be politic in English statesmen to ask Ireland what
she wanted, and he would answer, that she merely wanted
the management of her own affairs, and did not desire to

take anything from the Crown prerogatives. Ireland was
big enough for them. She was all they required. They
would take nothing less. As to war, if Mr. Sturge thought

they might wish not to go to war when England did—
that was a royal prerogative, and the only thing they

could do was to vote against the supplies ; he for one
would be glad of it, as it diminished the chances of unjust

war, and if there were just cause of war there was no fear

of the Irish people being backward in supporting it. The
hon. gentleman referred to Portugal and other countries

friendly to Ireland, which it would be wise policy in Ire-

land to refuse going to war with on the sole ground that

England wished it. Again, making peace was no imperial

question—it was an act of the monarch. They wanted a

protective, not an invasive parliament. As to the army
and navy, that would be a mere question of length of

purse. The number of men paid by England should

belong to England, and those paid by Ireland should be
Ireland's. Thus treaties, dependencies, colonies, the

making of war and peace, the army and navy, could not
be considered imperial questions. The hon. gentleman
then ridiculed the Federalist party, as not knowing; what
they meant, and derided the support likely to be had from
the north or Ulster men, which, he said, would be but
small indeed, for on former occasions there had been no
substantiality about them. As to religious questions,

there was no fear of difference. In regard to Roman
Catholic toleration, if any fear were harboured of it, he
would, he said, be willing to place on the Irish Parliament
a restriction already existing on the American Legislature

—namely, that it should be incompetent to them to place
any restrictive right or to interfere with any one's con-
science. Mr. O'Connell then contrasted the treat-

ment of rebellious Canada and peaceable Ireland. He
would not give up one particle of Irish interest, but he
would maintain the Crown prerogatives. After a length-

ened address the hon. gentleman concluded, amid loud
applause, by moving the adoption of the following resolu-

tions :
—" 1. That the object and purport of the Repeal of

the Union consists in the Parliament of Ireland having the

entire legislative control of affairs of the Irish nation. 2.

That the basis ot the Repeal of the Union consists, and
sh'ill consist, in the perpetual connexion with Great
Britain, through the medium of their common Sovereign,

Queen Victoria, and her heirs and successors. 3. That
another basis of the Repeal of the Union shall be perfect

equality of civil rights and franchises of every description

between all Christian sects and persuasions whatsoever,
and that no power shall be committed or intrusted to the

Irish Parliament to make any law derogatory to the civil

rights or franchises of any individual or class by reason of

bis or their creed or religious persuasion. 4. That the

foregoing resolutions be transmitted to Mr. Joseph Sturge,
in reply to his communication, and that he be requested
to specify what the questions ' involving the interest of the

United Kingdom exclusively' are, other than those which
come within the range of the royal prerogative/' In
answer to some observations of Mr. Gordon, a late member
of the Conservative body, who advocated the rights of the

Roman Catholic clergy to glebe-houses and lands, Mr.
O'Connell expressed his disapprobation of State establish-

ments, for at the present day the efforts of every State

were directed to suppress true religious feeling in the

Church ; still he would be in favour of a plan for obtain-
ing glebes for the Catholic clergy, to whom a perpetual
right might easily be given by a slight alteration in the

existing laws. But these glebes must be purchased by
Catholics themselves, and in no other way. Mr. O'Connell
then announced the Repeal rent to be 1 142/. iy5., making
upwards of 3000/. received from Saturday to Saturday.

Tipper(try.—The Leinsler Express, in reference to the

mysterious signal fires on the night of the 19th ult., makes
the following remarks :—" On the night of the 19th large
fires burst forth in a simultaneous blaze upon all the hills

around the country, from Eyre-court and Meelick up to

Ranagher, and thence to Parsonstown, and along the range
of hills towards Borrisokane. Large bodies of the pea-
santry were assembled in many places, and patrolled

through the country, carrying torch-lights, filling with
fear and terror the well-disposed and peaceable by their

savage yells and shouts of exultation. In several places
Hie people thought that a 'general rising' had taken
place, and sought refuge in the fields and ditches ; others
betook themselves for protection to the adjoining towns.
There is no use in concealing the fact that the general
body of the peasantry are ripe for revolt, and that both
Priests and Mr. O'Connell will find it a difficult task
^ restrain them from deeds of turbulence. The lower
orders of the Repealers seem, now that they cannot have
their monster meetings, to have adopted the mode of tele-

graphing their feelings and sentiments through the medium

of 'bale' or 'signal' fires. These simultaneous fire?,

which, on the night in question, extended not only along

the places above mentioned, but along the hills and moun-

tains of Cork, Limerick, Kerry, Clare, and Tipperary,

require the earliest attention of the Government, more

especially as they have been, each and all, attended by

masses of the peasantry, carrying with them torch-lights,

and halloing and yelling like fiends." The same journal

contains a long list of outrages of a very serious nature,

perpetrated within the last few days on the borders of

King's County and Tipperary. Other papers speculate

on the cause cf the fires, and give the most contradictory

versions of it. One states that the fires originated in a

supposition on the part of the people that, to use their

own words, ' the war is over'—the hostile manifestations

made by the Government with respect to the fortifications

having been abandoned in certain localities. It is also

said that a rumour had been circulated very generally

among the people that large concessions were about to be

made by Government, and among others, that a domestic

Parliament was to be given to Ireland. Another explains

them by stating the belief of the peasantry that " Mr.

O'Connellhada great triumph over the Lord-Lieutenant for

daring to issue the recent proclamation ; in fact, that he

had his Excellency fined to the amount of 30,000/. This

was regarded by the peasantry as a proof that ' monster

meetings ' could not be suppressed with impunity; and

that, however Government might be opposed to Mr.
O'Connell and Repeal, the Queen was on his side.

SCOTLAND.
Glasgow.—The Assembly on Monday week took up the

Dalkeith case, in which a call has been given by the Free

Church congregation there to a licentiate of the Irish

Presbyterian Church. The Assembly considered this a

most important case, as it involved the whole question of

the admission of ministers belonging to other bodies. The
Assembly was also of opinion, that it would not be treat-

ing respectfully the bodies to which these ministers

belonged, to receive them into communion with the Free

Church without corresponding with their respective

churches on the subject. On the motion of Dr. Candlish,

the following motion was unanimously agreed to :
—"To

delay the cases of application for admission from

Ministers of other denominations, and remit the whole

subject to a committee for consideration, instructing them

to confer with the other churches interested." The Rev.

Mr. Sym gave in the report of the colonial committee.

Dr. Buchanan, of Glasgow, in connection with this report

suggested the propriety of the committee being instructed

to keep in view the case of Dr. Kalley, of Madeira, which

was agreed to. Dr. Candlish then made an oral report on
behalf of the Jewish committee. He stated that all the

Jewish missionaries and agents— some of them converted

Jews—had adhered to the free church ; that the money
collected for the Jewish scheme since the disruption

amounted to 3,400/. ; that at the disruption they left

3,500/. in the hands of the establishment. The report

was approved of. Dr. Duncan, who is on his way home
from Pesth to commence his labours as Professor of

Hebrew in the College, was appointed convener of the

committee till the return of Dr. Keith, the present con-

vener, who is at present on the Continent. In the even-

ing a committee was appointed to consider the relation

of the Church in Canada with the Free Church,

and to report to next Assembly. Mr. Hamilton
read the report of the Building Committee, from

which it appears that about seven hundred churches

are either built or building, or about to be commenced.

On Wednesday some other business having been disposed

of, Mr. Dunlop moved that the next meeting of Assembly

should be held in Edinburgh, on Thursday the 16th May
next. After some remarks on the character of their

present meeting, Mr. Dunlop concluded by saying, that

the present temper of their ministers was gratifying in the

extreme, and that the content with which they received

the intimation of the small allowance from the sustentation

fund, and with which they must retire to their homes,

must have excited the admiration and touched the feel-

ings of them all. He trusted that they the elders and
members of the Free Church would feel it their duty to

make their sacrifices as disinterestedly and as nobly as

they had made theirs; and he hoped that they would
soon be able to show that they were worthy to have them
for pastors by providing adequate sustenance, and in some
degree at least compensating them for the sacrifices they

had made. He concluded by moving that the Assembly

should meet at Edinburgh on Thursday, the 16th May,
1844. The motion having been seconded, was unani-

mously agreed to. The Moderator, Dr. Brown, then

proceeded to deliver his closing address, which was listened

to with anxious attention and interest by the immense
assemblage that crowded the hall. The Assembly was
then declared to be dissolved.

THEATRICALS.
Covent-Carden.—On Monday night the third season

of this theatre commenced with a most novel succession

of entertainments, in which it would be difficult to say

whether the actors or the audience bore the largest share.

The manager, finding he could not work with his English

company, had engaged a troop of French juveniles, who
sing, act, and dance. The audience were dissatisfied with

this, no less than with the other entertainments, and the

result wns one of the most discordant scenes of confusion

which has ever been witnessed in a metropolitan theatre.

The first piece, a new comedietta, called Quits, or War
versus Lata, was unsuccessful; and the performance of

the French children in a dance which followed, seemed to

strike the audience as an exhibition altogether unsuitable
to a national theatre. The storm, however, did not come
until the production of a ballet pantomime, in which M.
LaurenQOQ was the principal performer ; and after this

had been condemned, a vaudeville in the French language
completely exhausted the patience of the audience. The
piece was speedily stopped, when Mr. Wallack came for-
ward and made use of language which was ill-judged and
offensive, and the uproar increased tenfold. At length the
audience, as if to show that no part of their wrath was
intended for the poor children, suffered them to proceed
with their parts, with scarcely a moment's interruption, to

the end. The ballet of La Fil/e Mai Gardee contained
some pretty dancing by this infantile corps de ballet, which
almost restored the house to good humour ; and a pretty

Pas de Deux, between Mdlle. Leontine and M. Victor,

was applauded as generously as if nothing unpleasant had
occurred throughout the evening. Mr. Wallack has since

addressed a letter to the daily papers, stating that an or-

ganised opposition was got up on Monday night by rival

and interested parties, who, by signals and other precon-

certed means, gave a determined opposition to every part

of the performances. Mr. Wallack, however, in giving

this explanation, brings charges of conspiracy against

various individuals, including ladies. Mr. Wallack admits

that the French company "has not come up to the point

of excellence which he was assured it possessed, and also

that the public is not so favourable to that nature of per-

formance as he had hoped/ 7

llato.
Cbnthal Criminal CourtT.— Alleged Trafficking in Slaves.—

On Friday the trial of M. Pedro de Zulueta, an opulent mer-
chant in the city, on the charge of Slave-trading:, came on at

this Court, and excited very general interest. The proceedings
lasted throughout Friday, Saturday, and Monday, and the evi-

dence on both sides was so voluminous, that it is impossible for

us to £ive more than a brief abstract of the statements of Coun-
sel. The prosecutor was Sir George Stephen. The indictment
charged the prisoner with having, alter the 1st January, 1825,

that is to say, on the 1st November, in the fourth year of the
reign of her present Majesty, unlawfully equipped, manned, and
navigated a certain vessel called the Augusta, to trade and deal

in slaves. The second count charged the unlawful object to be
to purchase slaves. The third charged the object to be to trade
and deal in pet sons intended to be treated as slaves. In three
other co 'nts the prisoner was charged with having unlawfully-

placed merchandise on board the vessel to be used in bartering
for, and in fortherftnee of the unlawful object of dealing in slaves.

Mr. Serjeant B-mpas stated the case. He said, that in 1S39, the

Augusta, which was then trading under Russian colours, and
named the Voluptchick, was fully equipped for the Slave-trade,

and was captured on the Coast ot Africa, by Capt. Hill., K.N.,and
sent to Sierra Leone. Her captain, at that time, was a Spaniard,
named Bernardos, and the crew were all Spaniards. The case
came before the Court at Sierra Leone, but as the vessel was sail-

ing under Russian colon: s, and had Russian papers, the Court
doubted whether it had the power to condemn her, but resolved
upon sending her to England with her crew, the vessel being at

the time fully equipped as a slaver. Upon her arrival in this

country, the Russian Consul claimed her asa Russian vessel, and
She was eventually sold for 600/., and the amount was handed
over to the captain, Bcrnaidos. After this, an gotiaiion for the

disposal of the vessel to M. Zulueta took place. In a letter

addressed by the prisoner to Jennings, the person who eventu-

ally became her captain, and who was included in the present

indictment, he expressed his intention not to Rive more than

500/ for her : but a short time after this, M. Zulueta became the

purchaser of the vessel, and paid 650/. for her. When this vessel

was sold at Portsmouth, some of the implements used in tins

traffic were still upon her. The Jury were aware that to carry

on this traffic it was necessary that the vessel concerned in it

should carry a large quantity of water, and upon this vessel there

wcie several large tanks or casks, called "leagers." Of course

it was impossible for her to leave this country with such things on

b »a'rd because the intention of the voyage would be manifest, and

accordingly they were all taken to pieces.anri in that shape were

sUU in the vessel ready to be put together again when required.

Besides this, there were also the means of placing what were

called "slave-decks" in the vessel. These decks, as the jury had

perhaps heard, were false decks, about 32 inches apart: and in

which, of course, the unfortunate beings placed there could

neither sit nor stand. A quantity of bolts were on hoard, and

the holes for them remained, so that these decks could have

been fitted up in a very short time, when they were required. In

addition to these facts, a seaman had been applied to, at Ports-

mouth to enter on board the vessel, on a voyage to the coast of

Africa • and, as M. Zulueta had admitted before a committee of

the House of Commons that he managed all the business in

connection with this voyage, it would he for the jury to say

whether it was possible for him to be ignorant of its nature or

intended object. The learned Sergeant then read a letter,

addressed to Jennings by M. Zulueta, in which he complained

of his not having: asked for sufficient money to enable him to

clear the vessel i rom Portsmouth, and requesting: to know by

return of post, what further amount he required, and directing

him to proceed as speedily as he could to Liverpool. Although,

he Paid, this letter was written by M. Zulueta, yet, when it came

into the possession of Capt. Hill, it appeared that the nmn
had been cut out. The jury would also see that a though

was purchased and paid for by M. zuiueia. ^«n uu proceeding

the vessel sailed to Liverpool, and he should have to direct the

particular attention of the jury to what took place here. A
charter! artv was entered into between the captain, Jennings,

and Pedro de Mai tincz, described as a merchant at Havannah,

but wh-> was notoriously a dealer in slaves. By this charter.

tiluetft was the reel and responsible partymthe transaction, and

who was the party to this agreement The case for the prosecu-

tion therefore, was that the whole was merely a colourable

transaction, and that Jennings was put forward as the man to

screen M. Zuitut'i in the transaction, and that, in point of

fact, the hitter was the real owner of the vessel, and Jen-

nings was merely the captain. If the transaction had betn a

bond tide one, and the intention of the parties honest, why
should there have been all this secrecy ? After this

the vessel proceeded to the Gailenas, on the coast of Africa. As
he was instructed, this place was entirely devoted to the slave-

trade, and no other commerce of any kind was carried on there.

S3*
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There were live large barracoons, in which the slave* were kept
until an opportunity offered of shipping them to Mavannah or

Cuba. These slaves were mostly purchased by barter for cotton

goods from England, and the names of the principal slave-dealers

were Rolla, Ximenes, Alvarez, Bun n, and Glasse. The cargo of

the vessels in question, it appeared, was consigned to the three

first-named persons, and he begged the Jury to remember that

at this time, as he was instructed, there was no other trade of

any kind carried on at this place except in slaves. He should
have stated another fact to show the connection of M. Zulueta
with this vessel, which was, that shortly after she sailed from
England, in consequence of bad weather, it became necessary
that she should put into some port for repairs or shelter; but,

although she was not more than one day's sail from either Cork
or Falmouth, the captain, in spite of the remonstrances of the

crew, insisted upon going to Cadiz, where M. Zulueta had an
agent, and at that port part of the damaged cargo was sent

ashore, andM. Zulueta received the amount of the loss from the

insurance office in London. The vessel sailed from Cadiz about
the 7th January, and, on her arrival on the coast of Africa, she
was captured by Capt. Hill, who was not a little surprised to sec

the vessel which but a short time before he had caused to be sent
to England under the name of the Voluptchick return again

under English colours and a fresh name. When the captain

boarded her he asked Captain Jennings to whom the cargo was
consigned, and he at first refused to give any information. The
vessel, however, was again taken to Sierra Leone, where she was
condemned and eventually sent to England. The chief question

for the Jury to decide, therefore, would be whether this vessel

was despatched to the Gallenas for the purposes of honest and
lawful trade, or whether she did not go there for the objects

alleged in the indictment? The learned Sergeant then read the

statements made by M. Zulueta in reference to this transaction

before a committee of the House of Commons, and called nume-
rous witnesses.—Capt. Hill, who commanded the Saracen on the

coast of Africa, dep< >sed that there were barracoons or large store-

houses for containing slaves at. the Gallenas, that no other traffic

but the slave-trade was carried on there, and that in 1840 he cap-

tured the Voluptchick, and found her fitted as a slaver; but as

she carried Russian colours he scut her to England to be disposed

of by the Admiralty. In ISil he again saw the vessel at the

Gallenas, under the name of tl>e Augusta, and after receiving

her papers from Jennings, the captain, he resolved on detaining
her, and sent her to Sierra I,cone, where she was condemned.
He did not think she was then equipped as a slaver, but he
seized her on the ground that she was carrying on an illegal traffic.

—Hon. Capt. Denman deposed that the slave-trade was the only
trade pursued at the Gallenas, that no produce is ever exported,
and that all goods landed there would be ultimately used to be

bartered for slaves. Thercwere no actual merchants at Gallenas.
They were all agents. There was not a white man there, ex-

cept those connected with slave-factors, and there was no pro-

duce there but slaves. He destroyed several slave- factories

there in 1840, for which actions had been brought against him.

— Col. Nicholl, governor of Ascension and of Fernando Po, also

deposed to the notorious character of the place.—Other witnesses
deposed to the fitting out of the vessel at Portsmouth, to the

removal of the leagers and other slave-fittings at that port, and
to her calling at Cadiz en her voyage to the coast of Africa.

—

At the close of the case for the prosecution, Mr. Fitzroy Kelly

submitted that there was no case to go to the Jury.— Mr.
Justice Maule thought there was a case.—Mr. Fitzroy Kelly
then submitted that the offence with which the prisoner
was charged was not an offence within the meaning of the

Act of Parliament. The Court overruled the objection. Mr.
Kelly then addressed the Jury on the part of the prisoner. He
said that the case was one of the deepest importance to his client,

who was a gentleman of undoubted respectability, whose father

had been lor years an eminent merchant in this country, and
who was also related to some of themost distinguished fami-
lies in Spain. Alter some general remarks of the same kind, he
recapitulated the principal parts of the evidence adduced on the

part of the prosecution, and commented upon it as he proceeded.
He particularly dwelt upon the evidence given by the prisoner
himself before a Committee of the House of Commons, and com-
plained that aft< r a full inve : ation into all t lie circumstances
of the case had been instituted by the constituted authorities in

this country, who had declined any further interference in the

matter, that the prisoner should he called upon to answer the
present charge which had been preferred against him by Sir G.
Stephen. lie then contended that there was nothing in the evi-

dence on the part of the prosecution which would warrant the
Jury in returning a verdict of guilty against the prisoner, and
urged that so far from the prisoner, or the highly respectable fi; rn

of which he was a member, taking part in or even countenancing
or approving of the traffic in slaves, they had, even at a time
when the law had not declared such traffic to be illegal, repeat-
edly expressed their disapprobation of the system. The Learned
Counsel concluded by imploring the Jury, by returning a verdict

of Not Guilty, to restore the prisoner to that respectable station

in society which he has hitherto occupied, lit then called as

witnesses to character Sir John Pirie, Mr. S. Ricardo, Baron rie

Rothschild, the Spanish, Portuguese, and Swedish Consuls-Ge-
neral, Dr. Arnott, Mr. Gibbs, Mr. Jones Loyd, Mr. F. Iluth, a

Director of the Bank of England, Mr. Mocatta, and numerous
other gentlemen of high standing in the city, who all gave the

strongest testimony in favour of the prisoner, and declared their

belief that he was utterly incapable of engaging in such a nefa-

rious traffic as the Slave-trade, Mr. Justice Maulc then summed
Up, and the Jury returned a verdict of Not Guilty, which the

Foreman delivered with marked emphasis. The verdict was
received with the loudest cheering that was probably ever heard
in a Court of Justice ; and as soon as the result was known out-

side, the crowd collected in the street re-echoed the cheering so
vociferously, that the proceedings of the Court were actually
interrupted by their shouts. Mr. Serjeant Bompas thensaidthcre
was another indictment against the prisoner for a misdemeanor,
but after the verdict which had been just returned, no evidence
would be offered in support of it. The Jury having been again
sworn, M. de Zulueta was indicted for a misdemeanor. No evi-

dence was offered, and a verdict of Not Guilty upon this indict-

ment also was returned. M. Zulueta was then discharged.
William Haynes, a young man residing at Haggerstone, was

indicted for the murder of his wife. The indictment charged
that the prisoner, well knowing that sulphate of potass would
have the effect of destroying life, unlawfully administered to

deceased large doses of that drug to procure abortion, thereby
causing death. This case has been already noticed in this Paper,
and no new facts were elicited except that deceased was very
likely to have died of apoplexy, and that sulphate of potass was
regarded generally as harmless. For the defence, it was con-
tended, in the first place, that there was no distinct proof as to
the cause of death, and that it would be impossible to find the
prisoner guilty of murder after the evidence of the medical wit-
nesses as to the innocent character of the drug. Mr. Justice
Nightman summed up, and the Jury, after a shoit deliberation,

William StuUer was indicted for the murder of Peter Keim, by
stabbing him with a knife. This case was also noticed at the
time of the occurrence. The prisoner and deceased were both
Germans : ihc former stabbed deceased in Silver-street, Golden-
square, with a knife, and afterwards attempted to destrov him-
self. An effort was made to prove the prisoner insane, but the
jury found him erniity, and Mr. Justice Maule passed sentence of
death iu the usual form.

Thomas Route, aged 76, was indicted for feloniously discharg-
ing a loaded pistol at Thomas Waller, with intent to murder
him. The prisoner was a poor worn-out looking man, appa-
rently much beyond even the advanced age which was placed
opposite his name in the calendar. He had been in the service

of Mr. Waller, a wine-merchant in the city, who had no further

employment for him. After various endeavours to induce the

prosecutor to take him again into his service, he fired a pistol at

him. For the defence, it was contended that the prisoner's fa-

culties had yielded to the advance of age, and that he was not a

responsible agent. The jury coincided in this view, and ac-

quitted him on the ground of insanity.

The Rev* Isaac Bridgman, minister of a dissenting chapel in

West-street, Walworth, and his son, John White Bridgman, n me-
dical student, were indicted for stealing the body of Mr. Tawney
from the family vault in the burying-ground of that chapel.

The removal of the body was fully proved 5 but the counsel for

the defence called witnesses to prove an alibi on behalf of the

elder prisoner, admitting that it was altogether hopeless to con-

tend against the case made out against the son. After a long

trial, the Recorder summed up, and said the question with respect

to the elder defendant was one entirely for the consideration of

the jury, but he thought the evidence with respect to his being a

long distance from London on the day in question, was extremely

strong, and therefore the probabilities were that the two witnesses

for the prosecution who had spoken to his identity, were either

mistaken as to his person, or a mistake had been made as to the

precise time when the offence was supposed to have been com-
mitted; but with respect to the younger defendant, no defence

had been set up in his behalf, and he thought, therefore, they

would have no hesitation in pronouncing him guilty. The jury,

after a deliberation of about ten minutes, said they considered

the evidence failed with respect to the elder defendant, but they

found the son, John White Bridgman, Guilty. The father was
therefore acquitted, and the son was sentenced to imprisonment

for J 2 calendar months.
The case of Mr. Barnard Gregory, which stood for judgment,

has been again postponed to the next session, the Judges consi-

dering it best that it should stand over until the Court of Queen's

Bench has disposed of a conviction of the defendant, which lias

already taken place in that Court for a libel, forming a portion

of a series of libels of which the prosecutors complain. In an-

nouncing this decision, the Judges intimated that it is not likely

that counsel will be heard on cither side.

The Special Commission, Cardiff.—Immediately after the

judges took their scats on the bench, on Friday morning, John
Hughes was arraigned at rhc bar for having unlawfully, riotously,

and tumultously assembled with other persons to the disturb-

ance of the public peace, and feloniously, unlawfully, and with

force begun 10 demolish the dwelling-house of one Wm. Lewis,

toll-contractor, at the parish of Llandilotalybout. The prisoner,

(who appeared at the bar with his arm in a sling,) pleaded not

guilty. The Attorney-General, the Solicitor-General, Mr. Chil-

ton, Q.C., Mr. J. Evans, Q.C., and Mr. E. V. Williams, appeared

for the prosecution ; and Mr. M. D. Hill, Q.C., and Mr. VV.

Chambers for the prisoner. The array of the panel of the grand

jury was challenged by the prisoner's counsel, on the ground
that it had been chosen partially. To this challenge the Attor-

ney-General demurred j and the Court considering that it was
impossible to traverse the general allegations of the challenge,

and that the challenge did notstase the grounds for alleging that

the panel was partially chosen, decided on allowing the demurrer.

The Attorney-General stated the case. He said that the disturbed

condition in which this and several counties of the Principality

had been for some time, rendered it imperatively necessary that

at the earliest moment the law should take effect, and the justice

of the country be vindicated. Since offences were increasing in

numbers and enormity, it was necessary that the law should

check them. Having stated the reason, then, why they were

thus summoned, it next became his duty to state that the charge

against the prisoner was founded upon an Act of Parliament, by

which it was enacted that persons tumuli uously assembled, pro-

ceeding to pull down a house, dwelling-house, or office of any

description, should be guilty of a felony. In this instance the

mob attacked a toll-bar, and it appeared that some of them were

disguised, so as to give them the appearance of women ;
they

were arrayed in female attire ; had their faces blackened, and

many of them were armed. Shots were fired, and in one

instance, when a gun had been taken, it was loaded, and the

marks of shots were visible on the toll-house. The mob had

implements of destruction of various kinds
;
sledges, hammers,

and pickaxes, were U>uud after them. With these weapons the

work of destruction was commenced: all the windows were

broken, and the endeavour was made to pull down the house.

That woik would have been completed, but for the interrup-

tion given to it by Capt. Napier. There could be no doubt of

the riotous character of this assembly. Then comes the next

important question—what has the prisoner to do with this?

It would be shown he was not merely present, but was taking an

active part in all this. His dress was disguised, his lace blackened.

When arrested by the police, who had taken measures to prevent

the riot from being completed, they proceeded from the Glamor.

ganshire side of PoDtarduIais-bridge by a route by which they

wore not likely to be discovered, and arrived near the gate.

Capt. Napier, hearing the noise, advanced with his men. It was

the object of Capt. Napier, by wounding the horses, to prevent

the flight of the parties. He fired at the prisoner's horse, and

tho prisoner came down, and then came into personal conflict

with Capt. Napier, and in that conflict was wounded as you sec.

A shot was fired by the mob, which was returned by a volley on

the part of the police. There was much confusion, and parties

fought hand to hand. The prisoner was taken, and recognised

by his dress, and taken to the toll- house, where he was searched.

There was found upon him a quantity of gunpowder, and two

powder-flasks, a shot-belt, with shot in it, some copper caps, and

a paper, of which the following is a translation .— •' David Jones,

come with your armour and covering, and assist me on Wednes-

day next, or else you shall not;iiave more or further notice; and

signed M Becca." The Attorney-General then proceeded as fol-

lows :—" I have every desire that the present trial shall be pro-

tected by every right and privilege which the people possess,

and I shall go along with my learned friend in any course to pro-

duce that result. The case is one of great importance, and my
learned friend needed no apology for the course he had taken

;

but most properly had it been overruled. It will be for you to

decide, when the whole of the proceedings have been stated,

whether there can be any reasonable doubt that the crime for

which the prisoner is indicted was committed, and when you

have it shown before you that the prisoner was taken with arms

in his hands, it will be for you to say whether he took any part

in that riotous assembly. If you find any just ground on which

this prisoner is entitled to acquittal, it needs no suggestion of

mine to say that you will give him the benefit of it; on the other

hand, I am convinced, if you find circumstances proved which

implicate the prisoner, there can be no doubt but you will dis-

charge your duty to the country, and find him guilty.' Capt.

Napier and other witnesses were then examined, who deposed to

the various facts stated by the Attorney-General, most of which

were noticed in this Paper at the time of their occurrence.—

On Saturday morning Baron Gurney, in summing up the evidence,

observed that it was no small consolation that they had been called

on totulfU their dutiesin aplacc far removed from the scenes
;

where

the recent offences had been committed, and where the minds of

persons were naturally excited by those transactions. The Jury

were thus enabled coolly and dispassionately to consider all the

facts that were laid before them. After recapitulating the charges

against the prisoner as described in the indictment, and referring

to the more prominent circumstances connected with the offence

for which he was arraigned, and which had characterised the con-

duct of the riotous assemblage of which the evidence left not a

doubt that the prisoner formed a part, his Lordship detailed the

leading points in the evidence of the witnesses, stating that it

was for the Jury to say whether the demolition which had been

begun had been intended to be completed, one way to ascertain

that being to see whether the riotous mob desisted from the work:

of destruction of their own accord, or whether they only did so

upon being interrupted while engaged in it by the police coming

up. His Lordship referred briefly to the evidence on this point,

and then observed that the remaining question for the Jury to

consider was, whether the prisoner tras one of those who were

aiding and assisting in the acts of demolition- countenancing

and augmenting the force of the mob, and concurring in its

objects. In conclusion, the learned judge, having stated what

was the law on the different parts of the case, reminded the Jury-

that the facts of the case were what they had maturely to weigh
and consider, Should they believe the prisoner, after that solemn

consideration of the evidence laid before them, to be innocent of

the crime with which he was charged, they would acquit him of

that charge ; but if, on the other hand,- they believed him to be

guilty, they would find a verdict accordingly. The Jury then

retired, and, after little more than half an hour's absence, re-

turned with a verdict of Guilty, recommending the prisoner to

mercy on account of his previous good character. The Court

then adjourned until Monday. On that day, David Jones and
John Hugh were indicted for taking part in the same offence.

The prisoners first pleaded Not Guilty 3 but after a short conver-

sation between their counsel and attorney, they withdrew their

plea, and pleaded guilty. The Attorney-General then said, the

prisoners having pleaded guilty, he did not mean to press in

aggravation of punishment. Mr. Hill said that their Lordships

had heard the prisoners at the bar plead guilty. After the long

trial which had occupied the Court on Friday and Saturday j

after the verdict which had been given, he thought it would be

the opinion of their Lordships that the prisoners had not been ill-

advised in pleading guilty. '1 heir Lordships would never consider

it an imputation upon any man, though guilty, that he had de-

manded a trial. In so doing, he only demanded his right. The de-

mand for a trial was no new offence, nor any aggravation of the

former one. Hut when prisoners,on mature consideration, and not

acting without the advice of their friends and relatives, thought it

right to submit themselves to the law without such a trial,

perhaps it would not be considered presumptuous in him in ven-

turing to call their Lordships' attention to this fact, as showing

their contrite spirit, and doing all that lies in their power to

atone for the offence of which they had been guilty. The prin-

cipal motive weighing on the minds of those men was one which

he was sure their Lordships would not receive with indifference.

It was their desire to be of such service as they could be to their

associate against whom a verdict of guilty had been returned,

and in respect to that unhappy person, he might be allowed to

call their Lordships' attention to the character he had received,

as showing the station and respectability from which he had

fallen. The same remark applied to those who now stood at the

bar, and he could be verified by witnesses if the Attorney-General

required it. They all belonged to respectable families, A tew

months ago they might hold up their heads with the proudest in

the land, because they were innocent—men acting according to

what was right, and walking within the bounds of the law.

From that state their Lordships saw into what an abyss they had

fallen. They were now felons—stigmatised by the name the

most reproachful known to the law ; their property was forfeited,

and more than that, with regard to two of them, they had

received already severe punishment in the shape of gun-shot

wounds, which it was not to be presumed would be without its

weight with the Court, for from that no human power had the

means of relieving them. Their Lordships would, he waa sure,

be glad to have motives for exercising that mercy, the feeluiff

towards which was at that moment working in their minds, and

therefore he made no apology for laying these facts before them.

John Hughes, who was convicted on Saturday, having been

placed with the other prisoners at the bar,—Mr. Baron Gurney
addressed the prisoners, and said, they stood severally convicted

of a felony—and a felony of a very aggravated description.

They had banded and associated themselves with others— they

had assembled in large numbers at the dead hour of the night--

they had armed themselves with deadly weapons, and -had

proved that they were not indisposed to use them. 'I bus pre-

pared, they had proceeded to the demolition of a tnrnpike-gatc,

and then of a turnpike- lu use. They had assembled themselves

numbers as to overwhelm all resistance on the part; of
in such
the owner of the house, or even his neighbours. They were in-

terrupted in their purpose by magistrates and peace-officers, and

then they made use of thefire-arms with which they had equipped

themselves— thus setting the law at defiance, and disturbing the

peace of the country ; all these circumstances, he said, were a

very great aggravation. Until of late, such crimes were of

very unfrequent occurrence in this country. The interruption

they had received would, perhaps, prevent, the repetition of the

crime in this county j but it was impossible for the Court to be
ignorant that in neighbouring counties the perpetration of sue*

crimes continued to this day. It was absolutely necessary that

the law should be enforced- that the peace of the country should

be preserved—that good order should be restored. In the course

that bad been taken by the Crown undoubtedly everything had

been done to give to justice its fullest effect. The prisoners baa

been tried at a remote part of the county from whence the

offence had been committed, where passions were not excited,

where cool deliberation and impartial judgment could be given.

The Jury, after a long and patient hearing, had found John

Hughes Guilty, and the prisoners David Jones and John Hugh
had pleaded Guilty to an indictment of a similar description,

and their learned Counsel, in his address to the Court, had

very properly impressed upon it the contrition which Jones and

Hugh had manifested, and which was intended to recommend
them in some measure to the mercy of the Court. This circum-

stance was not forgotten, but still an example was necessary.

They, from the respectability which they had formerly main-

tained, and the rank of life which they occupied, were persons

of whom it was particularly necessary that an example should

be made to deter others from a repetition of their crime. They

were all liable to be transported beyond the seas for the term of

their lives; but considering all that had been stated with respect

to David Jones and John Hugh, the Court was of opinion that it

was impossible to pass a less sentence than that which he was
about to pronounce, which was, that each of them should be

transported for the term of seven years. With respect to John

Hughes, the Court could not entertain the same view of his case.

He appeared to be one in a station of society far above the rest-

one not likely to be misled by others, and yet upon the evidence

proved to be a leader, if not the leader of this lawless multitude.

His conduct at the time, as well as the papers found in his pocket,

demonstrated, at least, that he was a leader—that he was active

in collecting adherents and associates, and that something like

threats had issued from him against those who were not forward

in joining his illegal courses. He had been recommended by the

Jury to the mercy of the Court. The Court felt extreme difficulty

in any degree lessening the punishment which the law awarded

to his offence. The law said that he was liable to transportation

for life, and, giving all consideration to the recommendation of

the Jury, and to all the circumstances which had been so ably

stated by the Learned Counsel for the prisoner, the Court was Of

opinion that he be transported beyond the seas for the termor

twenty years. As to any further extension of mercy, the pri-

soners must recommend themselves to the grace and mercy oi ihe

Crown ; but that mercy could not be expected if offences of this

kind were repeated, and the peace of the country were not fully

restored. He had now discharged a most painful duty, and he

did trust that the mercy of the Crown, as well as the punish-

ments inflicted by the Court, would have the effect of deterring

all who might be disposed to associate themselves together for

the purpose of committing offences against the law.—In the case

of the other prisoners, the Attorney-General said he would not

proceed against Lewis Davies, David Lewis, and the Morgan
family, although, as three of the latter had resisted the law, their

offence must be marked by some sentence to mark the displeasure

of the Court. Mr. Baron Gurney then, addressing the prisoners,

said that they had been convicted, on their own confession, or

having assaulted a constable in the execution of his duty. It was
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** ""Portant that officers in the execution of their duty

should receive the protection of the Court, and the resistance of
tnem and assault upon them under such circumstances was a
very grave offence. In this case it appeared, that in the resist-
ance winch had been offered, the life of the officer was in danger,
ana he had no doubt that, if the officer had not, in his own
aerence, discharged a pistol, his life would have been sacrificed,
ana that all the prisoners would have had to answer for the
tnarp of murder, and have ended their days by an ignominious
«catu. He observed that the Attorney- General had forborne to
press against them for any indictment charging them with the
nigher and felonious offence. It was felt, however, that not-
withstanding the forbearance ofthe Attorney-General, an example
must be made, particularly when resistance to a peace officer had

^n offered, and in the manner in which that resistance had
been given. His Lordship then sentenced Margaret Morgan to
ue imprisoned for six months, and Rees and John Morgan for

Cm * i

months
- The learned Judge further observed that the

ohn *
received information respecting the goodness of their

rpas
°

i

previous t0 these offences, and that that was the only
afcon why he had not considered it necessary to sentence them

tO hard lnhnnv Al<.rt
Jard labour also.

K SPORTING.
JNewmarkbt Houghton Makting.—Monday.—Sweepstakes

'
iu sovs each, three yrs, 7st 71bs ; four yrs, fist 3lbs ; live yrs

525 "Pwards, Sst 8lbs. The winner to be sold for 350/., &c.

hiifl
courae

- 5 BUbs. Lord G. Bentinck's Chatham, 4 yrs,
utdc by a length Lord Exeter's Fraulein, 3 yrs; Mr. Wrcford's

\vnit *l yrSs Mr - Dawson's Our Nell, 4 yrs; and Mr. Braith.
vane s Mobarek, 5 yrs.— Cambridgeshire Stakes of 25 sovs each,

mIj and5 only if declared, with 100 added. Last mile and a
nuance straight. 95 subs, 46 of whom declared. Mr. Eddison's

fintiiu
yrs

' 6st01bs
» beat Mr. Crock ford's Pine-apple, 3 yrs,

«m uiDs
5 Mr. Boyce's Corranna, 4 vrs, Sst 7lbs ; and 20 others

twn
WCre not Place^*—Critef'ion Stakes of 30 sovs each, 20 ft, for

tb< 1

r "0la colts 8st;lbs; and fillies 8st 5lbs. From the turn of
tnc land in. 37 subs. Mr. Crockford's Ratttan by Buzzard, 2lbs

)uke of Richmond's
saac Day's Seaport; and 7 others who

•pJl *

?
eat m a canter, by 4 lengths, Duke of Richmond's

worn '

2H>S extra; Mr
'
Isaac Day*s Seaport

ere not placed.—Malehex.—Mr. Payne's Mania, Sst lllbs, beat

tv/? Lord GIasSOW's f by Retainer, out

length

of Purity, 6st71bs.
200, h ft.—Lord Exeter's Antidote, 8st I2lbs, beat by a

TVn d GlasS°w '
s" Sister to Give-him-a-Name, 7st 3lbs.

a'lpn Vu
100

'
h ft'~"Mr - dyne's Sister to Dilbar, 7st 7H)S, beat by

.
^ngth Lord Glasgow's f by Voltaire, out of Snowball, ?st Slbs.

A.F. 100, h-, « ft.—Colonel Peel's Muratbeat by a neck Mr. Bowes's

2oo L La
r
ne Syue ' 8st 10lbs cach - Last 3 miles of B.C. 500,

SpbH d Glasgow's Give-him-a-Name agst Lord Miltown's

of p if
11

' ?
St 4lbs cach

- DJ- 200 ' h ft - ° lT' °y consent.—Duke

Piot -
,

rtl
's Currycomb, 8st 71bs, received ft from Mr. Greville's

tapp o ' 7st 13lbs ' T-Y-C. 100, 25 ft.-Coloncl Anson's Army.

8st 7U
yiS

'
rcccive(l ft from Sir W. W. Wy nn's Remnant, aged,

70 r> f
' M

* 100
> h "•—Col. Anson's Marquise, 3 yrs, Sst, reed.

»c nom Sir W. Wynu's Era, 2 yrs, 8 st 71bs. T.Y.C. 100.

four « *
AV

iV~
50 '*' for two-yr-olds. a leather; three, 7st 6lbSj

miles r f n n ; fiVG
'
9st 3lbs; six an(i a&ed »

9st 7 lbs -
Last three

f Hi ?r i5 *c
- The winner to be sold for 300 guineas, &c. Duke

Rnhw? ond 's Pastoral, 2 yrs, beat by a neck Lord Albemarle's

Pw2ra*.y«S Mr
- Berrineton's FatherProof- Mathew, brother to

\«i" \_
2
_..
yrs

>
Si

T C. Cockerill's Whitelock, 2 yrs: and 5

was claimed.

—

Sweep-
four yrs, Sst 4lbs;

Winner to be sold

stak**%£ Werc not Placed «
Thc winner wa*

nlovrJ \
S0VS

"
6ach

'
for tnrec 7**> 7st 101bs:

£?«£?' *C" ?
st Wbi. Last half of Ab. M.

oin, 5

T.Y.C.

yrs,

Mr.

dsdale's

h ft.

ukc of

Slbs; Duke of Rutland's Hyrcanian,
Vton's Ma Mio. 4 vrs. p=fr r

placed.

—

Matches
ford's Oakley be
—Lord Miltown's Birdcen beat by ~aTen£h~Mr7 Vr7ma*fragrance

; T.Y.C; Sst 7lbs each; 50, h ft.-D M 2on

iffJSKi"*^^ "A b-t by half a^tifS;

Omphale, Mr Collins's f bv Voltaire, Mr Braithwaite's Gaiety,
and Lord Chesterfield's f by Gladiator. Winner claimed.—
Handicap Sweeps of 20 sovs each, for 3 yr olds, &c. T.Y.C. 10
subs, 3 of whom paid 5 sovs each. Mr Griffith's Newcourt,
3 yrs, 7st 31bs, beat Lord Chesterfield's Knight of the Whistle,
5 yrs, 8st 71bs; Colonel Peel's Image, 6 yrs, 6st 5lbs, and 3
others,—Handicap Sweeps, of 10 sovs each, for 2-yr olds. T.Y.C.
8 subs. Mr White's Emma, 8st, beat Lord Exeter's f by Liver-
pool, 7st 21bs; Mr Payne's Andrey, 7st 12lbSj LordG. Bentinck's
Lufra, 7st 2lbs ; Mr Rogers's Amata, 7st I21bs, and Mr Dawson's
Lightning, 7st 8lbs.—Sweeps, of 10 sovs each, for 3 yr olds, ?st
71bs

; 4 yrs, 8st 2lbs; 5 yrs, &c, 8st 2lbs. D.M. Winner to be
sold for 150^., &c. 5 subs. Lord G. Bentinck's Misdeal, 4 yrs,
heat Duke of Bedford's John o'Gaunt, 5 yrs, Lord W. Powlett's
Mallard, 3 yrs, and Mr J. Day's Morality, 4 yrs.—The Nursery
Stakes, of 25 sovs each, for 2 yr olds. D.M. 10 subs. Lord
Verulam's f by Liverpool, 7st Slbs, beatMr Phillimore's Skeleton,
7st lib; Mr Ford's Snap, 7st and 3 others.—Matches.— B%t 7lbs
each. T.Y.C. 100, h ft. Lord Glasgow's f by Retainer beat
Lord Exeter's Dr Hill.—290 sovs, h ft. T.Y.C. The Duke of
gecltord's Espoir, 7st lllbs, received ft. from Mr Payne's c by
Touchstone, Sst 4lbs.—200 sovs, h ft, T.Y.C. Lord Stradbroke's
Evenus, 8st lllbs, received ft from Mr Gregory's Barricade,
7*t4lbs.— 100 sovs, h ft. D.M. The Duke of Bedford's Curry-
comb, Sst 7lbs, received ft from Sir W. W. Wynn's Rowland,
7st Olbs.

Saturday.—Sweeps, of so sovs each, h ft ; first half of Ab.M.
3 subs. Lord Exeter's Dr Hill, 2 yrs, 7st 4lbs, beat Mr Shellev's
Omphale, 2 yrs, 7st lib, and Colonel Anson's Marquess, 3 yrs,
8st 71bs«—Houghton Handicap of 15 sovs each, and only 5, &c., the
forfeits to go tothescond horse. D.M. 10 subs. Lord Chester-
field's Knight of the Whistle, 5 yrs, 9st lib, beat Mr Shafto's c by
Muley Moloch, 4 yrs, 7st, Mr Meiklam's Philip, 3 vrs, 7st 4lbs,
and Mr Payne's Johnny, 6 yrs, 7st lolbs.— Avdley-end Stakes of
30 sovs each. A.E.C. 13 subs, 4 of wh^m paid 10 sovs ft. Mr
Newton's Ma Mie, 4 yrs, 8st, beat Lord Verulam's Robert de
Gorham, 4 yrs, 7st 71bs ; Duke of Rutland's Hyrcanian, 3 yrs,
Sst I31bs

;
Lord Miltown's Scalteen, 4 yrs. 7st 3lbs, and 5 others.—

Sweeps, of 5sovseachj for two-yr-olds, 6st ?lbs ; three, Sst Slbs ;

four, SstlOlhs; five and aged, 8stl2lbs; the winner to be sold for
25, &c. First half of Ab.M. (i subs. Mr Wreford's b g by Bay
Middleton, 3 yrs, beat Mr Shelley's Omphale, 2 yrs ; Mr Robin-
son's f by Ach met, 2 yrs ; Captain Daintrce's Dona, by Liverpool,
2 yrs; Lord G. Bentinck's Lufra, 2 yrs; and Count Bathyany's
Rhodium, 2 yrs.— Sweeps, of 10 sovs each, for three yr-olcls; colts,
Sst 7lbs

;
fillies, Sst 4lbs. D.M. The winner to be sold for 50, &c.

5 subs. Colonel Peel's Hartshorn beat Lord Miltown's Burden,
Mr Osbaldeston's Martingale (Sst Gibs), Mr Shelley's Nizza, and
Lord Verulam's cby Sir Hercules.—Handicap Sweeps, of 10 sovs
each. D.T. 3 subs. Mr Bowes's Auld Lang- Syne, 3 yrs, 7st lolbs,
beat. Duke of Rutland's Allumette, 3 yrs, 8st, and Mr Meiklam's
Philip, 3 yrs,Sst71bs.—Matches.—50, A.F. Mr Osbaldeston's Devil
among: the Tailors, Sst 7lhs,beatMr Chaplin's Parade, Sst 21bs.—
100, h ft. T.Y.C. Colonel Anson's Armitage, Sst 7ibs, beat Lord E.
Russell's Glen Fishic, f>st 121bs.— 100, lift. T.Y.C. Mr Philli-
more's Syiitaxina, 7st 13lbs, beat Duke of Bedford's Currycomb,
Sst Slbs.— 100, h ft. R.M, Mr Newton's Jenny Jumps, Sst 31bs,
beat Duke of Rutland's Cowslip, 8st71bs.— 100, h ft. T.Y.C. Lord
Exeter's Fraulein, 8st 7'bs, beat Colonel Anson's Marquess, 8st.
With this terminated the most brilliant Houghton Meeting on

record. The races made for the six days amounted in number to
57, of which 44 were run, making* an average of upwards of seven
per day, and many of them of great interest.

PRICES OF MANURES.

-Tho 7/
" r r,a>

r

iJ
l,n^ T.Y.C. 200, h ft

j no weights mentioned
rnln\nl

UT^Rei^ Gase.TThe disputed T.Y.C. came on this
<* HutKn-p

Ui was
t

deculed in favour of Mr. Goodman, the Duke
forVm/

n^l casc having: entirely failed.-TAc Sea
'UJi on

led-up Match
Wednesday, was opened to-clay, and°,.f. h ft, to be r™ KffWuton havin

"^1 his Sea-kale filly, receives forfeit.

h ~y half « i^ M̂
i;.?

ewt
. lVs ^en°y J?WPS, 3 yrs, ost

aamed h?7«» l'y
tl

J$,
named Zanoni (dead), Colonel Peel, who

Wk-
Sca "ka'c filly, receives forfeit.

^PWwdsfi^F^^^^ Pl" l,i °f 50/
''

f°r three-yr-°Ws and

Agricultural Salt, clean, per ton, 86*
-

—

— foul, per ton, iiiis— — fine, per tun, 45*
Alexander's Compost, pet bush., is Qd
Bleaching Powder, per cwt., 2li$

Uone-dust and hall-inrh Jtone, per
quarter, 10'* to 17*

Brimstone, pet cwt*, 10s u\/
Clarke's desiccated Compost, per hlid.,

nuaed
Daniell's liristol Manure, according

to quantity, per bushel, !)(/ to lOd
Guano(forei/4"), per ton, 10/5* to 10/ 15s— Potter's English, according to

quantity, per ton, 12/ to 121 10s
Gypsum, according to quantity, per

ton, 279 Gd to 40s
Hunt's New Fertiliser, per bush., u Rrf

Muriate of Ammonia, per cwt. 20s to24j— Lime, per cwt., 5* to tis

Nitrate of Soda, according to quantity,
duty paid, per cwt., ids Cd

Phosphate ot Ammonia, chrystals, per
Jh., 2a 3d— — pulverised,
ready for use, per cwt., 2-Xs

Phosphate of Soda, per cwt.,
— Lime, per cwt., 11*

Super Phosphate of Lime, per cwt,
Peire, Salt, per ton, 3/ 10s
Poittevin's disinfected Manure, per
quarter, 13j 6d
— concentrated do., perqr., 30*

Rape-dust, according to quantity, per
ton, 61

Rock Salt, per ton, 31 10s
Saltpetre, per cwt., duty paid, 26s
Silicate of Potash (pure).- per cwt-, 65*
Soda Ash, per nvi, M<
Sulph. of Ammonia, p. cwt. I7#6dtOl8J— ot Iron, per ton,— Ot Soda, per ton, Gl
Sulphur, per cwt., 13*
Sulphuric acid, according to strength

per lb., l$d B
'

Trimmer's Composition for Clover
per cwt., 8*

Do. Dp. roi Wheat, with Silicate of
Potash, per cwt., 32*

Do. Compost for Turnips, perewt. 8*
Watson's Compost, per cwt., 10*
Urate, per cwt., 5*

MARK LANE, Friday, November 3.—The arrivals of Grain
and Flour during the week have been unusually small, notwith-

s. s.

"•Bentinnwiri m
winnerto oe sow for iso/. 7 subs.-Lord

Say Miri/n \ Challiam
»
4 yrs. beat by a neck Mr. Wreford's b e by

^ere nnfr if°"i OUt of u 'ArSd\u^, 3 yrs, and five others who
?11)s, Sd S[*QG*-—Subscription Plate of 50 sovs., for two vrs, fist

&e ' A .,
tlirce ys» 8st lOlbs, T.Y.C. Winner to be sold for ajsa2 -•

.-p.

of ^ e j f

x le winner claimed.—Matches: T.Y.C. 100, h ft Buke
Mama?1

1?L$spoir
'
7st sHbs '

beat Mr' Osbaldeston's Shocking
^ed&^st 7il s

- ^ half a length. T.Y.C. 100, h ft—Duke of^eclfor( r.'
ftn

v/110
'

uy" a" aiengui. x.x.v. iov, n it.—Duke of
^st 21bs

&L
A
ur

,

rycom b, 8st Slbs, againstjMr. Phillimore's Syntaxina,
Cu rrveomi . ?d heat

' The horses matched again for Saturday,
a JenWtw fflvine llb less - Mr - Payne's Sister to Dilbar, beat by
6st 71 iJ „ ,

rcI G1asg:ow's bl f, by Velocipede out of Miss Whin.
8st y\uZ

each
- Last half of R.M. .50. Colonel Anson's Armvtaire

T.Yp' received forfeit from Duke of Bedford's Epsom, r/t 71bs'
recti A )

00
>
h ft- Col. Peel's f by Slanc, out of Scakale, astMhs*

TunJr°m Ld' Ee»nton's Zanoni (dead). T.Y.C. fioo h ft
colts ^Jl^Y'-~-Sivcepstakes of 50 sovs each, h ft, for two-vr old
talked n

; filIieSf »st4lbs. Ab.M. 7 subs. Col. Peel's Zenobia
four te&A¥u~~SweePstakes of 10 sovs each

'
forl!ireeyrs, ;st 41bs •

^cr to kV b
? ; five

» &c -< 8st l llbs J
mares, &c. allowed 3ibs win-

laua ,
bC8°Wfor250,&c. A.F.Gsubs. Sir W.W. Wynu's Row

G, BenH ' beat by a ncck Mr Bradford's Reciprocity, 3 yrs I ord
3 v,c

ilUn ck's Misdeal, 4 yrs, Lord Miltown's Bourna Tomacha

BRITISH, PER IMVRtllAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . .

Harley Malting und distilling
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Polands

Northuinbcrland and Scotch .... Feed
Jrish *> ea

Rye. • ••• •• ' * • «•
Beans, Mazagan, old and new . 22 to 2!) Tick

Figeon, Heligoland . . 2H to 3(i

Peas, White 30 to 36 Maple 30 to .'

WEEKLY IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
Wheat. I Harley.

C44 to

47 to

98 to 32
15tO 25
— to —
16 to 23

S. S.

ff 44to52
White — to—
(irind. 24 to 30^ed l G to 24
potato 17 to 25
lotnto 16 to 24— to —

22 to 31 Harrow 25 to 34
Winds. 34 to 38 Longpod 28 to 30brey 28 t0 2i»

Sept. 22
— 2D

Oct* 6
13
2(1

m+m 27

49
49
50
50
50
50

8
5

8
1

5

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Foreign Duties

50 1

20 o

31
30
30
30
30
30

2
4

2
1

4
9

30 6

8

Oats. Rve. fieans.
18 5 29 8 30 G
17 10 30 5 30 8
17 10 30 8 30 1

17 10 30 30 4
17 £9 10 30 5
17 8 30 3 81 1

17 9 SO 2 30 6

8 10 g : 10 6

Peas.
32 8
32 91
33 6
32 1"
32 8

532 10

32 7

10 G

Tr. tdt. t^tot^ PINE GROWERS.

9v5
E
d,HS

»
POSED OF immediately, 100 FRUIT-

o-ich w^f ?nWLANTS
' Per^t]y clean an5 healthy, prices,.

-A- GROUND near London
; or the Lease (twelve years and ahalf unexpired) to be sold. For particulars apply £ Mk'sPkotherok & Morris, American Nursery

!jfy[^^
T ONDON, EDINBURGH, and~^UBLIN LIFEJ-^ COMPANY, No, 3, Charlotte-row, Mansion-house and
Chancery-lane, Loudon. '

The indisputability of Policies granted by this Company
:

The obligation to pay the sum assured although the debt for
which the policy was taken may have been paid before the claim
arises-—Whole-world policies not confined to the limits of Europe •

—Option of half-premium payment for the first seven years.
These form a combination of advantages which can be obtained

only from the London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Life Company
ALEX. ROBERTSON, Manager.

p OTTAM and HALLEN, Engineer^ l^~vy founders, &c. &c, no. 2, wlnsley street, oxfoko
Street, London.

.mrJJ,pUp-S, CONSERVATORIES, &c, marie upon the mostS ran
1

1?«^' eitl,er °f \™* ot of irOM aml wood combined,

mw nrionl
d com Plete iu an >' Part <>* the Kingdom, at very

iron Trade
consefl«ence of the present depressed state of the

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conscr-

, _ -«rwiCuvc, aiiu naving- uxeu upwaras c
tuses tor the above-mentioned purposes, and by various i

merits winch they have made during- that time, C. and H. canwitn confidence undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon
the most extensive scale. For the convenience of those whowisn to nx their own Apparatus, they have affixed the foliowin a-low prices :

—

s6 s d
Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . . , 7

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)
Rogers' Boiler, small size
D"- do. large do 4 JO

BoiT^r
T̂

r

^rc
iPe

'
r)00rS, FramCS

'
and Fccdin& Apparatus for

plan.
of the ground, ft.

-:361bs.,3je.6'f.each
Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing 42 lbs. at4
Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4
Ox Hurdles, 4 ft. high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 6
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING, at $s.6d. per

bundle of 150 yards cach. Uprights for ditto, at Jd. each. The
Improved continued and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy
Wire-work, &c.

3 15

HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c., 18 inches square
*• 6rf. ; so inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 67/. each.
CAST-IRON FLOWER-STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground

7s.
: 4 feet 6, o.v. ; 5 feet, l is. ; 6 feet, 15s. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.

" r 80 k °» "iucs auoweu zius. j.x.o. me vvnnter to be sold
beatbvTV 7suhs

' Mr Wreford's b g by Bay Middleton, 3 yrs,
were not ^ Mr Collins's f by Voltaire, 2 yrs, and 5 others who

Ixt/ine manufacturer— G- Muir, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, draper—\V\ War
Wilmslnw, Cheshire, blacksmith— J. Smith, Liverpool, draper—H. Grifti
Chelford, Cheshire, innkeeper

bom-
re n,

riffiths,

SCOTCH SKOUESTRATIONS.-J. Barclay, jun., Montrose, merchnnt
D. Patrick, or Morrison, and J. Morrison, Falkirk, innkeepers—\V Allim"
Leith, writer—J- Weir, Cumnock, Ayr, ironmonger. ' Xiirf»»

Hurj, Herts, of a daughter.

^esterX
1

!

11
?,'
""Mr Thornhill's Elixir, Sst, received ft from Lord

^Rin a
Great IIeart

»
8st 7lbs - D -M - 200

»
n ft-

31l,s • 5 v
—Swe*Ps ' uf JO sovs each,

to be «Ai
r
f ',and u Pwards, Sst Slbs.

»st 5Ib4 °V-°5ovs each, for

8Ubs
- Loni

rS
o
m
«
e °f

-

Ab 'M
- "*«« «?w ™«« WOOL VII-^^ra u. Bentinck's Vin Ordinaire beat Mr Shelley

for 3 yrs,7st Gibs; 4 yrs 8st
First half ofAb.M. Winner

5 subs. Mr Bell's Blackdrop, 3 yrs beat
anu Mr*o

Ci tfarryovcn, 6 yrs, General Yates's Canton « vrs
Rogers's s to Corranna, 3 yrs. Winner claimed —
*w ile of Ab.M. Winner to be sold for so;. Five

vo
eld
the 26"th tilt-, at the
Richard and Lady
tlie late Lieut.-Ge
DIED. — At Interlackcn, Switzerland,

A
at

e British Kmhassy, Paris, Khzabeth Selina, dauehtnr r,f c-
j Helena Robinson, to the Baron A. de Saint denies 1 I
n. Vioomte de Saint Genies.

es
'
son of

on II on.
Uffiista Yelverton, second daughter of Viscount Avonmore-lon duTaOtlfnit7
hia seat, Berrin^ton, Herefordshire, a^ed 69, the Right Hon. Lord Rodni,.

On the"2f!th nlt>« at her house, No. R, Athol-plaoe, Edinbtirgh, Mr$. Chamh«r7
ltt?^IC

iI
Ure

l>
P
/?
cbles

» ant^ mother of Messrs'relict of Mr. Junes Chambers, mam

at-law-On the 21st ult„ at Broadley-terrace, Blandford-square, in his
year, Mr. W. Pinnock, author of the well-known Catechisms which boar hisname-On the 31st

fc
ult., at Winkfield, Berkshire, tha Rev. \V. L. Rham.M A

in the tilth year of his aire.
' *

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34s.; 20, 44s. ; 22, 505. -

24 inches, 60s.} 26, 7^- ; 28, 84s.; 30, 1055. each.
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of ail Kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricul-
tural Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's
Stoves, Anglo-Belgian Cookhig Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The
above low prices being on account of the depression in the Iron
Trade, are subject to future alterations.

Show. Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley-street, where
every information may be obtained.

Estimates sent by return of post.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES.

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Baimsy having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and bad much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society 01 London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E. Bailey also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complcteand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement ot the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baii.ky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. Baii.ky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic
Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

-

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

ENN'S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE BUILDING^
WARMING, and VENTILATING.-The superiority of the

principle first introduced by JOHN PENN, Esq., for obtaining a
more complete circulation of the atmosphere in heated apart-
ments, being now fully established, W. Hill respectfully ad
quaints the public that having, in conjunction with the late Mr
Penn, devoted much time and study to perfect the same in the"
construction of Conservatories, Stoves, Greenhouses, p'its &c
and to heat them with Improved Hot Water Apparatus, either by
Pipes or Troughs, he is enabled to carry out Mr. Penn's principle
in a manner to guarantee the most complete success and economy.
First-rate references. Plain and Ornamental Designs ; and any
particulars on application to W. Hill, Surveyor and Builder
Lcwisuam,

1

i
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ARGUS LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 39, |

-£"*- Throgmorton-strect, Bank.
Empowered by special Act of Parliament, 5 & 6 W. IV., c. /6.

Thomas Farncomb, Esq,, Alderman, Chairman*
William Leaf, Esq., Deputy-Chairman.

Rupert Inglcby, Esq.
Thomas Kelly, Esq., Alderman.
Jeremiah Filcher, Esq., Sheriff

of London and Middlesex.
Lewis Pocock, Esq.

William Banbury, Esq.
Edward Hates, Esq.
Thomas Cam piin, Esq.
James Clift, Esq.
Kt. Hon. J. Humphcry, M.P.,
Lord Mayor of London. i

Physician—Br. JeaffVrson, 2, Finsbury-square.

Surgeon—AV. Coulson, Esq., 2, FrcdericVs-place, Old Jewry.
Consulting Actuary— Professor Hall, of King's College.

Advantages of the Argus Life Assurance Company.
Low Rates of Premiums.

In addition to the subscribed Capital of 300,000?., the Assured

have the security of the Company's Fncome of nearly 60,000/. per

annum, yearly increasing, and accumulating Assurance Fund
invested in Government nnd other available Securities, of con-

siderably larger amount than the estimated liabilities of the Com-
pany. The Raws of Premium arc reduced to the lowest scale com-
patible with the safety of the Assured and the stability of the

Company, thereby, in effect, giving to every Policy-holder an im-

mediate and cei tain bonus without risk, in Hen of the deferred

and frequently delusive prospect of a periodical division ofprofits.

Annual Premium to Assure ^6'100.

Age. For One Year. For Seven Years. Whole Term.
20 ^'0 17 8 4« 1 1 £\ 11 10

30 1 1 8 1 2 7 2 0.7
40 1 5 l 6 9 2 14 10

50 1 14 I l if) 10 4 11

00 3 2 4 3 ]/ 6 10

One-third of whole-term Premiums may remain unpaid at 5 per

cent. comp. int. as a debt upon the Policy for life, or may be paid

off at any time without notice.

In Assurances for advances of money as security for debts, or

as a provision for a family, when the least present outlay is desir-

able, the varied and comprehensive Tables of the Argus office will

be found to be particularly favourable to the Assured.

A Board of Directors, with the Medical Officers, attend daily,

at a quarter before 2 o'clock,
EDWARD BATES, Resident Director.

A Liberal Commission to Solicitors and Agents.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

.vx--

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &cm Gloucester-
• place, King^s-road, Chelsea, Hothouse-Builders, and Hot-

water Apparal Manufacturers! beg leave to inform the Nobility
and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive
throug country f< r many years, is entirely coi ted to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the UK ATIXG of them by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and othei BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hour?, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

length.
Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being: universally adopted.
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's .^eats in the country, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near sioanc-square.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
QTEPHENSON and CO., 6), Gracechurch-street,O London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of

various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the name purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can he made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, 3nd can be connected or disconnected

by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus

affording the opportunity to persons In remote districts of

employing this much approved method of heating without the

assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers

nnd Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Ma. Rendlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

(^ UANO ON SALE.—Any Quantity of this valuable
VT Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer

either in London or Liverpool, on application to Coteswoiith,
Powell, and Pavoa, St. Helen's Place, London; Edwards,
Dawson', and Co., Liverpool ; and William J. Mveks and Co.,

Importers, Liverpool.

G u SALEA N O ON
I5Y THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL AND BRISTOL.

Published this D iy, fcp. 8vo., with Wood Engravings, 7s. cloth.

rpAXIDERMY; or, the Art of Collecting, Preparing,
JL and Mounting Objects of Natural History : for the use of

Museums and Travellers. By Mrs. R. Lkb (formerly Mrs. T. E.

Bowdich), Author of " Memoirs of Cuvier," Sec. Sixth Edition,

improved, with an account of a Visit to Walton Hall, and Mr.
Waterti n*s method ol Preserving Animals.

London : Lonoman. Brown, Grekn\ and Longmans.

1 ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANN1CA..—Seventh Edi-
* J lion. Edited by PROFESSOR Natikr.
A recent writer in the Quarterly Review, in adverting to the

pre-eminent value of this Encyclopaedia as a Dictionary of Uni-
versal Knowledge, observes, that " an Australian or New Zealand
Settler, who left his home with no other accomplishment but that

of being able to read, write, and count, might, with such a com-
panion beguile his lotig arid weary voyage, and become a well-

informed man before he reached his destination."

An mdexof 68,000 references, compiledwith great, industry and

judgment, is appended to the work, forming a ready key to its

multifarious contents.

\nAM andCHARLKS Black, Edinburgh; Simpkin, Marshall,

and Co., WH1TTAKBB and Co., and Hamilton, Adams, and Co.,

London.

Now ready, price is., more than 200 pp.

JOHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANACK
*J and CALENDAR for 1814, containing every information

incidental to an Almanac, with engravings and lists of prices of

seventy of the most improved agricultural implements from the

best makers, manures, &c.

James Riucwav, Piccadilly -, and every bookseller in every

market town in the kingdom.

N.B. To prevent disappointment, order" Johnson and Shaw's
Farmers' Almanack."

T~OUDON'S ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM
-M-J BRITANNICUM. In 8 vols. 8vo—4 of letterpress and 4 of

plates— price 10/.

This being the season for planting Trees and Shrubs, planters

are reminded that the above work contains by far the most
copious history, natural and artificial, of all the Trees and Shrubs
Which will stand the open air in Britain, that has ever been
published ; including their description, uses, propagation, culture,

diseases, effect in landscape, and every other particular desirable

to be known by the planter and landed proprietor.
There are botanical figures of all the species, drawn to one

scale ;
and portraits of the trees, also drawn to a scale, showing

the different sizes which the dilferent kinds attain when ten
years planted, and also when full grown ; an object which was
never before attempted in any work on Trees.

" This book is one of solid value, worthy a place in the library

of every landed gentleman, as well as of every student of botani-
cal, arboricultural, and horticultural science The
'Arboretum Britannicum' is complete in its kind, and it must
become a standard book of reference on all subjects connected
with Trees."— Quarterly Review.

Printed for the Author, and sold by Messrs. Longman and Co.,

39, Paternoster-row ; where may be had,

LOUDON'S EDITION of REPTON'S LAND-
SCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHITECTURE, illus-

trated by numerous Plans, Sections, Views, &c. In one vol. Svo,
price 1/. lO.v. plain; coloured, 3L 6s.

This is by far the most complete work on laying out grounds
that has hitherto been published ; and by means of the numerous
plans and sections, the whole may be readily comprehended by
the working gardener, as well as by the amateur.

By Mr. TURLE, ORGANIST OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY;
and PROFESSOR TAYLOR, GRESHAM COLLEGE.

I. Psalm Tunes. II. Sacred Music. III. Glees, Madrigals, Duets,
Songs, &c.

rPHE PEOPLE'S MUSIC BOOK. A Work intended
J- to meet the growing demand for Music among all classes

of the community.— Principally arranged for Four Voices, and,

where admissible, with an accompaniment for the Organ or Piano
Forte. Each Number contains three separate portions, forming
respectively a complete body of the best Music for the Cathedral,

the Church, or Chapel ; the Family, the Glee Club, and the Madri-
gal Society.
Published Monthly, in parts, comprising 32 pages super-royal

8vo, price is.

The 30th Edition of 1000 each.

FLETCHER'S FAMILY DEVOTION; containing

the Morning and Evening Service of a Family for every day

throughout the year. Embellished with 17 elegant Engravings.

Bound in cloth, gilt edges, price \L 6s. Recommended by 25 dis-

tinguish^! Ministers in England, aud upwards of 100 Clergymen
in the United States of America.

" Onr attention has lately been called to an advertisement of a

book of ' Family Devotion,' containing the Morning and Evening

Service of a Family for every day throughout the year.' Accord-

ing to the advertisement, this new Order for Morning and Even-

ing Prayer daily throughout the year is already in its 30th edition

of 1000 each. 30,000 copies of a book of Common Prayer for Dis-

senters, recommended by 25 distinguished ministers, whose names
are given, and who include some of the most prominent of the

day, cannot be dispersed throughout England without working

some considerable change in the minds of probably 200,000 per-

sons."— The Times, Sept. 27. 1843.

Just Published,

A PORTRAIT of the REV. JOHN GUMMING,
M.A., Minister of the Scottish National Church, Crown-court,

Little Russell-street, Covent-garden; engraved by Thomson,
from a Painting by W. Booth, Esq., in the Possession of Mr.

Gumming. Large paper, India Proofs, 10s. ; small paper, plain

proofs, 7.9. Cut.

London: Gf.orok Virtue, 26, Ivy-lane, Patcrnostcr-row.^

T\/f AUND'S BOTANIC GARDEN, 9 Vols, small 4to.

1V1 To be sold very cheap by a person who has taken it in from

the commencement up to June 1843, a good Copy, quite new and

clean, fair impression of the Plates; in 9 Vols, small 4to, half

bound, 2 years in 1 Vol. Any person wishing for such a Work
will find this an excellent opportunity of purchasing it.—Apply

to 135, Edgeware-road, Marylebone.

'PO BE PARTED WITH, at cost price, the GAR-
JL DENERS' CHRONICLE, commencing August 7, 1841 ; the

Numbers are clean and perfect up to this present date, Oct. 28,

1843.—Direct to B. F., Shepherd's Brewery, Croydon, Surrey.

MECHI'S FAMOUS BAGATELLE-TABLES, ma-

nufactured on the Premises, 4, Leadcnhall-street, London,

make long evenings appear short, and combine calculation with

amusement. Price 3/. 10s., 4l. 10s., hi. 10s., up to 12*. Sold also

by his Agents, Spiers and Son, Oxford; Lounge, Leeds ;
Eastce,

Liverpool; Brunton and Williams, Dublin ; Woolfield, Glasgow;

Pratt, Bradford; Thompson, Nottingham; Stephenson, Hull;

Squiers, Dover; Steel and Rix, Norwich. None genuine without

Mechi's name and address.

l^ABBIT-NETS, SHEEP-NETS, TARPAULING
i-V COATS and CAPES, LIFE-PRESERVERS, to.—Rabbit-
Nets on cords, 50, 80, and 100 yards long: Rabbit Pence Net, 2d.

per yard; Strong tarred Sheep-folding Net, nearly 4 feet high,

4hd. per yard. Tarpauling Coats for Keepers, Watchers, &c.
8s. 6V/. each. Above 1000 London Policemen's Capes, 2s. and

i 2s. 6d. each. Life Waistcoats, three times as buoyant as cork

jackets, 8s. 6d. each : they form a complete shield against floating

spars or rocks, are well adapted for Ladies also, and form the

best and cheapest Life- preservers ever introduced— and, us air

Life-preservers are liable to injury, these arc not filled with air.

Belts, 6s. 67/. Casualty Buoys, which pack in 18 in. by 14 in., and

spread when thrown out 14 ft. each way, 20s. each: one Buoy

would support six persons, but twelve or more might be saved by

it— price 20*. each. Fishermen's Buoys for Nets, 2s. Gri. each.

Robert Richardson, Net and Tent Maker, 21, Tonbridge-place,

New Road, corner of Judd- street. ^_____
"PURE ST. VINCENT ARROW-ROOT, -—This

X nutritious article is warranted equal in quality to the best

Bermuda Arrow- Root, as certified by Dr. Urc; and beings at

a price considerably under that usually charged, cannot fan to

be appreciated by Families as a great desideratum for the Nui-

sery, as also for culinary purposes.

To be had in tin cases of 6, 12, and IB lbs., at is. 8d. per Lb., of

Shuttliswoktu and Stamper, Chemists, l-i0, Leadenhall-

street, or of C. W. LoruESTi, 199, Piccadilly, sole Agents to the

Importer,

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
This Act imposes a penalty of from 5/. to 301., for each imita-

tion, piracy, or selling, recoverable by the proprietors before a
magistrate, or by civil action. Half the penalty will he given to

any person informing the proprietors of any infringement. The
words of the Act arc "No person or persons shall copy or alter

any design, either by adding to, or subtracting from," &c.
attvvood, wimble, & warner, manufacturers, lewes,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, arc no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use. The great advan-
tages of this Churn will be found in the winter; but in the heat

of summer placing the Churn in cold water will be the means of

hardening the Butter.
Sizes No. 1 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to s lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 23 lbs.

Price, carriage paid
|to London. )

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., 6s., and 7s. Larger

sizes made to order.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No- 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; RlGBY'S Brush Warehouse,
No. 80, Gracechurch street; LiVBHMORKandSON, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford-street; Bknham, 19, Wigmore- street, Cavendish-
scjuarc. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109, Fenchurch-stroct.

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED, BY
SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

MR. JEAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, Russell-square,

Sole Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PATENT
WIND- GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cure all

Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent downward
currents; it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Apart-

ments of every description ; also of Ships, Stables, Dairies, and
Larders, as it ensures a constant change of air ; and all its

parts being fixtures, it is free from noise and not liable to

derangement j it also offers no impediment to sweeping. Price

for general use, 30*. ; larger size, 45s. ; larger sizes, especially

adapted for ventilation, 60s. and upwards. To be had at 51, Great
Russell-street, where it may be seen in action. The attention ol

Architects, Builders, and the trade in ge neral, is especially invited.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,

that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory
Tubs, Flower- Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c, manufactured
by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener, (Sundays excepted.) ___

ONLY TO BE KNOWN TO BE VALUED.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every

description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years

standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-

tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,

cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting

eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at

Is. lArf. and 2s. otf. each. Also his

PILULE ANTISCROPHUL^E,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, -without ex-

ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying the blood and assisting naturcin all her operations;

hence they are useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular

swellings, particularly those of theneck, to. They are efficacious

also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,

that may be taken at all times without confinement or change ot

diet. Sold in boxes, at Is. \&l., 2s. <Jd., 4s. 6d., lis., and 22s. each-

To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's
ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,

for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-

plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro*

mote a circulation of the fluids ; arc gentle in their operation, an

do not require cessation from business, in bottles at 2*. Qd. eaC
"l

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Bkacii & Babnico

t

(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation oM»
medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of tn

" Poor Man's Friend," " Pilule Antiscrophulec," " Larwen

Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and " Antiscorbuu

Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepai

and vend the same.
fi
u

The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from »

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.

Observe.—No medicine sold under the above names can PoSj?
l -7

be genuine, unless u Beach and Barnicott,latc Dr. Roberts, l»*

ft" is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to each pacKag^port 1

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentif*i°£'
specially Patronised by her Majesty the Queen, H.H- ^

Prince Albert, the Royal Family, and the several Courts

the removal of that extraneous substance lends a salutary g»o
^e

and freshness to the gums. It removes from the surface 01

teeth the spots of incipient decay, polishes and Pres?
rv®?

rjty f

enamel, substituting for discolour and the aspect of imP"i
u .

whiteness; while, from its »
the most pure and pearl-like

,rfumc
brious and disinfecting qualities, it gives sweetness and pen

to the breath, bestowing at once cleanliness, and the appear-

and reality of health. Price 2s. Qd. per box, duty included*

Caution.—To protect the public from fraud, the Hon. m

missioners of her Majesty's Stamps have authorised tne^
prietors' Signature to be engraved on the Government d -

3

thus:—A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, Hatton-oakdkn, vvm

affixed to each box. , ,._, per-
Ask for ROWLAND'S ODONTO; sold by them and uy

fumers and Chemists. All others are Spurious Imit^tions^

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

A S GARDENER—A young Man, aged 35, ^^JJJe
-£X encumbrance, would prefer a Situation wbe^.°2p« Fruit*
men are kept; he perfectly understands Forcing; K

. ^fL'prop**
nnd Flower-gardening, and has had good practice in ti

roved
qation and Cultivation of Plants on the latest and mOS^"^;nn to

A
)bjecti

principles; also Ground-work, Planting, &c. ;
has no "^J ;rorn the

town or country, and can have 4£ years' good cnar®P Pflra niin'
s

gentleman he has just left.— Direct to W.Y., at Mr. r* v

Nursery, Hornsey-road, Hollow ay.

AS COACHMAN or GARDENER.—A sin
8J

e
^Jjl

aged v, understands raising early Cucumbersana garden-
Greenhouse and Plants in general, Kitchen^and^^owc^^ ^
Can wait at table. Has an
years from the lady he has just
Chronicle office, 3, Charles-street, Covent-garden.

icral, Kitcnen mm ''"'— "t two
unexceptionable characteio ''

r,
st left. Direct to J. b., &«'

*t, Fleet-* trcet,

PaUlsbeAlfSga;
the County ot '

d
arc to be ttddre"*

to the Editors-Saturday, November 4, 18-13.
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Op ASTOLFF RASPBERRY.
-*- th

and CO. have much pleasure in announcing

Kine-cin «
have now rcat,y for sending: to any part of the United

teempHWA? 6 Cancs 01* thc above highly valuable and much es-

its fmtf.
KA

,

S?BE RK,Y, unequalled for the extraordinary size of
l* iruit and richness of flavour.

Tlfp
P
^T£ONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THF pYS?N ' HJS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND,
POOT r^ OV HARRINGTON. THE EARL OF LlVER-
COUvr i #?o«

LORD liISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VIS-

theHORT°«^?N» LORD sONI^ES, &c. &c. as well as by*ne HORT. SOCIETY OF LONDON.
or further particulars they beg; to refer to their Advertisement

of last week : Prices as follows :—
Packages containing 100 Canes . .£2 5s. U.

» » 50 „ . ,15

^^t^Si^ -a? discount to the T^e, when not

FINEST CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.
OUELL and CO. beg to refer the readers of the

-*- Gardeners* Chronicle to their Extensive List, with Pricesof the above highly-esteemed Flowers, which appeared on the
tt'Y^^f^ff

Pages, 706 and 707, of this Paper, of October the lAhand will be found to contain every variety worthy of cultivation
Prices as follows :—

12 pair of good Shew Sorts
12 ditto fine ditto
25 ditto ditto
12 ditto extra fine and very superior ditto
25 ditto ditto ditto .. .. „

The selection being left to Youell and Co.

lAnrrr 1
°F DUTCH HYACINTHS and other BULBS.

j£
UUELL and Co. beg respectfully to announce they

the nhm
Ve

-

received from Haarlem their annual importation of

Forcing. 1
ln m°S

,

t excelleilt condition, adapted either for Glasses,

B?Jr Z- °Pen -l)order culture. Prices as follows :—
*we Single or Double Show Hyacinths . \ fl

.

1?vf
Re

.
d

*
Blue

»
White« or Yellow . . /

6s
' Per doz -

SS5neDitt0
9*. to 12s.

**tra tine, and very superior Ditto . .13s.
The selection being left to Youell & Co.
Catalogues may be had on application.

Voti5 RAUCARIA IMBRICATA.
JL Jl

U
,

L

L

AND CO., possessing the most extensive

ttentilT
n the country of thc above Splendid Hardy Orna-

terms •

Jr
,?
e

» bc& to offer them on thc following advantageous
100 or q«

ne robust 4. year old plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10/. per__^j*0s. per dozen.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. o
t 1843.

SECTIONS FOR GROWING LISIANTHUS RUSSELLI-
JAAyiT. ANUS SUCCESSFULLY, BY
^MES CUTHILL, Florist, Denmark Hill, Cam-

by th^w 11, ^0ndon. Thc Lisianthus Russcllianus sent home
been

f

te Mr
" Drummon(l» from the warm vallies of Saxes, has

&roWn°>
nd to rcQuire a peculiar mode of treatment, and having

Waiitth*
CSefoar years with tllc Sreatest success, my largest

been r
year having nearly 600 blossoms upon it; anil having

Want t

C(
* ucstei1 to publish my treatment of this most splendid

great' n/ some of the most scientific in gardening, which J feel
lhe nrinf

a
,f
Hre in <[™°S> and sending a packet of seed along with

the \\ »

d rtirections, at thc low price of 2s. 6d.
; also plants of

c uthin»
Ve
K
froir

* 25' t0 5«-each. Also, the true Beech-wood Melon,
cumw Ear,y Melon, Cuthill's Early Improved Black Spine Cu-
N B 'n

2S
"
6d

-
each Packet-

ready t
seed of Lisianthus Russcllianus will be quite ripe and

a remit?
senclo"t by about the middle of December. Orders with^^^tance will be punctually attended to.

fO GENTLExMEN PLANTING. — A G^tl^n
Of Lonri

18 " al3outto make alterations in his grounds in the vicinity
Viz

"*

t
s

"» has the following trees and shrubs to dispose of;
AVh\Ve ^ es fr°m 12 to 16 feet in height; Scarlet and Double
Elm * nprns, from 6 to 12 feet, with fine flowering tops; Birch,
Very fil

r
' Mountain Ash, &c. from 12 to 16 feet; about :>0

Pine a
varie^ated Box, 6 feet, and branched to the ground.

Guild£ p
as

» Yews » Chinese Arbor Vitus, Laurels, Lilacs,

times \
Koscs

» &c. &c. The above have been removed several

Apnlv f t^
111 again remove in excellent condition.

*°Wi Loud^
r- McArthur» Nurseryman, Maida Hill, Edgew

ft

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 31. Price 6d,

on.
arc

UNDER
ESPECIAL

m^:.
\
**

THE
PATRONAGE

OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY, THE QUEEN DOW-
AGER, HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUCHESS OF KENT,
THE RIGHT HON. LORD COTTENHAM, THE EARL OF
ORFORD, THE EARL OF RADNOR, COUNTESS OF ZET-
LAND, &c. &c.

A Letter, of which the. following is a copy, has been receivedfrom
'he Honorable William Ashley, Treasurer to thc Queen.

SIR, Pavilion, February 2nd, 183/.

J
am commanded by the Queen to acknowledge the receipt of

f, basket of Tobolsk Rhubarb, sent by you for her Majesty's ac-
ceptance, and to say that its excellent qualities fully justify the
.ugh character you had previously given it.

I remain, Sir, your obedient humble Servant,

m (Signed) William AshLET.
io Mr. William Youell, Horticultural Establishment, Yarmouth.

VOU ELLS' CELEBRATED TOBOLSK RHU-
-- BARB.—This highly-esteemed variety will be found to be
thc earliest of all early sorts, as well as the most hardy.—As a
proof of its extraordinary precocity, it has been ready for Tarts,
kc.

t
the 20th of February, on the open border, in a very exposed

situation, and continued to produce its fine large Stalks till

September. It would be useless to eulogise its merits further
'ban thc great demand for it, together with the many high testi-
monials of approbation received, claim for it a decided superiority.

The TOBOLSK RHUBARB may be grown in boxes or pots, in
any common garden-mould, or enveloped in Damp Moss, and
placed in a Closet, Dark Collar, the back fire-room of a Hothouse,
or forced in thc open border, under the same treatment as Sea
Kale, and watered occasionally, where it will produce its Stalks
of a beautiful transparent delicate pink, containing a rich vinous
juicy pulp, exempt from the medicinal flavor objectionable in
other' sorts; and when cooked, retains its beautiful colour, which
renders it an elegant addition, as well as a delicious luxury, to
thc table, at a season when Fruits are unattainable. Roots planted
thc latter part of November will be ready for cutting in January.
A fresh box brought in every three weeks will afford a regular
supply; and thc plants, when done with, maybe taken out of the
boxes and replanted in the open ground, and may be again cut
for use in the summer, and re-placed in the cellar, See. in Nov.

Fine Roots for forcing this season, 12s. per dozen.
Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 9i 1843.

FLORIST TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

PETUNIA PUNCTATA.
\AnLLIAM MILLER, in bringing this extraordinary
* * and beautiful production into public notice, docs so with-

out the slightest diffidence, being fully assured of its giving the
most entire satisfaction ; it is of a dwarf habit, dark green foliage.
Thc reason it was not exhibited at the London shows was, its
not (lowering till October. Jt has been submitted three times
fco Dr. Lindlby, whose opinions will be founded at pages 721,
77** 777, as follows :^"il/. It.—Your seedling No. 25 is quite a
novelty; it is a beautiful, distinct, and desirable variety; the
colour is a soft decided blue, mottled with white and spotted with
rose j these gradually disappear, and leave the flower a beautiful
blue, mottled with white ; in this state thc flower dies. It will
be an acceptable addition to this beautiful class." It will be
figured in *'Paxton's Botanical Magazine."

Plants in spring at ?s. 6d. each, including case and postage
;

the usual allowance to the trade, when three or more are taken
at once. Orders will be executed in rotation.
W. M. has plants of his " Fireball " Geranium, now ready, at

5s- each, postage included, to any part of the kingdom.
N. B.-~A few strong Plants of most of the new Fuchsias can

be had. Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, Kent, Nov. 7, 1S43.
~~

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.
HUMPHREYS' COMPOUND, applicable to all

Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to
promote the germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles is. grf.

each, by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Hurst &
McMullen, Leadenhall-street; W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within;
Gordon, Thompson, and Baskbtt, Fenchurch-street ; Grim-
ley and Co., Covent Garden ; Batt and Rutlby, 412, Strand

;

Chablwood, Tavistock-row; W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapside; G.
Lawrence, 18, Piccadilly ; John Kb rnan. Great Russell-street,

Covent Garden ; Lockiiart, 156, Cheapside ; Shuttleworth,
Pantheon; Minier, Adams, and Nash, 63, Strand; Thatcher
and Son, Islington ; Thomas Watkinson, Market-place, Man-
chester ;

Partby, Leeds; P. Lawson and Son, Edinburgh; and
other leading Seedsmen in town and country. Wholesale Agents,
Davy, Mackmurdo, and Co., 100, Upper-Thames-st., London.

HCORSTEN, Florist to Her Majesty, 19a,
• Davies-strcct, Berkeley-square, has for sale Boxes con.,

taining thc undernamed DUTCH ROOTS, 2/. each Box, or half
the quantity at 1/.—remittance required:—25 of thc best Hya-
cinths, for water or pots; 25 Early Tulips, in 4 sorts; 12 Nar-
cissus, 3 sorts; 25 Double Anemones, 25 Ranunculus, 12 Iris
anglica, new; 12 Double Jonquils, 12 Gladiolus, 12 Fritillarias

100 Mixed Crocus, and 100 Double Snowdrops.

PELARGONIUM.—"BASKET'S EXQUISITE."

J
HALLY, Nurseryman anil Florist, Blackheatli

• Kent, begs to inform his Friends that he has the above now
ready for sale, at 2\s* each, with the usual allowance to thc
Trade. It was raised by Mr. Basket, Gardener to H.R.H. the
Princess Sophia Matilda of Gloucester, and gained the first

prize for Seedling Pelargoniums at the West Kent Horticultural
Society's June Show, 1S43; it was also shown and universally
admired at the June Exhibitions both at Chiswick and Regent's
Park. The following character is given of the above in the
Gardeners* Chronicle of July 1, "Notices to Correspondents •"—
"J. H. B.—The large Seedling is a very showy variety: "the
flowers are large ; it trusses finely, and will form a fine object in
the Greenhouse," &c. "The colour is clear; the upper petals
arc well covered, with but little feathering visible 5 the under
petals are broad and round, and the flower altogether of a
good shape." ..._-.,-

J. H. takes the present opportunity of informing those friends
who have kindly ordered "Piper's Princess Royal Cine-
raria," advertised last week, that in consequence of unforeseen
ill- success in potting his stock of it, he will not be able to send
any of it out before the spring, when due notice will be given.

Also, will be ready by the middle of November, Cineraria
sueoaiRULEA—a delicate white tipped with azure : plant of very
fine robust habit- 55, each.

ROSES.WM. WOOD and SON beg leave to remind their
» » Friends that the present month is best suited to the

removal of ROSES; and, possessing an immense stock this
season, they are enabled to offer thctn in any quantity, on the
following very advantageous terms, thc selection of the kinds
being left to W. W. and Son. per doz. per 100.
Superior Standard Roses 24a-. £J \os\
Half-standards ....... 12 —

*

Half-standards, very fine 18 —
Half-standards, very superior . . - . 24 —
Dwarfs, fine budded, or on own roots . 6s. to 9 —
Dwarfs, extra fine 12 —
Dwarfs, extra fine, and very superior . • 18 —
Climbing and Noisette . • . . 9s. to 12 —
The above will be sent of the most approved sorts, and of

luxuriant growth. Plants presented gratis, to defray expense of
carriage. A few more hundred plants of Myatt's Eliza Straw-
berry, at 36'. 6d. per 100. Cormack's Prince Albert Pea, at 3s. 6rf.
per quart. Please address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near
Uckfielcl, Sussex.—Woodlands, Nov. 4, 1843.
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ROSES.
rPHOMAS CRIPPS respectfully begs to offer, (in addi-
-*- tion to those already quoted in his former Advertisements,)
CHOICE STANDARD ROSES, at 24s. per dozen, the selection
being left to himself. Every new Rose can be had at the Cata-
logue Prices. The New CLOTH OF GOLD ROSE, 21s. each.
Tunbnrige Wells, Kent, Nov. 9, 1843.

ROSES.
T^ RISERS, Jun., respectfully announces that his
-A- • CATALOGUE OF ROSES, No. 2, which contains all the
old-esteemed varieties, is now ready for delivery. Applications
inclosing a penny stamp will be promptly attended to.
T. R. also begs to inform his friends that plants of the beautiful

new Hybrid Perpetual ROSE LA REINE,or 4I The Queen," which
he saw 111 bloom near Paris, on the 30th of last September can be
had at 21s. each. He also begs to offer fine plants of the new
C

J? .« rt '
a variety of Rosa Rubifolia from North America,

called Queen, or Beauty of the Prairies." This Rose is said to
give autumnal flowers; it has grown here with much vigour,
but has not yet bloomed. In America it has a very high charac-
ter; flowers bright pink, large and double, produced in large
clusters.*'

The above new varieties were not inserted in the catalogue,
as T. R. now makes it a rule not to insert any Roses but such
as have bloomed in his possession. A full description of La
Reine will be found in the new edition of the "Rose Amateur's
Guide. —Saw bridgeworth, Nov. 9, 1843.

t
HOLLYHOCKS.

T KITL'EY, Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath, begs to
*J • inform the Public that he is now ready to send out his
much-admired Collection of SEEDLING HOLLYHOCKS, 18
blooms of which won the silver goblet given by A. Lawrance,
Esq., and the first of 24 blooms in the Society's prizes at thc
Victoria Park, and also an extra prize at the Bristol and Clifton
Show. The best selected, and named, 1/. is., the second-best
do., 12s., the third do., 6s. per dozen.

J. K, has now ready fine healthy plants of his SEEDLING
PANSY, " Lyncombe Vale Rival," at 5s. each; (see this Paper of
the 0th May, 1843.) Also his SEEDLING CACTUS (speciosa
superba), ios. 6d. per plant ; (see this Paper of 17th June, 1843).
Orders received at Mr. Nutting's, Seedsman, 46, Cheapside,
London, and at the Nursery, as above. A remittance from
unknown correspondents will be expected.

I OSEPH SMITH, Tansley Nursery, near Matlock,
*-* Derbyshire, begs respectfully to draw the attention of Noble-
men, Gentlemen, and others, to his NURSERY STOCK, upon 22
Acres of Land, in a very exposed part of Derbyshire. The stock
thereon is rendered extremely hardy and suitable for planting
"uon poor exposed lands. The Stock consists of Forest and Fruit
Trees, Flowering Shrubs and Ornamental Trees, Roses, Ever-*
greens, and Hardy American Shrubs.

Priced Catalogues to be had on application.

EXHIBITION OF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
C^HANDLEK and SONS, Nurserymen, Vauxhall,

; London, beg to state that their Collection is now in bloom,
and will continue in perfection during the present month.

HROMPTONPARK NURSERY.—ESTABLISHED 1681.

C^
RAY, ADAMS, and HOGG, respectfully call the

^ attention of their customers to the extensive Stock of
DWARF, STANDARD, and TRAINED FRUIT-TREES, FIGS,
VINES, Sec. &c, articles for winch their Nursery has been so
long celebrated, and which arc this season even finer than they
have been for so ne years past; also a large collection of Ever-
green and Deciduous Shrubs; select new stove and greenhouse
Plants, of which Catalogues for this season are now ready and
may be had on application. They earnestly invite an inspection
of their Stock, assured that what orders their friends may favour
them with, will have the greatest c;,re and give the utmost satis-

faction.—Kensington-road, London. ^^
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS.

MESSRS. N. and B. NORMAN'S Catalogue of
Show varieties, with which they have gained ?p Prizes

this season, can be had on pre-paid application.—Bull-fields,

Woolwich.

TO GROWERS OF PANSIES, TULIPS, &c.

J FRYER begs to remind the growers of PANSIES
• that he can now supply strong Plants from his extensive

Collection (Catalogues of which will be forwarded free on appli-

cation), and seed from do., at 2s. 67/., 5s., and 10s. per packet.

Also an extensive Collection of Tulips, Carnations, Picotees,

Pinks, New Fuchsias, Verbenas, and a general Collection of
Dutch Roots, ali of which are particularly fine, and at moderate

J. F. can likewise supply good Plants of his new Thukbergia
FavicuM, at 6*. each, or seeds from the same at 5s. per packet,
containing six seeds, or 2s. 6d. for three seeds, which Mill be sent
by post, free, on receipt of a post-office order.

Clarendon Nursery, Camberwell, London, Nov. 10, 1843.

TUUPS? RANUNCULUSES, HYACINTHS, &c .

H GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth) by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER

MAJESTY, respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry, that
his Bulb Catalogue for this autumn is ready, and will be for-
warded bv post on application. He begs to state that he has a
large stock of the beautiful New Lily (Lihum lancifolium) and a
fine collection of Auriculas,which he can supply ftt very moderate
prices.
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Z^IONIFER-S:.—The Subscribers have this Season to]
V-/ offer the following :—
Pinus acapulcensis, 6 in., in pots, each • •

adnnca, 1 ft., in pots, each .

altissima, Q in., ditto, each .

austriaca, l to lj ftM in pots, each ,

Banksiana, 4 in., in pots, grafted, each
Brutia, 1 ft., in pots, each .

californica, 1 ft., in pots, each . .

canadensis, 2 ft., in pots, each .

,, 9 in., in pots, grafted, each .

Cembra, 1 year seedling, per 100

„ 2 years seedling, per 100

M 1 year transplanted, per 100

„ 2 years transplanted; per 100

,, 3 to 4 in., in pots, each
Devoniana, 6 in., in pots, each
excelsa, l year seedling, in pots, per dozen

,, 2 years transplanted, each . .

„ 9 to 12 in., in pots, grafted, each .

,, 2 to 4 in., in pots, each
filifolia, 3 to 5 in.

f
in pots, each . •

Kischeri, 9 in., in pots, each
Gerardiana, 3 to 5 in., in pots, each .

halepensis, 1 year seedling, in pots, per dozen
,, 4 to 6 in. , in pots, each

Hartwegi, 6 in., in pots, each
inops, 1 ft., in pots, each ....
insignis, 3 to 6 in., in pots, grafted, each .

,, 9 to 12 in., in pots, grafted, each
japonica, 1 ft., in pots, each
Lambertiana, 4 in., in pots, grafted, each

„ 12 to 15 in., in pots, grafted, each
Laricio, 1 year transplanted, per 1000

„ 2 years, transplanted, per 1000
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ft 4 in., in pots, each
leiophylla, 6 in., in pots, each .

Llaviana,6 in., in pots, each
longifolia, 1 ft., in pots, each . • •

macrocarpa, 9 in., in pots, each . •

macrophylla, l ft., in pots, each •

miniata, 4 in., in pots, each
Montezuma, 4 in., in pots, each
monticola, 1 ft., in pots, each
neglecta, )£ ft., in pots, each
Nootkatensis, 1 ft., in pots, each
oocarpa, 15 in., in pots, each
palustris, 1 year seedling, in pots, each .

patula, 14 ft., in pots, each
Pinaster, l year seedling, per 1000 . «

2 years seedling, per 1000 . .

1 year transplanted, per 1000
maritima of France), l yr. seedling, p

2 years seedling, per 1000 10

l year transpl., per 1000. ifi

Pinea, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

„ 1 foot in pots, each ....
Pithyusa, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each . .

ponderosa, 6 in., in pots, grafted, each .

Pseudo-Strobus, 15 in., in pots, each .

Pumilio, 1 year seedling, per 1000
2 years transplanted, per 1000 •
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3 to 4 in., in pots, each

tt

t»

pungens, 1$ ft., in pots, each
pyrenaica, 2 to 3 in., in pots, each
resinosa, 9 in., in pots, each . . »

rigida, 9 in., in pots, each ....
Russelliana, 9 hi., in pots, each .

Sabiniana, l£ft., in pots, grafted, each
9 in., in pots, grafted, each
6 in., in pots, grafted, each

„ 3 to 4 in., in pots, grafted, each
serotina, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

„ 2 to 3 in., in pots, each
sinensis, l ft., in pots, each
Strobus, 2 years seedling, per 1000

1 year transplanted, per 1000
2 years transplanted, per 1000
compressa, 2 ft., in pots, grafted, each

„ 9 in., in pots, grafted, each
sylvestris (from native Scotch forests), 1 year

ling, per 1000
2 years seedling, per 1000 .

1 year transplanted, per 1000
2 years transplanted, per 1000
haguensis (from Continental forests),

seedling, per 1000
2 years seedling, per 1000
1 year transplanted, per 1000

2 years transplanted, per 1000
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tt

99
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seed-
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Tseda, 1 to l£ ft., in pots, each
taurica, 1 year seedling, per 100 .

,, 14 ft., in pots, each
tenuifolia, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each
Teocote, l ft., in pots, each
uncinata, 9 to 12 in., in pots, each
variabilis, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz

if 2 to 3 in., in pots, each
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spec, from East Indies, 2 to 3 in., in pots, each
from China, 1 ft., in pots, each

,, 3 to 6 in., in pots, grafted, each
from Mexico, l to 1$ ft., in pots, each
from Guatamala, 2 to 3 in., in pots, each
from California, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each
uncertain, 9 to 12 in., in pots, each

Abies alba, 2 years transplanted, per 100

,, 9 in., in pots, each
Clanbrasiliana, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each
cserulea, 6 in., in pots, each
Douglasi, 3 to 4 in., in pots, grafted, each

,, 5 to 6 in., in pots, grafted, each
„ 6 to 9 in., in pots, grafted, each

excelsa, (communis) 2 years seedling-, per 1000

,, 3 years seedling, per 1000
1 year transplanted, per 1000
2 years transplanted, per 1000

Menziesi, 1.J ft., in pots, each
Morinda, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

„ 4 to 5 in., in pots, each
„ 9 to 12 in., in pots, each
„ 1 to l«J ft., in pots, each

nigra, 1 year seedling, per ioo

„ 2 years transplanted, per 100

,, 3 years transplanted, per 100

,, 9 in., in pots, each .

rcligiosa, in pots, each
Picea amabilis, 1 to ]£ ft., in pots, each

,> balsamea, 1 year seedling, per 1000
tt 2 years transplanted, per 1000

canadensis, l£ ft., each
cephalonica, 2 years transplanted, per 100
_ 99 4 to 6 in., in pots, each
dumosa, 4 ft., in pots, grafted, each
Frasen, l year seedling, in pots, per doz.

,, 4 m., in pots, each
grandis, 6 in., in pots, grafted, each .

nigra, 1 ft., in pots, each
nobilis, 4 to 6 in., in pots, grafted, each
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1 ft., in pots, each
No'rdmanniana, 2 to 3 in., in pots, grafted, each

n 1 ft., in pots, each
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CONIFERjE— continued.

Picea pectinata, l year seedling, per 1000 .

„ 1 year transplanted, per 1000

„ 2 years transplanted, per 1000 .

Pichta, 2 in., in pots, each ....
Pindrow, (true) 2 to 3 in., in pots, each—

9 in., in pots, each
Pinsapo, 2 years transplanted, per 100

,, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each . ,

spectabilis, 1 year seedling, in pots, each .

„ i^ft., in pots, each

Cedrus Deodara, 4 in., in pots, each
6 in., in pots, each
9 in., in pots, each .

]£ ft., in pots, grafted, each
Lebahi, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

4 in., in pots, each . .

6 in., in pots, each . .

15 in,, in pots, each . •

18 in., in pots, each . .

Larix americana, l year seedling, in pots, per doz.
europasa, 1 year seedling, per 1000

2 years seedling, per 1000 .

1 year transplanted, per 1000
2 years transplanted, per 1000
(from Tyrol seed), l year seedling, per

2 years seedling, per 1000

1 yr. transpl., per 1000, 7s

2 yrs. transpl., p. 1000, 10s
macrocarpa, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.
microcarpa, 1 year seedling, in pots, per doz.

tt 2 ft., in pots, each . . .

pendula, l ft., in pots, each
sibirica, 4 in., in pots, each
"virginiana, ] year seedling, in pots, per doz.

Cupressus australis, lj ft., in pots, each
capensis, in pots, each • •

clegans, 1 ft., in pots, each .

glauca, of Lebanon, in pots, each
lusitanica, lj ft., in pots, each .

„ fol. argenteis, l^ ft., in pots, each
occidentalis, l£ ft., in pots, each .

sempervirens, 1 year seedling, per 100
2 years seedling, per 100
4 in., in pots, each
9 in., in pots, each
l£ ft., in pots, each
horizontalis, 1$ ft., in

thujoides, 1 ft., in pots, each

,, fol. aureis, 3 in., in pots, each
thuriiera, 9 in., in pots, each
torulosa, 1 year seedling, per doz.

3 to 4 in., in pots, each
6* to 9 in., in pots, each
1 to l^ft., in pots, each

Tournefortia, 4 to 6 in., in pots, each

„ 1 ft., in pots, each .

„ 14 ft., in pots, each
Juniperus Bedfordensis, small, in pots, each

communis, 1 year seedling, per 100

cracovia, 4 in., in pots, each
excelsa, 9 in., in pots, each .

„ l to 14 ft., in pots, each .

Gossamthania, ]£ it., in pots, each
hibernica, 9 in., in pots, each
Hudsoniana, 4 in., in pots, each .

Lycia, 3 to 4 in., in pots, each
Oxycedrus, 1 ft., in pots, each

,, taurica, 1 ft., in pots, each
phcenicea, 3 to 4 in., in pots, each
prostrata, each .

pendula, 3 to 5 in., in pots, each

„ 6 to 9 in., in pots, each .

recurva, in pots, each . .

Sabina, 1 ft., in pots, each .

sibirica, 1 fr.,in pots, each ,

suecica, 6 in., each
,, l ft., each . •

,, upright var., l ft., each
virginiana, 1 year seedling, per 100

„ 14 ft., each
Thuja articulata, 4 to 6 in., each .

occidentalis, 2 years seedling, per 100
4 in., per 100 .

24 ft., each
fol. variegatis, l£ ft., in pots,

orientalis, 2 years seedling, per 100 .

„ small, per 100
6 to 9 »n., in pots, each
10 to 15 in., in pots, each .

1 to 14 ft., in pots, each
pendula, 3 to 5 ft., in pots, each

,, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each
tatarica, 2 years seedling, per doz.

„ 1 ft., in pots, each
Taxodium distichum, ]£ it., each
Taxus baccata,4 to 6 in., per 100 .

„ 14 to 2 ft., per 100
canadensis, 3 to 4 in., in pots, each
hibernica, 6 to 12 in., each

„ 2J to 3 ft., each
,, ,,

fol. aureis variegatis, 6 in., in

Araucaria imbricata, 3 to 4 in., in pots, each
,, 6 to 9 in., in pots, each
„ 1 ft., in pots, each

Cunninghami, 8 ft., in pots
excelsa, 2 ft., in pots . , .

„ brasiliensis, 6 ft., in pots
Belis jaculifolia, 1 ft., in pots, each
„ „ 2 ft., in pots, each

PETER LAWSON AND SON, EDINBURGH,
Seedsmen and Nurserymen to the Highland and Agricultural

Society of Scotland.
•

Agents,— Messrs. W. and J. Noble, Seedsmen, 152, Fleet-
street, London.
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ALEX. PONTEY begs to call the attention of the
Public to his splendid PELARGONIUM, WOOD'S COUNT-

ES8 OF MORLEY, which, in consequence of the smallness of

his Stock, could not be sent out last season; but having again
this season proved it, he can with confidence recommend it as
first-rate, price 21.9. each. Also the following—Wood's Royal
Pet, 10.V. 6d. ; Do. Macbeth, 10.?. 6d. ; Do. Eros, 10s. 6d. The
Countess obtained the Gold Medal at Plymouth in 1842, and was
exhibited at Chiswick in June following, where it was univers-

ally admired.

A. P. also begs to offer Seeds of a new crimson Convolvulus,
received from Brazil (beautiful); and also Phlox Drummondii,
saved from several splendid varieties, of which he has a large

stock,— Packing will be commenced the first week of December.
Plymouth Nursery, November 8, 1843.

R
NORLAND NURSERY, NOTT1NG-HILL, LONDON.
E. GOWER takes this opportunity of offering an

assortment of DUTCH BULBS, which are particularly

good. Fine plants of Araucaria Braziliensis. Some large plants

of Camellias, very full of bloom. 1-year transplanted Beech, at

45. per 1000. Flower and Garden Seeds, among which he has a

small quantity of Cormack's Prince Albert Pea, at us. orf. per qrt.

BRUGMANSIA SPE. NOVA.
THOS. BRIDGFORD and SON, Spa Field Nursery,

Ball's Bridge, Dublin, having a fine stock of the above plant,

which will prove a valuable addition to the Greenhouse, from its

propensity to flower in plants at 12 to 18 inches high. It is per-

fectly distinct from all of the species. Strong established plants

are now ready for sending out at 10.?. 6d. each. Thos. B. and Sotf

have also a fine specimen plant of the same, with three flowers

now expanded; it is three feet high, well furnished, which they

will dispose of. B. Spe.— Plant flowers abundantly on small spe-

cimens; flowers about the same length as those of B. suaveolens,

with the calyx full half the length of the corolla, both white;
flowers highly perfumed ; the rim of the corolla is divided into

five long points? rim and calyx much reflexed, which, with the

long calyx, give the plant a decided character; the throat of the

corolla is of a beautiful greenish white colour.

Answer to "J. C. L." Gardeners' Gazette, May 2$th, 1S42:—
" If your Brugmansia retains its large spathaceous calyx, it must
be new. Florapondia is the name given to B. coccinea. We are

not acquainted with the present species. It does retain its large

spathaceous calyx.— J. C.L."
A plant having been sent by us to Mr. Low, Clapton, with seven

flowers expanded, to be by him exhibited at the Chiswick Horti-

cultural Show in August, 1843, the flowers of which were injured

in its transmission, consequently was not exhibited ; it has since

flowered with Mr. Low, and is noticed in " Paxton's Botanical

Magazine" for September, 1843. The seeds of the above Species

were received by J. C. Lyons, Esq., Ladiston, Westmeath, from

Chili, from whom we received our plant.

The Double "White Brugmansia, noticed by Dr. Lindley in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, September 16th, 1843. Seeds of which were

also received from Chili by " J. C. L.," along with B. Spe. Nova,

plants of which T.B. and Son will have ready to send out in May,
1844. 49, Lower Sackville-street, Dublin.

j.
TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.

and J. FAIRBAIRN are induced from the uncer-

tainty upon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery
(situated contiguous to the Home Nursery, Clapham Rise, where
attention will be given to all applications), to effect a Sale of the

Stock at as early a period as possible, consequently beg to solicit

the attention of Gentlemen and the trade to the large and re-

markably healthy and well-grown stock, consisting of fine large

Laurels, twice transplanted, of extra growth ; Portugal Laurels,

very handsome ; Green Hollies, of various sizes ; Evergreen

Privets, fine Standard and Dwarf Roses in great variety, fine

standard flowering Thorns, Almonds, ^Esculus, Robinias, and

other Ornamental Trees, and Evergreen and flowering Shrubs,

with a large stock of fine standard and dwarf, trained and un-

trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

of the most approved kinds, and of growth rarely equalled ; also,

a large assortment of Forest Trees, consisting of Limes, Elms,

Birch, Beech, Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chcsnuts, Mountain

Ash, Poplars, and Spruce, and Scotch Firs ; also a larga numher
of Gooseberries and Currants, of excellent growth, and of the

best varieties in cultivation, to all of which J. & J. F. respectfully

invite the inspection of Gentlemen and Nurserymen, flattering

themselves that the general character of the Stock is such as to

ensure unqualified satisfaction, and which they are disposed to

offer at very moderate prices for cash.

J. 8c J. F. respectfully beg to call the attention of Gentlemen
to their advertisement of Heaths, &c, which has appeared in the

Gardeners' Chro7iicle of the two last weeks.
Nurseries, Clapham, near London, November 10, 1843.

NEW DAHLIAS. — SPARY'S "LADY ANTROBUS" AND
"AURANTIA."

ESPARY begs most respectfully to solicit the atten-

l • tion of Nurserymen, Florists, and Amateurs, to the above

new and distinct Seedlings, and begs to apprize the trade that he

intends letting them out in dry-roots, and solicits their early

orders, as the Stock is limited.
**

;

E. S.has no hesitation in asserting "Lady Antrobus' to be

the best edged Seedling of the year: it was acknowledged at

the grand Salt-hill Exhibition to be a decided improvement on

that much-esteemed variety " Beauty of the Plain," and will not

onlv prove a great acquisition as a show-flower to the most

limited grower, but also a very ornamental flower-garden

Variety. Height 2ft. 6in., excellent habit, blooms on stiff stems

well above the foliage, constant and profuse Bloomer, great

depth, fine form, and full centre. Colour clear, white grouno#

tinted with a beautiful scarlet lake. Received prizes and notices

of the Press as follows:— 1st at Salthill, 1st at Portsca, 2d at Salis-

bury Plain, held at Stonehenge, at which 30 entries for Seedlings

only, Keynes's " Standard of Perfection," and " Lady Antrobus
placed; 2d at the London Floricultural Society ; 2d at Chippen-

ham ; 1st, 2d, and 3d, at Stock well Surrey Show.— Class showing

with old Varieties : Exhibited at the Surrey Gardens (virte

Gardeners' Gazette, Sept. 23, p. 203) ; six Blooms sent to Mr-

Glenny (see report in the same Paper, Sept.2,p. 152!; six Bloom*

sent to the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 23, p
665

a Lady Antrobus" is a flower of good substance, and goo"
was

general form, and will prove a desirable and useful flower; wa-

also exhibited at Uxbrielge on the 5th Sept., with Aurantia, not

for competition. The same evening classed by the London WOn"

cultural Society. Per ground-root, price 106*. ; Plants 10s. orf.

"Aurantia," distinct orange-buff, fine form, shell-Petal, gooa

substance and centre, a line show-flower, of good habit.

height 3ft. Classed by the London Floricultural Society, at tneii

grand Exhibition, on the 20th Sept. 1842; 5th Sept., l»4^
Classed by the same Society 8th Sept. ; received a first-cias^

Prize at Chippenham ; 19th Sept., nine Blooms sent to tne

Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle (see Report, p. 665); 27th Sept.*

1st prize at Stock well, for the best orange class showing:; Pn?®^
ground-root, 635.; Plants, 7*.6d. A Post-office order will W
required from unknown correspondents.—Denford, Hungerioru,

Nov. 1, 1843. _-

WM. HEALE and SON, Nurserymen, &c, beg

most respectfully to acquaint the Public and Trade1

1

general that they have still a large stock, both Standards, I>W*J
and Trained, of their celebrated HYBRID PLUM, raised betwtt

the Greengage and Orleans. And as their circular of last seas

respecting it was limited to their immediate connexion, they no

call the
lour

e attention of the public to the following particulars :
c01"-

r. inclining to russet next the sun, size of a modern AP

fruits, and ought to be grown in all collections. Fine tnr

year-old trees, 3s. 6rf. each; do. trained, 5.s\ each.
Nurseries, Calne and Devizes, Nov. 10, 1843.

SPLENDID NEW LATE PEACH— MORTON'S WALBERl'oN
ADMIRABLE.

THIS Splendid Variety was raised at Walberton House,

J- in Sussex, the seat of R. Primk, Esq., and is a Seedling fro

the Noblesse, which it much resembles both in size

flavour ; it possesses all the fine qualities of its parent, DU
f
'.

uit
great merit consists in its ripening fully five weeks later. A n

^
was sent to Dr. LiNDtKY in 1841, from whom we have recei

the highest testimonial. The tree is afine, free, and hardy growt'
the fruit is full size, melting, and of excellent fiavour j it is atru /

desirable variety, and one which no good garden ought to

without.
Good strong maiden plants can be obtained of Albx.WJ«

8 |

Nurseryman, Westergate Nursery, Arundel, Sussex; ot JMew. ^HuttSTandM'MuuKN, Seedsmen, Leadenhall-street; a
y\. ts

Messrs. Hay, Andkrson, and Sangston, Newington isui*

London—at One Guinea per plant.
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MYATTS NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.
.

T and W. MYATT are now ready to send out their

" • NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural

Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also oeen

submitted to Professor Lindlky, for whose opinion see wartf«»ei«

Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447. It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting;

atthe same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same

truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. 10*.? British Queen, U., ana

Eliza, 105. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Nov. 10, 1843.

Just published, in One Volume 8vo., price 3s. Gd. to Fellows ol

the Society, and 5s. to others, (or postage free, upon receipt ot

a Post-office order, price 5s. to Fellows of the Society, or os.va,

A° CATALOGUE of the FRUITS CULTIVATED^ in the GARDEN of the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'a*
LONDON. (Third Edition.) Containing: the Names, Synchros,
Colour, Size, Form, Quality, Use, Time of Ripening:, and rnany

other particulars tfbnceminff all the most important varieties ui

hardy Fruit cultivated in this country. ,

Sold at the House of the Society, 21, Regent-street, aiK*
*'so

by Longman and Co., Paternoster-row; J. HatchARJ>, t icjca-

ttily- RrncwAY, Piccadilly; Uivingtons, Waterloo- place; ana

by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the Empire.
A few Copies of the Second Edition of this Catalogue ma> be

bad at the reduced price of is. Gd. each.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1H43.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Wednesday, Nov. l.'.|^ ip,>"'t'.A '-,

tS
' * *.' ". V '. ' '«

{ Microscopical
*«*ay, Nov. 17, Botanical, . * M
Tuesday, Nov. 21, Linncan 8p' M'

There is not a few good people in this world who
cannot discover that they form part of a busy restless

crowd, sometimes advancing, sometimes receding, but

jn general rushing onwards with a force that actually

leaves many old landmarks hohind it and threatens.

W this age of discovery, to vanish altogether from the

yievv of the ancient columns and monuments oflearn-
ln g- Such persons are gradually jostled out of the

stream of travellers—dreaming bv the wayside, they

eventually fall into the rear, and", when they awaken
from their slumbers, are surprised to find themselves

alone.

Oardeners possess no exemption from this general

jot of humanity. How many of them do we see sinking
into neglect, and ending their days in poverty ; com-
plaining of the preference shown to younger men,
lamenting the good old times, and wondering how" it

comes to pass that they, who once were shining lights

Jo their craft, are no longer thought of or esteemed.
*hey cannot discover that they have been standing
still, while the crowd has been rolling on, and that

although their light is as bright as ever, objects are too

far distant for it to illuminate them.
Some recent circumstances have brought these

1'efiections painfully to mind. Take, for instance, the
Pine-grower. He was thought something of thirty

years ago who could make his Queens average 2 lbs.,

and a 5i£ lb. fruit was a prodigy. And all those men
who continue to follow the same routine of cultivation,

and obtain the same result, still fondly believe that they
continue at the head of this branch of their profession.
A hen when they see in the newspapers that heavier
Pines are procured in this place and that, some of them
shake their heads and doubt, others flatly contradict
the statements, while some cry out at the injury they
occasion them. u Where are these Gardens of Bicton/'
says one, "in which Queens average above 5£lbs ?" He
does not give himself the trouble to consult his map,
"which would have told him that they are near Honiton,
ar>d belong to Lady Rolle ; but he demands to know
"where Bicton is,

u You must be aware," says
another, with the high-sounding signature of " Dunel-
mensis/' tf that statements of this kind are calculated
to do serious injury to gardeners, whose employers
upon reading them become dissatisfied with only seeing
*nm of between 2lbs. and 3lbs. weight, the usual size in
the best-managed gardens here, and I believe in most
places. Two years ago I visited some of the best

Pine-growers in the neighbourhood of London, and of
ttjany hundreds of Queens I then saw, found only one of
41bs., very few above 3lbs., and I should say the
Majority not exceeding 2lbs/' And then we are re-

proached for having allowed ourselves, as is alleged, to

P
e hoaxed by certain statements made in 1841 regard-

lng huge Enville Pines at Thornfield, which " J )unel-
tt}ensis

:
' was assured—by whom ?—by the people at

Ahornfield? not at all, but—by some fruiterer in

Movent Garden, "was all moonshine, as there was
never such a production in any part of the world."

fhese are the persons who lag behind, and are so
soon lost to view by the crowds who advance with
the stream of discovery. Instead of endeavouring to
e(]ual those who are more successful themselves, they

J^P
rpach us public journalists with not suppressing

the instances of higher cultivation. They would have
us do injuStice to therisinggardenerfor the sake ofhim
^ho is in the wane. Or at least, they say, we ought in

y ?
uch cases to run down to the places wheresuch pro-

^hgies of cultivation are said to exist, before we make
jt known to the public ; as if we were bound to doubt

e word of respectable men who give their names,

| whose capacity is not equal to the comprehension of

the means by which great results are accomplished.

Instead of carping at the success of other men, tney

should strive to imitate it.

But to the facts, which so many old-fashioned 1 me-

growers are pleased to doubt. The statements concern-

ing Thornfield and Bicton rest on the authority of

our correspondents: we have not seen them. It is

not, however, necessary to rake up old single instances

of heavy Pines, or to go to France and appeal to the

121b. Cayennes of Versailles; we have evidence as

great as can be desired. We will just beg "Dunel-

mensis" and all doubters to refer to page 738, where

he will find that on the 17th Oct., 1843, a Queen line

weighing six paunch four ounces avoirdupois, was

exhibited before the Horticultural Society of London,

by Mr. Murray, gardener to the Marquess of Bath

;

and to the proceedings of that same Society of lues-

day last, where two Queen Pines were again supplied

from Lord Bath's Gardens, one of which weighed

five pounds four ounces, and the latter Jive pounds nine

ounces. And these were no long-stalked leafy things,

with a forest of gills, and a crown like the leaves ot an

Artichoke, but clean, well-grown, beautifully swelled

fruit, with only two or three withered leaves at the

base, as much stalk as was just sufficient to hold them

by, and as small a crown as stick fruit well could have.

The fact is that the old way of Pine-growing was

wrong, as we have more than once asserted, and men

are only now beginning to find out the art of culti-

vating that fruit, as we hope one day to show.

-*C
""—

'

'No subject in Vegetable Physiology is more inter

esting, boih for theoretical and practical reasons, than

the power which seeds undoubtedly possess, under

certain circumstances, of preserving their vitality for

an apparently indefinite period. It is doubtless true

that many of the statements on this subject, to be

found in books, are apocryphal ; but certainly some

are founded in fact, such as the famous case of he

Raspberry-seed taken along with the coins of the

Emperor 'Hadrian from an ancient barrow in Dorset-

shire, the offspring of which is now to be seen in the

Gardens of the Horticultura Society. None among

the so-called instances of this excessive longevity

have excited more doubt and discussion than what is

called Mummy-Wheat ; that is to say, Corn taken

from mummies, and therefore of the highest antiquity,

which has grown when sown. Every year pro-

duces cases of this sort about the harvest season, and

even this season at least 20 specimens have been sent us

of Wheat-ears, purporting to have nad a inummial

—pardon the word— a mummial origin ; and strange

to say, they have all proved to belong to the Egyptian

Wheat or Bit dc Miracle, called by Botanists Tnti-

cum composition.
' We have never, however, succeeded

in satisfying ourselves that the Corn irom which

such'Wheat is said to have been produced was really

taken from mummy-cases. There is always some

defect in the evidence ; as was the case with the

Tvnninchatn Wheat, mentioned in the Mark Lane

Express of Oct. 9, 1842, which had been raised from

ceed said to have been produced in Egypt, from plants

sasd to have grown from grains said to have been

taken from a mummy-case. Now all such statements

may be true, but there is no proof that they are so;

and when we are told that Onions taken from similar

receptacles have also grown, which is impossible, we

may be pardoned for requiring very decisive evidence

before we accord our belief in those prodigies. N ever-

theless they may be true ;
because we have before us

an instance, in the evidence concerning which wefindno

flaw whatever. We have had it on our table for some

months, and produce it now, in; order-to satisfy the

many inquiries that are made about such things

The history of this Wheat was given by Mr. Martin

Farquhar Tupper, a most exact and conscientious man,

in the Times of September, 1 840 ; and to that gentle-

man we are indebted for the additional facts which

we are now able to communicate.

Sir GardinerWilkinson,when in the 1 hebaid, opened

an ancient tomb (which had probably remained

unvisited by man during the greater part of 3000

vears) and from some alabaster sepulchral vases therein

took with his own hands a quantity of Wheat and

unseen lurking in the soil. Of the 12 one only ger-

minated, the blade first becoming visible on April 22;

the remaining 1
!

, after long patience, I picked

out again ; and found in every instance that they

were rotting in the earth, being eaten away by a num-

ber of minute white worms. My interesting plant of

Wheat remained in the atmosphere ofmy usual sitting-

room until change of place and air seemed necessary

for its health, when I had it carefully transplanted to

the open flower-bed, where it has prospered ever since.

The first ear began to be developed on the 5th of July

;

a second ear made its appearance, and both assumed a

character somewhat different from all our known

varieties. Their small size and weakness may,

in one light, be regarded as collateral evidence

of so great an age, for assuredly the energies of life

would be but sluggish after having slept so long;

however, the season of the sowing—spring instead of

autumn—will furnish another sufficient cause. The

two ears on separate stalks were respectively 2* and 3

inches long, the former being much blighted, and the

stalk about 3 feet in height."
" If and I see no reason to disbelieve it, says Mr.

Tupper, in conclusion, " if this plant of Wheat be

indeed the product of a grain preserved since the time

of the Pharaohs, we modems may, within a little year,

eat bread made of Corn which Joseph might have

reasonably thought to store in his granaries, and

almost literally snatch a meal from the kneading-

troughs of departing Israel."
_

Here we have no link lost in the chain of evidence.

Sir Gardiner Wilkinson himself opened the tomb,

and with his own hands emptied the alabaster vase ;

of its contents he gave a portion to Mr. Pettigrew,

who gave it to Mr. Tupper, who himself sowed it,

watched it, and reared it. What better proof can we

Barley that had been there preserved. Portions of

this grain Sir G. Wilkinson had given to MivPetti-

OTewfwho presented Mr. Tupper with 12 grains of the

venerable harvest. In 1 840 Mr. 1 upper sowed these

12 grains,' and to show the care with which he pre-

served their identity we shall quote his own account

of his proceedings thereupon. " I ordered,'' he says,

" four o-ardenpots of well-sifted loam, and, not content

with my gardener's care in sifting, 1 emptied each pot

successively into an open newspaper and put the

earth back again, morsel by morsel, with my own

fingers. It is next to impossible that any other seed

should have been there. I then (on;the 7th of March,

1840), planted my grains, three in each pot, at the

angles of an equilateral triangle, so as to be sure of

the spots where the sprouts would probably come up,wo™ ot respectable men who give their names, the spots wnere me spiuuia »««« r* «*«««,- w»„c Uy,
are known to us, for the sake of obliging those

J

by way of additional security against any chance seed

require? Unless it be alleged that the grains, after

all, may have been changed somewhere on the road

between the Thebaid and Mr. Tupper's garden. But,

upon this point, Mr. Tupper expressly says, in a pas-

sage that we have not quoted, that the grains which

he sowed were brown and shrunk ;
which is a just

description of some that we too have seen from Sir

Gardiner Wilkinson, but which would not apply to

any modern Wheat. They looked, indeed, as if they

had been scorched.

But there are other proofs, less direct, but equally

conclusive, as to the antiquity of the seed sown by

Mr. Tupper. Out of twelve grains one only grew

;

that one produced but two ears—small, blighted at the

base, and yielding altogether only 27 grains. Mr.

Tupper has favoured us with a draw-

ing of one of them. But in 1841,

the second year, when the Wheat
was recovering its constitutional

vigour, the ears were perfect, and

averaged A\ inches each. In 1842,

the renovation being complete, some

of the ears measured 7* inches in

length. This, as Mr. Tupper ob-

serves, corroborates the idea of a re-

awakening from so long a sleep, as

if the Wheat had been gradually

returning to its pristine vigour. One

of these ears of 1 8 42 is now before

us, and is so like a good sample of

Colonel Le Couteur s Bellevue Tala- fcK, l

vera, that even the experienced eye

of that gentleman is unable to detect

a difference. It proved a most

abundant bearer : 18 grains in Mr.

Mitchell's Nursery Garden,Brighton,

having produced 625 ears, which

Mr. Hallett of Brighton considers to

have contained on an average 55

grains. And this (685, multiplied

by 55, divided by 18) gives a pro-

ductiveness equal to two thousand

and ninety-three fold.

But with the quality of this

Wheat we do not wish to concern

ourselves just now. The import-

ant question is, what were he

circumstances which preserved the

growing power of Sir Gardiner Wil-

kinson's Wheat from the days of the

Pharaohs down to our own time

For if that can be ascertained, a light

will necessarily be thrown upon the

verv important art of preserving

seeds artificially. To us it appears Mummy .wheat „,

that we must ascribe the result the first year of itsmat we i»" „_„we. c nf fkp air revivification.

entirely to the witness oi the air

where the Wheat was kept. And we believe that

dryness will have been the true cause of similar results

in all other instances. Such is the conclusion at which

we Ion* since arrived. (" Theory of Horticulture," pp.

79 and°189). Daily experience confirms our opinion

;

and reasoning, in the absence of experience, would

almost have led to it. Decomposition, which in seeds

is the cause of death, can only occur in a damp atmo-

sphere • therefore to keep off a damp atmosphere is to

in
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prevent decomposition, and consequently to arrest the
approach of death. And yet how little is this
regarded by persons interested in such matters. In
a damp country like England no precaution should be
neglected to ventilate, at least seed-rooms, if not seeds
themselves. And yet what is the practice? The
seedsmen pack them in large sacks or huge casks, in
close ill-ventilated granaries; and gardeners place
them in drawers or bags in the damp and miserable
sheds with which some masters so thoughtlessly provide
them

; farmers in damp barns or outhouses. What
can possibly happen with such management except
the speedy destruction of vitality, especially when
we know how badly our;,home-grown seeds are in
almost all seasons ripened, and how much free moisture
they necessarily contain. What wonder that French
seeds, ripened in a dry climate and preserved in dry
buddings, should often be found so much better than
English seed ? Our climate offers so many impedi-
ments to the preservation of seeds that we cannot
afford to neglect a single precaution ; and we trust
Mr. .[upper's Pharaonic Wheat will have the effect of
turning those whom these observations may concern
to wiser and better ways.

[Nov. 11,

circulation. A rejection of the ordinary mode of repeated
shifts is here decisive of the applicability of small growth
to comparatively large masses of soil, if, in the first in-
stance, adapted to the ultimate object, by arrangement,
exposure to intense agency, &c.
The risk attendant upon " a compression " of the roots

may be adduced as an additional evidence of the evils con-
nected with repeated shiftings. If a slight " compression "
of the roots tend to "interrupt" the circulation of fluid
from the roots, what must be the effect of the whole
inward resisting medium of smaller on larger pots 5

If"compression interferes injuriously with ultimate effect,
then all inverted growth must be subversive of the vital
energy of plants.

A COMMENTARY ON CERTAIN PASSAGES INTHE PHYSIOLOGICAL WRITINGS OF THE
LATE ANDREW THOMAS KNIGHT.

BY W. WOOD.
{Concluded from page 771.)

No. IV.—On the Cultivation of the Pine-Apple.—
" The temperature of the house raised by means of

solar heat from 95° to 105°, sometimes to 110", no air
being given till the temperature exceeded 95°. The com-
post of thin green turf chopped very small, and pressed
very closely whilst wet ; a circular piece of the same ma-
tenal being inserted to occupy the bottom of each pot :

having found this substance most efficacious for draining
&c, and subsequently of facilitating the removal of a plant
from one pot to another without loss of roots. The pots
elevated upon brick piers near the glass."—Horticultural
Transactions, vol.iv.

Remarks.—-This paper bespeaks an advance in the
principles of cultivation, and tends to illustrate the first
principles of Horticulture. There is the application of
higher agencies, which, in some measure, may be regarded
as a new power, subservient to the highest possible effects
in cultivation

; and, in the " chopped green turf, is given
a texture and mechanical arrangement, adapted to the
power of the agency applied, and the attainment of a
uniform circulation of moisture." This paper may also be
considered a full illustration of the following opinion given
at p. 112 of Paxton's Magazine, viz. :-" Atmospheric
and solar influence should be so modified as to balance the
power of absorption to which plants are exposed, &c."
There are also valuable inferences to be drawn from the
use of chopped turf, as a " substratum" or drainage-
perhaps a perfect system of cultivation will include the
complete subserviency of the mechanical to the assimila-
tive process in the c< onomy of vegetation. The safe
"removal of plants from one pot to another, without loss
of roots," appears to be a dim recognition of that " P ri„.
ciple of Horticulture" by which an accumulative system
of cultivation must either stand or fall, viz., that " for the
maintenance of a plant in health, it is indispensable that
the supply of fluid by the roots should be continued and
uninterrupted " (Principles, 32). Here it may be observed
that until it can be proved that the removal of plants from
one pot to another does, in no ivise, affect them injuriously
under the same circumstances, the principle now quoted
must for ever decide the question of expediency. The
removal of plants without loss of roots is certainly desir-
able

;
but the question again recurs—Can they be removed

at all without sustaining a loss of that functional power
by the continued uniform reciprocal action of which the
"supply f fluid by the roots " can alone "be continuous
and uninterrupted ?" Every hour's experience denies the
possibility of this.

N°- V.—On the Cultivation of the Cockscomb.
—"Treatment similar to the Pine-apple, having a similar
object in view. A single flower-stalk of great strength is
requisite, the protrusion of which should be retarded as
long as possible, consistently with the rapid growth of the
plants. Compost, nutritive as possible, and stimulatory

;of unfermented horse-dung, fresh, burnt turf, decayed
leaves. Two parts green turf, the latter being in lumps
of about an inch in diameter, to keep the mass so hollow
for escape of water (uniform circulation) and the air to
enter. Plants put very young (small) into pots 4 inches
diameter and 3 inches deep ; as soon as the roots had
reached the sides, in no degree matted, they were trans-
ferred to pots of a foot in diameter and 9 inches deep
i articular attention paid to the roots, having reason to
think that the compression of them in the pot hasunder all circumstances, a tendency to accelerate theJioom. Under this treatment the plants became large
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FORCING THE NEAPOLITAN VIOLET
The subject will divide itself under the following heads •

-Propagation of Plants; Cultivation or Preparation of
do.

;
Preparation of the Frame or Pit ; and Subsequent

Management. x

l.-Propagation of Plants.—Some cultivators obtain
their forcing-plants from the old forced plants of the pre-
vious season

; this is not the best plan, as the plants have
become somewhat exhausted, and are apt to produce long-
jointed runners. My plan is this :_When I plant my
pit or frame for forcing, I plant the remainder which are
to spare in a bed of rich soil, with a view to providing
runners for the succeeding year. In the end of February,
old an is riddled through them ; and on this, by the
m.dd e of May, the runners have so luxuriated that they
are fit for removmg to prepared beds, to undergo the cul-
tivation necessary. I now prepare as many beds as are
requisite m an open and warm part of the kitchen-garden

;the beds recede a good dressing of equal parts heath-
sod leaf-mould, and strong yellow loam, which is well
blended with the bed ; no dung is used at this stage of
the process as my object is to obtain an early, stout, and
firm plant, but not a gross one. The plants are set out
a loot apart each way, and throughout the summer are
kept tree of weeds and runners, and freely watered throueh
the months of May, June, and July, if necessary. In
August 1 suffer them to become rather dry, which induces
a sort of rest, and enables the plant to concentrate its

circulation of dry air on every little occasion, never letting
an opportunity slip.

The plant is naturally fond of a soil somewhat rich,

and for this reason I place the balls immediately in

contact with the manures. As, however, manures are,

as I suppose, rather absorbent of atmospheric moisture, I

use a considerable portion of heath-soil in the frame
mixture, and I find that theory and practice perfectly
agree as to this material, for when once dry on the surface,
it keeps dry, and I believe acts also in some degree as an
antiseptic.

Violets are generally much annoyed with slugs, which
deface the flowers. When such is the case I sprinkle the

bed all over with a good coat of coarse river-sand, in a

dry state, and when the plants are perfectly dry : this is

with me an infallible preventive. I have grown Violets
for 23 years, and every winter I can find some slight
room for improvement. Those, however, who strictly
follow the principles here laid down, will seldom want
Violets from the end of October to the end of April.—
Robert Erringlon, Oullon Park.

energies for the production of blossom ; this temporary
cessation of their fitful luxuriance I find of considerable
importance, as the plants by this time, if they have taken
well to the soil, are generally somewhat rampant, and as
a necessary consequence, spawn forth a superfluity' of
long-jointed runners; now there is no great harm, so far
if their pride be timely arrested.

If the cultivation above described be systematically
pursued, the plants will be fit to remove to their winter-
quarters by the middle of September.
The grand desideratum now is a pit or frame with

bottom-heat. This last is a prime secret in the affair.
Most cultivators think they have done ample justice to'
this lovely winter-flower when they have planted them on
the remains of an old Melon-bed, afterwards depending
on a sort of winter-forcing by hot linings ; this, however,
in my opinion, is mistaking in some degree the habits and
capacities of the plant. The plant, it is well known, is
impatient of confined damps, and would rather be on an
old hedge-back than in the finest pit extant; now, if the
plants are grown late, and the ladies require them in
bloom by November, there is no alternative but this
attempt at forcing them, which I most strenuously repu-
diate. 1 merely contend that by an early application of
bottom-heat through part of September and October, in
conjunction with the cultivation as above, there will be
litrle necessity for hot linings, or, in fact, for any renewal
of artificial heat ; the only remaining points being to keep
out the frost—give air most freely—and shut up warm
early when sunshine occurs. However, to the point.

I pretend not here to dictate the mode of acquiring
bottom-heat ; and I have no doubts whatever on my mind
that we are not merely on the eve of a revolution in these
things, but actually at the day-spring itself. The bottom-
heat I advise is 70 to 80 degs. as near as may be, and if
this can be ensured steadily, or rather slowly declining
for a month or six weeks, all is right.

The plants should be placed in the pit, or bed, about nine
inches apart each way, and should be removed with good
balls of earth. My plan of planting is this :—After
securing the necessary bottom-heat, I place a laver of old
rotten hotbed-manure, three inches thick, on the ferment-
ing matter ; the surface of this last is brought to within
10 inches of the lights back and front, and of course
nearly parallel to the roof. The balls are placed in the
manure, and filled up as the planter proceeds, with the
following compost, pressed firmly around the plants :—
Strong maiden yellow loam 4 narf„
Old leaf- soil ......... * P^ts

Rotten horse and cow-dung, thoroughly decomposed 2
Sandy heath-soil

9 t 3

Immediately they are finished I give them three or four
gentle waterings with tepid water, in rapid succession—m fact, all within two days, and I repeat the same process
about the middle of October ; after which period they
never receive a drop until the beginning of February.
The subsequent management now proceeds entirely on

the habits of the plant, viz., impatience of frost and
humidity of atmosphere, to which I might add an equal
impatience of dry heat, as produced by flues or pines,
although I am of opinion that a small hot-water pipe in
the pit would be of advantage occasionally, if the fire
were worked with much caution and with a continual
respect to the habits of the plant.
The routine of business through the winter is to cover

up well at night with mats, and in severer weather, hay
and straw besides, and to be equally particular to get a

ON THE ATMOSPHERE OF HOTHOUSES.
(Continuedfrom page 772.)\

Although I may have incidentally verged into the
subject of bottom-heat, I may be excused, inasmuch as it

is intimately blended with my general topic, in the tank
system, for that process is mode to affect both soil and
atmosphere at once. It would be endless to notice the
various modifications under which this process exists, or
to settle the claims of contending parties for originality of

conception and superiority of detail. Two lessons from
the great school of nature will suffice to guide us in the
estimate of means brought under our cognizance, and
their proper application. First, the temperature of the
soil, particularly in warm climates, varies little in uni-
formity, except at the very surface, by night and day !

second, the atmospheric temperature varies considerably,
being colder by night than it is by day. If we wish there-
fore to follow nature, which is undoubtedly our truest
guide, our heating apparatus for soil and atmosphere
should be separately under our full control. There can
be no doubt that this difference of soil and atmospheric
temperature may to a certain extent be effected in the or-
dinary tank system, by confining a portion of the sun's
heat by day ; but in order to possess full power over the
pit and air of a hothouse, another arrangement is neces-
sary. For this purpose, instead of using a simple boiler
with one flow and one returr-pipe, it is made compound
or double, with two pipes ol each sort.* One set of these
is connected with the tanks in the ordinary way, for bottom-
heat

; while the other is united with water-pipes to give
atmospheric temperature. Both flow-pipes, after leaving
the boiler, are furnished with throttle valves, by which
means the communication of hot water to both tank and
water-pipes can be permitted or withheld at pleasure ; by
this means a complete control is exercised over both the
bottom-heat and atmospheric temperature, so that each
can be regulated to the nicety of a degree. This is pro-
bably the most complete apparatus for heating a hothouse
requiring bottom-heat which can be employed.

Light.—Under this head I shall be very brief. When
one considers the intense flow of light many of our tender
plants must receive in their native regions, and that the
glass covering of our hothouses always, under the most
favourable circumstances, throws off a portion of the light
reaching its surface, the necessity for constructing these
as lightsome as possible must be apparent. MM. Bouguer,
Lambert, and others, determined by experiment that the
nearer the perpendicular light falls on the surface of glass,
the more of that light passes through. The sun alters its

position least in the same time when on the meridian, or
rather about it, that is, about noon. Moreover plants
require most light when in the vigour of their growth.
These three facts combined will lead us to the proper slope
of a house for plants we are cultivating, giving it an in-
clination at right angles to the sun's ray's at noon at that
season of the year we wish for most light. The technical
formula will, for this angle, be

—

The latitude of the place — sun 's declination of same name._ '

sun's declination of different name.
Ihus, it we take London as an example, whose latitude is
51° 3-1 N.; and if a slope is required for the greatest light
at midsummer, the sun's declination at that time is

23° 29 N., which is subtracted from the latitude 51°3rN.i
both being of one name North, and leaves 28° 2' as the
angle or slope of the roof with the horizontal, for a mid-
summer house at the latitude of London. This is rather
a flat roof I acknowledge, and not so easily kept
tight as a steeper slope ; but 30° will do very well when
properly executed, as I have the experience of in one
of my own. In steep( r slopes than the above there
are two periods in the year when the greatest amount of
light is admitted by them. If we take a slope of 45°—
which is, in fact, a very common one for Vineries— the
sun's rays enter it equally and with greatest freedom about
the /tn of April and 7th of .September, periods which may
be taken advantage of accordingly. Curvilineal roofs have
been constructed for the purpose of opposing at all times
a portion of their surface perpendicular lo the sun's rays,
and at the same time, being of iron, to present as little
opaque surface as possible. For conservatories these are
unrivalled, both for elegance of appearance, and a regular
supply of light at all seasons of the year ; but it is evident
they cannot gi ve so full a flood of light as straight roofs
can do, at a particular season, when that may be desirable ;and it is, therefore, unlikely that they will ever supersede
the ordinary roof in the common purposes of gardening.
Having_sjnd_thus much on the south slope prop er for the

riJooPfwwV am anticipated in Burbidge and Healy's plan, of
cute 2 1st October. See advertisement in Chronicle.

SLIOll
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admission of the greatest amount of light, another fact

must be attended to in the construction of plant-houses,

and that is the familiar one of plants always growing

towards the strongest light. If the light, therefore, is

admitted only in one direction, the plants will infallibly

shoot out in that direction, and it is only by a process of

continual turning and tying that they can be kept erect.

In steep-roofed greenhouses this is particularly the case,

but in those more flat it is much less so, for most light

being admitted through the glass perpendicularly, the

plants advance to meet it perpendicular to the glass, lo

obviate as much as possible this tendency, there ought to

be a north slope as well as a south, and in fact light ought

to be admitted from all aspects of the sky. The foregoing

remarks all apply to houses for plants which naturally

grow exposed to the full influence of the sun :
for such

as delight in the shade, a habitation should be provided

accordingly.— J. L.
(To tic continued.)

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XLV.
A few weeks back, when pointing out some of the

greatest defects in garden scenery, I enumerated borders

deficient in soil as one of them, and I would now add

another defect, viz , indiscriminate mixture of shrubs,

trees, and herbaceous plants. There is not the least

objection to allowing the Aconite, the Snowdrop, or Crocus

to peep from beneath the branches of shrubs, so long as

they appear to have sprung up naturally, but there is a

great objection to surrounding a noble shrub with dug

ground, so as to impart to it an artificial appearance, in

the scenery of a pleasure garden the object of the culti-

vator should be to have everything as well grown as

possible, and to allow each plant to assume Us most

natural form. To attain this the plant must be properly

exposed to air and light on all sides in the growing season,

and therefore it is not only wrong but positively injurious

to shrubs or trees to allow them to be crowded with

herbaceous plants. For the first two or three years after

tl>e trees are planted, herbaceous plants maybe cultivated

among them for the sake of covering the ground ;
but after

the shrubs have attained any size, a very different course

should be pursued. Then the ground should be turfed

up close to the shrubs, and beds for the cultivation ot

flowering plants be -formed in such places along the line

of shrubbery as is most suitable for their cultivation.

I offer these remarks at this time from the conviction

that the Amateur more frequently fails in the cultivation

of his pet plants from this indiscriminate mixture than

from any other cause, because the roots of the shrubs rob

the other plants of their nutriment, and therefore it is

impossible that they can flourish. I would, therefore,

earnestly impress upon the Amateur the necessity of

thinning out the trees and shrubs where they are at all

crowded, so as to allow each plant to become a handsome
sbigle specimen, and to turf the ground close up to the

shrubs and cultivate his herbaceous plants in beds by

themselves. In this manner he can give both classes of

plants the treatment most suitable to them, which it is

impossible to do when they are mixed in the same bed.

Shrubs and trees are also much injured by annually dig-

ging among them, but on this subject I shall have some
remarks next week.

With greenhouse plants and plants in pits or frames,

the principal care for the next two months will be to keep
them clean, and as dry as is consistent with their not
suffering for the want of water. Nothing is more injurious
to plants at this season than to allow them to be infested

^ith insects or decaying leaves, because, as they are in a
dormant state, the loss of every leaf is the loss of the life-

blood of the plant, and therefore must be attended with
injury. Every decayed leaf should be removed directly it

is perceived, as should also every speck of mildew or moss
that may collect on the plant or soil. Plants of all de-

scriptions will now require very little water, but they
cannot have too much air in fine weather.

J- he bloom of Rhododendrons and Azaleas is likely to
he a failure in many places next spring, and therefore,

"here it is desired to remove large plants, this will be a

good season to do so, as they will not sustain so severe a

check as if they were covered with bloom.— W. P.
Rrooklands.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

Ayres

"*uccn Pine-apples, published i

. _ . „ . .

regret having omitted sending the dimensions, &c. of each
fruit. I now pg t0 forward it, and at the same time to
say that such Queen Pines are no particular novelty here.

No.~~

l

2
3

4

Weight. Length.

11 in.

104
ioi

9

Circumference.

13 inches

17

It) »

Length o(

Crown.

2 in.

2
3
3

Length of

Stalk.

3 in.

3
3
4

If anonymous correspondents will come out of their
hiding-piaccsand furnish their proper names and addresses,
1 will «„.i 1 n„:.. ~. »: _ .. 1will endeavour to answer their questions and remove
their doubts ; but I decline altogether replying to anony-
mous doubters. I have myself been in practice under
several cultivators of this King of fruils, both in this
country and in the north ; have visited many Pine-growing
establishments, and have read much concerning pjne cul-
ture, but the method here practised is altogether different
trom anything I have before seen or heard of. The

hardener's Magazine" announces that the method is
lere to be published very soon, and I suspect it will

cause more consternation among the Pine cultivators,

through its simplicity"and certain success, than the weight

of those four little Queens have done.— IV. Dawson,

Bicton Gardens, Glh Nov., 1843.

Rosa Ilardii.—l should be glad to know the real his-

tory of this plant. I have for some time been endeavour-

ing to discover if any rule can be found for the estimation

of the probable effect of the male parent on the appear-

ance of hybrid plants. In certain tribes the male type is

very strongly developed in the progeny, but there are

others on which I have been able to form no decided opi-

nions. As soon as I saw the notice of Rosa Hardn in

Paxton, for October, I became very desirous to know

more of the history of a hybrid in which the type of one

of the parents was so remarkably predominant ;
the

statement in Paxton that it was a hybrid between R. ber-

berifolia and R. involucrata, was about as unsatisfactory

and indefinite as could well be imagined. In the first

place, it took no notice of the relative sexes of the re-

puted parents ; and, in the second, it does not present

the smallest resemblance to R. involucrata. I accord-

ing* searched further, and in " Gore's Rose Fanciers

Manual," 1838, I found "Rosa Hardii berberifolia ob-

tained this year, by the accidental impregnation of that

remarkable plant, the Rosa simplicifolia, or R. mono-

phylla (Lowea berberifolia, Lindl.), by R. microphyl a

growing near it." Now this was a much more probable

pedigree for the plant if the leaves only were to oe

considered, but when I observe that the flower is of

quite as deep a colour as berberifolia itself, the ques-

tion arises, how can this be—how can a mixture of a pink

Rose with a yellow one produce another yellow without a

trace of pink in it ? Besides, there is another difficulty

in the way ; berberifolia is a single Rose, microphylla a

very double one: is it, therefore, likely that the pollen

produced by the hundreds of anthers of the flower produc-

ing the seed, should have failed to effect that which is

reputed to have been done by the scanty pollen of the

other? Persons who pay attention to the raising of

hybrids well know the great care required to prevent any

portion of the pollen of the female p'ant from touching

the stigma, because they have found by experience that in

general the contact of the smallest portion of the proper

pollen renders all their attempts abortive. All that ap-

pears certain about the plant in question is, that it was

raised from seed of R. berberifolia ; I am, therefore, in-

clined to think that it is no hybrid at all, but merely a

seminal variety 5 at the same time, I should like to know

if there is any other account of it than those I have men-

tioned, because, hybrid or not, it is doubtless a very re-

markable plant.—J". C. B. [We have always understood

that one of its parents was R. chnophylla.J

Protection for Plants.—I had raised since the middle

of last July, in the open air, on Mr. Catleugh s plan,

several hundred Pelargoniums, which were exposed inpots

to the severe frosty nights occurring in the middle of

October, after much rain. Every leaf, and the surface ot

the earth in every pot, were stiffly frozen, and in the hollow

of many of the leaves were thick globules of ice. The

whole were left unshaded from the sunshine which suc-

ceeded, and syringing with cold water was not resorted

to. o'n many of the plants several of the leaves perished,

and about a dozen of the plants perished altogether. Had

the cuttings been struck and reared under glass, probably

about a dozen only would, under the above circumstances,

have survived. This leads to the notice of an excellent

article in " Paxton's Magazine of Botany," for the present

month, on "Economy in Floriculture," recommending

external coverings for greenhouses, during severe frost, in

m-eference to fire-heat. Nevertheless, so long as the ther-

mometer shall retain the privilege of sinking in midwinter

nights in the open air, from 30° nearly to zero, the ready,

safe, and easy protection, which fire-heat affords will be

commonly employed. Coverings can only retain heat,

they cannot supply it; hence the universal adoption of

some means affording a source of warmth. Perhaps the

natural source found at a few feet below the surface of the

earth, could be successfully taken advantage of for the

preservation of vegetable life, by means ot a platform

made to slide up and down in a pit, under a glass frame

kept thickly covered in severe nights. '1 his might be

effected by proximity to the glass during the day, and se-

curity from frost during the night, with exemption from

^sVcl'terry Jelly.- In the receipt for Blackberry Jelly,

I ought to have said to every pint of juice add lib. of

loaf-sugar. The stewed fruit, after the juice is drained

off is to be thrown away ; and it is the juice which is

reduced to jelly— G. IV., Warwickshire.
_

Asclepias curassavica.—This plant is now in flower in

mv garden. It was put out early in the summer, and my

nlace is one of the most exposed in the island. We have

had a frost, which affected my Dahlias, and entirely

destroyed a magnificent Gourd plant, grown from seed

sent by Colonel Stoddart from Bokhara. I write this, in

consequence of reading in a late Number of the Chronicle

that it is thoueht the plant cannot grow elsewhere than

in a stove. The Mahernia incisa and Gesnena elegana

have both flowered in the open ground, besides others

usually grown in-doors. I have some young plants from

the seed of the Tacsonia pinnatistipula, apparently

'wbridised by the P. Buonapartii ; no fruit save those

impregnated matured their seed ; the foliage at present is

peculiar-- T. J., Jersey.

Forest Pruning.—" Quercus," in your Chronicle now

before me, states, " My only fear is, and my only reason

for writing this, is to caution planters against carrying the

nractice too far by continuing it after it should be entirely

laid aside, for there is a mistaken tendency that way far too

prevalent amongst us." Now, Sir, this practice has been

continuing uninterruptedly since 1811 by Dr. Thackeray,

and with what success ? Come and examine for yourself,

or depute some one on whom you can rely, who will

report to you the condition of his woods, and I have no

doubt confirm the report of your two correspondents,

"Humphreys" and " EL S. L.," (Scott Russel of Edin-

burgh) a man well known in the scientific world. You

are also aware that the Doctor managed, from the year

1804, Mr. Wilson Jones's plantations in the same manner

till that gentleman came of age. Dr. T. is pursuing

the same system at this moment, and will have a number

of hands so engaged the greater part of the winter— that

- in pruning hedge-row trees, and in thinning and

pruning his plantations. Can " Quercus" point out a

single acre of wood thus treated, in any part of the king-

dom during a period of 20 years, which has been a

failure? Recollect this land only cost the Doctor one

pound per acre, and by the falling of the leaves there is a

tolerable herbage in many places, and the mountains all

around afford onlya miserable pasture to the Welch sheep.

— Cymro. (Nemo sibi vivat). [If we did not know

from the best private authority that Dr. lhackeray s

plantations are all that they are described to be, we should

believe it, when we have the assertions of so many re-

spectable correspondents in confirmation of it. But we

do not attribute their state to the pruning so much as to

the care otherwise bestowed on the trees, and to Dr. T. s

general skill. We do not mean to say that this gentleman s

pruning has done any harm ;
probably it has done good ;

moderate pruning by prudent and skilful persons is useful:

but it is because foresters are so often neither the one nor

the other that we have urged a discontinuance of the knife

and axe. However this matter cannot be discussed in a

corner ; we shall very soon return to it formally.]

pruning.— I have observed in several of your late

Numbers articles on the old controverted subject of

pruning forest-trees. Throughout them all is the erro-

neous notion that to reduce the head of a tree proportion-

ately augments its stem ; and it is this general mistake or

error I have endeavoured to combat ever since I took up

the subject. The first article 1 allude to is an outline of

" G. Cree's." system of pruning, based on physiological

principles, given at p. 09 1. I cannot enter on a physio-

logical disquisition, but I consider the article to be self-

contradictory, as it is argued, " that when the uppermost

lateral branches are shortened, &c, the sap has less sur-

face to cover than when allowed to extend to an improper

length and thickness." Against this I beg to quote the

following statements :*—" For the maintenance ot a plant

in health it is indispensable that the supply of fluid by the

roots should be continued and uninterrupted. 2d. The

smallest leaf at the extremity of a branch of a lofty tree

must assist in setting in action ibe absorbing power of the

roots, at whatever distance from the other organs these

roots act. If this reciprocal action is not maintained

without interruption, and if anything occurs to check it

during the period of vegetation, the plant will suffer

in proportion to the amount of interruption."f This I

consider to be sounder Physiology than Mr. Cree's. I

have argued for uninterrupted reciprocity from the first
;

pruning forest-trees certainly tends " to protract or sus-

pend the reciprocal action of their organs, and in propor-

tion impairs their vital energy." (Wood.) Mr. Cree in a

communication some time since, if I mistake not, recom-

mended, and said he practised, the removal annually of the

lowest tier of branches. I am sure no such practice could

be deduced from sound physiological principles, if the

object sought was an accelerated growth of timber. I

shall now advert to the statements of your correspondent

" Pro Bono Publico," and beg to assure him that I am

quite as much a friend to planting as eitner himself,

W H Humphreys, or Dr. Thackeray, and that too

for the good of the public and the ornament of

the country ^ut l contend that tliese obJ ects '
ll0w-

ever patriotic in themselves, will never be promoted

by any system of pruning that I am aware of. It

is quite true that the majority of those who plant,

plant for posterity ; but posterity will have but little

reason to thank the pruner for his operations where

these have been carried to any extent. Pro Bono Pub-

lico" calls on me to point out plantations of the same age

extent, and elevation as those at Nerquis; but this not

necessary to the argument I quite believe all that has

been reported of their extent, beauty and elevation
; and

quite agree with your correspondent in his concluding

sentence At the same time, I cannot concur m the opinion

ha Uie hfalth and beauty of these plantations are attri-

butable to any system of pruning, but to other causes. I

have before said that I have no objection to a little knife

pruning, judiciously applied when trees are quite young,

but to cany it further will, in the exact proportion m
which it is

7
applied, certainly frustrate the design it ,s

intended to promote. Since antediluvian times no one

1 ves ong enough to see the result of a continued system o

piuningtillthesubjectsofitattainthestature of giants; but

I ventre to say that no forest-tree ever ye attained a large

size or hid its growth of stem accelerated by curtailment

of it's branches, no matter by whose system that curtailment

was effected As " Pro Bono Publico" calls on me to point

to plantations of certain extent and elevation, &c. to cope

with those at Nerquis, may I call on him to point to any

extent of plantation, great or small, at any elevat,on-40

or 50 years old, that has been subjected to any system of

pruning, that would not have been better and more valu-

able without it? AH other things are unobject.onable--

such as thinning, &c. Plant judiciously ; thin judiciously

when needful; but beware of pruners, and systems of

pruning- they are dangerous playthings.— Quercus.

Advertisements of Boilers.—ls it not odd that scarcely

TZindley's Principles of Horticulture, p, 32.

t Theory of Horticulture, p. 00,
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any of the manufacturers who advertise their Hot Water
Apparatus in the Chronicle, should (with the 'exception, I
believe, of one,) state the prices of their Boilers ? If
they did, beginning with the least expensive, and so on, to
the highest prices, it might induce many of us country
folk to purchase, who are now deterred by supposing
such things high priced.

—

Amateur.
Packing Plants for Neio Zealand.—A. correspondent

writes that—" Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Apples,
Pears, Plums, Gooseberries, and Currants, will bear the
voyage if packed in cases lined with zinc, so as to be air-
tight, the roots being well packed with damp moss, and
the plants well secured from moving with the same sub-
stance ; no straw should be used, as it ferments with the
moisture to the serious injury of the plants. This I have
ascertained from experience, as in a collection of fruit
trees I received from England, by the Indemnity, which
were carefully packed with moss only, and were in very
good condition

; those packed with straw and moss were,
from the cause above mentioned, many of them dead, and
all more or less injured."

Seedling Pelargoniums.—Most cheerfully do I accede
to the wishes of your correspondent in last week's Paper,
who styles himself "A Friend to Truth," and will gladly
give him information respecting the prizes that have been
gained by Lyne's Seedling Pelargoniums this season.
Lyne's Princess Alice was exhibited and won a Seedling
prize at Chiswick Grand Horticultural Show, June 17;
and also another Seedling prize at the meeting of the
London Floricultural Society, June 20. Lyne's Celestial
received the gold medal at the meeting of the Royal Devon
and Cornwall Horticultural Show, May 18 ; it also re-
ceived a Seedling prize at Torquay, June 22. Lyne's
Pnnceps was awarded a Seedling prize at the Exeter Hor-
ticultural Society's Show, June 8, as well as another at
Torquay, June 22. Lyne's Redworth was so nearly equal
in merit to Celestial, that the judges said in their report,
that they remained undecided as to which they should
award the medal. Lyne's White Perfection received the
first Seedling prize at the Torbay Horticultural Meeting,
June 22, where it was universally admired ; so much so
that the " Laureate of Devon" particularly noticed it in
his poetry on the opening Show of that Society : (see
Chronicle, p. 740) :—

3

" Lyne's Seedling Geranium extoll'd to the skies,
And soft-soldered the rivals who show'd for the prize."

In my summer Pelargonium Catalogue, is the following
paragraph:—"Lyne's Seedlings have been exhibited in
London (at the Chiswick and Floricultural Society's
Shows), in Plymouth, Exeter, Torquay, Barnstaple, and
Truro, and have won prizes at all the Shows (excepting
the two latter, where no Seedling prizes are offered) ; at
which Shows they have been universally admired, and
held m high reputation by all Florists who have seen
them." I might have mentioned Barnstaple and Truro
as well as other places, as quantities of medals have been

basin, hewn out of the solid rock, 30 ft. deep by 160 ft. in
circumference, reckoning from the original surface to the
bottom ; it contains a depth of 10 feet of water at low
tide, and communicates with the sea by one of those
fissures or natural tunnels so common on this bold and
precipitous coast ; the opening is grated to prevent the
escape of the fish. The rock around the basin is sur-
mounted by a substantial stone wall, for the better shelter
and protection of the area within. This basin was exca-
vated in 1800—the object of it was to have a supply of the
finest fish on the shortest possible notice, and at any state
of wind or tide, when no boat dared to venture on the
stormy billows. These, being regularly fed, are of a supe-
rior quality to those fished from the open sea. Attached
to the pond is a neat gothic cottage for the accommoda-
tion of the fisherman, who supplies the proprietor with
fish in ordinary weather from the sea, and replenishes
the pond with those that may be little injured in their
capture. The following notice of it is extracted verbatim
from a note under the article Logan in the » Topographi-
cal, Statistical, and Historical Gazeteer of Scotland •"_
" From the inner or back door of the lodge a winding
stair-way conducts you to the usual halting-place— a large
flat stone projecting into the water, and commanding a
view of every part of the aquatic prison. When the tide
is out this stone is left completely dry; and here a stranger
perceives with surprise a hundred mouths simultaneously
opened to greet his arrival. Fish, in fact, hear as well as
see

;
and the moment the fisherman crosses the thresh-

old the pond is agitated by the action of some hundred
fins, and otherwise thrown into a state of perfect confusion
and anarchy Darting from this, that, and the other
corner, the whole population move, as it were, to a com-mon centre-e evate their snouts-lash their tails-and
jostle one another wUh such violence, that, on a first view,
they actually seem to be menacing an attack on the poor
fisherman instead of the creel-full of limpets he carries.Many of the fish are so tame that they will feed greedily
from the hand and bite your fingers into the bargain, if
you are foolish enough to allow them. Cod seems to
be the prevailing species of fish in this pond, but there
are also blochin or glassin, haddocks, flounders, and various
other kinds."-G. Williamson, Logan House, Wigton-

Fuchsia.—The large Fuchsia in the flower-garden here
of which a report appeared in the Chronicle of Aug. 12, is'

^j^
ne Macrostemon species, this being then omitted. G.

Williamson, Logan House, Wigtonshire.

received from all quarters, in the shape of sovereigns and
half-sovereigns. If « A Friend ;to Truth" had examined
the Chronicle from time to time, he would have seen the
Editor s opinion of these Seedlings given at pp. 431, 433
and 446, of this year.— FT. E. Rendle, F.H.S.
Heating.—In the " Calendar" of last week, Mr. Beaton

after describing Mr. Haycroft's mode of combining flue-
heat and water-pipes from the same fire in the Doncraile
Pinery, proceeds to quote a passage from one of Mr.
Ainger's papers condemning that sort of arrangement.
Mr. B. then concludes that Mr. Ainger's theory is refuted
by Mr. Haycroft's experiment, and he draws some general
inferences in disparagement of science as opposed to prac-
tice. I do not quite understand the nature of Mr. Beaton's
argument, that, because one person has done what another
had disapproved, the latter must of necessity be wrong.
Mr. Beaton gives both parties an exceedingly high charac-
ter, one most justly for science, and the other for skill.
I am of opinion that the science which is not good in prac-
tice i3 worth very little ; and, on the other hand, I have
little faith in the first report of experiments which seem to
contradict fairly-deduced principles. We have had too
many instances of wonderful rumours to place much
reliance upon a first, or even a fiftieth, report. About three
years ago it will be recollected that Mr. Penn's system of
heating was making a great sensation, and was positively
stated in numerous quarters to have produced unheard-of
results

; while that fever was at its highest, I remember
that yourself, and, I think, Mr. Ainger also, denounced it,'

and since that period I believe the scheme has sunk into
oblivion. I remember also that Mr. Ainger condemned
the use of small pipes, which were at that time generally
recommended on account of their becoming quickly heated.
Now, instead of small pipes we have tanks—tons of water
instead of ounces. Lastly, I think that Mr Ainger advo-
cated a greater attention to soil-heating ; and this seems
to be the direction which practice is taking. So far,
therefore, it appears to me that general principles are
more to be depended on than individual practice ;—but
however this may be, I regret to see science and experi-
ence opposed to each other in an unfriendly manner.—X.
IWe thank our correspondent for calling attention to this
subject. He will be glad to know that it is Mr. Ainger's
intention to resume the subject of heating, with reference
to some of the modern propositions.]
Logan Fishpond—The fishpond here has long been anobject of considerable attraction ; during the summer andautumn monhs lt i*yi8ited almost d f

™
various localities and scarcely any stranger/ from a dis
tance, who may have occasion to come within an ordinary

^,Ve
;
bU V&2£?TJL thG °PPortunity of visitJ

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Mr h "&* W
'
Barc, 'aril

>
Esq-. 'n the chair. Mr. J. Bagstcr andMr. H Waterer were elected Fellows. From Mr. Robertson, gr toMrs. Lawrence, was an exceedingly well-grown plant of Gesnerazebrma, having eight spikes richly covered with flowerspretty plant of Epidendrum viscosum, with curious lon ff greenpetals and white (ringed labellum

; and a plant of Denclrobium
denudans, with spikes of small white blossoms. In the same
collection were likewise Myanthus barbatus, with fringed green-ish-yellow flowers; Oncidium Pinellianum, a species from Bra-

wiH?w™T to
(Prd

fl

cns
5
and a P^nt of Mormodes aroma.icum,

With brown SUOtted flnwprc Thorn «*nn ~i~ .„-ii , f

a red tinge, which is different from that seen in European Apples;
the flavour somewhat resembles that of the French Calville.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
Nov. 6.—Robert Brown, Esq., in the Chair. Presents of dried

fruits were exhibited from Mr. J. Smith, Mr. Sharpe, and others.
A paper was read by Mr. Kippist on the discovery of Backhousia
setosa of De Candolle at Saffron Walden, in Essex, by Mr. Joshua
Clarke. This plant had been previously described as Picris hiera-
cioides ; but there can be no doubt now of its identity with
the Backhousia setosa of Europe. A paper was commenced being
read from Mr. Griffith, on the sub-class of plants called UhizanW
there. The author proceeded to examine in detail the characters/x
on which this class was founded j he considered that in each op
the characters this class did not differ so much from the other
classes asmany of the plants undoubtedly referred to them. Their
parasitic character differed. Many of the species had a higher
vascular development than was supposed. The absence of the
embryo in the seed was an inference. There might be an embryo
arrested in a stage of development earlier than we are acquainted
with in the higher forms of plants. During the reading of this

paper the following Members of the Society were ejected for non-
payment of their subscriptions :— B. H.Barton, Esq., N. Horley,
Esq., G. A. Lake, Esq., H. Lcggett, Esq., Dr. Paris, Dr. Kamadgc,
Dr. Sigmond, Dr. Shaw, Dr. Reynolds, and T. H. Smith, Esq.
Professor Forbes exhibited some specimens of Orchidaceous
flowers which had been electrotyped, and retained their form and
character in a remarkable .manner. Messrs. Smith and Varley
exhibited their microscopes.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Sept. 1.—J. E. Gray, Esq., F.R.S., &c, President, in the chair.

Dr. Wood, of Cork, presented a specimen of Ncottia gemmipara,
found in Ireland. Dr. Thomas Taylor presented the following
species of Jungermannise, new to the British Flora:—Junger-
mannia reclusa (M. S. S. Taylor), J. fragilifolia (M. S. S. Taylor),
J. germana (M. S. S. Taylor), and J. riparia (M. S. S. Taylor).
Read "Observations on some varieties of Hypna. and on a new
species of Lichen," by Dr. Thomas Taylor, the specimens
described were collected in North America by Dr. Gavin Watson,
and by him presented to the Society. The new Lichen described
was named Cenomyce foliacea by Dr. Taylor.

Oct. 6.—John Reynolds, Esq., Treasurer, in the chair. Mr.
Adam Gerard exhibited a collection of fruit and seeds from
Sierra Leone, containing specimens of the Butter and TalloW-
tree (Pcntadesma butyracea). Read, "Notes of a Botanical
Excursion to Tilgate Forest in August last," by the chairman.
Nov. 3.— Hewett C. Watson, Esq., V.P., F.L.S., in the chair.

The following papers were read :—" On the Botany of Lichfield,"
by the Rev. Richard Garnett. « Notes on a Species of Cuscuta
found at Duxford, Cambridgeshire," by Mr. Frederick Bond, of
Kingsbury. The chairman presented a series of specimens of
the common Birch, to show that the forms described by different
authors under the names of Betula alba, pendula, glutinosa,
and pubescens, are only varieties of one single species, the
original Betula alba of Linneeus. Mr. Watson stated that he had
repeatedly found, on different branches of the same tree, the
various forms of leaf and other characters which were given as
the distinctions between these supposed species, and that the
leaves of Betula glutinosa or pubescens were produced usually
(if not always) on the seedling plants of Betula alba or pendula.
Specimens of Primula elatior, from the Bardfield Station, were
presented by Mr. E. Doubleday. These specimens were remark-
able for the wide variation in the relative length of the calyx and
corolla, and also in the form of the leaves, some specimens
resembling the Primrose in their tapering leaves, while others
had the abruptly-contracted leaves, similar to those of the Cows-
lip, lt was announced that the Herbarium of the Society might
be inspected every Friday evening from 7 to 10 o'clock.

i«„«„~T *! V -!«'*-»«*" -j* -cpnjiiyuum truncatum vio-accum, with pretty purple flowers. This plant was exceedinglyhandsome from its pyramidal form ; this was effected bygrafting it on Cereus speciosissimus, inserting the longest
scions at the bottom, the shortest ones at the top, and fillingup the intermediate space in the form of a regular pyramid • itwas nearly three feet high, and the branches were all in bloom,tram top to bottom, which rendered it an object of great interest
a Banksian medal was awarded for this, and the Gesnera zebrina.
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Es(l" scnt a Plant of Oncidium crispum, with a
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brownish-coloured blossoms. From Mr. Bruce, gr to

H. Miller, Esq., was Clerodendrum nutans, with white flowers,having long slender stamens, with brown anthers. Messrs!Chandler and Son, of VauxhalJ, exhibited a beautiful cut collec-
tion of 36 varieties of Chrysanthemums. From Mr. Catleueh ofChelsea, was also a collection of 24 new French varieties ofChrysanthemums in pots. Mr. Murray, gr to the Marquess of
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Pine-aPPles, weighing respectively
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-' and measuring each 5£in. in diameter, andoims. n length
; the number of pips were 10. These were ex-ceedingly handsome fruit, and were not produced by mere acci-

dent, as those exhibited by Mr. Murray from time to time prove

:

but were the result of steady successful cultivation and goodmanagement. 1 here is little doubt that in a few years themanner of cultivating the Pine will be greatly altered, and thatlarger and better fruit will be produced than we have hitherto seen.A Banksian Medal was awarded to Mr. Murray for the twoPine-
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of forest-bill, were three Pine-apples,
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war™r and better climate than that ofBritain tobnngittoperfection. From Mr. L. Robson, gr. to W.Gambier, Esq., was a dish of good late Peaches. Mr. H. Kenny,
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exnibited a Cassaba, a Pearson's Green-

fleshed, and a Netted Green-fleshed Melon; these were stated to

Krnm lK ^ ^P l™™ W,"Ch tW° ^P8 h&(l ^en Cut.
* rom the gardens of the Society were Berberis tenuifolia and ten

IKfhrni, 7Santhemum8
'

tfaey were placed under glassabout three weeks or a month ago, and from their having hadabundance of light and air, which is so necessary for Chrysanthe-mums at this season, their flowers were finely coloured There
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Oris, and Mane Louise ; the latter was from a large tree which

h»H ^T"%TZe^^ ^Labout «H»« four years ago, but

the finny inhabitants of this aquatic prison A short
description of it, I presume, may be interesting to many
readers of the Chronicle ;—It is an artificial salt-water

, ^.pidu.iiui*.., a wiy great Dearer, J
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keI"tMs ^ a good Pear if taken in time,Which is about three or lour days after it gets ripe. In the same
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so the ;oIi?wing Apples, viz., Golden Reinette,2^°?' s Pearmain Birmingham Pippin, Mere de Menage,
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and Waltham Abbey Seedling;
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comb8 Seedling, Tower of Glammis, an

excellent Kitchen Apple, and Oracle Elma, a Persian Apple, having

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Lkiantuus niorkscrns. Black-flowered Leianthus. (Green-
house biennial.) Gentianese. PentandriaMonogynia. This plant
is remarkable for the colour of the flower, which approaches more
nearly to black than any with which we are at present acquainted.
Probably Chamisco and Schlechtendal, in naming it "nigrescens,"
had an idea that it became black only in drying; and Grisebach
and Don even speak of the flowers as white, or probably greenish
yellow. In the recent state such is not the case ; however, they
are of as rich a deep blue, or rather purplish blue black, as a
flower can well be. But this singularity is not their only recom-
mendation; they are large, graceful in form and inclination,
drooping like a Fuchsia, so numerous as to form a large panicle,
two or three feet high, and afoot and a half broad; a great many
are in bloom at once, and they continue in perfection for a very
long time, if kept cool, and protected from the too powerful rays
of the sun. Indeed, with us, in a shady greenhouse, its flowers
nave been equally profuse and perfect for a period of four months.
We scarcely know a more interesting plant that has for many
years been introduced to our collections, even at this age of
novelties, than the present. Schiede appears to have been the first
to discover it at Papantla, in Mexico. But it had been long known
to Mr. Skinner as an inhabitant of Guatemala, and to him I am
indebted for the plants which were reared from his seeds in the
Royal Gardens at Kew. It bids fair to produce seeds with us, and
strikes readily from cuttings. The plant appears to be biennial.
It produced an upright stem, scarcely branched for about a foot
ana a hall, but sending out annotinous shoots in the autumn,w inch terminate in a large, much-branched panicle two or three
teet high. The branches, as well as the stem, are rounded. The
leaves arc most crowded on the stem, and are opposite andlance-
snaped. The petals are long and slender, with usually a pair of
bracteas or small leaves below the calyx, and it has gracefully
drooping flowers, two or three inches long. The corolla is of a
deep purplish blue black, and is funnel-shaped, dilated a little
upwards. The segments are about half the length of the corolla,
ana almost recurved. The stamens, nve in number, are inserted
a nttle below the middle of the tube, and the filaments are slender
ana rather longer than the tube.— Curtis*s Botanical Magazine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
McNab Testimonial.— At a meeting, held in July

last of gentlemen interested in the promotion of botany
*"!* horticulture, it was unanimously agreed, that to Mr.
William M'Nab, the distinguished curator of the Edin-
burgh Royal Botanic Garden, this country is especially
indebted for the eminent progress which it has made in
the science and practice of gardening. It was therefore
proposed that a fund should be raised, by general sub-
scription, with the view of presenting to Mr. M'Nab such
a testimonial of gratitude for his valuable services, and of
respect for his very estimable character, as may both
cheer himself in his declining years, and excite others to
pursue the same honourable path which he has irod. We
are no great advocates of this sort of thing ; but we must
say, that if there is any man to whom such a compliment
should be paid, Mr. M'Nab is that person. We see by
the circulars that about 250/. are already, subscribed, andamong the names we find those of Sir George Mackenzie,
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GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Kilravock Gardens, near Inverness,—Kilravock Castle stands up

as romantic and picturesque from its craggy rock as any in the

Highlands ; and is as interesting in the historical remembrances of

its bold and powerful barons as the most fastidious admirers "of
things as they were " could desire. Yet there the black founda-

tion-rock, the grey lichen-clad walls of the rude square keep,

and the lower chateau buildings of later times have been united

and half-concealed by the festoons and stems of creeping Roses,

Vetches, Clematis, and Eglantines; and the adjoining Grassy

slopes, which in ancient times must have been sponty marshes,

have had their irregular streams collected into narrow water-

courses, and adorned with walks and aviaries, and seats and

bowers, but so hid under the shade of large trees, as not to
i

mar
the gloomy, majestic character of the place. Everything about Kil-

ravock Castle is on an imposing and large scale. The approach is

first through a fine old Pine-wood, succeeded by an open reach of

wide Grass parks, in a nook of one of which stands a venerable

hut deserted homestead, with its decaying orchard and parterre,

" where many a garden flower still grows wild;" and then the

road plunges into thickets of Hazel, Alder, and Birch, overtopped

hy magnificent Beeches, Oaks, and Elms, which, through several

devious dark windings and alleys, usher us at length on the

greensward or lawn, which more immediately lies along the

Castle wall. A slight hollow occurs on the east side, which was
formerly fashioned into a strange compound of flower, fruit, and

kitchen gardens, connected with the main buildings by an irregu-

lar massive wall. This wall has now been removed, except in a

few places, where it forms a fine screen, and supports rows of

climbing plants; the whole space (about five acres) has been

thrown into one magnificent flower-garden, and fancy figures ot

endless forms have been cut out in the beautiful greensward.

These beds contain a large and fine collection of hardy herbaceous

plants, and are all so managed that a continued succession oi

blooms is kept up from February to November. Every figure has

been laid out, and most of the plants arranged, under the per-

sonal inspection of Mrs. Campbell, the lady at present inhabiting

the Castle, who has spared no trouble or expense in making the

approaches, preserving the forest-trees, designing and embellish-

ing the gardens, and in forming a complete new orchard and

kitchen-garden. The lawns are sown down with the finest and

rarest Grasses—they are constantly kept short and as smooth as

velvet; every weed and leaf is removed, and the highest order,

neatness, and taste are displayed in every part ol the grounds.

The taller herbaceous plants, and a few shrubs, occupy the centre

of the beds, the smaller and more delicate ones are next, and the

outer edgings are encircled with one or more rings of small

Spring and summer flowers, between the patches of which trans-

planted annuals are inserted to keep up the succession. Some o

those beds contain upwards of 50 herbaceous plants, intermixed

with choice bulbs (among which are upwards of 30 ot the finest

irises), and a great variety of Pelargoniums, Phloxes, Pentste-

rnons, Verbenas, Fuchsias, and other greenhouse productions.

The Dahlias, instead of appearing in beds, are intermixed with
other plants on the grounds, which give them a very rich aspect,

especially when helped out by the taller Hollyhocks. Not the

least interesting embellishments of the grounds are the great

number of seats, arbours, pheasant houses, and covered build-

higs, where the wild birds of the place are fed off stands in

winter. These are all made in rustic wood-work, show great

taste and beauty, and are executed with a variety of design.

Adjoining the base of the Castle-wall is an extensive stretch of

natural roekwork, and into every ledge and crevice of this the

utmost profusion of spring flowers, especially Crocuses, Snow-
drops, Tulips, Anemones, and Primulas, and other suitable plants,

have been inserted. The immediate neighbourhood of the Castle

also boasts of several magnificent trees—such as a Beech JO feet

high, with a sweep of 50 feet to its branches; a Walnut tree as
high; a Lime, 90 feet high and 10 feet in girth; "Burns' Oak,"
74 feet high ; and a very large specimen of the Tulip tree (Liiio-

dendron tulipifera), from 25~to 30 feet high. On the whole, the
Kilravock gardens, exclusive of the greenhouse, which, though
small, is productive, will afford every visitor a rich treat;
and the variety tfnd delicacy as well as quantity of the herba-
ceous plants which are left in the ground the whole year over,
must enlarge every one's ideas of the capabilities of the country
and climate, and prove how perfectly possible it is to combine,
by care and good taste, the sterner features of rough rocks and
ancient strongholds with the softer beauties of the modern flower-

garden.— Viator.

Popular Cyclojicediaof Natural Science. Animal Physi-

v ology. Parts I. and II. By Dr. Carpenter. 12mo.

Orr and Co.
We recommend this treatise to general notice, as forming
an excellent popular introduction to a very important and

interesting branch of science. The subject is one in which

Dr. Carpenter has distinguished himself in a more formal

and scientific way, and therefore is peculiarly adapted to

Ins clever and popular style of writing. Critics may say that

these books contain nothing new ; or may ask what object

there is in adding another to the numerous works already

existing on Animal Physiology ; but in our view the pub-

He has little interest in the carpings of a querulous imagi-

nation. The important question for the general reader

to have answered is, whether the matter which the work

contains is correct, and useful, and well digested. That

question may be answered in the affirmative. The con-

tents of the two volumes consist of a sketch of the vital

Operations of animals and the instruments by which they

are performed ; a general view of the animal kingdom :

an explanation of the nature and sources of animal food,

°f digestion and absorption, of the blood and its circula-

tion, and of the singular phenomena of respiration.

Then is described the manner in which the bodies of

animals are gradually formed, the sources and nature of

animal heat, luminosity and electricity, their nervous sys-

tem, sensation, motion, voice, instinct, intelligence, and

reproduction. The pages are amply illustrated with good

"Wood-cuts.

By way of indicating the way in which Dr. Carpenter
has treated his subject, let us take two passages, one from
the beginning of the first part, the other from the middle
of the second part of his work :

—

11 The general characters of living beings, and their

chief distinction from inert matter, have been elsewhere
explained

; and it will not be requisite, therefore, to do

*"Ore than recapitulate them here. Living beings, whether
Plants or Animals, are distinguished from the inert

fatter which is commonly said to form the Mineral
kingdom, by their peculiarities oi structure and of action.

In a living being, no matter how simple its conformation,
We find tvvo or more distinct parts or organs, adapted for

different purposes ; thus, in the simple cell which consti-
tutes the entire plant of Red Snow, or the "Yeast Fungus,
*e have a containing membrane which absorbs liquids and

gases from the surrounding elements,—a contained fluid

of peculiar characters, formed out of these materials,—

and a number of minute granules which are to become the

germs of new cells- On the other hand, in mineral matter,

the same structure and the same properties may prevail

through a mass of any size. Hence the structure of living

beings is said to be orga?iised ; whilst that of inert

mineral matter is said to be unorganised or inorganic.

" Again, living beings are distinguished by their

actions. Continual change seems an essential part of their

character ; and the alterations they undergo are not the

result of accidental circumstances, but the consequence of

their own peculiar properties, and take place with great

regularity. Thus if the life of one of the simple plants

just mentioned be attentively watched, a set of actions

will be observed, which may be enumerated briefly as fol-

lows. The germ consists of a minute granule, in which

no distinction of parts can be observed ; but this, by im-

bibing water and other materials, soon enlarges ;
and a

distinction between the containing and contained parts,

the cell-wall and the cavity of the cell, is speedily

observed. The enlargement continues, until the full size

of the individual is arrived at ; and the fluid the cell con-

tains is then observed to have a number of minute granules

diffused through it, which resemble the original germ.

These granules are at last set free by the bursting of the

parent cell, which now ceases to exist, or dies; and its

progeny commence life for themselves, and go through the

same series of actions as those performed by the parent.

These actions are termed functions; and their number

and variety correspond with the number of different organs

existing in the structure. Thus in the simple beings thus

adverted to, we can only distinguish two sets of opera-

tions,—those by which the growth of the parent cell was

effected, and those by which the germs of a new genera-

tion were produced and set free. The former are termed

functions of nutrition ; and the latter, functions of

reproduction.
" But it has been shown that, in the higher plants,

a large number of distinct 'parts or organs may be ob-

served,—such as the root, stem, leaves, &c. ;
and that

these parts have distinct uses in the economy of the plant.

Thus the roots, besides fixing the plant in its position,

absorb or suck up liquid from the soil around ; and this

liquid usually contains, dissolved in it, some of the solid

particles which the plant requires as the materials of its

growth. The stem has for ivs office to convey this liquid

upwards to the leaves and flowers, where it may be ex-

posed to the air and light. One important function ot

the leaves is to get rid of a large quantity of this super-

fluous fluid, by the process termed exhalation ;
whilst

these organs have also the power of absorbing additional

fluid, if needed by the plant. Another fuuetion of the

leaves, is that of taking in an additional most important

element, carbon, from the air, by decomposing the car-

bonic acid it contains ; and this being combined in the

interior of their cells with part of the water taken in by

the roots, forms the materials by which the tissues of

the plant are nourished, and their growth provided for,

and whence their peculiar products are supplied. Yet

even these most important functions are performed, in the

highest plant, as in the lowest, by simple cells ; for the

leaf is but an assemblage of such cells, with a framework

or skeleton of harder tissue ; and the action of each cell

is the same as that performed by the rest. Moreover,

when certain products,—such as oil, resin, starch, &c

—

are separated from the juices that have been elaborated

by the cells of the leaves, and are stored up in particular

receptacles, the^e receptacles are themselves cclls
y the

walls of which have the peculiar property of selecting

from the juices the materials they are destined to contain.

"Now all these actions in the plant are classed under

the head of functions of organic life, being entirely con-

cerned with the nutrition of the individual. But we have

in animals another series of actions, by which that indi-

vidual is connected in a peculiar manner with the world

around. All animals possess, in howe7er slight a degree,

a consciousness of what is going on around them ;—that

is, thev are sensible to the impressions of external objects.

And they all possess, though often to an almost imper-

ceptible amount, the power of acting on objects around

them, by spontaneous motion. These two functions,

—

sensibility and the power of spontaneous motion,—being

peculiar to animals, are called the functions of animal

life ; and they are sometimes called functions of relation,

from the peculiar connection they establish between the

individual and the world around.
" It is scarcely possible to point to any actions better

fitted to give an idea of the nature of instinct, than those

which are performed by various insects, when they deposit

their eggs. These animals will never behold their pro-

geny ; and cannot acquire any notion from experience,

therefore, of that which their eggs will produce
; never-

the
7ess they have the remarkable habit ot placing, in the

neighbourhood of each of these bodies, a supply of aliment

fitted for the nourishment of the larva that is to proceed

from it ; and this they do, even when they are themselves

living on food of an entirely different nature, such as

would not be adapted for the larva. They cannot be

guided in such actions by anything like reason ; for the

data on which alone they could reason correctly are

wanting to them ; so that they would be led to conclu-

sions altogether erroneous if they were not prompted, by

an unerring instinctt
to adopt the means best adapted for

the attainment of the required end.

« Of this kind of instinct, the Necrophorus
>
a kind of

Beef»e not uncommon in our fields, offers a good exam-

ple.
' When the female is about to lay her eggs, she seeks

forthtdead body of a Mole, Shrew, or such other small

quadruped ; and having found one, she excavates beneath

it a hole of sufficient dimensions to contain the body,
which she gradually drags into it ; she then deposits her
eggs in the car-

case, so that the

Fig:, 259.—Necrophorus.

%'-m

Fig;. 260.— Xylocopa.

larvse, when they

come forth, find

themselves in the

midst of a supply

of carrion, on
which they feed,

like their pa-

rents. This in-

stinct is still

more remarkable,

when an insect,

whose diet is ex-

clusively vegeta-

ble, prepares for

its larva a supply

of animal food.

Such is the case

with the Pompi-
lus, an insect al-

lied to the Wasp.
In its perfect

state it lives en-

tirely on the

juices of flowers
;

but the larva; are

carnivorous ; and
the mother pro-

vides for them the

requisite supply

of the food they
require, by plac-

ing in the nest,

by the side of the

eggs, the body of

a Spider or Ca-
terpillar, which
she had previ-

ously killed by
means of her
sting. The Xy-
locopa, or Car-
penter-Bee, has
very analogous habits ; the female makes long burrows in

wood, palings, &c, in which she excavates a series of

cells ; and in every one of these she deposits an egg, with

a supply of pollen-paste.
" The instinct of support and protection to the young

and helpless offspring, is seen in all animals in which it is

needed; and it is particularly observable in birds. The
nests which they construct are destined much more for

the reception of their eggs, and for the protection of the

young, than for their own residence ; for there are few

birds which pass much time in their nests, except at night,

Fig. 261.— Nest of Xylocopa.

Fig. 262.—Nest of Goldfinch.

and during the period of incubation. It is impossible to

watch the process of their construction, without admiring

the perseverance with which these interesting animals bring

together the materials that are destined for their erection,

and the art with which they are arranged. The form and

structure of these habitations are always nearly the same,

among the

individuals

of the same
species ; but
there, is ne-

cessarily a
w

certain la-

titude in re-

gard to the

materials of

which they

are com-
posed, since

the same
could not be

everywhere

procured.

The nests of

different

species vary

greatly, how-

ever, both

as to form* Fig. 263,—Nest of the Bay a.

and materials ; and these are admirably adapted to the par-
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ticular circumstances in which the young families are re-

spectively destined to live. Sometimes these habitations

are constructed of earth, the particles of which are
united by the viscid saliva of the bird, into a
tenacious mortar ; and they are then commonly built

against the sides of a rock or wall. But, in general, they
are composed of sticks, straws, and other vegetable sub-
stances ; and are placed either on the ground, or among
the branches of trees. The greater number of them have
a somewhat hemispherical form, resembling a little round
basket; and their interior is lined with moss and down
(Fig. 262).
"But sometimes the arrangement is much more

complicated, in order that some particular danger
may be avoided, or some special

purpose answered. Thus the
nest of the Baya, a little In-

dian bird allied to our Bulfinch,

has the form of a bottle ; and it

is suspended from a twig of such
8lenderness and flexibility, that

neither Monkeys, Serpents, or
Squirrels can reach it (Fig. 263).
That it may be still more secure
against the attacks of its numerous
enemies, the bird forms the entrance
of the nest on its under side, so that

it can itself only reach it by the aid of

its wings. This curious habitation is

constructed of long grass ; and seve-

ral chambers are found in its interior,

of which one serves for the female
to sit on her eggs, whilst another is

occupied by the male, who solaces

his companion with his song, whilst

she is occupied in maternal cares.

Another curious nest is that of the
Sylvia sutoria, or Tailor-bird, a

little Eastern bird allied to our
Linnet ; which, by the aid of fila-

ments, of cotton drawn from the

Cotton-plant, sews leaves together ¥is '
2£VN

?
st ° f thc

u, ./. . e . . ° , Tailor-bird.
with its beak and feet, in such a

manner as to conceal the nest which they inclose from
the observation of its enemies (Fig. 2b'4)."

The XVIth Number of Slephe??s' Book of the Farm
is executed with all the talent evinced in previous Numbers.
It contains good articles on the sowing of Turnips, the

Turnip-drill, grazing cattle, horses at grass, sheep-washing
and sheep-shearing. We are sure Mr, Stephens will

excuse our pointing out to him an error at p. 781, in

quoting the Gardeners' Gazette instead of the Gardeners'
Chronicle. We are particularly desirous not to be con-
founded with such a publication as the former.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
A flower-garden, after two or three frosty nights, alternat-

ing' with heavy rains and winds, is no bad representation of a
battle-field, for in it, too, have we to recount the loss of a noble
race, which filled up the flower-beds that are all gone, and their
remains are now being carried to the compost-yard, there to be
resolved into old Chaos again ; and their elements fixed by caustic
applications from the hand of science, are ready to be applied
to the use of their descendants nnd successors next year. The
field of dcsola'ion now presents a confused scene of cheerless,
naked beds, which meet and offend the eye at every turn, and
make one almost wish the present style of flower-gardening
had never been thought of. I have known gentlemen go so far
as to desire the'r gardeners to turf over their naked flower-beds
on the lawn, during winter, to preserve thc uniformity of the
Grass. But this is an expensive and unnecessary process, which,
if carried out, would do away with spring flowers, the finest

feature of the garden. Here we partake of the general aversion
to seeing the naked soil of our empty flower-beds, and the
manner in which we clothe them in winter is worthy of imita-
tion, if only fcr the simplicity and cheapness of the thing j and if

united to Mr. Ayres* plan for the same object, leaves nothing to
wish for. As soon as the frost destroys the appearance of a bed
the plants are pulled up and the ground smoothed over with a
rake; it is then planred with branches of the different evergreen
trees and shrubs, trimmed up to the shape of little shrubs, and
from one to three feet high, with stems long enough to be firmly
fixed in the soil $ they will thus keep quite green till March, and
no one can tell whether they arc not shrubs turned out of pots
on purpose. Branches of the Laurcstinus will (lower all thc
winter in this way, as well as if left on the parent plant. With
these and others of variegated Hollies, with the berries on, also
pieces of Arbutus and of different Crataegus, &c, with thc fruit

on, one might make a gay bed opposite a sitting-room window
all the winter. Pinetums might thus be formed in miniature, and
this is a good way to try the effects of planting the different

kinds of evergreens in a shrubbery or in a winter garden, Sec. Sec.

Early-flowering shrubs may be planted along with these, and
also spring bulbs, and thc shelter of the green boughs will nurse
these things from the cold. Every one of our beds are thus
treated in winter, and have been seen by hundreds of people,

all of whom liked the idea j but this announcement will prevent
us in future from surprising our friends with the immense quan-
tity of young shrubs we keep on hand. " Where, in the name of
goodness, do you keep all these pot plants in summer/' asked a

young scion of a noble Irish family, about this time last year, and
when I pulled up one of the "pot plants," he exclaimed in a
manner I shall rather let you guess at than describe ; and having
large gardens of his own, he said his journey from Ireland was
well paid in learning this children's play kind of winter-gardening,

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—The writer of the Calendar will be recording about
this time next year the wonders of Rcndle's tank system for grow-
ing Pines, as, from information in my possession, I find a great
numoor of growers are preparing to begin them this way, and
out of pots, too, next spring; but I cannot well comply with
requests to write on their culture generally after this manner,
for want of experience : meantime, let us go on in the old way,
and see that we are safe enough as to bottom-heat to serve us
throughout thc winter $ and if we are right on that score we
can easily manage as to surface temperature and watering.

raL
l
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A correspondent has furnished me with a similar

since « A-
1 latcly de8cri^d as having taken placj many years

Although th7ii*WfV J nc crop
' but we ^incd our point.Although the lights were off all the summer they began to swell

their eyes early in September, and by the end of thc month I

was obliged to put on the lights, and now I have appearances of
a very excellent crop, which should be ripe next February, as
they all promise to set well before the very dull weather comes
on, and my late ones will carry mc through to that time."
Forcing Pits.—If you are forcing Asparagus, Seakalc, and

Rhubarb, or anything else in that way, you had better keep a
slow, steady heat, thc best way you can ; linings are very
troublesome after this time, and should have wooden covers
made of " weathcr-edged " boards sloping over them.

Out-door Department.
It has been so wet lately that little or no work could be done

to any advantage here, except, perhaps, planting some trees and
bushes where the soil is light; the fruit-room and the store
places for Onions, Carrots, aud other roots must be well looked
after in such weather.
Crops.—The only things I can think of under this head arc to

see that all the young Lettuces, Cauliflowers, Endives, &c, arc
"well provided for" against the winter

j and anything else which
will occur to yourself, either do it or sec that it is properly done
for you.

OitCHAiii) and Walls.—Never lose an hour after this time in

which nailing can be done, and never think of keeping men at this

work in cold weather. I have known people in my younger days
so tender-hearted that they would not allow you to shoot a
sparrow, and yet would keep men against bare exposed walls in

bitter cold weather fill they were nearly perished; besides the
cruelty of the thing, this was very bad management.

n«—FLOWKR-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.— I am indebted to a botanical correspondent for the
following memorandum respecting the new Ashantcc plant,
Spathodea campanulata, of which I spoke lately, and about which
I had several queries. " It is a tree or shrub, with pointed alter-

nate leavesj nine oblong lanceolate leaflets, tapering to both ends

;

the flowers are racemose and terminal, with a large, campanulas
corolla, of a reddish orange colour, having thc segments bordered
with yellow. It is found in various parts of Benin, &c, and figured
in a French work published in 1805, on the plants of that part,
but I cannot find access to a copy." (Palisot de Beauvois Flore
d'Owarc et de Benin.) We have several accounts of the useful
plants of these pestilential regions, but of the merely ornamental
our knowledge is limited, and likely to remain so for a long time.
Greenhouse.— This has been a critical time for greenhouse

plants; just as they were housed the weather turned so wet that
thc top sashes could not be let down, and in some places fires
have been lighted, to dry thc leaves of soft-wooded plants, in
the middle of the day, while the whole front sashes and doors
were left open. In such a state of things there was little use for
thc watering-pot. To show how little water is needed for such
plants in dull weather like this, you have only to cut down some
useless plant and let-the top remain in a greenhouse or cold pit,
and it will keep green and look just as if it were on its own roots
for several weeks. If there are Vines in the greenhouse prune
them at once, even should their leases not be quite ripe; and so,
also, in any of the Vineries, the leaves of deciduous plants are
of little use now, and they may do harm.
CONSERVATOR?.—This is, of all the subjects in the Calendar, the

part about which I have had most correspondence, and I find that a
very judicious system prevails respecting some flower-gardening
plants, and more especially the better sorts of scarlet Pelargo-
niums. i( Thc first wet day in October," says a correspondent,
" I life some of my best; specimens of scarlet Pelargoniums,
scarlet Salvias, and, indeed, any plant which I think, from its

appearance, is likely to flower in the house," &c. Another
correspondent says, "The lifted scarlet Pelargoniums are all

In a blaze in thc conservatory." Another asks where "can
seeds of the fringed white and purple Chinese Primrose, which
come in so useful at this time, be had true?" Nowhere, to be
depended on. When yon get fringed, very large-flowered, or
very deep-coloured varieties of these, you must perpetuate them
by cuttings ; they will not come true from seeds. Again—" Our
conservatory, more than 140 feet long, is heated by one boiler

;

but we have retained thc flue through thc centre of the building.
Our fine specimens of Acacia are grand ornaments in February
and March. I have Acacia pubescens now :io feet high, and
feathered down to thc ground, with its beautiful foliage show ing
myriads of flower-buds, and A. verticillata and other varieties of
them, equally fine." Again—"The object here is to have an
abundance of flowers at this season, and up to March. We are

now pretty gay with large specimens of Pelargoniums, which I

kept thc whole summer from flowering, and they now do well
for this dull season."
Pits and Frames.—This is trying weather for plants in cold

frames ; all that can be done for them is to let in a current of air

from front to back, by i( tilting " the front and back of the lights,

and taking them off altogether on fine days, and to pick up every
decayed leaf as soon as it appears. This sort of weather reminds
one more than ever of thc great advantages of cold turf pits,

when properly made with ample drainage at thc bottom; in such
pits here, and out of pots, we have now thousands of plants
which look better than those to which more indulgence is given.
Fi.owKit-cAitnKN.- Sweep as much as you will, you cannot

clear all up till thc leaves arc all down. Planting and trans-

planting trees and shrubs, making and altering walks, and all

kinds of alterations and improvements, will now, and for a long
while occupy thc time that used to be devoted to flowers in

this garden; but, amidst all this bustle, do not neglect to make
the best use of all the leaves and stems cleared out off this

garden, and as much of other refuse as you can gather together,

and the rougher materials of primings, old stakes, &c. burn thc
first fine frosty morning, and use all these, as has been often

pointed out in the Chronicle.—D* Beaton, Shrubland Park Gar.
dens, Ipswich*

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Nov. D, 184.1, as

observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswiek.
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Rain,
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Nov. 3. Foggy ; exceedingly fine throughout.

4. Slight haze; fine with light hazy elouds ; overcast at night.
5. Fine. ; cloudy; very slight shower ; fuggy with slight rain at ni/d>t.

G. Thickly Overcast; rain; cloudy at night.

7. Boisterous, with heavy rain in 'the morning; afternoon fine; clear.

0. Slightly clouded ; clear and fine atlla-m., dense dark cloud* with
heavy rain at noon ; frosty at night.

0. Clear with slight frost; exceedingly fine throughout.

Mean temperature of the week 2,J»
above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswick during th e last 17 years, 1for the ensuing
Week ending Novembe rl8, 1843.

Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

Mean
Temp

No. 0*
Years in

which it

Kained.

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Wiads.

Nov. *
*

1 2

or"

1

A

3

*

3

t

5

t
**^

***
*

Sun. 12 51.5 :
j <>.9 44.2 7 0.40 in.

1

l
1

Mon. 13 51.5 37.7 44.6 12 66 _ fi 2 1 5 1 2 1

Tues. 14 48 3 3G.4 12.6 10 0.67 2 1 2 4 2 1 B 2

Wed. 15 43 .0 3G.4 42.5 9 0.82 1 4 2 1 4 4 I

2
1

«

Thurs.lG 48.4 34.3 41.4 7 0.41 2 a I 1 3 4 1

Kii. 17 48.8 3G0 42.4 7 0.40 2 4 1 1 5 2 1

Sat. 18 47 7 84.4 41.1 11 0.41 — 4 1 1 2 3

i

3 3

1

The highest temperature occurred on the 12th, in 1341—thcimom. G3"; and
the lovvetton the 10th, 1311,—thermometer 15*.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Nov. 10, 1843.

The wet weather during; the week has rendered the market
rather dull; but the supply has nevertheless been pretty well

kept up, and, generally speaking, the prices have not altered

much. Pines are more plentiful, and are of better quality than
those of last week. Grapes are good, and quite sufficient to meet
the demand. Imperatrice Plums are selling at from is. to 2s.

per punnet. A few Damsons are still to be met with in

the market ; but the season for these is now nearly over.

Among Apples we noticed a few good Ribstone Pippins,

and some of the Blenheim Orange. These meet with a
ready sale ; but there is not much demand for those of in-

ferior quality. Pears for table are chiefly Gansels' Berga-
mot, Brown Beurre, Beurre Diel, and Marie Louise. Spanish
Melons are still supplied at nearly the same prices. Cucumbers
are scarce and of bad quality. Vegetables of almost every kind
arc good and abundant. Cabbages, Turnips, and Broccoli
especially. Carrots are likewise good and plentiful, and Leeks
and Onions are sufficient to meet thc demand. Celery, Lettuce,
Endive, and other salading are abundant; the Celery in particu-
lar is good, and in general quite free from the effects of the
maggot. Cut Flowers are chiefly composed of Erica ventricosa
superba, gracilis, and triceps, Bignonia venusta, Ceanothus
azurcus, Neapolitan Violets, Gardenia radicans, Double Primulas,
Chrysanthemums, Camellias, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, China and
Perpetual Roses.

PRICKS, Saturday, N
Pine Apple, per lb., 3*6(1 to ?«
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2s to 4s

„ Portugal, per lb. Vd to U Gd
Melons, each, Is Gd to 4s

„ Dutch, each, \s to 2s Gd
',, Spanish, each, Is Gd to <is

Plums, Imperatrice, per pun.. Is to

Apples, dessert, p. bush. Us to 10*
Apples/Kitchen, p bus. 2s (id to Gs
Pears, per half-sieve, 2s to 10*
Oranges, per dozen, is (id to lis

— per 100, Kii to 24*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2sGd
— per 100,6* to 14*

ovember 4, 1R4.1—FRUITS :—
Cucumbers, per brace, 4Jto tld

Green Capsicums, per 100,1* to 2*

Red — ,, 4s to 8s
Almonds, per peck, Gs
Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 2s Gd to 3s
Nuts, per bushel —

.

— Brazil, 10*

— Hazel, 3* to 4*— Barcelona, 22* to 24*— Cob. 12*
Ohesnuis. per peck, 4* to 8*

Filberts, English, pioolbfl.,G5* to GO*
Barberries

1
per hf.-sv , ss to 4*

Tomatoes, per hfc-sv-, 3* 10 5*

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, per bundle, Gd to \s€d
Brussels 'Sprouts, per hf -sv>, 1* to 2*

Cabbageb, per dose., Gd to 1*

Greens, per do/. 1* Gd to 2j Gd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 1* to 4*
Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 75*
— per cwt., 2* to 4*
— per bushels l*6rf to 2*— Kidney, p. bush., 2s to 2i Gd

Turnips, perdoz. bunches, 1* to 2*

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Horse Radish, per bundle. If to'Sf

Radish, spring, p. do/, hands, 1*

Carrots, p. doz. bun., 2* to 1*

Spinach, per sieve, 9d to 1*

Leeks, per doz- bun., Is to 1* Gd
Garlic, per lb. Gd to iw
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., 2* tO*8*
— Large, per bushel, 2* to 3*

Onions, Spanish, per doz., 2s to 5*
— pickling, p/hf.-sv.,3* Gd to 4* Gd

Shallots, per lb., Bd to &Z
ChiHfl, per 100, l*to 2s
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, Gd to 1*
— Cos, per score, Gd to 1*

Celery. per bun-, 6d to 2*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* Gd to 2*
Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 1G* to2»*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to :ui

Watercress, per do/, sin. bun. Zd to Gd

Parsley,"per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 2* Gd
Tarragon, per bun- 2d to 3d
Endive, per score, Gd to 1* Gd !

M int, per doz. bundles, 1* to 2*
Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. Is Gd 10 2s

|Chervll, per punnet, yd to 3d
Salsafy, per bundle, 1* to 1* fid

Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* to 1* Gd

Notices to Correspondents.

Communications from the following Corrkspondknts are in

type, and arc only waiting till room can be found for them :
—

Totty, £• NeM t
O., J. H., J. B. Whitin , J. A., D. Beaton, South

Devon, Major C. 9 Bath, Electra, A. Clapham, J. W., A. Brander,
Jas. Snow, Facile, J. Wighlon, Atlas, J\I. Saul, J. M„ A Prac-
tical Man, ./. F. McFlro//, P. Mackenzie, Tyro, W, Thomson,
W. Paul, and B. Mound.

Agriculturk.—B. F. and Others.—Jn consequence of the de-

cease of Mr. Rham, we must be£ for thc indulgence of our
agricultural friends until new arrangements shall have been
made.

Asparagus.— Z^v«.—Your Asparagus-bed, which is still in a
green state, must not be cut over until thc stems begin to

wither. It will be yet too early to begin to force your Seakule
that was planted from portions of root in spring. t

BbkSi—Kste will oblige us much by re-writing the name of thc

Bee-book, which we cannot read. We will procure it forthwith*
Books.—Mr. Murray's re-issue of " llorrow's Bible in Spain,"
one of thc most entertaining of books, will be welcome to

everybody who lias 5*. to spare. No work with which we are
acquainted gives so faithful an account of Portuguese and
Spanish manners.— " Martin's Ireland" is full of statistical

documents, relating* to thc state of that country before and
after the Union; but it is printed for political purposes, its

object being to defend the Union, and we are therefore unable
to offer an opinion upon it.— *' Sylvester Sound " is rubbish.—
Wc wish it were in our power to notice such works as "Miss
Corner's History of China and India," a very neat-looking aud
simply-written book, but our limits prevent us, as it contains
IK) Natural History. W. T.-We are obliged to repeat that
there is not a single very good hook on Arboriculture. Mr.
Selby's " British Forest-trees" is much the best, but it does
not go far enough into details. liillington on Planting is very
useful. A Working Gardener. — " Paxton's Dictionary of

Botany."
Bullfinch.—-!* 71/".—Answered already, at p. 744.
Cabbages.—J. Jf.—Couve Tronchuda is a most excellent vege-

table. The thick ribs of its leaves arc treated exactly like
Seakalc, or the whole heart may be boiled. Either your cook
must be a bad one, or you cannot have bought the true kind,
which is so tender that it will not bear frost.

Camellias.—H. G.~No such Camellia is known to us, and we
do not believe in its existence. Your plan of packing Mowers
may be good, but ours certainly is. Thc damp Moss or other
material docs no injury, but much good. It is always best,
however, to guard flowers with tissue-paper in addition.

Ca knatiovs.— O."We do not think it atall probable that thc vapour
of creosote, because it will preserve meat from putrefaction*
would prevent the fly producing a mining grub from attacking
Carnations. It would be possible to keep some sort of netting
round the seedlings without injuring them. A saucer of pure
gas-liquor placed near the plants would be dangerous. Whether
gas-water reduced would effectually clear Carnations from
green-fly will depend upon the power which the Carnation has
of bearing the causticity of this agent. Why not try it even
n*->w ? Tobacco-water live times reduced will do, but it dirties
the plants. The fertilisation of Carnations should be per-
formed as soon as the stigmas unfold. The action of pollen is

not instantaneous, but slow, and it is necessary that it should
adhere. Although it may produce no effect "at the time of
applying it, yet it will eventually fertilise the seed-vessel if the
Mower be kept dry. If the seed-vessel grows and yet the seed
does not swell, it is because fertilisation has not taken place.
It would increase the probability of procuring seed to place
thc pots near a south wall. It is of no use to cut out the
centre petals when the flower is very double.

Framks.—Amateur.—We see no occasion to alter thc dimensions
of Cucumber-sashes to be glazed with sheet glass. It would
not be economical to increase the width of the panes beyond
6 inches; and, for thc sashes themselves, if they are made much
larger than usual they become unwieldy, and break by their
own weight when handled.

IlAWTiiORv. Ii ERRI|(:s>_2;,y?vai _.You will probably have some of
your Hawthorn-berries up the first year af;cr sowing, if you
mix thorn with sand now, and sow them in the spring. X

IIkatus.— w. T. Duke.—On no account transfer your seedling
Heaths or struck cuttings of this tribe from small pots into 12-

sized ones at this season of the year; do it in spring. What

i

/
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is meant by peat at p. G93 is what is called in Ireland bog- 1
mould, t I

Heating.—Amateur.—We doubt whether a brick tank will not
be too damp for a greenhouse, the fire in which has to be often
heated. For occasional fires, if the house is well ventilated, it will
do very well. You must make it occupy the whole space beneath
your stage, in such a house as you describe; and a bad arrange-
ment it will be, after all. Much better carry a gutter all round
your house, if you can. Notwithstanding the plan, that might
perhaps be done if there is but one door, by making the boiler
work both ways, by means of double-headed pipes. If the
boiler is on a level with the tanks it is needless to have it
closed, and an old iron saucepan might be used; but if the
boiler is to be lower than the gutters or tanks it must be closed
tight. p. p. p.—Your copper boiler will do very well. Its
size is of little consequence; 4 gallons is enough ; but less or
more will do. A Subscriber from the First.—Your mode of
heating is very uncommon. We never saw it tried. It does
not strike us how you are to keep the descending-pipe filled
with water ; but if you can manage that by converting the leg
A H into a syphon, by taking oft" the pressure on the water in
the boiler, then, and only then, your plan will answer.
S. R.—We think the plan adopted by Mr. Beck excellent for
the purpose to which it is applied. Indeed we do not sec how
it can be improved.

Manures.*—M.W.K.~The best manure for your light hungry
clay is marl and clay. After that stable manure will act,
though not so well as cloacine. Of all ways of preparing this,
the best is to mix it with charcoal-dust, or soot, or cinder-sift-
ings, in alternate layers, and after leaving it till the smell is
gone, mixing it all together.

Mick.—-When Cantab sends his plan of destroying these animals,
- we shall be able to judge better of its efficiency. If it is as

good as he represents gardeners will be much obliged to him
for it.

Mvrtlks. — A Subscriber. —Yon may preserve your Myrtle
through the winter by placing it in a dry room or passage free
from frost, and where there is a sufficiency of light and air.t

Names of Fruits.—W. D.—\
t 13, Passe Cohnar; 2, Marie

Louise; 4, Beurre Diel ; 5, Ne Plus Meuris ; 6, Seckel; 7,
Glout Morceau ; 8, Williams' Bon Chretien; 9, 12, Chaumon-
tel; 11, Doyenne* Blanc ; 14, Beurre Ranee; 15, Autumn Ber-
gamot; l", Ganscl'sBergamot; 19, Easter BeumS; 21,Doyennd
Gris. Apples— 1, Court of Wick; 3, Scarlet Crofton ; 5, Lemon
Pippin; 6, Downton ; 7* London Pippin ; 8, Margil; 9, Worms

793

ley Pippin; 10,Minchall Crab ; 11, King of the Pippins ; 12, Kes-
wick Codlin; 15, Kerry Pippin. || J. G.—Robinson's Pippin. ||*

" D. Judd.—Apples: 2, Dumelow's Seedling; 3, Court of
Wick; 5, Boston Russet; 6, Hollandbury ; 7, Minchall Crab; 8,
Northern Greening; 10, Herefordshire Pearmain; II, Wool-
man's Long or Ortley Pears; 1, D'Austrassie 5 2, Beurre Knox

;

3, Aston Town; 4, 5, appear to be Comte de Lamy.ll Stour-
bridge.—

1

1 Duchessc d'Angouleme; 2, 5, Ambrosia; 3, a
variety of Roussclet; 4, Old Cohnar: 6\ Passe Cohnar; 7,
(decayed).

||

Namks of Plants.—R* Plant.—Only a pale variety of Acropera
Loddigcsii. T. B.—No. 1, Scolopendrium officioarum; 2,
Adiantum capillns Veneris. Domhuil.—Siphocampylus bi-
^}or.—dnon.

t Hambwrgh.— Oncidium unifiorum, Cyrtopera
Woodfordii

; 3, Epidendrum phecniceum; 1, Masdevallia
cuprca, sp. nov J. C. L.—Epidendrum rloribundum.
Mo.-No. 1, a Cassia; 2, Lotus Jacobseus; 3, Hypericum
-jEgyptiacura. P. N.—Your Oncidium belongs to a race very
difficult to name, even with good specimens. From an inspec-

w\°f thc flower we suspect it to be O.Suttoni. W.Abb.—
We do not like to disoblige a very old subscriber, but we really
must decline naming crowds of specimens in future. 1, Cap-
pans spinosa; 2, Linaria alpina; 3, Genista ovataj 4, Melia

rnw ; 5 l?) * 6
'
staPn >'Iea pinnata; 7, Vitcx Agnus Castus.

J. is. W.— Ruizia fragrans. Poor Alexander's death wasregu-
larly announced.—A Subscriber.—Double Datura fastuosa, as far
as we can judge ; of no value. Apotlonicus.—'We must referyou to our notice on this subject at p. 744. J. Ingram.—
Tithoma tagfitiflora.—-T. W. O.-cirrhopernlum Medusas.-

xr ^;"~ Cnt'Icavcd A1(
J?

r - A Subscriber.—Maxillaria picta-New Zealand.—It strikes us that our correspondent at Ply-mouth is reversing thc order of things when he invites persons
In this country to send cases to New Zealand upon the chance
of their being returned well filled with valuable plants of thatcolony. What wc know of the manner in which liberality
here is met by gratitude there, does not induce us to become a
party to any such recommendation. Nor is it necessary The
Horticultural Society has sent seeds in abundance to NewZealand; so has the New Zealand Company, and so have other
persons. We, however, print in another column what our
correspondent says as to the way in which plants will go out toNew Zealand. Let no one, however, imagine that plants ot
the three islands can be returned in that way. We are equally
unable to agree with our correspondent in his estimate of the
person he mentions. He regards him as a very great naturalistwe as a very small one.

Pkaus.—P//7-//*.— Varieties to come into use between the Jargo-
nelle and Marie Louise may be the Summer Franc-real, Dun-
SST5 S "mmer st - Germain, Ambrosia, Fondante d'Automne,and the English Caillot Rosat.||

"LAaaoNiUMS.—Aliquis.—When these plants lose their lower
leaves they are only obeying the dictates of nature, and show-
*nu that their wood is, what it ought to be, matured. We can
««a nothing to the varied directions given in 18-11 for the
management of these plants. A Novice.— All thc treatmentwmch Pelargoniums for planting out in spring require during
winter, is to store them up, four or five plants together, in pots

nln i

CS
"

TIlCy may l)C l)lanted in almost any kind of soil, and
Jiaced under a greenhouse stage, or any other place where

Pit !
y n

?
ay havc a littlc light and be kept dry and free from frostJ

oitiT
G '~~Thc pcat used for bui,(ih,£ walls of pits may be

uc 110m a common bog in the same manner as those which
aie used for burning; but of course considerably larger. In
oniiclmg, the walls should be made to slope outward a little.«nu should be well filled in behind with solid earth; the inside
"»ay then be cut neatly with a sharp instrument, and a most

hnntr 1
Wal1 wil1 thus be formcd - After the walls have been

uut, aii tnat is neccssarv is to drive down some strong wooden
{oof

a,on£ the °ack and front, on which the sill and rafters

l?*l> ^ well as upon the turf wall. If at any time the turf

litn *
e su PPort the sill and rafters, and by pushing in a«TO6 turf below the former the vacancies will be filled up.ucn pits will last for many years, and when covered with eood

Pom
are (h'y ancl warm.

"

rniini m
NATK-- Rusticus.— A heap of finely-sifted ashes put

"""« m e stem of your pomegranate will not be sufficient to

Lh"? lt from tne severity of the frosts in winter. Jt must
ho ,

altcd also, and it is certainly desirable that the mat should

PmT °" when the trec is quite dry.t

orwf
'""^ C'~Prnne your Cedars and Deodars either now

nrmi^?
they have b°Sun to ffrow in the surin &- But why

Son m at al1 ? You had better let them alone.

card^ «
a,""Qaicldime is a good dress»ne for worn-out

soil '
much itlft 'st:cd with sIll£s and worms; the sub-

v,h
' a

»,
s,,ft Ioam

»
in some Parts clay ' Jt sh oulU be applied

Strax ground is being trenched in autumn.

thPm
B
«-

I

l:!

tI,,:s '"" OWo/'/-—lf J' ,ir,nersare troublesome, remove
so 1ZZi\a ttron

ff Iakc '
or Pare them off with a s Pade. If the

a fork if-
loosc,li»ffi do that after the crop is gathered and with

to riuonVS n
*°ii r

cccssavy to expose the fruit to the sun in order

exposed rp.
AH that is rc(iuired is, that the leaves should be so

Wittrv ,
Tnefr«itwill take care of itself.

iron °nn,M
AM'S'~~M««/rf«.-Copper wire is more lasting than

ear. eet ir \i°
n W

,

ire
'
c°PPercd by the galvanic process, if you

mm trim to pa
9

t

aS g00C1, absence of either, you

Zinc Labrls.— (?.— Zinc for labels can be procured from the
zinc-cutters 5 ink for these may be prepared as follows :— viz.,
verdigris in powder, l drachm ; sal ammoniac ditto, 1 drachm

;

lamp-black, J a drachm ; water 10 drachms.
Miscellaneous,—One shilling will be given for No, 20, 1842.
A. B.—What Passion-flower ? We cannot help you unless your
question is more precise. T. Sams.— As far as we can per-
ceive from your letter, the only r«*ncdy is to do as you propose

;

and with regard to the salt getting through the brickwork,
there can be no harm in that.t A Subscriber.—A list of or-
namental hardy Evergreens is given in the Amateur's Garden,
p. 75/, of this year.i Rusticus.—The vine-leaved Anemone
will thrive best in a moist situation: Berberis dulcis is quite
another species from the old stoneless preserved Berberis.$
A. H.— If you refer again to the description of Rosa Hardii,
P- 77^ t yon will find nothing there said about its being worked
upon a briar, as you have stated. t Z. — You will find
directions for grafting Vines at p. 744. If the young wood
is badly ripened, cut back to one eye above the two year old
woo*. Figs will be noticed soon. The Winter Nclis Pear is

the same as the Bonne Malinaise
||

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Fuchsias.—A. B.—Your seedling is remarkable only from hav-
ing thc sepals so much reflcxed as to hide the tube : it is also
very small and not good in colour. J. J.—In colour your
seedling bears a strong resemblance to some of the earlier
sorts raised by Mr. Thompson; it is not equal in beauty of
form and colour to his Formosa elegans, and it must be of a
very fine and prolific habit to make it desirable.*

Pansies.—H. B.
t Essex.—Belvidere is a very pretty seedling, the

eye remarkably fine and decided ; the belting still wants deci-
sion in the side-petals, and there is a deficiency where they
should meet above the eye ; the flower wants size also. Moon-
light has a singular eye, but the flower wants substance, and
is very deficient in the form of the petals. Glorious Apollo is

fine in colour and substance, but deficient in size. Unique,
fine eye and good form, but too small, and the belting of the
side-petals is watery and imperfect.*

As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.

Errata.—In Messrs. Burbidge and Hkaly's Advertisement,
inserted Nov. 4, 11 lines from top, read il Theboilerbeing com-

es, one inserted within the other,M in-posed of two truncated cones, „w .„.,<., ttu, ^ (i„„, w«cwww ,
...-

stead of " one insected one within, the other."—Cape Iridaceae.
In the note on thc cultivation of these plants, in last week's
Chronicle, p. 774, middle column, 10 lines from top, for " Wat-
sonia gracilis," read • Gladiolus Watsonius and G. gracilis."

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The Grand Jury of Dublin after several days deliberation

have found a true bill against Mr. O'Connell and his

fellow-traversers, all of whom appeared upon their recog-
nizunces on Wednesday and answered to their names.
The trials will commence in a few days, but there is no
chance of their being concluded for some weeks.

The Overland Mail from India which left Bombay on the
2d ult. arrived in town on Monday. The news it brings
is of great importance. An insurrection has broken out
at Lahore, which first manifested itself in the murder of
the Sovereign of the Punjaub, the Maharajah Shere Singh,
with his two sons. The chief conspirator, Dhyan Singh,
the Prime Minister, and the Sirdar Ajeet Singh, his accom-
plice, were themselves assassinated shortly afterwards,
and a wholesale sacrifice of the wives and children
of the late Rajah took place at the Palace. A child ten
years of age was placed on the throne, to become perhaps
a victim in his turn. This dreadful tragedy is considered
to have given the finishing blow to the great empire
founded by Runjeet Singh

; and it is generally believed that
the fertile territory of the Punjaub, with its immense
revenues and population, will eventually be annexed to
British India. Lord Ellenborough had already, as if in
anticipation of the event, concentrated an imposing force
on the banks of the Jumna, and British intervention will
probably be necessary to suppress the anarchy which now
prevails. The rest of India continues tranquil, and Dost
Mahomed, who maintains his authority at Cabul
appears to be desirous of keeping on friendly terms
with our Government.—From Mexico we learn that
the British flag has been insulted in the city of Mexico
by the President, Santa Anna, at a ball given by
him in that capital. Mr. Doyle, the British Charge
d'Affaires, has suspended all intercourse with the Mexican
authorities until he hears from his own Government and
has demanded an immediate apology for this intentional
and deliberate insult to our flag. — From Greece we
learn that the King has declared his determination to
abide by the will of the people as expressed at the late
revolution, and to adopt the representative system which
formed the basis of the movement.—In Egypt the Pacha
has a fresh cause of trouble in the revolt of Achmet
Pacha, Governor of Sennaar, who is said to have declared
himself independent. Great preparations, however are
making to resist any act of aggression, and the next arrival

will probably put us in possession of further details —
From Spain we learn that both Chambers have agreed to
the necessity of declaring the Queen of age as the onlv
means of pacifying that country, and a change of Ministry
is said to be contingent on the declaration of majority

fi^ome Nctos.

Court.— Her Majesty and Prince Albert, the Prince of
Wales, and the Princesses continue at Windsor Castle and
are quite well. On Saturday Prince Albert came to town
by the Great Western Railway, and proceeded to the office
of the Duchy of Cornwall and Buckingham Palace. His
Royal Highuess inspected the Summer Temple in the
Palace Gardens, -and viewed the large Chinese bell and
other trophies from China, which are placed in the library

of the Palace. The Prince then visited the Polytechnic
Institution, and afterwards returned to W^dsor bv rail-
way On Sunday morning her Majesty, PrVlce Albert,
the lnnce and Princess of Hoheulohe Langenbaurg, and
the whole Court, attended divine service within tht Castle.On Monday the Queen and Prince Albert took equestrian
exercise in the riding-school, and the Duke of Cambndge
arrived on a visit to her Majesty. On Tuesday the Queen
and Prince and the visitors to her Majesty took an ex-
cursion in the Park. In the afternoon a powerful hydro-
oxygen microscope, magnifying objects upwards of
30,000,000 times, was exhibited by Mr. Paine before
her Majesty, Prince Albert, the Duchess of Glou-
cester, and the visitors to her Majesty. On Wed-
nesday, the Queen and Prince Albert took their
usual walking exercise in the vicinity of the Castle in the
morning and afternoon. In the course of the morning
Prince Albert, accompanied by the Duke of Cambridge
and his Serene Highness the Prince d'Oettingen Wal-
lenstein, shot over the royal preserves. The Duke of Cam-
bridge afterwards returned to town. On Thursday the
birth-day of the Prince of Wales was celebrated at the
Castle and in London with the usual honours. Her
Majesty gave a banquet in the evening, followed by an
evening party. In the morning the 1st Reg. of Life
Guards and the third battalion of Grenadier Guards
marched from their barracks to the Home-park, with their
respective bands, and at 12 o'clock fired a feu-de-joie.
In London the day was observed with all the honours,
and in the evening her Majesty's tradesmen illuminated
their houses. The Duke and Duchess de Nemours are
expected to arrive this day from Paris, on a visit to her
Majesty. Lord Byron has succeeded the Earl of Warwick
as the Lord in Waiting, and Colonel Drummond has suc-
ceeded Sir F. Stovin as the Groom in Waiting on her
Majesty. The visitors to her Majesty this week
have been the Duchess of Gloucester, the Duke of
Cambridge,- his Serene Highness the Prince d'Oet-
tingen Wallenstein, the Marquess and Marchioness of
Normanby, Viscount Combermere, the Earl of Aberdeen,
the Bavarian Minister, and Mr. Patrick Fraser Tytler,
the historian of Scotland.—It is rumoured that her Ma-
jesty intends to have a marine villa erected at Cowes, in
the Isle of Wight, as an occasional residence during the
summer and autumnal months, and that the Woods and
i orests have sent an agent to survey some estates at East
Cowes, prior to the selection of the site.

The Queen Dowager.— Sir Robert and Lady Peel ar-
rived at Witley Court on Monday, from Drayton Manor,
on a visit to the Queen Dowager. Her Majesty continues
in the enjoyment of uninterrupted health and spirits. The
Countess of Brownlow has succeeded Lady Barrington
as Lady in Waiting, and the Hon. Miss Boyle has suc-
ceeded Miss Hudson as Maid of Honour to Her Majesty.

The Due de Bordeaux—His Royal Highness arrived
at Alton Towers, the seat of the Earl of Shrewsbury, on
Saturday. His Royal Highness was received by torch-
light, and with the highest honours. A great crowd
was assembled to witness the arrival of the Prince, who
was greeted from the Castle with the air Vive Henry IV.
The Prince Robecq de Montmorency, the young Duke
de Guiche, and the celebrated orator, M. Berryer, had
previously arrived at Allon Towers. His Royal High-
ness had intended to visit London about the 15th
inst., but has deferred his journey for some weeks in
consequence of the expected arrival of the Duke and
Duchess de Nemours. His Royal Highness will take
advantage of this circumstance to visit some of our manu-
facturing towns, making excursions from Alton Towers
which will, for the present, continue his head-quarters.

On his way to Alton Towers, from Drumlanrig, the seat
of the Duke of Buccleugh, the Prince visited Lancaster
and Liverpool, where he inspected the most remarkable
buildings in the town, the docks, the Acadia and Great
Western steam-ships, the Town Hall, and the Exchange.
On Saturday morning his Royal Highness inspected the
railway, where he was received by Mr. Wood, and the
directors of the company, after which he breakfasted at

Edge-lane Hall, with F. Heywood, Esq., who acted as
cicerone to the Prince during his sojourn in Liverpool.

Parliamentary Movements—The Queen held a Court
and Privy Council yesterday, at which Parliament was
ordered to be further prorogued from Tuesday next to
the 19th December.—The Election for Kendal terminated
on Wednesday in the return of Mr. Warburton, by a
majority of 63. The numbers were—for Mr. Warburton,
182 ; for Mr. Bentinck, 119.

Prince Alexander of the Netherlands.—On Saturday
evening his Royal Highness gave a dinner at Mivart's
Hotel to Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar, the Netherlands
Minister, &c. On Sunday his Royal Highness left town
for Blackball, and there embarked for Rotterdam, on his

return to the Hague, after a sojourn in this country of
more than three mouths, which his Royal Highness chiefly

passed in Scotland.

The Church.—The Queen has nominated Archdeacon
Lonsdale, of King's College, London, to the vacant
bishopric of Lichfield. Some valuable preferment is

vacated bv the Archdeacon's elevation. His stall in St.

Paul's will fall to the treasury of the Ecclesiastical Com!
missioners, his Archdeaconry to the Bishop of London,
and the Presidency of King's College to the Archbishop
of Canterbury. The Archdeaconry has been conferred
on the Reverend John Sinclair, Secretary of the Na-
tional Society. The Gazette of Tuesday contained an
Order in Council, at the suggestion of the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners, for vesting the patronage of Barnton
Christ Church, and of^heater Christ Church, in the
Bishop of Chester; of Colne Christ Church, in the Vicar
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of Whalley ;
ei Leighton St. Peter, in the Bishop of

Chester ; of -Shirley St. James, in the Rector of Solihull

;

and of Wikden St Matthew, in the Vicar of Bradford-

all for Ue time being. The Gazette also contained an

Order m Council, constituting an Archdeaconry of Man-

chester, and authorizing the Bishop of Chester to appoint

the Archdeacon ; and another Order, separating the

Deanery from the Archdeaconry of Llandaff.

Royal Academy.—On Monday a general assembly of

academicians was held at the Royal Academy, in Trafalgar-

square, when Mr. C. W. Cope and Mr. T. Duncan were

elected associates.

The Army.—A War-Office circular and warrant for

establishing and regulating regimental savings banks has

just been issued, with forms showing the manner in which

the deposit books are to be kept, and of a certificate to be

signed by the officer commanding, the officer second in

command, and the adjutant, and transmitted quarterly to

the Secretary-at-War.

National Society.—The special fund in aid of the

National Society now amounts to more than 125,000/.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, as President, has ap-

pointed the Rev. W. J- Kennedy, Curate of Kensington,

to be Secretary of the Society, in the room of the Rev. J.

Sinclair.

jforctgn.

France.—The Paris papers are principally filled with

a speech delivered by the Procureur-General of the court,

M. Dupin, at the opening of the sittings of the Court of

Cassation. The speech would at any time be remarkable

on account of the eloquence of the speaker, but the allu-

sions which it makes to the great dispute now existing

between the clergy and the University of Paris, on the

subject of education, have invested it with more than

usual interest. It was previously known that M. Dupin
would speak upon this occasion, and a crowded audience

assembled to hear him, among whom were Lord Brougham

and Mr. Samuel Rogers.— It is stated that at a recent

meeting of the French council of ministers, the King
insisted upon the fulfilment of the promise formerly made
by the Ministry, that they would present to the Chambers

a proposition for a dotation for the Due de Nemours, in

his quality of future Regent of the kingdom. There

appears to have been some hesitation on the part of

Ministers, which led to some negotiation between the

Court and M. Thiers, who is said to have promised to

vote in favour of the measure.—The editor of La France

has been cited before the Court of Assizes for an article

instituting a comparison between the circumstances under

which the Due de Bordeaux and the Due de Nemours
have come to England. The article is said to be from the

pen of M. Chateaubriand, but the approaching trial

excites little interest.—The dispute between the clergy

and the University appears to be drawing to a crisis. The
bishops do not now content themselves with a simple

threat of withdrawing the chaplains from the universities

—they have actually put their threat into execution. A
provincial paper published at Nancy announces that the

chaplain of the college of that city has received orders to

quit the college, and that he has consequently taken up his

quarters in the Episcopal Palace. This step has of course

been taken by order of the bishop, but in the meantime

and provisionally, the chaplain will continue to exercise his

ministerial functions in the proscribed college- The
Journal des Debats says that this first act of excommuni-

cation was resorted to in consequence of a refusal, on the

part of the rector, to allow the Abbe Lacordaire, engaged

in re-establishing the Dominicans in France, to preach

within the college. The dispute is very complicated, and

is daily forcing itself more and more upon public atten-

tion, and it is impossible to prevent its being one of the

most prominent subjects of discussion in the ensuing

session of the Chambers. It appears that it was on the

30th ult. that the Bishop of Chalons 5
letter was referred

to the Council of State, and Viscount d'Haubersaert is

ordered to make a report upon the affair.—The excite-

ment regarding the fortifications of Paris has extended to

the provinces. Several petitions from the large towns have

been presented to Government on the subject, and a

strong and numerously-signed remonstrance has been sent

by the City of Lyons.—The Paris papers announce on

the authority of letters from Pondicherry, that the

Governor of Bourbon has taken possession of the Islands

of Amsterdam and St. Paul, and left garrisons in them.

—

We lately noticed the manufactory of spurious wine dis-

covered at Rouen. It is now stated that on Friday 103

hogsheads of adulterated wine were brought out from the

stores at Paris, and their contents spilt into the Seine.

" Immediately after this operation," says an eyewitness,

" the surface of the river was covered to the distance of

200 yards, with an innumerable quantity of fishes,

poisoned by the deleterious liquor."—The floods of the

Rhone and Durance have already been very destructive,

and threaten to be still more so. The following despatch

has been addressed by telegraph to the Minister of Public

Works, from the Prefect of the Bouches du Rhone, dated

Marseilles, Nov. 4 :
—"The Rhone broke its banks last

night, at a distance of half a league from Aries. It is

feared that the disaster of 1840 to the country and the
canal of Aries will be renewed. The day before yesterday,
the Durance carried away five bridges, viz., those of Mees,
Manosque, Mirabeau, Perthuis, and Rognonas. It is

feared that the waters will break through by Millaune and
Gravezon to the plains of Aries." The inundations have
also threatened Dauphind with severe calamities.

Spain.—We have accounts from Madrid to the 31st

ult. They contain M. Martinez de la Rosa's report to

the Chamber of Deputies in the name of the committee

upon the Government communication, relative to the

declaration of the Queen's majority. This document, the

reading of which is stated to have elicited unanimous

marks of approbation, says, in substance, that the decla-

ration of the Queen's majority is the only issue to the

present situation of affaitt ; it will destroy the unfounded

pretensions of a prince who has presumed to dispute the

sceptre; it will cut by the root the hopes that may be

entertained in a foreign land by him who provisionally

exercised the supreme power, and who knew not how

either to conduct himself with wisdom or defend himself

with dignity ; in short, it will be the means of stifling

the clamour of unlawful parties and of re-entering the

legal path pointed out by the Constitution. The report

adds that the means proposed by the Government has

been resorted to by all nations and in all times to avoid

the evils inherent to the minority of Sovereigns ; that

but a few years ago it was adopted, in similar circum-

stances and with success in two monarchies, and that

without going beyond Spain there are not wanting nume-

rous instances of princes who have assumed the reins of

the state with the consent of the Cortes, before they had

attained the age fixed by law. The committee conclude

with the- proposal that the Cortes declare " Her Majesty

Queen Isabella II. of age." Owing to its being All Saints

Day, the Cortes were not to sit on the 1st of November,

but they were to assemble next day, when the debate upon

the declaration of the Queen's majority was expected to

commence. In the Senate on the 31st, after some con-

versation relative to a petition against the contract entered

into with Don J. Salemanca, M. Figueras brought up the

report of the committee upon the bill for declaring the

Queen of age. This document, which is signed also by

the Duke de Frias, M. J. Tarancon, and M. Garelly,

forming the majority of the committee, is favourable

to the Government proposal; on its being read, M.
Campuzano rose and proposed that the Queen be

proclaimed of age in the following terms : — "The
General Cortes declare that her Majesty Queen

Isabella II. shall exercise the Royal authority with the

assistance of the Council of State, which shall cease on

the day on which the Constitution acknowledges her

majority. That Council shall consist of three titular and

two supplementary members, who shall be appointed by

the Cortes in the very act proclaiming the Queen's

majority. The powers of that Council shall be limited to

giving advice in writing to the Queen in all cases where

her Majesty shall have to exercise the rights which the

Constitution confers on the King by its 17th article."

Both this proposal and the committee's report were

ordered to be printed, and the Senate adjourned after

M. Mureo had given notice of his intention to ask;Mmis-

ters whether they were disposed to issue a complete am-

nesty on the declaration of the Queen's majority ? It is

rumoured that as soon as the majority is declared the

present Ministers will resign, and Senor Olozaga be made

Prime Minister. The Government had received intelli-

gence of Vigo having pronounced in favour of the Central

Junta, and that nearly 600 troops there and in the neigh-

bourhood had adhered to the movement. The castle,

which contained about 100 troops, still held out for the

Government. Brigadier Cotoner, who was at Corunna,

was expected to proceed against Vigo ; and the Govern-

ment, it is said, feel little uneasiness about the movement.

The capitulation of Saragossa was arranged on the 28th

ult., on which day Gen. Concha and his troops entered that

city. From Barcelona we learn that the force under Gen.

Sanz, recently strengthened by the accession of nearly

1,000 men from Tarragona, amounts to 3,000 men, inde-

pendently of the troops in the forts of Barcelona. On
the 31st, the date of the last advices, discord was increas-

ing among the insurgents. The Junta's soldiers were

indulging in every species of excess, and pillaging the

shops and houses. The Junta had ineffectually attempted

to disarm their auxiliaries, the galley convicts, who acted

foremost in these depredations. On the 24th ult., Gene-

ral Sanz threw into the city 824 solid shot, and 527

grenades and shell. In this terrible bombardment he

threw more projectiles into the city in a single day than

were fired at it during the whole period of Espartero and

Van Halen's siege. The firing continued at Gerona

throughout the 1st of November. Martell made another

sortie from Figueras on the 31st ult., at the head of 400

men ; but, on hearing of the approach of the troops sta-

tioned by Prim at Bascara, his column dispersed, throw-

ing their arms away, and their commander was glad to

find his way back to the fort of Figueras.

Germany.—The German papers continue to make the

affairs of Greece almost their exclusive topic. The Augs-

burgh Gazette announces the arrival of Colocotroni at

Munich, where he is treated with great distinction. He
has apartments in the palace, and goes out in the royal

carriages. According to reports in well-informed circles,

some great distinction is intended for him. The Cologne

Gazette of the 2nd inst. states that the King of Bavaria

is about to visit Athens, in order to judge personally of

the state of affairs in Greece.—Several of the German

princes are imitating Father Mathew in propagating Tem-

perance societies. The King of Bavaria has published a

decre^, by which all the municipal magistrates are

obliged to become the members and heads of a new tem-

perance society, and at the same time they are called upon

to ehgage their fellow-citizens to the same. Letters

frotai Cologne state that a subscription has been opened in

thit city in aid of the Irish Repeal Association, and that

in' the course of one week one florin and thirty kreutzers

(one shilling and sixpence sterling,) have been collected.

The Frankfort Gazette announces that the states of Bo-

Neustadt, had granted the sum applied for only as a gift,

and denying at the same time the right of the Govern-

ment to make the demand.

Italy.— It is announced that the Austrian troops

which were said to have entered the Papal territory did

not cross the Frontier, but merely assembled at the re-

quest of the Duke of Modena, to join his own and the

troops of Parma during the late military manoeuvres, and

have since returned to their garrisons. Several of the

ringleaders in the recent disturbances have sought refuge

in Corsica. Among them are the Marquises Righi Lam-

bertini, Melara, and Tenara, Count Biancoli, Doctor

Muratori, and his brother, and live other persons, be-

longing to good families of Bologna. The Court of Rome
is stated to have claimed them as being common offend-

ers ; but it is probable that the French Government will

confine itself to ordering them to quit Corsica. The

Globe reports that a mass for Mr. O'Connell has been

ordered by the Pope. The Due d'Aumale arrived at

Genoa on the 22d ult., whence he was to proceed to

Florence, Rome, and subsequently to Naples. We learn

from Palermo that the King of Naples has taken formal

possession of the Island of Lampedusa, in order to estab-

lish his right to it, and has sent thither some persons who

are charged with its colonisation. There is also to be a

garrison and 24 men. This island was occupied by a Mal-

tese family, who acted as if it were their own property.

Greece.—Accounts from Athens to the 21st ult. give

some further details of the attempt made by General Colo-

cotroni to effect a counter-revolution. It appears that on

the failure of his scheme, he decided on embarking in the

Austrian packet, which was on the point of sailing for

Trieste, but the populace had become so exasperated

against him, that on his arriving at the Pirteus, they at-

tacked the carriage, and would have probably sacrificed him

on the spot, had not the coachman lashed his horses into

a gallop, and at full speed returned to the capital. Once

more he attempted to reach the harbour with a strong

escort of cavalry, but the populace were too determined,

and actually forced them back again. Finally, he suc-

ceeded in getting on board the Greek Government steamer,

bv embarking at a distant part of the shore, and reached

Syra. Four days afterwards a large body of the people

prevented M. Rhalli, the late obnoxious Minister of Jus-

tice, from embarking on board the Austrian steamer. On
this occasion the military succeeded in dispersing the

crowd, without causing bloodshed, and M. Rhalli was saved

from popular vengeance by the French Minister, who con-

veyed him in his own carriage to the harbour, and there

placed him in safety on board a French war-steamer, which

conveyed hihi to Andres. On the 14th the King

summoned to the Palace the Council of Ministers,

the Council of State, the President of the Holy

Synod, and the chief officers of the garrison
_
of

Athens, in whose presence he made the following

declaration :—" After having adopted those representative

institutions which I consider to be useful and necessary

for the prosperity of our cherished Greece, I ardently

desire to see them established in the midst of tranquillity

and order. I therefore call upon you, Gentlemen, to

communicate this desire of your Sovereign to your subor-

dinates and to all around you, to the end that no one may

be ignorant of my Royal will, nor controvert, in word or

deed, this new order of things." This declaration is con-

sidered likely to produce a beneficial effect on the

country, and greatly to strengthen the moral effects of the

King's previous declarations. The ministers have pub-

lished it with two circular letters to the judges, magis-

trates, and clergy, recommending prompt application ot

the laws in all matters, both civil and criminal, and a firm

but moderate use of all preventive measures. Perfect

tranquillity prevails in the provinces. The elections for

deputies were expected to be concluded by the 22d ult.

There appears to be no doubt that the Emperor ot

Russia has formally expressed his displeasure at the revo-

lution, and that he has deprived his minister, M. Katakazi,

of his situation, and ordered that his conduct, in having

manifested too lively a sympathy in the new order ot

things, be submitted to a court of inquiry.

Egypt.—We have accounts from Alexandria of tbe

revolt of Achmet Pacha, Governor of Sennaar, against the

authority of Mehemet Ali. This event may again embroil

the politics of the country, and lead to serious results. It

is stated that Mehemet Ali had received a despatch from

Constantinople, officially notifying to him that the Sultan

had been pleased to take into consideration his advanced

age and the necessity of relieving him of a portion of the

cares of so extended an empire, and had therefore con-

ferred upon Achmet Pacha the government of the Belled-

el-Soudan. It is said the Pacha was very wroth when this

despatch reached him, and at first countermanded the

despatch of a steam-yacht, which he intended to present to

the Sultan. He afterwards modified the order, and the

yacht was sent, but without the Sultan's cypher in bril-

liants and other accessories, valued at 30,000/. ; the boat

and fittings, in the state in which it was sent, being esti-

mated at a similar sum. In the meantime
>

the council

sics daily in Cairo, and GalliceBey has been sent for from

Alexandria to give his opinion as to what stores and mate-

rials it were better to send with the expedition, which is to

consist of 11,000 men, of which Ibrahim Pacha has con-

sented to take the personal command, accompanied by

Suliman Pacha. The excitement of this Sennaar affair

and the Ramazan appear to have induced a forgetfulness

of the Suez railroad. When the Pacha went to Cairo a

month ago, he told Mr. Galloway his first care on arriving

there should be to send him his final and definite in-

structions ; but since then nothing further has been (lo
/
ie *

India and China.—The Overland Mail despatched
hernia, to whom the Austrian Government had applied for India and China -The Overland Mai «JP^the
a »um of money for the use of the military academy at from Bombay on the 2nd ult. reached Marseilles in roe
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the date of the departure of the mail ; advices from Cal-cutta to the 19th Sept., and from China to the 3d AugustThe latter, however, add nothing to the news brought
direct from Hong Kong to Suez by the Akbar steamer
last month. The principal item of intelligence from India
is an insurrection at Lahore, and the murder of Shere
Singh, his son, and all their families, on the 15th Septem-
ber. Ihe Sirdar Ajeet Singh is the perpetrator of this
bloody tragedy. The event took place at the north gate
of Lahore, about a mile and a half from the palace, at half-
past nine o'clock, on the morning of the 15th. The con-
spiracy was formed by Fakeer Azeez-ood-deen and Dhyan
Singh, and it fell to the lot of Sirdar Ajeet Singh to exe
cute it; S.rdars Golab Singh, Lena Singh, and SoochetSingh were also concerned. Dhyan made the arrangement
by proposing to the Maharajah to inspect Ajeet's troons
which the Maharajah said he would do the following
morning, and orders were accordingly issued. On theMaharajah s arrival at the parade ground he found faultwith the appearance and condition of some horsemen pur-posely placed to attract attention, when Ajeet became
saucy, words ran high, and drawing a pistol from hiabosom, Ajeet shot Shere Singh through the head, the ballhaving entered his right temple. General Ventura andhis party attacked the murderer, but being opposed by apowerful body of troops, were defeated. Ajeet cut up theKnjah s body, placed his head on a spear, and on entering
the town met Prince Purtaub Singh's suwarie, whichwas immed.ately attacked, and the prince killed. Thepalace was taken, the treasury thrown open, and the troons
paid their arrears of pay ; every child and all the wives
of Shere Singh and Prince Purtaub were then brought ou?and murdered, amongst the rest one of Shere Singh's sonsonly born the previous evening. Troops were sent off toguard all the ghauts, and all the opposite party (exceptuen. Ventura, who escaped) were made prisoners. Aiee'
after having killed Shere Singh was returning to the fortand met Dhyan

; he told him he had done the deed, andasked him to return
; he got into Dhyan's carriage, andwhen they got near the gate of the fort, Ajeet stabbed

Dhyan, and sent Ins body to his brother and bis son, whosurrounded the city with their troops, while the peoplensu e continued plundering all night. In the morninj
Ubtn; Heera Singh having entered the fort, seized Ajeeti-ena, and others, and having avenged the murder of hislather by putting them to death, exposed their heads iQthe plain and threw their bodies into the bazaar. Dhuleep
Jungh, an alleged son of Kurruck, 10 years of age, is on
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in winch the former were victorious, as well as in com
memoration of their independence. At this ball our
Charge d Aifaires, Mr. Doyle, and other foreign Ministers
were present. The ball-room was decorated with a number
of lexan and other flags, which were displayed as trophies
ot war taken from the enemy, and among them a St
George's ensign was also exhibited. Mr. Doyle immedi-'
ately recognised it as a British emblem, pointed it out to
the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and requested it might
be removed; stating at the same time that as he did not
wish to produce any disturbance in the company, he would
be satisfied to have it taken down when the ladies retired
to supper. The Mexican Minister replied that it must
naveAeen put up by some mistake of the room decorator,
and that he would speak to the President about it. Santa
Anna, however, on being applied to, refused to have it re-
moved. Upon this being communicated to Mr. Doyle by
the Mexican Minister, he said he must now consider it as
an intentional and deliberate insult offered to the flag, and
immediately withdrew from the room, followed by all the
English gentlemen present. Mr. Doyle next day wrote
an official letter to the Minister upon the subject, which
remained unanswered for a week, and the reply, when it
did reach his hands, merely stated, that the Mexican
Charge d Affaires in London would be instructed to com-
municate with the British Government concerning it ; and,
as if to demonstrate their determination to insult, the flag
was kept up and again displayed on the 27th of the same
month, on the occasion of another fete given in honour of
the entrance of the army into the city of Mexico after the
battle. Mr. Doyle, therefore, has suspended all official
intercourse with them until he hears from his own Govern-
ment, and so the matter rests for the present.—From
Jamaica we learn that the island had been visited with
seasonable showers, and the crops generally bore a thriv-
ing appearance. A slight shock of an earthquake was
experienced on the morning of the 5th October, but, for-
tunately, it was attended with no damage. The health of
the colony was good, a few casual instances of fever only
occurring to cause alarm. A number of claims for remu-
neration of losses sustained by the late fire were in the
course of presentation to the authorities. The houses
destroyed are valued, making, with some other claims, a
total of 100,0007. The " Puseyite " controversy is carried
on with great acrimony in the journals. Agriculture in-
creases in interest, and commands more than ever the
general attention, as does also the application of machinery
to tillage and manufacture. A new manure has been dis-
covered in a cave at Dry Harbour, consisting of the ex-
crement and reliquia; of bats, covering to a considerable
depth a very extensive surface. It has been analyzed, and
is likely to prove from the chemical nature of its ingre-
dients a valuable commodity. A trial is about to be made
with it, and it is also supposed that other caves, the
natural resort of bats, may contain similar deposits.—3 H
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Ve intelliSeilce toat an English vessel,
called the Vitula, has been seized for stealing guano off
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n the COast> We learn also that a treaty has been

concluded between the Peruvian Government and certain
individuals at Lima for the supply of guano, the parti-
culars of which are as follow :_The contract was entered
into in Lima by various mercantile houses there with the
Peruvian Government, to whom a very large sum was ad-
vanced for the exclusive privilege of exporting the guano
tor five years by the contractors, who, in conjunction with
the Government, consign it for sale to their agents inLondon and Liverpool. The contract, as soon as it was
signed in March, 1842, was published at length in all theLima newspapers, and particularly in the official Gazelle
and became a matter of notoriety accordingly. The
quantity of guano to be shipped was limited to 120 000
tons during the five years of the duration of the contract
Ihe maximum nominal value of the guano is calculated in
the contract at 30 dollars, or, about 61. per ton. Sup-
posing this price to be realised, the contractors are allowed
to set off one-half against the advance to the Government
and at the end of each year's operations the remaining
half is to be paid into the Lima treasury in bonds amoiety in those of the external, and another in those' ofthe internal debt of Peru, at their representative or
nominahvalue. Thus, were 61. per ton realised on 1 20 000
tons, one-fourth, or 180,000^. of the nominal foreign
stock of Peru would have to be paid into the Exchequer
in yearly proportions. Since the contract was made
about 8,000 tons of guano have been sold at above 10/'
per ton; and it is supposed, now the merits of the article arebecoming known, that at least 20,000 tons will be required
for the supply of next year's demand, particularly as large
quantities are shipping for our West India colonies. Thecommittee of Spanish American bondholders in London
have held a meeting on the subject, and have resolved on
endeavouring to prevent the Peruvian Government from
buying up their bonds with money that should be applied
to the discharge of the overdue interest.—By advices frnm
the Brazils to the 13th Sept., it appears that the nuptials
of the Emperor with the Princess Thereza of Naples we i-p
solemnized on the 4th of that month, the Princess havin
arrived at Rio the day previous. There were greaf
rejoicings on the auspicious event, and the imperial bride
and bridegroom were greeted with enthusiasm by thou-
sands of their subjects from all parts of the empire. In
the evening a splendid illumination took place, with agrand display of fireworks, amidst the salutes' of the
English, French, Neapolitan, and national ships of warA great number of new titles and decorations of the dif-
ferent orders were conferred.
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number 'HiT ** ,'*' MeiroPfs—^ lately noticed thenumber of houseless poor who resort to the narks forshelter during the night, many of whom had beguQ tomake preparations for passing the winter in the gravel-nif*and hollows beneath the banks. Since the announcemeat of the fact first appeared in the daily papers several
contributions have been received for the relief of the poorpeople, and a society is in progress of formation for thepurpose of establishing a House of Refuge. The policereports of the daily papers have recently contained
numerous accounts of destitution among the needle-women who work for the slopsellers and outfitters attne east end of London. In many of these cases thewomen were charged with having pawned the goodsentrusted to them by the contractors employed bv the
slopseller to make up his materials into shirts ata contract price per dozen. These middlewomen againemployed the workwomen to make the shirts. According
to the evidence Id. a shirt was the profit of the contractor
it the work was what is called " fine work," it was paidhigher than ordinary, viz., 6d. per shirt per diem, it beingpart of the agreement that one shirt was to be finished in

,.
day- Three shillings a week was thus the sum totalwmch the needlewomen were to earn, by working 18 or 19hours per diem, while for an ordinary shirt the contract

price was from three-half-pence to 3d. The magistrateson learning these facts not only dismissed the charge, butassisted the prisoners with small donations from the poor-

h-p fl-
attention has now been directed to the dis-

frnm i

lndustri°us class, and the following extractrrom a letter addressed to the Times is only one of nu-merous communications which have been called forth by

known
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-. " Perhaps it is not generallyKnown that the proprietors of several establishments

1, ® eastern Part of the metropolis, who employ
needlewomen to make up slop-work, compel them toattend at four and five o'clock in the morning to re-ceive the materials which are afterwards made up into"ousers, waistcoats, and shirts; and that many of thesepooi creatures are employed at their needle 18 and 19hours a-day. It is not an unusual circumstance for girlsto employ themselves from 6 o'clock in the morning untiliz o clock at night, then snatch a few hours' sleep, and

work
81ld

' attend sh°P.' as it is termed, to obtain more
1 lh e earnings of the shirt and trousers-makers arejery precarious, and 6s. is considered by many of them

honfe^ ^t
A fCW Wh° d° the fine work for respectable
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; but great num hers who areconstantly employed for 18 hours a-day do not obtainmoie than 4s. a-week. The squalid appearance of thewomen in Shadwell, Stepney, and St. George's-in-the-

J-ast is remarkable. Sometimes as many as five or sixyoung girls occupy one small room, in which they workand sleep and., take their meals in common, plying their
needles from morning to night. Pulmonary complaints
are common among them, and their close application to
tnis unhealthy occupation in confined apartments pro-
duces premature old age. The slopworkers are frequently
compelled, by want or sickness, to pawn the materials in-
trusted to their care; but their employers seldom lose
anything by this, as they invariably obtain security to the
amount of 3/. or 5/., the value of the cotton or linen given
out to be converted into shirts. A case was recently heard
at the Thames-police Court, in which a slopseller in
Ratcliffe-highway was the prosecutor. He stated that he
had 153 needlewomen in his employ, of whom 28 had
turned out defaulters, and their securities in many in-
stances had made good the loss. He also stated that he
gave his work out at 4 o'clock in the morning, and that
the greatest distress prevailed among the women who were
compelled to make up slop-work ; but so great was the
competition in the trade, that he found it impossible to
give so much as he wished to the persons he employed
and that he felt so much for them that when they disposed
of his property he seldom or ever prosecuted, and he only
came forward on this occasion after a remand, in com-
pliance with the express directions of the magistrate, in
consequence of an unfounded attack on his character made
by the prisoner on a previous examination. He men-
tioned one case of great distress :—A poor widow who had
lately given birth to a child, and whom he had intrusted
with 32 shirts to make up, pawned the whole of them for
the purpose of obtaining nourishment for herself and infant
during her confinement ; and if she had not done so, he
believed she must have perished from want. He waited
on the pawnbroker, and remonstrated with him on the
impropriety of taking in unfinished work from needle-
women. He ascertained that the shirts were pawned for
35*., and offered to pay 10*. to redeem them if the pawn
broker would bear the remainder of the loss, which he
consented to do. He could mention other cases of an
equally distressing character, and said the low prices given
for slop-work, and the facility offered by pawnbrokers for
the disposal of the materials, caused persons to violate the
law by illegally pawning the articles intrusted to their
care. The shirtmakers, in fact, finding they cannot obtain
a subsistence by the wages allowed them, make away with
the property, and, being unable to redeem it, are either
driven upon the streets, or else become confirmed thieves
and end their days in a penal settlement or a model prison "
LordMaj/or's Day.—The new Lord Mayor \}d Mag-

nay, entered upon his office on Thursday with all the
state and ceremony belonging to this, the great festival of
the City. The usual procession took place in the morning,
and the inauguration dinner was given at Guildhall}

I
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"Her Majesty's Ministers," which was received with

sreat applause. The Lord Chancellor also spoke in the

course of the evening. Sir G. Murray returned thanks

for the Army, and Chief Justice Tindal tor the Judges

Gresham College.—\The ceremony of re-opening

Gresham College, in the new building in Basinghall-street,

took place last week. This institution, as is generally

known, was founded in the reign of Queen Elizabeth by

Sir Thomas Gresham, who bequeathed his own mansion

in Broad-street, which covered a space as large as that now

occupied bv the Bank of England, with a suitable endow-

ment, for the purposes of the college. In that building,

which escaped the great fire of Loudon, the college rose

to great eminence : the most distinguished names in Eng-

land were numbered among its professors, whose lectures

were attended by crowds of the respectable daises. In

17G7, the site of the building was selected by Government

for the erection of a new Excise-office, and it was accord-

ingly surrendered by the trustees of the college, on con-

sideration of a perpetual annuity of 500/. ;
the trustees

agreeing to pay 1,800/. towards the expense of pulling

down their own building. This extraordinary transaction

had the effect of ruining the college. A small room in the

Royal Exchange, capable of holding some 25 persons,

was allotted to the professors for the delivery of their lec-

tures, and the consequence was, that the lectures ceased

to be delivered, and the appointments became sinecures.

When the Exchange was burnt a few years since, the

preparations for rebuilding it directed attention to the

state of Gresham College. A claim was made on its be-

half for suitable accommodation in the Royal Exchange ;

but the matter was settled by the erection of the spacious

and handsome building which was opened last week.

The lecture-hall, where the ceremonial took place, will

conveniently accommodate about 600 persons. The Lord

Mayor was present in state, with several of the civic func-

tionaries, the members of the Gresham committee, &c.

After prayer by the Rev. Dr. Birch, a hymn was sung by

the vocal band assembled for the musical part of the cere-

mony. The academical business of the college was then

commenced by the Rev. J. Pullen, Professor of Astronomy,

who delivered a lecture on that science, to which he gave

the character of an address to the audience on the occa-

sion which had brought them together. In giving a gene-

ral and popular view of the progress of modern astronomy,

he pointed out the large share which Gresham College

had in this progress, from the labours and discoveries ot

those who had been its professors. After this address

a concert was given under the direction of Professor

Taylor, in which Mr. Phillips, Miss Rainfoi th, and other

well-known vocalists, took part.

Court of Aldermen.—In consequence of the late pro-

ceedings in the parish of St. Stephen's, Walbrook, it is

rumoured in the ward that Alderman Gibbs's friends are

likely to induce him to resign his gown, and that Messrs.

Flight, Travers, and Pilcher will become candidates to

succeed him. It is also said to be the intention of the

inhabitants to nominate Mr. Rock, of Walbrook, as a

Common Councilman.
'

Reform Club.—On Monday evening a trial was made

between the Bude and Faraday Lights, fixed for that

purpose in two of the libraries of the Reform Club.

There were present several scientific persons, and many

gentlemen connected with the club. The result of the

experiment was in favour of the Bude Light as to brilliancy

of illumination, ventilation, and freedom from heat. 1 he

Bude gave a light equal to 30 argands, and lighted the

room perfectly at every point. The Faraday Light con-

sisted of 18 lights, and the smoke of the gas was earned

off by tubes. The heat increased six degrees after the

Faraday was lighted, and it was of a subdued tone, and

not so brilliant as the Bude Light.

The Nelson Monument—Mr. Bailey's statue ot Lord

Nelson, which was exhibited last week within the inclo-

sure in Trafalgar-square, has at length reached its ultimate

destination on the top of the column, erected alter the

design of Mr. Railton. The statue was taken to pieces

in order to facilitate its elevation. The legs and lower

part of the trunk were raised on Friday, after six hours

labour, and the upper portion was raised on Saturday.

The arm was also in the course of the day united to the

body, and the whole completed. At present the scaffold-

ing prevents the spectators in the street from judging of

the appearance of the figure ; nothing but the cocked

bat can be distinctly seen, the whole being surrounded

with scaffolding and pieces of timber. The statue faces

Charing-cross, and has its back turned towards the Na-

tional Gallery. The elevation of the statue was conducted

in a very quiet manner, and it was hardly known that it

was in process of being carried up until it had attained

its utmost point. A flag-staff was then erected which

reached above the head of the figure, and from it was dis-

played one of the flags borne by the Victory at the battle

of Trafalgar. During the process of elevation, not the

slightest vibration was perceptible in the scaffolding,

which is itself remarkable as a piece of scientific work-

manship. It is 170 feet in height, and is composed of

150 loads, or 7,500 cubic feet of timber.
The Colosseum This building has been sold by Mr.

Geo. Robins to Mr. Montague, brother of the City Sur-

veyor. The price paid is said to be under 25,000/.,

although Mr. Braham paid 40,000/. for it. Mr. Stan-

field, the academician, and Mr. Bradwell, of Covent-gar-

den Theatre, have been employed by the purchaser to

produce a pictorial exhibition to succeed the great picture

of London, which will occupy Mr. Stanfield's attention

for nearly twelve months. The Conservatory and the

Swiss Cottage are to undergo an entire change ; and it is

ment in the metropolis.

The Wood Paving in Cheapside.-lt will be remem-

bered that the Commissioners of Sewers recently stopped

the further progress of wood paving in Cheapside on ac-

count of an injunction obtained from the Vice-Chancellor

of England by the Metropolitan Company against the

London Wood Paving Company, as the proprietors of

Perring's system, on the ground that it was an infringe-

ment of the patent of the former company. Since that

occurrence it appears that an amicable arrangement has

been effected between the companies, and the mjunct on

Is ordered to be forthwith dissolved. The result of this

arrangement is that the work will be resumed and the

whole of Cheapside completed, from Bow-church to St.

Paul's, with Perring's patent.

St Stephen's, Walbrook.—A meeting of the vestry,

adiourned from the 2Gth ult, was held on Wednesday.

Mr Rock was called to the chair, and informed the vestry

that he had entered a bill on the file of Chancery on Satur-

day and that Alderman Gibbs would be legally bound to

.rive a decisive answer in a month at furthest. After some

remarks from Mr. Howitt, relative to the "garbled

sfecounts" furnished by Aid. Gibbs, Mr. Horner demanded

his authority for stating that those accounts were garbled.

He was a friend of the Alderman, and was sorry that he

had not adopted a more straightforward course ;
but he

could assure the meeting that the select vestry was now

busily and industriously looking over the accounts of the

last eighteen years, and he would pledge his honour that

these accounts would be furnished to the parish in a

printed form in a week or so. The world would then see

that Alderman Gibbs was untarnished, and that he had

acted throughout the whole time of his stewardship in a

satisfactory and honest manner. He begged that gentle-

men who had made that room an arena for the purpose of

showing off their talents would dispose themselves to

silence. It was then resolved to adjourn for a further

period, to give the Alderman an opportunity of making

good his promise. ,.,.,
Kensington.—The magistrates for this division of Mid-

dlesex assembled in special sessions on Monday, to take

into consideration an application from Mr. Morland for a

license for the Royal Kent Theatre in High-street A
recommendation was read signed by the churchwardens,

overseers, and a number of the inhabitants of the town

and neighbourhood, that the theatre should be licensed,

together with a petition against the license being graced,

signed by the vicar and other clergymen of d.fferent deno-

minations resident in the parish, and by a number of the

leading and most influential inhabitants
,

At tei a long

discussion, the magistrates decided on refusing the license

Mortality of the Metropolis.-^ number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, October 28, was a

follows :-West Districts, 159; North Districts, 174 5

Central Districts, 223; East Districts 209 ;
South D

.

-

trirhi 201 • Total, 1116 (males, 567 ;
females, 54'J).

Weekly average foTthe lastWe years, 903(461 males, 442

females) ; and for the last fWeautumns 908.

3Probnuial l$tto%.

Birmingham.-Mr. Attwood, formerly M.P..for this

town, has published an address to the inhabitants in

which he seems to recommend a sort of revival of the

" Birmingham Union," for the purpose of returning to a

paper currency. The following gives some intimation of

his view of the present state of affairs :-'« I have been ex-

ceedingly reluctant to interfere again in political affairs.

For a long time 1 have watched, without hope, the extreme

sufferings'of the people. But a great change has come

over the prospects of the country during the last fifteen

months. The late great alterations in the corn and pro-

vision laws have given a prodigious accession of strength

to the public cause ; they have at last brought the owners

of land nearly into a community of suffering and of feeling

with the unhappy owners of labour. Those great altera-

tions have already produced the disturbances in V ales,

and the Repeal proceedings in Ireland, and they are at

this moment rendering the payment of the rent of land

literally impossible much longer in England under our

present taxation and our present monetary laws. Either

the taxation must give way, or the rent of land must

give way, or the monetary laws, which strangle industry,

must give way. To use my old phrase, either the burdens

must be cut down to a level with the means, or the means

must be lifted up to a level with the burdens. I think,

therefore, that a great opportunity has now arisen in

which all classes may possibly be induced to unite in one

common effort to relieve the common suffering and avert

the common danger. If not, I much fear hat the doom

of our country is written above, and not to be arrested by

human means." Mr. Attwood thus treats of the effect ot

wealth in excess ;-" In my humble judgment founded

upon long reflection, and the experience of history, all

Governments, of whatever kind, or however compo«a,

whether republican, despotic, or limited, have a tendency

to use the power of accumulated wealth in oppressing and

defrauding productive industry. From this great principle

proceeds the decline and fall of nations. The ancient

Republics made innumerable efforts to counteract th S

fatal tendency of things. Such men as Solon ami Lycu. gus

occasionally succeeded, and for a time arrested the moral

ruin. But ultimately the power of accumulated wealtn

prevailed, and dogged those glorious republics to untmu

graves." Mr. Attwood says that no man has.done more

than he has to put the navy of England in hghting order

and he adds :-" Yet I cannot conceal from my niindtbe

truth, that if the English Government had no navy to

protect them from foreign aggression, the English people

would have been much better protected from domestic

oppression. We should never have heard the odious and

delusive words 'over-trading,' ' over-population, and

« over-production.' " The following is his account of the

best governed country in Europe :-" The Government of

Prussia is a despotism ; but Prussia is probably the best

governed nation in Europe. Surrounded by more power-

ful rival nations, and under the constant apprehension ot

either French, or Austrian, or Russian aggression, .he

Government of that country places money in every

man's pocket, education in every man s head, and arms

in every man's hand ! Such a people cannot be oppressed.

Cambridge.—There is a rumour that Prince Albert, on

the resignation of the present Chancellor, the Duke of

Northumberland, is to be Chancellor of the University.

It is not generally known to what circumstance the rumour

owes its origin; but it gains credence throughout the

University. The Rev. Dr. Hodgson, Master of St. letei s

College has been elected Vice-Chancellor for the ensuing

year On resigning his office the late Vice-Chancellor,

the Rev Professor Whewell, delivered a Latin oration in

the Senate House, congratulatory of the auspicious event

which had just taken place, and eulogising the general

conduct of the Academic body on the occasion of the

Royal visit. The degree of D.D. has been conferred on

Archdeacon Lonsdale of King's College, London, now

Bishop of Lichfield, by Royal mandate.
_

Carmarthen.—A rumour is current that another special

commission for the trial of the Carmarthenshire pri-

soners will be sent down after term into this county, it

appears to have arisen from the fact of the county gaol

being quite full of Rebecca prisoners, and from one of the

Treasury solicitor's clerks being in the town arranging

the evidence against the prisoners. In many parts ot the

county the late verdict against the Rebecca prisoner

Hughes, at Cardiff, has excited intense animosity against

the jury who tried him. It is said that some farmers

from the more disturbed districts have affected even to be

incredulous that such a verdict was ever returned by a

Welch jury. So far as an opinion can be formed at pre-

sent, however, the severity of the sentence appears to

have had a salutary effect, whilst it has, at the same time,

excited universal commiseration for the culprit. lhe

prisoners themselves have issued an address calling on

others to take warning by their fate, and to stop in their

course before they fall into their condemnation. They

say " We are guilty, and doomed to suffer, while hun-

dreds have escaped ; let them and every one take care not

to be deluded again to attack public or private property

and resist the power of the law ; for it will overtake them

with vengeance and bring them down to destruction. We
are only in prison now, but in a week or two shall be

banished as rogues, to be slaves to strangers in a strange

land. We must go in the prime of life from our dear

homes to live and labour with the worst of villains, looked

upon as thieves. Friends, neighbours, all, but especially

young men, keep from night meetings, fear to do wrong,

and dread the terrors of the Judge. Think of what

we must, and you may suffer, before you dare to do

as we have clone. If you will be peaceable and live

again like honest men, by the blessing of God you

may expect to prosper, and we—poor outcast wretches

—may have to thank you for the mercy of the Crown

—for on no other terms than your good conduct will

any pity be shown to us or others, who may full into our

almost hopeless situation." The western part of Radnor-

shire is at present in an excited state, and numerous toll-

bars in that county have been destroyed. The rioters

have also had recourse to incendiary fires, and no less than

twelve fires took place in one night last week in the neigh-

bourhood of Ruthin. The Royal commission has been

daily occupied since the 25th ult. All its meetings have

been conducted in privacy, as far as relates to the press.

The following is a succinct account of its proceedings :-—

A strict and methodical inquiry into the accounts of the

various trusts in Carmarthenshire has hitherto been the

principal object of the commissioners, but this employ-

ment has been almost daily varied by applications or com-

plaints from individuals, or parochial deputations relating

to various subjects of alleged grievance, of a local oi

general nature. As the commissioners had invited inform-

ation from all parties who could elucidate the causes of the

recent outbreak, or who laboured under any grievance

which called for redress, they have given audience to

persons of all stations, including county magistrates,

trustees of tolls, clergy, farmers, guardians of the poor,

and others. The same topics have been adverted to by

many different parties, as constituting the principal

sources of complaint. Among these are— 1st. The turn-

pike system—the number and expensiveness of the gates

and bars—the inconvenience caused by the contiguity ot

several trusts crossing each other and competing for toll,

to the great inconvenience of those who reside on tlie

roads near the point of contact. 2. The working of tlie

Poor Law, particularly with reference to the salaries or

the medical, relieving, and other officers of unions. I »e

latter objections were urged by a deputation from tne

parish of Llanarthney, consisting of the Rev. H. Wil-

liams and some of the principal parishioners, who baa a

conference with the commissioners on Tuesday week. An

absolute recurrence to the principles of the old system o

poor-laws was also advocated by some, though they cli

not appear willing to adopt all the conditions of the forme

practice. They thought that the justices had then too

much power, but that guardians had now too little. 1*>

increase of the burden of tithes by the working ot tne

Commutation Act is another subject on which sevel

representations had been made to the commissioners, wn

have inquired into the details of some cases mentioned

them. The undue expenditure of the county rate and tn
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wise urged as forming a part of the list of grievance. Z, S!I" ™ .
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' He slippedwise urged as forming a part of the list of grievances, and

into these subjects the commissioners have expressed their
intention of instituting a careful inquiry. Some other
matters upon which they have been appealed to seem to
partake too much of a personal and peculiar character tobe classed among the " causes of disturbance" which they
are charged to investigate. Such, for instance, are the
rating to the lighting and paving-rates and borough-ratos
of Carmarthen of persons living beyond the precincts of
that town, and therefore deriving no benefit from the
application of such rates—or the recent enforcement of a
penal statute which had been for some time practically
obsolete, regulating the use of particular casks for packing
butter. The time of the commissioners, with the except
tion of such intervals as have been occupied in the manner
described, has been employed in the examination of the
accounts of the several trusts. The commissioners have
expressed their complete satisfaction so far as their inquiry
"as hitherto gone with the readiness shown by all partieswhom they have examined to afford the fullest informa-
tion in their power.

.
Chichester.—The interior of the cathedral of this city

is now undergoing restoration. The ancient tombs and
theu- effigies, and the mutilated I'urbeck marble columns
which have so many years been suffered to remain in a
accaved state, are restoring under the superintendence of
JWr. Richardson, who was employed in the restoration of
the Temple Church.
Hounslow—One of the mixing-mills at the gunpowder-

works on Hounslow-heath exploded on Saturday morning
py which the boarding and roof were ripped off the build-
ing, but no further damage was done, and no one injured.

Liverpool.—A correspondent ("Facile") informs us that
Anderson, the convict, the account of whose connection
with the Preston Guild and other robberies has been
already noticed in this Paper, has attempted to bribe the
weepers who were taking him by railway to London pre-
vious to his transportation to a penal colony. One of the
Parties has called upon the Liverpool Mercury, and stated
hat

:

Anderson s first offer was GOO/, to the contractor andJbW. to the keeper—700/. in all. This took place at
*»" nungham. After he saw that there was no hope he
offered the same party 250/. and 700/. to the contractor,
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- Robert Meek, rector of St. Michael's,

frocks "?°n,ngton, was entered by five men in smock
8fole t'l,!',!''?

their faces masked with black crape, who
effected

m SeVen>1 va,uablc nrti<:les
- 'Plie burglars

a orbw-hS
en
?
ance by breaking open the front door with

lo°l<ed aul' < ,

Meek was awakened by the noise. ; he
dark arid It

window, and although the night was
hou Se • th i?

my
'

0,>served several men in front of the
Vant'8ro«m i'

Sentleman then went to his man-ser-
thieves Se! ******** him to get up, as he suspected
h
,
0wevcr, Z^eaI°™g to enter the house. The man,

down a flight of back stairs, and went out at a back door
to obtain assistance from the village, but when about
120 yards from the house, he was attacked by two men
who struck him on the head with a crow-bar, inflicting
three severe and dangerous wounds,and then dragged him to
the house. The ruffians then went up stairs and broke open
the bedroom door, which Mrs. Meek had locked when her
husband went off for assistance; they held a crow-bar
over the lady as she lay in bed, and demanded the money
'hat had been received that day for rent, and also the key
ot an iron chest. Mrs. Meek at once gave them the key,
and trie thieves commenced a regular search, breaking
open the drawers and ransacking every drawer, but they
could not succeed in finding the object of their search,
which was in a desk concealed from sight. They remained
n the house upwards of an hour, and then went off
together Ihe police, however, succeeded in obtaining adue to the robbers, and three men residing in the village
have been apprehended on suspicion—The local papers
state that the workmen employed in pulling down an old
dwelling-house at Gotham, in this county, found the pro-
bate copy ot the will of a man named Burrows, who had
resided there many years ago, and owned the property. It
was found stuck between two walls in the staircase. This
property has been long held by Earl Howe, in consequence
of the inability of the parties to make any title to the
same

; but it is now conceived that his Lordship will, on
a pedigree being produced, and the title of the heir-at-law
established, readily relinquish the possession.

Oxford.--Dr. Kenyon, Fellow of All Souls, has been
appointed Viner.an Professor of Common Law. The
Oxford Chrontele states that the Rev. Mr. Sibthorp has
addressed a letter to the President of Magdalen College,m .mating his return to the English establishment, and
soliciting re-election to his fellowship.—The Bishop of
Oxford has written a letter to Dr. Pusey, entirely exone-
lating Mr Newman from the charge of having broken hisM h

J

8
,

Lordship, by suffering a re-publication of
liact 90. The Bishop says, « I lose no time in stating,
that when I requested the Tracts for The Times might
cease, however 1 might have regretted the original publi-
cation of Tract 90 it formed no part of my injunction orlequest (from well-considered reasons at the time) that
there should be no re-publication of that tract. Peoplemay feel themselves at liberty to express their opinions as
to the policy or propriety of having published more
editions of that tract ; but the accusation of Mr. Newman's
having done so, contrary to promise, is unfounded and
unjust No one, however, who has the slightest know-
ledge of Mr. Newman will give a moment's credit to such
a charge of unfaithfulness in him ; and I feel sure it isunncCesSary for t0 slate t0 Mr. Newman or yourself
that nothing which I have said or written can have giventhe remotest grounds for the accusation."
Portsmouth.-The following is an extract from one ofMr. Brooke s letters received by the overland mail, an-nouncing the safety of her Majesty's ship Samarang, and

dated Sarawak, August 13 :-" I am happy to add that
the Samarang is afloat and getting ready for sea, with
little or no injury."

Windsor.—A general meeting of the inhabitants of this
town was held on Friday, for the purpose of taking into
consideration a proposition made by the Earl of Lincoln
as head of the Woods and Forests, that the town should
contribute the sum of 8,000/., being a moiety of the esti-
mated expenses for draining the castle and town ofWindsor. After the Mayor, who was in the chair, had
briefly addressed the meeting, Mr. Adams, builder, pro-
posed a resolution that the inhabitants decline bearing any
share of the expenses, observing that in the event of the
passing of a contemplated Act to compel the inhabitants
to improve the drainage of the town, it might be effectively
done for less than 3,000/. Mr. Bedborough moved as anamendment that the sum of 5,000/. be contributed towards
the expenses, and raised by the disfranchisement of the
Corporation property, which was negatived, and after con-
siderable discussion the following proposition of Mr. Adam
was carried :—"That considering the vast extent of Crown
property within this borough, in no way contributing to
the parochial tates, and the extensive defalcation in the
various ratings arising from the destruction of property
with recent improvements of the Castle, and being con-
vinced of the inability of the borough to meet any material
addition to its present burthen, resolved, that this meetin-
feels itself compelled to decline to contribute towards the
expenses of executing the extensive and extravagant plan
proposed by the Commissioners of her Majesty's Woods
and Forests, with a view to the drainage of the Castle and
town, the more especially as such plan would appear to' be
confined almost entirely to the service of the Castle, and
that a very considerable proportion of the town and its
suburbs are wholly excluded from any contemplated benefit
to be derived therefrom."

Railways.—The following are the refurns'for the past
week .--Birmingham and Derby, 1,180/.; Birmingham
and Gloucester, 1,0167.; Eastern Counties, 2 651/
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means °f a brancb «ne, to join theSouth-Wes-ern at Bishopstoke. An estimate prepared byMr. Locke fixed the cost of the line at less than 250 000/wnereas a former estimate, when a similar pro ect was t
contemplation, was given at 400,000/. The meeting wasunanimous in support of the measure, and a committeewas formed, of which the Hon. Sidney Herbert and other
influential landowners in the district are members Itappears that the South- Western company engage to raiseone-half of the required capital. Surveys of the projected line are already in a forward state, and the neces-sary measures will be taken in order that an act of Par-Iiament may be obtained in the ensuing sessions.
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Selby, 1,011/.; London and Birmingham, 16 512/.-
London and South-Western, 6,20?/.

; London and Black-
wall, 065/.

;
London and Greenwich, 700/.

; London and
Brighton, 4,120/. ; London and Croydon, 228/.

; Liver-
pool and Manchester, 4,00//. ; Manchester and Leeds
i,?,m.; Midland Counties, 2,902/.; Manchester and
Birmingham, 2,845/.; Northern and Eastern, 1,778/-
North Midland, 4,384/. ; Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,4/3/'
South-Eastern and Dover, 3,768/.; Sheffield and Man-
chester, 445/.

; York and North Midland, 1,658/.—

A

public meeting was held at Salisbury last week, to further

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The bills of indictment against Mr. O'Connelland his fellow-traversers were sent up to the city of Dublingrand jury on Friday forenoon. They are enormous inextent, covering not less than ninety-five feet of parch-ment. The indictment was accompanied by an abstract

of its contents, prepared by the Crown counsel- butsome members of the grand jury having objected to thereading „ny abstract, when they were sworn to consider
the indictment itself, the voluminous document had to begone through, count by count. The deepest interest wasmanifested by the crowds in and about the courts respect-ing the progress of the prosecutions. During the day anumber of witnesses for the Crown-36 it is stated—were
in attendance, in apartments near the grand iury room, to
wiiicii the police prevented access ; but at four o'clock, on

Xhrp^
atl

,

0n from tbe Srand Jury that there w *s not theR!t chance of their coming to any decision on thatuay, t lie witnesses were directed to go home. On Satur-day the deepest interest again prevailed in tbe courts
respecting the prosecutions, and much anxiety was exhi-

, "?
t

al1 quarters to learn what progress had beenmate with the indictment. In the afternoon the foreman

I if *f
^ ury and olher

J
urors came int0 court and

statett that there appeared to be a clerical error in thefourth count of the indictment, in which the names oftwo persons were included—Thomas Tierney and PeterJames Tierney—whereas this name should have been
1 eter James Tyrrell. Some of the jury appeared to think
niat as this was a clerical error, the name of Peter James
lyrrell should be substituted for Peter James Tierney.A desultory discussion ensued, which terminated in
the Chief Justice declaring that all the members of the
court were of opinion that the alteration could be made
as he document was not properly a bill of indictment
in that state. The alteration was then made by the
clerk of the crown, and the bill returned to the
grand jury. When they adjourned, shortly before five
o clock, they had examined but one witness, namely, Mr.
Vernon, the Registrar of the Stamp-office, whose deposi-
tions were merely technical, respecting the registry of the
proprietors of the Pilot, Freeman's Journal, and the
Nation.—-Mr. Bond Hughes, the Government reporter,
and several other witnesses, were subsequently examined

'

and on Wednesday afternoon the Grand Jury came into
court with a true bill. Mr. O'Gorman, one of the Jury
however, declared that he dissented from that finding!
The Attorney-General moved that the traversers be now
called *ipon their recognizances. The Clerk of the Crown
then called upon Daniel O'Connell, Esq., John O'Connell
Esq., Thomas Steele, Esq., M. T. Ray, Esq., John Gray!
Esq., Charles G. Duffy, Esq., and the Rev. Messrs'
Tyrrell and Tierney, all of whom appeared. The Attorney-
General then said that he had next to call upon the Court
to put a rule upon Ihe parties that they should plead
within four days. Mr. Steele objected to be prosecuted
by the Attorney-General. The several parties then
applied by their Council for copies of the indictment.
The Attorney-General said that copies should be furnished
them within an hour. A discussion of some length arose
as to enlarging the time for pleading ; but the Court said
the statute was peremptory, and they were bound to
go by it. There was a considerable number about the
court to hear tbe event, but the town was perfectly
tranquil.—On Monday Mr. M'Donough applied for a
mandamus, calling on the Magistrates of College Street
Police-office to receive Mr. Barrett's informations charg-
ing Mr. Bond Hughes with perjury. The application was
opposed by the Attorney-General, and the Lord Chief
Justice held that if the grand jury were to receive evi-
dence against the Crown, that would be trying the case,
which it was not their province to do. Now, that being
the rule, which was as old as the law itself, he asked, how
would it be possible, without infringing on that rule, to
permit bills of indictment to be sent up against Mr.
Hughes until the existing bills were disposed of ? When
that occurred, it would be competent for the parties to
prefer bills of indictment against Mr. Hughes or any other -

witness
; but the court, in the present stage of tbe proceed-

ings, could not consent to allow the accused parties to
become witnesses in their own case—The weekly meeting
of the Repeal Association was held on Monday. After a reso-
lution had been passed pledging the Association to use every
effort to promote the general collection of the O'Connell
Compensation Fund for 1843, which is fixed for Sunday the
19th inst., Mr. O'Connell handed in 100/. as Proclamation
Money from the law clerks of Dublin, and moved anaddress
to the people of Ireland, pointing out the objects of the
Repeal agitation, showing that they do not desire separa-
tion from England or Catholic ascendancy, but freedom
of conscience, education, and the press. This address
was adopted, together with the draft of another to the
Queen, to be presented by each parish in Ireland. Mr.O Connell said it might be objected that the address to
the people reiterated matter that had been spoken of be-
fore—it certainly did, but it was his plan to reiterate his

i
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topics until they were fully impressed upon the public

mind. He would move that the committee be directed to

warn the people of Ireland against committing any crime

—they had come to the great crisis of their great experi-

ment an experiment to demonstrate that by peaceable

means the most beneficial alterations in human institu-

tions could be obtained. If they adhered to perfectly

peaceable means, he saw the certainty of carrying the

Repeal. The Government might incarcerate him and

others within four walls, but there were others to stand

in their places. Ireland had an excellent leader in the

person of Smith O'Brien, who declared at the dinner

given to him in the county of Limerick, that if to wish

the liberty of Ireland was a conspiracy, he was a con-

spirator." At the close of the meeting the rent for

the week was announced to be 1303?. 16s. 5d.—The

Cork Reporter last week published an improbable

story respecting a letter said to have been addressed

by the Duke of Wellington to the Earl of Glengall,

conveying imformation respecting the army and

its service in Ireland, and stating " that almost all the

British army, certainly every regiment which could be

spared and made available for service, will be concen-

trated in Ireland; that camps will be formed in different

parts of the country, and particularly in the neighbour-

hood of cities and towns, &c. ; and that supplies of arms,

ammunition, and subsistence of every description, would

be sent into the country from England, for the use of the

army, so as to make it independent of, or not dependent

upon, the Irish peasantry or people." This statement

has gone the round of the Irish papers, but Lord Glengall

has published a denial that any such letter was received.

Cork.—A fatal affray took place at the Steam vSaw-

mills in this city on Saturday night, in which Dr. Quarry,

one of the proprietors, was killed. It appears that the

other partner, Mr.Wilson, had withheld possession of part

of the building from Dr. Quarry, who called at the mills,

and was in the act of going up-stairs, when he was met

near the top by a workman, Thomas Carroll, who opposed

his going up, and a scuffle ensued, when Carroll called

out to his brother Denis to bring ahlunderbuss, which he

presented at Dr. Quarry, but it missed fire ; he then

caught it by the butt-end, and struck the Doctor on the

head and shoulders, by which he was knocked down the

flight of stairs. Then Donoghue, one of the assistants of

the Doctor, came up, but got a blow from a sharp instru-

ment which knocked him down, and rendered him for a

time insensible ; when he recovered he saw Carroll strik-

ing Dr. Quarry on the head with a " saw-buckle." The

rest of the party seeing the Doctor thus used, made an

attempt to go up, when Carroll fired down on them, but

hit no one. Smith, the apprentice, went down to the

office and brought up a large pistol, which he discharged

at Carroll without effect, when the fire from the top was

quickly returned, but fortunately without effect ;
and

Ryan, the watchman, affirms, that when the Doctor was

lviug down bathed in his blood, he saw Mr. G. F. Delany,

who was keeping possession for Mr. Wilson, kick the

Doctor several times in the most brutal manner. Dr.

Quarry lingered until Sunday evening when he expired,

and the Coroner's Jury have returned a verdict of Murder

against all the parties concerned. Mr. Wilson the

partner has also been arrested on the charge of being

an accessory before the fact.

to the homely rule of right. The money transactions of

the Americans are become a by-word among the nations

of Europe. In every grammar-school of the whole world

ad Graicas Calendas is translated—the American divi-

dends. I am no enemy to America. I loved and admired

honest America when she respected the laws of pounds,

shillings, and pence ; and I thought the United States

the most magnificent picture of human happiness. I

meddle now in these matters because I hate fraud—because

I pity the misery it has occasioned—because I mourn over

the hatred it has excited against free institutions. Among

the discussions to which the moral lubricities of this

insolvent people have given birth, they have arrogated to

themselves the right of sitting in judgment upon the pro-

perty of their creditors—of deciding who among them is

rich, and who poor, and who are proper objects of com-

passionate payment ; but, in the name of Mercury, the

rreat god of thieves, did any man ever hear of debtors

alleging the wealth of the lender as a reason for eluding

the payment of the loan I Is the Stock Exchange a place

for the tables of the money-lenders; or is it a school of

moralists, who may amerce the rich, exalt the poor, and

correct the inequalities of fortune ? Is Biddle an instru-

ment in the hand of Providence to exalt the humble and

send the rich empty away? Does American Providence

work with such instruments as Biddle ? But the only good

part of this bad morality is not acted upon. The rich

are robbed, but the poor are not paid ; they growl against

the dividends of Dives, and don't lick the sores of Lazarus.

They seize with loud acclamations on the money-bags of

Jones Loyd, Rothschild, and Baring, but they do not give

back the pittance of the widow and the bread of the child.

Those knaves of the setting sun may call me rich, for I

have a twentieth part of the income of the Archbishop of

Canterbury ; but the curate of the next parish is a wretched

soul, bruised by adversity; and the 300/. for his children,

*hfch it has taken his life to save, is eaten and drunken

by the mean men of Pennsylvania—by men who are always

talking of the virtue and honour of the United States

—

by men who soar above others in what they say, and sink

below all nations in what they do—who, after floating on

the heaven of declamation, fall down to feed on the t-ffal

and garbage of the earth. Persons who are not in the

secret are inclined to consider the abominable conduct of

the repudiating states to proceed from exhaustion-" they

don't pay because they cannot pay ;" whereas, from esti-

mates which have just now reached this country, this is

the picture of the finances of the insolvent states :— 1 hen-

debts may be about 200,000,000 dollars, at an interest of

6 percent.: this makes an annual charge of 12,000,000

dollars, which is little more than 1 per cent, of their in-

come in 1840, and may be presumed to be less than 1 per

cent, of their present income; but if they were all to

provide funds for the punctual payment of interest,

the debt could readily be converted into a four or five per

cent, stock, and the excess, converted into a sinking

fund, would discharge the debt in less than thirty years.

The debt of Pennsylvania, estimated at 40,000,000

dollars bears, at five per cent., an annual interest

of 2,000,000 dollars. The income of this state was, in

1840, 131,000,000 dollars, and is probably at this time

not less than 150,000,000 dollars ; a net revenue of

only U per cent, would produce the 2,000,000 dollars

required. So that the price of national character in «M-

SCOTLAND.
The Hebrides.—On Tuesday week two islands, named

Rasay and Bona, situated in the Hebrides, were sold by

auction at the Auction Mart, London. They were for many

years the property of the M'Leods, of Rasay, and com-

prise about 18,000 acres. The net value of the estate,

including the mines and the timber, was about 73,000/.

There were 52 farms, the rent arising from which was

about 1200/. They were capable of improvement, in con-

sequence of the facilities of communication from them to

the metropolis, the journey now being completed in less

than 36 hours. The estate was put up at 20,000 guineas,

and eventually knocked down at 35,000 guineas.

sylvania is l\ per cent, on the net income; and if this

THEATRICALS.
Covent Garden.—As might have been anticipated

from the recent proceedings at this theatre, the establish-

ment is now closed. The actors were assembled on
Saturday morning on the stage of the theatre, preparatory

to a rehearsal of the pieces announced for Mr. Wallack's

benefit on Monday, when a message was received from

the manager that there would be no performance, or, in

other words, that the theatre would not open again. The
French juvenile performers have since appeared at the St.

James's Theatre, and the principal actors of the English

company have left town on a provincial tour.

J^tscdlawous.
American Debt—The following letter has been ad-

dressed by the Reverend Sydney Smith to the Editor
of the Morning Chronicle. u Sir,—You did me the
favour, some time since, to insert in your valuable
journal a petition of mine to the American Congress, for
the repayment of a loan made by me, in common with
many other unwise people, to the State of Pennsylvania.
For that petition I have been abused in the grossest
manner by many of the American papers. After some
weeks' reflection, I see no reason to alter my opinions
or to retract my expressions. What I then said was not
wild declamation, but measured truth. I repeat again,

that no conduct was ever more profligate than that of the

State of Pennsylvania. History cannot pattern it : and
let no deluded being imagine that they will ever repay a

single farthing—their people have tasted the dangerous

luxury of dishonesty, and they will never be brought back

market price of morals were established here, a gentleman

of a thousand a year would deliberately and publicly sub-

mit to infamy for 151. per annum ; and a poor man, who

by laborious industry had saved 100/. a year, would incur

general disgrace find opprobrium for 30s. by the year.

There really should be lunatic asylums for nations as well

as for individuals. But they begin to feel all this : their

tone is changed ; they talk with bated breath and whisper-

ing apology, and allay with some cold drops of modesty

their stripling spirit. They strutted into this miserable

history, and begin to think of sneaking out. And then

the subdolous press of America contends that the English

under similar circumstances would act with their own debt

in the same manner ; but there are many English consti-

tuencies where are thousands not worth a shilling, and no

such idea has been broached among them, nor has any

petition to such effect been presented to the Legislature.

But what if they did act in such a manner—would it be a

conduct less wicked than that of the Americans ? Is there

not one immutable law of justice—is it not written in the

book ? does it not beat in the heart ? Are the great guide-

marks of life to be concealed by such nonsense as this \

I deny the fact on which the reasoning is founded ; and if

the facts were true, the reasoning would be false. I never

meet a Pennsylvanian at a London dinner without feeling a

disposition to seize and divide him— to allot his beaver to

one sufferer and his coat to another— to appropriate his

pocket-handkerchief to the orphan, and to comfort the

widow with his silver watch, Broadway rings, and the

' London Guide,' which he always carries in his pockets.

How such a man can set himself down at an English table

without feeling that he owes 21, or 3/. to every man in com-
,

pany, I am at a loss to conceive : he has no more right to

eat with honest men than a leper has to eat with clean

men. If he has a particle of honour in his composition

he should shut himself up and say— ' I cannot mingle

with you : I belong to a degraded people—I must hide

myself ; lam a plunderer from Pennsylvania.
1 Figure

to yourself a Pennsylvanian receiving foreigners in his

own country, walking over the public works with them,

and showing them Larcenous Lake, Swindling Swamp,

Crafty Canal, and Rogues' Railway, and other dishonest

works. ' This swamp we gained (says the patriotic

borrower) by the repudiated loan of 1828. Our canal

robbery was in 1830 ; we pocketed your good people's
j

money for the railroad only last year.'A AH this may

seem very smart to the Americans ; but if I had the mis-

fortune to be bom amongst such a people, the land of my
fathers should not retain me a single moment after the

act of repudiation. I would appeal from my fathers to

my forefathers. I would fly to Newgate for greater

purity of thought, and seek in the prisons of England for

better rules of life. This new and vain people can never

forgive us for having preceded them 300 years in civilis-

ation. They are prepared to enter into the most bloody

wars with England, not on account of Oregon, or bounda-

ries or right of search, but because our clothes and

carriages are better made, and because Bond-street beats

Broadway. Wise Webster does all he can to convince

his people that these are not lawful causes of war :
but

wars, and long wars, they will one day or another pro-

duce; and this, perhaps, is the. only advantage of repu-

diation. The Americans cannot gratify their avarice and

ambition at once ; they cannot cheat and conquer at the

same time. The warlike power of every country depends

on their Three per Cents. If Caesar were to reappear upon

earth Wettenhall's List would be more important than

his Commentaries; Rothschild would open and shut the

Temple of Janus; Thomas Baring, or Bates, would proba-

bly command the Tenth Legion, and the soldiers would

march to the battle with loud cries of Scrip and Omnium

Reduced, Consols, and Csesar ! Now, the Americans

have cut themselves off from all resources of credit.

Having been as dishonest as they can. he, they are pre-

vented from being as foolish as they wish to be. In the

whole habitable globe they cannot borrow a guinea, and

they cannot draw the. sword, because they have not money

to buy it. If I were an American of any of the honest

states, I would never rest till I had compelled Pennsyl-

vania to be as honest as myself. The bad faith of that

state brings disgrace on all; just as common snakes are

killed because vipers are dangerous. I have a general

feeling that by that breed of men 1 have been robbed and

ruined, and I shudder and keep aloof. The pecuniary

credit of every state is affected by Pennsylvania.

Ohio pays; but with such a bold bankruptcy before

their eyes, how long will Ohio pay ? The truth is, that

the eyes of all capitalists are averted from the United

States. The finest commercial understandings will have

nothing to do with them. Men rigidly just, who pene-

trate boldly into the dealings of nations, and work with

vigour and virtue for honourable wealth—great and high-

minded merchants will loathe, and are now loathing, the

name of America : it is becoming, since its fall, the com-

mon shore of Europe, and the native home ol the needy

villain. And now, drab-coloured men of Pennsylvania,

there is yet a moment left ; the eyes of all Europe are

anchored upon you

—

,..,.,
"Surrexit rrmnclns justis turns:

start up from that trance of dishonesty into which you

are plunged; don't think of the flesh which walls about

your life, but of that sin which has hurled you from the

heaven of character, which hangs over you like a devour-

ing pestilence, and makes good men sad, and ruffians

dance and sing. It is not for Gin Sling alone and

Sherry Cobler that man is to live ; but for those great

principles against which no argument can be listened to

—

principles which give to every power a double power

above their (unctions and their offices, which are the

books, the arts, the academies that teach, lift up, and

nourish the world—principles (I am quire serious m
what I say) above cash, superior to cotton, higher than

currency— principles without which it is better to die than

to live, which every servant of God, over every sea, and

in all lands, should cherish. Usque ad abdita sptramenta

animal.—Yours, &c, Stdnky Smith." Since the above,

Mr. Smith has sent the following characteristic note, in

reference to some errors of typography, to the Editor ot

the Morning Chronicle .—" Sir,—Your table of errata

published the 4th, for my letter of the 3d, is a good indi-

cation of the modes of English education. I have twice

endeavoured to write the word skipping—' sktpptnff

spirit.' Your printer first printed it 'stripling, and

then altered it into stripping. The fault is entirely mine.

1 was fifteen years at school and college—I know some-

thing about the Romans and the Athenians, and have

read a good deal about the prseterperfect tense—but I can-

not do a sum in simple addition, or write a handwriting

which anybody can read.— I am, Sir, Sydney Smith.

November 4."

Hafo.
V.c«-Chakc.i.i.or's CotTRT.-fBefore the Vice-<Ja^ellor of

England.) -Ranger v. The Great Western *"^<W?3fi
-As to the circumstances of this Kttgation,om.read** will

remember that Mr. Ranger was undo, ^ery stringent,

not unusual, contracts with the Company to complete tje

works in a limited time, under pain of forfeiture of his plant ana

machinery, and of a reserved portion of the price which was ino

to be paid till the works were completed} and
I
that the'Pjgf«£

being dissatisfied with the slow progress of the works,_haa

charged Mr. Ranger and entered lor the forfeiture} that w
Hanger had filed this bill for rcli.f against the forfeiture, a"«

an account, alleging that Mr. Brunei had fraudulent
1
S|™

insufficient certificates of the work done, so M 1" 1
, and that

had not made him such payments as lie was entitled to •_ Mr>
the suit was brought to a hearing under a com ml"e

c n , pan y
Ranger's creditors, who looked to his claims against ''^

,, and
for liquidation of their debts. His Honour now gavej^ ucn as
decided that, there must be a decree for an accoun t, »"*. must
the Lord Chancellor had determined that an inve8»°Vpntiv uaid
take place as to how far the plaintiff had been

/
u
f!

c

'l.e nravers
under the superintendence of a Court of Equity. A s to v > f ^^
of the bill, his Honour observed that no proof o trau ' J

. Bnd
given in respect of the strata through winch the ™"

aftcr.

cuttings were to be made. The charge of fraud se mt„"
tionary

»->,„„™l,fr . „„h i.;„ ii„„«„, m.holH Hip extent Of ttlC Cllftcic"
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must be of more value to him than any interest he could have as

a shareholder. The plaintiff must be bound by the opinion of

Brunei. But what quantity of work has been done, what pay-
ment ought to have been made for it, and whether the measure-
ments and caculations of Brunei are right, must be tried in this

Court. He should, therefore, refer it to the Master to inquire into,

and accurately define the nature of the three sorts of work, and
in taking the account he must also decide how they were to be

paid for. Various petty grievances were held either too trivial

to require inquiry or matter for an action at law. The plaintiff

had been continually asking favours of the Company up to the

18th of May, 1838, and he never alleged that he had sustained

any injury until in his letter to Saunders, of the 25th May, 1838.

The case made on the bill was a mere after-thought, and his

Honour was of opinion that it should be dismissed with costs in

respect of it. There appeared to be evidence of the delay of the

work in the hands of the plaintiff, and a want of arrangement
sufficient to warrant the Company in taking possession of the

works and everything on them. The plaintiff talked of the « op-

pressive " character of the contracts. His own conduct refuted

this charge. He had entered into the contracts voluntarily, and
after having entered into the first, he made a second, and then a

third, each after the expiration ofsome months, and so great was
his appetite for contracts that he had made tenders for others.

His Honour expressed regret at the unnecessary imputation of

fraud on the Company, and also the improper suggestion of in-

capacity on the part of Messrs. Freer and Babbage, and said that

the result was, that except as to the account, including the in-

quiry with regard to the masonry, the bill must be dismissed

with costs.— [According to the Railway Times, the first bill in this

case consisted of 812 folios, and the amended bill of 1,157 folios.

The first supplemental suit bill contained 341 folios, and ho

second supplemental 525 folios. The first answer, 1 ,299 folios
;
the

second, 132 folios ; and the third, 212 folios. The plaintiff's evi-

dence occupied 1,865 folios, and the defendant's evidence, 405

folios. Short-hand notes on collateral arguments, 2,200 folios;

observations, 39 briefs. The total brief, embracing these copies

for counsel, would occupy about 960 brief sheets. Fees to counsel

alone, it appears, amounted to about 2,000/., and the short-hand

writers' bill nearly 400/. The suit has been in progress during

five years. The plaintiffpays the majority of these costs.]

(Before Vice-Chancellor Wigram.)—T/*£ Corporation of Glou-

cester v. TFoorf.—His Honour delivered judgment in this case.

The mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of Gloucester filed the

original bill against the three surviving executors of James
Wood, claiming payment of two legacies out of the estate, one
of 140,000/. and another of 60,000/., mentioned in a codicil to his

will, dated in July, 1835, which contained these words:—"In a
codicil to my will I gave to the corporation of Gloucester

140,000/. ; in this 1 wish my executors would give 60,000/. more
to them for the same purposes as I have before named." This
codicil referred to a former one which was not forthcoming, nor
was its absence In any way accounted for in the bill, which
simply claimed upon the construction of the language in this

last codicil. The defence rested on the single ground that if the
testator ever gave any such legacies as the plaintiffs claimed,

the purposes for which they were given were not, and could not,

be ascertained, and that the same were wholly void. The answer
of the other executors, Jacob Osburn and John Surman Surman,
was to the effect that the codicil was void from uncertainty.

His Honour was bound on the pleadings to assume that nothing
was known to affect his construction of the papers before him.
The uncertainty must, therefore, prevail ; the probabilities of the
case were excluded ; and though morally he scarcely doubted
the money was given to the corporation for charitable uses, or
for their absolute benefit, nevertheless with great regret he had
come to the conclusion that the claim of the corporation could
not be sustained, and that the bill must be dismissed, but without
costs.

1

SPORTING.
TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.-Dkrby.— 6 to 1 agst Scott's lot

(taken); 10 to 1 agst Colonel Peel's lot; 8 to 1 agst Mr. Crock-
ford's Rattan (taken); 20 to 1 agst Mr. Quin's Loadstone; 33 to
1 agst Mr. Lichtwald's Leander (taken); 50 to 1 agst Mr. Isaac
Day's Seaport; 50 to 1 agst Sir R. Bulkeley's Bebington; 2000 to
86 agst Mr. Watt's Voltri (taken) ; 2000 to 35 agst Mr. Ongley's
King of the Gipsies (taken); 1000 to 10 agst Lord Normanby's Lo-
rimer; 6 to 1 agst The Ugly Buck and Seaport (taken) ; 1000
even between Orlando and Loadstone.

MARK LANE, Friday, November 10.—The arrivals of English
"Wheat since Monday have been small, and sales have been made
at the prices of that day. In Foreign there is nothing doing,
although it is generally held on the same terms; there is still

some inquiry for bonded, but we did not hearof any transactions.
Barley is a dull sale, although the supply is not large. Peas and
Beans are fully as dear. Oats sell slowly at Monday's prices.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, E886X, Kent, and Suffolk . . . White
tT: Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire. . •

JJ
arl *y Making and distilling;

*'»tB, liincolnshire and Yorkshire . . . Tolnnds
' Northumberland and Scotch .... Feed
-7— Irish Feed
Kye _ .

"eana, Mazngan, old and new
Zl
—

"— I^Reon, Heligoland .

pea fl , White .......
22 to 2J) Tick
28 to 30 Windfl.
30 to 37 Maple

84 8.

44 to 66
47 to 54
28 to 32
1

5

to 25
— to —
16 to 23
;— to —
22 to 31
34 to 33
30 to 31

Red
White
Grind.
Feed
Potato
Potato

Harrow
Lon^pod
Grey

S. S.

44 to 62
— to—
84 to 30
16 to£4
17 to 26
16 to 24

25 to 34
28 to 30
28 to 29

Sept.
Oct.

Nov,

Wheat.
2!)

6
13
20
27
3

per Quartcr< 49s
60
SO
50
60
61

firf

6
8
1

5
8

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.
J

60 6

duties on Foreign Grain . 20

PKRIA1 f. AVERAGES.
Barlev. Oats, Rye. Beans. Pea?.
30.? 4d \7sWd 30* .'</ 30s 8d 32.? 9d
30 2 17 10 30 8 30 1 82 6
30 1 17 10 30 30 4 32 1

30 4 17 29 10 30 6 32 8
30 9 17 8 30 8 31 1 8S 10
31 7 18 7

17 10

29
J
Si 5 33 10

30 7 30 30 6 32 10

8 8 10 i 10 6 10 6

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
•BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.— R. Kipling, Wood-street, Cheapsido,

""'arehoiiReman.

BANKRUPTS—J. M'Lean, Sun-street, Bishop^ate-street-without, etatu-
ary-ma*on—C. \y. navies, otherwise C. Davies. Ilolbnrn, upholsterer—U. Net-
tleton, Brompton, Kent, tailor— \V. B. CockeriU, Keedham, Norfolk, butcher—
*• Willis, Osbom-street, Whitefihatfel, ale-merchant—A. H. Wagstaff, Leigh-
y>n Buzzard, Bedfora«hiro, apothecary— D.Aumomer, Wifrmortatreet, Caven-
("!jn-8quare, jeweller—J- Phillips, Pinners-haJl-court, Old Broad-street, tailor
-"*». Frazer, Little Xower-strect, shipowner—B. Charles, Kadi pole, Dorset-
shire!, briekniaker— (;. Harrington, Kidderminster, Worcestershire, plumber—
fj

' H. Crowther, Warrington, Lancashire, stationer—G. J. Pouehee, Oxford -

greet, stationer—T. Baker, Hi^h-street, Camherwell, carpenter—C J. Aoutt,
^'Uh-street, City-road, cabinet-maker— C. Kilhck and J. Sadd, Blackman-
street, Borough, paper -staiiuMR-C J. Hunt, Cork-street, Burlingtcn-^ardens,

2r Jr,m
*
, s's- Strect,;and Quadrant, Hc/rent-street, bilhard-table-maker-B. J.

"l
rury» Dudley, Worcestershire, licensed-victualler—B. Dowell, Bishopwear-

"jmuh, Durham, shipowner—W- Taylor, Spinghead-in-Saddlewurth, Yoik-
en»e,wool-me. chant-

IItTHS.-On the flth inst.,the lady of Captain Vernon, Coldstream Guards,
son—On the 7th inst., at 11, Hanover-terrace, Regent's Park, Mrs. Kdwin
ver, of a son—At Wardie, N.B-, on the 29th ult., the Hon. Mrs. Primrose,
1 Oftn r\_ -1 ,. < • * .1 f~ .« Uin-hi.'lln IVffO AUnn DU..1. „f n

BlRTHa-
«f ai

J*
«i son—On the 3d inst., at the Grove, Hiffhgate, Mrs. Allen Block, of a

"™»ffhter—On the 3d inst., at Crakchall, the Jady ot H. C. MaxwelJ, Esq., of a
aa»Khter.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

WJ. CORMACK and CO. beg to announce
• their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as

the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in

packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3s. 6d. per quart.

The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—" Cormack's Early Kent Peas," 14.?. per bushel.

Newcross, and Bedford Conservatory. Covent Garden
, Nov. 10.

SHILLING'S NEW EARLY GROTTO PEA.
]

J and S. SHILLING have succeeded in raising the

• above Pea. The Early Frame Pea, impregnated with the

Grotto or Oyster Marrow, which they with confidence recom-

mend to the Public generally, being quite as early, and nearly

double the size of any early Pea in cultivation. Quite hardy, will

stand the winter well, and a good Bearer ; the Pod large and long.

They would particularly recommend it to the attention of Market

Gardeners.
Price 3s. per Quart; 10s. per Gallon; \7s.M- per Peck; 30*.

per Half-bushel ; 21. lO.v. per Bushel. They have likewise a few

Packets of Calceolaria Standishii Seed, at 5s. per pkt. :
sent free

by post, on the receipt of Postage-stamps, or a Post-office order.

London Agents: Messrs. Field and Chili>, Seedsmen, UQ
r

Lower Thames-street; Messrs. W. and J. Noble, Seedsmen,

152, Fleet-street ; and Messrs. Jambs Gray, Adams, and Hogg,

Nurserymen, Kensington.
J. and S. Shilling, Nurserymen, Northwarnborough, Ocinam,

Hants, Nov . 10, 1843.
m ,

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will submit

to public competition, at the Auction Mart, Bartholomew-

lane, on Friday, Nov. 17, 1843, at 12 o'clock, about 300 Standard

and Dwarf ROSES, comprising all the leading varieties. Also a

bed of choice TULIPS, together with a superior Assortment of

DUTCH BULBS. Maybe viewed the morning of Sale. Cata-

logues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, American

Nursery ,
Leytonstone. ____

PLANTING SEASON,— TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, PUB-
LIC COMPANIES, NURSERYMEN, BUILDERS, & Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have the

honour to announce they have received instructions to

submit to Public Auction (without reserve) on the premises, at

the Cottage Nursery, Gloucester-place, Camberwell New-road,

and the Gravel Field Nursery, Brunswick-road, opposite, on

Monday, November 20, 1843, and following days, at Eleven

o'clock each day, a most extensive and varied Stock of ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and EVERGREEN AMERICAN
PLANTS, ROSES, &c. STANDARD and DWARF TRAINED
FRUIT TREES of the choicest sorts. Messrs. Prothkrob and

Morris beg to observe it has seldom been their lot to offer to

Public competition so desirable a stock of thriving plants of

every description and so well worthy the notice of noblemen and

gentlemen who may be planting or making alterations on their

estates. The stock will be lotted to suit every description of

purchasers, and may be viewed the week previous to Sale, when
Catalogues 1*. each, returnable to purchasers, may be had on the

premises, ot the principal Seedsmen, and at the Auctioneers'

American Nursery, Leytonstone.
_

MESSRS. CORMACK and Co. .respectfully inform

the Public that they have just given instructions to

Messrs. Prothkrob and Morris to dispose of, by Auction, the

whole of these valuable and extensive Nursery Stock at New
Cross : the Sale to commence on Monday the 4th of December

next. Dae notice will appear through the medium of this and

other Papers when the Catalogues are ready for distri bution.

TO NURSERYMEN, GARDENERS, &c.
r rO BE DISPOSED OF, and may be entered upon
JL immediately (at a fair valuation), the Business and Stock in

Trade of a Nursery and Seedsman, successfully canied on for the

last 8 years by the late Mr. R. Bbach, of Stourbridge. The Nur-

sery is at present well storked, and is in a highly improved state

of cultivation ; and from its situation and advantages it presents

to an intelligent person an opportunity for embarking in busi-

ness rarely to be met with. All accounts are requested to be sent

in immediately to Mr. Beach, High-street, Stourbridge. Appli-

cations to be made to Mr. Bkach, or to Mr. IIassvll, Chemist,

Stourbridge, and to Mr. Nutting, 44, Cheapside , London.

rpo"BE SOLD.—A BEAUTIFUL AND D1MINU-
X TIVE BULL AND COW, from the Himalaya Mountains ;

the Cow forward in calf; they are about 35 inches high, in high

condition, and perfectly inured to the climate of this country.

Apply to I. L. Tbmplkr, Esq., Torhill, Ivybndge, Devon.
" -—DISEASED AND HEALTHY LIVES ASSURED.

MEDICAL, INVALID, and GENERAL LIFE
OFFICE, 25, Pall Mall, London. Capital, 500,000/. This

Office is provided with very accurately constructed Tables, by

which it can Assure Diseased Lives on Equitable Terms. In-

creased Annuities granted on umoimd Lives, the amount varying

with the particular disease. Members of Consumptive Families

assured at Equitable Rates. Loans granted upon personal se-

curity,
E.G. P. Neisov. Actuary.

PENN'S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE BUILDING,
WARMING, and VENTILATING.-The superiority of the

principle first introduced by JOHN PENN, Esq., for obtaining a

more complete circulation of the atmosphere in heated apart-

ments, being now fully established, W. HiuJ£*P«^y ac-

ouaints the public that having, in conjunction with the late Mr.

Penn. devoted much time and study to perfect the same, m the

construction of Conservatories, Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, &c„
and to heat them with Improved Hot Water Apparatus, either by

Pines or Troughs, he is enabled to carry out Mr. Penn s principle

in a manner to guarantee the most complete success and economy.

First rate references. Plain and Ornamental Designs; and any

particulars on application to W. Hill, Surveyor and Builder,

Lewisham.

J /"10TTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
^-^ FOUNDERS, &C &C, No. 2, WlNSLKY STREET, OXFORD

H

Street, London.

* *

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very
low prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the
Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses; Churches, Public or Private Build-
ings, &c, with Cottam's Patent, or Rogers' Boilers. After
15 years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Appara-
tuses for the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improve-
ments which they have made during that time, C. nnd H. can
with confidence undertake the erection of similar Apparatus

%
upon

the most extensive scale. For the convenience of those who
wish to fix their own Apparatus, they have affixed the following
ow prices:

—

£ s, d.

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . . .700
(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Rogers' Boiler, small size 3 15

Do. do. large do 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, Doors, Frames, and Feeding Apparatus for
Boilers, Sec.

Rendle's Tank System on an improved simple plan.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3*. 6rf. each
Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing 42 lbs. at 4

Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4

Ox Hurdles, 4 ft. high, do. 60 lbs. at 5 6

BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING, at Ss.6d. per
bundle of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, at *d. each. The
Improved continued and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy
Wire-work, &c.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c., 18 inches square,

35. Gd. ; 20 inches, 4s. 6rf. ; 22 inches, 55. 6d. each.

CAST-IRON FLOWER-STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,
7s. ; 4 feet 6, 9.9. ; 5 feet, 1 is. ; 6 feet, \5s. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozen.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34s.; 20, 44s.; 22, 50s.
;

24 inches, 60s.; 26, 75s.; 28, 84s..: 30, I05s. each.

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricul-
tural Implements, and Furnishing: Ironmongery; Dr. Ai unit's
Stoves, Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The
above low prices being on account ot the depression in the Iron
Trade, are subject to future alterations.
Show- Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 3, Winsley-strcet, where

every information may be obtained.
Estimates sent by return of post.

THE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented

by"J. Rogkks, Esq., may be obtained of any size from JOHN
SHEWrEN, Ironmonger, &c., Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shkwkn having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons* Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Lodriiges*,

Hackney ; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place ; Messrs. Veitch

and Son's, Exeter; Mr. Ponley's, Plymouth; the Royal Botanical

Society's Gardens, Regent's Park ;
and at the Gardens of the Hor-

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have
been effected since last season; particulars of which are in course

of preparation. ^^
BBNDLFS TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.

STFPHKNSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and

DOUBI E CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged

in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of

various materials, solicit: the attention of scientific Horticul-

turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which

offers mo*t decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-

232 appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet Jong and

nf-inv width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected

by any working Gardiner without the slightest difficulty, thus

affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of

employing this much approved method of heating without the

assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Bo lers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron

will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. tosii,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

information to any persons in his neighbourhood and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and 00.

hr^WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
^u^ HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,
CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ninles and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion' of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

annaratus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
• not oniy verv efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

hive erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

pmuloved bv the Horticultural Society oi London,m executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely completeand

convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted forthe continued

simply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

nlete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D and E. IUii.ky were the first to introduce metallic curvili.

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. Bait.ky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery
;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory,

G"^ UANO ON SALE.—Any Quantity of this valuable
~

Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer

either in I wdon or Liverpool, on application to Cotkswobth.

P«w",l, and Pa-yo*. St. f^^^ltf^RnSSSo^
DansonI and Co., Liverpool; and Wii-mam J. Mti,rs and Co.,

Importers, Liverpool.

G U A NO ON SALE
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL,

LIQUID MANURE.

J1UMPS of a Superior Construction, fixed and port-

able for Liquid Manure. Garden Pumps, Hydraulic ditto,

and Pumus for deep wells. Also Pumps for Ships, Barges, Tan.

ners Soap Boilers, Brewers, &c. Well-Digging and Boring

executed -Bknjaiui* Fowlkr, (late George Turner,) 63, Dorset-

street, Fleet-street.

4. THE FAVOURITE ANNUAL OF THE SEASON."
Jn large 8vo., Price 12s., elegantly bound.

TPRIENDSHIP'S OFFERING for J 844. This long
-T . established Annual now makes its appearance in a new
form and a new dress, the size being greatly enlarged, and the

list of Steel Engravings increased both in beauty and number,

with the further addition of appropriate Wood Engravings and
other embellishments. The volume, thus changed in everything

but the price, and the genius and distinction oi the Contributors,,

is justly styled " the best and cheapest Annual of the season."
London : Smith, Eldkr, and Co., 65, Cornhil!.
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ELEMENTARY WORKS for YOUNG PERSONS,
Published by Mr. Murray.

1. Markitam's History of England.
2. MarkbAm's History of France,
3. Bbrtha's Journal.
4. Conversations on Nature and Art.
5. Philosophy in Sport.
6. Jbssb'S Natural History.
7. Storiks from History of England.
8. Progressive Geography.
9. Loudon's Ykar Book of Natural History.

10. Loudon's Cabinet of Shells.
H. Little Arthur's History of England.
12. Sentences from the Proverbs.
13. Gospel Stouies.

By Mr. TURLE, ORGANIST OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY }

:

and PROFESSOR TAYLOR, GRESHAM COLLEGE.
I. Psalm Tunes. II. Sacred Music. III. Glees, Madrigals, Ducts,

Songs, he.

rpHE PEOPLE'S MUSIC BOOK. A Work intended
J- to meet the growing- demand for Music among a ! l classes

of the community.— Principally arranged for Four Voices, and,

where admissible, with an accompaniment for the Organ or Piano

Forte. Each Number contains three separate portions, forming
respectively a complete body of the best Music for the Cathedral,

the Church, or Chapel; the Family, the Glee Club, and the Madri-

gal Society.
Published Monthly, in parts, comprising 32 pages super-royal

8vo, price is.

The 30th Edition of 1000 each.

FLETCHER'S FAMILY DEVOTION; containing
the Morning and Evening Service of a Family for every day
throughout the year. Embellished with 17 elegant Engravings.

Bound in cloth, gilt edges, price \l. 6*. Recommended by 25 dis-

tinguished Ministers in England, autl upwards of 100 Clergymen
in the United States of America.
" Our attention has lately been called to an advertisement of a

book of * Family Devotion,' containing the Morning and Evening
Service of a Family for every day throughout the year.' Accord-
ing to the advertisement, this new Order for Morning and Even-
ing Prayer daily throughout the year is already in its 30th edition

of 1000 each. 30,000 copies of a book of Common Prayer for Dis-

senter.-, recommended by 25 distinguished minisi ers, whose names
are given, and who include some of the most prominent of the
day, cannot be dispersed throughout England without working
some considerable change in the minds of probably 200,000 per-

sons."—The Times, Sept. 27, 1843.

Just Published,

A PORTRAIT of thk REV. JOHN GUMMING,
M.A., Minister of the Scottish National Church, Crown-court,
Little Russell-street, Covent-garden ; engraved by Thomson*,
from a Painting by W. Booth, Esq., in the Possession of Mr.
Gumming. Large paper, India Proofs, ZOs. ; small paper, plain

proofs, 7s. 6d.

London: GgQRQB Vi rtue, 96, Ivy-lane, Paternoster-row.

LOUDON'S ARBORETUM ET FRUT1CETUM
BRITANNICUM. In 8 vols. 8vo— 4 of letterpress and 4 of

plates— price 10/.

This being the season for planting Trees and Shrubs, planters

arc reminded that the above work contains by far the most
copious history, natural and artificial, of all the Trees and Shrubs
which will stand the open air In Britain, that has ever been
published ; including their description, uses, propagation, culture,

diseases, effect in landscape, and every other particular desirable

to be known by the planter and landed proprietor.
There are botanical figures of all the species, drawn to one

scale ; and portraits of the trees, also drawn to a scale, showing
the different sizes which the different kinds attain when ten
years planted, and also when full grown ; an object which was
never before attempted in any work on Trees.
" This book is one of solid value, worthy a place in the library

of every landed gentleman, as well as of every student of botan i-

cal, arboricnhural, and horticultural science The
'Arboretum Britannicum* is complete in its kind, and it must
become a standard book of reference on all subjects connected
with Trees."— Quarterly Review.

Printed for the Author, and sold by Messrs. Longman and Co.,

39, Paternoster-row ; where may be had,

LOUDON'S EDITION of REPTON'S LAND-
SCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHITECTURE, illus-

trated by numerous Plans, Sections, Views, &e. In one vol. 8vo,
price 1/. 10.v. plain; coloured, 3/. 6s.

This is by far the most complete work on laying out grounds
that has hitherto been published ; and by means of the numerous
plans and sections, the whole maybe readily comprehended by
the working gardener, as well ashy the amateur.

Now ready, price \s., more than 200 pp.

JOHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS 1 ALMANACK
O and CALENDAR lor 1844, containing every information
incidental to an Almanac, with engravings and fists of prices of

seventy of the most improved agricultural implements from the
best makers, manures, &c.
Jambs Ridgwav, Piccadilly; and every bookseller in every

market town in the kingdom.
N.B. To prevent disappointment, order " Johnson and Shaw's

Farmers1 Almanack."

AWFUL EVENTS IN 1844 !—Now ready, price I.s\,

ZADKIEL'S ALMANAC for 1844; containing un-
erring Predictions of the Wars, and other exciting events,

at the eve of the awful period thus foretold by the Great
Nostradamus in 1555.
" Sept fois changer veirey gens Britanniqucs, Teints en sang,

en deux cens nonante an."
London: Shkkwdod, Gii.bkrt, and Pi pk a, Paternoster-row

;

and may be had of all Booksellers in Town and Country.

On Thursday, the 23d of November, will be published,
ALMANACS AND COMPANION FOR 1844.

Under the superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge.

THE BRITISH ALMANAC, extending to ninety-six
pages, and embracing a body of information suited to the

Tradesman, the Manufacturer, t tic Merchant, and the Profes-
sional and Upper Classes generally. One Shilling.

THE PENNY SHEET ALMANAC.
THE COMPANION to thk ALMANAC, or Yrnr-Book of

General Information, being the 17th Volume of the Series. Haif-
a-Crown. %

With tire British Almanac, bound in cloth- Four Shillings.
***; A COMPLETE INDEX to the COMPANION to the

ALMANAC is also published, from its commencement in 1828, to
1843, both inclusive, forming One thick volume, bound uniform
With the Work. Price Seven-and-Sixpence.

Also
THE UNIONS' and PARISH OFFICERS' SHEET ALMANAC,

containing a complete List of the Unions, the Names of the
Chairmen and Vice-chairmen of the Boards of Guardians, and
Clerks; with an Abstract of the more important points of the
various Acts of Parliament, and a variety of other Information.
One Shilling and Sixpence.

*«*•*«.»«• ,
PrePartn&for Publication,

THE UNIONS AM) Parish OFFICERS' POCKET ALMA-
NAC, containing, m addition to the usual matter of an Almanac,
a Mass of Information for the Guidance of all Persons in any way
connected with the Administration and Dispensation of the Poor
Laws. Price Three Shillings.

Loudon: Charles Knight and Co., 22, Ludgatc street,

In One thick vol.. Eighth Edition, much'Enlargeri, price l6«.

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE; a Popular
Treatise, exhibiting the Symptoms, Causes, and most

efficacious Treatment of Diseases ; with a Collection of approved

Prescriptions, Management of Children, Doses of Medicines, &c.

Forming a comprehensive Guide for the Clergy, Families, and

Invalids. By T. J. GRAHAM, M.D., &c. " It is evidently the

result of great professional talent, experience, and judgment;

the author everywhere appears conscientious and candid. One

ohject'i* prominently evident—a sincere desire to benefit his suf-

fering lellow-creatnrcs. To recommend a work like the present

to our readers, is only to manifest a proper regard for their wel-

fare."— Literary Journal, Feb. 1843.
*' It is altogether deserving of permanent popularity."—

London Weekly Review.
Also, by the same Author, in 8vo., price Us. Third Edition,

enlarged,

2. ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES ;a Treatise,

illustrating their Symptoms, Causes, Varieties, and Treatment.

With numerous Cases, and a Medical Glossary. Including the

Diseases and Management of Pregnancy and Lying-in.
" It contains a mass of information indispensable to those

for whom it is intended, and surpasses in value any other book
of its character."—Blackwood's Lady's Magazine.

In 12mo., Fifth Edition, much improved, price Qs.

3. THE BEST METHODS OF IMPROVING
HEALTH AND INVIGORATING LIFE, by Diet and Regimen :

containing the most approved Principles of Longevity. With
the Art of Training, &c.

44 The most useful and rational work of the kind."

—

Atlas.
" Calculated to increase the comfort and extend the days of

all classes."—Edinburgh Observer.

Simpkin and Co., Paternoster Row; and IIatciiards, 1S7,

Piccadilly. Sold by all Booksellers.

NEW WORK ON GARDENING.
In 1 vol. (pp. 7*>4), illustrated by 383 Engravings, price \6s.

T^HE SUBURBAN HORTICULTURIST; adapted
X for the Use of those interested in the Formation and
Management of either Large or Small Gardens, By J. C.

Loudon, F.L.S., Sec.

No pains have been spared towards rendering this work as

complete as possible. It contains full instructions for the forma-

tion of gardens and their management, according to the most
approved modes of practice. Extensive information will be

found respecting the nature of soils and their improvement; the

different kinds of manures and their application
; the operations

of Planting, Sowing, Budding, Grafting, and the various other

modes of Propagation ; Pruning and Training of Standard, Dwarf,

Kspalier, and Wall Trees. The iormation of borders for Fruit

Trees, the construction of Forcing Houses, Pits, and other struc-

tures for forcing and protection, and the various modes of Heat-
ing by Hot Water and otherwise, are treated of in full detail, as

are likewise the Cropping and Particular Management of the

Kitchen Garden, Forcing of the Pine Apple, Vine, Peach, Fig,

Cucumber, and Melon. Lists and descriptions of the best

varieties of Vegetables and Fruits are also included. Those
who have a considerable knowledge of Gardening will find in

this work much information to which they may advantageously
refer; whilst it will enable such as arc inexperienced to proceed
with every probability of success.

"Mr. Loudon has made a most successful attempt to teach
the science of gardening to the uninitiated, &c. ,,—Paxton*8 Ma-
gazine of Botany, March, 1843, p. 46.

"The novice in gardening will here find ample instructions in

the various branches of labour, such as digging, trenching,

mowing, &c., as well as for the propagation of plants by bud-

ding, grafting, inarching, and other methods."—Da. LiNDtBY,
in Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov., \Hi'2.

Published by William Smith, 113, Fleet-street.

PLATE.—A. B. SAVORY & SONS, MANUFAC-
Jl TURING SILVERSMITHS, No. 14, Cornhil), London,
opposite the Bank of England.—The best wrought FIDDLE-
PATTERN SILVER SPOONS and FORKS, at 7s. 2d. per ounce.
The following are the weights recommended, but the articles

may be had lighter or heavier at the same price per ounce :—

12 Fiddle Pattern Silver Table Spoons.
12 ditto

12 ditto

12 ditto

2 ditto

1 ditto

4 ditto

4 ditto

1 ditto

12 ditto

l Pair ditto

oz.
:io

20
30
20

at

s,

7
7
7
7
7
7

7

d.

2
2
2

2

2

2

8

4 • n

• •

r *

« #

10

7
10

7
3

3

3

1

S.

15

3
15

3
11

11

16

10

1(5

15

d.

4

4

8

8

8

8

Dessert ditto.

Table Forks .

Dessert ditto.

Gravy Spoons 10

Soup Ladle . . 10

Sauce ditto . . 10

Salt Spoons(gilt strong)
Fish Slice 2
TeaSpoons ..10 7 8 4
Sugar Tongs (strong)

N.B.— A price current, stamped as a newspaper, illustrated by
drawings, and containing every information relative to the

purchase of silver or Sheffield plate, may be had on application,

or will be sent into the country, free of postage, in answer to a
paid letter.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
This Act imposes a penalty of from 51. to 30/., for each imita-

tion, piracy, or selling, recoverable by the proprietors before a
magistrate, or by civil action. Half the penalty will be given to

any person informing the proprietors of any infringement. The
words of the Act are " No person or persons shall copy or alter

any design, cither by adding to, or subtracting from," &c.
ATTVVOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufactures, Lewes,

Sussex.
This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree, of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the
facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable
advantages over those now in common use. The great advan-
tages of this Churn will be found in the winter; but in the heat
of summer placing the Churn in cold water will be the means of
hardening tiic Butter.

Sizes No. 1 2 and 3

Chum from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. S6 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid 1 ^
to London. J

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. 6d., 6s., and 7s. Larger
: i/.cs made to order.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No. 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Rigbit'b Blush Warehouse,
No. 80, Graccchurch street j LiVBRMORjfiandSoN, Ironmongers,
No. 30, Oxford-street; Benha.m, 10. Wigmore- street, Cavendish-
square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 10Q, Fenchurch-street,

DRESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 30s. to 405. ; extra

quality, 50*. *, Frock-coats, silk facings, 35$. to 45*. ; ditto,

silk velvet collar and silk facings, 60s. \ Waterproof Wrappers,
10.S-. Gd. to 21*. ; fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, iu\v. to

255. ; Waistcoats, 58. to Ss. 6d. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere, lO.s-

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

PATENT ASPH ALTE ROOFING. The above mate-

rial has been used and highly approved by the Nobility,

Gentry, and Agriculturists generally, as a ROOFING and
COVERING TO SIDES of Farm Buildings, fts Advantages arc—

LIGHTNESS, DURABILITY, ANT) ECONOMY.
BEING A NON-CONDUCTOR, IT HAS BEEN PROVED AN

EFFICIENT
"PROTECTIVE M ATE HI A L" TO PLANTS,

And is now in use at the

"ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
GARDENS, CHISWICK."

Thomas John Croogon, 8, Ingram-ct., Penchurch-s t., London

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED, BY
SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

MR. JEAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, Russell-square,

Sole Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PATENT
WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cure all

Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent downward
currents; it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Apart-

ments of every description ; also of Ships, Stables, Dairies, and
Larders, as it ensures a constant change of air; and all its

parts being fixtures, it is free from noise and not liable to

derangement; it also offers no impediment to sweeping. Price

for general use, 30s. ; larger size, 45s. ; larger sizes, especially

adnpted for ventilation, 60s. and upwards. To be had at 51, Great

Russell- street, where it may be seen in action. The attention of

Architects, Builders, and the trade in general, is especially invited.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.— Patronised by
Her Majesty, H.R.H. Prince Albert, the Royal Family, and

the several Courts of Europe.—This elegant, fragrant, and pel-

lucid Oil, in its preservative, restorative, and beautifying qualities,

is unequalled over the whole world. It preserves and reproduces

the hair, even at a late period of life; prevents it from turning

grey ; or if so changed, restores it to its original colour
;
frees it

from scurf and impurity, and renders it soft, silky, curly, and
glossy, and retains its curl and other decorative form uninjured

by the variations of the atmosphere or the effects of the crowded
assembly— facts which are abundantly proved by the numerous
testimonials which may be seen at the Proprietors'. To Children

it is especially recommended as forming the basis of a beautiful

head of Hair. Price 3s. 6d., 7s. 9 Family Bottles (equal to four

small), 10.5. 6d. f
and double that size, 2ts. per bottle.

Caution,—Each genuine bottle has the words " Rowland's
Macassar Oil," engraved in two lines, on the wrapper, and on
the back of the wrapper nearly 1,500 times, containing 29,028

letters. Be sure to ask for " Rowland's Macassar Oil."

Sold by the Proprietors, A. Rowland and Sow, 20, Hatton-
garden, London, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

*** All others are spurious imitations 1 !

!

GLASS SUPERSEDED for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES by

WHITNEY'S CHEMICAL TRANSPARENT
WATERPROOF COMPOSITION, rendering Muslin,

Calico, or Linen, for the Frames of Greenhouses, Pine, Melon, or

Cucumber Stoves, &c, impervious to rain or moisture, admitting

light equal to Glass, much warmer, and the plants never burn
under it.

The cheapness of this composition, its durability, and equal

utility with Glass, render it not only a useful but most impor-

tant article to Gardeners and Florists, as the expense of a two-
light Frame will not be so much as the annual cost for breakage

on a Glass one.
Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Gardeners will, by using this com-

position have the only effective protection for their Fruit-trees

during the blooming season ; it is a certain defence from frost,

sleet, wind, and blight; its transparency admits the general

beams of the sun, with abundance of light, which causes the

bloom to expand with increased luxuriance, the fruit to set and
swell more freely, much earlier, and a crop of fruit to any extent

may be warranted. The covering not to be moved by day
(except to thin the Fruit, which will be necessary), till the month
of June. It is recommended that the Calico be prepared early,

so as to be thoroughly dry before using.

Sold in Bottles, with directions for use, pints, 2s. 6d. t
quarts,

4s. 6d. each. Prepared by Gkorok Whitney, Chemist, Shrews-
bury. Seedsmen, Florists, and Merchants supplied by Mr. W.
Bailey, Chemist, North-street, Wolverhampton. Agents wanted
for London and the country. ^

ANTED, a GARDENER.—Wages, 48/. per an-

num. A single Man would be preferred, unless with a

Wife capable of taking charge of a Laundry, who will be enabled

to earn, 3 days in the week, from 8s. to 10s. No one need apply

who cannot produce to perfection the commonest vegetables and

hardy annuals, and can keep his garden in neat order ; no glass

to be taken charge of except Cucumber and Melon frames.—
Apply to Mr. McLkoo, Brewer, Cambervvell. .

w

street, City, 10 doors from London- bridge.

WANT PLACES.— All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER.—A respectable single Man, aged 33,

who understands Pines, early forcing of Grapes, Melons,

and Flowers, Fruit-trees, Kitchen Gardening, and has lived m
the most respectable families many years : can have a good cha-

racter from the situation he has just left.— Direct to B. C, Post-

oflice, Camden Town.
__

S~GARDENER.—An active married Man, without

family, aged 35, of respectable habits, and wellexperiencep

in all the superior branches of Gardening ; he has a good practi-

cal knowledge of Landscape Gardening, and would not object to

the superintendance of Woods, or a small Farm. Me at present

holds, and has always held, a first-rate situation, at the same time

his terms will not be found extravagant. For further information

apply to Richard Milton, Nurseryman, Pontefract, Yorkshire^

S GARDENER.—A young Man who perfectly

understands his Profession in all its branches; can have

a good character from the Situation he is about to leave.—Direct

A. E.,90, High-street, Camden Town.
' TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN.

AS,GARDENER, or GARDENER and BAILIFF—
A single Man, upwards of 30 years of age, who thoroughly

understands the Business in all its branches, having lived in

some of the principal- places in England, and can be highly re-

commended from a family of note that he has lately left.— Direct

to C. B., Mr. Kkrnan's, Seedsman, &c., Great Russell-street,

Covent Garden.

A S JOURNEYMAN GARDENER—A respectable
li young Man, who would not object to a single-handed place.

—Direct to IS, B M Bedwell Park, Essendon, Herts. ,

AS UNDER-GARDENER A respectable young
JT%- Man, aged 21, who has been brought up in a Nursery, and

thoroughly understands all kinds of out-door work; he is sober,

honest, perfectly trustworthy, and can be well recommended.
Direct, to J. C., at the Exotic Nursery, Canterbury. ^

Printed by Messrs. Bradbury and Evans, Lombard-street, Fleet-street, j"

the Precinct of Whhet'rinrs, in the City of London, and Published by ^'
l''

at the OKiUfrK, 3, Gharles-btkfi-t, Covjbnt Garobw, in the County ot j" .

dlesez, Where all Advertisements and Communications are to be aatues

to the Editor.-^-Saturd&y, November U, 1848.
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THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY. ^^^
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INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS
THE LAST NUMBER;

Amateur's Garden, No. XLV- . 703 a .

Kilravock KF^,8 "ot,ced '

I

Aadepias ctirass>avica, hardy - 7"i> '

Asparagus, to cut down • 70- c

Book of the Farm, No- 16, rev. 702 a

Books, observations on t . 79 '• c

BniRmansia, adv., T. Bridg-
ford, &c. • • •

Carnatiwns, to fertilise . >

Cedars, to prune . •

Clay, hungry, to ameliorate
Cockscomb, culture of

786 c

732 c

793 a

793 a
783 a

791
790
702
7»0
702
;oo

a
a

c

b

c
b

Conifersc, adv., P- Lawson, &c. 788 a

Cyclopaedia of Science, rev-

Fish-pond at Logan
Flowers, packing;
Forest-trees, pruning of
Frames, sheet-glass for .

Fuchsia at Logan llouse
>

Gesnera clegans, flowering ot,

out-doors •

Greenhouse, to heat
Hawthorn berries, to prepare

for sowing . •

Heaths, shifting of
Heating, observations on
Hothouses, atmosphere of
Jolly, Blackberry, to make

I eianthus niirresoens

M'NaVs testimonial

Mommy Wheat . •

Myrtles, to preserve in winter

Neapolitan Violet, to force

New Zealand, to send plants to

racking plants for New Zealand

Peach, Morton's Walberton Ad-
mirable, adv., A. Webb

Pears, select . -

Pelargoniums, I.yne's seedlings

to keep in winter

7B9 6

703 a

703
702
700
7H8
700

c
c
a
c

b

Pine-apples nt Bicton
I'ine-apple, culture of •

Pits, peat walls lor

Plants, protection for

Pomegranate, to preserve
winter . . •

Rosa Hardii
Seeds, vitality of
Slugs, &c, to destroy -

Strawberries, treatment of

Tanks for a greenhouse
Wire for walls
Zinc labels, ink for

787

IN

701a
700 c

700 c
787 b
702 a
788 b

798 a
700 a

786 c

793 a
700 a
703 a

, 7*9 a
78ita
703 a

789 b

UNDER
ESPECIAL

THE
PATRONAGE

Jn
a
h

b

*

703
780
787
793 a
793 a
793 a
703 a
793 a

ROSES.
i j 'A i

WM. WOOD and SON beg leave to remind t&eir

Friends that the present month is best suited to the

removal of ROSES; and possessing an immense stocK this

season, they arc enabled to offer them in any ^uan;^'°^„ru
following very advantageous terms, the selection of ine &mm
being left to W. W- and Son. per dOZ. p* WJ.
Superior Standard Roses *«.

Half-standards
J*

Half-standards, very fine *»

-Half-standards, very supeiior . . . • 24

Dwarfs, fine budded, or on own roots . os. to y

Dwarfs, extra fine
J;

Dwarfs, extra fine, and very superior . .
is

Climbinir and Noisette . . • • 9*. to 12

The above will be sent of the most approved soits,
h • . ^ ft —

1

L *
/ L , jl.iiilill> l~k * 1

4

6

7
2
3

5

2

10

15

10

and of

luxuriant growth. Plants presented gratis, to defray «P™*?° f

carriage. A few more hundred plants of Myatt's Ebza Straw-

berry, at 3s. Gd. per 100. Cormaek's Prince Albert Pea. at 3a. W.

per quart. Please address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near

Uckfield, Sussex.—Woodlands, N ov. 17, 1843.

ANEMON E S A ND HYACINTH S.—
£

1

2

s.

5

10

12

d.

1 5

18

10

4

7
3 6

Fine Dutch Hyacinths, for beds . . . per 100

Choice sorts of ditto, by name . . - <j° !

Ditto, finest known for glasses and pots . per doz.

The new large Dutch Double Anemones, quite hardy-
surpassing in size and colours any yet introduced to

this country; 50 distinct varieties by name for

Ditto, ditto, in mixture, containing most of the above

varieties, and equally large per doz., 2s. 6d.— per 100

Old sorts Double Anemones, mixed . . per 1 00

Superb Double Scarlet ditto (separate) - per doz.

Early Single Anemones, many colours . per 100

Ranunculuses, fine mixed, hardy ... do.

Crocuses, Tulips, &c, in great variety.

The above arc particularly recommended tor present planting

bv SUTTON and SONS, Reading Nursery, Reading, Berks.

NB—J. S. and Sons deliver all parcels free of expense to

Railway and Pa cket Offices, or to any part of London.

T?
"

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.

J AND J. FAIRBAIRN are induced from the uncer-

• tainty upon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery

(situated contiguous to the Home Nursery, Clapham Rise, where

attention will be given to all applications), to effect a Sale of the

Stock at as early a period as possible, consequently beg to solicit

the attention of Gentlemen and the trade to the large and re-

markably healthy and well-grown stock, consisting of fine large

Laurels/twice transplanted, of extra growth ;
Portugal Laurels,

very handsome > Green Hollies, of various sizes; Evergreen

Privets, fine Standard and Dwarf Roses in great variety, fine

standard flowering Thorns, Almonds, iEsculus, Robinias, and

other Ornamental Trees, and Evergreen and flowering Shrubs,

with a large stock of fine standard and dwarf, trained and un-

trained Pilches, Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

of the most approved kinds, and of growth rarely equalled
;
also,

a large assortment of Forest Trees, consisting of Limes, Elms,

Birch Beech. Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chesnuts, Mountain

Ash, foplars, and Spruce, and Scotch Firs
;
also a larga number

of Gooseberries and Currants, of excellent growth, and of

best varieties in cultivation, to all of which J. & J. F. respectfully

invite the inspection of Gentlemen and Nurserymen, flattering

themselves that the general character of the Stock is such as to

ensure unqualified satisfaction, and which they are disposed to

to&MklvStSlt Heaths, &c, which has appeared in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of the two last weeks.

Nurseries, Clapham, near London, November^, 1843.

^^OKUMD^mB^Kil NOTTING-HILL, LONDON.

;

RE GOWER takes this opportunity of offering an

• Assortment of DUTCH BULBS, which are particularly

good. Fine plants of Araucaria Brazihensis. Some large plants

of Camellias; very full of bloom, l-ycar transplanted Beech, at

<s. per 1000. Flower and Garden Seeds, among which he has a

small quantity of mrmackjjPrjnce Albert Pea, at 2s. fltf. per qrt .

-

HOLLYHOCKS.
T KITLEY, LvncombeVale Nursery, Bath, begs to

" • inform the Public that he is now ready to send out his

mv^^£dS^ion of SEEDLING^HOLLYHOCKS, 18

blooms of which won the silver goblet given by A. Lawrance,

Esq., and the first of 24 blooms in th .^P/'^
Victoria Park, and also an extra prize at the Bristol and Clifton

Show. The best selected, and named, U. Is., the second-best

d
°i'. Ka^now rtdy

S

hn
e

e
rSe

tn-y plants of his SEEDLING
PANSY •• Lvncombe Vale Rival," at 5s. each (see this Paper of

the 6th Mav 184 ) Also his SEEDLING CACTUS (speciosa

superb^ ins Yd uer plant : (see this Paper of 17th June, 1843).

OrSsleSed afM?. N.Vt.no's. Seedsman, 46. Cheap.M*
London, and at the Nursery, as above. A remittance fiom

unknown rnrrPRpondci)tswiU_be_ expectefl.

""KR^MPlwn^TNlJRSE^
GRAY, ADAMS, and HOGG, respectfully call the

attention of their customers to the extensive Stock or

DWARFrSTANDARD, and TRAINED FRUIT-TREES FIGS

VINES, &c &C., articles for which their Nursery has been so

long celebrated, and which are this season even liner than they

have been for sooe years past; also a large collection of Evei-

Brcenand Deciduous Shrubs; select new stove and greenhouse

Plants, of which Catalogues for this season arc now ready aim

may be had on application. They earnestly invite an inspection

of their Stock, assured that what orders their friends may fa\ our

them with, will have the greatest care ana give the utmost satis-

faction,—Kensington-road, London,

OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY, THE1
QUEEN DOW-

AGER, HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUCHESS OF KENT.
THK ilTGHT HON LORD COTTENHAM, THE EARL Ol'

OWOSS ThI EARL OF RADNOR, COUNTESS OF ZET-

A Letter, ofwhich the following is a copy, has been receivedfrom

the Honorable William Ashley, Treasurer to the Queen.

s.„ Pavilion, February 2nd, 1837.

I am commanded by the Queen to acknowledge the
_

receipt of

a basket of Tobolsk Rhubarb, sent by you for her Majesty s ac-

ceptanco, and to say that its excellent qualities fully justify the

hiirh character you had previously given it.
5

I remain, Sir, your obedient humble Servant,

(Signed) William Asiii.ky.

To Mr. William Youell, Horticultural Establishment. Yarmouth.

VOUISLL'S CELEBRATED TOBOLSK RHU-
JL B'MIB —This highly-esteemed variety will be found to be

the earliest of all early sorts, as well as the most hardy.-As a

proof o its extraordinary precocity, it has been ready for I arts

&c. the 20th of February, on the open border, in a very exposed

situation, and continued to produce its fine large taIks Ull

Scutember. It would be useless to eulog.se its merits further

U?an the great demand for it, together with the many h.gh testi-

monials of approbation received, claim for it a decided supcnoiity.

The TOBOLSK RHUBARB may be grown in boxes or pots, in

any common garden-mould, or enveloped in Damp Moss and

Placed in a Closet, Dark Collar, the back fire-room of a Hothouse

or forced in the open border under the same treatment as Sea

Kale and watered occasionally, where it will produce its Stalks

of a beautiful transparent delicate pink, containing: a rich vinous

later P»lP. exempt, from the medicinal flavor objectionable in

other sorts > and when cooked, retains its beautiful colour, which

renders it an elegant addition, as well as a delicious raxary, to

the table, at a season when Fruits are unattainable Roots planted

the latter part of November will be ready for cutting in January.

A fresh box brought in every three weeks will afford a regular

supply" and the plants, when done with may be taken out of the

boxes and replanted in the open ground, »«« ™ay »e apam cut

for use in the summer, and re-placed in the cellar &c. m Nov.

Fine Roots for forcing this season m. per dozen.

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.
VOUELL and CO. have much pleasure in announcing

ther hweMff ready for sending to any part of the United

Kingdom fine Canes of the above highly valuable and much es-

teemed RASPBERRY, unequalled for the extraordinary size of

BWjSS^DlffmMOW GRACIOUS MAJESTY
THFQUEFN HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND,

THE EART OF HARRINGTON, THE EARL OF LIVER-

POOL, THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VIS-

COUNT LORTON. LORD SONDES, &c. &c, as well as by

the HORT. SOCIETY OF LONDON.
For further particulars they beg to refer to their Advertisement

of the 4th inst. : Prices as follows :—

Packages containing 100 Canes . -*2 os. Orf.

„ 50 „ ..ISO
„ 25 », • . 14

Package included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 are ordered.

II

1

3

2
5

4s

10

10

Od

ft

Jt

21*.

12s.

8s.

rinyO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES. — " Lady
-L Mice Pbbim" \Qs.6d.

f
and "Mrs. BBNYON," 10s. 6d. per

n-ur -These two splendid Picotees were raised by the Rev J.

RurrouVhes, of Lingwood Lod-e, Norfolk, jand kindly presented

hv t at eentlernan to Messrs. Y6uell and to., for Particulars of

which see^tS Advertisement in this Paper of the l6th of Sept.

FINEST CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.

Y"
OUELL and CO- beg to refer the readers of the

Qardmm" Chronicle to their Extensive List, with Prices,

ofthcabolfr'highly-esteemed Flowers,^W^^
AdvcrUshi^P and 707, of this Paper, of October he I4th,

andw i 1 beTfouird to contain every variety worthy of cultivation.
ai

Prices as follows :—

1 2 pair of good Shew Sorts

12 ditto fine ditto

25 ditto ditto •• •; ..'

12 ditto extra fine and very superior ditto
.

25 ditt°
The seleetiontingleatoYon.-i:, and Co

ARRIVAL OF DUTCH HYACINTHS and other BULBS.

\/ OUELL and Co. beg respectfully to announce they

X have received from Haarlem their annual importation of

thT above in most excellent condition, adapted either for Glasses,

Forcing, or oJen-border culture. Prices as follows :_

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths . | 6s d
Red, Blue, White, or Yellow . '

Extra fine Ditto . . . •
9s " t0 }-*•

wvtra fine and very superior Ditto . .
i»s.

Extra nne,
e

au
]ecti(

y
n
^i.^ Yocei.l & Co.

rata'ocucs may be had on application.

FUCHSIAS,

l dozen of the newest and very best sorts
.

1 dozen fine do. . •...''

VerbTpostffreirany part of the UnitcdKingdom.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.
YOTTELL and CO., possessing the most extensive

stock in the country of the above Splendid Hardy Orna-

mpnt-fl Tree beg to offer them on the following advantageous
mental lite otg

plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10/. per

ff^ijg^oreat Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 16, 1843.—'-

h^yacinthTand GROWING STOCK.

HUMPHREYS' COMPOUND, applicable to all

r-reenhousc Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to

omo?e the Kerm nation of Seeds. Sold in bottles is. 9d.
prT !fv FlvnE & Son, Mansion-house-street j Hurst &
S?

C
m'.,x r Jw 1 etdcnhall-street ; W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Within

;

McMuLtBN, Leadcnnai
Ba^kktt> Fcnchurch-street j

"

G0ll
««dV^ Covent Garden; Batt and Rot..ey, 412, Si

LEY and Co.,
,S;°'f"t

'

k .row W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapsi __, _.
Chabi-wood, ravistock row

in Exm Great Ru88^.8tr
'

eet

rodent GardeA , L ckham, 156, Cheapside
;
Bhotthwowh,

d tw. • Mivifb. Adams, and Nasu, 63, Strand; Thatcher
Pa

!if Jnv slSi* ThomIs Watkinson, Market-place, Man-

^^Pontkv Leeds s P. Lawson and Son, Edinburgh ; and

oKi eadingsi.^
Dav^ MACKMURno, and Co., 100, Upper-Thames-st.. London.

OEED-WHEAT.—THE SURREY WHITE WHEAT,
O that won the Prize of the Royal Agricultural Society of

E„ES may be had of Robkrt G.hbs, 69, High-Steeet, Guild-

fnrd Surrey at 2Z. per sack of four bushels. Sacks 2s. each,
ford, Surrey at z P ^.^^iy 0I^r>

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING A Gentleman
being aboutto make alterations in his grounds in the vicinity

of London, has the following trees and shrubs to dispose of;

viz., Limes from IS to )6 feet in height; Scarlet and Double

White Tliorns, from 6 to 12 feet, with fine flowering tops ; Birch,

Elm, Poplar, Mountain Ash, &c. from 12 to 16 leet ; about 50

very fine variegated Box, 6 feet, and branched to the ground.

Fine Aucubas, Yews, Chinese Arbor Vitse, Laurels, Lilacs,

Guilder Roses, &c . &c. The above have been removed several

times, and will again remove in excellent condition

Apply to Mr. McArthuu, Nurseryman, Maida Hill, Edgeware.

road, London.

CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS.

TV /f ESS RS. N. and B. NORMAN'S Catalogue of
1YJL Show varieties, with which they have gained sp Prizes

this season, can be had on pre-paid application.-BuU-tields,

Woolwich. ^^^ .

IOSEPH SMITH, Tansley Nursery, near Matlock,

O Derbyshire, begs respectfully to draw the attention of Noble-

men, Gentlemen, and others, to his NURSERY SIOCR upon 22

Acres of Land, in a very exposed part of Derbyshire. The stock

thereon is rendered extremely hardy and suitable for planting

upon poor exposed lands. The Stock consists of Forest and tiuit

Trees, Flowering Shrubs and Ornamental Irces, Roses, Ever-

greens, and Hardy Ameiican Shrubs.
Priced Catalogues to be had on application.

XJEW WHITE-FLOWERING WINTER TARES.
1^ —This variety is much earlier than the common kinds, and
grows very much stronger ;

will also bear sowing late.

May be had of Roukrt Gibds, 69, Iligh-strcet, Guildford,

Surrey. Price 1/. per bushel, including bag or sack. All orders

to be accompanied with Post-office order.

ARNOCK and MANLEY beg respectfully to in-

form their Friends and the Public that their STOCK OF
TRAINED and OTHER FRUIT TREES is exceedingly line this

Season; warranted true. Also EVERGREENS and ^OWER-
ING SHRUBS.- Nursery, Hackney, Nov. lb. 1813.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.
T and W MYATT are now ready to send out their

*> • NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFOUD PINE the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural

Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also been

submitted to Professor Lindi.kv, for whose opinion sec Gardeners'

Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447- It is a most prolific bearer exhibiting

at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same

truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. 10s. ;
Bnfsh Queen, iL, and

Erisa, 10s. per looT-MauorFarro, Deutford ,
Nov. 17, 1843.

VlABOOL MELON, is a noble bearer, and most deli-

V^ cioiM thin-skinned fruit, almost all eatable, and would not

be unaptlv named a Mountain of Sugar. It grows freely from

6 to 8 lbs. weight. The Seed is direct from Cabool
:
a package

containing five large healthy Seeds will be sent free to any P»'t

of the kingdom on the receipt of 3s., payable at the Nairn oftice,

North Britain.—Direct to JOHN Rots, Gardener, Holme by Caw-

dor, N.B. .

bFLENDlD NEW LATE PEACH-MORTON'S WALBERTON
ADMIRABLE.

r PHIS Splendid Variety was raisedat AValberton House,

X 5„ Sussex, the seat of R. Prime, Esq., and is a Seedling from

the iobles-c ^hich it much resembles both in «Ze and

fl»vnnrTi»«es«s all the fine qualities of its parent, but its
fla\ our ; it possesses an H

, „ fire weeks ]ater. A fruit
great merit consists m_ hnpe v

> fc y^ ^ haye received
was r^tV.^ji-^P^Tnc tree s a fine, free, and hardy grower;
the highest^'^""eiS,

r

8

e

nd of excellent flavour ; it is a truly

d^irab'le
1

varllty^r onT which no good garden ought to be

Nurseryman VNcsergateNu 5, j^enhall-strcet j and of

Lnndon-at One Guinea_pcr plant.

J

-^jT^^Tqueen and prince albert FEAS.

TIT 1 COllMACK and CO. beg to announce to

VV . their Friends and the Public that they have harves ed the

, Jn New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as
above two New^aner,

be^ ^ as 9prmg>

&££ beaSfhe name of the firm, price 3,. 6* per quart.

The usual^^^J^iy Kent Peas," 14,. per bushel.

NewgoSra^^egSatojy^ent Garden, Nov. iy.

sllLLING^ NEW EARLY GROTTO PEA -

«i SHILLING have succeeded in raising the
A

,

ND
pp. i^Early Frame Pea, impregnated with the

above Pea. IheLariy^lan^ r
> *confidence recom-

Grotto or Oyster Marrow, v nch h e> v itli

andnearlff

mend to the Public generally
, »*"jL£g^ Quife hardy, will

double the size of any ^^ftgSfffi Pod large and long.

°5SSt: per Quart; njS^&S&SRJSl
per Half-bushel ;

21. 10\?"^% (\, at 5s. per pkt.j sent free

Packets of Calceolaria Staridislin aee^
,^ or/Post.office order.

by post, 0:

London
Lower Th

rlursSnTc'!:
^enain^SJ^dMnKKKxiW, Seedsman, 4, Great

Ru * 8C"
d

S

s

r

.

C

SHi lmno, Nurserymen, Northwarnborough, Cdiham,

Hmt7^S1

^UPERIOR DARK DELICIOUS
H t . h« had of the grower, at the Rail's Head, Isle.

' ' DE
f\TtV l

K vioht, Nurseryman, King's-road, Chelsea
;
Mr.

worth ;
of Mi. '\

NI
u Brentford ; and Messrs. Flanagan and

R0NA '" D
e

S

osnSn, S Mansion House-street, London, in packets of

f ouncl, atuMj^.
street; Gribi-

Strand ;

ide: G.

W

^» /r ^iT^RS^ROTHEROE and MORRIS respect-

i\ S , mi.inform the Public that they have received instructions

f WiSmCorhack, Sex., to dispose of by'Auction a
from Mr. VULI.IA.

givK NURSKRY STOCK at New Cross,
Portion ot bw •»

gide Qf the roa({ lea(lillg from LonQOn to
situate °" "

galc t0 commence on Monday the 4th of December
Dover.

not:ce will appear in this and other Papers when the

n°?Ii ionics are ready for delivery. Persons in the meanwhile
Catalog"

,ortunjty of inspecting the Stock and becoming

Purchasers at considerably reduced prices.
,

P- "ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS. „„
rPO BE SOLD, a Choice Collection of SPECIMEN

pr ANTS, the property of a Gentleman .-For particulars and

cards to view direct (post-paid) to X. X., 33, Fleet-street.
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fyTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have the

k -

h0n° Ur to announce they have received instructions to
submit; to Public Auction (without reserve) on the premises, at
the Cottage Nursery, Gloucester-place, Camberwell New-road,
and the Gravel Field Nursery, Brunswick-road, opposite, on
Monday, November 20, 1843, and following: days, at Eleven
o clock each day, a most extensive and varied Stock of ORNA-MENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, and EVERGREEN AMERICAN
PLANTS, ROSES, &c. STANDARD and DWARF TRAINED
FRUIT TREES of the choicest sorts. Messrs. Prothkroe and
Morris beg: to observe it has seldom been their lot to offer to
Public competition so desirable a stock of thriving plants of
every description and so well worthy the notice of noblemen and
gentlemen who may be planting: or making alterations on their
estates. The stock will be lotted to suit every description of
purchasers, and may be viewed the week previous to Sale, when
Catalogues Is. each, returnable to purchasers, may be had on the
premises, or the principal Seedsmen, and at the Auctioneers'
American Nursery, Leytonstone.

[Nov. 18,

BURBIDGE AND HEALY'S NEW PLAN
FOR BOILERS AND SETTING,

FOR WARMING HOTHOUSES, GREENHOUSES CHURCHFSAND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANSIONS, &c. &c
Registered under 6 #7 Vic, c. 65.

73 pair of PINKS, and 60 Pots of choice AURICULAS: also^
Tulip drawers, 3 two-light Frames, 1 one-light ditto, and Auri-
cula Stage. The whole of the above are nrsi-rate varieties, and
may be sold separate if required.—For further particulars, direct
prepaid, to X. Post-office, Gloucester.

N.B.—

T

his Adveitisement will not be repeated.

(~iOTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
V-/ FOUNDERS, &C. &C, No. 2, WlNSLKY STREET, OXFORD
Street, London,

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATINGOTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

r^iTUTwnvrJxT^rS?"
8 of the IMPR°VED CONICAL andDOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged

in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which arc orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rendle,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices lorany size will he forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

U AG A N O ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON-
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL ani, HRl'

SALE
STOL.

Section of Boiler and Furnace.
Since our Advertisement of October 21, 1843, we have receiyed an immense number of letters from all parts of theUnited Kingdom, inquiring the particulars of our Apparatusand many asking in what respects our plan is s„nirio7 ,

'

(^UANO ON SALE.-Any QuanUl^Tthis valuablev^ Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer
either m London or Liverpool, on application to Cotksworth
Powei.i., and Pryor, St. Helen's Place, London; Edwards'Danson, and Co., Liverpool; and William J. Myers and Co
Importers, Liverpool. '

In Monthly Numbers, 8vo, price is. 6d. each
rPHE GARDENERS' MAGAZINE. Forming One
-*- Volume annually, illustrated by numerous Engravings

'he Vols, for 1825 to 1834 inclusive, are out of Print.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the mostimproved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined

St" 1

.'
be «"<* complete in any part of the Kingdom.Tvery

IroTi Trade.
c "nsequence of the Prcsent depressed state of the

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

^if°.r
,

t

,

h
?.
"hove-mentioned

^
purposes.7nd"brvarioirs'imSove-ments which they have made during that time, C. and H canwith confidence undertake the erection of similar ApparatiwuSon

5lh™£«
eJW SCale

-
For tl,e convenience of S "e who

lo v .. ices"
^ °W" A "I,aratus

-
they h*ve affixed the followtag

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch .

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)
Rogers' Boiler, small size .

Do. do. large do.

£ s. d.

7

3 15

4 10

B 5?
r
&e

,JW
'
U°°rS

'
Vr&mes

'
and Feedin£ Apparatus for

Remlle's Tank System on an improved simple nlan

,

STR°^^ lB
l°
N HURDLES, 3 ft. high out of the ground oft

T?fV r H.^rr
h
°il

lzont
?1 b*r*> weighing about 36 lbs., 3,. W. eachLight Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing 42 lbs. at 4 oStrong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4Ox Hurdles, 4 ft. high, do. 60lbs.at5 6BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING, at 8* 6d

Jl

bundle of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, at yd. each. ThImproved continued and every other kind of Fencing KaneWire-work, Sec.
s ' c

M
ft

per
e

cy

24 inches, 60s.; 26, 75s. ; 29, 84*. ; 30, 1055. each.

a£S*JL*%
K

\

l

*'T\ ^°TD? Machi '^s, Garden Chairs, SuperiorGarden Tools of al kinds, Garden Vasea and Pedestals in great

E£i La
i

f^dwttlptlm of Horticultural Articles, AgricuL
tural Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery: Dr. Arnotfs
Stoves, Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves, Broiling Stoves. Theabove low prices being on account of the depression in the IronTrade, are subject to future alterations.

*!-
0W

7
K°0ri

!

S at the Manufactory, No. 2. Winsley-street, whereevery information may be obtained.
Estimates sent by return of post.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

J*^2S«5J2fW^CH
i?"

e*»' &c" Gloucester-^ASS and Hot-
and Geutry u^ h^°

f

1™' b*S leave to inform «* Nobility
throughout the connfrrif

S,ncss
' which has been extensive

the BUILDING oHnStSffSSfS is entirely confined to
description, and the HT?AT^Ih?

L
J
URAL ERECTIONS of every

CONICAL and 52^?^ *« b7 HOT WATER,
sumes but a small quantity nf r .

a11 Slzes
J their la^est con-

in 10 hours, and will heat a nnS? °A\y
re<

l uirinS attention once
length. ^angeof torcing-houses 300 feet in

Their improved plan of BOTTOM-H rat ™„ „
of an open trough under the bed is now hJ °R

-

PITS
'
by means

References may be had, and theU^wSU,uversallyadoPted -

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the countr!
een at

,

most of the
of the London Nurseries, and a gSat*X? o^.? ^IOl

tErections and Hot-water Apparatus, Modto
t^ $lZ*

tv

l

nl
Ac, at their Horticultural Manufactory, GlouUstoilS C^'sea, near Sloane-square. p e

'
Chel *

others. We beg respectfully"^Inform ^cS^SSSJnteand the Horticultural World (without rcfermto^ofSinumerous and ingenious Boilers and Apparatus now in generaluse), that we will endeavour to convey in as few words fs pos-sible, what we consider the advantages of our plan. In the firstplace, it will be observed that the plan of the Boiler and contaming furnace is circular; the Boiler being composed o twotruncated cones, one inserted within the other, in such aform as to give the best effect of the fuel upon its sides and theform is such as to offer a very extensive surface to the action ofthe fire and heated air, the whole surface being exposed to heirjoint action, as well also as a considerable portion of the conducting pipes. It will also be observed that the side of theBoiler is ribbed, which vastly increases the surface of it, so thatwe obtain a very powerful Boiler in an exceedingly small compass. We beg also to call attention to the absence of complicated
flues, as the form of the Boiler prevents the dust or soot hangingto its sides, and the top is easily got at and cleaned through thedoor in front elevation C, (p. 732.) In no place is the fuel in con-
tact with the Boiler, as in cases where it does we apprehend great
loss of fuel, and effect takes place from the rapid abstraction fthe heat causing imperfect combustion of fuel. The value oftnis form ot Apparatus is much increased by the excellence of the
nre and ash-pit doors (Sylvester's Patent;, which are fitted with
great accuracy, allowing of the utmost precision of regulation—
of the greatest importance to the skilful Gardener, as it enableshim to continue his fire for any required time, without trouble to
himself; or he may at any time, by closing up the door, put outthe fire. By not allowing a current of air to pass through thefurnace, he thereby prevents the heat of the Boiler and brickwork
being conveyed away and lost U]i the chimney. The Pan
marked Z, is a neat and convenient cover for the top of the
brickwork, easily removed and replaced by the Gardener for
the purpose of cleansing the Boiler. It acts as a reverberator
and may, under ordinary circumstances be filled with non-conducting material, clean sand, or pebbles, or any other suit-
able material; and*in cases where the Apparatus is fixed
within the House, it maybe used as a means of rapidly saturating
the House with moisture by evaporation. By placing the Fur-nace within the House to be warmed, we believe the utmost eco-nomy of heat is produced, as, from the circular form of the Appa-
ratus, and the small space it occupies, it would have a neat
appearance. In short, under every circumstance, we believe it tobe a perfect arrangement for Horticultural purposes-being sim-
ple, economical in first construction, unquestionably durableand safe

; the perfection of economy in fuel, most easily managed •

no poking of fuel into small holes, or troublesome extraction of
clinkers

5 adapted with great facility to the circulation of waterthrough pipes, or to the excellent Tank-system of Rcndlc, or inany way most suitable to the views of the intelligent Horticultur
1st.—Buamnojc and Mealy, 130, Fleet-street, London.
LTOT-WATER APPARATUS~FOR HEATINGA X HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSFSCHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES,' upon improved 55

ciplcs, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andEDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. °X "Amis.1, and

D. and E. Bah.ky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection ofapparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested 111 their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge Theyhave erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, formany noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to beemployed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing theworKs of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at ChiswickD.andE.BAiLKY also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, an.ongstother metal works, an extremely cbmplcteand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides manyothers in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E. Bailjsy have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

tures, 6 -

9
of Garden Ornaments, 4 ; of Gates, 2 ; of New Instru-ments and Utensils, 8; of Garden Operations, Is of New Fruits

2; of New Plants, 15; of Entire Trees, 4; Miscellaneous Dia-grams, 26.

The Vol. for 1836, price 165., contains 724 pages of letterpress
a
r-n

1

1

* engravings
: viz., Plans of Gardens, the Grounds of small

Villas, Mower-Gardens, and Arboretums, 37; of Garden Struc-
tures^; of New Instruments, 4; of Diagrams, 12; of Buildiuirs
2j of Fruits, 1 j of Plants, 24; of Entire Trees, 9 ; of Reptiles, 3 ;ot Insects, 5; Miscellaneous, 4. ' '

The Vol. for 1837, price 1oa\, contains 624 pages of letterpress
and 128 engravings

: viz., Plans of Gardens, the Grounds of small
Villas, and Mower-Gardens, 4; of Garden Structures 2i • ofNew Instruments, 9; of Diagrams, 23; of Buildings, 2: Vncw
Plants, 43; of Entire Trees, 10; cf Insects, 15.
The Vol. for 1838, price ]6a\, contains 640 pages of letterpress

and 1 02 engravings : viz., Plans of Gardens, the Grounds of small
Villas, &c, 52; ot Garden Structures, 5 ; of Instruments 8- ofDiagrams, 22 ; of New Plants, 8 ; of Insects, 6.

l

The Vol. for 1839, price XL 3.5. 6d., contains 730 pages of letter

Machines, 24 ; Diagrams, 17; Plants, 6.

The Vol. ^for 1842, price 1/. 2s., contains 672 pages of letter-

The Vol. for 1843, price 1/. 3b. 6d., contains 700 pages of letter-
press and 136 engravings, viz., Plans, Views. Elevations Sec-
tions, &c, connected with Cemeteries, Churches, and Church-
yards, CO; Plans of Flower-Gardens, Lawns, ^c, 17; Suburban
Villas, &c.,5; Artificial Lakes, 4; Plans and Elevations of Cot-
tages, 8; Modes of Healing, 3; Instruments, Implements Uten-
sils, and Machines, 17; Diagrams, H; Plant*, i; Insects, 2:Phrenological figures, 6.

nS^ Mwmb* contains a
legistei of he ,-Iortieultural Discoveries and Improvements that

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery •

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe forOrchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
imejrvals_required t and which may be seen at their Manufactory
OENN\S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE "JBUILDING,
-L WARMING, and VENTILATING.-The superiority of the
principle first introduced by JOHN PENN, Esq., for obtaining amore complete circulation of the atmosphere in heated apart-
ments, being now fully established, W. Hill respectfully ac-
quaints the public that having, in conjunction with the late Mr.
t'enn, devoted much time and study to perfect the same, in the
construction of Conservatories, Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, &c.,ana to beat them with Improved Hot Water Apparatus, either by
1 ipes or Troughs, he is enabled to carry out Mr. Penn's principle
in a manner to guarantee the most complete success and economy,
r irst-rate references. .Plain and Ornamental Designs: and any par-
ticulars on application to W.Hill, Surveyor & Builder, Lewisham.

keeping up his professional knowledge with the pi ogress ofimprovement, rapid as that progress continues to be.

T OUDON'S ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM
J-J BRITANNICUM. In 8 vols. Svo-4 of letterpress and 4 of
plates- price JO J.

This being the season for planting Trees and Shrubs, planters
are reminded that the above work contains by far the most
copious history, natural and artificial, of all the Trees and Shrubs
which will stand the open air in Britain, that has ever been
published; including their description, uses, propagation, culture,
diseases, effect in landscape, and every other particular desirable
to be known by the planter and landed proprietor.
There are botanical figures of all the species, drawn to one

scale
;
and portraits of the trees, also drawn to a scale, showing

the different sizes which the different kinds attain when ten
years planted, and also when full grown; an object which was
never before attempted in any work on Trees.
" This book is one of solid value, worthy a place in the library

of every landed gentleman, as well as of every student of botani-
cal, arboncultural, and horticultural science The
4 Arboretum Britannicum' is complete in its kind, and it must
become a standard book of reference on all subjects connected
with Trees."-.- Quarterly Review.

Printed for the Author, and sold by Messrs. Longman and Co..
39, Paternoster-row

; where may be had,
LOUDON'S EDITION of REPTON'S LAND-

SCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHITECTURE, illus-
trated by numerous Plans, Sections, Views, Sec. In one vol. 8vo,
price u. 10*. plain ; coloured, 3/. 6.9.

This is by far the most complete work on laying out grounds
that has hitherto been published ; and by means of the numerous
plans and sections, the whole may be readily comprehended by
the working gardener, as well as by the amateur.

]
^LEMENTARY WORKS for YOUNG PERSONS,

Published by Mr. Murr-vy.
1. Markham's History of England.
2. Markham's History of France,
3. Bertha's Journal.
4. Conversations on Nature and Art.
5. Philosophy in Sport.
6. Jesse's Natural History.
7. Stories irom History of England.
8. Progressive Geography.
9. i.oudon'8 Year Book of Natural History,

io. iaiudon's Cabinet of Shells.
11. Little Arthur's History of England.
12. Sentences from the Proverbs.
13. Gospel Stories,
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TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, HYACINTHS, &c.

H GROOM, Clapbam Rise, near London (removed

• from WalwortW by APPOINTMENT FLORIST TO HER
MAJESTY, respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry, that

his Bulb Catalogue for this autumn is ready, and will oe For-

warded by post on application. He begs to state that lie nas a

large stock of the beautiful New Lily (Lilium lancifolinm )
ancla

fine collection of Auriculas, which he can supply at very moderate

prices. __
^HOMAS CRIPPS, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells,

- respectfully begs to direct the attention of the patrons ol

the ROSE to his Advertisements in former Nos. of fbUil'aper,

which contain the prices of Collections of that beautiful Hower.

T

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS- ^
Tuesday, Nov. 21, I.innean n p m
Wednesday, Nov. 22, Society of Arts

Wednesday, Nov. 29, Botanical

The approaching winter will put to the test the

real capabilities of hot-water gutters or tanks, as a

means of heating, and we shall not fail to report all

well-authenticated results. In the meanwhile a tew

observations as to what is certainly known ol their

efficiency will not be unseasonable.

As a means of conveying bottom-heat, for which

they are best suited, we regard the tanks or gutters

formed of bricks and cement as being perfect. It is

indispensable that any contrivance for that purpose

should permit a small quantity of moisture, and only

a small quantity, to pass through the sides. « hen

steam pipes, hot-water iron pipes, or metal apparatus

of any kind are employed, the soil is necessarily dried,

and there is no remedy for that except by watering

over-head. To do so maybe unobjectionable where

such a material as tan is employed to form a bed in

which pots are to be plunged, but it is inadmissible

when soil rests on the apparatus, and plants are

expected to grow in that soil. The sides of dry

metallic troughs will destroy all roots which touch

them, and unless the greatest care is taken, a large

portion of the other roots will be injuriously affected

by the fluctuating humidity of the soil. That cannot

occur with cemented brickwork, through which an

insensible perspiration is incessantly passing, diffusing

itself in the soil, and maintaining an equal humidity.

A most instructive proof of this was afforded a few

weeks since in the Garden of the Horticultural Society,

when it became necessary to pull down part of a pit

which had been fitted up in the spring, experiment-

ally, with hot-water gutters. When this pit was

filled with mould, the spaces between the gutters

were filled, and they were themselves covered, with

sticks and trimmings of Vines and White Mul-

berries, upon which the earth rested. Upon removing

these cuttings they were found to have been forming

roots in abundance, upon the sides of the gutters.

No evidence could be more conclusive as to^ the

genial moisture emitted by the gutters when filled

with hot-water, so that the roots of the most tender

plants may be safely trusted in contact with them.

We regard, then, the fitness of closed brick gutters for

communicating bottom-heat to soil to be established

satisfactorily ; whether they are the best of all con-

trivances, or whether the arches and voussoirs proposed

by Mr.* Ainger in our volume for 1841, or some si-

milar contrivance, may not be better is a separate

question.

It may, however, and probably will, turn out that

some peculiar management is necessary where pits

thus warmed are employed for preserving plants in

"winter ; for that transpiration of moisture which is

so grateful to growing plants, especially in summer,
may not suit torpid plants in winter ; and we antici-

pate many complaints of plants damping off in winter

in pits heated with hot-water gutters passing through

soil, tan, cinders, or other materials. But this is an

inconvenience common to them and the old hotbeds

"which they are destined to displace, and similar pre-

cautions will be wanted in consequence.

The fitness of hot-water brick gutters for giving air-

heat in winter is much more open to doubt, in cases

where, as in all greenhouses, a dry atmosphere is

required. We have never recommended them exceptfor 1

special purposes. Moisture in the form of vapour will

certainly pass through their tops, and the quantity will,

we presume, be in proportion to the heat employed ;

so that the hotter a brick-tank -warmed greenhouse

may be kept, the damper it will become. It is, how-
ever, probable that abundant ventilation will diminish

this inconvenience ; or if not, that it may be found pos-

sible to coat the tanks with some paint-like sub-

stance, which will temporarily arrest the emission of

"vapour. This difficulty, if it should prove one, will

not, however, be felt in forcing-houses ; where, on the

contrary, it will be a positive advantage. We believe

that linseed-oil, applied when the tanks are hot, will

obstruct the passage of vapour to a very considerable

extent.

We mention these things thus early in order to put

gardeners on their guard, so that they may not fall

into the error of imagining that the management of

houses whose air is warmed with brick-gutters can be
|

prudently managed in the same way as if iron-pipes or

smoke flues were employed.

Now that the subject of PinTgrowing has been

brought forward, we have many letters attesting the

truth of the statements that have been published

regarding the excellence of cultivation at Bicton and

elsewhere. For ourselves we require no such evidence ;

but for the purpose of satisfying those who remain

unconvinced, notwithstanding the Longleat I ines

lately exhibited, and the details furnished last week

by Mr. Dawson, we publish in another column the

particulars of some Queens grown at Bowood by Mr.

Spencer, Lord Lansdowne's gardener ;
and we here

add the testimony of Mr. Amaziah Saul, Lord *or-

tescue's gardener at Castle-hill. He states that-

" Having lately paid a visit to Bicton, he was much

struck by the extraordinary fine Queen Pines pro-

duced there by Mr. Barnes. He had not, indeed an

opportunity of seeing any of the fruit weighed, but

iuuVing of them by other fruit of the same variety,

which he had himself weighed, he has no hesitation in

affirming that they must have been quite as heavy as

has been represented by our correspondents. U,

he continues, " l Doumhuil' would take the trouble of

going to see the plants, I think he would no longer

doubt the possibility of their producing fruit of the

weiaht stated. Let him picture to himself a Queen

Pine-plant standi,**, about 6ft. high, with leaves 3ms or

4ins. broad, and the stem in every way proportionate,

and then say whether he does not think it possible tor

such a plant to produce a fruit of olbs. or Gibs, weight.

I have seen a great many well-grown Pine plants, but

never any at all equal to those at Bicton."

We purposely refrained last week from bringing

forward evidence of great weights, formerly obtained

by a few select gardeners, because we regarded them

either as doubtful, or as exceptions to the general

rule, or accidental, rather than the consequence of high

cultivation. .

A correspondent, " A. C.,' reminds us that nearly

4.0 years ago, Mr. Griffin, a most respectable gardener

of that day, effected at Kelham nearly as much as

Mr Barnes at Bicton and Mr. Murray, at Longleat;

he having, in 1802, cut 20 Queen Pines, which

weighed 87 lbs. 7oz., and in 1803 one which weighed

5 lbs 3 oz. ; again, in 1805, 22 of the same sort, which

together weighed 118 lbs. 3 oz. ;
«• giving an average

not far behind the Little Queens of Bicton of the

present day."
.

Now we do not in any way question the accuracy

of this statement; but as we have heard of such a

thing as troy weight being used for Pine weighing

instead of avoirdupois, and as we know that large

"ills and heavy crowns, and even a foot of handle,

have occasionally been added to the weight of Pines,

it strikes us that modern instances, which are easy to

verify, are mere satisfactory than evidence half a

How these large modern Pines have been obtained,

we hope in due tim e to relate.

A COMMENTARY ON CERTAIN PASSAGES IN
" THE "PHYSIOLOGICAL WRITINGS OF THE
LATE ANDREW THOMAS KNIGHT.

BY W. WOOD.
(Continued from page 788.)

No> vi.—On the Cultivation of the Pine-Apple.

_«' If the bark-bed could be made to give a steady heat

ftemperature of about 10 degrees below that of the day tem-

perature of the air in the stove,) I readily admit that the

plants would thrive better in a compost of that temperature

than in a colder ; for the temperature of the day being

about 90° or 95°, and that of the night /0°, the mould in

the pots will necessarily acquire nearly the intermediate

temperature of 80°. It is true that two disturbing causes

are iu action— the evaporation from the mould and porous

surface of the pots, and the radiant heat ot the sun ; but

these causes operate in opposition to each other, and,

probably, nearly negative the operation or influence of

each other, as far as respects the temperature of the mould

in the pots.

« I have never yet seen plants oi the same age equally

strong, nor any produce fruit better—so well swelled, nor

so rich in flavour.

" But I have never taken off nor shortened a root, nor

taken any other measure to retard the period of fructifica-

tion, with the prospect of obtaining larger fruit; and my
plants have always shewed fruit when 14 or 15 months

old, though propagated from small and young suckers

and crowns.
. .

" The compost as before given for Cockscombs is the

most stimulative of growth. Pine-plants will, however,

grow perfectly well in composts of different kinds, but

I have found that they have succeeded best when the mate-

rials have been fresh, and retaining their organic form
;

particularly if the pots be large relatively to the size of the

plants, which I think they always ought to be, for the

mode 'of cultivation recommended. I have used with

advantage the haulm of Beans, cut into lengths of about

an inch each. I found that the plants succeeded best in

the warmest part of the house, where the flue first enters,

and where the temperature is very high, varying from

about 85° to 105°, and the air exceeding dry.

"Of Suckers. When the whole of the suckers are re*

moved at an early period, one or more very strong suckers

usually spring out below the level of the soil, and from

these, "suffering only one to remain attached to the parent

stem, and preserving the roots as entire as possible, I have

propagated with much advantage aud have obtained plants

which shewed fruit strongly at seven months, dating from

the period at which the sucker appeared like a strong

head of 'Asparagus, at the surface of the soil."— llort.

Trans., vol. iv., p. 543.

Remarks.—The foregoing statement appears to involve,

and to a great extent, to illustrate, the principles upon

which a progressive and accumulative system of cultiva

tion depends ; while speaking of the medium temperature

that is most desirable, and of the opposing agencies of

absorption by the mould and surface of pots, &c. with the

radiant heat of the sun, I think that the balance or

«« negative" influence of these causes is more or less

embodied in a former paragraph (p. 788,) where it is

stated that a due exposure (of plants) to atmospheric

and solar agency is requisite ; that sentence alluding to

" a balance of the power of absorption," &c
The superior growth of the plants and the excellence of

the fruit, compared with the age of the plants, is a suffi-

cient proof of the superiority of an accumulative growth

over an opposite treatment ; and this instance, connected

with another cited at the conclusion of the paper, wherein

Mr. Knight refers to suckers showing fruit at seven

months, mav be adduced as an anticipation in practice of

what I have 'advanced in theory (by the light of practice,)

relative to the highest test of cultivation ;
namely, ' that

which attains the greatest constitutional vigour within a

limited period." The very young state in which the

suckers were removed further confirms the remark at

p. 710, that the vital functions of plants are diminished in

force, in proportion as the primary development of their

parts is prematurely hardened or matured, whether by

deficiency or excess of the elements which sustain them ;

and again, p. 734, " it is the elementary condition of au

organised being which favours the ultimate development

of its parts."
, „

Mr. Knight admits not having " taken off, shortened,

or otherwise disturbed the roots in the process of culture.

I believe I may cite this as fully bearing me out m the

principle I have laid down (p. 710.) as to the law or con-

dition which is essential to perfect accumu ative growth,

namely, that " the accumulative vigour ot all plants is

exactly in proportion to the progressive agency ot the

cause to which they are first subjected, &c. &c. Indeed,

the whole of this instance of cultivation appears to be m
harmony with first principles. In the first place, we have

proportions of compost, their texture and qualities, their

mechanical structure (in pieces, &c.) and arrangement

so as to prevent impeded circulation—a method which

supposes a union of several parts, adapted to a common

end, and implies a principle of unity with progression, or,

in other words, progressive transition without breach of

continuity. This definition is, I conceive, strictly applica-

ble to a svstem of cultivation which produces a progres-

sive and accumulative effect, and strictly in harmony with

the first principles of Horticulture, which affirm that

" For the maintenance of a plant in heath it is indispensa-

ble that the supply of fluid by the roots should be continued

and uninterrupted." The only means by which this

continued and uninterrupted supply of fluid may be

obtained will be by such a combination ot materials, of

their relative proportions, textures, quaht.es.arrange-

rs PTir, and exposure to certain agencies, as will be equal

£ ™i'nSn aRegular progression of the functions of life,

LZZZ development to maturity of growth. Such

Ke only law by which a comparatively perfect system

of cultivadon can be established Every other process

than that which involves unity of parts with progression

o growth may be invariably conducive to inferior results,

buf he laws which govern organic and chemical affin.Ues

will never allow it to be productive of the highest possible

SeCr A disorganization of vegetable structure is

attended with a loss of functional power which no process

CarAntwVay's
e

afteJ

iS

th; annexed paper was read, I had

the ptasure of observing (being™™«£%*™^
*rMhe condition and appearance of the Pine Apple plants

?e.cribed b him. The plants, which were then expecting

tcThe shewing fruit in the next month, though young, were

I Me for their vigour and strength. They were
remarkable tor

/
beirJ ^" j bich

grown in pots of much larger s ze than ,

raised so as to bring ^ uPpe jeav ^^ ^
££>£%!. £38* Trlns., vol. iv. Note oy

the Secretary.
above

' remarks afford additional

fTee in^flvou of -n accumulative system of cul-

f
Vld

f

e

ion "nd Sough it is not stated that the plants

."removed or transferred to such large pots in their

„oe t state vet it is a close approximation to it, and

\ZTe oS/ed illustrative of a paragraph at page 709,
may m*^

leading feature of the former (accumulative)
V1Z

f\und in its adaptation to attain a maturity of growth,

Inart from the aid of intermediate shifts, by removing

1 ts in their youngest state to pots commensurate

i!.size with their ultimate vigour and fertility." It

also stronglv corroborates the statement at page 734,

that
" The "intensity of atmospheric and solar agency

should be in proportion to the amount of material used in

the process of potting, &c."
r (To be continued.)

ON THE ATMOSPHERE OF HOTHOUSES.
(Continued from page 788.)

Moisture.—It is of especial importance in the manage-

ment of plants that the atmosphere surrounding them be

in a proper hygrometric condition : if too moist, they are
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apt to damp off and perish ; and if too dry, their growth
is checked, and they get exceedingly liable to the attacks
of red spider and other insects. Where high temperatures
are maintained, either by hot-water pipes or common flues.
the latter condition is much more liable to occur than the
former; and if no other means are used than the ordinary
watering of the plants to supply the air with moisture, it
is almost certain to become too dry. The reason of this
depends on a property of air, of extensive appliance in the
economy of nature, by which its capability of dissolving
water increases in a much higher ratio than its tempe-
rature. Thus, if we take a certain portion of air at the
temperature of 50-, and heat it a fifth part more, thus
raising it to 60", and if we saturate it with moisture in
both instances, it will be found to contain much more
than a fifth part additional water at G0° than it did at 50°

;
or, if we take two equal portions of air at 50° and 60°, both
holding as much water in solution as they possibly can,
and mix them, mi instantaneous deposition of moisture
occurs, for the resulting mean temperature of 55° renders
the air unfit to hold the whole in solution. If it were not
for this simple property of air, we could neither have fogs
nor rains. One accustomed to the management of hot-
houses will be able by his feelings to tell whether the
house he enters be moist or dry, particularly if he gets a
glance at the thermometer. A moist air always feels
warmer than a dry air at the same temperature, because in
the latter case a freer exhalation of vapour takes place from
the surface of the body, keeping down its temperature. But
the feelings are not always to be relied on either in horti-
culture or other operations

; Mason's hygrometer should,
therefore, be provided. This is neither more nor less than a
couple of thermometers, the bulb of one of them being
covered with a bit of rag kept always moist. The dry
bulb thermometer measures the temperature of the atmo-
sphere of the house, and the wet bulb one the intensity
of evaporation, or its capability of dissolving moisture—
hence its dryness. When plants are in active growth thewet thermometer should not be above two or three de-
grees below its neighbour, and may be often equal with it-but when they are at rest the difference may and ought tobe greater. The wet bulb instrument not only indicates
the dryness of the atmosphere, but also gives the gardener
another

(

important hint; it tells him the temperature ofthe soil in his pots, at least, if these are duly supplied
with water. The same cause, evaporation, which sinksthe mercury in his moistened glass, is at work with his
pots cooling them down in like degree ; so that, instead ofthe fostering influence of bottom-heat, he has its stinting
antithesis of bottom-cold. A dry atmosphere is thusnot only hurtful directly, by its aridity, but indirectly, by

!nr/'
g °

mflfDCe,° n the roots of P,ants -
unless thepots are exposed to the direct radiation of heat from theHues, which may thus counterbalance the deficit.

I he means of keeping up a moist atmosphere are variousWhere steam is employed as the heating medium theZe

nh
aryran

,

tltyPerrKittedt0 esc»Pe^« readily effect
this object

; where warm water is the material, a portion
ot its surface exposed, proportioned to the heat and size ofhe house, will be effective. And where only close pipestanks, or flues exist, a number of earthenware trays or
basins, filled with water and placed on them, will yieldthe requisite supply ; or, as formerly hinted, a few inchesof sand, ledged in and kept moist over the flue, will answerthe same end.—,/. L., Newburgh.

{To be continued.)

ROSES IN POTS, No. III.-FORCING.

t.me of removal, and potting, may be treated in the samemanner as those intended to be grown in pots in the open
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them steadily, they may be drawn out from the base, thus I
effectually removing them as they appear, without dis-
turbing the roots.

The grub which attacks Roses so generally out of doors,
frequently finds its way into the forcing-house, and should
be carefully sought after and removed by hand. The
green-fly, though more under our command here, is not
Jess troublesome ; as soon as any are seen, the house
should be fumigated with tobacco to destroy them, and
this continually repeated through the season as they re-
appear. The red spider and mildew will sometimes infest
the plants, for which sulphur is the generally acknow-
ledged remedy. Dusting it on the leaves after syringing
is an easy method of applying it. From the red spider,
however, in a house with a moist atmosphere, there is not
much to fear ; and it is perhaps as well to remove plants
inclined to mildew—which some varieties are more than
others—as soon as the first spots are seen
About the middle of March the flower-buds will show

colour
;
syringing should then cease, and a liberal supply

of water be given. Should worms work into the pots
they may be occasionally watered with lime-water ; and if
large flowers be sought after in preference to number, the
small backward flower-buds should be removed. A few
plants may now be carried to a colder house, which will
give the remaining ones more room, and by selecting them
of different degrees of forwardness, a continual supply of
flowers may be ob amed

; and further, the temperature
being diminished the flower-buds will have more time to
expand, and produce larger flowers approaching nearer to
their natural colour. It is the custom with some, as soon
as the buds show colour gradually to lower the tem-
perature of the house

; by this method a greater disnlavmay be obtained atone time,',but the succession of flowers
is lost, and the whole retarded. When the flowers begin
to expand, it will be found necessary to form a light
shading to screen them from the mid-day sun • and at this
season a thin canvass will be found sufficient

'

But to seeRoses in perfection in the forcing-house, we should visitthem at the same time as we would Roses in the open air—with the rising sun, just as the buds are unfolding andwhile they are wet with the dews of morn. Thus'havewe arrived at the season when the flowers appear, which
by their beauty and fragrance redouble the pleasure wehave enjoyed during their progress. Among forcing Rosesof the classes Hybrid, Perpetual, and Tea-scented, I know
not which may claim the precedence. The former beauti-
ful class has the claim of novelty, and has recently im-
proved and increased at such a rapid rate as to threaten
the exclusion of many of the Damask Perpetuate. The
flowers are for the most part large and double, but there
is a similarity in appearance, the flowers being chiefly
purple or crimson. They possess the fragrance of theDamask Perpetuate, and are free growers, with fine foliage.

Tea-scented Roses are of opposite colours, being chiefly
white yellow, and rose. They may be considered as aselection from the Chinese on account of their delicious
fragrance, and whether for forcing or out-door pot plants
form very handsome Roses. Many of the Bourbons are
also admirable forcing Roses, of erect growth, forming
pretty compact heads when worked : the flowers are finely
Japed, colours clear, and foliage broad and handsome.
I he Chinese Roses are very abundant bloomers, and there
is something striking and handsome in their habit of
flowering peculiar to themselves ; among them are alsosome of the most brilliant crimson Roses. The Damask
lerpetuals are very sweet, and are probably best worked
on the Dog-rose when grown in pots. They appear todenvean additional vigour from this " exalterof the Rose
tnbe, and being compact growers, form very neat objects.Some of the hybrids of Chinese also force well. In addi-
tion to the varieties recommended in the Gardeners'

Rose?--'
P '

' followi"g are excellent forcing

lilush to Pink:—N. Custalie, T. Bardon, Mossy deMeaux T. grandiflora, H. C. Blairii, No. 2, Ch. A nth*
ros, Ch. miranda, H. P. Marquisa Boccella, T Origi-
nate, T. Clara, Ch. Virginal.

' U"gl "

Sulphur and Bronze Yellow :—Ch. Miellez, T. Prin-
cesse, Helene du Luxembourg, T. Pauline, Plantier, T.Aurore, T. Mansais. '

R %T ,'~
b

1trdy
-' St

Madame Desprez, B. De Neuilly,
B, Psyche, B Henri Plantier, B. Augustine Margat, H
C. Charles Louis, II. C. Daphne, H. P. Lane PernMadame Feburier, Red Moss, T. Bon Silene. ' *

Crimson:-Perp . Triomphe de Montmorency, Prov.Due d Angouleme, Lawrenciana rubra, Ch. Nemesis, B.
Josephine Gamier, Ch. Cramoisie superieure.

Purplish Crimson and Purple .-_B. Due d'Aumale,Ch Tr.omphante, Ch. Comble de Gloire, B. Crimson

[Nov. 18,

these may be treated so as to produce a good supply of
flowers a second time by the middle of Mav. The weak
shoots should be entirely cut out, and the stronger ones
shortened back to within two, or at most, three eyes,
taking care, however, not to deprive the plants of more
leaves than is absolutely necessary in the operation. If,
as is sometimes the case, the shoots in autumn-pruning
were left long, and the eyes at the top have only shot
forth, these may be cut quite off, when the buds near the
base will be excited, and fine flowers be produced there-
from. As the season advances, less fire heat will be
necessary. Towards April, a fire lighted of an evening
and kept in for a few hours will (unless the weather be
unusually cold) be found to impart sufficient warmth ; and
after the buds show colour, even this will net be requisite,
lhe plants having bloomed a second time, air may be
gradually admitted for a few days, when they may be
taken out and plunged in the open air, there to remain
till required for forcing the following year.

Roses will force well for years in succession
; but every

autumn they should be turned out of the pots, a good
portion of the old soil shook away and fresh supplied,
borne few will probably require larger pots, of which we
must judge by the condition of the plant and roots.—W
Paul, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

STOPS FOR HOT-WATER CIRCULATION.
Many modes of stopping the circulation of hot-water

where it is not wanted will suggest themselves to an in-
genious workman. The following, which is employed in
regulating the hot-water currents in one of Stephenson's
iron tanks, is employed successfully by Mr. Beck, of Isle-
worth A single tank, D E F G, is applied to a small
greenhouse, divided into two compartments by the parti-
tion, BC, which nearly corresponds with the separation
of the houses. When the left-hand house is to be heated
the slides B C are inserted in the cross partition, and the
slide A is removed

; a current is then established from E
to A and from A to D ; but if both divisions are to be
heated, the slide A is inserted, while those at B and C are
removed, when the current passes from E to G, from G
to F, and from F to D; and thus both compartments will
become heated. The wooden slides, which are apt to warp
are prevented from doing so by a piece of iron hooping
being driven into the bottom edge.
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Globe, II C. Plantier, II. R Julie Dupont, Perp. Louis
Philippe, Perp. Warratah, H. P. Prince Albert.
The colours of forced Roses are not quite equal to
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V Produced in the open air, and in this
icspect I believe there is a greater difference in the light-
coloured than the dark varieties. Many of the sortsabove enumerated, though of first merit as forcing Rosesdo not at all times expand their flowers when grown outof doors

;
of which we may instance, Ch. Virginal, H. P.Prince Albert and T. Princcssc. Helene du Luxembourg,

lhe colours which may appear wanting in the above list
will be found given in the preceding one.
As soon as the plants are out of bloom the surface ofthe soil should be removed to the depth of half an inch,

or an inch, if practicable, without injuring the roots, and
the space supplied with well-pulverised manure. The
plants which bloom but once in the season may be gradu-

*&*$"& f ,

wLen the h0USe wiU admit more Plants >

with r<? t
b\kept in reserve for that Purpose. Butwun regard to what are usually termed Autumnal Roses,
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LISIANTHUS RUSSELIANUS.
The above plant was introduced to this country about

8 years ago, and is allowed by all who have seen it well
cultivated to be one of the most beautiful plants of modern
introduction-yet, strange to say, it is rarely to be met
with well grown, even at the Metropolitan Horticultural
exhibitions. This, some attribute to its being a plant that
is very difficult to cultivate ; but not having found it such,
I beg to offer a few remarks on its culture. The seed
should be sown in March, in seed-pans filled with soil
composed of three parts of light loam, two parts of well-
decomposed leaf-mould, and one part of silver sand, taking
care that the drainage of the pans is perfect ; the seed
should be covered very slightly, the pans placed in a
Cucumber-frame, (or any other,) at a temperature of about
75°. lhe frame should be shaded to intercept the
direct rays of the sun, and the shading should not be
removed until the young plants have expanded their third
or fourth leaf; by this time they will have struck deep
root into the soil, and will be able to stand the full rays of

u i

Un
L By the middle or end of June the P^nts

will be nt to pot off; they may be potted in GO-sized pots,
in the same kind of soil as that recommended for the seed,
returned to the frame and shaded again for a week or ten
days, and at the end of that time they will be able to
stand full exposure to light. They may remain in the
frame till the end of September—care being taken to admit
more air and give less artificial heat as the season
advances. After a time they will become hardened, and
may be removed to a warm dry shelf in the greenhouse,
where they may remain until the first week of February.
While m the greenhouse they should have as much water
as will keep them from flagging, but no more—no plant is
more susceptible of injury from wet at this season of the
year than this is. About the first week of February they
may be removed into a Vinery where forcing has com-
menced, or into the Pine-stove or Cucumber-frame, and
with increased heat receive an increase of water. When they
have been growing in heat for a week, if you turn one
of the plants out of its pot, the roots which were produced
in autumn (hat have remained comparatively dormant all
winter) will be found breaking out into an abundance of
young lateral fibres

; if this is the case the plants may be
shifted, either on the progressive or " one-shift" system.
I have grown them successfully both ways: if the latter sys-
tem be adopted, a 16-sized,'or, at the largest, a 12-sizedpot

1
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will be large enough ; the soil should be the same as that
recommended for the first potting, with this difference,
that it ought to contain more of the fibry or turfy parts of
the loam— this should especially be attended to if the
'one-shift" is adopted

; the drainage in each case should
be perfect. The plants may now be placed in a frame devoted
to themselves, and have a temperature, derived either
from dung or hot water, of 75Q ; the pots should be
plunged in coal-ashes or charcoal-dust—the latter, being
au antiseptic, is preferable in this situation. It will be
found sufficient to water them twice a week until May,
when they will require it every second day : they may be
Watered with rain-water and liquid-manure alternately.
About the beginning of July they will be in bloom, and may
be removed to the stove, theconservatory,thegreenhouse, or
even the drawing-room: but the stove suits them best at this
stage—in it alone does this plant expand its blooms with
that cup-shape so essential to its beauty, and if kept in the
stove it will ripen abundance of good seed ; but, on the
contrary, seeds that have been saved from plants that have
bloomed in a greenhouse rarely vegetate, and may be
known by their being less plump, and of a lighter colour,
than those saved from plants in the stove.

-By the above method I have grown the Lisianthus
successfully for five years. In 1839 I had a plant with
above 300 blooms expanded at one time, and during this
season I have grown more than two dozen plants without
ft single failure, some of them, between the beginning of
J«ly and the end of September, producing from 400 to
o00 blooms

—

Wm. Thomson, Wrotham Park, Barnet.

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. L.
Aspidiotus OsTREiEFORMis (the Pear-tree Oyster-

scale).—I lately received some bark of a Pear-tree which
^as literally covered with scurfy scales that I had never
before noticed. Like the Mussel-scales, they were so
exactly the colour and texture of the bark that they were
not perceptible at a short distance. The scales them-
selves were mostly orbicular, but a few were oval; they
*'cre of a dark ashy-grey, a little convex, slightly wrinkled,
-"^the margin membranous and^ whitish, and between it
and the centre was a raised semi-transparent spot, of an
ochreous or rusty colour (Fig. 2): when the scale is

removed, a whitish or greyish spot is apparent upon the
bark—on this spot the female rests ; the inside of the
scale is hollow like a shallow cup, at the top of which the
yellowish horny spot is very distinct,—the outer margin
° f the scale is broad, whitish, and formed of the mem-
wane which attaches it to the bark (Fig. 3). It is not
known how these scales are formed, but they are undoubt-
edly produced by the animal; I can, however, distinctly
detect the same green particles upon these scales as
clothe the bark of the Pear-tree, which is rather puzzling,
as the animals have no power, like many Caterpillars, of
wetaching the substance with their mandibles, and uniting
^ with their habitations.
The female is somewhat orbicular-heart-shaped, fleshy,

*at, shining and yellowish white, with a few short hairs
scattered over the sides (Fig. 4) ; the tail is distinct and
quite yellow, with a suture beneath

; neither legs nor
antennas were discoverable, but on the underside—between
tni

wee, so that when the scale is removed the animal remains
suspended by it, and does not fall down.
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curved bristle at the apex (Fig. G) : Ofa—The

minute figures by the side of the magnified ones exhibit

the natural size of the objects, and Fig. 1 represents a

branch of the Pear-tree with the Oyster-formed scales upon
the bark. As I cannot find this scale described by any
author, I have called it Aspidiotus Oslrcceformis, from its

great similitude to the common Oyster-shell.

After a careful search I could not discover a single egg,

or young scale moving about, and most of the females

seemed to have died, forming rust-coloured flattened

bodies under their shields,—they were smooth and looked
like little seeds; whether they had not been fecundated,

or whether it is a species that arrives at maturity at a

later period, I am unable to determine. Two or three of

the males were certainly hovering about, and there were a

few very small, shining ferruginous scales scattered over the

branches,—these were attached to the larger ones, but they

might form a portion of the autumnal brood.
If it be difficult to get rid of the Apple-tree Mussel-

scale, it will be still more so to extirpate the Pear-tree

Oyster-scale ; for they lie so close to the tree, that it

appears almost impossible to scrape them off without

injuring the bark very materially. If, however, a stiff

scrubbing-brush were used with soft soap, whilst the

water is tolerably warm, it would I think have a benefi-

cial effect. Gas-tar might also be very serviceable, if

applied when the young make their appearance ; for even
the scales are at first tender, and consequently of little

protection to their inhabitants, and this powerful and
adhesive liquid if well brushed on would undoubtedly stop

the breeding of multitudes of the females, and certainly

destroy all the delicate males that might be about.

I shall now leave this subject for a time, but should
Gardeners think it sufficiently interesting to be farther

pursued, if they will favour me with such species of scales

as have not been illustrated and described, I shall have
much pleasure in the future investigation of them, and be
happy to communicate the results through the medium of

this Journal.— lluricola.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XLVI.
Among the absurdities which have been transmitted

from one generation of gardeners to another, and followed
up like many more old practices, just because we have
never taken the trouble to ascertain the utility, or rather
injury of them, is that of annually digging among, and of a

necessity destroying, all the best roots of old trees and
shrubs. Within an hour's ride of the metropolis I could
point out scores of gardens where this practice has been
so pertinaciously persevered in for years, that shrubs
which have been planted a quarter of a century might be
turned out of the soil with little more ball of earth adhering
to them than would be necessary to fill a number of four-
sized pots ; and yet the roots of these very plants, if

allowed to progress properly, would have extended over
from 10 to 30 square yards of ground. If you interrogate
the gardeners, you will fiud it has been the annual custom
to rake all leaves and rubbish from the borders and then
to dig them over, the consequence of which is, the plants

are not only deprived of that little nutriment which nature
has provided for them, but they are still further robbed by
preventing their roots from extending themselves in search
of food.

Now the result of such treatment is, the miserably
decrepid specimens of trees and shrubs which are to be
met with in most pleasure-grounds—plants producing a

few stunted branches, and which either cast their leaves

or look wretchedly bad after the first week of dry summer
weather; and how could it be otherwise ! unless the roots

were left unmolested, and the ground allowed some little

nutriment. The leaves which fall from the huge Oak of

the forest are not cast to the wild winds of heaven as

things that are useless ; they contain the very elements of
vegetable existence, and are intended, when decomposition
has rendered them soluble, as nutriment lor those very
trees which gave them being.

Oh ! but I shall be told, how bad the borders will look
in spring if they are not dug ; and so they will if you
expose the naked soil, but this is not necessary, as the
front part of the borders should either be turfed or
planted up, and the back parts hidden from public gaze.
At Claremont the undergrowths consist principally of
common Laurel, so thickly bedded together by thick
planting and pegging down, that it would be impossible to
dig among them. At that place it is a rare occurrence to

see a bit of dug ground in the pleasure-grounds, and
yet it has never been found fault with on that account.
Jiut the undergrowths at Claremont do not consist of
Laurels only, but also of dense masses of Rhododendrons
and other American plants, which bloom profusely, and in

the season have a magnificent effect.

At Dullingham House, near Newmarket, the wild Ivy
has covered v

the ground under the trees in the pleasure-
grounds ; and in spring, when the Aconite, Snowdrop,
Crocus, Primrose, and Daffodil stud it with their gay
simple flowers it has a delightful appearance.

At this place I intend, as far as possible, to layer the
shrubs, and to fill up all vacant spaces with common
Laurel, Aucubas, double Furze, and Rhododendrons

; also
plants of Berberis aquifclium and repens, blue and white
Periwinkle, common and Irish Ivy, or any other dwarf
hardy evergreen shrub or trailing plant that may offer itself

to notice. These, mixed with Crocuses, Snowdrops, Prim-
roses, and other wild flowering plants, will make the
place gay in spring, and appear considerably better than
it would do under the old system of dug ground and a
smooth raw surface.— W. P. Ayres, Brooklands.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Winter Flowering-Plants. — Mr. Ellington having

invited Amateurs and Gardeners to add to his list of

Winter Flowering-plants, I beg to state that Brachycome
iberidifolia, Lophospermum scandens, and Kaulfussia
amelloides, are of that number, and have been produced
by means of a cold frame only. The first, B. iberidifolia,
was sown in March, kept dry during the summer, and
placed under a north wall. In September it was put in
the frame, and is now, and will probably for some time to
come, be in full flower. The second, L. scandens, was a
very small cutting, planted in April ; at fifteen inches
high it was stopped, and it then threw out lateral shoot-.
The bottom ones were pinched off, and three nearest the
top were allowed to grow about a foot long. Three very
slight pieces of lath were then inserted in the pot, and a
sort of trellis formed with green worsted ; to this the
branches were trained, and although the whole plant is
but twenty-five inches high, it has flowered beautifully,
and has ten buds still unexpanded. The third, K. amel-
loides, I sowed in August, one of its beautiful blue flowers
has expanded, and it is covered with buds. I have also
a Cineraria in full flower, and a purple Verbena. I have
sent the above in order that persons like myself, unpro-
vided with artificial heat, may know what can be done in
such a case.

—

E. C.
Pelargonium, "Queen Victoria."—This elegant plant

may justly be considered to stand at the head of its kind
in the class of those fancy varieties, which, although their
brilliancy of colour or size of blossoms will not satisfy the
florists, are nevertheless of great interest for their unri-
valled delicacy and symmetry. Queen Victoria is distin-
guished by its dwarf and compact growth, with interme-
diate sized blossoms of a white ground, the upper petals
being bright pink margined with white. The flowers re-
main upon the plant until their footstalks decay beneath
them, thus rendering its beauty of long continuance. A
specimen presented to her Majesty on the 23d of June
last was froin nine to twelve inches high, and two feet in
diameter, uniformly covered with nearly 500 blossoms.
It was produced by the skill of Mr. Robert Catleugh, and
admitted to be one of the most uniform and perfect
specimens of cultivation ever produced.

—

From a Corre-
spondent.

Spathodea.— I see that some person corresponding with
Mr. Beaton asserts the Spathodea campanulata to have
nine oblong lanceolate leaflets, and that the segments of
the corolla are bordered with yellow. May I ask if this
is the true plant, or that of the Niger ? I have been so
fortunate as to see some few of this noble tree growing in
different situations, but never found it with the leaflets
always nine in number, but sometimes nearly double that,
and at other times below it ; and this not only on the same
tree, but on the same branch. Again, the yellow border-
ing was absent in all that I have seen. If growing with
an unbranching stem or trunk to the height of 20 or 30
feet before forming a head constitutes a shrub, this plant
is one. I cannot but think that a mistake in the species
has been made, as in this plant the inflorescence is termi-
nal, somewhat panicled ; while the inflorescence of Mr.
B.'s plant is racemose.— John AnselL [This plant is

figured in the " Flore d'Oware/' &c. ; and there it is

represented with the flowers and leaves mentioned by Mr.
Beaton's correspondent. But the inflorescence is a panicle

;

and the plant is described as a middle-sized tree, having
a soft wood smelling like Garlic]

TropcBolum tuberosum.—A correspondent states that
the plant of Tropreolura tuberosum, mentioned at p.
759 of last year's Chronicle, reached nearly the same
height as it did in 1841, when it flowered nailed to the
front of Ilolme-house. He complains that last year not
a plant in four flowered, although under very favourable

treatment; and that this year not one in six has flowered,

although in every respect treated like the plant that

flowered. They were planted on the same day, and the

tubers were equally strong. Perhaps some of our corre-

spondents will favour him with some information on this

subject.

Mummy Wheat.—May I take the liberty of asking

whether this be beyond controversy ? I am quite aware
of Mr. Pettigrew's accuracy, and no suspicion can attach

to SirG. Wilkinson ; but these plaguyArabs will do any-
thing in the world for Bachshish, especially with an
Englishman. I believe that, at all events, Mummies have
been searched by them, and afterwards so well re-arranged

as to be sold for Virgin Mummies. I know, as an addi-

tional proof of the vitality of some seeds, that when, early

in this century, some parts of Romney Marsh were con-

verted into arable land, some of the ditches were deepened
and new ones made; the earth laid at the sides of the

ditches, out of ground that had never been disturbed, so
far as man knew, was covered with rampant crops of what
they called there Wild Mustard.—Este. [We think Mr.
Tupper's case beyond question. Almost all others appear
to us at least apocryphal, as, indeed, we have already

mentioned.]
To Keep Mice from Peas.—Having tried a number of

plans for preventing Mice from destroying winter-sown

Peas, I, have found none so efl'ectual as the following :

—

Steep the Peas a short time in Salad oil, and then dust
them all over with rosin ground to a fine powder, then
sow them immediately afterwards.

—

Aliquis.

Schizanthus relusus.—Some years ago I observed that
a Nurseryman near me lost his plants just as Mr. Wood
describes ; but when I got plants from him, and planted
them in a dry sloping border of poor soil on a rocky sub-
soil, they did not die, but flowered, and produced abund-
ance of seed. A lady who had observed this procured
plants from the same Nurseryman, and planted them in
her highly-manured Flower-garden (on a limestone-rock),
and, as she said, she was greatly disappointed, for they
did not flower, and looked just like a Parsley-bed.— O.

Tame Fish.—In a gentleman's garden in this neigh-
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bourhood the Perch in a large pond come to the side for

food as soon as the water is struck with the hand.— O.

Guano.—It is suggested in the "Illustrated London
News" of last Saturday, that the use of guano is the

cause of epidemic among cattle in the north of England.

I myself am not able to confute it. Will one of your

correspondents take up the matter, as it might be an

obstacle to the progress of this valuable manure

—

T. 7\,

Derby.
The Clover Dodder.— I can complete the chain of evi-

dence as to the introduction of the Dodder.which is making

so much noise just now. The seed your Northumberland
correspondent bought at a bazaar, which was held here last

year for the benefit of two of our local Societies, was given

by me to one of the fair traders on that occasion, and I

obtained it from the India-house through the kindness of

Dr. Royle. I gave many of my Agricultural friends por-

tions of it, but have not had an opportunity of inquiring

whether the Dodder has appeared in their fields. Most
probably it will have done so, since on looking at some of

the seed I have by me, I recognise plenty of that of the

Dodder amongst it.

—

G. Wattes, Newcastle.

Weeds in Ponds.— If the weed in (l H. S.V pond is

what is called the Pond-weed, (Potamogdton natans,) I

beg to state that I have no doubt a few geese would most

completely remove it, as they appear to be so fond of it

as to eat it in preference to grass. A pond in this neigh-

bourhood was effectually cleared of this plant a few weeks

ago by means of these birds. They were allowed abund-

ance of other food, so that it could not be hunger that made
them clear the weed from the pond.

—

M. Saul.

Pine-Apples.—In order to convince those who will not

believe that Queen Pine-apples have been grown to the

weight of «Hlbs. or 61bs., as stated in the Chronicle, and

to show that such a thing is by no means a rare occur-

rence, I send as follows, the weight of 13 Queen Pine-

apples that have been cut at different times since the 1st

of August, out of a pit at Bowood Gardens, viz. :

No. Weight. No. Weight.
1 • . 5 lbs. 12 0Z. 8 # . 5 lbs. 12 OZ.

2 t . 5 14 9 . 5 6

3 . . 5 3 10 # . 5 4

4 * . 5 13 11 • . 5 10

fi • . 5 12 12 9 . 5 8

6 • . 5 8 13 • . 5 6

7 • . 5 10

Of these, No. 1 was exhibited at the meeting of the Horti-

cultural Society on the 1st of August : see Gardeners
9

Chronicle, p. 543. Nos. 2 and 3 were sent to the office

of the said Paper, and are noticed at p. 608. I have

arranged the weights in the order in which the fruit

ripened. If any correspondent should wish to know the

reason why none of the others were exhibited, by look-

ing at the weights he will see that No. 2 was the heaviest

fruit : the others, having ripened since that time, and none

of them exceeding it in weight, Mr. Spencer did not think

them worth sending.

—

M. Saul.

Hals.—Some of your readers would perhaps rather get

rid of these pests altogether than attempt to banish them

as " Devonian " recommends. I think that they will,

after all his scheming, be able to get inside, for I have

known them when very hungry to bore down under the

foundation of a wall, and up on the other side, not to

mention coming in under the doors. I have also known
them to. effect an entrance over the tops of walls, where

trees were growing against them ; and I am of opinion

that " Devonian's M rats can get in at the top of the drain

as easy as at the bottom ; and he cannot make a well

there without sinking the shore all the way through his

garden. I would therefore recommend him or any other

person that is troubled with rats to try the following

method, winch I have tried in three places with perfect

success. Take some potatoes ; boil and mix them with

oatmeal or flour, but oatmeal is best, and then make them
into little balls about half the size of a pigeon's egg.

Where the rats most frequent, place portions of these

pretty near one another—the quantity depends on the

number of rats that you have to destroy ;
but wherever

they seem to have been, there put two or three of the

balls. The evening is the time to put them down, and in

the morning look where the rats have eaten ; if they have

missed some places put less there on the next evening,

and where they have taken it all put more ;
but renew the

whole every evening, and do this for three evenings

successively ; then miss one, for the rats may have hid some

of it, or have got something else beside, and will not be

hungry. On the fifth evening, mix with the potatoes and

meal, sugar and arsenic, and lay it down in the same way

as before, wherever the rats had eaten on the preceding

evening. On the following morning look carefully round,

take up any of the poison that is left, for there is no use

in leaving it there any longer, and put it into one of their

holes and stop the hole up. Any one that is troubled

with these vermin had better try this method now, for as

there is not much at this time of the year for them to eat,

there cannot be a better time for their destruction.

There is one thing that I would mention, namely, if the

night on which the poison is to be laid is likely to be wet,

defer the poison until the next night, and feed them for

that night. This method will not, however, answer in a

gentleman's house, where rats have plenty to eat, and
where they are equally troublesome ; the plan, therefore,
to effectually destroy them there, is to rub the inside of
the holes with treacle mixed with arsenic, and when the
rat goes in or out he rubs against the treacle; and as
there is no animal cleaner than a rat, he licks the treacle
off his hair, and by so doing falls a victim to the poison.

—

The Knave of Spades.

Bat-traps.—^ our correspondent « Devoniensis" will,

I fear, find himself disappointed in his drain-traps, for pre-

venting rats from having further ingress. There are

two of those traps in a drain here which leads from a sink in-

side of the house to a cesspool outside, exactly on the same
plan as that represented in the Chronicle by " Devo-

niensis." These vermin, however, (being nearly half

amphibious,) were not to be debarred by a little water and

mud, from trying what was to be found inside of a dwell-

ing-house, and when once they got in they were not easily

kept out again. Believing this drain to be the only com-

munication whereby an entrance was obtained, I had lead

gratings made, and put at the bottom of each trap; by

this means I have at length got clear of them, being the

first time for a number of years. I think your corre-

spondent will do well to use the same preventive.

—

J. W.
Fleas.—One of your correspondents asks—"How a

dog may be kept free from fleas." I beg to state that this

may be effected by washing the animal occasionally with

the water in which Potatoes have been boiled. I have

also seen a very bad case of mange cured with this very

simple application.

—

A. Clapham.
Fleas.—The following is a good method for extirpating

fleas from dogs :
—" To four ounces of Fox-glove leaves

(Digitalis) pour two quarts of boiling water, and with

this, when it has become cold, wash the dog." For pet

dogs this operation may be repeated twice in the season,

and I would also recommend that there should be in the

box or crib in which the favourite sleeps a quantity of

Cedar saw-dust, (clean from the saw,) for the bed.

This will clear away the insects effectively, and, if the

dandy-brush is used now and then, it will keep the hide

clean, as well as remove fleas.— T. F.
Great Productiveness.— Charles Barber, Esq., of

Wilmslow, sowed four ounces of Onion-seed this year,

using guano as manure, and has had the extraordinary

quantity of 7 cwt. of Onions from that small quantity of

seed. A Cabbage of the common kind was last week cut
from the garden of Mr. Johnston, at Saunder's Bush, in

the parish of Arthuret, of the following enormous dimen-
sions:—circumference, 15-J- feet; diameter, 5£ feet ; and
weight, 4£ stones.

—

Liverpool Mercury.
Large Potatoes.—The following have lately been got on

the farm of Mr. Wm. Crook, of Inskip :—two, called Pink-

eyes, weighed respectively 2 lbs. 6 oz. and 2 lbs. 14 oz.
;

and a blue one, a sort recently introduced, weighed 2 lbs.

1 oz. On a rod or fall of seven yards the Blues produced
18 score 1 lb., Or 1| load. It may be remarked that all

these Potatoes were planted in drills. This kind generally

goes by the name of the Liverpool Blues ; it is a very pro-

ductive sort, much cultivated, and is said to be much used

by bakers, on account of its being remarkably white when
boiled ; but it is not a favourite for the table : the skin is

| a fine blue, and I am informed that it was raised in the

neighbourhood of Liverpool a few years ago.—Facile.

Large Eel.—On Monday last a young man caught upon

Milnthorpe Sands, after the ebbing of the tide, a large eel,

which measured nearly five feet in length, and 20 inches

in circumference, and weighed 32 lbs. It was exhibited

to the public in the King's Arms' yard in the evening, and

many availed themselves of a sight of this monstrous fish.

—Facile.

peaSt—\ tried a quart of Fames' Peas against a quart

of Early Frame Peas : the Fames' were a week later. The

soil was strong and wet. I tried almost every kind of Pea

last year, and I found the Auvergne and Knight's Dwarf

Marrow the best bearers and by far the best flavoured.

The Pois sans parchemin is not a good bearer ; and as the

pod wanted the hard skin inside, it was much more open

to the attacks of the Jays and Tom-tits.— Tolly.

Tropceolum pentaphyllum.—In Loudon's " Hort.

Brit.,'\ " Paxton's Botanical Dictionary," and in the

Chronicle, p. 633, this plant is accounted tender, but here

it has proved itself quite hardy. Several tubers of it were

planted in two rustic vases, which have stood exposed

without the slightest protection for the last two seasons.

The plants in both vases having been in flower since

August are now in fruit, and still continue uninjured,

although the frost on the 17th ult. was so severe as not

only to destroy the more tender flower-garden ornaments,

such as Heliotropes, Dahlias, Pelargoniums, &c, but also

the hardier sorts, such as Fuchsias, Salvias, and the like,

and to bring the leaves from the hardy deciduous trees in

myriads. On reference to my meteorological memoranda

for the last two winters, I found the registering ther-

mometer indicated several times 16 deg. of frost, and as

the mean diameter of the vases in which the plants grow

is only 2ft. outside measure, I have no doubt but the

entire mass of earth in them was completely frozen

through. I consider that the above facts place the har-

dihood of Tropseolum pentaphyllum beyond a question.

—

A. Brander, Dalrey Gardens.

On Training Gooseberry and Currant Bushes.—As I

have not seen any remarks in the Chronicle upon the

training of Gooseberry and Currant Bushes, I beg to offer

the following :—My present situation (Swinton Park,

Masham, Yorkshire,) being within a short distance of the

moors, is high and bleak, and we consequently suffer from

winds, more especially during the equinoctial gales. Many,

or indeed most of my Gooseberry and Currant bushes

were rendered useless or unsightly from this cause, and

to remedy the evil, I procured some stakes,4 feet in length,

and 3 or 3£ inches in circumference. To these, which

were disposed after this manner XXXXXXXX, I

trained the trees in the fan method, and tied the shoots to

the stakes with matting. After a fair trial, I have no

hesitation in saying that the experiment has been success-

ful. Independent of being secure from the wind, there

are other advantages to be gained by this mode of train-

ing; the space taken up is less, the pruning is more easily

performed, and the whole surface is regularly exposed to

the action of the sun and air. The wood is also equally

and properly ripened, and better crops of well-flavoured

fruit ensured. By this means the late kinds are likewise

much more easily and more securely protected from the

depredations of birds and wasps, and from injury by frost

or wet. A single mat thrown over the bushes is sufficient

to preserve the fruit until Christmas, or later. And,
moreover, by this system the trees, in matting up, are not

disfigured or crushed ; the wet is more effectually kept off,

as it does not fall on the mat and soak through to the

fruit; but, from no flat surface being presented, the rain

runs off the mat, as it falls ; the fruit is kept perfectly dry,

and there is little or no injury done to the mat. The
stakes never want renewing, as the bushes, when once in

a regular shape, support themselves. They have a neat

and pretty appearance at all times, and especially when in

fruit. The gardens and romantic grounds at this place

are, by the kindness of the proprietor, open to the public,

and during the last season have been visited by a great

number of persons, most of whom particularly remarked

a row of about 120 yards trained in the above style, and

their observations induced me to send this account of it.—

-

James Snow, Swinton Gardens.

Conducting Powers of Water—I thank "C." for

setting me right on this head. What he says is perfectly

true, but the conducting power of water is so feeble as not

to affect the question. I put the case in a strong light on

purpose to meet objections which reached me 8gainst

shallow tanks; otherwise I might have been more explicit.

But is " C." more to the point when he says, " We have

only to turn our attention to the great Ocean when the

noon-day sun is shining upon it, to be convinced of the

fact V I beg to say that I have often turned my atten-

tion to the Ocean without becoming acquainted with these

facts. But, after all, what are these effects but what we

see daily in our own circulation of heated water, only on

so much a larger scale? The sea is heated at the equator

to a great depth, and it is true enough that a circulation

from hence is effected; that its influence is felt almost to

either pole is also true, and ao a natural inference we must

suppose an under-current towards the equator to be

equally true ; but there do not seem to be facts here to

prove anything for or against our practice, farther than

perhaps that deep pool-like tanks might do well enough

without central divisions to divide the currents, and I

have no doubt this would answer, were it not for the folly

of having deep tanks to try the experiment ; and here we

have an explanation of a great natural phenomenon, viz.?

the disposal of the vast quantity of water which flows

into the Mediterranean through the Straits of Gibraltar*

The idea of an under-current cut through the Straits is

only of a comparatively recent date ; the daily loss by

evaporation being thought sufficient formerly to balance

the influx, although the drainage of the u rivers and foun-

tains of water" carried down by the Po itself might

be supposed to be equivalent to the loss by evaporation—

'

to say nothing of the Danube, the Nile, and lesser streams

which find their way to the Great Sea.

—

D. Beaton.

Weeds I beg to state, that however useful the ammo-

niacal liquor of the gas works may be as a manure, ad-

ministered under certain known modifications, yet apph*d

in its crude state, fresh, just as itcomes from the retort, it is

certain destruction to thevegetableprinciple—atleast I have

found it so in several instances in my own garden. My pl*n

is this :—If I have a strong vigorous knot of Couch-grass,

Docks, or any of these common pests of our gardens, *

get the scythe and mow them off, and having a common

watering-pot full of the liquor by me, pour it on while the

wounds are fresh. It is marvellous how soon the who{e

mass is not only dead, but rotten. I would advise ag*1
*

culturists to treat the Dodder with a dose of this, alter

cutting off the top. As gas works are now so general,

there can be no difficulty in obtaining the liquor, and*

common garden-potfull would in most cases be sufficient.

The managers, I should think, would give such a trifle as

this, and if not, a penny or twopence a gallon is no grea

object, and it would not be more. I would be glad t

know the result.

—

J. A. ,

Drainage of Pots.—l have observed very good effect

from adopting the following method of draining p°tH '

Rib-bones (of mutton) are crushed with a heavy hami»f^

into pieces, varying from half an inch to two inches J

length. The action of the hammer loosens and *eake?li
without entirely destroying, the fibrous texture of j*

bones. A layer of these is placed at the bottom of tn

pot, and over that another is laid crossways ; and so

to the height of about an inch, and the earth is then p
^

in. These layers of crushed bone form a reticulated m**£

which does not get clogged up, but on the contrary sec

to become more porous as the soft gelatinous or aI
\
,r

^ie
particles in the substance of the bones decay ;

and t

minute fibres of the roots push in all directions ^ ro^
them, and derive much nourishment from the substratu

of bones.

—

J. H. . ^
Achitnenes pedunculata.—The scaly tubers which to

so numerously upon the stems of Achimenespeduncuia '

seem to possess a certain degree of sensitiveness. &°
^Q

days since I gathered a considerable number of t^ie8e lQXlt

a seed-pan, and happening afterwards to stir them a ^
with my hand, a curious worm-like, or grub-like, i»°

ft

ment occurred among the tubers, which continued

second or two after the motion produced by dispia

them with the hand had ceased. The same move*
be

followed the shaking of the pan without touching

tubers, therefore the irritability was not induced by

warmth or moisture of the hand.

—

J. B. Whiting- ^
New Heating Apparatus.—In the*Aberdeen &e

lately was the following notice of a "
B
New Heating *^

paratus :"_" We have been favoured with a sight

New Heating Apparatus, on an entirely new P
nDC

f [b;s

invented by Mr. Reid, of Queen-street. The plan or

invention is simple, and its [effects are obvious at

sight The apparatus consists of a 3tove, to *««»

t
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attached three cylinders of strong sheet-iron, within each

other ; the second one of which forms the flue of the

stove, and receives the fire and smoke, which ]>ass in a
rotatory direction round the other two. Of each of the

latter, one end is open, and receives the atmospheric air,

which, after being rarefied by the heat within the cylin-

ders, is carried by the draft thus created into a larger

cylinder, called the hot-air chamber, from whence it is

thrown forth into the apartment intended to be warmed.
From the construction of the apparatus, perfect command
is given over the regulation both of fire and heat

; and

the quantity of fuel required for generating a sufficiency

of the latter to warm the largest building is incredibly

small, not a spark being lost to the purpose of the appa-

ratus. It is ill every way as safe as a common stove, and

even more so ; the flue is confined within the outer pas-

sage for the hot air, and both are built round with brick,

so that no combustible material can possibly come in con-

tact with it by any means short of absolute design. The
apparatus which we have seen was intended for a new

church, and we have no hesitation in saying that the

excellence of the invention only requires to be known to

be appreciated.

—

J . M.

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Ulxum testa'ceum. Pale-red flowered Lily. (Greenhouse

Perennial.) Liluicese. Hexanriria. Monogynia.—Japan, which
has already furnished our gardens most richly with showy
flowers, through the medium of Pr. Siebold, is said to be the

native country of this fine Lily. In point of ornamental cha-

racter, it is quite worthy of being: associated with the other noble
kinds from the same region; and, indeed, comes rather near L.

Thunbergianum or aurantiacum. Nothing, however, is positively

known regarding its introduction, though it is believed to be one
of the many plants collected by Dr. Siebold. It appears first to

have bloomed with Messrs. Roilisson, of Tooting", last season. It

was (lowered, this year, and exhibited at one of the Horticultural

Society's summer shows, by Mr. Mountjoy, Nurseryman, of
Ealing-, Middlesex. When -well cultivated it grows three feet in

height and upwards, being of a vigorous nature, and bearing as

many as a dozen of its large flowers on the same plant. The
blossoms are of a pale orange-red hue, with darker warty dots

on the inner petals: they are produced in a drooping manner,
and the petals are somewhat curled back. It is really astonish-

ing what a difference variety of treatment makes in this, as well

as other Lilies. Properly managed, they are among the noblest

flowers we possess ;
yet good specimens are far from frequent.

The principal thing that they require is a rich, but light soil
;

BU/$h as an open fresh loam, with a fair proportion of rotten dung
incorporated. The latter both enriches the other earth, and serves
to keep it light. They should not be grown more than one or
two years In the same soil. For the present species, a low-roofed
conservatory, or a cold pit or frame which has a sufficiently high
roof, seems to be the best situation, as it flourishes better in a
bed or border than in a pot. If kept in a pot it should have a
large one. Possibly, like the varieties of I., speciosum, it may
turn out to be nearly or wholly hardy ; and then it will of course
succeed most perfectly in a prepared border, that is open to the
south, and otherwise unprotected, or sheltered only at the back.
In multiplying this and the rest of the species, a single scale,

taken from the bulbs, will suffice to produce a young plant; and
some clever propagators will even make four or five plants of
each scale, by slitting it into so many pieces.—Paxton's Magazine
of Botany.
Dkni)r6hxum taurInum.—Bull-headed flowered Pendrobium.

(Stove Epiphyte.) Orcliidaccsc. Gynandria. Monandria.—This
plant was imported from Manilla by Messrs. Loddigcs, and
flowered in the Hackney Nursery, lust autumn. Mr. Cuming
was its discoverer and introducer. Its aspect approximates
greatly to that of the curious D. undulatum. But though the
stems of D. taurinum are quite as tall, and the foliage a little

similar, the former are not nearly so much swollen towards the
base. The flowers are borne in noble racemes near the top of the
stems, and a single raceme will have perfect flowers upon it for
a month or six weeks. Indeed, the species blooms most immo-
derately. 'I he flowers are large, of a yellowish green or dull cream
colour, beautifully margined and tinted with purplish lilac. The
lip, column, and twisted petals, constitute a figure, which has
been correctly likened to a bull's head, and from which the spe-
cific name has been derived. It is cultivated, like the larger
kinds of Dendrobia, in a moist summer heat, and a drier and
cooler winter atmosphere, being potted in a mixture of rough
heath- mould and potsherds. Propagation is managed by cutting
off one of the stems in the winter, and potting it separately.

—

Pax-ton*s Magazine of Botany .J

Silkne spkciosa. Showy Catchfly. (Greenliovse Perennial)
Silcnacere. Decandria Trigynia. This very beautiful plant appears
at first sight, to be merely a very well-grown specimen of the
pretty s. laciniata, a species which is now too rarely seen in cul-
tivation, as its numerous flowers look like so many brilliant
scarlet stars. When more closely examined, however, it will be
seen that S. speciosa differs materially in some respects, while its

character is altogether better than that of S. laciniata, and its

flowers have a deeper and more splendid hue. We have noticed
it in several of the London nurseries, but especially at Mr.
Knight's, King's Road, Chelsea, where the plant has flowered well
all the late summer. As the specimens which have come under
our observation have not been finely grown, we may remark,
with certainty, that S. speciosa is a stronger habited plant, has
larger leaves, and finer flowers than S. laciniata. The latter, too,
instead of having the segments cut into four or more lobes of
"early equal length, have them divided regularly into two larger
principal segments, each of which has a very small serrature on
the outside, near its base. How the plant was brought to this

country, or from whence it was originally obtained, we have not
been informed. It got into the London nurseries through some
of the Continental collections. In respect to culture, it will rank
^ith S. laciniata as a tender herbaceous plant, requiring much
care to preserve its evergreen foliage from prejudicial dampness
throughout the winter. It should be grown in a porous and very
fibrous soil, through which water can freely run at any time.
Loamy earth is the most appropriate; but a little heath-mould
that is full of the small decaying roots of Heath or other woody
Vegetation, may be added. It is a mistake to put much sand in
tbe soil used for such plants as the present ; for fine sand, instead
of keeping soil very porous and friable, actually helps to consoli-
date it, as every cultivator may readily determine. Fragments
of broken stone are far more proper ingredients, and should be
employed freely. A dry and airy position in a greenhouse will
Birit this plant extremely well. It will also thrive well in a pit,

^here it can be planted out, provided it be duly attended to in
Winter, to keep it from damping off. To bring it to any high
degree of perfection, it must have a larger pot than usual, with
tbe soil a little enriched, and the drainage rendered particularly
|ood. it may be increased by division, or by cuttings.— Paxton's
Magazine of Botany .

Achimenks uiitsuTA. Hairy Achimcnes. (Stove Perennial.)
^csneraceaa. Didynamia Angiospermia.—This pretty plant forms
another acceptable addition to the charming genus Achimenes,
a«d will probably become almost as great a favourite as any of
them, in habit it bears the nearest resemblance to A. peduncu-
«ta, and like that beautiful species is disposed to bear little bulbs

in tbe axils of its leaves and branches. The history of its intro-
j desirable with us, as it is with tUera, that we should con-
struct our greenhouses so as to derive the greatest possible

influence from the heat of the sun's rays.

—

Hovey's
Magazine of Horticulture.

The Ailanthus.—The beauty of the Ailanthus, when
loaded with the seed, which some varieties of it are even
upon quite small trees, cannot be judged of by those

commonly seen in New York, which are remarkable for

seldom producing any seed. These trees, in this city,

which are large enough to flower, have been obtained

mostly from suckers, and are of one variety. The matured
wood of the Ailanthus is said to be useful, having a fine

colour, and susceptible of a polish.

—

Hovey's Magazine
of Horticulture,.

A Mammoth Pine.—On Tuesday, we had exhibited at

our office a Fine cut from the Providence plant, weighing
lO^lbs. avoirdupois, 22£ inches round the thickest part,

12£ inches long, with about 10 inches of stalk, and culti-

vated by Mr. Smith, gr. to H. Marsland, Esq., of Wood
Bank. A short time ago, we saw one cut from one of the

pits of F. A. Philips, Esq., of Thornfield, which measured

23f inches round it, and was 13$ inches long, with scarcely

any stalk, weighing lllbs.

—

Stockport Advertiser.

riuctionis an instructive lesson to importers of plants. How
often do we find gardeners throwing away tbe moss, and mould,

and fragments that remain after every foreign case of plants is

examined, and the principal part of the contents removed ; and

how often perhaps do they thus reject the most interesting spe-

cies, for if accident is the fertile mother of new inventions, so is

She also of new introductions. Canna iridiflora was obtained

from seeds accidentally found in an old herbarium ; several Or-

chidaceous plants have been picked off dried specimens; and tins

Achimenes adds another to the list. It was hidden among a mass

of Orchidaceous plants imported from Guatemala, and sold by
auction a few months ago; Mr. Henderson, of the Pine Apple

Place Nursery, accidentally detected it ; and thus a plant, which

must have been often sent home with fruitless care on former oc-

casions, was brought to our gardens without any attention what-

ever. As has been already stated, this species has the habit of

A. pedunculata, but is nevertheless a very different species. The
leaves are covered with coarse hairs; the flowers are much
larger, nit at all striped, but have a deep rose-coloured border

whose lobes are notched. Those who are fond of hybridizing

have been attempting to obtain crosses between A.longifloraand

some of the red species; but the result has been, we understand,

a dingy purple, as was to be expected. We would suggest that

this would mix readily with A. pedunculata, and that the result

would be the improvement of the size of the latter, and of he

colour of this, whose rose is hardly bright enough to satisfy the

eye fastidious in colour.

—

Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Poisonous Nature of the Few.—Although doubts

have been expressed by several writers respecting the

poisonous action of the Yew, yet a case of poisoning

which occurred recently sufficiently proves the contrary.

A countryman who had brought in a load of turf to town,

placed his three horses in the neighbourhood of a Yew
tree: two of these horses, which had eaten of the young

shoots, died, one in a quarter of an hour, the other on its

return home ; the third, which had been placed so that it

could not eat the Yew, remained in perfect good health.

On examination, distinct traces of poisoning were percep-

tible.

—

Archiv. der Pharm., as quoted in the Chemical

Gazette.

The Bay Lily.—Under the name of Liliura isabellinum

Professor Kunze has published a description of a Lily

which he has growing in the Botanical Garden of Leipzig,

and which he regards as quite a new species, unless indeed

it should be a hybrid between L. candidum, and L. Mar-

tagon. He says its origin is unknown ; that the flowers

are very fragrant, and three or four inches in diameter.

Inside they are of a reddish bay-colour (isabellino-rubella)

marked with some red lines and tubercles ; externally they

are pale. This should seem worth procuring for our

gardens.

Gardeners 1 Associations.—We learn with pleasure that

an association of the gardeners, at Stamford Hill, Clap-

ton, and Stoke Newington, has been formed for mutual

instruction, the president being R. Hanbury, Esq., and

the secretary our intelligent correspondent, Mr. Wm.
Sherwood. The yearly subscription is two shillings and

sixpence. The meetings are to be held on the evening of

Monday, once every fortnight ; if between Michaelmas
and Lady Day, to commence at seven o'clock, and at

eight o'clock between Lady Day and Michaelmas, and

never to be continued after ten o'clock.

Climate of the United States, compared with that of
England.—The American Horticulturist needs for his

guide American works on gardening. Very many errors

in practice have been adopted by us in consequence of

following instructions derived from English authorities.

Their mode of cultivation may, indeed, often be success-

ful in this country ; but, in numerous instances, it will be
productive only of failure and disappointment. This is

owing to the difference of climate. The climate of

England, as compared with that of the United States, is

one of extreme humidity. The frequent and long-conti-

nued obscuration of the sun by clouds and fogs there,

retards the ripening of fruits and seeds and the elabora-

tion of wood, and often chills the air to that degree, even

in the month of July, as to render it incongenial to the

growth of the tender products of the garden. It is a very

common practice in England to cover Cucumbers and some
other plants, even in midsummer, by 3 or 4 o'clock, p.m.
William Cobbett boasted that he could ripen Indian Corn
in England. The summer when he tried it was one of

remarkable sunshine for England ;
and he did succeed in

maturing a small, early kind of Indian Corn. But it was
a rare hit, and we believe he did not venture to try again.

The recommendation of the practice of removing ever-

greens in the summer, just as they are forming a new
growth, in June and August, originated in the works of
English gardeners. Although it may sometimes succeed

here, it will not generally, unless the season or the soil

happen to be of uncommon moisture. Spring is the ap-

propriate season for transplanting evergreens. An excel-

lent Horticulturist (the late Judge Buel) recommended
their removal during the summer; but his success may be
accounted for by the peculiarity of his soil. It is not
strange that English works on Horticulture should not
suit us, when we contrast our bright skies with their

vapory climate. Their summers afford too little sun-
light, and abound too much in moisture, to ripen some of

the finer fruits. But our summers, on the other hand,
are often so dry as to require extensive artificial irriga-

tion; and our droughts occasionally destroy the grass of

the field and some of the trees of the forest. Many
European trees and shrubs, like the English Hawthorns,
so beautiful there, will blast when introduced here, and
become unsightly. Our native Crataegi are universally

preferable to theirs ; and we know of but few European
trees which flourish as well in our climate as our own.
The English Elm is a beautiful tree, but does not flourish

here as well as our native kinds. The great clearness of
our atmosphere, and the intense heat of our summer sun
require a different aspect and slope for our greenhouses,

from what prevails in England. It is neither needful nor

lUfcfefos.

Enumeratio Plantarum omnium hucusqve cognilarvm

secundum Familias Naturales disponta. Auctore

C. S. Kunth. Vol. IV. 8vo. Williams and Norgate,

In this new volume of a highly important work on sys-

tematic botany, which, beginning at the other end of the

chain, will in time meet the Prodromus of De Candolle,

we have as many things of interest in Horticulture as can
well be anticipated in a work which is entirely technical.

We ought, perhaps, to mention that Prof. Kunth's " Enu-
meratio " is a Latin classification of plants according to

their natural orders, with technical characters of their

genera and species, an enumeration of their synonyms,
and short memoranda assisting in their distinctions.

It is because this volume contains a complere account

of the Melanthaceous and Liliaceous orders, so peculiarly

Horticultural, that we think it right to introduce the work
into our columns, fur the sake of pointing out what the

changes are in botanical nomenclature which Prof. Kunth
has either adopted from others or himself proposed to

introduce. The genus Helonias is limited to H. bullafa,

and the other species are scattered through various

genera; as II. dioica, which is a ChamEelirium, and H.
asphodeloides, and tenax, which stand in Xerophyllum.
Lindley's genus Asagrsea is retained as distinct from

Schoenocaulon, contrary to the opinion of Dr. Asa Gray.
The old Streptopus roseus is placed in the genus Heko-
rima, a most barbarous name, which it would have been
better to expunge than revive. Nineteen true species of Tu-
lipa arerecognibed. although several have been suppressed.

The Crown Imperial is removed from Fritillaria. and
receives the old Linnsean name of Petilium imperiale.

Lilium candidum is stated, on the authority of C. A.
Meyer, to be found wild in the province of Lenkoran, in

Caspian Persia. Hyacinthus corymbosus, and Scilla brevi-

folia, form a new genus called Peribcea. Bellevalia, in-

cludingMuscaricomosum,maritimum,ciliatum,and others,

is separated from Muscari, of which M. moschatuin is

made the type; while the Starch Hyacinth is removed

from Muscari and forms a new genus, called Botryanthus.

Our wild Harebell is placed in Scilla. Ornithogalum

nutans is made a Myogalum ; 179 species of Allium are

admitted, after separating A. striatum and some others,

under the name of Nothoscordum. Brodiaea congesta

forms tbe new genus Dichelostemma, and Tritileia laxa is

called Seubertia. On the other hand, all the modern

genera that have been separated from Aloe (of which

there are 171 species) under the names of Apicra,

Haworthia, Bowiea, Pachidendron, Rhipidodendron, and

Gasteria, are reduced to that genus. The genus Tritoma

is named Kniphofia. Reichenbach'sAsphodeline is adopted

for Asphodelus luteus, tauricus, &c, and the genus Hart-

wegia of Kees is recognised. Of course we cannot pre-

tend, in a hasty notice of this sort, to criticise such

changes, the value of which will have to be determined

by long and careful examination. There is no doubt,

however, that Prof. Kunth's classification of Lihacese is

an important step in advance.

TheMeteorologicalEphemerisfor\844M Henry Doxat,

is one of those attempts to foretell the weather m which

some persons have so much enduring faith. The author

tells us that he knows little or nothing of astronomy,

chemistry, or mathematics, but he is convmcedm Ins own

mind that the method of calculation employed will ulti-

mately lead to success. We wish his conviction may

prove at the end of 184 4 to have been well founded. At

all events Mr. Doxat is no quack, and that is something

now-a-days.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Jackson's Nursery, Kingston. -At this place, among other plants,

Heaths are cultivated to great perfection. These, from their fine

dark green foliage and luxuriance of growth, indicate perfect

health and good management. The soil in which they are potted

to another, the crown of the root is elevated a little above the

level of the soil, as Heaths are very impatient of moisture about
this part. Early in the season, as soon as the weather would
permit the plants are turned out of doers and placed in a dry
airv situation, where they remain until late in autumn, when
they are again taken into the Heath-house. By this treatment,

in favourable seasons, the young wood gets thoroughly ripened,

a condition which enables them to bloom more freely, and renders
them less liable to disease. From the long continuance of mild
autumn weather, many of the late flowering species were already

in bloom j
these made the Heath-house unusually gay at this

season of the year- Among those in flower we particularly
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remarked a very large r***nt of Erica acuminata longiflora,
measuring- fully 3 feet m diameter, and quite covered with beau-
tiful long pink flowers ; also byemalis, and a variety of tricolor,
with large light pink flowers, and quite distinct from the old
E. tricolor. There was also in bloom a good plant of Metulre-
flora, with dark pink flowers, having a curious bluish shade, and
a well-grown plant of Jacksonii, with long flesh-coloured blos-
soms. This plant has been in bloom ever since the month of
July. In the same collection were also good plants of tenella,
arbuscula, and triceps, the latter covered with delicate small
white flowers, having stamens with dark brown anthers, which,
protruding, make a fine contrast with the white corolla. Here
were likewise blooming freely E. exsurgens coccinea, with bcau-
iful dark red blossoms; mutabilis, remarkable for the length of
time it continues to display its fine purple flowers ; and a variety
of princeps, with light pink corolla; also rupestris, with green-
ish-white blossoms and long brown stamens; this species is
particularly handsome, from its pretty dark-green foliage, and
dwarf compact habit of growth. In this house were also E.gran-
dmosa, with pretty hail-like blossoms, and curvitiora lutea, with
pretty yellow flowers; also Lamberti rosea, a flesh-coloured
variety, and Banksia alba, having white flowers, and a beautiful
dark green foliage. Jn the stove was a plant of Bouvardia splen-
dens, with long scarlet tube, and Geissomeria longiflora, with
brilliant scarlet petals, edged with yellow; likewise Lisianthus
Russelhanus, and a Tradescantia, with light pink corolla, and
long stamens, with orange-coloured anthers. We also particu-
larly noticed a plant of Littaea geminiflora, with fine, healthy,
dark-green foliage. This plant was said to have been lately
covered with scale, which was effectually cured by mixing some
strong loam with water, to the consistency of thick paint; with
this the foliage was covered completely over. The plant was
then exposed to the sun, and when the paint became dry, it
came off in cakes, and brought the scale off along wMi it. After
this the plant got a good syringing, and has kept quite clean ever
since. In the east house was an handsome plant of Altingia
cxcelsa, about 8 feet high, and having eight whorls of fine dark-
green branches. This plant was potted in peat and loam, and
has this season made a growth of 14 inches in length. Here was
also a plant of Cereus flagelliformis, grafted on C. speciosissimus,
about 6 feet high, and trained over a circular slightly convex
trellis. It had somewhat the appearance of a parasol, and had
rather an interesting effect. There were likewise plants of
Epacris, and a fine young stock of Phcenocoma prolifera just
coming into bloom. This plant is very apt to become naked at
the bottom, but this may be easily obviated by pinching off the
tops of the shoots, so as to induce laterals when the plants are
young. In a house near the Heath-house was a remarkably
well-grown specimen of Crowea saligna, quite covered with
beautiful light pink flowers. This plant should be kept constantly
in doors, as, when it is exposed to the full action of the weather,
the leaves become discoloured and spotted, and thereby interrupt
and impede the elaboration of the sap, and consequently the
plant gets diseased, and becomes unsightly. Here was also
Lechenaultia formosa, with its brilliant scarlet flowers, and a
good plant of Staticc mucronata, which is well worthy of cultiva-
tion, on account of the length of time it continues in* bloom. In
the Orchidaceous-house were in flower, Vanda terctifolia a
species of Caslogyne from India, Oncidium ciliatum, and Odonto-
glossum clatnm, the latter having a line spike of flowers, with
delicate lilac labclium, and curiously-spotted upper petals.
Hiere were also Oncidium pumilum, with pretty small yellow
flowers, Dendrobium densiflorum, and Brassavola venosa, with
cream-coloured blossoms; also a variety of the beautifully-
spotted Stanhopea oculata, and two well- grown plants of Cypri-
pedium insignc. In the same collection were likewise Cattleya
Skinncri, just coming into bloom, and a variety of Epidendrum
cihare, with greenish-white flowers. This blooms freely, and is
not so robust a grower as the old E. ciliare. In this house were
also a few Ferns; among these was Niphobolus sinensis, which,
although very difficult to manage, was growing freely. It had
been turned out of a pot, and was hanging from the roof of the
House, with a little mess tied round its root. Aspidium coria-
ceum was also growing freely, treated in this way. In a span-
roofed house, close to the Orchidaceous-house, were two plants
of the new Statice macrophylla. This has a fine broad, "dark-
green foliage, and bears some resemblance to S. arborea, but is
very superior to that species in habit. These were not in flower
but judging from the appearance of the plants, there is no doubt
it will be an acquisition. In what is called the north house, was
a beautiful specimen of Erica refulgcns, with scarlet and orange
blossoms, measuring nearly 4 feet in diameter and about 5 feet
in height ; also a plant of E. ventricosa purpurea, which, although
not in bloom, was remarkable for its size. Along with these
were many pretty little plants of E. gracilis, with small purple
blossoms, which made a fine display, and gave the house, in
this, the dull month of November', the gay lively appearance
of spring. The show-house was filled with many line Camellias
and Heaths, and the collection in the pits, which were principally
Heaths, Azaleas, and Pinus, were in good condition. In a range
of houses belonging to Mr. Jackson, detached from the Home
Nursery, were excellent large specimen Azaleas ; some of them
measured 4 feet across and 5 feet high. They consist of scarlet,
pink, and white kinds, and will make a beautiful appearance
when in bloom.
Dropmore, Nov. 14.—Many improvements arc going on at this

place, in planting out different species of Pinus, which, in time,
will add much to the beauty of the scenery. Pinus monticola
has produced a cone this year, and Mr. Frost has raised four
young plants from the seed. Abies Douglasii is now exactly 40
feet high, and this year has produced a large wheelbarrow full of
cones; already from last year's cones nine promising plants are
growing. A great change for the better has taken place in some
of the Pinuses, especially in the finest Araucaria, which has grown
more than four feet within two years, and is now 20 feet high, or
rather more.

the consumption to be continued throughout the year, it

would amount to 1,404,155; and supposing a grub to
destroy as many "Wheat or other plants as might grow on
a space of ground equal to nine inches square, a family of
rooks would preserve from destruction more than two
acres of corn. If we extend our ideas further, and sup-
pose all these grubs to live and propagate their species, it

appears more than probable that, if this one species of
bird alone were extinct, the labour of the husbandman
would be nearly, if not altogether, in vain.

64. "When we contemplate the wonderful works of
Nature, and walking about at leisure gaze upon this

ample theatre of the world, considering the stately beauty,
constant order, and sumptuous furniture thereof; the
glorious splendour and uniform motion of the heavens;
the pleasant fertility of the earth ; the curious figure and
fragrant sweetness of plants; the exquisite frame of
animals ; and alfother amazing miracles of Nature, wherein
the glorious attributes of God, especially his transcendent
goodness, are more conspicuously displayed; so that by
them not only large acknowledgments, but even gratulatory
hymns, as it were, of praise, have been extorted from the
mouths of Aristotle, Pliny, Galen, and such like men,
never suspected guilty of an excessive devotion ; then
should our hearts be affected with thankful sense, and our
lips break forth in praise."

—

Barrow.
65. There is not, perhaps, a more striking phenomenon

in Natural History than the fact of plants teeming with
moisture, and growing to a large size, in places where no
other vegetable can withstand the burning temperature.
In the deserts of the East, in Arabia, and those extensive
plains where nothing save sand is seen on the ground

;

where the heat reflected from the earth dissipates the
passing cloud, which hastens, as it were, to shed its re-
freshing moisture on a more grateful spot ; where no water
ever rises from a spring, or falls from on high, and where
the burning soil is intolerable to the foot even of the
camel,—the Water-Melon attains the size of a foot and
more in diameter; and, while all around is parched, offers
in its cold and copious juice, a draught to the traveller,
which has often saved him from a lingering and painful
death. In a similar, though less efficient manner, the
Melon Cactus refreshes the wild herds of the Pampas ;
and the formidable prickles are not a sure guard against
the powerful kick of the wild horse, who has no other
mode of getting at its interior, but who is often perma-
nently lamed in this extraordinary contest.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
Scarcely had I seconded Mr. Ilaycroft's system of using a

due along with the gutters and tank, than a similar plan
appeared from II ewell. Mr. Jones stands second to no mau in
his experience and success in hothouse building and heating

;

and Mr. Markham, like Mr. Haycroft— all three, by the way,
strangers to me— stands deservedly at the head of his calling.
These gentlemen, by their works, show that they are of my
opinion in respect to the incapacity of boilers to appropriate all
the heat generated under them ; a fact also well known to every
gardener who has used a hot-water apparatus; but it does not
follow that we are "opposed to science in an unfriendly manner,"
as stated by an anonymous writer last week. Nothing was more
distant from my mind than what this writer assumes. He cannot
but be aware that there is a multitude of flues now in use, along
with pipes, all over the country, and the introduction of gutters
and tanks is daily adding to the number. This increase will go
on until science, or perhaps chance, discovers that desideratum
on which so much of both science and practice has already been
expended, viz., an apparatus so adjusted as to lose no heat up
the chimney. But allow me to return to the Pine- pit at Hewell'
in order to correct an error I had fallen into when recommending
the proper depth for tanks. It will be recollected that for a bed
of 50 feet in length, I said two inches deep of water would he
necessary, and to increase the depth as the size of the beds
diminished j but at Hcwell it has been proved that little more
than one inch will suffice for a bed 40 feet long. The water used
in the two troughs there, supposing they were brimful, would be
little more than an inch deep if spread out all under the bed,
according to Mr. ilendle's system, which, by the way, would
have been a better arrangement if slate coverings were used,
and ultimately more economical, although not, perhaps, so cheap
in the first instance; but for a bed covered with wood, as at Hcwell,
open gutters may, perhaps, suit better, because there will be
less vapour to pass up between the pieces of wood, and less
chance of the soil finding its way to the gutters and boiler; but
to those who are not afraid of too much moisture from below in
this way, and who use open boilers, Mr. Rendle's plan is cer-
tainly the better of the two.

work of making new borders, walks, &c, may be left for the
dead of winter. I have often seen fruit-tree borders partially
improved by merely changing part of the surface-soil for some
out of the best quarters in the garden; and with a little fresh
soil from the fields this may do some good for a time.
Peas and Bkans.—From this time to the end of the month

you may sow some of these on a warm border, if you have little

convenience for forcing the early crops of them in the spring.
Cauliflowers.—This has been a fine autumn for late Broccoli

and Cauliflowers; but it is not safe to leave the latter much
longer in the open air, as, if a sudden hard frost comes, it will
put an end to them.
Jerusalem Artichokes.— I have often heard it said that

pheasants are fond of these, and I think I have read somewhere
of people planting their spare tubers of them in the outsides of
plantations. I intend this winter to send some of them to the
gamekeepers, in order to ascertain the truth of this statement.
Endive.— I have seen a few of these plants potted at intervals

through the winter, and especially early in spring, and put down
in a cellar to blanch, and they did exceedingly well, treated in
this way.
Stoke-house.— Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, Siccory, and even

Potatoes, will require looking over occasionally, and also Dahlia
roots, before they are finally put by for the winter. All these roots
1 ave been housed in rather a green state this mild autumn, and
may therefore require more attention in keeping.
Orchaiu> and Fhuit-room.— Let one or two hammers be

kept constantly at work at the nailing every fine day, beginning
with Pears, then Plums and Cherries. Apples and Pears for spring
use may now, or any time soon, when you are driven in-doors
from bad weather, be packed in hampers, boxes, or jars, among
thoroughly-dried fern, or kiln-dried straw, and if they are now
in a good sound state they will thus keep better than on the
shelves of the generality of fruit-rooms.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.— I never knew the Combretum purpurcum to flower so
long as it has done this season ; it has scarcely been a day out
of flower with us since last April, and will go on till Christmas
to all appearance. Everyone admires the beautiful markings of
the Gesnera zebrina, one of the easiest to manage of our winter
flowers; and Gesnera longifolia is by no means to be despised at
this late season. Then there is the old Eranthemum pulchellum,
the best of all the blue-flowering winter plants; while Justicia
speciosa is a blaze of purple. Aphclandra cristata and Justicia
pulcherrima are two distinct winter flowers, although under one
name in some books. There is much more danger in overheating
stoves than in their being now too cool.
Greenhouse.—Pelargoniums and Cinerarias require the warm-

est end of this house, unless there is a compartment for them
among the frames and pits. Except these, almost all the
greenhouse plants require constant air, and the house kept in a
sweet and rather dry state.
Conservatory.— Where collections of the fine new Chrysan-

themums have been brought in this season, now is the time for
making memoranda of their habits, earlincss, and lateness, &c.
There are a few inferior varieties among them yet, but they are
all beautiful, and fill up a blank between summer and forced
flowers. See that your Luculia docs not get too much water— it

is very delicate in that respect; it must go into comparative
rest as soon as the flowers are gone. What a pity this most
lovely plant should be so scarce ! Keep up a genial heat of 45°
here now/
Forcino Pits, crammed with all sorts of plants to flower

in the conservatory and drawing-room, are now the most critical
parts of our garden establishments; forced flowers are coming
more and more into use every year, and a new branch of trade
is fast rising in London in these, which will soon spread into the
provinces. The steady bottom-heat from tanks will effect a great
change in forced flowers, as many who could not formerly ven-
ture on this more difficult branch will now be able to do so with
certainty.

Flower-garden.—The roller and the broom must ply dili-

gently here until all the leaves arc down, which they are loth to
do this season.—D. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weatl
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ather near London for the week ending Nov. 16,
rved at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswiek.

1843, as
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HArtOMKTKIt. Thkiimomktrr. Wind. 1

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean.
Friday 10 2!).720 29.512 46 30 38.0 H.
Saturday 11 80.112 2i).M6 46 26 30.0 K.
Sunday 12 80. l«7 30.130 40 21 34.5 K.
Monday ].*{ 30.227 80.211 44 25 84.5 N.
Tuesday \A 30.174 30.H'1 48 •26 37.0 N.
Wednesday 15 30.222 30.01*0 46 35 40.5 N.W.
Thursday IG 30.007 29.979 48 24
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36.0 N.
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THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.—No. XVII.
(Continuedfrom page76o.)

62. " Behold it is very good V 1

is the dclaration of
God himself, over everything animate or inanimate within
the whole bounds of the creation. Weeds overrun the
garden, and choke those artificial plants which man has
sown or planted for his use ; but they speak to the slug-
gard in language more forcible than all the laws which
ever were enacted by human legislation ; and impress
upon man that, if he is to profit by the bounty of the
earth, he must be diligent in performing those labours
which are necessary for the security of this bounty. In-
sects of various kinds, and in different stages of their
ynultiform existence, are particularly annoying to man-
kind, both within doors and without ; but they proclaim,
with voices louder than all the heralds upon earth, the
necessity of cleanliness and care. In this manner we maygo over the whole catalogue both of vegetable and of ani-mal pe8ts a they are Qften caHed ^ and show thafc are

c LeS 7 de*ervinB of that benediction which was be-stowed upon them at the first.
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le TiPula Prevcnted.~We aremuch indebted to the rook and a variety of other birds forkeepng w thin limited bounds the depredations of the

Tipula, vulgarly called Tommy Longlegs. A family of
rcoks would consume 3,847 grubs in a day ; supposing

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.—Preserve a steady bottom-heat for all your Pines,
and more especially for the younger ones in frames wrought by
linings; these plants are more liable to injury now than the
older ones. Little or no watering- is now necessary, except to those
plants next the pipes or flue; of all the plants we cultivate the
Pine is least injured by flue heat; this will answer several queries
this week, and regarding wooden covers I shall say something
next week. True enough the covering at Hcwell is the cheapest,
and when under the management of good gardeners, I think this
is as good as any other covering.
Vinery.—-A friend of mine about this time last year began

to force a Vinery, which used to be forced not sooner than the
middle of January, and his account proves what has been said
long since against the practice of beginning to force out of
season, or much sooner than usual. Another gardener says,
" Reluctantly I undertook last year to have ripe Grapes on the
10th of May from a house I planted only two years before. I
began on the 1st of December, and was only ten days behind my
time, but it was up-hill work." I want as many letters on this
subject as my friends can send me; every day proves that wc all
have a great deal to learn and unlearn on this and other points.
Peacii- house.—As the Poach does not bleed after pruning,

like the Vine, you may begin forcing and pruning the same
week; but it is not at all a good plan to "let them flower and
set, and then prune, retaining what you want for an average
crop," the chances being that you would have little to choose
from by such management. True enough, the thing "has been
done on open walls," but that is a different case altogether from
trees forced in the dead of winter.

Out••door Department.
All trees or bushes that are to be planted or removed here on

this side of February should now be finished off hand, without
delay, as, after the beginning of next month, wc shall be in
danger of rough or frosty weather, unfavourable for planting.

). Rain; drizzly throughout the day; cloudy at night.
1. Fine; easterly haze ; clear and irosty.
2. Very fine; cloudy; clear and frosty.

13. Sharp frost; fine in forenoon ; hazy; cloudy; rain.
14. Hazy; fine, with slight haze; rain.
15. Frosty; very fine; rain at night.
16. Clear; very fine ; cloudy; frosty at night.

Mean temperature of the week 6^Q below the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswiek during the last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending November 25, 1843.

Aver. Aver. Mean
TempNov. Highest Lowest

Temp. Temp.

Sun. ID 40.1 35.4 41.7
Mon. 20 48.5 36.4 42.4
Tues. 21 40.5 40.3 44.9
Wed. 22 49.5 36.7 43.1
Thurs.23 47.6 86.6 42.1
Fri. 24 48.1 83.4 40-7
Sat. 25 45 3 32.7 ao.o

No. of
Years in

which it

Knitted.

10

5
10
12

5
5

7

Greatest
quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds.

0.07 in.
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The highest temperature occurred on the 21st, in 1832—thermom. 59°; and
the lowest on the.22d, 1027,—thermometer 20°,
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before tne winter sets in mosaj Double Primulas Chrvsanthemuinii Camelliastoo hard, if the ground is at all in a (it state ,

and the more heavy niums, Fuchsias,V^^?ffi^Xfe^S

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Nov. 17, 2843.

Scarcely any difference has occurred in the prices of most arti-

cles since our last report, and trade still continues dull. There has
been a very good supply of both Fruits and Vegetables during the
•week. Pines are very good, and quite sufficient to meet the
demand. Grapes are also good, and plentiful, especially the
Black Hamburgh. Plums are now almost over for this season, a
few may still be s?en in the market, but are not worth quoting.
Some excellent Ribstone Pippins have made their appearance
during the week, and Apples in general seem to have improved
in quality. Among Pears we noticed the Bcurre Diel, Brown
Beurre, GanscPs Bergamot, Marie Louise, and the Guernsey
Chaumontcl. Spanish Melons continue to be brought to the
market in considerable quantities, and there is also a few English
ones, but these arc of inferior quality. Cucumbers bring nearly
the same prices as last week. Vegetables are, generally speaking.
of excellent quality. Cabbages, Turnips, Carrots, and Broccoli,
are abundant, and Leeks and Onions are likewise sufficient for

the demand. There are also good supplies of Celery, Endive, and
other salading. Among Cut Flowers were Erica ventricosa
superba, gracilis, and triceps, Neapolitan Violets, Gardenia radi-
cans, Bignonia vonusta, Cypripedium insigne, Lechenaultia for-

Pelargo-
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PRICES, Sathrdav, November 10, 1(143—FRUITS :—

Pine Apple, per lb.,3tGrf to 7*
drapes, hothouse, per lb., 2a to As

t, Portugal, per lb. Gd to istid
Melons, each, 1j (id to 4s

,, Dutch, each, 1* to 2s Gd
„ Spanish, each, 1* 6d to 3*

Apples, dessert, p. bush. 5* to 12*

3I»» Kitchen, p bus. 3* to 7s
Pears, per half-sieve, '.is to 12*
Oranges, per dozen, 0d to 2s— per 100,5* to 12*
Lemons, perdoz. \a to 2*— par 100,0/ 10 12*
Pomegranates, per doz., 3* to Gs

Cucumbers, per brace, 4tf to 8//

Green Capsicums, per 100,1* to 2*

Red — „ 4s to lis

Almonds, per peck, Gs

Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 2* Gd to 3*

Nuts, Spanish,;perbusheJj \Gs

— Jtra/il, iGs

— Hazel, 3* to 4s
— Barcelona, 22* to 2-1*

— Cob. 12i

Chesnuts, per peck, 4s to 8*

Filberts, English, pl00lbs.,G5i to 60s
barberries, per ht'.-sv-, 3* to 4*

Tomatoes, per hK-sv., 3* to 5s

2*

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, per bundle, Gd to \s6d
Hrussfls' Sprouts, per hf.-sv., U to
t-abbages, perdoz., Gd to 1j
greens, per doz. li Gd to 2* Gd
^auhilovvers, per dozen, 1* to -1*

Potatoes, per ton, 40/ to 75*— per cvvt., 2* to 4*— per bushel, 1*6*2 to 2* Gd
— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 2a Gd

Turnips, perdoz. bunches, 1* to 2*
Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*
Horse Radish.perhundle, 1* to'5*
Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, 1*
Carrots, p. doz. bun., 2* to 5*
Spinach; per sieve, 9d to 1*
Leeks, per doz- bun., 1* to 1* Gd
garlic, perlb. Gd to Rd
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., 2* to"3#
I — Large, per bushel, 2s to 3*

Onions, Spanish, per doz., 1* Gd to 61

— pickling, p/hf.-sv., 3s Gd U>4s6d
Shallots, per lb., 5d to Qd
Chilis, per 100, 1* to 2*

Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, Gd to It

— Cos, per score, Gd to 1*

Celery, per bun., Gd to 2*

Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* Gd to 2*

Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 16* to 24*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 3'/ to Gd
Parsley,;per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 2s Gd
Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d

Endive, per score, Gd to 1* Gd \

Mint, per doz. l>unehes,'U to 2/

Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. is Gd to 2*

Chervil, per punnet, 9d to3d
Salsafy, per bundle, 1* to U Gd
Scorzonera, per bundle, Is to Is Gd

Notices to Corresponderxts.
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR.—At the earnest

solicitation of many of our Subscribers, we have determined on
again reprinting Mr. Paxton's " Cottager's Calendar," in the form
of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d. each copy.
It may be ordered of all booksellers. Gentlemen wishing to dis-
tribute copies among their cottage tenantry, may have them deli-

vered in any part of London, by remitting a post-office order to
this office, at the rate of 55. for every 25 copies.

Communications from the following Correspondents are in
type, and are only waiting- till room can be found for them : —
B. T., J. Lh. f B. Maund, Bromsgrove, South Devon, P. Neill,
Totty, J. Wighton, Atlas, Facile, M.Saul, A Practical Man,
J- T. M'Elroy, Peter Mackenzie, and Tyro.

Agriculture.—We must again solicit the patience of our Agri-
cultural querists until we can make arrangements for supplying
the loss of Mr. Rham.

Anemones.— W. T.S.—A strong, very rich loam is recommended
for these ; but we have seen excellent beds in the black garden
soil of the valley of the Thames. Thorough drainage in winter
is most essential.

Apples.—/. M. AT.—Six first-rate dessert varieties in succession
may be the Golden Reinette, Claygate Pearmain, Kibstone
Pippin, Pearson's Plate, Herefordshire Pearmain, and Sturmer
Pippin. ||- -H. Kemp.—The Apple is middle-sized, somewhat
conical, with (he eye and stalk deeply sunk. The skin is glossy,
beautifully streaked with bright and deep red. Flesh tender
jvith a pleasant acidity, whitish, but variously tinged, even to
the core, with bright rose-colour. It well deserves notice.

||Ash.trees, &C.—J. Brope.—As you cannot get the Ash-tree re-
moved, cutoff the roots in a semicircle between it and the
vine-border, at 10 or 12 feet from the stem, by cutting a trench
a little deeper than you find the roots, and 12 to 18 inches
wide; chalk in a half moist state rammed hard into the trench
would keep back the roots for many years : coarse lime, one
part, with six parts rough gravel, will answer the same purpose,
and for this the trench need not be so wide, as it will set as
nard as rock. You may also leave the trench open below, and
coyer it with rough pieces of wood, with a little soil or the turf
put over. Clean water and a good scrubbing-brush is the best
remedy I know forgetting rid of the Mealy Bug. Get some
oones, by all means, as well as the cloacine and slaughter-house
refuse which you are collecting. B.

Bickes' Discovery.— G. L. P. -This has been mentioned at on
35 and 70; and very lately at p. 77*. You will see that the
opi

Books
mons in Germany are decidedly unfavourable to it
s _« Punch's Pocket-book" is the very thing for those who

useiul information as Pocket-books usually contain. Un$rdtmer~Oi*e French dictionary is nearly as good as another

£ c £?
mm

?n Ptoses. One of the best is Boniface's.

nt : ™ rC IS no httlc book capable of affording much inform-
ation on Mosses and Lichens. Purton's " Midland Flora" is
01 some use, but not much. For Mosses you should consult
Hooker's Mnscologia Brilannica; for Lichens, the English
Botany. b

uui.us.--.ff. c—Do not water Crocuses, Hyacinths, See. for amonth after planting: when they begin to grow is soonenough, for soil is always-moist. Do nothing to Dahlia-roots
oeiore storing them away, except drying them as well as you
can by the sun or the air of a dry shed. Calceolarias cannotoe iiamed from leaves, and we never undertake to name evencne flowers of florists' plants. Who can ?

mbbages.-A Constant Reader.—Chou de Milan is the Frenchname for Savoy
; it is sufficiently hardy to stand any of our

-^ngiish winters, and its seeds may be sown at the same time as
£«osc of other winter Greens. The Couvc Tronchuda is not
nardy

j its seeds may be sown with advantage in March 5 or if

in%
n in Au£l,st

> the plants should be transplanted into aVrame
J"

September, and treated during winter like Cauliflower-

rK?w G - L —The Cabbage called the Field or Drumhcad-
r-aobage is what is usually cultivated in the North of England
* "a m Scotland as food for cattle. The seeds may be sown in

^nations.- Zf.H.— Scarlet Bizarrcs: Twitchett's Don John.

£
lartl"'s Splendid, Ely's Lord Pollington, Headley's William

^opoett, Rainforth's Game Boy, and Strong's Duke of York.
£' *mson Bizarres : Puxley's Prince Albert, Ely's Lord Milton,
v-artwright's Rainbow, Manslcy's Robert Bums, Ely's DukeW £

ford
' Hemes' Count Paulini. Purple Flakes; Mans-es -Beauty of Woodhouse, Pollard's First-rate, Ely's John

lin*!f ' Nix 's Lad y Chetwyndc. Scarlet Flakes: Jones' Bril-

Vfa
nt

» Chadwick's Brilliant, Weldon's Earl of Lichfield Ivan's

Gni-i
ness of Westminster. Rose Flakes: Brook's Flora's

*tll £?> Olson's Harriet, Lowe's Marchioness of Wcstmin-
ciikm y
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attem Pt to determine whether land contains potash,

suoh
r better to consult a chemist in the habit of going into

Eo
" lnvc;stigations. The process, which is long and trouble-
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y described in Johnson's "Lectures on Agricultural
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> &c.~"Este" has left at our office a book for

EspaiuT*|

er>" which he is requested to send for, with his address,

iron
R *'~~An old Subscriber.—Espaliers may be supported by

Paintort^'
if the ex Pense of purchasing and keeping them
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p<)TS— C. Z,.-You will find full information about the

Gold p T

earacr«-Pots at p. 233 of the present year.
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7, Cv«*.-Always give your gold fish sweet pond
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onlv hi « y on waIk s, and the price per ton. This can
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ans
^e
/ed hy an advertisement.

"A Mvscribvr,—Most certainly there never was a bunch

of Black Hamburghs weighing 8lbs. We cannot ascertain
what is the greatest weight ever exhibited before the Horticul-
tural Society.

Hibiscus Surattkxsis.— A Constant Reader.—No doubt your
flowers wither without expanding 211 consequence of insuf-
ficient heat and moisture; or, which is very probable, some
check is given to the plant at that time. Read Mr. Wood's
excellent remarks on Schizanthus retusus, p. 7$&<

Inskcts.— J. M. R. Js caterpillars are those of the white Cabbage
Butterfly (Papilio Brassicse); they have been stung by a little

Ichneumon, and were consequently full of maggots, which
came forth in the box and formed cocoons. Their history and
the best means of destroying them are detailed in the Journal
of the Royal Agricultural Society, vol. iii. p. 309, and pi. E.,

figs. 10, 11, and 12. R. J. R.'s larva eating the Brussia is

the offspring of Geometra Betularia, which generally feeds
upon the Birch. It is nearly related to the Brindled Beauty-
moth, figured and described in the Gard. Chron., vol. ii. p. 787.
R. Ilfr. J. Frost's Celery-leaves being completely matted
together by the pressure of the post, it is difficult to give a
decided opinion, but they exhibit every appearance of being
inoculated by a minute fungus. We must beg in future that
he will favour us with specimens protected in a chip box, that
they may arrive in a proper state for examination. R. G. L.H.
—The eggs of some Dipterous fly have been laid in the leaves of

his Senccio elegans : they have produced mining caterpillars
which fed upon the parenchyma of the leaves and changed to
pupae under the cuticle. We regret that the specimens were
sent per post unprotected, as, from such materials, we can
neither receive the full benefit of instruction nor communicate
the information we desire. If our correspondent will transmit
us some leaves inclosed in a flat pill-box, we shall have the
pleasure of informing him next year what genus his flies may
be referred to. R. J. B. K. L.—The pretty drawing sent
represents the nest of a wasp, which very much resembles, the
common species, and from which it was distinguished by
Dr. Leach, and named Vespa Britannica. Such nests are not of
uncommon occurrence in some seasons, and are occasionally
found as large as a man's head.—Vide "Curtis's Brit. Ent.,"
fol. 760. R. Bees.— In some formerNumbers of the Gardeners9

Chronicle are various remarks by a Bath subscriber, "J. N." &c,
regarding the formation of nests in hedges, &c. by the hive
bee, which I should not have been so long in noticing had I

not been absent from England for several months. Our corres-
pondents may like to be informed that large masses of comb
were discovered by the late Earl of Malmcsbury in a copse on
his estate in Hants ; and an account of this singular pheno-
menon, together with a deduced figure of the suspended comb,
will be found in " Curtis's Brit. Ent.," fol. and plate 769. B-

Kilns.— Can any subscriber give us a very cheap plan of a kiln
in which sawdust, old tan, or similar refuse, cau be charred?
We should be much indebted to him for it.

Lkycestkria Formosa.—M. B.—We do not know whether
pheasants will eat the berries of Leycesteria formosa or not

;

but the plant is very hardy, and might probably make good
underwood,t

Limk.— W. C.—It is caustic lime alone which has the power of
killing worms and slugs. It may be used as a manure either
in a quick or mild form, and will be useful to strong loam,
which requires] opening, especially if it contain a good deal of
organic matter.

Manure. — N. F.—What Murray do you mean? The noble
Scotch family of that name consists of high-minded excellent
gentlemen ; the gardeners whom we know are most respect-
able ; and the great London bookseller cannot be your man.
There is one Murray, a wrong-headed, shallow person,
who formerly corresponded with this Paper, and whom we are
so happy as to be relieved from ; but even he can hardly have
committed such ineptitudes as you describe. When bones are
digested in sulphuric acid their phosphate of lime, which is

perfectly insoluble in water, is converted into gypsum, which
is slightly soluble, and phosphoric acid, which is entirely so.
When Tobacco is burnt, the ashes, in consequence of the salt-
petre it contains, are rich in potash, and may be expected to
form a good manure. That is the substance of what we said

;

and if your Mr. Murray, or Mr. anybody else, denies it, we
cannot do you, even if a gardener's apprentice, the injustice
to suppose you so ignorant as to believe them. But we arc
wasting our own and our readers' time upon this matter.

Mimulus.—A. Clapham.—The following are some of the most
distinct varieties of Mimulus:—M. cardinalis, rtfseus, var.
Maclainianus,r6seus, variegatus, and Smithii.t

Mummy Wheat.—A Subscriber.—Yours is Egyptian Wheat, or
Ble de Miracle, called by botanists Triticum compositum. We
do not think your evidence about its origin satisfactory; there
is too much hearsay.

Names of Fhuit.—A. Z.—Catillac. P. P.—1, Birmingham
Pippin; 2, White Costin ; 4, Alexander; 5, appears to be Min-
chall Crab; 6, Pigeon; 7» Grey Queening; 8, Golden Reinette.

||

Y. Z— 1, Williams's Bon Chretien; 2, GanseirsBergamot;
3, Doyenne Blanc. [] Brutus.— I, Beurre Ranee; 2, Gansel's
Bergamot; 3, Colmar; 4, St. Germain; 5, Bezi de Caissoy

; 7
Chaumontel; 8, Crassane; 10, 11, Passe Colmar.||—A Saxon.— 1)
Williams's Bon Chretien ; 2, Black Achan ; 3, Beurr6 Ranee ; 4
Glout Morceau ; 5, 6, Beurre Diel; 7, 11, Passe Colmar ; 8, Gan-
sel's Bergamot, substituted for the Van Mons—L^on le Clerc, a
long-shaped totally different Pear; 9, Beurre* de Capiaumont-
10, Marie Louise ; 12, Easter Beurre\||

'

Names of Plants.—J. F.—Not a Moss at all, but a Lichen
called Lichen cocciferus.

Pansies.— O.—The disease in Pansies which causes them sud-
denly to droop and die from a state of health has never been
satisfactorily accounted for. The idea that they are affected
with plethora does not appear to set the question at rest, as
in a whole bed prepared with the same rich compost, not more
than one, two, or three may be so affected, and the rest
remain in a healthy and flourishing condition.*

Peas.—J. B. H.—A good early Pea may be the Early Frame or
Charlton ; they may be sown any time during this month for
an early crop, in a light warm soil, and protected from frost by
Spruce-branches ; but if your soil be stiff and retentive of
moisture, it will be better to sow them about the middle of
January, as when sown earlier in such a soil they very often
become rotten.

J

Pkntstemon.—C. S.—The organ which has puzzled you is the
fifth stamen in an abortive state, and which in two-lipped
flowers is usually absent. Compare Pentstemon with Antir-
rhinum, and you will see that the latter has no such part ; the
fifth stamen being in that genus missing. The name Pent-
stemon, or fifth stamen, alludes to the peculiarity by which
that genus is characterised.

PicoxEES.—H.H.—Red-edged, heavy: Sharp's Duke of Welling-
ton, Barraud's Cornelius, Wildmaii's Isabella, Brinkler's Master-
piece. Light-edged: Sharp's Gem and Criterion, Kirtland's
Duke of Wellington and Burroughcs' Mrs. Bevan. Purple-
edged, heavy: Mansley's Nulli Secundus, Sharp's Invincible"
Dickson's Trip to Cambridge, and Luff's seedling. Edgedpurple
light: John's Prince Albert, Brinklow's Purple Perfection'
Burroughes' Lady Douro, Gidden's Vespasian. Rose, scarlet-

Florists have in fertilizing the stigma of one flower with the
pollen from another, is to unite the desirable properties exist-
ing in different flowers in anew variety—to improve the habit—and to unite with fine form, fine colour, substance, and size.
Care must be used in the operation, and judgment is required
in the selection of the sorts proper for the purpose *

Pinus.—W. T.-Spring will be the best time to plant out Cedrus
Deodara, Araucaria imbricata, Pinus Cembra, patula Morindaand excelsa, and their roots will need no protection .t

Rhododendrons.—An Amateur.— In order to insure success
August or September is the best time for budding or grafting
Rhododendrons in the open air. Thisplaut, being thin-rinded
does best by side- grafting, and buds of it had also better be
inserted after the manner of side-grafting, with a portion of
the soft wood retained behind the bud.t

Roses.—^. if.—You are probably right in considering that
gardeners are wrong in supposing that, for a budded plant, it is
only necessary to adapt the soil to the nature of the stock on
which the variety is worked. It is highly probable that the
chemical action of different kinds of peat is essentially different.
Nevertheless we conceive that in general it is its mechanical
effect that gives fibrous peat a higher value than other sorts.
As to R. Hardii itself, we do not believe any art capable of
making it stand on a briar stock. It is very delicate ; its con-
stitution is entirely different from that of our wild Roses, and
such being the case it cannot be expected to grow on them.We should endeavour to cultivate it on its own bottom. You
are no doubt aware that its parent Lowea berberifolia is itself
a plant, the true method of managing which is still unknown.
-~-TF. P.—Your Bourbon, Tea, and China Roses, which stand
the winter, but are injured by the cold changeable weather in
spring, and suffer particularly from the frosty winds of March,
may be protected as you propose, by woollen nets. Spruce Fir-
branches or Ferns, make excellent winter covering, but exclude
the light too much when the Roses begin to grow in spring,
and consequently the young shoots are rendered weak and
tender. The heavy mists which proceed from the river may
not actually produce mildew on the Roses ; but no doubt their
being constantly subjected to damp will predispose them toit.f

Seedlings.—J. r,—Your Pentstemon may be as handsome as
you describe it to be ; but we find it nothing more than a dingy
brownish red, in favour of which we have not a word to say.
The leaf belongs to Guaiacum officinale.

Seeds.—F. B. G.—No room in which human beiDgs can live will
be too dry for seeds.

Miscicr-LANKous.— A Constant Subscriber. —White Water Lily
roots may be bought of some of the Nurserymen, or may be
obtained from the ponds and lakes of almost any part of the
country.- J. G.—Either your question is nonsense or we do
not understand it. N. H.—Inadmissible. Cecilia Maria.
—There is only one kind of Ribstone Pippin. Young wood
may be grafted on old Vine stumps, but there must be a shoot
with leaves above the graft.t A Subscriber is answered at
p. 116 of this year.* J. Towers.—Care of Messrs. Lone-man
and Co.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
FucnsiAs.—J. H.B.—Your seedling is a pretty variety in the
way of Chandlcrii, having the sepals tipped with brighter green -,

the corolla, however, appears to be rather smaller; the value
of it will depend upon its habits of growth : it appears to bloom
freely.*

As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.
Erratum.—in Mr. CuthnTs Advertisement of nth November,

for " warm valiies of Saxes," read M warm vallies of Texas."

iy Irby,
and Kirtland's Squire Annesley.* *

Pinks.—O.— Pinks with rose grounds are occasionally produced
from seed saved from white ones; but if rose-ground flowers
are what you wish to obtain, save seed from such flowers as
Anne Boleync or Hogg's grandiflora. Single Pinks and very
double ones should be rejected, if your object is to produce fine
flowers; make use of semi-double flowers, and be very particu-
lar to select such only as have stout well-formed petals with
smooth edges, and reject all such as are serrated. The object

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The State prosecutions in Ireland are making but slow

and tedious progress. During the last ten days the Court
has been occupied with prolonged arguments on technical
points for the most part uninteresting to the public. On
Tuesday, Mr. O'Connell and the other traversers

appeared at the bar and put in a plea of abatement,

declaring that the accused were not guilty of the offences

charged, and that the indictment ought to be quashed, as

the evidence was found on the examination of witnesses

who were not sworn in open Court according to law. The
Attorney-General objected to the admission of this plea,

but after two days' argument the Judges decided on

receiving it. The Attorney-General then demurred on
behalf of the Crown, and required the traversers to join

issue at once ; but the Judges on this point also decided

in favour of the traversers, and ordered that there should

be the usual four days1

notice ; so that the demurrer

will not be argued until next week. If the Court

decide in favour of the validity of the plea, the

indictment will be quashed as a matter of course. If, on

the other hand, the decision be against the plea, it is clear

from the time consumed in the settlement of preliminary

questions, that the trials cannot come on before next

Session. A rumour, however, is current that Government

intend to abandon the prosecutions altogether, on the

ground that the defeats already sustained by the Attorney-

General on minor points afford but little chance of an

ultimate conviction.

From France we learn that the Council of State have

found the Bishop of Chalons guilty of an abuse in his

letter against the Universities. A royal ordinance has

been issued announcing this judgment, but leaving it to

work its own influence as a public censure without point-

ing out any mode of punishment. The trial of the roy-

alist journal for an article drawing a contrast between the

simultaneous visits of the Due de Nemours and the Due
de Bordeaux to England, has terminated in its acquittal

on all the counts of the indictment. It appears not only

from tnis trial, but from various other circumstances, that

the reception which the Due de Bordeaux has met with in

this country has given much alarm to the French

Court, and the reports of his proceedings are evidently

read with anxious interest on the other side of the Chan-
nel.—In Spain, the majority of Queen Isabella II. has
been declared, and her Majesty has taken the oaths in

the presence of both Chambers. An attempt was made to

assassinate General Narvaez while the discussion on the

Queen's majority was pending. Seven shots were fired by
the conspirators, who escaped undetected in the darkness

of the night, General Narvaez was unhurt, but his aide-
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de-camp was mortally wounded. The object of this

attempt was to excite a counter-revolution by the death of

Narvaez, and thus prevent the declaration of the Queen's

majority.—From Italy, the accounts received through the

French and German papers are extremely contradictory.

It appears that no political disturbance of any moment has

taken place during the past month, and that the official

inquiry into the late events is still in progress, preparatory

to the appointment of a Military Commission. It is said

also that the Catholic Powers are about to hold a Con-

ference at Rome, to consult on the best modes of remedy-

ing the evils with which the Papal States are now afflicted.

—From the United States we learn that the Texan and

Oregon questions are assuming additional importance, and

that their discussion will produce a stormy session in

December. In Canada, the removal of the seat of

Government still excites great animosity on the part of

the British colonists. Advices from Mexico had reached

New York, from which we learn that no reconciliation had

been effected between the President Santa Anna and the

British Minister. *

the Prince had to pass on his return from Manchester,

was illuminated by the inhabitants, and every honour was

shown to his Royal Highness at the different stages

of his route. On Sunday his Royal Highness attended

divine service in the chapel of the mansion, where high

mass was celebrated by the Reverend Doctor Winter.

At the conclusion of dinner in the evening Lord

Shrewsbury in a short speech in French gave the health

of his illustrious guest, the band playing "Vive Henri

Quatre." His Royal Highness then rose, and in most

feeling terms thanked the Earl and Countess for the

splendid manner in which they had received him, and for

the magnificent hospitality with which they continued to

entertain him, assuring them that their kindness would

never the erased from his memory : he concluded by

drinking their healths, the band playing " God save the

Queen/'' When the Earl of Shrewsbury was about to

rise to propose his health, the Countess, turning to his

Royal Highness, said " Nous allons boire a la sant6 de

J . Floyer, of West Stafford, Esq. ; S. Pretor, of Sherborn e,

Esq. Durham.— H.Witham, of Lartington, Esq.; J.Allan,

of Blackweli, Esq. ; J. W. Williamson, of Whickham, Esq.

Essex.—S. B. Brocket, of Spainshall, Esq. ; G. Round,

of Colchester, Esq.; J. C. Whiteman, of the Grove,

Epping, Esq. Gloucester.—E. Hopkinson, of Edgeworth

House, Esq. ; J. Yorke, of Forthampton Court, Esq. ;

G. Bengough, of Ridge, Esq. Bants.—J. T. Wad-
dington, of Twyford Lodge, Winchester, Esq. ; Sir R.

G. Simeon, of Swainstone, Isle of Wight, Bart. ; J.

Beardmore, of Fareham, Esq. Herefordshire.—T. G.

Symons, of Mynde Park, Esq. ; J. K. King, of Moreton

House, Esq. ; J. Salwey, of the Moor, Esq. Herts.—

F. Cass, of East Barnett, Esq.; Sir H. Meux, of Theo-

bald's Park, Bart. ; F. Calvert, of Hunsden House, Esq.

Kent.—Sir J. H. Hawley, of Leybourne Grange, Bart. ;

Sir M. Montefiore, of Ramsgate, Knight; J. Deacon, of

Mabledon, Esq. Leicester.—Lord A. H. Algernon St.

Mawr, of Burton on the Wolds ; W. A. Pochin, of Bark-

ome TSms.
Court.—On Saturday the Queen and Prince Albert

took their customary morning walk, after which the Prince

shot over the Royal Preserves. In the afternoon the

Due and Duchess de Nemours arrived on a visit to her

Majesty. On Sunday the Queen and Prince Albert at-

tended divine service in the private chapel of the Castle,

and the Due and Duchess de Nemours attended divine

eervice in the Roman Catholic chapel at Clewer. In the

afternoon her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied by

the Due and Duchess de Nemours and suite, walked to

Frogmore and visited the Duchess of Kent. On Monday
her Majesty, accompanied by the Princess of Hohenlohe

Langenbourg, took an early walk in the precincts of the

Castle. After breakfast Prince Albert, accompanied by

the Due de Nemours, shot over the Royal Preserves.

On Tuesday the Queen and Prince Albert took their usual

walk in the grounds about the Castle. Her Majesty and the

Prince also took equestrian exercise in the riding-school.

The Due and Duchess de Nemours left the Castle for

Buckingham Palace, where they held a levee for

the reception of the foreign diplomatic corps. In

the afternoon their Royal Highnesses paid a visit to

the Duchess of Gloucester and the Duke of Cambridge,

and afterwards honoured the French Ambassador with

their company at dinner. Their Royal Highnesses slept

at Buckingham Palace, and returned to Windsor Castle

on Wednesday morning. After luncheon, Prince Albert

and the Due de Nemours shot over the Royal Preserves

in the Great Park. Her Majesty, the Duchess de Ne-
mours and the Princess of Hohenlohe, took a carriage

airing in the Park in the afternoon. On Thursday, the

Prince and Princess of Hohenlohe took their departure

for Brussels, on a visit to the King and Queen of the

Belgians. Prince Albert and the Due de Nemours after-

wards hunted with his harriers. It is expected that her

Majesty and Prince Albert, with the Duke and [Duchess

de Nemours, will visit the Duke of Devonshire at Chats-

worth, on the 25th or 27th inst., and afterwards visit the

Duke of Sutherland at Trentham, Sir R. Peel at Drayton

Manor, and the Queen Dowager at Witley.—The Duchesg

of Gloucester has been indisposed, and is attended by

Sir H. Halford.—A report has been current this week,

that the health of the Prince of Wales requires a removal

to Brighton, for the benefit of the sea air ; but the state-

ment has been contradicted on authority by the Ministe-

rial papers, which announce the gratifying fact that His

Royal Highness is in the enjoyment of perfect health.

The visitors to Her Majesty this week have been the

Duke of Wellington, the Earls of Aberdeen and Dela-

warr, the French Ambassador, and the Countess de St.

A-ulaire, Sir R. Peel, the Dukes of Sutherland and Devon-

shire, Major-Gen. Sir George Scovell, and Admiral Casy,

of the French Navy.

The Due de Bordeaux.—On Sunday, the 5th, his

Royal Highness and suite attended high mass in the

private chapel of Alton Towers. Monday, the 6th, being

the anniversary of the death of Charles X., a mass of

requiem and a dirge were celebrated, at the request of his

Royal Highness, by the Right Rev. Dr. Wiseman. On
Tuesday the Prince, accompanied by the Countess of

Shrewsbury, and a number of the distinguished guests,

drove to Chatsworth, the seat of the Duke of Devonshire.

His Royal Highness expressed great admiration of the

sculpture gallery, the conservatory, and other splendid

objects for which Chatsworth is so celebrated. On Wed-
nesday morning his Royal Highness, at the request of the

Earl of Shrewsbury, attended by the whole of the guests,

and a concourse of respectable persons, planted five young
Oaks on different parts of the lawn in front of the mansion

;

at the planting of each a cannon was fired from the terrace

battery, over which floats the ancient banner of the House
of Talbot. After this ceremony his Royal Highness drove
to Cheadle to see the catholic church now erecting
by the Earl of Shrewsbury, and afterwards visited Trent-
ham, the seat of the Duke of Sutherland. On Thursday
the Prince being anxious to visit all the seats of our
manufactures, drove to the Potteries, accompanied by the
Countess of Shrewsbury and a large'party, and inspected
the establishment of Messrs. Minton and Co. On Friday
his Royal Highness went to Manchester to visit some of

the principal manufactories in that district. His Royal
Highness and suite dined and slept at Sir T. De Trafford'g

of Trafford Park, and on Saturday returned to Alton

Towers. The village of Farley, near Alton, through which

stance." un jyiunday his Royal Higt

Towers for Sheffield, where he visited the manufactories

of that town, and proceeded from thence to Leeds and

the other great manufacturing districts of the North, on

his way to Burton Constable, the seat of Sir Clifford Con-

stable,' where he arrived yesterday. From Burton Con-

stable his Royal Highness proceeds to Hornby Castle,

the seat of the Duke of Leeds, and from thence on a

visit to the Duke of Northumberland at Alnwick Castle.

M. Berryer returned to London in the middle of the

week for the celebration of a service at the Roman
Catholic chapel, in George-street, on Thursday, being the

anniversary of the death of his wife. The celebrated

orator left London yesterday for Burton Constable, near

Hull, to rejoin the Due de Bordeaux. M. Berryer's stay

in England will be prolonged until his Royal Highness's

arrival in London. Amongst the calls at Mivart's on the

distinguished Deputy have been Sir R. Peel, Sir J. Gra-

ham, the Lord Chancellor, Lord Strangford, Lord Mahon,
&c. The venerable poet Chateaubriand leaves Paris on

the 20th inst., to join the Due de Bordeaux in London.
Parliamentary Movements.—On Tuesday Parliament

was prorogued by commission in the usual manner, to the

19th December. The Lords Commissioners were the

Lord Chancellor, Earl Aberdeen, and Lord Wharncliffe.

The Church.—-It is said that the Rev. Dr. Mill, chap-

lain to the Archbishop of Canterbury, and Christian

Advocate in the University of Cambridge, is to be the

President of King's College, London, in the room of

Bishop Lonsdale, and that Archdeacon Manning, the Rev.

James Anderson, the Rev. J. Randall, Rector of Bin field
9

and the Rev. W. Harness, Minister of Regent-square

Chapel, St. Pancras, have announced their intention of

offering themselves as candidates for the Preachership of

Lincoln's-inn whenever the vacancy is declared.

Church ofScotland.—The following appointments have

taken place in the Church of Scotland, in consequence of

the late secession :—Rev. R. Waugh to the church of

North Ronaldshay, Orkney, in the room of the Rev. A.

White ; Rev. J. Boe to the church of Dunblane, Perth,

in the room of the Rev. R. J. Johnstone ; Rev. R. Stobie

to the church of Keiss, Caithness, in the room of the Rev.

T. Gunn. The Queen has also been pleased to appoint

the Rev. J. Robertson, minister of Ellon, Aberdeen, to be

Secretary to her Majesty's Master Printers in Scotland,

in the room of Dr. David Welsh, who has vacated that

office by joining the Free Church. The appointment of

the Rev. J. Campbell to the church of Reay, Caithness,

in the room of the Rev. Finlay Cook, has been cancelled,

and the Rev. J. Murray appointed in his stead.

Order of the Bath.—The Queen has been pleased to

appoint Arthur Aston, Esq., late her Majesty's Minister

in Spain, to be a Knight Grand Cross of the Bath.

Diplomatic Movements.—The Queen has been pleased

to appoint Richard Pakenham, Esq., now her Majesty's

Minister to the Mexican Republic, to be Minister Pleni-

potentiary to the United States ; Henry Lytton Bulwer,

Esq., Secretary to her Majesty's Embassy at Paris, to be

Minister Plenipotentiary to the Queen of Spain ; and Lord

William Hervey, formerly Secretary of Legation at Madrid,

to be Secretary of Embassy at Paris.

Pensions.—The Government have granted a pension

of 200/. a year to Sir William Hamilton, Astronomer

Royal in Ireland.

The New Sheriffs.—The Lords of the Privy Council

had a meeting on Monday, in the Exchequer Chamber, to

settle the roll of Sheriffs for the ensuing year. The

Chancellor of the Exchequer presided, and the following

gentlemen were nominated by the Judges for the respective

counties :

—

Beds.—J. Lee, of Sharnbrooke, Esq. ; G. J.

Sullivan, of Leegrave, Esq. ; W. B. Higgins, of Turvey,

Esq. Berks.—E. M. Atkins, of Kingstone Lisle, Esq.

;

C. D. Griffith, of Padworth House, Esq. ; J. B. Monk, of

Coley Park, Esq. Bucks.— J. Barnes, of Chorley Wood,

Esq. ; E. F. Dayrell, of Lillingstone Dayrell, Esq. ; Sir

W. R. Clayton, of Harleyford House, Bart. Cambridge

and Huntingdon.— T. Lewin, of March, Esq. ; R. F.

Pate, of Wisbeach, Esq. ; J. Vipan, of Sutton, Esq.

Cumberland.—G. Harrison, of Linethwaite, Esq. ; T.

Featherstonehaugh, of the College, Kirkoswold, Esq.; J«

P. Senhouse, of Netherhall, Esq. Cheshire.—G. Wilbra-

ham, of Delamere House, Esq.; J. W. Hammond, of

Wistaston, Esq. ; Sir W. M. Stanley, of Hobton Hall,

Bart. Derby.—-T. Pares, of Hopwell, Esq. ; E. D.

Sitwell, of Stainsby, Esq. ; Sir J. R. B. Cave, of Shetton-

on-the-Fields, Bart. Devon N. V. Lee, of Ilfracombe,

Esq. ; J. Whyte, of Piltou House, Esq. ; J. W. Buller,

of Downes, Esq. Dorset.— E.Balston, of Radipole, Esq.J

of

I'Nevin, of Perrysfield, Esq. Sus-

Scotney Castle, Esq. ; Sir C. W-

W. P. Rodney, of Llanvihangel Court; W. Jones, of

Clytha House, Esq. Norfolk.—&\v J. P. Boileau, of Ket-

teringham, Bart. ; H. D'Esterne Hemsworth, of Shrop-

ham, Esq.; T. R. Buckworth, of Cockley Cley, Esq.

Northampton.—Sir H. E. L. Dryden, of Canons Ashby,

Bart.; J.J. Blencowe, of Marston St. Lawrence, Esq. ;

Hon. R. Watson, of Rockingham Castle. Northum-

berland.— William Cuthbert, of Beaufront, Esq.; E.

J. Collingwood, of Chirton House, Esq.; W. H.

Cadogan, of Brinkburn Priory, Esq. Nottingham.

—C. Paget, of Ruddington, Esq. ; R. Milward, of

Hexgreave Park, Esq.; W. H. Barrow, of Southwell,

Esq. Oxon.—W. Strickland, of Cokethorpe Park, Esq.;

J. S. North, of Wroxton Abbey, Esq.; M. Ricardo, of

Kiddington, Esq. Rutland.—Viscount Campden, of

Flitteris Park; C.Grantham, of Ketton, Esq.; W. E.

Freke, of Glaston, Esq. Salop.— St. J. C. Charlton, of

Apley Castle, Esq. ; R. H. Kinchant, of Park Hall, Esq.;

J. C. B. Borough, of Chetwynd Park, Esq. ;
Somerset.

—J. F. Luttrell, of Dunster Castle, Esq. ; J. Lee Lee, of

Dillington House, Esq. ; R. M. King, of Pyrland Hail,

Esq. Stafford.—C. S. Forster, of Walsall, Esq. ; R.

Sneyd, of Keile, Esq. ; J. Levett, of Wychnor, Esq. Suf-

folk,— S\rl\ Broke, of Nacton, Bart.; H. Wilson s of Stow-

langtoft, Esq. ; W. Mills, of Great Saxham, Esq. Siir-

rey t—W. Strachan, of Ashurst, Esq. ; J. Bonsor,

Pollesdeli, Esq. ; C. M "

se.v.—E. Hussey, of

Taylor, of Ilollycomb Linch, Bart. ; W. T. Mit-

ford, of Pitshill, Esq. Warwick.—C. T. Warde, of

Clepton House, Esq.; Sir F. Shuckburgli, of Shuck-

burgh, Bart. ; J. R. West, of Alscote, Esq. IVil/s.

—G. E. Eyre, of Warrens, Esq.; W. H. Ludlow

Bruges, of Seend, Esq. ; W. Brown, of Monklon Far-

leigh, Esq. Worcester.—Y. Rufford, of Prescott, Esq. ;

J. Richards, of Wassell-grove, Esq. ; A. Skey, of Spring-

grove, Esq. Yorkshire.—Sir W. B. Cooke, of Wheatley,

Bart. ; T. Wentworth Beaumont, of Bretlon-hall, Esq. J

T. Hutton, of Clifton Castle, Esq. On the same day the

following gentlemen were nominated by the Council ot

the Prince of Wales for the county of Cornwall :—F. Spry,

of Place, Esq. ; H. L. Stephens, of Tregenna-Castle, Esq. i

F. Rodd, of Trebartha-Hall, Esq.

France.—The Council of State has decided that in the

letter of the Bishop of Chalons, respecting the system ot

education in the Universities, there was " abuse," will') 11

the meaning of the law, and a royal ordinance appears in

the Moniteur of Thursday, declaring the judgment of the

Council of State in that respect. The ordinance declares

the following to have been the grounds of this judgment

:

—" 1. That the Bishop of Chalons, acting in that capa-

city, had thought proper to make allegations injurious to

the University of France and the members of the educa-

tional body.—2. That the said bishop threatens, event-

ually, to refuse the holy sacraments to children educated

at the establishments connected with and under the con-

trol of the University.—3. That these facts constitute m
themselves an injury and an attack upon the honour ot

the University and the whole body of instructors, and are

of a nature unnecessarily to alarm the consciences of the

children brought up in the establishments, and their faro 1
-

lies." It is thereupon found that these facts come within

the meaning of the law, as respects cases of abuse ; ^
his Majesty, with the advice of his Council of Stare, fin ds

that there is
u abuse" in the declarations issued by 1*e

bishop. The Minister of Justice and Public Worship lS

then ordered to put the ordinance into execution. It *
j

11

be observed that no mode of punishment is pointed out m
this ordinance, and it is understood, in fact, that n°

further step is to be taken in the matter. A judgmen

thus given by the Council of State, and published to a

Europe in a state document from the Sovereign, is °

itself no small punishment, and is felt as a severe censure,

not only on the Bishop of Chalons, but on all those mem-
bers of the clerical body who used such threats to obtain

an extension of their power. Another bishop has com

forward as a champion for the cause of the clergy again 5

the University. The Bishop of Perpignan has addresse^

a letter on the question of education, and, in imitation o

his brethren of Lyons, Chalons, and Langres, has chose

to publish it in the newspapers. The bishop, withj>»

abating any of the pretensions put forth by his brotne^

bishops, expresses himself with so much mildness a"

absence of asperity, that he has in a great measure al-

armed his opponents. They still hope that the declaration
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of the Council of State in regard to the letter of the

Bishop of Chalons will not be without its effect ; and as

the Bishop of Perpignan's letter was published before the

writer could have known of that declaration, they further

hope that the good sense of the clergy will induce them

not to continue the contest.—The editor of La France

appeared before the Paris Court of Assizes on Thursday,

to take his trial on the charge founded upon an article

respecting the simultaneous journey of the Due de Bor-

deaux and the Due de Nemours to London. The prose-

cution was conducted by the Avocat-G6n£ral, and the

defence by M. Fontaine. The editor was acquitted on all

the counts of the indictment. In the course of the trial,

the Crown-counsel assured the Jury that the Due de

Bordeaux's visit to this country was a very ordinary and

trifling occurrence. It would seem, howevei\ from a lead-

ing article of the Ministerial Journal des Debats, that it

is viewed in a different light at St. Cloud. Although the

Dtbais declares that adversity is sacred, that the Govern-

ment it serves is too humane, too wise, too sure of its

rights and strength to envy the Due de Bordeaux the

respect due to his birth and misfortunes, and that it exer-

cises hospitality too generously to dispute its neighbour's

right to exercising it towards an unfortunate Prince, the

friendly reception his Royal Highness has met with here

would appear to have excited jealousy and given offence.

This the reader will probably perceive in the Debats1

reference to the festivities at Alton Towers :—" The
French Government knows too well that all the efforts of

parties to give a political character to the movements of

the Due de Bordeaux will be frustrated by the honesty

and firmness of the English Government. It has, in short,

not more fear of the grandson of Charles X. in England

than in Germany. This is the exact truth. There remain

the old castle and fleurs-de-lis of Lord John Talbot No-

thing is less alarming ; of this we can assure the Opposi-

tion prints. An ardent Catholic and a Jacobite, if any

Jacobites could still exist in England, Lord Shrewsbury

must naturally warmly sympathise with the French pre-

tender ; but, on the other hand, Lord Shrewsbury, not-

•withstanding his birth, name, and fortune, exercises not

the slightest influence in his country." The wrath of the

official print just quoted is next levelled against M.
Berryer. That eminent orator, whose attachment to the

fallen branch of the Bourbons is known throughout

France, whose constituents entertain the same political

opinions, is almost charged with treason for having visited

the Due de Bordeaux at Alton Towers, because, as a

Member of the Chamber of Deputies, he has made oath

of fidelity to King Louis Philippe and of obedience to the

charter.—The Courrier Frangais gives a report that the

Ministry had abandoned the intention of proposing, in

the ensuing session of the Chambers, a bill of dotation of

the Due de Nemours as future Regent of the kingdom,
and states that the Prince de Joinville is to sail from

Toulon with a squadron in January, on a long voyage.

Another print mentions the rumour that Lieutenant-
General Dode, who has superintended the erection of the

Paris fortifications, is to be rewarded with the staff of a

Marshal, and that there is speedily to be a new creation

of peers, of whom M. Victor Hugo is to be one.—The
Journal des Chcmins de Fer publishes the report of Mr.
Cubitt:, the engineer, on his survey of a projected line of

railroad from Boulogne to Amiens. Mr. Cubitt speaks

very favourably of the project, both as regards economy
and facility of execution.—Despatches have been received

from Algiers to the 30th October, which state that the

French had made a successful incursion into the territory

of the Djaffras, and had taken 400 prisoners, 300 head of

cattle, and 1,000 sheep, besides a large number of horses.

A second incursion was made into the same country by
the Hararas, a tribe attached to the French, in which

2,000 sheep, 100 camels, and a number of horses and

asses have been seized. How many women and children

are included in the booty is not mentioned.

Spain.—The news from Madrid is of great importance.

It announces the declaration of the Queen's majority, an

attempt on the life of General Narvaez, and the occupa-

tion of Gerona by the Government troops. The debate

on the Queen's majority was resumed and closed in the

Cortes on the 7th inst. In the Senate, the Duke de

Frias, General Narvaez, M. Campuzano, M. Garelli, and

M. Marco, successively spoke. The speech of General

Narvaez excited deep interest, owing to his recent escape

from assassination. He dwelt on his services to his Sove-

reign and freedom, and urged that the only institution in

Spain that had resisted the shock of parties was the

Throne, and that the rendering it strong and powerful

Was now the only means of saving the country from

anarchy. In the Chamber of Deputies, the debate de-

lved more interest still from a long and eloquent speech

in which Martinez de la Rosa expatiated on the advan-

tages of the monarchical principle, as a remedy to domes-
tic dissensions, especially when a country was so distracted

*>y them as Spain. This oration is stated to have made a

deep impression, and almost every sentence of it elicited

cheers. The two chambers assembled next day in the

hall of the Deputies, the Ministers Lopez, Caballero,

Prias, Serrano, and Ayllon being present, and the public

and diplomatic galleries being thronged to excess. The
Chambers were called over, when 76 Senators and 133

Deputies were found present. On dividing, 193 to 16
voted in favour of the declaration of the Queen's

Majority. The sitting was then closed amidst cries

of "Viva the Queen! iViva the Constitution! Viva
General Narvaez!" This last cry is said to have
been enthusiastically uttered. On leaving the cham-
ber an immense crowd outside cheered the General,
^ho excited fresh acclamations by a short address
w the multitude. At three o'clock the Corte* sat

again in order to appoint a deputation to convey their

congratulations to the Queen. It was ultimately resolved

that all the Senators and Deputies should join the depu-

tation, after which the President, Olozaga, exclaimed :—
" From this day the constitutional system must begin to

be a reality in Spain. Ministers shall be informed of what

has just been accomplished, in order that they may take

her Majesty's commands." The Chambers were then

adjourned amidst great apparent satisfaction. On the 10th

Queen Isabella IL took her oath in presence of the two.

Chambers assembled in the hall of the Senate. Her

Majesty was received everywhere with the utmost enthu-

siasm* In the evening all the public edifices and a great

number of private houses were illuminated. The bands

of the 'different regiments of the garrison, preceded by

torch-bearers, and followed by an immense concourse of

people, traversed the city, and serenaded the Queen, the

Ministers, and General Narvaez, who, having appeared on

his balcony, was loudly cheered. The attempt on his life

was made on the evening of the 6th, at about 11 o'clock.

The Queen was in the Circus theatre, and the General was

proceeding thither when on his carriage passing the Por-

taceli church seven shots were fired at it by men who were

concealed behind the pillars of the church, awaiting its

approach. None of the shots, which were simultaneously

discharged, touchedGen.Narvaez,but his aide-de-camp, M.

Maceti, was mortally wounded. M.Salvador Bermudez de

Castro, a young man distinguished in literature, who ac-

companied the Captain-General, also received a wound in

his head, though not a dangerous one. All the troops of

the garrison were immediately summoned to arms, and

measures were adopted to prevent any disturbance. None

of the assassins were apprehended. Narvaez proceeded

to the theatre, and remained until the end of the perform-

ance in the box of the Queen, who seemed deeply agitated

when informed of the occurrence. In Catalonia, Prim and

Amettler had an interview on the 3d, in the castle of

Monjuich, at which terms of a new convention were agreed

to. The conditions, stipulating for the surrender of Ge-

rona, Figueras, and Hostalrich, were to be submitted to

the approbation of Captain-General Sanz. They were

more advantageous than those granted to the Saragossa

insurgents. Prim entered Gerona on the 9th. At Bar-

celona the situation of affairs was unchanged on the 3d.

Valencia was tranquil, but the interruption of the trade

with Barcelona was the cause of much misery, and of

many robberies in the city. Conspiracies are said to have

been detected at Algesiras and Cordoba. General Concha

was about to return to Madrid to resume the organization

of the army, and General Roncali was to succeed to him

in the command of Aragon.

Belgium.—The Belgian Chambers were opened on

the 14th by a speech from the throne, in which King

Leopold alluded to the recent visit of her Majesty to

Belgium, as a proof of her lively sympathy with Belgium.

He took a general review of the state of the country, and

stated that he will be able to establish, vith due regard

to the public interests, a perfect equilibrium between the

wants of the state and the revenues of the treasury
; and

that this desirable result will be obtained by a diminution

of expenses and by some financial improvements.

Germany.—Letters from Vienna of the 29th ult.

state that Prince Gustavus Wasa, son of the late King of

Sweden, Gustavus Adolphus IV. (dethroned in 1809), and

who is now a Field Marshal in the Austrian service, has

instituted proceedings for a divorce from his consort,

Princess Amelia Stephanie of Baden. The reason which

has induced the Prince to adopt this step, after having been

married 13 years, is not known ;
but the rumour is afloat

that for some time past, the Prince has experienced fre-

quent fits of mental derangement, a disease which is here-

ditary in his family. As the Prince and Princess are both

Lutherans, it is the Consistory Court of the Augsburg

Confession at Vienna that will have to decide upon this

application.—A marriage is said to be arranged between

the Archduke Stephen, eldest son of the Archduke Charles

of Austria, and the Grand Duchess Olga, second daughter

of the Emperor of Russia. This is said to be the first

matrimonial alliance ever concluded between the reigning

dynasties of Austria and Russia.—The opening of the

railroad from Antwerp to Cologne has induced the in-

habitants of the latter to conceive the plan of having a

market for sea-fish, which arrive quite fresh by means of

this rapid communication.—On the 30th ult., the

Directors of the Railway from Berlin to Potsdam cele-

brated, by a grand entertainment, the day on which it was
opened to the public five years ago. Since that time two
millions and a half of persons have been conveyed on it

in 21,000 journeys, and only two persons have received

slight injuries, a proof of the prudence and order with

which the service is conducted.—The Senate ofHamburgh
is at present deliberating upon a law authorising marriages

between Christians and Jews. At present, although a law

exists which prohibits mixed marriages, it is easily evaded

by the parties getting united in another country. This
generally takes place at Hull, between which town and
Hamburgh there are no less than three lines of steamers.

Norway.—By the Norwegian law Jews have been

hitherto forbidden to enter that kingdom. The interdic-

tion has recently been suspended in favour of such Israelite

naturalists as may wish to attend the scientific congress to

be held at Christiana during the next summer, and it is

supposed that this is an indication of a reform favourable

to religious freedom.

Italy.—A long account has appeared in the French
papers of the proceedings

:
of the military commission at

Bologna, stating among other things that the evidence

received against the prisoners was written, not oral, that

no cross examination of witnesses was therefore possible,

that no testimony for the defence was admitted, that the

prisoners were silenced when they attempted to protest

against the illegality of the proceedings, and that the

Court passed judgment without hesitation, condemning

five of the accused to death, and the remainder of those

tried to imprisonment for 20 years. There is reason,

however, to believe that these statements are greatly ex-

aggerated, if not altogether untrue. Letters from

Bologna of the 4th inst. state that with the exception of a

few pistol shots fired near the public gardens, where some
pasquinades against the authorities were posted, nothing

particular has happened since the 8th of October. It is

true that in several places, especially at Pieve and Galliera,

some excesses have been committed by bodies of the

people, but they are mere banditti, and have no political

character. The examining magistrates are busily occupied

in drawing up processes, which will be laid without delay

before a military commission. In the meantime the

arrests continue to increase. There are already about 100

prisoners in the prisons of Bologna, without counting the

50 who have been sent to Pesaro. Two examining magis-

trates have been sent to Pesaro, in order to complete the

number for carrying on the process relative to the late

political events. The people are very indignant with the

Tuscan Government for having banished M. Viola, of

Bologna, one of the 16 individuals arrested at the sug-

gestion of the Papal Government. The sanguinary dis-

putes among the soldiers of the garrison of Ancona have

been repeated at Imola, at Forti, and at Pesaro. It is said

that the Pope is about to add 6,000 men to his array,

There is a report that a sort of conference is to take

place at Rome between the representatives of the great

powers, to consult as to the mode of remedying the

evils with which the country is afflicted : but it is said

that Cardinal Lambruschini, the secretary of state, will

not listen to any proposition either of reform or conces-

sion.—Prince Borghese is on the eve of departing for

Paris, for the purpose of forming a matrimonial connexion

with a member of the house of Rochefoucauld. Prince

Borghese is a widower, his first wife, the Lady Catherine

Gwendoline Talbot, daughter of the Earl and Countess of

Shrewsbury, having died about two years since. A sub-

scription has been raised among the English nobility and

others resorting to the Italian States, which already

amounts to near 3000J., with which it is intended to erect

an academy at Rome, to which all English students will

be enabled to proceed with their studies throughout the

year, and not be compelled to remain inactive for months,

without access to the public collections. The establish-

ment is to contain all that is necessary for their use, a

large collection of casts from the antique, the chief works

of the most celebrated modern sculptors, and an extensive

library.—Letters from Naples of the 1st inst., state that

an alarming fire broke out in the British Consular resi-

dence, at the Palazzo Calabritta, on Sunday night, the

29th ult, which for some time threatened the total

destruction of that vast building. The origin of it is at

present enveloped in mystery, but there is strong suspicion

of its having been the wilful act of one of the inferior

domestics. The damage done to the building is consider-

able, not only in the dwelling of the British Consul, but

also in the apartment above inhabited by the French

Consul, whose family had a very narrow escape from being

burnt in their beds ; the flooring of the room having fallen

in a few minutes after they escaped from it. Fortu-

nately no lives were lost.—From Sicily we learn that the

troops in garrison at Palermo are kept in constant exercise,

particularly at night. At such an exercise and sham fight

several soldiers had loaded their muskets secretly with

ball cartridges, and availed themselves of the darkness of

the night to get rid of some of their most unpopular

officers No less than ten officers are mentioned as having

become' the victims of their men, but it is believed that

the full truth will never come to light. '

Switzerland—The Zurich papers state that the

Government of Soleure has given notice to the Govern-

ments of Berne and Zurich, that it has protested against

the resolution taken by the Grand Council of Lucerne m
the affair of the convents, of which it takes quite a differ-

ent view. The Ultra-Catholic party of Lucerne are said

to be alarmed at the bold measures they have adopted,

and at the consequences with which they threaten them.

The British Minister has also addressed a communication
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country, in the maintenance of which the powers of

Europe were so™*£%Mm B of the 2 lst ult. state

thauil^eT^TrlclZ M- Katakasi the late Russian

Minister*, the Court of Athens was a farce and that,

Deing a Greek, he has entered the service of King Otho.

If this account prove to be correct, it certainly forms a

very important addition to the mysteries in which the

affairs of Greece appear to be involved. The same letters

state that the English and French Ministers Sir E Lyons

and'M Piscatory, have had an interview with the King of

Greece at which they declared, on the part of their re-

spective Governments, their recognition of the Greek

Government, as settled by the revolution of September.

Proper persons were employed in drawing up a form of

constitution, and copies of the constitutions of France,

England, the United States, and Belgium, have been laid

before them, for the purpose of enabling them to assist

their decision. The Belgian constitution is considered

the most complete, and will form the foundation of the

Grecian constitution. In the island of Eubcea the people

had set fire to the woods to revenge themselves on the

German foresters.

Malta and Gibraltar.—The Malta papers contain

a pastoral letter published by the Roman Catholic Bishop,
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fulminating his censures and excommunication against the
Masonic fraternity. The papers state that this is an
indirect attempt to excite the people against Protestants
in general, for amongst the Maltese Protestants and Free-
masons are almost synonymous terms.—The wreck of the
American steam-frigate Missouri, which was burnt a few
weeks since, still remains submerged in Gibraltar Bay, but
since the arrival of Mr. Abbinett, of Gosport, the opera-
tions have been carried on with great activity. The
whole of her guns, chains, anchors, one store-room of
provisions, and other things of great weight have been
raised, and placed on board a large American bark which
is on her passage to New York. The magazine hatch has
also been cleared, and the whole of the magazine has been
got up, consisting of about 60 costly copper tanks, but
the powder was damaged with the salt water.
Turkey.—The German papers state that the Turkish

population at Urania, to the south of Nissa, have risen
against the Christians. The Turks pillaged the churches and
committed other excesses. The Russian ambassador has
demanded satisfaction from the Ottoman Porte. The
Frankfort papers give a letter from Constantinople, of the
25th ult., which states that there was every probability of
a change in the Turkish Ministry, in consequence of the
jealousies existing between Reschid Pacha and Hafiz Pacha.
Hafiz is said to be very intolerant, and it was said to be by
his advice that the unfortunate Armenian was executed.
The Divan has given no answer yet to the note of M. de
Bourqueney on this subject, nor have the English and
Prussian ambassadors taken any steps regarding it. It is

said that a marriage has been arranged between a grand-
son of Mehemet Ali and the sister of the Sultan. A
similar negotiation was on foot last year, but failed.

United States and Canada.—The mail steam-ship
Hibernia arrived at Liverpool on Tuesday. She sailed from
Boston on the 1st and from Halifax on the 3d inst.

f and
has made the passage in about 12 days and a half. The
New York papers are from the 22d to the 31st ult., and
from Boston to the 1st inst. The news is not particularly
interesting. That from Mexico leaves matters in the
same position as did the intelligence which came more
direct by the last West India steamer. No reconciliation
appears to have been effected between Santa Anna and
the British Minister. The United States papers are
principally filled with electioneering matters. Mr. Web-
ster is to be the candidate for the Vice-Presidency on the
Whig interest. At New Orleans the yellow fever still

prevailed, as it did also at Mobile ; but the epidemic was
much more virulent at the latter place, and the number of
deaths is stated to be on the increase. General Bertrand,
so devotedly attached to Napoleon, had arrived at New
York, and had received from the citizens and the corpo-
ration the liveliest marks of respect and attention. Mr.
J. Q. Adams, the most venerable of American statesmen,
has made a speech to his constituents at Dedham, Massa-
chusetts, in which he opposes the annexation of Texas
and the institution of slavery with even more than his
wonted power and eloquence. He stated that it would be
a leading topic in the next session of Congress, and thajt

he would oppose it with all the vigour that God had given
him. What between Texas and the Oregon territory, a
stormy session is looked for in December. With reference
to the latter subject, a Tyler meeting has been held
at Cincinnati, in which, after resolving that the whole
north-west coast, from latitude 42 degrees to 54 de-
grees, belongs of tight to the United States, the fol-

lowing resolution was put and carried unanimously:

—

41 Resolved, that we approve of the policy of President
Tyler in relation to the just claim of the United States

upon the Oregon territory, and we hereby pledge our-
selves, if it shall become necessary, to maintain our right

with the blood drrd* treasure of the nation." Mr. Fox,
the British minister at Washington, has been dangerously

ill of bilious fever. His health is now improving. Pro-
fessor Dwight, of Yale College, had been recently

killed by a student named Fassit. The cause was a

eudden quarrel, and the student wearing arms.— The
Canadian news is uninteresting. The debates in both
houses were upon minor subjects. After a long discussion

in the House of Assembly, the bonding of foreign cattle

clause in the Agricultural Protection Bill had been
adopted. Meetings were still held throughout the pro-

vince respecting the removal of the seat of Government;
and the correspondent of the Quebec Gazelle mentions
that it was an open question. Some attributed the

sudden change to the receipt of despatches from England,
and others to a wish on the part of the Governor-Gen-
eral to have the question considered open. A despatch

had been received from Lord Stanley, announcing the in-

tention of the Home Government to introduce Mr. Hill's

system of postage into Canada, to charge letters by
weight, as in England, to establish penny district posts,

and to authorise the reduction of the internal rates on the

correspondence of British North America with England
to the uniform rate of twopence the half ounce, the
charge being progressive with the weight. The last

accounts from the wreck of the Columbia on Seal Island
state that so strong was the ship, that only her rudder
and stern had fallen away, although she had been on the
rocks more than two months, and exposed to all the
vicissitudes of the weather. A trial of speed between the
Great Western and the American steamer of war
Princeton is minutely described in 'the United States
papers. Ihe result was a decided victory by the Prince-
ton, though it is said the Great Western steamed faster

than on any former occasion.

Brazils.—Letters from Rio state that the Prince of

Aquila, brother of the new Empress of Brazil and of the

King of Naples, has formally demanded in marriage the

hand of the Princess Januaria, elder sister of the Emperor
and of the Princess de Joinville.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 96£ to \

for time Hnd money; Bank Stock, 181; 3 per Cents
Red., 95£ to 4 ; 3* Red., 102± tof ; New 3 J, 103 ; Ex-
chequer Bills, 60^. to 625. prem.'

JtftetropoKs an* its FfcfnftD.

SL' Stephen's, Walbrooh— Another meeting, of a
stormy and personal character, was held on Wednesday
in the vestry-room, Mr. Cunliffe in the chair. Dr. Croly
made a long statement respecting Mr. Horner's assertion
at the last meeting concerning his custody of the key of
the safe in which tbe accounts were kept. He stated that
he had no key which gave him any personal power over
the contents of the safe. Mr. Rock said, as the question
of these accounts was now in Chancery, it would be use-
less to continue these meetings. Alderman Gibbs had
already appeared to a suite of his, and he should therefore
move u That this vestry did cordially approve of the
conduct of the Rev. Dr. Croly during the unfortunate
contentions in which the parish had been and was at
present engaged ;" and that having been agreed to, he
should then move that the vestry be adjourned until
Wednesday, the 3d January. Both these resolutions were
subsequently carried, and the vestry adjourned, after a
long indulgence in personalities, during which the chair-
man had to threaten to leave the chair or eject some of
the parties concerned, if something like regularity were
not observed. It appeared from the statement of Dr.
Croly, that Alderman Gibbs states that he has no funds

;

that, on the contrary, the parish is indebted to him, and
there are not coals enough to warm the church on Sunday.

The Polish Ball at Guildhall—On Thursdav the
annual ball for the benefit of the Polish refugees' took
place in Guildhall, which was fitted up for this occasion.
The attendance was very numerous, the visitors filling

the Hall and Council Chamber. The concert was executed
in a superior style, and appeared to give great satisfaction
to the guests. The company did not comprise so many
fashionables as usual, but there was a plentiful supply
of the middling classes and of the citizens of London.
Explosion at King's College.—An exaggerated report has

appeared of an explosion in the Theatre of King's College
on Thursday. Preparations had been made for a lecture on
the Bude light, and three bags containing hydrogen and
oxygen gas had been sent to the theatre for the purpose of
the lecture, which was to be delivered by Professor Daniel.
The bags had been wrongly numbered by the man whose
duty it was to attend to the department where the gas was
prepared, and on applying the pipe to the bag containing
oxygen, an explosion took place. The first account stated
that the large windows of the theatre, containing nearly
80 panes of glass, were smashed, and the frames broken
to pieces ; that] some pieces of wood that lay on the floor

were driven into the ceiling, together with the furnace and
chemical apparatus, which was all destroyed ; and that Prof.

Daniel with his assistants were in the theatre at the time,
and escaped unhurt, though each thought the other had
been killed on recovering from the shock. Professor
Daniel, however, has given a complete contradiction to this

part of the story, stating that the explosion was very slight.

Infant Orphan Asylum.—On Saturday, Mrs. Isabella

Bryant, an elegantly-dressed woman, who had up to the
previous Monday filled the situation of matron at the
Infant Orphan Asylum recently erected on the borders of
Epping Forest, was committed for trial at the Central
Criminal Court, but allowed to put in bail, on a charge of
stealing some linen and articles of apparel belonging to

the institution or some of its servants, and which were
found in her trunks when she was about to take her
departure. The prisoner did not deny that the linen

belonged to the institution ; indeed, the table-cloths and
towels were marked with the initials of the institution.

In reply to a question from her legal adviser, whether she
did not obtain the situation in preference to 150 others,

from the superiority of her testimonials, the Chaplain
said that she had not been appointed from those alone,

but from her deportment and manner before the gentlemen
with whom the selection rested. The prisoner, on taking
the situation, represented herself as a widow with only
one son, 17 years of age, but it is understood that she has
a daughter much younger, and the whole affair is about
to undergo investigation by the authorities at the asylum.

The late Duel.—It is stated by the Brighton Gazette
that it is the intention of Lieut. Munro to surrender and
take his trial forthwith, and that Mr. Thesiger is retained

for his defence.

Metropolitan Improvements.—According to a writer in

the Builder, the Government intend to place the statue

of George IV., by Chantrey, on the eastern pedestal of

Trafalgar-square, facing St. Martin's Church, and to

remove the statue of George III., by Wyatt, from its

present position in Cockspur-street to the western pedestal,

opposite the College of Physicians. The same writer

states that St. Margaret's Church, Westminster, is to be
removed from its present locality to a more eligible site,

that the funds and the site have been provided, and that

the work will be commenced during the present year.

Thames Tunnel.—Notwithstanding the bad weather,

about 25,000 persons passed through the Tunnel last

week, making the total number upwards of 1,040,000

since it has been opened day and night as a thoroughfare.

Wood Pavement,—A new system of wood paving is

laying down opposite St. James's Church, in Piccadilly.

The principle is that of Cassel's patent, in which the blocks
of wood are cemented with an asphaltic composition. The
wood pavement of the New Road from King's Cross to

St. Pancras Church is proceeding rapidly. ^

Grand Union Canal.— The half-yearly meeting of
this company took place last week, Mr. Twining in the
chair. The report showed that the tonnage receipts
during the past half-year had amounted to 2,900/., being
a decrease of 238/., which was attributed to the depression
in the coal trade ; and although the unusual cheapness of
sea-borne coal acted powerfully on the inland coal market,
still it was necessary that further reductions on tonnage
should be made in the lower canals, to which the com-
mittee would turn their attention. The total receipts for
the six months, including a balance of 3,455/., amounted
to 6,788/., leaving a balance, after payment of expenses,
of 3,291/., out of which a dividend was declared at the
rate of 10s. per share. The works of the canal and the
banks of the reservoirs were in good order and the sup-
plies of water abundant.

Marylebone Workhouse.—On Saturday a meeting of
the directors and guardians of Marylebone took place at
the workhouse, for the purpose of considering certain
statements recently published in the daily papers as to
the comparative diet awarded to the inmates of the New
Model Prison and the paupers in Marylebone Workhouse.
According to these statements the paupers had complained
that their gruel was so thin that they were forced to use
the greater portion of the ten ounces of bread allowed
them for each day for their breakfast, and that Mr.
Timothy, one of the guardians, had made a long speech
showing that this complaint was well founded. Both these
statements were denied, and Mr. Timothy admitted [that
the speech had not been wholly delivered, but had been
supplied by him to the reporter. After a long discussion
Mr. Anderson moved, and Mr. Nisbet seconded, the
following resolution—"The attention of the board having
been directed to a report which appeared in the morning
papers of Saturday last, in reference to the dietary of the
inmates of the workhouse, resolved,ThatMr.Timothy having
regretted that he had furnished the speech as reported in the
morning papers of Saturday last, such speech never having
been delivered by him, this board repudiates in the strongest
terms the report, and regret the erroneous impression
made on the public mind as to the treatment of the pauper
inmates of this workhouse." This resolution, in the pre-
sence of Mr. Timothy, was carried unanimously.

Newgate.—An answer to the memorial forwarded to
the Home Secretary on behalf of William Stolzer was
received at Newgate on Thursday, ordering a respite for
the prisoner during her Majesty's pleasure. The intelli-

gence was at once conveyed to him by the under-sheriff
and Aldernjan Hughes, but the tidings appeared to pro-
duce very little effect on him. It is understood that he
will be transported for life.

Richmond.—-At the visitation of the Archdeacon of
Surrey, held at Epsom on Thursday week, the officiating
clergymen of the parish of Richmond were presented by
the churchwardens of that place for non-observance of the
Rubrics. On the rev. gentlemen being called upon by the
Archdeacon to answer the charge, they pleaded custom,
and the sanction of the bishop of the diocese for their
non-observance. It was, however, contended by the
churchwardens that custom could not contravene the Acts
of Uniformity prefixed to the Book of Common Prayer,
and that the bishop had not the power to sanction a de-
viation from the ritual of the Church of England. The
presentment was made in answer to one of the articles of
inquiry annually exhibited by the Archdeacon to church-
wardens, and being made in 4< open court," as the Arch-
deacon termed it, it is supposed that the bishop of the
diocese will feel it incumbent upon him to take some
notice of it.

Fires.~On Sunday night soon after 8 o'clock a
destructive fire broke out on the manufactory of Messrs.
Ogleby and Myers, spermaceti refiners and oil merchants,
in Paradise-street, Lambeth, and was not subdued before
the principal buildings and their contents were totally
consumed. The premises destroyed covered an area of at
least two acres of ground. The warehouses containing
the machinery and presses, the melting-house, stables,

&c., were situated around the yard, the open space being
filled with casks of sperm oil and other combustible
matter. The foreman of the works was on the premises
a short time before the outbreak, when everything appeared
perfectly safe. The fire broke out in the press-room, or
oil warehouse, both of which were under one roof. From
this building it extended to the stables and other out-
houses, and when the engines were got to work, their
chief efforts were directed to save the candle-house
on the west and the melting-house adjoining. Both
thesej warehouses were 6aved, though several times
partially on fire, and it is fortunate that they were so, for

had the flames once got a secure hold, it is impossible to

say where the conflagration would have ended. With the
exception of these two buildings, the whole is pronounced
a total loss. The property was fully insured. In Norfolk-
row the fire was almost equally destructive. There were
1G small houses, 11 of which are consumed, and others

are more or less damaged. Many of the inhabitants of
Paradise-street commenced removing their furniture, but,

as the wind carried the flames in a contrary direction, the
houses on that side escaped, with the exception of a few
which were scorched by the flames. Mr. Hodge's dis-

tillery, which adjoined the oil manufactory, and contained
several thousand gallons of gin, brandy, and other spirits,

was at one time in great danger, but escaped without injury.
Inquests.—On Wednesday evening an inquest was held

on the body of Mr. John David Roberton, aged 43,
assistant secretary of the Royal Society at Somerset
House. It appeared by the evidence that deceased was
found on Tuesday morning lying upon the sofa of his

bedroom in a reclining position. His coat was off and
doubled up beneath him, and his cravat lay upon the
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table, as if he had died in the act of undressing. He had
oeen subject to fits. Several letters were lving open beforemm. Dr . Bostock stated that he was called in to see
aeceased( wh had apparently been dead about 17 hours,
witness attributed his death to natural causes. The jury
returned a verdict of "Natural death by the visitation of

M n~~«
n Monday an in q«est was held on the body of

jar. KB. Warren, the well-known blacking-manufac-
turer, of the Strand, who suddenly dropped down dead
on Sunday evening in Bishop's-walk, Lambeth, whilst on

,

vetui 'n home from the fire in Paradise-street. The evi-
dence of the surgeon proved that his death was caused by
apoplexy, brought on by over-excitement. It appeared
inat deceased had a lucifer factory in the neighbourhood
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"is heart, and staggered, when he fell into the arms of ayoung man who had accompanied him to the fire, and
almost instantly expired. The jury returned a verdict of
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i Mr. Joseph Barlow, of the firm of Barlow and Ander-
on, soap-manufacturers, of Great Suffolk-street. It
appeared that on Saturday morning he was proceeding
lP-stans, when as he got into the hall he fell down sud-
denly. He breathed once deeply, and then expired. A
uigeon was called in, and having attempted ineffectually

bleed deceased, stated that death resulted from
apoplexy. Verdict accordingly.—On Wednesday Mr.
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s messengers attached to the
ojeign Office, was found dead at the door of his own

residence in Lambeth. The deceased gentleman had just
attended to his official duties.
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further inquiries. The Jury unanimously coinciding with
the coroner, the inquest was again formally adjourned.
Cambridge—The local papers contradict, on authority,

the rumour that the Duke of Northumberland is about to
resign the Chancellorship of the University and that
Prince Albert is to be elected to that office.

Cardiff,—A run-away slave, belonging to an American
vessel lying in the Penarth roads last week, was found
secreted on board a Waterford brig in the Bute docks,
which he had entered some weeks previous as an able sea-
man. A strong party of the American ship's crew, having
ascertained his place of retreat, entered the brig and
forcibly bore off the unfortunate slave. Neither remon-
strance nor resistance was offered on the occasion, and the
American trader having conveyed the poor fellow on
board immediately set sail for his destination. The cap-
tured slave was an excellent seaman, and bore upon his
person many severe marks of the brutality of his task-
masters. In reference to this circumstance the Globe
observes that "it is a disgrace to the people of Cardiff to
have allowed this poor fellow to be recaptured and dragged
back from the sanctuary of the British soil."

Carmarthen.—Her Majesty's Commissioners left Car-
marthen on Saturday for Haverforcfwest, where they are
now pursuing their inquiries. They are understood to
have expressed an opinion that the generality of the
grievances complained of are such that they cannot be
grappled with so as to have any remedy applied. Accord-
ing to the reporter of the Times the chief root of the
various complaints is general and increasing poverty—

a

poverty so great that the people can with difficulty subsist
and pay the demands made upon them ; and the depres-
sion in trade, with the recent commercial policy of the
Orovernment, each tending to lower the prices of agricul-
tural produce, whilst rents are kept up to their former
standard and tithes increased, all pressing on the
farmer, have tended to make a comfortable subsistence
impossible." A good deal of apprehension is beginning
to be entertained regarding the collection of the rural
police rate and the rate for the payment of the Metropo-
litan police now in Wales, the farmers very generally
expressing a determination not to pay either. The
incendiary who perpetrated the late firesjn Denbighshire is
supposed to be a man called Ellis, who was apprehended
near Bala with lucifer matches on his person and com-
mitted for trial. It appears that at the July quarter ses-
sions he was tried for stealing fruit from Maesmor, near
Conway, and imprisoned two months. Since then he has
been lurking about these parts, and some of the farmers
who have suffered were on the jury which found him guilty,
and others had refused to give him a good character on
his trial. He is said to have protested that he would
make them suffer for it. Accounts from Fishguard state
that one of the leaders of the Rebeccaites who lately
demolished the turnpike-gates and toll-houses, having been
tempted by the reward offered in her Majesty's proclama-
tions, has turned Queen's evidence, and has sworn inform-
tions against 34 of the party, 25 of whom were taken on
Monday night and put in charge of the military in the
Market-house, to await the coming of the magistrates to
adjudicate on the case. The dragoons have been sent to
assist the other military and civil power at present sta-
tioned at Fishguard, lest a rescue be attempted by the
peasantry and inhabitants.

Gloucester.—The corporation of this city have deter-
mined to appeal to the House of Lords against the decision
of Vice- Chancellor Wigram in the case of Mr. Wood's
will, given in our Law Report last week. They have also
ordered that a sum of 1,000/. be paid towards the expenses
of the appeal.

Liverpool.—The leading topic of conversation in Liver-
pool during the past week has been the intention of the
commissioners of Birkenhead to construct a dock on the
Cheshire side of the Mersey. At their meeting on Friday
they announced that they had obtained the consent of the
Admiralty to their inclosing Wallasey Pool, from the bot-
tom of the Woodside Ferry toSeacombe, an area of not less
than 340 acres, with tunnel communication withthe Birken-
head and Chester Railway, and that all the arrangements
would be carried out on the most magnificent scale. The
cost of the work was estimated at near 300,000/. All the
pecuniary advantages to be derived from the dock are to be
appropriated to the measure itself, until the dock could be
opened free of charge. The requisite notices preparatory
to going to Parliament are to be immediately given. At
the election of a Mayor of Liverpool last week, Mr. Sands
of the firm of Sands, Turner, and Co., the only candidate
for the office, requested an investigation into certain
charges brought against his house by the receiver of the
town dues, for having for a period of years called bales
11 trusses" and cases "boxes," in order to evade the higher
duty. Mr. Sands denied the imputation, and demanded
an inquiry before he was elected. A committee of the
most eminent merchants in the town was accordingly
appointed, and on Saturday they agreed to the following
resolution :—" After the most careful and minute exami-
nation into the charge preferred against Messrs. Sands
Turner, and Co., in the letter addressed to the Mayor on
the 0th inst. by Mr. Corrie, receiver of the town dues it

was resolved unanimously,—That in the opinion of this
meeting, there is not the slighest ground to justify the
imputation which is attempted to be cast upon those
gentlemen." The election of Mayor took place on Mon-
day, when Mr. Sands was elected by a majority of 16 over
Mr. Lawrence, who had been brought forward to oppose
him. Mr. Sands was accordingly declared duly elected
and took the oaths and his seat as Mayor for the ensuing
year.

_

Mr. Bushell gave notice of a motion for a special
committee of the town-council to inquire into the charge
made against the house of Sands, Turner, and Co. ; and

eventually the council adjourned to Monday next, to take
the motion into consideration.
Luton.—The magnificent mansion of Luton Hoo, the

seat of the Marquess of Bute, was almost totally destroyed
by tire on Friday morning. About 2 a.m. the inmates
were aroused by the cry of fire from the porter. It was
then discovered that the roof immediately over the grand
hall was on fire. Exertions were immediately made to
quell the flames, and a messenger was sent to Luton for
the town engines, which shortly arrived

; but in conse-
quence of the smallness of the engines, and the difficulty
of obtaining water, which was about a quarter of a mile
distant from the house, they were of little use, and the
flames continued to extend in every direction, spreading
rapidly through the grand hall and the right wing. At
/ o clock the Hitchin engines arrived ; but in spite of all
exertions the fire continued to rage with extraordinary
fury, and was only prevented from extending to the left
wing by pulling down the wall between that wing and the
centre of the building. From the roof the fire extended
to the grand hall, and thence to the library and the right
wing, including the chapel, and by 10 o'clock all these
parts of the building had fallen a prey to the flames.
During the progress of the conflagration, the domestics,
assisted by the townspeople of Luton, were actively en-
gaged in removing the furniture, books, paintings, &c.,
Irom the buildings

; and so great were their efforts, that
nearly everything was saved. The paintings, of which
the house contained a large collection, were all saved.
These are extremely valuable, and their loss would have
been irreparable. Thev comprise several master-pieces
by Raphael, Titian, Rubens, the Caracci, Correggio,
and a fine collection of historical portraits. The
books, too, have been saved, and a number of wag-
gons have been employed in carrying them from the scene
of destruction to the residence of one of Lord Bute's
friends in the neighbourhood. The stock of the great
botanical work of the first Earl of Bute was in jeopardy,
but has fortunately been saved. Some valuable manu-
scripts, rescued in haste from the fire, were blown about
by the wind, but they have all been collected and pre-
served. The furniture has been all saved, with the excep-
tion of the bedsteads, some of which were very costly.
There was not time to take these down, and they have
consequently been lost. The valuable plate has been also
saved. The amount of property saved under the peculiar
circumstances of the fire, extending as it did through the
corridors of the mansion with frightful rapidity, is per-
fectly extraordinary. Mr. Collindon, the "steward who
resides upon the estate, was absent in London when the
fire occurred. To the intrepidity aud presence of mind
of Mrs. Partridge, the housekeeper, who, with only four
other domestics, slept in the mansion, must be attributed
the salvage of nearly the whole collection of pictures,
amounting in tiumber to about three hundred subjects.
While the flames were raging fiercely in the northern and
eastern wings, and before any attempt had been made to
stay the progress of the flames, the engines not having at
that time arrived, Mrs. Partridge and the gardener, assisted
by the other domestics, at imminent risk, passed into the
picture gallery, and while one cut the strings by which
the paintings were suspended, the others hastily conveyed
them through the southern portico to the lawn. In this
*vay it may be readily supposed many of the subjects
sustained injury, but the majority were safely preserved.
The chapel which was destroyed was rebuilt by Sir R.
Smirke. It contained an exceedingly fine Gothic wainscot,
enriched with carving, intermingled with Latin sentences
of Scripture, in ancient characters, which was first put up
a t Tyttenhanger, by Sir Thomas Pope, the founder of
Trinity College, Oxon, and was removed to Luton in

perfect preservation by the family of Napier, to whom
lhis estate formerly belonged. This beautiful carving—
which had been drawn and engraved by Mr. Shaw as an
example to modern architects—is, we regret to say,

utterly destroyed, with the rest of the right wing. The
origin of the fire has been attributed to some plum-
bers, who were at work on the roof over the entrance-
hall on Wednesday. These men, however, assert that it

was impossible any spark could have commuuicated with
the rafters from the fire they employed. It does not
appear that any of the stoves communicating with the
flues had been lighted for some days, so that this fruitful

source of similar disasters was not the cause in the
present instance. The housekeeper says that she never
allowed a fire in any of the upper apartments, and as it is

quite clear that the flames burnt downwards, the presump-
tion is, that a spark from the plumbers 7

fire fell through
the copper roof among the rafters, and after smouldering
from Wednesday until Friday morning, at length burst
out. According to the report of the Fire offices, the bulk
of the loss will fall on the Sun, Phoenix, and Royal
Exchange Offices. The insurance effected is— House and
offices in the Sun for 10,000/. Household goods in the
Sun for 10,000/., and in the Phoenix for 10,000/. Pictures
and prints in the Sun for 16,500/., and in the Royal
Exchange for 9,450/. Stables in the Sun for 2,000/.
China and glass in the Royal Exchange for 1,000/. Entire
insurance in the Sun, 38,500/. ; Phoenix, 10,000/.

; and
Royal Exchange, 10,450/.; making the total insurance
amount to 58,950/. Since the destruction of the Armoury
by the late fire in the Tower of London, no buildino- f
equal extent has met a similar fate, Luton Hoo owed its
magnificence to John, third Earl of Bute, who in 1762
purchased the unfinished mansion of Sir Robert Napier,
and soon after resolved upon making a grand addition, in
which the genius of Adam should have full scope, regard-
less of expense. The model adopted by the architect was
the Palace of Dioclesian, at Spalatro, and it is admitted
that his design was worked out in a very masterly manner.
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Manchester.—Another meeting of the shareholders in
|

the Bank of Manchester was held last week, at which it

appeared that the estate of the Hiltons, of Darmen, and

that of Joseph Raleigh, will wind up in a more disastrous

way than was anticipated at the last annual meeting. The

bank was stated to be involved in these two concerns to

the amount of nearly 200,000/. As far as can at present

be ascertained, Mr. Burdekin decamped with 100,000/.

A call of 21. per share was deemed essential to bring the

affairs of the bank to a close, and which, if paid, will

amount to near 100,000/. This call, with that previously

paid last year, will make the total loss more than one

million sterling. The distress which this second call will

make among many shareholders is expected to be very

great, and the number of defaulters will also be consider-

able.
'

The liabilities are now reduced to the comparatively

small sum of 400,000/.—An extraordinary case came be-

fore the magistrates for investigation on Friday, in which

the accused was a youth, stated to have been a sailor on

board her Majesty's steam- ship Penelope, who gave his

name James Brown ; and the informer a man named

Hardman, an operative cotton-spinner, who charged the

lad with having caused the late incendiary fires in Den-

bighshire. Both the accused and accuser were placed in

the dock—the latter having been detained from a belief

that the serious charge he had made would turn out to be

unfounded, and that his motive was the prospect of

obtaining the large reward offered for the discovery of the

incendiary. After a long examination, both prisoners

were remanded for a week.—A meeting of the merchants,

manufacturers, trades, and others was held in the Town-

hall for the purpose of considering the best means of

aiding the future operations of the Anti Corn-law League.

Upwards of 250 persons were present, among whom were

the representatives of about 70 of the principal firms in

Manchester and the neighbourhood. Mr. 11. H. Gregg

presided. On the motion of Mr. H. Ashworth. seconded

by Alderman Callender, a resolution was unanimously

adopted in favour of free trade. A subscription was then

opened in aid of the League fund, which amounted, before

the close of the meeting, to no less than 12,606/. 6s.

Nottingham.—Nine prisoners who had been appre-

hended on suspicion of being concerned in the late bur-

glary at Sutton Bonnington, noticed in our last, were

brought before the magistrates last week, together with

the Rev. Mr. Meek's servant man, who was supposed to

have been implicated in the transaction. The magistrates

remarked that, although there was strong suspicion that

two, if not more, of the parties were present when the

burglary was committed, it was thought advisable, in the

absence of corroborative evidence, to dismiss them with

the others ; but he wished them distinctly to understand

that this dismissal did not exonerate them from suspicion,

nor secure them from any future proceedings. The Rev.

R. Meek, although still labouring under the effects of the

ill-treatment he received, was present, and said that,

though he felt convinced one or more of the prisoners

were*guilty, yet, from the agitating nature of the circum-

stances, and the particular manner in which the robbers

were disguised, he could not help feeling some doubt as

to their identity, and he would give them the benefit of

that doubt. The prisoners were then discharged.—On

Tuesday week, a burglary was committed in the house of

Mr. W. Duke, farmer, near Woodborough, in this county,

by five men, who had their faces covered with crape.

They broke into the house between 2 and 3 in the morn-

ing, and secured a servant man and two boys, who were

going to take a waggon-load of corn to Nottingham. Mr.

W. Duke hearing a noise, got up and went down stairs,

where he met the men, by whom he was knocked down

and treated in the same manner as his servant. The rob-

bers then proceeded to the room of Mr. Geo. Duke,

brother of the master of the house, and beat him as he

lay in bed in such a manner that for some days he was in

a precarious state. The thieves ransacked the house, and

took away some money and other property. Nine men

were apprehended the same day on suspicion, and after a

protracted examination four of them have been discharged

and the other five remanded.

Oxford On Wednesday the delegates of appeals in

congregation met by adjournment to hear counsel on the

objections by Mr. Macmullen's proctor, who protested

against the appeal on the ground of informality ;
but on

entering the court he stated that he should not trouble the

court with any argument, as he would withdraw his pro-

test. It was then agreed that the next meeting should be

held on Wednesday week to proceed on the appeal.

Plymouth.—On Thursday, the 9th inst., the last stone

of the Lighthouse Tower, erected on the western extre-

mity of the breakwater, was set by Rear-Admiral Sir

Samuel Pym, Superintendent of the Dockyard. The

lantern is the only thing now necessary to complete it for

service, and it is expected that the lighthouse will be ready to

be brought into use early next year, when it will super-

sede the old light vessel, which has been moored in the

Sound since 1813.

Portsmouth.—Lieut. Hutchinson, R.E.,with a party of

34 Sappers and Miners, returned to Woolwich last week,

from Spithead, having, in consequence of the severity of

the weather, ceased operations on the wreck of the Royal

George for the season. Notwithstanding the exertions of

the divers, about 20 guns are still embedded in the mud.
The wreck has, however, been pronounced clear, and its

site fit for anchorage ; it is, therefore, probable that no

further attempts will be made to obtain the missing

guns.
Wakefield.—Mr.W. H. Leatham, of Wakefield, banker,

and his wife, resigned their connexion with the Society of

Friends on Monday last, at the monthly meeting in this

town. It is not known what religious body they are

likely to join, but as they have recently attended Kirkthorpe

Church, it is supposed they will join the Establishment.

Windsor.—The Windsor Express states that the Com-

missioners of Woods and Forests are so disgusted with

the abrupt and uncourteous manner in which their propo-

sition to drain the town in conjunction with the Castle,

was met by certain persons at, the late public meeting on

the subject, that they have abandoned their proposed plan

as regards the drainage of the town. Notice of applica-

tion to Parliament for a bill " for better cleansing, im-

proving, draining, and sewering the town and parish of

New Windsor, and Clewer, and the extra-parochial pre-

cincts of the Castle, and for this purpose to make use of

water from the river Thames," has been given by Mr.

Bedborough. It appears that this gentleman, who is the

proprietor of Upton-park, is about to erect a series of

terraces and villas in the hamlet of Upton, and construct

a new line of road through a fine avenue of trees from the

railway station to Windsor Castle. By this means the

long line of streets through Eton and Windsor will be

avoided, and a new suspension-bridge will be raised over

the Thames.
Wisbeach.—The N.ene estuary embankment, the con-

tract for which was taken in August 1842, by Mr. H.

Sharp, for (;0,000/., is rapidly progressing towards com-

pletion, under the direction of Mr. Fulton, resident

engineer. This extensive undertaking was designed for

the purpose of inclosing from the sea a tract of valuable

land, amounting to about 4000 acres, which will, when

inclosed, be principally the property of the commissioners

of the Nene outfall, under whose auspices the works are

carried into effect, assisted by the professional services of

Sir John Rennie. The embankment is near 3£ miles in

length, and for some distance averages 28 feet in height ;

at some parts of the line there is a depth at high water of

14 feet • about one mile and three quarters, or one-half of

the whole work, is already completed, and from this por-

tion of the work, as a specimen, it is judged by experienced

persons that it will be one of the best examples of a sea

wall to be found in England. The land, as a maiden soil,

it is estimated, will vary in value from 50/. to 80/. per acre.

The Nene outfall commission has already effected great im-

provements in part of the fens in Cambridgeshire and Lin-

colnshire, by procuring a natural drainage for the lands in

lieu of the inefficient and expensive system of drainage by

windmills and other mechanical means ; at the same time

improving the navigation of the Nene from the sea to Wis-

beach to such an extent, that formerly Humber keels of 70

or 80 tons could with difficulty reach that port; whereas,

now, vessels of 400 or 500 tons can, without the assistance

of a pilot, owing to the straightness of the channel, get up

to Wisbeach with ease. This navigation, as an artificial

tidal channel, is said to be the finest work of that descrip-

tion in the country. It was designed and executed by the

late Mr. Telford, and Sir John Rennie ;
and so important

has been the result of these works, that the trade of

Wisbeach, in the course of ten years, has been trebled,

and amounted last year to 140,000 tons of shipping,

although the shipping trade, tin oughout the country was

in a worse itate during 1842 than has been known for

many years past.

York.—Three massive doors have just been completed

in Newcastle for York Minster. They are of the deco-

rated stvle, and designed by Mr. Sydney Smirke, under

whose direction the restoration of the Minster is now

drawing to a close. The three doors are alike, and mea-

sure sixteen feet in height, and six and a half feet in

breadth. The upper part is full of tracery, supported by

columns, embellished with Gothic leaves. The tops of the

capitals are ornamented with figure-heads, out of which

the hood-mouldings spring, and terminate with carved

Gothic finials and crockets. In the centre of the arches

are three trefoils, with shields, on which coats of arms

may be put. The lower part of the door is divided into

six portions or arcades, the tops of which are decorated

with crockets and finials* and between each compartment

are carved pinnacles, springing from the heads of the

columns. They have been executed by Mr. James Wal-

lace, builder, and Mr. R. S. Scott, carver, of Newcastle.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week :—Birmingham and Derby, 1,365/. ; Birmingham

and Gloucester, 1,771/. ; Eastern Counties, 2,443/. ; Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, 2,246/. ; Great Western, 13,061/. ;

Grand Junction, 7,861/.; Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr,

1,203/.; Great North of England, 1,495/.; Hull and

Selby, 966/.; London and Birmingham, 16,068/. ;
South-

western, 5,440/. ; Blackwall, 613/. ; Greenwich, 603/.

;

Brighton, 3,880/.; Croydon, 204/. ; Liverpool and Man-

chester, 3,760/. ;
Manchester and Leeds, 4,902/. ;

Mid-

land Counties, 2,680/.; Manchester and Birmingham,

2 680/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,445/. ; North Midland,

4',640/. ; Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,653/.; South-Eastern

and Dover, 3,174/.; Sheffield and Manchester, 465/.;

York and North Midland, 1,680/.—The usual notices of

an intended application to Parliament in the next session,

for a bill to authorise the continuation of the Shoreham

branch of the London and Brighton Railway to Chiches-

ter, by way of Worthing, have been given, and the plans

and sections deposited with the clerks of the peace for

Sussex and Chichester. The survey for the Branch rail-

way from Lewes to Brighton has also been completed, and

everything is ready for the deposit of the plans and sec-

tions with the Clerk of the Peace, preparatory to an

application for an Act of Parliament.—The Dover papers

state that the South-Eastern Railway will be opened to

Dover on the 1st January, when an experimental trip will

be performed by the directors ; and that on the 14tn ot

the same month the entire line will be opened for general

traffic—The Bishop Auckland and Weardale Railway,

from the junction with the Stockton and Darlington Kail-

way at Sheldon to Crook, was opened for merchandise on

the 8th inst. The directors assembled at the Darlington

station of the Stockton and Darlington Railway, and pro-

ceeded to Crook, the terminus of the Bishop Auckland

and Weardale line, where they were joined by two engines

and trains of coal and lime. They then traversed the

whole line, passing Witton-le-Wear, Bishop Auckland,

South Church, Shildon, Darlington, Yarm, and Stockton,

to Middlesbrough, the place of shipment. The waggons

containing coal were emptied into the vessels lying in the

docks, several of which completed their lading, and pro-

ceeded to sea on that day. The trains were upwards of a

mile long.
'

IRELAND.
Dublin.—On Wednesday the 8th the Attorney-General

announced in the Court of Queen's Bench that he in-

tended, on Thursday, to send up fresh indictments against

four of the traversers already charged. The deepest in-

terest was manifested all day in the courts to ascertain the

nature of those new bills. By some it was supposed that

the object of the Crown was, by a supplemental indict-

ment, to cure some defect in the one already found in

regard to the informations of Mr. Bond Hughes. There

were various other rumours, and amongst them was one

that Mr. O'Connell and three others were to be charged

with high treason. The Evening Mail announced that

the Government had made a grand " discovery, and this

statement helped to give importance to the story about

high treason. On Thursday therefore Mr. Vernon, of

the Stamp-office, was in attendance lest his evidence

might be required ; but, notwithstanding the positive an-

nouncement of the Attorney-General, no bills were sent

up and the grand jury adjourned early The jury re-

peated their attendance on Friday, with the same result ;

and the bills, which were said to contain a charge ot

treason and to be directed against the existence of the

Repeal Association, were stated to be abandoned for the

present. Both Whig and Tory journals, in London as

well as Dublin, comment with much seventy on this

proceeding, and on certain infirmities of temper shown

by the Attorney-General towards some of the traversers.

They condemn his apparent want of decision and the

want of discretion, which could have induced him to make

at such a crisis as this, and under such circumstances, the

declaration of an intention which he was not prepared to

carry out. The Court of Queen's Bench have been oc-

cupied >with long and tedious arguments on technical

points, which have little interest for the general reader-

An application on the part of Mr. Duffy, praying for a

list of the witnesses to be produced in support or the in-

dictment was argued at some length, but unanimously

refused by the Court. An application was then made on

behalf of the Rev. Mr. Tyrrell, for a copy of the "«"t° f

caption," a document not yet in actual existence, lhe

Attorney-General opposed the motion on the ground
,

tlMt

the caption formed no part of the indictm ent. Alter

three days' argument, the Lord Ch.efJust.ee, Mr. Justice

Burton and Mr. Justice Crampton were of opinion tl at

the application ought not to be complied with, while JM •

Justice Perrin was in favour of the application. 1«
majority therefore being against it the motion was

refused. These tedious arguments indicate a prolong8

tion of the state prosecutions to an extent far beyond u

expectations of the most curious in such matters. W »

said that Mr. O'Connell intends to summon 60,000 wi

nesses, and that all the Roman Catholic Bishops are to d

examined. It is stated that the Lieutenant-Gene a^

commanding in Ireland Sir E. Blakeney, the police

commissioner Colonel Browne, and other f«»ctl°!

aries are also to be summoned for the defence. "

Monday, in consequence of an announcement made /

Mr. Moore, Q. C. in the Queen's Bench, that the tie

versers were determined to submit a motion on luesoj

for the bill of particulars of the charges in the indictmeu >

copies of that document were forwarded to the agents

the traversers at 11 o'clock at night. The bill of par

ticulars enumerates almost every number of the-f^A
Freeman's Journal and Nation published since the --

March last, also the various repeal meetings held sin

that day, all the speeches delivered by Mr. O ConnelM

the various country meetings and at the Repeal Assoc

tion during the same period. In fact, the bill is a.sore

index to the life and adventures of Mr. O'Connell sin

the 22d of March ; and it is notified that all those
pJJ"

papers, speeches, &c. &c. are to be produced at
;

the u

in support of the charges in the indictment. It pnj
,

in the ordinary fashion the bill would make a good-si*

octavo volume, requiring some hours to be «aa

understood. It contains eleven counts or sep*

charges of crime ; and the first count alleges J0"!fJ -
r

separate overt acts. On Tuesday, being the last day

'

pleading, Mr. O'Connell and the other traversers appea
q(

at the bar, and put in their pleas. They were pwa
q(

abatement, and declared the traversers not to be gui» 3
fc

the offences charged ; they also stated that the indict ^
ought to be quashed as the evidence was found

.

0J
n

examination of witnesses who were not sworn in r
f

court, in accordance with the provisions of the *

George III. The Attorney-General objected to U»e I ^
being received. In this stage of the proceedings n ^
not conceive a plea of abatement would be receiyea. ^
trusted, however, that the court would not receive ^.g

pleas till he had the opportunity of looking w*
t>

matter more fully. A discussion ensued upon thi t

Jofl

and at length the Lord Chief Justice ordered the *
rser8 .

to stand over, but without prejudice to the tr
^ g

The argument was resumed on Wednesday, an^ ^
most persevering opposition by the Attorney-" ^^ of

plea of abatement was received, and placed on
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the Court of Queen's Bench. The Attorney-General was
also defeated on another point. After the Court decided
upon receiving the plea, the Crown demurred, and required
tne traversers to join issue at once. After another argu-
ment, the Court decided, in favour of the traversers, that
there should be four days' notice, and consequently the
demurrer, or, in other words, the validity of the plea will
not be argued until Monday. Some of the ablest men at
the bar consider the plea to be a good one. Should the

Jr°
urt ruIe >t to be so, the indictment will be quashed.

Should the Court, on the contrary, determine with the
Attorney-General, the traversers will plead. But in any
case.it is considered impossible that the trials'could com-
mence before the next term. Probablv owing to these
failures, rumours are abroad that the prosecutions are to
be abandoned, and that Government will take no further
proceedings at common law, but wait until the re-assem-
biing of Parliament, to apply for a coercion law. Another
rumour is, that fresh bills of indictment are to be sent up

;the Grand Jury were specially summoned on Wednesday,
but no bills were sent before them. The impression, how-
ever, appears general that the prosecutions are to be aban-
doned.—The weekly meeting of the Repeal Association
jook place on Monday. A letter was read from Mr. John

y Bnen, M.P. for Limerick, inclosing 5/., and requesting
*o be admitted a member, which was carried on the
motion of Mr. O'Connell bv acclamation. Mr. O'Connell
jnen read an address to the people of Ireland, requesting
Jhem to be peaceable during the approaching trials. The
jo lowing are extracts :—« Fellow Countrymen—I never
«lt half the anxiety which I do at present to be distinctly
understood in the advice I give, and to have that advice
implicitly obeyed. The reason of this anxiety is, that ifmy advice be followed the restoration of the Irish Parlia-
ment will assuredly be obtained, and obtained in a manner
uie most honourable to the religious and peaceable people
t Ireland. I want the most perfect quiet, peace and

"anquilhty, until all these trials are over. No matter
what the event of the prosecutions may be, I am
°°roughly convinced that in any event they will tend to
acii.tate the obtaining of Repeal

; provided only that the
People preserve the condition of the most perfect quietude
"ring those trials. It will be easy to preserve tranquillity
ter those trials shall, as they ought, have terminated
uccessfully for the unjustly accused, or however they mayteim. nate> Nothing could possibly injure our cause before

tum,Vi?
Urt aDd Jury half S0 much as a»y occurrence oftumult riot, or physical force of any kind whatsoever. If

thJ \ •

gIV6S you advice contra 'T ^ mine, believe me
such l

& 1S aD e
i

l

T-f
°f mine and of y°urs ' Arrest every

,"?"' a» d brillS M* before the police. I cannot

*K nJ\ T °" Ce 8gain adjurinS the Pe°P ,e every-

even? i V° ^ ,
f
ntated

.
exch^> or provoked by anyevent whatsoever, or of whatever nature that event may

in.l £,i -° COn
.

Un
Ve <

l
i,lm

>
Peaceable, tranquil, and l<mn

'

*£ it tins advice be followed, I anticipate, and I think fcan promise, that the result of these trials will be emient,y ful to the Repea[ cause_ But__attem|

1 £ en*.

'here be, during the trials, the slightest ou.break fvmlence in any parish, it will be my duty immediately oabandon the Repeal cause, and to forsake a p „ e

not f n
8U? a Critical

»'
eriod as the Present, would

ebev'ed T "°
fi f^'f

Ulat my C0UUSel WiU be di «-
. .

jea. i confidently expect that the people will notinure m „ „ , V «"*»'"•" <"«• «•»«= hcu1"c win not

4 adIII p
C Tl

H,e CaUSe °f Ire!and by disreS«»-ding

^vafvi'; .

Be heref0, '

e Calm
'

(
l
uiet

'
tran^ui,

» Peaceful
the l.

I0
i
ate no law of mau—obey with devout reverence'lie l c
— "«.«•. ui mau—uucy witn ucvuut reverence

>0'.reI?-
G0d

V,
Y0Uwil1 UlUS mortify a» d Appoint

Von t

es
" J hose enemies speculate upon provokine

tifv f,

SOm
,

e act of turbulence. Disappoint them—mor.

Qess t

m y the infl exible observance of quiet, of calm-

ed v
Pf

lceable and legal conduct. Follow my counsel

of vnV^j
thereby wil1 serve the cause, and gratify the heart

riell f
eV0ted fliend

'
Daniel O'Connell." Mr. O'Con-

U0n t

baul he wished to draw the attention of the Associa-

that T°

a t
? l

'icof importance. It was in their recollection

uuman-t
1 Sturge. one of the heroes of the chivalry of

Permi y» wr°te to them some time ago, stating; that thel'eoDle nf 'i"'?
e lo in?m son,e t,me ag0

'
statinS that the

XJnion r
JLn8land were indisposed to the Repeal of the

despoti R

tV
? reasons

?
firslly- lest ifc might tend to

result • '
secondlyj because they feared it would

Svv'ered "t'l

a reliS ious ascendancy. The Association an-

tendinlt
letter and stated that Repeal, instead of

eertain
aReparation, would render the connection more

power t

*" Ulat the Irish Parliament would have no
Wished

»°i

Blake a law of a b'g°ted nature. Mr. Sturge
our ] f

.

ne arrangement should be of a federal nature In
him th a?

r

;,

Said Mr - O'Connell, we endeavoured to show
lament

FC would be no necessity for a federal Par-
he

calle'l

38 tlle ^"estions to which he referred, and which
tive of th

J^Pe'ial questions, were solved by the preroea-
Cal"nB ,n ,'u Mr

-
SturSe had written him a letter,

is to ad
°" ie advocates of Repeal to clearly define who

,)rer
ogativ

Se th
-r ?

overeiSn in the exercise of the Royal
leport

VC' letter was referred to a Committee to
hext

Proe°
n

i

[

a
8t the neXt meetinS- Mr

-
J- O'ConneU

^"ancial •. ed with his motion, demonstrative of the
Posing

th

lnj

f'

St 'Ce °f tbe Union
»
and concluded by pro-

between nJ°} l°™} aS outline of a financial arrangement"v<>Ween f ° wuuiiic ui a uuoi
"

, - TW ff
at Britain and Ireland, after the Repeal I

reven,,„„ l
he Principle of the arrangement be that the

2. That, the firstcharge u i
reland be spent at home. „ 1U0L

Sent
- 3

V
°Th

revenues be her debt, as it stands at pre-
e
fPenditI,r k

her contiibution to the imperial active
Uity as I

aS now
'
according to the full measure of her

taxes
i'o both

n by a COraParison of the products of equal
TlSoa as mn, £

ountne8
> or such other elements of compa-

pro
Portions nf

C agre
^L
d upon

'
4

-
That a revision of the

«i contribution of either country respectively

do take place at such periods as may be agreed upon ; the
first to be within five years after the Repeal. 5. That if

it be deemed expedient at the time of the Repeal that
Ireland should be charged with any debt beyond|what
appears charged to her in the public accounts, such debt
be transferred from the English to the Irish funds. 6.
That the various items of imperial expenditure be appor-
tioned between the two countries in such manner as to
obviate all necessity for the revenues of one country being
spent in the other. 7. That the control and management
of the revenues of Ireland, subject to the foregoing rules,
be with tye Parliament of Ireland ; and that nothing
herein contained be deemed or assumed to limit the con-
stitutional right of that Parliament to stop or limit the
supplies on constitutional cause arising." Mr. O'Connell
announced the Repeal rent for the week to be I07OI»19*.5tf.
Cork.—The mysterious signal-fires again prevail in

some of the southern counties. On Saturday night, says
the Cork Constitution, the hills were again in a blaze. In
Kerry the same signal was seen on every eminence, and
Waterford, Tipperary, Limerick, and Clare, were equally
alive. No fewer than twenty fires were counted from
Lumlay's Well (Cork), and the yelling was heard for
miles round.

Dernj.— Dr. Ponsonby the Bishop of Derry and
Raphoe, and 130 of his clergy have put forward a protest
against Tractarianism. Lord E. Chichester, Dean of
Raphoe, heads the list of the clergy who have signed an
address to the bishop. A protest against that address
and the proceedings of the Anti-Puseyite majoritv has
been published. It is signed by the Rev. C. Boyton,
vicar-general of Raphoe, the Rev. W. Archer Butler, pro-
fessor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Dublin,
and five other clergymen of the diocese.

Tipperary.—In the following letter, addressed by the
Marquess of Waterford " to the Gentlemen of the County
of Tipperary," he states his reasons for withdrawing from
that county. " Curraghmore,Nov. 8, 1843. Gentlemen,—I have deferred writing to you until some final arrange-
ment as to hunting your county had been made. Mr.
Millett has undertaken that office ; and I now beg to thank
you for the kind attention and support you have shown
me during the period I resided amongst you. I think it
right to state the causes which induced me to resign. You
are aware that in December, 1841, my hounds were poi-
soned

: I treated the matter with contempt. In January,
1843, they were again poisoned : I discovered the offender'
and forgave him ; but 1 stated publicly that if a similar
outrage was again committed I should give up hunting the
county. In 1843 my stables were burnt ; and but for the
prompt conduct of my servants, the whole establishment
would have been consumed. From the threatening notices
I had received, and from the sworn evidence of persons
on the spot when the fire commenced, the magistrates
came to the conclusion that the burning was malicious. I
immediately determined to leave Tipperary, feeling that
such a system of annoyance more than counterbalanced
the pleasures of fox-hunting, for which alone I proposed
to reside at Lakefield. I have the honour to be your obe-
dient servant, Waterfohd."—The Evening Post contains
the following account of another frightful outrage in Tip-
perary, which surpasses all that has lately occurred even
in that unhappy county :—u Accounts have reached town
of a most desperate outrage having been perpetrated in the
neighbourhood of Borrisokane, in the councy of Tipperary.
It appears from a letter we have seen that Thomas Waller,
Esq., of Finnoe-house, a magistrate of the county, and his
family, were just sitting down to dinner on Sunday last,
when eight or nine armed men entered the dining-room
and attacked them all. The gentlemen of the party,
promptly assisted by the ladies, seized the carving and
dinner knives and made a most resolute defence. One
ruffian levelled a pistol at Mr. Waller, which was struck
down byMr.Vereker, who was present, and after such a scene
as it is impossible to describe the assailants were beaten
off, but not before the inmates of the house were severely
injured. Mr. Waller's arm was broken, and he also
received a bad injury in the head, and it is rumoured that
Miss Vereker is not expected to survive. The assailants
themselves must have fared badly, as the ear of one was
left behind, with other relics of the determined nature of
the defence. The police were out in search of the delin-
quents, but nothing more specific has yet reached town
upon the subject/'

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.— It is announced that Lord Meadowbank

has resigned his office as one of the senators of the Col-
lege of Justice, the duties of which he has discharged for
the long period of twenty-four years, having been ap-
pointed in 1819. Lord Cockburn will succeed his Lord-
ship in the Second Division, and it is understood that
David Mure, Esq., advocate, will be the new advocate-
depute in room of Adam Urquhart, Esq., appointed to
the sheriffship of Wigtown. It is also rumoured that the
Lord Advocate is likely to be nominated as Dean of Fa-
culty.—On Thursday, Thomas Patterson, who was con-
victed in the High Court of Justiciary, on Wednesdav
of selling, or exposing for sale, a number of blasphemous'
publications at various periods during the present year
in a shop in West Register-street, Edinburgh, was placed
at the bar, and sentenced by the Lord Chief Justice Clerk
to fifteen months' imprisonment. On the same day
Henry Robinson was placed at the bar, charged with pub-
lishing aud exposing for sale printed books, pictures, &c.
of a blasphemous and obscene tendency. The prisoner
was found Guilty, and his Lordship concluded by sen-
tencing Robinson to imprisonment for twelve calendar
months. It is said that the jury which convicted Pat-
terson of blasphemy were all but unanimous in their
verdict, there being only a single juryman who dissented

from the verdict which the other fourteen returned. Both
Patterson and Robinson were removed to gaol on Thurs-
day evening, and in the course of Friday they were sub-
jected to the usual prison regulations, their heads being
shaved and the prison dress put on them, after which
they were sent to the occupation of breaking stones. 1

1

will be remembered that Patterson became notorioussome
months back for similar conduct in Holywell-street
London. ' '

Aberdeen.—Lord Francis Egerton has been unani-
mously re-elected Lord Warden of Aberdeen University.

Hato.
Arches Court.—The Office of the Judge promoted by Titmar$7i

v. The Rev. W. H. Chapman.— Sir H. Jenner Fust gave his opinion

£? rh
Va ty °f the Protest offered last court day by the Rev.Mr. Chapman. It is a proceeding brought by letters of reques*

from the diocese of Ely against defendant, for having refused to
bury the corpse of a child, first, on the l?th February, 1840, and
secondly, on the 26th May, 1841, after due notice had been given.

Pi
F
k

DJsc*Pline Acr, under which the suit was commenci-tl,
provides that, alter two years have elapsed from the commission of
any offence by clergymen, proceedings could not be commenced,
and the counsel for the Rev, Mr. Chapman argued that as but one
ofteuce had been committed in refusing to bury the same child
twice, the first refusal being in February, 1S40, the two years had
elapsed, and the court was prayed to sustain the protest, thus
ending the suit. The Rev. Mr. Chapman is the vicar of the
parish of Bassingbourne, in the county of Cambridge.— Sir H. J.
tust, afier briefly referring to the leading facts, said he had
looked into all the cases cited on both sides in the argument!
heard on the protest, and he thought there was nothing in them
to induce the court to stop the proceedings in limine. He would
very shortly state the grounds upon which he had enme to such
a conclusion. The first occasion the defendant had refused to
bury the child was on the 17th of Februarv, 1840, and this
was an offence according to the true intent of the ChurcU
Discipline Act, and the court had jurisdiction over it; but tho
question raised was, if the second refusal was not a fresh
offence, and the court was so clearly of opinion that it was,
that it could not stop the proceedings. The cases cited were
principally of a private nature, but here a public offence
had been committed, as from all that appeared to the contrary
the clergyman had refused to bury the body of this child, andth*
penalty attached. The court might conjecture that this was a
similar case to that of Mostin v. Escott, which had attracted
much attention some time since. There was a public scandal to
be removed; and the court thought the offence was revived by
the second refusal, and the charge to be proceeded with was tho
refusal to bury the child on 26th May, 1841. This was within the
two years as provided by the act; to this must the clergyman
answer. The court was bound to overrule the protest, and assign
the Rev. Mr. Chapman to appear absolutely.

SPORTING.
^ TATTERSALL'S, Thursday.—Dkkbv.— 6 to 1 agst Scott's lot 1

7 to 1 agst Mr Crockfoni's Rattan (take 15 to 2) ; 18 to 1 agst Mr.Qum's Loadstone (taken) 3 20 to 1 agst Colonel Peel's Orlando/

wa 11 J*
8* Cornel Peel's Ionian; 27 to 1 agst Mr. Bowes'.

.
d SQinre; 85 to 1 wgst Mr. Uchtwald's Leanderj 40 10 1

agst Mr. Payne's Vat colt [take £0 to l j) 50 to 1 agst Mr. Watt's
Voltri; 50 to 1 agst Sir G. Heatltcote's Campunero 'taken) -

2000 to 25 agst Loid Normanby's Lorimer (taken).
'

'

MAHK LANE, Friday, Novkmukr 17.—There has been very
little English Wheat fresh up since Monday, and our currency of
that day has been fully maintained. The business doing in
Foreign is in retail, and at the tame prices; we have still some
inquiry for bonded. Barley remains without alteration in value,
and the same may- be noted of Beans and Peas. Although the
same prices are maintained for Oats the sale is very limited.

BRITISH, PKR IMPERIAL QUARTKR.
Wheat, Kssex, Kent, and Suffolk , White
"-— •— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire
Barley .... Malting aud dirtillinff
Uats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . Polanda
~-— Northumberland «nd Scutch . Food
; Iiiafa ...... Feed
»ye
fceans, Mazagan, old and new £2 to 29 Tick
r- Pigeon, Heligoland . 28 to 30 Winds.
peas, White

s. s.

44 to 66 Red
47 to 54 White
2ti to 32 Grind.
15 to 25 Feed
— to — Potato
16 to 23 Potato
— to —
22 to 31 Harrow

*.

34 to
30 to :-(i Maple 3') to

WKKKLY IMPKRIAL AVERAGES.
:;i

8.

44 to 52— to -»
24 to 30
10* to 24
17 to 25
16' to 24

25 to Si
Longpod 28 to 3e
Grey 28 to 29

Oct,

\n V.

6
13

20
27
3

10

per Quarter.

Wheat.

* Peeks' Aggregate Aver

Duties on Foreign Grain

:>> s

50
50
50
6]

52

G<1

8
1

5
8
i

Barley.
305 2d

50 11

30
80
30
31

o2

1

4

9

7
Si

30 11

20

ARRIVALS

English
Irish .

Spneh
foreign

Wheat
3910

4010

8 I

THIS
Uarley
37iK>

Oats
17*10*/

17 10
17
17 8

18 7
18 9

irli

8

WEEK.

Rye.
erf

30
£9
30

29

o

3
O
3

HeHTif.

.

30s Id
SO 4
30 5
31 1

31 5

a2 2

Peas.
32* Gd
32 1

33 S
89 :o
33 10
34

29 10 30 11

11 6 10

33

9

Oats
810
1470

Flour
6370 ^s

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
INSOLVENT.-J Ward, Nottingham, tailor.

Liverpool, corn-factor— *j- vvhfmhw, x/uujcj, wuiueBiersnire, ciouner— J.
Ward, Nottingham, tailor— J. Cnisr-, Liverpool and Liseard, Cheshire, auc-
tioneer—A. Wfstmorb. West Derby, Lancashire, joiner—T. Barmw, Sheffield
grocer—J. Hudson and J. Broahbent, jun., Gale, Lancashire, and Manchester

c
.

t
lico-printera_T. SPINK, Hillam, Yorkshire, farmer.

BIRTHS On the 7th, at Han well, the wife of the Rev. J. A. Emerton, of
a son—On the 8th, at Dyrham Park, the Hon Mrs- Trotter, of a son—On
the;i2ih, at No. 28, Wimpole-street, Mrs. J. Macfarlanb, of a daughter—On
the 10th; at Hatherleifch Court, the lady of J. Webster, Esq., .of a daughter
—On the 9th, at Burton-upon-Trent, Mrs. H. Allsopp, of a son.

MARRIED.-On the 7th, at St. Mary's, Battersea, Mr. CGlbkkv, to Anna
>ungest daughter of J. Uttvmt, Esq., of Battersea—On the 14th, at St. Mar-
ii-.ii'.. w ~.-....:—..»- H TVf. Ct.>hk. r,sn.. to Axkp. -!iu»lii n.,( tx t» .

Hon. S. GuNAJtn, ot flamax-At tne gnusn embassy, at Vienna, on the 1st,
tHe Earl of Shei-burns, to the Hon. gxiLT Ei.phinstonr he Fi.amault, eldest
daughter of the Comte de Flahault, French Ambassador at Vienna-

DIED—At Carlsruhe, on the 6th, the Hnn. R. Kennedy, second son of
Akchiiiald, Earl of Cassii.is, and brother of the Marquis of Aiua, aged 70—
In Portland-place, on the 11th, Frances Mary, aged 7 years, youngest daughter
of Sir W. Baynrs, Bart—On the 5th, at Brighton, W-Skouikr, Esq, keeper
of the National Gallery—At Winchester, on Friday, from a fall from his horse,
the Rev. J. C. Littlkhalks, Fellow of New College—On the 11th, in the SOik
year of her ago, Saaab, Countess Dowager of Castle-Stuart.
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ARGUS LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 39,

Throgmorton-street, Bank.
Empowered by special Act of Parliament, 5 & 6 W. IV., c. 70.

Thomas Farncomb, Esq., Alderman, Chairman.
William Leaf, Esq., Deputy Chairman,

Rupert Ingleby, Esq.
Thomas Kelly, Esq., Alderman.
Jeremiah Pilcher, Esq., Sheriff

of London and Middlesex.
Lewis Pocock, Esq.

William Banbury, Esq.
Edward Bates, Esq.
Thomas Camplin, Esq.
James Clift, Esq.

Rt. Hon. J. Humphery, M.P.,
Lord Mayor of London.

Physician—Dr. Jeafferson, 2, Finsbury-square.

Surgeon—W. Coulson, Esq., 2, Frederick's-place, Old Jewry.

Consulting Actuary— Professor Hall, of King's College.

Advantages of the Argus Life Assurance Company.
Low Rates of Premiums.

In addition to the subscribed Capital of 300,000/., the Assured

have the security of the Company's Income of nearly 60,000/. per

annum, yearly increasing, and accumulating Assurance Fund
invested in Government and other available Securities, of con-

siderably larger amount than the estimated liabilities of the Com-
pany. The Rates of Premium arc reduced to the lowest scale com-
patible with the safety of the Assured and the stability of the

Company, thereby, in effect, giving to every Policy-holder an im-

mediate and certain bonus without risk, in lieu of the deferred

and frequently delusive prospect of a periodical division of profits.

Annual Premium to Assure jtflOO.

MR. PUNCH IS ALWAYS PUBLISHING THE
FOLLOWING WORKS:—

PUNCH; or, THE LONDON CHAKIVAR1, price 3d.

or Stamped, 4d. Also, Vols. I. to IV.

Punch's Almanack for 1842 ....
. 1843 ... i

Punch's Valentines for 1812

PuNcn's Lions of London....
Punch's Guide to the Watering Places
Punch's Letters to His Son .

Punch's Pocket-Book for 1843 . . .

PuNcn's Pocket-Book for 1844

A Shilling's Worth of Nonsense
Office, 194, Strand.

Age. For One Year. For Seven Years. Whole Term.
*-*

20 ^0 17 8 £v 19 1 jtfl 11 10

30 1 1 8 1 2 7 207
40 1 5 1 6 9 2 14 10

50 1 14 1 l 19 10 4 11

60 3 2 4 3 17 6 10

. price 3d.

a price 3d.

. price 3d,

. price 3d.

. price 3d.

. price 5s.

price 3a*. 6d.

price 2.9. 6d.

. price Is.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

M R. PUNCH IS ABOUT TO PUBLISH THE
FOLLOWING WORKS:—

Punch's Almanack for 1844 • . . price '.id.

Punch.—Volume tub Fifth . ... price 8s.

Punch's Guide Books.
Office, 194, Strand.

PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING. The above mate-

rial has been used and highly approved by the Nobility,

Gentry, and Agriculturists generally, as a ROOKING and

COVERING TO SIDES of Farm Buildings. Its Advantages are—
LIGHTNESS, DURABILITY, AND ECONOMY.

BEING A NON-CONDUCTOR, IT HAS BEEN TROVED AN
EFFICIENT

"PROTECTIVE MATEKIAL" TO PLANTS,
And is now in use at the

"ROYAL HOPx-TICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
GARDENS, CHISWICK."

Thomas JonN Crogoon, 8, Ingram-ct., Fenchurch-st., London.

D

One-third of whole-term Premiums may remain unpaid at 5 per

cent. comp. int. as a debt upon the Policy for life, or may be paid

off at any time without notice.

In Assurances for advances of money as security for debts, or

as a provision for a family, when the least present outlay is desir-

able, the varied and comprehensive Tables of the Argus officcwill

be found to be particularly favourable to the Assured.

A Board of Directors, with the Medical Officers, attend daily,

at a quarter before 2 o'clock,
EDWARD BATES, Resident Director.

A Liberal Commission to Solicitors and Agents.

DISEASED AND HEALTHY LIVES ASSURED.

MEDICAL, INVALID, and GENERAL LIFE
OFFICE, 25, Pall Mall, London. Capital, 500,000/. This

Office is provided with very accurately constructed Tables, by
which it can Assure Diseased Lives on Equitable Terms. In-

creased Annuities granted on unsound Lives, the amount varying

with the particular disease. Members of Consumptive Families

assured at Equitable Rates. Loans granted upon personal se-

curity. E. G. P. Neisov. Actuary.
- NEYV~WORKSf PU B LISHED BY A. II, BAILY and Co.,

CORN HILL, LONDON.
I ti Pfirts Is Cficli

MAXWELL'S IRISH REBELLION in 1798, with
Plates by Gkorgk Cruikshank, and numerous Portraits

on Steel by the first Artists. Part I. to appear on the 1st of

January. The forthcoming Work will illustrate the most im-

portant and interesting era in IRISH HISTORY—that extending

from the Revolutionary outbreak in France to the enactment

of the Legislative Union; with ample details, Military and Poli-

tical, of the Rise, Progress, and Suppression of the Insurrection

in '98.

Now ready, 2 vols. 8vo., cloth boards,

WANDERINGS in the HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS,
WITH SKETCHES TAKEN on the SCOTTISH BORDERS;

Being a sequel to " Wild Sports of the West."
By W. H. Maxwell, Esq.

NOUVEAU MELANGE,
NARRATIF, DESCRIPTIF, HISTORIQUE, ET LTTTERAIRE.
Recueil Classique, moral et religieux, de belles actions, dc hauts

faits, dc bons excmplcs, et de bonnes maximes, entremlees

d'anecdotes curieuses, d'aventurcssingulieres, de provcrbes, et

de bons mots.
.

Par Marin De La Voyk, Memb. de PInstitut Hist, ct Lit.,

Autour du Nouveau Lexique Francais et Anglais, Sec. Sec.

This Work contains in one volume 12mo,, 400 pages, or in six

small separate volumes, the following subjects :— 1 , Lc Nnrrateur

;

2, Choix deMorceaux Franchises ; 3, La Chaumiere Indienne ; 4,

Atala ; 5, Les Avcntures de TeMemaque ; 6, Elizabeth. Every

subject is preceded and followed by Questions and Explanations

of various kinds.

MAXWELL'S LIFE OF THE DUKE OF WEL-
LINGTON, K.G. In 3 vols, demy 8vo, boards. Splendidly

Illustrated with Portraits, Battle-Scenes, Plans of Battles, and
Maps, price 3/. 7s. t

or with proof plates, royal 8vo„ price 5/. bound.

In 2 vols. 12mo, bound, 1,000 pages, price 11. \ s.

Illustrated by Twenty-four Steel Engravings from the most
authentic Portraits of the British Admirals, and numerous Dia-

grams of Naval Actions,

THE BATTLES OF THE BRITISH NAVY,
FROM a.d. 1000 to 1940. By JOSEPH ALLEN, Esq., of Green-

wich Hospital.
tl The best and most complete repository of the triumphs of the

British Navy that has issued from the press."— United Service

Gazette.
Also, in uniform size and type, and may be bound up with the

above, 40 pp. 12mo., with Portrait, price u.

A VINDICATION OF ADMIRAL LORD NELSON'S PRO-
CEEDINGS IN THE PAY OF NAPLES, faithfully related.

BAILY'S SERIES OF WINNERS.
The above Series comprises Portraits of the Winners of the

Derby, Oaks, and St. Leger for 18-13, to be continued, besides

Portraits of BEESWING, CHARLES THE TWELFTH, and
CONFIDENCE, the celebrated American trotter, price l/. is. each.

Also in course of publication, a Splendid Portrait of ALICE
HAWTHORN.

BAILY'S SPORTING ALMANACK FOR 1844,
Price 2s. 6d,, embellished by Twelve'! highly-finished Illustra-

tions, amongst which are Portraits of the following celebrated

Horses, painted by J. F. Herring, Sen., BEESWING, COTHER-
STONE, and CONFIDENCE. All the Performances of Two-year-
olds in 1813. Entries for the Derby, Oaks, and St. Leger for

1844, List of Trainers, &c. And a variety of useful information
on Hunting, Fishing, Shooting, Ike.

Published this Day, post 8vo. with Plate, 7s. 6rf. cloth.

A TREATISE on PHOTOGRAPHY ; containing
-^*- the latest Discoveries appertaining to the Daguerreotype.
Compiled from Communications by MM. Daguerrc and Arago,
and other eminent men of science. By N. P.Lerebours, Optician

«]f
°b

.
servat<>ry, Paris, &c. Translated by J. Egcrton.

^ny **»teUlgent person may, with the precise instructions of
M. Lerebours, and with no very heavy outlay of more than
patience, proceed to make experiments in this singular mystery
Ayitn a tair hope of success. The book contains the most minute
details as to modes of manipulating through the different pro-
cesses of the art; suggestions of every kind as to choice and
purchase of plates and other matters of apparatus; and a
quantity of information on the methods of preparing the chemical
substances employed."—Examiner.

London-: Longman, Buown, Green, and Longmans.

TREASURES MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD.
R. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every

description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years'

standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-

tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,

cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting

eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold in pots, at

is. \ld. and 2s. Q.d. each. Also his

PILULE ANTISCROPHUL^,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-

ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded
for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all her operations

;

hence they arc useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular

swellings, particularly those of the neck, See. They arc efficacious

also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,

that may be taken at all times without confinement or change of

diet. Sold in boxes, at Is. ]£tf., 2s.Qd. t 4s. 6d., lis., and 22s.each.

To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's

ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,
for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-
plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-

mote a circulation of the fluids ; are gentle in their operation, and
do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2s. Qd. each.

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Beach & Barnicott
(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his

medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of the

"Poor Man's Friend," " Pilulas AntiscrophulaV' "Larwell's
Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic

Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare
and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, from all

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.

Observe.—No medicine sold under the above names can possibly

be genuine, unless " Beach and Barnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-

port" is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to each package.

w
GLASS SUPERSEDED for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES by

HITNEY'S CHEMICAL TRANSPARENT
WATERPROOF COMPOSITION, rendering Muslin,

Calico, or Linen, for the Frames of Greenhouses, Pine, Melon, or

Cucumber Stoves, &c, impervious to rain or moisture, admitting

light equal to Glass, much warmer, and the plants never burn

under it.

The cheapness of this composition, its durability, and equal

utility with Glass, render it not only a useful but most impor-

tant article to Gardeners and Florists, as the expense of a two-

light Frame will not be so much as the annual cost for breakage

on a Glass one.
Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Gardeners will, by using this com-

position have the only effective protection for their Fruit-trees-

during the blooming season; it is a certain defence from frost,

sleet, wind, and blight; its transparency admits the general

beams of the sun, with abundance of light, which causes the

bloom to expand with increased luxuriance, the fruit to set and

swell more freely, much earlier, and a crop of fruit to any extent

may be warranted. The covering not to be moved by day

(except to thin the Fruit, which will be necessary), till the month

of June. It is recommended that the Calico be prepared early,

so as to be thoroughly dry before using.

Sold in Bottles, with directions for use, pints, 2s. 6d. t
quarts,

4s. 6d. each. Prepared by Gkorgk Whitnky, Chemist, Shrews-

bury. Seedsmen, Florists, and Merchants supplied by Mr. W.
Bailey, Chemist, North-street, Wolverhampton. Agents wanted

for London and the country.

BUTTER MADE IN TEN MINUTES
BY THE NEWLY-INVENTED CHURN.

REGISTERED ACCORDING TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
This Act imposes a penalty of from 5/. to 30/., for each imita-

tion, piracy, or selling, recoverable by the proprietors before a

magistrate, or by civil action. Half the penalty will be given to

any person informing the proprietors of any infringement. The
words of the Act are " No person or persons shall copy or alter

any design, either by adding to, or subtracting from," &c.

ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, & WARNER, Manufacturers, Lkwbs,
Sussex.

This CHURN being made entirely of Block Tin, the necessary

degree of temperature can be given to the cream, by placing it

in a pan of cold or hot water, which ensures the butter coming
in 10 or 12 minutes. The simplicity of its construction, and the

facility with which it may be cleaned, are no inconsiderable

advantages over those now in common use. The great advan-

tages of this Churn will be found in the winter; but in the heat

of summer placing the Churn in cold water will be the means of

hardening the Butter.

Sizes No. l 2 and 3

Churn from 7 to 8 lbs. 13 to 15 lbs. 26 to 28 lbs.

Price, carriage paid T ^s. 86*. 425.
to London. ->

Metal Pans for Churns to stand in, 4s. otf., 6s., and /s. Larger

sizes made to order.

To be seen in London, at Wright's Range Warehouse, No P 3,

Arthur-street, near the Monument; Ricky's Brush Warehouse,

No. 80, Graccchurch- street; Livermore and Son, Ironmongers,

No. 30, Oxford-street; BenSAM, 19, Wigmore- street, Cavendish,

square. Export Agents, Barnes & Co., 109. Fenchurch-street.

SOMETHING QUITE NEW IN PAPIER MACHE.

MECHI, 4, Leadenhali-street, London, has just com-
pleted some extraordinary specimens of Tea-trays, Work-

tables, Dressing-cases, Inkstands, Writing-desks, Envelope-

cases, and Work-boxes, in Papier Machc, richly inlaid with

pearl landscapes, and ornamented in a most attractive manner.

A few elegant Tables, Cabinets, and Jewel Cases of the same
material, and a first-rate assortment of Pole Screens, Card-racks,

Tea-caddies, Card-cases, Ladies' Companions, Portfolios, Cake

and Note-baskets, and every description of Tortoiseshell and

Ivory work. A visit to MbChi's Establishment will gratify, as

exhibiting the most brilliant display of art in fancy manufactures.

RESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 305. to 405. ; extra

quality, 505. ; Frock-coats, silk facings, 355. to 45.?. ; ditto,

silk velvet collar and silk facings, 50.9. ; Waterproof Wrappers,

105. Gtf. to 21.9. ; fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, His. to

255. ; Waistcoats, 55. to 85. 6d. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere, 1 05.

to 145. ; Trousers, 85. 67/. to 125. 6d.; stout Doeskin and Kersey-

mere, 165. to 255. ; Shooting Jackets, 105. GV. ; Boys* and Youths'

Tunic and Hussar Suits, 305.; a Suit of Superfine Black Cloth,

3/. 35.5 best quality, 5/.—At FISHER and Co.'s, 31, King William-

street, City, 10 doors from London- bridge.

TO LADIES.

ROWLAND'S KALYDOR. — Patronized by Her
Majesty the Quke.v, the Royal Family, and the several

Courts of Europe.—Composed of Balsamic Exotics, and utterly

pure and free from all mineral or metallic admixture. It exerts

tbemost soothing, gentle, cooling, and purifying action on the

skin; and by its agency on the pores and minute secretory vessels,

most effectually dissipates all Redness, Tan, Pimples, Blotches,

Spots, Freckles, Chilblains, and other Cutaneous Visitations. The
radiant bloom it imparts to the Check, and the softness and deli-

cacy it induces on the Hands, Arms, and Neck, render it indis-

pensable to every Toilet. Gentlemen will find it peculiarly

grateful in allaying the irritation of the Skin after shaving.

CAUTION.—Each genuine bottlehas the words' 1 ROWLAND'S
KALYDOR" printed on the wrapper.—All others are "Spurious

Imitations." *** To protect the Public from Fraud, The lion.

Commissioner of Stamps have authorized the Proprietors' Signa-

ture to be engraved on the Government Stamp, thus-- A.

Rowland and Son, 20, Hatton Garden," which is affixed to

each bottle. Price 45. Qd. and 86. Qd. per bottle, duty included.

Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers,

ROYAL polytechnic; institution. —
BRILLIANT EFFECTS are produced by ARMSTRONG'S

HYDRO-ELECTRIC MACHINE at Three o'clock, and at Eight

in the Evenings f except Saturday evenings). By LONGBOT-
TOM'S OPAQUE MICROSCOPE the singular Optical Illusion of

converting a Matrix into the appearance of being a Cast in bold

relief is exhibited, with avariety/rf other curious effects. Particu-

lars of the CHEMICAL and PHILOSOPHICAL LECTURES.
which are delivered Daily, are suspended in the Hall of Manufac-

tures. DISSOLVING VIEWS, DIVER and DIVING BELL. Nu-

merous STEAM-ENGINE and other MODELS at work. The

original'CRAYON DRAWINGS of RAPHAEL'S CARTOONS,
&c. &c—Admission, One Shilling—Schools Half-price.

A New Edition of the Catalogue, with Illustrations, \s. each,

I?
DWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-

U turists to the different articles manufactured by him in

SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, Islb-

wouth, upon application to the Gardener—Sundays excepted.

NURSERY FOREMAN.
WANTED immediately, for the out-door department

in an extensive Nursery in the neighbourhood of Edin-

burgh, an active Man who has a perfect knowledge of his busi-

ness and whose character will bear the strictest investigation;

(a liberal salary will be given). Applicants to apply in their

own hand-writing to Messrs. Dickson and Co., 1, Waterloo-

place, Edinburgh. ^^
WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

AS GARDENER,—A single Man, aged 32, who is

capable of all kinds of Forcing,',both Fruits and Flowers,

and every other description of Gardening, having had 17 years

experience as above. A seven years' character as to every par-

ticular may be had from the Situation just left. Wages, 40 gui-

neas, and board ; 70 guineas and cottage, if out of Mansion.-^-

Direct to A. B., at Messrs. Pali. & Son, Cheshunt, Waltham Cross.

A^
S GARDENER.—A married Man, aged 30, without

family, of respectable habits, and well-experienced m aU

the superior branches of Gardening; he has had good practice n

the propagation and cultivation of plants on the latest and mos

improved principles j has no objection to any part of the country'

and can have a good character from the Situation hehas justiert-

—Direct to M.P., at Mr. Hicks's, Bculah Hill, Norwood, Surrey'

A young Man who perfectly

A-Understands his Profession in all its branches; can have
S GARDENER.

»- understands his Pron
a good character from the Situation he is about to leave.—Vit&

to A, E., 90, High-street, Camden Town. ___—

—

AS GARDENER.—A most active, industrious, married

Man, who is perfect master of every branch of his business-^

general management of Hot and Greenhouses, early Forcing

Grapes, Pines, &c, and is an excellent Kitchen, Fruit, bi

Flower-gardener; could take care of Meadow-land and caui

His Wife, if required, would manage the Laundry, Poultry* .

small Dairy, or the house in the family's absence; both can S

most trustworthy characters. No in-door will be accepted.

Direct C. S., Mr. Dunn's, Cambridge Heath.

A S GARDENER.—An active married Man, witbojjj

family, aged 35, of respectable habits, and well expericric

in all the superior branches of Gardening ; he has a good
.

pi*
tQ

cal knowledge of Landscape Gardening, and would not ot)J^
ent

the superintendancc of Woods, or a small Farm. He at Vx°* e
holds, and has always held, a first-rate situation, at the same

tion
his terms will not be found extravagant. For further in

£
or£i ire.

apply to Richard Mittov, Nurseryman, Pontefract, YorKsi^^

AS GARDENER, a married Man, aged 38,
]fj*°J

family, who perfectly understands his business, ond
,

n
„lftio

objection to look after a horse or cow. His Wife is a gooa
* r3

cook, and can look after poultry. They can have good chan _

from the Situation they have just.leit. Direct to J. U., 7, ^l

street, Gibson-street, Lambeth.

TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS. f

A S JOURNEYMAN GARDENER, for the terrn^

X3- two years, a single Man, aged 23, who can he higl^^ q.>
mended. A moderate premium will be given.—Direct t

20, Manor-place, Walworth-road, Surrey. ^

Printed by Messrs. BjiAi>mmY and Kvanp, ^m}
\
Rrd -Btr^,\^uld "v the*

the Precinct of Whiteiriars, in the City of London, and I uW aiic j Mjd -

at thoOmcB, 3, Ciiarlks-strbkt, Covknt Gardbn.. m th0 V« v.n "ad4*e,Be

dlcsex, where all Advertisements and Communications are to dc

to the Editor,—Saturday, November 18, 1843.
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ROSES.

WM. WOOD and SON beg leave to remind their

Friends that the present month is best suited to the

removal of ROSES ; and possessing; an immense stock this

season, they are enabled to offer them in any quantity, on the

following very advantageous terms, the selection of the kinds

being left to W. W. and Son. per doz. per 100.

Superior Standard Roses . 2 is. £7 10s.

Half-standards 12 —
. 18

. 24

6s. to 9
. 12

• 18

9s. to 12

4
6

7
2
3
5

2

10

15

10

Half-standards, very fine .

Half-standards, very supeiior .

Dwarfs, fine budded, or on own roots

Dwarfs, extra fine .

Dwarfs, extra fine, and very superior
Climbing and Noisette
The above will be sent of the most approved sorts, and of

luxuriant growth. Plants presented gratis, to defray expense of

carriage. A few more hundred plants of Myatt's Eliza Straw-
berry, at 3s. 6d. per 100. Cormack's Prince Albert Pea, at 3s. 6d.

per quart. Please address, Woodlands Nursery, Marcsfield, near
Uckfield, Sussex.—Woodlands, Nov. 17, 1843.

ROSES.
MESSRS. LANE and SON beg to inform the Pub-

lic that in addition to their extensive Collection of Garden
Varieties, they have the largest Stock in the World for Greenhouse
Culture, Forcing, &c, and that this is the best time to purchase,
for if now put into either of the above systems of cultivation,
they will bloom finely next summer. They have a Greenhouse
6*0 feet long, with specimens of all the leading varieties.

In addition to other Prizes, they were presented with 5*. by Dr.
IiiNDLKY, for winning the First Gold Medal at the Horticultural
Society of London's Show at Chiswick, on the 17th of June last.

The ROSES in Messrs. Lane and Son's Catalogue arc accu-
rately described, they having all bloomed but Noisette, Chroma-
tella, or Cloth of Gold, and the new Hybrid Perpetual, the Queen,
or La Reine; the latter, J.E. Lane saw in bloom in June last at
Bellevue.—Great Berkhampstead, Herts, Nov. 23, 1843.

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.

J and J. FAIRBAIRN are induced from the imcer-
• tainty upon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery

(situated contiguous to the Home Nursery, Clapham Rise, where
attention will be given to all applications), to effect a Sale of the
Stock at as early a period as possible, consequently beg to solicit

the attention of Gentlemen and the trade to the large and re-

markably healthy and well-grown stock, consisting of fine large
Laurels, twice transplanted, of extra growth ; Portugal Laurels,
very handsome ; Green Hollies, of various sizes ; Evergreen
Privets, fine Standard and Dwarf Roses in great variety, fine

standard flowering Thorns, Almonds, /Esculus, Robinias, and
other Ornamental Trees, and Evergreen and flowering Shrubs,
^ith a large stock of fine standard and dwarf, trained and un-
trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,
of the most approved kinds, and of growth rarely equalled ; also,

a large assortment of Forest Trees, consisting of Limes, Elms,
Birch, Beech, Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chesnuts, Mountain
Ash, Poplars, and Spruce, and Scotch Firs ; also a large number
of Gooseberries and Currants, of excellent growth, and of the
best varieties in cultivation, to all of which J. & J. F. respectfully

invite the inspection of Gentlemen and Nurserymen, nattering

themselves that the general character of the Stock is such as to

ensure unqualified satisfaction, and which they are disposed to

offer at very moderate prices for cash.

•J. & J. F. respectfully beg to call the attention of Gentlemen
to their advertisement of Heaths, &c, which has appeared in the
Gardeners* Chronicle of the two last weeks.
Nurseries, Clapham, near London, November 24 , 1843.

UNDER THE ESPECIAL PATRONAGE OF THE QUEEN.
KENSINGTON NURSERIES.

RICHARD FORREST and Co., late WILLIAM
MALCOLM and Co., beg leave most respectfully to direct

attention to their very extensive and superior collection of Fruit

Trees, which were never so fine as this year. Fruit Trees being
an entire change of crop to some of the Nursery Grounds now in

cultivation connected with this Establishment, the production is

most gratifying, and admitted by all intelligent practical observers
to be very superior to anything of the kind ever seen in these

Grounds, which have long stood unrivalled for their Fruit Tree
culture.

Peach Trees, from one to three years, trained, thelattcr of which
covering 6 to 8 and feet of wall at once ; all others equally
fil,c, the sorts of which maybe relied upon as being true.

The collection of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs are also very
fine in these Grounds, and well deserving the attention of the
Trade, and also Gentlemen who may intend planting either now
or lr* spring. General Catalogues may be obtained on application.

Camellias, Magnolias, Indian Azaleas, Oleas, Tea Trees and
other Greenhouse Plants, lUiododendron Arborenm^vithintere^t-

Jl^hybrid Rhododendrons, are extensive in theirseveral collec-
tions,withvery large well-grown specimens of Statice macrophylla
ln

- the stove, with other interesting Plants in this department.
The collection of Coniferee is also extensive here, and deserving

the notice of Gentlemen who admire this interesting section
ot Arborca culture. A separate list of them may also be had on
application.

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.

YOUELL and CO. have much pleasure in announcing

they have now ready for sending to any part of the United

Kingdom fine Canes of the above highly valuable and much es-

teemed RASPBERRY, unequalled for the extraordinary size of

its fruit and richness of flavour.

IT IS PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
THE QUEEN, HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND,
THE EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE EARL OF LIVER-

POOL THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VIS-

COUNT LORTON, LORD SONDES, &c. &c, as well as by

the HORT. SOCIETY OF LONDON.
For further particulars they beg to refer to their Advertisement

of the 4th hist. : Prices as follows :
—

Packages containing 100 Canes . .^62 5s. Orf.

50 „ ..150
"

„ 25 „ . . 14

Package included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 arc ordered.

YOUELL'S TOBOLSK RHUBARB, 12s. per dozen.

—For Particulars of which see their Advertisement of

last week.

TWO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES. — " Lady
-L Alice Pkki.," 10s. 6d., and "Mrs. Bbnton," 10s. 6d. per

pair.—These two splendid Picotces were raised by the Rev. J.

Burroughes, of Lingwood Lodge, Norfolk, and kindly presented

by that gentleman to Messrs. Youkm. and Co., for Particulars of

which see their Advertisement in this Paper of the l6th of Sept.

FINEST CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.
YOUELL and CO. beg to refer the readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle to their Extensive List, with Prices,

of the above highly-esteemed Flowers, which appeared on the

Advertising pages, 706 and 707* of this Paper, of October the 14th,

and will be found to contain every variety worthy of cultivation.

Prices as follows :

—

12 pair of good Shew Sorts

12 ditto fine ditto

25 ditto ditto

12 ditto extra fine and very superior ditto

25 ditto ditto ditto

The selection being left to Yon ell and Co.

DUTCH HYACINTHS and OTHER BULBS.

YOUELL and Co. beg respectfully to announce they

have received from Haarlem their annual importation of

the above in most excellent condition, adapted either for Glasses,

Forcing, or open-border culture. Prices as follows :—

Fine Single or Double Show Hyacinths, Red, Blue, White,

or Yellow.

Extra fine Ditto 9s. to 12s. per doz.

Extra fine, and very superior Ditto . . 18s. ,,

The selection being left to Youkm & Co.
Catalogues may be had on application.

FUCHSIAS.
] dozen of the newest and very best sorts . . 21 s.

1 dozen fine do. .
1 %S '

1 dozen good show varieties ..... 8s.

Sent by post, free, to any part of the United Kingdom.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.
YOUELL and CO., possessing the most extensive

stock in the country of the above Splendid Hardy Orna-

mental Tree beg to offer them on the following advantageous

tcrms :—Fine robust 4-year old plants, 8 to 9 inches high, 10*. per

100

*

U 4s Od
1 10

3

2 10

5

or 30s. per dozen.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 22, 1843.

FLORIST TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

PETUNIA PUNCTATA.
WILLIAM MILLER, in bringing this extraordinary

and beautiful production into public notice, docs so with-

out the slightest diffidence, being fully assured of its giving the

most entire satisfaction j it is of a dwarf habit, dark green foliage.

The reason it was not exhibited at the London shows was, its

not flowering till October. It has been submitted three times

to Dr. Lindlky, whose opinions will be found at pages 721,

774. 777, as follows :-"M. 72.—Your seedling No. 25 is quite a
novelty; it is a beautiful, distinct, and desirable variety; the

colour is a soft decided blue, mottled with white and spotted with

rose • these gradually disappear, and leave the ilower a beautiful

1 bt

red L

i4 Paxton's uoranicai juag«£iuo, ««« *»»* *-nuists !

journal " for February. Plants of it have already been ordered

for the Queen's Gardens, Claremont.

plants in spring at 7* 6d. each, including case and postage
;

the usual allowance to the trade, when three or more arc taken

at once. Orders will be executed in rotation.

W M. has plants of his «« Fireball " Geranium, now ready, at

5$ each, postage included, to any part of the kingdom.

N B.— A few strong Plants of most of the new Fuchsias can

be had! Providence Nursery, Ramsgatc, Kent, Nov. 7, 1843.

"

HYACINTHS AND~GROWING STOCK.
~

HUMPHREYS' COMPOUND, applicable to all

Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to

Price 6d*

let and Co., Covent Garden; Batt and Rutley, 412, Strand
;

Ciiarlwood, Tavistock-rowj W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapside; G.

Lawkenck, 18, Piccadilly; John Kern an, Great Russell-street,

Covent Garden ; Lockhart, 156, Cheapside ; Shuttleworth,

Pantheon; Minier, Adams, and Nash, 63, Strand; Thatcher

and SON. Islington ; Thomas Watkinson, Market-place, Man-

chester
• Pontey, Leeds ; P. Lawson and Son, Edinburgh; and

other leading Seedsmen in town and country. Wholesale Agents,

Davy, Mackmurdo, and' Co., 100, Upper-Thames-st., London.

'
' CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS.

MESSRS. N. and B. NORMAN'S Catalogue of

Show varieties, with which they have gained 29 Prizes

this season, can he had on pre-paid application.—Bull-ticlds,

Woolwich.

1

l

1

WILLIAM MAY begs to announce that he will not
be enabled to supply any more proved plants of Hollyhocks

for the present season. Pie can supply the following five-year-

old Hollyhocks, grown from seeds saved from best double sorts,

at 20s. per 100. Herbaceous plants, select and showy, in great

variety (see Advertisement for October) in collections of 100 fine

sorts lor 42*. 5 50 ditto for 25s. (a list of which may be had on
application). Tulips, fine named show sorts, in collections of

100 varieties, for 5/.; 50 do. for 21. 10s. ; 25 do. for 25s. Goose-
berries, 150 fine varieties by name; a list of sorts and prices on
application. Currants, May's new large late l( Victoria," red, at

15s. per dozen; new large black "Bang-up," at 0s. per dozen.

Seeds of Hollyhocks all warranted, saved from beat double flowers,

in packets of 200 seeds for 2s. 6<L, 500 for 5s. Pansy, from best

prize flowers, at 2s. 6d. and 5s. each. The seeds will be sent post

free by W. M., and may be had of Mr. Watkmson, Seedsman,

Market-place, Manchester. A remittance or reference is re-

quested.—Hope Nursery, Leeming Lane, nearBedale, Yorkshire,

November 21, 1843.
. .

DUTCH FLOWER-BULBS.—In answer to several

inquiries, the Undersigned begs leave to submit a list of

such Bulbs as he has still on hand that are proper for immediate

planting:— .

Hyacinths, double or single, 50 very fine sorts in 25 var.

25 extra fine sorts in 25 var.

Polyanthus Narcissus, 12 in 6 fine varieties

Italian Narcissus, 3 varieties mixed, per dozen

Large double Jonquil, 3s., single do. per dozen

Crocus, 250 in 5 very fine varieties ....
Ditto, 200 in 50 newest varieties • • •

Fine mixed, early, late, or double Tulips, each, per 100

100 fh 50 fine varieties, 1/. 10s. 50 in 50 do. .

50 very fine named English Iris

Finest mixed Spanish Iris, per 100

Iris susiana and tuberosa, each per dozen

Extra fine mixed double Ranunculus, 50 var., per 100 .

50 very fine varieties do. do., named .

50 very fine double Anemones, named
Crinum capense, rose and white, per doz. . . •

Gladiolus cardinaiis, large, 5s. per dozen ;
fionbundus,

large, per dozen, 3*. 6(L 20 do. in 20 very fine sorts .

Ixias, Sparaxis, Tritonias, very fine mixed, each, per 100

And a few others. All the above are proper for the open border.

25 may be had at the same rate as ioo.-James Carter, Seeds-

m an and Florist. 238, HighjHolborn. Nov. 2», 1843.

G& I. LANE, Nurserymen, Cockmaning's Nursery,
• Orpington, Kent, most respectfully beg to oner the follow-

ing Calceolarias to the Public, raisedby Mr. G. -Stanley, gr to

IT. Berens, Esq., Sidcup, Kent, which had the Large Silver and

Silver Kni^htian Medals of the London Horticultural Society

awarded them at their Grand Fetes on May 13th and June 17th,

1843, at Chiswick:—
Piunce oi<- Walks.—White ground, crimson spot, extra fine

shape, 10s. 6d. - - , _,

Picta.—Yellow ground, crimson spot, fine shape, and well up m
the centre, 10s. Cd.

Sir Rootkt Pb»£.—Orange ground, brown spots, good shape,

and very large, 7s. 6rf.

Ariel. — Cream ground, crimson spot, very fine shape, ana
shrubbv, 7s. 6d.

Doke of Cornwall. — Cream ground, crimson spot, good
shape, 5s.

Sr-LKNinn*.—Yellow ground, crimson spot, very showy, 5s.

Village Maid.— White ground, crimson spot, good shape, 5*.

N. B.—A remittance or reference expected from unknown cor.

respondents.
.

. _
SELECt1hA~RDY HERBACEOUS, PLANTS, ROSES, &c.

W JACKSON and CO. beg to offer Collections of

• the above, from their Select Stock, on the following

W^(^^
<

SSwyTH«rbMeoa« Plants, in 50 named sorts 20s.

s.

10

10
4

a

1

5

10

7
15

1

5
10

7
10

1 5

12

1

16

d.

6

6

100
100

J» it
50

100

Comprising the best in cultivation.

] 00 Dwarf Roses in 50 named sorts .

mo 1*
10° "

, no ,
1 00 named very fine sorts

„ 100 named extra sorts

30 Beautiful Scotch Roses, named

ft

it

25s.
355.

20S.
25S.

50s.

/5s.

20S.

The above are all well grown. The Roses on their-own roots;

and from the number of First Prizes awarded by the North Biding

HorETtSand Floricultural Society, W.J. and Co. have great

SffiK«conimeodlnB them. A few Splendid Prize Holly-

iinH,-a hv name. 18s. to 2ls. per dozen.
.

A r'eSencT or remittance from unknown correspondents is

respectfully solicited.-Cross-Lanes Nursery, near Bedale, York-

shire, November 20, 1843.
.

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING. - A Gentleman

V • „ ,i, ft,it to make alterations in his grounds in the vicinity

WWtfSrns?froni 6 to 12 feet, with fine flowering tops; Birch

road, London. —
ijYA^TS NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.

T »«n W MYATT are now ready to send out their
AND „;JTwbwrbY the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit

it . NEW ST^S JSS'cd at the London Horticultural
of which has b«n

|x.J
™<*

awarclecI . , t has also been
Society, and a Lanitb »« *«

for whose opinion see Gardeners'
submitted^%es^7 ntfmost prolific bearer, exhibiting
Chronicle,,

No .20, P /
fin„ jrilit and bloom on the same

atthesamet.meag British Q andC lOs Per X'-Manor Farm, Deptford, Not.24, 1848.

^TR^ORDINARY CUCUMBERS PINE -

IV APPIES and GREEN PEAS, for 12*. MAW
i^i AP?i*

of El)glam.» CUCUMBER, the best and
lattkh *\ hearer in cultivation, 6s. per packet of six seeds,
most pioluo >care^ ^^ CULTUKEof the P iNE .APPLE,

uamiltob *
t sl,fiicient Cucumbers are produced in the

*Up mt to Pay all the expenses of growing 300 lbs. of splendid

PhTes annually, from t he same plants- 6s. per copy.

N„" Productive PEA, from the West Indies, immense bearer,

VnH niihouirh the extraordinary shape and size of a tick Bean,

Unfa most delicious flavour-Is. 6d. per quart.

n,, Vf'ppi-it of a Post-office order for each or all the above, the

rnnimber-seed and Treatise will be sent free per post. A quan-

tit, nf Peas will be inclosed, to pay carriage.
J Tuo-mas Wiw, 3, Tavern-street, Ipswich, Suflb'.k.
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SHILLING'S NEW EARLY GROTTO PEA.

J and S. SHILLING have succeeded iu raising the
• above Pea. TheEarly Frame Pea, impregnated with the

Grotto or Oyster Marrow, which they with confidence recom-
mend to the Public generally, being quite as early, and nearly
double the size of any early Pea in cultivation. Quite hardy, will
stand the winter well, and a good Bearer; the Pod large and long.
They would particularly recommend it to the attention of Market
Gardeners.

Price 3s. per Quart; 10*. per Gallon; 1/s. 6d. per Peck; 30*.

per Half-bushel ; 2/. 10*. per Bushel.
London Agents : Messrs. Fiki.d and Chilp, Seedsmen, 119,

Lower Thames-street; Messrs. W. and J. Noble, Seedsmen,
152, Fleet- street ; Messrs. James Gray, Adams, and Hogg,
Nurserymen, Kensington; and Mr. Kkrnan, Seedsman, 4, Great
Russell-street.

J, and S. Shilling, Nurserymen, Northwarnborough, Odiham,
Hants, Nov. 24, 1843.

- - -f — - - - - -
i a ' '

l
~

l

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

WJ. COliMACK and CO. beg to announce to
• their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as
the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3s. 6d. per quart.
The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—" Cormack's Early Kent Peas," 14$. per bushel.
Newcross, and Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, Nov. 24.

A/f ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg to
-L*-*- announce that the SALE of the COTTAGE NURSERY,
Camburwicll Nkw Road, will terminate on Monday, Nov. 27,

with a fine assortment of EVERGREENS, AMERICAN PLANTS,
&c. Sriie to commence at 11 o'clock.
American Nursery, Leytonstone.

|
fi OTTAM AND

"JVTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS respect-
-iA-L fully inform the Public that they have received instructions

from Mr. William Cormack, Skn., to dispose of by Auction a
Portion of his EXTENSIVE NURSERY STOCK at New Cross,
situate on the north side of the road leading from London to

Dover, on Monday the 4th of December, 1843, and following:

days at 11 o'clock each day. May be viewed prior to Sale.

Catalogues may be had on the Premises; of the principal Seeds-
men ; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are instructed
to submit to public Auction, on the premises, Eniiam

Nursery, Battbrsea, on Wednesday, Dec. 13th, 1843, and
following days, at 11 o'clock each day, in consequence of Mr. C.
RUSSELL being compelled to clear the ground, the whole of the
valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting of several hundred
superb hardy scarlet Rhododendrous, with some remarkably large
Tulip-trees, which were removed last autumn, and can now be
offered without risk ; also some exceedingly fiue Yews, rarely to

be met with , extra fine specimens of Aucuba japonica, with a
large quantity of Intermediate and small sizes ; fine Standard,
Pillar, and Dwarf Roses, in great variety, byname; Gooseberries
in 200 named varieties; Iruit-bearing Mulberries; splendid
hedges of Box-trees ; Laurel, Common and Portugal ; Specimens
of Arbor vitrc, Red Cedar, hardy Azaleas, Kalmias, Yucca glau-
cescens, and other sorts; Pyrus japonica, large, and safe to
move; named Paeonias, together with many other choice Shrubs
and Roots, Full particulars will be given in Catalogues, which
will shortly be ready.—American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO PINE-GROWERS.
rpo BE SOLD, a Bargain.—FIFTY FRUITING
A- PINE PLANTS. Price 2*. each. With 100 SUCCESS-
ION, at Is. each. They consist chieily of Queen's.—Apply to
J. Toy, Pishiobury, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

SEA SIDE.

TO BE LET, Furnished or Unfurnished, a Detached
Freehold Family Residence, with large Garden, Coach-

house, and Stabling, and with or without a Field adjoining, on
the Southern Coast. Apply at the office of Mr. William Brom-
MEY, Gray's Inn Square; or to view the same, at the Library,
near the Royal Hotel, Hayling Island, Hants.

DISEASED AND HEALTHY LIVES ASSURED.
MEDICAL, INVALID, and GENERAL LIFE

OFFICE, 25, Pali Mall, London. Capital, 500,000/. This
Office is provided with very accurately constructed Tables, by
which it can Assure Diseased Lives on Equitable Terms. In-
creased Annuities granted on unsound Lives, the amount varying
with the particular disease. Members of Consumptive Families
assured at Equitable Rates. Loans granted upon personal se-

curity. E. G. P. NBISON, Actuary.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL andEDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
D. andE. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability iu the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to he
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.
D. and E, Bailkv also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongstother metal works, an extremely cbmpleteand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the iirsc to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to publfci notice a new Trough Pipe, for
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

"pENN'S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE BUILDING,
-*- WARMING, and VENTILATING.—The superiority of the

maro
HJlC lhst ^trodnced bv JOHN PENN, Esq., for obtaining amore eomnlAfra Hrnilotirtr, ^f +\ ia «fw»^c..\ ;„ 1 fc-j ?i

same, in the
uses, Pi% &c,

paratus, either bywis or TroS T>"
, '" t"^" Hot Water AppaX^nVrZ^

?
ut Mr. Penn's principle

First-rate references. Piai, tZ"l""^ 8 ',c
?
ess a»d economy,

ticulars« appli.»««**,HKSS-gSffiSSBE

HALLEN, Engineers, Iron -

1

v> founders, &c. &c, no. 2, wlnslky street, oxford
Street, London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very
low prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the
Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses; Churches, Public or Private Build-
ings, &c, with Cottam's Patent, or Rogers' Boilers. After
15 years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Appara-
tuses for the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improve-
ments which they have made during that time, C. and H. can
with confidence undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon
the most extensive scale. For the convenience of those who
wish to fix their own Apparatus, they have affixed the following
low prices:— £ s . d.

Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . , .700
(Larger Sizes in proportion.)

Rogers' Boiler, small size 3 15
Do. do. large do. . . . . . 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, Doors, Frames, and Feeding Apparatus for
Boilers, &c.

Rcndle's Tank System on an improved simple plan.
STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high out of the ground, 6 ft.

long, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 36 lbs., 3s. 6d. each
Light Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing 42 lbs. at 4 ,,

Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 „
Ox Hurdles, 4 ft. high, do. 60lbs.at 5 6.,
BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING, at %s.6d. per

bundle of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, at 7d. each. The
Improved continued and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy
Wire-work, &c.
HAND-GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c., 18 inches square,

35. 6d. ; 20 inches, 4s. 6d. ; 22 inches, 5s. 6d. each.
CAST-1 RON FLOWER-STAKES 4 feet long out of the ground,

Js. ; 4 feet 6, Qs. ; 5 feet, 1 Is. ; 6 feet, I 5a*. ; 7 feet, 20.9. per dozen.
GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 345.; 20, 44s. ; 22, 505.:

24 inches, 60s.*: 26, 758.} 28, 84s.; 30, 105s. each.
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricul-
tural Implements, and Furnishing Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's
Stoves, Anglo-Belgian Cooking Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The
above low prices being on account of the depression in the Iron
Trade, are subject to future alterations.
Show-Rooms at the Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley-street, where

every information may be obtained.
Estimates sent by return of post.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
CTEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechureh-street,U London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Ma. Rknulw,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

HPHE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented
-*- by'J. Rogers, Esq., may beobtaineri of any size from JOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. SiiKWK.v having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to
offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at
Messrs. Chandler & Sons* Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Loddiges',
Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place ; Messrs. Veitch
and Son's, Exeter ; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth ; the Royal Botanical
Society's Gardens, Regent's Park ; and at the Gardens of the Hor-
ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have
been effected since last season

5 particulars ofwhich are in course
of preparation.

UANO ON SALE.—Any Quantity of this vataable
Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer

cither in Loudon or Liverpool, on application to Cotksworth,
Powili, and Pavoa, St. Helen's Place, London; Edwards!
Danson, and Co., Liverpool j and William J. Mvkrs and Co.,
Importers, Liverpool.

G U A ALENO ON S
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

LIQUID MANURE.
i)UMPS of a Superior Construction, fixed and port-

able, for Liquid Manure. Garden Pumps, Hydraulic ditto,
and Pumps for deep wells. Also Pumps for Ships, Barges, Tan-
ners, Soap Boilers, Brewers, &c. Well-Digging and Boring
executed.—Benjamin Fowler, (late George Turner,) 63, Dorset-
street, Fleet-street.

NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK, BY MR. DICKENS.
In December will be published, in small 8vo, with four coloured

Etchings, and Woodcuts, by LeEch,

A CHRISTMAS CAROL; IN PROSE. Being A
GHOST STORY ok CHRISTMAS.

By Charles Dickens.— Prire Five Shillings.
Chapman and Hall, 186, Strand.

A TREATISE ON THAT INVALUABLE FRUIT,
-^ the PINE-APPLE. By T. Torbron, founded on long prac-
tice; by which it will acquire its climax of size and flavour.
The Author has been honoured with the names of 1 20 subscribers.
Published at 23, Titchbourne-strcet, Haymarket. Price 55. Sent
post free to non- .subscribers if required.

PUNCH!—PRINCE ALBERT, THE BRITISH
FARMER.— See Saturday's Number. Price Threepence,

or stamped, Fourpence.

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1844, containing
Ruled Pages for Cash Accounts, and Memoranda for Every

Day in the Year ; an Almanack; and a variety of useful and valu-
able information. Price 2s. 6d.

"We really do not remember Punch to have been so brilliant

as he is in the present work—every date has its joke, every leaf

its laugh ; it is, indeed, a prime jest book."

—

Weekly Chronicle.
Punch Office, l$)i, Strand; and sold by all Booksellers.

In Monthly Numbers, 8vo, price is. 6rf. each,
,

rpHE GARDENERS' MAGAZINE. Forming One
-L Volume annually, illustrated by numerous Engravings.
The Vols, for 1825 to 1834 inclusive, are out of Print.

The Vol. for 1835, price \6s.
t
contains 720 pages of letterpress

and 11(5 engravings : viz., Plans of Gardens, the Grounds of small
Villas, Flower-gardens, and Arboretums, 28; of Garden Struc-
tures, 6 ; of Garden Ornaments, 4 ; of Gates, 2 ; of New Instru-

ments and Utensils, 8; of Garden Operations, 1; of New Fruits,

2, of New Plants, 15; of Entire Trees, 4; Miscellaneous Dia-
grams, 26.

The Vol. for 1836, price Ifis., contains 724 pages of letterpress,

and 1 1 1 engravings : viz., Plans of Gardens, the Grounds of small
Villas, Flower-Gardens, and Arboretums, 3/; of Garden Struc-
tures, 4; of New Instruments, 4; of Diagrams, 12; of Buildings,
2 ; of Fruits, I ; of Plants, 24 ; of Entire Trees, 9 ; of Reptiles, 3

;

of Insects, 5; Miscellaneous, 4.

The Vol. for 1837, price 165., contains 624 pages of letterpress,

and 128 engravings : viz., Plans of Gardens, the Grounds of small
Villas, and Flower-Gardens, 4 ; of Garden Structures, 23 ; of
New Instruments, 9; of Diagrams, 23; of Buildings, 2; of New
Plants, 43; of Entire Trees, 10; of Insects, 15.

The Vol. for 1838, price i6a\, contains 640 pages of letterpress,

and 102 engravings : viz., Plans of Gardens, the Grounds of small
Villas, &c, 52; of Garden Structures, 5; of Instruments, 8; of
Diagrams, 22 ; of New Plants, 8 ; of Insects, 6.

The Vol. for 1839, price 1/. 3.9. 6d. f contains 730 pages of letter-

press, and 177 engravings: viz., Plans of Gardens and Country
Residences, 11 j Views of Garden Scenery, 27; Cottages and
Lodges, 18; Garden Structures, 36; Instruments, Implements,
Utensils, and Machines, 37; Diagrams, 24 ; Operations, 8 ; Plants,
20 ;

Insects, 2.

The Vol. for 1840, price 1/. 3s., contains 690 pages of letter-

press, and 79 engravings: viz., Plans of Gardens and Country
Residences, 7; Views of Buildings and Garden Scenery, 9;
Garden Structures, 16; Instruments, Implements, Utensils, and
Machines, 24; Diagrams, 17; Plants, 6,

The Vol. for 1841, price 1/. is. 6d.
t
contains 654 pages of letter-

press, and 58 engravings: viz., Plans of Gardens and Country
Residences, 6; Garden Structures, 25 ; Instruments, Implements,
Utensils, and Machines, 17; Diagrams, 8; Insects, 2.

The Vol. for 1842, price M. 2s. , contains 672 pages of letter-

press, and 77 engravings: viz., Plans of Houses, Gardens, and
Grounds, 8 ; Views of Buildings, and Garden Scenery, 6 ; Garden
Structures, 8 ; Instruments, Implements, Utensils, and Machines,
31 ;

Diagrams. 24.

The Vol. for 1843, price 1/. 3s. 6d., contains 700 pages of letter-

press and 135 engravings, viz., Plans, Views, Elevations, Sec-

tions, &c, connected with Cemeteries, Churches, and Church-
yards, 60 ; Plans of Flower-Gardens, Lawns, &c., 17; Suburban
Villas, &c., 5; Artificial Lakes, 4; Plans and Elevations of Cot-
tages, 8 ; Modes of Heating, 3 ; Instruments, Implements, Uten-
sils, and Machines, 17; Diagrams, 14; Plants, 1; Insects, 2;
Phrenological Figures, 6.

Every yearly volume of the Gardeners1 Magazine contains a
Register of the Horticultural Discoveries and Improvements that

have been made in the course of that year, and these are again
noticed in a more concentrated form in an Annual Summary.
Thus every gardener or amateur who reads the Gardeners* Maga*
zinc, is certain of keeping up his professional knowledge with the
progress of improvement, rapid as that progress continues to be.

Every Volume is complete in itself, with contents, index, &c.

In I2mo., price 6$, cloth lettered,

GUIDE TO THE CONSERVATORY; being a
concise Treatise on the Management of the Hothouse and

Greenhouse; the Forcing of Bulbs, Shrubs, &c; and the Best
Mode of Keeping a Succession of Bloom through every month of

the year; exemplified in a select list of the most admirable plants

of the present day, under the arrangements both Of Jussieu and
Linnaeus—including their native country, propagation, and the

soil adapted to each.
By RiciiARn Bainbfudgk,

Flower-Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Wenlock.
From Notes of the Author's Dally Practice, and Communications

furnished by liberal eminent Floriculturists.

*** The peculiar characteristic of this work is the means of
obtaining a constant and large supply of dowers. It includes a
very extensive List of Orchidaccse, with their cultivation, as pur-
sued by the most eminent practitioners.

London : Robert Baldwin, 47, Paternoster-row.

HERBARIA.
WILLIAM PAMPLIN'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE OF DRIED PLANTS, will be forwarded on send-
ing two Postage stamps to 45, Frith-street, Soho-squnrc, London;
it contains above Thirty Distinct Collections, including some
very interesting Plants from Brazil, New Grenada, and Mexico ;

from Nubia and Abyssinia; from Arabia, Eourdistan, and the
Georgian Caucasus ; and from various parts of Europe ; which
have been recently consigned to W. P. for sale, at very mode-
rate prices.

A New Edition, complete in 2 vols., 8vo, price 2U.
PRACTICAL SERMONS FOR EVERY SUNDAY
i- AND PRINCIPAL HOLYDAY IN THE YEAR. By the
Rev. C. Bradlky, Vicar of Glasbury. Vols. II. and III. of the
smaller edition to be had separately, price 8s. each.
London : Hamilton, Adams, & Co. ; and Hatchard & Son.

By the same Author,
SERMONS PREACHED CHIEFLY AT THE CELEBRATION

OF THE LORD'S SUPPER. Second Edition, price 10s. 6d.

Just published, Price Js. 6d. post 8vo. boards.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES, CHEMICAL
AND AGRICULTURAL. Part I. contains, Carbon, a Com-

pound Body made by Plants, in quantities varying with the
circumstances under which they arc placed. Part II. Decompo-
sition of Carbon during the Putrefactive Fermentation.

By Robkrt Riog, F.R.S.
London : Smith, Eldkr, and Co., 65, Cornhu.l.

HODGSON'S IMPROVED PORTABLE PENS,
are manufactured from Quills peculiarly prepared, of differ-

ent degrees of hardness to suit all hands, price 4s. per packet,
containing 100.
HODGSON'S NEW ENGAGEMENT BOOK. Price 2s.
HODGSON'S IMPROVED CELLAR BOOK. Price 25.
HODGSON'S FAMILY WASHING BOOK. Price 1.5. 6d.
HODGSON'S HOUSEKEEPEKS' ACCOUNT BOOK. Price 1*.

HODGSON'S POSTAGE ENVELOPES, infinitely superior to
the Government ones, at the same price.

London: Hodosons, Stationers, &c, Nos. 6ando,GreatMary-
lebone-street. To be had of all booksellers and stationers in the
United Kingdom, or forwarded by post at a small additional cost.

-
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Just published, in One Volume Svo., price 3s. 6d. to Fellows of
the Society, and 55. to others, (or postage free, upon receipt of
a Post-office order, price 5s. to Fellows of the Society, or 6s. 6d %

to others,)

CATALOGUE of the FRUITS CULTIVATED
-*-*• in the GARDEN of the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY ok
LONDON. (Third Edition.) Containing the Names, Synonyms,
Colour, Size, Form, Quality, Use, Time of Ripening, anil many
Other particulars concerning all the most important varieties of
hardy Fruit cultivated in this country.

Sold at the House of the Society, 21, Regent-street, and also
hy Longman and Co., Paternoster-row; J. Hatcuaiuj, Picca-
dilly; Kidgway, Piccadilly ; Rivingtons, Waterloo- place; and
by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the Empire.
A few Copies of the Second Edition of this Catalogue may be

had at the reduced price of 1&*. 6d. each.

WMFip iff* tuvlfo&tt&vcL* ^nwucle*

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1843.
-

MEETINGS FOIl THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS*
Wednesday, Nov. 29 ( £225*1

- * *'*'
** Lbuuicty or Arts 8 p.m.

Tuesday, Deo. 6(?£*?jJ
,iUral ff«

m
Light is an agent perfectly indispensable to plants

*n a growing state, and they generally thrive in pro-

portion to the amount of it they receive. It is the
stimulus which puts in action all their most powerful
and important vital forces. Hence it is a principle
in modern gardening to provide houses used for culti-

vation with the most transparent substance that can
be procured for their roofs, and to employ means of

diminishing the quantity oflight at those seasons when,,
under the artificial circumstances to which plants are
exposed in hothouses, it becomes necessary to do so.

*or this end glass is universally employed, and it is

"ot likely to be superseded.
But some plants never require bright light; Cucum-

bers for example. Others need it only during the
summer

; us many sorts of Greenhouse plants. Otheis
afiain, can dispense with it at the early period of their
growth, though it is indispensable to them afterwards.
An all such instances any substance which is cheap,
Waterproof, and not brittle, although not more trans-
parent than horn, would be invaluable to gardeners;
apd accordingly various attempts have been made to
deprive paper or cotton linen of their opacity by some
g^asy or resinous preparation which shall repel water.
vv e cannot say that the attempts have been hitherto
very successful. In some cases the application of the
substance to be employed has been difficult ; in others
its preparation has proved an obstacle ; and sometimes
even its cost.

At last the proposed end seems to have been
attained by Mr. George Whitney, of Shrewsbury, if
we are to judge from the statements that have been
made to us, and by the specimens that we have seen.
I here is now before us a piece of cotton linen, and
another of muslin, which are certainly all that can be
wished for on the score of transparency and texture,
noth prepared by some waterproofing substance which

\k
ney llas contrive(1 -

We understand that this gentleman was led to turn
jus attention to the subject in consequence of having
lost the larger part of his wall-fruit for three or foui
years consecutively. Early last spring he covered his
trees with common calico coated with the composition,
When the blossoms were found to expand fully, and a
c*op of fruit much greater than the trees could support
was the result. He did not take the coverings off by
«ay, except to thin the fruit, till the latter end of May.
*ne crop was not only abundant and very fine, but a
^onth earlier than his neighbours', this success

?m i
y induced him t0 trY a thinner material

Unushn) for Cucumbers and Melons, and the fruit
S^°wn under them is represented to have been of good

f
° ('°ubt can be entertained of the plan being sue-

sstul for many purposes, and we recommend our

Sc"J

at

^
ur friends to put it in practice—on a small

i
f

however, at first, until they have ascertained the
est ^eans of proceeding.

w
advi

regret t0 fincl ifc still necessary to repeat the

destn? ?e formerly (P- 387
>

l842
) Save>

ai* to the

With 1
n of perennial weeds. Everybody is troubled

look'
; a^ wis ** t0 remove t^iern : kut many stand

the m^ ?^ helplessly, as if there were no remedy for

Fen
ie£ Fields continue to be smothered with

Hib-
1S am* ^istles and Docks; lawns swarm with

With
8
r
aSS

i

and J^delion; aml gardens are overrun

verv
V°ucll-grass in all parts of the country, except a

sin^i
ew

' And yet the means of destruction are

thani
resuIt certain, and the expense no more

Wear Vnv
?
lved in a small exercise of patience, and the

<>* a lew common tools.

il is nh
*e

I

J-ormerly said we now repeat, viz. : that

if its i

yS1 Iy imPossible for any Plant t0 exist long

consenn!
VeS ar

? V^Petualh) destroyed. It is of no

^hatS"
06 whatev« what the plant is, or under

c°n$taZ !*
msta

i
lces »grows—perish it must under the

is so I
of lts foliage- For the reasons whv thisu

> we can only refer to the place above quoted.

For the proof, we shall call the first person who has

steadily set about cutting off the crowns of the Dande-
lion in his grass-plots. A year ago, some garden-

groundwas infested with Gout-weed (iEgpodium poda-

graria), a very troublesome plant to eradicate ; and in

the instance in question circumstances rendered it in-

convenient to take up the Ferns and other herbaceous

plants which occupied the ground infested with the

Gout-weed, which had insinuated itself among
them and intermingled its roots in all directions

with the plants it was desirable to preserve. A
little girl was taught to watch the Goutweed as it

sprang up hi the spring, and to pinch off its leaves

whenever they were four or five inches long. The
first pinching produced no effect, the second very

little, and the experiment was pronounced a failure.

Patience, however, came in aid of the operation, and
after the third destruction of the leaves, which was by
Midsummer, the Goutweed was evidently much en-

feebled. And now the previous perseverance began to

tell : the leaves were thin and pale, and grew but

slowly. The merciless pinching was continued, and
by the end of September leaves ceased to appear.

Upon examining the ground the other day, the subter-

ranean sterns and roots of the Goutweed were found
wholly dead.

Now what was true in that case would be equally

true in all others—a fact which cannot be too well

remembered, for the losses occasioned by weeds, on a
large scale, no one can count. In the last Number of
the " Journal of Agriculture" * two similar instances

are mentioned by Mr. Boyd, of Innerleithen, which
deserve to be mentioned in connexion with this

subject :

—

" An extensive bog on the farm of Gemscleuch, on
the estate of Thirlstane, the property of Lord Napier,
was surface-drained some years ago at a very con-
siderable expense, and, no doubt, in the confident

expectation that it would be rendered highly pro-

ductive in consequence ; but, in place of this being
the result, to the astonishment and sad disappoint-

ment of Mr. Laidlaw, the tenant, it produced, the
first year, a most extensive crop of Thistles—so exten-
sive, indeed, that the tenant at once and for all

abandoned the idea of eradicating them. It is, how-
ever, consistent with my knowledge, from a recent

experiment, conducted upon a scale of considerable

extent, that cutting Thistles two consecutive years

will destroy them.
15

Mere we have the destruction of leaves carried on
with much less zeal than might have been employed,
and the consequence was the loss of two years in the

attempt to extirpate the Thistles. If cut as fast as

they shot up, they would have disappeared in one year.

The other case is that of the common Brake, one of

the most difficult of all plants to get rid of without
irrigation :

—

w From time immemorial, the inhabitants of Inner-

leithen have been accustomed to collect Ferns annually

from the adjoining mountains for the purpose of
pitting, or securing their Potatoes during the winter
months. For a number of years past, also, many of

them have been in the habit of keeping pigs, and,

from their having the command of no other material

for litter than the Fern, the competition in collecting

it has, in consequence, become of late years so very

great, that many of the pig-feeders, (unwittingly for

themselves,) in place of allowing the Ferns to come to

maturity, as usual, before cutting, have mown down
large quantities of them while young and succulent.

Tiiis has had completely the effect of eradicating them
from the soil. On some patches, however, a few
sickly plants are still left to point out the ground
where, five or six years ago, Ferns were produced in

the greatest abundance. As an additional proof that
repeated cuttings of the Ferns while young and
succulent will eradicate them from sheep pasture,

I may mention that in the year 1834, Mr. Ballan-

tyne, of Holylee, engaged two experienced mowers,
for five weeks, to cut the Ferns on Blackcleuch and
Brakenhope, both of which are farms of great extent,

many of the patches of Ferns covering five or six acres

of land. Although the plants, after a second and third

years' cutting, became extremely feeble and sickly

looking, still the operation of mowing was found
necessary to be repeated in the month of

4
July for five

consecutive years before the Ferns were totally extir-

pated ; and in many places, where they were rank, it

was the third year after the first cutting before the
surface was completely covered with a variety of
Grasses and White Cloven Although the extent of
ground subjected to the experiment has not been
actually measured, it is the opinion of those conversant

with measurements, as also of those who have a prac-

tical knowledge of the ordinary quantity of Ferns that

a mower will cut in a day, that the whole extent of
ground from which the Ferns have been extirpated

cannot, at the most moderate computation, be less

than 100 acres, which are at this moment the richest

and most productive portions of sheep pasture on the
estate of Holylee. The whole expense of exterrnina<-

* P. 143, Oct., 1843. Blackwood,

tion mounted only to the comparatively trifling outlay

of 25/. sterling, being at the rate of 5*- an acre."

To this we need only add, that more frequent cut-
tings would also have accelerated the destruction of
the Ferns as well as of the Thistles.

A COMMENTARY ON CERTAIN PASSAGES IN
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL WRITINGS OF THE
LATE ANDREW THOMAS KNIGHT.

BYr W. WOOD.
{Continuedfrom page 803.)

No. VII.— On the Transplantation of Plants
with SPINDLE-SHAPED Roots.—" It is a generally re-

ceived opinion amongst Gardeners that plants wirh spindle-

shaped roots cannot be advantageously cultivated by trans-

plantation, and it cannot be questioned that the most
perfect crops of plants of this habit, both in quantity and
quality, will be obtained by permitting them to retain their

first situation and position. Fibrous-rooted plants, also, I

am inclined to infer, from the grounds above stated, will

be found to succeed well under the same mode of treat-

ment, for these would readilv emit in great abundance new
superficial roots."

—

Hoit. Trans. , vol. vi M p. 370 f (1826.)

The above evidence affords still further and clearer

proofs, that a Progressive and Accumulative system

of cultivation is the ultimate result of cultivation
;

although as previously stated in the instance of the Bal-

sams, in which intermediate shifts were dispensed with, it

did not occur to me at that period that such a system

could ever be applied to the culture of plants of slow

growth \ yet a conviction that such a principle does really

exist in nature, aud would be ultimately successful in the

treatment of plants generally, was my decided opinion

from that period up to the present ; and each successive

instance of an approach to it has only served to confirm

my expectations— that had the eminent experimentalist

whose papers have done so much to illustrate and confirm

all subsequent experience, been permitted to continue his

valuable labours, 1 have no doubt but ere this, a clear

conviction aud practical insight into the ultimate effects

of cultivation would have led him to affirm what I sin-

cerely believe to be consistent with the principles of Hor-
ticulture, that, physiologically considered, shifting is but a
substitute for a worse evil.

No. VIII.

—

On the Cultivation of the Pine-
Apple.—" Concluded a lung course of experiments upon
the cultivation of the Pine-Apple, and in ascertaining the

effects of excess of drought and of moisture, and of very

high and of very low temperature, I have of course sacri-

ficed many plants in experiments, which I neither found

nor expected to find successful ; but from these experi-

ments, &c., much valuable information was gained, &c.
&c. &c* Jlort. Trans., vol. vii., p. 409 (1828.)

Remarks.— Such is the honourable testimony borne to

the valuable results of philosophical research and inquiry,
and it would be well if those who are attempting to apply
the highest principles of Horticulture to practice, with but
a very slender knowledge of the requisite means, would
remember that the success of the latter must essentiallj

depend upon the former.
'* Very high temperature, if accompanied with a suffi-

ciently humid state of the atmosphere, I found beneficial

at all seasons of the year under a curvilinear iron house,

for this admitted as much light in the middle of winter as

the Pine-Apple plants appeared to require.
11 The effects of the excess of humidity in the air of the

bouse were, as might have been anticipated, diametrically

opposite to those which had resulted from drought, and

the plants grew so rapidly as to become soon too large for

the spaces allotted, without indicating at any season of

the year a disposition to show fruit*"

Remarks.—The above statement appears to imply a

difference of treatment in the cultivation of plants which

to a certain extent admit of a progressive maturity of

growth, as in many of those with a branching habit, and

those whose maturity must depend upon a single accumu-

lative development, as the Pine-Apple, Cockscomb, &c.,

—the former not admitting of those artificial processes

which render the current of sap subservient to fertility,

by diverting its exuberant or perpendicular flow to the

formation and support of every developed bud.
w I do not entertain the slightest doubt that as large

and larger, and even still larger Pine-Apples may be raised

without, than with, a hot-bed of any kind. A requisite

degree of temperature and humidity of atmosphere may
be maintained by intense solar agency, &c. &c. &c."

In reference to the above, I may again cite the instance

of the Balsams, which I subjected to intense heat and

excessive moisture by syringing, apart from the aid of

fermenting material throughout the whole process. Such

was the exuberant growth on that occasion from the plants

being transferred from GO-sized pots to 12-sized, that

I had a repeated intention of again shitting them ; but

the stimulating material in which they were placed proved

capable of imparting a vigour far exceeding the expecta-

tions of all who saw them, and though cultivated in

houses whose structure was favourable only to a dry heat,

yet the humidity which they were subjected to daily caused

the protrusion of roots above the surface of the soil—

&

sufficient proof of the genial element and intense agency
to which they were exposed.

" To obtain fruit of a much larger size, it will be found
necessary to restrain the plants from bearing fruit to a
greater age than mine have ever been permitted to acquirt,

and in such cases it will be found beneficial to remove the

plants annually into larger pots. The difficulty of thus

removing, without danger to the roots, &c."
Remarks.—HerQ it appears that Mr. Knight supposed

it possible to attain a larger fruit by successive stages of
growth. But I am strongly inclined to think that he
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here lost sight of the principle which he in part carried

out, and that if he had then perceived the application of

dispensing with all shifts—by the possibility of obtaining

a uniform circulation of moisture from a larger amount
of material, whether applied in larger pots, tubs, or pro-

portionately-sized pits—he would still have attempted it

on a larger scale. It appears that his attempts oil a small

scale—yet then proportionately larger than others believed

possible—were crowned with success. And here I would
inquire whether his application of vegetable matter in a

fresh or undecomposcd state was at all favourable to the

highest possible effects—whether its nutritive properties

were not to a certain extent pernicious, not as an element

capable of being assimilated by the roots, &c, but per-

nicious or unfavourable as a medium by whichjthe remain-

ing chemical agencies were to derive and impart their

force? Is not the efficiency of every cause to a certain

extent modified or regulated in proportion to the fitness

of the medium through which it operates ? If not, I am
perfectly unable to establish a method in support of those

principles of Horticulture upon which all that is true in

cultivation depends.

Referring again to the materials used in the cultivation

of the Balsams, I am convinced that the application of

materials subservient to the highest possible effects of

cultivation must answer a twofold purpose, mechanical

and nutritive (or assimilative), and that the amount of

material subservient to the latter purpose should only be

in proportion to the progressively absorbent and digestive

functions of each plant- I would even apply these views

to the cultivation of such plants as are exposed to the most
intense agencies; for this reason, that the amount of

material equal to a given effect would be in proportion to

the former—the more powerful the agent, the greater

the amount of material a plant could operate upon ; and

the greater the amount of material, the more essential that

its qualities, proportions, arrangement, &c, should be

rendered subservient to the progressive stages of growth.

I think it is by what I venture to call a mechanical

medium that the law of gravitation operates, and it is the

uniform operation of this law which constitutes the capa-

bility and power of uniform agency in all material bodies.
" It will also be necessary when fruit of the largest size

is require), to place the plants at all periods of their

growth at considerable distances from each other, because

the leaves of the Pine-Apple plant act less efficiently in

the generation of sap in proportion as they are made
to take a perpendicular direction, and the direction they

are compelled to take when they are laterally much shaded

—for the leaves of this plant, like the stems of Potato-

plants, are subjected to the conflicting influence of gravi-

tation and of light—the one labouring to give a perpen-
dicular, and the other a horizontal direction to the leaves ;

and the comparative power of one agent increasing as that

of the other decreases.

"

Remarks.—The above very instructive observations

appear to inculcate the great importance of equalising the

great opposing powers in Nature, and serve to afford the

last confirmatory evidence in support of an opinion I

have given in a previous paper on the essential importance

of "a uniform circulation of moisture," as a principal

medium by which"the highest possible effects in cultivation

are to be attained. As this condition will, ere this, have

excited some little attention, and in some instances con-

jecture, as to the causes which operate to produce it, I

beg to submit the following proposition to the considera-

tion of cultivators :

—

A uniform circulation of the fluids necessary for the

highest objects in Horticulture is the result of adapt-

ing the arrangement, proportions, textures, and qualities

of the materials employed in cultivation, to the organic

structure of plants, and the external agencies which

operate upon them.—William "Wood.

MR. BECK'S TANK-HOUSE.
Perhaps a description of my Tank-house may be

acceptable to the general reader, and may serve to answer

the numerous inquiries I have received upon the subject.

What I aimed at was, to employ every portion of the space

inclosed to the best advantage. Under one roof are the

means of obtaining, at pleasure, stove, bottom, moist and

dry heat, -and likewise ventilation ; the arrangements for

these are at once simple and effective. The house (if I

may be allowed to call a humble wooden erection by the

name) is a " lean-to" against a south wall; it is 35 feet

long by 7 wide, and is divided in the centre by a glass

partition. The tank, which is heated by one of Stephen-

son's conical boilers, is an iron one, and made by the

same company ; it is 30 feet long and 3 feet wide, and is

9 inches deep ; it is covered with 1£ inch slate, and the

depth of the water in it is about 4 inches.

The tank is divided as shown in the Chronicle, p. 80-1.

The half of the house nearest the boiler I use as a stove,

and the other as a greenhouse. From the edge of the

tank, which is 4 feet from the wall, in both divisions rise

a series of shelves removable at pleasure. At either end

of both places stands a slate cistern for receiving rain-

water from the roof, and under the front sashes is placed

a shelf, which is easily let down whenever wide path-room
is required for bringing in a large plant, &c. The ventila-

tion is effected by small doors near the ground ; the top-
lights run in the usual manner, and the front sashes are
sliding. The two divisions are furnished thus:—In the
stove suspended from the roof, and placed upon shelves,
are about 70 choice OrchidaceEe, a few stove plants, and
some Roses, just coming into full bloom. There are also

some Hxacinths and other plants to bloom in succession.

The shelf under the window is filled with various cuttings

that have been struck, and are to remain there until they

become established. Beneath the tank, which is sup

ported upon small iron columns 2 feet G inches from the

ground, are planted Rhubarb, Asparagus, and Seakale

—

the two former promise to be excellent crops, the latter

has only been lately planted, and therefore little can be
said about it ; here are also stowed away Fuchsias and
other plants that remain in a dry state through the winter

;

as are likewise Hyacinths, and other bulbs, for forcing in

succession. This space was at first intended for a Mush- I

room bed, but could not be spared for that purpose. In

the second or greenhouse division, some of the shelves

are filled with seedling Pelargoniums, and the front one is

occupied with seedling Calceolarias.

I should add that, in the stove, one-half of the tank is

covered with dry tan, and the other is divided into two

water-light compartments. There is also a similar one of

small size near the sluices C and B. In the greenhouse

division the slate cover is entirely bare. With respect to

the management : suppose it to be eight o'clock, p.m., the

glass falling and the night promising, what we have had
j

this season, 12° of frost ; suppose, farther, that the stove

is at 70°, the water in that division of the tank 120° or

130° ; the sluice-board at A is put down, and those at

B and C are pulled up, and in ten minutes the greenhouse

division of the tank, previously cold, is radiating heat

;

in this way it remains for an hour or so, and then the

circulation is shut off and confined to the stove. The fire

is made up, and the water-divisions in the stove are re-

plenished, in order to supply the necessary moisture. In

the morning the foliage will be covered with a dew-like

moisture, and if this is considered to be too heavy, a

small plug in the several divisions is pulled up, the water

sinks into the tank, and the evaporation ceases. If the

tank be too full to allow its escape from the surface, a

cock may be turned leading from the bottom of the farther

end, and this allows sufficient to run out to accomplish the

object. Should the water boil, the safety of the whole is

provided for by a small steam-pipe. The first admission

of air is through the small doors near the bottom, and this

mingles with the warm air before reaching the plants. If we
wish to propagate, we take off a lower shelf in the stove,

plunge the pots of cuttings in the tan, and cover with a

hand-glass.

Now, I dare say many gardeners in large establish-

ments will smile at this elaborate description of a place

that would scarcely hold their tools. But I thought it

would be acceptable to humble horticulturists like myself.

I could not desire for my purpose a better house than

one of several divisions. The readers of the Chronicle

may remember a notice which appeared in its columns, of

the first little structure I worked on the tank-system, and

which first directed attention to Rendle's plan in this

part of the country. I have had no occasion to vary my
original arrangements ; all I have done is only to enlarge

it, and I believe for simplicity, certainty, economy,
variety of temperature under one roof, useful occupation

of all space, my wooden boxes may serve as a model.

For the health and luxuriance of all they contain, abund-

ance of practical men can vouch.
;

PLAN OF A POTTING-SHED.
The accompanying plan is an inside view of a most con-

venient potting-shed belonging to Mr. Beck, of Isleworth.

This shed is 25 feet long and 12 feet wide (part of the

timbers have been left out for the purpose of better showing

the other parts). Although it is not a very substantial build-

ing, it is remarkable for its neatness and general arrange-

ment, and contains within itself every convenience which

the Amateur can desire. The following is a description ;

A is the potting bench, B a bench for standing plants on
;

over this bench are roof-lights, K, which make it a conve-

nient north house, as well as a potting-shed ; C is a large

water-tub, running on castors, which may be pushed under

the bench, out of the way; at D, though not seen, is a

Stephenson's conical boiler—the iron chimney is shown

at E ; this boiler heats a small greenhouse at the back}

and likewise gives out sufficient heat for the shed ; F is a

fruit-loft, 16 feet long and 4 feet 4 inches wide ; G are

bins for peat, sand, crocks, &c. ; H is a cupboard for

paint-pots and other tools which the amateur may re-

quire; I is a shelf for plants on the outside. As this

building faces the north, and has a roof partly glazed at

K, it is found useful as a place in which plants can be

temporarily preserved while in flower, in cases where it is

desirable that they should not be exposed to too much
light. The water-tub, C, is very useful for washing pots

in. The row of bins at G enables the gardener to keep all

his composts and potting materials distinct, and always

ready, so that there is no time lost in hunting after this or

that, and the place never needs to be unneat.

THE FIG.

There is, perhaps, no fruit-tree more easily grown than

the Fig. It will thrive under a greater variety of circum-

stance, as regards soil and situation, drought and moisture,

than will even the common orchard trees ; and it will also

bear a wide range of temperature, provided this does not

descend much below the freezing point. The tree is not

adapted for withstanding any great degree of frost. Al-

though it will ripen its fruit under a summer-heat scarcely

sufficient for the Vine, yet the shoots of the latter, when

their growth is perfected, will bear in winter a degree of

cold that would kill the Fig to the ground. Notwith-

standing the amplitude of its foliage, and proportionably

rapid growth under favourable circumstances, the Fig

may be fruited in very small compass, although limited

in its supply of nourishment— a consequence of its tenacity

of life.

The mode of bearing is somewhat peculiar, and requires

particular attention. On the lower part of the current

shoots of the season wood-buds are generally formed in the

axils of every leaf. If the shoots are upright and very

vigorous, such only are to be found along- the shoot—the

natural tendency being to form stems and branches, more

especially where a considerable extent of these does not

already exist; but the ramifications from such usually

exhibit a fruitful appearance. When the tree is in a bear-

ing condition the" shoots are generally furnished wi

wood-buds at the base; then fruit-buds begin tobeforr"

in the axils of the leaves, and continue to be so formed

the very extremity of the shoot. The fruiUbuds carlie

formed—those lowest on the current year's shoot*--*

generally developed into fruit of considerable size;

they rarely attain maturity in the open air in this cl *ma
?

whilst those formed later can never be expected to do ^
and none will stand over winter, if advanced so far as

have the appearance of minute Figs. They will wlU
,

e
with the leaves; and although they may hang on

shoots after the leaves have dropped, yet their vegeta

u

is checked, and cannot be resumed in the follow

spring.
. f die

But some fruit-buds at and near the extremity oi^

shoots will be observed not larger than small ?e
f

s
'C

in

time
fact, still enveloped by their protecting scales at the Jj

when the vegetation of the season ceases

conti

tion

ontinue alive, if protected from frost, and remain ^
ionary, like wood-buds on other parts of the tre®'

, n^Vhen
vegetation becomes active in the following spring-

t

that period arrives, these autumn-formed fruit
T
buds

1 „riPg
from the scales which inclosed and protected them uu

winter ; and they acquire perfect maturity in the co
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of the summer, unless from various causes the fruit drops

prematurely.

It thus appears that the Fig-tree is naturally adapted

forbearing a succession of fruit, progressively formed,

from near the base of the shoots to their extremities ; that

the greater part, if not the whole, of the fruits which push

beyond their scales in the same season in which they are

formed, fail in attaining maturity in this climate, although

they constitute the principal crop in warmer climates, and

likewise in forcing-houses in this country ;
and that the

crop likely to ripen without the aid of artificial heat is

derived from the embryo fruit-buds formed towards the

extremities of the shoots. It is, therefore, evident that

the latter ought not to be cut off in pruning.

The propagation of the Fig is easily effected, either

from suckers, by layering, or from cuttings. Suckers may
be taken off at any time when the trees are nor in leaf,

and planted either in the open ground or in pots. Layer-

ing may be performed at any season. Cuttings should be

made early in spring, and struck in heat.

In some parts of the south of England the Fig succeeds

as standards, bearing large crops in favourable seasons.

It then receives little or no pruning. But in general it is

found necessary to plant the Fig against walls ;
and in this

case pruning and training become necessary.

—

11* T*

ON THE ATMOSPHERE OF HOTHOUSES.
(Continued from page 804.)

Chemical Composition.—-The last but not least import-

ant topic of my discourse is the permanently gaseous

material of which the atmosphere is composed. Of the

great bulk of this material, Nitrogen*, forming four-fifths

of the whole compound, little need be said, as, so far as

known, it constitutes a mere diluent of the other gases.

Neither will it be necessary to dwell on oxygen, which,

although a product of vegetation, and entering into the

atmosphere to the extent of one-fifth, or, more correctly,

21 per cent., is not so immediately involved in our

inquiry. Suffice it to say, that the proximate propor-

tion of four-fifths nitrogen and one-fifth oxygen, com-
posing (he atmosphere, is found exceedingly stable— the

analysis of chemists at various times, and from all possi-

ble situations, rendering it the same. With carbonic acid

gas as an ingredient in the atmosphere, I, however, pro-

pose to be somewhat more minute, as it is now an acknow-
ledged fact in vegetable physiology, that plants derive

the basis of woody fibre, or carbon, from this source. The
result of extensive and careful analysis has proved that the

of
1 oooatmosphere contains of carbonic acid gas about

its bulk, and for the proper growth of plants, this exists

as a minimum proportion. Heat, light, moisture, and all

things else necessary for plants, may be present in the

atmosphere surrounding them ; but if this minute and
apparently unimportant ingredient be wanting, they will

then cease to grow.
By examining our coal-fields and other deposits con-

taining vegetable organic remains, we have the evidence
of a period when vegetation must have been exceedinglv
luxuriant. Ferns, Araucarise, Stigmarise, Sigillarice, ami
other fossil tribes, to a great extent now extinct in species,
grew in vigorous profusion in that early world ; but hav-
ing ceased to live were buried, and became those beds of

coal so abundantly disinterred at the present day. Although
most of these primeval plants differed in configuration from
those now extant, there is no reason to imagine their
functions were of another sort than that which living
plants now perform. They must therefore have inhaled
carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere, and obtained their

carbon from that source : hence the conclusion is forced
upon us, that the then atmosphere was more copiously
impregnated with carbonic acid gas, for all the coal of our
mines was then suspended in it in that state. But if

plants of that era luxuriated in an atmosphere surcharged
"With carbonic acid, may not plants of the present day do the
same? This question has been answered in the affirma-
tive both by experiment and observation ; and hence it

*uay be an object in artificial cultivation, where we wish
to urge on vegetation as rapidly as possible, to afford an
additional supply of this gaseous food to our plants.
Gardeners have long been in the habit of doing this both
J n hot-beds and pit-stoves : fortius purpose a quantity of

vegetable matter, such as bark, leaves, or litter, is heaped
together and allowed to ferment, when not only is there a

generation of heat, but a copious formation of carbonic
acid gas. There is no doubt that the chief object contem-
plated in this process is the production of heat ; but there
can be as little doubt that carbonic acid has been likewise
produced, and had its influence in the result—a vigorous
vegetation. It is on this account that the old system of
obtaining bottom-heat by the fermentation of vegetable
fatter, will, when properly managed, never be excelled in
lts effects by the more modern and more manageable
means of the warm-water tank. It is not without reason,
therefore, that many of our old gardeners adhere to their
°hl plan, preferring leaves or litter to steam or water as a
source of heat. Like the Grotto del Cane, they possess,
in their fermenting material, a constant fountain of car-
bonic acid gas, which, diffusing itself through the atmo-

soil, such as potash, exerts a disposing affinity upon
form , f I

"Ur°K° n >
S(>»s lo induce them to combine in theurm of mtric add. with this the potass unites fcn farm nitrao.

sphere of the house, is absorbed and assimilated by the

foliage it encompasses.— J". L., Newhurgh.
(To he continued.)

*» acknowledged fertiliser—yielding nitrogen.
tes to form nitre-

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF BEES.
By T. Ward Jeston, Esq,., Henley-on-Thames.
I have found by experience my plan for the manage-

ment of Bees, and mode of taking their superfluous honey

without destroying the parent hive, fully to succeed. In

a Bee country it will afford the cottager a very ample

return for his trouble, and not require so much watching

as the old plan ; for the older the hive is, the less chance

there will be of swarming, but the greater chance of a

larger deposit of honey. I have kept Bees more than 20

years ; have tried Huish's, Nutt's,and various other plans,

but the one suggested by the industrious insect itself I

have found to be the most simple, cheap, and successful,

and will not cost the cottager more than 6d. to adopt in

addition to his old hives.

Some years ago I placed an empty butter-tub under the

board on which the hive rested ; the sun cracked the board

and the Bees took possession of the tub, and after filling

their own hive deposited 261bs. of honey and comb in the

tub. This I took for my own use, leaving their hive full

of honey for their winter's consumption. By improving

upon this simple plan I have carried off the prizes for honey,

at the Henley Horticultural Society for the last four years.

A board half an inch in thickness, 18 inches in width, and

perforated with two holes, each half an inch in diameter,

is placed between the hive and the butter-tub : when the

hive of Bees is placed on a stage in a Bee-house, the holes

may be bored near the entrance of the hive, but under it

without a second board ; and the tub placed underneath

must be closely cemented to the board, to prevent light or

insects intervening. I find Bee-houses do not succeed so

well as separate hives resting on tubs. When the tub of

honey is taken away in August, my practice is to place the

hive over a similar empty tub and board, leaving the holes

open, which will save the Bees much labour, as they will

deposit all their dead Bees in the tub during the winter

months ; therefore, the tub requires to be cleaned out in

March, not later, as the Bees have a great dislike to any

disturbance of their arrangements.

The tub must be securely cemented to the board with

putty ; any light penetrating the tub will prevent the Bees

depositing their store in it; and I have found the common
butter firkin, when dry and deprived of its wooden

hoops, in the second year of use, not to succeed so well as

at first, on account of the light being admitted between

the staves. I last year (1841) took upwards of 40lbs. of

honey in this way, although the season was so bad, and

an ample supply of food was left for the Bees to subsist

on during the winter. This plan will prove a good substi-

tute for the " rear" used to enlarge the common hive,

with this advantage, that a supply of honey can be

obtained from the strong swarms as well as from the old

hives. I have never been obliged to feed the Bees from
which honey had been taken in the mode described.

There is little or no gorse or heath near Henley, and

the character of the country is arable.

—

Published in the

"Transactions of the Royal Agricultural Society's/or 1842.

I have tried Mr. Jeston's plan with six hives and boxes,
.—old ones and swarms. In every tub taken in Sept. this

year there was a large mass of comb ; in two there had
been honey, and in two there were altogether Gibs, of

honey,—these two were swarms, or casts, as late as 28th
and 30th June. Of six hives, old and new, the weights

on 3d September were from 26 lbs. to 34 lbs. I bored
the two holes just so far within the entrance of the hive

that, when put over the firkin, the holes came just within

the firkin. Each firkin was closely cemented with plaister

of Paris— better than putty, as not liable to be gnawed
by the Bees. I have cut a groove just broad enough to

embrace both holes, into which I slip a thin piece of
board ; when I took the hive off in the morning of the

taking, I pushed the piece of board home, and thus cut off

the communication. The hives were lifted off with the
bottom boards, and the few Bees in the firkins went home
very soon. The combs were then taken off. Nothing
can be more simple. The firkins have cost fourpence
each. Tins year has been a bad one for Bees. 1 took
the liberty of feeding each swarm for three or four days
after it had swarmed,—wax was made immediately, as
lluber suggested. I had seven swarms from three stocks
because I did not ventilate as I ought to do. I took the
precaution of stopping the mouth of each hive on the
taking morning, and when the tub was removed I opened
the hive-door. The Symphoria racemosa is the greatest
source of Bee-food that 1 ever saw, more so almost than
Dutch Clover; the Raspberry is next in the class of
shrubs.

—

E$te.\

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XLVII.
This to many will appear a curious time of the year to

talk of commencing the growth of any plant, but never-
theless it is the right time, for those who are desirous of
producing unusually large specimens of Fuchsias, to go to
work. The Fuchsia, uulike most other plants, does not
luxuriate under powerful light ; on the contrary, it grows
with great exuberance in dull weather, but requires the
assistance of powerful sun-light to enable it to mature its

(lowers. Thus if you take a small plant in January or
February, and encourage it properly, you may have it

from three to six feet high by the 1st of May ; but if you
take a similar sized plant in May, and nurse it with all

the care imaginable, you will experience considerable diffi-

culty in growing it to six feet by the 1st of November or
double the space of time ; and why is this ? The answer
to this question embodies the whole of the secret of
Fuchsia management, and here it is : —In the winter and

early spring months the Fuchsia grows vigorously, if pro-

perly stimulated by heat and moisture, because it has no
disposition to produce flowers ; but so soon as the sun

has sufficient power to thoroughly elaborate the juices of

the plant, then it becomes organisable, growth in a great

measure ceases, and the sap is expanded in the production

of flowers.

The Fuchsia may be induced to bloom earlier than June,
but this can only be effected by unnatural treatment, such
as checking its growth, confining it in a small pot, stint-

ing it for water, and keeping it in a dry atmosphere. Old
plants not cut clown, will generally bloom better than
young plants in the early part of the year ; but old plants

rarely make handsome specimens, unless they are cut

down to the surface of the pots ; they will then break
away with great strength, and form beautiful pyramidal

plants. A Fuchsia, to be fit for exhibition, should be at

least four feet high, regularly branched from the pot up-
wards, and forming a cone of verdure and blossom.
Now, to have them of this size, it is only necessary to

commence at the present time, either by cutting down old

plants or starting young ones. Keep them gently grow-
ing through the winter in a little moist heat, and stimu-
late them as much as possible when the days begin to

lengthen. The soil which I generally use is rough turfy

peat, with a small quantity of leaf-mould and loam, and a

sprinkling of silver-sand. Young plants that are well

rooted, may be removed from small 60s into 24-sized pots at

this season, and from them into 8, 4, or 2 sized ones, in

February ; but after the commencement of the new year,

they may be put into the large pots at once.

Among the new kinds that are to come out next sea-

son, there are, doubtless, some varieties of great beauty ;

but we must not be surprised if many that have been highly

spoken of, from the inspection of single flowers, turn out
comparatively worthless. F. exoniensis, as exhibited on
the plant at Chiswick this season is, in my estimation,

objectionable, because the habit is bad ; but off the plant

it is the finest Fuchsia in existence. Mr. Standish,

of Bagshot, exhibited some beautiful kinds at the

Horticultural Society's Rooms, in Regent-street, during
summer, which were especially remarkable for the large

size and excellent colour of the corolla, and for very ro-
bust habit. They were called Colossus, Antagonist, and
Conductor, and ought to be added to every collection, if

only to breed from. Mr. Epps, of Maidstone, has also

several good seedlings ; one in the way of formosa elegans,

but of much better habit, and called Kentish Bride, and
another called Espartero, as large as F. Eppsii, with an
excellent purple corolla. Mr. E. has also another of the
colour of Chandlerii, but nearly double the size, and of
upright habit. All these kinds I have seen blooming on
the plants, and therefore know them to be good; but of

those seedlings of which I have only seen the flowers I

say nothing.— W\ P. Ayres, Brooklands.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE,
Salted Mangel tVurzel Leaves.—I have just met with

the following passage in a work which I saw advertised in

your columns, "The Economy of Farming," translated

from the German of Professor Burger, which seems to

explain the process ; and I therefore send it, thinking it

may interest your Agricultural readers :— " The peasants

of Swabia also preserve the leaves of Cabbage, Beet, and
of other roots, for feeding their cattle. After throwing

them into boiling-water, they heap them up in deep casks

five or six feet square, fixed on posts. Every eighth day

they add new layers of leaves, which they take care to

salt. The whole then becomes sour, and when preserved

for winter use it forms excellent food."

—

Anthony.

Allotments.—Having seen Mr. Trimmer's statements in

the " Highland Agricultural Society's Quarterly Journal"

for October, 1843, that' ten acres is the minimum quantity

of land on which a family could support itself, I take the

liberty of saying that I have for nearly four years on the

side of the south downs in the parish of Willingdon, near

Eastbourne, Sussex, supported my wife and four children

in comfort on five acres only, with the help of the little

boys to whom I teach reading, writing, and accounts, col-

lects and catechism, for three hours before noon, in return

for three hours' work on my land in the afternoon five

days a week ; they average only eight years of age, and if

I was able bodied I should not need their help. I here

state what a man would want to begin with :— *£ s. d
1st, Two Cows at 9/. per cow 18 o o

One young sow . • . . • • . ..150
Seed-wheat, 6 bushels, at 7s. per bushel . . . 2 2 o

Seed-rvo and Tares for one acre to stall-feed the cows 1 io

Clover-seed for one acre of Wheat . . • . . io o

Seed-potatoes for one acre 1 5 o

Seed-oats for half-acre . . . . . ..070
Sweed Turnip and Mangel-seed lor half-acre . .020
Fifteen pounds for the man to subsist upon till his cows

come on 15

i£40 1

—George Crullenden, Master of the Willingdon School.

A Self'supported Agricultural School, of which further

particulars are printed in the " Former's Almanac" for

1844.

I should feel obliged by your inserting the foregoing

letter in your columns, as it is obviously desirable that
in different soils it should be ascertained how many acres
will maintain a family by spade husbandry, stall-feed of
cows, ike. On Beachey Head, m the parish of East Dean,
I had let 10 acres each to two tenants

; but finding 10 acres
were beyond their strength to cultivate well, last yeir,
to serve them, I reduced each allotment to five acres,

and one of the tenants, T. French, told Mr. Madge, the
paid master of the Forthainpton school, last summer, that

he would not give up his live acres, for which he pays me
1/. an acre^ (including rates, tithes, and taxes) a year
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besides the rent of his house, cow-lodge, and threshing

floor, for 16s. a week ; and if you publish this letter I am
in hopes it may induce gardeners from various parts of the
country to state how much will keep their families by the

spade only, and encourage proprietors letting land for this

purpose- At the request of the Earl of Ashburnham, the

vicar :of Ashburnham came to examine Cruttenden's

school, and then sent William Pettit, who had for six

years kept one cow on three acres of pasture and one

and a half of arable land—to board a week at the Willing-

don school, at the end of which time he returned to Ash-
burnham, ready to teach all the boys who came to him
reading, writing, and accounts, the collects and catechism,

from 3 till o'clock, daily, under his kind vicar's direction,

at one penny a week each, satisfied that by these boys'

help in cultivating his grass land he would be able to

grow more corn, and keep two instead of one cow.

—

M. A.Gilhert, East Bourne, Sussex.
Mummy Wheat It strikes me that in your account

of my Wheat, 55 must be an error for 33, one easily made
in writing, which would reduce somewhat the 2093 fold :

I certainly did not myself know that this Wheat was so

prolific, and have been Accustomed to state it generally at

1000 fold. This year Mr. Mitchell, at Kemp Town, had

from half a pint of seed a large sackfull, more than three

bushels ; and that in spite of the birds, which necessarily

ravage town gardens. This increase, though an enormous
one and almost unparalleled, does not, I think, exceed

700 fold. I read also in the Times some time ago, that

Mr. Ford, Lord Haddington's gardener, had raised from

four grains 181 ears, averaging 30 grains each, about

1300 fold : surely an astonishing increase. Mr. Hallett,

of Brighton, told me that this Wheat yielded as 13 to 1

of common Wheat : so I suppose it may prove to be of

ome agricultural importance. — Martin Farquhar
Tupper.

Vegetable Irritability.—The movement which was ob-

served among the tubers of the Achimenes pedunculata

by Mr. Whiting is not caused by u sensitiveness," but by
a glutinous substance, which, by adhering to other sub-

stances, causes the tubers to be a longer time in falling

to their final position than they otherwise would ; unless

they arc closely observed, the movement among them may
easily be supposed to be caused by " sensitiveness." If

cither the stamens of bloom of the Portulaca splendens be
touched by anything while the flower is expanded, it will

rise up in a slow and pleasing manner. This I do not

remember having seen noticed anywhere before.— T.

Meehan, Ryde.
Swallows.—Your correspondent "S.W." will perhaps

be satisfied with the simple and humane mode (that of a

net) suggested to prevent his birds attaching their nests

under the eaves of his house ; but unless in any great

number (in which case it must be admitted that they be-

come nuisances,) why is he so inimical to the harmless

race of House-Martens, as his enemies should be called

more properly than Swallows ? They are generally hailed

as the sprightly harbingers of the pleasantest time of the

year ; they serve to diminish the pests of gnats and flies,

and as Shakespeare has said, with great probability of

truth,

—

" This guest of summer,
The temple-haunting; Martlet, does approve
By his lov'd mansionry that Heaven's breath
Smells wooingly here. * * *

* * * * Where they
Most breed and haunt, I have observed the air

Is delicate.M

You have objected to Virgil's insinuation that Swallows

are destructive to bees, and it perhaps remains to be

proved that they are. It is true the poet recommends

an apiary to be placed so as not to expose the bees to the

devastation of lizards and birds, and he especially names

the Merops and the Swallow as particularly destructive—

the first, a most rarely-accidental visitant in England, is

unquestionably a voracious devourer of bees. 1 do not

know that the crime can be fairly imputed to cur British

Hirundines, neither can I assert that they are wholly in-

nocent ; no fly-fisher but must have had his hook occa-

sionally struck at by some of the Swallow tribe, and some-

times so as to catch them upon it. It is not unlikely,

that in the rapidity of their flight they seize, without dis-

crimination, every small object floating in the air, and

possibly, like the Merops of the south of Europe and the

Honey Buzzard of our own countries, their throats may
be proof against the stings of bees and wasps.—Electra.

Fleas.—In order to keep parlour dogs clear of fleas,

they should be well washed once a week with soft soap

and warm water. This will effectually destroy them,

although they be ever so numerous, as I have actually

proved from experience.

—

Bath*
Fleas on Dogs.—The most effectual and speedy way to

get rid of fleas on dogs, is to pour sweet or train oil along

the back from the top of the rump to the back of the

head, rubbing the sides, haunches, and flanks well with

the hand, until the oil be well incorporated with the hair.

If t
1 done properly, there will not remain a living flea

on t i"1 nnimal in ten minutes after the application. They
will throw themselves out upon the surface of the hair of

a yellow colour, with legs, &c. extended, and die almost
instantaneously-—#• W. 9 Glasgow.

Luculia gratissima.~-M.v. Beaton, in his Calendar of

the 18th, makes a very just remark, when he says "what
a pity this beautiful plant is so scarce." As a conservatory

plant for winter, I know not a finer object, both on account

of its fine head of pink flowers and delightful fragrance.

We shall all be anxious to know what the stock is that

Mr. Beaton has discovered for grafting it on ; and if it

answers well, it certainly will be valuable to have such

easy means of increasing it. It is astonishing how much

may be done with this plant during one summer. I pur-

chased a small plant last spring in a 60-sized pot, and I

have grown it all summer in a moderate warmth, with
plenty of pot-room. I have only shifted it twice ; it is

now in what is called here a No. 8-sized pot, and has 39
fine heads of bloom, just beginning to open. I expect in

about a fortnight it will be very beautiful ; its foliage is

particularly green and healthy, which is not always the
case.

—

Bridgenorth.
Bees and Wasps.—In the Chronicle of Sept. 23,

" A. B." states that " Bees eat fruit nearly to the same
extent as Wasps." I beg to state that Bees certainly do
attack fruit, but not to the same extent as the "brazen
mail invaders," the Wasps, whose mandibles are well

suited to attack either ripe or unripe fruit ; not so with
Bees, they can only suck by their proboscis fruit that is

beginning to decay. I have always found that fruit

attacked by Bees had some speck or other of decay upon
it. If •* A. B." imagines that I wish to screen the faults

of Bees at the expense of valuable fruit, he is mistaken,
for I am far more interested in protecting fruit than Bees.
They certainly have attacked fruit this season with
unusual voracity ; but the reason is obvious—they are

driven to it by the season being unfavourable for collect-

ing better food ; their empty hives sufficiently prove this.

In last season it was the reverse of this, and Wasps and
Flies might have enjoyed the fruit for aught the Bees
cared about it; luckily, the former are scarce this season.

By the bye, " A. B." mentions they are not so with him ;

he says " there has been upwards of 130 nests destroyed,

and it has not weakened them >" and he further observes :

—

" We destroyed a great many Queen Wasps, and the wet
weather in the beginning of June put an end to nearly all

the remainder/' This seems strange
; for how came there

to be so many nests if so many Queens were destroyed ?

However, I shall leave this, and notice what your corres-

pondent '< Paddy" says respecting a peculiar Wasp's nest

he saw in the " top of a Red Currant bush." It belongs
to the Vespa Britannica, or Tree Wasp, not uncommon
in Scotland and the northern parts of England, but
seldom met with in the south. A nest of this Wasp,
however, came under my notice last season, suspended on
a branch of a Silver Fir, whose flat branches served as a
protection to the interesting "papered city/' Will
" Paddy" have the goodness to state the colour and
texture of the nest in question, whether there were not
two holes below instead of one, and if the inmates were
larger than the common ground Wasp ; also if (they left

their nest by their own accord, and about what time ?

—

J.
Wighton.
Bees.—At p. '695 are mentioned " Instances of the

sagacity of Bees," taken from the " Pharmaceutical

Journal." The writer says, " A few pounds of honey had
been taken from a hive, and placed in a closet under lock

and key. The window of the room having been left open,

the Bees obtained admission, and entering the closet under
the door, removed the whole of the honey." There was
nothing remarkable in that. What use was lock and key
when the Bees could get under the pantry-door? To
accomplish it, there was no need of " spies observing

where the honey was placed." Bees smell food at a great

distance, and when once the pilfering is begun, others join

in the affray, and will soon carry off a few pounds of

honey. In the case alluded to it happened to be in the

dark ; but such is only a common occurrence, and indeed
showed no more " sagacity" than that of pilfering a
neighbour's hive, which, of course, is dark within. This

has been a bad season for Bees, and now is the proper

time to feed them. If this important duty is neglected,

many hives must perish. By-tbe-bye, this may not be
applicable to " Facile's " Bees. He speaks of one hive

being very prolific, and the offspring from it in a pros-

perous condition. May I be allowed to say, " bide a

wee ? " Examine them again ; perhaps the case will be
reversed.

—

J. Wighton.
Paving below the Boots ofFruit- Trees.—The beneficial

effects of this in a case of bad subsoil is exemplified by
the following statement, with which we have been favoured

by Major C. Some Apple-trees, espaliers, and dwarf
Standards were planted from six to ten years ago, on a

gravelly soil, originally the bed of a gravel-pit. Tiles

were placed underneath their roots when planted, from
12 to 15 inches below the surface. On the roots over-

shooting these and penetrating into the gravel, the

fruit became stunted and shrivelled. They were root-

pruned early in 1842, and fair, plump, well-coloured

specimens [received along with this communication] were
the result of thus reducing the roots to the tiles. In
order to accommodate the young roots, the Major will

probably extend the paving, otherwise they will follow

the course of their predecessors, with similar results.

Practical Success of Spade Culture.—An intelligent

and industrious tenant of a very smallholding states, that

by using the spade to the depth of 12 inches instead of

the plough to that of only 5 or 6, which increased his out-

lay about 205. per acre, he has obtained a produce at the

rate of 40 bushels per acre, which is nearly double the

average produce of the district. His little field had been

twice cropped since its last coat of yard-dung. He sowed
only 8 pecks to the acre, went over the field once with a

coarse rake, and bestowed less than a day's work on the

weeding. The ears were remarkably even and long, the

grain excellent, and the straw wonderfully fine, both in

quantity and quality.

—

South Devon.
Rosa Hardii.—Why not work Rosa Hardii upon Cli-

nophylla ? The mother is the fit person to carry her own
offspring. Or if that Rose is not easy to procure, then why
not upon its most closely allied variety? The most frac-

tious baby will let its own aunt carry it. Generally
speaking, reason says, graft a hybrid shrub on the parent

I stocks ; or, if one parent be tender, then upon the hardy

one. I suspect that in difficult cases of grafting or ino-
culating, the standard system is mischievous. The longer
the canal of nutrition through ill-adapted and heteroge-
nous vessels, the less wholesome to the scion it may pro-
bably be found.

—

A. H.
Rosa Hardii.—The account of the origin of this plant

which was given in " Paxton's Magazine of Botany," was
supplied by a friend from Rivfcrs's "Rose Amateurs'
Guide," for 1840, p. 161. Itis there said " Rosa Hardii,

or Rosa berberifolia Hardii, is a most interesting Rose,
lately raised from seed by Monsieur Hardy, of the Luxem-
bourg Gardens, from Rosa involucrata, a variety of R.
bracteata, fertilized with that unique Rose, R. berberifolia,

or the single Yellow Persian Rose." I presume the work
in question may be regarded as an authority.— E. K.

Gardeners' Associations.—It is stated at p. 807 in the
last week's Chronicle that the gardeners around the eastern

part of the Metropolis are to have regular meetings for
*' mutual instruction." This, in my opinion, is what gar-

deners require ; and it is the duty of under-gardeners to

have not only instruction societies, but to have their

nightly spelling lessons— for it is a lamentable fact that

many gardeners are bad spellers. After having learned to

spell correctly, they may meet, and some of the more
experienced should be chosen as teachers, and the study of

Horticulture may be set a-going on scientific principles.

Some head gardeners, I am sorry to say, are averse to such
meetings, from the belief that they have a tendency to

make young men careless, by diverting their minds from
their work. If it takes men who have charge of fires from
their work, I would suggest that a room for this purpose
should be on the premises of every good place, and that

head gardeners should occasionally countenance, by their

persons and their purses, such institutions, in order that

books might be purchased to enable them to spell, write,

and pronounce correctly the various botanical terms. I

would add, in conclusion, that ifgentlemen delight more to

look at a correct label than at one ilJ-spelled and badly
written, they would use their endeavours to promote
Gardeners* Instruction Societies.

—

F. J.

One-shift System of Potting.—Gardeners who have
been in the habit of putting in greenhouse cuttings under
bell-glasses, and growing early Cucumbers in frames, can-
not but have noticed how ready they are to force their

roots above the soil, particularly if the plants are in a close

and clamp atmosphere. Now, the law by which these

roots are regulated in their upward course, is the same as

that which induced those of my Ericas and Boronias to

take a downward direction. During the early part of the

summer the wind was cold and the air dry, and when
admitted into our greenhouses its capacity for moisture

was increased, and this capacity not being sufficiently sup-

plied from other sources, abstracted moisture from the

ball of earth through the porous pot leaving the soil dry,

compared with the air in the inverted pot. This fact,

together with the limited portion of sand used in potting,

goes far, in my opinion, to account for the failures which
have attended this system of potting during this season,

and where the roots have run vertically, as mine have done,

it will be well for gardeners to guard against heated air

rising from Hues, as this will be likely to injure them.—C
Vegetables Lately I partook of a nice dish of Green

Vegetable, which was to me a novelty, although perhaps
it may be known to Gardeners. This I think would be

found very useful to the Cottage-Gardener whose space
is much limited. I desired my cook, late in the spring,

to save the crown of the stem of all the Cabbages supplied

by the green-grocer for the use of the family (I mean that

part usually thrown away as waste) ; when a small quan-
tity had been collected I planted them, putting them just

under the surface of tfie earth ; they required no further

culture, but vegetated immediately, sending out their little

Cabbage-like heads. They are very delicate in flavour,

and infinitely superior to the common garden-greens.—-
An Experimentalist.
Dahlias.—-In reply to " T. C. W.," I beg to state that

the Dahlias which flowered so well with me last season

and failed this summer, were Sussex Rival, Fanny Keynes,
Ruby, Egyptian King, Scarlet Defiance, Essex Rival,

Hylas, Metella, Conductor, and Bishop of Salisbury.

The roots were exposed to a gentle heat on the 25th of

March, and made strong shoots. They were planted out

on the 12th of June, and grown in a mass, with about 30

other sorts (none of which disappointed me), close to a

south and an east wall, and quite open to the sunshine till

an hour or two past noon. My garden is within 1-J
mile

of the sea, and at no great elevation above it ; it lies ia

57 degrees north latitude.

—

A Subscriber.

Winter Gardening.—Now that Mr. Beaton has di-

vulged his method of Winter Gardening, I venture to

trouble you with an idea which, if carried out with taste

and neatness of execution, will furnish amusement in the

art of design to the junior members of establishments*

either as employers or employed. Mr. Ayres has with

great propriety recommended the use of small plants ot

evergreen and variegated shrubs for ornamenting the bare

parterres in the winter months. I beg to suggest the use

of still smaller plants, and their arrangement into tasteful

scrolls, figures, irregular or symmetrical, according as the

situation will admit ; for this purpose there are many
plants which can begot in Nurseries at a cheap rate, when

taken in dozens or hundreds, as Andromeda polifolia*

hardy Heaths, Rhododendron ferrugineum, R. hirsutum,

neat small-sized plants of which may be procured at from

25.9. to 40s. per 100; or the design may be [carried out

cheaper still by employing dwarf Box, small Spruce, or any

small plants of evergreens, that may be procured at from

Is. to 2s. 6tf. per 100. There are also many of our ever-

green border-plants that may be employed in this way, *s

Saxifragas, Gentianella, and others.

—

Twist.

'
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Mildew.—In order to show that there are doubts

respecting the real cause of Mildew, I offer the following

observations :— Supposing six practical gardeners were

asked the reason why their Peach-trees were mildewed,

they would most probably all assign it to different causes.

The 1st is aware that his trees are in a damp situation ;

hence arises the Mildew. The 2d, that his soil is light and

dry, and this he thinks favours the disease. The 3d

remarks that Mildew is a parasitical fungus, and that

there is no getting clear of it. The 4th, that it proceeds

from a fungus on the roots of the trees, and that the only

remedy is to renovate the soil. The 5th contends that

Mildew is a kind of itch, similar to that in animals, and that

sulphur is the only cure for it. The Cth says, hesitatingly,

having seen the effects of Mildew on trees in all kinds of

soil and situation, that he is at a loss to account for the

cause of it, or to prescribe any certain cure. It may be

observed that, if what I stated respecting the power of the

Barberry to blight Corn be only a mildewed opinion,

perhaps some one who knows more of Mildew than myself

•will explain the reason why that shrub is blamed for having

such an evil influence upon Corn.

—

J. Wighton.

A Weasel Sportsman.—A covey of partridges rose, six

in number, in a field near Newby Bridge, and when they

were about three feet from the ground, a weasel was

observed to spring up from the grass and fetch one ot

them down, and the observer immediately made to the

spot, and found this new sportsman in the act of tearing

the bird's head off; but being so early detected, retreated

in quick time, leaving the dead bird, as a prize to the

observer.

—

Facile.

Capture of a Hawk.—h. fine specimen of that rare

bird, the Merlin (Falco iEsalon), was caught a few days

ago in the river Lune, near Overton, by Richard Thomp-
son, a fisherman, who, on going to examine his nets at

low water, found the Hawk entangled in the net. It is

supposed that he had been in pursuit of a sand-pipe, which

had taken refuge beneath the nets, and, in his haste to

pounce upon his prey, overlooked the obstruction between

them. His native ferocity continues unabated, he dis-

dains raw flesh or dead birds; but, if a living one be

placed within his reach, he darts upon it with unerring

aim, kills it by a single blow on the head with his small

but powerful beak, and devours it at his leisure. The
Merlin is the least of the falcon tribe ; it flies with celerity

and ease, and although so diminutive as scarcely to exceed a

thrush or blackbird in size, is so courageous that it will

not hesitate to attack a full-grown quail or partridge,

which it kills with a single stroke. In the days of fal-

conry the Merlin was considered the ladies' bird.

—

Facile.

Heating Apparatus.—This construction fully answers
the purpose for which it was intended, viz., the forcing of

Dahlias, the striking of cuttings, and raising of plants from

seed, towards the commencement of April. If you force

much earlier than that time, you must deviate from my plan,

by making the smoke and hot air to return in the frame,
and enter the chimney somewhere near the point of start-

ing ; so that less heat may be lost, and a higher tempera-
ture gained, than in an erection like mine. I have found
the temperature to differ only ten degrees from that of the

open air ; my walls are not built below the surface of the

ground, and I am inclined to think that a building above
ground is preferable to one below, both for keeping plants

through winter, and preventing the heat from being con-
ducted outside, and consequently lost. The inclosed sec-

tion is, I think, an improvement on the one given at

p. 428. This plan is on the same principle as the hothouse
flues are now ; and I am rather surprised that the thing
should not have been adopted years ago, as it may be done
at so trifling an expense. Fig. 1, is the ground plan, show-

this special purpose. The strongest handle is of the quality used

for this machine, cut into lengths of about six inches, and fixed

in wooden stocks. The bundle of slenderer grass, of which I

beg the Society's acceptance, is such as is usually imported into

London. Brushes are rrade of it chiefly for the use ol butchers,

no other being found which has equal endurance, or which pene-

trates and cleans so effectually the cracks and fissures in their

blocks and slabs. The selling price in London is 141. per ton.

The commercial name for the article is ' boss,'—so, however, it is

called by the brush-makers. Mr. Whitworth informed me that

it may be imported and sold to a fair profit at 9/. per ton. The
grass grows 30 feet in Length. Its being so dry, from its woody
fibrous nature, has led to the belief in England that itis kiln-dried,

but Mr. Whitworth has informed me that such is not the fact—

the tropical sun is a sufficient kiln !
" Mr. Alcock presented a

specimen of the Hopetoun Oat, grown by Mr. Shirref, on Lord

Ducie's land, near Bristol, measuring 6" feet 10 inches in length,

and the average of a crop of 70 acres.

LINNEAN SOCIETY. A3
November 22.—Edward Forster, Esq., in the Chair. D. W.

Mitchell, Esq., was elected a Fellow. A specimen of a variety

of Campanula glomcrata was exhibited. Dr. Robert Dickson

exhibited several specimens of Hunt's Flower Pots. A conti-

nuation of Mr. Griffith's paper on the Rhizanthese was read. In

conclusion the author criticised the position in which Blume and

Endlicher had placed this portion of the Vegetable Kingdom. He
came to the conclusion that there was not sufficient ground for

the separation of these plants as a distinct class. That even as

an artificial arrangement it was not warranted by utility, and

that such a deviation from the ordinary principles of classification

was unphilosophical. As an appendix to the paper, a description

was given of a new genus of Rhizanthese, called Sahria, which
had been discovered by the author in his recent expedition to

Assam. The genus Sabria holds a position between the genera

Brugmansia and Rafflesia. The paper was illustrated by beau-

tiful drawings of dissections of the only species of Sabria, the S.

Himalayana. This plant was found parasitic on a species of

Cissus, "which is abundant in the Himalaya. In our last report

we stated that some specimens of electrotyped plants were exhi-

bited ; we ought to have added that these had been preparedly
Mr. Neville, of Birmingham.

slightly moisten the surface of the label and write with n

black-lead pencil, or with ink ; some, as Sir Thomas
Frankland (see " Hort. Trans.,") write with Indian ink

instead of common ink ; others again rub a little white

paint on them, as is done in writing names on wooden
tallies; but the mode at present considered most efficient

is to rub the surface of the parchment with white lead

mixed with a little red ochre, and write with a black-lead

pencil. The writing thus made, Mr. Rivers informs us, is

so durable, that he has seen the labels quite readable at

the end of the second season, though exposed to the

weather the whole of the time

—

London's Gard. Mag.
Statistics of Agriculture.—(From the " Census of

England and Wales," 1843.)—Waste Land.—There are

3,450,000 acres of waste in England, and 530,000 acres

in Wales, capable of improvement. Rent of Land.—The
following table shows the average annual value of land, per
statute acre, in England and Wales :

—

England. s.

Bedford 22
Berks 19
Bucks .. .

.

..23
Cambridge ., ..21
Chester 23
Cornwall u
Cumberland .. .. 10
Derby 19
Devon ]5
Dorset 17
Durham \4

• *

• *

NOTICES ofNEW PLANTSWHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Dknd roa 1umaquk v m . Watery Dendrobium. ( Orchidaceous Epi-

phyte.) Orehidacece. Gynandria Monanriria.—Among the crowd

of Indian species belonging to this large genus, or group of

genera, this plant seems to he hitherto unknown to the botanists

of India. With the manner of growth of D. Pierardi, its quite

pale watery green flowers are destitute of the attractive colours

of that gay species, and are entirely different in the structure of

the lip, which is furnished with a large cavity, almost a pouch,

at the base of the middle lobe. It is also a much stouter plant,

with wavy leaves. This species may he grown in the same way
as many other Dendrobiums, potted in rough turfy peat, well

mixed with pieces of broken pots. For drainage, the pot should

be nearly half filled with potsherds, and the soil elevated one-

fourth the height of the pot above its brim. Being thus potted,

too much water can scarcely be given during the growing season.

The house should be slightly shaded in sunny weather, taking

care to keep the temperature as near 80° by day as possible, and

about 68° by night. In autumn, as the young shoots become
matured, water should gradually be withheld, so that in winter the

plant may only receive it in fine weather. The temperature may
then be allowed to fall as low as 50° or 56°.—Botanical Register.

Viscarta OC0LATA. Dark-eyed Viscaria. {Hardy Annual.)

Siler.acefe. Decandria Pentagynia. This plant is so like the old

hardy annual called Agrostemma Coeli rosa, that for some time

we regarded it as a mere variety. But upon a more minute exa-

mination we find marks or difference that seem to belong to a

species. In the first place it has a dark eye, which the old kind

has no 1-
. Then its petals have a short and slightly cmarginate

•

20
22
20
19
19
20
24

20

Essex
Glocester ..

Hereford .

.

Hertford ..

Huntingdon
Kent
Lancaster
Leicester .

.

Lincoln 21
Middlesex .. ..33
Monmouth .. ,. 15
Norfolk .. .. is
Northampton
Northumberland
Nottingham
Oxford
Rutland .

.

Salop
Somerset .

.

Southampton •

23
12
21

21

22
20
25

13

d.

10

1

2
1

2
2

1

7

9
3

1

10

11

9

9
1

9

9
8

4

10

3

4

10

10

9

England. s.

Suffolk 18

Surrey IS

Sussex .. -. .. 13

Warwick 24
Westmoreland ..

Wilts
Worcester
York— East Riding

City and
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ing the partitions in the inside to retain the heat in the
aPparatus, as pointed out above; and it also points out
that there may be a grate, so that it may be heated either
by turf or coal. Fig. 2, is a section showing that the flues

rise one above another, which I think is better than all

upon one level—AT. Saul.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Nov. 15.—A weekly Council was held at the Society's House
*n Hanover.square—T. R. Barker, Esq., in the chair. The Earl
ot Leicester, of Holkham, Norfolk, was elected a Governor, and
*Q gentlemen Members of the Society. Mr. Gibbs pave notice,
lhat at the next Monthly or Special Council, he should move the
Adoption of additional Regulations for the Exhibition of Imple-
ments at the Country Meetings of the Society. Mr. Parkcs, C.E.,
consulting Engineer to the Society, communicated the following
account of a Brazilian Grass:—"I send for presentation to the
society a bundle of Brazilian Grass, called ( Piassava ' by the Por-
tuguese. I am informed that itis purely an aquatic grass, grow-
ing under water or floating on water. I do not know its proper
ootanic name, but it is sometimes called Piassava Americana;
nor fio i know whether its habitation is confined to tropical
climates. A considerable quantity of this product is annually
imported into England; and is, I am informed, solelv used at
present for making brushes. As a brush, it is amazingly durable,
a"d withstands the alternations of wetness and dryness better
^an any known substance. It has been selected by Mr. Whit-
worth as the sweeping medium of his admirable • Street-cleansing

^l
acr"ne ;' and he has informed me that his brushes of this

vegetable will stand a year's daily rubbing on pavement and
jnacadamized roads, wearing down to the 'bone' without decay

t« *t
Iaxatl°n of effect. It turned out to be of such importance

broth \uccess of the machine, that Mr. Whitworth sent his
cner to the Brazils, to collect and import a large quantity for

appendage, and not a long bifid one. In the form of the calyx

1 here is liiis difference, that in the plant before us it contracts

suddenly about the middle, while in Cceli rosa it narrows very

gradually. Furthermore, the surface of the seed-vessel here is

rough, with fine granulations, but in Cceli rosa is smooth. This,

like the Cceli rosa, is a hardy annual ; it was gathered by Mr.
Giles Manby on dry hills, thirty miles from Algiers, and given by

him to Messrs. Backhouse, Nurserymen, Yoik, to whom our
specimens are owing. This pretty annual may he sown in any
pood rich garden-soil, in the open border, about the end of March,

in the usual way. Afterwards the plants should be thinned so as

to stand singly, in which state they flower longer and produce

much larger and finer blossoms. It may also be sown in the

autumn, remain in pots in a cold frame through the winter, and
be planned out about April. It flowers a great part of the summer
and autumn.

—

Botanical Register.

Duvaua longifoj.ia. Long-leaved Duvaua. (Hard// Ever,

green Shrub.) Anacardiaccse. Polygamia Moncccia. -The Du-
vanas are a race ot evergreen shrubs, smelling of turpentine,

with small green flowers, a caustic juice, and considerable

affinity to Rhus. We have now in our gardens the following

species, viz., D. dependens, ovata, latifolia, this longifolia, and
another or two undescribed and insufficiently examined. They
all inhabit the southern temperate regions of South America,
and are capable of living with us in the open air through ordinary

winters, especially if placed in a north-western exposure. 'J his

species differs from D. dependens in its leaves not being at all

serrated, and decidedly narrowed, not widened, to the base; and
also in having very short corymbs of flowers. With the others

it is not necessary to compare it. It is much hardier than any of

the others, having stood against an exposed wall in the hard
winter 1837-8, when all the others were either killed down to the
ground or entirely destroyed. It grows freely in any good garden-
soil; flowers in June or July; and is increased by seeds, or by
cuttings of the half-ripe wood taken off about August, and
treated in the ordinary way. This plant was presented to the
Horticultural Society some years ago by Mr. H. Low, of Clapton,

who raised it from seeds received from Buenos Ayres.—Botanical
Register.
Bokonia Fraskrt. Mr. Frascr s Boronia. {Greenhouse

Shrub.) Rutacese. Octandria Monogynia.—This is the Boronia
anemonefolia of " Paxton's Magazine," and, as Sir William
Hooker observes, is intended for the plant of that name pub-
lished by Allan Cnrmingha'n ; although, as is the custom with
that work—which, it must be acknowledged, takes away much
from its usefulness—no synonym, or reference, is given. The
plant, however, is wholly at variance with the B. anemonefolia
of A. Cunningham ; nor does it appear to be a species taken up
by any other author, but is unquestionably one of which I find
specimens in my herbarium, from the late Mr. Charles Eraser
which that indefatigable botanist collected, and noted as
"Boronia: a native of ravineson the banks of the Nepean River-
its height three feet; observed in flower in September; rare.''

With us it grows freely in a common greenhouse, and is readily

increased by cuttings; and its deep rose-coloured flowers are
nrnrinced in the spring months.— Curtis's Botanical Magazine.produced

MISCELLANEOUS.
French Winter Gardens.—We learn that the good

people of Paris have proposed to get up a company to

raise twenty millions of frames, by shares, for the purpose
of constructing a "Winter Garden larger than the Palais

Royal, which is to be covered in, heated, and decorated

with the rarest flowers and plants.

Parchment Labels.—Some nurserymen use these with-

out any preparation, writing on them with ink ; others

Stafford 23

Extraordinary Cabbage.—There was gathered a few

days since a Cabbage, grown in the garden of John Lee,
mason, at Pound, adjoining the town at Moretonhain-

stead, which weighed 42ibs.

—

Exeter Flying Post.

Ancient Oaks.-— In the court-yard of a modern farm-

house, which stands a league and a half south-west of

Saintes, in the department of the lower Charente, grows an
Oak which is estimated to be from 1800 to 2000 years old,

and is thought likely to stand some hundred years longer.

The diameter at the ground is from 24 to 27 feet ; at the

height of a man, IS to 21 feet. The expansion of the

branches is from 112 to 120 feet; the height of the tree

is GO feet. A room has been built out of the dead wood,

from 9 to 12 feet wide, and 9 feet high.

—

Annals of the

Agricultural Society im Auslande, No. 192.

German Travellers.—Professor Charles Koch appears,

from late intelligence, to have landed safely at Trebisond,

with his companion Dr. Rosen, having left Constant!.

nople on the 14th of July. The voyage across the Black

Sea was not interrupted by bad weather, but the pas-

sengers were one night very near coming in contact with

another steam-boat, the passengers in which appeared to

be asleep ; an accident was, however, prevented by backing

the engine. The Pasha of Trebisond showed them much
attention when he was informed of their intention of pro-

ceeding to Krzeroum. They thought of starting on the

25th of July, by the caravan-road, which is as much fre-

quented as the high road between Frankfort and Leipsic.

—Botanische Zeitung.

Dr. Bischoff.—Professor L. W. Theodor Bischoff, a

talented physiologist, and well known as a botanist by his

memoir " I>e Vasorum Plantarum Spiralium Structural'

has been appointed Professor of Physiology in the In-

stitute of Giessen.

—

Botanische Zeitung.

Ripe Strawberries, Apple and Pear Trees in Full

Bloom and Indian Corn.— Irish letters and newspapers

speak of some remarkable cases of this sort. Apples in

flower in the garden of Mrs. Baylee of West Grove, near

Cork Strawberries ripe, and Jargonelle Pears blooming

and fruiting. Mr. Warren, of Warren's Grove, also

mentions some fine growth of Indian Corn grown in

the demesne garden of Creagh ; length of cob nine inches,

and containing 12 rows of grains, and 38 grains in each

row. Some of the plants grew to the height of eight

feet and one plant had 15 cobs equal to the specimen

sent. Mr. Weldon observes, that " The advantages which

the Americans derive from this plant are too well known

to need comment ; and though they have the advantage

of a hotter summer, yet to balance that we are enabled to

sow the Corn much earlier than they can in the season, as

it will not bear the slightest frost. I mean to sow some

of the seed saved this year next season. By thus pro-

ceeding, if the seed ripens for one or two seasons succes-

sively it might in a short time be acclimated."

Singular Occurrence. — About six o'clock on the

morning of Thursday se'nnight it was discovered that one

of the largest and oldest Oak trees in Danbury Park, the

seat of Mr. J. Round, M.P., was on fire. Assistance

was soon afforded, and the tree was saved from total de-

struction, but the interior touchwood was wholly burnt

out. The fire pouring through the various cavities which

time had worn in the trunk presented a very curious and

interesting appearance. We understand that " the brave

old Oak " has not suffered any vital injury, but is likely

to be rather benefited by the accident. Itis highly valued

by Mr. Round for its antiquity and picturesque form. Na

I
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positive cause can be assigned for this fire— Cambridge
Advertiser.

Guano,—The adulteration of guano is said to be carried
on in this country to a dangerous and unwarrantable ex-
tent. One amongst the numerous methods by which the
efficacy of this -valuable manure is materially impaired is

the admixture of stone ground into fine powder.

—

Morning
Paper.

[Nov. 25,

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Chandler's Nursery, Vauwhall.—Chrysanthemums are particu-

larly valuable on account of their flowering at this season of the
year, when there is little else in bloom ; without, them the Con-
servatory or Greenhouse would now be comparatively dull and
uninteresting. These within the last few years have made rapid
advancement towards that perfection which constitutes a florists'
flower, and every succeeding- year adds something new to the
list. The plants, however, we are sorry to say, are in many
places not so well grown as could be wished. They are allowed
tofcigrow up tall and straggling, and soon become unsightly: this
might be easily prevented, for if the tops of the young shoots
were pinched or broken off, the buds below would be forced into
growth, and thus the plants would acquire a dwarf bushy habit.
J f they were not allowed to get up much above 2 feet, or two feet
and a halt in height, and given plenty of pot room and water in
order to prevent them from losing their foliage, they would no
doubt continue to increase that interest which they have already
excited. A fine bank of them is now in full bloom in a house at
Messrs. Chandler and Son's Nursery, Vauxhall. The rich
purple, yellow, and white flowers, here and there intermixed with
brown and orange, make a gay and imposing effect. Among
them were many new varieties, of which we shall mention the
Jollowing: Horace, a rosy purple, with petals pretty regular,
but shows the disk when fully expanded. Horatio, a
bright rosy purple; the flowers are large and showy, flat, and
stand well up; it is one of the best. Aristides, orange and
brown, a very distinct variety; the flowers never show the
disk, and are large and showy. Julius Csesar has large dull
crimson blossoms, but shows the eye when fully expanded.
David is a bright yellow, with a dwarf bushy habit; the flowers
are middle-sized

;
it is one of the best yellows, and a very prolific

bloomer. In the same collection were also Malvina,very double,
with large flat bright purple flowers. Bijou is a fine white, tipped
with purple. Bcthulea, with very large curly purple blossoms.
Abelard, quilled, light pink, and a very distinct, variety. Itobata,
considerably resembles Flechicr, but is darker, and and is very-
pretty. Incomparable has large buff-coloured flowers, and Solon
is a good yellow, something like David. Marechal dc Crequi
is purple, and flowers up the stem ; it is very pretty. Lamarquc
is much in the way of Gouvain St. Cyr. Duchess deMontebello
is a delicate pink, a little incurved, and is worthy of notice.
Louis Philippe is purple, with a bluish shade, flat and double.
Demosthenes is flat, and of a brown orange-colour. Among the
older varieties we particularly noticed a plant of Defiance,
covered with clear white incurved blossoms, which made a fine
appearance among those of a darker colour. The pits were prin-
cipally filled with young Camellias, which, from their finely-swelled
flower-buds, indicated abundance of bloom. Those in the large
Camellia-house were also covered with buds ; their foliage was of
a deep healthy green, and they will no doubt produce an interest-
ing effect when in bloom.

3ftebfefos.
Florists' Journal, Nos. XLVL, XLVII. , XLVIII.

Adlard.
We have frequently thought, in looking over various
Numbers of this little periodical, that some of the matters
upon which it touches are not so generally useful as they
might be, and may, indeed, be considered beyond the
range of subjects expected from a publication of its nature.
For instance, the space devoted to Orchidacese we consider
to be so occupied, to the exclusion of subjects that come
more immediately home to the greater number of sub-
scribers. The work is, however, well conducted, and the
articles sensibly written ; the Numbers under review con-
tain useful and interesting papers, supplied by experienced
men. The embellishments are good.

Sertum Plantarnm ; or, Draivings and Descriptions of
Rare or Undescribed Pla?itsfrorn the Author's Herba-
rium. By H. B. Fielding and George Gardner. Part I.

8vo. Bailliere.

This is a work on the plan of Hooker's Icone3, and, like

that book, consists of black outlines of plants, executed in

lithography, and accompanied by descriptive letter-press.

It will be very acceptable to systematic Botanists, to whom
such books have become indispensable, and we trust it will

be continued beyond the four parts now announced. Mr.
Fielding has a noble herbarium, and is a man of fortune

;

he has therefore all the means of rendering himself useful

to the great mass of scientific men who are otherwise cir-

cumstanced, and we trust he will secure for himself a niche
by the side of the Humboldts and Delesserts, who have in

the same way so greatly contributed to the solid progress
of Botany.

A Treatise on the Culture of the Pine Apple.

By Thomas Torbron.
When we say that the Author of this pamphlet demands
5s. for as much matter as occupies about two of our
columns, the price of which is one farthing; that the book
does not contain a single new view of the cultivation of the

Pine ;
and that the directions it does contain are so con-

fused as to be barely intelligible, we have stated quite
as much as is called for by such a production.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
" Is it true that you can kill the White Scale on Pines in one

night, as Mr. tells me ?" &c. This query is by a good Pine-
grower, who is about to add some new sorts to his stock, but is
afraid to introduce them unless he is first satisfied that he can
Laan them, "as they arc covered with scale." It will thus

•jW^ttot sonic of our best gardeners are not aware of the
simple i)i(K:fss of cleaning the scale, &c. on the Pine; and Isimpo -

1

-.,;.
: ;lson: that they grow their plants so well that

are never troubled with insects on them ; and seeing some
r less succesdnu brethren always at war with these pests,

and never altogether free from their attacks, they conclude there
must be some difficult*, if not mystery, about the way of getting
rid of them. This supposed mystery has been a fruitful source
of complicated recipes, and the more mysterious these recipes
are made to appear, the more potent they are in the eyes of a
certain class of readers. Now, when a good Pine-grower is in

the position of my friend, and has to look over authorities for
instructions about cleaning his plants, the chances are that he

gets puzzled before he can make a choice. I have already men-
tioned in this Calendar the most simple method of cleaning the
Pine, and the least injurious to the plants. Indeed, the process
is highly beneficial to the plants, whether they are affected with
insects or not, and many Pine-growers to this day make use of
it in the general management of their plants, without being
aware of any deleterious figent, as was formerly the case with
M'Phail, Baldwin, and other practitioners, who made use of
fermenting horse-dung to clean their Pines, believing that the
strong moist heat from the dung was the agent of destruction.
Mr. Knight says he cleaned Pines with clean water heated to
150°; and very likely the insects cannot stand either so much
heat or cold as the plant; but this process (hot water) which is
otherwise simple enough, involves the trouble of having the
whole plant plunged to be effectually cured. There is nothing,
however, so simple, or more effectual, than the ammoniacal gas
irorn fermenting horse-dung, and the simplest way to use it is
to have a spare place at the end. of the pit inside, say the width
of one of the sashes, to fill this nearly with the dung in a fer-
menting state, and to turn it once a day; it is not at all injurious
to the Pine, rather the oilier way, but it is instant death to any
other plant in leaf, and to soft-wooded plants also. Nothing is
more congenial to the Vine when it is first forced than a medium
temperature, kept up by fermenting horsedung, and no doubt
the ammoniacal gas evolved in the process is equally beneficial
in killing any insects that may be on the Vine. Sir Humphrey
Davy says this gas is instant death to all insects whatever; and
this may be true when rightly applied

; hut that from horscdnng
or from short Grass, which is still more oppressive to our
feelings, is not the least injurious to the woodlicc in the strongest
doses we can apply. Tobacco-smoke kills the green-fly, sulphur
the red spider, and ammoniacal gas the scale on the Pine-apple •

and it is the opinion of scientific men and of practitioners too'
that some gas, smoke, or vapour will ultimately be found to be
the true and easiest way of getting rid of all insects whatever,
and here is a field for the experimental chemist. Frost is also
an active agent in the destruction of exotic or tropical insects on
half-hardy plants. I once bought a quantity of fine large plants
of Acacia armata for a mere trifle, because they were so fully
covered with a dry white scale that the owner could not trust
them among his other plants

;
they were thus in the best possible

state for my experiment. I placed them behind a high wall, and
left them till they had two or three nights' frost of from 5° to 7°
the last frost pinched their young wood very much, and I had to
cut back some of the young shoots. Every one of the scaly
insects were destroyed in this experiment, for I had the plants
quite clean for some years afterwards. I have also cleaned many
others in the same way, and I have found that Gardenia radicans
and fiorida, with the common Nerium, will stand 7° of frost with
impunity, if their wood is ripe, and I have no doubt a great many
kinds of greenhouse plants might easily be cleared of these
insects at this season by exposing them to similar trials.

I.—KITCHEN- GARDEN AND ORCHARD;
'

In-door Department.
Pinery.—The recent accounts of heavy Pines have attracted

so much notice, and the ready means of procuring a steady
bottom-heat for them by the tank-system holds out such a great
inducement to new beginners, that we find a general stir all over
tie country in the direction of Pine-growing, and, as if to meet
a sudden demand for information on their culture, we have two
forthcoming hooks advertised for this purpose. A gentleman
connected with the fruit-trade tells me that Suffolk was never
noted for Pine-growing; but he thinks, from preparations now in
progress, we shall some day be as celebrated for our fine Pines as
we now are for our success with Cucumbers. He also told me
of a successful attempt to put up a tank for Pines after some
plan in the Chronicle, but could not give me any particulars ; will
seme reader be good enough to give me these particulars, that 1
may make use of them in this Calendar, without referring to
names, of course ? Any accounts of this sort will be as suitable
for my purpose, and as useful to the public, as anything J can
say on Pine culture in winter.
Vinery.—This is about the usual time to begin to force the

earliest house ; a week or so, however, earlier or later, does not
make much difference. Next week I hope to be able to advance
some new and very interesting ideas on early forcing Grapes; I
only want a link or two, which I expect by every post. If any
scale or mealy-bugs have got hold of the Vines this is the best
time to get rid of them, by the good old method of steaming the
house with fresh horse-dung, to which I have alluded above.
At page "4 of the " Gardener's Almanack," for next year,
Mr. Johnson very properly cautions his readers against the
deleterious effect of the salts of ammonia, "for they are most
powerful agents, and capable of being destructive as well as
salutary." This new Almanack is toy far the most scientific, the
most useful, and the cheapest that ever has been published.
Regarding late Grapes, all I shall say this week is, that I have
planted three reputed varieties of the Black St. Peter, the best
of all winter Grapes, and as soon as I prove them 1 shall make
known the difference, if any.
Pkach-iiouse.—Where one house only is devoted to forcing

Peaches, it is yet too soon to begin to force it, as the crop would
be over some time before those on the open wall would be ready
for succession, if that is any great object. To have them by the
middle of May, it is best to begin them about this time, or next
week, as you will have more time to bring them on very gently;
of course there need be no fires for the first fortnight, only the
house kept close, with air in the middle of the day, if the sun is
out strong; but some gardeners keep them quite close till they
perceive the buds beginning to swell, and probably this is as
good as giving air at this stage. Some sort of covering should
be placed over the border to throw off the wet; and those roots
inside would be much benefited by tepid water, and to have the
surface of the borders stirred up with a fork.
Asparagus, Seakai-e, and Rhubarb. — The only thing

necessary to remind you here is to have beds of these in
readiness to succeed those now in use, and never to apply strong
heat to them.

Out-door Department.
If you have any more Cauliflowers or Cape Brocoli, if only

three or four inches round, turn them into a cold pit, placing
their roots in some light rich soil ; they will swell off and come
in very useful in the dead of winter, and you can always throw
some straw or other additional covering over them, in hard
frosty weather. How do you preserve your Strawberry plants
in pots through the winter ? You recollect, of course, what has
been said lately in a leading article respecting their roots being
so much injured by frost, and rest assured this is the cause of
nine-tenths of the failures you read about. If nothing better
offers have the pots plunged in a dry border, ready to have straw
or some other dry covering laid over them in frosty weather.
FiG3 and Vines in Pots.—You almost always see some of

these lying out in winter, behind walls, &c, quite exposed; but
their roots in confinement are easily injured by frost, and so
also those of the Oak or Ash would be under the same treatment;
but it is impossible to find room in pits for all these things in
winter; something, however, may surely be done for them, if

only to turn them out of the pots and plunge their balls in rotten
tan, peat, or indeed in any light, sandy soil, with some leaves or
straw thrown over the whole.

Greenhouse.—If the plants are all clean, the work here is
mere routine. See that Cape bulbs, as we call the Iridaccre, arenow well supplied with water, if their pots are full of roots.
The shoots of the different winter-growing Tropasolums will also
require attention to training, otherwise they are very liable to get
confused, if not broken altogether. Tropzeolum pentaphyllum,
as mentioned last week by Mr. Brander, of Dal rev. is, indeed,
hardy enough for any part of this island; it stood out here the
hard winter of 1840-41, without any protection, and we are more
exposed here than they are about Forres and the banks of the
Findnorn ; but what is more curious, the Gesnera Douglasii has
stood out without protection since 1836, at the end of a stove, in
a clay subsoil, in Herefordshire.
Conservatorv.—As soon as the Chrysanthemums begin to

fade cut them down and protect the stools from frost. I hardly
hear anything now about that most splendid new conservatory

these Echitcs will inarch on the Beaumontia, which is a much
stronger plant. My experiment promises well as yet, and I
expect next year to get that other princely climber the Clero-
dendron splendcns to do in our conservatory, having inarched
it on a strong plant of the old C. fragrans, on which it grew
three or four yards this autumn, and is now beginning to bloom,
with hundreds of flower-buds on it. The Mandevilla suaveolens
did not (lower, after all, against our conservatory wall ; but it
was too young, it seems, to be as hardy as the old blue Passion-
flower, or rather its seedlings. -D. 2?t'«*o» f Shrubland Park Gar-
dens

t
Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Nov. 23, 1JM3, as
«mservea a t tne Horticultural Ijarden,
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l.hlSWK!

Nov-
Baromktbr. Ti 'KR.

Max. Jill in. Max. Win. Mean.
Friday 17 29.014 29.591 61 30 43.5
Saturday m 29 5C9 29.505 68 29 41.0
Sunday iy 29.707 29.619 52 40 46.0
Monday 20 29.712 29.5-12 51 .*!5 43.0
1 uesday 21 29 GOO 29.600 67 62 54.5
Wednesday 22 29.618 29.53G 57 4-1 50.5
Thursday; 23 29.50'd 29.275 55 28 41.5

A vera

j

29.682 29.614 537 37-7 45-7

Wind.

S.W.
s.w.
S.W,
w.

s.w.
s.w.
s.w.

Rain.

.11

.01

.10

.02

.62

.01

.86

Nov. 17. Frosty haze ; densely clouded ; heavy rain..;

18. Fine; lightly clouded ; 2,3, i» m., shower, partly hail; clear.
19. Clear ; white clouds; rain in the evening; very boisterous during

the night. "

20. Clear; line; windy, with strata of white clouds ; clear.
21. Overcast; cloudy; boisterous at night.
22. Haey; flying clouds; mild; densely overcast; constant heavy rain

at niglu.
23- Thickly overcast ; rain; clear; frosty at night.

Mean temperaturc.of the week 3° above the average.

State of the Weatlicr at Chiswi.-k during the last 17 years, for the ensuingWeek ending Decembers, 1843.

A ver. Aver.
Mean
Temp

No. of

Years in
which it

Hained.

Nov. Highest Lowest
Temp. Temp.

Sun. 26 46.5 32.0 39.2 7
Mon. 27 46.5 35.9 41.2 10
Tues. 28 48.7 38.9 13.8 11

Wed. 29 49.1 38.5 43.8 10
Thurs.30 5p.7 38.7 44.7 10

Deo.
Pri. 7 50.7 400 45.3 7
Sat. 2 46.0 36.9 41.4 9

Greatest
quantity .

of Kain. fc

Prevailing Winds.

0.25 in. '_
88

1.21

0.56
0.31

0.25
0.51
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2
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J,

4
4
3
6
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6

1

2
3
1

4

4

2

•

1

1

1
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The highest temperature occurred on the 28th, in 1828—thermom. 68°;
the lowest on the 28thfNov. and Sd Dec., 1840,—thermometer 22D .

and

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Nov. 24, 1843.

The supply of bolh Fruit and Vegetables has been well kept up
during the week, but the market continues to be very dull, as is

generally the case about this time of the year. Pines are plen-
tiful, and of good quality ; these consist of Queens, Black Antigua,
Black Jamaica, Providence, and Enville. Among Grapes are
some good Black Hamburghs, and there is also a good supply of
Foreign Grapes in the market; these arc selling at nearly the
same prices as last week. Some excellent Ribstone Pippins have
been supplied during the week, and likewise a few good specimens
Of Royal Russet, the latter is selling at from 3s. 6d. to 55. 6d. per
bushel. Good Pears consist chiefly of Beurre Die], Beurre d'A-
remberg, Guernsey Chaumontel, Chapman's Passe Colmar, and a
few of the Glout Morceau. English and Dutch Melons have
almost disappeared from the market ; but Spanish ones arc still

brought in considerable quantities. We have seen very few
Cucumbers in the market during the week. Cabbages and Bro-
coli of good quality are abundant. Turnips and Carrots are also
good and suflicient to meet the demand. Brussels Sprouts are
plentiful and good. Leeks and Onions arc very abundant and
excellent in quality, as are likewise Celery, Endive, and other
salading. A few Cardoons have been brought to the market
during the week, but are very small ; they are selling at from is*

to is. 67/. each. Cut Flowers chiefly consist of Erica gracilis,
acuminata longiflora, hyemalis, and caffra; Lechenaultia for-
mosa, Gardenia radicans, Cypripcdium insigne, Pimelea hispida,
Chrysanthemums, Camellias, Pelargoniums, Primulas, Fuchsias,
China and Perpetual Roses.

PRICES, Saturday, November 25,1813 FRUITS:—
Pine ApplP, per \\\.,3tGd to 7*
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 2.? to 4s

„ Portugal, per lb. Gd to \*Gd
Melons, Spanish, each, U Gd to 3*
Apples, dessert, p. bush. 5* to 10a

„ Kitchen, p bus. 3* to 7s
Pears, per half-sieve, 2s to 12*
Oranges, per dozen, !)d to 2*— per 100,4.1 to 14*
Lemons, perdoz. U to 2*— . per 100,6* to 14*
Pomegranates, per doz., 3* to Gs
Green Capsicums, per l00.1*"to'2*

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, per bundle, Gd to 1* Sd
Brussels' Sprouts, per hf.-sv., 1* to 2*
Cabbageb, perdoz., 6d to 1*
Greens, per doz. Is (id to 2* Gd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 1* to 4*
Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 75*— per ewt., 2* to 4*— per bushel,U6d to Sts'JBd— Kidney, p. bush., 2s to 2* Gd
Turnips, perdoz. bunches, 1* to 2*
Red Beet, per dozen, m to 1*
Horse Radish, per bundle, ]* to'fi*

Radish, spring, p. do/, hands, 1*
Carrots, p. doz. bun., 2* t §s
Spinach, per sieve, •>,/ to I*

Leeks, per doz. bun., 1* tol* Gd
Garlic, per lb. Gd to ild

Onions, Spring p. doz. bch.,2* to 3*— Large, per bushel, 2* to 3*

Red Capsicums, 4* to fl*

Almonds, per peck, Gs
Sweet Almonds, per lb., 2s6d to 3*
Nuts, Spanish, per bushel, ltf*— Brazil, 10'*

— Hazel, 3* to 4*
— Barcelona, 22* to 24*— Cob. 12*

Chesnuts, per peck, 4* to 7*
Filberts, English, p 100lbs., 55* toGO*
Barberries, per hf.-sv., 3* to 4*
Tomatoes, per h£-BY>, 3* to 5*

Onions, Spanish, per doz., 1* Gd to 5*— pickling, p. hf.-sv., 3* Gd toisGd
Shallots, per lb., 5rf to 3d
Chilis, per 100, l*to 2*
Lettuue, Cabb., p. score, Cxi to 1*— Cos, per score, Gd to 1*
Celery, per bun., Gd to 2*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* Gd to 2*
Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 16* to 24*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 3d to Gd
Parsley, per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 2s Gd

Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Endive, per score, Gd to 1* Gd
Mint, per doz. bunches,'!* to 2*
Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. 1* Gd to 2s

Chervil, per punnet, 2d to3d
Salsafy, per bundle, 1* to 1* Gd
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* to Is Gd

^Haruanvo

U.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.— For the next six weeks, at least if the thermometer
stands above 55° in the morning:, you are safe enough with a
general collection of stove plants. Mr. Johnson has some excel-
lent remarks in his Almanack on the subject of night temperature,
derived from his own experience in India, which coincide with
the views advocated by the Chronicle, and very much at variance
with ancient practice. Another very great benefit derived from
low temperature in the dead of winter is the small quantity of
water which will suffice for the plants at this time.

*

Notices to Correspondents.
Communications from the following Correspondents are in

type, and are only waiting till room can be found for them :—
B. Maund, Tirornsgrove, J. Lh.

f
Tottij, P. Neill, J. Wig/don

Atlas, A Practical Man, J. F. M'Elroy, Peter Mackenzie, Tyro
and Facile.

Books.—//. T. A. B.—ParnclPs "British Grasses" is the book
for you IK. //.—Mr. Selby's "British Forest Trees" is

much the best work on Arboriculture, but it does not go far
enough into details. " Biliington on Planting " is very useful-

J. Wood.—Dlx's Treatise on " Land Surveying " is cheap,
and an excellent book for a beginner. B. A'.-Wc are not
aware that there is any work, except PfeifTer and Otto's, on
Cacti, with coloured plates. That work is useful ; such a pu-
blication would have no sale in this country. Cereus sctaccus
is a white-flowered Brazilian species. Dyckia rari flora is a
pretty orangc-nowcxccl stove Bromeliaccous plant.
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Ca r b a g bs .-- W. J,—Road-scrapings are recommended bysome for

preventing: the clubbing: of the roots of Cabbage-plants ; hut
as your soil is of alight sandy nature, the adding any more of
that material might prove injurious. A good dressing of marl,
if it can be got, is equally effective in preventing the disease,

and will at the same time improve your light sandy soil for

almost every kind of vegetable. The disease has also been
effectually cured by the following mixture, viz., 1 gallon of
fresh soot, and l lb. of pounded saltpetre ; mix them with water
to the consistency of coal-tar, and dip the root of every plant
in this before planting. "By this simple method," says a sub-
scriber, « I have not got a single club-rooted plant in my gar-

den, although many of them had begun to club in the
seed-bed."*

Cellars.— Villager.—Cellars, if frost-proof, or capable of being
made so, and dry, are very useful for gardening purposes.
They will preserve Dahlias, Verbenas, Pelargoniums, and
many other half-hardy tilings. Even Oranges and Myrtles
may be kept in them in winter.

Ciunum longifouum.— W. II. R.—Your nlant of Crinum longi-

folium, which has grown luxuriantly, but not flowered, has
probably been too kindly treated. It is quite hardy, and
blooms profusely when planted by the sides of ponds or wet
ditches.!

Deciduous Shrubs.—An Amateur.—The following hardy de-

ciduous shrubs are showy, and form a succession of flowers :

1, Amygdalus nana, 2 feet high, deep rose; 2, Cytisus purpu.
reus, 2 ft., light purnle ; 3, Ceanothus amcricanus, 2 to 3 ft.,

white; 4, Prunus japonica, 2 to 3 ft., rose; 5. Daphne Mezcrcon
and varieties, 2 to 3 ft., pink and white; G, Pyrus japonica and
varieties, 3 to 4 ft., scarlet and blush

; 7, Ribes aureum, 3 to 5

ft, yellow; 8, R. sanguineum, 3 to 5 ft., red; 9, Spiriea bella,

3 to 4 ft., crimson; 10, S. grandiflora, 3 to 4 ft., pink; II, Rhus
cotinus, 4 to 5 ft., greenish white ; 12, Deutzia scabra, 3 to 5 ft.,

white j 13, Hibiscus syriacus and varieties, 3 to 5ft., pink,

white, &c. ; 14, Calycanthus floridus, 3 to 4 ft., brown; 15,

Syringa Josiksea, 3 to 5 ft, purple; 16, Viburnum dentatum,
4 to 5 ft., white; 17, Euonymus latifolius, 4 to 5 ft., green, fruit

handsome ; Coronilla Emerus, 3 to 4 ft., yellow. ^
Edgings.—W. II. R —The following plants are suitable for

edgings to walks, viz., Thrifts, Daisies, Primulas, and
Gentians. Erica cinerea, carnea, and vulgaris have also an
enlivening effect when in bloom, and with a little dressing and
attention may be kept dwarf and neat. The varieties of dwarf
Thyme arc likewise sometimes used for edgings.

^
Sulphate

of ammonia is not suitable for the purpose you mention. I

Ferding Pigs.—Anthony.—You ask why meal water fermented
is so much more fattening than sweet meal. The process of

digestion is in many points similar to that of fermentation ; a
great portion of the food has to be transformed into other sub-
stances before it can enter into the animal system ; it is possible
that in sousing meal for pigs the process of digestion may be
considerably facilitated, by the food being brought into a con-
dition more favourable for undergoing the usual transforma-
tions effected In the stomach. There are a great many points
connected with the philosophy of digestion which are very im-
perfectly understood. E.

Fruit-trehs.—Brighton.—The following is a good selection for

walls. Peaches :* Acton Scot, Grossc Mignonne, Royal George,
Noblesse, Royal Charlotte, Bcllegarde, Barrington, and Late
Admirable. Nectarines: Elrugc, Violette Hative, Balgowan,
and Pitmaston Orange. Plums; Green Gage, Purple Gage,
Royal Hative, Kirke's, and Coe's Golden Drop. Cherries; May
puke, Knight's Early Black, Elton, and Florence. Apricots:
Large Early, Royal, and Moorpark. Pears: Jargonelle, Dun-
more, Gansel's Bergamot, Marie Louise, Beurre Diel, Hacon's
Incomparable, Glout Morceau, Passe Colmar, Winter Nelis,
-Easter Beurre, and Beurre Ranee. With the exception of the
Jargonelle and Gansel's Bergamot, the above-named Pears will
be suitable for espaliers or dwarf standards, and in addition,

Rcinette du Canada, Herefordshire Pearmain, Pearson's
Plate, Scarlet Nonpareil, Boston Russet, Court-pendu Plat, and
Sturmer Pippin. These are all first-rate sorts. For further
information, see the Advertisement of the Horticultural Soci-
ety's Catalogue of Fruits. The Sturmer Pippin deserves the
character given of it. As your ground is much exposed to
wind, espaliers and dwarf standards will be preferable for
Plums and Cherries, as well as Apples and Pears. || Clericus
Hibemicus.—On your south wall you would have too many
Peaches ripe at the same time. If you substitute a Bellegarde
for the Grosse Mignonne, you have still one of the latter under
the name of Kensington. A Violette Hative Nectarine may be
substituted for the Fotheringham Plum, and a Royal Apricot
lor the Washington Plum. The Orleans Plums on the west
aspect should be replaced by the Royale Hative, Reine Claude,
Violette, and Kirke's; and the Red Magnum Bonum by the
Washington, transferred from south aspect. Throw away the
fowan's Egg Pear, and plant Hacon's Incomparable; also some
oi the latter on the north aspect wall, which may be then filled

nf pi
Moreno Cherries and a Catillac Pear. Under the name

i Blue Gage, you may perhaps have the Purple Gage, or Reine

j Yj
u

.

c
,

Violette; but you ought to make sure of having the

Glox inias.—Flora.— Gloxinias are deciduous herbs, and conse-
quently always die down after flowering ; they are stove plants,
«Tm require a temperature above 55°. During winter they

*??> i i

be kcpt Pretty dl7» but water should not altogether be
vntniield from them, and when they commence growing inspring this may be liberally supplied. J

fi^£?
S#""""^ ^'—We last week stated that there never was such

* tinng as a bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes weighing 81bs.

ni^reSpondent reminds us that Mr. Davis, gr. to Sir S. Clarke,

hiK^
n)G(l a medal hi 1836, for a bunch weighing 81bs. 6oz., ex-

jioited to the Horticultural Society, at Chiswick, on the 9th of
uiy. AsYaras we remember, that specimen, like one exhibited
" a

.
Previous occasion by Mr. Dowding, was not, properly

hn i
ff' a nuncn

»
bufc a monstrous cluster of two or three

uuncnes growing from the same bud. It was the subject of

GrI r

SIOn amon£ the Judges at the time.

arlrt«
D,"J?- i'- ,fthe Couch occurs only in patches here

«« mere m the field, it had better be dug out with the fork

:

thmv>°
C
?
Urs Scn erally over the field, the only remedy is a

efforfr
cultivation of the land next spring. Salt will have no

vain V!
pon Couch that it will not have in equal degree on the

ovor *» 9rasscs bcside [t - The P lftn of "billing good seed all

Drni •

i

d ' aud covering with compost, &e." is very well,

clrv 'p-
th

? Couch be got rid of first, and provided the land he

of lacf
e circum stance of a bad crop following the manuring

*ast season suggests the idea that the land is wet. J. c

grow
Crovs—To%.-Carrots and Mangold Wurtzel will both

for m-?
n
i

y soils
' and these two r00ls arc weI1 suited as food

tasfn ?x?
Cows

; thev wil1 not &ivc tlie miIk a disagreeable

for h
aavise our Correspondent, as he has to provide food

"Mot-
S
!i

S as wel1 as cows, to sow Carrots on three-fifths of his

Gvpsi
ai Man^ol(1 Wurtzel on the remainder. J. C.

Weaiv!r~'
DmniJ'~-Thissnould be applied in spring, during wet

thermit
SOWn broadcast, at the rate of about four bushels of

Nitrnfri 5
rper acrc

; out it is not suited as a manure for Wheat,
sooh ~l?u

potasn °r soda, at the rate of one cwt. per acre, or

for wi ?
rate of 20 b»shels per acre, would be a better manure

H
**nn^ appliCd bencficially in the above

^l

Sh^ih^l^0nr'Toxxt plan is
' P°

doubf
»
a £°od one

;

tosKCTR n\
se

T
nous faul t of being far too expensive.

the Cel^iili Fro£\~- Thanks for bctter specimens of

»ion,ttat t fprtfB ' •

enabIe US tf> confirm our f°rmer opi-w, that the disease is a minute fungus, and not an insect, i*

It is the fungus called Puccinia Umbilliferarum. B.—The
insects injuring the Dcndrobium leaves are the larvze of a
Thrips, a genus which has been described and figured in the
Gardeners 7 Chronicle, vol. i, p. 228. R.

Irtses.—Aliquis.—Six bulbous Irises, with different coloured
(lowers, may be—Apollo, violet and black; Blandina, white;
Constance, blue and dark purple; Georgiana, lilac and white;
Cassandra, blue and yellow ; Daphne, olive and green, spotted.
Six fibrous ones, with flowers of different colours, may be

—

Iris pallida, pale blue (very large); I. florentina, white; I.

biflora, pink; I. De Burghii, brown and yellow (very fine)j
I. amcena, purple and white; I. fiavissima, bright yellow. %

Kilns.—Semper idem has our sincere thanks for his plan.
Lauge Fruit.—J. S. G.—We cannot insert anonymous state-
ments respecting Pinc-applcs.

ManbttiaIcokdifolxa.—Perseverance*—Yonr plant is Manettia
Cordifolia; it is a very pretty stove-plant, with brilliant scarlet
flowers. It requires a soil consisting of peat, sand, and leaf-
mould, or rotten dung, with the addition of a little loam.*

Manure.—J, A.—We would employ Potter's guano at the rate
of lib. per rod, applied in March, and the same quantity in
April, and see the effect. It is an excellent manure for kitchen-
garden purposes. Soot is a useful top-dressing for Grassland.

Villager,—Old mortar, plaster from internal walls, and
plaster from floors, are excellent manure for stiff land; acting
both mechanically and chemically.

Nambs of Fruit.—Brighton.—No. l is the Beurre Bosc; 2,
Doyenne Gris.ll J. D., Northumberland.—I, 40, Louis Bonne
of Jersey; 2, 27, Nelis d'Hiver ; 3, Duchesse d'AngoulOme ; 4,
NapoleYm

; 5, 13, Glout Morceau ; 6, 16, Brown BeurnS; 7,
Beurre d'Aremberg; 8, 17, 20,32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 41, Easter
Beurre; 9, Doyenne Blanc ; 10, 15, Bezi de la Motte; 11, 14,

24,28, Beurre Diel; 18, Easter Bergamot; 19, Bezi Voet ; 22,
25, Crassane ; 23, 29, Chaumontel ; 26, Passe Colmar ; 30,
Gansel's Bergamot; 31 appears to be Van Mons-Leon le Clerc;
36, Black Achan ; 38, Swan's Egg; 39, Autumn Bergamot;
42,William's Bon Chretien. No. 40, Louise Bonne (of Jersey),
stated to have been grown on a Quince-stock against a south
Wall, is of deteriorated quality. ||- —H. T. Croydon.— Beurre*

r^Vwf i0n
fi,

0f corrosiv* suMimate. iTothi kiUs Moss on
gravel better than gas- water, except frequent hoeinc;.

paid in advance, is 26s. per annum. Persia will find a list ofshowy flowering shrubs suitable for filling up ahcorner in herflower-garden given above.J A Subscriber should ask an

Diel is correct ; but Glout Morceau is Napoleon, and likewise
your excellent De Coloma. The one named Hacon's Incom-
parable appears to be Gansel's Bergamot.|| W. G. —
Jrbaniste.il- —A Reader.—}, Beauty of Kent; 2, Waltham
Abbey Seedling; 3, Dumelow's Seedling; 4, Minchall Crab;
5, Winter Pearmain ; 9, Alfriston ; 10, Kymer ; II, Yorkshire
Greening; 12, White Costin; 13, King: of the Pippins; 16, Para-
dise Pippin; 17, Wheeler's Russet; 18, Nonpareil; 20, Red
Streak; 21, Golden Reinette. Pears— i, Doyenne Blanc ; 2,
Gansel's Bergamot.

||

Namks of Plants.—/. Wood.— Such specimens cannot be
named without flowers. A. C— Polypodium Phymatodes.

W. C—Fulham Oak. W. H. R,—Dioscorea bulbifera, a
species of Yam ; the small bodies upon it are tubers. The
other is some worthless weed with which we are unacquainted
in its present state.

Olbandbrs.—A Subscriber.—The cause of your Oleander, which
has lately been removed from a greenhouse into a drawing-
room, having prematurely dropped its expanded blooms and
flower-buds, is probably owing to cold or to its not having had
a sufficient supply of water. J

Pawlovnia impeiuams.-J. J* IF.—In Japan this is said to
grow to the height of about 30 feet. It appears to be perfectly
hardy. At the Garden of Plants, of Paris, it has already pro-
duced ripe seeds, and out of 100 which were sown in January,
1813, 75 were up in 10 days afterwards.

Pyrus spectabilis.—Take the plant of Pyrus spectabilis care-
fully up, and wash all the soil from its roots, and replant it

in fresh soil; it will thrive best on the common Crab-stock. If
Rhododendrons.—An Amateur.— The more recently- raised
hybrid Rhododendrons are for the most part known by either
letters or numbers, such as C.'s hybrid. No. 10, or D's hybrid,
E's.*&c, they being too numerous and too much alike to give
names to. The following are very good free bloomers, and are
tolerably hardy, and easily procured by name:— 1, Russelli-
anum, scarlet; 2, Lowii, pale straw, with brown; 3, tigrinum,
pale rose, with dark brown; 4, Nobleanum, dark red; 5,
Smith's Yellow, pale yellow; 6, Smith's Buff, pale buff; 7,
Splendidum (Cunningham's), white; 8, Altaclcrense, scarlet

;

9, Multimaculatum, pale rose spotted ; 10, Arboreum roseum,
bright rose; 11, Victoria, deep red; 12, Venustum, pink ; 13,
Augustum, pale flesh, spotted; 14, Pulcherrimum, scarlet;

15, Grancliflornm (Cunningham's), pale flesh j 16, Macranthum,
rose; 17, Knightii, scarlet; 18, Carnarvonianum, bright rose.%
-—Although August or September is a good time for grafting
Rhododendrons in the open air, that operation may also be
performed with advantage in spring; but if the scions are
already taken off the plants, it will be advisable to graft them
at once. If the stocks do not much exceed the scions in thick-
ness, wedge-grafting will answer best; but if they are strong,
side-grafting may be practised ; and after the scions are put on,
the plants should be placed in a close frame or pit, and should
have a little bottom-heat in order to set the sap in motion. t

SEEDLING Pelargoniums.—A Friend of Truth has had his
question answered, and we can admit no further correspond-
ence on the subject. If he wishes for more discussion he must
have recourse to our advertising columns.

$rAhh-yBKDiNo.— Lapis.—There is a useful chapter on the prac-
tice of Stall-feeding in Professor Low's work on u Practical
Agriculture;" there is also a good article on this subject in
Hillyard's "Practical Farming and Grazing," which is a
cheaper work. J. C.

Sugar.— Veritas.—Consult the "Penny Cyclopaedia," article
—Beet.

The Bread-fruit Tree.—F. H. S.—There is not the smallest
probability of this plant living even in the mildest part of Great
Britain. We do not know what variety of Banana is cultivated
in TenerifFe. The Retama, or Cytisus nubigenus, may be had
of some of the London nurserymen. Cytisus filipes is almost
the same thing.

TnOPiROiiUM fentaphyi,lum.—A Subscriber.—Tropneolum penta-
phyllnm has proved to be sufficiently hardy to stand the winter.*

Vine-Borders.— D. G.—The soil most suitable for a Vine-border
is the surface-spit from afield of good loam that has been long
in pasture; this should be collected for some time before it is

put into the border, and mixed with a good proportion of pure
cow-dung, and the whole should then be turned over at
intervals, three or four times, and duly exposed to the action of
the weather. In preparing the border, the old mould should be
cleared away from the whole space, to the depth of about 2£ft.

If there has not been previously, a main drain should be cut
parallel with the house, at the extremity of the border. This
should be somewhat lower than the bottom of the border,
which should be laid with concrete (that is previously unslacked
lime mixed with rough gravel and water, to the consistency of
thick mortar), about four inches deep, and the bottom of the
border should have a gentle inclination from the house to the
drain. As it is important to remove all superfluous water from
the roots, small drains may be formed by placing drain-tiles on
the concrete at convenient distances, to run in a slanting direc-

tion from the house to the main drain. These will carry off
immediately all unnecessary water from above ; the concrete
will prevent subterranean damps, and thus the bottom of the
border will be kept quite dry. A few turves should be laid over
the tile-drains with the grassy sides down; the fresh soil may
now be filled in, taking careto keep the roughest part nearest the
bottom, and the work is finished. The young Vines may be
planted in spring, and under favourable treatment shall have
reached the top of the house by autumn. The temperature of
the house now filled with Pelargoniums and other greenhouse
plants need never exceed 45° of heat during winter. t

Worms.—Capt. S.—You may get rid of these animals from your
lawn by watering it with weak gas-water, or lime-water, or a

auctioneer. We,however,have no doubt that the duty is payable •

at least, it ought to be. Alcombe.—Thanks for the hint I
Horticultor has been deceived by the Nurseryman.t

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Fuchsias.—if. c.—Your seedling was so crushed and dried up,
that neither form nor colour could be determined

; you cannot
depend upon their travelling safely in a letter, without the pro-
tection of a box. J. Jones.— Rival, long rosy tube, with very
short and sharp petals, tipped with green, corolla red ; the pro-
portion of this flower is not agreeable, and it must be an abun-
dant bloomer to make it acceptable. Bellissimais a delicate and
pretty variety of moderate size, tube ligh% pink sepals tipoed
with green, and expanding freely, showing a well-formed
corolla of a deep rose-colour, which forms a good contrast to
the other parts of the flower j it appears to be of a good habit,
blooming freely.*

Paxsiks.— C. Judd.—Your seedling is a pretty flower, of good
substance, but rather small; the shield in the centre is small
and \\ ants clearness; the points of the eye running into the
oroaa margm of mulberry colour, gives it a bluish character,
ai
Y , ^Lllttle of tne ground-colour is perceptible in the lower

petals differs too much.*
As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.

Erratum.--p. goo, column b, line 48, for "deduced figure " read
reduced.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
After numerous delays the State prosecutions in Ire-

land are beginning to approach their crisis- On Monday
the traversers joined issue to the demurrer of the Attorney-
General, and after a long argument, conducted, as the

Court admitted, with great ability and moderation on both
sides, the Judges unanimously decided that the plea of
abatement was insufficient, and that the demurrer should
be held good. Another argument then arose on the time
to be allowed the traversers to answer to the indictment,

the Attorney-General insisting that they were bound to

plead immediately, and the traversers endeavouring to

obtain a further delay of four days for the purpose. The
Court, however, decided in favour of the Crown, in conse-

quence of which all the parties were called upon their

recognizances. They all appeared in person and pleaded
Not Guilty, audit was arranged that the Court at yester-

day's sitting should name a day for the trial.

From France we learn that the visit of the Due de Bor
deaux to this country continues to excite much un asiness

in the Court circles, and that the visit of the Due de
Nemours is condemned with equal animosity in

the Opposition journals. The quarrel between the

Clergy and the University is still the leading subject

of discussion, and public attention is excited

proposed dotation for the Due de Nemours

the anticipated debate on the fortifications

approaching Session of the Chambers.—From Spain we
have a detailed account of the proceedings which followed

the declaration of the Queen's majority. Her Majesty

appears to have been received with great enthusiasm and

to have manifested a self-possession and a dignity which

was scarcely expected from her years. The Cortes have

passed a vote of confidence in the Provisional Government,

but a change of Ministry is nevertheless resolved upon,

and S. Olozaga is said to have undertaken the formation

of the new Cabinet. The accounts from Gallicia and

Catalonia continue favourable ; Vigo has made its sub-

mission without conditions; Barcelona also has capitu-

lated, and there is no doubt that the insurrection is

gradually expiring.—The accounts from Italy are by no

means satisfactory; fresh arrests have been made in

Romagna, and the people are represented as being in a

state of great excitement. Disturbances are said to have

broken out in Naples and in Calabria, and the sudden

despatch of reinforcements to Sicily proves that apprehen-

sions are entertained for the tranquillity of that island

—

From the United States we learn that the Elections are

still the topic of the day, and from Mexico that the insult

offered by the President to the British Minister has called

forth the marked reprobation of the Home Government,

and that Lord Aberdeen intends to despatch a squadron to

demand an apology for the affront.

by

and

in

the

by

the

ome News.
Court.—On Saturday her Majesty and Prince Albert

took their accustomed morning walk, and after breakfast

proceeded with the Due and Duchesse de Nemours to

Datchet Common, the place of meeting of the Prince's

harriers. Her Majesty and the Duchesse de Nemours
rode in a pony phaeton. A brace of hares were found and
killed after two good runs in the neighbourhood of Horton.

The sport was witnessed by her Majesty and the Duchesse
de Nemours as they rode in their carriage.—On Sunday
morning her Majesty and Prince Albert took their usual

walking exercise. Her Majesty and his Royal Highness
and the whole Court attended divine service within the

Castle. The Due and Duchesse de Nemours attended

mass at the Catholic Chapel at Clewer. In the afternoon

her Majesty and the Duchesse de Nemours rode out in an
open carriage, accompanied by Prince Albert and the Due
de Nemours on horseback.—On Monday after her Majesty's

usual walk, Prince Albert and the Due de Nemours shot
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over the royal preserves, and in the afternoon the Queen
and Prince Albert took a walk on the terrace and in the

slopes.—On Tuesday the Queen did not leave the Castle
in consequence of the unfavourable state of the weather-
Prince Albert and the Due de Nemours hunted with her
Majesty's stag hounds in the morning. The Princess
Royal having this day completed her third year, her birth-

day was celebrated at Windsor with the ringing of bells,

firing of cannon and other rejoicings.—On Wednesday
morning the Due de Nemours attended by his suite left

the Castle for Melton Mowbray in order to witness fox-

hunting in Leicestershire, from which His Royal Highness
returned yesterday. Her Majesty and Prince Albert
accompanied by the Duchesse de Nemours took their

usual morning and afternoon promenade on the terrace

and in the slopes and grounds around the Castle.

The Princess Royal and the Princess Alice were taken
their customary walk in the precincts of the Castle, and
the Prince of Wales was taken a carriage airing.—On
Thursday her Majesty and Prince Albert, accompanied by
the Duchess de Nemours, took their customary walk in

the neighbourhood of the Castle.—The Due and Duchesse
de Nemours are expected to leave Windsor this day for

Buckingham Palace, where they will sleep to-night, and
embark either to-morrow or on Monday forjthe Continent.

Preparations are now in progress for her Majesty's visit to

the Midland Counties. According to the last arrangements,

it is said that her Majesty will leave the Castle at 9 o'clock

on Tuesday morning, for Slough, and from thence to

Uxbridge, where relays of horses will be stationed to pro-

ceed onwards through Rickmansworth to Watford. At
that station, on the London and Birmingham line of rail-

way a special train will be in readiness to convey her
Majesty and the Prince to the Tamworth station, which
is within two or three miles of the seat of Sir Robert
Peel. The Queen is expected to reach Watford in about
two hours from the period of departing from the Castle,

the distance being nineteen miles, ten miles to

Uxbridge, and nine miles thence to the Watford station.

On Friday her Majesty is expected to take her departure
from Drayton Manor, and proceed from the Tamworth
station, by the Birmingham railway, to Chesterfield, and
from thence to Chatsworth, on a visit to the Duke of

Devonshire. On Monday, the 4th, the Queen will

honour the Duke of Rutland with a visit at Belvoir

Castle, and return to Windsor Castle on the 7th. Her
Majesty will be accompanied by Prince Albert, and
the Queen Dowager has signified to Sir R. Peel her

intention of joining the Royal party at Drayton Manor.
—The Hon. Miss Liddell and the Hon. Miss Paget have
succeeded the Hon. Miss Murray and the Hon. Miss
Lister as maids of honour in waiting ; Lady Portman has
succeeded the Countess of Mount Edgecumbe as the lady

in waiting; the Marquess of Ormonde has succeeded

Lord Byron as the lord in waiting; and Admiral Sir R.
Otway has succeeded Colonel Drummond as the groom
in waiting on her Majesty.—The visitors at the Castle

this week have been the Dukes of JJuccleugh and Rich-

mond, the Marquess of Exeter, Earls Devon, Rosslyn,

Jersey, Ripon, and Lincoln, Lady Caroline Lennox, and
Admiral Casey of the French navy.

The Duchess of Gloucester continues indisposed,

although all her symptoms are better than they were at

the close of last week. The last report of the physicians

states that her Royal Highness is going on favourably.

The Due de Bordeavjc.— His Royal Highness and suite

arrived at Hull on Friday last. From thence he proceeded

to Burton Constable, on a visit to Sir Clifford and Lady
Constable, where a large party of nobility and gentry were
assembled to meet him. His Royal Highness left Burton
Constable on Wednesday morning for York, and from

thence proceeded to Newcastle. The Prince was expected

to arrive at Alnwick yesterday on a visit to the Duke of

Northumberland. According to present arrangements,

his Royal Highness will be in London about the 27th or

28th. Sir John Shelley's mansion in Belgrave-square

(lately in the occupation of the Duke of Marlborough),

has been taken for the Prince during his Royal Highness's

residence in London. The house, it is said, has been
taken for three months certain.—The Vicomte de Chateau-

briand and his Secretary the Marquis d'Espenel, with

the Vicomte de Tocqueville, arrived in town on Thursday,

and are staying at the York Hotel, Alberaarle-street, for

the present. M. de Chateaubriand is in excellent

health.—M. Berryer left town on Wednesday for Oxford,

having letters from the most distinguished personages to

the heads of that University. M. Berryer returned to

Mivart's Hotel on Thursday, and will remain in town
until the arrival of his Royal Highness theDuc de Bordeaux.

Parliamentary Movements.—The nomination of can-

didates for the representation of Salisbury took place on
Wednesday. The Hon. Mr. Bouverie and Mr. Campbell
were proposed, and the show of hands was declared to be

in favour of Mr. Bouverie. A poll was demanded on be-

half of Mr. Campbell, which terminated on Thursday in

favour of Mr. Campbell; the numbers being for Mr.
Bouverie, 270 ; for Mr. Campbell, 317 ; majority for Mr.
Campbell, 47.—A rumour has been in circulation for the
last few days that Mr. Estcourt was about to resign the
representation of the University of Oxford ; and that Mr.
W. E. Gladstone, the President of the Board of Trade,
would be brought forward as his successor ; but both
statements have been contradicted on authority, Mr. Est-
court having neither resigned nor intended to resign.

The Irish Sheriffs—The following are the names of
gentlemen returned by the Judges of Assize to serve the
office of High Sheriff for the ensuing year :—Antrim.—
J. Leslie, J. M'Gildowney, J. White, Esqrs. Armagh.—
J. R. Irwine, M. Cross, T. M. Jones, Esqrs. Carlow.—
R. La Touche, R. Doyne, jun., Esqra. ; Sir R. Paul, Bart.

Carrickfergns.—W. Burleigh, J. Legg, S. Dunn, Esqrs.
Cavan.—Hon. S. R. Maxwell ; Earl of Bective ; Anthony
O'Reilly, Esq. Clare.—E. Fitzgerald, W. Butler, H. P.

Hickman, Esqrs. Cork.— Hon. H. St. Leger ; J. H. S.

Barry, Esq. ; Sir E. Synge, Bart. Cork City.—E. Mor-
rough, W. Coppinger, W. Rogers, Esqrs. Donegal.—
G. Young, G. V. Hart, T. Batt, Esqrs. Down.—H.
Montgomery, W. Keown, J. R. Allen, Esqrs. Drogheda
Town.—J. Gernon, T. Carty, St. George Smyth, Esqrs.
Dublin.—Hon. E. Lawless; Hon. E. Preston; W. E.
Caldbeck, Esq. City of Dublin.— J. B. Ball, B. L. Guin-
ness, T. Crossthwaite, Esqrs. Fermanagh.—J. G. V.
Porter, W. H. Daniell, E. Archdall, Esqrs. Galway
Hon.S. Vereker ; Hon. A. F. Nugent ; M.J.Browne, Esq.
Galway Totvn.—C. Blake, P. M. Lynch, L. M'Lachlan,
Esqrs. Kerry J. Coltsman, C. Galway, W. Gun, Esqrs.
Kildare.—E. II. Cole, O'C. Henchy, W. Palmer, Esqrs.
Kilkenny.—H. St. George, C. Hely, J. S. Lane, Esqrs.
Kilkenny City.— J. Power, Esq. ; Sir J. Blunden, Bart.

;

C. Savage, Esq. King's County.—Lord Tuliamore ; T.
Hackett, R. Warburton, Esqrs. Leitrim.—E. K. Teni-
son, J. Johnstone, G. Lloyd, Esqrs. Limerick.—R. Q.
Sleeman, E. C. Villiers, W. Barrington, Esqrs. Limerick
City.—S. Dickson, M. Gavin, H. Watson, Esqrs. Lon-
donderry, City and Cou?ity.—T. Scott, Esq.; Sir H.
Bruce, Bart. ; J. B. Beresford, Esq. Longford.— T.
Hussev, G. Lefroy, F. B. Edgeworth, Esqrs. Louth
Sir R.' Robinson, Bart. ; J. O'Reily, F. J. Foster, Esqrs.

Mayo.—Sir R. Palmer, Bart. ; Lieut.-Col. M'Alpine ; T.
S. Carter, Esq. Meath.—Lord Bective, Lord Killeen,

J. Waller, Esq. Monaghan.—i. Lentaigne, S. R. B.
Evatt, A. A. Murray, Esqrs. Queen's County.—Hon. II.

G. F. Walker; H. P. Pigott, C. Coote, Esqrs. Roscom-
mon T. J. Wills, J. F. Grace, Esqrs. ; The O'Moore.
SHgo.—'E. J- Cooper, A. Crichton, M. Keogh, Esqrs.

Tipperary.—W. P. Barker, J. Bailey, Esqrs. ; Lieut.-Col.

Purefoy. Tyrone.— J. M. Stronge, W. Sinclair, R.
Montgomery, Esqrs. Waterford.—J . Palliser, J. B.
Gumbleton, J. H. Keane, Esqrs. Waterford City.—S.
King, J. Penrose, T. Sheppard, Esqrs. Westmeath.—
Hon. L. H. King Harman ; Sir M. L. Chapman, Bart.

;

Sir F. Hopkins, Bart. Wexford.—C. Tottenham, M. F.
Beauman, P. W. Redmond, Esqrs. Wicklow.— F. Synge,
R. A. G. Cunningham, W. W. F. Hume, Esqrs.

The Welsh Sheriffs.—The following is the, list of gen-
tlemen nominated as the new Sheriffs for Wales :

—

Angle-
sey.—T. A. Smith, of Trefarthin ; E. E. Meyrick, of

Cefncock ; J. Williams, of Treffos, Esqrs. Breconshire.

—H. Gwyn, of Abercrave ; T. T. Roberts, of Llwyn-
derrw ; H. Thomas, of Llwymadoc, Esqrs. Cardigan-
shire.—P. J. Miles, of the Priory ; J. P. Lloyd, of

Mabws, M. Davies, of Tan-y-bwlch, Esqrs. Carmarthen-
shire.— J. H. Phillips, of Dyffryn Brogyn ; W. P. H.
Powell, of Maesogwyn ; R. A. Mansel, of Llandarog,

Esqrs. Carnarvonshire.—J. B. Edward, of Glyn Afon ;

J. Price, of Garth-y-Glo ; J. Huddart, of Brynkir, Esqrs.

Denbighshire.—H. W. Meredith, of Pentrebychan ; F.

J. Hughes, of 11 orsley-hall ; T. Griffith, of Trevalyn-hall,

Esqrs. Flintsliire.— Sir R. Puleston, of Emral, Bart.;

L. F. Lloyd, of Cilcen-hall ; A. Jones, of Wepre-hall,

Esqrs. Glamorganshire.—T. T. Drake, of St. Donat's
castle, Esq. ; SirT. D.Aubrey, of Llantrythkl-park, Bart.;

J. B. Pryce, of Duffry, Esq. Merionethshire—D. W.
Griffith, of Sygun ; G. A. Huddart, of Plasynpenrhyn ;

J. Lloyd, of Cwnmorthin, Esqrs. Montgomeryshire.—J.

Owen, of Broadway ; J. W. L. Winder, of Vaenor-park ;

J. G. Mytton, of Penylan, Esqrs. Pembrokeshire.—W.
C. A. Philipps, of St. Brides's-hill ; A. L. Gower, of

Castlemalgyn ; C. C. Wells, of Tenby, Esqrs. Radnor-
shire.—Hon. F. G. Hamilton, of Llanbister ; D. James,
of Presteigne; J. A.Whittaker, of Newcastle-court, Esqrs.

The Church and Universities.—The Gazette announce?
the appointment of the Right Reverend Dr. Spencer, now
Bishop of Newfoundland, to be Bishop of the see of

Jamaica, and the creation of an Archdeaconry in the

Bahama Islands, to be subordinate to the bishopric of

Jamaica, and to be styled the Archdeaconry of Bahamas
;

and her Majesty has been pleased to appoint the Rev.
John M'Cameron Trew, D.D-, to be Archdeacon thereof.

The Rev. W. Knight Bruce will be appointed Dean of

Llandaff. A rumour in Oxford is very generally credited,

that at the end of the present term, the Rev. Dr. Wynter
will resign the Vice-Chancellorship, and at the same time

the Presidentship of St. John's College. The indisposi-

tion of Mrs. Wynter, who has been recommended to try

the effects of change of air, is said to be the cause of this

determination-.—The Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel having requested its president, the Archbishop of

Canterbury, to nominate a Professor of Bishop's College

Calcutta, in the place of the late Mr. Coles, his Grace has

appointed Mr. George Weidman, fellow of Catharine-

hall, Cambridge.
The Colonies.—The Queen has been pleased to appoint

Commander Edmund Norcott, R.N., to be Governor and
Commander-in-Chief in the Gambia ; Commander T. C.

Sherwin, R.N., to be Emigration Agent General for the

colony of British Guiana, and William Henry Butt, Esq.,

to be Rector of the University of Malta.
National Gallery.—The Queen has been pleased to

confer upon Sir Augustus Callcott, R.A., the appoint-

ment of Keeper of the Paintings by the Old Masters in

the National Gallery, Trafalgar-square, vacant by the

decease of Mr. Seguier. The appointment of the^ Con-

servator of the Royal Pictures contained in Windsor

Castle and other Palaces has been conferred upon Mr.

Eastlake, R.A. an d Secretary to the Fine Arts Commission.

jforetgn.
France.—The Paris papers are still filled, as they

have been for some time past, with discussions
h
and dis-

putes on the visit of the Dues de Nemours and Bordeaux
to England, the fortifications of Paris, and the Bishop of

Chalons' quarrel with the University. The Opposition
journals, of all shades and parties, declaim against the
visit of the Duo de Nemours to the Queen, while the

entire press, with the exception of the papers in the

interest of the Legitimatists, condemn as much the visit

of the Due de Bordeaux, and the demonstration it has

called forth on the part of his friends. The clumsy
manner in which the prosecution of Mr. O'Connell and
his associates has been hitherto conducted is also severely

criticised in most of the journals. Rumours of a change
in the Ministry are prevalent, and it is believed that M.
Martin, M. Duchatel, and M. Lacave Laplagne, will retire

forthwith. The principal reasons given for these expected
changes are the divisions of opinion in the Cabinet on the

subject of the quarrel between the clergy and the Uni-
versity, and on the subject of the Due de Nemours'
dotation. Should the Ministry venture to bring the dota-

tion forward in the Chambers, which is not thought pro-

bable, at least at the commencement of the session, a

formidable opposition is expected ; and some of those who
have hitherto been considered staunch supporters of the
Ministry are understood to have intimated their intention

to oppose it. Public discontent at the completion of the
detached forts, or as they are termed bastiles, is said to be

on the increase, and the desire of the Government for the

termination of those works is becoming greater as the

period for the opening of the Chambers approaches.

It is said to be the intention of M. Thiers to attack

during the debate on the address the extension given

to the fortifications, particularly as respects the works
in execution at Vincennes and St. Maur.—It appears

that the judgment of the Council of State on the

Bishop of Chalons* letter, and the royal ordinance issued

in consequence, has not had the effect of preventing the

publication of more letters in newspapers. The Bishop
of Chalons himself has once more published a letter, in

which he stoutly maintains that in his former letter he
M did not exceed the limits of his attributes and rights,"

and that the judgment of the Council of State was arrived

at "on a fact which was entirely within his competence,

and upon which no one has a right to interrogate him or

to prescribe rules to him/' He asks if it is not within

his right and power in his quality of bishop to maintain

the faith and to improve the morals of those within his

diocese, and taking it for granted that the answer will be

in the affirmative, he says that is the whole question, and

that so far from excommunicating the children by with-

drawing the chaplain from the university, it is his duty to

do so as a means to expose the danger to which the

Catholic religion was exposed in those universities, and

he denies the right of the State to take up his letter. The
Debals comments in very severe terms upon his letter,

and insinuates that the same spirit of dispute influences

the whole of the clergy. It expresses regret that the

bishop, instead of receiving with mildness and respect the

rebuke inflicted upon him by the Council of State, should

persist injiis former course, and maintains that by the

concordat with the Church, the Minister of Public

Worship is fully justified in checking the erratic propen-
sities of the bishops.—M. Lagren£e, the French Ambas-
sador to China, left Paris on Friday for Brest, where he

was to embark. Count Mole has denied a statement in

the Havre papers that he had arrived in that town, on
his way to England. Lord Brougham had arrived at the

chateau de Tholouet, on a visit to the Marquis de Galiflet.

His lordship was to proceed thence to Cannes, where

he intends to reside for two months. M. de Chateau-

briand left Paris for London on Sunday.—The Courrler

Franfais announces, on what it considers unquestionable

authority, that Baron de Rothschild had accepted the

modifications proposed by the Northern Railway Com-
mittee, and that the Minister of Public Works had conse-

quently undertaken to submit to the ratification of the

Chambers a bill for the adjudication of that railway to

Messrs. Rothschild.—For some days back several acts of

Vandalism have been committed in the gardens and park

of Versailles. On Friday all the fingers of one of the

hands of the Venus of the Tapis Vert were broken off, *»s

well as the head and arms of the child held by Hercules.—-

Accounts from the departments announce that the rivers

which were swollen by the late rains are gradually falling-

The Rhone has nearly re-entered its banks, and the

Durance has altogether done so. Fortunately those inun-

dations have been of short duration, which circumstance

lessened the amount of damage, though still the effects of

the disaster are very considerable. The road between
Aries and Tarascon remains broken up in not less than

eleven places. The loss occasioned by the carrying away

of the wooden bridge at Aries is estimated at 40,000r.

It is said that the bridge of boats at Saint-Gilles has been

also carried off. The damage caused in the neighbour-

hood of Pertuis by the rise of the Durance is incalculable.

Several points in the Haute-Pyrenees have also suffered

exceedingly. The Larros spread over a vast length or

country, covering the fine plain of Ozon, and threatening

the little town of Tournay with destruction. Happily the

waters began to subside just at the moment when tft

danger appeared most imminent. The handsome bring

of Chelle was carried away when on the point of being

completed, for in three days more the last stone wouia

have been put on. Fortunately no lives were lost in tu

neighbourhood.
T jSpain.—As announced in our last, Queen Isabella 1

•

took the oaths on the 10th inst. before the Cortes, tn

foreign Ministers, &c. After her Majesty had taken nj

seat on the throne, the President of the Senate advance t

holding in his hand the Gospels open. The Queen ro»*

and with her hand on the holy book pronounced, "*

i

tw
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sonorous and mild voice, the following oath :
—" I swear

before God and on the holy Evangelists that I will ob-
serve, and cause to be observed, the Constitution of the

Spanish monarchy promulgated at Madrid on the 28th
of June, 1837, and that I will respect the laws and cause
them to be respected, without having any other view than
the national welfare. If I should act contrary to what I

have sworn or to any part of it I ought not to be obeyed,
and my acts should be null and void. Thus may God
assist me, as otherwise I should be accountable to Him
for my conduct.'* Her Majesty concluded amidst the

most enthusiastic acclamations. On leaving the Palace,

her Majesty reviewed the troops of the garrison on the

Prado. At the reception of the deputations of both houses
on the 9th the Queen also evinced singular self-possession

and dignity of manners- It is expected that one of her

Majesty's first acts will be an amnesty for past offences.

The Ministry had tendered their resignations to the

Queen, but her Majesty, as was expected, had refused to

accept them. In the sitting of the Congress on the 11th
a decree was read by which the Queen confirmed for the

present the existing Ministry. A resolution was then
carried unanimously declaring that the Provisional

Government had deserved well of their country and en-
joyed the confidence of the Chamber, for which M. Lopez
returned thanks. A change of Ministry is however
certain, and M. Olozaga has undertaken to form the
fiew cabinet. On the 14th General Narvaez pro-

ceeded to the palace, and presented to the Queen his

resignation of the post of Captain-General of New Castile.

The motives for this resolution were not exactly known,
but it was rumoured that he had taken offence nt the

ayuntamiento of Madrid not having uttered a word about
the attempt on his life and the death of his aide-de-camp,
whilst it had made great noise about an insult offered by
an officer of the garrison to a drummer of the National
Guard, who was the bearer of some order from that muni-
cipal body. It was also believed that he was rather jealous
of General Serrano, and felt hurt at some censure passed
on his conduct on the 12th, when, after inviting the Offi-

cers of the garrison to dine with him, he conducted his

guests to the palace, and presented them to the Queen.
His friends however were strenuously exerting themselves
to persuade him to recall his resignation, and it was
believed that they would succeed. Several arrests took place
m the evening of the 14th. A coffee-house keeper impli-
cated in the murder of General Quesada, in 1836, was
among the individuals against whom arrest warrants had
been issued, as compromised in the attempt against the
life of General Narvaez. Three writers of the Eco del
Comercio and the principal editors of the Espectador
opposition journals, M. Palmo, former commander of
a battalion of Luchana, and M. Savita, an officer of the
garrison, had also been arrested as participators in the
attempt on the life of General Narvaez. The funeral of
Commander Baseti, his aide-de-camp, who died of the
wounds received in this attack, took place on the 11th
amidst an immense concourse of people. Gen. Mazaredo
paid a brief tribute to his memory, after which the cortege
moved to the tomb of Diego Leon, where the Political Chief
also mourned over that unfortunate Officer, and the
clergy sanga"De profundis."-*The Government have
received satisfactory accounts from Galicia. In the
evening of the 6th General lriarte, accompanied by a
number of Officers and soldiers, entered Portugal, on the
side of San Gregorio. On receipt of this intelligence,
the Government despatched Colonel Salazar to Portugal,
to demand the arrest and extradition of the rebels. A
jetterfrom Barcelona, of the 13th, states that the capitu-
lation of that city was signed on that day, and that
several detachments of troops were to enter the town in
the course of the same evening. The news of the Queen's
Majority had been received, and the civil governor had
taken the opportunity of exhorting the people to peace
and order. A suspension of arms took place^onthe 12th,
the day before the capitulation. The few people reraain-
*"g m the town immediately availed themselves of the
change in affairs, and showed themselves in the
streets, and they were even allowed to mount the ram-
Parts. The insurgents at Figueras, however, had made
oe most active preparations for placing that town in a
formidable stale of defence. General Prim on arriving
at Figueras had summoned the castle to surrender, but
is demand had been met by a peremptory refusal, and the
atteries had opened a fire upon his quarters by way of

defiance. The castle was supplied with provisions for 12
months. On the 11th the insurgents of Vigo made their
submission without conditions. The submission of that™wn and the declaration of the Queen's majority have
Produced the most lively satisfaction at Corunna.
Portugal—The Queen returned to Lisbon from her^ in the Alemtejo on the 31st. As stated in our
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General I"arte and his staff had arrived in

-
e Portuguese territory, which they entered at Melgacom the province of Minho. The Civil Governor of Vianaavmg been made acquainted with the arrival of these
panish officers and troops, and with their request that

catA l u
m should be Siven them

> immediately communi-ty by telegraph with the Government at Lisbon, which

d
ŝ gned Braga, 40 miles north of Oporto, as their resi-

Ce
* "^ ^sbon all was quiet and the Cortes were°Pened as the packet left.
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MANY—Letters from the Rhine state that orders

VreL f
received from Berlin t0 emPloy double the

^ sent number of workmen on the repairs and improve-

wint °
f the Royal Palace at Coblentz du"ng the whole

promised vxsit from Queen Victoria and his royal god-

son.—Letters from Hanover state that his Majesty the

King intends leaving his capital and country again for the

greater part of the winter, and that Berlin, in particular,

is to be honoured with a prolonged visit from him.— It

would appear by accounts from "Vienna that the appoint-
ment of his Imperial Highness the Archduke Stephen to

the Governorship of Bohemia meets with unforeseen
difficulties. The Archduke wishes for very extended
powers, which the Aulic Chamber does not feel disposed
to grant, as it would materially diminish its own authority
over that important part of the empire.—A Berlin letter

of the 12th states that Messrs. Clegg and Samuda,
inventors qf the Atmospheric Railway, have made proposals
to the Prussian Government for the construction, upon
their system, of the road for Lower Silesia, about to be
laid at the expense of the State. But before taking this

proposal into consideration the Government resolved on
witnessing a trial of the principle, and therefore has
engaged Messrs. Clegg and Samuda to form one from
Berlin to Charlottenberg, the works for which will be
commenced in the spring and be quickly executed, as the
ground is very favourable. Letters from Leipsic mention
that on the 1st, the subscription for the Saxo-Silesian
Railroad was opened at the Bourse. The estimated cost

would be 25,000,000 thalers in shares of 100 thalers each.

Italy.—A letter from Bologna of the 6th inst. states

that M. Barretti, of Ravenna, had been arrested for the

part he took in the late disturbances. He had been for

some time settled at Bologna. A quantity of arms and
ammunition were found in his house. A barber who
was accused ofputting up a treasonable placard at a cafe was
also arrested. The disturbances were still far from being
put down, and the people were in a state of great excite-

ment. Several of the insurgents had taken refuge in

Malta and Corsica, and it was said that the Italian states

had applied to have them removed. It is by no means
hkely that the English Government will accede to this

request, but the French Government has already so far

complied with it as to remove all Italians from Corsica to

the interior of France. The two brothers Muratori, the
Counts Biancoli and Righi, the Marquess of Melara, and
several other refugees have been ordered to Chateau
Rouge. It was reported in Paris on Saturday that the

French Government had received accounts from Naples
of a serious nature. Disturbances were said to have
broken out in the neighbourhood of Naples and in

Calabria. The particulars were not published'; but it

was known that the Neapolitan Government was making
preparations to send reinforcements to Sicily, and that

some demonstrations were apprehended in Calabria and
the Abruzzi, where the events of Bologna had produced a
deep impression. An Italian paper printed in Paris, La
Jeuwe Italie, chiefly for circulation among the Italian

refugees, states that the late attempt at insurrection in

Romagna failed, not because that disaffection was not
general throughout the Peninsula, but because the
ultra or real Democratic party refused to concur in it.

The reason given for this is that the Republicans would
not aid in a movement openly said to have been suggested

by Russia. Everything kwas,
t
it seems, prepared for a

general Italian insurrection. The movement was to

commence in Naples, where it was expected a portion of

the army would lead or immediately enter into it. Upon
the knowledge of that revolt, Lombardy, Piedmont, and
the Romagna would rise, and form an Italian empire, the
ruler over which wrould be the Duke de Leuchtenberg,

son of Eugene Beauharnais and son-in-law of the Emperor
Nicholas. The Italian democrats would not promote the
monarchical views of any man, and consequently the

revolt in Italy miscarried. According to the same paper
the revolution in Greece was connected with the move-
ment in Italy, and equally instigated by Russia.—A Nea-
politan steamer arrived at Toulon on the 12th with
despatches from the Court of Naples and the Due
d'Aumale, which were immediately forwarded to St.

Cloud by express. It appears that the marriage of
the Duke d'Aumale with the sister of the King of
Naples, the object of the Prince's journey, had been
agreed upon. Letters from Naples of the 6th state

that a difference has arisen between the Government
and the British cabinet on account of their having taken
possession of the island of Lampedosa. The English
minister contends that by that act the honour of the
British name has been wounded, and he demands repara-

tion. Although the island belongs to Naples the British

Government is said to require that it should be evacuated
and that the British flag be restored. The minister has
declared that more prompt measures have not been taken
merely on account of the friendly relations which pre-
viously existed between the two Governments. From
Sicily we learn that Mount Etna was at the close of last

month throwing out volumes of flames.

Malta.—It is announced in Tuesday's Gazette that
the Government have appointed Mr. W. H. Butt to be
rector of the University of Malta. It had been previously

stated that the office had been conferred on the Rev. F.
Mahony, better known as Father Prout, but it now
appears from the Globe that a layman has been selected

on account of the clerical squabbles in the island, which
have obliged the Home Government, for the sake of peace,

to resort to this step. The new rector is of course a
Roman Catholic.

Greece.—Letters from Athens of the 30th ult.

announce the arrival of General Coletti at the Pirteus on
that day. He received a salute of 175 guns from the
different ships of war— Greek, French, British, Russian
and Austrian—in the harbour. At the landing-place'

where a vast multitude was assembled, the cries of " Lone
live Coletti! long live the good patriot!" resounded on
all sides. When his carriage drove off it was accompanied

by a number of women and children repeating with enthu-
siasm similar exclamations. The following is the result
of the elections :—of 225 Members of the Assembly there
are nearly 90 Napists, and 135 Constitutionalists, of whom
80 acknowledge Coletti as their chief.—The German
papers state that the Emperor of Russia is not content
with refusing his sanction to the new state of affairs in
Greece, but that he proposes to address an energetic pro-
test against the revolution to all the European Powers.
Sweden.—The town of Wexoe, which was scarcely yet

rebuilt after the dreadful conflagration of 1838, has again
been completely destroyed by fire. 1400 families have lost
everything and are without shelter. The King, upon
being informed of the disaster, had immediately despatched
one of his Aides-de-Camp with 30,000 dollars from his
private purse and promises of further relief.

Turkey.—Accounts from Constantinople of the 31st
ult. state that the offices of the Porte and most of the
public administrations had remained closed during the
preceding ten days in consequence of the solemnity of the
Bairam. It was believed for a moment that the revolution
in Greece might lead to new complications ; this anticipa-
tion, however, had not been realised. The Porte, after
adopting measures commanded by prudence to guard
Thessaly and Epirus from all attempt on the part of the
Greek revolutionists, had declared that in its relations
with the Hellenic Government it would be guided by the
conduct of the Powers which protected the new kingdom.
The Persian question still remained in statu quo. The
last letters from Erzeroum, dated the 1 7th, merely mention
that^ the Turkish and Persian plenipotentiaries having
received fresh instructions from their Governments had
resumed the negotiations, and that Mr. Curzon, one of
the British Commissioners, was dangerously ill. The
French Envoy had taken up seriously the affair of the
Armenian decapitated for his relapse to Christianity.
Egypt.—-The accounts from Alexandria come down to

the 26th ult. They state that Mehemet Ali had aban-
doned all hope of the return of the Pacha of Soudan to
his allegiance, and that he was consequently re-organizing
his fleet, and placing his land forces on the war establish-
ment. Lieutenant Agar and Miss Dalzell passengers,
with the remainder of the crew of the ill-fated Memnon,
arrived safely at Aden on the 9th Sept. A letter from
Lieutenant Agar, dated Aden, Sept. 13, after describing
their dreadful sufferings from thirst and the burning heat
of the sun, &c, states that on the 2d, at noon, the Com-
pany's brig ot war Tigris was seen rounding the Hulloolla
point, with the preconcerted signal flying. About sunset
she anchored

; the unfortunate sufferers were speedily on
board, and in a few days safely landed at Aden.
Capk of Good Hope.—Accounts have been received

from the Cape to Sept. 23d, and from Natal to the 10th
Sept. The latter announce the entire settlement of
affairs in that part of the Colony, the leaders of the Boer
conspiracy, Prinsep, Rodeloff, . Pretorius, and others,
having as it was affirmed submitted to her Majesty's
authority and to the terms of the late Government pro-
clamation. Accounts from Port Elizabeth dated August
28th give some details of a dreadful storm in that quarter.
The ships Delhi, Elizabeth Rowell, Laura, and Sea-gull
were driven ashore, and all but the second seemed to have
suffered total destruction. Many lives too were unfor-
tunately lost. Including the amount of damage done to
the jetty the total loss sustained is estimated at nearly
30,000/." Rains had again fallen in copious quantities in

the eastern provinces, which had suffered so much from
drought, and the rising crops were therefore becoming
more promising. There was a rumour at Cape Town of
a new Governor being appointed to succeed Sir George
Napier, who is about to come to England. The Frontier

papers are, as usual, filled with complaints of the ravages
of the Caffres.

United States and Canada.—By the arrival of
two sailing packets we have accounts from New York to
the 3d inst The news is not important. The papers
contain much speculation on the coming elections. The
friends of Mr. Clay had held a meeting in New York, and
each party were loud in the praises of their respective

candidates.—By an arrival at Charleston of a vessel from
Havannah we have news to the 19th. The newly-ap-

pointed Governor-General O'Donnell had arrived at Ha-
vannah, and was to have been installed the day the vessel

sailed. In Canada the Provincial Parliament was very
active. A bill for the suppression of secret societies had
passed in committee of the whole house. Another for the

prevention of party processions, said to be aimed at the
Orange societies, had excited very great discussion. A
bill had also been introduced for the regulation of steam-
boats in the province, which forbids the use of high-

pressure engines.

Mexico.—It is rumoured that Lord Aberdeen has
declined to enter into any negotiation with the Mexican
minister Mr. Murphy on the subject of the affront lately

offered to the British flag, and that he intends sending out
a new minister to Mexico in a frigate which will call at

Jamaica, whence the minister will take a squadron down
with him to the Mexican coast, and require an apology
for the affront before landing. By the packet before the
last, advice was received that Mr. Doyle had made a re-
monstrance to the Mexican Government on the subject of a
breach of contract between it and a British house in
Mexico, in such strong terms that the Government objected
to the expressions. Mr. Doyle refused to retract a word
and the] consequence was that the Mexican Government
sent a special messenger with despatches to Mr."Murphy
in London, requesting him to complain to Lord Aberdeen
of the language in which it had been addressed. This
grievance preceded the affair of the flag, and it seems that
Lord Aberdeen will not admit that the Mexican Govern-

»
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ment had any just ground for breaking contract with the

house in question. The last accounts confirm the state-

ment which has been current that the Government of that

country has issued a decree prohibiting foreigners from

engaging in trade in that republic. Naturalized foreign-

ers, foreigners married to Mexican women, and those who
reside in the republic with their families are made excep-

tions to the prohibition.

Brazils.—By the Satellite sloop of war we have

accounts from Rio to the 4th Oct. The rejoicings conse-

quent upon the marriage of the young Emperor and a

Neapolitan Princess had been suddenly changed into a

general manifestation of gloom, arising from the subse-

quent indisposition of His Imperial Majesty, who had

been attacked with an intermittent fever, which, accord-

ing to the latest bulletins, was upon the increase, with

renewed symptoms of irritation. The result of this attack

was looked for with much anxiety, though, from the youth

of the sufferer, not without a strong hope that it might

terminate favourably.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 95£ to 96,

for time and money ; Three per Cents. Red., 9f>£ to \ ;

Three-and-a-Half per Cents. Reduced, 102£ to } ;
New

Three-and-a-Half per Cents., 102£ to 103 ; Exchequer

Bills, 545. to 565. prem.

JtftEtropolt* antj its Witinitv.

The Royal Palaces.—Her Majesty has just caused to

be carried into effect a design, emanating entirely from

herself and Prince Albert, for the establishment of " Do-

mestic Libraries " in the servants
1

halls at Buckingham

Palace and Windsor Castle. In order to carry this object

into effect her Majesty has been pleased to make a dona-

tion of 100/. for the purchase of books to commence with,

and has presented a great variety of works of a useful and

instructive character to both libraries. Prince Albert has

also presented 50/. for the same purpose. The committee

appointed by the Queen to superintend the arrange-

ments consist of the following members of the house-

hold, each of whom has presented donations and various

works of utility :—Sir H. Wheatley, Mr. G. E. Anson,

Hon. and Rev. C. L. Courtenay, Hon. C. A. Murray,

and Mr. Glover. Mr. Robert Lyons, secretary to the

Master of the Household, has been appointed treasurer

to the two library funds, with directions to audit the

accounts of each once at least in every year.

Destitution in the Metropolis.—On Monday a public

meeting was held at the Western Literary Institution,

Leicester-square, for the purpose of considering the des-

titution now existing in the metropolis, and of adopting

measures to alleviate the distresses of the houseless poor.

The Rev. Mr. Ward, the Rector of St. James's, was called

to the chair, supported by Lord Dudley Stuart, "Viscount

Ranelagh, Sir Joseph Copley, Mr. Robinson chairman

of Lloyd's ; Mr. Hankey, Mr. B. B. Cabbell, Sir De Lacy

Evans, Hon. Stuart Wortlcy, Mr. Walter, and others.

Mr. Arber, the promoter of the measure, briefly explained

to the meeting that it was originally proposed to pass a

series of resolutions—1. That the Bishop of London with

the parochial clergy be requested to become president

and vice-presidents of the proposed institution;—2. That

a provisional committee be appointed ; and—3. That a

public subscription be seton foot in behalf of theinstitution,

to be called the Western Refuge for the Destitute. These

resolutions, however, were thought by some of the gentle-

men on the committee to be hardly comprehensive enough

in their nature. Viscount Ranelagh said that he was de-

cidedly of this opinion ; he thought that if any measures

were taken they ought, to meet adequately the destitution

that now existed in the metropolis, to be taken upon a

national and comprehensive scale. The house of refuge

to be established should be as well known as St. Paul's.

Lord Dudley Stuart was most happy to take part in any

measure that might tend to obliterate the reproach which

all must feel so grievously attached to the wealthier classes

of this metropolis, in having neglected so long to provide

a refuge for those houseless and shelterless beings who

thronged our public thoroughfares and parks. He knew

of no one to whom the presidency of such an institution

could better be intrusted than to the Bishop of London,

but at the same time he would not enter upon the ques-

tion whether such an institution should be maintained ex-

clusively by members of the Church. He would con-

clude by moving that it is expedient to establish an insti-

tution for the relief of the houseless and destitute

poor in the metropolis, and would suggest that the

meeting be adjourned to Exeter Hall until some future

day, and that the Bishop of London be requested to pre-

side. Mr. Cabbell was in favour of a comprehensive plan,

but objected to the word refuge. While the institu-

tion should be one that would furnish the wanderer with

a night's shelter, inquiry should at the same time be made

into the cause of his destitution, so as to prevent its recur-

rence. He would cordially second the resolution. Sir

De Lacy Evans thought that with reference to the ques-

tion mooted by the Noble Lord, as to whether the care of

the institution" should or should not be confined to clergy-

men of the Church, it was a question which had better be

avoided. On the other hand, he thought that a national

or more comprehensive plan was not practicable, as there

were already institutions of the kind in Marylebone and
the City. Mr. Ridgway, Mr. Kingscote, Mr. Robinson,

and other gentlemen addressed the meeting, and Dr.
^_

-
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that Mr. Cabbell be requested to act as treasurer,

and Mr Arber as honorary secretary ; and that it be

an instruction to the committee to summon a meet-

ing at Exeter-hall, and request the Bishop of London to

preside at the same. The thanks of the meeting were

then unanimously given to the Rev. Mr. Ward for taking

the chair, and to Mr. Arber for his active interest in

calling the meeting.

Court of Aldermen.—On Tuesday a court was held for

the despatch of business. The Lord Mayor having taken

the chair, Alderman Brown moved a vote of thanks to

Alderman Humphery for the uniform kindness, impar-

tiality,? and good temper which had distinguished him

during his mayoralty, and which had secured for him on

his retirement the good wishes and esteem of his fellow-

citizens. The vote was carried unanimously and with

acclamation. Alderman Copeland brought up the report

of the Gaol Committee, which recommended the appoint-

ment of a superintendent, with a salary of 300/. a year and

50/. a year for a house. He represented the anxiety with

which the committee engaged in a subject of such im-

portance, and stated that they had not yet completed their

investigation into the medical department and other

matters. The report was referred back to the committee,

and the testimonials of the candidates for the office of

superintendent of the gaol of Newgate were ordered to

be examined, Aid. Copeland stating that the Duke of

Wellington had recommended Capt. Kincaid governor of

Bridewell as eminently qualified for the discharge of the

duties of the situation. After some other unimportant

business the Court adjourned.

East India House—A Special General Court of Pro-

prietors was held at the India House on Friday, pursuant

to requisition, for the purpose of considering the follow-

ing resolutions to he submitted by the requisitionists :

—

"1st. That from the printed papers recently laid before

Parliament on the subject of Scinde, it is the opinion of

this Court that the proceedings of the Government of

India which ended in the dethronement, exile, and im-

prisonment of the Ameers, and the seizure of their coun-

try, were uncalled for, impolitic and unjust. 2d. That

the Court does therefore most earnestly recommend to

the Court of Directors the immediate adoption of such

steps, by representation to her Majesty's Government or

otherwise, as may cause all practicable reparation to be

made for the injustice already committed, and enforce the

abandonment of a line of policy inconsistent with good

faith and subversive of the interests of the British rule in

India." Mr. Cotton, the Deputy-chairman, before any

discussion took place, stated that the papers relative to

the object of these resolutions had not been laid before

the proprietors, and that he would therefore move at

once that the directors be requested to lay before the

Court such papers as may have been communicated to

them by the Secret Committee regarding the proceedings

which have taken place in Scinde, and that the same be

printed for the use of the proprietors, and that this Court

of Directors be requested to apply for and lay before the

Court all further information upon this important sub-

ject, which her Majesty's Government may be able- to

communicate." A long and desultory discussion ensued

on the question whether the chairman had the power to

bring forward this motion, and Mr. Hume expressed his

belief that the directors wished to " burk" the discus-

sion. It was, however, ultimately resolved to adopt the

motion of the chairman, on the understanding that the

proprietors should be convened at the earliest possible

period after the publication of the papers.

The late Duel.—In reference to the rumour noticed in

our last respecting the surrender of Lieut. Munro, it

appears from the Scotch papers that Lieut. Munro landed

at Hull on Friday last from a Hamburgh steamer, and

passed through Inverness on the 18th, on a visit to his

father at Tain previous to surrendering to take his trial.

At the Marylebone Police Court on Friday, Inspector

Aggs, who conducted the inquiry relative to the death of

Colonel Fawcett, officially informed the sitting magistrate

that Lieut. Munro and Lieut. Grant would surrender to

take their trials at the next session of the Central Criminal

Court, and that the witnesses to be subpoenaed on the

trial would be 31 in number.
Metropolis Roads.—Another meeting of the rate-payers

of Hammersmith was held last week for the purpose of

adopting measures to light the Great Western Road from

Hammersmith turnpike to the New Road leading to

Oxford-street, being nearly the whole length of the road

running through that parish. A meeting for the same

purpose was held about a fortnight ago, but in conse-

quence of some irregularity in the proceedings it was

deemed advisable to declare the decision then come to

null and void, and by making a slight alteration in the

notice to call another meeting. Mr. Shackeli having

been called to the chair, Mr. Millar moved the adoption

of the General Lighting Act within that district. Mr.

Daley seconded the resolution. Mr. White moved as an

amendment, that the meeting be adjourned until that day

twelve months. A lengthened and angry discussion then

ensued, which was ended by the amendment being

negatived. The Chairman then put the original motion,

when there appeared, on a division, to be 78 for, and OJ

against the lighting. The Chairman declared that as

there was not such a majority of those present in favour

of the lighting as was required by Act of Parliament, that

object could not be carried out for a twelve-month. Mr.

Millar and others demanded a poll, which was granted.

The meeting was then adjourned for a fortnight, when the

result of the poll will be declared.

Hunaerford Suspension-Bridge.—It is intended to

open this bridge in May next. The abutments on both

sides of the Thames and the pier on the Hungertord

side are completed. The pier on the Lambeth side IS

expected to be finished by Christmas. The entire length

of the bridge will be 1,440 feet, the breadth ix\ thenar

about 14 feet, and the height from the water level to the

footway, 28 feet. The links that compose the supporting

chains are made of malleable iron, 700 tons of which will

be necessary for the construction of the bridge. The
property required for approaches has cost 13,000/., and a

contract has been made for the completion of the bridge

at a cost of 80,000/. The total cost, including expenses

incidental to the progress of the works, the Act of Par-

liament, &c, will be 106,000/. The proprietors calculate

that a net annual income of 8,010/. will be derived

from tolls, being at the rate of 8 per cent, on the capital.

Kensington.—On Monday, at a meeting of magistrates

for this division of Middlesex, a license for this theatre

was granted for the ensuing year ; Mr. Morland, the pro-

prietor, having entered into a recognizance in the sum of

300/., with two sureties in 70/. each, for the payment

of penalties in case of any infringement of the law.

Fires*—On Monday morning, shortly before four

o'clock, a destructive fire broke out in the extensive

premises belonging to Messrs. Bramah and Prestige,

engineers and patent lock-makers, Belgrave-place, Pim-

lico. The manufactory in which it originated was upwards

of 180 feet in length, and was one of the finest in Europe.

The fire was discovered raging in the north end of the

building ; and the wind blowing furiously from the south-

west, the flames raged with ungovernable fury. In less

than half-an-hour the whole of the engine-room, with its

valuable machinery, was destroyed, and the entire build-

ing rapidly took fire. By this time the alarm was com-

municated to several stations of the Fire Brigade, and

water having been procured the fury of the flames was

somewhat subdued, but they subsequently spread to

another part of the factory. By five o'clock the whole

building was on fire from top to bottom, and the flames

continued their fury until there was not one article of a

combustible character to feed them. The number of

workmen lately employed on the premises amounted to

about 120. On Saturday evening they were at work until

8 o'clock casting a heavy shaft, and when they quitted

the factory everything appeared safe. On examining the

premises after the fire, it was discovered that they had

been broken into, and some panes of glass were found

stained with blood near the counting-house, through which

a forcible entry had been made. This circumstance in-

duced an impression that the fire was the act of an

incendiary, and a clue has been discovered which will

doubtless lead to his discovery. Mr. Braidwood reports

the entire destruction of the engineering and pattern-

shops, with their valuable contents. In Belgrave-street

South the school of industry of St. George's parish has

the roof of the workshops burned and the back part ex-

tensively injured. In Upper Ranelagh-street 6 houses have

their back premises injured, and one in Eaton-lane is also

much damaged. Messrs. Bramah and Robinson are insured,

and the loss to thelire-offices will not be far short of 12,000/.

—Early on Saturday morning, a fire broke out on the pre-

mises of Messrs. Edgington, the rick-cloth makers in the

Old Kent-road. It was first noticed burning with con-

siderable fury in a shed at the rear of the buildings, used

for the store of manufactured goods. Assistance being

speedily procured, the flames were extinguished with little

destruction of property On Saturday evening, a fif^r

involving the destruction of property to the extent or

2,000/., broke out in the timber-yard of Messrs. Salmon

and Co., in Macclesfield-street, City-road. The premises

consisted of wharf, sheds, and other large buildings, occu-

pying a large frontage on the east side of the street?

reaching about 120 feet depth to the edge of the Regent s

Canal Basin, the north and south portions adjoined by

valuable property. When the fire was got under, nothing

remained but the smoking ruins.

Attempted Suicide.—On Monday morning the neigh-

bourhood of Bryanstone-square was alarmed by a"

attempted suicide at the house of Mr. Jos. Hume, M.P. 1C

appears that Mr. Gubbins, who is about 30 years of age?

and son of the late General Gubbins, Governor of Madras,

married Mr. Hume's eldest daughter a short time since.

During the last few weeks they have been on a visit to the

Duke and Duchess of St. Albans, in Lincolnshire. They

returned to town from Redburn on Saturday, and were to

stay a few days at Mr. Hume's prior to their departure

for India. On Monday morning, shortly before 5 o'clock?

the screams of Mrs. Gubbins awoke Mr. Hume and his

family, and it was then discovered that the unfortunate

gentleman had thrown himself on the pavement from h lS

bedroom window on the third floor. He was found ly*n£

there in a pool of blood and quite insensible. Dr. Arnott,

Mr. Liston, and other medical men, were sent for, whe»

it was discovered that in addition toother serious inj u
*

ries Mr. Gubbins had sustained a compound fracture °

one of his thighs, and that his other leg was broken*

The greatest secrecy appears to have been imposed on tn

domestics in Mr. Hume's service, and all the information

that could be obtained on application at the house wa^

that a member of the family had met with a serious acci-

dent and was in a dangerous state. Mr. Gubbins waa

visited two or three times on Tuesday by his medICa

attendants, and but faint hopes are entertained of &

ultimate recovery. In reference to the above, Dr. Arn°

has addressed a letter to the daily papers, stating **a

Mr. Gubbins had been under medical treatment for sal*

days previous to the accident; that " it occurred during

a sudden paroxysm of delirium ; and that Mr. ^ u '3bin
^,

so far recovered as to be able to give some account or t

accident. It appears from this, that during a borr**

dream he fancied he was walking on the parape

t

a house, from which he was thrown off; but in wl

manner or by what means he is evidently even yet ^

distinctly conscious." ,
f
i
l3

Mortality of the Metropolis.—-The number of ueaiu

i
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registered in the week ending Saturday, Nov. 11, was as

follows :—West Districts, 126; North Districts, 196;
Central Districts, 202 ; East Districts, 215 ; South Dis-

tricts, 277; Total, 1,016 (males, 524; females, 492).

Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (461 males,

442 females) ; and for the last five autumns, 908.

^Probuuml Ntto*.
Bolton.—An address signed by nearly 900 inhabitants

of this town and neighbourhood, who are mostly heads of

families, has been presented to the Bishop of Chester,

expressing satisfaction at the opposition made by his

lordship to the doctrines of Tractarianisra. The follow-

ing is an extract from the Bishop's reply :—c* You would

scarcely have thought it worth your while to encourage

me in the course which I have pursued unless personal

experience had, taught you to value the doctrines which
you believe to be endangered by those writings against

which I have felt myself bound to warn my clergy. There
is much to justify anxiety in the favour which for a while,

and in some quarters, those writings have obtained. But
there is also matter of consolation in the opportunity which
has been afforded of manifesting the soundness of the

public mind, and the determined adherence of the country

at large to the doctrines of the Reformation. May I not

further assume that the same circumstance proves the

general faithfulness of the ministry of our church, by
which those doctrines have been established and main-
tained, and which has fixed the opinions of the people on
a foundation too firm and solid to be shaken by the occa-

sional storms which only affect what is light and weak
and wavering."

Brighton.—On Wednesday morning several hundred
tons of earth and chalk slipped into the sea, near Kemp
Town, Brighton, and carried with it two men and a boy,

one of whom was killed on the spot.—The parish of

Aldrington, near this town, contains according to the last

census but oue inhabitant ; a solitary turnpike-gate

house, kept by a man with a wooden leg, being the only

habitation in the place. The desolation of this parish, in

which the ruins of the church are still standing, is said

to have been brought about by the encroachments of the
sea, at the mouth of the river Adur—Shoreham harbour
having been originally there, but being now choked up
with shingle.

B arlon-on- Trent.—The Rev. J. M. Crockett, Incum-
bent of Tatenhill, near this town, met with a fatal acci-

dent on the 14th inst. It appears that he was returning
home with a friend, when on passing the house of a widow
of the name of Hassell he heard a confused noise of voices,
as if in altercation. On pausing a little, he could hear
distinctly a man's voice threatening Mrs. Hassell with
violence. Mr. Crockett immediately left the arm of his
friend and stepped through the wicket, intending to enter
the house and prevent any ill usage, when as he passed
by the end of the house the covering of an old well which
was under the pavement gave way and Mr. Crockett was
precipitated to the bottom, a large quantity of earth and
stones falling upon him. The alarm was immediately
given^but the unfortunate gentleman when rescued was
so seriously injured that he expired two hours afterwards.

Btirj/.—On Tuesday week the large woollen mill at
Openshaw Fold, near this town, the property of Messrs.
Openshaw, woollen manufacturers, was destroyed by fire,
the origin of which is unknown. The loss is said to be
covered by insurance. The mill was 1G windows in
length and three stories in height, and the amount of the
loss is understood to be upwards of 10,000/.

Carmarthen.—The Special Commissioners since our last
report have visited Haverfordwest, Narberth/and New-
castle Emlyn, on their way to Cardigan and Aberystwith.
Inree of the rioters who were committed at Fishguard
to be tried at the next assizes for destroying the gates
and tollhouses at Parkamorfa and that place have been
held to bail, themselves in 100/. each and two sureties of
°0Z. each. 23 others have also been committed to take
their trial for the same offence and have been held to
bail in 50/. each with two sureties in 25/. each. Much
excitement prevailed in the town and neighbourhood of
f'ishguard, and the informers Thomas Williams and wife
incurred the displeasure of their countrymen to such an
extent as to render it necessary for them to be placed
Under the protection of the military.

Dover.—During the Inst week a whale has been visiting
thi3 coast in search of herrings. It was distinctly seen on
knnday morning in the Downs sending up its fountains ;

°n Friday it was seen off Dover from the shore, and some
toen who were in a boat just as it was approaching had a
harrow escape of an upset, but they luckily got on board
a galliot which was passing at the time and saved them-
selves. The whale is supposed to be upwards of 60 ft. long.
*%.-—The Bury Post states that €i there are at the

Present time in and about the fens around Ely such
quantities of rats that their numbers cannot be reckoned.
weat efforts have been made to exterminate the vermin;
ut still they are not sensibly lessened ; many acres of
'heat must be sown again, and this again may fall a prey
their incursions. Poison is laid in large quantities,

*"ich must take effect, as the bait has disappeared by the

en last week to fetch a horse, and was quite terrified at

WitK^r
8* num 'Ders ' the ground seeming literally to teem

1 Mite; nor was he sorry to mount, and leave the ob-
noxious animals."

hii^
l^*r*feW-,~The aSents of Sir J# W " Ramsden at

s naif-yearly rent-day in this town last week announced

erf V?
tentlon to give the munificent sum of 8,000/. for the

ection of four new churches and schools in the extensive

parish of Huddersfield, with ground for the sites of the

same. The patronage of the new churches is to be vested

in the young baronet.
Kirkdale.—An affray with poachers took place at

Knowsley Park on the 10th inst., in which Richard
Kenyon, Lord Derby's gamekeeper, was so severely

wounded that he died in a few days. A man named John
Shaw, one of a gang of poachers who have long been
notorious in the neighbourhood of Liverpool, has been

committed to take his trial for the offence.

Manchester Since the last report of the meeting in

favour of the League Fund, additional subscriptions have
been received to the amount of 1,527/., making a total to

Thursday of 16,000/. The subscription already includes

the names of many gentlemen who never before subscribed

to the funds of the League.—On Saturday, James Brown,
the sailor who was last week remanded on a charge of
setting fire to a number of corn-stacks near Denbigh, was
brought up for further examination. It will be recollected

that William Hardman the informer in this case was
ordered to be kept in custody by the magistrates, in con-

sequence of his statement implicating himself, while at

the same time there were strong grounds for believing

that his account was untrue. Hardman was placed in the

witness-box, and Joseph Kedger, the prisoner's companion,
who stated that he had run away from her Majesty's

steamer Penelope, and was consequently detained as a

deserter, was also brought into Court. The chief super-

intendent of police stated that since the prisoners had been
remanded he had written to various places for the purpose
of ascertaining the truth of the statement made by Hard-
wan before the Court on Friday week, and he had found
as he had expected, that he had stated that which was
untrue. The magistrates after a long hearing decided on
again remanding the case.

Newmarket*—The bank of Mr. Bryant, in this town,
suspended payment on Friday last, but there is no doubt
of the solvency of the concern, although the assets are not
immediately available.

Oldham.—A great portion of the mill of Mr. John
Lees, Primrose-hill, with a considerable quantity of

valuable machinery, were consumed on Thursday week
by fire, the cause of which remains at present unknown,
but is believed to have been accidental. The property
destroyed is estimated at about 5,000/.

Windsor.—.On the afternoon of Friday, as Capitaine de
Reille was leaving Windsor Castle on horseback, in

attendance upon the Duke de Nemours, his horse slipped
as it was proceeding through the gates of the Home Park,
opposite to the Long Walk, and threw the Captain with
considerable force upon the gravelled road ; but, although
considerably bruised, he mounted another horse, and pro-
ceeded throughout the ride with his Royal Highness. The
Hon. C. A. Murray, while hunting with Prince Albert's
harriers on Thursday last, was thrown from his horse, in
the vicinity of Chalvey, near Slough, but fortunately with-
out sustaining any serious injury. It appears that while
Mr. Murray was in the act of opening a gate with his
hunting-whip, his horse rushed over the gate, taking its

rider unawares, and thus causing him to be dismounted.
Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week:—Birmingham and Derby, 1,353/.; Birmingham
and Gloucester, 1,666/.; Edinburgh and Glasgow, 2,062/.;
Great Western, 12,143/.; Grand Junction, 6,787/.;
Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr, 1,220/. ; Great North of Eng-
land, 1,302/.; London and Birmingham, 14,213/. ; South
Western, 5,113/. ; Blackwall, 641/.; Greenwich, 658/.

;

Brighton, 3,432/. ; Croydon, 219/. ; Liverpool and Man-
chester, 3,880/.

;
Manchester and Leeds, 4,465/. ; Mid-

land Counties, 2,409/. ; Manchester and Birmingham,
2,416/. ; Northern and Eastern, 1,415/.; North Midland,
4,281/. ; Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,400/. ; South Eastern
and Dover, 3,078/. ; Sheffield and Manchester, 458/.

;

York and North Midland, 1,603/.—The South Eastern
and Dover Company held their half-yearly meeting last

week. The report announced that the viaduct at Folke-
stone was now complete, that the hotel on the harbour
would be opened this month, and that the trains in a few
days would commence running to the permanent station.

In reference to the communication with France, the
directors hoped that the French Government will for-

ward one or more of the lines of railway by which it is

proposed to reduce within the limits of a moderate day's

journey the route between Paris and London on the one
hand, and Brussels and London on the other. The pro-

mise of opening throughout to Dover before the end of

the year would, with favourable weather, be fulfilled, and
Mr. Stephenson, the engineer, encouraged a hope of the
completion of the branch line to Maidstone by September
next. A supplemental account had been received from
the Brighton Company claiming a further sum of 34,623/.

The construction account showed a balance of 333,226/.

The number of passengers carried on the line during the

past half-year was 274,000, the receipts from which had
increased to 4,700/. per week. The total receipts for

passenger traffic had amounted to 84,179/., leaving, after

payment of expenses, a balance of 12,750/., applicable to

a dividend ; but considering the unfinished state of the

line, the directors proposed to defer the payment until

next year. Resolutions were then passed, enabling the

directors to improve the harbour at Folkestone ; to adjust

the accounts in dispute with the Brighton Company ; to

establish an efficient steam communication between the

railway, France, and Belgium ; and to apply to Parliament

in the next session for powers to construct a branch line

from Ashford to Canterbury, Ramsgate, and Margate.
Some discussion relative to the amalgamation of the three

lines having a common terminus at London Bridge took
place, but the subject was deferred until a future day.

In connection with this subject, we quote the follow-

ing from a Brussels paper:— "We learn from good
authority that an English company will establish a
daily communication between Folkestone and Ostend by
steam-boats, which draw so little water that they can enter
both ports at low water, so that travellers leaving London
in the morning by the railway to Folkestone will arrive at
Ostend toward evening. Another English company will
open ? communication three times a week between Black-
wall and Ostend. The steamers will perform the passage
in nine or ten hours, and always arrive at Ostend so as to
be able to enter the port. They will also leave Ostend in
the morning if the tide suits. Thus travellers who arrive
in the evening by the railway from Cologne may reach
London in the afternoon of the following day."—The
directors of the Great Western Railway have given notice
of their intention to apply to Parliament next session for

an extension act, which will enable them to carry their

line into the town of Cheltenham. The new bill embraces
three objects :— 1. a branch line from Pangbourne station

to Newbury, a distance of about 15 miles ; 2. the extension
of the line through the city of Gloucester ; and 3. its exten-
sion into the town of Cheltenham. The cutting and em-
bankments from Kennington towards Didcot on the
new branch to Oxford, (about two miles in length)
are finished and ready for the ballast. The cut-
tings opposite Nuneham are goirig on rapidly, and
upwards of 2000 yards per week are taken to the long
embankment which runs down to the river at the end of
Nuneham park. Where the railway crosses the river a
bridge made of timber was commenced on Saturday, and
will be completed in about five weeks.—A prospectus has
been issued of a new railway from Harrowgate and
Knaresborough, to form a junction with the York and
North Midland at Bolton Percy station. Mr. Locke has
been engaged to survey the line, and has made a report.

The line is proposed to commence at Knaresborough Spa,
nearly half way between Harrowgate and Knaresborough

;

and in its course, it is said, will benefit not only those

towns but Wetherby, Thorparch, Tadcaster, and even York.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—On Monday, Mr. Ford, one of the attorneys

for the traversers, attended in the Court of Queen's

Bench, and handed in joinders to the demurrer to the

plea in the case of the Queenv. Q"ConnelL The Attorney-

General said, he did not wish to put the traversers to any
inconvenience, but no parties were authorized to hand in

the rejoinders for the traversers, who should do so in

person. He would, however, take it that they had done

so, and move that the argument on the demurrer be taken

on Tuesday morning. Mr. Ford submitted that the

Attorney-General had no right to so move the Court. In
the case of the Queen v. Dungarvan and others, there

was a rule of Court, dated Nov. 2, 1842, that the parties

'having joined issue to the demurrer, the argument should

be set down for argument the next term after, and that

the paper books should be prepared for the Judges at the

expense of the parties. In the present case, therefore, the

Attorney-General could not, in the face of that rule, now
move that the argument be proceeded with this term. The

Attorney-General insisted on his right to proceed, and

expressed a hope the Court would not make itself a party

to these delays. Mr. Moore and Mr. Hatchell appeared

for the traversers, and contended that the case could not

be argued until next term. The Chief Justice said that

the Court expected that the parties would be prepared in

the morning. Mr. Ford complained that the traversers'

briefs were not ready. The Chief Justice—That is your

own fault You have had four days, and you have been

idling all that time. The Court will call the cases on to-

morrow. Accordingly, on Tuesday the plea in abatement

or rather the demurrer of the Crown to that plea, was

called up for argument. The court was full at an early

hour All the traversers, save Mr. O'Connell, attended

in pe'rson, and an appearance by attorney was taken for

him The Attorney-General commenced, and was fol-

lowed in reply by Sir Coleman O'Loughlin and Mr.

Moore Q.C The reply devolvea upon Mr. boliator-

General Green. The argument was conducted on both

sides with calmness, and with scarcely any interruption

from the Court. At the conclusion of the Solicitor-

argument, the Chief Justice said that judg-

the case would be held over until the next

morning In consequence of this intimation the Court

on Wednesday was crowded in every part from an early

hour and the greatest anxiety was evinced to know the

result At 11 o'clock the Chief Justice entered the Court

and was immediately followed by the other Judges. Mr.

Steele was the first of the traversers who made his ap-

pearance and occupied a seat at the side bar. After the

lapse of a few minutes the Attorney-General and Counsel

on both sides having taken their places, the Chief Justice

proceeded to give judgment at great length, stating that

the question at issue had been argued with great ability

on both sides, but after considering all the circumstances,

he was of opinion that the plea of abatement was insuffi-

cient and that the demurrer should be held good. Mr.

Justice Crampton, Mr. Justice Perrin, and Mr. Justice

Burton followed, expressing their entire concurrence in

what had fallen from the Chief Justice. The Attorney-

General said it remained then for him to move that the

traversers be called on their recognizances to appear and

to plead instanter. This was opposed by the counsel for the

traversers on the ground that they were entitled to a four-

day rule. The arguments on both sides were purely techni-

cal, and of no interest to the public. The Chief Justice said

tha't Mr. O'Connell had had a copy of the indictment—he

had been charged with the indictment a fortnight ago, and

there was noj statement that he was not aware of the sub-

ject-matter of that indictment or that he did not under-

General's
ment on
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stand it. He had now to plead not guilty or to enter a

general demurrer, whichever course he may be advised to

adopt. But while in this application he admitted the dis-

cretion of the court, he withheld any case for the exercise

of that discretion. It was the unanimous opinion of the

Bench that no case had been made out why the justice of

the country should be delayed and the Attonrey-General

be refused the answer he made to the indictment. Mr.

O'Connell must therefore plead instanter. The Attorney-

General then required that the traversers should be called

on their recognisances to appear and to plead forthwith.

The traversers were then called on by the Clerk of the

Crown. They respectively answered to their names. Mr.

O'Connell sat at the side bar. His plea was first handed

in. The following is a copy :
—" In the Queens Bench,

Crown Side.—Daniel O'Connell and others, at the Prose-

cution of the Queen.—And the said Charles Gavan Duffy,

in his own proper person, comes into Court here, and

having heard the said indictment read, says that he is Not

Guilty of the premises above laid to his charge, or of any

of them, or of any part thereof. And of this lie puts himself'

upon the country, and so forth.—Thomas O'Hagan ;
Peter

M. E. Gartlan, attorney/' Similar pleas were handed in

for all the other traversers. The Attorney-General then said

that notices should that evening be served on each of

the traversers of his intention to apply to the Court on

Friday to fix a day for the trial of this case at bar in

this Court in the ensuing vacation, under the statute 4th

William IV.—Sunday last was the day appointed for collect-

ing Mr. O'Connell's tribute, and the result proved that

the Dublin returns alone amounted to treble the average

of the five previous years, the sum collected being no less

than 3,577/.—The Roman Catholic Archbishops and

Bishops of Ireland assembled at their annual conference

in this city last week, resolved for the third time within

seven years to publish a decided declaration against a state

provision for the clergy, in any form whatever. They

state that their determination remains the same as

1837 and 1841, when a similar proposal wasin

brought forward; and that they unanimously pledge

themselves to resist by every influence they possess every

attempt that may be made to make any state provision

for the Catholic clergy, in whatever shape or form it may

be offered.—The weekly meeting o? the Repeal Associa-

tion took place on Monday. Mr. O'Connell opened the

proceedings by referring to the determination of the

Roman Catholic prelates in reference to a State provision,

and moved resolutions approving of their conduct, declar-

ing that the laity will support them on the ground " that

the control of the Church by the State is calculated only

to degrade and contaminate the sacred offices of religion,

to diminish the utility of the clergy, and to introduce hire-

lings into the place of the sainted pastors of faithful flocks,"

—and " that all the bribes of England could not purchase.

off one single Catholic clergyman from the people

throughout their entire isle." These resolutions were

passed by acclamation. Mr. O'Connell handed in 103/.

155. from Providence, Rhode Island; 24/. 4s. id. from

Canada; 21/. from Maine, Portland; and 23/. lis. bd.

from Mexico, the first remittance. At this stage of the

proceedings a messenger from the courts iuformed Mr.

O'Connell and the other traversers who were present

that they were wanted in court. Mr. O'Connell imme-

diately left the meeting, stating, amidst much laughter,

that he would be back as soon as possible. Mr. D.

O'Connell, jun., asked if Mr, Ray would have to go?

Mr. O'Connell replied, amidst renewed laughter, " Oh !

all the conspirators." Those of the "nine" wLo were

present then left the hall, and proceeded to the Court of

Queen's Bench. Mr. O'Connell returned in about an

hour, and having addressed the meeting on the subject of

a federal Parliament in reply to an address from Mr.

Sturge, announced the weekly rent to be 932/. 19s. Gd.

—Archdeacon Bathurst, son of the late Bishop of Nor-

wich, has sent his name to Mr. O'Connell as a Repealer,

« so far as a substitute can be found in a federal union,"

and announcing his willingness to support him in " any

lawful measure to effect a simple Repeal."—The Historical

Society, conspicuous in the annals of Irish eloquence, and

which, after an existence of half a century, was dissolved in

1815, was revived on Friday night. The Provost was in

the chair. The opening address was read by Mr. W. C.

Magee, ex-scholar and grandson of the late archbishop.

The revival of this society, said to be the cradle of the

genius of Burke, Grattan, Plunket, Bushe, Curran, Croker,

North, Perrin, Doherty, and many others, suggests inte-

resting reflections ; and the address of Mr. Magee, when
published, will afford ample gratification upon the subject

of its history.

Finoe.—The last accounts from the scene of the late

outrage at this place state that Mr. Waller is not yet out

of danger, and that Miss Vereker died on Tuesday morn-

ing. An inquest lias been held on the body of the unfor-

tunate lady, at which the following verdict was returned :

" Died in consequence of wounds inflicted by some person

or persons unknown." Mrs. Waller has recovered, but

Mr. Braddell's case is still precarious. A letter from Lime-

rick states that the writer was at Skinrone ten days before

the attack, and then heard it reported as an event that had

taken place. The writer says, M I heard that Mr. Waller

had been attacked, when he and his family were at dinner,

and the report went on to say, that when the men fired at

Mr. Waller, his servant rushed at him (the man that fired)

with a carving knife in his hand and secured him. The
cause alleged for the attack was revenge of a servant who
had been dismissed. I was afterwards, on Monday week,

in the neighbourhood of Finoe, and heard that the report

was false ; but I think it proves that the attack was

planned, and even the very time it was to take place, and

also that it was well known through the country."

Limerick.—The Limerick Reporter of Friday states

that ^ the hills and mountains of the adjoining counties of

Limerick, Kerry, Tipperary, and Clare were again

illumined on Thursday night, and the whole country was

a blaze of light, extending over a distance of at least fifty

miles. The cause of this wide-spread illumination of

hill and mountain and valley is the news which reached

here of Mr. (TConnell's plea of abatement being received,

and his subsequent triumph over the law officers of the

Crown. No sooner docs intelligence of good or evil

arrive from the metropolis than it spreads to the inha-

bitants of the mountains, and is communicated instantly

nearly throughout the entire province by means of these

signal fires."

Kilkenny.—"This county," remarks a local paper, " and

we presume the counties adjoining, were studded with

bonfires or signal-fires on Thursday night ; not only

were the hills illuminated, but in numerous places fires were

visible along the lowlands. Rumours of various kinds

are afloat as "to the cause, but it is supposed they were

lighted in consequence of the motion for a postponement

of O'Conneli's trial having succeeded."

Tipperary.—A local paper of Friday states that " The

entire country was literally in a blaze last night. On
every eminence as far as the eye could reach fires blazed,

and the yells of those who surrounded them could be

heard, in many instances, in the vicinity of our town. As

we remarked upon a similar circumstance before, the most

perfect organization was observable in the lighting of

those fires. All blazed forth almost at the same minute,

and it was stated that the object of the incendiaries was

to infuse dread and awe into the minds of the respectable

portion of society by an exhibition of their discipline

and good understanding. The fires and yells of last night

reminded one more of a country of savages than of

civilized human beings."

Cavan.—These mysterious but significant fires have at

length extended to the north. On Wednesday evening,

at about 7 o'clock, the inhabitants of Mount Nugent were

thrown into a state of the greatest alarm by a simulta-

neous appearance upon the hills of fires blazing in

immense numbers, forming a circuit of several miles,

accompanied by firing of shots and shouting. At Bel-

turbet the town and neighbourhood were thrown into a

state ofgreat excitement, in consequence of fires blazing in

every direction as far as the eye could reach. They com-

menced about 9 o'clock, and from that time fire answered

fire in quick succession, till the whole surrounding country

was illuminated. Shots were heard from hill to hill, and

several Protestant families fled into the town for protec-

tion. A constable and three policemen went off to the

nearest fire, distant nearly two miles, to learn the nature

of the movement, and when they came near to it they saw a

large party of men whom they desired to disperse; but

ihey refused, and a shot was fired at the party, upon which

the constable and his party rushed upon them, when they

all retreated. Two of them were captured, and they got

upon the ground a pike, a shovel, and a pitchfork about 10

feet long. The police brought their prisoners and

their trophies with them into the town. Soon after Mr.

Gumley, J. P., took with him out of barracks a company

of the 60th Rifles, commanded by Capt. Thomas ; but they

could not obtain any trace of the former party, and returned.

King's County.—On Thursday night simultaneous fires

blazed on the hills around Clara and as far as the eye

could reach,—horns sounded and many shots were fired.

The shouting and yells within the town were incessant for

many hours, and repeated challenges were given "for any

Tory to show^his face." The fires and other disturbances,

which with marching and counter marching continued

throughout the night, are openly avowed to have been

illuminations and rejoicings for O'Connell's victory over

the Government on Wednesday week in the Court of

Queen's Bench. The peasantry ridicule the idea of his

being forced to a trial at all, but state that even if he be

the Government will soon get enough of it, for that

O'Connell has the'means of protracting it for years.

Meath.—The neighbourhood of Dunsany, Killeen, Kil-

missen, Dunshaughlin, and the far-famed Tara, in the

county of Meath, exhibited the same demonstration of

fires and shoutings as other places on Thursday evening.

Maule, 246.—At a meeting of the Senate of the Univer-

sity, on the 7th inst., resolutions advocating the abroga-

tion (except in the case of divinity professors) of the Act

requiring professors to subscribe the Westminster Con-

fession of Faith, and to conform to the worship and dis-

cipline of the Church of Scotland were adopted. This

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—Lord Meadowbank has resigned his office

as one of the Lords of Justiciary and Session. Mr. Alex-

ander Wood has succeeded him as Lord of Justiciary,

and Mr. Patrick Robertson has succeeded him as Lord of

Session. The situation of Dean of Faculty, vacant by the

promotion of the latter gentleman, has been conferred on

Mr. Duncan M'Neil, the Lord Advocate—We learn from

the Scotsman that the working men of Edinburgh have

commenced a movement to establish baths on a large scale

for their own use in that city. They are to hold a public

meeting under the auspices of Lord Dumferline, who with

many leading men in Edinburgh have resolved to en-

courage the project.

Glasgow.—The election of Lord Rector took place last

week. The public are a*are that although an election to

the rectorial chair takes place annually, the Lord Rector

is generally allowed to remain in office for two years, his

re-election the second year being almost regarded as a

matter of course. On the present occasion, however, a

large portion of the students resolved, in consequence of

Mr. Fox Maule having ceased to be a member of the

Church of Scotland, to adopt measures for his expulsion,

and for the election of a person entertaining sentiments

more in accordance with their own, and the Earl of Eglin-

toun was accordingly fixed upon as the opposing candidate.

The result was Mr. Maule's return by a majority of 59 ;

the numbers being for Lord Eglintoun, 187 ;
for Mr.

Act was passed for the purpose of preventing the possi-

bility of an Episcopalian holding a Professorship in

Scotland, and it is one of the peculiarities of the present

movement, that it especially refers to the admission of

Episcopalian* as well as Dissenters. The 14th resolution

states " That it is scarcely necessary to remark that the

enforcement of a law which would have deprived this

University of the services of the many distinguished

members of the English Church who have filled these

offices here, could produce no beneficial influence on

education."

JFu'scdlancous.

American Repudiation.—Gen. Duff Green, an American

officer now in England, published a few days since in the

Times a reply to the Rev. Sidney Smith's letter on American

Repudiation. On that attempt to defend the conduct of

the non-paying Slates the Times itself commented with

considerable severity ; but Mr. Smith has since entered

the field with the following characteristic letter :—To the

Editor of the Morning Chronicle. Sir,—Having been

unwell for some days past, I have had no opportunity of

paying my respects to General Duff Green, who (whatever

lie bis Other merits) has certainly not shown himself a

Washington in defence of his country. The General

demands with a beautiful simplicity, " Whence this morbid

hah-ed of America ? " But this question, all affecting as

it is, is stolen from Pilpay's fables:—" A fox," says

Pilpay, " caught by the leg in a trap near the farm-yard,

uttered the most piercing cries of distress ;
forthwith all

the birds of the yard gathered round him and seemed

to delight in his misfortune ; hens chuckled, geese hissed,

ducks quacked, and chanticleer, with shrill eockadoodles,

rent the air. « Whence,' said the fox stepping forward

with infinite gravity, 'whence this morbid hatred of_tne

fox? What have I done? Whom have I injured ? *

am overwhelmed with astonishment at these symptoms o

aversion.' ' Oh you old villain,' the poultry exclaimed,

' where are our ducklings ? where are our goslings? V\

I not see you running away yesterday with my mother li

your mouth ? did not you eat up all my relations law

week ? Yqu ought to die the worst of deaths—to W
pecked into a thousand pieces.' " Now hence General

Green comes the morbid hatred of America as you tei m

it. Because her conduct has been predatory—because t
,

e

has ruined so many helpless children, so many »«"*»»

women, so many aged men-because she has dist ubed

the order of the world, ami rifled those sacred treasures

which human virtue had hoarded for human misery.

Why is such hatred morbid ? Why, M it not just,

inevitable, innate? Why. is it not disgraceful to

want it ? Why, is it not honourable to feel it ?
tiai

America!!! I have loved and honoured America an

my life ; and in the Edinburgh Review, and at all opj
-

o

tunities which my trumpery sphere of action has affOJPM>»

1 have never ceased to praise and defend the Unite

States ; and to every American to whom I have naa
j

good fortune to be introduced, I have proffered au *

hospitality in my power. But I cannot shut my eves

enormous dishonesty; nor, remembering their to.

state, can I restrain myself from calling on them C»oi»b

I copy Satan) to spring up from the gulf ot infamy

which they are rolling.

" Awake, arise, or be for ever fallen."

I am astonished that the honest States of America do no

draw a cordon sanitaire round their unpaying bretn

that the truly mercantile New "Yorkers, and the '**!"*£
honest people of Massachusetts, do not in their Euio.

} ,

visits wear a uniform with " S. S., or Solvent b^
worked in gold letters upon the coat, and receipts i

^^
of all demands tamboured on the waistcoats, ana ^
own property" figured on their pantaloons. *> »

General seems shocked that I should say the Amei

cannot go to war without money. But what do

by war I Not irruptions into Canada-not the emboay ^
of militia in Oregon, but a long tedious maritime ^ ^
four or five years' duration. Is any man so w 011"

warSlour or five years' aurauou. is anj «"«.» — -~
- , arS

suppose that Rothschild has nothing to do with sueu ^
as these ? and that a bankrupt State, wl*out tne

1 d

of borrowing a shilling in the world, may not be c i r

in such a contest ? We all know that theA^"^ ^y
fight. Nobody doubts their courage. I 9e

f

"
nia in

mind's eye a whole army on the plains ot 1 enn»y -
ntry>

battle array, immense corps of insolvent ligns
di.

regiments of heavy horse debtors, battalions |oi v
fltf

ators, brigades of bankrupts, with Vivre sans paj^
monrir on their banners, and cere arte**© "

t0 the

trumpets; all these desperate debtors would "gi
the

death for their country, and probably dnve

sea their invading creditors. Of their courage, i i^
again, I have no doubt. I wish I had tee

fidence in their wisdom. But 1 believe theyJill M
.

intoxicated by the flattery of u»lm'f^„obie com-
and instead of entering with us into

. J
noo ^

petition in making calico (the f^^en evened),
the Anglo-Saxon race appeai-s to have oeen ^
they will waste their happiness and then money

J

ca/get any) in^^^^^A g»*
Jwar, to prove to the world tnai *«

Washington steamer J*
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ated. Perhaps so; but then these latter States have not
paid. But what is the difference between a man who says
* I don't owe you anything, and will not pay you/' and
another who says " I do owe you a sum," and who having
admitted the debt never pays it ? There seems in the first
to be some slight colour of right, but the second is broad,
blazing, refulgent, meridian fraud. It may be very true
that rich and educated men in Pennsylvania wish to pay
jne debt, and that the real objectors are the Dutch and
German agriculturists who cannot be made to understand
the effect of character upon clover. All this may be very
true, but it is a domestic quarrel. Their churchwardens of
repudiation must make a private rate of infamy for them-
selves—we have nothing to do with this rate. The real
quarrel is the Unpaid World versus the State of Pennsyl-
vania. And now, dear Jonathan, let me beg of you to
follow the advice of a real friend, who will say to you
What Wat Tyler had not the virtue to say, and what all
speakers in the eleven recent Pennsylvanian elections
***e cautiously abstained from saying, "make a great
extort

; book up at once and pay." You have no coneep-
IOa of tlie obloquy and contempt to which you are exposing
yourselves all over Europe. Bull is naturally disposed to
oye you

; but he loves nobody who does not pay him.
Uis imaginary paradise is some planet of punctual pay-
ment, where ready money prevails, and where debt and
discount are unknown. As for me, as soon as I hear that
the last farthing is paid to the last creditor, I will appear
°u my knees at the bar of the Pennsylvanian Senate, in
™e plumeopicean robe of American controversy. Each

in a foreign court the accidental coming: to this country of the
party gave this court the power of administering that trust. But
a sovereign either came or was supposed to come here upon a
safe-conduct, and though in effect it was not issued, still it existed
in principle, and he was entitled to the benefit of it. There weremany forms ofsuch documents upon the register, and both a sove-
reign and an ambassador could claim to have the document made
out. He submitted, therefore, that the demurrer mast be allowed.Mr. Pemberton Leigh and Mr. Elmsley followed on the same side.
Mr. Turner, for the plaintiff, argued that the appearance of the
defendant was an admission that he had been properly brought
into court, and he could not afterwards allege that the processwinch he had obeyed was of no effect. When subpoenas were
served in a foreign country before the act on that subject, the
course was not to appear and afterwards to demur, but to enteran appearance conditionally if the Court should be of opinion
the service was regular. Unconditional appearance was a waver
ox objection, tut here the King: of Hanover did not appear untilnc had applied to the Lord Chancellor to discharge the letters
missive to him, when he contended that he was not bound to
appear; but the Lord Chancellor thought that the proces's was
properly issued. The defendant's course to try whether he wasbound by the proceedings should have been to enter a condi-
tional appearance with the register, and apply to the Court to be
relieved. Where there existed a right there also existed a remedy,and upon objection to the jurisdiction of superior courts, the
objector must show where the jurisdiction was. There was no
right in the defendant to raise by demurrer an objection to hisown personal capacity of being sued. Supposing it, however, tobe competent for the defendant to raise the question whether he
could be sued in equity, the considerations were what the rightsand privileges of Sovereigns were, from what principle they
a tose, and upon what their exercise was founded. The rule was
that the Sovereign of this kingdom could only be sued by petition
ot right* Whether that was always the rule might be doubted ina Passage of 16 Viner, 535, title, "Prerogative/ 1 where it was
sajd, "that in the time of Henry III., and always before, a man
™iKh(, have sued the King as a common person might be sued : but

Z\ .
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?
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Jiie Judges had afterwards <

And now, having eased my soul of its indignation, and sold

j^y
stock at 40 per cent, discount, I sulkily retire from

toe subject, with a fixed intention of lending no more
«*oney to free and enlightened republics, but of employing
y money henceforth in buying up Abyssinian bonds and

Purchasing into the Turkish Fours, or the Tunis Three-
aAa-a.Half per Cent. Funds.—Sydney Smith.

Queen, the fountain of
jusuee, who cannot issue the writ against herself or command
"mclf to do justice to another person. The exemption was
founded, not upon personal right, but upon the mode of adminis-

ing justice upon the technical form. That objection not

Ho '•'-s Court.'
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The Duke ofBrunswick v. The King ofHanover.
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• Th«e were some doubts whether uponwere undertaken by virtue of proceedings

*»ws of his own kingdom ; that it would be a conflict of juris-
"iction between a right existing in British subjects and a right
existing in the foreign Sovereign. Upon principles of interna-
clonal law, and on the comity of nations, no country was
|?ound to regard thc privileges of other countries so as to inter-
fere with the rights of their own nation. Justice was not to be
^dnunistered otherwise than in the most decorous manner
towards the Sovereigns or subjects of foreign countries, but itwas a right to be administered, and a right which every Govern-ment yielded to its own subjects in preference. Thc learned
counsel cited Storey's Conflict of Lmvs, and argued at length that
there was no personal incapacity founded either upon principle
or authority of the defendant to be sued, who il not sucd in this
country could not be sued anywhere else, and no other jurisdic-
tion was attempted to be shown, lie then went through thc
facts stated in the bill, contending that thc deed of curatorship
ot 1833 \ras, as stated by the bill, wholly void, was so admitted
by the demurrer, and that thc suit related not to affairs ot state,
but to thc personal property of t*ie plaintiff, who was entitled to
an account. Mr. Heathfield followed on the same side, and
argued that the refusal of the Lord Chancellor to recall his let-
ters missive, was a decision that the process was right, and that
thc Court had jurisdiction over the defendant, who, by taking
the oath of allegiance, had submitted himself to the laws of this
country. The suit was against the defendant, not as King of
Hanover, but as curator ot the plaintiff. Neither was the sub-
ject-mattcr of the suit an act of state, but one of forensic juris-
diction for an account, to winch the plaintiff vvas entitled—
Sir C. Wethercll was heard in reply, after which Lord Langdale
said the circumstances were extraordinary, and as much learn-
ing had been brought to bear upon the case, he should not
decide it without full consideration.

Bail Court.—The Queen v. the Judge of the Arches Court.—
Mr. Rogers, Q.C., applied for a rule, calling upon the Judge of
the Arches Court of Canterbury to show cause why a writ of
prohibition should not issue to stay all further proceedings in a
ca>e now pending; in that court under the name of '* The office
of Judge promoted by Titmarsh v. Chapman." The facts ot
the case were given in our last. The foundation of Mr. Rogers's
present application for the prohibition was, that the construction
put by the judge of the Arches Court upon the 20th section of
the statute of Victoria was erroneous. The offence of the vicar,
as the learned counsel contended, was not the " refusal" to
bury, but the non-burial; and this offence was complete when
the vicar did not bury upon the first request. If this view were
correct, the statute protected thc defendant against the present
suit, and the judgment of the ecclesiastical court refusing to
admit the defence was erroneous. Mr. Justice Wightman thought
that the judgment of the ecclesiastical court proceeded upon the
ground cither that there was a continuing offence between, arid
including the first and second refusal, or that the second refusal
was in itself, in thc circumstances, a distinct offence against the
68th canon. The question was one of ecclesiastical cognizance •

and if the judgment of the court was erroneous upon the point'
the proper mode of proceeding was by appeal to an ecclesias-
tical court of a higher nature. Upon this ground his Lordship
declined to accede to the application.

Court of Queen's Bench.—The Queen v. M'NeiL—The At-
torney-General prayed the judgment of the Court on the defend-
ant, for an assault committed on Mr. J. A. Smith, the banker.
Thc particulars of the case have been long before the public, and
the arguments on both sides involved so many questions of de-
tail, that it is impossible to give a complete abstract of them.
Mr. Smith and Mr. M'Neill had business transactions together"
and the latter failed. Mr. Smith called Mr. M'Neill a swindler •

and Mr. M'Neill, after writing a letter requesting an explanation!
without effect, horsewhipped Mr. Smith in the street. Mr, Kelly.
for the defence, said that this question was not now whether
the defendant had rendered himself amenable to the law, for
that he had confessed by his plea of guilty; but whether the
prosecutor had not so far misconducted himself as to have
deprived himself of all right to come to this Court and ask
for an aggravated punishment upon the defendant. He sub-
mitted, with confidence, that the prosecutor had no such
right. Thc provocation given to the defendant was very
serious. His character had been wantonly, and without
any justification, slandered by the prosecutor. The first idea
that the defendant had was to obtain an explanation. To that
only was his first letter addressed. Lord Denman—We are per-
fectly clear that the original letter was written without the
slightest idea of provoking a quarrel. We think it right at once
to relieve the defendant from that part of the case. Mr. Kelly
was most happy to hear the Court express this opinion. He must
add, that if the prosecutor sincerely and calmly believed the ex-
pressions he had uttered, he knew that, without any quarrel
and quite in accordance with the rules of society, and the customs'
prevalent among gentlemen, he could have maintained his asser-
tion, and maintained it without danger. The prosecutor could

Criminal Court had I^SSSnK^
toe CourtTfia?n

*?«*«* its sentence *ould be looked a" by
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"'^ LV !!I

,k c<)Mvenient, it would be made absolute on the con.

against the rule, and IheTtto^^^
Mr. Jems, supported it, on the ground that the indie , e, u, Itcontain an averment that it was preteircd by thc auKSty ofSCommissioners of Customs. The arguments were Sv of f
SteyftS t
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t& rule*St n ?l*2 ****• ln *»***"*• favour, and that

SKKTtt ^oiu^c rule was therefore

SPORTING.
lATTBiisALL)

8| Thursday.—DKRBV.-600 to 100 agst Scott's
<>t (taken); 450 to o0 agst Mr. John Day's The Ujrly BockCtaken) . 20to l agst Mr. Quin's Loadstone; 500 to 15 aust Mr
Lichtwald'sLeanderj 1250 to SOagst Sir G. Heathcote'a Cam

'

Punero (taken); 1000 to 25 agst Mr. Jrw*
(taken)

; 1000 to 25 agst Mr. Goodmai
1000 to -jo agst Mr. Watt's Voltri (soo

JO agst Mr. Herbert's Delightful colt (taken) ; 1000 to 15 acst M.
Ongley's King of the Gipsies (taken); 1000 to 15

ttr. Jrwin's Foig-a-Ballagh
.n s Running Rein (taken) -

1
to 20 also taken): Arm t

'

Marram's Dr. Phillimore (taken); 1000 to 10 agst Lord Normanby'a Lorimer, 5000 to 100 agst Ld^Westininsier'B Laura colt"

MARK LANE, Fridat, November 24.—Since Monday the

lUUTISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . White•~

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire .

Uats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . Polands
Northumberland and Scutch '_•

. Feed~- liish Feed
Barley .... Malting and distilling
Malt, pale, ship '

——- Hertford and Essex
Kye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new 22 to 20 Tick
r— Pigeon, Heligoland . 2« to 3(1 Wind?.
Feas, White

s.

44
-17

15

16
2ti

S.

66
54
25

2a
32

Hod .

White
Feed
Potato
Potato
Grind.

44

16
17

16
24
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N<1V

:i3
20
27
3

10

17

per Quarter-

22
::n

. 30 to c6 . Maple 30
IMPERIAL AVKRAGKS.
Wheat. 1 Barley. I

31
36
31

Harrow 25
Longpod2R
Grey 28

s.

24
25
24
30

34

an

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties on Foreign Grain ,

fid* 81/

50 1

60 5
n! 8
52 1

61 7

51 1

80*
30
;«>

31
32

Id
4

9
7
5

32 4

19

31

7

Oats. Hye.
|
-Beans.

I7*10rf 30* Cd 30j Ad
17 29 1 SO 5
17 8 30 3 31 1

10 7 29 31 6
18 9 29 3 32 2
la xr 30 5 32 4

18 2 29 9

8 U

31 4

11 6 10 6

Pea*.
32* Id
32
82 :q
88 10
34
84

33 3

9
6~

GAZETTE OF TP1E WEEK.
BANKRUPTCY SUPERSEDED.-.;, and R. Da vies, Chiswell-st., draueraBANKRUPTS.—J. M- H'intlb, Druxy-lane, silversmith—H, W- DxAMOKn

*nth-street, Westminster, surgeon—R. JIi.ukdbn, Alton, Southamptonshii
Piumber-J. Bam,, St. George's-place, Hyde Park Corner, tailor—G. Z. w"nn
oouthampt<

[DKDj
ire.

I)

mou
•why, Lower "Clapton, MiddlesLX, corn-dealer- J. Biuiwn/ jun./Tydee^lri"
outhshire, ironmonger.

"lva"

BIRTHS—On the 21st inst., at Stafford-house, the Duchess of Stv™.=, .ot a son—On the 16th in.st., at Fearl-hill, near Southampton tlZu^^'
Harris, of a son — On the 19th inst., in Chesham-plare, the fW,'!'

T
rAruwdsl and Suabrv, of a daughter—On the 14th inst., the larivT^? I

uf"

P- Frost, Pembroke-place, Cambridge, of a son.
' id<iy ot the Rev.

n MARRIED.—On the 16th inst., at Cheltenham, H. A. Sh.ipv.™
Captain of the 40th Regiment Bengal Native Infantry, to S***t £ '

Esq "'

daughter of the late \V. Dwarris, Esq., of Golden Grove l-.m /
LlIZ*,,BTH

»

7th inst., the Rev. OR. Davy, to Cathkrjhb Augusta, v ounir»« h
lilCAr°n

|
h?

Powell, Bflq- of Hurdcott, Wilis. ' ^ OUngest daughter ofA
DIED—On the 25th ult., at Torquay, Sir J. T- Lrr. G p h n*

pePuty.Lieutenant.ibr Middlesex, Hants, Devon, &Ca«ed\^
a
fi«

t

fh!
8
i^f

JftM Hampton, a^ed3years, Richaho Bright, third SOn' of s\V\V V.ZiJrrM.P.-On the 20th inst., at 32, Red Lion-squwe, Mary w »? f « t f'

of Winchrnore-hill, Esq., in her 07th year-Oa the 19thtnir « u
S

l I V
1^***

Botaor, the 0ouaw« oOUxo.
* * We ***•*•> »« ^rsted Lodge,
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WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS
OF HER MAJESTY'S TREASURY.

COMPLETION OF THE ZOOLOGY OF THE
"BEAGLE."

Just completed, in 5 vols, hound in cloth, or in half morocco or

Russia, at a small addition to the price,

THE ZOOLOGY OF THE VOYAGE OF
1 H.M.S. « BEAGLE,
UNDER THE COMMAND OF CAPTAIN FITZROY, R.N.,

DURING THE YEARS 1832 to 1836.

Edited and Superintended by CHARLES DARWIN,
M.A., F.R.S., V.P.G.S., Naturalist to the Expedition.

Comprising highly-finished representations of the most

novel and interesting objects in Natural History, col-

lected during the Voyage of the « Beagle," with de-

scriptive Letterpress, and an account of the habits and

ranges.

CONTENTS OF THE VOLUMES.

FOSSIL MAMMALIA, by Richard OwEN,Esq., F.R.S.

Plain Plates, 1/. 14^.

MAMMALIA, by R.Waterhouse, Esq. Coloured, 21. 2s.

BIRDS, by John Gould, Esq., F.L.S. Coloured, 3/.

FISH, by the Rev. Leonard Jenyns, M.A., F.R.S.

Plain Plates, W. 18*.

REPTILES, by Thomas Bell, Esq., F.R.S., F.L.S.

Plain Plates, IL '2s.

Each Volume is complete in itself, and may be had separately.

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.

THE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING ; expressly

X intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating a

Garden of moderate size. Price 2s. cloth, a New and Enlarged

Edition. _ „
THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;

Or Linnsean Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden

Practice. Price 2s.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE;
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.

Trice IS. 3d.

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE;
Having: in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of Per-

son. Price 2.«?. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDR\
;

Expressly intended for those who "wash at home." Price is.Qd.

THE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional Aid

cannot readily be procured. Price 2.9. cloth. ^„ rT „ r
THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

Price 1.9. Qd.

London : W.S. Orr & Co. : and W. &R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
MADE DURING

THE VOYAGE of the "BEAGLE."
IN THREE PARTS.

By CHARLES DARWIN, M.A., F.R.S., V.P.G.S.

Just published, in 1 vol. 8vo, price 15s., cloth,

Part I.—ON THE STRUCTURE AND DISTRI-
BUTION OF CORAL REEFS.

Nearly ready,

Part II.—ON THE VOLCANIC ISLANDS OF THE
ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC OCEANS.

(Together with a brief Notice of the Geology of the Cape of

Good Hope and part of Australia.)

Part III. ON THE GEOLOGY OF SOUTH
AMERICA.

ELEGANT AND APPROPRIATE PRESENTS FOR
CHRISTMAS, &c.

Just published, New Edition, beautifully bound, price One Guinea,

STANFIELD'S COAST SCENERY;
A SERIES OF

FORTY PICTURESQUE VIEWS in the BRITISH
CHANNEL and on the COAST of TRANCE,

FROM ORIGINAL DRAWINGS TAKEN EXPRESSLY FOR THE WORK,

By CLARKSON STANFIELD, Esa. 5 R.A.

*« It would be a sin against patriotism and good taste not to

possess oneself of a work so peculiarly national, and so exceed-

ingly beautiful."— Metropolitan.

In Imperial Bvo, price 21*., elegantly bound,

THE BYRON GALLERY;
A SERIES OF

THIRTY-SIX HISTORICAL EMBELLISHMENTS,
ILLUSTRATING THE WORKS OF LORD BYRON,

Beautifully Engraved from Original Paintings by Sir

Thomas Lawrence, H. Howard, Chalon, Westall, Sto-

tliard, and other eminent Artists.

"Adequately to describe the delicate beauty of these splendid

plates, is not in the power of language. There is no other instance

in which excellence in Poetry and the Arts are so admirably

combined."

"THE FAVOURITE ANNUAL of the SEASON."

In large Svo, price 125., elegantly bound,

FRIENDSHIP'S OFFERING for 1844.

This long-established Annual now makes its appearance

in a new form and a new dress, the size being greatly

enlarged, and the list of Steel Engravings increased both

in beauty and number, with the farther addition of appro-

priate Wood Engravings and other embellishments. The

volume, thus changed in everything but the price,and the

genius and distinction of the Contributors, is justly styled

41 the best and cheapest Annual of the season.
19

"We are much pleased with this Annual; it is every way

improved."— Times, Nov. 20.

London : Smith, Elder, & Co., 65, Cornhill.

GLASS SUPERSEDED for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES by

WHITNEY'S CHEMICAL TRANSPARENT
WATERPROOF COMPOSITION, rendering Muslin,

Calico, or Linen, for the Frames of Greenhouses, Pine, Melon, or

Cucumber Stoves, &c, impervious to rain or moisture, admitting

light equal to Glass, much warmer, and the plants never burn

The cheapness of this composition, its durability, and equal

utility with Glass, render it. not only a useful but most impor-

tant article to Gardeners and Florists, as the expense of a two-

light Frame will not be so much as the annual cost for breakage

on a Glass one.
,

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Gardeners will, by using this com-

position have the only effective protection for their Fruit-trees

during the blooming season; it is a certain defence from frost,

sleet, wind, and blight; its transparency admits the general

beams of the sun, with abundance of light, which causes the

bloom to expand with increased luxuriance, the fruit to set and

swell more freely, much earlier, and a crop of fruit to any extent

may be warranted. The covering not to be moved by day

(except to thin the Fruit, which will be necessary), till the month
of June. It is recommended that the Calico be prepared early,

so as to be thoroughly dry before using.

Sold in Bottles, with directions for use, pints, 25. orf., quarts,

4s. 6d. each. Prepared by Gkorgb Whitney, Chemist, Shrews-

bury. Seedsmen, Florists, and Merchants supplied by Mr. W.
Bailey, Chemist, North-street, Wolverhampton. Agents wanted

for London and the country.

COMFORT IN WET AND COLD.
NOW READY, FOR THE PRESENT SEASON.

BERDOE'S WINTER really WATERPROOF
WRAPPERS, FROCKS, DREADNOUGHTS, SHOOTING

JACKETS, &c, of first-rate character, and in great variety,

guaranteed without confining perspiration, to exclude any de-

scription or continuance of rain whatever, and bidding defiance

to all weathers. Those to whom superiority, cost, and effi-

ciency, are sine-qua-nons, will not regret an inspection now,

(because, justified by the result of five years' extensive trial,) con-

fidently invited, nor subject themselves to disappointment and

vexation. Madeoniy by W.BERDOE.Tailou, Watkrtroofek,
&c, 69, Cornhill (North side).

DRESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 30s. to 40s. ; exvra

quality, 505.; Frock-coats, silk facings, 355. to 45*.; ditto,

silk velvet collar and silk facings, 505.; Waterproof Wrappers,

IQs. 6d. to 2\s.-, fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, 16s. to

255. : Waistcoats, 55. to 8s. 6d. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere, 10s.

to Ms.; Trousers, 85. Gd. to 128. 6d.; stout Doeskin and Kersey-

mere, 16s. to 25s. ; Shooting Jackets, 105. 6d.
;
Boys''and Youths

Tunic and Hussar Suits, 30s.; a Suit of Superfine Black Cloth,

?,l. 3s. ; best quality, 5*.-At FISHER and Co.'s, 31, King William-

street, City, 10 doors from London-bridge.

"OOWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice,
XV specially Patronised by Her Mnjesty the Queen, H. R. H.

Prince Albert, the Royal Family, and the several Courts of

Europe. A fragrant white powder, prepared from Oriental herbs

of inestimable virtue, for strengthening;, preserving and cleansing

the teeth. It eradicates the factitious formation of tartar, and by

the removal of that extraneous substance lends a salutary growth

and freshness to the gums. It removes from the surface of the

teeth the spots of incipient decay, polishes and preserves the

enamel, substituting for discolour and the aspect of impurity,

the most pure and pearl-like whiteness; while, from its salu-

brious and disinfecting qualities, it gives sweetness and perfume

to the breath, bestowing at once cleanliness, and the appearance

and reality of health. Price 25. Qd. per box, duty included.

Caution.—To protect the public from fraud, the Hon. Com-

missioners of her Majesty's Stamps have authorised the Pro-

prietors' Signature to be engraved on the Government Stamp,

thus:—A. ROWLAND & SON, 20, IJatton-oaiuhsn, which is

affixed to each box.
Ask for ROWLAND'S ODONTO; sold by them and by Per-

fumers and Chemists
:

All others are Spurious Imi tations.

VALUABLE REMEDIES FOR THE AFFLICTED.

DR. ROBERTS'S CELEBRATED OINTMENT,
called the POOR MAN'S FRIEND, is confidently recom-

mended to the public as an unfailing remedy for wounds of every

description, a certain cure for ulcerated sore legs, if of 20 years

standing, cuts, burns, scalds, bruises, chilblains, scorbutic erup-

tions and pimples in the face, sore and inflamed eyes, sore heads,

cancerous humours, &c, and is a specific for those afflicting

eruptions that sometimes follow vaccination. Sold m pots, at

is. i£tf. and 2s. Qd. each. Also his

PILUL^E ANTISCROPHULyE,
confirmed by more than 40 years' experience to be, without ex-

ception, one of the best alterative medicines ever compounded

for purifying the blood and assisting nature in all her operations;

hence they arc useful in scrofula, scorbutic complaints, glandular

swellings, particularly those of the neck, &c. They are efficacious

also in rheumatism, and form a mild and superior family aperient,

that may be taken at all times without confinement or change of

diet. Sold in boxes, at Is. }&d.,2s.9d.,48.Gd.,l\8. 9
and 22s. each.

To those who cannot take pills, the proprietors would strongly

recommend Dr. Roberts's

ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS,
for the cure of the scurvy, scrofula, leprosy, and all scorbutic com-
plaints; they strengthen the constitution, purify the blood, and pro-

mote a circulation of the fluids ; arc gentle in their operation, and

do not require cessation from business. In bottles at 2s. Qd. each.

By the late Dr. Roberts's will Messrs. Bkach & Baknicott
(who have been confidently entrusted with the preparation of his

medicine for many years past), are left joint proprietors of the
44 Poor Man's Friend," 4< Pilulse Antiscronhuirc," " Larwell's

Pills," "Medicated Gingerbread Nuts," and "Antiscorbutic

Drops," with the exclusive right, power, and authority to prepare

and vend the same.
The still increasing demand for the above medicines, trom an

ranks, is the best and most substantial proof of their utility.

Obst rve.—Wo medicine sold under the above names can possibly

be genuine, unless " Beach and ttarnicott, late Dr. Roberts, Brid-

port" is engraved and printed on the stamp affixed to each package.

MECHI'S ELEGANCIES for PRESENTS and

for USE, manufactured on the premises, No. 4, Leaden-

hall-strcet, near the India-house, London, wholesale, retail, ana

for export.—Ladies' and Gentlemen's Dressing-cases, in Leather,

Wood, and Papier-mache, from 100 guineas each down to 25s.;

Writing-desks, 25 guineas down to 128* ;
Workboxcs, 20 guineas

to 10*.; Ladies' Cabinet and Jewel-cases, assorted ;
Tcacaddics,

the most elegant in the world, 12/. to 61. each, down to 7s- od'J

Ladies' Papier-mache Workboxcs, 10/. each down to 3/. ;
Net-

ting-boxes, 30s. to U3s.; Card-boxes, at 5s. to lis.; sets of Tea-

trays 20 guineas to 5/. , Bottle-cases, 30s. each ;
Companions,

21 10s. to lOs.Crf. each; Pole-screens, 9/. the pair
;
Hand-screens, 50s.

to 205. the pair; Card-racks, 40s. to 25s. the pair 5 Note ana

Cake-baskets, 50s. to 20s. each ; Bagatelle-tables, 13/. 10*. to

82. 10s. each ;
Leather Writing-cases, containing a complete

Dressing Apparatus, 15/. 10s. to 5/. 10s. ;
pearl and fancy Card-

cases. 3/. 10s. to 10s. each ; ivory Hair-brushes, 4/. to 2/. 10s. the

pair -'splendid cases of 7-day Razors, 10/. to 2/. 10s. the set j
ivory-

handle and other highly-finished Strops, from 25s. to 3s. each.;

Wharncliffc pen-knives, Sporting-knives, and fancy Scissors, 8*

to 55. each; splendid cases of agate, pearl, and ivory Dessert-

knives and Table-knives, from 42/. to 4/. 4s. the cascj a ricli

variety of slate, bronze, gilt, and papier-mache, and Table Ink-

stands, from 61. to 7s. 6d. each. The quality generally of Mccln »

Manufactures, the elegance of their display, and the rare combi-

nation of excellence and economy, with a very extensive choice

of Stock, will amply repay the trouble of visiting this depot, No. 4,

Leadenhall-street.

ABBIT-NETS, SHEEP-NETS, TARPAULING
COATS and CAPES, LIFE-PRESERVERS, &c—Rabbit-

Nets on cords, 50, 80, and 100 yards long; Rabbit Fence Net, 2*

ncr yard • Strong tarred Sheep-folding Net, nearly 4 feet hign>

4\d per yard. Tarpauling Coats for Keepers, Watchers, Sec,

8s 6d. each. Above 1000 London Policemen's Capes, 2s. ana

25' Gci.'each. Life Waistcoats, three times as buoyant as corK

jackets, 8s. 6d. each ; they form a complete shield against floating?

spars or rocks, are well adapted for Ladies also, and form the

best and cheapest Life-preservers ever introduced— and, as ai

I ifc-preservcrs are liable to injury, these are not filled with air.

Belts 6s. 6d. Casualty Buoys, which pack in 18 in. by 14 in., aua

spread when thrown out 14 ft. each way, 20s. each: one Buoy

would support six persons, but twelve or more might be save"

by it—price 20s. each. Fishermen's Buoys for Nets,* 2s. 6d. eacn.

Robkut RICHARDSON, Net and Tent Maker, 21, Tonbridge-placei

New Road, corner of J udd-strcet. ^
SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED.

BY SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

TV/TR. JEAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, Russell-square,

1V1 sole Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PA'1*^
WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cure

Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent downwai

currents; it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Apa

ments of every description; also of Ships, Stables, Dairies, a

Larders, as it ensures a constant change of air 5
and all itsip»

'

being fixtures, it is free from noise aud not liable to derangcrnen»

it also ofTers no impediment to sweeping. Price for meneral u

£

305 larger size, 45s. ; larger sizes, especially adapted lorvt.

Lt on 60s. and upwards. To be had at 51, Great R^sell^Ueet

where it may be seen in action. The attention of Architect ,

Builders, and the Trade in general, is especially invited.

ENTLEMEN who have any Small YEW-TREES,
VJ. YEW-BRANCHES, or YEW-ROOTS, may find a Fni«

ser by applying, post-paid, to Mr. Taonaa, Rustic Chair Man

facturcr 12, Allied. terrace, Upper HoUoway^Lcmdon. M

G

WANTED, in a Gentleman's Family, 9 miles MOtlfcjJ

»» London, a respectable, sober, hon»t,acttye, ta*»ttjS

GARDENER, who thoroughly understands his business in a»

branches. (Only agreeuhousc.) Must be^^"J^w
any family, and at least 12 months' personal character ^ s

.

required. A very comfortable cottage of 4 rooms on the pren»

milk, one quart per day, and vegetables £r himself ana w^
wages, 18s. per week. A man from the north preferred, a

years of agef-Apply to Mr. Js. Cati.wo, 108
i
FenchjnxhJ

.st
:i_--

rpo LANDSCAPE GARDENERS^"and Ojf^o"
J- Any clever Man, of liberal education, and good tasi,

Q^,
is acquainted with the literature and practice of l>*xic*u y ietter

dening, may hear of employment by communicating W tsea.

only) with A.B., addressed to the ca^o£Mr^OjiANG^_^_
=
_;^

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

A S GARDENER—An active married Man, wjj
'J*d/I family, aged 35, of respectable habits, and well exP ti .

in all the superior branches of Gardening ; he has a yu ^. ect to

cal knowledge of Landscape Gardening, and would run.
esent

the superintendence of Woods, or a small Farm. /*£ * aJnctin115

holds, and has always held, a first-rate situation, at tiic ' mation
his terms will not be found extravagant. For 'urtiien

ksbive.

apply to Ri chard Mitton, Nurseryman, I'omejrac^^^j-^^

A~S GARDENER A Man of good character, ag
gs land

who has a thorough knowledge of his business, .*,

e .handed

&c. ; also of cattle, pigs, poultry, &c. A single orflo"
t0 g, H-,

place would be accepted, in or out of the house.—u" 1-

8, St. Andrew's Road, New Kent Road, Surrey .

'\^Tv^c
'

~~\S~~<GARDENER.—A middle-aged Man, w ^deA fectly understands his business, and also the» gentie-

of Farming. Can have three years' character irom tRusse»-
man he has left.—Direct to A.B., Mr. Kkrnan s, 4, u'

street, Covent-garden. lT^thO"

"A~S GARDENER.—A single Man, aged
J '

forcings
-Ol roughly understands all kinds of Early and ia nhouse,

the Management of Kitchen and Flower-garden, charac-

Conservatory, &c. ; can have 2 years and 7 m°"™Z has just let-

ter, and be well recommended by the se"tlcman L0ndom_
-Direct to A. B., 8, Qucen's-buildings, KmgjUsbj^b_L----^N

A S GARDENER, where one or more "^tands **
jtX. -A single Man, aged 35, who perfectly ^gardening-
business, as Forcing, Kitchen, Fruit and Howe

£ pound

and has had great practice in the cultivation ot.P Sitnat on

work, &c ; can have 4* years' character frMjJSy-rd., IsltagW^

S GARDENER.—A respectable ^"Unexceptionable

first-rate* Pine and Grape Grower, plants, <^.-'m̂ 7Vicke
usual routine of business. -Direct to W. A. d..

19, Park-side, Knightsbridgc. ^^TrS^^XEBPE 14'

A S GARDENER,^^^^f^^^^A _A married Man, aged %£**$*&%&, and capabl^

Old Kent-road. -^ ""^

^S^s«s=a.»«S£"^'the Precinct oi^ WhItM»»«. »L™^ .:NT 6AKPBKi in tl»* ^Udr"
at the Officic, 3.

, ^V'"' V-^ents' and ComxnuniC£Vtioii8 aro to be »aa

dlesex, where all Advertisements
ana,•-

to tfio Editor—Saturday, November
2d, ia«.

i&e<*

/
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Amateur's <iardrn, No.XLVII. 821 h

Arauearia imbricata, YouelTs,
adv. . *

A tin os piu.' re ofhothouses
Beck, Mr., his tank-house— his putting-shed
Bees and wasps .

nees, sagacity of
— management of •

Boro^ia Praseri .

Labbage, lar#<* .
-

Cabbagos, tolceep from chibhhiff
— to plant crowns of •

CeUara for plants
Chandler's nursery noticed
Couch-grass, to eradicate ,

Crionm longifolium
Dendrobium aqueuro
Deciduous shrubs, list of
Duvaua longifolia
Edgings, plants for
* a"tolff Raspberry.YouelPs adv-
Fielding's, &c, Scrtum Plant-
arum, rev.

*j£» treatment of
*|ea8 on dogs, to kill
Florist's Journal, rev. .

*ood f„r cows
Fruit-trees, adv., Forrest's

r
—- select

gardeners' Associations
gloxinias, treatment ot
Grapes, hunch of
unailOa adulteration of
Y>'Psum, as manure, quantity

oi, per acre
gawk, capture of
Heating apparatus for Dahlias,
etrlking cuttings, &c.
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820 a
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825 a
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820 b
822 a
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825 a
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8S5 a
822 c

825 a
1125 a
824 a

825 rt

823 a

823 a

Indian corn
Irises, select .

•

Land, to support a family

Light, effect of, on plants

Luculiagratissima
Manettia cordifolia *

Mangel Wurzel leaves, to salt

Mildew, doubts about its origin

I\Ioss,to,lull, on gravel .

Mummy Wheat, produce ot -

M vrtles, to keep in winter

Oak, great age of
Parchment labels

Paving below fruit-trees

Pawlovnia imperialis •

Pigs, feeding of .
*

Pine-apple, cultivation ot *

Plants, to transplant •

Potting, one-shift system ot •

Potter's guano, to apply
Pyrus spectabilis • '

Rhododendrons, select .

to graft

Rosa Hardil
Hoses, Wood's adv.
— Lane's adv* • •

Scaleon Pines, to kill ....

Spade culture, success ot <

Statistics of Agriculture
Swallow-nests on houses

Torborn on Pine-apples, rev-

Vegetable irritability

Vine-border, to make
Viscaria oculata -

Weasel sportsman
Weeds, to destroy •

Whitney's substitute lor glass

Winter gardening
Worms, to destroy
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823 c

025 b

821 c
819 a
822 a
825 b
821 c

823 a
825 c
822 a
825 a
823 c

823 c

82'2 /)

825 A
825 a
819 c

819 c

822 c
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825 b

825 b
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825 b
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To be awarded on

"POYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY OF LONDON,
-t^ Rk.knt's Parx.-EXHIBITIONS 0fl844. On Tuesdays,

Aran, 30th, Junk 4th, and July 2d.

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.
Tob:awaided on

Class I.—Miscellaneous Collections.

letters.
A Stove and Greeihouse plants; collections of

40 plants

B Stove and Cremhouse plants; collections of

"2o species or distinct varieties .

N.'B.— Private growers and Nurserymen
compete separately in this letter.

C Stove and Greenhouse plants; collections of

10 species or distinct varieties

N.B.—Persons exhibiting in any one of the

letters A, B, or C, cannot also exhibit in

either of the other letters.

Not more than, one plant of Rhododendron
or Fuchsia will be admitted into the col-

lections A, B, and C.
D Stove and Greenhouse Climbers; collections

of 6 species or distinct varieties .

K Specimen Ornamental plants ; being new or

rare kinds

F Fuchsias ; collections Of 12 distinct varieties

G Cinerarias; collections of 12 distinct vars. .

H pelargoniums (scarlet), collections of G vars.,

grown in No. 12 sized pots or upwards

I Pelargoniums (scarlet); best specimen of any
kind of large growth, and displaying stipe

rior cultivation -

J Pelargoniums; collections of 12 new and dis-

tinct varieties, grown in No. 24-sized pots

ex

£
15

10

5

:o

S. s.

5

4

3
2

£
15

10

5

?i

7
5

3

4
3

2

£

10

s.

Letters.
. ,.

Y Pinks 5 in stands of 24 varieties .

Z Pansies; in stands of 36 varieties

A A. Tulips ; :n stands of 12 varieties

BB Device executed with cut flowers, represent-

ing the grouping of complementary colours,

with reference to their practical arrange-

ment in flower gardening.

N.B.—The device to occupy not less than o

feet in length by 3 feet in width.

JVote.-Eshibitors of cut flowers to provide

their own boxes or stands, which are not

to exceed 8 inches in depth attbe back, nor

20 inches from front to the back, with

covers to remove.

Class TIT.—Seedlings.
CC Greenhouse Azaleas .

BD Pelargoniums

EE Pelargoniums, containing the deepest shade

of scarlet . . . • • • •
•

N.B.—This letter is intended to encourage

the production of varieties combining the

bright colour of those usually known as

"Scarlet Pelargoniums" with the habit,

foliage, and size of flower of the other

"fancy" varieties.

It is the intention of the Society in future sea-

sons to award prizes to those Seedling Pe-

largoniums only which have been bloomed

during the season previous, and are exhi-

bited in No. 24 sized pots, so as to show the

habit of the variety under superior cultiva-

tion.
FF Scarlet Pelargoniums
GG Calceolarias
HH Heaths
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Letters.
pete separately in tiis letter, and those

who compete in AAV, cannot compete in

BBB also.

CCC Greenhouse Azaleas single specimen

plants . .

DDD Rhododendrons in pts; collections of

not fewer than 4 varieties

N.B.—Private growers and Nurserymen
compete separately ir this letter.

EEE Rhododendrons in pots • single specimen
plants
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K Pelargoniums ; collections of 12 distinct

varieties, grown in No. 12-sized pots .

N.B.— Private growers and Nurserymen
compete separately in J and K.

L Pelargoniums 5 collections of 8 distinct va-

rieties, grown in No. 24-sized pots
N.B.—Private growers only to compete in

this letter, and those who exhibit in J or K
cannot exhibit in L also.

M Pelargoniums; single specimens ofany kind

grown in a No. 8 or any larger-sized pot,

and displaying superior cultivation .

N Calceolarias; collections of not fewer than

8 varieties, grown in No. 12-sized pots

N.B. — Private growers and Nurserymen
compete separately in this letter.

O Roses (cultivated in pots) j
collections of 20

distinct varieties

P Roses (cultivated in pots) ; collections of 10

distinct varieties . . • • .*.,.'
N.B.—Private growers only to exhibit in this

letter.

Q Hyacinths (cultivated in pots); collections

of not fewer than 24 varieties .

R Herbaceous, hardy and half hardy spring-

flowering plants (not bulbous) ; collections

of not fewer than 12 species or varieties ,

s Alpine plants ; collections of not fewer than

24 species

Note.—All the plants exhibited in Class L are

required to be in bloom.

Class II.-Cut Flowkrs.
T Moss Roses ; collections of not few-r than

12 varieties, and not more than 3 trusses oi

bloom of each variety • • •

U Summer-flowering Roses; collections of not

niore than 100 varieties, exhibited as in T .

N.B.—Private growers and Nursery men com-
pete separately in T and IT; the former to

exhibit half the number of varieties speci-

fied above.
V Verbenas; in stands of 21 varieties
vv Carnations; in stands of 24 varieties .

X Picotees; in stands of 24 varicti s
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II Fuchsias
JJ Roses
KK Verbenas • • • .

• • .
' .*

Note -Certificates will be given to such seed-

lines of merit as have not prizes awarded

to them. To be eligible for competition, al

the subjects, except those included in J J

and KK, must be exhibited growing in pots,

and they must all be distinctly marked with

the names they are to bear No seedlings

can have prizes awarded to them unless

these conditions are complied with.

Class IV.—Natural Orders.

IX Camellias; collections of not fewer than 9

plants - • •

rsi 1ST xropieomms ; collections ofnot tower than

4 species or distinct varieties

NN Rutaceous plants, including Diosma,

Crowea, Eriostcmon, Boroma, Cornea, Zie-

ria, and others; collections of not fewer

than 10 species

Leguminaceous Plants.

PapiHonacece 5 collections of not fewer

than 12 greenhouse species - - .

l^P Mimoseae ;
collections of not fewer thanO

species

oQ Myrtaceous plants, including Beaufortia,

Calothamnus, Melaleuca, Metrosideros,

Eucalyptus, Myrtus, Eugenia, and others
;

collections of not fewer than species

Cactaceous Plants.

rR Collections of not fewer than 6 plants of

the tall-growing kinds, as Epiphyllum,

Cercus, &c
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SS Single specimens of the tall-growing kinds

TT Collections of not fewer than 30 species or

distinct varieties of the dwarf-growing

kinds, as Mammillaria, Echinocactus, &c.

TJU Rubiaceous plants, including Gardenia,

Rondeletia, Manettia, Bouvardia, ixora

Pavetta, and others; collections ot not

fewer than 10 species ....
VVCompositeplants,rcstrictcdtolIclichrysum,

Aphelexis, Astelma, ami Phccnocoma; col-

lections of not fewer than 6 species .

Gesncracemts Plants.

WW Collections of not fewer than 10 species,

including Gesneria, Gloxinia, Sinningia,

Niphsea, Achimenes, and others . .

XX Achimenes; collections of not fewer than

4 species or varieties

Ericaceoits Plants.

YY Cane Heaths; collections of 15 distinct

kinds

N.B.- Persons exhibiting in YY cannot exhi-

bit in ZZ also.

ZZ cape Heaths; collections of 6 distinct kinds.

N B.—Private growers and Nurserymen com-

pete separately in YY and ZZ.

AAA Greenhouse Azaleas; collections of 12

N B -Preference will be given to those col-
1

lections which contain the greatest num-

ber of distinct kinds, where merit m othei

respects is equal.

BBB Greenhouse Azaleas; collections of not

fewer than 6 varieties .

Nt ]3 #_Private growers and
Nurserymen com-
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FFF Epacrides ; collections of not fewer than

6 species or distinct varieties .

GGG Clerodendrons ; collections of not fewer

than 4 species or distinct varieties

HHH Statices; collections of not fewer than
6 species or distinct varieties .

Ill Proteaceous plants, including Protea, Gre-

villea, Banksia, Dryandra, and others;

collections o: not fewer than 10 species .

JJJ Coniferous pUnts (cultivated in pots); col-

lections of not fewer than 12 species,

well-grown plants
Orcftidaceous Plants.

KKK Collections of not fewer than 15 distinct

exotic kinds

LLL Collections of not fewer than 6 distinct

exotic kinds

MMM Single specimens of new and rare lands
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NNN Liliums; collections of not fewer than

3 species or distinct varieties .

OOO British Ferns (cultivated in pots); col-

lections of not fewer than 20 species

AWt>.-The Exhibitions in this Class are in-

tended to display the effect of natural

classification, in representing the habits

and affinities of natural orders or ot genera.

All the plants, with the exception of those

in TT, III, JJJ, and OOO, are required to

be in bloom.
Class V.—Microscopes.

PPP A generally useful Compound Achro-
matic Microscopk, the price of which

shall not exceed 21/.; the price to be

stated, and the instrument to be sold, if

demanded, at such price. It is required

that it be constructed to view opaque

objects, to bear a higher power than a

i-inch object-glass, a fine adjustment,

and an achromatic, condenser, if not

supplied already •••'•
RRGU! ATIONS FOR THE OBSERVANCE OF EXHIBITORS.

.-The Exhibitions will be open to all competitors,

Whether Fellows of the Society or not. ,.
, , ,, ,.,,,.

K2T for- *2 Reception aftdEntry of Subjectsfor Exhtbition.-

ln or er tha the subjects received may be promptly arranged

and Saved to advantage, Exhibitors are requested to comma-

"^aKSotiOM in writing to the Secretary previously to

th, So! Exhibition, specifying the probable extent of

tabletrS^ square feet or otherwise, tftech taett plants or

flowers v. .11 require^
'

fche Exhibitors will| on
Unlessf ^°~^

qucste/to sign a book, or deliver a
entering the Garden, oi- i i

or lctterg ^^
S^mt^^SSS^S^e also to apply to the clerk for

PjWf**^^^*^^ Exhibitions, and to see that
labels to «^J^5U5d with the proper letters K

and they
when *t^*ey*JJS to bear in mind, that omissions or
arcVMO^^^^ or impr0per entries on the part of
mistakes anM

\\
&
n™/ectified after the awards have been made.

Exhibitors ca mot be
» «gjj^ compettiwn unless the entry has

ho subjects w
j^i
^rSr p̂ut eight o'clock in themornmg, at

bem.made f^SSSrS^ will be closed, and after which no
which time P«c^:I on

b
can on anv account whatever be re-

subjects ^ft̂

6Snbe allowed* to open packages contain-
ceived, nor ««J»g competition alter that time.
1D|S STSiSied to bear in mindthat the Judges must

Exhibitors are reqw
exarmnc the merits of the subjects exhi-

procced atto^S aml arrail .in ,- f all plants and
bxted, by wine

J

Mr xuei J k m^^ lh

^S^Sl^SS^ all Plants and dowers „ ill be delivered

uptotlH.Exl^
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7
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2

1

with the »^;^^:- ;;^,t required in that capacil

vll Z Sed rG ente with the Exhibitors, nor can any persons

renlllnln tin? Garden after ten o'clock, except those who are

^fp^y^GJ^
l^'

ly sul)jccts for competition for which
AU fSMSS nS obtain pass-tickets at the Office beioie

57o'cloS ami Slbe re-admitted to the Garden at two o'clock

toibject* / «
^J/;d

f

with their scientific nam,:sy
and the places

oe aistuicuy^

i

w j, ere practicable,
whence introduce w u i ..

to dimhmh ^H^s'at\hcirdiscretTon7 the'judges aie also
second, or ttirap^ c

.

( to inrrmse lhl, mmbef 0I .

1UVlU
'Vnf the a "ar 's, and to give medals for subjects or extra-

o«li"arv LiSt which may be exhibited, although not specmed m
th
^vhivums'who shall obtain a first prize cannot receive any

other tw rd in the same letter, except in E and m Class III.

thp iXeswiU not be appointed from among the Fellows or

M"?.* of the Society. -Successful competitors arc requested

I,, >, ,t.tv u> tbeSeaetary within one fortnight after ;lu' premiums

s i--i i,e awarded, in what urm they are desirous of receivmg

thfir nrizes viz., whether in medals, plate, or money,
thtn l

,r'^
o ;,(k, r c; f the council, J. 1). C. SOWERBY, ' tnry.

c-hedules and farther particulars may be had by applicatKuat
&CHCUUIU5

tbe GardenSi

/
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T3 0YAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
-*-*> LAND.—MEETING AT SOUTHAMPTON.—Principal Dav
nf the Show, Thursday, July 25, 1814.-A General Meeting of
the Members will be held at Southampon on Friday, July 26,
T844, at 12 clock precisely. The Pries arc open to general
competition. Forms of Certificate to b< procured on application
to the Secretary, ]£ Hanover-square, -ondon. All Certificates
for implements must be returned, fillet np, to the Secretary, on
or before the 1st May, and all other Certificates by the 1st June:
the Council having: decided that in n* case whatever shall any
Certificate be received after those date respectively.

Prizes for Improving the Baron of Cattle.— 1844.
Short-horns.—Class 1. To the owrer of the best Bull calved

previously to the 1st January, 1842.30/.; to the owner of the
second-best do. do., 15/.—2. To thcovner of the best Bull calved
since the 1st January, 1842, and nore than one year old, 20/.
—3. To the owner of the best Cow innilk, 15/.—4. To the owner
of the best in-calf Heifer, not exceding three years old, 15/.—
5. To the owner of the best yearlii*r Heifer, io/.
Herefords.—ChAss 1. To the ovner of the best Bull calved

previously to the 1st January, 1S2. 30/.; to the owner of the
second-best do. do., 15/.-2. To tin owner of the best Bull calved
since the 1st January, i£42, and nore than one year old, 20/.—
3. To the owner of the best Cow n milk, 15/.— 4. To the owner
of the best in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three years old, 15/.—
5. To !he owner of the best yearling Heifer, 10/.

Devon.?.—Class 1. To the owner of the best Bull calved pre-
viously to the 1st January, 1842, 201.; to the owner of the second-
best do. do, 15/.—2. To the owner of the best Bull calved since
the 1st January, 1842, and more thin one year old, 20/.—3. To
the owner of the best Cow in milk, 15/.— 4. To the owner of the
best in-call Heifer, not exceeding- three years old, 15/.-5. To
the owner of the best yearling Heifer, io/.

%tth of the Channel Islands Breed.—Cuss I. To the owner

best Cow in milk, io/.—4. To the owner of the best in-calf Heifer,
not exceeding two years old, 10/.-5. To tie owner of the best
yearling Heifer, 7/.

Cattle of any Breed, or Cross, (not qualified to compete in the
foreffomir classes.)—Class 1. To the owner of the best Bull
calved previously to the 1st January, 1842,30/.; to the owner
ol the second-best do., 15/.—2. To the owner of the best Bull
calved since the 1st January, 1S42, and more than one year old,
20/.— 3. Io the owner of the best Cow in milk, 15/.—4. To the
owner of the best in-calf Heifer, not exceeding three years old,
15/.—5. To the owner of the best yearling Heiier, 10/.

HORSES.
Class 1. To the owner of the best Stallion for agricultural

purposes, of four years old and upwards, 30/.- to the owner of
the second-best do. do., 20/.—2. To the owner of the best two
roars old ditto, foaled since the 1st January, 1842, 15/—3. To
The owner of the best Cart Marc ami foal, for agricultural pur-
poses, 20& ; to the owner of the second-best do., io/.—4. To the
owner of the best two years old Filly, 10/.-5. To the owner of
the best thorough-bred Stallion, which shall have served mares
at a price not exceeding three guineas (and with a groom's fee
of not more than five shillings,) in the season of 1844, 30/.

SHEEP,
Prizes for Improving the breed of Sijkep.— 1844.

Lwesfrrs.—Clash 1. To the owner of the best Shearling Ram,
30/. ; to the owner of the second-best ditto, 15/.—2. To the owner
ot the best Ram of any other age, 30*.; to the owner of the
second-best do. 15/.-3. To the owner of the best pen of Five
Shearling Ewes, io/. ; to the owner of the second-best do. do., 5/.
South Down Sheep.—Class i. To the owner of the best Shear-

ling Ram, 30/. ; to the owner of the second-best do., 15/.— 2. To
the owner of the best Ram of any other age. 30/. ; to the owner
of ihe second-beat do., 15/.-3. To the owner of the best pen of
Five shearling Ewes, io/.j to the owner of the second-best
do. do., hi.

Long-Woolled Sheep.—(Not qualified to compete as Leices-
ter.)— Class 1. To the owner of the best Shearling Ram, 30/,

;

to the owner or the second-best do., 15/.—2. To the owner of the
best Ram of any other age, 30/. ; to the owner of the second-
be t do., 15/.— 3. To ihe owner of the best pen of tive Shearling
Ewes, 101. : to the owner of the second-best do. do., 5/.

Short- Wootled Sheep not qualified to com pete as Sou'h Downs).—Class l. To the owner of the best Shearling Ram, so/.—2. To
the owner of the best Rnm of any other age, 20/.—3. To the
owner of the best pen of five Shearling Ewes, 19/.

PIGS.
Class l.—To the owner of the best Boar of a large breed, io/..;

to the owner of the second-best ditto ditto, 51.— 2. To the owner
of the best Boar of a small breed, 10/.; to the owner of the
second-best ditto ditto, 5/.—3. To the owner of the best breeding
Sow of a large breed, 10/.—4. To the owner of the best breeding
Sow of a small breed, 10/.— 5. To the owner of the best pen of
three breeding Sow Pigs, of the same litter, above four and under
uiac months old, 10/.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
A Sum not exceeding Three Hundred Sovereigns.

extra stock, roots, and seeds.
For extra stock of any kind, not shown for any of the above

prizes, and for Roots, Seeds, &c, prizes may be awarded and ap-
portioned by the committee and judges, to an amount not ex-
ceeding in the whole 50/.

ANY NEW IMPLEMENT.
For the invention of any new Agricultural Implement, such
im as the Society may think proper to award.

SEED-WHEAT AND BARLEY.
I. Fifteen Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be

given to the Exhibitor, at the Meetlngat Southampton, of the host
14 bushels of White Wheat, of the harvest of 1843, and grown by
himself.

II. Fifteen Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be
given to the Exhibitor, at the Meeting at Southampton, of the
best 14 bushels of Red Wheat, of the harvest of 1843, and grown
by himself.

III. Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be
given to the Exhibitor, at the Meeting at Southampton, of the
best H bushels of Spring Wheat, of the harvest ol 1843, and grown
by himself.

IV. Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be
given to the Exhibitor, at the Meeting at Southampton, of the
best 14 bushels of Barley for malting, of the harvest of 1843, and
grown by himself.

V. Ten Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be
given to the Exhibitor, at the Meeting at Southampton, of the
best 14 bushels of Barley for general purposes, of the harvest of
1843, and grown by himself.

Competitors are requested to send with- their Wheat or Barley,
specimens, fairly taken, of the same in the ear, with the whole
of the straw, in a sheafnot less than one foot in diameter, and with
the roots attached.

[Twelve bushels of the Wheat or Barley will be sealed up by
the stewards, and one of the remaining bushels of each variety
will be exhibited as a sample to the public; the other being
kept for comparison with the produce of the next year. At the
General Meeting in December, 1845, the prizes will be awarded.]
The two best samples of each of these three classes of Wheat

or Barley, without at that time distinguishing, in any of the
cases, between the comparative merits of either sample, will be
selected by the judges appointed for the Meeting at South-
ampton ; and will be sown, under the direction of the Society,
(the Winter Wheats in the autumn of 1844, and the Spring Wheat
not earlier than the 1st of March, 1845,) by four farmers, who
will make their report, upon which the prizes will be awarded,
provided there be sufficient merit in any of the samples. Ten

sum

Sovereigns will be given at the Meeting at Southampton to each
Exhibitor whose Wheat has been selected for trial, and Six Sove-
reigns for Barley.
*** No variety which has been selected for trial at any previous

show shall be qualified to compete.

ESSAYS AND REPORTS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.
Prizes for 1844.—prize essays.

1. Water Meadows and Upland Pastures.—Twenty Sovereigns,
or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for the best
Account of the Comparative Value of Water Meadows and Up-
lands generally for Cattle, Sheep, and Horses, but especially for
Milch Cows. Compeiitors will be required to state the following
parti6ul*rs in reference to the trials instituted for the purpose
of obtaining practical results on this subject:— 1. The nature of
the soil and its state of drainage to be described ; and equal por-
tions of upland and water meadow to be selected. 2. Equal
numbers of cows of the same age and breed (not less than lour
in number) to be separately fed in pairs, on each different kind
of grass, and to be changed once from one kind of grass to the
other; and the quantity, as well as the quality, of the milk from
such cows to be ascertained by the lactometer. 3. If made into
hay, the quantity of each sort produced on the land, and the
quantity, as well as quality, of the milk which has been pro-
duced, to be ascertained in a similar manner. 4. The value of
spring food and grass, whether in rowen or pasture. 5. The
same conditions to be applicable to the feeding of sheep-stock;
stating the numbers which the same quantity of each land has
separately maintained during a certain period ; anc whether or
not subject to the rot by the flooding, 6. In regard to irrigating
the land: the primary cost whether of catch-water or flow-
meadow, of its formation, and the annual expense of manage-
ment, including the repair of sluices; together with the former
and present rent or value. Competitors arc also requested to
state, as far as their observation may have extended, the com-
parative value of the grasses of water-meadows and uplands,
when cut into hay, and consumed as fodder.

2. Influence of Climate.—Twenty Sovereigns or a Piece of
Plate of that value, will be given for the best E.say on the Influ-
ence of Climate upon Cultivation wihin the limits of Great
Britain and Ireland. There being good reason to suppose that
the discordant practices of farming in different districts may
be partly attributed to the influence of climate, competitors for
this prize must endeavour to describe those practices, and to
trace them to the variation of climate. Under the term climate
must be included the degree of cold or heat, moisture or drought,
arising whether from latitude, elevation, neighbourhood to or
distance from the sea, &c. Variation in practice may be looked
for in the management of artificial and natural Grass, the growth
of root-crops, the depth of ploughing, the time of sowing, the
choice of white crops, &<

.

3. Indications of Fertility or Barrenness*—Fifty Sovereigns,
or a Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for the best Essay
on the Indications which are practical guides in judging of the
Fertility or Barrenness of the Soil. Many attempts having been
made to explain the productiveness of the soil by chemical or
physical causes, without any decided result, it appears desirable
to assist the researches of natural philosophers by making them
acquainted with those obvious signs, whether of colour, consist-
ence, or vegetation, by which surveyors and farmeisare enabled
to give at once a practical opinion upon the probable nature of
land which they inspect.

4. Agriculture of Norfolk.—Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of
Plate of that value, will be given for the best Report on the pre-
sent state of the Agriculture of the County of Norfolk :—stating
;he ordinary course of cropping adopted in the different soils of
the county

; the breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs most generallv
bred or fed within it; the state of its drainage: the implement's
used

; the number of Horses or other Cattle employed in the dif-
ferent operations of Husbandry; the tenure on which the Farms
are generally held; the wages of labour ; the average amount of
the Poor*s-rate: and whether any and what alterations and im-
provements have been made in the system of Agriculture pur-
sued within it since the Report made to the Board of Agriculture
by Arthur Young, which was published in the year 1804, and by
Nathaniel Kent, which was* published In rhe year 179Q.

5. Agriculture of Cheshire.—Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of
Plate of that value, will he given for the best Report on the pre-
sent state of the Agriculture of the County of Chester :— stating
the ordinary course of cropping adopted in the different soils of
the county

; the breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs most generally
bred or fed within it; the state of its drainage ; the implements
used; the number of Horses or other Cattle employed in the
different operations of Husbandry; the tenure on which the
Farms are generally held; the wages of labour; the average
amount of the Poor's-rate ; and whether any and what altera-
tions and improvements have been made in the system of Agri-
culture pursued within it since the Report made to the Board of
Agriculture by Henry Holland, which was published in the year
1808.

6. Agriculture of Essex.—-Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of Plate
of that value, will be given for the best Report on the present
State of the Agriculture of the County of Essex :— Stating the
ordinary course of cropping adopted in the different soils of the
county; the breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs irost generally
bred or fed within it; the state of its drainage ; the implements
used

; the number of Horses or other Cattle employed in the dif-
ferent operations of Husbandry ; the tenure on which the Farms
are generally held ; the wages of labour; the average amount of
the Poor's rate

;
and whether any and what alterations and im-

provements have been made in the system ofAgriculture pursued
within it since the Report made to the Board of Agriculture by
Arthur Young, the Secretary to the Board, which was published
in the years 1807 and 1813.

7. Agriculture of Wiltshire.—Fifty Sovereigns, or a Piece of
Plate of that value, will be given for the best Report on the pre-
sent State of the Agriculture of the County of Wilts, stating the
ordinary course of cropping adopted in the different soils of the
county; the breeds of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs, most generally
bred or fed within it; the state of its drainage; the implements
used

; the number of Horses or other cattle employed in the dif-
ferent operations of Husbandry; the tenure on which the Farms
arc generally held

; the wages of labour
;
the average amount of

the Poor's rate ; and whether any and what alterations and im-
provements have been made in the system of agriculture pursued
within it since the Report made to the Board of Agriculture by
Thomas Davis, which was published in the year 181 1

.

8- Improvements by Warping, fyc—Twenty Sovereigns, or a
Piece of Plate of that value, will be given for the best account of
Improvements made by Artificial Deposits of Soil from the Sea or
Tide-rivers, and the subsequent Cultivation of the land.

9. Keeping Farm-Horses.—-Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece of
Plate of that value, will be given for the best account of the way
of keeping Farm-Horses in good condition, both in Winter and
Summer. Competitors must state— 1. The quantity of food given,
and the average cost of such food. 2. The work performed by
the horses. 3. The length of time they have been kept on the
food described. 4. Whether kept in yards, stables, or pastures.

10. Any Agricultural Subject.—Twenty Sovereigns, or a Piece
of Plate of that value, will be given for the best Essay on any
Agricultural subject.—These Essays must be sent, to the Secre-
tary, at 12, Hanover Square, London, on or befoie March 1st, 1844.
Rules of Competition for Prize Essays.— \. That all information

contained in Prize Essays shall be founded on experience or ob-
servation, and not on simple reference to books, or other sources.
2. That drawings, specimens, or models, shall accompany writ-

is not bound to give an award, unless they consider one of the

Essays worthy of a prize. 6*. That, in all reports of experiments,
the expenses shall be accurately detailed

5 that only the imperial
weights and measures are those by which calculations are to be
made ; that prizes may be taken either in money or plate, at the
option of the successful candidates ; and that no prize be given
for any Essay which has already appeared in print.
Notice.—It is requested that all communications addressed to

the Society, of experiments on land—whether of draining, liming,
manuring, or other operation—be accompanied with the cost of

such operation, with the value of the land to rent previous and
subsequent thereto, and an analysis of the soil upon which such
experiments have r;;ken place ; or a specimen of the soil to be
analysed, by persons employed by the Society; it is also further
requested that, in communications relative to experiments on
land in foreign countries, the measures be stated in English values.
Those members who have tried subsoil-rJloughing, whether suc-
cessfully or otherwise, are requested to communicate the result

to the Secretary, in the hope that, by comparison of the state-

ments, some judgment may be arrived at as to the soils and situ-

ations which are, or are not suited tor this operation.
By order of the Counci l, JAMES HUDSON, Secretary^

I>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENG-
v LAND.— The Genbrax Mkbtino will be held at the

Society's House, No. 12, Hanover-square, on Saturday the oth

of ; December, at 12 o'clock precisely; and the Rooms of the

society thrown open as usual for the accommodation of Members
on the Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday evenings of that week*
from 6 to 10 o'clock.—By order of the Council.
London, Nov. 1843. Jamks Hudson", Secretary.

FASTOLFF R A S P B E R R Y.

YOUELL and CO. have much pleasure in announcing
they have now ready for sending to any part of the United

Kingdom fine Canes of the above highly valuable and much es-

teemed RASPBERRY, unequalled for the extraordinary size of

its fruit and richness of flavour.

IT IS PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
THE QUEEN. HJS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND*
THE EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE EARL OF LIVER-
POOL, THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VIS-

COUNT LORTON. LORD SONDES, &c. &c, as well as by

the HORT. SOCIETY OF LONDON.
For further particulars tbey beg to refer to their Advertisement

of the 4th inst. : Prices as follows :

—

Packages containing 100 Canes . .^6'2 56'. Od.

50 „ ..150
25 „ . . 14

Package included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not-

less than 200 arc ordered.

*** CAUTION.—Youki.i. and Co. have appointed no agents in

London for the sale of the Fastolfr* Raspberry.

YOUELL'S TOBOLSK RHUBARB, 12s. per dozen.

—For Particulars of which see their Advertisement of

the 18th inst.

rpWO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES.— "Lapy
jL Alice Pbkj.," \0s.6d., and ** Mrs.Bknyon," 10s. 6d.pcx pair.

FINEST CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.
DUTCH HYACINTHS and OTHER BULBS.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA-
For particulars and prices of the above, see their Advertisement

of last week.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Nov. 30 , 1843.
,

FLORIST TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

. : ^--n^Svat^^

MAGNIFICENT NEW FUCHSIA,
" CONSTELLATION/'W MILLER begs to offer this Noble Variety to the

• public ; for full description see Dr. Lindlky's opinion IB

Gardeners' Chronicle, Sept. 9, p. 033, as follows:—" W. Milte>'--~

Your hybrid between fulgens and corymbiflora is a very hand*

some flower, seed-pod small, tube long and slender, gradually

increasing in'size till the diameter is a £ of an inch j the tube is °

a delicate pink colour, having sepals of a greenish primrose, form-

ing a strong contrast to the bright red corolla seen between

them ; the flower altogether is 3& inches in length, and the bu<»

arc very handsome as they approach maturity ; it flowers in l

large broad bunch, which is divided into branches contain'' 1

^
altogether 150 flowers." Plants next season 12s. Gd. each, Wtf

the usual allowance to the trade when not less than six Plan
,

are ordered at once. Plants ordered for the Royal Gardens
Claremont. cSPLENDID SEEDLING VERBENAS

"BLUE QUEEN, 5' and "ZEUXES."
"BlukQukkn," the best blue Verbena out. See PR *

IjT~^l
lky's opinion in Gardeners' Chronicle, July 15, p. 721.

—

" ^' ~^,

Your sweet-scented seedling, No. 105, is the best we have sec

of its colour— bright blue lilac; the flower is large, smoot ,

glossy, aud perfectly free from crumples. Price, per plant,
j?ite" Zbuxks," beautiful novel rosy vermillion, with large v/n

eye. See Da. Lindlky's opinion in Gardeners* Chronicle^ » 1 *

30, p. flgl.—"J. Mill&r.—Your seedling named Zeuxes is lal *

and very brilliant." Price, per plant, 3s. 6d., with the usiuu

allowance to the trade when three or more are ordered a* °"
^J

Fine strong plants early in April, in stout tin cases, post nre •

Providence Nursery, Ramsgate, Kent.
N.B.— Priced Catalogue to be had on application^^____

UNDER THE ESPECIAL PATRONAGE OF THE QUEEN.
KENSINGTON NURSERIES. TT T T A TV/T

piCHARD L-O . '>T am> CoM lavk WILLlAJyi
JL%/ MALCOLM and Co., beg leave most respectfully to

f
™?S

attention to their very extensive and superior collection °* * .

g
Trees, which were never so fine as this year. Fruit 1 rees "^ .j»

an entire change of crop to some of the Nursery Grounds now
cultivation collected with this Establishment, the Pr°™cu™

5
most gratifying, and admitted by all intelligent practical opsen

to be very superior to anything of the kind ever seen inj-™|

Grounds, which have long stood unrivalled for their *iuit **«

culture. nf which.
Peach Trees, from one to three years, trained, the latter

°"™JJ
covering 6 to 8 and feet of wall at once ;

all om«a lu.u«u*/

fine, the sorts of which maybe relied upon as being ™*e"

The collection of Ornamental Trees and ^r^^^sovt;
fine in these Grounds, and well deserving the attention orW>
Trade, and also Gentlemen who may intend P^^mg eiUiei nov/

or in spring. General Catalogues may b*^^^PSSSSi

ings requiring them. 3. That all competitors shall transmit a [ tions,withvery large well-grown specim
sealed note, containing their names and addresses, with a motto
on it to correspond with the one inscribed on the Essay. 4. That
the Society shall have the power to publish the whole or any part
of the Essays which gain the prizes ; and the other Essays will
be returned on the application of the writers. 5. That the Society

in the stove, with other interesting^^^A%SS£^
The collection of Conifer* isa,f^e^

the notice of Gentlemen who admire tins terestmg section

of Arborea culture. A separate list ol them may also be had on

application.

)
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JJUSHELL'S Light Seedling Dahlia, "Emma."—
-"-* Ground roots of this Dahlia to be disposed of for 3/. per root,
cash. Colour white, tipped with deep cherry, the petal-form
and centre good, the largest, constant and free in flowering: of
any Dahlia yet propagated, and has obtained several prizes.

lv \
cut 48 hlooms from 14 plants, which were exhibited at one of

the Metropolitan Shows, the whole of which Mr. Neville pro-
nounced fitto be placed in a stand of 12. " Pkt Rival."—Colour
Purple maroon, tine cupped petal, and free bloomer; ground roots,
*»• J pot do., U. J. B. warrants the above Dahlias to give satis-
faction, or he will return the purchase-money.—12, Hall-place,

innington-lane, Nov. 30, 1843.

HYACINTHS, AND GROWING STOCK.
UMPHREYS' COMPOUND, applicable to all

Greenhouse Plants, to Hvacinths and other Bulbs, and to

on k °i
e *he germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles Is. 9d.

\i m by Pi-anagan & Son, Mansion-liouse-street; Hurst &
Mcmullen, Leadenhall-street; W. Clark, Bishopsgate-Witbin;

,

RD0I
Ji Thompson, and Baskktt, Fenchmch-street 5 Grim-

ly
and Co., Covent Garden; Batt and Rutlky, 412, Strand

;

wiARuvoon, Tavistock-row; W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapside; G.^vkbn ck, 18. Piccadilly
j John Kkrnan, Great Russell-street,

PaiiH
<len

5 l°ckhaut, 156, Cheapside; Shuttlkworth,

and s?

e0n
; MlNIKR

» Adams, and Nash, 63, Strand
;
Thatchkr

che t
-

ng:t°n
;
Thomas Watkinson, Market-place, Man-

TO MELON GROWERS.

H

son a ! t

Messrs
' Dickson, Edinburgh; Pontky, Leeds; P. Law-

anri
N

' E(lin °urgh; and other leading Sbbdsmbn in town

inn TT
Untry

' Wholesale Agents, Davy, Mackmurdo, and Co.,
ig^Pjej^uim es-st., London.

J b. WAITE, Wholesale Seedsman, London,

jrr«^t
l)e8

'
S t0 aC(luaint the Trade generally that he has gone to

on h p
pense in selecting from the first Stocks in England and

will a

Contincn t, which he offers at very reduced prices, and

Cat ?
ITant every articIc t0 be of the first quality,

ttni Sr
gues to l)C hatl on application at Nos. l and 4, Eyre-street

^i^Ha^ri_ Garden.-Dec. 2, 1843.

J
TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.

^
A>:n J. PAIRBAIRN are induced from the uncer-

(sitn »

t
?
iut >' uPon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery

an.!, t-
co»tiguous to the Home Nursery, Clapham Rise, where

Stock t

Wl11 be given t0 ali aPPIications >» t0 effect a Sale of the

the atf
a

-

S eav^y a period as possible, consequently beg to solicit

rnarl n
tlOU ot Gentlemen and the trade to the larSe and re "

LanrV n<
:

a^tny and well-grown stock, consisting of fine large

Very >
t

^
vicetran splanted, of extra growth ; Portugal Laurels,

Privet fi°
me

' Green Hollies, of various sizes
$
Evergreen

Btanrt 1* standard and Dwarf Roses in great variety, fine

other n erine: Thorns
> Almonds, iEsculus, Robinias, and

With al
lnameutal Trees, and Evergreen and flowering Shrubs,

trainori S
ree stock of flne standard and dwarf, trained and un-

of tho
Ca

4

chcs
» Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

a Wp approved kinds, and of growth rarely equalled ; also,

Birch il
S8

°i

rt
u
ent 0f Forcst Trces « consisting of Limes, Elms,

•Ash Pm 1
'
Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chesnuts, Mountain

of Gvtrsni
'-
antl Soruce

> and Scotch Firs ; also a larga number
bestvaSW "& Currants, of excellent growth, and of the

invite thP in!.
m

,
c

-

ultlvation
, to all of which J. & J. F. respectfully

themselve^w °f Gentleme» and Nurserymen, fiattering

ensure minuiufiL
10 general character of the Stock is such as to

offer at v«rmSlrff
ta8f*ction

'

and which the* are disPosed t0

J fk J f
niodex ate prices for cash.

totheiradvprtf^ i
ly

^
beffto cal1 thc attention of Gentlemen

®ardmer£rfo«l£? £ Heaths, &c, which has appeared in the

-
!l^^»_Claph^n^ear London, November 24, 1843.

MPtto^^T^NsTl^TEES, and PINKS!
^febKb. N. and B. NORMAN'S c^^^w of
ftnow varieties, with whicii tncy have gained 29 Prizes«us season, can be had on pre-paid application.—Bull-fieldsWoolwich. *

QIX superior kinds of MELON SEEDS, comprising^ the following
: Beechwood, true, Hybrid Persian, Hoosainee,

Egyptian, Duncans, improved Green-flesh, and an hybrid Canta-
loupe, weight from olbs. to I5lbs. The above will be warranted
true to their names, and will be forwarded immediately on receipt
of a Post-office order for 5s. P.S.—Six good seeds of each. E.
Spivky, Chippenham Park, near Mildenhall, Suffolk.

QHIRREFFS TARE.—After having discovered and
-* introduced the Hopetoun Oat and I-Jopetoun Wheat, which
have become the standard grains in some of the best-cultivated
districts in North Britain, the Subscriber, in calling attention to
this Tare, trusts that it will be deemed superfluous to lengthen
an Advertisement with testimonials in favour of the plant. From
residing in East Lothian until the present year, no opportunity
has been afforded him of testing by field-practice, if this Tare is
fitted for winter cultivation; but after seven years' experience, he
assures Agriculturists, that it is admirably adapted for spring
sowing, and that it will be found a new and valuable addition to
the products of the farm. This Tare has grains of a large size,
and light-green in colour; the blossom is pure white; while in
rapidity of growth, and in luxuriance and succulency of foliage, it
is not surpassed by any variety of thc species. This Tare can only
be obtained of the Subscriber, and he offers it at 10s. a bushel, cash,
delivered at Bristol or Gloucester. The seeds will be ready for
delivery in January and February next, and in the meantime they
maybe seen during the approaching Smithfield Shows, at the
stand of Messrs. Gibbs and Co. ; and samples will be forwarded
by post to intending purchasers. Patrick Shirrkpf.
Buckover, Thombury, Gloucestershire, Nov. 28, 1843.
N.B.—Hopetoun Oats from seed direct from Scotland, at 255. a

quarter.

TV/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS respect-
-* fully inform the Public that they have received instructions

irom Mr. William Cormack, Sknm to dispose of by Auction a
Portion of his EXTENSIVE NURSERY STOCK at New Cross,
situate on the north side of the road leading from London to
i>over, on Monday the 4th of Pkceiubkr, 1843, and following
days at 11 o'clock each day. May be viewed prior to Sale,
catalogues may be had on the Premises ; of the principal Seeds-men

; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, and Others.

1V/JESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-
-1-*-*- structed to submit to Public Auction on the Premises,
Enham Nursery, Battersea, on Wednesday, Dec. 13th, 1843, and
following days, at 11 o'clock each day (in consequence of Mr. C.
Russell being compelled to clear thc ground) the whole of the
valuable NURSERY STOCK, consisting of several hundred
superb hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, large Tulip Trees, fine
Yews, extra fine specimens of Aucuba japonica, Standard and
Dwarf Roses, large fruit-bearing Mulberries, American Plants,
with many other choice Shrubs and Roots. May be viewed
prior to Sale. Catalogues may be had on the premises; of the
principal Seedsmen ; and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery,
Leytonstone.

T

r£Q> GENTLEMEN PLANTING. _ A Gentleman
•V being about to make alterations!!* his grounds in thc vicinityw London, has the following trees and shrubs to dispose of;

\vt-V ™ eS from 12 t0 l6 fect in heightj Scarlet and Doublewhite Thorns, from 6 to 12 feet, with fine flowering tops ; Birch,
£irn, Poplar, Mountain Ash, &e. from 12 to 16 feet; about 50

Fhm *
varie&ated Box, 6 feet, and branched to the ground.

to n ^ YeWS
'

chinese Arbor Vitas, Laurels, Lilacs,
uiiaer Roses, &c. &c. The above have been removed several
^s, and will again remove in excellent condition.

rnari t

t0
,

Mr ' McArthur, Nurseryman, Maida Hill, Edgcware-
^_(i

» London,

yyiLLIAM MAY begs to announce that he will not
for trip

€nabled t0 suPPly any more proved plants of Hollyhocks
old Hnii f

Sent: season
' He can supply the following fine year-

at 20,7 ck8
' grown from seeds saved from best double sorts,

varie'rv /
100

' Hcrl,aceous plants, select and showy, in great

sorts fn
vSCe Advertisement for October) in collections of 100 fine

ttoDliftftfci f'
J 50 ditt0 for 25,v

-
fa liBt of which maybe had on

K>0 va •*• TuliPS»nne named show sorts, in collections of

Derries ir «
for 5L

; 50 do
'
for 2L l0s '

J
25 do '

for 25s - Goose-
aPDlioaf-

e varictics hy name j a list of sorts and prices on
15&- ,Tor 1

' 0urrants, May's new large late "Victoria," red, at

seeXnfu n
enJ new larffe bIack "Bang-up,*,' at 6*. per dozen,

in rjioir f
louy h°cfes all warranted, saved from best double flowers,

Prize fl

°f 20° Seeds for ** Qd '
y 50° for 5s

'
Pansy» from best

frce ^!r

ers
' at **• 6tf, and 55. each. The seeds will be sent post

Market 1

^ M and raay ^e llad of ^r "
Watkmson

»
Seedsman,

^Uested"^ i?
6

'
^ ancnester * A remittance or reference is re-

•^ovembe 9 ° N
.

ursery» deeming Lane, nearBedale, Yorkshire,

\YRIGHT, SONS, and WRIGHT, Nurserymen,
ofTrW dl

.

nbur£h» have growing at their Nurseries a fine Stock
at verv

Ued LARCH . from 1 to 4 feethigh, which will be sold

Wanted
reasonable prices. Also all other d«scriptions of Trans-

^^^^Seedling Forest Trees and Shrubs.

JA
^? S BA-RNES begs leave to inform the numerous

°f his m!r«
ners who have written to him requesting an account

be foiinr?-
e
v
0f CULTIVATING THE PINE-APPLE, that it will

f°r Janiia
1" 26th Letter

i
iu " Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine »

Pectinp-

v

y next
' Persons who write to Jambs Barnks res-

Measet^-
8 modes of Culture, when they require an answer will——ILg^ctos a postage stamp.—Bicton Gardens, Nov . 25.

SHILLING'S NEW EARLY GROTTO PEA.

v • t^ S ' SHILLING have succeeded in raising the
G rott<!T7i

V
o
Pea

" The Early Frame Pea, impregnated with the

^end toth n
ter Marrow, which they with confidence recom-

do'Uble th (
. •

Pubhc generally, being quite as early, and nearly
Kt*nd thoV-^

e °* any ear[y Pea in cultivation. Quite hardy, will
Theywonb?nte!,we11'

and a good Bearer; the Pod large and long.

Gardeners
partlcularly recommend it to the attention of Market

perult Per Quart; io.v. perGallon; \Js.U- per Peck; 30s.

Wrint A
8heli *Ll0s

- Per Bushel.

WTho gcnt8: Messrs. Field and Chilp, Seedsmen, iiq,
)6 2, Fleet ^CS

;
Stre

x
t; Mess'S- W. and J. Noblk, SeedsmeA,

K^servm«, v s
.
Messrs

- Jam©s Grav, Adams, and Hogg,
Kussell-Street.

nanstow

;

md Mr ' Kijwak, Seedsman, 4, Great

Hauts" No'v?24
L

18«' Nurscxymcn
'
Northwarnhorough, Odiham,

TO AMATEURS AND FLORISTS.
O BE SOLD, BY PRIVATE CONTRACT, the fine

-*- Stock of CARNATIONS and PICOTEES of an Amateur, who
is relinquishing their growth, consisting of about 400 Pair.
Amongst thc Carnations are the Queen of Hearts, Twitchett's
Don John, Martin's Splendid, Collcut's Brutus, Sharp's Defiance,
Doctor Franklin, Puxley's Prince Albert, Queen, Sir Rt. Peel,
Bucknall's Talma and Earl Fitzhardinge, Winner's Solander,
Christian's Excellent, Beauty of Woodhouse, &c. &c. Picotkks :_ jot.n'K rrnroe Albert, Banrand's Corioianus, Ely's Field
Marshall, Marchioness Watcrford, Mrs. Fenton, Princess Royal
and Grace Darling

; Brinkler's Purple Perfection, Duchess, Lady
Charles Russell and Lady Payne, Fellows's Purpurea elegans,
Burroujh's Lady Flower, &c. &c. ; the whole well-rooted and
healthy plants. For particulars apply or address to L. M. f at
Messrs, Warner, 28, Cornhill, London.—Nov. 30, 1843.

TO NURSERYMEN, GARUiiJNct^, ..

rpoBE DISPOSED OF, AN OLD ESTABLISHED
X NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS of 60 years' standing,

Mwitftfnisg seven acres of Nursery ground within a walled fence,

wcUtocked with every kind of Forest and Fruit Trees, Ever-

green autl Flowering Shrubs, &c.,with Greenhouse, Stove, Cape-

hnuse Pits » &c - &c * wel1 stocked; together with Shop, Seed-

r
gtore-room, Stable, Sheds, &c, with every convenience for

carry"^ on the busincss

:

there is als0 two good Dwelling-houses

on
Jhe above is situated in a thriving market town, and in a good
• -hbourhood. All letters, post paid, with, real signatures,

irected A- B -> care of Mr- Chappie, Postmaster, Commercial-

road Pimlico, London, will have immediate attention.

JjJnn's system of hothouse building,
WARMING, and VENTILATING.—The superiority of the

rinciple rirst introduced by JOHN PENN, Esq., for obtaining a

«r»ri» complete circulation of the atmosphere in heated apart-

P

J

H

mstruction of Conservatories, Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, &cM
r to heat them with Improved Hot Water Apparatus, either by

pinL or Troughs, he is enabled to carry out Mr. Penn's principle

« manner to guarantee the most complete success and economy,

p-rtt rate references. Plain and Ornamental Designs; and any par-

ticulars on application to W.Hill, Surveyor & Builder, Lewisham.

Ht^water apparatus for heating
- b HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,
rmnRCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

• i«tt and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

FDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.
n and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

.
r •

*J tnis subject, and had much experience in the erection of

arfltiisfor the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ai
nnts suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

-'tint only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

^Sohilitvin the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

5 Ip erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

inv noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be

Unlovedby the Horticultural Society of London, mexecutingrthe

n -ifVof their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

n \nd E BAICKY also construct in metal all descriptions of

umt-iVnltural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

«J >« and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

id models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

vhihituur amongstother metalworks, an extremely completeand

!„: vpnient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted
for the continued

cu Ilv of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-

n ete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

n indE BAii-KYwere the first to introduce metallic curvili-

riPar houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many

others in this country and on the Continent.
§

T) andE. Bailky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery;

thev be»- to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and wliich may be seen at their Manufactory.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

T WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloucester-
tr • place, King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse-Builders, and Hot-
water Apparatus Manufacturers, be£ leave to inform the Nobility
and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive
throughout the country for manv years, is entirely confined to
the BUILDING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every
description, and the HEATING of t:iem by HOT WATER.
CONICAL and other BOILERS of ail sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once
in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in
length.

Their improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means
of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted-
References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country-, nearly the whole
of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural
Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates,
&c, at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-
sea, near Sloane-square.

p OTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iron-
V_y FOUNDKRS, &C. &C.

f No. 2, WlNSLKY STREET, OXFORD
Street, London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c, made upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very
low prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the
Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses; Churches, Public or Private Build-
ings, &c, with Cottam's Patent, or Rogers' Boilers. After
15 years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1500 Appara-
tuses for the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improve-
ments which they have made during that time, C. and H. can
with confidence undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon
the most extensive scale. For the convenience of those who
wish to fix their own Apparatus, they have affixed the following
low i)rJmv

fc-rr.„.. > ;- , - -*----*

(Larger Sizes in proportion.) 0,^0
Rogers' Boiler, small size ?

Do. do. large do

Hot-water Pipe, Doors, Frames, and Feeding Apparatus for

Rendll'^Ta^k System on an improved simple plan.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3ft. high out of the gronnd, 6 ft.

ion*, with fiveSontnl bars, weighing abont 3b lbs 3,. 6d. each

Ox HnrdlnS ; ft Wrf. do " 60lbs.at5 6 ..

RFST wi'dV Jr STRAINED WIRE FENCING, at 8s. &d. per

bund.fof^fvL s^a^ Upright, ^r ditto at ^ each The

Improved continued and every other kind of Fencing, Fancy

W
HAND-GLA

C
SS FRAMES for Cucumbers &c 18 inches square

**<: fi/7 . on ;„uJT« .. fiV • 22 inches, 5s. orf. each.

^O&SfiHIXoWSuAKM 4 feet long out of the ground,

7«/: 4 fert 6 q, 5 feet, lis. ; 6 feet, 15*.: 7 feet, 20s. per-dozen.

GARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long 34s. ; 20,44*; 22, 50s.;

24 inches fios "6, 7.
r-s.; 28,84s.: 30, 105s. each.

Garden Engines Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Super.

Garden Soohfof a 1 kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in gre

variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agncu -

tural Imnlemonts and Furnishing Ironmongery
j
Dr. Arnott's

StoveiTn^Belgian Cooking Stoves ; Broiling Stoves The

above low prices being QB account of the depression in the Iron

Trade are snhieet to future alterations.

«hoW Roomi at !"e Manufactory, No. 2. Winsley-street, where

every information may be obtained.

Estimates sent by return of post.

If

Jf

or
great

RFNDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.

OTFPHKNSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

O to ,it, vontors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and

DOUBLE CYLNDR CAL BOILERS, having been much engaged

fn w , « riraoii the above system with Tanks of

\J™ S ^' 5<o£ the attention of scientific Horticul^

SS52V2fS2S TaniTnow fitting up on their premises, which
turiste to anlron Tag ™™

s ox%r [.very other article hitherto

2SS
M.M* Ae"*ti purpose. These tanks which are orna-

^P'^'ed for the sam purp
rom tQ 100 feet long and

mental in Jto«UVU»*nj£ COI1„ ected or disconnected
of any width and JeptJ^ hout tne sli htest difficuity, thus

^r7 WfinlSSyto persons in remote districts of
affording the «WSTS5©wd method of heating without the

SB^TiSiSrSinaa can be applied to Boilers

mhS rtlcad?Kd, and from the present low price of Iron

w 1 be found clSper than of any other material. Mr. Rkni.le

of Plvmoiith has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

E^aUon to'nySi»» *"^^SStS^S^ *"
any size will be forwarded upon application to b. and Co.

4 ^ UANO ON SALE.—Any Quantity of this valuable

IT Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Importer

eithfr in I or don or Liverpool, on application to Cotksworth,

PowK.T and Prvor, St. Helen's Place, London; Edwards,

Danson, and Co., Liverpool; and William J. Mvsrs and Co.,

Importers, Liverpool. ^v.

I

(
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A RGUS LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 39,

Xjl Thrograorton-itreet, Bank.

Empowered by special Act of Parliament, 5&6W. IV., c. 70.

Thomas Farncomb, Esq.. Alderman, Chairman.

William Leaf, Esq.,Deputy-Chairman.
Rupert Ingleby, Esq.

Thomas Kelly, Esq., Alderman.
Jeremiah Pilchcr, Esq., Sheriff

of London and Middlesex.

Lewis Pocock, Esq.

William Banbury, Esq.

Edward Bates, Esq.

Thomas Camplin, Esq,

James Clift, Esq.

Rt. Hon. J. Humphery, M.P.
Lord Mayor of London.

Physician—Br. Jeafferson, 2, Finsbury-square.

Surgeon—W. Coulson, Esq.. 2, FrederickVplace, Old Jewry.

Consulting Actuary-Pro essor Hall, of King's College.

Advantages of the Argus Life Assurance Company.

Low Rat;s of Premiums.

In addition to the subscribed Capital of 300,000*., the Assured

have the security of the Coirpany's Income of nearly 60,000/. per

annum, yearly increasing, and accumulating Assurance Fund

invested in Government and other available Securities, of con-

siderably larger amount than the estimated liabilities of the Com-

pany. The Rates of Premium arcreduced to the lowest scale com-

patible with the safety of the Assured and the stability of the

Company, thereby, in effect, giving to every Policy-holder an im-

mediate and certain bonus without risk, in lieu of the deferred

and frequently delusive prospector' a periodical division of profits.

Annual Premium to Assure j£100.

Age.
20
30
40
50
60

For One Year.
£0 17 8

1 1 8

1 5

I 14 1

3 2 4

For Seven Years.
£m IS l

1 2 7
1 6 o

1 19 10

3 17

\

Whole Term.
£\ 11 10

2 7
2 14 10

4 11

6 10

One-third of whole-term Prcmiumsmay remain unpaid at 5 per

cent. comp. int. as a debt upon the Policy for life, or may be paid

off at any time without notice.

In Assurances for advances of money as security for debts, or

as a provision for a family, when the least present outlay is desir-

able, the varied and comprehensive Tables of the Argus office will

be found to be particularly favourable to the Assured.

A Board of Directors, with the Medical Officers, attend daily,

at a quarter before 2 o'clock,

EDWARD BATES, Resident Director.

A Liberal Commission to Solicitors and Agents.

DISEASED AND HEALTHY LIVES ASSURED.

MEDICAL, INVALID, and GENERAL LIFE
OFFICE, 25, Pall Mall, London. Capital, 500,000*. This

Office is provided with very accurately constructed Tables, by

which it can Assure Diseased Lives on Equitable Terms. In-

creased Annuities granted on unsound Lives, the amount varying

with the particular disease. Members of Consumptive Families

assured at Equitable Rates. Loans granted upon personal se-

curity, E. G. P. Nkison, Actuary.

SALE,G U A N O ON
BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTHONY GIBBS & SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, & Co., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

MAXWELL'S LIFE OF THE DUKE OF WEL-
LINGTON, K.G. In 3 vols, demy Svo, boards. Splendidly
Illustrated with Portraits, Battle-Scenes, Plans of Battles, and
Maps, price 31. 7s, t or with proof plates, royal 8vo., price bl. bound.

In 2 vols. l2mo, bound, 1,000 pages, price \l. is.
Illustrated by Twenty-four Steel Engravings from the most
authentic Portraits of the British Admirals, and numerous Dia-

grams of Naval Actions,
THE BATTLES OF THE BRITISH NAVY,

FROM a.d. 1000 to 1840. By JOSEPH ALLEN, Esq., of Green-
wich Hospital.

1 The best and most complete repository of the triumphs of the
British Navy that has issued from the press."— United Service
Gazette.
Also, in uniform size and type, and maybe bound up with the

above, 40 pp. i2mo., with Portrait, price \s.
A VINDICATION OF ADMIRAL LORD NELSON'S PRO-
CEEDINGS IN THE BAY OF NAPLES, faithfully related.

BAILY'S SERIES OF WINNERS.
The above Series cc .mprises Portraits of the Winners of the

Derby, Oaks, and St. i ueger for 1843, to be continued, besides
Portraits of BEESWI ng, CHARLES THE TWELFTH, and
CONFIDENCE, the eel ebrated American trotter, price 1/. Iff. each.
Also in course of p .ublication, a Splendid Portrait of ALICE

HAWTHORN.

BAILY'S SPO RTING ALMANACK FOR 1844,
Price 25. 6U, embel jished by Twelve; highly-finished Illustra-
tions, amongst whi cn are Portraits of the following celebrated
Horses, painted by j. ^ HBRRING, Sen., BEESWING, COTHER-
STONE, and CON1 ..TDENCE. All the Performances of Two-year-
olds in 1843. Ent T jes for tnc Derby, Oaks, and St. Lcger for
1844, List of Trai ners, &c. And a variety of useful information
on Hunting, Fish jng, Shooting, &c.

HOr L isfc of January, 1844, price 2,v. 6d#,OOD" 5 MAGAZINE AND COMIC
MISCELLANY." r

Jnfar, order, order! "—The Be-Spcaker.
N.B.—Orde r f any bookseller, or of the proprietors, at the

office, 1, Adp
fcxn_street, Adelphi, where all communications for

the Editor a x$ requested to be addressed.

NEW WORKS PUBLISHED BY A. H. BAILY and Co.,

CORNHILL, LONDON.
Jn Parts, Is. each,

MAXWELL'S IRISH REBELLION in 1798, with

Plates by George Cruikshank, and numerous Portraits

on Steel by the first Artists. Part I. to appear on the 1st of

January. The forthcoming Work will illustrate the most im-

portant and interesting era in IRISH HISTORY-that extending

from the Revolutionary outbreak in France to the enactment

of the Legislative Union ; with ample details, Military and 1 oli-

tical, of the Rise, Progress, and Suppression of the Insurrection

in '93.
.

Now ready, 2 vols. 8vo., cloth boards,

WANDERINGS in the HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS,
WITH SKF.TOHKS TAKEN on the SCOTTISH BORDERS;

By W. H. Maxwell, Esq.

NOUVEAU MELANGE,
NARRATIF, DESCRIPTIF, HISTORIQUE, ET LITTERAIRE.
Recueil Classique, moral et religieux, de belles actions, de hauts
faits, dc bons exemples, et de bonnes maximes, entremclcs
d'anecdotes curieuses, d'aventuressingulieres, de proverhes, et
de bons mots.

Par Marin* De La Voye, Memb. de PInstitut Hist, et Lit.,

Auteur du Nouveau Lexique Francais et Angiais, &c. &c.
This Work contains, in one volume 12mo., 400 pages, or in six

small separate volumes, the following subjects :— l , Le Narrateur
;

2, Choix de Morceaux Franchises ; 3, La Chaumiere Indienne ; 4,

Atala; 5, Les Aventures de Telemaque ; 6, Elizabeth. Every
subject is preceded and followed by Questions and Exulanations
of various kinds.

On the 1st of Nov., was published, ?"""•„_ . '

A HISTORY of the FISHES of MADEIRA.
Xi. By Richard Thomas Lowb, M.A., British Chaplain.

With Original Figures from Nature of ail the species by the Hon.

C. E. C. Norton and M. Young. Price in Svo, '2s. 6tf. plain
; 68.

coloured ; or in 4to, 5*., piain ; /s. 6<*« coloured.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row.

Just published, 16 pp. Svo, price Is. To be had, by order, of all

Booksellers.

A N ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of the Books
xl Published by JOHN VAN VOORST, with a Specimen Illus-

^SfmJS^y BRITISH FOREST TREES.
THE VICAR of WAKEFIELD, illustrated by MULRLADY.
JENYN'S EDITION of WHITE'S SELBORNE.
BULLARS' WINTER IN THE AZORES.
GOSSE'S CANADIAN NATURALIST. ,„.___._-__-_
AIKIN'S ILLUSTRATION of ARTS and MANUFACIURES.
MOULE'S HERALDRY of FISH. „,„nnnlL,
JONES'S OUTLINE of THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.
BELL'S HISTORY of BRITISH QUADRUPEDS.
YARRELL'S HISTORY of BRITISH BIRDS.

BELL'S HISTORY of BRITISH REPTILES.
YARRELL'S HISTORY of BRITISH FISHES
FORBES'S HISTORY of BRITISH STARMSHES.
NEWMAN'S FAMILIAR HISTORY of INSECTS.

Paternoster-row, J uly, 1843.

THE PICTORIAL SUNDAY-BOOK. To be com-

J- pleted in Thirteen Monthly Parts, at Eighteenpencc each,

with Fifteen Hundred Woodcuts, and Twenty Coloured Maps,

forming a splendid Folio Volume. Published also in Weekly

Numbers at Threepence, with a Monthly Supplement at Sixpence.

There are intervals in the devotional duties of the Lord's Day

when sacred subjects may be fitly offered to the mind, and espe-

cially to the mind of the young, in an attractive form. rhe Pic-

torial Bible' has thus been recommended by the most zealous

ministers of religion as a proper Sunday-Book, calculated to

" make the Word of God an interesting study for youth. the

publication now submitted to Christian families is intended to pre-

sent, at the very cheapest rate, a Series ok Engravings illustra-

tive of the Bible History, the Prophecies, the Psalms, the Life ot

our Saviour, and the Acts of his Apostles; exhibiting scenes of

the ereat events recorded in Scripture, the customs ol the Jews,

the natural history of the Holy Land, and the antiquities which

throw a light upon the Sacred Writings. With these are united

some of the more striking and impressive compositions ol the

ereat Painters, and original designs; each illustrating the his-

torical events of the Old and New Testament, and such portions

of the New Testament as form the Gospels which the Chuich

Ritual selects for the Sundays, Fasts, and Festivals of the year

These Pictorial Illustrations are connected with a Coimsi, of

Sunday Read.no, which, avoiding all matters of controversy

endeavours to present, in the most instructive and engaging

form, a body of Scriptural Narrative and Explanation, continuing

from Number to Number ; each Number forming, as it is judged,

a fitting portion for a Sunday's leisure The Pabhshers have

intrusted this important department of the ™ter%£?ej°*
gentleman whose labours in a similar field have attained the

highest reputation, and whose responsibility vrtU iMore that the

work shall be conducted in a spirit of sincere piety, and of

anxious diligence, striving at extensive usefulness.

*** The First Number will appear on Saturday, the 9th Of

December, and the First Part on the 30th December.

London: Charles Knight and Co., 22, Lndgate-street,.
____________________________p^^M-^^^^»^-

^^*"—^^^*^'~~^^^^^

NOW PUBLISHED,

A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF THE CULTUREA OF THE VINE UNDER GLASS. By James Roberts

« From the extensive sale of this Work, it is presumed.mU pro-

duce a new era in the more easy and certa

r

iCinture of tins

SB.VKVttnZHAn-u^fJSSNoble l'Tuit, Drmguig mc «.._»;—" "_"„««. ,i/v W V Aures'
men of the highest practical

C

««a.nmcnts.''-Se, il/r. W. I
.
Ayres

remarks in this Paper, page 676, of 90th Sept. lasj^

Longman ft Co. . Lonrtnn. »t.H «"

T OUDON'S ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM
-L* BR1TANNICUM. In 8 vols. Svo—4 of letterpress and 4 of

plates— price 10Z.

This being the season for planting Trees and Shrubs, planters

are reminded that the above work contains by far the most

copious history, natural and artificial, of all the Trees and Shrubs

which will stand the open air in Britain, that has ever been

published ; including their description, uses, propagation, culture,

diseases, effect in landscape, and every other particular desirable

to be known by the planter and landed proprietor.

There are botanical figures of all the species, drawn to one

scale • and portraits of the trees, also drawn to a scale, showing

the different sizes which the different kinds attain when ten

years planted, and also when full grown ; an object which was

never before attempted in any work on Trees.
" This book is one of solid value, worthy a place m the library

of every landed gentleman, as well as of every student of botani-

cal, arboricultural, and horticultural science. .... The
' Arboretum Britannicum' is complete m its kind, and it must

become a standard book of reference on all subjects connected

with Trees."—Quarterly Review.

Printed for the Author, and sold by Messrs. Longman and Co.,

30, Paternoster-row ; where may be had,

LOUDON'S EDITION of REPTON'S LAND-
SCAPE GARDENING and GARDEN ARCHITECTURE, illus-

trated by numerous Plaus, Sections, Views, &c. In one vol. 8vo,

price 1/. 10s. plain; coloured, 3/. 6.?.

This is by far the most complete work on laying out grounds

that has hitherto been published ; and by means of the numerous

plans and sections, the whole may be readily comprehended by

the working gardener, as well as by the amateur.

TO ADVERTISERS.

EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CLIX

—

Advertise-

ments for insertion in No. 159 of " The Edinburgh Review,"

must be sent to the Publishers' by Monday, the 11th of

December; and Bills on or before Wednesday, the 13th.-

39, Paternoster-row._
Price 7s., Illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.

A NEW EDITION OF THE
STATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS ;

their

1> Management, Habits, Food, Diseases, Treatment, Breeding,

and the Methods of Catching them. By J. M. BaCHSTBlN, M.D.

"A very delightful book of its kind. . . . . It seems to us

an indispensable book for the bird-fancier."—Spectator,
" It will be welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-

room table. It is superbly got up, with an immense number of

vignettes, and, in fact rivals the beauty of the Annuals. —
Weekly Dispatch. ..

London : W. S.^rr and Co.; and W.R.Chambers, Edinburgh.

RESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 30s. to 40s. ;
extra

ouality, 50s. ; Frock-coats, silk facings, 355. to 45,«. ;
ditto,

silk velvet collar and silk facings, 60s.; Waterproof wrappers,

10* 6d.to2i.s-.; fashionable York and Chesterfield ditto, 16s. to

25s'. ; Waistcoats, 5s. to 8s. Bd. ; Silk, Satin, and Kerseymere 1 0s.

to lis. ; Trousers, 8s. U. to 12s. 6d. ; stout Doeskin and Kersey-

mere, 6*. to 25s. Shooting Jackets, 10s. 6d.; B<^»«ndYOTth8'

Tunic and Hussar Suits, 30s.; a Suit of Superfine
:

Black Cloth,

M. 3s. ; best quality, 5/.-At FISHER and Co.'s, 31, Ring William-

street, City, 10 doors from London- bridge.

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED1

,

BY SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

MR. JEAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, RusMlI-square,

Sole Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PATENT
WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cuie b .

Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent.dov.11war",

currents ;
it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Apart

ments of every description ; also of Ships Stables Dames, -md

Larders, as it ensures a constant change of air ;
and all itsiparw

being fixtures, it is free from noise and not liable to derangement ,.

it also offers no impediment to sweeping. Price for general use,

30s. ; larger size, 45s. ; larger sizes, especially adapted foi venu

ation, 60s. and upwards. To be had at 51, Great Russell- sticcl,.

where it may be seen in action. The attention of Architects,

Builders, and the Trade in general, is especially invited. ^
UTTER MADE~IN TEN MINUTES.-By the

Newlv- In vented Block Tin Churn, manufactured by

ATTWOOD, WIMBLE, and WARNER, LEWES, SUSSEX-
Delivered to any part of London, carriage paid.

Sizes, No. 00 1 2 and 3

Churn, about 3 4 7 1 4 » 27

Price, 22s. 23s. 6d. 25S. 35s. „ 42s.

Larger or smaller sizes, made to order. Pans for ditto to Stan

ln,38. U., 48., 48. M., 0s., and ?s. To be seen in London,
,

at

tt, vham's. 10, Wigmorc-street, Cavendish-square; Livekm<»»

I Sons,30, Oxford-street; Cottam & Hau.kn, Wtosley-street,

Oxford-street; Baii.v & Son, 7 1, Gracech inch -street; VVriohi

Range Warehouse, near the Monument, Export Agent; Barn*

& Co., log.Fenchurch-street; and of all ironmongers throughout

England. -

COMFORT IN WET AND COLD.-NOW READY FOR T«E'

PRESENT SEASON. „„„nAnff

BERDOE'S WINTER really WATERPRO^
WRAPPERS, FROCKS, DREADNOUGHTS, SHOOTg"

JACKETS. &c, of first-rate character, and 111 great vane^

guaranteed, without confining perspiration, to excludeW
scriptum or continuance of rain whatever, and bidding ^h*"

to all weathers. Those to whom superiority, cost, and **'

OIBNCT, are sine-qua-nons, will not regret an mspectioiq no

(because, justified by the result of five years' extensive W»J
confidently invited, nor subject themselves to disappointmcnt»

vexation. Made only by W. BERDOE, Tailor, Waterproof***

&c., 69, Cornhill (North side). _

O THE PUBLIC—HEALTH being paramount to-

all earthly blessings, mankind are ever anxious torecojg:

it when lost, and to preserve it when restored. l»>e sroiffli

and ENEMA PUMPS, originally invented^by .J. gA",
sanctioned by the highest medical authorities to this W5« .^

as well as on the Continents of Europe, India, and America 1

the Life of Sir Astley Cooper). J. R. begs to inform the 1>> „

that he has now made such improvements in the above*

surpass anything of the kind ever offered, inasmuch as they

more simple, portable, and durable, and are fitted mth tubes*
q(

will stand the hottest climate, and are not
•

i'a°le
,
to b^? °,

repair. Manufactured only by the Patentee, 35, Reg*ut-c£

Piccadilly.—N.B.—None arc genuine except stamped wit"

words *' Read's Patent."

T

GLASS SUPERSEDED for HORTICULTURAL PURPOS-S *

TTCTHITNEY'S CHEMICAL TRANSPAK^
VV WATERPROOF COMPOSITION, rend°""gMKr

«'r

Calico, or Linen, for the Frames of G«enhouses, Pme, Mg°"fer
Cucumber Stoves, &c, impervious to rain or moiftuic^ww

light equal to Glass, much warmer, and the plants never

U
'Semen, Gentlemen, and Gardeners wilVby using

:

this^
position have the only effectual protection for tlleu g^g^,
uuringtho bloom^e; season; it is a certain defence ««»^g|j
sleet, wind, and blight; its transparency admits the fc hc

.

beams of the sun, with abundance of >'^\^
it to set and-

bloom to expand with increased luxuriance, the 1 iu it w ft
t

swell more freely, much earlier, and a crop ot fruit to any - &if
may be warranted. The covering not to be ™?Teo oy *
(except to thin the Fruit, which will be necessary), till trie

of June. It is recommended that the Calico be prepareu

so as to be thoroughly dry before using.
nii»rts '

Sold in Bottles, with directions for use, pints, 2s. m-' \ sS \ cc

is. bd. each. One pint is sufficient to coat (our Frame* ^
over, each Frame to be 5ft. by 3 ft. 3 in., or thereabouts. rii,v
by George Wiiit.vey, Chemist, Shrewsbury. &

p,. eniist,.

Florists, and Merchants supplied by Mr. W. Baii.ey, "i^gis-
North-street, Wolverhampton. Appointed Agents:-- , pre-

Buti.br and Mucki.ev, Covent Garden, where a sampie
Cy

pared calico may be seen; Mr. Watiun'sox, MarKt
^j;Vf

Manchester; Page and Son, Southampton ; T. and C. w 1 tllC.

Nurserymen, Liverpool.—Agents wanted lor London

country. ^^_ .
_
_^^by"

OWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL.— Patronise^^
Her Majesty, H.H.H. Prince Albert, the Royal *{*

ni
'. pel-

the several Courts of Europe.—This elegant, trap;am,
ualit ics ?

lucicl Oil, in its preservative, restorative, and beautifyiwfc * daCc*

! whole world. It preserves ana r^tur__dnir

cne mur, cvcix *, « .ate period of life; prevents it W>i»
frceS it

ffrcy : or if so changed, restores it to its original colow, an
j

S.-JL' f ~*a i^n .iv;f<r or.a rpiiders it soft, silky? u
"...snreu-

is unequalled over the whole world. It preserves ana
*J£tuminf?

the hair, even at a late period of life; prevents it irou*
freCgJt

grey : or if so changed, restores it to its original colon i,^ and

irom scurf and impurity, and renders it soit, silky,
in j

Ured

glossy, and retains its curl and other decorative form
cruWtied

by the variations of the atmosphere or the effects on;*' merou&
assembly—facts which are abundantly proved by t

testimonials which may be seen at the Proprietorssttmonials which may be seen at tne rropnewio -
ftn ean;

Its value is of course enhanced by being usea ]Ule( i
ab

,eriod of life, and to children it is especially rep01
firf>f

1S

forming the basis of a beautiful head of Hair. Piic«
^oub ie that

Family Bottles, (equal to four small), 10s. 6d. t
anu

c, 21*. per bottle. .. KovriiA^ 1
*

".

;AUT»OM,-Kach genuine bottle has the words ^ and on

.CASSAB Oil," engraved in two lines, on the3^ 29,0S»

back of the wrapper nearly 1,500 times, c0"
a

»i

Jcaiiuiy iiuuico, ^v.^***** *« —— — /*
,

size, 2!s.per bottle. f( -n yrU^^ n.

Caution.—Each genuine bottle has the words ^r and ?
Ma

"" ...
-
« **.-«

the back of the wrapper neany 1,0011 cuuiwj ^"nl »

letters. Be sure to ask for « Rowland's Macassar v • Hattofl-

Sold by the Proprietors, A. Rowland and vv* '

garden, London, and by Chemists and Perfumers^
^

^

*** All others are spurious imitations

„ VHblT-iNJiiXS, oriJLj^r-x^rjxo, 1 . Rabbit-

JV COATS and CAPES, LIFE-PRESERVER^F
«

ce Net
,2rf.

p ABBIT-NETS, SHEEP-NETS,

; Coats for wep«.», •- ^
Ss\ fid. each. Above 1000 London Police^ Caj^, ^ ^K

2.9. Qd. each. Lite Waistcoats, three fmes a
.
' ainst float *

jackets, B$. U. each 1 they forma complete *™£8
a *and form lg

spars or rocks, arc well adapted for Jff^oduced-and, af «g

best and cheapest Life-preservers ever^intrm
not filied with a^

Life-preservers are liable to "U'^V^k in 18 in. by 14 in.-
»»

Belts, 6s. M. CasualtyBuoys.whicnpa. ch:OI1eB J
spread when thrown out 14 ft. ^.TJr more might be saved

would suppoi

by it—price

HoilKRT RXCUA*
New Road, corner of Judd-stieet

1 thrown outi ^elve or more might u* ^
n-t six persons, but ^ f Nets,. 2.9. bd. <*

20., each, inshermen
c^ker, 21,

Tonbridge-pUcC
hards on, Net anu *

,_. corner of Judcl-strect.

sumps
SpStlon^^e^cien^undays exeepted.)

.

1
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HYATT'S NEW SEEDLING STRAWBERRY.
T and W. MYATT are now ready to send out their

%9 • NEW STRAWBERRY, the DEPTFORD PINE, the fruit

of which has been exhibited at the London Horticultural

Society, and a Banksian Medal awarded. It has also oeen

submitted to Professor Lindlky, for whose opinion see Ga™™ers
Chronicle, No. 26, p. 447- It is a most prolific bearer, exhibiting

at the same time a profusion of fine fruit and bloom on the same

truss. Price, Deptford Pine, 2/. 10*.; British Queen, H., ana

Eliza, 10.s-. per 100.—Manor Farm, Deptford, Nov. 24, 1843.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

WJ. CORMACK and CO. beg to announce to

• their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as

the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, m
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3s. otf. per quart.

The usual allowance to the trade.
,

-

N.B.-« Cormack's Early Kent Peas," 14*. per taM.
^Newcross, and Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, jnov.~*.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
2 P.M.

n p.m

: 8 PM.

Tuksday, Due 5, Horticultural .

tt
Linnean .

WbdnbsdAy, nee. C>, Society of Arts

Friday, Dec. 16, Botanical a p.m.

WflsN the Gardeners' Chronicle was established

the proprietors did not contemplate the admission of

Agriculture into its columns, except to a limited extent.

But the different branches of cultivation prove insepa-

rable. Gardening was, in fact, the mother of Farming
;

and the parent will not be divided from her offspring.

Our correspondence also tells us that a large number of

the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle are greatly

'interested in Agriculture, and anxious to obtain the same

amount of information upon that subject as has been

afforded relating to Horticulture; and this has gradually

3ed to occupying a larger space with Agriculture than the

•demands of Horticulture will permit.

In order to remedy this, and at the same time to

»eet fully the interests of the Agricultural community,

the Proprietors have determined to enlarge their Paper,

permanently, to the size of 72 columns ; of which the

customary space will be occupied with general news,

atld the remainder will be divided between Horticulture

and Agriculture. They do not, however, on this account

propose to increase the price ; on the contrary, they

are happy to show their sense of the favourable reception

which their Journal has already met with, by making
it one-half'larger without furtiter charge.

At the commencement, we undertook that the Gar-
dkners* Chronicle should become a well-conducted

channel for the diffusion of sound Horticultural science

and practice, and that it should be, at the same time, a

field in which all questions connected with the subject

could be discussed in a gentlemanly manner. The large

sale of the Paper shows that this promise has been kept.

The same plan will be followed in the Agricultural de-

partment. The science of Agriculture, its practice in all

its bearings, and the many details connected with so vast

a subject, will form topics of consideration and of tem-

perate discussion. Political questions will be avoided; our

field will be the Farm. While other Journals are absorbed
*n ephemeral disputes concerning matters of human legis-

lation, we hope to be engaged in the investigation and appli-

cation of those great truths which regulate the actions

°f plants and animals, and which no change of times

0r human laws can affect. The discovery of a new
"truth in Vegetable or Animal Physiology—a new imple-
ment— or a new or improved point in Agricultural prac-
tice, will be of more permanent interest than the most
triumphant settlement of some disputed point in the

politics of the day.
It is needless to repeat the hacknied phrases that have

become current in speaking of the high station claimed
hy Agriculture among human affairs. Man acknowledges
its paramount importance ; the vast interests connected
^ith it speak in a louder voice than the flourishes of

oratorical trumpets. But its actual condition, whether
^e consider it as an art or as a science, is not so well

Understood. There are those who imagine that a subject

^hich has engaged the attention of mankind from the

Creation cannot now require further investigation ;—there

are others who declare it to be only in its infancy : and
certainly, when we look to the mechanical improve-

ments now making in rural implements, and to the

3arge strides that have been lately made towards more
correct views in the Chemistry and Physiology of the

0rganic world, the latter would seem to be the more just

^Pinion
: this is, however, what our columns will assist

111 determining.

Let us, however, not be misunderstood. We have no
thought of exalting science over practice. We are no
advocates of inconsiderate speculation. We fully re-

cognise the impossibility of applying abstract principles to

''••ovation without an acquaintance with circumstances,
often as varying as places. We admit that, upon some
points, the opinion of a good ploughman, who has never
stirred from his farm.

man would first consult. We condemn the idea of con-

ducting farming operations upon one invariable plan, and

while we welcome science as the best auxiliary of practice,

we regard crude scientific speculations as the most dan-

gerous of delusions. But, on the other hand, we feel that

in Agriculture, as in all other arts, there are great general

principles upon which successful farming must necessarily

depend ; that there are practical errors which no local

circumstances can justify ; that there is room for improve-

ment even in those branches of husbandry which are best

understood ; and, in short, that Agriculture offers one of

the richest fields in which men of talent may labour.

Of course the Editor of the Horticultural Department

does not takfe upon himself the management of that of

Agriculture. His ground is the garden, and to that he will

confine himself. The charge of the Agricultural Depart-

ment will be confided to a gentleman well acquainted with

the best kind of farming, in which he is actively engaged,

and supported by the communications of our most distin-

guished farmers. The Agricultural Gazette—for

such will be the name of the new part—will therefore, like

the Gardeners' Chronicle, not be confined to an

exposition of the views of a few individuals, but will

become a record of the opinions of all the most distin-

guished practical and scientific men of the age.

That one of the best treatises we have on the Pine-

apple is that of Mr. Glendinning,* is well known to'gar-

deners. It will not diminish the reputation of the book

when we state that the large Queens lately sent to Lon-

don from Longleat have been obtained by following its

directions in most respects. We shall therefore—

without pledging ourselves to defend all Mr. Glendin-

iring's principles, some of which, in fact, we think will

not bear strict examination—proceed to explain what

we conceive to be the important points in his code of

instructions.

The first, and we apprehend the most essential

circumstance upon which he relies is the growing

his plants slowly at first, and rapidly afterwards. It is

a certain law in Vegetable Physiology that plants

which grow fast when young never carry good fruit.

It is, indeed, impossible that they should : for how can

we expect vigour in old age from debility in youth?

and rapid growth when young is inevitably attended by

debility. Plants grow -fast, but acquire no solidity.

They are like children who shoot up at once into the

stature of manhood, and immediately afterwards

perish of consumption ; or they may be likened to

those Fungi which are formed in a day, and rot in an

hour. This truth, which is just as applicable to

Melons, Strawberries, Peaches, and Vines, as to Pine-

apples, is, as we conceive, the corner-stone of Mr.

Glendinning's system.
" If," says Mr. Glendinning, " the Pine-apple in its

younger state is supplied with the same amount of

heat and moisture as are required in ripening the

fruit, the foliage would become drawn and slender, and

the whole plant so constitutionally v-cah, that nothing

but puny fruit could be produced." In fact, the suc-

cession-house and thefruiting-houseare managed upon

a very different plan, the temperature of the former

being from 11° to 16° below the latter, as is shown in

the following Table :

—

northern countries in any shape,' and unprovided with

the means of resisting its effects. It is of little use to

maintain a steady bottom-heat, or a steady air-heat, if

the warmth of the soil or of the leaves is to be sud-

denly lowered six or seven degrees by a deluge of cold

water. Tender plants do not like shower-baths.

Steam is admitted to the air when necessary, so as

to maintain a due atmospheric moisture. A steady,

uninterrupted growth is to be secured at all times.

Liquid manure is given abundantly ; the dung of

sheep or deer, steeped for a long time in water, being

used for this purpose. Finally, a stiff turfy loam

mixed with sheep or deer dung, is recommended as

the soil; but as the Pine-apple grows capitally at

Versailles in peat, and at home in sand, it does not

appear to us that the soil is a very important consi-

deration, provided it is open.

Such appear to us to be the main features in Mr.

Glendinning's practice. There is, however, still a

point of perhaps as much importance as the others.

At p. 35 we are told that few persons acquainted with

the management of Pine plants are ignorant of the

injury consequent on any sudden change of treatment,

and of the certain destruction that follows unexpected

transitions. Again, at p. 47 it is directed that if large

fruit is wanted, plenty of pot room should be allowed.

But then at p. 23 it is said, that the gardener must
always guard against over-potting, and the system of

frequent shifts is there laid down as the rule to be fol-

lowed. That the first rule is right and the second

wrong we have entertained no doubt ; but for the sake

of being sure that good practice did not contradict good

theory we wrote to Mr. Murray, to inquire which of

these two methods he followed. His answer is as

we expected, that he adepts the large shift system, and

to a much greater extent than is recommended by

Mr. Glendinning, and that he proposes to carry it still

further next year. We have some reason to believe that

"this is also the plan at Bicton, and we regard it as the

certain precursor of getting rid of potting altogether.

At ail events, we shall soon know how Mr. Barnes does

manage his Pines, for we understand that a full

account of his practice may be expected in the

« Gardeners
1

Magazine" of January next.
|
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Mr. Glendinning regards this as a deviation from

the natural habit of the Pine (p. 12) ; but in that he is

mistaken. The Pine grows in the cool season and

fruits in the hot season in its native habitation, and

there is scarcely less than J 0° of difference between

these two periods. For instance, at Nassau, where the

Providence Pines are found, the difference is from H°

t0 15°; and in some parts of India it amounts to as

much as 30°. It is true that these variations of season

are not applicable when Pines are several seasons

before they fruit ; but then very fine Pines are always

produced on young plants, for the whole of whose

orowth two seasons—the cool and the hot one—are suffi-

cient. When the vicissitudes of six seasons, or three

years, are allowed to operate on Pines, as Mr. Speede

says is the case in Calcutta, nothing but bad fruit will

be the result. In fact, this writer, with the climate of

India at his back, thinks a Pine of six or seven pounds

a prodigy !

In the next place, the Pine-houses are provided with

the means of obtaining milk-warm water for syringing

and watering. This, which is so often neglected, is a

capital point in the cultivation of all tropical plants,

which are unacquainted with the low temperature of

Our attention has been directed for some time to

the experiment of Mr. Archdale Palmer, on trans-

planting the roots of Wheat after separating them

into several plants by splitting. The experiment is

by no means new ; and the result, in many instances,

perfectly astonishing. The increase from one grain

sown early in the season, by repeatedly dividing the

plants as they throw out tillers, amounts to many
thousands ; and by this means valuable varieties may
be rapidly brought into general cultivation. But all

the experiments which have been made have been on

a small scale, and in gardens, or at least in very mellow

well-prepared soils ; and it appears, at first sight, that

however creat the saving of seed might be, if the

practice of splitting the roots were to become general,

and supposing that hands could be obtained in suffi-

cient numbers, without raising the fair wages of

labour, to extend the plan to considerable farms, the

saving of seed-wheat would be sufficient to supply

food "for a greatly increased population. We have

employed experienced practical labourers to calculate

the fair value of the additional manual labour required

in planting, dividing, and replanting Wheat on an

acre of land ; but the results differ so widely, ranging

from 12s. to 60$., that without actually planting a

considerable portion of land with Wheat in this way,

and keeping very minute accounts of the expense, it

will be impossible to decide whether it could be

recommended, generally, as economical.

The only way to ascertain this is to let it be fairly

tried by experiment, the details of which must be

stated as follows :

—

Digging and preparing seed-bed, l sqnare perch £ — — —
Dibbling 484 seeds at 9 inches each way,

hour's work * ' " .. "... '

August.—Taking ap «4 plants, and dividing

each into 3, and replanting 1452, hours - _ _
Dividing 1452 plants into 4 each, and raking the

ground for transplanting, hours .

jptember.—Transplanting 5808 plants,Sei.
Dividing each of these into 3

Raking- the ground. &C.

Transplanting 17>*24 plants

hours — — —

£ — — —

* Practical Hints on the Culture oi' the iriuc-api.-le. , By il-

ls precisely that which a wise Glendinning, 12rno. I830,pp. 55,

Suppose each plant occupies a square of 9 inches,

this number of plants will cover very little more than

32 square perches, just one-fifth of an acre; so that

a whole acre, treated in this way, would cost in

labour five times the estimated amount.

The farther we go on in the division, the greater the

labour and the chance of plants failing. Every time

the roots are divided and replanted, the ground

should have some stirring, if only a harrowing or

raking, which last woukfbe easiest, as a raker could

follow 'the person who divided the roots, and level the

holes made by taking up the plants. Compare this

tedious operation with dibbling 5 pecks of seed at

8s, per acre, as is done in Suffolk and Norfolk. There
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at least a bushel of seed is saved, which pays for the
dibbling ; for you must allow at least If. for broad-
cast sowing and harrowing, which leaves the cost of
dibbling at Is., the price of a bushel of seed at the
average of 56*. per quarter. There is no prospect of
any invention to shorten the labour of dividing roots
and transplanting them, whereas machines have been
invented, and will gradually be perfected and simpli-
fied, by which seed may be dibbled as easily as it is

now drilled. Instead, therefore, of attempting what
appears impracticable on a large scale, and expen-
sive on a small, we had better direct our attention
to the more practical operation of dibbling the seed,

of which we have many examples, the cost of which
is known, and the advantages established by long
experience. We would recommend fewer seeds to be
deposited in each dibble-hole, and these to be more
distant, so as to admit of the operation of the hoe. On
loose soils the tread of the dibblers and of the depo-
sitors of the seed has an excellent effect; four or five

inches is not too deep to deposit the seed in such soils;

it will then find moisture, the first roots will take
a firm hold, and the frost will not affect the young
plants, or throw them out of the ground, a9 is the case
when the roots have little depth. It is only on ^eavy
clays, which will not bear treading when wet, that

dibbling does not answer ; but when these are well

drained they change their nature, so as to become mel-
low and almost light in a few years after draining,

subsoil-ploughing, and ample manuring; changing into

a real garden soil, and showing all the fertility of
garden-mould.

—

M.
Such were the opinions of our late lamented friend,

Mr. Rham, upon the curious subject of Wheat-split-
ting. The dibbling machine to which he referred

was a most ingenious contrivance of his own, which
he believed he had at last brought to perfection, and
which Messrs. Ransome the celebrated machine
makers were to have executed for him. And nothing
can be more just than his opinions, if Mr. Archdale
Palmer's practice, as well as his principles, is to be
observed.

8

,

But while we are disposed to regard the latter with
favour, we consider the former wholly inadmissible.

The principle of Wheat-splitting is full ofpromise, but
the plan adopted by Mr. Palmer is too complicated
for practice ; and therefore we see no advantage in

repeating his experiments in his way. The true

mode of proceeding is that pointed out by a corre-

spondent, No. IV., at p. 735, who suggests one sowing
and one splitting ; a little seed being wasted, in order
to save the excessive amount of labour incurred by
Mr. Palmer. Now as this is a gardening question

—

for the operations required are those of a gardener,

and not a farmer, we may be permitted to offer an
opinion upon it. That opinion is, that the plan may
possibly succeed upon land that is not too stiff; but,

to what extent, it is impossible to say without further

data. We entertain no doubt about the possibility

of country people making fair wages by splitting and
planting the Wheat at Ad. per 1000 ; that is to say,

after they have acquired dexterity in such work ; for

at first they would be awkward and would waste a
great deal of time. And if this is so, the cost of plant-

ing will be at least one-half less than sowing, provided
the Wheat can be placed profitably so far apart as
18 inches.

The distance at which Wheat can be most profitably

planted is not, we believe, at all determined. Such
experiments as have come to our knowledge were
made in gardens, or otherwise in an unsatisfactory

way. Experiments in several different places are

required to settle that point, and we would advise
their being tried on quarter acres of fair Wheat land,
thus :

—

be an immense advantage to find a large means of Mr. Bow, at Manchester. There are also good collec-

employing the, poor, especially the least able-bodied
part of the population, without any additional burthen
upon the farmer.

No. 1, at
No. 2, at
No. 3, at

No. 4, at
No. 5, at

6 inches apart.

9 $$ >t

12 M ff

15 1* 99

18
HA

» 99

20 M 99
No. 6, at 20

An acre and a half on a few farms would determine
that part of the question, and the expense of the
experiment would be inconsiderable. Nor would
it at all matter whether the Wheat were dibbled
or split for the purpose of such an experiment. Then,
when the most profitable distance at which to set

Wheat, on fair Wheat land, was determined experi-

mentally, it would be time enough to resume the
question of Wheat-splitting.

Where, however, experimentalists are desirous of
putting the plan of Wheat-splitting at once to the

proof, we strongly advise them to place the operation

under the superintendence of an active young gardener
who is acquainted with the method of planting seed-
lings in the Scotch Nurseries, who can do such work
himself, and can teach others the readiest way of per-

forming it. Those who have never seen it done would
never believe the rapidity with which a skilful work-
man will get through so apparently tedious an operation.

We certainly think the experiment worth a fair

trial on a small scale, because if nothing is saved by it

otherwise, we must at least remember that it would I

ON the CULTURE of TROPICAL ORCIIIDACE^E.
^J^(From the " Orchidacese of Mexico and Guatemala. ")

l"^^ By James Bateman, Esq., F.R.S.

/ Of Orchis-culture the ancients were entirely ignorant,
nor does it appear to have made any progress among the
moderns until the commencement of the present century.

A few species had.it is true, been established atKew, and
in the collection of the Messrs. Loddiges at a somewhat
earlier period ; but these may be said to have succeeded
rather in defiance than in consequence of the barbarous
treatment they received. If, however, the gardener
was in the dark as to the management of the tribe, the
botanist was as much at fault as to their numbers and
importance, for even Professor Lindley—the first to
entertain enlarged views upon the subject—in an early
edition of his " Natural System," estimates the probable
extent of the tribe at only two thousand, a number that is

exceeded, at the present time, by those actually cultivated
in the hothouses of England alone !

But, before we enter upon the details of the prevailing
modes of culture, it may not be uninteresting to make
brief mention of the parties who, by their zeal and skill,

have successively contributed to bring Orchis-growing to
its present palmy state ; and first on the list must stand
the well-known firm of C. Loddiges and Sons. A collec-
tion appears to have existed in this establishment for
more than half a century, which in the last ten years has
increased so rapidly that it now includes more than one
thousand eight hundred species. Mr. Cattley, of Barnet,
whose memory is embalmed in the splendid genus that
bears his name, appears to have been the first successful
private grower, and had the merit of introducing many
excellent plants, 1 The Horticultural Society had also,
from the first establishment of their garden at Chiswick,
spared no pains to discover the secret of Epiphyte culture,
and their experiments enabled Professor Lindley to com-
pile his memorable paper " Upon the Cultivation of Epi-
phytes of the Orchis* Tribe," which was read May 18,
1830, and from which the science of Orchis-culture may
be said to date.2 Contemporary with Mr. Cattley, and
no doubt prompted by his success, other collectors soon
appeared, of whom the most remarkable were the late

Mrs. Arnold Harrison, and her brother Mr. Richard
Harrison, the Rev. J. T. Huntley, and the late Lord Fitz-
william. 3 Mr. R. Harrison's collection was, for many
years, u the leader," and was visited accordingly not by
Epiphyte lovers only, but by botanists and men of science
from all parts of the world. Aigburgth, in fact, became
a sort of Mecca, to which the faithful Orchis-grower made
his annual pilgrimage, and never without finding himself
abundantly rewarded by the sight of its then unrivalled
treasures. "What are called '* fine specimens" were here
seen for the first time, and many were the years of patient
.care and skill that had been requisite to produce them.
Next in order, and second to none of his predecessors in
enthusiasm, came the writer of this article, who, impatient
of the tardy rate at which new species crossed the seas,

determined to expedite matters by despatching a botanical
collector to seek them in their native haunts. This
service was undertaken by Mr. Colley, who sailed for
Demerarain the winter of 1833, and although his success
fell short of expectation, it yet was sufficient to encourage
other parties to embark in similar adventures. From this

period the importation of Orchidacese has steadily in-

creased, and although we now reckon the species by
thousands, an inexhaustible fund of novelty seems to be in

store for us, and collections have multiplied almost as
rapidly as the plants. Those of Mr. Barker and Mr.
"Williams, in the neighbourhood of Birmingham, became
celebrated about the year 1834, and the former gentleman,
by sending out Mr. Ross to Mexico, added greatly to the
number of species in cultivation. The collection of the
Rev. John Clowes next came into notice, as did shortly
afterwards that of the Duke of Devonshire, at Chats-
worth, which was incalculably enriched by the mission of
Mr. Gibson to India in 1836. But the annus mirabilis
of Qrchis-importatum was 1837. In addition to the
spoils brought by Mr. Gibson from theNipalese-hills, and
which reached Chatsworth in this year, Mr. Skinner
poured into our stoves the richest treasures of the bar-
rancas of Guatemala

; Mr. Gumming sent a profusion of
the choicest Air-plants from the Philippine Islands ; Mr.
Shorn burgk contributed some exquisite species from the
interior of Guiana; and M. Deschamps, a Frenchman,
arrived with his vessel from Vera Cruz, entirely laden
with Mexican Orchidacege. In the whole, not less, pro-
bably, J

4
than 300 species were seen in England for the first

time in this memorable year.

i Besides the collections already noticed, many others
deserve to be enumerated, which, although more recent
than some we have named, are not less rich in species,
especially those of Mr. Rucker, the Duke of Northumber-
land, Baron Dimsdale, Mr. Norman, Mr. Allcard, Mr.
Cox, and Mrs. Lawrence, all in the neighbourhood of
London; Mr. Brocklehurst, at Macclesfield; Mr. Hors-
fall and Mr. Moss,; at Liverpool ; and Mr. Wanklyn and

1 Mr. Cattley's collection was disposed of to Mr. Kniffht of the
xotic Nursery, about the year 1832.

This paper is published in the " Horticultural Transactions,"
[cries, I.

:
except that it advocates a temperature unne-

E
•2

2dS
cessarily high, it contains no views that subsequent experience
has not amply confirmed.

3 01 these, all except the collection at Wentworth have disap-
peared. At the death of Mrs. Arnold Harrison, that lady's col-
lection passed, like Mr. Cattley's, into the hands of Mr. Knight

:

Mr. Huntley's was removed to Chatsworth in 1835, and Mr. R.
Harrison's dispersed by the hammer last year.

tions at Enville (Lord Stamford) ;"Arley (Lord Mount-
norris) ; at Carclew (Sir Charles Lemon) ; Penllargare

(Mr. Llewelyn) ; Bicton (Lady Rolle), &c. &c; in fact,

an Epiphyte-house is already considered an almost indis-

pensable adjunct to a place of any consideration.
Although many of the collections above enumerated are

nearly on a par as respects the number of species they

contain, there is a wide difference in the modes of culture

employed, and in the degree of success attained ;
and

therefore a tour among those of greatest note would be of

more service to the young Orchis-grower than any code of

instructions that might be laid down for his guidance.
The collections which may be studied with the greatest

advantage are those of the Duke of Devonshire, at Chats-

worth ; the Messrs. Loddiges, at Hackney; the Rev.
John Clowes, of Broughton-hall, near Manchester ;

and

Mr. Rucker, of West-hill, Wandsworth. The two first

are on an immense scale, and are dispersed through
several houses, which differ in their temperature and

general arrangements, according to the particular section

of the tribe that they are intended to accommodate. At
Chatsworth, the largest Epiphyte-house is maintained at

a moderate temperature, and contains a large number of

Nipalese and South American species ; while a smaller

house, in which a much higher degree of heat prevails, is

devoted to plants from such sultry localities as Sierra Leone,
the Mauritius, and the East India Isles. At the establish-

ment of the Messrs. Loddiges, a house immensely long;

and hot and damp almost to suffocation, contains their

principal collection of Orchidaceie, a smaller house and
lower temperature being reserved for the remainder. Io

the great house are some magnificent specimens, and the

general aspect of the plants is vigorous and healthy ;
but

the system tends to produce exhaustion, and the number
of plants seen in flower is smaller in proportion than at

Chatsworth. 4

The collections of Mr. Clowes and Mr*| Rucker are

admirably grown, and the houses in which they are dis-

posed seem so well adapted to serve as models, that, with

the permission of the owners, a ground-plan of each is

given in a subsequent page. [We have Mr. Bateman's
kind permission to transfer these plans to our own columns,
and one of them follows this excellent paper.] Mr-
Rucker's 5 plants are the most vigorous; but the house

of Mr. Clowes is the most enjoyable, and displays

Orchidacese to greater advantage than any other that we
have hitherto seen. The plans will explain themselves.

And now as respects the leading points in cultivation.

Supposing the plants established in a suitable house

—

which is an indispensable preliminary—the following rules

will be found to contain all that is most essential for their

successful management.
1st. The plants can scarcely have too much light or too

little sun.

Light prevents mildew, strengthens the fibre, and

checks the disposition to throw up a succession of weakly

shoots,which are quite incompatible with the production of

flowers. The sun, on the contrary, scorches and turns the

leaves yellow, especially when it first begins to shine power-

fully upon plants that have just left their winter quarters.

In order to secure as much light as possible, many species

should be suspended in the air from rafters or chains,

some being placed on blocks of wood (Cork-wood is the

best), or fragments of Cocoa-nut husks, and others i*1

baskets of wire or wicker-work filled with moss and broken

peat, or in pots with pierced sides. The latter answer

perfectly for plants (e.g., the Saccolabiums), which are of

slow growth, and thrust their roots into the air. Baskets

answer best for Stanhopeas and the like. To prevent injury*

from the rays of the sun, shading is of course necessary, but

this should be so arranged as to be easily removed, as ,c

ought not to be continued for more than 10 or 12 hours

on the very longest summer's day. Exotic climbing plan
*f

introduced sparingly are advantageous, and have a g°°d

effect.

2d. Take care of the roots.

On the health of the roots everything depends. The

winter is with them the most critical season, for if suffered

to grow too dry they shrivel up and perish ; if too wet

they rot. Much, of course, depends upon the mode in

which the plants are potted, and which should be such as

to admit of their readily parting with all superfluous

moisture; and to secure this nothing is better than a

plentiful admixture of broken potsherds. High-pottin£

is now so generally practised in good collections, that it is

needless to insist upon its importance. Rapidly-growing

plants, such as the different species of Phaius, Gongora,

Peristeria, Stanhopea, &c, require to be broken up ana

entirely repotted every second or third year ; on the other

hand, there are some Air-plants, &c. that may remain

undisturbed for five or ten years together.

3d. Beware of noxious insects. ,

Orchidacese are more particularly exposed to the

attacks of the following insects :—woodlice, crickets, ana

cockroaches, the thrip, a minute woolly white scale, an

a diminutive species of snail; the two last being infinitely

the most pernicious. Woodlice are easily kept in checK

by placing the plants on saucers, or within troughs hue

with water, especially if the valuable aid of a few toads oe

« An example of perfectly natural treatment will, Pr°hahly»

long, be afforded in the great conservatory at cha
i
sw?*™'„

n be
the Palms and other glories of the tropical lorest ™uJ^" ion
ready—at the rate they are now progressing:—lor tne recc^

of Epiphytes of all denominations. .,_*mHiiw of
« Mr. Rucker has kindly sent the following rncmorandumoi

the mode of treatment, &c. at West Hill :-•• Our average tern

perature, in winter, is about 65- at the warm^{^^^
which usually falls to about 60- at the other ™*i™*™™H*
to 80°. I find that all the plants from temperate climates thi ive

better at the cool end of this long: house than in another where

is less moisture and a lower temperature.

it
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called in. The " Oniscamyntic Epiphyte-stand
7 ' G in-

vented by Mr. Lyons is an ingenious and, no doubt, effec-

tual way of accomplishing the same end. It is made by
merely fixing a forked branch, or block of wood,»to the
raised centre of a massive saucer or feeder, which, being
kept constantly full of water, forms a sort of foss—impass-
able to vermin—round the plant it is intended to guard.

Crickets and cockroaches are very fond of flower-scapes,
and to be dreaded accordingly. Red wafers scattered over
and among the pots are to them very tempting baits, and,
if swallowed, the red lead they contain acts as a poison,

but these pests are best destroyed by the mixture recom-
mended for the white scale. The thrip does not do much
mischief, except where plants are either neglected, or

grown in too hot and dry a temperature. It usually first

appears among the Cataseta, and is to be removed by
careful washing. Small snails abound in some collec-

tions, while in others they are unknown ; it is difficult to

conjecture whence they come, and all but impossible to

eradicate them entirely* They batten upon the tenderest
roots, such as plants put forth when they are just begin-
ning to grow, and if not kept in check would speedily

produce irretrievable mischief. Lettuce-leaves, slices of
Aotato, Turnip, &c, are very enticing ; and while they
divert the attention of the enemy from the roots, they
also afford an opportunity of capturing him. The col-

lections which are watered exclusively with rain-water are
the least infested. But the worst plague of all is the
small white scale, which, in its first insidious approaches,
appears only as a white speck upon the leaves, then covers
thern with a soft whitish down, and finally kills them.
*or this the following remedy will be found efficacious ;

Vlz
«» dissolve half a pound of camphor in a pint of spirits

°j wme; the result will be an impalpable powder, to which
ad d one pound of Scotch snuff; one ditto, pepper ; one
ditto, sulphur, and keep in a bottle (carefully stopped).
*nis mixture should be dusted over the infected parts,
nu repeated whenever or wherever the enemy shows
self. If persisted in for some time, the mixture rarely
ails to effect a perfect cure ; and it has the further good
Property of acting as a most deadly poison to cockroaches,

^
c «. which have quite disappeared in the collection at

^nypersley since this mixture came into frequent use.
esides the above annoyances, the red spider and the
rown scale are frequently injurious, but never except in

cases of gross neglect.
4th. Give the plants a season of rest.
Without a season of rest, most plants will not flower at

an, and others do so very imperfectly. It is easily accom-Km a variety of ways, either by moving the plants
from the warmer to the cooler end of the house ; or by
aiminishing the quantity of water ; or by placing them in
a cooler house. Even exposure in a hot, dry atmosphere,
aitnough it scorches their leaves, not unfrequently throws
TOem mto vigorous flower. Plants from the East Indies,
ana from other climates, where the extremes of drought
and wet are not felt so severely as in Brazil or Hindostan,
require a season of rest proportionably short, and of a less
decided character.

5th. Attend to the condition of the air.
In winter GO to 65° is a wholesome temperature for

Jiost of the species ; in the summer it may rise to 70° or

'J
3
or even higher if derived from the heat of the sun.

Where there are two houses, the warmer one should not
oe lower than 70° even in winter ; but, fortunately, there
are comparatively few kinds that insist upon so hot a

rnt i
-

The ah should always be soft, and nearly satu-
rated with moisture. The latter should, however, be pre-

aS fi •

from dripping upon the Plants> as i,; condenses;
«* this is easily effected by fixing a small copper-pipe,
piece of channelled wood, under each rafter and sash-

r\u
Catch and carry off the water'

oth. Do not over-water.

it i

^beginner is very apt to do, and a grievous fault

tl

s
' ™ben plants do not shrivel or flag, it is a sign

snh
arG content with the bumidity that the atmo-

P ere of the house supplies. When watering is neces-

to I\

9 lt Sk°u ^d not be done indiscriminately, but according

po t

C WantS ° f Particular Pliints- It is also of great im-

f0r

r

t
f
nce to use rain-water only, which may be collected

j^
lle Purpose in a tank, as shown in the plan of Mr.

tem
S house

> and which should not be applied of a

had
erature below 60<)

- Syringing in moderation may be

toe JJ:

C0Ur
.

se t0 in hot weather. Some of the Sobralias,

if ?h :

r W^'X Bromheadia palustris, grow more vigorously
e»r pots are set in saucers of water during the sum-^ months.

a(
j,° 'he foregoing rules the following advice may be

but f7~""
D° n0t aimat baving too large a collection,

stvl

ra
f
trive to grow a few good kinds in the best

hoi
^ fb moderate care and in a moderate-sized

Join

Se

? )?
e whole of the Plants enumerated in the sub-

anlK
" ^entui7»" wiH thrive apace, and bloom freely

—

ton f u*hom such a brilliant assemblage fails to satisfy

ITh
an ardent collector indeed -

Rn i
following is a ground-plan and section of Mr.W r

S Orchidaceous bouse. 'That of Mr. Clowes will
given on a future occasion.!

m~~" -

°N THE ATMOSPHERE OF HOTHOUSES.
r , . {Continued from page 821.)

acid -
S an admitted fact that a11 plants require carbonic

*GM
SaS l

u
the attnospbere surrounding them, in quantity

theirT u
a thousandth Part of its bulk

»
and that during

aouriS° ^Gy are continually abstracting this gaseous

fresfe f?5?*?
lfc 1S (iuite clear that

>
in one way or other,

ewal ofthe a h'
1 GS ™ ust be afforded. A frequent ren

the mnr»p
Vei

J

tilation may yield the necessa,T supply, but
-~£i»i!^reely^nyhoUse is ventilated, there isthe greater

^geuiouSaevfif
r

'
Lyons^ not invent an easier name for his

A

f

K|^

—€'6-

$> pi.

expenditure of heat, the external air in forcing being

always colder than the interior. It would be therefore

wise and economical in all cases to have a source of car-

bonic acid gas within the house, and thus obviate the
necessity of a frequent demand on the external air by
rapid ventilation, with its cooling influence. A portion of
fermenting material, even where the tank-system is in
operation, may be advisable for this end ; but nothing can
excel the practice I have observed in some instances of

*

making the hot house also a sort of aviary : while plants

absorb carbonic acid gas and give off oxygen, animals

absorb oxygen and give off carbonic acid gas, and thus in

nature the two great families of organic beings mutually
purify or fit the air for each other- If we therefore keep
the requisite number of birds or any other animals in a
hothouse, it might be made comparatively air-tight, and
both kept in health. By keeping animals in hothouses

it is clear we supersede the necessity of thorough ventila-

tion, and thus economise heat ; it is equally clear, however,
that we cannot much increase the natural quantity of car-

bonic acid gas in our confined atmosphere by this means, for

the animals present would then necessarily suffer. A
certain increase no doubt may take place with impunity,

for animal beings have been found living in an atmosphere
charged with two per cent, of carbonic acid gas : it is

better, however, in all houses where operations are

carried on in their interior not to encourage a great

accumulation of this animal poison, lest the health of the
attendants should suffer ; but in pits, frames, and hotbeds,
which are managed from without, such accumulation may
with advantage be promoted by particular means ; and
there can be no doubt when carefully constructed after
the old method, with fermenting material, they possess

superior powers for fostering vegetation to such as are

beated with hot water contained in tanks or gutters.

A fact in vegetable physiology must here be borne in

mind, that it is only in the light plants assimilate carbonic

acid gas : in the dark or obscure light they cease to

appropriate carbon, so that what of this gas has been
absorbed or exists in their structure passes off or

transudes into the atmosphere again, unchanged. Thus,
therefore, in the morning in a close hothouse there may
be an accumulation of this aerial compound, but the first

rays of the morning sun will give power to the first rays

of the rising sun to absorb, make use of it, and in this

way cause the redundancy to disappear. Where artificial

means are employed to yield this gas, the morning excess

in the house will be greater, and the attendant must be
on his guard accordingly.

—

J. L. 9 Ncwburgh.

ON THE QUALITY AND APPLICATION OF
PEAT OR HEATH-MOULD.

A correspondent of this Paper, using the signa-

ture of " Qusesitor/
7 has inquired whether a specimen

of that sort of peat " found in moorish bogs, and used
in the northern and other parts of the kingdom
for fuel," is fit for the growth of plants. It is not in auy
respect the kind of peat (better called heath-mould) to

which I have occasionally adverted. The great differences

are these,—the portion sent is the true material, (pure
vegetable matter,) but in its raw and unprepared state ; in

other words, in an incomplete state of decomposition
;

whilst the peat or heath-mould suitable for the cultivation
of plants generally, and of heaths and select greenhouse
plants in particular, is the same vegetable matter, after a
much higher state of fermentation and decomposition :

the former retaining its organic texture, in consequence
of having been excluded from the decomposing power of
atmospheric and solar agencies

; the latter by long ex-
posure to the intense and combined action of air, heat,
and water, being so far reduced and decomposed as to
enable the roots of plants to re-assimilate its chemical
and nutritive properties (the basis of their own). The
term " fibrous peat" has been used by men as a mark of
distinction rather than of fitness, as a texture of soil em-
bodying the primary elements of vegetable matter by
which plants are sustained, in contradistinction to a
u sandy-peat," which, to a certain extent, implies the
absence of those same elements of vegetable support.

From the fact that the best qualities of heath-mould are

generally found almost and often altogether exclusive of
a sandy ingredient, some eminent cultivators have held
an opinion that a perfect [system of cultivation will ulti-

mately dispense with all materials incapable of being assi-

milated generally by the organs of plants. In most barren
tracts of heath or moor-land there may be found, on
turning the surface up to the depth of two or three
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inches, scattered portions of vegetable mould (adhering
to the under side) entirely free from the substra-

tum of sandy soil beneath, as well as of the fresh
growing portion above. Such, in a higher and more
condensed form of decomposition, may be considered
as the character of a good material for cultivation.

Again, in the entire absence of the true form or substance,
take equal portions of thoroughly-fermented woody fibre

in a dried ;state, pure leaf-mould in a half-decomposed
state, divested of all earthy matter, charcoal, and disin-

fected night-soil ; these equally pulverised and highly
reduced will give a tolerable idea of the texture of true

heaih-mould, as distinguished from a barren sandy peat.
In the adaptation of all soils to the growth of plants, the
higher the state of decomposition the more immediate may
be their application, and the greater their capability of
being appropriated by the organic functions of plants, and
vice versa. The application of sand to heath-mould and
soils generally is not, as is too often supposed, in order to

render their texture more open or porous, but on the con-
trary, to modify and compress the expansive properties of
vegetable matter by its gravitating tendency.

Vegetable substances in their various preparations are
perhaps the most suitable of all materials for regulating

the proportions and enhancing the qualities of other
ingredients in the cultivation of plants. Hence their

application as a prime material in those instances of cul-

ture wherein the higher and intense agencies of nature are

applied. The subserviency of organic matter to a pro-
gressively mechanical and nutritive effect will be still more
effectual in the highest purposes of Horticulture when
combined with concentrated forms of animal and other
manures.

Perhaps the most common and efficient substitutes for

the deficiency of vegetable matter in barren or sandy peat,

are pure half-decomposed leaves and woody fibre from
the stems of plants, equally pulverized, in a highly reduced
and dried state, with a third portion of charcoal, the

latter reduced in proportion to the amount of soil used in

each process of potting.

The suitability of heath-mould for immediate use in the
cultivation of plants in pots, without previous exposure,
will generally depend upon its prepared state when ob-

tained from its native bed—that is to say its being in a

sufficiently pulverised and friable state. Its application in

a very coarse form or texture will mostly depend upon the

condition now given, and also upon such an arrangement
in the process of potting as will secure under all con-
ditions a uniform circulation of moisture.

It is almost unnecessary to add that the addition of all

undecomposed and porous substances, whether vegetable
or otherwise, is principally intended to produce a mechan-
ical result, by maintaining the soil in an open state, so
that fluid may pais freely among it, and ultimately, by
their gradual decomposition, become subservient in the
mature stages of growth to a chemical and nutritive effect.

This point will be readily understood by stating that the

mechanical texture and arrangement of the material should
in all cases be in proportion to its amount, it being through

the medium of mechanical agency that a chemical or

nutritive action both derives and applies its highest force.

"Where large quantities of material are wanted for the
cultivation of plants requiring heath-mould in open
borders, and a sandy peat is the only material at hand,
it may be much improved by adding an equal portion of

fermented leaves free from earthy matter, in a partially

dried and highly-reduced state. In the application of peat

in a raw and undecomposed state (such as is generally

used for fuel), it will be essentially requisite to reduce its

texture until its component parts will admit of a uniform
mixture with upwards of one-half thoroughly fermented
leaves in a highly-pulverised and reduced condition, with
an addition of one-sixth portion of sand.

As the capability of plants to assimilate food from the

materials to which they are subjected is in proportion as

the mechanical texture of the soil admits of that medium
circulation of moisture which ensures its nutritive proper-

ties being held in solution for a period equal to the excita-

bility of their organic structure, it may be assumed that

the appropriate decomposition and texture of the material
"will, to a certain extent, determine its elevation in exposed
situations, such as clumps. The higher the state of its

decomposition, the slower will be the abstraction of its

moisture by atmospheric and solar agency, and vice versa.

In a wet bottom or subsoil a bottom-drainage is neces-

sary, and the beds may be proportionately elevated,

according to their depth or the quantity of material they
contain. A dry or solid bottom should, in the first

instance, have a heavy substratum of undecomposed
sphagnum, or other absorbent material ; and the latter, a

broken surface, or substratum of broken drainage, regu-

lated by the same conditions as before stated.

A consideration of the importance attached to the tex-

ture of soil (essential to a uniform circulation of moisture,)

apart from the consideration of its chemical or nutritive

properties, appears to involve the following principles,

viz.:

—

1st. All matter, however circumscribed by space, is subject in

nature U> an universal force of attraction.

2d. Attraction is that force in nature whereby the atoms or
particles of matter are mutually drawn to each other, and thus

tend to form solid masses, or bodies.

3d. The effect of attraction, by the cohesion of separate par-
ticles of matter into solid masses, is, apart from other counteract-
ing agencies in nature, destructive of the medium by which other
elenv nts in nature operate.

4th. A modification or construction of matter which counter-
acts the force of attraction between those particles or substances
of which matter consists, may be considered favourable to the

iteration of other agencies in nature.

5th. All attraction is inversely as the squares of the distances
between separate bodies: that is, in proportion as the squares
of the distances increase, in the same proportion does attraction

decrease, and vice ver$&*

I 6th. The force of attraction increases in proportion as bodies
or materials approach each other ; and by the same law it must
diminish as they recede from each other.

7th. As the attractive force of matter is in proportion to the
number of particles which any given body contains, it may be
assumed that all materials used in the cultivation of plants may
be considered subject to an undue influence of attractive force
or cohesion of their parts, in proportion as such materials are
reduced beyond a certain limit, and thereby rendered less favour-
able to the operation of those agencies which are essential to the
influence of atmospheric and solar agency upon matter.

8th. As the reduction or division of matter beyond a given
proportion is unfavourable to cultivation, by causing an undue
cohesion of its parts, it follows that such an arrangement of
materials as will tend to increase the distances of its several parts

by expansion or porosity, will counteract that undue cohesion of
matter which is unfavourable to the action of other agencies.

9th. In accordance with the 5th principle, which states that all

attraction is inversely as the distances between separate particles
or portions of matter, it may be assumed that such a Mechanical
construction of matter (vegetable or otherwise) as shall retain
to a certain extent its organic form or texture, will ultimately
insure such a condition of the distances between the whole body
of which it forms a part as is essential to a uniform operation
of the general agencies of nature in the growth of plants.

—

W. Wood, Pine-apple Place.

HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL OB-
SERVATIONS MADE IN SOME OF THE PRO-
VINCES OF TURKEY.

(From the German of Dr. Grisebach.)

The Gardens of Salonichi.—The gardens of the Franks,

which I saw here, although distinguished by fine groups

of trees, are of too small a compass, and too much
neglected, to deserve any great comment. I had, how-

ever, an opportunity of seeing the flower-garden of a rich

Turk, who was noted for his love of Floriculture. Were
any one to suppose that the ancient fame of the East, with

respect to taking the lead in Horticultural matters, had heen

upheld in Turkey, or at least in Roumelia, where, on the

whole, it is at a low ehb, and does not exhibit any striking

characters, either in the taste of the designer or in the

choice of flowers and plants, he would be deceived. The
whole space is for the most part occupied by small beds,

shaped into strange figures and designs, having generally

a jet of water in the middle, around which these beds arc

regularly arranged. They are edged with box, and mostly

contain a dense mass of Tulips, Marygolds, and similar

plants ; while all variety of form or colour is totally

neglected. Still, when compared with what I had pre-

viously seen on the shores of the Bosphorus, the garden

of the Turk at Salonichi was a pattern of art. Here light

open pavilions of pleasing structure were observable, their

columned walls covered with garlands of Roses, and the

interior enlivened by elegant jets of water. Everywhere

springs and fountains were bubbling around the beholder,

and the somewhat confined area of the garden was hidden,

or rather extended, by the walls having been covered with

creepers, and the contiguous places planted with Roses

and Oleanders. The paths were kept particularly clean,

and sprinkled with water. Notwithstanding all this, the

same dearth of plants, and the same attempt at insignifi-

cant ornament prevailed. The proprietor himself, dressed

in a most costly manner, did not deign to enter into con-

versation with us, and after a short salutation continued

his lonely ramble. A dervise, however, who seemed to

have received orders to attend us, walked with us through

the grounds, duly extolling the beauty of the garden and

the riches of his patron. Contrasted with this well-kept

garden, was one which adjoins the monastery of the

dancing dervises, which is in a perfectly wild state. It

was here that I had an opportunity of observing what

kinds of plants will luxuriate in this climate, when the

soil is left to itself; they consist, not indeed, of weeds or

turf, but of evergreen shrubs. I found here, also, amongst

a few Pomegranate and other fruit-trees, a most dense

vegetation of Oleander, which had evidently been planted

at some former period, but which had increased rapidly,

and overgrown everything else, showing, as it were, that

there is a natural predisposition in these localities to repro-

duce (if left to themselves) that evergreen cover of vege-

tation which, most probably, had clothed these coasts

previously to their being subjected to the control and

arts of man. Although this had occurred in the garden

of these lazy dervises, who passed their time lying

about in the halls and near the fountains of the establish-

ment, it could not take place generally in the immediate

vicinity of this industrious town, because most of the

places which are not cultivated ai'e ill adapted for any

plants of a robust character, being for the most part stony

and dry slopes, which, on the north side of Salonichi,

descend to the shores of the Bay. On one of these hills,

which is crowned by the castle of Heptapyrgion, I paid

particular attention to the vegetation, as far as the ad-

vanced stage of the season, and the heat of the latter

days, by which many plants had been parched up, would

permit. This inclined ground possesses only a slight depth

of soil, which has resulted from the decomposition of the

mica schist, large strata of which are visible amongst the

soil. With the exception of a few trees, among which I

remarked some vigorous specimens of the Celtis australis,

the soil does not bear any hard-wooded plants, but merely
exhibits that scanty herbage, which becomes pulverised by
the heat of the summer, piercing with their tenacious

roots into the crevices of the rock, and constituting (if we
take them either by families or the great variety of this

species) the most important constituent of the Me-
diterranean Flora. It is the very limitation of most
of the plants belonging to this group, within a very cir-

cumscribed habitat, which is the reason why in such local-

ities (amongst forms widely diffused, and common every-

where), some rarities are also to be met with, which

characterize the country at present under observation.

This phenomenon has struck every botanist who has

visited the shores of the Adriatic, and has had an oppor-

tunity of observing on Monte Spaccato, near Trieste, for

instance, that abundance ofgregarious plants, which is not

to be met with in any other locality in Europe north of the

Alps. • A similar vegetation adorns the schistous hills,

near Salonichi. But in the same ratio as the seasons

have a greater influence on this than on any other form of

vegetation, one single observation can afford but a very
incomplete idea of it. In the middle of June, the nume-
rous annual herbs have already disappeared, which, in con-

junction with monocotyledonous plants, spread a transient

hue of flowers over this country. Still the greatest dearth

is apparent at a somewhat later period, when even the most
striking objects of this flora—the dicotyledonous shrubs,

—have completed their annual growth ; when the decaying
herbage above their perennial roots has lost its verdure,

and a barren rocky solitude has ostensibly usurped the

place of what shortly before rather resembled a cultivated

garden. In order, therefore, that my assertions on the

predominant vegetation of the Heptapyrgion may not

assume a too general character, I may remark that the

middle, or rather the last—period of vegetable life had then

already commenced—thatin fact, which I call the season

of Composite, because it is plants of this group which,

amongst the two largest families of European vegetation,

are most numerous in perennial as well as in characteristic

species ; whilst annual leguminous plants are met with

most frequently in spring.

On the hills of Salonichi, as far as growth is concerned*

may be distinguished two groups of plants, the first of

which comprises plants of a stunted form, mostly trailing

on the ground, growing intermixed with others, and bear-

ing stiff interwoven branches; the other, those of a more

portly growth, possessing equally numerous branches, yet

distinguished by growing in tufts, which are divided

according to the different species to which they belong-

Amongst the former the principal are the Cynarea^, Silenere.

and Umbellifene *
; but their abundance is surpassed by the

Teucrium polium, which grows so extensively over all the

south of Europe, the Proteus form of which, if I may so

call it, creeps about everywhere in the shape of a small -

leaved variety. It is this plant also, which, by its woolly

appearance, confers another characteristic feature on the

vegetation of those southern hills, where the sun, glaring

down for months from an unclouded sky, would destroy

the unprotected epidermis of the plants, by an evaporation

which exceeds the moisture supplied by the soil, if they

were not provided with this covering. In the higher gre-

garious shrubs of the second class
-f-,

which are still more

subject to that influence, because deficient in the enlarge"

rootstock, which modifies the circulation of the sap, the

same protecting organs of vegetable life are to be met

with. Whilst a branchy Marrubium is wrapped up in a

dense silky covering, the Eryngium, of pithy, dry struc-

ture, resists a superabundant evaporation by its close-

skinned epidermis; the Peganum, on the other hand)

which prevails in many localities, approaches, by the

affinity of its natural order, and probably by some interna

mechanism which retains the moisture of the atmospber

and the soil in its cellular tissue, to those fleshy-leave*

plants which are capable even of resisting the heat an

dearth of the African deserts

—

J. Liu

THE ANTIQUITIES OF GARDENING.
No. I.—Extracts from Sir Thomas Hanmer's Manuscript

Gardening. (Continved.)
^ ru Of Fmilc-trces and Orchards.—Fruit-trees Pr0
"
iP

for ordinary walls under 9 foote high, are

—

^icr1
\he

the May Cherry, the Duke Cherry ; but the walls i« uSt

higher for the following : White, Blacke, and Red Bf:
a

JnJ
the Blacke is best ; the Caroone Cherry, the ^ li

je

Cherry, a new Cherry. Plums: the Cherry PluD
2|

Queen Mother Plum, the Damascene, the Cheston PJ ^
the Perdigan, the Amber Plum, the Morocco ^lu* '

£
Marbled Plum, the Muscle Plum, the Great H^

bite
Plum, a great white new Plum [probably t'ie

*{#:eSse

Plum, Catalonia Plum, the Orleans, alias Lambert °y y
Peaches : the Red and the White Nutmeg Peac

j

lC

pgaCb f

early and small), the Newington, the Admirable ^
the Primordian Peach, the Bellowes, the Savoy l^'u
Pan Peach, the Persian Peach, the Rambouillan i

the Modena Peach, the Orleans Peach, the Superinte

Peach, the Smyrna Peach, the Laval Peach, the ^
Peach, the Magdalen Peach. Nectorans s

tla ®
jsTec-

Roman Nectoran, the Murrey Nectoran, the Gre
^ f a

toran, the Elrugor Gurles Nectoran, which c°me*

onnnTi&
stone, and is rare yet, 1GG7 ; also the Essex

^
e
f :cocke>

the White Nectoran. Apricockes : the Great Apr
-

#

the Masculine Early Apricocke, the ?rang
f_^ win***

Peares for walls are only used to bee with us
Monsieur

Bon Chrestien, and the Wynter Bergamotts, i i ^
John, and the Beurree Pears, all good Wynter iw ,

other sorts bearing well enough as standards. ^ e
" Fines fittest for England are the Parsley '

]]o^
White Muscadine, the Bed* Frontiniac, ana "

d;
Frontiniac; the D'Arbois Vine—a white Grape, jfo

the Muscat, the Auvergne Printanier.
f te

" Fruit-tree, fir Ileelejes «• JW-*«*-* any
high commonly : — Codling Apples, Somber
Sommer Apples, Sommer Bergamot icars,

Bon Chretien Pears, Slip Pears, and almost all other

of Pear, Dukes, Flanders, «*^»tI^?SSr of

sorts of Plums, Quinces, and Vines, xi
tra jght

making the; Hedges l^^^J^l^tl^-
_ ——

'

^~~7
T . centaurea

•Teucrium poll.™, L-i Scabies. ""TScu.VnvolucraW..

Peganum Harmala, L.

4
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4

poles set upright with others across, about a foot asunder,

bound together ; or with timber and cross ryles. Some
make their fruit-trees to spread their boughs by cutting

them, and to grow without helpe of rayles or poles."

"Fruit-trees for an Orchard.—Wee have many sorts

of Apples, some of the sommer season, such as Dovebills,

Codlings, Junettings ; many of autumn, as Queenings,

Darlings, Golden Pippins; some of the beginning of

winter, such as the Pearmaine, the Hervey, the Golden

Pippin ; some that keepe almost the whole year about,

such as Pippins, Apple John or Deux Ans, some Russet-

ings, and one kind of Pearmaine. Apples blossome not

here till the last weeke of April and first of May [Old Style].

Pears.—Wee have many sorts of Pears fit for standards
;

some early, as the Katherine ; some middle seasoned, as

the Sommer Bergamot, Sommer Bon Chrestien, the

Norwich, the Windsor, the Slip Peare, the Binfield, or

Dove Peare, Messire John, Roy d'Este, theLewys Peare,

St. Michel's Peare, St. Lezin Peare, the Beurre Peare, the

Long Green Peare. Some of the end of Winter, as the

1'inor, a French Peare, the Spanish Warden, the Bishop's

Peare, the Double Fleur Peare, the Winter Thorn Pear.

The best Pears for a wall are the Winter Bon Chrestien,

the Winter Bergamot, Bergamot de Bugi, the two sorts

of Beurre or Butter Pears, the Greenfield, and all good

winter Pears for eating or baking. Plums,—Wee have

many sorts of Plums for standards. The Marbled Plum
and the Turkey are ripe in the end of July, at the farthest,

against a wall. The Muscle Plum was ripe in standards

with raee the beginning of August. Cherries.—Only the

Flanders and the Carnation Cherry doe well in England
in standards. White Hearts, if they stand warm, and
the Gascoyne Cherry, which bears indifferent well also in

standards, if well sheltered from wind. Quinces.—Wee
have the Portugal Quince, which is the best, and the small

round Quince. Filberts.—There is the Red kind and the

White."

"Of Colonel Blunt's Vineyard, 1665.—The Soyle of

this Vineyard (which was a part of Blackheath, near

Greenwich, in Kent) is extremely barren, (as it seems to

be,) of a light whitish sand mixt with small stones, in the
earth naturally grows nothing but ling and furze. The
situation is on the side of a hill, which lies full facing the
south, well defended by the hills from the north and west
winds. The parcel of ground was between one and two
acres. The earth was in the summer time or autumn
tiigged into shallow trenches and ridges. A little before or
atter Christmas, the plants were set in the trenches two
yards asunder. Between each rank of vines there was a
patn ot four feet Wide, to goe betwixt the vines, and dig
and prune them. From each root two of the strongest
snoots only were allowed to grow up every year, which
Were tied "P to a stake about four feet high, and soe stood
till the time vines begin to sprout out, which is in April,
and then the tops of each of these two shoots are bound
down to a stake stuck between every two roots, and tied
archwise to the said stake, one of the two shoots is tied to
the right hand stake, and the other to the left hand stake.
These two shoots aforesaid, bowed soe down, put forth
young branches at the joynts, which will fall and hang
down to the very earth, and bear grapes to the ground

;

the lowest grapes are sweetest, because of the reflection
,rom the earth. The shoots which have once borne fruit
a »

-

e cut back within one joynt of the old stock, which need
n°t be a foot higher than the earth; and two of the
strongest shoots produced and tied upright in summer are
°ent as those of the former year, and soe on."

Colonel Blunt says that vines cannot stand too dry,
or never need watering, and prosper best in a shallow

earth, where the roots cannot run deep, as on rocks or

ff

aV
]

Springs must be drained away from a vineyard,
there be any; the roots cannot endure wet. The
°nel says hee uses no dung nor compost to this barren

earth of his vineyard, which is very strange."
'

-^ List of Fruite-trees and Flowers, with the prices,
sent me from George Ricketts, of Hogsden, London :—

3
c/on»w~Murray, Red Roman, Tawny, and Painted,

•

• each. Peaches—Newington, two sorts ; Mignonne,

>J
voy» Orleans, Red Nutmeg, Roman, Queen's, Royal),

tusk, Arabian, White Nutmeg, 2s. each. Cherries—
^ukeS( pj anderSj MoyeSj Morillions [Morello], Ret

1

hite, Black, and Amber Hearts, Prince Royall, an
^nation

; all these at 8d. the tree. Pears—Thirtv-fov
*re enumerated, at 12d.
* ePin, Holland Pepin, R
ei|t supposed in England, Russeting, Gilliflower, Mus-

t,
" e Queen, John Apple, King Apple, Golden Reinette,

\V"

6

f
''

**ollow-crowried >
ancl Common Pearmains, Old

«e, Nonsuch, Figg Apple ; all these are at Sd. the tree,
e*cept the Figg Apple, which is 5»."

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. XLVIII.

ciilr
HE greatest drawback, which we experience in the

s
_

ll
.

Va
J
10n of the more tender kinds of Chinese, Tea-

inett '
and Bourbon R°ses, is the difficulty of preserv-

With ,
throu£h the winter and early spring months,

Wl g kiIled t0 the gro*nd. i
It is .true that if the

jp' ers
^
re

' mulched with short' dung, the roots will be i

but

S

VC
i

nd wiU break stronk'shriots again inthe spring ;
i

and tu
n e shoots wiU not bloom before midsummer,

j

most- .

efore during the time the bloom would be the

tivelv
m
^

re
f

inS' tbe Chinese Rose-garden is compara-

devii * Itis therefore necessary that we should

Wint!!
some plan of protecting the plants through the !

June •

Un
f,

athed
,
so as to have them in bloom in May and

oneraHn!! x- ??' PurPose I have some experiments in

The pSJJ ,
°hI flatter rayself wil1 answer the purpose,

whfcfIS
11

% -

end
f
r R°Ses here is a mound

'
^e »ide. of

wetin ZZafficxT]y BlopinS t0 throw ofE a S°od deal of*« xn rainy weather. On this mound beds are formed,

and the branches of the Roses are kept pegged down, so

that they are a mass of bloom when the plants are in

flower. ..*...
Now, with a view to the protection of the plants, I

have had them pegged close to the ground, and ah

the superfluous and young succulent wood cut out.

At present they are uninjured; but as soon as severe

weather sets in I intend to cover them six inches thick

with dry fresh leaves, and to keep them from blowing

away I shall cover them with the branches of ever-

green trees. Over some of the more delicate kinds 1

have placed drain-tiles, so as to allow a'current of air

to pass through them, but to be stopped in severe

weather ; and one of the beds is so arranged as to allow

a current of air to pass between the plants and the

covering. If these plans answer, the plants when un-

covered next April will be quite sound, and after being

regulated and pegged out, will afford me, I expect, a fine

bloom in May and June. In pruning the Chinese

varieties in the summer, I generally make it a rule to cut

the old branches close out to the root as soon as they cease

to produce bloom, and replace them with young wood. In

this way they bloom with considerable vigour, and it

affords an excellent opportunity of manuring or regulating

the beds several times in the season.

In America, I believe, they find it necessary to bury all

their Roses in the winter season, for the frosts are so

severe that the stocks they are worked upon—the Wild

Briar of our hedges—are not sufficiently hardy to with-

stand them. If this is sufficient protection there, I think

my plan will be all that we require for tender kinds in

this country.

Standard plants of the tender kinds must be protected

by dried fern and a waterproof covering, as directed in

the early part of the year, with a thick hayband round the

stem, and a little mulching dung over the roots.— TV. P.

AyreS) Brooklands.

d
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the tree. Apples— Sommer

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Peat-draining.— Observations made at the Preston

Agricultural Society, Oct. 14,1843, by Wilson France,

Esq., of Rawcliffe Hall, on Peat-draining

—

w He had been

blamed for saying that turf-draining was the only sort of

draining they should attend to ; but he had said no such

thing. He had said that those situated like himself, on

turf-moss, would find turf-draining the best and the

cheapest. He quoted from an article by Sir James Gra-

ham, in one of the first volumes of the Royal Agricultural

Society's Transactions, where he said it had always

appeared to him that skill hrAgriculture does not so much
consist in the discovery of principles ot universal applica-

tion, as in the adaptation of acknowledged principles to

local circumstances. If they found turf the best and
cheapest, they ought to adopt turf; if they found tile the

cheapest, let them adopt tile; or if stone wears the best

let them adopt stone. He had said that whenever

they found turf the best they should use turf. He
had* brought that day, and would produce to them,

turf that he could prove had been put in a drain

fifty-six years since, and they would bear him out

in saying, it was now perfectly good and sound. This

proved that turf was serviceable, and as a means of

draining should not be neglected when it was applicable.

He could make them at 2s. 9d. per thousand, and could

cart 1,000 with two horses, or even 700 with one horse.

They could be inserted as a wedge in the drain ; they were

not brittle, and in the use of the subsoil-plough, which

ought to be used after draining when the substratum was

clay, suppose the plough came in contact with the drain,

and even cut an inch off his turf, it would not injure the

drain, as the turf was spongy, and would give way. If

they touched a tile with the plough they knew the effect,

the drain was broken into. He cut his drains 11 ins.

H'jde at the top, removing away no more soil than was

necessary for the formation of the drain. He made them

30 ins. deep, never less than 30, and the width of the

drain tapered, until at the bottom it was only 2 ins. wide.

The turf was cut in a certain way, 9 ins. or lOins. long,

3 ins. wide at the bottom, and 4^ ins. at the top part.

This fits in the drain as a wedge, leaving a channel for the

water of G ins. deep, and even when the drain was com-

plete, as he had already stated, the subsoil-plough coming

in contact with the turf and cutting off an inch would not

injure it. There was no question that the longitudinal plan

of draining,' or down the field, was the best ; the general

distance of the drains should be 6 yards, or 18ft. apart,

and the ordinary drains run into main drains, which should

flow into the ditches. The turf which he produced, 5G

years old, was cut so as to rest upon shoulders, and by the

pressure of soil had been in some degree bent, but though

pressed, the drain had not been spoiled. These drains

had been laid across the field, but it was better to drain

down. In favour of the superiority of turf-draining he

would refer them to the last Number of the Transactions

of the Royal Agricultural Society, by the Rev. Copinger

Hill, of Stowmarket, near Ipswich. After Mr. Hill had

described the several modes of draining in Suffolk, he says,

" Better than all peat cut for the purpose in the fens of

Cambridgeshire, in length 15 ins. and 3 ins. square ; it is

pressed gently into the top of the narrow drain, made

10 ins. wide at the top, 2 ins. at the bottom, and 30 ins.

deep, and then the earth thrown in upon it. The peat swells

speedily, becomes firmly fixed, and is very durable. In

peat-draining, when we come to stony or gravel spots, two

pieces of peat instead of one are placed in, side by side,

and in bad cases the sides of the drain are built with

turf as well as the top." Sir H. Davy says, " inert peaty

matter remains for years exposed to water and air without

undergoing change." This was proved by the turf which

had lasted 5G years at Rawcliffe. The size of Mr. Hill's

drains were the same as his, Mr. France's. Peat sells at

the rate of 6s. per thousand, and eight score rods of

draining to the acre, the rod measuring 5£ yards, takes

2000 feet. This was an important testimony to the

advantages of turf, and this was not mere theory, but the

experience of a gentleman. He was himself unacquainted

with the county of Suffolk, and could not speak of the

facilities or difficulties of obtaining tile or stone. The
secret of farming, he said, was to produce the greatest

possible crop at the least possible expense. Now it was

important to notice the expense of these turves, which had

lasted 56 years, as he could prove (the old man who laid

them was now living on his estate) and were no worse

(he did not see why they should not last 556 years). He
would put it in this way : it would take about 28 turves to

drain a rod of seven yards, which, at the rate of 2s. 9rf.

per 1000, would cost \d. He was anxious to pay the

wages of his labourers at such a rate that they could earn

from Is. 8d. to 2s. per day, and the price varied for

the cutting of these 28 turves from 3rZ. to id—say 4rf.

These turves he gave to his tenants free of all charge.

He then said they might either pay a per centage for

the outlay or join ^him in the cost; he preferred the

latter mode, because it gave the tenant an interest in

the work, and being a paymaster as well as himself

the tenant could remonstrate if any of the work were not

done properly. The marl had (o be carted from the drain

to the pit, the expense of which would be Id., making

the whole cost only 6d. per rod or 21. 18s. per statute

acre. The results arising from his draining were quite

astonishing. He had been highly gratified at seeing fields

formerly thick with rushes recently covered with luxuriant

green crops. Another field very rushy had borne an

excellent crop of Oats, and from which he calculated

7£ to 8 loads of meal per acre. Draining was the first

move to good farming ; land was grateful, and made ample

returns for whatever was bestowed upon it. There were

many instances where the expense of this should be shared

by the landlord and tenant, and others where the landlord

should do all and the tenant pay a per centage ; and con-

sidering the confidence that ought to exist between land-

lord and tenant there should be no difficulty in such a

matter. He was anxious to have field fences in straight lines

;

fields when large should be square, and when small should

be of an oblong form ; in number they should be accord-

ing to the size of the farm, 8, 12, 16, or 20, so as to suit

a proper rotation of crops. The shape of the field had a

material influence in the labour of the ploughman ;
sup-

posing a field of 4180 yards or a statute acre was 10

chains long and 1 broad ; the furrow nine inches wide

or 88 furrows in the GG feet : the horses in ploughing

this, travel 11 miles exclusive of turning, which make one-

tenth, and then the horses travel 12 miles and 176 yards.

If the field is shapeless and requires cuts, how much the

distance and the time are increased ! The loss of time in

turning the furrows was not an idle game. He stated it

upon first-rate authority, Sir John Sinclair, in the first or

second book of whose Treatise on Agriculture they would

find it Yes, there was a loss of one tenth of the time,

and in shapeless fields there would be a loss of one fifth.

The tenant should have his fields so that he could plough

them without any unnecessary loss in turning. It was

necessary that these things should be attended to
; he did

not think produce would be much higher in price, indeed

he hardly thought it should : prosperous times, as times

of high prices were sometimes called, did not make the

best formers, for if the farmer could pay hia way with

half a crop he would make no exertions to have a whole

one. The present times hastened improvements ; it

sharpened their wits, and made them exert themselves to

increase their crops. He would again strongly recom-

mend the division of small farms into a regular number

of fields 8 12 16, or 20, to have the four-course system

of husbandry. He was anxious at all times to give

any information on such subjects to those whom it would

benefit He would be glad to see any gentlemen

who would come to see his system of draining at

Rawcliffe and if they came they should see the old dram

which he was now crossing." Mr. Wilson France then sat

down amidst great applause. [In the above we have the

history of Peat-draining for the last56 years, and by referring

to the Gardeners' Chronicle of the present year, page 737,

we have Mr. Fair's account of a further improvement in

thePeat-draining in what he calls the tile-turf. The Duke of

Hamiltonhas been for some yearsadoptingthePcat-draining

on his estates in Lancashire on the same plan as Mr. France,

and there is no doubt but a great quantity of land will be

brought into cultivation by these improvements which has

remained uncultivated for ages. The Duke has also been

adopting what Mr. France has pointed out respecting

fields and their fences. Here maybe seen some of the

Duke's wire-fences, which I suppose are half-a-mile long

and quite straight, and the fields made about 17 rods

wide, parallel to each other, which gives them a very

striking effect when viewed from a distance.]—Facile.

Pear Training.—-Going over the Pear quarter at the

Royal Gardens at Versailles, I found from the head

gardener that he considered the tying down the branches

a sufficient check to overgrowth, without the assistance

of root-pruning, except as regards any very free-growing

varieties. Nothing could, to my mind, exceed the neat-

ness and gcod bearing of the Pear-trees ; they were of a

conical shape, and all the branches tied down so as to

present the appearance of a conical chandelier, and of

course much more bearing wood obtained than in the trees

which were stunted by root-pruning. I believe Mr,

Rivers (whose experience in root-pruning is great) does

not ao-ree with me. I have no doubt but that he will, on

seeing this, favour us with his views.— Totty. [In con-

sidering how far French gardening is applicable to

England, we must never lose sight of one most important

II
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fact ; viz., that their summers are as often hot and dry
as ours are cool and moist.]
Avtvmn Carnations.—How is it that the £ower-mar-

kets at Paris are throughout the autumn filled with bunches
of white and of red crimson Carnations ? What is the
treatment necessary to make them flower in the autumn ?

We seem never to succeed in flowering in the autumn the
small plants of Catalonian Jasmines, Pomegranates, and
Winter Cherry, which make the Paris flower-markets so
gay in the autumn.— Totty.

Rot in Larch.—-There has lately been some discussion
respecting the rot in Larch. Most writers lay the fault
to the soil ; this supposition is in a great measure correct,
if climate be taken in conjunction with it, as I mentioned
in Mr. Loudon's Gardener's Magazine for 1840, p. 386.
Perhaps it may not be out of place to give an extract
from it ;—" When Larch and Spruce Firs are young, they
grow often rapidly, and the wood formed at that period
is very porous, both in the trunk and roots. As the trees
advance in age, the supply for their growth is less, from
the soil being greatly exhausted, and often from the trees
not having been thinned out in proper time. The outer
case of wood then formed is less porous, and becomes in
time too compact to admit air to the early-formed wood
within. This latter being of a coarse grain, the dry rot
begins to infect it, in the same manner as it attacks
wood which has been painted in a green state, the
paint excluding the air from the inside wood. 1,
The decay in trees goes on more or less rapidly,
according to the grain of the wood. It ascends the
trunk, and makes its way along the roots : at least
those first formed, which have become the conducting
tubes to the trunk from the smaller roots and fibres. As
the disease advances, the sap collected in the fibres passes
with difficulty through the decayed conductors to the
trunk, and the trees become sickly, although the smaller
roots and fibres, where the sap accumulates, be healthy.
As further proof that decay proceeds from too quick a
growth, the trees that have grown beside decayed ones,
but happened to grow slowly, have been found sound ;

and it may often be observed, in trees partly decayed,
that is, the quick growths in the trunk that are rotten.
It is a common observation, that a tree has got down to a
soil which it does not like. If the soil were in fault, the
wood grown there would be bad, whereas in reality it is

the best. The error lies in the supposition that the
decay proceeds in age from soil and climate, but its

foundation is actually laid in the youth of the tree. In
proof of this, it is a well known fact, that trees grown in
cold and barren situations are always sound. These
growths are small, and the wood in consequence is durable.
The best Larch, for instance, in Britain, is grown atDun-
keld. Larches grow there as in their native Alps."
What I have said agrees in some measure with the views
of Sir C. G.Stuart Monteath, who seems to have paid
attention to this important subject. He says, in the
Chronicle, Aug. 19, " I have found a great proportion
of the Larch trees upon the sandy soil began to decay at
the root in the course of ten or twelve years." Again,
44 The Larch tree planted upon the sides of hills composed
of Grauwacke or slaty rock, so common in the south of
Scotland, I have always found to succeed best, and not
at all liable to the disease." After what has been observed,
the remedy for the evil requires very little reflection. Let
Larches be planted in poor soil, resembling as nearly as
possible that of their original native region, and if possible
on elevated situations; and let them be properly thinned
out when young, to admit air freely around them. The
farther they are from the desired soil and situation, the
greater attention must be paid to this important point, so
that the growth of the trees be not accelerated by too
much warmth. If I am wrong in the opinion that the
rot proceeds from the exclusion of air from the heart or
inside of the tree, by the great closeness of grain of the
external wood, there can, at least, be no doubt that the
seeds of decay are first sown by too rapid growth. And
little do planters think, when admiring the great progress
of their young Larch Firs, that growth so rapid is but
laying the foundation of worthless timber.—J". Wighton.

Florists' Flowers.—A teaspoonful of Humphreys' soluble
compound to a gill of rain-water, applied once to an Auri-
cula in a 32-pot, improved the plant. Liquid manure
applied to Pinks caused them to grow and bloom better
than usual. One sort, which is considered an excellent
self, and which I had grown in beds for years, was this
season thoroughly laced, growing in a box. I had seen
the centre petals partially laced before, but never the
guard-leaves. The liquid was prepared by steeping in
water some soil which had lain a year or more under a
heap of horse-dung, which had received the slop-pails of a
house during that period ; to this liquid a little soot was
added : it was given weak, but often. The plants threw
out much Grass, remained long in bloom, and bore seed
freely. Some time ago, a Lancashire florist told me that
he frequently had seen his neighbours who grew Hyacinths
topping their pots with coal-ashes to clear the white. In
the " Floricultural Cabinet," a writer, who signed " In-
novator," some years ago recommended gypsum for the
same reason to be mixed among Carnation compost.
Perhaps sulphuric acid was to be the agent in both cases.
Five years ago I mixed some Carnation compost, to which
gypsum, pounded to the size of small peas, was added in
the proportion of one-sixteenth of the whole. In the
spring of this year the gypsum still remained undissolved,
nor could I perceive any difference in the colour of the
flowers, but the plants grew well in it. I find that when
my Pinks and Carnations are plunged in coal-ashes, the
roots run through the pots into the ashes ; and I have
noticed that when small cinders have been employed as
drainage for the Polyanthus, the plant hasj rooted freely

into them. Possibly these cinders or ashes might be used
in the compost with good effect, especially when the Car-
nation is potted in an 8 or 10 pot, not unusual here.— O.

Canker in Auriculas.—What is the [cause of this

disease? Old florists here say it is infectious; and
though excision is sometimes a cure, yet they will often
prefer destroying a cankered plant at once, lest it should
infeot the others. It attacks plants in the open ground,
therefore perhaps is not caused by drip nor yet by confine-
ment.— O., Leeds. [Perhaps sonoe correspondent will

favour us with his opinion on this subject.]

Jointing Earthenware Pipes.—For some time past I

have looked for Mr. Hurst's mode of jointing these pipes;
but in vain ; and as " W. B. H.M wishes information on
this subject I beg to offer a plan adopted here with success.
When the pipes were fitted the end of the one into the
other, a quantity of white and red lead was procured and
mixed together. That part to which the lead was to be
applied, was touched with a brush dipped in oil, a good
coating of lead was put on, and in this manner every joint
was secured. No water was put into the pipes until the

paint became quite hard and dry, which was in about six

or eight days after the operation, and they have kept
perfectly water-tight ever since. The advice given to

gardeners in the leading article at p. 807 is good, and
from experience I can state that tanks do not answer for

Greenhouse plants in the winter time ; neither are they
suitable for pits to preserve plants in, on account of

emission of vapour, and the earthen pipes are also ob-

jectionable for the same reason.

—

J. M. [We are glad
to hear that earthenware pipes will do. What we have
seen tried have all failed, in consequence of expansion and
contraction, which broke them.]

The Coffee Plant.—A Coffee-tree in my bark stove was
clothed with fruit in the spring of the year : many were
eaten, but many dropped ; of the latter a crop sprang up
in the old bark below the tree, and at this moment some
are about an inch high, with the remains of the dry pulp
clasping the seminal leaves ; others one inch and a-half,

with the round seed-leaves expanded like shillings or half-

crowns, and a few have the second leaf developed,—these

last being about six months old. We have potted off a

dozen or so. I was not before aware of the rapid germin-

ation of the Coffee-bean.

—

P. NeilL
Swans and Weeds in Ponds.—In a late Chronicle

Mr. Ayres said something respecting Swans clearing weeds
from ponds that brought forth remarks from an Edin-
burgh correspondent to the contrary. Having often seen

Swans in ponds almost choked up with weeds, I lean to

what the latter said. The case, however, may be different

when Swans are in very small ponds, and amongst certain

kind of weeds. Putting more Swans into larger ponds,
though cygnets, would be of little use, for they would not

agree. When Swans are in large streams, each pair have
their own boundaries, and "woe betide" the weaker that

venture beyond their beat. I may mention an instance

of this, which came under my observation. During last

summer, a pair of young Swans (not cygnets) happened
to stray near where their next neighbours' nest was. The
old male soon drove the young hen into the field,and a battle

commenced between the cocks ; and what by the splash-

ing of their wings, biting each others
7
necks, and hallooing

of the boys, there was a fine affray. At last the old cock
drove the other to the side, and forced his neck against

the bank, and would have soon killed him, if they had not

been separated. The intruders took to the field home-
wards ; the other pursued, but was soon left in the

distance. Finding this he took to the stream, as if he

knew where it was likely they would cross. The retreaters,

however, seemed " awake," for they ran across another

field and gave their expecting antagonist the slip.—
J. Wighton.
Manure for Melons.—In the Chronicle for the 16th of

September, p. 645, I find your correspondent " E. M."
mentioning that the Persian Melons derive their superiority

from the use of pigeon-dung. Now, some time since,

while reading •' Loudon's Encyclopedia of Gardening,"

p. 9, where it treats on this subject, the thought struck me
that there might* be a similarity between the stimulating

properties of hens' dung and pigeons' in promoting the

growth [of the Melon. I accordingly requested, in the

spring of 1842, that the manure from the hen-house
should be saved, and after having obtained a heap of it,

free from any other mixture, I reserved it by itself, and
turned it over two or three times during the winter. In
the month of May I erected a temporary 7-light frame,

and under each light made a hole for the fermented
manure about 18 inches deep. In mixing up the soil I

used better than one-fourth part of hens' manure. I

turned my plants out into the bed in the third week in

May, and planted under each light. These had a space
of 4 ft. by (MS. illegible), to grow in, and it was evident
soon after they began to grow that the soil agreed with
them. From their luxuriant growth I was compelled to

use my thumb and finger freely ; and in proportion to

their growth so was their fruitfulness. There was what
was generally considered a good crop of fair-size'd fruit.

Some bore a second time, and the others would have
done so had they been allowed ; but it was too late in the

season, and it was not convenient to apply a lining- I

have also used this soil in the growth of Cockscombs with

equal success. I trust these observations will call forth

the attention of gardeners who may have a better oppor-
tunity of ascertaining its merits, and the means of apply-
ing it more successfully.—J". F. M'Elroy.

Pine Apples.—Some sensation having been occasioned
by a statement lately made in the Chronicle about the

weight of some Pine-apples recently grown at Bicton vary-

ing from 5 to 6 lbs, I beg to state such was by no means
a rare occurrence there previous to the present manage-

ment ; for from 1834 to 1840 during which time 1 was

foreman under the late gardener Mr. R. Glendinning

(now of Chiswick Nursery), fruit was annually produced

equal to the weight of those recently noticed. One grown

in 1835, I well remember, weighed, when divested of all its

under leaves and the stem cut close to the fruit, 6 lbs.

3 oz. Mr. Glendinning some time since published a

treatise on the cultivation of this noble fruit, and having

practically carried out under his own superintendence the

directions therein contained, I can confidently assert that

by following his system. Pine-apples of the above weight

will be thought no rarity, and scarcely worth recording.

—J. Piller, Exeter.

Large Pines.—Having for many years felt an interest

in the culture of the Pine-apple, will be my apology for

troubling you with the following remarks. The readers

of the Gardeners' Chronicle, as well as those who attend

the Chiswick and Regent-street Exhibitions, have abun-

dant testimony of Mr. Spencer's eminent success in the

production of this prince of fruits. We require no further

statement from him or from Mr. Murray, who has pro-

bably in the present day produced the largest Queen Pine-

apple in the highest possible state of cultivation. The
circumstance of public exhibition has placed these two

eminent gardeners in a different position from those whose

success rests on the statement of one or two persons,

however unquestionable such reports may be. Hundreds

and thousands have seen with complete astonishment the

distinguished productions of Messrs. Murray and Spencer

;

and this public exposition of their successful practice has

created a desire, as extensive as it is intense, among prac-

tical men to become acquainted with the method pursued

in attaining such extraordinary results. It may be inferred

that it is by other means than those which have resulted in

a few fruit of 2 lbs., and some wonderful ones of 3 lbs. It

has been insinuated that some of these successful Pine-

growers feed their plants on chopped charcoal, just as

farmers do their oxen on Turnips ; anditis further alleged

that the plants consume the one with as much avidity as

the oxen do the other.

—

Prurient, Nov. 22.

Pruning.—With reference to the propriety of pruning

forest-trees, do your correspondents " Quercus" and

others, sufficiently consider that the principal object is the

growth of valuable timber. An Oak-tree that is left en-

tirely without pruning may, perhaps, produce the largest

quantity of actual wood in any given time ; but then how

much of this is useful as timber? At eight or ten feet

from the ground it branches out into a large head, which,

with the limbs, except of the largest trees, is fit only it>t

the fire, and this is the case with most trees grown in

hedge-rows. If, however, it is regularly pruned from an

early age, by taking ofF the vmder-branches without too

much reducing the head at any one time, it will grow up

with a tall trunk, and produce a considerable length of

excellent timber, according to the soil in which it grows ;

and this kind of pruning is, in some measure, naturally

performed for the toplings in woods, by the branches of

other trees, and the underwood constantly brushing

against them, and preventing the growth of the side-

shoots. If it is wrong to take away any part of the head

of a tree, how is it that the trunks of Pollards (which are

entirely beheaded—a horrid practice !) increase in girth

more rapidly than spires ?

—

E. A. C.
New Hardy Plant As considerable interest is evinced

on the subject of plants that will stand the winter in this

country, and feeling certain that many now considered

tender will, with judicious treatment and proper soil, bear

the rigour of our climate, thus bringing numerous orna-

mental specimens within the reach of persons not having

greenhouses, and adding greatly to the beauty of <>ur

gardens, I beg to mention having seen a beautiful tree

growing in this neighbourhood (the Eucalyptus ca'o**

phylla), which, in page 783 of the Gardener? Chronicle

for 1841, is called a greenhouse shrub. The plant is no*

nearly 12 feet high, and has been growing for the last

seven years without the least protection in a very expose"

situation at Brodwinsor, in this county. The specimen

has not flowered. Two leaves of the tree are inclosed, aS

I may be wrong in the name of the plant.

—

A. Jt.,&ea
'

minster, Dorset. [The plant here mentioned by oU

obliging correspondent is not Eucalyptus calophylla? b"

some species nearly allied to E. robusta, if not that plant.J

Planting.—Your Paper of the 11th Nov. was forwarde

to me, I suppose because I wish success to planting e7

masse and in hedge-rows. The taste for the former 1 aC "

quired in visiting mountain districts in Scotland and Wales*

where nothing else could be cultivated, and for the latte

in the lovely surface of Warwickshire and other distric

of England, which (however rich in pasture and grain;

would be unadorned indeed, deprived of their bedge-ro

timber. Happily the subject of planting and pruning i

not connected with party-feelings—is one on which

can agree to differ, and if we find ourselves in error

may acknowledge our mistake, and not be ashamed

confess it and declare our determination to correct •

Under this impression I am led to notice a passage in yo

Paper on the subject of pruning, bearing the signatui

" Quercus." If I recollect right " Quercus " was repije

to in a former paper by » Pro Bono Publico," >" w
,j\

statements are made of the course pursued by
'

Thackeray, of Chester, in his extensive plantations

Nerquis, in Wales, and particularly in regard to his mo

of pruning ; this mode " Quercus " objects to as injurw
to the trees : " Pro Bono Publico " challenges *nvesU6

tion for Dr. Thackeray, by a minute examination into t

state of his woods. His course is confirmed by no les

an authority than that of Mr. Humphreys and Mr. &co

Russel, both of whom, if I mistake not, personaJly i£

spected these before they felt authorised to "press*
J

opinion about them. Now surely it is not too muca
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ask " Quercus" to do the same ere he pronounce judgment

sgainst a system so sanctioned, when there is so little

difficulty in following the example of Messrs. Humphreys
and Scott Russel, and that too in a matter not of momentary

importance, but of increasing consequence to ages yet to

come, as regards not only ornamental timber, but the very

defence of our nation- Our ships, to be good and service-

able, must be made of solid timber ; as the old song says,

" Hearts of Oak are our ships,

Jolly tars are our men."

It appears by a note signed " Cymri," in the Paper to

which I advert, that this system was pursued by Dr.

Thackeray in the woods of Mr. Wilson Jones, commencing

in the year 1804; now that period embraces the time

in which " Quercus " challenges this inquiry
—

" whether

any system of pruning has proved beneficial to plantations,

or whether the woods would not have been more valuable

without it." It appears to me the opportunity is afforded

to him, by making a personal inspection of the woods of

Mr. Jones and of Dr. Thackeray, (which I suppose cannot

be far distant from each other,) and having done so, I

hope " Quercus " will report the state in which he found

these plantations, and his reasons why he shall have

changed his mind, as I expect he will, or why he shall

retain his opinion upon the benefit of the no-pruning

system. I most earnestly request of " Quercus " to avail

himself of the advice of " Pro Bono Publico:" "Come
and examine for yourself, or depute some one on whom
you can rely, who will report to you the condition of the

woods in question." The subject is one of deep and per-

manent interest to the public. If Dr. Thackeray's course

he wrong, many around him will fall into his mistake ;
for

the apparent success of his plantations has, I am assured,

encouraged many gentleman around to plant and to follow

his example in pruning ; thus, much evil will follow to the

country, but if right much good. Let the subject be

seriously taken up under this consideration, and I doubt

not the decision will prove beneficial. I have heard a

circumstance on the subject of Dr. Thackeray's exertions

to cover the mountains with which he is connected, (either

Mr. Wilson Jones's or his own,) which I think worth intro-

ducing here : it is this—that, when he commenced his plant-

ations he was forced to send to Scotland for his plants,

none being to be had in his neighbourhood, and that now
there are very extensive nurseries in the district of Chester.

If he who has made a blade of grass to grow where it

never did previously is entitled to praise, I cannot think

he who has covered hundreds of acres with trees in situa-

tions that were thought in every way unprofitable, without

cause for praise also.— Consule Planco, Wicklow Moun-
tains, November 22.

Training Forest Trees Having observed several

articles on " thinning and pruning forest trees/' and
Ci prune not at all," by" Quercus" and others in some late

Numbers, allow me to make a few observations. I still

find the same chaos of opinions on that subject as

formerly ; and so it ever will be till there is an Arbori-

cultural Society formed, with experimental plantations,

near the metropolis, to show the true principle by practice

and example, as I have so often suggested. From the

confused ideas about the term pruning, I have substituted

for it the word training forest-trees. I find " Quercus "

still adheres to reciprocity between roots and branches
;

that all pruning is erroneous, except when very young

—

how young? and that all plantations however thriving

"would have been better without any art except thinning.

This I maintain is erroneous too ; it is as much as to say,

leave all to Nature ; but is it not by leaving them to

Nature and unskilful treatment that we witness the worth-

less and disgraceful state of our ancient woods, young

plantations, and hedge-row timber in general ? " Quercus "

asserts that all pruning reduces the head, and consequently

the timber in the stem and the reciprocity between the

roots and branches."" Now I distinctly said in a reply to

" Quercus " on this subject some time ago, that the

system of training forest-trees which I had found out and

practised (for I will no longer call it pruning) increases

the number of branches on a tree, consequently the

increase of timber in the stem, and I presume the recipro-

city between roots and branches. If any check is pro-

duced by merely breaking out the central bud, or shorten-

*ng an over-strong young side shoot, in order to produce

? greater number of a less size, it must be momentarily as

Jt were ; in fact the system is to increase and regulate

the number and size of the branches, and establish the
u
prune-not-at-all" system: but that cannot be accom-

plished without training. I admit Mr. Cree's practice

°r system and mine are nearly alike
;
yet I do not agree

"*ith him in taking the lower tier of branches from trees

"Uniformly nor regularly at stated periods, because many
trees do not require it, for the longer the branches are

left on the more is the stem increased, so long as they do
*°t get too large to injure the timber when they are

removed either by art or nature ;
besides it looks rather

formal or artificial. Neither do I agree with Mr. Cree on
the increase of timber in trees merely by cambium ; but I

yill say a little more of my ideas on the increase of timber
*a the stems of trees shortly, if you allow me space in

Jour Paper. I can give credit to what has been said about
Dr. Thackeray's plantations ; I opine Dr. Thackeray is a
' mountaineer," and who lately sent me a printed paper
°n Arboriculture without a name ; if so, and he should
see this article, he will know what it refers to.

—

w* Billingtan, Underhitl, near Oswestry, Salop,

.^ifffjing Shrubberies.—I perceive that Mr. Ayres, in
the «' Amateur's Garden/' No. 46, condemns the practice
of digging shrubberies, and styles it an absurdity of the
present age. I beg to inform Mr. Ayres that the practice
^hich he calls an absurdity is an advantage, and shall
show that his modern system is not only absurd, but as

regards economy, impracticable ; for his system is a waste

of time and an expenditure of money to no advantage.

He states that the front of the borders should be turved—

does he mean every border in a flower-garden ? or does

he mean only those" that surround shrubberies ? Taking

it to be the latter, such borders generally consist of Her-

baceous plants and Annuals, intermixed here and there

with ornamental shrubs. Suppose Mr. A. banishes

the Annuals and Herbaceous plants, where is the turf to

come from to turf the borders ? It is very expensive to

buy, and very few like to strip their parks for that purpose;

but suppose they do this, there is the trouble of mowing it

about once a v/eek, and where there are many shrubs this

will be greatly augmented ; and besides under such trees

(for they can scarcely be called shrubs if the roots extend

30 square yards), the turf will need to be annually

renewed, and for this trouble and expense there will be

little gained. Instead of a fine show of Annuals and Herba-

ceous plants there will be only a strip ofgrass about fift. wide

running along the side of the walk. One half of the year

will be occupied in watering and mowing, the other half

in renewing it. Shrubs in turfed borders do not thrive so

well as those in dug borders or shrubberies ; the dig-

ging tends to increase their growth instead of retarding

it. There is also a want of neatness attending Mr. A.'s

plan, for the first windy day or night will cause a portion of

the leaves to be blown all over the grass, and this will

continue until all the leaves are fallen off the trees. If

Mr. A. would look into the Market Gardens he would see

Apple, Pear, Plum, Gooseberry, and Currant-trees not

only dug between, but also cropped to within a foot of the

stem. The branches of these are not stunted, nor will

one week of dry weather cause them to lose their leaves
;

their produce is abundant and of good quality, and the

practice there is just the reverse of Mr. A.'s theory ; hence
if digging benefits fruit-trees, will it not also benefit

shrubs ? If manure was spread on the surface of the

ground, would decomposition take place sooner than if it

were dug in ? I should think not ; but Mr. A. would
allow the wind to blow all the leaves away instead ofdigging

them in. I would go further, and say that all the

Grass mown off lawns in the summer time should be dug
into shrubberies. Mr. A. asserts that he could point out

scores of places round the metropolis where the digging

of shrubberies has been practised, and that he could take

a shrub that has been planted for 25 years, and put it in

a 4-sized pot, and that without cutting any of the roots

or breaking the ball. I beg to call on Mr. A. to name
one place where he could do this, for I do not consider it

fair for any one to make such an assertion without being

able to prove it.— The Knave of Spades.

Pilchard Oil.—A Subscriber would be obliged to any
of the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle residing in

Cornwall or Devonshire for the following information -

—

" Whether Pilchard Oil is a good and cheap oil for coarse

painting,—being told that it is much used in Cornwall for

that purpose ; if it is so, begs to know the mode of use,

and where it could be obtained."

Propagation in Water.— Passing through Buckingham
Palace- garden, my attention was called to a rather inter-

esting fact. One of the Artists who are engaged by com-

mand of her Majesty in painting the walls of a Summer-
temple—in the Fresco style, from designs from Milton's

" Comus "—had some weeks ago detached two small

branches of Solanum dulcamara, probably as aids in form-

ing an outline from Nature, and thus exposed them in

water near the front windows, where they have now
emitted roots several inches long. My obliging attendant

(Mr. Hynes) not having observed them until found in the

state now described, could not ascertain the exact period

in which the process had taken place. This adaptation of

organic structure to a state not common in Nature, adds

one more instance to the proofs of a capability to assimi-

late food to a certain extent from fluid elements apart

from those ordinary materials which Nature has designed

for ivs higher and ultimate effects. From the power pos-

sessed by water of affording sustenance more immediate and

effective than any other agent, it may be inferred that the

amount of its influence in the economy of Vegetation is far

more extensive than is generally supposed. Whatever the

amount of material to which plants are exposed, such an

application will invariably be found accompanied by an

adaptive process, in which the circulation and appropria-

tion of this single element will be such as to exceed all

ordinary calculation, whether viewed merely as a medium

by which other agencies operate, or as a part of the per-

manent circulating fluid of plants throughout their various

stages of existence. The above fact recals a similar in-

stance which occurred 15 or 16 years ago. A small twig

of Stachys fruticosa, a shrubby greenhouse plant, was

placed in a small vial on a plate-rack or case, situated

at the side of the room most distant from the light,

where in about two weeks it emitted roots, and whence it

was eventually transferred to a more favourable position

and material for growth.— W. W.
To keep Moss Green Twenty Years.—Get it at the

right time of the year, wash it clean from the dirt, and

set it in the shade out of the sun and out of the wind to

dry ; and when it is dry, then dip it hi spirits of wine,

and lay it up in papers, and it will keep good for 20 years.

^Anonymous.
Leafcutter Bee.—Amongst the various insects that

adopt singular contrivances to protect their offspring

during winter may be mentioned the " Leaf-cutter Bee,"

which belongs to the genus of Megachile, of which there are

eight species indigenous to Britain. These insects must

at an early period have attracted the attention of the ob-

server on account of their rolling their cells very curiously

in leaves. What Reaumur, Ray, and others
u
have related

respecting them is well worthy of attention j but for the

sake of readers who perhaps seldom or never peruse their

passes, I shall state what I know respecting the history of

one of the most interesting of the species called the " Rose-

leaf-cutter Bee/' so named from its preferring the green

leaf of that shrub as a protection to its cells. A friend

gave me some cells of this insect that he had found in the

lock of a door, rolled in Rose-leaves in a singular manner,

something like little thimbles or balls united together as if

they had been shot from a pop-gun. My friend expressed

his surprise respecting them, but not so much as did

St. Francis Xavier. when he discovered the "Leaf-cutter

Bee moving along in its solemn way, holding up its fore

legs as in the act of devotion." I kept the cells until the

beginning of the following summer, and was astonished at

perceiving a number of small flies emerging from them,

instead of, as I expected, a Bee from each cell. On
examining some of the cells, I found they contained

a number of small chrysalids, but no honey, as stated

by Rennie in the •* Insect Architecture." I do not

see why they should, for honey is the food of the

insect in the winged state. The same author says they

collect pollen from thistles : this I never could discover ;

indeed, I doubt it, for such plants are not suitable for that

purpose. To account for the intruders puzzled me; how-

ever, to clear it up, I sent some of the cells to the Rev.

J. Duncan, who wrote to me as follows :—" The cells you

have sent have all been pierced by a small four-winged

parasitical fly, which consumed the whole substance of the

chrysalises. Two of these I found in the box. It is very

like the small Microgaster which destroys in such numbers

the caterpillars and chrysalis of the common Cabbage

Butterfly. The Leaf-cutter Bees are not gregarious

during summer ; the curious cells being constructed by a

single pair." It is worthy of remark that the • Rose-leaf

Cutter Bee," though not unlike the Honey Bee, may be

easily distinguished by the curious circumstance of its

collecting pollen under its body between the segments,

and not on its legs, like other Bees, (these being admirably

adapted for that purpose). Their parasitical enemies may

account for their being rather rare, and it would be well

if the Butterflies that produce the Cabbage Caterpillars

were so. However, this little insect destroys vast numbers

of the latter, as noticed by the able Entomologist I have

quoted, who has thrown much light on the insects

destructive to vegetation.

—

J. Wighton.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
OXFORDSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Nov. 14.—At the annual meeting of the Members of this

Society, holder, in the Council Chamber, in this city, Mr. A.

Browning: in the chair, the following: report of the Committee was

read :—" Your Committee, in submitting: to the Members of the

Society a statement of their proceedings during the past yeer,

have great pleasure in adverting to the flourishing and improving

condition of the Society, and the gradual increase of its Members.

The exhibitions of the last season have been well supported by

the Members of the Society, and many rare and very superior

specimens have been seen upon those occasions. The awarding

of prizes to cottagers has been attended with the most beneficial

results * since this system has been adopted, the sum of 117'- has

been paid to cottagers whose rental is under 91 a year. Your

Committee, however, cannot close their report without express-

ing their thanks to the Members of the Society for their assist-

an°ee and co-operation at all times, but more particular yat the

public exhibitions of the past year. At the same time they beg

tcduress a hope that the present Members will not fail to exert

themselves to induce others to become subscribers, which would

place the funds of the Society in a still more favourable position,

and thus enable the Committee to carry out those plans which

have been long contemplated."
BALANCE-SHEET FOR THE YEAR

Balance in hand last £ s. d.

year . • . 33 13

Subscriptions received 153 14 6

Entries for Productions 29 15 6

Admissions • . 130 3 6

^347 6 6

157Prizes
Expenses at Shows,
Bands, paid Judge,

Acting Secretary,

Postages.and other

incidental expenses 103

Printing & Advertising 32

Balance in the Trea-

surer's hands . 34

s. d.

15

5
6
S

4

^347 6 6

Arrears due to the Society, 35/. 14*.-Pebts owing by the

Society, none.

The rules and bye laws of the Society were read and approved of

after some verbal alterations. It w^VroP ^^^!^
a Committee of seven be appointed to «^fr"^i? 1™^
re-admission of Mr. Bates, and report thereon to the Soraety,

and such Committee was appointed accord ng y f^tefir

&chTrch7L
e

v:£^^pf^j'SSSi
Esq "M P Ref A H Mathews. J. Worrell, jun., Esq., C Peers,

Esq" J SaJnoert Esq ,
Rev. V. Thomas, Mr. W. Day, Mr. J.

fen's,S MalU^ Mx.W. CoUcott, C Dudley Esq Mr. J.

Plowman, Mr. J. Hastings jun., Mr T Walker Mr. J. Perkins,

Mr T Jov Mr. J. Birch, Mr. J. Robinson. After some other

business the meeting: adjourned till the 13th of December.

Ivswich Cucumber Society, Nov. 20.—The General Meeting; of

this Society was held at the Unicorn Inn, Mr. R. Cole in the chair,

when the following; business was transacted :—The Right Hon.

Lord Rendleshaw, M .P., was unanimously elected President, and 8

other gentlemen Vice-Presidents for the forthcoming season.

The Shows were fixed for the first week in February and the last

in April • when, in addition to a sweepstakes of 1/. each, 20/-< izes

-will be offered by the Society.

COUNTRY SHOWS.!
Hants Horticultural Society, jv t>. H.—This was the anniversary

meetine and the last for the season. The favourable state of the

weather induced a large attendance. The-exhibiUon contained

a good collection of Chrysanthemums, as well as several speci-

mens of Stove and greenhouse plants. The Pears exhibited by

Mr "Wilkins, gr. to H. F. K. Holloway, Esq.. were remarkably

fine especially the Beurre Diel, three of which weighed respect-

ivelv 25oz„ 26oz., and 27oz. The collections of Apples were also

good The prizes were thus awarded -.-Orchidaceous Plant,

ZveoDetalum Mackaii, dead silver medal, 1, J. Fleming, Esq.; 2,

ditto Maxillaria picta, bright silver medal, J. T. Waddmgton,

Esq
'

Stove Plant (not Orchidaceous), Gesnera zebrina. dead

silver medal, Mr. Wickham. Collection of ditto (of any kind),

dead silver medal, Rev. Mr. Beadon. Greenhouse Plant, Fuchsi

corymbiflora, dead silver medal, J. T. Waddiugton, Esq. Colin

tion of ditto, dead silver medal, 1, Rev. G. C. Rashleigh 3, ditto
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German silver medal, Rev. Mr. Beadon. Best 12^rdead In; V medar,-, Rev Te Wardeffo? S?STS^ 1 I"^° **?*• h

f,

Say S
'
fr°m C*?™™™« ^elia, in its decidedly

nigliano, Vesta. Theresa Cornet GrSs MSabUe^toceS SSJZjt^ Ik""
1

S ""ST
rem

°r
d fr°m °ther eenera !»

Moris Pnm /-. __ ...
„' ...» ""

'

rtu"c, *-j nccss many points. It is a verv nrett.v piPMihnncor, «n» nn ta.»».i:Marie Formosum, Campastrone, Queen, Minerva, Superb Clus-

QnSn m
W; 2> *"°' briBht silver medal, Dr. Moberly, for£• Memnon, Gem, Luc.dum, Criterion, Goliath, Formosnm,

Rosalind, Theresa Vesta, Tasselled Yellow, Mirabilej 3, ditto,German silver medal, Rev. the Warden, for Exquisite, MemnonGem, Lucidum, Adventure, Incurved Pink, Changeable Yellow

nf 1°?™*- Cy
,l'

Mar(l" is
>

Triumphant, Isabella, Surprise!

™!5. ?* £*r*?a^«»«>»* ("> Pots not larger than 16). dead silver
medal, Mr. W. Barnes, for Vesta, Queen, Minerva, Madame Pom-
padour, Beauty, Grande, Conqueror, Grand Napoleon, Exquisite,Superb C ustered Yellow, Memnon, Theresa, Formosum, Duede Cormgliano, Gem, Princess Marie, Gouvion St. Cyr, Coronet,

S^f' T
a
rf,

lle
? ?*U™' Bijou

' Triumphant, Adventure
Mirabile; 2, ditto, bright silver medal, C. Deane, Esq. Collection
(in pots of any size), bright silver medal, Mr. Wickham. Nose-gay

.
gilt rimmed bronze medal, Sir T. Baring, Bart. Collection

of Plants, bright silver medal, J. T. Waddington, Esq. Extra :

12 Chrysanthemums, gilt-rimmcd bronze medal, Mr. Wickham.Fruits
: Black Grapes, gilt-rimmed brenze medal, R. Knight,

srVvio v-
pes (o¥ °' do

.

ors). gilt-rimmed bronze medal, Mr.
stride. Pine-apple, gilt-rimmed bronze medal, l, H F K Hol-

rTulhr
E8(l-' 2'*"Wo

..
bron*8 medal, H. F. K. Holloway,' Esq.

Collection of Apples . gilt-rimmed bronze medal, 1, Rev. Mr Bea-

%'k o-ntr""
2" I

Vt
da1

'
J - White

'
Es(3' Best Varieties of Table

?/>&£»«?» n^nze medaI
'
Mr

-
W

" Barne s- Btlt Varieties

rni/JrHnlJI: * &llt:"m
.

m «» b<™ze rnedal, Sir T. Baring, Bart.

5E hi ? t
;?

D,med bronze meda >' '- Rev.Mr.Beadon j

Lw?I ?C ?'' E F
"
K

- Holloway. Esq. .»«*„> Foriefto

F«n m ^
g)VeiIt 'nmmed bronze medal, H. F. K. Holloway,

«Kr
q
T nlw ?' - rtmze medaI

'
J

-
White

-
Esq. Extra : Gro/»«,

InJlf? v e
'

art
-'

n, ' d Mr> W
'
Barnes

- ^W>'«. R^. C. s!

nlw i
Vbgeta

,

b
J-

es : Celery, bronze medal, Rev. the Warden.
Onion*, bronze medal, H. F. K. Holloway, Esq.
Mormngside Practical Gardeners' Society, Nov. 7.-This was

w« % m *QUr)e
[°J

the season
- P"zes were awarded as fol-

lows. Six Chrysanthemums, 1, Mr. J. Young, gr to T. Oliver. Esq..
for Lucidum, Cornet, Gem, Marquis, Queen,
J. Downie, grto Gen. Robertson. 3 Leeks. 1 ft
to Sir Frederick Lauder, Bart. ; 2,

Venus; 2, Mr.
Mr. J. Douglas, gr

gr Cansewayside. Mr^^Y^i^^^i^^
Sn«^V5 ?;J[?S if

adS-°f ?*m fe
"*•* Gouriay, gr to the

any points. It is a very pretty greenhouse plant, quite peculiar
in its appearance, in consequence of its almost stemless habit and
the profusion of little corymbs of showy purple and white flowerswmen rise up from among the leaves on long purple scapes. Jt
is a tender greenhouse plant. Jt should be top-dressed in autumnana kept rather dry, m an intermediate house between a stoveand greenhouse, during winter. In spring it should be re-potted
in light free soil, chiefly leaf-mould and sandy-loam, and placed
in a greenhouse, where it will remain in bloom the greater part
or cue summer. It may be propagated from seeds or cuttings, inthe usual way.—Botanical Register.

B '

Mormodbs aromaticum. Aromatic Mormodes. (Stove Epi-
Vi>>Wh Orchidaccse. Gynandria Monandria.—On the presentoccasion we shall only point out in what respect this plant

X#22? J

11 ?*' Pardinurn »
tr, e 011'y species to which it approachescmseiy.

i n habit the two are similar, but M. aromaticum is the

nm!*?'
an aS

,

shorter leavcs
'

Tbe spike of M. pardinum isn ucn longer, and bears three times as many flowers; the sepalsana petals are narrower, and more taper-pointed: their differ-

m£1« Colour
\

S obvious
5
the Jabellum of M. pardinum has thesame form as the sepals, except that it has three sharp-pointed

iobes, and a kind of stalk, which M. aromaticum wants This
species, although only introduced a few years since from Mexico.

fo.,T
c
?mmon -

and although of little beauty, is valued for theE » f
rance

' which islike that of aromatic vinegar.-ltote-
nxcal Register.

Alstrcbmeria linkatihlora. Lined Alstrcemeria. {Green-home Perennial). Amaryllidacese. Hexandria Monogynia.-At
ife*Jm Ve

r

tbe
E
leas

H
re of Publishing the true Alstrcemeriaw f i't u°

m Peruvian roots presented to the Horticultural
society by John Maclean, Esq., of Lima. It is one of the finest
oi its class, and although, doubtless, very near A. Ligtu pere-pna, and pulchra, apparently distinct from either. It will be

~Uihat A.pnlchra has the sepals and petals constantly
sei rated, which is never the case in the other three, and that theform of their leaves or sepals affords clear marks for further
^^crimination. In A. lineatiflora, the leaves are short vervblunt, and of nearly equal size; in A. peregrina they are also ofnearly equal size, but very sharp; and in Ligtu the upper arevery narrow and taper-pointed. Then, as to the sepals- in
A. peregrina they are deeply obcordate, in Pulchra narrow, spatu-
iate, and obovate with a little point, in Ligtu roundish obovate,
with a very small point, and in Lineatiflora obovately wedged
shaped, with a large point. By these marks it appears that

species may be certainly distinguished: and that beintr

Savoys and Leeks, Mr. J. Robertson. Prize given by Messrs

?Mrj
n

SUSP'S tr 1,eads of ^«v.I £. J. dL"5.
j

;2, Mr J. Gouriay. Also their prize for the best three sorts ofApples, l.Ur.J. Douglas; 2, Mr. J. Gouriay.

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHERUSEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.
r£™Zn R

nuiJZ
0M
™ A

-
Anomalous Eleutherine. (Stovereiennial.) Iridaceae. Monadelphia Triandria.—This sine-ularhttie p ant appeared in a flower-pot in the gar. en of^ the HorS

SdlfaS^^a^r^uc'h^

to hi «
a '

B
C,rCUmatance in the Plant now noticed, or is pSiar

mens i, Sf ttf*

,S uncertain
-

The "grease in nnmberof s a-

fnri rli° n-
C

Vt
ml nat" re as their redundancy in Velloziaand Gethyllis. If the views of previous botanists as tr, +\\l

Ina
U
on

i

p
n
nb:"

iCh
I?"

Sh0UM be i-.uded^arfconsunediw^sh a.

muld evpr hi k
t0 adnpt

"
Jt is indeed inconceivable how ]t

rpl««„«7J**
b
l
en re,erred to either Morsea or Marira itsrelation to Sisynnchium is more obvious • the seDarate stamlm«

l7rZ
ek JPWM" The real ""Sr onhe

eSs?S
r™, ?

pmi°n
'
Wlth QeMne—BotaJieal Register. '

»n«^ sw, >

A n^RAN "RA
-

Tetrandrous Candollea. (Green-

^3 U has much the same appearance. This species s

from K nIrt
17 d,

.

ffe
c
rent

-
The former comes, or is saidto come

Ss In?wgC S
^
Und

L
tbiS haS been raised from Swan Ri ver

l? Pivf;»,
n tha' ^""^ th^efore, they are not very different

Wm «
S

i

P "
"I I

tr
1

aditionary application of the name C cunei-'

dra iif
Parat

,

ed
f
he Present P|a"t under the name of C. £g£

whether fh
P°n l?^Wg into Prior authorities, I begin to doubtwhether this orthewjdl one has the best claim to the iffiS

iany other species cf Alstrce-
meria, produces tuberous roots in a horizontal direction, conse-
quently it requires a large pot, which should be nearly half filledwith potsherds. In autumn the plant should be set in some airy
place, where it will receive very little water, until the beginning
of January, when it should be re-potted. While in a growing
state, plenty of water should be given, and air at all times when
coL

Wea
« f W,H

,
Pemnt. It may be propagated abundantly fromseed.—Botanical Register.

is more simple
Cut off the old

MISCELLANEOUS.
Grafting the Grave Vine.—Nothing

than this if the right mode be adopted.
Vine below tbe surface of the earth, after the leaves are fully
expanded, and all danger of bleeding is past. Split the
stock as in cleft-grafting; Insert the scion, consisting of
one-year old wood, and bearing two or three buds, having

like shape,

necessary

;

_^ .

.

- - d up tight.
Draw the earth up around the whole, leaving the bud
mainly depended on, usually the second from the top,
just even with the surface, and the work is done. The
after-management consists in taking off the sprouts that
rise from the stock, those that spring from the scion, all
but one, and training that up carefully as it grows. No
tree is so easily propagated by grafting as is the Vine in
this way. No clay, or wax, or adhesive plaister is wanted.
Iso special care is required to fit bark to bark, as in other
cases. I have always put the scion on one side of the
stock

; and, to insure success, I have usually, when the
stock would admit of it, put in two scions, one on each
side of the cleft, but never have taken especial care to
make bark fit to bark. I have tried wrapping with waxed
paper, and then drawing up the earth, as before mentioned,
but have found success far more certain when this was
omitted. As to the time, I must repeat that it is essen-
tial that the operation be performed after the leaves of the

name.
in the phalaSw

1

!^ r
y8not

v
inffabout thc ""mber of stamenswmmmm
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no reason seems to exist why this

Snr ,h?,
nS 'dered otherwise than a new species. It is remark!

Tn » 1™ larges.ze and orange colour of the aril of its seeds

renres?nt tr y^ 0I
"P?

iS like that of the nufm cg, andSES .n?"?' the mace in that spice. This is a greej.

it appears to thri«L
ff?W fr6Cly *" alm08

^
any Sort ot' 80»> b "t

'J'7 -° l
h ' lve best ,n a compost consisting of peat, loamS where tcK ln°»nn

\?1
s

- " WiU bloom freely in' a Jot
out nabl WhehTD,P

(

'Sed " Wil1 d0 nuich better Plan^<

nlanUthat , ortim.nl »k
p
?
tted or Planted ™*> ,ne neck of the

winter. Water should bT hbeVallv SLn ET*^*" "amp m
months, and plenty of air at all^t rnes »h? 5.

Wtog £* ^""P"
applying no fire-heat except toS?JJ51?e^th

a% perm,t8
'

gated by cuttings under ordinary treatment n»£ SSS ^T'
Mexican Tetranen.a. Scrophulariacel n7^± * Perennial.)

mia.-I have not succeeded in a
a^; :„

D 'dynam,a Ang.osner-

Pentstemon

lion is performed before the sap begins to rise. This I
have not tried, except in one or two instances, in which I
took up the stock, grafted it as above described, and' then
planted it where I wanted it. On the 1st of June, of this
year, I put a scion of the Gros Maroc in the root of a wild
Vine. It had on the 30th June grown about two feet.
i have had scions grow, when put on strong roots, fully
15 or 20 feet in one summer, and invariably produce good
crops the second year. A white Grape from France
worked on the root of the vigorous-growing Fox- Grape'
of our woods, produced abundantly the second year, while
cuttings of the same Grape, treated as cuttings usually are
grew very slowly, and were five years in coming to a bearing
state. The delicate foreign varieties I have invariably
found to be wonderfully strengthened by being worked

much less certainty than cuttings. I greatly prefer short
cuttings, inserted in pots, put on moderate bottom-heat,
in January and planted where they are to remai
April i have Vines that are now four and a half

m in

feet

rnia.-I have not succeeded in ascertaining where thcMcxicanus, under which "fiSTSiPrflir'S \!^*VdmC
gardens has been published. It has pffljPfl&J^^gium whence the plant seems to have been fi^Kd ij S?S"
SEn ^

GX1C°" In a Wihl state jt is unknow» t?S Mr aJfiSmwho has given particular attention to this order of i !n^

SSShffi S thTerS y
,

X aml C°r0,,a
'%UtW«"

«

* traceor very little) of th sterile stamen so conspicuous in Pentstemon.

high, from cuttings inserted last January, and managedm this way.-//o^ Magazine of Horticulture.
New Medictne.—Much is said in the United States

about a new vegetable medicine. Dr. Mettauer (and after
him many other physicians) make use of an infusion of
the unripe fruit of Diospyros virginiana, also called the
Date Plum, whose bark has already been employed as a
febrifuge, with surprising success in cases of Cholera infan-
tum, and the worst forms of Mississippi diarrhoea. The, » —, .v ~_..b ,
particulars as to the manner of applying it are to be found however, more evident on the addition of a drop of

in Hay's [« American Journal of Medical Science,"
October, 1842.

Cranberries.—The species of Cranberry most commonly
found in the United States has been described as an in-

digenous, low trailing vine, growing wild in bogs and
meadows, and bearing a beautiful red berry of an exceed-
ingly sour though agreeable taste, which is much used in

domestic economy for tarts and sweetmeats. Mr. Kend-
rick, of Boston, says the Cranberry is a plant of easy
culture, and not a doubt exists that meadows which are
now barren wastes or yield nothing but coarse herbage,
might be converted into profitable Cranberry fields, with
but very little expense. Any meadow, it is said, will

answer for their growth. They grow well on sandy bog*
after draining. If the bogs are covered with bushes they
should be removed; but it is not necessary to remove
rushes, as the strong roots of the Cranberry soon over-
power them. It would be well, however, if the land could
be ploughed previous to planting with Cranberries. Capt.
Henry Hall, of Barnstable, w*ho has cultivated the Cran-
berry more than 20 years, usually spreads beach sand on
his bogs, and digs holes four feet distant each way, the
same as for Corn, though somewhat deeper. In these holes
he plants sods of Cranberry roots, and in the space of

three years the whole gronnd is covered with the vines.
The planting is usually performed in autumn, when the
bogs are drier and can be better dug or ploughed than at

other seasons of the year. A Mr. Hayden, of Lincoln, Mass.,
is said to raise 400 bushels cf Cranberries yearly, which
bring him 400 dollars, in the Boston market—sometimes
more. An acre of Cranberries, in full bearing, will often
produce 200 bushels ; and although a moist soil is best
snited to the plant, yet with suitable mixtures of bog earth
or mud, it will flourish, producing abundant crops, even /

in a comparatively dry soil.—Dover (N.H.) Gazette. NL.
On Fermentation, §c. By Prof. Mitscherlich.—Fer-/^

mentation is effected by a vegetable, putrefaction by an
animal production. In the course of the two last winters
the author observed in a large number of putrefying sub-
stances only one species of Infusorium to be developed,
which consisted of one or of several globules, in the latter

case arranged in series ; the diameter of such globules was
about 0-001 m "\ the motion vibratory. According to his

observations it would seem probable that the other animal-
cules which are observed in putrefying substances have
been conveyed into them by means of the atmosphere,
insects, or some other means. A certain quantity of

oxygen is requisite for the development and existence of

these Vibriones, and the putrefactive process is dependent,
according to the author, on the free access of a certain
amount of atmosphere to the decaying substances. The
maceration of vegetable substances in water, even when
the temperature in the rooms is kept at a summer-heat,
appears to depend solely on these Vibriones, when the

substances are employed in a clean state. During this

process nitrogen is disengaged. These Vibriones are
widely diffused in the intestinal canal throughout its entire

course, in the cavity of the mouth, and in the stomach, of

which it is very easy to be convinced by examining under
the microscope the matter which collects or remains on
the teeth

; sometimes they are even found on the skin,

but the author has hitherto not succeeded in detecting
them in the blood, in the- milk, in urine, in the gall, or in

other fluids of this kind. When a little sugar is added to

the liquid in which these animals are formed, their number
augments considerably, and at the same time a vegetable
production is generated, viz., ferment. If a larger amount
of sugar be added, the production of these animals is sus-

pended or ceases entirely, and a greater quantity of ferment
is formed. The author has never observed ferment to t>e

formed in a liquid which contained no sugar. Whether a

fungus be the fermentative fungus or another species, wW
be determined with certainty under the microscope ;

but

also very, easily by adding some of it to a solution of

sugar, and observing whether any fermentation ensues.
In a clear liquid, in which it is possible for ferment to be

produced, a turbidness is first perceived, and under the

microscope globules of various sizes, .from the smallest
dimensions hitherto observed, up to a diameter of 0'0i n,n''

From day to day the small globules increase in size, and
many new ones become apparent. In some liquids, as

for instance in the juice of the Grape, only a few indivi-

dual globules are observed, which are generally of an oval

form; and sometimes, but rarely, a second is developed
at one of the extremities, but this never attains to the

size of the primitive globule. Ferment which has been
produced for some time by means of other ferment,
is otherwise circumstanced

; from having been multiplied
through a series of years it has acquired a constant cha-

racter. In the breweries two kinds of ferment may be

distinguished with certainty, the bottom ferment and the

top ferment. The former multiplies at a temperature
which must not exceed 48°, nor go below 32° Fahr. ;

this

is the ferment in Bavarian beer. The most beautifully

developed top ferment is that of Berlin white beer, which

multiplies at a temperature of about 77°. Bottom fer-

ment consists of single globules of various sizes. The
author never observed a small globule to be formed on any

part of a large one ; the smaller globules are always

diffused throughout the liquid. In top ferment scarcely

ever could any single small globules be detected, but only

large ones, at the extremities of which the smaller globules

were developed, thus forming ramifications.' These in-

crease therefore by the production of gems ; the bottom

ferment, on the contrary, by small globules growing isolated

in the liquid. The author exhibited drawings of the two

species of ferment in the various periods of their develop-

ment. In the older ferment an envelope and granular

contents may be readily distinguished, which becomes.
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aqueous solution of iodine. By means of a compressorium
invented by the author, the granular contents may be
easily pressed out under the microscope. The author con-
siders it probable that in the bottom ferment the globules
burst and disburthen themselves of their contents, from
each granule of which a new globule is developed, sothat the
bottom ferment would be multiplied by sporules. Sub-
stances which act as poisons on fungi destroy the action
of ferment, for instance corrosive sublimate, and other
substances of similar nature ; but liquids which act most
violently on the animal frame, such as tartar-emetic, in

solutions of which fungi very readily develop, do not dis-

turb the process of fermentation. Several fungi which are

known as vegetable diseases are similarly circumstanced,
as for instance dry-rot to woody fibre; and with these
facts a new field is evidently opened, explanatory of the

decompositions which the roots of plants are capable of
effecting in the soil ; and it may be expected that we shall

be able to demonstrate by experiment, what general expe-
rience has shown, that the roots of plants, when unable to

obtain from the atmosphere the substances requisite for

their development, take them from the soil ; and it is not
improbable that the roots themselves effect the necessary

decomposition of the substances contained in the soil,

just as the greater portion of vegetables obtain the requi-

site substances for their first development from the seed
itself. Although this is difficult to prove in the higher
order of plants, it may be proved more definitely in the
lower tribes, especially in the fungi, as for instance in the
Champignon. The process of fermentation is therefore
of considerable interest. One of the most important
chemical combinations is decomposed by a contact-sub-
stance, which contact-substance is an organized being
belonging to the most simple forms, the development of
which may be traced in the most easy and certain manner;
but its first origin is moreover of great interest, for it is

formed in a liquid in which it appears as numerous points
so small as to escape observation.— Poggendorff, as quoted
in the Annals of Natural History.

Agriculture of Ceylon.—" The Kandyan plough is only
what may be called a crooked piece of wood, something
like an elbow ; it merely tears up the ground as unevenly
as if it were done by hogs. They then overflow the field
with water. They plough twice before they sow; but
before they give the first ploughing they let in water upon
the land, in order to make it soft and the easier to be
worked. After it is once ploughed, they usually make up
the banks ; for if they were to put off doing so till after
the second ploughing, the soil would have become mere
mud, totally unfit for banking. These banks are indis-
pensable, not only as paths for the people to walk upon
through the fields, who otherwise must go in the mud,
but also to keep in and contain the water overflowing the
ground. They make these banks as smooth and level as
a bricklayer would a wall with his trowel ; for in this
respect they pay great attention to neatness. These banks
at the top are not above a foot in width. But after the

of the grain is cut ; and their custom is that every man,
during the time his Corn is reaping, has to find all the
rest with food. The women's work is to gather up the
Corn after the reapers, and carry it all to one place."

—

Col. Campbell's Excursions in Ceylon, as quoted in the
Athenamm.

Experiments with Manures for Turnips.—The result
of all experiments with manure is decidedly in favour of
Guano as a manure for growing Turnips. So Very appa-
rent was its superiority in this respect in most of the
fields, that there was no difficulty in pointing out the fur-
rows in which it had been used. The general idea of its

value in the commencement of the season, when it was
applied, seems to have been that one cwt. of Guano was
equal to five yards of farm-yard manure, or six bushels of
bones; and it is our impression, from the result of the
experiments, that its value as a manure has not been over-
estimated. A crop of Turnips, for which the first pre-
mium was awarded, was raised on different fields from the
following proportions of manure :

—

Dung. Bones. Guano,
yds. bush. cwt.

Aberdeen Yellow and White Globe .. 15 7 \i
Swedish, one field .. .. ..10 — 2
Do., another field .. .... 10 15 2

One furrow in the last field, grown with Guano at the
rate of four cwt. per acre, notwithstanding the very heavy
manuring which the other part of the field had received
was very considerably a better crop.

—

Galloway Courier.
Presence of Organic Matter in Water.—In the last

Number of the "Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh/' Prof. Connell has shown that a notable
quantity of—apparently nitrogenous—organic matter is
present in the purest waters from terrestrial sources an
excellent illustration of which is afforded by the well-
known spring of St. Anthony's well, at the foot of
Arthur's Seat, near Edinburgh. The water of this well

Leone. The tree is lofty. The fruit is a large, somewhat
globular five-celled capsule ; the seeds, of which there are

land is ploughed, and the banks are finished, it is again
laid under water, and remains so till the time for the
second ploughing, when it becomes exceedingly muddy
as much from the trampling of the cattle as from the
plough

; for the more it is stirred up the better. Some-
tjmes they use no plough the second time, but only drive
their cattle through and through the field, until the soil
*s made sufficiently muddy. The land being thus pre-
pared, it is still kept overflowed with water, in order
that the weeds and grass may be destroyed. They then
soak in water for a night the Corn which they intend for
seed. The next day it is taken out and laid in a heap,
covered over with green leaves ; and thus it remains for
«ve or six days, so as to make it sprout. They then wet
xt again, and lay it in a heap covered over, as before with
green leaves ; and thus it is caused to shoot out its blade
ai»d roots : whilst this process is going forward, they have
Prepared the ground for sowing,—which is thus done :

Jle
y have a board, as before shown, about four feet lono-which they drag over the land by a pair of buffaloes or

°*en
; not flat-ways, but upon its edge, which is so done

hat the earth and weeds may be well mixed together
;n d it also levels and makes the ground so smooth and

^
Ver

», that the water afterwards stands equally over it.
still remains covered with water whilst the seed is

Showing, and until it is become fit for sowing, which
*n about eight days after it was put into water
soak. The seed being ready, they let off the water

j J *ith boards of about a foot in length, fastened to
and

^
ng poles, they dress the land over again

; laying it
er
y smooth, and making small furrows in it, that in case

ain or ther water should come in, it may drain away •

r rnore water now would very likely rot the seed. They

^
en

- sow, which they do with great evenness, strewing
e seed carefully with their hands. The ground now
ttiains without any water, until the grain has grown

u*J
ee °r four inches above it. There had been gaps madeL *

Ore in *»,« U 1— *._ i_i. ...tit. 1. . Ai
:iow

e

sto
^ in tllG kan,cs to let out tlie water

'
tn ese are

Co^u U
^ t0 k ee P lt in

'
w *"ch is not only t0 nourish th«

fieldl' 1

t0 kH1 the weeds
>

for they aIways keep their

gr
aS an ant* neat as a gar(len -

When the grain has

^eedV
b °Ut nine inches h'§h the women are employed to

'

a n
*
and to pull it up where it has grown ton thiVktoo thick,

It th

t0 transPlant it to, places where it may be wanted!

^t th?
SUnds overl1owed

>
.till the grain is ripe, when they

for r

W
-

ater off? m order that it may become dry, and fit

^anur^f g* Jh
?
y never

'
as I before marked, use

linR I* J
f any-?«nd

; but their mode of ploughing, tramp-
*e2sri£ i

Soaklng the ground, apparently obviates the

and a« tu u
1

V e Kand yans are excellent reapers,

they do iS-J •

8SSi8ted ea°h other in tiiling the Sround,

field ana fi
se at

1

harvest They first reaP one *a»'s
>
ana then go to the next, and so on, until the whole

rnay be considered as a very pure spring-water, as respects
inorganic constituents ; but the chemical examination of
it shows that its proportion of organic matter is consider-
able. It will readily occur, that if this matter exists in
all waters which have filtered through strata below the
limits of vegetation, it must necessarily perform a part of
considerable importance in the economy of nature. Being
in solution in water, it is evidently in that state which is
best adapted for being taken up by the roots and fibres of
plants, and so contributing to their nourishment, in so
*ar as that nourishment has access by these channels.
And Prof. Connell asks, May not a part of the beneficial
effects of irrigation be due to such dissolved organic
matter ? Even as regards the animal economy, we cannot
suppose that it will not contribute, in proportion to its
amount, to the nourishment of man and other animals
partaking of such waters ; and this will more particularly
be true, if it really be an azotised body.
Swan River Vegetation.— Lobeliace-e and its allied

orders.—Of this natural order we have many species
but only three of much beauty; these are the Lobelia
heterophylla and ramosa, and Isotoma Brownii. The
latter is one of our most beautiful plants, it varies with
snow white, deep purple, rose-colour, and every possible
intermediate shade of colour ; it has the extraordinary
property of growing and flowering, bringing the seeds to
maturity in our hottest and driest weather, without re-
ceiving any nourishment from the roots, which are gene-
rally dead before the plant begins to flower. This species
is extremely acrid, and I long wrongfully suspected it of
poisoning the sheep and goats. Of Stylidea*, up to this
time I have gathered over 60 Swan River, or rather Western
Australian species ; by far the larger part of these are
plants that would be well worth introducing into the
greenhouses in England, for independently of the singular
irritability of their column, they have in most cases beau-
tiful gaily-coloured flowers, the abundance of which
compensates for their smallness, and their tints are by no
means confined to pink, which generally has been the
colour of the species seen alive in Europe. We have
many yellow and purple species, one beautiful climbing
species has deep scarlet flowers. The Stylidium hirsutum
of Brown is the largest-flowered species yet seen in
Western Australia, but that with the finest foliage grows
on the ironstone hill, to the south of the black-snake
creek ; I have observed the old seed-vessels on the
plant, the flowers are not known. Stylidium Drum-
mondii of Lindley, an inhabitant of the rocky
pass on the Darling Range, growing eighteen inches
or two feet high, with large nearly white flowers,

is a very fine species. Of Goodeniacefe our spe-
cies are numerous, and chiefly blue-flowered, the propor-
tion of yellow species being inconsiderable. The pret-
tiest of the latter is Velleya lanceolata, which grows on
the borders of the sandy country to the east of the
Toodyay district. I have noticed our beautiful red and
yellow Leschenaultia in our journey to the south. My
celestial blue Leschenaultia grandiflora is common near
the foot of the Darling Range; my Leschenaultia sanguinea,
which sports into endless varieties of shades of purple and
scarlet, is one of the most beautiful plants our colony can
boast of ; the Leschenaultia formosa is common near
King George's Sound, but rare at the Swan. We also

have a fine yellow-flowered plant of this order, common
about Augusta, and growing five or six feet high. One
of our handsomest annuals is a species of Brunonia, which
grows in large patches in the grassy districts, and forms,
with its beautiful sky-blue flowers, a fine contrast, with
the beautiful pink and yellow Everlasting flowers that sur-
round it.

—

Dr-ummond, in the Inquirer.

African Oil.—The Carapa Taloucouna, a meliaceous
plant, which furnishes the seeds from which Tallicoonah
or Kundah oil is procured, is found growing abundantly
in the Timneh country, and over the colony of Sierra

from 18 to 30 in each capsule, vary in size from that of a
Chestnut to a hen's egg; they are three-cornered, convex
on the dorsal surface, of a brownish or blackish red colour,
and rugous. Specimens of the seeds, with the fruit are
contained in the Banksian Collection, at the British
Museum. The natives manufacture it into oil, which
affords a pleasant and good light. The leaves are used by
the Kroomen as a thatch to their huts. At the village of
Kent, near Cape Schilling, the oil is manufactured as
follows :—the seeds are dried in the sun, then hung up in
wicker racks or hurdles, and exposed to the smoke of the
huts

; when exposed for a sufficient time, the seeds are
roasted and triturated in large wooden mortars until
reduced to a pulp. The mass is then boiled, when the
supernatant oil is removed by skimming. Tallicoonah
oil, medicinally, is both purgative and anthelmintic ; its

nauseous odour and bitterness render it, however, an un-
pleasant remedy. It is sometimes liquid, sometimes solid
according to the variable quantities of oleine and stearine
which it contains ; and it owes the bitterness which it

possesses to an alkaloid principle. Mr. Redwood, Member
of the Pharmaceutical Society, who made a few experi-
ments to determine some of the most prominent characters
of the oil, found it to be entirely ^soluble in ether, and
that alcohol separated it into two parts,—a concrete sub-
stance, which was dissolved, and an oil fluid at ordinary
temperatures, on which the alcohol took no effect. The
former contained the bitter principle and the nauseous
odour of the oil, the latter was nearly colourless and
tasteless. Tallicoonah oil is sold in the colony at 2s. a
gallon retail, and could be procured in abundance from
the coast as an article of commerce. Its medicinal pro-
perties are fully detailed in the Pharmaceutical Journal
for November, 1842.—Friend of the African.

The Palmetto Root.—Another important branch of
business is likely to do much for the state of Mississippi.

The Palmetto-root, which almost covers the country near
the sea-shore, is found to contain a large quantity of
tannin. These roots lay almost on the top of the ground,
three to ten or twelve starting from one common centre,

or top root, and frequently growing ten feet long, and
from two and a half to four inches diameter, of a spongy
fibrous texture, the leaves springing out of the extreme
end, which lengthens the main root as the old leaves fall

off. The main root is attached firmly to the ground by
small fibrous roots growing out, and directly down from
the lower side of the main root. This root can be dug up
and ground cheaper than oak bark, besides the clearing
of the land, which is an important consideration, as taking
up these roots has heretofore been considered the most
expensive part of our clearing.

—

American Agriculturist.
The Date Tree—We calculated at Dalaki (in Persia)

where very good Dates grow, that every full-grown tree

produces 100 pounds weight of fruit, which brings to the
possessor from two to three rupees of profit, out of which
he must pay a mohammedi (seven kreutzers) as well.

Consequently, the annual value of 100 Date trees, in tax-

kept gardens, amounts to only 300 rupees.

—

Hot. Zezt.

Experiments with Guano on Potatoes.—In the districts

of Dumfries-shire and Galloway, numerous trials on an
extensive scale have been made of Guano, with a view
accurately to ascertain its comparative qualities ; and as it

is desirable that the results of these should be made
known, we give the following :—Guano, at the rate

of 5 cwt. per Scots acre, was sown along the drill before

planting the Potatoes, and a variety of drills compared
with 30 cubic yards of well-rotted dung. The produce
has been :

—
Tons. Cwt.

"White Potatoes, called " Daily Wonders," lately

introduced, with Guano, per Scots acre . . 12 7£
"With dung, per do 12 12&
Buffs, with Guano, per do 8 172

Do., dung, per do 9 11

The seed partially failed, but to an equal extent in both.

Guano, at the rate of 3 cwts. per Scots acre, added to

16 yards dung, produced

—

Tons. Cwt.
Don Potatoes, per Scots acre . . . .1112

Do., with 30 yards dung alone . .11 73

The land is fair in point of dryness, it had been cropped
for several years, and was in grass before Oats—the soil

is not deep. Where Guano alone was used, the shaws
from the first, and during the summer, were decidedly
stronger and of a darker green colour ; but, during
September, decayed sooner than where the dung was used.
With the mixed manure, the same effects as to strength
and colour were produced ; but in a less degree, and they
remained fresher to the last. From this circumstance,
and the result of weight, we would be inclined in future
to adopt the mixed manure, varying, of course, the pro-
portion according to circumstances. On some lands in
Dumfries-shire this facility of raising productive and
profitable crops of Potatoes with the half quantity of farm-
yard manure, may lead to the partial adoption of an
additional grain and green crop before sowing out, viz. ;

—

First, Oats; next Potatoes, with dung and guano; then
Wheat ; then Turnips, with dung and bones mixed ; then
Barley or Oats, with Grass seeds.

—

Galloway Courier.

Constituents of Maize.—Dr. C. T. Jackson made a
verbal communication on researches made by himself and
Mr. A. A. Hayes, of Roxbury, respecting the saline and
other ingredients of Zeamays, and other grains, exhibiting

specimens of seeds to which Mr. Hayes' test of sulphate
of copper, for the detection of the limits of the phosphates,
had been applied. He also exhibited specimens to which
tincture of iodine had been applied, which indicated the
extent of the starch in each kind of grain and in several

other plants. Mr. Hayes' discovery of the limits of a
salt of the

H
peroxide of iron was demonstrated by soaking
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Indian corn ill sulphydrate of ammonia. The relative

proportions of oil in the different varieties of corn was
shown by sections of the kernel, also the relative propor-

tions of the zeine of Gorham or the gluten of corn. The
causes of the peculiar explosion and evolution of the

starch and gluten of corn in parching was explained by

the decomposition of the oil in the cells of the transparent

portions of the grain. Dr. Jackson had observed, in

April, 1840, while analysing the ashes of Indian corn, that

after combustion of the corn in a platina capsule, at a

high temperature, the platina was rendered brittle, and

was in part converted into the phosphuret of that metal.

On examining into the cause of this, he discovered phos-

phoric acid united to ?ome volatile or destructible base,

mixed with the phosphates of lime and of magnesia. His

subsequent researches satisfied him that the volatile base

in question was ammonia, which he separated by the

action of potash and lime, at a temperature below that

required for charring the grain. By the action of nitric acid

he burnt out the carbonaceous matter from the ashes of

corn, and procured a considerable quantity of glacial phos-

phoric acid. In all these experiments, thus far, the whole

grain was employed. In May, 1842, Mr. A. A. Hayes,

of Roxbury, exhibited to the chemical association some

specimens of southern corn, which had been cut in two

and soaked in a solution of sulphate of copper ; and this

test most beautifully marked out the limits of the phos-

phates in that grain. Profiting by this interesting experi-

ment, and observing that the phosphates were indicated

only in the cotyledon of corn, Dr. Jackson dissected out

the cotyledons, analysed them separately ; and glacial

phosphoric acid, phosphate of lime, phosphate of mag-

nesia, and ammonia were obtained. The proportions in

the ashes of the whole corn was but 1 per cent, of phos-

phates of lime, magnesia, and free phosphoric acid, and a

little silica. The cotyledons taken separately gave 6.4

percent, of fusible matter, which ran freely when melted.

It consisted T)f— Phos. lime, 2-4; phos. acid, 3*2
;
phos.

magnesia, 08. He also made an extensive series of

researches on other seeds, both of the Monocotyledonous

and Dicotyledonous plants, which determined the existence

of the phosphates exclusively in their cotyledons. The spe-

cimens to which Mr. Hayes' test had been applied, and

which were exhibited to the society, were Peas and Beans

of various kinds, Squash and Pumpkin seeds, Horse-

Chesnuts, the common Chesnut, Pea-nut, Barley, Oats,

Wheat, Rye, Buckwheat, and Cocoa-nut ; also Potato

tubers and Turnip bulbs. In all these the existence of

phosphates was demonstrated. In Almonds, Walnuts,

Butternuts, and most oily seeds, the sulphate of copper

fails to demonstrate the presence of phosphates. The
application of tincture of iodine proved the presence and

limits of starch in the Turnip, and in several other plants

which were exhibited. A sample of the hard and trans-

parent portion of Indian corn, from which the oil and zeine

had been removed by alcohol and ether, was proved by the

iodine test to be starch. It was observed that weak tincture

of iodine does not colour this portion of the corn until the

oil is removed. If strong tincture of iodine is employed,

the alcohol removing the oil causes the freed starch to

take the blue colour. Beans and Peas', consisting mostly

of legumine, discovered by Braconnot, do not take a blue

colour like the starch containing grains, but become dark

brown. Specimens of various germinated and growing

plants were also tested before the society. In the Potato-

sprout the starch was traced up into the plumule about

half an inch, where it disappeared, and dextrine was

present, the starch having undergone a metamorphosis

into that substance. Similar experiments were tried on

Indian corn, which had been grown about two inches

high, in pure powdered quartz. The changes which the

seed had undergone were quite interesting, and it was

seen, by the iodine test, that the starch of the albumen

had been absorbed, and was changed in the plumule into

dextrine and sugar. The portion of the corn, where the

oil exists with starch and gluten, had begun to change,

and iodine instantly forms a blue compound with the

starch. On applying the sulphate of copper the presence

of phosphoric acid in the radicle and plumule, and a little

around it, was readily proved. On testing germinated

English Beans the presence of phosphates was demon-
strated in the cotyledons, but iodine did not prove the

formation of starch from the legumin. The same experi-

ment was performed with the common Bean, with the

same results. It will be interesting to study the changes

which legumin (a substance now supposed to be identical

with caseine), undergoes in the process of germination.

As yec we know of no chemical researches on its trans-

formations in the living plant. Dr. J. had observed that

Cucwbitaceous plants contained nitrate of potash, and had

consequently directed its application around the roots of

such Vines. Observations on such plants grown on

nitrous ground, where old barns had been removed, proved

the value of that salt as a manure for Squashes, Pumpkins,

and Melons.

—

Proceedings of Boston Society of Natural
History.

has been productive of much good- Had it not been for

English trumpets, public attention would never have been

so strongly directed to Professor Liebig's excellencies
;

and we have to thank the German catcalls that his own

thoughts have been so advantageously turned to the

correction of his deficiencies. The two together have pro-

duced a book infinitely superior to its predecessors, and

to a very considerable extent unlike them. We hear no

more of Starch consisting of concentric layers of wax and

amylin ; the exaggerations about grand experiments on

woods and meadows are omitted, as is the materialism

about the unimportance of a vital principle (p. 56, Ed. 2),

and the offensive observations upon Physiologists. In the

place of these and other subjects that are cancelled we have

a very considerable quantity of new matter. A new

chapter is devoted to the consideration of " the Formation

of Arable Land," another to " Fallows;" that on the

manner in which Professor Liebig was so ill-advised as to | was a mistake- « I made use of the hydrosulphuret o

attack Vegetable Phvsiologists, of whose science he knows
]
ammonia, the very compound described by Liebig as being

much less than they of Chemistry. The issue of all this a < deadly poison ;' but in place of killing plants, 1 found
~~ * *

' * that in small quantity it produced decidedly beneficial

effects : in some cases when it was applied to plants in an

unhealthy state from the action of other substances, it had

the effect of invigorating them, and of restoring their

leaves to a healthy, green, and crisp condition. The

plants with which these effects were best observed were

the garden Lettuce and the common Windsor Bean. The

solution of the hydrosulphuret of ammonia employed was

prepared by mixing a saturated solution of the compound

with fifty times its bulk of water: such a solution had a most

nauseous disgusting smell, and contained of course a large

quantity of sulphuretted hydrogen. The plants under

experiment were selected from many, and were of the

same age and size, and as far as possible in the same

healthy state of growth. Some were watered with com-

mon water, others with a dilute solution of hydrosulphuret

of ammonia. At first only a few drops of the solution

were given, but finding that this produced little or no

effect, the dose was increased, and as much as half an

ounce a day, and sometimes even more, was given to each

plant ; it was found that those thus treated became

stronger and sturdier, their leaves were of a bright

deep green, the space between the nodes, or the distance

from leaf to leaf, was shorter, and the stems were

stronger, and the whole plant more flourishing than

in those watered in the ordinary way, although all other

circumstances were alike, and care was taken to place all

under the same condition, by exposing them equally to

air and light, and giving them the same quantity of water

every day. Plants in a languid state from over-doses of

nitrate of potash, or soda, or other saline manures, if not

too much injured by their previous treatment, appeared

to recover more rapidly when watered with the solution or

hydrosulphuret of ammonia, than when merely treated

with common water. In some of these latter cases a much

stronger solution was employed than that already men-

tioned, containing two drachms of the saturated solution

of hydrosulphuret of ammonia in fifty of water, and of this

eight drachms were given daily. For some time after thus

watering the plants the earth retained a strong smell of

sulphuretted hydrogen, and the water which drained

through, when tested by a salt of lead, evidently contained

a large quantity of that gas." And then he proceeds to

point out the extreme improbability that a substance so

constantly evolved from decaying matter as sulphuretted

hydrogen should not be the food of plants. •' Its presence

in manures is well known and readily proved, but its pre-

sence in the air, in which it exists in exceedingly minute

quantity, is less readily shown. We know, however, that

it is constantly being formed on the surface of the earth?

and we have evidence of its presence in the air by several

effects, such as the tarnishing of some metals, and the

blackening of white paint ; these effects, which take place

gradually and slowly, are principally occasioned by the

presence of sulphuretted hydrogen and its compounds,

more particularly the hydrosulphuret of ammonia, in the

air. Lastly, if the vegetable kingdom is the great means

of purifying the air, and retaining it in a fit state for the

respiration of men and animals, the absorption and decom-

position of sulphuretted hydrogen by plants must consti-

tute not the least important of their functions."

We believe, too, but cannot lay our hands upon tne

passage, that Dr. Lankester had previously brought for-

ward some evidence to show that sulphuretted hydroge

is not injurious to vegetation.

Chemistry in its Applications to Agriculture and Phy-
siology. By Justus Liebig, M.D. 8vo. Taylor and
Walton. Third Edition.

t is rather more than three years since this remarkable

book was laid before the British Association. In the

course of that time two Editions have been printed

;

they have been received on the one hand with most extra-

vagant praise, and on the other with unmeasured censure.

The first was attributable to the clearness with which some
views that are really new, and others that are thought so,

were brought before the public ; the second arose from the

" Rotation of Crops " is almost entirely rewritten, and so

is the chapter on Manures; while a thirteenth chapter is

devoted specially to a general retrospect of the theories

included in the previous pages. To these are added

supplementary chapters on the sources of ammonia, and

on the questiorft whether Nitric acid is food for plants,

and whether the nitrogen of the air takes a part in vege-

tation. In an Appendix are given at length the important-

experiments of Wiegmann and Polstorf on the food of

plants.

In the former editions ammonia was the great subject

of discussion. As chemists seem agreed in considering

it improbable that plants should obtain their nitrogen

directly from the air, and as all plants contain that

element, ammonia seems to be the only source by which

it can be supplied ; and in all probability this is a just

view of the case. Nevertheless it is by no means

proved that larger quantities of ammonia than the atmo-

sphere naturally contains are necessary to the most healthy

vegetation ; and although it is certain that matter rich in

ammoniacal salts is among the most powerful of manures,

it has by some been supposed that other substances con-

stantly present along with the ammonia may be of

equal or even greater importance. Such is sulphuretted

hydrogen ; such are phosphates. This opinion is now
taken up by Professor Liebig, who devotes a whole chapter

to its consideration. After stating that animal matter

contains invariably the substances named albumen, fibrin,

and casein, all three rich in sulphur, he inquires—
" From what source does the animal body derive these

three fundamental components? Unquestionably they

are obtained from the plants upon which the animals

subsist ; but in what form, and in what condition, are

they contained in plants ?

" Recent investigations of chemists have enabled us to

answer these questions with positive certainty. Plants

contain, either deposited in their roots or seeds, or dis-

solved in their juices, variable quantities of compounds

containing sulphur. In these nitrogen is an invariable

constituent. Two of the compounds containing sulphur

exist in the seeds of cereal plants, and in those of legumi-

nous vegetables, such as Peas, Lentils, and Beans. A third

is always present in the juices of all plants; and it is found

in the greatest abundance in the juices of those which we

use for the purposes of the table. .-.

" A very exact inquiry into the properties and cornpo-

sition of these substances has produced a very remarkable

result, namely, that the sulphur-compound dissolved yin

the juice of plants, is, in reality, identical with the ALltu-

MJBN contained in the serum of blood, and in the white of

an egg ; that the sulphur-compound in the seeds of Jthe

cereals possesses the same properties and composition as

the fibrin of blood : and that the nutritious constituent

of Peas, Beans, and Lentils, is actually of the same nature

and composition as the casein of milk. Hence it follows

that plants, and not animals, generate the constituents

of blood containing sulphur. When these are absent ijrom

the food given to an animal, its blood cannot be farmed.

From this it also follows, that vegetable food will be pro-

portionally nutritious and fit to sustain the vital processes

of the animal body, according to the amount of these

ingredients contained within it.

" There also exist certain families of plants, such as the

Cruciferse, which contain peculiar sulphur-compounds

much richer in that element than the vegetable consti-

tuents of blood- The seeds of Black Mustard, the Horse-

radish, Garlic, Onions, and Scurvy-grass, are particularly

marked in this respect. From all of these plants we
obtain, by simple distillation with water, certain volatile

oils, differing from all other organic compounds not

containing sulphur, by their peculiar, pungent, and dis-

agreeable odour.
" Those compounds containing sulphur are present in

the seeds of all plants, as well as in the plants themselves
;

and as they are particularly abundant in cultivated plants

employed for animal nutrition, it is quite obvious that a

substance containing sulphur is absolutely essential to the

development of such compounds, in order to supply to

them their proper proportion of this element."

These are very remarkable -statements, and require to be

considered with great attention. The opinion, however,

that sulphur is beneficial to plants is not originally Prof.

Liebig's ; he, on the contrary, so lately as 1842, adopted

the erroneous views of Christison and Turner, and
regarded the " hydrosulphate of ammonia (sulphuretof

ammonium) as a deadly poison to vegetables, the proper-

ties of which we cannot change by dilution." (Ed. 2,

p. 195.) It was, however, proved experimentally by Mr.

The source from which sulphur is obtained by plants
}

not the atmosphere, according to Dr. Liebig, but the soi

»

whence it is furnished by the decomposition of sulphate '

"The air," he says (p. 63), " cannot contain any 8°^
stances in which sulphur is present, unless, indeed*

except minute and scarcely appreciable traces of sulp

etted hydrogen." We confess our inability to understan^

this. That ammonia is obtained from the air was one
^

the author's triumphant proofs, and yet it exists tlier

^e(i

as minute and inappreciable a quantity as sulp nUI

ii i a i j u *up latter
hydrogen; and we cannot comprehend why u

,,. *.

should not be thus supplied as well as the forme*"- I* n
>

what, let us ask, becomes of the volumes of this gas c

tinually escaping from the surface of the soil ?
^r

.

to suppose that it is all consumed in forming sulpbure

Surely not.
m e

Next to sulphur stand phosphates in their
j

rnPorta
"
lje

to vegetation. This, indeed, is not a new doctrine ;

on

contrary, their value was pointed out in the former

tions ; not, however, we think, so strongly as now '

f .^

iioiced to find Prof. Liebig ranged on this side of ^are rej

e

lture

sterling. The importation is still greater at presen ,

Edward Solly {First Report of the Chemical Committee it is far from being sufficient to supply the was e.

of the Horticultural Society, p, 9, June, 1842) that this "Another proof of the efficacy ot tue pn™*'

question, for it seems to us that if practical Agric»
^e

points out one thing more strongly than another, i ^^
great importance of phosphates. Nothing is more re

^ ^
able than the action of the superphosphate of ^"^^
plants in gardens ; no single agent that we ^ave

hJ ar;ses
employed can be compared to it. This probab y^^
from garden-soil being rich in all other substances ^
phosphoric acid, which is always largely carrie( '

ure>
but sparingly returned in the processes of garden

The remarks of Prof. Liebig on this subject are too

to be omitted :*

—

waste of
" In a former letter I showed you how great a w

^ ^
phosphates is unavoidable in England, and reierre^

^ ^
well-known fact that the importation of bones res

d
a most admirable manner the fertility of the fields exi

from this cause. In the year 1827 the import*
t
on

bones for manure amounted to 40,000 tons, and Musk is*

estimated their value to be from 100,000/. to ^0,00^

in
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restoring fertility to exhausted land is afforded by the use

of the guano—a manure which, although of recent intro-

duction into England, has found such general and exten-

sive application.

"We believe that the importation of one hundred-weight

of guano is equivalent to the importation of eight hundred-

weight of Wheat—the hundred-weight of guano assumes

in a time which can be accurately estimated the form of a
quantity of food corresponding to eight hundred-weight of

Wheat. The same estimate is applicable in the valuation

of bones.
w If it were possible to restore to the soil of England and

Scotland the phosphates which during the last fifty ye;»rs

have been carried to the sea by the Thames and the Clyde,

it would be equivalent to manuring with millions of hun-

dred-weights of bones, and the produce of the land would

increase one-third, or perhaps double itself, in 5 or 10 years.

"Wecannotdoubt that the sameresultwould follow if the

price of the guano admitted the application of a quantity

to the surface of the fields, containing as much of the

phosphates as have been withdrawn from them in the

same period.
" If a rich and cheap source of phosphate of lime and the

alkaline phosphates were open to England, there can be

no question that the importation of foreign Corn might be

altogether dispensed with after a short time. For these

materials England is at present dependent upon foreign

countries, and the high price of guano and of bones pre-

sents their general application, and in sufficient quantity.

Every year the trade in these substances must decrease,

or their price will rise as the demand for them increases.

" According to these premises, it cannot be disputed,

that the annual expense of Great Britain for the importa-

tion of bones and guano is equivalent to a duty on Corn :

"with this difference only, that the amount is paid to

foreigners in money.
11 To restore the disturbed equilibrium of constitution

of the soil,—to fertilise her fields,—England requires an

enormous supply of animal excrements, and it must there-

fore excite considerable interest to learn that she possesses

beneath her soil beds of fossil guano, strata of animal

excrements, in a state which will probably allow of their

being employed as a manure at a very small expense.

The coprolithes discovered by Dr. Buckland, (a discovery

of the highest interest to Geology,) are these excrements ;

and it seems extremely probable that in these strata

England possesses the means, of supplying the place of

recent bones, and therefore the principal conditions of

improving agriculture — of restoring and exalting the

fertility of her fields.
u In the autumn of 1842, Dr. Buckland pointed out to

Tc\e a bed of coprolithes in the neighbourhood of Clifton,
from half to one foot thick, inclosed in a limestone forma-
tion, extending as a brown stripe in the rocks, for miles
along the banks of the Severn. The limestone marl of
Lyme Regis consists, for the most part, of one-fourth
part of fossil excrements and bones. The same are abund-
ant in the lias of Bath, Eastern and Broadway Hill, near
Evershara. Dr. Buckland mentions beds, several miles
in extent, the substance of which consists in many places,
of a fourth part of coprolithes.

* Pieces of the limestone rock of Clifton, near Bristol,

"which is rich in coprolithes and organic remains, frag-
ments of bones, teeth, &c, were subjected to analysis,
and were found to contain above 18 per cent, of phosphate
°f lime. If this limestone is burned and brought in that
state to the fields, it must be a perfect substitute for bones,
the efficacy of which as a manure does not depend, as has
been generally but erroneously supposed, upon the nitro-

Senised matter which they contain, but on their phosphate
°f lime. The osseous breccia found in many parts of

England deserves especial attention, as it is highly pro-
bable that in a short time it will become an important
article of commerce. What a curious and interesting

subject for contemplation ! In the remains of an extinct

animal world, England is to find the means of increasing
ber wealth in agricultural produce, as she has already
found the great support of her manufacturing industry in

fossil fuel,—the preserved matter of primeval forests,—
the remains of a vegetable world.

We quote this passage for the sake of showing the vivid

style of the author, and not because we quite] concur in

Prof. Liebig's anticipations concerning coprolites, whose
Vabie is probably exaggerated.

From these we turn to other considerations. It will be
remembered that in former editions the author adopted,
*s a proved fact, the theory of excrementitious deposits

"y plants, and even went so far as to assert that it was a
Necessary consequence of their secreting power that excre-

mentitious matters should be formed. We and others
have pointed out the objections that must be taken to
these views ; and upon turning over the pages of this new
edition we at first believed that they had been quietly
a*>andoned. We find, however, at p. 75, that the accu-

racy of Macaire Prinsep's views is still unquestioned, at
least in part, in this instance Dr Liebig relies upon the
foilowing case :

—

"Let us," he says " consider the composition ofthe ashes
°f two Fir-trees as analysed by an acute and most accurate
ptamist. One of these grew in Norway, on a soil of
Variable composition, but to which soluble salts and
Particularly common salt, were conveyed in great quantity
"7 rain-water. How did it happen that its ashes contained
*° appreciable trace of salt, although we are certain that
"Sjoots must have absorbed it after every shower ?

1 We can explain the absence of salt in this case by
^eans of the direct and positive observations referred to,

^bich have shown that plants have the power of return-
ing to the soil all substances unnecessary to their existence."

But^ to our apprehension there must either be some
e*ror iu these analyses, or the trees never could have

absorbed any salt. For if they had ever taken it up, there

must have been some portion remaining at the time when
they were felled. It strikes us that this case proves too

much.

But if the old theory of vegetable excrements be virtually

abandoned, or limited to the extrication of oxygen (p. 170)
we have a new one, which is not a little curious. Profes-

sor Liebig considers bark a kind of excrement. To avoid

the suspicion of misrepresentation we quote his words:

—

• " These barks are in so far true excrements, that they

arise from living plants, and play no further part in their

vital functions; they may even be removed from them,
without thereby endangering their existence. It is known
that certain trees throw off annually their barks : this

circumstance, viewed in its proper light, shows that,

during the formation of certain products formed by the

vital processes, materials arise which are incapable of

experiencing a further change.
11 There is every reason to believe, that this separation

takes place over the whole surface ; it is observed not
only on the stem but also on the smallest twigs ; and
hence we must conclude that the same excretory process
goes on in the roots."

We will not set about seriously refuting this strange

hallucination, but content ourselves with asking whether
scurfskin, the points of our hairs, the ends of our nails,

or the slough of a snake are excrements ?

We had hoped that Professor Mohl had put an end to

the folly of asserting that dryness of the soil is of no con-
sequence to plants when matured ; that is, we suppose,
when the fruit is ripened. We are, however, mistaken.

Professor Liebig maintains this opinion with as much
pertinacity as if there was not a tree or bush within a
hundred miles of Giessen :

—
*'* When a plant is quite matured, and when the organs

by which it obtains food from the atmosphere are formed,
the carbonic acid of the soil is no further required.

" Deficiency of moisture in the soil, or its complete dry-
ness, does not now check the growth of a plant, provided
it receives from the dew and from the atmosphere as

much as is requisite for the process of assimilation.

During the heat of summer it derives its carbon exclusively

from the atmosphere."

It seems useless to put him right upon such points, for

he does not appear to be acquainted with some of the

commonest facts connected with vegetable life. We shall

therefore dismiss the subject for the present without
further comment, in the hope that with time this learned

chemist may become sensible of such errors as this, and
his speculations about lactescent plants, which he still

maintains have their moisture secured from evaporation
by a coating of caoutchouc and wax, rohich surrounds
them by a waterproof envelope ! !

The Almanacs of Farming and Gardening.— The
approach of another year reminds us of these little pro-
ductions. Two Gardeners' Almanacs are before us ; John-
son's, published by the company of Stationers, is a useful

publication of 96 closely-printed pages, filled with all sorts

of information relating to Horticulture ; Glenny's is a sort

of Florists' Calendar, very trashy, very dear, and chiefly

intended as a puff of " The Gardener," a book containing

a greater mass of ignorance than any work that we are

acquainted with. The author tells his readers (p. 20)

that " if the ground be hard frozen the seed cannot be

sown ;
' that tender annuals may be planted out at the end

of April (p. 27) ; that Chrysanthemums are the most
•'untidy of all our flowers" (p. 34) ; that when stone

fruit-trees are budded in July the stocks are to be cut

down to within a few inches of the ground (p. 34), and so

on. Of the Farmers* Almanacs that by Johnson and

Shaw contains 100 pages of very closely-printed matter,

besides as much more of extremely useful advertisements.

We need not say that such a companion is invaluable to a

farmer. The British Farmers 1 Almanac has 96 pages,

more loosely printed, and 16 pages of miscellaneous adver-

tisements ; it contains two calendars, one for farmers, the

other for gardeners, and the usual information concerning

fairs, tariff, &c.

Theorie der G'drtnerei, von John Lindley. {Lindley's

Theory of Horticulture.) 8vo. Vienna. 1842.
{Continued from page 743.)

Page 131.—If the majority of contrivances for the pur-

pose of warming plant-houses be examined, it will be

found that through the warm air they engender during

severe and enduring cold, they produce no other

effects than are often seen to take place by removing

plants after exposure to a severe winter into one of these

deficiently-warmed greenhouses. The foliage of such

plants is often less interesting than that of the plants in a

well-preserved Herbarium.

Page 131.—"Figure B re-

presents a rain-gauge. A cop-

per funnel, a, which has an

opening below of a quarter of

an inch in diameter, is fastened

upon a cylindrical tube, b. At

the side of this a glass-tube,

c, is placed, which communi-

cates with it below, and has a

graduated scale attached. It is

evident that any water will stand

in the two tubes at the same
height, and will be measured by
the graduated scale. Enough
water is then poured into the

funnel to rise above the brass

ring which fastens the glass tube

just above the cock, and this

will form the zero point of the Fig. B.

pcale. The diameter of the rim of the funnel being

known, a quantity of water that would occupy the same
surface for an inch in height must be poured into the fun-
nel, and the height at which it stands in the glass tube
will indicate the height at which an inch of fallen rain
would stand in the instrument, and must accordingly be
marked off on the scale. The same quantity of water should
be added again and again, in order to mark off on the scale
several inches. As the diameter of the tube is small com-
pared with that of the funnel, the water rises several

inches in the tube, and by this means many subdivisions

of the inch may be easily made. When the scale is con-
structed in this way, it is of little importance what the
form of the funnel is, as the relative depth of the rain is

measured, and not the actual quantity. This apparatus
rests upon a tripod, which should be fastened to the
ground, so that the wind may not turn it over. The edge
of the funnel should stand horizontal, and the opening of it

should be small, in order to prevent a rapid evaporation of
the water, as the true quantity of the rain should be
ascertained independent ot external circumstances. The
best way is to measure off the Mater as soon as convenient
after rain, reducing the quantity of it to the point marked
zero in the scale before alluded to.

Page 132—" It is through the wind that the moisture
of plants and the earth is constantly borne away, and thus
the evaporation of plants is increased, for no still damp
air, as is the case in a calm, surrounds plants.

Page 135.—" Shades over plants recently transplanted
not only prevent evaporation from the plant, but they also

prevent the moisture of the soil being carried away.
Page 141.—« Jn the case of plants covered with thatched

hurdles, it should be borne in mind that the material
used for covering absorbs heat during the day, and pro-
duces an increased temperature by offering a resistance to

the influence of the cold air, by radiating the heat imme-
diately the sun is away. The heat also thus absorbed will

be communicated to the covered plant, as there must
always be a tendency to a balance of temperature between
the covered and covering body.
Page 141.-—" We find it very advantageous, during the

winter, to surround those plants which grow on grass with
leaf-earth (Lauberde) to the extent of about six inches in

height and twelve inches in breadth.

Page 142.-—" In a climate such as ours, (Vienna,)

where frost and rime so often appear before or at the
time of the flowering of our fruit-trees, it would be a

senseless experiment to endeavour to force the blossoms
by blackening the walls. In many parts of the country,
branches of the Coniferse are employed as a means of
covering against the severe frosts at the beginning of the
winter, and are continued till the time of the disappear-

ance of frost and rime. The longer permanent rest and
the greater power of the sun's rays soon remove the

resulting interruption.

Page 143.—The expression, 30° Fahrenheit, as stated

in the origiual, can only be regarded as an error of the

press. (The translator has altered it in the text of the

work to 3° Reaumur.)
(To be continued.)

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.
(Continuedfrom page 808.)

66. Impurities of Water corrected.—The use of cer-

tain plants and vegetable juices in correcting the bad
qualities of water admits of ample illustration. It is

understood that the original inducement of the Chinese

to the use of tea was for the purpose of correcting the bad

qualities of their water ; and our early colonists in Ame-
rica infused in the water, for the same purpose, the branches

of Sassafras. Niebuhr, speaking of the Nile, observes,

" The water is always somewhat muddy, but by rubbing

with bitter almonds, prepared in a particular manner, the

earthen jars in which it is kept, this water is rendered

clear, light, and salutary." Roberts, in his "Oriental

Illustrations/' has some interesting observations concern-

ing the practices of the Hindoos with reference to this

subject. He informs us that the brackish water in the

neighbourhood of the salt-pans, or of the sea, is often

corrected by the natives throwing into it the wood called

Perru-Nelli (Phyllanthus emblica) ; and should the water

be very bad, the well is lined with planks cut out of this

tree. He adds—" In swampy grounds, or where there

has not been rain for any long time, the water is often

muddy and very unwholesome. But Providence has again

been bountiful, by giving to the people the Teatta maram
(Strychnos potatorum). All who live in the neighbour-

hood of such water, or who have to travel where it is,

always carry a supply of the nuts of this tree. They grind
one or two of them on the side of an earthen vessel ; the

water is then poured in, and the impurities soon subside."

67. Darnel—The Lolium temulentum, or Darnel, is

remarkable as being the only well-authenticated instance

of a plant belonging to the order of Grasses in which nar-

cotic or even deleterious properties have been found. The
grains are said to produce intoxication in man, beasts, and
birds, and to bring on fatal convulsions. According to

Christison, Darnel, when mixed with flour and made into

bread, has been known to produce headache, giddiness,

somnolency, delirium, convulsions, paralysis, and even

death. Some years ago, the same author tells us almost

all the inmates of the Sheffield workhouse were attacked

with symptoms supposed to be produced by their Oatmeal

having been accidentally adulterated with Lolium ; and a

case is on record of a farmer, near Poictiers, in France,

having killed himself by persevering in the use of Darnel

flour for making bread. His wife and servant, who dis-

continued to eat it, escaped, but were violently affected

with vomiting ani purging.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
For some years I have entertained views on early forcing

Grapes at variance with common practice, without the oppor*
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tunity of putting them to the test. I offer them, therefore, by
way of suggestion only. For reasons which I shall mention
below, I have come to the conclusion that from the middle of
November to Christmas—the usual time to begin to force the
early Vinery— is the worst time of the season for that purpose,
as, although the mean temperature of our climate during the
six weeks preceding Christmas is somewhat higher than for the
same period immediately following, the mean excitability of the
Vine— it" the term be proper—is lowest during the former period,
and therefore more difficult to put in action. The solar influence
is also less powerful at that time ; but the greatest objection
will be found in the comparatively short time allowed for the
plants to ripen a crop, when Grapes are wanted in March or early
in April, and thus compelling the gardener to depart from
natural laws, by keeping up a high temperature day and night
after the fruit is set. There are those, it is true, who maintain
that Grapes will ripen as soon with a low night temperature in
winter as when a contrary course is pursued; but this is a
delusion, and the question therefore resolves itself thus:—You
must either take more time to mature a crop, or violate the first

law of nature in respect to vegetable life. In the latter case you
obtain your end at a great sacrifice to the Vine, which, although
proverbial for its capacity to suit itself to particular circumstances,
will some day, under this mismanagement, reach the point
where " the last feather breaks the back." It will be recollected
that I lately mentioned a case which occurred many years since,
where the Vines of an early Vinery broke into leaf early in Sep-
tember, and also a similar case which took place this autumn,
but not quite so early. As far as I recollect, there was a fair

crop ripened in the former house in February, and my friend,

whose Grapes were all set before the middle of last month,
expects equal success. These are the only instances that I

recollect where a Vinery has been forced at that early season;
but I have little doubt that this is the best time to begin to force

Vines that are expected to ripen their fruit any time in April. If I

had suggested this course at the proper time—say about the mid-
dle of September—would have defeated my object, as some would
have been bold enough to have tried the experiment at once, which
would have been certain to fail in some measure. Vines must be
gradually prepared for this early growth ; say, those that have
been accustomed to grow about Christmas ought this season to
be put in motion now, and alter the crop is gathered next May,
keep the house close, in order to ripen the wood early ; these
might be forced again from the beginning of next November;
the following season a month earlier, and the third season from
the middle of September, which is the period I would suggest as
the best to begin for the earliest crop. When the Vines are once
brought to this early state, they will afterwards move at the
accustomed time with less artificial heat, and with greater cer-
tainty, than will those forced at this late dull season; indeed
you may calculate, on the average of seasons, to get tlsem into
full leaf before the fire is lighted. The border is then warmed
throughout by the summer heat, and therefore in a better con-
dition for the roots than it can be at any other period till tbe
following summer. This of itself would be a sufficient reason
for the change I anticipate. These are not hasty conclusions
taken up to make a paragraph for the Calendar; I submitted
them lately to some friends well versed in the subject, and I wish
I had room to give their opinions in detail, instead of engrafting
them with my own. I should much wish to hear the opinions
of old practitioners on the subject.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD;
In-door Department*

Pinery.—With any of the ordinary means of keeping up the
heat there will be no difficulty in managing the surface tempera-
ture in Pine-stoves in winter. I wish 1 could say as much about
the bottom-heat. I can at this moment see in my mind's eye
long ranges of Pines planted out on prepared beds, over shallow
tanks of water, with here and there an old bark-bed, the ther-
mometer placed over the centre of the tanks, and the attendant
looking on like an engineer, conscious of his full command over
the simple machinery, giving a little more heat here and taking
off some there, and regulating the whole with precision. The
toils of a long life are nothing to the pleasure of anticipating
such a state of things.

Vinery.—A friend writes, in reference to the proposed plan of
starting the first Vinery two months earlier than usual, thus :—
41

1 suppose the greatest benefit you expect to derive from this
early forcing is the greater length of time the plants would have
to ripen the crop;" just so, and this greater length of time will
allow you to let down the night temperature, as it does naturally
where the Vine is at home, in the warm valleys of Syria, instead
of being kept up between 60° and 70°, as I have often seen it.

But suppose you were to ripen the fruit in a shorter time, as at
present, the Fact that the border being about the same tempera-
ture as the mean temperature in the Vinery at that time is of
itself of equal weight. Then the border would have to be covered
earlier with some dry material, which would throw off the wet,
and thus render it capable of retaining its heat to a longer
period. But let us hear what can be urged on the other side of
the question.
Peach-house.—The last paragraph reminds me that the out-

side borders of the Peach-house should now be well covered with
dry leaves or litter.

Mushroom-house.—As this house requires stronger fires now,
you had better keep it more moist, if you are in a hurry with
them, and can keep up the atmosphere to saturation ; it is
astonishing the heat they will stand. In rearranging some of
our buildings here lately, our old Mushroom-house had to be
taken down without previous notice, thus cutting off our
supply at a time when we most wanted them. A new house
was erected forthwith; a bed or two made up and spawned at
once, the temperature varying from 70° to 90°, with as much
moisture as the air would take up, and in less than six weeks we
had no want of Mushrooms

; after that the heat was let down to
u'0

o
, at which it will be kept through the winter.

Out- door Department. I

Among the various operations now going on in the Kitchen-
garden we must not overlook our spring Broccoli ; they have
been growing luxuriantly all along, and although they seldom
suffer from frost until after the middle of January, they had better
now, or very soon, be laid down— as we call it—with their heads
towards the north. Whether it is from the check they thus receive,
or from being less exposed, or from both, I know not; but they
arc much safer this way than left standing. As for digging and
trenching, making new beds, borders, or walks, every one
will be guided rather by particular circumstances than by a
Calendar.

Orchard.— \ do not know of anything very particular to men-
tion here ; but there is a great deal to be done in this department
for all that. I was at Chatsworth about three years since, and I

saw among other things that Mr. Paxton had trained up some
Currant-trees with clean stems about 4ft. high, and their tops
looked like the heads of standard Roses. I thought they looked
very pretty, and that I might as well have some too; so when
we pruned the bushes about this time, we made short cuttings of
the middle part of the shoots, with only two eyes at top, and
planted them in a very rich bed in a shaded place, watered them
well next summer, and some of them were long enough for
standards the first season, and all of them the following one. The
reason for discarding the bottom of the shoots is, that many
latent eyes are formed there which you cannot see to pick out,
but which would push afterwards in the shape of suckers; the
two eyes were left in case one should fail, bat only the strongest
shoot was allowed to grow, and the cutting vas made short that
the shoot might grow from the surface of the ground, and thus
look clean and straight all the way up, which could not be the
case if the cutting was long out of the ground, because the
young shoot would form a ° knee" with the top of the cutting;.

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stove.—A correspondent who is afraid that the heat necessary

for his Nepenthes distillatoria will be too much for his other
stove-plants, need entertain no such fears; this very curious

plant, if at aU'well established, will do well enough in winter with
any degree of heat at night, from 50° to 6o°, and not more than

60°, with fire-heat; but when a fine day occurs, the sun-heat
may be allowed to raise the temperature to 80°, withoutdoing
any harm. "I can, if you think it necessary, place it in the
meantime under a hand-glass, and in March give it a good bot-

tom-heat;" no one could do better than this with it. The hand-
glass will keep the air more uniform and moist about it ; but see

that no drops fall on the leaves. The first time you come to

London procure admittance to Mr. Rucker's collection, and you
will see this plant grown to perfection.

Greenhouse.—The late mild damp weather has been a trying

time for delicate young plants here, and fires have been in requi-

sition several times for a few hours in the middle of the day.

Who would not strain a point to have such command over his

heating-apparatus as Mr. Beck has with his close-covered tank
under his greenhouse-stage, and here also the depth of water is

within a fraction of what I recommended for that sized tank
almost at random, and the heat of the water too from 120° to 130°,

which keeps his stove to 70°, with a frost of 12°, would surely

keep 2ft. of soil up to 80° or 85° if placed over such a tank. Not-
withstanding all that has been said on this very simple subject,

there are tanks very deep now being put up in Suffolk.

Conservatory.—The double Roman Narcissus of the shops is

the first of the forced bulbs to be in bloom for this house ; those
who ported them and the Hyacinths early last August will in a
few days see them in bloom. Cuttings taken off the tops of

Gesnera zebrina after the flower-buds were formed, are also now
getting forward to succeed the old plants; and like cuttings

of the Hydrangea, similarly treated, flower almost as strong-

as if left on the parent plant, and as they stand dry heat are

excellcntlittleornamentstothe sitting-room. Plants, of Euphor-
bia jacquiniflora, which I cut down last January, are now coming
finely into bloom, six weeks earlier than last year; they also

stand dry heat, and will do in a sitting-room for two months. 1

have just pruned others of them which will perhaps flower a
month earlier than this next year. Moss Roses will soon be in,

the mildness of the last two months was in their favour, as they

dislike strong fire-heat ; this is the time to test the best stock to

graft Roses on for forcing. Dog Roses make slow stocks com-
pared with the old China or Boursault ; but of course to begin in

January or February to force Roses, they will do well enough on
any stock, and with little forcing.—D. Beaton, Shrubland Park
Gardens, Ipswich.

State of the Weather near London for the week ending Nov. 30, 1843, as

observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswiek.
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Nov. 24. Foggy ; densely clouded; rain at night. i

25. Hazy and drizzly throughout.
26. Densely overcast; heavy clouds; boisterous.

27. Cloudy ; squally ; very clear and fine at nighc.
28. Fine with light clouds; exceedingly fine; cloudy.
29. Clear and fine throughout ; clear and frosty at night.
30. Slight frost; hne; hazy; drizzly rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week 5» above the average.

State of the Weather at Chiswiek during th e last 17 years, for the ensuing
Week ending December 9, 1843.

Aver.
Highest

Aver.
Lowest Mean

No. or
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity

Prevailing Wind 8.

Dec. * H • «
rrj

2

t

4

ft

^ ^»»*
Temp. Temp. Temp of Rain. 55

2

J

1 6

•-*

6

•

Sun. 3 47.9 38.3 43.1 7 0.17 in. H
Mon. 4 47-5 37.8 42.6 7 0-14 2 1 — 2 3 5 3 1

Tues. 5 46.5 37-1 41.8 8 0.13 — 1 — 1 1 5 6 •1

Wed. 6 46.0 36.6 41.6 12 0.30 1 1 — 1 3 6 6 —
Thurs. 7 47.0 38.2 42.0 12 0.52 1 1 1 1 4 3 6 1

Fri. 8 45.1 34.6 39.3 10 0.36 1 1 2 — 2 5 5 1

Sat. 9 45.1 36.0 40.5 8 0.24 2 2 1 1 1 6 3 1

The highest temperature occurred on the 5th, in 1827, and 7th, in 1833—ther-
inom. 5GV; and the lowest on the 3d, in 11*40,—thermometer 22 J.^

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Dec. 1, 1843.

Thk weather during the week has been very steady, and the

market has, in general, been pretty well supplied ; but trade con-

tinues dull. Pine-apples are good and plentiful, and bring nearly

the same prices as last week. The supply of hothouse Grapes is

rather short, but good Portugal ones are abundant. Apples of

good quality are scarcer, and the trade for inferior sorts is bad :

a few good Blanheim Oranges are to be seen, and are selling at

from 45. to 6s. per bushel; we likewise noticed a few Golden
Pippins of good quality, these bring from 7s. to 1 Os. 6d. per bushel.

Pears are selling at nearly the same prices as last week, and con-

sist of the same kinds. Spanish Melons arc still brought to the

market, and bring from 1*. 6d. to 3.5. each. Vegetables of almost
every kind are good and plentiful. Cabbages and Broccoli are

very fine, and quite sufficient to meet the demand. Brussels

Sprouts are plentiful, and Leeks and Onions of good quality are

abundant, as are also Celery, Endive, and other salading. Sea-

kale and Asparagus have this week made their appearance in the

market, but only In small quantities; the former is selling at

from 2s. to 3s. 6rf.per punnet. A considerable quantity of excel-

lent Horse-radish has been imported from Hamburgh and brought
to the market during the week. Cardoons are selling at from 1&-. to

Is. 6d. each; they arc very small. Among Cut Flowers we
noticed Erica hyemalis and gracilis, Epiphyllum truncatum,
Luculia gratissima, Bignonia venusta, Neapolitan Violets, Chry-
santhemums, Camellias, Pelargoniums.Primulas,Verbenas, Cine-

rarias, China and Perpetual Roses.

PRICES, Saturday, December 2,1843—FRUITS:—
Pine Apple, per lb.,3i Gd to 7*

Grapes, hothouse, per lb-, 2s to 4#

„ Portugal, per lb. 9d to 2s

Melons, Spanish, each. U Gd to 3*

Applea, dessert, p. bush. 4s to 10»

, t
Kitchen, p bus. 3* to (is

Pears, per half-sieve, 3.t to 12a

Oranges, per dozen, 9// to 2s
— per 100,4* to 16* ,'

Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2*
— per 100, G* to 14*

Pomegranates, per doz., 3* to Gs

Green Capsicums, per 100,1 s^U) 2s

Red Capsicums, 4* to 0* Z
Almonds, per peek, 6s
Sweet Almonds, per lb*, 2s Gd to 3*
Nuts, Spanish, per liusheJ, ids

— Ura/.il, ]<;*

— Hazel, 3* to 4.t— Barcelona, 22s to 24*
— Cob. 12*

Chesnuts, per peck, 4s to 7*'

Filberts, English, p loolbs., r,r>* to 60j]
liarberries, per hf.-sv., 3* to <\s m
Tomatoes, per h£-sv., 3* to 5*

VEGETABLES.
Broccoli, per bundle, Gd to 1*6*/

Bruitels' Sprouts, per hf -sv«, 1* to 2*

Cabbages, per doz., Gd to 1*

Greens, per doz. Is Gd to 2* Gd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, la to 4j

Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 75*— per cwt., 2* to 4*— per bushel , 1* Gd to 2s Gd
— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 2* Gd

Turnips, per doz. bunches, 1* to 2*

Red Beet, per dozen, 9d to 1*

Horse Radish, perhundle, 1* to'6>

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, U
Carrots, p. doz. bun., 2* to 5*

Spinach, per sieve, 9d to 1*

Leeks, per doz. bun., 1* to 1* Gd
Garlic, per lb. Gd to 8d
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., 2* to 3.t

— Large, per bushel, 2s to 3s .

Onions, Spanish, per doz., 1* Gd to At— pickling, p. hf.-sv., 3* Gd to 4* Gd
Shallots, per lb., 5d to Gd
Chilis, per 100, l*to 2*
Lettuce, Cnbb., p. score, Gd to Is— Cos, per score, Gd to Is
Celery, per bun., Gd to 2*
Mushrooms, per pottle, 1* Gil to 2*

Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 16* to 24*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3rf

Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 3d to Gd
Parsley, per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 2sGd
Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Endive, per score, Gd to 1* Gd

'

Mint, per doz. bunches, 1* to 2*
Marjoram, green, p. Joz.bun- la Gd io2$
Chervil, per punnet, 2d to3(i
Salsafy, per bundle, Is to \s6d
Scorzonera, per buadle, Is to Is Gd

Notices to Correspondents.

Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR.—At the earnest

solicitation of many of our Subscribers, we have determined on

again reprinting Mr. Paxton's " Cottager's Calendar," in the form

of a small volume, for general distribution, price :\d. each copy.

It may be ordered of all booksellers. Gentlemen wishing to dis--

tribute copies amonjr, their cottage tenantry, may have them deli-

vered in any part vf London, by remitting a post-office order to

this office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies.

Communications from the following: Correspondents are in

type, and are only waiting till room can be found for them :

—
J.L., B.Maund, Bromsgrove ; Tyro, Totty, Peter Mackenzie,

()., Quercus, George Bishop, Atlas, W. G. S., C., Facile, G. G>

Watson, W. P. Ayrcs, A Practical Man, Nemo, S. €., E. C,
and W. B. Booth.

AsrARAOLfs.

—

M. 6\—There cannot be any connection between

the salt you have employed and the pools of water you describe.

Why not drain off the latter ? that certainly ought to be done.

Books.— G. H. J?.— There is a new edition of "Loudon's
Encyclopaedia of Plants," and a supplement, published a year

or two ago. The price, we believe, is five guineas, or there-

abouts.
Brocolk— W. Nightingale. —An excellent hardy Brocoli to

stand the winter may be Knight's Protecting:. The Walchercn
Brocoli is like a good large Cauliflower. You have probably

been deceived by the Nurserymen, t

Carnations.— O.—In addition to the usual soil employ a little

superphosphate of lime, which, if you cannot get it at Leeds,

you may make by moistening burnt bones with oil of vitriol-

This will probably give your seedling Carnations a better start

than anything else.

Chrvsanthemums.—E. A. C—We will tell you all about these

before long.
Climate.—Jean Baptiste.—We have no English books that wiU

assist you. Our authors of course turn their attention to our

own climate. It is possible that you may find in Canada what
you want. As to protecting plants, there is no possibility ^

doing so in the absence of fire. Such a pit as is represented at

p. 65Q, substituting hot-water pipes, or smoke flues for the

gutters, and having the sides protected by a thick bank of

earth, would do very well.

Conservatory Plants.— J. R.—No plant will do well with so

little as nine inches of soil, if it is to cover a large wall. If yofl-

increase the earth sufficiently you may take a Benthamia fragi-

fera, or Luculia gratissima, or Hardenbergia macrophylla.
Cucumbers.—D. 31. W.—You may give your Cucumbers a

bottom-heat of about 80°, and the atmosphere of the pit may be

nearly the same.

t

Drains.—A Gardener.—Form a regular drain at bottom— tile it

you please; then fill it up with stones, keeping the larger nearest

the bottom—those below the surface should not be larger than

a pigeon's egg.t
Florists' Flowers.—Manchester, St. Clare, T. L.

t
Polyphemus,

and others.—We really cannot oblige you by inserting y°ul

letters. We invariably exclude all correspondence containing

personalities. A common slanderer is beneath any man's

notice. Follow our example, and treat him with contempt.

A scurrilous writer is like a baby beating a drum, who only

continues the amusement for the sake of the noise he produces

;

stop the sound, prevent the drum's replying, and the child

blubbers, and is quiet. The Americans are not the only people

who cannot understand the connexion "between character

and Carnations." There have always been persons

—

" Upon whose tongue continual slanders ride,

The which in every language they pronounce,
Staffing the ears of men with false reports."

For *' Scandal is a pipe

Blown by surmises, jealousies, conjectures.

And of so easy and so plain a stop

That the blunt monster with uncounted heads,

The still discordant multitude,
Can play upon it."

It is a trade that requires no capital, and is only followed W
those who are not scrupulous how they get on, provided they

do succeed, which is not always the case. It is a base coiri

that only passes current among thimble-riggers, and, ln»c

flash notes, is a kind of paper that honest men will not touch.

Fruit-trees.—A Subscriber has no cause to fear bad effects

from the wash he mentions, if the leaves have fallen from the

trees; but it would destroy the foliage. J. jl/.—Spirits oi

Tar will injure the shoots of your trees. Better apply atnino-

niacal liquor, adding 10 parts of water to 1 of the liquor. II
m

Grapes.—Z>. A,—-The fruit of your Chasselas M usque being

liable to crack, you must not keep the roots so dry as y°_
u

have been in the habit of 'doing ; on the contrary, it must have

a regular supply of water until the fruit begins to ripen, il

Green Tea.—A Teetotaller need not make himself unhappy*
there is no " death in his pot." The story of Green Tea being;

coloured by some preparation of copper is untrue. Its colon*

is natural to it. Some bad sorts of Tea have had a green

appearance given them by means of indigo and other sub-

stances, but that kind of fraud will be immediately detected uy

the colour of the infusion.

Guano.—B. T.—Guano is an excellent manure, and will n

doubt do well to be dug into a border about the roots °

Gooseberries and fruit-trees ; but it must be well mixed wit*

six or seven times its bulk of ashes or peat, or soil of som
kind, as it is of a hot burning nature, and for this reason »

should be applied in wet weather, as a top-dressing for ff
ra

^

s"

land, or it will burn the grass. About 4 cwt. per acre will

sufficient for garden purposes.!
Insects.— J. W.—Much obliged by your recipe; but what on earth

is Sowder Rhododendron? II. T.—The disease affecting Ul~

Azaleas appears to be a resinous exudation, forming P 1 *

globules upon the pubescence scattered over the leaves,
,

eS^
cially the underside. We know of no remedy; may ** ]

l a
arise from the plants being subjected to too high and diy

temperature? 72. 67. L. II.—Thanks for the leaves contain-

ing the pupas of a fly ; we hope now to breed some and del

c

mine the species. R.- A Young Gardener.—The insect w 'n
,

injures your Vine-leaves is the Thrips adonidum, a very trou }

some species in hot-houses $ it is described in the Gard. Cw° "'

vol. i., p. 22S, where the best mode of extirpation is given. ^
D.R.—We could find no insect upon the Pear, *?&***

was not stated whether it was the flesh or the skin that

been infested, we did not know where to search for the eu
^}\^

This variety of Pear has not ripened well anywhere we be lu-

this season. R. If A Young Maltster will do us the faV̂ "Lts
send a pill-box full of the infested malt, containing tne-XP? on
feeding upon it, we shall be better enabled to advise nim

the subject. R. . ,

Qf
Ipomopsis EI.EOANS.— Veronica.—-This plant is very imp ?uou t

cultivation, being apt to die off without apparent cause, a

the time of its flowering. It is a perennial, but owing to t

cause it'seldom survives beyond two years, and hence i c ^
been considered by some to; be. biennial. It thrives best

damp soil under a south wall, and it will not live in peat or b

Limes.—A. K.—Treat your Guernsey Lily like a ff
reenh

P"n
S

^
bulb, giving it plenty of light, and cherishing its leaves as

;

n b

as they are green. Turn the Belladonna out in a warr"
f st

border, planting it six inches deep, and protecting it from

for this season. It will not require protection afterwarab.

Manettia glabra.—M. G.—You had better not cnX-P ^Lvet
plants of Manettia glabra ; they will, in all probability, now

with you if you can by any means check their over- luxur

i

growth ; whatever does this without injuring the beaJtn oi

plant will give them a disposition to bloom. Keeping ™

pretty dry for a time has sometimes that effect. yo'^_ after
gling plauts of Epacris mayjbe cut down with advantage -

they have flowered early in spring, and even alter tney
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commenced growing the young" tops may be pinched off, as

this will make them dwarf and bushy, t
Manure.—A. 5.—Your plant is Zostera marina. Throw it in

heaps with fish, or any other animal sea-refuse, and get them
to purrify together. It will then give way, and when rotten,

will doubtless prove useful manure. If you cannot do this,

burn it and use the ashes.
Melon Sbbds.—D, R.—You will very likely obtain Melon seeds

correct from respectable Nurserymen; for such will be careful

that their supply is truly saved.
|j

Names of ViiuiT.— An Old Subso'iber.— Pears.— 1, 5, Beurre
Diel ; 2, Brown Beurre ;

6", Winter Nelis ; 7, Chaumontel ; 8,

16, GloutMorccau; 0, Easter Beurre; 15, 17, St. Germain;

18, 21, Easter Bergamot ; 20, Catillac ; the large, long, stew-

ing Pear, and the Uvedale's St. Germain. Apples,—

1

9 2, New
Golden Pippin; 4, 24, Reinette du Canada; 5, Cat's-head

; 7,

Blenheim Pippin; o, and one of those marked 1<), Beauty of

Kent; 11, Hollandbury ; 12, Birmingham Pippin ; 14, Court of

Wick ; Ifi, 17, Golden Russet; 18, Golden Reinette. II.
D. R.

— 1, Frangipane; 2, Beurre Bosc; 3, 5, 9, Beurre J")iel ; 4,7,

Glout Morceau ; 8, Passe Colmar ; 10, Winter Nelis; 12, Swan's
Egg. || B. F.—Six good Apples may be Sturmer Pippin,

Claygate Pearmain, Alfriston, Golden Reinette, Bedfordshire

Foundling, and Reinette du Canada.
||

Names of Plants.—E.voniemis.—One of the Pittosporums is

probably P. umbellatum, and the other tenuifolium; tlieLepto-

spermum may be rupestrc ; but it is impossible to say positively

without seeing them in flower. R. Burley.—The Spruce

Fir is Abies cxcelsa monstrosa, Arb. Brit., and the same as a

large tree in Lord Spencer's Park at Althorp. «[ W. Abb.—
Not the least like Aristotclia Macqui. C. 1).—Very good

Specimens of Cassias and Lupinus are necessary in naming
species of those large and very difficult genera. We believe

yours to be Cassia tomentosa and Lupinus semperflorcns, but

we are not certain. The latter may probably be preserved by
putting over it a large flower-pot inverted, and thatching it

with straw or fern.

Oaks.— T, 72.—The common English Oak is better calculated to

stand on a high situation exposed to the south-west wind than

the Turkey Oak. +

Oranges.—A Young Gardener.—An Orange may be preserved

for a considerable time in a drawer in a dry place. j
OitciunACK/K.— W. F. G. F.-Wc will comply with your request

in a few weeks. No general rules can be given for the manage-
ment of plants so very different in their habits.- B, S.—
Cattleyas and such plants are not parasites, but epiphytes. The
first grow into plants, the second grow upon them. Misletoe

is a parasite—Moss is an epiphyte.
Pki.argoniums.— H, IX—From your list we select the following

to turnout:—Queen Mab, Prima Donna, Lady Nithsdale, Van-

dyke, Queen Bess, and Queen Victoria; and add to your col-

lection—Matilda, Ercctum, Lynes' Duke of Cornwall, Madclina,

Garth's Witch, and Priory Queen.*
Pits.—A Subscriber.—A common slanting roof will be most

suitable for the turf pit that you intend to construct for the

double purpose of a hotbed in spring, and a cold frame for

protecting plants in winter. As the subsoil is gravel it will

readily carry off water and render it well adapted for that pur-

pose. The walls may be about three feet high in back, and one

foot six inches in front, and the plants should stand above the

level of the surrounding ground. The Asphalte boxes answer

very well for protecting plants in winter ; they are provided

with a door hung with hinges, and this is kept open in fine

weather to admit light and air. The material advertized

by Whitney, of Shrewsbury, as a substitute for glass, is close

in texture, very transparent, and will no doubt be valuable for

many purposes. It seems to be an excellent material for pro-

tecting Wall-trees in spring from cold frosty winds; but like

every other new article its real value has to be ascertained by
experience, t

Pond Mud.-I).—You had better see what Sprengel says at

p. 524 of our volume of last year. Gas lime is said to be a good
manure, but it must be used cautiously, and your plan seems
unobjectionable.

Pruning.—D. M.—You will not find better rules than arc laid

down in the late Mr. Lindlcy's " Guide to the Orchard and
Kitchen Garden ;

" but they are very brief. If yon want long
instructions you had better consult Loudon's " Suburban Hor-
ticulturist."

Raspbkrriks.—J. AT.—A good well-flavoured Raspberry may
be the Red Antwerp. After they are planted they should be cut

down to within 6 inches of the ground, and this will strengthen
the canes in the following season.

t

Skkdling Cacti.—Ii.il/.—Your liowers are so much smashed
that we can say nothing about them that would be of use to you.

Seeds.—J Gardener Subscriber.—Your Mammoth Squash, Winter
Squash, and Nutmeg Melon seeds should be managed like

those of Gourds or Melons. We are not acquainted with the

Canadian Cotton and Rattle-Snake weed.t H. D.—A period

of at least three years would elapse between the sowing, next
spring, of seeds of Tigridia Pavonia and their blooming.*

Sesquipedalian Words.—J. C—We quite agree with you, and
•wish most sincerely that our Correspondents would write plain

English instead of fine words which nobody can understand.
As it is we are obliged to take great liberties with many com-
munications before they see the light. You must not, however,
measure gardeners by a literary standard. While the language
and ideas of literary men are what command attention, we look
only to facts in the communications of plain practical men.
We will endeavour to find room for the letter you are so kind
as to mention, and may perhaps return to this subject.

Shrubs.— G. P.—The following hardy flowering shrubs and
small trees arc suitable for a border. They should be planted

at the following distances apart, viz. -.—Those for the front may
he planted about 4 feet apart, and may consist of the following :

Berberis aquifolium and dulcis, Cytisuspurpureus and varieties,

Cotoncaster rotundifolia, Daphne cneorum, Pyrus floribunda,

Rhododendrons, Kalmias, and Azaleas. The following are for

the middle, and may be planted about 8 feet apart: Magnolia
purpurea and conspicua, Spiraea ariasfolia, Ribes sanguineum
and aureum, Philadelphus Gordonianus, Deutzia scabra, Per-
sian Lilac, Laurustinus, Garrya elliptica, Arbutus, Spanish
Broom, Hibiscus syriacus. Those in the back part of the border
may be about 12 or 15 feet apart, and may be—Laburnum,
Guelder Rose, Pyrus spectabilis, New Scarlet Thorn (double
and single), Elasagnus fusca, Double French Cherry, Cornus
mascula, Cotoneaster frigida, Rose Acacia, and Common
Almond.1l

fcoiLs.—A Subscriber.— Coal-ashes arc not very valuable as a
manure. They are applied to stiff clayey soils in order to

render them more porous and open. The quantity of tannin
Oak leaves contain has led to the opinion, which is not
Without foundation, that they are injurious to soil- but they
soon decompose if fermented with hot dung or charred, t

Stai,l-fbkdino.—WinkfuM.—The subject referred to by our
Correspondent is one' to which we may probably hcreaiter
return. In the meantime we may safely advise that, where
practicable, all milch cows should now be taken wholly under
shelter and foddered in stalls or yards. This would be better
for the cows, and certainly very much better at this season for
the fields, than the plan of putting them into the meadows
during the day and taking them in at night. A milch cow will

generally consume nearly 2 cwt. of good hay a week, when kept
wholly on hay, under shelter ; and under the plan of partial
stall-feeding suggested by our Correspondent, it would eat from
80 to loo lbs. of hay in the same time, the actual quantity
depending on the condition of the pasture on which she was
turned during the day. Mangold Wurtzel must be given with
caution at this season, indeed it ought not to be given at all
tul the spring, when it will have become somewhat less juicy.
intheonjy case we know of in which the experiment has been

tried, the consumption' nf hay by milch cows was diminished

by the substitution of Mangold Wurtzel, in the proportion of

lib. of the former for every 5 lbs. of the latter.

Tortoisks.—Clericus.—Will any Correspondent who is a natu-

ralist inform us whether it is necessary to give any protection

to a Tortoise which has not yet buried itself, and which seems
unable to do so from the hardness of the ground where it has

commenced operations, near the matted roots of an old Vine ?

Vivks.— 1). L.—Your Vines that are trained up the rafters of a

greenhouse may be pruned with advantage now. If the wood
is well ripened it will be firm and hard, but if not there will

belittle chance of it becoming so now, at this late season. I

J2..F.— If the roots of your Vines arc deep it will undoubtedly

be advisable to raise them nearer the surface ; but except you

pave the bottom of your border this will be of little service, as

the roots will soon begin to seek down, and will again penetrate

the bad subsoil. The old loose bark should be peeled off, and
the weak spray may be cut out with advantage now. X

Ward's Casks.—W. F.—Any plants will succeed in these con-

trivances under good management, provided they do not grow
too large. Everything depends on their management and a

correct appreciation of their principle. Some ignorant persons

fancy they must be air-tight, which is absurd and impossible.

You should read Mr. Ward's pamphlet on the subject. Ere
long we will give some plans for their construction, and enter

fully into the subject. We have seen in these eases Linnsea
boreal is, Primroses, Ferns, Geraniums, Dentarias, Mimulus
moschatus, Fuchsias, Cacti, Mosses, Camellias, all sorts of

Alpine plants, Crocuses, Hyacinths, Azaleas, Winter Aconites,
and many more.

Wkkos.—J. B, 11.—The weed that infests your field is probably
Allium vineale. It is a perennial, and is exceedingly difficult

to eradicate when once established; but if you continue with
patience and perseverance to destroy the foliage whenever it;

makes its appearance, the result will be certain success.*

Miscellaneous.—A Subscriber.— Glycine Harrisonii is the Pha-
seolus caracalla, a beautiful conservatory climber; but it

requires room. Nobody knows yet what G. Backhousiana is;

there is no such plant as Kennedya splcndens; Jasminum
azoricnm is worth planting. J. C.R.—You must have been
cheated by somebody. Scarlet Pelargoniums will not cease to

be scarlet when transferred to Italy, neither will double Pinks
and Carnations turn to single ones under such circumstances.

One shilling each will be given for Nos. o and 25 for 1841.

Errata.— In the account of Mr. Beck's tank-house, p. 820, col.

«, line 15 from top, instead of " it is covered with l£inch slate,"

read "it is covered with £ inch slate." At p. KT2, col. u
%
for

" from 3 to 9" read " from 3 to 6 ;" and at p. 823, col. /;, for
iC twenty millions of frames" read " twenty millions of francs."

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Thk Court of Queen's Bench in Ireland have at length

decided that the trial of Mr. O'Connell and his fellow

traversers shall commence on the 15th of January. The

traversers moved the Court that the trial might be post-

poned till February, on the ground that such a delay was

necessary for the due preparation of the defence, and that

the present Jury-list was very imperfect and in process of

revision. The Attorney-General regarded as insufficient

all the other grounds for postponing the trial, save the

imperfection of the Jury-list, but under the circumstances

consented to the postponement to the beginning of next

Term. The Lord Chief Justice in giving judgment

approved of the decision of the Attorney-General, and said

the Court were of opinion that the traversers would have

abundance of time between this and the 15th January, the

day proposed by the Crown for trial, to prepare their

defence, and accordingly ordered that day to be appointed

for the commencement of the trial—Her Majesty's pro-

gress in the Midland Counties on her visit to Sir R. Peel,

the Duke of Devonshire, and the Duke of Rutland is

another leading topic of domestic news. The details of

the Royal progress will be found in another column and

will be read with interest.

From France we learn that the Government have

united with England in a determination to abide by the

recent revolution in Greece, and to resist the incroach-

roents of Russia in the East. The rumour that Prince

Polignac had been ordered to quit Paris is confirmed, and

there is no doubt that this summary measure has been

suggested by the late remarkable proceedings of the Due

de Bordeaux and his partisans in England.—From Spain

we have accounts of the formation of M. Olozaga's

Ministry and of the reduction of Barcelona, which took

place on the 19th.—The long-pending disputes with

Portugal on the subject of the tariff are now finally

set at rest by an announcement from the Board of

Trade and the Foreign Office that the negotiations

were broken off in April last by the Portuguese Govern-

ment, and have not since been renewed.—The accounts

from Italy in the French papers contain a rumour that

the Pope is dangerously ill, but as the report has not

come direct from Rome it will probably be found to

require confirmation.—Advices from Constantinople an-

nounce that the President of the Council, Hafiz Pacha,

has been dismissed, as a satisfaction to England and

France for the execution of the unfortunate Armenian,

and that Achmet Fethi Pacha, brother-in-law of the

Sultan, has been appointed in his stead. From Alexandria

we have the important news of the death of Achmet

Pacha, the rebellious Governor of Sennaar. Some doubts

are entertained as to the cause of his death, but there is

no doubt that the event has removed a serious obstacle to

the peace of the Ottoman Empire.

The Court.—The Queen'; and Prince Albert, accom-

panied by the Due and Duchesse de Nemours, arrived at

the Paddington terminus of the Great Western Railway

by a special train on Saturday morning from Windsor

Castle. Prince Albert left the Palace soon after his

arrival for the office of the Duchy of Cornwall, in Somer-

set-house, and her Majesty paid a visit to the D uchess of
Gloucester. The Due and Duche^se de Nemours also

called on the Duchess, and afterwards went to Cambridge-
house to visit the Duke of Cambridge. His Royal High-
ness also honoured the French Ambassador with a visit.

At 3 o'clock the royal party took their departure on their

return to Windsor Castle. On Sunday morning the Due
and Duchesse de Nemours, attended by their suite, arrived
in town by the Great Western Railway, and went from
Paddington to attend mass in the chapel of the French
Ambassador. Their Royal Highnesses and suite after-

wards left town for Woolwich to embark on board the

French steamer ArchimcJe for Calais. They were re-

ceived at Woolwich with the usual honours, and embarked
under royal salutes from the batteries and the steamer.

The Archim£de did not leave until 10 o'clock p.m., on
account of the state of the tide, and inconsequence of the

darkness of the night she ran ashore below Gravesend.

The French Admiral despatched an officer for the assist-

ance of one of the river steamers, but before she could

arrive at the spot the Archimede had got off and pro-

ceeded on her voyage.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert

left Windsor on Tuesday on a visit to the Midland Coun-
ties. The particulars of the Royal progress will be found

in another column. Tlie Prince of Wales and the Prin-

cesses will remain at Windsor Castle during the absence of

her Majesty, under the charge of the Dowager Lady
Lyttelton. Prior to the departure of the Court Colonel

Buckley and Colonel Wylde were succeeded by Major-
General Wemyss and Colonel Bouverie, as Equerries in

Waiting on her Majesty and the Prince. The Marquess
of Ormonde, Sir Robert Otway, the Hon. C. A. Murray,
and the Hon. and Rev.'C. L. Courtenay, remain at the

Castle. It is confidently asserted in the Court circles

that her Majesty has expressed her intention of paying a

visit to the King of Prussia at Berlin at the end of the

approaching London season, and that her Majesty pur-

poses, if circumstances are favourable, to return from
Berlin through Paris. The latter event will -become s f

.ill

more probable if we may credit the report that King
Louis Philippe intends to visit England in two months,
and that a steam-yacht is constructing in the French
dockyards for the occasion.

IIcr Majesty's Visit to the Midland Counties.—On
Tuesday morning, at 9 o'clock, the Queen and Prince Albert

left Windsor Castle for the Watford station of the Birming-

ham Railway, on their way to Drayton Manor, the seat of

Sir R. Peel. The suite consisted of Lady Portman, Lady in

Waiting; the Hon. Miss Paget, Maid of Honour ; Earl

of Jersey, Master of the Horse ; Mr. G. E. Anson, Private

Secretary to Prince Albert; Major-General Wemyss, her

Majesty's Equerry in Waiting; and Colonel Bouverie,

Equerry to Prince Albert. The royal party proceeded
through Windsor, Eton, and Slough, to "Oxbridge, where
relays of horses had been stationed, and thence to the

Watford station."' Her Majesty's punctuality is proverbial,

but on the present occasion she arrived nearly half-an-

hour before the time appointed. On alighting, her Majesty
was received by Mr. Glynn, the chairman of the directors,

the deputy-chairman, &c. by whom she was conducted to

an elegant apartment appropriately fitted up for the

occasion. Her Majesty was looking remarkably well,

and wore a satin plaid dress, with black velvet tunic, and
an open straw bonnet trimmed with blue. At 20 minutes

past 11 all being in readiness, Mr. Bury, the superin-

tendent of the locomotive power, took the direction of the

engine, which was gaily decorated, and had a royal standard

floating from it. The train then left the station amid the

cheering of the crowd, and proceeded at a moderate pace

through the tunnel, on emerging from which the speed

was increased considerably. Passing King's Langley, Two
Waters, and Berkhampstead, in each of which the in-

habitants who thronged the road-side vied with each

other in the exhibition of their loyalty, the train

arrived at the Tring station, where many hundred
persons had assembled to greet it. No stoppage

however took place, and the royal travellers glided

across the beautiful Vale of Aylesbury at the rate of

something more than 30 miles an hour. At Leighton

the station was decorated with banners bearing ap-

propriate devices, and the line for some distance was

crowded with spectators. The train reached Woiverton

at half- past twelve, performing the distance of 35 miles in

one hour and ten minutes. At this station magnificent

preparations had been made, it having been arranged that

her Majesty should partake of lunch at this point of the

journey. The platform was covered with crimson cloth,

and an apartment especially devoted to the use of the

Queen was handsomely decorated for the occasion. The

directors conducted the Queen and Prince to the apart-

ment, where her Majesty partook of coffee and other

refreshments, while a supply of water and coke was taken

in. > In less than five minutes her Majesty was again

seated, having taken occasion in the interval to express to

Mr. Glynn her entire approbation of the mode in which the

journey had been thus far performed, and remarking upon
the perfect ease afforded by the carriage provided for her.

The extensive works of the company at Woiverton, which

has been entirely colonised since the formation of the

railway, were seen by her Majesty to much advantage,

and a large number of locomotives with the steam up were
ranged along the opposite line.' The train left amid the

cheering of the assembled crowd. Passing Roade station

amid similar marks of loyalty, the train next reached

Blisworth, where a company of the G4th Regiment were

stationed along the platform. As the train passed the

troops presented arms, the band at the same time .playing

the national anthem. On approaching Weedon, where

there is an extensive Military depot, a royal salute was

fired from the barrack-ground. The troops were stationed
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on either side, and as the train approached the men pre-

sented arms, the band playing u God save the Queen/' A
short stoppage was made at this station, and Prince Albert

from the window of Che state carriage, entered into conver-

sation with Lieut.-Col. Stretton,the officer commanding the

regiment. Various flags and banners were suspended about

the station, and an immense crowd of persons were ranged

at every point from which a glimpse of the Royal party could

be obtained. After the conclusion of the Royal salute

the train again proceeded, passing the Crick and Welton

station and entering the Kilsby, tunnel, shortly after

emerging from which the Rugby station was approached.

Here also great preparations had been made, but the speed

was merely slackened to allow her Majesty the opportunity

of seeing the scholars of Rugby-school, who, to the num-

ber of 450, under the Rev. Dr. Tait, head master, were

stationed on the south platform. The stately spires of

Coventry next came in view, and it is no exaggeration to

state that at this point 10,000 persons must have been

assembled. For upwards of two miles the line on each

side was thronged with a multitude of spectators, who
testified their loyalty by every possible means as the train

glided by. This was the climax of the welcome with

which her Majesty was greeted at every point. Proceed-

ing onwards the Royal party reached Hampton station,

where the Derby Junction diverges from the Birmingham

line, at 20 minutes past 2 p.m., thus performing the dis-

tance between Watford and Hampton, 85^ miles, in ex-

actly three hours including stoppages. At this point the

directors of the Derby line met her Majesty, and the loco-

motive belonging to the latter company, supplying the

place of that which had brought the train thus far, in less

than five minutes the Royal tourists were on their way to

Tamworth under the guidance of Mr. Keightley, the resi-

dent engineer of the line. This portion of the journey,

15 miles, calls for no remark beyond the fact that the dis-

tance was performed in 20 minutes, the Royal carriage

being brought to a stand at the Tamworth station at a

quarter to 3 o'clock. The station was very tastefully

decorated, and covered with crimson cloth, a large number

of the resident gentry occupying places on the platform.

Sir Robert Peel was in waiting, accompanied by his son,

Mr. R. Peel, the Duke of Buccleugh, Lord Talbot, Lord

Ingestrie, &c. The ground without the terminus was

kept by the Staffordshire Yeomanry Cavalry, under the

command of Colonel Monckton, the same regiment

lining the road into the town. Upon Her Majesty

alighting she was received by Sir R. Peel, with whom she

shook hands heartily. Her Majesty also entered into

conversation with the Duke of Buccleugh, and resting

on Sir R. Peel's arm was conducted down a temporary

staircase to the Royal carriage, in waiting for her at the

outer entrance. The carriage then proceeded towards the

triumphal arch erected at the outskirts of the town, Sir R.

Peel, the Duke of Buccleugh and the other noblemen in

attendance folWwVffg on horseback. On reaching the arch

i;;ayor of Tamworth Mr. Bremellalluded to,

advanced towards the royal carriage, handing the mace of

office to her Majesty. The Queen was pleased to return

it with the remark that it could not be in better hands.

Loyal addresses on the auspicious occasion of her

Majesty's visit to the borough were presented, after which

the Royal cortege moved on towards Drayton, passing

through the principal streets, all of which were densely

crowded with spectators who vociferously cheered her

Majesty. No less than four triumphal arches were passed

by the, Queen in her progress through the town, and on

arriving at the Drayton road the royal carriages proceeded

at a rapid pace towards the manor-house, where they

arrived about half-past three, her Majesty being received

by Lady Peel and a circle of distinguished visitors.

About half-past five, the eleven o'clock train from London

arrived, bringing the Duke of Wellington and the new

Bishop of Lichfield, who were invited to join the royal

circle at Drayton. The Duke of Wellington travelled the

whole distance from town alone in his open britschka,

placed on one of the carriage trucks, and also brought his

own horses. The same train brought down the Duke of

Rutland, who took the Midland Counties line at Rugby,

and proceeded to Belvoir Castle to prepare for the recep-

tion of the Queen. After dinner, which took place at 8

o'clock, her Majesty inspected Sir R. Peel's valuable col-

lection of statuary and paintings in the library, and retired

to rest shortly after 11 o'clock. On Wednesday her

Majesty breakfasted at 8 precisely, in her own private

apartment. At half-past 9, Prince Albert left on a visit

to Birmingham, and at 11, her Majesty went out to walk,

accompanied by Lady Peel, the Duchess of Buccleugh,

and Miss Page't. Her Majesty walked on the Terrace,

and afterwards visited Lady Peel's flower-garden, the farm-

yard and dairy, and remained in the grounds, apparently

much enjoying the fine weather, until nearly 12 o'clock.

Prince Albert's visit to Birmingham of course occasioned

a general holiday in that town. On arriving at the termi-

nus, the mayor presented an address, after which his

Royal Highness inspected the glass manufactory of

Messrs. Bacchus, the foundry of Messrs. Muntz, the

papier-machii works of Messrs. Gennings and Bet-

tridge, the electro-plating establishment of Messrs.

Elkington and Co., the gun and sword-manufactory of

Messrs. Sargeant, and the gilt and silver-plated manu-

factory of Mr. Armfield. Ilia Royal Highness then pro-

ceeded to visit the Town-hall and the Free Grammar
School, where he had refreshment with the Rev. Mr. Lee.

The Prince then inspected the School of Medicine, the

Free Grammar School, and the Proof House, where he

was received with a discharge of musketry and large guns.

His Royal Highness then drove to the railway station, and

there met the Queen Dowager, who had come from Witley

then started amidst the enthusiastic cheering of the people,

who were evidently much delighted with the courtesy of

the Prince. The royal party arrived at 3 o'clock, and

were received at the Tamworth station by SirR. Peel, and

escorted by the Staffordshire Yeomanry to Drayton Manor.

The dinner took place at 8 o'clock, when the Queen,

Queen Adelaide, Prince Albert, Prince Edward of Saxe

Weimar, and Sir Robert and Lady Peel, with their dis-

tinguished visitors, passed from the library and gallery to

the dining-room. At the table the Queen sat between Sir

R. Peel and the Duke of Buccleugh, Queen Adelaide was

on the opposite side of the table, with Prince Albert on her

left and the Duke of Wellington on the right. After the

healths of her Majesty and Queen Adelaide had been pro-

posed, the company left the dining-room. In accordance

with the invariable habits of both Queens, they retired to

their private apartments for the night about a quarter-past

11 o'clock. On Thursday the Queen and Prince Albert

after breakfasting together took their accustomed walk on

the terraces and garden. The Prince, accompanied by

Sir Robert Peel, Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar, Duke

of Buccleugh, and Mr. Anson, left the Manor shortly

after 10 o'clock to shoot over a portion of the demesne,

and had very excellent sport. The Prince returned to

luncheon about one o'clock. In the course of the morn-

ing 2000 poor people sat down to a substantial dinner

provided for them at the Town-hall, at which the Mayor

presided; and another large party dined at the Castle,

with R. Neville, Esq., in the chair. Soon after two

o'clock her Majesty and Prince Albert attended by their

suites, and accompanied by the Duke of Wellington, Sir

R. Peel, and some of the most distinguished guests, left

Drayton, for Lichfield. At the different points of the

road on the way the country people had collected in

numbers, and cheered the Royal party as they passed.

Four triumphal arches were erected in different parts

of the route through which her Majesty was to pass.

The first arch was inscribed, "United for the good

of the people," and the houses were very generally

decorated with evergreens, festoons, and flags. The

Royal party entered Lichfield about 3 o'clock, and were

received with the utmost enthusiasm by crowds of

people who were assembled to hail their arrival. Her

Majesty passed down St. John-street and Bird-street

to the Cathedral, where the Dean and the other clerical

authorities received her. Her Majesty and the Royal

party were then escorted over the Cathedral, and all the

most remarkable features were pointed out to her. Her

Majesty much admired the celebrated monument by

Chantrey, which forms one of the principal objects of

interest in the edifice. About a quarter before four the

Royal party left Lichfield on their return to Tamworth.

Her Majesty, in addition to her escort of the Stafford-

shire Yeomanry, was attended for some distance by

many of the gentlemen of the neighbourhood, on

horseback. Her Majesty reached Drayton Manor

at a quarter past four o'clock. According to the

last arrangements, the Queen and Prince Albert were

to leave Tamworth yesterday morning at a quarter-past

ten for Chatsworth, and were expected to arrive there to

luncheon. The Duke of Wellington, the Duke and

Duchess of Buccleuch, and Duke of Rutland, were also to

go to Chatsworth to meet her Majesty. The Queen

Dowager and Prince Edward of Saxe Weimar also in-

tended to take their departure yesterday for Gopsall Hall,

the seat of Earl Howe, near Atherstone, where Her

Majesty will remain till Monday morning, and then repair

to Belvoir Castle, to meet the Queen and Prince Albert on

their arrival at the Duke of Rutland's, from Chatsworth.

The Duchess of Gloucester.—Dr. Hawkins and Mr.

Keate are still in attendance on the Duchess. The last report

states that her Royal Highness is going on favourably.

The Due de Bordeaux.—His Royal Highness, after

stopping from the 17th to the 22d at Burton Constable,

took leave of Sir Clifford and Lady Constable, to pursue

his journey to the north. His Royal Highness left

Burton on the 22d for Hull, where a special train was in

waiting for him. Lord Shrewsbury, Lord Beaumont, Sir

Thomas Gage, Sir Clifford and Lady Constable, &c,
accompanied the Prince to the station, and took leave of

the Royal visitor, who was much cheered by the crowd

assembled at the terminus. Shortly after noon his Royal

Highness reached York, and inspected the large prison of

that town. The Prince, after visiting in succession the

remarkable objects in York, left by railroad for Darling-

ton, where his Royal Highness slept. On the 23d he

paid a visit to the Duke of Cleveland, at Raby Castle.

After spending the day at that ancient edifice, replete

with border reminiscences, his Royal Highness went on to

Newcastle to pass the night. The greater part of the

24th the Prince passed in inspecting the various glass

manufactories. At Mr. Wailes's establishment his Royal

Highness was much interested by the specimens of paint-

ings on glass of the middle ages ; he then visited in turn

the Northumberland Flint Glass Works, those of Mr.

Cookson, and the steam sawing apparatus of Messrs.

Burnup at the Barras Bridge. On leaving Newcastle the

Prince proceeded to Alnwick, the seat of the Duke of

Northumberland. The Prince was received at the grand

staircase by the Duke of Northumberland, although his

Grace was suffering from a recent attack ofgout, and con-

fined to his chair. The Duchess of Northumberland was

also present at the reception of his Royal Highness,

accompanied by the Duke and Duchess of Roxburgh,

Lord Strangford, Lord William Graham, Lady Stanley,

Lady Walpole, &c. His Royal Highness left Alnwick on

Sunday, and reached his residence, 35, Belgrave-square,

on Monday evening, and was received on his arrival by

M. de Chateaubriand. On Monday upwards of three

wealth, and social position, assembled to present their

respects to the young Prince. His Royal Highness was

attended in the grand saloon by the Due de Levis, the

Due Descars, Admiral Villaret de Joyeuse, M. deBarade,

&c. The Hanoverian Minister had the honour of an au-

dience, to deliver a letter from his Sovereign to the Due de

Bordeaux. M. de Chateaubriand first presented all the

French in abody,and the PrinceGaston deMontmorencyand

the Due de Levis then introduced each gentleman in person

to his RoyalH ighness. M.Berryer presented the deputieswho

had arrived, namely, the Due de Valmy, the Marquis de

Preigne, and Count Blin de Bourdon. The list of persons

presented on this occasion includes some of the most

illustrious names in the history of France. The scene is

described to have been most affecting. The remembrance

of the fate of Louis XVI.—to whom His Royal Highness

bears a striking resemblance— the recollection of the death

of the Duo de Berry—the circumstances attending the

birth of his son—the events of 1830—forced themselves

on the attention of all present, and many of them shed

tears. On Tuesday and Wednesday numerous noblemen

and gentlemen who did not arrive from France in time to

do homage to the Prince at his first levee, assembled in

Belgrave-square to pay their respects to His Royal High-

ness,—On Wednesday upwards of three hundred French

noblemen assembled at the apartments of M. de Chateau-

briand, for the purpose of presenting an address to that

venerable author. Having unanimously elected the Due

de Fitzjames as their spokesman, that nobleman addressed

M. de Chateaubriand in thefollowing terms.—"Monsieur

le Vicomte—After having done homage to the King of

France, another duty yet remained for us to perform,

and we have now waited upon you to do homage to the

royalty of intellect. You have taken your place in the

Councils of our Kings, and, alas ! you gave them timely

advice in the days of their prosperity, and you now come

to support by your presence the descendant of Louis the

Fourteenth. You have afforded a grand spectacle to man-

kind. France, which notwithstanding all that has hap-

pened is still our country, looks upon your conduct with

admiration. She has allowed you to leave her confines,

accompanied by the sympathies of her people, because she

knows that you had a great duty to perform. In you are

centered our fondest hopes. You have lived in byegone

times, and will know how to teach us to avoid the rocks

and eddies which beset our course, and your genius can

pierce through the veil of futurity. Accept the homage

of these Frenchmen who have remained through evil re-

port and good report, faithful to their King and country.

And I, Sir, the son of your old friend, allow me to express

to you the sincere gratification which I feel in having been

selected by these gentlemen as their spokesman on this

touching occasion." As soon as the Due de Fitzjames

had delivered this address, His Royal Highness the Due

de Bordeaux entered the room. M. de Chateaubriand

endeavoured to express his gratitude to the assembled

company, but his emotion so thickened his utterance that

his remarks were inaudible. The Prince then went up to

him and said—" Gentlemen, I heard that you had assem-

bled in the apartments of M. de Chateaubriand, and I was

glad to avail myself of this opportunity to return your visit,

I feel so supremely happy at finding myself once more in the

midst ofmy countrymen. I love France because it is my na-

tive land, and if ever my thoughts have strayed towards the

throne of my forefathers it has merely been in the hope

that I might be permitted to serve my country with those

principles and sentiments which M. de Chateaubriand has

so gloriously proclaimed, and which still boasts of so many

and such noble defenders in our native land."—A grea

number of English noblemen and gentlemen have Je«

their names for his Royal Highness during the week, un

Friday night the Lord Chancellor and Lady Lyndhurst

entertained M. Berryer at dinner. Among those who were

present to meet him were the Duke of Wellington, tn

Earl of Haddington, Lord Wharncliffe, Lord Denman, Lort

Abinger, the Baron de Maltzahn, the Hanoverian Minister,

the Rev. Sydney Smith, &c. M. Berryer left town on

Saturday on a visit to Lord Palmerston, but returned

Mivart's on Monday. In passing through Portsmouth

M. Berryer went over the Dockyard, every facility b
.
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been placed at his command by the Lords of the Admiralty-

Parliamentary Movements.—A rumour has been ^
circulation for some days that Mr. Emerson Tennent

about to obtain a lucrative appointment in India, a

that he will in consequence resign his seat for Bel fast.

Diplomatic Appointments.— The Queen has d

pleased to appoint Charles Bankhead,Esq.,now Secreta y

of Embassy at Constantinople, to be Minister Plempo^

tiary to the Mexican Republic; J. R. Milbanke,
,

JM£>

now Secretary of Embassy at Vienna, to be Envoy * ^
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the &"*# -

Bavaria; the Hon. II. R. C. Wellesley, now Secretary
^

Legation at Stutgardt, to be Secretary of Embassy ^
Constantinople ; Sir Alex. Malet, Bart., now Secrecy

^
Legation at the Hague, to be Secretary of f

m
.

D
Puerto

Vienna; D. F. O'Leary, Esq., now Consul at x

^

Cabello, to be Charge d'Affaires and Consul-Genera

Republic of New Granada ; and Alexander »«

Esq., to be Consul at Leghorn. Her Majesty w > ^
been pleased to direct letters patent to £e .P^~ nd uu0I1
the Great Seal conferring the honour of Knigh"^ 1

Anthony Perrier, Esq., her Majesty's Consul at "ie «.

Colonial Appointments.—-The Queen has Deenj

to appoint the Rev. F. J. Harrison Rankm to be ~a2The
of her Majesty's Settlements in the C,amDi.

appointment of the Chief Judgeship ot Jjemjb

New Zealand, has been conferred upon Mr. n.

Chapman, of the Inner Temple, who has sailed in.com

pany with thenew^^^^2S^^^^ 12
tnere met tne toiueen .uowager, wno nau come irum vviuey jm.. uc ^i tt^««~* .«*.«. """-"r^v, -r--™ ~~ y f < - _, frt fiPmi ouf

Court to accompany him to Drayton. The royal party hundred noblemen, distinguished in France by their rank,
|
intention of Government to send out
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inspectors of police and 12 privates ; the general corps to
be selected from the natives there. The inspectors are to
be allowed 400/. per annum.

The Church.—The Bishop of Chichester has presented
the Rev. J. Garbett, Professor of Poetry, to a prebendal
stall in Chichester Cathedral vacant by the death of the
Rev. Dr. Heberden—It has been reported in certain
quarters that the Rev. Dr. Hook, the Vicar of Leeds,
recently crossed himself at the altar. Dr. Hook denies
the statement in the following letter dated "Vicarage,
Leeds, Nov. 15, 1843.—My dear Sir,—You inform me
that a report has reached Manchester from a quarter not
to be despised that when I was at Leamington the other
day I crossed myself at the altar. You will oblige me by
having it stated in the quarter referred to, that whoever
says I crossed myself at the altar or any other part of the
church at Leamington or anywhere else, has told a cool

deliberate falsehood. Believe me, &c, W. F. Hook.
To the Rev. T. R. Bentley,"—The consecration of Dr.
Lonsdale as Bishop of Lichfield takes place to-morrow, at

Lambeth Palace.

The Scotch Church.—The Queen has been pleased to

present the Rev. John Murdoch to the parish of Eye-
mouth, Berwick, in the room of the Rev. J. Turnbull

;

the Rev. D. Williamson to the church at Kinloch Likarf,

Ross, in the room of the Rev .A. Anderson ; and the Rev.
P. M'Morland to the parish of South Leith, Edinburgh,
in the room of the Rev. Dr. Grant, admitted to St.

Mary's, Edinburgh.
The Army.—It is stated that the post of Lieutenant-

Governor of Chester Castle, vacant by the death of
General Sir John Fraser, will not be filled up ; and that a
portion of the annual emoluments arising from the

appointment will be appropriated in aid of the fund set

apart for defraying the pensions awarded for distinguished

services ; the residue reverts to the public. It is also

announced that the long-expected rolls for the second

dividend of the Burmese prize-money have at length been
received at the India House, and that the several claimants

"will in all probability be paid early in the present month.
The long-talked-of new military cap for the infantry, after

many *' patterns and grotesque shapes," having been pre-

sented for the approval of her Majesty and the Duke of

Wellington, has at last been decided upon, and will be
delivered to the different regiments by next spring. It

^vas submitted on Tuesday and Wednesday for the inspec-

tion of leading officers of the army, by Messrs. Lock, the
patentees, of Regent-street, and was highly approved of.

It is made of felt, is oval instead of circular like the pre-

sent chaco, and is less than 1 lb. in weight. The head-band
is three quarters of an inch in width, and the chin-strap
one inch. They consist of pattern black leather. The
former is fastened behind with a plain black buckle, and
when not used curves round the [ball, and is similarly
secured at the top, being embellished at the side with the
rose of England stamped in brass. The plate remains the
same as before. The figure of the Crown in front is com-
posed of the same metal, and is surmounted by a small
brass ball, upon which rests another of white or green
Worsted, and red for the Grenadiers, similar to the French
infantry. The crown and peaks are also of black pattern
leather. The orifices on each side are adapted for causing
Ventilation for the head, particularly in warm climates,
and the hind peak is a protection to the neck against cold,
beat, or wet. A new cap for the cavalry is talked of in
military circles.

The Navy.—The 'total number of vessels of every de-
scription at present in commission in the British Navy is

227, viz., 11 line-of-battle ships, 29 frigates, 113 sloops
and other craft, and 74 steamers. Of these there are 4
line-of-battle ships, 5 frigates, 7 sloops, &c, and 10
steamers in the Mediterranean ; 2 line-of-battle ships, 4
frigates, 25 sloops, and 3 steamers in the East Indies ; 1
bne-of-battle ship, 3 frigates, 13 sloops, and 3 steamers in
^be West Indies; 4 frigates, 12 sloops, and 3 steamers,
Brazils and South America ; 3 frigates, 3 sloops, and 2
steamers, Pacific ; 1 frigate, 10 sloops, and 3 steamers,
Coast of Africa ; 4 frigates, 4 sloops, and 1 steamer, at
N*e Cape; 1 line-of-battle ship, 2 frigates, 2 sloops, and
11 steamers, Ireland ; 1 frigate, Lisbon ; 2 sloops, at
Torres Straits ; 1 sloop at Falkland Isles ; 1 sloop, 2
steamers, Canada ; 1 steamer, Azores ; and 3 line-of-
battle ships, 2 frigates, 33 sloops, &c, and 35 steamers at
bome, including the Post-office sailing and steam-packets.

The Population of Ireland.—By a Parliamentary
Paper of last session, it appears that according to the
Census of 1841 the population of Ireland was 8,175,238, of
^hich number 852,064 were members of the Church of
jagland; 6,427,712 were Roman Catholics; 642,356
lresbyterians ; other Protestant Dissenters 21,808;
^^ng the total of the abstract 7,943,940. There is no
^turn as to the residue of the population set forth. On
a return presented on the same occasion as to the popula-
tion of England and Wales, it appears, that according to

^ census of 1841 there were 15,906,750 persons, and
^,896 travelling when the number was ascertained.

before Baron Parke Warwick Monday, Dec. 11; Marshal ;« but if Prince Polignac follow his example in
.Leicester. ThnrsHnv ' fW. 14? TVntHnrrKa™ M^r.^o«- tl^f ^ i. i_ _ »u __.__ ^_ i .... , .Leicester, Thursday, Dec. 14 ; Nottingham, Monday,
Dec. 18 ; Derby, Wednesday, Dec. 20. Home Circuit,
before Justice Creswell, Chelmsford, Saturday, Dec. 9 ;

Maidstone, Wednesday, Dec. 13; Lewes, Saturday, Dec.l 6.

Irish Land Commission.—The Queen has been pleased
to direct letters-patent to be passed under the Great Seal
of the United Kingdom, appointing the Earl of Devon,
Sir R. A. Ferguson, Bart., G. A. Hamilton, Esq., T. N.
Redington, Esq., and John Wynne, Esq., her Majesty's
Commissioners for inquiring into the state of the law and
practice in respect to the occupation of land in Ireland.

Post Office.—-The report of the Select Committee
appointed to inquire into the measures which have been
adopted for the general introduction of a general rate of
Postage, and tor facilitating the conveyance of letters, and
the result of such measures, so far as relates to the
revenue and expenditure of the Post-office, and the general
convenience of the country, has just been published with
the minutes of evidence and returns of the gross and net
revenue of the Post-office for the three years before and
after its adoption. The Report is dated August 14th.
The Committee state that they have examined at great
length Mr. Rowland Hill, with regard to several proposals
which were brought under their notice by him,for extending
the facilities of the correspondence of the country, and for
improving the management and reducing the expense of the
Post-office. They have also examined several of the officers
of the Post-office, with regard to the expediency and practi-
cability of adopting these measures. They regret that on
account of the late period of the session to which their
inquiries were extended, they find it impracticable to
report their opinions on these various matters, involving
as they do many minute details. They are unable to do
more than report the evidence which they have taken and
the correspondence in connection therewith between the
Treasury and the Post-office, from both of which depart-
ments they entertain no doubt these propositions will
receive the fullest consideration.—The Ministerial papers
announce that by a recent convention arrangements be-
tween the Post-office of England and Holland have been
established, which seecure to both countries a liberal reduc-
tion of postage.—Notice has been given that on and after
the 5th January next, all letters passing between the
United Kingdom and any place in Jamaica when con-
veyed by packet will be subject to the uniform rate of
one shilling and twopence the half ounce, and so on in
proportion, in accordance with the scale now in operation
in the United Kingdom. Letters however addressed to
or posted at Kingston, the packet-station at Jamaica, will
only be chargeable with the packet rate of one shilling the
half ounce as at present, such letters not being liable to
internal colonial postage.

Jpomgn.
France.—A royal ordonnance has been published in the

Moniteur convoking the Chambers of Peers and Deputies
for the 27th December. The same official journal contains
a paragraph of apparently the most ordinary kind, but
which in political circles is deemed of very singular import—namely, that u the King has caused to be purchased
for his several private libraries copies of the Marquis de
Custine's celebrated work c Russia in 1839.'' " It is said
that this patronage of a work which deals so severely with
Russia, and which the Emperor has declared to be false,

intentional affront provoked by repeated insults

Winter Assizes.—It has now been arranged that there

.

ll be a winter circuit for the delivery of the gaols of all
P^soners charged with offences not triable at the Quarter

fjjj
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?8 ' No civil causes, however, will be tried. The

/owing daysj have already been announced x— Oxford

^
trcui^ before Raron Rolfe, Oxford, Saturday, Dec. 9 ;

greater, Wednesday, Dec. 33; Worcester, Monday,
rp

ec
- 18

; Shrewsbury, Thursday, Dec. 21; Stafford,

clS -I9 Dec
' 26# Western Circuit, before Justices

20 ^ ge and Creswell, Winchester, Wednesday, Dec.u
5 teeter, Wednesday, Dec. 27. Midland Circuit,

]s an
offered to the King by the Emperor of Russia. An im-
pression is general in Paris that the French and British
Governments are perfectly in accord, and determined to
act together in respect of Russian intrigue and Russian
ambition. Late events in Greece are said to have alarmed
both, and to have induced a combined resolve to brave
the danger before it become truly formidable.—A dinner
took place at the Palace of St. Cloud on Saturday, on the
occasion of the 34th anniversary of the marriage of the

King and Queen. ** The Ministry," says the Commerce,
u had scarcely announced the recovery of the Count de
Paris, when the Count d'Eu, son of the Due de Nemours,
was attacked with the croup. The state of the young
Prince inspired uneasiness at one time, and it is even said

that the Due de Nemours has been requested to return to

Paris without delay." The Minister of Marine has ad-
dressed a circular to all the maritime prefects, desiring

that no workman may in future be employed on Sundays
in the Government dock-yards except in cases of absolute

necessity. The motives assigned by the Minister for this

order are first, that men who do not repose on Sunday do
not work with energy on the other days of the week, and con-
sequently that it is not profitable to the State to have labour

performed on the Sabbath ; and secondly, that it is neces-

sary for the State to promote the religious observance of

Sunday amongst the labouring classes.—The Gazette de
France after stating that the Prince Polignac has been
ordered to quit Paris, adds that the French Government
has notified to his Royal Highness the Due de Bordeaux

that he must sell all the property he has in France.

Prince Polignac, it appears, was ordered to quit Paris in

24 hours, or write to the King for permission to prolong

his residence. Marshal Sebastiani immediately proceeded

to St. Cloud, and in audience of the King requested that

the obnoxious order might be withdrawn. The King
positively refused. The Marshal said, "Your Majesty
is aware that I would not make a request compliance
with which would be in the slightest degree dangerous for

your royal person or the State. I will be bail for the
Prince," added he in conclusion. The King was still un-
moved, but after some time he said, "If the Prince will

write to me"—"I would not allow him to do so," said

Sebastiani. "Why, Peyronnet wrote to me." "M.
Peyronnet is at liberty to do what he pleases/' said the

that respect, he will cease to be entitled to my esteem.
The Prince has not come here to conspire ; conspirators do
not move about with a train of four children." The only
concession he obtained however was an extension of the
time to Saturday, when Prince Polignac was to quit Paris,
protesting against his forced exile, for inflicting which
there is in fact no legal ground, the amnesty having been
full and plenary that restored him to civil rights.
Another Bishop has joined his brethren in the crusade
against the University of Paris. The Bishop of Rennes
has demanded the dismissal of M. Zerort, the professor
of moral philosophy in the University of Rennes and
has intimated that, in case of refusal, he will remove the
chaplain from the University.—Another trial is going on
at the Assize Court of the Seine, of another formidable
band of 24 thieves, who had selected Paris for the theatre
of their operations The papers state that the King having
been informed that the mother of Alibaud,who was executed
for an attempt at assassinating him,has fallen into deep dis-
tress has sent to the Mayor of Marseilles a sum of money
for the use of the unfortunate woman, with the promise of
further assistance.—The lowg-contested horse-cause be-
tween Lord Henry Seymour, Mr. Palmer, andM. Aumont,
was decided a few days since by the Cour Rovale of Paris,
after a hearing which lasted two days. The point at issue
was whether a mare sold by M. Aumont to Mr. Palmer
for 1000 francs with warrant of her pedigree, as Herodia,
bred by Mr. Stirling of Battersea, and subsequently trans-
ferred by Mr. Palmer to Lord H. Seymour, was really
Herodia as represented. The trial caused great interest
in the sporting circles of France. Several witnesses were
examined, and their evidence, as might be expected in such
a case, was conflicting ; the training-groom and other ser-
vants of M. Aumont giving a detailed history of Herodia
from the time that she was brought from Battersea into
France until she was sold to Mr. Palmer; and Mr. Stir-
ling, his grooms, veterinary surgeon, and others swearing
that the Herodia produced to them was not the Herodia
bred at Battersea, and establishing the marks of difference
noticed by Mr. Stirling in his certificate. The Court
decided that the mare was a supposititious Herodia, and
ordered her to be taken back by M. Aumont, he returning
the lOOOf. paid for her, and a further sum of lOOOf. to
Lord H. Seymour towards the expenses he had been put
to, and paying the costs of his Lordship and Air. Palmer
in the suit.—The National states some startling facts
relative to the thirty political prisoners consigned only
four years ago to the dungeons of St. Michel. It quotes
official returns to prove that of those thirty prisoners, all
of whom are stated to be young men, two had been
driven to commit suicide, one has twice attempted to
poison himself, four have become madmen, two have fallen
into a state of idiocy, and seven have already been at-
tacked with diseases which are likely to adhere to them
during the remainder of their lives, and have been re-
moved in consequence to prison-hospitals in different parts
of France.

Spain.—A conference took place at the Palace on the
20th ult. attended by M. Olozaga and all the Members of
the Lopez Cabinet, the result of which was that the
termination of the Lopez Administration was formally
announced, and a Royal ordonnance issued which was
read on the following day in the Cortes officially an-
nouncing the nomination of M. Olozaga as President of
the Council of Ministers and Minister of Foreign Affairs.
The Cabinet was constituted on the 24th by the appoint-
ment of the following Ministers : M. Luzurriaga, Grace
and Justice ; M. Domenecq, Interior ; M. Cantero
Finances ; M. Serrano, War, and M. Frias, Marine. It
w as believed that the new President of the Council would
submit to the Cortes a project of law for regulating the
attributes of the municipal bodies—a delicate question
repeatedly discussed but never solved in a satisfactory
fanner. According to this project the election for muni-
cipal officers would hereafter be direct, like that of Mem-
bers of the Cortes. The Queen's birthday had been cele-
brated on the 17th with much pomp. Her Majesty had
been congratulated by the corps diplomatique, grandees,
&c., and the palace had been crowded on the occasion.
The Queen replied to the Minister of Portugal, who
addressed her in the name of the Ambassadors—" I have
heard with much satisfaction the wishes expressed by
the diplomatic body for my personal prosperity and that
of my people, and if Providence bless my endeavours
I hope that my reign will consolidate the tranquillity

of this magnanimous nation, and draw closer the ties of
friendship which unite it to the Governments which you
represent in so becoming a manner." The Prince de
Carini passed through Bayonne on the 23d ult. on his
way to Madrid, bearing the recognition by the King of
Naples of the Government of Queen Isabella II. The
Prince is accredited as Minister Extraordinary at the
Spanish Court, and is charged with negotiating the
marriage of the Count de Trapani with the Queen,
England and France are said to have given their consent
to the union.—From Barcelona we learn that the surrender
of that city took place on the 19th. During the night of
the 17th the greatest confusion reigned in Barcelona, and
a deadly struggle took place between the peace party and
the Patulea and Republicans, which terminated by the
defeat of the latter. In consequence of this victory five
delegates had a long interview with General Sanz, and on
the 19th the capitulation was signed, and on the 20th
10,000 Government troops took possession of Barcelona.
On the evening of the same day the Captain-General was
informed by two members of the Junta that some of the
most desperate insurgents intended to fire the town at
different points, and blowup the Cathedral; inconse-
quence of this timely warning every precaution was taken
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to frustrate such a design, and the whole army remained

underarms during the night. One of the principal clauses

of the capitulation is the disarming of the entire popula-

tion without exception. The inhabitants are also to

restore the streets and houses to their original condition.

On the 21st General Sanz issued a bando, ordering a

general surrender of arms within six hours on pain of

death, and by the afternoon some thousands of muskets
were deposited in the Atarazanas and the Cathedral. The
new municipality have been directed to number and class

the inhabitants ; and to make a list of the damaged houses,

and to whom they belong, including foreigners. By the

evening of the 21st all the barricades had disappeared from
the streets and most of the trenches were filled up. The
Free Corps and National Guard of Barcelona have since

delivered at the Atarazanas 500 muskets. Tranquillity is

completely restored, the emigrants are returning, and the

manufacturers are resuming their business. The Captain-

General has gone in person to assume the command of the

troops blockading the castle of Figueras, and has taken

with him six battalions.—From Cadiz we learn that several

British travellers were loud in their complaints of what

they characterized as a gross extortion practised on them
at the British Consulate in that city. For getting their

passports endorsed there to go to Seville for a day they

were charged a dollar and a half (6s. Gd.), and the same
on their return to Cadiz for the Consul's visa to Gibraltar.

They thus had to pay the sum of 13$. for absolutely no
service whatever, while the charge of the Spanish authori-

ties on both occasions for a real benefit was no more than

3s. This disproportion has long been known and com-

plained of by travellers in Spain, but it has now for the

first time attracted the attention of the journals, and some
hopes of the interference of the Foreign-office are enter-

tained.

Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the 22d

ult. The greatest tranquillity prevailed and all prospect

of its being disturbed had entirely disappeared. The
Chambers were occupied with measures to cover the deficit

of the current financial year, but the remissness of

members caused a frequent failure of Houses. General

Iriarte and the Spanish troops who took refuge in Portugal

are to be quartered in Oporto. An important communi-
cation has been made by the Board of Trade in answer

to a recent memorial from the merchants engaged in the

Newfoundland trade. Ic appears that the Duke of Pal-

mella and her British Majesty's Government are at

variance as to whether or not the propositions of the

latter have been accepted or refused. The Board of Trade
states " that the negotiations with Portugal, which were

interrupted in April last, have strictly speaking not been

revived ; that since the arrival of the Duke of Palmella in

this country his Excellency has tendered to her Majesty's

Government statements intended to show that the British

propositions had been previously to the interruption or

breaking off of the communications in April last accepted

in their substance by the Portuguese Government, and
that her Majesty's Government are clearly of opinion, upon

an examination of these statements, that the Duke of

Palmella is in error in that supposition, and that this con-

viction has been officially communicated to the Duke of

Palmella.' 7 Lord Aberdeen has since made a similar

communication.
Germany.—Letters from Vienna announce that Prince

Michael of Servia was shortly expected to leave that city

for Dresden. The Prince has amongst his suite the cele-

brated writer Dr. Wuk and intends sojourning in that

capital a great part of the winter.—The Greek society of

Berlin, among whom are the most celebrated authors and
artists of Prussia, contemplate giving a representation at

their private theatre of the comedy of The Frogs of

Aristophanes. A new translation has been made of this

piece by Professor Franz, and the music arranged by M.
Kummer ; costumes and decorations are now preparing

from designs furnished by the most renowned artists. The
Frogs was in the first instance intended for performance

at the Palace at Potsdam, but the King sent it for review

to M. Tieck, who on account of its containing objection-

able passages did not advise its production. Dr. Franz
has now made several alterations and the first representa-

tion is looked for with much curiosity.

Italy.—It was reported in Paris on Thursday that the

Pope was taken suddenly and dangerously ill. In the

present disturbed state of Italy, and especially of the

states of the church, any change in the holy see is con-

sidered important. In the meantime it is said in a letter

of the 15th from the Roman states that the disturbances

in the neighbourhood of Bologna and Ravenna have been

put down.—A grand religious ceremony, the beatification

of the nun Maria Francisca of the five wounds, who died

in 1814 in a convent at Naples, took place at St. Peter's,

at Rome on the 12th inst. The preparations for this

ceremony are said to have cost 100,000 Roman crowns,

independently of the portraits of the beatified nun, which
it is customary to present to the cardinals and the prin-

cipal churches and convents.—The Augsburg Gazette
publishes the following letter from Naples of the 2d of

November:

—

"It has been lately remarked that the

British Minister has frequent conferences with the Minister

of Foreign Affairs and numerous audiences with the King.

It was at first thought that these conferences had reference

to the treaty of commerce which is now so far settled as

only to require the signature of the plenipotentiaries. But
as the English flag would get a privilege of ten per cent.

over other nations the King wishes as a compensation

that the English Government close Malta against the

Italian refugees who are now troubling the Peninsula.

This is too delicate a matter for the British Cabinet to

consent to, but the English Government are willing to

keep a strict surveillance over the Italian refugees/' In

reference to this subject a Malta paper the Portafoglio
Maltese states that the disturbances in the Roman domi-
nions are in a great measure owing to the Malta press. The
Maltese papers have for the last three or four months tried

everything in their power to excite the population of the

Papal legations to insurrection and rebellion. The scarcity

of public journals in the Papal States is well known, and
advantage is taken of this circumstance to furnish intelli-

gence from Malta by way of Ancona to Bologna,

Ravenna and other cities in the Papal States.—It is said

that the Princess who is about to marry the Due
d'Aumale is not the sister of the King but his cousin, the

daughter of the Prince of Salerno.

Greece.—Accounts from Athens of the 10th ult. state

that about 150 Deputies had arrived, and that the National

Assembly was to meet in a fortnight,but its legislative labours

were likely to be somewhat delayed by about a dozen double

elections in the Peloponnese, which must first be decided

upon. The Council of Ministers was holding protracted

meetings every evening, and the Ministers at the head of

the different departments regularly transacted business

with the King. The Continental papers state that whatever
turn affairs may take in Greece, it is certain that France,
Austria and England will oppose any attempt of Russia
to overthrow the existing Government, nor will they per-
mit the Emperor to exercise the same influence in Greece
which he has established in Servia.

Turkey and Persia.—Letters from Constantinople
announce that the President of the Council of Justice,

Hafiz Pacha, had been dismissed on the 8th ult., and re-

placed by Achmet Fethi Pacha, brother-in-law of the

Sultan. The Sultan's object in adopting this resolution

was to give satisfaction to England and France for the

execution of the unfortunate Armenian. Letters had been
received at Constantinople, announcing that serious dis-

turbances had arisen in Albania and in Thessaly, and that

an attempt had been made to set fire to Belgrade by the

adherents of the dethroned Prince. The Rev. Dr.
Wolff arrived on the 3d inst., and was only waiting for the

necessary firmans and the arrival of Colonel Napier, who
has volunteered to accompany him to prosecute his enter-

prising expedition to Bokhara.—Letters had arrived

from Mosul which state that the remnant of the Mountain
Nestorians who had been enabled to resist the Kurdish
invaders, joined by their fugitive brethren, have gained a

complete victory over their oppressors, and succeeded in

regaining much of the territory they had lost.—Letters

from Teflis of October 12th announce the important fact

that the Emperor of Russia had under pretence of encour-

aging the commerce between the two countries, established

a line of posts guarded by Cossacks from the Caspian
Sea to the capital of Persia.

Egypt—From Alexandria we have received the very
important news of the death of Achmet Pacha, the late

rebellious governor of Sennaar. His death is said to be the

result of intermittent fever, though many surmise that it

has been compassed by other means more in accordance

with the Oriental administration of justice. The Pacha
by this event is saved an expense and his people a san-
guinary civil war. The Porte is said to have been bene-
fited already by large sums remitted by Achmet to Reschid
Pacha through Jerusalem in furtherance of his ambitious

views. Emir Bey has been appointed his successor. It

appears that Gallici Bey did not go to Suez to report

again upon the ship canal from Suez to Pelusium, but
upon the feasibility of a navigable canal from Boulac to

Suez through the desert, the superior altitude of the Nile
at Boulac to that of the Red Sea at Suez ensuring a con-
stant supply of fresh water, and possibly the means by
irrigation of cultivating a large strip of land on each side

where now is a sandy desert.

United States.—The packet-ship Patrick Henry
reached the Mersey on Sunday after an 18 days' passage,
bringing 32 passengers and no less than 100 returned emi-
grants ; her dates are to the 8th ult., four days later than

the previous packet. Mr. Horsley Palmer is among her
passengers. The Britannia steam-ship has since arrived

with dates from New York to the 16th, Boston 17th, and
Halifax 19th ult. The Caledonia was seen on her way
between Halifax and Boston on the 18th, and the Acadia
was spoken by the Britannia on the 26th, out seven days,

in lat. 50, 5 N., long. 26, 40 W. The New York and
Liverpool liner Sheffield was lost off the former port
whilst ingcharge of a pilot, in very rough weather, on the

11th ult. The passengers were saved by great exertion

and presence of mind, and the vessel sub&equently got off,

but with cargo greatly damaged. The annexation of
Texas to the United States appears to be still a favourite

scheme, and will it is said form a prominent subject of

recommendation in the President's annual message, to

be delivered the first week in this month. The papers
bring an account of the death of Colonel John Trumbull,
at the age of 87. He was an aide-de-camp of Washington
in the War of Independence and afterwards became
one of the first artists of the United States. The
elections for the state and city of New York took
place on the 7th, and were in favour of the Whigs.
The contest was more than usually exciting from the
near approach of the Presidential election, upon which
it will probably have a considerable influence.— Mr.
O'Connell is rising again into favour in the United States.

A meeting to further repeal presided over by Colonel
Johnson had been held in the Tabernacle in New York,
and another meeting was held of still greater pretensions
at the Park when the news arrived out that he had been
arrested and was about to be prosecuted.—The yellow
fever at New Orleans has been very fatal. The Herald
of that city publishes the names and addresses of 692 per-
sons, natives of England, Ireland, Scotland, and Germany,
who have fallen by its ravages, exclusive of 132 persons

unknown. The Irish and Germans appear to have been

the greatest sufferers by its ravages, and after them the

Americans. The fever still lingered in the city, but its

fierceness had abated. The appearance of frost which

usually drives it away was looked for with much anxiety.

—The Senate of the State of Tennessee have passed a law

to secure to married women the right in and enjoyment of

their own property. It provides that a wife shall have

the same undisturbed control of her own estate after mar-

riage which she had before, and prevents her property

from passing out of her hands on marriage by mere opera-

tion of law without her consent. On the other hand the

militia law of Rhode Island does not exempt females from

performing military duty, and several have been arrested

and confined for disobeying the said law.

Canada.—Our advices from Kingston are to the 3rd,

and from Montreal to the 6th ult. The bill to secure the

independence of Parliament had passed the Council by a

vote of 15 to 12. The Agricultural Protection Bill had

also passed the Legislative Council, to go into effect on

the 5th January. It had also been decided by a vote of

two to one, that Montreal is the only place for the seat of

Government. To refer the decision to the Home Govern-

ment was refused by a vote of 50 to 29. There have been

remarkable doings in the Parliament of the province, no

less than 13 members of the Legislative Council, with Mr.

Morris at their head, having retired. It appears that in

the House of Assembly an address to the Queen was

adopted by a vote of 51 to 27, concerning the proposition

made by Her Majesty to remove the seat of Government
to Montreal. When the address came before the Council

for their concurrence, a long and angry debate arose, the

opponents of the bill contending that the bill could not

again come before the Council during the present session

without violating all Parliamentary rules, and setting a

dangerous precedent, it having once been finally disposed

of, it was thought, for the session, and could not be

brought before the Council without it was prorogued for a

few days. The measure was insisted on, and the further

discussion made the special order of the day for the 0th,

when the Hon. Mr. Morris rose and said, that in view of

their strange proceeding, it became his duty to record his

protest, and retire from all further participation in the

proceedings of the Council. He then, bowed to the

Speaker and the House, and retired, followed by Messrs.

De Blaquiere, Ferguson, Crooks, Washburn, Sherwood,

M'Ray, Dickson, Hamilton, Macaubery, Draper, McDo-
nald, and A. Fraser. Soon after they retired, the Council

adjourned.—The transport Premier with troops on board

has been totally lost near Quebec, but the troops and crew

were saved.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols for the opening

closed at 96| ; Three per Cents. Red., 05$ to 95£ ;

Threc-and-Half per Cents. Red., 102£; New Three-

and-Half per Cents., 102£ to 103£ J
Exchequer Bill*

546*. to 55s.

Destitution in the Metropolis.—A meeting of the

committee took place on Wednesday which was attended

by Lord Dudley Stuart, Viscount Ranelagh, Sir De Lacy

Evans, Sir Joseph Copley, Mr. J. A. Smith, M.P., «nd

other gentlemen. Final arrangements were made fo r a

great public meeting in behalf of the destitute poor of the

metropolis, and for establishing an institution to be called

the Western Refuge for the. Destitute. The proposed meet-

ing to be held at Exeter Hall in the course of next week-

Scottish Hospital.— On Thursday being St. Andrew s

Day, and the 178th anniversary of the Scottish HospiW'
the annual meeting took place in Crane Court, the ^u

y t)

of Sutherland in the chair, supported by about 20

Members of the Corporation. The Hon. Mr. Fraser

opened the proceedings of the Court by tendering *°

resignation ^of the appointment which [he had held **

Treasurer for 21 years, when the meeting, which by tlllJ

J

time had become over-crowded, adjourned from the t*a

into the Chapel of the Corporation. The Chairman then

congratulated the meeting on the numerous attendance o

the body, requesting that he might be permitted to re8l?
fl

the chairmanship of the meeting, reserving to himself^

pleasure of again presiding at the festival in the evening

The noble Duke then left the Court, accompanied by 1*

Hon. W. Fraser, and was succeeded in the chair by P*
j

'

Stewart, Esq., M.P. It was then proposed by Sir Peje*

Laurie, seconded by Dr. Webster, and carried by »ccIa
'

mation, that the Duke of Sutherland be re-elected P*e
*

sident for the year ensuing, Major Adair the Secretaiy

intimating to the meeting that his Grace had instructed

him to state, that although he attended the Society
^

festival on the present occasion, yet that his medic

advisers had forbidden him for the future to attend a

public dinners. Dr. Webster then proposed that P* * *

Stewart, Esq.,M.P., be elected treasurer in the room of:tli

Hon. W. Fraser, to whom a complimentary vote of *"*&

proposed by Sir Peter Laurie and seconded by Sir •

Forbes was passed, for the able and independent wa
"IJ

in which he hod discharged the office for 21 years. Al
^

some discussion Lord Blantyre, the Hon. W. Fraser, on

Sir C. Forbes were elected to fill the vacancies in the u

of vice-presidents. Major Adair then read a letter tr

the Rev. Dr. Brown, resigning the chaplaincy of the 'U "

poration, caused by the changes in, the Church and

translation to a church in Scotland. After a
\
on* "

turbulent discussion, Dr. Brown's resignation having o

accepted, the Rev. Dr. M'Leod was reinstated as
j

bl

£
Chaplain. Sir Peter Laurie then proposed that the\n* '

John Camming be appointed to fill the vacant wwi

laincy. The motion was seconded by Mr. Waugn, a

after another stormy discussion was earned without *
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apparent opposition. The vacancies in the different com-
mittees were then supplied, after which the accounts were

read and ordered to be printed. From these it appeared

that the total expenditure of the institution for the past

year had been 3,505/. The annual dinner of the Corpo-

ration took place in the evening at the London Tavern,

the Duke of Sutherland in the chair. The subscriptions

of the evening amounted to upwards of 350Z. His Grace

the Chairman subscribing 50 guineas in addition to his

annual subscription.

Anti-Corn-Law League.— On Thursday night the

monthly meeting of the League took place in Covent-

Garden Theatre which was crowded to excess. Mr.

"Wilson opened the business by announcing that the League

had won London and Kendal and had not won Salisbury,

but intended to do better next time. Mr. Cobden then

addressed the meeting on the late elections and on the

"usual topics connected with the Corn Laws. Mr. Lambert

Chairman of Mr. Bouverie's Committee at Salisbury, Col.

Thompson, and Mr. Bright, next addressed the meeting

at very great length. At the close of Mr. Bright' s speech

the Chairman said he must now close what all present

would probably consider to have been not the least in-

teresting of the series of meetings. Mr. Bright had

informed them that arrangements had been made for

holding during the next month meetings in the principal

towns of Yorkshire and Lancashire, for the purpose of

promoting subscriptions to the great League fund. When
they met again this day month he hoped they would have

the pleasure of seeing that their labours for that object

had not been unrewarded.

The Model Prison.—Although this prison lias been

open so short a time, and the prisoners have been

carefully selected from the various gaols in point of

health, two have become insane this year, and have been

transferred to Bethlehem ; viz., John Reeve, on the 24th

June, and John Hill Stone, on the 17th August. The

Times observes that it is remarkable that insanity only

occurs in the Penitentiary and Model Prison under Go-

vernment inspectors, and not in magistrates' prisons.

Light Gold.—In consequence of the numerous com-

plaints made by the merchants in the City and the public

at the practice of the Bank's issuing light gold, orders have

been given by the Governors that no gold shall be issued

unless it has been previously weighed and is according to the

standard currency. Henceforth all gold presented at the

Bank will only be received according to weight, and will

be defaced so as to prevent the possibility of a re-issue.

Metropolitan Improvements.—Workmen are pulling

down the houses in the vicinity of Buckingham Palace,

leading from James-street into the Pimlico-road, to make
way for the new improvements. The houses in Tothill-

street, York-street, and Castle-lane, Westminster, are also

to be pulled down in the spring, as well as Sion College

Almshouses, for the new road, which will run across the

ground of Elliott's brewery into the Vauxhall road. The
Rookery which has been for several centuries the West-
minster nuisance is at last coming down, and a square

will be built on the spot.

Embankment of the Thames.—At the meeting of the

Common Council last week the Lord Mayor laid before

the Court a copy of the following letter from Lord
Lincoln, together with a plan for carrying out the

projected embankment, which he described as a mea-
sure of considerable importance to his fellow-citizens :—"1, Whitehall-place, November 8, 1843—My Lord,—
As chairman of the Commissioners appointed by Her
Majesty for ' inquiring into and considering the most
effectual means of improving the metropolis, and providing

increased facilities of communication within the same/ I

have the honour to transmit herewith for your lordship's

information a plan of the proposed embankment between

"Westminster and Blackfriars bridges, for the construction

of which it is the intention of Her Majesty's Government
to submit a bill to Parliament in the course of the ensu-
ing session. It will afford me, as it will I am sure afford

the Commissioners, great pleasure to find that the result

of these inquiries into the expediency of the course pro-

posed will be acceptable to the Corporation, directed as

those inquiries have been to the interests both of the navi-

gation of the river and of the trade carried on upon its

shores, and ultimately to the accomplishment, without pre-

judice to those interests, of a great metropolitan improve-

ment. I have the honour to be, my Lord, Your Lord-
ship's most obedient servant, Lincoln." On the motion

°f Mr. R. L. Jones, the letter and plan were referred to

the Navigation Committee and the London-bridge Ap-
proaches Committee for them jointly to report upon.

Several members expressed their satisfaction that Govern-
ment have assumed the responsibility of so great an

undertaking.

Westminster Bridge.—Since the carriage-way of this

bridge was closed, workmen have been engaged in removing
the great body of loose sand and rubble walls which loaded
the east pier of the centre arch unnecessarily, and are pre-

paring to substitute brick arches as was. done to the

sunken pier on the Middlesex side. The lessening of the

height upon each pier by this operation and by the pro-
posed lowering of the roadway will not be less than 1700
tons, and since this lightening began there has not been
the smallest movement in any part. Messrs. Walker and
Purges have thought it prudent to take the opinion of
two other engineers, Messrs. Cubitt and Rendel, who
have stated as their opinion that the sinking of the piers
is caused by the great load upon the clay foundation, there
being no piles under this bridge, and the ground on the
Surrey side being of a loose nature.
Shops of London.—The attempt now making to abridge

the protracted hours of labour in the shops of the metro-
polis has received the support of the leading drapers :

—

Messrs. Swan and Elgar, Piccadilly; Mr. Redmayne,
Bond-street; Messrs. Hitchcock and Rogers, St. Paul's

Churchyard; Messrs. Peters and Underwood, Sloane-

square ; Mr. Owen, Great Coram-street ; Mr. Edwards,

Soho-square, and otters, close their respective establish-

ments at 7 o'clock,— examples which are likely to be soon

followed by the trade generally and by other classes of

shopkeepers, provided that the public will lend their aid

by abstaining from evening purchases.

Roman Remains in the City.—On Thursday in the

course of excavations making for a sewer in Bridgewater-

square Barbican, the men found the foundation of a Roman
wall four feet from the surface, which extended in a direct

line across the square from east to west. It was about IS

feet in depth and 4^ in width. Pieces of a Roman pave-

ment were also met with. In one part of the square a

workman dug up a square plate of metal one side of which

had a polished surface, but was unfortunately broken. A
quantity of pottery was also found. During the week, in

Tyefoot-lane (a narrow passage leading out of Queenhithe

to Fish-street-hill) where a sewer is forming, the men
came against three Roman walls about 4 feet from the

surface extending in parallel lines, and at about 12 feet

distance from each other. They were about five feet in

depth. The two external walls were about 4 feet in width

and the inner one about 7 feet wide. They appeared to

be of a circular form and were so firmly constructed as to

be only separated and broken by an iron wedge.

Westminster School.—The " Phormio " of Terence

will be performed by the Queen's Scholars on Monday
the 11th, Thursday the 14th, and Monday the 18th inst.,

with a prologue and epilogue on the 14th and 18th.

The Daily Papers.—It is said that the proprietors of

the daily papers intend to raise the price of their papers

from 5d. to Gd. Assuming the circulation of the Times to

be 12,000 a day, this will give to that paper an addi-

tional profit of 15,G50/. a year.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Nov. 18, was as

follows :—West Districts, 183 ; North Districts, 230
;

Central Districts, 224; East districts, 285 ; South Dis-

tricts, 308 ; Total, 1,230 (males, 615 ; females, 615).

Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (4(J1 males,

442 females) ; and for the last five autumns, 908.

Birmingham.—Mr. Weale, one of the assistant Poor

Law Commissioners, commenced an inquiry on Friday

last in the workhouse of this town, in consequence of an

anonymous letter which the commissioners had received

respecting some cruelties practised in that establishment.

In September last four young men entered the workhouse

as tramps, and were put into the tramp ward. When
there they tore up their clothes and were found in that

state by the tramp-room keeper. He communicated the

circumstance to the governor, who according to the charges

in the letter ordered the men to be taken to the black

hole in a complete state of nudity. They were put into

this vault and there detained eight days and nights,

during the whole of^which time they had only one rug'

each to wrap themselves up in by day or night ; they

were in that state compelled to lie on a bare guard-bed

without any straw or bedding, were daily fed on bread

and water gruel, there was no fire or hot air or any other

means of heating the place, and in this state they were

kept until discharged on the 3d of October, but not until

one of the men was so ill as to require medical advice.

The second charge was that the governor had put a boy

into this place of confinement and kept him there until

it was necessarv to sive him a warm bath to ensure his

recovery when released. The third charge was that a

woman had been put into the tramp-room lor punishment

;

and the fourth was that a sane woman had been put by
the governor into an insane ward for punishment. The
governor in reply to the charges denied that any punish-

ment had been inflicted. The keeper of the tramp-room

however deposed that the four men above named entered

the house in September, and that they were in all respects

treated in the manner set forth by the commissioner, and

detailed other circumstances connected with their confine-

ment of a very revolting nature. The house surgeon

deposed that he found one of the tramps ill and ordered

medicine for him. The governor's wife swore that the men
had each two rugs in the hole, that she had ordered them

bread and broth, but she could not. swear whether they

received it, and that on one Sunday she ordered them meat,

but she could not say they got it. The room was not cold,

indeed the men complained of the heat, and she directed

the keeper to open the door. The Commissioner said they

ought to visit the place, and proceeded thither. The
sight of it caused an unqualified expression of indignation

and abhorrence. It is a low arched vault, into which there

is a descent of two steps, six feet wide, nine feet long, with

a small iron grating at the top without any guard glass. A
bed is raised under this grating, and in this hole situated

in a dark passage the men were confined. The Commis-

sioner on returning said he never could have believed that

there existed any such place of confinement in any work-

house in England. He certainly never beheld such a place

for human beings to be placed in, no matter what might

have been their offence. In this expression of disapproba-

tion the whole of the guardians concurred, and declared

that they did not know such a place had been used for the

purpose. The governor said that the hole had been used

most nights for tramps, and that on that very night they

would most likely have more tramps than they could

accommodate, and would be obliged to put them in that

vault. The Commissioner said he should institute a

searching inquiry into the entire establishment, and
adjourned the inquiry.

Bury.—The Blackburn Standard says that singular as

it may appear, it is nevertheless true that at noon on
Friday the petty sessions were adjourned for haif-an-hour,

in order to allow the solicitors, county policemen, over-

seers, and other officials, an opportunity of witnessing
the entrance of Van Amburgh with his large collection of

wild beasts.

Carmarthen.—The toll-gate between Bettws and the

Holyhead road was destroyed last week by the Rebeccaites.

The gate-posts were sawed asunder and the gates carried

off. A letter in Welch was left under the cottage-door

where the toll-taker resides, stating that if the gate is re-

placed the house will be destroyed.— The Special Com-
missioners arrived at Cardigan on Wednesday week, and
proceeded at once to examine the road-surveyors, and to

investigate the trust accounts and the apportionment of

tithes in the parish of Pembryn. The Commissioners are

understood to have expressed a wish to further any agree-

ment which might be come to between the titheowners and
titiiepayers to allay the bad feeling which exists, and as

far as possible to remedy what seems to be regarded (so

far as relates to this parish) as an oppression. The Com-
missioners make numerous inquiries of intelligent witnesses

as to their opinion of the best remedy to remove the

grievances complained of, no doubt with the view of ex-

tracting some practicable suggestion to embody in their

report to Government. They concluded their inquiry at

Cardigan on Friday and proceeded thence to Aberystwith.

Gloucester.—A calamitous fire burst out at 3 a.m. on
Wednesday the 29 th ult., in a large farm-house in the

village of Willersey near Broadway in this county, by
which the house and furniture were completely destroyed,

and the farmer's wife and five young children and a char-

woman were burnt to death. The farmer (Mr. Rimell)

and three of his sons escaped through a window with much
difficulty, but the rooms were so filled with smoke that

the rest of the family were soon suffocated, and the mother

of the children could not be prevailed upon to fly with her

husband and leave the children to perish. It was a heart-

rending scene and no assistance could be rendered. The
house was fitted up in the old style, with wainscotting, and

the divisions between the rooms were all of wood. Had
not the engines arrived speedily from Campden and Eve-

sham, the destruction of property might have been very

extensive, as the house was close to thatched barns and

sheds on two sides, and several stacks of corns were a

short distance apart. The consternation in the village

may be easily imagined, and the cries of the people of all

classes on hearing the loss of life were most distressing.

The premises are insured in the Phoenix Fire-office for 800/.

Knoivsley.—Information has been received in London

that a man called Hillingham, another of the party con-

cerned in the late murder of a gamekeeper at Knowsley-

park, has been apprehended, and is now in prison.

Kirkdalc.—The Privy Council have ordered the plans

of the first Industrial School under the new system of

education to be published in their forthcoming report.

This is to be erected at Kirk dale, near Liverpool, from the

designs of Messrs. Lockwood and Allam, and is for the

support and education of 1200 children, divided into three

classes—infants, boys, and girls. The plans are remark-

able for simplicity of arrangement and capabilities for the

master's and matron's supervision of the charges to be

entrusted to them. Well- ventilated workshops for the

teaching of carpentering, tailoring, shoe-making, &c. are

found upon the male side ; and 'upon the female side are

those of laundry work, straw platting, &c. Some notion

may be formed of the extent of this edifice by mention-

ing that the sp-ce occupied by the masonry alone will

cover upwards of six acres of land. An infirmary detached

from the main building is provided. The site is an open

ground of considerable altitude, commanding the mouth of

the Mersey.
Keswick.—On Monday a meeting was held in the town-

hall of this town, for the purpose of carrying into effect a

w-ish verv generally expressed that a public testimony of

regard and respect to the memory of the late poet-laureate

should be placed in the church of Crosthwaite, in which

parish he had spent the greatest portion of his life, and in

which churchyard his mortal remains were deposited. A
committee was then formed, and resolutions entered into

for that purpose ; one of which was that a white marble

tablet, on which is to be a medallion likeness of Dr.

Southey, should be executed by some eminent sculptor,

and affixed to the wall in a conspicuous part wltl
j
ln the

church.—Since this announcement appeared Lord John

Manners has sent a letter to the English Churchman,

suggesting that the most appropriate monument to Dr

Southey would be the institution of an_ establishment of

Protestant Sisters of Mercy, and proposing a subscnption

for that purpose. ., ,. x . .

Lancast/r.-A correspondent ("Facie ) informs us

that com still remains unhoused on Nateby and Pilling

Moss, in consequence of the wet weather, bince the 10th

October there has scarcely been a fine day, while the

nights have been cold, leaving a white frost which there

was neither wind nor sun to clear off. The farmers are

now housing the crops in their wet state. After threshing

out the com they send it to the kilns to be dried, and

give the wet straw to the cattle, which seem very fond of

it. This step is rendered necessary not only by the

advanced state of the season, but by the ravages made

upon the outstanding crops by the hares and partridges.

Leeds.—On Thursday, Mr. James Bryam, of Gilder-

some, shopkeeper, appeared before the magistrates at the

court-house to answer to an information preferred i gainst

him by the clerk to the Excise at Leeds, for having in his

possession and offering for sale 40 lbs. of spent tea- eaves,

which had beenredried and coloured in imitation of black

tea. Mr. Rose, grocer, deposed that on or about 11th July
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last defendant, whom he knew, called at his shop and
asked him if he had a tea-machine ; he told him he had
not. Defendant said he could talk to him, and he told

him that he had an article which he was selling as a sub-

stitute for tea. He said he did not grow it, but procured

it from Lancashire. He said it was tea-leaves, but before

it was used it would require to be ground down and mixed
with other tea. The price was Is. 4d. per lb. He sub-

sequently ordered and received 4(Jibs, of this spurious tea,

the price of which was 3/. Is. 4.d. Mr. Philips, chemist to

the Board of Excise in London, said—" The tea is com-
posed of redried tea-leaves, both black and green, and the

leaves of other plants not tea. The leaves have been dried

with a vegetable red dye, apparently Brazil or logwood,

and the dust or small part of the sample contains yellow

ochre, both raw and burnt, and sand as well-" The bench
after a short consultation convicted the defendant in the

highest penalty of 5/. for every pound of the composi-

tion. The fine therefore is 200/., and Is. damages.

Melton Mowbray.—On Thursday the 23d ult. the

Due de Nemours, who was on a visit at the Earl of

Wilton's at Melton, with his suite, attended the meet of

the Quorn hounds at Billesdon Coplow. The field was
considerable, considering the early period of the season,

including Lord and Lady Seymour, Lords Wilton, For-

rester, A. St. Maur, Gardner, and Macdonald ; Hon. W.
Fitzwilliam, Sir Walter Carew, &c. The weather was un-

favourable, but towards the afternoon they had a good run,

in which his Royal Highness went remarkably well. The
sport has been excellent hitherto, and a good winter is

anticipated.

Oxford.—On Wednesday the Court of Delegates of

Appeals in congregation met to hear the arguments of

Counsel in the appeal from the decree of the assessor of

the Vice-Chancellor's Court, in the cause Macmullen v.

the Regius Professor of Divinity. Mr. Erie in a speech

of two hours argued in support of the appeal, adverting

to a vast number of legal decisions to prove that the Vice-

Chancellor's Court was not the proper tribunal to try the

question at issue. He was followed by Dr. Twiss on the

same side arguing chiefly from the practice of the Univer-
sity. Mr. Hope then addressed the Court against the

appeal, and contended that as the civil law was the only

rule for the determination of the question at issue no other

course could have been taken than bringing it before the

Vice-Chancellor's Court. He supported his opinion by
reference to a number of law authorities and statutes.

At the close of his speech the Court determined on taking

time to consider their decision.

Portsmouth.—The Artesian well at the Royal Hospital,

Haslar, sunk by Mr. Docwra, manager of the large

Artesian well now in progress for supplying Southampton
with water, has resulted in producing an abundant supply
of water, which has been analysed by order of the

Admiralty and found to be of the purest and softest

quality. The water rises through 125 feet of shingle and
running sand, which is full of salt water and affected by the

tides. The trouble and difficulty in stopping the salt

water out has been entirely overcome. The quantity of

water that Mr. Docwra guaranteed to obtain was 12,960
gallons per day, but the actual quantity obtained from the

spring, 156 feet deep, is 59,328 gallons per day. This
quantity can be pumped every day without reducing the

water in the well more than about 40 feet from the surface.

Plymouth.—On Sunday evening between 10 and 11
o'clock, Commander Douglas, R.N., fell over the Bar-
bican-quay and was uufortunately drowned. From the

marks of a bruise on his chest it is supposed that he first

stumbled over a vessel's warp which was fastened to a

post, and in endeavouring to get up fell over the quay.

Although he did not sink and remained but a short time
in the water, life was quite extinct when the body was
brought ashore. Commander Douglas had just paid off

the Tweed, 20, from the North American and West Indian

station. He was above 60 years of age, and having spent
the greatest part of his life in the service of his country
was waiting the arrival of a steamer to convey him to his

home near Brighton when this unfortunate event occurred.

—Mrs. Hill, a pretended witch charged with imposing upon
the credulity of a simple country girl named Charlotte
Horn, under circumstances which proved the extraordinary
superstition still existing in the lower classes, was brought
before the bench of magistrates on Monday for the second
time and committed to the House of Correction for three

calendar months as a rogue and vagabond, under the 4th
section of the ->th George IV.

Teignmouth.—A fire broke out last week at Rowdens,
near this town, lately the property of Sir James Nugent,
by which the whole building and nearly all the furniture

was destroyed.

Railways The following are the returns for the past

week:—Birmingham and Derby, 1287/.; Birmingham
and Gloceeter, 1607/. ; Eastern Counties, 2289/. ; Edin-
burgh and Glasgow, 2141/.; Great Western, 12,000/.;
Grand Junction, 6510/.; Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr,
1208/. ; Great North of England, 1329/. ; Hull and Selby,

976/.; London and Birmingham, 13,834/. ; Southwestern,
5023/. ; Blackwall, 617/. ; Greenwich, 677/. ; Brighton,

3108/.; Croydon, 207/.; Liverpool and Manchester,
3659/. ; Manchester and Leeds, 4603/. ; Midland Counties,
2464/. ; Manchester and Birmingham, 2355/. ; Northern
and Eastern, 1472/. ; North Midland, 4,027/. ; Newcastle
and Carlisle, 1411/. ; South Eastern and Dover, 2699/.

;

Sheffield and Manchester, 479/. ; York and North Mid-
land, 1521/.—The York and North Midland Company at

their meeting last week empowered the directors to apply
to Parliament for the extension of the line to Scarborough,
with a branch to Pickering, and also to make arrangements
for the purchase of the Leeds and Selby line. It is stated

that the extension will cost 260,000/., allowing for all

contingencies, the money to be raised by the issue of 25/.

shares, while the revenue is calculated at 10 per cent. No
opposition is expected in Parliament. 507,500/. is the pur-

chase-money for the Leeds and Selby Railway, and from the

working of the two companies it appears to be considered

that a permanent dividend of 10 per cent, will be secured.

—The Manchester and Birmingham directors have reported

favourably on the subject of the branch to Macclesfield.

The money required for this purpose they estimate at

130,000/., and the revenue derivable from it, after paying

working expenses is expected to be 13,520/., or rather

more than 10 per cent, per annum. The sale of surplus

property in the hands of the company will, it is said, be

found sufficient to raise the necessary means.—The North
Union and the Preston and Bolton companies have united,

the division of profits to be made at the rate of 6 per cent,

to the former, and of 3 per cent, to the latter, on their

respective capitals, after the payment of which any surplus

is to be equally distributed. The cessation of competition

in consequence of this arrangement will, it is thought,

work^beneficially for both companies.—The Newcastle and

Darlington Company are about to purchase the Durham
Junction, and the directors are to apply to Parliament for

power to complete the agreement, with a station at Gates-

head and other works to carry the railway over the Tyne.

—An ingenious invention has just been exhibited, and its

powers tried on the Brighton and Croydon railway. It is

celled a pedorr.otive machine, and was constructed by Mr.
England, the engineer of Hatcham iron-works, Kent-road,

for the London and Brighton railway. It weighs about

270 lbs., and is manufactured almost entirely of wrought

iron. It carries four or six persons, two of whom propel

it by means of treadles applied on a new principle. Its

greatest speed for a short distance is 25 miles an hour

;

its average rate is 15 miles an hour, carrying in both cases

four passengers. By means of this machine on a line of

railway, one man can convey a message from station to

station at a far greater speed than a horse express, and,

should there be any fear of its encountering a train, it

can be lifted from the tramway with as much ease as a

sedan-chair,

IRELAND.
Dublin.—The Court of Queen's Bench on Saturday

decided that the 15th of January shall be the day for

commencing the O'Connell trial. The matter was dis-

cussed at great length, and this arrangement was made by

the concession and consent of the Attorney-General,

although his notice of application stated that the 11th

December was the day which he would ask the Court to

name for the above purpose. On proceeding to make his

morion on Saturday, he was met by a cross application

from the other side. The traversers moved the Court
that the trial might be postponed till the 1st February.

They applied on the general ground that such a delay was

necessary to them in order to be fully prepared ; and
secondly, on the ground that the present Jury list was

very imperfect, and that a new and improved one would

be in use at the period they specified. This appli-

cation was moved by Mr. Henn, Q.C., who read a long

affidavit from Mr. Pierce Mahony, which chiefly ad-

dressed itself to the imperfections- of the existing Jury

List. Mr. Henn in the course of his argument said,

" There were only 4000 names upon the book altogether,

and only 388 names upon the Special Jurors' List, of

which there were only twenty-three Roman Catholics.

Such was the state of the list ; and at the present moment
there was a revision going on before the Recorder of

Dublin, at which the Recorder several times expressed his

satisfaction at the benefit which would accrue to the citi-

zens in obtaining fair Juries. At that revision it was
found already, although only one-fourth of the collector's

lists were gone through, that there were no less than 500

persons qualified to serve, of which 100 were Roman
Catholics ; and it was sworn that there were no less than

300 members of that religion qualified ; therefore under
those circumstances he submitted that a fair and impartial

trial could not be had from the present list." The At-

torney-General defended himself against several charges

which had been made against him, and treated all other

grounds put forward for postponing the trial as insuffi-

cient, save that last mentioned. Under all circumstances

he said he had come to the conclusion that he would best

discharge his duty by not objecting to the postponement

of the trial to the second day of next Term, to the first

Monday in fact in that Term, and he should on no ac-

count consent to its being put off to the vacation after

Term. Mr. Pigot replied on behalf of the traversers, and
contended that considering the importance of the case

and the circumstances connected with it, the ends of jus-

tice could not be obtained without a postponement of the

trial till February. The Solicitor-General was about to

respond on the part of the Crown, when he was inter-

rupted by the Chief Justice, who said that he forbore

purposely throwing out anything like an expression of

opinion of the most remote kind upon the merits of the

present case. In the first place—except from popular

report, which amounted to nothing—they knew no-

thing at all about them. In the next place, it would

be premature to express a knowledge of what they

did happen to know before the case came on for trial,

when the accused would have to meet the charge

made against them, and be prepared to do so. It was of

the utmost regard that proper respect should be paid to the

due course of;the administration of justice. The At-

torney-General had very properly given way to the post-

ponement of this case until everything like an imputation

upon the selection of the jury was to be remedied by the

process of revision, which it appeared on all hands was

now going forward before the Recorder of Dublin. He

knew that there had been affidavits made by the gentlemen

who acted as solicitors for the respective defendants,

wherein it was represented that they did not think they

would be ready before a certain day which they named.

Now if what they so stated was a matter of fact within

their own knowledge, he would pa^se before he dis-

regarded what they said ; but as that was a mere matter of

opinion the court was not called upon todecideit. Under
all the circumstances the court were of opinion that the

traversers would have plenty of time between this and the

15th January, the day nominated by the Crown for trial,

to prepare their defence. His Lordship having observed

that it was not mentioned in the affidavits that any of the

traversers' witnesses were resident out of Ireland, ordered

that the trial should take place on'Monday the 15th Janu-
ary next. Mr. Steele (who was sitting in the traversers'

bar) rose to address the court. He said— I most respect-

fully press a proposition that I ought to be heard being,

as I am, one of the parties concerned in tliis case. Chief

Justice—This is, perhaps, somewhat irregular. Mr. Steele

—I have a profound respect for the court, but

Chief Justice— I should be very sorry to cut you short,

Mr. Steele. Mr. Steele—I hope I shall receive the same
justice from you, my Lord, as I did from your illustrious

brother when I was tried before him. Chief Justice—Go
on. Mr. Steele—I most respectfully beg to say that, lest

my silence should be considered an acquiescence in what

your Lordship has stated in regard to the witnesess that

they all resided in Ireland Chief Justice—I merely

stated, Mr. Steele, that the affidavits did not mention that

any of the witnesses resided out of Ireland. Mr. Steele—
My Lord, what I have to say is this : the only witness

whom I shall examine who resides in Ireland is Lord
Plunket, and it is with pain I draw him from his present

retirement ; all the other witnesses reside in England. It

was then ordered that Monday, the 15th January, 1844,

should be fixed as the day of trial. The court, which was

extremely crowded during the day, was soon vacated by
the public and the ordinary business of the court pro-

ceeded with. The utmost anxiety was manifested by the

most respectable citizens, numbers of whom thronged the

hall of the court and the avenues to it to learn the re-

sult.—On thesame dayan application was made to the court

by Mr. O'Hagan, on the part of Mr. Charles Gavan

Duffy, one of the traversers, for a copy of the names of

the witnesses on the back of the indictment. He moved

upon the affidavit of Mr. J. Coppock, an English attorney,

showing what was the practice in England. A motion

similar to this had been brought forward, and had been

decided against the traverser. But for the present proposi-

tion they had special grounds, special affidavits, and

special circumstances. The Attorney and Solicitor-

General opposed the application, and the Lord Chiet

Justice said the practice in England was not conclusive.

It would, he said, be a different thing to call at the trial a

witness whose name was on the indictment, and to make the

concession required here, when the consequence might be

discussions in newspapers and their characters vilified.

There was another danger of witnesses being put out ot

the way, he did not say by foul means, but by foul means

or otherwise. That was a danger which was to be

guarded against. He deemed that nothing could be more

injurious than a difference of practice in this country ana

in England ; but he protested he was not to be bound by

the opinion of Mr. Coppock ; and he must say that if he

were driven to make a selection between the practice W-

England and in Ireland, then he must abide by that"1

Ireland. His opinion therefore was, the rule should be

refused. Mr. Justice Burton and Mr. Justice Crampt<>n

concurred with the Chief Justice. Mr. Justice Perrm
dissented. The rule was consequently refused. At tu

close of the proceedings Mr. Smyly moved, ^
the part of the Crown, that their Lordships sbou{a

direct the proper officer to strike a Special Jury l

this case, the rule not to be acted on until the »

Jury list should be made out. The order was granted.

The weekly meeting of the Repeal Association took pA

on Monday. The inspector of police and g°vern'?
e

m
reporter were present. After reading several letters

y
Presbyterians, approving of the late declaration °r

,j

Catholic prelates against a state provision, Mr. O ^°"
rS

said he " had now to address the association on uia
• „

that related to the present state of the repeal q«es l

^
He was asked, did he feel any species of diffidence as

the ultimate success of that measure ? He had

asked whether the prosecution had not impeded itsco ^
and might check its career completely? His ansW

and
once was, those prosecutions had assisted the cause, ^
made its ultimate success more secure and more

^

more conciliatory, and, at the same time, more c0 ^^1
That was his thorough conviction. Look at the ^ a

& .^

cent tranquillity of the people of Ireland. Healways ^

that they were determined to obtain the repeal by p ^
able means. He was told that, if they were in te"*

£ere
in their career—if the monster meetings, as

-J^
be

called, were interrupted, the peace would cer a
m0St

violated. They were interrupted in the *j^])av ing
dangerous to the peace ; they were interrupted y .^ ^
a short notice given them—they were interrup

^ ^^
mode most likely to create tumult, and P

erhapS
ujHity pre-

war. But what was the result? Perfect trauq^ ^e p i^
vailed ; there was not a ripple on the surface would
tical ocean, and he was confident that tran

^
U

:
n(jictment,

still continue. He would plead guilty to the
.

gtur^ ^e
if he found in Ireland one single effort to ^ ose.

public peace. What cared he for the resul ^ favour
cution ? He could not be deprived of the *^

tjnuance f

of repeal, and he looked forward to the c
,

f atrial,
that tranquillity, whatever might be the result oi

.
«

,

He was sure of the repeal, if the tranquillity assise

j
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on the trials and after them, as it did now. Why, they
Wright imprison them, but would they prevent them from
writing? Would they prevent the people from looking
forward to the day when the period of the traversers' sen-
tence would expire? Oh! they might postpone the
repeal cause for a season, but if the tranquillity continued,
the day of the revival of the repeal cry would as surely
occur as the rising of to-morrow's sun, and it would come
the better, because the men of fortune and timid men
who were, now afraid that the people would engender dis-
turbance, would find that their fears were ill-founded. He
next commented on an article in the Times, which he charged
with anticipating the result of their trial. He bewailed the
attack on Mr.Waller, and the dreadfulmurderof Miss Vere-
Ker, and again returned to the Times—whose conductors he
denounced as "reckless ruffians.

53 He warned England
against the encroaching power of Russia, and again made
a digression which comprised the year '82 and the inde-
pendence of Ireland. A letter was read from Mr. Smith
<> -Brien, accepting office as one of the Committee of the
Association. Mr- O'Connell said he wished to state that

Jje w«s highly honoured by being invited to preside at the
banquet to be given to Mr. Smith O'Brien on the 4th
**|stM and he never performed a public duty with greater
pleasure than he would do in presiding at that banquet.
We considered Mr. Smith O'Brien one of the greatest
Requisitions the repeal cause could have ; one who was,
Jn his opinion, in the very highest grade of Irish patriotism.
A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. John O'Connell for
Jus financial statement on a former day of meeting. Mr.
Steele announced that, in addition to Lord Plunket, he
yould examine on his trial Sir R. Peel, Sir J. Graham,
ijora Lyndhurst, Mr. Bond Hughes, and the Duke of
Wellington. The repeal rent for the week was announced
™be 636/. 5 . 8cL—Mr. O'Connell has issued another
Address to the people against Ribbon Societies and mid-
n*ght fires

; the latter of which he condemns as " a foolish
and dangerous custom, which can do no good and may
ao a great deal of harm, even accidentally." The Fer-
managh Reporter states that " the persons who attended
^ie late repeal meetings throughout Ireland in the cha-
pter of French emissaries were neither more nor less
Joan officers of the London police, sent over to Ireland
or the purpose of watching the proceedings and noting
J*e seditious expressions of the leaders. They were 40 in
umber, and well acquainted with the continental lan-

guages. It is said that they can prove certain offers from
tiie repealers which will substantiate the assertion of the

1 iT ,

eDeral
'
that he would Prove the existence of awicked and dangerous conspiracy."—Lord Lucan and

I';' .

CI«* O'Malley, who had been deprived of the

th P L S
°f t]

u
Q
F
CaCe forP™*1 gabbles, have, sayscne Filot, been both reinstated fe *n *iL;.. t u~I™

as magistrates.

suchsuch principle,, reserving however to himself the power Mr. Woods, parliamentary reporter of the Times • Mr Ayckbown
to determine Mae situation of such sites, and taking care L^nster and reporter; Mr. O'Brien, a barrister calling him-
to grant then: with due regard to the wants of the people,
and to the welfare and security of the Establishment.
Edinburgh.— The Faculty met in their library on

Saturday, for the purpose of electing a Dean in the room
of Lord Robertson, when Mr. Duncan M'Neill the present
Lord Advocate was elected.—The musical chair in the
University is again vacant. Sir Henry Bishop, who is
now in London, has written to the Senatus stating that
bis health will not permit him to come down and deliver
lectures, and that in consequence he resigns the chair.

<

Aberdeen.—Ths Senate of King's College and Univer-
sity, Aberdeen, on Saturday last, by the casting vote of
the Principal, approved generally of the resolutions of the
Senate of the University of Glasgow relative to the abro-
gation of religious tests in the Scottish Universities.

reinstated in all their former honours

Fhwe.—A. new proclamation h
^ord-Lieutenant

as been issued by the™ increasing the reward for the apnre-

*)er«n °J ,
the Pers0M concerned in the attack on thepeuou of Mr. Waller, *om *0/_ to 150/., in consequence

J
J

the
:

death of Miss Vereker. This procbmation^SS
Jl I

assailants consisted of "a party of three men,
jyned with pistols/' The resident magistrate has also
«ered a reward of 5001. for the discovery of the offenders,
osequent accounts received by express yesterday men-

ou the death of Mr. Waller on Wednesday morning

enfrT"
2 and 3 °'clock

- For some days hopes were
tertamed of his recovery, but on Tuesday his medical
pendants felt alarm at the inflammation which was
sPlayed around the wounds on his head. He rallied
mghtand immediately afterwards fell asleep. About

Ser
° ° clock he awoke and rung the bell and desired the
rvant to tell his family to come to him for he had not
n
g to live, and in less than half an hour the ill-fated

5 ntieman expired. Miss Vereker's death was not com-
J^nicated to Mr. Waller until Monday, and the effect

j
P01? kim was most prejudicial. The immediate cause of
s death arose either from erysipelas or from an abscess

\y,^
lnS }

n his head which broke upon the brain. Mrs.
aiier is not expected to survive long. It is rumouredW the police have received information which they

*Pect will lead to the detection of the murderers.

a
Queen's County.—A labourer named John Gill was

^Pprehended last week in Dublin, and conveyed to Tulla-

t
,
0fc prison to await his trial at the ensuing assizes on

x T

e charge of being concerned in the murder of Lord
^orbury.

2«>
^faremorris.—An inquest was held on Wednesday the

£j"
nd at Castlemacgarrel, near this town, on the body of the

?
n

- Henry Browne, son of Lord Oranmore. There were
y a few witnesses examined, when the following verdict

as returned :—" That the deceased came by his death in
sequence of a gunshot wound received on the 21st

THEATRICALS.
Drury-Lane.— On Monday night the lessee of this

theatre fairly put forth his strength by the production of
a new opera, the work of a native composer. The ex-
periment, although hazardous in the extreme, looking at
the fickle taste of English audiences, was most triumphant,
and composer, author, and singers, were called for in suc-
cession. The Bohemian Girl is the title of Mr. Balfe's
new opera

; the libretto is taken almost entirely from the
pantomimic ballet of La Gypsey, invented by MM. De
St. Georges and Mazilier for Fanny Elssler when she
was at the French Opera in 1839, and a version of which
has been given at her Majesty's Theatre. Mr. Bunn in
arranging the words of the libretto has changed however
the locality from Scotland to Hungary. The French story

JS
made to pass in the time of Charles II. The adapter

has taken a somewhat corresponding period in Polish his-
tory. Thus Thaddeus a proscribed Pole, is to the Emperor
of Austria what the Puritans are to the restored Charles.
There is little difference consequently in the situations.
It is the same history of an exile who joins a band of
gipsies to save himself from his pursuers, and who then
saves the child of a Count from the antlers of a chased
stag. The child afterwards stolen by a gipsy chief out
of revenge also joins the tribe, and in due course marries
her benefactor. The real rank of the heroine is finally
discovered, as also the position of her husband, and the
Baron consents to ratify the union. This would seem to
end the drama, but there is a jealous queen of the gipsies,
and she nearly accomplishes the ruin of the lost child's
character by accusation of robbery, and eventually her
death, had not the blow been turned against the enraged
queen herself. This is the operatic finale, for the opera
ends fatally. This drama derives its entire interest from
its domestic situations ; but from the numerous incidents
succeeding each other with such rapidity attention is kept
alive to the end, and the composer has no ordinary scope
for the exercise of his talent. The principal characters
were sustained by Miss Rainforth, Mr. Harrison, Mr.
Hudson, and Miss Betts. A ballad, " That you loved me
still the same," the gipsy girl's dream, was sung twice ao
charmingly by Miss Rainforth, who is the stolen child
arrived at woman's estate, that it was demanded vocife-
rously a third time. At the close of the piece, Mr. Balfe,
Mr. Bunn, and the principal singers were called for, and
received with such enthusiasm as to leave no doubt that
the " Bohemian Girl " will have a long career of success.

ILafo.
Court of Common Pleas.—Registration Appeals; Boroughs

of Wedlock, Ludlow, find Birmingham.— in the two former cases
several decisions of the Revising Barrister striking off the list of
borough voters persons who qualified in virtue of stables (not
being livery stables,) in fields, were decided by the court on ap-
peal last week. The judges held that though bridges or walls
were not buildings of the same kind as " warehouses," &c., men-
tioned in the Act, yet stables were so, and therefore were within
the meaning of the words, "other buildings." The decision of
the Revising Barrister was therefore reversed. In the case of Bir-

mingham the question involved was, whether a leaseholder had
a right to claim to vote for a county, he being the lessee for a
term originally created for go years in the borough, of houses
which, separately, were not of the annual value of 10/., but, col-

lectively, were worth more than that sum. The Revising Bar-
rister decided that the claimant was entitled to vote for the
county. It was now contended that the decision of the Revising
Barrister was not founded on law, and that from the words of the
Act of Parliament it was the intention of the Legislature to keep
the county voters free from the commixture which would take
place if these low houses which did not give a vote for a borough
should give a vote tor a county. For the respondents it was urged
that the language of the 20th section of the Act was so clear,

cot,

st
' by the accidental discharge of his own gun while

°oting on the lands of Ballvl<nave."

^ thr

SCOTLAND.
Sutherland. — The differences which have recently

of

eaJted so much sensation in Scotland between the Duke
^Sutherland and the leaders of the Free Church have

^
en

satisfactorily settled. The ground on which his

^
ace declined to grant sites in the county of Sutherland

]Q

U

l
tlle reiterated declaration of the Seceders that they

°W on the establishment as non-existent as a church,
' 1(

* that their object was to sweep what they were pleased

^
CaU the residuary body from the face of Scotland. It

J?
s

» however, been explained to the Duke by the Free
Urch that the Seceders are not combined for the over-

is t ?
f t]xe institutiou tbey left

? but that tlieir sole object

tj

to diffuse what they think are sound principles. On
to

ls assurance the Duke of Sutherland has felt it his duty

sit^
lVe a ^avourakle consideration to any applications for

es
> provided they appear to his Grace to be founded on

there could be no doubt that voters of this description were con-
templated by the Legislature. Wo inconvenience could arise from
property unrepresented in aJ>oroo«b being: represented in a
county. The Court was ol opinion that the Revising Barrister
was right in the construction he had put on the'words in the Re-
form Act. It was perfectly clear that the property

i n question fell

within the meaning ot the language ot the 20th section, and such
right of voting was not taken away by the 25th section. And al-
though a portion of the term may have been parted with bv the
voter, yet such residue of the term as remained would give

: him
the right to vote. The decision of the Revising barrister was
therefore, confirmed, and judgment given for the respoi

Jf i ents
Baxter v. Nurse.—Sir T. Wilde (with whom was Mr. Sere-eant
n«,„o C Mr. Sere-ennr. Charmell. and Mr. Humfrev} st^.,,

6
., _.Bompas, Mr. Sergeant Channel!, an

J) stated that
this action was brought by the plaintiff, Dr. Baxter, to recovej
damages from the defendant for services that he had rendered as
editor of the Illustrated Polytechnic Review, of which journal
defendant was proprietor. Au introduction took place between
Mr. Nurse and plaintiff which ended in the latter being engaged
as editor at a salary of three guineas a week. His services, how.
ever, were not allowed to continue for a long tmtei tor after the
publication of the third number the defendant thought proper to
dismiss him. He however did not choose to netieated m that
manner, and wrote a letter to defendant stating that the custom
in the engagements of editors was that the engagements should
be for the year, and therefore he should continue to perform the
duties of editor. Witnesses connected with the press were called

to prove that in instances such as the present engagements were
always annual unless a specific agreement to the contrary was
entered into. Among these witnesses were Mr. Dowling, editor

self sub-editor of the United Service Gazette; Mr. Grunelson,
foreign editor of the Morning Post; Mr. Bousfield, of the Times,
and others, all of whom stated that an engagement of an editor
was always for a year at least according to the usage of the press.
For the defence Mr. Sergeant Talfourd contended that whatever
might be the nature of the engagements of editors or sub-editors
of daily newspapers it could not apply to an engagement on anew publication of this description published at the cheap rate of
Ad. The sum of 50/. had been paid in court which the plaintiff
had accepted for services rendered before the publication of the
journal. But he had thought proper to charge the sum of 534/
odd, being composed of a large sum, at the rate of 31. 3s. for a
twelvemonth, 4/. 4s. a week for the loss he had sustained in not
having the perquisites, such as books, prints, &c, generally the
property of the editor, which he would have acquired had he
continued editor, besides other pecuniary advantages, such as
an increase of salary on the sale reaching so many thousands.
The publication had, however, been a total failure, and the
defendant had made It over to Dr. Sigmond. However, whether
such a usage as stated existed or not, the defendant was justified
in dismissing the plaintiff, as he had reason to be displeased with
the manner in which he conducted the journal. Witnesses were
called to prove this dissatisfaction on the part of the plaintiff.
Titus Danks, a foreman in the printing house of Mr. Reynell,
stated he heard Dr. Baxter and Mr. Nurse on one occasion in
very high words. Mr. Nurse had a written paper in his hand,
which he showed to Dr. Baxter, stating that he should like it to
be inserted. Dr. Baxter said "No; it is conveying an imputa-
tion upon me." Mr. Nurse stamped his hand upon the desk,
and said it should be inserted, whatever was the consequence.
He also alluded to an article about Dr. Playfair, which had been
inserted m the first number of the Review, and which had pre-
viously been printed. Mr. Nurse then went away. Dr. Baxter
afterwards came up to the printing-office, and told him not to
print the article. It was, however, printed. The article was put
in in evidence, and was an apology for having taken an article
from the Gardeners' Chronicle, and inserted it in the Illustrated
Polytechnic Review. Examination continued ; Dr. Baxter did not
assist as editor when he came to the printer. He was rather in
the way than otherwise. Dr. Lindley, a proprietor of the
Gardeners1 Chronicle, stated that he saw the article in the Illus-
trated Polytechnic Review, copied almost entirely from the former
publication. The misprints were included. He complained of
such proceeding in the Gardeners 9 Chronicle, because they stated
that they had peculiar means of gaining information, and they gave
the whole of an article for which he had paid a sum of money. He
'was not aware of any usage to give an editor a yearly engagement.
Dr. Potts had looked at the three first numbers of this Review, and
felt disappointed at the articles which appeared in it. He thought
from its name it ought to have treated upon the arts which pecu-
liarly concerned the Polytechnic Institution. He felt so disgusted
at the work that he did not read it through. Dr. Ure also thought
that the articles were altogether preposterous and belied the title.

There were three articles, one on the wind gauge, another on the
barometer, and the third on the thermometer, which were copied
and utterly incorrect, showing an ignorance of chemical know-
ledge. The witness also alluded to other inaccuracies, such as
printing the name of a French chemist, " Pelouze," as " Pilonge."
The three first numbers were sufficient to damn the publication.
The articles were preposterous for a Polytechnic Review. They
would have better suited Punch. The Lord Chief Justice summed
up and told the jury that the principal questions they had to
determine were whether this was an engagement for a year;
secondly, whether the defendant had by his plea and the evidence
he had given in support of it shown his right to terminate the
engagement before the end of the year; and lastly if it should
become necessary to what amount of damages the plaintiff was
entitled for the inconvenience he had sustained. Now undoubt-
edly the general rule of law was that when there was nothing to
contradict it, if a person engaged another upon a service that was
in its nature a lasting and enduring service, the engagement was
for a year. That was the general course the law assumed, but
the law always looked at the nature of the contract and at the
agreement itself, and therefore the plaintiff had called a consider-
able body of evidence to show that in the cases of editorships of
newspapers and other publications of that nature, where an editor
was employed and no particular stipulation made, it was always
understood by both parties and acted upon, and the general
usage was that it was an engagement for the whole year. Un-
doubtedly when there was a general understanding and a parti-
cular course of dealing, and agreements were made without any
specific stipulations to vary them from the general course they
were held to be included within it. The evidence that had been
adduced on that subject was therefore of a nature very proper
for them in determining the verdict to take into their considera-
tion. The Jury retired at a quarter past eight o'clock at night,
and after having been absent for a considerable time returned
with a verdict for the defendant; first issue, that plaintiff was not
engaged by the year; second, that defendant had proved his plea.

Court ok Exchko,uer.—Gardner v. Mario and Another.—This
was an action by a market gardener, residing at Ealing, against
Signor Mario and his coachman, a person named Albridge, tore-
cover compensation in damages for injuries done to the plaintiff's

horse and cart, in consequence of an accident, which was alleged
to have been produced by the negligent driving of Signor Mario's
servants. Messrs. Jervis, Humfrey, and James appeared for the
plaintiff, Messrs. Cockburn and Jones for defendant. It appeared
that on the morning of Sunday the 2d of July, at about one
o'clock, the plaintiff was driving home to Ealing, in his cart, with
one horse, containing a little boy, the plaintiff's son, and some
nieat and other marketing. Signor Mario's carriage was return-
ing from Notting Hill to town, after depositing the owner upon
his return from the Opera-house. The carriage contained the
Signor's cook and valet, and by some accident it came in colli-

sion with the plaintiff's cart, which was upset, much broken, and
the horse so severely injured that he was afterwards killed. The
plaintiff's son was thrown out under the cart, in a situation of

great peril, but fortunately escaped without much injury. The
plaintiff himself was also slightly hurt. As usual in cases of this

description the witnesses on either side appeared to have viewed
the circumstances in a very different light. The plaintiff's wit-
nesses represented that the cart was going at a slow pace, at the
proper side of the road, and that there was abundant room to
have passed without a collision, had it not been for the wanton
carelessness of the defendant's coachman, who was driving
rapidly. On the other side it was alleged that the Signor's car-
riage was going at a moderate pace, and >hat the accident was oc-
casioned by the plaintiff keeping the noiddle ot the road. The
case lasted up to an advanced hour, and terminated by a verdict
for the plaintiff—Damages, 50/.

_

Solomons v. Isaacs, Executrix.—This was an action by Mr.
Solomons, fruiterer in Covent-garden market, to recover from
Mrs. Isaacs, the widow and executrix of one Samuel Isaacs,
deceased, the amount of an I O U forsoo/. with interest, alleged

to have been given by the deceased to the pla,ntiff so far back
as the year 1839. Mr. Jervis, with Mr. Miller, appeared for the
plaintiff; and j^j r> hi. Chambers, with Sergeant Bompas, for the
defendant. The plaintiff and the deceased, Mr. Isaacs, wTere
intimate friends, and had been partners in trade, and it was sug-
gested that the money, tor which the 200/. I O U was given, was
borrowed by Mr. Isaacs to advance to a son-in-law, whom he was
anxious should not know he could give so much money without
borrowing it, a stock-broker, who was in the habit of seeing
Mr. Isaacs' will, and other persons acquainted with his hand-
writing, deposed that the signature to the I O U was that of the
deceased. There was also some evidence of the payment of
interest. The body of the document was in the handwriting of
a clerk of Mr. Solomons, but he could not recollect under what

of Bell's Life in London; Mr. Grimn 3 sub-editor of the Tablet;
\ circumstances it was written. On the part of the defendant it
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was contended that the I O U was a fabricated document, as it

was unlikelv that the deceased, who was a very wealthy man,

SSw have borrowed so large a sum of money, and still more

uSelv that the plaintiff, from his crrcumstaDces, could have

afforded to lend so large a sum. or, if lent, to allow it to continue

unuaid from 183!) until after Mr. ****<*' tic&{ "^ SSSlS
n the early part of the present year. To show the Pecuniary

incapacity Of Mr. Solomons to advance a large sum of mo v

Ly way of loan, it was stated that in the year 83&he bad
I
applied

to a charitable loan society for an advance of ion/.,
;

P™»* «g
security of two householders, and had himself R>vcn an 1

OU
for a../, to Mr. Isaacs. It was attempted to^^J'
however, by evidence in reply, showing that the loan was

tatended for plaintiff's son, and thatthe I O U was security for a

"St advance for the benefit of a third V^SaJS^SSSi
several hours, the case terminated with a verdict lor .he pl.untm

""SSSTSSS Frauds.-Tke Attorney.General *.X*£:**»
Attorney-General v. Candy.-The first of these:«m

°f«P*
e*^

Court .or two days. It was imputed to defendant that being an

officer of the Customs, and having a place of ^UBtinitsina^e.

roent, he had violated that trust, and had assist at, o
actual

anther -the improbable barbarity of the act i. intentional-and

Se dScVe^Inc Tn parts of the evidence. Th, ZZil?S™
rerdictof « Guilty of committing the act under

:
trong excitation,

and therefore recommended the prisoner to mercy The I.ord

Chief Justice passed sentence of death to be commuted to trans-

portation for life.

SPORTING. lt ,

Tattkrsam.'s, TnuRS7,AY.-T„K Dkrbt.-SOO tolO«g»tLjaJ-

to 30. and 720 to 20, aRst Kunmng Rein ; 1,000

Cabul Relief Committee, who regret that they are debarred

by the rules of the fund from placing any money at your

disposal, but expressing their readiness to assist your

undertaking to the utmost of their power.'

-In the latter case, the information was filed by the Attorney-

General against Charles Candy, for penalties amounting to treble

the value of five packages of goods delivered without duty being

paid, ex the City of Boulogne, on the 19th of June, 1840. _The

evidence adduced was precisely similar to that given «t engthin

the preceding cause, both prosecutions originating in the.same

transaction. The case lasted the whole of 'ihursday, and was

then adjourned for further argument.
»,„,}„-,,•«

Ckntra., Criminal CovnT.-WiUinm Fowler,^ £«"*»"•

IWc, was indicted for forging and uttering an order ft>r tne

delivery of 250 Guernsey frocks, with intent to defraud William

be sent abroad by reason of a sligh

afflicted. While on board the hulks ins services w««^;™--;
„, writing orders and keeping the books and cventua 11 he

. OJ-
1 O,iio»oiv nnon his release, however, it would

and applied the

offers to taKe 7 to 1 anoui. i\.*ti».i, «>» »" -" - ""---- „__"«
Buck. The colt by Elis, out of Nanine, named by the Hon. S.

Herbert, is now the property of Lord Palmerston.and on of

John Pay's Derby lot. Running Rein has joined Smith s stable

at Epsom. __.

JWfecellaneotts*

A New Comet.—At 1 a.m. on the 22cl ult a comet

only visible through a telescope was discovered near the

star Gamma of Orion by M. Faye, an astronomer attached

to the Royal Observatory at Paris. Notwithstanding the

clouds and vapours which impeded the view and rendered

the observation uncertain the position of the star was

clearly ascertained ; the head was so distinct that the

observations were made with great facility. From the

head sliffht trains of ligjht were seen diverging nearly oppo-

site to the sun, and this tail was then in length about four

minutes of a degree. Since the above announcement Sir

James South has published in the Times the following
'

. unt, dated from Kensington Observatory on Thursday

Agricultural Salt, dean, per ton, Wis

__ _ foul, per ton, 32x

,
— fine, per ton, 45*

Alexander's Compost, per bush., is ttd

Bleaching Powder, per cwt.,88*

Bono-dust and halt-inch Bone, per

quarter, 10'* to 17*

Brimstone, per two, 10/

Clarke's desiccated Compost, per hhd.,

3/ 12*';./

Daniell's Bristol Manure, according

to quantity, per bushel, 0d t«> kw
Guano (foreign), per ton, 10/ 2s (id to

10/ 15*> iu dock
_ Potter's English, according to

quantity, per ton, I2i

Gypsum, according to quantity, per

ton, 30* to -10*

Hunt'sNew Fertiliser,per bush., i* »«

Muriate of Ammonia, per cwt. 20* to -24*

__ Lime, per cwt*, 6* to 6s

Nitrate of Soda, according to quantity,

duty paid, per cwt., 15* (id to His,

in dock
Plu.sphat.fi of Ammonia, crystals, per

lb., 2. 3d
,— pulverised,

ready for use, per cwt., 24*

PRICKS OF MANURES.
Phosphate of Soda, per cwt.,

_ Lime, per cwt., Us
Super Phosphate of time, per cwt., 1W

Poire, Salt, per ton, 3/10*

Poittevin's disinfected Manure, per

quarte r, 13*

concentrated do., per qr., 30*

Rape-dust, according to quantity, per

ton, 6/

Rock Salt, per ton, 3/

Saltpetre, per cwt., duty paid, 2Gs

Silicate of Potash (pure); per cwt-,^**

powder
Soda Ash, per cwt., 14* ^
Sulphate of Ammonia, p.cwt. 17* to U3*

of Iron, per ton,

of Soda, per ton,

Sulphur, per cwt., til .

Sulphuric acid, according to strength,

peril)., lArf to l$d

Trimmer's Composition , for Clover,

per CWt-, 3* ,,. „r

!)„. Do. for Wheat, with Silicate*

Potash, per cwt., 32s

Do. Compost for Turnips, per cwt.,

Watson's Compost, per CWt.,

Urate, per ton, 61.

(W

bad

mwniM rt^-pwt 2 Zm.V-" This comet was observed

here with the 5-feet equatorial, whose OCQeet-gius»^

MARK LANE, Friday, December 1.-We had a very »
attendance of buyers at Market this morning, the vessels r

Essex have arrived which have been detained a fortnight, anaw
Wheat comes very badly to hand, several refusals have tate

place ;
good dry samples realize the same prices as on MoiOT

Foreign continues to sell slowly at the same rates, and there *

Still some inquiry for bonded. A fresh supply of Barley 1'

annear that he forerot the lesson he had received, and

kSowle Je he had^obtainccl of the mode of doing the business on

Kthf convict ship to effect the °^*^™$$&
with. There was a second indictment, uwadag to the P»°"«
a similar offence, and to this he also pleaded Qmlty. T™**~

-, in passing sentence, commentedto*™*™*ff*£
ingratitude of the prisoner in repaying the ^^^^JgJ
secutor ( who was the master of the convict ship), by committing
"

SrS upon him the moment he obtained his release, and he

s:u,i he trusted that a slight lameness,would notmnarcoe
to prevent the sentence of the law from being fully carried^into

-itenced to be transported for Inc.

captain of the

navigating her

place until evidence

shall "have been Obtained from Sierra Leone was placed at the

bar pre for. -a, when the trial was postponed to the next^August

srssiMu of i is court. An application was then made to have

ue ni admitted to hail ) but the Court was of opimon that

that should be the ground of a future and »eP^£^°^V
The Satirist; case of Mr. B. Qregorfr-m. M. ^ambers sut>-

mitted an application In this casein reference to irrelevant matte!

SSoMd nto the affidavits- Mr. W.lkins, for the pro^cntion,

SSd that the only object of the present proceeunu; w^
ohtiii. delav and if they went on in this manner the matter

won neve come to *n end. Mr. Baron Parke said that would

T'c the case lor the Court had resolved that the defendant

h i
d^brou^htupfor^H: aturday,and In the mean

he affidavits on both s L^S^JS^^SS
areth all i

ers eontaiMAm tto v*fe«Sh CUT cod

si r d irrelevant should be expunged. «a-ii«

f££££ Samuel Sydney Smith, who has tong »»«£%
carried ob a system ol plunder by means offtje PJJ^WJ
connection with a numerous gang of accomplices, a "1 ^'»^
at length caught upon a charge of Urging and uttenogantostea

men! escribed as a promissory note, or a bill of exenange, ana
"

'"hich Cffence he As couvictc.l at the l.»t Angust
scss^o of

eourt, was brought up ^J^S!!S*^T^SSS^£S
men
or* w
this court, was uru**B«»* -*h *"- j—

o

,iril. n)li;e f.. r u

Bus!,, one' of his accomplices, who appeared^^gfflf^
at his trial, and swore that he himself had ^^^"U™^
own proper name, and on behalf of himse f and oro IC

a ^^^
conviction of Smith, Baron Rolfe directed Buajl toibetttaj^to

onstodv and indicted for the forgery, which was accordingly

done an^at the September session he was tried and convicted

a^o Judgment was respited on both, in order to have the

dor sim "7 judges on a point raised regarding the validtty of

to i.Xtment/thcTquestion being whether theidM;
was

SbSK it only remained for him now to pass sentence.

l°mithsa[d he should mLe an^rest ofJodr«««t| and a long

inches aperture, about 8 o'clock last evening
;
with the

We achromatic of 11 inches 9-10ths diameter its nucleus,

with powers of 250 and 300, seemed not round but

elongated in the direction of the tail, which latter after

moonset extended about 11 minutes. It does not bear

much illumination of the field although it was easily found

with an achromatic telescope of 2| inches aperture. M
48 minutes 37 seconds after midnight its right ascension

was about 5 hours 21 minutes and 37 seconds and its

northern declination about 5 degrees 34 minutes ana 32

seconds, and it is very near the star A Ononis.
§

A Sea Monster.-The following article is copied from

a Barbadoes paper:-" On the 22d August the brig

Rowenawas lying in Laguayra Roads, the weather per-

fectly calm. I discovered the vessel moving about among

the shipping. I could not conceive what could be the

matter. I gave orders to heave in and see if the anchor

was cone, but it was not ; but to my surprise I found a

tremendous monster entangled fast to the buoy-rope and

moving the anchor slowly along the bottom. I then had

the fish towed on shore. It was of a flattish shape some-

thine like a devil-fish, but very curious shape, being wider

than it was long, and having two tusks one on each side

of the mouth, and a verv small tail in proportion to the

fish and exactly like a bat's tail. The tail can be seen on

board the brig Rowena. The dimensions of the fish were

•a follows t—Length from end of the tail to end of the

fig 18 feet; from ^tawing, 20 tee* ;
t*« mouth, 4

feet wide; and its weight 3,502lbs.-C S. D 11.

Extinguishing Fires.—A correspondent ( K. 1 • )
at

Daventry, writes that at a fire in that town on Sa urday

last, it wae satisfactorily proved that Potash is effectual in

extinguishing fire. Mr. Lord, of that town, sent out a

laVeask of potash and employed a person to put it into

the engines, and to this circumstance our correspondent

the safety of that portion of the building which

created a great dulness in the trade. White and Grey Peas, an.

Beans of all sorts, are unaltered in value, lhe Oat trade

rather firmer.
BKITFSH, PKR IMPERIAL Q^AKTBR.

"Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . •
White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire . *.

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire .
Polamlfl

Northumberland and .Scutch [• - J?
ev?

I.ish ....... feed
Barley .... Malting and distilling

Malt, pale, ship '

Hertford and Essex

S.

44
47
15

16
2\l

S.

66

23
32

Red .

White
Feed
Potato
Tnvato
Grind.

s.

44

Ui

17

1«

34

53

23
60

Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new 23

Pigeon, Heligoland

1'eas, White

per Quarter.

to 2f)

to 86
30 to '66

Tick
Winds.
Maple

22
30
30

31

36
31

Harrow 2S
f

Grey * l
*

Oct. 20
*^ 27

Nov. a
j

- 10

i
17

i 24

b weeks' Aggregate Aver,

Duties on.Foreign Grain .

IMPBRIAT. AVKRAOKS •

Wheat.
|
liarlcY.1 Oats. Rye. \

iJean«.

r>0s Id 30,? 4d\ 17^ (id 29510'/) 30* 5'/

no 6 30 9 17 8 30 3 31 l

nl 8 31 7 18 7 29 31 6
i

52 1 32 6 18 29 3 32 2

51 7 32 4 18 11 30 5 32 4
— ±

51 83«1S 10 o 30 8 32 4

51 2 ~3i 7 18 4 29 11 81

19 8 n a

KnirHsh
Irish -

Foreign

ARRIVALS IN
Flour.

1511 Sks. — Brls.

— 2"0

THK
Wht.
2200

RIVKR LAST WRKK.
Barl.
1323
000

Malt.
766
54

Oats.
177'i

21483

Kyc. Bns-
666

pea 9

(>20

tailorGAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTS.-C. Paesmw, d6, ^^^l^^T^ey^txeft^

Imsford, Essex, draper-U. and I. ><;n> a -
.

J

__ K .
(;„„„« '

pBAnaoN, Cneim
varkj plumbers- PortM,,HMto

ŝ e^im«*hou9e,^r
Kton;AuoWnghaTnshlre,ironmonger^J.BATRs,<:

.oitwtii^^Ejnuey
-.C.KoBiKSON.Gt Trinity-lane, City, oil-

sBsas ss fasHfr?s& ^.~-^ -*both judges; atleneth he

Parke addressed him and

»n7d thel^ned ju^c Wh» presided at his ^^^^0
him of the degree of pamshment which he^^JjSf fJ

c

r

inflicted upon him. It was that he ?^ald^
life. Smith, folding up his papers, said he had ueen veiy naraiy

arranged to take place

authorities

on pain of

kin, and M
tbe Attorney-Gene^, the*^^S!SiifS^S^Si

rcles, and several applications have bee...made to the 8

s t *\tos

remains is principally attributed.
*-wnnttm*

Colonel Stoddarl and Captain Conoll?/
.-Ueut V ncent

Eyre, one of the British Officers who .ell mo h .hands

of Akhbar Khan, in the retreat from Cabul u.^ 842 h as

addressed a letter to the Rev. Joseph Wolff, on the sub-

ject of his expedition to Bokhara. It is dated at Mee-

ri.t on the 17th Sept. last. After expressing_h» wajret

1

M

aulhenu7Vntelligence was contained in two letters from

Arthur Conolly himself to his brother John, hen a host-

fge at Cabul, in the summer of 1842, m winch he drew a

melancholy picture of their situation in a prison at_ Bok-

hara. For four months they had no change of raiment,

their duntreon was in a most filthy and unwholesome state,

and teemed with vermin to a degree tkat rendered life a

burden. Stoddart was reduced to a skeleton, and his body

•overed with putrid sores. They Lad with great diffi-

calico-and
filasgow'

BIRTHS-OntheBSth alb, at Greenwich, *%*^£jl£%f»%^*
dauRhter-On the 27th alt, at Dnrh8mCoUew,Vwco«n«e«^ % gti»-

On The 19th alt., Upper Gordon-street, the lady of >•''',,,,., 1-:.«|;.' '.-.Ion-

,on-On the 27th nit., at SouU.tf«e, the wife of A. « »*'•«
,

'

ftdy
of *•-

born son—On the 26th "It., at Warham Rectory, Nor

and Kcv. T. Ki-'itki., of a son.

MARRIED.-On Tuesday, the 1

Richmond, to Miss G»BVlw-u, daiiRh

to the Duke of Wellln«ton-On the 16th nit., at Farnham,

f die I"lUc °5

hlarl of March, eldest son ot g^-eomr

terof A. Greville, K.q._,}
'•»'.

J. ^X,
the Kev;

r"J Co|. W
i^TlM *«rf Nonh-Waltham Hants, to MAMt, ««WJgS-0- *jSU
Courtier, Aide-de-camp to her.Majesty, and v»count ot

s unBe.td.u

ult.,atSt.Georfre'e,BloomBhnry,J. KHK»Ai.t,EBq.,toJAiffl,J'
rs of

liter

WANTED, an Experienced Person, of «nelcfLe..t of a

capi
encourage-

eriffs

to the court.
hv i ersoiis of high rank for tickets of admission to tne court

TaeVTaSTAsses to be examined JjglJ^KSSSiS!
it is currently reported that so

^l.
e^°f^fZ£thTSS

willtransoire that will throw additional light upon tne oiiB i

V V character and good address, to ta,iC
,'. , F ji;\N,

respectable Seed Establishment. Also a JW
Libcl al

taking the general management of a Nursery- oarified.—
*i

'

y
ment will be given to individuals properly i

# „ -f
carc ol v»

immediately, as the Principal is in town, d0D .

Uke tWJ-fSfflffiS of

iraffc
-

APP1/

and .1. Noblb, Seed Merchants, Fleet-street

Dec. 1, 184:!. AND
WANTED (immediatki.y) A

GENERAL SUPKRINTENDBNT, n rrmcluct tl c
tieS .

to CO
(i

C0TW"

Of old-established concern in one

Tone need apply who have not filled a sin ^ Loi»d "
witll

canse of quarrel

other articles, the property ol the gove.

Wanstead Orphan Asylum. The particulars have been alreadj

noticed in this Paper. Another^^^^gST^tSm
or to the Archbishop of Canterbury and otheis. Ihe piiboi u

t pleaded Not oJuyJ&alk afterwards retracted her plea,^and

Jl, winr Mr niVrk«»i stated that there wctcmany nnti-

prisoner. She was t

own use. She had hitherto borne an irrepi

and the articles themselves were ot ? Â^^tSSS
eraation between the counsel and Judge, the sentence upon
erbduuu "ctvv

,„..,,., innniriM shoiiid be made.con vi

the prisoner was respited until further»«^*f^£ ff&MUrder.-Edward Droyer, charged with the murder or.his

infant chUd by knock) its head on the counter of a bar at

evidence clearly established the came
The

Mr. Wilkins defended

the prisoner chiefly on the ground of hisJg^^gS
for the child, the aggravating conduct and desertion of it by us

^Jl __ *- "* - 1 -4v4 #. . 1 .. w. .'1
I Will

terminate their sufferings
t„ran f

to us by the Affghans as a horrid and merciless tyrant,

being aabject tofits of insanity during the continuance of

which all around him tremble for their lives ]*» ««ta»

of him may be overcharged, but iftrue it is almost destruc-

tive of hope. You have, of cou&e, heard the story derived

through Col. Shell, from a Persian who professed to have

actually seen the graves in whid. Stoddart and Conol y had

been hurried. This story has>we ver, been contradicted by

two very respectable Jews,bc/n of whom 1 Know intimately,

and whom I believe to be honest, upright men. Ihey

have received letters from friend* at Bokhara mentioning

both Officers as still . «>; and information has been

Reived from other r *«. that ^^^Jes

ê
those of two servants «» had offended the King. Ihere

was a popular belief at the time of their execution that

hey were British Officers, and this may have been what

misled Colonel Shell's informant. Since wri ing the fore-

going, I have receive a reply to my application from the

thoroughly understand the modern 1'ract.f rn j
habits

series. A superior address ; a married man, w tan appii

testimonials of some standing, will **?*&, post 1'^'

State wages required, and address by leu

Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

appUcff-

WANT PLACES.-A11 Letters to bepost-l
-uaiJ-

ectable an 1

A S PRINCIPAL GAEDBNgj^SRrffl-gf *!
A. active yonng Man, whose recomnie.u. ,ii,eral ;^n g^^

most satisfactory proof of his abdit.es. ^ at tne
Centra

den, house, &c.-Direct to E. H. M., to u ^
office, Kentish Town, London.

^ ^T^Ian, »£eC^

A S GARDENEU.-A respectable
rnBxm „j#

A. 34, who perfectly «W»5gi&V^% ^S»«-
branches; can have three years cl.w

_
BASER S^«

he has just left.-Dircct to <•• ^•;„ King»s Road, * -

Builder, Manor House, Manor-p'ace '

;nu\

Lotnbard-^ree

Punted by Mesft»- liKAinuiitY a

the Precinct of Whiutriars, m i

]^l^ lid;
,.„ County <-

edioiiniy

to bo

at UieQvm%B> Ckamw-»thkkt, ^'(^^umnioauonsare

esex, where all AdvertisomenU ana %aM

the Kditor.-btiiurday, Dccembw ^. XO-13.

i « C mil9' - _-/1nti >' ll_

1
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THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY.^^^^
No. 49.—1843. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9. Price 6d.

INDEX OF THE PRINCIPAL HORTICULTURAL SUBJECTS IN
THE LAST NUMBER.

African oil . , 845 b
Agricultural Gazette announced 837 a
Agriculture of Ceylon • • 846 a
Amateur's Harden, No.XLVIII. 841 a
Almanacs of Fanning and Gar-

. 817 /*

FLORIST TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

dening, rev. . . •

Alstroamerla lineatiflora
Atmosphere or hothouses .

Auriculas, canker in .

Autumn Carnations . .

Broccoli, good .

Candollea tetrandra
Carnations, manure for
Chasselaa M usque, treatment of
Coffee-plant
Conservatory plants
Cranberries, to cultivato
Cucumbers, treatment of
Dahlias, Bushell's adv
Date-tree....
Diospyros virginiana .

Eleutnerine anomala •

Eucalyptus robusta
Fermentation, remarks on
i'lorist's flowers, Humphrey's;
compound for .

Forest-trees, to prune. .— to train ,

Gardening, antiquities of
Grotto Pea, Shilling's adv.
Guano, experiments with—

. to apply .

Heath-mould, quality of
Ipomopsis elegans
Jointing earthen pipes
Larch, rot in

.

Leafcutter lice .

Liebig's (l-rof.) Chemistry, rev.
il1 ****** treatment of

811 6
839 a
842 h

843 a
818 c
8-14 a
818 c

848 c

842 b
848 c

8-14 c

848 c
835 a
845 c

844 b
814 a
843 c

844 c

812 a
842 c

84.1 a
810 c

it: 15 a
845 c

848 c

B39 c

848 c

845 h
8 il' a
84.1 b

846 a

818 C

Lindley's (Prof.) Theory of

Horticulture, rev. .

Maize, constituents of . :

Mnnettia glabra »

Manures tor Turnips .

Melons, manure for

Melon-seeds, Spivey's adv.

Mormodea aromaticum
Moss, to preserve
Naturalist's Corner
Organic matter in water
Palmetto root
Pear-training, result of
Peat-draining
Pelargoniums, select
Pine-apples at Bicton -

— culture of .

Pit, to construct .

Propagation in water •

Raspberries, treatment of

Salonichi, gardens of .

Shrubberies, to dig
Shrubs, select hardy
Soils, remarks on
Stall- feeding
Swan River vegetation
Tetranema mexicanum
Tobolsk Rhubarb, Youell's adv-

Tropical Orchidareae • •

Turkey, observations on
Verbenas, Miller's adv. ,

Vines, remarks on
Vine, to graft . . .

Ward's cases
Wash for fruit-trees ,

Weeds in ponds .

"

—
.

to destroy
Wheat-spHtting
— observations on

847
845
848
845

e

c
b

8-12 6

ai5 C

844 b
848 b

847 c

845 b
845 c

841 c

841 b
819 a
843 b
837 b
819 a
843 6
849 a
840 b
843 a
847 a
849 a
847 a
845 b
844 a
834 c

838 /;

840 b
an C

847 b

844 b

847 b

848 C

842 b

847 h
837 C

838 a

SELECT HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, ROSES, &c.

W JACKSON and CO. beg to offer Collections of
• the above, from their Select Stock, on the following

reasonable terms :—
50 Select, Showy, Herbaceous Plants, in 50 named sorts, 205.

100

100

'{> EGENT'S PARK GARDENERS' SOCIETY,
•*-*> FOR MUTUAL INSTRUCTION.— In consequence of an
arrangement which has been completed with the Proprietor of
the "Florists' Journal," the Papers read at the Meetings of
the above Society will be published in, and form part of that
Work, commencing with the No. for January, 1844.
The Society will in future supply each of "its Members with a

Copy of the " Florists' Journal " free; and distant Members
we hereby requested to make their arrangements for receiving
the same, and communicate with the Secretary.

By Order of the Committee. I). Maker, Secretary.

.JMfJgjgh- street, Marylebone , Pec. 7, 1843.

T UTON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. — TO
f~^ NURSERYMEN.—The lists of this Society for 1844, con-
taming: prizes offered to Nurserymen, arc now printed, and may
he had by applying to the Honorary-Secretary, the Rev. Hbnrv
•Burgkrs, Luton, Beds.

FASTOLFP RASPBERRY.

j.

PETUNIA PUNCTATA.
\AHLLIAM MILLER, in bringing this extraordinary
'* » and beautiful production into public notice, docs so with-

out the slightest diffidence, being fully assured of its giving; the

most entire satisfaction ; it is of a dwarf habit, dark green foliage.

The reason it was not exhibited at the London shows was, its

not flowering till October. It has been submitted three times

to Dr. Lindlkv, whose opinions will be found at pages 721,

774, 777. as follows :
— " M. 7?.—Your seedling No. 25 is quite a

novelty; it is a beautiful, distinct, and desirable variety; the

colour is a soft decided blue, mottled with white and spotted with

rose j these gradually disappear, and leave the flower a beautiful

blue' mottled with white; in this state the flower dies. It will

be an acceptable addition to this beautiful class." It will be

figured in " Paxton's Botanical Magazine," and "The Florists'

Journal " for February. Plants of it have already been ordered

for the Queen's Gardens, Claremont.
Plants in spring at 7s. M. each, including case and postage ;

the usual allowance to the trade, when three or more arc taken

at once. Orders will bo executed in rotation.

W. M. has plants of his " Fireball " Geranium, now ready, at

55. each, postage included, to any part of the kingdom.
N. B.— A few strong Plants of most of the new Fuchsias can

be had. Providence Nursery, Rarr.sgatc, Kent, Dec..8, 1343.

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.
and J. FAIRBAIRN are induced from the uncer-

tainty upon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery

(situated contiguous to the Home Nursery, Clapham Rise, where
attention will be given to all applications), to effect a Sale of the

Stock at as early a period as possible, consequently beg to solicit

the attention of Gentlemen and the trade to the large and re-

markably healthy and well-grown stock, consisting of fine large

Laurels, twice transplanted, of extra growth ; Portugal Laurels,

very handsome ; Green Hollies, of various sizes ; Evergreen

Privets, line Standard and Dwarf Roses in great variety, fine

standard flowering Thorns, Almonds, iEsculus, Robinias, and

other Ornamental Trees, and Evergreen and flowering Shrubs,

with a large stock of fine standard and dwarf, trained and un-

trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

of the most approved kinds, and of growth rarely equalled ; also,

a large assortment of Forest Trees, consisting of Limes, Elms,

Birch Beech, Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chesnuts, Mountain

Ash, Poplars, and Spruce, and Scotch Firs ; also a larga number
of Gooseberries and Currants, of excellent growth, and of the

best varieties in cultivation, to all of which J. & J. F. respectfully

invite the inspection of Gentlemen and Nurserymen, flattering

themselves that the general character of the Stock is such as to

ensure unqualified satisfaction, and which they arc disposed to

offer at very moderate prices for cash.
*

J. & J. F. respectfully beg to call the attention of Gentlemen

to their advertisement of Heaths, &c, which has appeared m the

Gardeners* Chronicle of the two last weeks.
Nurseries, Clapham, nc:v '• Mn, December 3, 1843.

HYACINTHS AND CROWING STOCK.
HUMPHREYS' COMPOUND, applicable to all

Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to

promote the germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles H\ Qd.

it

•1

• >
50
100

t »

tt

25s.

35s.

Comprising the bestin cultivation.

100 Dwarf Ros.es in 5o named sorts . . 20$.

100 „ 100 „ . ^5.9.

100 „ 100 named very fine sorts 50s.

100 ,,
100 named extra sorts . 20s.

30 Beautiful Scotch Roses, named . . 20s.

The above are all well grown. The Roses on their own roots;

and'from the number of First Prizes awarded by the North Riding

Horticultural andFloricultural Society, W. J. and Co. have great

confidence in recommending them. A few Splendid Prize Holly-

hocks, by name, lSs. to2is. per dozen.
A reference or remittance from unknown correspondents is

respectfully solicited.—Cross-Lanes Nursery, near Bedale, York-
shire, Dec. 8, 1843.

PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
THE QUREN, HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAN

.

THE EARL OF HARRINGTON, THE EARL OF LIVE >'-

POOL, THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VI:
COUNT LORTON, LORD SONDES, &c. &c, as veil as by
the HORT. SOCIETY OF LONDON.

"\7~OUELL and CO. have much pleasure in announcing
•*- they are now enabled to supply fine Canes of the above '

acll by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Hurst &
highly valuable and much esteemed RASPBERRY, unequalled McMullfn Leadcnhall-street: W. Clark, Bishopsgatc-Within;
for the extraordinary size of its fruit and richness of flavour.
Those to whom Y. and Co. sent it last season have expressed

their high admiration of its superiority over all other varieties,

ALBION ROAD NURSERY, STOKE NEWJNGTON, LONDON.
MESSRS. BROWN beg to invite attention to their

SUPERIOR FRUIT TREES and EVERGREEN SHRUBS ;

also their extensive collection of American Plants, more espe-

cially the New Belgian Azaleas, and that truly beautiful Winter
Flowering Shrub the Andromeda floribunda, from 3s. Gd. to 42s.

per plant.

N.B.—Any person having Box Edging to dispose of may have
Shrubs in return. New Grounds designed in the first style and
planted on moderate terms in town or country.

rpO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.—The subscribers
-L respectfully intimate that they have a large Stock of fine

healthy transplanted LARCHES of various sizes, and as they

must be removed they will be sold at a low price. Freight paid

to London, Hull, Newcastle, or Liverpool. Prices furnished on
application to W. Urquhart & Son, Dundee.

DIRECTIONS FOR GROWING LISIANTHUS
RUSSELLIANUS SUCCESSFULLY. By James Cuthii.l,

Florist, Denmark-hill, Camberwcll, London.—The seed of the

above plant is now ready, and will be forwarded with the printed

directions on the receipt of 2s. 6d. per packet. The Lisianlhua

musit form a link to the Greenhouse and Conservatory, and be as

generally grown as the Camellia, the Geranium, and the Chry-

santhemum. Fine plants from 2s. to 5s. each. Also Cuthili/s

Early Improved Black Spine Cucumber, at 2s. 6d. per packet.

THE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

XKT J. CORMACK and CO. beg to announce to

V V . their Friendsandthe Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, aa

the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, m
packages, hearing the name of the firm, price 3s. M. per quart.

The usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—» Co -mack's Early Kent Pens," lis. per bushel.

Newcross, a Iford ory, Covent Garden, Dec. 8.

and has been awarded several prizes at various Horticultural
Exhibitions during the season. Asa proof they have notexagge-
rated its excellent qualities, Fruit was submitted to Dr. Lindi.ey
(see Gardeners* Chronicle of the 22d July, last page, 502), whose
opinion of it is as follows ;

—
"Fastolvf Raspberry.—We have received from Messrs.

Youhm., of Great Yarmouth, Fruit of the Fastolff Raspberry,
and we find it merits all that has been said m favour of its

excellence. The Fruit that we have received is verv large,
obtusely conical, and of rich flavour, far exceeding:* in this
respect some other new and large varieties. The plants bear
abundantly, and in long succession."
They also exhibited it on the 1st of August, 1843, before the

London Hort. Soc, 21, Regent-street, to which a prize was
awarded. It would therefore be unnecessary for Youkll & Co.
to recommend it more fully, or with greater confidence, to the
notice of the public, merely observing, that it continues in high
perfection throughout the autumnal months, and has maintained
its superioritv in the most unfavourable soils and situations, and
requires no other than the ordinary treatment of the old varieties.
Fine Canes are ready for delivery, and can be sent with safety

to any part of the United Kingdom (on the receipt of a Post-
office order) upon the following terms :—

Packages containing 100 Canes . .^2 5s. Od.
50 „ . . 1 5

n 25 » • • 14
Package included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 are ordered.

Extensive orders are already received for the above ; and to
prevent a repetition of the disappointment which many expe-
rienced lost season, by Youbll and Co. not being able to meet
the demand, they therefore respectfully solicit early application.
*** CAUTION.—Youeli. and Co. have appointed no agents in

London tor the sale of the Fastolff Raspberry.

Y OUELL'S TOBOLSK RHUBARB, 12.?. per dozen.
-*- —For Particulars of which see their Advertisement of

the 18th Nov.
rPWO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES. — « Lady
-*- Alice Pjcbi*," 10S.6&, and u Mas. 1?enyon," ios. Qd. per pair.

FINEST CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.
DUTCH HYACINTHS and OTHER BULBS.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.
For particulars and prices of the above, see their Advertisement
of the 22d Nov.—Great Yarmouth Nursery, Dec. 7 , 1843.

NEW HARDY~ANNUAL.
V1SCARIA OCULATA.—DARK-EYED VlSCARIA.
and J. BACKHOUSE, Nursery and Sejp.ds

•*• • iukn, York, have the pleasure of offering to the Public, th
above new and beautiful Annual, which is figured at pafee 5
(No. io), of the "Botanical Register," for 1843. Theblossofts ;

of a bright rose colour, with adeepcimson eye and changing t

pale purple. It flowers very abundantly through the gr
part of the summer and autumn. It * s a native of Algiers,
may be sown either in the open ground iu spring, or rai
pots and planted out.

Packets, 2s. M. each, will be sent, on the receipt of a
office Order, postage free, to any part of the Kingdom-

Gordon, Thompson, and Baskjstt, Fenchurch -street ; Grim-
,,ky and Co., Covent Garden; Batt and Rutlky, 412, Strand

;

Charlwood, Tavistock-row; W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapside; G.

Lawkknck, 18, Piccadilly; John Kernan, Great Russell-street,

Covent Garden ;
Lockhart, 156, Cheapside ;

Shuttleworth,
Pantheon ; Minikr, Adams, and Nash, 63, Strand; Thatcher
and Son, Islington ; Thomas WAtkinson, Market-place, Wan-

Chester ; \V. E. Rkndle, Plymouth; Dickson & Co., Edinburgh j

Pontey, Leeds; P. Lawson and Son, Edinburgh ; and other lead-

ing Seedsmen in town and country. Wholesale Agents, Davy,

Mackmurdo, and Co. , 100, Upper-Thames-st., London-

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, CARNATIONS, AURICULAS,
and LILIUM LANCIFOL1UM.

H GROOM, Clapham-rise, near London (removed
• from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to Her Ma-

jesty, begs to remind the Nobility, Gentry, and Amateurs, that

this is the best season for obtaining collections of the above

Flowers, and that in consequence of the success he has had in

their cultivation this year he can offer them at the following

moderate prices :
—

100 Ranunculuses, in 100 superb sorts, with names
100 Do. in 100 very fine sorts, do.

Superfine mixtures from /s. to *2ls. per 100

100 Anemones in 100 superfine sorts, with names .

100 Do. in 50 do. do. do.

Superfine mixtures 105. per 100.

25 pair of Carnations, in 25 superfine sorts,with names 8 10

25 pair of Picotees, in 25 do. do. do.

25 Auriculas, in 25 superfine sorts, with names
Lilium lancifolium album, good bulbs, each .

,, large bulbs, each .

punctatum, good bulbs, each

,,
large bulbs, each

Catalogues may he had on application.—December, 1843.
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• . 'HAMILTON has combined with his Treatise on
^ the PINK-APPLE, (which is nearly ready), the VINE; also

his very successful method of cultivating the CUCUMBER mpots.

boxes, &c. all to be grown in one House, which system will

shortly be adopted by many subscribers in various localities. The
*an bed at Thornfiehl is about 23 feet by 7, from which J. II. cut*
4,50 lbs wcieht of Pines annually from the same plants, many of

which are larger than any on record by this system. Several

sorts nariicularly the Queen, will produce three fruit in two years,

and^
tho ftwwffe sndmay be obtained by sending a post-office order

f v Gs nfMr T. AV.lo, 3, Tavern-street, Ipswich; of the Author,

at Thornfield, or of any of the persons named in the Prospectus.

BFIT/S SUBSCRIPTION—The Subscribers are in-

l r Pd that the damage at the BRACONDALE HORTI-

the Lark of Messrs. - — -, -

Cha^ ^ GILMAN#
7^SSSa Norwich, December f, 1843.

JOHN BELL begs to return his sincere thanks to those Nur-

scrvrnon Seedsmen, and Friends, who have so very liberally and

Iron?»t iv assisted him after the late awful and destructive Hail-

Itorn -in i
to ^sure them their great kindness m the hour ol

&rfev?bV^ remembered by him.

,**

n^

WILLIAM MAY begs to announce that he will not

be able to supply any more proved plants of Hollyhocks

for the present season. He can supply the following fine year-

old Hollyhocks, grown from seeds saved from best double sorts,

at 205. per 100. Herbaceous plants, select and showy, in great

variety (sec Advertisement for October) in collections of 100 fine

sorts for 42s. j 50 ditto for 255. (a list of which maybe had on
application). Tulips, fine named show sorts, in collections of

100 varieties, for 5/. ; 50 do. for 21. 10s. ; 25 do. for 255. Goose-

berries, 150 fine varieties by name; a list of sorts and prices on
on. Currants, May's new large late " Victoria," red, at

new large black "Bang-up," at 6s. per dozen,
s all warranted, saved from beat double (lowers,

ods for 2s. 6d., 500 for 55. Pansy, from best
55. each. The seeds will be sent post
e had of Mr. Watkinson, Seedsman,
A remittance or reference is re-

q UCS
tcrt.— Hnnt*|^^^^Mpming Lane, near Bedale, Yorkshire,

December 8, lsi^
5

"CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS.

MESSRS. N. and B. NORMAN'S Catalogue of

Show varieties, with which they have gained 29 Prizes

this season, can be had on pre-paid application.—Bull-fields,

Woolwich.

mew -lane, on ""^OSe's comprising all the leading varieties.

moniintr of sale. Catalogues may be had at the Mair, ana 01

the AucUonca-s, American Nursery, Leytonstone.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, X^^&Z?*^'!?
"H/rwe^RK PROTHEROE and MOiatlb aie m-
yi J5S ». X JSV* "7*

p .. bJic Auction on the Premises,1VL strucie,; to s»bm« to PubUc Aucr ^ 13th , 1843, and
Enham Nursery ,

Batteibca 01
. £ k.

consequence of Mr. C.
following days, atU o cicck i

ground) the whole of the

?Tw ^SFRY STOCI^ coasting of several hundred
valuable NmtbBRJ M uu •

} Tulip Trees> fine
superb hardy SearJetKnoo ^^ t standard and

n
CW
^ ?1, "ariS^fruit-bearing

Mulberries, American Plants,
Dwarf ^s

v
es'£.

ge
cnoice Shrubs and Roots. May be viewed

« ' ? Z\c;
catalogues may be had on the premises ;

of the.

SSd , .al iSsnSnT »d of^ Auctioneers, American Nursery,

Leytonstone.

T
^TT^rRSVRYMEN, GARDENERS, and OTHERS.

TkS mSPOSED OF, AN OLD ESTABLISHED
- -WllY AND SEED BUSINESS of 60 years' standing,

fifeinr seven acres Ol Nursery ground within a walled fence,
«"rt"

,
every kind of Forest and Fruit Trees, Ever-

W
' ;;

J 1
- Vaiug Shrubs, ^c.,with Greenhouse, Stove, Cape-

green and Flowering ^ ^ocke(j; togetner with Shop, Seed-

loft Stoier'oom, Stable, Sheds, &c ,
with every convenience for

carrying on the business : there is also two good Dwelling-houses

°Vhe^bove is situated in a thriving market town, and in a good
• Vhmirhooil. U letters, post paid, with real signatures,

"gJffSl care of Mr. Chappie, Postmaster, Commercial,

road, Pimlico, London, will have immediate attention.
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TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, BUILDERS, and Others.
Nursery to Let, Nursery Stock to be disposed of, and Building
Ground for Sale.

TO LET, the WELL-KNOWN and OLD-ESTA-
BLISHED NURSERY near to the town of KELSO, in the

County of Roxburgh, at present occupied by Mr. Andrew
Lockie, by whom and his Father the Business has been carried
on for upwards of 60 years. The Nursery extends to twelve and
a half acres, six acres of which belong to Mr. Lockib, and six
and a half are held on lease. The Ground is in an excellent and
convenient situation, is well divided and fenced by walls and
hedges ; it is well stocked with Trees, Evergreens, and a general
assortment of Plants, and the Florist's Department is extensive
and well selected. There is a large Greenhouse, Propagating-
house, Pits, and Frames, all well filled. There is also a comfortable
Cottage with a Stable attached. The Premises will be let with
immediate entry, for such number of years as may be agreed on,
and the Stock will be disposed of either upon valuation or by
private bargain. The Proprietor will reserve power to sell a
portion of the Nursery for Building-ground, for which a corre-
sponding reduction of rent will be allowed.
The Proprietor is giving up the above department of his Busi-

ness, from having engaged in an extensive Farm, which will
occupy much of his time. It is proper, however, to intimate to
intending offerers, as well as for the information of Mr. Lockik's
Customers and Friends, that he intends to continue in the Seed
Trade, as formerly, at his shop in Kelso. Until the Nursery is
let Mr. Lockie will carry it on, and supply his customers as
usual, the continuance of whose orders will confer on him an
important obligation.
Btm-Ditfr. Ground.—A portion of the above Nursery will be

sold for building Sites conformable to a plan ; the eligibility and
beauty of the situation for Villas are well known.

Application to be made to the Proprietor, who will conclude a
bargain with the first suitable tenant; or to George Main,
Writer in Kelso, who is in possession of the plan of the Ground
to be sold and the Title Deeds.— Kelso, Nov. 29, 1843.

PUNCH'S
CHRISTMAS HOLI DAYS.

HOLIDAY L E T T E R

DISEASED AND HEALTHY LIVES ASSURED.
MEDICAL, INVALID, and GENERAL LIFE

OFFICE, 25, Pall Mall, London. Capital, 500,000/. This
Office is provided with very accurately constructed Tables, by
which it can Assure Diseased Lives on Equitable Terms. In-
creased Annuities granted on unsound Lives, the amount varying
with the particular disease. Members of Consumptive Families
assured at Equitable Rates. Loans granted upon personal se-
curity. E. G. P. Neison, Actuary.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Graceclmrch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of
various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto
employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of
employing this much approved method of heating without the
assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers
and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rbndik
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for
any size will be forwarded upon application to s. and Co.

My dear Public,—
It is with the most unfeigned satisfaction I now write tc inform you that the completion of my Fifth Volume is fixed for

Saturday, the 23d instant.
I am happy to inform you that I have again obtained ttis year the Prize for Writing, and that I have completely beatenMaster Gibbs in my Arithmetic.
The weekly specimens I have sent you of my Drawing, wil, I hope, satisfy you of my proficiency in this branch of my studies.

Deeply impressed with the parental care you lavish on me, I feel myself bound (in five volumes) to cultivate assiduously those
parts (monthly parts) which you have encouraged mc to put forth

; and I am preparing to make exertions out of number which
will appear in the numberless numbers that I intend issuing. '

Messrs. Bradbury & Evans, in whose Establishment I amplaced, beg leave to present their compliments (of the season) to
you, and to call your attention to the fact, that the whole of myvaluable lessons are to be learned for the weekly sum of Three-pence,
which includes Writing, Drawing, Moral Philosophy, Law Poetry, the Use of the Globes, the Abuses of the World and
all the usual Branches-that is to say, Six entire Leaves— o? the Tree of Knowledge.

On the l6th instant, it is my intention to present you with [ CHRISTMAS PIECE, which I trust will meet your approbation,
and hoping that in the ensuing Holidays we shall have much enoyment in each other's society,

I renain, dear and honoured Public,
Punch Office, 194, Strand, Your dutiful and affectionate Servant,

December Q. PUNCH
P.S.— I forgot to tell you that my ALMANACK will be readr on the 30th inst., and will be the admiration of the whole World.

A
„_ On the 6th of January.NEW FARMERS' NEWSPAPER.—The time has come when Landlords and Tenants,

n t «
ar
&f

Farmers an(i small
»
must devote their anxious attention to improved cultivation -when, in the words of Sir Robert

Peel, All must learn how, in the shortest time, and at the least wpensc, to produce the greatest quantity offood, vegetable or animal,
without permanent injury to the land." To accomplish this, to means can be so effectual as that which brings the results of
Experience and Science before every man, in a cheap
established.

iorn. For this purpose The AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE is to be

The Proprietors are aware of the difficulties of dealing wth the many details of cultivation without an acquaintance with
^instances, often as varying as places. They condemn theidea of conducting farming operations upon one invariable plan ;

,
while they welcome science as the best auxiliary of practice, they regard crude speculations as the most dangerous of delusions.

Kut they also feel that m Agriculture, as in all other arts, then are general principles upon which successful farming must depend;
that there are practical errors which no local circumstances cai justify ; in short, that there is room for improvement even in those
branches which are best understood. No one man can be competent to deal with the multifarious questions affecting husbandry, and
the duty of the Editor of such a Paper as Thk AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE is to make known the knowledge of all. It is to
practical Farmers that the Proprietors trust for the means of carrying out their views, and not to the talents of any individual.
While, therefore, they state that the Editor of The AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be a gentleman well acquainted with the best
kind of Farming, in which he is actively engaged, they feel it to be of far more importance to announce the promise of support and
assistance received from the landed and farming interest generally, especially of those whose names they are permitted to mention :—

The Right. Hon. the Earl Spencer, President of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

c^OTTAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Iko x
FOUNDERS, &C. &C., No. 2, WlXSLKY STREET, OXFORD

Street, London.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Ducie, Vice-President of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England

Sir J. S. Sebright, Bart.
J. Walbanke Childers, Esq., M.P.
J. H. Langston, Esq., M.P.
Rev. Dr. Buckland, Professor of Mineralogv, Oxford
David Low, Esq., Professor of Agriculture/Edinburgh
John Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.
R.D. Drewett, Esq., Burpham, Arundel
W. Parker Hamond, Esq., Pampisford Hall, Cambridge
J. Hudson, Esq., Castle Acre, near Swaffham, Norfolk
Curtis Hayward, Esq., Quedgeley, near Gloucester
R. M. Jaques, Esq., Richmond, Yorkshire
W. H. Little, Esq., Lanvair Grange, Abergavenny
E. W. Moore, Esq., Agent to Earl Radnor
S. D. Stirling, Esq., Glenbervie, Falkirk
W. B. Wingate, Esq., Hareby, Bolingbrooke, Lincolnshire
Mr. R. Beman, Stow-on-the-Wold
Mr. J. Clarke, Romney, Hants
Mr. G. Parsons, Agent to Lord Portman
Mr. S. Rigg, Wigton, Cumberland
L. B. Walrond, Esq., Sec. of the Gloucester Farmers' Club
Mr. H. F. Fardon, Sec. of the Broomsgrovc Farmers 1 Club

&c. &c. &c.

Lord Worsley, M.P., Vice-President of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England

Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P.
William Miles, Esq., M.P.
Rev. J. R. Henslow, Professor of Botany, Cambridge
Dr. Lyon Playfair

Evan David, Esq., President of the Cardiff Farmers' Club
John Gedney, Esq., President of the Ilarlestone Farmers'

Club, Norfolk
C. Herbert, Esq., Powisk, near Worcester
W. H. Hyett, Esq., Painswick House
J. B. Lawes, Esq.
D. J. Niblett, Esq., Haresfield
Edward Solly, Esq., Junior, Experimental Chemist to the

Horticultural Society of London
Joseph Yorke, Esq., Tewkesbury
Mr. John Brodie, Haddington
Mr. John Morton, A^cnt to the Earl of Ducie
Mr. Thimblcby, Bolingbrooke
Mr. Hall. Secretary ot the Chepstow Farmers' Club
Mr. R. W. Purchas, Secretary of the Monmouth Fanners'

Club
&c. &c. &c.

With Freb Trade, Fixed Duties, Sliding Scale, &c &c, Tmk AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will in no way concern itself—
sucn questions can only he of temporary interest; whereas the AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be devoted to the investigation
of those great truths which human laws cannot affect.

The Practice of Agriculture—its Science—Animal and Vegetable Physiology—Improvements in Implements- better modes of
lusbandry- -results ot -conducted experimental Farming-Growth and Rotation of Crops-Stock— Drainajr*1— Irrigation—

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, &c., marie upon the most
improved principle, either of iron or of iron and wood combined,
which can be fixed complete in any part of the Kingdom, at very
low prices, in consequence of the present depressed state of the
Iron Trade.
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for heating Hothouses, Conser-

vatories, and Greenhouses; Churches, Public or Private Build-
ings, &c, with Cottam's Patkvt, or Rookhs' Bou.krs. After
15 years' experience, and having fixed upwards of 1600 Appara-
tuses for the above-mentioned purposes, and by various improve-
ments which they have mode during that time, C. and H. can
with confidence undertake the erection of similar Apparatus upon
the most extensive scale. For the convenience of those who
wish to fix their own Apparatus, they have affixed the following
low prices :

—

£ s. d.
Cottam's Patent Boiler, 24 inch . . . .700

(Larger Sizes in proportion.)
Rogers' Boiler, small size 3 15
Do. do. large do 4 10

Hot-water Pipe, Doors, Frames, and Feeding Apparatus for
Boilers, &c.

Rendle's Tank System on an improved simple plan.

STRONG IRON HURDLES, 3 ft. high out of the ground, 6 ft
lows, with five horizontal bars, weighing about 86 ibs., 3s. 6d. each
tight Cattle Hurdles, 3 ft. 6 in. high,weighing 42 lbs. at 4 „
Strong do. do. do. 45 lbs. at 4 4 ,',

Ox Hurdles, 4 ft. high, do. Go lbs. at 5 o'

BEST WIRE for STRAINED WIRE FENCING, at Ss. 6d. per
bundle of 150 yards each. Uprights for ditto, at 7d. each. The
Improved continued and every other kind of Fencing Fancv
Wire- work, &e. •

°
.
7

HAND GLASS FRAMES for Cucumbers, &c, 18 inches square
*s*. fid.

; 20 inches, 4s. 67/. : 22 inches, 5*. t\d. each.
CaST-IRON FLOWKR-STA KES 4 feel; long out of the ground,

,s. : 4 feet 6, o.v.
; 5 feet, 1 i.v .

; 6 feet, 1 5,?. ; 7 feet, 20s. per dozenGARDEN ROLLERS 18 inches long, 34s.; 20,44s.; 22, 50s.-
24 inches, 60s.; 2o\ 75*. ; 28, 84s. : 30, 1 05s. each.
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and every description of Horticultural Articles, Agricul-
tural Implements, and Furnishintr Ironmongery; Dr. Arnott's
Stoves, Anglo-Belgian Cooki.ijr Stoves; Broiling Stoves. The
above low prices being on account of rhe depression in the Iron
Trade, are subject to iuture alterations.
Show. Rooms at che Manufactory, No. 2, Winsley-street, where

every information may he obtained.
Estimates sent by return of post.

Foresting—Road-making—Farm-Buildings—Labourers—in short, whatever affects the heneficial employment of capital in land-
will form topics of consideration. Reports will he given of the English, Scotch, and Irish Agricultural Societies—London Market
Prices of Corn, Hay, and Cattle, and the Weekly Averages. Replies to questions connected with the object of the Paper will also
be furnished weekly.

*™^n
,

)?i
de

rlr
ir the

i

union which exists between Horticulture and Agriculture, it has been thought advisable to make This
AGRICUL/I URAL GAZETTE an addition to the Gardenkus' Chuonici.k, edited by Da. Linolky, and so extensively known : but
that there may be ample room for discussion, that Paper will be increased one-half in size with out additional charge— thus Twenty-
four Columns will be occupied, as at present, by Horticulture, and Twenty-four by the General News of the Week, wb'ist

TWENTY-FOUR COLUMNS WILL BE DEVOTED TO AGRICULTURE.
On the 6th ofJanuary, therefore, will be published, price 6d.

t
Stamped, to gofree by post,

THE FIRST NUMBER OF
THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

** Pariie* intending to commence the Volume had better give their orders at once to any Bookseller or Newsvender.

THE CONICAL HOT-WATER BOILERS, invented
J- by J. Rookrs, Esq., may beobtained of anysize from JOH^
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, &c, Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewkn having had every opportunity afforded him by »n
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen a*

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall ; Messrs. Loddigi* »

HOT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-
ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 2/2, HOLBORN.

D. and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-
tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection oJ
apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-
ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-
ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for
many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the
works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswiek.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of
Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-
men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of
exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely complet rand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Bailey were the first to introduce metallic curvili-
near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides rainy
others in this country and on the Continent.
D.and E. Baii.ky have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for
Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at
intervals reqnircd^and whi ch may be seen at their Manufactory.

L>ENN\S SYSTEM OF HOTHOUSE BUILDING,
* WARMING, and VENTILATING.—The snp.rioritv of the
principle first introduced by JOHN PENN, Esq., for obtaining a
more complete Circulation of the atmosphere in heated apart-
ments, being now fully established, W. Mh.l respectfully ac-
quaints the public that having, in conjunction with the late Mr.
Perm, devoted much time and study to perfect the same, in the
construction of Conservatories, Stoves, Greenhouses, Pits, &c,
and to heat them with Improved Hot Water Apparatus, either by
Pipes or Troughs, he is enabled to carry out Mr. Perm's principle
in a manner to guarantee the most complete success and economy.
First-rate references. Plain and Ornamental Designs; and any par-
tic ulars on application to W.Hill, Surveyor & Builder, Lewisham.

GENUINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN GUANO
ON SALIC, BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTONY GIBBS and SONS, LONDON:
GIBBS, BRIGHT, and CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.
47, Lime-st., Dec. 7, 1843.

ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements h» vC

been effected since last season ; particulars of which are in course
of preparation.

ble

ter
//J,UANO ON SALE.—Any Quantity of this valuabl'
VJ Manure can be had from the bonded stores of the Imports
either in Lor.don or Liverpool, on application to CotkswobTH?
Powki.l, and Pryor, St. Helen's Place, London; EovvAni>s«
Dawson, aid Co., Liverpool; and William J. Mykiis and Co.,

Importers, Liverpool.

LIQUID MANURE,

street, Flcct-stnet.

pLATER'S EVERY MAN II

^y containing the Causes, Sympto

TO FARMERS AND LANDOWNERS. , n
l

.,

IS OWN FARRI'^'
ms, and most toP^JS

Methods of Cure of the Diseases of Horses and Dogs. By
J.«j*£

<is CtATER, and his Son, JOHN Cf.atkr. The 28th i'-"' ri '

Edited, Enlarged, and nearly re-writtcn bv the celebrated A 0* .

of "The Horse," with the assistance of W. C S*o©K**f
nary Surgeon. Price 6*. 12 mo., cloth lettered. _. -^

CLATER'S EVERY MAN HIS OWN^CATTI^
DOCTOR ; containing the Causes, Sympti

"

all the Diseases incident to Oxen, Sheei
Rabbits. By Francis Clater. The 9th Editiu. tered

.

Edited and Revised by the same. Price c's. \2\no cIot
n

,

THE COMPLETE GRAZIER- nr Farmers an

Cattle

Gi

P» Swine, Poultry

w

THE COMPLETE GRAZIER; or ja,ul ," mB
attle Breeder's, and Dealer's Assistant. By a^^tK0

-?i«atfat.etl
RAziKit. In a thick 8vo. Volume of nearly 7'>0 i>»ffes '.."'. g.,_
ith numerous Cuts and Plates. The 7th Edition, i^' 1 '

larked, and nearly re- written :>y Wii.ua
of "The Horse." Price 176". cloth lettered.
London : Cradock and Co,, Simp

and Sto.vkman.

7th Edition. - ^
M YOUATT, Esq.i ^ Ul

gf& Co., and Houston

*
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Just published, in One Volume 8vo., price 3s. 6ri., to Fellows of
the Society, and 55. to others, (or postage free, upon receipt of
a Post-office order, price 5s. to Fellows of the Society, or 6s. 6d.
to others,)

A CATALOGUE of the FRUITS CULTIVATED
-** in the GARDEN of the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of
LONDON. (Third Edition.) Containing: the Names, Synonyms,
Lolour, Size, Form, Quality, Use, Time of Ripening, and many
otner particulars concerning all the most important varieties of
nardy Fruit cultivated in this country.

Sold at the House of the Society, 21, Regent-street, and also
°y Longman and Co., Paternostcr-row

; J. HATcnAan, Picca-
I'llly; RinowAv, Piccadilly; Rivingtons, Waterloo-place; and

a
1° prXncJPal Booksellers in all parts of the Empire.

A few Copies of the Second Edition of this Catalogue may be
naa at the reduced price of is. (d. each.

®*)£ QBr&titimtvg.
9

(ttfyvonitU

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Wkdkksday, Dec. 13, Society of Arts . i 8 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 15, Botanical . . . 8 p.m.

Tursday, Dec. 1!), Linnean
Wkdnhsuay, Dec. 20, Microscopical

8 p.m.

8 p.m,

k i

B Queen '

s visit to Chatsworth is a great event in
the history of Gardening. The magnificence of her
Majesty's reception was owing more to the Garden-
scenery created by the wealth and good taste of the
iJuke of Devonshire, than even to the splendour of the
i alace of the Peak, and all its interior embellishments.
A he fitness of gardens such as those of Chatsworth for
jne purposes of Regal entertainment has never been
more strikingly illustrated, and they have proved how
jnnnitely superior is Nature, skilfully assisted by art, to
jnere art however helped in its effect by Nature. There
is no architect like Him who builds up the trees and
Rothes them with their leafy canopy, and causes them
to bring forth flowers and fruit each after its kind.
How this was proved, in what way the Duke of

-Devonshire wielded the powers which he is so happy
<j
s to possess, and by 'what means the fables" of
enchantment were realised among Derbyshire-hills,
will be learned from the following

REPORT of HER MAJESTY'S GARDEN RECEP-
TION at CHATSWORTH.

(From our own Reporter.)

known f Tf°
k v\^

ioxxs to its being in the slightest degreeknow„ to the public that her Majesty intended honouring

LM C

f g{*o*hlM with a visit to his Grace's
Vnnctly seat—Chatsworth, a visible change took place in

dennl
e

t

gim CU P™ceed
t

inSS there, and in the other out-door
departments under the direction of Mr. Paxton HisW*ce had left.Chatsworth about the 1st of Nov., and was
|« expected there again for some months, so that the>meroM S workmen employed to keep the place in highwoer during his Grace's residence there, were drafted offo the woods, and to a variety of extensive alterations inne pleasure-grounds and other parts of the park ; thebient walks were also cleared of their gravel, for the pur-pose of allowing heavy materials to be carted to the new

fountains and great rockery. These extensive works were
progress when a sudden and immediate stop was put to

J 6 Proceedings
; and the men thus employed, and allose from the distant works, were immediately set tootK m putting the grounds in the highest state of orderthe weather, it will be remembered, was at this period

ryboi8terous and wet, and it was found impossible to
I ut the old gravel into a fit state to be walked upon

; con-
fidently, carts were sent for miles round to the different

of

!l

J
es

5
»»d in less than a week nearly a thousand tons

«nr?
e

5
Utlful sPar-Sravel were brought to the spot andead upon the walks, both of the pleasure-grounds and

umen-gardens. Every leaf and particle of decayed mat-
* was cleared from the lawns and flower-beds ; and before« day of her Majesty's arrival, flowers from the different

all h
°USeS Were Plun6ed int0 the °Pen borders—so that

about the mansion and great conservatory had thePPearance of summer. Great efforts were also made to

whi K
°ff and plant part of the extensive rock-garden,

Dow
°CCUPies more than tw ° acres of ground, and which

the
COn 'ains several thousand tons of rocks (some of

nat!f,T
ei8hingnear,

y twenty tons each ') Placed in their

exert
a pos,tlon

' These efforts were successful
; and the

into M?
S

u
nade t0 Putthe grounds and flower-gardens

<Jav if
h,Shest order were perfect and complete two

hj her Majesty's arrival, and this notwithstand-
5 Perpetual bad weather for a fortnight.

clear
*** dayS before the Queen arrived the weather

inR
C pP and became fine, and on the Royal party arriv-

apL
n * nday ?

the whole of the gardens presented the

Park ? ° f a fiue day in the month of September. The
iU8

road8
'

the village of Edensor, and all the conspicu-

of h\ u t

° the domain were equally perfect in their statej"gn keeping.

2 o'Hn ?
'~~Her Majesty arrived this day a little before

d UcteH 1

and aboufc 20 n,in «tes before 3 o'clock was con-

Oran^
Grace the Duke of Devonshire through the

*her
8
M7

t0 the great terrace called " Solomon's Walk,"
to tb r

^axtoa was ready to conduct the royal party

The nnM
re
?
t Conservatory through the Rock Garden.

*orth
Vl8

.

lt0rs invited to meet her Majesty at Chats-

aIlout ri0

ere
\
U her Ma

J estv
'

s train
>

t0 the number of

and h I
altogether the scene, where so much rank

ductionR
U

f tst

U dch attire minSled with the loveIy Pro-

than «, j
Mature, presented an appearance more gorceoui

AZr / are CaPable of describing.
er adminng the Rock Garden the Royal party were

conducted to the upper terrace of the Conservatory
gardens, where they came suddenly upon a full view of
the Conservatory—the mountain of glass ! Her Majesty
and the Royal party immediately paused, and expressed
their admiration and astonishment at the vastness of the
structure. They then descended to the lower terrace of
the Conservatory garden, and entered the house at the
north end. Here, again, exclamations of wonder and
surprise burst forth from the distinguished visitors. The
Royal party were conducted through every part of this

immense edifice, and Mr. Paxton explained the various
objects of beauty, together with the peculiar structure of
the house. From thence her Majesty was conducted
through the Fern Garden to the great terrace, to the upper
bastion south front, where a very commanding view is had
of the grounds, and particularly of the last new fountain,
which has not been long finished, and which throws water
up from five jets, so contrived that each flows in a
different way, an arrangement which gives this fountain a
most novel appearunce. From this bastion his Grace the
Duke of Devonshire pointed out to the Queen the spot
where her Majesty and the Duchess of Kent had planted
two trees 11 years before. Beside this place the ground
had been previously prepared for the reception of another
tree, should Prince Albert feel disposed to plant one. At
his Grace's request, his Royal Highness readily consented
to set one beside the Oak previously planted by her
Majesty, which is now grown to a considerable height.
The Queen then returned part of the way on the terrace,
and descended by the summer-stairs to the private ter-
race, which brought the Royal party to the south end of
the Italian Garden, where his Grace pointed to both trees
which had been planted by her Majesty and august mother.
Mr. Paxton submitted to his Royal Highness several kinds
of trees to choose from, when his Royal Highness selected a
Sycamore. The Royal party then followed the private ter-
race of the west front, and descended into the Lower
Garden, whence her Majesty proceeded through the
" Fragment" Room and the Great Court, to her Majesty's
private apartments.
The same evening a grand ball was given to the Queen

in the great Banqueting-room. The Orangery and whole
line of communication to this room was lighted up by
Chinese lamps, and beautifully decorated with plants in
flower. They were suspended from the railing of the
stairs leading to the ball-room, and at each step hung a
beautiful flower in full bloom.

Dec. 2.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert walked out
early this morning, and again visited the Conservatory,
Arboretum, and Flower-gardens. Mr. Paxton explained
to her Majesty and the Prince the nature of the conserva-
tive-wall (see an account of this at p. 331 of our vol. for

1842,) with the plants on it, which are protected by
linen blinds instead of glass, the heat being supplied by a
flue is the centre of the wall.

Illumination of the Conservatory and Waterworks.—
This evening the Conservatory and Waterworks were illu-
minated, although not the slightest appearance of any pre-
parations for doing so were visible when her Majesty visited

the grounds; but an immense number of men had been
trained to attend to the illumination and to fire the coloured
lights according to a certain plan previously devised by
Mr. Paxton. About a quarter after 4 o'clock the work-
men commenced lighting up the great Conservatory with
thousands of variegated lamps. On each rib of the house
were" suspended 120 lamps, while others hung in festoons
between the cast-iron columns supporting the gallery,

which was also lighted. The " Robbers' stone," on the
summit of the range of hills which back the palace, the
waterfall proceeding from near it, the cascade, and all the
fountains, were illuminated by Russian lights of different

colours, hidden from the house by boards placed in

front of them. Many parts of the grounds were also

lighted by lamps suspended from the trees, on the oppo-
site side of the river from the house. In short, the whole
place was a blaze of fire.

Her Majesty, without being aware of the preparations

that had been made for the illuminations, was conducted

to the Conservatory at a quarter past 6 o'clock (every,

thing then having been completed,) when the Royal
visitors expressed their astonishment at the singular effect

produced by so immense a body of light and its reflection

on themultitudes of plants. There was something unusually

grand in this magnificent scene. To illuminate such an
immense mass of building in so short a time was a very
bold undertaking, and was most successfully accomplished.
The Queen after expressing much delight at the unusual
scene, returned to the house, and at half.past seven the
public were admitted to see the illuminations by tickets,

issued through the liberality of his Grace.
About ten o'clock, on a private signal being given, a

rocket was fired, wheh was a notice to the men placed by
the great guns at the " stand." Amidst a roar of artil-

lery, and at the same instant of time, a blaze of coloured
fire burst from the Robbers' stone and waterfall, cas-

cades, fountains, and woods, and the whole scene was
enveloped in a sheet of flame. The effect baffles descrip-
tion—the visitors were taken by surprise ; in whatever
direction the eye turned, the coloured lights—crimson,
green, and blue, blazed forth to the astonishment of the
hundreds who were admitted to the grounds, and of the
thousands who were on the opposite bank of the river.

The Royal party could be observed at this time passing
from window to window of the mansion, and viewing the
exciting scene.

Sunday, Dec. 3.—Her Majesty walked out early this
morning in the grounds and Conservatory, where not a
vestige was to be seen of the materials employed in the
previous evening's illumination— everything had been
cleared away by an immense number of hands employed

for that purpose. The grounds were as neat and orderly
as on the previous morning ; and this, too, afforded not a
little surprise to many of the distinguished party.

After lunch, her Majesty again visited the grounds and
Conservatory, and examined the conservative wall and
flower-gardens. The Royal party then walked to the
kitchen-gardens, whither they were conducted by his
Grace, Mr. Paxton being in attendance at the gates. Her
Majesty first entered the Musa-house, where the rich col-
lection of Chrysanthemums elicited much commendation.
The Royal party then proceeded to the Greenhouse
where a large Tree Fern greatly excited the admiration
of both her Majesty and Prince Albert. His Grace after-

wards conducted the Queen, Prince Albert, and others

of the Royal party, into Mr. Paxton's house, where they
were much pleased with its neatness and order. Mr. Pax-
ton had the honour to present her Majesty with the first

nine volumes of his " Magazine of Botany," richly bound,
and his" Botanical Dictionary," both which her Majesty
was graciously pleased to accept. The Queen also deigned

to permit the volume of the " Magazine of Botany" now in

course of publication to be dedicated to her Majesty.
After leaving Mr. Paxton's house the Royal party were

conducted to the Orchidaceous-house, where they appeared
enchanted with the numerous plants in flower in this sin-

gular and unique collection. A list of the species which
were in bloom when her Majesty visited the Orchidaceous-
house is here subjoined.

After going round the gardens, the Queen finally pro-
ceeded in an open carriage to the beautiful village of
Edensor, where cottages in every possible style of archi-

tecture have been designed and executed under the direc-

tion of Mr. Paxton.

List of Orchidacew in flower in the Orchidaceous House at the time
of Her Majesty's z'isit ;—

Ccel6gyne Gardneriana
„ ovalis

f%
fimbriata

Trias racemosa
Anrectochilus setaceus
Zygope*talum maxillare

„ Mack ay i

„ crinitmn
Maxillaria picta

chlorantha
pallida
1'umila
cristata

lcnH^inosa
Rollisstfnii

stenop£tala
atrorubens
rufescens
racemosa
Warreana

Liparis orbicularis

,, 16ngipes
Dendr6bium denudans
Stelis picta
Cypripsdium yenustura

tt insigne
Pcsom^ria tetragona
Saccoldbimn dcnticulatum
Oncidium ciliatum

j) Lanceanum
»> Tajleuiii
m trfquetrum
>* papilio

ft

> *

»i

ft

**

>9

tt

f$

J»

99

tt

99

99

P9

99

»»

99

Oncidium flexuosum
raniferum
ornithorhynchum

Epidendrum pastoris
cuspidatum

,, latifolium
tridactylon
nocturnum
fragrans
atropurpureum
coriaceum

E'ria velutina
Odontoglossum grande

, r
bictoniense album

Cattleya labiata
Harris6nize
intermedia

Cymbidium sinense
Wallichii

Miltonia Russelliana
Catasetum tridentatum
Pleurotballis Lanceana
Calanthe sylvutica
Gongora maculata

„ atropurpurea
Brassia cuspidata
Lycaste macrophyIJa
Acropcra Loddigesii
Trichosma suavis
Saicaiitlms teretiltflius

Bolboph) Hum cocoinum
,, recurvum

Ornithidium coccineum

List of other Plants in flower at the same time:—
CONSERVATORV.

Justicia nodosa
»» speciosa
tt flavicoma

Strclitzia Reginae
tt ovata

Crinum amabile
Pancratium speciosnm
Cestrum laurifolium
Salvia splendens

»> fulgens
Lmum trigynum
vinca rosea
» alba

Hibiscus rosa sinensis, flore

Pleno (5 varieties)

9i lilacinus

T i9 Barclayanus
ixora rosea
Cassia corymbosa
Lantana mixta
Passiflora alata

cseruleo-racemosa
Princeps**

Geissorneria Jongiflora
Clerodendron splendens
Carica Papaya (in flower & fruit)

Canna denudata
„ coccinea

lf lutea
Brugmansia suaveolens

„ bicolor
Euphorbia splendens (planted

all over the borders)
Amaryllis undulata
Brunsvigia crispa
Abutilon striatum
Eranthemum pulchellum
Epiphyllum truncatum
Alpinia nutans
Pitcairnia suaveolens
Stachytarpheta mutabilis

Thunbergia alata

Saracennia flavai

„ purpurea /
Musa Cavendishii

rosacea

these were un-
usually fine.

it

Orangery.
The Orange trees covered with
a profusion of fruit and
flowers.

Came//;as.^Double white and
red in great plenty, arranged
over the whole house.

Pelargoniums in great variety
Cinerarias, many kinds
Fuchsia Chandlerii
Leschenaultia formosa

Tropseolum majus
Prim ula sinensis, red and white.
Pentstemon roseus
Persian Tobacco
Erica hyemalis

Westcottii
Bowieana
gracilis

caffra

Sebana

19

17

99

99

Camellia House.

The back border filled with Camellia imbricata

Frogmore Scarlet Pelargo-
niums, and the trellis and
rafters covered with the fol-

lowing plants:

—

Tropaaolum Moritzianum
Lophospermum Hendersonii
Tacsonia pinnatistipula

Manettia bicolor

double red
double white
Gray's Invincible
fimbriata
eclipse

outside wall in front
covered with various kinds
of China Roses and Cydonia
Japonica in full flower.

99

»»

ft

19

The

Malva Creeana
Melaleuca hypericifolia

Abutilon striatum
Heliotropium peruvianum
Maurandya Barclayana
Magnolia grandiflora (twelve

flowers)
Rhodochiton volubile

Jasminum umbellatum
Garrya elliptica

Conservatory Wall.
Fuchsia globosa

„ microphylla
„ reflexa

Brugmansia sanguinea
Passiflora Mayana
Polygala grandiflora
Acacia ornithophora
Aristolochia glauca
Clematis azurea grandiflora
Yellow China Rose
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Kitchen Garde vs.

Show-house for Forced Flowers, §-<?.

A superb collection of Chrysan-
themums arranged In the
background

Linum flavum
Banksia australis
Heliotropes
Primula sincnsis.red and white,

ill great profusion, edging the

clumps of plants in flower

Oxalis iloribunda

Cineraria Grcenii
palchella
Waterhousiana
King
Queen

Verbena Hcndersonii
Neillii

Cliffordiana
Tweediana carnea

n Melindres latifolia

Abutilon striatum
Alonsoa incisifolia

Manettia bicolor

Gloxinia speciosa, several vars.

Phlox Drummondii
Epiphyllum truncatnm
Fuchsia Chandlerii

raccmiflora

it

M

97

99

99

99

Fuchsia corymbiflora
fulgens
globose major
formosa elcgans

A large quantity of Mignonette
filled the House with the fra-

grance of its blossoms.
Calceolarias, many kinds.

Roses, White China
Pauline Plantier
Pcvonianii
Duchcsse de Palma

Pelargonium Compactum
Jehu
Prima Donna
Aiexandrina
Victoria
Eliza
King
Louise
Sylph
Orange Boven
Nosegay
Annette
Lumsdcn'sMag-
dalen

Masterpiece and

M
99

r»

tt

Jl

99

99

JJ

99

19

99

"

Erica colorans
crucnta
cerinthoides

many others

Large Greenhouse.
Cytisus racemosus

39

99

»t

99

9$

»>

99

9)9

it
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M
99

»
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M
99

It
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99
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II

99

t»

If

»

IV
supcrba

>f

intermedia
verticillata
filamentosa
arbuscula
exsurgens

,,
coccinca

scabriuscula
gracilis

vernix
Westcottia
vestita

coccinca
purpurea

hyemalis
Caffra
Bowieana
Archcriana
Lambcrtia
calycina
Sebana rubra
imbricata
mammosa

pallida
coccinca

pyramidalis autumnalis
formosa
sanguinea
divaricata
magnifica
Irbyona

Rosa Dcvonicnsia
Grcvillca rosmarinifolia

,, buxifolia

,, Baucri
Epacris grandiflora

„ autumnilis

„ paludosa
,, campanulata alba

rubra

f»

tt

>f

jf

ff

99

If

M M
Andromeda floribunda

„ rhodopncea
Phcenocoma prolifcra

Acacia platyptera
Medinilla erythrophylla
Staticc puberula
Oxalis Bowieana
„ bipunctata
,, floribunda

Correa speciosa
bicolor
Lindhyana
Grevillii

Ilarrisii

ampullacea
rosea
rufa

Tamus sylvatica
Camellia Hume's Blush

striped red
Donkelaeiii
Gray's Invincible

Campanula garganica

„ fragi lis

Mesembryanthcmum lingui-

forme
Leonotis Leonurus
Salvia fulgens
Passiilora ceeruleo-racemosa
Fuchsia radicans

„ globosa major
Primula sinensis, double white
Pimelea decussata

„ hispula
Sollya linearis

Leschenaultia formosa
Chorozenui cordata
Crowea saligna
Polygala grandiflora

„ cordifolia

Stenochilus viscosus
Rhodochiton volubile

Quantities of Mignonette.

ff

f>
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| the pains to ascertain the exact quality of the matter

which gives out the light
;
philosophers are satisfied with

calling it phosphorescent. From the appearances which

the bodies of many exotic insects exhibit, there is reason

to believe that this power of emitting light is extended to

numerous species, but they are all Beetles, excepting the

Lantern-flies ; one of these, the Fulgora lantemaria, is a

very handsome and magnificent insect, inhabiting the

largest trees of Surinam and Cayenne ; the lantern which

adorns its head is beautifully painted, and measures in

length 1^ inch and If in. in circumference. Madame
Merian states that during the night it spreads a light

brilliant enough to enable one to read the smallest print,

but this has not been confirmed by subsequent travellers
;

another species is very abundant in China, and as great

doubts are entertained regarding their phosphorescent

nature, it is to be hoped that this curious and long-disputed

point will be settled, now that vastand interesting coun-

try is opened to men engaged in scientific pursuits.

The three insects most celebrated for their luminosity,

are the Firefly of the West Indies and America (called

Elatcr voctilnca^)\ the Glow-worm of the north of

Europe {Lampyris noctiluca*)\ and the Firefly of Italy

(the Lampyris ItaHca). All these species the writer has

had the gratification of seeing alive. The light of the

Elater is the strongest and most constant, affording suffi-

cient to read by, -when a single Beetle is carried along the

lines ; and if a number be confined in a decanter, it will,

in a measure, illuminate a room ; the second insect, our

native Glow-worm, gives a sweet but pale bluish light,

resembling that of the moon ; whilst the Italian Firefly

shines like the planets in the pure atmosphere of a

southern sky.

An imported specimen of this insect having been found

in a greenhouse in Norfolk, lam induced to give its his-

tory, which I am able to do from having often seen it in

its native haunts in Italy ; the French also claim it as an

inhabitant of the South of France, but we can never hope

to see it naturalised in England. To describe the magical

effect which the Fire-fly produces is impossible—it is a

spectacle which far surpasses the imagination—and I

shall never forget the delight and astonishment I expe-

rienced the first time I beheld the coruscations of this

glorious living gem. I was wandering one evening in

June in the neighbourhood of Mentone, along the banks

of a river whose pebbly bed was dried up, and where the

Lemon and Orange groves rendered it, with one exception,

the most enchanting spot I have ever seen, when suddenly 1

saw lights, like electric sparks, emanate from the grass;

If any one thing is more likely than another to

hasten the cultivation of Pine-apples without pots it

is the tank-system of heating. We entertain no doubt

of its driving the present plan out of the field, not-

withstanding some of the difficulties connected with

it. Mr. Rendle, too, to whose zeal in advocating the

tank system we are all so much indebted, entertains

the same opinion ; indeed he goes further, for he
authorizes us to make known his willingness to give

a prize connected with the subject; and we now
announce, on his behalf, that at the June show in the

garden of the Horticultural Society in the year 1845,

he will give a cup, value five guineas, for the heaviest

and handsomest Queen Pine grown on the plan men-

tioned in his " Treatise on Tank-heating."

black; the eyes large, hemispherical, and not very remote,

especially beneath ; the antennce are eleven-jointed, shor ,

filiform, and black; the basal joint fulvous; the thorax

is of an orange colour, transverse, semicircular, the luiu

angles lobed ; the scutel is of the same colour ;
the unite

side of the thorax and breast are deep ochraceous ;

tn

abdomen is blackish : the two last segments are ot a

opaque cream-colour, and emit the light ; the elytra a

much longer than the body, elliptical, and black o

fuscous ; the wings are ample and smoky, longer than t

elytra, the tips being folded in repose ; the legs are brow*

the thighs ochraceous. Fig. 1 is the under side ; J'S'^
is a male flying : the lines denoting the natural sizes.-

-

liuricola.

ROT IN THE AURICULA.
Your correspondent " O.," of Leeds, inquires what is

the cause of the rot in his Auriculas. One reason is,

because he does not read the Chronicle so diligently as he

ought to do, especially the essay on the Auricula in vol- i.

He should, in the first place, repot his plants annually,

taking care to shorten the tap-root (a part peculiarly

liable to canker and disease) to within an inch or an inch

and a half of the insertion of the leaves. Secondly, he

should fill the pot nearly one third with broken crocks.

Thirdly, let him stand his pots, in summer and autumn,

in a shaded airy part of the garden, and elevated two feet

above the ground. And fourthly, let him phce them, in

winter and spring, in such a frame as is represented in the

essay just alluded to : q. e. d.—he will have no more rot in

his Auriculas.

The disease is not contagious ; it is simply the result of

mismanagement : what produced it in one plant, produced

it in all
; yet, because the plants begin to die, or show the

ill effects of the same bad treatment about the same time,

he resignedly refers his sweeping loss to the mysterious

Si*' VV^¥%VI^jflconta^011 ' Want of drainage, old tap-roots,

.-- ^A^Z-^CJon fi nerfl ent, are, severally and collectively,

the *> icipal causes of rot in the Auricula.—F. -R.

Horner* M.D*

rENTOMOLOGY*—No. LI.

The Italian Fire-fly, or Lucciola.—Whatever
differences of Opinion may be entertained concerning the

luminous properties of plants, there can be none with

regard to insects
;
yet marvellous as this power is, I am

'e!* * ^" not aware that any one, in this country at least, has taken

or

[he

LOUISE BONNE (OF JERSEY) PEAR-

Synonyms —Louise Bonne d'Avranches, Benrrc

Bonne Louise d'Araudore, William the Fourth.

The Pear above designated is widely different from *"*

Louise Bonne described by La Quintinye, Duhamel, an^

other French authors, and infinitely superior to >•

Although the Pear they describe, obtained, in France,

good character in the time of Louis XIV., yet, 'e
?

in that country, subsequent writers describe it as ben fa

sometimes but half-melting, and good only in dry sol
'

whilst in England it is found to be not adapted for be*!*l°*

as a standard, and unworthy of a wall. La Quintwy^

enumerates the particulars of its merit, including among
fj

them, " and above all, that it pleases much his Maje8y'

It has no red, grown in any climate; in that of

country its flesh is either crisp or scarcely half melting'

The Louise Bonne (of Jersey) is a more recent l
,r0 .

tion. Fruit, probably the first of it seen in this county

was received from General Gordon, from Jersey, and se

to the Horticultural Society by the Marquess of A'lsa»

1820. Subsequently, in the same season, fruit was a

sent to the Society by Major-General Le Couteur, m .

Jersey ; and grafts of the variety were obtained throug

him for the Society's collection in the following season,

having obtained the name of Louise Bonne in Jersey, 1*

as night advanced their numbers and beauty increased,

until they swarmed in a plantation, where they seemed to

he enjoying the lovely evening, chasing one another and

playing about like troops of fairies, alternately hiding and

emitting their brilliant lights, until the air sparkled with

glittering meteors : it appeared as if the serene and

beautiful heavens of Italy were reflected upon the earth,

and the stars were dancing for joy.
^
As I returned, the

Fire-flies were pursuing each other in the streets of the

town, and having caught two in my hat, they were secured

in a quill, and thick as the medium was, their light was

sufficient to ascertain the hour by my watch during the

night. No wonder that poets have sung in praise of the

" Lucciola ;" and those who have visited Italy without

seeing them have missed one of the most beautiful objects

to be met with in that interesting country. The Fire-flies

are only to be seen in June and July ;
their light is most

brilliant during their vigour, and it becomes extinct with

life : they commence their excursions at sunset, and in

the middle of a summer's night one cannot set a step in

any direction without seeing these little animals darting

from one side to the other; their flight appears undu-

lating: they seem to shine by intervals, their luminous

effusions being excited by their movements. In the day

they rest concealed amongst herbage, and are difficult to

find. The Italian Fire-fly differs essentially in form and

likewise in its habits from the Glow-worm, as will be shown

when we give the history of that insect. The larvae are

considerably alike ; but both sexes of the perfect insects

of the former species can fly, and are similar in appear-

ance, the male being the smaller.

Linnaius, who gave the name of Italica to the European

Fire-fly, describes it as having a black spot upon the

thorax ; but I have never taken one so marked : this dif-

ference, however, led Bonelli to separate them, and he

designated the species we have figured Lampyris pede-

monlana. Charpenticr seems to have described the same

variety under the name of L. lusitanica. Whatever the

scientific appellation may be, it is the Lucciola of Italy,

and known by our countryman as the Italian Fire-fly,

which we will now describe, merely observing, that owing

to the structure and other characters above alluded to, it

has been separated from the genus Lampyris by modern

systematists, and Dejean has included it in his group

Colophotia.

The Italian Fire-flv varies a little in size: the head is

» Zool. Journ. v. iii. p. 3/9.

3 Curtis's Brit. Ent. fol. and nL 698.

being found different from the old Louise Bpn»J
flg

i]l6

French, it was considered proper to distinguish
reCeut

Louise Bonne of Jersey. According t0 S()U
'

; s t r>
ear

accounts, however, the original tree is stated to

Avranches.
;t of rn

ecliuI
4

The accompanying outline represents a mm^ s i ia
de<*

size, from a standard. W
side is of a greenish colour

a slight tinge of yellow as it ge-o «v *«. --
juicy-

**"

whitish, buttery, melting, exceedingly rich an(\j
ratber

perfection in October. The tree is of V1S01 °
s [ondard.

upright growth, and adapted for bearing as •

f ti,an

As such, it succeeds in the northern counties
fc
the

the Marie Louise. Against a wall with a goo
' ^ ^be

fruit becomes large, handsome, and finely c0
t tne sun;

shoots are dark olive, with a chesnut tinge
^-ortjiy of a

leaves oblong, oval, slightly acuminate,

place in every collection.

—

R. T.

AMATEUR'S^GARDEN^-No.
XLlX. ^^

In recording the. articles which have f\V^ never to

under this head, it has been a rule jwu
tised,

or,

recommend anything which I had not eituc y^^ waS

from mature consideration and the
.

8

,

u

c

f

.

menab]ed, fr?"?

about to practise myself; consequently *
nt8

wbic»

experience, to deny the whole of the staiem

(
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appeared at p. 843, relative to my method of managing

Shrubbery borders, under the signature of " The Knave of

Spades." " The Knave" asks whether I intend every

border in a flower-garden to be turved up, or only those

that surround the shrubberies? and taking it to be the

latter, he says " such borders generally consist of Her-

baceous plants and annuals, intermixed here and there

with ornamental shrubs," "Who ever heard of a Shrubbery

of Herbaceous plants and Annuals? for the ornamental

shrubs are but a secondary consideration with "The
Knave. " I have heard such assemblages of plants

called an " Herbaceous border," and I have condemned

them at p. 789, to which place 1 refer for my reasons for

doing so; but when I spoke of Shrubberies I referred to

of no importance, when I see them produced at our exhi-

bitions, grown either in sand or peat, equal to those of

Messrs. Murray and Spencer ; and I strongly suspect bat

if these eminent gardeners were to substitute either sand

or peat for the soil they now use, that, instead o gold and

silver medals, they may next summer consider themselves

well and liberally dealt by at Chisyvick if their produc-

tions are distinguished by a Certificate of Merit.—*.

Glendinning. _ _ ., , ., ^

Pine-apples.—From experience, I beg to state that the

following material may be used with advantage in any

soil that is employed for the culture of Pines -viz., one-

eighth of scot from coal-fires, to be well mixed with the

soil, and the heap to be well saturated with chamber ley

five or six times during decomposition. 11ns I have proved
those broad belts which generally form the boundary line

J**^
r«££&£&?,growth of this excellent fruit.*- W.

of a suburban pleasure-ground, and which consist of M bene ,„
™J | d several paTagroph8 ln the

various kinds of trees fronted with deciduous and evergreen £ma<
Jtt««- " | ^ o{

.

pineg
flowering shrubs ; and in large gardens such Shrubberies

are extended to the formation of clumps or borders tor

dividing walks, breaking unsightly views, &c. It was

for Shrubberies of this kind that my directions were

intended, and I think there cannot be two opinions among

men of taste as to which plan must be the best, viz., a iaw

dry surface, or one at all times green and luxuriant.

Again: "The Knave" says, " Suppose I banish the

Annuals and Herbaceous plants, where is the turf to come

from to turf the borders 1 " This is a matter winch he

must settle with his employer. Let him first show him

that the appearance of his Shrubberies will be much

improve

"

expense
IS COmpieieu HL uie raws i" uue man o ""o
and then he will soon discover where the turf is to come

from; but, says "The Knave," " it will require to be

annually renewed, and instead of a fine show of Annuals

and Herbaceous plants there will be a strip of grass six

feet wide running along the side of the walk." Where turf

would require to be renewed, Herbaceous plants could not

exist, except as, which they too generally are in Shrubbery

borders, miserable specimens of bad cultivation.

I am referred to the market-gardens, where fruit-trees

are both dug and cropped among, as a proof of the

beneficial effects of the digging system. But to make

this argument of any service "The Knave" must first

show that the crops of fruit are better than on ground not

dug, and then he will probably find that the annual dig-

ging in this instance is an annual " root-pruning, and

therefore beneficial from counteracting the luxuriant

growth that would otherwise result from the quantity of

manure used ; hence, though digging under these circum-

stances may " benefit fruit-trees" it does not follow that

it will " also benefit shrubs."— W. P. Ayres,Brooklands.

Chronicle respecting the average weights of large Pines

grown at Bicton and other places, I beg to state that the

age of these six-foot plants is never mentioned ;
and as I

understand they are cultivated after Mr Glend.nmng s

practice—with a low temperature and slow growth in

their first stages-I conclude that they will require two

or three years before they come to thefruiting-house

Suppose the retaining wall of a bark bed m a frmting-pit

to be 23 feet long by 7* wide, the size of most pits near

Manchester: and suppose that there were 33 rows in

width and seven plants in the row, which is sufficiently

crowded for a pit of the above dimensions ; ami that the

of the" six-feet plants will have 110 lbs. of fruit for three

years' labour and cxpenee. Now 1 beg to state that Mr.

Hamilton, gardener, Thomfield, with a pit of the above

dimensions has raised within the three years /OOlbs. weight

of fruit. The majority of his plants consists of the Mont-

serrats, one of the slowest growers and most tardy fruiters.

Moreover to remove the doubts of « Dunelmcnsis, 1

herewith 'hand you the weight of six Enviiles cut at

Thomfield :—
Enviiles.

lbs. ois.
lbs

-
oz -

I_ 7 8 IV-8 8

11-7 o V-7 o

III— 8 12 VI -8

Montserrats.
lbs. oz.

1—6 4
II- 6 8 all avoirdupois.

Ill—7 4

IIOM IS COK RESl'OND ENCE.
Pine Apples.— I scarcely expected that the few observa-

tions I had written on the culture of the Tine Apple,

addressed to a local Horticultural Society five years ago,

should have been of such importance at the present day,

»s to form matter for a Leader in the Gardeners' Chro-

nicle. The interest lately created is certainly not less

than a fruit of such importance, as the Pine Apple deserve?.

I am glad to learn from the Chronicle that my suggestions

have been of service. I have also rece ved a number of

letters recently, from good Horticulturists, bearing similar

testimony. 1 will hastily venture a remark on one or two

particulars on which we appear to differ. Now, were we

in the artificial management of this plant strictly to

follow the temperature and climate ol the tropics, we

should of necessity arrive at just what. I consider a most

fatal error in the culture of this fruit, viz., the production of

a great number of Tine Apples at a particular season, and

few or none during the greater part of the year. Hence,

by placing the plants under strict artificial management,

and producing the hot and cool, the moist and and atmo-

sphere at one and the same season, you succeed in

having a supply of ripe fruit twelve months in the year;

which is, if I may be allowed to give an opinion, the

nc plus ultra of Pine growing. It is this deviation from a

tropical climate that is the foundation of our success, and
' fully accounts for our beating " Mi .

Speede with the climate

of India at his back." In potting, I .believe I used even

larger pots than Mr. Murray; but I consider that

to secure fruitfulness as well as a vigorous development

of leaves, the plant should bear some proportion to the

size of the pot : that was my opinion five years since, and

subsequent experience has not altered it. I have never

found equal success attend popping a little Pnie-plant out

of a GO into one of the largest dimensions I used, viz.,

18 inches in diameter and nearly the same m depth,

how careful soever one might be in the selection and

allocation of the material used. I state this advisedly,

as I entertain no prejudice one way or the other. I am,

however, not entirely ignorant of what is termed the one-

shift system, having subjected during the past season up-

wards of 1 000 plants of various kinds to this mode or

Potting, and this you will admit is not a trifling experiment

—but more of that by-and-b;.e. 1 have also planted young

Hue-plants out in a prepared bed of soil, there to remain

until they matured their fruit. By this system extraordi-

nary growth is secured, and leaves obtained six feet long ;

hut then this is an attainment all good cultivators never

wish to accomplish; neither can you by this mode Ot

culture economically secure-if at all—a regular supply.

I hold soil in the cultivation of the Pine-apple to be of great

consequence; some of those in this country who are fond

— II. II. Pope, Heuton Nursery.

Tank-heating. — «C" recommends to your Corre-

spondent " J. M." to try as a covering and material for

Rendle's Tanks, sheets of thin metal covered with the

porcelain or coarse enamel, in common use for cooking

utensils, exposed in every ironmonger s shop. I he sheets

could be tongued for the purpose of union, and the mate-

rial would not permit the transmission of water or of

moist vapour. Such sheets would be applicable for other

purpose's in Horticulture besides Reudle s Tanks.—

An&nymous. . ...
Pilchard Oil.—J perceive in a late No. an inquiry from

« \ Subscriber " to be answered by a Cornish or Devonshire

reader, viz., if Pilchard Oil is a good and cheap oil for coarse

nointing. I beg to state that no train or fish oil is proper

nr fit for paint of any kind ; and what is more, the proper

oil, linseed, used for painting, is as cheap or cheaper than

ly other kind of oil, not omitting Pilchard ;
but if your

Correspondent will use the Pilchard or any fish oil to the

American blight on his Apple-trees, with a small paint-

brush, he will find it destroy this unsightly insect so

miurious to the trees, and the oil will be. found to nourish

them. The trees will require to be locked to two or three

times to get free of it.—An Intruder.

Experimental Co-operation.— I am much gratified by

the determination expressed of making the Chronicle a

vehicle for Agricultural, as well as Horticultural, discus-

sion. I shall hope shortly to resume m its pages the

sBbiect of Experimental Co-operation, and to report pro-

Irets since the time which has elapsed when my le ters

Lie addressed to the Farmers of Suffolk. 1 have been

favoured with the results of an interesting experiment,

undertaken by Mr. Bree at Stowmarket, which I propose

t0 give in the opening Number.- J. if. tlensloic.

Pseud-Acacia.—As the qualities of the Pseud-Acacia

(Cobbett's Locust-tree) are not yet generahy known, I

..« induced at this time (being the season for planting)

u, call the attention of your readers (being practical men)

encourage the growth of them. Twenty years ago I

ascertained the good quality of the wooa for gate-posts,

noon removing one that had stood 20 years without decay,

v hil<t the Oak of the same period failed ;
that one is now

sound, and has consequently been in the ground 40 years.

T planted 200 trees (20 years ago) in consequence, and at

ji,e same time also upwards of 2000 Oeks ; not one of the

1vier is equal in size to the smallest of the Acacias, which
.'

re now useful for many purposes; The wood is nearly

U heart The Acacia of 30 years old may be reckoned as

luge as an Oak of 100 years ; and this circumstance can.

not fail to strike every proprietor of land who encourages

notations, of the advantage that will be derived by

adopting this tree, whilst the Oak may be allowed to

Loi for other purpose?, particularly ships, although the

Lst tree-nails being part of the head are made of Acacia,

and -ire imported from America specially for that purpose.

1 \m aware that Mr. Withers, of Holt, has published a

nail work lately upon the usefulness of this tree, but I

fear it is not. generally known. I cannot, therefore, refrain

from calling attention again to the subject. 1 have lately

removed 10 posts put down 15 years ago for a fence, to

ier place, and not one of them shows any signs of
-i _- «».1« il.i-ofl in-line Cflllfil'P.

of novelty have tried r eat,
but have gladly retraced their .

lher p
iace) and not one of them si

steps again ; and I have yet to learn that the people ot
!

«

^ are only t
i iree inches square, and have iron rods

Versailles produce the Queen Pine above Gibs., or that °
J h thew instead of nails. Many persons complain

the general cultivation is at all equal to our best growers -
- •

- ,.-_ .i.„- u„:

in this country. I shall certainly be satisfied that soil is of the wind having much effect uron them, they being so

brittle—so they are when young, but the wounds heal very

soon, and there is no necessity that they should be planted

in situations much exposed. They do not require rich

soil, and as far as my experience goes they do not thrive

well on clay, yet I am told there are some growing well

upon it, and of a good size.

—

A. P., Cheam.

B CCS .
—" Este" says, in No. 47—"I have had seven

swarms from three stocks, because I did not ventilate as

I ought to have clone." From this and other statements

I perceive that " Este" has just commenced that journey

which I have accomplished with great loss and disappoint-

ment ; I would therefore strongly recommend him to pur-

sue a different course, as no system of ventilation—whether

anplied to collateral hiving, storifying, or nadiring, except

such as will prevent comb-building—will put a stop to

swarming, especially in wet seasons. I have had swarms

come off with the thermometer standing below bU in the

middle box of a collateral set, and have frequently had

them come off when both side-boxes have been partly

rilled with combs and honey. I have also found nearly

the same results from storifying and nadir hiving. In fact,

the only way to reap the full benefit of the Beehive is to

practise partial deprivation (see " Bevan's Honey-Bee,

p 24G) a few days after the departure of a first swarm.

By partial deprivation I mean extracting the whole of the

combs containing honey only ; this will most likely

prevent a second issue. A stock so treated will generally

be more valuable in the autumn than the swaim which

proceeded from it, as it will contain a young queen, and,

in all probability, more honey. Nadir hiving (or Mr.

Jeston's Butter-tub), combined with storifying, without

ventilation, 1 think second to partial deprivation ;
but any

success with nadiring separately must be more the result

of chance than of good management, as it is a well-known

fact that Bees have a great disposition to carry their

stores upwards, and to keep their brood below. It is no

won der, therefore, that empty combs are found in the

tubs in September.— Thomas Buckland, Reigate.

Fertilization of Carnations.- Last spring Mr. Wood

published in the Chronicle a list of Carnations among

which he directed attention to Toone's Ringleader, scarlet

flake, as abounding in pollen. 1 have not found it so,

It Mr. Wood is generally correct. Can you tell me

now far the potting might influence the production of

pollen ? [Not at all.l I believe that pipings mostly pro-

duce thinner flowers than Carnations, for which reason I

prefer them to layers ;
besides they are less apt to rot

and die when in bloom. However, my plants of Ring-

leader were lavers. I imagine that the layers or pipings

should, for seed, be potted in pots not too {"ge-not

exceeding 12s, and that the soil should be old tuif par-

tially rotted, mixed with half-decayed leaves, and the.plan
,

s

not mutilated for laying nor for piping. Possibly the

double pots recentlv advertised might be very good
;

or,

to avoid watering, the pots might be plunged in a box in

ashes, said box being placed on feeders containing lime-

water to keep out slugs, and in a great measure earwigs.

I was glad to see Mr. Wood's observations on Ring-

leader, for I have found Florists (commercial ones), in

general, unable or unwilling to give such information. 1

have noticed that Fletcher's Red Rover scarlet flake,

has with me abounded in pollen ;
the anthers are larger

than in ny other kind I know, and the flower*! suppose

will in Stance and smoothness of petal be considered

g odalttugh h white is not first-rate Will any one

Sly Inform me what pink Bizarre produces the most

*%•«£;^g^-^ «*^ «—
tioned in le Gardener*' Chronicle cotton cloth for cover-

ing Cucumber-frames I have inclosed ,o«fonr diiflerent

samples --No. 1 at about bd. ; No. 2 at brf.
,
and JNos.

3 a, dV about 8*. or 9rf. per yard, j wide
;

the two

firs are cotton ;
the others, hemp or flax. I have used

theffi sole vears and find them answer very welltor ran.es

toTSo^XTK orts of plants that require winter shelter

and wM In!wer, no doubt, for Cucumber-frames A great

Tuanv of this article is made in this neighbourhood, and

SeTfnJnncK in before they are baled up, to keep
used foi Pipings

b d shi an d the water

23T ?
m
rne trfte.for many davs should the vessel sink.

-p
n
W P

nafal CThe samples sent areless transparent

than c^co prepared
1
with Mr. Whitney scompou

Both Nos. l'and2^^^^£3^^
bTarS^^
price of the matemls]

re in^
"2215Sd2?3«^ Mr. Ayres' ideas of turfing

U1fa" borders on front of t^^^S^S^
turf clo<e up, that the branches of the shrubs may extend

over it some little distance, I feel assured this will have a
over it some n

.

add much tQ the natural
very pleasing tflec t, . >

pleasurC-grounds J
it will

beauty of the flo» er 8" ^^J* the formality of flower-
also te.ndjmate.ialr

o

^ inenl , iBti .

fflS. h. 1^ 5nc suggested itself to me, as being

far nrfSable tothe present prevailing practice of having

a bo rder filled with herbaceous plants in front of shrub-

b..rie" bounded with a turf-edging some two or three

inches S, which always presents a very unsightly
inches in (

, whether the border is

Sd^Ktbl turf was extended up to the shrubs,

the liUtg.cen colour of the grass (for it never is a very

dark Ireen when it is kept very short) forms a beautiful

contrfst with the dark- green foliage of the shrubs—

W
'
Morphology.-^o or three days since I was examining

a flower of a Water Lily in a hothouse, in this neighbour-
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™.'S^^^nh^rJ^^^:"^ 1* ?.,?>S!? y.™* 'S^^o^ouHi^iis:ment of the place, and having lately been reading an
account of this plant in the " Ladies' Botany," I pointed
out the gradual change of petals into stamens as being an
excellent illustration of the theory, that all the parts of
the flower are but modifications of leaves; when my com-
panion observed, " That is very true, but I should like to
know how the Cactus makes his flower without any
leaves ? " I thought this a shrewd question, and as I
am but a Tyro in vegetable Morphology, shall feel obliged
if you can find space to answer it in the Chronicle next
week.—A Botanical Student. [It will frequently be found
that the leaf-organs of a plant are developed unequally
upon different parts. For example, on some Oaks the
early shoots have only small scales instead of leaves, and
it is only towards the end of the season that true leaves
appear. So with the Cactus. Its first leaves are small
scale-like points, which soon drop off ; when the flower
begins to form, these leaves assume a higher development,
as is seen at the base of the calyx ; then they become
larger and larger, as is seen in the calyx itself, &c. &c.
As soon as the year is turned we shall give you such
reasons for the opinions of Morphologists as we doubt
not will satisfy you. In the meanwhile read the" Theory of Horticulture."]

Cocoa Nuts for Manure'.—I have lately heard that of
the vast quantity of Cocoa Nuts imported into this
country, a large proportion turns out rotten and unfit for
the purpose of food. Those who buy them of the captains
of vessels always require a considerable allowance to be
made to meet this casualty

; and the nuts which are thus
rendered useless are burnt, merely for the sake of getting
rid of them, because their stench, in a state of putrefac-
tion, is quite unbearable. I cannot but think that a
large mass of nourishment is thus wasted. There is in
the Cocoa ;Nut a great quantity of oleaginous matter

;

added to which, both the shell and the fibrous mass
surrounding it must contain nutritive qualities. Can you
or some of your readers tell me whether the value of this
article as a manure has ever been tested, and if so what
has been the result ? In this age of science so much
vegetable matter ought not to be wasted.—Asbestos.
[No doubt the kernel of the Cocoa Nut is rich in nitro-
gen, and would form excellent manure; the difficulty is
to get it out of the shell. As to the fibrous mass, that is
probably consumed in the manufacture of door mats. If
not, it could not be fit for manure till it turns rotten,
which would be so long a time that the cheapest plan
would be either to char it or reduce it to ashes. The
former we should prefer.]

Temporary Gardens.—Mirny of the lovers of gardens
and evergreens will have thanked Mr. Beaton for instruct-
ing them how to improve the appearance of flower-
gardens and other places during winter. I have tried his
plan in several places, and they appear more cosy and
comfortable, and pleasing to the eye, than they were b-fore
Several years ago, when I used to cover tender plants
with straw coverings, the straw was also covered with
branches of evergreens, and sometimes a top of evergreens
was fixed to them, and when neatly done it looked better
than the straw, and had some resemblance to the dipt
shrubs in old Dutch gardens.—Peter Mackenzie.

Italian Fire-Fly.—Let me inquire why, since the Fire-
fly has been introduced from Italy, we may not naturalise
it, and add to our summer evenings a shower of fire, as
well as our own fixed stars of the glow-worm? There
can be no reason from our climate that we may fear defeat
and no doubt but it would succeed. During the winterwe may introduce the animal either in the chrysalis state
or m the egg.—Questus. [We fear our climate is much
too cold. Ihe creatures could only live in a greenhouse.]
Dodder m Clover— I send an extract from the " Gar-

deners Magazine" of 1828, relative to the Dodder in
Clover, which now, unfortunately, occupies so much of
the attention of the farmers and others. " The seeds ofDodder (Cuscuta europsea,) are not unfrequent amoneDutch Clover seed, the plant being a great nuisance to thi
iarmers m that country and Flanders ; but the seeds of Cus-cuta not being above a sixth part of the size of those of
Clover are easily separated from them by sifting."—Econom

Tl\ I
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The daiIy intercourse we havewith both Belgium and Holland would enable any one toprocure some of the sieves used by their agriculturists forthe above purpose.-7?. C. [The sieves called Number

17 will probably be found well suited to separating these
seeds*

j m

The Cuckoo and Goat-sucker.—In your Number of theGardeners' Chronicle, dated August 12, one of your
correspondents intimates a wish to know if any one has
been fortunate enough to preserve a Cuckoo through the
winter, and if so the method of doing so. I have much
pleasure in stating that mine has consisted in feeding iton raw beef chopped in small pieces about the size of a
small horse-bean, and also a mixture of bruised hemp8eedand boded bread and milk. By these means I have kept
the Cuckoo throughout the winter. The Goat-sucker orFern Owl I have also kept in the same manner.

-

W. Rayner, Uxbridge.
Joining o/Pipes.-If " J. M." (at page 842) had added

a little cotton-wool to the lead and mixed it well together
he would have found it of great service in preventing the
lead from giving way or cracking. This might be used
either for joining together earthenware or iron pipes, or
for stoppmg leaks. When pipe8 have been over-heated,
so as to cause leaks, this mixture must be applied to the
place, and with small twine or cord it may be secured to
the place with very little trouble.—Facile.
Fences.— If cottagers wish to renovate their fences on a

cheap scale, they should contrive next March, about a
week or two before the Hawthorn buds have much

ness of one's little finger, and about two feet in length
;

these may be inserted to the depth of six or seven inches,
making the base of Hip -„tn„. a.j tT <• V

' T "PF'^uu. xie is so friendly to the Missionaries

yo,ng
g
tre:s

b

he
e

re

0f

were"" tfld" J^JKJL' 1=! ZXtt™ —mended by Moffat would travel safely

^^ [Dec. 9,

and savage tyrant, never saw an African ox-waggon~till
Moffat went to his capital, when he drew back with fear
at their approach. He is so friendly to the Missionaries

yoisng trees here were protected with pieces roughly
chopped off last year. These have made shoots six or
seven inches in length, and are provided with good roots.
What chiefly prevents a "dead staked hedge," as it is
termed, from growing away in a year or two after it has
been put up, is because the Hawthorns are chopped too
much with the hand-bill and axe.— FT. Brown, Merevale.
Fuchsia Exoniensis.— I beg to state that the remarks

made by Mr. Ayres upon Fuchsia Exoniensis, in a late
Chronicle

; (page 821) cannot be allowed to pass without
a reply. Although I am sure that these remarks were not
made in any spirit of unfairness, yet they are, nevertheless,
calculated to make an unfavourable impression in the
minds of those who have not had an opportunity of seeing
the many fine specimens of this Fuchsia, which have been
flowering in the Exeter Nursery during the past summer
and autumn. These have satisfied all those who have
seen them that Fuchsia Exoniensis is not only, as Mr.
Ayres^admits, "off the plant the finest Fuchsia in exist-
ence," but that it is equally deserving of praise on account
ot its habit, which is equal to that of the best varieties of
this justly-admired tribe. I am sure that when Mr. A
sees this plant next summer in collections, he will admit
that he has passed an unmerited censure upon it. As
many inferior varieties are sometimes offered to the
public, Mr. Ayres certainly cannot be too cautious in what
he does recommend, but he should not rashly condemn
that which is really first-rate.—S. Brown, Exeter
Nursery.
Hardy Eucalypti.—Observing the Eucalyptus noticed

by your Beaminster correspondent as flourishing out of
doors at Brodwinsor, in Dorsetshire, and as having
attained in seven years' growth the height of 12 feet, I
beg to say that upon the northern side of this island the
Eucalyptus robusta stands at the height of 28 feet, within
four years from its seed. It well endures our winters.
I am told by the surgeon of a convict-ship, who has often
visited Port Arthur, that he has measured a Gum-tree
there, and found the following dimensions, viz.,—Circum-
ference at 4 feet from ground, 40 feet; from ground to
first branch, 150 feet; entire height, 381 feet. This
statement quite corroborates the report of Dr. Joseph
Hooker, who has described in the last October Number of
the " Botanical Magazine " the forests of Eucalypti with
which Van Dieman's Land abounds. The E. piperita
is a seedling also here, and promises to ,be hardy

; but
a small plant of the E. multiflora, raised' from seed ob-
tained from the Neapolitan Botanist Tenore, already
appears to feel the weather we have as yet had, and it
seems inclined altogether to refuse our winter.—G E K
Newport, Isle of Wight. ' ''

Vitality of Seeds.—As there are doubts on this subject,
I beg to state that about four or five years ago a part of
the Birkenhead and Chester line of railway was cut
through poor meadow-land, perpendicularly, to the depth
of 12 or 14 feet. The work was going on at Christmas,
and the subsoil was stiff retentive loam. During the
months of May and June following, the slopes on either
side of the excavation were densely covered with Charlock
(Sinapis arvensis) in flower; from the regular appearance
of the soil, and the absence of any ploughed field near, I
concluded that the seed must have lain there since the
Deluge. I inquired if any seed had been purposely sown,
and was answered in the negative.

—

Nemo.
Larch Insects.—Amongst the admirable papers on

insects by your correspondent " Ruricola," I do not
remember that he has mentioned that very destructive one
which threatens to destroy all the Silver Firs in the
country. I suppose it to be an Eriosoma. It fixes on the
bark, and I know of no instance of a tree once infested by
it recovering its vigour. The oldest I have seen attacked
was about 40 years old. As there are plenty of them at
present, I had all the diseased ones cut down and burnt
immediately, to check the spread of the pest ; but that
system must cease, of course, and rubbing with brushes,
&c. can only be applied to a very few ornamental trees or
favourites. There is one important question which Mr.
Curtis has not alluded to—do these and similar insects,
such as the Scolytus of the Elms, &c, attack healthy
trees, or those only in which the elements of disease are
already present ? This is worthy of careful investigation,
as the ravages of the insect may be the result, and not the
cause of the weakness; in which case we must go a step
further back, and investigate the very origin of the bad
health of the tree. I much wish that "Ruricola" may
have leisure to give his opinion upon the subject. S. C.

African Kidney Beans.—Reading lately in " Moffat's
Missionary Labours and Scenes in South Africa," I found
the following in a foot note :—" Maize I found abundant
among the Matabele, where it does not require irrigation

;

also a fine large species of Kidney Bean, the pods of which
grow underground, and are earthed up like Potatoes."
The account of the Kidney-Bean rather surprised me. Is
any such thing known of, or has it ever before been heard
of in this country ? Moffat himself was bred a gardener,
and I wonder he was not a little more explicit. The part
of Africa in which these Matabele were located is known
as the Bakone country, themselves a tribe of Zoolus.
The natural beauty of the country, its richness in woods
and metallic ores, as well as fertility—when cultivated-
are described by Moffat as extraordinary. Dr. Andrew
Smith conducted an expedition through it for the purpose
of scientific research. Moffat led him into the country of
the Matabele, which is intersected by the Limpopo river.

in his dominions.—Quercus. [This underground Kidney
Bean is no doubt either the Voandzeia or Arachis. Both
are too tender for this country.]

Material for Potting.—The following material, which
is within the reach of most gardeners, will be found
highly beneficial to the culture of plants in pots generally,
viz., the decayed matter found beneath Fern and Furze.
On account of its permitting water speedily to pass
through it, it will form a valuable desideratum in the one-
shift system

; this system, through the perseverance of
individuals, is daily progressing. In most professions
there are to be found some who will, despite of everything,
scoff at modern improvements, and persist in adhering to
old practices

; and if you ask the reason why they do so,

the answer is, simply, Because our forefathers did the
same. The above material will be found, in addition to

potsherds, to produce a good effect on many Orchi-
dacece; incorporated with turfv loam and river-sand,
Anemones, Ranunculuses, Dutch bulbs, &c, may also be
grown m it to great perfection. It will likewise be
found a valuable compost for that beautiful tribe of plants,
the Troptoolums. The season for planting is at hand, and
by coding the first two or three feet of the stem the tuber
may emit, on the surface of the pot, covering it with a
little soil, young tubers will be produced by the time
the plant has completed its growth. It would be useless
for me to enumerate any more genera that are particularly
benefited by it ; suffice it to say, that I have applied it

incorporated with various substances, and its use has far
exceeded my most sanguine expectations.—George Bishop,
Buckland.
Araucaria Seed.—I think one of your correspondents

made some inquiry as to the mode of raising the seeds of
the Araucaria. I lost a great many fine fresh seeds of
the A. imbricata, from Chili, by imbedding them too
deeply in the mould, where they all rotted. I was not
aware at the time of a secret, now perhaps generally under-
stood, that these large seeds ought to be merely laid upon
the surface of the soil, with, perhaps, a little earth raised
round the edges, but not so as to cover them. Treated in

this mode, I have now some very healthy young seed-
lings

;
and it may not, perhaps, be uninteresting to you

to have a sketch of their appearance, as the plants ex-
hibited different stages ofgermination in July last.—Atlas.

Germination of the Seeds of the Araucaria imbricata, from
Chili, 20th July, 1834.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

r kk
C

"

£'

I

s" W> Barchard
.

Esq-, in the chair. Sir J. W-
Lubbock, Bart., and the Earl of Zetland were elected Fellows. A
paper was read respecting the cultivation of Oxalis DepP.e'-
A specimen of Whitney's (of Shrewsbury) protecting material
was also shown to the meeting, with two specimens of »

similar kind that might be used for the same purpose fro*»
Hainax; the latter, however, were not so transparent as tm-
former, which admits nearly as much light as ground glass, a""
promises to be very useful in many instances where much US' *

is not required. One great advantage is its cheapness; a sas»
that would cost 12s. or 13*. to be glazed in the usual way, »/
be covered with this material for the trifling expense of Qd. or}°*'
It is perfectly impervious to water, and will be useful in gardens
for many purposes. From the circumstance of its being

water-
proof, it will also make a good protection for fruit-tree blossoms
in spring in damp wet weather, or from cold winds that generally
prevail about that season. The material is common calico,

painted over with a fluid, the composition of which is not known,
sold in bottles and may be easily applied by means «*

's-brush. From F. Cox, Esq., of Stockwell, wert.a painter -. 1, Esq., of Stockwen, '
.

Lycaste Skinneri, a pretty species from Guatemala, with bjoac

hght-coloured petals and dark purple labellum ; this has, b
.

eS1"**

being very showy and handsome, the good property of continuing
long in bloom

; also Cattleya guttata, and the old Cymbidium^i-
nense, with dark-brown fragrant blossoms ; this has been kn°V*
to keep blooming in a room for the space of six or eight y

ee
*f'and during the whole time the house was quite perfumed w««

its fragrance. In the same collection were likewise 0nCia1 "'.

bicallosum, having a fine spike of dark-spotted yellow flowers; tm
is not very common, and is a good species of that hanaso'"

genus. Mr. J. Robertson, gr to Mrs. Lawrence, sentMcm
rhynchus speciosus.having broad dark-green foliage, andio

spiKc

Mcelekatse, the Matabele Sovereign though a powerful ffi£SS^,XXE£BK2^.&^

<*
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of the rare Epidendrum Skinneri, with tine purple blossoms ;

this is very difficult to cultivate ; according to Mr. Bateman it has
been found to succeed well in a Vinery where there was a cool
low temperature. From the same collection were likewise Cypri-
pedium venustum, Lycaste Skinneri, with well-coloured
flowers, Rodriguczia secunda, and Epidendrum viscosum,
"With greenish yellow petals and white-fringed labellum }

also Lceliaalbida, with small sweet-scented white blossoms, Max-
lllaria cucullata, and another species with small dull-brown
flowers. There were likewise Erica Sebana lutea, and a small
specimen of E. Lamberti rosea, covered with pretty flesh-

coloured blossoms ; a Banksian medal was awarded for the first

four plants. Mr. Green, gr to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., exhibited
a plant of Amaryllis aulica with large scarlet flowers; and A.
calyptrata, with light-green blossoms. From J. Allnutt, Esq.,
were Camellia Donkeleerii, two plants of Erica caffra, and two
particularly well-grown SDecimens of E. hyemalis, having long
shoots, densely covered with white and red flowers; this species
is valuable, from its producing a profusion of bloom at this dull
season of the year; a certificate was awarded for the two speci-
mens of E. hy.-malis. Mr. W. Brazier, gr to W. H. Story, Esq.,
sent a hybrid specimen of Epacris Vririegata. From Mr. Wright,
of Hackney, was a collection of cut flowers of Chrysanthemums,
among which were some excellent blooms ; for these a certificate

was awarded. Mr.J.Wilmot, of Islcworth, exhibited three smooth-
leaved Cayenne Pine-apples ; the first weighed 5lbs.Uoz.,and mea-
sured 8his. in length, and 5ijins. in diameter ; the number of pips
was eight. The second weighed 6 lbs. 3 oz., and measured 7ims.
in length and (i ins. in diameter; the number of pips was also
eight. The third weighed 7 lbs. and measured 8£ ins. in length, (5

inches in diameter, and the number of pips was nine ; the
latter was exceedingly handsome, and well swelled, with a crown
not very large for the size of the fruit. There are two kinds of

Cayenne Pines, viz., smooth-leaved and saw-leaved ; the smooth-
leaved kind is larger and better than the latter, and has been
grown to a considerable weight in France, in the King's Gardens
at Versailles. From Mr.McOnach, gr.to E. Vine, Esq., of Caver-
sham, were five Queen Pine-apples, the heaviest of which
weighed 31bs. l4oz., and measured inches in length and 5

inches in diameter; the number of pips was seven. Mr. T.
Moffat, gr to the Duke of Newcastle, sent a Cayenne Pine-apple,
weighing 3 lbs. 13 oz., and measuring 7 inches in length and 5$
inches in diameter; the number of pips was seven ; also bunches of

*ue following Grapes, viz., Muscat, Syrian, Muscadine, St. Peter's,

and three good bunches of lilack Hamburgh, with a bunch of a
b^ck Grape, a variety of the Burgundy. From G. Crawshay, Esq.,
of Colney Hatch, Middlesex, were specimens of the Black Ham-
burgh Grape that had been grown without fire heat in a
Vinery

; these were good bunches with well-swelled berries, but
Were not so well coloured as could have been wished. There
Were also from Mr. Crawshay specimens of large fine-looking
Beurre* Diel Pears. Mr. J. Moorman exhibited six good specimens
of Marie Louise Pear. From Mr. R. Buck was a seedling Pear,

^
T
o. 15. J. A. Beaumont, Esq., sentgood specimens of Heinettc du

Canada and Blenheim Pippin Apples. From W. Rashleigh, Esq.,
was fruit of Benthamia tragifera. This plant was introduced
some years ago from the North of India. It is a very handsome
evergreen shrub, flowers in piofusion during summer, and
produces an abundance of large reddish fruit in autumn.
Jt is not hardy, except in the warmest parts of England.
The fruit when ripe hears some resemblance to that of an
Arbutus. Mr. J. Stewart sent two specimens of Ringleader
Cucumber, one of these had been watered with nitrate of soda,
and the other had been grown in lonm mixed with powdered
charcoal, which is a powerful agent in the growth of plants;
these, although both the same variety, had a very different
appearance; one was prickly, and the other was nearly
smooth, thus showing that a Cucumber may be considerably
altered by the use of different manures, although treated in
other respects in the usual way as regards soil and heat. From
Mrs. Coekburn were two Portuguese specimens of T^rfe'i:
<~ap Goui d, with four curious lobes rising in the centre. From its

singular appearance it is worthy of cultivation by those who
grow these things for ornament. From the garden of the
Society was a collection of Chrysanthemums; six of these
Were watered on the 28th of July with superphosphate of lime,
in the proportion of a % lb. to a gallon of water for each
plant. in the course of three weeks after its applica-
tion the leaves had acquired a very dark green; so apparent
jvas the effect produced on the plants that a stranger could
have selected those that had been watered with this from a
collection of 150, among which they were growing, without any
other mark or distinction. This substance seems to have a bene-
ficial effect on most plants and, unlike some other artificial
Manures, it may be applied in different proportions without the
least risk of injuring the plants. Had it been given to the
Chrysanthemums at an earlier period, the result might have been
probably still more striking. From the gardens of the Society
vverc likewise a collection of Pears consisting of Beurre Diel,
Beurre" d'Aremberg, Glout Morcean, Ormskirk Bergamot, and
rasse Colmar; this is an excellent variety and one of the best
standard Pears for this part of the country, but it is apt to over-
year itself if not properly attended to. There were also the
following Apples, viz., Pearson's Plate, Wyker Pippin, Claygate
£earmain, Blenheim Pippin, Waltham Abbey Seedling, and
Hubbard's Pearmain ; the latter is an excellent late Dessert-
a PPle, and its merits are not generally known; it is a Norfolk
soi t, very hardy, and an abundant bearer.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
Dec. 6.—Lord Spencer in the chair. Mr. Brande stated that

having been calied on at a short notice to deliver two Lectures
before the Society, he had fixed upon the subject of Lime and
play, as being the most important to Agriculturists. Chemistry
had now advanced far enough to be of service to Agriculturists,
and this had been remarkably the case since the period in which
Minute analyses of plants had proved the necessity of attending
not only to the bulk of materials of which the soil was composed,
out to the substances which existed only in minute quantities.
Ihe ingredients of the soil may be divided, 1st, into those which
form the bulk of the soil, as sand, clay, and lime; and 2dly, those
Particular substances, which only enter into the composition of
some soils, such as some of the salts of lime, soda, potassa, iron,m auganese, &c. Lime is a compound of a metal and oxvgen,
constituting an oxide. The metal is called Calcium, and is very
difficult to obtain, but it resembles in its general properties potas-
S'um, the metal of the alkali potassa. (Here the lecturer per-
formed the experiment of burning potassium on water.) Like
Potassium, calcium has a strong affinity for oxygen, and on
throwing it on water its oxygen is abstracted, and hydrogen
*n a state of combustion is set free. Lime has the properties
of an alkali, and acts upon test-paper in the same manner as
Potass and soda. It does not exist pure in a native state, but is
always found combined with some acid. The acid with which it
is most frequently combined is the carbonic acid, which consists
°f carbon and oxygen. (Carbon, or charcoal, was here burnt in
oxygen to prove the formation of carbonic acid.) Carbonate of
time exists in the greatest abundance in the hills, rocks, and
fountains of the globe, and is found in what the geologist scall
the primary, secondary, and tertiary rocks. In the first it is
lound in the form of marble, in the second in the form of lime-
stone and chalk, and in the third in immense beds of shells.
One of the properties of carbonate of lime is, that it effervesces
with acids and gives off carbonic acid. If a soil containing car-
Donate of lime be submitted to the action of dilute muriatic or
^uiphuric acid, and the whole bulk be weighed before and after
tne experiment, the quantity lost will indicate the quantity of
carbonic acid present. Amongst many of the limestones other
substances besides carbonate of lime are found. Thus the chalk
at Brighton has been found to contain a great number of animal-
cules, ana the consequence of their presence is that phosphate

I
of lime exists in it also, which is a very important ingredient.

The following is an analysis of such chalk :—
Carbonate of lime . • • • • 98'5/

Caibonate of magnesia .... 0'38

Phosphate of lime 0"11

Oxides of iron and manganese • . 0'14

Alumina and silica •
0'80

lOO'OO

Chalk with the phosphate might be a valuable manure for chalk

without it. In order to get the lime, the carbonic acid must be

got rid of. This is effected by heat, as in limekilns. Fifty cwt.

of carbonate of lime or chalk yields 28 cwt. of lime, and 22 cwt.

of carbonic acid are driven off ; lime consisting of 22 parts car-

bonic acid and 28 parts lime. Chalk should always be burned in

a current of air, and the more moisture this contains the better.

If lime is exposed to the atmosphere it absorbs water and carbonic

acid, forming a hydrate of lime and a carbonate of lime. Such is

Ithe affinity of lime for water, that it will dry air exposed to its

influence in a confined space. "When water is poured on lime it

is rapidly absorbed and heat is given out, so that a match may be
lighted by it. This is called slaked lime. When this;iime is exposed
to the air it absorbs carbonic acid, which always exists in the air,

and parts with its water. Lime is soluble in 700 times its weight
of pure water, and in this state becomes the best possible test of

the existence of carbonic acid. If shaken in a vessel con-

taining carbonic acid, whether from the combustion of a

candle, the respiration of an animal, or the fermenting vat of a

brewery the lime-water becomes milky from the presence of car-

bonate of lime. Carbonic acid may be proved to exist thus even
in spring water and in the water of the river Thames. When car-

bonic acid is in excess in water it dissolves the chalk or car-

bonate of lime, and whilst under pressure the water holds it in

solution, but the moment the carbonic acid is given off then
the carbonate of lime falls down, and this is the origin of the

stalactites and stalagmites of many of our caverns and springs.

The uses of lime in Agriculture are several : 1st, it decomposes
vegetable matter, and converts it into what is called humus ; 2d,

it neutralises acids which may collect in the soil; 3d, it decom-
poses injurious salts of iron, forming an inert oxide of that
metal; 4th, it decomposes the various aluminous compounds,
setting free their elements; 5th, it decomposes bone manure, and
thus produces ammonia, a very valuable constituent in soils.

When ammonia comes incontactwith potash it becomes converted
into nitric acid, and thus are probably formed the large nitre

beds of various parts of India ; 6ih, when it comes in contact
with felspar it evolves the potash and the silica of these rocks,
and thus produces the best possible soil for the growth of the

gramineous plants which are known to require so much silica.

One of the best tests for the presence of lime is the oxalate of

ammonia, which throws down in lime-water a copious white
precipitate, which is oxalate of lime. The presence of carbonate
of lime alone may always be ascertained in rocks by its making a
clear solution in weak acids, but if there is magnesia or other
salts, then the solution becomes turbid. It had been stated that

lime is beneficial to plants, as they excrete from their roots
an acid which, on coming in contact with the lime, is converted
into a soluble salt, which is then taken up into the system of

the plant. The sulpha' e and phosphate of lime are to be treated
of in the next lecture. The lecture was illustrated by a number
of judiciously-selected and well-performed experiments. The
Duke of Richmond, at the conclusion of the lecture, proposed a
vote of thanks to Mr. Brande, who had at a short notice, in con-
sequence of the indisposition of Dr. Playfair, the Society's

chemist, prepared the admirable lecture they had just listened

to. He also proposed a vote of thanks to the Council of the

Royal Institution for the use of their lecture-room. This pro-
position was carried by acclamation. Lord Spencer, having con-
gratulated the Society on the promising aspects of the union of

Chemistry and Agriculture, presented Mr. Brande the thanks of
the Society.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.
Dec. 5.—Edward Fcrster, Esq., in the chair. Mr. Westwood

exhibited specimens of CEstrideous insects, from Professors Zet-
terstedt and Dehlbon, which proved that the species previously
described by Mr. Bracy Clarke in the Transactions of the Society
were but the different sexes of the same species. A large collec-

tion of dried fruits was presented by Mr. John Smith, of Kew,
for the Museum. Mr. N. B. Ward presented a specimen of the
Shea Butter, the produce of the Bassia Parkii, which had been
collected by Dr. Stanger during the recent Niger expedition.
The fruit of this plant was exhibited in Mr. Smith's collection.

Several fruits were also presented by Mr. Ralphs. Srme further
observations were read by the Secretary from Mr. Griffiths, on
the family Cytinaceee. A detailed account of theThottea grandi-
flora, with observations on its theoretical structure, accom-
panied with drawings, was also read from the same gentleman.
Mr. Solly exhibited several specimens of the preparations of the
mules of Loranthus globosus, Acrostichum dimorphum, and
Santalum, which he had received from Mr. Griffiths, illustrating

his papers in the Transactions of the Society. Mr. Varley exhi-
bited a microscope with a new movable stage, and specimens of
the Philodice roseola, obtained in the vicinity of London. Mr.
Ross exhibited a new object-glass, which he had constructed the
one-twelfth of an inch focus, which was highly commended by
the microscopists present. A collection of the fruits of Con;-
ferae from Dropmore were exhibited from Lady Grenville. There
were excellent specimens of most of the fruits of the genera
Pinusand Abies, and amongstothers ofthePinus Douglas.').

NOTICES of NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Veronica spkciosa.—Showy-flowered Speedwell. (Half-
hardy Greenhouse Shrub.) Scrophularinse. Diandria Mono-
eynia. This beautiful species of Veronica was first described by
Mr. Allan Cunningham in the *' Botanical Magazine/' And he
then took occasion to remark—"Of all the plants of New Zealand
with which botanists have made us acquainted, we know
of none more to be desired wherewith to enrich our collec-

tions, than this very remarkable and beautiful Speedwell,
judging both from the first specimens we have received, and
from the description given of it on its native hills by its dis-

coverer, Richard Cunningham. Since the country around its

locality, at the mouth of the Hokianga river, is now occupied by
Europeans, let us hope soon to receive the seeds, which we may
reasonably expect will succeed as well as the Clianthus has done,
in the open borders; the elevated grounds occupied by our
Veronica being greatly exposed to the prevalent tempests of its

weather-beaten coast, in nearly the same degree of southern
latitude (about 36°) in which we believe the Clianthus has lately

been found. Living plants have been brought over by Mr. Edgerly
from Hokianga, which were purchased by Mr. Knight, in
whose ExoticNursery they'produced their fine spikes of blue purple
flowers in the month of September of the present year. It is at
present too rare to run the risk of exposing it to an English
winter; but it thrives well in a cool greenhouse. The Royal
Botanic Garden of Kew is indebted to Mr. Knight for the posses-
sion of this scarce plant. In its native country it attains to a
height of from three to six feet."

—

Curtis's Botanical Magazine.
Baruingtonia spkciosa. Showy Barringtonia. {Stove Shrub

.)

Myrtacese. Monadelphia Polyandria.—Cultivators will be pleased

to find that this noble plant, which is chiefly known in our stoves
for its very handsome foliage, and for the alleged difficulty of
growing it well, has produced its remarkable inflorescences in

the stove of Colonel Baker, at Salisbury. From Mr. Dodds,
gardener to Colonel Baker, we have received the following
account of the species, kindly furnished by the Rev. J. Greenly

;

—" It is a stately tree, which grow3 plentifully towards the coast
of many of the islands in the Southern or^Pacific Ocean, as well

[
as in the various parts of India, China, and the Indian Islands.
The bark is ash- coloured. The branches are numerous and
spreading. The leaves are often more than a foot in length, of a
strong and firm texture, with a lucid surface, and of a beautiful
bright green. The flowers are numerous, large and white, with
a vast number of stamens of a deep sanguineous purple. They
are produced from the upper parts of the branches, and blow
chiefly in the evening, falling off the next morning, and are fol-
lowed in succession by others. The tree continues in flower for
a considerable time." Mr. Dodds has likewise favoured us with
some interesting facts regarding his treatment of the plant. He
says:—" We have had it about thirteen years. It is a plant of
easy growth, likes plenty of moist heat, abundance of water in
the growing season, and a little bottom-heat. Knowing that the
species, in its native state, attains a great height, I endeavoured
to get age without much height. The plant we have now bloomed
was not more than four feet high when it showed flower. It has
since made new shoots of more than four feet long. When our
first plant was about eight feet high, I cut a foot off the top in
March, and struck it. I found it to root freely, and it was ready
to pot in five weeks. This young plant was well grown, and
about the third year the top again taken off, and treated exactly in
the same way as the other. The plant we have now bloomed was
four years old last March. It was topped a year ago last March,
and kept without a drop of water from November till the middle
of March. It was then started into growth. About the beginning
of May it had made shoots a foot or more in length, when I
turned it out of the pot, shook nearly all the soil away, and cut
back the roots. I then potted it into a twelve-inch pot, in a
mixture of charcoal, loam, sand, and peat, and on the 4th of the
following month (June) it threw up a fine spike of flowers. It is

highly fragrant, something like Cereus grandiflorus, but more
powerful. M The remains of the flower-spike sent to us measured
twenty-two inches in length. Such is the process by which this
splendid plant was induced to bloom. It is rich in instruction.
The genus was named Butonica by Rumphius; this title has
since been abandoned for one which commemorates the Hon.
Dairies Barrington.— Paxton's Botanical Magazine.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Analysis of the Raspberry-bush.—Having noticed that

tbe Raspberry-bush sprung up wherever fields had been
burnt over, and also by the side of decomposing stone
walls, Dr. J. was led to analyse it, with the expectation

of finding an unusual amount of potash. The following

are the results of the analysis of the Rubus strigosus :

—

1000 grains of the dry Raspberry-bushes were burnt in a
platina dish, in a muffle, and the ashes collected in this

manner were found to be burnt perfectly free from carbon.

The amount of ashes from 1000 grains of the bushes was
16*2 grains, or 1-62 per cent. They were easily melted and
flowed in the capsule. The fused ashes, analysed in the

usual manner, yielded

—

Silicic acid .... 0*25 or percent. 0*025

Phosphate of I.ime . .
3'65 „ o*365

Carbonate of Lime . . S'40

Potash 5'24

Soda 0-50

Ox. Manganese . . . l'OO

>»

ft

n

340
0'524

0*050

o-ioo

Carbonic acid

14'04

2-16

16*20

1*404

— Proceedings of Boston Society of Natural History.

Allotments.— Before reaching the factory of Messrs.
Gott of Leeds, we pass by a pair of folding-gates, giving
entrance to a large plot of ground presenting a twofold
interest, both from the purpose to which it is now applied,

and from the improvements which it indicates in the

mode of manufacture. This ground was formerly occupied
as a tenter-field, where the woollen cloth, in various stages

of its manufacture, was suspended by hooks on rails to

dry. But the custom became introduced, by degrees, of

drying the cloth in close rooms or galleries heated by
steam or by hot air ; and this has been found in various

ways so much more efficacious, that the old system of

Centering is no longer acted on in large establishments.

The tenter-ground thus set at liberty has been laid out in

a series of gardens for the workmen in the factory, and
thus presents a most pleasant and healthful boundary to

the factory on the eastern side. The extent of ground
thus laid out is about eight acres, divided into 142 allot-

ments of nearly equal size. Such of the workmen as

take an interest in gardening are allowed to cultivate these

little allotments, paying a trifling sum in the form of rent,

not as a source of profit to the proprietors, but to give

tbe men an undisputed right to the produce which they

toay have cultivated. Nearly all the allotments are in a

flourishing and healthy condition, each one staked off,

separated from the others, and numbered, and each one

serving to denote the kind of produce which its cultivator

chooses to select. Some contain flowers chiefly
; while

others (and these more generally) contain such culinary

vegetables as Potatoes, Cabbages, Lettuces, Onions, &c.

The family of one of the workmen reside in a kiud of

lodge near the entrance, and to this family the care of the

garden is intrusted. Opposite the lodge is a tool-house,

where, on hooks and nails properly numbered, hang all

the gardening tools, such as spades, hoes, rakes, and so

forth, each renter having his own tools. In this tool-

house is a board inscribed with the • Rules and Regula-

tions ' which the proprietors have established for the good

management of the garden : such as the hours during

which the workmen and their families may have access to

the garden, the admission of the friends of the workmen,

and other arrangements of a similar character. In a busy

town such as Leeds, where houses and factories are neces-

sarily congregated very thickly, the existence of a

plot of garden-ground in such a situation is important in

respect to the health of those who live near, independent

of the good effects likely to result from the maintenance

of these kindly relations between masters and workmen.
-

—

Penny Magazine.

Bermuda Coffee.—Coffee was introduced into Bermuda

almost as early as into Jamaica. Its cultivation being

neglected, it has maintained itself as if it were an indi-

genous plant, growing wild under the Cedars. The quality

of this Coffee is excellent, so that the Bermudians never

find any they import to equal it. Mocha lies in a more
southern latitude, but the Mocha Coffee is said to grow on
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5° orterraced mountains, having a temperature of about 8

86", which is exactly the summer temperature of the Ber-

mudas. The Coffee-tree thus maintaining itself in a wild

itate in Bermuda is an interesting subject, and in a public

address the Governor, Col. Reid, has recently directed

attention to it. Some which has been sent us by his Excel-

lency proves of the finest quality, and would doubtless

take a very high rank in the European market.

Substitute for Wood.—A singular substance has lately

reached this country from Singapore, and promises to be-

come of some importance as a material for the handles of

knives, tools, and all instruments which require great

strength. It is a pale greyish salmon-coloured material,

rather stringy, softening at 150°, and then capable of being

moulded into any form. It is hard, compact, and not very

unlike horn in texture. We believe it has been found by

Mr. Edward Solly to be analogous to India-rubber in its

chemical constitution.

Australian Wheat.—Some fine specimens of Australian

"Wheat have recently arrived in this country. They con-

sist of white Wheat, equal, if not superior, to the finest

English. The lot of which we have seen a sample cost

35.?. a quarter at Hobart Town, where it was shipped ;
the

freight and expense amounted to from 10s. to 12$. a qr.,

and the duty to 5s., so that it cost the importers from

50s. to 52s. a qr. in England. As it is worth from 58s.

to 60s. a qr. at London or Liverpool, it will leave a fair

profit. This is, however, chiefly owing to the very low

rates of freight, and the abundance of grain in the

Hobart Town market.

—

Liverpool Paper.

The African Guano Islands.—If it is true that between

40 and 50 vessels have gone out to bring guano from

the rocky islands on the west coast of Africa, there will

be no want of that article next year, even if the West
India planters, who have begun to use it freely for their

sugar-canes, should require a larger supply than they have

yet had. Immense beds of it are known to exist on two

of the islands lying on that desert and uninhabited coast,

which stretches from the southern point of the Portuguese

possessions of Congo, almost to the Great Orange River,the

northern boundary of the British possessions at the Cape ;

and as rain rarely if ever falls along this coast, it is pro-

bable that the guano will be found to have been collecting

in the same manner, on the whole of the islands along it,

for centuries. The first guano searchers who landed on

those islands had to fight as fiercely with the birds for

their cargoes as Eneas and his companions had to fight

with the harpies of old in defence of their dinners.

—

Liverpool Times.
Cider.—In the last Number of the "Pharmaceutical

Journal n we find the following useful information on

Cider making :
—" The usual system is to filter, fine with

isinglass, and rack frequently, leaving the bunghole open

until fermentation has ceased. When living in a fruit

country, I had placed in my cellar three pipes of cider

which had been a day or two previously pressed from the

fruit. I added to each cask four ounces of isinglass in

solution, and one pound of coarsely-powdered charcoal.

I then bunged it down, and introduced a tube through

the bung of the shape of a siphon, the contrary end dip-

ping intojjwater for the purpose of excluding the atmo-

spheric airland at the same time ensuring the safety of

the vessel. When it had dropt tolerably fine, I racked it

as quickly as possible, adding another quantity of the

solution of isinglass and charcoal, stopping it down as

before. At* the expiration of three weeks fermentation

had ceased. I withdrew the tube and stopped the hole in

the bung, and found I had a bright, rich, and delicious

beverage, which continued in the same state until it was

drunk."
New Works on Botany, $c— Ledbeour's "Flora

Rossica," Vol. ii., fasc. 4, containing the orders from

Amygdalese to Saxifragaceje. M EIojo Historico de Don
Mariano La Gaeca, ,> by Dr. Agustin Yafiez y Girona,

President of the Academy of Sciences of Barcelona.

° De Candolle's Prodromus," Vol. viii., completing the

work as far as Asclepiadacese, which are from the hand of

M. Decaisne.

Extraordinary Produce.—On three acres and a quarter

of land on Chatmoss, near Manchester, and only reclaimed

some three or four years ago, there has been dug up this

season 595 loads of Potatoes, of 2521bs. each, and equal

to 67£ tons, and worth fully 54s. per ton. The land is

tinder the superintendence of the guardians of the Man-
chester Union.— Country Paper.

The Rose Amateur's Guide. By T. Rivers, Jun. 12mo.

1843. Longman. 3rd Edition.

What can we say of this, the third edition of Mr. Rivers'

" Rose Amateur's Guide," except that it excels its prede-

cessors ? No book which we possess gives so good an

account of the origin and classification of varieties ; no

book deals with their management, in a concise way, better

;

no book has more claim to the approval of the gardening

public. We have some remarks to make on its details,

but those we shall treat of in another place. The cultiva-

tion of Roses in pots for the greenhouse is a new topic,

which is treated thus by the author :

—

44 For this purpose a selection should be made of some

of the finer varieties of China and Tea-scented Roses on

their own roots ; it may also include such Bourbons as

the Queen, Acidalie, Crimson Globe, Grand Capitaine,

Madame Nerard, Madame Margat, Proserpine and Phoe-

nix, and Noisette's Miss Glegg, Lelieur, Ne Plus Ultra,

and Victorieuse. These are all of dwarfish and compact

habit, and free bloomers. Presuming these Roses to be

procured in the spring or summer, in the usual small pots

they are generally grown in by the cultivators for sale.

they should be immediately potted into pots called 32s,
J

(these are generally 7 inches deep, by 6 over at the surface,)

in a compost of turfy sandy loam and well-rotted manure,

equal quantities, or leaf-mould ; if the latter is used, two-

thirds to one-third of loam will be as well ; this compost
must not be sifted, but merely chopped into pieces as

large as a walnut : the fine mould, which will, as a matter

of course, result from this chopping, must not be separated

from the pieces of turf, but all must be well mixed with

the manure or leaf-mould. The pots should then be filled

about one-third wilh broken pieces of crockery or pot-

sherds, the plants taken from the small pots, and the balls

of earth gently pressed so as to loosen them ;
place each

plantain the centre of the large pot, press the earth well

round them, give a soaking of water, and plunge them in

the sawdust or tan in some sunny exposed place, where

they may have all the sun our fickle climate will give

them. They may remain here till early in October, when
they should be removed into the greenhouse ; but a fort-

night before taking them into their winter quarters, lift

every pot, and place it on the surface of the bed in which

theyhave been plunged : their roots then become hardened,

and bear the dry warm air of the greenhouse without

injury : they should at this time also be pruned into any

handsome desirable shape, (a compact bush is perhaps

the prettiest,) or, if tall plants are required, the long

shoots may be fastened to a neat painted stick. Roses

thus treated will come into bloom in the greenhouse in

April, and continue one of its brightest ornaments till the

beginning of June; they should then be repotted into

larger pots if large plants are wished for, and again

plunged in the open air till the autumn : care must be
taken to place the pots on slates, to prevent their roots

getting through the bottoms of the pots. If compact and

pretty little plants are required the same pots may be

used, merely reducing the roots, so that the pot will hold

a small quantity of compost for the plant to feed upon.

A most excellent compost for potted Roses may be made
as follows :—Pare some turf from a loamy pasture ; the

parings must not be more than one inch in thickness;

bake them in an oven about twelve hours, when the tem-

perature is equal to that just after it has been used for

baking bread ; they must not be burned :
* this, chopped

as before directed, with equal parts of rotten manure,

forms one of the very finest of composts. The plants

must be looked to carefully in spring, and whenever

infested by the aphis, or green-fly, tobacco-smoke must

be applied : extraordinary luxuriance of growth may be

given by watering them once a week with guano-water."

Erratum.—In the review of "Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry,"

p. 846, we omitted to state that the quotation relating to

Phosphates was from his (( Letters," a little work noticed at

p. 7/6.

THE NATURALIST'S. CORNER.
(Continuedfrom prige 8470

68. Sponges.—There are about fifty different species of

this well-known marine production, which has been in use

from very early times, and regarding which naturalists

were long embarrassed whether to assign it a place in the

animal or vegetable kingdom. Most authorities now agree

in putting the sponges in the lowest scale of the former.

The best are those which come from the Archipelago,

where they abound near many of the islands, whose in-

habitants may be said to subsist by the sponge-fishery, if

it may so be called. At the Cyclades, sponge-diving

forms the chief employment of the population. By the

old physicians, sponge was regarded as a cure for a long

list of maladies : this list is now much abridged, though

burnt sponge, in which form only it is used, still has a

place in the Materia Medica.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS/or the ensuing week.

Thb fact that earthenware pipes have been fitted together so

as to hold water, is, indeed, of essential service. In 1834 I saw a
complete failure, on a large scale, in an attempt to heat a Pinery
with these pipes, jointed with cement; hut, from want of perse-

verance, I thought the experiment had not been fairly tested, and
not wishing to prejudge the question when it was proposed to

repeat the experiment at Chiswick, I was silent respecting it

—

besides, I had heard that something of the sort had succeeded in

the neighbourhood of Newcastle two or three years since. When
one man succeeds in a thing where twenty fail, it shows
how essential it is for Gardeners to persevere in experiments,
even after repeated trials. Apart from the operations of the
garden, we ought thoroughly to understand all the details of

building hothouses, pits, and other structures, thebest modes of

painting and glazing, and all the minutiae of fitting-up boilers,

pipes, flues, and tanks, &c. : not, perhaps, that we should, prac-

tise these things with our own hands, but to be aware- if others

did so for us in the best and cheapest manner. And this know-
ledge gives a confidence which is really necessary when we are

called upon to conduct these affairs. When alterations or addi-

tions are to be made in the present mode of heating hothouses, &c,
whether for the purpose of building a better flue, or for adopting a

hot-water apparatus with pipes or tanks, or for all three combined
—there are many minor points as necessary to be attended to as

first principles. There is a kind of fire-proof mortar which I have
used almost every season for the last 15 years, which I do not
recollect to have seen noticed in any publication; this I would
strongly recommend to be used instead of common mortar for all

fire-places, flues, and for building pits— that are always more or less

moist with the liniv.gs—-also for pointing or filling up joints along
the tops of old garden walls, &c. ; it is made with two thirds of

the best limestone and one third of the gritty black dust from a

blacksmith's forge, both sifted very fine and well mixed, without
any sand : it stands heat equally with fire-bricks, and sets nearly

as hard as Roman cement; it requires more time to prepare than
common mortar, and more labour to spread it with the trowel

—

but it may be made softer than common mortar, which removes
the difficulty of applying it, and it will dry in half the time the

usual mortar would take. I entertained the idea for some time

of making a quantity of it with common oil, as we make putty,

to try how it would answer for jointing earthenware pipes, first

painting the joints as "J.M." mentions in a late Chronicle.

I may some day try this, but I think "J. M.'s" plan much better.

We all know, in glazing, that front putty should not be put on
* J have used, with much success, turf roasted on a sheet of

iron (placed in temporary brickwork) under which a moderate
fire has been kept : about one hour's roasting is sufficient, This
chars the turfy side, and acts most beneficially.^^

until the slip of glass under it is first painted and dry—putty thus

put on never parts with the glass until it perishes, which was the

great fault in old-fashioned glazing. Even the simple article

putty is seldom made as it ought to be for pits and hothouses

liable to extremes of temperature: whitening, boded or lin-

seed oil, with a little spirits of turpentine (or " driers," as it is

called), arc all that is thought necessary for garden purposes;

but this soon perishes in some situations, and if you add one

tenth white lead it gets so hard that it is difficult to get off when
repairs are necessary. The best glaziers now make it thus

:

10 lbs. whitening, 1 lb. white lead, with the necessary quantity of

boiled oil and driers, and a wine-glassful of the best sweet oil—

this last prevents the white lead from hardening, and also

preserves the putty for a long time;— all putty ought to be made
some time before it is used. Since it has become general to

putty laps, or use long panes, it is necessary that the painting

should be of a soft tint, to lessen
L
the effects of the reflected rays

on the leaves of plants trained near the glass. I have known
Vine- leaves to be much scorched by incautiously leaving the bt>rs

inside with no more paint than the first coat of red, or priming j

and I think the cause of the reflected rays from the red bars

scorching the leaves was explained to the British Association at

Cork last August.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinery.— I hasten to correct an error into which an Amateur
has fallen in the third week of his Fine-growing, in an attempt to

kill the white-scale on them. "The stable-litter filled the pit with

steam or fog, with the thermometer at 55° in the morning." This

was at least 10° too low: the plants arc not under a course of

culture, but undergoing a process for killing the scale, and ought
for a few days to be at from 70° to 100°—for all experience proves

the ammoniacal gas to be most destructive at a high tempera-

ture. Some of the old gardeners used to finish the process in a

few hours; in 1824 I saw about 50 young Pines cleaned com-
pletely in two hours and a half, thus:— a bed was made up of

fresh dung, and as soon as the heat was at its highest the bed was
covered with hurdles, the plants turned out of the pots, and

inserted over the hurdles, the glass put on, and covered with a

double mat; the suffocating heat was very high, and the plants

were completely cleaned in that time, and did not seem to be in

any way injured—but I recollect they were shaded from the sun

for some weeks afterwards. " You know," says a friend, " when
I came here, the Pines were bad with the scale and mealy bug

;

1 disrooted them all in August, gave them a good lining of dung,

and kept them well excited until October, and by the next spring

they were clean, and I have not seen any of these pests since."

This was a more rational mode than the former, and the summer
months are preferable for the operation.

Vinbry.—Any Vinery that is to be forced on this side of

January should be begun forthwith, if only to give more time to

the plants to ripen the crop. Begin very gently at first, with no

more than 50° of fire-heat, and let the air be saturated with mois-

ture— if from a few barrowfuls of hcrscdung or leaves all the

better. Let the outside borders be well covered, and those inside

stirred, and well watered with tepid water.
PnACH-nousis.—The Peach-tree also requires a slow move-

ment at first; and to have the fruit ripe by the middle of May
the house should now be closed, with a temperature of 45°. At

this low temperature the house does not require so moist an

atmosphere as the Vine; yet it is a good practice to syringe the

trees night and morning with water at the same, or rather a

higher, temperature than that of the house. If insects have been

seen on the trees last summer this is a good time to destroy either

them or their eggs; indeed, it is a general rule to coat over the

trees at this time with paint made of sulphur and soft soap,

with a little soot to give a dark colour.

Cucumbers.— In Mr. Johnson's very useful Almanac it is said

the Cucumber "is more sedulously cultivated in Suffolk than

in any other county in England." I am in correspondence with

some of the most successful growers, and I learn that the plants

are stronger than usual this winter. "We shall have a trial of

the most successful cultivation decided next February; not so

much as to individual growers as to the systems of growing

them with dung and with hot-water." As the best growers in

the country have patronised the "Ipswich Cucumber Society,"

it will, indeed, be interesting to know how far the two systems

will maintain the views of their advocates. For these prize

Cucumbers a range of 10° is allowed for surface-heat, from 75° to

85°, with a bottom-heat of about 00°, with air every day.

Kidney-Beans and Strawberries.—Preparations for both

should now be made. The top shelves of the Peach-house is the

best place to begin the Strawberries, except where pits are

devoted to them.
Out-door Department.

Besides the regular work of manuring and digging the ground,
there are many things which ought to be seen to in the dead of

winter in and around the kitchen-garden; anything which can

be done to forward spring work is useful. I have been more
than once asked last summer to say something about making
borders for fruit-trees. There is hardly anything that can he

added on the subject; nothing in the whole range of garden
literature is better supplied than this subject. Many years since

1 broke up an old Vine-border which was well drained with round
stones, brickbats, and the like, to the depth of 18 inches in some
places, but many of the roots found their way through the

drainage, and some of them were severely injured, being pressed

between the stones by their own growth, showing that rubble

drainage, though best for keeping the border dry, is not effectual

to keep the roots from the subsoil. I believe a young root would
find its way down through a yard deep of such drainage, if the

soil below was at all wet. Besides a provision for drainage

there ought to be an impervious bottom, to keep back the roots;

and the best thing I know for that purpose is chalk broken
small, and well rammed when perfectly dry ; if it is put together

in a wet state it will form o compact mass through which the

drainage cannot enter. The bottom of a border made on a bed

of chalk is always in a dry state, and well suited for the roots of

all plants ; the chalk acts like a sponge against the soil, keeping
it in a friable, porous state.

II.—FLOWER-GARPEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department.

Stovk.— I have heard that a new stove climber has been
beautifully in bloom for more than two months, and no one
thought of sending it to a botanist to be described. Negligence

was the sole cause in this case. Stove climbers that have
been gradually pruned for the last two months should now
be finished off, both for their own sake and to let in more
light. Few people think of pruning house-climbers alto-

gether at once. Those climbers which bloom on the young
wood, like the Grape-vine, should be closely pruned. To these

belong the Passion-flowers, the Ipomceas, and Echites, &c,
while those that bloom ot\ last year's wood, as most of the Big-

nonias do, must be left in long shoots till after flowering time,

and then these shoots may be cut oft" altogether, to make way f°r

another succession, if not wanted to fill up vacant spaces.
Grebnuouse.— After trying all modes of heating a greenhouse

I prefer the old flue after all, but not such flues as were in use m
many places 20 years since; it is the least expensive of all the

modes that have been tried, and as effectual as any of them ;
but

I allude to a detached house: when a greenhouse is joined to

a stove, pipes, or a tank in the way of Mr. Beck's, are more

ready and economical, as, by turning a cock, or opening a valve,

you get heat at once to meet a sudden change in the weather.

The only attention required now among greenhouse plants is to

keep them free from damp, by having the house well aired, and

all dead leaves removed, the soil stirred occasionally in the pots,

and to use as little water as possible.

Conservatory.—" This season has brought out some first-

rate Chrysanthemums, new in colour, and so distinct that one
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can easily select 12 well-marked varieties :" so writes a London
nurseryman on whose opinion I can rely. Conservatory climbersXT ?.°^° pr
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> especially any dwarf ones that are to he
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,Ce they bcS'n t0 Prow, you cannot well

handle them for this purpose. The finest growth of Orange-
trees I ever saw was at Hurst House, near Prescot, in 1832, and
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* 10 sr' ccessful gardener there, tells me the trees
nave been loaded with fine fruit ever since: and as he managesincm widely different from the usual way, it would be very desir-
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a ,>apci ' from him °» their individual culture, ss

«ho„ • J10 (IePartment of gardening we are less successful in
than ,n the growth of Orange-trees.
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') FltAMI ';s require daily attention, to keep the plants

from damp or decayed leaves, and the forcing-pits

ht. Those flower-bed

should now be

snouid be smoked regularly every fortnigl
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that (!o not Btfike in sun" "iwuiu ««« u,
"lou^iit to the forcing-pits, to have voung shoots ready for cut-
tings in January.— D. Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

tate of the Weather near London for the week ending Dec. 7, 1843, aa
observed at the Horticultura l Garden, Chiswick.
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; overcast; clear and frosty.

Z" Jy'Kl»t frosty haze; exceedingly fine; hazy at night.
« Hazy

; cloudy and mild throughout the day and ni^ht.
*. Hazy and drizzly

; cloudy at nitfht.

£• Hrizzly; cloudy and mild ; fine.

~" y.°.ar ;in(l fine throughout.
'• Quickly overcast; drizzly; fine at night.

Mean temperature 01 the week i!.0° above the average.
Mate of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, fox the ensuing

Week ending December Iff, 1043.
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and !\? '\ifihest temperature occurred on the 13th, in 1042—thermometer Gl»>;
uio lowest on the 14th, in 1040,—thermometer 18°.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
T 11j

For tlie Week ending Dec. 8, 1843.

tho"
B m open weatner during the week has rather increased

^ne supply of Vegetables. Fruits are also, generally speaking,
""unuant; but trade still continues dull. Pidc-apples arc good
»a qmte sufficient to meet the demand. Hothouse Grapes are

Port
00,

^
ml have rath cr advanced in price since our last Report;

arii 1 ,
-°nes conti»«e to be supplied in large quantities, and

^rc good in quality. The supply of Apples has been pretty well

d*™ Y
durin

ff the week, and Pears are sufficient to meet the

Oil™ £
mon& the latter we noticed some good specimens of

nrnff\V^r
Chaumontel and Beurre Bosc. Oranges have been

E^JS^T?if??fi ift? <iu"n8: the week ; a few Seville ones have
good
ing at

A few nr\
**«" "" *-'x'x"*vo u* il>& uuui ua. co is.va. per izuunches.

wool- .

fc>avovs have been brought to the Market during the
jrwB-ic, and are selling at from 6d. to Is. 6d. per dozen. We also
«ouce(l a few punnets of Sea-kale and French Beans; the latteraie selling from 35. to 4s. per 100. Celery is good and plentiful. Aew New Potatoes have been supplied since our last Report,
tnese are selling at from 3d. to 6tf. per lb. Endive and other^lading are abundant. Cut Flowers chiefly consist of Erica
ycmalis and gracilis, Roman Narcissus, Poinciana pulcherrima,

jr5!
u

?
nia

»
venusta, Luculia gratissima, Lechenaultia formosa!

^enotrojiums, Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Chrysanthemums,
^uieranas, Camellias, China and Perpetual Hoses.
PN* a .

PRICKS, Saturday, December 9, 1848.—FRUITS 1—

Encyclopedia of Geography" and " Kollar on Insects " will
probably answer your purpose. We never mention the names
of publishers or the prices of their books; it is for them to
advertise them if they wish to sell them.—Although Knight's
" Old England," of which the first part, has just appeared, does
not at present appear to have any relation to gardening, yet it
is so beautiful a book, so wonderfully cheap, and so useful to
all who wish to be informed concerning the history of their
own country, that we recommend every gardener who has \s.6d,
a month at command to procure it. Time was when a cut like
that of the Druid's Oak would have sold for the price of an
entire part of the work.—We can only acknowledge the receipt
of "Mr. Redman's Remarks on the Lighthouse System of
Great Britain," a pamphlet of 49 pages. AConstant Sub-
scriber.—Mr. Selby's "British Forest Trees" is the best work
on Arboriculture; Dix's "Land Surveying" is cheap and a
good book for a beginner; Martin Doyle's " Farmers' Cyclo-
paedia." Q. C, Duhvich.— Loudon's " Suburban Gardener."

t
J. M.— Dr. Bevan on the "Honey-Bee." p. You must
apply to a bookseller, we cannot advertise for them.*

Borders.-Amicus.—We would certainly advise you, if it can be
avoided, not to crop your Peach-tree border lately prepared,
that you are anxious to preserve in good heart, not only because
cropping would rob the border of its nutriment, for that might
be again supplied, but chiefly because it would produce shade,
prevent the free action of heat and air, and thereby keep the
soil damp and low in temperature; but if you must crop it
with Potatoes and Cauliflowers, these should at least be planted
four feet from the trees.*

Carnations.—0.—You may buy superphosphate of lime at the
manufactory of Mr. Lawes, almost weekly advertized in our
columns.

Espaliers.— IF. D.—Fruit can be brought to better perfection
on espaliers than on either dwarf or standard trees. The
former likewise occupy comparatively little space, and'this is
of considerable importance in a small garden. For these in
your northern climate, you may plant the Wormsley Pippin
Ribstone Pippin, Claygate Pearmain, Syke-house Russet!
Rraddick's Nonpareil, Blenheim Pippin, and Scarlet Nonpareil

;

Pears—Hacon's Incomparable, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne (of
Jersey), Thompson's, Ne plus Meuris, and Knight's Monarch

(1iXCREMENTITIOUS MATTER IN VEGETABLES—J. W.—The pas-
sages you quote are in books written four vears ago. Since
that time the.views of physiologists are greatly altered, and the
experiments 'of Macaire have been shown by other observers tobe unworthy of credit.

Exhibitions.—^ Subscriber. — Roses and Cinerarias may beshown at Chiswick in pots of any size.
Fruit-trees.—Surreyensis.—On the northern aspect of the pales
inclosing the outside slip of your garden you may plant the
Dunmore, Marie Louise, Hacon's Incomparable, and Catillac
Pears, Morello Cherries, and Currants. On the eastern aspect
the Glout Mcrceau, Passe Colmar, Winter Nelis, and Ne plus'
MeurisPears.il -A Young Subscriber.— Of the kinds of fruit
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which is rathc'rhandsome. A Country Clergyman.-We do not recognise

izan-
is very

your leaves; those which are cut seem tobelonic tnas'i!thus. No doubt they will flower next vear V? J n

some well-known plant disguised in a fine dress.Your"?!must be protected with haybands or some such contrivance ifthe winter should be very severe. Otherwise Jh«v an- Jifr 'they are safe if-We cannot name your
/. Pope.—Epidcndrum

the wood is well ripened.-
plant without seeing its flowers. _phomiceum.— T^.-Asplenium trichoma
vulgare. A Subscriber.—Your Ferns are all correctly namedR. Rdott.—Apparently the Turkey Oak. J r a
Oxalis hirta. *

' '""

Narcissus.—JV.—Ifyou pot this bulb next August, you may have
it in flower by the end of November, without any forcing uswe have had it here this season. B.

Pelargoniums.— Q. C, Dulwich.-The Pelargoniums in yourgreenhouse that are getting very much " drawn," owing to
their being so far from the glass, will not be injured by pinch-
ing off the tops of the young shoots; on the contrary, it will
assist m rendering: them dwarf and bushy; this may also be
effected by pegging down the shoots horizontally on the surface
of the pot.

Pin
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"U^ per lb. ad to iw

Red Capsloums, 4* to c*
Almonds, per peck, 6'*

Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 2s Gd to 3*
Nuts, Spanish, per busheJ, lo>— Brazil, 16s— Hazel, 3* to 4*

— Harrelona, 22* to 24*— Cob. 12*

Chesnuls, per peck, 4* to a*
Filberts, English, plOOlbs., 55* to GO*
Uarberries, per hf.-sv-, 3* t" 4*
Tomatoes, per hfc-sv-, 3* t 5*

TABLES*
Onions, Spring p. doz. boh., 2* to"3*

to 2* — Large, per bushel, 2* to a*jj— Spanish, per doz., U 6(/ to 4*_ pickling;, p. hf.-sv., 8* Grf to 4* 6d
Shallots, per lb., [yd to Sd
Chilis, per 100, l*to2*
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, Gd to 1*— Cos, per score, Grf to 1*
Celery, per bun., (It/ to 2*

Mushrooms, per pottle, l*'tol| Grf

Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, \2s to 20*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2rf to 3rf

Watercress, per doz. sin. bun. 3,/ to Grf

Parsley, per doz. bunches, U Grf to 2* Grf

Tarragon, per bun. 2rf to 3rf

Endive, per score, Grf to 1* Grf

Mint, per doz. bunches, l*to&*
Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. 1* Grf to 2*
Chervil, per punnet, 2d to3rf

Salsafy, per bundle, l*tol*Grf
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* to 1* Grf'

you mention the following will be proper for your small
garden :—Strawberries—Keen's Seedling, Downton, Myatt's
British Queen, and Elton ; Peaches—Royal George, Noblesse
Bellegarde, and Late Admirable

; and the Elruge and Violette
Hativc Nectarines ; Apricots—the Royal and Moorpark.l!

^KSNErtAS.--^ ConstantReader.—Your plant of Gesnera elongata
that has been flowering for nearly two years and does notshow any inclination to cease, would die down as Gloxinias do
it water was partially withheld, and if the plant was not ex-
cited. Another beautiful variety of Gesnera, particularly
worthy of cultivation, may be G. zebrina—a very handsome
species of this genus. t

Hkatino.—J. H.—One boiler will do as well as another for such
tank-heating as you mention. All you have to remember is
that if the boiler is open at the top, it must be placed so that
-lie water in it is on the same level as that of the tanks. If it
is a close boiler it will be better to let the flow-pipe rise up to
the tanks. We think 4 inches enough, but there is no realobjection to 8, except the additional expense of tank-work and
the necessity of heating so much larger a quantity of water —A I oung Gardener.—Iron pipes and tanks are not so good
for holding water with which plants are to be watered as slate
hut it is only certain kinds of delicate plants that are affected
by water holding minute quantities of iron in solution, and it is
not at all worth your while to change your iron cisterns now
that you have got them.

Hothouses.—J7. W. B.—There is no particular objection to a
range of houses, one part being used as a greenhouse and the
other as a hothouse, having for their aspect south with a
slight inclination to the east; and supposing that the back wall
of these houses is 15 feet high, another house may be erected
behind this range—but it must be placed so far distant that
the shadow of these will not interfere with it.t

EiTGHBN Gardening.— O.—Vegetable Marrow is grown exactly
like other kinds of Gourd. Hamburgh Parsley is of very little
use. Salsaly you may grow thus:—Sow the seed in drills
about 10 inches apart, in April, in an open part of the garden,

ks. Question. —It would not answer any one's purpose to
sell I ruiting Pine-plants. Buyers would not pay a remunerating
price, and no good fruit would be obtained from them, because

s oiUhefrutt
1 *1 Sh°Cks of a J°nrDev would "start" them, and
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ROV8-~ il conntru Clergyman may prune these likeCommon Laurels. They are not suited for a hedge, but theyform an excellent bank.

Y
Sesquipedalian Words.-/. C.-What punishment ought to
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rdcd to a» author who writes a book without an index !

"f nave spent an entire evening in hunting through the 4to

Srii
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s life> without finding the letter you mention.
Will you be so good as to give us chapter and verse?

Soils.—A Country Clergyman.—€ow-dung is the best substance
you can employ, and "if you can add peat so much the better.
Potters Guano may be applied ad libitum—about 4 cwt. an
acre is usually enough for garden purposes.

Stoves.—Frigid.—Common brick German Stoves are, we be-
heve, unknown in London. ArnotL's Stoves are the nearest
approach to them, and we use them continually with great
satisfaction. Dut ^]iey reqUire careful management: being
lined with fire-bricks, they are free from the objections to iron
stoves.

Worms.—F, J. C—It is true that a solution of corrosive subli-
mate will kill worms, and not grass. We have employed a
very strong solution with impunity. It seems as if the flinty
skin of grass guards it till the corrosive sublimate is decom-
posed and rendered innoxious, although it acts instantly on
animal life. Wood-ashes are excellent manure, and will restore
grass to many places, and so will soot. Apply them in February
or March. '

Miscellaneous.—A Moorland Gardener's further contributions
will be gladly received. A. E. Hobby bank.—The concretion
you sent, formed in the flue of an Arnott's stove, consists of
the ashes of the coals burnt in it, which have been carried up
by the draught of the chimney. It consists chiefly of silica,
alumina, oxide of iron, and sulphuret of iron, cemented together
by sulphate of iron. The latter salt has been formed by the
action of moisture on the sulphuret of iron, of which it appears
your coals contain a large quantity. The best way to prevent
such deposits is to have the flues cleaned out from time to time.
Good coke will yield a light powdery ash, but not form a solid
auostance.B. Surreyensis .-Thanks. Cirencester.—We are
obliged by the hint, and will see what can be done.—Alpha.-Your

never recommend Nurserymen.—An O/d Subscriber had better
aPPly to a patent agent.J JEsculapius.—Sow Henbane in the
beginning of August. The method of making Asphalte paths
is fully described in vol. ii., p. 379.

As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.

To r
Notices to Correspondents.

C0m?RnKSP0Nr>KNTs.— XV. H.—Should be much obliged.
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and are only waiting till room can be found for them : —
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J! tson> A Practical Man, W. B. Booth, Peter Mac-kenzie,
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Wro t Totty, W. G. S., C, and Facile.
H.B.—None of your seedling Apples which you sent
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» except the Stoke Edith Pippin, which resembles
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n PlM>ta in appearance, but is more russeted than is
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the casc with the Golden Pippin- The flavour of the

AsparI Pippin equals that of the Golden Pippin.
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S'^ Cockney.—The stems of your Asparagus plants
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and when the plants are three or four inches high they may be
thinned out to eight inches' distance from each other in the
rows . Oxalis Dcppii is a very nice kitchen-garden root, if cul-
tivated in the manner described in vol. i., p. 68. New Zealand
Spinach is not so good as the Flanders Spinach, which is the
best of all; but it has the merit of standing a hot summer
much better than any other vegetable. If Pear-trees are to
hear in pots or tubs, the latter must be very large, even if the
pears are grafted on the Quince—it is better to graft them on
the Mountain Ash for such a purpose. Apples will bear in pots
if grafted on the true French Paradise Stock. Slate boxes are
better than wooden ones; they are made of sawn slate, and
are sold by Mr. Beck of Isleworlh.

Lawns.—A Cockney.—Aut umn is a good time to apply soot to grass
Lawns ; you may apply it now.t

Manures.—A Constant Subscriber.—The refuse lime from the
gas-works should be spread out and exposed to the action of
the air. If the process which then commences should be com-
pleted by the time that the land is ready for the manure, any
quantity may be laid on with advantage: but as this is not
likely, our correspondent had better make a compost of 1 part
of the lime and 6 parts of the Thames' mud, mixing them tho-
roughly; and he may then apply the compost to the land at the
rate offrom 12 to 20 cart-loads an acre. J. C. O.—Guano is
the best artificial manure for Wheat. J.C.

Melons.— W. R.—We can give you no encouragement in your
hope that the Melon may be rendered more hardy by grafting
on the Gourd. fc

Mice.—A Cockney.—We are not aware ofa better mode of destroy-
ing mice than that of poisoning or trapping them, t

Ulture,

Blanche d'Espagne; 2, Yorkshire Greening; 3, Dumelow's
Seedling.]; S. JV.— 1, Doyenne Gris; 2, Bergamot Cadet-

noil * A lt
y
*\i*i *->« Da*«*h>jC «* Ti-_* _i *-*. *

_*

0. R.— I, Winter Nelis; 5, Beurre Ranee; 6, Passe Col-
mar; 7» Glout Morceau; 8, Bishop's Thumb.

(I C. Judd.—
1, Newbold's Duke of York; 3, Wormsley Pippin; 4, 5, King
of the Pippins; 7 appears to be the Court of Wick ; 8, probably
Cornish Aromatic. ||——W. 5., Kilmarnock.—The Pear No. 1 is
not the Hampden's Bergamot; it is probably the true Longue-
ville, introduced from France by the monks j No. 2 appears to
be Kilwinning.il H. Girvan.—}, Beurre Bosc, exceedingly
large and fine ; 2, Beurre Diel."

Names op Plants.— Inquisitor.— 1, Manettia cordifolia: 2 Ipo
mcea sanguinea. Virions.—Your plant is Bromelia Karatas
or some such plant. It does not produce an eatable fruit!

The Overland Mail has arrived this week with accounts
from Bombay to the 1st Nov., from Lahore to the ]2th
Oct., and from Hong Kong to the 24th August. The
tragical events in the Punjaub are the chief topic of
interest, and that once powerful country is likely to con-
tinue the scene of anarchy and tumult. The rumoured

Murder of Dhyan Singh is confirmed, and a child of six

years of age, the reputed son of Runjeet Singh, has been

placed upon the throne. It is now ascertained that a

great number of principal persons have been murdered in

addition to the Maharajah and his family. It is not known
whether Lord Ellenborough will interfere, though the

assembling of a large army of 30,000 men on the frontier

has induced a general belief in India that he will eventu-

ally do so. Sawan Mull, the powerful chief of Moultan,

was murdered about the time of the first outbreak at

Lahore; Holkar, the ruler of Malwa, has died without

issue, and has been succeeded by his adopted son, though

the numerous claimants who have started for the

throne render his tenure of it precarious. Dost Mahomed
has become very unpopular and is not likely to retain

very long the reins of authority at Cabul. The Eastern

Ghilzies and many of his other subjects are in open

rebellion, his troops have deserted for want of pay, and

an attempt had been made to assassinate him, but with-

out success. The troops in Scinde are suffering severely

from sickness and the events in Lahore will prevent their

being relieved so soon as was expected. There is little

news from China, the only items of intelligence being the

rebuilding of the Bogue forts by the Chinese, and the

issuing of several proclamations exhibiting a wish to pro-

tect the "foreign barbarians."

In France the proceedings of the Due de Bordeaux and

his followers in London are still the cause of much

anxiety in .the Court circles; and the conduct of the

Deputies who have come over to pay homage to the

Prince as King of France is likely to be the sub-

ject of discussion in the ensuing Session of the

Chambers.—From Spain we have the important news

that S. Olozaga, the new Prime Minister, had com-
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pelled the young Queen by personal violence to sign a

decree for the dissolution of the Cortes, As soon as she

was free her Majesty summoned the Presidents and Vice

Presidents of both Chambers, and in compliance with

their advice, a decree was instantly issued dismissing S.

Olozaga from his Ministerial offices. Madrid as might be

expected is in a state of great excitement, and the subse-

quent resignation of all the Ministers renders the formation

of another Cabinet inevitable.—From Greece we learn that

King Otho opened the National Assembly of that country

with a speech from the throne on the 20th ult.—From

Italy we have a contradiction of the rumoured death of

the Pope, and the important announcement that the rami-

fications of the late conspiracy are so extensive, that the

Papal Government have relinquished the idea of trying the

offenders by a military commission.

Court.—Her Majesty and Prince Albert returned to

Windsor Castle on Thursday in excellent health. The
Prince of Wales and the Princesses who remained at the

Castle during her Majesty's absence are quite well. The
Duchess of Gloucester is recovering from her recent ill-

ness. The Earl of Morton has succeeded the Marquis of

Ormonde as the Lord in Waiting, and Sir F. Stovin has

succeeded Admiral Sir R. Otway as the Groom in Waiting

on her Majesty.

Her Majesty^s Visit to the Midland Counties.—The
Queen and Prince Albert left Drayton Manor on Friday

for Chatsworth, the se^t of the Duke of Devonshire. Her
Majesty proceeded by railway from Tamworth toChester-

field, where the Duke of Devonshire was in waiting to

receive her. Nothing could surpass the loyalty with

which the Queen was welcomed at the different stages of

the route, and on arriving at Chatsworth there were no
less than 20,000 persons assembled in the Park to do
honour to the Royal visitants. Her Majesty was received

on alighting by the Duke of Devonshire, who had pre-

ceded the Royal carriage, and immediately conducted to

the saloon, where a dejeuner had been prepared. Among
the visitors assembled to meet her Majesty were Lord
Melbourne, who was invited at the Queen's especial re-

quest, Lord Palmerston, the Marquis of Normanby, Lord
Morpeth, the Duke of Bedford, Lords Alvanley, Beau-

vale, Alfred Paget, Leveson, and Emlyn, Sir A. Clifford,

&c. &c. The Duke of Wellington, accompanied by the

Duke and Duchess of Buccleugh, arrived in the course of

the afternoon. About two o'clock her Majesty, led by
the Duke of Devonshire, and accompanied by Prince

Albert, leading the Duchess of Bedford, and nearly all the

Royal suite, left the saloon, and passing through the mng.ni-

ficer.t oi&n -< ty walked on the bastion at tin, -.vest end of ;iiv_

mansion. The spectators who by the kind permission of his

Grace were allowed without restriction to approach the vici-

nity of the house,were here gratified by an excellent view of

the Queen and the Royal party. Her Majesty's appearance

was the signal for the most enthusiastic cheering from all

quarters. After a few minutes the Royal party proceeded

towards the garden on the west terrace where the following

incident took place. Her Majesty when Princess Victoria

in company with the Duchess of Kent visited Chatsworth
eleven years since in the mouth of October. On that

occasion the Queen planted an acorn which has since under
the care of Mr. Paxton, head gardener to his Grace, be-

come a fine sapling oak. The Duchess of Kent also

planted at the same time a sycamore. The walk on Friday
was extended to this spot by the express wish of the

Queen, and the two trees were pointed out to the observa-

tion of Prince Albert without informing him actually which
had been planted by the Queen. Four saplings of different

kinds were then handed to the Prince with a request that

he would select one and plant it near that which he sup-
posed to have been the choice of the Queen ; without a
moment's hesitation the Prince selected an oak sapling

and planted it in a convenient spot near that which had
sprung from an acorn set eleven years since by her Majesty.

Dinner was ordered for half past 7 in the grand dining
banquetting-room, covers being laid for nearly 50. Her
Majesty was led into the dining-room by the Duke of

Devonshire, the Duchess of Bedford taking the arm of

Prince Albert, and the other distinguished visitors follow-

ing in succession. Her Majesty took her seat on the right

hand of the Duke of Devonshire having on her right Lord
Melbourne and being faced by the Duke of Wellington.

Prince Albert occupied the seat at the left of his noble
host, the Duchess of Bedford sitting on the left of the

Prince. Her Majesty rose from the table about half past

9 and retired to the drawing-room. A ball to which all

the nobility and gentry of the district extending through
several counties were invited was given in the banqueting-

hall at night. The preparations were on a most extended
scale of magnificence. The cascade was lighted up by 500
Venetian lights, and in the conservatory alone no less than
40,000 lamps were exhibited in tasteful devices. Festoons

of lamps were extended from tree to tree in the grounds
opposite the mansion, and there was a display of fireworks

during the evening. The Queen opened (he ball with the

Duke of Devonshire, Prince Albert dancing in the same
quadrille with Lady Louisa Cavendish. In the second
quadrille the Queen danced with Lord Morpeth and
Prince Albert with the Duchess of Buccleugh. A waltz
followed in which her Majesty and Prince Albert

waltzed together, and the last dance in which the Queen
took part was a country dance, Lord Leveson dancing

with her Majesty, and Lady Leveson with Prince Albert.

A supper concluded the events of the day, after which her
Majesty retired about 1 o'clock. On Saturday morning

the Queen and Prince Albert breakfasted in their private

apartment. At half past 12 o'clock Prince Albert, accom-

panied by Mr. Anson and the Hon. Mr. George Caven-

dish, left the mansion and proceeded to the Noble Duke's

farm on the borders of the park, where his Royal High-

ness had an opportunity of inspecting the stock of fat

cattle belonging to his Grace. His Royal Highness spent

more than an hour in examining the excellent arrange-

ments of the farm, and expressed himself much pleased

with it, as also with the beautifully neat appearance of

the village of Edensor, the whole of which has been

designed and rebuilt by the Duke of Devonshire. His

Royal Highness returned to the mansion about 1 o'clock.

The Duke of Wellington walked through the grounds to

the conservatory shortly after daybreak, and spent nearly

an hour with Mr. Paxton examining the collection of

plants and shrubs. About half-past 2 o'clock the Queen,

Prince Albert, and the other visitors proceeded to Haddon

Hall, the ancient seat of the Vernon family, now the pro-

perty of the Duke of Rutland, and on their return drove

home through Bakewell, " the Metropolis of the Peak,"

arriving at Chatsworth in time to visit the conservatory,

which was illuminated for the occasion. Her Majesty

and Prince Albert drove thither in one of his Grace's

chariots. The Earl of Jersey and his Grace seated

themselves in the dickey behind the carriage, and followed

by two pony phaetons, the party repassed from the

entrance-arch into the park, and proceeding up the wind-

ing carriage-road leading to the heights, and through

the rockery now in progress of formation, entered

the building. The military band were stationed on the

terrace, and as her Majesty passed into the conservatory

the National Anthem was played. At the entrance her

Majesty was received by Mr. Paxton, who had the honour

of showing to the Queen the collection of tropical, tem-

perate, and aquatic plants contained therein. Her Majesty

took great interest in Mr. Paxton's explanation of the

peculiarities of some of the remarkable plants contained in

the conservatory, and, before the carriage had reached the

east end of the shrubbery expressed a wish to alight.

Her Majesty accompanied by her suite then minutely

inspected the shrubs and plants, and in allusion to the

artificial decoration by lamps (which were so arranged as

to show most accurately the beautiful architectural design

of the building) remarked that "It was indeed a fairy

scene, and gave her the highest possible delight." The
Duke of Wellington formed one of her Majesty's suite on

this occasion, and appeared by the animated conversation

which he maintained with her Majesty and Mr. Paxton, to

be very much pleased with the effect. The Royal party

having returned to the house the remainder of the noble

Duke's guests walked through the rockery from the eastern
v

terrace and inspected this beautiful exhibition. Mr. Pax-

ton was again in attendance and rendered most obliging

service by wwwwing most readily the questions of ll.c,

visitors. The dinner was ordered for half past 7 o'clock,

covers being laid for 48. Her Majesty sat on the right

of her noble host, and the other guests were arranged in

the same order as the day before. A second table was

laid in an adjoining room for about ten distinguished

visitors the magnificent dining saloon not affording suffi-

cient accommodation for the large party assembled. In

the evening about 10 o'clock 200 men were simultaneously

employed in igniting Russian lights and lamps previously

placed in such positions about the grounds as to reflect a

bright light upon every part of the cascade which rolls down a

height of about 300 yards on the garden-front of the mansion.

The various fountains and the msgmficentjetsd'eau throw-

ing up a volume of water about 15 feet square in the centre

of the Grand Terrace were also similarly illuminated. This

completed, her Majesty and Prince Albert with the Royal

suite were conducted to the windows commanding the

most perfect view of the whole scene. The park near

the mansion was studded with spectators, and about

400 tickets to admit within the gardens were issued

through the kindness and liberality of his Grace. A
signal rocket was fired at twenty minutes past 10, and
immediately answered by a salute from the battery sta-

tioned round the "stand" on Hunting Tower. At the

same instant from the summit of the cascade to the ter-

race overhanging theDerwent on the western front of the

mansion, a distance of about three quarters of a mile,

coloured lights were ignited, which burnt with intense

brilliancy for about one minute and a half, each display-

ing most minutely the beauiies observable on every side,

even to the marble statues between the trees, half a mile

distant from the house. Green, crimson, and white suc-

ceeded each other, reflecting their respective tints on

mountain, tree, and valley; while their effect on the

aquatic portion of the scene may be more easily imagined

than described. During the continuance of the illumina-

tion the artillery on the heights fired guns in 15 seconds'

time, and the whole was concluded by a royal salute in a

volley, which appeared almost to shake the foundation of

the mansion. Her Majesty who had attentively and with

deep interest watched the progress of the scene, at its con-

clusion came forward to the window, and bowed repeat-

edly to the spectators on the terrace, who cheered her

most enthusiastically. Nothing could exceed the imposing
effect of the illuminations, and during their progress the

Duke of Wellington said, " I have travelled Europe
through and through, and witnessed scenes of surpassing

grandeur on many occasions, but never before did I see

so magnificent a coup d'ceil as that now extended before

me." On Sunday her Majesty and Prince Albertbreakfasted

alone shortly after 8 o'clock in the Queen's private apart-

ment, and directly after proceeded through the gardens

into the Rockery, and thence to the Conservatory. The
Queen and Prince attended the private chapel of his Grace

at 9 o'clock, when prayera were read by the Rev. Mr.

Wilmot, chaplain to the Duke. At 12 divine service was

performed in the chapel. Her Majesty and Prince Albert

attended the service, and sat in his Grace's gallery pew.

The Duke of Devonshire, the Duke and Duchess of

Buccleugh, Lady Portman, the Earl of Jersey, and the

Duke of Wellington, were also in the state pew with her

Majesty. The service was performed by the Rev. Mr.

Wiimot, assisted by the Rev. Mr. Jebb. Her Majesty

afterwards walked across the park to the kitchen gardens,

accompanied by the Duke of Devonshire, the Duke of

Wellington, the Earl of Jersey, the Duke and Duchess of

Buccleugh, Lord and Lady Waterpark, the Marquess and

Marchioness of Normanby, Lord Morpeth and Lady Mary
Howard, Viscount and Viscountess Emlyn, Lord and

Lady Leveson, Hon. Charles and Lady Catherine Caven-

dish, Miss Cavendish, Mr. Frederick and Lady Emlyn,
Lord and Lady Leveson Gower, Hon. F. Gower, Sir A.

Clifford, &c. Her Majesty was attended by Lady Port-

man and Miss Paget. Mr. Anson and Col. Bouverie were

in attendance on Prince Albert. The Queen was attired

in a purple velvet dress, with a tunic of crimson velvet.

Her Majesty wore an open straw bonnet trimmed with

purple velvet. Lord Melbourne was prevented from

accompanying the Royal party through slight indispo-

sition. On entering the park from the terrace, through

the grand arch, the Royal party were loudly cheered.

Her Majesty was engaged in conversation with her noble

host nearly the whole period occupied in reaching the

gardens. On arriving at the entrance gate her Majesty

was received by Mr. Paxton, and conducted to the first

greenhouse, which contained the chrysanthemums, roses,

and camellias. Her Majesty proceeded from the first

greenhouse to a second, containing the New Holland

plants and heaths. The various members of the suite

wandered through the gardens, while her Majesty and

Prince Albert, accompanied by the Duke of Wellington

and the Earl of Jersey, honoured Mr. Paxton by visiting

his cottage, which is beautifully situated within the

grounds. Mr. Paxton had the honour to present his wife

and family to her Majesty and the Prince. The Queen
was pleased to inspect Mr. Paxton's library, and Mr.

Paxton presented her Majesty with a copy of his Maga-

zine of Botany, in 8 vols., splendidly bound in gold and

morocco, which her Majesty was pleased to accept. The

Duke of Wellington conversed for some time with Mrs.

Paxton, and complimented her upon her fine family—not

without reason, it may be observed. Passing from the

cottage the Queen next proceeded to the greenhouse de-

voted to Orchidaceous plants. Her Majesty expressed

her great admiration of the collection, and admired two

plants so much that the Duke immediately ordered that

bulbs should be forwarded to Windsor without delay-

After inspecting the gardens, &c, her Majesty a"J

Prince Albert, accompanied by the Duke of Devon-

shire and Lady Louisa Cavendish, entered an Ope°

landau and were driven through the grounds. The

Duke of Wellington followed the carriage on his chesmit

hack, attended by his groom. On leaving the gardens

the Royal party were loudly cheered, and the Duke ot

Wellington was repeatedly and loudly cheered as he rode

slowly down the carriage road towards the mansion. 0»
reaching the house Prince Albert alighted, and joined by

Mr. Geo. Cavendish and Mr. Anson, walked over the hil'8

to Edensor. Her Majesty and the Duke of Devonshire'

with Lady Louisa Cavendish, extended their drive roup

the pretty village of Edensor, and returned to Chatswortj*

about half-past 4. Prince Albert and Mr. Cavendis"

readied the mansion about the same time. The din«e

party was much the same as on Saturday. On Monday?

at a few minutes after 9, her Majesty was conducted to

the entrance-hall, and taking a final leave of the gue s

there assembled, entered the Royal Carriage.
J
1®

Majesty shook bands with Lord Melbourne, Lord M°»

peth, and several other noblemen, before taking b
g

departure. The carriage in which her Majesty rode **
t

an open one, and afforded the spectators, who even

.

this early hour thronged the grounds, an excellent opp
,

tunity of seeing the Royal party. Her Majesty **&^
m

the

at the Chesterfield station about 10, and was handed tr

carriage by the Duke of Devonshire, and conduc
te(j

by the directors to the saloon carriage. The Queen sea

herself on the ottoman, and having cordially sW^
hands with his Grace and Lady Louisa Cavendish* ^g

train moved onwards towards Derby. A Royal salu
fioI) ,

fired from the hills above Chesterfield, opposite the sta

as the train left. The Duke of Devonshire accomp*
q{

her Majesty in one of the carriages, in his charac ^
Lord Lieutenant of Derbyshire, to present the addr

^at

the freeholders of the county at the station nea ^de.
town, where the necessary preparations had been

nty
At Derby his Grace presented the address from tb^:eSty.

and city of Derby, and then took leave of her ^^d
At this point the Royal train diverged to the

jjly

Counties line, and after a short delay, the tralU
tatio»

s '

passed the Borrowash, Sawley, and Long Eaton
^ by

At the Nottingham station her Majesty was rec
County,

the Earl of Scarborough, Lord Lieutenant of th
f

e

^otting-

Lord Lincoln, Lord Rancliffe, and the Mayor ot
pany

ham. The directors of the Midland Counties ~
jngiiam

were also in attendance. The Royal party left ^ ab ut

about £ past 11, and arriving at Birmingn ^ anj

| past 12, changed horses at the Chesterfield a
^ puUe

reached Belvoir Castle, at 35 minutes past 1-
d j hn

of Rutland attended by the Marquis of Granby* met.-.—»» «%.,»,.«— ~

—

j —x— Forrester —

-

Manners, Lord Charles Manners, and Lorar j^ t-

i tut •_ . , *«_- -j. _.i t „;„ rtof*>i*shire ju ' ..jn/i
attendedher Majesty at the point where Leicestersh
atl_-

tinghamshire. The Duke and his relatives **
lloffed by

by a number of servants in state livery, ana
. principal
the p:

about 300 horsemen, among whom w
?
re

L.jjalf of *be

yeomen and gentry of the county, nearly
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number being his Grace's own tenantry. On reaching the
top of Bottesford Old-hill, the cavalcade drew up and
awaited the Queen's arrival, a body of the Leicestershire
Yeomanry Cavalry forming a guard of honour at the con-
fines of the county. Shortly after one the Royal cortege
came in sight, and upon entering the county her Majesty's
carriage drew up to allow his Grace, in the character of
Lord Lieutenant of the county, to pay his respects to the
Queen. The Duke then galloped off towards Belvoir, to
be in readiness to receive the Queen on her arrival. All
the attendants were stationed at the entrance to receive the
Queen, and her Majesty having been handed from her
carriage by the Duke of Rutland, was received at the foot
of the grand staircase by Lady Adeliza Manners and the
Members of the family and guests. The keys of the
Castle were handed to the Queen by Dr. Staunton upon
entering the Castle, and her Majesty was pleased to return
them. As her Majesty stepped from the carriage a Royal
salute of 21 guns was fired from the bastion of the Castle.
The Queen Dowager, attended by Earl Howe, and Lord
and Lady Brownlow, arrived at the Castle shortly before
4 o'clock. Her Majesty was received with every mark of
Respect ; Prince Albert accompanied the Marquess of
Granby and the ether members of the family to the
entrance hall, and conducted her Majesty to the grand
saloon. Sir Robert and Lady Peel arrived soon after-
wards. Dinner was served at 8 o'clock, covers being laid
for 48. Her Majesty sat on the right of her noble host,
the Duke of Bedford occupying the left of the Queen.
The Queen Dowager faced the Duke of Rutland, and
Prince Albert sat on the right of her Majesty, the Duke
°f Wellington occupying the seat at her Majesty's left.

Nearly the whole of the guests were attired in the Belvoir
Uniform, viz., scarlet dress coats with white facings. At
half past 9 the healths of the Queen, the Queen Dowager,
and Prince Albert having been drank, the ladies left the
table, and her Majesty retired to rest about 11 o'clock.
°n Tuesday morning the Duke of Wellington was up and
talking in the grounds before seven o'clock. Her Majesty
and Prince Albert breakfasted together in their private
apartment shortly after 8 o'clock, and at a quarter past 9
accompanied by most of the guests in the Castle attended
horning prayer in the chapel. The service was read by
the Rev. Mr. Thornton. Her Majesty afterwards went
to Melton Mowbray to see a hunt with the Belvoir hounds.
£he Queen and Queen Dowager attended by the Duke of
Jutland proceeded to the " meet " in one of his Grace's
carriages. Prince Albert looked remarkably well, and even
among the followers of the Duke of Rutland's hounds
acknowledged on all hands to be one of the first fields in
the kingdom, he was the admiration of every beholder.
«e was dressed in a scarlet hunting coat, with white
leather breeches and top-boots, and looked from head to
joot a sportsman. The number of horsemen who had by
nis time joined the cavalcade rendered the due observance

ot etiquette a matter of some difficulty, but her Majesty
a^d the Queen Dowager who were seated with the Duke
°f Rutland in the first carriage did not appear at all dis-
concerted by the near approach of horsemen to the car-
nage window. On the contrary her Majesty seemed to
enjoy the scene very much and laughed heartily at those
«ttle accidents of flood and field which are the necessary
accompaniments of a gallop to the cover side. In passing
through the village of Croxton the throng was so great
that the postilions were compelled to walk their horses
and the Royal party were again cheered most vociferously
Her Majesty and the Queen Dowager acknowledging most
graciously the loyal manifestations of the people. Passing
tlie lake the high ground above Croxton was reached
and here the hounds were first seen. On an open
plain oO acres in extent with a fine greensward, the caval-
cade assembled for the first time and drew up in double
ines extending for an immense distance, while the car-
nages containing the Royal party drove up the avenue
wius formed. The riders closed in, and on the carriages
coming to a halt the noble huntsman Lord Forrester
jjought the hounds under the window of that in which the
^iueen rode for her Majesty's inspection. At this point
jne Duke of Wellington left his carriage and mounted his

Th^n
Whi°h had been brought t0 the sPot b^ his groom,

tie Duke was dressed in a scarlet coat and white leathers.

j
very eye was turned towards him as he rode up to Lordersey witJl w jj0m jie remained in conversation some
mutes, and the interest excited by his appearance in the
e/d seemed scarcely second to that occasioned by Royalty.

fj^s Grace rode among the thickest of the horsemen and
ntered into conversation with several gentlemen belong-ng to the hunt. There was no scarcity of foxes ; the hounds

Save tongue almost instantly—but a difficulty arose fromaving too many. The pack were upon three brushes at
»ce, but it was for some time impossible to get either of

JJ® u
S away- At len6th they found at Newman's Gorsend the fox went away at a good pace through Stonesbvapnng leaving Sproxton Thorns to the left. The field

7eTcZl
y f W6U Up

>
and numbered about 500

>
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SrlT™ t^ff*
the firSt rank Were Prince Albert,

J
aI
V™*' *e Marquess of Granby, Lord G. Manners^S^^iley/Earl Wilton/lord Forrester"&c'Passing Colston the fox veered to the left and crossed the

Cok '

thG P"n" Soing over it in fine style. Leav ngColston cover to the left the fox made its point for Wood"!

romun
Ut

tr
aS h

wi
by a Pl0«gh-team and turned shortround to the right leaving Wymondham village to his left,

trem^i
n°W
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ome afT *
Th
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bad ksted nearJy half an hour over

ZT ?[
he finest huntlng-c°«ntry in the kingdom. Theecond ho were caUed for by gcoreg ^ w ndh

withT/f
7 ?ey Went

'
the Prince stiU keePi«g the first rank™ Mr. Anson a little in advance. Clearing the village

* cur-dog coursed the fox, turning him round short to the

right and causing a momentary check which gave
breathing-time to many a panting horse. The hounds
soon tracked again and followed the fox back to
Colston village, recrossing the brook, and he was shortly
after run to ground at Garthorpe, having afforded a run of
about forty minutes, during the greater portion of which
time the pace was first-rate. Both the equerry in attend-
ance on his Royal Highness, Colonel Bouverie, and his
treasurer, Mr. Anson, had falls during the run. Many of
the horses were dreadfully beat, and the hounds have not
had a harder run this season. It being nearly 4 when the
fox was run to ground, the field dispersed, the Prince and
the Duke's party returning to Belvoir Castle. Her
Majesty saw very little of the run, and returned to the
Castle about half-past 2 with the Queen Dowager and the
Duke of Rutland, who although booted and spurred, did
not mount. At a few minutes before 8, her Majesty was
conducted from her apartments by the Duke of Rutland,
preceded by six pages in state liveries, towards the dining
saloon. On arriving in the Elizabethan saloon, where
the guests were assembled, the Mayor of Leicester pre-
sented addresses to her Majesty from the corporation of
that borough, from the freemen of that borough, and
also from the " Odd Fellows " of the same place. The
Mayor of Grantham also had the honour of presenting
an address from the corporation of that borough. This
ceremony concluded, her Majesty proceeded, resting on
the arm of her noble host, to the banquetting-hall, where
covers were laid for the same guests who had the honour
of dining with the Queen on Monday—with the addition
of Lord and Lady Wilton, and the Mayors of Leicester
and Grantham. The guests sat exactly as on the pre-
ceding day— the Duke of Bedford occupying the left,
and the Duke of Rutland the right of the Queen.
The Queen Dowager had Prince Albert on her right,
and the Duke of Wellington on her left. The din-
ner was served on gold plate, a magnificent candela-
brum presented by the electors of Cambridge to Lord
Charles Manners (the Duke's brother) occupying the cen-
tre of the table. At half-past 9 o'clock, the healths of the
Royal Family having been enthusiastically responded to,
the Queen and Queen Dowager rose from table and
retired to the Elizabethan saloon, where they were joined
by the Prince and the gentlemen about twenty minutes
after. Her Majesty and the Prince played cards together
during the evening, several of the guests watching the
game with much interest. At 11 refreshments were handed
round, and shortly after the Queen and Queen Dowager
retired to their apartments. On Wednesday her Majesty
rose at an early hour, and took breakfast in her private
apartments with Prince Albert. Her Majesty and the
Prince walked on the terrace for some time, about half-
past 9, and subsequently visited the mausoleum containing
the remains of the late Duchess of Rutland, situated in
the groun<lQ near the castle. At 30 Prince Albert, accom-
panied by the Duke of Wellington and the Duke of Bed-
ford, went out to shoot in the preserves near the castle
and had capital sport. At 11 her Majesty, accompanied
by the Duke of Rutland, Lady Adeliza Manners, and
Lady Portman left the castle for the purpose of see-
ing the Belvoir hounds throw off. The cavalcade
was splendid, and the hounds threw off at Harlas-
ton-wood, about four miles from Belvoir. The fox
ran towards Belton Park, where the hounds lost him
after a run of an hour and 10 minutes. The dinner
took place at half-past 7, but the ball which was expected
to follow did not take place. On Thursday her Majesty
rose at half-past 6, and took breakfast with Prince Albert
in her private apartments. Her Majesty and his Royal
Highness took leave of the guests assembled at the
Castle at about half-past 7. The Duke of Rutland rode
on one side of her Majesty's carriage, and the Marquis of
Granby on the other. The escort consisted of a company
of the Leicestershire Yeomanry Cavalry, relays being
placed along the whole line of road. The Royal party
passed through Waltham and Melton Mowbray to

Leicester, where her Majesty was received by the Clergy,
Magistracy, the troops stationed at Weedon, and the
directors of the Railway. Her Majesty and suite then
entered the state-carriage on the Birmingham Railway, and
proceeded at a rapid rate towards town. The train stopped
for a few minutes at Wolverton, where the Duke of Buck-
ingham and the Bucks Yeomanry cavalry were assembled to

receive her Majesty, and reached the Watford station

about half-past 2. At the station to receive her Majesty
were Lord Verulam and Mr. Creed the secretary of the

Company. The Herts Yeomanry cavalry under ihe com-
mand of the Marquis of Salisbury in person, were also in

attendance to form the escort to her Majesty on the route
to Windsor. On entering the carriage her Majesty turned
to Mr. Glynn the chairman of the Company, and thanked
him for the attention that had been shown by himself and
the directors to her conveyance. The Queen said—" I

have had a very pleasant journey and I feel that you have
done everything possible to secure my comfort and con-
venience throughout." Her Majesty then entered the

carriage and arrived at Windsor about half-past 4. The
Castle guard turned out in front of Henry the Eighth's

Gateway and presented arms as her Majesty passed. The
streets were lined with the inhabitants, who greeted her
Majesty with hearty cheers on her return to the Castle,

and the bells of the parish and Castle churches rang merry
peals during the evening. Her Majesty was looking re-
markably well and experienced no fatigue from her journey.
The Duke de Bordeaux.—The departure of his Royal

Highness is fixed for the 15th inst, to continue his tour
in England by a visit to the southern and western counties.
The Prince on Tuesday visited Doctors'-Commons,
attended by Count Albert de Rochefoucauld. His Royal
Highness inspected with great interest Napoleon's will,

written with his own hand, and afterwards the original
will of Shakspeare, and the copy of Milton's. The Prince
and suite visited the Tunnel on Wednesday, and after
passing through, inspected the shield with the drawings
and models forthe intended carriage-way, with all of which
his Royal Highness expressed himself much gratified.
Ihe Duke of Beaufort has invited the Prince to be present
at one of the lawn meets at Badminster, and his Royal
Highness has, it is understood, accepted the invitation.
In addition to the morning levees of the Prince, his Royal
Highness has received every evening since his arrival in
Belgrave-square the various persons of note who have
arrived from France. Among the recent arrivals have
been some deputations from the working classes, who
have been sent over by the operatives of the Royalist
provinces to pay their respects to the Prince. M. Berryer
left town on Saturday, and M. de Chateaubriand will
leave in a few days.

Parliamentary Movements.—Mr. P. S. Butler has been
elected member for the county of Kilkenny, without op-
position. Mr. Emerson Tennent has contradicted the
rumour that he is about to resign the representation of
Belfast preparatory to accepting an appointment in India.
Ihe Church.— On Sunday morning the Right Rev*

Dr. Lonsdale was consecrated to the see of Lichfield,
vacant by the decease of Dr. Bowstead. The ceremony
was performed by the Archbishop of Canterbury, in the
chapel of Lambeth Palace, assisted by the Bishops of
London, Chichester and Winchester, in the presence of
the Archdeacon of London and the Archdeacon of Middle-
sex, and a numerous body of the metropolitan clergy.

—

There are no fewer than 18 candidates in the field for the
vacant Preachership of Lincoln's Inn, amongst whom are
several clergymen of considerable eminence. A meeting
of the Benchers will take place immediately, when a day
will be fixed for the election.— It is stated that there is
an early probability that a bishopric of the Channel Islands
will be created, and that Dr. Jeune, the Dean of Jersey,
formerly head master of King Edward's School, Birming-
ham, is likely to succeed.—The appointment of the Rev.
John Sinclair to the Archdeaconry of Middlesex was
gazetted last night.—The Lord Primate has addressed a
circularto the clergy enclosing the Queen's letter in behalf
of the National Society to be read in all churches on some
Sunday before the 1st June.

Winter Assizes.—The following days and places have
been gazetted since our last :—York, Dec. 16 ; Haverford-
west, Dec. 18; Carmarthen, Dec. 22 ; Chester, Dec. 30.

foreign.
France.—The leading topic of the Paris papers is the

stay of the Due de Bordeaux in London, the number of
friends of his family who have come over to pay their
respects to his Royal Highness, and above all the visit
paid to the Prince by Viscount de Chateaubriand. The
Ministerial paper the Dcbats attacks M. Berryer and the
other Deputies who have visited London to salute the
lrince as " King of France," in a remarkable article said
to have been written by a Royal pen, and charges them
with forgetting their oaths of allegiance to the King of
1M0. It calls on the Chamber to notice these proceed.
ings, and relies on public opinion for a condemnation of
their disloyalty to the expressed will of the nation at large.
It also observes " that it will not comment on the conduct
of the crowd, titled and untitled, of that aristocracy of all
periods who have indulged in the pleasure of a journey to
London to salute the King of France, and still less of M.
de Chateaubriand, * whose age, whose tears, and whose
regrets form an affecting contrast with the thoughtlessness
of the little court, to which nothing is wanting in order to
repeat the errors of 1792 but an army of CondeV " The
Royalist Gazette, which insists upon restoring the young
Prince in its own fashion, replies to this article and
reminds its powerful opponent of the enthusiastic ardour
with which the latter recorded the birth of Prince Henri
a*»d heaped its blessings on him, when it upheld the Bour-
bons with as much zeal as it now does the more fortunate
branch of that illustrious house It is said that Govern-
ment has abandoned its intention to ask of the Chambers
a dotation for the Due de Nemours. The Gazette de
Prance mentions that Prince Polignac left Paris on his
return to Bavaria on Wednesday week, being unwilling
though unwell to avail himself of the indulgence of a few
Jays more which the Government had extended to him.
M. de Guernon Rainville, another member of the Prince's
Cabinet, is also said to have been desired to quit the capital.
The Due and Duchesse de Nemours, who arrived in Paris
on Wednesday, are said to have found the Count d'Eu in
a situation which gives great anxiety to all the Royal
family.—.The Commerce has contained several articles on
an act of treachery committed.by the General Commanding
at Constantina in which the caravan of Ben-ganna an
ally of France was pillaged. After a long silence the
Government papers deny that any report of such an act
has been received from Algeria

;
but notwithstanding this

denial the papers affirm that the fact and its details are
perfectly known to the Ministers to whom they cause
ttuch embarrassment.—The Journal des Chemins deFer
announces the formation of a new Anglo-French company
which is about to apply for the privilege of constructing a
railroad between Paris and Lyons branching from the
Corbeil road. M. C. Laffitte of Paris and Mr. Attwood
of London appear at the head of this new undertaking.

Spain.—Accounts from Madrid announce another
complication of affairs which has ended in the dismissal
of S. Olozaga the new Prime Minister. It appears that
after he had succeeded in getting S. Pidal appointed
President of the Cortes, in preference to S. Lopez the
late Minister, he demanded the dissolution of the Cortes
and compelled the Queen by force to sign the decree.
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As soon however as she was free, her Majesty sent for the

President and Vice-Presidents of the Congress, and in

compliance with their advice the Presidency of the Council

of Ministers and Secretaryship of State were withdrawn

from M. Olozaga. The decree dismissing him was

published on the 29th. All the Ministers subsequently

resigned, and the Presidents and Vice-Presidents of

Congress were entrusted with the re-construction of the

Cabinet. They met at the palace on the 30th, on which

day a decree was issued appointing M. Gonzales Bravo

Minister of Foreign Affairs. In the capacity of Chan-

cellor, the new Minister presented to the Cortes, in the

sitting of the 1st, the Queen's declaration stating that

M. Olozaga after having shut up her Majesty in her

apartments, had forced her on the night of the 28th by

holding her hand to sign the decree of dissolution ot the

Cortes. A proposal the object of which was to prevent

M. Olozaga from sitting in the Congress has been

referred to the examination of the committees by a

majority of 79 to 75 votes. Madrid, as might be ex-

pected, is in a state of the greatest excitement and

anxiety The papers of the 25th ult. state that a soldier

seduced by a promise of 60,000 reals had purchased

a quantity of corrosive sublimate for the purpose of

mixing in the food of General Narvaez, but never having

found°an opportunity of carrying his designs into execu-

tion he hud confessed his crime and named his accom-

plice's It was still affirmed that General Narvaez insisted

on retiring from the post of Captain-General of Madrid.

"Some persons add," says the Castellano, ''that he

wishes to quit Spain in the persuasion that order and a

regular Government cannot be established here. A
conspiracy in favour of Espartero is stated to have been

detected at Malaga. The object of it was to assassinate

the Commandant-General. The assassins to the number

of six are said to have each received about l\)t. llie

Political Chief has arrested some 30 persons who are

represented as seriously implicated in the plot. It was

added at Barcelona, whence this statement comes, that

General Van Halen ex-Captain-General of that city, and

General Carondelet ex-Commandant of Cadiz, were con-

cealed at Malaga. The Queen by a decree of the 26tb

confirmed all the promotions, honours, and distinctions

conferred by the Government of the ex-Kegcnt down to

the 30th of September last, the day on which he embarked

in the Bay of Cadiz.—It is said that a Neapolitan diplo-

matist has been sent to Madrid to negotiate- a marriage

between a Prince of Naples and Queen Isabella, such an

alliance being supported, it is staled, by France and

England. According to the Augsburg Gazelle, the

Prince fixed upon to espouse Queen Isabella is her uncle

Prince Louis, Count of Aquila, born in 1824, brother of

Queen Christina and of Carlotta the wife of Don

Francisco de Paula.
, ,

__
,

Greece —the King of Greece opened the National

Assembly of that country with the following speech, on

the 20th ult.:—"Plenipotentiaries of the Nation -1

appear in the midst of you with the joyful persuasion that

this assembly will be productive of good to our beloved

Greece. From the very foundation of the monarchy,

several liberal institutions were established, with the view

of preparing for the introduction of the definitive consti-

tution. Free municipal laws, provincial councils, and

trial by Jury, were the precursors of representative

Government in Greece. Our task now is to place the

crowning stone on this edifice by the introduction and

establishment of a constitution. With the support of the

Almighty let us now unite our efforts for the establish-

ment of a fundamental law suitable to the real wants and

circumstances of the state, and adapted to advance and

secure the true interest of all. Yes, let wisdom and jus-

tice reign in all strength, and let the tie of mutual affec-

tion unite us all. In forming the constitution of our

common country, let us not be sparing in mutual conces-

sions, but let the common desire to advance and consoli-

date the prosperity of the State alone inspire and guide

us You know, gentlemen, my love for the nation, in

which I have never failed under any circumstances ;
.and

with this feeling I desire neither more nor less power than

is necessary for the safety and prosperity of Greece. Let

us make a compact with each other, which by its suitabi-

lity may give assurance of stability and duration The

whole civilised world has its eyes fixed on us, and history

Will judge of our work by its results. With full confidence

in vour enlightened patriotism I open this Assembly.

May God in his goodness grant that it prove beneficial

and advantageous to Greece. The prosperity of Greece

is my prayer— is my glory."

Germany.—The marriage of the Archduke Albrecht

of Austria, son of the Archduke Charles, brother of the

Empcor, with the Princess Ilildegarde of Bayana is

to be solemnised at Munich, in January next. The

Archduke Albrecht will leave Vienna for the Bavarian

capital next week. Prince Luitpold of Bavaria who on

his return from Florence repaired to Marseilles, has pro-

ceeded from thence in the steamer the Villa de Madrid

to visit some of the Spanish ports. His Royal Highness

intends, it is said, to visit Lisbon also._ General Colo-

cotroni, who attempted a counter-revolution at Athens on

the 9th and 10th of October, left Munich on the 25th ult.

by command of the King of Bavaria, and went to Naples,

the place assigned him as a residence during his exile.

The Kin" of Bavaria, it is said, was not aware ot the

dangerous attempt Colocotroni had made at Athens, and

received him therefore upon his arrival at Munich with

that distinction which his former services in Greece

seemed to claim, but no sooner was the King informed

of the whole extent of the mischief he had contemplated

than he was immediately dismissed from the capital.

Italy.—Accounts from Bologna of the 25th ult. state

that the bands of malefactors which recently infested the

district of Galliera had been dispersed, and that several

of the individuals who composed them were in the hands

of justice. Their chief Tintarettohad succeeded in effect-

ing his escape. The judiciary officers sent to examine the

political prisoners detained at Pesaro and San Leo had

returned to Bologna. The proceedings were conducted

with the utmost, secrecy. The ramifications of the con-

spiracy were so extensive that the Papal Government was

terrified by its magnitude and was afraid to divulge the

truth. The Court of Rome had relinquished the idea ot

trying the offenders by military commissions, and the tri-

bunal before which they were to appear was to be composed

of men of the legal profession.—There was no truth in

the reported death of the Pope, but his Holiness had some

time previously been ill, which gave rise to the report.

The Cardinal Bishop Carlo Maria Pedicini, Bishop or

Porto, S. Russino and Civita Vecchia, died a few days ago
;

he was bom at Benevento in 17G9, and after having ful-

filled various important offices was elevated to the rank

of Cardinal in 1823 by Pius VII. He was greatly respected

for his learning, benevolent and amiable qualities. Car-

dinal Pacca dean of the Sacred College is seriously ill and

confined to his bed, and Cardinal Micara's health is so

affected that instead of proceeding as usual to his diocese

he has resolved to pass the winter at Rome.—By the

Neapolitan steamer Francesco I., which arrived at Malta

Nov. 22, we have an account of the fresh eruption of

Mount Etna, announced in this Paper a fortnight since as

expected. The mountain had been for some days heavily

capped with dense clouds, some rumblings were heard at

times resembling distant thunder, and many persons espe-

cially on the west side near Bronte imagined they felt at

intervals slight shocks of earthquakes or tremblings of the

earth. On Saturday the 19th about midnight several

violent explosions were heard, and fire was soon seen to

ascend from near the mouth of the old crater. 'I he stream

of lava gradually increased in extent and took a course

towards the town of Bronte, luckily a few hillocks to its

left served to turn the direction, which then flowed on

towards the post-road to Palermo. On Monday this stream

of liquid firehadattained the destructive breadth of upwards

of two miles, it still flowed on destroying everything in its

path. The road to Palermo was closed up, filled with

burning lava. The sight ,is described as awful, grand

beautiful, yet terrific beyond description, and would well

repay the expense of a trip to see it. It is said to bid

fair to be the most magnificent eruption of the last cen-

tury, but fortunately as yet its damages have been confined

to a few houses and vineyards.

Russia.—A St. Petersburg!! letter of the 22d ult. says :

—"M. Kalergi, brother of the famous Kalergi who

played so great a part in the late scenes in Greece, has

just received an order from the Emperor Nicholas to

leave Russia in 24 hours, although he has been for a great

many years a resident in the empire."

Turk by and Syria.—The only Constantinople news,

of the 17th, of importance is that Riza Pacha has at last

obtained the appointment of Rescind Pacha as envoy to

Paris, hoping thereby to get rid of a powerful rival.— In-

tellieence has been received from the Xanthus Expedition

to the 2d November. The Medea war-steamer which

conveyed the expedition reached Rhodes on the morning

of the 20th October. On the 24th Captain Warden and

Mr Fellowes landed at the mouth of the Xanthus and

proceeded to the valley, and on the 25th the rest of his

followers landed, with carpenters and stone-masons. On

the 26th twenty-five men and Mr. Veitch, under the

orders of Lieut. Massie,left the ship and encamped them-

selves at the lower station. On the 2/th the lighters

were launched and despatched with thirty men under the

command of Lieut. Temple, who relieved the first party,

which proceeded to the chief station at Xanthus. On

the 28*h the provisions were all landed and despatched to

their destination by camels. On the 29th, although a day

of rest, the shore-party remained hard at work, clearing

away, building barracks, road-making, &c. On the 30th the

remainder of the party were landed to join Lieut. Temple.

Even in this out-of-the-way place an Englishman was

found, Viscount Eastnor, the eldest son of Lord Somers,

travelling with Dr. Mitchell, his medical attendant. Cap-

tain Warden communicates daily in person with Mr. 1-el-

lowes, and the arrangements by him made bid fair to

secure the party from sickness and unnecessary delays.

Those who remain on board the Medea have got good

shooting and fishing to pass their leisure time. As soon

as the buildings are erected the Medea will ran over to

Macri for better anchorage. ... ,.

Egypt.—Accounts from Alexandria of the 22d ult.

state that the Pacha left Cairo for Upper Egypt on the

2d. Cairo again enjoyed settled weather. During the

first week of November such incessant and heavy rain

had fallen there, that between 300 asd 400 huts, and

about GO houses in the city and suburbs were washed

awav. A great many streets were so inundated as to

prevent the inhabitants leaving their residences for two

days. Selym Pacha, Governor- General of the district ot

Thebes, discovered a short, time since near Syout an ancient

cmarrv of Oriental alabaster. This superb quarry, situ-

ated on the right bank of the Nile, has been recently

examined by M. Prisse, who has recognised by an hiero-

glyphical inscription on a rock that the quarry was

opened and worked by order of Queen Onkhnas consort

of Amasis, about 560 years before Christ.—A fatal acci-

dent happened last month to that accomplished and

promising young English traveller Mr. George L oyd,

favourably known to the public by his works on Botany,

who had been residing at Thebes for some months It

appears that on the 9th October hwtM

when he was insulted by a fellah; in endeavouring to

strike him with the butt end of the gun which he con-

stantly carried with him in these excursions, it went ott

and lodged its contents in his chest. He was conveyed

to his residence, but died on the following day, surrounded

by such friends as were on the spot.
>

India and China.—The Indian mail arrived on

Monday with accounts from Bombay to the 1st ult., and

from China to the 28th Aug. India was throughout

peaceful, though this, unfortunately, is not expected to oe

of any continuance. The state of the Punjaub was getting

worse and worse. One of the first steps of Heera Sing,

the new Prime Minister, was the massacre of the families

of A jeet and Lena Sing, which was perpetrated by a party

of soldiers sent by him. Dewan Sewan Mull, governor

of Mooltan, has also been poisoned—it is suspected by

his brother chiefs. Goolab Sing, the uncle of the former,

was a short distance from Lahore, at the head of an army

amounting to 25,000 men : his object has not, as yet, been

exactly defined. A rumour was current, but was not con-

firmed, that Heera Sing had been slain, a dispute of a

serious nature having arisen between him and his uncle,

Soochet Sing. Shere Mahomed was suspected to be m
or near Mooltan, and is said to be making himself rather

busy in that quarter among the chiefs, who are willing to

lend him every assistance, along with the Muhree and

Bhooctie tribes for his promised descent, when the cold

season opens. The assemblage of the grand army was

about to take place on the frontiers commanded by S>u

H Gough in person, but the Sikhs are said to have placed

euanls at the different fords to prevent the news of what

is going on at Lahore from reaching the English. In

Scir.de sickness prevailed to a great extent, and the

country was generally tranquil. Gwalior was much in the

same state, but the fact of the assembling of an army in

its vicinity was beginning to bring the Khasgec
:

to the

sense of his predicament. The junction with Bundelkund

was progressing favourably under the management ot Col.

Sleeman. The affairs of the Nizam are in such a state

that the Governor- General has felt compelled to make a

sweeping retrenchment in its affairs-the Nizam pleading

poverty and requesting a loan from the Government has

induced his Lordship to adopt these measures. Holkar

ruler of Malwa having died without issue, several

claimants have started up for the guddee ;
but it is

thought probable the succession will be left to the choice

of the reor-le themselves. Cabool affairs are represented

as extremely perplexing to Dost Mahomed-the Ghilzies

and the inhabitants of the Loghra district haying al but

risen against him. An attempt had been twice ma< e to

assassinate the Dost, but had proved a failure, and tl e

assassin had escaped. The King of Bokhara is said to

have taken possession of the Koltim country, and was on

his way to Khooloom on his way to Cabool, but thi »i

once requires confirmation. Lord EJlenboro.igh con

tinned at Barrackpore near Calcutta, but it was expected

that he would shortly proceed to the north-western pro

vinces. The Madras newspapers state the death ot WJ
John Norton on board ship while going to &m& a

f™°{
the benefit of his health. The treasure taken at Hytier

abaci had been brought to Bombay ; it amounts to aoo

700,000/., including the value of the jewels. One ot

Ameer family a young and ignorant man had been bio"*,

by a steamer to Bombay and sent to join the otheis

Sapoor near Poonah. Great interest continued to be i

^
at Bombay in the detection and conviction of the ganfe

plunderers of all the ships in the harbour to the am"
^

of about 70,000/. per annum. Immediately Prev, °us
teS

the departure of the October mail, ten of the conteuer

had been convicted and sentenced to be transported--- *
t

for 10 and two for 14 years. This conviction, tne
lor iu aim two iui j.-* jv-aio. --

lowed
of the kind ever witnessed in Bombay, has been low

by the escheating all the properties of those felon con ^
The seizure and the sale of that property is calculate .^

spread a salutary terror amongst a portion ot tne
b

inhabitants, and to teach them a lesson of morality ^
a few of them had not practised during the 30 yea

{0

the gang has been at work.—The news from LMn»
&%.

the 28th of August. The state of business, wit >

.

y

ception of the coasting trade, does not appear satis
d

at Hong-Kong, so that many of the merchants u^^
going there. Fever was raging to an alarm 'ng

Co i
n>a l

among the troops, and Mr. Morrison the new _

Secretary was very ill of it. Opium was notw, t0

tected by the British and yet the smuggling con
a0»e

prosper. The Bogue forts were rebuilt in nearly e&

stat* as before. The Chinese Government nau ^^
4,000,000 dollars from the Hong merchants as ^-or
bution on account of the Canton ransom. l«

tfisD
to

had issued several proclamations, exhibiting thoSe

protect « the foreign barbarians," and to [>« gbip-

officers who had maltreated the sailors that

wrecked in the Nerbudda and Anne in 134/- ^ ^osc

United States and Canada Two °
o0lh»

v®

rapid passages ever made from New York to U v l

alT)a ,
the

been completed by the Hottinguer and Wj"
(n [and in l°

pieteu by the Hottingu

days, and the latter in 15 day
former of 'which made the voyage from land Q tbes.e

vs and a few bouis. ' lbe
days, and the latter in 15 days and a tew no ..

by u -

arrivals we have papers five days later than jj as5acn
u

mail steam-ship Britannia. The elections i on in

setts, Georgia, and several Other states, a
i

b
flf

,,»a

favour of the Whig candidates. The prospec^ hu s

nent protection for American manutac ^^ held,
»

strengthened. Numerous meetings bav ^ pre5eu

which resolutions were adopted in f«PP
or\ m0re aogW

tariff. The abolition question is diseusse ^ slaveryJ

than ever, and the violence of **«*$£»***^ 2
by some journals represented as w
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the state of Rhode Island the following
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were adopted:—" That slave-holding is an act so self-

evidently and atrociously criminal, that the clergyman
who does not denounce it, the Church that dees not ex-

communicate it, the statesman who does not repudiate it,

the sect or party that does not assail it, the Government
that does not prohibit it, are utterly unworthy of counte-
nance, support, or co-operation. That the only consistent

political position that can be taken against slavery in this

country is the frank and stern position that the constitu-

tion of the United States ought immediately to be
abolished and the Union dissolved/'—The resolutions

respecting the seat of Government in Canada had been
adopted in the Legislative Council without debate, the

protesting members being absent, and on the 10th both
Houses waited on the Governor with the address to the

Queen, asking the selection of Montreal, which Sir C.<

Metcalfe received for transmission to London, A meeting
of the citizens was held at Kingston, to take measures for

sending delegates to London for the purpose of remon-
strating against the removal of the seat of government.
Nearly 300J. was subscribed on the spot to defray the

expenses. The weather had been very severe. A snow-
storm which visited the neighbourhood of Montreal had
destroyed many thousand bushels of late grain. Already,
in November, the Lachine Canal was closed by ice four
inches thick.

West Indies.—We learn with much pleasure, from
the Guiana Herald of Oct. 23, that Mr. Schomburgk had
returned to George Town in safety : having completed
the circuit of the Colony from its sea boundary to within
forty-two miles of the Equator in the course of nearly
three years, during which time notwithstanding the many
dangers to which the party had been exposed, not an indi-
vidual belonging to the expedition lost his life, either by
accident or sickness.

the premises from which the money is derived will expire

in 1845, and that as the Court of Chancery may then be

expected to devise an improved scheme he thought it

unnecessary to give an account at present. The Board,

however, resolved unanimously that Alderman Gibbs be

called upon for an immediate settlement, and requested to

pay over to the Churchwardens of St. George's all the

moneys due from him on account of the charity.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Nov. 25, was as

follows :—West Districts, 177; North Districts, 194;
Central Districts, 236; East Districts, 30fi ; South Dis-

tricts, 275 ; Total, 1,188 (males, 625 ; females, 563).

Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (461 males,

442 females) ; and for the last five autumns, 908.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols for the account left

off 95£ buyers ; Three per Cents. Red., 95$ to § ; Three-
and-Half per Cents. Red., 102£ to £; Bank Stock 181$
to 2 ; Exchequer Bills, 57s. to 59s. prem.

Jilftvopolig nnfc its Ifitmiiy*

(

Trafalgar Square—During the past week Sir F.
Chantrcy's equestrian statue of George IV. has been
placed on a pedestal at the N.E. corner of the quadrangle

\
n ^ rj^a'Sar-square. It was originally commissioned for
the triumphal arch in front of Buckingham Palace, but as
*t is still uncovered the public have as yet had no oppor-
tunity of examining its details. Mr. Wyatt's equestrian
statue of George III. now in Cockspur-street, will be
removed forthwith to the N.W. corner of the square

;

Whitehall Garden?, a spot where few ever behold it, the
fine statue of James II., and of placing it on the vacant
pedestal in Pall Mall East, that the passing world may
have an opportunity of seeing that London contains at
least one fine statue.

School ofDesign—The School of Design at Somerset
Ilouse has established a class for the instruction of females
in the art of wood-engraving. It is already well attended
and has added another to the very few and limited sources
for the occupation of female industry and talent which
exist in this country.

The Darkness of the Metropolis Iioads.—An adjourned
meeting of householders was held on Friday at Hammer-
smith, for the purpose of declaring the result of the poll
on the question whether that portion of the Great West-
ern road, which has been in total darkness ever since the
commissioners have refused to light them, should he
lighted under the provisions of the General Lighting Act.
Much excitement has for some time prevailed throughout
the parish on the subject, and several attempts have^been
made to get a rate for the purpose of lighting but on all

occasions the proposition has met with determined oppo-
sition. On Mr. Morison being colled to the chair the
churchwardens announced the result of the poll to be as
follows:—For lighting 162, against it J 06, being 5G less
Mian the number required ; the Act requiring that there
should be a majority of two-thirds in favour of lMitin "

before the act can be adopted, and the subject cannot be
again mooted for a twelvemonth. It was stated at the
meeting that no fewer than 80 inhabitants having votes
^ere disfranchised in consequence of non-payment of
church-rates, arising from the churchwardens refusing to
permit the auditors appointed by the vestry to investigate
their accounts.
Bank of England.—A batch of 1/. notes to the amount

of 1400/. was paid into the Bank a few days ago on an
executor's account, and no doubt constitutes the greater
Part of those remaining in existence. The interest lost
0n capital lying dormant in such a shape must have been
considerable.

St. George the Martyr, Soulhivark.—A meeting of the
Churchwardens and overseers of this parish took place on
Monday relative to the various charity property in which
the parish has an interest. It appeared from a statement
of the Churchwarden, that by the will of Mr. Dickenson,
* city merchant, dated 1631, a sum of money was set
apart for apprenticing a poor boy belonging to St.
George's and three other parishes alternately, and that the
Churchwarden of St. Stephen's Walbrook was appointed
y the will to make the necessary arrangements. For^^e years, however, Alderman Gibbs, as the permanent
^lurchwarden of that parish, had failed to account for

ipubnufal Kftus.

th

heimT
0ney an(1 no aPPrenticeships had been made. On

§ aPplied to, Alderman Gibbs stated that the lease of

Provincial Fires—We regret to state that the local

papers contain very sad accounts of the progress of incen-

diarism throughout the country. The determination of

Government to punish with severity the perpetrators of

these fires is manifest by the large rewards offered for the

apprehension of the chief offenders, and the inducements
held out to the less guilty accomplices that may turn
Queen's evidence. The following are the last cases which
have been communicated to the authorities :—On the

19th ult. a barn and other out-buildings the property
of Mrs. Tyrrell of Polstead Hall, in the occupation of

Mr. Tabar, together with a quantity of beans and straw,
were feloniously set fire to t Government offer 50/. reward;
C. Tyrrell, Esq., 50/. ; and the Suffolk Fire Office 50/. on
conviction, with pardon to any but the person actually

firing the premises. On the same night a stack of Barley
on the farm of Mr. Gayford of Rymer House, Suffolk,

was destroyed; 250/. reward is offered, Government and
the Duke of Grafton each offering 50/. with pardon to any
but the actual incendiary. On the 18th ult. the barns

and out-buildings in the occupation of Mr. Buck of Haw-
stead Lodge farm, Suffolk, were destroyed, with a quantity

of corn ; 200/. reward is offered, 100/. being given by
Government, and pardon to accomplices. On the 18th

Ult. a stack of Barley on the farm of Mr. Kersey, Faken-
ham, Suffolk, was destroyed ; 250/. reward is offered, 100/.

by Government, and 50/. by the Duke of Grafton, with

pardon to any accomplice. On the 27th ult. a Bean hovel

in the rick-yard of Mr. French of Whitfield, Northamp-
tonshire, was fired and destroyed, together with a Wheat
rick and two carts. On Tuesday week at St. Columb,
Cornwall, an incendiary fire took place at the Red Lion

Hotel, which destroyed property to the value of 200/. At
Billington, near Leighton, on the same day an extensive

barn filled with Wheat, the property of Mr. Garret, was
burned down. Damage stated to be 400/. At Arlington

on the same day three stacks of Wheat on the farm of
Mr. Richards were destroyed. Loss 300/. At Bnldock,
in Hertfordshire, on Wednesday a barn filled with Corn
belonging to Mr. Proyer was fired and destroyed. Damage
400/. A few days before, a fire broke out at Stolfold near
Baldock on the farm of Mr. Gibbons, which destroyed
property to the amount of 6000/. Near Sawbridgeworth
in Bedfordshire on the same day a destructive fire

happened at the homestead of Mr. C. Bennett in Clay*
lane, a few hundred yards from the town. It destroyed
in three hours several barns, eight stacks of grain of
various descriptions, stables, and all the out-buildings

connected with the farm. Loss 2000/. At Falmersham,
in Hertfordshire, on Thursday a spacious homestead
belonging to Mr. Swannell, and two cottages, were
destroyed in a few hours. Loss 1500/. On Monday
last the storehouses full of hay and corn on the farm of

Sir J. Lubbock at Farnborough, Kent, occupied by Mr.
Stow, a farmer, were destroyed with all their contents.

Bristol.—A case of alleged murder which has caused
much excitement in this city was brought before the
coroner last week. It appears that in August last Mr.
Mountjoy, a master rope-spinner, died from inflammation

of the bowels. lie was a man of some property, about
36 years of age, and at his death left a young widow of
about 24 years, and one child, to whom he bequeathed
his property. For the last two years of his life his wife

and himself had lived very uncomfortably, but no suspi-

cion having arisen that deceased had been unfairly dealt

with, no post mortem examination of the body was made,
and it was interred. Last week, however, communica-
tions were made to the coroner by the sister of the widow
and by other parties, by whom it was alleged that deceased
had been poisoned, and the circumstances detailed to the
coroner were of sufficient weight to induce him to sum-
mon a jury. The body was subsequently exhumed, and
the inquest adjourned until Mr. Iierapath the chemist
has had time to analyze the contents of the stomach.

Crewe.—On the 23d ult. a blacksmith who is the offi-

ciating priest of the sect of Mormonites or Latter-day

saints at the works of the Grand Junction Railway at this

place, with others of that persuasion, assembled at the
river at night to baptize into their sect a woman who had
been induced to submit to the operation after much
entreaty and violence from her husband. The priest and
others having made the woman remove nearly all her
clothing, immediately plunged her into the stream ! The
night was cold and dark, and in consequence of the late

rains the river was running at a great rate and was much
higher than ordinary. The priest having hold of her naked
arm, unfortunately let go his grasp, and the current run-
ning like a mill-race immediately carried her away, and it

being pitch dark she was instantly overwhelmed and
drowned. The husband walked home with the greatest
deliberation and told his neighbours what had occurred
and after seating himself declared his conviction " that it

was the will of God that she should be drowned,'/ adding

" that it was the weakness of her faith that caused it, but
that he was now satisfied that she was in glory." Captain
"Winby of the Crewe station and other parties hearing of
the occurrence immediately rushed down to the river, and
after some time discovered the body of the unfortunate
woman in a bend of the river about 200 yards distant from
the spot where she was immersed, but life was extinct. A
coroner's inquest has been held upon the body, and the
jury having returned a verdict of "Manslaughter," the
husband and blacksmith priest have been committed to
take their trial.

Foots Cray.—On Tuesday the 28th an inquest was held
at Sidcup on the body of Maria Plummer, aged 40, the
wife of a gardener in the employment of Lord Bexley,
who came to her death under circumstances which impli-
cate both the husband of the deceased and the relieving
officer of the Bromley union. From the evidence, which
was very voluminous, it appeared that about six years
since the deceased summoned her husband before the
magistrates at Foots Cray for ill-treatment, on which occa-
sion he agreed to give her half-a-crown a week, which he
continued to do with great irregularity, although earning
145. a week, the result of which was that she was reduced
to considerable distress, wandering about from one rela-
tion to another, till each in turn, being poor persons, were
unable to support her any longer. On Thursday she went
to Mr. Pritchard, a surgeon of Foots Cray, who finding her
in a deplorable condition gave her a letter to Mr. Banks,
the relieving officer, who lives at Chiselhurst. She immedi-
ately went over to Mr. Banks whom she saw, and told
him that she had slept in a water-closet all night, and
wished him to compel her husband to find her a lodging.
He promised to do so and called to see her husband, but
was unable to meet with him. He however took no steps
to relieve her, but told her to apply next day to the board
of guardians at St. Mary's Cray, three miles distant ; and
when he had been spoken to on the subject by Mr.
Rogers, a respectable draper of Foots Cray, he replied that
if he relieved her without bringing her case before the
board of guardians they would immediately reprimand
him. The poor woman wandered over to Sidcup and
called at the Black Horse, where she asked for a bed ;

this was at first refused, but afterwards granted to her.
Her husband was drinking in the house at the time, and
exhibited the utmost indifference to her condition. She
retired to bed about half-past nine, being so weak and
feeble that she was about half an hour getting up- stairs and
fell down in the bed-room. In the night she was attacked
with illness, and in the morning when the landlady
sent up she was found in the agonies of death. Mr.
Pritchard stated that he had made a post mortem examina-
tion, and had never seen a human being in so deplorable
a condition in his life. The chest was generally healthy.

There was a large tumour in the right lobe of the liver

;

the stomach and iniestines exhibited a great deal of in-

flammation, no doubt produced by the severe diarrhoea to

which she had been subjected from want of suff.cie it bile
;

the stomach and bowels were perfectly empty; there was
not the slightest particle of food or nourishment of any
hind to be found therein ; and her entire body showed
that she had been a victim to neglect, dirt, and improper
attention. She was the most wasted and miserably-

emaciated being he had ever beheld. The relieving

officer wss called in, and stated he r.ever received Mr.
Pritchnrd's note to him. The jury expressed their opinion

that he ought to exercise his own judgment and not wait

for the opinions of the board of guardians. The coroner

told him that if a verdict of manslaughter was returned,

it would be not against the board of guardians but against

himself, and therefore he ought to have acted on his own
responsibility. The inquest after nearly four hours' dura-

tion was adjourned, to enable the jury to discover what
had become of Mr. Pritchard's letter. Two subsequent

meetings of the jury have been held, but without coming

to any conclusion ; and one of the jurors having been taken

suddenlv ill, the inquest has been adjourned for a week.

Gloucester.—An inquest has been held en the bodies of

the unfortunate woman, her five children, and servant,

who were burnt to death in the fire at Willersey, as noticed

in our last. It was clearly proved that no attempt could

be made to save them, in consequence of the violence of

the flames, and that they must have hem suffocated soon

after the fire broke out. With respect to the cause of the

fire, it appeared that two days previous to the calamity the

kitchen-chimney caught fire, and apparently burned itself

out, but there was no doubt that one of the bond timbers

had ignited, and communicated with the flooring. The
house was insured for 800/. The unfortunate servant was

the mother of seven fatherless children. The jury after

a brief consideration returned a verdict of "Accidental

Death" in each case.

Huddersfield.—K movement has been begun in this

and other towns of Yorkshire, in favour of the liberation

of Mr. Oastler from the Fleet-prison, and for providing

an annuity for him and his wife, as an acknowledgment

of his services in the agitation for a ten-hour Factory-bill.

The clergy have taken an active part in promoting the

movement. The Kev. W. Maddon was the first to pro-

pose a resolution at the Huddersfield meeting; at Brad-

ford four clergymen supported the cause by their

addresses; at Dewesbury the "Vicar occupied the chair,

and was supported by the incumbent of Batley. On the

28th ult., there was a meeting at Bingley, Mr. Ferrand,

M.P., in the chair, when 24 tradesmen and operatives

formed themselves into a committee to canvass the parish-

ioners for subscriptions. Since then meetings have been
convened at Dewesbury, Halifax, Sheffield, as well as at

Manchester, Liverpool, and other towns in Lancashire.

A central committee has been formed in Manchester, and
subordinate committees are in course of formation in

the principal towns in Lancashire, Cheshire and Derby-
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shire for the promotion of the same object. About

2000/. it is stated will be sufficient to efFect Mr. Oastler's

liberation, but it is proposed to raise 8000/., in order

that some permanent provision may be made for him.

Ilford.—Our readers are aware that in consequence of

certain innovations alleged to have been made by the

officiating curate of Ilford Church, some of the congre-

gation opposed to those forms called a meeting of the

parishioners at which the subject was discussed with

much warmth and a memorial to the Bishop of London

was agreed to, calling upon him to interpose his authority

to put, a stop to the practices complained of, their tendency

being to drive from the church its most constant attend-

ants. The Bishop in reply has forwarded to the memo-

rialists a letter expressive of his sentiments upon the facts

as detailed in the memorial. His lordship calls attention

to the course indicated in his last visitation charge to the

clergy of the diocese. In reference to the specific alle-

gation of the introduction of novel forms, set forth in the

memorial, his lordship is of opinion that the clergyman is

not accountable, provided the service be performed in

accordance with the Rubric. In such cases the congre-

gation have no right to object to the introduction of these

forms. If, however, the minister goes beyond the Rubric,

he is open to censure. The prayer for the church

militant, &c. should not be omitted, nor is the congre-

gation entitled to object to it. The memorial averred

that the minister had been in the habit of making the

sign of the cross which had given great offence to con-

scientious Protestants ; that he usually read the Litany

with his face towards the Communion-table, having his

back towards the congregation ; and that he knelt while

placing alms on the table during the offertory-service.

These matters call forth the bishop's censure upon the

curate by whom they were performed, and the incumbent

is condemned for having permitted the continuance of

such irregularities unrebuked. In reference to a parti-

cular sermon preached in the parish church, which, as the

memorialists alleged, maintained the doctrines of transub-

stantiation, his lordship considers that the sermon referred

to does not admit of that construction to the extent which

the memorialists had put upon it. The letter, which is of

very great length, concludes by enjoining harmony betwixt

ministers and their Hocks as the surest way to the pro-

motion of piety and sound religion.

Liverpool.—On Friday two females named Scholes and

Craig, with Andrew Craig the husband of the latter, and

John Neil were brought before the magistrates, charged

with being engaged in extensive swindling. They were

discovered by means of an application to Lord Newry

purporting to be from Caroline Stephens and inclosing a

forged certificate from Lord Downshire, which led to the

detection of the writer. The police had traced the parties

and seized a quantity of books and papers which showed

such a system of fraud and deception on the part of the

prisoners as has rarely been equalled. From these docu-

ments it appeared that the ramifications of the gang

extended far and wide, comprising :.il the principal towns

and cities in England, Ireland; and Scotland. Letters

and documents bearing the names of the peers, bishops,

and of the most wealthy and influential persons in the dif-

ferent localities in which they had practised their frauds,

were found amongst these papers, and if but a tithe of

the sums there staled were given, it proves that they must

have long practised a successful course of villany. Some

of the papers seized related to Liverpool, Manchester, and

various places in Cheshire. In these towns lists of wealthy

individuals, particularly those having the character of

being benevolent, were noted down to be called upon and

victimised, and circum>tances the most minute were

pointed out regarding them. Their hours of attendance,

the general disposition of the parties applied to— whether

liberal or otherwise—were carefully noted. The forged

documents seized formed a catalogue unparalleled in fmud,

for it appeared by these that they had carried on their

depredations in Cheltenham, Birmingham, Leamington,

Nottingham, Sheffield, and Newcastle in this country,

and had also practised to a great extent in Ireland. In

Scotland their operations had extended to most of the

counties and towns therein, comprising Berwick, Had-

dingtonshire, Roxburghshire, Dumfries-shire, Kirkcud-

brightshire, Fifeshire, and Forfarshire. In all these dis-

tricts the prisoners have, according to the papers seized,

been carrying on the most perfect system of deception that

can well be imagined. The magistrate after hearing the

evidence expressed his determination to put down such

fraudulent attempts on the public, and remanded the pri-

soners for further inquiry.

Manchester.—Up to Friday night the total amount

subscribed in Manchester to the League Fund was

17,902/. In addition to this, 1,665/. was subscribed in

Rochdale from Tuesday to Thursday evening, making

altogether, with the 1,150/. contributed by Rochdale at

the late Manchester meeting, no less than 2,825/. from

that town.
Northampton At the mayor's dinner in this town on

Tuesday week, after several toasts had been given, that

of Earl Spencer was proposed and received with such

enthusiasm that for full 20 minutes his lordship was upon

his legs before quiet was sufficiently restored to enable

him to speak. After dwelling on local affairs for some

time, his lordship proceeded to express his views of

general politics as follows :—" My attention has not been

sufficiently called to political questions to enable me to

give you any useful explanation of my opinions. I can

only say generally with respect to free trade, that neither

of your worthy members is a stronger advocate of it than

I am. The only time I addressed the House of Lords on

the subject what I said was to the same efFect. I am
anxious not to be misunderstood on this point. I am a

landed proprietor and an occupier of land, and I have

no other means of subsistence. If I were to say thct I

desired a repeal of the Corn-laws, believing at the same

time that it would destroy the landed interest, you might

say that I was a very honest man, but you would certainly

not say I was a wise one. But I believe no such thing.

I quite agree with what Mr. Currie has said. I believe

that this is a question of the most essential importance to

the welfare of the empire at large. But I do not believe

that the repeal of the Corn-laws would tend materially to

lower the price of corn. I believe it would raise the

wages and increase the employment of the people. Thus,

although it would not lower the price of corn, it would

bring increased means of buying it. I believe, too, that

it would be followed by a great inci ease in the price of

corn on the Continent, and the effect of this would be

that our manufacturers would be enabled better to com-

pete with the manufacturers on the Continent. With

respect to the objection that foreigners will not take our

manufactures in exchange, as Mr. Currie has said, if we

have their corn they must be paid for it, and if they are

to be paid for it I know of only one way of paying them

directly or indirectly, and that is by the industry of the

people. I set little value on reciprocity treaties. If we

take from the foreigner corn, we must pay for it with our

manufactures, if not directly, indirectly; and the effect

of such a trade must be to raise the continental price of

corn to our level, not to reduce ours to theirs." The noble

earl concluded by saying that they would well understand

why he, declaring himself an advocate of the total repeal

of the Corn-laws, was anxious not to be misunderstood.

He should be sorry, indeed, if such a change should in-

volve the ruin of those with whom he was now associated,

the agriculturists, but he had no such belief. He believed,

on the contrary, that it would be for their benefit as well

as for the benefit of the country at large. His lordship

sat down amidst repeated rounds of the heartiest cheering.

Windsor.—A field of between 100 and 200 were present

at the meet on Monday last, which took place at Maiden-

head. The celebrated Scotch deer, Highlander, which has

heretofore afforded such excellent sport, upon being

uncarted on Maidenhead Thicket, went away across the

thicket to the Great Western Railway, where it ran along

the up line towards Reading for upwards of a mile and a

half. The hounds followed in hot pursuit, haying got

upon the railway before the huntsmen and whippers-in

had got up to call them off. When between a deep cutting,

an up-train, proceeding at the rate of thirty miles an hour,

appeared in sight. At this moment the destruction of the

whole pack (the hounds still proceeding downwards on the

upline) appeared inevitable. The stag made for the banks

of the cutiing as soon as it saw the approach of the train,

and thus got out of harm's way. Not so, however, the

hounds, who still pursued their dangerous career ah-ng the

line. Fortunately, however, when the train had advanced

within less than 100 yards of them, and when every one

expected that in another second or two the whole would

have been sacrificed, the pack passed over to the down-

line of rails, and thus fortunately escaped. The feelings

of all who witnessed the danger of the royal pack and

their extremely lucky escape, were, as may be imagined,

greatly excited. From the railway the deer ran back

towards Reading, and after a run of two hours and three-

quarters over 30 miles of country was taken in the tap-

room of a public-house.

Raihvays The following are the returns for the past

week ..—Birmingham and Derby, 1265/.; Birmingham

and Gloucester, 1537/. ; Eastern Counties, 2118/. ; Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, 1923/.; Great Western, 11,207/.;

Grand Junction, 6393/. ;
Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr,

1201/. ; Great North of England, 1341/. ; Hull and Selby,

933/.; London and Birmingham, 13,372/.; Blackwall,

579/.; South Western, 4558/. ; Greenwich, 677/. ; Brighton,

3054/.; Croydon, 187/.; Liverpool and Manchester,

3437/. ;
Manchester and Leeds, 5191/. ; Midland Counties,

2257/. ; Manchester and Birmingham, 2304/. ; Northern

and Eastern, 1389/. ; North Midland, 3907/. ; Newcastle

and Carlisle, 1378/. ; Sheffield and Manchester, 449/.;

York and North Midland, 1384/. ; South Eastern and

Dover, 26G5/.—The works on the Newcastle and Darling-

ton line, which is to connect the Great North of England

Railway with Newcastle, are proceeding with a spirit that

promises the successful completion of the undertaking at

a considerably earlier period than the public had been

led to anticipate. The works in the neighbourhood of

Durham are in a state of great forwardness, and it is sup-

posed that the whole line will be finished early in the

ensuing year.—A fine of 5000/. was lately imposed by the

Court of Queen's Bench upon Mr. Scott, one of the offi-

cers of the Leeds and Manchester Company, for blocking

up the highway at Rastrick, near Halifax ; but it is under-

stood that this judgment is intended only to quicken the

movements of that body, and that if the impediment be

removed on or before the 10th day of Easter Term, neither

that fine nor the fines of 20/. each upon the other defend-

ants will be enforced.—On the North Midland line a large

carriage has been fitted up for the accommodation of

smokers. T t is termed the "divan," and first-class fare

is paid for the convenience.—It has been currently stated

in the city that the Dover Company have made proposals

to the Brighton and Croydon Companies with the view of

negotiation for the former company to lease the lines of

the last-named companies, the terms to be mutually

settled by the respective boards of directors.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—An express appeared in the Times of Satur-

day, announcing an important seizure of arms in this city.

It appears that the superintendent of the detective force,

having received information that there was a cask on

board the Duchess of Kent steamer which was charged in

the manifest as "empty/' and only 2s. returned on its

freight, and that the cask was, in reality, very weighty,

proceeded to the vessel, and ordered the cask to be

removed to the police-office, where it was broken open,

and found to contain 12 pike-heads, upwards of H inches

long; 12 muskets, 12 cutlasses, 6 horse pistols, and 6

pair of handcufTs. It was immediately rumoured that

these arms were connected with the Repeal agitation ;
but

after a long investigation before the Magistrates, it was

proved that they were imported by some Conservative

merchants for arming a vessel about to proceed to the

coast of Africa. They were accordingly given up by com-

mand of the Lord Lieutenant—The usual weekly meeting

of the Repeal Association was held on Monday, Mr. T.

Steele in the chair ; on taking which he observed, that the

father of his country had gone to sport with his beagles

amongst his native mountains, but that he could not have

done so if he did not place the most implicit confidence in

the promise of the people of Ireland to be peaceable. He

knew they would be true to that promise when they remem-

bered Clontarf, of which he would not now speak, as they all

knew his opinions about it ; the Americans, too, had their

opinions about it. They remembered what had taken place

in '98, in the time of Lord Clare and the miscreant Cas-

tlereagh, and believed that the same game was intended

to be played in 1843. However that might be,

O'Connell had declared at the great meeting at the

Abbey-street Theatre, that but for his accidental pre-

sence in Dublin, Clontarf would have become a scene of

havoc and bloodshed which would have spread through

Ireland in twenty-four hours. O'Connell's motto was

that " whoever committed a crime strengthened the

enemy," and those words of the great moral regenerator

he, as his head pacificator, now repeated, while he de-

clared that though a poor man he would not change his

present position for the brightest diadem in Europe. Her

Majesty's Attorney-General in Ireland had attempted to

prejudice the minds of the Jury before whom they were

to be tried, but whatever might be the effect of such an

attempt, should O'Connell even by any human possibility

be sent to prison, it would be the duty of the people then

to become doubly tranquil, for then would O'Connell be

doubly terrible to his enemies— ay, more terrible even than

while inhaling the air of his native mountains. O'Connell

was the sole though sceptreless monarch who reigned in

the hearts of the Irish people ; and if he were imprisoned

he might say to Earl De Grey in the words of Manfred,

" Thou worm whom I obey I scorn." Mr. J. O'Connell

addressed the meeting on the subject of the system ot

RiWndism, which he regretted to say was notwithstanding

the repeated denunciations of the Association, still spread-

ing in the neighbourhood of Dundalk. Mr. Barrett ot

the Pilot made some observations on the same subject,

and referring to the Finnoe murders, expressed his con-

viction that the real perpetrators of the crime would be

found to be neither Roman Catholics nor Repealers. 1

M

rent for the week was announced to be 994/. \ls. 5d. l*ie

Earl of Devon arrived in Dublin on Monday, and com-

menced his duties as chairman of the Landlord and Tenant

Commission.—On Friday town-councillor O'Brien was

elected Lord Mayor for the ensuing year without oppo'

sition. He is a thorough Repealer, and was proposed by

Mr. O'Connell and seconded by Mr. M'Clelland.—l»e

Penelope steam-frigate has arrived in Kingstown harbour,

loaded almost to the water's edge with large gun-boats.

They are intended for the Upper Shannon and the large

lakes formed by that river in its progress towards tn

lower branch. A considerable number of persons wer

collected on the banks of the canal to see them towed to

Portobello from the basin at Ringsend. They areimmens^

boats with great beam, capable of carrying two guns an

a large body of men ; are doubled banked and each pulje

by twelve rowers.—Sir George Back and Capt. Fair, tn

Commissioners appointed to report on the compara"

merits of Holyhead and Port Dynllaen Harbours, M
sent in their report to the Admiralty, in which they sta

their ''unqualified opinion that both as to capability a^
position, Holyhead is unquestionably the most eng\

harbour on the coast as a port of communication wi

Dublin."—The Rev. Peter James Tyrrell, parish-priest

Lusk, and one of the nine persons implicated in the pe^
fc

ing state prosecutions, died on Monday night after a sn

attack of erysipelas. The Rev. Gentleman was it is s^
greatly beloved by his parishioners, and did not u

recently mix himself up with the various political q
fc

tions which have lately agitated this country. He ca ^
cold during his exertions to prevent the meeting at ..

tarf, after the proclamation was issued, and never en

recovered from the effects. Mortk
Tipperary.—At a meeting of the gentry of the JN

Riding of Tipperary, held on the 29th ult., at Borrisc*^

the following resolutions were adopted:—" ^eS

t
°il0rror

That we contemplate, with feelings of the deepest ^ jgg

and regret, the savage and unparalleled murder o ^
Vereker and Thomas Waller, Esq., and the bnU ^^
barbarous attack on his family, at Finnoe, on tn ^e-

inst. ; and we hereby tender the expression of o^
the

liest sympathy to the members of that family-
j ok

frequency and brutality of such crimes con3P el

1

US
: Ixip

ends
with great alarm upon the danger that eviden

"£ t
upon

upon us in the present state of the county. ^ ^e
the most anxious consideration, we have arriy ^^ a

conviction that this outrage is connected vvj
'

jged

proof of, a widely-extended, secret, and
.

w
?{j8 county-

conspiracy against law, life, and property iniM

'

uD ty,

That while, on the part of the landlords °t «*
gtUl *e

we rejoice at the pending commission of inqu y^ gg in

deny emphatically that their conduct has Deen
taDtly

any manner to palliate or justify the crimes so
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TK «!

^

a
V
ons

'
made and circulated amongst the peasantry.

A
Jiat fully confiding in the wisdom of her Majesty's coun-

cils, we deem it our duty most respectfully to express our
conviction that the existing laws are inadequate to meet
^present disorganised and lawless state of society, and
that we pledge ourselves to co-operate with the Govern-
ment in such measures as they may deem requisite to the
restoration and maintenance of peace and order." The
aat accounts from Finnoe fully corroborate the previous
statements respecting the precarious condition of Mrs.
waller and the old butler, Larkin; the wounds and con-
tusions of the latter it is said have begun to assume a
ery unfavourable appearance, while the consequences of

^je shock produced by the death of her husband on Mrs.

Tk p
8 sP*r* t are regarded with serious apprehension,

att ,

Uneral of Mr- Waller took place on Friday and was
attended by all the gentry and clergy of the neighbourhood.
Limerick.—On Monday Mr. Smith O'Brien, M.P., was

entertained at a public dinner by the Repealers of this
y,

.

to celebrate his accession to 'their cause. The pro-
eedings excited considerable interest, as Mr. O'Connell

Presided on the occasion. In proposing the health of the
^ueen, Mr. O'Connell said, " There is not, I know, in
n
y portion of her dominions an assemblage of persons
ch more unaffectedly respects her throne, or which is

0re steady or devoted in its loyalty than the one I am
addressing. As for myself, you may perhaps have

en m the newspapers the heading of ' The Queen v.
^aniel O'Connell'—(Laughte/)—but I tell you what
you are never very likely to see, what it is impossible for
you ever to read, and that is, the heading of * Daniel
jrVonne ll v. the Queen'— (Renewed laughter)—for I

j .

lev
^ tllere is not amongst her subjects one individual

t JIn8 more efficaciously than myself to secure the
ability of her throne and the possession of it to her

ea
S°e

«
d
£
ntS '" After the other ]°yal toasts the chairman

°*Ve Repeal of the Union," and then proceeded to the

of m day
>
and s Poke in terms of great approbation

Mr. Smith O'Brien and his services to Repeal. " He

the
n

°'
t,M he Said

' " how the cause of Ireland mi8ht in

but ^f
Ulng se ssior> be retarded by pending circumstances,

It he were incapacitated from aiding it as vigorously as

I
*°?W wj sl>

:

there were men to fill his station in that res-

mi d if national mind would have leaders—the national

ItpI i

t,10se ^eac3ers at present and in prospective, and
eiand would never be deserted as long as William Smith

len «
len 1,ved '" Mr. O'Brien returned thanks at great

vert !\\
Aft6r declarinS his adhesion to Repeal, he ad-

u
j

lP the State prosecutions, and spoke as follows :—

a ]

C0nsider thi s is not a prosecution against O'Connell
a the other persons who are to be arraigned, but a pro-
uuon against you. In fact it is an indictment against
^entire Irish nation. I believe the Government will
teriy and signally fail—that the only effect will be to
sgrace [them and greatly advance the Repeal cause. I

cannot believe that a Jury fairly constituted could find a
erduit of guilty upon such trumpery charges ; but if it
should be otherwise, and if one of the foremost men inEurope should be consigned to a dungeon for having loved^s country too well, do you suppose that'by those means
"eland will be averted from seeking the Repeal ? I knownot what would be the result, but lam persuaded thatnotrung would more dishearten him and those who are

2
V

Mr
C

nJ
Uh h7'hm V UmultU0US risinS- The'e was*sivir. UConnell has said a belief up to a late period that

there w s one way in which the Repeal question might besilenced, and that was by legislative enactments for theoenrht of Ireland. For my part I have not the slightest
j'ope that such will be attained, and therefore it is that Iook forward with intense eagerness and certainty to the™ when the repeal of the Union will not be treated asmere chimera. I do not calculate upon that event
nsing within any given time, within a month or months
r a year, as Mr. O'Connell does ; but I believe that the

c<w J
8 CominS when Ireland will be banded in one

ontederation to demand her rights. We know at

gt
J6t that we have the millions with us, and in such a

ggje that is no unimportant consequence. And
filled

.^°°k to *he other classes of Society, lam not

cirel

Wlt
-

1 desPain In the first P lace»
the higher

w i '
wu h respect to them I give myself no concern

shalM
Ver>

^ r ^ am c
l
u^ e sure 'hat whenever our cause

t n
e a winning cause we shall have their support. Then

dom **
ano,,h er class— those who believe sincerely that

ony^^^^gislation would be an essential benefit to this

thev ^ ° ut avoid taking part in support of it, because

you t
m its attainment impossible. To them I say—

PHrtv^i
t0 try llle ex Periment - Tiien there is another

n ot jf,
tll°se who are favourable to federalism, and is it

far
ani *es t that.they are bound to go along with uslaras rp r

" >u^/- tt*° UUU1IU lu su a,u,,8 ""* us so

entire l
- s Reunion statute? I am in favour of

far
f,

leglslati ve independence as it existed in 1782. I am
fi nt| Q

°m 8ayi"g we ought to insist on that, for we might

are b^ 1 ? possible and the other impossible, but we
tain th*

l°
!

nv* te aiui tney are bound to come who enter-

did b^
0se

r
°Pinions. There is another class to whom I

Motive
° n

^i
*JUt ,lave no r'S 1,t t0 accuse oi im P roper

Enelj
?'

p
i mean those who still hope for justice from the

Under a \

arllament
- I will only say they are labouring

all i
',

(lr

*f

arn from which I have myself awakened, and

to lay Vx
°

1

them is conscientiously and before their God
do thev

1C

ni i

ndaupon their hearts and a ' k themselves

*ot hi pe ? If" they answer in the affirmative I do
he in ourV V*'

but
*
think that that claSS t0° Wil1 soon

to be most
a

.

St There is another class whom I believe

the sturdy p £
enti al on this Repeal question— I speak of »

* resbyterians of the north of Ireland, and really

such an interest. They have a common interest with us
and I cannot but believe that ere long they will be awakened
to a sense of that interest. How could I believe other-
wise when I recollect that the forefathers of those very
men who congregated in Dungannon in 1782 declared that
they knew their duty to their Sovereign and were loyal
but that they knew their duty to themselves and were de-
termined to be free. Those were the words of truth,
and believe me the spirit of the fathers will animate
their sons. Oh if I were instrumental in effecting an
union with the Presbyterians of the north then I
would believe I had not lived in vaim I have
n<>w to propose to you the health of one whose bio-
graphy is written in his nation's history— one whose
worth and distinguished exertions will be more fully
appreciated when his voice is hushed in the grave. I give
you, " Daniel O'Connell, the Liberator of Ireland. 7 " Mr.
O'Connell returned thanks, and said it was a great day
for Ireland, and a proof of the wisdom of the prosecution.
"The state of the Repeal cause," he said, "is this at
present three-fourths of the Irish people have unani-
mously declared in favour of it. A portion of the remain-
ing fourth—the Catholic portion of the north at least are
also for the Repeal. An immense number of the honest-
hearted Presbyterians of Ulster are for the Repeal, and
several enlightened members of the Established Church
are for it ; in short no cause had ever so powerful a sup-
port. That is one fact. What is the next ? Why 37
monster meetings were held, not including the monster
meeting of this day. That more human beings were
congregated for peaceable, ay, or even for warlike pur-
poses, than ever assembled in any country before. That
there were six millions four hundred thousand as men-
tioned in the bill of indictment. But what is the fact as
was alluded to by Mr. O'Brien ? not one breach of the
peace was committed at any of the monster meetings.
Nay, ifc is a wonderful fact that not even an accident
happened in a throng of so many thousands. Six millions
four hundred thousand met together, and observed even
the politeness of refined sociefy in their behaviour towards
each other, demonstrating their rights to govern their
country by the complete manner in which they govern
themselves. In regard to the prosecutions, if the Jury
be composed of the Orange faction there is little hope for
us.^ I am asked how they can find a verdict on that
indictment ? They may convict me for being a Popish
agitator—but as to conspiracy I loathe the word—the idea
of conspiracy never entered my mind. No ; I belong to a
great national combination, and 1 am proud to belong to
it

; and whilst I repudiate the foulness of conspiracy,
come weal or woe, I am wedded to that national combi-
n^rjoxL But I wish to tell the people again how they
should be prepared for coming events—if the Jury should
be unhappily misinformed, and a verdict be found against
us, I am not afraid of any disturbance. I am not afraid of
any disturbance from this to that period, nor of any dis-
turbance even then, but there is no harm in repeating my
caution to the people. It would indeed break my heart

to think that there should be any disturbance. I would
abandon the Repeal cause if there was any outbreak.
Don't the people see that their enemies are perfectly pre-

pared with troops, artillery and ammunition? Let the
people recollect that it was the fomented rebellion of

1798 that carried the Union. Give me but that noble
tranquillity which I conjured you to observe, and the repeal

is certain. Ireland need have no fear, unless from crime
and violence. With that sentiment on my lips—with that

conviction on my judgment—with that anxiety in my heart

— I call upon you all to abide the coming trials with
patience and tranquillity. Let us look forward to peace

during the coming crisis. Let no man pity rne nor feel

that I was a wronged man— that I was an object of com-
passion after that trial. It is the crime that is disgraceful,

and not the scaffold. I have struggled for Ireland—my
first speech was against the Union—I have made more
speeches since then than any other man, and my private

life and public character have been vilified beyond mea-

sure ;
but while I have the confidence of my countrymen

I care not for it all. It has been suggested to me that

if I consented to abandon the Repeal the prosecutions

would be given up; or even if convicted the sentence

would not be enforced— that offer was made to me. I said

at once there shall be no compromise of the Repeal. I

would rot in a dungeon first. No, not while I have

breath will I make a compromise. The Repeal! While

I live I shall continue to argue Ireland's right to a domes-

tic Parliament, and if I be incarcerated, my pen will enable

me to teach my countrymen my sentiments. I rejoice,

then, my friends, that we have made this demonstration.

Your monster meetings went on until, at the close of them

all they were interrupted by the Government, and it was

said that that which was peace before would on the sup-

pression of those meetings be rebellion immediately. It

was no such thing. Now we can contradict them. They
interfered. He prevented. There was peace still. Peace

still is my command—peace still is my entreaty— peace

still and Ireland shall be free." Several other toasts

were proposed and the meeting did not separate until long

S £ »„ I
"#"*» an <* Colonisation, which had its

?hf Knvn £ I- T funded for the purpose of securing to

SoceS^fnf'fh^n
etS

r
Grtain estates in Nova Scotia

-
The

was sought to fix the defendants with liability! fo? the acTs of theassociation It appeared that the order to copV the mans &cwas given by the secretary of the association in Aucu<t or'September, 1842, and that the first meeting which theDuicPof
Argyll and Sir J. Cockburn attended was held on the 22dApril in the same year. They attended another meeting on the
29th April, and another on the 8th June, and after that time
there was no evidence to show that they ever interfered in any
way, directly or indirectly, with the proceedings of the society
or attended any of their meetings. It appeared that a prospec-
tus was published in which the Duke of Argyll figured as presi-
dent, and a number of noblemen and gentlemen as vice presi-
dents, besides a number of baronets, among whom was Sir J.
Cockburn, who formed the " consulting council ; " but it seemed
from the same prospectus that the whole management of the
affair was left in the hands of six "commissioners," and that
the functions of the president, vice-presidents and consulting
council were exclusively confined to the protection of the inte-
rests of the shareholders. It was arranged by the verv constitu-
tion of the association that no peer "or baronet who should
become a Vice-president should be liable as such to the expenses
of the association, and it appeared that by one of the resolutions
which was adopted on the Rth June, it was determined that no-
thing ?»°ula be done by the association till 50,000/. had been
subscribed for, Only 7000/. was subscribed for up to December,
1842. here were several minor features in the case but the
above were its leading characteristics. Chief Justice Tindalsummed up, and the jury returned a verdict for defendants.
Court ok Quken's Bench—The Queen v. Strachnn.-ln this

case Patrick Leith Strachan, a gentleman of fortune, who had
formerly served at Sierra Leone, was charged with having com-
mitted an assault with a criminal intent at Harrow School. The
Jury found the prisoner Guilty.—At the Central Criminal Court
on Saturday George Dawson Lowndes, a barrister of fortune,
charged with two similar cases of assault, and who has often
been before the police on charges of the same description, was
found Guilty. The Recorder commenting upon the enormity of
his offence, said he was surprised that the prisoner's friends had
not taken steps to have him placed in some asylum. He then
ordered the prisoner to pay a fine of 100/. upon the first indict-
ment on which he had been convicted, and upon the second
he directed that he should be imprisoned in the House of Cor-
rection and kept to hard labour for two years, and at the
expiration of that period enter into his own recognizance in
the sum of 500/. to keep the peace towards all her Majesty's
subjects for five years, and that lie be further imprisoned
until 1 he fine be paid and the recognizances entered into.
Court OF Exchbqubr.— Custom-Bouse Frauds.— In the case

of the Attorney. General v. Candy noticed in our last, the Jury-
found a verdict for the Crown, estimating the value of the
smuggled goods at 1,050/. Another case -the Attorney General
v. Dean, being against the partner of the former defendant, was
commenced on Monday, but as the same evidence was to be
offered as in the former case, counsel on both sides agreed that
the evidence should be taken as if given and the same verdict
returned. A fourth case, the Attorney- General v. John Dean, a
silk importer.inSt. Paul's Churchyard, not connected with Candy
and Dean, was then entered upon. The Attorney-General in
opening this case begged to inform the Jury that it differed from
those which perhaps some or all of them had heard tried within
tbe laet few days, inasmuch as it was not a proceeding for
penalties arising out of any charee of fraud; but was simply one
lor the recovery of certain duties to the extent of 26^. 12s. 10rf. twtnch were alleged by the Crown to be due from the defend-
ant, a large silk importer in St. Paul's Churchyard, in respect oftwo cases of silk goon's. That sum was constituted of the diffe-
rence between the sum actually paid by the defendant on the
impoitation of these two cases and that which, on the part of the
Crown, was claimed as the amount properly payable. The
defence rested on the admitted negligence of the Custom-house
Offices, and on the general mismanagement of that department
by which the goods were passed. Lord Abinger summed up,
laying it down at the commencement of his charge, that un-
doubtedly the rules of law as to the proof of defendant's liability
were as much to be observed by the Crown in such cases as in
ordinary suits between party and party, and certainly as no fraud
had been proved against the defendant he was entitled to have
doubtful points construed somewhat favourably to himself ; espe-
cially as the negligence of Custom-house officials had occasioned
the loss of evidence, the absence of which surely should occasion
no injury to him or impose upon him any additional burden of
proof. His Lordship then went carefully through the evidence
expressing on most points his opinion that the case of the Crown
was substantially established. The jury returned a verdict for
the Crown, calculating 13//. iGs, as the amount of deficient duty.
Ckvtral Criminal Court.—The late Duel.—On Saturday, at

an early hour, the court was crowded with persons anxious to
hear the trial of Mr. Munro. At 10 o'clock the Lord Chief
Justice and Mr. Justice Coltman entered the court, Lord Denman
being accompanied by the celebrated French advocate, M. Ber-
r>'er. j^s soon as their Lordships were seated, the Attorney-
General stated that he had been led to expect that Mr. Munro,
against whom a true bill had been returned by the grand jury at
a former session of this court, for the wilful murder of Col.
Fawcett, would surrender and take his trial "on that charge.
At a late hour on the previous night, however, he had received a
note from the legal adviser of Mr. Munro, which informed him
that Mr. Munro could not surrender or appear to take his trial,

having been attacked with illness, and being then suffering
from typhus fever. The Attorney- General added that he had
only

after midnight.

Ilato.

Court of Common Pleas.— Woods v. the Duke of Argyll and
Another.—The action was brought to recover from defendants,

the Duke of Argyll and Major-General Sir James Cockburn, the

sum of 37/. fis. for work and labour performed for the defendants,

in copying certain maps and making a journey to Gravesend.

The Duke of Argyll, it appeared, had been put down by the pro-

moters of the scheme as the President of the British American

ono course to pursue under the circumstances, and that
was to ask did their lordships think it right that Mr. Munro
should be called on to appear and surrender? Mr. Clarkson said
that Mr. Thesiger and Mr. Bodkin, with himself, had been
retained for the defence of Mr. Munro. They had only received
the notice of Mr. Monro's illness last night, at too late an hour
to countermand the attendance of witnesses. It was too late
ev en to send to the solicitor for the prosecution, but it was not
too late to send to the Attorney. General. They accordingly
made the communication, which it was quite impossible to have
made any earlier. He would beg to add, with respect to the
question put by the Attorney- General, that Mr. Munro was not
under recognisances. Lord Denman then ordered that the wit-
nesses should be all discharged from further attendance during
tne present session.
The Satirist.—Barnard Gregory surrendered to receive judg-

meat on the libels upon the Duke of Brunswick and Mr. Vallance,
to which he pleaded guilty some sessions back. Mr. Justice
Coltman, turning to the defendant, who stood on the step of the
witness-box. said, Barnard Gregory— Defendant, interrupting him
—My lord, before your lordship pronounces judgment upon me,
I have to beg your lordships to allow me to make a few observa-
tions.—Mr. Justice Coltman : We cannot hear you now.—De-
fendant

: It is not possible that justice can be done me if your
lordship does not hear me. I have pleaded guilty under peculiar

circumstances.—Lord Denman : You have pleaded guilty, and
the court cannot now hear you. Yon have put in your affidavits,

and .they have been considered.—Defendant: My lord, I was
advised "by my counsel to plead guilty.—Lord Denman: You
really cannot now be heard.—Mr. Justice Coltman then pro-
ceeded to pass sentence. He said: My brother Parke and
myself have looked over the affidavits put in in your case, aud
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are of opinion that
On Die

ofl'ence to

a'ter an attentive consideration of them wc are ot opmi

they do not contain any mitigation of yor.r offence,

contrary, they rather tend to aggravate it. I he first oft.

which you have pleaded guilty is a libel on the Duke ol Bruns-

wick committed apparently for the purpose of ministering to that

morbid taste for scandcl in the public to which your paper appears

to owe much of its circulation, and in order to obtain a sail

wider currency by such means for the paper from which you derive

your living. Bui there appears to have been a further motive on

your parr, in publishing this libel.and your allusion jocular though

it appeared to be to the valuable ring worn by the Duke wouia

seem to point to a still further object. The sentence of the comt

unon you for this your offence is that you be imprisoned inter

Majesty's gaol of Newgate for four calendar months. "vV'tb

regard to the other charge to which you also pleaded guilty, the

libel on Mr. Vallance, that is a libel of a more heinous charactei

than the one on the Duke of Brunswick, for it was an attempt to

affix a deep stun upon the character of Mr. Val ancc, one calcu-

lated to ruin him in his profession. There could not be a more

aggravated offence than this, for it was an attempt to rum in ms

character and profession a person who appeared from the arntia-

vits made in the case to be of the greatest respectability. 1 he

sentence of the court therefore is that for this offence you be

further imprisoned to the gaol of Newgate for the space of eignt

calendar months, to commence after the expiration of the former

sentence.—Defendant : My Lord, I filed those affidavits by advice

of counsel and I pleaded guilty under peculiar circumstances.

Lord Denman : We cannot allow you to go into anything con-

nected with the matter now. Defendant: But, my Lord— Lord

Denman : Let the prisoner be taken into custody and removed.

His Lordship's order was instantly obeyed.

The Slave-trading Case.—Mr. Payne on the part of the prose-

cutor Sir George Stephen, appeared to oppose the application ot

Mr Prendergast to have Thomas Jennings admitted to bail, ue

said that Captain Hill, the principal witness for the prosecution

would be obliged to return to this country from his command

on the African coast, in order to give his evidence
;

and it

would be a great hardship if, upon his return, he found no

prisoner to be prosecuted. The learned counsel proceeded to

contend that there was much difficulty in catching the pns°ner

in the first instance. Mr. Prendergast referred to the affidavits,

and amongst others to the prisoner's sister, who deposed tnat

be had bin living ot his own house, and keeping a school there

for months before he was taken into custody, and that he might

at any time during that period have been found. Lord Denman

thought the case was one in which suitable bail should be taken,

and directed that the prisoner should enter into his own recog-

nizances In loo/., and give two sureties m 50 .
each or•four

sureties in 25*. each, to appear and take his trial at the August

sessions of next year. „,,.„„
Railway Robberies.—John Roland, a watchman at the Padd.ng-

ton station of the Great Western Railway, was indicted for

s'ealing 2000 yards of crape gauze, value 180/., the property or

the company. There were 1 1 counts in the indictment, some oi

which laid the property as belonging to other persons. The box

containing the crape had been sent by Mr. Hamestie, a manu-

facturer at Bath, to his agents in London, and stolen on its

arrival at Paddington. It was clearly traced to the possession

of the prisoner. The jury, after a short deliberation, returned a

verdict of Guilty. The Common-Sergeant said that if ocprecia-

tions Of this kind were not severely punished they would become

so frequent that neither the property of the company nor that of

the passengers would be safe. It was the duty of the Court to

protect the public, and the sentence therefore was that he be

transported for seven years.

Felhnn,—William Haynes, a grocer atllaggerston, was indicted

for feloniously administering sulphate of potass to Mary Haynes

his wile with intent to procure abortion. The evidence in this

case has been alreadv before our readers and it is unnecessary to

recapitulate it in detail. It will be recollected that the prisoner

ed Last session for the nvurderof hiswh'eandacqn^ted.

He was then arraigned on the present charge arising out of the

evidence adduced in the former case. J he jury shortly found

him Guilty, but recommended him to mercy on account of his

supposed ignorance of the medicine. Mr. Just.ce Coltman in

idSSng the prisoner told him that the crime of which he had

NEW WORKS
PUBLISHED BY A. H. BAILY & Co., CORNHILL, LONDON.

Jn Parts, Is. each,

Now ready, 2 vols. 8vo., cloth boards,

WANDERINGS IN THE HIGHLANDS ANDW ISLANDS, WITH SKETCHES TAKEN on the'SCOT-

TISH BORDERS; Being a sequel to " Wild Sports of the West.

By W. H. Maxwkll, Esq.

MAXWELL'S IRISH REBELLION in 1798, with

Plates by Georges Cruiksiiank, and numerous Portraits

on Steel by the first Artists. Part I. to appear on the 1st of

January. The forthcoming Work will illustrate the most im-

JortanTand interesting era in IRISH HJSTORY-tbat^tending

from the Revolutionary outbreak in France to the
«

fitment
of the Legislative Union ;

with ample details, J^WSJSS"
tical, of the Rise, Progress, and Suppression of the Insunection

in '98.

NOUVEAU MELANGE,
NARRATIF, DESCRIPTIK, HISTORIQUE ET LITTERAIRE

Eecueil Classique, moral ct religieux, de belles actions, dehants

faits, de bons exemplcs, ct de bonnes marines, "*""««»
d'anecdotes curieuscs, d'avciitures.smguhercs, de properties, ct

dG
Pa^MARiN Drc La Vote, Memb. de l'Institut Hist, ct Lit.,

Autcur du Nouveau Lexique Francais et Anglais, tec. «c.

This Work contains, in one volume 12mo., 400 pages, or ms
small separate volumes, the following subjects :- 1 ,

Lc
:

Narratcur

2, Choix deMorceaux Franceses -,,3, La Chanm.erc
i

Indienne 4,

Atala 5, Les Aventures de Tclcmaque , 6, Elizabeth. Every

subject is preceded and followed by Questions and Explanations

of various kinds.

MAXWELL'S LIFE OF THE DUKE OF WEL-
LINGTON, K.G. In 3 vols, demy Svo, boards. Splendidly

Illustrated with Portraits, Battle-Scenes, Plans of Battles, and

Maps, price 3/. 7s-> or with proof plates, royal 8vo., pi ice U. bound.

In 2 vols. l2mo, bound, 1,000 pages, price 1/. is.

Illustrated by Twenty-four Steel Engravings from tlie most

authentic Portraits of the British Admirals, and numerous Dia-

grams of Naval Actions,

THE BATTLES OF THE BRITISH NAVY,
FROM a.d. 1000 to 1840. By JOSEPH ALLEN, Esq., of Green-

wich Hospital.
» The best and most complete repository of the triumphs of the

British Navy that has issued from the press."- United Service

Ateo, in uniform size and type, and may be bound up with the

above, 40 pp. 12mo., with Portrait, P™e '*

A VINDICATION OF ADMIRAL LORD ^^^r
^^°-

CEEDINGS IN THE BAY OF NAPLES, faithfully related.

DAILY'S SERIES OF WINNERS.
The above Scries comprises Portraits of the Winners of the

GLASS SUPERSEDED for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES by

TX7HITNEY'S CHEMICAL TRANSPAttkNi
VV WATERPROOF COMPOSITION, rendering Muslin,

Calico, or Linen, for the Frames of Greenhouses, Pine, Melon,
,

o

Cucumber Stoves, &c, impervious to rain or moisture, aumi^
light equal to Glass, much warmer, and the plants never duiu

^Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Gardeners will, by using this com-

position have the only effectual protection for their WOTt^wej

daring the blooming season; it is a certain defence from nosw

sleet, wind, and blight; its transparency admits the (•»«*£

beams of the sun, with abundance of light, winch causes tnu

bloom to expand with increased luxuriance, the fruit to set an

swell more freely, much earlier, and a crop of fruit to any c^i
may be warranted. The covering not to be moved by aw
(except to thin the Fruit, which will be necessary), till the mom
of June, It is recommended that the Calico be prepared eaiiy*

so as to be thoroughly dry before using.
„,«,*»•

Sold in Bottles, witli directions for use, pints, 2,9. otf., fj»»J '

4s. M. each. One pint is sufficient to coat (our Frames twi

over, each Frame to be 5ft. by 3 ft. 3 in., or thereabouts. *'^Pa£
by George Wiiitnky, Chemist, Shrewsbury. »e«£s£{it
Florists, and Merchants supplied by Mr. VV. BAXMV* c*e* 151'

Nortl
But
pared
Manche
Nurserymen, Liverpool.

Agents wanted for London and the country

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED
BY SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

R. JEAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, Russell-sq"^,

Sole Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PAIL^
WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to cure

Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent down^
currents; it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Ap?

M

8.

44
47
15

10
28

S.

56
5.
25

23
32

S. J?,

not being aware ol its dangerous

not be indicted. The sentence was that he be imprisoned in the

House of Correction and kept to hard labour for two years.

MARK LANE, Fumt, December Hi-Since Monday scarcely

any frish samples of English Wheat have appeared at Market,

nor do we observe any alteration in its value.—The business

doing in Foreign has been very limited, but prices are not lower.

Bonded is al«> less inquired after.

BRITISH, PER IMPERIAL QUARTER.
Wheat. Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . White

Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and \orkshue .

Oat9, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . Poland a

Northumberland and Scotch .
• . Feed

I,iah .
Feed

Barlrv Malting and distilling

Malt, pale, ship '

Hertford and Essex

Bcana, Maaagan, old and new 22 10 so Tick

_ Pigeon, Heligoland
Peas, White

Rod . 44 52
White *^_ mm
Feed 16* 21

Potato 17 25
Potato 16 24
Grind. 24 30

Winds.
23 to SO
28 to 36'

30 to 35 - Maple
HIPKRIA I> AVKRAOES

22
80
30

31

86
81

Harrow 25 34
I.ongpodSK 34
Grey 23 29

Oct.
Nov.

27

a
10

17
24
1

per Quarter
.

.

Dec.

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver.

Duties on Foreign Grain .

Wheat. Barley.
80* 0//

Oais. Rye. Bean*. Peas.

50i ~ul 17* 8'' 80s 3d 3U Id 82#i0d

51 8 31 7 18 7 20 31 6 33 10

52 1 83 5 18 20 3 32 2 34

51 7 ::•> 4 18 11 30 5 ,32 4 34

51 82 1 19 30 8 32 4 33 7

51 1 31 8 19 30 7 31 10 33 6

51 4 31 10 18 30 31 10 33 7

19 . 7 8 ! 10 G
!

10 6 9 C

GA'/i TTE OF THE WEEK.

Woodend, Cheshire, ca

Peckh'am, dealer in patent medu-iShort, W. Cox, Daventry, Northamptonshire,

aithe mannfartnier.
-SCOTCH 8EQUESTRATIONS.-J- Macrae. Airde v

Sire, former-^ M'QoitEN, Smith Queensferry, Ume-bun
of Lothalah, Ros?-

ncr.

Cnrateof Buihey Heath, Hera, to Fiukchi Ca-thkbi»», youngest daughter of

« nf W W-ir.l Fsn la' e • • I'. ! '>r the C:t y ot London—On tlie. mn ult.,

TsV<n^in,&sonoi the late aiKhttion. R. B 8heridan-On .he s^th

S» PmSmDomw Lady Clarina-Oo the ut inst., at Pwyllycwchoii,

^^h^l^^r^l^J 'he Rev. Hugh Williams, of rM&nwff-
TSSSSS^S^ HmoK-atreet, the Ear] of PlymouthL^*»»fe
by hia death-Yesterday, the 9th, suddenly, at Lane's Hotel, Ocnerai bir

John Tavlqr.

Also in course of publication, a Splendid Portrait of ALICE
HAWTHORN.

B\ILY'S SPORTING ALMANACK FOR 1844,

Price 2.5. 6^., embellished by Twelve: highly-finished Illustra-

tions, amongst which are Portraits of ^JggOT^ggg
Horses, painted by J. F. Hbrbino, Sen., BEEbWING, COTHhIU
STONE, and CONFIDENCE. All the Performances of Iwo-ycar-

olds in 1313. Entries for the Derby, Oaks, and St. Leger tor

1844, List of Trainers, &c. And a variety of useful information

on Hunting, Fishin g, Shooting, &c.

NOW PUBLISHED. ™TTT^
A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF THE CULTURE
XJl OF THE VINE UNDER GLASS. By Jamks Roberts.
« From the extensive sale of this Work, it is presumed will pro-

duce a new era in the more easy and certain Culture of tMS

Noble Fruit, hi inging the Amateur into easy

;

co^Pet '^
» w,

F̂
c

s

r

I

of the highest practical attainments."—6cc Mi. W. P. ayr&s

remarks in this Paper, p. 6/6, of 80th
i
Sept. last.

Longman and Co., Londtm,jmdall other Booksellers.

T3RACTICAL HINTS ON THE CULTURE OF
JL THE PINE-APPLE. By R. Glkndinning, F.H.S.

London : Longman & Co., Paternoster-row ; and all Booksellers.

UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE^ THE SOCIETY FOR
THE DIFFUSION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.

Complete in cloth, price 10.5. ; or in Nine Numbers, price 1.?. each,

HPHE HORSE ; its History, Races, Structure, Diseases,

X and Treatment. By W. Youatt. With a Treatise on

Draught. A New and Enlarged Edition, Rewritten, and brought

down to the present state of Veterinary Science. With an entirely

New Set of Cuts, Drawn by Harvey.
Chapman and Mali., 186, Strand.

HERBARIA.
~"

WILLIAM PAMPLIN'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE OF DRIED PLANTS, will be forwarded on send-

ing two Postage stamps to45. Frith-street, Soho-squ;>re, London

;

it contains above Thirty Distinct Collections, including some

very interesting Plants from Brazil, New Grenada, and Mexico;

from Nubia and Abyssinia; from Arabia, Kourdistan, and tne

Georgian Caucasus; and from various parts of Europe; which

have been recently consigned to W. P. for sale, at very mode-

rate prices. —
THE NEW ZEALAND SETTLEMENTS.

Just Published, price One Shilling, ^^rn^rri

T ETTERS from SETTLERS and LABOURING
L/ EMIGRANTS in the NEW ZEALAND COMPANY'S SET-

TLEMKNTS of Wellington, Nelson, and New Plymouth. From

February, 1842, to January, 1843.

"We never before met with a work so full of practical and

useful advice and information, of the right sort, as is contained

in this valuable publication. There is altogether such a mass ot

evidence respecting these New Colonics, as will leave no one

proposing to emigrate, in doubt respecting a choice of country or

location."— London Review. .

The following Plans have just been published, on large Sheets of

Atlas, Price 8*. each, neatly coloured.

The Country Sections in the districts adjacent to 1 OKA

NI
Th"°Cou?iSy Sections in the Districts of MANAWATU and

HOHOWENUA, in the Settlement of WELLINGTON
The Accommodation Sections in the Settlement of NELbOJN.

Also recently published, price 2s. 6d. coloured, and in case,

A complete Map of the Islands of NEW ZEALAND, from the

Government and other recent Surveys, and includingthe various

Settlements of the New Zealand Company.
London: Smith, Ei.dkr, and Co., 65, Cornhillj and to be had

of every Uookseilcr in the Kingdom. -

A complete Catalogue of Works published for the guidance of

Emigrants, may be had gratis on application to Smith, Bx.dbr,

and Co., as above. . .

where it may be seen in action. The attention of Architects,

Build ers, and the Trade in general, is especially invited. ^
BR DOE'S really WATERPROOF WINTER
CLOTHING, of first-rate character, at equitable charg

J

and guaranteed to exclude any description or continuanc -

rain whatever. Also his well-known Waterproof Frock, m '

of the Mackintosh, for all seasons, the adoption of which m
t

who wish to avoid disappointment and vexatl°" wlU
rnves.

regret, as the result of five years' extensive trial fully P^o

Made to order, in the best manner, on the premises ;
hutw

convenience of selection, &c, a very large stock of supcricu

side garments of all kinds always kept ready, of which an »W
tion is confidently invited. Made only by W. Beruob, 1»»

Waterproofer, &c., 69 . Cornhill (north side). ___—-'

T^RESS COATS, Superfine cloth, 305. to 40*. ;

extrft

silk

10s.

256*.

mere, Lfa. to 25s. ; Shooting Jackets, 10* 6d.
;
Boys' 1

and* <>

Tunic and Hussar Suits, 30s. ; a Suit of Superfine BlacKy

3/. Zs.i best quality, 5/.-At FISHER and Co.'s, 31, King Wn^
street, City, 10 doors from London-bridge. ___——-£*

^NAB TESTIMONIAL.—Tub Central Cog

arrive in

tended to present to each Contributor.
. ^ cllrcr.

Edinburgh, Dec. 5, 1843. Wm. Brand, W.S., ireasu^^

TO LADIES. tjer

T) OWLAND'S KALYDOR. — Patronized Wj^
J-V Majesty the Qukkn, the Royal Family, and tne »

]f

Courts of Europe.—Composed of Balsamic Exotics, ana ^erts

pure and free from all mineral or metallic admixture, n
tlle

the
sk
mo:
Spots, Freckles, unnoiains, nuu uvuvi wuwucvuo . .-- --

radiant bloom it imparts to the Cheek, and
l
the softness w . n(lis

-

us

cacy it induces on the Hands, Arms, and Neck, ^J^'Jculiartf
pensable to every Toilet. Gentlemen will find it V

grateful in allaying the irritation of the Skin after
<

shavn

^

CAUTION.—Each genuine bottle has the words ^V/spu" 1

KALYDOR" printed on the wrapper.—All others arc » g^.
Imitations." *** To protect the Public from Frau«. ^ signa-

Commissionei'S of Stamps have authorized tho Vropriew tt

^
ture to be engraved on the Government Stamp, L

ffixed f
Rowland and Son, 20, Ilatton Garden," winch is *

dttded-

each bottle. Price 4s. 6rf. and 8s. U. per bottle, duty

Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers^ ^-
MECHI'S UNIQUE CHRISTMAS PRESEN1»»

4, Licadknhai.l-strkkt, London. pASE^'
QUPERB LADIES' CABINET and JEWEL,t£^
lope cases, vases, netting boxes, portfolios, note and ^ t , enserr^

superb teatrays, and table inkstands, presenting a t
don . *'

of splendour and elegance not to be equalled inJf s in
t,lc

A
papier mache manufactures are superb and ^" J

Uiiiing
s -

rtl0
design, the prices varying from 50 guineas to a rcw ^ c]ear

1

few high-priced elegancies will be sold at cost put- <- .

stock. Bagatelle tables, backgammon and chess

cutlery, and Sheffield plate as usual. ______
id.

irdSj

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to beposW>
a

it.-

A

On the 1st of January, 1844, price U. Orf.,

TJOOD'S MAGAZINE AND COMIC
JL1 MISCELLANY.

"Order! Order! Order! "-The Be-Speaker.

N.B.-Orobk. of any Bookseller, or of the Proprietors at the

Office, 1, Adam-street, Adelphi, where all communications for

the Editor are requested to be addressed.

ra lcep 1'

S GARDENER, where one or more men
1

a
_ ing

A young Man, aged 35, who perfectly uiulcrst ^ aCt

Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardening, ana in
; tlon to^

knowledge of the cultivation of Plants ; has no o uilflra
cterr'

: t

charge of land, and can have an unexceptional^^ i&]f.'~*
Jl

the Gentleman he has lived with four years mm <

Islin
£toiD

to W. Y.,Mr. Pampliw 's Nursery, Honiscyjiw^——-^^ ^
\ S GARoiiNER. — A single

^

young ^JJogj;
-^ thoroughly understands his profession 11^"^re Gr%\ot>
also the culture of Pines; Greenhouse, ^ c

' '
rccom^

c "u
T

at

and Kitchen Gardens; can have an excenen^
t t0

from the gentleman he is about to leave.-

Mr. Rkuman's, Brixton -hill, Surrey.
-stre«

Lombard-streej^^ea W
fllid :Printoa by Messrs. Bradbub^ and Evans, -^°™S^n

U
"and"

P

u^nif»5
the Pieanct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, an

lhe c^ad^**
at the Oxtmcb, 8, Qhabliw-stkebt, Covbnt ^^ ioJ18

- « to

»

dlesex, where all Adveriisemcnts and Comrnuaicaww

to the Editor.—Saturday, December V, 1843..

are to

•

i
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African guano islands .
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Allotments of land
Amateur's Garden, No. XLIX.
Arauearia seed, to sow .

Asparagus, treatment of
Auricula, rutin .

Australian Wheat
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to fertilize
Cj'ler, to make .

plover Dodder, seeds of
Cocoa-nuts for manure
^uckoo, to keep in winter
£« rilien pipes, to join .
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Louise Donne (of Jersey)

Manures, refuse Hinc from gas-

works . • •

Morphology, remarks on
Narcissi, to force • •

Naturalist's Corner
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Pelargoniums, treatment of •

Pilchard-oil to kill blight

Pine-apples, culture of

Potatoes, great crop of .

Putting, material for •

Pseud-Acacia, durability of -

Queen's visit to Chatsworth .

Raspberry-hush, analysis of •

Rhododendrons, to prune
t

Rivers' Rose Amateur's Guide,
3d edit., rev. .

Reeds, vitality of

Shrublieiies, to dig
Substitute for glass

— wood .

Tanks, covering for
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\\71LLIAM MAY begs to announce that he will not

* V be able to supply anymore proved plants of Hollyhocks
for the present season. He can supply the following fine year-

Old Hollyhocks, grown from seeds saved from best double sorts,

Q t 20s. per 100. Herbaceous plants, select and showy, in great

variety
;Sce Advertisement for October) in collections of loonne

sorts for 4?.s.} 50 ditto for 25s. fa list of which may be had on

application). Tulips, fine named show sorts, in collections oi

J00
varieties, for 5/. ; 50 do. for 21. 10s. ; 25 do. for 25s. Goose-

berries, 150 fine varieties by name; a list of sorts and prices on

application. Currants, May's new large late " Victoria," reel, at

**». per dozen; new large black "Bang-up," at 6s. per dozen.

Seeds of Hollyhocks all warranted, saved from best double flowers,

m packets of 200 seeds for 2s. 6rf , 500 for 5s. Pansy, from best

prize flowers, at 2s. fid. and 5s. each. The seeds will be sent post

free by W. M., and may be had of Mr. Watkinson, Seedsman,
Market-place, Manchester. A remittance or reference is re-

quested.-Hope Nursery, Lccming Lane, nearBedale, Yorkshire,

Uecember 15, 1843.TTO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.
and J. FAIRBAIRN are induced from the unccr-

• tainty upon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery
(situated contiguous to the HomeNurserv, Clapham Rise, where
attention will be given to all applications), to effect a Sale of the

Stock at as early a period as possible, consequently beg to solicit

the attention of Gentlemen and the trade to the large and re-

markably healthy and well-grown stock, consisting of fine large
Laurels, twice transplanted, of extra growth; Portugal Laurels,
very handsome; Green Hollies, of various sizes; Evergreen
Privets, fine Standard and Dwarf Rosea in great variety, fine

standard flowering Thorns, Almonds, ^Esculus, Robinias, and
other Ornamental Trees, and Evergreen and flowering Shrubs,
"with a large slock of fine standard and dwarf, trained and un-
trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,
of the most approved kinds, and of growth rarely equalled; also,

a large assortment of Forest Trees, consisting of Limes, Elms,
Birch, Beech, Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chesnuts, Mountain
Ash, Poplars, and Spruce, and Scotch Firs ; also a larga number
of Gooseberries and Currants, of excellent growth, and of the

YOXJELL and CO. have much pleasure in announcing

thev have now ready for sending to any part of the United

Kingdom, fine Canes of the above highly valuable and much es-

tecmVdRASPBERRY, unequalled for the extraordinary size of

its fruit and richness of flavour.

IT IS PATRONISED BY HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
THF QU EN HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF RUTLAND,
THE EARL OF HARRINGTON. THE EARL OF LIVER-

POOL THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON, LORD VIS-

COUNT LORTON, LORD SONDES, he. &c, as well as by

tlfe HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

For further particulars they beg to refer to their Advertisement

of the 9th inst. : Prices as follows :—

Packages containing 100 Canes . *£2 5s. Orf.

50 „ ..150
25 „ . . 14

Package included. The usual discount to the Trade, when not

less than 200 are ordered.

*** Cautiov.—Y.and Co. beg to call the attention of their

Friends and the Public in general to the fact that they have ap-

pointed no Agents in London for the sale of the above, and can-

not be held responsible for its being genuine unless purchased

direct from their Nursery.

YOUELL'S TOBOLSK RHUBARB, 12s. per dozen.

— For Particulars of which see their Advertisement of

^WO NEW SEEDLING PICOTEES.— " Lady
Alice PKRt," I0s.6rf., and « Mas. Bbnton£105. toper pair.

FINEST CARNATIONS and PICOIEES.

DUTCH HYACINTHS and OTHER BULBS.
ARAUCARIA 1MBRICATA.

For particulars and prices of the above, see their Advertisement

of the 22d Nov.— Great Yarmouth Nursery, Dec. 15, 1843.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, and Others.—Nursery to Let,

and Nursery Stock to be disposed of.

rpo LET, the WELL-KNOWN and OLD-ESTA-
JL RUSHED NURSERY near to the town of KELSO, m the

County of Roxburgh, presently occupied by Mr. Andrew
Lockie, by whom and his Father the Business has been carried

on for upwards of 60 years. The Nursery extended to twelve and

hedsres; it is fully stocked with Trees, Evergreens,

assortment of Plants, and the Florist's Department is extensive

and wd> selected. There is a large Greenhouse, Propagating-

hi

T

acres of the Nursery for Building-ground. .

The Proprietor is giving up the above department of his Busi-

ness from having engaged in an extensive Farm, which wffl

occupy much of his time. It is proper, however, to intimate to

intending offerers, as well as for the information of Mr. Lockiis s

Customers and Friends, that he intends to continue .11 the Seed

Trade, as formerly, at his shop in Kelso. Until the Nursery is

let Mr- Lockib will carry it on, and supply his customers as

usual, the continuance of whose orders will confer on him an

iXSV-"
i

"o be made to the Proprietor, or to GEoao E Mai*.

Writer, in Kelso.

T^GUS LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, 39,

JX Throgmorton-strcet, Bank.

Fnipowercd by special Act of Parliament. 5 is. o w. ij ., o. /o.
EmP

Thomas Parncomb, Esq., Alderman, Chairman.

William Leaf, Esq., Deputy- Chavtnun.

mhurv. Kftfl. Rupert Inpleby, Jisq.

Thomas Kelly, Esq., Alderman.

Jeremiah Pilei.er, Esq., Sheriff

of London and Middlesex.

HYACINTHS AND GROWING STOCK.

HUMPHREYS' COMPOUND, applicable to all

Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to

promote the germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles is. Qd.

each bv Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Warnbr &

Warmkr 28 Cornhill ; Hurst & McMullkv, Leadcnhall-streetj

W Clark Bishonsgate-Within; Smith, Islington Nursery; Grim-

iIy and Co., Covent Garden; Batt and Rutlsy, 412, Strand;

Chatu wood Tavistock-row; W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheaps.de; G.

Lawrence, 8, Piccadilly ; John Kkrnan, Great Russell-street,

C vent Garden ;
Lockhart, 156, Cheapside ;

Shuttlkworth,

rhestrr W. E. Rknijlk, nymoum i/iLM"« « ^^^ """""".
«7»

rSEii, Leeds- P. Lawson and SoN ,
Edinburgh

; «££"££
in- 8K_MUBNin town and country. Wholesale Agents, Da\^,

MackmWDV, and Co., 100, Uppcr-Thar^^Mj^o^o^

William Banbury, Esq.
Edward Bates, Esq.

Thomas Camplin, Esq.
James Clift, Esq.

Rt. Hon. J. Humphery, M.P., Lewis Pocock, Esq

Lord Mayor of London.

Jewry,
liege.

Advantages of the Argus Life Assurance company.

Low Rates of Premiums. *«—_*
In addition to the subscribed Capital of 300 000/., the Assured

Lvc the security of the Company's Income of^yfMf^«have
annum, yearly mere
invested in Govemm
siderahly larger amo

to the lowest scale com-
and the stability of the

ii.

CHISWrCK NURSERY, near LONDON.
GLENDINNING, (late of the firm of Ltjcombe,

PiNCB, and Co., Exeter), most respectfully acquaints So-

tSi^^n^^1^ tocarry on the KURSERY

? SINESS n an its various branches, and he begs to assure

^^thnnnlv he leased to entrust him with their commands,

Age. i
For C)ne Yt

90 -£
J

17 8
30 l 1 8
40 I 5

50 1 14 1

60 3 2 4

those who may be ph
used to exe-

i-x rtf tho Kp«t Heseriution at a moderate price.

•W&BSSffSi __«™»)___"SK:
best varieties in cultivation, to all of which J. & J. P. respectfully that his utmost ^^»^^J^^%!rJ^^S every arti-
invite the inspection of Gentlemen and Nurserymen, nattering cute them with accuracy ^V^j^$$£aen°8 Y

themselves that the general character of the Stock is such as to

ensure unqualified satisfaction, and which they are disposed to
offer at very moderate prices for cash.

J. Si J. F. respectfully beg to call the attention of Gentlemen
to their advertisement of Heaths, &c., which has lately appeared
in the Gardeners' Chronicle. (Oct. 21 and 28 J,

Nurseries, Clapham, near London, December 15, 1843.

pany. The Rates ofPremium arereduced

patible with the safety of tho Assnrcd i

_o,noany, thereby, in effect, giving to every»^b^ra«a.
mediate and certain bonus without rule, in hcu of the deferi ed

and frequently delusive prospector a periodical division of profits.

Annual Premium to Assure -5100.

For Seven Years. Whole Term,

jffo 19 i £\ 11 10

12 7 2 716 9 2 U 10

I 10 10 4 11

3 17 6 10

One-nnrd of whole-term Premiums may remain unpaid at 5 per

cent comp int. as a debt upon the Policy for liie, or may be taid

off at imv time without notice.

In Assurances for advances of money as security for debt,, or
in Assurances iu

b u j st present outlay is desir-

ame, rne \ anca'*.,„,-.
favourab e to the Assured.

^l^^ffi^SpSi the Medical Officers, attend daily,

at a quarter before 2 ° cl°g^ARD BATES) Resident Director.

A Liberal Commission to Solicitors and Agents.

CONWAY'S GIANT CACTUS.
PHILIP CONWAY has the pleasure of offering to the

Public the above splendid production at the reduced price
of One Guinea each. P. C. having been successful in its propa-
gation, can now give the usual discount to the>Trade. Also
Conway's Pelargonium "Lankii " (the best yet raised for

forcing), fine plants now showing their blooms, at 5s. each
;
good

plants in 48-sizcd pots, at 3s. 6d. each. A remittance for refer-

ence respectfully requested from unknown Correspondents.—
Old Brompton, Dec. 13th, 1843.

BROMPTON PARK NUBSERY—ESTABLISHED 1681.

MESSRS. GRAY, ADAMS, and HOGG, introduce

to the notice of those engaged in planting Shrubberies,
&c., an extensive Stock of fine large EVERGREENS, consisting of

Varicgnted and Green Hollies, common and Portugal Laurels,

Hemlock, Spruce, Yews, Arbutus, Phillyreas, Arbor-vitre, Ala-

temus, &c. &cM which they can supply on advantageous terms,
and from the well-known nature of their soil being so admirably
adapted for the removal of laige plants, they with confidence

recommend them. m . .,.,,.
They also take this opportunity of again reminding their cus-

tomers of their Stock of Dwarf, Standard, and trained Fruit-

trees, FigS Vines Sec Sic, which are this season of a very
superior description, and of which Catalogues maybe had on

application. Seeds and Plants carefully selected and packed for

exportation, well deserving the attention of all Emigrants and
Colonists,—Kensington-road, December, 1843.

priKe
e

SEED BUSINESS his arrangements enable him, from

his proximity to the best marts, to supply such only as are genu-

ine in finality and true to name.
.U1

K 0?fi«ttWi himself that from his practical acquaintance^ith

Landscape Gardening and Garden Architecture, hcniaybe safely

an'l usefully consulted in planting Park Scenery, fo-^Onm.
Constructing and Heating Buildings for Horti-

whlcta
crcas

1A Cities eranted on unsound Lives the amount varying

^ km^£Zf^^- Members of Consumptive Families
the particular *««„« «„.„,.tpd „nnn uerst nal se-

curity.
E. G. P. Nbison, Actuary.

^^I^i:iS^ILDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

USHELL'S Light Seedling Dahlia " Emma. "—
Ground roots of this Dahlia to be disposed of for 31. per root,B

for cash. Colour white, tipped with deep cherry, the petal-form
and centre good ; the largest, most constant and free in flowering
«f any Dahlia yet propagated, and has obtained several prizes.

•» B. cut. 48 blooms from U plants, which were exhibited at one
of the Metropolitan Shows, the whole of which Mr. Neville pro-

nounccd fit to be placed in a stand of 12. ' Pet RivAi.."-Colour
Purple maroon, fine cupped petal, and free bloomer ; ground roots,

2 '-
; Pot do., n. J . B. warrants the above Dahlias to give satis-

faction, or he will return the purchase-money.— 12, Hall-place,

Kennington-lane. Dec. 15.

BSA.UNDERS, NtmSER-XMAN and Flouist, Isle

* of Jersev resnectfully informs the Public and Trade in

general thathelas^S?thousand Maiden PEACHES & NECTA-
WNES to dispose of this season, which arc true to name and com-
Wise an the best varieties in cultivation , and which lie wi"
render at moderate prices, with the usual discount to the Trade.

N.B.—His collection of Pear-trees are also very fine.-Dec. 8.

rrO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.—The subscribers

L resuectfully intimate that they have a large Stock of fine

uithvtru "ilantcd LARCHES of various sizes, and as they

S? c £ hey will be sold at a low price. Freight paid

to London! Hull, Newcastle, or Liverpool. Puces furnished on

a plica, ion to W. Ub o»habt & SOK, Dundee.

T G WA1TE, Wholesale Seedsman, London, begs

J . to acquaint the trade generally that he has made a selection,

Yt very great expense, from the finest stocks in Eng and and

Tfher u irts of the world, and can warrant the whole ot the seeds

Genuine, of the first quality, and of the present year's growth.

M-he , rices are 30 per cent, lower than any other house in the

IV-^Catalogues to be had on application at his warehouse,

No t jSeStSt-hlll, Hatton Garden, London.-Dec. 14, 1843.

' '"
TO SEEDSMEN AND OTHERS.

ri^o BE DISPOSED OF.-TEN TONS OF CAR-
1 ROT- SEED : viz., Five Tons of Large Green Top Altnng-

at 52*. per cwt. ; and Five Tons of Large Green Top.White

J.
Architects, &cm Gloucester-

water
.

and Gentry, that

?
U
ff"r&treet fflhTHatton G arden, London.

1

'
" TO MELON GROWERS

«iu "^ l

v; 1

-

p(.oantrv for many years, is entirely confined to

*!
,r°^ !?

l^vr op^HORTICULTURAL ERECTIOKS of every
the BULDINGO gSiHG of them by HOT WATER.
description, and

_

tl
r
e

. "^BOILERS of aU sizes 5 their largest con-
C0N

J

CA
^

i

CLniall

O
cuantity of fuel, only requiring attention once

sumes but a small_qi
^^ j

rai)g-e f Forcing-houses 300 feet in
in 10 hours, ana

^
Thnh- --ronroved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References BW

Nobility and Gc:

to 15 lbs., and of superior qua-
f th LolldonW™ -», ~- ^ ^^ plans> Estimatcfi>

Erections
f*J^SJg Manufactory, Gloucestcr-pl.ce, Chel-

Spe..ham_Park, near Mildc nhall, Suffolk.

TR1TISH QUEEN STRAWBERRY.—Good Strong

Plants of this excellent STRAWBERRY may be had of

John Co" ling, 2, Park-place, Park-road, Clapham, Surrey, at 6s.

per 100, or 2l. 10*. per 1000.

&c, at the:

sea, near Sloane-square.

& BOLIVIAN GUANOGFNU1NE PERUVIANL* ON SALE. BY THE IMPORTERS,
ANTONY GIBBS ASD SONS, LONDON;

r^TRKS BRIGHT, and CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

47, ]
Lime-st., Dec. 7, 1313.
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Whlch are now read y for immediate delivery

Jig!!!^.' and wh.ch may be seen at their Manufactory.

CTPPHfK TANK ^S-1'JEM OF HEATiNQ-StSffN AN ° CO- 6'. Gracechurch-street,
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1%/TP lt?4T-f SPONTANEOUS ACTION.
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LAKE^ 5I» Gieat. Russell-street, Russell-square

Divinity
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litical Philosophy
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Voyages and Travels
Fiction, Poetry
The Drama.
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ICIORIAL HISTORY OB1 FRANfpANO OF THE FRENCH PEOPLE-
ANCL

'

FROM the_APPEARANCE of the French in GAUL, toPERIOD of THE FRENCH RKVOLuViON
m t t
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EYS CHEMICAL TRANSPARENT
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CYCLOPAEDIA OF NATURAL SCIENCE.
VT-^,T-,r„,

Nowready, price io«. cloth letteredEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND BOTANYA New Edition. Revised and much enlarged

MECHAN1CA L PH I LOSOPH Y, HOROLOGYAND ASTRONOMY. '

Price W«. sewed in Two Parts, or 10*. 6d. cloth,ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY.
London

:
W. S, Orr & Co., Patemoster-row.
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AGB and SoN
' SouthamptoniT. and C.WbaU*''xsuiserjirien. Liverpool.

Agents wanted for London and the country.

Tunic and Hussar Suits, 3„1 , a Suit of Superfine Black Co h
t 1

3
«; i hc*tn.ial.ty, 5j.-At FISHER and Co.' s, 31, KingWiiSstreet, City, io doors from London- bridge.

S vvniiam-

'rM^.f,-;!
are 8aPPlied a"t the wholesale "cash" pricea »»y

III RUSHER and GLENNY, next door to Somerset House,
Strand, where lists of outfits, both for ship and by the overlap
route, wuh prices and every particular, may he had on pre-P»''

J

application. N.15. Thrkiiiw's overland trunk can bo procuxcu
at 152, Strand, but at no other house in London.

T
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WTHE BRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS. }

J. CORMACK and CO. beg to announce to

• their friendsand the Public that they have harvested the
above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as
the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in
packages, bearing the name of the firm, price 3s. Gd. per quart,
ihe usual allowance to the trade.

N.B.—.« Cormack's Early Kent Peas," 14*. per bushel.
Ncwcross. and Bedford Conservatory. Covent Garden, Dec. 15.

T^DWARD BECK invites the attention of Horticul-
~- J Jurists to the different articles manufactured by him in
SLATE. They may be seen in use at Worton Cottagk, Islk-
"Woiith, upon application to the Gardener—Sundays excepted.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK.
TukshAy, Dec. 19, Linnenn ... 8 p.m.

W~^°- 2°{socl^oFA rl 9 : : lit.

We have the painful duty of announcing the
decease, at Bayswater, on the 14th inst., of John
Claudius Loudon, Esq., the well-known indefatigable
writer on Horticultural subjects and the celebrated

Jandscupe-Gardeiier, in his 60th year. Whatever
differences of opinion there may be as to some of
the views which Mr. Loudon advocated, there can be
"one as to the general value of his literary labours.
Ihe esteem which was entertained for them by one
w"o has occasionally been opposed to him, was shown
some years ago by the establishment of the genus
-koudonia-a curious New Holland shrub, whose
pHden flowers served to typify the value of those

?
u
If
— Horticultural, Architectural, (Economical,

a"u Botanical—under which Mr. Loudon at length
"as sunk.

rri
—

Ihe Smithfield Show of fat cattle, implements, &c,
which took place last week in Baker street, viewed as
an exhibition of the extent to which feeding can be
earned in the fattening of cattle, sheep, and pigs, was
C

°W (l ful*y e(
*
ual to llie S,10WS of previous years.

We have not room to give this year's award of the
prizes offered by the Smithfield Club, and probably
tne majority of our readers would not feel much inter-
pec in it. Among the many heavy animals exhi-

bited, we noticed particularly the beautifully-formed
£-years and nine months' old short-horned heifer, bred

jjy
Sir C. Tempest, Bart., of Broughton-hall, near

IaPton, -which gained the first prize in her class, and
^™ch gold and silver medals were also awarded.
x rince Albert was among the unsuccessful ex-

hibitors.

rile exhibition in the galleries of implements, roots,
&c., was full and interesting. These may be con-
sidered as the means, whose use results in the extra-
ordinary specimens of ox, sheep, and pig, shewn in the
yard below them ; and whatever advantage may follow
the spirit of emulation, which is, we think, the only
Useful consequence of a show of fat cattle, there can
be no doubt that the exhibition of Agricultural imple-
ments, and of the plants used in good farming must
he useful in many ways. Some extraordinary Swedish
Turnips were exhibited by Mr.Skirving of Liverpool,
and Carrots and Mangold Wurtzel, by Messrs. Gibbs,
of London

; but these, though they doubtless displayed
the distinguishing marks of their respective varieties
carried out to the fullest extent, could not be taken as
specimens of what their seed would produce under
the ordinary circumstances of field culture. We saw
y^sa-ies of specimens of Agricultural Grasses, or of
Wheat, Oats, and Barley ; yet these are surely quite
Worthy of classification, according to their varieties,
and they would form to many as interesting an exhi-
j>mon as that of the fat cattle patronised by the Smith-

1(i Club; and we think thatfthe display of the straw,
as well as the seed of such specimens, would not only
oe useful to the spectator, but profitable also to the
exhibitor. We shall, however, next year look to these
matters much more narrowly.

wh' ?
E re'at*ou ti)at plants bear to the carbonic acid

hich surrounds them may, at first sight, appear to
oean abstruse question in the Chemistry of Physiology
Vttn which Practice has no concern; but a moment's
consideration of the nature of plants shows that this
ould be a very erroneous view, and that, so far from

oeing a mere point of philosophical speculation, it is
ne intimately connected with the fundamental princi-

P 1* of cultivation.
1 lants consist very largely of charcoal (or carbon).

cl
T ls

.

ls plain enough, without having recourse to

th J*

1
,

investigation: everybody, indeed, knows
at sticks and branches are what become charcoal

tK
en Pr°perly burned, and that after the operation

;{J

ey are lilt)e less bulky, although much lighter than
ey

. ?vere before. It is not, however, so generally

mu I -Cd that
-
the most delicate parts of plants are as

is

the

,', composed of charcoal as the wood—yet such i

vet m i

y the fact
"

Take the Petal of a Rose-t^
tPnrW? dellcate corolla of a Convolvulus—or even the

Know *
gi ^hich sPrinS UP in cellars like tufts of

w? as tragile and as delicate—place them on a piece

of glass, thrust them for a moment between the red- 1 the vital principle, but the world will hardly go witH

hot coals of a glowing fire, and when they are with- ' '"
J" m '

drawn their colour and freshness is gone, but charcoal

remains. In short, plants consist principally of char-

coal and water.

If it is true that such is the fact—if it is thus evi-

dent that plants consist to a large extent of charcoal,

it is obviously most important to ascertain the source

from which they derive it—for we need not say that

they could not have it if cut off from communication

with bodies capable of furnishing it. Now all evidence

goes to prove that a very large source of charcoal is

carbonic acid : a kind of air, compounded of carbon

and oxygen, found in the atmosphere, incessantly ex-

pelled from the lungs of animals, and produced by the

decay of vegetable and animal bodies. On this invisible,

untouchable substance plants feed; out of this they

help themselves to the charcoal, returning the oxygen
to the air. And thus the vast forests of t le earth, and

all the herbage at their feet, are gradually built up,

and fashioned into the beautiful green mantle of

our planet.

This great fact being established, some other ques-

tions about which Physiologists cannot agree are less

important. It practically disposes of the question,

whether all the charcoal" in plants comes from the

atmosphere or not; because the moment it is proved

that carbonic acid is their food, we must necessarily

admit that plants will take it up by their absorbent

surfaces whenever it is presented to their surfaces.

And as the power of absorption exists nowhere in

plants more powerfully than in their roots, so must we
therefore admit that the roots will feed on carbonic

acid if the substances surrounding them can furnish it.

In all cultivated land it is so furnished, and therefore all

cultivated plants must be considered to be so fed. We
cannot for a moment admit the truth of those specula-

tions in which the unimportance of carbonic acid at

the roots of plants is insisted on. All experience

shows the contrary.

If these statements are well founded, as they surely

are, one of the most important of all matters connected

with cultivation is immediately touched—viz., the

management of the soil in which plants grow; for it

must be plain that one of the first things to be thought

of is the introduction into earth of materials out of

which carbonic acid can be steadily produced. The cul-

tivator does this by means of manure—that is, by means

of decaying matter capable of producing gaseous com-

pounds of carbon,* one of which is carbonic acid.

But although this is practically done universally to a

certain extent, it is by no means clear that we employ

for this purpose all the available substances at our

disposal.

Of late years a great deal has been said of the value

of common charcoal in soil. Experiments have been

quoted to show that in powdered charcoal alone plants

flourish with an extraordinary degree of vigour ; char-

coal has been recommended as the best of substances in

which to strike cuttings (see vol. L, p. 549, and many

other places), and by degrees it has gained a reputation

which nothing now can shake. It is true that some ex-

periments with it have failed, owing, we believe, to its

having been used in too fine a state, or to other acci-

dental causes; nevertheless the opinion of practical

men is setting steadily in its favour. Messrs. Lod-

diges employed it advantageously in the cultivation of

Orchidaceous plants, charring the wooden blocks on

-which they are attached : that practice was introduced

beneficially at Chatsworth, and nothing can be more

striking than its good effects in the garden of the

Horticultural Society, where a few weeks have sufficed

to give a dark green healthy colour to the plants

attached to the charcoal blocks. By mixing it with

the soil of Orange-trees their health was presently

increased in a remarkable degree ; and we understand

that it is used largely as an ingredient in the soil em-

ployed by Mr. Barnes for the production of the great

Pine-apples at Bicton.

This may be in part ascribed to the mechanical

action of charcoal, and to its freedom from insects

;

or as chemists maintain, it may be owing to the power

possessed by charcoal of condensing within its pores

carbonic acid and other gaseous substances which are

slowly yielded up to plants as they are required. But

•we are persuaded that charcoal does itself enter into

combinations capable of being consumed by plants,

either in the form of carbonic acid, or of some other

compound. It is true that chemists regard charcoal as

one of the most unchangeable bodies in Nature, and

altogether incapable of entering into combination with

oxygen at common temperatures. But at p. 24 of our

volume for 1841, we have pointed out an apparent

difficulty in the way of this supposition, and it is

always to be recollected that the powers which are

assigned to living bodies are far beyond those of the

laboratory. Enthusiastic chemists may undervalue

them in doing so. They cannot decompose the *arthy

silicates with their most powerful solvents, but *li«*

feeble roots of a plant will do so with the utmost ease.

We, therefore, regard the inability of man to make
charcoal combine with oxygen or hydrogen as no
proof whatever that plants cannot do so, and until

some experimental evidence is produced to prove that

plants cannot feed on charcoal, we shall believe that

they can. In the meanwhile we may adduce, in

support of our own view of this most important

question, a statement just made by Mr. Rigg,* who
expressly asserts that charcoal will combine with other

elements at common temperatures. And this is only

reasonable, considering the facility with which some

carbonaceous compounds are decomposed; the charcoal

being combined by Nature into carbonic oxide and

carburetted hydrogen, which rush to the surface of

stagnant water when the bottom is disturbed. Let

any one push a stake into the mud of a wet ditch, and

see what a vast quantity of air-bubbles rises imme-

diately to the surface. Those bubbles are composed

almost entirely of compounds of oxygen or hydrogen,

obtained by the decomposition of matter, consisting in

part of charcoal, and formed among the decaying

matter in the mud.
" The opinion of Liebig," says Mr. Rigg, * that the

charcoal employed by Lucas (in growing plants)

underwent no change, is based upon the iudesirucil*

bility of this body when prepared from heart-wood of

large timbers, which, after having been kept fur

centuries excluded from the access of the atmosphere,

has been found perfectly sound. But it is not so with

charcoal made in the ordinary way, from the less

valuable parts of timber when kept moist and exposed

to the atmosphere. Charcoal of this description under-

goes decomposition, and carbonic acid is given off.

w Lucas would lead us to infer that this was the case

with those experiments which succeeded best; for he

says, * In orter to ascertain the effects of different

kinds of charcoal, experiments were also made upon

that obtained from the hard woods and peat, and also

upon animal charcoal, although I foresaw the proba-

bility that none of them would answer so well as that

of Pinewood, both on account of vs porosity and the

ease with which it is decomposed-'

"

The following experiment by Mr. Bigg favours

the conclusion drawn by Lucas, and disproves the

proposition of Liebig :

—

€i Fifty grains of charcoal, made from Elm branches

nearly an inch in diameter was put into a twelve

cubic inch bottle whose long neck was graduated

into T^ of a cubic inch. To this charcoal was added
400 grains of distilled water: the bottle was tightly

corked, sealed, and placed in a greenhouse on May
26th. It remained in this situation, at a temperature

varying from 60° to 90°, until the 6th of July, when
the cork was drawn, and 1-1 cubic inch of carbonic

acid was removed over mercury by caustic potassa.

"The bottle remained open for ten days, when it

was corked down and placed in a similar situation,

where it stood for 28 days, during which "58 of a

cubic inch of carbonic acid had been formed.
" The bottle was again corked, and kept where the

temperature .varied from 30° to 60°. On drawing

the cork, a portion of air made its escape, and there

was -64 of a cubic inch of carbonic acid removed by-

liquor potass*.
, J , .

,
.

** From these we may conclude, that the charcoal

employed by Lucas underwent decomposition, and

furnished to the atmosphere carbonic acid ; and

hence the plants in these experiments might always

be in a situation for exercising their influence upon

this gas, and for being influenced by it.

Fortunately it matters little in practice whether

charcoal acts beneficially on plants by forming gaseous

compounds from its own substance, or by seizing

them from the atmosphere, locking them in its pores,

and then releasing them as plants require them for

their food. That it does feed plants, and most abund-

antly, seems proved by evidence that cannot now be

controverted. _ „ ,
. .

Why then should not kilns be erected for converting

into charcoal all the rubbish of gardens and all the

thousands of loads of tan and sawdust now annually

wasted, and thus another agent of fertility be added

to the stock with which both gardeners and farmers

have to work? But this opens a more extensive

question which we cannot at present discuss.

* For the sake of simplicity we here speak of carbonic acid

only • nevertheless we by no means exclude carbonic oxide and

carburetted hydrogen from the gaseous matters capable of being

decomposed by plants*

Those who have pits heated by hot-water gutters

"will find, as we have already stated, that dampness

will be a formidable enemy in winter. When a b are

the gutters and c d the surface of materials placed

above then/ the air will have no considerable motion,

water will lodge on the foliage, and death will result

with all soft and tender plants.

But Mr. Donald, the superintendent of the hot-

* Experimental Researches, Chemical and Agricultural; show-

ing Carbon to be a Compound Body made by Plants and decom-
posed by putrefaction. 8vo. Smith, Elder, ana Co,
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house department in the Garden of the Horticultural

c i

L

ba

Society, has ascertained that the moment the line cd
is made to slope, as in the next cut, the difficulty is

d

c
****>*****'

a
1

b
i

overcome. By laying bare, or nearly so, the gutter «,

which is the flow-gutter, and raising the covering

materials gradually to d, a motion of the colder air

takes place from d to c, while at c, the hotter air rises

up to the sashes, follows them, and when cooled falls

again to d, and this kind of circulation going on in-

cessantly, all damping off is effectually prevented.
We have no doubt that this piece of information

will prove useful to many persons, even although
they may not have pits heated with hot-water gutters ;

for the principle has a far more general application.

"ONE-SHIFT SYSTEM" versus CENTRADENIA
ROSEA.

In a recent Number Ontradenia rosea is erroneously
cited, as an instance of cultivation upon the " one shift"

system. As the plant in question was under the writer's

care during its early growth, he is well aware that the in-

dividual who quoted it could have had no interest in

mentioning it as evidence in favour of the system ; at

the same time it is not to be considered at variance with
the principles of that mode of cultivation. What that

system produces is not necessarily a larger plant, but a

more perfect and uniform growth within a shorter period.
The mere size of a plant is no more to be cited in proof
of its superior growth, than is any single element of the

soils to which it has been subjected as the principal cause
of its vigour.

Centradenia ro?ea is a most remarkable instance of
structure being so fully subservient to the purpose of the
cultivator as almost to dispense with the ordinary rules

which are followed in securing superior growth. In proof
of the distinction between this plant and others of compa-
ratively easy culture, let us advert to Hovea Cclai and
Oxjlobium retusum, amongst many others, in the green-
house—plants which, when planted in such materials as

Nature has adapted them for, are not of difficult manage-
ment

; yet who has produced fine specimens of them
without recourse to the rules of accumulated growth ? In
the stove we have Ardisia hymenandra, Justicia coccinea,

and Cerbera fruticosa, in the style of which none are of
greater interest ; but where are they found grown in due
and uniform proportions ? They defy all ordinary modes
of cultivation, and yet are proverbial for easy manage-
ment, and for being capable of assimilating nutritive
matter in a gross form. Among the commoner forms of
vegetation, we have the genera Lobelia and Verbena—the
former never seen in the state to which it is possible to
bring it without recourse being had to artificial rules in

its early stages of growth ; the latter, on account of its

pliant and naturally slender growth, cnpable of being
brought into almost every form that nature or art can
devise.

The foregoing instances are given in illustration of a
structure which is unfavourable to that medium develop-
ment of parts which is considered essential to fertility,

and the attainment of which involves an application of
the following principle :

Nature has given plants the power (under favourable
circumstances) of producing from the bosom of each
leaf, a branch which is capable of being rendered subser-
vient to the formation of bloom ; therefore it follows, that
the proportion of bloom will, as a general rule, be in pro-
portion to the multiplication of such branches, subject to

the condition of their being produced within a given pe-
riod prior to the season of bloom, and being duly exposed
to the agencies which are essential to maturity of growth.
Amongst the occasional instances where a naturally-

uniform growth forms an exception to the foregoing
principle, Centradenia rosea is almost unequalled. Sin-
gularly elegant in its habit, it appears adapted to all the
modifications of a medium temperature, thriving in a
comparatively close frame or greenhouse in summer, and
in the coolest part of the stove in winter,—preserving its

beauty throughout the year ; maintaining its compact and
gracefully-expanding growth and deep purplish foliage in
summer—covered with innumerable pink blossoms in
winter and spring ; requiring no artificial support, no
process of art to induce uniform growth, no peculiar
management above that of exposure to light, no special
adaptation of soil* and never subject to the fluctuating

condition of those plants in which a slow or rapid circu-
lation of sap requires immediate attention if immediate
losiUto be avoided ;— this plant is, in fact, a striking

adaptation of one of the most interesting forms of vegeta-
tion to the limited conveniences of art. The perfection
of nature is a*ea in ^Ats proportions, and, amongst
plants, it ii on* of taose least suited to give evidence in
favour of any system of cukirntion.

Those who hive supposed that practice founded upon
correct principles can be affected by the distortion of
facts maybe reminded that truth—though "hewn like

the mangled body of Osiris into a thousand pieces, and
scattered to the four winds— shall be gathered limb to

limb, and moulded, with every joint and member, into an
immortal feature of loveliness and perfection."—. W.
Wood, Pine-apple-place.

jt

EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES.
The following details of experiments with various

manures, although on a small scale, may assist the readers
of the Chronicle in forming an opinion of their relative
strength. They were conducted under equal circum-
stances—or, in other words, u it was a fair race." The
ground on which the experiments were tried is a deep and
light sandy loam, of no adhesiveness, and has carried two
or three crops a year for probably half a century.

Nns. ONIONS. lbs. oz.
1 Guano, loz. to a yard, 6oz. charcoal
2 „ 2oz. „ I20Z. , f

3 „ 3oz. „ 12oz. ,,

4 ,, 4oz. ,, 12oz. sawdust
5 Nitrate, loz. „ mixed with soil

6 „ 2oz. „ „
7 Good rotten horseriung, 1 inch
8 ,, cowdung, 1 inch ....
9 Humus from decayed Strawberry trimmings, 1 inch
10 „ soaked in cows* urine ....
11 Cloacine, 1 inch, two parts sand ....
12 Fine bone sawings, 2oz. to a yard . .

13 , t M blended with clay soil

14 Guano, 6oz. to a yard 10 12
15 Nitrate, 6oz. to a yard . . . . . .90
16 Wood-ashes, 1 inch . . . . • . 9 12
17 Guano, in indefinite quantity, probably 8oz. to a yard n s

N.B.—The last experiments overpowered the Onions
as they came up, and the ground was transplanted over
from other parts of the bed ; nevertheless, they advanced
beyond all competitors, although the transplanting would
of necessity throw them behind the rest three weeks.

The next experiment was with Parsnips, and on ground
as before, in precisely equal condition. It was as follows:

—

7 8

6 8
3 8

8

8 8

8 12

9
10 8

9

9 8

9 8
10

10

Nos. PARSNIPS. lbs. oz.
1 Bone-sawings • . 27 8

8
3 Charcoal-dust • . 24
4 Pig's blood with sawdust • 28 8
5 Cow-dung* (old) . . , . 25 12
6 Horse-dung (old) • 41

7 Guano t . 27 4
8 Cloacine and sawdust 34

N.B.—With regard to the proportions employed, they
were not, as in the preceding experiments, weighed, but
sprinkled in the drills according to their presumed power.
This experiment took place under a pressure of business
or it would have received the same attention as the other!
It is, of course, by no means conclusive; but may serve,
in conjunction with other trials, to assist in forming an
estimate of the relative strength of these manures. A
kitchen-garden, however, which has carried two or three
crops a year for the last half century, and received annual
manuring?, is by no means the fittest situation to try the
effects of these things— full of humus, and effete in point
of mechanical texture, the result must, of course, be very
different from that on " maiden" or rest soils. There
are, however, some crops which are termed "gross
feeders," which, it would seem, are entirely independent
of rest land or leys : such is the Mangel Wurzel, and such
also the Drumhead Cabbage, with many others, of which
the Mangel may be reckoned the chief. This root, as I

have proved, providing it has a deep and free soil, may be
produced on the same spot of ground for many years by
annual manuring.
Now for growers of green crops it appears to me that

composts might be made which would enable them to draw
much less on the muck-yard, which in Agricultural
matters is frequently wanted for the mowing, &c. To
form such a compost, the bottom of old wood-piles, the
dubbings or chippings of hedges burnt or smothered into

ashes, saw-dust, cloacine which has some time been
blended with saw-dust or other matter, and an old heap
of manure in the state of humus, if well turned and mixed,
and in the last turning some guano or other good and
highly-concentrated manure added, would form an econo-
mical and highly efficient compost to put in the drills, for

green crops in general ; it could scarcely be applied wrong.
The grand desideratum would be to have it all highly de-
composed and well blended.

To return to guano and other concentrated manures:
the best way to obtain a conclusive proof of their powers,
would, in my opinion, be to try them on soils of three
distinct kinds : viz., clays, sandy-loams, and peats; the
two first would require four distinct experiments at least,

viz., hand-tilled clays destitute of organic matter, and old
rest clays, with a good thick sward, and the same with
regard to sandy loams. In these it would be seen whether
those powerful agents could in any way dispense with the
necessity of fallows and rest.

I have been using guano in water rather extensively,
after the rate of about half an ounce to a gallon, blended
with dung-water, for some months, and I have an'idea that
it will be a most useful adjunct in gardening, more espe-
cially with the new and improved system of potting, so
ably and cleverly explained by Mr. Wood in your columns,
which are, in my opinion, (without pledging myself to all

they contain,) some of the best things that ever appeared
in any gardening periodical. Guano, I find by experience,
(as might have been expected,) clogs up the interstices of
the soil ;

therefore, if used regularly, the plants should
have their soil prepared accordingly. I have a house of
Camellias and Chrysanthemums, now in full bloom, with
which I might challenge many establishments. These
have Ind many scores of gallons of guano-water.

—

Robert
Erri?7fflon, Oullon Park.

attention than the beautiful varieties of Chrysanthemum.
They adorn our greenhouses and conservatories at this

time of the year,when everything else indicates their season

of rest. Yet it seems strange that such plants should be

neglected. In many gentlemen's gardens they are

crowded all the summer in a corner, no matter whether

shaded or exposed, if out of sight, and are left without

any sort of care ; so that in autumn, when they should dis-

play their beauty, they must be placed in a thicket of other

plants, where their heads only can be seen, and they

sometimes even serve for nothing more than a few cut

flowers. Still people who treat them thus expect good

plants, and wonder by what means others have succeeded

so much better. If we do not sow we cannot reap— if
*'e

cultivate ill we cannot expect fine flowers. Were gardeners

to adopt the following method they would meet with suc-

cess, and be recompensed for their trouble :—
Alter the plants have flowered, cut them down to about

three inches above the soil, and place them in a cold pit,

where they can be protected from frost till spring*

During this dormant state no water is required, but aS

much air in fine weather as possible. In the beginninS

of April select cuttings, not from the strong shoots that

spring from the ground, but those produced on what re-

mains of the old stem ; the latter are always preferable,

because they are short-jointed and not liable to damp °^
When they are prepared pot them in light sandy soil, each

cutting in a 60-sized pot, and plunge them in a slig llt

bottom-heat. In the course of a month they will be

rooted and ready to repot into 32s. At first give them

light rich soil for the roots to run in, and place them in a

sheltered situation, where they will be exposed to the BUD-

When they are established cut them down to within t*o

or three inches of the soil ; this will cause them to pro-

duce numerous lateral shoots and to become low bushy

plants, which will save a great deal of labour in stopp'nS

them during summer. When they have recovered tW
check, repot them into 8-sized pots, where they are to

remain fully exposed to the sun for the remainder of tl)e

season. The soil best adapted for the last shift is a com-

post consisting of loam, sandy peat, and rotten dung? in

equal proportions and quite rough, and if a few pieces o

potsherds are mixed through the whole mass so much tl'e

better. During the whole season of growth, watering

should be attended to with great care ; in fact, where the

plants are thus fully exposed to the sun, too much ivatcr

in dry weather can scarcely be given them.
,

There are some people, who, for the sake of a few good

blooms, only allow one or two flowers to remain on eac'i

stem; hut where a profusion of flowers is wanted, thj

system, which sacrifices two-thirds of all the bloom, jS

inadmissible.

—

J. D.

CHINESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
There are few plants in cultivation more worthy of

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. L.

From the number of letters which I have received boto

from gentlemen and gardeners relative to the digging

Shrubbery-borders, and from the diversity of opi" 100

which seems to exist regarding this, I feel disposed <o

resume the subject again this week. I will now show tl>a

as a matter of taste, shrubbery-borders ought not to oe

dug
; neither ought shrubs to be intermixed with II ei ba-

ceous plants.

In planting a shrubbery, the object is either to fo rffi

shady walks among fine trees, to hide unsightly views, or t°

form screens or shelter against strong winds. S"pP oS

the principal object to be a love of trees, and a desire to

possess large and perfect specimens : then it must be wrong

to permit them to become so crowded as to destroy eac&

other's form ; and it is contrary to nature to dig t'^f

ground among them—because in Nature we never fi n

them so situated—and though every pleasure-garden is (
o

ought to be, avowedly a work of art, we are not so a rtl
*

ficial in our ideas as to wish to give every tree in it **'

appearance of having been placed there by art, as they

must have if surrounded by dug ground ; but, on the con-

trary, w e wish to make them specimens of Nature i" a

refined and highly. cultivated state. These, in addition

to smooth walks, we surround by smooth velvetty tunj

which forms a kind of connecting link between tree an

tree, and collects them into groups, which, though it Wv
not be exactly the kind of scenery a landscape-pai nte

would make choice of fur his pencil, is nevertheless

scene that would not be objected to. Now, although theS

|jremarks are offered on the supposition that a love of tree

is the great exciting cause of their being planted, they ar

also equally applicable to the management of scree08'

shelters, or belts, because by attention at the proper ti**
it is quite as easy to form a shrub into a fine specimen* a

it is to allow it to become an unsightly object.

The greatest objection that can be urged against dug

ground, apart from its injurious tendency upon plants, '

the disturbing of that repose or quiet, so necessary for t*1

proper enjoyment of sylvan scenery. Herbaceous pl*nl

are objectionable, because they do not group or form *°

harmonious whole with trees or shrubs. Examine tl je

paintings of all the great masters from Claude Loraine \°

the present time, and you will scarcely find a flower ^
any instance—and why ? because flowers will not group

with trees and shrubs ; and therefore their introduction

would destroy the harmony of the composition.
My beau ideal of fine pleasure-ground scenery is trees

perfectly formed, and as large as the maintaining of
a

proper collection va ill allow them to become, without being

injurious to each other. A Persian Lilac, a Bibes, or

Rhododendron, if properly planted and managed, w»

form a bush of from eight to ten feet high, and the same

in diameter, in a period of from six to ten years ;—but

where do we meet with' such plants ?—not in crowded a"d

dug shrubberies, but where the great elements of vegeta-

ble existence—light, heat, air, and water, can play their

C
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proper parts, which is a clear proof that both crowding 1 stood that I mean to uphold an old against a new system
;

'

and digging are injurious.— W. P. Ayres, Brooklands.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
*** We trust to be able next week to clear off all arrears of

Correspondence. In the meanwhile we must continue to trespass
upon the patience of some of our friends.

Pine-Apples.—The large specimens of Pines lately

raised by Messrs. Barnes, Murray, and Spencer, and the

remarks made in a recent Number of the Chronicle, have
occasioned a sensation amongst Pine-growers, which is

far from being agreeable to those who seldom or never
ripen off fruit above two-thirds of the size of those spoken
of. In what I am about to say, I beg to state that 1 have
not the slightest intention to detract at all from the

merits of the respectable individuals alluded to, who I

dare say are deserving the praise bestowed on them. But
when we hear of some employers after reading the re-

marks in the Gardeners 9 Chronicle^ expressing them-
selves dissatisfied with their gardeners who were previ-

ously thought to be completely masters of their profession,
it behoves some one to say a word or two in defence of the

old, and^by far the most general, system of growing Pines
to a moderate size ; and having for a number of years had
the management of Pines on a pretty extensive scale, I

^ay, perhaps, be allowed to do so. In the first place, I con-
tend that the production of a large Pine is, without other
more direct evidence, no proof of a gardener's skill. A
mend of mine in the north of England,who had grown Pines
for many years with varied success, at length, some nine or
ten years ago, produced a Providence Pine of the

great weight of 11 lbs. and upwards (avoirdupois).
Such a fruit, as might be expected, caused no small inquiry
*n the locality, and probably might be inferred as a proof
of superior skill ; while he, with a magnanimity which did
him credit, acknowledged himself an inferior Pine-
grower to three-fourths of those who never cut a fruit

much above one-half of the weight. Such an assertion

^
ay appear singular, but is not the less true, and to

those not acquainted with Pine-growing I may observe,
that, whenever the plants are induced to continue their

growth beyond a given peiiod, and thus attain a large size

before they show fruit, a large one may be expected. Such
*as the case just alluded to : several of his Pines did not
fruit the season he expected, or rather wanted them, and
the result was, that large fruit was produced- more in spite
of his management than as a proof of his skill. From the
above example it is obvious that much time and space were
sacrificed, which, if more economically applied, might have
probably produced double the weight of good useful fruit on
half a dozen plants that might have stood in the place of the
large one. There were several more large old plants,
many of which did not mature fruit above three or four
pounds weight, and which had remained twice as long in

the fruiting-house as they ought to have done, to the
^elusion of a more profitable set of plants. I do not
insinuate that the case of Mr. Barnes's Pines is similar,
>'et if his heavy Pines are produced at a sacrifice of time
a»d space—the two criterions by which I judge of a gar-
dener's merit in Pine-growing—I must object to his
system. Few will deny that three fruits of three pounds
each are much better than one of five or six ; and if his
plants are very large, and not of quick growth., they may
probably occupy double the time and also double the
space of others which may arrive at half this
Weight. If such be the case, it is obvious, where particular
reasons do not call for large fruit, that the smaller are
more profitable by a hundred percent., and perhaps more.
But, on the other hand, if Mr. Barnes can produce on a
given extent of beds and in the same space of time as
many fruit averaging five and six pounds each as another
good gardener of the old school can produce under the old
way of management, or even if he be able to produce the
same weight of fruit collectively, then, and only then, will
I admit that his system is an improvement, and will be
the first to adopt it. Such are my opinions of skilful

Pine-growing, and such are those of the greatest bulk of
practical gardeners, who do not grow them exclusively, or
nearly so, for showing, I should therefore suggest that
a 'i forthcoming treatises on the Pine-apple should state
exactly the collective weight of fruit the author has cut
Within a given period of not less than three years, below
* given space of glass, or rather the superficial area of his
oeds, including nursing and succession pits as well as the
fruiting-house. He ought also to be able to prove that no
importation of plants has taken place to any extent, and

so that the plants remaining at the termination of the
stated period are as good as those were at the commence-
ment of it ; and he also ought to give some idea of the
expense of the materials made use of, as the costliness of
an

y plan is a great drawback in the very many places where
economy is the ruling oider of the day. If the writer, there-™ re

> he able to answer all these queries satisfactorily,
then will his system receive from a discerning public
that support which its merits deserve, and be adopted in

£
very place except the few (and I maintain there is but
ew) in which bigotry and prejudice put an effectual stop
o all improvement. But there are many, very many
places in which the limited assistance and scanty means
within the reach of the gardener put it entirely out of
is power to compete with his more fortunate neighbour

;

with him it is required to mal<e the most of the little he
n«s at command, and if his Pines only reach the weight

two or three lbs. they may perhaps have the recom-
mendation of not costing his employer so much per lb. by

£
or CO per cent, as those of his neighbours weighing

nve and six lbs., and he ought to be exempted from the
odious character of being bieoted in a system when it is

on the contrary, I wish to set both on an equal footing,

and would like to hear the opinions of other practical

men on the subject. I think there can be no fairer test

of their respective merits than to proportion their respect-

ive weights collectively of good and useful fruit to the

relative area of glass or beds that each occupy, and also

the time necessary to bring it to maturity.—A Practical

Gardener, S. N.~V.
Pine-apples.—Mr. R. H. Pope cannot possibly have

read the leading article in the Chronicle, p. 837, on my
system of Pine-growing. If he had, it would at least have

saved him all his calculations and erroneous deductions.

Every gardener knows that the Pine grows much more
rapidly in the autumn months than during the scorching

heat,of summer ; and Dr. Lindley observes, " The Pine

grows in the cool season." This fact is so well and uni-

versally understood amongst cultivators, that it scarcely

requires to be noticed. It nevertheless at once refutes all

Mr. R. H. Pope has advanced on this subject. I appre-

hend, however, that the Montserrat will prove to be the

Black Jamaica, as I found in the North of England the

former name generally substituted for the latter. This, if

it is the case, does not in the least detract from the merits

of Mr. Hamilton's productions.

—

11. Glendinning.

Tortoise, to keep in Winter.—Seeing in your last

Number a question by " A Clergyman" as to the best

way of disposing of a tortoise during winter, I beg to

inform him that in every instance within my knowledge
of tortoises being allowed to bury themselves either in the

open ground or a heap of sand in a greenhouse, the poor

animals have fallen a prey to parasitical animals ; whereas
they have lived many years in perfect health when en-

veloped in a mass of dry hay, and then sewed up in

matting or an old piece of carpetting, or, what is better

still, put in a hamper of dry hay in a dry place. If laid

on its side, this admits of their crawling out at their

pleasure.— K. W. W.
Kennedya splendens.—In your Paper of last week you

state there is no such plant as u Kennedya splendens."

I had a remarkably fine specimen a short time back under
that name, received from one of the first London nursery-

men. It is unfortunately dead. I inclose some of the

dried leaves.

—

E. .R., Dec. 8. [We can only repeat

that this name is unknown to Botanists. The leaves appear
to belong to Zichya inophylla.]

Van Mons Leon Le Clerc Pear.—This is the most
choice of any 1 have ever tasted. It is superior to most
Peaches, but will only last about one month— unless giving

the trees different aspects will prolong its duration with-

out destroying its flavour.— J. Lccoutcnr, Jersey.

Guano versus Bones.—In reference to a leading arti-

cle in a late Number [we do not know what is alluded to

by our correspondent] as regards Guano, it should be

borne in mind that every ounce which comes to this

country is paid for in manufactured goods, and not in

gold ; i" Peru gold and silver are indigenous, (if I may
be allowed the expression,) and consequently are not

required in payment ; but I suspect this is not the case

with Bones from the Continent, which are, I fear, paid for

in gold. I consider the above facts are of great import-

ance, when our population is so badly employed.— G. 11.,

Halifax, December 8.

Prof. Brande's Lectures.— In common with many other

Members of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, I

have recently had the pleasure of listening to Professor

13rande's Lectures on Limes and Clays, and I bear my

g oig
out of his power to alter it. 1 hope it will not be under-

testimony to the ability with which the lecturer accom-

plished the task he so kindly undertook. I was especially

pleased to observe the profound attention witli which the

chemical truths announced were received by the audience,

and the deep interest they seemed to take in the various

scientific statements made by the learned Professor. There

was, however, one point in the lecture on clays which 1

think may perhaps mislead, if not explained— I allude to

that very beautiful and striking experiment with the

voltaic battery which had for its object the proving

whether or no a clay contains alkali, i. £., potassa or soda.

This mode, though singularly elegant, and furnishing to

those who possess commaud of voltaic power a speedy

and facile mode of arriving at a result, yet is it not so

satisfactory, as regards correctness, as could be desired.

We all witnessed the reddening effect of potassa and lime

upon yellow turmeric paper; we also saw the same effect

produced by subjecting a specimen of clay to the voltaic

influence. In the latter case it was ascribed to the pre-

sence of potassa or soda in the clay—a sort of experiment

turn crvcis. Certain precautions were, indeed, taken to

prevent delusive inferences ; for instance, the clay was

thoroughly exhausted by the action of water, which, by

dissolving the soluble saline substances, such as common
salt, if any were present, would remove one source of

fallacy. But supposing—which is very often the case

—

that the clay contained traces of lime, as carbonate or

silicate, then the water would not remove them ; and

though the clay under examination might not contain an

atom of potassa or soda, yet would the reddening effect

upon the test-paper be produced. I do not suppose that

the Agriculturist, in experimenting upon his soil, will often

employ an extensive galvanic battery as a test for alkali
;

yet is it desirable that Chemists should be very accurate in

their assertions and experimental deductions, for many
eves, intelligent and watchful, are upon their movements

;

and though they may be forgiven many agricultural mis-

takes, )et an error committed in their own particular de-

partment will not so soon be forgotten. This observation

comes with more peculiar force just at the present time,

when Agriculturists are beginning to feel some degree of

confidence in Chemistry and Chemists.— IF. //. Potior.

Dahlias.—The Dahlias enumerated by u A Subscriber"

are some of the most uncertain bloomers in cultivation ;

and if he succeeded with them in the year 1842, the

chances were that he failed in the following season.

Sussex Rival I should not advise him to retain in a limited

collection: it is seldom good, and is too small. Fanny
Keynes never was, even at the best, more than a second-

rate flower ; it is of a common colour, and totally desti-

tute of style or character. Ruby was a good flower in its

time, but is quite gone by ; it is too much quilled for the

present day; besides, it is thin and wanting in colour.

Egyptian King is a good flower when in perfection, but is

very uncertain. Scarlet Defiance never was good, although

it sometimes promises well early in the season ; later, it

becomes quilled, flat, and deeply-serrated on the edge of

the petal. I noticed, during the year 1842, that every

Dahlia, of which the colour had any tendency to scarlet,

was deeply notched— indeed to so great an extent, as to

give the petal the appearance of a saw ; the indentures

were, in some instances, more than a quarter of an inch

deep. This did not happen to Dahlias of any other colour

than red or scarlet; nor did it again occur during the

season just past, even in the flowers in which it was most

conspicuous during that preceding. I apprehend that any

solution of this unusual, and to me inexplicable circum-

stance, is impossible ; but it is clear that the colour of the

flower, or whatever gives rise to it, made it susceptible of

some influence from which flowers possessing other

colours were exempt. Essex Rival is a very uncertain

bloomer: it is never really full, and often single or

semi-double. Hylas is a flower of good colour, and is

firm and clean in petal ; I have often regretted that it

should be no better than it is, for, notwithstanding its

defects, it possesses style. Metella was a good Dahlia,

and is even now sometimes seen in good character ; but I

have seldom known it to be so bad as during the present

year : the petal is, however, generally very ciumpled.

I have seen Conductor occasionally very beautiful, but

this is very seldom : it is usually flat, much quilled to-

wards the centre, and too uncertain a bloomer for a small

collection. I have not grown the Bishop of Salisbury.

The last Dahlia season was altogether the best in my
recollection ; but no doubt, in consequence of the very

dry weather that occurred during the blooming time, in a

sandy soil many would fail that might have done well

enough in the same soil in a wet season. This would be

especially the case with thin flowers, which would, under

such circumstances, be thinner in petals than usual, and

soon show the disc ; whilst very double flowers would, from

the same cause, more rapidly expand, and lose their scaly

centres. Having now made free with the characters of " A
Subscriber's" flowers, I would venture to recommend to him
a dozen of which I think he will report favourably—some
of them he no doubt possesses, viz., TurvilFs Essex
Triumph, Trenfield's Admiral Stopford, Smith's Sir R.
Sale, Edwards's Mrs. J. Richardson, Thompson's Vivid,

Widnall's Queen, Jackson's Lady Cooper, Hudson's
Princess Royal, Bragg's Antagonist, Dodd's Prince of

Wales, Mitchell's Mrs. Kelly, Keynes' Standard of Per-

fection. Essex Triumph is the flower that was so success-

fully exhibited at the meetings of the Floricultural Society

of London. It is far from being faultless, but is constanr,

and one of the most desirable Dahlias grown ; it is very

globular, and always perfect in the centre ; its defects are

too great a length of petal, and want of substance in the

back ones, which generally become flimsy or die before

the bloom is in perfection ; another fault is, that notwith-

standing its fine dark colour, there is a silvery white hue
over the face of the petal, that gives the flower a dull

appearance. Adm. Stopford this yearwasthe only rival that

could successfully compete with Essex Triumph, and the

best blooms I have seen were of the former ; but this wilt

not, I imagine, generally be the case, for it is not constant,

and in less favourable seasons is not good in the centre

;

the petal is broad and bold, and the colour, though vari-

able, is very good and glossy. Sir R. Sale is another

flower approved by the Floricultural Society, und was

proved to be one of the best of the season. Mrs. J.

Richardson, a white and purple, was also submitted to the

same test, and justified the opinion given of it ; it is a very

useful flos\er and one of the best of its class. Vivid,

though not by any means a first-rate flower, is an acqui-

sition, and the best scarlet we yet possess. Widnall's

Queen is too well known to require comment, it is gener-

ally classed as a lilac, but is certainly nearer rose-colour

than any other Dahlia at present in cultivation. Lady

Cooper and Princess Royal are very beautiful when well

grown but are generally too hard and scaly in the centre.

Antagonist, though uncertain, is quite an acquisition ; the

white is very pure and the petal good ;
the centre is the

point in which it fails. Dodd's Piince of Wales is decid-

edly one of the best yellows, although the colour is not

very pure, and the centre apt to be sunk ; but the latter

fault does'not interfere with the globular form and general

outline, and therefore does not detract much from its

value.
'

Mrs. Shelley was much exhibited last season, and
was, with me, the finest flower in the garden; every bloom
came pei feet, save a little disposition to quill in the centre,

which, increasing towards the end of the season, made the

back of the petals too visible. Standard of Perfection is

a new Dahlia; it is hazardous, therefore, to offer a very

decided opinion upon it ; it may, however, safely be stated

that it possesses style and character of first-rate order,

and although not a large flower was the most successful

seedling exhibited in the present year, and was the only

Dahlia°of 1842 that was placed in the first class by the

Floricultural Society.— T. C. W.
Picolees —1" some Picotees the stigma appears before

the flower expands. Morris's Mary, red Picotee, and

Martin's Victoria, yellow Pico.ee, are examples. The
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pollen will adhere to the part protruded^ and I have some-
times seen the flowers so treated fade away without ever
opening, but no seed was produced ; and whether they
faded from fertilisation, or owing to the state of the weather
at the time, may be doubted.— 0. 9 Leeds.
Digging Shrubberies.— I had hoped no one in'the present

day would have had the hardihood to support the so
justly called absurdity of digging Shrubberies to benefit

the plants, as a writer, under the signature of " Knave of
Spades/' has done in p. 843 of a late Chronicle. Although
hardly worth while to answer the untenable arguments he
has brought forward to aid his cause, it shall suffice to

say that all practical men have long condemned the prac-
tice of digging round any tree, shrub, or herbaceous plant,

if the trees, &c. root near the surface, and if you wisli

them to thrive. The fact of market-gardeners cropping
within a foot of their fruit-trees says nothing in

favour of the practice, as it is well known an opposite
course would be better for their trees, and it reminds
me of parties mowing over their Strawberry-beds in the

autumn, and then digging between them, a practice justly

condemned in this Paper lately. Herbaceous plants
and annuals are never grown in perfection amongst
shrubs, and are much better m detached groups by
themselves ; the appearance of shrubs where the turf
reaches under their branches is much more natural,

(Gardenesque, as Loudon would call it,) than where there
is a dug border three or four feet wide in front of them,
filled with half-starved perennials and annuals

; and from
the lack of knowledge the said " Knave of Spades M dis-
plays when speaking of the time it takes to lay turf, the
expenses thereof, and the annual renewing of the same
I would much advise him to see a little operation in that
way before he writes again. And as the "Knave," in his
inquiries about the decomposition of dung, appears to be
retrograding instead of "going a-head," I would say (as
a celebrated doctor used to tell his patients,) buy Dr.
Lindley's " Theory of Horticulture/' and read it.— Obiter
Dictum.

Vegetable Vagaries.—Under this head you have already
published in the Gardeners' Chronicle some curious in-
stances of the wonderful freaks of Nature in transforming
the flowers of one plant so as to resemble those of another,
and J now present you with a sketch of a different kind of

I may venture to name it, on account of its exclusive was unfavourable, scarcely any of my annuals failed, and
character, "Fraxinus Nectonensis." I trust it will the number of plants was quite double what could reason-
prove a desirable addition to our ornamental Forest-trees.
W. Mason, Necton, Norfolk. [We shall be much

metamorphosis which I conceive to be no less singular
than many of the oddities previously recorded. It is

that of Aspasia epidendroides, of which the accom-
panying sketch will give you some idea:—where the
pseudo-bulb that was made last year after the plant
had flowered, elongated into a sort of gouty stem, and
formed two other bulbs, very much smaller than the old
one but similar in character, with leaves on the crown
and at the base of each, and at last terminated by throw-
ing out a flower-stem from between the two leaves on the
crown of the latest-formed pseudo-bulb, at the same time
as the scape began to show itself at the base of the
original one. The flowers on both are now in perfection,
and have rather a singular appearance. Were the lower
scape removed, it would almost puzzle one acquainted
with the mode in which this plant usually flowers, to say
what it is ; as, although the flowers are_ those of Aspasia
epidendroides, still the jointed sort of stem with the ter-
minal scape give it a totally different character,—such as
would nearly induce us to look upon it as being a distinct
species, or at all events a very different plant from what
Aspasia epidendroides is described to be.— W. B. Booth.

The Ash-Tree.— In the grounds here is an old timber
Ash, which for many years has had one bough of a totally
different character to the rest of the tree, or of any other
Ash-trees which I have seen; being short-jointed and
densely covered with foliage when in leaf. A few years
back 1 directed my father's gardener to graft some of its

young shoots upon some young plants in a plantation.
The grafts took well, and I now have two of them in a
very flourishing condition, strictly corresponding in growth
and foliage with the parent bough. This year I grafted
some more young Ashes, which have taken well. I think

obliged by a plant of this, sent to 21, Regent-street.]
Winter Gardening.—\ beg to differ from Mr. Beaton

in regard to his remarks on the appearance of flower-beds
in winter. I think a well-planned and neatly kept flower-
garden will always look well, even though the beds should
be empty, since in a well-arranged combination of forms
there will ever be something to attract and amuse the eye,
though the pleasing variety of colour be wanting. I do
not think that flower-beds filled with " fictitious " dwarf
shrubs will have a happy effect. I practise a different
plan, and one which perhaps many would admire quite as
much as though the beds were filled with the little boughs
ever so neatly trimmed. I generally allow the summer
crops to remain in the beds as late, consistently with
neatness, as the season will permit ; when these are
removed the beds are dug over, raked, and all made tidy.
I then refill the centre of them with Poppy Anemones,
planted so as to keep the different colours distinct and
well contrasted, and surround them with belts or edgings
of Crocuses, Snowdrops, Jonquils, Arabis verna and
albida,Hepaticas, Squills, Aristeapusilla [?] &c. The Ane-
mones will bloom through the whole of the dreary winter
months, and exhibit almost as gay a variety of colour as
their summer brethren ; in fact, I have been frequently
asked if I had not put artificial flowers in the beds, and 1
have found it, until after close inspection, sometimes dif-
ficult to convince some persons to the contrary. No one
can form an idea of the beauty of these charming little
flowers, who has not seen them under proper cultivation.
They are more particularly desirable for enlivening the
cold and gloomy winter, but they will also continue bloom-
ing until April, and even when the flowers are cut from
them they still keep throwing up fresh flower-stems. I
usually take up the tubers in April, dry them and put
them away in paper bag?. In September, I plant them
out in store-beds, and afterwards transplant them thence
to the flower-garden when required.—J. L. Snow.

^
Glasgow Botanical Society.—This Society, which ori-

ginated in the impulse given to the study of Botany in
Glasgow, by the appointment of Dr. John Hutton Bal-
four to the Botanical chair in the University, and has
been in active operation for a year and a half, agreed at
its November meeting, to form a junction with the Glas-
gow Philosophical Society—an old and prosperous insti-
tution, of which it now forms the Botanical section, with
its own office-bearers and regulations as before. The
proposal for union came from the Philosophical Society,-
and was acceded to on account of the desirableness of
concentrating the interest of the friends of science in one
society.

—

Anonymous.
Fuchsia Eoconiensis.—In a late notice of Fuchsia Ex-

oniensis, the writer who condemns the habit of the plant
cannot have seen a good specimen of it, for it is allowed
by good judges to be as remarkable for its vigorous and
graceful habit as it is conspicuous for the brilliant liveli-
ness and superior size of its flowers. I may perhaps be
travelling out of my own province, as an amateur, to men-
tion this ; but as I am well acquainted with this noble
plant, I venture to say that candour and justice demand
it.—A Subscriber, Exeter. [The flowers of this Fuchsia
are doubtless the finest we have. As to its habit, we
apprehend it is good under good management.]
Heating by Brick Flues.— I beg to state that the

alterations suggested by " J. L.," at p. 772, respecting
Brick Flues, are much opposed to my ideas on this sub-
ject. At that part of the house where the flue enters, the
heat is always most powerful, and hence the impractica-
bility of keeping up an equable temperature all over the
house. " J. L." recommends the flue to be u enlarged
as it recedes from the fire." But if this plan was adopted,
it would diminish still farther the already reduced tem-
perature, on account of the expansion which the air would
suffer in travelling from the fire. « J. £. » no doubt,
knows that as air becomes expanded, its capacity for heat
is increased, and consequently less heat will be evolved
from it to the surrounding brickwork. This makes me
doubt the utility of " J. L.'s " plan.— C.

Jointing Earthenware Pipes.—With reference to the
material employed in jointing the earthenware pipes
alluded to by me at page 693, and also by " W B H. M
and « J. M." at pp. 736 and 842 ; it consists entirely of
good cement, which, with the whole apparatus, continues
to afford great satisfaction. Several other gentlemen in
this neighbourhood are fitting up pits after this method,
and in the event of complete success attending the plan,
you may probably hear from me again respecting it W.
Hunt, Warrington.

;

Wasps.—In answer to J. Wighton's inquiry respecting
the Wasps' nest in the Red-Currant bush, I beg to state
that it was of the ordinary colour and texture of Wasps'
nests, viz., a greyish-white paper-like substance. There is

only one small hole at the bottom at which they enter : the
Wasps left it about the end of September, they were the
smaller size of the common Wasp.

—

A Paddy.
Wasps.-There

i

is now (Dec. 4) in a shrubbery belonging
to Richard O. Aldworth, Esq.," Newmarket-house, county
Cork, a Wasps nest. The Wasps are as active and as
busy, passing to and fro, as they would be in the month
of July or August. I have been observing them for the
last three weeks, and have seen no change in their acti-
vity. The nest is on level ground, under trees, and appa-
rently in the rotten stump of a tree.—A. K.

Potter's Guano.—-I assert without hesitation, that there
were no crops m this neighbourhood equal to those in my
kitchen-garden

; and the effects upon the flower-beds and
borders were perfectly astonishing. Although the season

ably have been calculated upon. This was owing to the ustf

of Potter's Guano, which I received last Nov. (1842) just

as I was making up my Pansy-beds. I used it up°a

them, and although my flowers were late, they were nearly

all much larger than I ever had them before, and remained

in full bloom longer than I ever recollect John Jlits^f

Sunderland.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND-

Dec, 7.—Earl Spencer in the chair. There was a much larger

attendance this evening than on the previous one. Mr. Brand*
commenced his lecture by stating that previous to referring gthe subject of clay, he should say a few words on the sulph ftte

and phosphate of lime. Sulphate of lime was composed of sul-

phuric acid and lime ; 46 parts of sulphuric acid were equivalent

to 22 of carbonic acid, and these were combined with 28 of l
,n,e

to iormthe sulphate of lime. Sulphuric acid is composed ofw
phur and oxygen, just as carbonic acid is composed of carbon

and oxygen, and sulphuric acid may be made by burning: *«flS*2
in oxygen. (Here the experiment was performed.) If wc »(,a

lime-water to the sulphuric acid now made, a sulphate of Hm c »

winch is only slightly soluble in water, falls to the bottom of w£
vessel. Sulphate of lime is found native in the form of gyp*'1"1

or common sulphate of lime, of anhvdrous selenite, &c. I f rc*

quires about 350 parts of water to dissolve it; but it is vciy

common in the springs and rivers of this country. It is almost

always found in blue clay, occurring: in the form of crystals. Tl«*°
crystals are composed ot 68 parts dry sulphate of lime, and 18 \& x

\of water. Sulphate of lime has a great affinity for water. Wft?D

the water is driven off, it forms what is called plaster of P arlS '

It exists in great quantities in the Paris basin ; hence this na"16 '

When it is present in water, the lime may be detected by meanj
of the oxalate of ammonia, and the sulphuric acid by means o\

baryta. Sulphate of lime under certain circumstances is decom-
posed, and some of the oxygen being abstracted, the sulp&y
unites with hydrogen, and sulphuretted hydrogen is forme*"*

This is said to be the case with the waters of the ocean off l 'ie

coast of Africa. Now, it is found that many plants require sul-

phur; such as Horse-radish, Mustard, &c, and seem to owe the.11

acrid properties to this principle. The sulphur contained ia

plants, then, is probably owing to the decomposition of the sul-

phates in the soil. Sulphate of lime is found in the primary*
secondary, and tertiary formations, and is very abundant in ^
neighbourhood of Paris. The use of sulphate of ^ e

in Agriculture is very considerable. In the first place it decom-
poses organic matter, but whilst it does this it does not attraf*

moisture irom the soil. In manv plants it is found to exist ^
very considerable quantities, especially in Clover, but it does«°5
exist in Wheat and Peas. Plants that contain it will not gro*

well unless it exists in the soil. Some plants require chloride oi

sodium or common saltj Wheat requires phosphate of li"lC
'

Before plants can appropriate sulphate of lime it must be ren-

dered soluble. If it already exist in a soil, no good will arise

from adding more of it. The beneficial effect of peat-ashes on »

soil depends on their containing a considerable quantity °

sulphate of lime. It also exists in "the ashes of common coal, *n«

the value of these ashes as a top-dressing for grasses may be tl>m>

explained. A great question about gypsum has arisen— does ^
fix ammonia? Carbonate of ammonia, which is a very volatile

salt of ammonia, when it comes in contact with sulphate of l
jnie

in solution, will decompose it, and the consequence will be »

carbonate of lime and a sulphate of ammonia, by which means
the ammonia exists as a less volatile salt; but we must not i" fer

from this that if we sprinkle dunghills or the bottom of stable3

with sulphate of lime that it will fix the ammonia that is con-

stantly escaping from these places. This action may be seen ,n

the following diagram :—

Carbonate of Lime, 50.

h

3*

Carbonic acid, 22. Lime, 28.

Ammonia, 17. Sulphuric Acid, 40.

C0 V

p. .2

&

Sulphate of Ammonia, 57.

The next salt is the phosphate of lime. It is obtained cWM
*rom the bones of animals, but in order for it to exist there

'

must have come from the Vegetable Kingdom, and vegetal"*
must have it from the soil. The ultimate constituents of tm
salt are phosphorus, oxygen, and calcium. The phosphor"
unites with oxygen just in the same manner as carbon and si"

pnur to form an acid, and when burned in oxygen exhibits tn

same phenomenon. (Here phosphoric acid was (ormed by b
J!

r

"f"iff phosphorus in oxygen gas.) 42 parts of lime and 30 °

Phosphoric acid constitute 78 parts of phosphate of lime. Tn

th k
etS its I>hosPnate of lime from artificial manures and f^n

the bones of animals. Bones consist of two parts, an eartnJJ
part and an animal part. The earthy part may be dissolve**
away from the animal by a dilute acid, and the animal part nw
oe driven from the earthy by fire. The earthy part is compo£e

almost entirely of phosphate of lime. Even in fossil bones tn*

animal matter remains, as Dr. Buckland proved by making soap
ot some Hyena's bones he had found fossilised. When bones air

f
X
S v

ed to tne air tliey &raduaNy Iose their animal matter.
t

J

had been found that the fossilised excrement of animals, whic'*

geologists call coprolites, contained phosphate of lime, and these

would be probably to a certain extent available for the purpose?
of Agriculture; but the lecturer could not go the length oi ?&*'
Ljebig, in thinking that any amount of these fossilised coprolite
that might be found in this country would equal in importance
our beds of coal. Guano is a substance that contains phosphate^
lime, and it is nrobablv that ingredient which renders it soirnpoiyprobably that ingredient which renders it so imp°j
ant as a manure. It exists, to a certain extent, in minerals, an<J

**

found in Devonshire associated with the tourmaline. It had also

been found in Bohemia, and existed in considerable quantities'!*
-kstremadura, in Spain. It is perhaps a question as to whet"**
it would not be worth working in Spain. As was stated in tnc

last lecture, it exists in the Brighton chalk. It also exists wit*1

phosphate of alumina in clay-slate, and is present in most slates*

X-iebig states that phosphate of lime is of more importance xjj

Wheat crops than any other. Bone manure is always founo
beneficial for Wheat. It has been proposed to add sulphuric acid*

or, as it is commonly called, oil of vitriol, to bones, before using
tnem as manure. The advantage of this is that the oil of vitriol*

not only decomposes the animal matierof the bones, but dissolves
the phosphate of lime, and thus enables the plants to take it «P
more rapidly. There is a considerable quantity of phosphate pi

hme in hay and Oats, and this will account for its existence in

the excrement of horses, which is a valuable manure. The sub-
stance called clay is composed of various materials, but all the

varieties of this substance contain argil or alumina as their basis.

If potass is added to a solution of common alum, a white preci-
pitate falls down, which is alumina, the basis of clay. It is the

alumina which gives to clay its plasticity and those other pi;
'

perties which it possesses. Alumina has a great affinity
ior

water, and also for organic matter. It fixes, as it were, organic
matter. If a vegetal le infusion or dirty water be passed through
clay, the alumina arrests the impurities, and ckan water passes

through. Alumina is also soluble in acids and alkalies. In addi-

tion to alumina, clay contains varying quantities of silica. Sihc*

is seen pure in nature in rock crystal, the amethyst, cottxtaon

A
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flint, the chalcedony, &c. Sand also is composed of silica. It is

insoluble in water, and with one exception in acid. When silica

and potassa or soda are heated together they form a substance

known as glass. These glasses may be of varying: kinds, and some
are of a nature to be soluble in water. It is in this way that tne

old " liquor of flints " was made. When silica is thus in solution

it may be thrown down by the addition of an acid in various

forms, sometimes as a jelly, and at others as hard as flint,

according to the quantity of alkali in which it is dissolved, it is

by means of this soluble power of the alkalies over the silica tnat

plants are enabled to take this substance into their interior, ana

to appropriate it to the building up of their whole fabric. wslfle*

silica and alumina, clay contains potassa, soda, limestone, ana

other substances. Silica mostly preponderates in clays; a ciay

composed of 60 silica and 40 alumina is called a strong cjay. ah
the varieties of marl, loam, &c, consist of these ingredients, in

varying proportions with other substances. The physical proper-

ties of soils are very materially affected by the quantity of clay tney

contain. Salts of soda and potassa exist in all clays, but are some-

what difficult to detect. A solution of the clay may not p.oauce

any effect on test-papers, but if the clay is submitted to tne action

of the galvanic current the alkali is soon developed. (I nis expe-

riment was performed with the aid of the galvanic battery 01 tne

Royal Institution.) It is often of importance to add lime to ciay,

as by this means the alkalies of the clay are developed. J t is-or

importance to mix clay and sand together, as the sand iurnis»nes

silica, which, being dissolved by the alkalies of the clay,

:

ren
Vp,"

the taking up of that body more easy to the plant. ine

lecturer apologised at the conclusion of the lecture, on

account of its imperfect character. He hoped tne time

was come when the soil of scientific research, in connexion

with Agriculture, which had so long laid fallow, was now
about to be cultivated, and would yield an abundant harvest. At
the conclusion, P. Pusev, Esq., M.P., proposed a vote of tnanks

to the lecturer. Every day was demonstrating the importance ot

Chemistry to Agriculture j at the same time care must be taken

that the Farmer was not led away by specious theories, ana lea

to expect much more than could ever be realised. 1 he uu*e or

Richmond, in seconding the motion, stated that, as one resuic 01

a chemical theory applied to the practice of Farming, ne naa u iea

on a piece of land of his own the oil of vitriol and b0
£
e;^s

! fj
recommended by Liebig, and the consequence was, tnat ne naa

obtained a larger crop of Turnips at a cheaper rate than ne ima
ever done before. He should publish the particulars of tins case,

and would only state that he had thus spent only 115. an acre tor

manure, and had obtained 12 tons of Turnips; whereas in lormer

cases he had spent 3/. per acre on manures, and had got oiuy u$
tons of Turnips per acre.

Bee. 9,—The Members held their Half-yearly General Meeting

at the Society's house in Hanover-square—the Right Hon. jtan

Spencer, President, in the chair. The Duke of Richmond,^and a

number of other gentlemen, were present. " Altnougn, saia

Lord Spencer, after having opened the proceedings with a lew

general remarks, " we have received during the past Ye?
r * ™".Be

accession ot members, 1 am sorry to say that our financial an <*irs

are not in a favourable state. It should be borne in minn inat

our annual country meetings, though necessary, are very expen-

sive to us. For instance, the Derby Meeting this year was pro-

ductive of a loss to the Society, after allowing 1,195*. w> oe

distributed as prizes, of between 1,600/. and 1,700/. 'I*»»s » » ™u
be seen, is one great means of our outlay

;
yet. that outlay ^un-

avoidable. The show-yard and dining-rooms at Derby cost a

large sum, but unfortunately they were not filled. At bon^
ampton, next year, 1 trust we shall not be in such dirncuiues.

The amount of arrears has, I am glad to say, been very mucn
reduced since last year. As a corporate body, we have now a

legal right to sue for all these debts ; but really it is due to tne

Council of this Society to say that they have not proceeded to

harsh measures in the matter in any one instance. Still, it these

arrears be not paid up, we must take means to have them
settled. I have no doubt that, in many instances, these debts

to our funds have arisen from negligence. However that may
he, I trust to see more attention in future. J shall not detain

you longer, but shall call upon the Secretary to read the Society s

Report." A long report was then read, but of this we can only

find room for the following more important points to which it

adverted. It was stated that the Council and Members ol the

Society, as well as the implement-makers and public at large,

experienced considerable disappointment at the Derby Meeting,
that they were deprived of the opportunity of witnessing a trial

of implements on lighter soil than that at Rough Heanor, on
which the heavy land implements were worked, and the Council
have taken every measure which they think best adapted to pre-

vent the recurrence of a similar disappointment. The Council
have appointed Mr. Parkes to be the consulting engineer of the

Society, to be remunerated, when employed in that capacity,
either by the -Council, from the funds of the Society, or by indi-

vidual members, at the usual rate of professional charge. In

addition to Mr. Parkes, as the consulting engineer of the Society,
the Council have decided that a greater number of judges ot

implements, including practical farmers, shall be appointed ;
also

that the exhibition of implements on the Tuesday and Wednesday
previous to the principal day of the show shall be open at half-

a-crown on each of those two days, instead of at five shillings as

heretofore. The Finance Committee have also laid before the
Council the following statement of the arrears of subscription at

the present time, in comparison with their amount at the last

December meeting :

—

Total amount of arrears in December, 1842 . ^3705
Vo. do. do. jn December, 1843 . \6U

Total amount of arrears paid or discharged
during the last 12 months .... ^2091

The following were stated to be the exact members of the So-
ciety:— 108 Life-Governors, 193 Governors, 434 Life Members,
6U5 Members, 13 Hon. Members: total, 6863.
Mr. Cottam said, with the noble chairman's permission, he had

a suggestion to make to the meeting, of interest. It was evident,
he intimated, that those who had gone through the various show-
yards of the Society must have been pleased with the mechanical
skill therein observed. The Society had given great support to

Agriculture in general, yet he (Mr. Cottam), was firmly con-
vinced, if gentlemen would turn their attention more to impie "

ments, the Society would obtam great benefits. He (Mr. Cottam)
considered that the machine-makers were not exactly repre-
sented at the Council. At Derby several little difficulties

arose, but which might have been wholly avoided had
the subject been better understood by the Council. What
was required was, that the machine-makers be heard " at the

bar" of the Council, by some one being called upon to represent
them. He hoped he was not asking too much. Doctor Buckland
pressed forward the necessity of mechanical science in Agricul-
ture, but the machine-makers had never had a powerful organ to

make known their plans. It was evident that more attention
should be paid to Mechanics; of their value he required only to

refer to what had been accomplished by Mr. Smith, of Deanston,
and Earl Ducie (applause). He (Mr. Cottam) was confident that

a lecture on Mechanics would be attended with beneficial results.

Mr. Pusey then said a few words, and thanks having been voted
to the chairman, the meeting concluded.

LUTON HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The Committee of this Society think it due to its patrons and

supporters to close the second year of its existence with a

Report of their past proceedings; and in doing so they have to

perform a task pleasing to the public and themselves, as the

career of the Society has been, up to this time, one of uninter-
rupted prosperity. They have not to leave on record the failure
of their attempts, nor the fact that their Institution has led on a
languishing existence; on the contrary, the most sanguine
wishes of its originators hare been more than realised, and the

their trust in a healthful and flourishing
|
arrived in this country, and prove to be very similar to

_*—*_ *i
Indigo in all respects, except that the colour is intensely

black- According to the Morning Post, the discovery has

been made by a Scotch traveller in the Shand country, an

independent state adjoining the Burmese Empire. This

gentleman is stated to have observed the natives dyeing

cloth of a most beautiful black colour, and upon inquiring

where they got it from, was shown a plant and the process

of making the liquid. Upon applying to it the process of

Indigo-making—steeping, fermenting, and allowing the

fecula to settle—he drained it, and dried it into cakes and
balls. On his return to Calcutta he presented the Agri-

Horticultural Society of Calcutta with one of his cakes,

when it was pronounced a most valuable production—an

original and genuine " black vegetable dye."

Dahlia coccinea.—We learn from the French papers

that M. Pe'pin has succeeded in obtaining a double variety

of this species. It was formerly in our gardens in a single

state, and was lost. Prof. Schlechtendahl lately recovered

it from Mexico, in 1840 ; and this year its seedlings in the

Garden of Plants have borne flowers that are double and

semidouble, scarlet and bright orange. This doubling has

taken place in the fourth year of its cultivation.

New Botanical Books.—Bentham's Plantse Hartwe-

gianas, a new Part.—Schauer de Regelia, Beaufortia et

Calothamno Dissertatio.— Siebold, Flora Japonica, vol. ii.,

fasc. 1.—Plantarum quas in Japonia collegit de Siebold

Genera nova fasc. primus-—Systema Materiee Medicee

vegetabilis Brasiliensis, composuit C. F. P. de Martius.

__Iconographia Familiarum Naturalium Regni Vegetabilis,

by Dr. Schnitzlein, Part I.

Committee deliver up .

condition. Since the establishment of the Society in the com-

mencement of the year 1842, five ex ub.tions have been heId

which have attracted considerable attention and inferred a

large amount of innocent pleasure on the.puthe The sum of

money received for admission to these exhibitions is B0*. 12*. lOd.,

which including the free admissions by members' tickets, pre-

Sts th -l ge number of 2200 visitors. The great interest thus

excited has been owing, in part, to the Shows having been held

in the gardens of gentlemen, who have on those occasions

"berany thrown them open to the Society. This is a feature

which the Committee trust the Society will always present as

thev think it one admirably adapted to promote its mteiests.

The
y
y have much pleasure in knowing that other gentlemen,

having attractive gardens, are ready to follow the example so

nobly set by those just alluded to ; and a guarantee is thus

afforded that the attractions of the Shows will not speedily be

exhausted. The present opportunity is embraced of thanking

F. and C. Burr, Esqrs., for the use of their gardens, and R. Vyse,

Esq., for the use of his warehouse for the purposes of the Society

As the direct object of an Institution like this is to forward the

general interests of Horticulture, and to encourage cottagers in

the culture of their gardens, it will be proper to state to what

extent these ends have been secured. The Committee appeal to

the exhibitions for proof that energies have been called intc.play

which before were dormant, and that a higher order of Horticul-

tural taste has been elicited; as much, indeed, has been accom-

plished as could reasonably be expected in the narrow compass

of two seasons. With regard to cottagers, the same observations

may be justly made. Each successive Show has engaged more

attention on the part of labourers in handicraft and husbandry,

and in some cases prizes to a considerable amount have been

taken. For example, during the present year Samuel Garratt

has received 17-'., Joseph Fletcher 23s., Joseph Hunt
;1J«

,
and

Thomas Arnold 12*., besides many smaller prizes. At first, the

purposes contemplated by the Society with regard to cottagers

were little understood by them, and even now they are but im-

perfectly comprehended. It has been the wish of the Committee

to give every facility for the practice of Horticulture to this

interesting class of society, and they voted early in the year 100

copies of "Paxton's Gardener's Calendar" for their use. That

valuable little work could not then be obtained, but it is now

reprinting, and will be put in circulation as early as possible, it

may thus be fairly presumed that the Luton Horticultural Society

has answered the direct end contemplated at its formation, and

has silently improved the practice of gardening. One result ot a

collateral character has undoubtedly been ontained, that is, tne

promotion of kindly feelings among all parties in the town and

neighbourhood; who, forgetting among the gentle scenes of

nature the differences of public life, have found a pleasure not

soon to be forgotten; a pleasure procured without the sacrifice

of principle and followed by no regret. The Committee therefore

feel they are justified in asking for this Institution the continued

support of its patrons; and they conclude by enforcing their

appeal by the following elegant tribute to the value of the pur-

suits they are anxious to encourage:-" The cultivation of flowers,

is of all the amusements of mankind, the one to be selected and

approved as the most innocent in itself, and most perfectly devoid

of injury or annoyance toothers; the employment is not only

conducive to health and peace of mind, but probably more pood

will has arisen and friendships have been founded by the inter-

course and communication connected with this pursuit, than

from any other whatsoever. The pleasures of the Horticulturist

are harmless and pure; a streak, a tint, a shade, becomes his

triumph, which, though often obtained by chance, are secured

alone by morning caie, by evening- caution, and by the vigilance

of days • an emplov which in its various grades, excludes neither

the opulent nor 'the indigent, and, teeming with boundless

variety, affords an unceasing excitement to emulation, without

contention or ill-will."

Cash Account.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Edington, Berwick-upon-Tweed.-ln the gardens of A. Dickson,

Esq., here, is a number of Apple-trees entirely covered with

blossom and green foliage ; they appear as it it were the month

of May or June.—A. S., Nov. 28.

Messrs. Loddiges\ Hackney.—k new span-roofed house has

lately been erected here. A partition running along the middle

of this divides it into two compartments, one of which is filled

with young Palms and other plants that requiie a considerable

degree of warmth. It is heated on the tank system, which is

found to answer exceedingly well. A tank, or rather a large

slate cistern, a little more than 2 feet deep and 4* wide, runs

nearly the whole length of the house, which is about 45 feet long

by 10 feet in breadth, and forms the bed for the plants. This

rests on brick supports, five bricks high, winch run across the

bottom of the tank, under the joinings of the slates, and is

divided as follows:— 1» the bottom there is about nine inches

depth of water covering the whole bottom or the bed, and then

there is a vacancy of nearly the same space. This is what pro .

perly constitutes the tank, and at this height which is 18 inchf s

from the bottom, it is closely covered in with slates; these a re

supported on bricks laid inside the tank at the sides and in he

middle on a U inch slate partition, which runs longitudinally in

the middle of the tank, and divides the flow and ers j

Cr. *e
Balance in hand from

1842
Subscriptions
Received at Exhibi-

tions, 1843

s. d.

3S

67
39
9

11

20 11 C

^127 5

Dr. £
Prizes . . .61

,, Cottagers . 7
Expenses of Shows . 10

Advertisements . 6

Printing . . .14
Judges . . .3
Balance . . .24

s.

17
l

10
IS
6

1

5

d.

6
6
6

9

2

.£127 5

'he competition for the premiums offered by tne jri gmar.u aim

rieoltural Society for the curing of butter within the counties

Inverness, Ross, and Nairn, took place on Friday last, the 1st

t and much as was looked for from a contest of this nature,

the remaining space is filled with silver sand, for plra gmg
the pots in. The slates are grooved a quarter of an inch deep,

and fitted nicely the one into the other. These joinings are

rendered water-tight by being cemented with a mixture of red

and white lead; which is found to stand well, and answers the

purpose better than cement, because it is sott, easy of applica-

tion, and will allow the material to be separated without injury

or breakage. A passage goes round the bed, leaving the sides of

the tank open and exposal. These sides being of a black colour

radiate heat powerfully. From this circumstance, besides

having an excellent bottom-heat, a warm, steady, surface- heat of

from to to 80° can be also maintained with ease, and with a small

ex

Henry Burcf.ss, Secretary.

BUTTER COMPETITION.
The competition for the premiums offered by the Highland and

Agi
of I

inst., and much as was .

in a district of such extent, the result greatly surpassed the ex-

pectations of those who took an interest in the exhibition

Twenty-eight competitors entered the lists. After the most

careful inspection of the various lots, the Judges awarded the

premiums as follows :

—

1st prize, 6/., to W. Sim, Esq., tacksman of Drummond, Ross-shire.

2d „ 4/., to C. Macpherson, Clony Castle, Inverness-shire.

3d „ 3/. to Mr. A. Colvin, tacksman of King, Strathnairn,

Inverness shire. , T„ „
4th „ 2/., to Mr. A. Macewen, tacksman of Woodlands,

Ross-shire.

The iudges considered the exhibition as highly creditable to the

district, and the butter to be generally of good quality. It may

be useful to those possessed of dairy-farms to know that the

Highland Society, although it is not made a condiUoii
i
by them

in awarding their premiums, recommend that butter should be

nacked either in firkins containing f.61bs. each, as affording faci-

lities for sale, or in earthen vessels which have not been glazed

with preparations of lead, and of such size as may be suitable tor

Tale Of this recommendation the judges, at their competition,

ouite approved, but they expressed their opinion to be in favour

nf earthen jars in preference to vessels of wood, as the former

are found to preserve the pickle and butter better than the latter.

It would be a further improvement were these jars of such a

shane and with mouths of such a capacity, as to admit of the

butter being turned out for the inspection of intending pur-

chasers, and they might, much to the convenience of both seller

and huver be had to contain each the same quantity of butter,

we consider ourselves fortunate in haying it in our power to

le the following statements of the mode of curing butter prac-

tised i» the dairies of two of the successful competitors. At

Drummond the butter is made every second day, and during the

process, which must be carried on slowly, there are about two

Scotch pints of cold water put into a churning of 20lbs.-when it

ha" been carefully and thoroughly separated from the muk, and

afterwards (not before), washed with a pretty strong brine ot salt

and water, it is cured by working into it with a wooden clapper,

one ounce of the following mixture to each 16 ounces of butter :

snarls of the best butter salt ; 1 part loaf sugar
; 1 part salt-

„„,„ At Cluny Castle the butter is made in a patent churn

twice'-a-week : nine pints of cream at each churning produce

,9ibs of butter- generally half an hour m making—well washed

am
wi!

aertPdta the^slate, and three square bars, fixed ... mc aau,ra

wav a e al-o placed across the bed; about 10 feet apart, id

Older to keep the sides straight and even The tank supplies

itself with Stater by means of a crane which is fixed m a p.pe,

wif , n ha attached. This ball swims on the surface of tne water

k ! k vlicn this becomes low the hall falls, and water

i • , '
tl ;e tank ; as it fills the ball rises, and when it arrives

"
?i

S
rnner level shuts the water <-ff. From all the slates, how-

eve heing l* inob ,hick> aml the ta" k S° cU 'sely covered ,n
>
the

was in
avitig

immediately after being made in spring water-then salted at the

rate of 1 ot. of fine salt to the pound of butter
:
when packed m

the iar it is covered with a clean linen cloth and a little fine

salt shaken over the cloth .-Inverness Courier, Dec. 6, 1843.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Black Indigo.—We can confirm the statements that

have been made in the daily papers concerning the dis-

covery in India of a natural black dye. fcamples have

a tap at oh- .

Jn one Qf the , cll idaccous houses v

n
r
I nlant'of the interesting Sophronitis emma, h

bloom a p
jIlches in length, bearing lively red blossoms

spi«esabo ttn
waa "growing on a charred block of

tinged with oi a b ^^ The charrJng.

>
it is saidi has tne

wood IJHWJ, blocks n!Uch more durable, and enabling them
effect otren

is madc mQ^ on8 t<) retain a greater quan-
from their ne kb ^^ hmM were likewise a p iailt ot Epiden-
tity of moist '

emittin g. a Very agreeable perfume and a curious
drum fraRia-K.

n named amp„ilacea, having large
new species o

£ wjth bri ht brown . These are said,
pitchers bea«ti>y ^^ an aci(lli<inid) tasting something
before the liei v , ^ (q1 c

.

g large d h „ and the
like weak le>n< ^^ ^ ^ pltchers ls fu i, y ,our feet.
distance b"w

chrvsarithum was likewise displaying its bright
Dendrobium chrysanrnu^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^.^^ ^^
° r

f
nge

H nltals'and beautiful dark purple labellum; this is a

very
U
dwar

P
f species of tbr* -

property of being a free b

diflora with spikM abouM ^ q[ ^ ^^ ^^
red blossoms,.was woomi g r

& ^.^ Qf the co)der moun_

tains^f BrazU, and was introduced into this country a few year.

ago.

t «*/«« on the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of

TeInvertebrate Animals. By Richard Owen Hun-

terian Professor at the College of Surgeons. London.

Longman, 8vo. pp. 392.
.

What a knowledge of the structure and physiology of

i l»iits is to systematic Botany, is the anatomy and physi-

nWv of animals to Zoology. As long as artificial sys-

tems either in the one science or the other were allowed to
"™ . the place of natural arrangements, so long were the

Structure and functions of both animals and plants neg-

lected Botany certainly took the lead in reforming the

errors' into which artificial systems had led naturalists,,

and long before the anatomy and physiology of animals

could be presented in anything like a connected form for

the use of the student, numerous works existed on the

tructure and functions of plants, as the basis of classifi-
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all who know the importance of his labours in the vast
field of comparative anatomy, this work will be hailed
with delight. The present work treats only of the ana-
tomy of those animals which are called invertebrate, and
which are characterised, with many other important struc-
tural features, by the absence of a back- bone. To this
division of the animal kingdom belong the animalcules,
sponges, polypes, star-fishes, snails, worms, insects, spiders,
and crabs. r

These lectures, although delivered to medical men con-
tain a vast amount of matter interesting to all who would
wish to .know something of the wonderful laws which
govern the structure and functions of animated beings.We can also recommend them as being admirable exam-
ples of the application of the principles of inductive science
to the study of organised matter. In the introductory
lecture are many just remarks on the classification of
animals which apply with equal force to that of plants.
_
The following remarks in answer to the question " What

is the use of animalcules ? " are, we think, new and worthy
attention. J

James Strachan, which is what it professes to benew set of tables for computing the weight of cattle bymeasurement; the quantity of hay in ricks of different
forms

,
the value of land, &c. ; the measurement of drainsand dunghills; also a few other practical tables; with

r ™S
'
e"n,Ple»» and directions for using the tables "

auantitnf
merS Wh

°
?
re 3t aU in the habit 0f mak!"Squantitative memoranda of their proceedings, but espe-

cially to those who adopt the sensible plan of paying bythe piece for work done, not by the day, this little volume
will prove a valuable aa*i*tei<t

3 voiume

much larger than the mother plants." This is always the best

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.
A0 „ '.Continued from page mi.)
OJ. Ravages of Wild Boars in Vineyards.—The RevJ. Hartley, in his " Researches in Greece and the Levant »

Consider their incredible numbers, their universal
distribution tneir insatiable voracity ; and that it is the
particles of decaying vegetable and animal bodies which
they are appointed to devour and assimilate.

" Surely we must in some degree be indebted to those
ever active invisible scavengers for the salubrity of our
atmosphere. Nor is this all: they perform a still more
important office, in preventing the gradual diminution of
the present amount of organised matter upon the earth
For when this matter is dissolved or suspended in water'm that state of comminution and decay which immediately
precedes its final decomposition into the elementary gases
and its consequent return from the organic to the inor-
ganic world, these wakeful members of nature's invisible
police are everywhere ready to arrest the fugitive organ-
ised particles, and turn them back into the ascending
stream of animal life. Having converted the dead and
decomposing particles into their own living tissues thev
themselves become the food of larger Infusoria, as the
Kotirera, and of numerous other small animals, which in
their turn are devoured by larger animals, as fishes • and
tl'.US 8 noKuli,™ !«, f._ iL_ _

organ
the ex

" There

an animal of
e Vines. The

verse of the Ixxxth Psalm must be familiar to"aIl who have
visited Grape countries

; but the force and beauty of thefigure derived from a practice connected with the naturalmstoryof the wild boar has probably been seldom ob-served. My friend, the Rev. Mr. Leeves, was proceedingm the dusk of the evening from Constantinople to The

-

'apia
; passing a vineyard, he observed

large size rushing forth from among th
fcrreek syrogee, who was riding first, exclaimed, ' Wildboar, wild boar !' and really it proved a wild boar, whowas retreating from the vineyards to the woods. ' Whathas the

:

wild boar to do with the vineyards?' exclaimed

he wilAn ° ! Sdd the "We. "* the custom
of the wild boars to frequent the vineyards, and to devourthe Grapes' And it is astonishing what havoc a wildboar ,s capab e of effecting in a single night. What with
eating, and what with trampling underfoot, he will destroy

7n^2TJ™Tl 0i
-

GrapeS
- With "h" fatal pro'pnety does this affecting image retain its force, up to thepresent moment

I Still is the Vine of Israel broken down,lavaged, cut down, burnt with fire."

is no™ „ elemenfary and self-subsistentf organicmatter as Buffon taught; the inorganic elements intowhich the particles of organic matter pass by their final
decomposition are organically recomposed, and fitted for
the sustenance of animals, through the operations of the

) in this great office plants must derive most important
assistance from the Polygastric Infusoria. These invisible
animalcules may be compared, in the great organic world
to the minute capillaries in the microcosm of the animal
body, receiving organic matter in its state of minutest
subdivision, and when in full career to escape from theorganic system, and turning it back by a new route
towards the central and highest point of that system."

1 he lectures on insects are full of interesting matter
especially that part of them which treats of the structure
ot those pests in our gardens and fields, the plant-lice
iiy the following figures our readers will at once see the
practical importance of destroying these insects as soon
as they make their appearance.
"The Aphis lanigera produces each year ten viviparous

broods, and one which u oviparous, and each generation
averages 100 individuals.

&

1st generation i aphis produces

C
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holes to ihirh SSSf"
" A pi6Ce °f Stone Pureed wibuwo

hJpna JIh
u"'on-screwsaresecured,''has been built "inthe end of the water-gutters next the boiler. To these unionscrews the flow and return-pipes are afterwards adiu Ted."

"
Thisimprovement does away with the only difficulty in makfng these

any house to be kept at a low temperature, I would prefer thinslate covers say half-inch thick, with holes over the returnd.v.s.on. to let out vapour when wanted, and the ho es to be
~I?r.

ei W1 h p
.
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.?

of the ™»e *>ate, when dry heat w£*
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'

of early Grapes exhibited at tne IaS M?y show St chi'U'KiH

W
j W.',™8 hegmners, if only to get into a stock of large

healthy suckers which is " half the battle " in Pine-growing.
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e
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S
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Clo be continued.)

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AUD SHRUBBERY
«__, T . . ,

In-door Department.

tempeTatuTe in%vh
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i
ya"kn0WlC<,e:ed on a11 ,lar,ds that a high

-'"Pcrat V re ln winter is injurious to stove plants- and it is no
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dt nieht—hence the nract ee of w<.tart„«, „„..., ,-., th*

for' ther change D i'lSd ',T
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-
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beSin
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to P«Par 8UCh plants

roots: place ?hr-m,tr f .

°" e
t
•**• and &et UP the half of the

sand/ peat 55?Koulafg^'S "" *" "^ l"em WitU

ana in six \«-«m,o *u ._ -., »'
6 l"

2d
3d
4th
fith

6th
7th
8th
3th
10 th
u If the

100

10,000
1,000,000
100,000,000

10,000,000,000
1,000,000,000,000
100,000,000,000,000
10,000,000,000,000,000
1,000,000,000,000,000,000

hundred.
ten thousand,
one million,
hundred millions,
ten billions,
one trillion,

hundred trillions.

ten quarrillions.

one quintillion.
oviparous generation be added to this you will

have a thirty times greater result."
In the remarks on the order Diptera, the importance of

yet Linnous used no exaggeration when he averred that
three flesh-flies would devour the carcase of a horse as
quickly as would a lion. The assimilative power is so
great in the meat-maggot that it will increase its own
weight two hundred times in twenty-four hours/ 1

The remarks on the structures and habits of bees and
wasps the silk-worm, and the various kinds of spiders,
are interesting, and many of them new.

\\ e cannot conclude this brief notice without referring
to the last lecture, containing a discussion on the law of
unity of organisation, as well as other general expres-
sions as applied to the animal kingdom, in which the great
knowledge of the lecturer is brought to bear in the analysis
of those great facts by which our knowledge of the struc-
ture and functions of both the vegetable and animal king-dom is so rapidly increasing The work is copiously illus-
trated with neat wood-cuts from the diagrams used at the
lectures, and the whole has undergone the revision of
Professor Owen himself.

nriZZ.4 7- *—"*"V xx.
u pruuucea uiem lias obtained firstprizes for Grapes and Pines for many years, and he ITZiSme that it is extravagant to do away with flues where gutters arentroduced Since the power of erecting tanks *nde${!£i^been placed in the hands of the gardener, I have advSfriends in private to retain flues alongwith gutters; but owlne tSthe justprejudice-if that be a proper phrase-affainst flues Isaid nothing about them in public until facts could brprodScedto warrant me to do so, and I am in Dosses^inn 7f X,

P r
faets. I have two letters aiS&FSSS^SS^S^done at present " with gutters recently put np«o»Ltn^great dampness they create." Where these enrw^.!

6
late in the autumn there is always more fes ! 9

' mad°

rieneed from them during the first ^^{ggfigjgfness.until the work becomes hardened. A friend lost a crnn Sfforced Roses last winter with recently-built gutters but h?winter he says, "nothing answers better." I have /eneate lvthis season recommended parties to make use of a small flalong the front of pits, heated from below by Mr RendKtanks to afford top-heat; the top of the fluemay bTgfJwith the top of the tank or with the top of the soil i„ tvfibed leaving a small space open on each side of the flueThe flues might be covered with slabs of Caithness ston^'which may be had from stone-cutters in all our great townsnearly as cheap as the old earthen tiles formeflv in ,This stone is thus spoken of by an EdinburgliShSJ\^1st vol. of the "Architectural Magazine," uJe V.
'

t
tbe

heated a portion (of this stone) red hot, and
5
quencle.1 ft Inwater without its cracking or appearing to lose ul „L V

tenacity. It is found of all Thicknesses, from 4 inch to «/S«and is so strong at 2 inches thick that no a*ccSntwJiS?canoccur in ordinary cases could injure a square of aoTnehl °reven 3 feet." These are the right covers for flues JP CPaxton uses stone covers for his flues, but I fonmr t« Ai? >where he procured them.
°lgot to ask him

I.-KITCHEN- GARDEN AND ORCHARD
In-door Department.
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'lV ^tLa?A-eifCe^din?1y ?ne throughout.

881

13

14.

• Dense fog during the day ; cloudy and hazy at ni-ht.
*"Kgy; hazy; densely overcas-jely overcast at night,
-lear and very fine; faintly o->vercast; towards evening, clouds muchtinged w.th red ; thickly overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 1 3° above the average.
State of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17 years, for the ensuing

Week ending December 23, 1843.
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)erature occurred on the 17th, in 1832-thermometer 57°;and the lowest on the 18th. in 1841 .-thermometer HP,

REPORT ON (JOVKNT-GAKDEN MARKET,
n For the Week ending Dec. \6, 1843.

*i J?? t0 the continuance of fine weather, there has been a
Plentiful supply of Vegetables during the past week ; but that of

nWv .

S been rather s"ort. Pine-apples, although not very
^enumi, are sufficient to meet the demand. Among these we
iiouced some good Queens and a few of the Black Jamaica,
j-itue alteration has taken place in the price of these since our
«*sr, Keport. Hothouse Grapes have still continued to advance
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KeJp[? ed at nearlv the same prices as in our last report,
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"j[ c tne same Price as last week. Endive and other Salad-
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Sweet Almonds, per lb., 2*6*/ to 3s
Nuts, Spanish, per bushel. Hi*— Brazil, 16s— Hazel, 3* to 4s— Barcelona. 22* to 24s— Cob, per 100 lbs., 50* to 60s
Chesnuis, per peck, 3* to 8*
Filberts, English, p 100lbs., CO* toG5*|
Barberries, per hf.-sv-, 3* to 4*~.

Tomatoes, per hf.-sv-, 3* to 5*

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Spring p. doz. boh.,2* to'3*
— Large, per bushel, 2s to 3*
— Spanish, per doz., 1< Gd to 5* | |— pickling, p. hf.-sv., 3* Gd to4s6d

Miallots, per lb., fid to 8d
Chilis, per 100, ljto 2s
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, 6d to 1*— Cos, per score, Gd to 1*
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ry * per bun,
» 6d lo 2*

Mushrooms, per pottle, li'tol* Gd
VVallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 12* to 1C*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 8d
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 3d to Gd
Parsley, per doz. bunches, 1* Gd to 2* Gd
Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Endive, per score, Gd to 1 « erf |

•

Mint, per doz. bunches, n to 2*
Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. u Gd to 2*
Chervil, per punnet, erf toSrf
Salsafy, per bundle, l*tol*"6rf
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* Gd
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men ^"'""S to *»-mi m «ny pario/Crgtt&S^ thcm dc«"
this offiee, at the rate of 5*. for^25 co^ic,

5 ffiC° °rder t0

Calceolarias.— 7\ M.—We are sorry that we cannot assist you
in the selection of your Calceolarias. The list you have sent is
not a general one; the greater part is probably selected from
the seedlings of a grower, and have never been exhibited •

there are very few of them that we do know, and those would
not answer your purpose.*

Cblervv-A. i?. & E. B. G.-The cause of Celery not being crisp
is probably owing either to its not having been sufficiently
earthed up, or to the severe frosts which occurred so early this
autumn; Celery was growingrapidly at the time in consequence
of the previously very warm weather. We have had no expo-
nence with netting prepared from Cocoa-nut fibre.

i

Grafting ths Vinb.-J, /.—You cannot graft Vines except
when they are in leaf. At any other time the bleeding pre-
vents a union between the stock and scion. By the time the
leaves are fully expanded the glut of sap is over, and the
bleeding has ceased. In fact, the leaves have partially emptied
the tissue of the excess of fluid.

e

Grass- sheds.— i/. R. t Essex.— Plant Wheat or Oats early in
spring, and after the plant is up, hoe the Grass-seeds in Youmay sow the " Mummy Wheat » now safely. Pour over every
four bushels of it a gallon of water in wtoich eight ounces of
blue vitriol have been dissolved. It will be dry and ready forsowing in four hours. J

Green Manure.—Govyn.—A correspondent asked us a few
months since, where seeds of Echinops hanaticus could be had
for sowing for green manure. We now possess some, and
shall be happy to give him them, if he will send his addressIck.— Calex.-lce may be kept for a long time in a chest of the
dimensions you propose to make it, viz., five feet long and four
wide. If a layer of clean straw, or other material that is a non-
conductor of heat, is placed along the bottom and up the sides
between the ice and the chest; it will have the effect of pre-
serving the ice much longer than if it was put into the chest
without anything of this kind. The ice should be firmly beaten
into the chest, which ought to be provided with a close lid,and may be placed in a dark cellar. If it can be covered overwith straw so much the better.}

Insects.—.4 Constant Reader.—Your insect is a cockroach, called
fclatta Americana ; it is often imported in chests of Oranges, &c. fand does mischief similar to the common black-beetle in the
warehouses of London. 72. A Young Maltster.-We have tothank him for the Weevils, &c. There are no less than three
different sorts of Beetles infestingthe Malt. Nothing can effectany benefit but the application of heat, and as we will make
these Grain Weevils a subject for illustration, we hope nextweek to satisfy his inquiries as far as we are able. As Mr. Curtis
wishes to attend to the economy of the Com Weevil, he wouldhe greatly obliged by a pill-box of the living insects and the
malt being forwarded to him direct, addressed, n, Robert
street, Ilampstead Road. R.

Kiln.—A Constant Reader may be assured that we have not lost
sight of the kiln which " Semper idem " was so obliging as to
communicate. On the contrary, we have had one built for the
purpose of trying it, and as soon as we are satisfied about itwe shall report the result and publish the plan.

Larch Insects.—If S. C. will oblige us with a sprig of the Larch
infested with the insects complained of when the season
arrives for their appearance, we shall have much pleasure in
illustrating their history, and at the same time we will endea-
vour to discuss the difficult question—whether Insects are the
cause or the effect of disease in trees. R.

Laws of Gardens.-^. I?.—We believe it is illegal for a tenant
to take away, wilfully damage, or destroy trees or shrubs in a
garden, upon quitting it, without the consent of his landlord,
unless he has a special agreement to justify him, or unless he
is a market-gardener.—See p. fiOl Ui our volume for 1841.
Annuals or flower-roots may be removed.

Luculia oratissima.—Peter.— This plant will bear as low atemperature as 38°, but it is better not to expose it to less than45
.
.-^- J. R.—Either this or Benthamia will succeed in the

situation you describe.
Mani/res.—An Inquirer.—The best manure that you can anplv
to the piece of ground you intend to convert into a Flower and
Vegetable Garden having soil consisting of decomposed old
red sandstone and very poor, is a good dressing of half-rotten
stable yard dung ; and if a few cart-loads of marl can be got
it would also be of service to a soil of that nature.!
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As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.
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A Schoolmaster.—Ga&no will make a good manure for spring-
sown Onions; it should be mixed with six times its bulk of soil
and may be applied at the rate of about three lbs. to a rod.t

MvnTLES.— Majorca.—Your Myrtles growing against a south-
west wall, that have spread beyond the limits you can allow
them may be cut in with advantage in April or May. t

Names of Fruit.— IK. Taylor.— \, Easter Beurre; 2, Glout Mor-
ceau.H M. ii.—The Apple is the Beauty of Kent; the Pear
is in cultivation in son.e places under the name of Delices
d'Hardenpont—which, however, it is not.fl J. H. 0. P.—\
Marie Louise; 2, d'Austrassie ; 4, 6, Gansel's Bergamot: /
Virgoulcuse ; 8, Duchesse de Mars ; 9, Old Colniar, or d'Auch •

10, Bezi d'Heri; 11, St. Germain ; 12, Hacon's Incomparable!
The Apple you sent under the name of Pump Apple, from the
original tree having been found near a pump, in Suffolk, is of a
handsome form, with a very broad, open, shallow eye. It
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?/ information^ ?%Ae* ^jWNt*. You will find a good deal
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7'" *" 2 V0,Sf 8v°" and MrSt Loudoi's

Blenheim Pippin; 12, Hanwell Souring; 13, Norfolk Paradise
14, Kirke's Lord Nelson; 16, Minchall Crab. The light Applet
broad at the base and streaked, is the Alexander; from* this
and some others the numbers had become detached.||

Names of Plants.—J. S.—Both are varieties of Maxillaria
picta. H. J. W.— Physalis peruviana. A. K.—Abutilon
striatum; OrthoJrichum crispum ; Scyphophorus fimbriatus.6
.. Inquirendo.--Mr. Loddiges is right; the plant is Grias
cauliflora.

Pbars.—The wishes oi Tloeoqikog shall be attended to during the
season.

Pine-apples.—^ Subscriber.—We have no faith in Pines being
grown without bottom-heat in some shape or other. It is per-
haps not indispensable that plants should be plunged, in order
to receive the requisite amount of heat; but it is very con-
venient, and may be found absolutely necessary.

Rhubarb-—Messrs. Youell.—Your sample of forced Tobolsk
Rhubarb is very handsome, and of a beautiful pink colour. We
have not seen any in Covent Garden Market so good up to the
present time.

Roses.—E. A. C—The pruning which Roses in borders require
in autumn is to cut away all dead wood, small twigs, and
unripened points of the remaining shoots. Towards the
end of February the young wood on those which have been
budded should be cut back within half an inch of the stem,
otherwise they soon become unsightly. At the same time
those on their own roots should be cut back to within two or
three inches of the old wood, leaving a regular supply of young
shoots from the bottom every year. Roses are sometimes
injured by too much cutting in autumn. The buds become
excited in open weather, and are often destroyed by frost in
spring §

Stall-feeding.—J. Mitchell, ju?i.-~The following is "a proper
routine through the whole year" for your in-door cows:—
June, July, August, Clover and Grass; September, October,
Cabbage and Carrots; November, December, January, Febru-
ary, and March, Carrots and Hay; April and May, Mangold
Wurtzel and Vetches. You will derive considerable advan-
tage from giving your cows a little Bean-meal or brewer's
grains when they would otherwise be on green food alone.

The Maple.— Philacer.—The quickest way of propagating this

is by layers. But raising from seed is better where large quan-
tities arc wanted.

Trees and Shrubs.—F, B. C—The following will stand the sea

The affairs of Spain continue to be the leading topic
of our Foreign news, and the recent affair between Queen
Isabella and h er Prime Minister excites the deepest
interest in all parts of Europe. On the 1st the new
Minister presented to the Cortes a solemn declaration
from the Queen, announcing that M. Olozaga, after bolting
the door of her study, had seized her hand and compelled
her to sign the decree for the dissolution of the Cortes.
On the 3rd the debate was opened on this subject, and
after much opposition M. Olozaga entered upon his
defence. He denounced the whole affair as the plot of
a Camarilla, and eloquently depicted the intrigues and
factions which have so long preyed upon the country.
As he approached the interview with the Queen, he was
almost overcome by his emotions. He protested his
innocence and his devotion to Royalty, and repelled the
calumnies heaped upon him as the efforts of a Court
intrigue, whose designs he had detected and endeavoured
to baffle for the sake of Spain. He proceeded at great
length and with singular eloquence to vindicate his conduct
and concluded an oration of two days recommending his
°*vn impeachment for the offence with which he was
charged. This speech is said to have produced an extra-
ordinary sensation, and people had begun to suspect that
l»e young Queen had been made the tool of a party, and
that M. Olozaga was really innocent. It has been pro-
posed however in the Cortes to bring the matter to an im-
mediate trial, but it is doubted whether the present Minis-
ters will adopt this course, and risk the chances of a defeat.
In France the movements) of the Due de Bordeaux are
still regarded with great anxiety, and it is stated as cer-
tain that the London demonstration will be made the
subject of a motion in the Chambers.—The return of the
Duke of Palmella to Portugal without effecting the settle-

ment of the tariff negotiation with England has given rise

to much complaint, and the popular feeling is said
to be so strong that the Duke has felt it necessary to

retire to his country residence.—From the United States we
learn that the annexation of Texas and the Oregon territory

are still the leading questions of the day, and are to be the

prominent topics of discussion in the next Congress. In
Canada considerable uncertainty exists in consequence of
a misunderstanding between the Governor and his Execu-
tive Council. It is announced that his Excellency is

about to retire from the Governorship, and that all the

members of the Council except the Secretary have retired

in a body, in consequence of some dispute respecting their

right to be consulted on all appointments to office.—From
New Zealand we have accounts of a fatal collision between
the native Chiefs and a large party of our countrymen, in

which the latter were massacred. The details of this un-
toward affair will be found in another column.

At home, there is little news of any interest to record

except the further prorogation of Parliament to the 1st of
February, on which day it will be convened for the des-

patch of business.

Court.—On Saturday Prince Albert attended by Gen.
Wemyss and Col. Bomerie left the Castle about 9 o'clock
and proceeded to the Smithfield Cattle Show by the Great
Western Railway. After inspecting the fat stock and
agricultural implements at the exhibition his Royal High-
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ness inspected tne progress of the paintings in the new

summer temp'e at Buckingham Palace, and returned to

the Castle tc luncheon. On Sunday morning, her Majesty,

Prince Albert, and the whole Court attended divine service

within the Castle. Her Majesty and his Royal Highness

took their accustomed walking exercise in the afternoon,

but the Prince of Wales and the Princesses did not leave

the Castle in consequence of the unfavourable state of the

weather. On Monday morning the Queen and Prince

Albert took their usual walk in the neighbourhood of the

Castle. The Prince of Wales and the Princess Alice

were taken a carriage airing attended by the Dowager Lady

Ly ttelton, and the Princess Royal was taken her customary

morning walk on the Castle terrace and in the grounds

about the Castle. Prince Albert in the course of the

morning shot over the Royal preserves, and in the after-

noon her Majesty and his Royal Highness promenaded in

the grounds. Capt. Hall, who commanded the Nemesis

iron steamer during the late war in China, attended at the

Castle to present a collection of Chinese guns and swords

to her Majesty. On Tuesday morning the Queen and

Prince took their usual early walk in the precincts of the

Castle, and in the forenoon went to the Riding-school and

took equestrian exercise. On Wednesday morning the

Queen and Prince Albert took their usual walk in the

pleasure-grounds of the Castle. The Royal family were

taken for their usual airings during the favourable parts of

the day. Prince Albert hunted with his harriers,which threw

off at Ankerwycke and had tolerable sport. In the after-

noon the Queen held a Court and Privy Council at

Windsor Castle. At the Court M. Ribeiro, on a special

mission from the Emperor of the Brazils, was presented

to the Queen by the Earl of Aberdeen. The Rev. Dr.

Lonsdale was presented to her Majesty and did homage

upon being appointed Bishop of Lichfield. Mr. Bankhead

and Mr. Pakenham were also presented on their return

from their diplomatic offices. General Sir Peregrine

Maitland, who has been appointed Governor and Com-

mander-in-Chief of the Cape of Good Hope, took the usual

oath appointed to be taken by the Governors of her

Majesty's plantations, and Mr. Pakenham was sworn in

as a Privy Councillor. Some decisions of the judicial

committee were approved and confirmed. On Thursday

Prince Albert shot over his estate at Rapley accompanied

by Sir Robert Peel. The Queen and his Royal Highness

afterwards took walking exercise in the pleasure-grounds

of the Castle. The visitors to her Majesty this week have been

the Earl of Aberdeen, Sir R. Peel, Prince Edward of Saxe

Weimar, M. Ribeiro, the Bishop of Lichfield, the Hon.

and Rev. E. Keppel, Mr. Pakenham, Mr. Bankhead, Sir H.

Wheatley, and Lords Melbourne, Beauvale, and
t

Lincoln.

The Queen Dowager has returned to Witley Court

from Gopsall Hall, where her Majesty made a brief

sojourn on her return from Belvoir Castle. It is rumoured

that her Majesty will take up her residence in the neigh-

bourhood of Bristol during the ensuing summer, and that

negotiations for the possession of Ashton Court have been

already entered into.

The Duchess of Gloucester has made such favourable

progress during the week that the last reports announce

her Royal Highness as " nearly well."

The Due de Bordeaux left town in the beginning of

the week for Badminton on a visit to the Duke of Beau-

fort. His Royal Highness returned to Belgrave-square

on Wednesday, and held his 13th levee in the evening of

that day, which was attended by all the French Royalists

now in London. On Thursday H.R.H. visited the

Zoological Gardens. The Prince 'leaves town on Monday

for Wales, and will return to Belgrave-square on the 23d.

and remain a fortnight longer in England prior to his de-

parture for the Continent. It is now arranged that his

Royal Highness will return on the 23d, in order to spend

Christmas-day in London, when his tour will be resumed

to view Birmingham and our principal seaports.

Lord Grey.—The local papers state that the indisposi-

tion of Earl Grey has increased so much during the last

few days as to excite the most serious apprehensions of

the family, nearly all the members of which are assembled

at Howick. The venerable Earl is confined to his room,

and is said to be gradually sinking from exhaustion, arising

from decay of nature.

Parliamentary Movements.—At the Council on Wed-
nesday Parliament was ordered to he further prorogued

from Tuesday the 19th inst.'j until Thursday the 1st of

February, and a proclamation] was ordered to be issued

summoning Parliament to meet for the despatch of busi-

ness on the 1st of February.

Diplomatic Appointments.—James Hudson, Esq., Sec-

retary of Legation at Washington, has been appointed

Secretary of Legation at the Hague ;
John Kennedy,

Esq., Secretary of Legation at Naples, has been appointed

Secretary of Legation at Washington ;
George John

Robert Gordon, Esq., First Attache to her Majesty's

Legation at Rio de Janeiro, has been appointed Secretary

of Legation at Stockholm ; and Augustus Craven, Esq.,

now First Attach^ at Brussels, has been appointed Secre-

tary of Legation at Stutgardt.

The Church.—The Queen has been pleased to direct

letters patent to be passed under theGreat Seal of the

United Kingdom, appointing the Bishop of Salisbury to

exercise all the functions and powers as well with regard

to the temporalities as the spiritualities of the Bishop of

Bath and Wells. It is stated that the Rev. R. W. Jelf,

D.D., Canon of Christchurch, and Bampton Lecturer for

1844, has been appointed to the headship of King's Col-

lege, London, vacant by the elevation of the Rev. Dr.

Lonsdale to the Bishopric of Lichfield. The Rev. R.

Cox Clifton has been elected Canon of Manchester in the

room of the Rev. J. Gatliff.

Church of Scotland.—The Queen has been pleased to

present the Rev. J. Flowerdew to the parish of Fordoun,
|

Kincardine, vacant by the resignation of Dr. Leslie ; the

Rev. A. Rutherford to the church at Rothiemurchus,

Inverness, vacant by the transportation of the Rev. C.

Grant to the parish of Kingussie ; the Rev. J. Whyte to

the united parishes of Lethnot and Navar, Forfar, vacant

by the admission of the Rev. A. Gardner to the second

charge in the parish of Brechin ; and the Rev. J. Park to

the united parishes of St. Martins and Cambus Michael,

Perth, vacant by the admission of the Rev. W. Ritchie

to the parish of Longforgan.

The Colonies The Queen has been pleased to appoint

Sir Peregrine Maitland, Knight Commander of the Bath,

to be Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Cape of

Good Hope. The Hon. Colonel Bagot, Grenadier Guards,

will be Military Secretary to the new Governor, and

Viscount Mandeville and Lieut. Maitland, Grenadier

Guards, are appointed to his Staff. The Queen has been

pleased to appoint Thomas Frederick Elliott, John George

Shaw Lefevre, and Charles Alexander Wood, Esqrs., to be

Commissioners for superintending the sale and settlement

of the Waste Lands of the Crown in the British Colonies

and the conveyance of emigrants thither.

Post Office.—The Gazette contains a Treasury warrant,

dated 2d inst, authorising an alteration in the rates of

postage, to commence on the 1st of January next, (be-

tween this country and Holland. From and after that

date the postage for every letter not exceeding half an

oz. fromfand to Holland will be M., to be paid by the

sender or receiver, at the^option of the party sending.

Newspapers will be charged Id. each. Printed periodical

publications, and Parliamentary papers of either country

will be charged Id. for not exceeding two oz. ;
6rf. for not

exceeding three oz. ; Sd. for not exceeding four oz.
;
and

2d. for every additional oz. ;
publications exceeding 16 oz.

will not be forwarded by post. The Belgian Government

and the Prussian Government at Cologne are acting in con-

cert to obtain for the British General Post-office the estab-

lishment of a regular communication between England,

Belgium, Prussia, and the German states on the Rhine, by

means of daily packets from Dover to Ostend, which

should convey the mails, passengers, and merchandise.

The Belgian Government offers on its part an annual con-

tribution of 3,000/. sterling, in order to facilitate the

arrangement between the post-offices.

foreign.
France.—The topics which engage the attention of the

Paris papers are more varied than they have been of late.

Among them are the movements of the Due de Bordeaux

in London ; the affairs of Spain ; the elections of the

twelve Mayors of Paris and their Deputies, which have

terminated more favourably than usual for the Opposition
;

the fortifications of Paris, and a second letter which

M. Arago has addressed to the Opposition papers on that

subject. In the first he had shown that the detached

forts would avail little against the enemy, but might

sooner or later place the liberties and institutions of the

country, and the lives of the citizens of Paris, at the

mercy of a few " pretorians." In his second letter he

demonstrates the necessity of fortifying Paris, but con-

tends that a continuous wall of masonry, with bastions,

ought to suffice for the defence of that capital. Vauban

and Napoleon (he observes) supply him with the strongest

arguments in support of his system, which had, besides

its efficacy, the no less valuable advantage of being in no

wise dangerous for the liberties of France.—The Moniteur

contains the report addressed by the French engineer

M. Mallet to the Minister of Public Works, respecting

the result of his visit to the atmospheric railroad between

Kingstown and Dalkey near Dublin. The document

speaks in the highest terms of the system invented by

Messrs. Jacob Samuda and Clegg, expresses a conviction

of its perfect practicability on longer lines, and recom-

mends that a trial of it be made in France.—In regard to

the Due de Bordeaux it is not doubted that the London

demonstration will be made the subject of a motion in the

Chamber, as it is considered impossible for the Govern-

ment to pass over in silence such an insult to the reigning

dynasty as that of addressing the young prince as " King

of France."—Considerable surprise was excited in Paris

last week by the announcement that M. Janin the

manager of the Italian Opera and his wife had committed

suicide. It appears that a young man in the theatre had

been apprehended on the charge of fraudulently issuing

tickets, and that he had confessed to some of the parties

who suffered by the fraud, that M. Janin had instigated

him to make false returns, and that although from various

considerations an attempt was made by the injured parties

to prevent exposure, the effect of the discovery upon the

mind of M. Janin, who was much respected and held a

situation of 12,000f. a year in the theatre, was so great

as to deprive him of fortitude to bear up against the dis-

grace that had fallen upon him. It is said that he com-

mitted the act with so much deliberation, that in order to

prevent the possibility of setting the room on fire he had

removed a marble slab from its place, and put it on the

floor to bear the brazier.

Spain.—A telegraphic despatch from Bayonne an-

nounces that the new Administration was constituted on

the 5th inst. M. Gonzales Bravo, First Secretary of

State, has been appointed President of the Council ;
Ge-

neral ; Mazaredo Minister of "War; the Marquess Pena

Florida Minister of the Interior ; M. Mayans Minister

of Justice ; M. Portello Minister of the Marine. The

Minister of Finances had not then been appointed. The

promotion of M.M. Bravo and Mazaredo created vacan-

cies in the Vice-Presidency of both Chambers, which have

been filled up by the election of M. Madoz and M. Gar-

nica, both of whom belong to the party of the late Govern-

ment. The recent affair between M. Oloz?ga and Queen

Isabella continued to excite the deepest interest. Un inc

1st the new Minister Gonzales Bravo presented to

Cortes the following solemn declaration of the Queen .

« On the evening of the 28th of last month V loz^
presented himself to me, and proposed my signing "

decree for the dissolution of the Cortes. I answered tn»

I would not sign it ; amongst other reasons because tno

Cortes had declared me of age. Olozaga insisted.
_J

apain refused to sign the said decree. I rose and n»ove

towards the door which is at the left of my study ;
<> loza &*

advanced before me and closed the bolt (at this Passa °

the public who thronged the galleries of the ChamDw •

seemed indignant). I then moved to that in front, u

Olozaga again preceded me and closed the bolt ol t

door. He seized me by my dress, and compelled me

sit down. He took my hand and compelled me to sign.

(Here the public expressed their indignation with e

treme warmth.) Olozaga then went away, and I retire

to my room. Having read over the above declaration,

her Majesty added—' Before he left, Olozaga asked wiie

ther I gave him my word that I would utter 110l 'n" g
t

what had passed to anybody, when I replied that I d ' (1

promise it.' Her Majesty, (said M. Gonzales Bravo,) tne

requested all present to enter the closet and examine

place where the aforesaid scene had passed ; they «o» »

all entering the closet. I then put the declaration into \

hands of the Queen, her Majesty affirming that the

claration was a true and voluntary one. Her M»Je
j

signed it in presence of the above-named witnesses, aHe

had asked the persons present whether they had well

derstood its contents, and after their affirmative rep y

After this act was terminated, her Majesty ordered ^
persons present to retire, and the Royal declaration^to-

deposited in the archives of the Foreign Office. u ..

tlemen," added the new Minister, "after reading"

solemn declaration made by the Queen before

aforesaid persons, my mission is at an end ;
its es

tial object was to convey, as was befitting, the 1 . ,

word, which no man of honour can have dou °,
tj,e

On the 3d the public galleries were crowded, a* 1

d

Deputies were present, and large numbers of persons «

gathered around the Oriente Theatre, where the Cong

meets. After a discussion of no moment, which en«

>

its being decided that MM. Olozaga, Cantero and L> ^
riaga should undergo a re-election, the President intor

the Chamber that the debate was opened upon the ye

process, recording the Royal declaration comrouniea

by the Minister of Foreign affairs. The utmost cuik*;

and interest were excited by this notification. Attei s

opposition M. Olozaga succeeded in obtaining a "*8 *

on the motion that an address be presented to the ^ .

congratulating her on her safety ; the motion tor a& ^
ine him from the Cortes having been postponed.
ing him irom tne ivories oavuig uwu Fuovr , , .

e«s

Olozaga declared that he did not rise to oppose an ad -

to the Queen, but that he must and could not, avoid s\
.

"ng when he could do so usefully, and in a way ca cu

i

o ! throw light on the question before the Char
1

to quest

His intention was to say as little as possihle on

grounds of the question, reserving to himself the i ^
of dwelling at greater length on all that had precede ^
facts stated in the verbal process. After reminding -

Chamber in detail of the various circumstances w,l, ° ' *

erlf

ceded his elevation to the station of guardian to the W ^
he declared that during the whole time he was wlt

,.

Majesty he had never ceased to tell her that, to g n

constitutionally Sovereigns must in political afl

£
irS

rr0«n.
to none but the constitutional advisers of the ^ .^

This doctrine roused against him the antipathy ot
.j

dividuals on duty at the Palace, and that antipathy .^
increased. Their aversion and pretensions became do ^
less when her Majesty's guardian was summoned n

direction of public affairs. Thence had arisen the J ^
and open resistance he had experienced in all his _

e

to establish a homogeneous Cabinet. Matters »aa
jf

to such a point that the Prime Minister had found n

the Palace all persons whatsoever who meddled ^
political affairs, and this threat which had JieW*" baVe

so much hatred and resentment, he would certain y ^
followed up. Thus, at the Palace, it was n°

(|je

Queen but the persons about her that manifest ^
most hostile dispositions. The very day after hi

&

vation to the Presidency of the Council, he was sUI «

form
to hear the Queen tell him that he must immediately^ jn

his Cabinet, otherwise somebody else would do ^
his stead. That person whom the Queen name

.

was General Narvaez, who, in order to raise an cw
gQ

tion, awaited not even the composition of the CablI
T>
a ]ace

strong were the prejudices entertained at the ^,
against the Administration he was organising. -L ueen

Olozaga detailed what passed between him and the ^
on the 28th November and approached the deno" ^^
his voice betrayed the utmost emotion and his speec

a

repeatedly interrupted by his sobs. He callec

Heaven to bear testimony to his innocence, pro ^
that he was devoted to Royalty, and repelling the c

^
nies heaped upon his head by his enemies and a cam ^
whose malignity he denounced and whose designs ^
detected and wished to baffle for the welfare of SPal°'

a}o8
t

the moment he protested with the greatest energy ^ber ,

those calumnies the President adjourned the U» ^
declaring that the hour fixed for putting an end

e

debate had struck. M. Olozaga's speech is stated
to

^
made a deep impression, and the Chambers listene

g
with more composure than had been anticipated,

d

that on entering the hall the ex-Minister had beer
i

rec

with mingled applause, hisses, and cries of lur
ed

out ! " At the sitting on the 4th M. OlozaS* re8UJed
and concluded the vindication of his conduct. we

\

S

J
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that in the evening of the 28th he repaired from the f were printed in Italy 3,042 books (the number printed in

)
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Palace, bringing a
number of decrees which he submitted to the approbation
of the Queen and which Her Majesty actually approved
and signed. The Queen had treated him with all the
marks of kindness that a candid and grateful heart could
express, and when he took leave of her she followed him
and in presence of bystanders saluted him most gra-
ciously, and even gave him a present for his daughter.
He then returned .direct to the Ministry. Had he been
guilty of the attempt imputed to him, his guilt would
have been betrayed by his emotion, and he would not
have left the Palace without having been arrested.
Many hours of the night passed over, and he remained
quietly at home in his hotel in conference with several
foreign agents. In the morning of the 29th, however/
persons attached to the Royal household announced
that the decree of dissolution of the Cortes had been
signed, and that violence had been offered to the
Queen to obtain her signature to the decree. The
President of the Chamber, he"? said, was the first

apprized of the circumstance, and those who should have
been informed of it first were the last to know it. M.
Olozaga then examined the style of the declaration put
into the Queen's mouth, and contended that it resembled
little the language used by her Majesty, and that it was
not accordingly her own. The means besides employed
to draw up the Royal act were illegal. He next directed
the attention of the Assembly to a conspiracy existing both
m Spain and throughout Europe against constitutional

governments. He had proofs of its existence and knew
*or certain that there were agents in Spain labouring to
bring about the marriage of the son of Don Carlos with
the Queen. This statement was received with cries of
" No, no !

" and excited a tumult which the President
appeased with much difficulty. M. Olozaga however per-
sisted in his declaration, and after attacking the actors in
the scene at the Palace who refused to allow him to be
present and justify himself, and branding in energetic
terms the imprudent courtiers who compromised the
throne, he concluded by recommending the adoption of
the address to the Queen and his own impeachment for
the offence with which he was charged.—The President
M. Pidal then left the chair and replied to M. Olozaga,
insisting on the veracity of the Queen's declaration,
reflecting with great severitv on his late conduct, and
detailing what share he (M. Pidal) had had in the drawing
up of that declaration ; and the tears that fell from his
eyes when being summoned to the Queen's presence he
beheld the candour, innocence, and truth with which she
stated the outrage she had been subjected to. The
siting was at a late hour adjourned to the following

u
—The debate was then resumed by M. Cortina,

who expressed his conviction that the failure of the
'ate attempt to effect a coalition was the chief cause
or the late events which they all deplored. He then
referred to the declaration of the Queen relative to the
occurrences; of the evening of the 28th ult., which her
Majesty concluded by a wish that it should be deposited
*n the archives. M. Gonzales Bravo, he said, had dis-
obeyed the order of the Queen by presenting the docu-
ment to Congress, which unconstitutional proceeding had
compromised both the throne and the legislative power,

a!*
. ^

eby incurred the most severe reproaches. That

»aM «
S opinion

'
was constitutionally much more cul-

paoie than that imputed to M. Olozaga, and would jus-

liZ«
B

k
lmPeaoh™ent. He then contended that the de-

claration was divested of all 'constitutional authenticity,

Inn.l f ?
8 e testimo"y of Isabel II. respecting a peV-

evid \ .

that Jt shouId be he!d in the Kg** of the
aence of a witness deposing in his own cause, or'of the

*,™}!?n of a Person denouncing some horrible attempt.

course

x* -, - r v. uw ,» uw.uuiiuiigouaic uuiiiuic attempt.
*£. Cortina was proceeding to describe the legaltne accusation ought to pursue, and was entering on an
examination of the consequences that might accrue there-irom, when he was called to order and informed that he
iiad spoken longer than the time allowed by the retrula-

~At its „~?E5 aml the Assemb»y again adjourned.

tn fa ? * f
* ectin* lt ™s resolved, by a majority of 81to 66, to take into consideration a proposal for brin JineM Olozaga to trial, and it was referred to the com-rmttees to select a commission to report upon £1In the evening of Sunday the 3d, there were commoLsn different parts of the capital. That there wa^e-la

plot is evident for attempts were not only madeTn difierent parts of the city at once, but .edition Tone wereheard, including even « Death to the Queen " Thetroops were fired upon with guns and pistols, and severalof them were killed and wounded. There hale bien^odisturbances since. In the provinces, at Bureo AvUaand Cuenca the reading of the Queen's declafation ex-cited universal indignation, but the subsequent nroreed-

^t^nm hm "^ thC defenCC °f M Ol02aga^ere

in^°
R,^GALl~yehaveadviceS from Lisbon ^ the 6th

si.
j. he most bitter disappointment was excited bv the

S «
e

n
0f th

l
tariff neg° tiations in London

- The Duke of
-"imeiia, who arrived by the last packet in Lisbon had

e 8c°n^Metreated t0 the Privacy 0f dome8tic retirement to

JL •

p
, Prevalent indignation, as the conviction was

exnl^
8
!-

that his want of candour had again baffled the

S£S°"V* b °th countries
-

The Sreatest excitement

witK
m wine-districts in consequence of his returnwithout accomplishing the object of his mission.

antoni
LY
R"^

L
1

etterS from Rome state that Prince Marc"

ThM>«« i?h^ewas carried a few days ago to Mdlle.

tissac tL
Rochefoucauld

>
daughter of the Due d'Es-

ArohK;*!
marnage benediction was bestowed by the

chapel of?u
0f
^Nicea' AP°8tolic Nunci0 iQ Paris, in thepei ot the Duke's Hotel.—During the year 1842 there

1841 was 2,999); of these 3,042, 1769 or about three

fifths were published in the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom ;

of the remainder, 508 appeared in Piedmont; 235 in the

Grand Duchy of Tuscany ; 216 in the Papal States ; 174
in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies ; 19 in the Duchy of
Modena, and 11 in the state of Lucca. Of these works a

considerable portion were translations.

Greece.—We have this week the particulars of the

opening of the National Assembly on the 20th ult. by
King Otho, whose speech on the occasion was given in

our last. A Royal salute fired at day-break ushered in the

day. The hour appointed by the" King for opening the

Assembly was two o'clock, some time previous to which
the building was densely crowded by the Deputies and the

public. Shortly before two the English and French
Ministers attended by the Officers of their missions, as

also by the Officers of the naval forces of each nation at

the Pirseus, arrived and occupied the seats allotted to

them. The representatives of Austria, Prussia, Spain,
Bavaria and Turkey, arrived about the same time ; but
the Minister of Russia was absent. The Queen next
entered accompanied by her ladies in waiting. Her
Majesty was dressed in a Greek costume, composed
chiefly of crimson and gold, and on her entry the whole
assembly stood up and bowed. At the'time appointed his

Majesty arrived, and was received in the most enthusiastic
manner. He took his station on the throne standing, and
was surrounded by the Ministers, the Council of State
and the highest dignitaries of the Church. His Majesty
wore his Greek dress, and having bowed to the Assembly
sat down, placing his red cap on his head, and motioning
to the Deputies to be seated. The King appeared rather
nervous, but was apparently in good health and spirits,

and proceeded to read the Royal speech as given in our
last. Immediately after the delivery of the speech the
King rose and quitted the Assembly amidst enthusiastic
cries of '« Long live the King !'? Everyone then turned
towards the Queen and greeted her with u Long live the
Queen !" which completely overcame her Majesty and
caused her to shed tears abundantly. Everything passed
off in the most satisfactory manner, and the whole country
continues in the same state of remarkable tranquillity.

Russia.—Letters from St. Petersburgh announce the
arrival of his Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Michael
in that capital on his return from England. The Augs-
burgh Gazette of the 7th says that accounts have been
received from the Caucasus of a great battle which was
fought in the beginning of September between the
Avaziz and the Russian troops, in which a vast number
were killed on both sides. The Avaziz inhabit the south-
ern part of Lesghistan. The Frankfort Gazette adds
that the Caucasians had attacked a village friendly to the
Russians. Colonel Weselowski, the Russian commander,
thereupon went out to oppose them, but found that the
enemy consisted of an army of 8,000 or 10,000 men.
The Russians were inferior in number and lost 1,000 men,
including the Colonel, who is supposed to have fallen on
the field of battle, as nothing further was heard of him.
Turkey.—Advices from Constantinople of the 22d ult.

announce the receipt of intelligence from Massoul of
another slaughter by the Turks of the Nestorian Christians.
Upwards of 200 of the latter were believed to have fallen.
Reschid Pasha, the newly-appointed Ambassador of the
Porte in France, was to leave Constantinople for Paris on
the 7th inst. The Rev. Dr. Wolff was to set out on his
mission to Bokhara by the Trebizond steamer on the
24th. He has been provided with two autograph letters
from the Sultan, addressed to the Khans of Khiva and
Bokhara, one from the Grand Vizier, and three from the
Sheiktal-Islam. The tenor of the Sultan's letter is that
u the British Government being the friend and ally of the
Padischa, its subjects were entitled to the protection and
favour of his Majesty wherever his influence might
extend. The chiefs of Bokhara and Khiva are exhorted
therefore to release any British officers that be detained
there in captivity, and to receive with kindness and dis-
tinction the venerable pastor who should come to claim
them/' These letters of the Sultan, the descendant of
the Caliphs, who is held in great respect by all the
followers of the Sunnee sect, are expected to create a very
favourable impression for Dr. Wolff at Bokhara.
Egypt.—Private letters from Egypt mention that the

Pasha was seriously contemplating theexecution of some
great work which should serve to perpetuate his memory
to future ages._ Three projects, it is stated, were under
his consideration—first, a ship canal between the Red
Sea and the Nile; second, a canal to join the Red Sea
with the Nile ; third, a railway across the Desert between
Cairo and Suez. Which of the three he might determine
on was not known.—The latest accounts from Abyssinia
state that Dr. Schimper, the well-known traveller, has
obtained possession of a tract of land in that country
over which he exercises sovereign sway. He, however
only intends to remain so long as will be necessary to
complete his collections and observations on that important
portion of Africa.

Cape of Good Hope.—Cape papers to the 15th Oct.
have been received which state that several unusually large

swarms of locusts had recently made their appearance in

the neighbourhood of Bathurst committing great ravages
among the standing crops of corn. In the Kat River
settlement several swarms had also been discovered in the

larva state, and hence fears were entertained for the crops

in that locality, which at the date of these advices pre-

sented a finer appearance than known for many years.

Colonel Hare the Lieutenant-Governor had visited Block-
drift with the view of expelling the Chief Tola from the
"neutral territory/' and having summoned the Chiefs of
the Gaika clans had taken their agreement for his good

behaviour in future, giving them however to understand
that if either Tola or themselves gave the Government
further trouble they would one and all be not only debarred
possession of the "neutral territory/' but have to cross
the Kei. The Cape Government Gazette publishes at
length the terms upon which trade is to be carried on at
Natal. All vessels whether British or foreign excepting
those of her Majesty are to pay a port-charge of 3s. per
British ton upon their registered burden. In all respects
it appears the duties levied are to be the same as those at
present in force at the Cape.—The Bentinck steam-ship
arrived in Table Bay on the 7th Oct., all well, after a run
of 4000 miles from St. Jago without calling at any inter-
mediate-port or station for fuel.

West Indies.—The papers received by the Thames
steamer give satisfactory accounts of the progress of the
several leading islands. The most important feature
however is the speech of the Earl of Elgin at the opening
of the Legislature at Jamaica. Although it does not
give an overcharged account of the capabilities of the
soil, or of the immense advantages which future cultiva-
tion will secure to those enjoying property in the West
Indies, it presents a cheering prospect of what is likely
to be effected by better management on the part of the
planters, and conciliated feeling on the part of the la-
bouring population. The Governor alludes apparently
with satisfaction to the decrease of native fanaticism, as
also to the attention of late paid by the agricultural socie-
ties to the introduction of implements of husbandry, with
the view to decrease the heavy proportion of manual
labour. The failure of the scheme of emigration as sug-
gested by the Legislature is the only discouraging topic
in the speech; but it appears notwithstanding that en-
couragement will yet be given to promote the import of
labour from the coast of Africa as a means of supplying
any deficiency that may arise from other quarters.
Bishop Spencer had arrived from Halifax. The weather
continued tolerably favourable, although as is usually the
case there were complaints from some of the districts of
insufficiency of rain. Trade with the South American
States had rather fallen off. The news from Demerara,
Trinidad and Barbadoes is not very interesting. At the
latter island the weather for the crops is described as
having been "glorious"—rain one day, sunny and fine
the next. Mr. Thomas, the chief clerk of the branch of
the Colonial Bank, had been committed for trial on
a charge of robbery, to the amount of 41 ,920 dollars. The
supply of labour from the coast of Africa to Demerara
had failed. The Superior had only brought over 16 per-
sons from Sierra Leone. At Trinidad prospects were
steadily improving, and increased cultivation was attended
with success. It is stated that Waddell, who absconded
from Demerara after robbing the British Guiana Bank of
a considerable sum, had been arrested with almost all the
money in his possession. This is probably a mistake, the
statement being founded on some vague account said to
have been obtained from Scotland.
United States and Canada.—The packet-ship

Roscius, which sailed from New York on the 25th ult,
arrived at Liverpool on Tuesday, having made the passage
in 16 days and a half. The annexation of Texas and the
taking possession of Oregon will be the leading topics of
discussion in the next Congress. President Tyler it is

said will introduce the question of Texas, and Mr. Bentin
will bring forward that of Oregon. These questions are
expected to agitate and excite, but it is doubted whether
they will form parties or divide the Union. The Rev.
Sydney Smith's letter on repudiation had been received
and had drawn forth much comment. An English lady,

Miss Isabel R. Keats, and niece of the late English poet of
that name, had died at Cincinnati from the accidental dis-

charge of a gun which she held in her hands. The United
States Customs have decided not to allow the drawback
on coals in future to the steamer Great Western : this

will make a serious difference to the company. Mr. Mac-
ready cleared 8,000 dollars by his first engagement at the
Park Theatre, New York ; he was also very successful

in Philadelphia. Accounts had been received of Sir

W. D. Stewart's party on their way across the Rocky
Mountains. A few of the party have returned, but a Mr.
L. D. Walker of St. Louis had been killed in a quarrel.

The packet ship Westminster, which trades between New
York and London, has been struck by lightning in a
storm. Her commander was knocked down and became
for a time insensible, but speedily recovered. The
ship did not sustain any considerable damage. The
packet ship Sheffield, which was wrecked a short distance

from New York, has been towed into port. It was found
that the damage which she had sustained was not so great
as had been anticipated. The intelligence from Canada is

of great importance. It was reported in Kingston on the

17th ult. that Sir Charles Metcalfe had resigned the

government of the Canndas and would immediately return

home. Severe indispos'tion atising from an abscess in

the face is assigned as one cause for this step. It was
also reported that the Government had solicited and
obtained the services of several members of the Legis-

lative Council who had thought it their duty to retire. We
learn however by the subsequent arrival of the Caledonia

mail steam-ship, which reached Liverpool on Tuesday
from Halifax, that Sir Charles Metcalfe has not resigned,

although his health is by no means good. Another reason

for his resignation, if true, maybe found in the fact that a
schism has occurred between his Excellency and the Exe-
cutive Council, which has increased to such an extent that
all the Members of the Council resigned in a body (with the
exception of Mr. Daly, the Provincial Secretary) on the
25th ult, and their resignations were accepted by the
Governor-General. This was not known in Kingston till

the following day, but it being Sunday the public curiosity
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as to the cause would not be gratified till the house met
on Monday. The latest letters from Kingston state, as

the understood reason of this unexpected change, the

desire of the late Council to be consulted upon all appoint-
ments to office, a claim which it would appear Sir C. Met-
calfe is not inclined to submit to. The names of the
retiring Members of the Council are— the Hon. Messrs.
Sullivan, Lafontaine, Baldwin, Hincks, Dunn, Small,
Morin, Aylwin, and Killaly.—From Texas we learn that

an entertainment had been given to General Houston at

the place called after himself, where in returning thanks
for the compliment, he denied the charges recently brought
against him, of being an abolitionist, of conniving at the
supremacy of England in Texas, and of vassalage to

Mexico. The New Orleans Bee states that the British

Government through Captain Elliot had presented claims
of its subjects to land in Texas amounting to from ten to

twenty millions of acres, with a threat that the necessary

steps would be taken to enforce the settlement of the

claims if they were not speedily conceded. The cotton
crop in Texas had been seriously injured by the worm. At
Galveston the collector was receiving the exchequer-bills

of Texas at a discount of 20 per cent.

Brazils.—The Swift packet, with mails from the

Brazils, arrived on Monday direct from Rio de Janeiro,
having sailed on the 20th of October. She brings 8000/.

on freight in gold. The rumoured illness of the Emperor
was incorrect, but the Princess Januaria, heir presump-
tive to the throne, has been extremely ill; her life was
for some days considered in great danger, but the bulletin

of the 19th of October, the day previous to the packet's
departure, announces her being convalescent.

New Zealand.—We regret to state that a disastrous

occurrence has taken place in this colony which has led to

the murder of Capts. Wakefield and England, Mr. Thom-
son the magistrate, and several other English settlers.

The leading facts were communicated to the New Zealand
Company by Mr. Kelham in letters dated the 19th and
21st June, but since their arrival the New Zealand papers

of a later date have been received, which contain more
ample particulars, and show that what was at first expected
to prove an exaggerated statement is unfortunately too

true. The Auckland Chronicle of the 15th July gives the

annexed account of the origin and progress of the affair:

—

" The public are aware that the claims of the New Zealand
Company to land in the colony amount to some millions

of acres, partly in this island and parly in the northern
part of the southern island ; it is also generally known
that in many instances these claims have beea denied and
in some cases openly resisted by the natives, on the ground
that the land was never in fact sold by them to the agents

of the company. In order to carry out the plan on which
the Nelson settlement was founded it became necessary,

after putting the settlers into the possession of their town
and suburban sections, to resort to the Wairau valley, a

fine district in Cloudy Bay about 70 miles from Nelson,

for the purpose of finding land to supply the original pur-

chasers with their 150-acre sections of country land. In

the month of April last several surveying-parties were
despatched on the part of the company to survey the

district. Almost immediately on their commencing their

work the natives, who it seems dispute the sale of that

district, ordered off the surveyors, pulled up their

ranging-rods and stakes, and did everything in their power
to prevent the survey of the land. Whilst this was being

done by some of their people, Rauparaha and Rangiaiata,

two of the most powerful and least civilized chiefs of that

part of New Zealand, who are the original native owners

of the district, were at Porirua, on the other side of

Cook's Straits, urging the Land Claims' Commissioner,

Mr. Spain, to hasten over to settle the land claims at

Wairau, as they wished the surveyors to be withdrawn.

The Commissioner agreed to hear the claims there towards

the end of June. In the meantime both the chiefs crossed

the Straits to Cloudy Bay—went up the Wairau with

their party—found the surveyors still there—collected a

number of them together, their tents and provisions, and

told them that they intended to send them all off the land

together. Previous to this they had set fire to Mr. Cotte-

reli's (one of the surveyors) hut, having first carefully

removed all property of value to prevent its destruction.

Early in June Mr. Cotterell started for Nelson to inform

Captain Wakefield of what had taken place. Mr. Tucket
the Company's chief surveyor attempted, but in vain,

during Mr. Cotterell's absence to obtain the permission of

the chiefs for the survey to proceed. On arriving at

Nelson Mr. Cotterell (on' the 12th of June) laid an" in-

formation before the police magistrate Mr. Thompson, who
it would seem issued a warrant against Rauparaha and

Rangiaiata for burning Mr. Cotterell's hut. At that time

the colonial brig Victoria was on the point of sailing for

Auckland, being under strict orders to return direct, and
on no account to deviate from her course. Captain

Richards it seems however was induced to remain until

Tuesday the 13th, and to take on board Mr. Thompson
the police magistrate; Captain Wakefield the New Zea-

land Company's Agent at Nelson ; Mr. Richardson the

recently-appointed Crown prosecutor; Captain Eng-

land late of Her Majesty's 12th Foot; Mr. Howard
the company's storekeeper ; Mr. Patchett, merchant ; Mr.
Cotterell, surveyor ; Mr. Brooke, who acted as interpreter;

the chief-constable of Nelson, three constables, and about

25 other persons, most of them engaged in the company's
survey. Before reaching the Wairau they were joined by

one of the company's boats, having on board Mr. Tucket
and 10 or 12 men who went on board and joined the party.

On Thursday evening the brig anchored at the mouth of

the Wairau and remained there. At a path at the entrance

of the river Mr. Howard the company's storekeeper,

served out arms to the men (about 35 in number), con-

sisting of muskets, bayonets, pistols, swords, and cutlasses,

and several rounds of ball cartridge. The constables were
also armed with guns, muskets, and pistols. One or two
of the men were sworn in special constables, some were
told they were going to take Rauparaha and Rangiaiata on
a warrant, few it is thought knew that they were upon a
hostile service. Many of the party are said to have ex-

pressed their intention not to use their arms. In the

course of their progress they were joined by Mr. Barnicoat
the surveyor and his man. Early on Saturday morning
the party who had left their boats when the river became
shallow and marched up the banks, came up to the place

where they expected to find Rauparaha and Rangiaiata
and their party, they were encamped on the opposite bank
of a narrow creek. By the directions of Mr. Thompson
and Captain Wakefield the European party was now
formed into two bodies under Captain England and Mr.
Howard, who gave orders to their men not to interfere

until directed. As a means of communication with the

other side of the creek where the chiefs were encamped a
canoe was placed across the water to serve as a bridge.

Mr. Thompson, Captain Wakefield, the chief-constable,

Brooke, and some others then crossed over. Mr.Thompson,
Captain Wakefield, and Mr. Cotterell walked backwards
and forwards for nearly half an hour with the natives,

apparently in a friendly manner. Mr. Thompson then

showed his warrant, directed the constable to execute
it on Rauparaha, and instructed Brooke to explain the

meaning of it. Mr. Thompson also stated that he was
' the Queen's representative,' that that (pointing to the

warrant) was the Queen's book,—that Rauparaha must
go on board the brig with the constable ; that it was for

burning Mr. Cottereirs house, and had nothing to do
with the land question. Rauparaha told them to sit

down and talk, and not make a fight, and to wait till Mr.
Spain and Mr. Clarke came, and hear what they would
say. Mr. Thompson then inquired of Rauparaha, whether
he would come or not ; to which he replied he would
not; but that if Mr. Clarke or Mr. Spain was there he
would. Mr. Thompson then said if he would not go he
would make him. Rauparaha still refusing, Mr. Thomp-
son, pointing to the Europeans, said, * There is the armed
force, and they shall fire upon you all (or upon you) if

you won't go.' Mr.Thompson it appears then became
'exasperated,' and the discussion violent. Rangiaiata
called on him not to fire. ' For God's sake, Thompson,
mind what you are about,' shouted Mr. Richardson from
the other side. Mr. Thompson then called to the armed
party to fix bayonets and advance ; Captain Wakefield
placing the canoe across the stream for a bridge gave the

word, * Englishmen, forward/ A few of them had entered

the canoe, when a shot was fired, whether by accident or

design is not clear, neither is it certain on which side
;

but there is reason to think it was on the side of the

Europeans. Upon this the firing immediately became
general on both sides, and several fell. Three of their

party having fallen, the Maories hesitated whether they
should run away ; but Rauparaha urged them to pursue.
When the firing commenced, Mr. Thompson, Captain
Wakefield, and the rest of the party who had been in

communication with the chiefs, re-crossed the creek to

join their own party, who were now retreating up the hill

pursued by the natives. At each step in the ascent,

Captain Wakefield again and again attempted to rally the

men, and entreated them to make stand, to fix bayonets
and charge. An irregular firing was still kept up, but
the European party continued retreating. c For God's
sake, come back, men,' cried Mr. Thompson, ' the Maories
are coming upon us ;' but the greater number made
good their retreat. There was running in all directions.

Captain Wakefield, finding it impossible to rally the men,
then ordered those who remained to lay down their arms
and surrender. Brooke, the interpreter, called to the

Maories

—

i Leave off, enough ; ' but after this some shots
were fired by those in retreat who had reached the top of

the hill and were too far distant to know what was going
on below. When signals of surrender had been made,
one or two Maories also threw down their arms and ad-

vanced witlAheir arms stretched out in token of recon-
ciliation. It seems that while the surrender was taking

place by the gentlemen below and the firing by the strag-

glers above, Rangiaiata came up enraged : he had disco-

vered that his wife had been shot—* Rauparaha,' said he,
' remember your daughter.' He then with his own hand
it is said destroyed them all. * Puha, Puha/ cried out the

wife of a chief from a distance, ' save some of the chiefs

(gentlemen) that you may have it to say you saved some.'

But it was then too late. On the European side the num-
ber of armed men was about 45, on the Maori side about
40 were engaged—their loss was 4 killed and 5 wounded.
On the Wednesday following, Mr. Ironsides the Wesleyan
missionary having heard of the fatal conflict hastened to

the spot, where he found 19 European bodies. On the Thurs-

day they wrere buried, Mr. Ironsides reading at the grave the

funeral service of the Church of England. On his way to

the place, Mr. Ironsides met Rauparaha and Rangiaiata,

and obtained permission from them to go and bury the

dead. They told him that they had no intention to fight

;

that it was the wrath of the Europeans that made them
fight ; that the Europeans had fired upon them, and one

or two of their number had fallen before they began to

fight ; and that it was not until the wife of Rangiaiata was
shot that ' they began tojseek for payment'— (revenge.)"

The New Zealand Colonist of the 30th June gives the

following as the complete list of the persons who have
fallen :

—" Captains Wakefield and England ; Messrs.

Thompson, Richardson, Patchett, Howard, Cotterell,

John Brooke (interpreter), William Clanzay, Thomas
Ratcliffe, William Northam, Thomas Pay, Coster, James
M'Gregor, William Gardner, Ely Cropper, Henry Burn-

forth, Thomas Tyrrell, and Isaac Smith." The missing

were—" Malio (Chief Constable), Edward Stokes, Thos.

Hannam, and John Burton."

CITY.
Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 95f ; Three

per Cents. Red., 96£ to \ ; Three-and-Half per Cents.

Red., 102£ to |; Bank Stock, 182 to 3 ; Exchequer Bills,

57s. to 59s. prem. ; India Bonds, 74 prcm.

J$Utropo(ts an& its Wkiwlty.
Metropolitan Destitution.— Several meetings have been

held at London-house the town residence of the Bishop

of London in the course of the last few days, for the pur-

pose of maturing some comprehensive plan for relieving;

the destitute poor of the metropolis and at the same time

improving their moral and social condition. Those meet-

ings have been attended by several noblemen and gentle-

men and incumbents of metropolitan parishes, and after

much deliberation it has been resolved to form an "Asso-
ciation for the relief of destitution and the improvement
of the condition of the poor in the metropolis by menus of

parochial and district visiting." The Bishop of London
will be President of the association, and it is settled that

the whole of the funds shall be directly applied to the

relief of the indigent after all proper inquiry has been
made by gratuitous visitors. The rules and regulations

will shortly be announced to the'public—The committee
appointed at the meeting held in Leicester-square on the

20th nit., to consider the best method of providing for

the relief of the houseless and destitute poor, have decided

that the immediate object then proposed, so far as relates

to one or more houses of refuge in the western portion of

the metropolis, can be most efficiently obtained by a

junction with the institution already existing in the City

for affording nightly shelter to the houseless, and tempo-
rary relief to the destitute. In lieu therefore of establish-

ing a new institution it has been thought advisable by the

committee to accept the offer of co-operation made to them
by the City Society, who are desirous of extending their

operations to the western portion of the metropolis, and

who have at the same time the advantage of being assisted

by those who have had a successful experience of the

working of such an institution for the last 20 years.

Christmas Cattle Show.—Simultaneously with the

usual exhibition of prize cattle, the annual general meet-

ing of the members of the Smithfield Cattle Club took

place last week at the Horse Bazaar. Earl Spencer,

the President of the Club, presided on the occasion. The
meeting was very fully attended by noblemen and gentle-

men, among whom were the Duke of Richmond, Lord
Camden, Lord Western, Sir E. Mostyn, the Hon. Mr.
Clifford, &c. The award of the judges was unanimously
approved of, and the meeting then proceeded to the

election of officers. Earl Spencer was re-elected Presi-

dent, and the Duke of Richmond, the Earl of Scarborough,

Lord Western, Lord Aboyne, Sir J. Seabright, and J- M-
Cripps, Esq., Vice-Presidents, Mr. II. Gibbs, who has

held the office of honorary secretary for seven years, then

resigned on account of ill health, and that gentleman's

brother, Mr. B. T. B. Gibbs, was elected in his pla<#-

Mr. Druce was appointed steward of the beasts, and Mr.

Dean of the short-woolled sheep for the ensuing three

years. The Cattle Show was opened as early as 7 in

the morning, and from that time throughout the week

the whole neighbourhood presented the appearance of a

fair. The implements of agriculture exhibited in the

galleries appeared to excite much admiration. It is com-

puted that upwards of 10,000 persons visited the Bazaar

during the first day, and upwards of 20,000 on Thursday-

On Friday it was honoured by the presence of Prince

Albert, Gen. Espartero, and other distinguished visitors.

Commission of Lunacy.—A commission was sitting

during the greater part of last week to inquire into the

state of mind of Mrs. Hartley, a lady of fortune residing

in Park-street, Crosvenor-square, who imagined herself

to be Duchess of Cornwall, Viscountess Rialton, &c, and

believed that a conspiracy existed to poison her. The jury

found a verdict of Insanity, aud were then called upon to

enter upon a similar inquiry respecting Mr. W. H. Hartley*

the son of the unfortunate lady. The same witnesses **

in the former case proved that though the delusions of

the son were not altogether the same as those o( the

mother, yet the case was more urgent, as the insanity °

the son was of a dangerous character and required imme-

diate control. The jury returned a verdict that he h»d

been insane since the 13th Sept. last. ,

f
The Tower.—The Duke of Wellington as Constable ot

the Tower a few days since inspected the ruins an

ground devastated by the fire on the 30th Oct. 1841, WW1

a view of appropriating the site to new barracks for the

soldiers. It will be recollected that the Brick To*'&

at the eastern end of the Armoury was destroyed in llie

general conflagration. The outer walls however escaped*

and were suffered to remain with the intention it is sup-

posed of preservation, but this will not now be the case,

as such a pile would interfere with the new arrangement.

The same space will be occupied by the new barracks tha

was formerly covered by the Armoury, and it is rumoure

that the style is to be the military Gothic. It would now

appear that the fire only anticipated the destruction of tn

old Armoury, as extensive cracks had but a short tuji

previously shown themselves throughout the whole of tn

eastern portion, and great apprehensions were entertaine

by the Ordnance for its safety. The lower barracks in tn

Old Mint, on the completion of the proposed erection,

will be converted into storehouses. The moat surround-

ing the Tower has been filled only half its depth ;
but a

the drainage is inefficient and its depth is unfavourable

<

*

r!
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the preservation of trees and plants which it is intended
to plant in the course of the ensuing summer, some thou-
sand additional loads of mould will be required to raise it

to a sufficient height above the level of high water, and
thus insure sufficient ventilation.

The New Royal Exchange.—The works of the New
Exchange continue to progress very rapidly. On Satur-
day the Grasshopper, the crest of the founder, Sir Thomas
Gresham, formerly so conspicuous an object over the

clock-tower of the old building, was placed upon the

summit of the tower which forms the principal feature of
the east end of the new structure. Several members of
the Gresham Committee attended the ceremony, and the

completion of the masonry of the building was celebrated
by a dinner among the workmen given by the contractors,

who have completed their contract within the specified

time. The foundation-stone was laid on the 17th Jan.,
1842, and the works have been executed to their present
state in about 20 months. The building is now slated,

all the divisions of rooms are formed, and the greater

part of the fire-proof arches over the shops are turned.

Lincoln"s-Inn.—The appointment of preacher to the
Society of LincolnVinn having become vacant by the
late preacher being appointed ishop of Lichfield, nine-
teen clergymen have sent in their applications to the
benchers. The following are among the number:,The
Rev. Thomas Robinson, late Archdeacon of Madras;
Archdeacon Manning; Rev. Mr. Anderson, of Brighton

;

Rev. Mr. Garbett, professor of poetry in the University
of Oxford

; Rev. Mr. Claughton ; Rev. Mr. Randall,
rector of Binfield, Berks; Rev. Shergold Boone, in-

cumbent of a district church of Marylebone ; Rev. Mr.
Jelf; Rev. Mr. Vaughan of Brixton; Rev. Dr. Hussey
of Hayes : Hon. and Rev. Mr. Best ; Hon. and Rev. Mr.
Erskine; Rev. Mr. Harness of St. Pancras. The ap-
pointment of deputy preacher at LincolnVinn is also

vacant
; it was formerly in the gift of the preacher, but

the benchers of Lincoln's-inn have now taken the appoint-
ment into their own hands.

Metropolitan Improvements.—A numerous meeting of
the parishioners of St. Paul's Covent-garden was held
a few days since in the vestry-room of the church, to take
into consideration the propriety of petitioning Parliament
to pass an act to authorise the formation of a new street
' roni lhe south.west corner of Long-acre to the north-
west corner of King-street, and to determine on the most
advisable course to be adopted to secure so desirable a
carriage entrance into the parish. Resolutions were
Jgreed to that a committee should wait on the Duke of
Bedford to request his co-operation, and also wait upon the
various holders of premises in the line to solicit their
support

;
and that a committee should be formed to carry

out the object who should report to a future vestry. It
Was also resolved that a petition should be prepared to be
presented to Parliament on the subject.— With the excep-
tion of a few houses at the Whitechapel terminus and some
smaller tenements near Spitalfields Church, nearly all the
houses are down on the site of the new street at the East
fnd of the metropolis. It comprises a district previously
inhabited by the poorest classes, and the removal of the
louses has been of great benefit to the neighbourhood, as
the want of drainage and ventilation and the crowded
abodes with which it was covered rendered it a frequent
source of disease. It is the intention of the commissioners
on the completion of this line of road to carry another
oDhque street from it to the railways at Shoreditch, by
jvhich communication will be opened between the trade of
the northern and eastern counties and that of the docks
and river-side. The Eastern Counties Railway having
taken down many houses in Bethnal-green and Shore-
cutch, advantage has been taken of their removal to im-
prove the neighbourhood by the erection of new streets
and houses.

Lieutenant Munro—The daily papers state that it is
generally believed to be Lieut. Munro's intention to leave
the Royal Horse Guards and enter the Prussian Service,
with the view of permanently residing abroad. His house-
hold furniture, & c . has been sold this week, which appears
to confirm the rumour that he does not now intend to
surrender to take his trial.

The Rev* Mr. Melvill.-Thh popular preacher, whose
chapel at Camberwell has for many years attracted
numerons congregations not only from the inhabitants of
the neighbourhood but from different parts of the metro-
polis, has been appointed Principal of the East India
College at Haileybury, and will consequently retire from
the chapel with which he has been so long connected It
is not known whether he will vacate his preferment asChaplam of the Tower.

Freemasonry —A grand lodge was held at the Free-
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blll-hook and witness was turning the grind-
'
when deceased fell backwards on the ground appa-

rently quite lifeless. Witness raised deceased from the

ground and carried him to the Westminster Hospital. He
was evidently quite dead. He had never complained of being

unwell, and appeared up to the instant of his death to be

in excellent health. The house-surgeon said that he was

quite dead when brought to the Hospital, and there was

no doubt that he had died a natural death. The jury

returned a verdict in accordance with this evidence.—An
inquest was held on the 8th at the Model Prison at Pen-

tonville on the body of John Bremner, aged 24 years, who
was removed into the prison on the 30th May, 1843, from

Aberdeen, where he was sentenced on the 27th April pre-

vious to 7 years' transportation. The Coroner instituted

a minute inquiry into the management of the prison

and went with the jury to the cell the deceased had

inhabited, and having carefully examined it ex-

pressed themselves pleased with its size and appear-

ance, and with the bed and everything else that it

contained. Among the witnesses examined were five

prisoners, and in order that they should not be selected

persons, the men numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, were pro-

duced. Their examination was conducted in the absence

of all the officers of the gaol. One of the prisoners was

the second who had entered it. The prisoners then, in

answer to a variety of questions from the Coroner as to

their treatment,all concurred (though examined separately)

in bearing testimony to the uniform kindness of the

Governor, physician, warders, teachers, and other officers

of the prison. They also spoke of the sufficiency of food

and of their comfortable location in the cells ; but two

complained that the cells were too close ; one of the two

however had a difficulty of breathing. They all appeared

very grateful for having been taught trades by which they

could support themselves when set at liberty. Some com-
plained of the solitude and silent system, and one added
that his annoyance in this respect arose chiefly " from his

inability to tell people how grateful he was for the kind-

ness shown to him." From the statement of another

prisoner it appeared that they were allowed to see their

wives only once in three months. At the close of the

examination the coroner requested the attendance of the

Governor and Dr. Rees, and informed them that the

first prisoner who was a witness had complained that his

cell " was sadly too close." That might have seemed so

only from his difficulty of breathing, but the last prisoner

had also found his cell too warm. He also mentioned the

effect of the rope-dust on his lungs. The Governor said

that complaint was not common in the prison but the

man should be a basket-maker. The Coroner then

repeated the statement of a prisoner who had acquired

a passion for reading the Bible. The man, he said, had
spoken with tears of gratitude of his treatment, but said

he felt fagged and weakened, and it was evident from his

description and appearance that his brain threatened to

become soft, probably by constantly dwelling on what he
could not understand. He would advise the Governor to

stop that tendency, or the portals of Bethlehem wrould
soon be open to the man. The Governor and Dr. Rees
promised to give attention to these suggestions, and the

jury having returned a verdict that "John Bremner died

a natural death from pulmonary consumption," the court
was dissolved, with many expressions of gratification en
the part of the jury at the facts elicited as to the kindness
and attention bestowed on the prisoners.—An inquest
has also been held on the body of Charles Shipley,
formerly a clerk to Messrs. Williams and Deacon,
bankers, Birchin-Iane, who was under sentence of trans-

portation for seven years on a charge of embezzling 402/.

7s. Gd. It was proved that deceased died of an affection

of the brain, and that he came out of the infirmary of
Newgate straight to the prison. The coroner remarked
that such a practice is very unfair to the medical officers

of the prison, and was calculated to swell the fatal cases

on their sick list in an improper manner. " It is to be
regretted, " he said," that no statement that the man had
just come out of the infirmary at Newgate was sent here,

so as to put you on your guard respecting him. The
greater portion of what we have heard to-day has been
extremely satisfactory respecting the prisoners ; but 1

believe that if an indication had been made to Dr. Rees
on the subject, and he had understood the extent of his

power in refusing admission to a sick person, we should
not have been sitting here now. There is no doubt that

the death was produced by a natural cause, and there our
inquiry ends. With regard to the surgeon's certificate

from Newgate, his reply to us, if we had him here, would
only be that in giving it he fulfilled the condition of the

law, and that his official duty as surgeon of the gaol ter-

minated there, as he is only required to certify that the

prisoners are not affected by any putrid or contagious

disease and are fit to be removed." The jury, without
hesitation, returned a verdict that deceased had died u A
natural death, caused by an effusion of water on the brain."

A relative of the deceased then came forward, and said he
should retire from the court to tell the family that the

treatment of the deceased in that prison had been per-

fectly satisfactory, but that he could not say the same
with regard to his being sent there from the infirmary at

Newgate.—An inquest was held on Saturday on the body
of Lieut. -Gen. Sir John Taylor, whose death was an-
nounccd in our obituary last week, and after a long inquiry

a verdict that he "died by the visitation of God M was
returned."

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Dec. 2, was as

follows :—West Districts, 154; North Districts, 198;
Central Districts, 211 ; East Districts, 257 ; South Dis-

tricts, 267; Total, 1,087 (males, 572; females, 515).

Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (461 males,

442 females) ; and for the last five autumns, 908.

IBrobfncml Httos.
Incendiary Fires.—During the last fortnight the county

of Bedford although generally tranquil has been disturbed
by repeated nightly fires, and there is evidence to show
that they have been the work of incendiaries. It is im-
possible to assign to the commission of such mischief any
distinct or probable motives as the agricultural labourers
appear to be generally more contented than in other rural
districts of the kingdom. A fire occurred a few days ago
in the barn of Alderman Higgins of Bedford, on the Kim-
bolton-road, by which an old soldier lost his life. Two
persons were apprehended on suspicion, but were dis-
charged for defect of evidence.—A large barn and out-
houses on the farm of Mr. Eames at Hownes near
Ampthill were destroyed on Saturday morning, the in-
cendiary has been apprehended and committed for trial on
his own confession.—On Sunday night a fire took place
at the village of Stockton, Norfolk, on a farm in the occu-
pation of Mr. Grimmer, and in a short space of time a
large barn filled with the produce of 20 acres of barley
was entirely consumed—The barn of Mr. Matthews a
farmer at Stockcross, Berks, containing a quantity of corn
was fired a few evenings since, and with the whole of its
contents totally consumed. A poor man named John
Grey* living at Burden's Heath near Thatcham, had his
little barn and all it contained burnt to the ground.
There is little doubt that both these fires were caused by
incendiaries.—On Thursday night the 6th inst. a fire was
discovered in the farm-buildings of Mr. Kirby of Box-
worth, Cambridgeshire. The flames broke out at half-
past 11, and notwithstanding every exertion the barns,
outhouses, carts, &c, two horses, a cow, 17 pigs, the
poultry, and the produce of 500 acres of land, with a cot-
tage, were entirely consumed, leaving only the farm-house
standing. There is no doubt that it was the act of an
incendiary, as it originated in a barn where no one bad
been employed for a week.—On Thursday last about five
o'clock a fire occurred in a farm-yard belonging to Mr.
Fyson of Fen Ditton, about two miles and a half from
Cambridge. The yard contained 17 stacks of every
description of grain, two large barns, a granary, pigeon-
house, cart-hovels, piggeries, and other outbuildings. The
fire first broke out in a stack of oat-straw, and in a few-

minutes from the commencement the whole of the stacks
were in a blaze. The labourers manifested little desire
to aid in extinguishing the fire. The engines were chiefly

worked by members of the University who actively
employed themselves in attempting to save the property.
There appears to be no doubt that it was the work of an
incendiary. Two men have been apprehended, one of
whom still remains in custody. The loss cannot be less

than 5,000/..—On Monday evening a barn containing
unthreshed wheat was fired on the premises of John
Hindley, being part of Hurst Hale farm near Chat Moss
and on the line of the Liverpool Railway. There seems
little doubt that the object of the incendiary was to rob
the house, the fire being kindled just opposite the door,

and a man called Hayes has been apprehended on
suspicion.— On the night of the 5th inst. a farm called

Noouses in the parish of Sawbridgeworth, in the occupa-
tion of Mrs. Bennett, was fired and almost destroyed

together with the outbuildings and~ their contents.

Government have offered a reward of 100/. with a

pardon to the accomplices, and a further reward

of. 100/. has been offered by the Phoenix Fire Office

for the apprehension of the incendiaries. The following

rewards have also been ^issued :—For the destruction of

barns belonging to Mr. Hindley, of Hurst-hall, Culcheth,

and a barn the property of Mr. Blackburn, of Hay Astley,

near Manchester. For barns and outbuildings of Mrs.

Tyrell, of Polstead-hall, Suffolk, 100/. by Government,

and 50/. by the Suffolk Insurance-office. For a stack of

barley belonging to Mr. G. Gay ford, of Rymer-house,

Suffolk, 50/. by Government, 50/. by the Duke of Grafton,

and 50/. each by the Norwich Union and Blackburne As-

sociation. For the barns and outhouses of Mr. S. Buck,

of Hawstead Lodge Farm, Suffolk, 100/. by Government,

500/. bv the Suffolk-office, and 50/. by the Essex and

Sussex Equitable. For a stack of barley belonging to

Mr. Kersey, of Fakenham, Suffolk, 50/. by the Duke of

Grafton, 50/. by the Suffolk-office, and 50/. by the Black-

burne Association. For the bean-hovel of Mr. French,

of Whitfield, two carts and hayrick damaged. For the

bean-rick of Mrs. Brown, of Rothwell, Northampton,

with wheat-rick barley-rick, and range of beast-hovels,

50/. by Government. For a barley-stack belonging to Mr.

Nead of Easton, 52/. 10s. by the Norwich Union. For

the barlev-stack of Mr. Gooch, of Honingham, 105/. by

the Norwich Union, and 105/. by Mr. Gooch.

A$hlon.—The turn-out at this place and Staleybridge

has suddenly terminated much sooner than was expected

from its extensive ramifications. All the hands resumed

their employment on Thursday week and at the old rate of

wages. This timely cessation of hostilities has given

great comfort to many innocent individuals and families.

Briqhton.— Since the late fatal accident by the falling

of the cliff at Rottingdean other portions have given

way and on Tuesday night, at Blackrock, close to

Arundel-terrace, Kemp-town, several tons of earth fell,

completely undermining the carriage-road and threaten*

ino- its entire destruction. It has been necessary to re-

move the palings into the middle of the road, leaving only

sutiicient room for one carriage to pass at a time. Num-
bers of visitors are daily attracted to the spot to see the

destruction made to one of the best roads out of

Brighton. Measures are in progress for cutting a new
road from Kemp-town to Rottingdean more inland, as

no means can be adopted to save the present road,

. Brill—The Annual dinner of the District Conservative

Association took place at Brill on Thursday. Mr. J. Stone
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of Crendon in the chair. After the usual loyal and local

toasts the Duke of Buckingham said the chairman had

asked him to give the toast which stood next on the list,

a toast which it was at all times grateful to him to propose,

and which on the present occasion was doubly gratifying,

—"Prosperity to the British Farmer." In that room

and in the county of Buckingham they had frequent op-

portunities of drinking that toast and of hearing speeches

upon that most important topic—the state of the agri-

culture of the country; but if ever there was a time which

more than another demanded the steady support of those

who had been returned to Parliament by the agriculturists

for the express purpose of supporting British agriculture

and the British farmer it was the present. And he could

heartily say that he wished the speeches which he had

heard made by many for whom he had great respect had

been carried out to their full extent and that those gentle-

men had not detracted from the value of their speeches by

contrary votes. To the British farmer this country owed a

vast debt of gratitude for the manner in which for many years

past he had laboured hard in cultivating the soil of this

country and for the indomitable spirit which he had evinced

in times of difficulty and danger. It would be presumptuous

in him to say more on this subject, inasmuch as he had so

often and so repeatedly stated the opinions and feelings

which he entertained, and which had never undergone the

slightest change. He could but again express his convic-

tion, that if the agriculture of this country was not sup-

ported the farmer could not compete with the foreigner,

and whenever that occurred they might depend upon it

the well-being of the land would be utterly destroyed.

Unchanged in those opinions, which he had recorded alike

in that country in his former place in the House of

Commons, and in his place in the House of Peers, he

stood there now only to repeat them word for word, and

to call on the membeis for that county steadily to perform

the duty to which they devoted themselves on the hust-

ings. He solemnly called on the representatives of the

agricultural interest throughout all parts of the United

Kingdom to come forward now and steadily to maintain

the opinions which they had broached at the hustings, and

by their votes record their firm adherence to the cause of

the British farmer. The Noble Duke again repeated the

satisfaction which it gave him to propose "The health of

the British farmer," whose value and the sterling honesty

of whose heart he most fully appreciated. He called on

them to rise and drink with hearty cheers u The health of

the British Farmer, and may he overcome the difficulties

which now threaten hittu" Mr. Stone, a farmer, returned

thanks with much spirit ; and several other toasts of local

interest were proposed before the close of the meeting.

Bristol.—The local papers state in reference to the

death of Mr. Mountjoy of this town, whose body was

exhumed last week as stated in our last, that on the

post mortem examination a corroded pin was found in the

part of the body that was diseased, and in the absence of

poison the cause of death is attributed to the swallowing

of this pin.

Carmarthen.—The Special Commissioners have re-

cently obtained the opinion of the law-officers of the

Crown on a practice affecting the administration of the

turnpike laws which has prevailed to a considerable extent

in Carmarthenshire, and has been the subject of much
complaint on the part of the poorer classes of farmers. It

frequently occurs that the farmer, having carried his pro-

duce to a town or market, and paid toll at the gates,

returns on the same day, carrying home in his cart some

articles or goods for a friend or neighbour, which he

conveys either gratuitously or in consideration of some

small payment for his trouble. It has been a common
practice with certain toll-collectors to charge carts thus

repassing on the same day with a second toll, applying to

such cases a clause contained in most local acts, which

renders stage carriages and vehicles carrying passengers

or goods for pay, hire, or reward, liable to toll for every

time of repassing. The Commissioners, considering that

the practice in question proceeded upon a misapplication

of this clause, and that the additional toll was legally

chargeable only on vehicles of the nature of stage-coaches,

carriers' carts, and such as regularly ply for hire between

certain places, referred the point to the Attorney and

Solicitor-General, who have given their opinion that in

these cases a second toll cannot be legally demanded.
I Derbv.—We copy the following paragraph from the

Derby Reporter :—" There is no part of the princely and

munificent generosity of the Duke of Devonshire that will

give more general pleasure than his Grace's direction to

gratify the public to the utmost extent consistent with the

comfort and enjoyment of the Royal party. We have

great pleasure in stating that this liberty was not abused,

except in one instance. A small brown crystal is missing

from the conservatory. We understand it is a rare

specimen, and cannot be long concealed if exposed for

sale. We trust for the honour of the county that this

crystal will be forthwith restored to the place from whence

it was taken, and that it may not be said the Noble

Duke's munificence is shamefully abused. We hope it is

a thoughtless act of some person, who as soon as he

knows the value attached to it will re&tore it immediately .''

Footscray. — On Wednesday the coroner and jury

impanelled to investigate the death of Maria Plummer,

re-assembled for the fourth time at Sidcup to prosecute

the inquiry. Our readers will remember that the de-

ceased, who was separated from her husband, a gardener

in the service of Lord Bexley, and who agreed to allow

her 2*. 0>d. per week, had in consequence of his neglect

to do so been rendered houseless and destitute. In this

state she wandered about, and but two days before her

death applied to Mr. Pritchard, surgeon, of Sidcup, for a

letter to Mr.Banks, relieving overseer of the Bromley union,

which he gave her. She saw Mr. Banks on the following

morning ; but instead of his relieving her he went to

find her husband, and subsequently left word that de-

ceased was to go before the board on the following Friday,

but before that time arrived she died. The inquiry was

adjourned to trace if deceased delivered to the relieving

officer the letter given her by Mr. Pritchard, in which the

necessity for her immediate relief was stated. Various

acts of inhumanity were deposed to on the part of the

husband, and it having been proved that her death was

accelerated by neglect and exposure to cold consequent

on the treatment she had received, the question arose

whether the responsibility lay with the officer who had

not relieved her or the husband who had neglected her.

There being no distinct evidence that the relieving officer

received the letter alluded to, the responsibility fell upon

the husband who was bound to maintain her. After a

protracted investigation the jury ultimately returned a

verdict of "Manslaughter" against George Plummer

the husband, and the coroner made out his committal to

Maidstone gaol.

Gravesend.—An inquest has been held here on the body

of George Grey, a young man who was killed in a pugilistic

fight at Tilbury Fort last week. The Coroner said it was

to be regretted that the evidence was not sufficient to throw

light on the names of the whole of the parties connected

with this disgraceful transaction. The medical testimony

went clearly to show that the deceased had died from vio-

lence and injuries he had received, and it was also as clearly

proved by the witness Davies, who had been admitted as

evidence, that such injuries were inflicted a short time

previously in a conflict with Henry Ball. '/The actual

origin of the fight was left in mystery, but it was shown

that the seconds were fighting men, who although they

had escaped for the present could not, inasmuch as they

were well known to the police, long evade the law.^ The

Jury returned a verdict against Henry Ball as principal of

'^Manslaughter" in the first degree, and a verdict of

"Manslaughter" in the second degree against John

Grady, Tucker Smith, James Knowlton, and other per-

sons to the Jurors unknown, acting as seconds, time-

keeper and bottle-holder at the fight. The Coroner then

committed Henry Ball to Maidstone Gaol to take his trial.

The other parties have not yet been apprehended.

Huddersfield.—The first'meeting in Yorkshire, in con-

nexion with the efforts of the Anti-Corn Law League in

favour of free trade and the destruction of the Corn-law

was held at the Philosophical Hall on Thursday week.

Mr. Cobden, Mr. Bright, and Mr. Moore addressed the

meeting, and resolutions in favour of free trade were

unanimously passed. At the close the chairman an-

nounced the total amount of subscriptions to be upwards

of 1322/., being nearly double the sum realised last year.

I/ford.—At a meeting of the parishioners last week to

consider the correspondence between the Bishop of London

and the Vicar, the following resolution was proposed and

adopted unanimously :
—" That this meeting acquiescing

in the opposition which has been raised to the introduc-

tion of the weekly offertory and the other changes in the

manner of performing Divine service in this parish, do

request the churchwardens to represent to the Vicar our

sentiments on the subject, and our earnest desire that he

will meet the wishes of his parishioners in discontinuing

the weekly offertory, and returning to our former simple

mode of worship."

Kirkdale.—Five poachers have been committed for trial

on the charge of having been concerned in the murder of

the Earl of Derby's gamekeeper at Knowsley on the 10th

ult. They have been committed on the evidence of an

accomplice, who gave a detailed account of the manner in

which the five prisoners, himself, and four others who
have not yet been arrested, journeyed to Knowsley on the

night of the fatal occurrence, and of the way in which the

murder was committed.

Lancaster.—On Thursday week a gang of poachers,

nearly twenty in number, entered the preserves of Thos.

Aspinall, Esq., in Little Mitton Wood, in this county,

and were in pursuit of game when they were surprised by

the keepers. A struggle ensued, and one of the poachers

fired at John Schofield, one of the gamekeepers, and

wounded him dangerously. "Whilst the gamekeeper lay

upon the ground, shot and disabled, he was beaten with

bludgeons until he ceased to show signs of life. The
poachers afterwards escaped. Mr. Aspinall has offered a

reward of 100/. for the conviction ofthe offenders.

Leeds.—A meeting in favour of the Anti-Corn-Law

League was held in this town on Wednesday, Mr. H.

Stansfield in the chair. About 800 persons were present.

The meeting was addressed by Messrs. Cobden, Bright,

Moore, Fox, and Ashworth, and the sum of 2,100/. was

collected for the League Fund.
Leicester.—A meeting was held in this city on the 30th

ult., to consider the propriety of establishing a dissenting

college in the Midland Counties for the instruction of

young men designed both for spiritual and secular pur-

poses, against whom the universities of this country are

closed. Another feature is the founding of a class

especially designed for the service of Christian missions,

to the members of which it is proposed to communicate

such a knowledge of medicine and simple surgery as may
qualify them to attend to the physical interest of those

among whom they may labour, and at the same time to

afford such a knowledge of science in general as may enable

them to promote the secular and commercial as well as

the spiritual interests of the people they may visit. Lei-

cester has been named as the seat of the projected college.

Liverpool.—The subscription in favour of the League

Fund is making rapid progress in this town. The total

subscriptions up to Saturday night amounted to 5,095/. 12s.

A meeting was held a few days since in the Amphi-

st

theatre, Mr. Thorneley, M.P., in the chair, for the pur-

pose of raising subscriptions on behalf of the lund,

and of hearing Messrs. Cobden and Bright on the subject

of free-trade. At the close of the meeting subscriptions

were collected, and no less than 4,100/. were raised in the

course of the evening, being nearly double the whole

amount of last year's subscription, which extended over a

month or six weeks. Before the close of the subscription,

it is believed that not less than 7,000/. will be raised in

this town.

Newport.—The last accounts from the penal colonies

ate that Geach the solicitor and step-son of John Frost,

who was about two years since transported for 20 years

for forgery, has been after working 20 months upon the

roads allowed a " ticket of leave," and hired as a free

servant to his wife, who followed him out. Frost, who is

released from the penal gang and is in a situation as clerk,

has sent a letter to Mrs. Frost and his daughters desiring

them to go out also, in the hope that Mrs. Frost will be

allowed to hire him as a free servant. The Governor

having informed Frost, Williams, and Jones, that the

Home Office has finally determined never to allow them

to return to their native land, they have resigned them-

selves to their fate, with a determination to secure to

themselves kind treatment by their future good conduct.

—The letter which Mrs. Frost has received from her

husband states that he and Williams have been brought

back from the penal settlement whither they had been

sent for having attempted to make their escape. Frost

is comfortably situated as a clerk. Williams still wears

the log on his leg, and Jones continues to hold the situa-

tion he obtained shortly after his arrival in the colony.

Oxford.—The Rev. G. W. Hall, D.D., Master of Pem-

broke College and Prebendary of Gloucester, died at his

lodgings at the college on the 10th inst. He had been

head of his college 34 years, having been elected in 1809-

The members of the university who protested against

the validity of the degree conferred upon Mr. Eveiett the

American Minister in June last have submitted all the

facts of the case to counsel in order to asceitnin the

legality of the degree. Mr. Fitzroy Kelly, Q.C., Mr.

James R. Hope and Mr. Edward Badeley on perusing

this case have given the following opinion:—"We are

clearly of opinion that, under the circumstances stated,

the grant of the degree in question was invalid. It was

the duty of the Vice-Chancellor as the presiding officer of

the convocation to take care that the proceedings were

conducted with such regularity and order, as would have

afforded those persons who were entitled to vole the op-

portunity of expressing their opinions and giving their

votes in the usual manner. The scrutiny which was de-

manded ought to have been allowed, and if the noise was

so great as to prevent the demand from being heard, we

think that the Vice-Chancellor should have adjourned the

meeting, or have adopted such other measures as were

necessary to stop the confusion and enable him to know

what was passing. As the irregularity of these proceed-

ings was inconsistent alike with the general rules which

are applicable to the meetings of all corporate bodies, and

with the statutes and customs of the University which

regulate the meetings of Convocation, we are of opinion

that the decree is a nullity and that Mr. Everett cannot

lawfully assume the rank of Doctor of Civil Law of the

University of Oxford.

"

Portsmouth On Monday the 44th Regiment, which

is now doing garrison duty atGosport, was presented with

new colours by Lady Pakenham the wife of the Major-

General commanding the district. The ceremony of

consecrating the colours was performed by Archdeacon

Wilberforce, who made an impressive address to the re-

giment and concluded with an appropriate prayer. Imme-

diately after the consecration of the colours, Lady Paken-

ham presented them to the Ensigns who had been selected

to receive them, addressing the regiment on their late

history in Afghanistan. Sir Hercules Pakenham then

addressed the troops stating that the attention of the

whole army is fixed upon them ; that the Commander-in-

Chief expects that by the combined action of all ranks

they will establish a high regimental character, be distin-

guished for unanimity in promoting the welfare of the

corps, for accuracy in the performance of all duties, and

for that general regularity of conduct that reflects credit

on and imparts comfort to all well-organised regiments,

and that when the service of the country again calls the

44th to the field he was satisfied the Gallant Fours will

be found second to none in the career of glory.

Salford*—A young man named Joseph Taylor, 23

years of age, whose mother resides at Prestwich, was

brought up last week on a charge of having robbed his

mother of 20/. ; but the theft could not be clearly brought

home to him. The prosecutor however, his eldest bro-

ther, stated that he had a much more serious charge

against him, namely, that of having poisoned his father, a

farmer at Prestwich, in April 1840; and with having

about six weeks after that time attempted to poison the

whole family. Evidence was adduced to prove that the

prisoner attempted on several occasions to accomplish

this purpose by mixing acetate of lead with the food eaten

by the family, and he was ultimately committed to take

his trial on the capital charge.

Stockport.—& man named George Fox a bailiff attached

to the Stockport Court of Requests has been appre-

hended and committed to take his trial on a charge or

having murdered his wife on Friday week in this town.

He had absconded immediately after the death of his

wife, but was arrested by the police at Maple Bridge.

Windsor.—One of the severest runs ever known wic

the Royal Stag Hounds took place on Monday, the
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bers for six months certain from that date, or for twelve™°nthS'Provided the State Prosecutions continue so long.
Mr. O Connell is on a tour in Kerry, and is in the best
health and spirits, and indulging in the enjoyment of his
mountain sports.

Tipperary.-In reference to the state of this county,
the Nenagh Guardian denies that the majority of the
offences have their origin in anything of a political or sec-
tarian character, and adds, « The only inference which
can be drawn from the unceasing and never-ending crime
of Tipperary must be the insatiable thirst for land and for
its occupancy without payment. One of the primary
causes of all these evils was the subdivision of farms into
smaller ones, and the man whose station in life should
have been that of a labourer thus aspiring to the positionof a rarmer. The same paper states that Mr. Kempson,
its proprietor, has received a significant notice that
unless he change his politics, he may calculate on having
Ins brains blown out, and adds that Mr. Kempson
has been denounced from the altar of Killeen Chapel, and
gives the name of the denouncer—The local papers men-
tion another murder in this unfortunate county. On
lhursday week, a man named Fogarty went from Nenagh
accompanied by two bailiffs to execute a civil bill decreeon Mr. J. W. Ryan, of Carrigatogher. Having succeededm the arrest, Fogarty sent one of the bailiffs to Nenagh
lor a car to take Mr. Ryan to the Marshalsea. While
waiting for the vehicle, a party of men entered the house
or the purpose without doubt of rescuing Mr. Ryan, but
this course Mr. Ryan, who has much influence in that
part of the country, dissuaded them against, so they ac-
cordingly departed without offering either Fogarty or the
remaining bailiff any molestation. Unhappily, the car-boy now appeared, approaching the house with the other
bailiff. He was in the act of passing by the orchard, when
stones were hurled at him. One of them struck him—hejumped off the car, and ran for refuge towards the next
bouse, but before he could reach it he was struck by an-
other stone and knocked down. The poor fellow when
taken up was senseless. He was then carried into a cotta-ewhere he lingered until about one o'clock on the morning
ollast Sunday. He had the power of speech about three
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and °Q F»dayhe wasable to tell the names of the persons who pursued and
"nick him. The murderers are also known bv other
Persons. On Sunday an inquest was held on view of thebooy and a verdict of Wilful Murder found against the
Principal, The police are vigilant in their exertions and
wave already succeeded in making arrests.

Cork.—A. report of the Skibbereen pettv sessions in
the Cork Examiner states that Mr. Sandy 6'Driscoll, a
magistrate of the county of Cork who has taken a lead-
ing part in political meetings in that county, has been
convicted of a violent assault upon a poor boy whom he
flogged unmercifully. The magistrate being found guilty
was sentenced to pay a fine of 21.

.
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a variety of towns, such as Quentovic,
Marsal, &c.

; others are evident imitations of Roman coinsMany are quite new to the numismatist, and among these
are some remarkable ones, having on one side a full-faced
beardless head and a cross, and on the other the wordlvndvni." with a cross within a circlej Ifc
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known that at the period of the Merovingian dynasty the
coinage of England was in silver, but the coins in question
seem to be an exception to the rule. Mr. Akerman re-marked that whatever may be their date, it will not bedoubted that they are of English origin, and that their
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SCOTLAND.
Glasgow.—Mr. Hamilton the eminent architect died

on iuesday week, in his 76th year. The number of ele-
gant or splendid structures designed by Mr. Hamilton,
particularly m the West of Scotland, is very great. In-
dependently of Hamilton Palace, the princely seat of
the

:

Juke of Hamilton, he produced the Royal Exchange
of Glasgow

;
the Western Club-house, the British Linen,

the Glasgow and Ship, and other banks ; Tower Castle
the seat of the late Mr. Kirkman Finlay ; Dunlop House,
Ayrshire, the seat of Sir John Dunlop, Bart. ; Lennox
Castle, the residence of John Kincaid, Esq., of Kincaid •

and numerous other buildings, remarkable for their taste
and effect. Mr. Hamilton was also a competitor for the
new houses of Parliament, and although his design was
not adopted it was rewarded by a prize of 500/.—On
Saturday a meeting was held in this city in favour of the
fund now raising by the AntlCorn-Law League, Provost
Lumsden in the chair, at which the sum of 3000/. was
collected before the meeting broke up.

Liberality of Her Majesty.—-The following interesting
anecdote, showing her Majesty's generous sympathy with
the distresses of literary men and her judgment in select-
ing the objects of her bounty has been made known by
permission of Mr. Anson, the treasurer of Prince Albert.
About two months since Mr. Anson addressed a private
communication to Mr. Blewitt, the secretary of the
Literary Fund, requesting him to communicate the names
of " any persons above 50 years of age whom he might
happen to know in the literary world, reduced to poverty
who had not brought it upon themselves by misconduct'
and whose exertions in the cause of literature might give
them a claim to a charitable provision for life." In
accordance with these instructions the names of several
persons of advanced age, who had obtained some emi-
nence in various departments of literature, were sub-
mitted to her Majesty, from which two gentlemen, Mr.
Moncrieff, the dramatist, and Mr. Davis, the author of
the "Post Captain," and of "Travels in America, in
1798-99," were selected for poor Brotherships in the
Charter-house. The appointment was offered in the first
instance to Mr. William Jones, author of the " History of
the Waldenses and Albigenses," and of many works con-
nected with Biblical literature ; but he was unable to
acceptitfrom being a dissenter. The Queen however with

will set out from the White Hart Inn, in Broad-street
every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at two o'clock in
the morning, and continue all the summer months • each
passenger to pay 24*. and be allowed 201bs. weight » On
the 19th of July, 1 843, the journey was performed in twohours and forty minutes.
Ancwnt fV/ieat.-A letter from Munich states that

in effecting S0lne irg |n the ,d ^ Bnrghauaen
in Bavam, a secret chamber has been discovered in wSwas found a quantity of wheat, placed there, as appearsfrou an inscription lying with it, in 1395. The cofn wasir al to.lerable state, and bread made from the flour was
perfectly eatable. Both corn and flour had a blueish tinge
.
A Neio Fire Escape.—A very simple and ingenious

invention for preserving persons from being burnt in
nouses that are on fire has been invented by Mr. Thomp-
son. The contrivance by which they are to be saved from
the flames is this :- A rope, the two ends of which areneld m the street by policemen or other persons is ele-
vated by means of a pole, consisting of pieces fastened
together after the manner of a fishing-rod, to the window
or the house from which the inmates are to be rescued

;the rope is then to be secured in the room by passing it
round a hook or heavy piece of furniture, and the two
ends in the street being pulled apart so as to form an
angle, a belt, which is secured upon them by strong iron
rivets, is forced up to the window, by means of two small
iron wheels or sheaves, almost instantaneously. The ap-
paratus will carry a man secured by the belt up to a win-
dow at the very top of the house, and will by means of
the ends of the ropes being kept tight and asunder at such
a distance as tbe occasion requires, enable any one to
descend by means of the belt without any danger from
too great rapidity. The machine was tried on Thursday
•n Sydney 's-alley, in Adam-street Adelphi, and in Wel-
lington-street, Strand, when repeated ascents to and
descents from windows were made with complete success.
The invention is so simple and manageable that any per-
son can avail himself of it.

The Duke of Wellington and the Laio A gentleman
residing at Preston took upon himself last week to inform
his Grace that a certain piece of land formerly enjoyed by
the writer's family was now in the possession of another
party, and as the properly had originally belonged to the
Crown he felt that he was only doing his duty in pointing
out to the noble Duke how the Crown might gain re-pos-
session of it. The answer is characteristic :—« London
Nov. 15, 1843.—The Duke of Wellington has receivedMr

's letter of the 11th inst. Mr should
put to counsel learned in the law the question which he
has asked of the Duke of Wellington. The Duke is the
Commander-in-Chief of the army, not a counsel learned in
the law."
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Vick-ChanceU'Or's Court.—Lyon and Jones v. M'Gill and

Another.—Mr. Romilly moved for an injunction to restrain thesale of property which the defendants held as mortgagees. The
plaintiffs were the mortgagors, and the sale was advertised forthe gth inst. The real party against whom the motion wasdirected was Mrs. Ani.e M'Gill, otherwise Miss Cradock, whntlcase attracted the attention of the public some time airo in mn
sequence of the trial of M'Gill for the abduction of Miss Crari oCfrom Liverpool. M'Gill was found guilty at the LancasterSummer Assizes in 1842, and sentenced to eighteen months' *n.

from the want of M'GiU's cou-
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currence. The plaintiffs thereupon discontinued the payment of

the interest, from an apprehension that in the event of Mrs.

M'Gill's death the transaction might be impeached by her alleged

husband. The plaintiffs offered to bring the principal money
with interest into Court, to abide its direction ; but as it might

be a question whether the marriage was void or voidable, they

submitted that the Court would protect the property from being

sold possibly much under its value. Mr. Bacon opposed the

motion, on the ground that the bill having been filed only on
Monday last and the sale having been advertised for the next

day, the application was too late. His Honour refused the applica-

tion with costs, upon the ground that although the sale had been
duly announced, the plaintiffs had not shown that they were pre-

vented from bringing on the motion at an earlier period.

Corporation of Gloucester v. Wood, Bart.—This was a motion

on behalf of the corporation of Gloucester, for the purpose of

staying the transfer of the sum of 250,000/. to the defendants, the

executors and residuary legatees (in whose favour a decision had

been pronounced, upon the construction of the will of Mr. Wood,
of Gloucester), pending the appeal, or until the further order of

the Court. Mr. Swanston, Mr. Humphry, and Mr. J. Bailey,

were heard at great length in support of the motion. Mr. Walker,

Mr. Romilly, Mr. Tinny, Mr. J. Parker, and Mr. Jolliffe, for the

executors and residuary legatees, opposed the motion, and called

the attention of the Court to the grcit loss of intere-t which the

executors had already sustained in consequence of the fund being

left at 3/. per cent, pending the litigation. The legacies bore 4/.

per cent., but supposing the money to have been employed at the

usual rate—namely, 5/. per cent., the amount was so very great

that at all events the present motion ought to have been accom-

panied by an offer to indemnify the defendants agninst loss. His

Honour said he would take time to consider of his final judgment.

There were nothing like merits upon which the motion could be

founded, and the question must be viewed as resting upon an

appeal to the discretion of the Court, and founded upon its juris-

diction. The question had been brought before him in " Suisse

t>. Lord Lowther," when he felt himself pressed by the cases of

" Walburn v, lngilby," decided by Lord Cuttenham, and the
" King of Spain v. Mactiado," decided by Lord Brougham. It

had been decided in the hitter case that payment of money to a

person living abroad was not that species of irreparable mischief

to which the rule of the Court was applicable. It had been a

great relief to him to know that in "Suisse ??. Lord Lowther,' 1

Lord Lyndhurst upon appeal had held that it was a case subject

to the discretion of the Court, and by virtue of that discretion he

had refused to allow the money to go abroad. It had been fre-

quently held that the alleged danger of
#
non-payment of money

back again was not to be considered as irreparable mischief. In

the present ca*e the money had been paid into Court at the in-

stance of the plaintiffs until the hearing; and the bill having

been dismissed, the question was whether the parties ought not

at once to be remitted to their original rights. It had been urged

in support of the motion that the fund in Court was to be con-

sidered as the testator's money, which as such ought to be

impounded until the litigation between his legatees was finally

determined. This he considered as not the mode in which the

proceeding was to be viewed. The bill having been dismissed,

the question would be whether the Couit ought to retain it until

the appeal was disposed of.

Rolls 1 Court.—Earl Nelson v. Lord Bridport.—This was an

application on the part of the plaintiff to suppress certain depo-

sitions which had been taken at Palermo on the ground of irre-

gularis. The suit related to the Bronte estate, which had been

given to Horatio Lord Nelson by the King of Sicily. A law was

afterwards passed, allowing parties to destroy the entail existing

in their estates, and in consequence of this the second Lord

Nelson destroyed the entail and gave the (States to his daughter,

now Lady Bridport. This gave rise to the present sait, in which

it became necessary to have a commission to examine witnesses

in Sicily. Arrangements were accordingly made with Mr.

Plurr.mcr, the examiner, to meet the solicitors of the parties at

Palermo, for the purpose of taking the depositions, and upon this

occasion he requested to be furnished with copies of theinterroga-

tories. The plaintiff's solicitor did deliver them, but the defend-

ant's solicitor omitted to comply with the request, alleging that

they had not been finally prepared. On the 19th August, Mr.

W
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at Palermo a fortnight, with counsel. Upon the commission

being opened, Mr. Plummer, upon receiving the interrogatories

of the defendant, observed that they were entirely in the hand-

writing of the defendant's solicitor, who had gone out. This

Was admitted, and it was also admitted that they had been pre-

pared after the witnesses had been questioned. The examina-

tion, however, was proceeded with, and the depositions brought

to England. The proceedings on the part of the defendant were

considered irregular, and the result was the present application

to suppress the depositions. Lord Langdalc said if the defendant

was precluded from using the evidence it would be most serious

to him ; it was therefore to be considered whether there was not

some other way by which possibly the plaint IT might be set

right. He could not, however, reconcile himself to decide with-

out having another affidavit from the plaintiff's solicitor, stating

whether he would have delivered ether interrogatories if he had

been aware that the defendant had not delivered any to the exa

miner, and whether, if he had been aware of the course adopted

by the' defendant, he would not have acted in the same manner,

and have done as the defendant had done. He could not make
the order asked lor, but still it was mateiial to know whether the

plaintiff's solicitor proposed to examine other witnesses. He
would leave the case as it was, observing only that he could not

approve ot the course that had been adopted.

Marquess of Hertford v. Lord Lowther.— LoxA Langdalc gave
judgment in this case, and observed that the questions came
before the Court upon exceptions taken by Matilda Charlotte

Countess Bcrchtoldt to the Master's report. The late Marquess

of Hertford, by one of the codicils to his will, dated the l/th

Sept., 1835, said, "To M. C. Strachan, now Countess Berchtoldt,

besides Austrian Metaliiques for 104,000 florins, I give 5000/."

By another codicil, dated the 27th January 1837, he said,

"Whereas I have by indorsement on two little parcels contain-

ing 104 Austrian Bonds of 1000 florins each, given them to M.C.
Countess Bcrchtoldt, I confirm the said disposition and add to it

20,000/. English money." The testator did not. die possessed of

any Austrian Metaliiques, and upon a reference to the Master
he found that the bequest adeemed, and also that the 20,000/.

given by the codicil of 1837 was given in substitution tor the

sum of 5000/. Upon which M. C. Countess Berchtoldt excepted to

the report, and claimed as much money as Mould have purchased

the 104 Austrian Bonds of loco florins each at the end of a year

from the death of the testator, and also the 5000/. in addition to

the 20, C00/. Looking at the words of the two codicils, it did not

appear that the testator intended to make two gifts of Metaliiques

and Austrian Bonds ; the words in each codicil appeared to refer

to the same. He thought therefore that the Master's report was
correct; but as to the 5000/., though there was some doubt, he
could not concur; and looking at the two sums of 5000/. and

20,000/., he did not think that there was any idea of substitution.

It appeared therefore that the two sums of money might stand

together, and he was of opinion that the gift of the 20,000/. was
in addition to the 5000/., and that so far the exception must be

allowed. There was another exception taken by the plaintiff.

The testator by another codicil to his will, dated April 3, 1837,

said, "
I give to Charlotte Leonoldina Countess Emanuel de

Zichy, over ?4ll other bequests and legacies, all the goods, chat-

tels, plate, linen, money at the bankers, stock in the Monte di

Milano, linen, hoises, carriages, &c, I may die possessed of, at

Milan or in Lombardy, on condition she gives 3000/. sterling to

the Casa d'Assicurazione, to make an annuity for the life of

Angelica Feiicitc Borel, and that herhusband gives her power to
j

hold all this as her separate property. The Master found that

the testator at the time of his decease was not possessed of any
stock in the Monte di Milano, but he made a schedule of the

property which he conceived passed. He included in it certain

French certificates, and also certificates of the Vienna loan, nnd
other Bordereaux relating to the Neapolitan state obligations

and he certified that they passed by delivery, and that the Coun-
tess rie Zichy was entitled to them. Copies of these documents
had been given to him (Lord Langdale), and they appeared to be
obligations of the several Governments by which the bearer

became personally entitled ; and though the Master had found

that they passed by delivery, the question was whether they

passed by the bequest. His Lordship then referred to several

cases, and observed that they would not be considered as pro-

perty, but only evidence of property existing elsewhere. Bank
notes were also evidence of title, but there was a difference as to

them, and it arose from the common habit of men who had

treated them as cash ; but in the present case the Court was
bound by authority, and the et cetera did not vary the case, as it

only extended to those things in Milan and Lombardy. The
exceptions to the report must therefore be allowed.

Ckntral Criminat, Court.—The Sessions commenced on
Monday, but few cases of public interest have occurred. The
only case which calls for notice is the following:— George Davis,

Charles Davis, his brother, and Eliza Trigg, were indicted for

stealing in the month of October last an immense quantity of

furniture and certain deeds, papers, and writings, formerly he

property of Captain Livingston, deceased, but stated to be :he

property, first of Samuel Cooke, Esq. ; secondly of his Grace the

Archbishop of Canterbury; and in the third count theproperty

of "the Ordinary," Captain Livingston having died intestate.

It appeared that as soon as the gentleman died, his servant,

Charles Davis, seized the property, and with the assistance of the

female prisoner converted it into money. The Jury immediately

pronounced Charles Davis and Eliza Trigg Guilty and Acquitted

George Davis. The Common Sergeant called them up for judg-

ment and said this was a most important prosecution, and it was
the bounden duty of the Court to throw the mantle of protection

over the property left by persons dying intestate, and at the same

time let servants and persons in trust know that they were not

to usurp authority and then attempt to shield themselves by

wilful and corrupt perjury. The sentence of the Court was, that

they be transported beyond the seas for seven years.

Winter Assizes.—Midland Cikcuit, Warwick.—Elizabeth

King was charged with having on the 7th October last murdered

1 her infant, afemale, child by drowning her. Mr. Macaulay con-

ducted the prosecution, and Mr. Mellor (on the request of Mr.

Baron Parke) undertook the prisoner's defence. The facts were

few and simple. On the /th October the prisoner was seen m
her own dwelling with a child in her arms. She was in a state of

the greatest destitution, and had just been discharged from the

workhouse. She applied for food to give her child, which one of

her neighbours gave her. She was seen on the following day

without her baby, and being asked what had become of it ad-

mitted that she had put it into the water, and it was found in one

of the locks of the canal on the 15th October. There was no
question that the prisrner had thrown the child into t le canal,

but the main point was whether she was sane at the time.

The Jury acquitted the prisoner on the ground of insanity.—The
Grand Jury have made a presentment to the Judge which will

be forwarded to the Secretary of State, in which they state that

the holding the half-year's Assizes and Quarter Sessions at

Coventry has produced great dissatisfaction, and that in their

opinion the county town of Warwick is the natural, true, and

proper place for holding the Assizes and Quarter Sessions for the

whole county, exclusive of Birmingham.

Western Circuit, Exeter.—This Winter Assize seems to

have given great dissatisfaction to all parties in this Circuit. Very-

few magistrates have attended— so few that the Judge has com-
plained of it, saying he should like to have seen a little more
respect paid to her Majesty's Commission. None but very junior

members of the bar have been present, with the exception

of those gentlemen who are local j and they all have complained

of the loss of time and expense. The prisoners have also it is

said complained of it. Avery strange blunder has been com-

mitted with reference to the commission for this city, which

after all that has been said about it, has been so prepared as not

to include within its operation the city of Exeter, which of all

places perhaps needed it the most.

Charles Stephe?is was indicted for a highway robbery on the

person ofThomas Boon atDevonport on the 30th July, and steal-

ing from him six sovereigns. This was a remarkable case from

the prisoner being both deaf and dumb. He had been however

educated in the excellent institution established in this city for

such unfortunate persons, and could not only read but write.

The mode therefore adopted for the trial was this:-the wit-

nesses gave their evidence which was taken down by one of

the officers of the Court, and then inspected by the Learned

Judge. It was then handed to the prisoner and read over

by him, and the gentleman at the head of the Deaf and Dumb
Institution was present, and by his side, to see that he pro-

perly understood the contents; and, upon finding he did, he

was asked to put any questions he wished, and did so on one or

two occasions. The rapid signs by which their communica-

tions were carried on were most interesting and graceful. The

facts proved on the part of the prosecution were these :—The

prosecutor was first called, and stated that he was a workman at

the dockyard at Devonport. On the 30th of July he had been

from home for the purpose of making some purchases, and had

taken six sovereigns with him. He returned somewhat late and

a little in liquor. As he was passing along the road having his

money in his breeches-pocket, he was suddenly seized by the

throat and immediately felt the assailant's hand in his pocket. At

sentence him to ten years* transportation. The young man was
then led from the dock in tears.

Home Circuit, Chelmsford.— Elizabeth Hammond, a mar-

ried woman, was indicted for the wilful murder of her infant

child, three weeks old, by nearly severing its head from the body
with a razor. The Jury returned a verdict of Not Guilty, on the

ground of insanity. The Court gave directions that the prisoner

should be kept in safe custody until her Majesty's pleasure

should be made known respecting her.

William Osborne, a shoemaker, was charged upon a capital in-

dictment with having feloniously shot at and wounded his wife,

with intent to murder her. The Jury found the prisoner guilty

of wounding the prosecutrix with intent to do her grievous

bodily harm; and Mr. Justice Eiskine sentenced him to be

transported for life.

Oxford Circuit, Gloucester.—The Calendar at these

Assizes contained the names of 36 prisoners, all of whom with the

exception of seven, might with propriety have been tried at the

next sessions, as the offences with which they are charged are

mostly of an unimportant character, consisting principally of tri-

vial charges of larceny. The Grand Jury ignored the bill against

William Jones and James Bick for Manslaughter, whose ex-

pected trial excited some interest in the county, and for whose
prosecution Mr. Keating had been retained on the part of the

Crown.
John Peters was indicted for stealing on the 5th inst., at Charl-

ton Kings, near Cheltenham, a gold chain, a gold eye-glass, and

a gold pin, the property of Henry Bulkeley, Esq. For the defence

it was pretended that the prisoner was ignorant of the owner of

the property, and that the only reason for his having been sent to

take his trial was a desire on the prosecutor's part to save the prof-

fered reward. His Lordship in summing up observed that it was of

extreme importance that the law upon this subject should be clearly

understood and generally known. Nothing was more common or

more erroneous than the opinion that a party had a right to appro-

priate to his own use any article which he might chance to find*

Now no doubt, in point of law, such an act was in itself felonious*

unless the article in question were met with under circumstances

which rendered it impossible for the owner to be ascertained, or

was of such trivial value as to lead to the inference that the late

possessor had abandoned all claim to it. The learned Judge
illustrated the principle thus laid down, and then proceeded to

comment upon the evidence in the present case, observing that

the only argument which had been urged with any force

upon the prisoner's behalf was that which, in his mind, tended

most strongly to show his guilt. The Jury without hesitation

found a verdict of Guilty. A previous conviction for felony

was proved, and the Court sentenced him to imprisonment with

hard labour for six months.

SPORTING.
TATTEKSALL'S, Thursday. — Derby. — 7 to 1 agst Mr*

Crockford's Rattan (take 15 to 2) ; 7 to 1 agst Mr. John Pay *

Uglv Buck (take 15 to 2) ; 1 7 to 1 agst Mr. Quin's Loadstone j
3U

to 1-agst Sir G. Ileathcote's Campanero (taken to 257., and after-

wards offered); 1000 to 30 agst Mr. A. Wood's Running Rein

(tkn) ; 1000 to 30 agst Mr. Lichtwald's Leandcr (taken two or three

tirnes) ; 35 to 1 agst Lord Maidstone's Cockamaroo (take 40 to 1) >

1000 to 25 agst Mr. Bowes's Saddle Bow (taken and afterwards

offered) ; 40 to 1 agst Mr. Watt's Vohri ; 40 to 1 agst Mr. Quinii
1^

Foig-a-Ballngh ; 50 to l agst Lord Chesterfield's Attaghan ;
io (

'£

to 20 agst Lord Westminster's Lancet, Laura colt (taken) j
10""

to 10 agst Mr.Forth'sAshtcadPct (taken and afterwards offercat*

Oaks.— 17 to 1 agst Colonel Anson's The Princess (taken to 25*.;

20 to 1 agst Lord Westminster's Fanny Eden (taken to 10/.)

MARK LANE, Friday, Dkcembkr 15.—The supply of En|^
(
Wheat we had on Monday was pretty well cleared off on vve

nosday, and th^rc was very little offering thrs morning; P* 1C
.

are fully as high. Foreign is held firm at the same rates, a

there is not much inquiry for bonded. Barley is »imU^
c"

rvr

value. Beans and Peas remain the same. Oats are stations

as to prices, with a moderate sale.

BRITISH, PKR IMPKRIAL QUARTER.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk ^ . :

White
Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire .

Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . Polands
-— Northumberland and Scotch • . Feed

Iiish Feed
Barley . Malting and distilling

Walt, pale, ship — —
Hertford and Essex — —

Rye — —
Heans, Mazaffaxi, old and new 22 to 2D Tick 22 31

Pigeon, Heligoland . 28 to 36 Winds.

S.

44
47
15

16
28

S.

54
54
25

23
32

Red .

White
Feed
Potato
Potato
Grind.

S.

44

16

17
16

24

Peas, White 30 to 34 . Maple 27

IMPERIAL AVKRAGKS.
2U

Harrow•»
I.ongpod 2

?
Grey. 26

24
25

24

30

34
3*
23

Nov.

Dec.

3
10
17
24
1

«

per Quarter.

•-

the same time the party made a "roar" in his face which he

6 weeks' Aggregate Aver
t

Duties on Foreign Grain

Wheat, i Barley,

1

Oats. Rye. 1

6U M 31 s -Jd 1£* Id 20* Od

52 1 82 5 18 9 29 3

51 7 32 4 18 11 30 5

51 32 1 19 30 8

61 1 31 8 1!) 30 7
61 31 8 18.18 30 1

51 5 32 18 10 30

19 6 8 10 6
|

Ueani*
31* bd

32 2
32
32
31

32

4
4

10

32

10 6

reaf-
33*:^
34 °

34

33
33
33

~33

1
6

8

1 6

ARRIVALS THIS WEEK.

English
IrUh .

Scotch
Foreign

Wheat
4830

Barley
1KJ80

7020
SKI

robber had tnrown them all clown he discontinued the scuffle,

and stopped to pick it up and search for the others. Directly as

he did this his assailant ran off. He stayed at the spot for a

minute or two looking for his money, but could find nothing but

the sovereign he had first seen. He then went to the police-

station and gave such information as led to the prisoner's

apprehension. Other witnesses proved that the prisoner was

near the spot of the robbery about the time the offence must

have been committed, and that immediately after he pur-

chased several articles of dress for all of which he paid in

sovereigns. When the constable went to apprehend him, he

told him the offence with which he was charged, and the pri-

soner inquired whether he should be taken to the Townhall on

that day, and said that he had only had four sovereigns. The

constable then inquired what he had done with the money, and

he pointed to his new clothes. (The medium of communication

in all these cases was a slate, which the prisoner carried about

with him for the purpose.) The prisoner when called upon for

his defence, said, by signs understood perfectly by the interpreter,

that he had overtaken the prosecutor on the night in question,

and had slapped him upon the shoulder. The prosecutor then

turned, and seeing it was the prisoner laid hold of his arm !
hut

that not liking a drunken companion be shook him off. The

prosecutor then made signs to him to go and have something to

drink, and took the money out of his pocket and showed it to

him, and that in attempting to put it back, he dropped it, as he

found the four sovereigns upon the spot afterwards. Mr. Justice

Cresswell having summed up the case, the Jury almost imme-

diately found tne prisoner Guilty. A previous conviction was

then proved against him, and it appeared from the gaoler's evi-

dence that he had been twice convicted and twice suffered im-

prisonment. 1 he Judge desired the interpreter to tell him that,

as he had been twice convicted before, he felt it his duty to

shire, weaver. ^ UW%iJ,f

BIHTHS.-On the 9th inst., at Harking Vicarage, the Hon-M^' f "the H**'

of a «on-On the Bth inst., at Wcstover, Isle of Wight, the la« y ?&&***
W. A "Court Hor.MKS, M.P., of a son-On the 1st inst., the l^^trode-strc^
Ksq., mayor of Scarborough, of adauyhter-On the 3d inst-, in

of ft eon-->

Cavendish-square, the lady of Professor Royi.b, M.D-, *•*£ ' f a *o»-
.

Clifton, near York, on the 9th inst., the lady of Capt J. B,t^ "**>•!>• B
°ute

MARRIED—Ontbesth inst., at St. George's, Hanover-*guar , f the
J*

chirr, Esq., Lieutenant K.N., to Mary Bum, eldest daufc*" Padding
Rear-Admiral Hancock, CB-On the 12th inst., at St. •"*"'-

' Jane, eiov

P. S IlifAD, Ksq-, eldest son of Sir F. B- Hkad, Bart., to J»*

daughter of R.GAnNRTT, Ksq., of Wyre-side, Lancashire. .

fc of
J".*' f

DIED._On the 12th inst., at Stoke Ncwington, Hahhi^ oN t
h*g>

Smith, publisher, 113, Fleetstreet-On the piDBtM££ f ju
„„J«

i »J
3, Porcheflter-terrace, Bayswater, aged 60-On the 2d c>ct AijWgg,
at Wohn, Mrs. K. Hughes, and on the -1th of the s<*rnc » cd ?£>*&,
Surgeon A. Huohm, Iter husband-At Clevedon, near

f"fnery--<>n J

h
foVm-

E. A. QumaT, widow of Capt. J. GiLBBRT, ot the Ro >;
a
l:Vdford-0rIe,g '

aged 6rt, after a tew days illness, G- Tkmplkb, Esq-, o* ° dIIU —r*^1

'

erjy_of Stover, Devon- m _J—^.-—-Tr" .

tX7ANT£D.-AN OUT-DOOR FO?nK^Cou^tryW thoroughly understands the manaff^ent baractcr for

Nursery, in all its branches. An unexeciptiott*™ SeedsmaB,
ability and morals is required.— Direct to Mr. u^
Knightsbridge, London.

Printed by Messrs. BnAnnuRY and
the Piecinct of Whitefriars, in the^

at the Okficb, 3, Charles-strkbt, tov
dlesex, where all Advertisements lW

Yn 'olfi

to the Editor.—Saturday, December 16, w°

Fleet-street, in

Evans, to^"*""^ polished by them

a City of London, and ™
Cl)Wl, ot Mid-

cov^r OjJgE&S; to be »dd«rod
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OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
" " EXHIBITION of

in the Gardens of
^^ThV^foWowing days arc "fixed for the EXHIBITION of

PLANTS, FLOWERS, and MICROSCOPES i

this Society next season :—
Tuesday, April 30;

Tuesday, June 4 ;

Tuesday, July 2, 1844;
When Prizes exceeding' 900/. will be distributed. Ticket ior

admission may be had, by orders from Fellows or Members orny,

at the Office in the Gardens ;
price, en or before April 13th,,4s.,

after that day, 5.?., except on the days of exhibition, when tney

*M be charged 7s. Od. each. Schedules of Prizes, and furtnci

Particulars may be had at the Gardens. ^ >

Ranunculuses, anemones, carnations, auriculas,Hand LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM.
GROOM, Clapham-rise, near London (removed

• from Walworth), by Appointment Florist to Her ma-
jesty, begs to remind the Nobility, Gentry, and Amateurs, tnai

tl»s is the best season for obtaining collections of the aD0Y~
lowers, and that in consequence of the success he has had in

their cultivation this year he can offer them at the following

moderate prices:— "* c

100 Ranunculuses, in 100 superb sorts, with names
100 Bo. in 100 very fine sorts, do.

Superfine mixtures from /s. to 21s. per 100
100 Anemones in 100 superfine sorts, with names .

100 Do. in 50 do. do.
'

do.
Superfine mixtures 10s. per 100.

25 pair of Carnations, in 25 superfine softs,with names 3 10

25 pair of Picotees, in 25 do. do. do. 2 10

25 Auriculas, in 25 superfine sorts, with names .
&- v*

Lilium lancifolium album, good bulbs, each . .

„ ff tt large bulbs, each . .

„ punctatum, pood bulbs, each .

„ ,, „ large bulbs, each . l

Catalogues may be had on application.—December, 1843.

4

2

s. d.

4

10

2

2
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1

6

6
6

6

:nkw hardy annual.
viscallia oculata-dark-eyed viscaria.

rV and J. BACKHOUSE, Nursery and Seeds-

f-
• men, York, have the pleasure of offering; to the Public the

above new and beautiful Annual, which is figured at i
age o3,

(No. 10), of the " Botanical Register," for 1843. The
>

blossoms

are of a bright rose colour, with a deep crimson eye, :
ana cnang.

»ng to a pale purple. It flowers very abundantly thiough the

greater part of the summer and autumn. It is a native of Algiers

and may be sown either in the open ground in spimg, or laised

in pots and planted out. , . . „f _ p _..
Packets, 2*. 6d. each, will be sent, on the receipt of a Post-

office Order, postage free, to any partof HieJCrng^om.
_

M SEEDS, NEW" AND TRUE.
ESSRS. SUTTON and SONS respectfully acquaint

-•-. those readers of the Gardeners' Chroniclenrtio.have
:

no
,

yet

hitherto honoured them with their commands, that their giounds

being situated at considerable distances from each othei, and oi

different soils, they are enabled by strict attention to grow

Garden SEEDS true to their kinds, ana supply Seed, wh ch
they know to be new, thereby preventing disappomtrnent n he

crops. A great saving of expense will also «? effected, and the

most improved sorts insured by Phasing ««g£f£e
,gjj-named collections, which are selected according to Mesws.

Sutton's actual knowledge of the comparative merits of each

Nof'i.-^ complete Collection of new Kitchen-garden

Seeds, of very best kinds, being one year s supply /»» «

first-rate establishment • • • , , '. „',,,„ nhnno
No. 2.-A Collection containing all the kinds as the above,

» _ _ _ _ _ _ _ fe

T7ASTOLFF RASPBERr YOUELL'S TOBOLSK RHUBARB.
TWO SEEDLING PICOTEES.

FINEST CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
DUTCH HYACINTHS, & other BULBS.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.
Now ready for sending out : for Particulars of which, see Adver-

tisement of the 16th inst.

Youeil & Co., Great Yarmouth N ursery, Dec. 21, 1843.

CHISWICK NURSERY, near LONDON.
RGLENDINN1NG, (late of the firm of Lucombe,

• Pinck. and Co., Exeter), most respectfully acquaints No-

blemen, Gentlemen, and his Friends generally, that having pur-

chased the Lease and Stock of the above Nursery, he has been for

some months engaged in making extensive iterations and addi-

tions to it, in order to enable him to carry on the NURbEKY
BUSINESS in all its various branches, and he begs to assure

those who may be pleased to entrust him with their commands,
that his utmost endeavours shall be at all times used to exe-

cute them with accuracy and punctuality, rendering every arti-

cle of the best description at a moderate pnee. _ n ...

In HOTHOUSE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, all the best varieties will be

cultivated, and every approved novelty added as soon as it appears.

In the FRUIT-TREE DEPARTMENT, those sorts only will be

grown which experience has proved to possess good and valuable

properties.
,

, . . 1 ^
In the SEED BUSINESS his arrangements enable him, nom

his proximity to the best marts, to supply such only as are genu-

ine in quality and true to name.
.

R. G. flatters himself that from his practical acquaintance with

Landscape Gardening and Garden Architecture, he may be sa.ciy

and useiully consulted in planting Park Scenery, forming Orna-

mental Water, Constructing and Heating Buildings tor Horti-

cultural purposes, upon the most improved and economical prin-

ciples, Laying out Ground for Flower and Kitchen Gardens, &c.

Arboretums designed and systematically planted.— Dec. 22, 1843.

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.

T and J. FAlRBAlRNare induced from the uncer-

<-' • tainty upon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery

(situated contiguous to the Home Nursery, Chpham.Rise, where
attention will be given to all applications), to effect a Sale of the

Stock at as early a period as possible, consequently beg to solicit

the attention of Gentlemen and the trade to the large and re-

markably healthy and well-grown stock, consisting ot fine large

Laurels, twice transplanted, of extra growth; Portugal Laurels,

very handsome : Green Hollies, of various sizes ;
Evergreen

Privets, fine Standard and Dwarf Roses in great variety, fine

standard flowering Thorns, Almonds, .Escurus, Robmias, and

other Ornamental Trees, and Evergreen and flowering Shrubs,

with a larere stock of fine standard and dwarf, trained and un-

trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

of the most approved kinds, and of growth rarely equalled ;
also,

a large assortment of Forest Trees, consisting of Limes, Elms,

•Birch Beech, Hornbeam, Spanish and Horse Chesnuts, Mountain

Ash, Poplars, and Spruce, and Scotch Firs ;
also alargs number

of Gooseberries and Currants, of excellent growth, and of the

best varieties in cultivation, to all of which J. & J. F. respectfully

invite the inspection of Gentlemen and Nurserymen, flattering

themselves that the general character of the Stock is such as to

ensure unqualified satisfaction, and which they are disposed to

nfl'er at very moderate prices for cash. r

I
& J. Fi.respectfully beg to call the attention of Gentlemen

r0 their advertisement of Heaths, &c, which has lately appeared

in the Gardeners' Chronicle. (Oct. 21 and 28.;,

Nurseries, Clapham, near London, December 22, 1843.

HYACINTHS AND GROWING STOCK.

HUMPHREYS' COMPOUND, applicable to all

Greenhouse Plants, to Hyacinths and other Bulbs, and to

.romote the germination of Seeds. Sold in bottles 15. Qd.

pnrh by Flanagan & Son, Mansion-house-street; Warner &
WABNBR, 28, Cornhill; Hurst &McMuLLEN,Leadenhall-strect;

W Ci-ARK,Bishopsgate-Within; Smith, Islington Nursery; GaiM-

tVy and Co., Covent Garden ; Batt and Rotlev, 412, Strand ;

WiLtiAM and John Noble, Fleet-street ;
Smith, Coyent-gardens

riiARi-wooD, Tavistock-row; W. J. Nutting, 46, Cheapside; G.

i a vrknce, 18, Piccadilly; John Kernan, Great Russell-street,

rnvent Garden ; Lockhart, 156, Cheapside ; Shuttlevvorth,

Pantheon ; Minier, Adams, and Nash, 63, Strand; Thatcher

and Son. Islington ; Thomas Watkinson, Market-place, Man-

r?c8tc? W. E Renole, Plymouth; D1CKSON& Co., Edinburgh ;

PoNTBY. Leeds; P. Lawson and Son, Edinburgh; andotherlead-

fne Seedsmen in town and country. Wholesale Agents, Davy,

Mackmurho, and Co., 100, Upper-Thames-st„ London.

3 3

2 2

1

5

15

hut in smaller quantities . . • * "«-*?- ml
No. 3. -A Complete Collection, in quantities suitable Jor

smaller Families . /j-i» "*„ ««*w^ i

No. 4.-100 Ranunculuses, in 50 fine varieties, Vjume . 1

rft fr;ftn inW ditto ditto .0

N.B.-Parcels delivered free of carriage to Lg^ ortoany

part of the Great Western Railway^^^SS^vX^For Gardeners and others who wouldp^^^^^J™
of seeds themselves, S. & Sons have J^^M^SS^S
Catalogue of new Kitchen-garden and Flower bceas, wmcu willl

be forwarded immediately, post-paid.

*** Where a reference is given payment need not be made for

twelve months, which will afford ample opportunity for proving

the exeTluS Nursery
'

BerkB
'

Dec
-
2U

B SAUNDERS, Nurseryman and Florist, Isle

. of Tersev. respectfully informs the Public and Trade in

jrenerafthat he has a few thousand Maiden PEACHES & NECTA-
RINES to dispose of this season, which are true to name, and com-

nrise all the best varieties in cultivation ; and which he will

render at moderate prices, with the usual discount to the Trade.

N.B.— His collection of Pear-trees are also very fine.—Dec . 22.

CONWAY'S GIANT CACTUS.

PHILlP CONWAY has the pleasure of offering to the

Public the above splendid production at the reduced price

of One Guinea each. .P. C. having been successful in its propa-

p-ation can now give the usual discount to the Trade. Also

Conway's Pelargonium « Laneii " (the best yet raised for

forcing), fine plants now showing their blooms, at 55. each
; good

nlants in 48-sized pots, at 3s. 6rZ. each. A remittance or reference

respectfully requested from unknown Correspondents.— Old

Brompton, Dec. 13, 1843.

BROMPTON PARK NURSERY—ESTABLISHED 1681.

MESSRS. GRAT, ADAMS, and HOGG, introduce

to the notice of those engaged in planting Shrubberies,

fire an extensive Stock of fine large EVERGREENS, consisting of

variegated and Green Hollies, common and Portugal Laurels,

Tiprnlock, Spruce, Yews, Arbutus, Phillyreas, Arbor-vitue, Ala-

£*rma &c. &c. which they can supply on advantageous terms,

ond from the well-known nature of their soil being so admirably

adapted for the removal of large plants, they with confidence

r6
Theyalso take'this opportunity of again reminding their cus-

nmers of their Stock of Dwarf, Standard, and trained Fruit-

lr£s Figs, Vines, &c. &c. f
which are this season of a very

«inerior description, and of which Catalogues may be had on
*
nnlication. Seeds and Plants carefully selected and packed for

^ rtation, well deserving the attention of all Emigrants and

nXnists.-Kensington-road, December, 1843.
,

^rT NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN who are PLANTING and

'Improving their estates, and ^nurserymen.
OICHARD MITTON, Nurseryman, Ponterract,

XV Yorkshire, has now growing in his Nurseries (which lay

verv high and bleak, and from which plants generally thrive) to

ifdisposed of at reduced prices a large stock of Healthy, Well-

rnnted and Transplanted Forest Trees, of all sorts and sizes;

^necially Larches, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet high
:
Evergreen and

Flowering Shrubs, Fruit Trees of all the choicest Sorts, and

Omental Trees of every description Prices on Ration
m w he had of goods delivered free at those prices at any Rail-

w«v Station or Canal Warehouse north of Derby ox south of

^wcastle-on-Tyne.-Pontefract, Dec. 20, 1843.

iliFBRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

WJ. CORMACK and CO. beg to announce to

• their Friends and the Public that they have harvested the

above two New Varieties, and will be obliged by early orders, as

the stock is limited. They will be sent out, as last spring, in

Sckages, bearing the name of the firm, price Zs. 6d. per quart.

The usual allowance to the trade.ine « B _*< Cormack's Early Kent Peas," 145. per bushel.

Newcross, and Bedford Conservatory, Cov^it Garden, Dec. 22,

LfORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON

—

The Council cf this Society being desirous of ascertaining

the correct addresses of the Corresponding Members resident in

Great Britain and Ireland, have directed a List of them to be
published, in the hope that all those who see their names in it

will immediately inform the Secretary, by letter, 21, Regent-st.,

whether their addresses arc correctly given ; or that their friends,

in their absence, will do so for them. [If the following persons,

concerning whom no intelligence has been received in conse-

quence of the last Advertisement, do not communicate with the

Secretary in the course of one month, they will be considered

dead, and their names will be erased.]

Affleck, David John Donaldson, Gloucester

Anderson, George, gr to the Earl of Dartmouth, at Sandwell

Park, Birmingham, Warwickshire
Ashworth, Thomas, Springfield, Crumpscll, Manchester

Balfour, William, gr to the Earl Grey, at Howick, Alnwick,
Northumberland

Balmar, Robert, gr to the Earl of Sefton, at Croxteth, Liverpool

Barton, Thos., Ditchley Cottage, South Weald, Brentwood, Essex

Bennett, Selby, gr to Earl Manvers, at Thorcsby Park, near Ol-

lcrton, Nottinghamshire

Bishop, Thomas, Methven Castle, near Perth

Bounds, Thomas, Nurseryman, Manchester

Bree, Rev. Wm. Thos., A. M., Allesley, Coventry, Warwickshire

Breese, John, gr to Sir Thomas Neave, Bart., atDagenham Park,

Romford, Essex
Callandar, John, Rotherfield Park, Hampshire

Chapman, Andrew, Barlaston, near Stone, Staffordshire

Cheshcr, Charles, gr to William Ralph Cartwright, Esq., at

Aynhoe, Northamptonshire
Crozicr, James, gr, Alnwick, Northumberland
Diack, Alexander, Mill Hill, near Aberdeen
Dickson, Francis, Chester

Dickson, James; Nurseryman, Inverness

Ford, David, gr to the Earl of Haddington, at Tynningham, near
Prestonkirk, East Lothian

Gibbons, William, Killalee, Dublin
Hay, James, Totterdown Hill, Bristol

Haythorn, J., gr to Lord Middleton, Wollaton Hall, Nottingham
Hodgins, Edward, Dungaston, near Wicklow
Hodson, Nathaniel Shirley, A. L.S., Superintendent of the Botanic
Garden, Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk

Hosie, Rob., gr to the Lord Lyncdoch, at Lynedoch, Perthshire

Kelly, Alexander, gr to the Earl of Moray, at Donibristle, near
Inverkeithing, Fifeshire

Legge, John, gr to Sir William Amcotts Ingilby, Bart., Ripley
Castle, near Farringdon, Yorkshire

Luck, John, gr to Philip Davies Cooke, Esq., Ouston, Doncaster
MacLeod, Daniel, Landscape gr, Armagh
Macnab, Thomas, Curator of the Botanic Garden at Dollar,
Clackmannanshire

Malone, Edmund, grtoG. S. Foljambe, Esq., at Osberton House,
East Retford, Nottinghamshire

Miller, Joseph, gr to Lndy Mildmay, Dogsmersfield Park, Hart-
ford Bridge, Hampshire

Montgomery, Duncan, gr to the Duke of Montrose, at Mynadoc
Castle, Buchanan, Stirlingshire

Muirhead, Alexander, grto Alexander Hepburn Murray Belshes,
Esq., Invcrnay Perthshire

Newson, Henry
Niven, Ninian, Richmond Hill, Kingstown, Dublin
Oliver, J., grto the Earl of Craven, Coombe Abbey, near Coventry
Page, William Briiigewatcr, Nurseryman, Southampton
Phelps, Rev. William, A.M., Mere, near Glastonbury
Reid, Jantes, Nurseryman, Aberdeen
Rogers, William, Nurseryman, Southampton
Ross, Henry, Kinnahaird, Dingwall, Ross-shire
Ross, John,' grto the Duke of Atirol, at Dunkeld
Sibbald, Thomas, gr to the Bishop of Durham, at Auckland

Castle, Durham
.

Skinner, Thos., gr to R. A. Oswald. Esq., Auchencrmve, Ayrshire

Skrimshire William, Esq., Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire
Smith, Jarres Nurseryman, Hixton, Manchester
Smith, Thomas, grto the Duke of Northumberland, at Alnwick

Castle, Northumberland
, t

. , lTT
Stevenson, John, gr to Sir Carnaby Ilaggerston, Bart., at Hag-

gerston,'Northumberland
Street, J., gr to Mrs. Hamilton Nesbit Ferguson, BeiI.E. Lothian

Taylor, John, Nurseryman, Preston, Lancashire

Taylor, John, gr to the Earl of Dunmore,Dunmore Park, Falkirk,

Thompson George, gr to the Earl Fitzwilliam, Wentworth House,

Towers, George John, Esq.. Pinckney's Green, near Maidenhead

Tumbull, Archibald, Nurseryman, Perth

Venables, Rev. James, A.M., Buckland Newton, Sherborne,

Dorsetshire
Walker J-imes. Nurseryman, Aberdeen
West, John, gr to the Marquess of Northampton, at Castle Ashby,

Northampton ,. „ r „ ^ „ .

Wheeler, Isaac, gr to Mrs. Wall, at Oxford

Wilkins, William, Nurseryman, Newport, Isle of Wight
Young, James, Landscape gr, Perth

Young jn . Forester to the Earl of Kingston , Michelstown, Cork
—

,

T G. WAITE, Wholesale Seedsman, London, begs
? ' • to" acquaint the trade generally thathe has made a selection,

at very great expense, from the finest stocks in England and
other parts of the world, and can warrant the whole 01 the seeds

genuine of the first quality, and of the present year's growth.

The prices are 30 per cent, lower than any other house in the

trade Catalogues to be had on application at his warehouse,

No. 4, Evicstreet-hill, Hatton Garden, London.— Dec. 14,1843.

TO SEEDSMEN and OTHERS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF.—TEN TONS OF CAR-
-*- ROT SEED: viz., Five Tons of Large Green Top Altring-

ham, at 526'. per cwt. 5 and Five Tons of Large Green Top White

Belgium at 32s. per cwt. All warranted of English Growth of

1843, and selected from the finest slocks. To be sold in any

quantity not less than 1 cwt. Apply to J. G. Waitb, Nos. 1 and

4, Eyre-street hill, Hatton Garden, London.

SHILLING^ NEW EARLY GROTTO PEA. "

J
and S. SHILLING have succeeded in raising the

• above PEA, the Early Frame Pea, impregnated with the

Grotto or Oyster Marrow, which they, with confidence, recom-

mend to the* Public generally, being quite as early, and nearly

double the <=ize of any other early Pea in cultivation. Quite

hardy wilf stand the winter well, and a good bearer ; the pod

large and long. They would particularly recommend it to

the attention of Market Gardeners. Price, 3s. per quart ; 10s.

per Gallon- 175. 6c/. per peck
;
30s. per half-bushel; 2/. lCs. per

bushel Aeents: Messrs. Fiicld & Child, 119, Lower Thames-

street London ; Messrs. W. & J.Noble, 152, Fleet-street; Mr,

K I-

a

vax 4 Great Russell-street, Covent- Garden ; Messrs.

Hurst &McMutLBN, 61, Leadenhall- street 5
Messrs. Gray,

Adams & Hogg, Kensington.—Northwamborough Nursery, near

Odiham, Hants, December 22, 1843.
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TO GARDENERS and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, near the Sea-coast, in the "West of Sus-
sex, Large and Most Productive GARDENS, with a com-

fortable House and all convenient Buildings. Pine, Melon, Grape,

and other Forcing: Houses. All in the h ghest possible state of

management and cultivation. For, Particulars, apply to Mr.
Mason, East-street, Chichester.

DISEASED AND HEALTHY LIVSS ASSURED.
MEDICAL, INVALID, and GENERAL LIFE

OFFICE, 25, Pall Mall, London. Capital, 500,000/. This

Office is provided with very accurately constructed Tables, by
which it can Assure Diseased Lives on Equitable Terms. In-

creased Annuities granted on unsound Lives, the amount varying
with the particular disease. Members of Consumptive Families

assured at Equitable Rates. Loans granted upon personal se-

curity. E. G. P. Neisqn, Actuary.

OT-WATER APPARATUS *OR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

ciples, and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and
EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN.

D. andE. Baii-ky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

apparatus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode of heat-

ing not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined
durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They
have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

many noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
employed by the Horticultural Society of London, in executing the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D. and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public to an inspection of their various drawings
and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

exhibiting, amongst other metal works, an extremely completeand
convenient kitchen apparatus, or range, adapted for the continued
supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oven more com-
plete than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D. and E. Baixbtt wore the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory
attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many
others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. Bailey have prepared a quantity of the Galvanic
Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery

;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory.

rpHE CONICAL HOtTWATER BOILERS, invented
J- by J. Rogers, Esq., may be obtained of any size fromJOHN
SHEWEN, Ironmonger, 8cc.

t
Sevenoaks, Kent.

J. Shewen having had every opportunity afforded him by an
extensive practice to bring this apparatus to perfection, begs to

offer it as most efficient and economical: it may be seen at

Messrs. Chandler & Sons' Nursery, Vauxhall; Messrs. Lodriiges',

Hackney; Messrs. Henderson's, Pine Apple-place ; Messrs. Veitch

and Son's, Exeter; Mr. Pontey's, Plymouth ; the Royal Botanical

Society's (Aniens, Regent's Park; and at the Gardens of the Hor-
ticultural Society of London. Considerable improvements have
been effected since last season ; particulars of which are in course
of preparation.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.
STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Graceehurch-street,

London, Inventors, of the IMPROVED CONICAL and
DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged
in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of

various 1 rials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-
turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which
offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-
mental in a] ranee can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and
of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected
by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus
affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of

employing this much approved method of heating without the

assist of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron
will be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rendlk,
of Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish
information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any mzc will he forwarded upon application to s. and Co.

ENUINE PERUVIAN cSc BOLIVIAN GUANO
ON SALE, BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTONY GIBBS and SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS, BRIGHT, as*> CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.
47, Lime-st., Doc. 22, 1843.

G

ON .SALIC, in any quantity, PERUVIAN and BOLI-
VIAN GUANO, genuine as imported.—Apply to Cotes-

wortii, Powell, and Prydr, London ; Edwards, Danso.v, and
>., Liverpool; or William J. Myers and Co., Liverpool, the

Importers.

A
2 vols. 8vo., with 5 coloured plates, 31*. 6d. cloth,

N INTRODUCTION to ENTOMOLOGY ;

On the 6th of January. .

A NEW FARMERS' NEWSPAPER.—The time has come when Landlords and Tenanttj

JLJL large Farmers and small, must devote their anxious attention to improved cultivation -when, in the words of s
\
r ^? ®

/

Peel, "All must learn how, in the shortest time, and at the least expense, to produce the greatest quantity offood, vegetable oJ
of

without permanent injury to the land." To accomplish this, no means can be so effectual as that which brings_theL*eru
t0 be

Experience and Science before every man, in a cheap form. For this purpose The AGRICULTURAL GAZEliu is

established. . fQMOP with

The Proprietors are aware of the difficulties of dealing with the many details of cultivation without an acquamtanc%,
^

circumstances, often as varying as places. They condemn the idea of conducting farming operations upon one invariaoie p ^
and, while they welcome science as the best auxiliary of practice, they regard crude speculations as the most dangerous 01 aciu

But, they also feel that in Agriculture, as in all other arts, there are general principles upon which successful farming rousu rf^se
that there are practical errors which no local circumstances can justify ; in short, that there is room for improvement even in ^
branches which are best understood. No one man can be competent to deal with the multifarious questions affecting

^
us

^
anu

T
/L to

the duty of the Editor of suchaPaperas Thk AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE is to make known the knowledge of all. "'
L

practical Farmers that the Proprietors trust for the means of carrying out their views, and not to the talents of any "?ai , t
tleman well acquainted witn tnc »

or,

Clements of the Natural History of Insects : comprising an
Account of the Noxious and Useful Insects, of their Metamor-
phoses, Food, Stratagems, Habitations, Societies, Motions,
Noises, Hybernation, Instinct, &c. By W. Kirbv, M.A.. F.R.S.,

and L.S., Rector of Barbara; and W. Spbncb, Esq., F.R.S. and
L.S. Sixth Edition, corrected and considerably enlarged.

*#* The first two (or popular) volumes of the " Introduction to

En omology" are now published as a separate work, distinct

from the third and fourth volumes ; and, though much enlarged,

at a considerable reduction in price, in order that the numerous
class of readers who confine their study of Insects to that of their

manners and economy need not be burthened with the cost of

the technical portion of the work, relating to their anatomy,
physiology, &c.
"Let no man think he knows how to enjoy the country who

has not studied the volumes of Kirby and Spence's delightful
•introduction.' "— Quarterly Review% ^o, Hi, Dec, 1842.

"This Work, the delight of our youth, and the admiration of
our mature age, is well known as the most entertaining account
of insects ever put int;> a popular form."—Da. LiNnusy, in the
Gardeners 9 Chronicle.

Lately published, in 2 vols. 8vo., with about 2500 Figures,
;,- cloth,

AN INTRODUCTION to the MODERN CLASSI-
FICATION of ENSECT3, By J- O. Westwooo, F.L.S., &c.
Intended as a Sequel to Kfrhy «nd Spence.

London : Longman, Brown) Green, and Longmans.

Nearly ready, in demy 8vo., cloth, price 5s.

EADS FROM A -KOSARY. By T. Westwood.
Author of " scellaneoufl Poems."

London: Sa.mi;ki. Cl .ah kb 13, Pall Mall East.
B
N il LPER OFFICI No. 15, Coventry-Street,

Strand, London. Established upwards of Thirty Years.

T. MUDIE and SONS, General News Agents and Stationers,

supply the Gardeners1 Chronicle, and all the other London News-
papers (a Correct, List of which may be had on application) with

the strictest regularity to all parts of the Kingdom, and to the

Colonies, free of postage, and by the Morning Mails if required.

T. M. and Sons beg to state that they print the entire Address
of their Customers on the Wrapper, when ordered for six months,
or longer.

Right. Hon. the Earl Spencer, President of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

Earl of Ducie, Vice-President of the Lord Worsley, M.P., Vice-President of the Royal Agncui-The
The Right Hon. the

Royal Agricultural Society of England
Sir John Saunders Sebright, Bart.
J. Walbanke Childers, Esq., M.P., one of the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England
J.H. Langston, Esq., M.P.
Rev. Dr. Buckland, Professor of Mineralogy, Oxford

David Low, Esq., Professor of Agriculture, Edinburgh, one
of the Council of the Royal Agricultural Soc. of Scotland

Robert Baker, Esq., Writtle, Essex
J. Bennett, Esq., President of the Leominster Farmers' Club

John Benson, Esq., Agent to the Duke of Bedford

Robert Black, Esq., Loch Alsh, Ross, N.B.
John Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.
R. D. Drewett, Esq., Burpham, Arundel
W. Parker Hamond, Esq., Pampisford Hall, Cambridge

J. Hudson, Esq., Castle Acre, near Swaffham, one of the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
Curtis Hayward, Esq., Quedgeley, near Gloucester

R. M. Jaques, Esq., Richmond, Yorkshire
Samuel Jonas, Esq., Ickleton, Cambridgeshire, one of the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
W. H. Little, Esq., Lanvair Grange, Abergavenny
E. W. Moore, Esq., Agent to Earl Radnor
J. Parkinson, Esq., Leyfields, Ollerton, Notts.

R. Aglionby Slaney, Esq., Walford Manor, Shiffnall, Salop.

S. D. Stirling, Esq., Glenbervie, Falkirk
W. B. Wingate, Esq., Hareby, Bolingbrooke, Lincolnshire

Mr. J. Clarke, Romsey, Hants
Mr. G. Parsons, Agent to Lord Portman
Mr. S. Rigg, Wigton, Cumberland
U B. Walrond, Esq., Sec. of the Gloucester Farmers' Club

Mr. H. F. Fardon, Sec. of the Broomsgrove Farmers' Club

&c. &c. &c

tural Society of England ...

Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P., one of the Council 01 uw

Royal Agricultural Society of England
T> rt,roi

William Miles, Esq., M.P., one of the Council of the KO}**

Agricultural Society of England
Colonel Le Couteur, Belle Vue, Jersey

Rev. J. S. Henslow, Professor of Botany, Cambridge ,

Dr Daubeny, Professor of Botany, Oxford . m
James F. W. Johnston, Esq., Professor of Chemistry, Dun

Dr. Lyon Playfair, Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agncu

tural Society of England
Mr. R.Beman, Stow-on-the-Wold
Evan David, Esq., President of the Cardiff Farmers' Cluo

John Grey, Esq., Dilston, Northumberland
John Gedney, Esq., President of the Harlcstone Farmers

Club, Norfolk
A. Hall, Esq., Secretary of the Chepstow Farmers' Club

C. Herbert, Esq., Powisk, near Worcester
W. H.Hyett, Esq., Painswick House
J. B. Lawes, Esq., Rothampstead, near St. Albans

G. Legard, Esq., Fangloss, Pocklington, Yorks.

M. M. Milburn, Esq., Sec. of the Yorkshire Agncult. fc>ociw

D. J. Niblett, Esq., Haresfield
Edward Solly, Esq., Junior, Experimental Chemist to tne

Horticultural Society of London
William Torr, Esq., Riby, near Caistor

Joseph Yorke, Esq., Tewkesbury
Mr. John Broclie, Haddington
Mr. John Morton, Agent to the Earl of Ducie

Mr. Thimbleby, Bolingbrooke .

Mr. R. W. Purchas, Secretary of the Monmouth I arm era

Club
ftc. &c. &c. .

tself.

With Free Trade Fixed Duties Sliding Scale, &c. &c, The AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will in no way
^

concern^
such quesSon^ can^on.V be of temporary interest ; whereas the AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be devoted to the invest^

of those great truths which human laws cannot affect. _ u~+4- r modes °*

The Practice of Agriculture-its Science-Animal and Vegetable Physiology-Improvements m^"^WtoBj^
inducted experimental Farming-Growth and Rotation ot_ Crops- fetock—Drainage— l»|t>y

and-
Market

will also

bC
'cSlita? the' union which exists between Horticulture and Agriculture it has been thought .^JM*Li^rfown5^

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE an addition to the Gardenkrs' Chron-c.k edited by Dr. L.ni.lkv and s

o

extensrvely know

that there may be ample room for discussion, that Paper will be increased one- half in size wx thout "^«»»^«*"'«
ô
* 1

i
us

four Columns will be occupied, as at present, by Horticulture,
ft*

T^fr-fo™ **«» General £lews o the Week, whilst

TWENTY-FOUR COLUMNS WILL BE DEVOTED TO AGR1CUL1LRE.

On the 6th of January , therefore, will be published, price 6d., Stamped, to gofree by post,

THE FIRST NUMBER OF r
THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

$y Parties intending to commence the Volume had bettergive their orders at once to any Bookseller or Newsvender^^^,

rrHE SUPPLEMENT TO ENGLlSlTljOTAJSIY, PRESENTS for APPRENTICES and SERVANTS
^

-L and the MINERAL CONCHOLOGY.—These two Works,

of which the continuation has been delayed for a long time, will

be resumed on the 1st of January next, when No. 5/, or No. 2 of

the SECOND SERIES of thk SUPPLEMENT TO ENGLISH
BOTANY, and No. 110 of the MINERAL CONCHOLOGY Will

appear. No. 58 of the ENGLISH BOTANY will come out on the

1st of February ; after which the two Works will be published on

alternate months, by Messrs. Sowekby aad Salter, at 62, Pratt -

street, Camden Town.

INDUSTRIAL GUIDE-BOOKS.

HERBARIA.
WILLIAM PAMPLIN'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE OF DRIED PLANTS, will be forwarded on send-

ing two Postage stamps to 45, Frith-street, Soho-squnre, London;

it contains above Thirty Distinct Collections, including some

very interesting Plants from Brazil, New Grenada, and Mexico ;

from Nubia and Abyssinia; from Arabia, Kourdistan, and the

Georgian Caucasus; and from various parts of Europe; whicn

have been recently consigned to W. P. for sale, at very mode-

rate prices.

RACTICAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE CULTI-
VATION AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT OK COTTAGE

ALLOTMENTS, with Plans for laying them out for five years.

Also, Hints on Keeping Pigs, on Service, &c. ; with a form of

Rules and Agreements. A Third Edition is being printed by

Messrs. Manning and Co., of Ivy-lane, Newgate-street; by

whom all orders will be supplied, which maybe sent to them

before the 1 st of January, at 30.9. per hundred copies.

I.

—

Thk Guide to Service.
Female Service.

The Maid of All-work .

The Lady's-Maid .

The Dairy-Maid
The Nursery-Maid .

The House-Maid
The Poultry-Maid .

The Laundry-Maid
The Cook ; with upwards

of 700 Receipts
Ditto, in cloth

The Nurse . . •

Male Service.

The Grcom & Coachman
Ditto, in cloth

The Ploughman, Carter,

and Labourer .

The Shepherd .

The Cowherd .

The Clerk
The Banker's Clerk
The Farm Bailiff

s. (I.

8
1

8
1

8

1

8

3
3 6

I

2
2 6

1

1

1

1 6
2 6

1 6

2.—Thk Guide to Trap*- .

The Printer . .

The Plumber, Glazier,

and Painter •

The Chemist & Druggist

The Shoemaker, Part I. •

Ditto Part II-

The Tailor
The Milliner and Dress-

maker . • *

The Joiner and Cabinet-

maker
The Carver and Gilder -

The Baker
The Miller
The Cooper
The Confectioner .

(This Number of the

Series contains a body
of Receipts important

to Families as well as

to Confectioners.)

s.

1

1

1

1

1

s

6

1

1

1

1

I

1
6

T^HE COURT CIRCULAR AND FASHIONABLE
TRADESMAN'S ADVERTISER, by the original Editor of

the Court Gazette, dedicated to the Queen and Prince Albert,

will appear on January 6th, price 6d. Orders received by Thomp-

son, News Agent, Falcon-court, Fleet-street.

rpi^E LIVERPOOL JOURNAL. — Metropolitan
1 Advertisers of all classes, desirous of ensuring extended

publicity to their announcements in the most populous and

wealthy district of England, are offered unusual advantages by

this lone-established and highly popular Newspaper,—the largest

in Liverpool, and containing, exclusive of ample details of the

ordinary occurrences of the week, a far larger amount of original

matter,— Political, Literary, and Miscellaneous,—than the rest

of the local press put together.

The greatest possible attention is devoted to all subjects con-

nected with Literature and the Arts, several of the writers in the

Journal being distinguished contributors to the highest order of

Periodicals in this country. Elaborate and dispassionate Reviews

of all New Works of the least interest are given immediately on

being issued, and in many cases before their appearance in the

ordinary course of publication. Being addressed to an educated

and intellectual class of readers, no means that experience and

ample Capital, added to valuable sources of exclusive Infor-

mation, can afford, are neglected, to render it in all respects a

Family Newspaper of the first class; and among other features

that distinguish it from its local contemporaries, is the total

exclusion of all Advertisements in the slightest degree unfitted

to meet the eye of youth of either sex.

The charge for Advertisements will be found exceedingly

moderate, especially taking into consideration the great width of

the line, and the advantageous manner in which Advertisements

are displayed in a very diminutive yet clear and distinct type.

SCALE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Nine Lines 4$. 6d. Every additional Line 3d.

This Series was undertaken with the purpose of supply 1 £ e

manifest deficiency in the books previously published toi ,

education of the industrial classes. The chief object kept rn> ^
is to prepare young persons for the choice of an occupatio ».^

(

instructing them in the peculiar duties, and, as far as requ
t

in the technical detSils of the various departments of Servi^ .

fl

Trade in which they are likely to be engaged as they advanc

life. It is, of course, not contemplated herein to teach ev
,

e

thing that should be known in a Trade, or to point out the w ^
occupat
as may fit the young for the proper discharge of their dutiefc

^

d

It

details of a Service, but to give such a general knowledge oj

ions which the mass of the people are called upontoioi ,

systematize much of the practical information which the a ^
has now, in most cases, to learn without a Guide. These vv

collectively, contain a mass of authentic and amusing ini^iucU
tion on the various departments of industry in this country, w
will be useful and interesting to all readers. Explanatory W°
outs are introduced whenever the text requires the aid oi »

illustrations.

London: Chakt.ks Knight & Co ., 22, Lnd gate-street.

rUlRISTMAS FESTIVITIES. — The gaiety thj

reigns supreme at this festive season, when f'jends
i

an

ile at th
induces -

of shining in personal attraction, and to devote a greater

^ reigns supreme at tins icsuvc ocaawn, »»..«-. .

lovers assemble at the social board, or whirl in the gjaciy ma
of the dance, induces both sexes to be more than uSU^

^

e

s

" (

^e

t

of at^ntion t^"the"toiieL "nis a^ this particular season th»

virtues and singularly happy properties °(^ho^a"xi
A

1
l
a,

1vS
/LAND'S KALYDOll; ROWLAND^

., ..LAND'S ODONIO, shine pre-emmer

in their power; while the white and swan-like neck, the rit

luxuriant tress, and the Pearly set of Teeth form^ admiral

of personal beauty, HOW i^/mm i\'m-j"u"
MACASSAR OIL, & ROWLAND'S ODONiO, shine pre-emine^

trophies of their inestimable qualities ! 'I he August PatronaR

conceded by our Gracious Queen, and the several Sovereigns o

Europe, together with the Beauties which adorn the circles o

Princely and Regal Magnificence; and the confirmation by expe-

rience of the infallible efficacy of these creative renovating

Specifics, have characterized them with perfection, and give*

them a celebrity unparalleled. . ,,.,.,
*** Ask for " Rowland's Arttdes.

All others are SPURIOUS IMITATIONS ! ! !
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the Society, and 5s. to others, (or postage free, upon receipt ot

a Post-office order, price 55. to Fellows of tlie Society, or 6s. M.
to others,)

CATALOGUE of the FRUITS CULTIVATED
-- in the GARDEN of the HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY ok
LONDON. (Third Edition.) Containing the Names, Synonyms,
Colour, Size, Form, Quality, Use, Time of Ripening, and many
other particulars concerning all the most important varieties of

hardy Fruit cultivated in this country.
Sold at the House of the Society, '21, Regent-street, and also

by Longman and Co., Paternoster-row j J. Hatchakp, Picca-

dilly; RmowAY, Piccadilly; Rivingtons, Waterloo-place; and
by the principal Booksellers in all parts of the Empire.
A few Copies of the Second Edition of this Catalogue may be

had at the reduced price of is. M. each.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1843.

MEETING FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.
Friday, Jan. 5 . . . Botanical - . 8 pm.

We are to blame for not taking an earlier oppor-

tunity of resuming the question of Timber-pruning;

and if some of our recent correspondents haveregarded

our silence as an acquiescence in the sentiments of

others, we cannot say that we have just cause for com-

plaint. We should have taken our side sooner.

Not, indeed, that we have not done so formerly

;

but it is long ago, and many have probably forgotten

by this time what the views [are that we actually

entertain upon the subject. Prune not at all

having been taken as our motto— if we were to assume

a sylvan coat of arms— all the reasoning that was con-

nected with those words has been forgotten, and the

qualifying terms, if you can help it, have been

entirely left out of view. Nevertheless, if those who

interest themselves in such considerations will do us

the favour to turn to our previous articles, and espe-

cially to pages 364 and 523 of our volume for 1842,

they will"find that what is now sometimes called " the

prune-not-at-all system" is not ours, and that there is

very little difference between us and some of those

who are now with justice regarded as great practical

authorities in Foresting. Mr. Billington, indeed, in

one place, claimed our views as his own; but, as we

then stated, they belong to neither him nor us, but

are coeval with the appearance of sound Vegetable

Physiology.

The methods employed by Dr. Thackeray and Mr.

Gavin Cree in the management of woods, being those

which have been most prominently introduced into

cur pages lately, we will now proceed to examine

them, and see how far our views are in opposition to

those experienced planters.

Dr. Thackeray's system is explained at pages 644

and 677 of this volume. From the statements there

made we collect the following that are its principal

features. Instead of attempting to cure injurious

growth by the axe and saw, he takes means toprevent

its occurrence. Instead of sending a crowd of ignorant

labourers among his woods at some particular season,

he provides a sensible tractable woodman, teaches

him his lesson, and keeps him constantly employed all

the year round. This woodman has a pruning-knife

and chisel for his only tools. Large branches are not

permitted to grow for years, only to be lopped eventu-

ally for the fire-heap or the charcoal-burner, and to

ruin timber by the huge scars they leave. But

a diligent plan of stopping and preventing is in

action every day all the year round. Finally, the

woods are M unmercifully thinned, and health, light, and

air, pervade them" By this method 500 acres of

barren mountainous land in Flintshire are covered

with trees whose vigour is attested by their growth.

In 26 years Oaks, Larch, and Ash are to be found 20

feet high. The cost of this operation is not stated
;

but supposing that the Welsh woodman is paid 50/.

a year, we have this result attained at the cost of

2*. per annum for each acre: we leave our readers to

calculate how far this outlay can be paid by the thin-

nings of the plantations.

Now it is impossible for any man who understands

foresting to doubt that a system like this is precisely

what should be adopted in all cases whatsoever. It

is this beginning at the beginning in the right way,

and an incessant perseverance in doing so, that

has produced the results which those who have seen

Dr. Thackeray's woods have so much admired. But
let us ask in what particular this Flintshire forest-

ing differs from what we have, in ignorance of the

existence of the plantations at Nerquis, constantly

advocated ?

" Prune not at all should be the maxim of a forester.

Plant thinly, thin constantly, stop carefully, and leave

the rest to Nature." These words are to be found at

p. 363, and seem to us to state briefly the whole
system observed at Nerquis, with an exception, to

which we shall presently return. But there are

some minor points connected with Dr. Thackeray's

management, as we learn from the account given

by Mr. Humphreys at p. 644. Acorns are dibbled

where they are to remain ; the advantage of this is

most particularly insisted upon at p. 523 of our

volume for 1842, in the case of both Oaks and Spanish

Chesnuts. All wounds by the pruning-knife are

made close to the main stem, and when the branches

are young; this is insisted upon at p. 115 of 1841, and

the reasons for it are there shown to be, that, if young

shoots are not removed close to the stem, the remain-

ing part dies, and the lips of the wound will not heal

till the snag has fallen off, &c. &c.

We have alluded to one point in which we do not

appear to agree with Dr. Thackeray. He is repre-

sented to be continually trimming his trees up by

removing the side branches. We, on the contrary,

have advised that the side branches should be merely

stopped, and the rest be left to Nature. Who is right?

We refer to the magnificent timber of Nature—Dr.

T. to his own trees. The question is one which can

hardly be answered conclusively in the absence of

experiments carefully instituted for the express pur-

pose of deciding the point. Possibly Dr. Thackeray

may have made such experiments; in which case,

we trust, if this should meet his eye, that he will

favour us with them. Our opinion has been founded,

in part, upon the well-known method observed in the

nurseries, of forming standard fruit-trees. When this

is to be done a single vigorous shoot is selected for

the stem of the tree, and all the others are removed.

The stem that is left grows rapidly, and produces an

abundance of laterals, a portion of which form the

branches of the head, when the growth of the tree is

completed at the end of the season. Now all the

laterals are carefully preserved during the growing

season, until a few weeks after midsummer, when

they are stopped or shortened back a little way,

so as to prevent their going on growing any longer.

In the autumn, when the leaves have fallen, these

laterals are cut off close to the stem, in order to

make it look clean ; and not till then. Experience

shows that a stout standard stem cannot be ob-

tained if the laterals are not allowed to grow.

This proves that more timber is obtained in one year

by leaving the lateral shoots on an upright vigorous

stem than by cutting them off; and if such is the case

during one year, we submit that the same thing will

go on for any number of years. In other words, if

the stem of a tree deprived of laterals produces in one

year 10 cubic inches of wood, while the same stem,

furnished with laterals, produces 12, it seems to follow

that the time which will furnish 100 cubic inches by

close pruning will furnish 120 by mere stopping. We
admit, however, that this is a doubtful point, upon

which evidence is wanted; and the following observa-

tions of a correspondent, u A.," are well worth consider-

ation in the absence of such evidence :

—

'* Although I am strongly opposed to the removal

of limbs or branches of trees of advanced growth, I

am disposed to think that a needless prejudice exists

against pruning or training of trees at an early age. I

conceive that the forest-tree, like other branches of the

vegetable kingdom, is by nature given to man, with the

view that he should by his skill and industry direct and

modify its growth to suit the various purposes for which

he may design it—whether as a stately ornament of the

pleasure-ground with branches extended to the turf, or

for the purpose of supplying the dock-yard with a trunk

of great length and girth. We are doubtless indebted to

nature, unassisted by artificial pruning, for many of the

finest timber-trees that have been supplied to our navy

—

but these trees are pruned by nature, being produced in

woods, so close, that for want of sufficient air the lower

branches die and gradually disappear. From this circum-

stance the stems grow to a great height and produce

good timber. Young as these branches may be when they

die, they must necessarily remain some years in a decayed

state before they fall off close to the bole ; and during

this time, as the trunk advances in thickness, so must they

be inclosed in the living stem, and even form dead knots

until the bark becomes united and a continuous layer of

young wood is formed under it. But if by artificial means

the young branches were cut off at once close to the stem,

the bark would unite without delay, the wound would heal,

and in a short time it would require close investigation to

detect the trifling blemish that might remain. If we take

a small fruit-tree we are enabled to produce, at our will,

either a standard with an erect stem, or a wall-tree with

pliant branches, capable of being trained as our fancy may
direct. So, likewise, I am persuaded, may we with equal

facility and advantage regulate the growth of young forest-

trees. If left to nature, under favourable circumstances,

many trees, I admit, might become valuable timber; but

due attention to pruning at an early period, taking care to

remove those shoots that are prejudicial, and to encourage

those that are useful, will hasten the growth of the tree;

and attention should be directed towards forming a per-

manent head as early as possible, at [such height as may

be most advantageous. In this way a beautiful set of

tillars (?) may be reared, which, almost without exception,

will in due time become fine timber trees. As to the ob-

jection frequently raised against pruning—that by reducing

the quantity of leaves on a young tree we deprive it, as

it were, of its lungs, and thereby check its growth—expe-

rience teaches that this is not true. The young plant is

endowed with vigorous vital power, and the partial re-

moval cf its branches tends to promote even more

luxuriant growth, and the trifling deprivation it has sus-

tained is quickly more than compensated by an increased

energy."

In concluding these remarks, we take the oppor-

tunity of setting ourselves right with a correspondent*
who reproaches us with putting our imprimatur to a
letter signed " Quercus" at p. 677. Our words " We
quite agree" applied merely to the assertion that " we
cannot walk or ride in any direction without being
annoyed at seeing crowded or mangled plantations"

—

a fact about which there surely cannot be two opinions.

At the same time we are bound to add that there was
no reason why we should have disagreed with the
sentiments expressed in the remainder of the letter of
" Quercus," written at a time when the management
of the Nerquis plantations had only been described by-

Mr. Humphreys, and not in the later and much clearer

statement of " p. <r. A."

On another occasion we shall examine the principles

upon which Mr. Gavin Cree's system of foresting is

founded.

On several occasions we have endeavoured to show
that the principal, if not the only, cause of the disease

in Grapes called "shanking" is to be traced to the
border in which the Vines are growing. A better
proof of the correctness of this view than is afforded by
the following letter could hardly be desired. It relates

to a case where Vines, which, prior to the hard winter
of 1837-8, had been quite healthy, began to produce
shanked Grapes after that season. We conjectured
that all the surface-roots had been killed, and that the
others had found their way into a cold wet subsoil
Our advice, therefore, was to take up the Vines care
fully, drain the border, and replant them with the
roots near the surface. The account which Mr. Wat-
son here gives of the result of this experiment is

highly interesting.
li The Vines that were replanted here in 1841 have been

a complete triumph— so evident is the necessity of placing
the roots near the surface. The fruit produced by those
Vines on the new border were quite cltar from any symp-
toms of shanking ; the Hamburghs were of a jet black,
with a blue violet bloom on them ; the White Frontig-
nans were of a fine amber colour ; the White Sweetwater
was also very fine— while those Vines in the old border,
under precisely the same treatment, had, as usual, the
bunches shanked. As we only renewed rather more than
one half of the border, with an intention of renewing
the other when the first was in full bearing ; the whole of
the Vines were in the same house, and subject to the same
treatment. The Grapes from the replanted Vines were
perfect, no doubt from the roots being placed within the
influence of solar heat, and in a border thoroughly drained.
Grapes may shank from various causes, yet no doubt
exists with me that the coldness of the soil is the great
evil—as is proved in a Vinery in this neighbourhood, with
a well-prepared border no more than 3 feet deep, when the
whole of the Grapes shanked. The surface of the border
was most injudiciously planted with Salvias, Fuchsias,
Verbenas, &c, and thus a complete shade was produced-
the soil was unable to absorb as much heat from
the sun as it otherwise would have done ; a great quantity
of rain fell just at the time when the berries were changing
oolour,which would stillfurther lower the amount of warmth
in the soil ; and thus the absorbent points of the roots were
rendered inactive, and were in a much colder medium than
the leaves and branches. What proves this to be true is,

that no plants were ever on the border before, nor were the
Grapes ever before this year shanked."

We most particularly recommend these facts to the
consideration of those who would refer u shanking" to

other causes than can be found in the border.

EARLY RIPENING OF GRAPES ON OPEN
WALLS.

In this the northern part of Worcestershire, where the
ripening of Agricultural and Horticultural produce is from
a week to a fortnight later than in some of the warmer
parts of the same country, Grapes are frequently de-
stroyed by early autumnal frosts before they arrive at

maturity. To remedy disappointment from such cause,

some cultivators of the Vine, years ago, inclosed the
bunches of fruit singly in glass-tubes ; others trained their

Vines horizontally near the earth, and placed hand-glasses

over them. Some persons have also entirely inclosed their

Vines on the walls with glazed frames. Of these several

practices we have had no experience ; but, doubtless, each
one will afford some advantage in respect to the more
early maturation of the fruit.

As I prefer the long-rod system of training, so ably
advocated by Mr. Hoare, by which the crop of fruit is con-
centrated into a comparatively small compass, it occurred
to me that if the fruiting branches only were inclosed in
small glazed frames, the fruit would have the assistance of
stimulated foliage, whilst those parts of the tree which
were being trained preparatory to their bearing next year'g

crop would not be interfered with. Having a Vine five

years old, which was prepared for bearing fruit the first

time, and that on three short perpendicular branches I
inclosed the centre one in a small glazed frame, only two
feet nine inches long, by thirteen inches wide, with single

panes of glass seven inches wide on each side, meeting at

a common roof. The fruiting-bunches being developed,

the laterals bearing them were shortened above the
bunches, and the frame fixed over the whole branch,

against the wall. This was done on the 22d of May. Of
course the inequalities of a brick-wall did not admit of
the frame fitting very closely to it ; nor did I think it

desirable that it should do so. I would here mention that

I think it would have been advantageous to the expert-
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ment, had the glazed case been applied three weeks, or

even a month earlier. I have at all times kept a thermo-

meter within the cose, and another near to it out of the

case, and registered their differences at various periods of
j

the day and night, in order to draw some general conclu-

sions from the effects of the glazed frame. The results

rather surprised me. It would, however, be useless to

detail every particular; to show the effects of the experi-

ment in a practical rather than a philosophical view, it

will be sufficient to state the main points.

The temperature within the case was at all times

higher than the open atmosphere, bat their difference

varied greatly according to circumstances. When the

sun's rays were powerful, and fell directly on the glass,

the thermometer within the case ranged from twenty

to twenty-five degrees above the one which was exposed.

In the night, when calm, they fell to within one or two

degrees of the same point. These form the extremes ©I

variation ; and of course the approximation of the two

thermometers, either to their greater or less difference,

was always in favour of the protected branch of the Vine ;

inasmuch as the atmosphere within the case, when warm,

PLAN OF A MELON PIT.
r Tins pit (contrived by Mr. T. Berry, gardener to the :

Right Hon. C. S. Lefevre) which is usually known as
j

the ileckfield pit, differs from the common pigeon-hole
j

pit in having, instead of that contrivance, a warm air

chamber or close flue, which commences at the founda-

tion and is continued all round the pit to the height

cooled more slowly—and when cool, heated more rapidly,

than the open air. When I have named one other cir-

cumstance, the principal influences of the glazed frame

will he clearly appreciated. When sudden cool winds

blew for a few minutes in a warm day, and quickly lowered

the temperature of the open air several degrees, the air in

the case would scarcely be influenced. Ten to fifteen

degrees in warm weather was a very common difference

of the thermometer during the day.

I will now mention the progress of the Grapes to matu-

rity. The case was put over the branch on the 22d of May.

On the 28th of June, the flowers first opened in the case
;

those without the case, on the 5th of July. On the 20th

of July, the berries in the case were well set, and as large

as peppercorns ; without the case, the flowers had mostly

fallen, and the young fruit also was rapidly falling off from

cold nights. At this time the advantage of the protection

was most evident—the most perfect exposed bunch was

left with only eight berries on it, and some with only one.

On the 5th of September, the first change of colour of the

protected fruit occurred. The same effect did not take

place with that out of the case till three weeks afterwards

Ground Lezel

of three feet—the depth of the pit below the ground level.

In carrying up this flue, a cross brick is occasionally laid

in to give stability to the wall. The back and end flues

are covered in with a course of brick on bed laid across,

which projects one inch beyond the other brickwork on

the outside ; this projection not only gives a neat finish

as a surface line, but serves as a rest for the boarding

which conceals the lining. The front

flue is covered by one brick laid across

and also lengthwise alternately, on the

outside course ; thus, an opening is left

between each cross brick for the ingress

and egress of air from the cavity of the

flue, 'in order that the air may take an

inward direction, and also to prevent

rubbish from falling into the flue, nar-

row pieces of slate are fixed in the joint

—the 26th of September, at which time the fruit within

the case was tolerably well ripened. Had the glass case

been applied three or four weeks earlier in the spring, it

is reasonable to believe that its use would have forwarded

the ripening a month at the least. In the Pre!f
n
.J

instance it seems to decide not only whether Grapes shall

be ripened or not ripened in cold districts of England,

but also whether any or none shall be produced ;
for, m

this instance, nearly all the berries fell from the exposed

bunches whilst flowering. As I am anxious that the

method of securing this advantage should be clearly

understood, 1 send the case, with the branch of the

Vine and its fruit as it grew, and specimens of the fruit

from the exposed wall. I exhibit it only to show the ad-

vantage of the protection I have adopted, and winch may,

I believe, enable the inhabitants of the north of England

and Scotland to raise for themselves fine Grapes without

artificial heat.—/?. Maund, Bromsgrove. [This was exhi-

bited to the Horticultural Society on the 3d of October,

and was described in our report of the proceedings or

that day.]

above the cross bricks. In the back flue and under the

centre of each light, an opening about a foot long is lel&i

upon which the ventilation passage, in the shape of a thin,

box, is formed by the back wall and two pieces of slate,

placed in such a manner as to discharge the warm ai

towards the plants, at the distance of six inches below the

glass. Below each rafter a nine-inch duct (a a) is sunt

in the floor, which communicates with the bottom of the

cavity both in the front and back flues, so that a current

of air from the ducts supplies the place of the warm air

which makes its escape to the surface amongst the plants.

This pit, which is simple in construction, and safe ana

convenient in the application of top and bottom heat, a

the same time, and from the same materials, still con-

tinues to give great satisfaction in the culture of Cucum*

bers, Melons, and young Pine plants.—Proceedings of W
Horticultural Society, No. XX.

^
ioA
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AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. LI.

In a note on the " One Shift System " of potting

plants, in the "Gardeners' Magazine" for November,

Mc Barnes, of Bicton, the writer of it, has offered some
remarks on an article of mine at p. 135, and also on those

persons who have exhibited plants grown on that system,

which if left unnoticed might lead to some misapprehen-

sion respecting its merits. Mr. B. says, " This system was
no sooner made known than plants were exhibited and
said to be grown upon it, although to any experienced

man the plants were well known to have been growing for

years previously on the old system." This is a bold asser-

tion, and one which, as far I am, or those with whom I

am connected, are concerned, is altogether a mistake.

Plants grown on this system were exhibited before the

Horticultural Society long before my article was written
;

j

but it was not until after it had appeared that any were

exhibited as the result of that system of management. If

Mr. B. imagines this system to be only a wild theory, he

is mistaken, for there have been many fine specimens

grown upon it for years past ; and if he has still any

doubts respecting it, he may have them in a great measure

removed by calling upon Mr. Glendinning, at the Chiswick

Nursery, who will show him some excellent specimens,

principally hard-wooded plants, that have been produced
since February last. In this there can be no deception,

as plants that were bought in at from 17s. to 18$. per

dozen are now worth that money per plant. Similar

results have been achieved in other nurseries, where the

system has been properly understood and carried out*

Mr. B., however, thinks that but " little merit is due

to the system/' as he hears " on good authority that
j

many valuable plants have been lost through going to

the extreme with the one-shift." Did Mr, B. never hear of

valuable plants being ruined and lost under the old system

of management? I anticipated that many plants would

be lost; but delicate plants have been and will be lost

under all systems of management.

Again, Mr. B. says, "notwithstanding it is said to be

a more natural treatment for plants, I am at present of a

different opinion." Will Mr. B. favour us with his

reasons for so thinking ; he will have some difficulty in

doing this without contradicting a considerable part of

what he has written in the " Gardener's Magazine." I

myself cannot agree with the principle inculcated at p. 693

by Mr. Wood, that '* plants the most difficult to rear

should be removed at once from the cutting or seed-pot

to the largest-sized pot in which they are to be exhibited

as specimens;" because on the very same principle that I

would put a plant in poor sandy soil to induce a profuse

development of roots, so would I have a plant thoroughly

established in a small pot before I removed it to a large

one. So far as my experience enables me to judge, I

should lay this down as a first principle, more especially

with very delicate plants ; indeed, the principal secret—if

there is now any secret in the matter—is to have the plants

well rooted and to remove them to the large pot just at

the time the young roots are breaking away in the early

part of the year.

Whatever injury the one-shift system may have done

where it has not been properly carried out, there can b

doubt that it has effected considerable good, for there ne

was such a general movement in the direction of specu

plant growing as there has been during the present y
<

I potted a number of plants in the spring for an amai

gentleman, and on inquiring a short time back how i
>

had progressed, he said he did not like the system,

his objection was a novel one, viz., " that the plants g

so very rapidly that they required more time to reg«
^

and keep them in order, and also more room, thai]

Amateur could conveniently devote to them. W»

Ayres, Brooklands.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Peat, or -Heath-Mould.—In a late Number of tli«

Gardeners' Chronicle, at p. 839, in answer to a coi

respondent, Mr. Wood states that the peat used for
f«JJ

"is not in any respect the kind of peat to Which he «

!

occasionally adverted;" namely, the kind used in t»

I
cultivation of Heaths, &c. I beg leave to observe that

entertain the same opinion respecting it. But Mr. "
'

afterwards says that the latter kind " w the same as «>«

first-named after a much higher stale of fermentation an*

decomposition," and goes on to show that the only dit

ference between them in point of quality lies in the ope

being more decomposed than the other, and accounts ft*

this difference by saying that one has been exposed W

heat, air, and moisture, while the other has been exclude^

from the decomposing power of such agencies. Now, by

comparing these assertions with those that follow, it clearly

*

^
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appears that Mr. W. imagines that one soil is not of the

same quality as the other, only because it is not decom-

posed ; and I think that the one is not decomposed, only

because it is not of the same quality as that which is.

If Mr. Wood was to examine an alluvial stratum of the

peat fit for burning in this country, he would find that it

is composed chiefly of moss, and therefore very strongly

impregnated with tannin; then let him, by exposing a

part of it to atmospheric and solar influences, reduce it to

a mechanical texture fit for the purposes of potting plants,

and I have no doubt that, instead of finding it as he

asserts, in quality like heath-mould, he would find it very

nearly, if not exactly, like rotten tanners' bark ;
whereas, if

a portion of the peat from Wimbledon-common is sub-

jected to careful analysis, it will be found to contain the

ultimate products of various and distinct tribes of plants,

all of which are there, as the result of that transcendent

"wisdom, exemplified in the progressive economy of nature.

"While the tannin of the Moss has rendered antiseptic

the lifeless structures of other plants, and thereby secured

a mass of matter containing the primary elements of other

and higher tribes which would follow, the Fern has gone

far and deep into the substratum and extracted alkalies

therefrom ; these it imparts to the soil by the annual loss

of its leaves, and thus the potash becomes incorporated

with the vegetable fibre. This potash is not only essential

to the very existence of succeeding tribes as a component

part of their structure, but it is the agent by which the

dead matter is enabled to absorb oxygen from the atmo-

sphere, to decompose the nutritious properties it contains,

to be reorganised in the system of the living plants. When
^ve reflect that this process of decomposition and re-

composition has been going on during the thousands of

years that have elapsed since a little Moss began to fillup

the interstices of a stratum of loose sandy gravel, lying

upon the sterile bed of London clay, until we find in the

same spot a large mass of earth so fertile that there is

scarcely a known shrub that would not luxuriate in it

:

with such facts as these before our eyes—to say nothing

of practical experience—I think I shall not be alone in

pleading guilty to the charge of scepticism, when we are

told that this soil, which probably contains a greater

variety of organic and inorganic substances than is to be

found in any other, is in quality the same as that which is

composed almost entirely of Moss, only not inform. And
I hope Mr. Wood will pardon me for saying that I think,

until our conceptions are clearer in relation to the manner

in which a plant is enabled to educe its aliment from the

reciprocal action of those elements around its absorbing

organs, the application of his mixture of woody fibre, leaf-

mould, charcoal, and night-soil, as a substitute for heath-

mould, will be a very doubtful experiment, to say the

best of it.

—

IV. Sherwood, Stamford-hill.

Coverings for Frames.—The remarks in the leading

article, p. 81!), of the Chronicle, respecting materials for

covering frames, &c, have induced me to direct attention

to a note on the subject at page 301, from a correspondent

who signs himself "Devoniensis." At the time when

that communication appeared I was fitting up a light

movable covering for shading some Orchidaceous plants,

and was at a loss to know what sort of composition I

should apply to it, besides a coating of linseed-oil, that

would exclude as little light as possible, and at the same

time render it pliant and impervious to water. No
sooner had I read the directions given by " Devoniensis,"

in the note above referred to, for making a waterproof

composition, than I determined on giving them a trial. I

accordingly procured the materials he recommends in addi-

tion to linseed-oil, namely, sugar of lead and white resin;

and prepared such a quantity as I thought would be suffi-

cient for my purpose,—using the same proportions of each

as specified by " Devoniensis," viz., three pints of old pale

linseed-oil, one ounce of sugar of lead, and four ounces

of white resin. The sugar of lead was ground with a

small quantity of the oil, and added to the remainder.

The resin was then put in, and the whole mixed up toge-

ther. Afterwards it was poured into a large iron pot,

placed over a gentle fire, and stirred until the mixture

appeared to be thoroughly incorporated. The covering—

a cheap thin calico—was now stretched out, and tacked

to the floor of a loft, and the composition, while warm,

carefully laid over it with a large brush, such as is gene-

rally used for tarring with. On the following day it was

attached to a roller and fitted in its place, and has ever

since given me the greatest satisfaction. Being perfectly

transparent, it admits an abundance of clear mellow light,

effectually excludes the scorching rays of the sun, and

affords an agreeable shade to the plants. I intend pre-

paring a similar sort of covering for my Melon frames

next summer. Perhaps the composition may be inferior

to that of Mr. Whitney, with which I am perfectly un-

acquainted ; but as it answers the same purpose, and is

prepared with very little trouble or expense, I am in-

clined to think this notice of it may be useful to the

Amateur and others who have a desire to prepare such

coverings, either for shade or as a substitute for glass.

—

M. E. H.
Digging Shrubberies.—We have received three more

letters on the subject of Digging Shrubberies, and we
now state that we cannot insert further communications

on this subject unless they contain something new. It is

probable we may advert to it ourselves on a future

occasion. "J. H." states that he entirely agrees

with what Mr. Ay res has advanced in the Amateur's

Garden, No. 46, and calls attention to the state of shrub-

beries at Elm-grove, Roehampton, which have not been

dug for four years past. The shrubs there, " J. H.M

says, are in a flourishing condition, and, extending

over the turf, their long branches covered with dark green

foliage have an interesting effect. By having the borders

turved, he says farther, that the shrubs do not require

watering in dry summer weather. This is an advantage,

as it saves labour at a busy time of the year, besides

saving that of digging among them in winter. At this

place, he says, are Portugal Laurels, 16 feet high and 90

feet in circumference, that have never had their roots

interfered with since they were planted. A second cor-

respondent, " J. C.,
,J

is of a different opinion, and says

that, although he does not altogether condemn the remarks

made by Mr. Ayres, yet they are not applicable to many

situations. In most places, he says, of any note, a shrub-

bery skirts the lawn near the house ;
and in such a situa-

tion what can be more desirable than to have a border

planted with a collection of spring flowers, in order that

they may display their gay colours at an early season,

when few blossoms appear? This should be bounded by

an edging, not less than 18 inches or 2 feet wide and half

an inch deep, on both sides. Such an arrangement ^he

considers in unison with the flower-garden and lawn. The

same correspondent maintains that, where a regular

system of shallow digging has been performed for years,

it is not at all injurious, but, on the contrary, beneficial,

especially in heavy soils, and considers the arboretum

or park the only suitable place to put in practice Mr.

Ayres' ideas, where turving would be in conformity

with the situation. A third correspondent, " M. K.,

writes as follows :— It appears to me that some of Mr.

Ayres' remarks apply with more propriety to an arbore-

tum than to a shrubbery : a shrubbery, whether intended

for ornament or utilitv, or both, should be planted so that

in a short time the branches and foliage of the shrubs

would hide the greater part of the ground. The object

is not the rearing of single specimens of a beautiful form,

but the production of a picturesque and harmonious whole.

If single plants are required, lawns and arboretums are the

places to produce them. The production of a "smooth

velvetty turf" in shrubberies is absolutely impossible, as

every gardener knows that grass growing under and near

shrubs is always scanty, and that more time and labour is

required for mowing and sweeping such a place than

would suffice for three times the extent of a lawn. The

shrubs are also very liable to accidents from the scythes,

&c. Every load of leaves or grass taken from a shrubbery

diminishes the fertility of the soil, and, consequently,

lessens the power of the plants to grow vigorously
;
and

as the surface is frequently trodden over, the soil becomes

hard and tenacious, the free circulation of moisture and

atmospheric air through it is impeded, and the power of

the roots to penetrate it is also lessened. Shrubberies in

a natural state are manured by their own decaying leaves

and branches ; and as the soil is seldom trodden, it is

always kept porous and friable by the roots ramifying

through it : in fact, a state of nature is decidedly prefer-

able to the mode of turving the surface, if we regard only

the health of the shrubs. The practice of planting Herba-

ceous and annual plants in the fronts of shrubberies is a

paltry and very objectionable one, and can only be tolerated

in places of very limited extent, as there are plenty of dwarf

shrubs which would appear far more tasteful and appro-

priate. The old practice of digging is a cheaper way of

managing a shrubbery than that recommended by Mr.

Ayres; and plants will grow more luxuriantly when

manured by their own leaves, &c, in a loose and friable

soil, than in a hard and stiff one which is constantly

drained of its fertility in the way I have mentioned.

Colours of Carnations.—In some varieties the colours

are much firmer than in others. Can any reason be

assigned for it? Two scarlet Bizarrcs, Hepworth's Leader

and Hoyles' Duke of Leeds, standing side by side, pre-

sented a marked difference after the frost; the first had

become a dull red or brick colour, whilst the second was

uninjured. I am inclined to think that Duke of Leeds

has the finest scarlet, combining brilliance with depth, of

any Carnation. Twitchett's Don John, as we see it here,

looks heavy in the scarlet, and wants that orange shade

which gives life. Walmsley's William IV. has a fine

Bizarre colour, and this gives the scarlet a value which,

when examined separately, it does not possess, being

somewhat weak. In Gameboy the white appears very-

good ; the scarlet is not so strong as it seems at first

sight, but the white assists it. The sun is trying to Rose

Flakes, but not so much as to the Scarlet Flakes and

Bizarres, which it perhaps heightens in colour.— O.

Chrysanthemums.—Am&tcurs are not generally aware

of the beauty which may be displayed, even at this late

season of the year, by a liberal introduction of good

Chrysanthemums into their Flower-Gardens. The beds

here have been brilliant for the last five weeks by their

aid alone ;
and some late sorts, which are at the same

time of the best, are still in great beauty and perfection :

of these latter, Casimir-a large crimson flower and a

free bloomer—is the best, and as handsome (with a deli-

cate aromatic smell) as any flower which the Garden pro-

duces. I will mention a few more purchased last year,

which have bloomed both in pots and in the open ground

in perfection :—Campestroni, a good form and crimson,

but showing a broad disc ; Beauty, a late flower, of a deli-

cate lavender, still in bloom ; Marshal Augereau, a flat

full flower of peculiar growth, a good straw colour

;

Achmet Bey, a fine maroon, tipped with white; Celestial,

a fine full white; Formosum, a very fine white ;
Golden

Lotus, an old and very handsome yellow ;
Pulcherrimum,

a very fine lilac; Sulphureum, &c. The red flowers are

in o-eneral dull, such as Theresa, Sanguineum, Due de

Colignac, &c.

—

A Subscriber, Exeter.

Prince Albert Pea.—It would appear that in some

situations this Pea is no earlier than some of the older

varieties. Here the Prince Albert and the New^ Early

May were sown on the 28th of January, side by side, on

a south border, so as their merits might be equally tested j

— a dish was gathered from the Prince Albert on the
18th of June, while the Early May was not fit for table

until the 25th of the same month ; thus giving a differ-

ence of seven days in favour of the former.— G. G. JValson.
Cucumbers.—In the report of the Horticultural So-

ciety's Meeting at Regent-street, on the 5th Dec, there

is a notice of a brace of Cucumbers exhibited by Mr.
Stewart, of Stradsett Park, and it is stated that, though
both the same variety, they had a very different appear-
ance—one being prickly, and the other nearly smooth

;

and the inference drawn is that the manure used was the
cause of the difference. Now, if I recollect right, it was
the plant that had be<rn manured with nitrate of soda
that produced the smooth fruit, and if so, surely there

must have been some mistake, and the smoothness attri-

buted to a wrong cause. On March the 7th, as will be
seen by a reference to page 158, Mr. S. exhibited before

the Society a leash of fruit of the same kind (Ringleader),

which had been watered with a solution of nitrate of soda
—in the proportion of 10 ounces to 3 gallons of water,

and I perfectly recollect the fruit on that occasion were
not smooth ; but, on the contrary, were beautifully

spined. From those (acts, I conclude Mr.*, is labouring
under a mistake

; and I suspect the real cause of the
difference in the appearance of the fruit was the sporting

of the variety, and not the manure used ; at an/ rate,

there is a contradiction in the statements which requires
some explanation before I can believe manure was the
cause of the great difference in the appearance of the fruit.

Let Mr. S. take a cutting from the smooth kind, and
treat it as he docs his prickly ones, and then if the fruit it

produces becomes prickly, I will believe that manure caused
the difference.— Veritas.

Orange Trees— In the Calendar lately Mr. Beaton
asked lor an article on the management of Orange tree^,

and as their culture is daily becoming of more interest.

I trust some of your correspondents will offer a few
remarks on this subject.— A Subscriber, Southampton.

Preserving Strawberry Plants for Forcing.— Mr.
Beaton asks, in a late Number of the Chronicle, for an
account of the best means of keeping Strawberry plants
during winter. The plan I practise is very simple. I lay
a row of pots down on their sides on the border of a north
wall. I then put some mould to the bottom of the pots,
and also over the whole of the pot as far as the rim :

when this is done I put another row of pots on the top of
these, and cover again in the same manner, and so on for
four or five rows. Then I beat the mould on the bottom
of the pots, and also that on the top of the last row, firmly
with the spade, in order that rain may run off. In this
way I proceed until the lot is finished : in frosty weather
I cover the whole with fern or straw. This is a better
way, in my opinion, than leaving them exposed to raia
and severe frosts. If acceptable to you, 1 will at a future
period let you know my plan of forcing them.— The
Knave of Spades. [We shall be glad to receive this.]

Planting Shrubs.— I beg to offer a few remarks re-

specting a method which 1 have proved to be advanta-
geous in planting shrubs under or near ornamental and
"Forest-trees. Instead of digging holes, as is the common
practice, I take as much soil as may be required to the
spot I intend to plant; I then place the shrubs on the
surface of the ground without disturbing it, and cover
ov er their roots with this soil. By this method 1 find

shrubs to succeed well, and it obviates the labour of dig-

ging holes or pits among the roots of trees. The principal

advantage gained by this, however, is, that the newly-

planted shrubs establish themselves before the rfeots of
the trees deprive the fresh soil of the nourishment that

the shrubs require; and when once they are established,

there is no great danger of their success. I have found
the above method preferable to trenching near large grow-
ing trees.—C H. N.
Butch Clover.—As " R." has appealed pointedly to

raie respecting the causes which have produced the con-

siderable accession of Dutch Clover which has been
observed in Australia, I will reply to him in the best way
that I can. I am inclined to think that the increased

produce of this valuable pasturage has rather been coin-

cident than correlative to the introduction of Honey-bees
to the colony, and that it has arisen from some improve-
ment in the culture of the land, as a change of culture is

very well known to be capable of producing such an effect.

Dress a pasture-field with soap-maker's waste, or with a

compost well imbued with lime, or with lime alone, and
you will insure a crop of Dutch Clover where it had
never appeared, or but scantily appeared, before. Some
physiologists attribute this consequence to your placing

the land in a favourable state for the growth of Clover,

the seeds of which had lain dormant in the ground, aud
only awaited the revivifying influence referred to to cause

those seeds to germinate. Others, again, regard it as a

parallel instance to that which has been afforded by the

celebrated Mr. Cross, who by means of electricity hits

caused the birth of insects previously unknown, and both

these phenomena have been viewed by the latter physio-

logists as militating against the doctrine of "Omnia ab

ova/' It is a knotty point which I shall not presume to

decide ; but I hope the remarks I have made will call

forth others from some of your intelligent correspondents.
—E. Bevan, Esgair Evan, NewtoWn, Montgomeryshire

Pine-Apples.— \ planted out several pits of Pines with-

out pots in June last, and it is astonishing the progress

they have since made. I am to satisfied with the excel-

lence of the plan, that I intend planting out all our Pines

in spring in the same way.— C. Eiving, L>< dorgan Halt:

Pine-apples.—-I do not consider that it requires three

years to bring a Queen or Montserrat Pine to 5 or Gibs,

weight, which, according to Mr. Pope's calculation at p.

\ 861, is the case with the large ones lately mentioned in
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the Chronicle, nor do I think that many of the plants

producing these were six feet in height, as I have seen

most of them myself. I have cut a considerable quantity

of Montserrats within the last two months, and many of

them exceeded 6lbs. ; two exceeded 6flbs«, and the majo-

rity of them weighed from 5 to 61bs. I have, at the

present time, above twenty ripe and ripening. Some of

these will fall short of 41bs., but this is not to be found

fault with at Christmas ; the whole of the plants produc-

ing fruit since October are from 18 to 22 months from

the suckers ; of course the suckers were good strong ones,

which ought always to be the case ; all undersized ones I

throw away. Now, instead of the plants being six feet

high, the longest leaf of these did not exceed four feet ;

but averaged about three and a-half feet, and were short

and broad, and very stiff. Many of my neighbours can

bear testimony to the correctness of these statements. I

do not [find the Montserrat to be a particularly slow

grower ; it certainly is no longer in perfecting its fruit

than the Queen, but it is quite as easy to fruit, and with-

out any check will grow quite as rapidly as it.

—

S. Barnes,

Apley Park, Bridgenorth.

Pine-apples.—In reply to a " Practical Gardener"

who requests that the collective weights of fruits each

writer has cut within a given period of not less than

three years should be given, I beg to state that if he will

refer to p. 861, he will there find the collective weights of

fruits cut during the last three years at Thornfield, to-

gether with the dimensions of the retaining wall of the

bark-beds in the fruiting-pits ; and I beg further to inform

him that succession and nursing plants are all grown in

one house under the Vines. The bark-bed in this

house is 23 feet long and but 7 broad ; and moreover no

importation of plants has taken place here for ten years

back ; on the contrary, I have parted with 60 fruiting

plants within the last sixteen months. I have entirely

dispensed with succession plants in the culture of Pines,

and my plants promise to do as well as ever they have

done. With regard to expenses: about 12 tons of coals

are consumed for fire-heat ; this costs about 5/., and one

cart-load of bark is used for plunging the plants in ; this

costs about 8s., making in all 5/. 85. ; hot water is used

for obtaining bottom-heat, of which a full description will

be given in my forthcoming Treatise, with suggestions

and improvements. I may state that my Cucumbers are

also grown in the same pits.

—

Joseph Hamilton, Thorn-

field, Stockport.

Holly Stealing.—A Correspondent tells us that this

offence increases annually with the size of the metropolis.

Cart-loads of beautiful evergreens are to be seen enter-

ing the principal thoroughfares in the middle of the night,

and yet no notice is taken of the stolen property by the

police. If a churchwarden or overseer loses his duck or

his pig, the robbery is advertised and the thief generally

punished ; but if a gentleman's grounds are damaged
by his evergreens being mutilated and carried away,

the thief is encouraged by the persons holding these

offices in the metropolitan parishes purchasing the stolen

property to perpetuate an old custom, besides throw-

ing away the money which ought to be applied to

the relief of the poor. Our correspondent tells us
that even to the extent of 30 miles from London gen-

tlemen are put to the annual expense of stripping their

bushes of berries, besides the annoyance of lessening

their beauty for the remainder of the season. All this

might be obviated by a better understanding between

the rural and metropolitan police.

Pruning Forest Trees.-—In a late Number, there is no
fewer than three Correspondents taking me to task about

pruning Forest Trees. In reply to " E. A. C./' the first

of these, I beg to repeat that my arguments hitherto, if they

deserve the name, have all hinged on the mutual action

and reaction (or if you please reciprocity) between root

and branches, and that the production of timber of best

quality in the shortest time is the object in view. I beg

to inform " E. A. C." that his distinction between

"wood" and u timber/' is more fanciful than real ; a tree

will never make "timber" if it do not make "wood,"
but will make both faster without pruning than with it

;

and as to the instance he adduces of Pollards, what he
takes for granted is just the reverse of fact. There is now
within a mile of where I write, an extensive common
with hundreds of Pollard Oaks that have been beheaded
a great many times—the last time upwards of 40 years

since, as the practice has so long been prohibited. These
have fine bushy, and many of them large heads, but yet

there is scarcely one among them more than sufficient

in size to square into a gate-post. Next comes
a correspondent from the " Mountains of Wicklow,"
who wishes to balance the account between me and
41 Pro Bono Publico " in regard to Dr. Thackeray's
plantations at Nerquis. Now I have said before, I quite

believe all that is reported of Dr. T.'s plantations, and
am not aware that I should object much to the practice

of'Dr. T.'s forester as described by a former corre-

spondent in the Chronicle, but I opine that results are

attributed to " pruning" in this case which more properly

belong to other causes. u Consule Planco " calls on me to

go to Nerquis and see the result ; this I would gladly do
were it convenient—indeed nothing would please me
more. I beg to tell all the eulogists of the Nerquis, and
all other systems of pruning, that in my younger days

I had the management of plantations, which were pruned
& /a"Pontey," and yet these plantations grew with great

vigour. The soil was a strong marly red loam, and was
trenched two spades deep, yet to attribute the vigour of

these same plantations to the pruning, and place it in

favour of " Pontey's " system would be at once an in-

justice and an absurdity. If any who may be induced to

copy Dr. Thackeray's example would first inform them-

selves of the true principles that accelerate the growth of 1

timber in trees, I should have little fear of their counter-

acting it by continuing an injurious system of muti-

lation, vulgarly called pruning, beyond the period of

youth. Much as I disapprove of "Pontey's" recom-

mendations, many of his professed followers committed

sad havoc in carrying them out in a mistaken manner, and

practices which Dr. Thackeray himself would condemn
might happen to ensue in attempting to imitate his

system. Next comes Mr. Billington, and I am glad

to find that our difference, if difference there be, is

more about words than things ; he says he finds

"'Quercus' still adheres to reciprocity between roots

and branches :" now nobody knows better than Mr.

Billington that trees still adhere to this, whether
" Quercus" do or not; and Mr. B. himself adheres to it

also, for he subsequently observes—"The system of train-

ing forest-trees that I have found out and practised

increases the number of branches on a tree, consequently

the increase of timber in the stem, and, I presume, the

reciprocity between roots and branches." Now here we
are as nearly agreed as need be. Although I am quite un-

informed on Mr. B.'s system of training, I have a shrewd

guess it is near akin to that described and practised by

Dr. Thackeray's forester—such as displacing a bud likely

to make a wrong shoot, or removing a rival in a young state,

or shortening in a limb likely to overshoot his proportions,

&c. To all such operations I am decidedly friendly,

therefore it is unfair to represent me as opposed to all care

about woods and plantations, merely because I disapprove

of systems of pruning by which their growth is retarded

and their quality deteriorated. I beg to assure all my
opponents that I wish every care to be taken of woods and

plantations, to promote their growth and beauty; assured,

as " Consule Planco" says, " the subject is one of deep

and permanent interest to the public." Mr. Billington

justly observes there is still a chaos of
_

opinions on this

subject ; the very terms we use in writing about it may
produce different ideas in different men's minds, and

therefore there is some little discretionary latitude to be

allowed in the use of words and phrases—as there may be

in the management of a young tree, according to the cir-

cumstances in which it is placed, its kind, and con-

comitant relationships. Consequently, every man who
has the management of woods, &c, should possess know-

ledge enough to act discreetly with varying subjects under

ever-varying circumstances, but never to violate or coun-

teract Nature. Let this answer Mr. B.'s interrogatory

—

" how young ?" Finally, let me recommend all my critics

and opponents to procure and study a pamphlet recently

published on Arboriculture, read before a scientific

society in the West Riding of Yorkshire, and noticed in the

Chronicle,?. 696, by J. Hamerton, Esq., of Hellifield Peel,

near Skipton. Mr. H. shows, among other things, what

quacks some writers—who would be reckoned authorities

(and are with some) on Arboriculture are. All these

serve to show with what wisdom the arboricultural world

has been governed. May we all live to see better days

and more efficient guides !

—

Quercus.

Forest Trees The cause of annual rings being unequal

indifferent parts of the circumference of trees I shall

endeavour to explain. A great deal has been written on

the increase of timber by consolidation of the sap {cam-

Mum), and that the sap flows more freely on one side of a

tree than on another—on the south side, for instance. But

as I am of a different opinion, I beg to state that, when

trees are sawn across, it is frequently found that the part

which was the original centre of the tree, when young, is

out from the centre, from a quarter to three fourths nearer

the outside on one side than on another. Why is this?

It is not from consolidation of the sap, or from the different

aspects, east, west, north, nor even south ; but from the

descending filaments or woody tissue from the annual leaf

or leaf-buds. This has been fully confirmed from observ-

ation and admeasurement of trees felled on purpose

during this autumn. When trees stand so far apart that

the branches are nearly of an equal size, and pretty regular

on all sides of the stem, the concentric layers will be of an

equal breadth, or nearly so, all round the circumference;

but when trees have been crowded on one, two, or three

sides, and have lost their branches on those sides, the con-

centric layers will be broadest on the sides that the branches

are on. On the sides where there are no branches the

annual layer will be very narrow indeed ; and this is the

real cause of the inequality in the breadth of the annual

layers on different sides of the tree. The same thing occurs

when trees are much exposed to strong prevailing wiiids,

and when the branches, in consequence, are forced to one

side : from whatever quarter those winds may come,

without any regard to aspect, the concentric layer of wood

will be broadest on the side to which the branches are

inclined. If the branches are strong, numerous, and

healthy, the annual layers will be broader than if they were

scanty and small ; but the grain of the timber will be finer

in proportion to the number, health, and smallness of

these, and annual layers will be narrower than in more

vigorous trees. The following two Larch trees, cut down

and measured, will prove what I have stated :—The first

was from the south side of a plantation, and the north side

of the tree was clad with branches ; from the centre to the

circumference on that side; it measured 8| inches ;
the

south side of the same tree, with few branches on that side,

measured 3£in. ; making a difference of 4£ in. The second,

from the north side of a plantation, having branches on the

north and north-east sides of the tree, measured from the

cetnre to the circumference, 4-J inches ; the south and south-

west sides, with few branches, measured, from the centre

to the circumference, 2J inches ; this, subtracted from the

former, leaves a difference of 2 inches.— W. Billington.

On ForesUTree Pruning.— I have under my care an

acre of young Oaks, from three to six feet high, in a very

neglected state as regards pruning, superfluous branches

existing in every part. I proceeded to prune the said trees

upon what I term scientific principles, viz. :—In the first

place, to prune all branches that appear likely to contend

in size with the trunk of the tree ; and secondly, to prevent

more than one leader, my chief object being to abstain

from pruning too hard in any one year or succession of

years, as in that case I find the trees invariably produce

an infinite number of small spray from different parts of

its body ; caused, I suppose, from the superabundance of sap

arising in consequence of a heedless deprivation of its

branches. Working this rule I was visited by my
employer, who, to my great surprise, told me he had

lately been to his estate in Sussex, when his agent then

gave it as his opinion that I was decidedly wrong in my
application of the pruning-knife— that the young tree

never recovered the shock, and should be allowed to

stand unmolested, and take its chance as to whether it

eventually became a tree worthy of being called the

Monarch of the Forest, or to grow like Gooseberry-

bushes, useful only for the oven or the charcoal-burner.

This is the opinion of a practical man. If any of your

readers will favour me with their opinions on this subject,

it will oblige Quercus II. [We have given our own opi-

nion on this subject in a leader this week. There is no

objection to pruning skilfully performed ; under some

circumstances it is desirable, but it is too often abused.]

Fuchsia Exoniensis.—Without any desire to depreciate

the value of this plant, I must persist in what I have

stated respecting it. I spoke of it from the plant exhibited

at Chiswick, which I have a right to suppose was a fair

specimen of cultivation ; and in that the branches were

irregular, the leaves curled, and the whole aspect spare and

meagre. The flowers in colour are everything that can

be desired, but like many long-sepalled varieties, they do

not expand freely, and are not liberally produced. Like

formosa elegans, which I should suppose is one of W
parents, it will occasionally be caught in fine condition

;

but, as Dr. Lindley remarked of it when shown at the

Horticultural Society's Rooms in the summer, •* it, lik e

St. Clare, will require good management to have it always

in a fine state." A young Fuchsia that will grow from

six inches to a foot high at this season, without exhibiting

any disposition to produce lateral branches, will never

come up to my standard of what a prize specimen ougb*

to be. However, I have no prejudice in the matter. *

will give it a fair trial, and if it is deserving, will treat tf

to a ride to Chiswick about the Exhibition time.— W. r*

Ayres. [We close this question with the present letter ana

the following observations. F. exoniensis has the finest

flowers of any variety yet produced, taking them all in all*

It is not fair to judge of it from the specimen shown a*

Chiswick, which had evidently been forced, in order to

get it ready. We attach no importance to what is called

the habit of a Fuchsia— a clever gardener can always

regulate that. If a variety grows too compactly, force J

on ; if too loosely, stop it. Adapt the management to the

habit, and do not expect the habit to adapt itself to your

management. St. Clare, a variety with similar growth, an"

once the finest of its class, though now beaten, is outf

undervalued by those who cannot grow it.] ,

Mildness of the Season.—As a proof of the mildness o*

the season in this district (county Northumberland^

I send you the following list of flowers, gathered h'00

the open borders of the garden on the 14th December,

1843:—China Roses, different sorts; other Roses,

Stenactis, Oenotheras, various kinds ;
Wallflower*

Stocks, German, &c. ; Pansies, Phloxes, different sorts*

Ericas, Violets, Potentilla nepalensis, Escholtzia, Mary-

golds, Sweet Peas, Gilia capitata, G. bicolor, Malva>

sorts ; Malope trifida, Chinese Chrysanthemums, PyrU

Japonica, Convolvulus minor, Spanish Nigella, Carna-

tions, Pinks, Iberis odorata, Aster, sorts ;
Mignonette*

Branching Larkspur, Pentstemon coccineum, Verbe*

nas, Scc.—S.L. , *

Bleeding of Grape Vines.—It has occurred to me tn^

the bleeding of the Vine, to which a corresponded^

adverts, might be prevented by twisting severely the ei^

of the Vine at the point to be separated, in the satf

manner as surgeons act with arteries by what is cal L
torsion. Is it not worth the trial ? Should the end

I

D

answered, the dead portion might then be separated wn

out the fear of bleeding.— W. Iiayner, Uxbridge.

Scale on Pines.—Many applications have been record

mended for the destruction of scale on Pine plants,

appears astonishing, when we consider what was kno

to Mr. Knight and written by him upwards of 20 y
e*j

since, that fermenting horse-dung, a most destructive a

easily-applied agent, is only just beginning to be &ent^
g

used for the purpose. Being desirous of ascertain 11 *

whether a substitute less troublesome and equally effictf
,

could not be found, and to what extent it could be app 11

j

without injury to vegetable growth, about two years sinC
.

tb
subjected some seedling Orange trees much infected w>

in
scale to the fumes arising from ammoniacal liquor,

tained from the gas-works. The trees were kept close

a common-sized Cucumber-frame with glazed top ;
J

this was introduced a pan containing half-a-gallon ot .

liquor, and in three days the insects were destroyed, ,

the foliage of the plants presented a scorched and shrivel

appearance. It is probable that the same result *o

have been obtained in much less time by pouring c^
mon sal ammoniac upon quicklime. The subject is .^

worth consideration, and I hope some one interests

the inquiry will be induced to pursue the expert

further.

—

A Subscriber, Southampton.
ftt

Four Crops in a Year.—On the Cottagers' tables

the late exhibition of the Norwich Horticultural Soc

\

were four plates of Potatoes, being samples of four cf Y

i

i

1
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1

grown by John Digby, of Buxton, on one piece of ground,

between Marcli 11 and Oct. 20, this year. Digby him-

self gives the following account of his crops:—"I have

grown, this summer, four crops of Potatoes from the same

ground, from Marcli 11 to Oct. 20. The first crop ripe

for seed in May ; the ground cleared before the next crop

was put on. The second crop taken up the fore part of

July ; the ground was spaded. The third crop was taken

up in August ; the ground cleared. The fourth crop was

taken up Oct. 20. I have a multitude of persons that

have witnessed what I have now stated. Four crops of

Potatoes were never known to be grown in the memory
of man before." This year John Digby has grown three

other crops off another piece of ground ; the first was

Cabbages, which he sold at Norwich and Buxton at a

penny each, at the latter end of March. He then planted

Onions, for which he obtained a prize at Norwich, for

being the largest on the Cottagers' table. He exhibited a

peck at Aylsham, grown upon the same ground, which

were superior in size and quality to any others shown
there, although the others exhibited were not grown after

another crop, as Digby's were. He had then another

crop of fine Cabbages, some of them beautiful white mid-

dles. Digby says, " I have the method of growing new
Potatoes in the winter:—Commence digging at Christmas
till April, at the rate of two bushels a rod, natural grown

;

no more trouble than those that are grown in spring, and
are superior in quality to those which are grown in spring."

The above is cut out of the Bury Post. I saw the Pota-

toes and read the same account at the late Norwich Exhi-
bition. A certificate of the man's respectability was ap-

pended by the Rev. Mr. Jarvis, the clergyman at Buxton.
'—Rambler.

Leycesteria formosa. —In reply to*' M. B.,M p. 809, I

beg to state that I find the berries of Leycesteria formosa
are readily eaten by pheasants and peafowls, and I know
of no plant more desirable for shrubberies and plantations,

as it seeds freely and is very ornamental.

—

N. S. H» 9

Botanic Garden, Bury St. Edmund's.
Bees.—" J. B." relates at p. 758 something curious

respecting Bees being at work in two separate hives. If

there was a communication between the " old and new
hive," the circumstance of the Bees taking possession of
the latter would be similar to Bees at work in an end box
in a collateral hive ; but if the bustling colonists entered
both hives at their common entrances, the case would be
different. The like, however, does happen, though rarely.

Yet I never knew an instance of a Queen-bee being the
head of two separate hives at one time; consequently, there
was little chance of " securing a fresh colony by removing
the new hive to a distance from the old one," for the Bees
would soon return to the one containing the Queen,
Supposing that "J. B.'s" friend's two hives were at a

distance from each other during the time the Bees were at

jvork in both, the thing would not only have been curious,
but have supported what some apiarians advance, viz.,

"When Bees are short of room they search for a place else-
where to store up their treasure until there is space for it
at home. This I believe is founded on a statement of
wlien's

; but it cannot be correct. Whoever found Bees
in such temporary abodes ? indeed it is against their habits
to construct cells and work without a Queen, except old
hives, which are Queenless for a few days after the old
Queen's departure with the first swarm.—J. Wighton.

%
To Bloom Carnations in Winter.—All that is necessary

ls to take them into a greenhouse, giving as much light as
possible, and just excluding frost. In this way I have

\V
G

|

n a la
^S .

G collection blooming from Christmas to April.
Where piping is practised, they are frequently coming; into
blooen as strong plants from layers are going out. The
colours, however, are always weaker than in the proper
season. A common frame raised over a few pots in the
angle of a south wall, will preserve the bloom some time,
stopping the opening below and covering at night.— O.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
«OYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Horn
u" usuall

>,num erous meeting of this Society was held at the

Mppk
la

Y
ern

' Kennington, on Thursday last. It was the Annual
affonV"^ ?

T the consi<*eration of the accounts and other matters

and £e Society, as well as for the election of a committee«ua officers for the year ensuing. The following is the Trea-surer s statement:

—

rprt
Dl

> .
£ S. d.

I o cash paid for Prizes 215 n o
Printing

. . .

^ensois and other ex-
penses at Flower
Shows .

Advertisements, Sta-
tionery, &c. .

collector's poundage
Balance due to the

Society
,

47 1 9

24 l(i 4

33
16

11

5

3

3 6 7

^340 11 11

Cr. -e
By Balance from 1842 io
Subscriptions . . 170
Amount received from
Mr. Cross on account
of shows at the
Surrey Gardens . 120

Admissions to Shows
held at the Horns
Tavern . . .21

Amount received from
Members for extra
prizes, exclusive of
three silver cups . 13

s.

n 11

3

7

^340 11 u
The following Medals have been awarded during the season.

o?« ,9;
.io*i

ree Si
!
ver

>
43

;
Mid <Ue Silver, 98; Small Silver 86-2d Small Silver, 26; 3d Small Silver, 10. In addition to whichfour Silver Cups have been presented :-By H. M. the OnDowager for a Collection of Greenhouse Plants

, by Mr lamtDickson, for Auriculas
5 by Mr. Chapman, for Auriculas

*
bv mpJohn Dickson, for Picotees. Besides twelve other pVizes £Messrs. Barnard, Denver, Edmonds, Iliff, Prockter and T JYoung. The present number of Members s 247 37 havinlt'

F"

elected during the year, and 31 resigned. '
^having been

Several changes were proposed in the Committee and »**.
spirited contest, the following were elected vi?.- '

fter a

Amateurs -Messrs. Barnard, Burnard, Burrup, ChapmanEdmonds, Fox, Jeffs, Schroeder, Seldon, Sangster. GenUeme^Qardeners.-Mews. Atlee, Bruce, Coutts, Hamp, Payne. Nut
DerTe

?i'~~ rS# James Dickson
> R- Chandler, Catleugh, Groom,

From the active part taken in the proceedings by many of themembers present, it is quite clear that no supineness or partiality

must exist on the part of those in office. Neither, we verily

believe, have hitherto existed ; and we are happy in having; the

opportunity of bearing testimony to the high respectability of

those who have had to conduct the affairs of the Society. Com-
plaints have no doubt been made, and, in some respects, im-
provements might perhaps be effected ; but we believe that any
imputation of unfairness would be totally destitute of foundation.

An occurrence took place in the course of the meeting which
will well serve to show the independence and proper feeling of

those present. It may be recollected that for the last year or

two Mr. John Dickson has offered a five-guinea cup for the

best 12 Picotees exhibited by an Amateur. Jt having been
understood that, in offering the cup for the coming season,
Mr. George Glenny and Mr. Neville were appointed by Mr.
John Dickson to be censors on the occasion, a question was
askedfes to whether this report was true; which having been
ascertained, and upon Mr. John Dickson declining to withdraw
a condition so offensive to the Society, it was resolved unani-
mously " that the Cup be rejected." Mr. Norman, of Woolwich,
immediately offered a Cup of equal value, for the same purpose,

unconditionally, which was accepted, and the thanks of the

meeting were voted to Mr. Norman with acclamation.
L1NNEAN SOCIETY.

Dec. 19.—Edward Forster, Esq., in the chair. Dr. Barrett, Dr.

Allamy, Dr. Hillier, and S. Hanley, Esq.. were elected Fellows.
Mr, Henry Denny was elected an Associate. A communication
was read irom Mr. E. Tradescant Lay, British Consul at Amoy,
giving some account of a vegetable production called Keih
Seen-me, which is used in China as an article of diet. It appears
to be a species of Alga, belonging to the genus Nostoc. A box
full of the dried plant was exhibited. Its chief use in China is

in making ragouts, and is in much request at Nankin. Messrs.
Whitley and Osborn exhibited specimens of Shepherdia argentea
in full fruit. This is a North American plant, capable of growth
in this climate. It produces a red fruit, about the size of a large

Currant, and having an agreeable flavour, perfectly innocuous,and
used for making jellies, preserves, &c. A paper was read from
Dr. Boott, on a new species of Carex, a native of Scotland, which
had been found in Clova by Dr.Graham, and had been hitherto con-
founded with the Carex saxatilis of Linneeus. It was, however, a
distinct species, and Dr. Boott gave it the name of Carex Grahami.
A paper was read from Maj. Harris, giving an account of the trees

producing myrrh and frankincense, and found in those parts of
the coast of the Red Sea and Indian Ocean, whence the gums
were obtained, in the early history of the world. The myrrh is

the production of more than one plant ; the best is undoubtedly
the production of the shrub bearing the name of Balsamodendron
myrrh a, which is a small shrub. The worst and more liquid kinds
of myrrh are the produce of a plant considerably larger than the
latter, and of probably a different species. The plants from
which the frankincense is obtained, grow from the sides of the
steep marble rocks, and seem to require little soil for their growth.
The gum may be obtained by bruising the tree during its growth.
It is collected by the natives of Abyssinia, and exchanged by them
for tobacco, cloth, Sec. It has a remarkable bark. The outer
layer or epidermis is very thin. The second layer is somewhat
thicker, and may be used for the purposes of writing. The third

layer of the bark is at least an inch thick. Specimens of the bark
were exhibited. A microscope, lately purchased by some of the
Fellows and presented to the Society, was exhibited.

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY.
Bee. 20.—A paper was read from Mr. Tulke on the discovery of

a new parasite, the Demodex folliculorum of Owen, on a dog
which was suffering from the mange. This animal, which is

placed by zoologists in the order Arachnida, was first described

by Dr. Simon as an Acarus, and afterwards by Mr. Wilson as an
Entozoon. It was first discovered in the human skin, where it

exists sometimes in considerable numbers in the mucous fol-

licles. In the instance of its being found in the mangy dog it

did not appear to be the cause of the disease. Mr. Tulke was not
able to discover sufficient difference of structure between the
present and the human species to warrant him in giving it a new
name. Mr. E. Quekett exhibited specimens of Cycada septem-
decem, which was remarkable for the ravages it produced in

depositing its eggs in the buds, and under the bark of young
trees. He also exhibited a diagram, showing the forms of several

rare species of infusorial animalcules, which were found in

great numbers in a specimen of clay from the tertiary formation
near Petersburgh. Mr. Row read a short account of an exami-
nation he had made of Daguerreotyped portraits, and which pre-

sented the appearance of hexagonal cells, which probably arose
from the crystallization of the iodide of silver. A letter was read

from the Rev. J. B. Keade, recommending an infusion of nut-galls

as one of the best fluids for cleaning glasses used for microscopi-

cal purposes. Mr. Busk exhibited an achromatic lens, between
glasses ofwhich were evident indications of the growth of a Con-
ferva of a simple kind. Mr. R. H. Solly observed that such
markings on telescope glasses were very common, and were
supposed to arise from some decomposition of the glass. Mr.
Ross said he had often seen this same kind of marking, and did

not think it could be of a vegetable nature, as the glasses required

grinding to get it off. Dr. Lankester thought this inquiry im-

portant. Microscopists were often misled, and crystalline markings

of a dendritic form in agates, rocks, &c, had been mistaken for

vegetables. He was inclined, from the circumstance of these

classes not having been exposed to damp, the branched character'.

of the marking, and the necessity there was of grinding the gla?.s

to remove it, to consider it as of crystalline, and not of vegetable

origin*

MISCELLANEOUS.
DECEMBER.

Bv the Author of " Rural Sonnets; " " Spartacus ;
*'

fyc.

Crown'd with Chrysanthemums that, on his brow,
Smile lonelily, like Duty tending Age,

December, to fulfil his rigid vow,
O'er moor and mountain toils in pilgrimage.

Lo ! with the stinging sleet, or driving blast,

He buffets; or with mist his path is cross'd :

Now, a " white world," bewildering, sets him fast;

The trees all cover'd, and the tracks all lo?,t,

Save where the Peasants keep the farmwaya clear,

Or Robins bare the berries to the sight

;

Or madcap elves, in holiday career,

Snowball each other to their hearts' delight,

Till driv'n to troop -from ghosts and darkness round-
Where fireside romps and cheer, for Christmas folk, abound !

Inner Temple, Dec. 13, 1843. J,\ J,

Dublin.—We understand that Dr.'Allman is likely to

be re-elected Professor of Botany in this University ; and

that Mr. W. H. Harvey, the well-known zealoois and

talented author of u British Algze" is a candidate for the

Curatorship of the Herbarium, vacant by the death of Dr.

Coulter.

New Natural History Society. — Papers b,ave been
circulated inviting naturalists to co-operate in fche forma-

tion of a new Society, to be called u The Ray Club," the

objects of which are stated to be the Promotion of Natural

History by the printing, and circulation among its mem-
bers, of original works in Zoology and Botany ; of new
editions of works of established merit ; of rare Tracts and
MSS. which throw light on the history of these branches

of science ; and of translations of such foreign works as

tend more directly to illustrate the Zoology and Botany
of the British Islands. We confess it appqjurs to us much

better to support the Linnean and Zoological Societies
than to form a new one, for which there does not appear
to be the smallest necessity.

Pruning Fruit-Trees.—In a garden at Ville d'Avray,
near Paris, there is a piece of excellent open ground
where fruit-trees, particularly Pears, grow with much
vigour, which suggested to M. Milange, the gardener, a
mode of pruning suitable to their strength. The branches
are all single, that is to say, not forked. He only leaves
the strong shoots and the fruit-buds, so that the branches
pruned according to their vigour, and at a suitable distance
in the height of the trees, allow the sun and air free action
upon the fruit to ripen and colour it.

—

Rapport a la

Society Royale $Horticulture, par MM. Godefroy,
Janin, Pepin.

Fruiterers' Shops at Christmas.—" Fruiterers were
radiant in their glory. There were great, round, pot-
bellied baskets of Chesnuts, shaped like the waistcoats of
jolly old gentlemen, lolling at the doors, and tumbling
out into the street in their apoplectic opulence. There
were ruddy, brown-faced, broad-girthed Spanish Onions,
shining in the fatness of their growth like Spanish Friars

;

and winking from their shelves in wanton slyness at the
girls as they went by, and glanced demurely at the hung-
up Mistletoe. There were Pears and Apples, clustered
high in blooming pyramids ; there were bunches of
Grapes, made, in the shopkeepers' benevolence, to dandle
from conspicuous hooks, that people's mouths might
water gratis as they passed ; there were piles of Filberts,
mossy and brown, recalling, in their fragrance, ancient
walks among the woods, and pleasant shufflings ankle
deep through withered leaves ; there were Norfolk
Biffins, squab and swarthy, setting off the yellow of the
Oranges and Lemons, and, in the. great compactness of
their juicy persons, urgently entreating and beseeching
to be carried home in paper bags and eaten after dinner."
—Dickens 9

Christmas Carol.
Portable Hot-bed.—We find in a French periodical the

following account of a contrivance which may suit the
taste of amateurs, who have a small number of cuttings
to strike, or may wish to amuse themselves with garden-
ing experiments. The apparatus consists of three pieces
of earthenware (zinc or copper would be better) ; viz. :

—

a> the foott 611 which stands b, the basin, which is itselfsur-
mounted by the plate, c. In the foot, a, is placed a tin or
earthenware lamp, d. Three or four inches above the
wick is placed a short iron cistern, e

9
carried by three feet

which rest upon the bottom of the basin, b ; it is 3 inches
de

fP , 7 inches in diameter, and is fed by a pipe and funnel,

/' 1'ito which water is poured until it can be seen at the bot-
to\n of the funnel, which shows that the cistern is full.

1- he plate c, formed of common red earthenware, consists of
Wo circular trenches gg 9 hh t 4 inches broad, and as much
deep, filled with sand, in which are placed, in two rows, in

the trench, #,86 little thumbpots, and in the trenclvA, 40,
which makes room for 120 or 130 cuttings, or more,, accord-
ing to the size of the thumbpots. In the foot, a, is a
door, fastening with a button such as is always used in

earthenware furnaces ; it is removed when the lamp is in-

troduced, and is afterwards replaced. This lamp gets air by
eight holes, i, bored in the foot, «, by eight others still

smaller at A:, and eight or ten at/, in the plate. It is easy to
conceive that the cistern, e, is intended to break and regu-
late the heat, which principally passes through the water,
or, when it rises between the cistern and the lower part of
the vessel, b, is diffused under the plate, where it circu-

lates, charged with water, in the spaces, n n. The most
intense part of the heat strikes m, through a plate of
metal pierced with holes. From this arrangement, it

results that the centre of the apparatus, that is, the ditch,

h, is hotter than the others by some degrees, so that the
one will do for stove plants, and the other for greenhouse
ones. The whole is covered by the handglass, p. The
apparatus is also adapted for bringing up seeds, or trying
their germinating powers. The cost of oil for the lamp
is said to be at Paris four francs per month.

Scientific Bequests.—The late Mr. Thomas Botfield, of"

Hopton Court, near Bewdley, has lately bequeathed to
the Horticultural, Royal, and Geological Societies, the
Royal Institution, and the Society of Arts, the amount of.

a life subscription to each of those bodies.

GARDEN MEMORANDA.
Bodorgan Hall, Anglesea.—At this place has lately ^,4*11 erectea

a large ornamental stove which is heated by a flue :

AB . connection
with open gutters, thus taking advantage of fire-h' .%t jn two wavs
Round the stove a large flue is constructed f A-

feet d Jsl
20 inches broad and instead of the common <,0rm of fiue .tues it
is covered with tiles made of the same mat £tM> but hay ,

t
gutters cast upon them, which serve as af/0w and return fo

"

r the
circulation of hot water from a boiler h> ,ated bv tne <.Am(, firp
The smoke enters the flue near where'&^^t£XS&
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are introduced into the gutters, and after travelling all round
the house under the gutters it passes under the back path and
escapes by a chimney-place behind the back wall near the boiler.

Both for economy and utility this plan of heating promises to
be all that could be desired. Moisture can either be obtained
or dispensed with at pleasure by means of a simple contrivance
for drawing off the water from the gutters ; and there is a two-
fold advantage in having the gutters placed on the top of the
flue, as the water returns to the boiler almost as warm as when
it left it, consequently there is a very small consumption of
fuel. The boiler is provided with a tap at the top for allowing
the steam to escape when gutters are not used ; and it has
also a pipe with a tap attached, inserted near the same for

supplying it with water. The house is a semicircle with
eight sides, and has the principal entrance in front. The above
arrangement has been in operation for some time, and I find it to
answer the purpose very well. Many gardeners have also seen
it, and all bear testimony to the excellence of the plan.

—

C. Eiving.

Experimental Researches, Chemical and Agricultural,

showing Carbon to be a Compound Body, made by

Plants, &c. By Robert Rigg5 F.R.S. Smith and

Elder. 8vo.

A book with this startling title has recently been pub-

lished, purporting to be the result of many years' study

and careful experiment, and containing statements which
if borne out by satisfactory evidence would effect a com-
plete revolution in Chemistry generally, more especially

in that branch of it which relates to organic matter.

The Author commences by a series of calculations,

respecting the amount of carbon in the soil, and shows
that the quantity removed from it in the form of crops,

amounts in a few years to much more than the soil itself

originally contained, or has received in the form of

manure. The principal conclusion which he draws from
this calculation is doubtless true, viz., that plants cannot
derive the whole of their carbon from the soil; but the

calculation itself is erroneous, and based on false princi-

ples. It is useless to make calculations respecting the

composition of a field, in the manner that a chemist

speaks of the contents of a bottle, or crucible. In the

latter case a known weight of certain substances is heated,

or mixed, or acted on in some way, and a definite result

is obtained ; but in the case of a field there are many
circumstances that cannot possibly be taken into account.

It is true we know what the farmer adds in the shape of

manure, and what he removes in the form of crops of

various kinds, but this will not enable us to form con-

clusions, or to make accurate calculations respecting the

changes which have taken place in the composition of

the soil.

Mr. Rigg gives several tables, showing the quantity of

carbon existing in a given soil, that added in the form of

manure, and the amount abstracted by the crops, and
then proceeds to strike a balance ; hut he omits all

mention of the roots of the crops each year left in the

soil, to add to the store of organic matter which it con-

tains ; yet they in some cases amount to very nearly as

much as the crop itself. We have taken the pains

to ascertain the quantity of organic matter left by a crop

of Wheat, and find that, on an average, it is not much less

than two tons of dry organic matter per acre. It is quite

impossible, in the existing state of knowledge, to form

accurate calculations of this kind, and if they are not

accurate they are worse than useless. Our Author next

inquires into the other sources of carbon, particu-

larly the atmosphere, endeavouring to show by the

experiments of others as well as his own, that £he car-

bonic acid of the air is not the chief source of the .carbon

of plants. In the outset, he states that plants impart

carbonic acid to the air ; but the experiments by wviich

he endeavours to prove this are by no means satisfactory ;

at the same time he appears to admit that they have the

power of decomposing that gas, although he thinks it'

questionable whether they abstract more of it than they

impart to the air. The statement that plants evolve car-

bonic acid is in direct opposition to the careful experi-

ments of Mr. Pepys, who never found it given off by
healthy plants.

* Mr. Rigg next proceeds to examine De Saussure's ex-

periments on the quantity of carbonic acid in the air,

and conceives the discovery by that observer that more
carbonic acid exists in the air during summer than
in winter, to be opposed to the theory that plants

decompose it. But these experiments do not in

reality prove anything, and cannot be used as argu-
ments against the decomposition of carbonic acid,

because we do not know what other circumstances in-

fluence the absorption or decomposition of that gas at

other times. There are other experiments which show
that the quantity of carbonic acid is greater in the night

than in the day ; these prove that some agent is at work
during the day to effect its decomposition, which does not
operate during the night ; whilst the fact that there is

more of it in the summer than in the winter, is no proof

that plants do not remove it. During spring and sum-
mer, when plants are growing, it may be necessary that

there should be a greater supply of carbonic acid to the

air than during the autumn, when they have ceased to

iS»- require it ; and on the other hand, at the latter period,

various meteorological causes come into play, which
may tend to diminish the carbonic acid of the air

and keep up the uniformity of its composition. But
this, in fact, is mere speculation, and however inju-

rious or plausible such theories may appear, they throw
little light on the questions immediately before us. Mr.
Rigg is, atf a chemist ought to be, sceptical and cautious
in believing the theories of others, which, he says, are not
based on facts, or are not supported by sufficient evidence

;

but here his caution ceases, for having thrown aside the

theories of others, L*e advances a new one of his own, and, I

«3 it appears to us
;
t*ne far less supported by facts than

j

the old theories which he discards. Mr. Rigg's experi-

ments are very numerous, and appear to have been care-

fully performed
; but in several instances they want that

rigid exactness and minute attention which is essential

to experiments of this delicate nature. For example,
when he causes plants to grow in water, in confined por-

tions of air under bell-glasses, the edges of which dip into

water, it is open to question whether carbonic acid may
not pass, through the medium of the water, into the bell-

glass.

Mr. Rigg observes, that it appears doubtful whether
plants can derive their carbon from the air, and thence
seems to pass to the conclusion that therefore they must
make it. To establish this point, he relates numerous
experiments to prove that plants growing in circumstances
where they cannot obtain carbon from any known source,

still grow and are subsequently found to have acquired
carbon. As has already been said, he does not satisfy us
that all necessary precautions were taken to keep out
carbonic acid ; and secondly, if, as he supposes, the plants

in his experiments had made so many grains of carbon,
the question arises, out of what did they make it ! They
could not create matter, and therefore must have formed
the carbon out of some matter already existing. He should
have proved the disappearance of some substance, as well

as the appearance of the carbon. We are believers in the

decomposition of carbonic acid by plants, and are there-

fore predisposed not to adopt Mr. Rigg's theory ; but at

the same time that we object to his conclusions and doubt
his results, we do not altogether deny them.
The opinions of a zealous experimenter are always

entitled to respect ; and though they may not carry con-

viction, or may even prove to be erroneous, should be
treated with courtesy, and not be ridiculed in the contempt-
uous manner applied by a great German chemist lately

towards a Scotch observer. Such criticisms are unworthy
of men of science. We do not pretend to pass judgment
on Dr. Brown's experiments, which arc purely chemical,

but we regret to see a philosopher like Liebig forgetting

the dignity of science, and descending to the littleness

of personal abuse.
We cannot follow Mr. Rigg through his long series of

experiments, which would oblige us to write a commentary
on his book, and enter into many chemical inquiries.

After carefully reading it through, the impression it leaves

is, that he does not establish the theory he has pro-

pounded ; his experiments are not varied enough, and
frequently stop short there where further information

would be most desirable." At the same time, it is impos-

sible to read his book through, without coming to the

conclusion that he is one of the most laborious and indus-

trious .chemists in the, country.^ For our own parts,

we are disposed to give his experiments the best consi-

deration ; for it is never to be forgotten that some years

since, when Mr. Rigg announced the fact that nitrogen

was always present in all parts of plants, his experiments

were questioned and disbelieved ; nevertheless, the truth

of his statement is now generally admitted, whilst the

credit of the discovery is most unfairly given to others.

Table of the Elementary Constituents of Crops.
By James Haywood. A Sheet. Simpkin and Co.

This is one of those useful Tables which condense a

volume into a page. It shows of what chemical constit-

uents the more important crops consist, how much
nitrogen and fixed ingredients are extracted from land by an
average crop, according to the evidence of Boussingault

and Sprengel. On the other hand, it gives the con-

stituents per ton of all the more valuable manures ; so

that by comparing the one with the other, it may be seen

how to restore to a field the materials of which a crop

has robbed it. This Table should hang in every farmer's

room.

On the Respiration of the Leaves of Plants. By W. H.
Pepys, Esq., F.R.S. From the Philosophical Transac-

tions. 1843, Part II.

It is a universal opinion among Vegetable Physiologists

that plants not only decompose carbonic acid, but exhale

it. Saussure found that carbonic acid is parted with

when plants remain in obscurity ; Burnett observed it to

be a constant phenomenon ; and Liebig roundly asserts

that it must be given off with the water of perspiration in

which it is dissolved. It certainly does appear to us that

when certain plants, such as the Orange Lily, in a state of

health, are plunged in lime-water, carbonate of lime is

slowly formed on their surface, which can only be owing

to the extrication of carbonic acid. All these supposed

facts are, however, found in direct opposition to some

very carefulfexperiments by Mr. Hasledine Pepys on the

Vine and the Fig, from which it appears that, in those

instances at least, no carbonic acid whatever is parted

with, but that the whole respiratory action of plants is

confined to decomposing carbonic acid and liberating

oxygen. In no one instance was he able to detect a single

trace of carbonic acid in the air surrounding the leaves

on which he experimented, although the apparatus was so

contrived as to show the existence of a very minute

quantity, if it had been present. This is a most unexpected

result, to which we trust that experimental Physiologists

will direct their attention.

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.

Having repeatedly invited criticism on things mentioned in

the Calendar, J beg to admit in detail a few remarks that have
reached me, as I rind I could not well condense and divide them
under the different heads with other private correspondence;
and now that I am within one week of the end of my series, I

again repeat that I shall feel obliged to parties who will send

any remarks or fair criticism on what I have advanced in this

Calendar ; and if I use these remarks in the Chronicle I shall not

mention names unless it is wished. "I see," says a corre-

spondent, "that you advocate planting out Pines over tanks
I have some so planted, and they arc doing exceedingly well;
but there are many objections to the plan. First, I am afraid

there will be some difficulty in starting them without starting

all at the same time ; secondly, there will be no means of

retarding them when in the last stage of swelling without
retarding the whole in one pit; and thirdly, we shall be obliged
to cut the fruit when they are ripe, being without convenience
for removing the plants with the fruit on to a cool place, in the
event of having too many fruit ripe at once. Weighing these
things against the facility of management by the planting-out
system, I am disposed to take my plants up in February, and
subject them to the one-shift system. This, with the advantages
of planting out, offers the preference of managing the fruit as

circumstances may render it necessary. As for command oftem-
perature and moisture, the tank-system offers every advantage."
Here it will be seen that the " advantages of planting out " arc

advocated for the plants at an early stage (?) and the conve-
nience of having the plants portable in large pots, for the fruiting

process, is also shown : I clearly see the force of this argument.
Again, the same writer says, "when you have seen our
boiler, &c, you will probably feel disposed to change your
opinion as to the necessity of having a flue, in order to take up
the waste heat." Although I have pulled down all flues here for

the last 15 years, to make way for iron pipes, I am not unfriendly
to flues. Mr. Paxton grows better crops of fruit with flues only
than many gardeners can grow with hot-water pipes. I only
recommend them in connexion with gutters and tanks, except
for detached greenhouses. I have some accounts of unsuccessful
attempts to get early Grapes in the way I lately suggested ; but
as the first crop, in 1841, •' was the offspring of accident," pro-

bably the economy of the Vines might be deranged for some
years. Sometimes useful conclusions may be drawn from the

result of accident, but they are dangerous guides at best. I have
many letters on Horticultural societies and the Gardeners'
Benevolent Institution, but cannot make use of them here. I

may, however, state that at Chiswick and at the Regent's Park,
prizes are offered and given for new plants and specimen plants
independently of each other, and by different judges. The indi-

vidual alluded to was expelled from the Gardeners' Benevolent
Institution early in 1839, for defrauding the funds, and there is

not the least chance of his getting a footing there again. The
funds of this institution are as safe as those of the Bank of

England, and are administered by highly-respectable officers.

Every gardener who can afford to do so should join this institu-

tion. The members and their friends meet, dine, and transact

business as usual on the nth January, but there is not a farthing

of the funds of the Society spent at these useful meetings.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
In-door Department.

Pinkry.—A good Pine-grower, who favoured me with some
letters last autumn, will now see there is plenty of room tot

treating them in the French manner, &c. I cannot say whether
Mr. Knight grew his young plants in dung frames ; he often told

me he preferred leaving the strongest sucker on the old plant,

and he potted this old stool with the sucker, and sometimes with

two suckers attached, in deep, upright pots, and earthed thenj

up from time to time, as the roots advanced ; but this plan did

not, I think, originate with Mr. Knight; it was published in the

"Transactions of the Horticultural Society" in 1818 or 18101

however, it is an economical mode of growing Pines which yojj

may safely adopt, even with the tank- system; and if you wish

very large fruit, cut off all the suckers as they appear, except the

strongest one, leaving the old leaves of the stool as long as the/

do not interfere with those of the young plant, or, in other words*

treat the Pine like the Peach—retain as much of the old wood as

is necessary, and keep up a succession of young wood from the

bottom for bearing.
Vi.vkry.—This mild season has been more unfavourable totne

very late-kept Grapes than when we experience some sharp

frosts, as, in a general way, with frosts we have more sun
j'J

winter and a/lrier atmosphere. If the borders outside of the earl)

Vinery are well covered, and the stems, also, if outside, with*
moist atmosphere inside of from 50° to 60°, and the plants »

good condition, I see nothing more to be wished. If every l),a.

u
ewas as easy to manage as the Vine, gardening would, indeed, "L

a simple process.
Peach-hodsb.—The Peach, on the other hand, is like

spoiled child ; the least thing will put it out of its way ; and y°

must not only watch it narrowly, but anticipate its w^t '

Currents of cold air admitted in front is injurious to these tre

when they are forced very early.
^Cucumbers.—Few persons who grow winter Cucumbers

Jiotfassistance from Calendars, but I find many wish to learn ""

this branch is going on in this neighbourhood. It would be ve»>

difficult for me, however, to convey an idea of the enthusias

which prevails here on the subject; yet no one makes a seer

of his mode of growing them. As far as I can learn, all t^
growers employ strong heat, and like Mr. Mills, allow *ar

^f
portions of air; but for about three weeks before the (*

a5r
-

ve
competition some growers keep their plants " very hot, and g 1

^

little air," and no more moisture in the atmosphere than w
<( keep the blossoms from shrivelling."

Out-door Department. y
In the first Number of the Chronicle, (page 6,) will be seen n°

Mr. Pontey, of Plymouth, managed to renew Vines which g r

"badly upon a close retentive soil." Instead of throwing a^'

his old Vines and planting young ones upon his renovated bor fl

he cut back his old ones and spread their roots all over the vi

der, "and covered them about six inches." Although *g
Pontey is a large Nurseryman, and has multitudes of young Vi

by him, he preferred his old plants, well knowing that Y°
jlis

plants would strike down their main roots to the bottom pi
j

new borders and run along them, if not into worse soil*

,

said last week. These old Vines having formed all their i»»

roots, will afterwards only form secondary ones to collect noun ,

g
ment, and after this nourishment is digested by the leaves i

deposited in these large roots within six inches of the su
.f'TateMr. Pontey is a thorough good gardener, and has the best clir

;ary
in England for his Vines. If he therefore considers it necess

.

to have his Vine roots near the surface at Plymouth, how ni

more ought this to be attended to at Inverness, where I nrs
i ^y

the Vine? This way of treating old Vines has been atloptec

gardeners for years. Indeed many good gardeners say Gr
t
u Us

never come to their true flavour until after the plants are „

transplanted; and few gardeners in these days will plant y°
rs

Vines if they can get old ones; but a Vine, like an Oak, at 20 y c

old is comparatively a yomigplant. I recollect some 14 years s ^
a good gardener, who had anew Vinery to plant and had P*e£

[

nst
young plants, came to me for some old ones I had out ag ^it
the walls

; he was particular about getting up all their roots,
s

left their tops behind, saying, " I shall renew them aS
,

c
fts*

renew their age," and sure enough he did. I afterwards
a5

covered that he inarched his young plants on them as soon
let

they grew away freely. Now if you adopt my friend's Pla W
of the old plants well up aboveme urge you to keep the colar

soil ; as if any part above the old roots is buried, it will Jl

^jne ,

diately throw out roots, and these, like the roots ofa young re

will go down at once to the bottom of the border, and being

active than the old roots will in time derange the experime*

II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In-door Department. »1in-aoor uepurvmenv. .-#

Stove.— If I could place any confidence in our P^°
v
Lji£c

weather prophets we shall have plenty of time to clean and ar ^ ,»

stove and other house plants ; they talk of a " great slaug en t

among half-hardy ones by and by ; meantime, hear an eXI) *;

ra,i|rtf*

in which I am interested. An old plant of Passi flora QuaaLn s°

laris used to cover our Orchidaceous house, having gf° 9s
*>°

large that we were obliged to cut the young wood so oi uo^e
t

prevent its flowering, which it does very freely when » uv

room, Six weeks ago we had the half of its roots takefl

t



*
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of the border, cut smooth at the ends, and placed near the sur-

face, as I lately stated. This check threw it immediately into

flower, and it will probably bloom all the winter. I thought it

might fruit also by dusting the pollen in the usual way, but it

refused, and about ten days afterwards the rest of its roots were

cut all but one, and now it is beginning to set its fruit, and so does

also P.*kcrmcsina, grafted on it; and if these go on and ripen we
shall have a fine cross or two; this is rare, as both are very shy

seeders.

failed to cross this with the Passion-flowers nine years running,

but at last I have got a seedling which I think is a true cross,

and I should like to exchange leaves of it with a late correspond-

ent who also thinks that he has succeeded in this way.

Conservatory.—New Chrysanthemums are eagerly sougnt

after. I did not hear the names of the 12 new ones of this

season, but I believe the names of all the best new ones will soon

be given in the Chronicle. An English gentleman saw one m
Paris the other day, "nearly scarlet." My experiments this

season in crossing the large Achimencs do not promise mucn.

Pits and Framks.—This has been a fine season, so tar, tor

frame plants where they have been kept dry and free from dead

leaves: this is the main point to be attended to with half-hardy

plants in winter. Our young Heaths planted out in the open

border under a conservatory wall look remarkably well, and a

London Nurseryman tells me they nevcrhad their young stock of

Heaths and Epacris look better at this time of the year.—D. isea-

ton, Shrubland Park Gardens, Ipswich.

1 State of the Weather near London for the week ending Dec. 21, 1043, as

observed at the Horticultural Garden, Chiswick.

Dec
Friday 15
Saturday \G

Sunday I7
Monday lit

Tuesday 19
M'ednosday 20

Thursday 21

IJauomktkk.

Max. Min.f
30.352 30.31

8

30.405 30.338
30.453"* 30.427
30.451 30.437
30.429 30.422
30.30!) 30.2J17

30.404 30.3 Hi

£30.413 30.:w>a

TlIRKMOMKTBK.

Max.
54
54
54

45
47
49
50

50 4

Min.
39
38
80
40
42
41
42

30.8

Mean.
46.5

46.0
42.0
42.5
44.5
45.0
46.0

44.6"

Wind. I Rain.

\V\
N.W.
W.
w.
s,
s.

s.\v\

.04

n IT

Average

, 16 Cloudy and tine throuKhout.

16. Fine ; cloudy ; densely overcast ;
ram at night

,

17 Slight haze ; clear and exceedingly hne ; foggy at night.

18 foggy ; tolerably hne; foggy at night-

IP. Foggy ; thickly overcast; cloudy.

<>o! Hazv i
densely overcast.

«1 Fine densely and uniformly overcast throughout.

Mean temperature of the week 4Q above the average.

«5 fat* nf the Weather aTohisu ick during the last 17 years, for the ensu
Mate 01 wie

Week endinff December 30, 1843.

.04

ing

Dec
Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Sun. 24
Mon. i 25
Tues. 26
Wed. 27
Thurs.28
Fri. 29
Sat. 30

44.0
43.8
41.8
42.0
40.1
42.1

45 6

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

32.3
28.2
31.5
20.3
20.6
34.4

S4.7

Mean
Temp

No. of
Years in

which it

llained.

38-1

30.0
36.6
35.6
34
38.3
40.1

6
2
7
5
6
7
6

Greatest
quantity
of Kain,

Frevailing Winds.

A •

z

0.26 in. ! 8 1

0.22
0.39
0.40
o.io
0.15

01.6

1

1

1

2
1

1

#

2
2
1

2
1

2

i

X
*

'h.
'Ji £— —

1 1 7 1 3
1 6 3 3

1 3 6 — 1

3 o 3 3 1

2 2 ^— 4 4

1 2 1 G 3
2 — 4 6 I

i

Th« highest temperature occurred on the 25th, is,
' ^^-^^XTthe^th

and the lowest on the 24th, in 1830,-thermometer 10'. I he night or^nt ^tn

averages a lower temperature than any night in the w hole year.

REPORT ON COVKNT-GAKPKN MARKET,
For the Week ending Dec. 22, 1843.

In consequence of the continued fine weather, the market has

been well supplied during: the week, and trade has been some-

what brisker. Pine-apples of good quality arc sufficient to met
the demand, and are selling at from 4s. to 8s. per lb. Hothouse

Grapes have rather advanced in price since our last Repoft

,

among these we noticed a few good Muscats, which are selling at

from 3*. to 7*. per lb. ; Portugal* are good and plentiful. Uteben

and dessert Apples have been more abundant during the past

week Pears of good quality are plentiful, and are sellmfa

SLl^ Prices as last week ; among these we

noticed a few good specimens of Glout JMorceau and Chan-

montel. Oringff are good and plentiful. 'Hie demand tor

Medlars has increased during the week, and th» have rather

advanced in price. Vegetables are good, and sufficient to meet

the demand. Some excellent Broccoli, Cabbages, and Brussels

Sprouts have been supplied since our last Report and are

selling at nearly the same prices as last week. J^eKS

are good and plentiful. French Beans continue to be brought

to the market, and are offered at last week's prices. Seakale

is becoming more plentiful and is good in quality New

Potatoes, in small quantities, continue to be brought to the

Market. Endive is good and plentiful, and is selling at from Otf.

to is. Qd. per score. Shallots are offered at from Cut. to Qd. pw

lb. Cut Flowers chiefly consist of Erica [gracilis and hyemaus,

Euphorbia jacquininora, Hclichrysnm proliferum, CypnpeOiuni

venustum, Azalea indica alba, Luculia grat.ssima Hignoni*

venusta, Roman Narcissus, Lechenaultia formosa, Pelargoniums,

Tulips, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Camellias, Cinerarias, and Roses.

PRICES, Friday, Dec. 22, UM3.—FRUITS :—

Pine Apple, per lb./4j to 8sJ
Grapes, hothouse, per lb., 3s to 7*

„ Portugal, perlb. U to 2*

Apples, dessert, p- bush. 4s to 10*

,, Kitchen, p bus. 3$ to 8a

Pears, per half-sieve, 8* to 10*

Oranges, per dozen, 9d to 2*;— per 100,4* to 12* ,

Lemons, perdoz. la to 2a
*i ,— ' per 100, 5a to 12a

Pomegranates, per doz., 3a to Gs

Green Capsicums, per loo, la to'2a

Broccoli, per bundle, Gd to 1*

Brussels' Sprouts, per hf.-sv., la to 2a

Cabbage;., perdoz., Gd to la

Seakale, per punnet, 2s Gd to 3a Gd
French Beans, 3a to 4s per 100
Autumn Potatoes, 3tf to 4d per lb.

Savoys, per doz. Gd to la Gd
Greens, per doz. \s Gd to 2t Gd
Cauliflowers, per dozen, la to 4a
Jfotatoes, per ton, 40* to Ws— perewt., Sato 4s Gd— per bushel, isGd to2s6d— Kidney, p. bush., 2« to 2$ Gd
Turnips, perdoz. bunches, U to 2a

Red Beet, per dozen, Gd to la

Horse Radish, perbundle, la to'5#

Radish, spring, p. doz- hands, la

Carrots, p. doz. bun., 2a to 5a

Spinach, per sieve, 9d to la

Leeks, per doz. bun., la Gd

Garlic, per lb. Gd to Qd ^^____

Red Capsicums, 4s to 8a

Almonds, per peck, Gs

Sweet Almonds, per lb-, 2a Gd to 3a

Nuts, Spanish, per bushel, His

— .Brazil, iGs

— Hazel, 3a to 4a

__ Barcelona. 20* to 22a
— Cob, per 100 lbs., 60* to 65a

Chesnuts. per peck, 4* to 8a

Filberts, English, pioolbs., CO* to C5*

Barberries, per ht'-sv., 3* to 4*

Tomatoes, per hfc-sv-, 3* to 5*

VEGETABLES.
Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., 2* to 3*

— Large, per bushel, 2* to 3*

_ Spanish, per doz., 1* Gd to 4*

_ pickling, p..hf.-sv.,8j Gd to 4*6*

Shallots, per lb., Gd to 9d^
Chilis, per 100, l*to2*
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, Gd to 1*
— Cos, per score, Gd to 1*

Celery, per bun., Gd to 2*
Mushrooms, per pottle, lxto 1* Gd
Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 12* to lCa

Small Salads, per punnet, 2d tto 3d
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 3</ to 0o

Parsley, per doz. bunches, \s Gd to 2a Gd
Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Endive, per score, 6rf to 1* ml
M int, per doz. bunches,' U to 2*
Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun- la Gdto2s
Chervil, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Salsafy, per bundle, l*to la Gd
Scorzonera, per bundle, la Gd

Notices to Correspondents.

Communications from the following Correspondents are in

type, and are only waiting till room can be found for them :
—

A Practical Man, O., M. Saul, A.B., J. W. Jones, A Perthshire

Subscriber, Gavin Cree, Peter Mackenzie, Tyro, Tatty, W. G.S.,

i«\ ])avies
t
Caution, Peter, J. S. Henslow, J. Wighton, 11. G.,

Este, W. P. Ayres, C. Babington, M. Gunter, A Subscriber,

G. Fleming, Ruricola, and J. L.

Anemones.—A new Subscriber.— Anemones and Ranunculuses

may be planted in October or November for early floweringi

but unless the soil is light and the situation dry the latter end

of January or beginning of February will answer better. The
soil should be a rich loam prepared about one foot deep, and

the beds should not be much elevated in dry situations. The
prepared soil for about five inches deep should be rather light

to plant the roots in, as if otherwise, they are apt to rot j
the

fibres will soon find their way into the rich soil belowi t

Hooks —Pwcfc.—We cannot tell, but should think not. F. C.

-Mr' DauielVs address is Twerton, near Bath
;
his pamphlet

was published a year or two ago, but^^J*«-~fcj'
-Children's books arc quite out of our way ; but Young Eng-

land "little Library," published by Orr and Co., are certainly

U%rfi to books of that kind, with the exception of

^kBSda? and -Drolleries-' and considering the way

in whirh thev are trot up, they arc remarkably cheap.

C^S^5.SMJ^.-ri^ following sorts will afford

TOuJJtSdiin Tcnance. Dobson's Othello,\Yell's LouisXlVth,

BJhyrfSSBs Wonder, Queen of Beauties, and Miss Antro-

C^odrit^W. L will find his quesiions answered in

part at p 404 of the vol. for 1842, and in part by a notice under

the head of Reviews, in to-day's Paper.

CiiLrcoai - Ai/A.- No doubt a stratum of charcoal at the

bottom of /our Pit for half-hardy plants will be useful; pos-

siblyTn summer, when moist, by disengaging carbonic acid

and certainly by assisting to keep the place dry rag winter.

If von have charcoal at command you cannot use a better

material. The rot you speak of will only attack the unnpened

part of the shoots of your Geraniums, and is entirely owing to

oKaSSaSStoSfti the rubbish^ may be used

for the earden, if the heap has been turned and well-rotted;

a sufficient degree of fermentation having been induced m
order to destroy seeds. Any kind of Utter will assist in

causing fermentation. Ammomacal liquor will acccleiate

decomposition.!! ... , „

Daphnk oi»o«a. - Inquirer. - \\ hen your Daphne that.has

grown up tall and straggling has done flowering, it maybe

cut down as low as you think proper, as it will break.out

freely from the old wood. After it has made a few young

shoots it may be repotted in a mixture of good turfy loam and

peat. It is probably the want of pot-room and water that

has occasioned it to lose its leaves.*
_ „„««« he

Deciduous Plants.-/. H.-Deciduous plants m pots may be

safely kept during winter when they are without 1eaves.anu

their functions at rest, in a dark closet, where the teniperature

averages from 40° to 45°, where they have no light, and wncre

air is admitted only through the crevices at the top f«d
bottom

of the door; if they are kept tolerably dry the seclusion irom

light will not be injurious to them. J Im1 , nn ,

DuoDARA.-ilf. L.-Introduced in 1822, according to Londor
i

,

but we suspect some error. The first crop we know o»**8

raised from seed brought in 1831 from India, by the Hon. vv.

T, Melville. (See p. 731 of our Vol. for 1841.)

Dibbmk MAcniN.IL B.-Newberry's IMbbling-machine, may

be ordered of Mr. R. Clyburn, engineer to the fcarl of Ducie s

Iron Works at Uley, Gloucestershire. J. C.

Fn rerts — W* Bartlelt.—Plant six feet apart, and manage tiem

hi the Kentish way, as described at p. 333 of.Lindley's » Guide to

' the Orchard," &c. We .hear the wind-guard well spoken 01.

1 The other question we cannot answer.
GoosKBBRRiKS.-2>orfo»a.-Goosebernes will bear very little

forcintr You mav keep them from 40° to 50° in January ;
45

to 55° in April :
50*° to 65° in May ; and from 55° to 70° in June.

The small, rich, old varieties are best adapted for the purpose.!!

Grafting. ~B. T. B.-~The Cherry will take by grafting on the

Laurel, but it does not succeed well, being liable to gum at the

junction. II .

Gu\no.—B. F.—The ashes of most vegetable substances contain

alkaline salts, such as carbonate of potash or soda, and these

salts when mixed with neutral salts of ammonia, decompose

them, and set free the ammonia; hence, when such ashes are

mixed with guano, the alkaline salts of the former decompose

the fixed salts of ammonia in the guano, and volatile carbonate

of ammonia is given off. The ashes of mineral coal are very

different from those of wood or vegetable substances, and
when mixed with guano do not set free the ammonia. It is

probable that the mixture of such ashes as you describe with

guano will do more harm than good, and that it would be

better to use them elsewhere without guano. E.

llBATixG.— Adoloscentulus.—Vfe regard your plan of heating

tanks by a metal flue oins. in diameter, to be a great step-

backwards— in the art of heating. Have you ever considered

what it would cost? Calorifer.—To contract the flow-pipe

connecting the boiler with the tank from four inches in

diameter to two inches, would not diminish the heat in the

tank. The larger the body of heated water in the tank the

greater will be the heat in'.the house. t J. H. S.—No heat can

be obtained in the manner you propose.

Insects.—J. B. M. IL—Never having heard before of the Blue-

toe-, we cannot advise you regarding the Apple-trees ; but if

you will favour us with specimens we will answer your

queries. R, , . -__
MandbvillA suaveolens.—A Subscriber.—Your plant of Man-

ricvilla snaveolens that has been neglected and allowed to grow
as it might, should be cut back to the ripened wood and neatly

tied up. It mav be planted in a mixture of good turfy loam,

peat, and a little rotten dung, and the pot must be well drained.

The temperature of a stove containing a general collection of

plants, at this season of the year should not be higher than 6o°

during night, and may be allowed to rise as high as 05° or 70

during the day in fine weather ; but 60° is quite high enough in

dull weather. If the temperature is kept high at this season it

excites the plants, makes them grow up weak, and conse-

quently they will not start away so well in spring.*

Mki on Pits. - Tt/ro proposes to build a wall, 12 inches thick all
'

round, surmounted by a 9-inch hollow brick wall to carry the

lights, leaving a ledge of 4 inches inside. He intends having

his tank made of best Baltic wood, 2 inches thick, 4 or 5 inches

deep, divided along its length, and covered by the strong com-

pact slate called " Caithness pavement." He would place the

tank on pillars, so that its top should be level with the ledge

on what may be called the basement wall, and make it of such

size as to leave a vacancy of 4 inches all round the pit, and

cover this by kiln tiles. On the tank he would place a frame

of wood, or build an inclosure of biick, 12 inches deep in front,

to contain the soil ; and ventilate by means of an air-drain

opening under the tank. He wishes to know— 1st, Whether

by such an arrangement he is likely to attain his object, of

having both atmospheric and ground heat? 2dly, Whether 12

inches be sufficient depth of soil in front for a pit 5 feet wide,

with a stone slab under it? and 3dly, What is the best slope for

the glass?—he has never used a greater slope than 15°. [We
answer, that 15° is slope enough, but 20° better; that wood is

a perishable material, and dearer than bricks and cement; that

a slate covering for the tank will, in all probability, prove too

dry because no vapour will pass through it, and this will be

fatal to Melon-plants growing upon it; that coarse earthen

flue-tiles are much better; and that, finally, these objections

removed, the plan will answer well enough.]

MusHiiOOMS.—A Young Gardener may fail in growing Mush.

rooms from several causes; but yours probably from the fol-

lowing, viz., the heat in the bed had not sufficiently subsided

before 'it had been spawned, and consequently the spawn

was destroyed by heat; or, the dung not having been tho-

roughly prepared before using, became again over-heated

(internally) when covered with the loam, which confined the

heat and killed the spawn ; at ail events, the cause of failure is

either from excess of heat or moisture internally. 1f

Names of Fruit.—A Subscriber.— \, 6, Marie Louise; 4,8,9,

13, 'lieurre d'Aremberg ; 7, 19, Winter Nclis ; 3, 10, 12, 17, 21,

24, Benrre' Diel ; 14, Beurre Bosc ; 15, Beurre de Capiaumont
5

1H, 20, Glout Morceau ; 23, Easter Beurre ; 25, Easter Berga-

mot; 26, Itamilies.||- -J. Fish.--_l
t

Bcurr6__Diel ; 2, Bezi

fulgens, are two names for the same trmig. When your Mush
room experiment is complete, we shall be glad to learn the
result. Jus. Mitcfnnson.—Gemer& discolor, rather new.
J.W.—We will inquire and report further 'about this Ken-
nedya splendcns, since you and another correspondent have
put us on its traces. Schedonorusis derived from cv$doy near,
and ogos, the end, according to Palisot de Beauvois) who
invented the word. Sero .— 1, the Yellow Brugmansia san-
guinea

; 2, Euphorbia splendens; 3, Abutilon striatum.
Nurserymen.—Weregretto say that complaints of the adultera-

tion of seeds, of the substitution of one kind of tree for another,
and of the fraud of selling old and well-known plants under
names inventedfor the mere purposes of trade, are beginning to
multiply. One Correspondent begs to know where he can
buy Apple-trees true, for he has found that what he has bought
for Ribston Pippins are Emperor Alexanders ! Another asserts
that his seed of Clintonia pulchella is uniformly mixed with
Rampion, and that his Early Charlton Peas were not fit to
gather till June, when they were 12 feet high ! ! We had hoped
that such practices had wrought their own cure; we know
that they totally ruined the credit of certain firms, once flourish-

ing, and we entertain no doubt that they will always end in the
same result. At the same time wTe cannot publish letters

relating to such matters. The remedy for these evils lies with
purchasers, who should discontinue to deal with houses which
countenance such practices, and who refuse to make ample
reparation for the loss and vexation produced by the negligence
or fraud of their servants. Taken as a body, there is not a
more respectable class of men than the Nurserymen and Seeds-
men of this country, and they are not to be blamed for the
misconduct of a few dishonest people. If buyers are true to
themselves, will pay a fair price for what they purchase, and
resolve to have no dealing with people who deceive them, the
system of adulteration or fraud, if system there be, will fall to
pieces of itself.

Peach-treks.—Inquirer.—• The shoots of your young Peach-
trees that have been lately planted should be cut back in pro-
portion to their strength, and always pruned to where the
wood is firm and well ripened. The strong shoots may be cut
back to about two thirds, and the weaker ones to about half
their length. The trees should not be allowed to bear fruit the
first season. Your young Apricot tree may also be managed
in tl^e same manner. The two young shoots on one side that
have grown too vigorously for those on the other, should be
cut well back, or they will destroy the form of the tree, and
injure the other side; for great vigour in one part cannot be
maintained without hurting the other; the weaker side may
also be nailed a little higher than the stronger one.t

Pears.— C.R. D.—The Bezi de Montigny Pear is well known.
It has an unpleasant musky juice, and is unworthy of cultiva-
tion.

||

Pelargoniums.—Tigridius.—Your Pelargoniums that have been
so much injured by cold or frost in a room, that their leaves
have become shrivelled and brown, had better be placed in a
greenhouse and given a little fire-heat in dull damp weather,
but should have air given them at the same time, and must not
be too much excited. If they break well they will flower
earlier than cuttings put in at this season would do, but the
latter would make the most handsome plants. J

Potatoes.—A Gardener.—-The black spot in Potatoes- is too well
known, but its cause is buried in mystery. The most probable
explanation seems to be that the soil, or the manure, contains
deleterious matter. Next year the subject of vegetable
diseases will be taken up, and then perhaps this matter may be
discussed.

Roses.—An Old Wall.— A few hardy climbing Roses may be
Amadis, Belle Maria, Belie Thurette, Bonne Genevieve,
Brennus, General Lamarque, Gracilis, Las Cases, Madame
de Plantier, Phcenix, LaCherie, and Triomphe de Planticr. t

Russian Violets.—A Lady.—Russian Violets were introduced
by Mr. Oldakcr, probably more than 20 years ago, from St.
Petcrsbtirg.il

Spinach.— Question.—Riley's New Burdock Spinach is on
American production. There is an account of it in Vol. i. p.

815. According to a statement in Hovey's Magazine of Horti-
culture, "each plant is full the size of half a bushel." The
leaves are described as smooth, and the whole plant so hardy as
to withstand the severity ofan American winter without injury.

We cannot inform you where seed can be procured.
||

Miscellaneous.—A*. I. IL—Phytolacca is emetic, and pro-

bably poisonous in large doses. As»™v.— Physalis Alke-
kengi has a flower of no beauly ; but its scarlet bladdery
calyxes and fruit arc ornamental in winter, and give rise to its

name, Winter Cherry. The Winged Pea is an old-fashioned

Annual, of little beauty. The Poppy you speak of is the

Double French. R. Ferguson.—We have too much respect

for ourselves and our readers to bore them with endless talking

about ourselves. If you prefer purring to solid information,

you can easily find a gardening newspaper to your taste.

Empty.— Many thanks ; but the seeds are of no value.

Economist's letter is sent to Mr. Paxton. Knave of Spades.
We can insert no more letters on digging shrubberies, unless

they contain some new and useful ideas. W. Retsbew, H.N.
—We never recommend Nurserymen. J Gael.—Whitney's
composition has been advertised in our columns, at p. 8/2. i

Ireland.—A news-agent ought not to charge 31*. for a year's
Gardeners' Chronicle. Send us a Post-ofnce order, in advance,

for 266"., and we will have you supplied by an agent in London.
j), J.—Send a Post-office order for 6s. (5d. or I3i\, and the

Paper will be forwarded you by our agent. Make your order
payable to the Editor. B. C.—Your seeds all belong to stove
plants, *s far as they are known by the names you give.

They may be grown in any common, light, loamy soil.

H. i>.—We should be happy to answer your inquiry, but we
cannot decypher it. J. D.— Diagrams for lecturers are
usually prepared by the lecturers themselves, and cannot be
procured that we know of.

SEEDLING FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CiNERAniAS.—A Constant Reader.—No. 2 is decidedly the best

of 'your Seedlings ; the colour is good, and it is novel in appear-

ance, but deficient in having such narrow petals. No. 1 has

the petals too small ; 3 is'good in colour, but not uncommon.*
As usual, a host of letters has arrived too late for answers this week.

Voet.H G. Jones.— 1, King of the Pippins ; 2, Fearn's Pippin;

3, Downton ; 4, Dumelow's Seedling; 6, Rymer ; 7. Bedford-

shire Foundling ; 9, Easter Beurre ; 10, Swan's Egg.||

Names of Plants.—4, JLT.—Euphorbia jacquimflora ana E.

NEWS OF THE WEEK.
This accounts from Spain are of the most melancholy

character, and another crisis in the fate of that unhappy

country is hourly expected. The debates in the Chambers

on the events of the 28th ult. have assumed a tone of per-

sonal insult towards the young Queen, which shows that

the moral power of the Monarchy has disappeared, and

that the throne is shaken to its foundations. The veracity

of the Queen is openly discussed as if it were an ordinary

incident of the day, and even the late Prime Minister has

not hesitated to throw upon her Majesty the imputation

of falsehood and intrigue. The Republicans hail the event

as a certain blow to the principle of the Monarchy, while

the Carlists believe that before the lapse of another year

Queen Isabella will have ceased to reign, and the son of

Don Carlos will occupy the throne. The position of Senor

Olozaga also is hourly becoming more perilous. No
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decision has yet been taken in regard to his impeach-
ment, but the Court party are adopting such extensive
military preparations that his life is in imminent dan-
ger. According to the last accounts it is the general
impression in Madrid that another outbreak is inevitable,
and that a military dictatorship will be the next scene in
this eventful drama.—In France great preparations are
making for the opening of the Chambers. The King and
Royal Family have arrived at the Tuileries for the com-
mencement of the new Session, and a large number of
Deputies are already assembled in Paris. The movements
of the Due de Bordeaux and his followers in London are
still the subject of much comment, and are expected to
form a leading topic of discussion in the Chambers.
From Holland we have accounts of the death of the Ex-
King, the Count of Nassau, who died suddenly at Berlin
on the 12th inst. The career of his Majesty was inti-
mately connected with the great events which followed the
French Revolution, and he personally bore his share in
many of the battles between Napoleon and the Allies.
At home, with the exception of the death of another

veteran of the late war, Lord Lynedoch, there is nothing
which calls for special notice, except the formal announce-
ment that Parliament will meet on the 1st of February for
the despatch of business.

CouRT.-On Sunday her Majesty and Prince Albert
and the whole Court attended Divine service in the pri-
vate chapel of the Castle, which was consecrated on Mon-
day by the Bishop of Oxford. Prince Albert hunted with
his harriers on Monday ; on Wednesdav went out rabbit-
shooting in the preserves in the Great Park, and hunted
with the stag-hounds on Thursday. Her Majesty and the
Prince dined with the Duchess of Kent on Wednesday
evening at Frogmore Lodge. The Queen and Prince
have taken their usual morning exercise durin^ the week
ill the grounds about the Castle. On Wednesday a party
of Ojibbeway Indians arrived at the Castle conducted by
Mr. Catlin, and were presented to her Majesty and Prince
Albert, the Duchess of Kent, and the ladies and gentle-
men of the suite. The Chief made a speech in which he
described the loyalty of his tribe, and the great gratifica-
tion which he and his countrymen felt in beholding her
Majesty. The party then performed several of their
national dances, after which they partook of refreshment
and returned to town. Their costume was the grotesque
dress of their country. The party consisted of seven, four
men and three women—The Marchioness of Douro has
succeeded Lady Portman as Lady in Waiting on her
Majesty; Lord Rivers has succeeded the Marquess
of

{
Ormonde as the Lord in Waiting; and Captain

the Honourable Nelson Hood has succeeded Sir Fre-
derick Stovin as the Groom in Waiting on her Majesty.
lhe following personages have been at the Castle this
week on a visit to her Majesty :— Lord Portman, the
Bishop of Oxford, Sir Henry Wheatley, the Right Hon
Pemberton Leigh, and the Countess of Orkney. It is
stated on good authority that her Majesty and Prince
Albert will visit Warwick-castle in about six weeks, and
that the Queen has determined to take advantage of the
opportunity of visiting Birmingham. It is also stated that
it is the intention of the Queen to visit the banks of the
Rhine next spring and that she will remain some time in
that neighbourhood. According to some accounts her
Majesty will take up her residence in the Palace of Bruhl,
whilst others state that the Palace of Stoltzenfels will be
prepared for her reception. It is believed in diplomatic
circles that a numerous assemblage of crowned heads will
meet on the banks of the Rhine, probably at Coblentz, to
receive her Majesty.

The Queen Dowager was in danger of a serious acci-
dent last week, in driving from Gopsall-hall to Leicester.
\Yhen the carriage containing her Majesty was nearNew-
bold-bridge, two of the four horses were thrown upon their
knees, and the post-boy was precipitated several yards
forward. One ot the horses was so much wounded in the
shoulder by the pole of the carriage, as to be unfit to pro-
ceed

; and the post-boy's head was cut so severely that
the blood flowed from it in large quantities. Earl Howe
was obliged to assist the attendants in their endeavours to
set the carnage going. The Queen Dowager was affected
to tears on seeing the injury done to the post-boy and
the horse, and did not recover from the shock for some
hours afterwards.

The Duchess of Gloucester—Her Royal Highness is
so far recovered from her recent indisposition, that no
more bulletins of her Roya i Highness's health will be
issued, her Royal Highness being considered convalescent.

The Due de Bordeaux.—On Monday his Royal High-
ness arrived in Birmingham, and was received by Bishop
Wiseman and other Catholic priests, who conducted the
Prince to Oscott College, where he passed the night. On
Tuesday the Prince attended high mass in the chapel of
the College, and afterwards visited Birmingham. His
Royal Highness was first conducted to the cathedral,
£hlch he minutely inspected. On leaving the cathedral,
his Royal Highness and suite proceeded to visit the manu-
factories in the town, and was first conducted to the ex-
tensive button-manufactory of Messrs. Hardman and
llitte, Paradise-street, where he viewed the process from
the metal m the raw state to the finished article. He also
inspected the pressing of the medals manufactured in the
establ.shmen Hls R0ya i Highness then proceeded to
the Town Hall, after which he proceeded to inspect the
manufactories of Messrs. Phipson and Son, pin-manufac

turers; Mr. Windfield's brass bedstead manufactory, Mr.
billot s pen manufactory, Messrs. Elkington, Major, and

j ^-
electro"P Iating establishment in Marshall-street •

and Messrs. Serjeant and Co.'s sword manufactory. His
Royal Highness then repaired to Dee's Royal Hotel, where
he entertained a select party of gentlemen. On Wednesday
his Koyal Highness visited the rolling mills of Messrs
Muntz, Messrs. Jenners and Bettridge's manufactory, and
the proof-house

; after which he proceeded to Redditch to
visit the needle manufactory. In the afternoon he
returned and went to Dudley, where extensive prepara-
tions were made to enable him to visit the iron works and
other curiosities in the neighbourhood. The Prince then
visited Oxford and returned yesterday to Belgrave-square
to pass the Christmas in town, after which his Royal
Highness will continue his excursions in the west and
south of England.
Death of Lord Lynedoch.—-The venerable Lord Lyne-

doch died on Monday night, a few minutes before 11
o clock, at his town residence in Stratton-street, after
several days of severe suffering. This distinguished vete-
ran was descended from a common ancestor with the
Dukes of Montrose. He was the son of Thomas Graham,
Esq., by Christian, fourth daughter of the first Earl of
Hopetoun; was born in 1750, and had consequently
reached his 94th year when he died. His Lordship com-
menced his military career somewhat late in life, having
attained his 45th year when he first served at the siege of
loulon as a volunteer in 1794. His future career fully
justified the promotion to which through successive grades
he rapidly attained, and which he earned by that rare
combination of valour and discretion by which he was
through life d.stinguished. During the Peninsular war
he was constantly engaged, and having attained the rank
of General, was not merely actively employed in, but
directed many of its operations. The celebrated victory
of LSarossa, gamed on the 5th of March, 1811, was
achieved under his command. He was second in com-
mand under Lord Wellington at the siege of Ciudad Rod-
rigo; and subsequently led the left wing at the hard-
fought field of Vittoria, reduced the town and citadel of
St. Sebastian, crossed the Bidassoa, and conducted the
British army within the French territory. The failure of
his health, impaired by incessantly severe service, com-
pelled his return to England ; but having recruited his
exhausted powers he was again in the field, being ap-
pointed to the command of the British army in Holland.
Sir Ihomas Graham's gallant achievements were in
various forms recognized by his sovereign and his country.
Ihe thanks of both Houses of Parliament were on several
occasions voted to him, in connexion with his companions
in arms. In 1814 he was created a peer, as Baron
Lynedoch, of Balgowan, Perthshire, with a pension of
2,000/. to himself and his heirs. In 1821 he was made a
General in the army, in 1826 obtained the colonelcy of
the 14lh Foot, and in 1829 was made Governor of Dun-
barton castle, a post rather honorary than lucrative. In
1/74 his Lordship married the Hon. Mary Cathcart
second daughter of the Earl of Cathcart, but he was by
her death, in 1792, left a widower without issue. The
title, and the pension which was conferred with the
honour, have therefore become extinct by his death
The high estimation for private worth and generous spirit
in which Lord Lynedoch was held by all who were his
associates in the field or his companions at home has
been attested in various gratifying testimonials. Sheridan,
speaking of the various excellencies, personal and pro-
fessional, which adorned his character, said, "

I have
known him in private life ; and never was there seated a
loftier spirit in a braver heart." Alluding to his services
in the retreat of the British army to Corunna, in which
Sir John Moore, the General in command, was killed—he
continued, " In the hour of peril, Graham was their best
adviser

; in the hour of disaster, Graham was their surest
consolation." Sir Walter Scott has also made him the
subject of eulogium in his " Vision of Don Roderick,"
the concluding stanzas of which are dedicated to his
Lordship's fame.

Parliamentary Movements.—On Tuesday the Lord
Chancellor, Lord Haddington, and Lord Aberdeen, as her
Majesty s Commissioners, attended in the House of
Lords, and prorogued Parliament to Thursday the 1st
February. The clerk at the table having read the Royal
commission, the Lord Chancellor said : In the name of
her Majesty we declare this present Parliament to stand
prorogued until Thursday, the 1st day of February next,
then to meet for the despatch of divers urgent and import-
ant affairs ; and this Parliament stands prorogued accord-
ingly until the 1st day of February next It is reported
that Sir, John Rae Reid intends to resign his seat for
Dover, and that his acceptance of the Chiltern Hundreds
will be announced immediately after the opening of Par-
liament.

The Church.—It is rumoured that the Rev. Dr. Moore,
vicar of St. Pancras, intends resigning his benefice, and
that the Rev. Sydney Smith, canon of St. Paul's is likely
to be his successor.

Church of Scotland.—The Queen has been pleased to
present the Rev. J. Maclver to the parish of Sleate, isle
of Sky, vacant by the transportation of the Rev. Alex.
Maclver to the parish of Dornoch ; and the Rev. Simon
*razer to the parish of Nigg, Ross, vacant by the seces-
sion of the Rev. J. Macalister.

The Army.—The Colonelcy of the 13th Light Infantry,
vacant by the death of General Morrison, has been pre-
sented to Brevet-Colonel Sir Robert Sale by the Com-
mander-in-Chief as a mark of the high sense which his
Grace entertains of the services rendered by that distin-
guished officer whilst serving with this regiment in
Affghanistan. With the exception of his Royal Highness

Prince George of Cambridge, this is said to be the only
instance of a regiment being bestowed upon any officer
under the rank of Major-General—The Queen has been
pleased, on the recommendation of the Commander-in-
Chief, to appoint John Blakiston, Esq., late Brevet-Major
and Captain on half-pay of the 27th Foot, to be one of
her Majesty s Honourable Corps of Gentlemen-at-Arms,
vice Shakeshaft, deceased. The Queen has also been
pleased, on the nomination of Lord Forester, to appoint
John Gregory, Esq., to be one of her Majesty's Honour-
able Corps of Gentlemen-at-Arms, vice Gray, who retires.

The Navy.—It is understood that the East India
Company are about to pay "donation batta " to the
officers and men employed in the first expedition to
Canton, when Captain Elliot agreed to accept ransom for
the city. The allowance to the army has been long since
paid. The officers and men employed in the following
ships of the Royal navy will be entitled to share—the
Algerme, Blenheim, Blonde, Calliope, Columbine,Conway,
Cruiser, Druid, Herald, Hyacinth, Larne, Melville,
Modeste, iNimrod, Pylades, Samarang, Volage, and
Wellesley. The shares to the officers, where they have
served 12 months on the coast of China, will be—Captains,
about 900/. ; Commanders, 550/. ; and Lieutenants, 200/.
Law Appointments.—It is reported that Mr. Sergeant

Herbert Jones, formerly Solicitor-General of Van Die-
men's Land, will be appointed the new Indian Judge.

Post Office.—The following alteration in the Metro-
politan offices commences with New Year's Day :—
" Letters to pass by the inland mails can be posted at the
receiving houses till 5h. 30m., p.m. (being one half-hour
later than at present) ; by the letter-carriers, ringing bells
(on payment of one penny with each), from 4h. 30m. to
5h. 30m. p.m.

; at the branch post-offices at Charing-
cross, Old Cavendish-street, and 108, Blackman-street
Borough, till 6 p.m., and with a fee of one penny (which
must be paid by a stamp affixed to the letter) until 6h.
45m.; at the branch post-office in Lombard-street till

6 p.m., and till 7 p.m. with a fee paid by means of a penny
stamp affixed to the letter ; at the General Post-office St.
Martin's-le-Grand until 6 p.m., and until 7 p.m. upon
payment of a fee of one penny (or an affixed stamp) in
addition to the postage which must then be paid in ad-
vance, and from 7 till half-past 7 upon pavment of a fee
of sixpence each."

France.—The Paris Opposition Papers announced a
few days since that the English Government had given a
private order to the Due de Bordeaux to quit England
immediately, and some of them even stated that this step
was taken at the express request of the French Ministry.
The Due de Levis, however, one of the noblemen in the
suite of the Prince, has been authorised to contradict this
statement, which he declares to be quite an invention. It

was reported in Paris that the Government had some
strong measures in contemplation against the Royalists.
One of the rumours was that the Gazette de France was
to be brought before the Chamber of Peers, and another
that a motion would be made for the expulsion of M.
Berryer and the other deputies who visited the Due de
Bordeaux. The National also mentions that M. Deflbn-
taines,oneof the Judges of the Tribunals at Lille, was
immediately to be summoned before the Supreme Court
to account for a journey which he lately made to London,
and said to have been for the purpose of visiting the Due
de Bordeaux.—The Deputies were arriving in great
numbers in Paris preparatory to the opening of the
session. Upwards of 300 had already " reported them-
selves " at the Chamber of Deputies. The usual pre-
cautionary measures for the opening of the Chambers by
the King had commenced.—The King and Royal Family
arrived at the Tuileries on Tuesday for the 'winter
The French mission to China left Brest on the 11th by
the Syrene frigate, which had been specially fitted up for

the purpose. Several Royal ordonnances have been issued,
the object of which had been for some time talked
of. The first appoints M. Dumon Minister of Public
Works, instead of M. Teste, whom another ordon-
nance raises to the dignity of Peer of France and
who is further indemnified with the presidency of

a Chamber in the Supreme Court of Cassation. M-
Dumon is a Councillor of State, an able member of

the Chamber of Deputies and considered an intimate
friend of M. Guizot. M. Hippolyte Passy, a member of
the Chamber of Deputies, who has held a seat in one of

the many Cabinets formed since 1830, is also raised to

the dignity of a Peer. The last ordonnance introduces
various modifications into the provisions of the Royal
decree of the 11th November 1835, which regulated the
navigation and customs duties in the French North Afri-
can possessions. As the late minister M. Teste is con-
sidered a confidential friend of Marshal Soult, and M-
Dumon a confidential friend of M. Guizot, the Opposition
prints, which have long supposed the President of the Coun-
cil and Minister of Foreign Affairs to differ on various poli-

tical points, generally infer that the Marshal's influence in

the Cabinet has declined.—The dispute between the Church
and the University has brought forth another champion
for the University in the person of the celebrated advo-
cate M. Ledru-Rollin, who publishes in the National
of Sunday a long letter in answer to M. de Lamartine.
A funeral service was celebrated in the Chapel of the Inva-

lids on Friday in commemoration of the Emperor Napoleon,
that day being the anniversary of the translation of his re-

mains to Paris Marshal Oudinot, the Governor ; General
Petit, the Deputy-Governor ; General Gourgaud, all the in-

mates of the Hotel of the Invalids, and a number of military

men of the Empire were present, dressed in the uniforms of
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the corps in which they served.—M. Casimir Delavigne, the

poet and dramatic author, died at Lyons in the night of

the 10th inst., in the arms of his wife, and in the presence

of his son, who is only in his tenth year. He was on his

way to Montpellier for the re-establishment of his health,

travelling by short stages. On arriving at Lyons on the

9th he became too weak to proceed. M. Delavigne was

born at Havre in 1794. As a private man he was univer-

sally esteemed. He was a member of the Acade'mie

Fransaise, and librarian at the Palace of Fontainblcau.—

The Conrrier Frarifaise states that the crowd was sogreat

on Saturday evening in the Cafe de la Regence to witness

the game of chess then in progress between the English

and French amateurs Mr. Staunton and M. St. Amant,

that six persons became so ill from the heat that it was

deemed prudent to carry them to their homes. A mu-

nicipal guard was ordered to be stationed at the door of

the cafe, whose duty was to admit only the number of

spectators which it could reasonably contain. The kst

accounts of the game state that Mr. Staunton on Wed-

nesday had gained 11 games, and M. St. Amant six;

and that four had been drawn : Mr. Staunton was con.

sequently the victor. The papers add that he won his

11th (the conquering) game in " fine style/'—It would

appear that horse-racing is losing favour in France. The

papers announce that the Minister of Commerce has

suppressed the Royal breeding stud at Rosieres, and con-

siderably reduced the others by the sale of several horses.

Spain.—The sittings of the Congress continue to attract

general attention in Madrid, but the debate upon the

occurrence of the 28th November advances but slowly.

On the 9th sundry incidental motions and counter-motions

were supported by the Progresistas and Moderados, the

confusion created by which renders an abstract of the dis-

cussion a difficult task. At length after many interrup-

tions M. Lopez, the late Prime Minister, moved with

extreme warmth that the Chamber should refuse to discuss

either M. Murillo's proposal to address the throne or the

Queen's message. M. Lopez defended the Progress

party and violently attacked their opponents. He was

about to discuss the affair at the Palace, which he pro-

nounced a mere intrigue, when the Chamber adjourned.

In the sitting of the 10th M. Lopez resumed his speech

and addressed the Chamber with as much vehemence as

the day before, deriding the superior veracity ascribed to

the Queen, inveighing against all that had been done since

the alleged occurrence at the Palace, and quoting the line

of a Spanish poet, which says, " Do you believe I am

silly enough, when I wish to dissemble, to do so without

any appearance of truth?" The ex-Premier urged as

evidence of the Palace affair having been but an intrigue

of the Moderados that he had not been sent for by the

Queen, although she had assured him on his retirement

from the Cabinet that she would demand his advice when-

ever any event of magnitude occurred. He concluded by

threatening to discharge many more arrows which he had

in his quiver, and which would inflict severerwounds than

was supposed. His proposal was nevertheless rejected by

a majority of 77 to 62. M. Martinez de la Rosa was the

next to speak in favour of a proposal that all incidental

motions be set aside and the address to the Queen

be voted as promptly as possible. He was conciliatory,

defending the Moderados and repelling the attacks of

their opponents with gentleness ; the Chamber adjourned

as he was telling the Progress party that they must

either believe the Queen's statement, doubt it, or

consider it false, and that in the two first cases they must

vote the address, and in the last impeach M. Olozaga.

On the 11th M. Martinez de la Rosa resumed the argu-

ments in support of his motion for permitting no inci-

dental proposals to be discussed and for hastening the vote

on the address in reply to the Queen's message. His

oration elicited a violent answer from M. Olozaga, who
indulged in bold theories and carried his notions of equality

to extremes, but in repeating what he had already said of

the circumstances which had preceded his accession to

office, and in assailing the Moderados he threw no addi-

tional light on the scene at the Palace on the 28th Nov.

He insisted that his word was as good as that of the Queen,

and thanked those who offered him their assistance to

frustrate the " wretched intrigues and infernal machina-

tions of the Court.'' At the close of his speech M. Mar-
tinez de la Rosa's proposal was taken into consideration

by a majority of 12(5 to 2. On the 12th M. Olozaga again

addressed the Chamber. He replied principally to those

who had imputed to him irreverent conduct at a Royal
banquet and to the allegation of his having picked up
and pocketed on the evening of the 28th some sugar-plums
which the Queen had dropped, and represented them as a

gracious souvenir sent by her Majesty to his daughter.
The ex-Minister of War Serrano next entered into details

of what had occurred since the 29th, when he was first

informed of the occurrences at the Palace the evening
before. His narrative of the affair put it beyond a doubt
that the ordinances for the dismissal of Olozaga were

drawn up without the knowledgeor sanction of any single

member of the Cabinet, and that it was entirely the work
of the Camarilla. He stated that on his arrival he found
no less than four ordinances drawn up— one dismissing

Olozaga, one annulling the decree for the dissolution of

the Cortes, the third declaring Olozaga incapable of future

public employment, and the fourth reciting that in future

the Queen should transact business with the whole

Cabinet only. He refused to sign any of these decrees,

because he had a difference with Olozaga ; and it was
only after that that Frias, the only Cabinet Minister who
signed them, was sent for. General Serrano concluded
his speech by a severe attack upon the Government for

the military demonstrations they were making on the

subject of the Olozaga affair, and also for the dismissals

from the army and civil service. On the 13th the

Chamber after authorising the prosecution of two

Members, M.M. Mateo and Lorenzo Calvo, who are

charged with a participation in the late attempt on the

life of the Captain-General Narvaez, resumed the debate

on the Queen's message relative to M. Olozaga. The

sitting was taken up with another speech of M. Cortina,

in which he declared that the laws of Spain formally

impose upon the Sovereigns of that country the obligation

of telling i he truth. On the 14th the debate was resumed,

and M. Cortina again spoke at considerable length,

inveighing against the Camarilla, and reminding the

Moderados of what had taken place in England when, on

the Tories recovering office, Sir R. Peel required the

dismissal of certain members of the Royal household.

He concluded by affirming, that what was passing was

but a reaction, the consequences of which would be fatal

to the country. M. Posada followed, and next the

President of the Council, M. Gonzales Bravo, who, in up-

holding the Queen's veracity, gave rise to a serious alter-

cation and great uproar. Upon his reminding the

Chamber of what he had heard the late Minister ot War,

General Serrano, confidentially state respecting the occur-

rence at the Palace, the latter cried, « It is not true.

M. Gonzales Bravo then exclaimed, « I regret I am here \

when Serrano said, » Out of doors it would be the same

thing." Another scene of confusion was produced by M.

Cortina interrupting the Premier with « 'Tis false!' Ser-

rano spoke afterwards, and M. Gonzales Bravo replied

that he had not questioned the General's loyalty, but that

what he now said did not prevent their subsequent meet-

ing and their seeing whether they could not come to some

understanding. The Chamber then adjourned m much

agitation, as a hostile encounter was expected to follow.

Several friends of the Minister and General, such as

Generals Narvaez and Concha, and MM. Eugenio Moreno

and Lopez, had hastened to interpose, and it was hoped

that through their efforts the meeting would be averted.

An impending dissolution of the Cortes was still talked ot,

and it was also rumoured that M. Olozaga would shortly

be arrested. His absence from the two last sittings of the

Chamber of Deputies had been remarked, and it had

somewhat corroborated a report of a serious nature ;

three attempts had been made to assassinate him. and

he has been compelled to conceal himself. Various

other reports were afloat denoting the critical state of

affairs. Among others it was said that four armies were

about to be formed to act simultaneously, under the com-

mand of General Concha, and to be stationed at Guada-

laxara, in Arragon, Catalonia, and Galicia. A decree is

published in the Gazette whereby the Queen sanctions

the levy of 25,000 men voted in August last. With the

above report may be connected the Espectador's allegation

that the Government were preparing to disarm the whole

National Guard on the same day. In regard to the Queen

herself, who seems to,be lost sight of amidst these melan-

choly discussions, it was rumoured that insurmountable

difficulties have arisen to prevent the marriage of the

Count d'Aquila with the young Queen of Spain, and

that the Count of Trapani has started as a competitor

for the prize. The Gazette of the 12th contains a Royal

decree, appointing M. Garcia Carrasco Minister of

Finance. Bv another decree, signed by the new Minister,

M. ManuefGonzales Bravo, father to the Premier, was

nominated Under-Secretary of the State of the Finance De-

partment. The same official journal publishes a number

of other appointments, and amongst them that of Baron

de Meer as Captain-General of Catalonia in the room of

General Sanz, who was transferred in the same capacity

to the seventh military district. The French ambassador,

M. de Bresson, has had frequent conferences with the

Minister for Foreign Affairs since his arrival at Madrid.

Prince de Carini, the Neapolitan envoy, had been present

at this last interview, and it had been decided that he

should immediately present his credentials to the Queen.

Messrs. Donoso Cortes and Ros de Olano left on the 11th

for Paris, on a mission to Queen Christina to invite her

to return to Madrid. The invitation, however, contained

a proviso that she must bring with her 10,000, OOOf. of the

150,000,000f. still remaining in her coffers,—a condition

which is expected to induce her Majesty to decline the

invitation.—The Saragossa journals of the 14th state that

some disturbances took place there on the night of the

12th, and that more were apprehended. The authorities

were taking steps to preserve order. All singing in the

public streets was forbidden, the laws regarding pro-

hibited arms were put in full force, and the military were

kept on the alert. The people in all parts of Spain are

said to be in a state of great excitement, in consequence

of the recent events at Madrid, and a general out-

break seems inevitable.

Portugal.—We have accounts from Lisbon to the

12th. The Costa Cabral Ministry is surrounded by financial

difficulties, which have forced it to the unpopular measure

of imposing fresh taxes on the first necessaries of life

—

such as wine, salt, fresh meat, iron, and flax. In addition

to this the Government has formidable opponents in the

municipal bodies, which carry on opposition by means of

bold and almost seditious addresses. The municipalities

are dissolved, re-elected, and prosecutions instituted

against their members. The unpopularity and doubtful

success of this repression renders the position of the

Justice Minister as painful as that of the head of finance

is rendered by the new imposts ; and both are said to

meditate resigning.

Holland.—By despatches from Berlin wre learn that

the ex-King of Holland, his Majesty William Frederick

Count of Nassau, died in that capital on the 12th inst.

Nothing had given reason to expect so speedy an end of

the life of the venerable Prince. He had been engaged in

business that very morning, and was found by his aide-
de-camp sitting in his own chair, struck by a fit of
apoplexy, and apparently dead. All the attempts which
were immediately made to recover his Majesty proved
fruitless. The deceased Prince was born in the year
1772, and was therefore at the time of his death
in the 71st year of his age. He married a Princess of
Prussia, daughter of Frederick William II. The eldest

child of this marriage is the present King of Holland,
who was born on the 6th December, 1792. When the
French republic in 1793 declared war against the Low
Countries, his Majesty received the command of the army
of Holland, and greatly distinguished himself during the

hostilities which ensued. He commanded a division at

the battle of Jena, and was at the battle of Wagram, after

which event he proceeded to Berlin, and finally visited

England, which he did not quit till the year 1813. He
was proclaimed King of the Netherlands on the 16th of
March, 1815, and as a Sovereign entered Brussels on the
5th of April following. On the return of Bonaparte from
Elba, foreseeing that his territories were likely to become
the scene of great operations, he lost no time in labouring

to put their military positions into the best state of de-
fence that circumstances would permit and to organize
his troops with as much expedition as possible. The
command of these forces was confided to the present King
of Holland, then Prince of Orange, who was wounded at

their head in the battle of Waterloo. The late King is

said to have been a person of great simplicity of life, very
attentive to business and of most economical habits. The
Paris papers state that the fortune possessed by the
ex-King of Holland amounts to 156,000,000 florins

(12,000,000/.) The greater part of this immense fortune
is vested in the funds of the Belgian General Society.

The rupture which separated Holland from Belgium and
gave the title of King of Holland merely to the deceased
monarch—his abdication in 1840 in favour of his son

—

his second marriage to the Countess d'Oultremont—his

life of retirement as the Count of Nassau—are circum-
stances of course familiar to every reader.

Germany.—From Vienna we learn that there is now
no longer any doubt that the Archduke Stephen will be
placed at the head of the government of Bohemia, but
with what title is not known. The best results for the
kingdom of Bohemia are expected from this measure.
The Grand Duke Alexander of Russia and his consort,
with the Prince Alexander of Hesse, arrived on the 9th at

Darmstadt from St. Petersburg at the Grand Duke's
Palace, where they intend to make a long stay. The city

gave them a very brilliant reception.

Italy.—The Paris papers state that the French and
English papers have been excluded from Rome in conse-
quence of the attacks they have lately contained on the
Pope. The excitement in Naples is still very great and
the Government are taking further precautionary steps.

Much astonishment has been created by a singular event
which has recently occurred at Rome, and is the topic of
general conversation. Prince Gallitzin, who has resided

in that city for many years deriving his income from his

estates in Russia, has had his remittances stopped by
order of the Russian Government. The cause of this

measure has not yet transpired. In consequence of this

circumstance the erecting of a splendid palace which Prince

Gallitzin was constructing on the Piazza Clementina, after

the model of the palace Giraud, the masterpiece of the cele-

brated architect Bramante, is now discontinued. It is said

that the Duke Alessandro Torlonia will become the pur-

chaser of it as it now stands, and have the building

finished on the same plan as originally intended by Prince

Gallitzin. The Papal Government have been straitened

in pecuniary matters owing to the extra expenses occa-

sioned for suppressing the late disturbances ; and although

they had resolved a short time back not to have recourse

to a loan, one for a million of scudi with an eminent

London house is said to be nearly concluded.—A letter

from Palermo of Nov. 27 states, " We have received at

last advices from Catanea referring to the eruption of

Etna. The fire which had been observed on the top of

the mount for some time was not a real stream of lava,

but only the reflection of the lava slowly rising within the

crater. However, on the 17th November, the mass of

lava opened itself an outlet, breaking through on the

north side below the crater of 1842, and forming out of

the new crater with great force a fresh stream, which in

a northerly direction and with great rapidity flowed

towards the village of Bronte. The inhabitants of this

place very much frightened by the fiery mass fast running

towards them, packed up all their movables in order to

leave their homes the next day ; but on the 18th the lava

stream divided itself into two branches, and spared the

alarmed inhabitants, who a few hours before thought their

former dwellings would be buried under a stream of fire.

The eruption did not however pass over without damage
;

the lava reached many vineyards and fields, which have

been changed into barren black heaps of stone. On the

23d the lava was flowing quite slowly."

Greece.—Accounts from Athens state that the elec-

tion of President and Vice-Presidents of the National

Assemblv has taken place with the general approbation of

the people, and that it affords an additional proof of the

happy unanimity which prevails in the Assembly. Notaros,

a man of no party, revered from age, being upwards of

100 years old, and from having presided over several

assemblies, is President. The Vice-Presidents are Mavro-

cordato, Coletti, Metaxos, and Londos, all four ministers

—the three first considered to be representatives of the

three parties, English, French, and Russian. The rules of

the Belgian Chambers have been followed in those laid

down for the Assembly.

Gibraltar.—H.M/» steamer Locust sailed from
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Gibraltar in all haste on the 8th inst. for the coast of

Malaga in search of a piratical vessel, of the presence of

which certain intelligence has just been received. That a

pirate is cruising near Gibraltar in the very tract of vessels

bound up and down the Spanish coast within the Straits

there is not the slightest doubt ; the only difference of

opinion is as to the balance of probability in her being a

slaver doing a little business as a Corsair, in consequence
of being driven off the slaving coast by British cruizers,

or the probability of her being the Santa Trinita under
Greek colours, which a month since made several captures

in the Levant, and whose Captain Theodoraki Spano
then murdered six men two women and a girl, among
other atrocities.

West Indies.—The Royal mail steamer Teviot has

arrived at Southampton with dates from St. Vincent's

Nov. 1/th ; Barbadoes and Demerara 19th ; Jamaica
24th ; and St. Thomas Dec. 1st. Great dulness prevailed

in Jamaica, Barbadoes, and other islands, which is partly

ascribed to the slowness with which money returned from
the interior into circulation in the commercial towns. The
Governor-General of Jamaica had set on foot the General

Agricultural Society, by offering two prizes of 100/. each,

one for the best essay on the manufacture of sugar, the

other for a like dissertation on the mode of establishing

and conducting industrial schools adapted to the wants
and circumstances of the agricultural population. The
legislative affairs of the colony were progressing but slowly.

In Demerara four fires more or less destructive had oc-

curred, and are placed to the account of incendiaries.

The want of an efficient detective police is complained of.

Some interest had been excited at Jamaica by the dis-

covery of a new manure, the excrement of the West Indian

bat ; but it was not found on analysis to be so powerful

as the real guano of Peru.

Brazils.—The ship Ville de Rouen, which arrived at

Havre the 16th inst., brings accounts from Rio to October
26th. The Legislative Chambers closed their sittings on
the 24th October. It appears that the Princess Januaria

was then in a state of progressive convalescence. The
Americans had been buying up coffee in large quantities.

The loading of six cargoes was just completed, and prices

were expected to give way in some degree consequent
thereupon. The slave-trade was carried on with surprising

activity throughout the whole line of coast. The papers

are far from confirming the hope which had been held out

and which was still entertained at Monte Video of the

interposition of the Brazilian Government in the struggle

between Buenos Ayres and Monte Video. The Govern-
ment of Brazil had declared that it would not depart from
the policy of absolute neutrality, which it had pursued
from the commencement of the existing differences between
the two republics.

CITY.
Money Market, Friday,—Consols have advanced to

96^- to I for the opening, closing finally at 96^, sellers

;

Three per Cents. Red., 96|- to f ; Three-and-IIalf per
Cents. Red., 102| to §; Exchequer, Bills, 585. to 60s.

prem.

Jilttropotts anti its Wkinltv.
Destitution of the Metropolis.—The following are the

resolutions adopted by the Association for the relief of

the Metropolitan poor at the late meeting at London
House :— 1. The objects of this Association shall be to

relieve destitution, and to improve the condition of the

poor in the metropolis, by means of parochial and district

visiting under the superintendence and direction of the

bishop and clergy. 2. The Association shall consist of

the general body of contributors to the fund, the Bishop
of London being President. 3. The business [of the

Association shall be conducted by a Committee of Mem-
bers belonging to the Church of England: one-third to

go out annually, but to be re-eligible. The vacancies to

be filled up by election at the annual meeting. 4. The
Committee shall have power to defray from the funds of

the Association such expenses as they shall deem essen-

tial for the efficient management of its concerns, but no
part of its funds shall be applied to the payment of

district agents or visitors. The attendance of five

Members of the Committee shall be necessary for the
transaction of business. 5. An annual meeting of the
Association shall beheld—the President in the chair—to
receive the accounts of the preceding year, to appoint
auditors for the ensuing year, and to fill up the vacancies
in the Committee. The duties of the Committee shall

be to form and maintain a fund for the purposes herein-

after specified, by occasional appeals to the public, to

receive contributions, and to administer such fund under
the following regulations :—1. To obtain from the paro-

chial clergy, and to afford to them information concern-
ing district visiting ; for this purpose to enter into imme-
diate communication with the clergy of each metropolitan
parish. 2. In such parish where a Visiting Society is in

operation, to request information respecting its working
and results, and the general condition of the poor. 3.

"Where a Visiting Society exists, but Is confined in its

operations by want of funds, to render assistance. 4.

Where there is no Society, to submit a plan with the offer

of effective co-operation. 5. Where no provision for

district visiting exists or seems likely to be made, the
case to be submitted to the Bishop. The funds shall be
administered to objects deserving of relief, without dis-

tinction of religious persuasion:— 1. Upon application
from any incumbent, or from the curate of any non-
resident incumbent, a grant of money may be made, to be
employed in the relief of the destitute poor by means of
gratuitous district visiting. 2. Such incumbent or curate
shall specify in his application the constitution of the

District Visiting Society by which he proposes to dispense

the money granted to him by the Committee, and the

general objects to which it will be applied. 3. And
shall render periodically to the Committee an account of

the actual expenditure of the grant. 4. All grants shall

be made for one year only, but shall be renewable upon
similar application, at the discretion of the Committee.
In distributing the funds of the Association care shall be

taken not to interfere with the legal administration of

relief to the poor."—The Institution formed on the plan

of Lord Ranelagh is to be called the " Philanthropic

Union for Refuge for the Destitute." The address put

forth by its supporters states that " the Committee
appointed by the public meeting held in Leicester-square

last month have concluded their labours by a portion of

the said Committee joining the City Association, which

provides shelter and relief for only four months in the

year. But that Committee, in so doing, states, * that

during the course of their labours, they have ascertained

that the destitution among the poorer classes is so general,

and so widely extended, that they feel that a more enlarged

scheme for its alleviation is desirable.' The main object

of the present Committee is to carry out the above sug-

gestion, by providing permanent houses of refuge. The
objects proposed to be effected are— 1 . To provide nightly

shelter for the houseless. 2. To co-operate and advise

with other charitable establishments ; and, hereafter, to

extend the benefits of the Institution as far as funds and

increased knowledge as to the wants of the poor may
permit."

Court of Common Council.—On Monday a Court was

held for the purpose of proceeding in the adjourned debate

upon the report from the committee on the Election Act

of the 1 1th George I., delivered on the 7th November, for

the introduction of a bill into Parliament for amending the

said Act. The Court was crowded from the commence-
ment by Aldermen and Commoners, and the greatest

interest was excited. Alderman Brown's amendment,
proposed on the last day of meeting, was then read (the

original motion being u that this Court do agree with the

committee in their report ") :— " That it is the bounden

duty of this Court to protect the freemen of the City of

London in the full enjoyment of their elective franchise

as secured to them by law ; and that to sanction any

measure having for its object the admission of non-

freemen to a participation in the franchise without

becoming free would be a dereliction of such duty, and

an act of great and manifest injustice to our constituents

and fellow-citizens ; and that in the opinion of this Court

it is highly inexpedient to appeal to Parliament for a

reform of evils, whether real or supposed, in the muni-

cipal institutions of this city, unless it shall hereafter

appear that the powers of the corporation are insufficient

to effect such reforms as are essentially necessary.'* In

the course of a discussion which ensued, Mr. Ashurst

read the following amendment, which it was his intention

to submit, should Alderman Brown's stand as the original

motion :—" That it be referred to a ward committee to

inquire into the power of this corporation to enforce upon
all persons whether carrying on business wholesale or

retail within this city the obligation of taking up the free-

dom of this city, and the propriety of enforcing the same
upon all traders whomsoever, and particularly upon whole-

sale dealers, with liberty to the said committee to report

any information, matter, or other suggestions to this

Court which they may think fit ; and that the considera-

tion of the report of the Election Act Committee be

adjourned until the said committee now to be appointed

shall have reported to this Court." After a very long dis-

cussion a division took place, when there appeared for

Alderman Brown's amendment, 113; against it, 54

—

majority, 59. Subsequently Mr. Ashurst's motion, drop-

ping the words after " think fit," was carried by a large

majority. The effect of the division was to throw out the

report and the bill.

Hie City Solicitor.—Mr. C. Pearson the City Solicitor

has been prominently before the public during the past

week, in refutation of an attack made upon the Corpora-

tion and himself, in a recent number of the u Westminster

Review." Mr. Pearson's speech at the London Tavern, in

explanation of these charges, occupied three days in its

delivery ; and at its close, the meeting adopted the fol-

lowing resolutions :—1. That, in the opinion of this

meeting, Mr. Pearson has successfully vindicated his in-

tegrity and consistency as a public man from the imputa-

tions cast upon him by an article in the " Westminster

Review" of May last. 2. That they are, moreover, of

opinion that the amount and sources of Mr. Pearson's

income and emoluments, stated in that Review, are, as ex-

plained by him, at variance with the real facts, and, so far

as they are able to judge, do not exceed that fair and

proper remuneration which is necessary to maintain the

character and position of a gentleman, and a high public

officer. 3. That this meeting are indebted to Mr. Pearson

for a large amount of information, which, in detailing his

long connexion with the Corporation of London, he has

communicated ; and that his statements have corrected

many prevailing errors, as well as proved the great advan-

tages that may be derived from a good system of local

government based upon a representative principle."

St* Stephen's, Walbrook.—On Friday, this Church was

the scene of another tumult in connexion with Alderman
Gibbs's accounts- It appears that, in pursuance of a

notice, issued officially by the Alderman, and stating his

intention of holding a w select vestry," to make a rate for

the poor and other paupers, a large crowd of parishioners

assembled round the church door, anxiously waiting to be

admitted. At one o'clock the church door still remaining

closed against them, the parishioners became clamorous and

impatient. At this moment Mr. Alvin, one of the select ves-

try, arrived at the door which was partially opened to re

ceive him, when Mr. Rock, Mr. Howett, and others of the

parishioners endeavoured to follow him into the church,

but were at first repulsed by the beadle and others who

had been stationed there by Alderman Gibbs to guard the

doorway. After a violent scuffle the beadle and officers

were disarmed, the parishioners rushed through the church

and presented themselves before the select vestr)'. Alder-

man Gibbs commanded Mr. Howett who was amongst the

foremost to retire from the vestry as a trespasser, and

told him that he should have to answer for his conduct

before the Ecclesiastical Court. Mr. Howett refused to

retire unless removed in custody, and a scene of inde-

scribable confusion ensued, in the midst of which Alder-

man Gibbs and the other gentlemen of the select vestry

packed up their papers and retired amidst loud manifesta-

tions of tumult and displeasure. Mr. Rock was then

called to the chair, and proceeded at considerable length

to comment upon the conduct of Alderman Gibbs and of

the select vestry, reiterating the Alderman's position with

reference not only to the parish of Walbrook but in con-

nexion with the Margate Sea-bathing Infirmary, the

Sheriffs' Fund, the Cannon-street Ward, St. Benet T
s

Sherehog, and St. George the Martyr. Mr. R. CunlifTe

the banker followed, and deprecated the conduct of

Alderman Gibbs in having sent a letter to Dr. Croly?

stating that with the approbation of the Archdeacon proper

persons would be placed at the Church doors to prevent

the entrance of any persons other than Dr. Croly, the

members of the select vestry and the vestry clerk, Mr*
CunlifTe believed that the latter part of this letter con-

tained a falsehood. He therefore moved that a deputa-

tion consisting of Mr. Cunliffe, Mr. Flight, and Mr. Rock,

do wait on Archdeacon Hale and ascertain if he directed

or approved of any particular and what mode of proceed-

ing to effect the exclusion of the parishioners of St.

Stephen Walbrook from the Church or the vestry-room on

the 15th inst. After some desultory discussion thevestiy

was adjourned to receive the report of the deputation on

the result of the interview with Archdeacon Hale.

East India Company.—The quarterly general court of

proprietors was held on Wednesday, Mr. Cotton in the

chair. In regard to the motion at the last meeting

respecting Scinde, the chairman said that application had

been made to the Board of Control, and the Earl of Ripon

had replied that " additional papers relating to Scinde

will be laid before the Court of Directors at the earliest

period
v

at which in the judgment of the Board such a

step can be taken without the risk of prejudice to the

public interest." The chairman stated the papers already

ordered to be printed upon this subject would be ready for

delivery to the proprietors on Tuesday, the 26ih inst. Mr.
Poynder obtained leave to postpone his motion respecting

the illegality of the annual payment of 6,000/. to the temple

of Juggernaut to the March court. A resolution was then

passed admitting Capt. John Paterson to an annuity of

200/. a year as compensation for maritime services. The
chairman said that the death of Sir F. Chantrey had caused

some delay in regard to the statue of Lord Wellesley, b" fc

measures were in progress to complete the statue forthwith.

Fire in Gtdldhall.—On Tuesday shortly before mid-

night an alarm was raised that the Guildhall was on fire.

The flames were discovered by one of the watchmen
bursting through the ceiling of the Town-clerk's offices,

immediately underneath the gallery leading to the ord-

nance chamber. All hands upon the building were at

once assembled, and the powerful engine kept in the hall

being well supplied with water the fire was extinguished

before any considerable damage was clone. The fire origi*

nated from the stone slab beneath a patent stove having

become red hot, and set fire to the joists of the floor. At

the time it was discovered, it was rapidly progressing

towards the centre of the building, which but for that cir-

cumstance would probably have been destroyed. Many
of the valuable papers in the town-clerk's offices are

much injured by the water.
National Art Union.—The annual meeting for the

distribution of prizes by this lottery was held on Monday
at the Freemasons' Tavern. The report stated that the

Union consisted of about 2804 members ; that the value

of the prizes drawn would be upwards of 1430/., and the

expenditure had exceeded the receipts by a very consider-

able sum, the former being 5000/., the latter about 2900/.

The successful drawers for the highest prizes were—-M*-

Norris Best, Bilston, 150 guineas; Messrs. Rowe »"d

Norman, 100 guineas; Mr. Pugh, Parkfield, Wolver-

hampton, 50 guineas; Mr. D. Yonge, Exeter College,

Oxford, 50 guineas. In addition to these there were two

prizes of 30 guineas, four of 25 guineas, twenty of 20

guineas, twenty-one of 15 guineas, nineteen of 10 guineas*

and one of guineas, besides a print given to each person

at the time of subscribing.

King's Collcge.*-The Rev. Dr. Jelf, Canon of Cbrfcj

Church, has been appointed Principal of this College, *&*

Mr. Hullah has been appointed Vocal Professor. Th e

students on Monday presented their late Principal, Bishop

Lonsdale, with three elaborate silver salvers as a testi-

monial of their esteem on his retiring from the college.

Commission of Lunacy.—On Tuesday a commission ot

lunacy was opened at Kennington before Commissioner
Barlow and sixteen freeholders of the county of Surrey*

of whom Mr. Puckle, chairman of the Surrey sessions,

was the foreman. The subject of the inquiry was Mr*

Arthur Legent Pearce, formerly a surgeon at Kensington,

but now an inmate of Bethlehem Hospital during her

Majesty's pleasure, having been acquitted on a plea ot

insanity by a jury at the Central Criminal Court uj

November, 1840, when he was tried for having discharged

a loaded pistol with felonious intent at his wife, and

grievously wounding her. Mr. Pearce was a man of higu

attainments, eminent in his profession, and the author ox

several works ; and during his confinement he had em*

^

i
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ployed his time in teaching French to Oxford who was

confined for shooting at the Queen. It appeared from

the evidence that the Jury at the trial considered him

insane and not responsible for his own acts, and the con-

sequence was that he was consigned to prison during her

Majesty's pleasure or so long as insanity was found to

remain upon him. After his acquittal he was placed under

the care of the Messrs. Stillwell, of Moorcroft-house near

Hillingdon, and in the course of some months v?as re-

moved by a warrant from the Home Secretary Lord JN'or-

manby to Bethlehem, in which hospital he was received

and had since remained as a criminal inmate. He re-

mained the particular object of the care and remarks ot

the officers of that establishment, whose evidence tor a

period of two years was called to establish the state of his

mind whilst they had him under their notice. After seve-

ral witnesses had been examined who deposed to various

delusions under which he laboured, Mr. I'earce answered

several questions put by the Commissioner and Jury,

whom he addressed at great length in explanation of the

evidence. He persisted in declaring that his bed, sheets

blankets, and shirts had been watered or poisoned through

the machinations of Mrs. Pearce and Mr. Pints her father,

and he produced a small packet containing some portions

of his shirts which he handed to the commissioner and

requested they might be analysed. He also exhibited his

snuff-box in which he endeavoured to show to the Jury

that there were some crystallisations among the snutt of

a deleterious character. Mr. Pearce evidently a man of

very superior education appealed to the Jury, declaring

that he was not insane and imploring them not to con-

fine him for life. Mr. Petersdorff briefly addressed the

Jury for Mr. Pearce, and the Commissioner having

summed up the Jury returned a verdict dating the un-

soundness of mind from the 16th October 1841.

Metropolitan Hospitals.—Much excitement has pre-

vailed for some days past among the professional gentle-

men and others connected with St. George s and the

Middlesex Hospitals, in consequence of the exceedingly

spirited canvassing which has been going on. Ihe va-

cancy at St. George's was in the office of Assist.-Surgeon,

and the candidates were Mr. C. J. Johnson and Mr. H.

Hawkins, the latter supported by the medical officers of

the hospital. The friends of each candidate had been

exerting themselves most strenuously and on Saturday,

the day of election, the large board-room in the hospital

and passages leading thereto were thronged with noblemen

and gentlemen, amongst whom were his Royal 11 ignness

the Duke of Cambridge who presided, the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Duke of Sutherland, the Duke of Devon-

shire, Lord Dudley Stuart, Lord Granville Somerset, Lord

Arundel, &c. At the close of the poll the numbers were

—For Mr. Johnson 169, for Mr. Hawkins 152. Majority

17 in favour of Mr. Johnson.—A similar contest is now

going on for the office of Assistant-Physician at the

Middlesex Hospital, the candidates being Dr. Woodfall

and Dr. Seth Thompson, the latter supported by the

medical officers.

Prcachership at Lincoln's Inn.—The following names

have been announced as additions to the list, of candidates

for the appointment of preacher to the Society of Ltn-

coln's-inn :—The Rev. Mr. Page, Principal of the College

of Civil Engineers at Putney ; the Rev. C. Menvale,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge ;
the Rev. Frank

Hewson, incumbent of Southall ; the Rev. Mr. Coxe, and

the Rev. C. E. Wylde. Three gentlemen have declared

themselves candidates for the office of assistant-preacher

to the Society. The election of both preacher and assist-

ant-preacher will take place on the 12th of January next.

The Westminster /'/ay.—According to annual custom

the Christmas holidays at this school were ushered in by

the performance of a classical drama. Terence s comedy

of Phormio was the play selected for this year and the

representation went off with credit to the performers and

satisfaction to the audience. The cast was as follows :—

Phormio, F. Cooper; Demipho, F. G. A. Williams;

Anlipho, C J. Fuller ; Gela, J. .G. Smyth; Dorio, E.

R. Glyn ;
Chremes, J. Rich ;

Phcedria, L. A. Cramer ;

Dawns, W. L. Smith ; Sophrono, G. D. Bowles ;
Nan-

kistrala, G. W. Randolph ; Hegio, G. O. Edwards ;
Cra-

tinus F. A. Goodenough ; Crito, E. C. Burton. The

comedy had evidently been carefully studied and the effect

produced by the scenic representation had a much more

striking effect than the drama would have been thought

capable of producing from a closet perusal. The plot,

intricate as it is, seemed to be well understood and appre-

ciated by the audience, and the acting was marked by great

care and discrimination.

Consecration of a New Church—On Monday the new

church in Broadway Westminster was consecrated by the

Bishop of London, assisted by the Archdeacon of Middle-

sex, the Rev. H. H. Milman, and a large number of the

Metropolitan clergy. The building is capable of accom-

modating 1,500 persons, 1,280 of the seats being fre.e and

unappropriated, owing to a grant on the part of the Incor-

porated Society. No organ has yet been erected, and the

church is at present without a steeple. Ihe Rev. Cyril

W. Page, lately curate of St. Margaret's, has been licensed

to the incumbency. . .

Stale of the Streets.—The City Police Commissioner, in

consequence of the filthy state of the streets, has issued

the following order :—"The police constables are ordered

to summon every occupier of a house or other tenement

within the City who shall not keep sufficiently swept and

cleansed all footways and water-courses aojoinmg to the

premises occupied by them. That there may be no excuse

from ignorance of the law in this respect the constable is

directed to intimate to the person so offending that he is

liable to a penalty of 40s. for every such offence, and that

for the continuance or repetition thereof he will assuredly

be summoned. The constables will observe that this order

is to be enforced every day in the week.'

Opening of the Metropolitan Welch Church.—On

Sunday the chapel of St. Etheldreda, in Ely-place, Holborn,

was opened foi the performance of divine service in the

Welch language. At the morning service the church was

crowded to excess, several distinguished natives of the

Principality attending. The Rev. J. R. Williams, late

curate of Lampeter, has been appointed incumbent.

National Education.—The large subscriptions which

members of the Church have entered into for carrying on

national education upon Church principles have kindled

some corresponding activity on the part of Dissenting

bodies On Tuesday the Conference of the Congregational

Dissenters on the subject of general education commenced

contributions amounting to upwards of 12,000/. Six gen-

tlemen set down their names for 1,000/. each, payable in

five years; the other 6,0001. was contributed in sums

varying from 100/. to 500/. It is expected that a sura of

100,000/. will be raised by the congregational body in sup-

port of this movement.

The Italian Boys in London.—On Tuesday a meeting was

held at the residence of the Rev. Dr. di Menna in further-

ance of a plan for establishing an institution for the care

and protection of destitute Italian boys. The meeting

was numerously attended by Italian and English gentle-

men, and several statements were made detailing various

acts of cruelty alleged to have been committed upon these

poor boys by their masters. A committee was formed,

and a resolution was adopted that a deputation should

wait on Lords Ashley and Dudley Stuart to solicit their

patronoge of the institution and their presence at a pro-

posed public meeting.
#

The late Duel.—We announced last week the intended

sale of Lieut. Munro's furniture and effects. On Satur-

day, shortly before the commencement of the auction, Mr.

Wa'kley, the coroner, made his appearance and served the

followin-r notice on Mr. Kirke, the auctioneer :—" Whereas

by an inquisition taken before me, Thomas Wakley, one

of her Majesty's coroners for the county of Middlesex, on

the 3d day of July in the 7th year of the reign of her pre-

sent Majesty, Alexander Thompson Munro stands charged

with the wilful murder of David Lynar Fawcett— this is

to give you notice, on behalf of her Majesty, that you will

sell any goods or property belonging to the said Alexander

Thompson Munro at your peril." The sale of course did

not take place and the company dispersed. The circum-

stances however have been submitted to counsel, who have

given it as their opinion that whatever power the coroner

might once have had over the property, that power he has

lost bv not acting upon it immediately after the termina-

tion of the inquest on the late Colonel Fawcett.

Acceleration of the India Mails.— On the 19th Sep-

tember it will be recollected a public meeting was held to

take into consideration the expediency of accelerating the

communication with India, when a committee was named

and a day appointed in December to receive their report.

The meeting for this purpose was held on Tuesday at the

Hall of Commerce, and by the report it, appeared that a

deputation had waited on the Earl of Ripon, and having

explained the great necessity of enabling the merchants

not only in London but in the provinces to answer their

letters by the outgoing mail, had received the answer of

Government that measures should be taken to bring about

so desirable an object. This intelligence was communi-

cated by the chairman Mr. J. A. Smith, and received by

the meeting with every demonstration of satisfaction.

Accidents and Inquests.—The Hon. Capt. Rous, M.P.

for Westminster, met with a serious accident whilst shoot-

ing on Lord Rendlesham's preserves, in company with

his Lordship on Friday last, at Rendlesham Hall near

Woodbridge. Captain Rous's gun either burst or went

off accidentally by which he sustained such severe injury

that he has been obliged to have one finger amputated,

and is likely to lose the sight of one eye.—On Friday Sir

Gore Ouseley was returning to his seat Hall Barn Farm

near Beaconsfield, from the Railway Station at Slough,

when the horses suddenly shyed and the carriage was turned

over on its side. The coachman having fortunately sufficient

command of the horses to prevent them from moving after

the carriage was overturned, the Right Hon. Bart, was ex-

tricated from his perilous situation having sustained some

slight bruises in his neck occasioned by his head striking

against the top of the carriage, and compressing his neck

between his shoulders.—On Saturday Lord Inverary,

eldest son of the Earl of Kintore, met with a melancholy

accident, which terminated fatally in a few hours. His

Lordship was on a visit to his Grace the Duke of Mon-

trose at Salby-lodge, Northamptonshire. On Saturday

last he accompanied the Duke to a meet of the Pytchley

hunt. In the heat of the chase his Lordship's horse fell

at a very hazardous leap, when its rider was thrown un-

derneath it, and received such severe injuries, that after

lingering till Sunday morning he expired. His Lordship

was not more than 23 years of age. An inquest was held

on the body on Tuesday at Winwick Warren. The sur-

geon deposed that the internal hemorrhage was very

great and sufficient to account for death ; but the imme-

diate cause was from pressure upon the brain, caused by

extravasation of blood, proceeding from a rupture of one

of the vessels of the brain, which rupture in the opinion

of witness, was caused by a kick on tjie head from the

foot of the horse, but it might proceed from a violent fall,

&c. Deceased was also labouring under concussion of

the brain, but that would not produce death in a general

way. After a short consultation, the Jury returned a

verdict of " Accidental death, with a deodand of one shil-

ling on the horse."—A sirious carriage accident hap-
pened on Wednesday evening to the Hon. Mr. Douglas,
son of Lord Douglas. The Hon. gentleman, who is on a
visit to Mrs. Irvine, near Egham, was returning from a
drive in a small barouche, accompanied by one servant.

On reaching the lop of Parry's-hill, Egham, the horse
took fright and dashed at a furious pace down the hill,

which is very steep. When half-way down, he com-
menced plunging, and on reaching Egham Park-gate the
reins broke, and the carriage was drawn upon the raised

footway and overturned. Mr. Douglas was thrown into

the road with great violence. His servant having pre-

viously leaped from the vehicle escaped with some slight

bruises. Mr. Douglas was immediately removed in a
state of insensibility to Colonel Salway's garden lodge,

and promptly received the aid of four medical gentlemen.

When he recovered a little, it was deemed advisable to re-

move him to Mr. Irvine's, and two of the surgeons ac-

companied him thither. Mr. Douglas's face and head
were severely contused, and his medical attendants con-

sidered he had received concussion of the brain, but it has

been since ascertained that the injury to the head is not

so great as was at first supposed.

Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths
registered in the week ending Saturday, Dec. 9, was as

follows :—West Districts, 153; North Districts, 165;
Central Districts, 17G; East Districts, 222 ; South Dis-,

tricts, 271 ; Total, 987 (males, 512 ; females, 475).

Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (461 males,

442 females) ; and for the last five autumns, 908.

^robiiutal NEfos.
Incendiary Fires.—A destructive fire broke out on

Sunday evening at Naze Wick Farm, in Foulness Island,

Essex, in the occupation of Mr. Charles Harvey, and
destroyed a sheep-yard (the walls of which were composed
of mustard and carraway straw), 100 ewe sheep in lamb,
and a large bean-stack, the produce of 40 acres, adjoining*

On the same night a man named J. Rumpling was appre-
hended on suspicion of having caused the conflagration,

and after a preliminary examination was committed for

trial. The value of the property destroyed is estimated at

about 500/.—A fire broke out on Thursday week about
5 o'clock in the stackyard of Mr. Rawson, a tenant of

Sir Henry Dyraoke, at Scrivelsby, near Horncastle, with-
out doubt the work of an incendiary. There were about
seven stacks in the yard ; the middle one, containing about
40 quarters of wheat, was set on fire and consumed, with
a barley-stack about the same size. The fire was stayed

in its progress, and extinguished without further destruc-

tion of property.—On Saturday morning a fire broke out
in the stack-yard of Mr. J. Hall, farmer and corn-dealer,
and the whole, consisting of nine large stacks and hovels,
two of which were very large, containing upwards of 100
loads each, were destroyed.—Incendiary fires are also men-
tioned in the local papers at St. Mary's Cray, Kent, where
the premises of Mr. Snelling, miller and farmer, were de-

stroyed ; at Oakham, where four fires have occurred since

the commencement of winter; at various places in the

neighbourhood of Norwich ; at some farms in Devonshire ;

and at Pollicott near Brill, Bucks, where a great quantity

of property on the farm of Mr. Malin has been destroyed.

Birmingham.—A public meeting of the inhabitants of

this town was held on Monday " for the purpose of con-

sidering what steps ought to be taken by the friends of

civil, religious, and commercial freedom, during the next

session of Parliament, to secure the redress by the Legis-

lature of the people's grievances." The Mayor presided.

Mr. J. Sturge moved a series of resolutions in favour of

universal suffrage and of a full consideration of the people's

grievances. These resolutions which were carried unani-

mously terminated with the following :
—" That in the

deliberate opinion of this meeting, the representatives of

the people in Parliament ought to be called on by their

constituents to unite together for the purpose of forcing

on the attention of Parliament the grievances of the

people before voting the supplies ; and that this plan of

action be specially recommended to them, because it is

perfectly practical, consistent with the functions of the

House of Commons, simple in its operation, legal, just,

and necessary ; has been successfully used in former pe-

riods of our history to resist the encroachments of the

Crown, and offers to a despairing and disheartened people

the power of at once removing abuses and of realising at

no distant period the only security to be found against

misgovernment, and that full, fair, and free representation

in the Commons' House of Parliament to which they are

entitled alike by the principles of equity and the British

constitution." Resolutions were then passed adopting

addresses from the electors to their representatives and

to the different constituencies throughout the country in

favour of Mr. Sharman Crawford's plan of popular repre-

sentation. Mr. Muntz, however, and Mr. Scholefield,

the two members for the borough, expressed their doubts

whether the plan of Mr. Crawford was good in principle

or could be carried out to the extent proposed.

Bridgenorth.—A correspondent informs us that the

return of Thos. Whitmore, Esq., and family on Thursday

week, after an absence of above four months, to Apley

Park near this town, was welcomed with great rejoicings

in the neighbourhood. In passing through the villages

near his extensive property, the carriage was met by
numbers of the inhabitants, carrying torches, laurels, &c.

At the north entrance near Stockton Church an arch of

evergreens was erected, and along the whole distance

from it to the mansion (two miles) large torches wTere

planted at short distances. Numbers of the inhabitants

accompanied the carriage in procession on each side bear-

ing torches, and the night although exceedingly dark was
* *
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thus rendered as light as duf. Several pretty arches of

laurel, &c. were erected through the park and the two
entrance-gates to the drive were tastefully decorated with

shrubs ; cannon were fired from the beautiful eminence
west of the gardens and from the Castle-hill of Bridge-

north, and bonfires were lighted on the hills. The re-

flection of the torches and bonfires on the windings of the

Severn added not a little to the beauty of the scene.

Bristol.—On Friday morning Mr. "William Prichard
secretary to the Bristol Union Fire-office committed
suicide by taking prussic acid. An inquest was held when
evidence was given that deceased had for some days
been subject to great depression of spirits and mental

alienation. The Jury returned a verdict " That the
deceased committed the act whilst labouring under tem-
porary insanity." Mr. Prichard was in his 41th year,

and has left a widow and six children.

Carmarthen.—Her Majesty's Special Commissioners
have employed the concluding week of their stay in South
Wales in investigating the state of the trusts and taking
other evidence. They held sittings on Thursday and
Friday in last week at Swansea ; on Saturday at Bridgend ;

on Monday and Tuesday at Cardiff ; and on Wednesday
at Merthyr Tydvil, where their proceedings finally closed.

It is understood that the subject to which their attention

has been mainly called by complainants is the adminis-
tration of the turnpike laws.

Chatsworth.—We copy the following article from the

Derbyshire Courier respecting the missing crystal noticed

in our last :
—" We are truly happy to learn that the

piece of crystal abstracted from the conservatory at Chats-
worth during the fete of Saturday evening week has been
returned along with a letter bearing the London post-

mark, of which the following is a copy:— ' December 11,

1843.—To Mr. Paxton.—Having observed in a late Derby-
shire paper that a small brown crystal was missing from
the conservatory at Chatsworth, the same having come
accidentally into my possession I herewith return it to

you as directed without wishing for the offered reward. 3

The return of the article so foolishly abstracted is a highly
gratifying circumstance. It must be very pleasing to Mr.
Paxton, whose generous desire that the public should be
gratified had induced him to pledge himself to the Duke
of Devonshire for the good behaviour of the parties ad-
mitted, to find that the only unpleasant result of his Grace's
kind accordance of the request has been obviated. To us
and doubtless to all the inhabitants of the district it is

not less pleasing to find that the abstraction was not the
act of any one residing in the county which has been
honoured by the visit of her Majesty. We have the best
authority for affirming that the behaviour of the visitors

on the occasion to which we refer was in the highest
degree creditable and satisfactory. Not a plant nor even a

leaf was removed or destroyed, notwithstanding the great
concourse of persons who visited the conservatory and
gardens."

Chatham.—A court-martial was held in the Royal
Marine barracks on the 11th, for (he trial of Capt. W.
Clindon, on charges preferred by the Admiralty, for
irregularities whilst on the recruiting service. The Judge-
Advocate read the following charges against the prisoner :— 1. For having unlawfully demanded from John Gilb}'-,

a recruit, rejected at the head-quarters of the Portsmouth
division of Royal Marines on the 9th May,' 1842, a sum of
money amounting to 1/. II*. lid. or thereabouts, for ex-
penses attending the rejection of the said John Gilby, he,
the said Captain William Clindon, well knowing that he
was himself alone liable to the payment of such expenses,
in accordance with the tenth article of the Recruiting
instructions. 2. For having on the 12th of October,
1843, received from the said John Gilby, by Post-office

order, the sum of 19.9. 9d. in discharge of the above-named
demand, he Captain William Clindon not being lawfully
entitled to the same ; such conduct being in both instances
unbecoming the character of an officer and a gentleman,
and tending to bring the corps to which he belongs into
disrepute. The prisoner pleaded not guilty to both
charges. After the evidence for the prosecution had been
heard, the defendant read his statement, in which he
alleged that he had erred through misconception, and had
derived no personal advantage from the transaction. The
finding of the court will not be known until after it shall
have been laid before the Admiralty.

Harwich.—It is rumoured that the Board of Ordnance
contemplate the removal of their establishment at this
place to the opposite shore of Languard Fort ; and that
the magazine is also to be removed thither, as from its

proximity to the town, in the event of a railway being
constructed it will no longer be considered eligible. The
land on the Harwich side belonging to the Board of Ord-
nance has been for many years totally abandoned to the
ravages of the sea, by which many acres of valuable land
have been lost to the Crown.

Liverpool.—Several scenes discreditable to a court of
justice have recently taken place in the District Court of
Bankruptcy in this town, before Mr. Commissioner
Skirrow.^Last week a dispute arose between the Com-
missioner and an attorney, which ended in the latter being
given into custody by the Commissioner, though engaged
in the literal performance of his professional duties. In
consequence of these scenes the profession have to a con-
siderable extent come to a determination to settle every
case by compromise or by arbitration, in preference to
issuing fiats, under the present composition of the Court.
At the same time the principal firms in Liverpool have
presented Mr. Charles Phillips with an address, expressing
in flattering terms their approbation of his conduct in every
respect since he had received the appointment.

Manchester.—Another of the meetings for which Man-
chester has now become famous in connection with the

Anti-Corn-law movement assembled in the Free-trade
Hall on Thursday night, for the purpose of receiving the

report of the Great League Fund Committee on the pro-

gress of the subscriptions, and to hear addresses from
Mr. Bright and Mr. Fox. Both these gentlemen spoke
at great length, as did also Mr. Wilson, who presided on
the occasion. A list of subscriptions entered into at the
meeting was read, which amounted to 20,419/. 6s. Ad.

Monmouth.—A remarkable proof of mistaken identity

has just occurred in this county. A man named William
Morgan at the last assize was convicted by a jury and
sentenced to two years' imprisonment and hard labour
for an assault at Dixton on the 24th of April last. He
has now however been liberated, as it has been esta-

blished beyond the possibility of doubt that Morgan was in

Usk the whole of*the day on which he was said to have
committed the offence— that persons who could have
proved it refused to attend the trial to give their evidence
—and from not having the means to employ a lawyer he
knew not how to compel them. On the case being laid

before Sir J. Graham the poor man was set at liberty.

Newport, Isle of Wight*—The old Banking Company
lately carrying on its business in the names of Sir R. Bas-
sett, Roe and Blacliford has declared its inability to meet
the demands of its creditors. The event has surprised

the island, following so quickly on the bankruptcy of the

Kirkpatricks. The firm had for some time ceased to issue

promissory notes. When the last bank failed public con-
fidence in private banks was so completely destroyed that

Messrs. Roe and Blachford found it impossible to keep a
single note afloat, and declined business ; a new joint

stock company was formed on the premises, and they were
appointed directors, so that the losses will be limited to

investments and deposits only. The amount of the latter

however is said to be immense. It is said by the local

papers that the high style of living of the surviving part-

ners was calculated to lull suspicion, although it is believed

the concern was insolvent at the death of the late Sir R.
Bassett, or even so far back as that of Mr. R. Clarke.

Oxford.—The very Rev. Dr. Jeune, Dean of Jersey,

was yesterday elected Master of Pembroke College, by the

casting vote of the Vicegerent, the votes for Dr. Jeune
and his opponent, the Rev. C.F. Parker, of Ringshall, being
equal.—The local papers state that at the recent audit

of M. P. W, Boulton, Esq. of Great Tew, the amount of

damage sustained by his tenants by the calamitous hail-

storm of the 9th August last, which destroyed nearly

30,000/. of property in this county, was returned to them
to the amount of nearly 3000/. J. II. Langston, Esq.,
M.P., acted in the same liberal manner to his tenants,

whose losses were little less than 2000/.

Sheffield.—On Wednesday week Messrs. Parker, Shore,

Brewin, and Rogers, of the late Sheffield Old Bank, bank-
ers, appeared in the Leeds Court of Bankruptcy for their

certificates under the fiat issued against them in January
last. The solicitor for the bankrupts produced a letter

from the assignees in which they said that the bank-
rupts had afforded every facility to the winding up of their

affairs, and had given a faithful account of the whole of

their property which they had yielded up for the benefit

of their creditors. Mr. Hill of Leeds, Barrister, on behalf

of several of the Sheffield creditors opposed the granting
of the certificates on the ground principally that the bank-
rupts had manifested great carelessness in the way in

which they had carried on their business, and had conti-

nued to do so for some years after they knew that the bank
was in an insolvent state. Mr. Blackburn of Leeds, soli-

citor, also opposed the granting of certificates to the
bankrupts on behalf of a creditor for 500/. The solicitor

of the bankrupts contended that although they had com-
mitted errors of judgment in some of their business
transactions, they had fallen a sacrifice to the pressure of

the times, especially from the losses in the American
trade, by the manufacturers of Sheffield, the contraction
of the trade itself, and by the establishment of joint-stock
banks ; but they had made all the reparation in their

power by yielding up every shilling's worth of property
they possessed. Mr. Parker sacrificed 70,000/. besides
not getting one sixpence profit from the bank during the
last twelve years. The other partners had also made large
sacrifices. After a good deal of argument on both sides

the Court said it might be considered that the bankrupts
had passed their final examination, but adjourned the final

decision on the granting of certificates. From some ob-
servations however which fell from the Commissioner, it

was understood that the adjournment was only formal,
and that the certificates were virtually granted.

Windsor—The ceremony of consecrating the Queen's
new private chapel at the Castle by the Bishop of Oxford
took place on Tuesday in the presence of her Majesty,
Prince Albert, the visitors to the Queen, and the members
of the household. The apartment which has now been
appropriated for the permanent private chapel of the
Sovereign was used occasionally for a devotional purpose
in the reigns of George IV. and his late Majesty, but
during the reigns of those monarchs and indeed up to a
late period it was likewise used as the music-room for her
Majesty's private band. Her Majesty's warrant having
been read by the registrar, Dr. Phillimore, the ceremony
of consecrating and dedicating the chapel was then per-
formed by the Bishop, assisted during the service by Arch-
deacon Gierke and the Hon. and Rev. C. L. Courtenay.
The ceremony occupied upwards of an hour.

Railways—The following are the returns for the past
week:—London and Birmingham, 14,388/.; Great West-
ern, 11,784/.; South Western, 4800/.; South Eastern,
2830/. ; Eastern Counties, 2348/. ; Northern and Eastern,
1535/.; North Midland, 3983/.; York and North Mid-
land, 1359/. ; Greenwich, 688/. ; Croydon, 216/. j Brigh-
ton, 3254/.; Blackwall, 592/.; Hull and Selby, 908/.;

Midland Counties, 2494/. ; Grand Junction, 6431/.—The
works of the South Eastern Railway between Folkestone

and Dover are progressing rapidly towards completion,

and the contractors are under heavy penalties for the per-

manent station at Dover being shortly ready. The traffic

of this line for the past week is 2830/., even though labour-

ing under the disadvantage of being imperfectly opened,

and scarcely any one of its resources brought into

action. It is intended to put on some steamers of efficiency

to maintain the communication with the French ports.—

•

By a communication from Coventry in the Times it

appears that the manufacturers and traders of that city

are making great complaints of the conduct of the Bir-

mingham Railway Company towards them. By tins rail-

way there are two kinds of trains by which goods may be

conveyed— the passengers' train by which the charge is

9s. 4d. the ewe, and the luggage train by which the

charge is 2s. 6d. the cwt. In addition to the morning
trains there are now night luggage trains which arrive at

London in the morning. These would be of great service

to the people of Coventry if they were allowed to avail

themselves of them. The weavers bring in their work
towards the end of the week, and it is chiefly sold on

Saturday, and must be in London on Monday morning.

Nevertheless the directors of the company will not alio*

the night luggage trains to stop at Coventry, and the

manufacturers of that city being obliged to send up their

goods some way or another are forced to make use of the

passengers' train, and consequently pay the company at

the rate of 9.v. id. instead of 2s. (5d. per cwt.—On Wed-
nesday a special general meeting of the Croydon Company
was held to consider the propriety of extending the line

to Epsom. There was an unusually large attendance, as it

was supposed some opposition would be shown to the pro-

ceeding suggested by the directors. The chairman stated

that the proposal was by no means a new one. Tt had

been suggested by the projectors of the railway in 1836.

It had been urged that the amount of traffic did not war-

rant the Croydon Company in extending their line to

Epsom. At the present moment the traffic would yield

49,878/. per annum. Included in this was 23,000/. for

goods. Then 26,000/. might fairly be reckoned upon from

passengers. The expense would be 170,000/., say

200,000/.; even then an annual profit of 18,500/. would

be realised after taking the most reasonable view of affairs.

The directors of the' South Western Railway were about

to petition for powers to extend their line to Epsom, so

there would doubtless be a severe parliamentary contest.

It was very true that the extension of the Croydon line

woult] cost 1 70,000/. and that of the South Western only

50,000/., but that was no evidence that it could be worked
cheaper when completed. The great question for Par-

liament to consider would be the accommodation of the

public. The Croydon Railway proposed carrying pas-

sengers to Epsom for two shillings and it would be ina*

possible for the South Western to carry them for less.

The chairman concluded by proposing—"That it is the

opinion of this meeting that it would be of great advantage

to the shareholders of this company and to the public

generally that a railway shall be formed from the London
station to the town of Epsom." Mr. Fitch seconded the

resolution which, after some discussion, was carried.

Another resolution empowering the directors to make
application to Parliament and to take whatever measures

might appear desirable was also agreed to.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—On Thursday the Landlord and Tenant

Commission adjourned for the Christmas holidays, to

resume the inquiry on the 3d January. Arrangements
are in progress calculated to render the labours of the

commission very effective, in the way of a full disclosure

of the whole land-tenure system in Ireland. A committee
including Sir Colman O'Loghlen, Mr. John O'Connellj

M.P., Mr. Moriarty, and other members of the bar, have

undertaken the task of receiving communications on the

subject of land-tenure, in order to analyse and prepare

evidence to be submitted to the commissioners. Thepre-

liminary intervention of those gentlemen, totally uncon-
nected as they are with the commission, will greatly

abridge the labours of the comrhissioners. Lord Devon
during the short Christmas recess will proceed to New-
castle, his seat in the county of Limerick.—A meeting
was held at the Mansion-house last week, to consider the

best method of effecting a safe and expeditious communi-
cation between London and Dublin. The Duke of Leinster,

the Earl of Devon, the Earl of Charleville, and several of

the leading gentry were present. Resolutions were adopted

expressing the concurrence of the meeting in the views

stated in the reports of Sir G. Back and Captain Fair
and of Mr. J. Walker civil engineer, recommending that

the ports of Dublin and Holyhead should be the ports of

arrival and departure for the mails between the two

countries, and declaring their opinion that the present

untimely evening departures of the two mail-packets to

Liverpool is capable of very great improvement as reg&r"s

the conveyance of both mails and passengers, and that

the Council of the Chamber of Commerce be requested to

urge in the proper quarter the necessity of an alteration

in both these departures.—The usual weekly meeting or

the Repeal Association was held on Monday. A letter was

read from Mr. O'Connell, suggesting that the sum of 25J.

be given by the Association to the butler Larkin who so

courageously defended his master's family in the late

outrage at Finnoe, and complaining bitterly^of the mem-
bers of the Landlord and Tenant Commission. In con-

nection with the latter subject, Mr. O'Connell suggested

that the Association should appoint a working Committee

to advertise for information, put themselves in communi-
cation with as many of the Clergy as possible, and tender

*
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as much evidence as they can collect to the commissioners.

Mr. J. O'Connell mentioned that the committee had voted

25^. towards the fund at present in collection for Larkin,

who imperilled his life in consequence of his devotion to

his master, Mr. Waller. It was the opinion of many

persons that the Association should offer a reward for tue

conviction of the criminals who made that horriDle out-

rage atFinnoe ; but it should be recollected that any such

act of the Association as a body would be illegal. How-

ever, the committee had written to the repeal wardens and

Repealers of the district where that outrage took place,

calling upon them to give the utmost assistance to the de-

tection of the cruel and infamous murderers. He then

dwelt at considerable length on the crimes and miseries

arising from the tyranny of landlords over their tenants.

He said they had the evidence of Swift, Arthur Young,

and Lord Clare, to show that the Irish peasants were the

unhappy victims of landlord cruelty. It had been said

that Tipperary was so disgraced by agrarian outrages,

that a brazen wall ought to be built around it, and the

people left to slaughter each other. « Be 11
.

80
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,
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response, "but let the landlords be left inside also

After some further remarks, Mr. J. O'Connell concluded

by moving resolutions calling on the people to give every

sasistance to the land commission by affording evidence in

the pending inquiry. Mr. Steele addressed the meeting,

and was followed by Mr. O'Neill Daunt. The rent for

the week was upwards of 500/.

Cork.—The Conservatives of this city recentlyforwarded

a memorial to the Caslle remonstrating against the appoint-

ment of Alderman Fagan, a merchant of that city, as

mavor, on the ground that he is a repealer, and suggesting

that Mr. Vincent an attorney should be nominated in his

stead. The Government have refused to interfere, on the

ground that the new rule, 25th Charles II., relating to

Cork is not now in force, and that it is not necessary that

the Lord-Lieutenant and Privy Council should approve of

the person elected to the office of chief magistrate.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.— It is announced in the Scotch papers, that

a deputation of the Council of the Anti Corn-Law League

is to be in Scotland on the- 10th of January, and to

remain till the 20th, visiting as many towns as the time

will permit, with the view of diffusing information re-

garding the objects of the League and promoting sub-

scriptions in aid of the fund of ] 00,000/. The deputation

is to consist of Mr. Cobden, Mr. Bright, Colonel

Thompson, and Mr. Moore. Meetings are fixed for Glas-

gow on the 10th, and Edinburgh on the 11th of January,

the Lord Provost in the chair.—On Monday an immense

block of stone, already sculptured, and forming part of the

statue of her Majesty, now erecting in this city, arrived at

the Royal Institution, at the foot of the Mound, from the

quarry at Pinnie. The stone weighed between 11 and 12

tons.—The late trial and conviction of Patterson for blas-

phemy does not appear as yet to have produced a

sufficient example ; the Scotsman states that Miss Roalf,

a young woman who some weeks ago opened a shop in

Nicholson-street for the sale of irreligious publications,

was apprehended on Monday last, and lodged in gaol pre-

paratory to her trial for blasphemy.— It is said, that

though the Circuit Court sit in Glasgow this month for

the clearing of the calendar in the western district, the

trial of Mrs. Gilmour will not come on before that Court,

but is likely to take place before the High Court of

Justiciary at Edinburgh, about the middle of next month.

Aberdeen.—On Saturday the Senate of Marischal Col-

lege and University, Aberdeen, by a majority of seven to

four, adopted resolutions condemnatory of the exaction of

religious tests from lay professors.

But as it often happened that goods arrived in packages, and the

nature of the roods could not be immediately made known

?n Knm house an indulgence was allowed to the importer

o make whaT was called a « si|ht entry," and to land the goods
to mane ^"*\ H These packages were then conveyed to

o^TuT^tc'
^rehouses,

P
where

E
they were left in the care

nf norsnns called landing-waiters, who had the keys of these

warTouses'andVhoex/minedthe goods, ascertained what duty

^payable on them, and released them from the warehouse*

bTXnganorderto the "chargers," who hadI the care of the

warehouses themselves, and who on this order delivered out the

Sods to the importer. This order was a '-perfect entry,'' and it

Itaed the amount of the duty ascertained upon examining the

fmcwes which it was the duty of the landing-waiter to have

onened in M= presence, the Custom-house agent of the importer

bS also present at he same time. When thus opened the

account wa ? taken in what was called a blue book
;
the perfec

entrvwaT afterwards made and submitted to the officers, and if

ft corr«Dond?d with the account in the blue book, the land.ng-
lt c °rresP°n^u wi">

d „ correct .» s jgned his name,

toe d
e

utT was paW?and toe goods were delivered out This was

he ^eneralcourse of business. The facts out of which this charge

had arisen were these -.-Blake was a land.ng-waiter ;
Messrs.

Sherer and3e carried on business as Custom-house agents,

imriPr toe name of F. and J. Smith and Co., that being the de-
underthe name or x

business of which they had suc-

S2T ?A ba |3S real"management of this part of the busi-

ness Between September and November 1840 many transac-
ness. Between o p

committed. The evidence

traced^^^0^ ov fhe'airWal of the ship, and the contents o
traced tne go"' 10

- . . , . ;d for them on the statement of
the packages by theJre.gjt pa

.

^^ theduties
their owners; and ,twas shown i

instances
paid had been less than they oug ^ Govern ment,

Hrnmmtances the Jury were called upon to say wnetnei u»*

tions and the Jury returned a verdict Of Guilty.

Midland Circuit, Nottingham.-1^»»» VicA« «. J«* n

Binns Iowvh Smith, and John Bowers, were charged with break-

inSo the house of the Rev. Robert Meek, at Sutton Bonn ng-

inn nnd « tealine therefrom twenty-four silver spoons and other

"'.^
,, f r<fuertv? There was also a count charging an

f, 1. 1 t-'n kill and murder Our readers will recollect that the

Rev R Meek i he rector of Sutton Bennington, near Nott.ng-
Rev.R. MecKisu

robbery there were in his house

hSlf^W^KlAXt. a man-servant and two ma.d-
nimsell, ins iauy

October was the Rev. Gentleman's

renl day and pAviou»ly to retiring to rest the doors of the house

were looked to and everything found secure. After the Rev

Gentleman had been some time in bed he was alarmed by a

no sc at the front door, and upon opening the window he saw aKfane several persons standing outs.de. there being at least

in is view tluee or four. The prosecutor proceeded towardsh.s

servant'sToom, when he was alarmed by hearing a loud crash at

?hP dno? ar I
looking down into the hall, he saw several men

Ire Mr Meek upon this retreated by way of the back door in

1 sniKht clothes, With an intention of going to the Village which

was nlar at hand, for assistance. From the moment of his trying

to escape he had heard a person in pursuit of him and when

near the corner of his house he heard one of the party exclaim,

"There he goes." Mr. Meek happening to fall, his pursuer

overtook him and immediately began beating urn over the head,

and Mr. Meek raising h.s arms to protect his head, they were

very severely injured. Mr. Meek appears to have been insensi-

ble for a short time, for the next thing he remembered was

finding himself about sixty yards from the pace where he

fell, and found he was being led by a man. When he reached

toe dining-room, feeling himself faint from loss of blood he said,

"Oh, do let me sit down," upon which he was led by V.ckers to

a sofa, Vickers having a mask on, hut with two openings with

but a Slieht separation, and Mr. Meek was, therefore, enabled to

1", ,w ^..rnortion of his face. Mr. Meek when upon the sofa,

used so
meet

Uafo.
Vice-chancellor's Court. — Corporation of Gloucester J.

^^iSrvKrTfuU before hi^satd, "Why am I us

observing^ffiffiSW^ rings on the finger of the man before

him said it was one he knew she prized very much, and as it

could be of mfie use to the man, he asked for it and it was given

un Shortly alter another man identified as the prisoner Binns

came ui and holding a -jemmy" in his hand in an attitude as

ifTe was about to strike the prosecutor if he did not receive a

Wood and Others.—Vice-Chancellor Wigram gave judgment in

this case upon the application to stay the fund in Court, amount-

ing to upwards of 200,000/., pending an appeal. The amount had

been laid out in consols, in the name of the Accountant-Gencral,

according to the usual course. The conclusion to which he had

arrived was that; he had discretion to prevent the money being

taken, notwithstanding the bill had been dismissed
;
and in the

exercise of such discretion he thought the defendants might have

leave to apply for the money upon giving security to refund the

amount in the event of the appeal being successful, liberty being:

also given to apply in the event of the appeal not being duly

prosecuted. „ , ... . .. . .. .

The Attorney-General v. H&nm.—The bill in this case was filed

for the purpose of obtaining the immediate payment of a legacy

of 500/., given by a testator of the name of Hyam for certain

charitable purposes. The will was proved by the executor arid

executrix, Joseph Hyam and Maria Mercer. 1 he executor, who
lived till 1822, received 500/., part of a larger sum owing to the

testator's estate, and he was to have received a larger sum in the

September following his death in August. The legacy of 500/-,

however, had been lost to the charity, and the object of the bill

was to make the estates of both executor and executrix liable to

make it good. Vice-Chancellor Knight Bruce said that the

executor had paid himself a large legacy, and as he was of opinion

that he had committed a breach of trust, his estate must be

severally and personally liable for the payment of the 500/. to

the charity.
Court of Queen's Bench.—The Queen v. Blake and Tighe.—

This was another case connected with the Custom-house frauds,

and charged the defendants with a conspiracy to defraud the

Queen of the duties on certain goods which had been imported

and passed through the Custom-house. The information con-

tained four counts, as there were several different transactions.

The defendant Blake had pleaded not guilty. The other defend-

ant was out of the jurisdiction. The evidence, as stated by the

Attorney- General, to support it, consisting of many small matters,

ran to considerable length. The defendant Blake was a landing

waiter of the Customs. The defendant Tighe had carried on

business as a Custom-house agent. The evidence showed these

parties concerned together in landing goods, and the proceedings

observed on such occasions were these :—When a vessel arrived

in the port of London, it was the duty of the master, within

2-t hours, to report its arrival, and within 14 days from that time

to make a declaration, which was called a "perfect entry," °*

the nature of the cargo, to pay the duty, and to land the goods.

satisfactory answer said, " Where is that money \ we will have

ft- 'I he man spoken to as Vickers stood on the right hand of

Mr. Meet Tul?tweJty minutes, during which time he had full

opportunity for observing him, particularly his eyes. The pro-

secutor w£s asked for the key of a certain box, and was told it

was in the cellaret up stairs, Mr. Meek observing he would go

and fetch it. Four at least of the men hurried him up stairs, and

when they got into his bedroom the reverend gentleman saw a

man on his knees examining something upon the floor hke a

cabinet, but cannot recognise that man as one of the prisoners.

There was sufficient light in the room from candles to see every

obiect in it Mr. Meek was again asked by Bines for money by

the auestion, -Where is that money?" while Vickers said,

Verei^ to which the prosecutor replied "HeWhere is your .

did not take the charge of the plate in that house, but if there

waVanVaboutT he supposed it would be in the butler's pantry,"

upon XchThey said, « Come and show us." Mr. Meek was all

it was plated. After being in

words « Make ready," or " Get
the house a considerable time the

was said by one of them,ready,"

an
front.

said

h°U
being

g
Sr^

d
S thehouse. The prosecutor had gone to the

Nottingham, and being shown a number ot prisonersas
caol in Nottingham, ana oemg »»w««» ««««",» ~. *»«»,«**»

he immediately pointed out Vickers and Binns ; he also expressed

a string opinion as to Bowers and Smith on first seeing them,

and no other opportunity being afforded he felt satisfied they

were the men This gentleman underwent a long cross-examina-

tion but his testimony was not shaken in any degree. Mrs.

Meek the wife of the prosecutor, spoke to being awakened by

her husband on the night of the 27th, and she then distinctly

heard a noise, and upon going to the door a man with a light

rushed by her into the room. Mrs. Meek got into bed and

covered herself over with the clothes. Subsequently she asked

to be permitted to leave the room, but the man who stood by

said "Let you leave the room indeed," and laughed. Mrs.

Meek looked out of bed and saw a tall man whom she believed

to be Smith. She also saw a man ransacking a chest. Mrs.

Meek stated she heard some one say, "Where is that money

you got to-day and also the key of the iron chest in the hall? »•

They took her purse, but did not find the money that had been

taken that day. In cross-examination this lady stated her hus-
band was perfectly sensible and collected. The man servant
had got upon the roof of the house and was seenlookingthrough
the skylight after the men had gone. Had no personal fear,
seeing the men wanted money and nothing more. Identified
Binns, Vickers, and Smith. Miss Macqueen, sister of Mrs. Meek,
and who was on a visit at that time to her sister, identifiedBowers
as being there. There were a great many other circumstances
Df minor importance, but these were the principal features in the
case. The prisoners were not arrested for thirteen weeks from
the time of the robbery. None of the property was found upon
them or in their houses; but when Smith was arrested he pulled
out of his pocket an instrument about half a yard long, with a
knob at the end, said by the principal witnesses to resemble the
one used on the night of the robbery. Witnesses were called to
prove an alibi, but they failed in accounting for a considerable
portion of their time on the night in question. The Judge hav-
ing summed up, the Jury found them all Guilty of the burglary,
but Acquitted them of that part of the indictment chargingthem
with an intent to murder. The learned Judge sentenced them
to be transported for life.

Oxford Circuit, Worcester.—George Baker, a surgeon's
assistant, aged 23, was indicted for having feloniously endea-
voured to discharge a pistol loaded with powder and ball at John
Haines, with intent to murder him, on the night of the 17th Sep-
tember. The facts were contained in a very narrow compass. It

appeared that the prosecutor was a watchman at Stourbridge,
and that on the night in question he heard the prisoner knocking
and kicking violently against the door of a house on his beat ; on
approaching within a few yards, finding him greatly excited, he
inquired the purport of his conduct ; prisoner replied that he had
been insulted and abused by some one in the house, that he had
fetched his pistol, and would be revenged. The prosecutor
approached him, when he threatened if he attempted to touch
him to discharge the pistol at him; the prosecutor advanced
nearer, when the prisoner brought the pistol suddenly within a
short distance of his body and pulled the trigger; the priming
was burnt, and on examination the barrel was found to contain a
considerable quantity of powder and a ball. Mr. Huddlestone
offered some observations to the Jury on behalf of the prisoner,

at the close of which the learned Baron summed up with great
care and minuteness, and the Jury, to the surprise of every one
in Court, Acquitted the prisoner.

Northern Circuit, York.—Joseph Dobson, aged 25 years,
was charged with the wilful murder of John Dobson, his own
father, on the 4th July last. The indictment was found at the
last Summer Assizes for this county ; but the prisoner not being
in custody his trial was of course postponed. A bench warrant
was at that time granted, and on the 20th October the prisoner
was apprehended atHuddersfield, and now stood to take his trial.

The facts of the case were given in this Paper at the time, and
our readers will recollect that the offence was committed at
MountTabor not far from Halifax. The prisoner was seen to
fire the gun twice on the afternoon of the day of the fatal occur-
rence and then went to his father's cottage where he loaded it

a third time with a heavy charge. A person present remarked
the circumstance and asked him why he put in so many shots, to
which he made ^ome answer. He went into the house where the
old man was, and pointing the gun at him said, "Now do you
mean to do as you said ? If you do, I will have the firstchance."
The old man said, " Shoot." He then drew the trigger but for-
tunately the gun missed fire, and this gave the prisoner an oppor-
tunity of abandoning his attempt. He then put another cap on
the lock of the gun, and presenting the gun drew the trigger, when
the gun went off and lodged the contents in the old man's body
a little below the left breast. He fell and almost instantly died.
There was a person present when the prisoner first pulled the
trigger, and had he but had the courage to have rushed upou
the prisoner the fatal catastrophe might have been prevented

;

but he turned sick as he said and ran away. On hearing the
report of the gun several people rushed to the place, but the pri-
soner escaped and was not taken till the 20th of October at Hud-
dersfield, where he was apprehended. It was believed that when
the prisoner said " Will you do as you said ?" that lie referred to
a threat which the old man had made to denounce him as a de-
serter. For the defence it was argued that the prisoner had sus-
tained a continued series of provocations from his father, who
had driven him by cruelty to enlist, and then induced him to
desert; notwithstanding which he was always threatening to
denounce him as a deserter, with a view to extort money. Mr.
Justice Maule summed up the case to the Jury and pointed out
the distinction between the offence of murder and that of man-
slaughter; but stated that he saw no such immediate provoca-
tion as would justify or palliate the act of the prisoner. The
J urv retired for a few minutes and returned with a verdict of

Guilty of Wilful Murder. The prisoner desired to speak. He was
then called upon in the usual manner to answer if he had any-
thing to say why judgment of death should not be passed upon
him? He said that he was guilty of the shooting, but did not

think he was guilty of the crime of murder. For years he had
been persecuted by the deceased in such a manner that he could

bear it no longer. When he was five years old his mother died,

at which time as she lay on her death-bed, his father pelted her

with brickbats. Since then he had beaten two of the prisoner's

sisters and a brother to death, and he himself had been nearly

killed by him more than ten times. Last of all the old man short-

ened the life of his wife. He admitted doing the deed, but re-

peated that he was not guilty of the crime of murder. The learned

Judge said that he saw no such provocation connected with this

act as could by any possibility redeem it from the legal crime of

murder to a less offence; and that the deliberation with which
the second cap was put on the gun when the first missed fire, of

itself showed such self-possession as excluded the milder alter-

native. He saw no reason to recommend the prisoner to the

mercy "of the Crown, and warned him to attend with diligence to

the only business which concerned him in this world—namely,
to prepare for the next. Sentence of death was then passed

upon him

•

Police.—Extraordinary Case of Alleged Forgery.—A few days
since Mr. Barber of the house of Barber and Bircham of New
Bridge-street, solicitors, was brought before the Lord Mayor ia

the custody of Daniel Forrester, the officer, upon the charge in-

volved in the following statement as given in the evidence.

The prosecution was instituted by the Crown.— In 1329 a sum of

3 500/. was transferred in the books of the Bank in the name of
AnneSlack, then described as of Smith-street, Chelsea, spinster.

The stock was purchased by Mr. Hulme, who was executor of

the father of the lady, with part of her share in her father's

estate. From an extract of a letter from Mr. Hulme to the
brother of Miss Slack, it appeared that the former had purchased

Miss Slack G,620j. 17*- Reduced, and that he had also purchased

for her the belorementioned sum of 3,500/. Consols. Shortly after

the transfer of the stock into her name, Miss Slack granted two
separate powers to Mr. Hulme for the receipt of the dividends on
both funds, and under these powers that gentleman received the
dividends up to the 5th of January, 1832. He did not pay the
dividends over regularly, but supplied her with such sums of

money as she required. That course of supply continued until

Mr. Ilulme died in 1832, from which time the dividends on the
larger sum of stock were received by Miss Slack, and the residue

of the principal sum of 3,500/. was lost sight of entirely by her,

as she had never attempted to manage her own pecuniary affairs.

In that state of things, on the 6th of July, 1842, the dividends

having been unreceived for a period of ten years, the stock was
on that day by virtue of the Act of Parliament transferred to the
commissioners for the reduction of the national debt. About
that time, from what cause could not be ascertained, Mr. Barber
the prisoner appeared to have got some information concerning

the stock which had been transferred to the commissioners, and
also of the fact that Captain Foskett, of Abbotts Langley, had
married one of Miss Slack's sisters, and on the 4th of Oct. he
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wrote to Captain Foskett a letter, requesting to be informed who
was the legal personal representative of Anne Slack, formerly of
Chelsea, spinster. To that letter Capt. Foskett replied, that Miss
Anne Slack was his wife's sister and resident with them. Sub-
sequently Mr. Barber wrote other letters requesting to know how
the lady's name was spelt and whether she ever resided at Chelsea,
requesting also the names of the trustees holding her funded
property, and also asking to see her signature. These facts were
communicated to Mr. Barber, who hinted that the property which
he treated as the subject for bequests amounted to 10,000/., that
the party bequeathing it or in whose right it was receivable had
died about six weeks before at Bath, and that he had it in his
power to put the legatee in possession of the property. After all
these circumstances had been ascertained from Capt. Foskett,
Mr. Barber wrote as follows:—" We beg to return Miss Slack's
letter, and to state that we find the signatures do not correspond,
and consequently we have arrived at the conclusion that the
identity cannot be supported. We trust you will be good enough
to consider this negotiation confidential : and should our exertions
to discover the right party prove successful we shall not fail to
communicate to you the result, for the satisfaction of the young
lady and her friends." The matter rested thus till the month of
March last : the Bank having been wholly ignorant of the corre-
spondence until within the last few days. On the 8th or that
month an advertisement appeared to the following effect:—" We
are instructed to discover the legal and personal representatives
of Miss Anne Slack, formerly of Chelsea, spinster, and shall be
happy to afford a very liberal remuneration to any person who
ran communicate to us that information.—Barber and Bircham,
Solicitors, 28, New 13ridge-street, Blackfriars." On or about the
l6th of the same month a will was produced at Doctors' Com-
mons for probate by Mr. Wills, a proctor, which will purported
to be the last will and testament of Anne Slack of Smith-street,
Chelsea " devising and bequeathing unto the testatrix's beloved
niece, Emma Slack, the sum of 3,500/. stock, in the Three per
Cent. Consolidated Annuities;" and constituting the said Emma
sole executrix. The will was signed Anne Slack, dated the 3d
day of June ; and the names as witnesses to the instrument were
Jane Perkins and William Williams, but there was no address to
either signature. In the will the testatrix was expressly described
as Anne Slack, Smith-street, Chelsea, spinster; and the property
bequeathed was expressly described as 3,500/. Consols, standing
in her name at the Bank. That will must have been in the
proctor's hands before the 16th of March, and probate of it was
granted on the 22d of March • and it is not unimportant to notice
that the property was sworn under 5,000/. j the stock in question
with arrears of dividends, being worth 4,500/. The result of all
this was that the probate being apparently regular, the stock in
question was on the 3d of April last transferred from the account
of the Commissioners for the Reduction of the National Debt to
the person representing herself as Emma Slack • and on the 7th
of the same month the dividends due on the stock were paid to
the said Emma Slack who attended to receive them in person,
and transferred the whole, which she had previously sold. In
the course of the investigation a Mr. Joshua Fletcher, of Bruns-
wick-terrace, Walworth, was examined at the request of the pri-
soner, who said he was the person who had introduced the
reputed Miss Slack to him. The evidence of this witness, how-
ever, was so contradictory and inconsistent, that the counsel for
the prosecution charged him, on his own depositions, with being
an accessory before the fact. Both prisoners were ultimately
remanded and brought up again on Saturday, when great efforts
were made to get them admitted to bail, but without success, the
Lord Mayor having decided that the charge and the evidence
were far too serious to allow him to accept bail. The fraud was
discovered, it appears, in consequence of the lady, the real Miss
Slack having called, not upon the broker who made investments
for her, but upon a different party, and one of the first standing
at the Stock Exchange, to request that he would sell for her a
portion of her Three per Cent. Reduced Stock, of which the sus-
pected persons were not it seems aware she was possessed. They
imagined that 3,500/. Consols only stood in her name on the Bank
books. It is rumoured that the suspected party effected a sale of
12,000/. stock some time ago, but whether under a process similar
to that described in the report cr not is unknown. A reward of
100/. is offered for the apprehension of the woman who repre-
sented herselfas Emma Slack to the Bank authorities and received
the dividend.

SPORTING.
TATTEllSALI/S.—Thursday.- Dekby.— 7 to 1 offered on the

field ; 16 to I agst Mr. Quin's Loadstone (take 17 to l) • 25 to 1

agst Colonel Peel's Orlando (takers) ; 30 to l agst Lord Maid-
stone's Cockamaroo (taken) ; 2000 to 30 agst Mr. Thornhiil's Ap-
prentice (taken) ; 500 even between the Ugly Buck and Rattan,
the Buck's backer giving 5/. for choice.

MARK LANE, Friday, Dbckmbbr 22.—We had but a thin
artendance at market this morning, ar.d scarcely any English
Wheat on sale; prices rray be considered the same as on
Monday.— In a few instances factors have given way a little in
free foreign Wheat, but it is not general; not much doing in
bonded.—Barley is a slow sale, without alteration in price.—
Peas, Beans, and Oats remain the same as on Monday.—Next
Monday, being Christmas-day, there will be no market.

naiTtSH, PER TMPKTUAL QUARTKR. S.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . White 44

Norfolk, Lincolnshirei and Yorkshire . '

.

47"
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . Polanda i5

Northumberland and Scotch • . Feed —
Itiah Feed 16

Barley .... Waiting and distilling 28
Malt, pale, ship • __

Hertford and Essex —
Rye __
Beans, Mazagan, old and new 22 to 20

Pigeon, Heligoland . 23 to 36

S.

54
54
25

23
32

Ked .

White
Feed
Potato
Potato
Grind.

S.

44

16

17
16
24

Peas, White 30 to S3

Tick
Winds.
Maple

22
30
27

31
36
29

IMP15RIA !, AVERAGES.

Harrow 25
Longpod28
Grey 26

62

24
25
24

30

32
30
27

Nov.

Dec.

10

17
24
1

8
15

per Quarter.

6 weeks* Aggregate Aver.

Duties on Foreign Grain .

Wheat. Karley Oats- Hyp. fieans.
52sJ d 834 Sd Ms Od 20s Zd 32* 2d
61 7 32 4 M 11 30 5 32 4
51 32 1 19 30 8 32 4
51 1 31 8 19 30 7 31 10
51 81 8 18 8 30 1 32
50 9 32

32

10 6 30 31 6

51.3 18 10 30 2 32

19 6 i 8 i 10 6
|

10 6

Peas.
844 0d
34
33
33
33
32

7
6

4

33 5

9 6

D . w „ nrTDfn
GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.BANKRUPTS.— R. Champion, Friday-street, City, furrier— F. Barry,

Rye, Sussex. miher-X. Trafp and T. P. Trapp, 1, Church-street, Southwark,
tallow-chandlcrs-.R. I-Ikffx*, St. Ive's, Huntingdonshire, draper—J. Flint,
Lewes, Sussex, linen-draper-- jr. E. Bunkhr, 47, Lower ShadwelJ, merchant
—J. Pearson-, Darlaston, Staffordshire, cut nail manufacturer—W. Carpenter,
Southampton, stationer—J, Bayard, Maidstone, brazier— E. Mum*. Stanhope-
terrace, Hyde-park, corn-chandler—M. Hadlby, Wallsali, Staffordshire,
chymist—J. Whitley, Liverpool, surgeon—J. Lawub-nck, Birmingham,
spirit-merchant.
SCOTCH 8EttUESTRATIONS.-C. Smith, Dundee, merchant-A. Ooilvie,

Uunciee. merchant-
BI RTHS—On the 12th ins:., at Sandgate, the lady of J. Majoribanks, Esq.,

of a daughter—On the 10th inst, at Aston Hall, the lady of Capt. Cole, R.N.,
ot a daughter—On the 16th Inst., at Nortolk-cresccnt, the lady of Major II. B.
Henderson, of a son—On the 15th inst, at VVaimer, Kent, the lady Kosa Gre-
vm i,e, of twin sons, one of whom was still-born.
MARRI ED—On the 19th inst., at St. George's, Hanover-sq the Right Hon.

Lord r>UNBovNH, to Mrs. Vaughan, of Belle Hatch House, Oxfordshire—On the
21st inst., at St- Marylebone, J. GribrsON, Esq., late of the Hon. East India
Company's Service, to Hat riet, eldest daughter of Maj.-Gen. Jami<s Ajjcxandkr,
Bengal Army.

I ED.—On the 16th inst., the Rev. J, St. V- Bowen, son of the late Admiral
oowrn, of Ufracombe—On the Hth inst-, at Haslar, Com. G.Allan, RN—

the
1 7th mst.,?at Brighton, in his 71st year, Sir R. Frrz Wioram, Bart

—

s
" tm-jui inst, aged 63, the Rev-VV. J. Koobbb, Rector of St. Mary-at-hill.and

hnYMfJrI°£
I,u

,

bbai
'<*i London, and Secretary to the incorporated Society forwuumng Churches.

W" DAWSON & SON, Agents for the Gardeners*
• Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette, respectfully inform

their Friends and the Public that they supply that, as well as all

the other London Newspapers at the earliest publication, and
forward them punctually to every part of the United Kingdom,
by the morning and evening; mails, as well as to Gibraltar, Malta,

the Ionian Islands, France, Spain, Greece, Denmark, the East
Indies, theBritish West Indies, Canada, &c. Sec. free of Postage

;

and to Australia, Cape of Good Hope, and other Foreign Parts,

at a small Postage. Agents, also, for the Illustrated News and
Pictorial Times, the last volumes of which, excellently suited for

Christmas and New Year's Presents, as well as all the old
Numbers, can be at once supplied. The half-yearly volume to
the end of this year, will he ready about the /th of January, price

18,9. London and Country Newspaper and Advertising-office,

74, Cannon-street, City, London.

Published Monthly, with a Coloured Frontispiece, price 6tf.

THE FLORISTS' JOURNAL for 1844.—In conse-
quence of an arrangement which has been completed with

the Members of the Regent's Park Gardeners' Society for
Mutual Instructions the Papers read at the Meetings of the

above Society will be published in, and form part of the " Florist's

Journal," under the title of Horticultural Essavs. Com-
mencing with the Number for January, 1844. This addition, by
embracing a wider range of Horticultural subjects than has
hitherto been entered upon in the Journal, will, it is hoped, ex-

tend its acknowledged value by increasing its usefulness.
Vol. IV. for 1843, illustrated with 14 superior coloured engrav-

ings, 8s. in cloth, may now be had of the Publisher, A. Aolard,
Wardrobe-place, Doctor's Commons, and all Booksellers.
A few copies remain of vols. L II. and III.

FUnuITs almanack.
MR. PUNCH will have the pleasure of laying before

his Friends, on the 30th inst., HIS ALMANACK FOR THE
NEW YEAR, wherein the events of each month will be graphi-

cally illustrated in Punch's most approved fashion.
The whole of the jokes— several hundreds—are roared by the

same hands as those which obtain every week the silver and
copper medals from the public, who are always the best judges
of a good thing, but of whose discrimination it is not for Mr.
Punch to speak. The Cuts, which are of a kind to invite the
public to come again (and again), are by Messrs. Lekch, Mea-
dows, and Hamkrtom, &c.
Published at the Office, 196, Strand. Price 3d. ; and stamped, to

go by Post , Ad.

On 1st January, Part XVII., price 4s. of

THE BOOK of the FARM. By Henry Stephens,
JL F.R.S.E, Contents: — Sheep-shearing — Of rolling the
Fleece, and of the Qualities of Wool—Of the Making of Butter
and Cheese— Of Weeding Corn, Grain Crops, Pastures, and
Hedges; and of Casualties to Plants. With two Engravings on
Steel and 104 Woodcuts.
The First Volume, illustrated by 17 Steel Plates and 384 Wood

Engravings, may now be had, price 30s., strongly bound in cloth.
William Br.ACKWOon & Sons, Edinburgh yn d London.

NEW WORKS
PUBLISHED BY A. H. BAILY & Co., CORNHILL, LONDON.

Jn Parts, is. each,
Now ready, 2 vols. 8vo., cloth boards,

WANDERINGS IN THE HIGHLANDS AND
ISLANDS, WITH SKETCHES TAKEN on the SCOT-

TISH BORDERS; Being a sequel to "Wild Sports of the West."
By W. H. Maxwell, Esq.

MAXWELL'S IRISH REBELLION in 1798, with
Plates by George Cruiksxtank, and numerous Portraits
on Steel by the first Artists. Part J. to appear on the 1st of

January. The forthcoming Work will illustrate the most im-
portant and interesting era in IRISH HISTORY— that extending
from the Revolutionary outbreak in France to the enactment
of the Legislative Union; with ample details, Military and Poli-

tical, of the Rise, Progres-s, and Suppression of the Insurrection
in '98.

NOUVEAU MELANGE,
NARRATIF, DESCRIPTIF, PIISTORIQUE, ET L1TTERAIRE.
Recueil Classique, moral et religieux, <!e belles actions, dc hauts
faits, de bons cxemplcs, ct de bonnes maximes, entremCles
d'anecdotes curieuscs, d'avcntures^singulieres, de provcrbes, ct

dc bons mots.
Par Marin Dh La Voyk, Mcmb. de Tlnstitut Hist, ct Lit.,

Auteur du Nonveau Lexique Francais et Angiais, &c. &c.
This Work contains, in one volume !2mo., 400 pages, or in six

small separate volumes, the following subjects :— l , Lc Narrateur

;

2, Choix deMorccaux Franchises ; 3, La Chaumicre Indienne; 4,

Atala; 5, Lcs Aventures dc Tclemaque ; 6, Elizabeth. Every
subject is preceded and followed by Questions and Explanations
of various kinds.

MAXWELL'S LIFE OF THE DUKE OF WEL-
LINGTON, K.G. In 3 vols, demy 8vo, boards. Splendidly
Illustrated with Portraits, Battle-Scenes, Plans of Battles, and
Maps, price 3/. 7.9., or with proof plates, royal 8vo., price 5/. bound.

In 2 vols. 12mo, bound, 1,000 pages, price 1/. is.

Illustrated 03' Twenty-four Steel Engravings from the most
authentic Portraits of the British Admirals, and numerous Dia-

grams of Naval Actions,

THE BATTLES OF THE BRITISH NAVY,
FROM A.n. 1000 to 1840. By JOSEPH ALLEN, Esq., of Green-

wich Hospital.

"The best and most complete repository of the triumphs of the
British Navy that has issued from the press."

—

United Service
Gazette.
Also, in uniform size and type, and maybe bound up with the

above, 40 pp. l2mo., with Portrait, price \s.

A VINDICATION OF ADMIRAL LORD NELSON'S PRO-
CEEDINGS IN THE BAY OF NAPLES, faithfully related.

BAILY'S SERIES OF WINNERS.
The above Series comprises Portraits of the Winners of the

Derby, Oaks, and St. Lcger for 1843, to be continued, besides
Portraits of BEESWING, CHARLES THE TWELFTH, and
CONFIDENCE, the celebrated American trotter, price I/, is. each.
Also in course of publication, a Splendid Portrait of ALICE

HAWTHORN.
BAILY'S SPORTING ALMANACK FOR 1844,

Price 2.9. 6d. t
embellished by Twelve; highly-finished Illustra-

tions, amongst which are Portraits of the following celebrated
Horses, painted by J. F. Hkrring, Sen., BEKSWING, COTHER-
STONE, and CONFIDENCE. All the Performances ol Two-year-
olds in 1843. Entries for the Derby, Oaks, and St. Leger for
1844, List of Trainers, &c. And a variety of useful information
on Hunting, Fishing, Shooting, &c.

HOOD'S MAGAZINE. On the 1st of January.

^
O ffice, No. 1. Adam -street, Adclphi.

L^LEGANT CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.—MECHI'S
-L* ENVELOPE CASES, 4, Leadenhall-street, London. An
entirely new stock in wood, leather, and papier machc, quite

unique, and different from any yet produced. They form an
appropriate accompaniment to his splendid new varieties of port-
folios, netting boxes, ladies' companions, woik boxes, writing-
desks, card-cases and boxes, pole-screens, hand-screens, card-
racks, tea-caddies, cabinets, jewel-cases, tables, vases, note and
cake-baskets, inkstands, and an infinite variety of other articles,

presenting a tout ensemble of elegancies in papier macho unri-
valled in this kingdom. The largest assortment of tea-trays
painted after Landseer, and with birds, flowers, figures, and land-
scapes. A show-room expressly for papier mache articles and
bagatelle tables, Catalogues gratis.

PROTECTION FROM THE WET AND COLD.—
-L SUPERIOR WINTER WATERPROOF WRAPPERS and
OUTSIDE GARMENTS of all kinds.—An extensive variety of

the above, also of BERDOE'S well-known VENTILATING
FROCKS (in lieu of the Mackintosh) always kept ready, guaran-
teed to exclude any description or continuance of rain whatever.
Those who require really good, efficient, and respectable gar-

ments, at the lowest price possible, consistent with true eco-

nomy, or wish to avoid disappointment and vexation, will not

regret the inspection now confidently invited. Every article

made on the premises, in the best manner.—W. Bkrdoe, Tailor,

Waterproofed &c., 6Q t Cornhill (north side). _

"GLASS SUPERSEDED for HORITCTLTURAL PURPOSES by

WHITNEY'S CHEMICAL TRANSPARENT
WATERPROOF COMPOSITION, rendering Muslin,

Calico, or Linen, for the Frames of Greenhouses, Pine, Melon, or

Cucumber Stoves, &c, impervious to rain or moisture, admitting
light equal to Glass, much warmer, and the plants never burn
under it.

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Gardeners will, by using this com-
position have the only effectual protection for their Fruit-trees
during the blooming season; it is a certain defence from frost,

sleet, wind, and blight; its transparency admits the general
beams of the sun, with abundance of light, which causes the

bloom to expand with increased luxuriance, the fruit to set and
swell more freely, much earlier, and a crop of fruit to any extent
may be warranted. The covering not to be moved by day
(except to thin the Fruit, which will be necessary), till the month
of June. It is recommended that the Calico be prepared early*

so as to be thoroughly dry before using.
Sold in Bottles, with directions for use, pints, 2s. 6d. 9

quarts,

4s. 6d. each. One pint is sufficient to coat four Frames twice
over, each Frame to be 5ft. by 3 ft. 3 in., or thereabouts. Prepared
by George Whitney, Chemist, Shrewsbury. Seedsmen,
Florists, and Merchants supplied by Mr. W. Bailey, Chemist,
North-street, Wolverhampton. Appointed Agents :— Messrs.
Butler, and Mucklev, Covent Garden, where a sample of pre-

pared calico may be seen; Mr. Watkinson, Market-place,
Manchester; Page and Son, Southampton; T. and CWhalley,
Nurserymen, Liverpool.

Agents wanted for London and the country. _
1 ND1A.—OUTFITS for CADETS, AssistaiiV-Surgeon^,
-*- and others appointed to India, comprising shirts, hosiery,
gloves, light clothing, military accoutrements, trunks, cabin fur-
niture, &c, are supplied at the wholesale cash prices by
THRESHER and GLENNY, next door to Somerset House,
Strand, where lists of outfits, both for ship and by the overland
route, with prices and every particular, may be had on pre-paid
application. N.B. Thresher's overland trunk can be procured
at 152, Strand, but at no other house in London.

DRAINING.— John Davis, Mathematical Instru-
ment Maker, Derby, begs to direct the attention of Agricul-

turists to a very efficient and simjjle Level he has just constructed,
adapted especially for Draining. The private Farmer or the pro-
fessional Drainer will alike find in it all that is desired. The
Instrument is fitted in a case, and sent to any part of the country
—the price, 3l. 5s.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS.

AT the ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION
an increase of POWERFUL and BRILLIANT EFFECTS

in ELECTRICITY are exhibited by ARMSTRONG'S HYDRO-
ELECTRIC MACHINE. A new field is opened for investigating,
on a magnified scale, a variety of objects in ART, SCIENCE, and
NATURAL HISTORY, by means of LONGBOTTOM'S OPAQUE
MICROSCOPE, showing also an extraordinary OPTICAL
ILLUSION. New DISSOLVING VIEWS. A List of the POPU-
LAR LECTURES which will be delivered during the Week is

suspended in the Hall of Manufactures. Holloway's ORIGINAL
CRAYON DRAWINGS from RAPHAEL'S CARTOONS, nume-
rous MODELS in MOTION, DIVER and DIVING BELL.
Conductor of the Band—T. Walms, Mus. Doc. Admission Is.

Schools Half-price.

>| >\VENTY YEARS' LOSS OF HAlRTindWONDER1

X FUL RESTORATION. Church- street, Whitby, Oct. )J), 1841.
—Gentlemen— Of the last supply of Ommudoe'sB a i,m of Colum-
bia every bottle was sold immediately on receipt, and I have
many more bespoke, only waiting for a further supply, which I

hope you will send without the least delay. Orders have poured
in more than ever since the powerful effects of the Balm have
been so decisively demonstrated in the cases of several credible
and respectable inhabitants of the town. One instance, among
others which have attracted particular attention, is the case of a
gentleman who had had little or no hair for twenty years : he
had tried numerous preparations in vain, and ultimately had his
head shaved and wore a wig. At my recommendation he tried

the Balm ; and after using it according to the directions for a
short time, the young hair appeared, and he has now as line a
head of hair as any person in Whitby.

Yours, &c, John Kilvinton^.
To Messrs. Kennaby, Brothers, 10, Westmoreland-buildings,

Aldersgate-strcet, London.
OLDRIDGE'S BALM prevents the hair turning grey, produces

a beautiful curl, frees it from scurf, and stops it from falling off;
a few Bottles generally restore it again. Price 3s.6d.,6s. t

and lis.

per Bottle. No other prices are genuine. Ask for OLDRIDGE'S
BALM^of COLUMBIA. ], Wellington-street, Strand'.

W'ANTED.—A young Man as SHOPMAN, who well
understands the Seed Trade; he will be required to travel

occasionally, and must give unexceptionable references as to
ability and integrity.—Apply to J. G. Waitk, 1, Eyre-street Hill,
Hatton Garden, London.

™ '
' '

' ^~ "
' "' r f 1

. _i — _ - - .

WANTED.—AN OUT-DOOR FOREMAN, who
thoroughly understands the management of a Country

Nursery, in all its branches. An unexceptionable character for
ability and morals is required.—Direct to Mr. Biustow, Seedsman,
Knightsbridgc, London.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

A S GARDENER.—In or out of the house ; a singleXX Man, aged 28, who has been brought up to the business,
and who perfectly understands the whole routine of Forcing,
Kitchen and Fiower-Garden, Sec. Character perfectly unex-
ceptionable.- Direct to D. T., Post-office, Paddington.

A S GARDENER, where one or more men are kept.

—

XX A young Man, aged 35, who perfectly understands Forcing,
Kitchen, Fruit, and Flower Gardening, and has a Practical
knowledge of the cultivation of Plants ; has no objection to take
charge of land, and can have an unexceptionable character from
the Gentleman he has lived with 4$ years.—Direct to W. Y-, at
Mr. Pamflin's Nursery, Homscy-road, Islington.

S UNDER-GARDENER—A young Man, aged 21,
who has been engaged with a Market-gardener during

the last four years, and who is now desirous of meeting with a
Situation where he could obtain a good knowledge of Flowers,
Plants, Fruits, Sec, and at the same time to make himself gene-
rally useful. Can have a recommcu:'

-

,; '" Oom hjs last employer.
—Direct to C. J., at Mr. Gowing's Library, Swaffham, Norfolk.

A:

Printed by Messrs. BitAimuitY and Kvans, Lombard-street, Fleet-strcet,in
the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, and Published by them
at the Office, 3, Charles*8TRHBT, Covent Garden, in the County 01 ^i**"
dlesex, wliore all Advertisements and Communications are to be addressed
to the Editor.—Saturday, December at, 1843
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THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSQR_LINDLEY.

No. 52.-1843. SATURDAY, DECEMBER SO, Price 6d.

GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
— -A General Meeting of the Subscribers to tins Chanty will

be held at the Crown and Anchor Tavkrn, Strain ,
,

on T.u-as-

day, i ith January, next, for the purpose of receiving the Accounts

of the past year, and electing: Officers for the ensuing year. AJso

for the purpose of electing two poor persons of 00 years o age

and upwards on the Pension of this Chanty. The Charju do

taken at 12 o'clock precisely. The Ballot will commence at 1

^gftSS^iafflSi to the Charity will afterwards

celebrate their Annual Festival at the Crown and
_

Anchor

avkrn.
J0HN NOBLE, Esq.., in the Chair.

Stewards.

William Flanagan, Esq. Hugh Low.

T«_%» T __ Wen ClIAIU'RS PAI,MhR, JiSq.
John Lbb, Esq.

ai.kxan-dkr Prothbrob, Esq.
Professor Lindlbv. al**,

John Wrkncm. ,

Dinner on table at a quarter past 5 o'clock Tickets Ig. each,

to be had of the Stewards, at the Tavern, and Mr. E. R. Cotllr,

Secretary, 97, Farringdon-street.
secretary.

SELECT HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, ROSES
!

&c.

~xxr Tif^snN and CO. beg to offer Collections ot

W. dt ab
K
ove??ron?thei^ Select Stock, on the following

"lo'sekct^ShowT, Herbaceous Plants, in 50 named sorts, 20*.

;;;
» » ;; ,

5

o°o ;; lis.

" Comprising the best in cultivation.

100 Dwarf Roses in 50 named sorts . . SM.

100 „ 10° " •

1 oo named very fine sorts 50s.

\m
"

100 named extra sorts . 205.

30 Beautiful Scotch Roses, named . .
20s.

The above are all well grown. The Roses on the.r own roots

ana from the number of First Prizes*™™****^™W
Horticultural and Floricultural Society. W. J. and Co. have great

confiSce in Recommending them. A few Splendid Prize Holly-

hocks bv name, 18s. to 2ls. per dozen.

A reference or remittance from unknown corresoondents is

respectfully solicited.-Cross-Lanes Nursery, near Bedale, York-

shire, Dec. 8, 1843.

EP. FRANCIS, Nurseryman, Hertford, begs leave

• to recommend to the Nobility, Gentry, and the trade
i

in

general, Snow's superb white winter BROCCOLI, in 2s. packets,

containing half an ounce, which was advertised last season, and

will be found to give general sat.stact.on this winter and the

ensuing spring. Also, Snow's Hybrid Prolific Green flesh MELON
of most excellent rich sweet flavour, warranted to produce two

and three crops in a season, from the same plantsita»«*

pact white heads, and is very dwarf. Sold in Packets at 2s. eacn,

C
°E

ta

p %B De

a
gs

a
also

Un
to
e
'recommend a very superior kind of

Grant's While BROCCOLI, which produces large compact heads

sprite or of Messrs. Noblb, Seedsmen, 152, Fleet-sueet, Aieosrs.

!? WaKNcn & Son, London-Bridge, and Mr. Flanagan, opposite

the Mansion House, London. ^

TO NOBLEMEN and GENTLEMEN who are PLANTING(and

IMPROVING THEIR ESTATES, and to NURSERYMEN.

rwrHARD MITTON, Nurseryman, rontetract,R Yorkshire has now growing in his Nurseries (which lay

4y Wgh and b'leak, and film which Pl«J« ^"jJX"%?
be disposed of at reduced prices a large stock of HeaUhy, Well-

rooted, and Transplanted Forest Trees ?f all sorts and sizes

especially Larches, 2 to 3 anS^
J

feet^"j^ «J
^ZJl^.J^^SASb.^ Wee? on application

mav be had of goods delivered free at those prices at any Rail-

way Station or Canal Warehouse north of Derby or south of

Newcastle-on-Tyne.— Pontefract, Dec. 20, 1843.

BUSHELL'S Light Seedling Dahlia " Emma. "—
Ground roots of this Dahlia to be disposed of for 3/. per root,

for cash. Colour, white, tipped with deep cherry, the petal-form

and centre good ; the largest, most constant and free in flowering

of any Dahlia yet propagated, and has obtained several prizes.

T B cut 48 blooms from 14 plants, which were exhibited at one

of the Metropolitan Shows, the whole of which Mr. Neville pro-

Jounced uo be placed in a stand of 12. "Par RivAL.»-Colour

nun le maroon, fine cupped petal, and free bloomer ;
ground roots,

ii not do H J- B. warrants the above Dahlias to give satis-

?acUon, or he will return the purchase-money .-12, Hall-place,

Kennington-lane, Dec. 15. ^^
BROMPTON^PARK NURSERY-ESTABLISHED 1681.

"H/rFSSRS GRAY, ADAMS, and HOGG, introduce

1V1 to the notice of those engaged in planting Shrubberies,

fc ii
exensheStockoffinelargeEVERGREENS, consisting of

&c.,anextens v^
IIollies common and Portugal Laurels,SfsiS'«, Phillyreas Arbor-vita, Ala-

S^I?ff3WS53?JU they with confidence

recommend them.
f , reminding their cus-

They ^o.^̂ ^Carf, Standard, and trained Fruit-
tomers of the r Stock ot uw ,

geason
_
f

_
ye

trees, Figs, Vines, &C. &c., wn»
be

superior description, and o
' ^'ch

rf^sefccted and packed for
application. Seeds and Panjc £ Emigrants and
exportation, well deserving the attention u

Colonists.-Kensington.road, December, 1843.

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.

T and J. FAIRBAIBN are induced from the uncer-

<> • tainty upon which they hold the Manor-street Nursery

(situatedStSous to the Home N«TSery,Clapham Rise where

attention will be given to all applicat.ons), to effee h ale of he

Stock at -i* Parlv a Deriod as possible, consequently beg to solicit

UeattenUoii of Gentlemen and the trade to the large and re-

SarkX healSyS well-grown stock, «g*g*«*g^.

PhJetrfine Standard and Dwarf *"^E"5"ffi S
standard flowering Thorns, Almonds, &«*«•, ^^Jff

KSSbffiaWg^^fSsoi trie most approvtu * »

Trees consistinir of Limes, Elms,^KSiKfidHM. cLsnuts, Mountain

Ash 'Poplars,' a
H
n°d

r

sprucc, and Scotch Firs ; also a fcrgjygj
of Gooseberries and Currants, of excellent Pfowth and ot tie

best varieties in cultivation, to all of winch JV& JJ^' reb
f^ '„'>

invite the inspection of GenUemen and Nurserymen, flattering

to their advertisement of Heaths, &c, which has lately appearea

in the Gardeners' Chronicle. (Oct. 21 and 19.)

Nurseries, Clapham, near London, December 22, 1843.

'

THE WALCHEREN CAULIFLOWER.

MESSRS MARNOCK and MANLEY beg-to offer

i-Vl the above valuable article, warranted genu, mUl per

ounce; sent by post or otherwise , with a Treatise on.ts manage

ment, so that it may be kept in success on, fit
*°J

* aD
i«'

throughout the year. It produces beautiful, Wj^Jgg
Lily-white heads! of a most delicious flavour pe.'^ J"^'
requiring no handglasses; it not only prod.ices a be«er quality

but a much larger quantity, on the same space of g «'"n£j« «£
old kinds of Cauliflower;^^SStSS."
large as a half- bushel basket. It will be quitc >»d«Pen*»ble botn

to large and small gardens, for no
(

J«denef ' *J
ter lm«^g once

had it true, would wish to be withou
,
it. AH kind

.

o ^J'^n
Garden, Lawn Grass, choice Imported and other I lower-seeds,

^B-T^ZSi ofFlowerseeds, comprising every-

thfng tha?fs new Sare, will be ready in a few days, and may

be had on application

w
THF~RRITISH QUEEN AND PRINCE ALBERT PEAS.

M JNO CORMACK begs to call the attention of

» * Noblemen Gentlemen, and others, to the above two new

VarietS thSrUs df which are thus noticed in the Gardeners'
Varieties tne merlin

QUEEN on light soils, is the

f'Tnf nl'l ki.£E and will drive Knight's Tall Marrow out of

the Ca den " "TM!
PRINCE ALBERT, which has been cui-

ttvafed in the Garden of the Horticultural Society during the

season produced Peas- fit for the table ten days earhe,- than any

other Variety sown at the same time." Both varieties may be tad

?n nackaTes at 3s. 6d. each, at W. J. C.'s wholesale Establ.sh-

mcSt^NewcroM, or theJBedfordJtonscrvatory. Covent Garden.
l

SHILLING'S EARLY^GROTTOPEA.
r and S. SHILLING have succeeded in raising the

J • above PEA. the Early Frame Pea, impregnated with the

riotto or Oyster Marrow, which they, with confidence recom-

S Pnd to the Public generally, being quite as early, and nearly

Tnnhle the size of any other Pea in cultivation. .Quite hardy

f^ll stand the winter well, and a good bearer; the pod large and

o g They wou d particularly recommend it to the attention of

Market Gardeners. Price 3s. per quart; 10s. per gallon; 1/..M.

per peck ; 30s. per half-bushel ; 21. 10s. per bushel. Agents:-

Messrs. Field and Child, 119. Lower Thames-street, London;

Messrs W? and1 J. Noblk 152, Fleet- street ; Mr. Kkrnan, 4

Grea Ru sell-street, Covent Garden , Messrs. Hurst and

Mcmullen, 61, Leadenhall-street; Messrs. Gray, Adams, and

Hogg, Kensington.-Northwarnborough Nursery, near Odiham,

Hants, December 22, 1843. ,— xcTgardeners and OTHERS.

TO BE LET, near the Sea-coast, in the West of Sus-

sex, Large and Most Productive GARDENS, with a com-

fortable House and all convenient Buildings. Pine, Melon, Grape,

a,d other Forcing Houses. All in the highest possib e state of

management and cultivation. For. Particulars, apply to Mr.

Mason, East-street ,
Chichester. .

Xrgus life ASSURANCE COMPANY, 39,

A Throgmorton- street, Bank.

Empowered by special Act of Parliament. 5 & 6 W. IV., c. 76.

Thomas Farncomb, Esq., Alderman, Chairman.

William Leaf, Esq., Deputy-Chairman

DISEASED AND HEALTHY LIVES ASSURED.

MEDICAL, INVALID, and GENERAL LIFE
OFFICE, 25, Pall Mall, London. Capital, 500,000/. This

Office is provided with very accurately constructed Tables, by

which it can Assure Diseased Lives on Equitable Terms. In-

creased Annuities granted on unsound Lives, the amount varying

with the particular disease. Members of Consumptive Famtfies

assured at Equitable Rates. Loans granted upon personal se-
a
u
s

r i t

r

y _
E.G. P. Nk i son, Actuary.

OT-WATER APPARATUS FOR HEATING
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, DWELLING-HOUSES,

CHURCHES, and MANUFACTORIES, upon improved prin-

-inles and at very moderate charges, erected by DANIEL and

EDWARD BAILEY, 272, HOLBORN. *

n and E. Bailky having devoted much time to the considera-

tion of this subject, and had much experience in the erection of

«,»,aratus for the above-mentioned purposes, have, by improve-

ments suggested in their practice, rendered their mode ot heat-

ine not only very efficient, but very simple, and have combined

durability in the apparatus with economy in the charge. They

have erected apparatus in England, Scotland, and Ireland, for

manv noblemen and gentlemen, and have had the honour to be
"

loved by the Horticultural Society ol London, inexecuting the

works of their splendid Conservatory, lately erected at Chiswick.

D and E. Bailky also construct in metal all descriptions of

Horticultural Buildings and Sashes, and invite noblemen, gentle-

men and the public to an inspection of their various drawings

and models, at 272, Holborn, where they have the opportunity of

Px'iibiting.amongstothermetalworks.an extremely completeand

convenient kitchen apparatus.or range, adapted for the continued

supply of hot water, and an arrangement of the oveii more com-

oletc than has hitherto been brought before the public.

D and E. Bailky were the first to introduce metallic curvili-

near houses to horticulturists, and can refer to the Conservatory

attached to the Pantheon as one of their works, besides many

others in this country and on the Continent.

D.and E. Bailky have prepared a quant.ty of the Galvanic

Plant Protectors, which are now ready for immediate delivery;

they beg to introduce to public notice a new Trough Pipe, for

Orchidaceous or other Houses where vapour is constantly, or at

intervals required, and which may be seen at their Manufactory .

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING.

STEPHENSON and CO., 61, Gracechurch-street,

London, Inventors of the IMPROVE!) CONICAL and

DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL BOILERS, having been much engaged

in heating buildings upon the above system with Tanks of

various materials, solicit the attention of scientific Horticul-

turists to an Iron Tank now fitting up on their premises, which

offers most decided advantages over every other article hitherto

employed for the same purpose. These tanks which are orna-

mental in appearance can be made from 10 to 100 feet long and

of any width and depth, and can be connected or disconnected

by any working Gardener without the slightest difficulty, thus

affording the opportunity to persons in remote districts of

employing this much approved method of heating without the

assistance of Engineers. The Tanks can be applied to Boilers

and Pipes already fixed, and from the present low price of Iron

w iil be found cheaper than of any other material. Mr. Rendlk,

f Plymouth, has kindly undertaken to receive orders and furnish

information to any persons in his neighbourhood, and prices for

any size will be forwarded upon application to S. and Co.

HORTIC^H^URaTIbuTlDING & HEATING by HOT-WATER.

R«pert Ingleby, Esq.

Thomas Kelly, Esq., Alderman.
Jeremiah Pilcher, Esq., Sheriff

of London and Middlesex.

Lewis Pocock, Esq.

William Banbury, Esq.

Edward Bates, Esq.

Thomas Camplin, Esq.

James Clift, Esq.

Rt. Hon. J. Humphery, M.P.,

Lord Mayor of London.
Fhysician-Dt. Jeafferson, 2, Finsbury-square.

Sur „eonJw. Coulson, Esq., 2, Fredenck's-place, Old Jewry.

Consulting Actuary-Ftofessot Hall, of King's College.

Advantages of the Argus Life Assurance Company.

Low Rates of Premiums.

Tn addition to the subscribed Capital of 300,000/., »e Assured

have the security of the Company's Income of nearly 60,000^ per

annum, yearlv increasing, and accumulating Assurance Fund

,Sed inf Government and other available Securities, of con-

EabTy tafger amount than the estimated liabilities of the Com-

"any The Rates of Premium are reduced to the lowest scale com

SSSKnd SS'nbo^wSSS risk, in lieu bf. the deferred

and frequently delusive prospect of a periodical division of profits.

Annual Premium to Assure ^100-

OPLBNDID NEW SEEDLING CINERARIAS.-

p Fine e-ly-nowerin^

£om^«
Those purchasing will have an °W0ItTXl™ZTlnr^ive
the choices in cultivation **"£**[ Sefdozen 2arefS

J£S JS * t^ountV;: SftS-sj-feKft
office ordei

.

3 immediately executed. Large bunches ot

RUSSIAN \ ,ETS in full flower, fit for P^"^^^;
per doz.-Direct to Michakl Brewer, ben.,CamDriage Nursery.

Age
20
30
40
50
60

For One Year.
^0

1

1

1

3

17
1

5

14

2

8

8

1

4

For Seven Years. I
Whole Term.

£0
1

l

1

3

16 1

2 7
6 9
19 10

27

£l
2

2

4

6

11

14

10

7
10

11

10

one hird of whole-term Premiums may remain unpaid at 5 per

ceSfcompTint as a debt upon the Policy for life, or may be paid

^"S.SSSTfS'SdvSS'of money as security for debts, or

m a MOviSfor a family, when the least present outlay is desir-

able
P
tt?e varied and comprehensive Tables of the Argus office wdl

hP found to he particularly favourable to the Assured.

A Sid ofDirectors, with the Medical Officers, attend aaily,

at a quarter before 2 o'clock^
RD ^^ Resident Director>

A Liberal Commission to Solicitors and Agents.

J WEEKS & Co., Architects, &c, Gloncester-

• place King's-road, Chelsea, Hothouse-Builders, and Hot-

water Aouaratus Manufacturers, beg leave to inform the Nobility

and Gentry, that their business, which has been extensive

throughout the country for many years, is entirely confined to

the BUI DING OF HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS of every

delcfipt oS and the HEATING of them by HOT WATER
CONICAL and other BOILERS of all sizes; their largest con-

sumes but a small quantity of fuel, only requiring attention once

in 10 hours, and will heat a range of Forcing-houses 300 feet in

*"

iSeir improved plan of BOTTOM-HEAT FOR PITS, by means

of an open trough under the bed, is now being universally adopted.

References may be had, and their works seen at most of the

Nobility and Gentlemen's seats in the country, nearly the whole

of the London Nurseries, and a great variety of Horticultural

Erections and Hot-water Apparatus, Models, Plans, Estimates.

&c., at their Horticultural Manufactory, Gloucester-place, Chel-

sea, near Sloane-square. ;

GFNTJINE PERUVIAN & BOLIVIAN GUANO
ON SALE, BY THE IMPORTERS,

ANTONY GIBBS and SONS, LONDON;
GIBBS BRIGHT, and CO., LIVERPOOL and BRISTOL.

47, Lime-st., Dec. 22, 1843.

r\N~SALE, in any quantity, PERUVIAN and BOLI-
vJ VIAN GUANO, genuine as imported,—Apply to Cotks-

woaTH Powell, and Prvor, London; Edwards, Danson, and

C^uVerpool; or William J. Mykrs and Co., Liverpool, the

Importers. ——
T^inTsUPPLEMENT TO ENGLISH BOTANY,
1 and the MINERAL CONCHOLOGY.-These two Works,

of which the continuation has been delayed for a long time, will

bewsumed on the 1st of January next, when No. 57, or No. 2 of

the SECOND SERIES of the SUPPLEMENT TO ENGLISH

BOTANY and No. 110 of the MINERAL CONCHOLOGY will

appear No. 58 of the ENGLISH BOTANY will come out cm the

1st of February : after which the two Works will he published on

alternate,
months, by Messrs. Soweuby and Saltkr, at 62. Pratt-

. street, Camden Town. .—.

-
"pearly ready, in demy 8vo., cloth, price 5s.

BEADS FROM A ROSARY. By T. Westwood.
Author of " Miscellaneous Poems."

London; Samuel Cj-arke, 13, Pail Mali East.

j

/

"
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T^HE CHURCH (Sixpenny) MAGAZINE.-A
^*- MONTHLY REMEMBRANCER AND ADVOCATE FORBRITISH CHURCHMEN.
Vol.

.

v. for 1843, may. now be had, pric* 7s. 6d. ; and Cases for
binding, price- l.s.—No. fli, for January, 1844, will be published
December 30.

*

The principles of the present Conductors are specified in the
pages of now; nearly two years. We belong to no party but the
Church, and to no party in the Church, having no sympathy with
those who would unprotestantize or puritanize it. Attached to
the Prayer-book, Articles and Homilies, in their literal and
obvious teaching, we believe our Church to be Scripturaily Evan-
gelical, faithfully Protestant, and happily Reformed; and so
primitively Catholic in its constitution, doctrine, and worship,
as now established. Such are the Evangelical High Church
principles of our little Family Magazine.

Published by G. Bell, 186, Fleet-street; and may be procured
irough any bookseller.

^^fll^^ T^l

}
Smo

'' price 4s» elegantly bnd. in cloth, gilt,

/ Kl&fcLiDA
; A Dramatic Poem, translated from the^ German of Predkrick Halm.

London: Smith, Elder, and Co., 65, CornhillL

I

THE TREATMENT op INVALIDS ift AID of the PHYSICIAN.
„„,„ ^ Recently published, post 8vo, l o.s. 6rf.HPHE DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT of the SICK-
-*- ROOM; necessary, in Aid of Medical Treatment, for the
Cure of Disease. By Dr. A. Todd Thomson.

There is no interference with the duties of the medical
attendant, b#t sound, sensible, and clear advice what to do, andhow to act, so as to meet unforeseen emergencies, and co-
operate with professional skill."—Lit. Gaz.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

TTT*e<v, .
Recently published, fcp.Svo. 55. cloth,

HE PARENT'S HAND-BOOK; or, Guide to the
.Choice of Professions, Employments, and Situations : con'-

taming Useful and Practical Information on the subject of plac-
ing out Young Men, and of obtaining their education with a

^7n,°.
pa

£j
cular occupatioiw. By J. C. Hudson, Esq., Author

of Plain Directions for making Wills."
« This Volume will be found useful to any parent who is pain-

fully meditating upon that difficult subject, how or where he can
best place his sons in the world."—Spectator.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

BOOKS FOR MOTHERS, BY Dr. THOMAS BULL,™r 81™"-Accoucheur t0 the Finsbury Midwifery Institution.
T_| Ix\TS to MOTHERS for the Management of
J--*- Health during the period of Pregnancy, and in the
Lying-in Room. Third Edition, enlarged, fcp. 8voM 7.9 cloth

2. THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CHIL-DREN in Health and Disease. Fcp. 8vo., 7s. cloth.
"Excellent guides, and deserve to be generally known."—

Medico-Chirurgical Review.
London

: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

TTTT?
n^nua,T lst

> 1844, will be published, Part I. ofHE BOTANY OF THE VOYAGE OF H.M.S.
t

'SULPHUR.' By Georck Hkntham, Esq., F.L.S., &c.During the widely-extended Voyage of H.M.S. "Sulphur" the
subject of Botany was pursued with much diligence: many
hitherto unexplored localities were visited, and the collections
brought home afford a number of plants of very considerable
interest to science. The Government having sanctioned a
liberal grant towards defraying the expenses of publication, aseries ot the most important specimens will be selected for illus-
trations, and be executed in a style befitting such high patronageand published at a much lower price than would otherwise havebeen possible. The determination and description of the new
species have been kindly undertaken by Gborgb Bentham, Esq.,and notices of the climate and seasons, together with the general
features of the localities and vegetation will be furnished bv
K. J5. Hinds, Esq., Surgeon attached to the Expedition.

*J? Publication.—!. It is calculated, upon a careful esti-mate, that the whole will be comprised in Six Parts, each con-
taining rhrce Sheets of Letterpress and Ten Plates.: If. The
Parts will appear Quarterly, price 10*. each.

London : Smith, Elder, & Co., 65, Cornhill.

NEWSPAPER OFFICE, No. 15, Coventry-street, Ilaymarket,m Ti,iTTT^
0ndon

' Establisne(l upwards of 30 years.
I

1 MUDIE and SONS, Agents for the supply of the
-*- • Gardeners' Chronicle, and all the other London News-papers (a Correct List of which may be had on application) withthe strictest regularity, to all parts of the Kingdom, and to the

°r J^J
f
«
ee of Posta#e, and by the Morning Mails if required.

«i •" o S t0 state that tney Print the entire Address ofuieir Customers on the Wrapper, when ordered for six months,
or longer. *

Price 7s., Illustrated with Wood-cuts of Birds, Cages, &c.
A NEW EDITION OF THE

"VTATURAL HISTORY OF CAGE BIRDS; their
-L^ Management, Habits, Food, Diseases, Treatment, Breeding,
and the Methods of C itching them. By J. M. Bechstkin, M.D.
" A very delightful book of its kind It seems to us

an indispensable I 00 c for the bird-fancier."— Spectator.
" It will be welcome to every gentleman's library or drawing-

room table. It is superbly got up, with an immense number of

vignettes, and, in fact rivals the beauty of the Annuals."—
Weekly Dispatch.
London: w. S. Orr and Co.; and W. R.Chambers, Edinburgh.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENtT

AJEWSPAPER and ADVERTISING OFFICE, 74,
^ Cannon-street, City, London. (Established 180Q.)-WDawson and Son, Agents for the Gardeners1 Chronicle and Agri-
cultural Gazette, respectfully inform their friends and the Public
that they supply that and all the other London Newspapers with
the greatest punctuality, to every part of the United Kingdom, toFrance Spam, and most of the British Colonies, free of postage
by both the Morning and Evening Mails.

5-^ot^ °Z
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Serle- Stree*, Lincoln's Inn, London.(^EORGE H. STREET, General Newspaper and
u
A <** erl *sin

ff Agent, begs to inform the public that he
supplies the Agricultural Gazette and all the other London News-
papers to all parts of the Kingdom and Her Majesty's Colonies
free of postage, by the Morning Mails, to those places for which
the Post-office makes up bags, at the marked price of each Paoer
Advertisements received for all the London and Country
Journals.

M
BOOKS FOR PRESENTS.

TTANDSOME and NOVEL CHRISTMAS andAJ- NEW YEAR'S GIFTS.
The ILLUSTRATED LONDON NEWS, Vol. L, price fl*.

Vol. II., I8.9.; and Vol. III. (to be published early in January)
I8.v. Handsomely bound with gilt edges, and elegantly and
appropriately enriched with gold on the back and side.
The PICTORIAL TIMES, Vol. I., price 16*.; and Vol. II. (to

be published the first week in January). Gorgeously bound in
the illuminated style, with gilt edges, and emblasoned with a
magnificent and appropriate set of ornaments.
W. Dawson and Son, London and Country Newspaper and

Advertising Office, 74, Cannon-street, City, London. (Esta-
blished 1809.)

T
PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING.

HE above Material lias been used and approved by
the Nobility, Gentry, and Agriculturists generally, as a

Roofing and Covering to sides of Farm Buildings; its advantages
are—Lightness, Durability, and Economy. Being a non-con-
ductor, it has been proved an efficient " Protective Material " to

Plants, and is now in use at the " Royal Horticultural Society's
Gardens, Chiswick." It can be had of any length, 32 inches wide,
at Id. per toot, super. A discount to the trade.
Thos. J. Croqgon, 8, Ingram-court, Fenchurch-st., London.

SMOKE PREVENTED AND VENTILATION EFFECTED,
BY SPONTANEOUS ACTION.

|I/I R. JEAKES, 51, Great Russell-street, Russell-square,

-V Sole Agent in London for the Sale of DAY'S PATENT
WIND-GUARD, by the use of which he guarantees to Cure all

Chimneys Smoking from Wind, and also to prevent downward
currents

; it is admirably adapted for the Ventilation of Apart-
ments of every description ; also of Ships, Stables, Dairies, and
Larders, as it ensures a constant change of air ; and all its parts
being fixtures, it is free from noise and not liable to derangement

;

it also offers no impediment to sweeping. Price for general use,
30». ; larger size, 45s. ,• larger sizes, especially adapted for venti-
lation, 60*. and upwards. To be had at 51, Great Russell- street,

where it may be seen in action. The attention of Architects,
Builders, and the Trade in general, is especially invited.

pHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES. — The gaietyVy reigns supreme at this festive season, when friend

Lord B
AUNT ELINOR'S LECTURES onTRCHITEC-

TTJRE. Addressed to the Ladies of England. (With Plates.) 4s. 677.

PERRANZABULOE, the Lost Church Found;
or the Church of England not a new Church, but ancient, apos*
tolical, and independent

; and a Protesting Church Q00 years
before the Reformation. By the Rev. C. T. Collins Trelawn y.
M.A., Rector of Timsbury, Somerset, and late Fellow of Balliol
College. (With Plates.) Fifth edition. 8.9.

*** The Volume contains an Account of the Recovery of the
ancient Church of Perranzabuloc, in Cornwall, after bein-
buried in the sand for 700 years.
THE SHADOW of the CROSS; an Allegory. By

the Rey. W. Adams, M.A. Third edition. (With ornamental
border.) 2,9. 6d.

THE DISTANT HILLS; an Allegory. By the
same Author. (Uniformly printed.) 2.9. 6d.
*4* Th

J\se Sacred Allegories maybe had together in a Volume,
pric6 4*..£<2.

'

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE; or a Familiar Account of
the various Productions of Nature. By the Rev. William
Bin-olby, M.A., F.L.S. Sixth edition, revised, enlarged, and
adapted to the present state of science, by Daniel Coopkr,
A.L.S. (With 150 Woodcuts.) In 2 vols. l2mo. \6s.
HISTORY of the REFORMED RELIGION inFRANCE. By the Rev, Edward Smedusv, m.A., late Fellow ofSuiney Sussex College, Cambridge. In 3 vols. (With 14 Por-

traits.) 18.9.

THE SYMBOLISM of CHURCHES and CHURCH
ORNAMENTS. Translated from Durandus, by the Rev. J, MNealk and the Rev. B. Webb.- 1-05. 6d
MEMOIR of THE CHISHOLM, late M.P. for

Inverness-shire. By the Rer.JXmmS. M. Anderson, m.A.,
Perpetual Curate of St. George's Chapel, Brighton. (With Fron-
tispiece.) Second edition. 5.9. 6d.

.PORTRAIT of an ENGLISH CHURCHMAN. By
edftimf

V
%7

M
"
GaESLEY

>
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- <
With Illustrations.) Seventh

pav^^RCHH TIMES; or, the LAND f
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c
,

ornPrisin& interesting Events, Incidents, and Cha-

iES5iSriA.A Holy scriptures
- * Mi8S G 'K—

•

REMARKS on ENGLISH CHURCHES, and on
the expediency of rendering Sepulchral Memorials subservient
to Pious and Christian Uses By J. H . Marklanu, F.RS. S.A.
(With numerous Plates.) Third edition 6s 6d
SHORT and SIMPLE LETTERS to COTTAGERS

By the Rer. W. C. Cotton-, M.A., Student of Christ Church, andAuthor of " My Bee-Book." (With Plates.) 3s. Gd.
Rivingtons, St. Paul's Church-yard, and Waterloo-place.

SECOND EDITION OF NEWMAN'S FERNS:
This day, January 1st, 1844, is published, price 8s., and containing

144 pages (pp. 17—1/6), and 59 Engravings on Wood, Part Iof the Second Edition of

HAND-BOOKS FOR THE PEOPLE.
rPHE HAND-BOOK OF GARDENING; expressly
-*- intended for Persons possessing and fond of cultivating aGarden of moderate size. Price 2.v. cloth, a New and Enlarged
Edition. &

THE HAND-BOOK OF BOTANY;
Or Linnasan Lessons on Common Plants, for Field and Garden
Practice. Price 2s.

THE HAND-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE-
Chiefly for the use of those interested in the Allotment System.
Price is. 3d.

3

THE HAND-BOOK OF COOKERY;
Intended for the use of the Middle Classes. Price 2.9 clothTHE HAND-BOOK OF THE TOILETTE

Having: in view the union of Bodily Health with Beauty of Per-
son. Price 2s. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF THE LAUNDRY:
Expressly intended for those who u wash at home." Price Is (}dTHE HAND-BOOK OF MEDICINE;
Forming a Useful Manual in time of Need, when Professional Aid
cannot readily be procured. Price 25. cloth.

THE HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
Price u. Qd.

London : W. S. Orr & Co. : and W. &R. Chambers, Edinburgh.

T^ARLEY'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY, for the UseJ-^ of Schools, Private Students, Artists, and Mechanics.— It is
the purpose of this Work to furnish a Series of Elementary
Treatises on Mathematical Science, adapted to the wants of the
Public at large. To youth of either sex at public and private
scnools, to persons whose education has been neglected orwhose attention has not been directed in early life to such
studies, and to Artists and Mechanics, these little Works will
be found particularly suited. The principles of the various
Sciences are rendered as familiar and brought as near to our
commonest ideas as possible; the demonstrations of- proposi-
tions are made plain for the mind, and brief for the memory
and the Elements of each Science are reduced, not only to their
simplest, but to their shortest form.

1. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR GEOMETRY. Containing in
a few Lessons so much of the Elements of Euclid as is necessary
and sufficient for a right understanding of every Art and Science
in its leading Truths and general Principles. By Gbobgb Dab
ley, A.B. Fourth Edition, 4s. 6d. cloth.

2. COMPANION TO THE POPULAR GEOMETRY, in which
the Elements of Abstract Science are familiarised, illustrated
and rendered practically useful to the various purposes of Life'
with numerous Cuts. (Second Edition.) 4.5. 6d. cloth,

3. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR ALGEBRA, with a Section onProportions and Progressions. Third Edition. 4$, 6d. cloth
4. A SYSTEM OF POPULAR TRIGONOMETRY, both Plane

and Spherical, with Popular Treatises on Logarithms, and the
application of Algebra to Geometry. Second Edition, 35 6d cl" For students who only seek this limited knowledge of these
sciences, there are perhaps no treatises which can be read with
more advantage than Darley's Popular Geometry and Algebra "
—Library of Useful Knowledge, Article " Mechanics.' 9

Taylor and Walton, Booksellers and Publishers to University
College, 28, Upper Gower-street.

•
A HISTORY of BRITISH FERNS. By Edward
Cr^ P*rf TT

N
.

KWMAN
'
F 'L -S "» F.BA, &C. &C.

Part II price Hs., will be published on the 1st of March.John \an Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row,
-«a-^^x_x

T*lE B??f^ the FARM
-

By a**** Stephens-t Esq., P.R.SE. Fart XVII. Price 4*. 5 with Two Engrav.ngs on Steel and One Hundred and Four Woodcuts.THE JOURNAL or AGRICULTURE, and the
Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural Society ofScotland. No. .11. Priced. Published Quarterly. Subscrip-
tion, 12s. per annum. ' F
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'
Ge0^e-Stre^, Edinburgh;

Bound in cloth, price 5s. 6d.
fTOE MILLER'S JEST-BOOK.v A Reprint from the first and genuine edition, such omissions

and alterations only having been made as were required by the
greater delicacy observed in modern conversation

;
but, that the

volume might have some substance, and be a good tabic or
travelling book, copious additions have been made from other
old volumes of Facetiae.

Extractfrom the Preface.
'Another strange circumstance connected with this work is

that everybody presumes that he himself and everybody else are
perfectly familiar with its contents . . . and yet, if the reader will
ask his acquaintance, it will appear that not one in five hundred
ever set eyes on a copy. It is in consequence of like questions
that this edition is published."

London: Wihttakkr and Co<

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
Tj>DWARD BECK informs Horticulturists generally,
-*-^ that the Cisterns, Tanks, Shelves, Stages, Conservatory
Tubs, Flower- Boxes, Edging for Garden-paths, &c, manufactured
by him in Slate, may be seen in use at Worton Cottage, upon
application to the Gardener, (Sundays excepted.)

that

--_, lends and
lovers ^assemble at the social board, or whirl in the giddy mazes
of the dance, induces both sexes to be more than usually desirous
of'.sbiining in personal attraction, and to devote a greater share
of attention to the toilet. It is at this particular season that
the virtues and singularly happy properties of those auxiliaries
ol personal beauty, ROWLAND'S KALYDOR, ROWLAND'S
MACASSAR OIL, & ROWLAND'S ODONTO, shine pre-eminent
in their power; while the white and swan-like neck, the rich
luxuriant tress, and the Pearly set of Teeth form admirable
trophies of their inestimable qualities! The August Patronage
conceded by our Gracious Queen, and the several Sovereigns of
Europe, together with the Beauties which adorn the circles of
Princely and Regal Magnificence; and the confirmation by expe-
rience of the infallible efficacy of these creative renovating
Specifics, have characterized them with perfection, and given
them a celebrity unparalleled.

*** Ask for " Rowland's " Articles.
All others are SPURIOUS IMITATIONS!!!

"T\RAINING.— John Davis, Mathematical Iostru-
J--, ment Maker, Derby, begs to direct the attention of Agricul-
turists to a very efficient and simple Level he has just constructed,
adapted especially for Draining. The private Farmer or the pro-
fessional Drainer will alike find in it all that is desired. The
Instrument is fitted in a case, and sent to any part of the country—the price, 3/. f>.?.

GLASS SUPERSEDED for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES by
WHITNEY'S CHEMICAL TRANSPARENT
*
J WATERPROOF COMPOSITION, rendering Muslin,

Calico, or Linen, for the Frames of Greenhouses, Pine, Melon, or
Cucumber Stoves, &c., impervious to rain or moisture, admitting
light equal to Glass, -much warmer, and the plants never burn
under it.

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Gardeners will, by using this com-
position have the only effectual protection for their Fruit-trees
during the blooming season; it is a certain defence from frost,
sleet, wind, and blight; its transparency admits the general
beams of the sun, with abundance of light, which causes the
bloom to expand with increased luxuriance, the fruit to set and
swell more freely, much earlier, and a crop of fruit to any extent
may be warranted. The covering not to be moved by day
(except to thin the Fruit, which will be necessary), till the month
of June. It is recommended that the Calico be prepared early,
so as to bo thoroughly dry before using.

Sold in Bottles, with directions for use, pints, 2.9. 6d. t
quarts,

4s. bd. each. One pint is sufficient to coat four Frames twice
over, each Frame to be 5ft. by 3 ft. 3 in., or thereabouts. Prepared
by George Whitnky, Chemist, Shrewsbury. Seedsmen,
Florists, and Merchants supplied by Mr. W. Bailey, Chemist,
North-street, Wolverhampton. Appointed Agents -.— Messrs.
Butler and Mucklkv, Covent Garden, where a sample of pre-
pared calico may be seen; Mr. "Watkinson, Market-place,
Manchester; Page and Son, Southampton; T. and C. Wiiat.i.kY,
Nurserymen, Liverpool.

Agents wanted foy London and the country.

T~AND~TO BE CLEARED FOR BUILDING^
•*-* One thousand yards of Box-edging, 8-years old, fit to divide
largely. To save trouble, Qd. per yard, A range of Pits nearly
new, 300 ft. glass, with or without brickwork : a few large Laurels
6 it. high, and some superb Standard Roses, the property of an
amateur.—Direct by letter, post paid, J. G., Gardeners9 Chronicle
office.

A PREMIUM of £\Q will be given to any good
-^*- Practical Gardener that has an Opening for a Young Man,
aged 18, as Under-Gardener for two or three years, where he
may get a general knowledge of Forcing, &c. &c. Has been
used to the Garden from his infancy. Address to G. G., Mr.
Whale's, Elcot, Hungerford, Berks.

WANT PLACES.—All Letters to be post-paid.

AS UNDER GARDENER.—Wanted by a young
-^-*- Man, is years of age, a Situation as Under Gardener in a
jespectable family. He can have a three years' character from
his present employer.— Letters addressed to M. T., Post Office,
(Jain sborough, will have immediate attention. _AS NURSERY FOREMAN.—A steady respectable
-£j~ middle-aged Man, one who has devoted tin e&test part of
his life to the various departments of the London Nursery Busi-
ness, and is quite capable of managing any moderate-sized
Nursery.—Direct to G,T., 47, Cochran-terrace, St. John's Wood.

- *.
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P
astolff raspberry.

YOUELL'S TOBOLSK RHUBARB.
*°W SEEDLING PJCOTBB&

FINEST CARNATIONS AND P^OTEES.

DUTCH HYACINTHS, & other BULBS.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA.

Sow ready for sending out : for Particulars of which, see Adver-
'

tisement of the ltoth mst.

Youeli, & Co., Great Yarmouth Nursery, Dec. 20, 1843.
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'SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1843.

MEETINGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS.

: The conclusion of another year of umnterrupted

success leaves the Editor of the Gardeners Chronicle

little to do, except to express his grateful sense of the

raluable contributions which the friends of Horti-

culture continue to supply from all parte of the United

Kingdom. It seemsf however due to those who so

Rveatly interest themselves in the prosperity of this

Paper to mention what preparations have been made

for maintaining an abundant variety of information for

the year to come. . , . *

The intention of adding 24 weekly columns of

Agriculture without further charge has already been

announced. At the same time, a small increase in the

size of the paper itself will be made, so as to give a

somewhat wider margin, and this will render the

Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette as

large as the utmost limits permitted by Act of 1 ar-

liament. It has, indeed, become necessary to con-

struct a new printing-machine, of the largest size

known in London, on purpose for the delivery of the

paper. Connected with these changes will be some

^alterations in the arrangement of the matter so that

,
it will be folded upon a new and better plan than

{heretofore.
, .

I Amono- the new matter provided for the year is a

1 complete set of instructions for the Rose Gardener,

illustrated by numerous woodcuts ; a series of leading

articles on Heating, with reference to the new methods

of applying hot water ; special articles on 1 lonsts

flowers ; a lengthened inquiry into the Diseases ot

plants ; an account of the Weeds of Farms and Gar-

dens; and a new dissertation on Bee-management.

Letters from Paris are also in type relating to the

French method of growing Pine-apples without pots.

It is, moreover, hoped that it may be possible to pro-

cure some good matter relating to landscape-garden-

ing: that the articles on Familiar Botany, so long

interrupted, will be renewed with some sort of regu-

larity, and materially extended ; that a still larger

supply of Entomological articles will be received from

Mr. Curtis ; and that the important subjects ot

, Planting will be taken into more special consideration.

-4 In the Calendar of Operations, too, a great change is

contemplated. Instead of throwing the responsibility

of directing all the varied occupations of the Gardener

* upon any one individual, it is intended to entrust the

duty to six or seven of the most eminent cultivators

that can be found, each of whom will take his own

I
department. In this way it is hoped that full in-

structions will be secured for every branch of Garden-

ing, from Ducal Conservatories and Forcing-houses

down to the flower-beds of the Florist, and the little

allotments of a Cottager.
!

! Of course, in addition to these important subjects,

there will be the usual supply of miscellaneous

matter upon all possible branches of Gardening.

But for these and other matters we would refer our

readers to acts rather than to intentions.

without any manure. No stimulant could have given

better fruit, so far as health was concerned.

The author of the « Rural Economy of the Midland

Counties " states, that the fragments of charcoal left

by the charcoal-burners have been found of great

benefit to land. He reports tnem to be in his time

in esteem as a manure for Turnips, and for fining

crass-land. . , ,h
The well-known operation of paring and burning

has been supposed to prove so beneficial in
,

conse-

quence of its' removing insects and destroying the

cLhesiveness of stiff clays. The latter * no doubt,

its effect in part ; but we entertain no doubt that the

charcoal formed from the rootsofgrass and other plants

is also of much importance in the operation. 1 ry
,

lor

example, brick-dust- which is burnt clay wi out

charcoal-and the burnt clods of the fields containing

charcoal, against each other, ^d the distinction will

soon be seen ; yet, so far as mechanical alteration of

the texture of the soil is of value, they are not in a

very different state. , , r t*« *~ +u„
Then listen to what is stated by Mr. Rivers, n he

last edition of his « Rose Amateurs Guide. I nave

used," he says, « with much success (for Roses in pot.)

turf roasted on a sheet of iron placed in temporary

brickwork, under which a moderate fire has been kept

,

about one hour's roasting is sufficient itaa enors

the under side, and acts most beneficially (p. iw>
We have reason to know that this is a most important

fact in the management of Roses in pots ;
and let tne

reader only consider how entirely it confirms all that

we have said on the subject.

When we last mentioned this matter we quoted

the experiments of Mr. Rigg, against the assertions

of other chemists, to prove that charcoal will form

carbonic acid with the oxygen of the atmosphere

under ordinary circumstances. We have since met

with a passage in De Candolle's « Physiology, which

shows that we do not stand alone in our belief that

charcoal does, even in the air, form gaseous combi-

nations of some sort or other, and so furnishes food

to plants, independently of the matters it may be able

to condense within its pores. "Count Rumford,

says M. De Candolle, "has proved by direct experi-

ment that charcoal, so long regarded as one of the

most fixed of known substances, is capable of com-

bining with oxygen, and forming with it carbonic

acid, at a temperature very far below that at which

it burns perceptibly. This slow combination of char-

coal with oxygen explains why those places in the

woods where the charcoal-burners have been at work,

although at first sterile, become fertile, in proportion

as the charcoal combines with the oxygen ot the

atmosphere to form carbonic acid, which dissolves in

the surrounding water."

We may add that the quality of charcoal is much

improved by steeping it in liquid manure ; and that

the lighter and more spongy it is, the better for the

purposes of the cultivator

Abundant as these insects are, and frequently as I have

met with them, I have never been successful in finding

either the maggots or the pupae ; they are, I doubt not,

very similar to those of the Nut Weevil 3
,
but of course

much smaller; I must therefore confine myself to a

description of the perfect insect, which was named by

T innipiiB Curculio qranarius, but it has been separated

fVomS immense group by Clairville, who called it Calan-

draaranaria (Jig. 1) : some are chesnut-coloured, others

are tawnv they are depressed and shining : the proboscis

is stoutish, slightly curved, not so long as the thorax, and

the antenna are inserted on each side near the base
;
the

thorax is Targe, oval, and truncated behind, coarsely

nunctured with long excavations, leaving a ridge down

he back : elytra, not much longer and scarcely broader

[nan the thorax, beautifully and firmly striated, the inter

Ss punctured : wings, none: legs, short and stout theS terminated by a curved claw: the tarsi 4-jomted,

tne penultimate joint bilobed, the fourth furnished with

minute claws : fig. 2 represents the head and thorax in

Pr
The' other beetle figured (3) which assists in the destruc-

tion of the grain, and generally accompanies the Corn

Weevil, is the Silvanus Surinamensis, Linn.,* called also

bv Fabricius Anobium frumeritarium : it is narrow, flat,

rusty brown, and thickly punctured : the head is large

and subtrigonate, the margin reflexed : thorax oval, wiin

three elevated longitudinal lines, the sides toothed : elytra

lone and narrow, with four slightly elevated lines on each,

and rows of punctures between them : wings ample : legs

short- tarsi 5-jointed, the fourth joint exceedingly minute,

fifth terminated by two claws. The natural s.zes of the

beetles are shown by the lines. A third species which

accompanies the above is the Ptinus ovatu,, * little

brown beetle, with a nearly globose abdomen ;
this, how-

ever lives in the worm-eaten floors, and probably may not

attack the stored grain.

<4

A fortnight ago we called attention to the increas-

ing evidence as to the value of charcoal, as an agent

of cultivation, and we alluded to the employment of it

in the Pine-growing at Bicton. We have since received

a letter from Mr. Barnes, in which he entirely con-

firms the statement we then made. " Charcoal, he

says, "is the most astonishing article to make use ot

for all purposes of cultivation, and especially for plants

under artificial treatment. 1 judge from many years

experience in its use. What you say respecting my
employing it largely among my Pine-soil is true. It

consists of nothine but charcoal and loam, without a

particle of manure of am, sort. Every plant under my
care has'some charcoal used about it. I never yet saw

the plant that did not delight in it, and to Heaths it

is most especially acceptable." It seems to us that

opinions thus strongly expressed by one ot the best

Gardeners in the country, must carry conviction to

the most sceptical. However, we may as well mention

a few other facts before we leave the question to the

experimental proof to which it is now certain to be

subjected all over the country.

The other day Mr. Stewart, Gardener at btradsett

Hall, exhibited to the Horticultural Society, some

ENTOMOLOGY.—No. LII.

Calandra granabia {the Grain or Corn Weevil).

—Farmers and gardeners not only suffer from the inroads

of insects in the field, but after their Corn and seeds are

safelv stored they not unfrequently fall a sacrifice to the

attacks of little insects which breed in granaries and rooms

excluded from light and air. We have already described

two of these pests,* and will now treat of others, which

are often complained of and are equally formidable. One

of these, called the Grain Weevil, does as much mischief

as the Tinea sarcitella ; it feeds alike upon Wheat and

Knrlev committing tremendous ravages in many malting

establishments, where sometimes two-thirds of the gram

are reduced to the outward shells. This small beetle is

an imported species, which attacks the Maize in warmer

latitudes ; and in such climates as Madeira, where he

heX breed in the open field, there is little doubt that

the female deposits her eggs amongst the blossoms of the

Torn or upon the incipient and tender germ ;
in all pro-

bability they are soon hatched, and penetrate the young

erata, the skin of which closes over them, and they thus

feed and undergo their transformations in such security

that it has been remarked, when the pupa has actually

been inclosed within a grain of Indian Corn, not the most

minute puncture or any other sign of an inmate could be

discovered upon the skin.

Mr Mills, who prosecuted these remarks, found that

The Corn Weevils were hatched by a heat amounting to

11 0" Fahrenheit.2 England not being hot enough, fortu-

nately to naturalize them in the open air, they can only

™ui a settlement and multiply under shelter, and conse-

quently they are found in our granaries, whither they have

been imported from abroad with foreign Corn, and even-

tuallv they become, if not regular inhabitants of our land at

least" the tenants of our buildings. In storehouses they

deposit their eggs at one end ot a gram, which^the
>

little

maU>t enters to feed upon the flour it contains. Tbeie

can be no doubt that the perfect insects also subsist upon

the same substance, for which purpose they are

f

™»hed

with strong, although minute, jaws, at the tip of the

Nostrum. On opening the husks, which are frequently

perforated on the side (fig. 4) one generally finds a

Weevil concealed there, sometimes dead ; in other in-

stances they appear to have escaped at the open extremi-

ties, the skin being imperforated, but entirely cleareu out.

I

The seasons suited to the propagation of the Corn-

insects appear to be uninterrupted, for I have seen them

in extensive flour-mills in Norfolk in the spring ; in June

and July they were abundant in the sweepings of a malt-

house in Norwich ; in September and the three following

months in granaries, and in the winter they attacked and
ate up some pearl Barley in the possession of a scientific

friend. There are many remedies which might be em-
ployed to destroy the eggs, and likewise the larvaa and
pupee, as sudden transitions^ temperature, friction, &c.

;

but such mild applications could have little effect upon
the hard beetles, which, secure in their horny coats of

mail, defy both heat and cold to an extraordinary degree ;

and as there seem to be no periods of the year when they

are not actively engaged in infected localities, we must have

recourse in bad cases to the most efficient means, such as

heating the Corn artificially : this mode has been adopted

by a gentlemen in Madeira who suffered exceedingly from

the attacks of Weevils, and has been attended with complete

success. He has a room capable of containing 800 bags

of Corn, which can be heated by hot water conveyed

through pipes ; the Corn is thus subjected to a tempera-

ture of 135° of Fahrenheit, by which means the Wheat is

freed from the living insects, and after being sifted, is said

to make as good and sound bread as at first. 5 In the

West Indies, Rice in store is kept free from the inroads

of a similar Weevil merely by exposing the grain to the

sun, and by frequently winnowing it.

—

liuricola. A

Cucumbers grown in equal parts of loam and charcoal,
| i GariL rw,,v.in.pp. is6, iss. sTrans.tat, Boc,y.i.p.mi.

AMATEUR'S GARDEN.—No. LII.
'

Next to the skill requisite for the production of large

and perfect specimens of fine-foliaged hard-wooded plants,

comes the difficulty of keeping them in a perfect and
healthy state after they have arrived at their maximum
growth. It is no difficult matter at the present time to

meet with large plants (of Heaths, for example) ; but it is

a rare thing to,meet with a plant that is perfect in every

respect, and which carries its foliage down to the base of

its oldest branches—and why is this ? In nature we
generally find healthy plants clothed with branches and
foliage to their very base; but our Urge specimens of pot-

culture too frequently either cast their foliage, or allow it

to become diseased after they have attained such a size as

to render it inconvenient to remove them to a larger-sized

pot. Now, the difference between the plants is ;—in a
natural state the roots are always in an equable state as

to moisture, while under pot-culture they are so fre-

quently fluctuating between drought and moisture, that

though they may not be, to appearance, actually suffering

for the want of water, yet at times have not so much of it

as is necessary to the healthy circulation of the jnic?« «f
the plant ; and the consequence is, the leaves btcowe Ait-

eased, and after a time either fall off or are rtaaavtd fcy

hand as unsightly objects. ^ J

In the management of our Heaths, I am not «[*rite iwe
that our best cultivators are not in error in admitting i«ch
strong currents of air at, all times, without paying sufi-

3 Gard.
x
Chron., v. ii. p. 108. * Curtis's Guide, Gen., S47, J#

5 Trans. Ent. Soc.-v. i. p. 241.

*i^ Nl3\o

-. . .
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cient attention to the state of that air ; and I strongly
suspect that some diseases—mildew, for illustration—
which have been hitherto placed to the account of a moist
atmosphere, ought rather to be attributed to an arid one ;

at least, this much I do know for certain, that, in a col-
lection of young plants, the only one which was affected
by mildew was .standing in the driest part of the pit, and
was, and probably had been for some time previously, suf-
fering for the want of water.

In imitating the strong currents and trade-winds which
influence vegetation at the Cape of Good Hope, we for-
get that the current is from the sea to the land during the
diytime, and is therefore loaded with moisture; but, in
the night, the current is from the land to the sea, and is

consequently of rather a dry nature. Now although I am
aware that, in the absence of the powerful light conse-
quent upon the nearer proximity of the Cape to the
Equator, it would be wrong in this country to copy its

climate as to drought and moisture, yet experience has
proved that a strong moist heat, of from 60 deg. to 30
(leg. in the daytime, is not too much for Heaths in the
growing season

; and that in it they will grow with a lux-
uriance and vigour which is never seen under other cir-

cumstances. Some plants of Epacris which have been

ttmmmiftimi . x+i^M&mttxzttxr***:^.

subjected to this treatment during the past season, have
made very rapid growth. A pair of them will be exhi-
bited before the Horticultural Society on the 16th Janu-
ary, and then people may jud^e for themselves.
The only treatment which I know of that will suffice to

keep plants in a healthy state after they have attained the
size desired, is to remove them into pots at least two
sizes larger, into rather poor peat, which they will not
root into very vigorously, and which will act as a non-
conducting medium between the ball of earth and the pot.
If a wooden box could be substituted for the pot, it would
be an improvement. Plants that have been grown on the
one-shift system should be subjected to this treatment as
soon as the pot is filled with roots, because by that treat-
ment the rate of growth is so rapid, that even a slight
check is injurious to them ; and hence the complaints of
their dying oft".

The time has now arrived when I must say adieu ; and,
in parting, I can only state, that if others have derived as
much instruction from reading these articles as I have
pleasure from writing them, we are all amply compen-
sated.— W. P. Ayres, Broofdands, Blackheath Park,
Kent.

PLAN OF EPIPHYTE HOUSE IN THE GARDEN OF THE REV. J. CLOWES, BROUGHTON-HALL,
MANCHESTER.

For the above cuts we are indebted to the unfailing kindness of James 'Bateman, - Esq»'F fR,S., 'from whose
xuagoxficeat work on the^Orchidacese of Mwco and Guatemala they are taken.

u
' *

...

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Pine Apples.—Having had extensive practice in the

culture of the Pine for these 20 years, I venture to offer

a few words on the subject. I quite agree with Mr. Barnes

that it does not take three years to bring Queens to per-

fection
; they are usually produced with me in about 1«>

or 18 months, and sometimes in even less time. *

imagine that the Monserrats of Mr. Barnes arc the Black

Jamaica with us in the North; and if lam right, Ibeg

to state that when gardener to Sir W. Biisco, 1 obtained

fruit of these two kinds equal in weight in an equal space

of time, and in the winter season. A good cultivator^ of

my acquaintance cut 20 Queens 35 years ago which

weighed altogether 118 lbs.; and I cut a Providence about

18 years ago, produced under the shade of Vines, which

weighed 10 lbs. It is therefore evident that recent pro-

ductions do not surpass those grown 20 years ago itt

weight ; the only improvement in the culture of Pines is

that they have of late years been brought more speedily

to maturity. The Monserrats with us in the North have

fruit tun-shaped or cylindrical, flat pips with a very large

top, and they are of rather a copper colour. The Black

Jamaicas have pyramidal fruit with a small crown, and

some of the pips are apt to get black in winter. The

colour of this is generally darker than that of the former-

—R. II. Pope, Heaton Nursery.
Mildness of the Season.—We have received several let-

ters on this subject. " A Hampstead Subscriber " states,

that, from the unusual mildness of the season, he has not

only Pelargoniums in bloom out of doors, but that he also

found a fine lively specimen of the Thistle, or Painted

Lady, Butterfly, and several other insects, commonly
knownby the name of Lady-birds. Another correspondent,
<'• J. Mitchell, jun.," informs us that there is now grow-

ing, in the open borders, in the garden of G. Grahan>>

Esq., Stokefleming, near Dartmouth, two fine plants °t

Brugmansia sanguinea, three feet high, five feet in dia-

meter, and covered with beautiful trumpet-flowers. #e

also says that the following plants are quite healthy, and

in full bloom, viz. :—Pentstemon gentianoides coccinca,

many varieties of Pelargoniums, a few Verbenas, andlike
'

wise Fuchsia microphylla, cilindrana, Thornsonii, »n<*

globosa; with Ageratum mexicanuoi, Heliotropium peru -

vianum, Siphocampylus bicolor, Lophospermum atro
-

sanguineum, Polygalacordifolia, Anagallis Monelli grandi-

flora, Magnolia ferruginea, and Chrysanthemums. A
Knutsfordjcorrespondent finds his Asparagus with buds two

inches long, and an Ipomiea Horsfaliia, whose shoots had

escaped from a hothouse, in flower in the open air.

Plant Guards.—In guarding from hares and rabbit

place a few small uprights round the plants at a short dis-

tance from them, and let them stand about twelve incl»es

above the ground, then tie round them two pieces of strong

white yarn or cord, made either of cotton or wool ; th lS

forms a neat-looking fence, and is found to frighten rab-

bits from the plants, as they take it for a trap. Th>s

plan I have seen fairly proved; where it was adopted, the

plants were not eaten ; but where nets were used for the

same purpose, they were eaten through and the plants de-

stroyed, both in the same garden and the same sort ot

plants.

—

Facile.

Heating with Brick-Flues.—In answer to " C/' (P*

878,) respecting Brick-flues, I beg to state that there can

be no doubt but that what « C." asserts regarding the pro-

perty of expanded air possessing a greater capacity f° r

heat than air more dense is perfectly correct ; but I ^ {S
}

1

to explain a fallacy into which he has fallen on the app 11
'

cation of that principle. The rule for air, as well as all

other gases is, that its capacity for heat enlarges in nearly

an inverse ratio to its density ; that is, at half the density

it has nearly double the capacity, or, in other words, in the

former that it will take nearly double the quantity of heat

that it would in the latter, to raise it to the same degree of

temperature : this is the cause of difference of climate at

different altitudes under the same parallel of latitude. The

mistake into which " C." has fallen is this : he imagines,

because hot air moves along a flue gradually enlarging
from the fire end, that this air must gradually expand
also in the same proportion, and must have its capacity

for heat increased, absorb it, and that it does not give i £

off to the walls of the flue. But the very reverse of this

is the fact ; the air in the flue, instead of" expanding and

becoming more rarefied in its course, contracts, and be-

comes denser ; and it does this because it gets colder i&

its passage along the flue. Air doubles its bulk for every

480° of increased temperature; and hence, in its progress

along the flue, for every degree of heat it loses, it con-

tracts -5^- in volume, or gets by that fraction more dense,

and, of course, in proportion diminishes its capacity for

heat, giving it off in a sensible state to the brickwork
around. The plain effects of a Brick-flue gradually en-

larging from the fire are these :
*—1st. A current of hot-

air diminishes in velocity as it recedes from the fire, so

that where the air is hottest, it has least time to give off

its heat, and where coldest most time for this purpose.
2d. The radiating surface increases where the tempera-
ture gets lowest, and compensates as much as possible
for that deficiency. Although not an advocate for Brick-
flues where hot water can be obtained, I would still re-

commend the flue noticed as one of the best of its kind.—
«/. L. Newburgh.
Oak Timber E-vcrescences.—In the picturesque Park

at Porkington, near Owestry, the seat of W. Ormsby
Gore, Esq., are two masses or clumps of aged Oak-trees,

some, but not all, of the species Quercus sessiliflora,

which are, for the most part, infested with excrescences

* A simple illustration of the motion of air in a flue of this

sort may be seen in looking at a river. When its banks ap-
proach and the channel gets narrow, the current is rapid ; but
when the banks recede, and the bed enlarges, the water moves
more slowly.
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of great thickness, one of which I measured, rhe lower

part below the excrescence is about two-thirds less in

circumference than the part above, which is all of a piece

round the stem of the tree ; in the others the excrescences

are in detached parts. Now, it appears that the timber in

all such trees is shaky, or beginning to decay, and conse-

quently of little value. From all the information I can

obtain from those who have worked up such timber, the

grain, before the excrescences begin to form is straight in

the usual wav, but after that it is curled ;
owing, I be-

lieve, to the voung shoots growing apparently on the dead

or decaying timber, which curliness of the wood must be

produced by the matter from the annual buds of the young

shoots being obstructed in its descent. A specimen ot the

excrescence with the annual shoots on, showing the cause

of the curliness in the after-formed wood, I send with this

paper. It appears that these excrescences seldom, it ever,

appear, until the heart begins to decay, or till decay has been

produced from some cause or other, as by wounds from inju-

ries previously received. I never observed so many infested

trees together as in Porkington Park. The disease is,

however, frequent in old Pollards, or decapitated trees, in

hedgerows and fields. There were scarcely any of this

kind in the forest of Dean; query, can it be the soil?

Can any of the numerous readers of the Gardeners Chro-

nicle throw more light on this subject?-^. Billing ton.

-I may state, in addition, that many of the above-men-

tioned trees are almost covered with excrescences, both on

the stem and the larger branches ; they appear of great

age, are from two to three feet in diameter, and are grow-

ing on two mounds in the centre of the park. There are

few trees of like appearance in the vicinity. Hieir Welch

name signifies " Scabby Coppice." Many of them have

no external appearance of being hollow. Mr Qrmsby

Gore has had a few cut into veneers, the grain of which is

most beautiful. I should attribute the appearance to

something connected with the soil.—5. B. Billwglon.

[These excrescences are produced by the growth of myriads

of what are called "embryo buds," which are generated

in the inside of the bark. The cause of their formation

is unknown. The knobs on Cedars of Lebanon, Elms,

Beech-trees, &c, have a similar origin. Birdseye Maple

is said to be the timber cut from Maple-trees thus affected.

The Bruscum of the Romans, so much prized by their

cabinet-makers, was the wood of the common Maple,

twisted into singular forms in consequence of the appear-

ance of such excrescences. ]

Bees.— I beg to thank Mr. Buckland for noticing my

remarks on Ventilation of Hives, and for his advice. 1

believe that Mr. B. is quite right in his remarks, both on

the ventilation and on the position of the brood. Mill l

attribute the empty state of my comb to the fact, that the

season did not allow the Bees to fill the combs they had

made with honey. I added these few remarksto show

that Mr. Jeston's plan will answer, and that it is well

suited for cottagers, on account of its cheapness and sim-

plicity ; the great object being to enable a greater number

of persons to manage their Bees profitably. After all that

has been written on the subject for the last loO years, it

is remarkable that all the great improvements were con-

fined to a very few persons, who have a fondness for Bees

and the requisite patience and leisure. Ihey are not

practised bv cottagers. Writers on the subject of^Bees

have refined too much. When the great principle of con-

servation of the Bees is admitted (which may be prac-

tised by any one) the shapes and positions of hives and

boxes are of secondary importance. The keeping of Bees

cannot be reduced to a system, at least, not in this coun-

try ; the seasons will control us. In my humble opinion,

the less Bees are interfered with the better, when proper

space has been allowed to them. It should be borne m
mind, that no purely agricultural country is suited for

Bees for the Clover, &c. are cut before they blossom

fully ; in one word, this is the worst country in Europe,

always excepting the north, for the product.on of honey.

"stli—I, in answer to " R.'s " inquiries, in a late

Chronicle, whether in Sydney the Bees are British, beg

to inform him that in the autumn of the year 1MU, Dr.

T B Wilson, M.D., who was about to leave England in

charge of a convict-ship to Sydney, wished to take out a

hive of Bees, and consulted me where he could procure

them, and as to the most efficient manner ot effecting ttie

same, as several persons had tried and failed. In the

early part of the year one of my hives swarming, the

gardener, not being provided with a new hive, cut a cir-

cular piece out of the centre of the top of the hive, and

placed an old one over it, into which the Bees swarmed,

and in the autumn it was particularly well furnished I

informed him I would, with pleasure, present the colony

with the Bees, and directed a circular hive-covering to be

made, which encircled the two hives, leaving about five or

six inches in all parts for the Bees to take
,

he air with

conveniences for feeding and removing the dead, and I aw

them safelv fixed on board the ship at Woolw ch. I had

Pleasure of learning they arrived safe and in a healthy

Sy^twTW ta the Government gardens, at

S^L;, whie ibr a season, they constituted

£j
general

airactL, and were the lion of thjdg.
J^edUedTf

was so great that I am ah aid i snouiu

I stated how many times they swarmed the hist year.

Robert Gunter, Old Brompton. wtino-
Bees -Although » Este" adopted the plan of letting

his Bee's dtcendlito empty butter firkin,.-as suggested

bv Mr Jeston (We 821.) still, he was not so success

ful ^lilt endiman, whosi Bees were prosperous.even

in a bad slason. That might be owing to Este

stocks being weakened by swarming. He ooserves,

had seven swarms from three old stocks, because I did

not ventilate as I ought to do." When convenient, will

Este" have the goodness to let us know in what way

he neglected ventilation, also the quantity of combs in the

tubs at the time the swarms issued, and the age ot his

stocks ? M r. Jeston seems to prefer old stocks ; he says,

" the older the hives, the less chance there will be of

swarming, but the greater chance of a larger deposit ot

honey." At present I will not comment on that strange

statement, but merelv observe, that the plan of putting

common hives upon' empty firkins is very simple, and

similar to the common way of eking, or nadir hiving.

Honey may be obtained by boring a hole m the floor of

a hive, and placing an inverted bell-g ass close to it, co-

vered with an empty hive. Mr. Hart, of Bilhngford

Norfolk, who is not only a good apiarian, but takes much

interest in rural affairs in general, showed me a glass of

honey he obtained in that way. The Bees descended into

the glass rather late in the season, I mean after the drones

were slaughtered, and strange to say, it contained a brood

of them. Perhaps some one acquainted with the natural

history of the Honey Bee will explain this strange pheno-

menon. 1 believe there is something connected with it

unfavourable to Mr. Newport's opinion, viz., "That the

Honey-Bee, like theBombus terrestris (Humble-Bee), has

bags of fat, or nutriment, stored up within its own

systems, which alone enables it to pass some portion

of the winter in a state of repose." This, of course, is

founded on'the fact, that some kinds of quadrupeds are en-

abled to do'so ; bears, for instance, are said to live on their

own fat while in a torpid state. How far the analogy is

correct I cannot determine, but I doubt Mr. Newport s

opinion in this respect regarding the Humble-Bee and the

Honey-Bee, for the latter was not originally destined to

pass the winter in repose.

—

J. Wighton.

Wasps andRats.—Several correspondents have told you

of the absence of wasps—in some places total,m others com-

parative—in their respective localities during the last

wasp season. I beg to state that in the region between

Ipswich and Woodbridge, in Suffolk, on my farm of two

or three hundred acres, I scarcely saw five wasps last

season, and not one nest was found. Last year I was

pestered, and caused upwards of thirty nests to be de-

stroyed. On my farm a rat was seldom seen until this

year. Since harvest, more than a hundred rats have been

destroyed, old and young, &c. The neighbouring farmers

have likewise been much annoyed by these vermin.
_

I do

not presume to say, nor do I think that there is any

direct connexion between wasps and rats in any way, but

it may still be curious if in future years the rarity of wasps

should be found by observers to be the precursor of an

abundance of rats. It will be a curious coincidence, and

mav lead to useful precautions.

—

A. B.

Rats—Having seen in the Chronicle correspondence

on the best method of destroying Rats, I venture to recom-

mend a very simple plan, which, though it may sound

absurd, I have tried with much success. It is this:—

Fasten a red-herring firmly by a string to any place where

theRats usually maketheir run; and either from their great

dislike to the smell, or from some cause I do not profess

to understand, they will soon disappear. This may sound

improbable, but it is worth trying. The herring must be

fastened very strongly, or the Rats will run away with it,

and the experiment will fail.— O.

Gardeners' Associations.—It is gratifying to learn that

Gardeners around the metropolis are instituting Mutual

Instruction Societies, in order to promote their own im-

provement and the progress of Horticulture ; and it is

surprising that those around Edinburgh are doing so little

towards improving themselves or those under their care.

Perhaps a word or two on the subject may have a bene-

ficial effect. There is one evil which head-gardeners on

the north side of the Tweed ought seriously to consider.

I allude to apprenticeships. Numbers of apprentices that

have only half acquired the elements of their profession

are everv year ushered into the gardening world. Some

of them are sent out as journeymen, even before they can

perform the ordinary operations of the garden with any

sort of neatness ; and these would-be gardeners fill situa-

tions to the exclusion of those that have been regularly

trained to the business ;j but gardeners have themselves,

in a great measure, to blame ; for if they would form

themselves into societies, (and I am sure they would get

the support of their employers, for ultimately they alone

would receive the benefit,) and see that none should pass

but those that had served a proper time to the trade,

and paid a proper premium, I have no doubt a complete

alteration for the better would speedily follow.—Peter.

Cocoa-Nuts.—Your remarks at p. 862, upon the diffi-

culty of getting the flesh of a Cocoa-nut out of its shell,

makes me suspect that you are ignorant of a simple

method of cracking one. Perhaps the subject is hardly

worth a notice, but as I have enlightened at least a dozen

dealers, besides other persons on the matter, some of your

readers may not object to see this account in your pages.

Instead of the common laborious and clumsy method of

sawing the nut, let it lie horizontally on the palm of your left

hand, and then with a hammer or a poker, hit it smartly in

any direction in which you wish it to open. Continue turn-

ing the nut round in the hand, and striking with the ham-

mer along the line you have chosen, and when it has been

completely round two or three times, it will crack along

this line, and may then be separated with ease. Every

one is aware that the milk may be drawn off by tapping

one of the three eye-like scars at the large end
;
but com-

paratively few are acquainted with the fact, that the

embryo lies beneath that particular scar which can be

pierced ; and if a penknife is used carefully to scoop out

the flesh, by passing it round the scar as close to the

shell as possible, this body will be found in the centre of

the plug thus extracted. If the shell should be split lon-

gitudinally, by hammering along a line which crosses the

soft scar, the embryo will then be displayed nestling in a

little cavity in the flesh. It is an interesting object, and
its detection well worth the price of a Cocoa-nut ; which,

moreover, eats none the worse for having previously ad-

ministered to our amusement, by this little Botanical ex-
*

hibition of a good example of a monocotyledonous embryo.
—J. S. Henslow.
Eranthemum pulchellum.—For the encouragement of

those who are desirous of having this beautiful stove- plant

in bloom in their sitting-rooms at this season, but who
are deceived by the idea that it requires the heat common
to other stove-plants, I can assure them that it requires

to be only protected from frost till it is wished that it

should bloom. Throughout the summer before last 1 kept

a plant of it in my greenhouse, where it grew vigorously,

and it was treated precisely the same as my greenhouse

plants when they were housed for the winter, the tempera-

ture being on no occasion raised above 10° by fire-heat,

and that but seldom applied. In the last week of Decem-

ber following it was removed to the window of my sitting-

room, where it developed its flowers in abundance for

several weeks. I have no doubt that a common frame and

light, with external coverings, would afford all the protec-

tion required. In an early Number of this year's Chron-

icle, Mr. Beaton mentioned a few other plants equally

beautiful, that would bloom freely in a temperature of 45°,

viz., Aphelandra cristata, Ardisiacrenulata, Euphorbia jac-

quiniflora and splendens, Justicia speciosa and coccinea,

Poinciana pulcherrima, &c. It is not improbable that

these, if subjected to similar treatment, would repay the

trouble of the experiment A Subscriber, Southampton.

The Clover Dodder.—When in London last week, I

examined the specimens of Cuscuta sulcata in Wallich's

Herbarium, at the Linnean Society (No. 1320. 2. 3 of his

Catalogue,) and found that they all have capitate stigmas,

and do not grow upon Leguminous plants. Since my
return, I have looked at my own specimens of C. trifolii

from Essex, Suffolk, and Devon, and find that they all

have filiform stigmas. Is not this sufficient to show that

the pest in our fields is not the C. sulcata of Roxburgh ?

I suppose that the plant which you last received is

different from that of the Eastern Counties, where, (near

Bungay) I have the authority of a competent botanist,

Mr. D. Stock, for saying that it has occurred for at least

16 years.— Charles C. Babington, St. John's College,

Cambridge. [Khelat Lucern was introduced for the first

time about the year 1824.]

Large Potato.—A Potato weighing^ seven pounds was

dug up lately in ground belonging to S. L. Behrens, Esq.,

of Catterall, near Garstang.

—

Facile.

Hydrangeas.—In an early Number of "Harrison's

Cabinet " was a paper on altering the colour of Hydran-
geas by sulphuric acid. Two plants were turned out of

pots, and an ounce of oil of vitriol procured, in which a fea-

ther was dipped, and the balls of the root touched over with

it ; afterwards the remainder of the acid was mixed in the

proper quantity of soil for repotting,—this caused them
to bloom blue. The writer held a respectable situation.

If this be correct, could it apply to the China Rose, or to

the Carnation ?

—

O. [We should think not.]

Late-flowering Carnations—Can any reason be given

why some sorts flower so much later than others, and
can anything be done beyond early layering and piping to

hasten their bloom ? It* bloomed in a cool greenhouse,

might seed be expected ?—O., Leeds. [Possibly.]

List of Carnations in which the pollen has been pretty

abundant in 1842 and 1843 :—Scarlet Bizarre—'Mer-
chant's Don John, Walmsley's William IV., Hoyle's

x'taice — nuason s ivnsb xnurniun,

Meynell, Leighton's Belk-rophon.

Walmslev's William IV. seem genen

quire

Seedlings from

sley's William IV. seem generally to resemble the

parent, as out of seven plants live were Scarlet Bizarre

—but two of them single- Four of five seedlings from
Duke of Leeds were run Bizarres.— O., Leeds.

Orchidaecce.—The " Spread-eagle." a plant which Mr.
Bateman mentions as being in the collection of Mr. liors-

fall, of Liverpool, is, I regret to say, defunct. It is said

to have had much of the appearance of a Lselia.

—

J. IV.

Jojies, Knowsley.
Extraordinary Cabbage.—Under this head in a late

Chronicle is the following statement taken from the

Exeter Flying Post, viz. : that John Lee, a mason, at

Pound, near Moretonhampstead, had grown a Cabbage to

the great weight of 421bs. I should like to know what
sort of a Cabbage it was ; if an early one it was very good,

but if a late Cabbage I think it nothing extraordinary, as

I have repeatedly grown the common Drumhead Cabbage
to the weight of 801bs., when cut off level with the ground,

including all the leaves; and in October, 1842, I cut one

weighing 471bs., when stripped of every loose leaf.

—

A
Perthshire Subscriber.

Gourds.—As the Courge courcelle was recommended I

grew it from seeds obtained from Paris ; but although the

plants were raised in a hotbed, and were planted out in a
small bed of dung and mould, .it grew so vigorously that

veryifew fruit were obtained, and those very late. It

proved excellent; the flavour very delicate, and somewhat
like a Jerusalem Artichoke. What is the experience of

your Correspondents as to the growing this plaut ? Those
who are acquainted with the merits of Potage a la Cressi

will grow a good stock of the true Potiron jaune. How
is it that in the northern parts of France they grow this to

such a large size and so much better ripened than those
grown in England? Is there a sufficient difference in the
climate to account [for this? [Yes.] At Versailles, in
the kitchen-garden, 1 found that the Potiron gris d'Hol-
lande was grown in preference to the Potiron jaune for

the Royal table, as being much the best.

—

Totty.^
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Mr. Loudon.—As an amateur gardener, I have long [ used. About 12 years ago the person who had the orchard
been an enthusiastic admirer of the late Mr. Loudon, and I now possess, being afraid that sheep and pigs would

jnj ure the bark of the trees^ jjad t jiem dressed about three
deeply regret, in common with other friends, that the
widow should be left in a destitute state. It appears
that there are 350 copies of the " Arboretum et Fruti-
cetum Britannicum " on hand, and that a sale amounting
to 2,400/. would release all other works from the pub-
lishers for the benefit of the widow. This is a large
number to dispose of, particularly of an expensive work
that has already had a great sale. I therefore take the
liberty of suggesting to you the following plan, subject to
any improvement you may think desirable, and at the same
time offering my services gratuitously for carrying it out.
A lottery of 14,000 tickets, at 5$. each ; the 350 copies of
the " Arboretum," &c. to be the prizes. This would
realise 3,500/., less the sum paid for advertisements, leaving
a few hundreds surplus for the widow. Without any un-
charitable feeling for my fellow-creatures, I believe there
are hundreds who would pay five shillings for a chance of
gain, however remote, who would not give the same sum
out of pure charity. The low price of the tickets would
enable many to take them who could not afford a larger
sum.—Amicus. In a late Number of the Chronicle
is an announcement of the death of John Claudius Loudon,
Esq. ; and in the last Number of his Magazine is a
modest, but painful and distressing, statement of the
position of his affairs. The debt owing to the late lamented
author by every Gardener I am sure will be willingly paid.
Among the friends in and about London, the matter can
be easily arranged for England ; and so, also, in and
about Edinburgh, for Scotland; and as to Ireland, I can
safely vouch that many are ready, and will be willing, in
and about Dublin, to unite in organising a subscription
on this side the Channel. As an individual, I shall be
glad to afford all the aid in my power for the furtherance
of this object ; and I hope that what I have thus expli-
citly suggested will meet with approbation and powerful
assistance. In the meantime, I shall be making every
exertion amongst those who are interested here ; and will
be happy to have any suggestions that may be likely to
promote the object in view.—N. Niven, Richmond-hill,
Dublin. [We insert these two letters ; but the columns of
a newspaper are not the proper place for discussing such
questions. No one wishes better to the survivors of Mr.
Loudon than ourselves, but the task of organizing such
measures as may be considered desirable must rest with
persons of leisure. When any public demonstration takes
place we shall be ready to report it.]

Heating.—A good deal having been written in your
Journal recently regarding different modes of heating, I
take the liberty of sending you my plan of heating my
greenhouse,which, although published elsewhere some time
ago, has probably not been seen by some of your readers,
who may improve on my plan. I should be most happy
to receive any suggestions on the subject. Its superiority
according to my idea consists in its being perfectly free
from brickwork ; the whole heat is given out in the house;

A, ash-pan r-

B, Horizontal pipe to 1
feed the fire, sins. »
diameter.

C, copper-pipes 4ins.
diameter.

D, lid that opens to
let out steam.

E, joint to light the
fire

F, Damper to regu-
late it.

G, Side of the house
through which the
chimney projects
1 foot.

it keeps my house of a very agreeable temperature, and
ripens Grapes well ; the chimney takes off at E, through
which some straw and a few sticks are put down, and on
them some coals. B opens like the cover of a saucepan,
through which you can arrange your fire. At A, a lighted
candle is introduced, and the fuel burns quickly. After it
burns up I feed it with what in Wales they call balls,
which are thus made :—Take 3 barrows of dust-coal, 1
barrow of clay, mix them well to the consistence of mortar,
make them into round lumps about the size of cricket-
balls, put them in at the damper, F, say three or four,and
you will find that they will burn many hours. My green-
house has been heated by them these three years, and it

answers admirably. Open D, and your house is soon full
of steam

; shut it, and none escapes ; the whole is made
of copper, excepting the chimney from E to F, and the
legs. I went expensively to work, as I had no pattern, the
whole being an idea of my own ; it was made by a brazier
in this town, and cost me altogether about 10/. A cast-
iron one would last for ever without any repairing.

—

F.
Davies, Pershore.
Guano.—I have rmuch pleasure in telling you that I

tried Guano upon part of a field sown with Turnips, the
whole of which had been already manured with ashes.
The produce of the part on which Guano, mixed with
half ashes, was added to the former dressing is nearly
double in weight and height of plant to any other part of
the field

;
the colour of the plant is a much darker green,

and the size of the Turnips immense G. O.
!

^
Effects of Gas-tar on Stems of Fruit-trees.—Some time

since one of your Subscribers recommended the use of
gasjor coal-tar for dressing the stems of Fruit-trees; I beg
to state that a more injurious ingredient could not be

or four feet up from the ground with gas-tar, which
answered in every respect the intention—to preserve them
from cattle ; but they suffered in a way equally bad. The
Apple-trees, from effects of the gas- tar, gradually began
to fail, and some died altogether in about five years after
its application. The bark of others close to the ground
became rotten, and even up to this time its deleterious
effects on the trees are perceptible. Its application to
Plum and Pear-trees caused the stem to overgrow imme-
diately above where the tar had been put on ; several of
these trees became loose in the ground, and did not thrive
for a long time afterwards. The gas-tar might, however,
be tried in a diluted state for the sake of experiment, and
then only on trees that are cankered and of little con-
sequence, in the proportion of one part gas-tar to three of
train-oil, well mixed together, with the addition of fifteen

parts of cow-dung and two of water. If the stems of
trees were covered with this, no cattle of any kind would
touch them, and the diluted tar might act in some respects
as a manure.

—

Caution.

For Covering a New Wall with Ivy.—This has been
effected very rapidly by mixing ripe Ivy seed with the
mortar ; also by the insertion of suitable slips of Ivy
throughout the wall whilst building. These take root in
the fresh mortar, and the wall is green almost as soon as
completed. Lord Devon's agent in the North of Ireland
is authority for the perfect success of both these experi-
ments.

—

M. A. M. [We fear the Ivy will soon throw
down the wall under these circumstances, for it must
break all the joints of the brickwork if it continues
to grow.]
Meteors—There is and has been a singular luminous

appearance visible in the heavens at this place, commencing
about 6 o'clock in the evening, about half-way betwixt
north and south. It is generally of a circular form, but
assumes various shapes every moment, still however keep-
ing in a body. It is like a light cloud, not the dazzling
brightness of the northern lights. For any information
concerning this phenomenon I shall feel greatly obliged.

—

J. Rogers, Woolwich, Dec. 22.

The Wren's Nest—I have been induced to direct my
attention to this subject on account of what has been said
in the Chronicle of the present year, at pages 139, 429,
and 590. A Wren's nest, usually termed the " cock's
nest," was built this year just above my bedroom
window, so that I had an opportunity of seeing it built.
After it was finished I observed that only one of the birds
made use of it until after the other one had brought forth
her young, and then I found the other bird and the young
ones appeared also at the nest above my window. At first

I supposed it to be intended for part of the young to sit
in, as I fancied one nest was not sufficient for the whole
family, but I soon found this not to be the case, as they
only appeared about this nest for ten days, as I imagine
for the purpose of being fed by the old birds ; the young
were not allowed to enter the nest, but were driven away
from the place to find for themselves. I observed that the
object of the cock's nest is for its winter residence. I
have examined it at different hours of the night and have
found the bird in ; I have also seen him go inand out during
the day, when stormy and wet, down to the present time

;

where the other bird sits I have not been able to find out,
but frequently see two of them during the daytime toge-
ther.

—

M. Saul.
Cape Bulbs—In the Gardeners' Chronicle of Sept.

24, 1842, at p. 638, you did me the favour to insert some
remarks I had made respecting Cape Bulbs. I now beg
to inform you that early in September last I took up all

that were to be found of the twelve bulbs I had planted
in the open ground : the four at eighteen inches, and one
of those at twelve inches were perfectly sound and throw-
ing out roots, though they had never appeared above
ground since I first planted them three years before. I
found another of those at twelve inches, but it was in a
bad state. I planted it in a pot, but it shortly perished.
Of the others I could discover not even a vestige. I should
not have taken them up at that early period of the year,
but that I thought at the moment I had a good opportu-
nity of disposing of my property here, and I did not wish
to leave them without ascertaining their fate. I shall
certainly repeat the experiment whenever I have another
opportunity, and have no doubt of its succeeding in a dry
sandy soil, especially if forced by a handglass in the sum-
mer.

—

R. G.

^

Swans and Weeds in Ponds—Some Correspondents
dispute my statement respecting swans clearing ponds
of weeds. I am sorry it is not in my power to
state what weeds the ponds at this place were choked
with, as they were all exterminated before I came to
reside here ; but certain it is the ponds at the present
time are as clear as could be desired. Whether our
swans are more herbivorous than other people's, or are
not so well fed, I will not pretend to say, but most
assuredly they destroy everything in the form of aquatic
vegetation that comes in their way. Even the Water
Lily, (Nymphsea alba,) and the common Flag, (Iris pseuda-
corus,) do not escape their ravages

; and where these plants
have been planted for ornament, we are obliged to watch
them pretty closely in the spring, to prevent the swans
from destroying them ; but after the plants get well esta-
blished they do not afterwards interfere with them until
the following season.—W. F. Ayres.

Pruning Forest Trees.— In Number 45 of the
Chronicle, " Quercus" advises foresters to abstain from
what he calls the " dangerous plaything" of pruning.
Had his objections been confined only to certain systems,
he might have led us along with him, as much mischief

has undoubtedly been incurred by the mismanagement of

unskilful pruners. But this is not the case ; he aims at

nothing less than the complete suppression of every method
of pruning, all being, in his opinion, hurtful to the growth

of trees. He and I differ widely in our opinions on this

point. I have often given reasons for disagreeing with

those who regret any interference with the branches of

trees, but have not always been successful in bringing

them to my way of thinking. "Quercus," on quoting

a sentence of mine, places after it some remarks of Pro-

fessor Lindley,as if they were opposed to it. My observ-

ation is, " When the lateral branches are shortened, the

sap has less surface to cover than when they are allowed

to extend to an improper length and thickness.'' This

fact is obvious enough. The query of " Quercus," how-
ever, maybe

—

"Is the sap as abundant proportionally

to the surface in the shortened as in the unshorteneu
tree ?" I answer in the affirmative. It is even more

abundant, which I account for quite consistently with the

remarks of Dr. Lindley. He says, u the supply of fluid

by the roots should be continued and uninterrupted. The

smallest leaf at the extremity of a branch of a lofty tree

must assist in setting in action the absorbing power of the

roots, at whatever distance from the organ these roots act.

If this reciprocal action is not maintained without inter-

ruption, and if anything occurs to check it during the

period of vegetation, the plant will suffer to the amount

of interruption." To this I subscribe most cordially ; and

one especial benefit derived from shortening branches

is, that it aids in rendering the reciprocity between the

leaves and roots more ample and beneficial. The small-

ness of the branches, and the closeness and breadth of the

leaves, give a plentiful supply of sap, and render the cir-

culation rapid. Much of the misunderstanding on the

subject proceeds, I think, from the idea that there is an

irreparable loss of leaves sustained by the application of

the pruning-knife. In the act of cutting, we, of course,

take away wood which would produce leaves, and there

may be a deficiency in the supply till the young shoots

grow on the cut branches, but no longer. On the con-

trary, there is a greater supply of nourishment from the

leaves on the young shoots; they, being broader and fresher,

draw more nutriment from the atmosphere than is imbibed

by the leaves of uncut branches. All gardeners know that

fruit-trees and many kinds of shrubs must be cut over

annually, in order to make them blossom and bear with

full vigour. In like manner forest-trees by shortening*

acquire a vigour and luxuriance from the concen-

tration of the sap that does not belong to uncut trees. I*1

is easy to prove that the shortening I recommend secures

much more timber for the trunk than any different

method, and as it is the desire of planters generally to

have rapid growth in the trunk, I doubt not that the

system will be more extensively applied than it has been-

Those who are anxious to have wide-spreading branches

may get them by desisting from pruning when the trunk

has gained the desired height, and the branches will spread

out and be more elegant and luxuriant from the previous

training. Dr. Thackeray's management of forest-trees I

have reason to believe is similar to my own. In a letter

I had from him he stated u that he annually pursued

my system in his plantations in the counties of Denbigh*
Flint, and Merioneth, amounting to 850 acres, since the

autumn of 1804." Such decided success in the case of

Dr. Thackeray might, I think, have a tendency to convince

the sceptical.

—

Gavin Cree, Biggar.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Dec. 7.—This was the Winter General Meeting of this Society,

and it was held in the Hall, in the Experimental Garden ;
the

Hon. Lord Murray, V.P., in the chair. On the centre table were

displayed the Chinese Chrysanthemums, and the various parcels

of Grapes, Pears, and Apples, which had been sent for competi-

tion, those which had gained prizes being distinguished by cards.

At one end of the Hall was exhibited, in large pots, single speci-

mens of the rich collection of Coniferm belonging1 to the Society;

and other parts of the room were decorated with choice plants.

Prizes were awarded as follows :—For excellent retarded Grapes,

the Silver Medal to Mr. P. Crocket, gr. to Colonel Ferguson, ot

Raith, the kind being White Muscat of Alexandria; 2, Mr. J*

Young, g\\ to Mrs. Hamilton Nisbett Ferguson, of Archerfield

;

3, Mr. J. Robertson, gr. to Lord Gray, Kinfauns. No fewer than

eleven competitors came forward witli Dessert Pears, each pro-

ducing six sorts, and the fruit being in general of good quality-

The Silver Medal was voted to Mr. Young, Archerfield, for Mane
Louise, Louise Bonne (of Jersey), Precel, Easter Beurre, Garr
sell's Bergamot, and Swiss Bergamot ; 2d premium to Mr. J*

Lyall, gr. to Sir J. Hope, Bart., of Pinkie, for Glout Morceau,
Colmar, Marie Louise, Gansell's Bergamot, Crassane, and Precel.

For table Apples, six kinds, 1, Mr. Young, Archerfield, for Golden
Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Old Nonpareil, Borsdorffer, Hollow-eyed
Pippin, and Blenheim Pippin ; 2, Mr. J. Murray, gr. to Andrew
Fletcher, Esq., of Saltoun, for Ross Nonpareil, Common Non-
pareil, Golden Mundi, Golden Pippin, Paradise, and Ribston.

The display of Chinese Chrysanthemums was brilliant, there being

six competitors, each exhibiting 12 named varieties, single

clusters of each flower. The silver medal was assigned to Mr.

J. Young, gr to T. Oliver, Esq., Newington Lodge, for Queen,

Comet, Adventurer, Conjuror, Victory, Invincible, Superb clus-

tered Yellow, Norfolk Rival, Venus, Gem, Tasselled Yellow, and

Marquis ; 2, Mr. Young, Archerfield, for Queen, Vesta, Marquis,

Princess Maria, Superb clustered Yellow, Triumphant, Defiance,

Champion, Goliath, Spectabile, Imperial, and Minerva; and 3d,

Mr. J. Addison, gr to the Earl of Wcmyss, Gosford, for Princess

Maria, Queen, Beauty, Vesta, Minerva, Clustered Yellow, Vir-

ginica, Gem, Lucidum, Memnon, Formosum, and Adventurer.

For a handsome plant of the broad-leaved variety of Epiphyllum

truncatum in flower, a premium was awarded to Mr. Addison,

Gosford. In the culinary department the show of Celery was
extensive, there being eight competitors, each producing six

stalks, three red and three white. The silver medal was awarded

to Mr. Addison ; 2, a premium to Mr. J. Goodall, gr to the Mar-
quis of Lothian; and 3, to Mr. J. Gourlay, gr to the Dowager-
Countess of Glasgow. The Onions produced were of excellent

quality. Three sorts were required, and four specimens of each,

with a notice of the mode of treatment. A first prize was voted

to Mr. Goodall, for Portugal, Strasburgh, and Red—the Portugal

having been spring sown and transplanted, the others under no
particular management; and 2, a premium to Mr. J. Thomson,
grto W. Keith, Esq., Corstorphine-hill, for Blood-red, James's

i

<
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Keeping, and Strasburgh-all of these having: been sown in

the last week of August, 1842, and transplanted in the second

week of March, 1843, into rows nine inches apart, and at the

distance of three inches from each other in the row. A premium

of two guineas having been offered by Messrs. P. Lawson and

Son through the medium of the Society, to the journeyman

trardener who should produce the most extensive and correctly

named Hortus siccus of hardy arboreous and fruticose plants,

either species or marked varieties, the growth of season ) 843 .

—
a report by Messrs. W. and J. M'Nab was read, recommending

that the premium should be assigned to Mr. A. Connon, a

journeyman gardener, at Archerfleld ;
winch report was unani-

mously approved of. The herbarium was laid on the table,

containing upwards of 500 specimens, with names and locaht.es.

Among extra articles, or those for winch no premium was

offered there was this day produced a basket of the tuberous

rfot ; ofS, Deppei, from Mr. R. Foulis.gr at Fordel where

these roots are considered as forming a desirable addition to the

winter vegetables ; a dish of Sweet Almonds, nearly ripe, from a

west aspect wall in Kinfauns garden ; and spec.mens ot the

Fry's Pippin, of crop 1842, in a good state of preservation, from

Mr
7

A. CaTde'r, gr. at Sea Cliff. From the Inverleith Nursfnes,

Messrs. J. Dickson and Sons, there were sent for exhibition a

well-grown plant of Erica hyemahs, in flower, and the beaut ful

and rather rare Manettia bicolor, also in flower, for which a

small premium was voted to Mr. J. Kelly, cultivator at the

nurseries; from the garden at Wcmyss Castle, a hamper filled

with cut 'flowers of many fine varieties of Chrysanthemum

sinense, for which a similar award was made to Mr. J

Simpson, gr. to Captain Wemyss; and from the garden at

Oxford House, a collection of twenty-four named Chrysan-

themnm blooms neatly laid down on paper by Mr. Add.son.

NeTll Sec etary, read to the meeting the following commu-

nications •-? A report by Mr. J. M'Nab, Curator of the Experi-

mental Garden as to a collection of detached or extracted seeds

notcones)of Himalayan Conifer*, presented by the Highland

and
A°

rfc litural Society in April last, and which had been care-

fully tried" -he Society's Garden. The seeds of Abies Morinda

and Pin us excelsa had grown freely ;
but none ot the Pinus

Geiardiana or Cedrus Deodara had germinated. 2. A report, also

by the Sr, relative to the Coul Orleans Plum, which had tor

several years been cultivated in the Experimental Garden, and

was inow recommended as an early fruit on standard trees, of

hiP-h flavour and likely to prove a valuable market Plum. 3. A
Sd report' by the Curator, as to the Normandy Early White

Turnin seeds of which had been presented by Sir G. S. Mack-

Inzie
P

'

It proved a novelty, being early of a cylindrical form,

nearly flat at top and bottom, and in quality closely resembling

the Earlv Whites Dutch. On the motion of Lord Murray, the

thanks of the meeting were voted to Sir G, S Mackenzie, Bart

for his zeal and attention in making such interesting and useful

communications to the Society. 4. An account of a substitute

for R-lass for covering Melon-frames, &c, consisting of calico or

book-muslin, overlaid with a transparent gummy liquid which

reTists the entrance of rain, prepared by Mr. Whitney chemist,

Shrewsburv. 5. A communication on protecting stone-truit wall-

treesib?-means of hay-netting, and on the utility of brick-tiles

placed on the border in promoting, by radiation, the ripening of

the wood and fruit of such trees ; by Mr. Barron, gr. to the Earl

of Harrington, at Elvaston Castle. 6. The journal of Mr. James

M'Nab's Horticultural tour in England, in July last, when he

visited the Arboretum at Derby, and the Botanical collections at

Chatsworth, Elvaston, Woburn, Frogmore, Ealing Park, t-his-

Wick, Hackney, Clapton, &C.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
Nov 30.—This was the first meeting for the season-Dr. Neill

in the chair. The following gentlemen were elected, viz.,—Drs.

N. Buckley, Rochdale, Lancashire, and C. Kingford Vacy, Laun-

ceston Cornwall; and Messrs. J. E. Errmgton, M. Inst. C.E.,

and T EccTeston, as non-resident Fellows ; and W. Brown Esq

UN as a resident Fellow. Numerous donations since last

meeting, both for the library and museum were announced.

Professor Graham read an account of a Botanical excursion,

undertaken by some of his pupils m August last to North Wales,

the principal feature of which was the extreme paucity ot the

Aloine vegetation as compared with that on the Grampian ranges;

»nri threat interest of the products in the Welsh valleys when
and the great mrcits,. i am the ScotUshcwtM^^£ ,MjJa

S?read a notice by Dr. Bell Salter,

ffSS^S^ iSffiS tt?he Flora of the Isle of Wight and

of the many species or varieties of Rubi occurring in that island,

one of which, considered by Dr. Salter to be Rates subercctus

wal Srticularly interesting from its size, almost reaching, that

o?a SmaU tree
y
and with leaves above six incl>es m^th Mr.

Brand read a communication from Dr. W. ^Campbell respect-

ins- the Eta Palm-wood of British Guiana, whicn is ot cxtiemc

hrhtdms a. d is used in the colony, among other things, lor
ligntness, auu »

nrohablv owing to its containing- much

ft?"]K?CampbeSaJmeSK several other kinds of wood

Imi x'llv remarkable for their solidity and weight for their great

Kt?, anTfofthe high prices they bring-in tins country for

veneering and other ornamental cabinet-work.

drooping. It is therefore a very fit associate for E. truncatum,

and a good acquisition to any collection of the tribe. But its

principal merit is in the hue of its flowers, which is most peculiar

and exquisite. It excels that of almost all Cartas, and even of

the majority of Orchidacese. It is like that of E. truncatum, and

also of its variety violaceum, yet different from both. We can

only describe it by saying that the violaceous tint is not upon

the crimsony scarlet as in other flowers. It is not spread over

part of the surface of another colour, merging into it in places.

It is really mixed with the crimson in the texture of the flower,

«n OE t0 produce one uniform colour. nhke .£.

'

a.

NOTICES ok NEW PLANTS WHICH ARE EITHER
USEFUL OR ORNAMENTAL.

Cirkhopktalum auratom. Gold-edged Cirrbopctaium.

(Stove Epiphyte.) Orchidaceae. Gynandr.a Monandua -Among

the singular species of this genus the present is one ot the most

interesting. It hangs down trom the branch of a tree, or a p.ece ot

so as *„ F.v,„...~~ —
blossoms at various seasons under the same treatment, and is

commonly seen in flower from October till May. It will succeed

very well if reared from a cutting and grown upon its own roots,

and in this state makes a capital plant tor placing on the outside

of a high shelf, or for hanging up to the roof of the stove. But

it will flhrive favourably too, and have an extremely character-

istic appearance if grafted on a standard Pereskia acuhata,

about 3ft. in height,or on a single-stemmed Cereus speciosiss.mus

or any of the strong-growing kinds of Cereus. Its flexile

branches will then have an opportunity of showing their true

character. To obtain young specimens from cuttings it is only

necessary to keep a little damp moss round any of the branches,

at a joint, and there will speedily be roots formed at that place.

Indeed, the plant roots freely at its joints, in a moist atmosphere,

without any such external application. It was found by Mr. Gar-

dener on the Organ Mountains of Brazil, and named after the

late Duke of Bedford.—Paxton's Botanical Magazine.

H.kbkut.a pkri-oi.iata. Thorough-wax Hibbertia. (.Green,

house Shrub.) Dilleniacea?. Polyandna Di-Pentagyma.-This is

really a beautiful Swan River shrub, particularly well adapted to

pot-culture, on account of the neatness of its appearance at all

seasons. According to Baron Hugel it has a tendency to climb,

but that has not been observed in our gardens. When it first

flowered it was of one uniform glaucous hue, almost as much so

as the fruit of the Plum when ripe and covered with bloom
;
but

that appearance has gone off, and the foliage is now of a deep rich

glossv green. While the beautiful yellow flowers are as large

and showy as in the old Hibbertia volubilis, they are quite free

from the offensive smell of that species. In the garden of the

Horticultural Society it proves to be a greenhouse shrub, requir-

ing the same treatment as many other New Holland plants. It

grows freely if potted in a compost consisting of peat, loam, and

sand in equal proportions. The pot should be well drained, and

a few pieces of potsherds mixed through the soil. Plenty ot air

and water must be given in summer, and shade in sunny days.

In winter the plant should be placed in some airy place free from

frost, and be watered in fine weather. It may be propagated by

cuttings in the usua l way .—Botanical Register.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Hardy Oak.—This Oak, the Quercus glabra,

was sent to Paris from Leyden, in 183G, and has perfectly

succeeded there ; for it is now 4£ feet high. It is little

known, in consequence of its resemblance to a Laurel

more than to an Oak. It takes very well from cuttings,

placed in bottom-heat under a bell-glass*, a plant propa-

gated in tbis manner four years ago, and in the open

ground for three years, is doing very well. It was pro-

tected by a hand-glass in the winter for the two first

years ; the third year it was destined to undergo all the

severity of that winter, if there had been any. I should

think that under a hand-glass it has sustained at least

eight centigrade degrees ; this makes me believe that we

could cultivate it, if not under the climate of Paris, yet,

certainly, under that of Anger, where acclimating becomes

every day more easy, and where the soil suits so well the

trees and plants of Japan. From what M. Siebold says

in his Work, it appears that this tree has all that is de-

sirable as an object of propagation. This Oak, he says,

is a large upright tree, branching out at the top, its leaves

are tough, of a bright green underneath, perfectly entire,

and remain three years upon the tree. Since I have had

it at home, I have not discovered that it has shed its

leaves. The catkins are very numerous and upright ; the

acorns ripen the following year, like those of other ever-

green Oaks. In Japan they eat the fruit, which tastes

like Chesnuts. There arc some varieties of this. The

wood is hard and heavy, and is used in making agricul-

tural implements, and different utensils for other pur-

poses. It is propagated by seeds and by grafting. This

beautiful Oak was introduced to Leyden in 1830, by

seeds which germinated on the passage from Japan to.

Holland. I tried to graft it on a common Oak, but did

not succeed. I should think that if it were grafted upon

species, we should have better success.

—

beneath The flower-stem is as slender as a small thread, and

too weak to bear the umbels of flowers, which therefore hang

down grace. ully, and are balanced in the air. Hw umbels, as m
many others of this genus, are so arranged that the flowers are

all on one plane, and diverging equa.ly trom the centre form a

circle, whose interior is occupied by the lower part of the flowers

and whose circumference is formed by the long, flat, strap-

shaned lateral sepals, which look like so many party-coloured

ribbons collected into a balloon. The flowers themselves have a

.. ...t. a d-v;,««i and mottled with crimson. The upper

our evergrce

yellowish ground, striped and mottled with ti

Coal and two petals are fringed with golden hairs and tapered

;„?,;'«,,„ noint. The lateral sepals are quite destitute of hairi-

ness an 1 on y faintly stained with purple. It differs from C. pic-

Sum in its party-coloured, not purple, flowers, in its petals

beine far less taper-pointed, and not villous, and in the hp not
bcint, iai less wp v . conspicuous in C. picturatum.
haying a central ruIge ^ it was receivedby Messrs. Lod-

diges" °St ma?bS$& in turfy heath-mould, mixed with pieces

many specie u. . ££*""£~,T
_ '

S in summer ; but it should always
atmosphere in winter as weU as u ^ ^^ ^^
be remembered that tuc muu, »&

„-,nn( h< when the temnern-
required. During- the warm summei month., when the tempei a

ture of
80°, the water required wi 1 beWW" above so

I Move Shrub.) yf™*™' ~:This beautiful'species and E.
is a near resemblance between uu& *«* *•

truncatum, with its variety violaceum. The^*« •gj™J
very similar, and the appearance ot the leaves, or W^JBO™
branches, is likewise of arelated <*f

ract
*VwYri^^^^^

more slender in E. llussellianum and more decidedlydw^JJ*™
having the parts between the joints more regular and less flat.

tened. Our present species, has, moreover a tendency to pro-

dace longer shoots, which, from thek greater tenuity, are mwc

Neumann
t
in Rev. Hort.

Zinc Labels, to write on with a common Pencil.—
Slightly rub with pumice-stone the part of the label

upon which you wish to write, then write upon it with

a common lead pencil, and when the letters have been

exposed to the air for two or three days, they are in-

delible. If you wish to etiace the writing, you must rub

the label with the pumice-stone, and if the labels become

covered over with earth or oxide, rub your finger, slightly

wetted, over them, and they will reappear. Old zinc is

preferable to new for this purpose. M. Paul Manoury,

gardener in the Garden of Plants, of Caen, made this

discovery several years ago.—Rev. Hort.

Action of Roots on Glass.—Dr. Jackson stated that

he had noticed the fact that glasses in which Hyacinth

bulbs had been grown, were corroded. He had also

noticed the same effects on bottle glass, which had lain in

garden mould. He supposed that the plants had the power

of decomposing glass as well as the felspar of granite, and

of appropriating to their use the potash contained in it,

and that this was the source of the potash contained in

the ashes of plants.—Proceedings of Boston Society.

Application of Dr. Boucherie 1

s Method for Improving

the Appearance and Qualify of Wood, by the Injection of

various Fluids.—We learn from the Revue Horticole that

Dr. Boucherie has obtained permission to make trial of

his method on some trees in the Forest of Compiegne.

Two modes of effecting the penetration of the wood are

adopted. When the trees are in leaf, the natural suction

is sufficient to cause the ascent of the foreign fluid from

the bottom of the tree to the extremity of the leaves. But

when the leaves have fallen, the trees require to be cut

and laid in a horizontal position ; and by pressure the

fluid is then forced into the tissue, the sap, which offers

but little resistance, being at the same time expelled. The

rapidity with which the foreign fluid is substituted for the
natural sap of the tree surpasses conception. As an in-

stance, the trunk of a Beech, 52£ feet in length, and 2 feet

9/00 jncnes of mean diameter, and consequently contain-

ing 328 cubic feet, had 186,743 cubic inches, or 673£
gallons of sap expelled in 25 hours ; and in the same period
195,897 cubic inches, or 706^ gallons of pyroligneouS acid

were injected. From this experiment, which was very
carefully conducted, it may be inferred, in the first place,

that the wood of the Beech is solid to the extent of about
two-thirds of its volume ; hence one-third remains as

space destined for the circulation of sap. Secondly, that in :

its natural state a tree of advanced age contains vacuities

into which the sap no longer penetrates, since as above

70G£ gallons of fluid were injected, and only 673£ ex-

pelled ; this may be attributed to the diseased state

of certain portions of tissue not permeable to the

sap by natural propulsion, but which are capable of being

filled with the acid when the latter is injected with suffi-

cient force. M. Boucherie has thus been able to intro-

duce preservative acids into the pores of trees, expelling

at the same time the sap, an active agent of corruption
;

thereby insuring for wood work an incalculable duration.

By the same procedure, calcareous substances in solution

are introduced; these render the wood much harder,

stronger, and almost incombustible ; qualities valuable for

constructions generally, and particularly for ship -building.

By this and certain chemical processes, the colouring of

wood is also effected ; and tints of blue, green, red, yel- *

low, and violet, are communicated—not a dull uniform
tinge, but beautiful variegations according to the windings

of the cellular tissue.
||

New Botanical and Horticultural Books.—Endlicher's
il Genera Plantarum/' 3d Supplement ; Schleiden's
« Grundzuge der Botanik," vols. i. and ii. ; De Can-
dolle's " Th^orie Elementaire de la Botanique," 3d «
Edition; Lindley's " Theorie der Gartenkunde," trans--

lated into German by Professor Treviranus.

Vegetable Irritability.—Gentiana sedifolia, a native of

the Cordilleras of Guayaquil, at the height of 9000 feet,

possesses, in a striking manner, the property of instantly

closing its blossoms on being slightly touched by the

finger ; and so completely is this effected, that one hardly

recognises the same plant which, a few moments before,

was expanding its deep azure flowers to the sun's rays.

It is a curious circumstance, that cold, or probably some
other cause connected with atmospheric rarefaction,

should, in tbis instance, excite vegetable irritability. The
reverse happens with respect to the Mimosse, many of
which are natives of the temperate mouutain.region

; yet
none of these contract their leaves on being touched

;

while other species of the same family, abundantly dis-

tributed on the sultry savannah that borders the coast,

manifest that property in a very remarkable degree.

—

Jameson, in Hooker's Journal of Botany.

Climate of Quito ; its Orchidacece.—The western side

of Pichincha, fronting the Pacific, is frequently obscured
by dense fogs, sweeping across the face of the paramo,
occasioned by ascending aerial currents, charged with
moisture, intermingling with the cool mountain atmo-
sphere ; while that of the table land of Quito, unless when
disturbed by the transient effect of a thunderstorm, is re-

markably dry and transparent. This may be one reason why
no trees are found on the plain of Quito, excepting such
as have been planted round the " haciendas." At Pichan,

12,986 feet, where the western descent commences, we
have

5 instead of shrubs, large forest-trees clothing the pre-

cipice to the height of nearly 14,000 feet, associated with

a few Alpine forms, as Lychnis (No. 115), Cerastium

(No. 108), a gigantic Draba (No. 77), and a stinging

Loasa, with a flower of the colour and size of an Orange.

From this point down to the level of about 8,000 feet,

the forests frequently break into clumps or patches with

vacant spaces of soft green pasture, very much resembling

English park scenery. Nothing can exceed the richness

and variety of the flora of this region.. The gorges, or

wooded defiles, are resplendent with Fuchsias, Thibaudias,

and Begonias, entwined with Tacsonias and Alstroemerias;

nor can I conceive anything finer than the curious genus

Loranthus, vegetating on the large forest-trees, and dis-

playing aloft a prolusion of splendid blossoms. One
species, in particular, produces a large cluster of pendant

'

flowers, each measuring about 10 inches in length, and
resembling the finest coral. From their peculiar mode of

growth, none of these shrubs have been hitherto introduced

in a living state, and consequently no idea can be formed

of their extreme beauty from the mere inspection of a dried

specimen. Amid the multitude of fine flowers that embel-

lish these tropical forests, those of the Orchidacese deserve

particular notice. Perhaps no class of plants displays so

much diversity in the construction of the corolla, while

the whole group is at once distinguished as constituting

an extremely natural assemblage. The resemblance which

some of the flowers bear to certain animals has not escaped

the observation of these people, little inclined as they are

to investigate the natural productions of their magnificent

country. The fine genus Anguloa, a native of the pro-

vince of Loxa, produces a flower which, from some
fancied resemblance to a bull's head, has>eceived the name
of " el Torito." Cyrtochilum pardinum is a native of the

alpine forests of Cuenca and Loxa. The cattle farm of

Surucucho, verging on the paramo, over which is traced

the main road to Naranjal, presents a greater number of

the more minute species than any other locality with which

I am acquainted. We have a description of these from

the able pen of Professor Lindley ; and though important

for the advancement of botanical science, 1 doubt much-

whether they will be ever seen in a living state. The

genus Stelis, of which there is a vast number of species,

is less affected by cold than the generality of plants
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elonging to this tribe; some of them vegetating on the
perpendicular cliffs of Pichincha, as high as 12,000 feet.

On the western side of the Andes they accompany the
forest-trees to a more considerable elevation. Two zones
seem particularly well suited for the production of Or-
chidaceze. The first, and most extensive, is that just
described, from 10,000 to 8,000 feet. The other is the
forest land skirting the coast, and extending upwards to
nearly 1,000 feet. In the alluvial country of Guayaquil
there are many fine plants belonging to this family.
From the elevation of 6000 feet downwards to within a
few leagues of the coast, the country is a vase unbroken
forest, forming overhead a dense leafy canopy, through
which a transient sunbeam scarcely ever penetrates. The
soil, perpetually deluged with rain, is strewed with leaves
and timber in a state of decay, exhaling a peculiar vegetable
odour, and, as in Choco, infested with venomous reptiles.
Rare and beautiful Cryptogamia (Trichomanes and Hy-
menophyllum, Mosses, and Jungermanniaa) clothe with a
mantle of lively green the trunks of these gigantic trees,
forming a strange contrast with the naked soil underneath.
There is, in fact, no space for the growth of herbaceous
plants. The excessive moisture, with a perpetual diurnal
twilight, are circumstances perhaps opposed to * their
development; they would be suffocated by the luxuriant
vegetation of the forest. A few plants only of Vijao
(Heliconia Bijai) spring from the humid surface, and to
the benighted traveller are of the most essential service,
as forming a useful material to cover his temporary
44 rancho," the construction of which would be otherwise
a matter of difficulty. Nothing can be more impressive
than the silence that reigns throughout these vast pri-
maeval forests. I have, on several occasions, traversed a
space of 30 miles, in four successive days, without meeting
with a Ringle animated being—not even a bird. The
traveller's progress is indeed remarkably slow ; not so
much owing to the miry state of the ground as to the
vast number of fallen trees he is compelled to climb over.
At the same time he must be careful not to lose the
path, the slightest deviation from which might be attended
with serious consequences, in a country where it is hardly
possible to procure a glimpse of the sun or stars. At
night he is frequently startled by the crash of falling
trees, which may, perhaps, have existed for centuries, but
are finally prostrated by the hand of time.—Jameson, in
Hooker 9

s Journal of Botany.

Theorie der Gartneret, von John Lindley. (Lindley's
Theory of Horticulture.) 8vo. Vienna. 1842.

{Concluded from page 847.)
Page 147.—From the observations in the text it would

appear that the surface of the glass in the plant-houses of
England is not usually covered in winter ; and hence we
may see how great a difference there is between the
climate there and with us, as well as an explanation of the
difference between the cultivation of the English and
our own.

Page 148.—We cannot let pass this opportunity of re-
marking on the injury to which plants are exposed by the
practice of heating houses to a high temperature during
the night. There is not a more unnatural practice in all

Horticulture than this. To maintain a temperature during
the night as great as that which prevails in the day is

perfect madness, and shows the greatest ignorance^of the
life of vegetables. During a great degree of cold, it is

much better to increase the temperature of the house
during the day, whilst the light is upon it, than to increase
it at night.

Page 151.—Plants also during growth require carbonic
acid as well as moisture, and it is through the medium of
damp atmosphere that they are enabled, by means of their

leaves and green parts, to appropriate this gas.

Page 152.—Every gardener will find it of the greatest

use accurately to study the peculiarities of the locality in

which he cultivates his plants. Every glass-house pos-
sesses some important differences in relation to moisture,

dryness, and heat. These differences should be studied in

relation to the requirements of the various species which
are cultivated.

Page 153.— It seems that there is something like the
mania for ventilating plants in England, to which gar-

deners in this country attach so much importance. Although
these good people very often meet with accidents from
such a practice, yet they still continue to repeat their

error ; they seek an explanation of the injurious results,

not in the draught of air carrying away the moisture, not
iu the meeting of two currents of air of very different tem-
perature, but they ascribe it to the locality, to the

weather, to anything but the current of air, which they
say is necessary for the plants ; and many of them do not
know at all that a current of air is in the highest degree
injurious for many plants.

Page 156.—A small quantity of ammoniacal vapour in
the atmosphere does not act injuriously on plants.

Page 156.

—

M We can bear testimony to the injurious-

ness of the presence of certain kinds of gas upon plants.

We have seen a considerable number of flower-buds drop
off in consequence of the gases given off from hot-air

pipes. We cannot insist too strongly on these pipes

being kept perfectly clean, they should be washed
over at least once a year with white-wash, and this is

more especially needed in houses where Camellias are

grown."
Page 158.—" It is very true that Fungi will live best in

a damp atmosphere with a low temperature. But they
are only produced when portions of decomposing organic
matter, either animal or vegetable, or even inorganic sub-

stances, are allowed to accumulate upon the leaves and
other parts of the plants* When plants are kept quite

free from such matters, and no dead or dying parts are
allowed to remain upon them, they will always remain
free from the attacks of Fungi. Hundred-fold experiments
have taught us this, and we are of opinion that it is much
better to seek the cause from whence an evil springs than
to seek to attempt to remove the evil when it has occurred.
But when plants are affected with mould, the thick leathery
ones should be washed and dried between folds of linen,
and the soft and hairy ones should be strewed with pow-
dered chalk (Kreide), and in this way its progress will be
stopped."

Page 164—There are seeds among the Cerealia which
require only the jfa of their weight of water to cause
them to germinate.

rage 1GG.—Tn a great number of seeds, we may see by
their weight that when sown under natural circumstances,
they can only have a small covering of earth over them.
In other seeds again their form prevents them when they
drop naturally from their parent plant, from sinking deep
into the ground. Seeds are very often covered naturally
with the leaves which fall in autumn, and which by the
time germination takes place are formed into humus, thus
affording the young plant an abundant supply of carbonic
acid, and the peculiar salts which it requires for its growth.
We believe that seeds require to be buried less deep in
the ground, in proportion to the near approach of the time
at which they begin to germinate.

Page 170.— If any one casts a glance at the elements of
the seeds of leguminous plants, it will be at once evident
how it is that they can bear so high a degree of moist
heat, whilst other seeds would have their vitality entirely
destroyed by a temperature like that of boiling water.

Page 170.—The seeds of the Phytolacca decandra, as
well as those of the Raspberry, have been known to ger-
minate after being exposed to the heat of boiling syrup.

Page 171.—Seeds which possess resinous and viscous
coverings prevent the access of the air and water to their
interior, and as it is by these agents that oxygen is intro-
duced to the carbon of which seeds are principally com-
posed, such seeds do not so easily permit of the formation
of carbonic acid.

Page 174.—It is well known that the seeds of Roses
have the peculiarity of laying a long time in the soil
before they germinate, and in Botanical works they are
described as the last to germinate. It is a curious fact
that, if these seeds be allowed to remain on the tree till

they have experienced a temperature below the freezing
point, they will produce twice and three times the quan-
tity of young plants they would have done, had they been
gathered before the frost.

Page 176.—The failure of the seeds of cultivated plants
may also be ascribed to other causes besides that here
mentioned. In a state of nature a plant ceases to exist
when all the circumstances are not present which are
essential to its existence and reproduction. Cultivated
plants suffer generally from the attention of the cultivator,
and they are only supplied with the kind of soil which
enables them to put forth green parts and leaves, which is

looked upon as the normal condition of the plant, and
from this cause seeds are not unfrequently imperfectly
developed. Again, cuttings of plants are cultivated and
only placed in a soil in which they will readily root, and
although they grow up and produce no seeds, inquiry is

not made as to the reason. The fact is, plants require
particular kinds of ingredients in the soil with which to
perfect their seeds ; and unless these matters are present,
the seeds are not matured, and this is undoubtedly the
reason why cultivated plants do not oftener bear fertile

seeds.

Page 206.—Cuttings of the roots of Berberis aquifolium,
all Pelargoniums, and the Monsonia, will propagate the
plant with great certainty, provided those portions are se-
lected which contain upon them adventitious buds.

> Page 206.—We have seen a Cerasus Lauro-cerasus,
whose branches grew in the direction of a damp wall, put
forth roots in the air. This also frequently occurs in all

the shrubby Calceolarias, and many other plants, where
they are grown in a damp atmosphere, but only on those
branches which are not fully exposed to the day-light.

221.—The earth in which we usually plant cuttings
cannot be said to be inorganic, as it not only consists of
inorganic elements, but also of elements arising from the
presence of organic matter.

Page 222.—We have grafted the flower-buds and often
the branches with half ripe fruits of the Rose, witk
perfect success. Herr Foordy, of Mahran, cultivates
small Rhododendrons, not more than six inches high by
planting branches, promising flower-buds, in little pots.

Pages 227.—It is too true that the common crown-
grafting is still in use on the Continent. Yet there are
many other good methods adopted, some of which sur-
pass the whip-grafting ; and there is now generally a neat-
ness in these operations in German gardens, that was
formerly entirely unknown.

Page 234.—In the year 1841, an experiment was per-
formed under the direction of the Royal Horticultural
Society of Berlin, in which a branch of the Cosmea bipin-
nata was grafted upon the root of a Dahlia, and it not
only grew well, but it also brought forth blossoms and
ripe seed.

Page 246.—One of the cheapest kinds of grafting clay
consists of three parts of common clay, two parts of cow-
dung, and one of barley beards (Gerstenkranen), which
must be thoroughly well kneeded together.

Page 251.—In the case of the Camellia branch placed
in water, the water is only a means of maintaining the
existence of the plant, and not a means of nourishing the
plant in the same manner as it would be if the roots were
placed in natural circumstances. How long plants would
vegetate, and how much they would grow on water alone,

need hardly be brought to any one's recollection,
4

Page 269.—The planting trees against a wall is an
operation requiring great care, and the circumstances of
climate, &c. should be taken into consideration. There
is frequently a very barbarous practice adopted in our
gardens; the trees are planted so close to the walls that
the roots can obtain only half the nutriment they ought."
Such a position can only be remedied by planting the trees
further from the wall, and not allowing the roots to pene-
trate the earth parallel with the stem.

THE NATURALIST'S CORNER.
(Continuedfrom page 880.)

70. Pleasures and Advantages of Rural Labour.
The ancient Romans were greatly addicted to husbandry,
and are known to have held that art in the greatest esteem.
Cato mentions, as an instance of this, that they thought
they could not bestow a greater praise on any good man,
than by calling him a good husbandman. Cicero, in his
oration for Sextus Roscius, observes that their ancestors,
by diligently following Agriculture, brought the common-
wealth to the flourishing condition in which it then was.
Columella observes that Quintius Cincinnatus, who was
called from the plough to the dictatorship, laid down his
ensigns of authority with greater joy than he took them
up, and returned to his bullocks and little hereditary farm
of four acres ; that C. Fabriciusand Curius Dentatus—of
whom one had driven Pyrrhus out of Italy and the other
had subdued the Sabines—cultivated the seven acres which
they shared with the rest of the people, with a diligence
equal to the valour by which they had obtained them ;
that the true offspring of Romulus were hardened by rural
labour, to bear the fatigues of war when their country
called for their aid ; and that they chose their soldiers out
of the country rather than out of the city. Pliny observes
that Italy produced a greater quantity of corn in former
ages, which he ascribes to the land being cultivated by the
hand of generals, and of ploughmen who had triumphed.

71. A true Epicure.—No man's memory has been more
traduced than that of Epicurus. He has been repre-
sented as a person wholly given up to luxury and intem-
perance. His name is become a proverb, to express a
voluptuous person, whose whole pleasure was in eating and
drinking. And yet it is certain that he was a great
pattern of temperance, and recommended it to his fol-
lowers. Epicurus himself, in his epistle to Menosceus,
says, that when he speaks of pleasure, he does not mean
the pleasures of the voluptuous and intemperate, as some
have misinterpreted him ; but tranquillity of mind, and a
body void of pain. Hear what the poet Cowley calls being
a true epicure :—
" When Epicurus to the world had taught,

That pleasure was the chiefest good—
And was perhaps i' th' right, if rightly understood—

His life he to his doctrine brought.
And in a garden's shade that sovereign pleasure sought

;

Whoever a true epicure would be,
May there find cheap and virtuous luxurie."

72. Wise Saying.—You may admire, says the Latian
poet, the splendour of a large vineyard, but you had better
cultivate a small one :

—

1
— " laudato ingentia rura,

Exiguum colito."

The labour of cultivating Vines is so great, that the
master cannot extend his care over a very large spot of
ground. Columella relates a story from Gnecinus, in
confirmation of this. A man had two daughters, and a
large vineyard, of which he gave a third part with the
eldest daughter in marriage ; and yet he gathered as much
fruit as he did before. Afterwards he married the younger
daughter, with another third for her portion ; and still he
found that his remaining third part produced as much as
the whole had done, which could arise from no other cause
than that he was able to cultivate a third part better than
the whole vineyard before it was divided. The same
author mentions this precept of the poet with great com-
mendation, and says it was taken from a saying of one of
the seven wise men, and that it was a proverb of the Car-
thaginians, that "a field ought to be weaker than the
husbandman."

CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS for the ensuing week.
Having now " rounded the revolving year," and brought the

third annual series of these weekly Calendars to a close, I beg to
thank those Correspondents who assisted me with their letters.
If I had to do the Calendar over again I might keep more to the
point, but J could not write it more earnestly or perhaps make it
more generally useful—hence the advantage of changing the
writers annually. The change I have taken the liberty of making
in the introductions to the Calendar will enable the reader to take
a part in the discussions of the day, if he is so inclined, and thus
render more interesting a naturally dry subject. Another advan-
tage which arises from this plan, is, that young gardeners on
their first attempts at writing are often afraid to send their letters.
to literary men, but will do so with confidence to a gardener. I
have made use of many letters of this kind during the season:
and gardeners sometimes would wish to say a word or two on the
topic of the day, but will not do so, because they think short
communications give more trouble than the matter is worth. I
had many useful hints from this source, and I think the subject
is worth following out. The only apology I shall give for these
remarks, is, that I was among the first gardeners who urged the
proprietors to establish a respectable weekly journal, at a time
when our garden literature was a disgrace to us as a body, espe-
cially in the eyes of foreigners. In reply to the difficulties and
dangers pointed out to me in the way of establishing such a
work, I said that if you do but stem the flood of personal discus-
sion, founded on mere abuse, thus held out to the young
gardener as a sine qua non in his writings, depend upon it the
great bulk of the gardening world will go along with you; and
the sequel proved more than I anticipated, 1 have to thank
more than one friend for a copy of an obscure low publication,
in which a writer not favourable to the interest of gardeners is
vainly endeavouring to injure the stability of the Gardeners'
Benevolent Institution, by attempts at sowing discord among
the more zealous of its advocates; but there is not the slightest
cause for apprehension from this proceeding. The Committee of
1839, consisting of the principal London nurserymen and garden-*
ers, placed this Institution on a firm basis by expelling improper
persons, and effectually closing up the avenues against them.—
See the Report of the Proceedings of the London Floricultural
Society ia lastweek's Chronicle*—The most respectable gardeners
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in the country have subscribed to the Institution since then, and
many valuable contributions have been sent by some of the great

patrons of gardening. This has enabled the Committee to place

some more pensioners on their list this season.

I.—KITCHEN-GARDEN AND ORCHARD;
In-door Department.

Pinery.—If the bottom-heat does not fall below 80° at the

bottom of the pots when a little more additional tan would be

necessary to revive it, the usual routine of air, little water, and a

loolc out after drips is all that is necessary. A friend of mine
bought " from 30 to 40 good Pine-apples " last August in Penang,

all for 2s., and he says that this island and the opposite Malay
Peninsula are better supplied with the finer tropical fruits than

anv part in the world.

Vinery.—The late fine weather has been much in favour of

early forced Vines, as very little fire has been necessary. But if

it should suddenly change to frost the fires must be increased •

this may perhaps cause the top eyes to break too soon, or before

those lower down are ready to follow them ;
and it is therefore a

good plan to bend down the shoots horizontally, and to set their

points near the glass: this will lender the growth more uni-

form, which should never be lost sight of in early forcing.

Peach-house.—A steady low temperature of from 45° to 50°,

and a moist atmosphere, are the chief points now to be at-

tended to.

Cucumbers.~I am sorry I cannot oblige some correspondents

who ask for seeds of our fancy varieties. When I get a good ser-

viceable sort I prefer continuing it by cuttings or layers ; and as

these fancy sorts are often seen to degenerate from seeds, why
should dealers not increase them by cuttings, and sell young
plants instead of seeds ?

Out-door Department.
The " Knave of Spades" manages his Strawberry pots better

than his shrubbery borders, and his communication reminds me
that I am indebted to another gardener for his wayof protecting

Strawberries in pots from frost. My friend lays down a row of

pots on their sides, with a stake fixed in the border at each end
of the row; the next row is placed in a contrary direction,

leaving the pots " bottom to bottom ;" two more stakes are used,

as before ; the vacancies among the pots are then filled up with

soil, &c, and other rows are continued in the same way until

all the pots are up; the stakes arc strong enough to keep the

pots up, and the whole operation is afterwards managed as by

the " Knave of Spades." The weather has been so unusually

fine lately that out-door operations are more forward now than

I can remember for many years. Without tasking the reader's

patience too much with a repetition of my last Calendar, let us

hasten to see if all the plants are in a right condition in the

stove, &c.
II.—FLOWER-GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

In-door Department.
Stove.—More than one correspondent is " desirous to know

what the new stove climber is I lately mentioned." It is a Big-

nonia, with long, drooping racemes, and keeps in bloom more
than two mouths, and may perhaps do so longer when the plant

gets older. Also " What is that Amherstia nobiiis, which papers tell

us cost the Duke of Devonshire so much money ?" Dr. Walhch,
who named it after the Countess Amherst, says it is a stately

tree, " not surpassed in magnificence and elegance in any part of

the world ;" and Dr. Royle says it is " the most splendid^of the

many magnificent objects in the vegetable kingdom.' The
plant of it at Chatsworth was brought over by Mr. Gibson, and
is the only one in Europe; the flowers are el the Cassia section

of the Leguminosse, are large, of a vermilion colour, and pro-

duced on pendulous racemes. It is propagated possibly by

grafting the tops of the ripened shoots on pieces of its own roots.

Conservatory.—Little air need be given now to this house,

as the forced flowers are brought in. J was asked this curious

question lately—" How would it answer to keep a greenhouse

closely shut up all winter, like a Ward's case? " Perhaps just

as well, if not better for many plants, than the present mode;
you had better try the experiment. The Echites aplendens,

which we suppose will do in a warm conservatory, is now
ofTered for sale in some of the principal nurseries. I have seen

blossoms of it, and a lovely plant it is.

Pits and Frames.—We have this week taken up a few dozens

of the young Heaths from the open border ; they carried large

balls of earth, and we stored them, without pots, into a cold pit,

filling in between the balls with peat. They will remain here

until next April, when they will be moved to the flower-garden.

Young plants of the different Chinese Azaleas, treated m this

way, will soon make fine specimens.
,

In conclusion, there is a letter addressed "A. B. C. in the

Plymouth Post-office, for a correspondent who wrote about

heating a stove heath house, and one more division, but I could

not decipher his address.- D.Beaton, Shrubland Park Gardens,

Ipswich.

, 1 State of the'Weather near London for the week ending Dec. 28, 1843, as [

observed at the Horticultural Garden, ChiswicK.

Dec
Friday £2
Saturday"^ 23
Sunday 24
Monday 25
Tuesday 20
"Wednesday 27
Thursday 28

Baromktkr.
j

Thsrmomrtkr. Wind. Rain,

Max.
30.400
30.364

30.483
30.466
30 370
30.438
30.498

Min.
30.306
30.355
30.416
30.396
30.336

30.412
30.476

Max.
62

56
65
52
46
45
49

Min.
42
48
46
35
41

33
42

mean.
47.0
52.0

50.5
43,5

43.5

39
45.5

S.

s.w.
S.VV.
s.

S.E.
AV.
W.

.01

.01

•03 _

Average 30.431 30.385 50.7 41.0 45.8 .05

Dec. 22, Very fine; thickly overcast; cloudy-

izv at ni_
drizzly.

ie evening, and again

28. Cloudy and fine; hazy; densely over«ast.
*a. xsivy^ ttfmperature of the week 7° above tne average.

Sttte of the Weather at Chiswick during the last 17—18 years, for the ensuing
Week ending January 6, 1844.

Prevailing Winds.

Dec.' I

'and Jan.
Aver.
Highest
Temp.

Sun.
Mon.
Tnes.
Wed.
Thurs.
Pri.

Sat.

31

1

2
3

4
5
6

44.0
43.2

42.0

42.2
4o-7

39.6

89 6

Aver.
Lowest
Temp.

30.9
31.0

31.0

30.0
31.5

31.0

29.4

Mean
Temp

37.4
37.1

36.5

36.1

^36.1

35.3

34.5

No. of

Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
quantity

h
of Rain, £*

4
6
7
9
4

5

7

0.24 in.

070
0.21

0.30
0.35
0.06

0.33

3
1

1

13
6
"1

z

3
1

1

1

3
1

4

«

l

11

3
3|-

2
4

2

4
3
3
4
4
4
4

&

4

3
3
S
1

1

v

$

2
3
?4
4
12
1

The hiehest temperature occurred on the 31st, 1834, and 6th, 1839—thermo-

meter 53« ; and the lowestonthe 3d. 1827. and 1st. 1837-thermometer 12=>.

REPORT ON COVENT-GARDEN MARKET,
For the Week ending Dec. 29.

From the unusual mildness of the weather at this season the

market has been well supplied during the week with vegetables

ofalmost every kind. Fruit has also been sufficient to meet the

demand, and is, generally speaking, of good quality. Pme-apples,

although small, are good in quality, and plentiful. Grapes are

ofTered at nearly the same prices as last week. Among Apples

we noticed a few good specimens of Nonpareils, Court of Wick,

Golden Pippin, and the American Newtown Pippin. Pears are

good and sufficient to meet the demand ; they consist of the same

kinds as were lately mentioned in our report, with the addition

of a few good specimens of Ne plus Meuris, which have been

brought to the market during the week. Oranges are plentiful.

Lemons are selling at from Is. to 2s. per dozen. Among vegeta-

bles Broccoli has rather advanced in price since our last report

;

it is offered at from Qd. to 4s. per bundle. Cabbages are good and

plentiful, and Brussei Sprouts are sufficient to meet the demand,

but are rather small. Seakale is offered at from is. to 3s. per pun-
net, and is good and plentiful. Cauliflowers have advanced a

little in price during the week. Rhubarb is selling at from Is. to

is. Qd. per bundle. Asparagus is offered at from 2s. to 8s. per

100. Parsley and Endive have been on demand during the week,
and have advanced a little in price. Shallots are sufficient for

the demand, and are selling at nearly the same prices as last

week. Cut Flowers chiefly consist of Erica hyemalis and gracilis,

Lechenaultiaformosa, Poinciana pulcherrima, Bignonia venusta,

Cypripedium insigne, Euphorbia jacquiniflora, Pelargoniums,

Verbenas, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, Camellias, and Roses.
PRICES, Friday, Dec 29, 1843—FRUITS :—

Pine Apple, per lb., 4j to 7*
Grapes, hothouse, per lb.. 3s to 7*

„ Portugal, per lb. U to 2s

Apples, dessert, p. bush. 4s to 10«

„ Kitchen, p bus. 8* to lis

Pears, p^r half-sieve, 3* to 10a

Oranges, per doyen, ltd to 2*;— per 100,4* to 12*
Lemons, per doz. 1* to 2s ':

— per 100,5*to 12*

Pomegranates, per doz., 3* to 6*

Green Capsicums, per 100,1* to 2*

VEGETABLES.
Rhubarb, per bundle, 1* to 1* 6d Garlic, perlb. Gd to fid

Broccoli, per bundle, 9d to 4s
Brussels' Sprouts, per hf.-sv., 1* to 2s
Cabbages, per doz., 6d to 1*

Asparagus, per 100. 2* to 8*
Seakale, per punnet, 1* to 3*
French Beans, 3* to 4s per 100
Autumn Potatoes, 3d to Gd per lb.

Savoys, per doz. Gd to 1* Gd
Greens, per doz. 2* to As
Cauliflowers, per dozen, 2* to Gt
Potatoes, per ton, 40* to 80*— per cwt., 2* to 4* 6d
— perbushel, \sGd to2sGd— Kidney, p. bush., 2* to 2* 6<Z

Tuinips,per doz. bunches, 1* 6d to 2s 6d
Red Beet, per dozen, 6d to 1*
Horse Radish,perbundle, 1* to'5# 2m &'

Radish, spring, p. doz. hands, 1*
Carrots, p. doz. bun., 2s Gd to 5*
Spinach, per sieve, 9d to U;
Leeks, per doz. bun., Qd 1* Gd

Red Capsicums, 4s to 8*
Almonds, per peck, 6*
Sweet Almonds, per lb; 2s Gd to 3s
Nuts, Spanish, oer bushel, 16*

— Brazil I6j— Hazel jS. to 4s
— Barcei«...a. 20* to 22*— Cob, per 100 lbs., 60* to 65*

Chesnuts, per peck, 4* to 8*
Filberts, English, plOOlbs., 60* to 65*
Barberries, per hf.-sv., 3* to 4*
Tomatoes, per punnet, 1* to 1* Gd

Onions, Spring p. doz. bch., 3* to 4*

— Large, per bushel, 2* to 3*

— Spanish, per doz., 1* Gd to 4*
— pickling, p/hf.-sv.,3* Gd to 4* Gd

Shallots, per lb., Gd to 9d&
Chilis, per 100, l*to 2*
Lettuce, Cabb., p. score, Gd to 1#
— Cos, per score, Gd to 1*

Celery, per bun., Gd to 2*
Mushrooms, per pottle. 8d to 1* 3d
Wallnuts, per bushel, shelled, 12* to 16*
Small Salads, per punnet, 2d to 3d
Watercress, per doz. sm. bun. 3d to Gd
Parsley, per doz.bunches, 2*|to 4*
Tarragon, per bun. 2d to 3d
Endive, per score, 9rf to 2*
Mint, per doz. bunches,"l* to 2*
Marjoram, green, p. doz.bun. Is6d to 2*
Chervil, per punnet, 2d to 3rf

Salsafy, per bundle, 1* to 1* 6d
Scorzonera, per bundle, 1* Gd £

JVotwett to Correspo7tdeiits»
Mr. PAXTON'S COTTAGER'S CALENDAR.—At the earnest

solicitation of many of our Subscribers, we have determined on
again reprinting Mr. Paxton's " Cottager's Calendar," in the fornx
of a small volume, for general distribution, price 3d. each copy.
It may be ordered of all booksellers. Gentlemen wishing to dis-

tribute copies among their cottage tenantry, may have them deli-

vered in any part of London, by remitting a post-office order to
this office, at the rate of 5s. for every 25 copies.

Communications from the following Correspondents are in
type, and are only waiting till room can be found for them :—
G. Fleming, J. L., Peter Mackenzie, and Tyro.

Beech Trk us.— Cathrick.—This tree retains its leaves when
dead, because they are killed by frost before their growth is

completed, and therefore the usual separation between them
and the twigs does not take place. You will not find the leaves
hanging on strong well-ripened wood, but only on the weak
spray.

Books.—Stephen Bell.—Tor Vine cultivation in the open air we
recommend Hoare's Treatise—for forcing, that of Roberts.
Viola.—The cheap edition of " English Botany M and " Baxter's
British Flowering Plants." Die Kleine must go to others
for information about casting on and casting off, pearling,
ribbing, and ribstitching. We never knitted anything in our
Jives—except our brows, when we read her questions. How-
ever, we will not be uncivil, but refer her for the mysteries of
the noble art of knitting brioches, muffatees, and all the nice
warm things for which Berlin wool was invented, to Miss
Lambert's famous knitting-book, which she may buy for is. 6d.

Cacti.—Milton,—Ceveus speciosissimus will do well on the one-
shift system; only give it a little bottom-heat, and pot it in
coarse loamy turf, with one-third charcoal.

Charcoal.—A Forcer,—Mix it, in coarse fragments, with your
soil, to the extent of one-third; and use larger pieces for
drainage. No proportions can be given for a hothouse without
knowing all particulars. Let the roof form an angle of 40°
or 45°.

Cucumbers.—J. W. M.—If your Cucumbers are, as we presume
from your statement, three feet from the glass, that will no
doubt have an injurious effect on the plants, and in part account
for the failure. The pit also being heated by a plain brick-
flue, will not be very favourable to them, if they are not well
attended to in other respects; and it is probable the disease
may have arisen from one or both these causes

; at all events
we would advise you to raise your plants nearer the glass if
possible, and by good treatment in other respects, they may,
perhaps, do better. %

Gardens in Towns.—S. S. C—You will find your case gone
into very fully in several articles in the year 1841, beginning at
p. 499. We will advert to your note when the year is turned.

Heating.—Dcvoniensis.—It is very difficult to advise you, in the
absence of a planj but as far as we can understand your
description, it appears to us that your gutter may be taken
cither from the boiler or iron tank, and perhaps the latter
would be most convenient. Wood is a good material enough,
if you are not anxious for long durability. A foot wide is
enough, two feet are better. Your proposed stage is very
good. Cannot you manage to make some part of your appa-
ratus warm the water with which your Orchidacess are to be
watered ; that is most important. A Subscriber.—The lartrer
the body of heated water in a house the longer the heat will be
retained. If, therefore, the four-inch pipes you now have are
exchanged for an iron tank you will gain that object. But for
so small a house as yours a couple of iron pipes ought to be
ample. Probably your boiler is in fault. Before advising you
further it will be better to send a plan of the house and heating
apnaratus.

HOMOO ses.—Ignoramus.—It is of no great consequence whether
the stove faces S.E. or S.W. Backsashes are always desirable.
Why can't you make the house with a roof sloping both ways ?

It is a thousand times better than the bad and ugly leantos.
Certainly it is desirable by means of a hard bottom or some
such plan to prevent Vines rooting too deep.

Insects.—IF.—Against Red Spider use flowers of sulphur and
lime; against Aphides a good syringing or washing with gas
water. A Subscriber's insect which caused so much alarm
cannot sting, and would not bite unprovoked. It is the Sta-
phylinus pubescens,arui is related to the Devil's Coach-horses,
figured and described last year in the Gardeners 9 Chronicle,

p. 740.. R. Mr. Curtis begs to thank Mr. J. Bransby, of
Lynn, for the ample supply of Calandra granaria, which arrived
safe.

Mahogany.—Mary.—This wood is said to have been introduced
to use in 1724.

Manures.—An Original Subscriber.—The description you give
of your soil is not sufficiently particular to guide us in recom-
mending the application of manure; but on a clay soil, " such
as tiles are made of," 4 * pure lime " (after the rate of 200
bushels per acre) would act more beneficially than "blue
marl," and would probably be equally permanent in its

effects. J. C
Mr. Torbron's Pine-book (Reviewed at p. 824).—Although we
cannot for one moment admit any right on the part of persons
who become authors to claim permission to answer the
observations that may be made on their works

; yet as Mr.
Torbron is very anxious to give some explanation of the
history of his book we are unwilling to refuse him permission

j

to do so, irregular as it is. The following, then, is the sub-
stance of a long letter which we have received from him :

—

" I wish to stand right with the public. But what new views
are heaven knows, and the allusioa of two columns for a

farthing appears to me altogether irrevelent : a Gooseberry
Treatise at 4d. might obviously pay better than a Guinea one
on the Pine Apple. But what I trust you will do in justice to
me is to peruse all that has been published in this country
relative to the culture of the Pine Apple and compare all the
details with mine say from page 11 to 17 and I think you will
arrive at a verry different conclusion from what you have
recorded in finding that my details are most essential to be
given. I had long: seen that nothing like system effectively
had been published either individually or collectively by the
various authors. And I have made it my study in services
wether I was growing for the supply of my employers or my
own experiments to arrive at something conclusive on the
subject so that I might be enabled to publish or give instruc-
tions as the case might be. I said little about the cultivation
with leaves or fermenting materials from the stables &c.
because in tho&e things circumstances are the chief guide. An
illness prevented me (my Doctor advising a change of" air)
from carrying out Mr. Knight's design for the culture of the
Pine Apple without fermenting materials or I have every
reason to think it would have been done effectively from my
own experiments since made and I regret it on his account as
well as my own as Mr. Knight conceded to me in conservation
that my mode of ventilation was the best. Some of my sub-
scribers had become impatient for the pamphlet, and I had to
traverse roads from all points 20 and 30 miles from London
first for obtaining subscribers and then delivering them in
person over those bounds by moonlight or any way alone
dismal roads." s

Names of Fruit.— W. B. Z.Y. — Your Pear is the Beurr6
D'Yelle, different from Beurrd Diel. || Anonymous.— Un
known; sweet without briskness, therefore unfit for either
table or kitchen use.

Names op Plants.— Holcus.— Nidularia striata, a kind of
Fungus; the lens-like bodies are what it is multiplied by.
J. Rap.—It is useless to send such fragments. No one" can
name them. Thunbergia coccinea is right. B. E.—i No
flower; 2, Malpighia glabra; 3, Goldfussia anisophylla!
Derwenfs leaf is not recognised. A Rector.—Catasetum
cornutum. Capt. IF.—Your Adenocarpus is Genista lini-
folia.

Pansies.—R. H. C. begs that Mr. J. Ritson will have the good-
ness to state what quantity of Potter's Guano he uses and
what soil he considers best for the Pansy.

Pears.—Non sum qualis eram.—The following are six varieties
from amongst which you may select one for planting against
a lofty gable facing the south :— Glout Morceau, ripens Nov
Jan.; Passe Colmar, Dec, Jan. ; Beurre Ranee, March, May-
Winter Nelis, Dec, Jan.; Hacon's Incomparable, Nov. Easter
Beurre% Jan., March. The above, or whichever of them may
be selected, should be on Pear stocks, because the surface of
wall to be covered is of large extent. You will find them
described in the " Guide to the Orchard." || J. B. M. H.—Two varieties to come in before the Jargonelle may be the
Muscat Robert, and Citron desCarmes.y

Potatoks.—Jg-noramws.—Road-dust, and lime in moderate quan-
tity, will be properly applied, as you propose, between the rows
of trees in your orchard, in order to improve the quality of
Potatoes you there intend to cultivate. The reason of their
being more watery this season than formerly may be partly
ascribed to the wet and cold summer, and partly to successive
planting in the same spot. If you must again do so, endeavour
to procure sets from a different soil ; plant shallow, and this
renders it necessary that the rows be widely apart, in order to
admit of plentiful earthing up. Your present stock of Potatoes
will be meliorated by exposure to dry air, but not to light
it should be always borne in mind, for, most undoubtedly, expo-
sure to light renders the tubers unwholesome.

||

Pinb Trees.—Eboracensis.—Vmns excelsa grows very fast andwill probably justify its name ; but the specimens are yet vervyoung. The fastest-growing Pine is P. Laricio, and next toit r. macrocarpa.
Pinnatkd Bbrbbrries.—Cap*. W.—Sow their seed when ripe

in pans of peat and loam, and keep them in a frame where thev
will be preserved from dryness. They will sometimes not comeup till the second year; and in all probability there will be asecond crop, at all events.

Seeds.—Proteus must sow his seeds in February, in a hotbedNone are annuals
; some may flower in two years, but probablyfew will do so in Jess than three. They are tolerably eood

things—of course greenhouse plants.
Soot.—Constant Reader.—Apply it now. You are quite right
South London Floricui-tural Societv.—We have received a

letter from Mr. John Dickson, begging us to contradict the
statement made in our last week's Chronicle, that a cup offered
by him for Picotees was rejected unanimously by this Society,He says that no vote upon the subject was put, and that he
withdrew his cup voluntarily. We can only say that the report
was furnished by a person who was present ; and that if the
Society was not unanimous upon the occasion, it ought tohave been so, upon Mr. John Dickson's own shewing.

Thistles.—Arm. Fit.—There is no known means of destroying
Thistles except rooting them up, or continually destroying their
leaves. Either the seeds were left in the ground when it was
drained, &c, or, which is very probable, your neighbours have
made you a present of them. If you cannot root them up you
must persevere in destroying the foliage. Try a small patca
with undiluted gas-water, applied with a watering-pot, as soon
as the scythe has passed over the lawn. It will not kill the
Grass, but it may destroy the Thistles; we will not, howsver
answer for it. *

Miscellaneous.—Radix.— The Pancratiums are both hardv
and will grow in any warm, dry, light border. Amaryllis long-i
folia likes wet, but is hardy when it is sheltered a little
Marianthus casruleo-punctatus is a greenhouse plant, requir*
ing no particular attention except for ventilation in winter"
Manettia bicolor is a stove climber, or rather trailer. Brideesia
spicata is a greenhouse shrub, concerning whose treatment
we have no information. A Young Gardiner.— If you are a
gardener, and want such information as you ask for, you have
still a great deal to learn. The question, moreover in theway it is put, is so loose that nobody can answer it in less than
a page. Read our previous columns, and you will find all vou
want, or nearly so. C. A. L.—A paper on the management
of Campanula pyramidalis will be given in our columns soonGuano may be applied to grass-land at the rate of ahnu^
4 cwt. to an acre. % J. S. C-Working plans shall be sent
as soon as they can be prepared. 6\ R.—We have not a
complete set of this year's Numbers, but vou can have thpvolume with Index in a week, price 29s. Hotspur.—Steoha
notus flonbundus is a very handsome white, flowered stovechmber, of the Asclepiadaceous order. H.B. may obtain
stocks for fruit-trees in the nearest good nursery t AConstant Reader.—Your Cineraria leaf is infested with a species
of Uredo; but how to get rid of it we cannot say. A Con-
stant Reader.-lhQ Jerusalem Artichoke, is a native of Braziland appears to have been introduced inthe?year 1617 One
shilling will be given for No. 49 of the present year j?
i/.-There is very little chance ofyour proc uring the Number!

NEWS OFTHFWEEK.
By an intermediate Overland Mail we have news from

Calcutta to the 1 9th ult. and from China to the 12th
Oct. The revolution in the Punjaub does not appear to
have been quite so sanguinary as was at first reported •

two of the Chiefs who were said to have been murdered
are still alive and wield joint sway at Lahore; but no
settled form of government tas yet been attempted, and
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the prospect of collecting a revenue for the payment of I traders, and operative deputations. His Royal Highness
-

- entertained the Earl and Countess of Shrewsbury at dinner

on Sunday, and attended mass at the Catholic chapel

on Christmas-day. On Tuesday he visited the Earl of

Shrewsbury at the Clarendon, and on Wednesday left

town by the Great-Western railway for the West of Eng-
'

land. His Royal Highness arrived at Bath in the even-

ing and visited the residence of Mr. Beckford and the

Lansdowne Tower. His Royal Highness subsequently

went to the New Park and then went over the different

public buildings. On Thursday morning the Prince

departed for Bristol and Clifton. From thence he will

proceed to Exeter and Chudleigh on a visit to Lord Clif-

ford of Ugbrook, and will afterwards visit Plymouth and

probably Wales. His Royal Highness is expected to

return to town in about a fortnight.

the troops is extremely uncertain. The Governor-General

has announced his intention to visit the north-western

provinces, but his future policy in regard to the disturbed

states is altogether unknown. It was rumoured that

Dost Mahommed had been murdered at Cabul by order

of the Khan of Bokhara, but there are no means at

present of ascertaining the truth of the report. In China

the trade has been regularly opened with the four new

ports, and with great success. Sickness still prevails to

an alarming extent at Hong Kong, and the official resi-

dents, as well as the troops, have suffered severely.

From France we have accounts of the opening of the

Chambers on Wednesday last by the King in person.

His Majesty and the Royal family were received with

every demonstration of loyalty by the Chambers, but the

people were kept at So great a distance from the Royal

carriages by the enormous number of troops which lined

the streets that they had no opportunity of evincing their

feelings. The Speech adverted with satisfaction to the

financial condition of the country, and to its pacific

and friendly relations with foreign Powers. It dwelt

with marked emphasis on the sincere friendship which

unites his Majesty to the Queen of Great Britain, and

to the cordial understanding existing between the two

Governments on the affairs of Spain and Greece. The

commercial relations of France with various countries, the

marriage of the Prince de Joinville, the progress of the

National Arms in Algeria, and the extension of railways

and other public works are next adverted to, and the

speech concludes with an expression of gratitude for the

state of honourable peace and of increasing prosperity

which the country enjoys.—From Spain we learn that the

Chambers have adopted the proposed address to the Queen

on the events of the 28th ult. and that S. Olozaga has

thought it necessary to consult his safety by flight.—From
the United States we have the President's Message on the

opening of Congress. In this document, which may be

regarded as the last official exposition of Mr. Tyler's

principles prior to his retiring from the Presidency, he

advises the occupation of the Oregon territory by military

posts, and the annexation of Texas to the Union. For

the terms in which he discusses these important points

we must refer our readers to the speech itself, premising

however that the views of the President are condemned by

many of the New York papers which have hitherto sup-

ported his own party, while those of opposite principles

attach but little importance to his opinions, and regard

him as the least influential personage whom the United

States have yet elevated to the position of Chief Magistrate.

Parliamentary Movements.—The local papers announce

that Mr. Ward and Mr. Parker the members for Sheffield,

who were expected to resign at the opening of Parliament,

have announced their intention to retain their seats.—It

is rumoured that Mr. Metcalf intends to resign the repre-

sentation of Tynemouth on the score of ill-health, and

that the Marquess of Douro will contest the county of

Roxburgh at the next vacancy in the Conservative interest.

— It is also announced that Col. Thompson will be a can-

didate for Sunderland on the Liberal interest, and that

Mr. J. J. Wright will be a candidate for the same borough

on the Conservative interest at the next vacancy.

The Church.—The Rev. Charles Kemble, Assistant-

Minister of Stockwell, is spoken of as the probable suc-

cessor of the Rev. Henry Melvill at Camden Chapel,

Camberwell, whose appointment to the Principalship of the

East India College at Haileybury we announced last week.

The Army.—It is rumoured in military circles that the

Colonelcy of the 1st Royals, vacant by the death of Lord

Lynedoch, will be given to General Sir George Murray
Master-General of the Ordnance.
Death of Sir Edward Brace.—The daily papers an-

nounce the death of Sir Edward Brace Commander-in-

Chief at Sheerness. Sir E. Brace was a vice-admiral of

the white and succeeded Sir H. Digby as commander-in-

chief at the Nore on the promotion of that officer in

honour of the birth of the Prince of Wales. The appoint-

ment which has become vacant by his decease is worth

2,555?. per annum with an official residence.

The National Society.—At a recent meeting of this

Society, it was resolved to accede to a proposal made by

Mr. Kay Shuttleworth and Mr. Tuifnell, to transfer the

Training Establishment at Battersea to the care of the

National Society, so that henceforth the charge of that

establishment will devolve upon that Society, to be con-

ducted according to its principles, and for the advance-

ment of its end and designs. The Training Establish-

ment at Battersea has been for some time under the

patronage of Prince Albert, who will continue patron of

the institution.

Coxjrt.—On Sunday her Majesty and Prince Albert,

attended divine service in the private chapel of the Palace.

On Christmas-day her Majesty and suite also attended
divine service in the private chapel. Her Majesty and
Prince Albert enjoyed their usual early walk in the pre-
cincts of the Castle; In the afternoon her Majesty and
his Royal Highness took an airing in a pony-phaeton, the
Prince driving. On Tuesday, in consequence of the un-
favourable state of the weather, neither her Majesty nor
the Royal Family left the Castle. Prince Albert went in

the morning to enjoy the sport of shooting in the Royal
preserves. On Wednesday morning the harriers belong-
ing to his Royal Highness met at Mr. Nash's, of Langley-
green. Her Majesty, attended by the Marchioness of

Douro, was present at the meet. Prince Albert, accom-
panied by the Duke of Wellington, was also present.

After good runs, the sport finished in the neighbourhood
of Horton. On Thursday the Queen and Prince took
their usual early walk, after which the Prince shot over
the Royal preserves. In the afternoon her Majesty took
an airing in a pony-phaeton. The Prince of Wales and
the Princesses are quite well, and have been taking their
usual airings during the week. It is expected that her
Majesty and Prince Albert will visit Claremont shortly
after New Year's-Day, where the Court will probably
remain for four or five days for the purpose of enabling
the Prince to enjoy the sport of shooting over the well-
stocked preserves of the King of the Belgians. The
rumour of her Majesty's intended visit to Warwick Castle
has been contradicted. The visitors to the Queen this
week have been Baron Brunow, the Russian Minister,
Count Nesselrode, the Duke of Wellington, Lord Bloom-
field, Lord Aberdeen, and the Bishop of London. The
Court went into mourning on Sunday for the ex-King of
Holland, to change the mourning to-morrow the 31st;
and go out of mourning on Thursday the 4th January.

The Due de Bordeaux.—-His Royal Highness quitted
Birmingham on the 22d inst., highly delighted with all

that he had seen of the interesting and instructive works
in that manufacturing town. The Prince then went by
the Birmingham railway to Tringand then travelled post
to Hartwell, which was once the abode of Louis XVIII.
On the evening of the 22d His Royal Highness continued
his tour by a visit to Oxford where he passed the night.
On the 23d His Royal Highness inspected the colleges
and public establishments, the museums, library, and col-
lections of art at that seat of learning. The Prince
reached Belgrave-square for dinner that evening. On his
arrival he found numerous additional arrivals from France
to render him homage. Upwards of 100 persons were
presented! among whom were several manufacturers*

^foreign.

France.—On Wednesday the French Chambers were

opened by *the King in person. No less than 20,000

troops were under arms. The whole way to the Cham-
ber was lined on either side by troops of the line and
National Guards, and the ground was kept clear by the

Municipal Guard, who mustered in considerable num-
bers. The public were kept even at a greater distance

than on previous occasions. Her Majesty, attended by
other members of the royal family, left the palace before

the King. During the whole line his Majesty was
received with warm demonstrations of loyalty from the

troops assembled ; the public were precluded from the

possibility of evincing their feelings from the great dis-

tance at which they were kept. On the arrival of the

Royal family being announced in the Chamber a deep
silence took place, which was only broken by loud cries

of " Vive la Reine !
" " Vive la Duchesse d' Orleans !

"
" Vive le Comte de Paris !

" as they severally took their

seats. The Queen looked uncommonly well and gratified

at the warmth of her reception. She led the Comte de
Paris forward to the front of the tribune, when a fresh

burst of acclamation arose. The Duchess of Orleans was
in mourning. His Majesty ascended the steps leading to

the royal seat with a firm trend. He was dressed in the
uniform of a colonel of the National Guards, and it was
the subject of general remark that he has rarely appeared in

more robust health. The moment his Majesty appeared on
the estrade, loud and prolonged cries of "Vive le Roi !"

arose. Hebowed repeatedly to the Chamber in acknowledg-
ment of his reception, and on proceeding to take his seat,

fresh bursts of acclamation were raised. The Due de
Nemours in a general's uniform took his seat on the
right of the King, the Due de Montpensier being next his

brother. The Prince de Joinville sat on the left and wore
a naval uniform. The King after a moment's pause sig-

nified to the Chamber to be seated, and then read the
following speech in a firm voice :—" Gentlemen of the
Chamber of Peers and Deputies,—The good harmony
between the powers of the state £and the loyal support you
have afforded to my Government have yielded their fruit.

Amidst the order maintained without effort and under the
sway of the laws France displays with confidence her
fertile activity. The situation of all classes of citizens is

improving and advancing. The effects of this prosperity
will enable us to restore between the expenses and the
revenue of the state, in the law of finance which will

be shortly presented to you, a justly desired equilibrium.
We can enjoy with security these blessings of peace, for it

never was better secured. Our relations with all Powers
are pacific and friendly. Serious events have occurred in

Spain and in Greece. Queen Isabella II. summoned so

young to the caregof state, is at this moment the object

of all my solicitude and of my most affectionate interest.

I hope that the issue of these events will be most favour-

able to two nations friendly to France, and that in

Greece as well as fn Spain monarchy will strengthen itself

by the mutual respect for the rights of the throne and the

public liberties. The sincere friendship which unites me
to the Queen of Great Britain, and the cordial under-

standing existing between my Government and hers, con-

firm me in that confidence. I have concluded with the

King of Sardinia and the Republics of the Equator and

Venezuela treaties of commerce, and I am pursuing with

other States in several parts of the world negotiations which

whilst maintaining our national labour in the security which

it is entitled to, will open new paths to its intelligence and
activity. I have the satisfaction of seeing the circle of

my family enlarged by the marriage of my son the Prince

de Joinville with the Princess Francesca, the sister of the

Emperor of Brazils and of the Queen of Portugal. This

union, by ensuring the happiness of my son, adds one

consolation more to those which God has reserved to me.
Our domination in Algeria will soon be universal and
tranquil. Under the command of experienced leaders,

among whom I am proud to reckon one of my sons, our

brave soldiers unite with admirable constancy the fatigues

of war and the labours of peace. The necessary measures
for the execution of the general system of railroads, and

for various enterprises of national utility will be sub-

mitted to your deliberations. A bill relative to secondary

instruction will satisfy the wish of the charter for the

freedom of instruction by maintaining the authority and
action of the state over public education. I behold,

Gentlemen, with deep gratitude to Providence the state

of honourable peace and of increasing prosperity which
our country enjoys. Always guided by our devotedness

and our fidelity to France, I and mine have never had
any other ambition than that of serving her well. It

is the assurance of accomplishing that duty which has

given me strength through the trials of my life, and which
will, to its end, be my consolation and my firmest sup-

port." The interruptions on particular passages were

exceedingly slight. A murmur arose at the phrase " justly

desired equilibrium." A louder sign of approval greeted

the passage alluding to the state of Spain, and the desire

that the monarchy of that country should gain strength.

The most marked approbation of the day was given to the

phrase relative to the friendship existing between his Ma-
jesty and the Queen of England ; but still nothing like

the warmth of enthusiasm could be observed. When
speaking of the marriage of the Prince de Joinville, the

King turned round towards his son and inclined slightly.

At the conclusion loud cheers and cries of "Vive le Roi"
arose from all parts of the Chamber. The King rose im-
mediately, and repeatedly acknowledged the manner in

which the Chambers greeted him. When the acclamations

which followed the reading of the royal speech had sub-
sided, M. Martin (du Nord) by the King's directions ad-

ministered the oath to the Prince de Joinville, as Peer of

France. His Royal Highness rose when the Minister had
concluded the words, and signified his assent by stretching

forth his hand towards the King, who bowed in return.

M. Duchatel then swore in about half a dozen mem-
bers who had been elected or re-elected since the last

session. M. Martin (du Nord), Minister of Justice,

then announced in the usual form, that the session

of the year 1843 was opened. The King and the

Princes then rose to retire, amidst fresh cries of " Vive

le Roi !"—The Government has commenced the threat-

ened campaign against the Legitimists by dismissing

several mayors of provincial towns, who have chosen to

brave the authorities by going to London to pay their re-

spects to the Due dc Bordeaux. A Royal ordinance has

been published in the official papers relieving eight of them
of their functions. The Courrier Francais announces that

the friends of Messrs. Guizot and Duchatel are deter-

mined to direct an attack in the Chambers against the

five deputies who went to London to pay their respects to

the Due de Bordeaux. General Jacqueminot had claimed

as superior commander of the National Guard the honour
of commencing the attack. M. Pasquier the President of

the Chamber of Peers intended likewise to address a re-

monstrance to M. de Richelieu, who had been guilty of the

same offence. The Lyons papers state that the Legiti-

mist party had succeeded in exciting such a feeling in

favour of the Due de Bordeaux among the population of

several districts in the South of France, that between
Avignon and Orange, the inscription of " Henry V., or

Death!" was written on many of the houses of the

villages situate along the road.—A circumstance has

occurred at Paris which has excited great surprise. The
Prince of Moskowa, the son of Marshal Ney, and the son-

in-law of M. Lafitte, has resigned his commission in the

French army. The Prince has been for the last six years

a field-officer. Marshal Soult appointed him a lieutenant-

colonel, and presented the commission to the King for his

Majesty's signature, but the King positively refused, and

stated as his reason that the Prince being in the Opposi-
tion had no right to expect favour, and the Prince imme-
diately resigned his commission in the army. The Prince
belongs to the party of M. Thiers, with whom he is on the.

most intimate terms of private friendship. This circum-
stance has created an immense sensation among that party

and is no doubt very impolitic at the present moment, as

many of them had intimated their intention of supporting
the Due de Nemours' dotation.

Spain—Accounts from Madrid of the 17th inst. an-

nounce that the Congress on that da y adopted the pro-

posed message to the Queen, The "discussion on the

message was resumed by Count de las Navas, General
Serrano, M. Roca de Togores, Cortina, and Churruea
M. Roca de Togores having appealed to General Serrano

for some explanations respecting the.eyeats of the evening

\

/

\
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of the 28th ult., the General replied to the first question,

that " the Queen had related to him the fact with inge-

nuousness and candour, but in, terms different from those

used in her declaration." To the second, that "her
Majesty had told him that previous to her sitting down to

transact business with M. Olozaga she had dropped a
bonbon, but that her Majesty could not recollect whether

she gave it to him or whether Olozaga had asked it from

her Majesty." To the third question, that " he (General

Serrano) accompanied that evening her Majesty to the

theatre, and that neither that night nor the next morning

had he perceived anything in her Majesty's manner to war-

rant the belief that she had suffered any outrage at the

hands of M. Olozaga." The discussion having closed,

M. Sanchez de la Fuente moved the omission in the

address of a paragraph tending to criminate M. Olo-

zaga, but this proposition was rejected by 88 against

63, and the address was afterwards voted by 101 against

48. The Chamber next appointed a deputation which

waited on her Majesty with the address on the 20th,

headed by M. Martinez de la Rosa. M. Olozaga had not

appeared in Congress since the 12th. It was reported

that he had fled from Madrid on his way to Portugal

escorted by a party of smugglers, but others affirmed that

he was concealed in that capital. The Moderados were

most anxious that he should have adopted the former

course, as ^it would enable them to forego a prosecution,

which would be the occasion of more irritating and scan-

dalous debates than those which had already taken place.

There was a chance besides that M. Olozaga would not

be convicted, and his acquittal might have serious conse-

quences for the prestige with which Royalty is still sur-

rounded in Spain. It was said that M. Olozaga had in

his possession a letter in the hand-writing of the March-

ioness de Santa Cruz addressed to General Narvaez, in

which the whole scheme for overthrowing his power at

Court and in the country was described. Accounts from

Perpignan of the 18th inst. state that hostilities still con-

tinued on the frontiers of Catalonia, and that Baron de

Meer, the new Captain-General, who had reached Barce-

lona, was shortly expected to take the command of Gen.

Prim's troops engaged in the blockade of Figueras.

Germany Letters from Berlin of the 23d state that

on the previous evening at seven o'clock divine service

was performed in the Royal Palace on the mortal remains

of the late King of Holland, Count of Nassau, in the pre-

sence of the King and Queen, of the Prince and Princess

of the Netherlands and their daughters, of the Royal Family

,

the officers of the Household, and principal civil and

military authorities. The principal chaplain to the Court,

Dr. Ehrenberg, delivered an appropriate discourse on the

melancholy occasion, in which he gave a sketch of the life

of the King. Speaking of the deceased Monarch's deep

religious feeling, and his entire reliance on the Saviour of

Mankind, he mentioned that on the table at which he had

been sitting when the fatal stroke seized him, the celebrated

work on the " Imitation of Christ" was found open at the

chapter on the Contemplation of Death. After 10 o'clock

the body was removed in silence, all honours and testimonies

of respect usual on such occasions being declined by Prince

Frederick of the Netherlands. The military escort was

commanded by Prince Augustus of Wurtemburg._ The

hearse was drawn by eight of his Majesty s horses, imme-

diately behind which was the King of Prussia, Prince

Frederick of the Netherlands, and Prince Albert as chief

.ourners ; and then the other princes of the Royal family

-a their carriages. When the coffin was placed in the

hearse all the troops paid military honours. The proces-

sion proceeded in the above order to the place where the

body was embarked to be conveyed to Hamburgh and

thence to Holland.-Another fatal duel has been fought at

Mavence. It took place between M. de Haber and M.

Sacharaga, the seconds in the late affair between Baron de

Goeler and M. de Vercfkin, and it has terminated in the

death of M. Sacharaga. The challenge was sent by the

latter to M. de Haber when in prison ior his share in the

former duel. The meeting took place m Rhenish Bavaria.

M Sacharaga fired twice, and missed his adversary. M. '

de" Haber did not advance though he was entitled to do

so His ball passed through M. Sacharaga's chest and

killed him instantaneously. The Frankfurter Journal

in allusion to this matter states that the Bavarian author-

ities ordered the body to be buried privately at Manheim,

where it had been taken after the duel. They were afraid

of disturbance, should any attempt be made to lay the

body by the side of his friend M. de Cooler. This order

was complied with on the 17th, in the presence of a few

officers of the garrison and a friend of the deceased, who

came on purpose from Carlsruhe. Several other officers,

friends of the deceased, were prevented from attending by

bein^ ordered to keep their barracks. M. de Haber has

taken refuge in France.—The German papers confirm the

report that°PrinceGustavus, son of the late King of Sweden,

has applied for a divorce from his wife Princess Stephania

of Baden, after thirteen years of marriage.
^

Italy, A rupture has taken place between Sardinia

and Tunis which is likely to lead to hostilities, the Sar-

dinian Government having sent a squadron to blockade

Tunis. Letters from Constantinople of the 29th ult. state

that the Sardinian Minister had presented to the Divan a

note from his Government, informing it ot the differences

that had arisen with the Bey of Tunis, who, m violation

of treaties, had impeded the trade of the Sardinian mer-

chants and prevented them from exporting goods and mer-

chandise which they had purchased in the Regency, and

on which duties had been levied by the Tunisian

Government. The. Envoy added that an ultimatum had

been forwarded to the Bey, and that if he did not accede

to it the King of Sardinia would be under the necessity of

pending a fleet to blockade the harbour of Tunis. The

in

Porte replied that it had no knowledge of the treaty of

commerce concluded between the King of Sardinia and
the Bey of Tunis, that the Bey had acted of his own
accord in the affair, and that the Ottoman Government
could not decide who was right or who was wrong.

—

Letters from Naples are filled with accounts of the success

of a musical prodigy called Favante who has lately made
her appearance there under extraordinary circumstances

of enthusiasm. She is said to be extremely beautiful,

and it is reported that she possesses a voice one of the

most extensive ever known, enabling her to sing the parts

of the contralto, the mezzo-soprano and soprano with

equal ease. Her voice which is not only powerful but

sweet has been brought to perfection under the guidance

of Lablache. It is said that nothing can exceed the ex-

citement prevailing respecting her ; she fills the theatre

nightly with an overflowing audience at raised prices,

whilst all the other houses are deserted.—The celebrated

Madame Catalani who for twenty-two years held with so

much ecldt the sceptre of song has just died, after a short

illness at the age of fifty-nine, at her villa near Sinigaglia

in the Papal States, where she was born in 1784. She

made her debut on the stage at Venice when only fifteen

and retired in 1831. She married a Frenchman, M. de

Valabrigue, a native of Burgundy, who died in 1828, and

by whom she had three children. Madame Catalani has

left a fortune estimated at about ,£332,000.—The naturalist

Gemmellari has published a letter in the Naples Journal,

descriptive of some of the effects of the eruption of Etna :

" Of the hundred known eruptions of Vesuvius," he says,

" eighty have been in November and December. On the

13th of November a crevice opened on the west side of

Etna, 400 yards long and 40 wide. 1 could only get

within a mile of it. A stream of lava about six miles

long ran at my feet, with a rapidity that I calculated at a

yard in a second. The stream was 2| miles wide when it

reached Monte Egitto. It followed the lava stream of

1832, and in four days menaced the village of Bronte

;

but it turned off towards Aderno, and threatened to turn

into the river Simeto. A crowd of curious gathered to

watch the effect of the lava stream running into a little

lake of water. Fatal curiosity ! It produced an ex-

plosion like a powder mine. Out of 30 of them 25 were
severely wounded. The lava stream stopped short of the

river Simeto, having run about fourteen miles in all, ten

of them in four days/' A curious circumstance took

place at Catania the night before the eruption. A fine rain

fell which changed the colour of the silk in the umbrellas,

and burnt it. A professor of chemistry having; analysed
this rain, found that it contained a large quantity of

muriatic acid.

Greece.—It is stated by the Ministerial papers that

Count Nesselrode, who arrived at Windsor a few days
since, is the bearer of the ratification of the Emperor
Nicholas to all the proposals which were suggested by
Prince Wallerstein during his mission here, respecting the
final settlement of the affairs of Greece. It is said that
the Emperor not only consents but is anxious that a con-
stitution upon the most liberal principles should be secured
to the Greeks.

Turkey, &c.—Accounts from Constantinople of the
7th state that intelligence had reached that city of the
safe arrival of Dr. Wolff at Trebizond, where he had been
very courteously received by the English Consul Mr. Ste-
vens and other English gentlemen, who made a very
handsome subscription to facilitate the objects of the ex-
pedition. Sir S. Canning who has been unremitting in
his exertions on behalf of the persecuted Nestorians, has
at length prevailed on the Porte to send a commissioner
to Mosul with orders to put an immediate stop to the
savage warfare of the Kurds. The individual appointed
is Kemal Effendi, a Kiatib of the Porte, a man of respect-
able character, who it is hoped will do his duty im-
partially. The Pacha of Mosul strongly denies having
instigated the Kurds to attack the Nestorians; but the
affair is involved in much mystery, and there is reason to
believe not only that the Pacha but the Porte also was
accessory to the massacre. The disputes of rival mission-
aries who mutually accused each other of promoting poli-
tical intrigues under the cloak of religion, had excited the
fears and the suspicions of the Pacha of Mosul, who began
to imagine that the independence of the Nestorians might
become a very dangerous element of foreign encroach-
ment.—From the Danube we learn that the Servian
Government has determined on forming four great lines

of Post-office roads, of which Belgrade is of course the
starting point. The first is the easterly line which runs
parallel to the right bank of the Danube by Semendria
and Pasearowitz, where the famous treaty was concluded,
and terminates at Negatin within a few hours' journey of
Widdin. The second is the south-easterly line, which
follows the high road to Constantinople as far as Alexin-
itza, which is 126 miies from Belgrade. This is the most
frequented route in Servia, for it is in immediate con-
nexion with Sophia, Philippopoli, and Adrianople. The
first spare funds that the Government can dispose

of are to be applied to the construction of a com-
plete macadamised road along this line, for as it goes
through the rich valley of the Morana, it will infal-

libly develope the resources of the best agricultural

district in Servia. The third is the south-westerly

line, which after passing by Kragojewatz, the official

capital of Servia, in the time of Milosch, goes to Uschitza
and the Mocragora, and thus communicates with Mon-
tenegro and Herzegowina. Uschitza has, next to Bel-
grade, the largest Turkish population, and is the only
place in the interior where they are allowed to reside. The
fourth is the westerly line, and goes up the right bank of
the Save to Shafatz and Louvitza, on the frontier of

Bosnia, and thus establishes the connexion with this exten-

sive province. The English plan of uniformity of post-
age has been adopted for all distances, great "and small.
Letters of 3 drachms and under to pay a piastre, or 2d.
Egypt—Letters from Alexandria of the 12th state

that the Pacha is still in Upper Egypt. One of his High-
ness's last extraordinary feats is the carrying up the first
cataract of the Nile a small steamer by the sheer manual
force of some 2,000 men, which was successfully accom-
plished, and this vessel has thus been enabled to navigate as
far as the second cataract. It is intended to keep her in
that division of the Nile for the present ; thus materially
facilitating the communication with Dongola and Sen-
naar. It is considered probable that the real motive of
the Viceroy's always proceeding to Cairo and Upper
Egypt in the winter is to enjoy its beautiful climate at
this season, while on the sea-coast, including Alexandria
a disagreeable damp and cold atmosphere prevails through-
out the winter. On the 28th ult. a destructive conflagra-
tion took place at Cairo. The fire broke out in the
Khamzaoui Bazaar, of which one-third was burnt, and
the loss is estimated at two millions of Turkish piastres.
India and China.—An extra India mail, direct from

Calcutta to Suez, has brought dates from India and China
considerably later than those of the last regular Bombay
mail. Those from Calcutta come down to the l&th ult.
and yet give little news from that quarter, except the
extreme abundance of the indigo crop. The news from
the Punjaub is important as contradicting the reports of
Heera Singh's murder. Lena Singh also survives ; and
both these chiefs, though previously opposed to each
other, are reconciled for the moment, and wield joint
sway over the 10,000 men collected in the vicinity of
Lahore. To keep these men in obedience would, how-
ever, require a certain revenue from the provinces and
their chiefs, of which there seemed little prospect. Goo-
lab Singh preserved his hostile attitude. The forces left
in guard of Peshawur had deserted it. Except the distri-
bution of ammunition to the army of observation and the
announced purpose of the Governor-General to visit
the north-western provinces, there are no tidings of
the intentions of the Indian Government. At Gwalior
the Khasgee has been seized by the troops without
bloodshed, and his reign is at an end. It is sup-
posed that this event will render the advance of
an army? unnecessary. The accounts from Sukkur are
more distressing than ever. It appears that of the troops
there 1,371 are in hospital, and only 153 well. Every
officer but one in each corps is inefficient from illness.
It was>urrently reported that Dost Mahommed had been
shot dead at Cabul by order of the Khan of Bokhara. It
is said that the Khan sent several papers, with his own
seal, to Cabul, stating that whoever should kill the Dost
would go to heaven. This event will probably lead to a
suspension of any effort on the part of the AfFghans to
occupy Peshawur.—The Madras Examiner contains the
report of a temperance meeting which had been held by a
society called " Father Mathew's Society/' at Secundera-
bad. Tea was served up at a new temperance hall to about
150 persons, and much good is anticipated from the intro-
duction of those habits of sobriety enjoined by the rules of
the {fraternity.—The journals of Victoria, Hong Kong
are to the 12th October. The sickness in that island had
been such as to induce the officers of the Government to
remove for a time to Macao. Mr. Secretary Morrison
Mr. Mercer and Mr. Scott have died of the fever, and
the troops have suffered severely. A Committee of Public
Health has been appointed, and it remains to be seen
whether the cause of the unhealthiness of the colony can
be removed by human means. Some parts of the town
of Victoria are by experience known to be less healthy
than others, and most of the cases of sickness have occurred
at both the western and eastern extremities of the town,
although they have by no means been confined to them!
The trade had been opened with the ports of Foochowfoo"
Amoy, Ningpo, and Shanghoe,—Messrs. Gribble, Thorn
and Balfour being appointed consuls to the three latter
ports. Notwithstanding the previous confinement of the
trade to the military stations, it had been carried on to a
great extent since the signature of the treaty. More than
a million and a half of dollars' worth of India and Straits
produce, exclusive of opium, were disposed of at Chusan
and Amoy, and other towns of the east coast. The raw
cotton imported from India to China amounts alone to
more than the previous annual export of British manu-
factures to China, whilst the opium trade surpasses
calculation. Some inconvenience was felt at Canton at
first in consequence of there being no responsible persons
like the Hong merchants to deal with. Sir H. Pottinger
declares the answer of the Chinese commissioners when
applied to on the subject as most satisfactory.

United States.—The New York packet-ship Inde-
pendence, so well known for making quick passages and
being annually the bearer of the American President's
Message on the opening of Congress, arrived at Liverpool
on Wednesday, with papers to the 8th inst. her day of
sailing. Congress opened on the 4th and the Message
was delivered on the 5th. The following is the passage
relating to this country in connection with the Oregon
territory :—« Since the last adjournment of Congress the
executive has relaxed no effort to render indestructible the
relations of amity which so happily exist between the
United States and other countries. The treaty lately
concluded with Great Britain has tended greatly to in-
crease the good understanding which a reciprocity of in-
terest is calculated to encourage, and it is most ardently
to be hoped that nothing may transpire to interrupt the
relations of amity which it is so obviously the policy of
both nations to cultivate. A question of much import-
ance still remains to be adjusted between them. The ter-

ritorial limits of the two countries in relation to what is
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commonly known as the Oregon territory still remain in

dispute. The United States would be at all times indis-

posed to aggrandise themselves at the expense of any other

nation ; but while they would be restrained by principles

of honour, which should govern the conduct of nations as

well as that of individuals, from setting up a demand for

territory which does not belong to them, they would

as unwillingly consent to a surrender of their rights.

After the most rigid and as far as practicable unbiassed

examination of the subject, the United States have

always contended that their rights appertain to the

entire region of country lying on the Pacific, and embraced

within the forty-second and fifty-fourth degrees 40 m. of

north latitude. This claim being controverted by Great

Britain, those who have preceded the present Executive,

actuated, no doubt, by an earnest desire to adjust the

matter upon terms mutually satisfactory to both countries,

have caused to be submitted to the British Government

propositions for settlement and final adjustment, which

however have [not proved heretofore acceptable to it.

Our Minister at London has under instructions again

brought the subject to the consideration of that Govern-

ment, and while nothing will be done to compromise the

rights or honour of the United States, every proper expe-

dient will be resorted to in order to bring the negotiation

now in tbe progress of resumption to a speedy and happy

termination. In the meantime, it is proper to remark

that many of our citizens are either already established in

the territory or are on their way thither for the purpose

of forming permanent settlements, while others are pre-

paring to follow—and in view of these facts, I must

repeat the recommendation contained in previous messages

for the establishment of military posts, at such places on

the line of travel as will furnish security and protection

to our hardy adventurers against hostile tribes of Indians

inhabiting those extensive regions. Our laws should also

follow them, so modified as the circumstances of the case

may seem to require. Under the influence of our free

system of government new republics are destined to spring

up at no distant day on the shores of the Pacific, similar

in policy and in feeling to those existing on this side of

the Rocky Mountains, and giving a wider and more

extensive spread to the principles of civil and religious

liberty." With respect to the detention of American

vessels, the President informs the House that in several

cases of vessels detained as slavers by British cruisers off

the coast of Africa reparation has been promised, in a few

that full satisfaction has been allowed. The.President takes

a threatening tone in adverting to the coniinued war between

Mexico and her insurgent province of Texas. He goes

so far as to intimate that somehow or other the war must

cease, for that the interests of the whole continent demand

its cessation. He counsels a revision of the tariff, to be

conducted on the principles of moderation in scale and

permanency and stability in legislation, but disappoints
' those who had hoped to hear him speak for a very near

approach to free trade. He expresses warm congratula-

tions on the general prosperity of the country and on the

peaceful aspect of the intercourse with most foreign

nations. He also expresses high hopes from the negotia-

tion of a commercial treaty with the States included in

the German Customs Union, which seems to ofFer terms

most advantageous to American trade. "These, with a

budget of local, fiscal and political matter, and the inform-

ation that if an increase of revenue do not flow in from

some quarter a deficit of 4,000,000 dollars may be ex-

pected at the close of 1845, form the chief points of in-

terest in the message.

CITY.

Money Market, Friday.—Consols closed at 96J for

the opening ; Three per Cents. Red., 97^ to £ ; Three-

and-Half per Cents., 102£; New Three-and-Half per

Cents. Red., lOlf to £ ; Bank Stock 183| to 4.

JWetropolts an* its Ffamt»,

The Christmas Holidays.—Tuesday being the general

holiday in consequence of Christmas-day falling on a

Monday, all the exhibitions were crowded with visitors.

At the British Museum the number of visitors was 18,377.

They exhibited the utmost decorum notwithstanding the

crowded state of the rooms; there was no single case of

robbery, no damage committed, and no person was refused

admission on the ground of intoxication. The number of

visitors this Boxing-day was nearly 10,000 less than last

year, when they exceeded 28,000. The National Gallery

was visited by about 10,000 persons. As a striking con-

trast to thesereturns of free public exhibitions, the visitors

to Westminster Abbey on Tuesday were only 300, while

at St. Paul's they only amounted to 25. The Chinese

Collection on Tuesday was visited by upwards of 4000

persons; the United Service Institution by upwards of

100 ; and the Tunnel by many thousands who crowded to

the spot by every available conveyance until evening. The
Polytechnic Institution and the Adelaide Gallery were also

visited by large numbers, and showed that both exhibitions

still retain their popularity.

New Royal Exchange.—On the 20th inst. Mr. Tite

sent to the Gresham Committee his report on the state of

the New Exchange. It appears from this document that

very little now remains to be done in the decorative por-

tion', the roof is nearly completed, and the tower is com-

pleted to the cleaning down of the stone work, which will

be done whilst the scaffold is removing. With regard to

the sculpture Mr. Tite reports that every figure has been

transferred from the model to the stone, and that a month's

labour will complete the work, go that it will be ready for 1

hoisting within that period. When the sculpture shall

have reached its position the finishing touches will be

given to it by Mr. Westmacott. Judging from its pre-

sent advanced state the architect entertains no hesitation

in assuring the committee that if necessary it could all be

in its place and completely finished within two months

from this date. The dials and hands of the clock have

been prepared, and will be placed as soon as the scaffold

has been sufficiently removed to enable the men to place

them with safety. The machinery of the clock is very

nearly completed and the only thing remaining unsettled

is the arrangement with respect to the actual tunes of the

chimes. Upon that subject Mr. Tite had consulted Pro-

fessor Taylor, the Gresham lecturer on music, and hoped

that before the next meeting of the committee he should

be prepared to report the result. The moulds for some

of the bells have been prepared, and in the course of a

month several of them will be cast. Mr. Tite concludes

with congratulating the committee at the close of the third

year of the work, on the favourable state of the seasons

throughout the whole period. The mildness of last winter

and the unusually fine spring which followed were greatly

in favour of building operations, and though the early

part of the summer was wet, yet since August up to the

present time scarcely a day had been lost by interruption

from the weather. He states that he can see nothing at

present, unless some unusually severe weather should

occur after Christmas to prevent the realisation of his

hopes that the contract will be completed in the time

originally agreed upon.
City Statues.—-The bronze equestrian statue of the

Duke of Wellington, to be placed opposite the entrance

to the new Royal Exchange, is proceeding rapidly towards

completion under the direction of Mr. Weeks. The

statue of William IV., from the design of Mr. Nixon, to

be placed at the junction of Gracechurch-street and King

William-street, will be shortly raised upon its pedestal.

The figure is colossal, being upwards of fourteen feet in

height. It is executed in Devonshire granite, and will

cost when complete 2,200/., which sum was voted by the

corporation for that purpose. His Majesty is represented

in the costume of a high admiral. Upon the round pedestal

is sculptured a wreath of laurel, in the centre of which an

appropriate inscription will be engraved. It is worthy of

remark that the spot upon which this statue will be

erected, is the exact site of the famous Boar's Head of

Eastcheap ; a sign rendered so memorable by Shakspeare.

A statue by Mr. Nixon is likewise in a forward state, of

John Carpenter, the town clerk in the reign of Henry

VI., founder of the City of London Schools, and executor

to the celebrated Whittington. This statue is six feet

high, and will be executed in Rock Abbey stone, similar

to that used for the friezes and pediments in front of

Buckingham Palace. It is to be placed upon the first

landing of the staircase of the City of London schools,

opposite the principal entrance. Mr. Nixon has also in

preparation, a statue of Sir John Crosby, to be placed

in Crosby Hall, Bishopsgate-street. The model exhibits

the knight in the *' winged" armour of the period, ex-

amples of which may be met with in the Tower &c, and

at the tomb of the knight himself in St. Helen's church.

St. Stephen's, Walbrook.—Another attempt was made

on Friday to convene a select vestry in this parish, which

was successful in consequence of the precautions taken to

exclude the ratepayers. Roe and Forester, the Mansion-

House officers, were stationed at the entrance of the

church, and prevented any persons but the members of

the select vestry from entering the building. Mr. Rock,

one of the parishioners, determined to try the right of the

officers to exclude him, and pushed the door as if to force

it open, whereupon the officers immediately laid their

hands upon Mr. Rock, who immediately went to the

Mansion-House and stated the whole matter to the Lord

Mayor. After hearing the circumstances, the Lord Mayor

assured the parishioners that he had not sent the officers^

to exclude them. It was then stated that they had been

sent by Alderman Humphrey, but this has since been

denied by the Alderman himself. Upon returning to

Walbrook more knocks were given at the church-door,

and amongst them the churchwardens of St. Benet's Shere-

hog demanded admittance, but without effect. A great

crowd remained in the street opposite to the entrance of

the church until some time past three o'clock, when— at

apparently a signal from within—the officers relinquished

their post at the church-doors. It was then given out

that the members of the select vestry had left the church

by some back entrance; and upon hearing this the popu-

lace quietly dispersed. It is understood that at the vestry

Alderman Gibbs submitted his book of accounts, upon

which the vestry resolved that they be printed and pub-

lished. It was also resolved that a rate of 1a-. in the

pound be levied for the relief of the poor for the year

ensuing.

The Gas Companies—A meeting of the inhabitants

of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, convened by the church-

wardens, was held at the vestry-room last week, to take

into consideration the present mode of supplying the

public with gas, and to devise some means of establishing

a standard of purity and of measure for the same. Mr.

Jones said that public experiments made in the early part

of the present year in the presence of the gas-metre

makers themselves, proved that the metres in general use

now, while they afford ample protection to the gas com-

panies, register from 3, 4, and even 5 per cent, at the

level line to 32 per cent, against the consumer. A metre

made by one of the best makers in London was tested

under the superintendence of the maker himself, when it

could not by any contrivance be made to work against the

gas companies, though it was easily worked to the amount

of 22 per cent, to the prejudice of the consumer. With

respect to the quality of the gas at present supplied, it

was stated that if the gas companies paid proper attention

to the illuminating power of their gas and not to the

greatest amount of coke they could produce, they would

be able to increase the light twofold. This was proved by

the fact that the gas in Edinburgh produced from Cannel

coal, where there was no desire to obtain a large amount

of coke, had double the illuminating power of the gas sup-

plied by the London gas or rather the London coke com-

panies. To show how exorbitant the charges of the gas

companies were, Mr. Jones mentioned that one of them

charged the proprietors of Vauxhali Gardens upwards of

900/. for inflating the Nassau balloon fourteen times and

a lesser one four times, whereas afterwards the pro-

prietors, from gas made by themselves, inflated the

balloon the same number of times at a saving of more

than 700/. He thought these facts made it imperative on

the meeting to appeal to the Legislature for interference

with the gas monopolies, in order to secure to the public

a fair standard of measure and quality in the matter of

gas. Several gentlemen bore testimony to the above

statements, and it was ultimately determined to adjourn

the meeting to the 4th January, when a committee would

be appointed to wait upon Sir J. Graham and on the

directors of the different metropolitan gas companies.

Lincoln's Inn.—Mr. C. P. Cooper, Queen's Counsel,

has recently presented to the Hon. Society of Lincoln's

Inn his valuable collection of works on foreign and civil

law. The Eenchers in acknowledging the gift have

expressed their intention of preserving the collection

together, and of having it catalogued under a title com-

memorative of the munificence of the donor. The

collection, in addition to civil law, consists of the works

of the most eminent jurists of France, Spain, Portugal,

Italy, Russia, Austria, Bavaria, Poland, Prussia, Holland,

Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and America.

Mr. Burford's Panorama.—A new panorama has been

opened in Leicester-square, representing the landing of

her Majesty at Trdport, and her reception by the King of

the French, and the members of the French Royal Family

present on that occasion. The town, the coast, and the

entrance to the harbour have been faithfully depicted by

the artist, who had the advantage of being an eye-witness

of what he has painted, and of having taken his sketches

on the spot at the time most propitious to obtain correct

views. The principal group is the Royal Family, who

have just landed from the state barge of the King's yacht

the Reine Amelie. The Royal party are moving towards

the Pavilion ; they consist of Queen Victoria, the Queen

of the French, Madame Adelaide, the Queen of the Bel-

gians, the Princess of Saxe Cobourg, the Princess de Join-

ville, and the Duchess of Orleans, the King of the French,

Prince Albert, the Prince of Saxe Cobourg, the Prince de

Joinville, the Dukes de Montpensier and d'Aumale, Lord

Aberdeen, and Lord Liverpool, &c. This part of the

picture is perfect, and those who were not present at

Treport will obtain by seeing it a perfect notion of the

event. The French troops form a conspicuous portion of

the panorama, and together with the boats and marine

objects help to make a very effective scene.

St. Leonard's, Shoreditch.—A meeting of the rate-

payers of this parish was held on Tuesday for the purpose

of making a rate for the relief of the poor, and a stormy

discussion took place. A rate of Ud. in the pound was

proposed, but it was stated that at the last vestry a nine-

penny rate only would be demanded, and a resolution con-

demnatory of the former rate, and of the trustees of the

poor for proposing it was directed by the senior church-

warden to be entered on the minute-book, but he refused

to put it to the vote. A long discussion then took place

on the practice adopted in the burial of paupers, the

undertaker's bill showing that the parish paid only l^d.

each for the coffins of pauper children, and that &$.

5d. was the highest price paid for the adult poor. It was

stated that these coffins were not fit to put a dog in, but

the object was that the bodies should decompose quickly,

as the pauper burial-ground was so crowded as to become

a perfect nuisance. The Churchwarden admitted] that

there was too much reason to complain of the interment

of paupers. It was ultimately resolved that the subject

be brought forward at the next vestry, and that the curate

be requested to attend. The proceedings were at length

closed by the adoption of a rate of M.
St. Pancras Workhouse.—An inquest was recently

held on the body of a female pauper who died in this

workhouse named Ann Humphreys, at which statements

were made by the witnesses as to the employment of the

female paupers in making shirts for one farthing each,

that they stewed up each other's tea-leaves and were com-

pelled to sleep four in one bed. In consequence of the

publication of these statements in the papers, the Poor

Law Commissioners thought proper to call upon the

Guardians for an explanation. At theglast weekly meet-

ing of the Board the answer of the Guardians was read,

from which it appears that " in conformity with the Local

Act 5!) G. III. the poor in St. Pancras Workhouse are

allowed a portion of their earnings not exceeding one-

sixth by wav of encouragement, to expend it as they think

proper/provided they do not violate the rule^of the house.

The lowest price at which work is taken at the*workhonse

is 2s. a dozen for the coarsest slop-shirts, no alteration in

price having been made for the last twelve years. Some
are taken at Zs. Qd. per dozen, and ixt intermediate rates.

With respect to the statements as to the number of per-

sons sleeping in one bed, the directors inform the Poor

Law Commissioners that those statements are not correct,

adding that they have reason to believe that no such

statements were made, and that no reporter was present

at the inquest. They state that there are some extra

large beds ia the women's wards, a few of which are occu-
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pied by three persons when such accommodation is re-

quired, but generally only two sleep together ; and never
was such a thing known in St. Pancras Workhouse as
four in a bed or any person sleeping on the floor.''

Middlesex Hospital.—On Thursday a general court of

the governors of this hospital was held in the board-room
of the institution, Mr, Fielder in the chair, for the pur-
pose of electing an assistant-physician to the hospital,

vacant by the resignation of Dr. Watson. The candidates

for the vacant office were Dr. Seth Thompson and Dr.
Woodfall. After a spirited contest, which lasted during

the day, the numbers at the close of the poll were
announced as follows:—For Dr. Thompson, 369 votes

;

for Dr. Woodfall, 242 ; majority for Dr. Thompson, 127.

Amongst the governors present were H.R.H. the Duke of

Cambridge, the Duke of Sutherland, Lord Radstock,

Lord Teignmouth, Lord Calthorne, Sir Robert Inglis, Sir

George Duckett, &c.
Westminster Bridge.—On Saturday the carriage-road

of Westminster-bridge was thrown open to the public.

The improvement is considerable, the height of the centre

having been materially reduced and rendering the accli-

vity much less. The lowering of the carriage-way has
left the foot-way considerably above, but in order to pro-
tect the foot-passengers a number of strong posts have
been erected, intersected by an iron bar. A thick coating

of broken granite has been laid on the road-way.
Mortality of the Metropolis.—The number of deaths

registered in the week ending Saturday, Dec. 16, was as i

follows :—West Districts, 126; North Districts, 165;
Central Districts, 205; East Districts, 235 ; South Dis-
tricts, 236; Total, 967 (males, 491; females, 476).
Weekly average for the last five years, 903 (461 males
442 females) ; and for the last five autumns, 908.

$8robm«al Httos.
Incendiary Fires.—The following are a few of the more

important fires reported in the local papers this week :—
At Navenly on Friday on the farm of Mr. Clark Hales,
wheatstacks containing 10 quarters and a stack containing
30 quarters of barley destroyed—At Eakring on the 12th
in the stackyard of Mr. R. Storey, two stacks destroyed.

—At Bmbrook on the 16th on the farm of Mr. Johnson,
a large barleystack destroyed.—At Corfe Castle on the
farm of Mr. Waters of Rollington on Saturday a wheat
rick containing 12 or 13 loads of sheaves destroyed.—At
Speen, Berks, on the farm of Mr. Price on Tuesday night

a pea-rick and on the following morning a hay-rick de-

stroyed.—At Campioxi's Farm, near Harlow, on Monday
night an outbuilding and farming implements destroyed.

—

At Eaton Socon on the farm of Mr. Hall on the 16th

nine large stacks and hovels, containing about 100 loads

each, destroyed.—At Necton, Norfolk, on the 15th on
the premises of a small occupier of but a few acres of

land, the produce of three acres of wheat, two of barley

and six of hay, destn^ed.—At Repps near Acle, in the

same county, on the farm of Mr. Moore, on Friday week,

the premises fired and partially consumed.—At Wattisford,

Suffolk, on Wednesday week, two stacks and outbuildings

on the farm of Mr. Nunu, destroyed, and on Friday at

Thurston, in the same, county, the farm-buildings and a

stackyard belonging to Mr. Jennings destroyed.—Near
High lloothing Essex, on Friday last the outhouses on the

farm of Mr. Speller, consisting of two bays of wheat, two

of barley, a quantity of beans and other corn, all the

farming implements on the premises, the brewhouse,

wash-house and their contents, a sow and nine pigs, and
100 head of poultry destroyed.—At Little Waltbam on

the farm of Mr. Bird, on Sunday afternoon, a barn con-

taining only loose straw and sawn timber, a barleystack,

the produce of 12 acres, a wheatstack the produce of eight

acres, a haystack containing 10 loads, about 12 loads of

tare hay and a waggon consumed.—At Morton's-field, in

Great Moor-lane, Stockport, on the 20th a haystack the

property of Mr. Oldham destroyed.—AtPoIlicott, Bucks,

on the 18th, on the farm of Mr. Malins, a hay-rick de-

stroyed.—At Wigmore Hall near Luton, Beds, on the

I4th on the farm of Mr. Gutteridge, every barn, shed,

stable and stye on the premises and some cattle destroyed.

Bath.—Mr. Roebuck, M.P. for this city, has published

a letter denying the truth of the rumour of his having
been appointed to an Indian judgeship. Mr. Roebuck
says :—" It may possibly save the expectants of a vacancy

in the representation of Bath some trouble for me to

state, emphatically, that I never, either from the present
or any preceding administration, solicited for myself any
place ; and that no place, either in or out of England, will

be sought by me, or accepted if offered, from or by those

now in power."

Birmingham.—On Thursday week Mr. Commissioner
Balguy delivered his judgment, on the application of Mr.
Phillips, one of the partners in the Leicester Bank, for

his certificate. His Honour said, that when the bank-

rupt last came before him, on the 21st November, with

Messrs. Mitchell and Clarke, he held the opinion which

he still entertained, that he was not entitled to his certifi-

cate ; but for his own sake, and that of the individual

now before him, he felt it right, before he delivered his

judgment, to consider most fully, maturely, and deliber-

ately all the facts of the case. The Chief Commissioner

went over, at considerable length and with great minute-

ness the facts connected with the bankrupt's share in the

history of the bank, and the circumstances under which

he had seceded from Mansfield and Co.'s bank and esta-

blished the Leicestershire Company. On reviewing these

proceedings, he found that, with a nominal capital of

20,000/. only, Mr. Phillips permitted five parties

—

speculators and adventurers many of them—to get into

debt to the concern to the amount of 300,000/., or there-

abouts. His Honour then referred to the manner in
which the accounts of the bank were kept, from
which it was impossible for any person of ordinary ac-
quaintance with business to ascertain its actual state,

and said it was clear to him that Mr. Phillips must have
known the insolvent state of the bank when the new
partnership was formed, and when Mr, Mitchell was in-

duced to embark his money in the concern. Under ail

these circumstances, painful as it was to him to perform
the duty—for he could perfectly well estimate the feelings

of Mr. Phillips, who from the sphere of life in which he
moved must be keenly alive to the impression made on
his character—painful as it was, he felt bound to come to

the determination of refusing his certificate.

Bristol.— The underwriters at Lloyd's through the

directors of the Great Western Steam Ship Company
have presented Captain Hosken, of the Great Western,
with the sum of 100/., in testimony of their high opinion

of his nautical skill in having successfully accomplished
64 passages to and from America.

Bury.—" We mentioned/' says the Bury Post, " a few

weeks ago the extraordinary visitation of rats in this

neighbourhood. On the farm of Mr. Harlock, of this

city, no fewer than 4,736 were destroyed by two men,
with six ferrets and three dogs, between the 4th Novem-
ber and the 8th December. Mr. Harlock estimates his

loss this year from the rats, on his growing crops of wheat
alone (about three hundred acres) at upwards of 200/.

Other farmers are sufferers to a proportionate extent ; in-

deed, the increase of these vermin this year is universally

observed, the land in many places being completely under-

mined by them."
Cambridge.—At Earl Hardwicke's annual rent audit

held last week in this town, his Lordship is reported to

have made the following declaration :—After) alluding

to the late incendiary fires, he urged upon the farmers the

advantages of adopting an improved system of cultivation,

by which they might grow a double quantity of corn. He
then observed that there had lately been a great deal of

agitation on the subject of the corn-laws. For himself,

he in common with Sir R. Peel and the Duke of Buck-
ingham was opposed to free trade, but he thought that

ultimately free-trade principles must prevail. But he
conceived the result would not be so disastrous as had
been anticipated.

Carmarthen.—Considerable excitement has been caused

in this county by the discovery of the body of Mr. Tho-
mas of Pantycerrig, in the river Brechfaedd near Brechfa.

It appears that some time since Mr. Thomas gave inform-

ation against some neighbouring farmers' sons for a riot

and assault upon him while under the guise of Rebeccaites.

On that occasion he attended Carmarthen in order to give

his evidence, and on his return home he found it in a
blaze. On Tuesday week Mr. Thomas's corpse was found
in the Brechfaedd, which is a small stream having a rocky
bed. From the previous occurrences that had taken place

suspicion was excited that foul play had been used, and
that he came to his death by unfair means. It was proved
however that near the spot where he was found the trunk
of an Ash-tree is thrown across the stream at a height of

about seven feet from its bed. Across this Mr. Thomas
must have passed, and he might have fallen from it as he
had been walking over a muddy soil, and the tree was a
round one and extremely difficult to walk upon. The
Jury under these circumstances returned a verdict of
Found Dead.—The Rev. Mr. James, a magistrate who
has taken an active part in the committal of the Rebecca
rioters, was fired at on Monday week while in his dress-
ing-room preparing to go to bed. Two shots were fired

at him, one a ball penetrated his right arm and passed
through the muscular part between the elbow and shoulder
and was found in the room. The other charge was small
shot which took effect upon the shutters only, and at the
same instant a third charge of small shot was fired into
the front bedroom where Mrs. James, was, providentially
without doing any other injury than smashing the glass.

Chatham.—The following is the finding and sentence of
the Court-Martial on the charges brought against Captain
Clendon of unlawfully receiving money of a recruit while
stationed at Chelmsford :—" The Court after maturely
deliberating on the evidence against Captain Clendon,
are of opinion that he is not guilty of ungentlemanly or
unofficer-like conduct, tending to bring the corps to which
he belongs into disrepute, or of receiving the money with
wilful intent, but having received it from an error in judg-
ment and without due consideration, sentence him to be
reprimanded."

Farnborough.—On Friday an inquest was held at
Keston, near this town, on the body of Miss Charlotte
Chapman, the daughter of Mr. Chapman, schoolmaster of
that place, who was found in one of the ponds at the
source of the Ravensbourne, on Keston-common. The
father of the young lady said, that he believed it had been
purely her own act during a fit of temporary derangement
brought on by witchcraft. He could not account for her
state of mind. Had often spoken to her, but she was
always silent. Since her death he had been told by the
family that about 15 months ago she went with a party to
Greenwich, and was induced against her will to have her
fortune told, and that the witch told her " she would not
die a natural death." The jury returned a verdict that
deceased committed suicide during a fit of temporary
iasanitv.

Ruddersfield.—After the close of the distribution of
the prizes to the successful students of the Huddersfield
College last week, a banquet was given to Lord Morpeth,
in the College Hall, which was fitted up for the occasion.'
In acknowledging the toast of his health, Lord Morpeth
said :—" Since the period when we last met together I

distance, not only from the riding, but from my native
country; but go where I would I still found myself within
reach of Yorkshiremen. I remember I had scarcely

eman
mg that

,
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r "" *"" *•" °"uw me cue pain,
when pointing in a particular direction, he said ' You will
find that the gainest way.' I said, ' I am sure that is
not an American word,' and a good honest Yorkshir
he turned out to be. Again when I was travelling
region of the country that is called the Prairies, which
are vast tracts of rich grass land, generally i n an unre-
claimed state, but fitted from their natural fertility for
the production of crops of every description, I came to atown round which all the farms seemed to me to be in aparticularly promising and favourable condition I jnquired about the circumstances of the neighbourhood
and I was told that about that place—the town of Jack'
sonville-a colony almost entirely of Yorkshiremen hadplanted themselves ; and hence I was glad enouuh T
assure you, to infer the nourishing state of the crops andfarming in the neighbourhood. I had the pleasure ofpaying a visit to one of the most eminent statesmen inAmerica at his country residence. I mean Mr. C'avand he praised to me the fidelity and long and able
services of his female servant, who turned out to be alorkshireman. Yorkshirewoman I mean. That willremind you that I have been in Ireland as well asAmerica The only lesson I wish she had inculcated onher master, who is a supporter of the American tariff isthat she had made him a better friend to free trade allover the world. (The meeting here rose and cheeredmost enthusiastically for some time.) I will only troubleyou with one more of my Yorkshire-American associationIwhich is this,—I found several old Yorkshiremen in thegreat c,ty of New York, who from old recollections wenkind enough to entertain me at a public dinner, and Ithere was told that the state of New York goes bv tlmname of the Empire State of the Union ; and ail ecompany who assembled at that dinner were perfect
agreed as to the propriety of our christening the oldcounty of York the Empire County of Old England "

I almoulh Packet : -Last week, a poor woman of thrpansh of North Tamerton, supposed not to be in a soundstate of mind, deliberately walked into the Tamer andwas drowned; the circumstance was soon discovered andhe river dragged without her being found. A consulta-tion then took place, and an elderly person said h-
j^emberedla great many years ago they threw j^nnyoaves into the water on such an occasion, and where theoaves stopped the body was found. This plan wasadopted, a ter riding three miles or more for ix L7"
loaves which were thrown into the water, and floateddown the stream for some distance, until by a circlingeddy they were gathered to one place, where they re?

TZ hJ WaS
„
then C0!lclllded the body was under, orat the bottom

; the spot was dragged, and it was found
Leicester.—The following paragraph appears in the

Leicester Chronicle under the head of " Mormonism •"—
A correspondent informs us that this strange sect' has
obtained a footing in this town, and meets on Sundavs
and Tuesdays, near St. Nicholas's Church, when the
initiated members speak in the " unknown tongues "
After one has thus spoken, another brother interprets themysterious language. Upwards of one hundred persons
are said to have already joined the " latter day saint* "
They « take the sacrament " in common with other sects
baptize, lay on hands, and believe the Book of Mormon
to be equal in importance to the Mosaic Writings, or thp
New Testament."

S
'

tUe

Liverpool.— A most destructive fire broke out onWednesday morning on the premises of Messrs. Brancker
and Co., in Matthew- street, which comprise one of the
most extensive sugar-refining establishments in the king-
dom. The fire broke out in the warehouse department
and rapidly extended, so that in a few hours the whole'
was enveloped in flames. In the falling of one of the
warehouses, a number of workmen who were employed
in trying to save the property were buried in the ruin*
and seriously injured. It is impossible at present to estil
mate the amount of damage, but it is said that there was
not less than 50,000/. or 60,000/. worth of sugar on the
premises—On Wednesday afternoon a large East India

-

man, called the Meg of Meldon, which only arrived from
Calcutta a few days since with a cargo of saltpetre, hemp
&c, took fire in the Waterloo-dock, and was scuttled in
order to prevent further mischief. The damage is esti
mated at 10,000/.

6

Manchester.— It is stated that Lord Francis Egerton
has purchased the Old Quay Company's extensive carry,
ing concern between Manchester and Runcorn and Liver-
pool, with all their warehouse, as well as their entire other
property in those places, for 400,000/. The Old Quay
Company's property was held by a small proprietary i n
about 500 shares, so that his Lordship, if the gross sum
above named be a correct one, has paid 800/. per share,
or more than double the sum quoted of late in the b»st
authenticated Share Lists. Lord F. Egerton will thus
have the entire control of the water conveyance between
Manchester and Liverpool, and even in the most popu-
lous parts of the West Riding of Yorkshire.

Newcastle.—The local papers state that an ingenious
plan has been suggested of crossing the Tyne bv passing
through a tunnel under the river, on the principle of the
centrifugal railway. The carriages would descend by their
own gravity into the tunnel from one side, and rise up on
the other by the momentum acquired in the descent It<uu.- 01uuctue peuoa wien we last met together 1 is proposed to construct the tunnel of metallic tubing

have been, as you are probably aware, at a considerable and lay itjust within the bed of the river, so as not to
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form an obstacle to the navigation ; the tunnel to be con-

structed of such a bore as to obviate the possibility of the

carriages getting misplaced in their passage. Railway

carriages and vehicles of all kinds, as well as passengers,

would thus be safely and rapidly transferred from one side

to the other* It is considered that with the present low-

price of iron, three tunnels might be cheaply constructed,

all starting from the station of the Brandling Junction

Railway, one proceeding in the direction of Neville-street,

the other in that of the Castle-garth, and the third going

towards the station of the Newcastle and North Shields

Railway.
Norwich.—A competition is at present going on among

artists for the commission to perpetuate the memory of

the late Earl of Leicester, and to commemorate the im-

provements in agriculture which were fostered under his

patronage during the greater portion of his life. The

memorial is to be a column of about 120 feet high, with

emblematical devices. The subscription consists of 4,000/.,

which the erection of the column is to cost, exclusive of the

stone, which has been presented by Lord Hastings from

his quarries at Seaton Delavel. The monument is like-

wise intended to serve as a landmark to the eastern coast

of England. It will be erected at Holkham, near the seat

of the late Earl.

Railways.—The following are the returns for the past

week:—Birmingham and Derby, 1,300/.; Birmingham

and Gloucester, 1,594/. ; Eastern Counties, 2,348/. ;

Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1,735/. ; GreatWestern,12,939/. ;

Grand Junction, 0,580/.; Glasgow, Paisley, and Ayr,

1,090/.; Great North of England, 1,320/.; Hull and

Selby, 870/. ; London and Birmingham, 14,261/. ; South

Western, 4,840/. ; Blackwall, 572/. ; Greenwich, 689/.
;

Brighton, 3,422/.; Croydon, 191/. ; Liverpool and Man-

chester, 5,505/.; Manchester and Leeds, 4,305/. ; Mid-

land Counties, 2,332/.; Northern and Eastern, 1,481/.
;

North Midland, 4,091/. ; Newcastle and Carlisle, 1,345/.

;

South Eastern and Dover, 2,806/. ; Sheffield and Man-
chester, 470/. ; York and North Midland, 1,540/.—A pro-

ject called the Middlesex and Surrey Grand Junction

Railway is now occupying some attention ; and as it is

proposed by the parties connected with the plan to com-

mence their operations from the Harrow station, on the

Birmingham line, through Epsom to Mershatn on the

Brighton line, crossing the Great Western and South

"Western railways, it is likely to come in strong competi-

tion with other projects now in the field. This line, it is

said, will form a connecting link of all the railways from

Scotland to'lheWest and South of England.-OnWednesday

week a numerous meeting of the shareholders in the Exeter

and Plymouth Railway was held at Bristol, to take into

consideration the propriety of completing the line from

Exeter to Plymouth. The proposition of the directors

was that the Bristol and Exeter Companies should advance

600,000/. for that purpose, being one-half of the capital

required. After a long discussion the proposal of the

directors was negatived by the proprietors by a majority

of five votes, and was accordingly withdrawn.—A general

idea of the extent of fluctuation which has occurred in the

value of railway property during the present year may be

gathered from a circular just published by Mr. Greaves

of Liverpool. It appears from this that the Chester and

Birkenhead have been as high as 26, and as low as 1G
;

Eastern Counties as high as 10£, and as low as 7
-J ; Edin-

burgh and Glasgow as high as 55-J, and as low as 45-J- ;

Glasgow and Greenock as high as 15£, and as low as 10 ;

Grand Junction as high as 219, and as low as 192 ;

Great Western as high as 96 J, and as low as 85;-; Lan-

caster and Preston as high as 33-}, and as low as 29 ;

Liverpool and Manchester as high as 214, and as low as

190; Birmingham as high as 226, and as low as 202
;

South-Western as high as 70|, and as low as 62 ; Brighton

as high as 42*, and as low as 32 ; Manchester, Bolton,

and Bury, as high as 86}, and as low as 50 ; Manchester

and Birmingham as high as 36^-, and as low as 20 ; Man-
chester and Leeds as high as 97,',, and as low as 6o ; Mid-

land Counties as high as 86, and as low as 60 ; North

Midland as high as 90, and as low as 63} ; North Union

as high as 84£, and as low as 70 ; Paris and Rouen as

high as 32-1

,, al*d as low as 22j ; Rouen and Havre as

high as 10£, and as low as 5| ; South-Eastern as high as

34£, and as low as 22^ ; Sheffield and Manchester as high

as 60, and as low as 43^- ; and York and North Midland
as high as 132}, and as low as 93.

IRELAND.
Dublin.—A notice has been issued from the Court of

Queen's Bench, announcing that Monday the 15th January

is appointed for the state trials, and another notice to

the same effect has been sent by the Crown solicitor to all

the traversers and their attornres. The Landlord and

Tenant Commission will reassemble in Dublin on the 3d

January, and continue their sittings for a month, after

which they will adjourn their inquiries to Cork, Limerick,

Belfast, Waterford, Galway, &c, for the convenience of

witnesses. The revised jury iist arranged in alphabetical

order, has been transmitted to Mr. Shaw, the recorder,

who is now in England, for his final inspection, previous

t> its delivery into the hands of the high sheriff, :\lr.

Latouche. The new sheriff, Mr. Ball, may not be sworn

in before the commencement of the trials on the 15th

January. In that case it will become the duty of Mr.

Latouche to make out from the general list of jurors a

special jury panel- In the general list there are about

eight or ten thousand names, comprising ail classes of

jurors, but placed according to rank and property. The

sl-eriff is to make his selection from the general list ; but

he is bound to place upon the special panel all persons

marked or qualified to act as special jurors. The special

plnel will probably contain seven or eight hundred names,

including about two hundred Roman Catholics. About

Monday, the 8th January, the high sheriff will be required

by the Attorney-General to attend the Court of Queen's

Bench, in order that a special jury should be struck for

the trial of the traversers in the state prosecutions.

Numbers corresponding with all the names in the special

panel will be placed in a box, and in the presence of

the solicitors at both sides forty-eight names will be

drawn by ballot. The Crown solicitor and a solicitor

acting in the name of the traversers will then strike off

twelve names each. On the day of trial the first twelve

of the remaining twenty-four answering to their names

will constitute the special jury in the state prosecutions.

The usual weekly meeting of the Repeal Association

was held on Monday, Mr. Magennis in the chair. Mr.

J. O'Connell said he had to commence the business of

the meeting by announcing the death of the Member for

Tipperary, Valentine Maher, Esq., who died suddenly on

Christmas-day. In the course of a warm eulogy on the

character of the deceased gentleman he said he was not a

Repealer, but he had no doubt the people of Tipperary

would fill the vacancy by electing a thorough Repealer.

Mr. John O'Connell read a correspondence between him-

self and Lord Devon in regard to the publication of evi-

dence taken before the Commission. On this point, his

Lordship declined pledging himself or his colleagues.

Mr. J. O'Connell commented at some length on the

vagueness of Lord Devon's letter, and designated the

Commission as a mockery. Mr. O'Neill, of Bunowen

Castle and Mr. O'Neil Daunt addressed the meeting.

The week's rent was upwards of 470/—Mr. O'Connell is

still enjoying his favourite field sports in the country, and

is to be entertained at a public dinner in Tipperary on the

4th January.

Finnoe.—A man named John Cahill has been com-

mitted for examination on suspicion of being concerned

in the murders of the late Mr. Waller and Miss Vereker.

Mrs. Waller continues in very delicate health at Finnoe

House, and is unable to be removed to Kyle Park, the seat

of her son-in-law, Mr. Stoney.

SCOTLAND.
Edinburgh.—Several candidates are in the field for the

musical professorship vacated by Sir Henry Bishop ; but

the chances of success are now entirely between two

persons,—Mr. Donaldson who ran so close a race with

the ex-professor at the last election, and Dr. Gauntlett.

Mr. Donaldson was formerly a music-teacher at Glasgow,

but marrying a lady of fortune, studied at the bar and

became a barrister. He is not known by his works on

music, but is the popular candidate in Edinburgh. Dr.

Gauntlett has been distinguished as a musical lecturer

and by his improvements in organ-building. He is a

practical musician^but has little local influence, being a

resident in London.— The Lords of the Session on Satur-

day unanimously passed a bill of suspension and interdict

against the recent resolution of the council prohibiting

any of their body from officially attending divine service.

Immediately after this decision was announced a meeting

of .the town-council took place, the Lord Provost in the

chair, when it was resolved to resume the old practice of

going to church in municipal state, leaving it as before

optional with the members to be present or not as they

felt inclined.

THEATRICALS.
Drury-Lane.—On Tuesday night after the Opera of

Der Freischutz the management of this theatre, according

to good old custom, presented the public with a new Pan-

tomime entitled Harlequin and King Pepin, or Valentine

and Orson. Messrs. Howell, T. Ridgway and Blanchard

appeared in their well-known parts of Harlequin, Clown

and Pantaloon, and sustained their reputation by their

performances. A new Columbine appeared in Miss

Carson who was very favourably received. The panto-

mimic scenes alluded as usual to the passing events and

trifles of the day. The Queen's visit to France, the new

Regulation Hat, the Derby Sweeps, &cM were all the

subjects of a passing joke, and the performance closed with

a moving representation of the victory of Trafalgar, ter-

minating with the " Nelson Memorial," in Trafalgar-square,

amidst a concourse of water-deities, and a blaze of varie-

gated lights.

Haymarket.—After Mr. Knowles's Love Chace and

the gymnastic performances of Mr. Risley and his son, the

novelty of the season at this theatre was a new burlesque

fairy tale by Mr. Planche called The Fair One with the

Golden Locks, a clever drollery full of apt allusions to the

events and opinions of the day. The piece was well got

up and received with a great deal of applause.

Princess's.— On Tuesday after the performance of

Don Pasquale and Twice Killed, there was produced a

musical burlesque spectacle called the Magic Mirror, or

the Hall of Statues. The subject is the adventures of

Sing Song, Prince of China, and as the play-biU has it,

Own Brother of the Sun, in search of a wife. The piece

contains the usual amount of allusions to the affairs of the

day, which told well with the audience : and being seconded

by the attractions of agreeable music and scenery, and the

acting of Mr. Bedford in Pooh Pooh the Emperor's

Prime Minister, as well as Mrs. Grattan's personation of

the Prince, the piece was completely successful. It was

dressed and got up on a scale of splendour rarely seen in

a minor theatre.

Adelphi.—This theatre was crowded on boxing night

by holiday folks attracted by the pantomime of Blue

Beard, whose history seems to have lost none of its aU

tractions for a Christmas audience. It was well brought

out and is likely to have a run.
k*_ i — I I
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Captain Conolly and Colonel Stoddart.—Wz copy the

following paragraph from the Delhi Gazette of the 28th

f
Oct., received by the Overland Mail this week :— On

the 6th of September last a messenger named Luteef, from

Colonel Stoddart, arrived at Hyderabad (in bcrnd-
,

,

where he made himself known to a British officer^

in political employ, having left Bokhara 80 days previous.

He travelled by the Candahar route, in hopes ot finding

some British officer there to whom he might de
Ji
v
^
r,^

letters, some of which were addressed to Major 'ipad &y

certain chiefs in Turkistan, others being from Colonel

Stoddart himself. He was most unfortunately robber '>*

all these papers in the Pisheen valley by Meer Dil Khan,

by whom he was beaten, but suffered to proceed on his

way. He states that he left the Colonel alive and well,

though a prisoner in the citadel of Bokhara. It seems,

further, that on Captain Conolly's arrival in Bokhara

from Kokan, Colonel Stoddart and he lived together, first

in the house of Summund Khan and afterwards in a

house supplied by the king in the city. About GO days

after Conolly's arrival came the news of the Cabul dis-

asters, when both officers were immediately seized and

imprisoned in the citadel. Their servants were at the same

time confined in the common prison. One of these was

considered an European, and was called Yousoof Khan.

After two months the latter were released, but Yousoof

Khan being discovered intriguing to convey letters to

his master, he and three others were put to death by

order of the Ameer. The latter now waged war with the

Khan of Kokan, of which country he possessed himself

for a time, but was eventually defeated. The Khan of

Khiva availing himself of this circumstance overran a

portion of the Ameer's country and defeated his army in

action. Returning after this to his capital, the Ameer

put Captain Conolly to death, but was induced to spare

Stoddart's life by the earnest expostulations of that

officer. This happened about six months after the death

of Yousoof Khan and the rest. The story of Luteef is

corroborated by a letter received by Colonel Sheil from

Abdooi Summund, the Topchi Bashi at Bokhara, in

whose house Stoddart and Conolly were living previous

to the seizure, and who claims 3000 tillas which he had

lent the latter, as a voucher for which Colonel Stoddart

had supplied him with a leaf out of Conolly's journal

;

this was safely delivered to Colonel Sheil. Stoddart

would hardly have done this had Conolly been alive at

the time, v Abdooi Summund's letter did not actually

mention his death, but referred Colonel Sheil to the

messenger, Mirza Rujjub Ali, for full information on all

points. Colonel Sheil, however, seems to have received

the letter by some other hand, so we have yet to learn

the Mirza's viva voce news. The Ameer of Bokhara was

apparently actuated partly by revengeful and partly by

political motives in putting Captain Conolly to death so

immediately after his own defeat by the Khan of Khiva,

who was well known to be Conolly's staunch friend, and

he may have suspected the two of being in league together

against him. Luteef visited Herat on his way to Scinde,

and confirms the murder of Kamram by Yar Mahomed,

which was perpetrated at Ghorian. We trust soon to

have further particulars to add."

Mildness of the Season.—The Hampshire Advertiser

says, " On Saturday last, as a gentleman was journeying

from Portsmouth to Arundel, he was forcibly struck with

the unorecedented sight of a quantity of swallows playfully

disporting themselves in the beautiful valley at the entrance

to Arundel, a circumstance never before remembered at

this season of the year. As an additional proof of the

summerly mildness" of the weather, the same gentleman

informs us that fresh-gathered violets from the open

ground perfumed his breakfast-table at Arundel." The

Bath Journal states that " On the morning of the longest

day in the present year many ponds of water in the eastern

part of the kingdom were covered with ice ; on the morn-

ing of the shortest day the thermometer stood at 50, or

nearly 24 degrees higher, and primroses are now in full

blossom in many places. The Rev. Dr. Godfrey, Gros-

venor-place, has crocuses in an advanced state" The

Falmouth Packet also says, " The genial mildness of the

season in this neighbourhood surpasses anything in the

memory of the oldest persons. Roses, violets, geraniums,

pinks, auriculas, fuchsias, &C. abound in our gardens, and

in a garden in Berkeley Vale we observed on Thursday

last more than 20 ripe strawberries. The fields and birds

give every indication of advanced spring. Our fish-market

is not only abundantly supplied with the finest fish, but

those peculiar in summer, such as the sur mullet, John

Dory, whiting, &c. are frequent."

liato.

CotfRT OF Queen's Bench.— The Queenv. Peter Townshend.—

This was an indictment charging the defendant with having been

guilty of wilful and corrupt perjury. Mr. Sergeant Talfourd, m
stating the case to the Jury, observed that most persons well

knew that such frequent attacks had been made in the ige news-

paper against the Duke of Brunswick, that at length his High-

ness had been compelled to proceed against the conductors of

that publication. The Duke had been kindly received in a family

of the highest respectability, and the name 61 the lady of that

family had been continually mentioned in the libels to which he

referred. The Duke having determined to move for a criminal

information against the Age, it became necessary to file certain

affidavits: hut his Highness would not suffer the name of the

lady to appear in the affidavit. Counsel's opinion was taken as

to the necessity of introducing the name, and counsel advised

that it was absolutely requisite that the name should be inserted

in the affidavits, butthat it need not transpire in Court, andupon

this understanding the Duke consented to the name appearing.

The affidavit was then prepared. The name was inserted in one

place in an interlineation, and in another in a blank which had

been leit for it, and the affidavit was then sworn beiore .Mr,

Justice Patteson, at his house in Bedford-square, and the initials

of the Learned Judge were put in the margin opposite the dif-

ferent interlineations. Townshend at the time of the preraratiou

of this affidavit was in the employ of Mr. Vallance, but left him

shortly afterwards, and then applied to the Court of Queers
Bench to strike Mr. Vallance off the rolls of the Court as an at-

torney, upon the ground that this name m question was inserted

i
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after the affidavit had been sworn, and that the initials of the
Learned Judg-e appearing in the affidavit had been for-pred. There
was not the slightest ground for this imputation, and it was a
charge calculated so to injure Mr. Vallanccs that he had thought
it right to have recourse to the present proceeding—to indict the
defendant for perjury. Witnesses were examined at length on
feoth sides* and Mr. Erie addressed the Jury for defendant, at
ifirst objecting that the Judge's chambers were not in Middlesex,
Which was over-ruled, and next endeavouring to prove that the

initials were in the handwriting of the defendant himself. The
fclerk of Mr. Justice JPatteson ; Mr. Arthur Parsey, a writer in

perspective, who is a friend of Mr. Barnard Gregory, and had
been his bail at Southend when he was arrested, and other
friends of defendant were examined to support this argument.
Lord Denman, in summing up, observed that in his opinion the
snode in which the affidavit was sworn rendered a party liable to

<an indictment. It was for the Jury to say whether they con-
sidered the chambers of Mr. Justice Williams were in the county
of Middlesex

;
because, if they were not, the defendant was en-

titled to an acquittal. He must say that the offence imputed to
Mr. Vallance was a most serious one, as he was an officer of this

Court. The whole case was for their consideration, and they
would say whether the defendant -was guilty or not. During the

latter part of the summing up the defendant, who had been in

Court all day instructing his counsel, took his hat and walked
out of Court. The Jury returned a verdict of Guilty. The de-

fendant was then called, but did not answer. Mr. Sergeant TaN
foard then prayed for judgment. Mr. Erie said there were ob-

jections to the indictment. Lord Penman—I shall pass judgment
-at once. When such a case is proved to the entire satisfaction of

the Judge, who finds that the power of the Court iias been sought
to be abused by the conduct which the defendant has pursued,

310 doubt ought to be left upon the public mind as to the impres-

sion which the case has created on the mind of the Judge. There
is not the slightest shadow or pretence for any material defence

;

there is not the smallest question upon the probability of every

Step in the case, or of the motives by which all the parties have
foesn actuated. 1 think the offence of which the defendant has
been found guilty is one of the highest character against the ad-

ministration of justice. In the absence of the defendant I abstain

from all comment upon his individual conduct towards the prose-

cutor, further than to say that it does not afford any motive

whatever to take off, in the least degree, the amount of the pun-
sshment. It is of the very worst description ; one cannot hear it

without feeling extreme indignation and sorrow. The sentence

of the Courtis, that he be transported for seven years.

Court ov Common Pi-kas.—Lord W. Paget v. the Earl of
€ardi$an.--Tb\$ case, which has excited much interest in the

'higher circles, was fixed for Friday morning, and a few minutes
rafter o'clock Sir T. Wilde, with Mr. Serjeant Talfourd and Mr.

Wordsworth, who had been retained for the plaintiff, entered the

Court. He was soon followed by the Solicitor-General, with Mr.

Serjeant Channell and Mr. Peacock, who were engaged lor the

defence. The learned counsel had not taken their seats five

minutes, when the officer of the Court announced that the special

jury who had been summoned to try this cause need not wait

any longer, as the record was withdrawn. The announcement
came unexpectedly on all present, and seemed to excite greater

astonishment among the counsel engaged in the cause than

among the remainder of the audience. In reference to this case,

Lord W. Paget has addressed a letter to Lord Cardigan, imputing

to the defendant, upon the authority of the plaintiff's attorney,
** the wicked and infamous crime of having bought and sent out

of the way "the principal witness in Lord W. Paget's behalf, who
was with his solicitor at the opening of the Court. The letter

"was sent to the daily papers, which considered the terms in which
it was written so offensive that they refused to publish it. Lord
Cardigan, however, has announced by himself and his solicitors

in the strongest possible language that the charge is utterly

unfounded, and that legal measures will be taken forthwith

against Lord W. Paget for the libel. Lord W. Paget, in acknow-
ledging this communication, expresses his satisfaction that the

affair is about to become the subject of legal proceedings, as the

real facts of the case will thus become thoroughly investigated.

Winter Assizks, Midland Circuit.— Disrby.—John Win-
field Grocock, aged seventeen, was charged with having, on the

25th August last, assaulted Eliza Ann Allwood, agirl aged eleven

years, with intent to kill and murder her. There was also a
count for cutting and maiming, and a third count, which charged
him with an intent to do her some grievous bodily harm. The
particulars of this case were noticed in this paper at the time.

The prisoner enticed the girl from her home, promising to take

her to Derby, and on their way he crammed a stocking into her
enouth, assaulted her, and beat her head with a hammer until

she became senseless. The offence was fully proved. The defence
relied upon was that the prisoner at times labpured under an

aberration of reason, so as not to be accountable for his actions

when in that state, and witnesses were called who deposed to

his manner being at times strange and wild. The lather also

deposed to the strangeness of his manner, and that it had been
the cause of much sorrow and uneasiness to himself and wife ;

he also proved that his brother had been in confinement at

Leicester, as a lunatic, for eighteen years. The judge summed
up. There were two questions; first, was the act which had
been committed the act and deed of the prisoner ? and if it was,
then was the prisoner in such a state of mind at the time as to

make him responsible for the consequences of his act? The
burden of proving he was not lay upon the prisoner. To he

labouring under a slight delusion would not be sufficient. Was
he, in fact, at the time the act was committed, capable of know-
ing he was doing what was wrong. For that purpose they would
look at the evidence in the case, and especially to the prisoner's

subsequent conduct. The Jury returned a verdict of Guilty of

the intent to do some grievous bodily harm and damage, but ac-
quitted the prisoner of the intent to murder, The Judge sen-
tenced him to transportation for lite.

Midland Circuit, Leicester.—Our readers will recollect the
case of Mr. Messenger, a farmer at Gaddesby, who was appre-
hended on suspicion of having murdered one of his labourers.
The man had been at work, but nor. returning at breakfast time
some surprise was excited, nor was he over heard of until thir-
teen weeks from the time he was last seen alive, when he was
found by some reapers in one of Messenger's fields. Certain
circumstances caused considerable suspicion to attach to the
prisoner, who was committed for trial, bur was admitted to bail

on an application being made to Mr. Justice Erskinc. The Grand
Jury, however, have not thought the evidence beiore them suf-
ficient to send him upon his trial, and consequently no true bill

was returned.
Midland Circuit, Nottingham.—William Kettleband, la-

bourer, was charged with the wilful murder of his son, Isaac
Kettleband, a lad about 10 years of age. This case was purely
one of circumstantial evidence, deposed to by many different
witnesses. The prisoner is a labourer, and at the time of the
alleged murder was waggoner to Mr. liebb, a farmer, at Wysall.
His son was ploughboy ; besides which there were three or four
other persons upon the farm, acting in different capacities. Upon
the farm there is a barn, and near the barn is a pond fenced about
on all sides, except where a place is left open for the horses and
cattle to get access to it. The pond was about 41 feet long, the
average width was 22 feet 9, and averaging about four feet

deep in water, with one loot and a hail mud. The boy was sud-
denly missing, and prisoner made many statements as to places
where he had called to make inquiries 'for his son, and had also
given accounts of what information had been given to him, all of
which were proved to be false. Prisoner had been repeatedly
asked to search the pond, but, always evaded doing so on one
pretence or another. On the Tuesday following the day the child
was missed, the prisoner being pressed to search the pond took a
rake, and his manner of using it excited so many suspicions in
the minds of those who witnessed it, that shortly after Kettle-

band had gone away the pond was again searched in the precise
spot the prisoner had pretended to rake, and the poor boy was
instantly brought to the surface. When informed the lad had
been discovered, Kettleband betrayed great agitation, and said to
his wife, " It's ar

pretty job ;" to which she replied, "Ay, it is;

I always thought it would oome to that." He then asked if any
bruises had been discovered, and added, " If there are any, the
horses have been often in the pond so far as he lay j

" when a
witness said, " Why, how can you know where he lay, as you
have not been to the pond? " The prisoner was silent for some
time, and then said he should not wonder he got in by playing
"with a rat. An inquest was held on the body the day it was
found, when a verdict was returned, Found Drowned. The neigh-
bours, however, were not satisfied. A second inquest was held,

and a post mortem examination had, ami then it was found the
neck of the child was broken evidently by violence before it was
put into the pond. The learned Judge went very minutely
through the evidence, and the Jury after a long consultation
returned a verdict of Guilty of Manslaughter. The prisoner was
sentenced to be transported for life.

Oxford Circuit.—Shrewsbury.—Thomas Skitt and James
Harris were jointly indicted for wounding John Rales and Wm.
Mansell, on the 3rd November last. The prisoners it appeared
were labourers from Daisley-green, and were out for the purpose
of poaching with two other persons who have not yet been ap-
prehended, on the night of the 2d November. On the same night
the prosecutor John Bales, who is head gamekeeper to Thomas
Whitmore, Esq., of Apley Park, was out with two of his master's
under-keepers, Mansell and Brian, for the purpose of protecting
the game. The moon was up. but owing to a slight fog the light

was not very strong. The three keepers were watching in a
field adjoining one of Mr. Whitmore's preserves called Birch's

Coppice, and about half-past one o'clock they observed four men
accompanied by two dogs coming through the gateway adjoin-
ing the highway leading from Wellington to the New Inn, and
advancing towards them. Eales and his companions immedi-
ately went to meet them, and when within a short distance
Eales observed, u Here they are :" to which one of the poachers
replied, "We be in the road." Mansell answered "It is no
road ;" and almost at the same moment a large stone was thrown
at the keepers, which struck Eales upon the forehead between
the eyes, dividing the skin and laying bare the skull. He fell

from the violence of the blow, but rose again directly and ran up
towards his antagonists, when he distinctly recognised the pri-

soner Skitt, who stepped back and threw another stone, which
struck Eales in the face and cut a gash of such a depth that the
cartilage of the nose was divided, the upper jaw fractured, and
the roof of the mouth driven in ; the unfortunate man was ren-
dered insensible, but distinctly swore to the fellow who inflicted

upon him the above injuries. Brian and Mansell were also much
bruised with stones by the prisoners, whom they pursued but
were not able to capture. A witness of the name of Cooper went
to the spot where the contest occurred soon after, on the same
morning, and found there a bag containing a dead hare and rabbit,

both of which had been snared, and also two round smooth
stones, polished nearly bright, one of a different nature from any
to be found in that part of the country. Baron Rolfe summed
up in a clear and impartial manner, and the Jury immediately
found them both Guilty. The Court sentenced them to impri-
sonmentwith hard labour for 18 months. This case appeared to
excite considerable interest, the bench being crowded during/the
trial with magistrates and county gentlemen.

Francis Parget, William Dix, Thomas Lnckcock, and James
Smith y were arraigned upon a charge of having unlawfully en-
tered certain inclosed woodlands in the occupation of Joseph
Edmonds, on the 1st inst., for the purpose of destroying game.
From the testimony of Oakley, Mr. Gatteker's head-keeper, it

appeared that he was out on the night in question, with nine
underkeepers, or watchers, for the purpose of protecting his
master's property from poachers, whose depredations have been
carried on in that part of the country to a very great extent.
While thus engaged his attention was drawn to a coppice called
" The Bowell's Dingle," forming one of Mr. Gatteker's principal
pheasant preserves, in which he heard the report of agunj he
immediately stationed his men silently round the cover, so as to
prevent if possible the escape of those who were at work within.
Scarcely had he thus disposed his forces when he observed five

men issue from the dingle , the moment they observed him they
bore down rapidly towards him, evidently concluding that he
was alone and with the intention of attacking and overpowering
him. Oakley, although a powerful man, was not anxious to enter
singly into a contest with so many at once, stepped back about
20 yards and summoned his assistants to his aid ; the five poachers
meanwhile closed upon him ; the moment however that they per-
ceived Oakley's reinforcement they took to their heels, all flying
indifferent directions. All of them however were secured but
one, with the assistance of a well-trained mastiff. On behalf of
the prisoners some remarks were offered by Mr. Phillimore,
deprecating the means which had been used to secure them, as
all the facts requisite to establish the charge were too clearly and
satisfactorily proved to admit of refutation or doubt. Baron
Rolfe summed up, and the Jury without hesitation pronounced
all the men Guilty. The Learned Baron in passing sentence
observed, " These nocturnal depredations are calculated to

lead to crimes of greater enormity and of a deeper dye. A
number of men go out for the avowed purpose of robbing and
plundering the property of their neighbours, for I can describe
their conduct in no lighter terms, and they are frequently led to

enter into frays of a most desperate and sanguinary character.

The crime of which you have been convicted is one to which the
law annexes the punishment of transportation for a very long
term of years; lam glad, however, to observe in the present

case some circumstances which tend slightly to mitigate your
offence, and I am always desirous to show comparative leniency

to those who in any affray, having arms in their hands, refrain

from using them. It may be that in this instance you offered

no resistance because it would have been hopeless ; be that how-
ever as it may, I shall take that iact into consideration now, and
instead of directing you to be removed from the country, the

sentence which I pass upon you is that you be severally im-
prisoned and kept to hard labour for twelve calendar months.

NORTHERN Circuit, Liverpool.—John Roberts, James Hunt,
Thomas Jacques, Joseph Rimmer, and Henry Filtingham, were
indicted for the wilful murder of Richard Kenyon at Knowsley,

by shooting him. A man named Tyrer, one of Lord Derby's
watchers at Knowsley, stated that on the morning of the loth

November be heard a gun go off in the neighbourhood of one of

Lord Derby's covers in the direction o( what is called the Forest-

house Knowsley. He had with him at the time three keepers,

and they all went to the lodge of Richard Kenyon, one of the

head keepers to call him up. They then with Kenyon went in

the direction in which they had heard the shot, towards the new
school. The party laid down under a hedge and remained there

a few minutes when they heard footsteps, and immediately after-

wares found that a party of men numbering from teu to fifteen

were close upon them. The keepers sprang over the (ence and
rushed into the cover. The poachers had guns and sticks and
called to the keepers to keep off. There was then a silence among
them for a second or two, but they immediately after began call-

ing out " Go into'them— shoot them— kill them," and other ex-

pressions of that sort. They then fired a gun. Witness did not

see the effect of it butcrien out to Kenyon to shoot. Kenyon
fired both barrels immediately. There was afterwards a I ourth
shot fired by the poachers, and the keepers finding they were
likely to be overwhelmed by numbers cnueavuured to make their

escape. The poachers shouted 4< hurrah" repeatedly when the
keepers began to retreat. On the way home it was found that
Kenyon was severely wounded, from the effects of which he
died on the 14th. The main facts of the case were confirmed by
the testimony of Naaman Shaw an approver, whose evidence was
confirmed in minute points by other witnesses. It appeared how-

I ever that John Shaw the father of the approver had on the stafement of the watchers that he was one of the party, been com
mitted on the Coroner's inquest, and that it was after that timeand on the reward of 100/. being advertised, that Naaman Shawcame forward to make the statement which he repeated at the
trial. The case for the prosecution having closed Mr James
addressed the Jury for the defence, contending that there was
nothing in the evidence adduced which could properly be lookedon as a corroboration of the testimony of the accomplice whohad the very strongest motives which could operate on such amind (the desire to save his father and to obtain the reward) toinduce him to throw the blame on other than the real culprits
Mr. Justice Wight man having summed up the Jury retired forabout an hour, and returned into Court with a verdict of Guiltvagainst all the prisoners recommending them strongly to mercvHis Lordship then passed sentence of death in a brief andini*
pressive address, which was repeatedly interrupted by the lamen"
tations of the numerous relatives of the prisoners in Court-
Police.—Mansion House.—On Thursday Messrs. Barber and

Fletcher, were brought before the Lord Mayor on the chanre ofiorging the will of Miss Emma Slack, the particulars of which
were given in this Paper last week. Mr. Clarkson on behalf ofthe Crown called Mr. Chappell, Supervising Registrar of Birth-iand Deaths .of the Belgrave District, who produced the orieinal
register containing the registration of the death of Anne Slackon the 25th Feb., 1843. He then called Mr. Price Jorden the
district registrar, but he did not appear. Mr. Clarkson then
entered on another case against the prisoners with reference toanother will which had been forged under circumstances similar
to those detailed on the former occasion. That will purported
to be signed by Mary Hunt, of Queen-square, Bristol, and the
parties who were entitled to the property had never received themoney, but found that it had been deposited in the hands of theCommissioners tor the Reduction of the National Debt* that thedividends had been received up to 1830; and that no dividends

?»
V
«?

eJ^e? applied for subsequently, the money, amounting to1210/. had been handed over to the Commissioners in 184? '«*n
that the amount became, with the interest for the ten years" sornVthing like 1,700/. Daniel Forrester had found in the possession
of the prisoner Fletcher a book containing an entry in which thpname of Mary Hunt, the amount of money handed over to tl eCommissioners as unclaimed, and the name of the solicitor andother particulars were entered. It appeared that the prisonerBarber went, accompanied by a person who called himself
?J
10m

M? iIunt .'

to Doctors ' Commons, and obtained probate ofthe will the said Thomas Hunt having pretended to be executor toMary Hunt, and afterwards having received the amount men!tionedm the will, together with the interest upon that sum forten years. Mary Hunt had died in the year 1806, although thewill proved by Barber stated that she died as lately as the vea?
1829. Upon the representation made with the necessarv form,to the Commissioners, Barber received the whole amount of thecapital and interest lor his client Thomas Hunt, the pretendedexecutor The notes had been changed at the Bank f0l

^

goldand about one half of the sum had been entered in Fletcher'sname in the Westminster Bank, where that person kept anaccount. After some remarks from counsel upon both sides theLord Mayor said he should not exercise a sound discretion if headmitted either of the prisoners to bail. There were extensiveforgeries involved in these cases, and the parties were mixed u dand exhibited so much apparent dexterity that an extremidegree of caution was necessary to be observed. He considered
it due to all that every facility should be rendered f6r i5q ffi?and he should therefore remand the prisoners till Tuesday week'CLKRKKNWK^.-On Thursday a young man named EdwardArm&rong, described as a gardener, was charged upon hiSwnconfession with being of unsound mind, and with ush g exureTsions wi h reference to the Queen, it appeared from Uifstat^merit of the inspector that the prisoner came to the station-housein George-street, St. Giles's, to surrender himself as bein" aperson unfit to beat large, as he -had strong fears that he Jhtdoinjury to theQueen, by shooting her. In the courseSHEexamination it was stated that the prisoner had been sen to thiMiddlesex Hospital by the police, but the medical gentlemenwho examined him there could not pronounce him insane. He
^uU

l
tir^tGly

,
Sent

\° the House of Correction for safe custodyuntil further information could be obtained.
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Friday, Dkcembbr 2Q.-On Wednesday the
English Wheat was pretty well cleared off, and the demand fortree Foreign improved towards the close of the Market. Thismorning we have a small attendance of buyers, and the trade has
ruled exceedingly heavy, with very little business doing, although
prices demanded are the same. Barley commands fully late
prices, and is in demand. Peas and Beans remain as on Wed-
nesday. .The Oat-trade is flat with a fair supply. The duty onWheat and Peas has advanced is. per Quarter.

BRITISH, PER IMPKRJAL QUAKTHR. .V. $.
Wheat, Essex, Kent, and Suffolk . . White 44 64— Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire . . 47*54
Oats, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . . Poland's 10" 25

Northumberland and Scotch . . Feed
Irish • Feed

Barley .... Malting and distilling
Malt, pale, ship -

Hertford and Essex ....
Rye
Beans, Mazagan, old and new 22 to 20 Tick—— Pigeon, Heligoland . 28 to 36 Winds.
Peas, White

23
;;2

Red .

White
Feed
Potato
Potato
Grind.

5.

44

16
17
16
24

24
25
24

30

Harrow 25
Longpod28

32
30
27

Nov,

Dec.

>

17
24
1

8
15
22

per Quarter

G weeks' Aggregate Aver.
. 50 II

Duties on Foreign Grain . 20j

English
Irish .

Scotch
foreign

Wheat
8920

910

ARRIVALS THIS WJEEK.
Barley
0-190

420

Oats
2490

10-17 'J

190

Flour
:.0Sks

GAZETTE OF THE WEEK.
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED--J. Phillips, Pinners' Hall-court. Old

broad-street, tailor— D. Co/JUKS, Bcnnett'a-nlace, Pollard 's-row. Bethnal-
green, sillc»inanutacturer.

Everton, near Liverpool, tailor- \v. Thompson, NewtsasUe-on-Tyne, merchant*

BIRTHS—On the 17th inst., at Egliritouri Castle, the Countess of Eglintoun
ot a daughter-On the 24th, at 3, Sussex Gardens, Lady Wary Hops, of a son-On the«3d inst., at 1, Cambridge-square, Hyde-Park, the wife of Oeoroh
V\ 11. ok, Ks<]., ot a son-

f
MARRIED -Ob the 24th inst., at St. George's, Hanover-square, J. T

Tatchbll, Esq., of Stoke-sub-Hamden, Somerset, to Ann, only daughter of
late W. J- Hay, Esq.—On the27th inst., at St Mary's, Cheltenham, Cant- s.

'''I'^'iJP' Esq-, R-N., to Frances, daughter of thelaie Rev. J. Wiqoktt.

of

Vice
his 75th year

f *
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NEW FARMERS' NEWSPAPER.
Thk time has come when Landlords and Tenants, large Farmers and small, must devote their anxious attention to improved cultivation—when, in the words of Sir Robert Peel, "All must

learn how, in the shortest time, and at the least expense, to produce the greatest quantity offood, vegetable or animal, without permanent injury to the la?id." To accomplish this, no means can be so

effectual as that which brings the results of Experience and Science before every man, in a cheap form. For this purpose Thk AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE is to be established.

The Proprietors are aware of the difficulties of dealing with the many details of cultivation without an acquaintance with circumstances, often as varying as places. They condemn the idea of

conducting: farming operations upon one invariable plan ; and, while they welcome science as the best auxiliary of practice, they regard crude speculations as the most dangerous of delusions. But,

they also feel that in Agriculture, as in all other arts, there are general principles upon which successful farming must depend ; that there are practical errors which no local circumstances can justify .

in short, that there is room for improvement even in those branches which are best understood. No one man can be competent to deal with the multifarious questions affecting husbandry, and the

duty of the Editor of such a Paper as Tiik AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE is to make known the knowledge of all. It is to practical Farmers that the Proprietors trust for the means of carrying

out their views, and not to the talents of any individual. While, therefore, they state that the Editor of Tiik AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE will be a gentleman well acquainted with the best kind

of Farming, in which he is actively engaged, they feel it to be of far more importance to announce the promise of assistance received from the landed and farming interest generally, especially of t hose

Whose names they are permitted to mention :

—

The Right. Hon. the Earl Spencer, President of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Ducie, Vice-President of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England

Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P., one of the Council of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England

J. H. Langston, Esq., M.P.
Dr. Daubeny, Professor of Botany, Oxford
James F. W. Johnston, Esq., Professor of Chemistry, Durham
Robert Black, Esq., Loch Aish, Ross, N.B..

John M'Bryde, Esq., Balker, Ayrshire

T. Caird, Esq., Baldoon, near Wigton
R.D. Drewett, Esq., Burpham, Arundel
John Grey, Esq., Dilston, Northumberland
Curtis Hayward, Esq., Quedgeley, near Gloucester

W. H.Hyett, Esq., Painswick House, one of the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England
R. M.Jacques, Esq., Richmond, Yorkshire
C. P. Kendle, Esq., Fordham, Downham Market
\V. Lawrance, Esq., Woodhatch, Reigate

J. B. Lawes, Esq., Rothampstead, near St. Albans

JefTery Mayne, Esq., Secretary of Rayleigh Farmers' Club

M. M. Milburn, Esq., Sec. of the Yorkshire Agricult. Society

J. Parkinson, Esq., Leyfields, Ollerton, Notts.

J. F. Peasey, Esq., Secretary of Winchcombe Farmers' Club
James Smith, Esq., Dcanston
William Torr, Esq., Riby, near Caistor

Joseph Yorke, Esq., Tewkesbury
Mr. J. H. Broad, Secretary of St. Columb Farmers' Club
Mr. J. Clarke, Romsey, Hants
Mr. S. Collier, Witney Farmers' Club
Mr. G. Parsons, Agent to Lord Portman

&c. &c. &c.

Lord Worsley, M.P., Vice-President of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society of England

William Miles, Esq., M.P., one of the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England

Mr. Thimbleby, Bolingbrooke
Colonel Le Couteur, Belle Vue, Jersey
Rev. Dr. Buckland, Professor of Mineralogy, Oxford
Dr. Lyon Playfair, Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England
J. Bennett, Esq., President of the Leominster Farmers' Club
John Curtis, Esq., F.L.fc.

T. W. Davis, Esq., Secretary of the South Wilts and Warm-
ington Farmers' Club

John Gedney, Esq., President of the Harlcstonc Farmers'
Club, Norfolk

A. Hall, Esq., Secretary of the Chepstow Farmers* Club
C. Herbert, Esq., Powisk, near Worcester
G. Legard, Esq., Fangloss, Pocklington, Yorks.
E. W. Moore, Esq., Agent to Earl Radnor
C. Noel, Esq.,Kirkby -

Mr. R. W. Purchas, Sec. of the Monmouth Farmers' Club]
J. A. Ransome, Esq., Ipswich
Edward Solly, Esq., Junior, Experimental Chemist to the

Horticultural Society of London
In B. Walrond, Esq., Sec. of the Gloucester Farmers' Club
W. Wickes, Esq., Moorbath House, Bampton, Devon
Mr. R. Beman, Stow-on-the-Wold
Mr. J. Dudgeon, Spylaw, Berwickshire
Mr. W. F. Fardon, Sec. of the Broomsgrove Farmers' Club
Mr. S. Rigg, Wigton, Cumberland

&c. &c. &c.

Lord Portman, Vice-President of the Roy. Agr. Soc. of England
Sir John Saunders Sebright, Bart.

J. Walbanke Chiiders, Esq., M.P., one of the Council of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England

Rev. J. S. Henslow, Professor of Botany, Cambridge
David Low, Esq., Professor of Agriculture, Edinburgh, o

of the Council of the Royal Agricultural Soc. of Scotland
Robert Baker, Esq., Writtle, Essex
John Benson, Esq., Agent to the Duke of Bedford
Evan David, Esq., President of the Cardiff Farmers' Club
W. Greer, Esq., Secretary of the Debenham Farmers' Club
AV. Parker Hamond, Esq., Pampisford Flail, Cambridge
C. W. Hookyers, Esq., Wroxhall, near Warwick
J. Hudson, Esq., Castle Acre, near Swafl'ham, one of the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
Samuel Jonas, Esq., Ickleton, Cambridgeshire, one of the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
W. II. Little, Esq., Lanvair Grange, Abergavenny
J. Mathews, Esq., Secretary of Hereford Farmers' Club
D. J. Niblett, Esq., Haresfield

R. Parkinson, Esq.,JBabworth, Retford
W. Price, Esq., Secretary of the Ross Farmers' Club
R. Aglionby Slaney, Esq., Walford Manor, Shiffnall, Salop.
S. D. Stirling, Esq., Glenbervie, Falkirk
W. B. Wingate, Esq., Hareuy, Bolingbrooke, Lincolnshire
Mr. T. Beadel, Secretary of the Braintree Farmers' Club
Mr. John Brodie, Haddington
Mr. G. Hope, Fenton Rams, East Lothian.
Mr. John Morton, Agent to the Earl of Ducie
Mr. Shoosmith, Folkington, Sussex

&C. &c. &;'V%

The Practice of Agriculture—its Science—Animal and Vegetable Physiology—Improvements in Implements—better modes of Husbandry—results of well-conducted experimental Farming-
Growth and Rotation of Crops—Stock—Drainage—Irrigation—Foresting—Road-making—Farm-Buildings—Labourers—in short, whatever affects the beneficial employment of capital in land-

will form topics of consideration. Reports will be given of the English, Scotch, and Irish Agricultural Societies—London Market Prices of Corn, Hay, and Cattle, and the Weekly Averages. Replies

to questions connected with the object of the Paper will also be furnished weekly.

Considering the union which exists between Horticulture and Agriculture, it has been thought advisable to make Thk AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE an addition to the Gardeners'
Chronicle, edited by Dr. Lindlev, and so extensively known ; but that there may be ample room for discussion, that Paper will be increased one-half in size without additional charge—thus Twenty -

lour Columns will be occupied, as at present, by Horticulture, and Twenty-four by the General News of the Week, whilst

Twenty-four Columns will be devoted to Agriculture:
t *

i

, .... _ , . —

—

On Saturday next, therefore, January 6th, will be published, price SIXPENCE, stamped to go free by post,

THB FI3&ST JNTITXttBEK OT

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
AND

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE:
& raeeftlp 3fa:ortr of Iftuval SEconomn anfc General Nefos.

THE HORTICULTURAL PART EDITED BY PROFESSOR LINDLEY,

Thk principle on which the Gardening part of this Paper has been conducted has been to make it a weekly record of everything that bears upon Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, or

Garden Botany, and such Natural History as has «t relation to Gardening, with Notices and Criticisms of all works on such subjects. Connected with thispart are WEEKLY CALENDARS OF
GARDENING OPERATIONS, given in detail, and adapted to the objects of persons in every station of life : so that the Cottager with a few rods of ground before his door, the Amateur who has only

a greenhouse, and the Manager of extensive gardens, are alike informed of the routine of operations which the varying seasons render necessary. It moreover contains reports of Horticultural

Exhibitions and Proceedings— Notices of Novelties and Improvements—in short, everything that can tend to advance the profession, benefit the condition of the workman, or conduce to the pleasure

of his employer ; accompanied with Woodcuts, whenever the matter treated of requires that mode of illustration,
*

To this Farming, as explained above, will now be added.

Lastly, that description of domestic and political News is introduced which is usually found in a Weekly Newspaper, It is unnecessary to dwell on this head further than to say, that the

Proprietors do not range themselves under the banners of any party; their earnest endeavours have been to make The Gardenkrs' Chronicle a full and comprehensive Record of Facts only-—a

Newspaper in the true sense of the word—leaving the reader to form his own opinions ; their object being elucidation of the laws of Nature, not of man. The reader is thus furnished, in addition to
thk peculiar fkaturks of the Journal, with such information concerning the events of the day as supersedes the necessity of his providing himself with any other Weekly Paper.

The Proprietors are happy to announce that the following distinguished Botanists, Florists, and Practical Gardeners have already enriched the Gardeners' Chronicle by their communications: —

•

The Hon. and Very Rev. W. Herbert, Dean of Manchester
The Hon. and Rev. Charles Bathurst
Hon. W. Fox Strangways
Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart.

Sir W. J. Hooker, Royal Gardens, Kew
Dr. Horner, Hull
Dr. Lankester, F.L.S.
Rev\ J, M, Berkeley
J. Bateman, Esq., Knypersley
Mr. W: Billington, Oswestry
Mr. Ingram, Gardener to Her Majesty
Mr. Paxton, Gardener to the Duke of Devonshire
Mr. Alexander, Gardener to the Duke of Lcinster
Mr. Ferguson, Gardener to the Duke of Buckingham
Mr. Spenser, Gardener to the Marquis of Lansdowne
Mr. Elliott, Gardener to the Earl of Tyrconnell

The Hon. and Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt
Hon. Algernon Herbert
Sir George Mackenzie, Bart.
Sir Charles Wolesey, Bart.

Dr. Bevan, Llanferry
Dr. Gregory, Aberdeen
Dr. Ingram, President of Trinity College, Oxford
Rev. J. B. Reade *
Mr. Henderson, Gardener to the Earl Fitzwilliam

| g
Mr. Frost, Gardener to Lady Grenville
Mr. Haytnorn, Gardener to Lord Middleton
Mr. Halliday, late Gardener to Lord Sondes
Mr. Brown, Gardener to Lord Southampton
Mr. Errington, Gardener to Sir P. Egerton, Bart.

Mr. Fortune, Hothouse Dept., Hort. Gardens, Chiswick
Mr. Thompson, Fruit Dept., Hort. Gardens, Chiswick

G. Bentham, Esq., late Secretary of the Horticultural Society
L. W. Dillwyn, Esq., Sketty Hall
J. D. Llewelyn, Esq., Penllergare
Mr. Bailey, Gardener to the Archbishop of York
Mr. Mackintosh, Gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch
Mr. Moffatt, Gardener to the Duke of Newcastle
Mr. Tillery, Gardener to the Duke of Portland
Mr. Cooper, Gardener to the Earl Fitzwilliam
Mr. Bowers, Gardener to the Karl of Lucan
Mr. Forsyth, Gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury
Mr. Buchan, Gardener to Lord Bagot
Mr. Beaton, Gardener to Sir W. Middleton, Bart.
Mr. Booth, Gardener to Sir C. Lemon, Bart.
Me. Whiting, Gardener to If. T. Hope, Esq.. M.P.
Mr. James Drummond, Gardener, Blair Drummond
Mr. Gordon, Hardy Dept., Horticultural Gardens, Chiswick.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS and COMMUNICATIONS, 3, CHARLES-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN, LONDON.

Orders received by all Booksellers and Newsvenders.

Printed by Messrs. Bradbvrt and EyArfS, Lombard-street* Fleet-atreet.in the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, and Published by them at the Officr, 3, Charles-sWEET, CoyENT G/bdbn, in the County of Middlesex,
where all Advertisements and Communications are to bo addressed to the Editor.—Saturday, December 30, 1943
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